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PREFACE. 

The  acknowledged  usefulness  of  the  Dictionary  to  which  prescription  has  inappropriately  assigned 

the  title  of  Richakdson's  Persian,  Arabic,  and  Enghsh  Dictionary,  and  the  probability  that  at  no 

very  distant  period  a  reprint  of  it  would  be  required,  induced  the  editor  of  the  last  edition,  shortly 

after  it  had  issued  from  the  press,  to  commence  a  careful  revision  of  the  work,  in  order  to 

supply  such  deficiencies  as  might  still  be  detected.  The  period  he  looked  forward  to  has  arrived  : 

the  exhaustion  of  the  edition  has  been  simultaneous  with  the  completion  of  his  labours  ;  and  he  now 

responds  to  the  call  for  a  new  edition,  or,  to  speak  more  accurately,  for  a  new  Dictionary,  by 

the  present  publication. 

The  Dictionary  of  Richardson,  as  pubhshed  in  1 777,  however  well  suited  to  the  style  and  wants 

of  that  day,  was  open  to  obvious  objections.  It  was  inconvenient  in  size,  being  printed  in  folio,  with 

an  ungraceful  oriental  type,  and  it  was  very  defective  in  its  stock  and  choice  of  words.  It  was 

little  else  than  an  abridgement  of  the  Oriental  Thesaurus  of  Meninski,  printed  in  four  folio  volumes 

at  Vienna  in  1680,  effected  by  omitting  the  Turkish  words  incorporated  in  that  collection,  and  by 

putting  together  words  of  similar  sound,  but  of  different  significations,  and  sometimes  of  different 

etymology,  which  the  original  had  more  consistently  kept  distinct.  Richardson  made  some  addi- 

tions to  his  text,  chiefly  from  the  lexicons  of  Golius  and  Castellus.  He  also  published  in  a 

second  volume  a  reversed  dictionary,  English  and  Persian :  but  the  unidiomatic  character  of  his 

equivalents  has  led  to  this  being  rarely  consulted. 

The  first  volume  of  Richardson's  Dictionary  was  reprinted  in  1806,  and  the  second  volume  in 

1810,  by  the  late  distinguished  oriental  scholar,  Sir  Charles  Wilkins,  who  on  that  occasion  compared 

the  English  version  of  Meninski  with  the  original.  In  doing  this,  many  alterations  and  numerous 

additions  were  made,  and  many  mistakes  corrected.  He  also  reformed  the  mode  of  representing 

the  Oriental  by  Roman  characters — reduced  the  size  to  the  more  convenient  dimensions  of  a  quarto 

— printed  the  oriental  words  with  a  new  and  greatly-improved  Arabic  type,  and  made  additions 

both  of  words  and  meanings,  which,  to  use  his  own  expression,  "  might  be  counted  by  thousands." 
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The  work  assumed,  therefore,  an  entirely  new  aspect ;  and  was  mainly  indebted  to  the  learning  and 

industry  of  Sir  Chaeles  Wilkins  for  its  standard  reputation  as  an  Arabico-Persian  Lexicon. 

In  1829,  although  not  withholding  his  aid  or  interest  from  a  new  edition  of  the  Dictionary, 

Sir  C.  Wilkins  consigned  the  task  of  preparing  it  for  publication  and  conducting  it  through  the 

press  to  the  compiler  of  the  present  work.  On  that  occasion  also  voluminous  additions  were  made. 

A  great  body  of  Arabic  words,  which  Richardson  had  omitted,  were  supplied  from  Meninski, 

WiLLMET,  De  Sacy,  Gladwin,  the  Kiimus  and  other  sources ;  at  the  same  time  the 

Persian  division  of  the  Dictionary  was  enriched  by  numerous  and  useful  contributions  from  the 

Burhani  Kati^  ti)^^)  ̂^^^        voluminous  Persian  Dictionary,  Haft  Kulzum  t»l*i.&), 

compiled  under  the  orders  of  the  King  of  Oude,  and  printed  at  Lucknow  ;  but  chiefly  from 

a  manuscript  collection  of  words,  consisting  of  about  five  and  twenty  thousand,  taken  from  the 

works  of  twenty-four  of  the  most  celebrated  Persian  writers,  which  had  been  compiled  in  India 

under  the  directions  of  the  late  Sir  Graves  Chamney  Haughton.  This  valuable  compilation  was 

most  liberally  jDlaced  by  that  eminent  scholar  and  zealous  colleague  at  the  Editor's  disposal. 

About  thirty-eight  thousand  new  words  were  inserted,  and  many  new  meanings  that  had  been 

previously  overlooked  or  omitted,  were  introduced  under  their  respective  terms. 

It  is  not  possible  that  a  Lexicon,  however  carefully  and  laboriously  compiled,  should  embrace  all' 

the  words  of  a  copious  form  of  speech  and  an  extensively-cultivated  literature.  If  such  be  the  case 

with  one  language,  it  is  still  more  applicable  to  a  work  which  in  fact  comprehends  to  a  certain 

extent  the  two  classical  languages  of  the  Muhammadan  world,  Arabic  and  Persian.  To  embody  all 

the  words  of  both  these  languages  without  any  omission,  would  require  an  amount  of  knowledge  and 

an  extent  of  research  to  which  the  compiler  of  the  present  work  makes  no  pretension.  All  that  he 

has  attempted  on  the  present,  as  well  as  on  the  former  occasion,  has  been  to  supply  such  defects  as 

could  be  supplied  from  sources  within  his  reach.  With  this  purpose,  he  has  gone  over,  with  all  the 

care  he  could  bestow,  the  Surah  (.^ya)  a  Dictionary  of  Arabic  words  explained  in  Persian,  in  two 

volumes  quarto,  printed  at  Calcutta  in  1812;  also  the  great  Arabic  Lexicon,  Kamus  (^^yo^), 

in  two  volumes  folio,  printed  at  Calcutta  in  1817;  and  the  Persian  translation  of  the  same, 

including  the  Sahahu  '1  lughat  (olisii^  ̂ A^^),  Sliamsu  '1  ̂ liim  and  other  Voca- 
bularies, printed  in  four  quarto  volumes  at  Calcutta  in  the  year  of  the  Hijra  1257  (A.D.  1841), 

under  the  title  of  Muntaha  '1  arab  ti  lughati  '1  ̂ arab  {^jS^\  ̂   '^j^^  by  Munshi 

Abdu 'r   rahim    (^j^.  ̂ Ju^  Jvj^  ^-^J^  O^J^)-     The  author  has  also  carefully 
perused,  with  reference  to  the  present  compilation,  several  standard  Persian  writings,  as  the 

Anvari  Suhayh  (Jjk^  Akhlaki  Muhsini  (^-«-^  J"^^)'       Tuhfatu  1  ahrar  (J\jS>^\ 'ikd), 

and  Salaman  u  Absal  (JL,^)  j  of  Jami  (jjoW)  which  two  last-named  woi-ks  have  been 

most  accurately  edited  by  Mr.  Falconer;  and  L'histoire  des  Mongols,  translated  by  M.  Quatremere 

and  forming  one  volume  of  that  splendid  series  the  Collection  Orientale. 

From  these  and  a  few  other  sources,  more  than  thirty  thousand  words  that  had  no  place  in 

the  third  edition  of  Richardson,  will  be  found  in  the  present  work.    It  is  hoped  therefore. 
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that  the  Dictioiicary  will  now  rarely  leave  a  Persian  student  at  a  loss  for  the  meaning  of  any  term, 

whether  of  Persian  or  Arabic  origin,  which  he  may  meet  with  in  a  Persian  author. 

With  respect  to  Arabic,  the  case  is  different.  Although  containing  a  very  large  proportion 

of  Arabic  words,  the  compilation  is  intended  to  be  an  Arabic  Lexicon  chiefly  in  relation  to  the 

indefinite  extent  to  which  the  best  Persian  writers  avail  themselves  of  the  Arabic  language,  either 

to  enrich  their  style  or  to  display  their  erudition.  The  words  that  are  thus  embodied,  are  substan- 

tives, adjectives,  verbal  nouns,  participles,  nouns  of  agency,  and  particles  — ■  not  verbs  :  and, 

accordingly,  the  latter,  either  in  their  primitive  or  derivative  forms  as  verbal  roots,  constitute  no 

part  of  the  collection.  It  is  only  to  this  extent  that  the  Dictionary  is  a  Dictionary  of  Arabic  ; 

and  although  it  is,  no  doubt,  true  that  it  contains  very  many  words  for  which  it  might  be  difficult 

to  produce  the  authority  of  a  Persian  author  ;  yet  so  long  as  the  best  Persian  writers  may,  and 

do  employ  Arabic  words  at  their  own  discretion,  without  limit  or  reserve,  it  would  scarcely  l)e 

safe  to  predicate  of  any  Arabic  word  that  it  never  occurs  in  a  Persian  composition.  On  this 

account,  it  has  been  thought  advisable,  not  only  to  retain  a  large  number  of  Arabic  words  of  very 

questionable  usefulness,  merely  because  they  had  found  a  place  in  the  former  editions,  but  to  add 

many  others  which  may  possibly  be  foreign  to  Persian  literature,  but  which  may  also  be  found 

in  it,  and  of  an  explanation  of  which  the  student  may  occasionally  stand  in  need.  Superfluity 

has  appeared  to  the  author  preferable  to  deficiency,  although  he  is  by  no  means  disposed  to 

question  the  justness  of  the  objections  which  have  been  made  to  the  Arabic  portion  of  his  labours, 

by  scholars  for  whose  opinion  he  entertains  the  greatest  respect  and  deference. 

It  might,  indeed,  have  been  a  preferable  course  to  have  compiled  the  Dictionary  in  the  first 

instance  from  a  careful  collation  of  the  standard  literature  of  Persia,  rather  than  from  the  existing 

lexicons  :  but  there  can  be  no  doubt  that  native  lexicographers  are,  for  the  most  part,  more 

conversant  with  their  own  literary  compositions  than  European  scholars  can  hope  to  be.  A  wider 

field  is  open  to  them  whence  to  accumulate  their  gleanings.  To  have  recourse  to  them  is  therefore 

a  natural  and  obvious  procedure  :  to  discard  their  aid  would  be  recklessly  to  cast  away  valuable 

materials.  In  the  present  instance,  however,  the  author  has  had  no  choice.  The  original 

compilation  of  Meninski,  based  upon  native  Lexicons,  and  amplified  and  corrected  from  the  same  by 

Mr.  Richardson  and  Sir  Charles  Wilkins,  is  the  acknowledged  groundwork  of  his  own  labours  : 

and  he  holds  himself  accountable  only  for  the  fuller  development  of  their  plan,  and  the  compilation 

of  a  Dictionary  which,  while  it  may  be  not  wholly  useless  to  the  student  of  Arabic,  will  furnish  the 

student  of  Persian  with  an  explanation  of  every  word  he  is  likely  to  meet  with,  whether  it  be  of 

Persian  or  Arabic  extraction. 

With  a  hope  of  rendering  the  work  more  serviceable  to  the  student  of  Arabic,  the  irregular 

plurals  of  nouns  and  adjectives  will  not  only  be  found  in  their  places  alphabetically  arranged,  but 

have  also  been  given  along  with  their  respective  singulars  after  the  manner  observed  by  Arabian 

lexicographers.  In  many  of  the  commonest  terms  these  irregular  plurals  are  very  numerous,  as 

may  be  seen  by  a  reference  to  the  words  ojS'  ̂ hd,  a  servant;  shayhh,  an  old  man;  ddr, 
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a  house;  ̂ X^\  asad,  a  lion;  Ja>.  hazz,  good  fortune ;  Jdmar,  an  ass;  {^J\  arz,  the  earth; 

kalh,  a  dog;  shaji^  bold,  brave;  j^A;a6M',  great,  &c.  &c.    But  notwithstanding  the 

large  space  occupied  bj  these  repetitions,  the  addition  of  more  than  thirty  thousand  words,  and  the 

insertion  of  the  tashdid  (sign  of  reduplication),  the  typographical  arrangements  that  have  been 

adopted  have  diminished  the  bulk  of  the  volume  by  three  hundred  pages,  without,  it  is  believed, 

impairing  the  merits  of  its  execution,  the  elegance  of  the  type,  or  the  distinctness  of  the 

impression. 

A  still  more  important  result  is  the  reduction  of  the  price,  which  barely  exceeds  a  third  of 

the  former  charge,  and  furnishes  a  precedent  of  economy  in  oriental  printing  hitherto  unparalleled, 

for  which  oriental  students  cannot  be  too  thankful.  This  is  partly  owing  to  the  improved  facilities 

which  practice  has  given  to  the  printers  of  oriental  books  :  and  in  particular,  to  the  oriental  press  of 

Mr.  Watts,  which  has  earned  a  just  reputation  above  all  others  in  this  country  for  the  immense 

variety  of  its  resources  in  oriental  typography,  and  the  skill  and  cheapness  with  which  they  are 

employed. 

It  is  further  owing  to  the  liberality  of  the  Court  of  Directors  of  the  East-India  Company,  by 

whom  the  entire  cost  of  the  publication  has  been  defrayed  :  and  who  have  in  this,  as  on  various 

other  occasions,  manifested  their  desire  to  facilitate  the  acquirement  of  every  oriental  language,  a 

knowledge  of  which  is  subservient  to  an  acquaintance  with  the  -  speech,  the  institutions,  or  the 

sentiments  of  the  people  of  India. 

East-India  College,  Hailetbury,  Herts, 

October  1,  185'2. 
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ALif,  the  first  letter  of  the  Arabic  and  Per- 

sian alphabets,  in  arithmetic  represents  the  num- 
ber one,  and  in  almanacks  and  astronomical 

books,  Sunday  and  Taurus.  It  also  denotes  an 

unmarried  man.  Like  its  sisters  j  nam  and  ̂ J  ya, 
this  letter  is  sometimes  a  vowel,  and  at  other  times 

a  consonant.  As  a  vowel,  it  is  called  &^\t*>  („_fi)\ 

alif  sakina^^mescent  alif,  cdif  luyylna, 

Soft  alif,  or  alif u' I  madd,  Alif  of  extension 
or  prolongation.  Being  invariably  preceded  by  a 
consonant  inflected  with  the  vowel  a,  called 

fatha,  which  is  akin  to  \  alif,  it  merely  prolongs 

the  sound,  so  as  to  form  the  simple  long  vowel  a 

of  "far"  or  "father":  as,  JU  7w  a/,  Wealth.  In 
Persian,  however,  a  broader  sound  is  given  to  it, 

more  nearly  allied  to  the  a  in  "  water"  or  "  war": 
as,  JU-  hal,  (pronounced  haul)  State,  ̂ ja,  (pro- 

nounced jaw)  A  place.  When,  in  Arabic  words, 

\  alif  occurs  at  the  end  of  a  word,  or  at  least  is 

followed  only  by  ̂  hamza,  then  the  sound  of  sX* 

madda,  which  means  "extension  or  prolongation," 
is  given  to  it,  whether  the  sign  be  written  or  not : 

as,  f  or  indifferently  Ajt^  hamras,  fem.  Red,  (to 

be  sounded  like  the  a  in  "  huzza").  In  this  case  it 
is  called  Siijii^  (_ftJ\  alif  viamduda,  Extended  alif, 

in  contradistinction  to  »j^*aiu  i_a)l  alif  mahsura, 

Short  alif.  This  latter  \  alif  is  not  unfrequently 

met  with  at  the  end  of  Arabic  words  :  as,  LaS^ 

^sa\  (originally_yaS'  ̂ isaw)  A  staff ;  loii  dunya' , 
The  world.  But  ijyosuc  alif  vialisura  ap- 

pears more  frequently  in  the  form  of  ya,  with 

a  small  \  aZ?/ placed  above :  as  in  i^jZ^i  hushra'', 
Glad  tidings ;  ̂^k^  mustafa\  Elect ; 

huUa',  Pregnant ;  ̂̂ J-oi  fuzla\  fem.  Excellent. 
In  Arabic,  \  alifm^j  be  substituted  for  j  wan- 

or  i^ya:  as,       hala  (originally  Jy  kawala)  He 

spake  ;  ̂   ha^,  (originally  haya^)  He  sold. 
It  is  employed  to  form  the  dual  in  verbs  and  nouns : 

as,  hat  aha,  They  two  wrote  ;  yalitu- 
hani.  They  both  will  write  ;  rajulani.  Two 
men.  It  also  forms  the  noim  of  agency:  as, 

~arib,  A  striker.  Likewise,  adjectives : 

as,  {^^^  sakran,  Drunk ;  ̂jf  huhra\  fem. 
Greater.  It  is  used  in  the  formation  of  plurals, 

both  regular  and  irregular :  also  of  several  of  the 

jii-o*  7nasdars,  or  verbal  nouns,  &c.,  for  all  of 
which  see  Grammar. 

In  a  few  instances,  \  alif  though  written,  is 

not  pronoimced.  This  is  the  case  after  j  maw 

of  the  pliu-al  of  the  verb  :  as,  \jj>ai  nasaru,  They 
assisted ;  and  seems  to  have  been  introduced  in 

order  that  this  j  waw  may  not  be  taken  for  the 

conjunction  J  ware.  Some  grammarians  extend 
the  use  of  this  silent  \  alif  to  other  words  :  as, 

hanun.  Sons  ;  hanu  (for  ̂ -i-J  banu) 

Zayd,  Sons  of  Zayd  ;  sharibu  7  7>iaf, 

(for  -^1^^  ̂ j^)  Drinkers  of  water.  After  ij^.y> 
tamvin  preceded  by  fatha,  \  alif  is  written, 

but  not  sounded  :  as,  ̂ ^^j^  zarabtu  zaydan, 

I  smote  Zayd.  Also,  when  it  is  the  substitute  of 

the  light  ̂   nun  in  such  a  phrase  as  iL<ob3b  \i»fl,...:il 

la  nasfa^m  (originally  ̂ ^^3<i-*j3)  bVn  nasiyat.  Ve- 
rily we  will  drag  by  the  forelocks.  Neither  is  it 

pronounced  when  following  the  ̂ J^fJ  ran'iy,  or  last 
letter  of  a  verse  :  as  when  L-.>Ul.i^  ilti^ba,  i»^\*o\ 

asaba,  are  written  bl»c3\  ilti^iba,  \S\jo\  asaba. 
Then  there  is  the  \  alif  of  lamentation  (iO  j3 

nadha):  as,  tS^j  \j  wa  zaydah,  Alas!  Zayd: 

and  of  imploring  aid  («3lii**»\  istighasa')  :  as, 
^        ̂ .  V"-  zaydah,  Ho  !  help,  Zayd. 

In  Persian,  \  alif  is  of  two  kinds. — 1.  Prefixed 
to  certain  particles  :  as,  b\  aba  (for  b  ba),  With ; 

also  to  words  of  three  or  more  letters,  when  it 

takes  the  vowel  originally  belonging  to  the  first 

letter,  which  then  becomes  quiescent :  as,  ̂   ̂ 

ishham,  (originally  ̂   shikam),  The  belly. — 
2.  To  denote  privation  :  as,  ̂jLis-^  aumban,  Mo- 

tionless ;  ahhwdsti.  Unwillingness. 

\  alif  in  the  middle  of  a  word  is  of  five  kinds. — 
1.  When  employed  to  convert  the  third  person 

singular  of  the  aorist  into  the  precative  :  as,  li^^ 

7nlrdd,  May  he  die !  (from  dji^  tmrad) ; 

huvdd.  May  he  be  !  (from  lijJ  bucad)  ;  ma- 

ravad,  May  he  not  go  !  (from  i^jj  ravad).  Or 
when  it  stands  in  the  place  of  the  prefix  hi : 

as,  ̂jii^  mh'dm,  I  will  die  (for  ̂ ji:^  bimlram). — 2.  Pleonastic,  for  ornament,  or  by  poetic  licence  : 

as,  jl,M.^M>  sahuh-sdr  (for  jut  udl.uu  sabuh-sar), 
Light-headed  5  JSS^  sitamgar  (originally  j.^iu*» 
sitamgar), Tyrannical ;j\y^h]mar  (ioYj^  khwur). 

Contemptible. — 3.  To  denote  continuation  or 

proximity:  as,  iijc»-\i^jc^  hhanddhhand,  Incessant 
laughter  ;  damddam.  Moment  to  moment, 

every  moment;  (__jijijLii»jii  do)ihddosh,  Shoulder 
to  shoulder,  arm  in  arm. — 4.  To  denote  totality,  or 

completeness  :  &s,yJ\jtJ»  sardsar,  From  beginning 

to  end  ;  sardjyd,  From  head  to  foot. — 5.  In 

lieu  of  the  conjunction  j  vdv  :  as,  cfji^'  tahdpuy 
(for  J  tilj  tah  u  j)uy),  A  running  to  and  fro, 
search.  In  some  parts  of  Persia  a  medial  \  alif, 

when  followed  by  nun,  is  sounded  like  u  :  as, 

^^J^  bdrdn  (pronounced  as  if  written  ̂ ^jjb  hdrwi), Rain. 

\  alif  at  the  end  of  words  is  of  seven  kinds.  ■ 
1.  Used  in  calling  :  as,\^  shahd,  O  King ! 

shahr-ydrd,0  friend  of  the  city  !— 2.  To  denote 

prayer :  as,  na  nishinadd,  May  he  not  sit ! 

jJu),  binadd,  May  he  see  !    Sometimes  two  \  alifs 
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occur  in  one  word  for  emphasis ;  the  one  being 

placed  before,  and  the  other  after,  the  final  letter : 

as,  shavada,  May  he  become! — 3,  To  de- 
note the  agent :  as,       dcma,  Knowing,  learned  ; 

b'ma,  Seeing,  or  a  seer ;  goija,  Speaking, 
or  a  speaker  ;  \ ̂Jlt  shinava,  Hearing,  or  a  hearer  ; 

\jj  rava,  Current. — 4.  For  filling  up  mA- 
bd^,  borrowed  from  the  Arabians ;  as,  when 

poetic  metre  requires  it,  (jU^A'a?ftaZ  is  written 
kamdla.  In  strict  parlance,  the  final  consonant 

of  every  Persian  word  is  silent,  that  is,  not  fol- 

lowed by  a  vowel.  When,  therefore,  it  is  re- 
quired to  inflect  such  a  consonant  with  a  vowel,  an 

\  alifmast  be  subjoined  :  as,  dmiiyd,  \J^^>\j 

rdycjaniyd,  from         daniy,  rdygdyiiy. — 
5.  To  form  abstract  nouns :  as,  c/a/ma.  Length, 

fromj\ji5  dardz,  Long ;  ls>-^j??'a/«/<a.  Width,  from 

^\ ̂  Jirdkh,  Wide. — 6.  Pleonastic  :  as,  lld^  ouftd 
(for  gvft,)  He  spoke. — 7.  To  form  a  kind 
of  intensive  superlative  :  as,  \^ ̂   hhwushd,  Very 

happy,  from  ^  hhwush,  Happy ;  L-J  hasu, 

Very  much,  from  ̂ Jui  has,  Much.  \  allf  is  some- 
times sounded  like  u :  as  when  Jarmdy, 

Command  thou,  is  made  to  rhyme  with  7-uy. 
\  alif  may  be  changed  to  Jlii  ddl  or  ye  :  as 

for  ha  an,  ̂ jA>  ha  vi,  they  write  i^\s>  ha  dan, 

i^.<^  ha  din.  For  (^i^il  akdish  and  jj^^^  ar- 

maglmn  they  say  (^^^,  y akdish,  tj'-*<j>.  yar- 
magJian.  The  initial  \  alif  of  a  verb,  when  pre- 

ceded by  the  particle  l-->  hi,  the  prohibitive  ̂   ma, 
or  negative  na,  is  changed  io  ̂ jye:  as,  ̂j^\Ji\ 
afrdkhtan,  To  exalt;  CL^\J'.^,  biyafrdkhf,  He 

exalted ;  J^;^^.  hiyafrdz,  Exalt  thou  ;  j\ jixe  mi- 

yafrdz,  Exalt  not  thou ;  C^\jLjs  nayafrdkht. 
He  exalted  not. 

OF  HAMZA. 

When  \  alif  is  regarded  as  a  consonant,  it  is 

called  hamza,  the  orthographical  sign  of  which  f 

it  ought,  in  strictness,  always  to  bear  ;  although, 
at  the  beginning  of  a  word,  it  seldom  is  written. 

In  shape,  hamza  resembles  the  upper  part  of  ̂  
^yn ;  and,  like  that  letter,  is  uttered  by  a  com- 

pression of  the  muscles  of  the  throat.  Hamza, 
however,  is  neither  so  deep  nor  so  strong  a  guttu- 

ral as  ̂ layn.  In  representing  a  word  which  con- 
tains a  hamza  in  the  Roman  character,  the  pecu- 

liar symbol  of  this  letter  will  be  retained,  accord- 

ing to  the  mode  followed  with  regard  to  ̂ ^lyn. 
At  the  beginning  of  a  word,  hamza  invariably 

assumes  the  form  of  \  alif;  and  inay  take  either  of 

three  vowels,  a,  i,  or  u :  as,ju\  Mviir,  A  prince 

or  coiamander ;  ̂\^simdm,  A  chief  or  leader; 
\  suma7as.  Princes.  In  that  situation,  how- 

ever, the  sign  hamza  is  seldom  written,  as  it  can- 
not there  be  mistaken  for  quiescent  \  alif  or  alif  of 

prolongation ;  the  latter,  as  we  have  already  ob- 

served, being  never  found  but  when  preceded  by 

a  consonant  marked  with  its  own  vowel  fatlia. 

These  words,  then,  will  commonly  appear  written 

jii^ ,  ,  ;  and  will  be  spelt  accordingly  in 
English,  ainir,  imam,  umards,  without  the  ortho- 

graphical sign  hamza. 
In  the  middle  of  a  word,  hamza  is  changed  to 

J  wdw  when  inflected  by  &^  zamma,  and  to  yd 

without  the  diacritical  points  when  inflected^^by 
kasra :  as,  u- raiufa  (originally  <— j]j  ), 

He  was  kind  ;  ̂ Xim  saAma  (originally  j*^**>),  He 
was  sick.  But  when  moved  by  fatka,  it  ge- 

nerally assumes  the  form  of  that  letter  which  is 

homogeneous  with  the  vowel  of  its  own  preposi- 
tive :  as,  (J  w»  samJa,  He  asked ; 

The  pots  of  a  druggist ;  8U**  saMt,  simt,  or 

"k^ji  susa  t,  The  horn  of  a  bow.  As  a  quiescent  me- 
dial, it  remains  when  preceded  by  fatha :  as,  (j**^ 

rdfS,  Head  :  becomes  .  wdw  if  preceded  by  zam- 

ma :  as,  huss,  Calamity,  and       yd  with- 
out the  diacritical  points  if  preceded  by 

hasra:  b,s,J^>  hisr,  A  well. 

At  the  end  of  a  woi^,  after  fatha,  it  assumes 
the  form  of  \  alif:  as,  SjS  harasa.  He  read.  After 

ij^kasra,  it  assumes  the  form  of  yd, :  as,  ̂giti 
dafisa.  He  was  warm  ;  and  after  e.^*o  zamma,  the 
form  of , He  was  bold. 

J  waw :  as,  J j»-  jarusa 
After  a  silent  letter,  it  retains  its  own  shape  :  as, 

-^c—**-  hhahf,  Concealment ;  ̂y>-  jitzs,  A  portion 

(though  sometimes  it  is  found  with  a  j  waw,  as,jS> 

hads.  Commencement) :  ̂^tiJ^^  ihtiddj:,  or  with 

i^lj^  tanwin,  ihtiddfiin,  A  beginning.  In 
this  situation  it  is  commonly  omitted  by  the  Per- 

sians, who  would  write  it  \^\  ihtidd. 

In  Arabic,  hamza  ̂   may  be  substituted  for  a 

radical  j  wdw  or  ̂ ^  yd  :  as,  jjj^"  kdj^il  (for  Jj^jj 
hdnjH),  A  speaker ;  hd^i^  (for  hdyi^,  A 

seller ;  ahad  (for  li^s-j  wahad),  One.  Hamza, 
like  alif,  is  one  of  the  letters  of  increase  (i_-j_j^ 

Siibj)^  hurufu  'z  ziyddai) ;  and  is  therefore  used 
extensively  in  forming  several  of  the  augmented 

conjugations  which  branch  out  from  the  simple  tri- 
literal  or  quadriliteral  root.  It  is  also  employed 

in  the  formation  of  some  of  the  irregular  plurals  : 

as,  af^maf.  Viands  ;  ̂̂ ^^^  ahvdn.  Colours  ; 
(  j,s-l  ahrif,  Letters ;  i  sahdsif  (originally 

I  5^\.£i^)  Volumes  : — also  of  adjectives  descriptive 
of  colour :  as,  ahmar,  Red ;  ̂ya\  aswad, 

Black ;  and  of  comparatives  :  as,  t_-S^^  ashraf, 
More  noble,  &c. 

As  a  native  of  Arabia  is  able  to  articulate  witli 

facility  sounds  which  are  wholly  unfamiliar  to  a 

European  ear ;  so,  on  the  other  hand,  in  tlie  lan- 

guages of  Europe  are  found  combinations  of  let- 
ters, the  correct  pronunciation  of  which,  to  a  native 

of  the  East,  is  a  matter  of  difficulty.  This  is 

more  especially  the  case,  when,  at  the  beginning 

of  a  word,  two  consonants  occur  without  an  inter- 

vening vowel,  as  in  Fraud,  Slow,  Spear,  &c.  Ac- 

cordingly, when  any  foreign  word  of  this  kind  is 
adopted  into  Arabic,  it  usually  appears  with  one 

of  the  vowels  a,  i,  u,  prefixed  to  it.  Thus  the 

words  Plato,  Stabulum,  Stater,  become  severally 

af  dtiin,  (Jv*lio^  istahl,Jh.to\  ustur.  Nor 
is  it  in  words  only  of  foreign  origin  that  \  alif  is 

thus  employed.  In  the  structure  of  words  in 

their  own  language  the  Arabians  have  recourse  to 

tlie  same  expedient.  In  Arabic,  the  imperative  is 

formed  by  dropping  the  initial  letter  wliich  is  the 
sign  of  the  aorist :  consequently,  in  a  large  propor- 

tion of  simple  triliteral  verbs,  the  imperative  would 

be  found  commencing  with  a  silent  consonant.  For 

instance,  tlie  root  \.^t^  hataha,  He  wrote,  makes 

in  the  aorist  uju^,  yahtubu ;  and  hence  the  im- 

perative would  be  \,^J^  htuh.  To  remedy  the 
inconvenience  of  an  initial  double  consonant,  an 

I  alif  is  prefixed,  and  the  word  is  therefore 

uktub.  Write  thou.  But  as  often  as  the  impera- 
tive follows  any  word  whose  final  is  inflected  with 

a  vowel,  then  this  \  alif,  characteristic  of  the  im- 

perative, and  called  indifferently  (J,-*ojJ\  -^o  \\ 

alifu'l  wasl,  Alif  of  union,  5^  hamzatu'l 

wasl,  Hamza  of  union,  ov  dm^^  'iy^  liamzat  was- 
I'lya,  Conjunctive  hamza,  though  retained  in  writ- 

ing, loses  its  vowel  in  pronunciation,  and  the  two 
words  coalesce.  This  coalescence  is  indicated  by 

the  sign  '°  A*Oj  wasla,  Union:  as  in  lL/j.'S^j 
wahtuh  (and  without  wasla  And  write 

thou ;  which  must  be  pronounced  as  if  written O        c  ̂  
and  not  wa  uhtuh.  The  conjunctive 

liamza  is  not  confined  to  the  imperative  of  the 

major  part  of  triliteral  verbs  ;  but  is  employed  in 

the  preterite,  imperative,  and  verbal  nouns  of  the 

increased  conjugations  of  the  forms  ,J.*i31  in  fa^la, 

ifta^la,  if^lla,  ̂ jsAjuu^  istaf^la, 

JUi^  if^lla,  ̂ ^^s\  if^iw^ila,  and  Jyti\  if^w- 
wala ;  and  in  the  forms  (Jli>«il  if^nlala,  i|ji*s^ 

if^lalla,  derived  from  the  quadriliteral  ,Ji»3 

fa^ala.  The  hamza  of  the  article  J\  al  is  also 

conjunctive  :  as,  (J;;y^ji^  amlt^u  'I  mufmimn 

(not  antiru  al  mumiinin')  Commander  of  the  faith- 
ful ;  and  so  is  the  initial  \  alif  of  the  following 

ten  nouns  substantive :  ̂ 1  ibn,  jn-x^\  ihnam,,  &JL>\ 
....     \L  I...... 

ihnat,  j^*"^ \  ist,  ̂ jjU^l  tsnam, 

is7iatdni,\jo\  imras,  'i\jro\i7nraj:at,  ayniun. — 
Except  in  the  above-mentioned  instances,  every 

initial  hamza  is  termed  ̂ Aslai'  kat^ya,  Disjunctive. 
The  fourth  conjugation  (Jjti^  af^la)  is  not  in- 

cluded in  the  foregoing  list :  its  hamza,  tlierefore, 

being  disjunctive,  retains  its  vowel,  and  allows  r\o 
coalition :  it  is  necessary,  therefore,  to  read 

wa  falitaba  (or  indifferently  7va  aktaba, 

never  waktaha,)  And  lie  made  (liim)  write. 
As  forming  a  distinct  word  of  itself,  \  liamza  is 
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used  in  calling  to  one  near  :  as,  tJJj  \  sa  zayd  for 

JuJj  b  yn  zayd.  Also  for  interrogation :  as," 
li^J  \  fa  zayd^Jiusim,  Is  Zayd  standing? 

^ljA*J\  \^ Ml  nusminu  kama  amana's 
sitfuhat.  Shall  we  believe  as  fools  believe  ?  \ 

\s>j  a^j»o  Ml  anta  zarabta  zaydan,  Didst  tliou 

strike  Zayd  ?  ul*^^  \s>j  ̂   zaydan  zarabta, 
Was  it  Zayd  thou  smotest  ?  It  is  also  a  disjunc- 

tive  particle :  as,  pfcjJJL)  |»)  pi  ̂̂ lijl  1  -ta  j^aw- 
zartahum,  am  lam  tuyizirliuni,  Whether  thou  ad- 
monish  them,  or  admonish  them  not;  1  ^ 

Ll^J«*?  cll^  7/ia  ?/ia?I  ta  humta,  am  ha^dta,  I 
care  not  whether  thou  standest  or  sittest.  Some- 

times hamza  is  understood  though  not  expressed  : 

as,  ̂   jSXLtJ  ̂   ̂\  ̂  O^jiii***^  jn^^  Ayut  ,sa- 
wasun  ̂ layhim,  istaglifarta  lahinn,  am  lam  ta.<i- 
tayhfir  lahum,  It  is  all  the  same  to  them  whether 

thou  askest  or  dost  not  ask  forgiveness  for  them. 

P  I  a,  (^alif  witji  ISA  madda)  being  equal  to 
two  alifs  W,  or  to  W,  has  a  long  broad  sound  (like 

a  in  the  English  word  all),  and  is  one  of  the  impe- 

ratives and  the  contracted  participle  of  ̂ ^Sm  I  ama- 
dan,  To  come.  If  a  word  beginning  with  I  a,  as 

i^X>Mi\j  I  arastan,  To  adorn,  have  the  particles  Lm> 

hi,  p  7na  of  prohibition,  or  ̂ ^  wi  of  negation,  pre- 
fixed, the  first  of  the  two  alifs  is  changed  to  yc  : 

as,  (JLv*»\jL>_  biyarast,  He  adorned ;  from  ̂ ^li/el 
amadan,  To  come,  Ui.  biya,  Come  thou ; 

mayara,  Do  not  adorn  ;  CIa^j^LS  nayurmt,  He 
did  not  adorn.  When  two  words  commencing 

with  1  a  are  joined,  as  as,  A  mill,  and  («->l 

ab,  Water,  one  of  the  alifs  is  changed  to  ye: 

as,  (_.^\jui*>|  as-yah,  A  water-mill. 

^  A  I  o,  in  Arabic  is  not  sounded  quite  so  broad 

as  in  Persian,  but  approaches  very  near  to  the 

sound  of  a  in  father,  and  is  then  (singly)  either  the 

remote  vocative,  Ho  !  hark  ye !  or  the  interjec- 
tion of  contempt,  Fy  !  pho  ! 

A  \\  fo.,  name  of  the  letter  \  alif. 

A    I  as,  The  fruit  of  a  tree  used  in  tanning. 

p  L-.*  I  ai, Water.  Quicksilver.  Any  thingliquid. 

A  pearl, jewel,  gem.  Lustre,  dignity,  honour,  rank, 

excellence.  Grace,  elegance.  Bounty,  beneficence. 

Worth,  price,  value.  The  water  or  lustre  of  a  dia- 

mond, polished  steel,  a  brilliant  cimeter,  &c.  Con- 

stant motion.  Custom,  habit,  fashion,  mode,  rule. 

Pity.  Prosperity.  Ascent,  promotion.  Ashamed, 

bashful.  One  who  moves  smoothly  along  a  road. 
Perfect  soul,  universal  intellect.  This  word  is 

much  used  in  forming  compounds,  and  metapho- 

rical expressions,  (jiib  I  ̂   \  abi  abistani 

dadan.  To  fertilize  gi'ound.  (^-3,  jjiJ  1  u-^  1 
abi  atish-rang,  or  1  l-.^  I  abi  afish-zay, 
Wine.  Tears  of  grief  or  anger.  ̂   L^l 
ab  atish  shud,  The  water  boiled.  A  tumult  was 

raised,  ̂ jc  ̂J:3  \  u->  I  abi  atish-mizaj,  Red  wine. 
I       I  abi  atuh-namay,  Wine.  Tears 

of  grief.     cdJllijl  L«->!  abi  atishna.lt,  Red  wine, 

u-'l  abi  citixlnii,  yVine.      Tears  of  blood. 

L»->  I  (d}i  aJiviar,  Wine  from  dates  or  grapes. 

The  Red  Sea.    jil  abi  uzar,  Red  Avine. 

Lo  jii  1  1  abi  azarsa,  Wine.  Tears  of  grief. 

^j}JS■J\  L-J 1  cihi  arylunram.  Red  wine.  Tears  of 
sorrow,  ab  az  dida  pah 

hardan.  To  wipe  away  one's  tears,  to  dismiss  un- 
easiness of  mind.  8tijL><i\  1  abi  istada,  A  pool, 

ditch,  stagnant  water,  iilij^]  I  cihi  afsnrda, 
Cold  or  congealed  water,  ice,  jelly  of  meat,  fish, 

&c.  Glass.  A  bright  sword,  j^^^  '  1 

angur,  Wine,  {^'^j^ '  '-r' '  arcardan.  To  bring 
tears,  to  be  ashamed.  To  have  a  swelling  about 

the  hoof  (a  horse).     tj^j'j  '-r'l  abi  bar  tin,  ̂ Wm- 

water.  i^JjiiLj  i_->l  abi  bad-rang,  or  l-^I 

tf-Oj  8iib  abi  bada-rang.  Blood.  Tears  of  grief 

(jiij  (jiJ  !  j>  1  ah  bar  citash  zadan,  To  quench, 

to  allay.  f^j^J^  j>'j  j>  ab  bar  zir  hishtan. 
To  cheat,  to  deceive.  abi  basta.  Ice, 

hail,  hoar-frost.  Glass,  crystal.  Ub  u—'l  abi 

^'o/ff;.  Water  of  life.  ,^>^  ̂   ubi  bahavi 
shudan,  To  be  dyed  red.  u-J  I  abi  bun,  A 

gummy  substance  which  exudes  from  the  root  of 

decayed  walnut-trees,    {j^j^  p^-'^' '  
lijam  hhtvurdan,  or  ̂ ^li^^  p^-^r'.  ' '  ligam 
hhwurdan.  To  be  inde])endent,  and  subject  to  no 

controul.  «uc^  1  puhlita.  Broth,  jelly. 

Boiled  water..  rd)i  pusht,  Water  of 

the  back,  spinal  marrow.  (^jii>-b  (— ->  I  ab  tahldan. 

To  urine.  ̂   u->  1  abi  talhh,  Wine.  The  tears  of 
a  disconsolate  lover.  abijigar-hhun, 

Tears  of  gi-ief.  i— abi  chaahm,  Tears. 

L-->1  a/;^' /<ora/«.  Wine.  Love.  lL>j**^  ̂   I 
abi  hasrat,  Water  of  desire :  wish,  apjietite,  long- 

ing :  tears  of  desperation.  OL=>.  l-.)  I  ahi  hay  at, 

or  ̂ ^yfs-  (_^|  abi  hayairan,  Water  of  life:  im- 
mortality. Pure,  spiritual  discourse.  Divine 

love.  The  conversation  of  a  fi  ien 

abi  hhatir,  Purity  of  thought.  Brilliancy  of 

imagination.  Ob\^  I  Fdii  hharabat,  Wine. 

1^]}='  '-r'l  abi  hhaza/i.  Autumnal  rains.  L-^l 
(d/i  Ithushh,  Glass,  crystal,  a  decanter.  l-->  I 

j*^^^dji  hhizr.  Water  of  Khizr  (Elias),  the  foun- 
tain of  which  he  is  said  to  have  drunk  and  to 

have  become  immortal.  Inspired  wisdom.  l-JI 

eCfli*-  ubi  hlntfta,  Congealed  water.  Snow,  ice. 

Glass,  crystal.  A  sword  in  the  sheath.  I 

SxZij^  ahi  hhwurshed.  The  water  of  life. 

jjii,_j5>-  abi  hhwush  hhwurdan.  To  live  at 

ease.  (ji^^ii  "-f^l  ub  dadan,  To  giA^e  water,  to 
steep.  To  sharpen,  add  brilliancy,  harden  steel. 

To  enliven.  ^Jy>•  ji^  c-^l  ab  darjuy.  Water  in 
the  river.  Prosperity,  victory,  honour,  authority. 

jjtVol  '-r' '  ub  darjuy  amadan, be- 
come opulent  and  prosperous.  To  regain  j^rosperity. 

To  be  invested  with  authority.  jii       I  ab 

dar  jigar,  Intoxication.  Greatness,  jii  i^] 

jtj>-  ah  dar  jigar  daxhtan,  To  become  in- 
toxicated. To  be  opulent.  (_j^<i>U 

ah  dar  chaxhm  du-sJitan,  To  be  modest,  shame- 

faced. ij>^j^ '-^jt^T  J"^  '-r''  ''hize  hardan, 
To  adulterate,  to  cheat.  J^JjiJ  U->T  ah  dar 
dil  Sudan,  To  exi)crience  heartfelt  joy.  jii  \^\ 

^jSjlfcii  id)  dar  daltanash  amad,  His  mouth 

watered.  ts>,i^jii  i— .>l  ab  dar  dlda  dash- 
tan,  To  possess  a  delicate  sense  of  honour.  l-j  1 

Ijw^ii  8^^ Ju3  J*^  ^'ali  dashtan.  To  work 
in  the  dark.  (jjw^ii >l  ah  dar  slaihar 

da.shtan.  To  be  in  a  weak  and  declining  st?.te.  (_>  I 

(ji>y>>  jjj\j6j;iai  dar  hanrin  sudan  (or h(iftan).  To  bray  water  in  a  mortar,  (met.)  To  act 

foolishly.   To  be  uselessly  employed.       J0i>  (  >  \ 

abi  dandan.  Water  of  the  teeth,  spittle,  whiteness 

or  cleanness  of  teeth.  i^'^j,} '  lJ'^-J^  (j^^ti  '  I 

abi  dandani  harife  anrirdan,  To  make  one's 
enemy's  mouth  to  water ;  needlessly  to  excite 

hostility  against  one's  self.  ̂ j^^^i  I  abi  da- 
/(a».  Water  of  the  mouth,  saliva.  ^\  ahi 

dahan.  Water  of  the  mouth,  spittle.  A  longing 

desire.  SiW.ii  '--'I  abi  dida,  Water  of  the  eyes  ; 

tears.  pU-  S^^.i^  ahi  (Udasi  jam,  A  Ava\\(t\\t 

of  wine,  jj  I  ahi  raz.  Wine  from  gi-apes. 

ah  raftan,  To  lose  one's  dignity. 
abiruhnahad,  or  t-»>l  ubi  nihnl.  Name 

of  a  fountain  near  Shiraz.  \dS->j  <— ->  I  rd)i  rang. 

Water-colour,  coloured  water,  jjaint.  A  sketch 

or  outline  of  a  picture.  U;V^-^  '-r-'l  abi  ran  gin, 
Red  wine.  Tears  of  blood.  ̂ ^^J  abi  ravcin. 

Running  water.  A  sort  of  very  fine  muslin. 

f^jj  I— '  I  abi  ravish.  Beauty,  elegance,  splen- 
dour. Usage,  custom,  (^jj  \  ahi  ran-ghan, 

Oil,  butter,  fat  of  broth,  liquid  grease,  (-^  I 

a?)/ Freshness  of  countenance.  ^J<iJ  ̂ \  abi 

ruy.  Water  of  the  face,  lustre,  brightness  of  coun- 

tenance, gracefulness,  dignity  of  mien.  Reputa- 

tion, renown,  glory,  honour,  estimation.  Rank, 

office,  station.  (ir^  (-H'  ab  rehlitan,  To  be 

ashamed  or  disgraced.  ̂ ^dj  .>!  ah  zadan,  To 
extinguisli,  to  quell,  to  appease.  To  sprinkle  the 

house  in  honour  of  guests,  jj  u-J  I  ahi  zar.  Li- 

quid gold  ;  white  wine.  Saffron.  J^J  L-Jlafti 

zidal,  Piu"e,  limpid  water.  j^OiiJj  i—Jl  abi  zin- 
dagcim.  Living  water,  the  water  of  eternity  or 
youth,  a  fabulous  fountain  so  called.  l^j  ̂   I 

ahi  zahra.  Wine.  Morning  light,  heat,  splen- 

dour. ^y**>  (-»-'  1  id)i  surhh.  Red  wine.  l-^  I 
»bu<»  abi  siyah  (or  (— ahi  siyah),  Black 

watei".  A  disease  of  the  eye  producing  Idindness. 

The  waters  of  the  deluge,  i^'^  ̂ \  ab  shttdan. 

To  melt.  To  become  ashamed  or  divested  of  ho- 

nour. To  grow  obsolete.  JjjlLij  ahi  sha- 
huiih.  Wine.  Blood.  t^J^^  i— I  ahi  shangarfi. 

Red  wine.     Tears  of  grief  I  abi  shor, 



Brackish  water,  tears  of  grief,  (jiij^  ClAfl^ 

ab-sifat  hudan,  To  be  humble.  To  promote  the 

interests  of  another,  to  be  useful.  ̂ ^^3M>J^  u-.'  I 
ahi  tabaristan,  Name  of  a  fountain  on  a  mountain 

in  Tabaristan,  which,  it  is  said,  ceases  to  flow  when 

a  noise  is  made,  and  flows  immediately  when  it  is 

over,  f^.j^  *-r*  I  abi  tabariya,  Name  of  a  foun- 
tain which  flows  and  becomes  dry  alternately  for 

the  space  of  seven  years,  (-r^^  ̂   '  obi  tarab, 

Wine.  ^jS-  1^  1  dbi  ̂ rak,  Rose-water.  (_->  I 

Cj>jLS'  abi  ̂ ^hrat,  Wine.  I  abi  cjha- 

vmvi,  Rain-water.  ^-r^ '         (jhui-a,  The 
juice  of  sour  grapes,  or  other  uniipe  fruit.  I 

i  abifusurda,  Glass,  crystal.     A  sword,  or 

dagger.  abi  liar,  Beauty,  elegance, 

splendour,  dignity.  Usage,  custom.  iS^-^^t-^T abi  habud,  Blue  water.  The  Persian  sea.  The 

sea  of  China.  The  Arabians  call  this  gulph  the 

Green  Sea.  ̂ liLi^  u->T  ab  huslmdan,  To  let 

out  the  water  formed  about  a  horse's  foot.  1 

td^t^abi  kushada,  Weak,  poor  wine.  Ji^ 
abi  kawsa?;  The  river  Kawsar  in  Paradise,  said  to 

flow  with  milk  or  nectar.  idid^  l-^T  dbi  gar- 
danda,  The  revolving  heavens.  l->T  dbi  garm, 

Warm  water.    A  hot  bath.  1  db  gasli- 
tan,  To  become  water,  to  be  dissolved.  (— ̂   I 

dbi  goslit,  Gravy,  broth.  i»_fllaJ  abi 

lutf,  Bounty,  liberality.  ,Jjt)  I  dbi  la^,  Wine. 

Tears  of  blood.  i^i^J"  ̂  '  tnurghdn,  Name 
of  a  place  of  recreation  in  the  environs  of  Shiraz, 

frequented  every  Tuesday  during  the  month  of 

Rajab.  Name  of  a  fountain  in  Kohistan,  the 

waters  of  which,  wherever  carried,  are  followed  by 

a  kind  of  starling  that  devours  locusts.  l-jI 

iVj^j^  dbi  marwdrid,  The  purity  of  a  pearl.  A 

pearl,  or  white  speck  in  the  eye.  ̂  jo  l— >l  dbi 
maryam,  Probity,  honour,  chastity.  New  wine. 

d-^^  u I  dbi  mu7ijamid,  or  oii***  t-.?  1  dbi  mun- 

^kid,  Snow,  ice,  sleet.  Crystal,  glass.  A  cime- 

ter,  a  poniard.  ^        dbi  may-gun,  Tears 

of  grief.  J6  u->l  dbi  ndr,  Red  wine.  L-^T 

(jV)j\j  dbi  nd'rwdn,  A  lover's  tears.  Wine.  Blood. 
dbi  ndfi^  Red  wine.  OUi  (— ̂ 1  dbi 

nabdt,  The  juice  or  sap  of  any  vegetable.  1 

^^lijjii  db  na  hhrvrdan,  To  allow  of  no  delay,  to 

lose  no  time.  iaLli  dbi  nasluit,  Semen  ge- 

nitale.  (-->1  J-j  n'd-db,  The  black  water,  the 
river  Nile.  e^\^  j  i^l  db  u  ddna,  Means  of 

subsistence.  ^  ̂\  db  u  rang,  Freshness 

and  moisture.  Wine.  Tears  of  grief.  j  u->T 
db  u  gil,  Water  and  clay,  i.e.  the  human  frame. 

\ys  J  1  db  u  hawd,  Water  and  air ;  climate, 
atmosphere.  ;iJLS6  u->  1  aii /«wc?,  The  Indus.  i_->T 

Oyb  dbi  ydhut,  Red  wine.  ^  t-J  I  dbi  yahh, 
Iced  water. 

p  (— -J  1  db  (in  Zand  and  pazand).  Father. 

A  wl  dby  The  Syro-Macedonian  month  of 

(   4  ) 

August.  As  the  Persians,  Arabians,  and  Turks, 

whose  common  year  is  lunar,  make  use  neverthe- 

less of  the  solar  year  in  their  astronomical  calcu- 
lations, they  are  obliged  to  have  recourse  to  the 

Syriac  calendar  for  the  names  of  their  months. 

liJj  I  dbaha,  or  uiU  L-.>  I  dba  laha.  Woe  be  to  thee. 

A  ̂ \  ab  (originally  ̂ \  abaw,  or  with  tanwin, 

abawun),  (pi.  >bl  dbds,  and  ̂ ^y>^  abuna),  A  father. 
A  master,  possessor  or  inventor  of  any  thing.  ̂  

tiJJ  Id  abd  laha,  ciU  ^  Z5  aba  laha,  ̂ ) 
(.il)  Id  aban  laha,  ci)b\  ̂   Id  abdha,  or  ijX>\  ̂   Id 

abaha,  Thou  hast  no  father  (an  expression  im^sly- 

ing  eulogy,  meaning.  No  one  can  supply  thy  place). 

It  is  also  a  term  of  reproach,  implying.  Thou  hast 

been  neglected.     There  is  no  escape  for  thee. 

A  CL^)  Mihba,  (fut.  tJl^ji^yasuhbii,  or  d/jJ^ya- 
fibbu)  He  made  ready  (for  a  journey).  «j\  LLf\ 

abba  ahbahv.  He  prosecuted  his  design. 

A  L-->1  abb,  (v.  n.  of  l1^\)  Preparing  for  a  jour- 

ney. Making  vigorous  application  to  any  thing. 

Preparing  to  make  an  onset.  Setting  in  motion. 

Laying  one's  hand  upon  one's  sword.  Wishing 

to  return  to  one's  country.  A  wish  to  return  to 

one's  country.  Purpose,  intention.  Grass,  pas- 
turage, verdure  (answering  the  same  purpose  for 

cattle  as  fruit  for  man). 

A  -*b  I  dbds,  (pi.  of  UJ^  ab)  Fathers,  ancestors, 

^is-     b  I  dbdsi-^dwi.  Sublime  fathers,  i.  e.  The 
nine  heavens,  or  seven  planets.     ̂ _$yeLiS'  (_5'b  I 
dbdd  ̂ instiri.  Bodily  fathers.  lF^'  dbdsi 

ma^iawi.  Intellectual  or  spiritual  fathers,  i.  e.  pre- 

ceptors. ii\iij>-\j  bl  a wa  a;6Zat?,  Fathers  and 
grandfathers,  ancestors. 

p  \>\ abd.  Strange,  wonderful,  (for  b  bd)  With. 

Abd  or  ibd,  Spoon  meat,  soup,  bread. 

abdsi  gulu-gir,  (Throat-tickling  or  choking  soup) 

Worldly  joy  or  sorrow.     Joy  at  the  death  of  an 

enemy.     Ibd,  A  pair,  two  oxen  in  a  yoke. 

A  b^  abd,  (accusative  of  ̂ \  abu)  Father.  ̂ b\ 

(3^  (jJ  abbdm  bnu  abba',  Name  of  a  reporter  of Muhammadan  traditions. 

A  b^  iba',  (v.  n.  of  ̂j})  Refusing  to  eat,  though 
not  satiated. 

A  >b\  abas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  infected  with 
the  plague.  A  tender  kind  of  plant,  growing 

chiefly  in  Egypt,  of  which  paper  is  made,  and  the 
root  of  which  is  eaten  like  sugar. 

A  abds  or  ibds,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J,\)  Refusing,  re- 

jecting, abominating.  Inducing  one  to  dislike 
and  refuse.  Aversion,  disgust.  Disobedience, 

stubbornness.    A  strangury.    P  iba  kai'- 
dan.  To  refuse,  reject,  (pi.  of  S*b\  abdMt)  Reeds, 
flags,  canes ;  also  the  places  where  they  grow.  A 
kind  of  disease  contracted  by  goats  from  the  smell 

of  their  urine.  TJbdf,  A  loathing  of  one's  food, 
(pi.  of  ̂ 3 1  dbi)  Refusers,  rejecters,  leathers. 

A  8^b\  abdsat,  (v.  n.  of  (_J,j)  Being  infected 

with  the  plague.  (PI.  -^b^  abdj')  A  reed,  flag,  cane 

of  ̂ hich  sacking  or  matting  is  made.  An  epi- 
demical distemper,  the  plague.  Ibdsat,  (v.  n.  of (_^)) 

Refusing  ;  disliking,  abominating.  Inducing  one 

to  dislike  and  refuse,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ ^),  Reta- 

liating (by  killing  a  homicide,)  being  equal  or  quits. 

Alighting  at  a  place,  intending  there  to  dwell.  Re- 

ceiving hospitably.  Abiding  in  any  place.  Tan- 

ning (a  hide).  Bringing  back.  Opposing.  Lead- 
ing (camels)  to  the  place  where  they  kneel  and 

drink,  bringing  (them)  to  rest.  Stretching,  run- 
ning far  away  (one  desert  into  another).  Fleeing, 

running  away. 

A  (— -Jb^  abdb,  (v.  n.  of  CL>\)  Preparing  for  a 

journey.  Getting  in  readiness.  A  tending  to- 
wards. Stretching,  striving.  Travelling  equi- 

page, equipment.  The  vapour  (— sardb.  ̂  
(_.>b\  Id  abdbd,  He  goes  not  in  quest  of  water. 

Abdb  or  ibdb.  Preparation  or  readiness  for  ajourney. 

Ubdb,  A  surge,  wave,  a  flood. 

p  jjbbi  abdbdn.  Name  of  a  mountain. 
A  &)bl  abdbat,  (v.  n.  of  l1!->^)  Preparing  for  any 

undertaking.  Wishing  to  return  to  one's  native 
coimtry.  An  institution,  regulation,  mode  of  living 

or  acting.  Ibdbat,  (v.  n.  of  lL>^)  Wishing  to 

return  to  one's  country.  An  institution,  mode of  living. 

A  (J^b^  abdbil,  A  kind  of  bird,  an  owl,  bustard. 
A  herd  of  camels.  A  flight  of  birds.  Abdbila, 
In  herds,  or  flights. 

A  (j;ob\  ahdbm,  (pi.  of  jjb'^  ibbdn)  Convenient times. 

A  ubdt,  (pi.  of  ̂ 1  dbi)  Refusers,  recusants, 
loathers. 

A  v.L^b^  abdti,  Poetic,  for  Cl/^^  abati.  My  father ! 

A  «5bl  ibdtat,  (v .  n.  4  of  Ob  for  CL^,)  Causing 

to  do  any  thing  in  the  night.  Causing  to  pass  the 

night.  Being  overtaken  by,  or  perishing  in,  the 

night. 
A  ̂ b\  abdtir.  Name  of  a  place.  Ubdtir,  A 

solitary,  retired  man,  who  cuts  all  connexion  with 
his  relations.     Childless.     Short,  dwarfish. 

A  e3\j\  ibdsat,  (v.  n.  4  of  C^b  for  LL^^)  En- 

quiring, examining,  searching.  Cleaning  out  (a 
well).  Ploughing. 

nbasa'.  Camels  satiated  with  pasture, 
and  reclining  on  the  ground. 

p       I L-^  I  dbdjdm,  A  place  abounding  in  reeds. 

Aj»-b^  abdjir,  (pi.  of ysi  bujr)  Evils,  misfor- 
tunes.    Important  and  hazardous  affairs. 

A jjjs-b^  dbdjir,  (pi.  of  jf,  bujr)  Misfortunes. 

A  &^b^  ibdhai,(v.  n.4of  ̂ b  for  ̂ )  Publish- 
ing, disclosing,  revealing.  Permitting,  giving  li- 

berty.    Rendering  lawful.     Liberty,  licence. 
A  &As«-b^  abdJnyat,  Name  of  a  certain  sect. 

A  'is^\j\  ibdhhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ jJ)  Extin- 
guishing. 



A  y«i>-b^  ahcihhU,  The  fingers  and  the  roots  of 
them.     Nerves,  tendons,  ligaments. 

p  (Sb  I  (ihad,  A  city,  building,  habitation.  Cul- 

tivated, peopled,  flourishing,  populous,  full  of 

buildings  and  inhabitants.  Replenished,  well  filled 

(treasury).  An  open  plain.  Good,  elegant,  fair, 
beautiful,  convenient.  A  created  thing,  Always. 

The  Fane  Kaaba,  or  the  square  temple  at  Mecca. 

Salutation,  congratulation.  Praise,  eulogium. 
Name  of  the  first  poet  sent  to  Persia.  Well  done ! 

bravo  !  i^i^^  1  lil^  1  Fibad  amadi,  You  are  welcome. 

ih  \  ahcid,  when  added  to  a  noun,  denotes  a  city  or 

place  of  abode,  lib  I  jj^j>-  sV^i  shah  jahanabad, 
The  city  of  Shah  Jahan,  Delhi,  formerly  the  capi- 

tal of  the  Great  Mogul,  lib  1  ,^ji6  mvrshidahad, 
Moorshedabad  in  Bengal.  lilj  I  ̂\  aUahabad, 

The  city  of  God.  ibUl  i^jaJ  fai/zdbdd,The  abode 

of  jjlenty.  lib  I  p^i-  hhurramdhdd,  An  agreeable 
champaign,  lib  1  amddhdd,  A  desert  of  lions, 

tSbl  anduhahcid,  The  house  of  mourning,  a 

melancholy  place.     C)\>\  hhardhabdd,  The 

habitation  of  ruin,  totally  ruined.  libl  C^j^S- 
^shratdbdd,  The  mansion  of  delight,  a  palace, 

lib  I  ̂j'^  fiddndbdd,  The  residence  of  such  an  one. 
^bT biladi  masarratabdd,  A  city  the 

abode  of  delight,  a  flourishing  pleasant  country. 

jjii^iibT  abdd  kardan,  To  cultivate,  render  de- 
lightful, improve,  recreate,  refresh. 

A  iibl  dbad,  (pi.  of  ;X>\  abad)  Ages, 

p  (j^tib  I  dbaddn,  Name  of  a  city  in  the  Ara- 
bian Irak,  situate  on  the  gulph  of  Persia,  at  the 

mouth  of  the  Tigris,  distant  from  Basra  about  one 

and  a  half  day's  journey. 
p  jj^iib  \  dbaddn  is  nearly  synonymous  with  ijb  1 

dbdd,  but  is  neverusedin  forming  compound  words. 

(jiXii  jj^ii^^l  dbaddn  shudan,  To  be  inhabited.  To 
abound.  dbdddn  hardan,  To  hm\<l, 

cultivate,  make  habitable.  jj'^;^(j^'ib  I  j  Ijp-^  ihyd 
u  dbdddn  hardan,  To  revive,  refresh,  exhilarate. 

p  (^^iib  I  dbdddnl,  Cultivated,  populous,  plea- 
sant. Population,  cultivation.  Name  of  a  man 

celebrated  among  the  Arabians  for  his  learning 

and  piety,  and  a  native  of  ̂^^libl  dbdddn. 

P  f^i^\d\>  I  dbdddnidan,  To  cause  to  inhabit, 
to  cultivate.     To  praise. 

p  I  dbddd/idan,  To  praise. 

A  8<ib^  ibddat,  (v.  n.  4  of  lib  for  ti.^.)  Putting 
to  death,  exterminating. 

p  L^*^^  I  dbddi,  Name  of  an  author,  who  treats 

of  the  different  punishments  with  which  sinners 

are  threatened  in  the  Kur'an.  '  dbddi 
kdghiz,  A  kind  of  silky  paper. 

p  j^biib  I  dbddli/dn,  Fit  to  be  inhabited.  Flou- 

rishing communities.  Name  of  the  first  prophet 

sent  to  Persia.    His  book  is  called ̂ b*iii  dasdtir. 
A  >\?.iib^  abddul,  as  liJtib^^jvls  tayr  abddid,  Scat- 

tered birds.     Abddida,  Scatteringly,  dispersedly. 

(    5  ) 

Pjb  1  dbdr,  Burnt  lead  (good  for  wounds  and 
bruises.)    A  register,  an  account  of  daily  expenses. 

Ajb  I  dbdr,  (pi,  ofjO  bhr)  Wells.  Name  of 

a  district  in  Wasit.  jb  I  dbdmH  a^'db, 
Arabs'  wells,  name  of  a  place, 

Ajb^  abmr,  (pi.  of  jJJ  bhr)  Wells.  Ibmr, 

(v.  n,  4  ofjb)  Digging  a  well  for  any  one. 

Ajb\  abdr,  (v.  n.  of  j>\)  Giving  (a  dog)  a  nee- 
dle in  (his)  food.  Stinging  (a  scorpion).  De- 

faming. Destroying,  ruining.  Ibdr,  {Y.n.oiji\) 

Fecundating,  rendering  prolific  (spoken  of  palm- 
trees  and  sown  fields),  (pi.  of  ibrat),  Needles, 

The  pointed  or  aculeated  extremities  of  any  thing. 

Ajb*^  abbdr,  A  digger  of  wells,  A  needle-dealer 
or  maker.  Fleas,  Lead,  i  'buii^  ashydfu'l 
abbdr,  A  sort  of  medicament  for  the  eyes. 

A  'ijo)  ibdrat,  (v.  n,  of^ ̂ )  Fecundating,  render- 
ing prolific  (applied  to  palm-trees  and  sown  fields), 

(v.  n.  4  ofjb  forj_jJ)  Destroying,  ruining. 

A  ii,b\  abdrid,  (pi.  of       abrad)  Leopards, 

A  [^joJj\abdris,  (pi,  of  i^_)ej>\  ̂ b*>  sdmrn  abras) 
Certain  large  venomous  lizards  so  named. 

A  ̂jO\abdrih,  (pi,  of  ̂j>\abrah)  Coarse,stony, 
sandy,  miry  dirty  places.    Name  of  several  places. 

p I  dbdr-cjir.  An  accountant,  a  clerk. 

A'i/<>JJ\abcir}mat,(^'i^JJ\  abdrihat,  iJo^abdrUi, 
or  s^Jo\  abdflh)  (^])\.  of  Ibrahim)  Abrahams, 

A  O^jb^  Ubdriydt,  Name  of  a  place  belong- 
ing to  the  tribe  of  li-w*^       bani  asad. 

A  ̂ Jo\abdrih,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^  /^^j-iA)  Water-pots, 
ewers.    Bright  swords.    Lightnings,  glitterings. 

Ajb^  a&5a2,Leaping,springing,bounding  (deer). 
One  who  bounds  as  a  deer  in  the  chase  :  a  leaper, 

springer.  One  who  stops  short  whilst  running,  and 

then  rushes  forward  with  greater  raj^idity.  One 

who  makes  an  attack,  or  rushes  upon.  One  who 

dies  suddenly.  An  injurer  or  insulter,  ;j;y'^jbl 

Abbdz  Husayn,  Name  of  the  author  of  a  book  re- 

conciling the  contradictions  of  the  Kur'an. 

A j^jb^  abdz'ir,  (pi,  of  abzdr)  Aromatics, 
spices,  sweet  herbs  or  roots  for  seasoning  meat. 
Grains,  seeds, 

A  jCjb^  abdz'im,  (pi,  of  ibzim^  The  buckles, buttons,  or  clasps  of  belts,  girths,  girdles,  &c. 

A  t^b\  abdzin,  (pi.  of         ibzlt^)  Buckles. 
A  (j**b\  ibsds,  (v.  n.  4of(j*»>J)  Falling  into 

misfortune. 

A  (^b^        A  bad-tempered  woman;  a  shrew, 

p  bu*»l         db-dsyd,  A  water-mill, 

p  (^\S\ubdsh,(ox enjSjb\  iibdsha')  A  crowd,  mob, mixed  multitude. 

A  R(Sib\  ubdsh  at,  A  body  of  men,  a  crowd,  mob. 

Offscourings,  filth.     The  humours  of  the  body, 

A  ̂J^»b  I  dbdz,  (pi.  of  {J^\  ubz)  Ages. 

A  (^bl  ibdz,  A  certain  vein  in  the  foot,  A 

man's  name,  the  founder  of  a  schismatical  sect. 

(pi.         ubuz^  A  rope  with  which  the  foot  of  a  ca- r. 

mel  is  tied  up  to  his  arm,  Ubdz,  Name  of  a  town 

and  of  a  valley  in  Arabia  Felix. 

A  'ijti\j\  ibdzat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^b  for  (.>a*).)  Be- 
coming stripped  of  its  prickles  (the  plant 

hihma').     Bringing  forth  white  children. 
&Lob^  ibdziyat,  Name  of  a  sect  of  Muhamma- 

dan  schismatics,  the  founder  of  which  was  ̂ill^  XS- 

'is^^  L>*^^  (iT?  l^'^x^n-'  ̂ ^oA  bin  ibdz  aV  tamimiy. A  isb  I  dbdt,  (pi,  of  iaj\  ibt  or  ibii)  The  armpits. 
The  interior  parts  beneath  the  wings. 

A  is>b^  ibdt.  Any  thing  put  under  the  armpits, 

apphed  to,  or  girt  round,  the  sides.  j_ji»b\  <ci(c>- 

ja^liuhu  ibdfi,  I  placed  it  under  my  arm. 

A  ̂ b^  abdtih,  Low-lying,  gravelly  grounds. The  marshes  of  Nabatha. 

A  J-isb\  ahdtil,  (pi,  of  J]»b  bdtil)  Trifles,  va- 
nities, follies. 

A  ibd^t,  (v,  n,4  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Exposing 
to  sale.     A  bargain,  either  of  sale  or  purchase. 

A  ̂S^j\ abd^d,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  ab^id)  The  inhabi- 
tants of  a  remote  country. 

A j£-[i\abd^r,  (oij*S-b\  abd^r)  (pL  of^^  ba^r) 
Camels  arrived  at  the  age  when  they  are  called 

Jjb  bdzil  or  jaza^ 

p  ̂ \  abdffh,  A  mark  by  burning.  Name  of 

a  place. 
A  ̂ \  jj^P  ̂ <yn  abdf/h,  ibdgh,  or  tibdgh.  Name of  a  fountain  between  Kufa  and  Racca  in  Arabia. 

ynivmu  ̂ yni  iibdgh,  A  day  cele- 
brated among  the  Arabians  by  the  death  of  Al- 

Mundir,  killed  in  battle  near  that  j^lace. 

p  (jMiff'b\a&oY/AwZws,Nameof  a  medicinal  plant. 
p  abdfjhurns.  Name  of  a  Greek  phi- 

losopher, 

p  vJl^jb  I  dbdft,  A  kind  of  coarse  soft  cloth. 

A  ̂ b\  ibdh,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ \)  Running  away  (as  a 
slave)  ;  withdrawing,  absconding. 

A  abbdh,  Fugitive  (slave),  one  who  fre- 
quently absconds.  Name  of  a  poet.  Ubbdk,  (pi. 

of  ̂   I  dbih)  Run-away  slaves. 
A  j^li-^b^  abdkdhhdn,  Name  of  the  eighth  Mo- 
gul emperor  of  the  race  of  i^\s-  JaCIs-  chanylz 

hhdn.  This  prince  was  the  son  and  successor  of 

^U-  _5^^  huldgu  J/hdn,  who  took  Bagdad,  and 
put  a  2>eriod  to  the  empire  of  the  Khalifs.  He 

began  to  reign  in  the  year  12G4  and  died  128L 

A  Jb  I  dbdl,  (pi,  of  Jj>\  ibl)  Camels,  (pi.  of 

abtl)  Christian  monks. 
A  abbdl,  A  camel-keeper,  owner,  or  driver, 

Ubbdl,  (pi,  of  Jj!  dhil)  Camels  which  supply  the 
absence  of  water  by  fresh  grass. 

A  &3b3  ahdJat,  (v,  n,  of  ̂ 1)  Abstaining  from 

cohabitation  with  a  wife.  Being  skilfid  in  the  ma- 
nagement of  camels.  Ibdlat,  (v.n,  of^\)  Having 

a  number  of  camels  ;  hence,  the  use  or  manage- 

ment of  wealth  (the  chief  riches  of  the  Arabians 

consisting  of  camels),    A  herd  or  flock  of  camels, 



sheep,  oxen,  horses,  or  birds,  a  string  of  them  fol- 
lowing each  other.  A  tribe,  society.  A  bundle 

of  grass,  wood,  and  the  like.  Discipline,  rule,  go- 
vernment. The  parapet  of  a  well.  (v.  n.  4  of 

Jb  for  J^)  Causing  to  urine.  Uhalat,  A  bundle 
of  grass,  wood,  or  the  like. 

A  &3G\  ibbalat,  A  bundle  of  grass  or  hay.  A  herd 

or  flock  of  camels,  sheep,  oxen,  horses,  or  birds  ;  a 

string  of  them  following  each  other.  a3\j\  CL'i>n 

zighs  ̂ la'  ibhalatin,  (or  ihalatin)  A  bimdle  of 
grass  on  a  bundle  of  wood,  i.e.  Misfortune  upon 

misfortune.     Plenty  upon  plenty. 

A  iLJb\  abalisat,  (pi.  of  (j-Jji^^  iblis)  Devils. 

p  »5b^  ibala,  A  privy,  a  pissing-place. 

A  (j-jJbl  abaUs,  (pi.  of  iblis)  Devils. 

p  j»b  I  abam,  (for        awmn  or  avcim,  or 
mmn  or  vavi)  Debt,  loan.    A  tower,  fortress.  A 

pigeon-house.     A  sign  of  the  Zodiac. 

ubarn,  Name  of  a  mountain-pass. 
A         ubamat,  Name  of  several  men. 

p  I  dbmi,  Name  of  the  tenth  day  of  the  Per- 
sian month.  Name  of  the  eighth  month  of  the 

Persian  year,  during  which  the  sun  continues  in 

Scorpio.  Name  of  a  certain  angel,  whom  the  Pa- 
gan Persians  supposed  to  preside  over  iron,  and 

over  the  actions  performed  on  the  day  or  during 
the  month  above-mentioned. 

A  ub\  aban,  Name  of  jj^  ij^^  ibn  ̂ mr  and 

d^fjun       ibn  sa^d,  companions  of  Muhammad. 
Name  of  several  reporters  of  Muhammadan  tradi- 

tions.    Name  of  more  than  one  moxmtain. 

(jb^  zii  aban,  Name  of  a  place. 

p  (jb\  iban,  A  pair,  a  brace. 

A  (jb^  abani,  (dual  of  u-*^  ab)  Parents,  father 
and  mother. 

A  ibban,  (pi.  (j^^b\  ababin)  A  convenient 

time,  a  proper  season.  The  beginning  or  first  of 

any  thing. 

A  j^bb^  abdnani,  Name  of  two  mountains  in 
Arabia,  opposite  to  each  other,  one  called  the  White, 

the  other  the  Black.  ^ 
A  dj\>\  ahunat,  Friends,  companions. 

iOb^  jam  ft  abdnatihi,  He  came  with  all  his 

friends.  Ibanat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^b  for  (jO)  Pubhsh- 
ing,  declaring,  disclosing,  making  known,  clear,  or 
manifest.  Being  clear  and  evident.  Separating, 

severing,  putting  asunder,  removing,  making  dis- 

tant. Leaving  a  husband,  being  divorced.  Sepa- 

ration. Clearness,  distinctness  in  speaking.  Dis- 
posal of  a  daughter  in  marriage. 

v^Si\  I  ab-andaz,  A  planner  or  measurer  of 
the  dimensions  of  aqueducts. 

p  (—.'I  ab-andmn,  Of  a  fair  complexion 
and  of  a  graceful  form. 

p  »lGb  I  dbdn-gdh,  Name  of  the  tenth  day  of 

the  month  Farmardin.  Name  of  an  ang-el  said  to 
preside  over  water. 

(  c  ) 

p  ̂b\  ibdm,  Broth.     A  large  dish. 
p    iX^b  I  dbdnidan,  To  praise. 

A  i jb^  ibdwat,  (v.  n.  of yi])  Becoming  father  to. 

p  lijj  !  (— ->  I  db-dward,  Carried  away  by  a  tor- 
rent.    Froth,  foam. 

A        b  1/a  abah,  O  father  ! 

Ajfcb\  abdhir,  (pi.  of^^  abhar)Th.e  feathers  or 
quills  of  a  bird  ;  the  shortest  feathers  in  the  wing. 

A  pfcb^  abdJiiin,  (or  j^bl  abdhhn)  (pi.  of ibhdm)  Thumbs.     Great  toes. 

A  j_yb  1  dbdy,  Velvet,  broad  cloth,  silk.  Abdsi 
(in  construction,  for  >b  1  dbdf),  Fathers. 

p         abdy,  A  horse-cloth. 

p  (^bb  I  dbdydm,  Name  of  a  mountain  whose 
height  is  said  to  be  forty  parasangs. 

A  ;_^jb^  abdfiz,  Name  of  certain  mountains. 

A  ̂ _5>vl  abantj,  Paternal,  ancestral. 
A  (jlA*)b\  abdyit,  (pi.  of  OL)^  dbydt)  Verses. 

p  ̂^^b  L^l  db-bdrdn,  Name  of  an  agreeable 
place  in  Kabul,  near  to  Khwaja  sih  yaran. 

P  LSjb      I  a6-&a2'«, Water-sporting,  swimming. 

p  j^j>  u->  1  db-bai'in,  The  bank  of  a  river  con- 
stantly being  undermined  by  its  current. 

p  ̂ j^b  L-^  I  db-jjdshdn,  Name  of  a  Persian  fes- 
tival, on  which  occasion  each  one  sprinkles  rose- 

water  on  his  neighbour. 

p  jj,"*b  U-^  I  db-pdshi,  A  sprinkling  of  water. 
A  eJ  I  dbat,  Name  of  a  city  near  Sawah ;  also 

of  one  in  Africa. 

A  w\  ibat,  (v.  n.  of  i— -'Ij)  Being  contracted. 

Blushing.     Disgrace,  shame,  ignominy. 

A  Bj\  abbat,  Name  of  a  man.  UjO^  abbatu'l 

^tlya',  and  ̂ ^^A-J^  e3\  abbatu's  sujla',  Name  of 
two  villages.    Vbbat,  Name  of  a  city  in  Africa. 

A        I  dbjt,  Hot,  sultry  (day  or  night). 

A  lIaJI  abata,  or  abita,  (fut.  iJjob  yasbutu,  or 

yasbitu)  (The  day)  was  hot. 

A  abt,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl-^^^)  Being  warm  and  sul- 
try. Becoming  swollen  from  drinking.  The  lum- 

bago. Abt,  or  abit,  Hot,  sultry  (day  or  night). 

CLo\  abati,  or  abatu,  (voc.)  My  father  ! 

p  I— -'l;^  I  dbtdb,  Splendour. 

p  nSCi  I  dbtdba,  An  ewer,  water-pot,  or  kettle. 

A  C>b;^\  ibtdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  LL*^)  Breaking,  cut- 

ting, or  chopping  ofi".  Incapacitating.  Divorcing 
irrevocably.  Doing  any  thing  to  be  permanent 
and  durable. 

p  <JL^'^\  db-tdkht.  Urine  ;  forcing  of  water. 
Aj\l>\  ibtdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  ji>)  Cutting  off  the  tail, 

docking.  Depriving  of  posterity.  Disinheriting. 

Withholding,  refusing.  Giving.  Saying  the 

morning  prayer  when  the  sim's  rays  are  diffused over  the  earth. 

A  8\lo\  b  yd  abatdh,  O  father ! 

A       a&te^,  Warmth,  ardour,  vehemence,  rage. 

A  ahittat,  (pi.  of  OO  bataf)  Provisions  for 

a  journey.     Garments,  necessaries.  Furniture. 

A         ibtitdr,  (v.  n.  8  oijS)  Being  cut  off. 
A  abtas,  Name  of  the  modern  arrangement 

of  the  alphabet,  which  formerly  was  ticsl\  abjad. 

A  ̂l^^  'iMjdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Becoming  fat  and blown  out  with  green  meat  (cattle). 

A  ibtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^^)  Investiga- 

ting, scrutinizing.  Disquisition,  examination,  en- 

quiry. Playing  the  game  of  'it^  bahsat.  Ques- tion, dispute,  wager. 

A  ̂bS^  ̂  ibtiJmh,  (v.  n.  8  of  '^)  Being  spacious ; 
room,  space.     Ease,  affluence. 

A  As^\  ibtidds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ItJj)  Beginning,  com- 

mencing. Originating.  An  exordium.  The  first 
foot  of  the  second  hemistich  of  a  poem.  The  first 

time.     p  (jti;^  \xii>\  ibtidd  hardan,  To  begin. 
A  ibtiddsaii,  In  the  beginning,  first  place. 

A  ibtiddd,  (v.n.  8  of  5-^)  Approaching  se- 
parately from  different  quarters,  to  attack  any  man 

or  carry  any  thing  off,  or  two  sucklings,  one  on 
each  side  of  the  mother. 

Aj^ii>^\  ibtiddr,  (v.  n.  8  of^^iJ)  Running  hastily 

(to  arms),  jireparing  for  a  sudden  attack.  Out- 
stripping.    Flowing  with  tears  (the  eye). 

A  ̂^^^  ibtidd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ i^J)  Producing  some- 
thing new.  Inventing,  contriving,  altering,  inno- 

vating (in  matters  of  religion). 
A  i\XL>\  ibfiddh,  (v.  n.  8  of  »JJ)  Praying  or 

doing  any  thing  extempore.  Improvisation. 

A  J^^i^IDI  ibtidd/iy  Initial,  inceptive,  inchoative. 
A  li^ikiJ^  ibtizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  6J)  Receiving  what 

is  due,  taking  one's  right.    Cutting,  breaking  off. 

A  J^3«::j\  ibtizdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  JiV)  Being  cai-eless 
in  the  preservation  of  any  thing.  Employing  (a 

garment)  for  daily  or  common  use.  A  pace  which 
a  horse  reserves  against  a  time  of  need.  Baseness. 

aJO\  abtar,  Docked.  A  defective  oration,  an 
incomplete  speech.  One  who  has  no  offspring  to 
survive  him.  A  loser.  Poor,  destitute.  Devoid 

of  all  good  qualities,  worthless.  A  deadly  serpent 
with  a  short  train.  A  basket  or  bucket  without 

a  handle.  A  kind  of  verse,  i^^^*^'^  abtardni, 
(dual)  A  slave  and  an  ass  (as  being  destitute  of 

good  qualities). 
a  Aji>\ ibtirds,  (v.  n.  8  of  e^)  Shaving, planing. 
A  ibtirdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  i>^)  Pouring  upon 

one's  self,  or  drinking,  cold  water.  Coolness. 
A  ibtirdr,  (v.  n.  8  of^)  Standing  erect,  and 

separate  from  one's  companions. 
A  ibtirdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jOji)  Flowing 

slowly  from  a  fountain  (water). 

A  ibtirdfi,  (v.  n.  8  of  i-i^)  Running  fast, 

making  haste.  Leaning  on  his  furbishing  instru- 

ment (a  furbisher).  Seizing  and  placing  beneath 

one's  breast.  Laying  the  breast  on  the  ground. 
Sitting  knee  to  knee  in  combat.  Reproaching, 

traducing.  Raining  copiously  (a  cloud),  inces- santly (the  sky). 



Aj\jii\  ibtizaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofji)  Seizing,  carrying 
off  by  force.     Spoliation,  rapine. 

A  ihthcKjh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Arriving  (the 
beginning  of  spring). 

A  Jb^^  /i//~«/,(v.n.8of  J}J)  Being  split.  Tap- 

ping (a  barrel).  Drawing  off  (the  urine).  Ex- 

panding, blossoming  (a  bud). 

A  ihtham,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Excelling. 

AjL-jo\  ihtlsar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j-«*>)  Sprinkling  be- 
fore the  proper  time  the  female  palm-tree  with  the 

flowers  of  the  male.  Covering  a  camel  unseason- 
ably. Asking  for  any  thing  unseasonably.  Taking 

any  thing  new  and  fresh.  Being  torpid,  asleep  (the 

foot).  Becoming  changed  (colour).  The  com- 
mencement of  any  thing. 

A  JLJo^  ihtisal,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_)«w^)  Receiving  his 

hire  (an  enchanter). 

A  j»L*.jo^  ihtham,  (v.  n.  8  ofj»— ̂)  Being  cheer- 
ful, smiling. 

A  uiJl-ijj\  ibtishah,  (v.  n.  8  oftdl^)  Lying. 

Traducing,  slandering.     Being  cut  (a  thread). 

A  ibtizaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  ijj^i)  Extermina- 

ting, uprooting.  Regarding  one's  self  us  unequal 
to,  and  asking  for  increase  of  strength. 

A  ̂\ja^\ibtiza^(Y.n.8o{ ^aJ)  Becoming  ma- 
nifest, plain,  clear. 

A  ̂̂ Ua:o^  ibtitan,  (v.  n.  8  of  Bringing  forth 

a  (tenth)  young  one,  having  a  (tenth)  belly. 

A  ̂ \  abta^  (pi.  i^y^^  abta^ma)  All,  whole, 
universal.  Firmly  knit  in  the  joints  and  ligaments. 

Well  filled  up,  fleshy  (wrist  or  pastern). 

A  l1>IjO^  ibti^s,  (v.  n.  8  of  ul*«>)  Sending. 
Exciting,  stirring  up. 

A  ̂^-«^^  ibti^k,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Pouring  forth 

rain.     Being  diff'use  in  speaking. 
A  f-\iC^\  ibiighds:,  (v.n.Sot^^)  Seeking.  Wish- 
ing, coveting.  Behoving. 

A  ̂UijJ^  ibtiha^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ fl^)  Becoming 
changed  (colour). 

A  ibtihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Jii^)  Feeding  on 

herbage  (cattle). 

ibtikar,  (v.n.8  of^So)  Rising  early.  Ar- 

riving in  the  morning.  Receiving  the  first-fruits. 

Eating  the  first  ripe  fruit.  Rijiening,  come  to  ma- 

turity. Bearing  a  male  at  the  first  birth.  Deflow- 

ering a  virgin.  Attending  from  the  beginning  of 

the  Muhammadan  form  of  worshij),  hearing  even 

the  prefatory  oration  called  s-lai-  khutha,  in  which 

they  praise  God,  bless  the  prophet,  and  pray  for 
the  king. 

p  abtagan,  Master  of  a  family.  A  Turk. 

A  ̂':^\  ibtllas,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  jb)  Trying, 
proving,  ascertaining  the  truth.  Asking  news. 

Choosing.  Being  put  upon  one's  oath.  Tempta- 
tion, trial,  proof,  experiment.  Passion,  suffering, 

the  being  affected  with  misfortune,  becoming  in- 
disposed or  vexed. 

(    7  ) 

A  ibtilahh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   not  used)  Being 
mixed,  confused.  Growing  higii  (grass).  Being 

set  in  motion  (any  thing  in  the  belly).  Becoming 
acid  (milk). 

Aj^)o^  ibtilaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofjb) Taking,  receiving. 

A  ibtild^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Swallowing. 
Desrlutition. 

A  ibtildl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jj)  Being  moist- 
ened.    Recovering  health. 

A  >Uju\  ibtmcLf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Constructing  an 

edifice.  Giving  a  building.  Taking  a  wife,  and 

conducting  her  to  one's  home  with  pomp.  Be- 
getting or  obtaining  children. 

A  ̂ l^^  ibtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  \.^)  Being  accus- 
tomed, familiar. 

A  ibtihdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  glad. 
Gladness,  joy,  exultation. 

Ajl^\  ibtihdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Assuming  merit, 
when  undeserved,  lying.  Boasting  falsely  of  having 

received  the  favours  of  a  lady.  Acquiring  noto- 

riety arising  from  attentions  paid  to  a  woman. 

Praying  without  ceasing.  Not  relaxing  in  one's 
exertions  for,  or  against  another.  Being  snapped 

in  two  (a  sword).  Abusing,  reviling  (another)  for 

something  that  is  in  him.  Sleeping  with  one's 
head  full  of  phantoms. 

A  c_)il^^  ibtlhmh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (ji^)  Being 

merry.     Being  courteous  and  kind. 
A  Jl^^  ibtihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J.^)  Supplicating, 

deprecating,  groaning  in  prayer.  ̂ ^-^^  ibtihd- 
lan,  (p  aj^l^^  ibtihalana)  Humbly,  submissively, 
in  a  supplicating  manner,  imploringly. 

A  ̂J:J'\3S\  ibtiyds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ut^b  for  ui^y) 

Enquiring,  examining,  searching. 

A  ̂bjj\  ibtiydj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ )  Flash- 
ing (lightning). 

Aj^\  ibtisci)',  (v.  n.  8  ofjb)  Digging  a  well. 
Making  a  pit  for  fire.  Laying  up  a  store.  Ac- 

quiring merit. 

AjUjb^  ibtiydr,  (v.  n.  8  of,b  foi  )  Lying  with. 

Trying,  proving.  Smelling  (the  female)  to  disco- 
ver if  (she)  be  pregnant,  (v.  n.  8  of,b  for__^)  Pub- 

lishing or  boastingc  of  one's  amours. 
A  ibtisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J«J^)  Being  sad 

and  full  of  complaints.     Loathing,  nauseating. 

A  \^\^\  ibtiyaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  i_>ib  for  i^J^iP^ 

Putting  on  a  helmet.  Exterminating.  Being 
exterminated. 

A  ̂bjo\  ibtiydj  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   for  ̂ .)  Pur- 
chasing, buying.  Selling. 

p  ̂;^jL)  1  dbitin,  or  abt'in,  Name  of  the  father  of 
Faridun,  the  seventh  king  of  Persia  of  the  Pesh- 
dadian  dynasty. 

A  obis,  Nimble,  swift. 

A  abs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂.Lj>>\)  Disclosing,  denoun- 
cing, informing  against.  Abas,  (v.  n.  of  u^^) 

Drinking  <^mels'  milk  till  the  belly  swells  and  in- 

toxication  supervenes.  Abis,  Nimble,  swift.  A 

sprightly  walker.  ^ 

A  lL>\^\  ihsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  l^-o)  Revealing,  dis- 

closing, divulging.     Disseminating,  propagating. 

A  ̂ \  absa^  One  whose  lip  is  full  of  blood  and 
ready  to  burst. 

Aj\yd>\  ibsi^'(X7;  (v.  n.  4  of  jfd>  Q)  Prancing 
about  when  preparing  to  gallop  (a  horse). 

A  ̂Aii^^  ibsisjdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ liJ  Q)  Being  lan- 

guid, heavy,  and  slow. 
Aj\jiZj\  ibsisrar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjli^  Q)  Prancing 

about  when  preparing  to  run  at  full  speed  (a  horse). 

A      abaj,  Eternity. 

A  ̂   (ibajj,  One  who  has  wide  staring  eyes. 

A  ̂ Uil  ihjdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Making  glad. 
A  Jl:si\  ibjdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^)  Contenting,  satis- 

fying, sufficing. 
p  \  a?j-^o»?«,  A  washing-tub,  bathing-ves- 

sel, wash-hand  bason.  A  bowl,  water-glass,  or drinking  cup. 

A  abjad,T]\e  name  of  an  arithmetical  verse, 

the  letters  of  which  have  different  powers  from  one 

to  a  thousand,  as  follows.  This  Avas  the  order  of 

the  aljihabet  among  the  Jews  as  far  as  400.  The 

six  remaining  letters  were  added  by  the  Arabians. 

haJa  man 
o  o  o  o 
O      CO  (N 
zaziqh 

o  o  o o  c:  00 

h  II  til 

O  C5  00 

I-H 

•  /. 

sail  hi  z o  o  o 
C'  o  o 

i>  C£  o 

hawri'oz  aJjad 

i>  CO  o        CO  a  r- 

harashat 
o  o  o  o 
o  o  o  o 

CO  i-i J I  fas 

o  o  o  o 
O  00  o 

The  author  of  the  Kamus  asserts  that  licsl  \  abjad, 

&c.,  as  far  as  CJ^Ji  harashat,  were  kings  of  Mad- 

yan,  of  whom  ̂ ^y^ halaman  was  chief.  They  all 

perished  in  the  time  of  c-.* >.«»"»  shn^yb.  Some 
say  these  eight  words  are  the  names  of  the  sons  of 

'ij<  1^  J^J^  ynurdmir  bin  murrat,  the  inventor  of the  Arabic  character,  p  ̂J^J^y  li^j^  ahjadi 

tajrid  navishtan,To  abandon  the  world,  to  devote 

one's  self  wholly  to  God. 

p  ̂ ^^jj-  abjad-hhwdn,  One  learning  his  al- 

phabet. Pj;S;  1  db-jar,  Ebb-tide. 
A  abjar,  (pl-^  biijr  and  bujrdn)  One 

who  has  a  swelling  at  his  navel.  Big-bellied.  A 

ship's  rope.  Name  of  Antar's  horse ;  also  of  a  man. 
A  abjal,  A  large  vein  in  the  hand  and  foot. 

A  vein  in  the  fore-foot  of  a  camel  or  horse  (in  man 

it  is  called  ah-hal). 

V  yi- 1  dh-jii,  A  rivulet. 

p  (^_j*;T  db-josh,  Gravy. 
Aj\j%:^\  ibjisrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q)  Hanging 

down,  being  relaxed. 
p  dbach,  A  butt  for  archers.  An  agricul- 

tural implement. 

p  \^  db-chard,  A  light  repast  taken  before 



making  a  regular  mealj  a  whet.  Food  of  genii, 
fairies,  wild  beasts  and  birds. 

p  I—'  1  ah-cliashi,  Giving  drink  to  a  cliild 

for  the  first  time  (when  about  six  months  old),  pre- 
paratory to  weaning  him. 

p  (Jjsi  1  ab-cJnn,  A  towel  or  cloth,  with  which 
they  wipe  the  bodies  of  the  dead  ;  or  which  is  used 
in  the  bath. 

A  ̂   ahahh, (^pl.  of'^Jjuhh)  Hoarse,  gruff,  thick- voiced.  A  dinar,  a  ducat.  Fat.  Thick  (timber). 

An  arrow  without  head  or  wing.  Name  of  a  poet. 

A        ibha^,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ js:)  B  eing  broken  off. 

A  l1>Is2^  ahhas,  (pi.  of  CL^^.  halls')  Questions, 
disputes. 

A  ibhah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Making  hoarse, 
causing  to  pronounce  thick  without  proper  inter- 

vals in  articulation. 

AjUi^  alhar,  (or^^^  ahhw)  (pi.  of^^  haJir') 
Seas.  Ihhar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjJS;)  Being  consumptive. 

Meeting,  encoiintering  accidentally.  Being  in- 
tense (redness  of  the  nose).  Being  very  abundant 

(produce  of  the  earth).  Finding  (water)  salt. 

Being  as  salt  as  the  sea.     Sailing,  navigating. 

p         ahhul,  Name  of  a  king  of  Jabulsa. 

Ajl^\  ibkhar,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Causing  the  breath 
to  stink. 

v  j^\ah]t]iaz,  Name  of  a  country  in  Turkistan, 
the  inh  abitants  of  which  are  said  to  be  very  ferocious. 

A  jUi^  ibkhuh,  (v.  n.  4  of  )  Blinding,  putting 
out  (an  eye).    Coming  out  of  the  socket  (the  eye). 

A  (JliS;^  ibJthal,  (v.  n.  4  of  )  Discovering  or 
considering  one  to  be  covetous. 

p  i6li£  1  ab-liliana,  A  water-closet,  cess-pool,  or 
gutter.  An  aqueduct.  A  place  for  keejjing  water. 

Ajisi\  ablikar,  Stinking-breathed  (man). 

A  ablihirat,  (pi.  ofjlssi  bukliar)  Vapours, 
exhalations. 

p  1  ab-hhast,  A  water-melon.  A  cucum- 

ber.    Fruit  acid  and  washy.  Evil-hearted. 

A  {.jiJ^y  abkhas,  One  who  has  protuberant  flesh 
round  his  eyes. 

A         abkhah,  One-eyed,  blind  of  an  eye. 

A  (Jisl^  fl&7J(aZ,  Very  covetous,  more  or  most  of 
a  miser. 

A  tbkhinan,  (v.  n.  9  of  j^)  Sleeping. 
Standing  erect.    Yielding  (herself)  to  be  milked. 

A  ̂\i3J;i£\  ibkhindas,  (v.  n.  1-5  ofsiiS;)  Being  large 

(a  camel).  Having  the  finger-joints  firmly  knit 

(a  young  woman). 

p  ̂   1  ab-hho,  An  uninhabited  islet  in  a  river. 

p  ̂^ai^  dbhhukh,  Wry-faced.  Spittle.  Name 
of  a  country. 

Pj^^T  ab-hlmur,  A  drinker  of  water.  A  lake, 
pool,  or  ditch.  A  fountain-head.  A  watering- 

place  on  a  river's  bank.  A  cucumber  (as  being  a 
watery  vegetable).  Good  fortune.  Lot,  destiny, 

fate.    Splendour.    Subsistence.         I  1 
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ah-lihmiri  atish'i,  A  drinker  of  wine.  Blood- 
thirsty.    The  eye  of  one  stricken  with  grief. 

p  ̂j^y  ai-Zi/rn'MrtZ,  Good  fortune.  Fate,  lot.  A 
dwelling,  residence,  settlement.     Delay,  halt. 

p  i-f^  I  ab-Jihimri,  A  watering-place  on 

a  river's  bank. 
p  L«_ji^\  abhhusa,  Melilot,  bugloss. 

p  I  ab-khmtst,  or  ab-hhvast,  A  cucum- 

ber, a  water-melon.  An  island,  an  uninhabited  and 

uninhabitable  isle.  A  rivulet.  Any  hollow  chan- 
nel excavated  by  the  water. 

p  L-J I  ab-J(hun,  An  islet  uninhabited  and 
uninhabitable. 

pjJ^^I  ab-hhez,  A  spring,  an  issue  of  water. 
Springy  ground,  where  water  is  found  after  digging 
a  little  depth.  Flow  of  the  tide.  A  wave.  A 

canal,  aqueduct,  conduit. 

A  ̂^IjLxsii^  ibhlnnan,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ ^)  Dying. 
Yielding  herself  to  be  milked  (  a  camel). 

A  1^  I  abad,  Perpetuity.  A  wild  untractable 

disposition.  Angry,  affrighted,  scared.  The  eye. 

Abid,  Perpetual. 

A  abada,  (fut.  liJb  yaMdii)  (It)  was  per- 
manent. 

A  abd,  (v.  n.  of  iV\)  Being  wild  and  ungovern- 
able(abeast).  Abad,  (v.n.  of  Being  angry  and 
unsociable.  (PI.  libl  abad,  and  tibud)  An  age, 

eternity  without  end  (eternity  without  beginning 

being  expressed  by  Jj\  azal).  Eternal,  ancient. 

Of  one  year's  age  or  growth,  (ib^l  abada' I 
abad,  For  ever,  to  all  eternity.  In  the  same  sense, 

they  say  liwJ^^  abada'labid,  ̂ iJ^^  d^\abada'l 
abadi,  dS\  abada'l  abadin, 

abada'l  dbidln,  abada'l  abadiyat,  iVV 

abada  'd  dahr.  Abid,  Angry  and  unsociable. 
Ibid,  Fruitful,  prolific  (applied  to  such  animals  as 

bring  forth  annually).  A  female  slave.  A  run- 

away she-slave  or  ass.  Ibid,  abid,  or  ibd,  A  pro- 
lific hand-maid  or  she-ass. 

A  ̂\  dj\  abbad  allah,  (in  prayer)  May  God 

prolong  (life,  happiness,  &c.)  Uhbad,  Wild  beasts. 

A  ̂ \  abadd,  A  big  corpulent  man.    A  man  or 
beast  that  straddles  from  corpulency.    (A  horse) 

wide  in  the  brisket.     A  spider.     ̂ J'^  '^^^ 
abaddu  'r  rasim.,  A  lion. 

A  \^\  ahadan,  Eternally.  Never. 

A  Ai^\  abdaj:,  (pi.  of badj^)  The  prime  joints 

of  a  slaughtered  camel.  (PL  of\^^  bada')  Excre- 
ments. Joints.  Ibdas,  (v.n. 4  ofliV)  Beginning, 

inventing,  innovating,  producing,  creating.  Going 

out,  departing  from  one's  own  country.  1*  ̂  
lo  J  cfii>^.  liuwa  ma  yubdis  wa  ma  yti^d,  He 

says  nothing,  he  produces  nothing  new,  neither  re- 

peats any  thing  old.  (v.  n.  4  of  for  jiV)  Void- 
ing excrement.  Causing  to  appear.  Exceeding 

bounds  (in  talking  wickedly  or  improperly),  (v.  n. 

4  of  {ji^)  Uncovering,  making  bare,  laying  open. 

A  0^t>.J^^  al  ahadat.  All  kind  of  animal  pro- 

perty that  is  annually  prolific,  as  female  slaves,  &c. 

A  d\s>\  ahdad,  (pi.  of  budd)  Idols.  Ibdad, 

(v.  n.  4  of  d^)  Distributing  into  parts,  dividing 

among  many,  giving  every  one  his  proportion. 
Stretching  forth  the  hand  towards  the  ground. 

Pj^^  I  ab-dar,  Watery,  moist,  juicy.  Having 
a  good  water  (as  a  diamond).  A  keeper  of  water, 

a  servant  whose  office  is  to  keejD  water  cool.  Keen, 

sharp  ;  of  a  good  water  and  temper  (as  a  sword). 

Glancing,  dazzling,  resplendent.  Flowing  (verse). 
A  sociable  and  convivial  man.  A  man  of  under- 

standing, reflection  or  wealth.  A  species  of  plant 

resembling  the  fibres  of  a  palm-tree. 

Aj\sA  ibdar,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^v)  Having  the  full 
moon  rising  and  shining  upon  one.  Travelling  on 

a  night  of  the  full  moon.  Becoming  red  (an  un- 

ripe date).  Giving  charge  concerning  the  dispo- 
sal of  an  orjihan's  property. 

p  ioli-  J\i^  I  ab-dar-lihana,  A  repository  of 
drinking-water. 

p  {jJ^Si\  ab-dan,  Freshness,  brilliancy. 

A  abda^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^  bid^  Wonderful,  in- 
comparable men.  Ibdd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Pro- 

ducing, bringing  out,  publishing  something  new. 
Halting,  limjiing  (as  cattle  from  fatigue).  Drag- 

ging heavily  (a  vehicle).  Breaking  off,  discarding, 
withdrawing  from.  Disappointing.  Withholding 

assistance.  Being  silenced,  refuted  (an  argument). 

Exceeding  one's  power  of  thanking  (kindness). 
A  J^^V^  abdal,  (pi.  of  badil)  Good,  just, 

pious  men.  (Pi.  of  JiiJ  hadal  or  bidl)  Substitutes. 

Noble,  generous  (men).  Certain  persons  by  whom 
God  continues  the  world  in  existence.  Their  num- 

ber is  seventy  ;  of  whom  forty  reside  in  Syria  and 

thirty  elsewhere.  When  any  one  of  them  dies  his 

place  is  filled  up  by  some  one  selected  from  among 

the  rest  of  mankind ;  hence  the  word  has  been  em- 

ployed to  signify  a  hermit,  monk,  saint,  enthusiast, 

pretender  to  inspiration,  like  the  ancient  sybils  and 

prophets.  A  vagabond.  Ihddl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jiio) 

Changing,  exchanging,  substituting  one  thing  for 

another.  (In  Grammar)  the  substitution  of  one  let- 

ter for  another :  as,         hhdmi  for  (j«/eli»-  hhamis. 

p         abdam,  (for  ̂\^^\  andam)  The  body. 

p  jj^tiJ  I  dbddn,  A  vessel  for  holding  water.  A 
cistern,  or  any  reservoir  of  water,  as  a  lake,  ditch, 

or  bath.  The  urine-bladder.  A  melon,  a  cucum- 

ber, as  being  full  of  juice.  Abadan,  Cultivated, 

populous,  inhabited. p         ahdmi,  A  family,  a  great  tribe.  Worthy. 

A  (jltvWi^Zaw,  (pi.  of  jjiV  &a<7ara)  Bodies.  Aged 
men.  Short  coats  of  mail.  Ibiddni  (dual),  A 

female  slave  and  a  mare. 

p  ̂\d->  1  dbaddm,  Population,  cultivation. 

p  abad-imymand,  Eternal,  connected with  eternity. 



A  P  'is>  \  (ibidaf,  (pi.  ̂\  uhhad,  and  awa- 
hid)  A  timorous  untamed  animal.     A  Avild  beast. 

A  fable,  apologue,  parable ;  a  history,  romance. 

Any  word  difficult  to  pronovmce.     A  poem  not 

generally  known.     Any  thing  strange  or  uncom- 
mon.    An  idle  talker,  a  babbler.     A  great  and 

memorable  calamity  to  be  remembered  for  ages. 

A  'i<^\  ihidat,  Prolific  (camel). 
A  XiVl  ubhadat,  Name  of  a  town  in  Spain. 

A         ahiddat,  (pi.  of         hidad)  Stuffings 

under  wooden  saddles,  to  prevent  the  galling  of 

camels'  backs. 

A  '^^^  dbdah,  An  extensive  plain,  a  wide  area. 

Tall  (man).  Broad-sided  (horse).  ̂ iVb  aJU> 
^li^ii  J  ahala  malahu  hi  ahdaha  ma  dubaydalia, 
He  consumed  his  substance  in  vanities. 

p  ̂j^'^  ihdaram,  Name  of  the  book  of  Sakya muni  or  Buddha. 

p  LdJiijii       I  db-duzdak,  A  syringe,  a  squirt. 
db-dast,  The  ablution  or  washing  of 

the  hands,  face,  and  other  parts,  with  certain  cere- 
monies used  by  the  Muhammadans  before  prayer. 

Devotion.  A  devout  man.  Dexterous,  clever- 

handed,  skilful.  Prosperous. 

p  (jlXujjJ  1  dh-dmtdn,  ((j^i>.L*>tX^  I  db-dastdan, 

or  ̂\i3-»*>iijl  db-dasddn)  An  ewer,  any  vessel  from 
which  water  is  poured  upon  the  hands.  A  wash- 
hand  bason.     Purification.     Custom.  Fraud. 

Pj\s>\1jmS>  1  dh-dastdn-ddr,  An  ewer-holder. 
P  L'"'  V I  dhdast-jdy,  A  privy. 

p  abad-shahr,  The  eternal  city,  the  fu- 
ture world.     Name  of  a  river.     Name  of  a  city. 

p  (jiiJ  1  dbdan,  (for  dbddn)A  pond,  lake, 

conflux  of  water.  A  drinking-vessel.  A  cucum- 

ber, a  water-melon. 

A  abdwi,  (pi.  of  (jJJ  badan)  Aged  moun- 
tain-goats. 
p  dbdanddn,  Weak.     Strong,  firm. 

Fit,  congruous.  Base,  mean.  Rude,  raw,  igno- 
rant, inexperienced.  A  gambler  who  is  always 

unsuccessful.  A  species  of  pomegi-anate.  A  kind 
of  a  pear.  A  tree.  Herbage.  Any  fruit  that 
soon  dissolves  in  the  mouth.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  ̂j<^^  ubduj,  A  saddle-cloth,  a  felt-cloth. 
p  8ti  db-dih,  Splendour-giving.  id^\ 

C^ii  dbdihidast,  One  who  graces  the  chief  seat. 
Muhammad. 

A  ahadiy,  Eternal.    For  ever  and  ever. 

A  abadiyat,  Eternity. 

p*U  liJii  L.^  1  ab-didijamfWine,  or  a  draught. 

p  Si^^.iiol  dh-dlda,  In  tears,  weeping. 

A  As^\  ibzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jj  for jio)  Being  ob- 
scene in  conversation. 

A  ̂^S\  ibzd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ d^)  Terrifying. 
abzan,  Worthy.  A  household,  family. 

A  J\jS-^\  ibzi^'dr,  (v.  n.  4  of Q  not  used) 
Being  divided,  scattered,  put  to  flight.  Stretching 
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out  the  legs  when  galloping  in  pursuit  (a  horse). 

Aj\ji^\  ibzikrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  ji'iSj  Q  not  used) Being  dispersed,  scattered  in  every  direction. 

Being  blended,  amalgamated  (blood  and  water). 

A ji\  dbir,  One  who  fecundates  palm-trees. —  p 

Abttr,  (pi.  of bhr)  Wells.  Name  of  a  village 

inSijistan. 

p  j>\  dbr,  A  cloud.  A  man.  1  j>\  dbri  dzur, 

November-clouds,  ji\  ahri  riKjaVi,  A.  swift- 

flying  cloud.  iJj-^ j!^  saliari,  Morning- 

clouds.  (J-f**" j?^  sunibul-gun,  A  black 

cloud.  j>\  abri  ser,  (or  l-^Vjwi  ji\  dbri  ser-db) 
A  cloud  full  of  water,  (^jjj^  j>\  ahn  turvash, 

(A  Sinai-rcsembling  cloud)  A  strong  and  lai-ge- 

bodied  horse.  huhan,  or  "i^jo  j>\  abri 
murda,  A  sponge.  ji^  naysan,  Ver- 

nal-clouds. Cold  rain.  Abar,  (for ji  bar)  On, 
upon,  above.  According  to.  The  bosom.  A  kind 

of  lute.  Confections,  preserved  fruits.  The 

curved  part  of  a  bow.  An  artery.  (in  zand 

and  pazand)  Penis. 

A  ji\  abara,  (fut.^b  yaAiru)  He  pricked. 

abr,  (v.  n.  of  j>\)  Pricking  with  the  point 
of  the  tail  (a  scorpion).  Giving  (a  dog)  a  needle 

in  (his)  food.  Destroying,  ruining.  Defaming, 

reproaching.  Fructifying  the  female  palm-tree  by 

the  sprinkling  of  the  flowers  of  the  male.  Dress- 

ing, fertilizing  a  sown  field.  Being  good,  excel- 
lent. A  puncture,  sting,  point  or  prominent  part 

of  any  thing.  Ibar,  (pi.  of  'ij>\  ibrat)  Needles. 
Points,  prickles.  Stings.  Tips  of  elbows,  or 

hough-bones.     Shoots  of  dwarf  palm-trees. 

A  ji\  abarr,  More  or  most  just,  juster,  justest. 

More  or  most  exemplary  in  duty  to  parents.  Fur- 

thest removed  into  the  desert,    ̂ i^i^  '  ''J^^ 

aslahu  'I  ̂ rab  abarruJaim,  The  best  of  the  Arabs 
are  those  who  live  furthest  in  the  desert. 

A  f\j>\  ubrdf,  (pi.  of^jji  barif)  Free, discharged, 

absolved.  Ibrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Liberating,  dis- 

charging, remitting,  releasing,  delivering  from 

danger.  Healing,  restoring  to  health.  Entering 

upon  the  first  or  last  day  or  night  of  the  month. 

Sjc  'dS'\j>\  ibrdA  Release  from  responsibility, 
quittance  from  obligation.     A  safe  conduct. 

A  Aj>\  ibrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  t^ji),  Putting  a 

ring  through  a  camel's  nose.  (v.  n.  4  of  ijj>) 
Arriving  at,  reaching  (soil  or  sugar-cane). 

A  abrdt,  (pi.  of  '-^y,  burt,  hart,  or  birf) 
Guides.  /Z)?'af,  Acuteness,  shrewdness,  cleverness. 
A  abrda,  (pi.  of        bars)  Plain,  level, 

soft  grounds. 

A  '^ji'^  abrdj,  (pi.  of  ̂   burj)  Towers.  Signs of  the  zodiac,  (pi.  of  baraj)  Beautiful,  clear, 

shining.  Ibrdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Building  a  tower. 

A  ̂ j?^  ihrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Honouring,  mag- 
nifying.    Causing  surprise.     Giving  pleasure. 

A  d\j>\  abrdd,  Stages,  posts,  halting-places. 

(pi.  of  lijJ  burd)  Striped  stuff's.  Ibrdd,  (v.  n.  4  of 
li^)  Bringing  (any  thing)  cold.  Presenting  cooled 
liquor.  Experiencing  cold  weather.  Sending 
a  Berid  or  courier.  Entering  on  the  close  of  the 

day.  Weakening. 

A abrdr,  (pi.  of  j>  burr)  Wheats,  (pi.  of 

jb  bdrr)  Just,  holy,  pious,  dutiful.  Ibrdr,  (v.  n. 

4  of  j>)  Accepting,  justifying.  Departing  for  the 
desert,  and  continuing  there.  Swearing  an  oath 

according  to  truth.  Increasing  (offspring),  mul- 

tiplying (people).  Overcoming,  conquering.  Lead- 

ing (sheep)  home  from  water. 

Aj|^\  ihrdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjj>)  Producing,  pub- 
lishing, bringing  out.  Undertaking.  Setting 

out  on  a  journey.  Taking  the  pure  gold.,J>ji\  ibriz. 

Proof,  document.  An  edition.  pJ^^  J  ̂̂ '"^ 
(jiJjj  I  ihtijdj  u  ihrdz  dwardan,  To  adduce  proofs 
and  documents. 

A  (^^^  ihrds,  (v.n.  4  of  i^JOji)  Afflicting  with 

leprosy.     Bringing  forth  a  leprous  child. 
A  abrdz,  (pi.  of  t^j^  barz)  Few.  Ihrdz, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^j>)  Producing  young  grass,  just 

sprouting  above  groimd. 

A  ̂J^\aJ?'a/;,  (pl.of^J^7;fl7'«^)Lambs.  Ihrdh, 
(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jj>)  Casting  forth  lightning  (the  sky). 
Being  visited  or  terrified  by  lightning.  Menacing, 

threatening.  Giving  false  signs  of  pregnancy 

(a  camel).  Making  (a  sword)  gleam.  Mixing 
water  with  oil.  Shewing  (her)  face  (a  woman). 

Starting  (game).  Sacrificing  (a  pie-bald  sheep). 

Quitting,  abandoning.  Flash,  glitter,  coruscation. 
Pouring  a  little  oil  on  water. 

A  abrdh,  (pi.  of         burkat)  Certain 
aquatic  birds,  white  and  small.  Ihrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of 

^j>)  Making  (a  she-camel)  kneel  down.  Rain- 
ing incessantly. 

A  abrdm,  (pi.  of  haram)  Those  who  re- 
fuse to  go  partners  with  gamesters.  Ihrdm,  (v.  n.  4 

ofj»^),  Twisting  (a  rope)  tight.  Doing  business well.  Observing  strictly  (a  treaty).  Wearying, 

disgusting.  Urgency,  importunity.  Producing 
berries  (a  thorn),  and  unripe  grapes  (a  vine). 

p        I  db-rdna,  Travelling  by  water. 

p  t\j>\  ai-mA,  A  canal,  conduit,  pipe,  aqueduct, 
water-course,  channel  of  a  river ;  any  place  through 
which  water  flows. 

A  'i\j>\  ihrdh,  (v.n.  4  of  tji)  Adducing  indis- 
putable proofs  or  miracles.  Overcoming. 

A  ibrdhdm,  Abraham. 

A  ̂\ji\ibrdhimfibrdhum,oribrdham,Ahra.ham. 
A  ibrdhum,  Abraham. 

p  aJfc^  I  dh-rdha,  A  water-coui-se.  A  lachry- 
mal duct. 

A  ̂'St\jA  ibrdhlm,  The  patriarch  Abraham,  sur- 
named  '^^)\  an  nabiy.  The  prophet,  or  ̂ \  (J^t^ 

A/(a/iZM'Z/a//,ThefriendofGod.  Zoroaster.  Name 
of  a  mountain  in  Karamania. 



A  !^^_^f^)ji^  ihrahivny,  Name  of  a  black  fruit, 

j^^ci']^^^  al  ibrahimiyuna,  Certain  companions 
of  Muhammad,  twelve  in  number. 

A  'ij>\  ibrat,  (pi.  iharat,j>\  ihar,  andjb\ 
ibar')  A  needle.  The  sting  of  a  scorpion.  The 
point  of  any  thing.  Tip  of  the  elbow,  or  of  the 

hough  of  a  horse.  A  shoot  or  sucker  of  the  tree 

(Jiu  mukl.  Detraction,  slander.  A  kind  of  tree 

resembling  the  fig.  ibratu'r  ra^, 
Crane's  bill  (a  plant). 

A  ̂ \  abraj,  One  who  has  fine  handsome  eyes. 
P  i^j>}^  abraj  an,  A  bracelet.     An  anklet. 

A  ̂ \  abrah,  More  or  most  heavy,  or  grievous. 

A  ̂ \ abrahh,  One  whose  back  bends  inwardly. 
A  t^j>\  dbrad,  Colder.  A  cloud  showering  hail- 

stones. Speckled  white  and  black  (a  bull),  (pi. 

dJJS  abarid)  A  male  leoj)ard.  li;^^^  ,5^^  dbu'l 
abrad,  Name  of  a  follower  of  Muhammad. 

4^^^  humma'  abrad.  The  coldfit  of  an  ague.  Abrud, 
(pi.  ofiiy  burd)  Striped  stuffs.    Upper  garments. 

A  ̂^iiJ>'^\  al  abradant  (dual),  The  two  colds, 
i.  e.  the  morning  and  the  evening.  The  shades  of 

morning  and  evening. 

A  ii^ji^  abradat,  A  leopardess.  Ibradat,  Cold, 
chill  in  the  belly.     Ibridat,  Chilliness. 

A  t/Jj^i  tbriziy,  Pure  (gold). 

A  -^U^l  ahrasas,  A  kind  of  lily. 

vi^j>\  abrash,  Spotted  red  and  white. 

A  (_)^W5msA,  Dapple-gray,  pie-bald  (horse). 
(A  spot)  variegated  with  herbage  of  different  kinds. 

Marked  with  white  or  coloured  spots  or  points. 
A  ibrishash,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ ji)  Being 

pie-bald  (a  horse). 

p  i^^jy>-  abrash-khwwshed,  The  sky. 

p  ̂ j^^  abrashavi,  Silk,  sewing  silk. 
p  ̂j:^j>\  abrashami,  A  silk-merchant.  A 

silk-worm.  Silken. 

FjifM  ji\  abr-shahr,  (High  town)  the  old  name 
for  Nishabiir,  one  of  the  four  cities  in  Khurasan. 

A  (_>>y^  abras,  Leprous.  Spotted  (animal) 

from  bites  of  insects,    i^yl^^  al  abras,  The  moon. 

sdm?n  abras,  (pi.  (^j>\  ̂ ^y^  sawamm 
abras,  or  sawamm,  i^j>  birasat,  or 
abaris)  A  species  of  large  lizard. 

A  ̂ \  abra^  Bigger,  bulkier,  thicker. 
A  i^\jLS^\ ibrighshash,  (v.  n. 4  of  i^J^j>  Q  not 

used)  Recovering  from  a  disease  being  healed,  and 
rising  up  and  walking. 

PLl*i^l  ab-raft,  Any  thing  carried  down  by 
the  current.  Water  spilled  or  dried  up.  A  stone 
which  imbibes  water.  Ab-ruft,  A  stone  worn 
smooth  by  water  flowing  over  it.  A  sprinkling 
of  water  previous  to  sweeping. 

A  ̂j>\  abrah,  Conspicuous.  Pie-bald,  black 
and  white.  Of  different  coloured  hairs  (rope). 
Any  thing  varied,  black  and  white,  having  also  a 

shining  appearance  (as  the  eye).  Name  of  a  bird. 
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(P^-  (jjV^  abarih)  A  coarse,  stony,  sandy,  soil. 
Lapis  specularis,  talc.     A  certain  medicine. 

p       ji\  abar-kubad,  Name  of  a  country. 

A  'i^ji^  abarkuh,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia  ; 
also  of  a  village  near  Nishapiir. 

p  abrak,  A  little  cloud.     A  sponge. 

A  cdJjjl  abrak,  More  or  most  blessed. 

Pj^j>^  abi-kdr,  Astonished,  confounded,  stupe- 
fied, amazed. 

abarhaliiya,  (or  u-'Ufe\^\  abarka- 
kiydb)  A  cobweb. 

^  1^^,}^^  abarkubdd,~N  ame  of  a  city  in  the  pro- 
vince of  Arrajan,  lying  between  the  districts  of 

Fars  and  Ahwaz. 

p  abar-koh.  Name  of  a  town  in  Chaldea, 
or  the  Arabian  Irak.  Also  of  another  in  the  Per- 

sian Irak,  which  is  commonly  supposed  to  be  the 
ancient  Persepolis,  distant  20  parasangs  or  80,000 
paces  from  Ispahan.  It  is  situated  on  the  sum- 

mit of  a  mountain,  as  the  name  implies. 

A  abram.  Name  of  a  place.  A  sort  of 
plant.     A  sort  of  disease. 

P  i^lj'^^j^^  «&«rmatZarara,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
A         abrimat,  (pi.  of       buram)  Tikes. 
p  abrndk.  Cloudy. 

A  f-^j>\  ibrintds,  A  preparing  of  one's  self. 

P  icX^j^^  abranjin,  (or  (^j>^  abranjan)  A 
bracelet.   An  ankle-ornament  (of  gold  or  silver). 

A  ̂S>j>\  ibrinzd^  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Prepa- 
ring, making  ready  for. 
A  ibrinshdh,  (v.  n.  3  of         Q)  Being 

joyful.  Flourishing  (a  tree),  expanding  (a  flower). 

P  jj^l  db-ru,  (or  (J^j>\  db-ruy)  (Water  of  the 
face)  Dignity,  honour,  renown,  glory,  reputation. 

Rank,  office.  Elegance,  gracefulness.  Sweat. 
Held  in  estimation  by  the  great,  ̂ j^ib  ̂ jA  db-ru 

dddan.  To  pay  respect.  ̂ J^i^  j^T  db-ru  rekhtan. 

To  disgrace.  ̂ ^^j^T  ab-ru  hardan,  To  honour. 

jff^  ijjj^ '  db-ruyi  shahr.  The  chief  magistrate  of 

a  city.    ̂ ^^^  db-ruyi  ̂ skar,  The  com- mander of  an  army. 

P  abru.  The  eye-brow.  [^<^=r  jj^^  abru 
chldan.  To  knit  the  brow,  ̂ ^lij  jj>\  abru  zadan, 
To  nod,  wink,  beckon,  approve  by  motion  of  the 

*^y^'  jj  l));  abruroi  zdl-zar,  The  new  moon. 

tilJj^^  abruwi  sanam  The  mandrake. 

P  i^'^jj}^  abruwdn.  The  eye-brows.  Morning and  evening. 

p  djfji  I  db-rud,  A  hyacinth.     A  water-lily. 

p  Jjj^l  abruz,  (or  corruptly  Alborz)  Name  of  a 
mountain  near  Hamadan  in  Persia. 

P  ̂X>Ojj>\  abru-sanam,  The  mandrake. 
P  J j^^  abru-firdkhi.  Cheerfulness. 

P  i^jji^  abru-kan.  Tweezers. 
P  i^^ji^  dbrun,  Houseleek,  sempervivum. 
P  Cir^j5^^  abrunifan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  To  die. 

P(^j)jj|  ai-mi5i,  A  going  through  water:  an  oar. 

aJ>j ji\  abrawayz,  (orjVj^^  abramdz^  Name  of a  Persian  king. 

p  tjiS  abra,  The  outside  of  a  garment  or  cap. 
Ibara,  First  fruits ;  early  fruit.  Ubara,  A  bustard. 

A       abrah,  White,  fair,  and  ruddy. 

p  ̂ j>^  abarhdm.  Nature,  essence.  Name  of 
an  angel.  Abraham. 

A  i'i>ji\  abrahat,  A  name  proper  to  three  kings 

of  Yaman.  1.  ci.^lii  '^ji^  abrahat  binu'l 

hdr-iih,  called  alsOjL4\ zu'l  mandr.  2.  'sAj>\ 

^U<a)l  abrahat  bimc's  sabbdh,  celebrated  for his  learning  and  generosity.  3.  ^ yM^\ 

abrahat  al  ashram  al  habashiy,  (called  also  jj\ 

pj«..io  abu  yaksum).  In  the  Kur'an  the  latter  is styled  Lord  of  the  elephant. 

p  sSij>\  abraha,  A  kind  of  bird.  Name  of  a 

general,  called  also  ̂ ^^\  ̂ '^zu  'Ifil,  who  made  an unsuccessful  attempt  to  take  Mecca. 

p  «acfc^\  ibrahimvya,  A  kind  of  broth. 
p  (_fj)\  abri,  Clouded,  variegated.  ^JJi\ 

abri  kdffhiz,  A  kind  of  thick  and  shining  paper 

(clouded  from  Kashmir). 

A  ̂y^'iriy.  Sharp,  aculeate.   A  needle-dealer. 
A  abrifds,  (pi.  of  (jij>  ba7'is,')  Free,  clear, 

discharged,  absolved,  (pi.  of  ̂ ijji  baris)  Pure. 

A  'i>ji\  ibriyat.  Scurf  on  the  head,  dandruff". 
A         ibrij,  A  churn. 

P yij>\  db-rez,  A  vessel  used  in  baths  for  pour- 
ing water  over  the  head  and  body.  A  bucket.  A 

water-pipe,  a  spout.  A  drain,  a  ditch.  A  water- 
closet,  privy.    A  spade. 

A  y>j>\  ibrtz,  Pure  gold. 

p  ̂ J^y^J  ̂   \  db-rezdn,  Name  of  an  ancient  Per- sian festival,  in  which  each  person  sprinkles  rose- 
water  on  his  neighbours. 

p  (j^j>.j>\  dbrezgdn,  A  festival  among  the  Ar- menians, Chaldeans,  or  Persians,  during  which  the 

people  in  their  visits  sprinkle  one  another  with 

orange-flower,  rose,  or  pure  water.  It  falls  upon 

the  thirteenth  day  of  the  month  TIi",  corresponding 

nearly  to  our  September.    A  sort  of  food. 
A  ibrisam,  or  abrisam,  Silk. 

\  abrisham  or  abrishum,  Silk.  The  string 

of  a  musical  instrument.  ^J^j>\  abrishami 
sitabr.  The  bass  string  of  a  musical  instrument. 

p  i^^^^jA  abrishami.  Silken. 

p  ̂J:^j>\  abreshim.  Silk. p  abreshimin.  Silken. 

A  ̂J>J>\  ibrik,  A  bright,  shining  sword.  Bright- 
streaked  (bow).  Handsome  and  beautiful  (wo- 

man), (pi.  ̂ j^^  abdrik)  An  ewer,  a  water-pot with  a  spout,  a  jug. 

A  ibriAdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J]^  Q)  Ruffling 

up  his  feathers  when  preparing  to  fight  (a  bird). 

A  abr'in.  Name  of  a  sandy  tract  in  Arabia. 

A  Jj\  abaza,  (fut.Jjb  yasbazu)  He  leaped. 

Aji\  abz,  (v.  n.of^\)  Leaping,  bounding.  Stop- 



ping  suddenly,  and  then  rushing  forward  with  ve- 

locity. Assaulting,  insulting,  injuring.  Dying  sud- 
denly. Abiz,  Leaping,  springing,  bounding  (deer). 

A  ̂\^\  ibzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  \^  for  jjj)  Suckling, 
giving  suck.  Overpowering,  seizing,  carrying  off 

by  force.     Raising  the  hips  in  walking. 

Pj^^  dbzar,  A  kind  of  carrot  or  parsnip. 

A.  JjiS  abzar,  (pi.  of ̂   bazr)  Pot-herbs,  (pi. 
abazir)  Pot-herbs,  or  spiceries  for  seasoning. 

p  abzdrdan,  A  spice-box, a  pepper-box. 

A  ̂j\^\abzarti/,  A  seedsman.  ̂ Jy>J\^\  abzarl- 
yun,  Certain  reporters  of  Muhammadan  traditions. 

A  ibzal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^)  Breeding  the  tooth 
called  (— nab  in  his  ninth  year  (a  camel). 

A  ibzam,  (v.  n.  4  of  Giving  (a  thou- 

sand),    (pi.  jCJ^^  abazim)  A  buckle. 
A  ahzakh,  One  who  has  a  protuberance  on 

the  breast  and  hollowness  in  the  back; 

p  abzar,  Name  of  a  mountain  near  Hama- 

dan  in  Persia,  about  150  leagues  west  of  Ispahan. 

p  \  aJ-ZMrwy?,  A  cucumber,  water-melon. 
An  isle. 

p  1  ab-zan,  (Casting  water)  A  particular 

kind  of  bathing-vessel  made  of  copper  or  iron,  the 
full  length  of  the  human  body,  filled  with  warm 

water  medicinally  prepared,  in  which  the  patient 
sits  or  lies  down.  The  bason  of  a  fountain.  Im- 

parting tranquillity  of  mind,  consoling,  consolatory, 

(imperative)  Console,  appease. 

A  (jJJ^  abzan,  ibzan,  or  ubzan,  A  bath,  a  laver, 
sometimes  made  of  brass. 

p  (^jjS>y>  I  db-zand-rud,  Name  of  a  river  which 
runs  through  Ispahan.  Our  travellers  call  it  Sen- 

derut.  The  name  implies.  The  river  of  living 

water,  being  formed  from  a  collection  of  several 

springs  into  one  channel. 

p  8Jj1  db-zih,  Water  flowing  from  a  fountain, 
or  a  corner  of  the  eye.  Liquid  pressed  through 
a  cullender  or  strainer.  Pincers. 

A  abza',  One  who  has  a  protuberance  of 

the  breast  and  the  back  bent.  Abaza',  (v.  n.  of 
Leaping,  springing,  bounding, 

p  (jti->J^^  abzidan,  To  fill, 

p  5\iy^T  dh-zir-lMh,  (Water  under  straw)  A 
splinter,  thorn  in  the  flesh.  A  hypocrite,  dissem- 

bler. A  secret  fomenter  of  mischief.  One  whose 
merit  hes  concealed. 

A  jCjJ^  ibz'im,  (pi.  jCjb^  abazim)  A  buckle. 
A  ̂;^\  ibzin,  (pi.  abdzln)  A  buckle. 

P    1  abaj,  Sparks  of  fire.     A  kind  of  grass. 

P  (j-Jj  abas,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  (j^l  aiasa,  (fut.  ̂ j^\>.yasbisu)  He  rebuked. 

A  (j^l  abs,{y .xi.oi ̂ J^\)  Rebuking, reproving, 

reproaching.     Frightening.     Throwing  in  one's 
teeth  whatever  is  disagreeable ;  treating  unkindly. 
Subjecting,  mastering,  bringing  under  subjection, 
conquering,  overcoming.     Incarcerating.  Con- 
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temning,  disdaining,  scorning.  Rough  unequal 

ground.  A  male  tortoise.  Sterility.  A  barren 

spot.     lbs.  Rough  ground.     A  bad  origin. 
bsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  \-^)  Making  (any  one) 

familiar  or  accustomed  to. 

PjLm^\  absdr,  A  whetstone. 
A  ibsar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j>*^)  Doing  or  asking 

any  thing  prematurely  or  unseasonably.  Bearing 

dates  in  the  stage  called  bitsr  (a  palm-tree). 

Taking  the  scab  off  a  sore  before  it  is  healed.  Mix- 

ing unripe  with  ripe  dates  in  order  to  press  the  juice 
from  them.  Being  out  at  sea  (a  ship).  Digging 

in  ground  seized  by  force. 

A  (^L-^\  ibsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j-J)  Calling  to  ca- 
mels in  a  coaxing  way  to  drink  or  to  be  milked. 

A  1?L^\  absdt,  (pi  of  lx»J  btsf,  bust,  or  busut) 

She-camels  left  at  liberty  with  their  colts.  Ibsdf, 

(v.  n.  4  of  Vt.i.>)  Being  left  at  liberty  with  her  colt 

(a  camel).     Leaving  (a  camel)  thus  at  liberty. 
A  ibsd}i,(v.  n.  4  of  ,_^*-J)  Having  beestings 

in  her  udder,  just  before  foaling  (a  camel). 

p  (JL-J 1  dbsal,  (or  1  absdJdn),  A  garden. 

A  ibsal,  (v.n.  4  of ,_}— J)  Forbidding,  pro- 

hibiting, making  unlawful.  Betraying,  abandon- 

ing, consigning  to  destruction.  Exposing.  Pledg- 

ing, pawning.  Familiarising  the  mind  with  death. 
Cooking  or  drying  (an  unripe  date).  Appointing 

a  lieutenant,  deputy,  factor  or  agent. 

p  ̂jL-J  \  dbsan,  A  bracelet. 

A  (j^— /^'•';aM,(v.n.4of  ̂ J*^^)  Being  beautiful. 
p  uLIju^       1  db-sabuk,  Easy  of  digestion. 

p  ■"'-■■'l  a&a#,  Orange-pulp.  Pregnant. 
p  '  "  ■  ■  ■'^  abisf,  or  ibast.  Orange-pulp. 

p  abktd,'Name  of  a  book  which  the  Magi 
of  Persia  attribute  to  the  Patriarch  Abraham,  whom 

they  suppose  to  be  the  same  with  Zarddasht  or  Zo- 
roaster. It  is  an  explanation  of  the  two  books 

called  the  Zand  and  Pdzand;  comprehending,  witli 

these  volumes,  the  whole  religious  system  of  the 

Magi  or  adorers  of  fire  ;  who  have  a  tradition  that 

Abraham  repeated  them  in  the  midst  of  a  furnace, 

into  which  he  had  been  thrown  by  order  of  Nimrod. 

p  ̂^Vju<^  I  dbistdn,  Pregnant. 
p  joIju-^  1  dbistdna,  A  caldron,  pot,  kettle,  vat. 

p^_^L-*^l  dbistagi,  Pregnancy. 
p  ̂Jw^  I  dbistan.  Pregnant.  Concealed.  I 

^dJ^  dbistan  shudan.  To  be  with  young,  tjw^  I 

iil^  dbistani  farydd,  or  ;J^*~J  1  dbis- 
tani  farydd-hhwdn,  A  kind  of  harp  or  lute. 

p  slCJL-^l  dbistan-gdh,  A  lying-in  chamber. 
A  privy. 

p  ̂   r-  1  dbistani,  Pregnancy,  conception. 

Pregnant.     A  kind  of  lute. 
p  iuLw-J  1  dbasta.  Ground  prepared  for  sowing. 

A  spy.  A  flatterer.  Abista,  Pregnant.  An 

animal  Avith  young.     The  womb. 

p  &L<^\  abista,  A  spy.     A  flatterer. 

p  i5^*-J  1  db-saj-d,  Jelly. 

p  ̂ i^j^  I  ab-sardan,  A  gonorrhoea. 
p  ̂ ji^ij-^  I  db-sardi.  Water  cooled  by  the  wind. 
p  ti>-fl— J I  db-sqfed,  A  pearl  on  the  eye. 

p  ̂j^L^\  dbisgun,  (or  abisfjun)  Name 
of  an  island  formerly  existing  in  the  Caspian  sea  at 

three  parasangs  distance  from  Astarabad. 

1  db-suivdr,  (Floatingon  water)  A  bubble. 

p  ̂jIju^  1  db-shjdn,  Tears. 
p  8  U*-j  1  db-sii/dh,  (or  sIjl«»  u-J  1  dbis!ydJi)TeAvs. 
p  tA*«jI  db-sayr.  Easy-paced  (horse). 

A  ijiJl  abish,  (or  ̂jSJi  abashsh)  One  who  de- 
corates the  court  or  vestibule  of  another's  house, 

and  places  in  it  meat  and  drink  (a  custom  wliich 

prevails  in  Arabia,  especially  on  the  arrival  of 

strangers,  when  every  friendly  neighbour  brings 

his  ornaments,  his  victuals,  and  liquor,  to  the  house 

where  they  reside,  in  order  to  assist  in  their  enter- tainment). 

p  (jij  1  dbish,  Abyssinia. 
A         absh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jiJ^)  Collecting. 

A         abashsh,  Smiling-faced. 

PjLSl)  (_->  1  db-shdr,  A  waterfall,  a  cataract. 

aJJ:J\  abshdr,  (pi.  of ̂ -ij  bashar)  Men,  mor- 
tals. Skins,  outer  cuticles,  epidermes,  scarfskins. 

IbsJidr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Rejoicing  at  good  news. 

Announcing  good  news.  Putting  forth  its  verdure 

or  gay  clothing  (the  earth).  Doing  well  or  hand- 
somely. Blessing  with  beauty  and  every  orna- 

mental excellence.     Shaving,  scraping,  peeling. 

A  (^l^l  ibshash,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jiJ)  Having  lux- 
uriant, entangled  herbage  (ground).  Putting  forth 

its  early  grass. 

A  ibshdt,  (v.  n.  4  oflxij)  Making  haste. 
Hastening  another. 

A  ̂yi^^  ibshdfjh,  (v.n.  4  of  Moistening with  a  slight  shower. 

A  j.ti-J^  ibshdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  Disagreeing 
with  any  one  (indigestible  food). 

p  a&o.'(/(^,Concealed,  hidden,  covered  up. 

p  sl^LiJl  dbashta-gdh,  dbislita-gdh,  (^sX:^J^\ 

dbashta-gah,  dbishta-gah,  sUjjLi.)  I  dbishian-gdh  or 

sX*i^.A  abishtan-gah,)  A  place  of  concealment.  A 
back  yard  where  rubbish  is  thrown  ;  a  privy. 

p  ̂^i-iol  dbishtan{ov  dbas]itan),'Io\\\(\.e, co\er. 
p  abishtan.  To  conceal. 

Pj_ji^**^l  dhish-hhwur,  A  cistern,  a  watering- 
place,  reservoir.  The  bed  of  a  river.  A  fountain- 
head.  A  drinking-vessel.  Fortune,  chance,  lot, 
portion.    A  dwelling,  residence,  halt,  stay. 

A        abshar,  Handsomer,  fairer,  fatter. 

p  dhshavi,  The  cone  of  silk  in  which  the 
worm  encloses  itself,  the  cocoon.  A  coarse  kind, 

or  refuse,  of  silk. 

p  ̂^^-io  I  dbishan,  A  bridegroom's  shirt. p  I   db-shinds.  Skilful  in  discovering 

springs,  or  conveying  water  by  aqueducts.  A 



pilot.  The  man  who  keeps  a  look  out  for  shoals 

from  the  mast-head.  Intelligent,  expert,  familiar 
with  fundamental  truths. 

p  i^'JL)  I  ah-shang,  The  bathing  vessel  de- 
scribed under       1  ab-zan. 

p  tjy^\ab-sliora,'SV&iev  cooled  with  saltpetre. 
p  u-»J^  I  ab-shib,  A  channel  for  water  flowing 

from  high  grounds. 

A  (v.n.of  i,ja^\)  Being  nimble,  brisk, 
sprightly.     AMs,  Sweet,  fleet. 

A  jUaj\  ahsar,  (pi.  oij^ai  hasar)  Eyes,  looks. 
Perceptions  by  the  eye.  Ibsar,  (v.  n.  4  of j*aJ) 

Looking  at,  seeing.  Judging,  thinking.  Going  to 
Basra.    Causing  to  see. 

A  (joUxJ^  ibsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  {Ja>)  Flowing, 

distilling,  trickling  (water).  Producing  its  ear- 
liest crop  (the  ground). 

A  Ji^^^  ibsah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Letting  her 
milk  flow  (a  ewe). 

A ahsar,  More  or  most  clear-sighted. 

A  ̂^o^^  absa^  All,  universal.  Foolish. 

A  absinat,  (pi.  of  (j^->a^  busaii)  Months 
of  Rabi  the  Second. 

A  ahz,  (v.  n.  of  (^^^)  Binding  the  fore 

foot  of  a  camel  with  a  rope  (the  knees  being  bent) 

to  the  shoulder.  Hurting  the  nerves  or  tendons  by 

such  ligature.  A  widening,  an  unloosing.  Mo- 
tion. Rest.  Ubz,  The  inside  of  the  knee  of  a  man, 

or  of  the  elbow  of  a  camel.  (pi.  tjolj  I  abaz,  An 

age.  Abaz,  (v.  n.  of Contracting,  shrinking 

(the  hip-nerve).  Ubnz,  (pi.  of  {^^\  ibaz)  Ropes 
with  which  they  fasten  the  feet  of  camels,  as  above. 

A  (^VtA}\ibzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.jxa^)  Giving  little. 

A  ̂ X^\  ibza^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ oj)  Sorting  goods 
for  sale.  Sending  a  lot  or  sample.  Declaring, 

making  clear.  Answering  categorically.  Quench- 

ing one's  thirst  (water).  Satisfying  any  one  with 
regard  to  what  he  asks.     Giving  in  marriage. 

A  ̂i*ai\  abza^  Lean,  emaciated. 
A  )a>\  abf,  (v.  n.  of  la^^)  Humbling,  abasing 

(God).  Ibt,  or  ibit,  (pi.  Jab  1  abat)  The  arm-pit. 
Ibt,  The  smaller  particles  of  sand.  The  extremity 

of  a  sandhill.     Name  of  a  place  in  Arabia. 

ibtas,  (v.  n.  4  of  _jla^)  Delaying,  pro- 
ceeding slowly,  tarrying,  lingering.  Having  a 

sluggish  horse  or  other  beast  of  burden,  that  lags 

behind  the  rest.     Retarding,  hindering. 

A  ̂UaJ^  ibtakh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂a^)  Having  melons in  abundance. 

AjUaj\  ibtar,  (v.  n.  4  of  jia^)  Astounding,  ter- 
rifying. Making  petulant  and  saucy.  Overload- 

ing. Lessening,  diminishing  the  means  of  sup- 
port, and  enfeebling  the  body. 

A  (^Ua^\  ibias]i,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^^)  Seizing  or 
carrying  away  by  force. 

A  l?Uaj\  ibtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  laj)  Purchasing  a  jar 
of  butter. 
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A  JUaJ^  abtm,  (pi.  of  Jk^  batal)  Br  ave  war- 
riors, heroes.  IbtM,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jia^)  Making  void, 

abolishing,  rendering  fruitless  and  abortive.  Talk- 

ing idly,  jesting.  Dealing  in  trifles  and  vanities. 

Negation,  repeal. 
A  &3Ua^\  ibtalat,  A  false,  vain,  trifling  thing. 

Vanity,  falsehood. 

A  ̂jUajl  ibtan,  (v.n.  4  of  j^^sij)  Girthing  a  beast. 
Girding  on  a  sword.  Lining  a  garment.  Admit- 

ting one  to  intimate  friendship. 

A  ̂a^\  abtah,  (pi.  abdtih)  Low-lying,  gra- 
velly ground. 

aJ^\  abtar.  Thick  and  prominent-lipped. 
A  abta^  One  who  has  the  inner  part  of  the 

lips  whitish,  as  among  the  Ethiopians.  Toothless, 

particularly  in  the  lower  jaw. 

A  (J-la^\  abtal,  More  or  most  vain,  or  fruitless. 

A  (jlaj\  abtan,  A  vein  in  the  lower  part  of  the 

fore-leg  of  a  horse.  Abtun,  (pi.  of  ̂^laJ  batn)  Bel- 
lies. The  inner  parts  of  any  thing.  Small  sec- 

tions of  a  tribe.  (J^^  'iyiS-  ̂isliaratu  abtunin. 
Ten  bellies  or  colts.     (jW^  CL>dij  ivaladat 

^sharata  abtunin.  She  brought  forth  a  tenth  child. 
A  &jJaj\  abtinat,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^^  batin)  Inward 

parts.   Low  grounds,    (pi.  of  (jUaJ  Z;;Vaw)  Girths. 
A  &)_jlaj\  ubtulat,  A  false,  vain,  trifling  thing. 

Vanity,  falsehood. 

A  ([[^^  ibtiy,  Axillary.  ̂ ^^^  ibtiy.  The 
axillary  vein. 

A  laUaJ^  ibzciz,  (v.  n,  4  of  liu)  Becoming  fat. 

A  J^A  abzar,  Uncircumcised.  One  who  has  a 
protuberance  in  the  middle  of  the  upper  lip. 

A  A)0\  ib^-f,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  yo)  Lending. 
Exciting  to  the  commission  of  sin.  Impregnating. 

A  iiljo\  ab^d,  (pi.  of  JjO  bii^)  Distances.  4iljo\ 

ab^di  salasa,  The  three  distances,  i.e.  Length, 

depth,  and  breadth.  Ib^d,  (v.  n.  4  of  iX>o)  Going 
to  a  distance.  Placing  at  or  drawing  to  a  distance. 
Alienating, 

Aj\^\  ab^r,  (pi.  of  ba^)  Excrements  of 
camels  or  sheep.  Ib^r,  (v.  n.  4  of  jfO)  Purging 
the  intestines. 

A  ab^z,  (pi.  of  {j'OfiJ  ba^)  Parts  of  a 

thing.  Ib^z,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.j«3jO)  Abounding  in  gnats. 

A  1?\jo\  ib^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  iaao)  Placing  at  a  dis- 
tance. Removing  to  a  distance  (particularly  with 

cattle  for  the  benefit  of  pasture).  Exceeding  bounds 

in  ignorance  or  turpitude.  Going  beyond  one's 
power.  Being  made  to  undertake  what  is  beyond 

one's  power.  Fleeing,  running  away.  Pride.  Ig- 
norance.    An  indecent  word,  a  shameful  act. 

A  ab^d,  (pi.  iXS-b^  aha^d)  Very  remote. 
Profit,  advantage.  A  traitor.  dx>\jS'  ghayr  ab- 

^din,  Worthless. 
A  ab^rat,  (pi.  ofjfti  ba^r)  Camels  four 

years  old,  or  nine  years  old. 

A  ̂\>o\  ibghas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Seeking,  en- 

quiring  for  another.  Assisting  another  in  search- 

ing for  any  thing.  Rendering  one  insolent  and  re- bellious (piosperity). 

A  ;_jiiU^^  ihghash,  (v.  n.  4  of  yij«J)  Moistening 
with  a  slight  shower. 

A  i^_^s^\abg]iaz,{^\,  ofi^jak>bughz)  Hatreds.  Ib- 
ghdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  tjo*))  Bearing  hatred,  hating.  Pro- 

voking, making  hate.  Holding  (one)  as  an  enemy. 

A  <.L^A^\  abghas.  Dusty,  inclining  to  a  brown  or 
dusky  colour.  A  dusty  place.  A  variegated  ram. 

A  lion,    (.^.vjo^)^  al  abghas,  A  lion.  A  sort  of  bird. 

A  'itJo\  ubglusat,  (pi.  of  lI^Uj  baghds,  bughas, 
or  bighds)  Kites  or  birds  of  prey,  of  the  inferior 
kind  of  the  kawk-species. 

A  i^jaio]  abghaz,  A  great  hater.    Most  odious. 
p  CL^OJ  I  abaft,  A  kind  of  coarse  cloth. 

p  iji>\  abfara,  A  stallion. 
A  ahfun,  Berries  of  the  wild  olive. 
p        abali,  Quicksilver. 

A        abili,  (pi.  ̂j^l  nbbdh)  Runaway  (slave). 

A  ̂ \  abalia,  (fut.  yasbaku,  or  yasbiku) 

(The  slave)  absconded. 
A  abk  or  abah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Rimning  away 

(a  slave).  Abak,  A  kind  of  bark  of  which  they 

make  ropes.     Hemp,  or  the  bark  of  it. 

A  ibltds,(y.  n.  4  of  ̂ _^)  Confirming,  esta- 
blishing. Keeping,  preserving,  hoarding,  laying 

by.    Pitying,  regarding  with  compassion,  sparing. 

A  jj^^  ibkdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Being  loquacious 
and  talkative.  Doing  on  a  large  scale  (good  or 

evil).  Bringing  forth  many  children.  Yeaning  in 
a  time  of  scarcity  and  being  lean  (a  sheep).  Going 

out  (the  sticks,  straws,  and  rubbish  of  a  valley). 

A  J\aj\  ibhdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jib)  B  eing  fruitful  in 
pot-herbs  or  herbage  in  general.  Having  cattle 

feeding  on  pot-herbs.  Sprouting  (the  beard  of  a 

youth).  Making  (the  beard)  sprout.  Becoming 
gi'cen  and  flourishing  (the  plant  (JL^  rims). 

A  ibhmi,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,Ji>)  Being  fruitful, 
abounding  in  produce. 

p  A ̂ \  abhar,  Nitre,  saltpetre. 

A  ̂ \  abha^  (A  pye)  variegated,  black  and white.     Clad  in  patched  raiment. 

Aj^\  ubkur,  (pi.  o{'ij^>  baka7-at)Cows,  oxen. A         abka',  More  or  most  lasting. 
p  ufJo  I  dbak,  Quicksilver.  Measles,  pimples, 

blotches.     Abuk,  Any  thing  watery. 

A  cib  I  dbaha,  (or  till  I  aba  laka)  Woe  to 
thee  !     Name  of  a  place. 

A  abak,  (v.  n.  of  cLb^)  Being  very  fleshy. 

(_ib^  ̂   Id  abalia,  There  is  no  escape  for  thee. 

Abik,  Dull,  stupid,  unskilful. 
A  abalik,  (pi.  buhhdn)  A  severe  sea- 

son (for  cattle).  One  who  takes  care  of  the  pro- 
perty of  his  relations.  One  who  drives  (asses,  &c.) 

into  a  thronged  compact  body.  One  whose  hand 

has  been  cut  off".     Very  wise.    Name  of  a  place. 



A  ihkas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂_^)  Making  one  Aveep. 
(//>-/.«/•,  A  water-carrier.  A  cup-bearer. 

A  wine-merchant.  A  drinker  of  wine.  A  jew- 

eller, polisher  of  gems.     A  distilleiy. 

Pj^^  abJiar,  Agriculture. 

Aj^j\  ahhar,  (pi.  of^  hihr)  Virgins,  maidens. 

Ihhar,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Performing  any  thing  in  the 

morning.  Making  haste,  taking  time  by  the  fore- 

lock. Coming  to  drink  early  in  the  morning  (ca- 

mels). Causing  (one)  to  rise  betimes.  Preceding, 

going  before.     The  morning. 

p  (_^^  I  ab-ltan,  A  tax  on  the  manufacture 
and  sale  of  spirituous  liquors,  and  intoxicating 

drugs.     A  distillery. 

A  ̂!^\  ibham,{y.nA  of^)  Silencing,  striking 
dumb.    Abstaining  from  cohabitation  with  a  wife. 

p  is»«\^T  ah-hama,  A  kind  of  sour  and  bitter 

gruel  or  drink,  prepared  in  different  ways,  for  crea- 
ting appetite  or  aiding  digestion.  Sauce,  condiment. 

p  lijfO  I  ah-ltahud,  The  China  sea.  An  excel- 
lent sword. 

A  jG\  ahlmr,  (pi.  of^O  hahr)  Young  camels. 
p         I  ab-hash,  A  water-carrier,  or  drawer. 

p  l-jI  cih-hashi,  The  drawing  of  water, 

^lij^  I  ah-hasln  hardan,  To  draw  water. 

j\§f/acl  (ih-hatihi,  An  ox  for  drawing  water. 
p  (j^^^l  abhaslnn,  A  bracelet. 

p  j*^=«  1  ubham,  A  kind  of  serpent. 
A        ahham,  (pi.       hulim^  Dumb. 

p  i>^i^\  uh-lmma,  A  dark-coloured  and  fetid  wa- 
ter found  in  certain  fish,  applied  in  cases  of  fracture. 

p  Lisi-A  ab-liand,  Any  hollow  channel  excavated 

by  the  rushing  of  a  torrent ;  a  place  where  water 

collects  and  stagnates.    A  pond.    Name  of  a  city. 

VjtfS]  ab-hur,  Miserly,  churlish. 

A         ablta',  More  or  most  of  a  weeper. 
p  abag,  Name  of  a  town  near  Shiraz. 

p  sj\t>\  abffana,  An  abortion. 

p  Js\X)  I  ab-gaJt,  The  back  and  sides  under  the 

short  ribs.     A  pond,  a  cistern. 

Pj^iiX*  I  ab-fjuzar,  A  ford,  a  ferry.  An  express. 

PjiX) !  ab-fjuzar,  A  canal,  a  channel  for  water. 

p  ̂̂ \^J^  (—^  I  ab-r/ardan,  A  ladle. 
p  ab-gardish,  A  Avhirlpool,  an  eddy. 

A  fleet  horse.    Vertigo.    Crop  sickness. 

Pj^"]  ab-gur,  A  horse-trough,  an  aqueduct. 
p  (jii^j^l  ab-gur-liash,  A  worthless  fellow. 

p  jjj^T  ab-gun,  Water-coloured,  azure,  liquid 
blue.  The  heavens.  Glass.  Ice.  A  bright 

sword.  A  kind  of  knife.  A  river.  Starch  mixed 

with  blue.  Name  of  a  river  flowing  from  Khwa- 

razm,  and  falling  into  the  Caspian  sea.  1 

ai-^Sw The  heavens,  v  i^i^  ab-gun 

sadof,  (or  (jj-^'  ah-gun  ha  fax)  The  heavens. 
The  sun  and  moon.  1  ab-gun-taram, 
The  heavens. 

p  &W^a6-^/«/(,Awatering-place,cistern,reservoir. 
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p  abagi,  Watery. 

p__^j0ol  ab-yir,  Any  hollow  place  where  water 
collects  and  stagnates ;  a  pool,  pond,  ditch.  A  wea- 

ver's brush  for  sprinkling  yarn  in  the  loom. 

p  K^X>jJii  I  tib-girnuh-j  Full  of  pools  and  ditches. 

p  aJuio  1  ab-gina,  Glass.  A  drinking-glass.  A 

foil  set  under  gems.  A  diamond.  Wine.  A  lover's 
tears.  abglnuf  i  shanii,  A  name  for  the 

most  transparent  glass,  ahg'inati  tci- 
ram,  The  heavens. 

p  ajls-  aju^  I  abgina-ltliana,  A  glazed  house. 
A  room  hung  with  mirrors.   The  first  heaven. 

p  Ji  «>i^^T  abginagar,  A  glass-maker. 
A  abal,  More  or  most  expert  in  the  tending 

and  management  of  camels.  Abil,  (pi.  (jVj\  nbbal) 

(A  camel)  which  supplies  the  absence  of  water  by 

fresh  grass.  A  possessor  of  camels.  Expert  in  the 

management  of  camels  or  sheep. 

A  ̂y>\  abl,  (v.  n.  of  |Jj^)  Possessing  many  ca- 
mels ;  being  skilful  and  careful  in  the  management 

of  them.  Being  numerous  (camels).  Making  ca- 

mels gi'aze  for  any  one.  Supplying  by  green  herb- 
age the  absence  of  water  (cattle).  Wandering  and 

pasturing  without  a  keeper  (camels),  straying,  run- 

ning away.  Abstaining,  refraining.  Being  reli- 
gious, devout.  Overcoming,  conquering.  Striking 

with  a  stick.  Constructing  a  parapet  round  a  well. 

AbJ,  or  tibl,  A  date,  fresh  or  dry.  Ibl,  or  ibil,  (pi. 

(Jbl  ubal')  A  camel,  the  camel  species.  Clouds 
fraught  with  rain.  UbJ,  (pi.  of  abil)  Christian 

monks.  Abal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y>\)  Being  skilful  in  the 

management  of  camels  or  sheep.  Becoming  nu- 
merous (camels).  Depression  of  spirits,  oppression 

of  the  stomach  (from  bad  air  or  indigestion).  Abil, 

Skilful  in  the  management  of  camels  or  sheep.  A 

possessor  of  camels.  A  corpulent  camel.  Ubid, 

Grass  or  stubble  remaining  after  reaping  or  mow- 

ing, or  left  uncropped  by  cattle.  ibl  ubbal. 
Camels  straying  without  a  keeper. 

p  Jj^  abU,  The  lesse  r  cardamom.  Abul,  Name 
of  a  stringejit  medicinal  plant. 

A  13^^  aball,  More  or  most  humid,  moist.  A 

perjured  man,  a  wicked  wretch.  A  fornicator. 

Shameless.  Inaccessible.  Close-fisted,  covetous. 

One  who  delays  jiayment  of  a  debt.  Quarrelsome, 

contentious.    Cruel,  tyrannical.    Smooth,  bare. 

A  ablas,  (pi.  of  ̂   bahj,  or_jb  bahv)  Fa- 
tigued, emaciated  (camels).  Worn  out  with  cares 

and  misfortunes.  Managers  of  money  or  other 

estates.  Iblas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Wearing  out  a  gar- 
ment. Trying,  proving.  Making  one  a  partaker 

of  any  benefit.  Swearing.  Tendering  an  excuse 

or  ajDology  which  is  accepted.  Requiring  one  to 

swear.  Tying  a  camel  to  the  grave  of  her  deceased 

master.    Having  enough,  being  content. 

A  c;.>!il^\  iblaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ClA>)  Causing  to 

swear,  adjuring.  Progeny,  breed. 

A  tblaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Shining  forth,  ap- 
pearing (the  dawn).  Making  clear.  Exhilarating. 

A  ̂'^\  iblah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Bearing  unripe 
dates  called  ̂   baJah,  (a  palm-tree).  Fatiguing, 
tiring  any  one  (travel). 

.  A  4i^\  ablad,  (pi.  of  balad)  Signs,  marks. 

IbJad,  (v.  n.  4  of  iXb)  Cleaving  to  the  earth ;  being 

poor.  Having  a  sluggish  beast.  Compelhng  to 
dwell  in  a  place. 

A  ̂_>*»^\  iblas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j<*b)  Being  astonied, 

confounded,  broken-spirited,  and  silent  from  grief 

or  eager  desire. 

A  iblat,  (v.  n.  4  of  kb)  Sticking  close  to 

the  ground.  Becoming  poor.  Poverty.  Impor- 

tuning, troubling.  Stripping  one  of  all  his  posses- 
sions. Paving  with  stones.  Wetting  the  pavement. 

A  iblu^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Causing,  allow- 
ing, or  giving  time  to  swallow, 

A         iblcigh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Causing  to  arrive. 

A  Jj^^  iblali,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Opening  wide 
a  door.  Shutting  a  door.  Begetting  jiie-bald  stock. 

A  iblal,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Recovering  from 

sickness.  Escaping.  Bearing  fruit.  Travelling. 
Becoming  strait  and  narrow.  Being  weak  (through 

mischief  and  wickedness).  Straying,  being  lost 

(cattle).  Becoming  full  of  sap  (a  branch).  Pre- 
vailing against,  overcoming. 

A  ibldm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»b)  Being  swollen  (a 

man's  lip).  Wanting  the  male.  Keeping  silence. 

Exposing  a  foul  deed. 

A  (j^^  ibilani,  Two  trobjis  of  camels  (as  two 
flocks  of  sheep  are  called  (jl^S-  ghanamani). 

A  iblal),  (v.  n.  4  of  jJ->)  Discovering  one 
to  be  simple  and  ignorant. 

A  'i^S\  ablat  or  abalat.  Heaviness  or  oppression 
of  spirits  (from  indigestion).  A  fault,  crime.  1^ 

«-ib\  0.jJ6(i  oiii  <-^.'^^  ij^  JtuUu  malin  ud- 

diyat  zakatuhu,  fa  had  zahabat  abalafiihu,  All 
cattle  on  which  tithe  has  been  paid  are  secure  from 

disease.  Iblaf,  Hostility,  enmity.  Ubiat,  A  mur- 
rain, blight.  A  tribe.  Abilat,  A  petition.  Any 

thing  wanted.  Necessity,  indigence.  Prolificness. 

A  ilbl  ibillat.  Progeny,  tribe.  UbuUat,  Com- 

panions, tribes.  Progeny.  Dates  bruised  between 
two  stones,  and  then  milked  upon.  A  lump  of 

dates.  __^Name  of  a  very  pleasant  place  near  Basra. 

^y*)  ^jie  jS>  Mima  min  ubvUati  sarvsin,  He  is of  a  bad  stock. 

A  ̂ 1  ablaj,  One  whose  eye-brows  are  wide  apart (in  opposition  to  those  which  meet  at  the  nose). 

Clear,  bright,  resplendent,  evident. 

A  '^>^'j^J>  (v-  n.  9  of  ̂ )  Being  clear. 

A  ̂ '^^  ablah,  The  myrobalan-nut. 
A  ̂ A>\  abhihh,  Proud  (man). 
A  i^Jb\  ablad,  One  whose  eye-brows  are  distant. 

Corpulent.  Dull,  stupid. 

A  ̂ \  ablagh.  More  or  most  perfect,  most  ef- 



fectual.    More  or  most  emphatic.  ^\  ab- 
laghu  mujuliin,  The  most  effectual  of  modes. 

A  ablah,  Pie-bald,  black  and  white,  party- 

coloured.  The  animal  Jj^  hurrah.  A  lute,  harp. 

Name  of  a  tribe.  ablaku'l  fard, 
Name  of  the  fortress  of  biils>  ̂ ^  J-^j***»  samawMl 

bin  ̂ diya,  said  to  have  been  built  by  Solomon, 

and  considered  impregnable.  ̂ y^^  Jj^^^ 

ablahu  7  ̂ kuk,  The  dawn.  An  impossibility.  ̂ \ 

j»\53  ablaki  ayyam,  The  world,  p  Jjb^  ablaki 
charkh,  (or  uiiii  ̂ ^b^  a&ZaAi  falah)  Night  and  day. 
Time.  The  world. 

A  jlab^  iblUiak,  (v.  n.  9  of  jb)  Being  pie-bald. 
p  i.f^\  ablag,  Pie-bald.  Abalag  or  A 

spark  of  fire. 

A  |,b\  ablam,  One  who  has  swelled  lips.  Swol- 
len-lipped (man).  A  kind  of  pot-herb  like  a  bean. 

Ablam,  iblam,  or  ublam,  The  leaf  of  the  bdellium. 

A  ablamat,  iblainat,  or  ubiamat,  The  leaf 

of  the  bdellium-tree.  ^jZt  shahku  'I  ablamat, 
In  equal  halves. 

A  iblindah,  (v.  n.  3  of         Q)  Being 

spacious.     Being  broken  down  (a  cistern). 

A  tdJ^;iab\  iblindak,  (v.  n.  3  of^^db  Q)  Being 

spacious  (a  j^lace).  Being  broken  down  even  with 

the  ground  (a  cistern). 

A  ̂Laub\  iblinsaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^-ab  Q)  Going. 
Coming  out  of. 

A  ̂ Uub^  iblinha^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ab  Q)  Being 
dispelled  (grief).    Shining  forth  (the  dawn). 

A  ̂J^^SJ^S\  ihlinhaTi,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Jab  Q)  Being 
very  clear  and  distinct  from  others  (a  road). 

P  abluj,  (^^^\^abluj,  or  abluch) 

White  sugar-candy.    A ̂ ^sCJ\  ubluju 's  suk- 
kar,  Sugar-candy. 

p  i^jb^  abluk,  A  double-faced  man,  a  hypocrite. 

p  Jkbi  tti?7a,  A  blister,  pimple.  Small-pox.  A 
bubble  floating  on  the  water. abl  abilad 

chashm,  A  pearl  or  white  speck  upon  the  eye. 

^  Jib  I  abilasi  ruhhi  falak,  The  stars.  &b  1 

J_5j  ahiladroz,  The  sun.  xL^'^J)  eb!  ah'dasi firing, 
The  French  or  European  pox,  venereal  disease. 

^  A  Ai\  ablah,  (pi.  ab  buUi)  Foolish,  simple,  ig- 
norant, stupid,  oafish.  One  whose  evil  is  dead  or 

dormant ;  good-natured,  amiable.  Jyiff'  «b^  ablah 

^.hul,  Simple  (from  baslifulness)  yet  intelligent. 

«b\  (j^iAS-  ̂ yshun  ablahu,  An  easy  life,  free  from 
care.  «b\  i— -JbuMj  shabdb  ablah,  Thoughtless,  blun- 

dering youth  :  happy  youth,unacquainted  with  care. 

p  aJjl  abila-rasida,  Blistered  (hand). 
p       ab  I  abila-zada,  Pock-marked.  Measled. 

A  ;_5-ib\  ablahi,  Silliness,  simpleness,  ignorance. 
A  ̂W&2<Zi?/,  A  Christian  monk.  Ibiliy,abalty, 

or  ibaliy,  ̂   Possessed  of,  rich  in  camels. 

A  ̂W^^^  iblisjaj,  (v.  n.  12  of  ̂ )  Being  clear. 
u  'j^*^^  tj;^  finu^l  ibliz,  Egyptian  earth. 
A  (j*jb^  iblis.  The  devil.     p  (j<*Jw>b  j^.  (j*jJ»^^ 
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iblis  jmr-talbts.  The  deceitful  devil. 
p  jolw^jb^  iblisana.  Diabolically,  like  the  devil. 

p  a>--*Ab  I  ablisa,  A  sower,  a  husbandman. 

A  ̂liLb\  ibtihdk,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ J^)  Being  very 

piebald  (a  horse). 

A  ̂ ^)^^  iblildj.  Clearness,  lustre. 
A  ̂A>\  iblim.  Ambergris.  Honey. 
A      abamm,  The  bass  string  of  an  instrument. 

p  ibmih,  A  coulter.     A  yoke  of  oxen. 

A  abn,  (v.  n.  of  Suspecting,  rendering 

suspected.  Disgracing  any  one  before  his  face. 

Becoming  black  (blood  in  a  wound).  Coagulation, 

clot,  blackness  (as  of  blood  in  a  wound).  Abin, 

Thick  (soup).  Dried  (meats).  Uban,  (pi.  of  iiJL^^ 

ubnaf)  Enmities,  secret  grudges.   Knots  in  wood. 

A  ibn,  (pi.  abnds  and  ̂ jji^  banwi)  A 

son.  It  is  written  ̂   bin  when  preceded  by  a  pro- 
per name  and  followed  by  the  name  of  the  father: 

as,  ii>i!^  ̂ J>  {j*^  hasan  bin  muha^nmad,  Hasan 
son  of  Muhammad.     ^-^>Ji*"  abu  ̂ liy 
bin  sind.  Father  Ally,  son  of  Sina.  Name  of  a 

celebrated  philosopher  and  physician,  known  in 
Europe  by  the  name  of  Avicenna.  {^j^^  {j^^ 

ibnu'l  arz,  (Son  of  the  earth)  A  vegetable. 

ibnu  dsa',  A  kind  of  bird.  ̂ ^'^  ibnu'l 
bull,  A  son.  ^ji]  ibnu  bukay^  A  dog. 

ibnu'l  baras,  The  first  or  last  day  or  night  of 

the  month.  ibnu' s  sabil,  (^on  of  the 

way)  A  traveller,  ibnu 's  saliab, 

(Son  of  the  cloud)  Rain.    ̂ ^'^        ibnu's  subh, (Son  of  the  morning)  The  sun.    A  bastard. 

^J>JLS'  ibnu  ̂ shi-ina,  A  youth  of  twenty. 

(_>>jO\  ibnu'l  ̂ nab,  (Son  of  the  grape)  Wine. 

^\^\  ibnu'l  ghamdm,  Hail.  ibnu'  lldh. The  son  of  God.     Unfortunate,  unhappy.  ̂ j>\ 

ibnu'l  mdf.  Any  water-fowl.  JoJ*  ibnu 
muznat.  The  moon.  SiiU  ibnu  muklat,  Name 

of  the  inventor  of  the  present  Arabic  character. 

'^V^  'ibnu'l  wdhid,  A.noiAj  son.  CJs^\ 
ibnu  7  wakt,  A  time-server,  a  sycophant,  1 

ibnu  dwa',  (pi.  I  Olb  banat  drva')  A  jackal. 

'il^  ibnu  habbat,  Bread.  -<^^(i  ibn  zukds, 
(Child  of  the  sun)  The  morning. 

A  abnds,  (pi.  of  ibti)  Sons.  Barba- 
rians, foreigners  dwelling  in  Arabia  Felix. 

J  abndn  ins  u  jdn,  Men  and  genii. 

^j*Jjs-  abndAji7is,  Persons  of  rank  or  condi- 

tion. Jjjii  dbndsi  darza.  Mean,  ignoble  men. 

^jl^         abndsijahdn.  Men,  animals,  or  plants. 
i_jCS\  abndA  dahr,  ((j^'«3  abndti  zaman, 

jioS'  abndfi^sr,  orj^jjj  {_$^\abndsi  roz- 
gdr)  Sons  of  the  age,  cotemporaries.  Ibnds,  (v. 

n.  4  of  (_^)  Ordering  a  building  to  be  erected. 
Giving  one  a  building  or  the  means  of  erecting  a 
building.  Fattening. 

A  ibndj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Professing  to  be 
allied  to  a  great  family. 

p  jj_js»Uj\  abndkhon,  A  fortress. 
A  ibnds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jJj  not  in  use) 

Fleeing  from,  shunning  (evil). 

A  Ji\l>\  ibndk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Planting  a  sin- 

gle palm-shoot. P  L^JL^I  a&?2aA,  Moist,  watery,  succulent,  juicy. 

A  ̂^\^\  ibndn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^J)  Staying,  stopping 
or  being  confined  in  a  place. 

A  cSj^.^^  abndwiy.  Barbarous,  applied  to  stran- 
gers resident  in  Arabia. 

A        abanibam  ,  Name  of  a  place  near  Taslis. 

A  sJl^  Wj«a/,  (pi.  OUj  &awa^)  A  daughter.  'il>\ 

^^^ji'  J  ;_^t>«i\  ibnatu  uh^di  wa  hunii,  (Daughter 
of  sit  and  rise)  A  handmaid.  ibnatu  'I 
jabal,  (Daughter  of  the  mountain)  Echo.  Ubnat, 

(pi.  ̂j>\  uban)  A  vice,  stain,  spot,  blemish.  An 
unnatural  propensity.  An  itching  disease  in  the 
fundament.  A  man  of  sound  judgment.  Fraud, 

dissimulation.  Secret  hatred.  A  knot  in  wood, 

a  gnur ;  a  spur.  The  throat  of  a  camel,  the  head 
of  the  asper  artery. 

p  iiij  ubnat-zada.  Infamous,  suspected. 
A  wretch  held  in  abhorrence. 

p  t>jSL^  \  db-nuhra.  Quicksilver,  liquid  silver. 
A        ibnum,  (acc.  ibnam,  obliq.  ibnim)  A  son. 

p  dbnus,  Ebony.    A  kind  of  fish. 
p  dbnUsi,  Made  of  ebony.  ̂ _^jjo| 

abnusi-shdhh.  An  ebony  pipe.  A  pipe  played 
on  any  festivity. 

p  ̂^J>^_jbl  db  noslfidan.  To  drink  water.  To 
be  stupefied,  astonished,  or  benumbed. 

p  mS\  ubna-zada.  Suspected  of  infamous 

practices,  branded  with  infamy. 

A  (\^\  ubna',  Name  of  a  place  in  Syria. 
A         ibnly.  Filial. 

A  OLb^  abniydt,  (pi.  of        abniyai)  Edifices. 
A  iLbl  abniyat,  (pi.  of  baniy)  Edifices, 

buildings,  structures.  L^^C^ hitdbu' I  abni- 
yat. Name  of  a  grammar  by  «0.j*J«^  fibamayh. 

p  jJI  dbtL,  A  water-lily. 
A  abw,  (v.  n.  of  jjI)  Becoming  a  father. 

Educating.  Paternity. 

A  abijL,  A  father.  This  word  has  often  the 

sense  of  ji  zH,  Having,  endowed  with,  possessed 

of:  as,  fj**>^  ̂\  abu'l  husn,  Possessed  of  beauty. 
OLjlJ  jj\  abu,  bandt.  Having  daughters. 

abu  shawdribyW  earing  whiskers.  It  fre- 
quently forms  the  figure  called  metonymy  :  as, 

i-^tiU*^  ̂ ]  abu  atldb.  The  father  of  desires,  i.e. 
a  lover.  y\  aiw  7  a;sacZ,  Sulphur.  jj\ 

Jias-^)^  «&m7  «MtoZ,  A  horse.  ^\  abU'l 
adham,  A  kettle  in  which  an  entire  sheep  may  be 

dressed.  ̂ Ijj^^  _5j\  aZ)M  7  arwa/i,  (Father  of  spi- 
rits) Quicksilver.  i_Jbw<j^\  ̂ \  obit' I  azydf,  Fa- 
ther of  the  guests,  i.  e.  a  host.  ^\  abu  iyds, 

Any  thing  used  in  washing,  as  marsh-mallows,  &c. 

L^»^>\  jjI  abu  ayyub,  (Father  Job)  A  camel.  ̂ \ 



(^jnoJjOl  abu'l  hurays,  Name  of  a  certain  speckled 

bird,  ji^^  ahu'l  hashar,  Adam,  the  father 

of  man.  '  ̂\al)usahif,Y'me^'!XT.  (__aJUs>-  ̂ \ 
ahu  hahih,  Roast  kid.    j  ahu  hazar,  (Fa- 

ther timidity)  A  chameleon.  (j^uas^^  ̂ \  abu'l 
hmayn,  Father  of  the  little  fortress,  i.  e.  a  fox.  yi\ 

^_}^(ibu'l  ////t'rt/, (Father of prodigies) The  sphynx. 
ahu'l  haya,  (Father  of  modesty)  Name  of 

Othman  the  third  Khallf.  ahu'l  liayat, 

(Father  of  life)  Rain.  J^U  ̂\  ahu'l  hhjal,  (Fa- 
ther of  stratagems)  A  fox.  ^\  ahu  sir- 

han,  A  wolf,  o^u  sari^  (Father  swift) 

Touchwood.  ^^Jj  yi^  ahu  razin,  A  kind  of  sweet- 

meat, jj^'^  abu's  saw,  Incense.  Sjm  ̂ \ 
abu  sa^l,  Locman  the  sage.  Old  age.  \sij^\  y>\ 

aiiiVt  A7i//"a,  (Father  of  health)  Sugar.  i_->UjO^ 

abu  'l^hah,  Water.  The  first  chapter  of  the  Kur'an. 

abu'l  ̂ las,  A  dish  made  of  starch,  ho- 

ney, and  water.  y\  a&?<7  ̂ 2</a',  Name  of  a 

celebrated  poet.  ^\  ahu'l  ̂ mr,  A  vulture 
which,  they  say,  lives  1000  years.  abu  'I 

^yzar,  A  heron.     t^W^^  ̂ \  abu'l  ghiyas,  (Fa- 

ther of  relief )  Water,   ̂ j^^      ahu'lfaraj,  Name 
of  the  author  of  a  Universal  History  called j^"^ 
JjiiJ\  mukhtasaru'd  dawal,  (Compendium  of  the 
Dynasties),  published  with  a  Latin  translation  by 

the  learned  Pocock.     Jwifl3\  jj\  abu'lfazl,  (Fa- 
ther of  excellence)  A  very  learned  and  accom- 

plished man,  secretary  to  the  great  Sultan  Akbar, 

Emperor  of  Hindustan,  and  author  of  the  elegant 

history  of  the  Mogul  Emperors  (in  Persian)  called 

jf\alibar  nama.    f^J\y^\  jj\  ahu'l  fawaris, 

Name  of  a  famous  orator,    ̂ liija)^  ̂ \  ahu'l  ha^ 
ha^  (Father  of  croaking)  A  crow,    i^y^  ahu 
halamun,  A  kind  of  changing-coloured  silk.  A 

chameleon.     A  variable,  capricious  man.  The 

world.    A  tortoise.    A  turkey.    Jl^^      ahu  'I 
kamal,  Father  of  accomplishments,  i.e.  a  drinker 

of  healths,    tjl*^^      abu'l  kunjak,  Any  thing 
new,  rare,  or  agreeable.     A  facetious,  witty,  or 

well-bred  man.     A  buffoon,  jester,  mimic.  ̂ \ 

ahu  maZy'/j,  Hunger.    ̂ Jyi^  y>\ahu  maswa' , 

or         ̂ \  abu'l  manzU,  A  host.  Jc^^  ̂\  ahu'l 

mukhtar,  A  mule.   'i\J,\  jj\  abu'l  mar  sat,  Father 
of  the  wife,  i.e.  a  husband.  ^ f      ahu  maryain, 
A  bailiff,  a  catch-poll.    jiL-^^  ̂ \  abu'l  musafir, 

A  cheese.  ̂ ^,\  yi\  abu'l  mal'ih,  (Father  pretty) A  lark.           yc      aha  munis,  (Father  sociable) 

A  wax-taper.           ̂ \  abu'l  ma1ma,Wirie.  ̂ \ 

jtAjO  abu  nu^,ym,  White  bread.  ̂ '^yi\  y>\  ahu'l 
roassdb,  (Father  jump)  A  flea.     U;^'  ̂\  abu'l 
hayjd,  (Father  of  impetuosity)  Name  of  Aliy, 

son-in-law  of  Muhammad.  ̂ J^^\  yi\  ahu'l  yak- 
zan,  (Father  of  the  watch)  A  cock.  ^\ 
aba  harRUsh,  Name  of  a  speckled  bird,  ^\ 
abu  bakr,  The  father-in-law,  and  first  Khalif,  or 
successor  to  Muhammad.     l^\J>  ̂ \  aha  turah, 
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Name  of  Ally,  son-in-law  to  Muhammad.  y>\ 

ahu  jami^  (Father  collector)  A  tray.  ̂ \ 

j-^^  ahujabir,  (Father  restorative)  Bread.  ̂ \ 

i^jt>-  abu  ja^l,  (Father  of  the  curled  hair)  A  wolf 

^\  abuja^far,  A  fly,  {J^^  j^^  ahujamil, 
Pot-herbs.  jj^t*"  abu  j aid,  (Father  of  igno- 

rance) Name  of  an  uncle  of  Muhammad,  y>\ 

lI^jW  ahu  haris,  A  lion,  6SLjSs>-  ̂ \  abu  hanifa. 
Name  of  the  first  great  Muhammadan  lawyer, 

liJl^  ̂ \  ahu  lihalld,  A  dog,  (^]f^  abu  hhi- 

rash,  (Father  scratch)  A  cat,  t_A*as»-  ̂ \  ahu 
hliish,  Flesh.  L-is-  yi\  ahu  klialsa,  Melilot,  bu- 

gloss-plant,  (J^i  _5^^  aha  zayyal,  (Father  long- 

tail)  A  bull,  liJj  yi\  abu  zayd.  Name  of  a  per- 

son mentioned  in  the  3Iahamdti  Har'iriy.  ̂ \ 
(jlcL*>  abu  sulaymdn,  A  cock,  (_6  yi\  ahu 
sayf,  Father  of  the  sword,  a  name  of  Nadir  Shah, 

ji\  abu  safwan.  Milk.  i^^Ua  ahu 
talih,  Name  of  the  Father  of  Ally,  [jy^^  y^^  chu 

tdmun,  Jews'  pitch.  u.«>.V»  ahu  fib,  A  drug- 

gist. ^\  aha  ̂ mir,  A  hj^aena.  y>\ 
ahu  ̂ hritnaf,  A  pigeon.  y^^  abu  ̂ Is,  A 

species  of  violet.     S^^P  ̂ \  ahu  ̂ mra  t,  Hunger. 

y>\  abu  ̂ wn,  A  date.    Salt,    o**)/*  yi^ 

farrds,  A  tiger.     O**^^*      abu  kdbus,  Name  of 

Nu^man  king  of  Arabia.     (j«*J!^^'  y>^  aba  lidnis, A  herb  used  in  dying.     ij-i*  y^^        hays,  An 

ape.  yA  abu  kalb,  A  Dutch  coin  current  in 

Egypt,  something  inferior  in  value  to  a  Spanish 

piastre  (4s.  %d.).  It  bears  the  impression  of  a  lion, 
which,  however,  the  Arabians  have  changed  to 

(_a)^  kalb,  a  dog,  perhaps  to  show  their  contempt 

for  Christians,  or  on  account  of  its  base  alloy.  y>\ 
ahu  kir,  Name  of  an  island  near  Alexandria. 

y^  y>\  abu,  lahw,  A  drum,  'ije  ̂\  aha  murrat. Father  of  bitterness  or  sorrow,  i.  e.  the  devil.  y>\ 

j»s-\}/«  ahu  muzdhim,  A  bull.  La*  aba  mazd, 
A  horse.  yi\  abu  ma^ishir,  (Father  of  con- 

versation) The  famous  astronomer  and  astrologer, 

known  in  Europe  by  the  name  of  Albumazar.  He 

died  an.  885,  j^^ai*  yi\  aba  maiisar.  Father  of 
defence,  i.e.  a  city,  y>^  ahu  ndji^  (Father 

wholesome)  Confection.  ^13  ̂\  abu  ndfi^  (Fa- 
ther wholesome)  Vinegar,  y>^  aba  hurayra, 

Father  of  the  kitten  ;  name  of  one  of  Muhammad's 

companions,  ^\  aba  yahya' ,  Name  of  the 
angel  of  death,  whom  the  Arabians  call  likewise 

^JjViJff-  ̂ zrdsil,  and  the  Persians  li^ii^  murddd ; 
whose  office  it  is,  according  to  Muhammadan  be- 

lief, to  separate  the  soul  from  the  body.  <^_j^^  ̂  

li  'lldh  abaka,  God  has  dealt  bountifully  with  thy 
father  (in  giving  him  such  a  son). 

A  ahwds,  The  parental  relation.  A  she- 

goat  indisposed  from  the  smell  of  urine. 

A  ̂^y>\  ahwdb,  (pi.  of  t_->b  hdh)  Gates,  doors. 
Chapters.  Conjugations.  Dues,  fees,  taxes.  Points, 

principles.  (In  India)  An  assessment  on  lands  over 

and  above  the  original  rent.  hdbu  'I 
ahwdb,  (Port  of  ports)  The  fortress  of  Darband  on 

the  Caspian  sea,  J^._5^^  ̂^y>^  abwdhu't  tahwV, 
A  register  of  receipts  and  disbursements  of  the 

household  and  revenue.  !Sii\jcJ\  L^\y^\  ahivdbu 's 

sa^idat,  (The  ports  of  felicity)  Title  of  a  book. 
ahwahu'l  mdl,  A  register  containing 

the  amount  of  revenue,  with  the  increase  or  defi- 

ciency, p  wl^  ̂ ^yi^  abwdbi  thdna-ddri; 
Taxes  levied  on  the  retailers  of  liquors  and  other 
articles  in  bazars  attached  to  the  garrisons,  'm^^y>\ 

^[s- abwdbi  hall.  New  taxes,  arbitrary  impositions. 

I— ->\j^^  ahwdhi  sdhik.  Old,  established  taxes, 

(j'lilji)  I— abrvdhi  shddi,  An  imposition  levied 
to  defray  the  marriage-expenses  of  a  Raja,  chief, 

or  gi-eat  landliolder,  (Jj^'^^  ̂ -'Ij^^  abicdhi 

fanjddri,  Charges  and  fines  in  criminal  courts. 
N.B.  There  are  many  other  taxes  designated  by 

the  word  i-.'^jJ^  abivdh,  joined  to  another.  is^^J 
ha  hama  ahwdb.  By  all  means,  in  every  way. 

Aj\^\  abwdz,  (pi.  ofjb  bdz)  Falcons,  hawks, 
A  abwds,  (pi.  of         haws)  Kinds, 
A  abwd^  A  species  of  sheep  (as  taking 

long  steps).  This  Avord  is  used  also  in  calling  her  to 

be  milked,  (pi,  of      ia^or  ̂   haiv^  Fathoms. 

A  ̂\^\ahwdI{,(i-)l.o{  5r//i')Trumpets,horns. 
A  ̂j\y^\  abwdl,  (pi,  of  J_jJ  bawl)  Urines,  i}\y>\ 

JUJ^  abwdlu'l  hifjhdl,  (Mules'  urine)  Wine,  (ac- 
cording to  some)  the  vapour  i— sardb. 

A  i^y^^  ahawdni  Parents,  father  and  mother, 
A  ̂ y>\  uhub,  (v,  n.  of  Cy\)  Blowing  (wind). 

p  (jbjj\  abubdn,  Repentance. 
A  e^^\ab7vibat,(p\.  of  L^\>)  Doors.  Chapters. 

A  Sy\  uhawat,  Paternity,  Fathers, 
A  uhat,  (v,  n.  of  (JU)^)  Being  hot  and 

sultry  (a  day).    Tumour  from  drinking, 
A  uhud,  (v,  n,  of  4Jj\)  Abiding,  remaining 

permanently.  Introducing  in  a  poem  words  un- 
common and  hard  to  understand.  Being  unso- 

ciable, and  running  away,   (pi,  of      abad)  Ages, 

A  \i^j^y>\  ahadardd,  (by  some  ahudurda)  Name 
of  a  companion  of  Muhammad, 

A ahtur,  (pi.  of hitr)  Wells. 

pjj^  1  db-warz,  A  swimmer. 
P  LfjjJ         db-warzi.  Swimming,  natation. 
Ajy>\  ahsuz,  (pi.  ofjb  ha^z)  Falcons. 
A  J  yi\  ahuz.  Springing,  bounding  (deer).  Vhaz, 

(v.  n.  ofJj\)  Springing,  bounding,  leaping. 

A  {^yi^  ah  MS,  (pi.  of  {^y>  buss)  Misfortunes. 

A  {_^y^^  ahu';.  Swift,  fleet  (horse). 
A  i^y^\  ahuz.  Very  swift  (horse). 
A        ahak,  (pi.  ̂Subbak)  Runaway  (slave). 

A  J_jj1  ahul,  A  troop  of  camels,  herd  or  flock 
of  cattle,  horses,  or  birds  ;  a  series  or  string  of  them 

following  one  another.  Uhul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y>\  Sup- 

plying by  green  herbage  the  place  of  water  (cattle). 
Abstaining  from  venery.  Wandering  in  the  night 



and  pasturing  without  a  keeper ;  straying,  running 

away  (camels).  Growing  long  and  capable  of  be- 

ing cropped  by  camels  (grass).  Stopping,  or  re- 
maining in  a  place  (with  camels). 

p  ubuman,  Repentance. 

p  jjjJ^  ahun,  Elecampane,  ginger. 

A  ahun, (pi.  of  L^\ah)  Fathers,  p.  ̂^^^J>A 

dayr  ahhun,  Name  of  a  monastery  in  Mesopota- 
mia, near  which  is  a  large  barrow, 

A  &3_jJ^  ahn-inat,  (pi.  of  ̂^^jJ  hiwan  or  himati) 
Tent-posts. 

p  i^j ̂   1  abmand,  A  vessel  in  which  water  is  kept. 

A  {J^^  ahan'iy,  Paternal. 
p  (j^^^  ahuyan,  Repentance. 
A  ahanaym,  (oblique  dual)  The  parents. 
A  ̂\  eo  I  abalm  allah,  May  God  remove  him 

to  a  distance  ! 

A  »S\  ahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂o\)  Calling  one's  attention. 
Suspecting.  Abh  or  ahaJi,  (v.  n.  of  is.i\)  Attending 

to,  recollecting,  remembering.  Recalling  to  mind 

a  thing  forgotten.     io\  b  ya  ahalt,  O  father ! 
A  ti\  ahalih,  Hoarse. 

A  ̂\^\  ahhas,  (pi.  of_j^  hahw)  Projecting  tents. 
Extensive  countries.  Cavities  of  breasts.  Wombs. 

9 
Lairs  of  wild  oxen.  Ihlias,  (v.  n.  4  of  V^J)  Tearing 

(a  garment).  Emptying  (a  house),  (v.  n.  4  of 

for_j^)  Demolishing  a  house  or  tent.  Rending  a 

garment.  Emptying  (a  vessel).  Emptying,  de- 

serting (a  house).  Keej^ing  (a  war-horse)  miem- 
ployed.    Having  a  handsome  face. 

A  ̂ ^^^  ihltaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  Exhilarating. 
Being  verdant  and  luxuriant  (ground). 

Ajljj\  ihhar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Producing  some- 
thing wonderful.  Becoming  rich  after  having  been 

poor.  Being  scorched  by  the  noon-day  sun.  Be- 
ing changeable,  versatile,  at  one  time  easy  and  mild, 

at  another  cross-grained  and  perverse.  Marrying 
a  lady,  slender,  beautiful,  and  delicate. 

A  ibhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.>a^  not  used) 
Hindering,  preventing. 

A  (^l^^  Hhaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j^  Oppressing, 
vexing,  afflicting. 

A  J\^^V/W.5/,(v.n.4of  J^)  Irngatmga  sown 
field.  Giving  one  liberty  to  do  what  he  pleases. 

Leaving,  letting  alone.  Allowing  (a  camel)  to  pas- 
ture without  a  keeper,  and  to  be  sucked  by  her  colt. 

A  ihliam,  (v.  n.  4  of  p^)  Shutting,  clos- 
ing (a  door).  Making  obscure  and  imintelligible. 

Talking  obscurely.  Being  doubtful  and  uncertain. 

Turning  (any  one)  away  from  a  design.  Produ- 

cing abundantly  the  plant  ̂ ^-^-^  huhma'  (the 

ground),  (pi.  ahahlm  or  pJJs''^^  ahaJmn)  The 
thumb.  The  great  toe. 

A  s^S^  ubbahat,  Magnificence,  grandeur,  glory ; 

beauty,  gi-ace,  elegance. 
A         abhaj,  More  or  most  beautiful. 

p abhar,  A  watermill. 
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A abhar,  The  back.  A  vein  in  the  back. 

The  jugular  vein.  The  middle  vein  of  the  arm. 

(pl.^b^  abahir')  The  narrower  edge  of  a  pen  or 
feather.  The  back  of  a  bow  ;  also  that  curved  part 
from  the  handle  to  the  extremities  or  horns  of  a 

bow.  Good  ground,  but  not  overflowed.  A  dry 
thorn  or  thistle.    Name  of  a  city. 

A  (J-fJ^  abhal,  The  produce  of  a  tree  whose  leaf 
is  like  the  tamarisk,  and  fruit  like  the  ̂ ji^  nabh. 

It  is  not  the ^r^ir,  as  some  have  imagined. 
P  ubkul.  Seed  of  the  mountain-cypress,  or 

juniper.    J  uniper-berries. 

abhujn,  (pi.  bulim  and  bnhum)  Silent. 
A  stammerer,  stutterer,  barbarian.  Dumb.  A 

woman  whom  by  the  laws  of  consanguinity  a  man 
is  forbidden  to  marry. 

p  (Jjt^^  iiblml,  Liquorice-root. 

P  (_5-^l  ab'iJn,  Name  of  the  river  _jfcT  dhu. 
A  ablia',  More  or  most  beautiful.  Ablii, 

(and  with  tanwin,  is~i\  abhin)  (pi.  of bahw)  Ex- 
tensive countries.    Cavities  of  breasts.  Wombs. 

A ibliirdr,  (v.  n.  11  of  j^^)  Being  half- 
spent,  havingreached  the  middle  (the  night).  Being 

thick  (the  darkness).  Being  gone  the  greater  part 

of  the  night,  one-third  remaining. 

A     I  aha',  Distempered  by  the  smell  of  urine 
(a  he-goat).     Abi,  (pi.  (j;oT  dbin,  nbdt, 
ubayy,  and       ubdi)  One  who  refuses,  rejects,  or 

loathes.  ubVl  Jahm,  (A  leather  of  flesh) 

Name  of  one  of  Muhammad's  companions. 
p  ̂ 3 1  dbi,  Watery.  Blue.  A  quince.  A  kind 

of  grape.  ̂ J^\  ̂   burji  dbi,  A  reservoir.  A 
biiilding  in  the  water.  The  constellation  Aquarius, 

(^l         murgh.-dbi,  A  water-fowl,  a  duck. 

A  ̂\aba'',  (fut.(j,byaj:&a'or2/aj:&i)  He  refused. 
A  ̂\  aba',  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^\)  Having  the  stomach 

overloaded  with  milk  (a  camel's  colt),  and  there- 
fore loathing  it.  Contracting  a  disease  from  the 

smell  of  urine  (a  goat). 

p        abl.  Without. 

A  abba',  Name  of  a  man,  of  a  well  in  Ma- 
dina,  of  a  river  near  Kiifa,  and  of  another  in  the 
marshes  of  Wasit. 

A      ahiy,  A  refuser,  rejecter,  leather.  Averse, 

refractory,  xintractable,  difficult,  inaccessible. 

al  ably,  The  lion  (as  untractable),  A  proper  name- 

(for  abarviy)  Paternal.     Ubayy,  (for 

ubayw,  dim.  of       ab)  A  little  father,  (pi.  of 

dhi)  Refusers,  rejecters,  leathers. 

A  O^aJ.^  abydt,  (pi.  of  <-lI^.  bayt^  Verses. 

PjL^  I  ab-yar,  A  waterer,  sprinkler,  irrigator. 

p  ijfj^^.  t  dh-yari.  Irrigation.   {^^^  (_?; ' 
ydri  hardan,  To  irrigate,  to  water  (fields). 

p  abyari,  A  kind  of  stuff"  of  a  thin  tex- 
ture.   A  species  of  dove. 

P  ̂^V.'  ubydn.  Penitent. 
A  (jl-jj  abyan,  (pi.  of        bayyin,  Eloquent. 

Abaycin,  (pi.  ̂^\^\ibydn)  A  leather  of  food  or  vice. 
A  Ci.>\jL^3  abyarcat,{^\.  of C> buyut,  Houses, 

pi.  of  <JL/^,  bayt,  A  house)  Many  houses. 
A  abih.  Preparation  for  a  journey. 

A  ihyat,  A  stoppage  of  milk  in  the  breast. 

Ubyat,  Pride,  ostentation,  greatness. 

A  'e^>\  abiyat,  A  camel  taking  the  male,  but  not 
conceiving.  A  camel  refusing  water,  and  not  re- 

turning home  in  the  evening.  A  woman  who  has 
no  taste  for  supper. 

nbayhir,  (irreg.  dim.  of^  bah?-)  A  mere. 
p       1  dbid,  A  spark  of  fire. 

A        abid,  Eternal.  abida'l  abid, 
For  ever,  to  all  eternity.  al  abid,  An  ever- 

green. 

p  ii^ii>^^  ablddd,  Tyranny,  injustice. 

p abir,  A  bucket.  A  spark.  Tears.  A  shirt. 

A^^  iibayr,  (dim.  of  ibrat)  A  small  needle. 
Name  of  a  mountain,  of  a  well,  and  of  a  man. 

A  JjjJ^^  nbayrih,  (dim.  of  JjjOu*»1  istabrak)  A vesture  of  coarse  silk. 

A  ubayrih,  (dim.  of  j*JJs^^  ibrdhrm)  Lit- tle Abraham. 

pJjO^  abtz,  A  spark  of  fire.     An  urn. 
p  ̂JwJo\  abestan.  To  adorn,  embellish,  decorate. 

A  (ji^^  ahish,  A  bridegroom's  shirt. p         ahtsJiam,  Flue  of  raw  sUk  ;  the  cocoon. 

Pjl»ji>  {J,\  abl  slmmdr,  Innumerable. 
A  ahjaz,  (pi.  (j^a-^  biz)  White.  A  sword 

(as  being  bright).  Silver.  A  man  of  unsullied  cha- 
racter.   Certain  stars  in  the  milky  way^  Whiter 

(but  expressed  more  accurately  by  UaLj 

ashaddu  baydzan).  (_>0:^^^ abu'l  ahyaz,  Milk. 
al  mawtu'l  ahyaz.  Sudden  death. 

A  ubayyiz,  (dim.  of         ihdz~)  A  small 
rope  for  tying  a  camel's  leg. 
A  ihyizaz,  (v.  n.  9  of  for 

Being  white.  Whiteness. 
A  ahyazani,  Two  days,  or  two  months. 

Two  veins  in  a  camel's  udder.  al  ab- 
yazani.  Milk  and  water  ;  wheat  and  water  ;  fat 

and  young  (the  two  whites). 

A  -*l*J^^  abyi^s,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Buyers.  Sellers. 
p         flZ^i/i,  A  bright  colour.  A  depilatory  drug. 

A        id)aylih-.  Worthless,  good  for  nothing. 

A         ?ihaylti^  A  year  of  little  rain. 
A nhayhir,{d\m..  of^Ssu  bahar)  Morning. 

A  ,J-j\  abtl,  Sad,  melancholy,  (pi.  1  dbdl 

and  ̂ y>\  ubl)  An  austere  Christian  monk.  The 
chief  of  those  monks  in  the  East.  A  bundle  of  grass 

or  hay.  A  thick  baton,  a  truncheon.  jJJ^^^ 

abilu'l  abiUn,  (or  (J;uL>.^^  ̂ y^\  abllu'l  ablUym) 

(Weeper  of  weepers)  Jesus  Christ. 
A  ̂-3\  ibbll,  A  herd  or  flock  of  horses,  camels, 

or  birds  ;  a  string  of  them  following  each  other. 
A  &Lj\  abilat,  A  bundle  of  grass  or  hay. 

A  &L)\  ubaylat,  (dim.  of      ibl)  A  little  camel. 



A  ,^^\  nba)/Ia',  Name  of  a  woman. 
A  ̂^^J^\  uhayUy,  An  austere  Christian  monk, 

weeping  over  the  sins  of  the  age. 

A  (joT  abm,  Name  of  a  viHage  in  the  -vicinity 
of  which  is  a  cave,  whence  the  substance  called 

lA/«yc  imaniija  is  procured. 
A  ahtjan,  More  or  most  eloquent.  More 

or  most  clear,  distinct,  evident,  obvious.  Uhayn, 

Name  of  a  reporter  of  traditions. 

A  -^UxjJ  abyinas,  (pi.  of  {^jO  hayyin)  Evident. 
Eloquent.     Vhayiidf,  or  uhaynun,  (dim.  of 

ahnas)  Little  sons. 

p       uhev,  Blue-coloured. 

p  li)^^  ahiward,  Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan. 

p  {^yirl'^  uhyun,  Opium,  poppj'-juice.  Treacle. 
A  (^Lxaujoj  ihyizaz,  (v.  n.  11  of  (^_^b  for 

Being  exceedingly  white.     Intense  whiteness. 

G  ahi  yahmiya,  A  cramp,  a  spasm. 

Pjb\  'qmr,  Thyme,  sweet  marjoram. 
p        apara,  Extended,  level.  Simple. 

Pji\>3  apidur,  Here,  behold! 

p  ̂.Wp'a,(inzandandPaz.)  Soil,  earth,  mould. 
ipraham,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Abra- 

ham, now  called  in  Arabic  Ibrahim. 

p  1>6^j>\ aparhlCida,  Clear,  pure,  without  alloy. 

p  ciJl3^.\  apiirnah,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A 
youth.  Turks. 

p  ̂d^j>\  aprandaJih,  Goat's  skin  drest. 
'Pj^jj^)  apanvaz,  Flight. 
p  J^jjJ3  (ijMrwez,  Victorious,  glorious.  Name  of 

a  king.    A  sieve.    A  guide.    A  sugar-refinery, 
p  apsan,  A  whetstone, 

p  ̂JXL>\  apshak,  Dew. 

p  i2>r/hada,  Vain,  fooHsh,  light-headed. 
p  »3163  upgana,  An  abortion. 

p  jy.l  ajmh,  Making  a  noise  by  filling  the 
mouth  with  wind,  and  then  striking  it. 

p  (^j^y  aprrash,  A  stadium,  a  race-ground. 

p  (.iJjO.\  ipayrah,  Of  a  lead-colour.  Name  of 
an  island. 

p  aptranddhh,  Goat's  skin  drest. 
pj^3  f'pi^)  (or  apiza)  An  urn,  a  pitcher. 

A  crooked  billet  with  which  they  draw  water. 

p  apyun,  Opium,  poppy-juice.  Treacle. 
p  0\  at,  The  affix  pronoun  of  the  second  per- 
son singular  to  a  word  ending  in  mute  8  he :  as 

hltana  at,  Thy  house. 

A  Oi  att,  (v.  n.  of  i)  Overcoming  in  an 

argument,  convincing  by  proof,  gaining  a  cause. 
Breaking  the  skull. 

p  \j\  ata,  (or  itci)  A  father. 

A  sK},\  itcif,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ \)  Producing, 

bringing  forth  copiously,  shooting  out  buds,  yield- 

ing fruit.  Bringing  forth  young.  Any  thing  pro- 

duced by  a  tree  (as  blossoms  or  fruit),  (pi.  of  ̂ \ 

ita')  Things  fallen  into  and  floating  on  the  water 
(as  wood  or  leaves).     Itas  or  atcis,  Thirst.  The 
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fruit  of  the  palm-tree.  Produce  of  any  kind  (wlie- 
ther  from  land  or  cattle). 

A  itthas,  (v.  n.  8  of  <^l_j)  Taking  warning. 
Receiving  a  promise. 

A  (—-'13 1  atah,  (pi.  of  ith)  Short  breeches, 
drawers.  Shifts. 

A  (_->\3\  itfcib,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— irreg.)  Provok- 

ing, enraging.  Outraging  decency  and  putting  to 

the  blush.  Hindering  shamefully.  Blushing,  be- 
ings ashamed.  Avertin<r. 

A  /tab,  (pi.  of  ith')  Drawers.  Sleeve- less shifts. 

p  uib\3\  atabah,  (from  \i\  ata,  A  father,  and 

tib  bah,  A  prince)  The  lord  father  (a  title  given 

to  the  governors  of  Shiraz.  A  guardian,  preceptor, 

teacher.  jjaff'\  (.dJolj^  atabahi  a^avi.  The  prime 
minister,  or  vizir;  and  sometimes  the  king  himself. 

A  5uiafj:ai,Nameof  awomanandof  amountain. 

at  at.  Pomp,  grandeur. 

A  'is-\i\  itahat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ )  Deter- mining, decreeing. 

A  L)\i\  Had,  A  rope  with  which  they  tie  together 

the  legs  of  a  cow  whilst  milking. 

p  »4i\3^  itd-dlh.  Tributary.    A  briber. 

A  8jUi  itj-urat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjU)  Fixing  the  eye 
intently  upon,  following  with  the  eye.  Bastinading. 

A  itcirat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjb  forjy )  Reiterating, 

repeating.  Fixing  the  eye  intently  upon. 

A  'Lu>Xi\  iiasai,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^)  Rendering  void. 

A  &S-\3\  itd^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Vomit- 
ing repeatedly. 

A  ̂13^  itsdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,^^13)  Filling  (a  leathern 
bottle  or  cistern). 

A  ifdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj\3  for  ,Jy )  Bending 

a  bow  very  much,  drawing  the  arrow  to  the  head. 

A  itdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  uiJb  for  (Jlo)  Pluck- 
ing out  (hairs,  feathers,  &c.). 
p  «]\3\  atdJa,  Pottage,  gruel. 

A  atuVih,  A  guardian,  a  tutor. 

A  it-fdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»\3)  Slaughtering  a 
milch  ewe  in  a  scarce  season. 

A        'ittham,^\.  n.  8  of  Jj)  Bearing  twins. 
A  iUui  itsamat,  (v.  n.  4  of  *U)  Bringing  forth 

twins.  Lying  with  (a  woman).  Bursting  (a  wo- 

man), making  both  passages  into  one. 

p  (jb\  atdn  or  utdn,  A  she-ass. 
A  atdn,  (or  itdn)  (pi.  ̂j31  dtun,  ̂ \  iitn, 

■utnv,  and  f\> ̂ \/o  inastmui)  A  she-ass.  The  place 
at  the  mouth  of  a  well  where  they  stand  to  draw 

water.  Atdn,  (pi.  f^>\  utim)  The  seat  of  a  camel's 
saddle,  or  the  cushion  in  litters  carried  by  camels 

on  which  travellers  recline.  ̂ J-^^^  atdnu'z 
zahl,  A  stone  in  the  water,  the  upper  part  appear- 

ing above.  A  hard  round  stone  placed  near  a  well, 

green  and  slippery. 

A  *il3\  atdnat,  (rarely  used)  A  she-ass. 

A  ;j^^b\  atdnin,  (pi.  of  ̂jj3\)  Furnaces.  Ovens. 
F 

A  5j\3\  itan-at,  (v.  n.  of  Xi\  for  y\)  Bribing. 
Paying  tribute,  (pi.  ijjbl  atdwiy,  il^jb^  atdwa\ 

Oljl3\  itdwdt,  \j>\  ata',  or  atiy)  Tribute.  Cor- 
ruption, bribery,  a  present  to  a  judge  with  the  view 

to  gain  a  cause.    A  gift. 

A  t/jb\  atdivly,  (pi.  of  Sjl3\  itdwat)  Tributes. 

Bribes.  Atdjciy,  itdw'ry,  or  utdrciy,  A  guest, 
stranger,  foreigner,  traveller.  Water  brought  to  a 

piece  of  ground.  An  unexpected  overflow  of  water, 

A  Ol"jl3WyYa?iri?/a?,  Strange,  foreign  (women). 
Travelling  (women)  far  from  home. 

A  jOjl3\  atdivih,  (pi.  of  »y  tmvah)  Astonished, 

bewildered,  (pi  of  &->  tVi)  Deserts. 

A  itb,  (pi.  L-^13I  dtub,  itdb,  and 

U-.>yi\  i/tub)  A  kind  of  short  shift  or  inner  garment, 
slit,  and  without  sleeves,  worn  by  women  in  Arabia. 
A  kind  of  drawers.    The  husk  of  barley. 

p  \J>\  atbd,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  An  arrow. 

A  <-.^U>\  atbdb,  (pi.  of  <JL>K>  tdbb)  Tall  and 

weak  (men).  Sore-backed  (camels  or  asses).  It- 
bdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  cLo)  Debilitating,  enervating. 

A j^>\  Hbdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j<'i)  Ceasing,  refraining. 

A  jL3^  ittibdr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjO)  Being  broken  off". 
A  (_>js>ly\  ittibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j*>J^.)  Being  dried. 

A  atbd^  (pi.  of  ̂ "i  taba^)  Followers,  de- 
pendents, servants.  (jj;y«^b^^  ̂ ^\atbd^i't  tdbi^na. 

Followers  of  the  followers  (of  Muhammad).  Itbd^ 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ i)  Following,  overtaking.  Causing 

to  follow,  joining  one  to  another.  Rendering  a  ge- 
nerous act  comjilete,  as  giving  the  saddle  and  bridle 

along  with  a  horse.  (In  gram.)  When  one  word 

follows  another  without  altering  the  sense,  answer- 
ing to  the  wonh  huHy  burly:  as  (_^— J  (iT-^  hasan 

basan,  Handsome,  v— '  sliatjliib  jaghib. 

Exciting  a  tumult,  tumultuous,  noisy,  riotous. 

A  ̂ \  iitibd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Following,  pur- 
suing. Obedience,  p  ̂'^^  •-r*^!^  ̂ J^jSfarmdni 

n-djibi'l  ittibd^  A  command  necessary  to  be  obeyed. 

A  Jly^  atbdl,  (pi.  of  tabl)  Sicknesses.  It- 
bdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-J)  Making  weak,  sick  or  insane 

(love).    ̂ Ruining,  destroying  (misfortune). 
A  ittibdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ;jO)  Putting  on  the 

short  sailors'  breeches  called  (jL3  tubbdn. 

p  ij^^  I  (itbin.  Eloquent.  A  skilful  performer. 

Most  felicitous.    Name  of  FarTdun's  father. 
A  ̂\^\  ittijds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Wj)  Being  closely 

packed,  or  close  and  full  (dates). 

Ajli1  ittijdr,  (v.  n.  8  of jd)  Trading.  Com- 
merce. ( V.  n.  8  of )  Taking  or  giving  medicine. 

A  ittijdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  a^j)  Entering  (a 

thought  into  the  mind).  Paying  attention.  At- tention, assiduity, 

A  lilsl^  ittihdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ss-j)  Being  single. 

Union,  concord,  intimate  friendship. 

A  (  it-hdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  used)  Giv- 
ing a  gift,  making  a  present. 

A  JVJ'^  ittlhdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^j)  Making  an 



oxce}>tion,  excepting. 

A         ittiham,  (v.  n.  8  of        Being  black. 

A  ̂ \  at-ham,  Black. 
A  atham'iy,  (or  ̂^♦^^  atliarriiyat)  A  kind 

of  striped  cloth,  manufactured  in  Arabia  Felix. 

A  ̂lisl  ithhakh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Leaving  dough 
to  become  sour. 

A  ittihhaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  '^\)  Taking  to  one's 
self.  Making.  Placing.  Being  used,  adopted. 
Assumption,  choice,  election. 

A  I  ittihhaf,  (v.n.  8  of  i— ii-j)  Slipping. 

A  ithliam,  (y.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Producing  indi- 
gestion (food). 

A  ittikham,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ s>-j)  Being  op- 
l^ressed  (the  stomach).  Indigestion. 

A  AsJi\  ittiddi,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^iij)  Receiving  a 
fine  for  manslaughter. 

A  ittida^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Being  quiet, 
mild,  and  placid.  Complaining  of  one  limb,  whilst 

tlie  I'est  of  the  body  is  in  good  health.  Resting. 

A  ̂J\S>\  ittidan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jiij)  Being  steeped. 
Steeping. 

A  -^^iSJ^  ittizas,  (v.n.  8  of  lij)  Being  chidden. 

A  itras,  (v.  n.  4  of  {Jj>)  Doing  things  in 
a  train,  with  intermitting  intervals  between  each. 

A  ̂\yi\  atrab,  (pi.  of  '^J^  tirli)  Companions, 
equals  in  age,  peers,  cotemporaries.  Itrah,  (v.  n. 

4  of  u>->^)  Having  little  wealth.  Having  much. 
Becoming  the  owner  of  a  slave  who  has  already 

had  three  m.asters.    Strewing  with  earth. 

A  ̂1^^^  atrah,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji  tarah)  Troubles,  cares. 
A  d\j3\  itiirad,  (v.  n.  8  of  iij3)  Crumbling  into 

small  pieces. 

Pj]j>\  atrar,  Barberries. 

A J\ji\  itrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  ji)  Cutting  off,  throw- 
ing away.  Playing  at  trap  and  ball,  striking  the 

gnur  with  the  bat.  Banishing,  driving  into  exile. 
TJtrdr,  Name  of  a  town  in  Turkistan. 

Aj^\  itrdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjji>)  Hardening.  Dry- 
ing, causing  to  wither  or  shrivel.    Twisting  tight. 

A  atrds,  (pi.  of         turs)  Shields. 

A  i^yi^  itras,  (v.  n.  4  of  {^^)  Making  firm, 
strong,  even,  straight,  just,  or  equal. 

A  ̂   \  itrd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Filling. 

A  ̂J>\  iftird^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  filled. 
A  I — itrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  jy )  Bestowing  the 

luxuries  of  life,  bringing  up  luxuriously.  Seducing, 

corrupting;  rendering  effeminate  and  dissolute  (af- 
fluence).   Persevering  in  disobedience. 

A  ciJy>\  atrdh,  (pi.  of  t^Ji  turk)  Turks. 

A  ̂^\y\  ittirdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  uiJjj)  Leaving,  aban- 
doning. 

A  sjji\  at7'ihat,  (pi.  of  L-J^  turdh)  Grounds, 
earths,  sands. 

P  utrut,  Name  of  a  certain  king, 

p  utruj,  An  orange. 

A        uirujj,  An  orange. 
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A  'L^J>\  utnvjjat,  One  single  orange. 

A  ̂ \  atra^  A  torrent  that  fills  its  bed. 
A  {^J>\  ati-af,  One  who  has  a  protuberance  on 

the  middle  of  the  upper  lip. 

A         utrunj,  An  orange. 

p  J>\  atruh,  A  kind  of  disease  which  ren- 
ders the  skin  loose  and  flabby. 

A  J  J j!>\  tUrur,  The  servant  of  a  magistrate.  A 

bailiff",  a  catchpoll.  A  serjeant  or  a  Serjeant's  son. 
A.n  unpaid  attendant  on  a  prince.     A  lad. 

A  j^fcy)  itrahwat,  Pride,  self-conceit. 
Aj\y>\  ittizdr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjjj)  Sinning. 

A  ̂ \  ittizd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ _j)  Refraining. 
A  ittizan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^j)  Receiving  mo- 

ney by  weight.  Being  equal  in  weight.  Being 

equal,  just,  equitable.  Being  accurate  (the  mea- 
sure in  a  poem). 

A  ̂L«5^  ittisahh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Being  dirty. 
Filthiness,  nastiness. u 

A  jLm3!  iitisdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^.)  Distributing  by 
lot  the  limbs  of  a  slaughtered  camel.  Playing  at 

dice,  casting  lots. 

A  ̂XJ^\  itsd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *-3)  Completing  the 
number  nine.  Having  camels  which  are  watered 
on  the  ninth  day. 

A  ̂L»!>^  ittisd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ *»j)  Being  wide, 
ample,  extended,  diffused.  Being  comprehended, 

contained.^  Being  large  enough,  able  to  contain. 
A  ̂V*'*'^  ittisdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^j)  Being  joined, 

connected,  arranged,  set  in  order.  Setting  in  order. 

A  ̂\^\ ittisam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Being  branded 

with  a  hot  iron.  Placing  a  mark  upon  one's  self 
whereby  one  may  be  known. 

p  iitsat,  A  plant  (Boerhavia  diffusa). 

pj**^)  \  a  tfiz  or  itsiz,  Name  of  a  king  of  Kliarazm. 
p  1  dtish,  Fire.  Sulphur.  Digestive  heat. 

Rage.  Desire,  appetite,  love.  Joviality,  mirthful- 
ness.  A  courageous  man.  The  devil.  A  lover. 

Light,  lustre,  beauty.  Rank,  dignity,  value.  Dear- 

ness,  scarcity,  jjj!.  ̂   \  (J^  1  dtishi  db-parwar, 
A  sword  of  good  temper.  \s>^j\  i^jiS\  dtishi  ajdahd, 
The  seven  planets.  I        I  dtishi  ds7ndn,  A 

thunderbolt,  ^j)/''^  ̂ ^^\  dtishi  qfrdza,  A  rocket. 
(jl;^  ̂jij  1  dtish  bajdn,  Sorrow,  grief :  desire,  love. 

t^J^\  dtishibastajHedigold.  i^J^^  dtishi 

balidr,  A  I'ose.  A  tulip.  The  beauty  of  spring, 

lib  (jii!>  1  dtishi  bi  bdd,  Wine.  The  bustle  of  a 
market.    Injustice,  oppression.  ^_J:S\  dtisld 
bi  ddd,  Wine.  Injustice,  oppression.  ̂   ̂JiJ  1 

i^jii  dtishi  bi  dud,  The  sun.  Rage,  fury.  Wine. 

A  ruby.  ^  jj^'i  1  dtishi  hi  zabdna,  Wine. 
A  ruby,  a  cornelian.  (_^^.  [J^  1  dtishi  pdrsi,  The 

Persian  fire.  The  disease  called  St.  Anthony's  fire. 
Pustules  breaking  out  on  the  lips  after  a  fever. 

(jiXuib  (jii>  I  dtish  pdshidan,  To  be  hasty,  or  un- 

steady. To  oppress.  I  (ji5 1  dtishi  pu7-  db, 
Wine.    Tears  of  grief.    A  goblet  of  wine.  I 

^J3\ 

»iiJo\3  dtishi  tdbinda,  The  burning  sun.  Human 

nature.  j5  (j^l  dtishi  tar,  Liquid  fire.  Wine. 
The  lip  of  a  mistress,  jt-ij^  i^J^  '  dtishi  tazrvir. 

Soup  for  the  sick.  jyM  «J 1  dtishi  toba-soz. 

Wine.  (_^^  (•W'  '  dtislii  jdmi  zibahi,  Red wine  in  a  goblet  of  crystal  or  silver.  I 

J_jjj*  dtishi  jahdn-soz,  A  fire  consuming  the  world. 

jsf^  (ji^  1  dtishi  hajar,  Fire  struck  from  a  flint.  A 

ruby,  a  cornelian.  i^M*>j^  i^J^^  dtishi  hhmi7'shed, 
The  light  of  the  sun.  Love.  Grief  ̂ ^li^tS  yiJ  I 

dtish  dddan,  To  fire.    To  shoot.    To  provoke.  To 
unsettle  the  mind.    To  abandon. 

dtishi  dihhdn,  A  burning  up  of  stubble,  to  fertilize 

the  land.  Jj  1  dtishi  raz.  Wine  made  from 

grapes.  ̂ JJi\^JJ  i^J:^  1  dtishi  I'uhamydn,  Angelic 
bodies.  Jjj  I  a^^s/^^  ro^.  The  sun.  Light  and 

heat,  ̂ jiij  ̂ jiJ  1  dtish  zadan.  To  set  on  fire.  I 
jj  dtishi  zar,  Lustre,  elegance,  beauty.  ̂ jOj  i^J^j  1 
dtishi  zavizmn.  The  sim.  (jiJ  I  dtishi  sard, 

Red  wine.  The  lip  of  a  mistress.  Gold.  jjSi)  I 

LfXw*  dtishi  sag,  The  dog-violet.  ̂   ̂Ji>i  I  dtishi 
su7n,  Fire  struck  from  a  stone  by  the  hoof  of  a  horse. 

\i^y*>  (jiul  dtishi  sawdd,  Ijove.  Pensiveness,  me- 
lancholy, ij^?.***  '  dtishi  sayydl,  Red  wine. 

^Loj  t-^lfgg*  (jiJ  I  dtishi  simabsdn.  The  world- 
adorning  sun.  (jij  1  dtishi  shajar.  Wine.  A 
pomegranate.  1  dtishi  subh,  (or  ̂ji!)  I 

u-k-xl-^  dtishi  salib)  The  sun.  ̂ 9  i^J^l  dtishi 

tab^  Moroseness,  harshness.  (j^'  dtishi 

fai^dza,  A  rocket,  ti^j^s  ̂^J^  \  dtishi fusurda,  Con- 
gealed fire, i. e.  gold.  LT'  '  dtishi  hdrTvdn, 

A  fire  lighted  by  the  caravans  at  night,  to  direct 

those  who  have  remained  behind.  j^sf"  ̂^Ju>  I 
dtishi  miijassam,  (Imbodied  fire)  A  well-tempered 
sword.  SJjw  (ji^^  dtishi  7ni^la,  (Fire  of  the 

stomach)  Hunger.  i^J^i  I  dtishi  musa' ,  The 
fiery  pillar  which  served  as  a  guide  to  the  Israelites. 

^^iij\-i<3  I  dtish  Tiishdndan,  To  appease  anger. 

To  quell  a  riot.  j^ljL-jj  1  dtishi  naystdn.  The 

beauty  of  the  spring.  "ijo^  d^afc  (jiJ  1  dtishi 
haft  mij7na7^a.  The  seven  planets.  (j-t^  ̂ JSJ ! 
dtishi  hindi,  A  sword  with  an  Indian  blade.  (jiJ  I 

u-^l  J  dtisli  u  db,  A  sword.     A  goblet  of  wine. 

A  ̂ li3\  ittishdh,  (v.n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Putting  on 
the  belt  7vishdh. 

AjL^J\  ittishdr,  (v.n.  8  of ̂ j)  Requesting 

any  person  to  make  one's  teeth  thin  and  sharp. 
p  I  dtish-afrdza,  A  rocket. 

pj J J\  1  dtish-aft^oz,  (Kindling  a  flame) 
Any  thing  for  lighting  a  fire.  Tinder.  An  eoli- 
pile.  A  phosnix.  The  eleventh  month  of  the 
era  of  Yazdagird. 

p  i^j3  \  dti^h-aft^ozana,  Chips,  shaYings. 

A  tinder-box. 

A  jb^^  ittishdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jj-^j)  Drying  ob- 

long slips  of  meat. 
pj^^i^        I  dtish-anddz.  Casting  out  fire. 



pJjJo\  (ji5I  at ish-a»tjiz, 'Kindling  o{&re.  An 
inceiidiiuy. 

V Jo  (ji5l  atish-har,  Rainiiifrfire,  flaming.  A 

Ui3 1  ̂   tefjhi  atish- J fire-lock.    A  tinder-box, 

har,  A  flaming  sword. 

pjb  (jiJ  I  atish-haz,  Playing  -with  fire.  A 
maker  of  fire-works.  Pyro technical.  An  en- 

gineer. Lightning. 

^  ijj^  LT^ '  atifh-hazi,  Fire-works,  pyrotech- 
nics.    A  bonfire. 

P  I  atishhan,  A  devil,  a  demon. 

P  ̂^-^  tj^l  atish-barg,  A  tinder-box. 

p  Sjb  (jSj  I  dtish-jmra,  A  spark  of  fire,  lighted 
coal,  match.     A  candle.     The  moon.    A  glow- 

worm.    Litigious,  quarrelsome,  choleric. 

P  L^^.  (^j^l  atish-jmy,  Restless;  mettlesome, 

p  d*  >t>j>,  ̂jL>  I  athh-parast,  A  fire-worshipper. 
A  moth. 

p  (_^***;^.  (jiJ  I  atish-parasfi,  Fire-worship, 

p i^J^  t  atish-jyarwar,  A  shining  sword. 

pj^^^^        I  atish-jjaykar,  The  sun.  A  spirit. 
A  demon. 

P  (jSJ  1  af/sh-tah,  A  furnace,  stove,  grate. 
One  who  superintends  a  furnace. 

p  loKi        1  atish-taha,  A  furnace,  stove,  grate. 

P  jU  ̂jij  1  atish-tav,  (or  j!>  (jiJ  1  at/sh-tm^) 
Warmth,  heat.     A  furnace. 

A        atshah,  Impetuous ;  an  enthusiast. 

P (jiJ  1  dtish-hJiafir,  In  love.  One  of 
a  quick  understanding,  or  of  an  enlightened  mind. 

p  to\s-  ̂ jiJ  t  dtish-kliana,  A  fire-temple.  A 
park  of  artillery. 

Pj\j>-  ̂JiJ  1  dtUh-hhwar,  (j^ '  atisli- 

khmir,  or  Sj^ji-  ;ji3I  dtish-khrvm-a)  An  eater  of 
unlawful  food.  A  receiver  of  bribes.  A  phoenix. 

A  salamander.     A  tyrant. 

p        (jL) )  dtisli-ddgh,  A  burn,  a  scar. 

p  ̂j^ciwiJ  I  atishddn,  A  hearth,  a  fire-place.  A 
chafing  dish,  or  portable  grate  for  coals. 

P  CL^Mii^  ̂ jij  I  atish-dast,  Dexterous,  clever. 

pj^       1  n^?,y/«-re2',Pouring  out  fire,  incendious. 

p  ̂Joj  (jL>  I  dtish-zahdn,  Eloquent,  rhetorical. 

P         Qi.>  I  af«/i-2'fl!(Za'7i,  Conflagration,  arson. 

p  iO]  \  dtish-zana,  (or  ̂ ^J  (ji5 1  atisli-zan) 
A  fire-steel,  a  tinder-box.  A  flint.  Tinder,  touch- 

wood ;  combustibles. 

p  ̂jlxK-uijl  dtlsMstdn,  A  region  of  fire;  hence 
applied  to  a  hot  fire  of  cannon  or  small-arms  in 

battle.     A  funeral-pile. 

P  LT^ '  dfish-sukhun,  A  reviler,  rebuker, 
who  uses  inflammatory  language.    A  usurper. 

Pj_5j*  (j^  I  dtish-furoz,  An  eolipile.  A  phos- 
nix.  The  eleventh  month  of  the  aera  of  Yazdagird. 

P  jjU^  (jSj  1  dtish-fislian,  Scattering  fire  ;  a 

volcano.  ̂ ^lii  (ji>TjJ>j\  «/rfar^  dtish-fishan,  A 
fiery  dragon. 

Pj^  {J^  \  atish-Ji^,  Fieiy,  fleet,  mettlesome. 
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p  ui-LlJ  I  dilshah,  A  small  fire.  Lightning. 

A  fire-fly.     The  venereal  disease. 

vJ^J^\  atish-har,  Angry,  hasty,  tyrannical. 
A  fire-place,  a  kitchen.     A  blacksmith. 

p  jK^dT  dtish-hav,  (Fire-stirring)  A  poker. 
p  8t>>SCijT  dtish-hada,  A  fire-temple.  8  liiw)  1 

dtish-hadad  hahram,  The  sign  Aries. 

p  »lLij  1  utish-gdh,  A  temple  of  the  Magi  or 
worshippers  of  fire.     A  furnace,  grate,  chimney. 

p  j^yCijI  dtish-gun,  Fiery-coloured.  A  kind 
of  flower. 

vjf  ̂jL>  1  dtlsh-gv;  Whatever  catches  fire. 
p  ij^^^JLj]  citish-gtra,Afire-shoYe\:  fuel:  tinder. 

p  ̂^^ji.)  I  a^/.s/^/a/c/;,  A  place  abounding  in  fire. 
p  (jli  I  dtish-libds,  Clothed  in  scarlet. 
p  1  atish-mizaj,  Fiery-tempered. 
p  udJUw)  I  dtlshidh,  Fiery,  hot. 

p jlii(ji3 1  a^z*/t-mA'ar,  Weeping,  sad,  sorrowful. 
p  JlyLiJ  1  dtish-nihal,  A  fire  of  faggots. 

p  \  f■^Ji^^yZ3  \  dtish-wddisi  ayman,  Divine 
glory,  or  the  pillar  of  fire. 

p  fjS^        I  dtUhwd-hindi,  An  Indian  sword. 
p  I  atishi,  Belonging  to  fire,  fiery,  burning 

hot.     Fired  with  rage,  irascible,  choleric. 

p  ntiski,  A  porcupine. 

p  ̂J.fZ^  I  diishiyd7i,'Demons,  infidels.  Eloquent. 
p  ijJ^  I  dtishiza,  A  glow-worm. 
p  I  utishin,  Fiery. 

p  ̂ \  1  dtishin-dh,  Red  wine.  Hot  tears, 

p  \Sidj\  ij^-i^  1  dtislnn-ajdahd,  A  planet, 
p         i^zli  I  dtishm-jMnja,  Skilful,  adroit. 

p^SCj.  I  dfishin-})ai/har,  The  sun.  Genii. Devils. 

p  JvJ.  tJ^-i^  1  dtishin-jnl,  The  sun. 

p  ̂i^ij^-iJ  1  dtishln-ddghjAhmni  mark,a brand. 

p  ̂\5ii  (JIV'-*' '  dtishin-dawdj,  The  sun.  A ruddiness  in  the  sky.  Wine. 

p  ̂ bj  I  dtishin-zahdn,  A  fluent  speaker. 
p  I  i^X^ '  dtishin-sadaf,  (or  s«ZiJ) 

Tlie  sun. 

p  Ui---^  '  dtishln-kdsa,  The  sun. 

p  i^X:^  ̂   dtishin-libds,  Clothed  in  scar- 
let. Scarlet  clothing. 

Pjlc  (J^<i;JTaf^67^^?i-TOar,  A  heart-burning  sigh. 
A  flame.     A  rocket. 

p  \stdj\  1  dtishin  haft  ajdahd,  The 
seven  planets. 

A  (_JLfluj\  ittisdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i— fl^j)  Being  de- 

scribed. Being  praised.  Praising  any  thing  to- 

gether.    Description,  qualification :  as,  (^Ji- 
(  »\^>\  hhvlus-Htisdf,  Characterized  by  sincerity. 

I  jUaj^  ̂ \jtjM  sa^dat-ittisaf,  Possessed  of  hap- 
piness, glorious,  august. 

A  JLi>\  ittisdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^j)  Being  closely 

united.  Arriving.  Arrival.  Conjunction,  conti- 

guity, communication. 

A  ̂ La>\  ittizdh,  (v.  n.  8  of         Being  clear. 

evident,  manifest. 

A  ̂Laj\  ittizd^  (v.n.8  of  Pressing  down 
a  camel's  neck  in  order  to  mount  on  his  back. 
Lowering,  beating  down  (price).  Being  lowered, 

let  down.  ̂   Humiliation,  abasement,  abjectness. 

A  {j^-^^  ittizdn,  (v.n.8  of  ̂ ^j)  Being  united. 
A  *llaj\  tttitdf,  (v.  n.  8oflli>j)  Being  arranged, 

made  smooth  and  easy  (a  bed).  Standing  erect. 

Hitting  the  mark,  gaining  one's  end.  Preparing for  any  thing. 

A  ̂;lla)^  ifiifdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J^j)  Fixing  one's residence. 

A  l_-'\j6\  it^b,  (v.  n.  4  of  l-^uO)  Wearying,  fa- 

tiguing, exhausting.  Filling  a  vessel.  Dislocating 
(a  bone)  after  having  had  (it)  set.  Having  jaded 

cattle.  l»->IjO^\  i_jk?-j<  i^j^  marazi  vinjibVl 

it^b,  A^disease  producing  lassitude. 
A  ii\jo\  itti^d,  (v.  n.  8  of  iXS-j)  Receiving,  or 

being  gratified  by,  a  promise.  Promising,  or 
rather  threatening,  mutually. 

A  it^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  [jujo)  Destroying. 

A  )e>\jc\  itti^z,  (v.  n.  8  of  laSj)  Being  admo- 
nished. Imj)roving  from  advice  or  correction. 

Deriving  profitable  instruction  or  warning. 

A  t-joo^  at^ib,  More  or  most  fatiguing. 
A  («.>ljO^  itghdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_-*jb)  Ruining. 

A  |»\jo\  itghdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  pi3)  Causing  indi- gestion (food). 

Ajl£jl  itfdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jii  not  used)  Having 
the  hairs  of  the  nostrils  growing  as  low  as  the  groove 

of  the  upper  lip.     Coming  forth  (the  early  bud).- 
Aj\  a_J^  itflfdr,  (v.n.8  of jSj)  Being  full, 

complete,  abundant.  ^ 

A  i_Jlij\  affdf,  (pi.  of  (_i3  tvjf)  Shreds  of 
meat  stickinsc  between  the  teeth. 

A  ittifdh,  (v.n.  8  of  ̂ jij  )  Agreeing,  con- 
senting. Ajjproaching  one  another.  Happening, 

comingto  pass.  Concord,  consent,harmony,league. 

Chance,  accident,  p  iu— ^\Ji3\itt!fdki  hasana, 

Unexpected  good  fortune  ;  agi-eeable  accidents. 
A  Slflj^  ittifdhan,  Unanimously,  in  concert,  with 

one  accord.  Perchance,  accidentally.^  Successfully. 

A  O^alflJ^  ittifdhdt,  (pi.  of  ittifdh)  Ac- 
cidents. Successes. 

A  ij,[sj\  ittifdh'i,  Casual,  fortuitous.  Consent- 
ing, agreeing. 

A  Jli)\  'tfdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jij)  Rendering  ino- 
dorous, causing  to  smell  offensively. 

A  ̂Uu\  ittikds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jj)  Being  timid  and 

wary.    Fearing  (God).    Heed,  caution.  Piety. 
A  liliu^  ittihdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  si^)  Being  lighted, 

blazing  (a  fire). 

aJ13\  ittihdr,  (v.n.  8  of^j)  Being  quiet, 

modest,  grave,  and  sedate. 
A  fjM\  Itkdn,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂Js3)  Doing  any  thing 

firmly,  properly,  and  M'ell,    Strength,  stability. 
A  <SJ  sUul      md  atlidhu  li  'lldh,  Hoav  greatly 



he  fears  God ! 

A  »Uu\  ittikah,  (v.  n.  8  of  isJj)  Obeying.  Com- 
ing to  an  end. 

A  -f^Uoj^  athhjas,  (pi.  of  taliiy')  Religious, 
God-fearing,  devout  (men). 

p  (.iJj\  atah,  Attock,  a  town  on  the  Indus. 

A  itJm^,  (v.  n.  4  of  tio)  Making  recline. 
Thro  wins:  down. 

A  -*^o^Vi'7i//iaj,(v.n.8of  Leaning  against ; 
reclining  upon  one  side.  Squatting,  especially  on 

one's  heels.  Making  a  couch  for  one's  self. 
Aj^\  ittlhar,  (v.  n.  8  ofj^)  Building  a  nest. 

A  ittika^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  con- 
firmed, strengthened. 

A  J\^^  ittihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^j)  Trusting,  rely- 
ing upon,  confiding  in  God.  Reliance. 

p  ̂   1  atil,  Name  of  a  river,  now  the  Volga. 

A  ̂Jj'\  atl,  (v.  n.  of  Walking  slowly  with 
short  steps  (an  angry  man).  Being  filled  with 
food.   Utul,  Full,  satiated  (persons). 

A  atlas,  (pi.  of  ̂   tilw)  Following  one 

another;  the  young  of  an  animal  following  the 

mother.  Itlas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for^)  Ordering  or 

causing  to  follow.  Proceeding,  going  or  running 

before,  outstripping.  Having  a  colt  following  (a 

camel).  Entrusting  something  to  another.  Giving 

security  for  life  and  property.  Forgiving  a  debt. 

Allowing  part  of  a  debt  to  remain  unpaid.  Send- 
ing to  demand  payment. 

A  itlaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   not  used)  Causing 
to  enter,  inserting. 

A  tttilaj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Entering. 
Causing  to  enter,  inserting. 

A  d'^\  atlad,  Riches,  hereditary  wealth,  slaves 
or  cattle  brought  forth  in  the  family,  and  descend- 

ing by  way  of  heritage.  Itlad,  (v.  n.  4  of  til) ) 
Possessing  the  wealth  described  above. 

A  itla^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Stretching  the 
neck  to  see  or  hear ;  or  doing  so  from  pride. 

A  ittila^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Being  concealed 

from  one's  knowledge. 
A  itlaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_iij)  Consuming, 

ruining,  destroying. 

A  ̂}'^\  atlal,  (pi.  of  ̂   taJT)  Cushions.  Kinds 
of  garments.  ItlRl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   )  Causing  (liquor 
or  a  melted  substance)  to  drip.  Tyine.  Leadincr. 

A  atlam,  (pi.  of  ̂   talam)  Furrows  in  the 
ground  for  sowing,  draining,  or  making  boundaries. 

A  (j!lL^\  atalan,  (or  J^^^  ataUl)  (v.  n.  of  Jj^) 
Walking  with  short  steps  (an  angry  man).  Being 
filled  with  food. 

A  itlah,  (v.  n.  4  of  sUS)  Destroying,  ruin- 

ing, consuming.  Making  mad  with  vexation,  stupe- 

fying, putting  in  a  phrenzy. 

A  J^l  ittilah,  (v.  n.  8  of  esJj)  Being  amazed, 
stupefied,  distracted.    Stupifying  (wine). 

A       atillat,  (pi.  of  JJj  taUl)  Necks. 
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A  ̂ \  atla^  Long-necked. 
A  i^\JXi\  itluhah,  (v.  n.  4  of  t_->Uj'  Q)  Being 

well  directed  and  conducted  (business).  Being  ex- 
tended and  level  (a  road).  Standing  erect  (an  ass). 

A  ̂ \  atm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Tearing,  ripping  up, 
bursting  two  holes  into  one.  Cutting.  Abiding  in 

one  place.  Atam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Being  slow  and 
dilatory.  Delay,  slowness,  sloth,  sluggishness, 
laziness,  indolence.    Utum,  The  wild  olive. 

A      atamm,  More  or  most  perfect  or  complete. 

A  Ol^'l  dtimdt,  Tired  and  jaded  (camels). 
Aj[^\  itmdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Bearing  ripe  dates 

(a  palm-tree).  Becoming  jC  tamr  (the  moist 
date  <_  rutaV).  Becoming  i_  \>j  rutab  (dates 
in  an  earlier  stage).    Abounding  in  dates. 

A  uL3lf  \  itmak,  (v.  n.  4  of  uiV')  Makmg  fat. 

A  \  itnidm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p )  Completing,  bring- 
ing to  perfection.  Granting  any  one  his  desire 

(God).  Furnishing  with  a  hoe  or  mattock.  Being 
near  her  confinement,  having  gone  her  full  time 

(a  woman).  Being  come  to  the  full  (the  moon). 
Attaining  to  its  full  growth  (a  plant).  p 

itmami  maslahat  hardan,  To  con- 

clude any  business. 

A  Ji^^'\  itmihlal,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,J^"  Q)  Being 
long,  strong,  and  well-proportioned. 

p  6^  \  itmid,  A  coulter,  plough-share.  A  yoke. 

A  J\y^'\  itmisrcij',  (v.  n.  4  of  jl»!>  Q)  Being 

hard  (a  lance),  stiff"  (a  yard). 
A  itmuldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  JW>  Q)  Being 

tall  and  strong. 

A      I  dtun,  (pi.  of        atdn)  She-asses. 
A  atn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^\)  Standing,  stopping, 

tarrying.  Bringing  forth  a  child  with  the  feet 

foremost  (a  woman).  Coming  forth  in  that  manner 

(a  child).  Utn,  or  utun,  (pi.  of  atari)  She- 
asses.  Utun,  High  ground,  (pi.  of  ̂^^\  atari)  Seats 

in  camel-litters,   (pi.  of        atiin)  Furnaces. 

A  itnahh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Oppressing 
with  indigestion. 
A  atnamis,  Wild  camomile. 

A  ̂^^^  atnan,  (pi.  of  ̂   tinri)  Alike,  resem- 

bling. Peers,  equals.  Itnun,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Tj'i)  Be- 
ing distant.  Weakening  a  boy,  and  preventing  his 

growth  (disease).  Atandn,  Contraction  of  step,  a 
shortening  of  pace. 

A  atrv,  (v.  n.  of  for  j!)\)  Coming.  Com- 
ing suddenly,  surprising.  Travelling  quick  (a 

camel).  Producing,  bringing  forth  copiously, 

shooting  forth  buds,  producing  fruit,  bringing  forth 

young.  Giving  liberally  with  a  view  to  a  return. 
Bribing  a  judge  or  great  man  to  obtain  any  thing 
contrary  to  justice.  Watering  groimd  plentifully, 

in  order  to  have  a  large  crop.  Paying  tribute.  A 

gift.  An  arrow.  Tribute.  Butter  forming  by  the 

agitation  or  churning  of  milk.  The  motion  of  a 

horse's  fore-legs  in  running.    Velocity,  celerity. 

An  inveterate  distemper,  calamity,  death.  Right 

way,  straight  path.  Manner,  way,  sect.  Any, 

thing  erect,  upright  in  walking.  A  great  person- 

^g^*    P  U'-^tf^ J^^  ̂̂ '"^  kasliidan,  To  plait  linen. 
A  ativas,  (pi.  of^  tarvw)  Ropes  of  single 

twists.  Itrvdj:,  (v.  n.  4  of (_j'j5)  Destroying, wasting. 
A  ittinidj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ fj^)  Repairing  to 

a  place  for  a  temporary  or  permanent  residence. 

A  ̂j^jp^  atrvdk,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jy  tawk)  Desires. 
A         atrvah,  (pi.  of  JjJ  turvah)  Bewildered. 

A  (— -Jy  ̂  utuh,  (pi.  of  (__A>^  ith)  Sleeveless  shirts, 
tunics.     Short  breeches  or  di-awers. 

A        atimt,  (v.  n.  of     for  ji)^)  Arriving. 

p  atut,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Roughness, 
sharpness,  pungency. 

p^jbjy  I  dturhdn.,  A  monk,  a  devotee. 

Ajy^  attvaz,  Of  noble  origin. 
p  atiislia,  Name  of  king  Shapur's  aunt. 

A  j»y\  atum,  Broken,  ripped  open,  two  holes burst  into  one.  A  woman  to  whom  such  a  disaster 

has  occurred.  Small  about  the  privities  (woman). 

p  I  dtun,  A  schoolmistress  who  teaches 

reading,  writing,  and  embroidery.  The  secundine 
or  membrane  which  encloses  the  foetus. 

A  ̂^^\  atun,  (pi.  utiiri)  An  oven,  furnace. 
A  lime-kiln.  Utun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^\)  Residing,  stay- 

ing, tarrying. 
A  attun,  (pi.  atdniri)  An  oven.  A 

furnace.     A  lime-kiln. 

A  Ou y^  atundt, (pi.  o{'i^^\utunat)  Furnaces. 
A  [jy^  attunly,  One  who  lights  the  fires  in  a 

bath,  furnace,  or  kiln. 
A  aJsy  \  l<  md  ativahu,  How  bewildered  he  is  ! 

How  proud  he  is  ! 
A  <-^V{J^  ittihab,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-*fi>_j)  Accepting  a 

"■ift. 

A  Jl^l  ittihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jil)  Marrying  a 
wife.     Founding  a  family. 

A  ̂1^1  it-hdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Travelling  to  Ti- hamah.  Discovering  a  coimtry  to  be  unhealthy. 

Suspecting,  doubting. 

A  \  ittihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  )  Suspecting  some- 
thing bad.     Being  suspected. 

A  j^l  dt'i,  Coming.  Subsequent,  future.  The 
second  letter  of  a  word,  j^^^  (3 1  dtVlhaydn, 

About  to  be  explained. 

A       ata',  (fut.       yasti)  He  came. 

A  ̂\a^2/,(v.n.of^\)Coming,arriving:  coming 
unawares,  surprising.  Destroying.  Coming  toge- 

ther, copulating,  knowing  carnally.  Doing,  ef- 

fecting. The  motion  of  (a  horse's)  fore-feet  in  run- 

ning. Ita\  (pi.  itds  and  "^utiy)  Anything 
flowing  on  the  water  (as  leaves).  CJ^\ 

min  kahuna  utita,  From  this  quarter  thou  hast 

been  troubled. 

A  ̂\  atta\  (for  jjs-  hatta')  Unto,  until. 
A  ̂ \  afiy,  Foreign,  outlandish,  unlooked-for. 



An  unexpected  ovei-flow  of  water.  (pi.  of  »j\3\ 

itun-at) Bribes.  Atiy,itty, andutiy,Waterhroiight 

into  a  field,  particularly  from  another's  ground. 
Utty  or  Hit/,  (v.  n.  of  Coming. 

ittha^,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^^j)  Receiving,  or 

being  gratified  by,  a  promise. 

A  i-->Uo\  ittuab,  (v.  n.  8  of  L^^j)  Being 
ashamed,  disgraced,  put  to  the  blush. 

A  lili-j)  it  t  had,  (v.n.  8  ofti^^ )  Proceeding  gently. 

A  o**^^  atyas,  (pi.  of  (j-JJ  tays)  He-goats. 
A  (^Ij31  ittisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Despairing. 

A  j»Lo\  itthjam,  (v.  n.  8  of  pjo)  Slaughtering  a 
sheep  or  camel  which  had  been  kept  for  milking. 

A  ̂^^^  ityan,  (or  ftil^^  ityanat)  (v.  n.  of 
Coming.    Arrival,  accession,  meeting.  Coition. 

A  »L3\  atyah,  (pi.  of  inJ  ̂ (/<)  Deserts. 

A  'k3 1  atlyat,  (fem.)  Coming,  future.  Futurity, 

^jii  &JT  atiyat  (or  a-o\  atyatu)  'ljurlii,  The  pus or  matter  of  a  sore. 

A  &i;J>!  titayshat,  A  knave,  a  low  fellow.  "Weak- 
headed,  unable  to  fight. 

A  ̂ \  atya^  One  who  commits  repeated  acts 
of  folly.  A  place  over  whose  surface  vapour  floats. 

A  (jj31  dtin,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Manifest,  dis- 
closed.    Collected  together. 

A  atyah,  A  wanderer  about  in  astonishment. 

Proud,  arrogant,  haughty.  ^  ma  atyahahu, 

How  bewildered  he  is !     How  proud  he  is  ! 

A  ass,  Luxuriant,  involved,  entangled  (hair 

or  shrubs).     Fleshy  and  plump  (woman). 

issas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^^)  Wounding  and  kill- 
ing. Breaking,  bursting  (the  stitches  of  a  leathern 

bottle).     Sewing  large  holes  with  a  fine  thread. 
isaj:.  Stones. 

A  isasat,  (v.  n.  4  of  u^)  Hitting  with  an 

arrow,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ly)  Shooting,  striking 
one  with  an  arrow. 

asah,  (or  («j\3\  assah)  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  'bSo\  isahat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_JU  for  (--'y)  Re- 
warding. Filling  (a  well  or  cistern).  Recovering 

health.     Making  haste.     Doing  over  again. 

A  [3b\  asalny,  (pi.  of  nsbiyat)  Bodies, 
troops  of  men. 

asas,  (v.  n.  o{CLj\)  Growing  luxuriantly 

(herbage) ;  being  thick,  entangled,  involved  (shrubs 

or  hair).  Having  large  plump  hips  and  thighs  (a 

woman),  (pi.  anssat  or  «.^^  usus)  Household 

furniture,  baggage.  Wealth  of  any  kind  in  money, 

land,  or  slaves.  Isas,  (pi.  of  asis)  Luxuriant, 

entangled  (trees  or  grass).  Fleshy. 

A  e3b\  asasat,  (v.  n.  of  Growing  luxuri- 

antly ( herbage),  being  thick,  entangled,  involved 

(shrubs  or  hair).  Being  plump  and  fleshy  (a 

woman).     Any  one  particular  species  of  wealth. 

A  ,^o\  asasiy,  Wealthy.    Wealth.  Trivets. 

AjU  I  asar,  (pi.  of  Ji\  asar)  Impressions,  indi- 
cations, signs,  vestiges.    Traditions,  annals  of  me- 
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morable  sayings  or  events.  jO'!^\  al  asar,  The 
traditions  of  Muhammad,  jb^l  zu'l  asar, 
Name  of  Aswad,  a  satirical  poet.  &?yu*»jU  I  asari 

sanawiya.  Chronicles.  isS_^  Jo  \  asar  I  ̂Irc'iya, 
Sublime  impressions,  i.e.  meteors.  Jo  I  Js^jUi-^ 

akhhari  mu^iz-asar,  Wonderful  narrations.  Se- 
veral books  relative  to  traditions,  history,  geogra- 

phy, the  planets,  &c.,  bear  the  name  of  ,U  I  asar. 

Asar,  (orjU\  as^ar)  (pi.  ofjU  sa^r)  Retaliations. Homicides. 

Aj\3\  is^ar,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jo)  Obtaining  revenge. 

A  ̂ Jo\  asarib,  (pi.  of  L^Ji^  asmh,  pi.  of  ̂ J^ 
sarb)  Thin  cauls  of  fat  covering  the  intestines. 

A  'iJo\  a^arat.  The  commemoration  of  tradi- 
tions, sayings,  or  actions  of  any  one,  particularly 

of  Muhammad.    The  remains  of  any  thing, 

1)  asarati  shayMn,  Upon  the  traces 
of  any  thing ;  as  if  something  already  existing  were 

followed  by  its  like  (as  when  anger  is  excited  in 

the  mind  of  an  angry  man,  or  when  an  accession 

of  fat  is  made  to  any  thing  already  fat).  Isarat, 

(v.  n.4  ofjU  forjjj)  Raising  dust,  forcing  it  into  a 
more  imj^etuous  motion  ;  ploughing.  Exciting  se- 

dition, raising  a  mob.  Starting  (game).  Studying 

deeply  (the  Kur'an). 
A         asafly,  (or  asafi)  (pi.  of 

usfiyat  or  isfiyat)  Trivets.  Certain  stars  lying 

near  the  constellation  calledj^^  L>^]j  rassu'l  kidr. 

(ju^\  'i^o  salisatu  'I  asafi.  The  third  trivet ;  the 
projecting  part  of  a  mountain,  which,  together  with 
two  stones,  is  employed  by  the  Badawin  Arabs  to 

support  a  kettle.  A  ringleader  in  mischief,  ̂ y^j^ 

(_^u^\  icili^  marjumun  bi  salisati'l  asafi,  Over- 
whelmed by  the  last  and  sorest  misfortune. 

A  ̂Jt/^^  asakiJ,  (pi.  of  J_j£so^  ushul)  Clusters 
of  dates. 

A  Ju^  asal,  or  usal.  Glory,  nobility.  Isal,  (pi. 

of  5ii3\  aslat)  Roots,  origins.  Stocks,  substances. 

Usui,  Surname  of  one  of  Muhammad's  companions. 
Name  of  several  places  in  Arabia. 

A  (•UT  asam,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  ism)  Crimes,  sins. 

A  M\  asam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Convicting  of  guilt. 
Punishing  for  crimes.  A  criminal.  Name  of  an 

infernal  river,  the  Styx.  Asmn,  or  isam,  A  mulct, 

fine,  punishment  for  crimes. 

A  j»u\  assam,  A  criminal. 
asami,  A  defendant  in  a  law-suit. 

A  asamn,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^\  isnani)  Mondays. 

A  'ijo\  isawat,  (v.  n.  of  o\  for  y\)  Carrying  or 
citing  before  a  judge  ;  informing  against,  calum- 

niating, whispering. 

A  &)jU^  asawilat,  Tedious  old  men.  * 
A  &^,u\  isayat,  (v.  n.  of  ,3^)  Citing  before  a 

judge.  Whispering.  Usayat,  asayat,  or  isayat, 
Name  of  a  well  between  Mecca  and  Madina. 

A  asans,  (pi.  of         asis)  Plump,  jolly, 

handsome,  tall  and  full  grown  (women). 
G 

A  (,_^\  asab.  Name  of  a  tree. 
A  OL>\  asbat,  (pi.  of  CloJ  subt)  Trusty  friends. 

Isbdf,  (v.n.  4  of  l1*o)  Confirming,  corroborating. 

Fixing,  recording,  registering.  Knowing  for  a 
certainty.    Afiirmation,  proof. 

A  asbdj,  (pi.  of  ̂   sabaj)  Middles  (of 
shoulder-blades,  or  of  seas). 

AjJi\  isbdr,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Ruining,  destroying. 

asbat,  (pi.  of  la^J  sabit)  Fools,  slug- 

gards. Isbdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  laJ)  Hardly  quitting  one 

(disease). 
A  isbdn,  (v.n.  4  of  (jo)  Carrying  (dates) 

in  the  skirt  of  one's  garment. 
A  alasabat,  Name  of  a  country  in  Arabia 

abounding  in  palm-trees. 

A  ̂ \  asbaj,  One  who  has  the  middle  of  the 
back  prominent.    Big-bellied.  Broad-backed. 

^  Jj^  isbijrar,  (v.  n.  4ofj^  Q.)  Trembling 
with  fear.  Being  overwhelmed  with  consternation. 

Retreating,  fleeing  away.  Being  weak  and  in- 
competent to  achieve  (a  business),  and  returning 

from  it.    Flowing  (water). 

A  &jL3\  usbiyat,  (pi.  of  asdb'iy)  A  crowd, 
troon,  bodv. 

isbijaj,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ )  Being  full, 
thick,  large,  corpulent,  and  flabby. 

aJj(s3\  isbirdr,  (v.  n.  11  ofjO)  Being  loth  to 
pei'form,  abstaining  from,  hanging  back. 

A  iil<lj\  istimdd,  (v.  n.  8  oi6^)  Going  to  di'ink 
at  <^  samad. 

A  isjds,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  y^)  Putting  to 
silence.    Throwing  furniture  into  confusion. 

isjdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Raining  heavily. 
Continuing,  acquiring  perpetuity. 

Ajf\  asjar.  Thick  and  broad.  A  short  and 
broad-headed  arrow. 

A  Jj^\  asjal.  Large-bellied  (man),  and  fat  un- 
der the  short  ribs.  A  spacious  wallet.  The  widest 

part  of  a  valley.  e^^M^^  ta^inahu'l  asja- 
layn,  He  addressed  him  in  abusive  language. 

A  (  as-hdf,  (pi.  of  t-A^  sihf  or  sahif) 
Certain  parts  of  the  intestines  of  cattle. 
A  iskhdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Enfeebling  (a 

wound).  Inflicting  wounds.  Slayingwith  carnage. 

Conquering.    Striving,  straining  every  nerve. 
A  asdi,  (with  tanwin         asdin,  pi.  of 

sady  or  sidy)  Breasts,  either  of  man  or  woman. 

A j3I  dsar,  More  or  most  impressive.  Asir, 
Who  or  what  joins.  A  relater,  a  recorder.  A  re- 

corder of  traditions.  One  who  marks  a  camel  in  the 

foot.  j]>  I  dsira  zdti  yadayn,  (or 

^J>.S>,  zi  yadayn)  Before  all  things,  in  the  first  place. 

U  \Jo\  dsirammd,  (or^)  J^^  dsira  zi  ash'in) 
In  the  first  place. 

A J I  asara,  (Jxii.y\i,yassuru)Tle  made  to  follow. 

A  J\  asr,  (v.  n.  of  J\)  Relating,  alleging,  hand- 
ing down  by  tradition.  Asr,  isr,  or  usur,  (pl.jy\ 



usur)  The^  glittering  surface  of  a  bright  sword, 

^^^ff-  iijO  \^\  \__  yatluhu  asran  ha^a  ̂ ynin. 
He  seeks  for  any  vestiges  of  something  he  has  lost. 

Isr,  After,  subsequent  to.  Fresh,  the  best  part  of 

butter.  5j5\  ̂ la'  isrihi,  At  his  heels.  Immedi- 

ately after.  Isra  (or  asara)  i^.jii>^  ij'^  ~*  asii-ayn, 
Before  all  things.  Usr,T\\e  scar  of  a  healed  wound. 

The  2)urest  part  of  butter.  Gracefulness  or  comeli- 
ness of  countenance.  A  mark  made  on  the  soles  of 

the  feet  of  camels  by  the  impression  of  which  upon 

the  ground  they  can  be  traced  when  straying  in 

the  deserts.  Asar  (v.  n.  of y>\)  Commencing,  set- 

ting about.  Resolving,  purposing,  giving  one's 
whole  attention  to.  Doing  a  good  work,  any  thing 

pious,  memorable,  or  illustrious,  (ph  I  asar  and 

jy  \  usur)  A  mark,  sign,  impression,  vestige,  track, 
remains.  A  history,  memorial,  relation,  tradition ; 
a  collection  of  traditions  relative  to  the  actions  and 

sayings  of  Muhammad,  the  Sunna,  or  unwritten 

law,  with  regard  to  which  the  Muhammadans  are 

divided  into  two  great  sects,  one  called  Sunnites, 
who  believe  in  these  traditions,  the  other  the  Shiites, 

or  followers  of  Aliy,  who  reject  them. — The  Turks 
are  of  the  first  sect,  the  Persians  of  the  latter. 

Jjis-  ̂la'  asarihi,  Immediately  after  him,  at 

his  heels,  li^l  Ji\  asaru'l  bilad,  The  history  of 
countries,  p  Ji\  d^j^  khnmrshed-asar,  Resplen- 

dent, bright  like  the  sun.  Ji\  tahsin-asar, 

Worthy  of  approbation.  j5\  C^j^a^ ^shari 
nusrat-asar,  An  army  celebrated  for  victory,  a 
victorious  army,  a  Asir,  Studious  of  excelling. 

Asur,  Excellent.  Studious  of  excelling.  Usur, 

The  scar  of  a  healed  woimd.  The  gracefulness  of 
the  countenance. 

asras,  (pi,  of  sara)  Moistures. 

Dusts,  earths.  Isras,  (v.  n.  4  of  \p  for  jjJ)  Being 
rich.  (v.  n.  4  of  )  Being  very  moist  (the  ground). 

Wetting  the  ground  (rain). 

A  israh,  (v.  n.  4  of  Blaming, 

chiding.  ̂   Being  very  fat  (a  wether). 

A  Li\ji\  issirad,  (v.n.  8  ofiJp)  Crumbling  small. 

Pj^\  asrar,  Barberries. 
A  Sj^^  israrat,  Barberries. 

A  ̂\J>\  isram,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J))  Causing  the  teeth 
to  fall  out. 

A  ̂J>\  asribj'Nsime  of  Madina.  Asrub,  (pi.  of 
>—^Ji  sarb)  Thin  cauls  of  fat  coating  the  intestines. 

A  (J, ji\  asrihiy,  Of  the  city  of  Madina. 

A  'ij>\  asrat,  (v.  n.  of y  \)  Making  a  particular 
mark  on  the  sole  of  a  camel's  foot.  Usrat,  israt, 
or  asarat,  (v.  n.  of y\)  Being  studious  of  excelling. 
A  desire  to  excel.  Israt,  A  great,  noble,  memo- 

rable work.  Usrat,  or  asarat,  Whatever  remains 

of  any  science.  Usrat,  The  commemoration  of 

traditions,  sayings,  or  acts  of  any  one,  and  parti- 

cularly of  Muhammad.  A  barren  year.  A  dis- 

agreeable condition.    A  great,  noble,  magnificent 
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work,  any  thing  that  procures  reputation,  worthy 

of  remembrance.    Hereditary  honour,  virtue.  A 

mark  made  on  the  sole  of  a  camel's  foot,   i^  'd 
j6\  usrata  zi  asirin,  In  the  first  place.  Asarat, 

Excellence,  pre-eminence. 

V asar-ddr.  Informed,  conversant  with. 

A  ̂^|^J>^  usrudan,  Bread  crumbled,  grated,  or 
sliced,  for  putting  into  milk  or  broth. 

pj^^ yi\  asar-th'az,  A  historian,  a  writer.  j3\ 
i^\^y^\^^Jh  asar-tirazaiii  ijtihad.  Sacred  writers. 

A       asravi.  One  whose  teeth  (the  front  ones 

particularly)  are  falling  or  knocked  out.  (In  pros.) 

Cut  off  (as  when  ̂ ^y>s  fa^l  is  shortened  into 

^mZ).     (^^"^^  nl  asramani,  (Night  and  day)  as interrupting  each  other. 

A  isUc^^  isrimmat,  (v.  n.  3  of  la*^  Q)  Being 

swollen  (a  leathern  bottle).  Swelling  with  rage 

(a  man).     Prevailing  over  one  (anger). 

A  ̂ ^^^  isrimbqj,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Ji  Q  not  used) 
Being  thoroughly  roasted  (the  skin  of  a  camel). 

A-^V5J>\  isrintcLf,  Fleshiness  about  the  breast. 

A  Aci^yi\  isrindds,  (v.  n.  15  of  i^Ji)  Being  fleshy. 

A  ̂Jii\  asra%  Wealthy  (man).  Usra',  (v.  n. 
of y\)  Being  studious  of  excelling.  A  desire  to 
excel,  ambition  of  excelling. 

A  ijryl  asariy,  One  who  relates  traditions,  par- 
ticularly those  of  Muhammad. 

A  ̂ \  asatt,  Thin-bearded,  thin  of  hair. 

A  )sy^\astdt,  (pi.  ofia)  sa^;;)  Thin-bearded  men. 

issi^r,  (v.  n.  8  ofjx^)  Examining  care- 
fully, scrutinizing  uncertain  rumours. 

A  is^l,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^)  Being  very  nu- 
merous (guests).  Being  extensive  and  intricate 

(business).  Thronging,  crowding  round  a  drink- 

ing-place.  Being  high  (wages).  Opposing,  re- 
sisting.    Abounding  in  foxes  (a  country). 

A  ̂j^ajO^  us^bdn.  Flowing  water.  Us^bdn, 

or  us^bdmy.  Large,  fair,  handsome  face. 

A       \  as^biy,  A  large,fair,  and  handsome  face. 

A  ,jjo\  as^l,  One  whose  teeth  grow  out  from 
the  side  of  the  gum.  A  corpulent  man.  A  man 
of  distincti9n. 

A  ̂̂ i*^^  is^njdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Raining much  and. without  ceasing. 

A  j{^^is^njdr,  (v.  n.  3 j^Q)  Being  poured. 
A  i^yti\  us^b.  Flowing  water. 
A  Ajo\  isghds,  (v.  n.  4  of  I*)  foryi))  Giving. 

Forcing  (a  sheep)  to  bleat.  Giving  away  a  sheep. 
A  t_.>li3\  asghdb,  (pi.  of  i— saghb)  Springs 

or  reservoirs  in  glens  or  groves  never  visited  by 
the  rays  of  the  sun. 

A  isghdr,  (v.n.  4  of Jo)  Losing  the  front 
teeth.  Cuttinjr  one's  teeth.  Striking  on  the  mouth. 

AjIjO^  issighdr,  (v.n. 8  of yi>) Cutting  the  front 
teeth.    Losing  the  front  teeth. 

A  j»l>ol  isghdvi,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂j«5)  Producing  the 
plant  |»\jo  saghdm.    Becoming  white  as  this  plant 

(the  head).    Filling.    Irritating.  Delighting. 

A  asghimdt,  (pi.  of       saghdm)  Moun- 
tain-plants of  the  wormwood  species. 

A         dsif.  Following.  A  sectary^  a  follower. 
A  uJ3  \  asafa,  (fut.  ̂ byassifu)  He  followed. 

A  u-fljl  asf,  (v.  n.  of  i__A>^)  Driving  away.  Fol- 
lowing :  seeking,  pursuing.  Placing  (a  pot)  on  a 

trivet.  J-s//",  Firm,  steady,  immoveable.  Afollower. 

A  Aso\  is/as,  (v.  n.  4  of  lfl!>  for_jfl"3)  Making  a 
trivet  for  a  pot.  Placing  (a  pot)  on  a  trivet. 
Having  had  three  wives. 

aJm\  asfdr,  (pi.  of  JiS  safar)  Cruppers.  7s- 
fdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jii)  Making  or  putting  on  a  crup- 

per. Tying  on  to  the  tail.  Striking  on  the  back- 
side.  Dri-ving  forward.   Bringing  forth  (a  goat). 

A  Jla3\  isfdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ji3)  Depositing  sedi- 
ment (liquor). 

A  isfdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^i)  Hardening  the 
hands  (labour). 

A  'iy5\  usfiyat  or  isfiyat,  (pi.  asdfly  or 
asdfl)  A  stone  used  to  prop  a  pot,  a  trivet.  A 

great  number.     A  multitude  of  men. 
A  u->lKJ\  ishdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  t- aHJ)  Kindling. 
A  ( — jlHJ^  iskdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  aaJ)  Being  made 

equal  and  like. 
A  JlaJ\  askdl,  (pi.  of  JaJ  sikl)  Burdens,  loads, 

incumbrances,  impediments,  baggage,  equipage, 

train,  suite.  JlflJ\  ashdlu  'I  arz,  The  trea- 
sures of  the  earth.  Men  buried  in  it.  Faults.  Ishdl, 

(v.  n.  4  of  Ji-3)  Bearing  heavily  (a  load).  Over- 

coming (as  sleep).  Putting  in  pain  (as  disease  or 
guilt).  Loading  heavily.  Oppressing,  afilicting. 

Being  pregnant  (a  woman). 

A  (._,.aH_)\  ashub,  (pi.  of  c_^aJ  sakb)  Holes. 

A  ashaf.  Sour,  sourest. 
A  (Jii->1  askal,  More  or  most  heavy,  heavier. 
A  uskub,  One  who  meddles  much  with 

business,  penetrating. 

A  J\^\  iskdl,  (for  JKis-  ̂ skdl)  (pi.  Jil$\  asd- 
kil)  A  branch  of  a  palm-tree  bearing  unripe  dates. 

Iskdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^)  Bereaving  a  woman  of  her 
children.  Being  bereaved  of  her  children  (amother). 

A  ̂}^\uskul,  (pi.  J-ilj^  asa/tiZ)  A  palm-branch 
bearing  unripe  dates.     A  cluster  of  dates. 

A  uskun,  A  palm-branch ;  the  stalk  of  a 

bunch  of  dates. 

A  J3  1  asala,(J'u.t.^yibyaJ:s^lu)  It  was  well  rooted. 
A  (J3^  asl,  (pi.  Jj3\  usul)  A  tamarisk-shrub. 
A        asall.  Rich  in  sheep  and  wool. 

A  asldb,  (pi.  of  sllb)  Worn-out 
camels.    Old  men. 

A  asldt.  Large  prickly  tamarisks. 

A  aslds,  (pi.  of  <JLsi3  suls)  Thirds.  Islds, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ui*b)  Becoming  three  in  number. 

A  isldj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Snowing.  Being 
snowy  (the  day).  Entering  in,  being  overtaken 

by  the  snow.  Digging  till  mud  is  reached.  Being 



peaceful  and  joyful.  Rendering  joyful.  Failing 

(water  in  a  well),  (for  Good  fortune, 

victory,  success. 

A  (J^\  i^Ial,  (v.  n.  4  of  3-')  Causing  to  be 

restored  (what  had  fallen  down).  Abounding  in 

a  species  of  wool  called  'i^ut  sallat,  or  in  flocks. 
A  t— islab  or  aslab,  Earth  or  stones,  or  small 

fragments  of  either. 

A  &13\  aslat,  (pi.  Ju\  isal)  Root,  stock,  origin. 

Honour,  glory,  character,  dignity.  A  fund,  sub- 

stance, provision  for  an  undertaking.  The  tama- 

risk species.  Ujkl3\  (_j  cIIa^-  jfi>  huwa  yanhatu 
fl  aslatina,  He  vilifies  our  character.  Aslat  or 
asalat,  Household  furniture. 

A  ̂J^\  aslagliiy,  Penis. 

A  Jjb^  aslah,  Seed  of  the  agnus  castus. 

A  ̂ \  aslam,  Broken-edged,  notched  (sword), 
pierced,  broken,  or  cracked  (wall).  Cut  off  (proso- 

dial  foot,  as  when  ̂ ^yt3fa^l  becomes  ^m/). 

A  ̂   1  asim,  A  sinner,  culprit.  Slow.  Fatigued. 

A  1^  1  asima,(fu.t.  ̂   \>jjassamu)  He  was  a  sinner. 

A  ̂ \  asm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Convicting  of  guilt. 

Ism,  (v.  n.  of  p!>\)  Sinning,  doing  any  thing  for- 
bidden. A  sin,  crime,  ofience ;  any  thing  forbid- 

den, as  wine,  dice,  &c.    Asim,,  A  sinner. 

A  (ilf  \  ismad,  (v.  n.  4  of     )  Draining  dry. 

A  issimdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  SC)  Going  to  drink 

at  li^'  samad. 

A asmar,  (pi.  of^  samar)  Fruits.  Ismdr, 

(v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Bearing  fruit.  Having  particles  of 

butter  adhering  to  its  sides  (a  churn).  Multiply- 

ing, increasing. 

A  (Jl^\  ismal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J-P)  Causing  aught  to 

settle  at  the  bottom  of  a  cistern.  Being  very  frothy. 

A  asmdn,  (pi.  of  saman)  Prices,  (pi. 

of  sumun)  Eighths.  (pi.  of  samvi) 

Eighths.  Precious.  Ismdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  Com- 

pleting the  number  eight.  Watering  (camels)  on 

the  eighth  day.    Paying  a  just  price. 

A  &.»3 1  dsimat,  (fem.  of  ̂   1  asim)  Slow-paced. 
Tired.  Ol»3l  ̂ ynw/j  asima^,  Jaded  she-camels. 

A  ̂ \  asmad,  Name  of  a  place.  Ismid,  (or 

usmud)  A  stone  from  which  antimony  is  prepared. 

A  asman,  More  or  most  valuable, precious. 

Asmun,(oT'B.X^\asminat) (pi.  of saman)  Prices. 
A ismidad,  (v.  n.  11  of  6-^)  Being  fat. 

A  usn,  (pi.  of  usiiat)  Thick  groves  of 

thorny  trees.    Usun,  Statues,  figures,  idols. 

asnds,  (jjI.  of  ̂ Ji  siny)  Plaits,  foldings. 

Windings  of  rivers,  (pi.  of  ̂US^  isndni)  Second 
days,  Mondays,  In  Persian  this  word  often  occurs 

in  the  sense  of  Middle,  interval,  included  space ; 

■whilst, during:  as,  p  i\j  ̂J{^\J<i  dar  asndd  rdh,ln 
the  middle  of  the  road,  whilst  travelling,  a  Isndj:, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Losing  the  front  teeth.  Rising  six 
yearsold(acamel).  Praising, panegyrizing.  Dispa- 

raging, defaming. 
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isshta.c, (v. n.8  of  ̂ ^)Being  bent,folded. 
Turning  back,  returning.  Walking  pompously. 

isna  ̂ shara,  (mas.)  Twelve. 
isndn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Becoming  worn 

out  (an  old  man).    Isndni,  Two.    (pi.  AS>\  asnds 

and  (jjOu  asdnin)  Monday.  ̂ jli>^  (j^^  isndni  is- 
ndni,  Two  and  two. 

A  'iS\  usnat,  (pi.      usn)  A  thick,  thorny  gi-ove. 
A  ̂jlil>^  isnatdni,  (fem.)  Two. 
A  isnawiy,  One  who  keeps  eveiy  Mon- 

day a  private  fast. 
A         isniy,  Relating  to  two. 

A  asniyat,  (pi.  of  -^Lii  sands)  Praises,  en- 
comiums, prayers. 

A  i^j^  isnay  ̂ shariyat.  Name  of  a  sect 
of  Muhammadans  who  follow  the  twelve  Imams. 

^  i^Xt^^  UJ*'^  i-'^nnyni  isnayni,  Two  and  two 

(they  came),  (jj.^^^  ̂ ^^yawmu 7  isnayn,  Monday. 
A  -*^UjLij\  isnindf,  (v.  n.  12  of  ̂ _^)  Being  bent, 

doubled,  folded.  Retreating. 

A  j31  isjv,  (v.  n.  of  u\  for  j5\)  Informing,  im- 

peaching. Slander. 

A  iswdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^y)  Continuing  in 

any  abode.  Causing  to  tarry.  Receivinghospitably. 

A  i^\^\aswuh,  (pi.  of  L-Jy  sawh)  Vestments, 

clothes,  garments.  Iswdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-5U  for 

'^^)  Rewarding,  recompensing. 

Aj\y\  aswdr,  (pi.  ofjjS  sawr)  Bulls.  Large 
pieces  of  sour  curd,  quite  dry. 

A  \^^\as)vuh  or  i_.^y\as^J,(pl.ofu-J|ysaw&) 
Garments  (implying  a  small  quantity). 

A  lL>^\  usus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Growing  luxu- 
riantly (herbage),  being  thick  and  entangled. 

Having  fleshy  hips  (a  woman). 

Ajy\  usur,  (pi.  of y\  asr)  The  dazzling  reful- 
gencies  of  a  bright  sword  when  flourished  in  the 

sun.  (pi.  of y\  asar)  Vestiges. 

A  (Jj])^  aswal,  (pi.  f^^sTd)  Foolish,  insane,  lazy, 
slow.  Affected  by  a  torpor  or  vertigo  (a  disease 

peculiar  to  sheep  or  goats).  Usui,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \) 

Being  firmly  rooted,  (pi.  of  ̂ \asZ)  Tamarisk-trees. 
A  J^y\  iswildl,  (v.  n.  9  of  Ju  for  Jy )  Having 

the  staggers  (a  sheep). 

A  j«,yj  asum,  A  sinner.     A  liar. 
A        assun,  (or        attun)  A  furnace. 

A  ̂by\  aswiyaf,  (pi.  of        saroiy)  Giiests. 

A  ̂   1  asa\  (fut.        yassi)  He  falsely  accused. 

A       as'iy.  An  informer,  slanderer,  whisperer. 
issimr,  (forjlju6\  istisar)  (v.  n.  8  of^u) 

Takinq;  reventre. 

A  tisayhij,  (dim.  of  ̂ \ asbaj)  One  who  has 
a  little  prominence  in  the  middle  of  the  back. 

as'ls,  (pi.  Cl^l3\  isas)  Luxuriant,  in- 
volved, entangled  (as  shrubs  or  hair).  Large,  big. 

Fleshy,  full  of  flesh  and  blood,  large  about  the  hips. 

A  asisat,  (pi.  lLo\3^  asdsis)  Plump,  jolly, 

handsome,  tall,  full-grown  (woman). 

A  usaydds.  Name  of  a  part  of  the  market- 

place of  isjKs-  ̂ hdz. 
P ̂   ̂  asir,  Tears  of  grief.  A  ball  of  fire ;  the  sun . 

A^l  asir.  Excellent,  chosen,  selected.  An  in- 
timate friend.     The  glittering  surface  of  a  bright 

sword.     Sky,  aether.    jo\  (j'^  Jj\  awwala  zi 
asirin,  In  the  first  place.  jip  hasir  asir, 

Much.  TJsayr,  (dim.  of y\  asar)  A  little  sign. 
Name  of  a  physician. 

A  asirat,  A  beast  of  burden,  whose  foot 

makes  a  deep  impression  in  the  ground.  ̂ Jh 

asirata  zi  asirin.  At  first,  in  the  first  place ; 
above  all  things. 

pj-j\  asij.  Southernwood.    A  spark  of  fire. 

A         asyal,  (pi.  ,J-j  s'd)  Large-sheathed  (ca- 
mel). A*!/,  Radical,  firm.  Noble,  illustrious, 

^y^\  majd  asil.  Firmly-established  glory.  Usayl, 
Name  of  a  valley  near  Madina,  fniitful  in  dates. 

alo^\  dJ^ii  zdtu'lusaylat,  Name  of  a  place. 

A  pJo\  (7sm,  A  sinner,  criminal.    A  liar.  Fre- 
quent in  sinning.    A  name  of  (J<^  y^  abujahl. 

A       asvnat,  Frequent  in  sinning. 

A         asm,  Radical,  firm.  Illustrious. 

A  il^Ail  A  crowd,multitude,congregation. 

p  ̂ 1  aj.  Desire,  avidity, 
p  ̂ \  aj,  A  little.  A  tamarisk.  A  gourd.  Uj, 

A  wagei",  a  stake  at  play. 

A  ̂\  qjj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Running,  hastening  one's pace,  running  as  the  ostrich,  partly  running,  partly 

flying,  whose  motion  makes  a  certain  noise.  At- 
tacking. Instigating,  exciting,  inflaming. 

A       ajasa,  (fut.      yajjasu)  He  ran  away. 
aW^  ajas,  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Arabia,  and 

of  a  town  in  Egypt. 

A  "^U*-^  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^»-)  Being  of  a  dark 

bay  colour  (a  horse). 
A  ajdsat,  Name  of  a  place.    Ijdfat,  (v. 

n.  4  of  >W  for  L»-)  Bringing.   Compelling,  con- 

straining, forcing.    Sewing  a  patch  upon  a  shoe. 

A  I— -'^^  ijdh.  An  answer. 
A  wU-^  ijdbat,  (v.  n.  4  of  L->U-  for  L- -*j»-) 

Answering,  consenting,  admitting,  complying  with, 

humouring,  listening  to.    An  answer. 
ijsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  u^>Oks>-)  Weighing 

down,  causing  to  move  slowlj^  (a  burden). 

A  ̂W"^  t?4/>  (P^*  of  ̂ s^^  Heats.  TJjd,j, 
Brackish  water. 

A  ̂ \  ajjqj,  Burning,  scorching.    The  sun. 
A 'jys-W^  ajdjirat,  {or  j>c>'\»-\  ojdjlr)  (pi.  of 
ijjar)  Platforms  on  tops  of  houses  for  air. 

A  iiyy>-W-^  qjqj^n,  (pi.  of  ioUs-l  ijjdnat,  q.  v.). 

A  ̂ W"^  ajdh,  ijdh,  or  ujdh,  A  veil,  a  curtain. 
A  ib-U-^  ijdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ U-  for  ̂ ^) 

Ruining,  destroying,  eradicating. 
A  liU-^  ijdd.  Any  thing  resembling  a  small  arch. 
A  JiiW^  ijddat,  (v.  n.  4ofi>W  forii^)  Saying 

or  doing  any  thing  good.    Proclaiming  any  thing 



good.  Possessing  a  generous  horse.  Paying  in 

good  ready  money.  Giving  money.  Being  irri- 
gated copiously  (afield).  Begetting  a  generous  son. 

A  c-JiiU-^  ajadib,  (pi.  of  i-->4i^^  ajdub,  pi.  of 

L-^ii.»"  jadb)  Scarcities,  dearths.     Barren  places. 

A  ajadil,  (pi.  of  Jii>?-^  ajdal)  Hawks  of 
a  certain  kind. 

AjW  I  ajar,  (pi.  ofj»-\  ajr)  Prices,  rents,  hires, 

wages.  Women's  marriage  portions. 
A. ajsar,  More  robust  or  corpulent. 

A  jU-\  ijar,  (v.  n.  of  j>-\)  Being  healed  (a  bro- 
ken or  dislocated  bone). 

AjWl  ijjar,  j^\s>\  ajdjlr  or  *S^W\ qjqjirat)  A  platform  on  the  house-top,  very  com- 
mon in  the  East  for  the  benefit  of  air. 

A  ajarib,  (pi.  of  t_-^»-l  ajraZ))  Scabby. 

A  ijdrat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjU-  forj_j»-)  Protect- 
ing, rescuing,  delivering,  shielding  from  oppression. 

Turning  (any  one)  out  of  the  road.  Putting  (house- 
hold utensils)  into  a  case  or  cupboard.  Becoming 

a  guide  or  escort.  Ijdrat,  ajdrat,  or  ujdrat.  Price, 

hire,  wages,  rent,  profit,  emolument.  A  privilege, 
or  income  of  variable  amount,  sold  or  let  for  a 

fixed  sum.  p  ̂̂iiji^5,l>-^  ijdra  kardan,  To  let  to a  tenant. 

A  lijV^  ajdrid,  (pi.  of  ajrad)  Open  coun- 
tries bare  of  vegetation. 

Pj\ii  ydra-ddr,  A  farmer  or  renter  of 
land  or  of  revenue.  A  lease-holder.  A  monopolist. 

A  SjU-\  ijdzat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjW  forJj>-)  Causing 
(an  opinion)  to  pass,  penetrate,  or  be  received. 

Causing  to  pass  by,  sending,  despatching.  Giving 

leave.  Permission,  dispensation ;  sanction,  appro- 

val; discharge,  dismissal.  Leaving  behind.  Con- 

firming, ratifying.  Giving  to  drink.  Giving  wa- 

ter for  the  purposes  of  irrigation.  Conferring  a  fa- 
vour. Making  an  assault  upon  a  wounded  man 

with  intent  to  kill.  Terminating  the  hemistich  of 

another's  poem.  Finishing  the  verses  of  a  poem 
with  the  letters  i»  and  li  alternately.  p  OjW^ 

ijdzat  dddan,  To  give  leave.  (J^^  OjW^ 
ijdzat  giriftan,  To  take  leave. 

p  Tk\^  OjW^  ijdzat-kJmdh,  Asking  leave. 
p  ;_)*>U-U2;as,  A  species  ofDamasc  plum,a  prune. 

A  (^Is-^  ujdsh,  A  mixed  crowd. 
A  ijjds,  (A  foreign  word  introduced  into 

Arabic)  A  plum.  An  apricot.     A  pear. 

A  aa/0\j>-l  tjjdsiyat,  Prune-soup. 

A  's£'\>-\  ijd^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ ^)  Starv- 
ing, famishing  one. 

A  SiW  1  ijdfat,  (v.  n .  4  of  (  jU-  for  (  s )'  Shut- 
ting the  door.  Penetrating  into  the  heart  of  any 

thing.  Spearing  into  the  inside  of  the  belly,  (v.  n. 

.4  of  (  sW  for  V— )  Stinking  (a  dead  body). 

p  1  djdh,  Earth,  dust. 

A  (JWl  djdl,  (pi.  of  (Jj>-^  ijl)  Herds  of  wild 

oxen.     (pi.  of  ,Jj&-^  ajal)  Fates.    Fixed  periods. 
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appointed  terms.  Deaths. 

A  ijdlat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (JW  for  Caus- 
ing to  turn  round.  Rounding. 

A  d!i\s»-\  ajdlid,  (pi.  of  ;i):>-^  ajlad)  Hard,  solid 

places.     (pi.  of  ii^)o-\  ajldd)  Bodies,  persons. 
A  iXJl?-^    a/y,(pl.of  ii^)s».\  ajldd)  Hard(places). 

A  1  djdm,  Frogs,  (pi.  of  ̂ \ ajm  or  ujum) 
A  kind  of  quadrangular  structures  on  the  tops  of 

houses.  Fortifications,  castles,  (pi.  of  'iJ^\  aja- 
viat)  Thickets. 

ijayn,  (pi.  of  S^r^  ajamat)  Forests.  Lions' 
haunts  or  dens,  the  retreats  of  any  animals.  Reed- 

beds,  cane-plantations.  Frogs. 

A     W  \  ajdmil,  (pi .  of  ̂J-*^  )  Full-grown  camels . 

A  ajdnib,  (pi.  of        \  ajndbiy)  Aliens. 

A  ijjdtiat,  (pi.  ^jy^'^)  stone 

bottle,  phial,  cup,  pitcher,  or  drinking-glass.  A 
circle  round  the  foot  of  a  tree  for  irrigation. 

A  lijW^  ajdwid,  or  i^j\>-\  ajdwid,  (pi.  of  ti^_js>- 
jawdd)  Liberal,  munificent,  beneficent. 

A  (^^  \  ajfcC,  Dark  bay  (horse). 

A         rt;aZ*i,Bunchless  (camel).  The  privities. 

A  ̂L>-^a/Z;aj,  (pi.  of l»>-JaZ(a')  Cisterns.  Places 
where  drawers  of  water  stand.  Ijbdf,  (v  n.  4  of 

lx>-)  Producing  mushrooms  in  great  abundance 
(the  earth).  Overhanging,  jutting  out,  being  in 
a  situation  commanding  a  view.  Selling  standing 

corn  before  it  is  come  to  maturity,  /.  e.  whilst  in  the 

blade.  Hiding,  concealing.  (v.  n.  4  of  U»-  for 

jjk»- )  Selling  standing  corn  before  it  is  ripe.  Hiding 
one's  camels  from  the  tithe-collector. 

A  L-.'Ls-^  ajbdb,  (pi.  of  CL^jubb)  Wells  (espe- 

cially deep).  Ijbdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  lL^)  Having  a 

substance  resembling  froth  (a  camel's  milk). 
A  ajbdkh,  Places  abounding  in  palm- 

trees  or  stones. 

ijbar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjv^)  Compelling,  con- 

straining. Forcing  against  one's  will.  Setting  a 
broken  bone.  Considering  one  as  a  fatalist  or  pre- 
destinarian.  Opposition.  Constraint. 

A  ̂j*jU>-\  ajbds,  (pi.  of  ̂ Ju^»■  jibs)  Cowards, 

knaves,  worthless,  base  fellows.     Bears'  cubs. 

A  tJ^t?"^  ajbdl,  (pi.  of  ,Ja>-  jabal)  Mountains. 
Ijbdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jj^)  Digging  until  hard  ground 
appears.  Going  towards  a  mountain.  Creating, 

forming,  moulding,  firmly  setting.  Having  arrow- 
heads of  soft  iron.  Discovering  (any  one)  to  be  a 

miser.  Reciting  with  difiiculty  (a  poet).  Striking 
something  hard  (a  hoof). 

A  ̂j^^^  ijbdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j^)  Discovering  or 
reputing  one  to  be  a  coward. 

A  ̂r?"^  ajbuh,  (or  ajbdh)  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jabh, 
jibh,  ovjubh)  Beehives. 

A  ajbas.  Weak,  feeble. 

A  {Jj'T*-^  ajbul,  (pi.  of  ̂y>t>-  jabal)  Mountains. 
A  ajban,  More  or  most  cowardly.  Ajbun, 

(and  ftJLxs-^  ajbinat)  (pi.  of  {Jl^^i^  jab'in)  Temples. 

Foreheads. 

A  jiX^A  ajbur,  (pi.  of  -^{.^^jabs)  Rising  grounds 
of  a  reddish  dusky  colour.  Mushrooms.  Hollows 
wherein  water  collects. 

A  iOjs-\  ajbah,  One  who  has  a  large  or  promi- 
nent forehead.     A  lion. 

A  'isA  ajjat,  (pi.  ̂ W"^  y^j)  Warmth,  intense heat.  Confusion,  commotion,  tumult. 

al  harvmfi'l  ajjat.  The  people  (are)  in  a  ferment. 
A  ijtibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^=^)  Choosing, 

electing,  selecting.  Collecting  money  from  dif- 
ferent places. 

A  t-^Li=^^  ijtibab,  (v.  n.  8  of  tT-*;?-)  Castrating. 
A  iilJav\  ijtibdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  3as-)  Stretching.  | 

Aj\JisA  ijtibdr,  (v.  n.  8  oij^)  Having  one's 
broken  fortunes  repaired.  Repairing  the  broken 
fortune  of  a  friend. 

A  ̂LXs'^  ijtibdn,  (v.  n.  8  {^»-)  Discovering  or 
reputing  one  a  coward.  Making  (milk)  into  cheese. 

A  ijtibdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  *>»-)  Finding  (wa- 

ter) disagreeable  and  unwholesome. 
A  Li^liis-^  ijtisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  l^.*;?-)  Cutting, 

plucking  up,  extirpating. 

A  ijtihd^,  (v.  n.  8  of        for  ̂ )  Ex- 
tirpating, eradicating. 

Ajl^^^  ijtihdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  jsz^)  Making  a  bur- 
row or  den. 

A  ̂X^^"^  ijtihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i_is.^)  Pillaging, 
plundering.  Exhausting  (a  well)  entirely  of  water. 

Taking  up  hasty  pudding  with  three  fingers.  Sweep- 
ing, snatching  away. 

A  ̂^iXCs-^  ijtidds,  (v.  n.  8  of  forj  Jj>-)  Ask- 

ing for  what  one  has  need  of. 
A  Ll.>^tiJ>-^  ijtidds,  (v.  n.  8  ̂ d^)  Preparing 

a  tomb.     Making  a  grave. 

A  ̂^Xj>-^  ijtiddh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ i^)  Mixing  up 

a  ptisan. 
A J^d^tA  ijtiddr,(Y.  n.  8  ofjii*-)  Building  a  wall. 
A  L_.^13a:>-^  ijtizdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Stretch- 

ing, extending.  Seizing,  snatching,  pulling,  draw- 
ing, dragging. 

A  J\;>u»-\  ijtizdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jiij>-)  Being 
cheerful  and  merry. 

A  -^^^^  ijtirds,  (v.  n.  8  of  j)j>-)  Being  bold, 

brave,  intrepid.  Courageously  enduring  or  bear- 

ing up  against. 
A  ijtirdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^)  Purchasing. Acquiring. 

Aj\f»-\ijtirdr,  (v.  n.  8  ofj:*-)  Drawing,  drag- 

ging, pulling.  Ruminating,  chewing  the  cud. 

A  (^\^\  ijtirds,  (v.  n.  8  of  o**;?")  Gaining, 
acquiring.  Striving,  endeavouring. 
A  ijtirdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  {^^)  Earning 

a  living  for  a  family.  Seizing  forcibly,  snatching. 

A  ijtird^  (v.  n.  8  of  i^f^)  Taking  at  one 
draught.  Breaking  (a  stick). 

A  u-j\^\  ijtirdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  *—*;»')  Sweeping 
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away  in  gi-eat  numbers,  depopulating. 

A  ̂ \^^  ijtiram,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ f*")  Committing 
a  crime.  Cutting  off  clusters  of  dates.  Guessing  at 

the  produce  of  a  palm-tree.  Earning  a  living  for 
a  family. 

A  (j]/:?-^  ijtiran,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^j^-)  Constructing 
a  bin  or  place  in  which  to  store  up  dates. 

A  -^'V^^  ijtizas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  satisfied, 

(v.  n.  8  of  {jj'r)  Requesting,  asking  recompense. 

A Ijttzar,  (v.  n.  8  of  jj?-)  Killing  (a  ca- 
mel). Taking  (a  sheep,  &c.)  to  be  slaughtered. 

Leaving  (corpses)  a  prey  for  wild  beasts. 

A j\^^\ijtizaz,(^v. n.8  of  J^)  Reaping,  cutting, 
mowing.    Shearing  sheep.    Cutting  hair. 

A  ijtiza^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j?")  Lopping,  se- 
vering. 

A  (  >^p>-\  ijtizaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  *—»}>■)  Buying  at 
random. 

A  ̂ j^^  ijtizam  (v.  n.  8  of  j^}^)  Estimating  by 
guess  the  produce  of  a  palm-tree.  Taking  part  and 

leaving  part.  Purchasing  a  sheep-fold. 

AjL«i>-\  ijtisar,  (v.  n.  8  ofj*^)  Crossing  a 
desert.    Sailing  across  the  ocean  (a  ship). 

A  ̂j*»L-X>-^  ytisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Touching, 
feeling.    Eating  grass  with  their  jaws  (camels). 

A  ̂L-Jc>>\  ijtisa^  (v.  n.  8  of  Throwing 
up  (as  a  camel  chewing  the  cud). 

A  ̂\JiL^\  ijtishas,  (v.  n.  8  of  ti*-)  Disagree- 
ing with  any  one  (a  climate).  Finding  a  country 

disagree  with  one's  self. 
A  (^Lijk:>-\  ijtishash,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^>-)  Being 

luxuriant  in  vegetation. 

A  [^\*eLi^\  ytisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (,Ja»-)  Taking 
mortar  or  plaster.  Approaching,  coming  near  each 

other  (a  company  of  persons). 

A I  ijti^f,  (v.  n.  8  of  1  ax>- )  Uprooting. 

A  Jljck>.\  ijti^l,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J«i»-)  Taking. 
Receiving  wages.    Doing,  making. 

A  ̂lai>\  ijtifas,  (v.  n.  8  of  lfi»-)  Plucking  up  (a 

pot-herb  by  the  root),  throwing  (it)  away.  (v.  n. 

8  of  li:*-  for  ̂ i^)  Displacing. 

A  C-jli^^  ijtifat,  (v.  n.  8  of  d/g^-  not  used) 
Carrying  off  the  whole. 

Aj\sC>-\  ijt!far,  (v.  n.  8  of  Becoming  lan- 
guid (a  stallion). 

A  (  'i\JC:>\  ijtifdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  lJ!a>-)  Eating  up the  entire  contents  of  a  dish. 

A  *^ll>.\  (/7«7aj:,(v.n.8  of  ̂L>-  for _jl»-)  Present- 
ing to  the  husband  a  bride  imveiled  and  elegantly 

attired.  Unbinding  a  turban  from  off  one's  head. 
Looking  upon.    Forcing  to  emigrate. 

A  <-->^k:»-^  ytildb,  (v.  n.  8  of  t-J^)  Driving 
from  place  to  place. 

A  0!ibs-\  ytilat,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jUs-)  Striking. 
Eating  or  drinking  all. 

A  ytiiad,  (v.  n.  8  of  J>Is-)  Duelling. 

Striking  one  another  with  whips.     Drinking  the 

entire  contents  of  a  cup. 

A  ytildt,  (v.  n.  8  of  la3>>-)  Snatching, 

seizing,  carrying  off.  Drinking  the  entire  contents 
of  a  vessel. 

A  (  j^)ci>-\  ytiluf,  (v.  n.  8 of  t—ftl»-)  Uprooting. 

A  JiJCo-^  ytildl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J[3^)  Collecting  ca- 

mels' dung  for  fuel.    Taking  the  best  of  any  thing. 

A  ytildm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ c>-)  Cutting  flesh from  off  the  bones. 

Ajlj^^  ytimdr,  (v.n.  8  of^)  Being  perfumed 
with  incense.    Burning  aloe-wood  in  a  censer. 

A  ytimd^  (v.  n.  8  of  J^^)  Assembling, 
flocking  together.  Meeting  together.  Being  ad- 

mitted, received.  Arriving  at  manhood,  and  hav- 
ing a  full  grown  beard.  A  concourse,  congress.  A 

heap.  Unanimity.  Conjunction.  Concurrence. 

A  Jli^^  ytimal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J-J?)  Melting  fat : 

rubbing  it  on  one's  self.     Eating  of  a  camel. 
A  A^icA  ytinds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_^)  Gathering, 

plucking.     Coming  on  rain-water  and  drinking  it. 
A  t_->Ujj»-^  ijiindb,  (v.  n.  8  of  t_-*A>-)  Shunning, 

avoiding,  declining,  flying,  abstaining  from,  retir- 
ing; removing  to  a  distance.    Being  polluted. 

A  ̂UjL*-^  ytinuh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Leaning  on 
the  palms  of  the  hands  in  adoration.  Inclining  to 
one  side.  Throwing  all  her  weight  forwards  when 

running  at  full  speed  (a  camel). 

A  ̂Ujk>-\  ytinan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂T)?-)  Being  con- 
cealed.   Being  conceived  in  the  womb. 

A  A^isr\  ytiwds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_5>?-)  Finding  a 
climate  unhealthy.    Loathing,  nauseating. 

A j\^ic>-\yt'iwd7-,  (v.  n.  8  ofjU-  forj^)  Being 
neighbours. 

A  ol^Jc>-\  ijtihdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  i\^)  Waging  a 
religious  war.  Striving  to  accomplish  any  thing. 

Labouring  hard  or  studying  intensely  to  arrive  at 
a  correct  and  sound  opinion  or  judgment.  Care, 

effort,  study,  diligence. 

A  (^iil^jJ:>-\  y7iAarfi?/,  Relating  to  a  religious  war. 

Ajljis.)  ytihdr,  (v.  n.  8  of ̂ ^)  Cleaning  out 
or  exhausting  a  well.  Being  large,  and  easy  to  be 

seen.  Regarding  (an  army)  as  numerous.  Behold- 
ing without  a  veil.  Looking  at  one  whose  figure 

and  mien  are  striking  and  dazzling. 

A  I  't\^\  ytihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i_-ft^  not  used) 
Taking  off"  a  thing  by  wholesale. 
A  ijtihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of         Entering  on 

the  last  part  of  the  night. 

A  t_-jUX»-\  ijtiydb  (v.  n.  8  of  L-^V  for  t— -»_j»-) 

Putting  on  a  shift.  Digging  a  well.  Traversing  a 

country.    Cleaving  asunder. 

A  ̂ l^j^^  ijtiydh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ U-  for  ̂ yr) 
Ruining,  destroying.  Uprooting. 

ajUjc»-\  ytiydz,  (v.n.  8  ofjW  forJ_j»-)  Pass- 
ing by  or  along. 

A  ytiyds,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  (j**_j?-) 

Searching,  scrutinizing.     Patroling  in  the  night. 
H  I 

Prowling  about  for  plunder. 

A  ( — jl-Is-^  ''Miyuf,  (v.  n.  8  of  I  sU-  for  u- 3^) 
Penetrating  into  any  thing  hollow,  creeping  into 
the  middle  of  any  thing.     (v.  n.  8  of  i  jW  for 
(_ijL»-)  Becoming  putrid  (a  carcase). 

A  J  ̂  yiW^h  (v.  n.  8  of  Jls-  for  J y>. )  Elect- 
ing, choosing.  Circumambulating.  Diverting  any 

one  from  his  purpose. 

aV  ajsas,  Hunch-backed,  crook-backed. 
A  ijsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  lis-  for  _ji?-)  Causing 

to  kneel,  or  to  stand  on  tip-toe. 
A  Ll>lis-\  ijsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  <JL*^)  Extirpating. 

A  J^Ui9-\  ysisldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  jUs-  Q)  Pluck- 

ing  out  its  feathers  (a  bird).  Rushing  forth  in  great 
anger  with  intent  to  kill.  Sticking  up,  becoming 
erect  (feathers).  Becoming  long  and  waving,  and 
affording  a  good  bite  (grass). 

A  ̂^^^  ijhdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Being  pregnant and  near  delivery. 

A  liUS"^  ijhdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Being  of  little 
value.  Being  needy.  Being  stunted  (a  plant). 

AjV^^  ajhdr,  (pi.  ofjS^ juhr)  The  dens,  holes, 
or  retreats  of  any  beasts  or  reptiles.  IJhdr,  (v.  n. 

4  of  Driving  (a  lizard)  into  (its)  hole.  Fail- 

ing to  stir  up  rain  (the  stars).  Experiencing  a  bar- 

ren year.  Compelling,  forcing  one  to  take  refuge. 

A  uJls^"^  ijfidf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_flsd^)  Cai'rymg 
away.  Attacking,  oppressing,  pinching  (poverty 

or  want).  Moving  towards.  Being  near.  C«>\sW^^ 
yhdfdt,  Oppressions,  afflictions. 

A  j.la£^\  yhdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  Forbearing, 
draM'ing  back.    Being  near  destroying. 

A  (jW^^  ijhdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^s^*")  Stunting  the 
growth  of  a  child  by  feeding  it  badly.  Stinting 

one's  family  through  poverty  or  avarice. 

A        ̂   ajhad,  Scanty  in  acts  of  charity. 
A  ajham,  One  who  has  large  red  eyes. 

A  (^^Lios.'?"^  ijhinshdsh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jSLi.,*;?'  Q) 

Becoming  large  (a  boy's  belly). 

Ajli?"^  ijhlidr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Widening  (a 
well's  mouth).  Causing  water  to  flow  copiously, 
but  not  from  a  well.  Washing  the  posteriors  par- 

tially, so  as  to  leave  a  bad  smell.  Marrying  a 
woman  jaldirds. 

A  ajlihci,  Lean,  meagre,  lank-thighed. 

A        ijid,  A  prohibitory  word  used  to  camels. 

Ujud,  Robust  or  compact  of  body ;  strong  or  firm 

in  the  back-bone  and  bunch  (applied  to  a  she-camel). 

A        ajadd,  Small-breasted  (man). 

A  ijdds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_fiX?-)  Giving  libe- 
rally, accommodating,  assisting.  Bleeding  pro- 
fusely (a  wound).  Receiving  a  gift.  Supplying 

the  place  of  another. 

A  ydab,  (v.  n.  4  of  <^,^)  Suffering 
distress  from  dearth.     Finding  (a  land)  barren. 

Yielding  no  increase  (the  earth). 

A  uii^^ii^^  ajdds,  (pi.  of  i^Ss~jadas)  Tombs. 



A  ̂ ^i^^  ijdah,  (v.  n.  4  of  Impressing 
a  mark  on  the  thigh  of  a  camel.  Mixing  a  ptisan. 

A  ajdad,  (pi.  of       jadd)  Grandsires. 

Ijdad,  (v.  n.  4  of  S*=>-)  Striving,  exerting  one's  self. 
Renewing,  making  new.  Travelling  over  hard 

even  ground.  Having  dates  ripe,  ready  for  cutting 

(a  palm-tree).  Becoming  hard  and  even  (a  road). 

bXc  i^jji  CL>'^»-\ajaddat  karuniminhv,  I  left  him. 
Aj^tJjs-^  ajdar,  (pi.  ofji^jada?-)  Scars.  Un- 

natural excrescences  on  the  body,  wens.  Ijdar, 

(v.  n.  4  of  jiJ.*-)  Producing  the  hevh  jdn>-  jadr. 
Putting  forth  the  rudiments  of  fruit  (a  tree),  as  if 

they  were  tubercles.  Coming  out  like  pimples  (the 

heads  of  a  plant).  Swelling. 

A  (_ji>^4i>-»-^  ajdash,  (pi.  of  jadasK) 

Coarse,  rough,  rugged  grounds. 

A  yda^  (v.  n.  4 of  ̂ ^i*-) Giving  unwhole- 
some food  to  a  child.    Keeping  back,  restraining. 

A  (  ydaf,  (v.  n.4  of  (  j^»-)  Crying  out, 

raising  a  clamour.  Being  ungrateful  for  the  bless- 
ings of  Providence,  murmuring  and  blaspheming 

whilst  enjoying  them. 

A  ajdal,  (pi.  oi [^i^s-  jadl  or  jidl)  Limbs 

of  animals.  Ijdal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ji^»-)  Being  ac- 
companied by  her  fawn  (a  doe). 

A  j»li>;=-\  ijdam,  (v.  n.  4  of  Crying  out 
ijdam  to  a  horse. 

A  ydan,  (v.  n.  of  i>»-j)  Discovering, 

finding,  recovering  (any  thing  lost  or  sought  for), 
(v.  n.  4  of  Becoming  rich  after  being  poor. 

A  ̂j^S*-)  ajaddani,  (dual)  Night  and  day. 

A  L_.>ii=^\  ajdal),  Barren  (season).  Desert,  de- 

solate. Ajdub,  (pi.  of  jadb)  Scarcities, 
dearths.    Barren  places. 

A  L^tis-^  ajdus,  (pi.  of  ijL><^»-  jadas)  Tombs. 

Pji^.*^^  ajdar,  (forjiij\  ajdar),  A  dragon. 
Ajiy»'\  ajdar,  More  or  most  worthy. 

X  J\jS:i^\  ijdirar,  (v.  n.  8  of  js-)  Dragging. 

T?{^^jSsJ\ajdai'umtan,{\n  zand  and  Pazand) 
To  reap,  to  mow. 

Aj^jSsS  ijdizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  j*-)  Cutting,  clip- 
ping, mowing,  shearing. 

A  ojda^  Mutilated  (in  the  hand,  nose, 

ear,  or  lips).    The  devil.    A  man's  name. 
A  L— Sii^^  'ydaf.  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  Jji>-\  ajdal,  (pi.  JiiU-\  ajddil)  A  species  of 
hawk.    Slender  (arm). 

A  ̂ti'S-^  ajdalii/,A  hawk  of  a  particular  species. 

A  ijdimd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Assembling, 
flocking  together,  becoming  assembled. 

p  qjada.  Coloured,  dyed.  Stitched. 

A  ajda',  More  or  most  serviceable.  Ajdi, 
(pi.  of  iji^^  jady)  Kids. 

A  A's>-\  yzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  \ijs.  for  ji>»-)  Stand- 
ing erect.  Having  a  fat  bunch  (a  yoimg  camel). 

Lifting  (a  stone).     (v.  n.  4  of  iji>»-)  Hindering. 

A  ajzaz,  (pi.  of      jazz)  Pieces,  bits. 
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A J\'^\  ijzar,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Rooting  up. 

A  ̂3>s-^  V^^l2  ('^•"•^  Imprisoning, 
arresting.  Becoming        jaza^{&  camel). 

A  yzaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  j3<>-)  Flying  fast. 
Taking  short  and  quick  steps. 

A  JliSrj-^  ajzal,  (pi.  of  j'?H)  The  roots  of 
great  trees ;  lopped  trunks  of  trees.  The  summits 

or  projecting  parts  of  mountains.  Ijzdl,  (v.  n.  4  of 

J  j»-)  Rendering  cheerful,  gladdening. 

ajzdm,  (pi.  ̂ d'^-jazm)  Roots.  Ijzam, 
( V.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^5^  )  Amputating,  mutilating.  Walking 
fast  (a  camel).  Urging  forward.  Abstaining,  con- 

trolling one's  self.  Proposing,  intending. 

A  ̂ 3^^  ojza,'^  Rising  three  years  old  (the  horse, 
ass,  or  ox) ;  five  years  (camel) ;  two  years  (sheep). 

A  ̂ h=^  ajzam,  (pi.  ̂ \'^  jazdma^)  Mutilated in  the  hand,  having  it  cut  off.  One  who  having 

committed  to  memory  the.Kur'an,  forgets  it  after- 
wards. Leprous.  Afflicted  with  elephantiasis.  One 

who  has  lost  the  tips  of  his  fingers. 

Aj^  js-\?;^zVar,  (v.  n.  4  of,^i*^  Q)  Assuming 
an  erect  posture  when  going  to  revile.  Growing 
without  becoming  tall  (a  plant). 

Aj»-|  ajar,  Hagar  the  mother  of  Ishmael,  from 
whom  the  Arabians  claim  descent.  Ajir,  or  ajur, 
A  brick,  a  tile. 

Aj»-\  ajara,  (fut.j»-b.  yasjuru  or  ya^jiru)  He rewarded. 

X.  A^^\  ajr,  (v.  n.  of  j-s«-^)  Letting  out  on  hire. 
Becoming  a  hireling.  Restoring,  healing  (a  broken 

or  dislocated  joint).  Being  thus  restored.  Honour- 

able mention.  ujur  andjWl  ajar)  Re- 

ward, premium,  recompense^  ^^Z^^  hxi'e.  A  mar- 
riage-portion or  gift.  Ajur  or  ujur,  A  brick  or  tile. 

A ajrin,  (without  tanwin  ajri)  (pi.  of 

jjs^jajm-)  Whelps. 

A^»-l  djurr,  A  brick  or  tile. 
A        ajraf.  Bolder,  boldest. 

A  ajrus,  (pi.  of  jjs^jarrVjjirm,  ov  jurm) 
The  young  ones  of  any  thing  animate  or  inanimate. 

p        ijrd,  Sufiiciency  of  cloth  to  make  a  dress. 

A         ajrds,  (pi.  of       jarw,jirw,  or  jurw) 

Whelps,  (pi.  of  ̂ JJ:»~jaru)  Bold,  brave.  Leaders 
of  the  van  in  battle.  Ijrds,  (v.  n.  4  oi\j»-  for_j^) 

Going  with  its  whelp  (a  beast),  (v.  n.  4  of  l^=^) 

Making  (any  thing)  to  flow,  or  run,  giving  cur- 
rency. Bringing  forward,  producing:  paying;  exe- 
cuting, performing.  Corning,  forming  the  grain  (a 

plant).    Declining,  inflecting,  conjugating.  Ap- 
pointing an  attorney,  sending  a  deputy,  p 

(jiiji^ iji-dd  hak  kardan,  (or  i^'^y  g/*> 
ijrdd  aliar^hardan)  To  administer  or  to  do  justice, 
promote  equity,  put  the  laws  into  execution. 

^^lij^ jVSii^^  ̂ J^y  ijrdsifarvidni  Mrdigdr  kardan. 
To  obey  the  commands  of  God.  (ji^^  lijiio- 
ijrdd  hudud  kardan,  To  punish  legally,  to  put  in 
execution  the  penal  laws. 

A  u->^»-^  ijrab,  (v.  n.  4of  t—^*-)  Having  scabby 
camels  or  sheep. 

A  qjrdh,  (pi.  of  ̂ »-jurk)  Wounds. 
A  li^sA  ajrdd,  (pi.  of  (5,s>-  jard)  Old  threadbare 

garments. A  i>\f>-\  ijrdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j=>-)  Drawing  out,  bring- 
ing forth.  Removing,deposing.  Compelling,forcing. 

Aj^*-\  ijrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of^^)  Granting  a  delay 
(for  payment  of  a  debt).  Leaving  any  one  to  his 

own  choice.  Slitting  a  young  camel's  tongue  to 
prevent  him  from  sucking.  Chewing  the  cud. 

Piercing  with  a  spear,  and  leaving  it  sticking  in  the 

body.    Following,  imitating  another  (in  singing). 

A-j^js~\  ajrdz,  Bare,  barren  (land).  The  body 
(of  a  serpent),  (pi.  oijjs^  jarz)  Sterile  (grounds) 
having  no  rain.  (pi.  of  jirz)  Female  garments 

made  of  fur.  (pi.  of  JjS-jurz)  Maces,  sceptres, 

(pi.  of JjS>-  jaraz)  Unfruitful  seasons.  Bodies  or 
breasts  of  men.  Ijrdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^s^)  Having 

ground  scantily  watered,  and  producing  but  little. 
Suffering  from  barrenness.    Being  lean  (a  camel). 

A  [^\j>-\  ajrds,  (pi.  of  jaras)  Bells. 
Ijrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^js^)  Making  a  gentle  noise 
(the  wing  of  a  bird  in  flying,  or  female  ornaments). 

Overhearing  a  man's  talk  (a  wild  beast).  Singing 
aloiid  (a  camel-driver). 

A  ijrdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  {J^j^)  Causing  to be  choked. 

A  I  '>\j^\  ojrdf,  (pi.  of  i^js^  jurf)  Particles eaten  and  carried  down  by  the  stream.  Banks 

eaten  into  by  the  stream.  Ijrdf,  (v.  n.  4  oft^js^) 

Turning  (camels)  into  a  luxuriant  pasture.  Suf- 
fering from  a  sweeping  torrent  (a  place). 

A  (J^=>-^  ojrdl,  (pi.  of  y^j^-jaral  or  yar<7)  Rough 
and  stony  places.  Ijrdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jjs-  Digging 
to  stony  stratas. 

A  ajrdm.  The  utensils  of  a  shepherd,  (p] . 

of  ps>-  jirm)  Bodies,  (pi.  of  ̂ s^jurm)  Crimes, 
trespasses.  \^  ("ll^^  ̂^3^  awzd^  ajrdmi  samd. 
The  m..otions  of  the  heavenly  bodies,  p  (•l)?'^ 

ajrdmi  charkh,  (or  uiJJi  ̂ ]/^^  ajrdmi  falak)  The 
heavenly  bodies.  ̂ jj^o^yS'  f^j=>-\  ajrdmi  ̂ insuri. 

Elemental  bodies,  a  Ijrdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p^)  Com- 
mitting a  crime.  Being  great.  Being  clear  (co- 

lour or  voice).  Adhering  (blood).  Charging  with 
a  Clime. 

A  iJlfr'^  ijrdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j»-)  Housing  dates. 
A  (J)j=>-\  ajarrdni,  (dual)  Man  and  genii, 
A  (— ajrah,  (pi,  L^j>-jurb,  also ajdrih)  Scabby,  mangy. 

A  qjribat,  (pi.  of  jarib)  Certain 
measures  of  grain  containing  384  mudds,  or  about 

768  lbs.  Spaces  of  ground  where  such  quantities 

may  be  sown.  (pi.  of  (_->^s^  j/ra^)  Leathern  bags 
in  which  travellers  carry  their  provisions.  Spaces 

or  areas  in  wells,  from  the  mouth  to  the  surface  of the  water. 



A  8^  I  ajlrat,  A  brick. 

A  SjS^l  iiji'dt,  Recompense,  hire,  rent,  wages. 

A  'ijsA  ajirrat,  (pi.  of  'ijs^jirrat)  Cuds.  (pi. 
of        jartr)  Camel-lialtei-s  or  reins. 
A  ajrad,  Bald,  hairless  (man),  bare.  (pi. 

ii,U-\  ajarld)  A  barren  field.  The  yard  of  any  so- 
lid-hoofed animal.  The  back.  A  horse  with  very 

short  hair.  One  who  takes  the  lead  and  gets  far 

ahead.  Entire  (day).  ii;S>-^\  al  ajrad,  Name  of 
a  mountain  in  Arabia. 

A  ijridd,  (or  ijrid)  A  certain  plant 
which  indicates  the  existence  of  mushrooms. 

A  ̂j^ii;*-^  ajradani,  (dual  of  ii,»-W//rarf)  Two 
branches  of  a  palm-tree.  Two  trees  stript  of  their 
bark.    Two  months  or  two  days. 

A         ajraz,  Bow-legged. 

A  ajrasli,  Half-pounded,  coarse. 

A  ajra^  A  sand-hill  where  vegetation 
thrives,  or  one  which  yields  no  herbage. 

A  l^\jS-j»-\  ijrif^ah,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q) 
Being  thrown  prostrate. 

A  ̂J^J»■^  yri^an,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^^j^  Q)  In- 
clining.    Shaking.     Falling  down  at  once. 

AjVj/«]js«-\  ijrimzaz,  (v.  n.  4  ofy^js-  Q)  Being 
drawn  together.  Retiring  through  fear,  fleeing 

away.  Passing  by  (as  the  night). 

A  ijrimhaj:,  A  sleep  without  a  bolster. 

A  ijrinsaw.,  (v.  n.  3  of         Q)  Being 

collected  together.  Remaining  close  in  one  place. 

Falling  from  top  to  bottom. 

Aj^jS-\  ijrinmaz,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^oj*-  Q)  Draw- 

ing one's  self  together.    Being  collected  together. 
A  ajurun  or  ajirun,  A  brick,  a  tile. 

A  JJ^^^-l  ijrihdad,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ ^js-  Q)  Making 
haste.  Being  extended.  Being  long.  Persevering. 

Being  destitute  of  vegetation.  Beingscarce(ayear). 

A  ̂ jsA  ajra',  May  (he)  make  flow  or  proceed. 

A  tjj*-^  {i™Jf  Course,  custom.  A  deputy,  agent. 

A  f\>.j»-\  ajriyas,  (pi.  of  ̂ ijj=^  jarl^)  Strong, 
bold,  brave,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^- jariy)  Agents,  deputies, 

attorneys.     Ijnya^,  (or  ijrlya')  Custom, 
course.     Nature.     Line  of  pursuit. 

A  yribab,  (v.  n.  11  of  Look- 

ing with  outstretched  neck. 

A  ajriyat,  (pi.  of        janv)  Whelps. 
Small  cucumbers.     Slices  of  a  colocynth. 

A  Wj*-^  ijnyat,  Nature,  custom,  course. 

A  i^\j^j>-\  ijrushash,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^]^  Q) 
Becoming  fat  and  well-liking  after  having  been 
lean  (the  body).  Waxing  fat  (camels). 

A  ̂\y='\  ajzas,  (pi.  of  ̂ j»-juzj^)  Parts,  portions, 
parcels.  Ingredients.  Materials.  Drugs.  Mi- 

nerals. Ijzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  lj=>-)  Satisfying,  con- 
tenting. Satisfying  (a  camel)  with  fresh  grass,  and 

enabling  (him)  to  do  without  water.  Growing 

luxuriantly,  being  entangled  (grass).  Bringing 

forth  female  children  (a  woman).  Putting  a  handle 
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to  a  knife.  Putting  a  ring  on  the  finger,  (v.  n.  4 

of  cfj*-)  Supplying  the  place  of  another.  Being 
able  or  enabling  to  do  without.  Not  sufiicincr. 

Paying  tribute. 

A  ijzar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjjs^)  Having  fruit  ready 

for  gathering  (a  palm-tree).  Giving  a  sheep  to 
be  slaughtered.  Being  fit  for  the  butcher  (a  young 

camel).  Growing  old  and  approaching  the  period 
of  dissolution. 

A  J^j^\  yzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  J»-)  Being  fit  for  reap- 
ing (wheat).  Having  dates  fit  to  cut  (a  palm-tree). 

Having  sheep  fit  for  shearing.  Giving  (any  one) 

the  wool  of  a  sheep.  Becoming  dry  (dates). 

Being  time  for  (an  old  man)  to  die. 

A  ̂ -^-^  (pi-  of  ̂ ».j{z^  The  windings 

or  branchings  off"  of  a  valley.  Beehives.  Ijza^ 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ s.-)  Rendering  impatient  and  queru- 
lous.   Leaving  a  remainder. 

A  {ji^s>-\  ijzal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj»-)  Exercising  libe- 

rality. Galling  a  camel's  hunch  (a  wooden  saddle). 
A  ajzal,  (A  camel)  galled  on  the  back. 

A        ajzam,  One  whose  nose  has  been  cut  off". 
A  ̂Jj!>■^  ajzun,  (pi.  of        jazn)  Huge  logs. 
A  iiL-r>-\  aj.sad,  (pi.  of  jasad)  Bodies, 

trunks,  carcases.    iiL.s.-^)\  zaivatu'l  ajsad, 
The  signs  Sagittarius,  Pisces,  Gemini,  and  Virgo. 

Ijsad,  (v.  n.  4  of  tW»-)  Dyeing  with  saffiron. 
Making  a  garment  stick  to  the  body. 

A  ajsam,  (])l.of        jis7)i)  Solid  bodies. 

Ijmin,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ »-)  Being  important  and  ar- 
duous (an  enterprise). 

p  ̂J\*«i^-I  ajastan,  or  ajistan,  To  plant  a  tree. 
To  fix  a  pale  or  fence,  erect  a  stone.  iuL*^  I  y 
naw-ajasta,  Newly  planted. 

Aj*^s^\  (tjsur,  (pi.  o^j^  jasr  ov  jisr')  Bridges. 
A  ajsam,  Large-bodied,  corpulent. 

A  ̂_)Ux«*2»\  ijsisnan,  A  being  hard,  hardness. 
A  ajashsh.  One  who  has  a  harsh  and  so- 

norous voice  (man,  horse,  or  thunder).  A  nasal 
twang,  loud  and  harsh. 

A  ajslias,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^Ji^s-Jas/^J)Light  bows. 
Branches  of  trees  of  which  such  bows  are  made. 

A  ;_ji.li;»=i-^  i/sJidsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  {^»-)  Break- 
ing, pounding.  Grinding  coarsely. 

A  ijsham,  (v.  n.  4  of  Causing  one 
to  toil  hard  at  drudgery. 

AjZ*^\  ajshar.  Troubled  with  a  hoarseness 
and  roughness  in  the  breast. 

A  'ij^s^\  ajshirat,  (pi.  of  j^si-  jasliir')  Corn- sacks.    Leathern  quivers. 

A  las^^  [jt,  A  word  made  use  of  in  driving  sheep. 

ijzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Exceeding 
bounds  in  insolence,  wickedness,  or  pride. 

ij^iz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ia»>-)  Pushing, 
thrusting,  driving  away.    Running  away. 

A  (__iUr^\  (v.  n.  4  of  v__a)i:s^)  Prostrating. 

A  (JUj=^\  V^i-h  (v.  n.  4  of  (J.XJ?-)  Promising  a 

price  (for  labour)  and  performing  it.  Being  in 

heat  (a  bitch).  Taking  a  boiling  pot  from  off"  the 
fire  with  a  cloth  called  \y^»-ji^l.  Being  infected 

by  an  immense  number  of  dead  beetles  (water). 

A  j»Us>-V/y^a?n,(v.n.4of  ̂ '^)  Being  visited  by 
a  large  and  hungry  foraging  party.  Eradicating. 

A  V^n,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^;*?-)  Being  coarse, 
thick,  and  rough  (flesh). 

A  I— oj^ih,  Large,  gor-bellied.  Weak,  in- 
active.   Astonished,  amazed.  Dead. 

A         aj^vi.  Greedy,  craving. 

A  ̂la^^^  i/fd^j  (j-  n.  4  of  lfl=>-)  Shutting  a  door. 

Fatiguing  (one's  cattle)  witli  travelling,  and  not  al- 
lowing them  to  graze.  Casting  up  scum  (a  river  or 

boiling  pot).  Throwing,  casting.  Laying,  placing. 

Departing,  going  off" (a  nation's  weal),  (v.  n.  4  of 
\Ji»-  for  _jfl»-)  Unsaddling  a  horse.  Following 
sheep  so  as  not  to  let  them  graze. 

Aj\s.»-\  ajfdr,  (pi.  of  jSis>-jafr)  Lambs  four 
months  old.  Ijfdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  J>^)  Being  absent, 

hidden,  lying  hid.  Refraining  from  venery.  Cut- 

ting an  acquaintance,  ceasing  to  visit  him.  Smell- 
ing disagreeably.    Becoming  languid  (a  stallion). 

A  (J^i»-^  (ph  of  ,Ji>-  j/^  orjrj/?)  Dungs 

of  elephants.  Ijfdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂J.fl*-)  Running 

very  fast  (an  ostrich).  Causing  (an  ostrich)  to  run 

very  fast.  Blowing  hard  and  raising  the  dust 

(wind).  Voiding  excrement  (an  elephant).  Mov- 
ing off"  from  any  place  (people). 

A  cjfdn,  (pi.  of  i^!!^  jaf>i)  Eye-lids. 
Ijfdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^=»-)  Indulging  freely  in  venery. 

A  a'lfalat,  A  flock.    Ajfalatan,  In  herds. 

A  j^l^IJLr*-^  ajfnM ,  A  crowd.  A  promiscuous 
entertainment.     Promiscuously,  indiscriminately. 

A  (^^^  ̂(i/"""?  (pl-  of  (j^^i^'O  Eye-lids. A  ii>UaIflr*-\  ijjiszdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ii>Vi>-  Q  or 

ijflzdz,  11  of  lafls")  Swelling  (a  carcase). 

A  (J-:^^^  Vf^^i  Pusillanimous,  timid.  A  timid ostrich.    Far-shooting  (bow).    Aged  (woman). 

A ijhdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Importuning, 

urging,  pressing  (a  sale). 
A  cijll.  One  who  procrastinates,  delays, 

protracts,  grants  time,  or  fixes  a  term.  A  hinderer, 

prohibitor,  detainer,  retainer,  concluder.  An  ex- 

citer, provokei'.  Future,  belonging  to  the  next 
world,  or  life  to  come. 

A        1  dj'dan,  In  regard  to  the  next  life. 

p  ,J.i>- 1  djul,  (or  d)al)  Eructation.  Flatulency. 
A  J»-\  ajl,  (v.  n.  of  J^^)  Acquiring,  gaining, 

collecting.  Hindering,  detaining,  preventing. 

Drawing.  Exciting,  stirring  up  mischief.  Laying 

snares.  Having  a  pain  in  the  neck.  Curing  oi' 

applying  a  remedy  for  a  crick  in  the  neck.  Ajlov 
ijl.  Cause,  occasion,  reason.  ̂ ^  Jc^l  ̂   min  ajl 
an.  Because  that.    uLi3o  min  ajU  zdliha, 

For  that  reason.  (^^^  mm  ajliha.  On  thy 

accoimt.     Ijl,  (pi.  J^-l  djdl)  A  kind  of  wild 



oxen,  a  herd  of  camels  or  of  deer.    A  pain  in  the 

neck,  contracted  by  lying  awry.  ITjl,  (pi,  of 

ajiT)  Procrastinators.     Clays  heaped  up  round 

palm-trees.    Ajal,  (v.  n.  of  Js-^)  Delaying,  (pi. 

JU- 1  ajal)  A  term,  an  appointed  time,  the  end  of 

a  fixed  time,  a  period.  The  duration  of  any  given 

space  of  time.     Js-^^  cd  ajal,  The^period^orjnd 
/  of  life,  the  predestined^mom^njt^  d^ath.  p 

jCi^  ajal-girifta,  On  the  point  of  death,  in  a  situa- 
tion which  precludes  all  hopes  of  life. 

ajal  <72?/a.  Name  of  a  poisonous  root.  a^^^IU**  lJ*^^ 

ajal  musamma\  The  day  of  judgment.  Ajal,  Yes, 

synonymous  with  ̂   na^m,  but  a  stronger  afhr- 
mative.    The  latter  is  used  when  an  interrogation 

precedes,  the  former  when  it  follows  the  impera- 

tive, &c. :  as,j**>  sir,  Go,  (Jf-^  ajal,  Yes ; 

taslr,  Dost  thou  go  ?  ̂   na^m,  Yes. 
A  (J^l  Vj(^i>  or  vjjal,  A  wild  goat. 
A         ajall,  Greater,  more  excellent,  glorious. 

A  ijlas,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  _ji'>-)  Going 
into  exile.  Banishing,  compelling  to  migrate. 

Being  dispersed.    Being  distant.    Making  haste. 

A  t_j->^L>-\  ajlab,  (pi.  of  c-A>-  jalali)  Things 
brought  or  driven  for  sale  from  country  to  country. 

Ijlab,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— As-)  Making  an  uproar.  Schem- 
ing, practising  fraud.  Shouting  to  a  horse.  Drying 

up  (blood).  Threatening  mischief.  Collecting, 

convoking.  Covering  (a  camel's  saddle)  with  moist 
leather  in  order  that  it  may  dry.  Assisting.  As- 

sembling together.  Putting  an  amulet  into  a  lea- 

thern case.  Having  camels  that  bring  forth  males. 

A  li^s^^  ajlad,  (pi.  liJle-^  ajalid)  The  body, 

person.     (pi.  of  d^c>.  jald)  Light,  active,  brisk, 

(pi.  of  ii>L»-J*7^^)  Skins,  hides,  parchments.  Books, 

(pi.  of  ̂ »'jalid)  Strong.  Ijlad,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Being  covered  with  hoar-frost.  Forcing,compelling. 

A  y^<^^,  iy-     4  of  (j**^7»-)  Causing,  re- 
questing, desiring,  or  ordering  one  to  sit.  A  ses- 

sion for  judicial  proceedings. 

A  i__s^s>-\  ajlaf,  A  carcase  of  mutton,  without 

skin,  head,  or  feet.  (pi.  of  ̂^ji\i>- jilf)  Mean,  ig- 

noble: wretches,  tyrants.  Ijlaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— ft^>-) 
Removing  the  crust  of  clay  from  the  top  of  a  vessel 

in  which  corn  is  kept.  Sweeping  away,  destroying. 
A  minajlakaor  ijlaka,  For  thy  sake. 

A  ajlal,  (pi.  of  l}''^jull)  Housings,  or 

any  kind  of  horse-covering  Ijldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  1}-^) 
Reverencing,  honouring.  Giving  much.  Being 

strong.  Being  weak.  Reverence.  ^jKimin 
ijldlika,  From  respect  to  thee,  on  thy  account. 

A  djdat,  Eternity.    Any  thing  that  re- 
lates or  has  reference  to  a  future  life. 

A         ijlat.  Name  of  a  village  in  Yamama. 

A  "iU-^  ajillat,  (pi.  of  i^':^jildl)  Horse-cloths, 
(pi.  of  ̂y^'^jalil)  Old.  Glorious. 
A  ajlah,  Bald  on  the  temples.  One  whose 

hair  flows  down  the  sides  of  the  head.    A  camel- 
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litter  with  a  low  awning. 

ijlihmam,  An  assembling  together. 

ijUkhdkh,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ »-)  Being 
weak  and  languid  (bones).      Spreading  wide  the 
arms  in  adoration. 

ijlihhbab,  A  falling  down. 

A  ijlikhmdm,  (v.  n.  4  of         Q)  As- 
sembling together.  Being  haughty.  Wishing  or 

asking  for  much. 
A         ajlad,  Hard  (ground). 

A  ttjla^  One  whose  lips  are  open,  so  that 
the  teeth  appear.  One  whose  privities  are  exposed. 

A  L^[}As>~\  ijli^ab,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-wt)'^-  Q)  Ly- 
ing in  a  recumbent  posture.  Being  extended.  De- 

parting.  Walking  earnestly.    Being  numerous. 

A  ijli^ldd,  (v.  n.  4  of         Q)  Being 
outstretched  prostrate  on  the  ground. 

A  ijlmklms,  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Being 

disjointed,  falling  to  pieces.    Kneeling  down. 

A  *Uai^^  ijlinzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  j_j)a^>-  Q)  Burst- 
ing with  rage.  Lying  on  the  back  and  lifting  up 

the  legs.  Reclining,  stretched  out  on  one  side. 

A  ̂laJisfc.^  ijlinfd^  A  being  thick,  thickness. 
A  ijliwroaz,  (v.  n.  13  of  jj«>-)  TravelUng 

rapidly  (a  camel).    Going  off  (rain). 

A  ii>\^la^l  ijliwwdz,  (v.  n.  13  of  iaif-)  Remain- 

ing, persevering,  persisting. 
A  id&.^  ajlah,  Bald  on  the  forehead.  (A  bull) 

without  homs,  dodded.  Full,  broad,  plump  in  the 
face  and  temples. 

A  ̂^^\ajla',  More  splendid,  bright,  or  resplen- 
dent. Handsome-faced  and  bald  about  the  temples. 

Bald  on  the  forehead.  1^=^^  ibn  ajla\  One 
whose  business  is  plain  and  open. 

A  -^!iU*.\  rjim^,  (v.  n.  12  of  !!U  for  _jU.)  Mi- 

grating from  country  to  country. 

A  ajim,  Tired,  loathing,  disgusted,  sated 
(with  the  same  food). 

A  ̂ \  ajama,  (fut.  ̂ ^Jjafjumu)  Fire  burned. 
A       ajima,  (fut.  ̂ s^^_yasjimu)  He  nauseated. 

A  ̂ \  ajm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 1)  Loathing,  nauseating 
(food).  Turning,  stinking  (water).  Forcing  one 
against  his  will.  (pi.  1  djam)  Any  building 

with  a  lofty  roof,  quadrangular  and  flat.  Ujm, 

njum,  or  ajam,  (pi.  of  'iJlt\  ajamat)  Red-beds, 

brakes.  Ajam,  (v.  n.  of  pf"^)  Loathing,  nausea- 
ting, being  tired  of  one  sort  of  food,  p  ̂j^^  p*-^ 

ajam  kardan,  To  loathe.  A  Ujum  or  ujm,  (pi. 

djdm)  A  fort,  castle. 
A  ajamm,  Destitute  of  battlements  (build- 

ing). Unarmed  (man).  Hornless,  dodded  (ram). 

(A  horse)  between  whose  ears  the  cavalier  does 

not  point  his  lance.  Fleshy  (bone).  A  cup,  a  gob- 
let. Privities  (of  a  woman),  (in  pros.)  The  foot 

7nvfd^latun  cut  down  to  ̂JiS-^  fd^hm. 
ajmas,  Marked  with  a  plain  white  star 

on  the  forehead  (a  horse). 

ijmas,  A  plain  white  star  on  the  fore- 
head of  a  horse. 

ajimmdj^,  (pi.  of  ̂ iJir  jamvni)  Plants thick  and  wide-spreading. 

ujmdj,  Paradise. A  liUf  \  ajmdd,  (pi.  of  ̂   jumd)  High  places, 

eminences.  Ijmdd,(j.  n.  4  of  iX?!")  Rendering  ne- 
cessary. Entering  on  the  month  Jumada.  Being 

stingy  and  good  for  nothing. 

A jl^r\  ijmdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jir)  Laying  fragrant 
wood  on  the  fire.  Perfuming  (a  garment).  Being 

assembled  and  crowding  together.  Going  fast. 

Galloping  in  fetters  (a  horse).  Gathering  (her) 

hair  together  and  fastening  it  on  the  crown  of  (her 

head).  Guessing  by  the  eye  the  produce  of  a  palm- 
tree,  and  afterwards  reckoning  and  collecting  the 

estimated  produce.  Concealing  the  new  moon 

(night).  Being  common  to  a  people  (an  affair). 
Exercising  (ahorse).  Collecting,  bringing  together. 

Being  level  (a  camel's  foot),  having  no  line  visible 
between  the  soles.  Keeping  (an  army)  in  an  ene- 

my's territory,  without  allowing  (it)  to  return  home. 

A  ajmd^  (pi.  of  jmn^  Clenched  fists. 
Ijma^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Collecting,  putting  together, 
convoking.  Consenting,  agreeing.  Covering  the 
surface  of  the  ground,  whether  hard  or  soft  (rain). 

Milking  all  a  camel's  teats.  Driving  (camels)  alto- 

gether. Applying  the  mind  to  an  undertaking. 

Making  light.  Making  ready.  Tying  a  camel's 
teats  together.  Rendering  familiar  or  sociable.  A 
senate,  council,  court,  crowd.  Union. 

ijmd^  ummat.  An  assembling  of  the  people 

A  J\-J?'\  ajmdl,  (pi.  of  ̂y^T  jamal)  Full-grown 
camels.  Ijmdl,  (v.  n,  4  of  (J.<^)  Doing  any  thing 

well ;  multiplying  benefits.  Casting  up  an  account. 
Collecting,  bringing  together  (dispersed  objects). 

Proceeding  gently  and  moderately  (in  a  search). 

Melting  fat.  Being  numerous  (camels).  An  abridg- 
ment, summary,  compendium,  epitome,  synopsis. 

A  ̂\-?!"\  ijmdlan,  Briefly,  compendiously,  sum- 
marily. 

A  ijmdU,  Brief,  summary,  compendious. 

A  j»l?r^  ijmdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ s-)  Filling  a  mea- sure so  that  the  grain  runs  over.  Allowing  (water) 

to  collect.  Letting  (a  field)  lie  fallow.  Giving 

rest.  Turning  loose  (a  horse).  Resting,  recruiting 

strength  (jaded  horse).  Approaching.  Being  ready. 

A  6J^T\  ajamat,  (pi.  ̂»-\  ujm,  ujum,  ajam, 

djdm,^»-\  ijdm,  and  C^\JIt\  ajamat)  A  reed-bed; 
a  low-lying  place  to  which  waters  flow,  a  marsh. 
A  forest,  haunt,  den.    A  subterraneous  granary. 

A  ̂ \  ajma^oT  ajmu^  (ijy^^  ajma^na  or 

(j;ufc<^"^  ajma^na)  All,  the  whole. 
A  (_)-?!■  \  ajmal,  More  or  most  beautiful,  fairest. 
p  i>j^r^  ajmud,  (or  ajmuda)  Parsley. 
p        a;mir.  Name  of  aprovince  of  Hindustan. 

A  <j*-l  djin,  Altered,  corrupted,  fetid:  tend- 



iiig  to  corruption  (water). 

A  ojn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^»-\)  Beating  cloths  (as 

they  do  at  the  fulling-mills,  bleaching-greens,  &c.). 
Ajn  or  ajan,  (v.  n.  of  Undergoing  a  change 

in  taste  and  colour  5  becoming  fetid  (water).  Ajin, 

Fetid  (water). 

A  ajann,  More  or  most  insane. 

ajna',  Hump-backed  (man). 
ajnas,  Hump-backed  (man). 

A  A:^\  ajnas,  (pi.  of  j^W"  jani)  Gatherers, 

pluckers.  Sinners.  (pl.oflji-Jawa')  Golds.  Shells, 
conchae  veneris.  Fresh  dates.  Honeys.  Ijnaf, 

(v.  n.  4  of  U^)  Falling  flat  upon.  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ »-) 
Having  fruit  fit  to  be  gathered  (a  tree).  Being 

very  fertile  in  produce  (land). 

A  L_->Ur^\  ajnab,  (pi.  of  \^^i^jamh)  Sides,  parts, 

(pi.  of  {,.^s>-  junub)  Polluted.  Tjnab,  (v.  n.  4  of 

I—  «''7>-)  Causing  any  one  to  retire,  avoid,  or  shun. 

Being  in  a  state  of  ceremonial  uncleanness.  Being 
exposed  to  the  south  wind. 

A  ̂^-^^  ynuh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y-)  Rendering  in- 
clined. Inclining,  leaning. 

A  iiUs>-^  ajnad,  (pi.  of  i^jj>~ jund)  Soldiers,  troops. 

A  (^\^\ajtids,  (pi.  of ̂ j«Jtf»-jms) Kinds,  sorts, 

genera,  goods,  wares.  J\j*^  (^^-^^  ajnasi  am- 

wal,  Various  kinds  of  riches,  edlo^  (_^U:>-\  aj- 
nasi mukhtalifa,  Various  sorts,  different  kinds. 

P  t/j^  S-**^  (^U«>-\  ajnasi  la^-bazi,  Playthings. 
A  ( — ijnaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— fti»-)  Declining 

from  the  right  way,  deviating,  swerving  in  a  mat- 

ter of  precept,  command,  will,  or  testament.  In- 

justice. Discovering  any  one  to  be  unjust. 

ajnan,  (pi.  of  {^j^  janan)  Graves. 

Corpses.  Winding-sheets,  (pi.  of  ̂^l*?-  janan) 
Dark  nights.  Hearts.  Spiders.  Ijnan,  (v.  n.  4 

of  1^=-)  Rolling  a  winding-sheet  round  a  corpse. 

Burying.  Concealing  one's  self,  lying  hid.  Coming 
on,  concealing  a  thing  (the  darkness  of  night). 

Hiding,  concealing  in  the  heart.  Casting  forth  an 

embryo.  Making  mad. 

A  t—A^J^^a/waft, Foreign.  A  foreigner,  a  stranger. 

Inclined  or  going  to  one  side ;  obstinate,  refractory. 

p  ̂L*^^  ajumban  ,  (In  the  language  of  the  Da- 
satir)  Motionless,  fixed. 

A  ajnibat,  (pi.  of  (--'Uft-  janab)  Sides, 
parts,  margins.    Corners.    Thresholds,  courts. w      ,       .  . 
A  ajnabiy,  A  foreigner,  a  stranger. 

A  i4*A=^^  ajnabiyat,  State  of  a  stranger  or  alien. 

A  sJj>.\  ajnat,  ijnat,  ujnat,  (for  'sS»-j  wajnat, 
wijnat,  wujnat,)  The  cheek,  particularly  the  upper 
and  protuberant  part. 

A  iiJ^  1  ajinnat,  (pi.  of  i^J^  janin)  Embrios. 

A  ajnihat,  (or         ajnuh)  (pi.  of  ̂ l:^^ 
janah)  Wings.  Hands.  Fins.  Pinnacles.  Projec- 

tions of  any  kind. 

p         ujand,  Obsequious,  obedient. 

A     ai»-\  ajnaf,  One  deviating  from  that  which 

(   29  ) 

is  just ;  iniquitous  in  not  obeying  the  commands,  or 

fulfilling  the  intentions  of  a  will.  Crook-backed. 

A  ̂jXl£>-\ajinnaka,  (orijii!^^  f^minajinnaka) 

(for  min  ajli  annaJta)  Because  that 
thou. 

p  ̂j^-^^  I  djangan,  Name  of  a  fort  in  Khurasan. 

A  {J^\  ajnun,  (pi.  of  ̂j\'>^  janin)  Embrios. 
A  ajna',  Hump-backed. 
A  ijnls,  A  stupid,  dull,  indolent  man, 

who  moves  not  from  his  place,  and  who  does  nei- 

ther good  nor  harm.    Timid,  slow. 

A  ̂\^\  ajrcdf,  (pi.  of'y^-jaww)  Skies,  firma- 
ments. Ijwds,  (v.  n.  4  of  L?jf-)  Hanging  (a  ket- 

tle). Putting  (a  kettle)  into  (its)  case. 

A  ajwdb,  (pi.  of  i^^^  jarvb)  Large 

buckets.  Women's  shifts.    Shields.  Fire-places. 
A  i^^y>-^  ajwdd,  (pi.  of  i^\^:>~  jawdd)  Liberal, 

bountiful.  Ijwdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  lils-  for  tijS")  Saying 

or  doing  any  thing  good.  Running  swiftly  (a 

horse).    Possessing  a  fleet  horse. 

A  J\^\  ajwdr,  (pi.  ofjl»._;ar)  Neighbours. 

Ajl^=-\  ajwdz,  (pi.  ofj^Jaw2)Middles,centres. 
A  ( — (ij^'^fi  (pl- of  u-jj.a-jaw/)  Bellies. 

A  Jl_js-\  a;«iaZ,  (pi.  of  Jjs^)  Parapets  of  wells. 

A  j»l_j=-l  r//Vya/M,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^)  Cups,  bowls,  goblets. 
^  (j)^^^  ajwdnl,  A  sort  of  spice. 

^  cr^-l^T"^  oj^ayin,  A  species  of  aniseed,  i^}^^ 

ij^\tji\^  njwdyini  hJiurasani,  Henbane-seed. 

A  i^y>-\  ajwab.  Prevailing,  efiicacious,  more 
or  most  speedy  in  bringing  an  answer  (prayer). 

A  '^y>-\ ajwibat,  (pi.  of jawdh)  Answers, 
replies.    iij^^C^c  ajwibad  mushita.  Answers 
which  put  to  silence. 

A  C->_j^^  ajwas,  One  whose  belly  is  prominent 
above,  and  lank  below. 

A         I  dju],  Gog. 

A  '^y^^  ̂j^jj  Greatly  inflamed,  red,  resplen- 
dent. Ujuj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  salt,  bitter,  or 

brackish  (water). 

A  ̂J*"^  ajwah,  (pi.        J^^O  Ample,  spacious. 
A  lijT^^  ajwad,  Better,  best. 

A I  djur,  (orj^^  ajur)  A  brick,  bricks.  An 
odoriferous  apple,  or  thing  held  in  the  hand  on  ac- 

count of  its  pleasant  smell. 

Ajy>-\  ujur,  (v.  n.  of ̂ f^)  Being  set  or  healed 
(a broken orsprainedlimb).  (pi. of^^ «/V) Wages. 

Rewards,  premiums.  Marriage-portions. 
^  ajura,  A  reward,  hire,  fare,  wages. 

PjU  Sjjf-^  ajura-ddr,  A  labourer  for  hire. 

Aj^ii-^  ajnuz,  (pi.  0? jdsiz)  Beams. 

A  »J^=»-^  ajwizat,       oi jdfiz)  Beams. 

A  ̂ y^^  oj^va^  More  or  most  famished. 
A  (  a;?ya/",  Hollow.  Ample,  large,  capa- 

cious. Large-bellied  (lion).  (In  gram.)  A  concave 
verb,  one  whose  medial  radical  is  either  a  j  or  a  (_^. 

A  j^^^^^  al  ajrvafdni,  (dual  of  i  iji>-\ajrvaf) 
(The  two  hollows)  The  belly  and  the  matrix. 

I 

^  ojwa/^.  One  of  a  downcast,  distorted 
countenance.  Distorted  (face).  Thick-necked. 
A  ajwal,  Dusty:  a  dusty  day.  Uju/, 

(v.  n.  of  J^l)  Delaying,  procrastinating. 

A  ̂ y^^  ajwaUy,  Swift  (horse). 

A        ajj:um,(pl.of  pU.)  Silver  cups, chalices. 
A  Disagreeable:  loathed, disdained. 

A  ̂^^\  ujun,  (v.  n.  of  Becoming  fetid. 
A         ujuh,  (pi.  of  6J>-j  wajh)  Faces. 
A  ajwa! ,  Dark  bay  (horse). 

A  ajwiyat,  (pi.  of         jiwdf)  Spaces 

between  houses.    Shepherds'  wallets. 
A  'ijhds,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  y^)  Lying 

open  and  disencumbered  (a  road).  Being  clear 

and  serene  (the  sky).  Finding  (the  sky)  so.  Giv- 

ing little  ;  being  stingy.    Not  conceiving. 

A  i^\^\ijhdd,{y  .nA  of  iX^)Overloadinga  beast 

of  burden.  Wasting,  consuming  (one's  property). 

Being  fierce  in  hostility.  Being  possible,  in  one's 
power.  Being  above,  on  an  eminence.  Increasing 

(gray  hair).  Becoming  clear,  evident,  apparent. 
Coming  near,  being  in  sight.  Using  circumspec- 

tion. Craving  food.  Growing  gray.  Being  in- 
tricate and  doubtful.  Walking  fast. 

A  jl^^  ijhdi;  (v.  n.  4  of^^)  Speaking  clearly, 
publishing.  Begetting  a  son  who  has  a  slight  squint, 

or  sons  with  comely  faces  and  handsome  figures. 

A ijhdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Making  an  as- 
sault upon  a  wounded  person  with  intent  to  kill, 

giving  him  the  coup  de  grace,  despatching  him. 

A.  (^Ijf-^  ijhdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  \^i(>~)  Being 
about  to  cry,  preparing  to  weep.  Stimulating  to 

activity.  Running  to  its  mother  (a  frightened  child). 

A  t^^f-^  ijhdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^ja^)  Overcom- 
ing, snatching  the  prey  from  another.  Casting  her 

young  (a  camel).  Causing  to  depart  with  haste ; 
removing,  putting  away.    Making  haste. 

A  J^tf-^  ajhdl,  (pi.  of  ̂ ySb\»~jdhil)  Ignorant. 
IjhdJ,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J-j^)  Discovering  (any  one)  to 

be  ignorant. 

A  ̂\>-\  ijhdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ »^)  Pouring  out water  (clouds). 

A  ji(>-^  ajhar.  One  that  cannot  bear  the  glare 
of  the  sun.  Of  a  beautiful  countenance  and  per- 

fectly-formed body.  One  who  has  a  slight  and  de- 
licate cast  of  the  eye,  inclining  to  a  squint.  A  horse 

whose  star  covers  the  whole  of  his  face. 

p  "ijif^  ajhara,  A  kind  of  prickly  shrub. 

A  'iy^\ajhizat,  (pi.  of Jif^  jahdz)  Marriage- 
portions.  Wedding  apparel,  paraphernalia  of  brides. 
TraveUing  equipages. 

A  (J^^  ajhal.  More  or  most  ignorant. 

A  J^-j^^  ajha'.  Bald.   Roofless  (house). 
Aj\yj^\  ijhizdz,  A  preparing  for  any  thing. 
A  i^\->-\  ojydd,  (pi.  of  t^^jul)  Necks,  particu- 

larly such  as  are  long  and  taper.  Short  shirts  or 
shifts.  Name  of  a  place  in  the  flat  marshy  ground 



of  Mecca.    Name  of  a  sheep. 

A  I  'i^-i^\ajyaf,  (pi.  of         Stinking  carcases. 
A  Jt^^  ('jyal,  (pi.  of  (Jrj^'i^O  Peoples,  races, 

nations,  tribes. 

A  ̂ e^\  aj'y,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Burning,  flaming. A        (tjyad,  Long  and  beautiful-necked. 
p  ajidan,  To  stitcli,  to  sew. 

A ajiTjA  mercenary  ,hiredlabourer,hireling. 

p  i61;<>.\  ajirana,  In  a  mercenary  manner. 

A  (^j^:>-\  ajlrl,  Servitude,  labour,  hire. 

A  lO^^  Habit,  usage,  custom. 

^  (J^^  "fih  (pl-  ck"^  'y'O  Procrastinating,  de- 
ferring ;  slow.  Collected  (water).  Heaped  up 

about  a  palm-tree  (mud). 

A  (J^j>.\  ijsilal,  Terror. 

A  ̂ »-\  ajim,  Heat.  A  flame  of  fire. 
p  lyayii,  Name  of  a  city  in  Hindiistan. 

A  -^^jAs-^  yjd'wds,  (v.  n.  9  of  j_y^)  Being  of  a 
dark  chesnut  colour  (a  horse). 

A  «/aji?/M??,Natives  of      qjas  in  Arabia. 

PjWlacAar,  Powdered  or  salted  meats,  pickles, 
or  fruits,  preserved  in  salt,  vinegar,  honey,  or  syrup ; 

particularly  onions  preserved  in  vinegar  ;  also  the 

pickle  or  liquor  in  which  these  meats  or  fruits  are 

preserved.  Mixed,  collected,  assembled  together. 

Uneven  rugged  ground,  full  of  risings  and  hollows. 

Immemorial  custom,  conformity  to  religious  in- 
stitutions.   (This  last  is  a  Sanskrit  meaning). 

p  jj^-^  achak,  A  frying-pan. 
p  (^U- 1  achak,  Earth,  dust, 

p  ««^=i»-\  uchakJta,  A  pick-pocket. 
p         iclii,  A  kind  of  hawk.    A  vizir. 

A  ̂ !  ah,  The  white  of  an  egg.  The  noise  made 
in  coughinff.    An  exclamation  of  disgust. 

A  ̂   ahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Coughing ;  repeating 
often  ah  ah  in  coughing. 

A  (jijU-^  ahabish,  (pi.  of  ylx>-\)  Ethiopians. 
A  (jik-^W  W7«aiiy/;,Name  of the  tribe  of  Kuraysh. 

A  a3ls-^  ihasat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  C-'_js>-) 

Digging  up  the  earth,  sifting  it  in  order  to  find  any 

thing.     Separating,  scattering,  shaking. 

A  &s-ls>-\  ihajat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ *")  Pro- 
ducing the  thorny  plant  haj. 

A  j^ys-W^  ahaji,  (pi.  of  uhjuwat  and 

'ij^t^V'vhjiyat)  Enigmas. 
A  nJiah,  Thirst.    Rage,  indignation,  an- 

guish, grief,  passion,  heat,  inflammation,  proceed- 
insr  from  agitation  of  mind. 

A  «s- ahsahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Saying  fre- 

quently        ^.  uhah. 

A  liLs-l  ahad,  (pi.  of  Ss^\ahad)  Units.  Sun- 

days, wahidu'l  ahad,  Incomparable 
man  ;  the  one  of  ones  ;  a  phoenix. 

A  i^\s-\  uhada,  as  \j\j>~jam  uhada,  They 

.came  singly.  liW^  ii>\>-\  tiliada  uhada,  One  by  one. 
A  (_^iiVs»\  aliadi,  Independent  pride. 

A  ahadis,  (pi.  of  joj^^a-l  uhdusat)  Sto- 
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ries,  tales.  (pi.  of  t^.<i^  hadis)  News,  things 

which  have  recently  happened.  Sayings  or  tradi- 

tions concerning  Muhammad,  handed  down  by  the 

Musulman  doctors,  to  the  number  of 5266.  (.Li^.iiW  \ 

\ji  aliadisi  hur'an,  The  tenets  of  the  Kurgan. 

A  *5jls-\  iharat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjW  forj^)  Receiving 
back  produce  (especially  flour  when  grinding). 

Answering,  replying.  Having  a  colt  calledj\_j»- 
huwar  (a  camel). 

AjjU-\  aharir,  (pi.  of_^  har?')  Heats. 
A  ̂j*>*ls»-\  ahasin.  The  good,  the  excellent.  Fair, 

handsome,  goodly  (persons). 

A  ahasi,  (pi.  of  &JU(*»-\  ahsiyat)  Many 
broths.     Many  sips. 

A  iL;rtls»-\  ihashat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jiW  for  (^j>') 
Surrounding  (game)  on  all  sides,  and  driving  (it) 
into  the  net. 

A  &l>U-\  ihatat,  (v.  n.  4  of  l?\s-  forJsjs-)  Sur- 
rounding, enclosing,  including,  embracing,  com- 

prehending, understanding.  Comprehension. 

A  |_^ls>-^  ahxvSi,  (irreg.  pi.  of  la>  hazz)  For- 
tunes, successes. 

Ajjils»\  ahafir,  (pi.  of  jij>-  hafar)  Ditches, 
pits,  places  hollowed  out,  excavations. 

A  dj\s-\  ihahat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ _^j^)  Sur- 
rounding. Causing  to  alight  or  descend  upon. 

A  ■&£=>\j>-\  ihahat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  tdLs-) 
Making  an  impression  (sword  or  speech)  :  cutting. 

A  ihalat,  (v.  n.  4  of        for  J^)  Re- 
volving (a  year).  Changing,  turning.  Being  one 

year  old.  Remaining  in  a  place  by  the  year.  Caus- 

ing (the  year)  to  revolve.  Remaining  a  year  in  a 

place.  Completing  a  year.  Leaping  on  horseback. 

Relating  any  thing  incredible,  impossible,  or  ab- 
surd. Having  barren  camels.  Beginning.  Not 

conceiving,  though  covered  (a  camel).  Turning 

Musulman.  Rushing  upon  any  one  and  striking 

him  (with  a  whip).  Pouring  out  water,  by  inclin- 
ing the  vessel  in  which  it  is  contained.  Regarding 

as  weak.  Empowering  or  sending  one  to  demand 

or  exact  a  debt  from  another.  Being  extended  over 

the  earth  (night).  Causing  to  squint. 

A  ,JJl&-\  ahalil,  (pi.  of  (JJ.s>-\)  Orifices  of  teats. 

A  j<\s''\  ahamir,  (pi.  ofj.?'^  ahmar)  Red  (men). 
Barbarians,  persons  not  natives  of  Arabia. 

A  'ijKX>-\  ahamirat,  Name  of  a  people  of  Per- 
sian origin  settled  in  Basra.  Flesh.  Wine.  The 

aromatic  called  ijjls-  hhaluh.  Uhamir at,  A  hole 
in  a  stone  wherein  water  collects. 

A  (j«/<iU-\  ahamis,  (pi.  of  ahmds)  Barren 

(years  or  lands).  ̂ j«/cls>-^\  (_j  waka^  ft 

muhaydi^l  ahamis.  He  fell  into  misfortune  or  died. 

A  '&i\sA  ihanat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jls-  for  {j:^)  De- 
stroying, putting  to  death. 

A  (joW\  ahaym,  (pi.  of  j^^Jp"^  ahyan,  pi.  of 
Ijrp-  /(irt)  Times,  periods,  ages. 
A  ahahh,  More  or  most  lovely,  dearer. 

C^^S  ahahbu  ilayya'.  More  agreeable  to  me. 
A  Axa'\  ahbas,  (pi.  of  Us-  hahaf)  Favourites  of 

a  king.  Ihhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  U>-  for_JJ:^-)  Shooting 
short  of  the  mark. 

^  A  *lfa-\  ahihhcu,  (pi.  of  i--**fs>-)  Dear  friends. 
A  4_->U»-\  ahhah,  (pi.  of  t!!^  hibh)  Lovers, 

friends,  (jil.  of  huhh)  Jars.  Ihhab,  (v.  n.  4 

ofCL^)  Loving,  liking,  choosing,  preferring.  Com- 
ing into  grain  (corn).  Receiving  a  hurt,  and  not 

stirring  from  the  place  until  kifled  or  cured.  Kneel- 

ing down  (a  camel).  Being  stubborn  and  refrac- 

tory (a  camel).   Recovering  from  sickness. 

A  ̂Iff-^  ihbaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ f-)  Apjjcaring  sud- 
denly. Approaching,  coming  m  sight.  Being  ele- 

vated, conspicuous.  Standing  out  and  flowing  co- 
piously (veins). 

Aj\isf\  ahbar,  (pi.  ofj^s-  hibr  or habr)  Learned 
men.  Men  of  jjrobity  and  honour,  j^**-^^ 

suratu'l  ahbar,  The  chapter  of  the  Kur'an  S^ijl* 
viadda.    Ihbar,  (v.  n.  4  ofj<>-)  Making  joyful. 

Abounding  in  herbage.    Marking,  impressing. 

A  i^\ys-\ahhas,{^\.  of(j«Ji>.  hibs)  Locks,  dams : 
pent  waters.  Ihbd.t,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij*>^)  Dedicating 

to  pious  uses,  prohibiting  alienation  :  mortmain. 
A  ihbash,  (v.  n.  4  of  (ji-J^)  Producing 

a  child  swarthy  as  an  Ethiop  or  Abysinian. 

A  [^\ic>-\  ilibaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.^af*-)  Purposing, 

striving,  attempting.  Letting  an  arrow  fall  care- 
lessly without  reaching  the  mark.  Exhausting  a 

well.    Excluding  (any  one)  from  (his)  rights. 

A  )a'\^\ihhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  \ass>- )  Rendering  void, 
frustrating,  marring.  Changing  a  course,  going 

away  and  not  returning.    Averting  the  face. 

A  ihbdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^s>-)  Submitting. 

A  Jlfs"^  ahbal,  (pi.  of  habl)  Ropes,  cords. 
Angers.  Fruits  of  the  wombs.  Z/i!.&a/,(v.  n.4of(Jj>>-) 

Impregnating,  getting  with  child.  Losing  its  blos- 
soms, and  setting  (the  thorny  plant  jLoS-  ̂ zdh). 

A  &jl5-\  ahibbat,  (pi.  of  \^^xs-  hablb)  Beloved. 

Aj\^:t^^  ihbyrdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofjS^*"  Q)  Swelling 
with  rage.    Being  thick. 

A  ̂jiJc^\  ahbush,  (pi.  i^JuAs-X)  An  Ethiopian. 

A  Jj^^  ahbul,  (pi.  of  (Jjtf>-  habl)  Ropes,  cords. 
Ihbil  and  ahbal,  A  sort  of  French  bean. 

A  tj^^  ahban,  Dropsical. 
Ajli^^  ihb  injar,  A  swelling  with  rage. 
A  ̂Ua^Jtf..^  ihbintas,  (v.  n.  3  of  UaJc-  Q,  or  15 

of  liAs-)  Swelling  (the  belly),  being  filled  with  rage. 

A  {^yys^\  uhbush,  (pi.  i^J^^\sA  ahdbhh)  A 
mixed  multitude  of  every  tribe.     An  Ethiopian. 
A  uhbushat,  A  mixed  multitude  of  men 

of  every  tribe. 

A  J^f»-^  uhbul,  (or  eiyi.s-\^  A  hunter's  net. 
A  J6  7ia,ru  ihh'ir.  The -Rve  in  the  tail  of 

the  glow-worm. A  ihtdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  \jk5>-)  Sewing  (a  gar- 

ment). Plaiting,  twisting,  puckering  (the  edge  of 
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a  garment).  Tying  (a  knot).  Shoring  up,  strength- 
ening (a  wall). 

A  ahtat,  (pi.  of  CL»5^  hatt)  (Horses) 

going  with  a  quick  and  long  step.  Swift  (camels). 

Male  (ostriches).  Generous,  noble  persons.  Dead 

locusts.  Ihtdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  C*=")  Withering  (the 

tree  arta'). 

A jlis»\  ahtar,  (pi.  of  'ijys>-  hutrat)  Trifles,  small 
matters.  Things  sewed  to  the  lower  parts  of  tents 

to  keep  them  to  the  ground.  Ihtar,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Ji^)  Tying  tight,  making  fast.  Pi-oviding  a  feast 
for  builders  after  finishing  a  house. 

A  ahtan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^  hatii)  Equal,  alike. 

IJifan,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J'^)  Having  one's  arrows 
falling  in  one  place. 

A  Ihtihas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ifs-  for _5J^)  Draw- 
ing up  the  legs  by  means  of  a  bandage  passing 

round  the  loins  (as  people  do  who  are  weary). 

A  (__^UL>-\  ihtihas,  (v.  n.  8  of  jj-Ai*-)  Retaining, 
containing,  confining,  imprisoning.  Being  shut  up, 

besieged,  imprisoned,  or  contained.  \ 

ihtlbasi  hawl,  Suppression  of  urine. 

A  'jy^\ihtihRh,  (v.  n.  8  of  tiJuc^)  Dr  awme: 
the  back  and  the  legs  together  with  a  bandage. 

Doing  any  thing  well. 

A  Jljjkp-^  Uitihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  ,_)jc>- )  Taking  game 
with  a  net,  or  setting  a  net  for  game. 

A  (^Uic>-\  Hit /task,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂jijk5»-)  Being 
hot  and  fierce  in  contention. 

A  C->liIs-^  ihtisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  i.L«^)  Exciting, 
instigating.     Being  stimulated  or  excited. 

A  (_->l:5^^  ihtijab,  (v.  n.  8  of  t— >^)  Being 

veiled  ;  secluding  one's  self.  Seclusion. 

A  ̂̂ 4^'^  i^^t'jy^  iy- n.  8  of  ̂ )  Proving.  Plead- ing. Litigating. 

Ajli*^'  ihtijar,  (v.  n.  8  of j^)  Constructing 
for  one's  self  a  cell.  Choosing  (a  spot)  for  one's  re- 

sidence, and  erecting  a  tower  there  that  no  one  else 

might  claim  it.  Laying  or  folding  to  one's  bosom. 
Taking  refuge.   Becoming  obstructed  (the  belly). 

A jl^^^  ihtijaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofj,^)  Drawing,  gird- 
ing one's  breeches  round  one's  waist.  Carrying 

(any  thing)  in  the  waistband  of  one's  breeches. 
Assembling, flocking  together.  Arriving  in  Hijaz. 

A  ihtijaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  u_fljs.=^)  Calling 

off"  one's  attention,  renouncing.  Claiming  and  tak- 
ing entire  possession  of.  Collecting,  accumulating, 

acquiring.  Overcoming.  Restraining,  checking. 

A  ihtijam,  (v.  n.  8  of  |»^^)  Cupping, 
scarifying.  Being  turgid  from  a  fulness  of  blood, 

requiring  to  be  cupped. 

A  jj^J*^^  ihtljan,  (v.  n.  8  of  Drawing 

any  thing  to  one's  self  with  a  curved  stick,  and 
keeping  it.  Collecting,  accumulating  wealth. 

A  ihtidas,  (v.  n.  8  of  \:ys-  for  jj*-)  Fol- 
lowing (as  night  does  the  day). 

A  ii\,iuto.\  ihtidad,  (v.  n.  8  of  1Sj»-)  Waxing  an- 

gry. Taking  an  edge,  becoming  sharp. 

A  u-i^tias*\  ihtldaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  (  iyp-)  Seizing, 
snatching.  Cutting  (a  garment). 

A  ihtidam,  (v.  n.  8  of  j»ii«5-)  Burning. 
Burning  with  rage.  Being  red,  inclining  to  black. 

A  ̂^iXks-^  ihtizax,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_^io-)  Putting  on 
shoes.    Imitating,  following. 

Aj\ jjiLs-^  ihtizar,  (v.  n.  8  of  ji«s-)  Avoiding, 
taking  care,  being  cautious  and  wary. 

A  \^\js^\  ihtirab,  (v.  n.  8  of  t--^)  Fighting, 

duelling.    Plundering  one  another. 

A  \Jj\fs-\ihtiras,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j>-)  Tilling  the 
ground.  Hurting  a  horse  by  over  work.  Gaining. 

Aj\;^s»-^  ihtiraz,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Taking  care. 

Being  cautious,  avoiding.   Being  on  one's  guard. 
A  \  ihtiras,  (v.  n.  8  of         )  Preserving 

one's  self.    Stealing  sheep  in  the  night. 

A  (^\Jio'\  ihtirash,  (v.  n.  8  of  ij^)  Hunt- 
ing the  Lybian  lizard.  Earning,  gaining,  getting 

for  one's  family. 

A  ihtiras,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^^^  Coveting. 
Being  in  earnest,  striving. 

A  I — ihtiraf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i— ip-)  Being  skil- 
ful in  any  art,  trade,  or  craft. 

A  jj^i^^  ihtirah,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  burnt. 
Putting  forth  all  his  strength  in  running  (a  horse). 

The  disappearance  or  immersion  of  a  planet  on 
account  of  its  nearness  to  the  sun. 

A  ihtiram,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ js-)  Honouring, 
revering.  Veneration,  honour,  reverence,  respect. 

Lfj'^  /'M/i'/?a7ni  zawl  ihtiravi,  Princes 
(judges,  or  any  great  men)  Avorthy  of  reverence, 
entitled  to  respect,  honourable. 

A^^^\  ilitizaz, ( V. n.8 of  Js.- ) Cutting,notching. 
A  <^\Jis>-\ ihtizak,  (v.  n.  8  of  uiJja-)  Putting  on 

a  girdle,  or  clothes,  wrapping  them  about  one. 

A  ̂ji^^  ihtizam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ Js")  Girding  one's 
self  with  a  rope.    Putting  on  clothes  or  armour. 

A  ij^ji^^  ihtizan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^js»•)  Being  sad. 
A  ihtisas,  (v. n.8  of        for y>-s»-)  Sip- 

ping. Causing  to  sip.  Digging  to  water  on  a  hard 

stratum,  (v.  n.8  of  (_^-*i»-)  Perceiving, discovering 
what  is  in  the  mind  of  any  one,  and  proving  it. 

A  L-..>L*jk»-^  ihtisab,  (v.  n.  8  of  •,_  ->■•■•*)  Com- 
puting, calculating.  Enumerating.  Examining, 

proving.  Expecting  a  reward.  Losing  (a  son) 

arrived  at  manhood  (when  under  age  it  is  called 

1^1^^  iftirat).  Coming  to  an  end,  being  finished. 

Forbidding  disorderly  conduct,  acting  as  l  v  •■'^•^ 
muhtasib.  Imputing.  Examination  of  weights  and 
measures.    The  police. 

A  (jL-Jtf>-\  ihtisal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J— »»■)  Hunting 

young  Lybian  lizards  jixst  out  of  the  shell. 
A  f\J:Jj^\  ihtishaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  _j'i>>-) 

Wearing  a  misha'  (a  woman).  Being  filled, 

A  u-jLijc--^  ihtishab,  (v.  n.  8  of  l  '  ''-  '")  Being 
assembled  from  eveiy  quarter. 

A  tili(jc»-\  ihtishad,  (v.  n.  8  of  S^>-)  Congre- 

gating, flocking  together  for  mutual  assistance. 
Assembling  for  one  object. 

Aj\J:J'»-\  ihtishar,  A  being  large-headed. 
A  ̂_ji>LSJkS-^  ihtishash,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^»-)  Seek- 
ing forage.  Stacking  hay. 

A  j»Lijk^\  ihtishmn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ,Ls>-)  Being 
ashamed.  Putting  in  a  rage.  Having  many  de- 

pendants, followers,  or  domestics.  Magnificence, 

grandeur,  state.  j»l-i--k>-\  j  lijs?  7najd  u  ihtisham, honour  and  glory. 

A  4iLajks>-\  ihtisad,  (v.  n.  8  of  ii.rfa=»-)  Reaping. 

Ajl.aJk»-\  ilitisar,  (v.  n.  8  of  jtos-)  Putting  a 
small  saddle  or  cushion  on  a  camel. 

A  ̂jl<ajks>»\  ihtisan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^fOs>-^  Taking 

refuge ;  being  sheltered,  defended. 
A  At£LisA  ilitizoLf,  A  stirring  of  a  fire. 

AjLajk:>.\  ihtizar,  (v.  n.  8  of^-oa-)  Coming  into 

one's  presence.  Cleaving  to  one  (care  and  sorrow). 

Approaching  (death). 
A  (^l<ajk5-\  ihtizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  tJ^s")  Regard- 

ing (one's  self)  as  deficient  and  unequal  to. 
A  jjl«ajks>-\  ihtizan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j-as")  Taking 

in  one's  arms,  embracing.  Sitting,  brooding. 

Keeping  back,  hindering. 
A  L-jUaia-^  ihtitab,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_-»lis-)  Collect- 
ing fire-wood.  Feeding  on  dry  thorns  (a  camel). 

Rooting  up  trees  (rain).     See  l-pJIsC^-^  ihtiltaJ). 
\  UlU'i-^\  ///i/^a/,(v.n.8ofia*-)Bringingdown, 

throwing  down,  pulling  down.  Diminishing. 
A  >Uai»-\  ihtizas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_J^»-)  Being  highly 

honoured,  and  amply  provided  "for  (as  a  wife  by  her 
lord).    Acquiring  authority  and  influence. 

A  jUajo-l  ihtizar,  (v.  n.  8  of^rs-)  Constructing 

the  sheepcote  iji^^'^-  hazivat. 
A  ihtifds,  (v.  n.  8  of  \is-)  Pulling  up 

by  the  roots  the  papyrus  plant  hofa^.  (v.  n.  8 

of  for  ji.=^)  Walking  barefoot.  Eradicating  (a 

pot-herb).  Inquiring  minutely  into  people's  con- cerns.   Behaving  kindly.    Exulting,  rejoicing. 

A  4ilil».\  ihtifdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  C^hs-)  Making 

haste.    Serving  or  obeying  with  promptitude. 

Aj\il=^\  ihtifdr,  (v.  n.  8  of_^i».)  Digging,  ex- 

cavating. Cleaning  out. 

Aj\sCs-\ihtifdz,  (v.  n.  8  of JSLs^)  Sitting  down 
on  the  point  of  the  foot  and  preparing  to  rise. 

Being  urged  forward  in  walking.  Striving,  using 

exertion.    Drawing  one's  self  together  in  sitting. 
A  Ibli::*-^  ihtifdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  iai=-)  Being  cau- 

tious, careful.  Guarding,  preserving.  Being  pro- 

voked. Keeping  one's  self  from  evil.  Making 
special  or  peculiar.  Appropriating. 
A  ih  fifdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i_!!fl^)  Eating  up 

all  that  is  in  the  pot.  Cutting  up  herbage.  Pluck- 

ing, or  commanding  to  be  plucked,  the  hairs  from 

off"  her  face  (a  woman).  Giving  orders  that  hei' 

hair  be  tied  up  at  the  back  of  her  head  (a  woman). 



A  (Jlii'a-^  ihtifal,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J«is-)  Assembling 
together.  Collecting,  bringing  together.  A  con- 

course, procession.  Being  plain  and  open  (a  road). 

Pretending  to  put  forth  all  his  speed  (a  horse). 

Filling  its  bed  (a  river).  Caring  for,  heeding, 

minding.  Giving  due  attention.  Exerting  one's 
self.  Straining  every  nerve.  Polishing.  Being 

clear,  evident,  manifest.  Being  adorned  and  deco- 
rated. Fearing,  being  afraid  of. 

A  ihtifan,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^)  Appropri- 

ating to  one's  self.  Extirpating,  uprooting.  Laying 
hold  below  the  knees,  lifting  up  and  cari-ying. 

A  t-^lii:,;^^^  ihtikab,  (v.  n.  8  of  ti-^s*-)  Taking  a 

load  on  one's  back.  Making  up  into  a  parcel,  and 

fastening  it  to  the  hinder  part  of  one's  saddle.  Per- 
petrating a  crime.  Being  tied  behind  a  saddle  (a 

pad  or  cloak-bag). 

A  lilsC^^  ihiikad,  (v.  n.  8  of  dSL»-)  Being  with- 
held (rain).  Hating. 

A  JJc»-\  ihtihar,  (v.  n.  8  of _^^)  Despising. 

A  ̂j^su»-\  ihtikak,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^)  Disputing, 
contending.  Killing  one  (a  stab).  Being  lank  (a 

horse).  Being  fat  (cattle).  Striking  the  socket  of 

the  hip.  Taking  a  sure  aim,  and  hitting  (a  bird). 

A  ihtikan,  (v.  n.  8  of  f^^^)  Giving  or 
taking  a  clyster.  Labouring  under  a  suppression  of 

urine.  Retaining,  confining.  Having  the  sides 

higher  than  the  middle  (a  garden). 

A  ihtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  \i^)  Tying  tight. 

(  V.  n.  8  of  )  Being  done  firmly  and  effectually. 

A jl^:i=^\  ihtihar,  (v.n.8  of^S^)  Accumulating, 

or  hoarding  up  grain  against  a  scarcity ;  regi-ating. 
A  uL)^:;^-^  ihtikak,  (v.  n.  8  of  l^s-)  Rubbing 

the  body  against  a  post.  Itching,  requiring  to  be 

scratched  (the  head).  Occurring  to  the  mind. 

A  J\^Cb-^  ihtikal,  (v.  n.  8  of  jji^)  Being  ob- 
scure and  ambiguous.  Learning  Persic  after  Arabic. 

A  |»\^Ji!>-\  ihtiham,  (v.  n.  8  of  j*^^)  Command- 
ing, lording  over.  Going  together  before  a  judge. 

A  i_->^l*-:^\  ihtilah,  (v.  n.  8  of  »— As-)  Milking. 
Flowing  (sweat  from  the  body,  spittle  from  the 

mouth,  or  tears  from  the  eyes). 

A  ihtilaj,  A  taking  of  one's  right. 

Aj!ik:^\  ihtilaz,  A  taking  or  seizing  (one's  due). 
A  ihtilas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jJ^)  Covering 

the  ground  (plants). 

A  ihtilat,  (v.  n.  8  of  lai^s.)  Swearing. 
Contending  obstinately.  Being  angry.  Being 
hasty,  expeditious. 

A  Jj^il=^\  ihtilak,  A  shaving  of  (the  head). 

A  J^kis-^  ihtiBl,  (v.  n.  8  of  |3»-)  Descending, 
alighting. 

A  j»^i:i>.\  ihtilam,  (v.  n.  8  of  jj*-)  Dreaming. 
Reaching  the  age  of  puberty.  Nocturnal  pollution. 

A         ahtam,  Black. 

A  ihtimas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Abstaining, 

avoiding,  shunning.  Care,  caution,  forbearance. 
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A  lili^^  ihtimad,  (v.  n.  8  of  ii-?')  Being  intense 

(heat).  Praising  one's  self.  Self-commendation. 
A  (_)*»le^^  ihtimas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j*»^)  Being 

fired  with  rage,and  attacking  each  other(two  cocks). 

A  ̂_jwlgo-^  ihthnash,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^J^)  Being 
fired  with  rage,  rushing  to  battle  (fighting  cocks). 

A  Jl«o-^  ihtimdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J-?")  Taking  up 

a  load.  Taking  up  one's  goods,  and  quitting  one's 
abode.  Bearing,  carrying,  sustaining.  Bearing 

patiently.  Receiving  and  gratefully  acknowledg- 
ing a  kindness.  Purchasing  a  captive  brought  from 

another  country.  Changing  colour  through  rage. 

Being  possible,  being  allowed.  Patience.  Possi- 
bility, probability. 

A  ̂\S=>-\  ihtimdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^*-)  Being  rest- 
less and  sleepless  in  the  night.  (for  ̂ \^\  ihti- 

mdvi)  Anxiety,  sleejilessness. 

A   ̂ Ujk=^^  ihtindj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Inclining. 

A  i.iJUjk5-\  ihtindk,  (v.  n.  8  of  uili»-)  Putting 

barnacles  or  a  twitch  (on  a  horse).  Seizing  ano- 

ther's property.  Devouring  every  green  herb  (lo- 
custs). Teaching  a  man  wisdom  (age  or  trials). 

Subduing,  overcoming.  Being  firm,  steady,  tried, 

and  experienced.    Strength,  firmness. 

A  AjlsJ\  ihtiwdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Compre- 

hending, containing,  collecting.  Protecting,  guard- 
ing. Occupation,  enjoyment,  possession. 

A  (_ji.^jjL=.-\  ihtiwashjiy.  n.  8  of  ̂jiiW  for  j»-) 
Starting  game.  Intercepting,surrounding(any  one). 

A  J\ji>-\  ihtiwdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  JW  for  Jy:-)  Sur- 
rounding, encircling,  encompassing,  getting  (one) 

into  the  middle. 

A  ■^i!^^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ls>-  for  ̂ ^) 
Feeling  an  inclination  for  another.  Being  indigent 

and  necessitous  :  needing.  Returning.  Indigence, 

want,  necessity,  need,  occasion.  ̂ Ljk»-\  as- 
habi  ihtiyaj.  The  necessitous, the  poor.  OWLo*-^ 
ihtiyajat.  Wants,  necessities,  things  requisite. 

Aj\J!s>-^  ilitiyaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofjl&-  forJ_j»-)  Col- 
lecting together.    Surrounding,  encircling. 

A  [^\Jis>.\  ihtiyds,  (v.n.  8  of  for  ̂ jd_j».) 

Being  vigilant  and  cautious ;  taking  care  of  one's 
self.    Being  close,  impervious  (a  she-camel). 

A  ihtiydt,(j.  n.  8  oi\s\»-iov)oy>-')  Sur- 
rounding, comprehending,  encompassing,  enclos- 

ing. Looking  carefully.  Taking  care.  Caution, 

circumspection,  foresight,  scrupulousness.  Care- 
ful examination. 

A  Ll9lJL=.-\  ihtiydtan.  Cautiously,  warily. 

A  t^Lo*-^  ihtiydk,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  (.^Jul-^) 

Drawing  up  the  legs  by  means  of  a  bandage  pass- 
ing round  the  loins  (as  weary  persons  do). 

A  JUj^^  ihtiydl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (JU>-  for  J_j»-) 
Being  one  year  old.  Empowering  one  to  receive 
a  debt.  Using  fraud  and  cunning.  Fraud,  deceit, 

magical  illusion,  machination,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jls>-  for 

,J<A».)  Empowering  one  to  receive  a  debt. 

A  ̂\.J::is>.\ihtismdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂tls^Q)  Cutting. 
A         1  ahass,  More  or  most  stimulating. 
A  ̂Ixs-I  ihsdj^,  (v.  n.  4  of  Us-  for  y^)  Tram- 

pling down  (cities)  with  their  hoofs  (horses). 
A  iJl^Us-^  ihsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  tl^)  Instigating, 

urging,  egging  on. 
AjUs-^  ihsdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jlc)  Bursting  out  of 

the  pod  in  the  first  stage  of  formation  (a  date). 

A  Jlx».\  ihsdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jis^)  Giving  un- 
wholesome food  to  a  child.     Injuring,  afflicting. 

A  ahajj,  Hard  (head).  A  horse  that  places 
his  hind-foot  in  the  track  of  his  fore-foot. 

A  ̂\^\  ahjds,  (pi.  of  hajdt)  Sides,  tracts, 

(pi.  of  l^J^  ̂i-'jC'')  Dispositions.  Wits,  geniuses. 
Quantities. 

A  ahjdh,  (pi.  of  l-jW*"  hijdh)  Veils. 

A  ̂ W^^  'hi^jy  ij'  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Sending  (one)  on 
a  pilgrimage  to  Mecca.    Exciting  to  disputation. 

AjUf-\  ahjdr,  (pi.  ofjsr"  Jiiji-)  M  ares.  ' 
ahjaru  'Z  khayl,  Brood-mares,  (pi.  of  .s?" 

hajar)  Stones. 
A  ihjdz,  (v.  n.  4  oijs^ )  Reaching  Hijaz. 

A  JUfl  ahjdl,  (pi.  of  hijl,  hajl,  hijil,  or 

'^^^  hijill,)  Ornaments  for  the  ankles.  (pi.  of 

jjjs?"  hijl)  Witnesses.  Ihjdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jj?*")  Un- 
loosing the  left  and  tying  up  the  right  foot. 

A  (•^J^^  ihjdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»s?")  Retiring,  de- sisting from  a  purpose.  Rising,  being  protuberant 

(a  breast).  Suckling  an  infant  for  the  first  time. 

A  ̂J^si^\  ihjdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^)  Flowering 

(the  herb  plr  sumdm). 

A  sl^=^\  to  via  ahjdhu.  How  worthy,  fit  he  is  ! 

A  ahijjat,  (pi.  of  ̂ W*"  hajdj  or  hijdj) Bones  that  surround  the  eyes,  those  on  which  the 

eye-brows  grow.  Sides.  Margins  of  sun's  disks. 

A ahjur,  (pi.  oi^f^  hajar)  Stones. 

x'j^S  uhjurr,  A  stone. 
A  i^^^f^^  ahjan.  Crooked,  curved.  Straight- hanging  (hair). 

A  uhjuwat,  (or  uhjiyat)  (pi. 

ahdji)  An  enigma;  any  question  put  to 

try  the  genius. 

A  ahcl,  (v.  n.  of  lio-^)  Making  a  covenant. 

Ahad,  (pi.  I  dhdd  and  jj^ti^^  uhdan)  One,  any 

one,  sole,  alone,  separated.    iy=»-^^  al  ahad,  God. 

^^..yaromu'l  ahad,  Sunday.  j-iP  Ss>-\  ahad ^shara.  Eleven,  ahadukum,  One  of  you. 
(^»-\  ahadu'l  ahadm,  The  one  of  ones; 

anincomparableman.  4i>i>-^,Ji  kullu ahadin,Yi\ ery 
one,  all.  \  U  md  min  ahad.  No  one,  not  one. 

Uhud,  Name  of  a  mountain  near  Madina. 
A  ahadd,  More  or  most  acute,  sharp,  or 

fierce. 
A  \d£>\  ahadan.  One  by  one,  singly. 

A  ihdds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ijdj>-)  Giving  serious 
attention  to. 

A  ahidddf,  (and  'i'^o-S  ahiddat)  (pi.  of 



(i1jtf»-/(«(fa<7)  Sharp,  acute.   Fluent,  glib.  Severe. 

A  i_-'\ki>*'^  ihdah,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^i^s*-)  Making 

hump-backed.  Giving  an  inclination.  Rendering 
favorably  inclined  or  benevolent. 

A  alidas,  (])1.  of  ut-J  J>5>-  hadas)  Pollu- 
tions, impurities.  Youths.  Novelties,  accidents, 

chances.  Rains  falling  at  the  beginning  of  the  year. 

Ihdas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Producing,  inventing, 

bringing  into  existence.  Voiding  faeces.  Forni- 
cating. A  seminal  effusion.  Polishing,  furbishing. 

A  ̂^ki^^  ahddj,  (pi.  o{^Ss-  hidj)  Loads,  bm-- 
dens.  Litters.  Ilidaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ■^S^)  Putting  a 

litter  on  a  camel's  back.  Bearing  fruit  (wild  gourd). 
A  C>\^\  ihdad,  (v.  n.  4  of  S^)  Mourning  the 

loss  of  her  husband  (a  woman),  and  laying  aside 

all  ornamental  attire.  Giving  an  edge,  sharpening. 

Regarding  very  attentively , fixing  (the  eye)  steadily. 

A  ihdar,  (v.  n.  4  ofji^e*-)  Swelling  from  a 

blow  (the  skin).  Causing  to  swell.  Hemming,  or 

adorning  with  a  fringe  (a  garment).  Twisting  and 

tying  in  knots  the  ends  of  a  piece  of  linen. 

A  Jj^i^^  ahdak,  (pi.  oV&ss^-  hadakat)  The  pu- 

pils of  the  eyes.  IjoJ,^  ahdaku'l  marza', 
Camomile-flowers.  Ihdah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jd^-)  En- 

compassing.   Becoming  enclosed  (a  garden). 

A  ihdam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ <^)  Blazing. 
Being  intense  (heat). 

A  uhddn,  (pi.  of  Ss>-\  ahad)  Ones ;  only 

ones.  Sundays,  (pi.  of         rcdhkl)  Pre-eminent. 

A  lfc^J>r>-\  ̂ j>\  ibnu  ihddlid,  Noble  on  the  side 
of  father  and  mother. 

A  (— ->iy=^^  ahdab,  Gibbous.  A  vein  in  the  arm. 

A  t—^bi^l  ihdibdb,  The  being  hump-backed. 

A  Ll^ii^\  ahdas,  Younger,  youngest.  Newest. 

Ajt>^\  ahdar,  Squint-eyed.  Fidl  and  fleshy 
about  the  thighs,  but  lank  upwards. 

A  JtXs^\  ahdal,  Partial,  inclined  to  one  side, 

acting  unfairly.  Left-handed.  Having  one  shoul- 

der higher  than  the  other.  Wry-necked.  Inclin- 

ing when  walking.    One-testicled ;  a  ridgling. 

A  &SjS>-\  uhdusat,  (pi.  ahddis)  A 
parable,  narrative,  story,  tale. 

AjjtX=>-^  nhdur,  A  descent,  a  declivity. 

A  ahadun,  (pi.  of  tJ>5>-^  ahad)  Ones. 

A  lj:ss>-\  ihda',  (fern.  of,\&-^  ahad)  One.  ̂ ^J^^ 
^'^\  ihda'l  ahadi,  A  direful  affair.  One  of  one, 
any  thing  wonderful,  unequalled.  ijZS-  ljS=>-\ 

ihda'  ̂ shirat  or  ihda'  ̂ shrat,  Ten  (females). 
\  ihda's  sab^  One  of  the  seven,  i.  e.  the 

seven  years  of  famine  in  the  time  of  Joseph  ;  or  one 

of  the  nights  of  misery  of  the  people  of  olp  ̂ d  (an 
expression  employed  to  indicate  any  sore  calamity). 
P  A  kind  of  Indian  military  corps. 

A  i:y2J^\^Ss>-\ahad7iytb'lahadi,^h.eone  of  ones, 
the  incomparable  one. 

A  ioii>=^^  ahadlyat,  Unity.  Concord,  alliance. 

A  L->lii.;_i^5w^  ihdiddb,  A  being  hump-backed. 
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A  Jj^^.^s-^  ihUdFih,  The  act  of  surrounding. 

A  i^s-i  aJiazz,  (pi.  hiizz)  Slender-bodied, 

small-handed  (man).  Difficult,  arduous,  ungrate- 
ful business.  Swift  (camel)  that  drinks  on  the  fifth 

day.  Verse  in  which  iiiiws>.  liazaz  prevails. 

A  ihzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Vss-  for  jiS^)  Put- 
ing  a  shoe  on  any  one.  Giving,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jd»-) 
Giving  a  shoe,  or  share  of  spoil. 

ahzar,  Care,  caution.  ibn 

ahzdr,  Provident,  prudent,  cautious. 

A  J^i^s>-\  ihzdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J3>s^)  Rendering  the 
eyes  red  and  bare  of  eyelashes  (weeping). 

A  ̂J^ii"*-^  ahzdh,  (pi.  o{e3s»-hizkat^Farts,  seg- 
ments, sections.    (A  rope)  all  to  pieces. 

A ahzar,  More  or  most  wary. 

Aj\j>_Ss^\  ihzlrdr,  A  being  angry  and  furious. 

AjS>-\  aharr.  More  or  most  hot,  hotter,  hottest. 
More  delicate,  finer. 

A  ahrds,  (pl.of^*-  /<am')  Sides, quarters. 
Noises.  Lairs,  nests,  (pi.  of  hari)  Worthy, 

fit,  proper.  Ihrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  {J j=^)  Diminishing, 
causing  to  wane,  injuring,  impairing. 

A  L^\j=>\  ahrdb,  Name  of  a  place.  Ihrdb,  (v.  n. 

4  of  i^js-)  Pointing  out  a  road  whereby  a  hostile 
incursion  may  be  made.  Exciting  war.  Producing 

dates  (a  palm-tree). 

A  lL>\jS'-\  ihras,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ll>p-)  Making  (a 
beast)  lean  by  overworking  (him). 

A  ̂ j^^  ahraj,  (pi.  of  ^'".v)  Shells  of  a 
small  white  shell-fish.  Those  parts  of  the  hare  or 

deer  which  are  given  to  the  hounds,  their  reward. 

Dogs'  collars.  Ihrdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ /*)  Leading 
into  sin.  Making  miserable.  Prohibiting,  inter- 

dicting.    Compelling,  forcing. 

A  ̂ j^^  ahrdh,  (pi.  of         hirh)  Vulvae. 
A  d\js^\  ihrdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  4>;=-)  Travelling  fast. 

Making  solitary  or  alone. 

Aj\f--\  ahrdr,  (pi.  ofjo-  hurr)  Free,  free-born, 
noble,  free  men.  Herbs,  greens,  or  any  kinds  of 

garden-stuff"  which  are  eaten  raw.  Ihrdr,  (v.  n.  4 
of_^)  Being  hot.  Having  thirsty  camels. 

Aj^^^  ahrdz,  (pi.  oi  jjs-  hirz)  Fortifications, 

(pi.  ofjj^  haraz)  Cobnuts,  smooth  nuts  used  as 

counters  at  play.  Ihrdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjj»-)  Obtain- 
ing a  reward,  and  enjoying  the  benefit  of  it,  getting 

wages.  Hoarding.  Affording  security,  protecting, 

sheltering.  Abstaining.  Avoiding.  Keeping  in- 

violate her  chastity  (a  woman),  p  (ji^/j);*-^  ihrdz 
hardan.  To  defend. 

A  (_j*>\jS>-\  ahrds,  (pi.  of  {^J^^  hdris)  Guards. 

Ihrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j»-)  Remaining  in  a  place  for 
a  long  time. 

A  ihrdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  {^J^)  Blistering 

a  (camel's)  skin  (liquid  anointing  pitch). 

A  \^\jS>-\  ahrdz,  (pi.  of  (.J-Sjs-  haraz)  Those 
from  whom  nothing  is  to  be  dreaded  or  hoped  for. 

Ihrdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Emaciating  (as  love  or 
K 

sickness).  Begettingbadstock.Corrupting,spoiling. 

A  I — i\jS>-\  ihrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of (__ip.)  Making  lean. 

Being  prosperous,  increasing  in  wealth.  Labour- 

ing for  one's  family.  Requiting,  recompensing. 

A  ̂\j>-\ihrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j>-)  Setting  on  fire. 
Making  gruel.  Injuring. 

^  A  j»^i>-^  ahrdm,  (pi.  of  haram  and  ̂ js^ 
harim)  Sacred  places,  sanctuaries,asylums.  Ihrdm, 

(v.  n.  4  of  j^=*)  Being  unlawful.  Making  illegal, 
prohibiting.  Preventing,  hindering,  keeping  back. 

Depriving  of  hope,  disajDpointing.  Entering  the 
sacred  precincts  of  Mecca,  or  into  an  inviolable 

sanctuaiy.  Engaging  in  a  work,  by  virtue  of  which 
what  was  laAvful  becomes  unlawful  for  him  (a  pil- 

grim). Being  menstruous  (a  woman).  Winning, 

beating  at  dice.  Beginning  the  holy  month  called 

j^J^  3Iuharram,  during  which  it  is  unlawful  with 
the  Muhammadans  to  fight,  hunt,  or  indulge  in 

any  sensual  gratification.  Putting  on  a  mean  garb, 

in  which  the  pilgrims  enter  Mecca,  in  order  to  cele- 
brate the  festival  of  the  10th  day  of  the  last  month 

but  one  of  the  Muhammadan  year.  The  cloak  or 

mantle  above  alluded  to,  generally  made  of  two 

long  pieces  of  Indian  cambric. 

A  'i\js-\  U  md  ahrdhu,  How  worthy  he  is! 

A  ahrisaf,  (pi.  of  {Jlj\jS>-  hirds)  Unfi- 
nished arrows.    Lower  parts  of  spear-heads. 

A  i^jS>-\  ahrad,  (A  camel)  lamed  by  a  hurt  in  the 
tendon  of  the  fore-foot.    Mean,  base,  avaricious. 

A  ahras,  Ancient,  aged.  Ahrits,  (pi.  of 

(^jjjj*.  ]iar><)  Ages. 
A  (^J^j=^\  ahrash,  Rough  on  account  of  its  new- 
ness (coin).  The  mange,  murrain.  Scabby,  mangy 

(camel).  Aland-crocodile  (as  being  rough-scaled). 

A  ahraz,  One,  the  edge  of  whose  eye- 
lids are  worn  away. 

A  ahriif,  (pi.  of  i  ijA-  harf)  Letters. 
Particles.  Dialects. 

Ajl«^\  ihrimmdz.  The  being  acute, intelligent. 

A  ̂Lij^l  ihrimhds,  (v.  n.  15  of  t— .^p-)  Grow- 
ing (hair  or  grass).  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Being 

ready  to  fly  in  a  passion,  preparing  for  mischief. 

A  ̂^j=>-\  ihrinjdm,(y. n.Sof  ̂ j»-Q)  Throng- 
ing, crowding  together, tumbling  over  one  another. 

Wishing  for  a  thing,  and  afterwards  retracting. 

Ajla3jr».^  ilirinfaz.  An  assembling  together. 
A  ihrinfdsh,  A  swelling  with  rage. 

A  ̂jjjj^^  ahirrvn,  (pi.  of  ij^)  Stony  countries. 

A  ls^\  ahra',  Better,  best. 
A  sO,j=>-\  ahriyds,  (pi.  of  l/;*"  hariy)  Suitable. 

A  ̂\j)js>\  ihrirdf,  (v.  n.  12  of  i  j,»-)  Chang- 
ing, being  turned,  inclining,  deviating. 

A  {,jA>,j^\  ihrlz,  A  species  of  saffi'on.  Unable 
to  rise  ;  at  the  point  of  death. 

A  aharrm,  (pi.  of  8js«-)  Stony  places. 

A  ihzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_?}»-)  Fearing,  stand- 
ins  in  awe  of.    Beinsc  hard  .and  difficult  to  deal 



with.     Knowing.    Being  high. 

A  L--'^^^  ahzab,  (pi.  of  ̂ J>'  hizh)  Troops, 
bands,  cohorts.  Auxiliaries,  allies.  Confederate 

companies  of  infidels.  eo^J^^j  ̂ \Vt  ash'  shay- 
tan  rva  ahzabuhu,  The  devil  and  his  crew. 

A ihzaz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj*^)  Excelling  in  nobi- 
lity and  generosity.    Chattering  from  cold  (teeth). 

A  ihzah,  (v.  n.  4  of  Hindering. 

A  ahzam,  Cohorts,  bands.  Ihsam,  (v.  n. 

4  of  ps~.)  Girthing.    Making  a  girth  for  a  horse. 

A  ̂J^y>^^  ahzan,  (pi.  of  huzn  and  hazan) 

Griefs,  sorrows.  Ihzan,  (v.  n.  4  of  jjj*-)  Being 

rough.  Making  sorrowful,  vexing,  grieving.  Tra- 
velling over  rough  grounds. 

A         ahiszat,  (pi.  ofjJj5>-)  Rugged  places. 

A  'i3js>.\  ulizukhat,  Narrow.  Big-bellied. 
Short,  and  who  moves  the  hips  in  walking. 

A  (^*-^  ahzam,  Thick  and  bulky  in  the  waist. 
High  and  rugged  ground.  More  or  most  prudent. 

A  'ijoja^S  ahzimat,  (pi.  of         hazlm)  Breasts. 
A  A'j>js>-\  ihzizat,  (v.n.  12  of  Assembling, 

coming  together.  Drawing  together  her  wings  (a 

bird),  and  sitting  off  her  eggs. 

A  ihzizam,  (v.  n.  12  of  j^^)  Being  full 
and  compact.  Being  rugged  (a  place).  Being 

big-bellied  and  not  filled. 

A  J^s-l  ihzu  led,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^s..  Q)  Rising 
from  theground(acamel).  Appearing  lofty  through 

a  mist  (a  mountain).  Shrinking  through  fear. 
Being  collected  together. 

A  -f^U,*-^  ahsas,  (pi.  of  (jf-*-  ̂i^^^^yi  hisy,  and 
/ma')  Waters  subsiding  through  any  sandy  ground, 
and  collecting  on  a  solid  stratum.  The  strata  of 

stone  or  clay  on  which  waters  which  have  filtered 

through  sand  stagnate.  Ihsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  L-^  for 

J-*.*-)  Giving (one)to  sip.  Perceiving.  Knowing. 
A  (—^Lm^s-^  ahsah,  (pi.  of  y  .^■■■'^  hasab)  Dig- 

nities, honours.  Ihsab,  (v.  n.  4  of  ■■■^  )  Being 

sufiicient,  sufficing.  Contenting,  gi-atifying.  Caus- 
ing to  eat  or  drink  to  the  full.  Making  (one)  sit 

down  on  a  cushion.    Givinsr  often. 

A jL*>-^  ihsar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j—s^)  Overdriving. 
A  (j^L-a~\  ihsas,(\.nA  of  fJLs^)  Feeling,  per- 

ceiving, seeing,  finding,  knowing,  understanding. 
A  (_jL.a-^  ihsaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ .Ju^s^)  Mixing 

(dates)  with  the  refuse  of  rotten  ones. 

A  Ld)L.js-\  ihsdk,  ( V.  n.  4  of  iJLJu-s- )  Giving  corn 
to  a  horse  in  a  nose-bag  fastened  round  his  head. 

A  JU«£^\  ahscd.  Newly-hatched  crocodiles. 

A  ̂^L-*-^  ihsan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^^y*^)  Doing  good, 
conferring  an  obligation.  Making  good.  Know- 

ing well.  Sitting  on  a  high  sand-hill.  Beneficence, 
courtesy.  Kindness. 

P  (j^^^  ihsdn-dida,  Benefited,  served, 
obliged  ;  any  one  who  receives  favours. 

^  ihsdrii,  Beneficent. 

A  ahsah,  Better  or  best  arithmetician. 
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(A  camel)  white  and  red.  Red-haired  (man). 
White,  leprous.    Bald  through  disease. 

A  (_->lju»i^\  ihsihdh,  (v.  n.  9  of  i_^u-»js.)  Being 

of  a  whitish  red  colour  (a  camel).  Being  white 
and  leprous  (a  man). 

A  ̂̂ --*s>-^  ahsan.  More  or  most  beautiful,  excel- 
lent, or  agreeable.  J./m«a,(inprayer)May  (God) 

be  gracioxis.  Ahsin,  (imperative  of  ̂ ^^^^  ahsana, 
4th  conj.)  Do  good. 

p  bu*«*-\  ihsintd,  Inheritance,  possession. 

p  ahsand,  (a  corruption  of  a  K^'^r,,,-^  \ 
ahsanta)  Well  done !  bravo ! 

A  »jj«*s^\  ahsuwat,  (pi.  of hasni)  Broths. 

A  &Ju«a^^  ahsiyat,  (pi.  of  J—*"  hasrv)  Broths. 

A  -^Li^^  ahshas,  (pi.  of  1^*^  hasha'^  Bowels. 
A  t-->Li»-^  ihshdb,  (v. n. 4of     ■»->-)  Enraging. 

A  iiLi;»>-^  ihshad,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^J^*=-^  Congrega- 

ting, flocking  together  for  mutual  assistance.  As- 
sembling for  one  object. 

A  (_ji>U;»»-l  ihshdsh,(Y.  n.  4  of  ̂ ji^)  Foraging, 
foddering,  collecting  fodder.  Assisting  (one)  in 

cutting  and  getting  in  hay.  Being  easy  to  be  ga- 

thered (fodder).  Having  a  dried-up  fcetus  in  the 
womb  (a  woman).  Keeping  back,  withholding. 
Making  the  shank  thin  (fat).  Withering  (a  hand). 

A  (  i\.Ls>-\  ihshaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  o  ■':.->-)  Bearing 
bad  dates  (a  palm-tree). 

A  ti)Li.rfc.^  ihshdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ijiXJl^^  Giving 

barley  to  a  horse  in  the  nose-bag. 

A  j»Li.^^  alisham,  (pi.  of  ̂ SLt>-  hasham)  Ser- 
vants, domestics,  followers,  attendants.  Troops, 

train,  matchlock-men.  Ihshdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^-i**-) 
Provoking,  annoying.    Making  ashamed. 

A  (jLi*s».\  ihshan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^^.io-)  Using  a 

milk-bottle  till  it  becomes  greasy  and  stinks. 

A  ahass,  (A  man)  thin  of  hair.  (A  bird) 

having  few  feathers  on  the  wing.  Serene,  sunny 

(day).  Barren  (year).  Unfortunate.  (A  sword) 

not  having  a  glittering  surface. 

A  f-\^as>~\  ihsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Iols>-)  Giving  plen- 
tifully to  drink.  (v.  n.  4  of  Numbering, 

computing.  Comprehending,  knowing.  Preserv- 

ing, guarding.  Power,  ability.  ̂   Id  ihsd. 
Inexpressible,  beyond  computation. 

A  (--'Las^^  ihsdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_^ua&.)  Scatter- 

ing gravel  about  whilst  running  (a  horse).  Turn- 

ing one's  back  upon,  retiring. 
A  ihsdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  li-ae*-)  Coming  to 

maturity,  being  fit  to  cut  (corn).    Twisting  tight. 

AjLa*.^  ihsdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j>as^')  Restraining, 
prohibiting,  hindering,  preventing.  Keeping  one 

back  from  travelling  (disease).  Having  the  orifice 

of  the  teats  very  small.    Costiveness :  stricture. 

A  ihsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jia*-)  Giving  any 

one  his  shai-e.  Removing  from  office,  deposing. 

A  i_»j\rfa^^  ihsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_A^».)  Conduct- 

ing (lousiness)  in  a  steady  and  judicious  manner. 

Twisting  (a  rope)  tight.  Going  quickly  with  short 
steps.  Putting  to  a  distance.  Bringing  to  an  end. 

A  Jl.a£«-\  ihsdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^a^)  Bearing 

green  unripe  dates  (a  palm)  :  also  yellow  flowers. 

A  ahsdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^a.^  hisn)  Fortresses. 

Ihsdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^^^o^)  Taking  a  wife.  Being 
married,  having  a  husband.  Being  chaste  and  vir- 

tuous. Keeping  one  chaste  (matrimony).  Keep- 

ing a  wife  very  much  secluded.  Fortifying,  de- 

fending. Being  pregnant.  Continence,  chastity. 

Besieging.    Strength,  firmness. 

A  ahassdni,  (dual  of  (^fi»-\  ahass)  The 
two  unfortunates)  A  slave  and  an  ass. 
A  ahsad.  Firmly  twisted  (rope). 

A  'ij^a.e>~\  ahsirat,  (pi.  of  jya;*-  hasir)  Mats. 
Narrow,  tight-chested.  Assemblies.  Prisons. 
Kings.  Roads.  Surfaces  of  the  ground.  Rows, 
ranks.  Sides. 

A  &i*as^l  ahsinat.  Spear-heads. 

A  L_->La».\  aA2;a&,  (pi.  of  t—*>aa»  hizb  and  huzb) 
The  twangs  of  a  bowstring.  Ihzdb,  (v.  n.  4  of 

c-.**^J>-)  Raising  a  fire  or  throwing  fuel  on  it. 
Replacing  a  rope  on  the  pulley. 

A  ̂Li3£>-\  ahzdj,  (pi.  of  ̂ 0£>-  liizj  or  hazj^  Re- mains of  water  in  a  cistern. 

AjUac^\  ihzdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j*aL^)  Producing, 
presenting,  making  appear,  bringing:  summoning, 

citing,  calling  before,  causing  or  ordering  to  bring 

or  be  brought  into  one's  presence.  Running.  Lift- 
ing up  his  feet  high  in  running  (a  horse). 

A  ̂jUa&-\  ahzdn,  (pi.  of  i^^£>-  hizn)  Sides,  parts, 
tracts.  Dens  of  hysenas.  Ihzdn,  (y.n.  4:  o{^J^&s>-) 

Despising,  disgracing.  Defrauding. 
A  iLas^^  ahizzat,  (pi.  of  t^jax^e^  haziz)  Low 

grounds  at  the  foot  of  a  mountain.  Stones. 

A  \is^\ahatt.  Smooth  on  either  side  of  the  back. 

A  (_->llaft-\  ahtdb,  (pi.  of  hatab)  Fire- 

wood. Ihtdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  t_-Jas^)  Being  fit  for,  re- 

quiring pruning  (a  tree).  Aboundingin  small  wood. 
A  l>lli>-^  ihtdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ £-)  Being  fat, 

swollen,  or  covered  with  pimples  (the  face). 

A  (JUa»-\  ahtdl,  (pi.  of  ,Jias»-  hitV)  Wolves. 
A  i_>laa>-^  ahtab.  Very  lean  and  slender  (like  a 

stick).  Unfortunate. 
A  ̂Uajkioa-^  ihtttds,  (v.  n.  12  of  _jia»-)  Swelling. 
A  iae*-^  ahazz.  More  or  most  fortunate  or  happy. 

Ahuzz,  (pi.  of       hazz)  Felicities,  good  fortunes. 
A  >Ua5»-\  ihzdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  Preferring 

one  to  another. w 

A  isUos*.^  ihzdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  lac»-)  Becoming  pro- 
sperous and  happy. 

A  ̂̂ ^is>.\ahz'i,  (pi.  of         hiza')  Goodfortunes. 
A  ih/ds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^J^)  Walking  bare- 

foot. Causing  to  go  unshod.  Shaving  or  trim- 

ming one's  whiskers.  Having  a  horse  whose  hoofs 
are  worn.  Being  very  inquisitive  and  disagreeably 

importunate.    Urging  one  to  enquire  and  investi- 



gate.    Despising,  slighting. 

A  ahfds,  (pi.  of  i,L*A»~)  Tripes,  bellies. 

A  iila*-\  ahfad,  (pi.  of  jiW  hafid)  Friends, 

companions.  Families,  grand-children,  sons-in- 

law,  relations.  Ihfad,  (v.  n.  4  of  6Si»-)  Going 
fast  (but  below  the  pace  called  hhabab). 

Ordering  or  compelling  to  travel  quick. 

Aj\a>-^  ahfar,  (pi.  of  hafar)  Wide  pits, 

excavations.  Ihfdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jis*-)  Changing 
his  teeth  (a  colt).  Assisting  one  to  excavate  a  well. 

Changing  the  two  upper  and  lower  front  teeth. 

A  ;jilai>-\  ahfdsh,  (pi.  of  (j^As^  hifsh)  Cases 
in  which  women  put  their  spindles.  Small  boxes. 

Small  houses,  closets,  &c.  Camels'  bunches.  Pu- 
denda. Articles  of  small  value,  as  faded  furniture, 

old  vessels  or  sacks.  The  Avorst  part  of  household 

furniture.  The  refuse  of  the  earth  (as  lizards  and 

hedgehogs).  Uifdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jii*-)  Making 
haste,  using  despatch. 

A  (^las>-\  ahfds,  (pi.  of  {,jASi=>-  hafs)  Leathern 
sacks  with  which  they  empty  out  wells. 

A  ahfdz,  (pi.  of  ̂ ,>3A^-  hafaz)  House- 
hold goods,  furniture,  utensils.  Camels  which 

carry  them.  Hair  tents  with  columns  and  rojies. 
Weak  camels. 

A  ls>lai>-\  ihfdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jai»-)  Angering. 

A  (  f\SLs^\  ihfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  iJ!fl*-)  Allowing  the 

hair  to  become  matted  from  neglecting  to  oil  it  (a 

M'oman).  Mentioning  any  one  in  a  shameful  man- 
ner. Weaving  (a  garment)  with  the  instrument 

called  haff.  Causing  (a  horse)  to  make  the 

noise  called  i_a)k03»-  hafif. 

A  ahiffaf,  (pi.  of  i^\SL»~  hifdf)  Curls, 
locks,  or  braids  of  hair.    Parts,  sides. 

A  ahfash,  (A  camel)  the  front  of  whose 

bunch  is  ulcerated  and  eaten  away,  the  back  part 

remaining  sound. 

A  j]J>fl^^  ahfala',  Promiscuously. 
A  ̂lla^.-w^  ihfizdz,  (v.  n.  11  of  lai.-^)  Swell- 
ing, becoming  inflated  (a  serpent). 

A  ahakk,  More  or  most  worthy,  deserving. 
Legitimate.  A  horse  that  does  not  sweat  A  horse 

that  places  his  hind-foot  in  the  footstep  of  the  fore- 
foot (which  is  considered  a  blemish). 

A  ahkdf,  (pi.  of  jEs-  hakrv)  Waists. 
Breeches.  Waistbands. 

A  *liL>-^  ahihhdt,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^Su>-  haJnk)  Worthy. 
A  l-jIos^^  ahkdb,  (pi.  of  (_>Ji*-  hukub)  Periods 

of  80  years,  ages.  Ihhdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  <— ̂ Hs^)  Being 
destitute  of  minerals  (a  mine).  Putting  something 

into  the  portmanteau  gJua.->.  hahibat,  and  strapping 
it  behind  the  saddle.  Allowing  one  to  ride  behind 

one's  self.     Being  barren  from  want  of  rain. 
A  i)^SLeJ\  ahkdd,  (pi.  of  liAs-  hihd)  Hatreds, 

animosities.  Ihhdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  SSl»-)  Stirring  up 
hatred.     Making  a  fruitless  search  for  ore. 

A  uJUis-^  ahkdf,  (pi.  of  i_iH,>-  hikf)  Hills  of 
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sand.  Sands  extending  a  great  way,  and  sloping 

from  trees.  Name  of  a  large  district  of  country  in 

Arabia,  extending  from  Hazramawt  (to  the  east- 

ward of  the  straits  of  Babi'lmandib  (gate  of  tears) 
at  the  entrance  into  the  Red  Sea),  to  Oman,  on  the 

gulf  of  Persia,  and  Ormuz.  It  is  covered  with 

little  hills  of  moving  sand,  which,  when  the  south 
wind  blows,  often  prove  fatal  to  the  caravans. 

A  ̂^^i*-^  ahkdk,  (pi.  of  huhkat)  Boxes, 

caskets.  Uthdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ >-)  Speaking  truth, 

overcoming  by  truth.  Knowing  for  certain.  Ren- 

dering necessary.  Completing  her  third  and  en- 
tering on  her  fourth  year  (a  camel).  Coming  to. 

Killing  game.      p  ij^^^^  ihlidlii  kali 
kardan,  To  administer  justice. 

A  JUi*-\  ahlidl,  (pi.  of  &iE».  hahlat)  Gripes 
(in  camels  from  eating  certain  herbs).  Ihkdl,  (v.  n. 

4  of  (Jji^)  Putting  forth  the  blade  (corn). 

A  ̂J^LfSahhdn,  (pi.  of  &lH»-  /m/<wa^)  Cholics. 
A  i_^s>-^  ahkab,  Name  of  a  demon,  genie,  or 

spirit.  A  wild  ass  marked  with  white  about  the 

girths.  A/iJiub,  (pi.  of  ■_  -'O^  hukb  or  Jtukub) 
Periods  of  80  years,  ages.  . 

A  i^SLfJ\  ulihad,  More  or  most  vindictive,  ran- 
corous, or  spiteful. 

A  JiitA  ahhar,  More  or  most  vile  or  contempti- 
ble. (Used  for  I  or  me.)  lilxiJ^  ahliariCl 

^bdd,  The  meanest  of  (your)  servants. 

A  L-.tt'a.'*-  \  ahkaf,  Lank-bellied  (camel). 

A  (_Ji^\  ahki,  (pi.  of  jSisa-  halm)  Waists,  sides, 
hypocliondrias.  AV aistbands.  Breeches. 

A  (  jULHsw^  ihh'ihdf,  (v.  n.  12  of  i_iii»-)  Being 
long  and  crooked  (sand,  the  back,  or  new  moon). 

A  (.difiwi  ahahh,  Rubbed,  worn.  Toothless. 

A  f-^s-\  iJihus,  (v.  n.  4  of  l^s>-)  Tying  firm,  tight- 

ening. L^i^  t^^'^^  ̂   wia  ahhaM7u  sadn,  It 
never  entered  my  thoughts,  (v.n.4  of  ̂_^^)  Tying 

tight.  Prevailing  against,  overcoming,  conquering. 

A  ihhdd,(j.nA  oi^)  Receding,  hang- 
ing back.  Leaning  upon,  confiding. 

A  (JK^^  Uihdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Being  obscure 
and  doubtful.    Stirring  up  mischief. 

A  uilKfi^^  ahhdh,  Men,  people.  Ihhdk,  (v.  n.  4 

of  i.iitf>.)  Rubbing,  triturating.  Occurring  to  the 

mind.     Itching,  requiring  scratching  (the  head). 

A  ahhdm,  (pi.  of  ̂^huhn)  Orders,  de- 
crees, mandates.  Precepts  of  law,  judgments,  sen- 

tences. Letters-patent.  Mysteries.  Predictions, 

presages.  ^^^-^  ahkdmu'd  din,  The  ordi- 

nances of  religion.  L_flxJ^  J  ̂ ^^\ahhdmu'r 
ramy  Ira's  sayf.  The  sciences  of  the  javelin  (or  the 

arrow)  and  the  sword.  ̂ ^'^  ahkdmu'n nujum,  The  judgments  of  the  stars  (a  book  treat- 

ing of  judicial  astrology).  Ihhdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^^) 

Doing  (any  thing)  well,  firmly,  and  effectually. 

Restraining  (a  fool),  restraining  from  mischief. 

Curbing  (a  horse).   Causing  to  recede. 

A  ̂J^^li^■  ̂ s>-\  ahkamu'l  hdkiniin,  The  judge 
of  judges,  lord  chief  justice  :  also  a  title  given  to 

governors  of  provinces. 
A  'ij<>^Cs>-\  «/iA;M?«af, Dominion,  sovereignty. 
A  ''^ys>-\a]iall.  Lank  about  the  buttocks  and  thighs. 

Pained  in  the  buttocks  and  knees.  Feeble  in  the 

legs,  weak  in  the  feet. 
A  ihldf,  (v.  n.  4  of  \i».)  Applying  a  colly- 

rium  to  the  eyes.  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂L>-  for^i*-)  Sweet- 
ening. Discoveringto be  sweet.  Speakingsweetly. 

A  L-J^)^^  ihldb,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_-A&.)  Assisting  in 

milking  :  milking  cattle  in  the  fields,  sending  the 

milk  to  different  quarters.  Allowing  another  to  milk 

one's  cattle.  Having  a  camel  bringing  forth  fe- 
males (when  males,  it  is  called  (_..>^k:>-\  ijldb). 

A  io^)o-\  ihldbat,  A  milking  cattle  in  the  fields 

and  sending  the  milk  to  different  quarters.  Milk. 

Milk  overflowing  the  bottle. 

A  ahlds,  (pi.  of  (j«is»-  lids')  Saddle- 
cloths, or  any  thing  put  upon  a  camel's  back  to  pre- 

vent galling.  Carpets,  or  any  thing  similar  laid 
under  rich  garments  or  furniture.  Ihlds,  (v.  n.  4 

of  ̂jmLs-)  Covering  the  gi'ound  (grass).  Covering 

(a  camel)  with  the  saddle-cloth  f^jAs>~  Idls.  Pour- 
ing down  a  continued  and  gentle  rain  (the  sky). 

Fraud,  cheating  in  a  sale.  Insolvency. 
A  i3^^^//(/oi,(v.n.4oflal>.)Swearing.  Being 

pertinacious  in  one's  oath.  Contending  obstinately. 
Being  angiy.  Exasperating.  Making  haste,  being 

expeditious.  Entering  the  seat  of  destruction. 

Abiding,  stopping.    Helping  (a  camel)  to  cover. 
A  uJ:^\  alddf,  (pi.  of  hUf)  Treaties, 

agreements,  compacts.  Confederates,  companions 

swearing  mutual  fidelity.  Faithful  observances  of 

agreements.  Name  given  to  the  tribes  asad 

and  f^^SL^ghatafd)).  Name  of  the  tribe  of  i—A^ 
sahif;  also  of  six  families  of  i^J^Ji  kuraysh.  Ih- 

Idf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_ii=»-)  Administering  an  oath.  Ar- 
riving at  manhood  or  womanhood.  Coming  to  ma- 

turity (the  plant  f-\s^  halfdj^). A  ahldfiy.  Name  of  L->UaU  i^.j^ 

^imar  bini'l  hhattdb  the  ̂ J^^  ̂ da/viy,  one  of 
the  six  families  of  Kuraysh  who  confederated  to- 

gether, and  were  called  uJ!iL:^\  alddf. 

A  ̂^i*-^  ahldh,  (pi.  of  halk)  Throats,  gul- 
lets.   Ilddh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ji-s^)  Filling  a  cistern. 

A  ahldh,  (pi.  of  Ld3i>-)  Blacknesses. 

A  (J^b»-^  ihldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^^)  Causing  one  to 

alight  and  sojourn  (in  a  place).  Sending  down, 

causing  (anger)  to  light.  Rendering  lawful.  Re- 
newing hostilities  at  the  expiration  of  the  sacred 

months  during  which  war  is  interdicted.  Laying 

aside  a  Nazarite's  vow.  Being  released  from  any 

engagement  by  which  one  was  bound.  Putting  off" 
mourning  (a  widow).  Deserving  punishment. 
Having  milk  in  the  udder  previous  to  yeaning  (a 

sheep).   Having  little  milk  (a  ewe),  and  abound- 



iiig  in  milk  after  eating  spring-grass. 

A  ̂^ii-^  ahlam,  (pi.  of  hihi)  Intellects. 
Meeknesses,  (pi.  of  huhn)  Dreams.  Bodies, 

(pi.  of  pjJ*-  halwi)  Mild,  gentle,  clement.  Ihlam, 

(v.  n.  4  of  j*^)  Dreaming.  Bringing  fortli  meek 
children. 

p  ̂ ^jj  (_f  ̂.i^  u-*}->-^  ahlah  dlyaA  j-uvii,  A  kind 
of  spm'ge. 

A  (jJe>.\  ahlas,  (A  ram)  black-bodied  with  a 
mixture  of  red.    Of  a  dark  bay  colour. 

A  ihlisas,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂jAs-')  Being  of a  colour  between  black  and  red. 

A  ioLJ  I  ais>-\  U  7Hd  ahlafa  lisdnuhu,  How 

sharp  and  glib  his  tongue  is ! 

A  ihlinkdvi,  A  refusing  of  food. 

A  uhlufat,  A  word  by  which  any  one  is 
made  to  swear,  a  form  of  adjuration. 

A  ̂y^^  ahla%  More  or  most  sweet,  sweeter. 
A  XJs-^  ahliyat,  Strong  withered  grasses. 

A  JJ>ai.l  ilird,  (pi.  (J^^^  ahalil)  The  orifice  of 
the  teat  or  penis.  The  penis.  Name  of  a  valley. 

A  >^L1&-^  ihUlds,  (v.  n.  12  of  ils"-  for Being 

sweet.  Sweetening.  Discovering,  finding  sweet. 

A  dJ  iLU-^  ihrddkjThe  being  exceedingly  black. 

A  po-\  ahamm,  Black  (horse).  White.  Head- 
less or  wingless  (arrow). 

A  ahmas,  (pi.  of  hmn)  Fathers  or  bro- 

thers-in-law. A  wife's  relatives,  A  liusband's  re- 

latives, (pi.  of hima')  Inaccessible, forbidden, 

guarded  (places),  //maj^,  (v.  n.  4  of  U*)  Befouling 
(a  well)  by  casting  black  mud  into  (it),  (v.  n.  4  of 

j_^)  Exciting, stirring  up.  Guarding,  preventing. 
Rendering  inaccessible.  Finding  (a  place)  to  be 

inaccessible.  Heating  (iron).  Making  (a  day  or 

fire)  hot  (God). 

A  ̂u*"^  ahimmaf,  (pi.  of       hamim)  Relatives. 

A  4il.?'\  ihmdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  dJ?")  Receiving,  or 
deserving  to  receive,  praise.  Finding  a  laudable 

country.  Accepting,  receiving  favourably.  Ap- 

proving of  any  one's  opinions  without  divulging 
them.    Being  praiseworthy. 

A  ihmdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jJ^)  Having  a  red  son 
born  to  one.  Feeding  (a  horse)  too  plentifully  with 

barley,  till  his  mouth  smells  ofiensively. 

A  (_)*>l?'\  ihmas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j«rf*)  Enraging. 
A  ihmash,  (v.  n.  4  of  (ji-?")  Putting  in 

a  rage,  exciting,  provoking.  Kindling  (anger). 

Adding  fuel  to  the  fire,  making  (the  kettle)  boil. 

A  i^\j^\ihnaz,  (v.  n.  4  oi{,j£^)  Making  acid. 
Being  acid  and  bitter.  Producing  salt  and  bitter 

plants  (the  earth).  Feeding  (a  camel)  with  such 

plants.  Feeding  on  such  plants  (a  camel).  Jesting. 

Keeping  (any  one)  back  from  doing  a  thing. 

A  ihmak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J.?")  Bearing  a  fool- 
ish son.  Esteeming  or  discovering  one  to  be  a  fool. 

A  J\-?"\  ahmal,  (pi.  of  J-f"  hainl)  Fetusesin  the 

womb.  (pi.  of  J-?"  haml  or  MmV)  Fruits  of  trees. 
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(pi.  of  ̂ y^himl)  Burdens.  Loads,  (pi.  of  ,J-?" 
hamal)  Full-grown  lambs.  Jl^^\  ahmali 
r  ijdl,  The  accoutrements  or  baggage  of  foot  soldiers ; 

any  thing  carried  by  foot-travellers ;  traps.  Ihmal, 

(v.n.4  of  ,_}-<*■)  Loading.  Assisting  in  taking  up  a 
load.     Emitting  milk  without  conceiving. 

am,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ »-)  Determining, 
decreeing.  Measuring.  Warming  water.  Wash- 

ing with  cold  and  hot  water.  Being  feverish  and 

love-sick.  Being  feverish  (a  coimtry).  Throw- 
ing into  a  fever.  Keeping  in  anxious  suspense. 

Blackening.  Ajjjjroaching,  becoming  present. 
A  alimad,  More  or  most  laudable.  One  of 

the  names  of  Muhammad.  Piib  I  ahmad-abad, 

(City  of  Ahmad)  the  capital  of  Guzerat.  6JS'\ 
^j-«<j>-  ahmad  hasan,  Name  of  Mahmud  Sabakta- 

gln's  vizier. 
iij^i^J^\ ahmad-nagar,  (City  of Ahmad)  Name 

of  a  city  of  the  Dakhan,  where  Aurangzib  died. 

A  ahmadiy,  Belonging  to  Ahmad. 

Aj^\  ahmar,  (pl.^X*"  Jmnir  and  ̂ ^y^liumrdn) 
Red.  Unarmed.  Barbarous  (not  Arabian).  Gold. 
Saffi'on.  Flesh.  Wine.  A  kind  of  aromatic.  A 

sort  of  date.  White.  ̂ \  CL>yt  mawt  ahmar,  A 
violent  death. 

aJ\j?'\  ihmirdr,  (v.  n.  9  of  j^')  Being  very  red. 
Being  intensely  severe  (misfortune).  Redness. 
A  al  ahmardni,  Wine  and  flesh. 

A         ahviirat,  (pi.  ofjl?"  himdr)  Asses. 
A  ahmariy.  Very  red. 

A  ahmariyat.  Great  redness. 

Ay^\  aJimaz,  Stronger,  strongest.  Tart  (wine). 

A  [j>*!^\  ahmas.  Strong,  bold,  unwavering.  In- 

trepid, warlike.  Hard  (place),  (pi.  ,^jmc\»-\  aha- 
7nis)  Barren  (year). 

A  i^J^\  ahmash.  Spindle-shanked. 
A  ahmaSy  A  sheep-stealer. 

A  ̂y^\  ahmah,  Foolish,  stupid,  awkward.  A 

gTcater  or  greatest  fool.  (pi.  j^J*^  /tamaAa')  Afool. 
p  eoliL?'^  ahmahana,  Foolishly,  like  a  fool. 
A  ahmaJii,  Folly,  stupidity. 

A        ahmal.  More  or  most  capable  of  bearing. 

A  'eiyf'\  uhmuhat.  An  arrant  or  egregious  fool. 

A  ̂̂,•<*'^  ahma\  More  or  most  modest  or  ashamed. 

^  \so\  ahma'  anafan  min  ...  ,  Possessed  of 
a  nicer  sense  of  honour  than  .... 

A  J)jJ^\  ihmlrm^  The  being  extremely  red. 

A  ̂Iff-?"^  ihmlmas,  (v.  n.  12  of  (_^)  Becoming 
black  (night  or  a  cloud). 

A  ̂_j>>lf>.J*\  ihniimds,  A  waxing  wrathful. 
A       \  than,  (pi.  of  sJo-^  i/ma<)Hatreds.  Angers. 

A  f-^s-\  ahnds,  Allegories,  metaphors.  Intrica- 

cies, (pi.  of  _jjk5>-  Mmv)  Sides.  Curves.  Crooked 
timbers  of  saddles.  Ihnds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ui&-  for  ji*-) 
Being  loving,  affectionate  (a  mother). 

A  C-^Ui*-^  ihnas,  (v.  n.  4  of  tl>ais-)  Making 

(one)  swear  falsely.    Biassing  to  right  or  wrong. 

A  ihndj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *')  Inclining. 
Causing  to  incline,  giving  a  bias.  Resting,  re- 

posing. Concealing,  suppressing.  Making  haste. 

Wresting  (a  person's  words). 
A  (iUs»\  ihndz,  (v.  n.  4  o{^ss-)  Diluting  (wine) 

with  a  little,  (according  to  some)  with  much  water. 

A  ̂j*>Ia&-\  ahndsh,  (pi.  of  hanash)  Rep- 

tiles, serpents,  vipers.  Flies.  Birds  or  animals 
which  are  hunted.  Those  whose  heads  are  shaped 

like  serpents'  heads.  Ihndsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^ie^) 
Driving  oflT,  averting.   Accelerating,  urging  on, 

A  lali*-^  ihndt,  (v.  n.  4  of  lai»-)  Being  fit  for 

reaping  (wheat).     Being  ripe  (the  plant 

rims).    Burying  (the  dead)  with  sweet  herbs. 
A  JjUa^\  ihnah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j>^)  Irritating, 

exasperating.  Hating  with  unmitigated  rancour. 

Being  thin  (a  camel's  bunch).  Being  lank  from 
much  covering  (an  ass).  Touching  the  belly  (the 

back).    Coming  out  into  ear  (corn). 
A  t-diUs^^  ahnah,  (pi.  of  i-dijo-  hanaK)  Palates, 

or  under  parts  of  the  mouth  opposite  them.  Ihnak,  ■ 

(v.  n.  4  of  uLIlajs-)  Rendering  expert.  Driving  back. 

A  ̂jU»-\  ihndn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^^)  Mistaking, 
blundering.    Making  (a  bowstring)  twang. 

A  'ils>.\  ihnat,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^^)  Bearing  extreme 
hatred,  holding  in  utter  aversion.  Hatred :  anger. 

A  'C.»-\  ahinnat,  (pi.  of  fj;^^^  hanin)  Months 
of  Jamadi. 

A  )as£J\  ahnat,  One  who  has  a  large  thick  beard. 

A  ahnaf,  Bow-legged.  A  man's  name. 
A  ahnah,  A  camel  that  eats  much,  that 

makes  more  use  of  his  jaws  than_^others. 

A  Jy^\a/ma',Crook-backed.l5'_jLo  ahna 
zulv^n,  More  or  most  benevolent. 

A  ̂ \^s^\  ihwab,  (v.  n.  4  of  f^Xs-  for  u->js».) 
Turning,  becoming  inclined  to  iniquity. 

A  0^j»-^  almat,  (pi.  of  Oji*.  hut)  Fishes. 

A  ̂^je*-^  ih?vdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂Is-  for  ̂ *-)  Want- 
ing.    Making  want,  necessitating,  constraining. 

Aj\^s-.\  ahwdr,  (pi.  ofjjjs-  hawar)  Black  cattle 
(as  bulls,  oxen,  or  cows). 

A  h\^s>~\  ihwdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  liU.-  for  i^y>')  Driv- 
ing (camels)  fest.  Drawing  together  that  nothing 

might  escape.  Drawing  together  (a  garment). 

Making  (a  goblet)  light. 

Aj\js^\  ahwdz.  Name  of  the  country  called  by 
the  moderns  Khiizistan,  and  the  ancients  Susiana: 
also  the  capital  city. 

A  ̂_ji>^^»-\  ihwdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^W-  for  (^^»') 
Surrounding  (game),  and  driving  (it)  into  the  net. 

A  {^\^\  ahwdz,  (pi.  of(^js-)  Reservoirs. 

A  {J\y:^\  ahrvdl,  (pi.  of  JU-  hdl)  States,  con- 
ditions, situations,  affairs,  accidents,  circumstances, 

accounts,  relations,  events  (either  past  or  present). 

Changes,  vicissitudes,  (pi.  of  J_5i>-  haml)  Years, 
p  (J^ji^\a/OTaZyara<7i,Military  affairs.  (J\j^^ 

jl*        ahndli  hhayr-masdl,  Prosperity,  good 



situations.  i^ijjLu*^.  Jljs^^  jIjum^  '-r^^y 
nutvab  sahib  bisyar  alucal jmrsidand,  The  nabob 

enquired  about  many  circumstances.  A  Ahwala, 

Round  about.  Ihwal,  (v.  n.  4  of  JW  for  Jj*-) 
Remaining  a  year  in  a  place.  Having  years  pass 

over.  Being  a  year  old  (a  boy).  Causingto squint. 

p  ̂ _^j>.  Jlj^-^Awa^-pwrsi,  Enquiry  after  state, 
health,  or  affairs. 

A  ahrcab,  Guilty.  Undutiful  to  parents. 

A  ahwaj,  More  or  most  needed  or  ne- 
cessitous. 

A  iijs>-l  ahwaz,  A  quick  pace.  Quick-paced. 

A  t]^45je^\  ahrvaziy,  Active,  ready.  Nimble. 
Clever,  intelligent.  Despatchful. 

Ajy>.\  ahwar,  (fem.  ̂ '^j^  hawras,  pl.j^^  hur) 
One  who  has  beautiful  eyes.  Understanding,  in- 

tellect, intelligence.    The  planet  Jupiter. 

aJ\j^\  ihwirar,  (v.  n.  9  ofjU»-  forjjc^)  Being 
white  and  fair.  Being  exceedingly  white  (the 

white  of  the  eye).  Being  very  black  (the  pupil  of 

the  eye).    Having  beautiful  eyes. 

A  \}^^  ahwirat,  Sucking  camels'  colts. 
A  ahwariij,  White,  fair,  soft,  and  sleek. 

Ihwar'iy,  One  who  has  a  soft  and  shining  skin. 
Ajjfi^\  ahwaz,  Active,  nimble,  clever,  ready. 
A  ahmaziy,  Nimble,  swift,  despatchful. 

Intelligent.    Black.    Clever  in  driving. 

A  ahwas,  (pi.  hm)  Bold,  un- 
daunted, intrepid,  fearless.    A  wolf. 

A  ahwas,  One  who  has  the  outer  angle 

of  the  eye  very  acute. 

A  ahwat.  Safest.    Most  comprehensive. 

A  ̂^y*-^  ahwak,  Large-glanded  (man). 

A  (Jj^>-^  ahwal.  Squinting,  squint-eyed  (man). 
Crafty,  sly.  More  or  most  crafty.  s3 U  ma 

ahwalahxi,  How  sly  he  is  ! 

A  J^jfi^^  ihwxlal,  (v.  n.  9  of  Jj»-)  Squinting. 
Being  verdant  (ground). 

A  «3 ahwiLat,  (pi.  of  JW)  States,  conditions. 

A  ahwaVi,  Strabism,  squint. 

A  &^5jjs-\  ahwaViyat,  Strabism,  squint. 
A  ihwinsal,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^ic^  Q) 

Bending  the  neck  and  thrusting  forward  the  crop. 

A  ̂ ^^y^  ihwiwaj:,  (v.  n.  9  of  i^y^)  Being 
black  inclining  to  red  or  green,  or  red  inclined  to 

black.    Being  green  (the  earth). 

A  ̂^»-\  ahwa' ,  (fem.  A't^s-hawwa,  pk  huw^ 
Black,  dusky  (in  the  lips).  Black  inclined  to 

green  ;  or  red  inclined  to  black. 

A  's^.^s>-\  ahwiyat,  (pi.  of -^^^^  hiwai)  Arabian 
tents  made  of  woollen  or  goats'  hair. 

A  (J^.^^  ihwilal,  (v.  n.  11  of  Jjs-)  Squinting. 
Being  verdant  (the  ground).  Being  even  (plants). 

A  AyyA  ihwlrvas:,  (v.  n.  11  of  cfy*-)  Being 
green  (the  earth).  Being  black  and  inclining  to 
green  ;  or  red  inclined  to  black. 

A  l^\uhayy,  {dim. of  ̂je>.\)  Blackish-lipped. 
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A  -^U*-^  ahyas,  (pi.  of  (|^=>-  hayy)  The  living. 
Tribes,  families.  (pi.  of  Ays-  hayat)  Pudenda 

foeminum.  CJ\y^^\  j  A.;s^\  alahyaswa^amrcat, 
The  quick  and  the  dead.  Ihyas,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Recalling  to  life,  reviving.  Resuscitating  (a  fire) 

by  blowing.  Havinghealthy,thrivingflocks.  Hav- 
ing a  living  colt  (a  camel).  Discovering  a  place  to 

be  fruitful.  Migrating  to  a  region  abounding  with 

herbs.  Ixs^^  iliya'l  mawt,  A  term  used  (in 

India)  to  denote  any  jiiece  of  gi-ound  incapable  of 
yielding  advantage,  either  from  want  of  water,  from 
inundation,  or  any  other  cause. 

A  ̂ ^^^  (v.  n.  4  of        for  ̂ *-)  Pro- ducing the  thorny  plant 

A  liU/s-^  ahyad,  (pi.  of  liJ^  hayd)  Eminences, 
or  prominent  parts  of  a  mountain.  Knots  on  the 

horns  of  the  ibex  or  mountain-goat. 

A  jVx*-^  ahyaz,  (pi.  ofJ>i»-  hayyiz)  Places,  en- 
virons. The  courts  or  avenues  leading  to  a  house. 

A  ahyal,  (pi.  of  ̂yy=^~  hayl)  Stagnant  wa- 

ters in  a  river's  bed. 

A  jj'vJ^^  ahyan,  (pi.  of  h'ln)  Times,  ages. 
Ihyan,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  (jja>-)  Living,  passing 

some  time  in  a  place.  Gaining  one's  wishes. 
Being  (time)  for  camels  to  be  milked  or  marked. 

A  LjLi>.^  ahyanan,  Sometimes,  from  time  to 
time,  now  and  then,  ever  and  anon.  Accidentally. 

A  ahihat,  (or  ̂s^\)  Great  anger  or  grief. 

A  (^^*i*Jki«-\  uhaysin,  (as  asWAs^l  U  ma  uhaysi- 
nahu)  How  pretty  and  genteel  he  is ! 

A  i_i>5w\  ahyn  f,  Land  on  which  no  rain  falls. 

A  (Jjki-^  ahyal,  More  or  most  sagacious,  wily, 

sly,  fertile  in  schemes,  prolific  in  stratagems.  U 

aiAdi-l  ma  ahyalahu,  How  wily  he  is ! 

A nhaymir  (pi.     ̂ ^c*-^)  Reddish. 
A  (^_5A>-^  uhaywi,  Reddish-lipped  (man). 
A  «-xsi-^  ahyiyat,  (pi.  of        hay  at)  Vulvae. 

P  ̂ 1  akh,  Bravo  !  courage  ! 

P  ̂   ahh,  Ah  !  Bravo !  well  done  ! 

A  ̂ 1  ahh,  (pi.  i^yA  ahhun,  A»-  \  ahhcis, 
ihhwan,uhhwan,  'i^\ikhwat,uhhwat,  i^eA  uhhu- 
wat,  and       uhhuw)  A  brother,  friend,  or  compa- 

nion.   Like,  resembling.    The  opposite,  contrary, 

^jjii  ̂\  ahhu'l  hhayr,  (The  opposite  of  good)  Evil. (.di)  U-1  ̂   la  ahha  laka  bifulanin.  Such  an 

one  is  no  brother  to  you.  Ihh  or  akh,  A  word 
used  to  make  camels  bend  the  knee. 

A  ̂   akhhh,  A  brother.  Fye !  ah  !  alas  ! Akhhh  or  ihhhh.  Dirt,  filth. 

A  U-^  ahha\  A  word  for  calling  sheep. 

A  ̂-U-T  ahhui,  (pi.  of      akh)  Brothers. 

A  A^\  ikhuf,  (v.  n.  3  of  Is-^  for_j5-\)  Acting  like 

a  brother ;  contracting  a  most  intimate  friendship. 

A ahhabir,  (pi.  ofjUi-^  ahhhar)  News. 

p  ̂   ̂  ahh  akh.  Good !  good !  Ah  !  alas ! 
Ukh  uhh.  Excellent! 

A  'isAiA  ikhahhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ U-  for 

Being  scanty  and  lying  hid  (grass). 

A  akhadi^,  (pi.  of  ̂ Sj>\  ahhda^  Veins 
in  the  neck  to  which  the  cupping-glass  is  applied. 

A  tiJ.iili.-^  akhadid,  (pi.  of  ukhdud)  Fur- 
rows, clefts  in  the  ground.     Lash-marks,  wheals. 

^j^.<^^  ̂   akhadir,  (pi.  ofj\:^\ ahhdar)  Curtains. 
A  ikhaz,  (pi.  ̂ \  ukhuz)  Stagnant  water ; 

a  pool,  ditch,  or  place  where  water  stagnates.  Land 
of  which  any  one  takes  possession  for  himself. 

A         ahhhhaz.  An  extortioner. 
A  0\jU-^  akhhh  azat.  Holes,  ditches. 

A  S(iU-\  ihhdzat,(p\.  ukhuz)  A  pond.  Land 

of  which  any  one  may  take  possession  for  himself. 

Land  granted  by  a  prince  on  feudal  or  copyhold 
tenure.  A  handle.  The  handle  of  a  leathern  shield. 

ikhazi,  An  acceptance,  a  receipt. 

Pjli- 1  akhar.  Any  thing  thrown  away  for  its 
insignificance. 

A  ikharat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjli-  for^^)  Bending, 

turning  (an  animal  from  one  road  to  another). 

A  akharij,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji-  kharj)  Tributes, 
imposts,  revenues. 

pjl5>- 1  (ikhdz,  Things  of  small  value. 
A  I  tt**»li»-\  akhasif,  Soft  grounds. 

A  ̂^^XifS  akhdsl,  (pi.  of  L«i")  Unequal,  odd. 
A  I  o.'t>lj-^  akhdshif.  Hard  ground. 
A  jL>oli>'\  ikhdzat,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^^\^  for  ̂ ^y-) 

Entering  into  and  fording  (a  river).  Making  one 

ford  (a  river).    Inducing  (one)  to  plunge  into. 

A j^\s^\  akhdzir.  Gold,  flesh,  and  wine. 

A  'is\j>-\  ikhdfat,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-sls-  for  i— jjs-) 
Terrifying,  intimidating.     (v.  n.  4  of  i  sis-  for 

u_ajk5-)  Visiting  the  temple  ftAs>-  khayf  on  mount 
Mina.  Forcing  (people)  to  betake  (themselves)  to 

higher  ground  (an  inundation). 
A  ̂j!:J\s-\ahhdJish,  Name  of  three  grammarians. 

A  ikhdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  jU"  for  j_5=-)  Tra- 
velling over  a  country. 

A  j^^'^s"^ ahhdliik, (pi.  of  ̂yj>-\  uhhhuk) Clefts. p  Jli- 1  dkhdl.  Any  kind  of  rubbish  (as  husks, 

fruit-parings,  wood-shavings).    Name  of  a  city. 
A  ihhalat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jli-  for  J->-)  Ap- 

pearing doubtful.  Portending  rain  (a  cloud).  Con- 
sidering the  appearance  of  any  thing,  especially  of 

a  cloud  disposed  to  rain.  Imagining,  fancying. 

Prognosticating.  Putting  an  image  resembling  a 

man  near  a  young  camel  to  scare  the  wolf.  Hav- 
ing milk  in  the  udder.     Being  fruitful  in  grass. 

A  iUU"-^  ikhdmat,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»lai.for  ̂^=>-)  Stand- 
ing on  three  feet  (a  horse),  the  tip  only  of  the  other 

hoof  touching  the  groimd.  (v.  n.  4  of  jsLi-  for 

j*A&-)  Erecting  or  pitching  a  tent.  Standing  on 
three  feet,  the  tip  of  the  fourth  touching  the  ground. 

A  akhdmis,  (pi.  of  {^jaJ^'V)  The  hollow 
parts  of  the  soles  of  the  feet.  Slender  in  the  middle. 

A  j^ls-\  akhdni,  (for  ̂ j^^^)  Two  brothers. 
p  1  dkhdriidan,  (from        I  dkkia7i)To 



make  come  forth.    To  cause  to  draw  (a  sword). 

A  Sjl5-\  ikhanat,  (v.n.  of  ls-\  iov  ̂ \)  Acting 
as  a  brother  or  a  friend. 

A  (j^._5^^  akhawin,  (pi.  of  klmwan  or 

hhiwan)  Trays,  dinner-tables. 

A  \>\s^\  akhaya',  (pi.  of  's^\  ahhiyat)  Stakes 
or  ropes  to  which  cattle  are  fastened  or  tethered. 

A  ̂jils"^  uhhasil,  Vain,  proud. 

A  Aa^.^  ikhbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Us-  for  _jAs-)  Extin- 

guishing. (v.n.4of        Making  or  pitching  a  tent. 

A  I— .jUs-I  akhhab,  A  torn  garment.  (pi.  of 

c1a5»  Mm^Z*)  Barks  of  trees.  Lowgroimds.  t-:-»U»-\ 

(.^A^^  akhbabu'lfahis,  The  intestines.  Ihhbab, 
(v.n.4of  (Jl^i-)  Trotting  or  making  a  horse  amble. 

A  akhbat,  (pi.  of  khabt)  Plains, 
extensive,  level  and  soft  grounds.  Unequal  and 

sandy  grounds.  Ihhbat,  (v.  n.  4  of  d^Ai-)  Abas- 

ing one's  self. 
A  i^Ia*-  \  ikhbas,  (v,  n.  4  of  (-1*as-  )  Corrupting, 

teaching  what  is  evil.  Keeping  bad  company. 

Begetting  wicked  children.  Using  nasty  discourse. 

Aj\^\  akhbar,  (pi.  ofj<s-  hhabar')  Histories, tales,  annals,  gazettes,  news,  relations,  advices, 

chronicles,  traditions.  A  newspaper.  Pjjiijl>i>-\ 
ahhbari  durar-bar,  Precious  advices,  happy 

news,  agreeable  intelligence.  j\ii>*  CLJLs-^ j^is-\ 
ahhbari  wahshat-viadar,  Dreadful  news,  unfortu- 

nate advices.  ahhbar  is  the  title  of  many 

books  of  history  :  as,  f\s^  ahhbaru'l  hhu- 

lafas,  History  of  the  Khalifs  ;  f-)j>J:y\  J~s!>-\  ahh- 

baru  'sh  shu^rds,  History  of  the  poets ;  ̂  W\ jlxs*  \ 
ahhbaru'l  ̂ lam,  History  of  the  world ; 

Ojj_5^\j\5Tj  ahhb  aru'l  bilad  ma  asa?'u'l  hish- 
mardt,  History  of  countries  and  description  of  cities. 

Ikhbdr,  (v.  n.  4  oiji-)  Advising,  informing,  rela- 

ting, certifying,  giving  intelligence,  telling.  Find- 

ing (a  milch-camel)  to  abound  in  milk. 

p  ̂Ju^^^ ahhbdr-navis,  A  news-writer. 

A  t/jUs.-  \  ahhbdriy,  A  chronicler.  Ihhbdriy, 
Declarative,  eruxnciative,  expressive. 

A  li>Ui>-^  ihhbdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  laA*-)  Being  trou- 
bled with  a  cold. 

A  J^J^^  ihhbdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj^)  Giving  another 

the  benefit  of  a  sheep's  milk,  or  of  a  camel's  hair. 
Lending  a  horse  to  go  on  a  military  expedition. 

Dividing  (camels)  into  two  bands,  of  which  one 

half  shall  breed  every  year.    Tiring,  weakening. 

A  (jU>-\  ihhbdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^)  Concealing 

something  in  the  «Ji>,i  hhubnat  of  one's  trowsers. 
A  ijL/js^\akhbas,  More  or  most  impure,  noxious 

or  unwholesome.    More  or  most  malicious. 

A  al  ahhbasdni,  (The  two  impurities) 

Excrement  and  urine.  Fetid  breath  and  sleepless- 

ness.   Sleeplessness  and  fidgetiness. 

Ayi^\  ahhbar,  Better  or  best  informed. 
A  laAs-^  ahhbat,  A  striker  with  his  feet. 

A  i^U;Oii-^  ihhbi^ds,  A  walking  like  a  lion. 
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A  (Jj»*-^  ahhbal,  Mad,  crazy. 

A  *\jJJ^\  ihhb'mddf,  (v.  n.  15  of  liJc-)  Being 
large  and  hard  (a  camel).  Being  full-grown,  finely 
made  (a  man). 

A  ahhbiyat,  (pi.  of  ̂ Va^  hhibds)  Tents, 

tabernacles.  Private  marks  impressed  on  she-ca- 

mels of  a  noble  breed.  sa^u'l  ahh- 
biyat, Name  of  the  twenty-fifth  lunar  mansion. 

p         ahhpahh,  Understanding,  wisdom. 

A  uhht,  (pi.  Cl->\j>-\  ahhawdt)  A  sister. 
Similar,  equal,  alike,  congenial.  (Jj^f**»  Xii^S  uhhtd 
suhayl.  Sisters  of  Canopus,  name  of  two  stars  of 
the  second  magnitude. 

A  f-K)c^\  ihhtds:,  (v.  n.  4  of  Us-  for  Selling 
wares  piece  by  piece. 

A  Ous-l  ihhtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  CL*5«-)  Blushing, 

being  ashamed.    Degrading,  rendering  vile. 

P  akhtdj,  A  feudatory  vassal  to  another 
sovereign. 

A  ̂JCs-\  ahhtdn,  (pi.  of  t^s-  hhatan)  A  bride's 
nearest  kindred,  as  father  or  brother.  Sons-in-law. 

A  -^Ljks>-^  ihhtibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Us»-)  Hiding,  con- 

cealing. Being  concealed,  lying  hid.  Rendering 

obscure  and  enigmatical  (a  sentence  or  verse)  to 

any  one,  and  then  questioning  him  about  (it). 

A  ̂jLjks»\  ihhtibdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Jl»j»-)  Cutting 

or  tearing  a  strip  from  a  piece  of  cloth.  Ambling. 

Lifting  up  the  right  and  left  legs  together  (ahorse). 

Standing  first  on  one  foot,  and  then  on  the  other. 

AjLas"^  ihhtibdr,  (v.n.  8  ofj^)  Trying,  prov- 

ing. Being  acquainted  or  conversant  with.  Ex- 
perience, skill,  conversancy. 

ajUjc»-\  ihhtibdz,  (v.n.  8  ofjj*j-)  Baking  bread 
for  one's  self. 

A  ihhtibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j**Jkj»-)  Over- 
coming one  and  depriving  him  of  his  property. 

A  ;^Ll=>-\  ihhtibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Joas-)  Cook- 
ing the  dish  (^,>aja»-  hhabis. 

A  l>Lji-\  ihhtibdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  li*j>-)  Importu- 

nately asking  a  favour  without  claim  or  previous 

acquaintance.  Strikinghard.  Pawing  the  ground. 

A  JLjks»-\  ihhtibdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J>J>»-)  Depriving 
any  one  of  his  reason,  or  of  the  use  of  his  limbs. 

Being  restless  and  unsteady  (a  quadruped). 

A  ihhtitds,  (v.  n.  8  of  \:i-)  Concealing 

one's  self  from  fear  or  shame.  Turning  pale, 

changing  colour  (through  dread  of  a  king  or  ma- 

gistrate). Seizing,  snatching  off"  by  force.  De- 
ceiving, (v.  n.  8  of  llS-  for  _jJ*-)  Being  broken 

and  subdued  by  grief,  fear,  or  disease.  Selling 

one's  goods  one  by  one.  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^)  Chang- 
ing colour  (from  dread  of  the  magistrate). 

A  (JljUk*-^  ihhtitdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Jj^*-)  Listening 

to  private  conversation,  playing  the  eaves-dropper. 

A  plxKs-^  ihhtitdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  Finishing, 
completing.  End,  conclusion,  fidfilment.  OtSyo 

(•l;iCs>-  \  mawaddat-ihhtitdm,ASeQ,iiori'eLte\j,iviGndly, 

loving,  whose  end  or  tendency  is  love  or  friendship. 

A  j^l^s-^  ihhtitdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^i>-)  Being  cir- 

cumcised.   Circumcising  one's  self. 
A  C^-^llxs-l  iJihtisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being 

ashamed.    Magnificence,  grandeur. 

A  ̂iiii>-\  ihhtidd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ t>i-)  Deceiving, 
cheating,  circumventing,  insidiously  injuring. 

A ihhtiddr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjiXs*-)  Lying  hid, 

concealing  one's  self. 
A  ihhtiddf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^Sc-)  Seiz- 

ing, carrying  off" by  force.  Cutting  out  (a  garment). 
A  ihhtidmn,  (v.  n.  8  of  j»J>s>-)  Serving 

one's  self.  Seeking  a  servant,  taking  into  service. 
p  ahhtar,  A  star.  Horoscope,  predomi- 

nant star  at  any  one's  nativity.  Name  of  a  lunar 
mansion.  An  omen,  augury.  An  ensign,  standard. 

Name  of  an  angel.  u^Xj  nek-ahhtar,  Born 

under  a  lucky  planet :  fortunate,  virtuous.  J^t^ 

i^jtMi  duhhtari  sa^-ahhtar,  A  daughter  of 

fortunate  stars.  ̂ ^-^  Jli^S  ahhtari  panjum,  The 
fifth  cojistellation,  i.e.  the  planet  Mars.  ̂ jt3U jlJil 

ahhtari  ddnish.  The  planets  of  wisdom,  i.e.  Jupi- 

ter and  Mercury.  ̂ Jjuw  jt*>  JlsA  ahhtari  sar  sabz, 

A  happy  constellation.  ^)ti;v*>  J^=^^  ahhtar  shu- 
vmrdan,  To  count  the  stars,  i.e.  to  keep  awake. 

Jis^  ahhtari  hdviydn  (or  (j^j^  hdvdn).  The 
standard  of  Kaw  or  of  Faridiin.  t— i^^ps'^ 

akhtardni  tab-zada.  Stars  appearing  in  the  water. 

A  i^\pi>-\  ihhtirdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i—->^)  Robbing. 

A  ihhtirdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Extracting, 
drawing  out.    Selecting,  choosing. 

A  ihhtirdsh,  (v.n.  8  of  (_jijj^>-)  Scratch- 

ing.   Providing,  seeking  provision  for  a  family. 

A  i^SjksA  ihhtirds,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^j>-^  Invent- 
ing a  lie.    Putting  into  a  wallet. 

A  Is^'i^l  ihhtirdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^»-)  Stripping 

the  leaves  off"  a  branch,  or  grapes  off"  a  bunch. Unsheathing  (a  sword). 

A  ̂^^-^  ihhtirdj  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ *')  Cleaving. 
Commencing.  Inventing,  producing  something 

new,  contriving.  Lending  (a  horse)  for  a  few  days 

and  then  taking  (him)  back.  Defrauding.  Ruin- 
ing, or  seeking  to  ruin.  Invention. 

A  i^\p>'\  ihhtirdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i  j^aL)  Gather- 
ing fruit  in  autumn. 

A  j^J^^  ihhtirdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j=-)  Pervad- 
ing, blowing  with  violence  (as  the  wind).  Passing 

by  or  through,  threading.  Making  up  a  false  story. 

A  ihhth'dm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂sS)  Destroying, 

extirpating.    Cutting  off". 
p  ̂^ULo^eiL^  ahhtaristdn,  Name  of  a  treatise  on astronomy. 

p jXoA  akhtar-shumur,  (or  ̂ ^\^^ 
ahhtar-shinds)  An  astronomer. 

p  ̂JyeL\  ahhtar-go,  (or  gu)  An  astrologer. 
A  j^J^\  ihhtizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  J<>-)  Selecting, 

picking  out.    Piercing,  transfixing  with  a  dart. 



A  ̂^}J^^  ikhtiza^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jeL)  Tearing  away, 
alienating  (one)  from  his  kindred. 

A  jjj-^^  ihhtizah,  (v.  n.  8  of  JjJ*-)  Being 
drawn  (a  sword),  slipping  out  of  the  sheath. 

A  JJ}^^  ihhthal,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jj=-)  Being  alone. 
Eliding,  cutting  off.  Tearing  away,  alienating 
from  kindred. 

A  (j]}^^  ikhtizan,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jj*«-)  Hoarding. 
Keeping  a  secret.    Taking  the  nearest  road. 

A  (»^l.iijkci-\  ikhtishab,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ■•'•■^)  Writ- 
ing a  poem  off  hand. 

A  ̂^LljksL^  ikhtishash,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jS>i»-)  Eat- 
ing creeping  things. 

A  ̂ l-i^^  ikhtisha^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ i«s^)  Being 

humble.    Humbling  one's  self. 

A  -flojki>\  ihhtisaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  j_^>-)  Castrating 
one's  self. 

AjLaos"^  ikhtisar,  (v.  n.  8  of^-io*-)  Abridging, 
abbreviating,  contracting.  Placing  the  hand  upon 

the  waist.  Laying  hold  of  the  waist.  Taking  (a 

switch)  in  the  hand.  Reading  a  verse  or  two  at 

the  close  of  a  chapter.  Catting  off  any  exuberance, 

docking.  Taking  the  nearest  road.  Cutting  up 

by  the  roots.  An  abridgement,  jljiais^^b  hi' I 
ikhtisar,  In  short,  briefly,  p  ̂ ^iJp  jlrfois"-^  ihliti- 
sar  hardan,  To  cut  short  (a  story),  to  sum  up  briefly. 

A  {^\tOM>-\  ihldisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  L^^)  Distin- 
guishing. Being  peculiar,  particular,  special. 

Being  distinguished.  Appropriation. 

A  (  sLaIs>-\  ikhtisaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  t_6«n^)  Sew- 
ing, stitching  one  sole,  fold,  or  layer  upon  another. 

Covering  the  body  with  leaves. 

A  ̂loukA.\  ikhtisam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ •••ai*-)  Disput- 
ing, litigating,  being  at  variance.  Eating  away 

the  scabbard  (  a  sharp  sword).  Enmity,  alterca- 
tion, dispute. 

A  (_->Ual^^  ikhtizab,  (v.  n.  8  of  L-<«na-)  Ting- 
ing the  nails  or  the  hair  with  cypress.  Colouring 

or  dyeing  one's  self. 
A  lil^aXa^.!  ihhtizad,  (v.  n.  8  of  i>«^i-)  Putting  a 

halter  on  a  camel  and  mounting  him. 

AjUau*-^  ikhtizdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j*o.s-)  Mowing, 
reaping,  cutting  down  any  thing  green.  Being 

cut  or  broken  off".  Dying  in  the  flower  of  youth. 
Taking  up  and  carrying  a  load.  Deflowering  an 
immature  virgin. 

A  ̂<aii>-U'Mi?'2'a^,(v.n.  8  of  ̂ *a=>-)  Humbling 
one's  self.  Passing  quickly  by.  Inclining  to  set 
(a  star).  Following  the  female  (a  stallion).  Self- 
abasement. 

A  ̂Laus>-\  ilihtizam,  (v.  n.  8  of  j»*a»-)  Cutting. 
Infesting  a  road. 

A  ̂lla::i-\  ikhtitas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Uai-  for 

Stepping.  Over-stepping,  passing  beyond.  Pass- 
ing quickly  and  at  once. 

A  L->Ua::i.^  ihhtmh,  (v.  n.  8  of  i-Jai^)  Be- 

trothing a  wife.  Inducing  any  one  to  marry.  Ac- 
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cepting  proposals  of  marriage. 

A  ikhtitat,  (v.  n.  8  of  iai-)  Laying  out 
in  right  lines  (the  streets  of  a  city).  Beginning  to 

have  a  beard.  Taking  possession  (ofland)  for  one's 
self.     Having  lines  (the  face). 

A  (  jUal^^  ilihtitaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^pV>»-)  Seizing, 

carrying  off"  by  force,  patching,  snatching  rapidly. 
Leaving  (as  a  fever).  IsUai:*-^  ihhtitafan,  Forcibly. 

A  -*lfl:*-\  ihhtifai^,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ _^)  Withdraw- 

ing, hiding,  concealing  one's  self.  Lying  hid. 
Drawing  forth,  causing  to  come  out.  Committing 

murder  without  being  detected,  p  fii^.  id^\s:^\ 

ihlitifa-liardasi  pardasi  zuhul,  Lurking  be- 
hind the  veil  of  oblivion,  i.e.  indolent,  lazy,  obscure. 

A  i_jola^\  ihlitifaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ _><3ai-)  Circum- 
cising herself  (a  girl).     Being  lowered  ;  sinking. 

A  ̂lft:^\  ihhtifah,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jji^)  Floating, 

quivering  (the  vapour  called  mirage). 

p_jA>  ̂ \  alilt  tufu,  Hawking  and  spitting. 
A  ̂^Ivlo^l  iklitilas,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^^^-)  Retiring  with 

another  to  a  solitary  place.    Penetrating  and  cut- 

ting (a  sword).    Cutting,  mowing.    Pulling  up. 

A  ihhtilah,  (v.  n.  8  of  (--.«ij-)  Cheat- 

ing, cajoling. 

A  ihhtilaj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ei.)  Dragging 
away.  Being  forcibly  separated,  being  weaned. 
Trembling.  Beating,  throbbing  (the  eye  or  limbs). 

A  (__)*» ikhtilds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂J^^^^)  Seizing, 

snatching,  carrying  off".  ihhtilasan, 
Hastily,  violently,  forcibly. 

A  la^k^^  ihhtilat,  (v.  n.  8  of  laiai.)  Being  mixed. 

Losing  one's  wits.  Growing  fat  (a  camel).  Break- 
ing down  in  running  (a  horse).  Mixture,  confu- 

sion, perplexity.  Insanity.  Intercourse,  conver- 
sation, commerce,  association,  friendship. 

A  ikhtila^  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  di- 
vorced. Sueing  for,  and  taking  a  divorce.  Rob- 

bing, plundering. 

A  I  ihhtilaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  (  aii-)  Becom- 

ing a  substitute.  Disagreeing,  differing.  Watch- 

ing (any  one)  away  from  (his  house,  and  then 
visiting  his  wife).  Going  to  and  fro.  Suffering 

from  a  diarrhoea.  Disagreement,  diversity  of  opi- 

nion. Vicissitude,  p^^ii^i  i'^s"]  ihhtilaf  har- 
dan, To  contradict.    To  disagree. 

A  0^^)jU>1.\  ihlttilcifat,  (pi.)  Dissensions. 

A  Ji^j^-\  ihhtilah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂^jb^)  Inventing 
a  lie.   Adopting  foreign  habits.   Being  fragrant. 

A  Jiloc::.^  ihhtilal,  (v.  n.  8  of  3*^)  Being  lean, 

emaciated.  Standing  in  need.  Sewing,  stitching. 

Piercing  through  with  a  spear,  spitting.  Being 

confined  to  the  sweet  herbage  e\s>-  hhullat  (camels). 

Turning  sour,  becoming  vinegar.  Making  vinegar. 

Jls-  (J^*-^  ihhtilali  hal,  A  state  of  confusion  ; 
disorder,  tumult,  J^i^  ikhtildli  mizdj,  An 

alteration  of  health  or  constitution  (for  the  worse, 

illness,  indisposition). 

A  j»^}jC>-^  ihhtilam,  (v.  n.  8  of  |*^)  Choosing. 
Aj\S>-\  ikhtimdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Putting  on  a 

veil  or  coif  calledjli*  hhimdr.  Fermenting,  rising 
(as  wine  or  dough).     Lying  hid. 

A  Jlf^\  ihhtinud,  (v.  n.  8  of  J-?")  Grazing  low- 

lying  grounds  rich  in  vegetation. 

A  ̂=>-\  ihhtimdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  |U-)  Sweeping  a 
house.    Cleanin";  out  a  well.  Cutting:. 

P  dhhtan,  To  draw  out,  to  unsheath  (a 

sword).  To  castrate,  geld.  To  hang,  suspend.  To 

lead,  bring.  To  go  forth.  To  overtake,  reach.  To 

play.    To  accustom.    To  weave,  knit.    To  fear. 
A  C->Ul»-\  ihhtinds,  (v.  n.  8  of  iJL*V&-)  Bending 

outwards  the  brim  of  a  leathern  bottle,  so  as  to  be 

able  to  drink. 

A  ̂Ujk*-\  ihhtindk,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^)  Being 

strangled,  choked,  throttled.  Strangulation. 

A  ikhtiwds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ij^)  Cutting  off" a 
part.  Piercing  (a  horse)  between  the  fore  and  hind- 

legs.  Losing  one's  wits.  Taking  all  one's  property. 

Carrying  off",  devouring  (a  wild  beast  a  calf). 
p  sis'  I  dhhta,  Drawn.  Castrated.  A  gelding. 

p  ajki^  ahhta,  Castrated.    A  gelding. 

A  uhht'iy,  Sisterly,  belonging  to  a  sister. 
A  ihldiyat,  (v.  n.  8  of  OU-  for  C^^i-) 

Pouncing  on  his  prey  (a  falcon).  Seizing  and  car- 

rj'ing  off"  (a  sheep).  Receiving  (a  tradition)  and 
committing  (it)  to  memory.  Travelling  by  night. 

A  j^tlp-\  ihhtiyar,  (v.  n.  8  of,U-  for  j;^)  Choos- 
ing, preferring,  selecting,  picking  out.  Election, 

choice.  Option.  Self-controul.  p  ̂^6^ J^J1»\ 

ihlitiydr  hardan,  To  make  choice,  choose,  will. 

t^LjI£^\  ihhtiijdr,  A  man  in  years. 

A  \J^isL^  iMi  ̂ /_;/ar«w,Voluntarily,spontaneously. 

A  (_gj\..^.,jLa.^  ihhtiyari.  Choice,  approbation, 

power,  authority.  In  one's  own  power,  or  disposal. 

T  iUjlJkj>-\  ihhtiydriya,  Old  men. 
A  (_^LL>.1  ihhtiydz,  (v.n.8  of  i^\^?oy {^^:L) 

Entering  or  fording  (a  river). 

A  ia^^^^  ihhtiydt,  (v.  n.  8  of  IsU-  for  la^*-) 
Passing  quickly  and  at  once  (like  a  needle). 

A  I  ihhtiycif,  (v.  n.  8  of  i  >U-  for  <— aj^i-) 

Visiting  the  temple  »— ft^i-  hliayf  on  Mount  Mina. 
A  Jlttia^^  ihhtiydl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jli-  for  (Jj^»-) 

Strutting,  walking  with  dignity  :  pride,  pomp. 

A  (j^^^J^l  ihhtiyan,  (v.  n.  8  of  jjU-  for  Be- 
traying.    Deceit,  perfidy. 

A  ̂\Xs-\  ahhsdi,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^JJ-  hhisy)  Ox-dungs. 

Elephant-dungs.  Ikhsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ >-)  Setting 
fire  to  ox-dung.   Selling  ox-dung. 

AjIa»-1  ihhsdr,  (v.  n.  4  of jj^)  Leaving  butter 
to  condense.     Allowing  milk  to  thicken. 

A  ahhsam.,Fla,t-nosed',  broad-nosed,round- 

nosed,  insensible  of  smell  (as  a  lion).  A  broad- 
sword.   A  lion. 

A  i^^AjJLeL\  ahhsihas,  A  town  in  Turkistaii. 

A  ihhjas,  (v.  n.  4  of  VsP")  Teasing,  impor- 



tuning,     (v.  n.  4  of  ̂_^=^)  Copulating  much. 

A  Jls.*^  ilihjal,  (v.'  n.  4  of  Confounding, 
putting  to  shame.  Beinglongandluxuriant  (plants). 

p  aJthjasta,  The  threshold  of  a  door. 

A  j_/f-**"^  ahhja',A  woman  who  makes  much  wa- 
ter, whose  womb  lies  very  deep.  One  whose  toes 

turn  in  and  whose  heels  turn  out. 

p  akhcha,  Gold.  Silver.  A  die  for  coin- 

ing.  A  copper-seal. 
A  A^fiA  ihhdas,  (v.  n.  4of         Walking  softly. 

A  ̂^li^^  ihhdaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  Bringing  forth 
an  imperfect  colt.  Being  without  rain  (the  summer). 

Performing  incompletely  one's  devotions.  Failing 
to  emit  fire  (a  fire-steel). 

Aj\^~»-\  ahhdar,  (pi.  of  j^i.*"  khidr)  Curtains. 

Ihhdar,  (v.  n.4  ofjti**-)  Being  overcast  with  clouds 
or  rain.  Sitting  behind  the  veil  or  curtain  (as  wo- 

men do  in  the  East,  concealed  from  the  view  of  men). 

Entering  on  a  rainy,  foggy,  or  windy  day .  Remain- 
ing fixed  in  a  thicket  (a  lion).  Concealing  a  lion 

(a  thicket  or  brake).  Abiding  in  a  place.  Be- 
numbing, deadening. 

A  ihhdaj  (v.  n.  4  of  Concealing, 
laying  by.  Binding,  tying  fast.  Stirring  up  to  the 
practice  of  deception. 

A  J\ii»aL^  ahlulal,  (pi.  ofsid^khadlataJidkhid- 
lat^  Plump  in  the  arms  and  legs  (women). 

A  ikhddm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»ii*^)  Giving  a  ser- 
vant.    Seeking  a  servant,  taken  one  into  service. 

A  ahlidan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^<^  khidn)  Friends. 
Lovers.    Beloved  objects. 

A  L-pJii*-^  akhdab,  A  tall,  slim  fellow.  Hasty, 

precipitate.    A  fool,  an  idiot.  Self-opiniated. 

A         akhiddat,  (pi.  of      hhadd')  Furrows. 
PjtiJ»-\  ahhdar,  A  whole  brother  or  sister. 

Aji^*-\  ahhdar,  Dark  (night).  Name  of  a  cer- 
tain celebrated  stallion. 

A  ahhdariy,  A  wild  ass. 

A  al  ahhdariyat,  Stock  descended 
from  a  famous  sire  named ahhdar. 

A  ahhda^  More  or  most  fallacious,  crafty, 

artful,  wily,  cunning.  LLua5\  ahhda^ 

mini'z  zabh,  More  sly  than  a  lizard.  (pi.  ̂ \>\ 
ahhadl^  A  vein  in  the  neck  to  which  the  cupping- 
glass  is  applied. 

A  ahhdam,  (A  horse  or  sheep)  having  the 

lower  part  of  the  hind-legs  of  a  whitish  colour  (if  on 

one  foot  only  he  is  called  (J>-j\  arjal). 

A  4iji>j>-\  uhhdud,  (pi.  iV.tiU.-^  ahhadid)  An  ob- 
long fissure  in  the  ground,  a  furrow.  (A  blow) 

cutting  the  skin,  a  stripe,  a  lash.     A  cleft. 

AjjS£^\  M/eMzir,  A  curtain  behind  which  a  wo- 
man sits. 

A  lii^  I  ahhiz,  A  taker,  receiver,  seizer  or  appre- 

hender.  (A  camel)  beginning  to  become  fat ;  also 

to  breed  teeth.    (Milk)  beginning  to  turn  sour. 

A  (SaLI  ahhaza,  (fut.  li^b  yaMmzu)  He  took. 
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A  h»A  akhz,  (v.  n.  of  d'bX)  Taking,  seizing,  ap- 

prehending, procuring.  Intercepting.  Assailing, 

taking  prisoner.  Clipping,  trimming,  paring.  Be- 

ginning. A  manoeuvre  or  mode  of  seizing  (in  wres- 

tling). Way  of  life,  manner,  disposition,  habit.  Pu- 
nishment, retribution.  Rigidity  (when  the  body 

from  any  cause  becomes  stiff",  and  is  thereby  de- 

prived of  motion).  j<»lH:5\  's!iAahhziintikam,T^m^ 
vengeance.  j>-  j  3>i-\  ahliz  ujarr.  Taking  and 
seizing;  fraudulent  dealing.  tJ**?^  3  ahhz  u 

habz,  A  receipt.  mijmnu'l  ahhz.  The 

mansions  of  the  moon.  P  (jii;^  >i^^  ahhz  haj-dan, 
To  take,  receive.  To  examine.  A  C^^\ 

ahhaztu  ̂ la'  yadi  fidanin,  I  withheld  him 
from  what  he  wished  to  do.  ̂ iS>»-^  viayi 
ahhaza  ahhzuhum  or  ahhzahum,  or  iSc^\ 

man  ahhazahu  ahhzuhum,  Whoever  adopted  their 

mode  of  life.  Ihhz,  A  cautery  applied  to  a  camel's 
side  to  prevent  a  threatened  distemper.  Custom, 

mode  of  living.  Ahhaz,  (v.  n.  of  'd'eL\)  (A  camel's 
colt)  having  the  stomach  oppressed  by  too  great  a 

quantity  of  milk,  or  from  its  acid  quality.  Fury, 

phrenzy  of  a  male  camel.  Opthalmia.  Uhhuz, 

Opthalmia.    (pi.  of  iU*-^)  Pools,  stagnant  waters. 
A  ihhzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Humbling, 

making  tractable. 

A  (J^iSrfi-^  ihhzal,  (v.  n.  4  of  JiS*-)  Staying  with 

heryoung  (adoe).  Finding  the  mother  disposed  to 
stay  with  him  (the  young  of  a  wild  beast). 

A  ihhzam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ '^)  Confessing, acknowledging  with  submission.  Being  still  and 
quiet.  Making  drunk  (liquor).  ^ 

A  »tX4>-I  a^/w'zoi.  Rigidity,  stiffness  :  a  disease 
occasioning  a  stiffness  in  the  joints. 

A  ukhzat,  A  philtre,  fascination,  any  thing 

by  which  the  Arabian  women  seek  to  keep  the  men 

faithful  to  them.  An  amulet,  charm.  jU3\ 

uhhzatu'n  nar,  A  little  while  after  sun-set,  when 
candles  are  lighted.  (— o»«>\  ukhzatu  asajin, 
A  doleful  seizure. 

Pjii-I  a/iAar,  A  bason,  bathing-tub.  Yes,  surely. 

For  example.  Ahhur,  A  stall  for  horses.  The  col- 
lar-bone. Name  of  a  city  in  Dahistan.  ^j=r 

uhhuri  charb,  (A  fat  stall)  Plenty,  abundance. 

(^j^Xlui  j>- 1  ahhiii'i  sangin,  (An  empty,  or  rather, 
stony  cratch)  An  unprofitable  situation. 

A  1  akhar,  (pi.  jjjj*' I  ahharuna,  and  j>\ 
JiZs/jr)  Another,  different,  second,  jbiijai.!  ahhar 

diyar.  Another,  or  a  foreign  country,  js-  \  d^**** 
samti  ahhar,  Another  way,  otherwise,  p  j>- 1  ̂̂ ^JM 

shahli  ahhar  shudan.  To  be  altered.  Ahhir, 

(pl.j>-^j^  awahhir)  Last,  posterior,  ultimate,  final. 
A  name  of  God.  Absent.  The  end,  issue,  extre- 

mity. The  hinder  part  of  a  saddle.  Finally,  at 

last, afterwards.  \  dkhiru'lamr,At\eT\gth, 

finally.  ̂ ^^jjcLl  dhhiri  zamdn,  The  end  of  time, 

the  last  day.    ̂ jrO,*  j*- 1  l^*/,>^  ataytuha  dhhira 

marratayni,  I  came  to  thee  a  second  time. 

^\  J  awwal  u  dkhir,ViTst  and  last,    p     r*"'  1 dhhiri  shab,T\ie  latterpart  of  the  night,  f^i^ 

dkhir  shudan,  To  be  finished.       ̂ \  dhhiri  hdr, 

A  catastrophe.  At  length.    fjL)J^ dhhir  kar- 

dan.  To  finish. 
A j*-^  a^/«r,  End,  extremity.  Rejected,  removed 

from  good.  Uhhar,  (pi.  of  ̂ joA  uhhra' ,  fern.) 
Others,  different.  Ukhur,  The  latter  or  hinder 

part.  \j>\  bsJm  shahhahu  uhhuran,  (or jcA  ̂  

min  ukhurin)  He  tore  it  behind,  or  from  behind. 

A         dhhiran,  (or  \^\  uhhuran^  Finally. 

A  (_-'^\  ahhrdb,  (pi.  of  i--^*-  kharab)  Male 
bustards.  The  hairs  on  the  flank  of  a  horse,  or  on 

the  crown  of  the  head.  (pi.  of  hhurbat)  Wal- 
let-handles. Ikhrdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  (-r^^)  Laying 

waste,  depopulating,  razing,  demolishing. 

A         uhhrdt,  (fem.)  (pl.jfil.\  uhhar)  Other. 

A  O^a.^  ahhrdt,  (pi.  of  hhuri)  Buttons, 

buckles,  or  clasps,  for  fastening  breast-harness. 

A  ahhrdj,  (pi.  of  ̂ r/*"  hharj)  Tributes, 

revenues,  produces.  Ihhrdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ /*")  Pro- 
ducing, drawing  forth,  bringing  out.  Expelling. 

Expending.  Payi  ng  tribute.  Experiencing  a  year 
partly  fruitful  and  partly  barren.  Grazing  one  part 

of  a  field  and  leaving  the  other  part  untouched. 

Being  variegated  with  black  and  white  (a  ram  or 

ostrich).  Hunting  black  and  white  ostriches. 

Marrying  a  mulatto.  p  i^i^^  ̂V*"^  ihhrdj  har- 
dan.  To  expel,  banish.     To  bring  out. 

A  OU>-^\  ihhrdjdt,  (pi.  of  ̂];*-^)  Expenses. 

A  ̂\j>\  ihhrdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j>-)  Blushing,  In- 
clining to  play.  Keeping  silence  from  baseness, 

not  from  modesty. 

Aj\^\  ihhrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  J»-)  Causing  to  fall, 

throwing  down.  Cutting  off"  the  hand,  causing  it 

to  fall  off". 
A  ihhrds  (v.  n.  4  of  {^ja.)  Making 

dumb.      Not  allowing  the  anklet  called 
hhalhhdl  to  ring  (a  fat,  fleshy  leg). 

A  (_^\^\  ahhrds,  (pi.  of  khuras,  hhurtis, 
and  hhurs)  Sticks  with  which  honey  is  gathered. 

A  \o\j^  ihhrdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Suff"ering  un- der the  complaint  called  hharat  (a  camel). 

Closing  a  wallet,  drawing  the  strings  of  a  purse. 

A  1  tSjS'S  ihhrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— i;»-)  Yeaning, 
foaling  in  autumn  (a  sheep  or  camel).  Entering 

upon  the  autumn.  Making  a  dotard.  Corrupt- 

ing, spoiling,  damaging.  Growing  very  tall  (mil- 
let). Having  fruit  fit  for  gathering  (a  palm-tree). 

Granting  one  leave  to  gather  dates.  Bringing  forth 
at  the  same  season  she  conceived  (a  camel). 

A  ̂\jb\ahhrdh,  (pi.  of  Jjjs-  hhirh)  Very  libe- 
ral. Handsome  youths  of  generous  dispositions. 

Ihhrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^=-)  Astonishing,  confound- 
ing, discouraging,  deterring. 

A  (— ahhrab.  More  or  most  ruinous.  Bor- 



ed  in  the  ear.  A  hole  in  the  ear.  Versein  which  the 

measure  ,JvX&\a«  ?««/a^/ becomes  ̂ ^yJu  maf^d. 
A  io uhhribat,  (pi.  of  hharah)  Ruins, 

p  (J^^^  1  ahhir-hin,  Far-sighted ;  prudent. 

A  <7/i7r/7'«^,  Posterior,  last.  The  extremity. 
The  hinder  part  of  a  saddle.  Life  eternal ;  the 

other  world.  'ijiA  dkhirat,  is  always  opposed  by 
the  Arabians  to  Liii  dunya\  which  signifies,  The 

world,  or  the  present  life  ;  synonymous  to  which 

the  Persians  make  use  also  of  ̂ j^-f?-  injahan, 

This  world,  and  f^\(Sf  (jl  anjahan,  That  world; 

and  likewise  figuratively  u^kil««\  sj\>-  hhanari 

imshab,  The  lodging  of  to-night,  and  \dj3  ioU.- 
khanasifardd,  The  habitation  of  to-morrow.  I 

alihiratu'l  ̂ f/n,  The  outer  angle  of  the  eye. 

jj|OjJo  'iji- 1  ijiJLkJ\  ataytuha  ahhirata  viarrataym, 

I  came  to  thee  a  second  time.  *S^^^  al  viil- 
laUi'lakhirat,  The  last  dispensation,  Christianity. 

A  aliharatan,  ukliaratan,  j^^b  hi  ahha- 

ratin  or  bi  uliharatin,  In  fine,  at  length.  %J>\  >U- 

jdsa  ahharatan,  He  came  at  last.  ^  ha^ibi 
akhiratin,  He  sold  upon  futurity,  i.  e.  on  credit. 

A  aJthirrat,  (pi.  of  hharir^  Beaten 
tracks  between  two  hills. 

A  '^j^^  ahhraj,  Variegated  with  black  and 
white  (ram  or  ostrich).  (A  mountain)  covered 
with  black  and  white  sand  or  stones.  A  kind  of 

bird  called  ̂ K*  miihluis. 

A  ̂le»y».\  ihhrijdj,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ e«-)  Being  va- 
riegated with  black  and  white  (an  ostrich  or  ram). 

\  ahhrajat,  A  well  at  the  foot  of  a  moim- A  il=-,5- 
ues. tain.    Akhrijat,  (pi.  of         hJiaraj)  Reveni 

p  I  dhhar-dast,  The  occupant  of  the 
lowest  seat.  The  last  throw  of  the  dice.  The  end 

of  an  afiair.    A  shoe-maker. 

A  tj**;*-^  ahhras,  (pi.  ̂_>>j^*-  hhiirs  and 
hhursdn)  Dumb.    (A  mountain  or  road-side  co- 

lumn) having  no  echo.     Silent  (army).  Thick 

(milk)  the  sound  not  being  heard  (when  the  vessel 

which  contains  it  is  shaken). 

P j>A  dJchtir-sdldr,  Master  of  the  horse. 
A  P  dkhirash,  At  last, finally,  after  all. 

A  'iij>-\ahhrifat, (pi.  of hharuf) Lambs. 
A  ahlirah,  (pi.  hkurh)  Dull,  un- 

skilful. A  camel,  the  sole  of  whose  foot  touches 

the  gi'ound  before  the  hoof 

P  i^Jj*-l  a/i'Z!?«'aA,  A  small  stable.  Collar-bone. 

A  ̂s-\  ahhram,  Pierced  in  the  ear,  nose,  &c. 
Verse  of  the  measure  ̂  yd  fa^lun  reduced  to 

(jJjS-  ̂ dun,  and  ̂ ^y^sXsuc  mtifci^laUm  to  (^fiis-lj. 
A  ̂^j=-\  akhrumcmi,  Two  bones  at  the  end  of 

the  upper  jaw.   Two  bones  in  the  shoulders. 

A  (__yjl<^al.^  ikhrimmds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j«<;*-  Q  not 
used)  Being  humble,  submissive. 

A  ihhrivibah,  (v.  n.  3  of      j»-  Q) 
Skulking,  creeping  along  with  mischievous  intent. 

A  ̂>^>j^\ikhrintdm,  (v.  n.  3  of         Q)  Toss- 
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ing  the  nose,  being  proud.    Being  angrJ^ 

A  jlajp^^  ihhrmfRh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ J-  Q) 
Skulking.     Cleaving  to  the  ground. 

A  i^jtXc^\  Ihhrlmnus,  (or  Silence. 

A  )s\^j=-\  ihhriwwdt,  (v.  n.  13  of  ̂ J^)  Bemg 
long  and  tedious  (a  journey).  Being  long  (the 

beard).  Holding  fast  the  foot  of  a  bird  (a  springe). 
Travelling  quickly. 

p  f^J^jJ^^  ahhrosli,  A  clamour,  noise. 

II  ifj^l  ahhrut,  A  walnut. 

A  dhharun,  (pi.  of^e-l  dhhar)  Others. 
Posterity.     Those  of  modern  times. 

A  ij'j uhliran'iy,  Relating  to  the  other  world. 
A  iihkrci ,  (or        uhhra)  (fem.of 

dkhar)  (pi.  Ob^^\  uhhrayat)  Another,  the  last. 

Life  eternal,  the  other  world.  j»_jfl3^  uhhra'l 
liumn,  The  last,  the  hindmost  of  the  people.  ̂  

fi  nhhral  layaU,  (or  iSj=>-^ 

uhhra'l  manuii)  Ever,  at  any  time.  ^ 
A  ihhriyan,  xihhriyan,  ikldrvyan  or  I 

ahhiriyan,  At  length,  in  the  end. 

A  Cy^j>-\  uhhrayat,  (pi.  of  ulihra')  The 

last  parts.  ̂ ^\i_jj>.\  (j  jds-a  fi  uhhrayd- 
tihbn,  He  came  amongst  the  last  of  them. 

p  jjb_^l  dhliriyan,  (or  ahhriyan) 
Household  furniture,  goods  and  chattels,  wearing 

apparel.    Ahliiriydn,  The  moderns. 

T  p  i^.J>-^  ahhriyan,  An  ignorant,  stupid  oaf. 

A  ̂ W^l  ilthrijdj,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ j*")  Being  of 
a  mixed  white  and  black  (an  ostrich  or  ram). 

A  ̂j>_j>-\  ihltrirah,  The  being  much  torn. 
A  ihhrit.  Wild  leek. 

A  ahhirin,  (oblique  pi.  of^^ll  ahhir) 
Last,  latest  comers  ;  posterity.  '—^J^  U^-^^ 
dhh  irin  harf,  Decree  of  fate.  Termination  of  an 

affair.  ^^J*"  I  dhhirm  rd^,  Muhammad. 
A  Aj^\  ihhzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ijj^)  Exposing  to 

shame  or  infamy. 

A  ̂j^}^^  ihhzdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jj>-)  From  being 
poor,  becoming  rich.     Hoarding,  treasuring  up. 

A  5Jj>-\  ahhizzaf,  (jjI.  ofj^»-  hhuzaz')  Male  hai'es. 
AjJaL^  ahhzar,  Small,  twinkling-eyed,  pui'blind. 

A  L$jy^^  ahhzariy,  A  turban  made  of  silk 
pulled  to  pieces  and  re-woven  :  a  shoddy  turban. 

A  (Jja-^  ahhzal,  Broken-backed.  A  camel  that 
has  entirely  lost  his  bunch. 

A  ̂yi'S  ahhzam,  A  male  serpent.  Name  of  the 
grandfather  of  Hatim  Tayy.  Short-froenumed. 

A  -^^jj*-^  ihhzin-ds,  (v.  n.  9  of  {J!y>-)  Falling 
into  misfortune,  ignominy  and  contempt. 

A  Isj'^^  ahhza',  More  or  most  ignominious. 
A  (Jl*-^  ahhass,  More  or  most  base,  avaricious. 
A  ̂ L^\  ihhsdj:,  (v.  n.  4  of^^-i-  not  used)  Play- 

ing at  odd  and  even  with  nuts. 

A  jL*»e»^  ihhsdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j*^)  Diminishing. 
Causing  loss.    Suffering  loss.    Damage,  loss. 

A  ̂_j»>L*i»-l  ihhsds,  (y.  n.  4  of  ijy*^)  Acting 
M 

basely.  Discovering  one  to  be  vile  and  contemptible. 
Diminishing,  making  small. 

A  u-iU-i"^  ihhsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_flA-*-)  Digging 
and  finding  a  well  overflowing  with  water.  Being 
put  out  (the  eye). 

A  (jb-^\  ihhsan,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  used) 
Being  depressed  after  being  exalted. 

p  iuL**.  I  dhhasta,  The  lower  lintel,  threshold. 

AjM^i-]  ahhsar,  A  sufferer  of  loss  or  injury. 

A  'isu^\ahhsifat,  (pi. of  u-i^^  A/tasw/)  Wells 

dug  in  rocks. 
p  I  dhhsuma,  dhhsama,  (or  ahh- 

suma)  A  liquor  made  from  barley,  rice,  or  millet. 

A  ukhsum,  The  ear  of  a  big  corn-sack. 

P  j_5>*»*-^  ahhsi,  Name  of  a  town  in  Transoxania. 
P  i^I*-Ju*»-\  ahhsisah,  (or  C^y*>J-\  ahhsihat) 

Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 

P  dhsh,  Name  of  a  certain  Persian  Mu- 

bid.  Ahhash,  (or  ̂ji;>-\  ahhsh)  Price,  worth,  va- 

lue,    (jii^ii  (j^l  ahhash  dddan,  To  give  a  price. 
A  L-^Li.i>-\  ahltshah,  (pi.  of  u-Awi.)  Timbers. 

A  (^LiM&-\  ihhshash,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^)  Passing 

a  wooden  ring  through  (a  camel's)  nose. 
A  IhJtsham,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»-i^)  Stinking. 

A  \.  ahhshab,  Wooden.  Wooden-fronted, 

impudent.  Harsh,  hard,  thick.  Coarse  (fare). 

Rough,  rugged.     Rugged  (mountain). 
A  al  ahhshabdni,  Name  of  two  moun- 

tains near  Mecca,  and  of  two  at  Mina. 

A  ahhshaf,  (pi.  (_ tt       hhushf)  One 
who  walks  badly  by  reason  of  the  mange. 

A  ̂.LsA  ahhsham,  Defective  in  the  sense  of 
smelling.  Wide-nosed. 
p  I  dhhshuma,  Barley  or  rice-water. 
A  ahhshan,  Rugged,  extremely  rough. 

Rougher.  Contemptible,  blaraeable.  A  mountain. 
In  evil  case,  in  a  bad  plight. 

\  ahh- shanu'l  jdnib,  Rough  and  unpolished  in  manners. 
p  dhhshanj.  Adverse,  contrary. 

p  JtxLij"^  ahltshanda,  A  child's  rattle. 

A  IJ^^  ahhsha!,  Very  fearful  (place). 

p  ̂ ^■>-  \  uhhshij ,(ov  ̂ ^^')  Opposite,contrary. 
p  ̂V^ir*  '  Uhhsh'ijdn,  (or  ahhsh'ijdn) 

(pi.  of         1  dhhahlj  or  ahhsh]})  The  (four) 

oj^posites,  i.  e.  the  elements. 

A  ;»^Lixio-\  ihhshisliab,  (v.  n.  12  of  ;_«.'»^) 
Being  thick,  hard,  and  raw-boned.  Putting  up 

with  hardships,  accustoming  one's  self  to  rough  it. 
A  ̂JJLxZ*»\ ihhshishdn,  (v.  n.  12 of ̂ <ij>-)  Being 

extremely  rough.  Being  clad  in  coarse  raiment. 
Faring  coarsely.    Talking  roughly. 

p  udJuLi.©-^  ahhshih,  Opposite,  contrary. 

p  1  f  ahhslng,  Opposite,  contrary. 

p  ̂ y^ytr- 1  dhhshigan,  The  elements. 
A  iJ)<as>-\  ahhass,  More  or  most  peculiar,  special, 

particular.  ̂ J^^J^  (^^-^  ahhassu'l  kharvdss, 
Most  excellent  of  nobles. 



A  L-.'Uas.-l  akhsah,  A  kind  of  garment.  Fruit- 
ful (country),  (pi.  of  u-*>«ai Sides.  White 

mountain  snakes.  Ikhsah,  (v.  n.  4  of  c-*-^*-) 
Abounding  in  produce  (a  place),  being  fruitful. 

Going  to  such  a  place.  Fattening.  Flowing(sap). 

A  (^UaaL\  akhsas,  (pi.  of  hhuss)  Houses 

of  reeds.  Taverns.  Ihksas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jSsa-)  De- 
spising.   Reproaching.  Negligence,  carelessness. 

A  I  i\^as-\  ihhsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i__fl-^)  Running 

swiftly.    Covering  (the  body)  with  leaves. 

A  JLa*l.\  ikhsal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-ati)  Striking  the 

mark,  or  shooting  an  arrow  to  fall  by  the  side  of  it. 

A  j»l«as»\  ahhsam,  (pi.  of  p*a».  hhusm)  Corners 
of  wallets  or  portmanteaus.  Those  parts  of  the  eye 

which  are  covered  by  the  edges  of  the  eye-lids. 

A  \^Juo^\  akhsaf,  Variegated,  party-coloured, 

black  and  white  (cattle).  Ash-coloured. 

A  ̂j*as>-\  altlisun,  (pi.  of  jjj/as-)  Small  axes. 

A  ̂yas>-\  ulihsum,  The  ear  of  a  big  corn-sack. 
A  t_->La5^1  ihhzab,  (v.  n.  4  of  Cu.«o-^)  Budding. 

A  ̂L^i-\  ikhzaj,  (v.n.  4  of         Breaking  up. 
A  iiUai-^  ikhzad,  (v.  n.  4  of  t\>aJ'-)  Pulling  the 

traveller's  wallet  in  playfulness  (a  horse's  colt). 

Aj\^a!>-\  ihhzat',(j.n.  4  of  j*ai-)  Making  green. 

A  ̂Loi-^  ikhzaj  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^o^)  Humbling, 
rendering  submissive  (poverty  or  necessity).  Caus- 

ing to  stoop  (age).  Speaking  politely,  amorously. 

A  J^.rffli>-\  ikhzal,  (v.n.  4  of  J-o*-)  Moistening. 
A  4ij«a>-\  ahhzad,  Bent  double. 

Ajja^\  akhzaj;  Green.  Dusky  brown.  Black. 

j^as''!^]  hahru'l  akhzar,  The  gi-een  sea  :  under 
this  name  the  Arabians  comprehend  all  that  ocean 
which  extends  from  the  coasts  of  Arabia  and  Ethi- 

opia to  India,  and  even  to  China.  j*ai^'!^\  ̂ -^-^ 
khallju'l ahhza7;Th.e  Persian  gulf.  (^jll> 
tasus  akhzar,  The  peacock  of  paradise. 

A j^^>.^  ikhzirar,  (v.  n.  9  ofya>-)  Being  green. 
Assuming  a  green  or  livid  hue.  Being  dark  (the 

night).  Being  cut  or  broken  off. 

A  ̂^ajL\  alihza^  One  who  hangs  his  head  na- 
turally. Buck-necked  (horse  or  ostrich).  Hum- 

ble, submissive,  contented  in  a  lowly  station. 

A  u-2.oj-\  ahhzaf,  A  serpent. 

A  j!iLaj-\  ihlizilul,  (v.  n.  9  of  (J-*as-)  Being 
moist.     Being  dark  (the  night). 

A  (—-'Ua-wAs-^  ikhz'izah,  Extreme  greenness. 
A  j\*aX/a.i>-\  ikhzizar,  Extreme  greenness. 
A  ̂\j&yj£i.>\  ikhzlza^  Excessive  humility. 
A  JLoA^iL^  ihhzlzal,  Exceeding  moistness. 

A  j!^_.»*aa.^  ikhzilal,  (v.  n.  11  of  J-<a:>-)  Being 
full  of  branches  and  leaves.     Being  very  moist. 

A  -^\iai>-\  ikhta.i,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂iasL)  Erring,  sin- 
ning involuntarily,  committing  a  blunder,  making 

a  mistake.  Missing.  Imputing  sin.  (v.  n.  4  of 

Ua^  for  ̂ ia»-)  Causing  to  step. 

A  L—>liai>- W/Jt^aJ,  Betrothed  (men  and  women). 

Ikhtah,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_.Alas-)  Coming  within  reach  of 
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the  hunter  (game).  Ripening  (grapes,  gourds,  &c.). 
Being  streaked  with  green  (a  gourd). 

AjUas"-^  aJthtdr,  (pi.  of  kliitr^  Herds  of 
camels,  from  40  to  1000.  Ihhtdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  ) 

Causing  a  thing  to  recur  to  the  mind  after  having 

been  forgotten.  Recalling  to  mind.  Exposing  to 

danger.  Staking  one's  property.  Risking  one's 
life  in  an  engagement.  Being  equal  in  rank.  Rais- 

ing to  rank  and  dignity.  ̂  

A  IsUai-l  ahhtdf,  (pi.  oflai-  khati)  Lines.  Ikh- 

tdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  la=»-)  Having  lines  (the  face).  Be- 

ginning to  have  a  beard  (a  yoiith).  Taking  pos- 
session of  a  place,  marking  it  out,  becoming  the 

first  occupant.     Marking  with  lines  or  stripes. 

A  (  jllas-^  ilihtdf,  (v.n.  4  of  i—ftias-)  Missing 
the  mark.      Being  folded.      Lankness  of  belly. 

A  (Jllai-^  ikhtal,  Obscenity  in  conversation. 
A  u-Aias-^  ahhtah,  A  green  magpye.  A  species 

of  hawk  or  bird  of  prey  which  hunts  sparrows.  Any 

thing  in  which  the  russet-brown  colour  prevails. 
An  ass  marked  with  a  black  stripe  along  the  back. 

One  who  repeats  best  the  prayer  called  ss^as"  khutba. 
A  colocynth  marked  with  green  stripes. 

A  ̂jlj.la»-\  akhtabdn,  A  kind  of  bird. 
A  c_flia>-\  aJihtaf,  Lank-bellied. 

A  ;J.5a^\  ahhtal,  Flap-eared.  Foolishly  talka- 

tive. Name  of  several  poets.  jJIai-^)\  ahu'l 
ahhtal,  (Father  Flap-ear)  A  horse.    A  mule. 

Ajjai-^  ahhtam,  Long-nosed.  Black. 
A  l?U\ai»-\  ihlitiyat,  (for  -^Uais-^  ihhtitaf)  (v.  n. 

8  of  Uai-  for  ̂jiai*)  Stepping. 

A  ̂̂ ^^3j>-\ihlizds:,  (v.  n.  4  of  Uai-  for^Jai- )  Making 

stout,  bulky,  and  fleshy,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^Jai-)  Becom- 
inor  or  making;  fat. 

A  fjlsis'\  ahhajf,  Lighter,  lightest. 

A  *Ia5-\  ikhfds:,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^^)  Concealing, 

hiding,  suppressing.  Manifesting.  \si}>-\  ̂ J^-  ̂Imi 
ihhfd,  The  art  of  rendering  one's  self  invisible. 

A  f\s^\ahhiffas,  (pi.  of  t-i-fl*-  khafif)  Light. 

A  Olas»\  ihhfat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ll^ai-)  Bringing 
forth  to  the  very  day  (a  camel). 

A  lilai--^  ihhfdd,  (v.n.4oftisfl^)  Appearing  preg- 

nant (a  camel).  Bringing  forth  an  imperfect  colt. 

Ajlai-\  ihhfdr,  (v.n.  4  ofjfli>- )  Failing  to  afford 
protection,  betraying.  Breaking  an  engagement. 

Giving  one  a  protector  or  guide. 

A  j^la>-\  ikhfds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ juSj>-)  Talking  in- 
decently. Inebriating  very  soon  (wine).  Putting 

much  or  little  water  into  wine. 

A  ̂jilii>-\  ikhfdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^jaSs^)  Circum- 
cising a  girl. 

A  ̂ Xs^\  ikhfd^  (v.  n.  4  of  jsi-)  Prostrating any  one  (hunger). 

A  (  f[s^\akhfdf,  (pi.  of  Jlos-  khuff) The  hoofs 
of  a  camel,  feet  of  an  ostrich.  Quadrupeds  which 

part  not  the  hoof.  (pi.  of  L-ft-as^  hhaflf)  Light. 

Iklifdf,  (v.  n.  4  oiiJUsi-)  Loading  lightly.  Having 
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light,  nimble  horses.  Being  in  easy  circumstances. 
Causing  one  to  lay  aside  his  gravity. 

A  ̂3^^^  ikhfdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ji=-)  Dozing, 
nodding.  Setting  (a  star).  Flapping  the  wings  (a 

bird).  Returning  without  spoil  (a  warrior  or 

hunter").  Seeking  and  not  obtaining.  Being  gaily 

dressed,  or  clad  in  shining  apparel.  Prostrating. 

A  aklifaj,  (A  camel)  trembling  in  the 
limbs.  One  whose  feet  are  distorted.  Bow-legged. 

A  ahhfash,  One  who  has  small  weak 

eyes,  seeing  better  at  night  than  in  the  day-time. 
A  camel  whose  bunch  is  small  in  front,  compact, 

and  not  elongated.    Name  of  three  grammarians. 

A  (^^ofli-  \  akhfaz.  Most  depressed,  lower,  lowest. 

A  ahhfa',  More  or  most  concealed. 

A  akhfiyat,  (pi.  of  ̂Ifls-  hhifdi)  Veils, 

coverings.  {Jj^\  'ifPs^\  aklifiyatu'l  ka,ra%  The 
coverings  of  sleep,  i.e.  the  eyes.  'iJ>^\  akhfi- 
yatu'n  naivr,  The  follicles  or  pods  which  contain 
the  young  leaves  of  flowers. 

A  akhhdk,  (pi.  of  Js«-  hhahk)  Fissures, 
furrows.  Ikhhdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y>-)  Becoming  wide 

(hole  of  a  pulley  or  notch  wherein  a  pin  revolves). 

A  ̂j^s-\uhhhuk,  (or  ̂Jsj>-\ikhk'ik)  (pi.  J^^^ 
akhdhik)  A  fissui'e  in  the  ground  in  which  one 
may  hide  himself. 

Pjl^W/?/Jia/-,Afire-brand,burningcoal :  ashes. 
p  dhhhahand,  (^Ki-^  akhhaland,  or 

jiiaKi>-\  akhhalandu)  A  child's  rattle. 

p  ̂Jii-^  ahhkul,  Long-headed.  Chaff. 
p  StijJii-\  akhhalanda,  A  curry-comb. 

p         ft/isMaw,  Rim  of  a  drum  or  sieve :  a  fillet. 

p akhkamr,  The  crupper  of  a  horse. 

p  tO^C}>-\  ahhhuba,  A  button-hole,  a  loop. 
ahhkur,  A  wild  pear.     Unripe,  sour 

fruit.    A  button-hole. 

p  'ij^i^\ahhkuza, (or  ij^isAahhhuja')  Abutton. 
p  i!jj^Cj>-\  aklbknjdna,  A  button. 

p  {^^Cjs'S  akhkush.  Unripe  fruit. 
p  ̂^^Cs>-\  akhkuh,  An  unripe  apricot. 

p  (j^^^  akhhun,  A  button-hole.      A  button. 
p ahhgar,  Charcoal.  A  live  coal. 

iCfl5  akhgari  tafta,  Live  embers.  tHzS akh- 

gari  hushta.  Extinguished  charcoal. 
p  ̂y^\ahhgtil,A.  beard  of  corn,  a  pile  of  barley. 

A  '^sA  akhall,  More  or  most  indigent.  Poor, 
needy.     Aklmll,  (pi.  of  J^*"  hhull)  Vinegars. 

A  ̂^ls-\  ahhldf,  (pi.  of hhihv)  Empty,  va- 

cant, idle.  (pi.  of  (_J.*-  hliala')  Fresh  and  tender 
plants.  Potherbs  gathered,  (pi.  of  khdVi) 

Unmarried  (men  or  women).  Ikhlds,  (v.  n.  4  of 

iki-  for^jJi-)  Being  empty,  void,  solitary.  Being 

empty  of  food  (the  belly).  Courting  retirement. 
Allowing  a  private  audience,  retiring  to  consult 

together  in  private.  Lighting  upon  a  solitary 

place.  Finding  (a  place)  empty,  or  (a  person)  un- 
employed.   Vacating,  emptying.    Laying  waste, 



depopulating.  Bitting  (a  horse).  Adding  fuel  to 

the  fire.  (v.  u.  4  of  Supplying  (flocks)  with 

herbage  (God).  Abounding  in  herbage  (ground). 

A  -f^Ji>-^  akhUlas,  (pi.  of  Ithard)  Friends 
(intimate  and  sincere). 

A  ̂LJJ\  L-->^ki-\  ahhlabu'n  nisas,  Beloved  by 
women.  Ikhlab,(v.  n.  4  of  4_-J^)  Being  thick 

and  muddy  (water).  Putting  forth  leaves  (a  vine). 

A  ihhlad,  (v.  n.  4  of  ;ii>-)  Rendering 

eternal.  Remaining  stationary  in  a  place.  Conti- 

nuing steady  in  one's  attachment.  Growing  old 
by  slow  degrees.    Leaning,  inclining. 

A  (^^U-^  Hildas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j*J^)  Being 

partly  dry  and  partly  green  (herbage).  Being  in- 
termingled (black  and  white  hairs). 

A  (^':^\  ihldas,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^je^i")  Purifying, 
correcting.  Refining.  Demonstrating  sincere 

friendship.  Yielding  unfeigned  obedience.  Tak- 

ing the  purest  and  best  part  of  butter.  Becoming 

very  rich  (the  marrow  of  a  camel).  Sincerity, 

piety,  friendship,  affection,  probity,  candour. 

A  l>o^i-\  ihhlasan,  Sincerely,  unfeignedly. 

A  p  iiJt»/fl^)^^  ikhlasmand,  Sincere,  friendly. 

A  l?^U>-\  ahldat,  A  mixed  crowd,  (pi.  of  kli- 

hhilt)  Mixtures,  miscellanies.  Humours  of  the 

body.  Seasonings.  Wiij  ia^li-^  akhlati  radiya, 

Corrupted  humours.  «jOj\  l^^ia-^  aJthlati  arba^, 
The  four  humours,  elementary  qualities,  or  com- 

plexions in  man.  IkJdat  (v.  n.  4  of  iais-)  Helping 
to  cover.  Covering.  Breaking  down  in  running 

(a  horse). 

A  iJddp^  (v.  n.  4  of         Putting  forth 

leaves,  flourishing  (the  sLoff-  ̂ zah).  Coming 

into  ear.     Finding  an  evergreen  sLaS-  ̂ zah. 
A  I  i^Ii>-\  aJddaf,The  teats  of  a  camel.  Succes- 

sors, descendants,  posterity,  (pi.  of  sJils-  hhdfat) 

Opposed,  contrary  (as  black  and  white,  long  or 

short).  Ihhlaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_fll»-)  Breaking  a 
promise,  disappointing.  Discovering  one  to  be  a 

promise-breaker.  Giving  no  rain  (clouds).  Re- 

pairing a  garment.  Restoring.  Repaying,  re-im- 

bursing,  making  amends,  compensating.  Germi- 
nating afresh  (a  withering  plant).  Removing  a 

girth  from  before  the  sheath  of  a  camel.  Drawing 

water.  Putting  the  hand  to  the  sword.  Becoming 

offensive  from  long  fasting  (the  breath).  Turning 

(as  milk  or  wine).  Being  a  year  under  full  age  (a 

camel).  Getting  new  feathers  after  moulting  (a 

bird).  Approaching  the  age  of  puberty  (a  lad). 

Weakening  any  one  (medicine).  Leading  (a  stal- 
lion) a  second  time  to  cover.  Driving  or  casting 

back.  Following. 

A  Jj^^^^  akhlak,  Worn-out  clothes.  (pi.  of 
khulh,  or  hhululi)  Natures,  dispositions,  ha- 
bits, manners.  ahhlaki  hasana, 

Amiable  manners.  f-Jju^  ̂ '^^\  akhldki  jam'da, 
Laudable  qualities.  Akhldk  is  a  general  name  for 
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books  on  morality  :  as,  *Uj«i\  ahldahu'l 
^?/7«»tdj:,Tlie  morals  of  learned  men  ;  ciJ^^^  ̂ j^^^ 

ahldahu'l  muluk,  The  manners  of  kings;  jj^^^ 
(jgM'?*^  ahldahi  mtdisim,  Name  of  a  dissertation  on 

ethics.  Ihlddh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ji^)  Wearing  out,  or 

being  worn  out  (a  garment).  Putting  on  another 

a  worn-out  garment. 

A  akldcd,  (pi.  of       hhill  or  hlmll)  In- 
timate friends.  Ihldal,  (v.  n.  4  of  3^)  Causing 

to  want.  Necessitating,  constraining.  Exhausting, 

impoverishing.  Frustrating,  disappointing.  De- 

serting, abandoning.  Carrying  away.  Keeping 

a  fort  thinly  garrisoned.  Bearing  unripe  dates  (a 

palm).   Feeding  (camels)  on  the  herb  a)i>-  hhullat. 

A  ̂^^^  ahlddm,  (pi.  of         kkilm)  Friends. 
A  «J#-\o/^/i/ZZoi, (pi. of  J^M/ZaZ) Tooth-picks. 

Small  needles.  The  coverings  of  sheaths  or  scab- 
bards. Skewers.  Rich  sword-sheaths. 

A  ̂ \  ahhlaj,  A  rope. 
A  ̂,jk3ii-\  ahhlas,  More  or  most  pure,  sincere. 

^jkal=>-!  a/ddasu'l  ̂ /iaJ,  Most  faithful  of  ser- 
vants, (jwais-^  alildasu'l  fusdd,  Cordial. 

A  akhlaf,  Foolish,  dement,  weak  in  in- 
tellect. (A  camel)  inclining  to  one  side  through  a 

distorted  shoulder.  A  male  serpent.  A  current. 

Squint-eyed.  Left-handed.  Difficult,  disastrous. 

A  i^^is-^  ahldah,  More  or  most  apt,  fit,  proper. 
(A  stone)  smooth,  even,  free  from  flaw.  Poor. 

Pjjle-^  ahldur,  Tlie  fruit  of  the  carob-tree. 
A  -^IJtf*-^  ahldiydf,  (pi.  of  J[|^5»-  hhaliy)  Free  from 

grief,  pain,  or  care.     Idle.  Unmarried. 
A  thhltj,  A  swift  horse.  A  sort  of  plant. 

A  ̂^Ui-^  ihldims,  (v.  n.  12  of  Ji^)  I'erseve- 
ring  in  the  habit  of  drinkins  milk. 

A  j^Lls-l  ilild'dah,  (v.  n.  12  of  ,jis-)  Being 
overcast  (the  sky),  seeming  disposed  to  rain.  Being 

smooth  (the  loins  of  a  horse).  Being  level  with 

the  ground  (the  vestiges  of  a  house). 

A  tiU^l  ihhmdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  liJ*)  Extinguishing 
a  fire.  Being  quiet.  Allowing  a  fire  to  become 

low  without  being  extinguished. 

A ihhmdr,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ )  Covering,  con- 
cealing, suppressing.  Hiding,  concealing  from  the 

sight  (ground).  Leavening  (dough).  Revolving 

in  the  mind.  Giving,  bestowing,  putting  in  posses- 

sion of.  Entering.  Lying  hid.  Hating.  Neglect- 
ine:.     Aboundin":  in  wine.     Hatred,  rancour. 

A  ahhmas,  (pi.  of  ̂J-*i*  hhums  or  hlm- 
mus)  Fifth  parts.  Xi>\^\ L^jtoijjazrihu 

akhmdsan  li  asddsin,  He  tries  to  accomplish  his  ob- 

ject by  fraud  and  deceit.  (_j»jl»j>-\  'ii^ji  ̂ ^  \^ 
humd  ft  hurdati  ahhmdsin,  They  are  both  very 

near,  have  united,  made  peace,  or  done  a  similar 

act,  as  though  they  were  in  one  garment.  Ihhmds, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Being  or  becoming  five  in  num- 
ber. Watering  camels,  or  being  the  owner  of  such 

camels  as  are  watered  on  the  fifth  day. 

A         aldimd^ (pi.  of  ̂ )  Wolves :  robbers. 

A  JU^^  ihhnidl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj*"-)  Rendering  ob- 
scure or  mean.  Making  (velvet)  plushy,  or  shaggy. 

A  ihhmdm, (v.  n. 4of  JU-) Stinking(meat). 
Turning  sour  (milk).     Sweeping  (a  house). 

A ahh  ma?',  Drunk,  intoxicated,  crop-sick. 

A        ahlimirat,  (pl.ofjl?"  A/tmar) Veils,coifs. 

A  A^.^r>-\  ahhmims,  (or  aldimisat')  (pi, 

of  (j*o;*s-  hhfnnis)  Thursdays,  as  being  fifth  days. 
p  au-^i' !  dhhmusa,  (or  akhmusa)  Bar- 

ley, millet,  or  rice-water, 
A  {,JA^\  ahlnnax,  The  hollow  part  of  the  sole 

of  the  foot  which  does  not  touch  the  ground,  Slen- 

der-waisted,  hlmmsdnu'l  ahh- 

masayn.  One  who  has  the  hollow  of  his  feet  slender. 

A  Itf^\ahha7m,  (pi.  hhimn)  Onewhospeaks 
or  makes  a  twanging:  noise  thi'ough  the  nose. 

A  ̂\jj>-\  iklindf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Bearing  hard 

upon  any  one  (fortune).  Traducing,  defaming, 

talking  obscenely  or  improperly.  Ruining,  destroy- 
ing. Abounding  with  herbage  (a  place).  Being 

full  of  eggs  (a  locust). 

A  f^\js>-\  ahhndh,  (pi.  of  e-^J^  khimb')  The 
back  parts  of  the  knee-joints,  the  hams.  Interstices 
of  the  ribs,  and  fingers.  Ikhiidh,  (  v .  n.  4  of  l-jJ^  ) 

Perishing.  Destroying.  Dislocating  the  foot. 

Amputating,  cutting.    Weakening.   Being  lame. 
A  l1^1x=>-\  ahhnds,  (pi.  of  (-l^is-  hhuns)  Folds, 

plaits,  wrinkles.  The  parts  of  a  bucket  from  which 
the  water  is  poured  out. 

A  ihhnds,  (v,  n,  4  of  ij-^s-)  Keeping 
back,  hindering, 

A  ̂Ui>-\  ildind^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ is-)  Humbling, 
A  ̂jUi»-\  il/hndn,  (v.  n,  4  of  ̂ s")  Making  mad. 

A  akhiias,  More  or  most  flexible,  lim- 
ber, or  weak.  More  or  most  of  a  catamite. 

A  ildii!ijdjj,(v.n.l4:  of  ̂ )  Going  awry. 

A  ̂ J.^\  aJdinas,  Snub-nosed.  A  lion.  A  tike. 

A  ahhna^  The  meanest. 
A  i__ix5-^  ahhnaf,  Contracted  on  one  side. 

p  (JX;*-^  aldianoal,  A  sword. 

A  ■^^lys''\aldmuhh, {or  ulihnuhh)'Enoch.  Noah. 
A  ;^J^'\  dlih  'miy,  A  striped  garment.  A  coarse linen  cloth. 

A         1  dkhimyat,  Bows. 

A        ahliw,  or  akhu,  A  brother. 

ahhu'l  mnwt,  (Brother  of  death)  Sleep. 

Ajh'\  uhlii(W,  (pi.  of  ̂   ahh)  Brothers. 
A  ihhwdf,  (v.  n,  4  of  ̂ ^y-)  Emitting  no 

fire  (a  flint).  Setting  (a  star)  without  being  fol- 

lowed by  rain.  Taking  away  the  whole  of  one's 

property.  Becoming  exceedingly  fat.  Hungering. 

A  C^\^\  ahhamdt,  (pi.  of  uhht  origi- 

nally ahhawat)  Sisters.  Of  the  same  class 

(as  the  letters  ̂   mdw  and      ye  are  called  sisters). 

p  ahhwdsfi.  Unwillingness. 

A  ljo\^\  ilihwds,  (v.  n.  4  of         for  ̂ joy-) 



Putting  forth  leaves  (a  palm  or  plant  ̂ jS'  ̂rfaj). 
A\i\^\alihmat,{^\.oi):>y>-  hlmt)  Limber  twigs. 

A  J\ji-\  ahlmaJ,  (pi.  of  JU-  klml)  Maternal 

uncles.  Ihhwal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jli-  for  Jji-)  Possess- 
ing maternal  uncles. 

A  {^^"^  ihhwan,  A  dinner-table,  a  tray.  Ilth- 
wan  or  uklman,  (pi.  of  ̂   ahli)  Brethren,  friends, 

companions.    ̂ ^^^  ilthn-anu's zaman,  Co- 
temporaries.     Aliha7oani,  (dual)  Two  brothers. 

A  ikhwat  or  ukhrvat,  (pi.  of  ̂   ahh)  Bro- 
thers, ikhwatuhu,  His  brothers. 

A  nhhmmt,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ \)  Becom- 

ing a  brother.  Fraternity,  (pi.  of  ̂\  ahh)  Brothers. 
A  dJ>t^\  ahhwas,  Swag-bellied  (man). 

A  'i'djs-\  uhhuzat,  (v.  n.  of  '6c>-\)  Growing  sour. 
Pj^i- 1  ahhwur,  A  stable,  stall.  Litter  or  straw 

laid  under  cattle.  The  collar-bone.  uiA-i-^  I 

dkhmuri  khushh,  An  empty  cratch.  j3='l  jf^^ 
amtri  (or  amir)  ahhwur,  The  master  of  the  horse. 

Pj^lnwjji- 1  ahhwur-salar,  Master  of  the  horse. 
p  1  ahhivtirah,  The  collar-bone. 

A  {^^\  ahhwas,  One  whose  eyes  are  sunk. 
A  ahhwaf.  Very  alarming. 

A  ahhwah.  One-eyed.    Deep.  Ample, 
roomy.  Wide  extended  (desert.)  Scabby,  mangy. 

A  Jjj>-\  J^^a/</m'aZaaA^waZ«,(  Sparks  of  fire) 
flying  about,  (men)  dispersed  here  and  there. 

A         akhrvilat,  (pi.  of  Jli-)  Maternal  uncles. 

p  (^^\  aAjrM??,  A  theologian,  preacher,  orator. 

A  f^^i*-\ahhun,  (pl.of^^)  Brothers,  companions. 

A  'e^y>-\  ahhwinat,(p\.  of  (j^_5=-  hhiwan)  Tables, 
(pi.  of  (j^js-  hhawwan  or  hhuwaii)  Third  months. 

p         I  ahhnnind,  A  tutor. 

A  j^ji>-\  alihan'iy,  Brotherly.  Sisterly. 

A  i^.y>-*^^  (Oii  damu  '/a/^/ta^^■a^/^^,Dragon's  blood. 
p  ̂ \  ahht,  A  good  work.   Manly,  generous. 

A         ahh'i.  My  brother. 

AjLs-\  ahhyar,  (pi.  of jis-  khai/r)  Those  who 
abound  in  good  things.  (pi.  of  hhayyir) 

Good,  religious  men.  FjVp"^  ̂'^'^.^  guzidasi 
ahhyar,  Chosen  from  the  best ;  most  excellent. 

A  (j*>^Jp-^  ahhyas,  (pi.  of  ̂j-^Jp-  hhis)  Thickets, 
dark  groves.  Haunts  of  lions.  Places  full  of  reeds, 

where  animals  shelter.  Rays  of  milk  streaming 

from  the  teats  when  milking. 

A  tjM^Jp'^  ahhyash,  (pi.  of  (jiJp-  hhaysh)  Linen 
cloths  of  a  coarse  and  flimsy  texture. 

A  ahhyat,  (pi.  of  k-p-  hhayt)  Threads, 

strings,  twines. 

A  (  sl-s^^  ahhyaf.  Different  kinds  of  men.  Bro- 

thers b.y  the  same  mother,  but  different  fathers, 

Ihhyaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  aji»-  not  used)  Visiting  the 
temple  Khayf  on  mount  Mina. 

A  (J^^^  ahhyal,  (pi.  of  (J-»5-  hhayl)  Horses. 

Horsemen,  cavalry.  Tuhyal,  (v.  n.  4  of  JU-  for 

^Jji5»-)  Portending  rain.  Watching  a  cloud  to  see 
if  it  will  rain.     Putting  an  image  resembling  the 
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human  figure  near  a  young  camel  to  scare  the 

wolf.  Lagging  behind,  being  timid  and  cowardly. 

A  ihhyam,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  j»Jf^)  Con- 
structing, erecting,  or  pitching  a  tent  or  pavilion. 

A  ̂j^J^^  ulihayyan.  Name  of  two  mountains. 
A  i^s-  I  ahhiyat,  or  ahhiyat,  (pi. 

ahhaya'  and  awahhiy)  A  stake,  peg,  or  ring 
with  which  cattle  are  fastened ;  a  tether. 

A  'i^s>-\  ahhiyat.  Protection,  tutelar  authority. 
Clientage.    A  tent-rope. 

A  'i^"^  ahhihhat,  A  kind  of  pottage  made  of 
flour,  with  butter  or  oil. 

p  ahliidan.  To  arrive,  reach,  overtake. 

A  ̂>^\  ahhlz.  Taken.  A  captive.  An  aged 
foreigner. 

I  ahhir,  The  foundation  of  a  house.  Ce- 

ment, plaster.  The  incrustation  of  a  wall.  An 
unburnt  brick.    A  land-mark. 

A  jf>'\  ahhyar.  Better,  best.  Ahhir,  Posterior, 
last.   Last  mentioned.  Absent. 

A  ahlnran,  At  length,  in  fine. 

G  ahhtros,  (or  BMijjf>'\)  Wild  wheat. 

A  (IfT^*-^  nkliayra',  (dim.  of  i^j'^^)  Another. 
p  ̂^s.>jJ^\  ahhiridan.  To  draw  a  sword. 

pjjii- 1  ahliiz,  Cement,  plaster  of  a  wall. 

p j^ji^  I  ahhizgar,  A  plasterer. 
A  (j<.a=-\aM?/as,((j«ji=^^4i(^S-)  Agreatnumber. 
p  «o-*A=>- 1  ahhlsa,  A  ram  leading  the  flock.  A 

march-stone,  a  land-mark.    Defective,  imperfect. 

A  (^iljki-^  uhhayshin,((\.\m.  of  ̂^^Ls>'\)  Roughish. 
A  ahhyas,  (A  ram)  which  has  one  horn 

broken.  One  who  has  one  eye  larger  than  the  other. 

A  j>^^\  uhhayzir,  A  kind  of  fly.  Ophthalmia. 
A  I  ajki-^  ahhyaf,  Wall-eyed  (man  or  horse). 

A  (J^\  ahhyal.  Vainer,  vainest,  prouder, 
proudest.  One  who  has  many  moles  (on  the  face), 

(pi.  (Jjp-  hhiJ)  A  green  magpye.  A  black  and 
white  bird  called  OjM  siirad.  Name  of  a  tribe.  Ar- 

rogance, pride.  (Jj^^^^  ̂   hanu  I  ahhyal,  Name 
of  the  tribe  whence  sprang  Layla. 

A  ahhyilat,  (pi.  of  (jUs-  hhayaV)  Phan- 

toms, spectres,  apparitions. 

G  t^j^^i^\  ahhinos,  Wild  wheat. 

G  (jjJ^*-^  ahhyun,  Snake's-head  (a  plant). 
p  JOS- 1  ahhya,  A  ram,  the  leader  of  the  flock. 

Praise.  Spittle.  Limit,  boundary,  hedge,  inclosure. 

A  li  1  ad,  Strength,  power,  vigour.  Victory. 

p  i^\ad,asi)\i\i^j^ga.rdanad,'M.aj  he  make  become. 
A  3  \  add,  (v.  n.  of  Yearning  towards  her 

foal  in  a  plaintive  tone  (a  camel).  Stretching,  ex- 

tending. Taking  by  surprise,  overpowering  (as  an 

unexpected  misfoi-tune).  Making  a  noise  in  his 
belly  (a  camel).  Wandering,  straying.  Power, 

strength,  victory.  An  unlawful  action.  Idd.,  (pi. 

li^ii  I  addd)  Misfortune,  sorrow,  great  danger.  An 

arduous,  difficult  affair ;  any  great  and  momentous 

business.  A  marvellous  thing.    A  profane  or  un- 

lawful  action.  Power,  strength,  vigour,  victory. 

Udd,  Name  of  the  father  of  an  ancient  Arabian  tribe. 

A  \d)  ada',  (for  jiil  adawa)  (fut.  ̂ i^hyasdu)  He 
assisted,  he  strengthened.  He  became  strong. 

(The  fruit)  ripened.  He  armed  himself  well.  He 

prepared  for  a  journey.  He  lay  in  ambush. 
p  \d\  add,  Blandishment.  Eloquence,  voice, 

expression,  song,  music,  odes.  \d\  LdJjlS  JJj  hvl- 
hdi  nazih-add,  The  nightingale  with  the  melodious 

voice.    \d\  (^j!>-  i^^j"  nawdsi  murghdni 
khwush-add,  The  melody  of  birds  with  sweet  notes. 

\d\  (j*Mi>-  hasan-add.  Just  expression  or  pronuncia- 

tion.   \d\  iSiJ^  0\^Ju»'i  ta^irdti  saiyida-add, 
Well-weighed,  judicious  interpretations.  {^'^^ 
add  kardan.  To  pronounce,  express,  sing,  warble. 

A  -^ItiWfZaj,  Payment,  satisfaction,  performance. 
ada  hardan.  To  pay^  satisfy_j  liquidate, 

discharge.  To  perform,  execute,  accomplish.  To 

assist.  To  bring  to  perfection.  To  prepare  for  a 

journey.  To  lie  in  wait,  (jt^  (^.i^  ̂'^^  addd 

dayn  hardan,  To  make  payment  of  debts. 

(jiij^^^^fl**»  addsi  safar  hardan.  To  perform  military 
duty,to  make  a  campaign,to  discharge  that  vassalage 

which  a  military  tenant  owes  to  his  lord.  A  Idas:, 

The  stopjsle  of  a  leathern  bottle. 

A  'iAd\  iddsat,  (v.  n.  4  of  lb  for  Ijii)  Falling 
sick.  Afflicting  with  sickness.  Suspecting,  doubting. 

A  L_jbl  dddb,  (pi.  of  adaV)  Civilities, 

good  manners,  devoirs,  ceremonies,  politeness. 

Forms  of  address  in  writing  and  speaking,  saluta- 

tions, I'espects.  Many  books,  particularly  of  mo- 
rality and  science,  have  the  title. of  l-jUI  dddb: 

as,  ̂_y3jSi\  J  L^jfi\{^\d\  dddhu^l  ̂ rah  wa'lfars, The  manners  of  the  Arabians  and  Persians ;  u-->U  I 

dddhu'l  gMirahds,  The  duties  of  travellers, 
or  the  manner  in  which  those  who  travel  to,  or  re- 

side in,  foreign  countries  ought  to  conduct  them- 

selves; j^lflJl  dddhu'l  hdzi,  The  duties  of 
a  judge;  l-.'^jI  dddhu'l  hdtih.  The  duties 

of  a  secretary ;  u^^jl.!^^  (^.jU!  dddhu'l  muluh.  The 
manners  of  princes,  &c.  ;  OUJ 

dddbi  fuzald  fi  lughdt,  Name  of  a  Persian  Dic- 
tionary, explained  in  Arabic  and  Hindi,  by  Kazi 

Mahmiid  bin  dahlawiy,  a  native  of  Delhi,  who  died 

ann.  1420.  L->bT  t^W^^  as-hdhi  dddb.  Well- 
bred,  learned  men.  CLkm  u»>bl  dddbi  sunnat, 

The  minor  duties  of  life,  p  I  dddh-gdh.  The 

place  of  obeisance  in  the  palace  of  a  chief. 

A  L^\d\  idsdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-J  li>)  Causing  to  toil. 

A  s^\ti\  addbat,  (v.  n.  of  L»->ii^)  Being  cour- 
teous, well-bred,  polite  or  learned. 

A  uddhir.  One  who  turns  his  back  upon  his 

kindred,  who  listens  to,  or  cares  for  nobody. 

p  liJjb^  add-hand,  A  describer  of  blandishments. 

p  (^^^tisjjb^  add-bandi,  Description  of  blandish- 
ments. The  fixing  a  period  for  the  performance 

of  a  contract,  or  payment  of  instalments. 



A        udat,  (pi.  aduivat,)  An  instru- 

ment, tool,  utensil,  apparatus ;  whatever  is  neces- 
sary in  the  forming  or  completing  of  any  thing. 

(In  gram.)  An  accessory  particle  :  as,  i  "s^ii^ 

adatu't  ta^ifjThe  definite  article  (J\  al). 

\jU  adattt'ljaza,  An  illative  or  conclusive  particle, 
prefixed  to  nouns  or  verbs  :  as,  i — i  fe,  Then,  there- 

fore; adati  tawassid,  A  conjunctive 

particle ;  C^\d\  adatijam^  A  particle  added 
to  fonii  the  plural  from  the  singular  number;  Ob^ 

J^\s  adati  fa^l,  A  particle  supplementary  to 

nouns  or  participles  in  forming  names  of  agents,  si- 

milar to  er  in  English  :  as,j^,\^/«;ar<7ar,  A  labourer, 

fronij^^  kar,  Labour;  \s>  Ob\  addti  nidd,  A 
vocative  particle  ;  C*v-><>  adati  nishat,  A 

particle  of  relation  or  possession,  which,  when  added 

to  a  substantive,  implies  the  being  endowed  with 

any  quality:  aSj^^i^jjJjl  ar^wmancZ,  Desirous,  from 

jjjl  drzu,  Desire. 

A  lib  I  afZa  J,  (pi. of  iJU'<2(Z)  Misfortunes,  dangers. 
A         adddd,  A  species  of  mezereon. 

A  jiiib^  idddat,  (v.  n.  4  of  J»b  for  Jjii)  Breed- 

ing worms  (meat  or  bread). 

Ajb\  addr,  The  Syrian  month  of  March. 

G  (J^ii^  addrdln,  A  kind  of  Indian  medicine, 

of  an  acrid  and  poisonous  quality,  dog's  bane. 
A  Jjb^  iddrat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjb  for^jii)  Turning 

round,  going  in  a  circle.  Being  subject  to  a  gid- 
diness in  the  head.  Causing  to  revolve.  Turning 

(one)  towards,  or  turning  (him)  off  from,    p  ». 

j»l:>-  iddraAjdmi  himdin,  A  handing  round, 
or  pushing  about,  of  the  deathful  cup. 

p  ̂^jb^  addnn,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Hi- 
deous.   Wicked,  bad. 

p  (^bl  dddsh,  Of  the  same  name  as  another. 

A  I  sb\  nddf,  Membrum  virile.    The  ear. 

p        b^  add-fahm,  Understanding  by  sig-ns. 

A  &i*b^  iddkat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jjb  for  jjti)  Sur- 
rounding, enclosing. 

p  ciJb\  addk,  (or  uiJbl )  An  island.  A  ford. 

A  &)b\  iddlat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jb  for  Jjii)  Aiding, 

making  superior,  giving  the  victory.  Superiority. 

A  j»bl  at/a?«,(pl.of  j»bUVZaTO,andof  jfiii^  advn, 
q.  V.)  (pi.  of      udm)  Condiments  eaten  with  bread. 

p  j»bl  addm,  The  celestial  globe. 

A  j»b^  iddni,  (pi.  'iicii  I  ddimat  and  I  dddm) Whatever  is  eaten  with  bread  Conformable,  con- 

gruous. A  chief,  leader,  model.  Name  of  a  wo- 

man ;  and  of  a  well  a  day's  journey  from  Mecca. 
Addma,  (in  prayer)  May  (God)  prolong. 
A  adddm,  A  tanner,  currier.  A  vender  of 

Morocco  leather. 

A  iUb\  iddmat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ ji5)  Perpe- 
tuating. Keeping  (a  pot)  on  the  trivet.  Filling  (a 

bucket).  Trying  (an  arrow)  upon  the  thumb. 

Stilling  a  boiling  kettle. 

A  wb^  iddnat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jb  for  ̂ ^jii)  Being 
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weak,  infirm,  base,  and  despicable,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jb 

for  ̂ ^,(^)  Lending,  giving  credit  to  a  fixed  period. 
Buying  or  selling  on  credit.  Running  in  debt. 
Compensating. 

p  ;_ji>j.>\ii\  addnosh,  Name  of  a  messenger  whose 

eyes  were  torn  out  by  ^zrd. 

A        addm,  (pl.of J^(i\  adna')  Nearer,  nearest. 
A  0^jb\  addmdt,  (pi.  of  8b\  addt)  Instru- 

ments, implements,  utensils. 

A  iSjbl  iddwat,  (pi.  (I^jb^  addwa')  An  ewer  or 
vessel,  from  which  the  Muhammadans  pour  water, 

for  washing  the  hands,  &c. 

A  ls^^iii\  uddicu',  (pi.  of  8jb\  iddwat)  Ewers. 

A  ̂ bl  addhim,  (pi.  of  pJ6ii\  adham)  Fetters. Black  horses. 

A  ddib,{T^\.  'i>^\  adahat)  One  who  invites 
to  an  entertainment.  The  master  of  a  feast. 

A  L-Jiil  adh,  (v.  n.  of  L- ->ii^)  Inviting  to  an  en- 
tertainment. Any  thing  stupendous  or  wonderful. 

Wonder,  astonishment.  Adah,  (v.  n.  of  (— '<i^) 

Being  courteous,  polite,  well-bred.  Making  a  feast. 
Being  abimdant  (water  in  the  sea).  Courtesy,  po- 

liteness, urbanity,  good-breeding,  respect,  reve- 
rence. Propriety  of  conduct.  Learning,  morality, 

sound  doctrine.  The  science  of  polite  learning, 

classed  under  twelve  heads  :  1.  &i5  lughat,  Words  ; 

2.  i^JyO  sarf,  Declension ;  3.  ishtUidk, 
Derivation;  4.  ̂   nahw,  Grammar;  5.  j^lx* 

ma^ni.  Sense,  meaning;  6.  ̂ j^.  haydn.  Elo- 

quence; 7.  \^^^ j^iruz,  Prosody;  8.  iLs^*  lia- 
fiyat,  Rhyme  ;  9.  rasmu'l  hhutt.  Calli- 

graphy ;  lO.jJciJ^  (^^^iyi Wf  Versifica- 

tion; 11.  (Jj^j^  J  i_^daj>- j\  ji>  inshdd 
nasr  az  kkath  u  rasdsil.  Epistolary  composition  ; 

12.  0]^W*  muhdzat^dt,  Dialectics,  LjJii\ 
adahu'l  hahr,  Abundance  of  water  in  the  sea. 

P  (jiib  L-.'ii^  adal)  dddan,  To  correct,  civilize, 

teach.  To  chastise,  correct,  ̂ jii^u-.'ii^  adab  Itar- 
dan,  To  behave  modestly,  properly,  or  honestly. 

i^Ji  tarhi  adah,  Rudeness,  incivility.  Li)j3 

1^^^  tarhi  adah  kardan,  To  offend  against 
good  manners ;  to  be  boorish,  rude,  unpolished. 

A  lL>l)\  adahh,  One  who  has  little  hair  on  the 
face.    Hairy  (camel). 

A  A>:!\  idhdj:,  (v.  n.  4  of  J,ii)  Putting  forth 

buds  resembling  locusts  (the  plant  ^irfaj). 

TJdahds,  (pi.  of  u-A^.ii^)  Well-bred,  polite,  learned. 

A  L->bii\  adhdh,  (pi.  of  iJl^ii  duhh)  Bears.  Id- 

hdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^-''^)  Causing  to  creep.  Admini- 

stering justice  in  a  jjrovince. 

Ajbii^  adbdr,  (pi.  of dubr)  The  hinder  or 
latter  parts  of  any  thing,  of  the  back,  neck,  &c. 

Those  who  come  last,  the  rear.  (pi.  of  'ijii^  daba- 
rat)  Ulcers,  galled  places  on  the  backs  of  cattle. 

JjdS  ijif'i  adbdrVsh  shahr.  At  the  close  of 
the  month.  Idhdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j>i^)  Turning  back. 

Committing  sodomy.     Neglecting,  slighting  the 

interests  of  a  friend.  Waxing  rich.  Dying.  Draw- 
ing out  a  thread  in  spinning.  Turning  back  (the 

part  of  the  ear  called  'i^fatlat).  Travelling  on 
Wednesday.  Going  off,  diminishing  (the  milk  of 

a  camel).  Galling  a  horse's  back  (a  saddle).  Hav- 
ing a  galled  back  (a  horse  or  camel).  Exposing 

to  the  west  wind.  Blowing  from  the  west  (wind). 

Understanding,  discriminating.  Reverse  of  fortune. 

A  \ idhdrun.  Finally,  in  the  end. 

A  idhdrat,  The  slit  part  of  the  ears  turned 

towards  the  hinder  part  of  the  head.  A  bit  of  lea- 

ther tied  to  a  sheep's  ear. 
A  (^bii^  idbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j-Jii)  Putting  forth 

grass  (the  ground.) 

A  idbdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ li)  Glueing  toge- 

ther, causing  to  stick  close.  Bird-liming. 

p  {^^^ (_->ii\  adah-dmoz  hardan,  To  ex- 
alt to  high  rank.     To  render  illustrious. 
p  ajbii^  adabdna,  With  reverence,  with  respect ; 

civilly,  politely,  courteously.  Wisely,  learnedly. 

p  Sj^jl     ->(i^  adah-divdza.  Loud,  clear-voiced. 
A  adhab.  Hairy  (camel). 

A  eOii\  udbat.  An  entertainment  to  which  one 

is  invited.  Wonder,  astonishment.  Anythlngwon- 

derful.  Adabat,  (pi.  of  L-^iil  ddih)  Those  who 
invite  to  entertainments,  masters  offcasts. 

p  i6{i£^d\adah-h}tdna,  A  water-closet.  A  school. 

A  adhar.  Ulcerated,  galled  in  the  back. 

Adhur,  (pi.  of      dihr)  Swarms  of  bees  or  hornets. 
A  adbas,  Chesnut-coloured  (horse).  (A 

bird)  of  a  blackish  red. 
A  (^L-Jii^  idbisds,  (v.  n.  9  of  (j**^ti)  Being  of 

a  dark  colour  (a  horse). 

A        adabiy,  Polite.  Learned. 

A  OlX>.iil  adabvjdt,  (fem.  pi.)  Relating  to  hu- 

manity, politeness,  or  learning.  Accomplishments. 

A  jOii^  adhir,  A  species  of  serpent. 
A  iddut,  (pi.  liii^  idad)  Adversity.  Grief 

Astonishment.  A  wonderful,  difiicult,  wicked  thing, 

isj^  AJvfcb  ddhiyat  iddat,  A  great  misfortune. 

AjUj\  iddisdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j5j)  Acquiring  in- 
fluence.   Acquiring  much  property. 

A j>d\  adsar.  Perishing.  Careless,  forgetful. 
A  idjds,  Dai-kness  (of  the  night). 

A  jjV*^^  adjdn,  (pi.  of  dajn)  Cloudy, 
rainy  (nights  or  days).  Idjdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^*>) 

Continuing,  remaining  (rain  or  fever).  Being  dark 

and  cloudy  (day).  Entering  into  clouds  and  dark- 
ness. Raining  incessantly.  Abiding  in  one  place. 

A  (^^s-ii^  adjan.  Of  an  ugly  black  colour. 
A  -*l^v^4i\  idjijdf,  (v.  n.  12  of  ̂_^ii)  Being  dark 

and  cloudy  (the  day). 

A  jjljiv"ii^ /c/yyaw,  (v.  n.  12  of  ̂ »-ii) Being  dark and  cloudy  (the  day). 

A  (_^U-4i\  idhdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^s^ti)  Dismiss- 
ing a  suit.  Abolishing. 

A  ̂_^b>-ii\  idhdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ js^i^)  Driving  away. 
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A  JU-;i^  adhal,  (or  ,J*-ii^  adhd)  (pi.  of  J^^ii 
dahl)  Caverns  in  the  earth,  narrow  at  top  and  wide 

at  bottom,  where  people  may  walk.  Cavities  in 

the  channels  of  rivers,  or  the  bottoms  of  wells. 

Openings  in  the  sides  of  the  Arabian  tents,  through 
which  the  women  retire  when  any  man  enters. 

Idhal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Descending  into  a  cavern 

as  described  above,  and  remaining  concealed  there. 

AAyLi\  idhiwas,  A  being  spread  out. 

A  Xji-ti^  tidhumat,  ('e^»-i^\  udliiyat,  "^^i^  udhiy 
or  idhiy)  (pi.  Sja».ii\  adhiyat)  The  place  where  the 

ostrich  lays  her  eggs. 

A         udhiy  or  idliiy, 'Name  of  a  lunar  mansion. 
p  adahh, Good,  elegant.  Auspicious,  hap- 

py.   Height,  exaltation. 

A jli-ti^  idkliar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjS»-;i)  Rendering  vile, 
pitiful,  or  contemptible. 

Ajli-lS^  iddikhar,  (v.  n.  8  of Hoarding. 
A  JU-til  idlihdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jj'ii)  Causing  to  en- 

ter. Introducing,  inserting,  thrusting  or  putting  in. 

A  iddikhal,  (v.  n.  8  of  ,Ji>-ii)  Entering. 
A  idkhan,  (v.  n.  4  of  Emitting 

smoke.    Becoming  hard  (grain). 

A  (^li-iJ^  iddikhan,  (v.  n.  8  of  Smoking. 
A  iji'ii^  adhhal,  More  or  most  inner  or  intimate. 

A         adkhan,Divtj,  smoky  coloured  (sheep). 

A  adhhinat,  (pi.  of  (j^ii)  Smokes. 

A  idad,  (pi.  of  '»S1  iddat)  Adversities,  mis- 
fortunes. Wonderful  things.  Udad  and  udud, 

Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe  in  Arabia  Felix. 

A  udadiy,  Belonging  to  the  tribe  of 

Pjii  1  adar,  Fire.    Adir,  A  lancet,  a  fleam. 

Aji^  I  adar,  (pl.jii^  udr)  Afflicted  with  rup- 
ture, or  swelled  testicle.  ̂ (Zwr,  (pi.  of,)ii)  Houses. 

Ajiil  ad'fra, (J\xt.ji>\>ijasd'mi) He  was  ruptured. 
Ajii^  udr,  (pi.  ofjiil  adar)  Ruptured.  Adar, 

(v.  n.  ofjO^)  Being  ruptured.  Rupture. 

A  jL>\  adarr,  One  who  has  oblong,  ruptured,  or 
swelled  testicles. 

A  adras.  Swelled  (testicle).  Idras,  (v.  n. 

4  of  |jii)  Letting  her  milk  flow  after  colting  (a  ca- 

mel), (v.  n.  4  of  {jjS)  Teaching,  instructing.  De- 

coying, lying  in  wait  for  game.  Scratching  the 

head  with  a  pin  or  comb  called  Ij^d^  midra'. 
A  iddiraj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  Lying  in  wait 

for  game  (a  hunter),  (v.  n.  8  of  (_gjii)  Combing, 
parting  the  hair.  Attacking,  assaulting.  Deceiving. 

A  I— -J^ii^  iddirab,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jd)  Advancing 

into  an  enemy's  country  from  rum. 
A  adraj,  (pi.  of       dtirj)  Spindle-cases. 

a>>-^ii^  raja^  adrajalm  or  idrajahu,  He  re- 

tm-ned  by  the  way  he  came.  .^J>^  ̂ L*^^  »— Jfcii 
zahaba  damtthu  adraj  a' r  riyah,  His  blood  was 

shed  with  impunity.  Idraj,  (v.  n.4  of  ̂ '^)  Ex- 
ceeding a  year  and  not  bringing  forth  (a  camel). 

Folding  (a  letter).  Tying  a  camel's  teats.  Draw- 
iog  up  a  bucket  easily. 
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Pj\ji.>^  idrar,  A  pension,  a  stipend. 

Aj^o\  idrar,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂   J)  Agitating,  moving, 
whirling  round  (a  spindle),  giving  it  a  rotatory  mo- 

tion so  rapid  that  it  appears  stationary.  Turning 

(an  arrow)  on  the  nail  to  try  its  goodness.  Pro- 
voking urine.  Sending  forth  (milk)  copiously. 

Puttingin  motion.  Driving,  propelling  (as  the  wind 

does  a  cloud).    Giving  liberally  and  continually. 

A  id7'arat,  Pensions. 

P  Lfj^'J^  idrari,  A  pension.    A  dishful. 

A  (_>*j\^j\  adras,  (pi.  of  (^j<^  dirs)  Tattered 
garments.  ^\  ahu  adras,  Vulva.  Idras, 

(v.  n.  4  of  i^j'^)  Studying.    Saying  a  lesson. 
A  iddiras,  (v.  n.  8  of  {_yijL>)  Studying. 

A  adras,  (pi.  of  t^j^^  dirs)  The  foetuses 
of  mice,  moles,  hares,  or  cats.  j^\abu  adras, 

A  fool.    (^IjO^  P  umm  adras,  A  misfortune. 
A  «c?m^,  (pi.  of  dir^  Coats  of  mail. 

Cuirasses  of  iron  or  leather.  Women's  shifts.  Idra^ 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ d)  Having  the  pasturage  round  a 
watering-place  eaten  bare.  Passing  over,  getting 

through  (half  a  month).  Inserting  one  thing  into 

another.  Running  (a  shoe-latchet)  into  the  hand. 

A  iddiraj  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ t^)  Putting  on  a 
cuirass,  shift,  or  smicket.   Travelling  in  the  dark. 

G  idrafis.  Froth  of  the  sea. 

A  Jj^ji.^^  adrak,  (pi.  of'eJji^)  Shields  of  leather. 
A  adrak,  (pi.  of  (jJijJ  dark)  Punish- 

ments. Lowest  pits  of  hell.  Idrak,  (v.  n.  4  of 

ciJj J)  Overtaking,  attaining, reaching.  Livinglong 

enough  to  be  contemporary  with.  Arriving  at  man- 
hood. Coming  to  maturity.  Coming  to  an  end, 

being  finished,  or  reduced  to  nothing,  vanishing. 

Comprehension,  apprehension,  understanding,  per- 
ception, intelligence,  intellect,  capacity,  genius. 

Attainment.  Maturity,  aj'jlo  C->^^0\  idrakati 
sadiha.  True,  just  conceptions. 

p  ̂jC^  adram,  (or  j»]ji^)  A  packing-needle. 
A  idram,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^J)  Changing  the 

teeth.  Losing  his  milk-teeth  and  breeding  others 

(a  boy).  Producing  a  red-leafed  plant  (the  earth). 

A  ̂J^J'^\  idran,  (v.  n.  4  of  f^j<^)  Being  dirty  (a 

garment).      Dirtying.     Eating  withered  herbs. 

A  'ijS\adaratovudrat,^u^tuve:  swelled  testicle. 
A  udrujjat.  The  step  of  a  ladder. 

p  ̂ ji^J  I  af/m A/; sA,  Lightning,  thunder.  Cold. 

A  JjOl  adrad,  Toothless,  or  whose  teeth  are  worn 
to  the  stump. 

p  adarskakh,  A  pickle. 

A  i^jOjS\  adrus,{j^\.  oi i^^jiidars or di7's)  Young 
mice,  moles,  hares,  or  porcupines. 

A  adra^  Black-headed  and  white-bodied 
(animal).  (A  horse)  of  a  bad  breed.  Adru^  (pi. 

of  ̂ 0  dir^  Coats  of  mail. 
A  (_-'UcjOl  idri^ab.  See  i_5laS^L)\  idri^af. 

A  [^\zS'jS\  idri^hash,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^J^j^  Q) 
Recovering  from  sickness,  being  convalescent. 

A  uJlaS^jO^  idri^Rf,  (v.  n.4  of  J  Q)  Go- 
ing fast  with  their  faces  near  the  ground  (camels). 

Quitting  the  ranks  before  a  battle. 

P  i^^j'^^  adarfan.  Itch,  scab,  ringworm. 
P  adark,  A  swinging  cot ;  swingfor  chil- 

dren. J-f/?-a7«,  Moist  ginger.  Idrik,  A  small  plum. 
p  aiZram,  A  saddle-cloth.  Arms,  such  as 

swords,  daggers,  bows  and  arrows.  A  large  needle. 

p  j^t>\  adram,  A  saddle-cloth. A  adram,  Fleshy  on  arms,  ancles,  or  thighs. 

Even,  level.  Thick,  large  (hough).  Toothless. 

•imjaj,{v,n.4:of^jJ  Q)  Entering 
without  leave.  Creeping  in  clandestinely.  Enter- 

ing and  sticking  fast. 

p  adram-kash,  A  packing-needle. 

p  H'jCjJ]  adrama,  a  saddle-cloth  of  coarse  wool. 

A  Jj^^'.J^  idrinfak,  (v.n.  3  of  ̂ j'^  Q)  Walk- 

ing quickly.     Going  before. 
A  ̂\Ji3j  j\  idrnnha^  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Fleeing, 

escaping  from  difficulties. 

P  \^J^jd\  adrang,  (or  tL^O^  udrang)  Grief, 
sorrow,  distress,  ennui.  A  heavy  calamity. 

T  «J^j\  adrana,  Adrianople. 

A  idraron,  A  mangei-,  crib,  stall. 

p  5,j\  udra.  The  crest  of  a  helmet. 
A  idrihmam,  (v.  n.  4  of      J  Q)  Being 

aged.  Failing  (the  sight). 

A  i^jd\adra\  More  knowing,  better  informed. 
A  idris.  The  Arabian  name  for  <^yy^^ 

ahhnuhh,  Enoch.     [j^^'^^       ahu  idris,  Penis. 
p  ioli-  idris-hhana.  Heaven. 

A  (j_j^^<-^^  adriyun.  Name  of  a  flower. p  i^Ci\  adas.  Name  of  a  grain. 
A  I  sUoJ^  idsaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_Aa*jJ  not  used) 

Living  by  panderism,  pimping. 

A  ̂LujO\  idsak,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^i^)  Filling. 

A  idsam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ -i)  Corking. 

A  adsak.  Large-mouthed. 
A      j\  adsam,  Ash-coloured. 
p      J I  adish,  Fire. 

A  fi\S''i>\  iddi^s,  (v.  n.  8  of  IPJ  for  jS-J)  De- 
manding one's  right.  Assuming,  boasting  (of  fa- 

mily or  courage).  Pretending  to,  claiming  (whe- 

ther falsely  or  truly).  Causing  one  to  be  called  after 

one  who  is  not  his  own  father.  Announcing  one's 
self  before  a  rival  in  battle.  Race,  stock,  lineage. 

A  l1jIpj\  adf^,  (pi.  of  CLS-J  di^)  Hatreds. 

Id^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  i.^^  J)  Being  far  advanced  on  a 
journey.  Confirming,  perpetuating.  Stealing. 

Leaving  a  remnant.  Choosing. 

A  ad^,  (pi.  of  (^ff-J  dl^,  or  da^) 
Sand-hillocks.    Id^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.jwaff't))  Killing. 
A  id^k,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Urging  (a  horse) 

to  his  full  speed.    A  mode  of  running. 

A  iddi^m,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Leaning  on 

a  prop,  reclining,  supporting  one's  self. 
A  u-»S'j\  ad^b,  Foolish.    A  fool. 



A         ad^J,  Black.     Black-eyed  (man). 
A j\  ad^r,  A  steel  (literally  iVj  zand,  A  kind 

of  wood)  which  emits  no  fire  when  rubbed. 

A  ad^m,  White  on  the  breast  (a  horse). 

A  ejS'i^\  U  ma  ad^nahu,  How  impudent  he  is ! 

A  iLi^  j\  /f/^a?inflf,Apudendum  large  and  thick. 

Aj\iiS' J\  id^nkdr,  (v.  n.  3  of jCff-J  Q)  Acting 
shamefully  and  oppressively.  Rushing  on  rapidly. 

A  i'^J\ud^wat,(or's!lp-iJ!\tid^i/at)Anemgma, 
riddle,  any  thing  that  one  strives  hard  to  know. 

A  Aj£'S\  ad^yas,  Adopted  sons.  Bastards. 

A  'ijS'S\ad^yat,  (pi. of^ls-Jt^w^a^) Salutations, 
congTatulations,compliments,  wishes,  prayers,  bless- 

ings. Invitations. 

A  ud^yat,  A  riddle,  an  enigma. 

AjIp-j\  iddifjhar,  A  cutting  of  the  front  teeth. 
A  {^\S'iS\  idghash,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jiP->)  Entering 

into  the  darkness  of  night. 

A  idghas,  (v.n.4  of  (^jaS-J)  Filling,  in- 

flaming with  rage.  Preparing  for  battle,  descend- 
ing into  the  arena. 

A  ̂yS'J\  adgJtal,  (pi.  of  (J^J  daghaV)  Corrup- 
tions, taints,  blemishes.  Thick  forests,  trees,  or 

luxuriant  herbage,  where  the  branches  and  fibres 

are  intei-woven  and  entangled.  Ambushes.  Id- 
ghal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^i^)  Lying  in  ambush,  deceiving. 

Laying  an  information.  Marring,  spoiling.  Pro- 
ducing trees  thickly  entangled  together  (the  earth). 

Assaulting,  attacking  suddenly. 

A  ̂\s-S\  idgham,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^^i)  Making  black 
in  the  face.  Enfeebling,  benumbing  (heat  or  cold). 

Swallowing  (food)  unmasticated,  eating  in  a  hurry 

lest  others  should  get  the  start.  Putting  the  bit  in 

a  horse's  mouth.  Inserting  one  letter  into  another: 

coalescence  :  as,  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ddan,  for  ̂ ^SjS'  ̂ tddn. 
A  iddighdm,  Coalescence  of  two  letters. 

p jS'ii]  ddghar,  A  summer-house. 
p adghar,  A  vent-hole. 
A  adgham,  (Horse  or  sheep)  black  about 

the  head  and  lips.  Ash-coloured.  Black-muzzled. 

Black-nosed.    One  who  speaks  through  his  nose. 

A  j»lcPj\  idghimdm,  (v.  n.ll  of  pff' J)  Having 
the  face  and  lips  blackish,  the  rest  white  (a  horse). 

p  (  sS\  adaf,  (orjS^\)  A  nephew  by  the  brother. 
A  \>j\  adfa-f,  Clad  in  warm  raiment  (a  man). 

Warmer.  One  who  lives  in  a  warm  tent. 

A  j\  adfds,  (pi.  of  \i  J  difs)  Warm  clothings 

of  wool  or  camel's  hair.  Idfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^'^) 
Warming.  Clothing  in  warm  raiment.  Giving 

bountifully.  Coming  together,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^0) 

Despatching  (a  wounded  man).  Havinglong  horns. 

A  iddifds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^^)  Putting  on 
warm  clothing.   Drawing  near  the  fire. 

A  ̂   idfd^  (v.n.4  of  ̂ "J)  Driving  violently, 
pushing  hard,  thrusting  away.  ^ 

A  (  9^o\  idfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (  J  J)  Following  in 

•succession.  Fluttering,  moving  the  wings  and  feet. 
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A  j\sj1  idfdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jic))  Shedding  at 
once  (the  contents  of  a  jug). 

A  adfan,  (pi.  of  ̂j^iiJ)  Covered,  buried. 
A  iddifan,  (v.  n.  8of  ̂ ^t))  Running  away 

and  hiding  himself  (a  slave),  lest  he  should  be  sold. 
Being  buried.    Hiding  under  ground,  burying. 

Ajij\  adfar,  Stinking,  filthy,  rusty  (arms). 

A  idjisds,  (v.  n.  9  of  (j*J  J  not  used) 
Having  a  black  face. 

A  adfa^  More  or  most  repellent, most  skil- 
ful in  parrying,  removing,  or  cariying  off. 

A  Jjiti^  adfak,  Swift.  Crooked.  Bent  double 
with  age  or  grief.  (A  camel)  whose  teeth  project ; 

also  one  whose  elbows  are  wide  apart  from  his  sides. 

Clear  and  upright,  not  inclined  either  way  (new 
moon).  Swift  (march). 

A  udfuwat,  or  adfuwat,  Name  of  a  village 
near  Alexandria ;  also  of  a  place  in  Upper  Egypt. 

A  udfamy,  Native  of  Udfuwat. 

A  ̂C>\adfa%  Long-horned(goat).  Long-winged 

(bird).     Crooked,  decrepit. 
A  &-*t>^  udfiyat,  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Arabia. 
A  adakk,  More  or  most  subtile,  minute, 

slender,  thin,  abstruse. 

A  idkdk,(Y.  n.  4  of  J  J)  Pounding,  pul- 
verizing :  attenuating:  makingthin,slender  and  fine. 

Speaking  abstrusely.  Giving  little.  Givingasheep. 

A  J^j\  idltdl,  (v.n.  4  of  Ji-i)  Bearing  dates 

of  a  bad  kind  (a  palm).  Being  lean  and  small- 
boned  (a  sheep). 

p  &s^0^  adahcha,  A  cover,  wrapper. 

A         adha^  Keen  (hunger).    Earth,  dust. 
A        adham,  One  who  has  three  teeth  broken. 

p  ddak,  An  island. 

p      j\  aduk,  Pudenda  foeminae. 

A  j\  adakk,  (pi.  J  dukk)  Broad-backed 
(horse).    Bunchless  (camel). 

A  idkds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ji^^S)  Producing 
herbage  (ground). 

A  ̂J^     adhal,  Blackish  (stone). 
A  adkan,  Inclining  to  black. 

p ̂ jWf/;7ar,Measure.  Comparison.  Conjecture. 
A  Jj\  adl,  (v.  n.  of  (Ju>^)  Becoming  healed  (a 

wound).  Churning  (milk),  stirring  (it)  up.  Going 

with  short  steps  (one  over-loaded).  Idl,  A  pain 
in  the  neck.  Milk  thick  and  sourish  (proper  for 

making  butter).  Any  thing  heavy  and  oppressive. 

A  ̂'^S\  idlds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂)  J  for  ̂ 5  J)  Throwing, 
sending,  or  letting  down,  dropping.  Letting  a 

bucket  into  a  well.  Preparing  either  to  stale  or 

cover  (a  horse).  Forming  or  seeking  an  intimate 
alliance  on  the  score  of  relationship.  Offering  a 

bribe  to  a  judge.  Giving  money.  Pleading  in  a 
court  of  justice.  Adducing  proof  or  argument. 

Speaking  evil  of  another. 
A  lIj^ idlds,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^J)  Covering. 

A_^  j\  idldj,  A  departing  at  nightfall. 

A  iddiiaj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J)  Travelling 
during  the  last  watch  of  the  nig-ht. 

A  adlds,  (pi.  of  ;jJ  J  dalas)  Grass  grow- 
ing at  the  end  of  summer.  Idlds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jJ  J) 

Finding  such  grass.  Being  green  with  such  grass. 

A  idld^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Lolling  the 

tongue.    Sticking  out  the  belly. 
A  iddild^iy.  n.8  of  ̂ J)  Dangling,  being 

lolled  (the  tongue). 

A  I  idldf,  Speaking  harshly. 

A  Jj^t^\  idldk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ S)  Drawing  (a 

sword),  bringing  out.  Chattering  with  cold  (teeth). 

A  ̂'^ti\iddUdk,  A.  rubbingbetweenthefingers. 

A  ̂y^J\  idldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  I[J->)  Looking  askance 
as  lovers.  Confiding,  relying.  Being  mangy  and 

lean  (a  wolf).  Being  bold,  impudent,  free  and 

easy.  Going  beyond  bounds  (in  love).  Coming 
down  (on  an  enemy) :  pouncing  on  his  prey  (a  hawk. 

A        idlat,  Milk  thick  and  sourish. 
A  adillat,  (pi.  of  JJj  daUl)  Arguments, 

reasons,  proofs,  evidences,  indications.  Guides. 

Road-guides.  adillat  wdzihat,  Clear 

proofs.  tip-jIU  '6^S\  adillat  sharpy  at,  Legal,  judi- 
cial proofs ;  evidences  before  a  court  of  justice. 

A  (.^0^  adlas,  (An  ass)  getting  a  new  coat. 
Bald.  A  man  who  stumbles  much. 

A  ̂^^(^\  adlasiy.  An  ass  getting  a  new  coat. 

A  adla^y.  Penis  crassus  et  longu\ 
A  u-sVaiJj^  «VZ%/(/a/,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q  not 

in  use)  Sneaking  with  intent  to  steal. 
A  adlam,  Swarthy  (man,  mountain,  or  ass). 

Black  leather.    Dusky.    A  lion. 

A  ̂j>>LAii^  idlimsds,  (v.n.  4  of  (jJ^jQ)  Being 
very  dark  (night). 

A  ̂UaJ  j\  idlinzuj:,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^Ji  Q)  Passing 

rapidly  by.    Being  fat. 
A  idlikmdm  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ .b  Q)  Being 

very  dark.   Becoming  aged. 

A  ̂^lx^<jUVZZ?7iwa?i,  Becoming  aged. 
A         adri,  (pi.  of      dahv)  Buckets,  urns. 

A  (3*>^— '^i^'^^^  idVisds,  (v.  n.  11  of  (jJ^^)  Getting 

little  grass  off  the  land  (camels). 
A     J  S\  idTildj:,  (v.  n.l2  of  ̂ Jo)  Going  quickly. 

A  ̂^^'^  idUmdm,  (v.  n.  11  o'f  ̂li)  Being  black. Being  very  dark  (the  night). 

A  ddam,  (pi.  udm,  ̂ ^Uj^  udmd»,  and 

awddim)  Brown,  dusky,  tawny,  mulatto. 

Adam,  the  father  of  the  human  race.  White  and 

at  the  same  time  hairy  (camel).  One  who  has  the 

pupils  of  the  eyes  varied,  black  and  white.  Name 

of  a  reporter  of  traditions.  ^J>  bani  ddam. 

The  sons  of  Adam,  i.e.  mankind.  j,U)^  pJl 

ddamu's  sdm.  The  second  Adam,  i.e.  Noah. 

A  adm,  (v.  n.  of  pOV)  Adding  one  thing  to 

another  (as  bread  to  meat) ;  uniting  in  love  or  friend- 

ship. Becoming  a  chief,  leader,  or  pattern.  An 

example,  model,  chief,  leader.     Ud7n,  (pi. 



adavi)  Any  thing  eaten  with  bread  (as  meat,  fish^ 

salt, or  vinegar),  (pl.of ̂ .J 1  adam)  Brown, dusky. 
White  with  ash-coloured  stripes.  Skins.  Adam, 

Man,  mankind,  Adam  and  his  posterity.  A  tomb. 

A  kind  of  date.  Names  of  several  places  in  Ara- 
bia, and  often  putfor  Yamanitself.  Adam  ovudum, 

(pi.  of  adim)  Dressed  skins  (of  goats), 
p       adam,  A  ruby. 

X  AitiS\  admas,  (fem.  of  adam)  Brown. 

White  with  ash-coloured  stripes  (a  doe).  White 

(she-camel).  Id.mas,  (v.  n.4of  j_^t>)  Making  bleed. 
A  OUt)^  adamat,  (pi.  of        adamat)  Skins. 

A  ̂loi-^^  id)ndj,(y.n.4  of^O)  Wrapping  one's self  in  a  garment. 

A  ̂ U3^  iddivtaj,  The  being  firmly  inserted. 
A  idma^(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ t>)  Filling  (a  cup) 

to  overflowing,  causing  (it)  as  it  were  to  shed  tears. 

A  idmagh,  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ ^5)  Necessitating. 

A  Jjl*J^  idmah,  (v.  n.  4  of  jj*"^)  Inserting. 
A  JUj^  idmal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jj*'.^)  Cicatrizing. 

A  idmam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   J)  Acting  shame- 
fully.   Begetting  ugly  children. 

A  (j^kJ  I  at^flmaw,  (Pers.pl.  of^ol  afZam)Men. 
A  adman,  A  tree  which  becomes  green 

after  having  withered  in  the  summer.  A  disease 

in  a  palm-tree.  Idman,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y«iJ)  Perse- 

vering in,  keeping  long  at,  constantly  doing.  Keep- 

ing up  a  continual  practice.  Perpetuating.  Ud- 
vian,  (A  buck  or  doe)  of  a  white  colour.     (pi.  of 

adam)  Brown,  dusky.  Adaman,  Rottenness 

and  blackness  of  a  palm-tree.    The  corruption  of 

the  palm-tree.  Name  of  a  tree  in  Paradise. 

A  X3l/eO\  admanat,  Brown,  dusky  (woman). 

p      p  J 1  adam-])era.  Creator  of  man,  i.  e.  God. 
A  adimat,  (pi.  of  idam)  Meats,  sea- 

sonings,  (pi.  of  ̂      adhn)  Skins,  goats'  leathers. 
A  adviat  or  adamat,  A  chief,  a  general,  a 

leader,  model,  exemplar,  pattern.  Udmat,  (v.  n. 

of  j»ii\)  Being  of  a  brown  colour.  Brownness,  duski- 
ness. A  clear  shining  white  with  blackness  of  the 

eye  (in  camels).  White  mixed  with  black,  or  any 

other  colour  (in  deer).  Udmat  or  adamat,  Con- 

junction, or  that  which  causes  it,  that  which  passes 

between,  and  unites  two  bodies ;  union,  mixture, 

propinquity,  affinity.  Adamat,  The  inner  skin, 
thin  skin,  cuticle,  or  membrane,  which  covers  the 
flesh  or  intestines.  The  outside  of  the  skin.  The 

skin  of  the  head.  The  inside  of  the  ground. 

Pjjs-  j» J I  ddam-kJmw,  A  man-eater,  a  cannibal. 

Pjui  ̂t>I  ddain-sai-.  Bald. 
p  af7a7n-.sAOTas, Knowingmankind. 

A  ̂_>a*t>\  admas,  One  whose  eye-brows  are  thin 
fit  the  outer  and  thick  at  the  inner  extremity. 

A  (**<J^  admu^  (pi.  of  ̂ 0  (?am^)  Tears. 

A  'i.>t^S\  admighat,  (pi.  of  cU J  dimdgli)  Brains. 
p  i^Ji  ̂ Ol  adamgari.  Humanity.  Valour. 
p  adman.  Pure,  fragrant  (musk). 
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A  ̂jL^ycS\  udmus,  A  pit  under  ashes  in  which 
they  bake  bread. 

A  (_)*>_y«ii\  udmus,  Dark  (night). 
A        I  adamiy.  Human.  A  man.  Brown. 

P  ̂^IvoJl  adamiyan,  Men,  mortals. 
p  e6U<j|  ddamiyana,  Humanly,  like  a  man. 

P  &^      J I  adami-bacha,  An  infant. 
A  &_X.*J|  ddamiyat,  Humanity. 

p  S\j  ddami-zdd,  A  son  of  man,  man. 
A  slcw«3\  idmlmdh,  (v.  n.  12  of  «««ii)  Being  al- 

most broiled  by  the  heat.  Fainting,  swooning. 

A  adann,  Crook-backed  (man).  Short- 

necked.  Short  in  the  fore-feet  (horse).  Hollow  in 
the  middle  of  the  floor  (a  chamber). 

A  Uol  rt£Zrta',Nearer.  Lower.  Last.  Least.  Basest. 
A  OjI  adnuf.  Crooked,  hump-backed  (man). 

A  J^\>S\  adnds^,  {-pi.oi  f-^j)^  danlf)  Mean,  small, 
trifling.  Vicious,  licentious,  careless  of  reputation. 

Idnuf,  (v.  n.  4  of  uJ)  Perpetratmg  enormities, 

doing  a  mean,  base  thing,  (v.  n.  4  of  lit)  for  jjj) 

Bringing  near.  Being  near  her  time  (a  camel). 

Living  on  spare  diet.  Approaching,  drawing  near. 

A  iddinds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ut)  for  yJ))  Ap- 

proaching, becoming  near. 

A  adnds,  (pi.  of  ̂J<Oli  danis)  Dirty  (fel- 
lows), nasty  (rascals),  sorry  (dogs). 

A  (  idndf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (  i>  J)  Suffering  from 
severe  and  continued  illness.  Afilicting  sorely  for 

a  long  time  (sickness).  Going  down  (as  the  sun). 

Bringing  near.    Being  yellow. 

A  idnan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Staying. 

p  (V  j\  adand.  How  ?  See  udb  j\  adanh. 

p  <^1)0\  adanh,  How  ?  At  what  rate  ?  An  un- 

certain, unknown  number,  conjectural  computation. 

One  truss,  hamper,  &c.  One  half  of  a  horse's  load, 
as  much  as  a  beast  carries  upon  one  side.  One  side 

of  a  piece  of  money. 

A  JyjWJna',  Lower,  lowest.  Smaller,  smallest, 
least,  most  trifling.  (pl.^3ljWc^am)Nearer,  nearest. 

A  (jl^it^^  adaniydn.  Name  of  two  valleys. 
A  adw,  (v.  n.  of  for  jJ^)  Deceiving,  ly- 

ing in  wait  for  (as  a  wolf  does  for  a  fawn). 

A  J  j\  uduw,  The  coming  to  maturity  (of  fruit). 

A  A^S\  adrcds,  (pi.  of dds)  Diseases,  sick- 
nesses. Idrvds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ai^  for  IjJ)  Afilicting 

with  disease.  Being  sick.  Suspecting,  (v.  n.  4  of 

(_j'jO)  Making  sick.  Keeping  company  with  the 
sick.  Eating-a  thin  skin  formed  on  the  surface  of  milk. 

Aji>\  iddiwdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  J)  Eating  the  thin 
skin  on  the  surface  of  milk. 

A  0\jj\  adawdt,  (pi.  of  addt)  Instru- 
ments, tools,  utensils,  (in  gram.)  Accessory  parti- 

cles, p  lL^^  adawdti  Jang,  Arms,  wav- 
like apparatus,  weapons  of  war,  artillery. 

Aj\j>i\  adwdr,  (pi.  of  j^J  ddr)  Houses,  man- 
sions, (pi.  ofjj  J  dawr)  Orbs,  orbits,  revolutions, 

circles.  Periods,  ages.  Musical  periods,  cadences. 

6:>\ 

j^j li^^  ̂   ̂Imu'l adwdr,  Music.  O jSl*  j\j j\ adwdri  malahut,  The  harmony  of  the  heavenly 

bodies,  the  music  of  the  spheres,  the  intelligence 
which  moves  them.  j\J\  j  adwdr  u  akrdr. 
The  cycles  or  revolutions  of  years,  according  to 
which  the  astrologers  pretend  to  prognosticate  the 

accidents  of  human  life.  Every  adwdr  consists  of 

360  solar  years,  and  the  akrdr  of  120  lunar  years; 

the  whole  art  consisting  in  finding  the  combinations 

of  these  years,  and  their  respective  relations. 

p  (_f  j\  adwdy,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Voice,  echo. 

A  i-f^j  J^  adub.  Polite,  well-behaved. 

AjjOl  adsur,  (jjk>^  adwur  or  adwirat,  pi. 

of  jIj  ddr)  Houses,  mansions.  Towns. 

p  (_>>j>^\  adus.  Dim-sighted,  purblind. 
A  (^jO^  adwash,  Dim-sighted,  squinting,  or 

injured  in  the  eye  by  disease. 
A      S\  ad  wan,  More  or  most  mean,  or  hase. 

A  adwa' ,  A  viper. 

p  (j-jJ^  adwe.  Sweet-scented  flag,  Aloes. 
A  Hj.ju)^  adwiyat,  (pi.  of  A^<y4awds,dhcdt,ov 

duwdf)  Medicines,  p  a^.j*^^  adwiyasi  garm, 

Hot  condiments,  as  pepper,  cloves,  cinnamon,  &c. 

p  SJI  dda,  A  hen-roost.  A  perch  for  pigeons. 

A  adali.  Diligent  application  and  perse- 

vering attention  to  business. 
A  idhds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ juS>d  not  used) 

Travelling  over  soft  soil  without  sand,  dust,  or  clay. 

A  idkdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^J^i^)  Astound- 

ing, striking  with  amazement,  terrifying. 

A  ̂jiilftJ^  idhdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^jaS>>i  not  used) 
Bringing  forth  a  hairy  foal  fully  formed  (a  camel). 

A  ̂l^ii^  idhdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ i^)  Filling  a  cup. 

Emptying  a  vessel  with  violence.  Commanding 
to  make  haste. 

A  ijUfctil  iddihdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ t))  Entering 
(one  within  another),  joining  (as  a  row  of  stones). 

A  j»l5>o\  idhdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»fct^)  Hurting,  in- 

juring. Rendering  sad. 
A  (jls>t)^  adhdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^S>t)  duhn)  Oils,  oint- 

ments, imguents.  Idhdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^ti)  Anoint- 

ing. Concealing.  Deceiving,  dissembling.  Mak- 
ing clean.     Imposture,  deceit,  falsehood. 

A  ̂^Ij^tj^  iddihdn.  The  anointing  of  one's  self. 
A  adhaj,  A  word  used  in  calling  a  sheep 

to  be  milked.    A  name  for  a  sheep. 

p  l;^J^  adhijd,  (or  ij^^ S\)  A  kind  of  thorn. 
AjJ&ol  adhur,  (pi.  ofj,S>u3  dahr)  Times,  ages. 
A  adhas.  Reddish,  inclining  to  black. 
p  adhali,  Half  a  gold  mohur,  in  value 

eight  rujjees. 
A  adham,  (pi.  ̂ \S\  addhim)  (A  horse) 

of  a  black  colour,  inclining  to  a  dusky  green. 

Black.  Old,  ancient,  blackish,  much  trodden 

upon.  Recent.  A  fetter.  ̂   adham  lujj, 

Very  black  (camel).  j»JbO^)l  abu'l  adhavr, A  large  cauldron,  in  which  they  dress  a  sheep  whole. 



A  hllumatn,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ S)  Being  of  a 
bliick  colour  with  a  slight  mixture  of  dark  green. 

A  adha,  More  or  most  subtle  or  astute. 

A  adhiyat,  (pi.  of         dahii/)  Shrewd. 

A  (^L-JkfcJ^  idlnsdn,  (v.  n.  11  of  Be- 
coming of  a  reddish  black  (ground). 

A  j»lc\fc     idliiinam,  The  being  very  black. 
A  add! ,  More  or  most  exact  and  punctual 

in  his  payments,  better  or  best  paymaster. 

A  adiy,  Apparatus  (especially  of  a  mili- 

tary kind).  Small  or  middle-sized  (vessel  or 

churn).  Light,  active,  quick  at  work.  Little  (pro- 

perty). Wide  (garment).  Readiness,  preparation. 

Udiy,  (v.  n.  of  Becoming  thick  (as  milk). 

Having  butter  nearly  formed  (a  churn).  Being 

abundant.   Deceiving,  lying  in  wait  for. 

aJ^\  adyar,  (pi.  of dayr)  Monasteries. 
A  uLlbo\  adyak,  (pi.  of  tdb  J  dik)  Cocks. 

p  adyan,  Fat  cattle  (in  motion). 

A  (j^.J^  adyan,  (pi.  of      J  c?m)  Religions. 

A  iddiyan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^J  for  ̂ .0) 
Running  in  debt.    Buying  or  selling  on  credit. 

A  L— o.ii^  ad'ih,  (pl.^bj\  udahas)  Courteous,  po- 
lite, well-bred.     Learned.     A  professor,  tutor. 

AjO.J^  udayhir,  A  species  of  serpent. 

A        ad'iyat,  Little,  few  (sheep). 
p  sAs:J^  adidiara.  The  inverted  thorn. 

p  Jo_j\  adid,  Consequence,    A  spring  of  water. 

p  ̂jiJ.ol  udish,  Fire. 
p  adim,  The  face.  Perfumed  leather,  in  the 

East  calledjlib  bulghar,  but  by  us,  Morocco. 

A  adi???,  (pi.  adimat,  ̂ i^\ud/um,  j»LM 

ddam,  and  adam)  Goat's  leather,  perfumed, 
which  they  bring  from  Arabia  Felix.  Bread  when 
eaten  or  baked  with  meat.  The  surface  of  the  earth. 

Name  of  a  horse.  -*U*J\  ̂ .t>\  adlmu  's  samas-,  The 

expanse  of  heaven.  jV^^  ̂ .^\  adimu'n  naliar, 
The  diffusion  of  light  or  day.  [^^^^  ("^.-^^  o,di- 
mu  'zzuha',  Halfway betweensun-riseandmid-day. 

A  ̂.c>\  udayyim,  Name  of  a  tract  of  country  in 
Arabia.    Name  of  a  place. 

A  adyan,  More  or  most  religious.  Ad- 

yun,  (pi.  of        dayn^  Debts. 
p  SJijk^.Jl  ddyanda.  The  rainbow. 

p  ajo  jl  ddvia,  Friday. 

p  adyun,  A  rapacious  animal.  Fat  cattle. 

A        ̂ \         hata^'  lldh  adayJii,  (for 
yadayhi)  May  God  cut  off  both  his  hands  ! 

A  <i\  iz,  When  (in  a  past  sense).  Indeed.  If, 

if  so  be.  Forasmuch  as,  because.  Already.  Be- 
hold !  lo !  h\  izin,  (t^l^kf  hinasizin  or  uiJ\i^ 

izzdha)  Then,  at  that  time.  yawmasizin, 

On  that  day,  on  the  day  when.  iSJdJ  laylatasiziti, 
On  that  night.  U     iz  md,  When,  if  at  anv  time. 

A  'd\  azz.  Amputation,  a  cutting  off. 
iza.  When  (in  the  present  or  future  sense). 

Behold !  lo  !    It  is  sometimes  redundant,  as 
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liatta'  iza  ataw,  Until  they  arrived. 

xA'dS  azds,  (v.  n.  of  Being  injured,  re- 
ceivino;  damage. 

A  L-J|t>\  izsah,  (v.  n.  4  of  <— -Jli)  Being  terrified 

(by  a  Avolf).     Adorning  with  forelocks. 

A  izdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_->^(i  for  (—^ji)  Dis- 

solving, causing  to  melt.  Invading,  plundering. 

Adjusting,  correcting. 

A  azdt  (v.  n.  of  Hurting.  Trouble. 

Damage,  loss,  injury.     Tyranny,  oppression. 

A  izdlihat,  (v.  n.  4  of         for  not 

used)  Going  round,  moving  in  a  circle. 

A  js»\ii^  azdkhir.  Name  of  a  pass  between  Mecca 

and  Madina.     (pi.  of        izkhir')  Bog-rushes. 
A  'iS\h\  izddat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Jji)  Help- 
ing (one)  to  drive  camels. 

Aj  I  izj-dr,  (v.  n.  4  of y  j)  Putting  in  a  rage. 
Inspiring  with  boldness.  Instigating.  Compel- 

ling, forcing. 
azar,  The  Syriac  month  of  March. 

p  ̂j^^lil  dzdrdfyun,  Foam  of  the  sea. 

u  azdrdhi,  A  jjlant  called  dog's  bane. 
izarat,  (v.  n.  4ofj\j  foijjj)  Frightening. 

p  (^j*ij^j\'d\  dzdrtus,  A  proper  name. 
A  'iS'\'d\  izd^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂   j)  Publish- 

ing, divulging,  blazing.  Draining,  exhausting. 

Squandering,  lavishing. 

A  Kzdf,  Membi  •um  genitale  maris. 
A  w^ii^  izdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  j  for  Jjji)  Giving 

one  to  drink  or  taste.  Tasting,  experiencing  a  taste. 

Co^  uL)  JijtJ  JJJ  ̂   azdha  zaydun  ba^laka  ka- 
raman,  Zayd  became  generous  and  liberal. 

A  's!i\'d\  izdlat,  (v.  n.  4  of  J\j  for  J^.i)  Letting 
down  a  veil.  Abusing,  over-working  and  making 
thin  (a  slave  or  ahorse).  Despising.  Appendage. 

A  izsdm  (v.  n.  4  of  pli)  Forcing,  compel- 
ling. Terrifving. 

A  ̂j^il  dzdn,  or  azdn,  (v.  n.  of  jji\)  Sig- 

nifying, announcing,  giving  notice ;  the  signal  for 

summoning  to  prayers,  by  the  Mu'ezzin  or  crier, 
from  the  minarets  or  towers  of  the  mosques.  Azdn, 

(pi.  of  uzn  or  uzmi)  Ears,  lobes  of  the  ears. 

Handles.  ̂ ,^J^\  j^^<il  dzdnu'l  amah,  (Hare's 

ears)  Bupleurum.  jyA  dzdmi^s  sawr,  Bu- 

gloss.  {j^^  {^'^^  dzdnu'l  jady,  (Kid's  ears)  Rib- 
wort. (J^*^!  dzdnu'd  dubb,  (Bear's  ears) 

Mullein.  sLiJl  il  dzd?m'sh  shdt,  (Sheep's  ears) 

Hound's  tongue.  liJjtJ^  ̂ ^'^  \  dzdnu'' I  ̂bd,  (Slave's 
ears)  Shepherd's  staff".  JV^^^^^il  dzdmi'l  ghazdl, 
(Doe's  ears)  Hound's  tongue.  dzdnu'l 

fdr,  (Mouse's  ears)  Chickweed.  l)'."^^^  ti)^*-^' 
dzdnu'l  fil,  (Elephant's  ears)  The  Egyptian  bean. 

^j*JoliiJ\  (j^wM  dzdnu''l  kissis,  (Presbyter's  ears)  or 

j^«5VH]\  (3 1  dzdnu'l  hdz'i,  (Judge's  ears)  Venus's navel-wort. 

A         azdn,  A  stopping,  staying,  standing. 

Azdn,  (or  'i!>\S\  azdnat)  (v.  n.  of  ̂jt-^^)  Knowing, o 

Permitting. 

A  '^\^\  nzdniy,  Large-eared  (applied  to  men). 
A  azdltib,  (or  azdhib)  (pi.  of 

L_->lfcO\  azhdb)  Yolks  of  eggs.  Certain  dry  mea- 
sures in  Yaman. 

A  l11.>wM  aza&i,  Awildbull.  Long.  Along  tooth 

projecting  Jrom  the  side  of  a  camel's  mouth. 
A  izzibdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J)  Preparing  a 

victim  for  sacrifice. 

A  Jb  j\  izhdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jj*^)  Causing  to  wi- 
ther. Debilitating. 

A  'i.><^\azibhat,{T^\.oiL^\}'^zubdb)VYyes.  Bees. 
p  nzbak,  Usback  Tartar. 

A  ̂ Is- j\  izhdj,  (v.  n.4  of ̂ <^)  Stopping,  stay- 

ing, standing  still. 
A  Jl5>-J\  azhdl,  (pi.  of  ijs-^^  zahl)  Enmities, 

hatreds.  Retaliations,  desires  of  revenge. 

Aj\s-"J>\  azkhdr,  (pi.  of zuhr)  Pz'ovisions 
or  treasures  acquired  for  future  use. 

Aj\s^  'd\  izzihhdr,  (v.  n.  8  of ̂ i^)  Storing  up. 

A jS-^\  izJihir,  (pl.^L^l  azdkhir)  The  bog-rush. 
Aj^J j\  izdUidr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^"^)  Recollecting, 

recalling  to  mind. 
A  uL)!Jl>\  iz  zdlia.  Then,  at  that  time. 

V azar,  (More  correctly  azMr)  Fire.  Name 

oftheangel  presiding  over  fire,and  the  affairs  of  the 

day jil  dzar.  Name  of  seven  celebrated  fire- 
temples  formerly  standing  in  Persia,  and  dedicated 

to  the  seven  planets.  Name  of  Abraham's  father. 
The  ninth  solar  month,  when  the  sun  is  in  Sagitta- 

rius. Name  ofthe  last  lunar  winter  month.  Name 

of  the  ninth  day  in  any  month,  but  particularly  in 

the  4th  month  TTr-mah. 

A  azraf.  Gray  about  the  forehead.  (A  ram) 

white-headed,  black-bodied,  dapple-eared. 

A  >]j  j\  izrtii,  (v.  n.4  of ]j J)  Provoking, enrag- 

ing. Terrifying.  Exciting,  inspiring  with  desire. 

Compelling,  forcing.  Causing  to  flow.  Allowing 

her  milk  to  flow  (a  camel),  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Sow- 

ing. Winnowing.  Sifting.  Spearing  and  unhors- 
ing a  cavalier.  Sweeping  away  (wind). 

A  L-.*];^^  azi-db,  (pi.  of  t-^i.))  Obscenities. 
■p  i:>Ki  \  jiy^  dzar-dbdd,  (or  ̂jlijbl  ̂ jl  dzar- 

dbdd-ffdn)  Name  of  a  fire-temple  in  Tabriz  ;  also 
the  ancient  name  of  Tabriz  itself. 

p  ̂J^SJ\JO\  dzar-dbdd-gun,  Astove  :  a  forge. 

A  ̂   j\  izrd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ O)  Seizing  by  the 
arm.  Putting  out  the  arms  from  beneath  the  vest. 

Bringingforth(the  wild  cow).  Being  very  talkative. 

A  ̂jiiUzzird^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   J)  Putting  out  the arms  from  beneath  the  vest. 

Pjjy]jS\dzar-aJroz,  Aneohpile.  Aphoenix. 

P      J  jT  dzar-afzd,  An  eolipile. 

A  j^j!  izrdh,  (v.  n.4of  Jjji)Muting(abird). 

Causing  to  mute.  Producing  the  lote-plant.  Pro- 

ducintr  clover  or  trefoil. 

A  izzirdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  jj^)  Bathing  the 



eyes  with  milk  and  water.  Anointing  the  eyes  with 

antimony  mixed  with  the  expressed  juice  of  trefoil. 

p  azar-aym,  Name  of  the  fourth  tem- 
ple of  the  seven  called  after  the  planets. 

p  S^ji}>\azar-bad,  Name  of  a  priest  of  the  Magi. 

p  ̂jiihjSi  azar-had-gan,  {ox  ̂JSA>JM  azai-- 
hay-gan)  Name  of  a  fire-temple  in  Tabriz.  (It 
signifies,  Conservator  of  fire.) 

p  ̂j>_jj>jS\  dzai'-barzin,  Name  of  the  sixth  fire- 
temple  of  those  named  after  the  seven  planets. 

Pj^Jl  azar-bo,  (or  bti,  iO^'^I  azar-hoya  or 
huya)  Name  of  a  yellow  flowering  shrub,  from 

whose  root  pearl-ashes  are  made. 
p  azari  hahram,,  Name  of  the  third 

fire-temple,  called  after  the  seven  planets. 
A  azrahiy,  A  native  of  Azarbayjan. 

p  azar-bayjan,  (The  region  of  fire), 
A  province  of  Persia,  which  corresponds  nearly 

with  the  ancient  Media,  though  it  comprehends 

also  a  part  of  iSyria  and  Armenia  Major. 

p  ul^iyj^jjl  azar-jmrast,  A  fire-worshipper. 

p  VjOjJI  dzar-payra,  (or  jjera)Onewhoattends 
on  a  fire-temple. 

A  azirrat,  (pi.  ofjjjt)  zarur  and  ^a- 
rirat)  Drugs  pounded  and  sprinkled. 
p  I  dzwtush,  A  salamander. 

A         azruh,  Name  of  a  town  in  Syria. 

Pj)iij-5-jjl  azai'-hhurdar,  (or 
azar-khnwdad,^  Name  of  a  priest  of  the  Magi ; 
also  of  the  angel  who  presides  over  fire  :  also  of  the 

fire-temple  at  Shlraz :  also  of  the  fifth  fire-temple. 

p  a2'ar-MM?'m,  Name  of  the  fifth  fii-e- 

temple,  called  after  the  seven  planets  by  the  an- 
cient Persians. 

p  ̂ jii-juM  dzarlihush,  Name  of  the  ninth  day 
of  the  month  Azar. 

p  Lli-j<_>  I  dzirkhushd,  Intense  cold  fatal  to  man 
and  beast.  Lightning. 

p  idJojj^\  dzar-rang,  Bright,  shining,  red, 
flame-coloured.  Confused,  dispersed.  Difficult. 
Trouble,  misfortune,  calamity,  ruin,  slaughter. 

p  Jl  dzar-zardahasht,  Name  of  the 

seventh  fire-temple,  named  after  the  seven  planets. 

p  (__j>ijj|  dzaras,  A  salamander. 

P«--A«>ji^l  a2'arg^ap,(u->.*«.^i^i  I  dzar-gushasp, 

u-iw*i^O|  dzarshas'p,  or  *.tX^i-M  azar-gushp) 
Name  of  the  angel  or  demon  of  fire.  Fire,  flame, 

lightning.  Name  of  one  of  the  temples  in  the  city 
of  Balkh.   A  salamander. 

p  (j^jiijOl  dzar-shin,  A  salamander. 
p  dzartus,  Name  of  the  father-in- 

law  oi\j'^  ̂ zrd. 
A  az7-a^  One  whose  mother  is  of  higher 

rank  than  his  father.  Very  eloquent.  (A  horse) 

of  a  bad  breed.  Quick,  sudden  (death).  Azru^ 

(pi.  of  ̂ ji^  zird^  Arms. 
A  C^\ff-jj\  azri^t,  Name  of  a  town  in  Syria. 
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A  uJlaS^^«il  izri^df,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^JiS-ji  Q) 
Going  fast.    Advancing  from  the  ranks  of  battle. 

A  ̂y:s         az7-a^  hatlin,  By  a  speedy  death. 

A  '^j^^  azra^y,  Wine  produced  at  Azri^t. 
PJ^-i        dzar-fardz,  Kindling  fire. 
Pjj^ ji^  I  dzar-furoz,  (or  \^  fazd)  An  eolipile. 
p  it^jJ]  dzar-kada,  A  fire-temple. 

P  ̂  jh  \  dzar-ku,  The  leaves  of  the  camomile. 
P  I  dzar-kesh,  A  fire-worshipper. 

P  dzar-gasli]},  Name  of  an  angel  pre- 

siding over,  and  living  in,  fire. 

p  jil  dzar-gushas2),  Name  of  a  fire- 
temple  erected  by  Gushtasp  in  Balkh,  in  which  he 

kept  his  treasures.  It  was  destroyed  by  Alexander. 

A  fire-temple.  Lightning.  Fire.  A  fire-worship- 
per.   The  angel  presiding  over  and  living  in  fire. 

p  I  dzar-gul,  A  flower  like  the  anemone. 

p  (jj^j*^!  dzar-gwi,  Flame-coloured,  fiery -red, 
bright.  The  anemone,  marigold,  marsh-mallows. 
A  salamander.    A  horse. 

p  ̂ jki  I  dzram,  A  saddle-cloth.  A  saddle  whose 
cloth  is  in  two  pieces. 

p  8\/cjJ1  dzar-mdh,  Name  of  the  ninth  month 
of  the  solar  year. 

p  dzar-mihr,  Name  of  the  first  fire- 
temple  called  after  the  planets. 

p  cL^t^l  dzrang,  Light,  luminous,  bright, 
dazzling.    Fire.    Distress,  misery,  ruin. 

p  ^  jj  1  dzar-nosh,  Name  of  the  second 
fire-temple  named  after  the  seven  planets. 

p  jj^l^jOl  dzar-humdyun,  Name  of  a  witch. 
p  (.fX^ _ji>  ji3 1  dzar  hoshang,  Name  of  the 

earliest  apostle  sent  to  Persia. 

p  i^ji^  I  dzari,  A  native  of  Azarbayjan.  Name 
of  a  poet.  A  follower  of  i.fX^jJfcj'^l  dzar  hoshang. 

p  i^^j^  dzriyds,  Gum  of  wild  rue. 

G  ̂_j*>_jla^.jj\  azrltus,  Name  of  a  medicine. 

p  t^..j^  \  dzarin,  Camomile-flower.  Ox-eye. 

p  jjy  jOla;?ar-?/MW,  Red,  flame-coloured.  Any 
flower  of  such  acolour:  anemone.  The  sun-flower. 

A        azatt,  Wry-jawed. 

A iz^r,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ d)  Terrifying. 

A  uJ'lff-'-^^  ?^^«/)  The  act  of  killing  instantly. 

A  ̂jlff'i-M  iz^n,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^i)  Obeying,  sub- 

mitting, rendering  swift  obedience.  Abasing  one's 
self.  Confessing,  acknowledging.  Obedience,  sub- 

mission. ^^Iff-J^^  '^^^3  wdjibu'l  iz^n,  Neces- 
sary to  be  obeyed. 

A  I  izfof,  (v.  n.  4  of      J)  Making  haste 

to  despatch  a  wounded  man. 

A azfar,  Fragrant,  pungent.  Strong,  rank, 

ji  j\  uLL»<  miski  azfar,  The  most  fragrant  musk. 

A         azkdn,  (pi.  of  ̂^'i  zakan)  Chins,  beards. 
A  ̂Jsii\  azhan,  Long-chinned  (man). 

A  J^'i^^  azha',  Flaccid-eared  and  nosed  (horse). 
A  i'i^  j\  izkdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  _j^j)  Making 

fire  burn,  or  lamp  shine  clearly.    Sending  spies. 

Aj^i^\  azkdr,  (pi.  of zihr)  Praises  of  God, 
continual  prayers  or  repetitions  of  the  names  and 
attributes  of  the  Supreme  Being.  Izhdr,  (v.  n.  4 

of Bringing  forth  a  male  child.  Reminding. 

Ajid\  izzikdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Recalling  to 

one's  memory  what  had  been  long  forgotten. 
azkar,  More  or  most  acute,  or  sharp. 

A         azha\  Sharper,  more  or  most  pungent. 

A  ̂^^'i^  azhiyds,  (pi.  of  ̂i^)  Acute,  witty. 
A  (Ji^  uzall,  Most  vile,  abject,  or  submissive. 
A  azillds,  (pi.  of  zatiV)  Abject,  vile, 

mean,  contemptible,  slavish.  Submissive. 

A  j^i^  izldk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ h)  Disturbing, 

troubling.  Pouring  water  into  the  hole  of  a  lizard. 

Lighting  (a  lamp),  making  (it)  burn.  Whetting. 
Muting  (a  bird).  Weakening  (poison  or  fasting). 
A  azldl,  A  state,  mode,  manner,  condi- 

tion, (pi.  of  Ji  zilV)  Courses,  currents.  The 
meanest  of  men.  Izldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Ji)  Associating 

with  base  people.  Holding  in  contempt.  Discover- 
ing one  to  be  base.  Soothing  and  coaxing  (refractory 

camels)  by  picking  the  tikes  oflp  them.  Contempt, 

depression.  Dishonour. 

A  'd^h\  azillat,  (pi.  of  zaluT)  Gentle,  easily 

managed,  submissive,  tractable. 

A  izli^db,{\.nA  o^ ̂ .^h  Q)  Walk- 

ing fast.    A  kind  of  camel's  pace. 

A  (__5*5i^  azla^y,  Long  and  thick  (penis). 
A        azlagh,  (or  (^0^  azlaghty)  Penis. 

A  {  h]  'd\  azkif,  Small-nosed  ;  ape-nosed. 

A  ̂ 'd\  azlak,  Eloquent,  ready,  voluble,  glib. A  izlilds,  (v.  n.  12  of  ̂ Jo)  Escaping 

clandestinely.  Making  haste.  Submitting.  Being 

broken-hearted.  Standing,  but  not  stiflp. 

izma,  When,  the  time  when,  whenever. 

A  ̂Ui^  izmus,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ __^<^)  Beating  with 
violence  almost  to  death. 

A         azmdr,  Intrepid  men.  Protectors. 

A  izmdm.,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂li)  Becoming  vile 
and  contemptible.  Discovering  any  one  to  be  so, 

and  despising  accordingly.  Committing  an  act 

fraught  with  turpitude.  Protecting,  shielding  from 

oppression.  Receiving  under  one's  protection. 
Lagging  behind  from  fatigue. 

A         azimmat,  Safe-guards.    Rights,  dues. 

A  j\Jsjc'd\  izmihrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jajoh  Q)  Being 
divided  into  minute  particles  (milk). 

A  (jiT  dzan,  Long-eared  (animal).  Azin,  A 

sponsor,  a  surety.   A  porter.    A  chamberlain. 

A  ̂jii  azina,  (fut.  of  yaszanu)  He  list- 
ened.   He  knew. 

A  azn,  (v.  n.  of  jji^)  Certifying,  inform- 
ino-.  Striking  on  the  ear.  Beginning  to  dry  par- 

tially (herbage).  Izn,  (v.  n.  of  Permitting. 
Leave,  licence.  Knowledge,  permission.  Izn  or 

azan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^i\)  Knowing.  XJzn,  (pi.  ̂jlil 

a^-aw)  The  ear.    A  handle.  ^J^\uznu'lhi- 



viai;  (Ass's  eai-s)  A  parsnip.  U'^^  uznu's 
sahm,The  wing  of  an  arrow.  i>J0(3\  uznu  7  ̂ait?, 

(Ear  of  the  slave)  The  water-plaintain. 
«J  j\  labistu  uznayya  lahu,  I  turned  my  deaf 

ears  to  him.  Uzn  or  M2;mw,  Attentive  to  what  is 

spoken  (man  or  men).  Azan,  (v.  n.  of  Giv- 
ing ear,  listening  to  with  pleasure,  attending  to, 

obeying.  Liking  the  scent  of  meat.  Izan,  Well, 

very  well  then.  Come  on.  Now.  Surely,  verily. 

Uzun,  (pi.  (jUI  azan)  The  ear.  A  handle,  (pi. 
of  &3  j\  azanat)  Small  camels  or  sheep.  Leaves  of 

corn,  straws,  uzuna^l  halb,  The  two 
lobes  of  the  heart. 

A  j^iil  azann,  Snotty,  snivelly. 

A         aznas,  (fem.  of      \  azan)  Long-eared. 

A  aznah,  (pi.  of  zanah)  Tails, 

rumps,  posteriors.  The  rabble.    J-ii  u-^Oil  az- 

nabti'l  hhayl,  Horse-tails  (a  plant).  (_>mU)1 
aznabu  'n  nas,  Men  of  low  degree  ;  servants,  me- 

nials, followers,  dependants.     Iznab,  (v.  n.  4  of 

1,^0)  Committing  a  crime  or  trespass. 
uznan.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  t-A>i3\  aznab,  More  or  most  sinful  or  criminal. 

A  aznibat,  (pi.  of  i-->yJ  zanub)  Long- 
tailed  (horses).  Portions,  lots  of  good  or  evil. 

Long  days  of  evil.  Buckets  full  or  not  full  of  water. 

A  'sjS\  azanat,  (pi.  uzun)  A  leaf  or  blade  of 
corn.  The  small  kind  of  the  camel  species ;  also 

of  sheep,  &c.  A  single  straw.  Adana,  a  city  of 

Cilicia  near  Tarsus.  An  appetite  for  the  smell  of 

meat.  Name  of  a  mountain  near  Mecca.  Vzanat, 
One  who  believes  all  he  hears. 

p  uii>3\  uznali,  An  ear-trumpet. 

azwas,  (pi.  of  jii  zTi)  Kings  of  Yaman, 

whose  names  all  begin  with  jj  zu.  Izivat,  (v.  n. 

4  of  (_^ji^)  Causing  to  wither. 
izmab,  Thick  milk,  cream. 

A  eo^jt)^  izwabat,  The  melting  of  any  thing. 
The  choicest  or  purest  part.    Thick  milk,  cream. 

A         azwad,  Troops  of  camels  from  3  to  10. 

A  ia^jiil  azwat,  Spiders  with  yellow  backs. 

A  Jj^ji^^  azrvak,  (pi.  of  ̂ jti)  Tastes,  flavours. 
A  L-.>jiiW.^j:w6,(pl.ofi_->o  j)Wolves.  Wilddogs. 

A  i3j  j\  azuz,  Keen,  sharp  (knife). 

A         a2^wa<.  Short-chinned,  overhung  (man). 
p  Wjt>|  dzuka,  Provisions. 
A         izum,  Idumea. 

p  (jjiil  azun,  Thus,  in  that  manner. 
A  izawty,  Relating  to      iza,  Whenever. 

A  Uj-»lfct>l  azhdb,  (pi.  of  u— ^a^aft) Particles 

of  gold.  Izhab,  (v.  n.  4  of  <^  -.fe^)  Ordering  or 

permitting  to  go.  Removing,  driving  away,  car- 
rying off.    Destroying.  Gilding. 

A  J\j6fc>l<>/<aZ,(v.n.  4  of^J)  Causing  to  forget. 

A  ̂jIaO^  azhdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^i)  zihn)  Geniuses. 

Memories.  Izhan,  (v.  n.  4  of  1^1^)  Causing  to  for- 

get.   Occupying,  drawing  off"  the  attention. 
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A  aza',  (v.  n.  of  {j^\)  Being  injured,  re- 
ceiving damage.  Injury,  harm,  annoyance,  impe- 
diment, inconvenience.  Dirt,  nastiness.  Hair  and 

filth  on  the  head  of  a  new-born  infant,  which  is 

shaved  on  the  seventh  day.  Rubbish.  Az'i,  In- 
juj;ed,  vexed,  hurt,  offended.  Hurtful,  injurious. 
(A  camel)  untractable,  skittish,  restless,  impatient. 

A  (^Jl  aziy,  (pi.  awdziy)  A  wave. 

A  ij'iiS  az'iy,  Injured,  hurt,  vexed.  Offended. 
Hurtful,  injurious,  oppressive. 

A  ̂b<i\  azyahh,  (pi.  of  zikli)  Male  hyenas 
(especially  very  hairy).  Wolves.  Stallions.  Cer- 

tain reddish  stars.  Prides. 

A  Jbi\  azyal,  (pi.  of  ~ayl)  Skirts,  tails, 
ends,  borders  of  a  garment.  The  lower  parts  of 

any  thing.  Appendices.  The  long  tails  of  animals 
(as  of  lions  or  oxen).  The  meanest  of  men.  Tracks 

made  in  sand  by  trailing  skirts.  Izydl,  (v.  n.  4  of 

(J^i  for  ̂ y>J^)  Having  a  long  tail,  skirt,  or  train. 
A  »— azyab,  Abundant  (water).  Fright. 

Cheerfulness,  joyousness. 

A  'i>iii\  aziyat,  (fem.)  Skittish,  untractable. 
A  io  j\  aziyat,  (v.  n.  of  (^i^)  Injuring,  hurting. 

Injury,  harm,  damage,  nuisance,  hurt,  wrong,  loss. 

p  (j^^(Jl*^ii\azi_y«^-/iam/i,Oppressors,  tyrants. 
p  dzish,  A  door-sill.    Chips,  rubbish. 

A         azyul,  (pi.  of  ̂   j  zayl)  Trains. 

p  dzin,  Custom,  common  usage,  institu- 

tion, rite,  ceremony.    Decoration.  A  churn. 

A  azin,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji\)  Permitting.  A  crier. 

Summons  to  prayer.  The  place  to  which  such  sum- 
mons extends  (as  a  street,  or  a  parish).  A  sponsor, 

surety.  Permission.  The  ear.  Uzayn,  (dim.  of 

uzn)  A  little  handle  or  ear.  A  slight  percep- 

tion, a  little  knowledge  ;  intimation,  inkling. 

Pjl  dr,  If.  (Imperative  of  ̂ jJjjl  dmardan) 
Bring  thou.  (In  comp.)  Bringing;  a  bringer. 

Imperative  of  i^^/iutj]  drastan.  To  be  able. 

Ajl  dr,  Reproach,  disgrace,  shame. 
p  j\  dr,  without  madda,  when  added  to  the  3d 

pers.  sing.  pret.  of  certain  verbs  forms  abstract 

nouns  :  as, jlliS;  raftdr.  Going,  gait,  walking,  from 

CLt-ij  raft.  He  went ;  fjuftdr,  Speech,  from 

ClAfll  guft,  He  said.  Also,  nouns  of  agency  or  ad- 

jectives :  as,  khar'iddr,  A  purchaser ; 

j\oo.JO.  pad'tddr.  Manifest. 
■p  j\ar  (for J>\agar)\?.    A  saw.    Dregs  of  oil. 
A.j\  arr,  (v.  n.  oij\)  Driving  on,  stimulating, 

impelling,  urging ;  driving  off.  Voiding  thin  ex- 
crement. Dropping,  falling  (dung).  Kindling, 

lighting  fire.  Resounding,  shoutingin  triumph  (par- 

ticularly an  insolent  fellow  at  the  gaming-board). 
Thrusting  in  the  branch  mentioned  below.  A  twig 
rubbed  with  salt  and  thrust  into  the  matrix  of  a  she- 
camel  to  excite  a  desire  for  the  male.  Coitus. 

p  \j\  drd,  (in  comp. from \  drastan)  Em- 
bellishing, adorning.  Ornament.  \j  I  (jJjs?  maj- 

lis-drd,  Gracing  the  banquet.  \J\  jahdn- 

drd,  (or  \j  \  p)ls-  ̂lam-dra)  Adorning  the  world, 
ornament  of  tlie  universe,  the  most  noble,  excel- 

lent, eminent,  renowned. 
A  Aj  1  drds  or  Aj\  armj:,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^J  rasy)  Opi- 

nions, counsels,  doctrines,  views. 

A  ̂Ijl  'iTMs,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ \j)  Shewing,  exhibit- 
ing. Doing  any  thing  to  be  seen  and  heard.  Be- 

coming intelligent.  Being  evident  and  apparent 

in  a  person's  face  (stupidity).  Looking  in  a  glass. 
Moving  the  eye-lids  in  looking.  Being  remarkable 

(the  comeliness  of  one's  appearance).  Making  an 
awful  example  of  Planting  a  standard.  Giving 

signs  of  pregnancy  by  having  a  large  udder  (a  ca- 
mel or  ewe).  Being  possessed  by  a  demon.  Being 

hurt  in  the  lungs.  Following  the  ojjinions  of  cer- 
tain theologians  or  lawyers.  Turning  the  tip  of  his 

nose  towards  his  throat  (a  camel). 

A  8^1^^  irdsdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  iS^j)  Showing,  exhi- 

biting, p  f^^^  t/jj  ̂ ^Aj\  irdsati  ruy  kardan, 
To  show  the  face. 

A  I  drdb,  (pi.  of  L-.'j^  /r&)  The  members, 

hands,  feet,  &c.  Blisters,  pimples.  J^s?**^' 
L-.>|_^I  &xJuM  as  sujud  ̂ ila'  sab^t  drdbin,  Adora- 

tion on  seven  members,  a  mode  of  worship  custo- 

mary among  the  Muhammadans,  the  hands,  knees, 

feet,  and  forehead  touching  the  ground. 

A  U-Jl j\  Irsdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_Jl^)  Closing, filling. 

a'^>\j\  ardbut,  (v.n.of  u-^^)  Becoming  shrewd, 
acute.  Irabdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  i-^jj)  Thick- 

ening (milk),  (v.  n.  4  of  for  i->?j)  Becom- 
ing doubtful.  Doubting,  suspecting.  Causing  to 

doubt  and  suspect.  Attributing  suspicion  to  any 

one.  Observing  something  scandalous  and  suspici- 
ous in  the  behaviour  of  any  one.  Doubt.  Suspicion. 

p  ̂^^^L^\j\  ardbchi,  (or  ̂jf^aJ^l  ardba-hash) A  carter,  a  waofefoner. 

p  bS\Ji  ardba,  A  waggon,  a  cart.    A  wheel. 
A  irds,  Fire.  Fuel. 

A  ■^j\arrdi,  A  liar,  tale-bearer,  breed-bate. 
A        j\  ardjil,  (pi.  of  J.»-j)  Foot-men.  Men. 
A  ardjih,  Deserts,  plains.  The  swinging 

motion  of  camels  when  they  travel  with  a  short  step. 

^'_X^]j^  ardjiz,  (pi.  of  nrjuzat,)  Poems consisting  of  verses  called  rajaz. 

A  ardjif.  False  rumours. 

A  ,Ja5-];\  ardjil,  (pi.  of  I'oj'd)  Persons  on 
foot ;  infantry.     Hunters,  fowlers. 

A  'is'-\J\  irdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ jj)  Giving 
rest.  Bringing  cattle  home  in  the  evening.  Pay- 

ing a  debt.  Breathing.  Smelling.  Discovering 

the  odour  of  a  man  (game).  Smelling  an  agreea- 
ble odour.  Stinking  (flesh  or  water).  Taking  the 

air.  Being  refreshed,  reviving  after  toil.  Dying. 

Entering  into  the  wind.     Receiving  a  kindness. 

A  ̂   i\  irdlih,  A  wild  ox.   A  deer. 
A  'i.}.-s^\J\  ardkhinat,  (pi.  of  ̂_ji-^\)  Archons. 



p  (jii-^^l  arahhulan,  To  rest. 
p  d\j\  aradjlSlame  of  an  angel  presiding  over  the 

twenty-fifth  day  of  each  month ;  also  the  twenty- 
fifth  day  of  each  month. 

A  'id\J\  iradat,  (v.n.  4  of  S\j  for  sijj)  Wishing, 
willing,  purposing  :  desire,  will,  inclination,  inten- 

tion, purpose,  design.  Discipleship.  v\i^ 

irddati  Jihuda,  The  will  of  God.  C^o\j\  ira- 
dat liardan,  To  wish,  desire,  will,  intend. 

p  «3\3 iradatana,  Voluntarily,  cheerfully. 

p  iradai-banda,  A  free  servant. 

p  ̂^.(i^OJl j\iradat-rjiizin,'DeYoiedi-.  a  scholar. 
^  lS'^\}'  ii'ad'i,  Willingness. 
A  arazil,  (pi.  of  J<3;\  arzal)  Low,  mean. 

Ajl^l  arsar,  A  sound  used  to  call  cattle. 

A  j\  irarat,  (v.  n.  4  o^jij)  Causing  marrow 
to  be  thin  and  to  stink. 

A  i^j^Jf  araris,  (or  ararisat)  (pi.  of 
irris)  Farmers,  husbandmen. 

A  ̂^.J^j^  arar'is,  (pi.  of  Farmers. 
p  i^>.j^J^  ararin,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Ugly,  bad. 
p  arazish,  Bounty,  charity,  alms. 

Ai^jti\j\  arMS,  Large-headed  (sheep).  Ar^us, 
(pi.  of  (^^j  rass)  Heads.    Chiefs,  princes. 

p  ijLJjuw^  !  arastali,  A  swallow. 

F  a?'asto^i.  Ornament,  embellishment, 
decoration.     Order,  arrangement. 

p  \  arastan,  To  adorn,  decorate,  embel- 
lish.   To  set  in  order. 

p  iuLol^l  arasta,  Adorned,  decorated,  embel- 
lished.   Arranged.  An  idol  temple. 

A  arsash,  Hairy  about  the  face  and  ears 

(a  camel).  Weak. 

A  aras;, (pi. of(^^^ar2:) Earths, grounds. 
A  j\  irdz,  A  carpet  of  coarse  wool  or  hair. 

Broad,  wide,  spacious. 

A  'k>6\j\  ardzat,  (v.  n.  of  [^j^)  Being  clean, 
pleasant,  and  agreeable  to  the  eye  (land).  Irazat, 

(v.  n.  4  of  for  i^jj)  Abounding  in  gardens. 

Being  full  of  water  (a  cistern  or  river).  Supply- 

ing plentifully  with  water,  soaking,  saturating. 

Collecting,  flowing  together  on  account  of  the 

moisture  of  a  place  (water).  Pouring  milk  upon 

milk.    Drinking  a  second  time. 

A  ardzi,  (pi.  of         arz)  Lands. 

A  arata'  or  ardfi,  (pi.  of  arta) 
Trees  of  a  particular  species  which  grow  in  sandy 

soils,  with  the  fruit  of  which  they  feed  camels, 

and,  with  the  bark,  tan  hides.  )a\J[  ji  zu  m-at'm, 
Name  of  a  place,  where  numbers  of  such  trees 

grow.    Urdta,  Name  of  a  town. 

A  ir-d^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ .j)  Being 
redundant.  Having  food  in  abundance.  Growing 

strong  (corn).    Increasing,  multiplying  (camels). 

A  ,Jj^\;^  ai-d^l,  (pi.  of  'e^j  ra^at)  Troops  or 
herds  (of  horse  or  oxen)  from  20  to  25,  or  the 
vans  of  such  herds.     Female  ostriches  Those 
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parts  of  the  ears  of  sheep  or  camels,  which,  being 

slit,  hang  flagging  down.  Tall  palm-trees.  Palm- 
trees  beainng  spoilt  dates.  Families,  domestics, 

especially  when  numerous.  Prepuces. 

A  'iS'\ j\  irdghat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ J)  Peti- 
tioning, requesting,  desiring,  wishing. 

A  &iy  vrafat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (  for  t«_a>j)  Abound- 
ing in  pasturage. 

A  Jjljl  urdli,  Jaundice. 
A        irdkat,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  Jjj  or 

Spilling,  shedding,  pouring  forth. 

A  ardkim,  Persons  belonging  to  the  tribe 

of  Arkam.    (pi.  of       arkam)  Speckled  serpents. 

G  ̂s\J\  ardku,  A  species  of  wild  pulse. 
p        1  drdk,  An  island. 

A  i^\J\  ardh,  (lA.  uiJjl  uruk  and  i^Jo^ 
a7-dsik)  A  kind  of  salt  and  bitter  tree,  with  the 
fruit  and  leaves  of  which  they  feed  camels,  and 

with  the  roots  and  branches  they  make  dentifrices. 

A  piece  of  ground. 

a?'aAa,  Akindofnut, which,  when  chewed 

with  betel-leaves  and  fine  lime,  strengthens  the  sto- 

mach, and  gives  an  agreeable  flavour  to  the  breath. 

A  ̂\j\a'rdka',  (pi.  of  »^\a/'//ea^)(She camels) 
griped  from  eating  too  much  of  the  tree  ardh. 

A  ardkih,  Female  privities. 

A  ardhiyat,  Camels  feeding  on 

A  ardhin,  (pi.  of  (j^^  arhdn,  which  is 

pi.  of  ̂^5^  rulm)  Columns.     Chief  personages. 

A  (J  1^1  arful,  (pi.  of  (Jjj  waraT)  Lybian  lizards. 

p  I  d7'dm,  Rest,  tranquillity,  peace,  quiet,  re- 

pose, cessation,  inaction.  Power.  Obedience,  sub- 

jection. A  garden  (especially  in  a  city).  A  dwell- 

ing-place. u'.J^'^  di-dm  dddan,  To  give  rest, 

pacify,  make  easy,  calm,  i^^ii/  ̂\)  I  drdm  girif- 
tera.  To  take  rest.  To  be  patient,  pljl  ̂̂   hi  drdm, 
Restless,  uneasy.  (In  compos.)  Tranquillizing : 

as,  ardm,  Heart-easing. 
A  drdm,  (pi.  of  iram  and  arm)  Stones 

erected  in  the  desert  for  the  direction  of  travellers, 

(pi.  of       ri^yi)  White  deer.  ji  zu  rdmd, 

Name  of  a  spot  where  are  stones  piled  by  ̂ d, 

A  ar^dm,  (pi.  of  pJ*^  rhm)  White  deer. 
Unicorns  ?  Irsdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»^)  Rendering  in- 

clined, moving  the  affections.  Disgusting.  Clos- 
ing up  (a  wound).  Twisting  tight  (a  rope). 

A       arsam.  Fonder,  fondest  of  one's  young. 
A  ardm,  Name  of  the  father  of  the  first  or 

last  lils-  ̂ d,  or  name  of  their  city,  or  name  of  their 
mother,  or  name  of  their  tribe.  A  proper  name. 

The  part  where  the  sides  of  the  head  meet  before. 

p^jiijjUJ^  1  drdmdmdan,  To  cause  to  be  quiet. 
p  I  aram-JawM,  (Calm  princess)  A  name. 

p^jjj»^jl  drdmhan,  A  garden  within  a  city. 
p  drdmdan.  To  rest,  repose. 

p  CL**iij^      drdm-dost,  lioVingease;  indolent. 

p  {^Jm«\j\  aram?sA,  Quiet,  repose, rest. 

lib  drdmiski  hdd,  A  calm. 

p  SUJ  drdm-shdh,  (Peace-king)  Name  of 

a  Mogul  emperor. 
p  u-Al?        drdm-talab,  Seeking  ease ;  idle. 

\  drdm-kdr,  A  lazy  person,  one  who  does 
not  work  unless  ordered.     One  who  does  a  thing 

slowly.   Tedious,  patient.     Sedate.   A  sluggard. 

aram-gah,  (or  aX<\^  I  aram-gali)  The 
time  or  place  of  rest.  A  calm,  peaceable,  secure 

dwelling.  A  bed-chamber.  !slCeV)|  (^ji^^  Jir- 

daws-drdmgdh,  (Resting  in  Paradise)  An  epithet 
of  Muhammad  Shah. 

A  ;J^\;^  ardmil,  (or  ardmilat)  (pi.  of  jj^^ 
armal)  Widowed.  Distressed,  poor,  in  want  of 

victuals.  (pi.  o{'B^y>j\  urmulai)  Pieces  of  the thorny  plant  ^rfaj. 

A  &-ijs\^\  ardminat,  (pi.  of  (_^j^^)  Armenians. 

G  i^y^\)\  ardmuni,  The  anemone. 
p  drdmi,  Peace,  calmness,  repose,  rest. 

p       J I  drdmid.  He  rested.  Thanksgiving. 

p  ̂)ti>J^)jl  drdmidan.  To  rest,  repose,  cease, 
desist,  settle,  sleep.  To  cause  to  revolve.  To  give. 

p  drdm'ida,  Quieted,  calmed,  rested. 

A  (Jj^^ j\  ardmil,  (pi.  of  Jx*^^  armal  and 
armalat)  Widowers.  Widows,    (pi.  of  &5 yf>j\  ur- 

mulat)  Stumps  of  the  shrub        ̂ '>'f(y  after  the 

branches  have  been  lopped  off". 

p  (j^l  drdn,  Name  of  a  city.  The  elbow. 
A  irdn,  (v.  n.  of  Being  lively,  joyous, 

vivacious.     (v.  n.  3  of  Exulting  against. 

Longing  for  the  cow  (a  bull).    A  biei'.  (pi. 
urun)  The  den  of  a  wild  beast.     A  sword.  iilSj 

shdtu  irdnin,  A  bull. 

p        arrdn.  Privet. 

A  ̂VJ\  arrdn  or  ̂ ^jS  ardn,  Name  of  a  small 
district,  by  some  comprehended  in  Armenia,  by 

others  made  a  distinct  province,  between  Azarbay- 

jan  (Media)  and  Giirjistan  (Georgia).  Name  of 
a  castle  in  Kazwin.  (for  (j\p"  harrdn)  Name  of 
a  town  in  Mesopotamia. 

A  ardnib,  (pi.  of  arnab)  Hares. 
A  irdnat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ ^J)  Losing 

many  sheep  by  a  murrain. 

A  ̂j,\J\  ardni,  (pi.  of  <— arnab)  Hares. 
TJrdna' ,  A  grain  used  for  curdling  milk. 

A  ardniyat,  A  plant  of  the  species  i^ja?" 
hamz  having  a  tall  trunk. 

p  ardrcand,  Grief,  regret.  Desire,  wish. 

Tlie  Tigris.  Splendour,  pomp,  grandeur.  Name 
of  a  mountain  in  Hamadan. 

A  ardrniy,  (pi.  of  Wjj^  urwiyat)  She 
mountain-goats  (from  3  to  10). 

A  ̂ \)\  ardwih,  (pi.  of  ̂   rth)  Winds. 
G  5^ j\  ardh,  Mastic. 
A  \aSt\j\  ardhit,  (or  ardhit)  (pi.  of  laJb^ 

7-ahi)  Any  number  of  men  below  ten  living  toge- 
ther without  women.  Enemies. 



P  ij\J\  aray,  Adorn,  (in  comp.)  Adorning. 
Ornament. 

A  lj\j\arfa\'M.ove  or  most  apt, proper,  worthy, 
p  ̂JS^\>\^  arayamdan,  To  cause  to  adorn, 

p  (ji^.^jT  arayish,  Ornament,  embellishment. 
Custom,  law,  institute.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

i^jJlijyr-  (jl>.^l  arayishi  hhnmrshed,  Name  of  a 

note  in  music.  A  mole  on  the  face,  u'i/' <^}j^ 
arayish  hardan,  To  adorn.  ̂ jJ^  LT^-l) ' 
shi  majlis,  The  ornament  of  the  assembly. 

A  uilo^^  arasih,  (pi.  of  arak)  Certain 

trees  on  which  they  feed  camels,  (pi.  of  sO^^  ari- 
kat)  Thrones,  sofas. 

p  I  a;'a?/m(7a, Ornamenting:  a  decorator. 
A  arayih,  (pi.  of       rVi)  Winds, 
p  arandan,  To  adorn,  decorate, 

p  ̂^^Jo\,l  aranda,  Ornamented,  adorned. 

A  L-Jjl  araba,  (fut.  \^j\>,  yasrihu^  He  tied. 
A  L-->j)  ariha,  (fut.  L^j\>_yasnbu)  He  had  need. 

A  L_->j\  arb,  (v.  n.  of  (--^\)  Tying  a  knot. 
Striking  on  a  limb.  The  space  between  the  index 

and  the  second  finger.  Irb,  (pi.  1  arab  or 

«— >T,\  ar^db)  Skill, knowledge, industry,  prudence, 

sagacity,  wisdom.  Religion.  Want,  need.  Wick- 

edness, dishonesty,  disingenuousness,  fallacy,  per- 
fidy. A  member,  limb.  Membrum  genitale.  Urb, 

The  small-sized  young  of  any  animal  as  soon  as  it 

is  born.  Shrewdness,  sagacity.  Arab,  (v.  n.  of 

u-Jj^)  Being  accustomed, exercised.  Falling  down, 

being  languid  and  useless  (the  limbs).  Being  am- 

putated (the  hand).  Oppressing,  being  severe  (for- 
tune). Being  foul  and  corrupt  (the  stomach). 

Need,  necessity.  Wanting,  needing,  asking  or 

searching  for  any  thing  necessary.  Skill,  know- 

ledge, intellect.  ulb.iV.  "-^W;^  aribta  min  ya- 

dayha  or  uib.JJ.  ̂ ^ff-  CL^J^  ai-ibta  zi  ya- 
dayha,  May  thy  hands  fall  dead.  Arib,  Expert, 

skilled,  sagacious,  sly,  cunning,  shrewd,  wise,  in- 

teUigent.  Irab,  (v.  n.  of  (--^^)  Being  shrewd, 

intelligent,  and  clever.  Urab,  (pi.  of  'i>J\  urbat) 
Knots.    Necessary  affairs. 

A  f\:>Js  arbas,  (pi.  of  jJj  rabrv)  Crowds,  multi- 

tudes. Irbas,  (v.  n.  4  of  b,  for^)  Taking  in- 
terest.    Augmenting,  multiplying.  Exceeding. 

A  \m^\>J\  arbdb,  (pi.  of  rahb^  Lords,  mas- 

ters, possessors,  l  ,^  <— -'^^  arbabi  taghalluh, 

Superiors,  conquerors.  Jju^  arbabi  tamylz, 

Judicious,  discerning,  prudent.  jlc3  arbabi 

fimar,  Pensioners,  i^xf"^  J  '-r'V;^  arbabi jdh 
u  tamkin,  Possessed  of  dignity  and  power. 

cr&a&i  AAimc?,  Sage,  intelligent,  '-r'^^ 

arbabi  diwdn,  Counsellors,  '-r'^^  arbabi 

sukJian,  Eloquent  orators.  t-,-'^^  arbabi 
suluk,  Devout,  observers  of  religious  precepts. 

^Jh\>  ̂^\ktO  ̂ \>j  \  arbabi  safaA  bdtin,  Endowed 
with  purity,  of  a  contemplative  and  holy  life. 

L-^bj^  arbabi  san^f,  Artificers,  artisans. 
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arbabi 

fad  u  afzdl,  wa  as-hdbi  ̂ Im  ti  hamdl,  Persons  of 
merit  and  learning.  ̂ Jlx*  (-r'b,^  arbabi  ma^iVi, 
Grandees,  eminent  nien.  ^Vj^  arbabi 

ma^ia',  Spiritual  persons.  CJ^^^  '-r'Vj^  arbabi 
makrmjiai,  Most  clement  lords.  i^Lii  ar- 

babi nashdt,  Dancers  and  singers.  C^l^fc  >bjl 

arbabi  himmat,  High-minded,  liberal  (persons). 

Trbdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  l1>j)  Coming  near  unto.  Ee- 
maining  in  one  place.  Keeping  close  to  the  male. 

Blowing  without  interruption  (the  south  wind). 

A  ̂^j^  ̂>'^oj,  A  begetting  dwai-fish  children. 
A  ̂bj\  irbdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Rendering  pro- 

fitable and  gainful.  Killing  a  young  camel  to  pro- 

vide an  entertainment  for  one's  guests.  Milking 
(a  camel)  at  morn  and  noon. 

A  ̂Vj^  irbdJih,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Purchasing  a 
female  slave  who  is  subject  to  fainting  fits  in  coitu. 

Being  heaped  up  (sand).  Falling  into  misfortune. 

A  iibj^  irbdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  jjj)  Amputating. 
Making  a  scourge. 

Ajbj^  irbdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofJJ^)  Rendering  sharp 
and  clever.    Appearing  fat  (a  ram). 

A  irbdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jiJj)  Budding, 
bursting  forth  into  leaf  (a  tree). 

A  (^^J\  urbdz,  (pi.  of  (J«^  rabaz)  Wives. 
Houses  or  places  where  the  people  reside.  Irbdz, 

(v.  n.  4  of  LAo^)  Folding  (sheep).  Furnishing 
with  necessaries.  Satisfying  people  (a  vessel)  un- 

til they  become  heavy  and  lie  down  to  slee]). 
Shining  in  his  full  strength  (the  sun). 

A  arbd^  (pi.  of  rab^  Houses,  man- 
sions (particularly  for  the  spring-season),  (pi.  of 

rub^  Fourth  parts,  (pi.  of  ̂ -^  7'ubaQ  Ca- 
mels' colts  dropped  in  the  spring,  (pi.  of 

ral)d^)  Animals  that  have  shed  the  tooth  S^bj 

rabd^yat.  Irbd^  (v.  n.  4  of  i*-^)  Having  camels 
which  drink  on  the  fourth  day.  Being  four  in 

number.  Attacking  (as  a  quartan  fever).  Suffer- 

ing from  a  quartan  fever.  Asking ;  then  going  off" 
and  coming  again.  Allowing  a  camel  to  drink  his 

fill.  Rising  four  (a  sheep),  five  (a  cow  and  horse), 

and  seven  (a  camel).  Indulging  much  in  venery. 

Rushing  impetuously  to  a  watering-j^lace  (a  large 

multitude  of  men  and  camels).  Being  close,  im- 

pervious (a  she-camel).  Entering  upon  the  vernal 

season.  Turning  (cattle)  out  to  spring-pasture. 

Dwelling  in  a  spring-habitation.  Begetting  chil- 
dren in  the  decline  of  life.  Breeding  the  teeth 

called  ftJ^ff-b J  rabd^yat. 

A         irbdr/h,  A  letting  camels  drink  their  fill. 

A  Jjbj^  arbdh,  (pl.of&ibj)  Halters  with  nooses. 
A  Jbj^  irbdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^)  Producing  trees 

in  leaf,  or  verdant  grass  in  autumn. 

A  ̂jbj\  irbdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^j)  Giving  earnest 
money.    Urban,  Arabians.  Earnest-money. 

A  'i> J[  irbat.  Want,  indigence.     Skill,  know- p 

ledge,  sagacity,  cunning,  stratagem.  The  privities. 
Urbat,  A  hard  knot.  Want,  need.  Any  thing 
necessary  to  be  done,  indispensable  business.  Skill, 
sagacity.  A  collar,  whatever  is  round  the  neck  by 
way  of  ornament.  The  eye  of  the  fetter  or  stake, 

with,  or  to  which,  they  fasten  the  feet  of  cattle. 

A  iO,1  aribbat,  (pi.  of  »-r' Vj  ribdb)  Confederate 

tribes,  (pi.  of  'bJj  ribbat  or  rubbat)  Great  multi- 
tudes, myriads. 

irbisas,  A  being  divided,  or  scattered. 

A  i^^^j^  irbijdn,  Name  of  a  plant. 
A  S>j\  arbad,  A  deadly  kind  of  serpent.  A  lion. 
A  irbiddd,{y.  n.9  of  liJ^)  Being  of  a  dusty 

colour.     Shining  with  a  black  and  white  colour. 

A  (__j»jL-Jj\  irbisas,  (v.  n.  9  of  (j^)  Travelling 
over  the  earth.  Being  weak  (any  business)  so  that 

the  parties  concerned  separate  and  disperse.  Being 

angry  with  each  other.  Having  power,  exercising 
controul.     Delaying,  lagging  behind. 

A  (jiJj^  arbash,  Various  or  changing  coloured. 

A  arba^  (fem.)  Four. 

JdM  yamshi  ̂ la'  arba^n.  He  came  walking 
on  all  fours.  ArUi^  (pi.  of  rab^  Houses, 
vernal  mansions. 

A  arba^s,  arbi^u,  or  arbu^s,  Wednes- 

day. Arbi^s,  (pi.  of        7ribi^  Spring-seasons. 
Vernal  months  called        rabi^  Rivulets.  Ur- 

bu^s,  Sitting  square.  A  tent-pole,  ̂ ^j'^'^ 
ha^ida'l  arba^it,  (^ovurbu^i)  He  sat  four  square. 
-^'IjUJj)  bayfun  urbu^7i-ds,  Atent  supported 
by  one,  two,  three,  or  four  poles ;  a  house  having 
so  many  columns. 

arba^sat,  Wednesdays. 

A  arba^isdni,  Two  Wednesdays. 

A  urbu^trva' ,  A  sitting  square. 

A  arba^t,  (mas.)  Four.  Both  hands  and 
feet.  The  four  legs  of  a  quadi-uped.  Ai-bi^t,  (pi. 

of  ̂  J  raJn^  Spring-seasons  or  harvests. 
A j^S'  &30j\  arba^t  ̂ shara,  (mas.)  Fourteen. 
A^yOj^ar?)fl^M»rt,(obl.^jjjOj\  flr&a^?m)Forty. 
A         arbayh,  Much,  many,  abundant. 

A  ijX>J\  arbah,(^\.i.£y^j  rubh)  (A  camel)  dark- 
coloured,  or  very  black  about  the  ears  and  sides, 
and  darkish  elsewhere. 

A  ̂y>J\  arbal,  Clothed  afresh  in  autumn  (a  tree). 
Irbil,  Arbela  in  Mesopotamia,  famous  for  the  de- 

feat of  Darius  by  Alexander  the  Great.  Sidon. 

p  y>Ji  ai-bu,  A  pear. 
p  Ua&-jJj\  arbujind,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A 

water-melon.    An  island. 

Pj\j^j\  arbu-ddr,  A  pear-tree. 
A  jj^^  urbun,  Earnest-money.    A  price. 
A       \  ai^bund.  The  town  of  Narbonne  in  France. 

A  ̂ j\  urba',  Misfortune,  vexatious  affair,  evil. 
G  arbiydsayus,  Name  of  a  doctor. 

A  {jb>j^  irbiydn,  A  little  white  fish  common  at 
Basra :  a  prawn,  shrimp,  lobster.  A  sort  of  pot-herb. 



A  &J^ji  urhiyat,  The  top  of  the  thigh  which 

joins  the  hip,  the  gi-oin.  A  family  of  relations,  as 
cousins-german,  &c. 

p  arhita,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  roof 

A  irhisas,  (v.  n.  11  of  Being 

weak  and  dilatory.  Being  impeded  and  restrained. 

A  irhidad,  (v.  n.  11  of  iV,)  Being  of  a 

dusty,  ashy  colour.  Shining  with  black  and  white. 

A  uiJK^\  irhihah,  (v.  n.  11  of  uil^)  Retiring, 
desisting.  Being  puzzled,  confused  (the  wits). 

A  'ij  1  arat,  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Arabia. 
wadi  arat,  Name  of  a  river  in  Spain. 

A  irat,  (pi.  C^\j\  irat,  ̂ ^jj^  ii'una  ovuruna) 
A  fire-place,  a  hearth.  Fire,  heat.  Dried  flesh. 
Meat  cooked  in  rough  tripe,  a  haggess.  Meat 

steeped  in  vinegar,  and  carried  on  a  journey. 

A  1>j\  trrat,  Fire. 

p  C-Jjl  arat,  A  cubit.    The  elbow. 
A         aratt.  Stammering.  A  stammerer. 

P       arta,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  country. 

A        irtas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Smiling,  laughing. 

A  irtab,  (v.  n.  4  of  v— *^)  Begging  after 
having  been  rich.   Being  poured  out. 

A  C^^j\irtat,  A  causing  to  stammer. 

A  irtaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Shutting  (a  door). 
Being  shut  (a  door,  the  womb).  Having  an  egg 

completely  formed  (a  hen).  Being  in  foal  (an  ass). 

Stammering.  Rolling  with  a  heavy  swell  (the  sea). 

Being  very  barren  (a  year).  Being  abundant  (a 
year).    Snowing  continually. 

A  (»lAjjjl:>-\3,l  artakasht,  Artaxerxes. 

A  arta^  A  multitude.  Irta^  (v.  n.  4  of 

^Jj)  Turning  into  a  good  pasture.  Producing 
abundance  of  grass  (rain). 

P  ̂J^J'  Uriah,  (in  Khwarazm)  A  merchant. 
irtak,  A  causing  to  run.  A  smiling. 

A  irtam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Tying  a  thread 
roimd  the  finger,  in  order  to  be  reminded  by  it  of 

something.  Having  a  fat  bunch  (a  young  camel). 

A  ̂^ji  irtihai,  (v.  n.  8  of  bj)  Keeping  watch, 
looking  out.  Ascending  a  watch-tower.  Appear- 

ing from  a  height,  impending,  overhanging. 

A  1— ->L3,1  irtihab,  (v.  n.  8  of  tl^j)  Educating. 
A  (-t^V^^  irtibas,  A  being  divided  or  scattered. 

AjUjj^  irtihaz,  (v.n.  8of)^)  Being  full,  com- 
jDlete,  perfect. 

A  (^V^^  irtibas,  (v.n.8  of  (j<*^)  Beingmixed. 
Beingcloseand  compact  (flesh,  or  bunch  of  grapes  ) . 

A  isl-Jj^  irtibdt,  (v.n.8  of laJ,) Binding.  Being 

tied.  Equipping  a  horse  for  battle,  p  ̂^tij^  iaUjj^ 
irtibat  kardati,  To  form  a  connexion  or  alliance. 

A  irtiba^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Growing  fat 
on  spring  grass.  Passing  the  vernal  season.  Lift- 

ing up  a  stone  to  try  one's  strength.  Sitting  four 
square.  Being  arrived  (the  season  for  gathering 

dates).    Running  violently  (a  camel). 

A  jVij^  irtibdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jij)  Being  held 
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fast  in  a  noose  (a  doe).  Being  entangled  in  an  in- 
tricate business. 

A  uiJlOj\  ii-tihah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ».^j)  Being  mixed, 
confused,  thrown  into  the  mire.  Stammering.  En- 

deavouring to  get  loose  from  the  toils  of  a  hunter. 

Finding  (an  affair)  intricate  and  embarrassing. 

A  (Jl-ij^  irtibdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J-^)  Being  abun- 
dant (riches),  being  numerous  (camels). 

A  's3j\  urtat,  The  crest  of  a  chameleon. 
A  ̂ ^J^  irtitdj,  A  pronouncing  with  difficulty. 
A  Ji^j^  irtitdk,  (v.n.  8  of  Jj^)  Being  stitched, 

or  closed  up.    Being  impervious  (a  female). 

A  f»^j\  irtitam,  (v.  n.  8  of  jCj)  Having  a  string 
tied  round  the  finger  to  remind  one  of  any  thing. 

A  irtisdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  thick  and 
somewhat  acid  (milk).  Drinking  the  coagulated 

milk  rasisat.     Perplexing,  confusing,  em- 
broiling (a  business). 

A  irtisas,  (v.  n.  8  of        Being  carried 

off"  the  field  of  battle  half-dead. 

A  irtisad,  (v.  n.  8  ofSij)  Laying  or  piling 

(wares  or  furniture)  side  by  side. 

A  irtijds,  A  hoping.    A  fearing. 

A  ̂ ^j^  ̂̂ iij^jj  ("^•"•8  of  ̂ )  Shaking.  Dash- ing (the  waves  of  the  sea).  Agitation,  tremor. 

A  ̂ ^j^  irtijdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ >-j)  Being  moved to  and  fro  (a  swing).  Travelling  with  a  swinging 

motion  (a  camel).  Shaking  (fat  buttocks). 

Aj^j\  irtijdz,  (v.  n.  8  ofj?^)  Composing  or 
reciting  a  poem  with  the  metre  called^J=>-j  rajaz. 
Rumbling  (thunder). 

A  (^la^^  irtijds,  (v.  n.  8  of  {j^j)  Being 
shaken.  Thundering.  Braying  (a  camel). 

A  irtijd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ x^)  Carrying  back. 
Receiving  back.  Selling  (a  camel)  and  buying 

another  with  the  proceeds  of  the  sale. 

A  JUJj^  irtijdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Placing  under 

one's  feet.  Holding  (the  wood  S>J  zand)  between 
one's  hands  and  feet.  Suspending  by  one  or  both 
feet.  Speaking  extempore.  Being  alone  in  any 

business.  Ambling  (a  horse).  Collecting  many 
locusts  to  roast.  Cooking  in  a  large  copper.  Being 

singular  in  one's  opinion.  cdJijs-j  ;J>^^  irtajil  rij- 
laka,  Mind  your  business. 

A         2r^?';aZan,Extempore,  unpremeditatedly. 

A  ̂ ^J^  irtijdm,  A  being  heaped  together. 

A  ̂J^J^  irtijdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^j)  Being  con- 
fused and  difficult  to  arrange.  Not  coagulating, 

but  turning  sour  (milk).  Accumulating,  being 

closely  packed.  Abiding. 

p  <-il:^\  irtajak  or  irtajik,  Lightning. 

A  i^{^J\  irtihaz,  The  being  much  ashamed. 
A  JUij\  irtihdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Departing. 

Travelling.    Saddling  (a  camel).  Migration. 

A  ̂ \  artahh,  Dry,  parched,  unmoist  (skin). 

A  ̂ ^ji  irtikhah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  loose, 
lax,  languid.  Being  distracted,  perplexed  (coimsel). 

A  irtikhdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  [J^J)  Being 

agitated,  disturbed,  confused. 
A  {^\i^J\  irtihhds,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^j^j)  Buying 

cheap.  Reckoning  cheap,  regarding  as  such. 

A  A^J\  irtidas,  (v.  n  8  of  t^ii,)  Putting  on  a 
cloak  or  mantle.    Putting  on  a  leathern  girdle. 

A  i>\SSJi  irtidad,  (v.n.  8  of  lij)  Turning  back, 

Apostatizing,  becoming  a  renegado.  Refusing, 

Opposing.  Apostacy.  P^ji^j  I  i^\i^j\irtidad  dwar- 

<^a?«,(^jJ^a?'cZaMor^J»j^'nami<(7aw)To  apostatize. 
A  irtidd^  (v.  n.  8  of  Abstaining. 

Being  driven  back.  Being  defiled,  tinged,  stained. 

A  irtiddgh,  A  falling  into  the  mire. 

A  (  irtiddf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i  JJj)  Riding  be- 
hind another  on  the  same  beast.  Following.  Pur- 

suing.   Taking  one  up  to  ride  behind  one's  self. 
A  i^SSjS  irtiddn,  A  making  of  a  spindle. 
A  irtizdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Overtaking  (as 

a  calamity),  diminishing,  impairing  (a  man's  pro- 
perty). Experiencing  a  diminution.  Diminution, 

decrease,  detriment. 

Aj\ji>j\  irtizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  jj)  Sticking  (as  an 
arrow  in  the  mark).  Being  close-fisted,  refusing 

to  give.  Being  contracted,  shrivelled,  or  puckered. 

Being  penitent.  Stinginess. 

A  ̂yj\irtizdk,  (v.n.8  of  ijjj)  Gaining  a  live- 
lihood.   Receiving  a  stipend,  or  ration. 

A  irtisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  o^)  Being  di- 

vulged, circulated,  spread  abroad  (news). 

A  ̂ X^j\  irtisdgh,  (v.  n.  8  of  j*«^)  Enlarging 

one's  expenses,  being  liberal  to  one's  household. 
A  L—jl—^^  irtisdf,  A  being  raised  or  elevated. 

A  j*^—^^  irtisdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  |»*^)  Fleeing  (to 
God)  for  refuge.  Being  proud  and  haughty. 

Yielding  obedience  to  an  order.  Wishing  or  re- 
questing to  withhold.  Reciting  the  praises  of  God. 

Prayer,  invocation.  A  distinguishing  mark,  what- 
ever is  eminent  or  remarkable.  CJj^ 

nusrat-irtisdm.  Victorious,  famous  for  victory. 

l»U-3j^  C^'^yc  maroaddat-irtisdm,  Affectionate, benevolent,  friendly. 

A  (  i\sLj*3ij\  irtisfdf,  A  being  raised  or  elevated. 

A  At3j\  irtishds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ui,  for  ̂ J)  Re- 
ceiving a  bribe  (a  judge). 

A  1  f\J:3j\  irtishdf,  A  sipping,  a  sucking. 

A  ̂ La^l  irtisdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  closely 
set  (the  teeth).  Bruising  between  two  stones. 
Sticking  fast. 

A  ̂ J^J^  irtisuh.  An  adhering  firmly. 
A  ̂'Lau)j\  irtizds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jOj)  Approving. 

Choosing,  consenting,  accepting.  ̂ 

A  ̂ ^■^^  irtizdh,  (v.  n.  8of^)  Apologizing. 
A  irtizdkh,  A  speaking  inelegantly. 

A  irtizdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J)  Being  ar- 

ranged, placed  side  by  side  (wares). 

A  ̂ ^j^  irtizdf  (v.  n.  8  of  Sucking  her- self (a  she-goat). 



A  irtitam,  (v.  n.  8  of         Being  trou- 
blesome, perplexing,  intricate  (business).  Being 

pressed  closely  together.  Sinking  and  sticking 

fast  in  clay  (feet  of  a  quadruped).  Being  inextri- 
cably entangled,  sticking  fast.    Keeping  in  dung. 

A         irti^s,  (v.n.8of(_^s>,)  Goingto pasture. 

A  i-->\jO,\  irti^b,  (v.  n.'  8  of  (-j^^)  Being frightened.  Alarm. 

A  \JlAioJ\  irti^s,  The  putting  on  of  ear-rings. 

A  ̂ ^j'  "'f^^Jj  (■^'  n-  8  of  Being  abun- 
dant (riches,  flocks,  or  children).  Being  full  (the 

bed  of  a  river).    Tremor,  trepidation. 

A  0l3«!>j\  irti^d,  (v.  n.  8  of  JP,)  Trembling, 
quaking  with  fear.  Trepidation. 

A  {^\joJ\  irti^s,  (v.  n.  8  of  {^j^j)  Trembling. 

A  ;_ji\jOj\  irti^h,  (v.  n.  8  of  Trem- 
bling; trepidation. 

A  irti^s,  (v.  n.  8.  of  OaSj)  Twisting 
himself,  writhing  (a  scotched  snake).  Being 

beaten  (clothes).  Being  frisky  (a  kid).  Vibrating 

greatly  (a  lance).  Flashing  (lightning).  Becom- 
ing dear  (provisions). 

irti^f,  (v.  n.  8  o£  i^JiS-j)  Running 
fast,  taking  the  lead.   Being  strong  and  powerful. 

A  f\joJ\  irtujhaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Iff^  ior ̂ j)  Drink- 
ing the  froth  of  milk. 

A  L_->Ujj\  irticjhah  A  desiring,  a  wishing. 

A  CLj\}Oj\  irtiffhds,  A  sucking  of  the  mother. 

A  S\J6j\  irtifdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  sij)  Gaining.  Gain. 

A  (_)a\JoJ\  irtifas,  (v.  n.  8  of  [.joij)  Being 
scarce  and  dear  (provisions). 

A  ̂^j^  ifiif^^;  (v.  n.  8  of  Raising,  ele- 
vating. Being  raised,  elevated.  Culminating. 

Being  at  high  noon  (the  day).  Ceasing,  being 

suspended.  Citing  or  going  together  before  a 

judge.  Elevation,  height,  p  Ll*^^  j  ji  ̂^j^ 
irtifd^  far  u  shawkat,  The  height  of  glory  and 

magnificence,     ̂ ^j^  hild^ falak-irti- 
fd^,  Castles  high  as  the  heavens,   (^j^i^  f^J^ 
tifd^giriftan,  To  take  the  altitude  (of  the  sun). 

A  (_Jli5j\  irtifdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  uJ,)  Shining, 
glittering  (a  colour). 

A  ̂ j^^  irtifdli,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^J)  Leaning  on 
the  elbow,  or  on  a  cushion.  Associating  with,  be- 

coming a  companion.    Being  filled  (a  cistern). 

A  -^Uu,^  irtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ Jj)  Climbing, 
ascending.  Addition,  accession,  augmentation. 
Ascent,  exaltation.     Advancement,  promotion. 

irtikab,  (v.  n.  8  of  *ij)  Expecting, 

waiting, watching,  observing, contemplating.  Look- 
ing down  from  an  eminence. 

A  (_^liUj\  irtikdsh,  A  mixing  in  battle. 

A  ̂ ^j^  irtikd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Regarding, 
attending  to,  minding,  caring  for.  Fearing. 

A  ̂Jis3j\irtikdn,The  being  anointed  with  safFron. 

A  irtilids,  (v.  n.  8  of  \^  iov^j)  Confid- 
ing, relying,  depending  upon. 
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A  U-jKjj\  irtihdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i— *^)  Mounting, 

riding.  Attempting,  committing.  Commission  or 

perpetration  (of  a  crime).  Undergoing,  enduring. 

^^^U*  i_->\^\  irtikdbi  ma^si,  Commission  of 
sins,  perpetation  of  crimes.  \>j  \^%3J^  irtikdbi 
zind,  Commission  of  adultery. 

A  t^^j^  irtikdk,(Y. n.8o{ ^)  Leaning  against. 
aJ^\  irtihdz,  (v.  n.  8  ofj^)  Throbbing  (as 

an  artery).  Leaning  on  a  bow.  Being  firm,  stable. 

A  irtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j"^)  Being  in- 
verted, thrown  down.  Being  squeezed  into  a  nar- 

row compass.  Falling.  Relapsing,  backsliding. 

Standing  still  on  the  thrashing-floor  (an  ox).  Go- 

ing round  and  round  a  centre. 

A  {^%3j\  irtihdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  (.>a^)  Stirring  in 
the  womb  (a  foetus).  Being  in  a  flurry  and  flutter 

at  one's  work.  Agitation,  disquietude,  amazement. 
A  (  \  irtihdf,(y.  n.  8  of  ̂ — ft^)  Falling  and 

lying  on  the  ground  (snow). 

A  idy€ij\  irtikdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_^)  Shaking, 

trembling.  Being  dubious,  uncertain.  Stammer- 
ing in  altercation,  though  speaking  plainly  before. 

A  ̂^j'  irtihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J)  Being  closely 
packed,  heaped,  or  accumulated. 

A  tJ^J^  irtikdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^^)  Reclining. 

A  ,J3j^  artal,  A  stammerer,  a  stutterer. 
A       artam,  A  stammerer,  a  stutterer. 

A  irtimdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Darting  forth. 

Shooting  (at  game).  Being  thrown.  Throwing 

(stones)  at  one  another.  Reviling  mutually.  Cast- 

ing one's  self  headlong. 

A  irtimdz,  (v.  n.  8  of^^)  Trembling  from 
a  severe  blow.  Moving  to  and  fro,  fluctuating, 

being  in  commotion  in  an  assembly. 

A  i^jti\^'J\  irtimds,  A  plunging,  a  diving. 
A  ̂ ^Wj\  irtimdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  {^ja<j)  Being 

diseased  (the  liver).  Jumping,  leaping,  springing. 

Prevailing  against,  triumphing  over,  carrying  off". 
Grieving,  disturbing,  disquieting. 

A  (JWjt  irtimdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  jjx^)  Being  smeared 
(with  blood).  Being  base  and  contemptible. 

A  j»Wj^  ii-timdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Cropping  the 
shoots  of  trees  (a  cow).  Beginning  to  have  a  bunch 

(a  young  camel). 

A  ■^^j^  irtindh ,  A  staggering  from  intoxication. 
p  <^J^J\  artang.  The  house  of  the  famous  Per- 

sian painter  and  religious  impostor,  named  ManT ; 

also  his  book  of  drawings,  which  he  shewed  to  his 

followers  as  a  work  given  to  him  by  angels.  Mani 

himself.    A  Chinese  idol-temple  or  joss-house. 

A  -^'^j^^  irtiwds,  (v.  n.  8  oi  Quenching 
one's  thirst.  Fetching  water.  Being  filled  with 
moisture.  Being  twisted  thick.  Being  thick  (joint). 

A  ̂ ^j'  irtiwdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  ̂ j)  Do- 
ing any  work  succeeding  each  other. 
A  ̂ ^j^  irtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  for_jfcj)  Being 

mixed,  confused. 

Ajl^^  irtihdz,  (v.  n.  8  of^ j)  Wriggling. 

A  (^Vi)^  irtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j-J»j)  Cutting 
one  foot  with  the  other  (a  horse).  Being  filled 

with  water  (a  valley).  Thronging,  crowding. 

Mounting  one  upon  another  (locusts).  Being 

shaken  and  agitated. 

A  O"^^^  irtihdxh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^)  Cutting 
one  foot  with  the  other  (a  horse).  Fighting.  Ex- 

tirpating, eradicating.  Being  slender  and  weak 

(a  bow),  the  string  striking  against  the  belly  when 

shooting.  A  spear-wound  inflicted  crosswise.  Tre- 

mor, trepidation. 

A  if  ̂if^^  |jj<i  zawu  irtihdt,  Assembled  together. 
A  tjLi\^j\  irtilidh,  A  weakness  or  looseness  in 

the  joints  in  walking. 

A  ̂;^J^  irtihdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  u^^j)  Receiving  a 
pledge  or  hostage. 

A  ̂\j.3j\  irtisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J^J)  Seeing,  look- 

ing into,  knowing.  Deliberation. 
A  i_->lljj\  irtifdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i— -J^)  Joining, 

closing  up  (chinks). 

A  i-r^^^  irtiydb,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  u-a>.j) 
Doubting,  suspecting.    Doubt,  uncertainty. 

p  eoblJj\  irtiydbdna.  Doubtfully. 

A  irtiydh,  (v.  n.  8  of       for  ̂ _jj)  Re- 

joicing ;  being  glad,  leaping  for  joy.  Setting  at 

liberty,  giving  rest  from  trouble.  Cojnpassion, 

mercy.  Wine.  ̂ X2j'^\  Jt>\>  ̂ Ifo  sabdh  bdhi- 
ru'l  irtiydh,  A  fine  or  cheerful  morning. 

A  jlxjjl  irtifdd,  (v.  n.  8  S\j)  Exulting,  re- 

joicing (in  riches). 

A  S^J\  irtlydd,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  lijj)  Look- 
ing for  a  place  where  to  urine  (soft  and  sloping, 

in  order  not  to  make  a  splash  and  contract  defile- 

ment).   Seeking,  searching  (for  fodder). 

A  i^\l3J\  irtisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_>*»^)  Becoming 
head  or  chief.    Keeping  employed. 
A  irtiydsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  [J^.j) 

Being  in  easy  circumstances,  feathering  a  nest. 
A  irtiydz,  (v.  n.  8  of         for  (^jj) 

Being  broke  in  (a  colt). 

A  irtiyd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   for  Fear- 
ing, dreading.  Terror. 
A  i^'tiydgh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   for  ̂ j)  Ask- 
ing for.     Wishing,  desiring,  hankering  after. 

Yj\\t^j\ a?'teshddr,  A  company  of  horsemen. Name  of  a  river. 

A  dras.  Black  with  white  spots  (a  ram). 

A  lL>j\  ars,  (v.  n.  of  l1^\)  Exciting,  stirring  up 
(one  against  another).  Kindling  (afire).  Jrs,  (v.n. 

of  <-2^j  )  Succeeding  to  as  heir,  inheriting.  Inheri- 
tance, heritage,  hereditary  right.  A  root.  An  aflfair 

of  ancient  hereditary  custom.  Ashes.  Remains,  resi- 
due. J7rs,  A  kind  of  thorn.  Aris,  Black  with  white 

spots(cattle).  ?7ms,Land-marks,boundaries.  Knots. 
A         arass.  Worn  out,  falling  in  pieces. 

A      arsas,  Spotted  black  and  white  (a  ram). 



A  arsas,  Black  with  white  spots  (a  ewe). 

Irsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  U^)  Becoming  thick  and  clotted. 

A  iJL>\S,\  irsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  iJi^)  Being  worn 

out.  Being  tarnished,  disfigured  by  filth.  Wear- 
ing, impairing,  consuming. 

A  irsdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Sij)  Being  turbid. 
Digging  to  a  spring.  Standing  still  side  by  side. 

A  \9\>j\  irsat,  A  remaining  fixed  to  one's  seat. 
p         irsana, Hereditary,  by  hereditary  right. 

A  ursat,  (pi.  uras)  A  limit,  landmark, 

boundary,  confine,  border.  Plain,  level  groimd. 

Land  bumping  out  into  hillocks  of  a  reddish  co- 
lour. Dung  mixed  w  ith  ashes  for  fuel.  Black 

colour  mixed  with  white  spots. 

p  S'iji  arsad,  Root  of  the  wild  pepper-tree. 
A  irsi^an,  (v.  n.  4  of        Q)  Falling 

in  abundance  (rain).  Hanging  down  (hair).  Being 
weak  and  relaxed. 

A  arsam,  (A  horse)  white  in  the  upper  lip 

(when  in  the  lower,  he  is  called  lalt^  almaz'). 
A  irsimam,  (v.  n.  9  of  jCj)  Having  white 

on  the  upper  lip  (a  horse). 

A         arsa',  Unskilful  in  managing  business. 

p  ̂ 1  araj,  A  kind  of  bird.    The  elbow. 

p  ̂ \  arj,  Price,  worth,  value,  esteem,  honour. 
Extraction.  Separating.  A  rhinoceros.  A  swan. 

A  bird  with  soft  plumage.  Limit,  bound,  measure. 

A  ̂ \  arj,  The  stirring  up  of  dissensions,  sedi- 
tions, or  quarrels.  An  sera.    Af-aj,  (v.  n.  of 

Sending  forth  an  agreeable  perfume.     Making  a 

great  noise.    A  sweet  smell. 

A  arjas,  (pi.  of  Wj  raja')  Sides,  parts, 
margins,  coasts.  Trjas,  (v.  n.  4  of  W,  not  in  use) 

Deferring,  putting  off"  (any  business).  Being  about 
to  bring  forth.  Being  unsuccessful  (a  hunter), 

(v.  n.  4  of  U-j  for  Being  near  bringing  forth. 
Strengthening  the  sides  of  a  well  with  bricks. 

arjab,  The  intestines,    (pi.  of 

rajaV)  The  months  of  Rajab.     Irjah,  (v.  n.  4  of 

(_-«>|j)  Revering,  honouring. 

A  ̂ Vj^  ^)  Being  near  foal- 
ing (a  mare). 

A  ̂ Wj^  hjah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Giving  over- 
weight, or  the  turn  of  the  scale. 

A  liWjUrjarf, (v. n. 4 of tij9-j) Terrifying.  Caus- 
ing to  tremble. 

A  irjas,  A  sounding  the  depth  of  water. 

P  «j;;a^'7^,  The  grandson  of  Afrasyab. 

A  ̂ ^J\  irja^  (v.  n.  4  of  Causing  to  re- 
turn. Stretching  forth  the  hand  behind  the  back 

to  receive  something.  Being  ill  for  two  days  (an 

old  man),  and  not  recovering  strength  for  a  month. 

Becoming  lean  and  afterwards  growing  fat  (ca- 

mels). Easing  nature.  Making  one  take  back  a 

thing  purchased.  Changing,  turning,  restoring. 

Rendering  profitable  and  gainful.  Uttering  the 

sentence  aJ\      _5  ,jS  U\  inna  W  Hah  rva 
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inna  ilayhi  raji^na,  Verily  we  belong  to  God, 
and  verily  to  hirp  we  are  returning. 

A  I  jU-j^  (I'^j^f}  (pl-  ̂— ̂ J;?-^  (^i^^j]f)  An  un- 
certain or  false  rumour,  a  fiction.  Irjaf,  (v.  n.  4 

of  t—fls-j)  Engaging  in  business.  Mixing  in  de- 
bates, propagating  seditious  rumours.  Trembling 

(the  earth).  Comingalong  jaded  and  with  the  ears 

flabby  and  pendulous  (a  camel).  Forcing,  com- 

pelling. Heat.   Restlessness,  disturbance. 

A  (Jl?|j^  arjal,  Beasts  turned  loose  with  their 
young  ones.  (pi.  of  (J*^  rajul,  rajil,  and  rajal) 
Men  whose  hair  is  partly  curled  and  partly  lank, 

(pi.  of  i^y^fj  T'jl)  Portions  of  any  thing.  Large 
flights  of  locusts.  Sleepy  (men).  White  papers. 

Calamities.  Misanthropes.  Armies.  Precedencies. 

Irjal,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^J)  Making  one  go  on  foot. 
Leaving  a  camel  at  liberty  with  her  foal.  Prolong- 

ing, granting  a  delay. 
p  arjalun,  A  wild  vine. 

p  i^J^J^  arjan,  A  kind  of  fir.  A  kind  of  moun- tain-almond. 

A  ̂jW^^  arjan,  A  species  of  wild  olive  common 
in  Morocco.  Iijan,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^j)  Feeding  a 
camel  on  hay  in  the  stable.  Arajan,  An  attempt 
to  sow  dissension. 

A  arrajan,  Name  of  a  town  in  Susiana. 

A  sWjl  irjah,  (v.  n.  4of  a^J)  Deferring  beyond 
the  proper  time. 

A  ̂~rj^  arjah.  Heavier,  more  or  most  prepon- derating, better,  best. 

A  j^UsTT^^  irjihnan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^s^j  Q)  In- 
clining, leaning.  Being  shaken,  agitated.  Falling 

at  once.  Rising  (as  a  vapour  above  the  jDlain). 

aJ>j1  arjaz,  A  camel  troubled  with  the  dis- 
ease's^ rajaz. 

A 

arji^t,  (pi.  of  ̂ W^)  Camels'  halters. A  ̂^Uj«9-j1  irji^un,  (v.  n.  4  of  fj'^j  Q  not  used) 
Inclining.  Shaking.  Falling  down  at  once. 

A  ̂y!>■J'■  arjal,  (Cattle)  marked  with  white  on 
one  foot.  Large-footed  (man).    More  or  most  of 

a  man,  stronger.     Arjul,  (pi.  of  (J'?^  ryV)  Feet. 

A      W?;;iZaf,(pl.of(Js-j)Men  on  foot.  Infantry, 
p  d>jJlTj\  arjmand.  Rare,  excellent,  worthy  of 

great  price,valuable,  exquisite,  belov  ed,  dear,  brave, 

generous,  noble,  distinguished.  Wise.  d^^J^ 

arjmand-banu,  (Noble  princess)  A  proper  name, 

p  ̂J,^jJ^rJ\  arjmandi,  Excellence,  preciousness. 

p  i^»-J\  arjan,  The  bitter-almond  tree, 
p  arjand,  Name  of  a  town, 

p  cLXIs-j^  aijang.  The  house  of  the  celebrated 
painter  and  impostor  Mani. 

p  iid>-j\  arjana,  Name  of  a  desert  in  Persia. 
Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  i^^ji  arjawan,  (a  urjuwun)  Purple,  deep 
red.  A  purple  dye.  A  purple  robe  or  carpet. 

Redness.  Starch.  i^^J^  ̂  '  obi  arjawan,  (Red 

water) Wine.  jj^_js-j^ j\^jO  ̂ JJJruyisafrau 

chashmi  arjawan,  Faces  of  saffron  and  eyes  of  Ar- 

jawan are  common  expressions,  to  imply  passion- 

ate lovers,  in  whose  countenances  a  yellow  melan- 

choly is  painted,  and  whose  eyes  are  inflamed  with 
shedding  of  tears. 

P  ij>\y?^^  arjawam,  Very  red,  purple. 
A  urjuwanly,  Very  red,  purple 

A  'i.s>-^J\  urjuhat,  A  swing,  a  see-saw. 

A  ̂j^j^  urjuzat  (pl.JJi5-^\  arajiz)  A  poem  in the  measure  calledj»-j  rajaz. 

A  urjiyat.  Any  thing  hoped  for. 

A  a?7is,Nameof  afort  in  Mesopotamia, 

p         archi,  (or  archand)  Although, 

p  i.JCiv'J^  ̂ f(^f^^n>  A  ladder.    A  staircase, 

p  fJ'hr^J'  archlnl.  Name  of  a  mountain. 
A  ̂ \  arahh  Broad  or  large-footed,  and  with- 
out any  hollow  beneath. 

A  arha^,  (pi.  oi^j  raha')  Mills.  Breasts, 
or  the  callous  parts  of  them  on  which  camels  re- 

cline. Hoofs  of  camels  and  elephants.  Grinders, 

back  teeth.  Independent  tribes,  living  by  them- 

selves. Numbers  of  domestics.  Chiefs  of  the  peo- 

ple. Fields  of  battle.  Crowds  of  camels  pressing 

upon  one  another. 
A  L-->U»^\  irhab,  (v.n.4  of  u-o-j)  Being  wide, 

roomy,  and  spacious.  Enlarging,  making  spacious. 

A  i^\t>-j\  irhaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_>i&^)  Washing. 

A  I — jWj^  irhaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (—2*^  not  used) 
Whetting,  sharpening  (a  sword). 

A  Jls>-j^  irhal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J-s^)  Breaking  in  a 
camel.  Making  a  present  of  a  strong  camel.  Be- 

coming strong  after  being  weak  (a  camel's  back). 
Becoming  fat  after  having  been  lean  (a  camel).  Be- 

coming fit  for  the  saddle  (a  camel).  Having  many 
camels  fit  for  the  saddle. 

A  arham,  (pi.  of         rihm  or  rahim) 
Wombs.  Relations  by  the  mother,  uterine  kindred. 

A  4— >s^^  arhab.  The  name  of  a  tribe.  i_-0^' 
CL^\x^j\najanb  arhabiydt.  Excellent  camels  found 
in  that  tribe.  Arhib,  (and  ̂J»^J^  arhibV)  (imp.  of  4) 

Give  way,  retire  (used  chiefly  to  horses  when  they 
want  them  to  back). 

A  (J*^^  arhal,  (A  horse)  white  on  the  back.  (A 
sheep  or  goat)  black  on  the  back.  Arhul,  (pi.  of 

Jj>-j  rahl)  Small  saddles  for  camels. 
A  arham,  More  or  most  merciful,  ̂ ^j^ 

^ju*'\p\  arhamu'r  rdhimln,  The  most  merciful  of the  merciful  (God). 

A  ̂^j^  arhi,  (^^j^  urhiy,  or  b^j\  arhiyat) 

(pi.  ofjj>,  ra/<a')"Mills. 

G  arhikana.  Name  of  a  dyeing  herb. 

A  ̂ \  arkh,  (v.  n.  of         Dating  (a  letter). 
Arkh  or  irkh,  A  bullock.  Arahh,  Name  of  a  town. 

A  \  irhhds,  (v.  n.  4of  li>-j  for  y^j)  Giving 

the  reins,  relaxing.  Unfurling  a  sail.  Letting  drop 

a  veil  or  curtain.  Running  in  a  straggling  manner. 

Making  (a  horse)  run  so.  Having  soft  buttocks  (a 



lioi-se).    Making  soft,  loose,  and  relaxetl . 

auk'S^f'  ai'hha'  ̂ mamatahu,  He  let  fall  his  turban- 
sash,  he  felt  quiet  and  secure. 

A  ̂ ^j^  irkhakh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Using  dih- 
gence,  straining  every  nerve.    Excess,  hyperbole. 

A  (^Iri^^  irhlias.  See  ̂ ^\!>^J\  Irldias. 
A  ir/ihas,  (v.  n.  4  of  {^jai^j)  Finding  or 

purchasing  cheap.    Making  cheap. 

A  (  9^-=^^  irkhaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  L_Ai-j)  Making 
(dough)  thin  and  watery. 

A  ̂^j^  ?/-7i;/<a/»,(v.n.4of^,s»^) Sitting,  brooding. 
A  ai>-j\arA/iaf,A  wild  heifer.  CWj/m^,  An  eiJoch, 

aera,  period,  date. 

A  (J^^  arhhul,  (pi.  of  (J«s»^  rihhl,  rahh  'd,  or 
&ii>-j  rikhlat)  Ewe-lambs. 
A  arhham,  (A  horse)  with  a  white  head 

and  black  body.    More  or  most  tender  (voice). 

p  id^J\  arhhanda,  A  tincture-powder,  with 
which  they  tinge  the  nails  and  other  parts  of  the 

body  of  a  beautiful  red ;  some  nations,  mixing  it 

with  vinegar,  dye  the  manes  and  tails  of  their  horses. 

A  kind  of  tree  from  which  they  make  a  fine  oil. 

E  aralihavg,  Arracan. 

G  {^^j^  arltJiun,  A  prince,  chief,  archon.  A 

high-priest,  patriarch  (among  eastern  Christians). 

A  (^=*j^  arlilial,  Softer,  softest ;  more  or  most 

flabby!' 
A  'Ij'j^  urhJdy,  A  steer. 

A  '^i^" J\  urlilmjat,  The  loose  or  pendulous  part 
of  any  thing.  The  young  of  the  mountain-goat. 

p  li,  1  ard,  Flour,  meal.  A  defect,  blemish,  de- 
ficiency, imperfection.  '  ̂rd  Itardan,  To 

grind.    _js»4>jl  ar(??  Jaw, Barley-meal. 

drdi  gandum,  Wheaten  flour,  i^jj  j     I  ard  u 
rarvghan,  (Flour  and  oil)  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  lijl  a7'ac?,  Thetwenty-fifth  day  of  everymonth. 
Name  of  the  angel  presiding  over  that  day. 

p  t^j\  ard,  The  twenty-fifth  day  of  the  Persian 

month.  Anger.  Flour.  Ur-d,  Like,  similar.  Name 
of  a  city  in  Persia. 

A  aradd,  More  or  most  useful,  or  profitable, 

bringing  a  better  return. 

A       ardas,  More  or  most  wicked,  bad,  naught. 

p       arda,  Name  of  a  priest  of  the  Magi. 

A  AdJ\  ardas,  (pi.  of  J,  radii)  Bad,  naught, 

corrupt.  -Trt^aj^,  (v.  n.  4  of  lii,)  Assisting.  Sus- 

taining. Propping.  Quieting.  Establishing.  Do- 

ing evil,  marring.  Letting  down  (a  veil).  Over- 

taking, reaching,  hitting.  Exceeding  (one  hundred) 

in  number,  (v.  n.  4  of  t/*^)  Increasing,  becoming 
numerous.  Travelling.  Making  (a  horse)  scamper 

or  strike  the  ground  hard  with  (his)  feet.  Throw- 

ing down.  Destroying. 

AA^>^j\ardisaj:,  (pl.of  t^ii,ra£?u)  Bad,naught. 
p  jo^ii, I  ard-aba,  Pottage,  porridge. 

A  ̂-^J^  ardaj,  Black  leather. 

A  irdah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ■^j)  Enlarging  a  tent. 
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Plastering  a  wall. 

p         ardad,  (or  4>^^^)  A  deceiver.  A  satyr, 
p         ardad,  Name  of  a  priest  of  the  Magi. 

A  jIJj^  irdad,  (v.  n.  4  of  3j)  Having  the  udder 
large  before  yeaning  (a  ewe). 

A  irdagli,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Being  very 
slimy  (the  ground). 

A  ardaf,  (pi.  of  uJt^  ridf)  Buttocks, 
posteriors.     Irdxif,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  sJ,)  Following, 

succeeding  to.  Rising  in  succession  (stars).  Caus- 
ing one  to  ride  behind  on  the  crupper.  Carrying 

double  (a  horse). 

A  J,^  irdam,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»t>,)  Continuing  with- 
out intermission  (rain,  fever).  Becoming  green 

again  (a  tree).  Being  still  and  stationary  (a  cloud). 

Spurring  a  camel  to  quicken  his  pace.  Being  fixed 
and  still  in  a  place. 

A  (j^<^^  ardan,  (pi.  of        rudn)  Gussets  or 
armholes  in  sleeves.   Irdan,  (v.  n.  4  of    J,)  Put- 

ting gussets  or  armholes  to  the  sleeves  of  a  garment. 
Continuing  (a  fever).    Being  dark, 

p  ardana,  A  species  of  violet, 

p  j\ J,  I  ardar,  A  demon,  evil  genius,  magician. 

P  I — 'Vj^*^^  ardar'iraf,  Name  of  a  Persian 
legislator  Avho  flourished  about  the  year  200  of 
the  Christian  aera. 

P  '-r''^^  ardah,  War,  quarrel,  altercation. 

A  '^^j^  irdahh,  An  Egyptian  measure  equal 
to  24        sci^    An  aqueduct  of  earthen  pipes. 

p  \jJ>j  \  ard-hd,  A  kind  of  pottage  or  gruel. 

A  AJ'^^  irdabbaf,  A  large  sewer  made  of  eartlien 
pipes.  A  large  tile. 

Vj^i^J\  ardahur,  A  beautiful  green  colour. 

p^>  Jj  I  drd-bez,  A  sieve,  scarce,  boulter, 

p  (J-O.Jj^  ardab'd,  Name  of  a  city  in  Media, 
p  dJjijjjl  drd-tuJa,  Pottage,  stir-about,  gruel, 

p  ̂t>jWi/Y//y, Juniper.  L-->1  ̂ ^j\ardlj-ab,G'm. 
p  jjls-J,^  ar£?«;art.  Certain  figures  and  myste- ries in  astrology. 

p  iJU-Jj!  drdahdla,  A  kind  of  milk-pottage. 

A  (Ji"^^  irdahld  ov  ardahhU,  Fat,  full  of  flesh. 

p  iJj  JJ,  I  drd-dula,  Gruel.  A  fine  green  colour. 
p  drd-zada,Asie\e.  A  fine  green  colour. 

p  ̂jlxwi^  I  drdistdn,  (^ljuot>^\  ardistdn  or  ir- 
disidu)  Name  of  a  district  in  Persia. 

p  aradiish,  A  certain  number  of  crimes. 

p j»-^'^T  drd-shir,  Milk  and  flour  pottage. 

p ardxh'ir,  Intrepid,  courageous.  Name 
of  Bahman  son  of  Isfandyar  and  father  of  Darab. 
The  Artaxerxes  of  the  Greeks. 

p  ardshlrdn,  Name  of  a  bitter  plant. 

p  ijS-j<ZiOj\  ardshir-lihurra,  Name  of  a  coun- 
try in  Persia. 

p  jlj^J_jwJJj^  ardshir-ddru,  A  bitter  medicine. 

A  arda^  Black-breasted,  and  white-bo- died (ram). 

G  (jUijj^  aridfandni,  Wild  cucumber. 
Q 

ardahan,  Name  of  a  town  in  the  dis- 

trict of  Shiraz  ;  also  of  a  village  near  Yazd. 

p  f^C)J\ardagdn,  Certain  figures  in  astrology. 
A         ardal,  Transylvania. 

p       I  drdam,  The  anemone. 

p  pJ,\  ui'dam,  A  section  of  the  book  of  Zar- 
dusht.    Dexterity,  skill.    The  anemone. 

A  ̂i^J\  ardam,  (pi.  (jy«'^^)  A  skilful  seaman. 
p  ardanvi,  Name  of  an  animal. 

p  (jOj  I  ardan,  A  colander,  a  strainer. 

p  (ji^^  ardan.  Name  of  a  countiy.  The  river 
Jordan.  Ardan  or  urdan,  A  colander.  Irdan, 

The  oxycanth-fruit.    A  species  of  eagle. 

A         ardan,  A  kind  of  raw  silk. 

A  ̂i^j^  urdunn,  Doziness,  drowsiness.  The 
Jordan  and  districts  adjacent,  comprising  all  Pa- 

lestine and  Samaria.    Name  of  a  city  in  Syria. 

A         ardanj,  Black  leather.  Vitriol. 
p  Urdu,  A  camp,  an  army.  A  name  for 

the  Hindustani  language,  made  up  of  Hindi,  Per- 

sian, and  Arabic.  (^^y.W"  ̂ ^J^  urduwi  liumdgun, 
or^iw)       \  urduwi  mu^lld)  The  royal  camp. 

p  ̂ j^j  ardawdn,  (or  ̂j^^j^  ardbdn)  (Strong 
guard)  Name  of  several  princes  of  ancient  Persia, 

Media,  and  India.  This  is  supposed  to  be  the  Ar- 
tabanus  of  the  Greeks.    Name  of  a  country. 

p  ardukind,  The  ancient  name  of  the 

city  of  Kashghar  in  Turkistan  or  Turan  (Scythia). 
p  nrdula,  Milk-pottage,  pap,  gruel. 

p  (jjiJj^  ardun.  Name  of  a  king  of  Persia. 

p  5  J,  I  drda.  Flour,  meal,  flour-bread.  A  kind 

of  porridge.  \<>J>-  5^1  ardan  hhurmd,  A  disli 
made  of  dates  with  hot  bread,  butter,  &c.  Artf^  f  J,T 
drdati  hunjud,  A  dish  of  fresh  dates  and  syrup. 

p  «Jlj6  JjT  drdhdla,  A  kind  of  pottage  or  gruel. 

P  ̂   J,\  ardahi.  Name  of  an  animal. 
p  ̂L>j\  wr(Zi,The  second  month  of  the  solar  year. 
A  ardiMJ=,  (pi.  of  c^Jj)  Bad,  naught. 

p  uIa-^^  i-f'^^  bihisht,  (Like  Paradise) 
The  second  Persian  month,  midspring,  April.  The 

third  day  of  every  month,  especially  of  that  which 

the  old  Persians  celebrated  by  a  festival. 

A  aJ.<J;\  ardiyat,  (pi.  of        riddj)  Cloaks. 
p  iuo. JjT  drdina,  A  kind  of  gruel  or  pottage. 

A  A'i^Ji  irzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^i,)  Weakening,  ex- 
hausting. Giving  any  thing  worn  out.  Having 

jaded  horses.   Throwing  away. 

A  hXiijS  irzdz,  o^hj)  Raining  gently. 

Exuding.  Perspiring.  Running  (a  wound). 

A  J\j,\  arzdl,  (pi.  of  Ji,  razl)  Vile,  ignoble. 

Irzdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ji,)  Despising,  treating  with 

scorn.    Associating  with  tlie  base. 

A  ̂y^j\  irzdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»i,)  Overflowing. 

Exceeding  (the  number  fifty). 

A  Ji,\  arzal.  Mean,  base.  More  or  most  mean, 

base,  ignoble,  or  vile.  Jij^  arzalul.  ̂ imr, 

The  end  of  life,  when  memory  and  faculties  fail. 



A         arzilat,  (pi.  of  J\i;  ruzaV)  Vile,  bad. 

A  Jj  1  aw,  Firm,  steady,  rooted,  fixed.  Drawn 
together.    Aruz,  Rice. 

p  Jj\  ar^,  Price,  value.  Quantity.  Esteem, 

veneration,  j^b  jj  \  arzi  bazar,  Market-price. 

Ajj\  arz,  (v.  n.  of  Jj\)  Being  gathered  toge- 

ther. Contracting  one's  self,  drawing  back  through 
avarice.  Being  firmly  rooted,  steady,  fixed.  Tak- 

ing refuge  in  her  hole,  returning  to  it,  and  abiding 

there  (a  serpent).      Being  cold  (the  night). 

ar-zu'l  kalam,  The  connexion,  truth,  and 
straight-forwardness  of  conversation.  Arz  or  urz, 

The  pine,  cedar,  pitch,  juniper,  or  any  cone-bear- 
ing tree.  Urz,  uruz,  or  aruz,  Rice.  Araz,  A  tree 

(called  also  ̂ jjj^  arzaii)  whose  timber  is  very  hard. 

A  Jj\  aruzz  or  uruzz,  Rice. 

A  Ajj\ arzas,  (pi.  of  ̂ jj  ruzs)  Afflictions,  cala- 
mities, disasters.  Irzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_5jj)  Leaning 

against,  supporting  one's  self  by .  Fleein  g  for  refuge. 
A-j^jj^  irzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  J  J)  Fixing  her  tail  in 

the  ground  to  lay  her  eggs  (a  locust). 

A  '^jj^  irzagh,  (v.  n.  4  of  '^j)  Moistening  the 
ground  but  not  flowing  (rain),  making  it  muddy. 

Digging  to  a  moist  soil.  Abounding  in  clay 

(ground).  Being  scanty  (water).  Injuring,  vex- 

ing materially.  Despising.  Accusing,  reproach- 
ing, taunting.  Coveting.  Esteeming  or  finding 

weak.    Bringing  a  dew  (ground). 

A  I— i^Jj^  irzaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  ijj)  Going  before. 
Advancing,  approaching.  Rendering  greedy. 

Egging  on,  instigating.  Being  filled  with  care, 

grief,  or  terror.  Running  away  in  a  fright.  Bray- 

ing inwardly  (a  camel).    Forcing,  compelling. 

A  Jj^jj^  arzak,  (pi.  of  ̂ jjj  rizli)  Riches,  pos- 
sessions, goods,  commodities,  effects^  apparel, 

moveables,  provisions.    Soldiers'  rations. 

A  irzam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jj)  Murmuring, 
roaring,  rumbling  (thunder,  or  wind  in  the  belly). 

Yearning  towards  her  colt  (a  camel).  A  rattle, 

a  noise,  a  crash,  a  clap,  a  peal  (of  thimder). 

p  i^jj^  arzan,  Of  small  value,  cheap,  low- 
priced.  Worthy.  ulb^  arzan  sJmdan,  To 

be  cheap.  To  be  worthy,  ̂ ^i^ji  (J^jj^  arzan  kar- 
dan,  To  make  cheap.  Arzan,  (for  agar 

z'an)  If  from  that. 

P  arzanish,  Charity,  good  works. 

p  ijf^jj'  arzanl,  Cheapness.  Abundance.  Any 
thing  safe  and  sure.  Any  thing  given  in  charge. 

A  worthy  object  of  charity,  ̂ jj^  arzanl. 

hardan,  i3^j^  arzanl  dashtan,  or 

jjiJ)j,-«yj  arzanl  farmudan.  To  give,  bestow,  confer. 

p  i^dJ>\jj\  arzanldan.  To  be  esteemed.  To  be 
bought  cheap. 

p  i^SX>\^\jj\  arzayanldan,  To  render  valuable. 
To  make  cheap. 

A  I— irzah,  (or  irzabb)  Short,  com- 
pressed. Thick,  large.  Strong.  Muliebria  crassa. 
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A  '^jj^  irzabbat,  A  large  mallet  with  which 
they  break  clods,  or  make  bricks .    An  iron  rod. 

A  arizat,  (fern.)  Firmly-rooted  (tree). 

Strong  (she-camel).     Cold  (night). 
A        arzat,  A  single  pine. 

P  ̂jjjj^  arzrud.  Name  of  a  country  in  Turkistan. 
P  arzish.  Price,  value,  worth. 

A         arza^  More  or  most  cowardly. 

A  fjjj'  arzali,(fov  ̂ jj^  azrali)  Azure,  cerulean. 

P  (^j^  arzan.  Millet.  U-i)^  arzani  zar- 
rln,  Stars.  Sparks  of  fire.  A  draught  of  wine. 

Bubbles,  t^j^  <-L*^0  dashti  arzan,  Name  of  a 
place  three  leagues  distant  from  Shiraz. 

A  jjjj^  arzan.  Heavier.    A  hard  kind  of  tree 
from  which  theymakewalking-sticks.  Acityin  Ar- 

menia called  Erzeroom  (j»j)j5\  jjjj^  arzanu'r  rum). 
p  i^^jj'  arzangan.  Name  of  a  city  in  Armenia, 

p  iJ;Hjj^  arzanln,  (Bread)  made  of  millet, 

p  jjj  I  arzu.  Desire,  wish,  will,  resolution,  in- 
tention, inclination,  affection,  love,  appetite,  concu- 

piscence, hope,  want.  arzu  hardan. 

To  desire.    (j<*A)            ccrzuyi  nafs,  Sensuality. 

p  1  arzuwana,  Anyobjectof  desire.  Wist- 

fully. j^<^j^  i^j  ̂̂ ^jjjl  arzuwanad  zanibar-dar, 
The  longing  of  a  pregnant  woman. 

p  (ji^jjjl  arzudan.  To  desire,  wish,  hanker, 

p  jJjT  arzu-sMkast,  The  breach  of  a 
resolution,  change  of  mind. 

p  1^^^  jjj  I  arzu-shihan,  Breaking  a  resolu- 
tion, preventing  the  execution  of  any  design. 

p  sj^jjj]  arzumand,  Desirous,  eager,  fond, 
wishful,  covetous,  avaricious,  greedy.     i^j^^jj  I 

arzumandi  ihsdnam,  I  am  desirous,  soli- 

citous, or  ambitious  of  favour.  kXjwojJjl  ar- 

umandi  ̂   tlya,  Greedy  of  gifts. 

p  L^'i>*'«jjj'  ar2i<maw£?2.  Desire,  wish,  appetite, 

p  ij^jj  I  arzun.  Amiable  qualities,  virtues, 
p  5jj  1  arza.  Clay  mixed  with  straw  for  plaster, 

p  1>jj\  arza,  Liquid  pitch.  Clay  mixed  with 
straw  for  plastering  w^alls.  The  cypress.  The  pine. 
The  first  climate  of  the  earth. 

p j^l>jj  1  arzagar,  (or  j^Sjj^)  A  plasterer. 

A(][^j\  ariizzly,  A  seller  of  rice, 

p  ̂^y^.jj^  arzaytun,'NanLieoia  certain  princess, p  arzldan,Tosmt,hecome :  tobeworth. 

arzlz,  Lead. 

Aj^j\  irziz,  A  trembling,  tremor.    A  thrust 
witha  spear.  Small  hail,  sleet.  Loud-voiced  (man), 

p  (j^jj^  arzish,  Price,  value.  Dignity. 
A  irzlmam,  A  becoming  enraged, 

p  (jjj^  arjan,  A  species  of  bitter  almond, 
p  \  arjang.  The  house  of  the  painter  ManT. 

p  ajjjl  arjana,  Name  of  a  desert  in  Persia, 

p  (^J\  ars,  A  tear.  O*^^  ̂'"^^  buzan,  A 
rheum  issuing  from  the  eyes  of  the  mountain-goat 
from  which  they  prepare  an  antidote  against  poi- 

son. Urs,  The  larch,  plane,  or  cypress-tree.  Aras, 

Name  of  a  river  near  the  Euphrates  and  Tigris : 
this  is  the  Araxes  of  the  ancients. 

A  (^J\  ars,  (v.  n.  oii^jV)  Practising  agricul- 
ture.   Irs,  A  noble  race  or  stock. 

A  Au»J\  irsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  for_y^)  Being 
firm,  immoveable.  Resolving  firmly  on  any  thing. 

Casting:  anchor.  Anchoring:. 

A  L^\u>J\  irsab,  (v.  n.  4  of  <—«*"))  Having  the 
eyes  sunk  in  the  head  from  famine.  Dragging 

under,  causing  to  sink  to  the  bottom,  precipitating. 

A  irsdhh,  (v.  n.  4  of  Establishing, 

strengthening,  rendering  firm,  solid,  immoveable. 

A  ̂ y^^  arsdgh,  (pi.  of  j^Mj  rusgh)  The  joints 
which  connect  the  fetlocks  with  the  hoofs  (in  ani- 

mals), pasterns.     The  wrists  or  ankles  (in  man). 

A  i__sl«jj\  i?'sdf,  A  driving  of  camels  in  fetters. 
A  (Jl**»j^  arsal,  (pi.  of  (J-*^  rasaV)  Flocks  (of 

sheep),  herds  (of  camels).  Irsal,  (v.n.4of  (J-*^) 

Sending,  despatching.  Dismissing,  discharging. 

Loosing,  letting  go.  Letting  (a  curtain)  fall.  Pos- 
sessingflocks  and  herds.  Giving  absolute  authority. 

Getting  abundance  of  milk  from  one's  sheep.  An 
embassy,  mission,  legation.  Remittance. 

p  &jcK>  jU'Jj^  ?7>aZ-?zmwa,  A  list  of  remittances. 

A  ̂■^j'  irsam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *>Jj)  Causing  (a  ca- 
mel) to  leave  impressions  on  the  ground. 

arsdn.  Rugged  ground,  (pi.  of 
rasan)  Halters.  Irsan,  (v.  n.  4  of  Binding 

fast  with  a  halter,  haltering.  Making  a  halter. 

G  (j^HJil*Jj^  arsdnlhun.  Yellow  orpiment. 
p  CL>Mij  I  arast.  Ability,  power.  Decoration. 

p  <JLMtij\  arast.  The  upper  or  higher  part  of 
pack-saddles.  Plumpness  in  the  hips  (of  animals). 

p  jjiiju>Jj\  arastdan.  To  adorn.    To  be  able. 

p  iJijjJj  1  drastan,  To  adorn.    To  be  able. 
p  \  arastan.  To  adorn.   To  be  able. 

p _jJv*Oj!  arastu,  A  swallow.  Swallow-wort. 
p  slu^A  drasta.  Adorned. 

\  arsah.  Meagre-hipped  (wolf). 

Gla>Jj\  arast,  (or  \ia*A>j\  arasta)  Aristotle. 

p  Uawjjl  a7'istd.  Henbane. 
G  ̂JJl>Ua*>JJ\  arastdtalis,  (or  (j«jJll9Ua*»»jl 

arastdtdVis)  Aristotle. 

G  \ji5-^ilaj-jj^  aristuluhhiyd.  Long  birth-wort. 

G  _jk^^am^o,  Aristotle.  The  herb  birth-wort. 
A         arsa^  Distempered  in  the  eyelid. 
A         arsugh,  (pi.  of  ̂ m,  rusgh  and  rusugh) 

Pasterns  of  animals.  Wrists  or  ankles  of  men. 

A  Jj^^  arsul,  (pi.  of  J^«*j  rasul)  Messengers, 
ambassadors,  apostles. 

p  ̂^^Loij!  arsldn,  A  lion.  This  surname  has 
been  adopted  by  several  kings  of  Persia. 

A  arsum,  (pi.  of  rasm)  Traces,  ves- 

tiges of  a  habitation. 

p  ̂ j'Mj'  arsan.  An  assembly,  meeting,  congress. 

A  (j*^^  arsun,  (pi.  of        rasan)  Halters, 
p  arsang,  Mani  the  impostor's  shop. 



A  'ku»y*>^  ursusat,  A  cap,  hat,  bonnet. 
A  ursuf,  Name  of  a  town  in  Syria. 

A  arsa',  May  (God)  confirm. 
p  aj-ash,  Name  of  a  celebrated  archer. 

Name  of  the  second  son  of  Kay  Kubad.  Peace 

having  been  established  between  Minuchihr,  and 

Afrasyab,  on  condition  that  the  latter  should  cede 

as  much  of  his  territory  as  an  arrow  could  fly 

across;  an  arrow  was  accordingly  prepared  on 

some  scientific  principle,  and  being  discharged  by 

Arasli  from  a  mountain  in  Tabaristan,  dropped  not 

till  it  had  reached  the  bank  of  the  Oxus.  Arish, 

Signification,  meaning. 

A  {jf^j  I  arish,  Name  of  a  mountain. 
p  arsJt,  A  cubit.  An  assembly.  Arash, 

A  cubit,  a  fathom.  Name  of  a  city.  Arish,  Wise, 

prudent.    An  assembly. 

A  arsh,  (pi.  (^_5j^  urUsh)  A  gift.  Com- 
pensation, equivalent.  Disagreement,  quarrel,  dis- 

sension, law-suit,  discord,  altercation,  squabble. 
Provocation,  instigation,  stimulation  to  discord. 

A  defect.  A  scratch.  A  mulct,  fine,  particularly 

that  which  is  paid  for  the  shedding  of  blood.  A 

demand  of  the  expiatory  fine.  A  gift  for  concilia- 

ting the  favour  of  a  judge,  a  bribe.  Whatever  a 

purchaser  receives  from  a  seller  after  discovering 

a  fault  in  the  article  bouy-ht.  A  created  beinfy. 

A  AJ^j\  arshas,-  (pi.  of  rashai)  Young 
fawns.  Irshas,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Tying  on 

a  rope  to  a  bucket.  Putting  forth  long  stalks  (a 

colocynth).  Being  partner  in  the  blood  of  any  one. 

Putting  a  young  one  to  suck.  Pointing  (arms) 

at  any  one.  Bribing. 

A  irshah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Perspiring. 
A  irshad,  (v.  n.  4  of  •^J)  Directing, 

shewing  the  right  way.  'Pji^\  L)\utj\  irshad-an- 
gez.  Producing  safety. 

A  ̂ji^i^Ji  irshash,  (v.n.  4  of  (^j)  Gently  mis- 
ling.  Making  a  horse  prance  until  he  sweats.  Be- 

ing wide  (a  wound),  and  bleeding  profusely.  Suck- 

ing the  dam  with  outstretched  neck  (a  camel's  colt 
whose  tail  is  scratched  for  that  purpose). 

A  ( — irshaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  l- fl^)  Sipping. 

A  ̂ J^j^  irshah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^J)  Stretching 
forth  the  neck.  Fixing  the  eye  steadily.  Shoot- 

ing in  a  certain  mode. 

A  irsham,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Shining,  flash- 
ing (lightning).  Sealing  (wheat  in  a  granary). 

Discovering  yoimg  herbage  peeping  above  the 

ground,  and  grazing  it.    Putting  forth  leaves. 

A  arshah,  More  or  most  acute,  ingenious, 

quick.   Ingenious,  quick,  clever. 

p         arshad.  The  marcasite-stone. 

A  arshad,  Most  upright,  most  tenacious 

of  the  right  way.    p  pisari  arshad,  The 
eldest  son  or  heir  apparent. 

p  l1^a^<j^'>j^  arshasang.  The  25th  of  the  month. 
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A  Jj^^  arshah,  Name  of  a  place  in  Azarbay- 
jan.  \,^^bJ1>J\  U  ma  arshakaha.  How  rapid  in  dis- 

charging an  arrow  (a  bow)  ! 

P  ̂jAZ>j\arshah,Apo])T[)j.  Fault.  J.ras//A,Envy. 
A         arsham,  One  who  gets  an  appetite  by 

smelling  the  flavour  of  meat.  Marked  on  the  face 

or  body  with  lines  and  spots.    Little(rain).  Adog. 

G  (_j*jiiJL»j^l  arshivndus,  Archimedes, 

p  f^yMj\  arshan,  (in  Kipjak)  A  cloud. 

P  (_^^  1  drishi,  True,  real,  significant, 
p  Ijyijjl  arshya,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  throne. 

A  &Ju!*j^  arshiyat,  (pi.  of  AZtj  risha-c)  Ropes, 

or  similar  things,  as  trains  of  snakes,  gourd-stalks. 

A  arass.  One  whose  thighs  are  close  to- 
gether. One  whose  teeth  are  closely  set. 

A  iy-sas.  An  abiding  in  one  place. 

A  S^j\ arsad,  (pi.  of  iX-Oj  rasad)  Observations 
of  the  stai's,  or  of  roads  (through  deserts).  Gentle 

rains.  Irsad,  (v.  n.  4  of  J*-^)  Preparing,  mak- 
ing ready  for.    Recompensing,  requiting. 

A  irsa^  (v.  n.  4  of         Spearing  deeply. 

Having  a  young  one  (a  palm-tree). 

A  (  jl^l  i7-saf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  O^j)  Mixing 
(wine)  with  the  water  of  a  running  stream. 

A  irsan,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j'^)  Making  fast. 
A         arsah,  Close-hipped  (man). 

A  ̂ ^j^  arsa^  Lean,  meagi'e  about  the  thighs 
or  hips.  Deep  (wound)  made  with  a  spear's  jJoint. 

A  'k>o yoJ\  arsusat,  A  cap  in  the  form  of  a  melon. 
A  f^joj  I  araz.  More  or  most  worthy. 

A  {^J\  arz,  (v.n.  of  Abounding  in  herb- 
age (gi-ound).  Discovering  such  ground,  (pi. 

^JL>\tOj\  arazcit,  t^J^jj*  uruz,  ̂ ^yOj  \  arazun,  i^jo^j  I 

araz,  and  ̂ _^\)^  araz'i)  The  earth,  ground,  soil, 
country,  region.  The  grave.  Any  thing  low,  de- 

pressed. Rheum,  defluxion  from  the  nose.  The 

lower  part  of  the  legs  of  a  quadruped.  Tremor,  par- 
ticularly of  the  limbs  in  the  paroxysm  of  a  fever. 

!^J^\  ibmi'l  arz,  (Son  of  the  earth)  A  certain 
esculent.  {^J^^  hio^atu' I  arz,  The  terrestrial 

globe.  i^J^j>  arzii'z  zisb.  Name  of  an 
island  near  the  Equator.  (^jSi\  {^J^  arzul  faras, 

The  feet  of  a  horse,  or  what  is  under  them.  i^J^J^ 

arzi  hhali.  Uncultivated  ground,  pjj  ̂̂ j^ 
arzi  rum,  (Country  of  the  Romans)  Name  of  a  city 
on  the  confines  of  Armenia  and  Cappadocia.  i^j' 

t^lU*  arzi  maynalilc,  A  prime  minister.  i^J^ 

arzi  null.  The  land  of  Noah,  a  place  so  called 

in  the  Eastern  Arabia.  ar^',  A  stranger, 
foreigner,  son  of  the  earth.    A  kind  of  ginger. 

^\  ahlul  arz,  Demons.  i^J^'^ 
hilabu'l  arz.  Strange  dogs.  ̂ 3  ̂\  U>^^^  ̂  

a  zalzalat  al  arz  am  hi  arz.  Was  it  the  earth 

that  trembled,  or  is  there  a  tremor  on  me  ?  ̂ ^ 

i^jaji  (—^•^  in  zaraha  fa  arz.  If  you  beat  the 
earth — (a  proverbial  saying,  implying,  beat  tlie 
earth,  it  is  immoveable  ;  it  cares  not).     f^J^J^  ̂  

la  arza  laha,  A  form  of  compliment  among 

the  Arabians,  implying.  You  have  no  occasion  for 
any  recommendation  of  country,  ancestry,  wealth, 

&c.,  you  have  merit  enough  in  yourself.  ̂  

&3  iS.*'.>^i^^\')nanaia^nihnntuIahuarz, 
Whoever  obeys  me,  I  will  submit  to  him.  A7^az, 
(v.  n.  of  Becoming  raw  (a  sore).  Being 
clean  and  pleasant  to  the  eye  (groimd). 

A  (J5^^  arazz.  Sedentary,  motionless. 
A  irzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^)  Gratifying,  sa- 

tisfying, contenting. 

A  Ol-ijl  arazat,  (pi.  of  i^jhji  arz')  Earths. irzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ,,,>^)  Becoming 

sluggish  and  indolent.  Thickening  (as  sour  milk). 

Running  violently.  Flowing  (sweat).  Being  cut 
off  (milk). 

A  irza^  (v.  n.  4  of         Giving  suck. 

A  (j^loj^  irzah,  (v.  n.4ofi.^I«Tj  not  used)  Half- 
closing  and  opening  the  eyes. 

A  'ij6j\  irzat,  tirzat,  or  irazat,  Luxuriant  herb- 
age or  grass.  Arazat,  A  worm  which  eats  into 

ships,  the  white  ant.  S^^t  afsad  mini'l 
arazat,  More  destructive  than  the  white  ant. 

A  (j^'^^  arazvji,  (pi.  of  i,joJ\  arz)  Earths,  soils. 

A  Csy^j^  arzuvny,  Surname  of  a  man. 
A  ̂ ^J^  arziy,  Terrestrial,  earthly,  earthy. 

A  ■^'^Juijl  arziycif,  (pi.  of  '^^j  raziy)  Content, 
pleased,  satisfied. 

A  \^'Oj  \  araz'in,  (obliq.  ̂ yoJ\  arazTm,  pi. 
of  arz)  Earths. 

A  )aij\  arit,  A  reddish  colour,  like  to  tlie  fruit 
and  roots  of  the  tree  JJ^^  arta\ 

A  >U»,1  irtas,  (v.  li.  4  of  ll?,)  Becoming  mar- 
riageable (a  maid). 

A  u^Usjl  artab,  (pl.of  l-a^;  rutab)  Fresh  ripe 
dates.  Irtah,  (v.  n.  4  of  1— »l>j)  Being  fresh  and 

succulent,  arriving  at  the  state  <— -«^,  rutab,  (dates). 
Bearing  such  dates  (a  palm).    Steeping  (a  vest). 

A  sll>j\  artat,  A  single  tree  of  the  ̂ ^J^  arta'. 

A  (^ll?,!  irtas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j-i^  not  used)  Sit- 
ting even  (one  stone  upon  another). 

irtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  1^^)  Raving,  being  a 

fool.    Keeping  one's  seat  without  stirring. 

A Jllsjl  artal,  (pi.  of  rati  or  ritl)  Pounds 
of  twelve  ounces.  Irtal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^)  Having 

a  soft,  delicate  son.    Hanging  down  (the  ears). 

A  pUsjl  irtam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Shutting  up, 
closely  confining.    Keeping  silence. 

G  IjuujUHjj^  artamasiyd,  Artemisia,  mugwort. 

p  (^^jJtvolls,!  artamidus.  Name  of  a  prophet. 

A  (jjll^jl  artdrciy,  (A  camel)  very  fond  of,  or 

griped  by  eating  too  freely  of,  the  tree  l^J^  arta' . 

G  ̂j<*x»l5jl  artam'is,  Artemisia.  Diana. 
G  L«Jk*l3j\  artamisa.  Southernwood. 
G  artamsd,  Sow-bread. 

A  Cf^'^J^  artarviy,  (A  camel)  fond  of,  or  griped 
by  eating  too  much  of,  the  fruit  of  the  ̂^_^J^  arta'. 



A  arta\  (pi.  C^\^Oj\  artayat,  ̂ J=>)j^  ara- 
ta%  and  arati)  The  above-mentioned  tree,  which 

grows  in  the  sand,  bearing  flowers  of  a  willow-co- 
lour and  a  bitter  fruit,  with  red  roots  and  branches ; 

with  the  fruit  and  leaves  of  which  they  feed  ca- 
mels, and  with  the  bark  they  tan  leather. 

A         artiy,  (A  camel)  feeding  on  the  fruit,  &c. 

p  (VjjJ;ii>j^  artayun,  Intelligent,  acute,  cunning. 

A  As-J<.  ar^f,  (pi.  of  ri^)  Pastures.  Jr- 
^u,  (v.  n.  4  of  Tending  (a  flock).  Giving 
for  pasture.  Abounding  in  pasture.  Giving  ear. 

Causing  grass  to  grow  as  pasture.  Sparing,  pitying. 

A  ir^Ji  A  becoming  strong.    An  inces- 
sant flashing  of  lightning. 

A  d\s^j\  ir^d,  (v.  n.  4  of  li^)  Thundering. 
Being  visited  or  terrified  by  thunder.  Threatening. 

Inspiring  terror.    Trembling,  being  agitated. 

A  {^'^j^  ir^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j-^)  Terrifying, 
causing  to  tremble. 

A  ir^sh,  A  causing  to  tremble. 

A  i^\S'J\  h'^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^jolS-j^  Agitating, 
disturbing,  putting  in  motion. 

ar^z,  (pi.  of  lap,  ru^^  Holes  in  the 
tops  of  the  shafts  of  arrows  or  javelins,  into  which 

they  screw  on  the  heads.  Ir^z,  (v.  n.  4  of  laS^) 
Making  in  the  top  of  an  arrow  a  hole  wherein  to 

fix  the  jioint. 

A  u-jlp,^  if^fj  (j-  ii-  4  of  I— ftp,)  Causing  (the 
nose)  to  bleed,  producing  hemorrhage.  Impelling, 

causing  to  make  haste.    Filling  a  bottle. 

A  Jlp,^  ar^l,  (pi.  of  &is!j  7'a^at)  Bodies  from 
20  to  25  (horse,  &c.),  the  vans  of  such  bodies. 

Tall  palm-trees,  palm-trees  bearing  bad  fruit.  Hei- 
fers. Female  ostriches.  Prepuces.  Those  parts 

of  the  ears  of  sheep  or  camels,  which,  being  slit, 

hang  flagging  down.  Domestics,  or  families  (espe- 

cially when  numerous).  Ir^l,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^) 
Stabbing  repeatedly.  Dangling,  trailing  (a  plant). 

Shooting  forth  (a  bramble). 

A  j»IP)^  i7'^m,  (v.  n.4  of  Running  at  the 
nose  (a  sheep). 

A  ar^iwiyat,  A  herd,  a  troop  of  camels 

marked  with  the  king's  signet. 

A  (_yp,^  ar^l,  Foolish.  A  withered,  weak,  ten- 
der plant.  A  plant  growing  long  and  hanging  down. 

A  e^J\  ar^mat,  (pi.  of  j.ls^  ru^m)  Snots. 
A  ̂^S-j\  ar^n,  Loose,  lax,  flabby,  weak,  lan- 

guid. One  who  foolishly  adorns,  sets  forth,  shews, 
commends,  or  thinks  much  of  himself.  One  who 

talks  quick.  Multitudinous,  numerous  (army). 

ejS^\  \ic  ma  ar^nahu,  What  a  coxcomb  he  is ! 

A  ̂^^jf  ir^was,  (v.  n.  9  of  \S'j  for  Ab- 
staining (from  evil).  Repenting. 

A  i'^ji  uv^wat,  The  yoke  of  a  ploughing  ox. 

A  'ii^J^  ur^fat,  (or  io_j5j\  ur^sat)  A  stone 
placed  near  a  well,  upon  which  those  who  drink 

sit  down.  A  stone  left  at  the  bottom  of  a  well,  on 
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which  they  sit  when  cleaning  it  out- 

p  ̂ 1  drugh,  A  belch,  ructation. 
p  ̂ \  nrgh,  Hot  and  bitter  (walnut  or  almond). 
A  -pIp,^  irglias,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ip,  for  ̂ J)  Being 

frothy  (milk).  Voiding  frothy  urine.  Foaming  at 
the  mouth.    Making  a  camel  bray. 

p  \  arghdh,  (or         arghdv)  A  river. 

A  (— ->IPj\  irghdbj^Y.Ti.  4  of  (— >S^)  Stimulating, 
making  one  wish  for. 

A  lI^Ip,^  irghas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ L^J)  Stabbing  re- 
peatedly. Stabbing  in  the  root  of  the  breast.  Suck- 

ling, giving  suck. 

p  (ii'd^imi  (or  ̂ ^^)  Yarn.  The  weft. 
A  iilp,\  irghdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j)  Having  the 

good  things  of  this  life  in  abundance.  Leaving 

sheep  to  graze  where  they  list. 

p  SiilPjl  m'ghdda,  Name  of  a  river. 
A  arghds,  (pi.  of  (j*»P)  raghs)  Benefits, 

boons, blessings, favours.  Irghas, (\. n.4  of  ij-Pj) 

Enriching,  bestowing  plenteously  the  good  things 
of  this  life  (God). 

A  I  slpj^  irghaf,  (v. n.  4  of  u-ftP,)  Looking  in- 
tently. Walking  fast. 

p  i^\s-J\  tirghaf,  A  stream  of  water. 
A  JIP)^  arghdl,  (pi,  of  Jp)  rughl)  Orachs. 

Irglidl,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_yp))  Giving  suck  (applied  to 
animals).  Abounding  in  the  plant  (Jpj  rugJd. 

Straying  from  pasture  (a  camel).  Inclining.  Com- 
ing into  ear  (corn).  Erring,  blundering,  missing. 

Misplacing  (a  thing). 

A  irghdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  Rubbing  (a 

man's  nose)  in  the  dirt.  Exasperating,  enraging. 
Blackening.    Being  angry  against. 

G  i^^j^  arghamun,  A  web  in  the  eye,  which 
in  the  extreme  parts  of  the  iris  looks  red,  in  the 
interior  white. 

G  ̂3_yo\pj\  arghdmum,  Wild  tansy. 

A  ijj^j^  irghdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j)  Listening  with 
satisfaction.  Exciting  desire.  Rendering  inclined. 

Causing  to  eat  or  drink.  Despising,  deeming  tri- 
vial.   Rendering  (an  affair)  light  and  easy. 

A  arghab,  More  covetous  or  longed  for. 

p        arghich,  (orJP,^  arghij)  Ivy. 

p  arghaclii,  A  long  rope  or  thread. 

A  ̂^P,\  arghad,  More  or  most  commodious,  plea- 
sant, afiluent.  Arghada,  May  (God)  grant  the 

comforts  of  life ! 

A  (i1!Sp)^  irghidddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  litXP,  Q)  Being 

easy,  affluent,  comfortable. 
p  Siii^jl  draglida,  Covetous,  greedy. 
p  SkXPj\  arghuda,  Covetous,  greedy.  Angry, 

passionate.    Arughda,  Passionate,  angry,  testy. 

p  tili-lP,^  arghushtak,  A  kind  of  child's  game. 
A  &flP,\  arghifat,  (pi.  of  u-flJsP,  raghif)  Round 

flat  cakes,  cracknels. 

p  udiPj^  arghak,  Ivy. 

A  (Jp)^  ar glial,  An  easy,  agreeable  life.  Un- 

circumcised.    One  who  has  long  testicles. 

A  ii\i>Jp,1  irghilddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  dis-j  Q)  Being 

easy,  affluent,  comfortable. 
P         arghamj,  A  long  thread. 

P  (_s^^^  arghamclil,  A  long  robe.  A  thread twenty  cubits  long,  fit  for  weaving. 

G  ̂^jPj^  arglian,  An  organ. 
P         arghanj,  A  long  thread. 
p  ii._Lp,^ arghand, (or  » ̂ ioP,!  arghandd) Covet- 

ous, desirous,  wishful.  Intrepid.  Passionate,  an- 

gry, testy,    A  tippler. 
p  i—jI  tijiP,\  arghand-dl),  Name  of  a  river. 

P  ̂^J^j\arghang,  The  shop  of  the  painter  Mani. 

G  {j^J\  arghanun.  An  organ. 

p  (jy^^  arghanun,  An  organ. 
p  i^^j^  argharvdn,  Name  of  a  tree  whose  fruit and  flower  are  of  a  beautiful  red. 

P  ̂ Ji  argharodn-tan,  (Red-body)  Name 
of  the  planet  Mars. 

p  arghawdm,'Red,  purple.  (3^_jP)^  5^-^^^ 
hddad  argliawdni,  Red  wine. 

P  i^^j^  arghun,  An  organ.    A  wild  horse, 
p  j^^J^^  irghaydn,  A  village  near  Nishabiir. 
A  ii\iiaPj\  irghiddd,  (v.  n.  11  of  J^Pj)  Being 

partially  thickened  (milk).  Being  confused,  per- 

plexed, uncertain  how  to  act. 

p  i^<^-iP'j\  arghidan,  To  quarrel,  dispute,  scold, 
brawl,  contend.    To  become  hard,  to  wax  dry. 

p  2StX*Pj^  arghida,  Angry,  passionate. 

p  jjSjkS^I  drgheshyThe  bark  of  the  box-thorn. 

A  I— jj^  uraf,  (pi.  ofe3J\)  Land-marks,  bounds. 
A  >\s  \  irfds,  (v.  n,  4  of  \ij)  Bringing,  drawing 

near.  Pressing  hard  upon,  being  close  in  one's 
dealings.  Fleeing  for  refuge.  Combing,  Hauling 

close  to  shore.  Approaching.  Inclining,  lean- 

ing. Shewing  respect,  conniving.  Treating  kindly. 

A  irfdt,  A  being  broken  or  pounded  small. 

A  l1^\Sj\  irfds,  A  talking  obscenely. 

A  d^j\  irfdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Assisting.  Giv- 
ing. Putting  on  a  horse  a  cushion  or  pad  for  the 

saddle.  Bandaging  a  wound, 
A  irfdsh,  (v.  n,  4  of  (jiij)  Falling  into 

luxury  in  eating  and  venery.  Remaining  fixed  and 

stationary  in  one  place. 

A  arfdz,  (pi.  of  i^jaij  rafz),  (Camels) 

straggling  and  pasturing  at  discretion.  Irfdz, 

(v.  n.  4  of  i^jaij)  Turning  (camels)  loose  to  pas- 
ture. Being  wide  (a  valley  or  river). 

A  '^J\  arfdgh,  (pi.  of  '''ofgh)  Arm-pits, 
groins  (where  filth  collects).  Commonalty,  rabble. 

A  i_-s\Sj\  irfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  JUj)  Brooding,  co- 
vering (her)  eggs  with  (her)  wings  (a  hen). 

A  arfdh,  (pi.  of  &fti,  rafhat,  rifkat,  or 

rufhat)  Companies,  societies,  committees,  assem- 
blies. Irfdk,  (v.n.  4of  J^)  Helping,  benefiting. 

Treating  kindly  or  gently. 

A  J\jjl  irfdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jij)  Wearing  clothes 



that  sweep  the  ground.    Walking  swingingly. 

A  sljj^  irfah,  (v.  n.  4  of  sij)  Bestowing  afflu- 
ence, comforting,  cherishing.  Enjoying  peace  and 

the  pleasures  of  life.  Anointing  the  body,  and 

combing  the  head,  daily.  Bemaining  near  water 

(flocks).  Having  camels  feeding  near  water,  and 

drinking  as  much  as  they  like. 

A  urfat,  (pi.  (  ij  \  uraf)  A  boundary,  li- 
mit, land-mark,  or  balk.    A  knot. 

A  C^^j  \  irfitat,  (t.  n.  9  of  Oij)  Being  bro- 
ken, pounded,  or  bruised.  Being  cut  off. 

A  ̂ \  arfali,  An  animal  whose  horns  project 
sideways,  in  the  direction  of  his  ears. 

A  'i^j^  arjidat,  Name  of  a  people  in  Ethiopia. 
p  (j^^  arfash,  A  caravan. 

A  t^J^jt  ar'fash,  Large-eared  (man). 
A  (,j«aij^  ar/a^,  A  refuser.  An  obstinate  heretic. 

A  (^Laijl  irjizaz,  (v.  n.  9  of  (J^)  Flowing 
(tears):  flowing,  running.  Being  divided,  scattered. 

A        arfa'Q  Higher,  highest. 
A  arfagh,  One  who  enjoys  the  comforts  of 

life.  Arfugh,  (pi.  of  rafgJi)  Tracts,  districts. 

Worst  parts  of  valleys. 

A  arfali,  (A  camel)  distorted  in  the  elbow, 

having  it  standing  out  from  his  side. 

A  (Jjj^  arfal,  Awkward,  slovenly  in  dressing 
or  in  doing  any  thing. 

A  (jj^  arfa',  One  who  has  large  drooping  ears. 

A  'l^iji  urfly,  Milk  of  a  doe.  Good,  unadulte- rated milk.  A  land-measurer. 

A  ̂Jdy3J\  irfisndn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^\Sj  Q)  Fleeing, 
and  then  sitting  still.  Being  appeased  (anger). 
Languor,  feebleness. 

A       I  arik,  Sleepless. 

p        ark,  A  canal. 

A  am/j,(v.n.of|jj\)Beingwatchful,sleep- 

less.  Arik,  Sleepless.  Ir  ik,ai'uk,  or  ark,  3  amxAice. 

A  ̂Jj\  arahh,  More  or  most  slender,  or  trans- 
parent. Thinner,  thinnest.  Tenderer,  tenderest. 

A  fi^Ji  irkas,  (v.  n.  4  of  \i,)  Wiping  off  perspi- 
ration. Making  (tears)  dry  (God).  Stanching. 

A  (— -J^^  irhab,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— **,)  Giving  away 
(property)  on  condition  that  it  shall  ultimately  re- 

vert to  the  survivor.    A  tontine. 

A  irkad,  (v.  n.  4  of  dij)  Putting  to  sleep, 
getting  one  to  sleep.     Abiding  in  a  place. 

A  {^^J^  irkas,  (v.  n.  4  oii^j^j)  Making  (a  ca- 
mel) dance,  caper,  or  trot.  Dandling  (an  infant). 

A  irka^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ Jj)  Being  foolish, 
idiotic.    Wanting  repair  (clothes). 

A  I  s^j\  irkaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (  W,)  Trembling. 

A  ̂   wj  I  irkak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ Jj)  Makmg  thin  or 
slender.  Using  polished  language.  Reducing  into 

a  state  of  servitude,  possessing  a  slave.  Being  badly 

off".  Becoming  quite  ripe  (a  white  grape). 
A  iji^j)  irkal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J.*))  Making  haste. 

Skipping  on  tip-toe.  Skimming  (over  the  plain). 
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A  \  arkam,  (pi.  of  rakam)  Writings,  no- 
tations. (^tiJkfc  arhami  hindi,  Arithmetic, 

numbers,  properly  Indian  tables,  arithmetic  being 

generally  supposed  to  be  borrowed  from  them. 

A  ̂^J^  arkan,  Jaundice.  Arakan,  Mildew. 
J aundice.  Irkan,  (v.  n.  4  of  )  Moistening  with 

dripping.  Tinging  with  privet  or  saffi'on.  Privet. 

Saff"ron.  A  certain  red  tree.  Dragon's  blood.  Mil- dew. Jaundice. 

G  ij^j^  arkan,  Privet.  (In  the  language  of  Mo- 
rocco) The  mountain-almond. 

A  arkab,  Thick-necked  (man).    A  lion. 

Arkub,  (pi.  of  'iJsj  rakabat)  Necks,  especially  the 
lower  parts.  Slaves,  purchased  servants. 

A  <i^iiJ,\  irkidad,(\.n.  9of  Sij)  Going  very  fast. 

A  arkash,  (A  serpent)  spotted  with  black 
and  white. 

p  i^J^j^  arkish,  Intelligent,  skilful.  An  adept. 

A  ]ajj\  arkat.  Variegated  with  black  and  white 

spots.  A  panther.  Dusky  (sheep).  The  tree  ̂ JS' 
^rfaj  when  it  presents  a  spotted  appearance. 

A  Islk?^^  irMtat,  (v.n.9ofiaJ;)  Beingspeckled 
with  black  and  white. 

A  'ixSj\ arki^t,  (pi.  of       rakt^  Firmaments. 
Ajft5j!  arkam,  (pi.  arakwi)  (A  serpent) 

speckled  with  black  and  white  (of  a  very  dangerous 

species).    Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 
p         arkandjl^ame  of  a  mountain  in  the  west. 

A  l?Ua-J,UV/<i^a^,(v.n.ll  ofJaij)  Being  speckled 

(black  and  white).  Putting  forth  buds  (a  plant). 

A  <d^J  I  arak,  More  or  most  worthy,  fit  for,  apt. 

Arik,  Thick,  luxuriant,  entangled  tree  uL)^^  arcik. 
A  ark,  (v.n.  of  tJ,\)  Causing  a  camel  to 

feed  on  the  tree  Ld3\j\  arak.  Quarrelling.  Perse- 

vering in  any  dilatory  business.  Going  down,  sub- 

siding (a  swelling).  Fastening  (a  business)  upon 
any  one.  Abiding  in  one  place.  Irk,  Excellence 

(of  herbage)  such  as  induces  (camels)  to  continue 

in  it.  A  certain  salt  and  bitter  plant  on  which  ca- 

mels feed.  Arak,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^)  (Camels)  having 
the  gripes  from  eating  too  freely  of  the  fruit  of  the 

tree  arak.  Abiding  in  one  place.  Arik,  (A 

tract  of  land)  over-run  with  the  tree  arak. 

Uruk,  (pi.  of  arak)  Certain  trees  on  which 

they  feed  camels. 

A  (-^Jj^  arakh,  Weak,  silly.  Worthless.  One 
who  neglects  his  wife  and  friends,  and  is  despised 

by  them  in  return. 

A  irkas,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Granting  a 

delay,  putting  off".  Taking  refuge.  Preparing,  le- 
vying an  army.   Falsely  accusing.  Disparaging. 

A  (— -'^^  arkab,  (pi.  of  (— rakab)  Pubes. 
Muliebria.  Irkab,  (v.  n.  4  of  *^)  Being  fit  for 

mounting  (a  camel).  Giving  any  one  a  camel  fit 
for  the  saddle. 

A  C>^\  arkat,  Arcot,  a  country  on  the  Coro- 
mandel  coast,  near  Madras ;  also  the  capital  city. 
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A  arkak,  (pi.  of  ̂   ruk-k)  Narrow  passes 
throughmountains,alsothesides,extremities,orpro- 
montories  of  mountains.  Foundations.  Monastic 

cells.  Areas,  quadrangles.  Jr/<a/t,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂ ) 
Leaning.  Causing  to  recline.  Compelling,  forcing. 

A  irkaz,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Discovering  mine- 
rals or  hidden  treasures.  Containing  gold  or  silver 

(a  mine).  Being  the  owner  of  a  gold  or  silver  mine. 

A  (^^^  ir-kas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j*>^)  Turning  up- 
side down.  Driving  back  into  infidelity.  Begin- 

ning to  appear  (a  girl's  breasts). 
A  irkaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  {^je^J)  (A  woman) 

being  pregnant  with  a  foetus  nearly  full-grown  and 
stirring  in  the  womb.  Becoming  large  and  stir- 

ring in  the  womb  (a  foetus). 

A  arkak,  (pi.  of  ̂ jrakk  or  riltk^  Small 
rains.    Irkak,  (v.  n.  4  of  cSJ,)  Raining  gently. 

irkak.  Dew,  misling  rain. 

A  f^ji  arka?},  (pi.  of  ruk7i)  Columns,  pil- 
lars, supports,  props,  posts,  angles,  p  (JlJj<^  (J^^ 

arkani  dawlat.  Nobles  (pillars  of  the  state). 

arkab,  Large-kneed.  (A  camel)  having 

one  knee  larger  than  the  other.  Arkub,  (^pl.  of  c-*^ 

rakb)  Small  parties  of  men  riding  on  camels. 

A  sSj\  arikat,  (fem.)  Abounding  in  the  tree 

uiJy  arak.    (pi.  awarik)  A  camel  feeding 
on  the  tree  arak. 

A        arikat,  (pi.  araka')  Griped  (she- 
camel)  from  eating  too  freely  of  the  tree  udJ^l  arak. 

arkad.  Speckled,  spotted. 
A  urliub,  A  troop  riding  upon  camels 

(more  than  i— ̂   rakb). 

G  {^^j^  arhun,  A  chief,  a  governor. 

A  i^^'^j^  nrkun.  The  head  man  of  a  village. 
p  arkunitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)To 

give,  to  bestow.    A  gift. 
A        \  arka',  More  or  mostM^eak,  despicable. 

p  \^ J\  arkiya,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  river. 
p  arg,  A  small  citadel  within  a  larger  one. 

Name  of  a  fortress  in  Sistan.  Arag,  A  swing. 

Arag  or  urug,  A  tether. 
p         argati,  A  wild  sheep. 

p         7irganj,  Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan. 

G  (^^^J^  argtis,  Name  of  one  of  Alexander's successors,  Lagos  ? 

A  (Jj\  n7-id.  Name  of  a  mountain,  and  of  two 
places  in  Arabia.    Name  of  a  fortress  in  Spain. 

A  «3j\  U7'lat,  The  foreskin. 
A  p  I  aram.  Name  of  a  place.  Arim,  (A  se- 

vere year)  consuming,  destroying  (provisions  or 

cattle).  Name  of  a  town  in  Mazandaran  ;  also  of 

a  villagfe  near  ,.,\JLJ^J  dakistan. 

A      arama,  (tut.  j«jb  ya.srhnii)  He  bit. 
p  a?-??i,The  arm  from  the  elbow  to  the  shoul- 

der. Iram,  Name  of  the  inventor  of  instruments 

of  war.  Celebrated  but  fabulous  gardens,  said  to 

have  been  anciently  made  in  Arabia  Felix  by  a  king 



named  Sliaddad  bin  Aad,  or  Iram  bin  Omad. — 
Frequent  mention  is  made  of  these  gardens  by  the 

Eastern  poets,  who  describe  them  as  a  perfect  mo- 

del of  that  voluptuous  paradise  which  the  Muham- 
madans  are  promised  by  their  prophet. 

A  arm,  (v.  n.  of  Twisting  hard  (a  rope). 

Straining.  Pullingtight.  Biting.  Cutting  off  peo- 
ple (a  severe  year).  Eating  up  all  on  the  table. 

Soothing,  cajoling.  Being  spent,  consumed  (pro- 
perty). The  shape  of  the  body,  the  jointing  of  the 

limbs.  &jw>-  hasanatu'l  arm,{A  girl)  well 

formed,  of  a  beautiful  shape.  <til\  j  p\  arma  wa 

'Hah,  (or  j  arma  wa  'llah)  Truly  as  God 
liveth.  Iram,  Name  of  the  first,  or  of  the  last  tiXS' 

:  also  the  name  of  their  city  ;  or  the  name  of 

their  mother,  or  the  name  of  their  tribe.  Name  of  a 

place  given  by  Muhammad  to  {J^^ji^l'  Cl^Vti  ̂ \ 

Sl^\ iram  zatii'l^mad,  Damascus.  Alexandria. 
Name  of  a  place  in  Persia.  &xK)\  iramu'l  kal- 
hat,  (or  wlfeO^  irartuyiCl  kalhat)  Name  of  a 

place  between  Basrah  and  Mecca.  Ai-am,  One, 

any  one :  as,  ̂J\^d^\i  ̂   Id  hi'd  dar  aram.  There 
is  nobody  in  the  house.  Iram,  A  mark  or  butt  to 

shoot  at.  (pi.  \  dram  and  J\  uruni)  A  stone  or 
post  erected  in  the  desertto  direct  travellers. 

A  ̂ 1  \irram.  Cheek-teeth,  the  grinders.  The 
tips  of  the  fingers.  Stones.  Gravel,  jjj^ 

ss^fuldnyuharriku  ^laylii'lurrama,  Such 
an  one  gnashes  his  teeth  at  him. 

A  ̂\ioJ\  a?'wtaj.  Desert,  desolate,  empty  (region), 
(pi.  of  ramvy)  Small  parts  of  clouds.  Clouds 

raining  large  drops.  Irinds,  (v.n.  4of  I*,)  Remain- 
ing, dwelling.  Increasing  (upwards  of  a  hundred). 

Approaching, drawingnear.  (v. n.  4  of  j_^)  Throw- 
ing away,  hurling,  casting,  flinging.  Ejecting.  Un- 

horsing. Exceeding,  increasing.  Giving  usury. 

Lending  or  borrowing  on  interest. 

A  armds.  Old,  worn-out  ropes.  Irmds, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ul**))  Leaving  milk  in  the  udder.  Esta- 

blishing, confirming  in  the  possession  of  property. 

Taking  interest.  Softening,  smoothing. 

A  ,^J>  artnah,  (pi.  of  ̂   rumh)  Spears,  lances. 
A  irmakh,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ )  Bearingunripe 

dates  (a  palm).  Becoming  lenient  and  submissive. 

Waxing  old  and  fat  (  a  quadruped). 

A  C>\<j\  irmdd,  (v,  n.  4  of  ti.*,)  Giving  milk  (a 

sheep  or  a  cow).  Being  reduced  to  poverty  by  the 

loss  of  one's  cattle.  Visiting  with  ophthalmia  (God). 
A  armds  (pi. of  (jm*,  rams)  Sepulchres, 

burying-grounds. 

A  tji.U,U>TOasA,(v.n.4of  i^J^j)  Coming  into 
leaf  and  bursting  forth  (a  tree).  Weeping  profusely 
from  weak,  closed  eyelids.  Shedding  tears  scantily. 

A  irmdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Being  hot. 

Grazing  under  a  scorching  sun,  or  on  a  burning 

plain.  Hurting  with  heat,  scorching  the  feet  (hot 

ground).    Grieving,  afflicting,  paining. 
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A  )s\/cj\  armdt,  Name  of  a  tree  called 

kadi,  bearing  a  yellow  flower. 
A  armdtus.  Name  of  a  Grecian  king 

in  whose  reign  sealing  clay  was  discovered. 

A  ̂J^J^  armdh,  An  old  rope.    (pi.  of  Jj/o^  ra- 
mah)  Last  to'eaths  of  a  dying  person. 

p  L^yCoj\  armdk,  A  substance  like  cinnamon. 

A  armdk,  (pi.  of  »^  ramakat)  Mares. 
Jades.    Irmdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  uii*,)  Making  one 
stay  in  one  place. 

A  (Jl*)^  armdl,  (or  i^K/cJ^  armdk)  A  species  of 
cinnamon  brought  from  Arabia,  Persia,  and  India. 

Armdl,  (pi.  of  's^j  rumlat)  Black  lines  (upon  white 
or  other-coloured  cattle),  (pi.  of  (J-«j  ramal)  Gen- 

tle, small  rains.  Irmdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Weaving 

(a  mat)  of  a  flimsy  texture.  Covering  a  sofa  with 

a  texture  of  palm-leaves.  Being  smeared  with  gore 

(an  arrow).  Lengthening  (a  rope).  Becoming  a 

widow.    Eating  up,  and  being  short  of,  provisions. 

A  armdvi,  Old,  rotten  (rope).  Irmdm.,  (v. 

n.4of  J*,)  Becoming  dried  up  and  carious  (bones). 
Being  full  of  marrow.  Being  silent.  Having  a 

propensity  to  jest. 

p^j\/«,l  araiaw.  Desire.    A  sigh.  Remorse, 

p  (j^*)^  armdn,  Desire.    A  sigh,  regret,  vexa- 
tion, grief,  sorrow.  The  anguish  of  repentance.  A 

kind  of  drug  which  hardens  the  gums.  Oh  !  alas ! 

Irmdn,  Any  thing  borrowed.    Name  of  a  city. 

'Pj^y>-  ij^^  armdn-hhmdr,  Wishful.  Vexed. 
Pjy>-  ̂;^'<j^  armdn-kkwur.  Grieved,  vexed, 

p         ̂ j^j  \  armwi-sardy.  The  house  of  mourn- 
ing, i.  e.  the  present  world. 

p  ̂jiiJoUj^  ai'mdnldan,  To  sigh.  To  be  afflicted. 
To  repent,  to  feel  the  anguish  of  repentance. 

p  (J-jI*j1  irmd/il'^Qme  of  one  ofZahhak's  cooks. 
A  XaOjI  drimat,  A  tooth.   A  year  of  scarcity. 

A  'i>oJ\  arimat,  Destructive  (year). 
A  (\«,\  armad,  Of  an  ash  colour.  Pernicious, 

destructive.  Blear-eyed,  suffferingfrom  ophthalmia. 

Impalpable  (ashes). 

A  A^J\  armidds,  Ashes. 
A  i>\^s«j  \  irmiddd,  (v.  n.  9  of       Suffering  from 

ophthalmia.    Being  ash-coloured. 

p  i  Xtj  I  dramda.  Vexation,  grief,  sorrow.  Re- 
pentance, remorse.    Aramida,  Reposed,  rested. 

pj*j^  urmuz  or  i^J^j^  urmuzd.  The  first  day  of 
the  month.  Name  of  the  angel  who  presides  over 

the  first  day  of  the  month.  The  planet  Jupiter. 

Name  of  the  son  of  Isfandyar. 

p  urmxis,  The  prophet  Enoch.  Hermes, 

p         I  drmish,  (for         \ )  Quiet,  repose. 

A  armash.  Various  or  changed-coloured. 
Red  about  the  eyelids  with  a  running  humour. 

A  {^jaitij\  armas.  One  in  the  inner  corner  of 
whose  eye  filth  is  collected. 

A  armuz,  (>^La/«j^ armizds  OY'Lo-oJi  armi- 
zat)  (pi.  of  ̂ J^^^J  ramazdn)  Ramazans. 

A  J^k**,^  irmi^dl,  (v.  n.  4  of  jj**;  Q  not  used) 
Slavering  (an  infant).  Being  steeped  (linen).  Be- 

ing damp  (a  hide).  Dripping  (as  fat  from  roasted 
meat).  Flowing  apace  (tears).  Crying  aloud. 

Being  dispersed  (camels).    Making  haste. 

A  ̂Ux«j\  irmi^dn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^f^j  Q)  Flowing, 
p  armaghdn  or  armughdn,  A  present, 

an  offering.    A  piece  of  money. 

p  armafjhdni,  A  present  from  a  distance. 

A  J^ki*j\  irmigldal.  The  flowing  apace  of  tears. 

A  y^^j^  irmikdk,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ j^J)  Being  thin 
(a  raw  hide).  Being  weak.   Being  slender,  weak 

(a  rope).  Being  cut  off  (flocks,  herds).  Feebleness. 

A  armak,  Ash-coloured  (camel).  Ar- 
muk.  Name  of  an  island  in  the  sea  of  Yaman. 

p  urmtik,  A  woollen  garment. 

A  (.iJ\Co,\  irmikdk,  (v.  n.  9  of  (-dlo,)  Being  small, 

delicate.  Being  slender-waisted.  Colour  of  ashes, 

p  ̂JSjtJ\irma(idn,  A  tvAov.  Happiness,  felicity, 
p         I  dravi-gak,  A  place  of  rest.  Delight. 

A  (J>/«)^  armal,  (pi.         ardmil,  ̂ yi^\)^  ardmil, 

and  &Li\j^  ardmilat^  Widowed,  in  a  state  of  celi- 
bacy.  Poor,  indigent,  helpless,  wanting  victuals. 

(A  year)  barren,  without  rain  or  produce.  (A  sheep) 
with  black  feet,  Armul,  (pi.  of  Jxj  rami)  Sands. 

A  's\icj\  armalat,  A  widow,  (pi.  (J^^  ardmil 
and  ardmilat)  Poor,  needy  (woman).  Indi- 

gent, poor,  feeble  men  or  women. 

p  f^i>j  \  arman,  (for     ̂ \  agar  man)  If  I.  Ar- 
man  or  irman,  Name  of  a  part  of  tlie  mountainous 

district  of  Azarbayjan,  and  the  birth-place  of  Shi- 
rin,  famous  for  the  production  of  silk, 

p  tijuojl  armand.  At  rest,  reposed, 
p  JiiJvrtjt  armanda,  Tranquil,  quiet. 

A         armaniy,  A  native  oi's!llxiOj  \  irminiyat. 
Irmaniy,  (pi.  ardminat)  An  Armenian. 

G  (jji'*;^  armanln.  The  wild  pomegranate, 

p  irmaniy  a,  Name  of  a  city  where  for- 
merly stood  a  fire-temple  called  f^J^j<^  durukhsh. 

A  armaniy  a,  Ai-menia.  This  district,  ac- 

cording to  Eastern  geographers,  is  much  more  ex- 
tensive than  the  country  so  called  by  Europeans, 

being  in  general  considered  as  nearly  the  same 
with  the  ancient  Parthia.  It  is  divided  into 

Greater  and  Lesser  Armenia. 

p  Jyo;^  armud,  (for  i^jj^^  amrud)  A  pear. 

v's!)yaj\  urmiilat,  (pi.  J^^j^  ardmil  and  J^*);^ 
ardmil)  The  stump  left  on  the  trunk  of  the  plant 

^  ̂irfaj  after  lopping  off  a  branch.  Widowed, poor,  indigent  (youth). 
p  drmun,  Earnest-money, 

p  (^y<'j\  armun,  Earnest,  pledge,  stipulation,  any 

thing  by  which  a  promise  or  bargain  is  confii-med. 

p  {^y)j\  armwiitan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  To 
sleep,  repose. 

^J^y^J^  ̂rm^7^2■a2^,  A  giving,  a  bestowing. 
A        arma'.  More  or  most  expert  at  hurling  a 



javelin  or  shooting  an  arrow,  better  or  best  shot. 

A  iram'iif  or  anim'iy,  Any  one.  A  stone 
set  up  in  a  desert  to  direct  travellers.   Sign,  vestige. 

A  U«jl  armiya\  urmiya',  or  ir mil/a',  Jeremiah. 
Elias.  Ally.  Jerusalem.  Name  of  Bilyan. 

A         urmiyaf,  Name  of  a  city  in  Azarbayjan. 

p  I  aramidatji,  Rest,  quiet.  Modesty. 

p  ̂ jSxcj  I  ammidan,  To  rest,  repose. 
p         I  aramida,  Quiet,  rested,  reposed. 

p  8ti>A«jl  armula,  Rested,  reposed,  quiescent. 

Aj^jjL*,^  irniizaz,  (v.  n.  11  of  J^j)  Departing, 
declining.  Abiding, cleaving  to.  Moving  (a  large 

army).  Being  contracted,  drawn  together. 

p  \j'^J\  armis,  A  kind  of  tliorn. 

A  ̂liLujl  irmihah,  (v. n.ll  of  |_^) Being  slen- 
der and  weak  (a  rope).    Perishing  with  leanness. 

p  ij^*,^  a?7?i7«,The  fourth  son  of  kingKaykubad. 

A  l.iJi*)^  armma,  Sal-ammoniac. 
A  arviiniyat,  or  irmlnvjat,  Name  of  a 

district  in  Natolia.  A  name  of  four  countries. 

p  f^^j^  armayun,  Name  of  a  Greek  philoso- 
pher. Ingenious,  intelligent.  A  sort  of  stone  which 

breaks  in  a  pentangular  shape. 

p      I  aran,  (for  ̂   I )  The  elbow.  The  arm. 

A  ̂^J\  am,  (v.n.  of  jjjl)  Biting.  Aran,  (v.  n. 

of^j\)  Being  brisk  and  lively.  Brisk,  lively, 

joyous,  spirited.  Urun,  (pi.  of  ̂J^J\  iraii)  The  dens 
of  wild  beasts,  (pi.  of  (jjj^  aruii)  Poisons.  The 
brains  of  elephants. 

p  jjjl  arran,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  ewe. 

A  irnas,  (v.  n.4  of  \3j  for_jij)  Causing  to 
look,  or  listen  attentively. 

A  I  >X>J\  irnaf,  (v.  n.4of  i»^3j)  Drooping  (his) 

ears  from  fatigue  (a  camel)  ;  also  making  a  pecu- 

liar motion  with  (his)  head  when  travelling.  Tra- 

velling with  expedition  (a  man). 

A  ̂j^ji  irnah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Waving  a  ban- 
ner when  about  to  charge  an  enemy.  Being  shaken 

(a  flag).  Muddying  (water).  Clearing  the  eye  of 

motes.  Abiding  in  one  place.  Being  perplexed, 

non-plused,  coming  to  a  stand-still.  Fluttering  the 

wings  and  remaining  stationary  in  the  air  (a  bird). 

Stealing  over  the  eye-lids  (sleep). 

A  ̂^^3j^  irnan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Resounding, 

twanging  (a  bow).  Groaning,  crying  out.  Listen- 
ing unto. 

A  I— amah,  (pi.  i_jo\j^  arcmih  and  ̂ j)\J^ 
aranV)  A  hare.  A  kind  of  ornament.  A  kind  of 

field-mouse  with  a  short  tail.  A  woman's  name. 

{Jj^,  ̂ ^j^  amabi  balm,  A  kind  of  poisonous  fish. 

A  J^^j^  amdbaniy.  Sombre  (silk  or  beaver). 
A  amabat,  The  tip  or  ridge  of  the  nose. 

A  female  hare. 

A  amabiyat,  A  species  of  white  thistle. 

P  Jjuij\  amabiz,  A  kind  of  herb,  dragon-wort. 
A  New  cheese.  Any  thing  drinkable. 

A  gTain  with  which  they  curdle  milk.  A  lizard's  nest. 
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p  ,fj  I  aranj,  The  elbow.  The  arm  from  the 
shoulder  to  the  elbow. 

p  ̂ \  aranj,  The  elbow. 
s  d>—j>j\  arand,  The  castor-oil  plant. 

p  ̂S>j^  arandan,  Denial, refusal, prohibition. 
Heaven  forbid  !  Let  it  not  be  ! 

A  '^r^j'  (fttndaj,  or  irandaj,  (from  p  is>j 
randa.  Shaved,  scraped,  curried)   Black  leather. 

p  Stij,!  aranda,  A  bringer.  A  porter,  carrier. 
p  I  arang,  Colour.  Mode,  form,  manner. 

Thought,  doubt, suspicion.  Grief,  trouble,  aflliction. 

Craft,  deceit,  stratagem.  A  kind  of  fruit.  Like, 

resembling,  in  form  of.  A  viceroy.  A  governor. 

The  elbow.  Apparently.  Never.  A  manufactory. 

pj^_j3j^  arnawa.z,liiam.e  of  the  sister  of  Jamshed. 

A  L^i^^j^  arnawd^y,  An  Albanian  or  Epirot. 
p       ar  na,  (for  aj ̂ \  agar  7ia)  If  not. 

A^j\  urna',  A  grain  used  for  curdling  milk. 
pJxOjl  aranyahaj,  aranyabij,  (^orjx>_  aran 

by  )  Brazilian  wood. 
A  -^^jj^  irwas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ijj)  Abounding  in  any 

place  (the  plant  Aj  ras,  or  Palma  Christi).  (v.  n.  4 

of  t/jj)  Giving  to  drink.  Inducing  one  to  repeat 
the  words  of  another.  Taking  thought  for,  consi- 

dering attentively.    The  eighth  day  of  Zu  '1  hijjat. 
A  arwus,  (pi.  of         raivsaf)  Horse- 

dungs.  Tips  of  noses. 

A  ̂jj^  arrcah.  The  afternoon,  (pi.  of  ruh) 

Spirits,  souls,  minds,  (pi.  of  ̂   ?'i/()  Winds.  Ir- 

wah,  (v.  n.  4of  for  ̂ jj)  Repaying  a  debt.  Giv- 
ing rejjose.  Smelling  an  (agreeable)  odour.  Snuf- 
fing the  odour  of  a  man  (game).  Stinking. 

A  li^jj^  rnrad,  (v.n.  4  of  for  lijj)  Walking 
leisurely  and  comfortably.  Driving  gently.  Assist- 

ing, favouring.  Being  benevolent,  kind,  and  easy. 

A  irrcaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^>3^  for 
Abounding  in  gardens  or  lawns  (a  palace). 

A  ̂ ^j^  arrca^  (pi.  of  raA^  Handsome, winning,  engaging. 

A  ̂jj\arrcali,{j^\.oi ^yjrawli)Tenis.  Horns. 
Clear  waters.   Sides  of  eyes.  Tears,  wljj^ 

a.lha'  arn-dJtahii,  He  ran  violently.   He  remained 

quiet  in  one  place.  o-^^jj^  rama' 

bi  arwakihi  ^la'd  dabbat,  Hemovmted  his  beast. 

He  dismounted.  '■^^^-J^         oZ/m'  ̂ layha 

arwahahu.  You  like  him  much.  iol^~^^ 
aJhatVs  saliabatu  ai'rvakaha,  The  cloud 

poured  down  its  pure  waters,  ̂ y^^  Jj^j arwahu  7 

layl,  The  middle  of  the  darkness  of  night. 

A  ar)vam,(-pl.of  rmi)  Greeks,  Romans, 
especially  of  the  Eastern  empire.  Turks. 

A  (j^jj^  ariwan.  Name  of  a  city  in  Armenia, 

p  i6\i|j\arn?awa,  A  wild  violet.  Akindof  camel. 

A  '^jj^  arwab.  Turgid,  torpid  from  satiety  or 
too  much  sleep.  Disturbed  in  mind. 

p  arubak.  Remote,  distant.  Old. 

p         aroj.  The  juniper-tree. 

A  ̂jj^  arrcah.  More  or  most  refreshing  or  con- 
ducive to  repose.  Spacious  (camel-litter).  One 

whose  toes  turn  in. 

A         uruhh,  (pi.  of       arkh  or  irhh)  Bulls. 
A  arwad,  One  who  accomplishes  his  work 

quietly  and  easily. 

P jjj^  urwar,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Vegetables. 

A Jjj\  aruz.  Firm,  steady,  rooted,  fixed.  Col- 
lected, drawn  together,  contracted.  Avaricious,  co- 

vetous, tenacious.  JJruz,  (v.  n.  ofjj\)  Being  ga- 

thered together.  Contracting  one's  self,  drawing 
back  through  avarice.  Being  firm,  steady,  rooted, 

fixed.  Taking  refuge  in  her  hole,  returning  to  it, 

and  abiding  there  (a  serpent).    Being  cold  (night). 

A  (_jJj^W«'x;/.<;,  (pi.  of(^^rflj:5)  Heads.  Chiefs. 
p  arm.  Furniture.  Clothes. 

p  ̂ jj^  arusa.  Name  of  an  Indian  plant. 

A  {^jj\  itrush,  (pl.of  (^jij^  a?-s/t)  Fines,  mulcts for  the  shedding  of  blood. 

A  1^ yj\  u7'uz,(])\.  of arz)  Earths, grounds. 
A  arwa^  (pi.  ru^  and  ̂ jj^  arwd^ 

Handsome,  winning,  engaging  (either  by  comeli- ness or  courage). 

p       \  arugh,  A  belch.  ̂ ^i>^^         To  belcli. 

A         anvagh,  More  or  most  subtle  or  crafty. 
p  arugh,  A  stem,  stalk,  family.  Urugh, 

An  ox-hide.  A  large  owl.  A  day.  A  mountain 

(according  to  Eastern  tradition)  forty  leagues  in 
heisrht,  from  whose  summit  flow  1000  fountains 

each  as  large  as  the  river  Oxus.  ̂ ^di^  urugh 

hardan,  To  dress  leather.  To  clean. 

p  drughidan,  To  belch. 

p  JjjT  druh,  A  belch. A  armah,  (Aman)  whosefrontupperteeth 

project  over  the  lower.  (A  horse)  between  whose 
ears  the  cavalier  points  his  lance.  Jw?r 

(j'jj^  ?-aj:«'  /  glml  ̂.la'  jamal  arwah.  He  saw  a  dra- 
gon mounted  on  a  black  and  white  camel  (an  Ara- 

bian proverb,  applied  to  those  who  are  apprehen- 

sive of  imaginary  dangers,  or  fancy  they  see  mon- 
strous appearances). 

A  Wjj^  armihaf,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jj j  raroh)  Curtains  be- 
fore doors,  (pi.  of  (J^jj  riwdk  or  ruwdk)  Tents  of 

goats'  hair.  Porticoes. 
A  <^jj^  uruh,  (v.  n.  of  LiJ,^)  Feeding  upon  the 

tree  ardk.  Abiding  in  the  same  place.  Going 

down  (a  swelling).  Persevering  in  any  dilatory 
business.  Inclining  from  side  to  side.  Fastening 

(a  business)  upon  any  one. 

A  Jjj\  arsul,  (pi.  of  J]j  rasl)  Young  ostriches. 
A  armn.  Origin,  stock,  root  (of  a  tree  or 

horn).  Urum,  (pi.  of  p\  iram)  Signs,  marks,  di- 
rection-posts or  mile-stones.  Sepulchral  monu- 

ments, grave-stones  of  lil^  ̂ d.  The  part  where 
the  sides  of  the  head  meet  before,  (pi.  of 

armnat  or  urumat)  Roots,  stocks,  origins. 
A         arumat  or  urumat,  (pi.        ̂ irum)  A 



root,  stock,  origin,  'i-iejj^]  u.aA:>\  ̂ *  na/s 
mm  atyahVl  arumat,  A  well-disposed  mind. 

p         aruma,  A  plant  whence  potash  is  made. 

p  (jjjl  arun,  (or  ̂jjjj^  arun),  Amiable,  attrac- 
tive, winning  qualities. 

A  (jjjj^  arun,  Cheerful,  lively,  brisk,  (pi.  ̂^J\ 
urun)  Poison,  venom.  The  brain  of  an  elephant. 

Irun  or  urun,  (pi.  of    \  irai)  Fire-places,  hearths. 

A  (jlij5j\ffirn-fl?ia??,Sound.  Severe,  painful  (day). 
(A  day)  of  extreme  transport,  or  excessive  sorrow. 

p  arunitan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  To  wash. 

p  iVjjT  arwand,  Majesty,  grandeur,  pomp. 
p  arrvand,  Experience,  proof.    The  best 

part  of  any  thing.  Majesty,  grandeur,  pomp.  Ele- 
gance, beauty,  gracefulness.  Wish,  desire.  A  sigh 

of  regret.  The  ocean.  The  Tigris.  Name  of  a 
mountain  in  Hamadan.  Name  of  the  father  of  Lo- 
horasb.    Name  of  a  fountain  in  Sistan. 

p  arwandab,  Name  of  Zahhak's  father. 

p  i^iSid^jj]  arwandidan,  To  be  lazy.  To  louse. 
G  arunis,  Valerian. 

A  Isjj^  arma',  She  mountain-goats. 
A  arwiyat,  (pi.  of  A^j  riwas)  Ropes  with 

which  they  fasten  loads  on  beasts  of  burden. 

A  '^jj^  urwiyat,  {or  irwiyat)  (pi.  t^j^^  arawiy 

or  Is^j^  arwa')  A  she  mountain-goat. 
p  amis,  (or  arwisli)  A  board 

whereon  the  Parsis  place  the  vessels  used  in  their 

religious  ceremonies.    A  hair-rope. 

p  j^<^jjl  arwln,  (or  i^>.^J^)  Experiment,  trial. 
p     I  ara,  Root  or  lower  part  of  teeth,  gums. 

p  arra,  A  saw.  ̂ ^d-^J^  \  arra  kasliidan, 

To  saw.  sjl  arrad  mar-dandan,  A  saw 

of  serpents'  teeth. 
irJiaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  _jJtij)  Supplying 

constantly  with  meat  and  drink.  Persevering  in 

eating  the  same  kind  of  victuals.  Coming  into  a 

spacious  district.    Marrying  a  wide  woman. 

A  arhab,  Timid  birds,  not  rapacious  (in 

opposition  to  hawks  and  other  birds  of  prey).  I7- 

hab,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-*^)  Intimidating.  Driving  away 
(a  camel)  from  a  cistern.  Riding  on  a  lean  or  a 

tall  camel.   Having  long  sleeves. 

A  i^^j^  irhaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   obsolete)  Raising 
(dust).  Raining  plentifully.  Having  (a  house) 
full  of  vapours  or  smoke. 

A  i^^J\  irhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^fcj)  Laying  a 
foundation  of  large  stones  in  a  wall.  Building  (a 

wall)  with  clay.  Laming  a  horse  by  means  of  a 

stone  sticking  in  the  hoof.  Bestowing  abundantly 

the  goods  of  this  world  (God).  Persevering  in 

any  bad  habit.    Obstinacy,  perverseness. 

A  JaUbj^  arliat,  (or  laJ&j\  a7'hut)  (pi.  oflaiSj  ro.ht) 
Families  or  tribes  of  men,  from  two  to  ten,  living 

together  without  women. 

A  ̂__^lJ^J\  irhaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— Wfcj)  Whetting, 
sharpening  (a  sword). 
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A  Jj^J^^  irkak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^)  Bringing  near, 
causing  to  approach.  Obliging,  forcing,  compel- 

ling, imposing  a  heavy,  oppressive  burden.  Being 

hard  upon.  Being  dilatory  in  saying  prayers ;  de- 

ferring those  prayers  which,  among  the  Muham- 
madans,  ought  to  be  said  at  one  hour,  till  the  next 

hour  of  prayer  arrives.  Causing  one  to  hasten 

away  from  prayer.  Exciting  to  rebellion.  Attach- 
ing rebellion  to  any  one. 
A         irham,  A  raining  gently. 

A  i^^ji  irhan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^yfcj)  Pledging,  pawn- 
ing (a  garment).  Giving  (a  son)  as  a  hostage. 

Exposing  to  danger.  Establishing,  fixing,  render- 
ing perpetual.  Buying  dear.  Making  high  (a 

price).  Paying  a  part  of  the  price  (by  way  of  secur- 
ing a  purchase).  Doubling.  Burying  (the  dead). 

Making  Aveak. 

P  ij\  arrajan,  (called  also  tj\  arra- 
ghan)  Name  of  a  city  60  leagues  from  Shiraz. 

p      ,\  arhad,  A  species  of  grain. 

P  ̂ VJJ  tj\  arra-zahan,  A  backbiter,  slanderer. 
A  arhitat  (pi.  of  )£>\s>j  rihat)  Skins 

whence  thongs  are  cut. 

p  Cl^S-i>j\  arhafi.  Name  of  a  Hindu  prophet. 

p  (ji"^  ij\  arra-hash,  A  sawyer. 

A  ̂Jbj\  arham.  Well  watered.  More  fruitful. 
arliang,  Name  of  a  town  in  Badakh- 

shan,  and  a  place  of  pilgrimage,  called  also  tiXliSj^ 

arliany  husayn,  because  the  head  of  All's 
son  Husayn  was  buried  there.  The  shop  of  Mam. 
A  urhun,  Menstruous  (girl). 

p       I  ari,  Yes,  very  well,  indeed,  truly.  No. 

A         arty,      I  an,  or  'i>j  \  ariyat,  (pi. 
awariy  0Y(^J\j\  amari)  A  tethering-post.  A  manger. 
A  ary,  (v.  n.  of  ijji)  Making  honey  (a 

bee).  Driving  the  clouds  (wind).  Pouring  forth 

rain  (a  cloud).  Being  burnt  at  the  bottom  (a  ket- 

tle), and  leaving  something  sticking  there.  Re- 
maining in  the  stall  (cattle).  Feeding  in  the  same 

stall  and  being  familiar  (cattle).  Bearing  malice. 

Honey.  Whatever  adheres  to  the  sides  of  the  hive. 

A  copious  fall  of  rain.  Whatever  sticks  to  the 

bottom  of  the  pot.  Whatever  falls  from  the  hand 

or  mouth  when  eating.  A  viscous  kind  of  dew. 

(pi.  of  raiy)  Opinions,  views,  doctrines.  Ari, 

(or        ariy^  (pi.  awariy^  A  stable,  stall. 

A  post,  a  tether.    A  hay  or  corn-bin. 

A  ̂ ^J^  aryah,  (pi.  of  ̂   rVi)  Winds. A  aryash,  (pi.  of  (j^Jj  rish)  Feathers. 

A  ̂.J^  dfyfi^  (pl-  of  ri^  Rising  gi-ounds, hills.  Paths  over,  or  through  mountains. 

A  aryaf,  (pi.  of         rif)  Well  culti- 
vated, planted,  improved  (grounds), rich  in  corn  and 

pasture.  Iryaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  *— fl^j)  Coming 

into  that  kind  of  country  which  is  called  0  >j  r~if. 
Abounding  in  pasturage. 

A  Jj^j^  aryah,  (pi.  of  Jj^j  lili)  Spittles. 

arib,  Sagacious,  cunning,  shrewd,  sly. 

P  <— ureb,  Crooked,  inverted. 

A         aribat,  Large,  capacious  (cauldron). 

A  CLo,J\  arts,  Fire. 

A  ̂ \  ary,  (or  arijat)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Send- 
ing forth  an  agreeable  perfume.    A  sweet  smell. 

A  aryah,  Wide,  roomy,  spacious  (camel- 

litter).    Easier,  happier. 

A         ar'iha,  Jericho  in  Palestine. 

A  ̂ ^j^  aryahiy,  Liberal-minded.  Of  an  open, 

generous  disposition. 
A  aryahiyat,  Cheerfulness,  alacrity  in 

bestowing  a  gift. 

p  i>J_^  I  mnd  barid,  (or  i\>^  ,y>j\  irid  bind) 
A  kind  of  medicine  brought  from  Sijistan,  resem- 

bling in  shape  an  onion  cut  through  the  middle. 

p  jj<^j  I  aridan.  To  adorn. p I  arir,  Sagacious,  shrewd.  Sober,  chaste. 

A  arir.  The  shout  of  triumph  of  a  loose  fel- 

low at  a  gaming-table.  Victory,  conquest.  Noise. 

^j>.j^  ariz,  Frost,  hoar-frost,  rime.  A  cold 
day.    A  chief,  a  leader. 

p  [j^.J^  ares,  Quick-sighted,  acute. 
A  ans,  (pi.  i^y.>.>J\  arisuii)  A  husband- man. Name  of  a  well  in  Madina. 

A  irris,  (pi.  (j^^j^  irrisun,  ara- 

risat,  i^j^.j'j^  araris,  and  araris)  A  plough- 
man, husbandman,  farmer.  A  prince,  a  headman. 

A  ̂^y*>i.J\arisun,  (pi.  of         aris)  Ploughmen. 
A  ̂J«*)JUVr^s^^/^,(pl.of^J^*^J\^Vm)Ploug 

p  s^J\  urisa.  The  district  of  Orissa  (in  India). 

A  (^*-^^  army,  A  ploughman,  a  farmer. 

p  (ji^^  arish,  Ingenious,  clever. 

A  ̂Ji>:>J\  aryash,  Hairy-eared  and  faced.  Weak. 
A  (.jK3^  ariz,  Broad,  wide,  large.  Abounding 

in  vegetation.  Worthy,  suitable.  Pure,  clean. 
Humble,  modest.    Fat  (kid). 

a'L^J\  arizat,  (Land)  clean,  pleasant  to  the  eye. 
A         ai'it,  Unfruitful,  childless  (man). 

p  drigh.  Aversion,  abhorrence.  Hatred. 

A  urayk,  (dim.  of  ̂ jj^  awrah)  A  little 
tawny  coloured  (camel). 

A  (j^H^^  uraykish,  (dim.  of  \_J^j>)  Speckled. 

A  \aSL>J\  urayhit,  (dim.  o{)aij\arhat)  A  surname. 

p  id\ij\arih,  (in  zand  and  Paz.  )Distant,  remote. 

A  arih,  (pi.  of  &5s^\)  Thrones,  couches. 

A  &54; \ arihat,  ( pi.  (Jl^ \  aiih  and  uiJj \j \ arasih ) 
The  soundness  and  wholesome  flesh  of  a  healed 

wound.  An  ornamented  sofa  or  couch  in  a  state 

apartment.  Any  place  raised  above  the  ground for  reclining  upon. 

p  (jj^  ̂ ..j^  ariha-nishin,  Sitting  on  a  throne. 

A  fy>Js  urayl,  Name  of  a  man. A  ariUyat,  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Spain. 

A       arini.  One,  any  one.    A  sign  or  trace. 
A         uraymat,  Name  of  a  place. 
p       I  arm,  A  cubit. 



A  ̂J>J\  arm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^\)  Being  lively  and  joy- 
ous. Blood  allowed  to  be  shed  with  impunity.  A 

place.  Ura  i/H,  A  grain  used  for  curdling  milk. 

A  urai/nibat,  A  species  of  white  thistle. 

pj  I  dz,  Desire,  love,  passion,  lust.  Avidity, 
avarice,  covetousness.  Greedy.  Name  of  a  city. 

pj\  az,  From.  Of.  For.  By.  Out  of.  With. 

Belonging  to.  By  means  of.  In  exchange.  On. 

Than.  Through.  Off.  After,  i^iij^  V^Tj\ 
iS>,dj  az  dtishha.  dude  na  dida,  Inexperienced  in 

the  vicissitudes  of  fortune.  ^  1!)     I  i  
az  alifi  ddam  td  mlmi  masih,  From  Adam  to  Christ. 

j\      j\  az  an  m,  or  j3 1  j\  az  dtm,  His,  her,  or 

hers,  i^^^y     \  j\  az  an  eshdn,  Their,  theirs.  j\ 

jb     I  az  dn  hdz,  From  thence,  from  that  time. 

^  I  j\  az  dni  tit,  Thy,  thine.  W  j\  az  dnjd, 

Thence,  from  that  place.  ̂ j\j\az  dni  shumd, 

Your,  youi-s.  1 az  dni  hi,  Whose  ?  l«  ̂jTj\ 
az  dni  md,  Our,  ours,  [J^j^  ̂■^  "'^^  vian.  My, 

mine.  lS'^^j^  ̂   dzddi  hard,  He  de- 
clared him  free.  U-  ^''i^j  Hence,  from 

this  place.  U-  vijd,  (tll«k**>ii^^.^  azm 
dast,  or  (»^j»*>  sabah)  On  this  account. 

«--ol>-  ̂ ^.^  j\  az  Injdnih,  From  this  side  or  part. 
^lf^  ^■^  in  jumla.  From  all  this. 

(j«-**>  «^  2«  s/pas.  Henceforth,  ̂ bj^  as'  Z^aZo,  From 
above.         j\     &^Va3/,  For,  because  of. 

esio  I  az  hirdyi  dnki,  On  account  that.  (j^^^^O 

az        danddn,  (jii  j        t:;^     '^■^  ̂ ^'^^^  ̂  

(j^J^  ̂"5*74,  or  ̂ ;i-0  az  Z'l^?;/ 
«a/J;M«)  Obedience,  hearty  service.  Cheerful.  Ac- 

cumulated, treasured  up.  jic^  hahri 

eshdn.  On  their  accoimt.  j\  az  hahri  chi, 

On  what  account  ?  \^  j\  az  lahri  khudd, 

For  God's  sake.  ̂ ^S>,i^  j-^  j\  az  hahri  didan,  In 
order  to  see.  j\  az  hahri  sud,  On  account 

of  gain.  j\c  j\  az  hahri  namdz.  In  order  for 

prayer,  {jti^^j^  cf^J^  azpay  uftddan,  To  fall  into 
disgrace,  miseiy,  want.  To  slip,  to  fall.  To  die. 

To  retain  no  trace  of  former  splendour,  b 

jjiijj  1  azpddar  drvardan,To  throw  down, enfeeble, 

or  destroy.  ̂ J<^  J^.-  jmrgdr  shudan,  To 

be  in  an  ectasj',  beside  one's  self,  i^jj^  ̂ '^j^.-j' 
az  par  da  hirun  shudan,  To  exceed  bounds. 

az  pas.  From  behind.  j>  ̂JL^tMy).  j\ 

az  post  har  dinadan.  To  disclose  one's  seerets.  To 

renounce  the  world,  one's  selfishness,  or  carnality. 

To  laugh.  To  attain  one's  object.  i^J^.j^  azpesh. 
From  before.  i^^j^  azjdn  ser  dmadan, 

To  be  weary  of  life.  To  be  wide  awake.  j\ 

azjihat.  On  account  of,  because.  Jjj  iijc>-  j\  az 
chand  roz,  How  long  since  ?  How  many  days  ? 

_jV  ts^J) ji  i^\s- j\az  hhdk  har giriftanti,  (He is) 
his  client  and  dependant,     (ji^bis^  j 
uftddan,  To  fall  from  the  ass  (met.).  To  die. 

az  hhwnd,  Voluntarily,  ̂ j^i^  u-^jls-  '^j^'J^ 
az  khrvud  yhdsih  shudan.  To  be  absent,  inattentive. 

\\  az  khar 

(   C5  ) 

Cl^Mti^  j\  az  dast,  Weak.  A  subject,  a  vassal.  j\ 

i,:X^J>  j>  C*i<n^  az  dast  har  rjiriftan,  To  extermi- 
nate, to  destroy.  (Jw>-  jfcii  az  dasti 

dahrjasian,  To  escape  from  the  world;  to  die.  j\ 

iC;jj  ullfcMiii  az  dast  rafta,  (or  az 

dast  shiuhi)  In  an  ecstacy,  beside  one's  self.  (JiiJ^ 
uVel  az  dil  dmad,  It  came  into  his  mind,  it  occur- 

red to  him,  he  recollected.  He  did  not  succeed, 

jjtij^  az  dur.  From  afar.  J'^j^  '^^  taraf, 
Mutual,  reciprocal,  from  both  sides,  (j*^  '^l) 
az  rail  hurdan,  To  carry  or  lead  out  of  the  road, 

to  seduce,  deceive,  ruin,  (j'^-^^  xLidj]  ̂ ^-^j^ 
az  ragi  andesha  chahidan.  To  consider  attentively. 

(.;iw>-  (jbjj\  az  zabdn  jastan,  To  commit  a  blun- 
der in  speaking.  (j>^<l  jii  zabdn  dar 

dmadan.  To  be  guilty  of  a  slip  of  the  tongue,  jl 

jut  az  sar  afgandan,  To  dethrone,  y** 

[^j^Cii  azsar  guzashtan.  To  desist,  withdraw  one's 
hand.  To  resign  one's  life. 
angusht.  Rashly,  inconsiderately.  ^-j^J^ 

(jiXmJ  azsaripdravdn  shudan,  To  go  quickly,  j^j^ 

i^j/uu^jj"-  az  sar  khrcdstan.  To  risk  one's  life,  y** 
CL^d  az5«rJas^,  Off-hand,  without  reflection.  j\ 

y*»  (i-z  sar  hardan,  To  seduce.  To  contradict, 

to  give  the  lie.    (ji^^^  nihddan.  To 

turn  upside  down,  i^y^j  J***j'  ̂ '^  hard,  It 
dropped  from  his  memory,  he  neglected.  {^j^ 

azas/t.  From  that  time :  from  him  :  from  them.  ',\ 

^J^^  "^y*"  ^hdhhliub  ittifdh  ast, 
Is  he  on  ffood  terms  with  the  kinsr  ? 

az  shiham  ttftddan.  To  die.  f^. 

j^^Jjk*  az  5a/«&  yak  sukhan  mi  ddram.  Sir,  I  want 
to  have  a  word  with  you.     (ji^^^  3^ 

tdhi  dil  uftddan.  To  fail  in  one's  schemes,  lijjjj^ 
azfirod,  From  below,  jji^  las?J^  az  AaAi!  wwr- 
(^an.  To  perish  by  famine,  C^uti:^  J6  j\  az 

har  dast  hashidan.  To  give  over  an  enterprise.  j\ 

az  Aiy'a,  Whence  ?  ulA«*Wr Ji  az/«<;as<,Whence 
is  it  ?  (jjiJ,  j  \  az  girih  raftan.  To  be  squan- 

dered, lavished  away,  jji  aii>-  ^^7/^a  chi 

gil.  From  what  stock  (art  thou)?  Uj^  az  md. 

From  us.  j^ji^  az  man  dar  guzar.  Pardon 

my  fault.  ̂ Ix*  J \  az  miyare.  From  among.  yj\ 

az  naw,  Anew,  afresh,  again.  i>,_j5>-  jb  j  az  u 
bdr  hhwurd.  He  is  offended  at  him.  d«-".>  jj\ 

az  u  har  bast.  He  reaped  the  fruit  of  it.   jJ-^^.  jj^ 

az  u  pahlu  hard.  He  retired  far  from  him.  j 

'^''P^^'-^^       ̂ (^fd,  and 

az  u  handra  hard,  The  same,    dj^  J>i^  j  j\  az 

digar  hard.  He  turned  from  him.  ijii  jj^ 
az  w  dil  bar  ddsht.  He  was  enraged  at  him. 

(^jTjj  (j^iViS  az  w  danddn  bar  han,  or  (j^^^jtS  j 
t5a*^  az  u  danddni  umed  har  han.  Draw  out 

the  tooth  of  hope,  give  up  all  hopes  of  it.  ̂   jj\ 
az  u  zdgh  girift.  He  took  the  crow  from  him, 

i.e.  he  over-reached  him.  jj^  az  u  guy 
hurd.  He  seized  the  ball  from  him,  he  wrested  the 

s 

victory  from  him.  li^J  j  j\  az  m  tank  hurd. 
The  same.  j     az  «  ghdAb  ma  shav, 

Be  not  absent  from  that,  i.e.  Neglect  it  not. 
az  way.  From  him.  ̂ ji^ilwii^         t^j  azway 

ddman  afshdndan.  To  give  a  thing  up.  ^ 

^^Sit>\  az  Jiam  har  dmadan,  To  be  disturbed,  sad, 

and  melancholy.  ̂ ^iV^  ^^""^  shudan.  To 
be  separated.  To  expand,  open,  blossom,  ̂ ^^i;^  '^bj\ 

az  ydd  hurdan.  To  forget.  \Ji-i^,  {^..j^  cz  In  hesh, 
Henceforth. 

Aj\  azz,  (v.  n.  ofj\)  Moving,  removing,  shak- 
ing, agitating.  Kindling,  lighting  (a  fire).  Bub- 

bling, boiling  (a  cauldron).  Rumbling  at  a  dis- 
tance (clouds).  Exciting,  stimulating,  impelling. 

Accumxdating,  collecting.  The  motion  or  beating 

of  the  pulse.  Pain  from  pimples  or  prickly  heat. 

The  boiling,  ebullition,  or  pouring  out  of  water. 

The  over-milking  a  camel.  Coitus. 

p  Jjl  dzd.  Mastic.    Over  against,  opposite. 

A  \j\ azam,  (fut.  jjb  yaszani)  He  satisfied  (the 
cattle),  he  filled  (them)  with  food.  He  dared  not, 
he  desisted  (from  any  thing)  through  timidity. 

A  izfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  {J^j)  Incommoding  and 
preventing  from  walking  (a  full  belly). 
A  izds.  Whatever  tends  to  siqjport  life;  its 

comforts  and  luxuries.  Situation,  place.  Whatever 

is  opposite  to  and  corresponding  with  it,  as  a  foun- 
tain-head to  the  well  or  reservoir  into  which  the 

water  flows.  A  canal,  conduit,  or  pipe  of  lead,wood, 

stone,  or  leather,  which  conveys  water  from  the 

spring  to  the  reservoir ;  also  the  mouth  of  the  urn, 

water-course,  or  conduit,  fi-om  whence  the  water 
flows  into  a  cistern  or  pond.  A  cause.  A  prop, 

support,  stay.  The  manager  of  an  estate.  ej\j\>  hi 
izdsihi.  Over  against  him.  izdmlium,  Their 

peers  or  equals.  *|3^  izdni'l  ̂ ysh,  The 
conveniences  of  life.  izdsu'l  harh.  He 

who  begins  or  supports  awar.        Aj\  izdsu'l  amr. 
One  who  presides  over,  or  attends  to,  a  business. 

[y]^izdfu'lmdl,  A  steward,  manager  of  property. 
p  I— I  dzdh.  An  unmarried  man.   A  recruit. 

p  ̂jbL-J^  1  dzubistdn.  New  levies,  in  which 
none  but  unmarried  men  are  enrolled. 

A  azdbiy,  (pi.  of  uzhiy)  Ways  of 

walking.    Evils,  difficult  affairs.  Velocities. 

A  izdtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Hav- 
ingr  abundance  of  oil. 

A  I  dzdj,  (pi.  of  ̂   azaj)  Oblong  edifices 
with  arched  roofs,  corridors,  arched  galleries. 

A  &5-^^  izdhat,  (v.n.  4  of  for  ̂ J)  Perform- 

ing, completing,  bringing  to  a  conclusion.  Driv- 
ing away.  Removing  (any  thing  from  its  place). 

Rendering  inclined. 

A  iii-^^  izdhhat,  A  driving  off,  a  putting  away. 

p  <i\jl  dzdd.  Free,  independent,  liberated,  deli- 
vered, manumitted,  exempted.  A  lily.  A  cypress. 

A  fresh  date.  An  evergreen.  A  delicious  kind  of 



fish.  The  upas-tree.  The  mountain  Alwand.  Name 

of  a  hamlet  in  the  district  of  Nakhchuwan.  Fault- 

less. Solitary,  lonely.  A  kind  of  fakeer,  or  de- 

votee. iJj^j^  '^^j^  '^^  hare,  Free  from  care, 

disengaged  from  business,  (jj^p-j^i  I  azadfiruhh- 
tan,  To  sell  out  and  out,  and  unconditionally.  liV;  I 

^ii^  azcul  hardan,  To  set  at  liberty,  absolve,  dis- 
miss, allow  to  go  away.  1  azad  shudan, 

To  be  liberated,  dismissed,  permitted  to  depart. 

ii]jT  j_^«>  sarvi  azad,  The  cedar,  the  tall  cypress. 

p  \jTii]jT  azad-aroa,  (Free  voice)  A  manner  of 
reciting  the  praises  of  God. 

A  'i:>\j\  izadat,  (v.  n.  4  of  J)^  for  lijj)  Provid- 
ing with  travelling  necessaries. 

p  ̂jls-  ii\jla2;afZ-7jAaZ^,Mankind  at  large.  Azad- 
hlmlh.  Free  (men),  unblemished  in  body  or  mind. 

Pjjjb  ̂\ P  C 

kind  of  tree  which  abounds  in  Georgia,  and  called 

there  ̂ ^y*]  zahri  zamxn.  Poison  of  the  earth. 

In  Persia  it  is  called  jli?  tah  or  tdlil?  taghak. 

T  ̂j'^^  li^  I  azad-kaghizi,  A  letter  of  liberty, a  charter. 

p  ̂li^J  1  azMa/ji,  Freedom,  independence, 

p  ̂i^jc      I  azad-mardi,  Liberty,  freedom, 

p  » jx«      I  azad-niiva,  A  confectionery  made 

of  sugar-candy  and  almonds. 

Pj\j,i\jl  azadrcar,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
Name  of  a  village  famous  for  fruit,  especially  grapes. 

p       !  uzada.  Free.  Perfect,  intact,  pure.  Ex- 
cellent, noble.  Venerable.  The  lily.  The  cypress. 

1  li,*  mardi  azada,  A  noble,  liberal,  frank,  dis- 

•  ,j  ,  azad-daru,  A  species  of  beet-root. 
-j<i      1  azdd-dirakht,  (The  free  tree)  A 

Sii^l  J  Jii^wil  usuda  u  azada. 

"J'  'if' 
tinguished  man 

Easy  and  free.     ̂ jLs-  azada  A  haydi 

^shk,  Free  from  the  fetters  of  love. 

p  ̂jS'  8 S\y\  azada-khira7n,Gracefu\  in  walking. 

p  y-  Jii^jlazafZa-^/iO,  Name  ofthe  wife  of  Tur. 

Pj\^  id\j\  azada-ddr,  A  boaster. 

p  esjcU-  sll  sJ^l  dzdda-gdld  jama.  The  place 
where  a  piece  of  cloth  is  cut  from  the  loom. 

p  i^ii^T  dzdd'i,  Liberty.  Freedom  from  worldly 
cares.  Praise,  thanksgiving,  praise. 

azdz,  A  sort  of  date. 

Pj\j  1  dzar,  Trouble,  disorder,  affliction,  sick- 
ness, disease,  grief,  vexation,  molestation,  injury, 

outrage.  Imjjortunity.  Money,  a  drachma,  (in 

composition)  Chiding,  reproaching,  teasing,  af- 

fronting ;  as  j\j  I  jan-azar,  Tormenting  the 
soul ;  cruel,  brutal.  ̂ i>^ j^T  dzar  hardan,  (or 

j^iibj^T  dzar  dddan)  To  molest,  vex,  rebuke,  re- 
vile, censure,  quarrel,  plague,  torment,  importune, 

jli'  J  az7'dr  u  dzdr,  Injury  and  reproof,  I 
^J^ib  dzdr  ydftan,  To  be  in  trouble,  to  be  sick, 
jis^      I  dzdri  talhha,  The  jaundice. 

A  jTjl  izsdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofjlj)  Growling  inwardly. 
V      izdr,  A  sash  of  fine  muslin  wrapt  round 

the  turban.  Trowsers,  drawers  reaching  to  the  feet. 
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A  cloth  worn  round  the  loins  and  passed  between 

the  legs.     See  also  l--^  I  huni  rang-dh. 

^^JJ:J^ izdri  Mshtlhdn,  Sailors'  breeches. 
Aj^\  izdr,  (pi.  \  dzirat  andjj\  uzur  or  uzi-) 

A  veil  of  fine  linen  or  muslin,  which,  in  the  East, 

flows  from  the  ladies'  heads  below  the  middle  of 

the  leg.  Any  thing,  in  general,  which  covers  the 
naked  body.  Trowsers,  breeches,  drawers.  The 
skirts  of  a  tent.  Chastity.  A  woman.  A  sheep. 

The  sound  by  which  sheep  are  called  to  be  milked. 

p  6jj      izur-hand.  The  string  of  the  di-awers. 

p  sjJ^j  L^'^j);^  izdr-handi  rishta,  Connexion 
through  a  wife ;  petticoat-interest. 

p  b  izdr-pd,  Breeches.  Inner  breeches, 

drawers  reaching  to  the  feet. 

p  izdrat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Inducing, 

inciting  one  to  visit.    Breeches,  trowsers. 

p  ̂ '^j'j'  azdrdam,  A  kind  of  pulse,  French  bean. 
p  ̂ ^^J^j I  dzdrdan,  To  injure,  oppress, revile. 

p  » J 
J'J'  . 

azdr-dih.  Troublesome,  injurious. 

p  as'ar-dic^rt.  One  who  has  seen  trouble. 

p  jj'^  j]j  1  dzdr-rasdn,  Troublesome,  riotous ; 
hurtful,  injurious.    An  incendiary. 

p  Jjjlmjj        dzdr-rasida.  Vexed,  distressed. 

p  l^j^j  1  dzdrish,  Molestation,  trouble,  annoy- 
ance, uneasiness. 

A  i^J^j^  azdrikat,  Name  of  a  sect  of  heretics  in 
the  East,  declared  and  powerful  enemies  of  the  Mu- 
hammadan  religion.  They  trace  their  origin  to 

fjjj^^       ndfi^hmi'l  azrah, p  SijoJ\j  I  dzdrmand,  Sick,  infirm,  afflicted. 

p  Siijj^  1  dzdranda.  Troublesome, injurious,  se- 
ditious. A  hurter,  a  tormentor. 

p  <^jj^^  izdrud  or  azdrud,  Transoxania. 
p        izdra,  A  low  wall  in  front  of  a  house. 

p  1  dzdn,  Trouble,  affliction.  Sick.  A  pa- 
tient. Insolent. 

p I  aza?ic?aw,Tomolest,afflict,harass,vex. 

A  azdz,  (v.  n.  of  j\)  Bubbling  (a  boiling  pot 

or  purling  stream). 

p  ̂   I  dzdgh,  Any  thing  whose  inside  is  black and  viscous. 

A  alazdgkib, 'Name  ofa  place  in  Arabia. 
A  izdghat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  ̂ J)  Moving 

(any  thing)  from  side  to  side  in  order  to  tear  (it) 

up.  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for^^)  Causing  to  incline. 
A  I  j  \J\  izsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-i]j)  Hasting  to  des- 

patch (a  wounded  man).  Oppressing  any  one  (the 

belly)  so  that  he  cannot  move. 
A      \  azdk,T\ie  city  of  Azof  on  the  Palus  Meotis. 

A  ,J\j  1  dzdl,  (pi.  of  (Jj\  azaV)  Eternities. 

A  J\j\  azdl.  Name  of  the  metropolis  of  Arabia 
Felix,  otherwise  called  Sanaa ;  also  of  its  founder. 

Izdl,  A  removing  of  a  thing  from  its  place. 

A  izdlat,  (v.  n.4  of  J\j  for  Jj^)  Removing, 

driving  away,  carrying  off",  ejecting.  Erasing,  ob- 
literating, cutting  oflf.    Causing  to  decline.  (In 

gram.)  The  elision  of  a  letter  or  vowel  point  from 
a  word.  Removal. 

A  j»  Ij^  izsdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  )  Forcing  against  one's will.  Dabbing  (a  wound)  with  blood  that  (it)  may 
stanch  and  heal.    Dressing  (a  wound). 

A  azdm,  A  barren,  scarce,  severe  year. 

Uzdm,  One  who  sticks  close  to  a  thing. 

A  azdmi^  (pi.  of  azma^  Calamities. 
Disagreeable  or  iniquitous  things. 

A  azdmil,  (or  ̂J-Ji*]j^  azdmil)  (pi.  of  (J^^ 
azmal)  Sounds,  noises. 

p  dzdmand,  A  miser,  a  covetous  person. 

p  jjl      (iz  dn.  From  him,  it,  thence,  or  that. 

A  ej\j\ izdnat,  (v.n.4of(j^*  for  (^)  Adorning, 
dressing,  decorating. 

az  dnjd  hi,  Since,  by  reason  that, 
on  the  ground  that. 

A  azsaniy,  A  kind  of  spear  (so  named  from 

^y>^  yazan,  a  certain  valley  or  tribe  of  Himyar. 

A  ̂^j^  azdriiy,  A  kind  of  spear  named  after 

(j^,  zu  yazan,  A  Himyaritic  king. 

A__j^^\  azdhir,  (pi.  of  's^fej  zahrat)  Flowers. A  azdhik,  Swiftness,  fleetness. 
p  (i^  Because. 

A  t-f a~l>,  (v.  n.  of  <— -^^)  Not  ruminating  (a 

camel).  Being  hard.  Izh,  Shoi't  and  mean  of  sta- 
ture, dwarfish,  squat,  contemptible.  Small-boned 

and  at  the  same  time  corpulent.  A  dwarf.  Any 

thing  horrible  or  monstrous.  _4.2;?'&,  Tall, long.  (— 

L— ̂ *s>-  azih  hazib,  A  frightful,  monstrous  man.  ̂ \ 
ihil  azihat,  A  lean  camel. 

A  "-r^^  azabb.  Hairy.  Luxuriant,  abundant  (in 
grain,  herbage,  &c.).  Name  of  a  demon.  Aztihb, 

(pi.  of  CL>J  zubb)  Membra  virilia. 
A         izbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  jj,j)  Carrying. 

A  t— >bj^  azbdb,  (pi.  of  L^j  zubb)  Membra  vi- 
rilia. Izbdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  Being  about  to  set 

(the  sun).  Drying  grapes  or  figs  in  the  sun. 
A  libj^  izbdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  liJj)  Foaming  at  the 

mouth.  Foaming  (the  sea).  Frothing  (liquor). 

Floweiing  (the  date-tree). 

AjOj\izbdr,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Being  robust,  valiant. 

A  'iij\azhat, Calamity.    Penury.  Barrenness. 

Vji^az  bar,  (or  ̂   az  barm)  By  heart, 

U'^J^     j\  az  bar  hardan.  To  learn  by  heart. 
A jij^  azbar,  Broad-shouldered.  Injurious. 
A  uzbly,  (pi.  ̂V;^  azdbiy)  An  evil,  a  great 

and  difficult  affair.  A  manner  of  Avalking.  Brisk 

ness,  cheerfulness.  Swiftness. 

p     j\  az  bir.  By  heart,  by  rote,  by  memory. 

AjljOj\  izbirdr,  (v.  n.  11  of  jJj)  Standing  on 
end  (hair).  Bristling  up  (a  dog).  Shooting  forth 

(grass  or  hair).    Preparing  to  commit  mischief. 

V  ̂ J,  j  \  az  pay,  On  account  of. 

A  ̂ \dzuj,{^\.  of^^)  Oblong  arched  edifices. A  azaja  (fut.  yaszuju)  or  azija,  fut. 

yafzaju,  He  hastened.   He  was  dilatory,  he  failed. 



A  ̂ \  azaj,  (pi.  ̂   1  azitj,  cizaj,  and  'is>-j\ izajat)  A  kind  of  oblong  arched  edifice,  or  corridor 

with  an  arched  roof.  babu'l azaj, Name 
of  a  street  in  Baghdad.  AziJ,  Insolent,  exceeding 

the  bounds  of  mirth,  petulant,  impertinent. 

A  azajj,  (pi.  ̂   zvjj)  (A  man)  whose  eye- 
brows arelongandnarrow.  Long-striding  (ostrich). 

A  izjas,  (v.  n.  4  of  U-j  for^j^j)  Driving, 
propelling.    Carrying  forward. 

A  ̂ Vj^  ̂yoj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Putting  a  ferrule 
of  iron  on  the  lower  part  of  a  spear. 

A  toj^  izajat,  (pi.  o^.^azaj)  Arched  corridors, 
long  buildings  with  vaulted  roofs. 

^ j>-j^  azjar,  A  camel,  the  vertebrae  of  whose 
back  are  injured  by  disease  or  overloading. 

A  j»s-j\  azjam,  (A  camel)  that  brays  but  little. 

A  i^j^  azja',  More,  most  ready,  skilful,  expert. 
A  CiWj^  izhaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  *— fts-j)  Being  fa- 

tigued (a  beast  of  burden).     Possessing  such  a 

beast.  Dragging  one  leg  after  the  other.  Attain- 

ing, completing  one's  object.  Proceeding  against. 
A  tiJU-j\  izhak,  (v.  n.  4  of  tiAs-j)  Having  a 

jaded  beast. 

A  Jls>-j^  izhal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^)  Compelling, 
forcing.    Driving  to  a  distance. 

A  uJlais-j^  izhUjaf,  (v.  n.  4  of Q)  Being 
removed ;  retiring,  receding. 

p  ̂   I  azakh,  A  wart.    A  twig. 

A  ̂ \  azlili,  A  bullock.    Azakh,  A  wart. 
A  (  t\s^j\izhha,f,{j.nAoi u-a=>^)  Being  proud. 

A  izkham,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Stinking  (the 
flesh  of  wild  beasts). 

A  iijWz(Z,Nameofthefatherof  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  Ai^^  izdas,  (v.  n.  4  of\i^j  for  jiij)  Acting 
equitably,  shewing  kindness  and  good  will. 

A  i-r'^ii)^  azdah,  (pi.  of  i-^iij)  Portions,  lots. 

Ajiiy^izdar,  A  producing,  a  making  to  appear. 

A  (  'i\iy^  izdaf,  (v.  n. 4  of  (  Siij  not  used)  Grow- 
ing dark  (night). 

p  L-->iij\  azdah,  Beware !  Seize  !  Lay  hold ! 

A  izdibas,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J)  Taking  up, 
carrying  off.    Driving  forward. 

A  ̂\i,y^\  izdihab,  (v.  n.  8  of  tl^)  Being  filled, 

p  L-Jiij^  azduf,  Take  !  Seize !  lay  hold  ! 

A  ̂U-iJj^  izdijaj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Reaching  to 
the  extremities  of  the  eye  (the  eye-brow). 

Aj\s-iyj\  izdijar,  (v.  n..8  of  j>j)  Driving  away. 
Hindering.  Rebuking.  Being  driven  away,  beaten 

off,  prevented,  hindered.  Refraining,  holding  back. 

Divining,  auguring  from  birds. 

A  (  ̂ ls'-^i5\^2;(i^7^q/',(v.n.  8ofc-a5>-j)  Advancing. 
A  jk^i^l  izdiham,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j)  Thronging, 

crowding,  pushing  on  one  another.  A  concourse, 

press,  throng,  pressure  of  a  crowd  or  mob. 

A  jk^ii;^  izdikham,  A  taking  up  and  hearing. 

Pjii5\ a2'(Za?',Worthy,proper,suitable.  Beautiful. 
A  Aji^j\  izdiraj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  cfy)  Despising, 
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scorning.    Scorn,  contempt,  disdain. 

A  ̂]j>^j\  izdirad,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^jj)  Swallowing. 

A  ̂li;^  izdira^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J)  Sowing  seed. 
A  izdiram,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^j)  Swallowing. 

A  ̂j^iij^  azdarani,  (dual)  Shoulders,  or  arms. 

'^"J'^J^  ̂ J^-        jasa  yazribu  bi  azdaraylti, 
He  came  striking  his  shoulders,  i.  e.  empty, 

p  l1am»45J^  az  dast.  Obedient.    A  subject, 

p  \y  az  dast  faza,  (or     Ca*«i5J\  az 
dast  2)azu)  Unleavened  bread,  baked  in  thin  cakes 

on  lamina  of  iron  or  earth,  placed  in  a  frying-pan. 

Letters  patent  conferring  immunity  from  taxation. 

A  (_->l5-iij\  izdi^h,  (v.  n.  8  of  t--*ffj)  Lifting, 
carrying.  Filling  (a  vase).  Cutting.  Repelling. 

Rushing  with  impetuosity  (a  torrent).  Moving 

heavily  (a  loaded  camel). 

A  I — i\s-iy^  izdi^if,  A  killing  on  the  spot. 

A  I — i\S'L)j\  izdujliaf,  A  taking  much. 
P  I — azduf,  (or  izdaf)  A  species  of  small 

medlar-tree  and  fruit. 

A  izdifdt,  A  taking  of  the  whole. 

A  j^i^j^  /^f^//ar,  A  lifting  and  carrying  of  a  load. 

A  (  jlSiij^  izdifaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jlij)  Conducting 
or  sending  a  bride  to  the  house  of  her  husband. 

Taking  up  (a  burden). 

A  ̂J'^J^  azdah.  More  or  most  sincere  or  true. 
A  I  izdikaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i—ijj)  Taking  with 

the  hand,  snatching  greedily,  and  devouring. 

A  izdikdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Ingulphing. 
A  izdikdm,  (v.n.  8  of  V$J)  Receiving  from 

another  one's  due. 

A  L^^<^j\  izdikdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  c£jj)  Being  sa- 
turated with  moisture  (tillage). 

P  i^'^j^  dzadagi,  A  stitching,  a  sewing  up. 
A  izdildb,  A  seizing,  a  plundering. 

A  ̂i^J^  izdild^  (v.  n.  8  of  J-Jj)  Seizing  by 

stratagem.    Cutting  off  a  part  of  one's  due. 

A  ̂i^^  izdildgh,  (v.n.  8of  ̂ Jj)  Beingscorched. 
A  I  izdildf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i— i3j)  Approach- 

ing, advancing.  Becoming  near,  or  seeking  near- 
ness.   Nearness.    Being  dispersed. 

A  j^^iij^  izdildm,  (v.  n.  8  of  p3j)  Eradicating, 
cutting  the  nose  clean  off.  Beheading. 

A  izdhndl,  A  lifting,  or  carrying  at  once. 

A  (•^'i;^  izdimavi,  (v,  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Carrying  off 
a  lamb  with  his  head  erect  (a  wolf).  Being  proud . 

p  f^iy^  azdami.  Name  of  a  doubtful  animal. 

p  JjtijI  dzadan,  (or  azadan)  To  sew.  To 
prick  with  a  needle.    To  dye. 

p  uzdu,  The  sweet  gum  of  a  tree,  of  a  red- 
dish colour,  with  which  confections  are  made. 

(_gjl3  t^ji^^  uzduyi  tazi.  Gum  Arabic. 
A  ̂ ^ji^^  izdiwdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  ̂ jj) 

Coupling,  marrying.  Union. 

Aj\_jiij^  izdiwdr,  (v.  n.  8  ofj\j  for jjj)  Visiting. 

p  ̂lijiij^  azdudan.  To  polish,  to  free  from  rust. 

p  StJjl  dzada,  Pierced  full  of  holes.  Dyed,  co- 

loured.  Written  in  letters  of  gold.  Empty, 

p        azada,  Dyed,  coloured.  Sewed. 
A  IzdihRf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ifcj  for  _jfcj)  De- 

spising.   Being  proud. 
A  izdihdb,  A  bearing,  a  sustaining. 
A  liU^^  izdihdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  sWfcj)  Despising, 

esteeming  lightly. 

A jVfciij^  izdihdr,  (v.n.  8  of jt>j)  Keeping  (any 
thing)  with  care ;  taking  a  pleasure  (in  it).  Com- 

mending diligently  to  the  care  of  any  one.  Shin- 

ing (a  lamp,  fire,  face,  or  the  moon). 
A  ( — t\i>Cij\  izdihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i—fifej)  Carrying 

ofi".  Bearing,  sustaining.  Destroying.  Being  near 
death.  Telling  a  lie.  Adding  to  a  narrative.  Rush- 

ing headlong.  Throwing  his  rider  (a  horse).  Hast- 

ening, despatching.  Breaking,  making  void  one's 
word.  Talking  loud.  Prohibiting,  checking.  De- 

spising, holding  light.  Incurring  enmity.  Chang- 
ing, turning  away. 
A  izdhdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  LJ\j)  Lifting  up 

(a  water-pot)  and  going  off  with  (it). 
A  Ob.Jj^  izdiydi,  (v.  n.  8  of  0]j  for  CLoj) 

■Anointing  one's  self  with  oil. 

A  izdiyad,  (v.  n.  8  of  j]j  for  Aij)  In- 
creasing.   Increase,  accession,  profit. 

A  JIj>^^  izdiydl,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  JjJ)  Re- 

moving, causing  to  cease. 

A  u^.i^^  izdiydn,  The  being  decked  out. 

A  ̂yk>iy^\  }zdhdm,  A  being  exceedingly  terrified. 
Pjjl  uzar.  Cross-tempered.     Trouble,  grief, 

vexation,  (in  comp.)  Troubling,  gi-ieving,  vexing. 

A  jj  I  dzar.  Name  of  Abraham's  uncle.  Name 
of  a  tract  of  country  in  Kuhistan  (Susiana).  Name 

of  an  idol.  (Ahorse)  having  white  thighs  with 
feet  of  a  different  colour.    Fy  ! 

A jj\ azr,  Strength, power.  Debility,  weakness. 
The  back.  Corroboration,  confirmation,  strength- 

ening. The  encircling,  comprehending,  embracing, 

or  girding  (of  a  thing).  Iz7;  Root,  origin.  A  veil. 
Uzr,  The  middle,  waist,  the  waistband.  Breeches, 

trowsers.  Uzur,  (pi.  oij\j\  izdr).  Breeches,  trow- 

sers,  garments  which  cover  the  naked  body. 

A  Ajj\  izras,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^J)  Despising.  Ac- 
cusing, reproaching,  defaming,  disparaging,  misre- 

presenting.   Negligence,  carelessness. 

A         azrad,  (pi.  of      zarad)  Coats  of  mail. 

AjljJ^  azrdr,  (pi.  ofjj  zh-r)  Buttons.  Izrcir, 
(v.  n.  4  of  J  j)  Putting  buttons  to  a  garment.  Thrust- 

ing its  tail  into  the  ground  to  lay  its  eggs  (a  locust). 

A  izrd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Getting  possession 
of  a  spot  for  sowing.  Growing  high  (sown  corn). 

A  I — izrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— s^)  Purchasing  a 
cameleopard.  Going  fast.  Driving,  urging  for- 

ward.   Going  before,  preceding.  Advancing. 

A  J^J^  izrdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jjjj)  Being  turned  up 
(the  eye-ball)  so  as  only  to  leave  the  white  appear- 

ing. Throwing  her  load  backwards  (a  she-camel). 



Being  a  long  time  pregnant  (a  camel). 

A  izrum,  (v.  n.  4  of  Interrupting  the 

flow  of  urine,  causing  a  strangury.  Cutting  short, 

suspending  conversation. 

A  izrihab,  (v.  n.  9  of  (-^^J)  Being  yel- 
low or  brown  (a  plant). 

p         I  dzarhdd,  Name  of  a  philosopher. 

A  Vjjl  a2:^m^,(pl.ofjV5V/2'a?')Breeches,trowsers. 
A        izrat,  The  mode  of  putting  on  trowsers. 

p  (j^»^J  1  o^ra/iAsA, Thunder, lightning,  storm. 

p  djj  I  dzard,  Colour.    Paint,  dye. 

p  _j5 1  Ojj  I  azarcl-alu,  An  apricot. 
,    p  (jt>jj\ JjJ  1  azarddnidan,  To  make  one  injure. 

p  ̂^"^jl  dzardagun,  (pi.  of  S'^jt)  Injured. 

p  i^^jj  I  dzardagi,  Grief,  pain,  uneasiness. 
p  azardan,  To  injure,  molest,  harass, 

disturb,  vex,  trouble,  offend,  rebuke,  reprove,  re- 

proach, disgust,  aiiiict. 

p  Si^jT  azarda,  Afflicted,  vexed.  Displeased, 

dispirited,  rebuked.  Sad,  sorrowful,  weary.  Ji^jl 

^^^^ azarda  kardan,  To  injure. 
p  » I  a2;arc?a-p«A^,Galledintheback. 

Decrepit. 

vJio\s>-  i'ijjT  a2:arf/a-/J«aiw',  Vexed,  disgusted. 

p         azrah,Tlh.e  fourth  line  on  Jamshed's  cup. 
A  azrak,  Blue.  Blue-eyed.  Extremely 

bright  (spear-head). 

A  ̂^J^  izrikak,  (v.  n.  9  of  yjjj)  Being  of  a 
blue  colour.  Being  upturned  (the  eye)  so  that  only 

the  white  is  seen.  Being  bright  and  shining  (the 

point  of  a  spear). 

p  ^jj^  azrak-jwsh,  Clothed  in  blue. 
p  <-^J^  azarift,  A  goat. 

p  i^^jj  1  dzar-gun,  Flame-coloured,  yellow, 
})right,  shining,  ruddy.  The  leaves  of  the  myrtle. 
p  dzar7n,  Modesty,  bashfulness,  shame. 

Courtesy,  respect,  honour,  civility,  politeness. 

Dignity,  glory.  Equity,  justice.  Conversion  to 
the  Muhammadan  faith.  Error,  sin.  Greatness. 

Unanimity.  Commiseration,  pity.  Ease,  security. 

Custody,  guardianship.  Power,  strength.  Clear, 

evident,  manifest.  A  giving  up  to  contempt  and 

disgrace.  Anger,  wrath,  violence.  Pain,  sorrow, 

grief.   Name  of  the  daughter  of  Khusraw  Parvez. 

p  azarni,  Shame.  Justice.  Azram,  A  kind 
of  saddle-cloth. 

A        azram,  A  cat. 

p  S^jJ  1  dzar-mdh,  Name  of  a  month. 

Jj««jJ  1  azarniidulilit  ,0V 
Sj^j^azar- 

m'lduhht.  Name  of  the  daughter  of  Khusraw  Par- 
vez, Avho  reigned  four  months.    Name  of  her  city. 

p  i^i^jj  I  a2;ar'mi(/«??.,Tohonour,respect,favour. 
A  u-iliUjJ^  izrinhdf,  A  going  fast,  making  haste. 

p  (.LWjjl  azrang.  Adversity,  misery.  De- 

struction.   Azratig,  (or  arrang')  A  cucumber. 
A  J^jj^  izrikdk,  (v.  n.  11  of  j^j)  Being  of 

a  blue  or  watery  colour. 
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A  j»^J^  izrismdm,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ jj)  Sticking 
in  the  throat  (word).  Being  cut  off  (flow  of  urine). 

Being  contracted,  drawn,  puckered.  Being  born. 

Ajj\  azaz.  Fulness  or  overflow  of  an  assembled 
council  or  convivial  meeting  Narrowness,  tight- 

ness. Filled  full.  A  large  collection.  A  reckon- 

ing by  the  moon's  course.  Spare  or  intercalary 
days  inserted  between  months  and  years. 

A  azatt.  Crooked-jawed,  or  cheek-boned. 
Smooth-chinned,  beardless,  thin  of  beard. 

A  ^^l^i  ("^'     4  of        Disturbing,  mov- 
ing from  (its)  place.  Cholic,  twisting  of  the  guts. 

A  ujlsj^  ̂ ^^fj  4  of  fiffj)  Killing  one  on 
the  spot.  Rushing  on  a  wounded  man  to  kill  him. 

A  |j\i^jU'2'^aA,  (v.  n.4of^_^)  Terrifying.  Over- 
salting  meat.  Causing  to  cry  aloud  (from  fear  or 

joy).  Digging  and  finding  muddy,  brackish  water. 

Travelling  fast,  quickening  one's  pace. 
A  (Jlsj^  iz^l,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^)  Exhilarating. 

Quickening.  Uprooting. 

A  iz^m,  (v.  n.4  of  j*^)  Exciting  desire, 
alluring.  Obeying.  Being  practicable.  Becoming 

well-flavoured(milk).  Beginning  to  put  forth  grass. 

A  L-*S!j^  az^b,  Short,  squat,  mean.  Thick. 
A^^  az^r.  Thin  of  hairs.  Bare,  barren  (spot). 

^  J^^j^  izf4rar,  (v.n.  9  of;^)  Being  thin  and 
few  (hairs  or  feathers). 

A  ̂̂ ^^j^  a2'^a/«?/,Short,mean,and contemj^tible. 
AjVj<ffjl  iz^rdr,  (v.  n.  11  ofysj)  Being  thin and  scattered  (hairs). 

A  ̂y^P'J\  iz^l.  Brisk,  cheerful. 
p  ̂   I  dzugh,  A  slip,  cutting,  scion. 

P  ̂ \  azgh,  A  thing  lopped  (as  vine-prunings). 
A  I— -^''^^  izghdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  u- ̂ )  Being  co- 

vered with  down  (a  young,  callow,  unfledged  bird). 

Beginning  to  run  and  to  leaf  (a  vine). 

A  d\s-j\  izghad,  A  suckling,  a  giving  milk. 
A  (  azghaf,  (pi.  of        zaghfat)  Coats  of 

mail  light  but  firmly  woven. 

A  Jliijl  izghdl,  (v. n.4  of  Ji^)  Flowing  (blood 
from  a  wound).  Pouring  forth.  Voiding  (urine). 

Feeding  (as  a  bird  does  her  young). 

A  izghdn,  (pl.of        wazaghat^  Lizards. 

A  azghab,  A  large  sort  of  fig.  Pie-bald 
(horse).  White  and  black  (mountain).  Downy 

(cucumber).   Ash-coloured  (camel). 

A  L^\iS'j  \  izgldhdh,  (v.  n.  9  of  v— ̂ )  Having 
small  yellow  hairs  (callow,  unfledged  birds). 

p        azghich.  Ivy,  convolvulus. 
A  izglnbdb,  (v.n.  11  of  Having 

small  yellow  hairs  (young  unfledged  birds). 

A  I  azaf,  (v. n. of  i  sjl)  Approaching, draw- 
ing near  (time  of  departure).  Hastening,  coming 

suddenlyupon.  Being  little,  few,  and  small.  Heal- 

ing (a  wound).  Poverty,  penury,  straits. 
A         azaff,  Closely-feathered  (ostrich). 
A        izfasj  A.  transportingfrom  place  to  place. 

Aj\jj^  azfar,  (pi.  of  Jij  zifr)  Burdens,  loads. 
Bottles,  skins  (for  holding  oil,  &c. ).  Crowds,troops. 

A  I — izfdf,  (v.  n.  4  oiJlij)  Taking  or  send- 
ing a  bride  to  her  husband's  house  accompanied  by 

music.  Ui'ging  to  a  quick  pace.  Going  fast  (an 
ostrich  or  man). 

A        azifat,  (Approaching)  judgment-day. 

A  jijl  azfar,  (ph^  zufr")  Large-sided  (horse). 
A  (Jij\  azfal.  Anger,  passion,  impetuosity. 
A  &J,jj\  azfalat,  A  crowd,  troop,  body. 

A  e^>j\izfaUat,  Alacrity, liglitness,sprightliness. 

A       \  a^/aZa',Promiscuously,indiscriminately. 

pt-iJ^iijijl  dzf anddk, (or  )The rainbow. 

A  azfa'.  Haste,  expedition,  celerity,  ala- 
crity, briskness,  liveliness. 

A  azk  or  «2:«^,(v.n.of  Jjj\)  Being  distressed ; 

being  overpowered  (in  battle).  DifEculty,  distress. 

A  ̂jSJ\  azkah,  (pi.  of     zikh)  Leathern  bottles. 
A        izkam,  A  causing  to  swallow. 

A  ̂J\sj\  izkdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  fjfj)  Assisting  (in  car- 

rying burdens). 

A  azikkat,  (pi.  of  Jj^ zukdk')  Streets,  alleys. 
Narrow  walks,  spaces  between  rows  of  palm-trees. 

A  izhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  ̂j)  Gi-owing, 
increasing.  Causing  to  grow. 

A  izkdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  <Jl*ij)  Filling  (a  lea- 

thern bottle).  Bringing  forth.  Committing  to  me- 
mory, bottling  up  (a  story). 

PjjJjK  j\  az  hdr  dur.  An  idle  vagabond. az  liara  kardan.  To  recall  to 

mind.  To  write  a  history. 

A  ij^^^izlidk,  (v.n.4of  t2jj)  Persevering,  per- 
sisting. Predominating.  Labouring  under  a  sup- 

pression of  urine. 
A       \  izkdm,  A  giving  of  a  cold  in  the  head. 
A  izkdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^j)  Teaching,  giving 

to  understand.  Guessing,  surmising,  conjecturing 

the  truth,  hitting  the  nail  on  the  head.  Knowing, 

perceiving,  understanding. 
A  azkan,  One  who  judges  veiy  accurately. 

Sharper,  sharpest,  more  or  most  clever. 
A  azka\  More  or  most  pious  or  pure. 

Very  ingenious. 
A  azkiyds,  (pi.  of       zaKiy)  Good,  just, 

virtuous,  ingenuous.  Possessing  conveniences, 

abounding  in  comforts. 

p  Ol^l  azgdt.  Wicked,  villainous,  depraved. 

^'A  Jj\  azl,  (v.n.of  Jj^)  Being  inured  to  sorrow, 
conversant  with  distress  and  want.  Keeping  (one's 
flocks)  from  pasture  on  account  of  fear  or  scarcity. 
Falling  into  straits  or  scarcity.  Keeping  back  from 

pasture,  tethering.  Imprisoning.  Trouble,  afflic- 

tion, penury.  Izl,  A  lie,  falsehood.  Calamity,  mis- 
fortune. Uzl,  (pi.  of  Jj|j\  azul)  Severe,  barren 

(years).  Azal,  Eternity  (having  no  beginning,  liSS 
abad,  implying  eternity  without  end).  J\jl  j 

azal  u  dzdl,  Eternity  and  eternities,  i.  e.  from  all 



eternity,  Jj\  azlun  azilun,  Extreme  poverty, 
the  deepest  distress. 

A  Jj\a^aZ/,(Awolforman)  lank  and  light  about 

the  legs  and  thighs.  Swift.  Broken-headed.  Jv-J^ 

J5^\  as  sim^'l  azall,  The  mongrel  whelp  of  a  he- 
wolf  and  a  she-hyena. 

A  izlaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Bolting  the  door. 
A  izla^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J)  Exciting  a  strong 

desire  in  any  one  to  take  a  thing. 

A  izlaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (— iij)  Bringing  near. 

A  ̂3^^  izlah,  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ j)  Causing  to  shde 
or  blunder  in  speaking.  Looking  grim.  Casting 

her  young  (a  camel).  Shaving  the  head. 

A  J^l  izlal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj)  Causing  to  slide. 
Giving  any  one  his  due.    Conferring  a  favour. 

A  azlam,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jj  zalam  or  zulam)  Ar- 
rows without  heads,  which  the  Pagan  Arabs  made 

use  of  in  drawing  lots.  Domestic  animals  resem- 

bling cats,  but  having  short  tails. 

A  uJlii-j^  izlihfaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-fli^j  Q)  Being 
removed ;  retiring,  receding. 

A  (Jj^^  izilzil,  A  word  used  on  the  occasion  of 
a  violent  tremor,  as  an  earthquake. 

A  L-.'lxatJj^  izli^ab,  (v.  n.  4  ofi^-^J  Q)  Being 
dense  (cloud).  Increasing  and  dashing  (a  torrent). 

A  izUghhab,  (v.  n.  4  of         Q)  Grow- 
ingafter  shaving  (hair).  Producing  down  (a  bird). 

A  1  i^j\azlaf,  One  who  has  a  small  straight  nose. 
A        azlah,  One  who  slips  and  slides  much. 

A  azlam,  (A  goat)  having  two  excrescences 

on  the  throat.  (A  camel)  having  one  ear  slit,  ̂ j^^ 

^lili  al  azlamu''ljaza^  Misfortune.  A  mountain- goat.  A  lion. 

A        azaliy,  Eternal.  God. 

A        azaUyat,  Life  everlasting,  eternity. 

A  j»U3j^  izUmam,  (v.  n.  11  of  pJj)  Turning  away 
the  face  instantaneously.  Decamping,  migrating. 

Standing  bolt  upright.  Being  high  noon. 

A  1  azim,  (pi.  ̂   uzzam)  A  cheek-tooth,  a 
grinder.     One  who  keeps  his  lijis  closely  shut. 

p  p\  azm,  Progeny,  offspring. 
A  azm,  (v.n.ofj^\)  Adhering  (to  a  chief  or 

friend).  Abiding,  sticking  fast  (in  a  place).  Tak- 

ing care  of,  overlooking  (a  farm  or  estate).  Be- 
coming contracted.  Seizing  and  holding  (with  the 

teeth).  Cutting  with  the  teeth,  a  knife,  or  sword. 

Biting,  champing  (as  a  horse  the  bit).  Keeping 

silence.  Shutting  (a  door).  Abstaining  from,  con- 

taining or  commanding  one's  self.  Neglecting  food. 
Twisting  (a  rope  or  thread).  Being  unfavourable 

and  severe  (fortune,  or  a  barren  season).  Extir- 
pating, exhausting,  destroying  (men  or  cattle,during 

famine  or  other  calamities).  A  fashion  of  twisting 

or  plaiting  the  hair.  Barren,  disastrous  (year).  One 

who  seizes  with  the  teeth.  Azam,  (v.  n.  of  Be- 
coming contracted.  Being  pained.  Azim,  Barren, 

disastrous  (year).  Izam,  (pi.  of      azmat)  Meals. 
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Uzum,  (pi.  of       azum)  Cheek-teeth,  grinders. 

A  p\  uzzam,  (pi.  of  j^l  )  Cheek-teeth,  grinders. 
p  Icjl  azma,  (from  \  azmudan)  An  ex- 

perimenter. Skilled,  experienced,  tried. 

azma,  Examining.    An  experimenter. 

A  azma^,  (pi.  of  sjwj  zama^t)  Small 
streams  winding  through  valleys.  Low  grounds. 

Izma^  (v.n.4  of  ̂ jej)  Applying  diligently  to,  and 
persevering  in,  any  business.  Developing  them- 

selves (the  bearing  spurs  of  a  tree).  Running  (a 

hare).  Shooting  forth  rapidly,  unevenly,  some  parts 
being  much  finer  than  the  rest  (a  plant). 

A  (J^^  izzimmal,  (for  (Jl<Jj\  izdimal,  v.  n.  8  of 

J^)  Wrapping  or  hiding  one's  self  in  a  garment. 
P  (j^jT  azman.  Repentance,  regret,  sorrow, 

grief,  anguish.  Jjjs-  ̂ ^Wj  1  azman  khwurdan, 
To  devour  grief,  to  repent. 

A  azman,  (pi.  of  (j^J  zaman)  Times,  sea- 
sons. Izmmi,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Enduring  a  long 

time.  Invading,  pressing  on  one  (time).  De- 

nying, disowning.  Being  ruined  and  desolate. 

P  i3^1  azmani.  An  experiment,  proof,  trial. 
p  ̂^.iSAiOj  I  azmanidan.  To  regret,  grieve. 

p  (j^.l«5 1  dzmayish.  Experiment,  assay,  proof. 
P  I  cizmasl.  Experience,  proof,  test,  trial. 

A        o^ma^,  (pi.  j^lj\)Acheek-tooth,grinder. 

A  'i/Cj  \  azmat,  (pi.  \  azm  and  izam)  One  meal, 
eating.  Scarcity,  dearth.  Azamat,  A  bad  season. 

A  azimmat,  (pi.  of  zi7nam)  Thongs, 

straps,  fastenings.     Reins,  bridles,  halters. 

A  CL^\  azmat.  More  or  most  grave,  or  sedate. 

(^U5\  azmatu'n  nas.  The  gravest  of  men. 

Aj\j^j\izmij7'ar,A  resounding,  a  crying  aloud. 
Aj\jS^j\  izmihhrar,  A  being  violent  (noise). 
p  azmurda,  Covetous.    Lazy.  Left. 

A  ̂ *3^  azma^  One  who  has  a  superfluous  fin- 

ger, (pi.  ̂ y^\  azami^  A  calamity,  misfortune. 
A  disagreeable  or  iniquitous  thing. 

p        azmal.  Much,  many:  all.  Voice,  echo. 

A  (J^^  azmal,  (pi.  azamil  or  jjj;*^^  aza- 
miV)  Sound,  murmur,  confused  noise.  Family,  do- 

mestics. i^jO  ash  shaym  hi  azmalild.  The 

whole  thing.  Azmal  or  azmul,  Household  furni- 

ture, baggage.  All,  the  whole. 

A  azmalat.  Many,  much.  Universal. 

Household  furniture,  baggage.  Family,  domestics. 
The  twanging  of  a  bow. 

A  azmun,  (or  azminati)  (pi.  of  ̂^Uj 
zaman)  Times,  seasons.  Ages. 

p        I  azmand,  Desirous,  covetous,  greedy. 

p  ̂SxA^  azmandt,  Desire,  lust,  greediness. 

p  J^'^j^jT  azmudagt.  Experience.  ,^'^y*>^  ̂  
na  azmudagi,  Inexperience. 
p  I  azmudan.  To  try,  prove,  experiment. 

p  oOTiMfZa,  Tried,  proved,  experienced. 

Us  J^T  azmudaha,  Experiments,  itiyo^  Imr- 
azmuda.  Experienced  in  business. 

T 

A  uzmul,  (izmawl,  's^y«j^  izmamlat  or  uz- mulat).  Bleating  (deer). 

P  {jy*'j  I  azmun,  A  proof,  trial,  experiment. 

Q)  Being  red 
with  anger  (the  eye).  Being  austere,  grim  (the  face). 
Beingintensely  cold  (day).  Twinkling  (the  stars), 

A  (Ji^xj\  izmihldl,  (v,  n.  4  of  [^if^j  Q)  Being 

dispelled  (a  cloud).  Falling  (rain).  Flowing, 
running  (melted  snow). 

A  0\^I*j\  izmistdt.  The  being  of  various  hues. 

A j^A*J^  izmifvaj-,  (v.  n.  4  ofjUj  Q)  Being  in- 
censed and  having  the  eyes  reddened  with  anger. 

A  i.ilKA«5^?>7?iiAaA,  The  being  excessively  angry. 

A  (Jji*j^  izmil,  A  shoe-maker's  paring  knife.  A 
kind  of  pike  with  which  they  hunt  wild  oxen.  A 

mallet.    Strong.  Weak. 

A         izmim.  One  of  the  last  nights  of  a  month. 

A  ̂X>j\  iznaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  \3j)  Causing  to  fly  for 
refuge,  or  ascend  a  mountain.     Giving  a  clyster. 

A  t>\3j^  azndd,  (or  aznud)  (pi.  of  OOj  zand) 
Pieces  of  wood  which,  being  rubbed  against  one 

another,  produce  sparks  of  fire.  Iznad,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Joj)  Increasing.     Having  a  return  of  pain. 

A  ̂J^J^  izndk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Keeping  a  fa- 
mily on  short  commons  from  avarice  or  poverty. 

aznak.  Desirous,  greedy. 

p  I  aznahi.  Avidity,  cupidity. 

A  ̂ ^iznam,  (v.n.4  of  not  used)  Beginning 
to  put  forth  leaves  (a  tree). 

A  iznan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Entertaining  an 

opinion  (favourable  or  otherwise). 

p  jUjl  aznav,  (or  azndva)  Name  of  a  dis- trict in  Hamadan. 

p  aznab.  Displeasure,  disgust. 

A  'i_       aznab.  Fat. 

p  uibjl  azanh,  A  wrinkle.  A  frown.  L^X>j\ 

tlj>\  J  J  (j^J^  ̂^S>Sj\  azank  afgandan  miydni  du 
abru.  To  knit  the  brows. 

T  (X^^Sojl  izmkmid,  Nicomedia,  in  Bythinia. 
p  ui)l3(.ibj  !  azanlmdh.  Wrinkled,  frowning. 
A  aznam,  Slit-eared  (camel),  ̂ iii  p^^l 

al  aznmnu'ljaza^  Misfortune. 
A        aznd ,  More  or  most  salacious. 

iijs  ̂   azna^  min  hird,  More  ruttish  than  an  ape. 
A        azamy.  The  spear  of  a  king  named 

^^J>zu  yazan,  who  formerly  reigned  injv.?'  li  imyar. 

p  jij^  azu  or  azo,  From  him. 
A  jjl  azw,  (v.  n.  ofVjl  forjjl)  Diminishing,  de- 

creasing (a  shadow). 

A  azmdf,  (pi.  of  zdy)  LettersJ  zayn. 

Izwds,  (v.  n.  4  of  t/jj)  Bringing  another  with  one. 

A         azwdj,  (pi.  of  ̂ jj  ̂■flw;) Pairs.  Spouses. 
K         azwdr.  Men  fond  of  female  society. 

A  (J^jJ^  azrcdl,  (pi.  of  JjJ  zanl)  Elegant,  in- 
genious, clever,  witty  youths.  Powerful,  strenuous. 

Wonderful.  Wonders.  Pudenda  virorum. 

A  _jjVii2:?i;,  (v.n.of  _j\)  Makinghaste.  Hang- 



ing  back,  being  loth  to  render  assistance. 

A  azuh,  Restive.  One  who  fails  in,  or  de- 

parts from,  generous  or  noble  deeds. 

azuh  anuh,  Sordid,  avaricious.  TJzuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ) 

Contracting  one's  self,  shrinking  up.  Delaying, 
lingering,  lagging.  Stumbling,  slipping,  sliding. 

Beating(asthe  pulse).  Approaching,drawingnear. 

p  (ijjjl  azud,  Intelligent,  clear-sighted,  acute. 

Pj^jjl  am"ar  or  a;JMr,Avaricious,greedy.  Lewd. 
A  azmar,  (pl.jjjj  ̂ ^wr)  An  army.  Inclined, 

'leaning  to  one  side.  One  who  has  an  inequality 

in  his  breast-bones.  (A  dog)  pigeon-breasted.  One 
who  looks  out  at  one  corner  of  his  eye. 

Aj^jjj^  izmirar,  (v.  n.  9  ofj]j  forjjjj)  Turning 
aside,  shunning.  Being  crooked :  fallingcrosswise. 

A  »jjjjWzwira^,(pl.ofjVjj  ̂ /war) Ropes, straps, 
girths  between  the  poitrel  and  the  hind  girth. 

A  ̂ j^j^  azward,  The  lote-tree. 

p  iSj'ij'  azwai'i,  Name  of  a  medicinal  thorn. 
A  tjijj^  azwash,  Proud,  haughty,  arrogant. 
p  1  azugh,  A  lopping,  a  trimming.  The 

prunings  or  loppings  of  trees. 

A  j5j\  uziif,  (v.  n,  of  i  iJC)  Making  haste.  Ap- 
proaching, drawing  near  (time  of  departure). 

A  Jjj\  azul,(ji\.  Jj^  uzT)  Severe,  barren  (year). 

A  J^jjl  izwilal,  (v.  n.  9  of  J|j  for  JjJ)  Depart- 
ing. Declining  (as  the  sun  from  the  meridian). 

A  \  azum,  One  who  sticks  close  (to  a  person 

or  thing).  Champing  the  bit  (a  horse).  Barren, 

scarce  (year),  (pi.  nzum)  A  cheek-tooth,  a 

grinder.  Uzum,  (v.  n.  of  p^)  Adhering,  cohering. 
Seizing  with  the  teeth. 

A  tijjj^  azrci,  (pi.  of       zay)  LettersJ  zayn. 

izivirar,  (v.  n.  11  oij\j  forjjjj)  Reced- 
ing, turning  aside.  Being  crooked,  lying  awry. 

A  As>j\  izhaj:,  (v.  n.  4  o{\s>j  fory^j)  Ripening 
(a  date).  Beina;  proud.  Being  tall  (a  palm-tree). 

ma  azhdhu,  How  proud  he  is  ! 

A  izhad,  (v.n.  4  of  tXJ&j)  Conjecturing,  es- 
timating by  guess  (a  crop  of  corn  while  growing). 

Aj\s^J\  azhar,  (pi.  of  'i^j  zahrat)  Flowers, 
p  jlfcj^  azhar-dasta,  A  nosegay,  a  bunch  of 
flowers.  Several  literary  works  bear  the  title  of 

G^/iar,  in  the  following  manner:  ̂ j;Gjaj^Ji\ Jji^ 

jbi>-\  ij,azharu^r  rawzatdynft  akhbari 

'd  dan-latayn,  (The  flowers  of  two  gardens,  in  the 
history  of  two  kingdoms)  the  history  of  the  two 

royal  families  of  Nuru'd  dm  and  Salahu'd  din  (or 
Saladin),  the  famous  sultans  of  Egypt  in  the  time 

of  the  crusades.  Izhar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjfcj)  Lighting  a 
lamp :  making  (afire)  blaze.  Flowering,  blossoming. 

A  izhaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_aJ&j)  Telling  a  lie, 
varnishing  with  falsehood.  Exciting  to  mischief. 

Granting  any  one  his  request.  Bringing  near  (a 

stab  with  speech  or  tongue).  Rushing  on  a  wounded 

man.  Stirring  up  evil.  Calumniating,  whispering. 

Deceiving,  betraying.   Depressing,  dishonouring. 
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Hasting  to  do  evil.  Being  delighted  with.  Giv- 

ing pleasure.  Referring,  relating  or  tracing  up  to. 

Throwing  (a  rider).    Carrying  off.  Destroying. 

A  ̂J^J^  izhak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Shooting  an  ar- 
row through  the  mark.  Filling  (a  cup).  Dissi- 

pating, destroying.  Getting  the  saddle  on  his  neck 

(a  horse).    Being  full  of  marrow.  Accelerating. 

A  izhdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»!6j)  Being  full  of  mar- 
row (a  bone). 

A  azhar,  White,  bright,  brilliant,  splendid, 

shining,  clear,  evident.  The  moon.  A  wild  bull. 

Friday.  Whitish-coloured  (lion).  Milk  as  soon  as 
it  is  drawn.  (A  camel)  straddling  and  cropping 
the  extremities  of  a  tree. 

p  ̂jiy\ji'j  \  azharak,  Name  of  the  tyrant  Zahhak. 

A  ̂J]/'j^  azhardni,  (dual)  The  sun  and  moon. 
Aj^^jifcjl  izhirdr,  (v.  n.  11  of jSt>j)  Flowering. 
A       I  a^i, Vehement,  excessively  warm,  sultry. 

A  ̂JJ\  azy,  (v.  n.  of  t/j^)  Being  placed  at,  ap- 
plied to,  comprehended  in.     Being  contracted, 

shrunk  (a  shadow).  Studying  to  over-reach,  cir- 
cumvent, deceive  or  betray.    Diminishing.  Dis- 

tressing, oppressing. 

A  uziy,  (v.  n.  of  (_?j^)  Being  placed  at,  ap- 
plied to,  comprehended  in.     Being  contracted. 

A  A>J\  azyds,  (pi.  of  zdy)  LettersJ  zayn. 

(pi.  of       z'ly')  Costumes,  habits,  garbs,  guises. 

AjV^\  azyar,  (pi.  of^  zlr)  Those  who  delight 
in  the  company  and  conversation  of  women. 

A  I  azyaf,  (pi,  of        zayf)  Clipt  coins. 

A  ̂J^3^  azyan,  (pi.  of  zayn)  Ornaments. 
Izyan,  (v.  n.  4 of for  (^.j)  Adorning, decorating. 

A  ̂ jvji  izziyan,  A  being  decorated;  ornateness. 

A  (_-*^^  azyah,  Cheerful,  joyous.  Vile,  con- 
temptible. One  who  takes  short  steps.  Short.  Sa- 

tan. An  iniquitous  or  disagreeable  affair.  Enmity, 

hostility.  A  hedgehog.  Misfortune,  calamity. 

Terror,  tremor.  Alacrity.  Much  water.  A  puta- 

tive or  adopted  son,  a  bastard.  The  south-east 
wind.  The  south  wind.  Azth,  Long,  tall. 

A  izyabh,  Large  (pudendum).  t4^^ 

\  izyabbu'l  batsh,  Powerful  in  severity. 

A  'i^>^\  izyabbat,  Covetous  (woman), 
p  i^i^j  I  dzidan,  To  injure,  grieve,  molest.  To 

prick.  To  dye. 

p^I  dzir,  Intelligent.  Trouble, 

p  \j>^  azlrd,  (for       zira)  Because, 

p  » azira,A.  mattock,beetle,  smith's  hammer. 

^U'H/ui  ̂   ̂̂ ^f'idan,  To  afflict.  To  draw. 
A       aziz,  (v.n.ofj\)Bubbling(a  boiling  caul- 

dron). A  thundering,  crashing,  rumbling,  dread- 
ful noise.  Thunder.    The  sound  proceeding  from 

the  clapper  and  other  machinery  of  a  mill.  The 
noise  of  wind  in  the  bowels.     Frigid.  Coldness. 

Vehemence,  rapidity  of  motion, 

p  t^J^j^  azish,  From  him. 

A  ̂-^^  uzay^  A  proper  name. 

P        \  dzigh,  Aversion,  indignation. 

P  j-^l  az'igh,  Perception,  recollection. 
A  ̂y>^  azyal,  Wide  between  the  thighs. 

A  jCj\  azyam,  (A  camel)  having  no  voice. P         azin,  Such  as  this. 

A  izyindn,  A  being  adorned :  ornateness. 

A        azyi,  (pi.  of       zay)  LettersJ  zayn. 

A  ̂^U-ojl  izyindn,  The  being  greatly  adorned, 

pj  I  dj,  Rest,  ease.    Ingenious.  Abstinent, 

p  ̂ "1  djakh,  A  wart.  A  mole  on  the  skin, 

p  ̂ \  ajahh,  A  wart. p  uiJlj  ̂   I  djahhndk,  Full  of  warts,  warty. 

P  jOj^  ajdar,  A  dragon.  The  top  of  a  standard. 

p  ̂j'^j^  ajdarhd,  A  dragon.  A  strong,  brave 
man.  A  tyrant,  rf'assionate,  testy.  A  standard. 
Armorial  bearings.    The  tyrant  Zahhak. 

p  ̂ jiij  I  djadan,  To  sew,  pierce,  prick,  puncture. 
To  shave.To  notch  a  mill-stone  closely .  To  tinge,dye. 

p  (.iI>iJ^"\  ajdank,  Name  of  a  demon. 
p  Siijl  djada.  Pricked,  punctured,  sewed. 

p  IfcJj!  oy'c^aM,  A  dragon.  Brave,  intrepid.  A 
tyrant.  Zahhak.  A  standard.  tiUi  q/(ia- 

hdd  falah,  The  constellation  of  the  Dragon. 

v^JSjui  lj6Jj\a/c?a/m-samn,(pl.)Dragon-headed. 
p  <-dJUjjl  ajdahdh,  The  tyrant  Zahhak. 

p  ̂   1  djugh.  The  prunings  of  a  vine. 

p  ̂ \  aj'gh,  Prunings,  loppings. 
p  i^^j^  ajhdn,  Indolent,  idle,  lazy,  slothful. 

p  ̂^J\  ajhan,  A  latticed  door. 
p  i^^j^  ajhahan,  (or  ̂J^j^  ajkahdn)  Indolent, 

idle,  negligent,  lazy,  slothful.    Vain,  false. 
p        1  djgin.  Lattices,  blinds. 

p  li^jl  djatid,  Plaster,  mortar,  parget,  cement. 

p  JOjl  ajandf  Mortar..  Clay,  mud  at  the  bot- 
tom of  a  cistern. 

p  ̂̂ Sx>\s>J  I  dJanddnidanjTo  make  sew,or  prick. 

p  ̂J'^J  I  djandan.  To  prick,  pierce.   To  sew. 
p  5J0jl  djanda,  Sewed.    Bored,  pierced. 

p  (jii^.i^ijl  djandidan,  To  lay  mortar  between 
two  bricks. 

p  uibj  I  qy'aw/{,  A  wrinkle:  knitting  of  the  brows. 
PwJUtilijl  djankndk.  Frowning. 

PtL^-l  djang,  (or  i^jj^)  A  wrinkle  :  a  frown, 

p  f^'^^  lOj  I  dja7ia  hardan.  To  spread  a  table, 

p  ̂j^'^  ajnaydn,  A  chameleon. 

PjjJI  djrvar.  Covetous. 
p  jjJ-T  djugh,  Slips,  loppings.  Palm-tree  fibres. 
p  Sj\  aja,  Quick  lime,  plaster,  cement. 

p  ̂J^J\  ajhdn,  Idle,  lazy,  useless. 
p  j^j\  ajhan.  Lazy,  indolent.  A  trifling  thing. 

p  iob^-^  ajydna,  A  pavement  of  flags  or  brick. 
p       djikh.  Gummy  exudations  from  the  eyes. 

p  ̂̂ S>j\  djidan.  To  prick.    To  stitch,  sew. 

p yj  1  ajjr,lntelligent,  learned,  ingenious.  Pious, 
devout.  Chaste,  modest.  A  lake,  pool,  ditch.  A 

cistern  wherein  rain-water  is  collected.  Victory, 

conquest.    A  cry,  a  shout.    Abundance,  surplus. 



Preparation,  arrangement. 

p^j\  ajir.  Intelligent,  prudent.  Pious,  abstinent, 

p  (^l^^'l  ajlrah,  A  shout,  a  cry. 
p  i^'^.jt.j^  ajlrldan,  To  cry  aloud.  To  appear 

•wise  and  intelligent.     To  prepare,  to  arrange, 

p  jjojl  ajina,  A  tool  for  notching  mill-stones, 
p       1  as,  A  mill-stone.    Ground  corn.  A 

grinding  of  wheat,  barley,  &c.    The  ermine.  A 

bald  camel.  A  bow.  Name  of  a  village  in  Persia. 

1^1^ '  «5  hardan,  To  grind,  crush,  bruise. 
A  I  as,  The  myrtle.  Cinders  or  ashes  remain- 

ing in  a  fire-place.  Honey;  what  remains  in  the 

hive.  The  ruins  or  remains  of  a  dwelling.  Se- 
cret remains  of  any  thing  in  general.  A  tomb. 

A  companion,  {jji  (^jtAasi  &ar?-i,  The  wild  myrtle. 
A  us,  A  sound  which  tames  serpents. 

A  ass,  (v.  n.  of  (J)u\)  Building,  erecting  an 

edifice.  Enraging.  Driving  or  checking  sheep  by 

crying  as  as.  The  excrement  of  a  bee.  Ass,  iss,  or 

uss,  (pi.  isds)  A  foundation.    The  begin- 

ning or  root  of  any  thing.  The  earliest  age,  eter- 
nity. A  spoiling,  a  marring.  Uss,  The  vestige  or 

trace  of  any  thing.  Ashes  remaining  in  a  place. 

The  heart  of  man  (as  being  the  foundation  of  life). 

ij*>^  ̂   khuz  ussa^t  tarik,  Take  for  your 
guide  on  the  road  any  footmarks  or  dung.  (JL^ 

^la'  ussi'd  dahr.  In  the  beginning  of  time. 
pUl  asa.  Manner,  rule.  Embellishment,  de- 

coration. Reverence,  sternness,  rigour.  Authority, 

majesty,  gravity.  Quiet,  tranquillity,  repose.  Gap- 

ing, yawning,  stretching.    ̂ jA*.i.^U**l  asa  hashi- 
dan.  To  yawn,   (in  compos,  from  ̂ ^^y*t  \  asudati) 

Pacifying,  soothing.:  as,  L*»  I        ruh-asa,  Sooth- 

ing the  mind,     (an  afiix  denoting)  Like,  resem- 

bling :  as,  \m>\  l)^  mard-asa.  Manly,  like  a  man. 
Im>  I  (.dLiiiJ*  mushk-asd.  Like  musk,  odoriferous. 

pU  asa,  Yawning.  Like. 

A  U\  asa',  (v.  n.  of  \m>\  for  ̂**»^)  Curing,  heal- 
ing.   Composing  differences,  making  peace. 

A  f'\jjt\  isMf,  A  making  of  horns  to  a  bow. 
A         asds  or  isas,  A  medicine,  remedy.  Isdf 

(v.  n.  4  of       for  Ij^o)  Corrupting,  despoiling,  de- 
stroying.   Doing  evil,  injuring,  maltreating,  (pi. 

of         asi)  Physicians. 

A  'is\u»\  isdrnt.  An  offence,  crime,  sin.  Mis- 
chief, injurious  treatment. 

A  dsdb,  (pi.  of  ̂.«»»\  isb)  Fundaments. 
Hair  about  the  fundament  and  genitals.  Pubes. 

A  8 3jI**»\  asdhizat,  (pi.  of  (_]^(^Juj*^  asbaziy)  Name 

of  a  people  in  Persia,  Magians. 

A  (JjIj>*»^  asdhil,  (pi.  of  (J  .Vi  »<>^  istabl)  Stables. 

A  asdbiy,  (pi.  of  5^1xm*\  isbdsat)  The  pas- 
sages or  ducts  for  the  blood. 

A  asdbiy  (pi.  of  ̂^jf**>^  usbu^  Weeks. 

A  *SU**\Msa^,(pl.of  asI)Physicians,surgeons. 

A  'SiijlMi^  asdtizai,  (or  asdtiz)  (pi.  of 

p  (iVlLwl  Ms^aa;)  Masters,  ̂ s?"  asdtizai 
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jam,  Persian  doctors  or  wise  men. 

Aj3\Mt\  asdtir,  (pi.  o{jCLu\  istdr)  Weights  of 
4^  miskals,  or  6^  drams. 

A  ̂»-liyi*\  asdji^  (pi.  of  'iS'^^^  usju^t)  (Ora- 
tions) written  or  delivered  in  rythm.  j^Lu^ 

slsi J  asdji^  walimiya.  Nuptial  or  festive  verses. 

A  &*.U(*\  isdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of        for  ̂ *»»)  Caus- 
ing to  flow.  Whisking  his  tail  (a  horse). 

A  ̂3j»-L*»^  asdhil,  Channels  for  water. 
A        I  dsdd,  (pi.  of  C>M»\  asad)  Lions. 

A  i>U*»l  isfdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  JU**)  Travelling  quick : 

travelling  all  night  without  halting  to  refresh. 

Travelling  night  and  day. 

A  5JLu\  isddat,  (v.  n.  4  of  jU*»  for  <.5j**>)  Be- 

getting a  prince.  Begetting  black  children.  Isddat 

or  usddat,  (for  SjLuj  wisddat)  A  cushion,  pillow. 

A assdr,  (pi.  ofj5**»  susr')  The  remains  after 
a  meal,  of  whatever  is  gnawed  or  bitten.  Isj:dr, 

(v.  n.  4  ofjUw)  Leaving  remains  of  meat  or  drink. 

Aj\ui\  isdr.  Captivity.  (pl.^^\  usiir')  A  chain, 
fetter,  ligament,    (for jL*.^.  yasdf)  The  left  side. 

A  'ij\t*)\  isdrat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjl«*>  for  j^***)  Caus- 
ing to  go,  driving. 

G  t^jj^^  asdrun,  Wild  spikenard,  asarum. 
p  dsdra,  Computation,  calculation. 

A  (j?)^^  asara' or Msam', (pi.  of_^u*»\)  Captives. 
A  jiJ^Sasdrir,  Beauty  of  face.  (pi.  of  j**>  sirr) 

The  lines,  lineaments,  wrinkles,  or  creases  in  the 

palms  of  the  hand  or  on  the  forehead.  The  cheeks. 

A  asdr'i^  (pi.  of  ̂ jj/*>^  usru^  White worms  with  red  heads  found  in  sand.  The  fresh 

natural  colour  of  the  teeth.  Shoots  which  grow 

from  the  roots  of  palm-trees,  and  which  are  occa- 

sionally eaten  gi'een.  Lines  or  grooves  on  bows. 

A  (__j*iL*>l  dsds,  (pi.  oi  asas)  Foundations. 

A  (_j»»l*u\  asds,  (pi.  f^juMi]  usus)  A  foundation, 

basis,  pedestal.  Ci^l>til\  (j*>U»>^  asdsu'l  liighdt, 
(Foundation  of  speech)  An  Arabic  grammar  so 

called.    &**>Uu-5l  asaSM's5/?/asa^,  (Founda- 

tion of  rule)  A  treatise  on  political  govei'nment. 

Isds,  (pi.  of  (J^\  ass)  Foundations. 
A  iu»>\-Mi\  isdsat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_j»iU*J  for  ̂ j*>^j**>) 

Appointing  a  governor,  throwing  the  government 

upon  any  one.  Being  affected  by  weevil  (corn), 

by  tike  (sheep),  by  the  moth  (wool). 

p  iu*>L»>\  asdsa,  (or  isdsa)  A  glance  from  a  cor- 

ner of  the  eye.  Understanding,  intellect.  Revi- 
sion, retrospect. 

A  jJsU**^  asdtim,  (pi.  of  &!Jlia*»»\  ustummat,)  Do- 
mestics, relations. 

A asdttr,  (pi.  ofjUah»\  astdr,  pi.  of  Jieun 
satar)  Lines,  rows,  writings,  (pi.  ofj\ia*<*\  istdr, 

SjUluj^  istdrat, ist'ir,  *S_jda*o\  isttrat,jyiaM»\ 
ustur,  and  »jjla«*i\  usturat)  Stories,  fables,  tales, 

romances.  U^j*^^  ji^^^  asdtlru'l  awwaUna, 
Fables  of  the  ancients. 

A  (^^A>L»^  asdfin,  (pi.  of  io\_jla*M\  ustuwdnat) 

Columns,  Legs  of  quadrupeds.  Veretra. 

A  isd^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ Iw*  for  Los- 
ing.  Destroying.    Letting  loose,  sending  camels 

grazing  at  random  without  a  keeper.  Entering  (one 

hour  into  another).  Remaining  behind  (one  hour). ' 
Passing  from  hour  to  hour.  Voiding  seminal  fluid. 
Allowing  his  pizzle  to  dangle  (an  ass). 

A  iipL*»\  isdffhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ ^)  Giv- 
ing time  to  swallow,  to  rest  or  pause.  Being  com- 

pleted, made  up  (one  thing  by  another). 

A  ( — >L»»^  isd  f,  or  asof.  Name  of  an  idol  which 

3 ^wi?'  bin  luhayy  set  up  on  \hjO  safd,  to 
which  sacrifices  were  used  to  be  offered  in  face  of 

the  Kaaba :  according  to  others,  a  son  of  j ^mr, 
who  for  his  wickedness  was  metamorphosed.  Isdf, 

Name  of  a  companion  of  Muhammad. 

A  asdfat.  Grief,  pain,  sadness.  Servitude, 

clientship.  Asdfat  or  usdfat.  Thin,  light,  unpro- 

ductive soil.  Isdf  at,  (v.  n.  4  of .  >U*»  for  i— 9^) 

Losing  (cattle)  by  disease,  (or  children)  by  death. 
Unstitching  (a  leathern  bottle).  Stitching  coarsely, 

so  that  the  stitches  afterwards  burst.  Patiently  en- 

during.   Usdfat,  Leanness,  barrenness  of  soil. 

p  f^jt>\  ds-ofzun,  An  iron  instrument  for 
notching  a  mill-stone. 
A  asdfil.  Small  camels,     (pi.  of  ̂^SUa\ 

asfal)  Inferiors,  lower  classes,  the  canaille.  Lower 
parts,  the  nether  extremities.   (JiUo^  j  ;_J^^  a^li 

u  asdfil,  High  and  low,  all  ranks.  i^\> 

asdfili  nds.  The  lowest  of  mankind. 

A  's3\u»\  asdltat.  The  strap  of  a  stirrup.  Isdkat, 

(v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ jy**)  Causing  to  drive.  Giv- 
ing (camel.s)  to  be  driven.  Sending  (a  marriage- 

portion  to  a  woman). 

A  la5l«>\  issdhut,  (v.  n.  of  }aiUo\,  6  of  laa**»,  ir- 

regularly formed)  Falling. 

A  ̂ \m>1  asdJti^  (pi.  of  ̂ H**»\  aska^  Small 
green  birds  with  white  heads. 

^  A  I  fti'lwjl  asdii  f,  (or  is>fljU»*\  asdkifat)  (pi.  of 
(  oi)'>*>^  ushuff)  Bishops. 

A  asdki,  (pi.  of  ̂liLti  sihdi)  Bottles  (for 
wine  or  water):  also  those  in  which  they  churn  milk. 
A  asdkifat,  (or  i-_ft;/Lu^  asdhif)  (pi.  of 

(  iskdf)  Shoemakers.  Handicraftsmen. 

p  (JUrt  t  dsdd,  A  foimdation,  basis. 

A  J\ji*»\  istdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jl«>)  Granting,  admit- 

ting or  approving  a  request,  allowing  to  ask. 

A  (jLoWsja/,Moi'eormostof  an  asker  or  beggar. 

A  ̂y^^\  asdl.  Likeness,  resemblance.  Signs. 
A  &Jl»*>\  asdlat,  (v.  n.  of  Becoming  smooth, 

even,  and  long  (a  cheek  or  jaw-bone).  Isdlat,  (v. 
n.  4  of  Jla»  for  J.Jy*»)  Shedding.  Difflising,  causing 

to  flow.  Making  long  (the  point  of  a  spear. 

A  ̂V**>^  asdlih.  The  parts  about  the  uvula. 
A  i_-.aa5U»>1  asdlib,  (pi.  of  («^jL*»^  uslub)  Modes, 

manners,  ways.  Parts  of  doctrine  or  of  knowledge. 

t_»*Jiil*«\  Cm*-^^  s   '.V^""  malidtibi  tanhiyat-asdlib, 



Letters  in  the  way  of  congratulation. 

G  (j*i_jlaJU*»^  asalltus,  A  kind  of  black  clay 
which  they  rub  on  vines  to  destroy  insects. 

G  j^_ja5U*»\  asaliyun,  Parsley. 

A        I  asam,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  ism)  Names. 
A         issarn,  (v.  n.  4  of  Wearying, 

A  »/oU*>l  isamat,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»U»»  for  Send- 
ing to  graze.  Darting  a  look  at  one.  Raising  a 

price,  fixing  a  high  price.  Asking  the  price.  Mak- 
ing a  hole  at  the  top  of  a  well.    Usamat,  A  lion. 

ajras  minusamat,  Bolder  than  a  lion. 

A  ftsam?^,  (pi.  of  ̂ »j^sfl7«^)Ears, hearing. 

A  asami,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  isni)  Names.  A  An 
individual.  A  dependant,  client.  A  tenant,  renter. 

A  debtor.  The  defendant  of  a  suit.  Office,  place, 

appointment.  The  substitution  of  one  for  another. 

A  ̂\u>\  asamiy,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  ism)  Names. 

p  (^jk(ol«A>\  asamis,  "W  ild  camomile. 
asan,  Easy,  convenient,  commodious. 

Threads,  strings.  ̂ Jw^ii  ̂ Jl**>  I  asan  dashtan,  To 
make  an  abatement,  to  lower  the  price. 

A  (^*t»\  asan,  (pi.  of  usun)  Dispositions, 
tempers,  manners,  modes  of  living.  Threads  or 

twists  of  ropes.  iiX>\  ̂   ^JS' ̂   hurva  ̂ la' 
asan  min  ahihi,  He  takes  after  his  father. 

Pj\^(^Imj  1  asan-kar,  Skilful,  active,  expeditious. 

p  jy§  ̂^{mA  asan-gir,  Easy  of  access,  courteous. 
p  ̂jy>M\  asani,  Facility,  ease.  Repose,  sleep. 

Easy.  Leave. 

A  asanid,  (pi.  of  tiU**»\  isnad)  Allega- 

tions on  other's  authority.  Imputations,  attributes. 
p  ̂tiJoLol  asanidan,  To  facilitate,  to  expedite. 

A  Sjl**)l  vsdrvat,  Medical  art.    Remedy,  cure. 

A  Oj\Mt\  asanid,  (pi.  of  Black  serpents. 

Aj^\*ti\  asawir,  (or  'ijj\*n\  asawirat)  (pi.  of siwar  or  uswar)  Bracelets.     (pi.  of 

isn-ar  and  nsmar,  q.v.) 

A  5jjU*»\  asawirat,  Name  of  a  company  of 

strangers  who  settled  in  Basra  (as  the  'ijo\s-\  ahd- 
mirat  did  in  Kufa). 

A  ̂fcUnl  asdlnj,  Various  modes  of  going. 
A  uiljJbLo\  asdhlk,  A  horse's  pace.   A  gallop. 
p  dsa-)/,  (in  comp.)  Resting.  Ceasing. 

asaya',  (pi.  of        asiyat)  Sad,  mourn- 
ful (women). 

p  j^iiJk3bl*»j  1  dsdydnidan,  To  give  rest.  To 

praise.    To  lift. 

p  ̂jS-).l<*>l  dsdyish,  Ease,  quiet,  rest,  repose. 

p  Si^^jI^IaoI  dsdyish-hada,  A  place  of  rest. 

A  ̂^jLuI  asdfin,  (pl.of  &Jju*i^  aslnat)  Bowstrings. 

p  ̂^liJjLtil  asdsidatt,  To  rest,  to  cease. 
p  u— »*»»las«&,Endeavour,efFort.  Nail,claw,hoof. 

\  ash,  A  horse.  The  knight  at  chess. 

^_^\  {_  --"^  ashi  abi,  The  hippopotamus.  u.*«*>^ 

jj  Jjj  ashi  tez-rav,  A  swift  horse.  \dJ^ 

asbijang,  A  war-horse.  [J^^  l-.«»*>1  ashi  chubln, 
(A  wooden  horse)  A  bier.  u-««»>^  asbi  surkh. 
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A  bay  horse.  j*n  t_<w>\  asbi  sar-kash,  A  res- 

tive horse.  eJ^'H^  asbi  Idsha,  A  horse  bred 
from  an  Arabian  sire  and  an  Anatolian  dam. 

jjjy  asbi  nawbati,  A  post-horse,  j  ■■"^ 
(_.^U**»\  asb  u  asbdb,  A  horse  and  his  furniture  or 

baggage,  (jii^  U^J^  J  i-ju**^  ash  u  farzin  nihd- 
dan,  To  win  (at  chess). 

A  (_»»**>^  isb,  (pi.  l-jU*»1  dsdb)  The  fundament, 

pubes,  and  the  hair  growing  around  those  parts. 

A  ̂Ijjjil  isbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂Jw^)  Humbling  one's 
self,  submitting  to  the  authority  of  God.  Being 

quiet.  Being  enamoured,  insane,  strongly  inclined. 

A  isbcLMt,  (pi.  asabiy)  A  duct  or 

passage  for  the  blood. 
^  A  L-.'lxwj^  asbdb,  (pi.  of  \_.  i-^-"  sabab)  Causes, 

motives,  arguments,  reasons,  incentives,  stimula- 
tives.  Modes,  ways,  manners,  means.  Instruments, 

utensils,  apparatus.  Tracts,  parts.  Cloths,  appa- 

rel, effects,  moveables,  goods,  chattels,  furniture, 

p  tfX^   u->Iju«^  asbdbi  jang.  Military  stores. 

L_»>L».ti^  asbdbi  rihla,  Baggage,  necessaries  for 

travelling.  jSUn  i^\xui\  asbdbi  safar,  Necessaries, 

provisions,  preparations  for  travelling.  A  l-^jIxu*^ 

C^\y^^\  asbdbu's  samandt,  The  tracts  or  quarters 
of  the  heavens.  sJ^i^K  l-->Ixmj\  asbdbi  ma^sha, 

The  means  of  living.  (Jj^^^  i_-^U*<j\  asbdbu'n 
nawdzil,  (Causes  of  the  arrivals  from  heaven) 

Name  of  a  work,  shewing  the  causes  for  which 

each  verse  of  the  Kur'an  was  sent  from  heaven. 
A  Ll^U**»^  isbdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  CLhiM*)  Resting. 

Keeping  or  entering  on  a  Sabbath.  Sabbatism. 

A  ?s&aA,(v.n.4  of  ̂ ^)  Causing  to  swim. 

A  isbdkh,  (v.  n.  4  of  '^f**)  Being  saltish 
(ground).  Reaching  saltish  ground  when  digging. 

A  J>\xu3\ashdd,(])\.o{  JJw^siZ)<^)  Rogues, thieves. 

Wolves.  Sable  garments.  Heads  of  the  plant 

j^jiai  nasty  ere  they  shoot  forth.  Isbdd,  (v.  n.  4  of 
lijuw)  Shaving  (the  head).  Growing  (fresh  shoots 

of  the  plant  '^^jo^  nasiy  upon  the  old  ones). 
A  jlxuj^  asbdr,  (pi.  of  jw  sibr  or  sabi')  Forms. 

Origins,  roots.    Colours.  Beauties. 
A  Islju*!^  asbdt,  (pi.  of  iaXfcU  sibt)  Tribes,  distinct 

bodies.  The  tribes  of  Israel.  l^U**!^  j  awidd 

u  asbdt,  Sons  and  kindred.  Isbdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  laju*») 

Being  silent  from  fright.  Cleaving  to  the  ground, 

lying  outstretched  from  a  sound  drubbing.  Sleep- 

ing with  eyes  half-closed.  Slighting,  disregarding. 

Being  dilated,  spread  out.  Falling  and  being 

unable  to  rise.  Abounding  in  the  Tp[ant]axu)  sabat. 

A  ̂ ^^\  asbd^  (pi.  of  sib^  (Camels)  en- 
during thirst  for  seven  days.  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^J^  sabi^ 

Seventh  parts.  Isbd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Complet- 
ing the  number  seven.  Having  camels  which  drink 

on  the  seventh  day.  Having  one's  flocks  attacked 
by  wild  beasts.  Feeding  upon,  or  serving  up,  the 

flesh  of  wild  beasts.  Giving  a  child  to  nurse.  Sur- 
rendering a  flock  to  the  wolf.  Dismissing,  setting 

at  liberty,  not  making  use  of. 

A  '^^^\  isbdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ f">)  Completing. 
Conferring  favours  in  perfection.  Performing  tho- 

roughly a  religious  ablution,  giving  to  each  mem- 
ber its  due  share.  Putting  on  an  ample  coat  of  mail. 

P  i^^'i^  (— .A***^  asb-afgan.  One  who  charges  (the 
enemy's)  cavalry.    One  who  urges  his  horse. 
A  asbdk,{^\.  of |jjy*>) Wagers  stakes,  bets. 
A  JU*u\  asbdl,  Rims  of  water-buckets.  Isbdl, 

(v.  n.  4  of  jjjuo)  Letting  down  (drawers)  through 

pride.  Untying  the  knot  of  the  drawers.  Raining 

copiously.  Weeping  profusely.  Having  corn  com- 
ing into  ear.  Coming  into  ear  (corn).  Talking 

immoderately.    Being  much  frequented  (a  road). 

p  jjlx»*>  I  dsbdn,  A  miller. 
A  asbdn,  Thin  coifs  or  hoods.  Isbdn, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^**^)  Putting  on  black  trowsers,  as  are 
made  at  Saban,andwornbythe  women  of  Baghdad. 

p asbdnbur.  Name  of  a  city. 

pJ^Xi\  asb-angez,  A  spur. 
p  i\xu»\  isbdh,  A  large  army.    A  dog. 

A  CL^f***^  asbtit,  (pi.  of  sabt)  Sabbaths. 
Drowsiness.  Failings  in  the  intellects.  Bold,  im- 

pudent (boys).  Observations  of  the  Sabbath. 
Braided  tresses.    Quick  paces.    Times,  fortunes. 

V jO  asb-tdz,  Level  ground.    The  18th 

of  the  month  according  to  the  sera  of  Jalalu'd  din. 

p  jjUJu*>^  asbatdn.  Seed  of  the  wild  rue. 

p  tJjii  (,_«««»\  asb-duzd,  A  horse-stealer. 
p       J  i_-***>^  asb-dawdni.  Horse-racing. 

A  asbaziy,  (pi.  »ivl«i\)  Persian  Magi. 
Aj\j\tyu>\  isbitrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j]^.ik*»>  Q)  Lying 

on  one  side.  Stretching  one's  self  at  full  length. 
Going  with  a  quick  pace  (a  camel).  Being  well 
regulated  and  in  good  order  (a  country). 

A         asbu^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^sa&M^)  Beasts  of  prey. 
A  J^Ltjyujl  isbighldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  JJtXu*  Q)  Being 

sprinkled  (a  garment).  Being  anointed  (the  hair). 

A  asbah,  Days  of  yore.  Most  excellent. 

Surpassing,  super-eminent,  transcendental. 
Aj\Xf**j\  isbikrdr,  (v.  n.  4  o  f  Q)  Being 

tall  and  well-proportioned  (a  damsel).  Extending 

lengthwise.  Lying  on  one  side.  Being  in  excel- lent order  (a  country). 

A  ̂JJu<*^  asbal,  Long-mustachioed  (man). 
p  SiiUi  ̂ .fcfcu^  asb-mdda,  A  mare. 

p  a-f*  v_  asb-nama,  The  trappings  of  a  war- 
horse.  Any  thing  which  dries  up  the  sweat  of  a  horse. 

A  io^fu*^  tisbubat,  A  handle,  an  occasion.  An 
occasion  of  endless  reviling. 

V  usbur,  Stupid. 

A  usbu^  (pi.  asdbi^  A  week. 
A  ̂S'jXMiS  usbu^n.  Seven  times. 

A  i^^^XjJ\usbu^ni,  Afortnight,twose'nnights. 
F  fjfo _jJ^^  asbunitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  To 

see.    To  cause  to  run. 
p  sjmA  isbah,  A  troop  of  horse.    A  dog. 



p  isbahan,  Ispahan. 

p  iXA^xui)^  ishah-had  or  isbah-bud,  A  title  as- 
sumed by  the  kings  of  Tabaristan.    A  general. 

p  ijy-  (XJt^XiM^  isbah-bad  khrmra,  Speech. 

A  (Jt^f**»^  isbil,~Name  of  a  town  inYaman.  Seville. 
p  4_-***>^  asp,  A  horse.  The  knight  at  chess. 

dspi  tazi,  An  Arabian  horse.  Isp,  The 

hair  about  the  privities. 

G  ̂\jL**i^  ispandj,  Spinage. 
p  5Ua»>\  ispah,  A  large  army.    A  dog. 

p  ̂jlfcL***^  ispahan,  (now  Isfahan)  That  part  of 
Persia  where  the  troops  were  generally  quartered. 

p  Jji^t^^  isjnhhul,  Birds'  dung. 
Pj^Ju**>\  upiddr,  A  general,  a  commander. 
p Upar,  A  shield. 

p  isparayin,  Isfarayin,  in  Khurasan. 

p  isparad,  Coagulated,  curdled.  Jelly. 

V  jj  '  ■■■'^  asp-raz  (isp-raz,  ou*»\  asp-ras 
orisp-ras),A  race-course:  an  open  space  for  exercise. 

p uspurz,  Spleen,  milt.  Lingulapudendi. 

p  u-jLuijA***^  asparsab,  (Jsparsab,  {.,Junj^\  as- 
parsaf  or  isparsaf)  Arace-ground.  An  open  space. 
p  isparish,  Completion.  Perfection. 

p  ispargham  or  asparghm,  Name  of  an 

odoriferous  herb.  Any  green  herb.  Verdure.  Any 

fragrant  herb. 

p  uL^.*<*>l  isparag,  A  kind  of  yellow  wood  used 

in  dyeing  stuffs.    Turmeric.    The  water-melon. 

p  (^^jXuA  isparlos,  A  palace.  A  hall  of  justice. 
p  isparam,  Any  flower  or  fragrant  herb. 

p    ̂   1  isparam-db,  Warm  water  medi- 

cinally prepared  for  washing  the  bodies  of  sick  per- 
sons.   An  embrocation  or  medicated  bath. 

p  isparang,  A  city  near  Samarcand. 

p  isparud,  A  species  of  aquatic  bird. 

pj  J ji^^  ispurozyorisparoz,^  ame  of  a  mountain. 

p  ̂ j^^  isparham,  Any  fragrant  herb. 
p  isparl,  Complete,  perfect,  entire, whole. 

Finished,  exhausted,  annihilated,  destroyed. 

ispari  shudan,  To  be  complete,  to  be  finished, 
exhausted  or  annihilated. 

p  asp-res,  (isp-res  or  jt.j^^  isp-rez, 
asp-resh  or  isp-resh)  A  course,  a  running- 

place  for  horses.  Complete,  entire. 

p  i^jumm]  uspus,  A  louse.  A  small  worm. 

p  1  -  ■     ■■'^  aspist,  Trefoil,  clover. 
CLa.x'u*]  aspistzdr,  A  clover-field. 

p  JyL*»»^  ispaghitl  (aspaghul,  or  fjy>^\  ispa- 
ghun)  Seed  of  flea-wort. 
p  aspak,  A  little  horse. 

p  8^  asp-kurra,  A  colt,  a  foal. 

p  ̂-**»^  aspalunj,  Goats'  beard  (a  plant). 
p  Siil*  asp-mdda,  A  mare. 

G  ispandkh,  ̂ \x^\  ispandnj,  Spinage. 
p  ispand,  Wild  rue,  which  they  burn  at 

marriages  to  drive  away  evil  spirits. 

p  j\iijk^\  ispanddr,  A  wax-light.  Name  of  the 
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son  of  Gushtasp.    The  stay  of  the  sun  in  Pisces. 

p  ispanddrmuz,  The  earth.  Name 

of  the  twelfth  month  of  the  Persian  year  ;  also  the 

fifth  day  of  each  month.  Name  of  the  angel  who 

presides  over  the  month  and  day  Ispandarmuz. 

p^j^tij^l  ispanddn,  Mustard-seed. 

Pjb*\w>^  ispandydr,  Name  of  Gushtasp's  son. 
p  ̂J^|XMM\  ispanuy,  Name  of  a  woman. 

p  &-*»»\  aspa,  A  colt,  ahorse  rising  two  years  old. 

Ispah,  A  troop  of  horse.    A  dog. 

p  ispahdn.  The  capital  of  Persian  Irak. 

p  t^ff^^  ispali-bad,  also  ispak-bud,  A  prince 
(in  Tabaristan).    A  general,  commander-in-chief. 

P  ̂ y*-  (iJif-*"^  ispahbad  hliwura,  Speech. 

p  u»>U^:^^  ispechdb,  A  town  in  Turkistan. 
p  JJL><<>\  isped,  White,  colourless. 

Pj^JjLo**^  ispeddr,  A  sort  of  willow,  the  aspen. 

p  biiJLj***^  isped-bd,  A  kind  of  broth  made  of  the 

juice  and  small  pieces  of  meat,  together  with  spi- 

nage, flour,  and  vinegar. 

p  JjjjtiJLu**^  isped-rud,  A  river  in  Azarbayjan. 

Pj\^Ojl«*»*^  «^^>(?rf-/mr,  a  worker  in  tin,  a  tinman. 

p  |Jj^-*u^  aspil,  A  horse-stealer  by  profession. 

p  (^^iMtt\  ispayush.  Seed  of  flea-wort. 
A  iu*>I  dsat,  A  single  myrtle-tree. 

p  Cl*i>«>  1  dst,  (for  ljk**»  I  )  Praise,  commendation. 

p  ast,  Is  (from  ̂ jiiy  budan,  To  be).  He 
willeth,  he  seeketh.  A  mule.  A  bone.  A  seed,  a 

kernel.  Ast  or  ust,  A  commentary  on  the  Zand  and 

Pazand.  1st,  Stand  thou.  Praise.  The  anus.  Ust, 

The  buttocks.  Throwing,  flinging. 
A  ist,  The  fundament.    l.^L*>\  ̂ ,yd 

ibna  istihd,  An  expression  when  any  one's  father 

makes  his  mother  desist  fi-om  any  work,  ̂ (jk5y 

\^J^\  CLm**^  tarahtuhu  bi  isti'l  arz,  I  left  him 
poor  and  destitute.    (jii!u<>\  ̂   (.^JJ  \^ 
laka  istun  ma^  istiha,  You  have  no  assistance. 

^jJ^  ̂ la'  isti'd  dahr.  From  the  beginning 
of  time,  for  ever,  in  every  age.  C^.„*A  istu'l 
kalbat.  Sorrow,  trouble,  a  bad  omen,  an  odious  and 

disgusting  thing.         CLm>\  istu'lmatn,  A  desert. 
p  astd  or  ustd,  A  commentary  on  the  Zand 

or  holy  scriptures  of  the  Magi  or  worshippers  of  fire. 

Astd,  Name  of  a  fort.  Istd,  Praising  ;  an  enco- 
miast. A  town  in  Samarkand.  Z7sfa,Master,  teacher. 

A  istdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_|*»)  not  in  use)  Fitting 
the  warp  to  the  loom.    Weaving  cloth. 

A  ̂ ^J^^  istdj,  A  hollow  stick  or  reel  on  which 
thread  is  wound  by  the  fingers  ready  for  weaving. 

p  istdkh,  A  green  branch.   Ustdhh,  Im- 

pudent, audacious,  unblushing,  insolent,  bold. 
p  iilju*>\  ustdd,  A  master,  teacher,  tutor.  An 

artificer,  manufacturer,  artisan.  A  barber.  Inge- 
nious, excellent,  celebrated,  famed  for  any  art  or 

work  of  ingenuity.  ustddi  khiydt,  A 

tailor.  CL^Si'  cMm\  ustddi  haft  dsmdn. 

Master  of  the  seven  heavens,  the  planet  Jupiter, 
u 

p  utdddmdan,  (and  is- 

tdddndan)  To  maketo  stand,constitute,establish,fix. 

p  istddagl,  Stability,    A  stop,  a  stay. 

CjI)^  ̂i^"^^^*^^  istddagiA  bdrdn,  A  failure  or  want of  rain.    Ustddgi,  A  trade.     Mastery  of  an  art. 

p  ̂jIju**^  istddan,  To  stand,  stop,  dwell,  halt. 

p  istdda,  Standing;  set  up,  erected.  A 

pole.  An  ensign-staff".  The  prop  of  a  tent-door. 
p  (_yO\ju»i\  ustddi,  (or  (_^i5lju*»\  ustdzi)  An  art, 

trade,  workmanship.  Excellence,  skill  in  any  art 

or  profession.     [^^^  ustddi  hardan,  To 
work,  to  exercise  any  art  or  trade. 

ustaz,  (pi.  5iSjL»»\  asatizat?}  A  teacher. 

A  ̂J^hKi*n\ustd^un,  (pi.  of  t>\ju*>^  ?<s^az)Masters. 
Pj\jk**>\  astdr,  Lining. 

astar,  (pi.  o(JLa  sit7-)  Veils. 
Gjlju»j\  istd7',(p\.jX>\jjt\ asdtir)  Four.  A  weight 

of      miskals,  or  cb-ams. 

p  Jo^IjLw*^  istdrdbdd,  The  city  of  Astarabad. 

A  *8jlju<»^  istdrat.  Any  thing  that  covers  or  de- 
fends, as  a  veil,  awning,  shield,  wall,  &c. 

p  »j\ju»i^  istdra,  A  star.  A  canopy.  A  geome- 
trical rule  by  which  right  lines  are  drawn.  A  kind 

of  guitar  with  three  strings.  Name  of  a  country, 

and  of  a  fortress  in  the  Dak'han. 

G  jj^\jun\  istdfll,  A  grape. 

G  (_>>jylL*>\  istdhus,  A  kind  of  long  sea-crab. 
p  LdJljk««*\  istdh,  A  cutting,  a  slip  of  a  vine. 

p  J>Kxu»\  ustdgar,  (or ̂^s>Xxu>\)  A  skilful  artist. 

p  j»ll**>\  ustdm,  Saddle-ornaments  of  gold  and 
silver.  Any  thing  to  which  one  can  trust ;  a  con- 

fidant.  A  prop,  a  column.    A  patron. 

p  j^U***  I  dstdn,  A  shoe-maker.  Lying  supine. 

A  threshold.  A  king's  court,  royal  palace.  The 
Ottoman  Porte.  The  tombs  of  prophets  and  other 

holy  men.    i^»t\s^ji  dstdn  bar  khdstan. 
To  exalt,  to  elevate.  To  be  ruined.  OiiU***  ̂ jUum  1 

dstani  sa^dat.  The  palace  of  felicity.  j^Uu*»l 

jjLijJlp  dstdni  ̂ U-shdn,  The  Sublime  Por4;e,  the 
court  of  high  dignity.  ̂ ^Ia**>I  dstdni  ̂ dam, 

(or  Ui  ̂ jlju*>l  dstdni  f and)  (The  threshold  of  an- 
nihilation) The  world.  ̂ ^^'^J>  jj^J^I  dstdni  gar- 

dim.  The  revolving  heavens.  Asitdn,  Taking  a 

person's  horoscope. 

p  ̂)Uu*»!  astdn,  A  place  of  rest:  a  sleeping-place. 
A  astdn.  Roots  of  old  trees.  Istdn,  (v.  n. 

4  of  ij^)  Entering  on  a  year  of  scarcity.  Ustdn, 
Name  of  four  districts  near  Baghdad. 

p  j^_jjj\jL«*»|  dstdn-bosi,  Threshold-kissing. 
T  J^lju»»\  istdmbul,  Constantinople. 
p  istdndan.  To  constitute,  set  up.  To 

bring  forth.     To  take,  receive. 

p  a3ljk**»  I  dsitdna,  A  saint's  tomb.  A  threshold. 
«jlL*»  1  dsitunad  garddn.  The  heavens. 

p  astdna,  A  place  of  rest  or  sleeping. 

p  j^lX-i  I  dsitdni,  Belonging  to  a  hall,  or  court. 

p  (jiJjoIjUm^  dstdnidan.  To  keep  back,  to  pre- 



vent  going. 

A  sIjLu*^  astah,  (pi.  of  «a*u  satali)  Buttocks. 

\^l*fl3  ^\  J  rva  antum  az- 
yaka  astahan  min  an  taf^lu,  Ye  are  wholly  una- 

ble to  do  (it). 

p  (_5'ljk**»\  istay,  Stand. 
A  ̂Ljurt^  istihas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Uu«  for  ̂ j***)  Taking 

prisoner,  making  captive.  Captivating  the  heart. 

A  istibasat,  (v.  n.  10  of  \b  for  IjJ)  Pre- 
paring a  habitation. 

A  istibab,  (v.  n.  8  of  tJl«'»>)  Reviling 
one  another. 

A  joLL*»^  istibatat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ob  for  CIaJj^.) 

Having  or  obtaining  a  night's  food  or  lodging. 
A  &3LL*>\  istibasat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ob  for 

Extracting,  drawing  forth. 

A  'i»-Uju«^  istihahat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ b  for Deeming  lawful.    Making  lawful.  Permitting 

one  to  pursue  his  inclinations.  Extirpating. 

Ajbjuo^  istibar,  (v.  n.  8  of         Probing  (a 
Avound).  Examining  (an  affair)  to  the  bottom. 

A  ̂bji**>\  istibd^  (v.  n.  8  of  Jf**»)  Stealing. 

A  &S-bju»>^  istiba^t,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ .) 
Wishing  to  sell.  Asking  to  sell.  Requesting  one 

to  purchase. 

A  istibak,  (v.  n.  8  of  jjf^*)  Contending 

for  superiority  in  a  race.  Studying  to  excel.  Get- 
ting off  the  road,  losing  the  way. 

A  «3bju*»\  istibalat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jb  for  Jy) 
Holding,  retaining  urine. 

p  j^bduw\  istabm,  Seed  of  the  wild  rue. 

A  &3UjL**j\  istihanat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ jb  for 

Being  evident,  appearing.  Knowing,  understand- 
ing, having  a  distinct  perception.    Making  clear. 

Making  known. 

A  ,JljuJu*j\  istibial,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J^)  Being  se- 
parated, disunited. 

A  (Oli-juu^  istibsas,  (v.  n.  10  of  C-o)  Begging 
a  thing  may  be  communicated  or  divulged  to  one. 

A  CJ'^'h*^  istibhas,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ll^is:)  Inves- 
tigating, inquiring,  examining. 

Ajbt-^^  istibhar,  (v.  n.lO  of^^tf  )  Being  spread 
out.  Having  a  copiousness  of  language  at  com- 

mand (a  poet). 

A  ii^ii-L*>\  istibclad,  (v.  n.  10  of  !S^)  Being  alone 
in  any  business.  Being  obstinate  and  dogmatical, 
scorning  to  ask  advice.  Absolute  dominion,  des- 

potism, usurpation  of  absolute  authority,  insisting 
upon  a  thing  being  done. 

A  ̂iiJouu\  istibda^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ Si)  Esteeming 
as  new  or  strange.     Producing  something  new. 

A  {^\s.^Ln\istibdal,(y .  n.  10  of  JiV)  Changing. 

Desiring  or  requestingto  change.  Accepting  a  sub- 

stitute.   P  tJ^;ijjuo^  To  change,  exchange. 
A  istibzaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  ij)  Being  alone 

(in  any  business),  managing  (it)  one's  self. 
pjSmA  istabr,  Great,  thick,  big,  gross. 
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organ  of  generation  from  all  remains  of  urine.  In- 
quiring particularly  into  the  news,  so  as  to  be  free 

from  doubt.  Getting  rid  (of  any  business).  Ab- 

staining (from  conjugal  intercourse  during  the  pe- 
riod of  menstruation). 

A  S\j3m\  istibrad,  (v.  n.  10  of  t3^)  Finding  or 

regarding  (any  thing)  as  cold. 

A^jj^\  istihraz,  (v.  n.  10  otjji^  Causing  to 

come  forth.  p  i^i}^j\jCLn\  istihraz  hardan,  To 
produce.  To  challenge.    To  provoke. 

A  istabrah,  A  kind  of  thick  satin. 

A  Jjj<J«**^  istabi-ak,  A  kind  of  thick  satin.  Sa- 
tin embroidered  with  gold.  A  red  thong. 

A  istabraJay,  Satin,  made  of  satin. 

A  ̂jjMiS  istabrah,  Thick  brocade. 

A  jV;<iM»\  istibzal,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jj^)  Drawing  off 
clear  wine  from  the  cask,  racking,  broaching. 

A  (JL-Jjutt^  istibsal.  (v.n.  10  of  (J— *^)  Exposing 

one's  self  to  danger.  Seeking  death  in  the  battle- 
field. Being  killed.  Habituating  the  mind  to  the 

thought  of  death. 

A j\JLS*tA  istibshar,  (v.  n.  10  of^-ij)  Rejoicing 
at,  or  announcing,  good  news.  Certifying. 

A  ̂l-lwJL»*»\  istibshd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ *>)  Consi- 
dering as  nauseous,  unwholesome,  or  unsuitable. 

Aj\^aJxui\  istibsar,  (v.  n.  10  of  jtoS)  Consider- 
ing with  attention,  examining,  scrutinizing. 

A  ̂bawjU>i\  istibzd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ *a^)  Sorting 
out  goods  for  sale.  A  kind  of  marriage  in  which 
the  woman  was  the  suitor. 

A  -»\Vi..L«>\  istibtds,  (v.  n.  10  of  _jia^)  Thinking 

(one)  slow,  regarding  (one)  as  dilatory. 

A  ̂\Vt  .V'wj^  istibtan,  (v.n.  10  of  (^pa^)  Conceal- 
ing. Becoming  acquainted  with  the  esoteric  or  in- 

ternal part  of  a  thing.    Lying  beneath,  lining. 

A  -*l*Juo\  istib^s,  (v.  n.  10  of  IsO  for_jjO)  Re- 
questing a  loan.  Borrowing  (a  dog)  to  hunt,  or  (a 

horse)  to  run. 

A  jU>L*>\  istib^d,  (v.  n.  10  of  lijo)  Thinking 
one  to  be  at  a  distance.  Retiring,  withdrawing. 

A  Jbujuw\  istib^l,  (v.  n.  10  of  (JjO)  Becoming 
a  husband.  Becoming  a  wife.  Thriving  (a  palm- 

tree  or  a  field)  without  artificial  irrigation. 

A  li*JM»*i^  istibglias,  (v.  n.  10  of  ;_^)  Wishing, 

seeking,  longing  for.  Begging  one  to  make  search. 

A  -»liuju»\  istibhas,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_Ji^)  Preserving 

alive.  Leaving  a  portion,  allowing  it  to  remain. 

A  ̂K*ju>j1  istibhas,  (v.  n.  10  of  j_^)  Moving, 

bringing  tears,  forcing  or  inducing  one  to  weep. 

A  J^LjL*>\  istibial,  A  recovering  of  health. 

A  istibhdj,  (v.  n.  lOof  ̂ ^)  Rejoicing 
at,  or  announcing,  good  news. 

A  J\..j-jLmj\  istibhdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  J^)  Milking 

(a  camel),  having  unloosed  a  bit  of  wood  by  which 
the  teats  were  confined.  Allowing  people  to  live  as 

they  list  (a  governor).    Affording  refuge  to  those 

who  wish  to  be  without  controul  (a  desert). 

A  plj-Lw^  istibhdm,  (v.n.  10  of  ̂ )  Being  ob- 
scure, ambiguous.  Being  dumb,  or  scarcely  able 

to  speak  intelligibly.    Appearing  as  a  barbarian. 
A  istitdbat,  (v.  n.  10  of  L-jb  for     y ) 

Intreating  to  relent,  inducing  to  repent. 

A istitdr,  (v.  n.  8  ofj^*»»)  Being  hid.  Con- 

cealingone'sself.  Abstaining,taking care, avoiding. 
A  &*»»l:;ju»»\  istitasat,{Y.n.\Q  of  (^bfor  )Be- 

coming  a  he-goat  (a  she-goat)  ;  applied  to  a  low- 
born fellow  on  whom  any  mark  of  distinction  has 

been  conferred. 

A  (Jl:iL*»\  istitdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Jj^)  Following 
one  another  in  succession. 

A  istitbdb,  (v.  n.  10  of  uL*'i)  Being  set 
in  order,  arranged,  settled,  completed. 

A  istitbd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ')  Wishing, 
or  asking  to  follow.  Succession. 

A  i^'yiLn]  istitrdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  iy)  Being 
rebellious,  insolent  and  impious. 

A  tiJ\^!:Ju»»^  istitkdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  <-dl3)  Running 

the  string  into  the  drawers. 

A  istitlas,  (v.  n.  10  of      for  jB)  Call- 

ing upon  one  to  follow. 
A  joleJuu^  istitmdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  p)  Fulfilling, 

completing,  bringing  to  a  close.  Desiring,  asking 

that  a  thing  might  be  completed.  Asking  for  a 
hoe  or  mattock. 
A  istityds,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_)»>b  for  ij<*J^) 

Longing  for  the  male  (a  she-goat). 
A  XjlijL«.ti\  istisdbat,  (v.  n.  10  of  (-->0  for  (— -^y ) 

Asking  for  a  remuneration.  Taking  back  or  asking 

for  any  thing  back  that  had  been  given. 

Aj\iifcu\  istissdr,  (v.  n.  10  ofjlj)  Imploring 

help  in  order  to  avenge  the  death  of  another. 

A  'ij\^LLn\  istisdrat,  (v.  n.  10  ofjb  for^y )  Stir- 
ring up  (war,  tumult,  dust).  Turning  up  out  of 

the  ground. 
A  Ob>jui>\  istisbdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  0,0 )  Seeking 

confirmation  or  stability.    Hesitating.  Proving. 

A  istishhdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^^)  Over- 
coming any  one  (sleep). 

A jliil^^  istisfdr,  (v.n.  10  of^ii)  Clapping  his 

tail  between  his  legs  (a  dog).  Passing  the  end  of 

a  garment  between  the  legs  and  tying  it  to  the  waist. 

A  JlSijuo\  istishdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,Ji*3)  Oppress- 
ing. Finding  heavy.  Pronouncing  with  difficulty. 

A  jIjsLa>\  istismdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  iV')  Seeking 
one's  goodwill  or  kindness.   Draining,  emptying. 

A  -g\xjc«*»\  istisnds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Excepting, 

excluding.  Saying,  "if  God  will."  «— ̂  
>ljuju>j^\  harfu'l  istisnds,  A  particle  of  exception. 

A  ̂[jjj^A  istisndsiy,  Exclusive,  exceptive, 

p  (^^'  hi.ydsi  iMisndsi,  A  replicative 
syllogism,  where,  if  the  antecedent  is  denied,  the 

consequence  is  denied  also. 
A  eA^^\stijdbat,  (v.n.  10  of  (--'W  for  u->_j>-) 



Hearing,  receiving  a  petition.  Giving  an  answer. 

Accepting,  consenting. 

A  istijadat,  (v.  n.  10  of  JjU  for  J)y>-) 
Seeking,  or  finding  (a  tiling)  excellent.  Looking 

out  for  a  good  horse.  Appealing  to  one's  liberality. 
A  isf  ijdrat,  (v.n.  10  ofjls-  forj^)  Im- 

ploring aid  or  protection. 

A  'ij\^\stijazat,(v.  n.  lOofjW  forj^)  Ask- 
ing leave,  soliciting  permission.  Begging  water 

for  cattle,  or  irrigation. 

A  eJ^\^*^^  istijashat,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^W-  for 

(j£dk9- )  Asking  for  troops. 

A  aS-ls****^  istija^t,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ y>-) 
Appearing  hungry.  Being  very  hungry. 

istijafat,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  sU-  for  u-Sj»-) 
Discovering  (a  place)  to  be  hollow.  Being  wide, 

ample,  and  spacious. 

istijhar,  (v.  n.  10  of__;<»-)  Having  one's 
broken  fortune  repaired. 

A  Jl^^  istijhal,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jjo-)  Taking  all 
that  a  man  hath. 

A  A:>^^  istijda^,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  j Jo-) 
Asking  for  a  donation. 

istijdad,  (v.  n.  10  of  ;^:>)  Renewing. 

Making  new. 

A  ̂̂ j^^  istijras,  (v.  n.  10  of  u?^)  Appointing 
an  envoy  or  attorney. 

A  '^j^^  istijrah,  (v.n.  10  of  ̂ ^)  Being  de- praved, cornipted. 

^ istijrar,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»-)  Drawing, 
dragging,  pulling.  Granting  power  to  any  one. 

Concealing,  yielding,  submitting  to. 

istij::az,  (v.n.  lOofjs-)  Being  fit  for 
reaping  or  gathering  (corn  or  dates). 

A  Jl«^^  istij^l,  (v.  n.  10  of  (Jj*?-)  Being  in 
heat  (a  bitch). 

A  p\s4^  istijfd^,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  _jfls-)  Es- 
teeming one  to  be  injurious  and  oppressive.  Find- 

ing (a  bed)  hard  and  uncomfortable. 

Ajla^^  istijfar,  (v.  n.  10  of yis>-)  Becoming 
four  months  old  (a  lamb). 

A  L^'^^J^^  istijlah,  (v.  n.  10  of  c-Jo-)  Begging 
that  any  thing  might  be  brought  or  driven  to  him. 

istijmar,  (v.  n.  10  of ̂j-f?)  Being  kept 
a  long  time  at  the  seat  of  war  (an  army).  Being 

assembled,  flocking  together.  Cleaning  one's  self 
with  a  flint  or  sherd  after  going  to  the  necessary. 

A  ̂U^**^  istijma^  (v.  n.lO  o£  Being  con- 
vened, assembled.  Flowing  together  from  all  quar- 

ters (torrents).  Drawing  himself  together  in  run- 

ning (a  horse).  Enjoying  a  full  tide  of  prosperity. 
Running  with  all  his  might  (a  horse). 

A  JU^***^  istijmal,  (v.  n.  10  of  J-J^")  Growing 
up,  attaining  maturity  (a  camel). 

A  fXi^\stijma.m,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂s-)  Reposing, 
resting.  Recruiting  one's  strength.  Putting  forth 
herbage.     Abounding,  being  plentiful  (water). 
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istijnab,  A  being  polluted. 

A  ̂\^^^^  istijnah,  (v.  n.  10  of  Coming 
on  (night),  spreading  (her)  wings. 

A  jjUr^*^^  istijnan,  (v.  n.  10  of  Covering 

one's  self.  Being  concealed  and  protected.  Ex- 
ulting, rejoicing.    Being  possessed  of  a  demon. 

A  istijwaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^^)  Loathing, 
nauseating  (food). 

A  L^\j^ ̂  istijwab,  (v.  n.  10 of  (_->W  for U-Jj©-) 
Hearing,  listening  to.  Accepting. 

istijwaf, (v. n.lO  of  I.  sU-  for(_-Jy>-) 
Being  spacious  and  roomy. 

A  J^i?*^^  istijhal,  (v.n.  lOof  J^)  Consider- 
ing as  ignorant  and  illiterate.  Holding  in  con- 

tempt.   Shaking  a  bough  (the  wind). 

A  *\^^^  istihas,  (v.  n.  8  of  ,_^!^)  Shaving  (the 
head).  Scraping  (cinders),  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^^) 
Beino;  ashamed  of,  blushino;. 

A  e^\^^  istihasaf,  (v.n.  lOofut^W  foru^_j5>-) 
Grubbing  up  the  ground  in  search  of  something. 

A  jl^***^  istihar,  (v.  n.  8  of  Crowing  be- 
times (the  cock). 

A  Sjl^*^^  istiharat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for^y) 
Seeking  or  begging  an  answer.  Trying  to  draw 

one  out  into  conversation,  (v.  n.  10  ofjU-  for  jo-) 
Staring  with  wonder.  Being  filled  with  water  (a 

place).    Coming  to  maturity  (youth). 

A  ^  w^iVta^a  (v.  n .  10  ofi^W  for  ;_j«aJk>- ) 
Emitting  blood  (a  woman),  after  the  usual  time  of 

the  monthly  discharge  has  elapsed.  The  blood  itself. 

A  uJls?***^  istilmf,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-fts^")  (Wind) 
driving(a  cloud).  Strippingawayfatfrom  the  back. 

A  iiJls^"*^  istihalat,  (v.  n.  10  of  JU  for  J^) 
Undergoing  a  change,  passing  from  one  state  to 
another.  Undulating  (the  surface  of  the  ground). 

Being  distorted  (a  bow).  Being  impossible,  or  ab- 
surd (an  assertion,  a  story).  Considering  as  such. 

Looking  attentively  (at  any  object)  to  see  whether 
it  will  move  or  not. 

A  L-^Ls:^^^  istihhah,  (v.  n.  10  of  Taking 
a  liking  to,  regarding,  loving,  choosing,  preferring. 

Retaining  water  long  (an  animal's  stomach). 
A  Aj^^^  istihsas,  (v.  n.  10  of  Us-  for  _j^) 

Throwing  dust  in  the  faces  of  each  other. 

A  L^Us^^'  istihsas,  (v.  n.  10  of  tl*>-)  Insti- 
gating, urging. 

A  istihjas,  (v.  n.  10  of  IsP"  for  ) 
Smelling  badly  through  disease  (meat). 

A  ̂\^^^  istihjab,  (v.  n.  10  of  c-asT)  Ap- 
pointing a  chamberlain.  Requesting  the  office  of 

chamberlain. 

Aj\^i^^'^  istiJijar,  (v.n.  10  of^^?")  Becoming hard  like  a  stone,  petrifying  (clay).  Making  a 

closet,chamber,  or  cell.  Being  bold,brave,  inti^epid. 

A  ijij],^'^^^ istikdds,  (v.n.lO  of  lLjSs-)  Bring- 
ing out  or  doing  something  new. 

A  ii^3.s;^^^  istihdad,  (v.  n.  10  of  j!>-)  Shaving 

about  the  pubes  with  a  razor.  Waxing  angry. 

A  ̂\  jjsr^^  istiJtzas,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^-)  Asking 
for  a  shoe.    Asking  for  a  gift. 

aJ\j^^'^  istihrar,  (v.  n.  10  of_^)  Waxing 
hot.    Being  strong  and  firm  (a  twist). 

A  ̂j^^^  isfihram,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»p-)  Wishing 
for  the  male  (spoken  in  general  of  those  animals 

which  part  the  hoof).  Being  associated  with  what 
is  sacred  and  inviolate. 

AjL-,^**"^  istihsar,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^*-*-)  Being 
exhausted  with  fatijnie. 

A  jjL***:'***'  istihsan,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^^;-^)  Ap- 

proving. Praising.  Taking,  or  considering  as  a 
favour.    Approbation,  esteem. 

A  istihshdsh,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^J^)  Wi- 

thering (the  hand).  Rendering  the  shank  thin  (fat). 
Being  thirsty.  Being  long  (a  branch).  Being 

large  (the  fore-arm  and  the  hand  small  withal). 
A  I  ?U*^^^  istihshaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i__a^) 

Drying  up  and  shrivelling  (a  leathern  bottle, udder, 

or  ear).  Putting  on  an  old  worn-out  garment. 
A  oLos^^  istihsdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  kX^»-)  Being 

twisted  tight  (a  rope).  Ripening,  being  fit  for  the 

sickle  (corn).  Assembling,  being  mingled  toge- 
ther and  assisting  each  other.     Being  angry. 

A  (  s\.>a^^^  istiksaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  floo-)  Be- 
ing confirmed,  established.  Being  adverse  and 

untoward  (fortune).    Being  small  and  shrivelled. 

AjUa^^^  istihzcir,  (v.  n.  10  of  j-o^)  Coming 

to  one's  self.  Urging  to  full  speed.  Occurring  to 
the  memory.  Acquirement. 

A  i_^llas^^  istihtdb,  (v.  n.  lOof  c-»W)  Re- 
quiring to  be  pruned  (a  vine).  ̂  

A  jglVirg*^^  istihtdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  lis>-)  Begging 

that  burdens  may  be  removed,  or  sins  remitted. 
Askins:  for  an  abatement,  drawback,  or  discount. 

A  ̂las:****'  istihfas,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ _^)  Interro- 

gating, exploring,  investigating,  asking  news. 
A  ii>\ijsi^^  istihfdz,  (v.  n.  10  of  lais-)  Desiring 

one  to  remember,  or  to  take  care  of,  any  thing. 

A  ̂\hs^^  istihfaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  Cjis^)  Tak- 

ing the  whole  (of  another's  property). 
A  ̂''3.^^^  istihhab,  (v.  n.  10  of  u-aS^-)  Tak- 

ing behind  one's  back.    Perpetrating  a  crime. 

Ajla^^^  istihkdr,  (v.  n.lO  of yis»)  Despising. 

A  JjlKsi*^^  istihkdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ J>^)  Claiming 

one's  right.  Deserving,  being  worthy.  Merit,  desert. 
A  uiJKs^^  istihJmk,(y.  n.lO  of  iJ!J^) Itching, 

requiring  to  be  scratched  (the  head). 

A  istihham,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Being 

strengthened,  confirmed,  done  firmly  and  effec- 

tually.   Hardness,  tightness,  firmness. 
A  ̂̂ Uj*^^  istiklds,  (v.  n.  10  of  Esteem- 

ing, deeming  to  be  sweet. A  istihldb,  (v.  n.  10  of  cJ^)  Milk- 

ing.   Requesting  leave  to  milk. 

A  (j*>^ks£^^  istihlds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂J<A»•  (Cover- 



ing  the  face  of  the  earth  (grass).  Sticking  close  to 

one,  never  leaving  him  (fear).  Selling  water,  and 

not  giving  to  drink.  Having  ducts  of  fat  in  the 

hinder  part  (a- camel's  bunch). 
A  ̂^U^^  istihlRf,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ sU)  Ad- 

juring, causing  to  swear,  commanding  to  be  sworn. 

A  istihlak,  (v.  n.  10  of       )  Longing 
insatiably  for  the  male  without  conceiving. 

A  J^U^-^^  istihlal,  (v.  n.  10  of  Js-)  Consider- 
ing lawful.  Wishing  a  thing  lawful,  begging  that 

it  may  be  so.    Asking  absolution. 

A  ̂jiUs^^  istihmash,  (v.  n.  10  of  yi-?*)  Be- 
ing in  a  fierce  rage. 

A  (^l*:^*^^  istihmaz,  (v.  n.lO  of  (^^m*)  Find- 
ing (a  thing  or  vegetable)  salt  and  bitter. 

A  |jl»ac^^  istihm,ak,(Y.  n.  10 of  ̂ j^)  Thinking 
one  a  fool.    Being  foolish,  acting  like  a  fool. 

A  JU^^^  istih7nal,(y.n.  10  of  Desiring 

to  bear,  carry,  or  take  upon  one's  self.  Patience. 

A  pl.tJ£r^^  istihmam,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂5»-)  Washing 
in  warm  water.  Taking  a  warm  bath.  Sweating. 

A  iU*?****^  istihnaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  iSJc-)  Basking 
in  the  sun,  in  order  to  get  a  sweat. 

A  1?U^****^  istihndt,  (v.  n.lO  of  lai^-)  Braving, 
despising  death. 

A  tdJli^^  istihiRk,  (v.  n.  10  of  uiJJc-)  Eat- 
ing heartily  after  eating  sparingly.  Being  torn 

up  by  the  roots  (the  plant  l^toff-  ̂ zah). 

A  jjUsi**^^  istihnan,  (v.  n.  10  of  (j*")  Being 
under  strong  emotions,  yearning  greatly. 

A  i^jst"****^  istihrvaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  liW  for  '^y>-) 
Prevailing  against,  overcoming. 

A  istihwas,  (v.  n.  10  of  for 

(^j^  )  Restraining  one's  self.  Tarrying,  lingering. 
A  istihrvaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  for 

(^_js>-)  Flowing  into  a  tank,  making  a  pond  or 
reservoir  for  itself  (water). 

A  -^U^^*"^  istUiyas,  (v.  n.lO  ofj^^j-**-)  Blushing, 
being  ashamed.  Leaving  alive,  preserving  alive. 

A  (i\a£^^  istihhaz,  (for  'c>\j£\  ittikhaz)  A  taking 
to  one's  self. 

A  Xjlic****^  istikharat,  (v.  n.  10  ofjli-  forjji-) 
Making  a  fawn  cry  out  that  the  dam  may  come 

within  his  reach  (a  hunter).  Conciliating  favour. 

Driving  a  stake  in  the  mouth  of  a  hyena's  hole, 
that  he  may  come  out  at  another  place.  Making 

(a  habitation)  neat  and  clean,  (v.  n.  10  ofjli>-  for 

jA»-)  Praying  for  the  blessing  of  God,  or  for  suc- 
cess, or  for  any  thing  that  is  good.  Wishing  or 

asking  for  the  best. 

A  eOlit^^  istikliRlat,  (v.  n.  10  of  J\i-  for  J_ji-) 
Begging  the  loan  of  a  horse.  Regarding  as  a  ma- 

ternal uncle,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jj^)  Being  vain,  proud. 

A  iols^^  istikhdnat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂^li-  for  (jjs-) 
Considering  as  perfidious,  regarding  as  a  traitor. 

A  >Ls^^  istihhhd,,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ _^)  Pitch- 
ing and  entering  into  (a  tent). 
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AjLic^^  istikhbdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jf^)  Interro- 

gating, exploring,  investigating,  informing  one's 
self,  asking  news,  desiring  advice. 

A  JLs^^^  istikhbdl,  A.  borrowing  (of  a  camel). 

A  ̂̂ \zs^^^  istikhsdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  Over- 
powering (sleep), 

A  j»^;>js^***^  istikhddm,  (v.  n.  10  of  |»i^)  Seek- 
ing to  obtain  one  as  a  servant.  Taking  any  one 

into  one's  service.  Stating  a  proposition  in  terms 
capable  of  a  two-fold  interpretation. 

A  Ass^^  istikhzds,  (v.  n,  10  of  Iji^)  Hum- 

bling one's  self,  submitting,    (v.  n.  10  of 
Becoming  weak  and  trampled  upon. 

P  jk^^  istakhr,  A  lake,  pool,  ditch.  The  an- 
cient Persepolis:  the  Persian  fabulous  tradition 

says,  that  it  was  built  by  the  fairies  in  the  time  of 

Jan  bin  Jan,  who  ruled  the  world  long  before  Adam. 

A  L^\js£^^  istikhrdb,  (v.  n.lO  of  i— ̂ )  Being 
broken  down  by  misfortune.  Longing  for,  wishing. 

A  ̂js^^  istihhrdj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ aL)  Wishing, 
purposing  to  bring  out.  Extracting,  drawing  out, 

making  come  forth.  Deriving.  Selecting,  choosing. 

A  )£>\j^^^  istikhrdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  '^j>-)  Persist- 
ing in  crying,  weeping  sorely. 

A  (^L-i^^^  istikhsds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ij^l=-)  Con- 
sidering as  base,  discovering  (one)  to  be  despicable. 

A  istikhshdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  f^^^^)  Find- 

ing (one)  to  be  rough  and  unpolished. 

A  (^Lai^^^  istikhsds,  (v.  n.  10  ofi^Jas-)  Con- 
ferring a  mark  of  distinction  on  any  one,  placing 

him  amongst  the  nobility. 

A  p\sJ^^  istikhfds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂_/i►)  Hiding 
one's  self,  lurking. 

Ajliii****^  istihhfdr,  A  sueing  for  protection. 

A  cJlflic^^  istikhfdf,  (v.  n,  10  of  (jAi^)  De- 
spising, holding  in  contempt,  or  in  small  esteem. 

Esteeming  lightly.  Finding  (any  thing)  light,  and 

carrying  it  away  (the  wind).  Turning  (any  one) 
aside  from  what  is  reasonable  and  proper,  and 

leading  (him)  to  vanity. 
A  >^U^-*'^  istikhlds,  (v.  n.  10  of  for^) 

Being  empty,  void,  deserted  (a  place).  Request- 
ing a  private  interview.    Seeking  privacy. 

A(_->^Xs?**'^is<z'MZa&,(v.n.lOof  L-Jtf")  Scratch- 
ing, tearing  (with  the  nails).    Cutting  (grass). 

A  istikhlds,  (v.  n.  10  of  {^ja^)  De- 

siring liberation,  seeking  liberty.  Seeking  to  save. 

Appropriating  to  one's  self.  Making  special  and 
private.  Claimingandtakingthe  whole  of  any  thing. 

A  l?i)^sC**"^  istikhldt,  (v.  n.  10  of  laU>-)  Covering 

without  the  assistance  of  man  (a  stallion-camel). 

A  i_J!iUr-^^  istikhldf,  (v.  n.  10  o{  <^Ji^)  Ap- 
pointing successors.  Leaving  posterity.  Coming 

after,  succeeding.    Drawing  water. 

AjUic**"^  istikhmdr,  A  reducing  to  slavery. 

A  ̂jUaC^^  istihhndn,  The  stinking  (of  a  well). 
A  J^^aff^^  istikhrodl,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jli*  for  J_j5*) 

Takingfor  servants  or  handmaids.  Regarding  (one) 

as  a  maternal  uncle.  Begging  the  loan  of  a  horse. 

P  ̂̂ ^'^  ustukhwdn,  Ahone.  A  kernel,  stone of  fruit.  A  skeleton.  The  foundation  of  an  edifice. 

The  text  of  a  book.  An  instrument  of  war.  Noble. 

^Jiijl  jKjii  ustuhhwdn  dar gulu giriftan, 
(To  get  a  bone  in  the  throat)  To  suffer  distress. 

plL/J^^j^ ̂ isi*^^  ustukhwdn-buzurg,'N  oblj-horn. 
p       {J^y^^  ustuhhwdn-band,  A  splint,  fillet. 

Pj^_js«-  ̂j^^jjS*"^  ustukhwdn-hhwdr,  (or 
bj  ustukhwdn-rubd,),  A  kind  of  large  eagle,  which 

feeds  upon,  or  carries  off",  bones. 

p  {j^y^^  ustukhrodn-farosh'ij'Roguery. 
p  (-ibljj^*"^  ustuhhrcdnak,  A  small  bone. 
A  -*^\iiju>i\  istiddf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Stretching 

forth  the  hand.   Playing  with  nuts.  Sweating. 

A  liliijL**)^  istiddd,  (v.  n.  8  of  5*t»)  Standing 

erect.  Acting  uprightly.  Becoming  closed  (stitch- 
holes  in  a  leathern  bottle). 

A  B,\iiob*»^  istiddrat,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^J  for  jjii) 

Turning  round,  making  a  circle,  revolving.  Being 

or  becoming  round,  assuming  a  circular  form. 
A  &e^Juuwl  istiddmat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  j«jt>) 

Wishing  to  be  quiet,  permanent,  perpetual.  Seek- 

ing, wishing  perpetuity.  Being  easy  and  lenient 
towards  a  debtor,  by  gentle  means  seeking  to  ob- 

tain, or  obtaining,  payment.  Soaring  in  a  circle. 

Procrastinating,  putting  off". A  &31joLi»\  isiiddnat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ ^.'^) 

Borrowing,  contracting  debts,  getting  in  debt. 

Ajbjjwjj\  istidbdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  j>J)  Turning 

back,  going  backwards,  retiring  behind.  Following, 
coming  at  the  back  or  rear.  Knowing  at  length 

something  not  known  before.  Choosing,  selecting. 

A  istidrdj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ li)  Advan- 
cing or  promoting  by  degrees,  step  by  step,  bring- 

ing near.  Disturbing  (one)  and  then  leaving  him 
to  roam  about  the  earth ;  or  to  roll  on  the  ground. 

(God)  consigning  to  punishment  an  obstinate  un« 

grateful  sinner,  on  whom  he  has  conferred  innu- 
merable benefits.  Causing  any  thing  to  roll  about 

(as  wind  does  the  gravel).  Deceiving.  Loving  to 
follow  a  new-born  colt  (a  camel). 

Aj]jiN!utt\  istidrdr,  (v.  n.  10  of^ti)  Shaking  (as 
the  wind),  forcing  rain  from  the  clouds.  Flowing 

plentifully  (milk).  Longing  for  the  male  (a  goat). 

A  istidrdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  uiJ,ci)  Wish- 

ing, endeavouring  to  comprehend  or  obtain.  Re- 

storing, mending.  Correcting,  making  accurate. 
Emendation.  Restriction. 

A  >\PtiXw»»^  istid^s,  (v.  n.  10  of  IpJ  for  jfrJ) 

Asking.  Calling  upon. 
A  •^\9jju*>\  istidfds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ S)  Putting 

on  warm  clothing.   Trying  to  get  heat. 

A  ̂ aL**^  istidfd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂   J)  Praying 

that  (God)  may  avert,  or  ward  off". A  uJ^iXiu*»\  istidfdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i_J J)  Flut- 



tering,  moving  the  wings  and  feet  (a  pigeon).  Be- 

ing right,  straight,  feasible,  easy,  possible,  in  one's 
power.    Shaving  the  body. 

A  |j^iisL#i^  istidkak,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jj  J)  Being 
minute,  fine,  thin,  and  slender. 

A  Joua\  istidlak,  (v.  n.  10  of  J)  Bringing 

out  the  coarse  dervish's  habit  called  dalah. 

A  (J^iXjk***^  istidlal,  (v.  n.  10  of  J  J)  Deducing 

arguments,  getting  a  clue.  Asking  reason  or  proof. 

A  ̂Uojjk***^  istldmas,  (v.  n.  10  of  By  gentle 

means  getting  payment  from  a  debtor. 

Pjjjdu>iV/i  toc?aw,Torise,stand,or  work  standing. 

A  f-\idlJ\istidnas,(\.TiAQ  oiKidioT  yj)  Ask- 
ing leave  to  draw  near.  Begging  one  to  approach. 

A  u-J  I  istizfob,  (v.  n.  10  of  i— Resem- 

bling a  wolf,  having  a  wolf-like  appearance. 

A  5o\3juo\  istizabat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  i— -'ji) 
Asking  for  honey  or  wax.   Wishing  to  melt. 

A  ̂^tisju**^  istizras,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  jji) 

Rutting  (a  she-goat).  Seeking  shade  or  protection. 

A  ixtizra^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ '^)  Using  (a 
thing)  as  a  screen  behind  which  to  lui'k  (a  hunter). 

A  (  j\j3«jLa»^  istizfaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jl-'t))  Being 

right,  straight,  easy,  feasible,  in  one's  power. 
A  •^'^iSjLmj^  istizkds,  (v.  n.  10  of  j_^)  Blazing 

much  (a  flame). 

A j^iXuu^  istizkar,  (v.  n.  10  of ̂ '6)  Recalling 
to  recollection.    Studying,  committing  to  memory. 

A  j!i)iju*»\  istizlal,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ji)  Soothing 

and  coaxing  (a  camel)  by  picking  the  tikes  off' 
(him).    Holding  in  contempt,  despising. 

A  -^UjoLul  istizmaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_^i)  Recover- 

ing one's  property  from  another.  Investigating. 

A  j»\/o3.ju»»\  istizmam,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»i)  Behaving 
in  a  manner  deserving  of  censure. 

A  L_->\3iSju**\  istiznab,  (v.  n.  10  of  L-^i)  Fol- 

lowing closely  at  the  tail :  treading  in  the  steps  of. 

Being  finished,  completed,  and  correct  (business). 

A  (_->lj63jLij\  istizhab,  (v.  n.  10  of  u-^Jti)  Wish- 

ing to  go  away,  begging  a  departure. 

A  ̂jlfctXLuj^  istizhan,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^i)  Caus- 

ing to  forget,  calling  off"  or  distracting  the  attention. 

Pjwl  astar,  A  kind  of  coarse  thin  stuff"  fit  for 
lining  garments.  The  inside  of  any  thing,  the  lin- 

ing of  a  garment.    A  star. 

■pJ<M»\  astar,  A  mule  (the  first  breeding  of  which 
is  ascribed  to  Pharaoh).  The  lining  of  a  garment. 

A  istirMf,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_f |j)  Wishing  or 
asking  to  see.  Taking  for  a  hypocrite.  Consult- 

ing, asking  advice.   Seeing,  perceiving,  knowing. 

A  Aj^\  istifdsy  (v.  n.  8  of  \^  for  j Choos- 
ing, selecting.  Picking  out  the  best  for  (his)  prey 

(death),    (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ Sj^)  Travelling  by  night. 
p  jbl/L«i\  astarabad,  Name  of  a  city  in  Ma- 

zendaran  on  the  shore  of  the  Caspian. 

A  Sj\jjk**»\  istirdbat,  (v.  n.  10  of  i_->^  for  t-*?^) 

Doubting,  suspecting,  judging  unfavourably,  ob- 
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serving  something  which  induces  suspicion. 

A  sJ]_/^\  htirdsat,  (v.  n.lO  of  for  t^^j) 
Deeming  lazy,  slothful.  Delaying,  being  dilatory. 
Asking  a  delay. 

A  iw>-\^k**>^  istirdhat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ jj) 
Smelling,  scenting,  nosing.  Reposing,  relying. 
Seeking  or  finding  rest.    Quiet,  rest,  tranquillity. 

Fj\ji*n\  istardr,  A  lentil. 

A  'i^\^jM>\  isfirdzaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  i^jj) 
Being  full  of  water  (a  reservoir  or  valley).  Being 

very  moist  (a  spot).  Lying  open  and  abounding  in 
flowers.    Being  vigorous  and  cheerful  (mind). 

A  istirdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂j***)  Swallowing. 

A  istira^t,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂   for  ̂ .j) 
Being  astonished,  bewildered. 

A  ̂ ^uu^  istirdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^)  Stealing, 

carrying  off"  by  stealth.  Listening  surreptitiously, 
overhearing,  playing  the  eaves-dropper. 

A  ̂^JU^»\  istir^dl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂^j)  Becoming 

large  or  very  numerous  (young  ostriches).  Shoot- 

ing upwards  (like  the  neck  of  an  ostrich)  a  plant. 

p  bjju*>\  astarbd,  (or  ̂JoJLM^)  A  muleteer. 

A  ̂ ^^L*»^  istirbd^  (v.  n.  10  of  J-^)  Being 
heaped  together  (sand).  Being  raised  (dust).  Tra- 

velling fast.     Applying  diligently  (to  work). 

A  ̂ JL>i\  istirtdj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Pronoun- 
cing with  difficulty,  stammering,  stuttering. 

A  ̂^JiMiS  istirjd^  (v.  n.  10  of  Applying 
to  God  in  affliction,  by  repeating  the  ejaculation 

from  the  Kui-'an,  {j^>^)j  ̂      innd  li'lldh 
Ka  innd  ilayhi  rdji^n,  Verily  we  belong  to  God, 
and  verily  we  shall  return  to  him.  Asking  or  taking 

back  the  whole  or  part  of  any  thing  once  given. 

A  ̂_}\^JLJJ\  ist!)-hdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J-*^)  Asking 
leave  to  travel,  craving  permission  to  migrate. 

o  \s^Jxui\  istirhhd,  Red  orpiment. 

A  A^Jyt*>\  istirhhdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  \i>-j  for^s"^) 

Hanging  down.  Being  relaxed  and  flaccid.  Hav- 
ing liquid  stools.  Looseness,  flabbiness,  flaccidness. 

A  i^je>\c>' Jki*>\  istirJihds,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_>ai-j)  Va- 
luing low.    Buying  cheap.  Regarding  as  cheap. 

A  iilt>yL*»^  istirddd,  (v.  n.  10  of  3j)  Demanding 

restitution  of  any  thing,  whether  given,  deposited 

in  trust,  or  taken  without  consent.  Repelling. 

A  I  't\iJLj>\  istirddf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  >i>,)  Asking 
to  be  taken  up  behind  another  on  horseback. 

p  ̂jjpLwl  usturdan,  To  shave.    To  erase. 
G  biipLwil  istiridiyd,  An  oyster. 
A  istirzdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jij)  Holding  in 

contempt.  Discovering  (one)  to  be  vile  and  base. 

A  ̂Ji*^'^  istirzdgh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Esteem- 
ing, regarding,  or  finding  weak  and  contemptible. 

A  JU*j^ju>j\  istirsdl,  (v.  n.  10  ,J^)  Being  al- 
lowed to  hang  loose  (hair).  Cultivating  an  inti- 
macy. Being  insolent  and  rude.  Requesting  one 

to  send  (camels)  in  separate  herds.  Acquiring  a 

habit.  Aff"ability,  freedom  from  reserve. 

7i 

p  i^JiMi\  mturash,  A  ploughshare.    A  hoe. 
A  A!1>jLm\  istirslids,  (v.  n.  10  of  ^ov 

Desiring,  asking  a  bribe.    Letting  suck.  Obey- 

ing, submitting  to,  seeking  to  please  and  conciliate. 

A  .^\LiJLn\  istirshdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ J)  Coming 
to  its  full  size  (the  plant  buhma').  Bringing 
up,  rearing  (young  cattle).  Waiting  for  a  field  to 
become  fit  for  grazing  or  mowing. 

A  lAJmJLu]  istirshdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^J)  Being 

well  directed,  going  right.     Seeking  direction. 

A  (^KLiJiMiS  isthshdsh,  ( v.  n.  10  of  )  Wish- 

ing to  suck,  putting  its  head  between  the  dam's  legs. 
A  AtojM\  istirzds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,_^)  Endea- 

vouring, seeking  or  wishing  to  please  and  satisfy. 

A  ̂toJLuA  istirzd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ,*^)  Inquiring, 
and  looking  out  for  a  wet-nurse. 
A  istirtds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ll>,)  Becoming 

silly,  stupid,  or  foolish. 
A  IsUspuu^  istirtdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  L>j)  Esteeming 

to  be  a  fool. 

A  ̂\S'JLn\  istir^s,  (v.  n.  10  of  j_^)  Asking 
one  to  feed,  or  take  charge  of  any  thing. 

A  I — i\S'JLu\  isfir^f,(^Y. n.lO  of(«_aP))  Laming 
a  camel, makinghis  feet  bleed(a  sharpstone).  Run- 

ningfull  speed  (a  horse).  Tryingtomake(fat)drip. 

A  Jlffyu*»l  istlr^l,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jj^)  Follow- 
ing one  another  in  aline  (sheep).  Leading  the  van. 

AjlsyLnl  istirghaz,  (v.  n.  10  of^)  Esteeming 
orfinding  weak.  Consideringassoft,  placid, gentle. 

A  (^jti\^JL*i\  istirffhds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j<*Sj)  Con- 
sidering as  soft,  or  finding  soft. 

A  ii^JL>i\  istirfdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ J)  Seeking, 
needing,  craving,  or  imploring  help. 

A  i^^JxuA  istirfdz,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^Joij)  Being 
widely  extended  (a  valley). 

A  ̂ jLm\  istrrfd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ -ij)  Wishing 
to  raise  or  carry  of.  Requiring  to  be  cleared  (a 
table,  the  meal  being  ended). 

A  s\ipu«\  istirfah,  (v.  n.  10  of  isJj)  Reposing, 

remaining  quiet,  enjoying  the  pleasures  of  life. 

A  ̂\sJLt>\  istirhds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ _^)  Asking  ano- 
ther to  charm.  Applying  to  one  skilled  in  magic. 

A  istirltd^  (v.  n.  10  of  Needing 
repair,  requiring  a  patch  (a  garment). 

A  ̂JiMi\  isiirhdli,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂Jj)  Reducing 

to  slavery.  Being  thin.  Diff'using  itself  lightly 
(water).   Sinking  almost  entirely  into  the  ground. 

G  (.dJputi\  idarak,  Storax. 

A  L^}%JiMi\  istirhdh.  (v.  n.  10  of  ,^^)  Esteem- 
ing or  discovering  to  be  weak. 

G  L-J^^ju-^  nsturldb,  An  astrolabe. 
A  L!L>{<Jxui\  istirmds,  (v.  n.  10  of  t-^wCj)  Esta- 

blishing, confirming  In  the  possession  of  property. 

A  cd)U^L-jl  istirmdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  i-^i^;)  Being 

little  esteemed  in  their  own  account. 

A  istinndm,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ji^)  Requiring 

reparation,  standing  in  need  of  repair  (a  house,  &c.). 
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Asking  for  the  means  of  making  (ahouse)habitable. 

p  i,^S>JiM)\ astarang,  or  i.iXyu»>  1  The  mandrake. 

A  ̂^JLii\  istirwah,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ jj) 
Resting.  Seeking  or  finding  rest.  Smelling.  Re- 

lying, leaning  on,  trusting  to. 

p      JL^\  atarvan,  (Mule-like)  Barren  female. 

p  ti^j Jkui\  astarunitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 
To  shut,  to  close. 

p  ̂JLA  usttira,  A  razor.  ̂ ^Sx^  iJLn\  ustura 

Usidan,  (To  lick  a  razor)  To  risk  one's  life,  to  evince 
daring  and  temerity. 

A  istirhab,  (v.  n.  10  of  u-«i»j)  Terri- 
fying, alarming. 

A  Sj'ljwl  istizatat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Olj  for  l1»^J) 
Asking  for  oil. 

A  istizadat,  (v.  n.  10  of  liVj  for  tVj)  De- 
siring an  augmentation.  Considering  (a  man)  as 

having  done  less  than  (he)  ought :  wanting  more 

from  him.    Egging  a  person  on,  encoring. 

A  istizarat,(Y.  n.  10  ofj\j  ̂oi'jjj)  I^e- 
questing  a  visit. 

A  ̂\jji*i>\  istizras,  (v.  n.  10  of  t/;j)  Despising, 
holding  in  contempt. 

A  i_-s\ij^»*»^  ist  'izfaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i— *J)  Render- 
ing: light. 

A  Isf  izlal,  (v.  n.  10  of  (Jj)  Causing  or 
wishing  one  to  stumble,  or  blunder  in  speaking. 

Aj\£^^^  isthkhar,  (v.  n.  10  of  jki**)  Mock- 
ing, deriding,  making  a  laughing-stock. 

A  istisraj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ **>)  Trimming 
a  lamp. 

Aj|j*»Xmj^  }stis7'ai',  (v.  n.  10  of  j**>)  Being  con- 
cealed. Keeping  a  mistress  privately. 

A  istis^s,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_^«^)  Striving, 

endeavouring,  being  anxious  to  accomplish.  Oblig- 
ing a  manumitted  servant  to  work  hard  at  a  thing, 

in  consequence  of  which  he  may  obtain  full  liberty. 

A  iil**i*juti\  istis^d,  (v.n.  10  of  6Mt^  Consider- 
ing as  happy,  regarding  as  fortunate.  Desiring 

happiness.  Asking  assistance. 

A  lal**-!***!  istis^it,  (v.  n.  10  of  lajtw*)  Snuffing 

up  the  urine  (of  a  she-camel). 

A  JU-MdX-i^  istis^l,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,Jju*>)  Resem- 
bling a  hag.    Brawhng,  being  foul-mouthed. 

A  jlsuJLu\  istisfad,  (v.  n.  10  ofdJun)  Approach- 

ing (acamel)from  behind,  to  vault  upon  (his)  back. 

A j\slJL>.>\  istisfar,  (v.  n.  10  of  jSmi)  Request- 
ing (a  matter)  to  be  made  clear  and  plain. 

A  ̂laj.Juu\  istiskas,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^^i***)  Asking 
for  water,  offering  up  public  prayers  for  rain.  Ask- 

ing for  di'ink.  Labouring  under  a  dropsy,  being 
filled  with  yellow  water  (the  belly).  (_^J  -^UL^Lj*! 
istishasi  ziklii,  The  anasarca.  -^lii*«Jw*>\  istis- 

kasi  tahli,  Tympany. 

p  iCij^  UuJLul  vithha-girifta,  Dropsical. 
A  I  j!iL-Ljj\  istislaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  (»_flLj)  Pay- 
ing in  advance.  Asking  for  and  receivincr  the  mo- 

ney before  the  delivery  of  the  goods. 

A  j»^L*ju«\  istislam,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ X^)  Submit- 
ting to  the  authority  of  another,  giving  way  to  his 

judgment.  Paying  in  advance. 

A  istisman,  (v.  n.  10  of  (j«*»*)  Judg- 

ing, or  discovering  to  be  fat. 
or  something  fat. 

A 

Asking  for  butter 

istisnah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ *»»)  Enquir- 
ing, examining,  exploring. 

A  f^\S  'S,>m\  istisnan,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^j*")  Having 

large  teeth.  "Walking  in  a  road  or  mode  of  life. 
Being  stricken  in  years.  Being  travelled  (a  road). 

A  Jl.j*»L*il  istis-hal,  (v.n.  10  of  (Jtj*»)  Esteem- 
ing easy.  Rendering  easy. 

A  ̂l^^<ju»l  istis-ham,  (v.  n.  10  of  p^)  Wish- 
ing or  requesting  to  draw  lots. 
A  istisharat,  (v.  n.  10  ofjlii*  forj^^i) 

Consulting,  asking  advice.  Smelling  the  female 
to  discover  if  she  be  in  foal.  Putting  on  goodly 

raiment.  Being  plain  and  clear.  Becoming  fat 
and  handsome  (camels).    Gathering  honey. 

A  ftlsLi^^  istishdtat,(Y.n.lOof):>\u)for]i3jJ^) 

Boiling  with  rage.  Becomingfat(acamel).  Laugh- 

ing heartily.  Flying  fast  (a  dove).  Being  light,  ac- 
tive, and  expeditious. 

A  Ob:i:jwj\  istishtat,  (v.  n.  10  of  l1^)  Being 

dispersed,  scattered. 

A  ̂r}^r^\stishhaj,  (v.n.lO  of  ̂ )  Try  ingto 
make  (a  raven)  croak. 

A  istishras,  (v.  n.  10  of  ijj^)  Being 

weightyand momentous.  Beingangry,quarrelsome 

A  l^\j2L!Lh\  istishrab,  (v.n.  10  of L-^;^)  Being 
deep,  intense  (colour,  tincture,  dye). 

Aj\jZJlu»\  istishrdr,  (v.  n.  10  ofj^)  Becoming 
possessed  of  a  large  herd  of  camels. 

A  istishrdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂y**)  Having 
murrain  (a  flock). 

A  l^\jZJ1>m\  istishrdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_-S^)  Look- 
ing upwards  at  some  object,  and  screening  the  eyes 

(with  the  hand)  from  the  glare  of  the  sun.  De- 
manding any  thing  noble  and  perfect.  Attending 

closely  to  any  thing  lest  it  suffer  damage.  De- 
frauding another  of  his  due. 

]  istishsar,  (v.n.  lOofjJ-^)  Twisting 

(a  rope)  from  the  left  hand,  or  from  the  outside 
inwards.  Being  so  twisted.  Being  high.  Raising. 

AjU-i^\  istisJf^r,  (v.  n.  10  of y<^)  Putting 
on  the  garmentjlitwi  shi^r.  Being  haiiy  (a  foetus). 

Being  apprehensive  and  concealing  one's  fears. 
A  -fU-l^l  istishfdj:,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,_^*»»)  Seek- 

ing the  recovery  of  health. 

A  ̂ li-i^^  istishfdj  (v.  n.  10  of  Implor- 
ing (one)  to  intercede,  begging  (his)  intercession. 

A  (  jli-iiUrt^  istishfdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i_Q«1>)  See- 

ing through  any  transparent  and  diaphonous  ob- 
ject (as  a  thin  and  flimsy  garment  or  piece  of  stuff). 

A  -^^iVIUol  istishlds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂LJIj  for 

Liberating.  Being  angry.  Calling  out  to  be  res- 
cued from  danger  and  destruction. 

A  istishmdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  jt-*)  Wish- 

ing to  smell. 
A  ̂Uui^Art^  istishnd^  (v.  n.  10  ̂ j^)  Regarding 

as  shameful,  odious,  deformed,  and  abominable. 

A  i^\xL'Jm<>\  istishndn,  (v.  n.  10  of  1^^)  Becom- 
ing lean.  Becoming  old  and  shrivelled  (a  leathern 

bottle).  Thirsting  for  milk. 

A  istishhdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  Taking 

evidence,  summoning  witnesses,  (in  the  passive 

voice)  Falling  a  martyr  or  witness  for  religion. 

A j\^^>\  istishhdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^)  Being 

published,  proclaimed,  or  blazoned  abroad. 

A  'ii\>etlu3\istisdbat,  (v.  n.lOof  l^Uj  for L-.>ye) 

Deeming  right,  approving.  Asking  for  or  requir- 
ing what  is  right  and  proper. 

A  ,^\xjq1u»\  istisbdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ <o)  Trim- 
ming a  lamp.    Asking  for  a  lamp. 

Aj\xt&Kun\  istisbdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  Being 
thick  and  dense. 

A  ̂y*aUA»»^  istisbdgh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^)  Asking 
for  colour  or  dye. 

A  L-^ls£^^^  istis-hdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  i_^)  As- 
sociating with,  becoming  sociable.  Wishing  for  or 

inviting  the  company  of  any  person. 

A  ̂l^^***^  istis-hdh,(Y.  n.lO  of  ̂ )  Being  re- 
stored to  health  and  soundness  (a  sick  person). 

A  istisrdkh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ /*)  Asking 
aid,  imploring  help. 

A  (  istisrdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  ij^)  Pray- 

ing (God)  may  avert. 
A  L-->l*diauijjl  istis^b,  (v.  n.  10  of  4_-a«>o)  Being 

difficult,  perverse,  untractable.  Considering,  find- 

ing, or  discovering  to  be  difficult. 

A  j^uommS  istisghdr,  (v.  n.  10  of Despising, 
holding  in  small  estimation,  viewing  with  contempt. 

A  f\sL,a^\  istisfds,  (v.  n.  10  of  \suo  for 

Choosing,  selecting,  taking  the  best  or  whole  of  any 

thing,  exhausting.  Considering  as  clear  and  pure. 
A  ̂^ia'Jj*A  istislds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ _^)  Asking 

for  roast  meat. 

A  ̂^Li3ju»»\  istisldh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^)  Seeking 
peace.    Wishing  to  amend,  repair,  or  rectify. 

A  istismdgh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂v*)  Asking 

for  gum.    Extracting  gum.    Having  a  sore. 

A  i^\yaltji\istmvdb,(Y.-n.lOof i^\>o  for(— ->_j<fl) 
Approving,  thinking  well  of,  esteeming  right. 

Asking  or  requiring  what  is  right.     p  L-jl^j^a^^ 
istiswdb  kardan,  To  approve.     To  consult. 

A  'iA,alui\  istizdfat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ato  for  ̂ yO^ 

Making  bright.    Asking  for  light,  or  counsel. 
A  &jl<a">*>l  istizdrat,  (v.  n.  10  ofjlo  for  j_yo) 

Longing:  for  the  male. 
A  'ii\talM\ist'izdfat,(\.n.\0 oi i  ildofort-AJ^^) 

Imploring  help.    Inviting  one  to  be  a  guest. 
A  &3ljau»*>\  istizdkat,{.Y.  n.lO  of  ̂ l<o  for  ̂ ji^) 



Try  ing  to  contract  by  constrictivelotions(a  woman). 

A  »/el-alU«\  istizamat,  (v.  n.lO  of  for  ̂ i^) 
Diminishing.  Defrauding. 

A  ̂ljual*<»\  istizba^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ f«o)  Want- 
ing the  male  (a  camel). 

A  istizMk,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^J^)  De- 
siring or  wishing  to  laugh. 

A  Aj^alui]  istizras,  (v.  n.  10  of  \y6  for  ̂ jto) 
Deceiving,  circumventing.    Hunting  stealthily. 

A  L^\j*ali*i\  istizrah,(Y.  n.lO  of  (--^^)  Becom- 
ing white  andcandied  (honey).  Deceivingjcheating. 

A  ̂^jtOMt»\  istizrd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j^)  Being 
humble,  supplicating. 

A  j»l^*auA^\  istizram,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j^)  Kin- 
dling (a  fire). 

A  (  9U«ali*>\  ist iz^f, ( V.  n .  1 0  of  i^Qinn ) Esteem- 
ing, considering,  or  finding  weak.  ^Oppressing. 

A  J^La:^^  istizlal,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ y>o)  Wishing 

that  (another)  may  err,  miscarry  or  perish. 

A J^^^JilutS  istizmar,  (v.  n.  10  of  jv^)  Conceiv- 
in  the  mind. 

A j\yo^\  istizrcar,  (v.  n.  10  of  jUo  forj^^a) 
Wanting  the  bull  (a  cow). 

A  (Jl^-ou***^  istizhal,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J-f^)  En- 

quiring, informing  one's  self. 

A  So\ViV'.*)\  istitabat,(Y .xiAQoi l-->11j  for  u.*^^) 
Relishing,  liking,  taking  well,  finding  agreeable, 

approving.  Finding  ov  esteeming  as  pure  and 

lawful.  Asking  for  fresh  water.  Seeking  purity. 

Cleaning,  shaving,  or  washing  the  body  (after  the 

manner  of  the  Muhammadans). 

Ajlla^\  istitar,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^^^*^)  Delineating, 
making  lines,  drawing,  describing,  writing. 

A  'Sj\Vt:.'***\  istitarat,  (v.  n.  10  of  j\i>  iov  ji^) 
Diffusing  itself  abroad  (the  dawn).  Being  swift, 

fleet  (horse).  Drawing  rapidly  (a  sword).  Being 

in  heat  (a  bitch).  Giving  flight  (to  a  bird).  Being 

dispersed.  Being  brisk  and  active  (a  market).  Be- 
ing riven  (a  wall).  Terrifying,  scaring. 

A  'is-^^^hlttA  istita^t,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ J^) Being  able,  capable.  Submitting,  yielding,  obeying, 
complying  with.    Power,  ability. 

A  jiiUaI**»Usf?'i;a/a^,(v.n.lOof  (  s\l>  for  u- j^jl?) 
Going  round,  circumambulating. 

A  ii3lk:-*\  istitalat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jll?  for  ̂ }^) 
Being  long,  extended,  raised,  or  elevated.  Prevail- 

ing against,  overcoming  an  enemy.  Extolling  one's 
self,  yielding  to  nobody.  Standing  on  tip-toe, 

stretching  out  the  neck  to  see  a  distant  object. 
Excelling,  being  eminent. 

A  u->l*laL*»\  istitbab,(y.  n.  10  of  lL*!*)  Asking 
medical  advice,  demanding  medicine. 

A  L^\j£L:*>i\  istitrah,  (v.  n.  10  of  L_^^)  Wish- 
ing to  skip  or  dance  for  joy.  Singing  so  as  to  make 

(camels)  dance  for  joy.  Driving  (camels).  Being 
under  a  strong  emotion. 

A  C)\JirC*ti\  istitrad,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ Jo)  Wishing 
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to  drive  together  from  all  quarters.  Aiming  at  one 

thing  and  getting  another.  Feigning  a  retreat  be- 
fore the  enemy. 

A  (  i\Jialui\  istitraf,  (v.  n.  10  of  l-J>J^)  Con- 
sidering a  thing  as  new.  Procuring  any  thing  which 

has  been  newly  discovered,  and  being  delighted 

with  it.  Producing  sometliing  new,  original,  sin- 

gular, or  striking. 

A  ̂\jW.l>j»\  istitrah,  (v.  n.  10  of  jji*)  Begging 
the  loan  of  a  stallion.  Asking  another  to  divine 

by  throwing  pebble-stones  or  gravel. 

A  j»UlajuJ\  istit^m,  (v.  n.  10  of  Asking 
for  food.  Asking  for  instruction  in  reading:. 

A  (  jlAlaju>j\  istitfaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jlal>)  Being 

possible,  practicable,  feasible. 

A  ̂"iHaLjJ^  istitla^  (v.  n.  10  of  Seeking 
information,  inquiring.  Arriving.  Going  away 

with,  carrying  off. 

A  j:iUa::**»\  istiilali,  (v.  n.  10  of  jil>)  Taking 

(a  camel)  for  one's  ownspecial  use.  Beingloose  and 
purging  (the  belly).    Diarrhoea,  looseness,  flux. 

A  j!iUaL*»\  istitlal,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J-l?)  Hanging 
over,  impending. 

G  ;__jJiaL**l  istatlus,  Jews'  pitch. 
A  istitmam,  (v.  n.  10  of  pa)  Wanting 

cutting  (hair),  or  clipping  (wool). 

A  L-^\  .W*w/  istityab,  (v.  n.  10  of  for 

u-aaIs)  Finding  (a  thing)  good  or  beautiful. 

A  jUaL*»^  istizsar,  (v.  n.  10  of  jll^)  Being  in 
heat  (a  bitch). 

A  (  jUiai**!^  istizfaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  tJlaJi)  Fol- 
lowing (the  track  of  any  one). 

A  J^UajkMi^  istizlal,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J^)  Sitting  in 

or  lonoring  for  the  shade.  Becoming  interwoven 

(the  branches  of  a  vine  which  are  loaded  with  clus- 

ters). Being  sunk  in  the  socket  (the  eye).  Flow- 
ing from  the  body  (blood). 

Ajl.^lajU>j\  istizhdr,  (v.  n.  10  of j>^)  Commit- 
ting to  memory.  Reciting,  repeating  by  heart.  Im- 

ploring assistance  or  protection.  Being  strong  in 

the  back.  Training,  preparing  (a  camel)  for  use 

on  every  occasion. 

A  *8iiUA*u\  isti^dat,  (v.  n.  10  of  lils^  for  J>_jP) 
Begging  one  to  repeat,  or  do  any  tiling  over  again, 

or  to  come  back.  Wishing  to  make  a  habit.  Being 

accustomed  to,  having  the  habit  of. 

A  jjiljOu**^  isti^zat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ils-  for  '^^) Fleeing  from  evil  to  good,  from  the  devil  to  God, 

and  saying,  ̂ irr}^  (j^-^t--^^  c/*  '^y^  na^izu 
bi'llah  7nini  sW shaytani'r  rajim.  We  flee  to  God 
from  the  execrable  devil. 

AjUL*j^  isti^r,  (v.  n.  8  of  j****)  Beginning  to 
appear  in  the  groins  and  the  arm-pits  of  a  camel 

(scab).  Being  lighted,  blazing  (a  fire).  Bestir- 
ing  themselves,  being  active  (thieves).  Spreading, 

being  diffused  (war  or  mischief). 

A  isti^mt,  (v.n.  lOofjlfr  for jjP)  Bor- 

rowing. Passing  (any  thing)  from  hand  to  hand. 
Using  a  word  metaphorically.  A  metaphor, a  trope. 
A  isti^zat,  (v.  n .  10  of ̂ ^^Is-  for      ̂   ) 

Asking  for,  requiring,  or  needing  a  substitute  or 

equivalent. 
A  l»lick*>J^  istl^f,  (v.n.  8  of  k>u*>)  Taking  me- 

dicine or  snuff  up  the  nostrils,  administering  to  one's 
self  a  sternutatory. 

A  &3ljck«>^  isti^nat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂JS'  for  ̂ j^) 

Asking  assistance,  imploring  help, seeking  aid.  Re- 

moving the  hair  from  the  pubes  (&ils-  ̂ nat)  either 

by  shaving,  by  plucking,  or  by  a  paste  made  of  ar- 
senic and  quick-lime.  Instrumentality. 

A  wl^iwi^  i.sti^iT/at,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ -^5')  Being 

unequal  to,  and  unable  to  accomplishr 

A  jUaLjjI  isti^ad,  (v.n.  10  of  iiJ>ff')  Reducing 
to  slavery.  Treating  as  a  servant  or  slave. 

AjIa.xI*«>\  isti^dr,  (v.n.  10  ofj^S-)  Being  sad, 
grieving.  Asking  the  interpretation  of  a  dream. 
Flowing  (tears).  Weeping. 

A  (_->lixjL*^  isti^db, (v. n.  10  of  i_^aS')  Request- 
ing a  favour.  Desiring  one  to  take  a  thing  well,  or 

to  rest  contented.  Conferring  a  favour.  Wishing, 

desiring.    Refraining  from  evil. 

A  j»l-k*L*»l  Isti^dm,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»J^)  Delaying 
to  milk  (cattle),  that  the  milk  may  accumulate  in 
the  udder.  Being  milked  in  the  evening  (camels). 

A  u-'Uf^^  isti^db,  (v.  n.  10  of  <— i?')  Being 
struck  with  astonishment.  Astonishment,  wonder. 

A  ̂}\s^^hsti^dl,(Y.n.  lOof  J^) Hastening, 
accelerating,  ordering  one  to  make  haste,  stimula- 

ting, despatching  any  business  soon.  Outstripping, 

getting  before.  Striving  to  outstrip.  Wishing  or 

endeavonrinn;-  to  make  haste. 

A  plsi*****'  isti^dm,  (v.  n.  10  of  j*^)  Keeping 
silence,  not  responding,  being  unable  to  speak  dis- 

tinctly. Being  barbarous,  foreign,  obscure,  and 

unintelligible  (a  dialect  or  jargon).  Being  unable 
to  read  from  somnolency. 

A  isti^lds,  (v.  n.  10  of        for  jii^) 

Making  (a  horse)  run.  Asking  assistance.  Im- 

ploring help  against  an  enemy. 

A  li^JjCL-j!  isti^ldd,  (v.  n.  10  of'dS-)  Preparing, 
making  preparation,  getting  ready  for.  Skill,  apt- 

ness, aptitude,  merit. 
A  C->\.i^J>*^***\  isti^ldddt,  Preparations. 

A  isti^ds,  (v.n.  10 of  cf'^)  Liking  (a 
place),  finding  (it)  agreeable. 

A  isti^db,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_->3.ff')  Pro- 
hibiting. Giving  to  drink  fresh  and  wholesome 

water.  Discoveringanddrawingsuch(water).  Con- 

sidering and  regarding  as  pure.  Abandoning. 

A  ̂\jx'J.Mi\  isti^'df,  (v.  n.  10  of  iSf")  Eating 

(dates)  whilst  on  the  tree. 
A  istif^db,  (v.  n.  lOof  (_->^)  Speak- 
ing coarsely  or  obscenely.  Wanting  the  bull  (a  cow). 

Aj\jjCj*>\  isti^dr,  (v.  n.  10  of  Spreading 



amongst  camels  (the  scab  called^S-  ̂ irr). 

Aj\j3CMi\  isti^-ciz,  (v.  n.  10  ofjj^)  Being  diffi- 
cult, hard,  and  painful  (business).  Being  strong 

and  hard.  Being  contracted,  drawn  in,  wrinkled. 

A  (^\j3C>m\  isti^-az,  (v.  n.  10  of  ij^)  Asking 
for  a  full  disclosure  of  any  affair.  Giving  promis- 

cuously. Asking  (anybody)  indifferently.  Killing 

indiscriminately.  Becoming  fat  (a  camel).  Grazing 

in  grassy  land.  Being  suspected. 

A  ̂^\j3d*>\  isti^'of,  (v.  n.  10  of  i— i;^)  Shew- 
ing one's  self  with  a  desire  of  being  recognised. 
A  ̂\j3Cj*>\  isti^ak,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ jj^)  Exposing 

one's  self  to  the  heat  in  order  to  get  a  sweat.  Send- 
ing forth  roots  into  the  ground  (a  tree). 

Aj\yCMi\  isti^az,  (v.  n.  10  of^)  Being  close 
and  compact  (sand).  Overjjowering  one  (disease). 

Terminating  any  one's  existence  by  disease  (God). 
A  t_->L-jCLA*i\  iMi^ab,  (v.  n.  10  of  c-.*.-.>ig')  Want- 
ing the  stallion  (a  mare).  Disliking,  disapproving. 

A  isti^ar,  (v.  n.  10  of  j*-^)  Being  dif- 
ficult, intricate,  and  embarrassing.  Asking,  seek- 

ing for  difficulties.  Sitting  down  without  employ. 

A  (JL-jCa*»^  isti^al,  (v.  n.  10  J— >^)  Asking  for 
honey.  Seeking  honey. 

A  isti^an,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j**-^^  Eating 
little  (a  camel). 

A  -S'LijC:**!^  isti^hns,  (v.  n.  10  of  ll*  for  y^) 
Finding  (one)  bewildered.  Being  guided  and  at- 

tracted at  night  by  the  light  of  a  blazing  fire. 

A  >l*a*:^\  isti^af,  (v.  n.  10  of  Charging 

with  rebellion.  Accusing  falsely.  * 

A  ̂{jAiCui]  isti^am,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»*aff')  Keep- 
ingback, withholding.  Keeping one'sseaton  horse- 

back by  clinging  to  something  fixed  to  the  saddle 
for  that  purpose. 

A  jLa*Xwi1  isti^ad,  (v.  n.  10  of  li-aP)  Cutting 
(a  tree).  Gathering  (fruit). 

A  »l*fl«::**>\  isti^ah,  (v.  n.  10  »*a5-)  Seeking  to 
wizards,  having  recourse  to  magic  or  necromancy. 

A  ̂lla30:**»l  isti^a,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ aS-) 
Begging,  asking  a  present. 

AjUa*'.:**)^  isti^ar,  (v.  n.  10  of  JiaS')  Perfum- 
ing. Wishing,  or  desiring  to  perfume,  requuing, 

calling  for  perfume. 

A  I — 5UaA::«i\  isti^af,  (v.  n.  10  of  ■_oV^c)  Beg- 
ging one  to  become  favourably  inclined. 

A  j,Ua)«::«>^  isti^arn,  (v.  n.  10  of  piaS-)  Becom- 
ing proud.  Conceiving  highly  of,  admiring.  Tak- 
ing the  larger  part. 

A  ̂UjCUo^  isti^cu,  (v.  n.  10  of  las-  for ̂ )  Seek- 
ing to  be  disengaged,  or  begging  to  bereleasedfrom 

an  obligation.  Cropping  herbage  close  to  the  ground. 

A  isti^'a  f,  (v.n.  10  of  (JlcP)  Abstain- 
ing from  what  is  forbidden,  restraining  one's  self. 

Desiring  or  requiring  to  abstain.  Clearing  away 
dry  grass  from  the  surface  of  the  ground  (camels). 

A  f^\s.*:^\  Isti^iab,  (v. n.lOof  i—^) Inveigh- 
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ing  against  any  one,  enquiring  into  their  charac- 
ters or  vices.  R  eceiving  an  equivalent  or  substitute. 

A  Jliulwu\  isti^md,  (v.  n.  10  of  tiiis-)  Being  a 
brimming,  wanting  the  boar  (a  sow). 

A J^SuCt*>\  isti^tar,  (v.  n.  10  of ̂ ^)  Howling 
aloud  and  melodiously  with  joy  (a  wolf). 

A  jKjuw**^  isti^iad,  (v.  n.  10  of  li.^)  Lying 

close  to  anything  (a  bird)  from  fear  of  birds  of  prey. 

Becoming  fat  (a  camel  or  lizard). 

A  kti^aj:, (v.n. 10 oC^f 01'^)  Being 
high.  Being  advanced  (the  day).  Raising,  ele- 

vating. Superiority,  exaltation. 

A  l-^^)jCU*>\  isli^ab,  (v.  n.  10  of  <--*J>S-)  Begin- 
ning to  stink  (meat).  Loathing,  nauseating,  disco- 

vering (a  pasture)  to  be  unwholesome. 

A  ̂^^.fC^\  isti^aj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  B  ecommg hard  (the  skin). 

A  isfi^af,  (v.  n.  10  of  v_ik-)  Want- 
ing provender,  expressing  a  wish  for  corn  (as  a 

horse  does  by  neighing). 

A  isU^am,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ Jp)  Asking  in- 
formation, advice,  or  news,  being  desirous  of  know- 

ing, eager  to  learn. 
A  jl»»CL>*»^  isti^dr,  (v.  n.  10  j^)  Causing  peo- 
ple to  inhabit  and  colonize. 

A  (_jil»ja**>l  isti^ash, (v.  n.lO of  ;jt-»P)  Think- 
ing one  a  fool. 

A  JU*jLuj1  isti^al,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,J^)  Causing 
to  work.  Employing,  requiring  one  to  labour. 
Making  use  of  advice  or  implements.  Seeking 

employment.  Appointing  (any  one)  as  governor. 

Use,  usage,  application. 

A  isti^ittm,  (v.  n.  10  of  jiff-)  Choosing 
for  one's  paternal  uncle.    Putting  on  a  turban. 

A  ;iUxkA*»^  isti^dd,  (v.  n.  10  of  JOkP)  Overcom- 
ing any  one  (sickness  or  vomiting).  Making  free 

use  of  the  yard,  fornicating.  Bending  outwards  the 
rim  of  a  leathern  bottle  so  as  to  be  able  to  drink. 

Seeking,  tending  towards,  making  for.  Being  un- 
manageable (a  horse).     Beating  with  a  stick. 

AjUs«-u*)!  isti^dz,  (v.  n.  10  of  yS')  Retiring, 
receding,  departing. 

A  isti^^ds,  (v.  n.  10  of  Calling 
(to  a  riot).    Desiring  to  twist  a  rope. 

Ajlycuul  isti^dr,{v.n.\Q  ofjjff')  Being  alone. 
A  lil^jiL-il  isti^idd,  (v.  n.  10  of  Making 

an  agreement  with  a  salesman,  to  send  back  his 

goods  if  damaged.  Making  a  covenant,  treaty, 

deed,  or  contract  in  writing.  Giving  a  guarantee, 

fine,  or  compensation. 

A  >lA>a**il  isti^jds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ _^ip')  Being 
embarrassed,  unequal  to. 

A  &3lAL-il  istiffhdsat, (v.  n.lO  of  lI^Is-  for  lIJjS') 
Calling  for  help,  imploring  assistance. 

A  SjUjuu!  istighdrat,  (v.  n.  10  of  jls-  for  j^) 

Making  a  hostile  incursion  into  an  enemy's  coun- 
try. Begging  zeal  (of  God).  Swelling  (a  wound). 

Descending  into  any  low  country,  or  that  part  of 

Arabia  calledj ghawr.  Becoming  fat.  Prepar- 

ing for,  undertaking. 
A  C->lxiL*)l  istighsds,  (v.  n.  10  of  uL^P)  Ex- 

tracting the  matter  from  a  wound,  dressing  it. 

Ajli^AL**!  istighddr,  (v.  n.  10  ofjii^)  Becom- 
ing fidl  of  ponds,  pools,  and  stagnant  ditches. 
A  ̂liiJ»ju*»l  istighzds,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^^)  Throw- 

ing prostrate,  dashing  on  the  ground. 

A  i^\jii!L*>\  istighrab,  (v.  n.  10  of  <—->;&)  Won- 
dering. Regarding  as  strange.  Laughing  until  the 

tears  flow,  being  in  a  roar  of  laughter. 

A  i>\j>^iM*\  istighrdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  li^)  Inducing, 

requesting  to  sing.  Causing  (the  flies)  to  buzz  and 
hum  (a  meadow). 

Aj\^^Cm>\  htighrdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  Js-)  Being  de- 
ceived. Being  foolish,  inconsiderate,  thoughtless. 

Coming  upon  one  suddenly. 

A  ji\j3CLu\  istighrdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  jj^)  Filling 

a  girth  so  that  the  ends  will  not  meet  (a  camel's 
belly).  Laughing  till  the  tears  run.  Taking  the 
whole.  Absoluteness,  the  absence  of  all  restriction. 

A j\yiluj>\  istighzdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  jJS-)  Giving 
somewhat  to  receive  more  in  return. 

A  A^.-yi'^t^,  istighshds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,_^i^)  Wrap- 

ping one's  self  up  in  a  garment,  so  as  neither  to  see 
or  hear,  or  to  be  heard  or  seen. 

A  (^{JLUmA  istighshdsh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂__^) 

Considering  as  false  and  insincere.  Deceiving,  be- 

traying.   Seeking  to  deceive  or  betray. 

\  Ajla*Ju«l  istighfdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  jflS-)  Asking 
forgiveness,  begging  pardon. 

A  -f^)Jo«*>l  istighldf,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂   for  ̂ ) 

Considering  as  dear. 
A  iiiU:;***!  istighldz,  (v.  n.  10  of  laip)  Finding 

(cloth)  coarse,  and  for  that  reason  declining  to 
purchase  it.  Discovering  (food)  to  be  unwholesome. 
Being  thick  and  coarse.  Swelling  with  grains  (an 
ear  of  corn). 

A  j^)Ju«>l  istighldh,  (v.  n.  10  of  Not  al- 
lowing the  option  of  returning  a  purchase.  Being 

of  that  description  (a  bargain).  Foreclosing.  Being 

obscure  and  unintelligible,  and  as  it  were  locked 

up  or  sealed  (a  speech  or  book). 

A  J^kiXu*^  istighldl,  (v.n.  10 of  Jff-)  Ordering 

(one's  servants)  to  carry  home  grain  (  ghalla). 
Receivinggrainfrom  those  who  bringit.  Gathering 

in  grain  or  vegetables.    Receiving  wages. 

A  -«'ljJa**»\  istighnds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j^-)  Acqui- 

escing. Being  contented,  in  want  of  nothing, 

wealthy,  independent,  and  able  to  do  without. 

Aj\yilui\  istighwdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  jli  for  jjS-) 

Asking  (God)  for  rain. A  JIaxLuI  istighydl,  (v.  n.  10  of  (Jj^S-)  Being 

thick  and  entangled  (trees).  Giving  suck  whilst 

pregnant  or  cohabiting  with  a  man  (a  woman). 

A  ̂lfli*»i\  istifdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Using  art 
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and  cunning.    Turning  about. 

A  5>laL*»^  isflfa^at,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  Us)  Re- 

ceiving plunder,booty, or  earnest-money .  Return  ing. 

A  iH!>-\ijkM»1  istifajat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ 3^) 
Treating  lightly,  holding  in  little  estimation. 

A  Jiilajunl  istifadat,  (v.  n.  10  of  o\j  for  i^ji) 

Acquiring.  Receiving  profit.  Seeking  profit  or 

advantage.    Imparting  benefit. 

p  *3U^laju**l  /s!;//"azarea,  Profusely,  abundantly. 
A  il^lajuol  istifazat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂J«9\s  for  (_>ajJ) 

Being  divulged,  spread  abroad  (news).  Request- 

ing that  water  may  be  poured  out.  Desiring  abun- 
dance or  profusion.  Abounding  in  trees  (a  valley). 

A  l»liX-*l  istifat,  (v.  n.  8  of  lai**>)  Drinking 

up  all  the  contents  of  a  jug.  Using  one's  utmost 
endeavour. 

A  ̂Ifljurtl  istifa^  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  ex- 
cited, agitated,  moved,  stimulated.  Changing  from 

fear  (colour)    Becoming  turbid  (the  sky). 

A  t_-iliji**>l  istifaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Cjun)  Taking  a 
medicinal  powder.    Scattering,  throwing. 

A  ai'laiwi^  Istifahat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂   for  ̂ Jy) Recovering  from  indisposition,  ebriety,  passion,  or 

madness.  Milking  after  a  proper  interval.  Ab- 
staining (from  drink). 

A  &fclaju»l  istifahat,  (or  slaL*j^  istifah)  (v.  n. 

10  of  »\j  for  »y)  Eating  plentifully  after  fasting. 
Quenching  the  thirst. 

A  >\:iX*>l  istiftas,  (v.n.  lOof  l:J  for  ̂ 5:^)  Con- 
sulting a  lawyer  or  mufti,  asking  for  his  fatwa. 

A  ̂ bXUrtl  istiftali,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Asking 
assistance.    Beginning,  commencing. 

AjUajLujl  istiftar,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jii)  Drawing, 
dragging,  pulling  the  rider  (a  horse). 

A  Jblal^A**!  istiftal,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂y■ii)  Quitting 

the  ranks  before  coming  into  action. 

A  JU?^^  istifhal,  (v.  n.  10  of  Js?)  Being 
weighty  and  momentous  (an  affair).  Keeping  for 

a  stallion.  Allowing  a  fine-made  Arab  free  access 
to  their  women  (as  the  natives  of  Kabul  are  said 

to  do).    Becoming        fuhhdl  (a  palm-tree). 

A  iUd^^  istifkhaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  ick*)  Hum- 

bling one's  self,  submitting. 

AjXsiP-'^^  istifkhar,  (v.  n.  10  of ̂ )  Purchas- ing or  seeking  for  something  excellent. 

A  ̂liXiCwil  istifdah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ oi)  Finding 
(a  thing)  difficult. 

A  t>l  jiX-ul  istifzaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  lii)  Being  alone, 

singular.  Choosing  any  thing.  Claiming  as  one's 
own  exclusive  right. 

A  ̂Jc*n\  istifrahh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^)  Keep- 
ing (pigeons)  for  the  sake  of  their  young.  Looking 

out  for  a  place  where  to  rear  their  young  (pigeons). 

A  (^\JCui\  istifrad,  (v.  n.  10  of  J^)  Being  fond 

of  solitude.  Accomplishing  (a  work)  alone.  Choos- 

ing one  out  of  a  number,  and  using  that  only. 
Leaving  alone. 
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A  ̂ ^Cjm\  istifra^  (v.  n.  10  of  Beginning 
any  thing,  commencing  a  discourse.  Sacrificing 
the  firstlings  of  camels  or  sheep  (a  custom  of  the 

pagan  Arabs). 
A  istifragh,  (v.n.  10  of ̂ )  Vomiting, 

evacuating,  rejecting,  clearing  out  the  stomach. 

Straining  every  nerve,  exerting  every  endeavour. 

A  uiJ^^,fiju*>^  istifiuh,  (v.  n.  10  of  uiJ^i)  Becom- 
ing plump  and  hard  in  the  ear  (grain). 

A  ̂\jSiLn\  istifram,  (v.  n.  10  of  Washing 
(herself)  with  an  astringent  lotion  (a  woman). 

A  't>\Jil*tt\  istifrah,  (v.  n.  10  of  8^)  Acquiring 
a  generous  horse. 

A yyGaM)  istifzaz,  (v,  n.  10  of  Jj)  Making  light 

of,  despising.  Exhilarating.  Leading  forth,  turn- 
ing out  of  doors.  Rendering  one  light  and  active 

(fear).    Removing,  tearing  from  a  place. 
A  (iL-i:a*>l  istlfsad,  (v.  n.  10  of  Js*-S)  Seeking 

to  do  mischief. 

aJ^mJCLh]  istfsar,  (v.  n.  10  of  j>^)  Asking 

an  explanation,  informing  one's  self,  enquiring, 

p  ̂ii^  jL*<£jL»»l  istifsar  liar  dan,  To  interrogate. 

A  (^LggJa**!  istifsas,  (v.  n.  10  of  f^JSiS)  Draw- 
ing forth. 

A  JLaiju-ol  istifzal,  (v.  n.  10  of  J-oii)  Leaving 

a  residue.  Taking  more  than  one's  due.  Bring- 
ing an  increase.    Seeking  a  benefit. 

A  ̂Uaajk**il  istifza^,  (v.  n.lO  of  ̂ ki)  Finding 
or  discovering  to  be  shameful. 

A  -*^)iju*»l  istijias,  (v.  n.  10  of  Requiring 
to  be  cleared  of  lice  (the  head).  Asking  any  one 
to  perform  that  office. 

A  istifah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Escaping, 

obtaining  a  victory,  or  deliverance.  ̂ ^^^-^^ 
u£jj«b  istaflahi  hi amriki.  An  expression  employed 
when  a  divorce  is  pronoimced. 

A  J:i)iX«jl  istifal,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ji)  Taking  a 
small  part,  decimating. 

A  (jl:>flju*>l  istifnan,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Raising 

(any  one)  above  different  sorts  and  classes. 

A  j»l,jijuol  istifham,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ i)  Desiring 
to  know  or  to  be  taught,  informing  one's  self  by 
asking  questions :  interrogation.  1 — >j>- 
harfi  istifham,  A  particle  of  interrogation. 

A  i^^l^ijk***^  ist  fhamiy,  Interrogative. 

A  aa*l^^l  istifliamiyat.  Interrogation. 

A  JUaL*il  istifyal,  (v.  n.  10  of  J\s  for  J-i) 
Resembling  an  elephant  (a  camel). 

A  istihaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^)  Drawing 
water.    Asking  for  water.    Growing  fat. 

A  'iAsc:jJ\  istihasat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Li)  Vomiting. 
Retching  violently. 

A  'to'^:^\  istihatat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Cj\a  for  CJji') 
Asking  for  victuals. 

A  8iilaX»*»^  istihadat,  (v.  n.  10  of  li^'  for  Jty) 
Submitting,  yielding,  giving  up  the  reins. 

A  istiha^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ H**>)  Being 

changed  (colour). 

A  I — i\Jiu**il  istihaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i_aiL*))  Mounting. 
A  6^\jilM\  istihalat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  JJI) 

Desiring  one  to  rescind  an  agreement,  cancel  a 

contract,  or  give  up  a  bargain. 
A  jL«\i:,Li*il  istihamat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂   for  j»jj) 

Standing  erect,  remaining,  rising  up,  acting  up- 

rightly. Valuing  goods.  Being  correct.  Being 
middling  and  moderate.  Being  equable.  Recti- 

tude, integrity,  fidelity,  truth,  purity  of  intention. 

A  ̂LaL*>\  istihhah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Regarding 
as  ugly  and  odious.  Detesting,  hating,  abhorring. 

A  (jLfljL*j\  istikhal,  (v.  n.  10  of  (JJ>)  Going  forth 

to  meet,  encountering,  looking  towards.  Futurity. 

A  istihhalii/,  Belonging  to  futurity. 

A  jJli;Hju>i\  istihtal,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,_}^')  Desiring 
to  kill.  Being  regardless  of  danger,  seeking,  as  it 

were,  to  be  killed. 
A  oliiii:;***^  istikdad,  (v.  n.  10  of  Si)  Continuing, 

persevering.  Being  level  and  smooth.  Remain- 

ing in  one  state. 

Aj^uMCo**^  ist'ihdar,  (v.  n.  10  ofjtiJ)  Praying 
(that  God)  may  over-rule  or  ordain  (for  good). 
Asking  for  strength  and  ability. 

A  j»\i\fljuw\  istihdam,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»(^')  Preced- 
ing. Wishing  to  get  before.  Surpassing  in  bold- 

ness or  strength  of  mind. 

Aj^iiJi^^  istihzar,  (v.  n.  10  ofjii)  Abomina- 
ting as  filthy. 

A  AJCmA  istikraf,  (v.  n.  10  of  1^)  Making  the 

female  lie  down  to  ascertain  if  she  be  in  foal  (a  stal- 

lion camel),  (v.  n.  lOof  for  j^')  Intending, pur- 
posing. Making  diligent  search.  Containing  mat- 

ter (a  boil),  (v.  n.  10  of  e^ji)  Following.  Pass- 
ing from  place  to  place,  travelling  over  any  countr3\ 

Making  diligent  search.  Wishing  to  be  a  guest. 

A j\JkiMi\  istihrar,  (v.  n.  10  ofji') Stopping, rest- 
ing, dwelling,  settling,  fixing  a  residence.  Remain- 

ing fixed  in  a  female's  womb  (seed  of  a  male). 

A  ̂_^^^**»\  istihrdz,  (v.  n.  10  of  {^Ji)  Borrow- 

ing, asking  to  lend. 
A  istihrd^  (v.  n.  lOof  ̂ )  Asking  the 

loan  of  a  bull  or  he-camel.  Wanting  the  bull  (a 

cow),  or  the  stallion  (a  she-camel).  Being  hard  (a 
hoof).  Losing  its  shagginess  (the  rough  tripe). 

A  ̂^JsujSs\  istikran,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^^)  Swelling 
in  the  veins  (blood).  Being  able  to  bear  a  load. 
Becoming  able  and  strong. 

A  pl<j<0.  istiksdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  De- 
manding one's  portion,  claiming  one's  share  of  spoil 

or  property  of  any  kind  (which  share  is  determined 

by  throwing  a  kind  of  arrow,  a  practice  common 

among  the  Arabians).  Requiring  one  to  swear. 

A  ̂UaHluwul  istiksds,  (v. n.  10  of  loi*  for yoj)  Cu- 
riously prying,  or  using  every  effort  to  get  to  tlie 

knowledge  of  any  thing.  Earnest  endeavour,  per- 
severance. Strict  inquiry. 



A  jWsilMJ^  istiksad,  (v.  n.  10  of  S*at)  Seeking 
a  middle  course. 

AjUaH:Uu\  istiksar,  (v.  n.  10  of Desiring 
to  abbreviate,  or  to  be  abbreviated.  Considering 

(a  thing)  as  abridged  or  short. 

A  (^\^':*u\  istiksas,  (v.  n.  10  of  cja?)  Desiring 
one  to  retaliate. 

A>l*aii:i«i^  istihzaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂*fti')  Demand- 
ing payment  judicially ;  wishing  to  have  a  debt 

fixed  and  determined  by  the  sentence  of  a  judge, 

(in  the  passive  form)  Being  constituted  judge. 

A  ̂jiUaHL**^  istihzaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  ijpsi)  Find- 

ing (a  bed)  uneasy.  Being  incommodious  and  un- 

easy. Being  gravelly  (a  place). 

A  j»l-aaL*>\  istikzam,  (v.  n.  10  of  Victual- 
ling one's  household  sparingly  in  a  time  of  dearth. 

AjlkSjuw\  istihtar,  (v.  n.  lOof^lai')  Wishing  it to  distil,  or  rain.  Trying  to  catch  droppings. 

A  istihfas,  (v.n.lOof  lfli'for_jfli')  Strik- 
ing (with  a  stick). 

A  I  jlaiiu***^  istthfaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jlaa)  Being 

dry  and  wrinkled  with  age. 

A  JlfliilLs*i\  istikfal,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J^j)  Being 

stingy,  avaricious,  and  close-fisted.  ̂  
A  Jikalwi^  isiikldl,  (v.  n.  10  of  (Jj)  Lifting  up 

(a  water-pot).  Taking  up  one's  baggage.  Soaring 
upwards  (a  bird).  Seizing  any  one  (a  tremor). 

Being  angry.  Moving  from  place  to  place,  depart- 
ing. Esteeming  little,  considering  as  small.  Being 

possessed  of  sovereign  authority  and  absolute  do- 
minion. Growing  (a  plant). 

p  iO^iJ^H:^^  istihlalana,  Absolutely. 

A  (_J^)Jijuk>\  istililali,  Invested  with  authority. 
Confirmation. 

A  isttkna^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Becoming 
high  (the  udder  of  a  ewe). 

A  (  sUflju<j\  Istiknaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  hH)  Being 
firm  in  counsel,  able  in  business. 

A  i^\.:sjMi\  istiknan,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ 'i)  Abiding 
with  one's  flocks,  and  drinking  the  milk.  Regard- 

ing as  little. 

A  (^^^aU**>^  istikwas,  (v.  n.  10  of  (j*»_55)  Bend- 

ing through  age.  Being  bent  as  a  bow  (eyebrow). 

A  8^_jKl**»^  istikwah,  (v.  n.  10  of  5 y )  Asking  one 
to  drive  wild  beasts  into  a  net. 

p  ̂Lfl'.;**»\  ustuhila,  Name  of  an  ancient  hero. 
A  ij^jMiS  istikarat,  (v.  n.  10  ofj^  for  j^) 

Making  haste.  Carrying  a  bundle  of  clothes. 

A  istihdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  uLI***)  Becoming 

stopt  up,  and  deaf  (the  ear).  Growing  wild,  en- 

tangled, and  luxuriant  (a  plant).  Humbling  one's 
self,  supplicating,  deprecating. 

A  istihan,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^)  Humbling 

one's  self.    Becoming  low  and  contemptible. 
A  io\^j«*i\  istikdnat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂J6  for  j^j^) 

Humbling  one's  self,  submitting. 
A  j^^^JmA  istikbdr,  (v.n.lOof ̂ ;<^)  Being  proud, 
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haughty,  arrogant,  and  presumptuous.  Playing 
the  great  man.  Viewing,  regarding  as  great. 

A  l^^^J^^mm]  istiktab,  (v.  n.  lOofi,^)  Asking 
or  ordering  one  to  write.  Dictating  (a  letter).  Get- 

ting transcribed.    Appointing  an  amanuensis. 

istiktam,  (v.  n.  10  oi  JJS)  Desiring 

(one)  to  keep  a  secret. 

AjC^^JMi\  istiksar,  (v.  n.  10  oij^ )  Wishing  or 
asking  for  much.  Flowering  (a  palm-tree).  Using 

a  large  quantity.  Asking  much  (water)  to  drink. 
A  I — jli^U**^  istihsaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  h.J^)  Being 

thick  and  dense. 

A  <J^k\^L*i\  istikddd,  (v.  n.  10  of  d^)  Plaguing, 

tormenting,  wishing  (any  one)  to  take  trouble. 

A  tstikrds,  (v.  n.  10  of ̂ for j ji)  Hiring, 

renting.  Taking  on  hire. 

stikrdsh,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^J^)  Becom- 
ing fit  for  ruminating  (the  stomach  of  any  beast  that 

chews  the  cud),  as  when  a  kid  begins  to  graze.  Be- 

coming big  from  over-eating  (the  belly  of  a  boy). 
istiliram,  (v.  n.  10 of  Wishing  for, 

discovering  or  doing  any  thing  noble  and  generous. 

Procuring  generous  horses.   Acquiring  greatness. 

A  istikrdh,  (v.  n.  10  oft/)  Abhorringf, 

abominating,disdaining,despising,contemning.  Re- 

garding as  disgusting.  Forcing  to  act  reluctantly. 

A  I  'i\J:^J.ni\  istikshqf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  Q  f'..^)  Re- 
questing any  thing  to  be  made  manifest,  or  laid  open. 

A  ̂\s!^S**i\  istikfdj:,  (v.  n.  10  o  fW)  Begging  the 
loan  of  a  camel  for  the  benefit  of  the  hair,  milk,  and 

colt,  for  a  year.  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂_^)  Asking  to  do  what 
is  sufficient.  Considering  as  sufficient  or  competent. 

A  ̂\s^ui\  istikfdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jj>^)  Stretch- 
ing forth  the  hand  (to  give  or  to  receive  alms). 

Screening  the  eye  (Avith  the  hand)  from  the  glare 
of  the  sun  and  looking  at  any  object  attentively. 

Flocking,  gathering  round  any  thing.  Being  mat- 
ted (hair).  Coiling  up  (as  a  serpent). 

istUdas,  (v.  n.  10  of  0^)  Abounding 

in  forage  (groimd).  Asking  for  a  delay. 
A  i_«>^lic^^  istihldh,  (v.n.  10  of  t_-*K)  Imitating 

the  barking  of  a  dog  to  induce  them  to  respond  (one 

who  has  lost  his  way).  Being  gi-eedy  of  human 
flesh  (a  dog). 

A  (JUiCiiJi^  istikmdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂^^)  Comjilet- 

ing,  perfecting.  Wishing  (any  thing)  finished,  per- 
fected, completed. 

istiknan,  (v.  n.  10  of  '^')  Conceal- 
ing one's  self. 
A  A^Cm\ istikwas,  (v.n.  10  of  )  Requiring 

the  cautery. 

p  ̂yLJi\  istal,  A  fish-pond,  a  lake,  a  pool. 

A  istilds,  (v.  n.  8  of  \i*o)  Boiling,  liqui- 

fying, melting,  purifying  (butter,  &c.)  by  melting, 
(v.  n.  8  of  ̂L*i  for  ji-^j)  Becoming  fat  (a  sheep), 

(v.  n.  8  of  ̂_^**>)  Casting  out  the  after-birth  (a  ewe). 
A  u->>i;i»*>^  istildb,  (v.  n.  8  of  (».>L/*)  Seizing, 

plundering.  Producing  an  abortion. 
A  0^ki«»\  istildt,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ll*i*»>)  Wiping  or 

scraping  (a  dish  with  the  finger). 

A  istildj,  (v.  n.  8of^M»)  Drinking  much. 
A  istildkat,  (v.  n.  10  of       for  ̂ ^) 

Considering  attentively,  contemplating,  knowing. 
Being  thirsty. 

A  istildtat,  (v.  n.  10  of  la^)  for 

Bringing  on  one's  self,  deserving.  Adopting  into one's  family. 

A  (Jik«*»\  istildl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Jj-»)  Drawing  (a 
sword,  &c.). 

A  jo^kioi^  istiham,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»\3)  Marrying 
amongst  low  and  ignorant  people.  Having  a  bad 

sire.  Putting  on  a  coat  of  mail.  Kissing  the  black 

stone  at  Mecca,  or  rubbing  it  with  the  hand. 

A  ̂':^CMi\  istildm,  (v.  n.  8  of  j,!***)  Submitting  to 
another's  opinion,  surrendering.  Rubbing  the  fore- 

head against  the  black  stone  at  Mecca.  Coming 
out  of  the  ear  (corn). 

A  istildmat,  (v.  n.  10  of       for  j^jJ) 

Behaving  so  as  to  merit  or  draw  censure  on  one's  self. 
A  io^A»»^  istilanat,  (v.  n.  lOof  for  (j^5)  Con- 

sidering or  finding  smooth,  soft,  placid,  or  gentle. 

A  -^l^hjuil  istilbaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  \J)  Sucking  the 
beestings  from  the  ewe  (a  lamb). 

A  L^Lh**>\  istilbas,  (v.  n.  10  of  t^^jJ)  Regard- 
ing as  dilatory. 

A  istilbdn,  (v.n.  10  of  ̂jv5)  Asking  milk. 

istiljaj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Claiming  for 
one's  self.  Persevering  stoutly  in  an  oath  ;  swear- 

ing roundly  without  any  allowance  for  the  credi- 
bility and  veracity  of  the  opposite  party. 

istilkdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂j^)  Adopting. 

Calling,  or  inviting  to  join  or  unite  unto.  Sowing 

the  ground  called  laliak. 
A  istilkdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Following 

a  wide  road.  Pursuing,  surrounding,  or  hemming 

in  (a  foe).     Killing.    Being  wide  (a  road). 
A  ;i\;iJ:U»>\  istilzaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  3J)  Considering 

as  delicate,  elegant,  or  agreeable.  Tasting,  relishing. 

A  istilzdm,  (y .  n.lO  of  ̂ )  Requiring, 
rendering  necessary. 

A  j»L«klfcu\  istilsam,  (v.n.  10  of  j»*J)  Searching. 
A  I  slia\lU*>^  istiltdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i_-ala5)  Join- 

ing, uniting,  causing  to  stick  to  one's  arm  or  side. 
A  pUail***!  istiltdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  j»la3)  Wanting 

a  slapping,  buffeting,  or  cuffing. 

A  t-.'ljJ^ijxi^  istildb,  (v.  n.  10  of  u-wJ)  Produ- 
cing unripe  dates  after  having  been  cut  (a  palm- 

tree).  Wishing,  asking,  or  requiring  to  play. 
A  -*Uh*o\  istilghds,  (v.  n.  10  of  U5  forj*))  List- 

ening to  the  language  of  any  one,  without  putting 

any  questions. 
A  Li^liilLirfi^  istilfds,  (v.  n.  10  of  L^^a))  Prying 

curiously,  using  every  effort  to  elicit  or  extract  in- 
formation.   Concealing,  suppressing  (news)  Ac- 



complishing  one's  object.    Leading  to  pasturage. 
A  >Uiil»*»\  istilkcis,  (v.  n.  10  of  Lying  on 

one's  back. 

A  ̂lah***!  istilhah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Reaching 
the  time  when  she  ought  to  be  covered  (a  camel), 

or  when  it  should  receive  the  fructifying  pollen 

of  the  male  (a  female  palm-tree). 

A  istilham,  (v.  n,  10  of  j»^)  Wishing  to 
be  inspired.    Beseeching  (God)  to  reveal. 

p  ̂P*n\  istam,  (for  Oppression,  injustice. 
A  *leu*>^  istimds,  (v.  n.  8  of  for_jv**)  Going 

a  huntingr.  Puttingr  on  sandals  to  hunt  the  moun- 

tain-goat.  Designing,  proposing,  intending  a  visit. 
Prognosticating  good. 

A  &!>\.jv*«i\  istimatat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ol/c  for  C->_yo) 
Seekingon  every  side.  Waxing  fat  after  being  lean. 

A  &s>-leu*>\  istimahat,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ *) 
Asking  a  gift.    Intreating  (one)  to  intercede. 

A  Sjlcu»»\  istimazat,  (v.  n.  10  ofjl«  forjjk*)  Be- 
ing separate,  distinct.   Being  removed.  Retiring. 

A  ̂yUrtl  istimd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ v^)  Listening, 
hearing,  giving  ear. 

A  istimahat,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ jU  for  ,j3*) 
Beingfoolish, inlaying  thefool.  Regarding  as  afool. 

A  JlcU*i\  istimdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J>^)  Blinding, 

knocking  out  an  eye,  gouging. 

A  &Jlju*»\  istimalat,(\.  n.  10  of  Jl*  for  J ̂)Being 

rich.  (v.  n.  10  of  J^^for  ,Jjl<)  Caressing,  concili- 

ating, giving  good  words,  soothing,  gaining  the  fa- 
vour of  any  one.  Seeking  to  incline,  striving  to  bias. 

Measuring  with  the  two  expanded  arms  (a  fathom). 

A  istimtd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ lU)  Enjoying 

one's  property,  reaping  the  fruits,  or  receiving  the 
usufruct.  Celebrating  the  solemn  festival  called 

^mrat  at  Mecca. 

A  jU:^^  istimjdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  J^?)  Taking 
much.  Desiring  or  asking  for  much.  Emitting 

much  fire  (the  trees  ,^jc  marhh  andjliff'  ̂ fdr). 
A  (^Is?^^  istimhdz,  (v.  n.  10  of  (.^a^)  Ask- 
ing for  pure  milk. 

Ajlsc^^  istimhhdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^)  Turning 
one's  back  to  the  wind.  Facing  the  wind  and 
snuffing  it  up  (a  horse). 

A  O^ii-iC**)^  istimddd,  (v.  n.  10  of  X«)  Asking 
supplies,  subsidies,  help.    Taking  a  penful  of  ink. 

A  Ajiy^\  istimrds,  (v.  n.  10  of  \j<)  Digesting 

one's  food,  finding  it  very  digestible. 
Aj\jS^\  istimrdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  J*)  Proceeding, 

going  on.  Persevering,  persisting  in  one  course. 

Remaining,  continuing.  Being  able  to  bear.  Per- 

petuity. sS^  ̂ j'J'^  ̂  ji^^  istamarrat  ruarlra- 
tuhu  ̂ layhi,  His  malice  against  him  remained. 
A  istimrdrt,  Perpetual,  continuative. 

A  udJL*eU*i\  istimsdk,  (v.n.lOof  tdJu*««)  Hold- 
ing. Refraining. 

A  istimshds,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^j^/^)  Purg- 
ing.   Suffering  from  a  diarrhosa. 
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A  istimsdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J-o-«)  Taking 

a  cathartic  draught.  Purging  (a  drastic  medicine). 

A jUajwi»\  istimtdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂la*)  Praying 
for  rain. 

AjVatew**^  istim^z,  (v.  n.  10  of  J**)  Striving, 
J  em  ST 

A  d^liivAii^  istimkdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  CJ^)  B 
filled  with  matter  (a  pustule). 

A  (J^^wjwi^  istimhdl,  (v.  n.lO  of  ̂ J^)  Marrying 
a  wife. 

A  istimkdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂J^)  Having 

in  one's  power,  getting  possession  or  fast  hold  of. 
A  >^J^ew»i^  istimlds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ «)  Lending  to 

monied  men.  (v.  n.  10  of  %o  for  _jl/s)  Asking  to 
indite.    Asking  for  a  delay. 

A  ̂ ^M>1  istimldh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Esteeming 
good,  agreeable,  or  beautiful. 

A  J^^<wj\  istimldl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,_}jo)  Being  wea- 

ried, tired,,  feeling  (a  thing)  to  be  irksome. 

A  .^Uju*»\  istimnds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Wishing  to 

produce,  or  producing  a  seminal  effusion;  onaniz- 

ing.    Putting  (a  camel)  in  the  condition  of 
mumni. 

A  ̂U«U)\  istimndh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Asking 
for  a  gift. 

A  istivilidi,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^^i^)  Breaking 

an  enemy's  rank  irresistibly. 
A  Jl^.*;**»\  istimhdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ jv*)  Petition- 

ing for  a  delay,  begging  respite,  asking  for  time. 
p  ustin,  The  sleeve  of  a  garment. 

A  ̂J^ArtWi'tew,  Old  roots  of  trees.  A  tree,  which 
at  a  distance  resembles  the  human  form. 

p  (^;i**>^  ustun,  A  column,  a  prop. 

A  iuju»»\  istiriMs  or  *8-fUi;*jj^  istindsat,  (v.n.  10 
of  lb  for  ly)  Setting  in  the  west  (a  star)  whilst 
another  is  risinj;  in  the  east.    Askinsc  for  a  cift. 

A  &5^U^\  }stind]iat,{y.n.\0  oi  ̂   for 
Weeping,  lamenting,  mourning.      Howling  (a 

wolf).    Moving  to  tears. 
A  &s>-U;iijj\  istindhhat,  (y.j]. 10  of  for  ̂ y) 

Kneeling  down  to  receive  the  male  (a  she-camel). 
Endeavouring  or  wishingto  makethe  female  kneel. 

A  L>\ju**»\  istindd,  (v.  n.  8  of  iXxm*)  Leaning 

against,  supporting  one's  self  by,  or  depending  on. 
A  istindrat,  (v.  n.  10  ofjli  forjy  )  Shin- 
ing, glistening.  Seeking  light.  Putting  to  flight, 

making  flee  away  in  terror,  overcoming,  prevailing. 

A  'i*o\sjMi\ istindsat, (\.  n.lO  of  ̂ joU  forj^y) 
Retreatinnf,  retiring.  Moving:  himself  when  about 

to  run  (a  horse).  Putting  in  motion.  Holding 

(any  one)  light  and  making  use  of  (liim)  to  suit 
one's  own  convenience. 

A  siaUlwil  istindtat,  (v.  n.  10  of  JaU  for  Isji) 

Asking  the  loan  (of  a  camel)  to  carry  provisions. 

A  Aff-UuM*^  istmd^t,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂   for  ̂ ) 
Preceding.  Being  shaken  (branches  by  the  wind). 

A  &/oljc;**»\  istindmat,  (v.  n.  10  of       for  ̂ y) 

Sleeping.  Feigning  to  be  asleep.  Being  quiet. 

Relying,  trusting.    Security,  reliance. 

A  ̂^UjuM\  istindn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ «i)  Rubbing  the 
teeth.  Instituting  or  observing  a  certain  mode  of 
life.  Galloping.  Trembling,  being  unsteady  (the 

vapour  sardb).  Capering,  being  restive. 
A  ̂U*lMi\  istimhds,  (v.  n.  10  of  Li)  Enquiring, 

informing  one's  self.    Asking  news. 

A  ̂L*:«*»^  istimldh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Making 
(a  dog)  bark.  Endeavouring  to  make  (a  dog)  bark. 

A  IsLiiUw^  istimhdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  laJ)  Causing 

(a  spring)  to  flow.  Eliciting,  extracting  (generally 

confined  to  religious  matters,  or  affairs  of  jurispru- 

dence, as  to  make  an  extract  from  the  Kur'an). 
Causing  something  to  appear  which  was  previously 

concealed.  Sojourning  amongst,  or  becoming  as 

one  of,  the  Nabathean  Arabs. 
A  JLj:i«*>\  istimhdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,Jy)  Asking 

for  an  arrow.  Taking  the  best  of  a  man's  property. 
T  Jyju**»\  istamhul,  Constantinople, 
p  aoX:***!  y.stomZ)a,Thick,coarse,hideous.  Strong, 

powerful,  brave.    The  night-mare.    A  demon. 
A  astanat,  The  root  of  an  old  tree. 
A  istintds,  {Y.nAQ  of  ll)  for^i)  Being 

numerous  (pimjjles  of  boils). 

AjUJjI***\  istintdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ jo)  Squeezing 

out  the  last  drop  of  urine. 
A  JljuJUtt^  istintdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ JlO)  Leading, 

preceding,  going  in  front  of  the  rank.  Preparing. 

A  ̂llljLui^  istinsdj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Becoming 
loose  (one  side  of  a  load). 

Aj\SxLn\  istinsdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jo)  Drawmg  up 

water  through  the  nostrils  and  discharging  it  again. 

A  J^\if^^  istinjds,  (v.n.lOof  U  for ^)  Ob- 

taining, gaining.  Being  set  at  liberty.  Making 
haste.  Cutting  boughs  and  sticks  from  a  tree. 

Felling  timber.  Finding  and  eating  fresh  dates. 

Gathering  fruit.  Cleaning  a  gut  and  fitting  it  to  a 

bow.  Washing  or  cleaning  one's  self  with  a  flint 
after  casino-  nature.    Drawing  a  bow.  Ablution. 

A  c.^Uii''**''  istinjds,  (v.  n.  10  of  i>L^<)  Going 

in  the  track  of.  Extracting,  drawing  forth.  Throw- 

ing one's  self  in  the  way  of,  opposing. 
A 

istinjdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Despatch- 
ing any  business  easily  and  successfully. 
A  oUr^^  istinjdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  ii>si)  Asking 

assistance,  or  protection.  Recovering  from  sick- 

ness.   Taking  courage  after  having  been  afraid. 

Ajl^"*^^  istinjdz,  (v.  n.  10  ofj^')  Doing  any 
thing  with  success  and  despatch.  Asking  for  the 
fulfilment  of  a  promise. 

A  istinjd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Growing 
fat,  thriving  on. 

A  uJW^^  istinjdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  t_ifi)  Emp- 

tying, voiding  (as  the  wind  a  cloud). 
aJU.-^^  istinjdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jfi)  Being 

full  of  water  (a  valley). 



A  istinhas,  (v.  n.  10  of  (j**^)  Inquir- 
ing, ascertaining. 

A  istinkhah,  (v,  n.  10  of  t-j^ii)  Ask- 
ing to  be  lain  with.    Choosing,  picking  out. 

A  ̂llii^^  istinhhaj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  B  ecom- 
ing  soft. 

A  (^^tiJuMJ^  istindas,  (v.  n.  10  of  Draw- 

ing out  one's  due. 
A  S^;>Jj;**>l  istindah,  (v.  n.  10  of  id^)  Prosijer- 

ing,  being  well  managed  (business). 

p  ̂j;iJji**»\  istandan,  To  take,  to  receive. 
T  ̂.^^JJujjUsf  mtZiZjTenedos,  in  the  Archipelago. 

A  JV}jju»i\  istinzdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jji)  Sending 

down.  Bringing  down.  Receiving  into  one's  house. 

Being  removed  from  office,  descending  from  one's 
station.  Wishing  to  descend. 

A  -*L«Jju>»\  istinsaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  L<*>)  Request- 
ing a  creditor  to  wait.  Asking  one  to  sell  on  credit. 

A  i_->L*JLjCM»\  istinsab,  (v.  n.  10  of  l  ̂■■■'^)  Trac- 
ing one's  genealogy.  Mentioning,  recording,  or 

wishing  to  record  a  genealogy. 

^——^1  istinsakh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ <*>)  Trt 
scribing,  copying. 

AjU»Ja**»l  istinsar,  (v.  n.  10  of  j*^)  Resem- 
bling or  acting  like  a  vulture. 

A  -f^LiJjL«\  istinsJms,  (v.  n.lO  of  Smelling. 

Inquiring  into.  (v.  n.  10  of  f^J^)  Smelling,  per- 
ceiving a  smell.    Being  overcome  with  drink. 

A  ̂iLiJLw^  istinshad,  (v.  n.  10  of  dJ^)  Asking 
one  to  repeat  a  poem. 

A  IjliJJLw^  istinshat,  (v.n.  10  of  la^)  Becom- 

ing wrinkled  (skin).  Shrivelling  up  (leather). I, 

A  Jj^-iUi**)'  istinshak,  (v.  n.  10  of  Draw- 
ing up  water  through  the  nostrils ;  snuffing  up  the 

air,  or  odours. 

A  OUauL«\  istinsat,  (v.  n.  10  of  Cl^*a''>)  Re- 
questing one  to  keep  silence. 

A  ̂l<aul**»\  istinsah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ »a))  Esteem- 
ing one  to  be  a  faithful  counsellor. 

Aj^^l*n\  istinsar,  (v.  n.  10  of^^)  -Soliciting 
aid  against  an  enemy.  Asking  supplies. 

A  I — 5l/aJLLo\  istinsaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i_fl^)  Be- 

coming quits,  getting  one's  just  due. 
A  JLa-;L*>\  istinsal,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_)*a3)  Draw- 

ing forth.  Causing  the  prickles  of  the  plant  ̂ j^^ 

huhma'  to  fall  (hot  weather). 

A  ̂UxlL-tt^  istinzah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ a>)  Sprin- 
kling water  on  the  privities  after  making  an  ablution. 

A  (^l^auXui^  istinzaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  jJo3)  Col- 

lecting drop  by  drop.  Requesting  payment  of  a 
debt  in  coin.  Trying  to  obtain  a  benefit. 

A  Jjlkja*w\  istintak,  (v.  n.  10  of  jjlai)  Endow- 
ing with  speech  (God).  Trying  to  make  one  speak. 

Searching,  inquirmg.    Talking  together. 

AjUawjurt\  istinzar,  (v.  n.  10  ofjhj)  Begging 
a  delay,  asking  to  wait  or  give  time.  Asking  credit, 

A  (_JllaJa*«\  istinzaf,  (v.  n.lOof    pV^'i)  Taking 
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all  clean  away.    Exacting  the  whole  (of  tribute). 

A  >UlL*»\  istin^f,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_^)  Approach- 

ing. Returning,  fleeing.  Galloping  away  with  his 

rider  (a  camel).  Calling  (sheep)  to  follow  him  (a 

shepherd).  Taking  the  lead.  Preceding.  Being 

scattered,  dispersed.  Being  divulged,  published. 

Overtaking  a  man  (misfortune).  Possessing,  oc- 

cupying (as  the  love  of  wine). 

A  Olj«JlL*»\  istin^it,  (v.  n.  10  of  iJL>^>)  Asking 
for  an  epithet,  requestingone  to  describe  or  qualify. 

A  ̂UU-Ltt\  istinfaj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Di-awing out  (anger),  enraging. 

A  (ilaJo***^  istinfad,  (v.n.  10  of  i\aj)  Emptying, 

exhausting.  Putting  forth  all  one's  strength. 
AjlaJJuu^  istinfar,  (v.  n.  10  of ̂ )  Running 

away  terrified  (animal).  Desiring  one  to  run  away. 

Making  (an  animal)  to  ruti  away. 

A  istinfaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_>3i.i)  Clean- 

ing the  penis  from  the  remains  of  urine.  Extract- 
ing.   Sending  forth  scouts.   Examining  carefully. 

A  ijlaJjuw^  istinfdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ jS^)  Laying 
out  money,  spending  all. 

A  slaJjuu^  istinfdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  isso)  Reposing. 

A  t^lKjjLo^  istinhdz,  (v.n. lOofiSJb)  Liberating, 

emancipating,  rescuing.  Putting  to  a  distance. 

A  (^ULL*»\  istinkds,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^jaso)  Desii*- 
ing  or  endeavouring  to  diminish  or  lessen  the  price 

of  any  thing.    Regarding  as  deficient. 

A  ̂laJa*»»^  istinkd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ i)  Flowing 
into  a  place  and  stagnating  (water) ;  also  becom- 

ing yellow  in  the  body.  Being  high  (the  voice). 

Having  a  rattling  in  the  throat  (a  dying  person). 

Changing  (colour).  Steeping  in  water.  Descend- 
ing into  a  pond  to  wash  and  cool  the  body. 

A  ilflJjL*)^  ist inhdh,(y.n.  10 o{e3j))  Understand- 
ing. Interrogating;. 

A  ̂\^JX»i*^  istinhdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  Sj>)  Marrying, 
taking  a  wife.  Lying  with  a  woman. 

Aj^^JjL**^  istinkdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^)  Seeking  to 
become  acquainted  with  a  subject  of  which  one  is 

ignorant.  Being  ignorant  of,  not  knowing. 

A  istinJidf,  (v.  n.  10  of  (__fl^)  Declin- 

ing, refusing,  rejecting,  disdaining.  Being  proud, 

haughty,  playing  the  great  man.  Tracking  (a  ca- 
mel) over  a  sandy  plain. 
A  istinhdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  s^)  Bidding 

another  breathe  in  one's  face  to  discover  what  he 

has  been  drinking.   Smelling  another's  breath. 
A  -^^jJjuol  istinivds,  (v.  n.  10  of  jj'y )  Throwing 

away  date-stones. 

A  |j^jJuL»>\  istinwdk, (v. n.  lOof  Jjb  for  )  Be- 
coming a  she-camel  (a  male  camel),  spoken  of  one 

who  mingles  his  own  stories  with  those  of  others. 

A  ijy\^:lui\istinwdk,(j.  n.  10  of  tdJU  for  ciJy) 
Being  foolish  and  silly. 

A  ̂IjJjLmj\  istinhdj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Adopting 
another's  mode  of  life.    Lying  open  (royal  road). 

A  jI^JlLw^  istinlidr,  (v.n.  10  ofj^)  Flowing  co- 

piously. Lying  open  (a  wound).  Being  wide  and 
spacious.  Turning  the  course  of  a  river  through  a 
solid  bed.  Checking,  shouting,  calling  out  to. 

A  (^IjJXji^  istinhdz,  (v.  n.  10  of  0^ic^)  Rous-' 
ing,  ordering  to  rise. 
A  istiicds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being 

straight  and  even.  Being  equal,  parallel.  Being 

level  with  any  thing,  i.  e.  hiding  or  burying  it 

(ground).  Putting  the  whole  of  one  thing  into  ano- 
ther. Being  moderate,  temperate.  Sitting  well  or 

upright  (on  horseback).  Arriving  at  full  maturity 

of  body  and  mind  about  the  age  of  forty.  Predomi- 

nating. Coming  to  maturity  (youth).  Approach- 

ing, advancing.  Tending  towards,  ascending  (to 

heaven.  Intending,  proposing.  Dropping  a  letter 

in  reading.  Leaving,  quitting,  neglecting.  Being 

disgraced,  rendered  ignominious.  Incurring  im- 

purity. Equality,  uniformity.  hhatti 
istimd,  A  right  line.    The  equator. 

p Msiwjwar,  Firm,  strong,  solid.  Faithful, 
true,  worthy  to  be  relied  on. ustumar 

shudan,  To  stick  fast  and  firmly.  ̂ J^-iib 

ustuwdi-  ddshtan.  To  rely  upon,  to  believe. 

p  ustmvdri.  Strength,  firmness,  con- 
stancy, resolution. 

A  istiwdt,  (v.  n.  8  of         for  Is^ao) 
Being  confused,  perplexed,  disturbed. 

p  ustuwdn.  Firm,  solid.  Trustworthy. 

p  aj^^jL**^  mtuwdna,  A  cylinder. 

p  (^'*...)  J  Cl«i*>^  ast  u  bast.  Particulars. 
p     JjXmj^  ustiiddn,  A  cemetery  of  the  Guebres. 

Pj^L*»l  ustur,  A  horse,  mule,  beast  of  burthen. 
p  usturldn,  A  horse-keeper.  Barren. 
p  ustum,  A  bulrush. 

p  ustun,  A  column,  beam,  mast.  A  kins- 

man (son-in-law,  father-in-law).  Odoriferous  grass, 

p  s ̂LjiS  istvh  or  iistuh.  Wearied,  dispirited,  sor- 
rowful, afflicted,  overwhelmed  with  ennui, 

p  j_fyuu\  ustuwi.  The  back-bone. 
p  I  dsta,  A  kernel,  A  bone,  \icy>-  fsjMt ! 

dstan  hhurmd,  A  date-stone, 
p  ajuul  asto.  The  stone  ofa  date,  plum,  or  peach, 

A  bone.  Istih,  Contention,  altercation,  Istuh, 

Dejected,  dispirited,  tired,   Usta,  The  buttocks, 

A  d>jLu\  astah,  (pi.  sutuh)  Large-buttocked. 
One  who  finds  a  pleasure  in  large  buttocks. 

A  s^lfL**^  istihdmt,  (v.  n.  10  of  (j'^fc)  Bewitch- 
ing, seducing,  bewildering,  stupefying. 

A  (_^I.jjLm>\  istihdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  t-jy-j)  Giving 

much.  Becoming  veiy  liberal. 
A  istihdsat,  (v.  n.  10  of  iJL^  not  used) 

Doing,  wishing,  or  asking  much.  Doing  mischief. 

A  istihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  v_ij*u)  Esteem- 

ing lightly,  holding  in  contempt. 
A  istihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  |<r^)  Casting  lots. 
A  «/«l.jjLn\  istihdmat,  (v.  n.  lOof  j^Ufc  for  ̂ J^) 



Infatuating,  bewitching. 

A  &3l^jk**j^  ist  'ihannt,  (v.  n.  10  of  for  ̂ j^*) 
Making  light  of,  despising. 

A  ̂lx.^Jk*»i\  istihba^  (v.  n.  10  of  Urging 
(a  camel)  so  that  he  runs  with  outstretched  neck. 

Ajlj^ju*»l  idihta)',(^v.n.  10ofj<fc)Beingstrongly 
inclined  to  drink.  Being  so  greedy  as  to  be  lost  to 

all  sense  of  shame.  Patronizing  vanity  and  folly. 

A  ̂Ijsrt^^  istihjaj,  (v.  n.  10  of Taking 
one's  own  way  without  consulting  any  body.  Hur- 

rying forward  travellers. 

A  jjljSt^^  istihjan,  (v.  n.  10  of  Regard- 
ing as  base  and  shameful. 

A  istihdas,  (v.  n.  10  of  iJdSt)  Asking 

a  gift,  or  guidance. 

A  I  istihdaf,  (v.n.  10  of  i  >tJJSi)  Being 

erect  and  tall.  Setting  one's  self  as  a  mark  or  butt 
(for  criticism,  &c.).    Exhausting  (a  milker). 

p  ̂jii>^Ju*»^  istlhdan,  To  squabble. 

A  Ay^^LuiS  istVizai,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ijfc)  Deriding, 
joking,  sneering. 

p  istihzana,  Scornfully,  deridingly. 

A  (_)^\,M,.^V>ol  istihshdsh,  (v.  n.  10  of  f^J^S^)  Con- 
sidering as  light. 

A  u->l*i^^^  istihzab,  (v.  n.  10  of  t_juflJ6)  Be- 

coming incessant  (a  shower).  Becoming  dry,  giv- 
ing little  milk  (a  sheep). 

A  ̂lla.j::»*»^  istihta^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂afc)  Stretch- 
ing out  the  neck,  hanging  the  head  and  going  fast. 

A  istihkam,  The  being  proud. 

A  U3^^::«^\  istihBk,  (v.  n.  10  of  t^)  Ruin- 
ing, destroying,  consuming,  expending. 

A  J^J^l  istHiiai,  (v.  n.  10  of  Js.)  B  eingrelad, 

cheerfuljshiningwith  joy  (the  countenance).  Flow- 
ing plentifully  (tears,  water,  rain).  Beginning  to 

rain  with  noise.  Giving  the  first  cry  (an  infant). 

Raising  the  voice,  invoking.  Drawing  (a  sword). 

Appearing  (the  new  moon).  Beginning  a  month. 

A  plt^Ii^^  istihmam,  (v.  n.  10  of  Caring, 

being  anxious  about  the  concerns  of  one's  people. 
A  -*U^I^^  istihnas,  (v.  n.  10  of  life)  Asking 

help,  or  a  gift. 

A  istihna^  The  being  unable  to  reply. 

A  Ayf^^\  istihwds,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^jis)  Bewitch- 

ing, seducing,  bewildei-ing,  stupefying. 
p  wii/iitZan,  To  quarrel,  litigate,  strive. 

p       1  dsfi,  The  sleeve  of  a  garment. 

A  J^^|**i\  istii/,  Belonging  to  the  anus,  fundamen- 

tal, anal.  A  follower.  Usfiy,  The  warp  of  a  gar- 
ment.   Fitted  to  the  loom,  stretched  on  the  warp. 

A  istlsds,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_flj)  Receiving 

or  being  gratified  by  a  promise.  Asking  a  promise. 

A  A^mA  istiyas,  (v.  n.  8  of -^-Uti  for  l_j«>)  Be- 
ing displeased,  disgusted,  feeling  hurt  at  any  one. 

A  istiyad,  (v.  n.  8  of       for  i^y*>)  Kill- 
ing, or  taking  prisoner,  a  chief.  Asking  (the  chief 

woman  of  a  tribe)  in  marriage. 
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A isfisdr,  (v.  n.  10  ofjlj)  Running  away. 

AjLliwjl  Istiydr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjU*»  for^jun)  Taking 
provisions  for  the  way.  Living  after  the  fashion, 

or  adopting  the  habits  of  another. 

A  (^Llw*!  isthds,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^j^.)  Despond- 

ing, despairing. 
A  istisdsat,  (v.  n.  10  of         not  used) 

Asking  for  an  equivalent. 

A  (  istiydf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i  >L«  for  (__i^) 

Smelling,  snufiing  up.  (v.  n.  8  of  i  for  i_Aju<J) 

Fighting  with  swords.     Being  put  to  the  sword. 

A  jW^^  istiydh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ L**  for  ̂ jy*») 
Driving,  urging  forward. 

A  uiJ\ix«i\  isthdk,  (v.  n.  10  of  (.dJoJ)  Becom- 

ing a  thick  entangled  forest  (the  tree  ardk). 

A  tiJLl^\  istiydh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^Iao  for  ̂ yn^ 

Cleaning  the  teeth  with  a  stick.  Making  a  dentifrice. 

A  ̂i^if***^  istiydm,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  ̂ y^) 
Bidding  against,  raising  the  price.  Fixing  a  price. 

Asking  a  price. 

A  isfibds,  (v.  n.  10  of  bj)  Discover- 

ing (a  place)  to  be  infected  with  plague  or  conta- 
gious disorder.  Being  heavy,  unwholesome  (food). 

A  IsLxrU**^  istifbdt,  (v.  n.  10  of  laj\)  Excavating 

a  pit  narrow  at  the  mouth  and  wide  at  the  bottom 

(either  for  storing  grain  or  catching  wild  beasts). 

A  idibdli,  (v.  n.  10  of  Perishing. 
Wishing  one  may  perish. 

A  JIj-1>*»1  istlbdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jjj)  Being  im- 

healthy  (air).  Finding  (air)  so.  Wanting  the  ram. 
A  ̂\^il>j»\  ististds,  (v.  n.  10  of  Longing  for 

the  male.  Thinking  one  slow,  longing  for  his  arrival. 

A  (jbd^l  istbtdn, (v.n.  10  of  ̂ 1)  Purchasing 
a  she-ass.  Becoming  a  she-ass  (a  male :  spoken  of 

one  who  from  being  honourable  becomes  debased). 

A  istitdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  (j^j)  Becoming 
fat  (sheep). 

A  ̂ljullw»l  istisdj,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Being  en- 
tangled (as  plants  when  growing  too  close  together). 

Being  complete.  Being  plentiful.   Asking  much. 

A  isthsdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  Ji\)  Choosing 

(any  good  thing)  for  one's  self,  and  not  for  one's 
companions.  Taking  (any  one)  to  himself  at  death 

(God).    Accomplishing  (a  thing)  alone. 

AjUxkMJ^  isfisdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  j5j  )  Importuning. 
Coming  often. 

A  isfisdli,  (v.  n.  10  of  JJj)  Taking  a 
written  compact  or  agreement. 

A  istJsdn,  (v.  n,  10  of  ̂^'■>_j)  Growing 
fat.  Increasing,  abounding.  Waxing  strong.  Re- 

maining. Dividing  itself  into  two  parts  (a  palm- 

tree).    Having  colts  full  grown  (camels). 

A  ̂ A*"^  ustij,  A  weaver's  shuttle,  the  woof about  the  quill. 

A  isfijdb,  (v.  n.  10  of  t_^5-j)  Being 
worthy,  deserving. 

Ajl^"*****^  istijjdi;  (v.  n.  10  of Hiring, 
z 
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Ajls.*^'  istisjdz,  (v.  n.  10  of  not  used) 
Bending  over  a  pillow,  without  reclining  upon  it. 

A  uJl*^^  isfijdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  c_fla- j)  Smiting 
the  heart  (love). 

A  Jl^^^'^■«^^■JtjaZ,(v.  n.lOof  J^l)  Requesting 
a  reprieve,  or  delay.   Attaining  to  a  fixed  period. 

A  ̂l^****^  istihdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ J^-J)  Putting  in 

motion,  exciting,  stirring.  Calling  one  in  order  to 
send  him.    Questioning,  being  inquisitive. 

A  L3\^*^^isfihdd,{y.n.  10  of  ii>»-j)Being  alone, 

single,unique.  Knowing,perceiving,understanding. 
A  istihdsh,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^^j)  Expe- 

riencing care,  sadness,  or  terror.  Taking  fright. 

A  JUi^**^  isfihdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  J^j)  Abound- 
injf  in  thin  mud. 
p  istikh.  Tall  and  straight  (column). 

A  ̂lir^^  isfihhd^,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ J>-j)  Asking 
news  or  information. 

A  istlMidz,  (v.  n.  10  of  ii-1)  Taking 

possession  of. 
{gt(j]ijiar,  (v.  n.  10  of  J»'\)  Remain- 

inof  behind. 

A  vitikhdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  j^j)  Being 

unable  to  digest  heavy  and  unwholesome  food. 

Being  heavy  and  unwholesome. 
A  .^li^x^^  istisdds:,  (v.  n.lO  of  (^li^)  Imploring 

help.    Fining,  amercing. 

A  istiddf,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ /i^j)  Acknow- 

ledging a  debt. 
A  istifddb,  (v.  n.  10  of  <— ->ii\)  Being 

instructed  in  morals.    Acquiring  learning. 

A  ̂,i-jk**>l  isfidd^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Requesting 
any  one  to  keep  a  deposit.  Committing,commending. 

A  I  9\i>-J«*i^  isfiddf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i  Siij)  Scruti- 

nizing. Letting  fall  in  di'ops,  catching  melted  fat  as 
it  drops.  Holding,  containing,  retaining  (sperm  in 

the  uterus).  Growing  long  (grass).  Opening  the 
head  of  a  vessel  to  examine  the  milk. 

A  jjl^JkMj^  istiddh,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jjiij)  Wanting 
the  male  (a  mare  or  ass). 

A  S^,i-Lj*l  isfiddh,  (v.n.  10  of  8iij)Being  driven 

together  (camels).  Being  defeated  and  submitting 
to  a  conqueror.  Being  well  managed  (business). 

Despising,  holding  lightly. 
p  istldan.  To  stand.    To  begin. 
p  istula.  Standing. 

A  ̂jliSil^l  isti-fzdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  Asking 

leave,  begging  permission. 
p asfir,  A  weight  of  62  dirhems. 
A  istirds,  (v.  n.  10.  of  tiijj)  Striking 

fire  by  the  friction  of  two  pieces  of  wood. 

A  i^\J::Mi\  istisrdb,  (v.  n.  10  of  L-^^)  Being 
overloaded  with  debt. 

A  ̂jil*>»\  isfirdkh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Being 

irrigated  (the  earth). 
A  i5\^J0u*>\  istirdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  ii,j)  Approach- 

ing water  to  drink.     Bringing  to  water.  Citing. 



A  isturaz,  (v.  n.  10  of  f^J^)  Becom- 
ing raw  and  angry  (a  sore). 

A  )a\jilui\  istirat,  A  plunging  headlong. 

A  isfizas,  (v.  n.  10  of  t/jj)  Ascend- 
ing (a  mountain). 

Aj\^Ju*>\  istizar,{y.  n.  10  ofjjj)  Preserving. 
Carrying  off.  Appointing  a  vazTr,  choosing  (one)  to 

be  prime  minister.  Soliciting  the  office  of  vazir. 

Performing  the  duty  of  a  vazTr.  Collecting. 

A  ̂^3:^^^  istiza^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ Jj)  Praying  for 
divine  inspiration,  imploring  a  thankful  spirit  for 
divine  favours. 

A  istiszah,  (v.  n.  10  of  jj^)  Being 
narrow,  confined,  close. 

p  istiza,  Controversy,  quarrel,  anger. 

A  -f^L-i:^\  isthsa,  (v.  n.  10  of  (_^^)  Seeking 
solace,  desiring  consolation. 

A  isiisas,  (v.n.lOof  ̂ ^^^aHj)  Asking  aid. 

A  ̂L-Ju**i\  isfisdkh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Being 
dirty,  soiled  (a  garment). 

A  isthsad,  (v.  n.  10  of  iia*»\)  Being 

bold  as  a  lion.    Growing  to  maturity  (a  plant). 

A  iiL-jCU*»\  istisad,  (v.  n.  10  of  iX^uj)  Exciting, 
raising  a  commotion. 

AjL-Ju**)1  isihar,  (v.  n.  10  of  j-*>.)  Being  easy, 
in  a  good  train,  well  arranged,  in  good  order, 

easily  to  be  obtained. 

A  ̂L-jC;***^  istisa^  (v.  n.  10  of  J*»»j)  Being 
wide,  roomy,  capacious,  large  enough. 

A  jLwJuA»»\  isiisaJi,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,3***j)  Being 
collected. 

A  ̂\m*Xm>\  isfisan,  (v.  n.  10  of  Being 
sleepy  and  drowsy. 

A  >L'1ju<*>1  istishds,  (v.  n.  10  of  j_«*»»j)  Making 
(a  horse)  rim  at  full  speed.    Calling.  Moving. 

Aj\zj^\  istislidr,  (v.  n.  10  of  j*i>j)  Desiring 

(another)  to  make  one's  teeth  thin  and  sharp. 

A  (^J:*C.Mi\  isfishd^,  A  drawing  of  water. 

A  istishagh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ »»j)  Draw- 
ing water  with  a  torn  bucket. 

A  i^^JL^Mi\ist'ishdm,{Y.n.\()  of  ̂ _j)  Desiring 
the  marks^ ̂ 7vashni  to  be  punctured  on  one'sbody. 

A  A^qI^ImS  istisds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,_^_j)  Receiving 
a  charge,  command,  or  testament.  Enjoining. 

A  i^\*oJltJ\  isfisad,  (v.  n.lO  of  J'^^j)  Construct- 
ing a  sheep-cote  on  a  mountain. 

A  I  i\.t£i~Zjji\  istisaf,  (v.  n.  10  of  l_A*Oj)  Ask- 
ing (a  physician)  for  a  medical  prescription. 

A  jLa'>I**jl  istissdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  Eradi- 
cating, erasing,  exterminating,  ruining. 

A  ̂Lauli***^  istizah,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Request- 
ing an  explanation.  Seeking  to  discern  any  object 

by  raising  the  hand  to  the  forehead. 

A  ̂lMa*L*>^  istiza^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Asking 
for  an  abatement. 

A  ̂[ms-SuA  istlzam,  (v.  n.  10  of  Injuring, 
hurting,  oppressing. 
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A  istitds,  (v.  n.  10  of  (ji»j)  Finding 

(a  bed)  soft. A  istitan,  (v.  n.  10  of  ;^_j)  Choosing 
for  a  residence. 

A  I  sUaJLil  isttzdf,  (v.n.  10  of  i—iiij)  Taking 
the  whole  (property). 

A  ̂[xSui]  isii^s,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ jpj)  Cutting 
clean  away,  leaving  nothing  remain. 

A  (_^UtJL»»^  ist^^b,  (v.  n.  10  of  t-^^j)  Taking 
(the  whole). 

Aj\xjJmi\  ist'i^r,  (v.  n.  10  of Finding  (a road)  rugged. 

A  (JIjwJ***^  isti^l,  (v.  n.  10  of  (J^j)  Taking  re- 
fuge. Fleeing  to  a  mountain. 

A  jUJu*i^  istighdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ,J^_))  Washing 

the  groin  or  arm-pit. 

A  istifds,  (v.  n.  10  of  f^j)  Demanding 
and  receiving  the  whole  of  what  is  due. 

A  iSlaiL*!^  istufdd,  (v.  n.  10  of  ji^)  Approach- 
ing, coming  suddenly. 

AjUajuu^  istisfdr,  (v.  n.  10  of ̂ \)  Becoming 
fat  and  sprightly  after  being  worn  with  fatigue. 

A  Jsl^JmA  isttfdr,  (v.  n.  10  of^j)  Receiving  or 

paying  what  was  due. 

AjUJk**>l  istifaz,  (v.  n.  10  ofjSj)  Sitting  bolt 

upright.  Squatting  on  the  tips  of  one's  toes. 
A  ̂jolaJLu^  isfifdz,  (v.  n.  10  of  i^jo^j)  Run- 

ning fast.  Making  haste.  Causing  to  make  haste, 

driving.  Being  driven  and  scattered  here  and  there. 
Expelling,  banishing. 

A  ̂J^^SlJ1mi\  isfifdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂j^j)  Imploring 
or  seeking  divine  guidance  and  grace. 

A  ̂Ijl>Lj.>\  istihdh,  (v.  n.  10  ̂ j)  Being  hard 
(nails  or  hoofs). 

A  d\suLn\  istikdd,  (v.  n.  lO^^ij)  Kindling,  light- 

ing. Burning,  blazing.   Being  in  heat  (a  female). 

AjUui**>\  istikdr,  (v.  n.  10  of  Jij)  Taking  a  load 

from  off  any  one's  head.  Becoming  fat  (camels). 
A  LULL*>^  istikdt,  (v.  n,  10  of  laij)  Abound- 
ing in  hollows  where  water  collects  (a  place). 

A  ii>ULL*>^  istikdz,  (v.  n.  10  ofiaib.)  Watching, 

awakening.  Awaking  out  of  sleep.  Making  a  tin- 
kling noise  (a  necklace,  or  metal  ring  on  the  ankle). 

A  ist'iJid^  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Being  time 
for  sharpening  a  sword.  Anxiously  expecting  a 

thing  to  happen  or  fall  out.  Being  terrified.  Taking 
a  sharp  edge  (a  sword). 

A  I  j\iLL*>\  istikdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i— flij)  Re- 
questing one  to  wait,  detain  (another),  or  pause. 

A  ̂IHJLuj^  istUtdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^.)  Knowing 
for  sure,  ascertaining. 

A  jULjuu^  ist'ihdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  jsJj)  Obeying. 
A  >\^L*>\  istihdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂_/j)  Being  fat. 

A  ui.'KxLjj^  istlkds,  (v.  n.  10  of  CL^j)  Par- 
taking of  a  hasty  meal.  Breakfast. 

A  ̂ ^w»\  isfihdh,  (v.  n.  10  of  Being  pe- 
nurious, sordid,  niggardly,  refusing  to  give.  Being 

fat  and  fleshy  (young  birds). 

A  istikdf  (v.n.  10  of  Acquiring 
strength.  Becoming  consolidated  and  not  leaking. 

A  (  s%.j1Lu\  istikdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  i— a^)  Catch- 

ing any  thing  dripping  or  distilling. 
A  (JKax»*)\  istifkdl,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ \)  Begging 

a  meal.  Devouring  the  substance  of  the  weak. 

A  jftKAJUol  istishdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂\')  Being  full of  hillocks.  Finding  (a  bed  soft). 

A  isfilds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂^Jj)  Having  en- 
tire power  or  authority.  Reaching  the  extremity. 

Hitting amark.  Authority,ascendancy,domination. 

A  isttldkh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Becoming 
moistened  (ground). 

A  ̂^.^lut\  istildgh,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ )  Not  caring for  disgrace. 

A  ̂Jj-^^t:;^]  istuldh,  (v.  n.  10  of  t^^)  B  earmsc 
a  message,  going  on  an  embassy. 

p  pAli***  I  dsttvi,  A  sleeve.  Blood  from  a  wound. 
A  healed  wound.  Apoultice.  The  orifice  of  a  bottle. 

p  astlm,  A  sleeve.  The  mouth  of  a  ves- 
sel. Isiim,  A  wound  affected  by  the  cold  and 

swollen.  Cold  which  causes  a  wound  to  swell.  A 

wound  healed  on  the  surface  and  full  of  matter 

within.    Pus,  matter. 

A  ̂̂ Icwrfi^  istismds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ \)  Purchasing 
a  handmaiden,  taking  a  maidservant. 

A  jlsw*i\  istismdr,  (v.  n.lO  of  j<i\)  Consulting, 

deliberating.    Adjuring,  causing  to  swear. 

A  ̂ W^^  isthmd^(v. n.lO  of  ̂ \)  Being  weak- 
headed,  and  at  every  body's  beck  and  call. 
A  isthmdm,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^)  Taking  for 

a  mother. 
A  istisjiidn,  (v.  n.  10  of  (^^)  Confiding, 

considering  trustworthy.  Begging  protection,  tak- 

ing refuge. 
A  istimdn,  (v.  n.  10  of  Consider- 
ing as  fortunate.  Being  happy  and  blest.  Ad- 

ministering an  oath. 

p  {^^CMi\  dstm,  A.  sleeve.  (j^^Lijl  ds- 
tin  afshdndan.  To  dance.  To  confer  favours.  To 

abandon,  refuse,  shake  ofl^.  (-^>\~rj^  UT."^'  dsiin 

bar  chidan,  (i^'^j  j>  (j^la*>l  dsfin  bar  zadan,  or 

(jtJjJUi  (j^Ju«  I  dstin  mdlldan)  To  tuck  up  one's 
sleeve,  i.  e.  to  prepare  for  business.  jU^ I 

i^6.J^dsfin  bar  gundh  haslndan,  To  pass  by  a 

fault.  ̂ JOl*>J^.  {^'^  1  dstlni  fosfin,  Fault,  blemish. 
(j^i^l  dstin  tardashtan,  To  shed  tears. 

U'^^ J^J^  dsfinfiriz  kar dan, To  diV&w  one's hand  in.  ^^jCuj  1  astini  hutah,  A  garment 

without  ornaments,  lipi/  tiJi*^'  dstin  giriftan, 

To  compel  one  to  work  for  nothing. 
A  >U*::«j\  istimdf,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^\)  Waiting. 

A  (^Ualiwjl  istisnds,  (v.  n.  10  of  ;j*o\)  Being 

intimate,  familiar.  Perceiving  the  presence  of  a 

man  (a  wild  beast).    Knowing.    Asking  leave. 

A  istundf,  (v.  n.  10  of  (__flJ^)  Com- 



mencing.  An  exordium,beginiiing,coinmencement. 

p  ast'ina  (or  &jujuij\  istina)  A  bird's  egg. 
A  J^^^\  isthrvdr,  (v.  n.  10  oi  jj\  not  used) 

Fearing,  flying  in  terror.  Running  away  (startled 

camels)  over  rough  ground.  Making  haste,  hur- 
rying along  in  the  dark.  Waxing  angry  (people). 

Preparing  to  leap  (a  camel). 

A  l-jI^^^^  istihab,  (v.  n.  10  of  L-»fcj)  Asking 
for  a  present. 

A J^f^MnS  istiliar,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ j)  Knowing 

for  a  certainty,  (v.  n.lO  of  j^.)  Persevering  in. 
Running  away  in  fear  (asses).  Knowing  for  sure. 

Exchanging,  swoping.    Losing  his  wits  (a  man). 

A  (Jl^iU**^  istishal,  (v.  n.  10  of  ̂ ^\)  Being 

worthy,  deserving.  Buying  and  eating  condiment 
called  &Jljfc\  ihalat. 

A  ̂ \  usuj,  (for        wusuj^  Swift  she-camels. 

A  ̂V^^  isjah,  (v.  n.  4  of  Pardoning, 
sparing,  acquitting, soothing,  giving  good  words. 

A  iiW**^a.yaf7, Tribute-money.  Asjad  or  isjad, 
Jews  and  Christians,  who  are  charged  with  pay- 

ing homage  to  the  figures  on  certain  coins  tendered 

for  tribute.  Isjad,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^^)  Bowing  the 

head  to  the  ground,  paying  adoration.  Beholding 

any  thing  very  attentively,  and  injuring  the  eyelids. 

A  gA^^^  (lya^  (pi.  of  ̂ 4!**  saj^  Rhymes, 
compositions  in  rhythm.    Cooings  of  turtles. 

A  I — o-sjaf,  (pi.  of  i_ftj^  say/)  Veils,  cur- 
tains, lyaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-is^)  Letting  fall  (a 

curtain)  before  a  tent-door.    Closing  in  (night). 

A  JW"*^  isjal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-s^**)  Filling  (a  cis- 
tern). Giving  a  large  bucket  or  two.  Abounding 

in  good  things.    Leaving.  Sending,  despatching. 

A  j.W*'^  isjam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ >^)  Raining  co- 
piously.   Causing  to  drop  or  flow. 

A         asjah,  Fine,  well-proportioned  (face). 
A  asjad,  Troubled  with  a  swelled  foot. 

A  J^''^  asjar,  One  who  has  a  blood-shot  eye. Limpid  (lake).     A  lion. 

A  (J^^**^  as;ai,Long  and  swaggy  (camel's udder). 

A  j*^^^  asjam,  Silent,  not  braying  (camel). 

A  'iff-j^^  u.yu^t,(^])\. asaji^  Rhythm, 
cadence.  An  oration  written  or  recited  in  rhythm. 

Cooing  of  turtles.    The  braying  of  a  camel. 

Aj^;^*"^  isjihrar,  (v.  n.  4  of^^^  Q)  Grow- 
ing long  and  spreading  out  (a  plant).  Appearing 

and  disappearing  (mirage,  or  vapour  L—5\^saraZ>). 
Meeting,  blowing  towards  one  (winds). 

A  ̂l^^  is-hds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ __^^)  Covering  or 
binding  (a  book)  with  a  membrane  of  the  papyrus. 
Possessing  this  membrane  in  abundance. 

A  OU:^^  as-hdt,  (pi,  of  lIas^"  .sm/<<  ovsuhut) 
Unlawful  gains.  Is-hdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  Cl"^)  Ex- 

tirpating.   Making  unlawful  gain, 

AjU^"^  as-hdr,  (pi.  of  sahr)  The  lungs  (of 
animals),  ̂   (pi.  of        sahar)  TwiHghts,  dawns. 

K»Vi.Pf8  mukatti^tu'l  as-hdr,  A  hare  (the  | 
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lungs  of  which  often  burst  in  running).  Is-hdr, 

(v,  n.  4  of ̂ ^^)  Rising,  going,  or  coming  early  in 
the  morning,  at  the  dawn  of  day, 

A  iijlsf**^  is-hdrrat,  as-hdrrat  ( Jl^^  is-hdrr 
or  as-hdrr)  A  certain  pot-hei  b  which  fattens  cattle. 

G  8,1^^  as-hdra,  Mallows. 
A  h-lidf,  (v,  n,  4  of  ̂ A^)  Selling  the 

fat  'iSL^^  sahfat.  Bearing  the  clouds  along  (wind). 

A  Jjls^^  is-hdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 3^)  Removing. 
Putting  to  a  distance.     Becoming  thread-bare  (a 

garment).     Being  worn  (the  hoof  of  a  camel). 
Shrinking  after  milking  (the  teats).  Isaac. 

A  slils.'**^  is-hdhiya,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  Jls:^^  as-hdl,  (pi.  of         said)  Stuffs  made 
of  white  cotton.    Is-hdl,  (v.  n,  4  of  ̂ ^^)  Disco- 

vering (one)  to  be  an  object  of  blame  and  abuse, 

A  is-hdm,  (v,  n,  4  of         Pouring  forth 
rain  (a  cloud). 

A  (JL*s^  as-hat,  Barren  (year). 

A  j^**^  as-liar,  More  or  most  of  a  magician. 

A  ̂'lA^***^  us-hufdn,  Name  of  a  plant  used 
medicinally  for  sciatica. 

A  is-hU,  Name  of  a  tree  from  the  wood 
of  which  they  make  dentifrices. 

A  jj^ls:^^  tis-haldn,  Tall  (youth)  with  long  and 
lanky  locks,  shaved  here  and  there, 

A  J^^ks^^  is-li'ddnvj,  Long-bearded  (man), 
A  aai^^^^**^  is-liildrdyat,  Tall,  handsome,  and 

attractive  (woman), 

A  as-liajn,  Black,  A  horn.  The  nipple. 

A  wine-bottle.  A  cloud.  Blood,  in  which  conspi- 
rators at  the  time  of  swearing  dip  their  hands.  A 

ringlet.     Night,    Name  of  an  idol, 
iman.  Black.  Name  of  a  moun- 

tain,    Us-humdn,  A  kind  of  tree, 

A  jUaj>^^  ■is-hintdr,  (v,  n,  3  of  j^as^**  not  used) 
Stretching  one's  self.  Leaning,  inclining.  Being 
wide  and  long;.    Falling  on  the  face, 

Ajlil^  is-Mnfdr,  (v,  n,3  of  Ji-^  Q  not  used) 
Going  quick.  Being  straight  (a  road).  Being 

abundant  (rain).  Being  diffuse  and  verbose  (an 

orator).    Preaching  with  fluency. 

A  ul3\^Js^^  is-hinkdk,  (v.  n.  3  of  cdJi^  Q) 

Being  dark  (the  night).  Being  difficult  and  un- 
intelligible (a  speech). 

A  ̂J\l^^^ns-kmvdn, T!al\,handsome.  Aglutton, 

A  L^^^^  US-hub,  A  great  eater  and  drinker, 
A  (  s^sC*"^  vs-huf  or  is-harvf,  (A  camel)  whose 

teats,  having  large  orifices,  give  milk  plentifully. 

A  as-hii/at,(pl.  of         sihdj^)  The  bands 

of  a  book,  (pi,  of  '^>\^  sihdi/at)  Parts  peeled  or 

scraped  off",  membranes, 
A  &.ts;^^  us-lnyat,  The  periosteum, 

p  !Sjli«^^  ishhdra  runu,  A  thorny  grass, 
iskhaf,  (v,  n,  4  of  )as^)  Enraging, 

A  Jli:^^  ishhdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J.s?**)  Keeping 

I  back,  hindering.    Leaving  behind, 
i 

A  (j^^**^  iskhdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  Boiling 

(water).    Heating.    Causing  to  weep. 

A  jfcSfc**^  ashham.  Black. 
A  ij^^  askhan.  Very  hot,  hotter,  hottest. 
A  isJii^"^  iskhinat,  Feverish  heat,  a  disease,  the 

opposite  of  ibridat. 
A  ashha',  More  or  most  liberal. 

A  -^Lts!^**^  ashhiydf,  (pi,  of         sahhly)  Liberal, 

A  Olju^^  ishhttdt,  (v,  n,  11  of  C^)  Sub- 

siding (a  swelling), 

A  Sut\  dsud,  (pi.  of  ii>**>\  asad)  Lions. 
A  asd  (v.  n,  of  ti-*!^)  Stirring  uj)  sedition. 

Making  havock.  (for  dj\  azd)  Name  of  the  founder 
of  a  tribe.  Usd,  (pi.  of  asad)  Lions.  Asad, 

(v.  n.  of  ii>**»\)  Being  seized  with  horror  at  the  sight 
of  a  lion.  Resembling  a  lion.  Being  angry.  Being 

silly  and  foolish.  Asad,  (pi.  tiLwl  dsdd,  t2iy*)\ 

vsud,  ii^yjA  nsudat,  SmA  usd,  dsud, 

usddn,  and  Xi^U  7nassadat)  A  lion.  The  sign  Leo. 

^J«^J^)^  asadu'l  arz.  The  lion  of  the  earth,  the 
humble  lion,  the  chameleon.  A  species  of  plant. 

;_><jiX?i5\  asadu'l  ̂ das,  (The  lion  of  pulse) 
Broom-rape.  <5J^  asadulldh.  The  lion  of 

God,  to  which  the  Persians  add  generally  ̂ _^U^^^ 

alghcdib  (the  conqueror),  by  which  epithets  they 

distinguish  the  Khalif  Ally.  asadu'd 
din.  Lion  of  the  faith;  asadu'd  dawlat, 
Lion  of  the  state :  (Muliammadan  surnames). 

A  i^JVi  issad,  An  aged  goat, 

A  !\»*>^  asadd.  Straight,  even,  firm  (business). 

A  AsuA  isdds:,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_5'iW)  Fitting  to  the 
loom,  fastening  to  the  warp.  Sending  (a  camel) 

to  graze  without  a  keeper.  Hitting  the  nail  upon 

the  head.  Having  dates  ripening  at  the  stalk  (a 

palm),  becoming  flaccid  and  pendulous  (the  enve- 
lope of  the  dates).  Making  peace,  composing  dif- 

ferences.   Conferring  a  favour,  doing  a  kindness. 

p      I        asad-dbdd,  A  city  near  Hamadan, 

A  ii\^\as6?ac?.  Obstacles,  obstructions.  Isddd, 

(v.  n.  4  of  !!*/*)  Going  the  right  way  to  work,  hit- 

ting the  nail  upon  the  head,  or  seeking  to  do  so. 

Aj\^\  isddr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^^)  Dazzling  the 

eyes  (the  sun). 
A  (^^iXw*^  asdds,  (pi.  of  (j*»ii,A»»  suds  ov  sudus) 

Sixth  jjarts.  Isdds,  (v,  n,  4  of  Being 

six  in  number.  Having  camels  which  drink  on 

the  sixth  day.  Shedding  teeth  in  the  eighth  year, 

A  (_-S^J*#*»^  isddf,  (v.  n.  4  of  >  JiW)  Throwing 

aside  or  lifting  up  a  veil  or  curtain.  Letting  fail 
a  veil.  Showing  light  (as  the  dawn).  Lighting 

(a  candle  or  lamp).  Growing  dark  (night).  Sleep- 

ing. Waxing  blind  or  dim-sighted  (through  age 

or  hunger).  Coming  in  or  going  away  at  day-break, 
A  J^^\  asddl,  (pi.  of  JtW  sidl)  Veils.  Isddl, 

(v.  n.  4  of  J(\»*>)  Letting  down  her  gown,  hair,  or 

veil,  (a  woman). 
A  asddm,  (pi.  of  *tW  sadam  or  sadim) 



Widely  diifused  (waters),  (pi.  of  sudum  or 

sudm)  Concealed  wells  filled  with  earth. 

A  asdan,  (pi.  of         sadan)  Veils,  cur- 
tains. Awnings  over  camel-litters.  Usdan,  (pi. 

of        asad)  Lions. 

A  asadat,  A  lioness.  Asidat,  A  wooden 

enclosure,  a  sheep-fold.  (A  bitch)  trained  to  hunt. 

A  »S-*>^  asiddat,  (pi.  oi\>Msadd)  Infirmities  of 

the  body  (as  blindness,  deafness,  or  dumbness). 

A  j^IjiW^  asdarani,  (du.)  Two  veins  in  the  eye. 

d^j>X>ji\  L^j>A>.  A^-jcLM  yazrihu  asdaraylii,  He 
came  striking  his  sides  or  shoulders,  i.e.  empty, 

without  having  attained  his  object. 

A  (  asdaf,  Black. 

A  jA«i\a.sc?«Z,(pl.  JlWs^^^^MZ)Pendulous,dan- 
gling.  J.s(ZwZ,  (ph  of  Jii-*»sjc?Z)  Veils,  (pi.  of jJj.tW 

sad'iT)  Awnings,  canopies  over  camel-litters. 
A  usdiy,  (Cloth)  fitted  to  the  loom.  A 

kind  of  plant.  Usdiy  or  asdiy,  The  warp  of  a  web. 

Asadiy,  Lion-like.  Of  the  tribe  of  asad. 

A  asdiyat,  (pi.  of         sadat)  Warps. 

p asiir,  A  thriving  field  of  (corn). 

Aju»\  asr,  (v.  n.  of^\)  Binding,  tying.  Cre- 
ating. A  chain,  bi  asrihi,  The  whole  of  it, 

i.e.  it,  chain  and  all.  ̂ ju»\j>  hi  asrihim,  All  of 
them.  Usr,  Retention  or  stoppage  of  urine,  stran- 

gury, ^du  usrin,  A  piece  of  wood  placed 
under  the  bellyof  one  troubled  with  suppression  of 

urine.  Asar,  Glass.  Usur,  Feet  or  supporters  of  a 

bed  or  throne,    (pi.  ofjLii»\  isar)  Bonds,  fetters. 

Ajm]  asarr,  More  or  most  joyous.  Hollow. 

An  intimate  friend.  One  who  meddles  in  another's 
business.  (A  camel)  hurt  or  galled  in  the  breast. 

One  who  comes  uninvited.  ̂ ^Uj^l^  J*o\  ̂^  fi 

nsarri  'I  azman,  In  good  time,  in  a  convenient  sea- 
son, at  the  happiest  of  moments,  to  the  purpose. 

A  Ajui\  isras,  (v.  n.  4  of]^)  Being  the  time  for 

locusts  to  deposit  their  eggs.  (v.  n.  4  of  for  j jt*i) 
Banishing  grief  (from  the  mind),  (v.  n.  4  of 

Carrying  off'by  night.  Travelling  by  night.  Going 

to  a  part  of  Arabia  called  'i\ju»  sarat.  Usaras,  (pi. 
ofjJu*>\  asir^  Captives. 

A  ̂]/*»^  israj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ _;**»)  Saddling  (a 
horse).  Lighting  a  candle  or  lamp. 

A  israd,  (v.  n.  4  of  i5^)  Bearing  unripe 
sour  dates  (a  palm-tree). 

A  J\ji*i\  asrar,  (pi.  of  j*t»  snr)  Secrets,  myste- 

ries, confidential  concerns,  (pi.  ofj^  sarar  and 

surrn-)  Lines,  creases,  lineaments  on  the  face  or 
palms  of  the  hands,    p  ̂ J^«J  asrari  zamin, 

Plants.  A  Israr,  (v.  n.  4  of^J*u)  Concealing.  Di- 

vulging, discovering.  Causing  one's  wordsto  reach 
another.  Entrusting  with  a  secret. 

A  ̂f^'^  isra^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j*^}  Making  haste, being  quick.  Causing  or  ordering  to  make  haste, 

hastening,  quickening.  Having  swift-paced  camels. 

A  israf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i—i;***)  Wasting, 
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squandering,  lavishing.  Eating  what  is  unlawful. 
Prodigality,  waste,  abuse  of  wealth,  extravagance. 

SY  (  'f\j*n\  israf,  A  slave. 
A  ̂yf^^JU>\  israfil,  The  angel  of  death,  who  is  to 

blow  the  last  trumpet.  A  seraph. 

A  israfin,  The  seraphim. 

A  ̂j]j*>*^  israh,  (v.  n.  4  of  jf/"*)  Being  weak 
andlanguid.  Laggingbehindin order  to  steal  away. 

A  (J^^l  isral,  Israel. 
A  asram,  Extremities  of  the  intestines. 

A  (J^,^^\  israyil,  (or  israM,  f^yoSjutS 
israyin,  or  israfiti)  Israel.  ,J-o\^\ 

han't  israM,  The  children  of  Israel. 
A  p  mruh,  (also  lI^jmS  usrubb)  Lead, 

p  iCs-\si  t—^^l  usriibi  gudahhta.  Molten  lead. 

A  ̂  jt*>\  iwuhiy,  Leaden. 

p  L-^j***^  usrup,  Lead. 

A  usrat,  (pl.jAu!  tisa?')  An  impenetrable 
coat  of  mail.  Afiinity,  kindred.  Kinsmen,  pater- 

nal relations. 

A  asirrat,  (pi.  of^^  sirr)  The  best  and 
richest  parts  of  a  valley,  (pi.  of sm/t)  The  parts 

of  the  navel-string  which  are  cut  off.  (pi.  oiJ\ju» 

s  irar)  Lines  on  the  palm  of  the  hand  or  on  the  fore- 
head, (pi.  of        sarlr)  Thrones,  couches. 

A  asra^,  More  or  most  swift,  swifter, 
swiftest,  fleeter,  fleetest,  quicker,  quickest. 

A  p  (^jt*i\  usruf.  Lead. 

A  |J^^\as?'aA,Moreormostaddicted tostealing. 
p  isrinj,  Cinnabar,  vermilion,  red  lead, 

sandyx,  burnt  ceruse  (of  which  they  make  an  oint- 
ment for  wounds).  Cymbals. 

A  A^jui\  isrindcif,  (v.n.  15  ofii^)  Being  su- 
perior, overbearing  :  using  opprobrious  words. 

p  usrosh,  An  angel.    An  agreeable 

voice.  Name  of  the  17th  day  of  the  month. 

p  ejMijjjji]  israwshana  or  usrushana,  Name  of 
a  city  in  Turkistan. 

A  usru^  (pi.  asari^  A  kind  of 
worm  (found  among  pot-herbs).  A  nerve  running 

along  the  inside  of  the  fore  and  hind-leg  of  an  an- 
telope. A  line  traced  on  a  bow. 

A  Isj***^  asra\  (pi.  of        aslr)  Captives. 
A  asriyat,  (pi.  of  sariy^  Liberal. 

A  asriyat,  (pi.  of  i^j^  sariy^  Rivulets 

running  to  palm-trees. 

p  ̂^Ju:>_JU»\  asris,  A  race-ground. 
p  isrisham.  Glue,  gum,  isinglass. 

asas,  (pi.  I  asas)  A  foundation. 

A  usus,  (pi.  of  (^l*k»^  asas)  Foundations. 
A  \aMi\  asatt,  One  who  has  long  feet. 

AjUa*»»\  astaVf  (pi.  of  Jiojm  satar)  Lines,  rows, 
strings.  Writings.  Istar,  (v.  n.  4  of^iowj)  Skipping 

a  line,  passing  over  in  reading.  Blundering  in 
reading.    A  fable,  fiction,  story,  romance. 

A  Xjlla*»>\  istarat,  (pl.^jd?l»*i^  asafir^  A  fable, 
fiction.  Any  thing  trifling. 

A  »S-\ia**»\  ista^t,  (for  sS-liajUn^  isiita^t)  Sub- 
mission, obedience. 

A  istam,  A  poker.   Chips,  fuel.  Iron. 

A  (jllaj^\  astan.  Copper-vessels. 
A  ustubbat.  The  refuse  of  cotton  or  flax 

(which  falls  in  the  carding  or  di'essing),  stupe. 

Fj^:m\  istahr,  Thick. 
G  jj4a**>^  istahl,  A  stable. 
GjjJwsJ***'^  istahhdur,  Rosemary. 
P istakhr,  Persepolis. 

Ajla»*»\  astur,  (pi.  of ̂^:im>  satr)  Lines,  strings, 
rows.  Writings. 

G  jla**»^  ustur,  A  balance.    Name  of  a  king. 

G  (j<*Ls-|^la**>^  istaraghilus,  A  die,  dice. 
p  istarakh,  A  lake.  Persepolis. 

p  \s>-J^aMi\  astirkhd.  Red  orpiment. 

G  L-.>^^la**»\  iisturlab.  An  astrolabe,  p  (— -'^ 

^j^sr  tisturlabi  chahdrum,  The  sun. 
G  ̂yJiaMi\  usturnund,  Astronomy. 

A  asta^  Long-necked  (ostrich). 

G  ̂^lalxu*  istajlin,  A  carrot. 

G  ̂̂ ^;;^ala**»\  istafin  or  ustafin,  A  carrot. 

G  ̂j«^la-u*^?<ste/jMS,  An  element.  C>>\...'g'VtMj\ 
ustukusdti  uldidas,  Euclid's  Elements. 

A  pla**>\  ustumm,  The  middle  of  the  sea. 
A  MS^wmmai,  (pi.  of  asa^^TO)  The 

midst  of  the  people.  Nobles,  chiefs.  A  place 

where  people  are  assembled. 

A  (j\ ̂la*k>^  ustuwdn,  High,  lofty .  Long-necked. 
A  io|paM>\  ustuwdnat,  (pi.  ̂jjilsLu^  asdtin)  A 

column,  cylinder.  The  leg  of  a  quadruped.  Vere- 
trum.     A  portico  supported  by  pillars. 

ahlu'l  ustuwdnat,  Followersof  the  Stoics. 

G  f^jtt jdy^ ustukhudus,  French  lavender. 

Gj^lx«*»\  ustur,  (or  ij^^aM*)  usturat)  (pl.jjii»U*»^ 
asdtl.r)  A  fable,  story. 

G  ̂jVt**>\  usiun,  A  carrot. 

A  (\la*»»^  usta',  A  barber. Aj<SaM»\  istir,  (or  S_jda*»>^  isttrat)  (pl.^jd?Uk>\ 
asdtir)  A  story,  romance,  or  trifling  thing. 

A  f\jt*u\  is^j:,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,_^«**»)  Stimulating  to 
exertion,  obliging  or  setting  one  to  seek  for  a  thing. 

Setting  any  one  to  accuse  or  calumniate.  Giving 

any  one  a  thing  sought  after. 

A  is^d,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^amj)  Making  happy 

or  prosperous,  blessing,  favouring,  assisting,  se- 

conding, supporting,  aiding.  Helping  another  wo- 
man to  weep  and  lament  (a  woman). 

Aj\j>M>\  as^r,  (pi.  ofj)ujisi^)  Prices  fixed  upon 
provisions.  Is^r,  (v.  n.  4  of;«*»»)  Kindling  (a  fire). 

Stirring  up  (war).  Fixing  the  price  of  provisions, 

assizing.  Causing  evil  to  overtake. 

A  i>U**»\  is^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  la**o)  Injecting  me- 
dicine into  the  nostrils.  Piercing  (the  nose)  with 

a  spear.  Indoctrinating,  instructing  profoundly. 

A  I  f[}tM»\  is^f,  (v.  n.  4  of  u_ft**»>)  Promoting 
or  finishing  any  business.    Going  near.  Coming 



within  reach  of  the  hunter  (game).  Coming  down 

to  and  joining  one's  family. 

A  is^l,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J***)  Exhilarating. 
Causing  any  one  to  act  and  behave  like  a  goblin. 

A  ix^m,  (v.  n.  4of  ij>t**»)  Making  a  ca- 
nojjy,  awning,  or  shady  booth  (called  su^at). 

A  tijiws^  as^id,  More  or  most  happy.  A  kind 
of  scab  incident  to  camels. 

A jttMi\  as^7-,  Lean.    Changed  in  colour. 
A  '_o»">^  as^f,  (A  camel)  scabby  or  mangy 

and  therefore  bald  about  the  mouth.  (A  horse) 

having  white  hairs  hanging  over  the  forehead. 

A  i—jUau^  isr/hah,  (v.  n.  4  of  /«■")  Enduring 
hunger  and  penury. 

A  isffhdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ •i***)  Feeding  well, 
bringing  up  delicately.  Vexing  to  the  heart. 

A  asf/Jian,  Bad  aliments. 

p  (z.wr//;fZa,  Prepared,  ready.  Asuffhda, 

A  fire-brand,  half-burnt  wood. 

p  54^A*»»\  asaghda,  Prepared,  ready. 

p  jjiViiJfcfcU^  amffhdidan,  To  fashion,  finish. 

Pjii*u\ usfjhur, {or  tsj>yuj»\ usffhurna)A  porcupine. 

A  '_0"'  I  asif,  Grieved,  indignant,  angry. 

A  asifa,  (fut.  \^^SMiv_yassafu)  He  grieved. 

A  asaf,  (v.n.of  i«_fl**»^)  Grieving  exceed- 
ingly. Being  angry  with.  Sadness,  grief^  anguish, 

pain.  Name  of  a  village.  Asif,  Lean,  barren  (soil). 

Grieved,  indignant,  angiy. 

A  A-^li«j^  i'ifo.f}  (j-  n-  4  of  jSaji  or  ̂^Jun)  Sweep- 
ing away  the  dust  (wind).  Carrying  away  earth. 

Hurrying  on  to  levity  and  fickleness.  Injuring, 

ruining,  destroying.  Running  away  (a  camel) 

Purchasinga  swiftmule.  Losingitsdown(athistle). 

Losing  flesh  (a  camel).  Having  a  strong  beard 

(corn).  Choosing.  Becoming  light,  silly,  and 

senseless.   Usofas,  (pi.  of  c-^'f)  Grieved. 
Pj  ̂\sUn\asfdbur,A  city  founded  by  Nushirwan. 

A  ̂\sLu>\  isfdh,  (v.n.4  of  ̂ *^)  Being  free  from 
risk,  secure  from  danger.  Making  (a  horse)  run 

without  laying  any  stakes. 

A  i^\sui\  isfdd,(Y.nAof  6Jun)  Causing  (goats, 

camels,  kine,  birds,  or  wild  beasts)  to  generate. 

Ajlfl*i*^a.s/"ar,  Travellers,  (pi.  ofjij-* ««/>')  Files 
(for  polishing),  (pi.  of  Jun  sifr)  Books,  volumes, 

(pi.  of  Jun  safar)  Journeys,  travels.  Isfdr,  (v.  n. 

4  of  Jun)  Breaking  (like  the  morning),  shining, 

becoming  light,  bright,  or  splendid.  Putting  a 

leathern  or  iron  curb  across  (a  earners  nose).  En- 

tering on  the  brightness  of  the  morning.  Losing 

its  leaf,  having  it  carried  away  (a  tree).  Raging 

(war).  Feeding  camels  on  dried  leaves.  Going 

about  where  they  like  (camels). 

Pj\Jun\  isfdr,  Myrtle. 

A  l^j\!Ut)\  isfdraymy,  A  native  of  Isfarain. 

A  l9la**»W.5/"ai,(pl.  of  laa*jj)Chests,  boxes,  sacks. 
A  I  i\aM»\  isfdf  (v.  n.  4  of  Jlsun)  Weaving, 

platting  (palm-leaves).     Looking  intently  at  any 
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object.  Flying  low  (a  cloud,  or  a  bird).  Attending 

to  the  minutife  of  things.  Having  the  face  bespat- 
tered. Conquering,  overcoming.  Being  changed, 

altered  (the  face).  Lowering  (his)  head  with  in- 
tent to  bite  (a  stallion).  Pouring  medicine  into  a 

wound.  Engaging  in  mean  pursuits.  Running 

away,  absconding.  Giving  (a  camel)  dry  food. 

Putting  the  bit  into  (a  horse's)  mouth. 
A  jla**>^  i-fak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Shutting  (a 

door).  Opening  (a  door). 

G  ̂\jlfl*#j\  isfdndj,  (or  ̂lilft«>^)  Spinage. 
p  jolL*i\  asfdmhur,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  slo***^  isfdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  eJun)  Causing  one  to 

drink  much  without  quenching  the  thirst. 

p  i^ifl**»I  dsitfta,  A  fire-brand,  quenched  brand. 
p  SiAa**»l  dmfda,  Prompt,  ready. 

G  isfirdj,  Asparagus. 

p  ̂JAJu^>\i.fardyin,'N^.me  of  a  city  inKhurasan. 
A  S^iwil  uiifirat,  (pi.  of jla«j  sifdr)  Curbs  of 

leather  or  iron  across  the  noses  of  camels. 

p  i^f.t*ijLu»\  asf rash,  or  \.Jl>*>j!Uu\  A  race-course. 

p  ̂SUn\  l.faram,  Myrtle:  any  odoriferous  plant. 

p  ̂ j^^  isfaranj,  {or^^SiJiM»\  isfaranff)'Name of  a  district  in  Samarcand. 

p  45jja«i\  isfarud.  The  bird  called  liaa  haid  in 
Arabic,  one  of  the  tetraonidae,  or  grouse  family. 

p  CIo'mOah^  isfist  or  vsfust,  A  medicinal  plant. 

p  isfisti,  Abounding  in  '  "■■■■■Q-"^  isfst. 
A  ̂a**»\  asfa^  A  hawk.  A  wild  bull.  Black. 

Black  inclining  to  red.  Sheep  ready  to  be  milked. 

A  J>a**»\  asfal,  Lower,  lowest.  (JaIjUo  ,J.a**j\ 

asfalu  sdflina,  The  lowest  of  the  low",  the  most  in- 
famous. Old  age.  Destruction,  ruin.  Vain,  use- 

less. Error,  a  devious  road. 

A  ̂ Sl^\  isfilanj,  Goat's  beard  (a  shrub). 
G  ̂lji*u^  iifndj,  Spinage.  ̂   ^^^^'fl***^  is- 

findj)  rumi,  Orach. 

G  ̂o^^V/.j/aw/,  A  sponge.  A  kind  of  dumpling. 
p  isfanja,  A  sponge. 

p  Odij**^  ixfand,  A  species  of  rue.  Name  of  a 

province  of  Nishabur.  Name  of  the  twelfth  month. 

t>.-a*«i\  tiai>*»l  isfandi  isfed,  White  mustard-seed. 
A  isfcmd  or  isfind.  Wine. 

p  iX«,^iiJA*>»\  i.fanddrmuz,  Name  of  the  twelfth 
month  of  the  solar  year.  Name  of  the  fifth  day  of 

every  month.  Name  of  the  angel  who  presides 
over  the  twelfth  month.  The  earth. 

p  (iuCciJi**!^  i.fand'imiZj'Name  of  the  third  of  the 
five  intercalary  days  used  in  olden  time. 

p_jb  Jji*u\  isfandydr,  The  son  of  Gushtasp,  of 
the  first  dynasty  of  Persian  kings.    Name  of  the 

genius  who  presides  over  the  day  and  the  month 

j\s'Jun\  isfanddr.     Divine  power  and  goodness. 
A  )aiSbJ\  isfint,  A  kind  of  wine. 

A  iSunS  asfah,  More  or  most  foolish. 

p  isfah-biid,  A  general,  a  commander- 
in-chief.  A  title  of  the  kings  of  Persia. 
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P         tU^i**>^  i.falihud  hliwara,  Speech. 
p <'^;/rt/<-.sa/ar,Commanderofan  army. 

A  ̂_^*«>\  asfa\  Slow-paced  (according  to  some), 
swift-paced  (mule).  (A  horse)  thin  of  hair  about 
the  fore-locks.    Asafa\  Safi,  a  town  in  Morocco. 

p  L^\^^^i.fljdh,  Name  of  acity  in  Turkistan. 
p  sJim>\  isfed,  White,  bright,  splendid. 

p  isfeddj,  White  water,  ceruse,  a  paint 

used  by  women.  ̂ ^^IJali  ̂ \ii.;ja«j\  ifeddju'l 
jassdriin.  Shell-lime. 

p  (jo\,oJi\ i^^iVflM>\  isfedddu  '?■  rasds.  Whiting. 
Pj\t>.>a<j>^  isfeddr.  The  white  poplar;  the  aspen. 

p  i.fed-bd,  (or  ̂bjuA**»^  isfed-bdj)  A 
kind  of  dish  made  of  meat,  onions,  butter,  cheese, 

&c.,  or  of  bread  and  milk. 

p  isfed  dasht,  Name  of  a  village. 

A  i.fizdj,  (from  p  ̂sJun\)  Whiting. 

G  (^J^^Juu\  isfayush.  Seed  of  flea-wort. 
A  -pliL»»\  isJids,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂_^u*>)  Watering,  giv- 

ingdrink.  Sendingrain.  Directing,  guiding  to  water. 

Wishing  well,  saying  ̂ \  sakdka'Udh,  May 
God  water  thee  !  Bestowing  a  ready-made  water- 
bottle,  or  a  skin  to  be  used  as  such.  Defaming. 

A  («j^UL*i\  iskdb,  (v.  n.  4  i.  ''"'■■>)  Being  near. Bringing  near. 

A  jliLuj^  ishdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  jiL*»)  Extenuating, 

emaciating  (a  fat  horse). 

A jliLw^  iskdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jSm)  Distilling jiL*> 
sakr  (a  date-tree). 

A  aslidt,  (pi.  of  laL**  sakat)  Goods,  fur- 
n  iture  of  little  value.  The  meanest  sorts  of  utensils . 

Islidt,  (v.  n.  4  of  laiui)  Causing  to  fall,  dropping, 

letting  fall.  Shedding  (a  tooth).  Endeavouring  to 

make  (any  one)  blunder,  lie,  or  blab.  Casting  her 

young  (a  camel).  Producing  an  abortion.  Com- 
mitting a  blunder  in  writing  or  speaking.  Repent- 

ing ;  being  confounded.  Taking  away.  isUL**! 

&J^^^  iskdtu'l  ajinnat,  The  producing  of  abortions. 

A  ̂\JL*»\  iskd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ a***)  Being  changed 

(colour). 
G  (Jla**i^  islml,  A  squill.  A  wild  onion,  a  scallion. 

A  jj^UL*»\  askdldn,  Askelon  in  Palestine. 

A  ̂UL*»\  askdm,  (pi.  of  ̂ JL**  sahani)  Diseases, 
infirmities.  Iskdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»si***)  Making  sick. 

A  jjUL*>^ai7iaM,  Extenuated,  lank  sides.  Ishdn, 
(v.  n.  4  of  f^^Mi)  Polishing  (a  sword). 

A  c-.«'a'»*>\  askub,  (pi.  of  .i"-"  sahb')  Male  foe- tuses (of  camels). 

A         ashah,  Bald. 

A  (_gjVii).>«>\  ushutra' ,  The  island  of  Socotra. 

A  asha^  (pi.  ̂'U*)l  asdhi^  A  small greenish  bird  with  a  white  head.  A  horse  or  bird 
with  a  white  head. 

A  1^00  >«>^  ashaf,  Tall,  large-boned  (man).  Bare, 

hairless  (camel).  Long  and  crooked-necked  (os- 
trich). Crooked.  Meal,  flour.  Ushuf  (or  ushuff) 

(pi.  u_gj'Lw^  asdkif  or  'iK»\*n\  asdkifat)  A  bishop. 



A  &AAiL*» Ws7j?^?/rti;,  Ejjiscopacy.  A  bishopric. 

G  ̂^^M>\  askal,  Squills. 

G  (^UjASauI  ashalhiyas,  The  plant  asclepias. 

G  ̂j*ilaiaA«^  iskaltas,  Jew's-pitch. 
p  esJusLai\  isJiimba,  Satan. 

Gj^Sl3m»\  iskankur,  Theskink  (akind  of  lizard). 

G  (jj^.ii)  ̂H*ul  ushurdiyun,  Germander  (a  plant). 

G  (jjjyLwjl  usfiurun,  Dross  ofmetal,  iron-scoria. 

G  ̂^OjjA  ushulu,  The  sea-cow. 

G  ̂_)*jj)yL*)^  ushulus,  Glue,  starch. 

G  (j^j  Ji_Li j3 ji*n\  ishulufandariyun,  Sclopen- 

drium,  hart's  tongue. 
A  iuft*«\  asMyat,  (pi.  of  -?UL*»  sikas)  Leathern 

water-bottles,  (pi .  of       siky)  Full  of  water.  Par- 

ticles of  water,   (pi.  oitl^\pM>  saliiy)  Watery  clouds. 

G  jJ-JL/j\  ishil,  A  wild  onion,  a  scallion. 

p  (lLLjjI  asali,  A  place  near         sj!  arrajan. 

p  uLLjI  isk  or  ash,  A  courier.    A  post-horse. 

A  udJuswl  asiM,  Small-eared,  or  destitute  of 

ears.  Deaf.    (pi.  (.dJU*»  suhk)  A  male  ostrich.  A 

male  ostrich  with  a  looseness  in  the  belly. 
/.sAai,  A  shoemaker.  A  blacksmith. 

A  'iS\^Mi\  isJiahat,The  stopple  of  a  leathern  bottle. 
A  Ol5^\  askdt,  A  wandering  soldier.  A  stroll- 

ing, dissolute  fellow.  The  remains  of  a  thing.  The 

temperate  season  after  the  heat  of  summer.  Ishat, 

(v.  n.  4  of  o5C*»)  Pacifying,  soothing,  silencing. 

Breaking  off  a  discourse,  ceasing  to  speak. 

A  e3[^Mi\  iskatat,  (v.  n.  of  <Jl.»^i*»)  Being  silent. 

ishar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^**»)  Intoxicating. 
A  ishaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_od.>)  Being  a 

shoemaker,  or  a  mechanic  in  general,  (pi. 

asdhif  or  asdhifat)  A  shoemaker.   A  work- 

man, mechanic,  carpenter,  or  blacksmith.  Clever 

at  any  thing.    Wine-dregs  or  lees. 
aJ^\  askal,  Sorts  of  large  black  fish. 

P(jiJl5w»U'AAaZis/i,Thought,reflection.Thought- 
ful,  imaginative. 

A  aslidn,  (pi.  of  f^^ii*  sakn)  Victuals, 

aliments.    Ishdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jSw*)  Giving  repose. 

Stilling,  quieting.    Makin  g  (a  lettei-)quiescent,  de- 
priving it  of  a  vowel.     Causing  one  to  stay,  re- 

main, continue  to  dwell,  giving  house-room.  Mak- 

ing poor,  miserable,  or  contemptible.  Becoming  so. 
p  «3l^\  ishdna,  The  calf  of  the  leg. 

p  tijjl^^  askdwand,  A  mountain  in  Sistan. 
A  uskuhhat,  The  threshold  of  a  door. 

A  ̂\::^ui\ashat:dtiioriskatdni,(^dual)  (pi. LdJuul 
ish,  ask,  or  isak)  The  two  lips  or  sides  of  the  matrix. 

Pj\6^Lu\  askuddr,  uskuddr,  or  iskuddr,  A  cou- 

riei-,  a  postman.    A  relay  of  post-horses  or  letter- 

carriers.    A  postman's  bag.    Name  of  a  king, 
p  ̂̂ i5jSll>i\  ashardan,  To  bruise,  to  grind, 
p  ishirk,  The  hiccough, 

p  tSMiS  \Lshara  or  Ms/jarra,  A  saucer,platter,  dish. 

A  (wfl^^  askaf,  A  shoemaker. 

ushuff.  The  extremity  of  the  lower 
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eyelid,^from  which  the  hairs  grow. 

A  uskuffat,  A  threshold. 

A  ̂̂^^i**Ws/iare,Moreormost  quiet,placid,gentle. 

(jilwJJ  ashanu  li'l  ̂ tash,  Better  or  best 
quencher  of  thirst. 

p  askanj,  Fetid  breath, 

p  t>Jislu\  askand,  A  rope-dancer.  Rope-dancing, 

p  askanddn,  A  lock.  A  tomb-stone. 

Gj-^Ji^^  iskanda7'  or  askandar,  Alexander. 
Alexander  is  said  to  be  the  son  of  ddrd,  who 

married  JjJsli  ndhid,  daughter  of  (^^sLi  filJ/us. 
On  account  of  her  fetid  breath,  her  husband  sent 

her  back  to  her  father,  who  cured  her  by  the  use  of 

{^•iji^s^^*n\iskanda7-us,  Garlic.  Hence  she  gave  to 
her  son,  when  born,  the  name  of  Alexander. 

A  iskandardmy ,  Alexandrian. 

G  {^jjS^^Ln\  iskandarus,  Garlic.  Name  of 
the  mother  or  son  of  Alexander. 

A  (jjjiiJiC*»\  ishandarun,  Alexandria  or  Alex- 
andretta,  near  Aleppo  in  Syria  (Scanderoon). 

A  ̂JJ6^^Lu\  ishandariy,  Alexandrian. 

A  'sS^j         ishandariyat,  Alexandria  in  Egypt. Sixteen  cities  of  this  name  are  ascribed  to  Alexander. 

isMnak,  A  wimble,  an  auger, 

p  I  as-^Mwaw<^a,Revolving  mill-wheel. 
iskana,  An  auger. 
askwar,  Scutari  (in  Turkey). 

A  ushub.  Lightning  flashing  on  the  sur- 

face of  the  earth.  A  row  of  palm-trees.  A  shoe- 
maker. A  continued  rain.  A  blacksmith.  Flow- 

ing, current  (water). 

A  iijisMi]  ushiibat,  A  stopple,  a  plug. 

A  u-J^i«*>\  uskuf,  A  shoemaker. 

v^^i*>\  iskiz,  (or  »jjislj\)  A  kick,  caper,  bound, 
p         usgur,  A  porcupine, 

p  ̂j^^  I  a.?</M«,TheCaspian.  Name  of  a  country. 
A  ̂yt*i\  asal,  A  bulrush.    A  tree  having  long 

^Jrickles.  A  prickle,  thorn,  point  of  a  spear,  or  ear 

of  corn.    Spears,  arrows,  prickles  of  palm-trees. 
Leafless  branches  of  which  mats  are  made. 

A  aslds,  (pi.  of  ̂L*j  sala')  Membranes 
enveloping  the  foetus  in  the  womb,  secundines.  Is- 
Ids,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂L*>  for_jL»>)  Consoling,  comforting: 

causing  to  forget.    Being  secure  from  wild  beasts. 
A  (_->^L»\  asldb,  (pi.  of  salab)  Spoils. 

Isldb,  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ ^L*>)  Losing  leaves  or  fruit  (tree). 

A  isldh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂->*»)  Causing  to  mute. 
A  islds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂J«iwJ)  Producing 

an  abortion  (a  camel).     Having  the  roots  of  its 

branches  torn  up  or  laid  bare  (a  palm-tree). 

A  ̂ ^Lu\  asld^  (pi.  of  sil^  Fissures  in 
mountains.  Similes,  similitudes.  Alike,  equals. 

(^jSi\  asld^'l  faras.  The  flesh  adhering 
to  the  muscle  running  from  the  thigh  to  the  heel 

in  a  horse  that  is  fat.  Isld^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Re- 
ceiving a  blow,  or  cut,  or  fracture  on  the  head. 

A  I  j^L*j\  asldf,  (pi.  of  I  silf)  The  hus- 

bands  of  a  man's  wife's  sisters,  (pi.  of  i_aLw  sa- 
laf)  Ancestors,  remote  or  ancient  kindred.  Isldf, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂__aX>*»)  Attaining  the  age  of  forty-five 

(a  woman).  Paying  before  due,  or  in  advance. 

Levelling  (gi-ound)  for  sowing. 
A  asldk,  (pi.  of  XiiL*)  salkaf)  Plain  level 

grounds,  of  good  soil.  Isldh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,ji-«*>)  Pass- 
ing a  stick  through  the  handles  of  two  sacks  for 

the  conveniency  of  carriage.  Hunting  a  she-wolf. 

A  i-iJiL*»\  asldk,  (pi.  of  b^-^jm  silkaf)  Sewing 

threads.  Isldk,  (v.  n.  4  of  4.dlLii)  Inserting  one 

thing  into  another.  Causing  (one)  to  thread  his 

way.    Thrusting  (one's  hand  into  one's  bosom). 
A  (J^L*»\  asldl,  (pi.  of  sallai)  Canisters  or 

wardrobes  in  which  victuals  or  clothes  are  kept. 

Isldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_)-«*)  Extracting,  drawing  out 

gently.  Visiting  with  consumption.  Bribing.  A  pre- 
sent for  the  purpose  of  corruption  and  bribery.  Theft. 

A  asldm,  (pi.  of  ̂Jun  silm)  Those  who  cul- 
tivate peace  and  friendship.  (pi.  of  jjj>*>  salam) 

Certain  thorny  trees.  Islam,  (v.  n.  4  of  jj«*»)  Pay- 

ing in  advance.  Producing  the  tree  j»Lo  salam. 
Yielding  obedience  to  the  will  of  God,  submitting, 

humbling  one's  self,  surrendering  or  resigning  one's 
self  to  the  divine  disposal.  Embracing  the  religion 

of  Muhammad,  turning  Musulman  :  conversion  to 
the  Muhammadan  faith.  The  true  or  orthodox 

faith  among  the  Muhammadans.  A  country  in 

which  Muhammadism  reigns.  Being  in  health, 

peace,  and  safety.  Escaping,  becoming  free.  De- 

ceiving, betraying,  abandoning.  ^yt^ahlu'l 
isldm,  The  faithful,  true  believers,  Muhammadans. 

T  (Jjf«^J-uj^ i5Zaw&MZorMZam&oZ,Constantinople. 

A  j|^^Lo\  isldviiy.  Faithful,  orthodox.  A  Mu- 
hammadan, an  Ottoman.  sS-c^Li**^  ahkdmi 

isldmiya,  Precepts  of  religion.  ciI3^  ma- 
mdlihi  isldmiya,  The  Ottoman  Empire. 

A  asalat,  A  bulrush.  Any  straight  tree 

or  stick.  The  tip  (of  the  tongue  or  elbow).  The 

point  (of  a  spear  or  thorn).  The  sharp-pointed 
toe  of  a  shoe.    The  pizzle  (of  a  bull  or  camel). 

A  aslat,  One  whose  nose  has  been  cut  off". 
islihbab,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q)  Be- 

ing straight,  open,  and  extended  (a  road). 

A  &s^^asZ?'Aaf,(pl.of  ̂ ^L*>5?7a/{)Military  arms. 
A         aslakh.  Bald-headed.  Very  red. 

A  ̂̂ -^s^^  islikkdkh,  A  lying  on  one's  side. A  lai**>^  aslat,  More  or  most  eloquent. 

A  ̂Lo\  asla^.  Cracked  in  the  hoof.  Leprous. 
A  aslagk,  Hard  tough  flesh  of  old  cattle, 

unfit  for  cooking.  Raw,  exceedingly  red.  Leprous. 

Vile,  abject,  mean,  sordid. 
A  (_»>ljJtL**\  islighbdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_-*i)-*>  Q) 

Producing  feathers  (a  bird). 

A  v_iJu«l  asluf,  (pi.  of  i._ftLj  salf)  Large  wal- 
lets.    Undressed  leathers. 

A        aslam,  More  or  most  mild.  Aslum,  (pi. 



of  pL*»  sahri)  One-handled  buckets. 

p^L*»^  aslanj,  Horse-tail  (a  plant). 
A  ̂^Qaj)**)!  islintas,  (v.  n.  3  of  \laL*»  Q)  Raising 

one's  self  up  to  look  at  any  thing. 

A  ̂IkjL^  islintah,  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Fall- 
ing on  the  face.  Being  wide  (a  valley). 

A  ̂llaiL*»^  idinta^,  A  lying  on  one's  back. 
A  >Ucl«*\  islinkas,  A  lying  on  one's  back. 

A  ̂liuL«»^  islinka^  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Flash- 
ing, glaring  (lightning).  Becoming  heated  by 

the  sun  (gravel). 

F  (_-> jLwl  uslub,  A  kind  of  food.  Name  of  a 
sage  and  a  king. 

A  t-->jL**^  uslub,  (pi.  asalib)  Order, 
way,  mode,  means,  measure,  manner,  method,  form. 

A  lion's  neck.    A  prominence  of  nose. 
A  bjL*»^  usluhan  Methodically. 

A  tislufatjThe  relationship  which  a  man 

bears  to  another  who  has  married  his  wife's  sister. 

A  islihbab,  (v.n.  4  of  (_-*^Ju«>  Q)  Be- 
ing long  in  the  body  and  stretching  out  (a  horse). 

A  pl».jLo\  isUhmam,(Y.  n.4  of  Q)  Chang- 
ing (colour  or  smell). 

A  adly,  Pronounced,  or  formed  by  the 

tip  of  the  tongue. 

A  'iSun\  adhat,  (pi.  of  silaf)  Melted  but- 
ters (of  cow's  milk). 
A  istih,  A  species  of  herb,  the  feeding  on 

which  increases  the  milk  of  camels. 

A  jj4-«*>^  islihh,  Name  of  a  plant. 

G  ̂^^S^L*t\  islihun,  Vermilion,  red  lead. 

p  ̂^^yjfLbW^  islimi,  A  species  of  painting. 

A  ̂*n\  ism  or  usm,  (pi.  -^l»*»>^  asmaf,  C^ljl^"**^ 

asmawat,  ̂ ^'^  asamiy,  ̂ \m>\  asamt,  and  j»U*>  1 
asaw)  A  name.  A  noun.  ̂ aS'\  ̂u»\ismi  a^am, 
or  j»^iaP  ̂ \  ismi  ̂ zim,  The  great  name,  the  name 
of  God.  The  great  names  or  attributes  of  the  Deity 

are  100,  of  which  the  following  five  are  most  gene- 

rally made  use  of :  alldh,  (the  He),  ̂ ^U^  rah- 

vian,  (merciful),  ̂ rif^j  rahtm,  (compassionate), 

L-Jj  rahh,  (Lord),  malih,  (King).  ̂ \ 
ismi  istifham,  An  interrogative  particle. 

C^JJm\  ismi  isharat,  A  demonstrative  pro- 

noun. 1  ̂ \  ismi  alat,  Noun  of  instrument. 

l^*^  ̂  j*"*^  ̂o,  musamma',  Worthy  of  the name  (it  bears),  whose  name  is  expressive  of  its 

qualities.  '^3  ̂\  ismi  tdmm,  A  perfect  noun. 
ji*^  ismi  tasf/Jiir,  A  diminutive  noun.  ̂ \ 
(J^^flLJO  ismi  tafzil,  A  comparative  or  a  superla- 

tive noun.  tVol»-  ̂ \  ismi  jdmid,  A  primitive 
noun,  ^\  mni  jam^  The  plural  number. 

^\  ismijins,  A  generic  or  appellative  noun. 

(jUj  ̂ \  ismi  zaman,  Adverb  of  time.  j****^ 
ismi  sarni,  A  noble  or  exalted  name,  j^v^ 

ismi  zamir,  A  pronoun,  u-ips  ̂ \  ismi  zarf, 

Adverb  of  time  and  place.  liJiff'  ̂ \  ismi  ̂ dad, 

A  noun  of  number.     (Js-ls  ̂ \  ismi  fd^l,  Noun 
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of  agency,  ̂ 3*s  mw"^'^/,  A  verbal  noun. 
C^J^ismi  hasrat,  Noun  of  multitude.  tsjii\x<  ̂ \ 
ismi  mubdlagha,  Noun  of  excess,  or  intensity. 

tjt>  ismi  marra,  Noun  of  unity  :  as,  hu^at, 

A  single  sitting.  ̂ J^JLa  ̂ \  ismi  mushtakk,  A 
derivative  noun.  jd^,a/o  ̂ \  ismi  masda?;  Noun 

of  action.  jk>a<  ̂ \  ismi  musaghffhar,  A  dimi- 

nutive noun.  I  >UflL<  ̂ \  ismi  muzaf,  A  noun  in 

construction.  (^^^  ismi  ma^a',  An  abstract 
noun.  (J^*i<  j»**>\  is7ni  maf^l,  The  passive  par- 

ticiple. i__S)lswi  ismi  vna^rif,  A  determinate 

noun.  ^\  ismi  makdn,  Noun  of  place.  ̂ \ 

L-^^--i<  ismi  mansub,  A  relative  noun.  ^\ 

t^yOyo  ismi  otawsmZ,  A  relative  pronoun.  8^  ̂\ 
ismi  nahra,  An  indeterminate  noun.  ̂   ̂\  ismi 

naw^  A  specific  noun :  as,  'sS^ kitbat,  The  art  of 
writing.  i_i>«j  ̂ \  ismJ  wasf,  An  acyective.  ̂ \ 
\s-j  ismi  wi^,  Noun  of  the  vessel :  as,  mih- 
lab,  A  milk-pail,  (from  t-*i>-  lialaba,  He  milked). 

A  ̂ \  asamm,  Narrow-nostriled  (nose). 
asmuf,  (for  ̂ 'l^j)  A  woman's  name. 

A  ̂l**"^  asvidf,  (pi.  of  j****^  ism  for  sumw) 
Names.  JUi\  ■^\^\  asmoA  af^l,  Verbal  nouns. 
(Jl*ao  asmdsi  sifat,  The  names  or  attributes 

of  God.  \,^\  ̂ Imi  asmd,  The  knowledge  of 
names,  i.  e.  of  the  attributes  of  God.  Isma^,  (v.  n. 

4  of  Ivwi  for  jv^)  Naming,  calling.  Raising  up. 

Going  towards,  taking  the  road  to  8 samawat. 

A  isindli,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ **>)  Being  easy, 
submissive,  obedient,  pliant,  governable.  Being 

generous,  liberal,  and  humane. 

Pjl**"  1  a.smar,(orjV»**»^  ?sma/')  The  myrtle-tree. 
Ajlv**^  asmdr,  (pi.  of  samar)  Nocturnal 

conversations,  evening  entertainments,  stories.  Is- 

mdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j**»»)  Nailing. 
A  asmat,  Unbranded  (camel).     (pi.  of 

)n ■>,».»*>  samlf)  Single  or  thin  breeches,  not  stuffed 
or  lined  with  cotton,  &c.  Single  shoes,  slippers,  or 

sandals.  Ismat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ia**»»)  Keeping  silence. 

A  asmd^,  (pi.  of  ̂ y**  sam^  The  ears. 

Ismd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ v^)  Causing  to  hear,  relating. 
Reproaching,  reviling.  Accepting,  approving. 

Putting  a  handle  (to  a  bucket  or  basket  for  draw- 

ing up  earth).  Singing. 

A  issimd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ *»*)  Listening. 

A  (JjkfrVv***^  is7nd^l,  Ishmael,whom  the  Muham- 
madans  believe  to  have  been  the  intended  victim, 
and  not  Isaac. 

A  aoLc-l****^  ismd^liyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A  JL^\  asmdl,  Old,  worn-out  (garment).  Is- 

mdl,  (v.  n.4  of  ̂j-****)  Making  peace,  composing  dif- 
ferences.   Being  old  and  worn  out  (a  garment). 

p  ̂jlv>*»l  asTOa?«,  Heaven,  the  celestial  orb.  The 
ceiling  of  a  house.  Name  of  a  genius  who  presides 

over  the  27th  day  of  every  Persian  solar  month. 

Some  consider  this  genius  to  be  the  same  with 

Murdad  or  Asrael,  the  angel  of  death.  I 

ds7ndni  barm,  The  ninth  or  uppermost  heaven. 

J  jjU-*>l  dsmdn  u  rismdn,  A  proverbial 
expression  employed  to  denote  an  evasive  or  im- 

pertinent reply.  JUi^^W  Jl^]  dsmdn 
az  ristndn  na  ddnistan,  (a  proverbial  expression, 

denoting)  A  total  want  of  discrimination. 

a^mdn.  Old,  worn-out  breeches. 

man,  (v.  n.4  of  ̂ J^^  Buttering  (any  thing,  as  bread 
or  meat).   Possessing,  buying,  or  giving  away,  fat 

(cattle).  Abounding  in  butter.  Being  naturally  fat. 

p  i^yl>.         I  dsmdn-paywand,  Sky-reaching. 
p  dsmdnjum,  A  sapphire,  hyacinth. 

p  SjiWU***  I  dsmdn-dara,The  galaxy,  milky  way. 

p  d.*.0.^>  dsmdn-sifat,  Heaven-like. 

Pj^  asmare-</ir,  (Catching  or  intercept- 
ing the  sky)  A  projecting  roof.  An  arbour,  a  bower. 
p  1  dsmdna,  A  ceiling,  roof. 

p  j3lv*»Ta.*;??iam,Heavenly.  Azure,hyacinthine. 

Pjjj  I  dsmdni-tir,  A  meteor, a  falling  star, 

p  ̂J^J  (3^*^  I  dsmdni-zabdn,  The  language  of 
angels.  Angel-tongued,  eloquent. 

A  Oljlv*»^  asmdwdt,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  ism)  Names. 

A  ̂♦**»^  asmah,  More  liberal.    Easier,  easiest. 
A  ismiddd,  A  swelling  with  rage. 

aJ\jS^\  ismidrdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofji^.^^^  Q)  Being weak  (the  sight). 

A ̂ ^v-*^  Brown,tawny,dusky.  Does' milk. 
A  J\j^\  ismirdr,  The  being  of  a  tawny  colour. 
A  asmardni,  (dual.  The  two  browns) 

Wheat  and  water.  Water  and  a  spear. 

A  asmitat,  (pi.  of  l>Vv*»  sumdt)  Tables 

covered  with  viands. 

A  ̂ i^A  a.sma^  More  or  most  quick  of  hearing. 
More  or  most  proper,  agreeable,  or  worthy  of  be- 

ing heard.    Asmu^  (pi.  of  ̂ v«»  sam^)  Ears. 
A  J^J*xv-»^  isyni^dd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Sjt^  Q)  Being 

filled  (with  rage).  Swelling  (the  tips  of  the  fingers). 

A  isma^l,  Ishmael,  son  of  Abraham. 
A  J\ ismigluldd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^yk^  Q)  Being 

in  a  rage.    Swelling  (the  tips  of  the  fingers). 

A  H'o\v>t  asmihai,  Pieces  of  wood  on  which 
bricks  fresh  from  the  mould  are  laid  to  dry. 

A  i^^S  asman,  More  or  most  fat,  jolly,  plump, 

gross,  lusty.    Asmun,  (pi.  of  ̂^v***  samn)  Butters. 
p  ;iviv>*>  I  dsmand,  Lying.  Bewildered,  fright- 

ened, confounded. 

p  J.j>v*>^  asmand,  A  village  near  Samarcand. 

PjJkjkv^^  asmandar,  A  salamander. 
G  U*i asmusd,  Sort  of  marjoram :  wild  carrot. 

p  ̂ ■♦**»  I  dsmugli,  Name  of  a  demon,  one  of  the 
principal  emissaries  of  Ahraman  (the  devil),  ac- 

cording to  the  system  of  the  Magi.  His  employ- 
ment is  to  sow  discords  in  families,  law-suits  among 

neighbours,  and  wars  between  princes. 

A  l5\j.,,jv>*>^  ismihddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  tX.^^  Q)  Be- 

ing large  (a  camel's  bunch). 
Aj^_^^v*»^  ismihrdr,  (v.  n.  3  oij,(^  Q)  Becom- 



ing  stiff  and  dry  (a  thorn).  Being  even  and  straight. 
Being  thick  (darkness). 

A  j^yv*»^  isniiy,  Nominal. 

A         asmiyat,  (pi.  of  -«^l»*o)  Heavens.  Rains. 
A  sAv*^  isniiyatjThe  state  or  condition  of  a  noun. 

A  c)^iivX»«j^  isniidad,  A  swelling  with  rage. 

AjVjV*»\  wmimr,  The  being  of  a4awny  colour. 
A  ismislal,  (v.  n.  4  of  JU*^  Q)  Being 

thin,  meagre.     Being  old,  worn  out  (a  garment). 

A  (j**>l  asin,  Corrupted,  stinking  (water). 
A        asn,  (v.  n.  of        Kicking  the  backside. 

p       asan,  A  garment  turned.  An  unripe  melon. 

A  asan,  (v.  n.  of  (^^)  Fainting  on  going 
into  a  well  or  reservoir,  being  affected  by  foul  air 

or  any  noxious  effluvia.  Asin,  Affected  by  the 

foul  air  of  a  noisome  pit,  drain,  or  sewer.  Cor- 

rupted, stinking  water.  Usun,  (pi.  (jl»*>l  asan) 
Disposition,  temper,  habit,  mode  of  living.  Name 

of  a  valley  in  Arabia.  Usun,  isn,  or  ̂**»^  usunn, 

(pi.  ̂1***  I  asan)  A  single  rope  or  thong,  with  seve- 
ral of  which  twisted  together  they  make  bridles  or 

halters.     Remains  of  fat  (on  an  animal). 

A  ̂[yt*>\  asann.  Of  a  more  advanced  age,  older. 

Large-toothed.   Asunn,  (pi.  of       sinn)  Teeth. 

A  fiXxui]  isnas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j*^)  Exalting,  rais- 
ing. Remaining  a  whole  year  at  any  place.  Suf- 

fering from  the  barrenness  or  inclemency  of  a  sea- 

son. Entering  a  house,  falling  on  the  earth,  or 

flying  on  a  cloud  (the  lightning's  flash). 
A  C^li*»i\  isnat,  A  suffering  from  scarcity. 

A  ̂li**>\  asnahli,  Roots  of  the  teeth. 
A  asnad,  The  steepness  or  declivity  of  a 

mountain.     (pi.  of  i^ju/*  sanad)  Striped  stuffs. 
Credentials.  Vouchers,  warrants.  A  Isnad,  (v. 

n.  4  of  jjui*»)  Causing  to  lean.  Imputing,  attributing. 

Alleging ;  an  allegation  on  the  authority  of  another. 

Carrying  up  or  tracing  back  a  thing  spoken  to  the 
person  who  first  said  it.  Ascending  a  mountain. 

Causing  to  ascend  a  mountain.  The  steepness  or 

declivity  of  a  mountain. 

A  asnat,  (pi.  of  J^U***)  Beardless  youths. 

A  ̂U*»j\  asnd^  (pi.  of  ̂i*>*  smQ  Ankle  or  pas- 
tern-joints. Wrist-joints.  Joints  connecting  the 

fingers  and  wrists.  Isna^  (v.  n.  4  of  jj-*>)  Being 
lame  in  the  pastern.  Being  tall  and  handsome. 

Begetting  handsome  children. 

A  ,  i\l>J\  isnaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_fljoi*>)  Putting  on 

the  girth  called  i  jU***  sinaf.    Doing  (business) 
well.  Outstripping  in  a  race  (a  mare).  Taking  the 

lead  of  others  (a  she-camel).  Out-stretching  his  neck 

in  travelling  (a  camel).  Blowing  hard,  raising  dust 

(wind).  Appearing  near  (lightning  or  a  cloud). 

A  isnah,  (v.n.  4  of  ,3^)  Elating,  puff- 
ing up,  pampering,  filling  (riches). 

aswam.  Camels' bunches.  Isnam,(^v.n. 

4  of  jJ«*j)  Raising  up  (smoke  or  blaze).  Giving  (a 
camel)  a  high  bunch  (fodder).     The  fruit  of  the 
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plant        hulayya' . A  asnan,  (pi.  of  ̂T;^  sinn)  Teeth.  Ages, 

periods  of  life,  p  ji^  j  (jU*»>\  asnani  si  u  du. 
The  two  and  thirty  teeth.  A  Isnan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂***) 

Being  advanced  in  years.  Shooting  forth  (the  ca- 

mel's tooth  called  ij^Sjm  sadis).  Breeding  teeth. 
Having  large  teeth.    Making  (the  teeth)  grow. 

A  Zi^j^^  isnaiiy,  Of  the  town  of  Isna. 
A  asinnat,  (pi.  of  I^^m  sinn)  Teeth,  (pi. 

of  (jU***  sinan)  Points  of  spears,  halberds,  lances, 

javelins,  or  arrows. 

^jbLy»A**>l  asinistan,  (jjI;L>*Ju*»1  asnistan  or 

^lu*«xuj\  asinisittan)  Wamik's  wife's  father. 
A  asna^  Long,  tall.    Longer.  Better. 

A'ii*t»\asnimat,  (pi.  of  ̂ U^j) Camels'  bunches. 
A  asna'.  More  or  most  high,  or  sublime. 

Is7ia'  or  usna' ,  Name  of  a  town  in  Upper  Egypt. 
A asw,  (v.n.  ofUtt\for yj»\)  Curing,  healing, 

composing  differences. 
p       asu,  A  part,  side.  Usu,  Robbery,  seizure. 

A        asuw,  (pi.  &Ji**»l )  A  medicine,  remedy. 

A  f^y*>\  aswas.  Ugly,  ill-favoured.  Offensive. 
More  or  most  disagi-eeable,  iigly,  oroffensive. 

A  Ay*>\  aswas,  (pi.  ofAyjisawds)  Equals.  Is- 

n-cis,  (v.n. 4  of  l_yu>)  Neglecting,  abandoning,  (v. n. 
4  of  {Jy»)  Making  equal,  even,  or  level.  Being 
on  a  par  with  a  boy  in  temper  or  disposition.  For- 

nicating. Being  dishonoured,  disgraced.  Falling 

into  trouble.  Inserting  completely  one  thing  into 

another.  Rejecting  a  letter  from  the  Kur'an.  Neg- 
lecting, slighting,  leaving,  forsaking. 

A  t>\j<*»^  iswdd,  (v.  n.  of  iiU*>  for  iij**>)  Beget- 

ting a  prince.  Begetting  a  black  child. 

Pj\y*>\  aswcir,  A  horseman.  A  soldier  who 
fights  with  a  hatchet  or  mace.  Name  of  a  town 
in  Upper  Egypt. 

A  J\yn>\  asnar,  (pi.  oijyM  sui-)  Walls  of  a  city. 

Iswdr  or  uswar,  (pl.jjU»i\  asmnir,  and  'ij^KmS  asd- 
wirat)  A  groom  skilled  in  horsemanship,  sitting 

well  on  horse-back.  A  captain  or  leader  amongst 

the  Persians.  A  darter  of  javelins,  one  skilful  in 

hurling  the  javelin.  Uswdr,  (pi.  'ijy*>'^  aswirat, 

jjU»^  asdwir,  and  '5jjIj«j\  asdwirat),  A  bracelet. p  asrcdri,  A  mode  of  Avarfare  with 
hatchets  and  maces. 

aswat,  (pi.  o{)ayj»)  Scourges,  whips. 

A  ̂jj^^  isKd^  (v.n. 4  of  ̂\m>  for  ̂ y^)  Moving, 
departing  from  hour  to  hour.  Delaying  an  hour. 

Having  a  priapism  and  seminal  effusion.  Drawing, 
unsheathing  (an  ass). 

A  iswdgh,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂l«*>  for  jj*«)  Being 
born  with.  Being  born  after. 

A  (  J^^**»^\aZasroq/",Nameof  aplaceinMadina. 
A  ̂^^*»»^  aswdk,  (pi.  of  ̂ ynsuk)  Streets,  mar- 

ket-places, squares,  open  places. 

aswan,  Sad,  afflicted,  grieved.  Uswdn, 
Name  of  a  town  in  Egypt  (Syene). 

p Joy*»\asubdr, (in Zand  andPaz.)  A  horseman. 

A  iswat  or  uswat,  (pi.  isa'  or  usa')  A 

chief,  leader,  distinguished  man"  exemplar.  Com- 
fort, whatever  alleviates  pain.     A  comforter. 

A  aswad.  Black.  Blacker,  blackest.  More 
or  most  illustrious  or  powerful  (from  sayyid, 

A  lord).  More  or  most  liberal.  Meeker,  meekest. 

The  heart's  core.  A  sparrow.  A  lucky  gaming 
arrow  (as  if  black  by  frequent  handling),  (pi. 

ii^Lj*^  asdwid)  A  large  kind  of  black  sei'pent.  The 

Arabians  (other  nations  being  by  them  called^*^^ 

ahmar,  Red).  Ciy*>\  aswadu'l  hurm,  Name 
of  a  mountain  from  which  they  excavate  large 

cauldrons  of  stone.   Usud,  (pi.  of       asad)  Lions. 

A  d\i^y*>\is7viddd,  (v.  n.9  of  4iU*»fori>yw»j)Being 

black,  or  dark-coloured. 

A  al  asKaddni,,Th.e  two  blacks,  as 

dates  and  water  (being  the  chief  food  of  the  Ara- 
bians). A  serpent  and  a  scorpion. 

A  aswadat.  The  female  large  black  ser- 

pent. Asmidat,  (pi.  of  sawdd)  Bodies.  Usu- 
dat,  (pi.  of  dfMiS  asad)  Lions. 

p  ̂J>^*n  I  dsudagi.  Quiet,  repose,  tranquillity. 

p  ̂ ^^yn\  dsudan,  To  rest.  To  be  satisfied,  2'e- 
freslied,  regaled.  To  die.  To  quiet,  pacify,  silence. 
To  lose  moisture,  to  dry. 

p  5t>y*»l  dsuda,  Peaceable,  quiet,  at  rest,asleep. 

\  J  SiJy*>l  dsuda  u  dzdda,  Quiet  and  free. 
p  li^yJ\  usttda,  Feeling,  handling,  touching. 

p  Jls-  asMfZa-/ta/,  Tranquil.  Full,  replete. 

Pj^\  asnar,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  The  day before  yesterday. 

A  aswirat,  (pi.  of         siwdr  or  J^ynS 
uswdr)  Bracelets. 

A  f^yti\  aswas.  Troubled  with  the  disease 
i^jnyti  sawas  in  the  buttocks  (a  horse). 

A  '^yti  \  aswar/h,  Easy  in  flowing  down  the  throat. 
A  asuf,  Sad,  inclined  to  melancholy, 

easily  affected,  prone  to  grief,  tender-hearted. 

A  ij^***^  asmak,  Long  and  handsome-legged. 
A  asmli,  (pi.  of        sdk)  Legs,  shanks. 

A  'i3yn\ aswihat,  (pi.  of  ̂yi.y**  sawth)  The  meals 
of  wheat,  barley,  and  vetches,  pounded  and  fried. 

A  ij^^  asul,  Swag-bellied.    Low  (cloud). 
A  aswilat,{jA.o{iJ)\y*i  sumI)  Questions. 

A  i^y*i\  usun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂;**»^)  Becoming  naught, 
stinking  (water). 

A  >b_y*>^  aswiyds,  (pi.  of  ̂ y*»  sawiy)  Right. 

Equal.  Entire. 
A  iswiddd.  The  being  very  black. 

p  smA  dsa.  Tillage,  sowing.  A  field  ready  for 

sowing.  Liquorice-root. A  as-hdf,  Colours.  Forms,  sorts.  Is-hds, 

(v.  n.  4  of  Ijjj*  for_j^)  Constructing  a  bench. 
A  ̂ ^\^\  is-hdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i—*^)  Talking 

much,  babbhng.  Being  insatiable  in  one's  desires. 
Sucking  the  ewe  (a  lamb).  Giving  much.  Allow- 
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ing  (cattle)  to  pasture  without  a  keeper.  Finding 

a  stratum  of  sand  when  digging  for  water,  digging 

to  no  purpose.  Losing  one's  senses,  changing  co- 
lour (from  love,  fear,  disease,  or  venomous  bite). 

A  is-had,  (v.  n.  4  of  iiy->»)  Bringing  forth 
a  child  at  one  throe  (a  woman). 

Aj\^\  is-har,  (v.n.4  ofyj*»)Rendering  watchful. 
Keeping  awake. 

A  (Jlf«*>^  is-hal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J>^)  Loosening. 
Purging,  jiroducing  a  diarrhoea.  Coming  to  soft 

ground.  Dysenteiy.  p  c3V**^  is-hali  khun, 

or  t/y**^  JW***^  is-hali  damawi,  A  bloody  flux. 

A  is-liam,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»^)  Talking  much. 
Casting  lots. 

A  as-han,  Soft  sands. 

^    A  li^Ws-Ziaf^,  More  or  most  wideawake. 

as-hadu  ratyan,  More  heedful  or  circumspect. 

A  ̂J^/J**>^  as-harani,  (dual)  The  nose  and  penis. 
Two  veins  in  the  eye.  Two  spermatic  vessels. 

A  (J-;j*>^  as-hal,  More  easy,  easier,  easiest. 

A         as-lmni,  (pi.  of        sahm)  Arrows. 

p  ̂ ^^1  asi,  The  wife  of  a  man  who  has  another 
wife,  a  rival  wife. 

A  I  «.«,  Melancholy,  solicitous,  sorrowful, 

(pi.  iXl*i\  nsat  and        isas)  A  physician,  surgeon. 

A         amja,  (fut.  ,_^b  yufsa!')  He  was  sad. 
A  asy,  (v.  n.  of  (_^\)  Keeping,  presei-ving 

(meat).  Asa\  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^\)  Being  sorrowful,  so- 
licitous. Grief.  Isa! ,  (v.  n.  of  Applying  a 

remedy.  Isa'  or  usa! ,  (pi.  oi'iyA  iswai  or  uswat) 
Chiefs,  leaders,  exemplars.  Comforts,  alleviations. 

A  asiy,  Healed,  cured.  Usiy,  Traces  or 
ruins  of  a  habitation.  Utensils  of  the  meanest  kind. 

p  IxMil  as-ya,  A  mill-stone.  (-?W*>' 

yasi  dasti,  A  hand-mill.    \xui\  j>-,  An  ass-mill. 
a^ya,  Black,  (in  zandand  Paz.)Abreast. 

Pjjjl  asya-ajan,  An  iron  instrument  for 
notching  a  mill-stone. 

p  L-jVjurtI  asyah,{ov  I  a.s?/aw)  A  water-mill. 

I— ->  1  (3  ̂-'W*' '  as^yuhi  hi  ab,  A  mill  without  water. 

p  ̂jbl^Awl  asyaban,  A  miller. 

A  ̂ V^^  axyah,  (pi.  of  ̂ j-u  sayh)  Running 
waters.    Striped  garments. 

p  jjj       I  asya-zan,  A  mill-wright. 

p  eOj  Ixwil  asya-zana,  An  iron  instrument  for 
notching  a  mill-stone. 

asyu-sany,  A  mill-stone. 

A  I  >b*»i^  cisyaf,  (pi.  of  L-.a^***  sa?^/')  Swords. 
Troops.    Auxiliaries,    (pi.  of  i_flJj»**  sif)  Shores. 

p^l^t  asyagar,  A  mill-wright.   A  miller. 

P  {jji^-if^"^  asyagari,  The  business  of  a  miller, or  of  a  mill-wright. 

asyan,  Sad,  mournful. 

P  «>_AjkMi  I  asib,  Trouble,  molestation,  perturba- 

tion, misery,  calamity,  wretchedness,  affliction,  hurt, 

injury,  damage,  loss.  Dissension,  discord,  sedition. 

The  shock  or  concussion  of  a  body  of  men,  press- 
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ing  upon,  struggling,  or  fighting  with  one  another. 

J)aj  t»  I  asib-nazr,  A  fatal  accident  in  conse- 
quence of  witchcraft. 

A  'iij*>  I  asiy  at,  (pi.  awasi)  A  female  phy- 
sician or  surgeon,  a  woman  who  circumcises  girls. 

A  column,  large  pillar,  prop,  support,  the  main- 

beam  of  a  house.  Firm,  strongly-built  (edifice), 

(pi.  \j.U*»\  asaya')  Sad,  mournful  (woman).  Nameof 
Pharaoh's  wife.    (pi.  of  yJ\  asuw)  Medicines. 
A  usayytd,  (dim.  of  lij-*^)  Blackish. 

A  (j-4i,Xfc»»^  nsayyid^y,  Of  a  blackish  colour. 

A_^jw>\  am-,  (pi.  Aju»\  usaras,  usara, 

asara',  and  jm\  asi-a')  Bound  with  thongs, 
chained  in  fetters.  A  prisoner,  captive,  bondman. 

Imprisoned.  Twisted,  folded,  entangled  (plant).  A 

man's  name.  asiri  tab^  A  sensualist. 
P  1^^^^ Jt^^  (isir  hardan,  To  make  prisoner. 

p  i^jmA  afirah,  A  slice  of  a  melon. 

vj^^^\  flsir-^/ir.  Taking  prisoners.  Aslaver. 
A  asin,  Captivity,  slavery,  bondage. 

A  [ju^^  (isis,  A  substitute,  succedaneum,  any 
thing  used  instead  of  another.    Root,  foundation. 

A  I  BJu*»^  c-^yufi  (pi.  of  I  0  >>»>  sayf^  Swords. 

Asif,  (pi.  .*^UL»*i\  usafat)  Grieving,  sorrowful. 
Easily  affected,  prone  to  grief,  tender-hearted.  A 
servant,  a  hired  labourer,  a  mercenary.  A  slave. 

One  that  does  not  fatten.  A  frail  decrepit  old  man. 

A&ajkA**^  a«/af,Barren  (soil),producingnothing. 

A  (Jj^^  asil,  Smooth,  even,  equal.  Taper,  long. 

Jkii  (Jji***^  astlu'l  khadd,  (A  hoi"se)  having  small 
and  smooth  cheek-bones. 

A  jjjuul  usaylbn,  The  vein  running  between  the 
little  and  ring  fingers,  salvatella. 

p  j»ju»  I  asini,  (in  zandand  Paz.)A  man  of  rank. 
A  jS^^  iisaymir,  Of  a  duskish  colour. 
p  «<\*»>  1  asima.,  Astonished,  amazed,  stupefied, 

confused.  Dark. 

p  I  asima-dimagh,  Crack-brained. 

A  jCju*»\  asinat,  (pi.  asasin)  The  thread 

of  a  bowstring.  A  leathern  thong,  with  several  of 

which,  twisted  or  plaited,  they  make  reins  or  halters. 

A  asyus,  A  stone  which  produces  nitre. 

A  powder  growing  on  the  top  of  a  stone,  like  salt. 
Fixt  alkaline  salt. 

A  vsyut,  Suyiit  in  Upper  Egypt. 

p  1  asyun,  Stupefied,  astonished.  Dark. 

p  iiJUttI  asiya,  Name  of  Pharoah's  wife  who 
educated  Moses. 

p         ash,  Meat,  victuals,  viands,  soup,  broth, 

gruel,  pottage.  Drinking.  A  drinker. 
ashi  bachagan,  Castor  (amedicine  given  to  infants). 

^J^itf         as/t  jOM A Aiaw,  To  stir  up  one  against  ano- 

ther. j>.^y  CJ^  '         tazwir,  Gruel  for  the  sick. 

ashi  jam.  Barley-water,  water-gruel. 
^\  JJis-  ashi  hhalil  allcih,  Pottage  of  lentils. 

^J^ii  ashi  dahik,  Rice-gruel,  (ji^        ash  har- 
dan,  To  cook,  jjjo  L)**'  ashi  mazur,  Rice-broth 
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given  to  one  convalescent. 

p  ash,  when  added  to  a  noun  ending  in 
soft  »  he,  i.  e.  not  sounded,  signifies  His,  him,  &c. : 

as,        «jU>-  hhana  ash,  His  house. 

A  ash,  (or  ijt^\aysh)  Bowl  what?  what 
thing  ?  for  what  ?  Is  it  not  ?  tdI5U-  ash  ha- 

luha,  How's  your  state  ?  how  do  you  do  ? 
A  ashsh,  (v.  n.  of  Rising  up  against, 

making  a  commotion,  being  stimulated  to  any  thing 

bad.  Calling  out  (to  a  sheep).  Petulance,  inso- 
lence. Dry  bread. 

A  >Ui\  ashar,  The  dwarf  palm-tree,  or  a  palm- 

tree  in  general.    Name  of  a  place  in  Mauritania. 
A  S-^Ui>^«*7m^ai,  Nameofarace  inHazramawt. 

Ishasat,  (v.  n.  4  of  U-i)  Forcing,  compelling. 

A  j^bL^jl  ashabariiy.  Red,  rosy,  of  a  deep  red. 

A  ioLi»l  ishabat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_->Ij^  for  t— »Jui*) 

Making  gray  (sorrow).  Having  children  who  are 
becoming  old.  Ushabat,  (pi.  ̂>tlj^\  ashasib)  A 
miscellaneous  collection,  a  crowd  of  people.  Wealth 

(whether  fairly  or  villainously  acquired). 

A  ̂Li*^as/iq7i(^,(pl.  of  j^^/s/y'rt^)  The  joints of  the  fingers  which  are  next  to  the  hand. 

A  ,^J^\  ishah  or  ushah,  (for  nishah  or 

^Liij  wushah)  A  belt  or  girdle  of  leather,  adorned 
with  jewels,  worn  by  ladies  round  their  waists. 

A  ishahat,  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ L-jfor  ̂*»»)  Being 
diligent  and  persevering  in  doing  any  thing.  Being 

cautious,  guarded.  Producing  the  plant  ̂ tslnh. 
A  SjLii^  ishadat,  (v.  n.  4  of  oUi*  for  J>ju2j)  Rais- 

ing the  voice.  Ruining,  destroying.  Giving  in- 
formation to  the  owner  of  a  lost  chattel.  Referring 

or  ascribing  (a  saying  or  sentiment). 

A  O^jLiil  isliarat,  (pi.  of  »jUi»^)  Signs,  indices. 

A  '8jlji»\  isharat,  (v.  n.  4  oi JJ^  fovj^)  Ga- 
thering honey,  assisting  to  gather  honey.  Pointing, 

nodding,  beckoning  with  the  hand  or  eye.  Com- 
manding. Exercising  (a  horse),  riding  (him)  to 

and  fro  to  shew  (him)  off"  to  a  purchaser.  Trying, 
proving,  turning  about  (a  horse  or  a  female  slave). 
Raising  (fire).  A  sign,  token,  mark,  signal,  wink, 
nod,  or  wave  with  the  hand.  A  note,  an  asterisk, 

p  i^yoji  isharat  farmud,  He  made  a  sig- 

nal. 1^^^  CL^^J^  isharat  hardan,  To  point  out, 
make  a  sign,  hint,  intimate. 

A  (_5jLi>\  ashara'  or  itshara' ,  (pi.  of  (j^/**^  ash- 

ran')  Lively,  sprightly,  cheerful,  joyous,  wanton. 

A  j->JJ^\  ashdrir  (pi.  oi  'ij\j^\  ishrarat,  q.v.) 
Aj[iM>\  ishsaz,  (v.  n.  4  ofJ»**»)  Agitating,  mak- 
ing uneasy,  disquieting. 
A  ashash,  (or  XjiLi*^  ashdshat)  (v.  n.  of 

qjmI)  Being  joyous,  cheerful,  glad.  Agility,  ala- 
crity, mirth,  exultation.  Petulance,  saiiciness. 

A  »jij\Ji>^  ishdshat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  (j£juu) 

Producing  bad  dates,  not  having  been  properly 

fructified  by  the  male  (a  palm-tree). 
A  ishasat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^Iw*  for  t^y*>) 
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Rubbing  the  teeth  up  and  down,  using  the  denti- 

frice     yM  si'wali.    (v.  n.  4  of  for 
Producing  the  bad  dates  cj^axw*  sliis  (a  palm-tree). 

A  i^Ui^  ishatat,  (v.  n.  4  of  is»li>  for  la^) 

Burning  up.  Destroying.  Burning  the  bottom  of 

a  pot.  Dividing  (meat).  Coming  in  for  the  last 

portion  of  a  slaughtered  camel.  Bringing  to  be 

killed.    Striving  to  compass  the  death  of  another. 

A  'isXLi\  isha^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂Li*  for  Pub- 
lishing, divulging,  diffusing,  spreading  about  or 

abroad.  Appointing  an  attendant,  a  follower,  a 

helper.  Scattering,  shooting,  squirting  urine. 

Calling  (to  camels)  to  make  (them)  stop. 

A  ics-liii\  asha^sat,  {or  asha^)  (Men) 
l^erplexed  in  their  affairs. 

A j&liij^  asJia^r,  (pi.  of ash^r)  Hairs  about 

the  hoofs  of  cattle.     The  lips  of  a  camel's  vulva. 
A   Kilii^  ishafat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  i_-SjjI»>) 

Being  at  the  point  of.  Fearing.  Getting  to  know. 

A  f^^'^  ashafi,  (pi.  of  ̂JiMi\  ishfa)  Cobblers' 
awls.    (jjI.  of  Asun  shifas)  Medicines,  remedies, 

p  ashak,  A  boy,  a  slave. 

A  ishahat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ciJUii  for  tdJyii) 

Wounding  with  a  thorn.  Bearing  thorns  (a  tree). 

A  »5l«»^  ishalat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jlw^  for  (J3**>)  Lift- 

ing up  (a  stone).    Cocking  (her)  tail  (a  camel). 
asham,  Potation.   Victuals.  Water  in 

Avhich  rice  has  been  boiled.  Spare  diet.  The  coun- 

try of  Assam,    (in  comp.)  A  drinker :  as  ̂ -^^j^ 

^liiil  sharab-asham,  A  drinker  of  wine.  Jbj 
zahr-asham,  Poisoned.   Envenomed.  (j^js" 
A/iMW-as/taw,Tingedwithblood,bloody,sanguinary. 

aLui*  shu^a-ashdvi,  Bui'ning,  inflamed. 

A         ishmm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j«^)  Going  to  Syria. 

A  ̂J*>\  ashsam,  More  or  most  unfortunate  or 
disastrous.  The  left  side.  (pi.         as/iaj^im)  Un- 

lucky, tadr  ashsam,  An  ominous  bird. 

«i/c\Mj\  l«  ma  ashsamahu,  How  unfortunate  he  is ! 

p  ̂\m>\  asham,  Food  sufficient  to  support  life. 

A  S*l<iu^  ishaviat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ i^)  Entering, 
p              dshdminda,  A  drinker,  a  sipper. 

p               dshamidan,  To  drink,  to  sip. 

p  j_^i^j«o\ji>  1  dslidmidam,  Any  thing  drinkable, 

fit  to  be  drunk  or  sipped :  a  beverage. 

A  ashawdt,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^^s/ia^/j^)  Things. 
A  dj^\ashdMnz,  (pi.  of  jyii\)  Created  beings. 

A  ashdwili,  (pi.  of       shdt)  Sheep,  (pi. 

of  -^^^  shayi)  Things. 

A  ashdwa',  (pi.  of         shays)  Things. 
A ashdhir,  (or^fcUl*  1  dshdhir)  The  white- 

ness of  the  narcissus. 

A  \>\^\  ashdya',  (pi.  of  shays)  Things. 

A  {^^^\ashdsih,(pl.o{'iJ^\ushdbat)Crowds. 
Mixtures.    Gains  (just  or  unjust). 

A  ̂S^^  ashddm,  Unfortunate.    Left  hands. 
p  dshah  or  dshh,  Name  of  a  place. 

A  ashh,  (v.  n.  of  l,-*^^)  Mixing,  min- 

gling, involving,  implying.  Reprehending,  abus- 

ing, reviling,  despising.  Intertwined  (as  palm- 
trees).  Enmity,  dissimulation.  Intricate  business. 

Ashab,  (v.  n.  of  u-*-^^)  Being  intertwined  (as 

trees).  Intertwined  (palm-trees),  ̂ s/wi.  Involved, 

mingled,  confused.  »_-**<j^  '^<^  ̂ dad  ashib,  A 

great  number.  'LJUS  s  jJj  baldat  ashibat,  A  town 
having  many  palm-trees  intertwined. 

A  ̂Ljii\  ishbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ij^-j  for  jJ^)  Beget- 

ting a  clever  ingenious  lad.  Taking  after  the  father 

(a  son).  Honouring.  Giving.  Growing  tall  and 
luxuriant  (a  tree).  Throwing  into  a  well  or  into 

any  thing  disagreeable.  Pushing,  thrusting  away. 

A  L-.>\jui»^  ashbdb,  (pi.  of  shdbb)  Young 

men,  youths.  Ishbdb,  (v,  n.  4  of  (^«»)  Having 

children  growing  up.  Growing  old  (an  ox).  Grow- 

ing up  (a  girl).  Exciting.  Being  determined,  pre- 
destinated, appointed. 

A  ̂W**^  ishbdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  used)  Driv- 
ing back,  repelling.  Restoring.  Shutting  a  door. 

A  ̂ V^^  ashbdh,  (pi.  of  shabah  or  shabh) 
Bodies.  Property  known  (as  camels,  sheep,  &c.). 

AjLii»\  ashbdr,  (pi.  of  jXui  shibr)  Spans.  Ish- 
bdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Giving. 

A  ̂l>-«*\  ishbdj  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Satiating,  sa- 
tisfying, filling  up.  Making  complete  or  perfect. 

Dyeing  (cloth),  impregnating  (it)  with  a  sufficient 
quantity  of  colour.  Reading  the  vowels  distinctly. 

Adding  a  letterto  fill  up  when  required  by  poetic  li- 

cense :  as,'^\^ha77idld  for  hamala, ^K^^ hamalu 
for         Itavidlu,  or  ̂^^^kavidU  for  hamdli. 

A  cL)Lji>^  ishbdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^^Xmm)  Digging 

wells  near  to  each  other  (resembling  net-work), 

A  JlJu^  ashbdl,  (pi.  of  J-«j  shibl)  Whelps  of 
a  lion  or  other  wild  beast.  Jl«ii\  ̂ \  abu  ashbdl, 

(Father  of  the  whelps)  a  lion.  Ishbdl,  (v.  n.  4  of 

^Jj-i^)  Shewing  favour  or  fondness.  Declining  a 
second  marriage  that  she  may  attend  to  the  education 

of  the  children  of  her  deceased  husband.  Aiding. 

A  ̂ V^^  ushbdnly,  Red-faced  and  red-whis- 
kered.   Ashabdniy,  Extremely  red. 

A  ashbdh,  (pi.  of  «Ju2»  shibh  or  shabah) 

Pictures,  images.  Likes,  equals.  Brasses.  Ishbdh, 

(v.  n.  4  of  B^)  Resembling,  taking  after.  e^xuA 
ashhaha  ummahu,  He  resembled  his  mother, 

i.e.  He  was  weak,  uiii' j  euJj^  \ic  j  wa  md  ashbaha 
zdlika,  And  the  like  to  that,  and  so  forth. 

A  wuu^  ushbat,  A  wolf. 

A         ashbul,  (pi.  of  jj-u^  shibl)  Lions'  whelps. 
p         ashbu,  A  chafing-dish. 
A ushbur,  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  jo^jjuilj^  ushbunat,  Lisbon, 
A  fJuSil  ashbah.  More  or  most  resembling. 

A  &XijUA<j\  ishbttiyat,  Seville  in  Spain. 

pj^\  dsh-paz,  A  cook. 
p  ushptcs,  A  louse. 

p  eJi*^]  ishjnsha,  A  moth,  a  weevil. 

^  J^*?***^  (^^l<-po,ghur.  Seed  of  the  herb  fleawort. 
p  l^Xa:m\  ashj^ah,  Roe  of  the  sturgeon,  caviar. 

G  ashpaldtus,  A  prickly  shrub, 

p  ̂Jii>-j^\  ishjmkhtan,  (or  (^j^isti?*^^  ishpi- 
hhtan)  To  sprinkle,  scatter.  Sprinkled,  scattered. 

p  jCisJti^*"^  ishpikhta.  Sprinkled,  scattered.  As- 

pergula  (Ladies'  bed-straw), 
p  \^^^  ushtd  or  ishtd,  Haste. 
A  ishtisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  IIm*  for  j\ji»)  Hear- 

ing.    Preceding,  taking  precedencji. 

A  ishtds,  (v.  n.  4  of  IXw*  for  yJ**)  Enter- 
ing on  the  winter.  Suffering  from  scarcity  in  winter, 
p  ushtdb  or  ishtdb,  Haste,  despatch. 

A  Oll^l  ashtdt,  (pi.  of  (Jl***)  shait)  Distinct. 

Dispersed.    Ishtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  CL^^)  Dispersing. 

p  ashtdd,  Name  of  the  26th  day  of  the 

month,  and  of  its  presiding  angel.  A  section  of 
the  book  of  Zardusht  (Zoroaster). 

A JcZiS  ishtdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ji^i)  Rendering  the 

eyelids  inverted  and  relaxed. 
p jCZi]  ushtdr  or  ishtdr,  Haste. 

A  ishtdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Destroying. 

ishtdftan,  To  hasten. 

p  lLXJI^^  ishtdlang,  The  ankle.  Dice. 
A  ishtibdb,  A  making  young. 

A  ishtibdk,  (v.n.8  ofuiLui)  Being  in- 
termingled and  ravelled.  Beingpitchy  dark  (night). 

Being  very  brilliant  (stars).    Darkness.  Doubt. 
A  sUjLiiii^  ishtibdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  «Ju«*)  Being  ob- 

scure, doubtful,  and  ambiguous.  Resembling,  bear- 

ing a  striking  resemblance  to  one  another.  Doubt, 

ambiguity.  Obscurity.  Similitude,  resemblance, 

p  i\JxJ^\  jj,  bt  ishtibdh.  Without  doubt.  i^JJi 

»Ulii»^  hal^n  falah-ishtibdh,  A  citadel  resembling 

heaven,  high  as  the  firmament 
A  ishtibdlii,  Suspicious,  doubtful. 

A  Hm**]  ashtat,  A  general  name  given  to  the  col- 
lectors and  reporters  of  traditions,  natives  of  Isfahan. 

A^l^^^  ishtijdr,  (v.  n.  8  of^^s^^)  Putting  the 
hand  to  the  chin,  and  leaning  on  the  elbow.  Being 

intermingled  (spears).  Quarrelling,  opposing  each 
other.  Departing  from  the  eyes  (sleep). 

A  ishtiddd,  (v.  n.  8  of  6^^)  Becoming 

hard  and  strong.  Being  fortified,  confirmed, 

strengthened.  Being  difficult  and  oppressive.  Run- 

ning. Becoming  high  (the  day).  Firmness,  vehe- 
mence, force,  violence,  intensity,  obstinacy. 

A  »^  JsU-SjI  ishtiddh,  (v.  n.  8  of  S^jJo)  Being  asto- 
nished, amazed,  distracted.    Being  employed. 

A  JiJ^\  ashta?;  One  who  has  inverted  and  re- 
laxed eyelids. 

p jjJ^\  ushtur,  A  camel. 
A'^yJ^S  ushturr.  Name  of  a  ShTah  sect  in  Kufa. 
A  AjiJ^\  ishtirds  (v.n.  8  of  jj^)  Buying.  Sell- 

ing. Trade,  barter.  Letting  go  one  thing  to  lay 
hold  of  another. 
p  ushturdba,  A  kind  of  woollen  garment. 



A  l>^^ilM»\  ishtirat,  (v.  n.  8  of  1^^)  Imposing 
conditions,  stipulating. 

A  ishtirqf,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^jut)  Standing 
erect,  upright. 

A  ji\^\ishtirak,(Y.n.  8  of^J^)  Cutting  (raw 
meat)  into  long  strips,  and  drying  (it)  in  the  sun. 

A  L^\pMi\  ishtirak,  (v.  n.8  of  ui)^)  Entering 

into  partnership.  Company,  partnership,  associa- 
tion, participation,  society,  p 

wajhi  ishtirak,  In  a  partnership-way,  by  division. 

A  ̂^J^\  aslitarani,  Name  of  a  king  and  son. 

p  J j^^^  ushturawa,A  kind  of  woollen  garment. 

p  ̂^\jjMt\  ushturhan,  A  camel-driver  or  keeper. 

p  s^X^Jm**]  ushtuThana,  (or  iS\pMi\  ushturaha) 

A  garment  made  of  wool  and  camel's  hair,  worn 
by  the  kings  of  Persia. 

p  ushtur-hin,  Quick-sighted. 

p  ̂\>_J^\  ushtur-'pay,  Penny-royal. 

V  JJs'JmA  ushtur-lthar,  A  thorn  eaten  by  camels. 

V j\^J^\  nshtur-hhwar,  A  serpent.  A  tike, 
camel-louse.    A  thorn  of  which  camels  are  fond. 

J\dyM>\  ushtur-dar,  A  camel-keeper  or  owner, 
one  who  has  the  charge  or  management  of  camels. 

p  «s7t^Mr-(/an,Thekeeping  of  camels. 

p  (J OjlO*>\  Ms/i<Mr-e?/Z, Camel-hearted:  timid, pu- 
sillanimous. Malicious,  revengeful,  sjiiteful. 

p  i^jJlMiS  ushtur-zahra,  Timid,  slow,  languid. 

pj\s-Jl^\  ushtur-ghaz,  Root  of  the  assafoetida. 
p  ushtur-ghan,  Sage,  clary,  or  spurge. 

p  i^JJSlA  ushturak,  A  small  camel.  A  wave. 

p  ̂JluA  ashtar-ka,  A  griffin. 

p  Li/ib.  jl^  J!Mt\  ushtur-gdw-palatig,  The  ca- 
meleopard,  or  giraffe.   (Camel,  cow,  leopard). 

p  ushtur-giya,  A  thorn  eaten  by  camels. 

p  ̂j<pJm\  ushtur-murgh,  The  ostrich. 
Pjyo  ushtur-mur,  (Camel-ant)  An  animal 

in  form  like  an  ant,  in  size  equal  to  a  sheep. 

p  \^Jl!!^\  ?<s/t^Mr-wa,  A  covering  of  camel's  hair. 

p  J\jyZ3\  ushiurrvar,  A  camel's  burden.  Ca- 
mel's hair. 

p  ̂  JluA  ushturugh,  A  herb  eaten  by  camels. 
A  iollalU!j\  ishtitat,  (v.  n.  8  of  loi*)  Giving  an 

unjust  verdict.  Going  a  great  distance  to  pasture. 

A  ishti^b,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-**^)  Over- 
taking any  one  (death). 

A  JljCiSil  ishti^l,  (v.  n.  8  of  J>**»»)  Being  kin- 
dled (a  fire).  Becoming  dry  and  inflamed.  Being 

hoary  (the  head).  Hoariness. 

Aj{3Cm>\  ishtighar,  (v.  n.  8  of ̂t***)  Being  very 
many  (numbers),  and  difficult  to  cast  up.  Exalt- 

ing one's  self  from  pride,  affecting  to  lord  it  over. 
Being  numerous  and  going  to  and  fro.  Being 

confused  (business).    Travelling  far  in  the  desert. 

A  (Jlil^\  ishtighal,  (v.  n.  8  of  ,Jj»*»»)  Occupy- 

ing, employing  one's  self.  Being  kept  employed 
and  diverted.  A  grammatical  form  in  which  the 

object  is  placed  before  the  verb,  but  represented  by 
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a  pronoun  subjoined  to  it :  as,  &'J-^j>o  S>j  zayd  za- 
rahtuhu,  Zayd,  I  smote  him,  for  ^a- 

rahtu  zaydan,  I  smote  Zayd.  Employment. 

A  >laX*»\  ishtrfds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂_^*i»)  Recovering 
health,  being  healed. 

A  i_Jla::^\  isMfaf,  (v.  n.  8  oiCsu^)  Taking 

the  whole  of  any  thing.  Filling  his  girth  (a  ca- 

mel). Doing  (a  thing)  attentively. 

A  ̂j'^SCMi\  ishtihdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂y**)  Deriving 
one  noun  from  another.  Beinc  cloven  asunder. 

Taking  a  half.  Speaking  discursively  and  little  to 

the  purpose  (in  a  debate). 

A  isldihdhiy,  Derivative. 

'1 

A  axldah,  Name  of  a  company  of  tradi- 

tionists  of  the  people  of  Isfahan. 
A  ishtihaj:,  (v.n.  8  ofl^  for _j^)  Wish- 

ing for,  longing  for.  Appetite,  desire,  wish. 

A  (_->l^X;iil  ih-litlhdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  t->y^)  Turning 

gray. 

A  jl^I^i  ishtihdr,  (v.  n.  8  of^^^^)  Publishing, 

divulging,  blazoning  abroad.  Being  published, 

blazoned  abroad.  Being  universally  known.  Fame, 

renown,  celebrity,  reputation,  notice,  publication, 

p  ̂ ^wilii  ishtihdr  ddshtan,To  be  famous. 

ishtah,  Swaddling  clothes. 

A  -f^Kxii^  ishtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of       for  La- 

menting, complaining  of  aches  and  pains.  Making 
a  churn  from  the  skin  of  a  kid.  Suspecting. 

Aj^lui\  ishtihdr,  (v. n.8  of Raining  plen- 
tifully. Being  collected  in  a  large  quantity  in  the 

udder  (milk).  Bringing  forth  small  leaves  called 

shahir  (a  tree).  Bringing  rain  (the  wind). 

Being  intense  (cold  or  heat).  Exciting  one's  self 
greatly  in  running. 

A  Jl^^^  ishtihdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Being  diffi- 
cult, obscure,  intricate. 

A  ishtildf,  (v.  n.  8  of       for  ̂ Li»)  Libe- 

rating, rescuing.  Crying  out,  intreating  to  be  res- 
cued from  difficulty  or  danger. 

ishtaUtuna,  A  sceptre. 

P  |J^\  nshtulum,  Severity,  violence,  oppres- 

sion.   A  forcible  seizure,    (j*^  jJ^^  ushtulum 
hardan,  To  force,  oblige,  conquer,  overcome.  To 

rule,  regulate,  to  rffign  despotically.  To  fight, 

p  pli-i  1  dshtim,  (or  j»i^^)  The  pus  of  a  wound. 
A  OlfUljl  ishtimdt,  The  beginning  of  fatness. 

A  J'lcCi^  ishtimdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  <i-»j-i)  Striking  the 

ewe's  tail  that  she  may  let  him  blissom  (a  ram). 
A  Jl*<ii»\  ishtimdl,  (v.n.  8  of^y^)  Consisting 

of,  comprising,  comprehending,  containing.  Sur- 

rounding, enclosing.  Wrapping  one's  self  up  in  a 
garment.  Making  haste.  Carrying  (a  sword)  un- 

der one's  garment. 
A  ishtimdm,  A  smelling,  a  snuffing  up. 

p  dshtan-gd/i,  A  necessary,  a  privy. 

p_jxCIj1  ashta,  A  finger.  Charcoal.  Ushtu, 
Herbage.  A  finger. 

p  ashtuwd,  A  live  coal.  A  chafing-dish. 
Ushtuwd,  Herbage. 

A  A^xZi\  ishtiivds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_S"^)  Roasting, 
or  procuring  roast.     Being  roasted, 

p  w^^jImj^  ushtumdna,  A  finger-ring, 
p  t>jli\  ashtamad,  Name  of  the  second  of  the 

five  intercalary  days  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

p  ashium,  Pease-haulm  or  straw.  A  be- 
som of  the  same. 

p  i ̂ kui !  dshtuh,  (  8 ashtuh,  Xj^^^  ashturci), 
A  bitter  thorny  plant,  of  which  camels  are  fond. 

mtW*  ishtihdr  shudan,  To  be  famous,  con- 
spicuous, known,  noted,  notorious,  clear,  evident. 

ishtihdr  /?ar6?a??,To  publish, proclaim. 

J  1.^X1^^  S^Mij^  hhwurshed-ishtihdr,C\earasihesnn. 
p  «>*\3  jV.,^I.;<;i»^  ishtihar-ndma,  A  proclamation. 
p  dshti,  Peace,  concord,  reconciliation. 

A  ishtiydh,  (v. n.8  of         for  i_»>^) 

Being  mixed. 
A  jUjoi»\  ishtiydz,  (v.  n.  8  of  iiy*»)  Putting  on 

a  turban,  girding  one's  head  with  a  turban-sash. 
a,Iju«»\  ishtiydr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjiut  for^yi*)  Col- 

lecting honey  from  a  hive. 

Aj\l'^\  ishtisdz,  (v.n.  8  o^yZt)  Being  fright- 
ened and  running  away. 

A  I  ishtiydf,  (v.  n.  8  of  1  for  <^y^) 

Looking  with  out-stretched  neck.  Watching  (the 

lightning)  to  discover  whether  it  will  rain.  Be- 
coming thick  or  rough  (a  sore  place  or  Avound). 

A  ̂^Jk^^  ishtiydh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jU*  for  Jj^w) 

Wishing,  longing,  desiring  (to  see  any  absent  per- 

son or  thing),  p  (J'^/^  ijW**"^  ishtiydh  hardan, 
To  desire.  ̂ ^^yCL/^^  j  J^^^^^  t^'"'^"* 
tiydk  u  mahahhat  hardan,  To  express  love  and 

affection  (at  the  beginning  of  letters). 
p  iuolj  ishtiydk-ndma.  Letters  expres- 

sive of  desire  or  affection. 

A  J^J^^^  ishtiydl,  (v.  n.  8  of  JU*  for  J_y^ ) 

Lifting  up  (a  pitcher).  Happening,  occurring. 

Being  exposed.  Opposing,  hindering.  Reviling. 
A  ishtiydm,  (v.  n.  8  of         for  ̂ _^) 

Entering  into. 

A  (jlL:*^*!  ishtisdn,  A  proposing,  an  intending. 
A  Xj::^^  ash  tiyat,  (pi.  of  ̂b;-*  shitds)  Winters. 

p  tji^  dshti-khtvdra.  Sweetmeats  sent 
from  one  to  another  on  a  reconciliation. 

p  j»juj^\  ashthn.  Pus,  matter.  Drawers. p  eSiMt  \  dshtina.  An  egg. 

A  ̂ \  ushshaj.  Gum  ammoniac. 
A   "JmS  ashajj,  Broken-headed. 
A  ̂\&^^  ishjd^,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  _j^)  Over- 

powering, overcoming  by  force.  Making  sad. 
Causing  to  leap  for  joy. 

A  iU^**^  ishjdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  tW**)  Raining  gently. 
Injuring.  Being  severe  upon.  Ending,  taking  up 

after  raining  heavilv. 

Ajls.*^'  ashjar,  (pi.  of         shajr)  Moutlis. 
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Chins,  (pi.  oijs^  shajar)  Trees.  Ishjar,  (v.  n. 

4  of^*^)  Abounding  in  or  producing  trees. 

A  ̂jW***^  asJijan,  (pi.  of  ̂ JS^  shajan)  Neces- 
sary things.  Anxieties,  griefs,  pains.  Ishjan,  (v. 

n.  4  of  (^;^)  Grieving,  afflicting.  Having  ripe 
stalks  (a  vine). 

Aj^^  ashjar,  Abounding  in  trees,  woody. 
More  or  roost  abundant  in  trees,  more  woody. 

A  ashja^  More  or  most  brave,  active,  or 
nimble.  Intrepid,  brave,  warlike.  Long,  tall.  A 

lion.  A  serpent.  Fortune.  Time.  Ishja^ov  ashja^ 

(pi.  ashaji^  The  root  or  joint  of  the  finger 
next  to  the  hand ;  (the  third  joint  of  the  finger  and 
second  of  the  thumb).  ^ 

A  'ijf^^  ashji^t,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^)  Bold,  brave. 

A  (j^^  ashjagh,  Advancing  (camel). 
A  A^\sh-haf,{y.nAoi\^  for^*^) Opening. 
A  *\.^?^^  ashihha^,  (pi.  of  shahili)  Ava- 

ricious men,  misers. 

A  il^^  ish-haz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Sharpening, 
whetting  (a  knife). 

A  ̂J«la£^^  ash-has,  (pi.  of  [jio^  shahs)  Sheep 
giving  no  milk  ;  also  fat  and  barren.  Ish-has,  (v. 

n.  4  of  i^jA^)  Tiring,  fatiguing.  Banishing. 

A  IjIss^^  ish-hat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ia^)  Removing, 
putting  to  a  distance. 

A  jftls::^^  ish-ham,  A  giving  of  fat  to  eat. 
A  (jW^^  as/i-/mw,Passionate,angiy,  testy.  Sad. 

Ish-hdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^**)  Filling  (a  city  with  ca- 
valry). Beginning  to  blubber  (a  boy).  Putting  a 

sword  in  a  sheath.  Drawing  a  sword.  Preparing 

to  shoot  (an  arrow).  _ 

A         ashihhat,  (pi.  of         shahth)  Misers. 

A  j'*^^.^  ash-ham,  More  fu"ll  of  fat,  lard,  or  pulp. 
A  ̂̂ ^^^  ash-ha',  Passionate,  angry  (woman). 
A  iliti^^  ishhhaz,  (v.  n.4  of  not  used)  In- 

stigating_(a  dog),  setting  (him)  on. 

Pjla^^  ashhhar,  Potash.    Sal  ammoniac. 

A  ̂j*ils£^^  ishhhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j"s£^)  Slander- 
ing, calumniating.  Putting  on  a  sour  countenance 

in  conversation. 

A  [^\^^  ashhhas,  (or  (^jas^  ashkhus)  (pi. 

of  (_>asfc*'  shakhs)  Persons,  bodies.  Individuals. 
Shapes,  figures.  Ishhhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^ja^)  Send- 

ing from  place  to  place.  Disturbing,  making  rest- 

less. Carrying  away.  Speaking  evil  of  one  absent. 

Tearing  up  from  its  place.  Passing  above  the  mark 

(an  arrow).  Being  arrived  (the  hour  for  setting 
out  on  a  journey). 

A  ̂ U^'  ishhham,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»s£^)  Turning sour  (milk). 

p  joli-      I  as/i-Ma;2a,  A  kitchen,  a  cook's  shop. 

A^^  ashkhar.  The  gum-bearing  tree  ̂ ishar. 
A  ,.s£^^  ashhham,  Shining(hair).  Unproductive 

(ground).  (An  ass)  black  in  the  head  and  muzzle. 

A  ushhhub,  The  sound  made  in  milking. 

p  lijj^^  i-'^Miun,  A  plant.    A  sort  of  dock. 

A  (^jidusfc**  ishhhis,  A  sort  of  mezereon. 

A  |,lfis^**^  ishhhimam,  (v.  n.  11  of  pS?**)  Being 
intermingled  (fresh  and  withered  plants). 

A  iV»>  I  ashadcl.  Name  of  a  brother  of  Joseph. 
A  ashadcl,  More  or  most  vehement,  strong, 

bold,  severe.  Stronger,  strongest.  Name  of  a 
brother  of  Joseph.  Ashudd  or  ushudd,  Strength 

and  powers  (particularly  applied  to  a  young  man 
between  eighteen  and  thirty). 

A  ishduf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂iX-S*  for  jiiJu)  Be- 
coming a  skilful  singer. 

A  >\3wii\  ashiddaf,(ji\.  of  JO,(Xw>  shaduV)  Strong, 

brave,  bold,  vehement,  violent,  severe,  rigorous. 

A  ishddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  SJ^)  Possessing  a 
strong  beast.     Imparting  strength,  invigorating. 

A  (  ishddf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (  >d<^)  Being 
dark  (the  night). 

A  ̂jliXii*^  ashdah,  (pi.  of  ̂ S^  shidk  or  shadk) 
Corners  of  the  mouth,  chops.     Sides  of  a  valley. 

A  ishddn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^<^)  Having  her 
fawn  strong  and  independent  of  herself  (a  doe). 

A  ishddh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 6^*)  Stupefying. 

A  ashdah,  Ample,  large,  capacious,  wide. 

A  ̂li-i*^  ashdakh,  (A  horse)  marked  down the  face  with  a  streak  of  white.    A  lion. 

A  (  ashdaf,  Left-handed.  Wry-cheeked. 
DifEcult,  disastrous.  (A  horse)  that  leans  to  one 

side  from  fatigue.  (A  camel)  that  goes  crosswise 
from  friskiness.    Bulky  (horse). 

A  JjiXii^  ashdah.  Eloquent  (orator). 

A  ishzds,  (v.  n.  4  of        for  jii««*)  Re- 
moving afar  off,  putting  to  a  distance. 

A  u«J^3«ji>^  ashzab,(Tp\.  of  (_->iS*o  shazab)  House- 
hold goods.  Bits  of  wood,  dry  branches  or  barks 

of  trees.    Remains  of  fodder. 

A  'd\^Mi\  ishzdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  dJ**)  Putting  by  it- 
self. Employing  any  unusual  form  of  speech. 

Removing  far  off,  putting  to  a  distance. 
A  dshir.  The  jagged  parts  of  the  legs  of  a 

locust,  the  knob  at  the  end  of  his  tail,  in  which 

there  are  two  crooked  claws,  iand  in  general  what 

he  corrodes  or  saws  with.    A  sawyer. 

A  j^'S  ashara,  (fut.^^b  ya^sharu)  He  sawed. 
A ashira,  (fut. jJ^hyassharu)  He  exulted. 

A jZi]  ashr,  (v.  n.  of  Sawing.  Notching  or 
sharpening  (saw  or  teeth).  Ashar,  (v.  n.  oijZ*\) 

Exulting,  rejoicing,  triumphing.  Being  proud 
and  insolent.  Exultation,  excessive  joy,  insolence, 

sauciness,  frowardness,  petulance.  Ashir,  ashur, 

ash?;  or  ashar,  (pi.  f^jjZA  ashiruna  or  ashuruna) 

Exulting,  rejoicing,  sprightly.  Proud,  insolent. 

Ashur,  The  jagged  grooves  or  notches  of  the  teeth. 
The  teeth  of  a  sickle.  TJshur  and  ushar, 

ushur)  A  notch  or  indentation  in  the  teeth  (either 

from  nature  or  from  wear).  ̂-^^ 
viinjal,  The  teeth  of  a  reaping  hook, ^}^'^  ushiiru'l 

Aj^\  asharr,  (little  used)  Worse,  worst. 

A  Ajui\  ashrds,  (pi  of  Ifj^  shara')  Sides,  quar- 
ters, districts.  Ishrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ JJ^)  Flashing 

repeatedly  (lightning).  Filling  (a  dish,  vessel,  or 

pond).  Causing  to  incline,  bending.  Being  open 

and  staring  (a  camel's  coat ).     Stirring  up  strife. 
A  ashirras,  (pi.  of  jij^)  Wicked,  bad. 
A  ishrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  t--^)  Thirsting. 

Giving  drink,  watering  (cattle).  Causing  to  im- 
bibe, imbuing.  Arriving  (the  hour  of  drinking). 

Drinking  water.  Imputing,  ascribing,  telling  a  lie 

against,  charging  falsely.  Making  deep  (a  colour). 

(One  colour)  being  mixed  with  or  imbibing  that 
of  another.  Being  received  into  the  heart  (love). 

Putting  a  rope  round  the  neck.  Giving  every  male 

camel  a  female.  Possessing  camels,  whether  sa- 
tiated with  water,  or  thirsty.  Admixture,  {^j^^ 

^  le  ashrahani  md  lam  ashrib.  He  imputed to  me  that  which  I  did  not. 

A  ̂ j^^  ashrdj,  (pi.  of  i^j^  sharaj)  Strings, 
thongs,  or  chains  for  fastening  pormanteaus ;  also 

the  loops  or  ouches  through  which  those  ligaments 

pass.   Ishrdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  Drawing  together 

(a  wallet).     Coalescing,  mixing. 
A  ishrdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j^)  Driving  away. 

Aj\jJm\  ashrdr,  (pi.  of  sharir)  Wicked, 
criminal,  sinful.  Ishrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  J!m>)  Calling 

another  a  rascal.  Hanging  or  exposing  to  the  air 
to  dry.    Disclosing  (any  thing). 

A  ishrdrat,  {jp\.j>JJm\  ashdrir)  A  per- 
forated wooden  vessel,  or  one  made  of  plaited 

rushes  or  reeds,  into  which  they  put  cream  or  sour 

milk,  after  the  whey  is  strained  off ;  which,  with 

the  addition  of  salt,  is  then  exposed  to  the  sun, 

and  preserved  for  winter  use.  Flesh  dried  in  the 

sun.    A  large  herd  of  camels. 

Aj\j^\  ishrdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^^)  Throwing  into 
inextricable  difficulty. 

A  ashrds,  A  kind  of  shoemaker's  glue. 
Ishrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_)*>^)  Having  cattle  feeding 

on  the  herb  (^j***  shirs. 

p  (^SjImS  ishrds.  Shoemaker's  or  binder's  paste. 
A  )a\jui\  ashrdt,  (pi.  of  lojZt  shart)  Mean,  low, 

base,  vile.  (pi.  of  sharat)  Signs  or  marks 

(by  which  men  or  cattle  are  distinguished,  taken 
either  in  a  good  or  bad  sense).  Nobles,  grandees. 

Three  stars  in  the  head  of  Aries,  two  bright  and 

one  small.     &S'L*J\  ashrdtu 's  sd^t.  Signs 
of  the  last  hour,  or  of  the  end  of  the  world. 

ashrdtu  'I  kamm.  Nobles  of  the  people.  1>^\ 

J\4^  ashrdtu'l  mdl,  The  meanest  parts  of  property 
or  flock.  Ishrdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  Marking  cattle 

and  sending  them  to  be  sold.  Binding,  compelling 

by  law.  Expediting  (an  ambassador).  Preparing, 

making  ready.    Marking,  designating. 

A  ashrdj,  (pi.  oi 'sS-j^  shara^t)  Ships, 
sail.  Verandas,  porticoes,  covered  galleries.  Ish- 

rdj (v.  n.  4  of         Opening  (a  door)  upon  a  road. 



Making  (a  Avay)  clear.  Pointing  (a  spear  atone). 

A  I  '9\jJ*t\  ashraf,  (pi.  of  i—A?^  sharif)  No- 
bles, grandees,  gentlemen,  men  of  high  extraction. 

The  ears  and  nose.   ̂ \J^\  j  a^un  ii  ash- 
raf, Chiefs  and  nobles.  Ishraf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— i^) 

Being  high,  exalted.  Mounting,  ascending.  Look- 
ing down  from  an  eminence.  Being  near,  at  the 

point  of.    Compassionating,  pitying. 

A  j)/-*^  ishrak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jj^)  Rising  (the 
sun).  Shining,  flashing,  being  brilliant,  beautiful. 

Entering  into  the  sunshine.  Being  tall  (a  palm- 
tree).  Bearing  unripe  dates.  Dyeing  deeply  (a 

garment).  Causing  (one)  to  choke  with  vexation. 

Splendour,  lustre,  refulgence,  radiance. 

A  CJi^\yj»\  ishrahat,  Rays,  refulgences. 

A  ijy]/**^  ishrakm,  The  Platonists. 

A  ashrali,  (pi.  of  (-dJ^  shirli)  Commu- 
nions, companies.  Religions  in  which  a  plurality 

of  persons  in  the  Godhead  is  maintained,  (pi.  of 

(.ib^  shartk)  Companions,  partners,  associates  in 

trade.  Ishrak,  (v.  n.  4  of  '^j>*>)  Taking  a  partner 

(t.ib_^  sharVi).  Giving  companions  to  God,  i.  e. 
believing  in  the  Trinity,  which  the  Muhammadans 

consider  as  infidelity.  Sharing,  making  common. 

Putting  straps  (cdJ^^  shirah)  to  one's  shoes. 

A  (j^^^  as/tmw,  (pi.  (J" ashra',  ̂ ^ JJ^A  asha- 

rd"  and  ws/mra')  Exulting,  joyous.  Proud, insolent. 

A  'iiyM\ashribat,  (pi.  of  L-^)_j^)  Drinks,  syrups. 
A  ashirat,  Sawed,  split  (wood). 

A  'ijuiS  as/waf,  Exultation,  sauciness,  petulance. 
Ushrat,  The  jagged  part  ofalocust's  leg,  or  knob  at 
the  end  of  his  tail,  where  are  placed  two  crooked 
claws. 

A  ̂ j^^  ashraj,  A  horse  which  has  one  testicle 
larger  than  another. 

A  (  'i\JL>-j^\  ishrihfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  fts-^i*  Q) 
Preparing  for  battle.  Making  haste.  Being  light. 

p  )^i^j**>  I  ashurdan,  To  bruise.  To  knead.  To 
bake.    To  wash. 

A  ashras.  Perverse,  stubborn,  wayward, 

intractable.  Bold  in  battle.     A  lion.  Adversity. 

A  )o^\ashrat,  More  or  most  vile  or  worthless. 

•    A  ̂ j^^  ashraj  (A  nose)  whose  tip  is  extended. 

A  'iS-j^\  ashri^it,  (pi.  of  shira^)  Sails  of 
ships.  The  necks  of  camels.  Strings  of  bows  and 

musical  instruments  (in  their  tense  state). 

A  ashraf.  More  or  most  noble.  High 

(shoulder).  A  bat.  O^jisi^^  u-S^l  ashraf u'l 
mahhWiat,1\\e  most  noble  of  creatures,  i.e.  man. 

p  ashraf  I,  An  old  Spanish  coin,  worth 
about  4  shillings,  or  7  reals.  The  gold  muhr  of 

Hindustan  is  valued  at  16  sicca  rupees ;  and  the 

intrinsic  value  of  that  coined  at  Calcutta  is  esti- 

mated at  \l.  lis.  8c?.,  and  the  gold  of  it  is  better 

than  English  standard  gold  by  5s.  in  the  ounce,  or 

about  ̂ .  By  the  Regulations  of  1793,  it  should 

weigh  190,894  grains  (troy). 
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A  ashruh,  (pi.  of  cdJ^)  Shoe-latchets. 

A  ̂j^^  ash  rain.  Cut  in  the  nose. 
A  ash7-a',  (pi.  of  ̂ j|^\)  Lively,  joyous. 
A  ishrifbah,  (v.  n.  11  of  l_->^)  Look- 

ing with  outstretched  neck,  or  ascending  an  emi- 

nence in  order  to  get  a  look  or  bird's  eye  view. 

A  bJ>j***\  ashriyat,  (pi.  of        s/wm')  Bargains. 
A  Af>ju»\  viliriras,  (v.  n.  12  of  (^j***)  Being 

agitated,  disturbed;  shaking,  tottering. 

A  j3)^j***^  «s/trira/i,  The  being  drowned  in  tears. 

A  jijj^^  ashzar,  Milk  of  a  reddish  hue. 

A  «s/isa^,(pl.of  ̂ *«*»»s/ws^)  Shoe-strings. 

Ishsu^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ Zi)  Putting  strings  to  shoes. 
A  ̂Lojjj^  isltsas,  (v.n.4  of  for ̂ j^ouu)  Look- 

ing up,  fixing  the  eye. 
A  L-->l«adJ*\  ashsab,  (pi.  of  v_ shisb^  Adver- 

sities. Barren  (seasons).  Lots,  chances,  portions. 

Iskscih,  (v.n.  4  of  u-**aji»>)  Making  uncomfortable. 

AjLa*i»\  ashsar,  (pi.  of  j^aZ*  shasar,  or  jjO^ 
s/taseV)  Young  deer  when  their  horns  begin  to  appear. 

A  i^\jaMi\  ishsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J2a«*)  Putting  to 

a  distance.  Denying,  refusing,  prohibiting,  hin- 
dering. Giving  little  milk  (a  camel). 

A  ̂UoMi^  ashtas,  (pi.  of  Aom*  shati)  Suckers, 

shoots.  Summits.  /.^A^a^^,  (v.  n.  4  of  \1j^)  Shoot- 
ing forth  suckers,  leaves,  or  blades.  Growing  up 

and  taking  after  (his)  father  (a  boy). 

A  l?Ua>i)^  iahtaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  la>i>)  Giving  an  un- 
just sentence.  Tyrannizing.  Exceeding  just  bounds. 

Goingdeep,  advancingfar  (insearch  of  something). 
Travelling  in  a  desert. 

A  ̂jUajiii^  ashtan,  (pi.  of  shatan)  Long 

ropes.  Ishtan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^^ajL)  Putting  far  off". 
A  Ji!iJ^\  ashtur,  (pi.  of^a^  shatr^Vaxis,  halves. 

Sides,  tracts.  Jbdi\ J^aJ^\  c^k>-  halaha  ashtura'd 
dahr,  He  has  milked  both  teats  of  fortune,  e.  he 

has  experienced  good  and  ill  luck. 

A  ̂l]a^\  ishzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  j_^a**>)  Hurting  the 
small  bones  or  sinews  of  the  elliows  or  knees. 

A  li>Uaji»\  ishzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  la^)  Fastening  the 

mouth  of  a  sack  with  a  crooked  billet.  Driving 

away,  scattering.  Having  a  priapism.  Cocking 
his  tail  or  carrying  it  straight  (a  camel). 

A  &li«>\  ashizzat,  (pl.ofiiUa^  shizaz)  Crooked 

billets  for  fastening  the  mouths  of  sacks,  or  making 

tight  the  ropes  with  which  loads  are  fastened. 

A  ish^u,  (v.  n.  4  of       for_j*«j)  Taking 
thought  for,  minding,  attending  to,  being  concerned 

about.  Sympathizing  with.  Sending  forth  pre- 
datory bands  in  all  directions. 

A  l-.'Ik-j^  ish^b,  (v.  n.  4  of  (--**«»)  Dying. 

Leaving  one's  friends,  parting  with  them  for  ever. 

Aj^jtZA  ash^ir,  (pi.  oi yiZi  sha^)  Hairs  (of  a 
man  or  of  abeast).  (pi.  of jM  shi^)  Poesy,  poems, 

verses.  Sciences.  Ish^r,  (v.  n.  4  of  Making 
known,  informing,  acquainting.  Using  a  symbol, 

sign,  or  watchword.  Calling  out  the  watchword  to 
2c 

each  other.  Engrossing  the  mind  (care),  envelop- 
ing the  soul.  J oining,  cementing,  causing  to  stick. 

Fixing  a  round  knob  on  the  end  of  a  knife-handle. 
Casting  a  hairy  foetus  (a  camel).  Lining  (a  boot) 
with  hair.  Being  hairy  (an  embryo,  or  a  part  of 

the  body).  Putting  on  another  the  inner  garment 

calledjlstii*  shi^r.  Marking  a  camel  destined  to 
be  sacrificed  at  Mecca  (which  is  done  by  cutting  or 
piercing  the  skin  till  the  blood  appears).  Killing 

(a  king).   Speaking  poetry. 

A  ish^^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Scattering  urine 
from  side  to  side  (a  camel).  Darting  forth  rays 

(the  sun).  Coming  into  ear  (grain).  Having  the 

grains  compact  (an  ear  of  corn). 

A  JU(i*\  ish^l,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jjfc«>)  Setting  on  fire, 
kindling,inflaming.  Bedaubing  (cam els)with pitch. 

Scattering  (camels).  Sending  out  predatory  horse 

in  every  direction.  Being  spread  about,  or  dispersed 

over  a  district  of  country,  when  making  an  excur- 

sion against  the  enemy,  in  order  to  render  the  attack 

general.  Leaking  on  every  side(water  from  aleathern 

bag).  Gushing  violently  (blood  from  a  wound). 
Flowing  plentifully  (tears).  Watering  abundantly. 

fsh^u,(Y. n. 4  of  (^*ji»)  Catching,  seiz- 

ing (an  opponent)  by  the  forelock. 
A  ash^h,  (pi.  shu^)  (A  goat) 

having  the  horns  distant  from  each  other,  also  hav- 

ing the  hips  asunder.  Name  of  a  certain  miser 
whose  name  has  become  a  proverb. 

A  ash^s,  (pi.  iS^it'iM  shu^)  One  whose 
hair  is  dishevelled  and  soiled  with  dust.  The  pros- 

odial  foot  Sij  watad.  The  plant  buhma'  when 
dry.  Uncurried  (horse). 

A  ash^r,  More  happily  poetical,  a  better 

poet.  (jA.jk.Jm  shu^-)  Flesh  growing  under  the 

nails.  A  kind  of  wart  growing  between  a  sheep's 
claws.  (\)\.jS'\J^\  asha^r)  Very  haiiy.  Hair  about 

the  hoofs  of  cattle.  The  lip  of  a  camel's  vulva. 

A  'ij3M\  ashirat,  (pi.  of  shi^r)  Shirts, 
shifts,  or  under  garments.  Sheets.  Horse-cloths. 

Signs,  badges,  symbols :  vt^atchwords,  pass-paroles. 
Deaths.  Trees  (with  thick  intricate  branches).  Hairs. 

A  t^*^^ ash^iriy, (pi . 's^l«i>\ asha^rat) Name of  a  celebrated  Musulman  doctor,  whose  disciples 

are  called  Ashariyiin. 

A  ash^l,  White-tailed  (horse). 

A  JiLtJi^  ish^lal,  (v.  n.  9  of  Jjw*)  Being  par- 

tially white  about  the  tail  (a  horse)  Staring,  stick- 

ing up  (hair  on  the  body,  coat  of  a  beast). 

A  d^Jm]  ashi^^t,  (pi.  of  shu^^  and  ̂ Ixmj 

shu^t^  Rays,  sunbeams.   Lights,  splendours. 
A  IjoK^l  ish^ya,  Isaiah  the  prophet. 

A  (J^}j^3hIm\  ish^lal,  (v.n.  11  of  (Jj*/^)  Having 
white  on  the  tail  and  forelocks  (a  horse).  Having 

the  hair  (erect). 

A  ̂jljJk«^l  isli^nan,  (v.  n.  11  of  (j*^)  Being 
dishevelled  (the  hair). 



A  fi\kuJ\  islighas,  (v.n.  4  oflxiij  foi"_jiJj)  Oppos- 

ing, resisting.  Letting  one's  urine  fall  drop  by  drop. 
AjU^^  ishghar,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^)  Being  distant 

from  the  highway  (a  house,  a  watering-place,  or  a 

company  of  travellers).  Lifting  up  (a  woman's)  leg. 
Being  intricate  and  perplexing  (an  account).  Being 

widely  extended  and  on  a  great  scale  (warfare). 

A  JIA«j^  ashghal,  (pi.  of  shughl)  Affairs, 

employments,  occupations,  businesses.  Ishghdl, 

(v.  n.  4  of  J^)  Employing,  keeping  occupied. 

p ji-il  tcshghm^,  A  porcupine. 
A  ashghal,  More  or  most  employed,  busy. 

lAkZA  I/O  ma  ashghalahu,  Hoav  occupied  he  is  ! 

A  d.!!_jstji»\  ushghulat,  Occupation,  employ.  Any 
thing  which  hinders,  or  keeps  a  person  employed. 

A  ashgha',  One  who  has  redundant,  dis- 
torted, or  unequal  teeth, 

A  \.s.J^\  ishfd,  A  saddler's  needle,  cobbler's  awl. 

A  f^\JiMj\  ashfcu,  (pi.  of  lajiJj  shafa')  Small  re- 
mains (of  life).  Extremities,  edges,  sides,  borders. 

Ishfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  Being  on  the  brink  of  any 

thing,  at  the  point  of  (death).  Administering  a  me- 
dicine by  which  health  may  be  restored.  Freeing 

from  disease,  imparting  health,  healing,  curing. 

Aj\aJ*i>\  ashfar,  (pi.  oijSJ^  shafr  or  shufr)  Mar- 
gins, sides.    Edges  of  eye-lids.    Labra  vulvae. 

A  I  jlaiol  ishfaf,  (v.  n.  4  ofu^-^)  Preferring 
one  to  another.    Augmenting:.  Diminishintj. 

A  Jjlnio\  ashfdh,  (pi.  of  ̂ji^t  shafak)  Compas- 
sions, kindnesses,  favours.  Crepuscles,  twilights. 

Coasts,  shores.  Ishfdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,j^)  Com- 
passionating, pitying.  Fearing,  being  cautious  of 

each  other.  Being  affectionately  solicitous  about. 

Making  small,  diminishing,  v yJ3\  ̂^sJ^\  ish/dh- 
angez,  Inspiring  pity  or  sympathy. 

p  ̂j;i«oUaj!i>  1  dshuftdnidan,  To  confound,  dis- 
turb, make  mad,  or  crazy. 

Aj\j^SiZi\  ishfitrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂psJji  Q)  Being 
divided,  scattered.  Being  broken  (a  stick).  Being 

widely  diffused  (the  light  of  a  lamp).  Dispersion. 

p  ̂^'^Sun\  dshuftagl,  Perturbation,  consterna- 
tion, confusion,  contention,disquietude,disturbance, 

tumult,  commotion,  disorder. 

p  iJ^La^T  dshuftan,  To  disturb,  or  be  disturbed. 
To  become  foolish,  distracted,  confounded,  ena- 

moured, insane, amazed,  astonished,  thunderstruck, 

wretched,  miserable.    To  change,  alter. 

p  iChZi  I  dshufta,  Enamoured,  mad,confounded. 

ikisun\  dshufta  shudan,  To  be  distracted. 

(ji^^eCiJjT  dshufta  kardan,  To  distract,  to  disturb. 

iCLQjjl  <J^^  Mtabati  dshufta,  Illegible  writing. 

p  (J Is*  «>;;ajJ*t  dshufta-hdl,  In  a  distressed  state. 

p dshufta-hhdtir,  Disturbed  in 
mind,  distressed. 

p  iCh.^  1  dslmfta-rumiydn,  A  live  coal. 

pjxo  jCOjL  1  dshufta-maghz,  Brain-sick. 
p  iCsS^]  dshufta-muy,  (by  some  moy) 
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Having  dishevelled  hair. 

A  ̂^^\  ashfa^  Tall  of  stature. 
p  iXla^^  ashfand,  Name  of  a  district  of  NishabQr. 

A  ashfa\  More  or  most  powerful,  effica- 

cious, medicinal,  or  salutary.  Most  skilful  in  me- 
dicine. (A  man)  whose  lips  do  not  close.  Ishfa. , 

(pi.  (3^^  ashdf'i)  A  cobbler's  awl;  a  large  needle. 
A  SLiiil  ashfiyat,  (jA.of  f^^SiZ>  shifdi)  Medicines. 
p         ushah.  Gum  ammoniac,  galbanum. 

A  ushshah.  Gum  ammoniac. 

A  ashahh,  More  or  most  difficult  and  trou- 

blesome. (A  horse)  taking  the  lead  in  a  race,  run- 
ning right  and  left.  (A  horse)  wide  between  the 

haunches.  Long  (horse). 

A  ishhdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  la-*  foryLi*)  Ren- 
dering miserable.  Combing  the  hair. 

A  ashihhds,(^\.  of  ̂ j^su^ s/ta/«/{)Brothers. 

A  ̂IjLii^asA^a/i,  Dogs' posteriors  or  chops.  Ish- 
hdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *^)  Removing  (one)  to  a  distance. 
Beginning  to  redden  (dates).  Going  to  a  distance. 

Bearing  dates  beginning  to  redden  (a  palm-tree). 
A  ilKjii^  ishkdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  jiLi*)  Driving  away. 

A  ̂ULii^  ashkdhul.  The  root  of  an  Indian  tree. 

Ishhdhul,  A  species  of  wild  carrot. 

A  ishkdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^jS^)  Having  small 

property.   Giving  sparingly. 

A  8liL2j\  ishhdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  &il>i»  not  used)  Turn- 
ing colour  (unripe  dates). 

A  ̂ Mt\  ashkah.  Of  a  bright  red.  A  reddening, 
ripening  date. 

A  jiul»^  ashhar.  Of  a  fine  bright  red.  Chesnut 
(horse)  whose  mane  and  tail  are  of  the  same  colour. 

Ruddy-complexioned.  Glutinous,  viscous  (blood). 

aJ\^^\  ishhirdr,  (v.  n.  9  of  Being  of  a 
bright  red  or  light  chesnut  colour. 

G  ̂^y>pjiun\  ashhardiyun.  Wild  garlic. 
p  ijSuMS  ashhara.  An  extinguished  fire-brand. 
A  AJf^^\  ashhiydf,  (pi.  of  J^^^  shahiy)  Poor, 

miserable.     Robbers,  thieves,  felons,  criminals. 

p  ashh,  A  tear.  A  drop.  Devout,  pious. 

Name  of  the  first  king  of  the  Ashkaniyan  dynasty 

of  Persian  monarchs,  supposed  by  some  to  be  a 

grandson  of  that  Darius  who  was  defeated  by 

Alexander.  He  is  by  others  called  Arshak,  from 

whence,  according  to  them,  the  Arsacides  took 

their  family  surname.  ̂   asliki  talkh,  Bitter 
tears.    Wine.    i^X^^  ashki  hhunin,  Tears 

of  blood.  i^>jXui  \  !U\  ashki  shirin,  (or  (.dlMi^ 
u->^  ashki  tarab)  Tears  of  joy. 

ishkas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Putting  forth 

branches  (a  tree),  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂^)  Finding 
one  sick  or  corpplaining.  Occasioning  complaints, 

forcing  one  to  complain,  adding  to  his  troubles. 

Putting  a  stop  to,  or  checking  complaints,  either 

by  soothing  or  chiding.  Receiving  from  any  one 

something  to  put  a  stop  to  the  complaints  of  another. 

islikad,  (v.  n.  4  of  d^Zt^  Giving.  Ac- 

quiring  or  possessing  bad  cattle. 

vj^^\    dshkdr,  dslikdrd  or  tJ^ZA 
dskhdra)  Clear,  evident,  manifest,  open,  public. 

ishkdr,J'Tej, game.  Hunting, the  chase. 
Ishkar,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ )  Being  full  (the 

udder).  Bearing ji^J^  shaklr  (a  palm,  other  tree, 

or  vine).    Having  camels  yielding  much  milk. 

p  j^^l^jiol  dshkdragi.  Publicity. 
p  5_j\5»2k>l  dsh-kdra,  A  cook. 
p  ishkdri,  A  hunter,  sportsman,  fowler. 

A  ishka^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂>^)  Enraging. 
Vexing,  annoying,  wearying,  disgusting. 

A  ashhdl,  (pi.  of         shahl)  Forms,  fi- 

gures, shapes,  semblances.  Obscure,  doubtful,  in- 
tricate matters.  Ear-rings  made  of  pearls  or  pieces 

of  silver  resembling  each  other.  Ishkdl,  (v.  n.  4 

of  ij^)  Being  difficult,  obscure,  intricate.  Com- 
ing to  maturity  (dates,  &c.).  Having  a  redness  in 

the  eyes.  Clearing  (a  book)  of  all  obscurities  and 
difficulties.  Marking  Arabic  letters  with  vowels, 
or  diacritical  points. 

A  ̂̂ J^\  ishkdm.,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»^)  Remunera- 
ting, rewarding. 

ashkaniydn.  The  family  name  of  the 
third  dynasty  of  Persian  kings,  who  reigned  after 
Alexander  the  Great  for  about  160  years. 

p  O^ijl^jij^  ashhdwand,  A  mountain  in  Sistan. 

ishhdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  &5w^)  Being  diffi- 
cult and  obscure. 

ashk-bar,  Shedding  tears,  tears  falling. 
>!SiV.ii  didad  ashk-bar,  Weeping  eyes. 

ashk-bdr  shudan.  To  melt  into  tears. 

p  (_j^Lilij\  ashk-bdrl,  Weeping. 
p       j-S^\  ashhbus,  A  hero  killed  by  Rustam. 

p  tj^Jii\  ishkira,  A  hunting-hawk. 
Aj^\  ushkuzz,  A  girth,  belt,  surcingle  (of 

white  leather),  with  which  a  saddle  is  fastened. 

p  i^/^^-^llii  ishkastan.  To  break,  bruise,  squeeze. 

p  ashhash,  Name  of  an  ancient  hero. 

p  iJi^Si^J^\  ashkift,  Surprise.  Ishkaft,  A  cave. 

p  &iSwi\  ishkufa,  A  blossom,  bud.  Vomiting. 

A  (J^Mi^  ashhal,  The  mountain  lote-tree.  White- 
thighed  (sheep).  Reddish-eyed  (man).  Anything 
which  has  red  and  white  mixed.  Any  thing  white 

with  an  inclination  to  red  and  black.  (A  camel) 

whose  dark  colour  has  a  mixture  of  red  in  it.  More 

or  most  resembling.  (Jli*»^  mds  ashhal,  Water 

mingled  with  blood. 

p  IshMl,  (A  horse)  whose  right  fore-foot 
and  left  hind-foot  are  white.  Fraud,craft,imposture. 

A  ashhalat,  A  single  mountain  lote-tree. 

Necessity,  want.    Mixture,  confusion.  Likeness. 

p  ̂\  ishkam,  (for  ̂   shiham)  The  belly. 
p  &^:^\  ishhamba,  The  stomach  of  beasts. 

p  J.'C^}  ishkunj,  A  nip,  a  pinch. 
p  L^^*^^  ishkanja.  Torment,  torture,  rack. 

p  ftJlSCiil  ishkina,  A  wrinkle.   A  musical  note. 



Bread  crumbled  into  broth. 

Ishhu,  A  roof.    A  layer  or  row  in  the 

covering  of  a  house.    A  fowler,  bird-catcher. 

r  L-^^^T  ashhiih,  A  ceiling,  a  stage,  a  story. 
A  row  of  bricks  in  a  wall.  Heaven. 

i>  Uj^jS^l  ashhub,  A  row  or  layer  in  the  roof- 
ing of  a  house.    Ushhuh,  The  elbow  :  a  cubit. 

p  ,^^J^\  ishkohh,  Atrip,  stumble, slip,  blunder. 
p  (jii^ ̂ J!n\  ishhoMndan,  To  slip,  slide,  fall. 

p  aJ_jSoij\  ushkuf'a,  Vomiting.  A  flower,  blossom. 
p  2<i/tAo/t,  Majesty,  authority,  greatness. 

p  ishkil,  A  horse  whose  right  fore-foot 

and  left  hind-foot  are  white.  Fraud,craft,imposture. 

p^^^  ̂y^^J^\  Ishhil  chashum,A  kind  of  bramble. 
p  ishltewan,  Name  of  a  place. 

p  d^^xJ^\  ashhyud,  Compounded,  mixed. 

p  u-jj.^^  ashgarf,  Agreeable,  excellent.  Ish- 
(jarf,  Large,  coarse,  thick.  Dignity,  pomp. 

p  CL*i.tMi\  ishguft,  The  expanding  of  a  flower. 

p  ̂jiJeCwj^  ashganish  or  ishganish,  The  build- 
ing of  a  wall. 

p  ̂j.CiiT  dshgun,  Name  of  a  country. 

A         asJd,  A  Basra-measure  of  forty  cubits. 
A         ashall,  One  who  has  a  withered  hand. 

A  asldaf,  (pi.  of  <^  tshilw)  Members, 

joints,  bodies.  Remains  (of  water).  Reins  of  a 

bridle.  Thin-bitted  (bridles).  Ishldf,  (v.  n.  4  of 

^Lij  for  jiji>)  Calling  (a  sheep,  dog,  or  camel)  by 

name.  Calling  (a  horse)  by  holding  out  a  corn- 

bag.    Setting  (a  dog  in  pursuit  of  game). 

A  J^Lii\  ishlal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J--*)  Being  withered, 

dried  up  (the  hand).  Causing  (the  hand)  to  wither. 

A         ashillat,  (pi.  of  shalil)  Clothes 
worn  under  armour.  Cloths  of  hair  or  wool  laid 

across  the  loins  (of  camels). 

A  ̂ \  asham,  (v.  n.  of         Being  pained. 
A  a5/iawm,High(mountain).  High  (shoul- 

der). High-nosed.   Grave,  dignified,  respectable. 
A  ishmdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  l1*v«»)  Causing 

(any  one)  to  rejoice  at  another's  misfortune. 
Aj\^\  ishnidr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Making  one  to 

proceed  quickly.  Tying  a  camel's  teats  together. 
Impregnating  the  female.     Folding,  inserting. 

A  ̂j*>lvi>^  ishmas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j**v^)  Being 

bright  and  sun-shiny. 

A  islv"*^  ashmat,  Pot-herbs  and  spiceries  put 
into  victuals  whilst  cooking.  Ishviat,  (v.  n.  4  of 

^»M»)  Mixing.    Having  hairs  black  and  white. 

A  islima^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *«)  Giving  good 
light  (a  candle). 

A  Jlv-*^  ashmdl,  (pi.  of  shamal)  Small 

quantities  (of  rain,  men,  or  fruits).  Ishmal,  (v.  n. 

4  of  (J^)  Being  exposed  to  the  north  wind.  Giv- 

ing one  a  covering  or  clothing  for  the  whole  body. 

Wrapping  up  one's  self  in  a  garment,  so  that  no 
part  of  the  body  appears.  Surrounding  on  all  sides, 

sending  universally  (evil).  Tyingthe  udders  of  cattle 
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in  bags,  called  Jl»/i>  shimFd,  that  they  may  not  be 

sucked.  Gathering  or  pulling  (dates  and  otherfruit) 

leaving  but  a  small  part  remaining.  (A  stallion 

camel)  impregnating  half  a  flock  or  two-thirds  of 
camels ;  (when  he  is  successful  with  the  whole  it 

is  then  expressed  by  ̂\^\  ihinum). 

A  ishmam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 1)  Smelling. 
Giving  or  allowing  to  smell.  Walking  with  the 
head  erect.  Extending  the  hand.  Turnine:  from 

any  thing.  Departing  from.  Turning  to  the  right 

and  left.  Giving  to  a  quiescent  consonant  a  slight 

sound  (or  scent)  of  zamma  or  ijj^hasra,  but 
not  so  as  to  lengthen  the  syllable,  or  make  one 
syllable  more.  Circumcising  partially. 

vavi  ishmam,  Quiescent  or  silent  j  vav,  when  pre- 

ceded by  ̂   and  followed  by  either  \,  ii,j,J,  L>**; 
(J,       t,  or  L-.*, quiescent,  i.e.  not  having  a  vowel. 

A  j]^!!^'^  ishmikhrar,  (v.  n.  4  of Q)  Be- ing tall  and  lofty. 

A  iSii^l  ashmazat,  Swift  of  flight  (a  bird). 

A  Jav^l  ashmat,  (pi.  shumt  and  jjUavi* 
shumtdn)  Half  gray,  bi-coloured. 

A  IsUav^^  ishmitat.  The  being  half  gray-haired. 

A  IsUasv**^  ishmi^dt,  (v.  n.  4  of  lax»^  Q)  Be- 

ing filled  with  rage.  Making  haste,  and  distribu- 

ting themselves  all  about  in  pursuit.  Impatiently 

striking  the  ground  (horses).  Being  dispersed 

(camels).    Being  erect  (penis). 

A  J^Uv*»^  ishmi^dl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jjt^  Q)  Be- 
ing on  the  brink  of.  Going  on  a  predatory  excur- 

sion. Roving  in  a  large  pasture.  Making  haste, 

and  dispersing  themselves  in  search  of  any  thing. 

A  Jjv*»^  ashmah.  The  foam  of  a  camel's  mouth mixed  with  blood. 

A  ,J-»j^\  ashmal.  More  or  most  perfect,  com- 

plete, universal,  comprehensive,  surpassing,  tran- 
scendent. Larger,  largest.  Ashmul,  (pi.  of  Jl^ 

shimdl)  Left  hands. 

G  U»>j.»<;u^  ashmusd,  A  species  of  merow. 

A  ̂_5^^  iishnum.j'N  ame  of  two  districts  inEgypt. 
A  ashmun,  Name  of  a  city,  and  of  a  canal 

from  the  river  Nile,  near  Damietta  in  Egypt. 

A  (jOjv-J^  ashmuiiin,  A  city  of  Egypt,  where 

many  pyramids,  sphinxes,  &c.  still  remain. 

A  ̂y>_y^\  ashmawil,  The  prophet  Samuel. 

p  iXjyJjl  dshamid,  (for  i\x*Ij^1)  A  di-aught. 

Aj\jx^\  ishmitzaz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj\.v*»  Q)  Draw- 

ing one's  self  together.  Being  aflPrighted.  Creeping 
(as  the  skin  does  with  terror).  Disliking,  detesting. 

A  l?Uaj^v>*»^  ishmutdt.  The  being  half-gray. 
A  is>Uajk^\  ishmitat,  (v.  n.  11  of  la^)  Being 

half-gray.   Being  mixed. 
p        ashan,  A  turned  vest.  An  unripe  melon. 

p  Uiiij  1  dshnd,  A  friend,  companion,  comrade, 

acquaintance.  Swimming,  floating.  A  swimmer. 

i6\£«i  J  Um»  I  dshnd  u  bigdna,  Known  and  unknown, 

friends  and  strangers.    U^I  ̂   'sa  mazdk-dshnd, 

Having  a  delicate  taste.  Uui*  1  ma^ia'-dshnd, 
Intelligent,  learned  in  mysteries,  significations,  or 

relations  of  things.  S\s*t*  saddd-dshnd,  Ac- 
customed to  what  is  right,  knowing  the  right  way. 

p \jJ^\  ashnd,A  gem,precious  stone.  A  swimmer. 
p  L-^U<i*l  dshndb,  A  swimmer. 

p  L_»>lJUjj^  ishiidb,  A  swimmer. 

pj{>{^\  dshnd-bdz,  A  swimmer. 
p  (_5j\jU<;i>l  dshnd-bdzl,  Swimming,  natation. 
p  iJLmmJ)  Ijwiil  dsh.nd-parast,  Friendly. 
p  L)lLi*l  dshndd,  The  25th  day  of  the  month. 

A  ishnd^  A  going  fast,  a  making  haste. 

A  ishndf,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^^jitZi')  Adorning 

(a  girl)  with  ear-rings. 
p  ̂^Uui*^  ishndftan,  To  understand,  perceive. 

A  ashndk,  The  intermediate  numbers  be- 

tween any  two,  as  between  10  and  40 ;  and  between 

40  and  100  (especially  with  regard  to  the  propor- 
tion of  cattle  taxed  by  the  Muliammadan  law  from 

such  herds  or  flocks  for  pious  uses).  Mulcts  of  ex- 

piation (for  manslaughter),  or  rather,  supplemen- 
tary parts  of  larger  fines  formerly  paid ;  also  mulcts 

for  maiming.  Islindh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,^^^)  Exacting 

those  mulcts,  or  being  obliged  to  pay  them.  Exalt- 

ing one's  self  (from  self-conceit).  Checking  (a  ca- 
mel) with  the  bridle  till  the  back  of  his  head  touches 

the  front  of  the  saddle.  Raising  (his)  head  in  that 

manner  (a  camel).  Oppressing.  Tying  a  string, 

called  ̂ [jMishmdk  round  the  neck  of  a  full  bottle, 
and  carrying  or  hanging  it  up  thereby. 

p ̂ Uwiil  dshndgar,  A  swimmer. 
ishnan,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^***)  Sending  a  ma- 

rauding party  to  plunder  on  all  sides.  Sprinkling 

(water).  Becomingoldandworn  (aleathernbottle). 

p  jjUui*^  ushndn  or  ishndn,  The  herb  alkali,  and 
the  ashes  which  are  made  from  it,  with  which  they 

wash  clothes.  jj^J  ̂jU^^  -ushndn-ddru,  Hyssop. 
A  ushndiiiy,  A  seller  of  alkali.  Name 

of  several  traditionists. 

PjUrfiil  dshndv,  A  swimmer. 

p^jUil»l  dshndwar,  A  swimmer. 
p  sVLiil  dshndh,  The  art  of  swimming,  nata- 

tion. A  swimmer. 

p  jjblLid  dshndydyi,  Acquaintances. 
p  ̂liwiij!  dshndii,  Friendship,  acquaintance. 
A  (^AJuIil  ashnab,  One  who  has  a  clean,  fresh, 

and  sweet  mouth  and  teeth. 

A  'iluA  ushnat,  A  sort  of  dodder  that  entwines 
itself  around  the  oak  and  pine. 

A  ̂ J^\  ashna^  Filthy,  foul,  odious,  disagree- able. Unpleasant  (day). 

p  ashnawad,  Name  of  the  second  of  the 

five  days  added  to  the  last  month  of  the  Persian 

year,  in  order  to  make  their  twelve  months,  of  30 

dayseach, equal  to  asolaryear.   UshnudjHe  heard. 

p  iu!j_jl(i>\  ishnusha,  Sneezing. 
A  &3yw*>l  tishnunat.  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Spain. 



p  tixZA  asJma,ImmatuYe.  Z/s/ma,  Alkali.  Moss 

which  grows  on  trees. 

A  ushna',  A  village  in  Upper  Egypt. 
p  hhmdan,  To  hear,  to  listen. 

p_jjil  ashu,  Calamity,  hurt,  trouble. 

p        ashu,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Heavenly. 

A  ishnas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^^)  Giving  meat 

to  roast.  Preparing  for  roasting.  Serving  up  roast 

meat.  Beingripe andfitforparching (wheat). Turn- 

ing yellow  and  withering  (a  palm-leaf).  Wounding 
but  not  mortally.  Leaving  (meat)  from  dinner  or 

supper.  Acquiring  the  worst  kinds  of  cattle. 

Aj\yj>\  ishrvar,  (v.  n.  4  otjy^)  Raising  (fire). 

A  ashivat,  (pi.  of  1=>^  sliarvt)  Lists, 
courses.  Single  heats.  Turns,  rounds.  Rays  of 

light  which  enter  at  crevices. 

A  (J^j***^  ashwak,  (pi.  oi  ̂ yZt  shawK)  Desires. 
A  tai3^_5.i;ij\  aslmak,  (pi.  of  shawlt)  Thorns. 

Ishwah,  (v.  n.  4  of  uiljjiilj)  Abounding  in  thorns. 

A  (J\^^  aslmal,  (pi.  of  J shawl)  Small  quan- 
tities of  water  left  in  the  bottoms  of  vessels.  (Ca- 

mels) seven  or  eight  months  after  foaling.  (Camels) 

having  the  udders  wrinkled  from  want  of  milk. 

p  ashuh,  Terror,  dread,  fear.  Grief,  af- 

fliction, misfortune.  Confusion,  discord,  disturb- 

ance, tumult,  riot,  sedition,  (incomp.)  Disturbing. 

p  \^^\  ashuh,  A  poker,  a  coal-rake. 

p^^S^Al^^  1  ashub-angez,A.n  exciter  of  discord. 
p  J^iy*'  1  ashubtar,  More  grievous. 

p  Lilljj_yjjl  asliubnah,  Terrified,  confused. 

p^jJx>_^t  a.*f/tM&it?aw,To  be  confused,  disturbed. 
A  ashwaz,  Name  of  the  son  of  Shem,  son 

of  Noah.  (pi.  (ij\J«\  ashawiz)  A  created  being. 

AjyM\  ushur,  (pi.  of  jA»>Ws/iW  and  Ms/tar)  The 
notched  indented  surfaces  of  the  teeth,  or  a  saw. 

P  [j'^jy^  1  ashurdan,  To  mix,  mingle,  intermix, 
join,  associate,  couple,  conjoin.  To  ferment. 

AjyM\  ashwaz.  Proud,  haughty,  arrogant. 

A  (_j>>yi»\  ashwas,  One  who  contracts  his  eyes 
and  knits  his  brow  to  look  more  steadily.  Long. 

A  ashwas.  One  who  winks  with  his  eyes. 

A  ashwa^  One  who  has  rough  and  disor- 
dered locks  (of  hair). 

p         ushu/jh.  Of  unknown  family  or  country. 

P  j_jj^_5«j  1  ashuftagi,  Disquietude,  uneasiness. 
p       ̂   \   ashuftan,  To  be  disturbed. 

p  jCJjjlIil  ashufta,  Disturbed  in  mind. 

A  ashwak,  Inflamed  with  love.  Long, 

tall.  More  or  most  inclined  or  jjropense. 

A  (J}*»>\  ushul,  Ropes  for  measuring. 

A  ̂ ^^\  ashsun,  (pi.  of  ̂jV<i»)  Lachrymal  ducts. 
A  ashwah.  Ugly.  One  with  an  evil  or 

fascinating  eye.    Self-important,  haughty,  proud. 
A  sZ»\  ushah,  Gum  am^moniac. 

A  ish-huf,  (v.  n.  4  of      for_j^)  Giving 
one  what  he  longs  for.  Viewing  with  an  evil  eye. 

A  u-J^jii^  ish-hab,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ .^j^Jj)  Begetting 
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white  or  ash-coloured  foals.  Emaciating  or  de- 
stroying cattle  (a  severe  year). 

A  jl^l  ash-had,  (pi.  of  ii>&LSj  shahid)  Wit- 
nesses, such  as  have  been  present  (eye-witnesses). 

Ish-had,  (v.  n.  4  of  iJy-*)  Citing,  summoning.  Be- 
ing a  martyr.  Being  menstruous  (a  girl),  arriving 

at  the  age  of  puberty.  Having  a  seminal  effiision. 

A  J-^\  ish-har,  (v.n.4of ̂ ;^)  Making  known. 
Entering  upon  or  spending  a  month.  Drawing  (a 

sword).  Entering  upon  her  ninth  month  (a  preg- 
nant woman). 

A  t-..A^\  ash-hab,  White  or  ash-coloured  (ca- 
mel or  mule).  Whitish  (ambergris).  Cold,  frosty 

(day).  Shining,  polished  (spear).  Barren  (year). 
A  lion.  A  difiicult  business.  A  whitish  she-goat. 

jjb0\  t_-»^^  ash-hab  adham,  Dark  red,  chesnut-co- 
loured.  jjas-  \  ash-hab  akhzar,  A  light  lively 

green.    Ash-hub,  (pi.  of  u^I^jSj)  Flaming  fires. 
A  u-sU^^  ish-hibab,  (v.  n.  9  of  Being 

of  an  ash-colour  (a  horse). 

A  (jU^^^  al  ash-hahani,  Two  years  without 
rain  between  two  rainy  and  verdant  years. 

AjY*>\ash-har,  More  or  most  celebrated,known, 

notorious.  ̂ ^J^'^\  al  ash-harani.  The  drum  and 
standard.  Ash-hur,  (pi.  of  shahr)  Months. 

L^\ja^\K<  ash-hur  ma^umat,  The  four  known 
or  sacred  months,  viz.  (J\j«j  shawwal,  ji 

zu'l  ha^a,  s!^^  ji  zu'l  hijja,  and  muhar- 
ram,  during  which  it  is  reckoned  unlawful  to  go  to 

war  (a  prohibition  which  is  more  ancient  among  the 
Arabs  than  Muhammadism). 

A  ash-hal,  Gray-eyed.  Name  of  an  idol. 

A  J^LjjIj^  ish-hildl,  (v.  n.  9  of  ,3^)  Having 

eyes  of  a  darkish  gray,  with  a  shade  of  red  or  pink. 

A  ash-ha'.  More  desirous,  or  desirable. 
A  (-^Ljk^\  ish-hibab,  (v.  n.  11  of  cwy-*)  Being 

of  an  ash-colour.  Remaining  green  in  some  parts 
or  patches  (withered  and  dry  corn). 

A  j\*"T  dsha',  Jesse,  the  father  of  David. 
A        ashy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^\)  Feigning,  inventing. 

Finding  necessary,  having  occasion,  being  forced. 

A  ashiy  or  ushiy,  The  star  on  (a  horse's) 
forehead.  Ushly,  Whiteness  of  leg  (in  a  horse). 

Ushayy,  A  small  palm-tree.  Name  of  a  valley. 
A  ashyds,  (pi.  of  shayi)  Things. 

Clothes,  eff'ects.  Ishydt,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Lwi) 
Forcing  (any  one)  to  take  refuge. 

A  ̂ ^^^  ashydhh,  (pi.  of  shayhh^  Old  men, 
sages,  senators,  doctors,  prelates,  dervises,  religious 

men.  ̂ ^^"^  ̂W**^  ashydhhu'n  nujum,  The  origi- nals of  the  stars,  which  are  seven. 

A  ̂yf**\  ashyd^  (pi.  of       sha.y^  Parts,  quan- 
tities. Lions^  whelps,  (pi.  of  &jtju»»  shi^t)  Compa- 
nions, equals,  peers.  Followers,  dependants, 

p  ashydfi  mdmlsd.  Poppy-juice, 

p  f^\Mi  \  dshyan,  (or  1  dshydna)  A  nest. 
A  ceiling,  roof,  jannat-dshyan,(Tldiv- 

ing  a  nest  in  Paradise)  the  blessed,  the  deceased  of 

happy  memory,  dwelling  in  Paradise.  OjIjcmj 

^^L«il  sa^dat-dshydn,  The  nest  of  felicity  (one  of 
the  titles  of  the  Ottoman  Porte).  u'^J^  e6Li»T 

dshydna  hardan.  To  build  a  nest. 

A  ashydwdt,{^\.oi^^JiishaysyY\imgs. 

A  ̂.W^^  ashydya',  (pi.  of         shays)  Things. 
P  I— ••J-^  I  dsh'ib,  Terror.  Affliction.  Confusion. 
A  ashyab,  (pi.  ̂-..ou^m  shlh  and  shuyub) 

White,  gray-haired.  Cold  and  cloudy.  Old  man. 

p  dshij.  Opposite,  adverse,  contrary. 

A ashyur,  (pi.  ofjVjui>  shiydr)  Saturdays. 
p  hX^Jm  I  dshigdh,  A  privy. 

A  ashy  am,  Distinguished  by  a  mole  or  any 
other  natural  mark. 

p  {j;^  t  dshin,  A  cook.  A  baker. p  «ju(!i»I  dshina,  An  egg. 

A  &Ju^^  ashyah.  More  or  most  base,  shameful. 

More  or  most  reproachful.  (A  man)  having  va- 

rious-coloured hair;  (^_^^  ablak  is  applied  to  a 

gz-izzled  horse,  and       azra^  to  a  grizzled  goat). 

p  ji^i^Ju^  I  dshlha,  (or  i^JuSj^  ashtha)  The  neigh- 

ing of  a  horse.  Echo. 

A  {_^\  ass,  (v.  n.  of  (^^)  Breaking.  Render- 
ing smooth.  Shining,  glittering.  Being  firm  in 

flesh,  compact,  and  abounding  in  milk  (a  camel). 

Crowding,  pressing,  thronging.  Iss,  ass,  or  uss, 

(pi.  isds)  Root,  origin. 
A         isMs,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^)  Causing  to  chirp. 

A  L^\io\  issdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-o^.o )  Having  the 
head  full  of  nits. 

A  'ii\to\  isdbat,  (v.  n.  4  of  L-^La  for  \^yo) 
Overtaking,  reaching,  arriving  at,  finding,  disco- 

vering, meeting  with,  obtaining.  Injuring,  hurt- 
ing, afflicting.  Speaking  properly,  conceiving  well, 

hitting  the  mark.  Striking,  touching.  Ascending. 

Accuracy.    Want,  necessity.  Contagion. 

A  asdbi^  (pi.  of         asba^  Fingers, 

^lo^l  O^ti  zdtu'l  asdhi^  Name  of  a  place  in 

Syria.  i-^.^  ghxiya,t  asdbi^  The  little  fin- 

ger. i»— ij^Ua^  asdbi^  zaynab,  A  kind  of  sweet- 

meats. ^Uo^  asdbi^i'l  ̂ azara',  A  species 
of  long  black  grape.  OUllflJ^  ̂ ^^\  asdbi^' I  fa- 
taydt,  Sweet  basil.  ̂ Jua  ̂ lol  asdbi^sufr,  Tur- 

meric, i^y^  ̂ \^\  asdbi^Jiv^wn,  Name  of  a 
kind  of  pearl  or  stone  like  a  finger  found  in  the  Red 

Sea.   i^j^J^  asdbi^  hurmus,  Wild  saffron. 
A  (JjUi>l  asdbil,  (pi.  of  J-fla^l  istaU)  Stables. 

A  ̂ .U>^  asdbt^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^J^^  usbu^)  Fingers. 
A  d3lo\  isdtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Olxs  for  C^yo) 

Sounding,  making  a,  noise,  exclaiming,  shouting. 

A  e-*-5-lo^a«a/ti&,(pl.of  u^tf»-V*o  sa/«&,)Lords, 

friends,  companions,  associates. 

A  isdkhat,  A  listening,  an  attending  to. 

A  oU>Usa<^,  A  hollowplace  between  mountains, 

where  water  stagnates,  a  marsh.  A  kind  of  dish  or 

plate.  Oli  zdtu'l  isdd,  Name  of  a  place. 



A  Siilo\  isadat,  (v.  n.  4  of  lilo  for  Si-to)  Injur- 

ing, hurting.  Medicating,  curing  (a  camel)  of  the 
disease  called  tiUo  mcL 

A  asadih,  (pi.  of  sadilt)  Sincere, 
true.  Friends. 

amr,  (pi.  of yoS  isr)  Oaths  or  formulae 
used  in  divorcing,  freeing  slaves,  or  vowing  to  God. 

AjLo^  isar,  (or  'ij\>a\  isarat)  (pl.^^^  usui-)  A 
short  rope  for  fastening  the  lower  parts  of  a  tent  to 

the  pins.  A  tent-pin.  A  basket.  Dry  herbage,  hay. 
A  sheet  or  cloth  in  which  fodder  is  gathered. 

A  *5jLo\  isarat,  (v.  n. 4  of j\*o  for jyo )  Causing 
to  incline.  Making  crooked.  Breaking,  (v.  n.  4 

of  jUo  {or jXto)  Causing  to  become. 

A  aticifhn,  (pi.  of  ̂ j>a  smii)  Contiguous 
streets,  adjoining  houses.    Blows.  Crowds. 

A  jCj^^  asarim,  (pi.  of  j^j^)  Blows.  Crowds. 
A  isas,  (pi.  of  ̂^Ja^  ass,  iss,  or  uss)  Roots. 

A  &olo\  isasat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  (_j«aJuo) 

Producing  the  bad  date  (.^axo  .sis  (a  palm-tree). 

A  ̂JiaLo\  asatil,  (pi.  of  ̂ yAa^\  istabl)  Stables. 

issued,  Ascent. 

AjS-UjI  asaghir,  (and  V,pLo^  asaghirat)  (pi. 
of ̂^i-a^  asghar)  Smaller,  less.  Contemptible. 

A  XiUa^  isafat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  jlo  for  i  ftxo) 

Entering  upon  the  summer-season.  Begetting  chil- 

dren in  old  age.     Averting  (evil  from  any  one). 

A  iJLo  I  asal,  (pi.  of  (Jjk^^  asil)  Evenings. 

A  asalat,  (v.  n.  of  ,_}~o^)  Being  firmly 

rooted,  steady,  immoveable.  Being  steady  and 

solid  (the  judgment).  Firmness,  constancy,  soli- 
dity of  judgment.  Radicalness. 

A  x5Lo\  asalatan.  In  one's  own  right. 

A  ̂l-ol  issaluli,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂   irregular)  Mak- 
ing peace  with  one  another,  becoming  reconciled. 

A     flJlol  asalif,  (pi.  of  i»_aL3\)  Hard  lands. 

A  JjSlol  a*aZ//i,  (pi.  of  j^^Ua)  Level  grounds. 
A  lWIo^  asa/id,  (pi.  of  jLo  sad.)  Veins  between 

the  eyes  of  a  camel.  Diseases  in  camels  causing  a 

discharge  at  the  nose.  Camels  affected  therewith. 

A  J-*^^  asasil,  (pi.  of  (Jju£>\  afil)  Evenings. 

A  ̂\xjo\  ashas,  (pi.  of  \xjo  saba')  East  winds, 
zephyrs,  gentle  gales.  Isbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Lo)  Ris- 

ing (a  star).  Growing  (a  tooth  or  nail).  Direct- 
ing, guiding  an  enemy  against  any  one.  Rushing 

upon,  attacking  unexpectedly.  Putting  one's  fin- 
gers into  the  dish  to  help  one^s  self  to  food.  (v.  n. 

4  of  for^jjko)  Bearing  a  male  child.  Turn- 

ing to  the  east  wind.  Inclining  or  inviting  one  to 

juvenile  practices  or  frolics.  Making  frantic  witli 
love.  Having  an  east  wind  (a  day) 

A  L-^Uol  asbab,  (pi.  of  i^Xj^  sabab)  Sloping 

grounds.  Isbab,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jl«-o)  Entering  upon 

a  sloping  gi-ound,  beginning  to  descend  a  declivity. 

A  ̂ \^\asbah,  (pi.  of  suhh)  Dawns,  auro- 

ras, day-breaks,  mornings.  Isbah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ -fo) 
Rising  betimes.    Coming,  doing  any  thing,  early 
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in  the  morninfv,  Brino:in2:  forth  the  mornine:,  En- 

tering  on  the  morning.  Becoming  (learned).  Di- 

ligence, application  of  mind.  Knowing,  being  well- 
informed.  Looking  to  the  end  or  issue  of  any 

thing.    The  morning,  the  dawn. 

Ajlxo^  asbar,  (pi.  of ̂ xo  sibr  and  subr)  White 
clouds.  Sides,  brinks,  margins,  brims.  JjVjwal  ̂ \ 

ila'  asbarihi,  (Filled)  to  the  brim  (vessel). 
bi  asbarihi,  In  whole,  the  whole  of  it.  Isbdr,  (v. 

n.  4  of  jA-o)  Commanding  one  to  exercise  patience. 
Detaining  one  forcibly,  and  putting  to  death. 

Rendering  (any  one)  patient.  Eating  a  biscuit 

called  ij^XiO  sab'irat .  Falling  into  misfortune  (called 
j^jLo  ̂ \  umm  sabbur).  Becoming  acid  even  unto 
bitterness  (milk).  Putting  the  stof)ple  into  a  cruet. 

Covering  over  (the  mouth  of  a  vessel).  Sitting 

upon  a  cairn  or  heap  of  stones,  called jJjf-^  sahir. 

A  ̂y*©!  asbagh,  (pi.  of  sibgli)  Colours, 
tinctures,  dyes.  Isbdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ f^)  Confer- 

ring benefits  abundantly.  Having  dates  partly  ripe 

(a  palm-tree).  Bringing  forth  a  hairy  foetus  (a 
camel).  Dipping  the  hands  into  the  flesh  and 
blood  of  swine,  Le.  eating  them. 

A  ̂J\st\x>o\  isbdhdn,  Ispahan.  One  of  the  twelve 
modes  of  music. 

A         asbah,  (fem.  sabhds)  Black,  in- 
clining to  red.  A  lion.  Hair  naturally  white  and 

red  mixed.    One  whose  hair  is  of  that  colour. 

A  (1^^**^  asbahiy,  A  whipping.    A  scourge. 
A asbar,  More  or  most  patient.  ̂ jXio\  l« 

jU)\       via  asbarahum  ^la'n  nar.  How  they  will 
have  to  endure  the  fire  ! 

A isbirar,  (v.  n.  9  of y^io)  Being  patient. 

A  'ijXjo\  asbirat,  Camels,  and  other  cattle, which 
go  out  in  the  morning  and  return  in  the  evening 
without  straying. 

A  asba^  asbi^  asbu^  isba^  isbi^  isbu^ 

usba^usbi^ and  usbu^  (pi.  ̂ Vo\  asdbi^  A  finger. 
A  favourable  impression.  A  good  sign.  |*f.o^^  j[3^ 

mughillu'l  isba^  Perfidious. 

A  ̂■>a\  asbagh,  (A  horse)  whose  fore-lock  and 
tip  of  the  ear  are  white.  White-tailed  (bird).  A 
torrent,  a  mighty  stream.  One  who,  when  beaten, 
bedaubs  his  clothes.    Thin  black  mud. 

A  'i=-yiuo\  usbuhat ,  The  morning,  dawn,  aurora. 

A  ̂ ^^^  usbu^  (pi.  ̂ Lo^  asdbi^)  A  finger. 
p  i^\..,^x>o\  ?.?ia/«ft«,  Ispahan,  capital  of  Persia. 

A  w.^JcjXol  asbaJibaziyat,  A  certain  coin  cur- 
rent in  Irak.    Name  of  a  colle<xe  in  Baghdad. 

\  asbi,  ( 

or  ii-Jk>ol asbiyat)  (pi.  of 

sabiy)  Boys,  youths.  Edges  of  swords  or  knives. 

Princes,  chiefs  of  the  people.  Sides  of  the  cheek- 

bones or  jaws.  Those  parts  of  the  skull  below  the 

ears.    Pupils,  apples  of  eyes. 

A  isbihdh,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ -o)  Being  na- 
turally of  a  red  and  white  colour  (hair). 

A  C^^*o\  ast,  (v.  n.  of LL«.o\)Being  bare  (a field). 
2  D 

Ajliilol  istihur,  (v.  n.  8  of  jiuo)  Being  kin- 
dled, blazing  (a  fire). 

A  ̂^klo\  istildh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ -a) Being  recon- 
ciled together.  Comingtogether about  one  business. 

A  ̂ \  asahh,  More  or  most  true  or  authentic. 
More  or  most  accurate,  correct,  sound,  or  healthy. 

A  is-hd^,  (v.  n.  4  of  U^*  for_js:^)  Be- 
coming clear  and  serene  (the  sky).  Recovering 

from  ebriety .  Going  out,  taking  the  air  when  fine. 

A  As^'  asihhdf,  (and  &s:^'  asihhat^  (pi.  of 
sahdh  and  sahlh)  Free  from  blemish, 

sound,  whole.    Complete,  perfect. 

A  (_->lii^^  as-hdb,  (pi.  of  l— sdhib)  Lords. 

Possessors,  masters.  Friends,  companions,  inti- 
mates. Inhabitants.  j \^\si^Kis-hdbl 

ahhhiya  u  khiydm.  Dwellers  in  pavilions  and  tents. 

jLaS-^  i^\^\is-hdbi  i^ibdr,  Esteemed,  confiden- 
tial, honourable  men.  as-habun  nar. 

Companions  of  fire,  the  damned. 

dJ^Lfl  as-habi  bida^  u  zaidlat,  Innovators,  de- 

viating from  the  right  path.  ji^.Si  L-^l^^  as- 
habi  tadblr,  Sage  ministers,  prudent  counsellors. 

(_j->l^^^  as-habi  tawdrihh,  Historians,  wri- 

ters of  chronicles,  p  »ls»  i—^ls:^^  as-hdhi  }dh,  Emi- 

nent,  possessed  of  dignity,  a^j^s?"  l-^Is:*^  as-habi 
jahlm,  Inhabitants  of  hell,  tl*) _j  (— -jIs^^  ̂   as-hdbi 
dawlat,  Grandees,  nobles,  great  men,  ministers. 

(JIjO.Ijij  I— ->W*^  L>**^  ba^i  as-hdbi  riwdy at,  Cer- 
tain historians.  (_J_jA>*»  as-hdbi  suyuf, 

(Soldiers)possessed  of swords,swordsmen.  ^ 

^  as-hdbi  ̂ hyi.  Learned  men,  the  literati.  ̂  
^ ̂  as-hdbifuhum,  Intelligent,  sagacious,  endowed 
with  imderstanding.  (^j«a*ai  i_->Vs^*^  as-hdbi  kisas, 

Historians,  masters  of  history.  >— fl^  i_->U^^^  as- 
hdbi  kahf,  Inhabitants  of  the  cave,  i.  e.  the  seven 

sleepers,  p  i^.^  as-hdbi  guzin.  Select 

friends,  the  companions  of  Muhammad,  a  Uj->W^^ 
jliS  as-habi  nifdh.  Impious  liars,  hypocrites,  in- 

fidels, t  (jl^  ̂  J  jT  aZ  M  as-hdbi.  The  posterity  and 
companions  of  Muhammad,  a  Is-hdb,  (v.  n.  4  of 

u-*s:*^)  Associating,  giving  a  companion,  joining. 

Taking,  receiving  a  companion.  Leaving  a  lea- 
thern bottle  hairy  and  undressed.  Marching  on 

without  halting.  Having  a  green  film  floating  on 

its  surface  (water).  Preventing.  Having  a  son 
who  has  attained  the  age  of  puberty.  Becoming 

gentle  and  tractable  after  having  been  stubborn  and 

refractory.    Tending,  taking  care  (of  a  maniac). 

A  ̂U:**^  is-hdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Having  one's 
family  or  stock  safe  and  sound.  Restoring  to  health. 

Aj\s!i°^  is-hdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ s^)  Going  forth 
into  the  desert.  Being  wide  and  spacious  (a  place). 

Being  one-eyed. 

A  is-hdf,  (v.  n. 4  of  Ui^)  Collecting 
or  being  collected  (books). 

A  t—As:^^  as-hab,  (An  ass)  whitish  dust-co- 
loured, inclining  to  red. 



A j^'^  as-har,  (An  ass)  whitish  dust-colour- ed, inclining  to  red.     A  lion. 

A  (J^i^^  as-hal,  Hoarse. 

A  j*^^^  as-ham,  Black,  inclining  to  yellow. 
A  (j^*^^  as-lmn,  (pi.  of         sahn)  Dishes. 

Aj\jxs^^  is-Mrar,  (v.  n.  11  of  j^)  Turning 
reddish  and  white  (withered  gi-ass). 

A  is-lnmam,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ s^*)  Becom- 
ing yellow  (grass).  Becoming  of  a  bright  green. 

From  green,  turningyellow witha  mixtureof  black. 

Wanting  rain  (the  earth).  Being  nipped  by  cold 
and  beginning  to  wither  (corn). 

A  lils:^^  islihad,  (v.  n.  4  of  iX^)  Basking  in 
the  sun. 

AjU^^  ishlmr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Commg  to  a 
rocky,  stony  place. 

A  OljL.si'^^  isklt'itat,  (v.  n.  11  of  tl*^  not 
used)  Subsiding  (the  swelling  of  a  wound).  Being 
restored  to  health. 

A  iXol  usd,  A  small  shift.    Isad,  (pi.  of 

isdat)  Places  where  people  assemble. 

A  asdas,  Rust-coloured.  (A  goat)  of  a 
reddish  black  colour. 

A  A;^\  isdas^,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_fL>-o)  Returning  an 
echo.  Dying. 

A  isdad,  (v.  n.  4  of  li.^)  Averting,  pre- 

venting, hindering,  prohibiting.  Being  purulent, 
full  of  corrupted  matter. 

Aj\s*o\  isdar,  (v.  n.  4  of^t\*o)  Leading  home 
from  water. 

A  ̂^iX-ol  issida^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ i^)  Being  split, 
cleft,  divided,  separated,  scattered. 

A  ̂iXo^  asdagli,  (pi.  of  ̂ <y>o  sudgh)  The  tem- 
ples, that  part  of  the  face  from  the  eyes  to  the  ears  ; 

the  hair  that  flows  around  the  temples. 

A  ( — s\l>^\  asddf,  (pi.  of  (  sadqf)  Shells, 

shell-fish,  pearls.  Isdaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  iSja)  Di- 
verting from,  alienating,  estranging. 

A  isdak,  (v,  n.  4  of  ̂ wV-o)  Giving  (a 
woman)  her  dowry. 

A  iS*o\  asidat,  A  kind  of  dish. 

A  isdat,  (pi.         isad)  A  place  where 
people  collect.  Usdat,  A  small  shirt,  such  as  is 

called  a  Banyan  shirt  in  India.  A  shift  worn  by  girls. 

A  ̂iXo^  asdah,  A  lion  (as  roaring). 
Ajd^]  asdar,  Breasted,  having  a  large  breast. 

A  asdarani,  (dual)^Two  veins  below 

the  temples.  i—yaJ.  * V  j^^ «  yazrihu as- 
darayhi,  He  came  empty. 

A  ̂^l5-4i.o\  asdaghani,  The  two  temporal  veins. 
A  ( — is*o\ asdaf,  (A  horse)  that  straddles  much, 

and  whose  feet  point  outwards. 

A  asdak,  More  or  most  true  or  veracious, 

truer,  truest.  ̂ j^JjlflJt  jJwo^  asdaku'l  kadUn,  The 
truest  of  speakers  (an  epithet  of  God). 

A  ̂\a<\o\  asdihai,  (pi.  of  jj^.^i^)  True  friends. 
A         asdam,  Bald  about  the  temples. 
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A  jjo\  asr,  (v.  n.  of  j^^)  Inclining,  turning. 
Swearing  to  divorce  or  manumit.  Vowing.  Break- 

ing. Detaining,  imprisoning,  coercing.  Fixing 

the  pinjLo^  isdr  to  a  tent.  Isr,  Whatever  gives 

inclination  or  bias.  (pi. jLa  I  dsdr  or  isrdii) 
An  oath  or  formula  used  in  pronouncing  a  divorce, 

manumitting  a  slave,  or  vowing  to  God.  The  ori- 

fice of  the  ear.  Isr,  asr,  or  usr,  A  compact,  con- 

vention, treaty,  agreement.  A  crime,  sin,  fault. 

A  burthen,  load,  weight.  TJsur,  (pi.  ofjUo^  isdr) 

Shoi't  ropes  with  which  they  fasten  the  inner  parts 
of  tents  to  the  poles.  Sheets  or  cloths  in  which 

grass  is  gathered.    Herbage,  fresh  grass,  dry  hay. 

A  Ajto\  isrds,  (v.n.  4  of  [^y^)  Selling  a  sheep 
that  has  been  kept  unmilked  for  several  days. 

A  ̂\jio\  israb,  (v.  n.  4  oi^^jto)  Giving,  be- 
stowing. Giving  sour  milk  to  drink. 

A  ■^j'O^  isr-dh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *o)  Speaking  openly, shewing  jjlainly. 

A  ̂ j^^  isrdkh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Assisting. 
A  d\jjo\  isrdd,  A  shooting  beyond  the  mark. 

Aj^i  isrdr,  (v.  n.  4of  j/o)  Pricking  his  ears 
(a  horse).  Being  ready  to  come  forth  (an  ear  of 

corn).  Going  to  a  distance  and  making  haste.  Per- 
severing, persisting  in  any  thing  bad,  contracting  a 

wrong  habit.  Obstinacy,  stubbornness. 

A  i^\j»o\  isrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_i^)  Composing 
a  poem  whose  verses  end  in  different  vowels.  The 

last  syllable  of  verses  ending  with  different  vowels. 

A  ̂j<o\  asrdni,  (pi.  of  p»o  sirm)  Adjoining 
streets  or  houses.  Blows.  Crowds.  Isrdm,,  (v.  n. 

4  of  p>o)  Being  poor,  destitute.  Being  the  season 
for  gathering  ripe  dates.  Having  dates  fit  for  ga- 

thering (a  jjalm-tree).  Being  needy,  having  a  nu- 
merous family.  Possessing  a  herd  of  camels. 

A  (j]/*^  isrdn,  (pi.  of yo\  isr)  Orifices  of  ears. 
Oaths  or  formulae  used  in  pronouncing  a  divorce, 

freeing  slaves,  or  vowing  to  God. 

A  'ij*o\  dsh^at,  (pl.j>o\j^  awasi?') Good- will, be- 
nevolence, grace,  favour.  Whatever  renders  one 

agreeable  to  another,  as  companionship,  affinity,  or 

merit  of  any  kind.  A  short  rope,  with  which  the 

inner  part  of  tents  are  fastened  to  the  poles,  (pi. 
ofjl>o^  isdr,  q.v.). 

A  'iyc\  asirrat,  (pi.  ofjSyO  sirdr)  Strings  with 
which  they  tie  the  dugs  of  camels,  to  prevent  the 

young  from  sucking. 

A         asru^,  (pi.  of       sartor  sir^)  Modes, 
kinds,  sorts,  similitudes. 

A         asrarn,  Poor,  encumbered  by  a  family. 

A  ̂ ^U^l  asramdni,  Night  and  day.  The  crow 
and  the  wolf.  The  crow  and  the  bird  lij^  mrad. 

A  asirra'  or  asirri.  Labour,  pains.  Pur- 

pose, design,  resolution. 
A  i^\*>_yo\  isribdb.  The  being  smooth  and  sleek. 
A  i^jAio]  usus,  (pi.  of  usus)  Fat  (camels) 

not  conceiving.  Thieves,  robbers. 

A  L^\^!Xio\  istibdb.  The  being  poured  out. 

A  ̂ Uaol  istibdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Taking  a 
morning  draught.  Lighting  a  lamp  or  candle. 

AjLla^\  istibdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  joo)  Striving  to  be 
patient.  Being  patient.  Tracing,  tracking. 

A  '^^ta\  istibdgh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ f>o)  Being  sea- soned with  sauce.   Being  dyed.  Baptism. 

A  ̂^\A3Jo\  istibdn,  A  departing,  a  retiring. 

G  'il]a^\  ustubbat.  Hemp,  tow,  bards,  oakum. 
G  (J^la.o\  istabl,  A  stable,  stall.  O^j^i  ̂ ^Jh.to\ 

istabli  daivabb,  A  stable.    A  cow-house. 

A  l-jU^'*^  istihdb,  (v.n.  8  of  t-^)  Associ- 
ating together.  Keeping  each  other  company. 

Keeping,  taking  care  of.  Fellowship,  society. 
istih.am.  The  act  of  standing  upright. 

A  l-jUs)^^  istihhdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_>is£^)  Being 
noisy  and  clamorous.    Roaring  (waves).  Being 

noisy  and  confused  (the  chirping  of  birds). 
A  ̂iJ^-^^  istihhdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  Aa=^)  Standing 

upright  in  the  sun. 
A  istihhdm.  The  act  of  standing  erect. 

istahhr,  The  ancient  name  of  Perse- 

polis,  the  capital  of  Persia  diiring  the  three  first  dy- 

nasties ;  the  royal  residence  being  afterwards  re- 
moved to  Madayin  on  the  Tigris.  A  lake,  pool. 

A  O^ii>la>ol  isifjarf,  The  being  covered,  or  veiled. 

A  p^t^ia<«l  istiddm.,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^->o)  Striking 
each  other.    Collision,  clash. 

A J^ajo]  asfur,  (pi.  of  J^fO  satrovsatar)  Lines. 
G jlx»o\  ustur,  A  pound  troy. 

A  i^\Jiajo\  istirdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i-^j^)  Collect- 
ing milk  in  small  quantities  in  a  leathern  bottle,  and 

leaving  it  to  turn  sour. 

A  ̂\J^a^\  istirdkh,  A  crying  out  to  one  another. 

A  isti7-d^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^)  Wrestling. 
A  I  jl^k/ol  istirdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  <^j^)  Turning 

about  to  gain  any  thing. 

A  ̂\Jiaic\  istirdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  j» jto)  Pruning, 
lopping.  Reaping. 

p  ̂ liol  istarakh,  A  lake,  a  pool.  Istakhar. 
G  (^Jiajo\  astarah,  A  sweet  gum  called  storax. 

G  L^':l)J^A>o\  vsturldb,  An  astrolabe. 
A  (J,^)^la>fi\  usiurldbiy,  A  maker  of  astrolabes. 

G  1>jlajo\ustura,{oxj^^ajo\  ms^m?')  A  troy  balance. 
A  jUlitf^  isti^d,  (v.  n.  8  of  dJ^to)  Ascending. 

A  IsUla^l  isti^t,  (v.  n.  8  of  lax<c)  Injecting  a 

cephalic  medicine  into  one's  own  nostrils. 
A  Aa.Vi^\  istifds,  (v.  n.  8  of  la^  for_jfl*o)  Choos- 

ing, electing,  selecting. 
A  I  i\s^a.^\  istifdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  J!ao)  Being 

drawn  up  in  a  row,  set  in  array. 

A  jjlala.o^  istifdk,  (v.  n.8  of  ̂ji^)  Being  struck 
(chords  of  a  lyre).  Beingshaken  by  the  wind  (tree). 

G  (j^iilxo^  istajTm,  A  carrot. 

G  j_^la<«^  astaft,  Liquid  storax. 
G  {j^alio\  astafin,  A  carrot. 

AjUiko^  istihdr,  (v.  n.  8  of JijO)  Being  kindled. 



A  uLJ^^iiol  isti}iak,(v.n.8o(  tiio)  Knocking 

the  knees  together  in  wiilking  (from  weakness). 

Cutting  (as  one  foot  against  another).  Striking 
one  another  (with  swor 

iiftihaJd  x'and  hardan,  To  strike  fire  by  friction. 
A  &»^<ixol  istahnat  or  ustuhmat,  Bread  baked 

under  the  ashes. 

A  -^^)via>o\  istUas,  A  being  heated  by  the  fire. 

A  t-->ilix«ol  ■ist'dab,  (v.  n.  8  of  c- J-^)  Extract- 
ing marrow  from  bones. 

A  ̂y^ajo\  istilah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  recon- 
ciled. A  particular  mode  of  speaking  peculiar  to 

certain  classes,  crafts,  trades,  arts,  or  professions. 

Phraseology,  phrase,  idiom :  slang,  cant. 

A  OU-^Ua/o\  istilahat,  Forms  of  speech. 

A  ̂s-^Ua^l  istdaldy,  Technical,  conventional. 

A  Jj^kla^tf  \  istilah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ,ji^)  Grinding 
with  the  teeth.    Gnashing,  grating. 

A  |»^Ua>o\  istilam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^)  Eradicating. 

A  'iH^^ijoS  usttimmat,  The  greater,  or  middle  part 
of  any  thing,  the  centre  of  a  mass,  or  collection, 

the  aggregate,  conflux. 

A  gUlao^  istina^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^)  Receiving  or 
bestowing  a  favour.  Choosing,  selecting  for  any 

special  purpose.  Ordering  a  seal  or  ring  to  be  en- 

graved. Educating,  rearing,  bringing  up.  Inform- 
ing, teaching,  exercising.  Applying  to  any  trade, 

study,  or  art.  Preparing  a  feast,  providing  an  en- 

tertainment. ^jia/«\  J  (t)^*  anwa^viakarlm. 
u  istina^  Different  kinds  of  obligations  and  favours. 

idihar,  (v.  n.  8  of        Eating  drip- 
j^ing,  fat,  or  marrow.  Dissolving,  causing  to  melt. 

A  Ci\.^ix>o\  idiyad,  (v.  n.  8  of  liVo  for  i^J^e) 
Hunting. 

A  I  sLlx>e\  istiyaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  L_ftjy^) 

Passing  the  summer  (which  is  called  i— ^(^yf)- 

A  j«Llx>ol  istiyam,  (v.  n.  8  of  pUo  for  ̂ yo)  Fast- 
ing. Abstaining  from  meat,  drink,  talk,  or  venery. 

A  ̂jLla>tf\  istiyan,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  i^yo) 
Guarding,  preserving,  laying  up,  keeping. 

A  is^h,  (v.  n.  4of  i_-wto)  Being  diffi- 
cjilt.  Beino;  or  becoming;  disobedient  and  trouble- 

some.  Possessing  a  stubborn,  refractory  camel. 

Finding  (any  body  or  thing)  troublesome.  Setting 

(a  camel)  at  liberty,  and  not  riding  (him). 

A  4il«<al«5^aJ,(v.n.4of;ijco)Ascending.  Going 
or  travelling  by  land  (particularly  to  Mecca).  De- 

scending into  a  valley.  Taking  a  liking  to  a  colt 

of  last  year  (a  camel).  Inducing  a  camel  which  has 

cast  her  foal  to  take  a  liking  to  her  last  year's  colt. 
(A  camel)  being  delivered  of  an  untimely  birth,  and 

sucked  by  her  colt  ofthe  former  year,  to  preserve  her 

milk.  Causing  a  camel  to  bring  forth  an  abortion. 

Ajl*^\  is^r,  (v.  n.  4  of^jt^)  Averting  the  face, 

distorting  the  countenance,  looking  Avith  indigna- 
tion and  contempt  on  any  one. 

A  lalxifll  is^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  la*^)  Injecting  me- 
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dicine  or  snufF  into  the  nostrils  (of  another). 

A  JjU/C^  is^h,  (v,  n.  4  of  jj*^)  Casting  fire 
from  heaven.  Causing  to  swoon. 

A  i.s^n,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂ ^xjO  not  in  use)  Hav- 
ing a  small  head  and  little  sense. 

A  c-Mc^la^^aZ;,  More  or  most  difficult.  Strongly 
fortified,  and  difficult  of  capture. 

A  dji>o\  ism^^id,  Ascent. 

Aj)uo\  as^r,  Wry-necked  or  mouthed.  Wry- 
necked  (camel).  Perishing,  going  to  ruin. 

A is^rrar,  (v.  n.4  of  jjit^  Q)  Turning 

round  from  pain.  Drawing  one's  self  together. 
A  as^I,  Small-headed  and  small-necked 

(man  or  ostrich).  Small-headed  (palm-tree). 

A  (jUxo\  is^nan,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ ^Jio  not  used) 
Being  slender  and  small. 

Aj\JyM\  is^7irar,  (v.  n.  3  o^jjiuo  Q)  Turning 

round  from  pain.    Drawing  one's  self  together. 
A  j\s1»jo\  is^nfdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Being 

driven  by  fear  in  all  directions.  Being  bent  (neck). 

A  JtiLx-ol  is^lal,  (v.  n.  11  of  Jjco)  Having  a 
small  head  and  slender  neck. 

A  Am\  isghcLf,  (v.  n.  4  of  lio  for  _jio)  Hear- 

ing, listening,  lending  an  ear.  Turning  the  head, 
as  if  listening  to  any  thing.  Inclining  (a  vessel)  to 
one  side.  Diminishing,  rendering  deficient  and  in- 

complete (any  thing).  Bending  (a  leathern  bottle) 
when  about  to  drink. 

Ajliol  isfjhar,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ to)  Lessening,  di- 
minishing. Rendering  vile  or  contemptible,  making 

abject  and  slavish.  Sewing  (aleathern  bottle)  with 
small  and  close  stitches.  Producing  short,  stunted 

grass,  or  small,  weak,  and  tender  plants  (ground). 

Causing  little  ones  to  be  brought  forth. 

Ajio^  asghar,  Less,  least,  smaller,  smallest. 

(pl.^jff-Lsl  asaghir  and  'ijS''Lo\  asaghirat)  Little, 
small,  contemptible.  jj^^3co^\  al  asgharani,  (The 
two  lesser  or  least)  The  heart  and  tongue. 

A  asgha',  Wry-headed. 

A  Us"-^  i»Jt*ff  I  dsafhi/i  harhhiya,'Nameof 
a  great  man,  supposed  by  the  Arabians  to  have  been 

Solomon's  grand  vazir.  By  invoking  the  name  of 
the  Most  High,  in  a  twinkle  he  brought  the  throne 

of  Balkis  to  Solomon,  a  two  month's  journey. 
A  i_i-o^  c-^cf,  The  caper-tree  or  root. 

A  ■^\JLto\  a.</'aj:,(2)l.of  *slao.sa/a?)  Large  smooth 
stones.  Isfas,  (v.n.  4  of  lio  for_jio)  Straining, 

racking.  Draining  (a  man)  dry.  Shewing  a  sin- 

cere regard.  Choosing,  electing,  selecting,  prefer- 

ing.  Taking  the  whole  of  any  thing.  Being  des- 
titute (ofproperty),  lacking  (instruction).  Laying 

no  eggs  (a  hen).  Being  addle  (a  poet's  brain). 

A  ̂ lio^  isfak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Refusing  a  pe- 
titioner. Making  broad.  Turning  the  flat  side  of  (a 

sword,  or  any  other  similar  thing). 

A  tilAo^  asfdd,  (pi.  of  d^iua  safad)  Chains,  fet- 

ters, bonds.  Presents.  J.s/'a<^,(v.n.4of  tXa^)Bind- 

ing.    Fastening,  making  fast. 
Aj\Lo\  asfdr,  (pL  of^ao  sufr,  sifr,  safr,  safir, 

and  sufur)  Empty,  (pi.  of  Jljo  safur)  Name  of 
the  second  month  in  the  Arabian  year,  the  next  to 
Muharram.  ̂ liol  indsun  asfdrun,  An  empty 
vessel.  I.fdr,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Being  poor,  empty- 
handed.    Emptying,  stripping  (a  house). 

A  (sfdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ o)  Causing  (a 
person)  to  take  (a  thing)  up  in  tlie  hand. 

A  (_Jli«5l  isfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  JXo)  Covering  a 
saddle:  making  a  seat  (sSU)  suffut)  for  a  saddle. 

A  jloo^  isfdJc,  (v.  n.  4  of  JAvo)  Shutting  the 
door.  Milking  cattle  only  once  a  day.  Covering. 
Placing  a  dish  (on  a  table).  Consenting,  suiting, 

agreeing.  Turning  (any  one)  back.  Filling  (a 

cup).  Pouring  (wine)  from  one  vessel  into  another, 

racking  it  off".  Encountering,  lighting  on.  Meet- 
ing (with  food  or  pasture)  in  abundance. 

A  ̂yJu>\  isfdl,  (y.  n.  4  of  Ji/f )  Feeding  (ca- 
mels) on  the  herb  ̂ LaSU)  sifsiUa\ 

isfuliunali,  One  of  the  twelve p  (jiblfclawsl 
modes  of  music. 

A         asfah,  One  whose  forehead  is  broad. 

Aj—a/«Wi.^a/-, Yellow,  pale,  livid.  Black.  More 
or  most  empty.  More  or  most  timid.  A  bird  with 

a  shrill  note.  Ju}'^\^)  hanulasfar,  The  Greeks. 
Aj\Jl*o\  is/irdr,  (v.  n.  9  of  Ju>)  Being  yellow. 

Turning  pale. 

A  ̂J\Ju>':^\  al  a.'fardni,  (The  two  yellows)  Gold 
and  saffi'on,  Tlie  plant  (^j^  wars  and  currants. 

A  liwVxio^  isfa^nd,  Wine. 

A  isfint  or  isfant,  Grape-wine, 

p  isfahdn,  The  capital  of  Persia. 

Pj^L^i^i^^  isfah-sdldr,  A  general. 
A  asfa',  More  or  most  j^ure. 
A  f\,Ju)\  asfiydf,  (pi.  of        safiy)  Pure,  just. 

A j\jAto\  isfirdr,  (v.  n.  11  of jA.«)  Being  ex- 
cessively yellow.    Turning  exceedingly  pale. 

A  L->Ul.a\  ishdh,  (v. n.4  of  l^Q^o)  Being  near. 

Bringing  near.  Coming  within  shot  (game). 

AjUi^ol  iskd'r,  (v.  n.  4  of  Shining  strong, 
darting  forth  heat  (the  sun). 

A  iskd^  (v.  n.  4  of  |Xa-o)  Being  covered 
with  hoar  frost.  Going  upon  ground  so  covered. 

Covering  the  ground  (hoar  frost). 

A  askah,  Bald  about  the  forehead. 

A  j-Suo\  ashar,  More  or  most  honied  (date)  As- 

Icur,  (pi.  of .sa^r)  Kites,  hawks,  birds  of  prej\ 

A  j|^a/o\  iskirdr,  (v.  n.  9  of^iLo)  Being  exceed- 
ingly acid  (milk). 

A  aska^,  White-headed  (horse  or  bird). 
Name  of  a  bird,  called  also  &^lio  sufdriyat. 

Aj\^<o\  isM^'dr,  (v.  n.  4  ofj*iLo  Q)  Striking 
so  hot  upon  a  locust  (the  sun),  that  it  goes  away. 

G  islfd,  A  shrimjj,  a  prawn.  A  squill. 

A  ijXto)  asalih,  Knock-kneed  (particularly  the 

ostrich).   Strong,  robust  (man  or  beast).  Asukk, 



pi.  of         saltJi)  Sentences  signed  by  a  judge. 

A  ̂y*o\asiil,  (pi.  of  ̂y^o\ asl)  Roots.  Foundations. 

^yfo\  asl,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj^^)  Destroying.  Spring- 

ing at  any  one  (the  deadly  serpent  'ii>o\  asalat). 
(pi.  (J.^  I  dsul  and  Jj*^^  usul)  Root,  stock,  origin, 

principle,  foundation,  element,  sovirce,  cause.  Li- 
neage, race,  line,  birth,  family.  Nobility,  honour. 

Capital,  principal,  sum,  stock  in  ti'ade.  An  origi- 

nal, archetype,  prototype,  exemplar,  ̂ ^jj^^  i^^^ 

aslu'l  armali,  Quicksilver.  t^y^\  ij-^^  aslu''s 
sus,  Liquorice-root.  (— (J^^  aslu'l  gharh, Root 

of  the  mountain-pine,  (j^jj^^  t)^^  aslu'l  ma- 
zaryim,  Mezereon-root.  asljam^  The 
original  rents  with  which  the  lands  (in  India)  were 

first  charged  in  the  books  of  the  Emperor  Akbar, 

exclusive  of  all  additions  and  impositions  made 

since  from  time  to  time  by  the  Government,  ^wa^ 
&«j  asl  kimat,  Prime  cost,  asli  kitah. 

The  original  of  a  book,  the  first  copy,  (J»>*1 

asl  ufar^  Root  and  branch.  Cause  and  effect. 

t.ilb  jjljlj  (Jjfll  asl-darani  ■pahyTiolY va.Qii.  Asal, 
(v.  n.  of  ̂y>o\)  Stinking  (water),  becoming  tainted 

(meat),  (pl.of  as«Zaif)  Hideous  and  venomous 

serpents  with  large  heads  and  small  bodies.  Asil, 

Uprooted.    Usui,  (pl.of^JJulaW.s^/)Evening-times. 

A  aslan,  (liiJia*  "SLo^  aslan  mtitlikan,  or 

l*ias  J  "^La^  aslan  wa  kat^m)  Not  at  all,  by  no 
means,  never,  in  no  shape. 

A  >^Lo^  as/aj:,(pl.  of  ̂Lo  saZa')  Middlesofbacks. 
Lower  parts  of  haunch-bones.  Spaces  between  fun- 

dament and  tails.  Islaj^,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  jLo) 

Becoming  relaxed  about  the  haunches  (a  mare  pre- 

vious to  foaling),  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^)  Putting  (any 
thing)  into  the  fire  to  heat,  and  keeping  (it)  there. 

Usalas,  (pi.  of  ̂yxto\  asiT)  Noble,  illustrious. 

A  ̂ '^\  aslRh,  (pi.  of  sulh)  The  1  oms, 
sides,  flanks,  back-bones.  Islah,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-A^) 
Standing  with  outstretched  neck  (as  if  gibbeted), 

that  her  colt  may  suck  abundantly  (a  camel). 

A  O^L£>l  as/a<,(pl.ofCJ^saZ^)  Naked  swords. 
Large  knives. 

A  ̂"^^^  islah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂-a)  Fitting,  adapting. Amending,  correcting,restonng,  adjusting,  improv- 

ing. Dressing  or  manuring  (land).  Preparing, 

dressing  (meat).  Tuning  (a  musical  instrument). 

Shewing  kindness.  p  ̂^d^ ̂tiLo^  islah  hardan, 
To  repair,  to  mend. 

A  ̂^iLo\  issilah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Making  peace 
with  each  other.  Doing  good  to  one  another. 

p  j->A->.  ̂ ^^^  islah-2)azir.  Corrigible. 
A  Islad,  (v.  n.  4  of  d^*o)  Being  hard  (the 

ground). 

A  I  s^iLa^  islaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_ii5-o )  Making  a  per- 

son very  disagreeable,  making  a  wife  hateful  to  her 

husband.    Being  of  an  unkind  temper.  Hating. 

A  aslah,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji^  salak)  Plain,  level 

grounds.  Islah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jUj)  Sounding  loud, 
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croaking  harshly. 

A  aslal,  (pi.  of  ̂ y*e  sill)  Serpents  which 
cannot  be  charmed.  Islal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J>o)  Tin- 

gling when  struck  (iron).  Beginning  to  putrefy 

(meat).  Causing  (water)  to  stink  (time). 

A  {j^^^  uslan,  (pi.  of  ̂y■>l'^\  asil)  Evenings. 
A  v_,A<al  aslah,  Harder,  hardest.  Aslub,  (pi. 

of  u-*i>«  sulh)  Loins,  flanks,  back-bones. 

A  'iLo\  asalat,  Universality,  the  whole,  (pi. 
asal)  A  serpent  of  a  dangerous  species.  ̂ JL>- 

^f^iX^^  jam  hi  asalatihim,  They  came  together, 
they  came  all  of  them.  sjLo\>  dhhaza 

'sh  shays  hi  asalatihi.  He  took  the  thing  by  the 
root,  wholly, totally,  entirely, completely, radically. 

A  sLs^  asillat,  (pi.  of  J^L^  sllal)  The  lining 
leathers  of  boots.  Boot-lees. 

A  ̂-^^  aslatiy,  An  active,  bustling  man. 
A  aslaj,  Very  bare  or  bald.  Deaf. 

A  ̂ ^^\  aslah,  Better,  best.  More  or  most  cor- 

rect, fine.  ̂ \  aslaha'llah,  (pret.  of  4  used 
optatively)  May  God  amend  ! 

A^*o^asZa/(/i,Deaf(asapost).  Mangy  (camel). 
islihhahh.  The  act  of  lying  on  the  side. 

A  Ci\s^^'^  islihhdad,  The  act  of  standing  erect. 
isUkhmam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂s^Q)  Stand- 

ing upright.  Being  angiy. 

A  t^Lc\  aslad.  Very  covetous,  and  hard. 

p  tdV^  ̂y>o\  asl-zdda.  Nobly-born,  high-bred. 
A  asla^  (pi.  ̂ Lo  swZ^and  sul^n) 

Bald  (man).    Bright  (spear-head). 
A  t_ii-ol  aslaf,  (pi.  (  ailol)  Hard  ground. 

A  jj-ol  aslam,  One  whose  ears  appear  as  if  cut 
close  to  his  head.  A  flea^  The  last  part  of  a  verse 

consisting  of  a  j  j iVj  rvatad  mafruk,  q.  v. 

A  ̂Uajl.o\  islintdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ al.o  Q)  Being 
wide  (low-lying  gravelly  land). 

A  islihhdh,  (v.n.  4  of  <_^^Lo  Q)  Be- 
ing stretched  outontheface.  Being  long,  extended. 

A  j»l».jlol  islihmdm.  The  state  of  being  hard. 
'   ̂   ̂^^^  asUy,  (fem.         asUyat)  Radical^  ori- 

ginal, essential,  principal.  Noble,  of  noble  origin. 

'&^ito\  rutuhat  asUyat,  Radical  humour. 
A  ̂jLLo^  asUydn,  (Pers.  pi.)  Nobles,  gentlemen. 
A  CLfJk>c>\ islit,  Highly  polished,  keen  (sword). 

A  asamm,  (pi.  summ  and  jjC^  sum- 

man)  Deaf.  Surd  (in  arithmetic).  '^'^\  al  asamm The  surd  conjugation  of  Arabic  verbs.  Deaf  to 
all  persuasion  or  intimidation.  A  deaf  adder.  A 

dreadful  kind  of  serpent.  A  hard  stone. 

shahru'  lldhi'l  asamm,  The  month  of  Rajab, 
the  seventh  of  the  Arabian  year  (because  then  the 

noise  of  war  is  not  heard). 

ismas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_jv^)  Knocking  down 
and  killing  (game)  on  the  spot.  Champing  the  bit 

(ahorse).  Making  haste.  Turning.  Rushing  upon. 
A  Ol^o^  ismdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ll*^)  Keeping 

silence.  Silencing.  Making  a  thing  solid,  without 

a  cavity  to  give  it  sound.  Reaching  the  end  of 

the  second  year  without  being  sown  (land).  Silence. 

A  jU'O^  asmdr,  (pi.  of  sum?-)  The  lips,  edges, 
or  mouths  of  vessels.  Ismdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofjv^>)  Re- 

fusing to  complain.  Preventing,  hindering.  Being 

avaricious.  Being  exceedingly  salt  or  bitter.  En- 

tering on  the  hour  of  sunset. 

A  ̂ ■^\  ismdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Dropping 
gum  (a  tree).  Having  abundance  of  spittle  (the 
corners  ofthemouth).  Havingthickmilk(asheep). 

A  J}U^^  ismdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j*^)  Shutting 
or  bolting  a  door.  Spoiling,  turning  (milk  or  water). 

A  ismdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  jlo)  Becoming, 

making,  or  discovering  to  be,  deaf.  Corking  a  bot- 

tle.   Making  a  stopple  (j»W^  simdm)  for  a  bottle. 

A  'i.t^\  usummat,  The  greater  or  middle  part 
of  any  thing,  the  aggregate  or  conflux. 
A  asmat.  Silent.  Ismita,  (as  d^viol  til) 

halad  ismita  or  LT^J  rcahsh  ismita)  A 

desert,  a  solitary,  unsociable  place. 

A  asmah,  A  fearless,  daring  fellow,  who 

with  sword  orspear  belabours  theheads  of  the  brave. 

A  &s:*^^  asmihhat,  (pi.  of  simdkh)  Ears. 
Ear-holes.  Tympana. 

A  li^iiii**^  ̂   ismihhddd,  A  swelling  with  rage. 

A  asma^  High,  elevated,  eminent,  (pi. 

^jU^jid  sum^n)  Elegant  plumage.  Sharp  (sword). 
Any  tree  whose  fruit  enlarges  itself  without  burst- 

ing the  pod  or  envelope  in  which  it  is  enclosed. 
A  handsome  well-shaped  ankle.  Brisk,  keen,  acute, 

active  (mind).  Small-eared.  Astonished,  bewil- 

dered, jjljt^o^  asma^ni,  (dual)  A  bold  heart 
and  penetrating  mind. 
A  ismi^dd,  A  passing  rapidly  by. 

A  ̂^rlo\  asma^y ,  Name  of  a  grammarian. 
A  J^JsL^\  is7nihrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of^H^  Q)  Being 

exceedingly  acid  (milk).  Shining  strong,  darting 
heat  (the  sun). 

A  ■^y**^^  usmukh.  The  orifice  of  the  ear. A  (^Kx»*3\  ismikdk,  (v.  n.ll  of  cd).»*o)  Being 

angry.  Becoming  thick  (milk).  Being  wet  with 
rain  (ground). 

A  J^*o^  ismisldl,(j.  n.  4  of  Jl^  Q)  Being 

strong.  Being  dry,  hard.  Being  luxuriant  (plant). 
A         asann,  One  who  feigns  negligence. 

A  -*U^\  asndf,  (pi.  of  _jXo  sinw)  Uterine  bro- 
thers. Sons.  Paternal  uncles.  Isnds,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Uuflfor  yk<a)  Sitting  wistfully  near  a  cauldron  or  pot, 
A  Ollo\  isndt,  A  strengthening,  a  confirming, 

A  ̂UasI  asndhh,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Roots  of  teeth. 

A  asna.^  (pi.  of        sin^  Cisterns.  Is- 

7id^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Assisting.  Applying  to  the 
learned  of  any  art,  and  acquiring  it.  Grooming 
and  fattening  (a  horse). 

A  asnd^.  Clever,  neat-handed  (men). 
A  3U^^  asndf,  (pi.  of  sinf)  Forms, 

kinds,  sorts,  species,  varieties.  Subjects,  peasants. 



under-tenants.  i  asnafi  Jtahasil,  Va- 
rious tribes.     eSihs^  i  ilLo^  asncifi  muhhtalifa, 

Different  sorts,  varieties,  r  u-ilx-f^  (•ii/>  mardumi 

amaf,  A  mechanic. 

A  vVwo/^,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^j-^)  Taking  good 
care  of  the  money,  flocks,  or  effects  of  another. 

Persevering,  persisting. 

A  j»lLa\  asnam,  (pi.  of  ̂ 'x/O  sanam)  Images, 
idols.  Statues,  p  (J;^»-  ̂ ^i'*^  asnami  clan,  The 
images  of  China  (metaphorically  implying  the 

handsome  of  either'sex).  Aj»Ixo^^  'iCiKxS'^hadatu'l asnam,  The  adoration  of  images,  idolatry. 

A  jjUwflV/swart,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂^j^)  Tossing  the  nose, 
looking  proud,  disdainful.  Being  averse  from  the 

male  (a  pregnant  she-camel).  Having  the  colt 
sticking  in  her  womb  and  striking  his  head  against 

her  arse-gut  (a  mare).  Persevering  in  assisting. 

Smelling,  emitting  a  stench  under  the  arm-pits. 
Turning,  becoming  bad  (water),  stinking  (meat). 

ABj^'o\asinnat,  (pi.  of  ̂ jli^)  Arm-pit  stenches. 

A  asna^  More  or  most  skilful  or  indus- 
trious, more  or  most  of  an  artist.    Very  expert. 

A  (_JJoo\  amaf,  (pi.  i  h.'x*o  sunf)  (An  ostrich) 
whose  legs  are  excoriated. 

A  icf  yyjo\  usnujat,  Troughs  containing  dough. 

A  yo\  asw,  (v.  n.  of  l>f\  for  y>o\)  Being  thick 

and  entangled  (a  plant). 

A  Ayo\  aswas,  (pi.  of  iyO  suwaf)  High  and 

rugged  grounds.  Mile-stones.  Herds  of  wild 

beasts.  Echoes.  Isnat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^yo)  Wither- 

ing (a  palm-tree). 

A  C^\yo\  aswat,  (pi.  of  CL>yO  sawt)  Voices, 
sounds.    Fames,  reputations.    Imitative  sounds. 

A  ̂yo^  aswci^  (pi.  of  ̂ '^)  Certain  measures. 

A  (  't\^io\  aswaf,  (pi.  of  suf)  Fleeces. Wools.  Camelots. 

A  aswab.  Better,  best,  straighter,  truer. 

^^j_j^Wsn"a5i?/a/i,Melioration,improvement. 
Ajyo\  asmar,  (pl.j^^o  sur)  Desirous,  eager, 

keen,  wishful,  inclined  to.  Wry.  Wry-necked. 

A  'ijyo^  aswirat,  (pi.  ofj\^^  surcar  or  siwur') 
Herds  (of  wild  oxen).    Bags  of  musk. 

A  [^yo\  asm,  (pi.  i^jA*o\  usus)  Fat  (camel) 
not  conceiving.    A  robber. 

A  ̂yo^  aswu^,  (or  ̂*o\  as^u^  (pi.  of  ̂ X^o  sd^) 
Certain  dry  measures. 

A  t^yo\  aswaf.  Woolly,  wool-bearing. 
p  Usui,  Tone,  sound,  musical  note.  Mode. 

^_}yo\usuli  fcthhta,  Name  of  a  musical  note. 

A  (JjjoI  Usui,  (pi.  of  (J>^\  asl)  Roots,  origins, 
causes.  The  roots  or  fundamentals  of  Muhammad- 

ism  (opposed  to  furu^.  Jj'*^  usul 
u  furu^  Causes  and  effects.  Ascent  and  descent 

in  kindred,  ancestors,  and  posterity,  ijts-  J^.^^ 

usuli  ̂ sharat.  The  ten  primary  intelligences  first 

created  by  God.  {^yo*^\  '&^J\  arha^tu  'I  usul.  The 
four  roots,  masterwort,  parsley,  capers,  and  fennel. 
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sliarabi  usul,  A  syrup  of  roots. 

A  '^yo\  tisuhy.  Solid,  deep  (reasoner,  polemic). 
A  i^yo\  aswan.  Better  or  best  preserver. 

A  'ili ̂ \  aswinat ,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^yo  sawMi,  simdn  or 
suwaii)  Drawers,  chests  of  drawers,  wardrobes. 

A  ̂\-((^\  Is-has,  (v.  n.4of  for_j^)  Suffer- 
ing from  a  gall  or  wound  on  the  middle  of  the  back 

(a  horse).  Exposing  a  child  to  the  sun  after  being 
anointed  with  butter  (by  way  of  cure  for  a  disease). 

A  L^\^\  is-hdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  »_/^>o)  Begetting 
red  and  white  colts  (a  camel). 

Ajl^l  as-hdr,  (pi.  of  sihr)  Near  relations. 

Fathers-in-law.  Brothers-in-law(sisters'  husbands). 
Sons-in-law.  Sepulchres  (as  being  nearly  related 

to  man).  Is-hdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Approaching 

(as  one  army  towards  another).  Being  joined,  al- 

lied, connected  (by  a  matrimonial  alliance). 

A  c— as-hab,  (pi.  C^Xx*^\  as-hahti/dt)  (A 
camel)  red  and  white.  A  lion.  Cold  (day). 

Sandy  (hair).  as-hab  sahib,  A  word 
used  in  calling  sheep  to  be  milked. 

Aj\j^\  is-hirdr,  (v.n.Dof  j^)  Approaching, 
drawing  near  each  other  (two  armies). 

A  L-->Ux^\  ishibdb,  (v.  n.  11  of  i—a^)  Being 
of  a  reddish  white  colour. 

Aj\j^^\  is-ldrdr,  (v.  n.  11  of  Behig 
melted.     Shining,  glittering,  glistening,  from  the 

heat  of  the  sun  (a  cameleon's  back). 

A  ihn  dsa' ,  A  sort  of  bird. 
A  asijdd,  (pi.  of  iAjO  sdd)  Veins  between 

the  eyes  of  camels.  Diseases  in  camels  causing  a 

discharge  at  the  nose.    Camels  affected  therewith. 

A  I  slxo^  o^sydf  (pi.  of  I— Aao  ̂ ^yf)  Summers 

(particularly  the  months  May  and  June  ;  the  hot- 
ter months  being  called  is>l-5\  ahpdz). 

(for  Short  evenmgs. 
A  ilj^xol  usaybvjat,  Little  boys. 

A  ixto  I  dsbjat.  Inevitable  evil.  Relationship. 
Beneficence.  Alinctus.  Drink  madefrom  the  date. 

A  <^>^\  asyad,  One  who  carries  the  head  high 

(from  pride).  Wry-necked.  (A  camel)  that  holds 
his  head  elevated  (from  indisposition).  A  lion.  A 

king.  Asid,  The  middle  part  between  the  outward 

gate  and  the  house,  a  vestibule,  a  court. 

A  j\iiJLO^  isyiddd,  The  being  wry-necked. 

A  'ii^>J^\  asidat,  A  sheep-fold:  any  inclosure 
for  cattle,  built  of  wood.  A  small  shiftworn  by  girls. 

A  asir.  Near,  neighbouring,  approaching. 

Entangled  (liair).    Long  and  thick  (eye-lashes). 

A  (^jax^\  asis,  Tremor,  terror.  A  broken  ves- 

sel or  half  a  water-pot  in  which  odoriferous  herbs 

are  planted.  A  chamber-pot.  A  strong  edifice. 
A  vessel  for  transplanting  clay. 

A  'i*aXto\ asIsai,Neighbouring,adjacent(houses). 

Xi^s-^j  'i.jaJ^\  ̂   ku7n  asisahm  wdhidatun.  They 
are  at  one,  they  are  agreed. 

A  ̂JJ^^  asil.  Rooted,  radical.    Firm,  constant, 
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durable,  permanent.  Solid.  An  intelligent  vice- 

gerent. Death,  destruction.  Name  of  a  city  in 

Spain.  (J>^^  asilu'r  rasy,  Sound  in  judg- 
ment. J^-ol  majdi  asil,  Solid  glory.  Noble, 

(pi.  Jlo  I  dsdl,  usul,  ̂ j^Lo^  usldn,  and  JjUj^ 
asdfil)  Evening.  TJsayl,  (dim.  of  ̂ *o\  asil)  Shoi  t 

evenings.    Name  of  a  companion  of  Muhammad. 

A  (j^xo^  usayldn,  (sometimes  (J^Xjj*^)  usayldl) 

(dim.  of  (j^Lo\  usldn,  Evenings)  Short  evenings. 

A  kJjye^  asilat,  Hereditary  possessions  (as  de- 

scending from  the  family-root).  Death,  destruc- 
tion.   Universality,  the  whole,  universal. 

A  usayli^  (dim.  of         asla^  (Little 
bald-pate)  Veretrum.    Slender-necked  (serpent). 

A         azz,  (v.  n.  of  Causing  difiiculty 

and  trouble  (a  thing).  Rendering  necessitous,  for- 

cing, compelling  (poverty).  Breaking.  Longing 
for,  seeking  her  nest  (an  ostrich).  Izz,  Root,  origin. 

A  -^Lo^  izds,  A  melon-bed.  A  reed-bed,  a  marsh. 
A  bed  of  the  Indian  willow.    Stagnant  pools. 

A  sVlol  izaMt,  (v.  n.  4  of -f'l-o  for  l_jo)  Shin- 
ing, lightening,  flashing.  Kindling,  illuminating. 

Causing  to  shine.  Rendering  clear  and  visible. 

Scattering  (urine)  about. 

A azdbir,  (pi.  of  Sjlxo\  izbdrat  or  az- 
bdrat)  Bundles  of  jiapers,  piles  of  manuscript. 

^    A  'sUsl  azdt,  (pi.  C^\yo\  azwdt,  CJ'\xjo\  azydt, 
azan,  s\^\  izas  and  ̂ Jyo\  azun)  Stagnant 

water ;  any  place  where  it  collects. 

A  1^\to\ azdJiiy ,  (pi.  of  uzhtyat)  Sheep 
sacrificed  in  the  forenoon.  Goats  or  camels  or- 

dained for  sacrifice. 

ALdl^s-lo^rtca/ti/i,  (pl.ofii^^jS^^)  Jests,  jokes. 
A  d\^\  izsdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jl«<3)  Giving  a  cold. 
A  \^\to\  izdz,  A  sanctuary,  asylum,  place  of 

refuge.    The  cries  of  a  parturient  camel. 

A  'bS'\^\  izd^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ X>o  for  ̂ ^)  Ruin- 
ing, destroying,  wasting,  squandering.  Neglect- 
ing, losing.  Having  a  number  of  farms  or  fields 

(&*AA02'«?/^rt<).Beingclear,evident,manifest,public. 
A  aiUil  izdfat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_«jl<o  for  i_Juo) 

Receiving  hospitably,  making  a  guest.  Causing 
to  incline  or  decline.  Bending.  Being  aware  of. 

Oppressing.  Fleeing  away.  Making  one  to  fly  for 
refuge.  Being  afraid  of,  or  cautious.  Rimning 
swift.  Making  haste.  Looking  from  a  height, 

looking  down  upon  any  thing.  Being  at  the  top, 

on  the  point  of.  Increase,  surplus.  The  construc- 
tion of  one  noun  with  another.  The  relation  of 

the  genitive  case  denoted  by  ty*^ Itasra,  called  in 

Persian  ̂ ^^JiMy  kasraH  tawslfl.  Descriptive 

kesra:  as,  j>^,  jiisari  zayd,  The  son  of  Zayd. 

A  izdjiy,  Constructive,  i-elative. 
A  djUsl  izdhat,  (v.  n.4  of  Jjl*o  for  ̂ j^)  Mak- 
ing narrow.  Being  impoverished,  losing  property. 

A  i^\jo\  izsdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ldijk^)  Giving  a 

cold  in  the  head. 
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A  e^i>o\  izalat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jl-i  for  Jj;^)  Pro- 

ducing the  white  lote-tree. 
A  azamim,  (pi.  of  55*1^^  izmdmat) 

Heaps,^piles  (of  books).  Herds,  crowds.  Stones. 

A  azsan,  (j)l.  of  ^aJ?^)  Wethers.  Iz- 

sdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^^)  Abounding  in  wethers. 

A  azabh,  (A  camel)  swollen  in  the  feet  or 

breast.    Azubh,{^\.  of  cl/^^'a&Z')  Lybian  lizards. 

A  Ax^\  izbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  li^)  Concealing,  con- 

taining, suppressing,  keeping  in  mind.  Being  si- 

lent about  a  misfortune,  conceahng  it.  Hiding  en- 

mity in  the  heart,  (v.  n.  4  of U/i  for_jf^)  Impend- 

ing, overhanging.  Holding,  detaining.  Raising. 

Being  near  getting  possession  of  Disappointing 

in  a  search  (a  journey).  Making  small,  breaking 

into  little  bits.  Conquering,  preyailing  over.  Be- 

coming lean  and  emaciated. 

A  c-jU-il  izbab,  (v.  n.  4  of  uL^'^)  Being  silent. 

Laying  up  in  one's  mind.  Speaking,  uttei-ing,  call- 
ing. Hating,  bearing  a  secret  grudge.  Rising  up 

in  a  mass  to  do  any  thing  (people).  Being  nume- 
rous (hairs).  Abounding  in  plants  (ground),  or  in 

Lybian  lizards  (a  country).  Advancing,  coming 

in  scattered  groups  (cattle).  Beingallowedto  trickle 

through  astitch-hole  (water).  Flowing  with  blood. 

Holding  fast.  Being  on  the  point  of  obtaining  one's 
wish.  Sticking  close  to  any  one.  Being  misty  (a 

day).    Giving  (a  child)  butter  and  new  wine. 

A  c:^\xto\  azbds,  Handsful,  grasps. 

A  izbdrat  or  azbdrat,  (j)\.ji^\f6\  azdbir) 
A  collection  or  bundle  of  papers,  a  pile  of  books. 

A  ̂j^\azbd^{-p\.o? zab^The  arms, arm- 
pits, the  fleshy  parts  of  the  arms  next  the  arm-pits. 

A  1^^^^  azbdn,  Places  full  of  wild  beasts  of 

prey.  Izbdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (JV^)  Endui'ing  a  long 
time.  Making  narrow ;  reducing  to  straits.  Taking 
under  the  arm. 

A  ia«>o\  An  ambidexter.  A  lion.  More 

or  most  tenacious. 

A         azbu^  (pi.  of        zabti^  Hyenas. 
A  ;^K-J^\  izb  ihah,  (v.  n.  1 1  of  t.dJa*o  not  used) 

Putting  forth  herbage  (the  ground). 

izjdj,  A  crying  aloud,  a  shouting. 

aJ^^^  izjdr,  (v.  n.  4  of^sf^)  Giieving,  afflict- 
ing, wearying. 

A  ̂ W^^  n-  4  of  J^)  Making  one 
recline  upon  one  side  on  the  ground,  on  a  bed,  &c. 

Thrusting  down  or  depressing.  Emptying  a  large 
sack.  Composing  verses  terminating  in  different 

vowels  or  consonants.  Putting  the  vowel j*<-5^Aas?' 
under  the  last  letter  of  the  oblique  case.  Giving 
to       fatha  a  sound  inclining  to  kasra. 

A  izzija^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Lying  on  one 
side  (on  a  bed  or  on  the  ground). 

aJ\j^°  izjikrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q)  Being filled  (a  leathern  bottle). 
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A  (A  husband)  who  has  an  aver- 
sion to  a  wife.  One  whose  fore-teeth  are  crooked. 

A  azjam,  Wry-nosed.    Distorted  in  any 
member  (particidarly  about  the  head),  as  the  lip, 

mouth,  chin,  neck,  or  shoulders. 

A  izhds,  (v. n. 4  of       for ̂ )  Making 

clear.  Doing  any  thing  in  the  forenoon.  Bask- 
ing in  the  sun.  Continuing,  persevering. 

A  azhdt,  (pi.  azlia')  The  sacrifice 
of  a  sheep  in  the  forenoon. 

A  l^^^  azha,  White  or  gray  (horse).  The 

day  whereon  sacrifices  are  ofi'ered  at  Mecca. 
A  ̂\s£°^  izUdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  udJ^)  Making  to 

laugh.    Causing  (any  one)  to  wonder.  Filling 
(a  cistern)  to  overflowing.      Producing  herbage. 

A  ̂y^]  azhdl,  (pi.  of  ̂}^)  Shallow  waters. 

A 's^^^^  uzlmkat,  (pi.  ud3jka.Uj^  azdliih)  A 
ridiculous  thing,  jest,  joke,  laughable  affair. 

izliiyan  or  uzhiyan,  Name  of  a  plant. 

Uzlmydn,  Bright  (moon).  Cloudless  (day). 

A  izltiyat,  (&iLs^^^  izliiydnat  or  uzhi- 
ydnaf)  (A  night)  serene  and  clear. 

A  uzlayai,  (pi.  ̂ ^Uo^  azdh'iy')  A  goat  or camel  ordered  for  sacrifice.  A  sheep  sacrificed  in 

the  forenoon,  half-way  between  sunrise  and  noon. 

A  izkhdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p^)  Doing  (any 
thing)  roughly.    Making  stout  and  lusty. 

A  j»s£**^  azkham,  Corpulent,  fat,  big.  Thicker. 
A  ̂ii^^  azkhamm,  Corpulent,  fat,  big. 
A  &«jaC^^  uzhhumat,  A  stuffing  or  bolstering  of 

the  petticoats,  a  pad  which  gives  a  prominent  ap- 
pearance to  the  hips  (in  modern  phrase,  a  bustle). 

A  Ai^to\  izdds,  The  act  of  filling  (a  vessel). 

A  as'fZac^jContraries,  opposites,  opponents. 
Izddd,  (v.  n.  4  of        Being  angry,  enraged. 

Aj*o\  azarr,  More  or  most  hurtful,  injurious. 

A  Ajt6\  izrdj:,  (v.  n.  4  of  {Jj'o')  Drinking  date- 
wine.  Training  (a  dog).  Setting  (a  dog)  in  pur- 

suit of  game.  Making  greedy,  causing  to  hanker. 

azirras,  (pi.  of  j>_j>o  zartr)  Blind. 

A  \^\j*o\  izrdb,  (v.  n. 4  of  i^jjo)  Leading  (a  ca- 

mel) to  cover.    Causing  (gi-ound)  to  imbibe  (its) 
moisture  (a  hot  pestilential  wind).   Staying,  stop- 

ping. Being  well  baked  (bread).  Hanging  down 

the  head.  Turning  away  from  any  one.  Remain- 
ing silent.  Remaining  at  home.  Striking  any  one 

(cold).  Being  overtaken  by  a  misling  rain  or  rime 

(called  u^j'O  zdrib).  Amplification. 

A  izrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ _^)  Removing,  re- 
pelling. Corrupting.  Spoiling  a  market,  prevent- 

ing any  thing  from  being  sold. 

Aj\j>o\  azrdr,  (pi.  zarai-)  Hurts,  harms, 
injuries.  Izr-dr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j.o)  Harming,  hurt- 

ing, injuring.  Urging,  compelling,  forcing  one 
against  his  will.  Taking  a  second  wife  over  the 
head  of  the  first  (thus  injuring  her).  Approaching 

very  near.    Taking  the  bit  between  his  teeth  and 

biting  it  (a  horse).   Shewing  speed,  running. 

A  azrds,  (pi.  of  {^j>o  zirs)  Teeth, 

grinders.  J>K«5\  (^\^\  azrdsu  'I  ̂ hl,  Teeth  com- 
ing after  the  twentieth  year,  wisdom-teeth.  {^\yo\ 

azrasu'l  kalb,  Polipody,  a  plant.  Izras, 

(v.  n.  4of(^j>o)  Striking, moving,  astonishing,con- 
founding.   Setting  the  teeth  on  edge.  Silencing. 

A  i?^^^  izrdt,  (v.n.4of  ii>^)  Causing  one  to 
break  wind.  Making  a  noise  with  the  mouth  in 

contempt.  Mocking,  jeering,  despising,  treating 
with  contempt. 

A  izi'd^,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j>o)  Making  one 
submissive,  humbling,  enfeebling.  Giving  milk  a 
little  while  before  the  birth.     Giving  liberally. 

A  izrdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  pto')  Inflaming,  burn- 
ing, setting  on  fire. 

A  ̂ jto\  azrab,  More  or  most  of  a  striker.  Az- 
rub,  (pi.  of  I— zarb)  Modes,  forms. 
A  azras,  Large-toothed  (boy). 

A  \s jto\  azrat,  Thin-bearded  or  thin-eyebrowed. 

A  azru^  (pi.  of  ̂ jfO  zir^  Similitudes, 
likes,  equals.  Threads  of  a  rope. 

A  IsUaff^^  izrightdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  kff^  Q  not 
used)  Bursting  with  rage.  Overlapping  the  flesh 

(skin).  Being  abundant  (flesh). 

Aj\^ji6\  izrihzdz,  (v.  n.  4  o{yc>j>6  Q)  Creep- 
ing clandestinely  towards. 

A  Lfj-o)  azri,  (pi.  of  jj>o  zirw)  Hunting-dogs. 
A  izrij,  A  kind  of  yellow  garment.  Crim- 
son dye.  A  high-blooded  swift  horse.  Red  silk, 

raw  or  spun. 

A  Aj>_jto\  izrirdf,  (v.  n.  12  of  jj>6  or  {Jy°)  Hav- 
ing the  stomach  overloaded. 

Ayo\  azazz,  (pi.  zuzzaz)  Bad-tempered, 
ill-natured,  passionate,  capricious,  testy.  Inarticu- 

late in  pronunciation,  from  a  bad  formation  of  jaws, 

or  adliesion  of  teeth.  Hard^and  narrow  (pubes). 

Aj\yo\  izzdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Being  avaricious. 
Champing  the  bit  (a  horse). 

A  ̂\Ax>o\  izfdbds,  (v.  n.  8  of  L>o)  Lying  hid, 

concealing  one's  self. A  OUlxo^  iztibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  dL^x^)  Taking 

seizing,  grasping,  griping. 

A  ̂l»la.»a\  iztibd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Passing  a 
cloak,  robe,  or  scarf  under  the  right  arm  and  over 
the  left  shoulder,  thus  leaving  bare  the  right,  and 

covering  the  left  shoulder. 

A  ̂J^^!X,6\  iziibdn,  A  taking  under  the  arm. 

A  ̂X^"^^  i-tijd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Lying  on 
one's  side :  oron  thebreastin  aposture  of  adoration. 
A  iztirdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-J^xi)  Shaking, 

being  ricketty.  Tottering.  Being  irresolute.  Fight- 

ing and  quarrelling  amongst  themselves.  Being 

poor,  indigent.  Being  emaciated,  extenuated.  Be- 
ing tall  and  flabby.  Ordering  a  gold  ring  to  be 

made.  Acquiring.  Requesting  that  lots  may  be 

drawn  for  one.    Agitation,  perturbation,  commo- 



tion,  fluctuation,  perplexity,  iztira- 

bu'l  habi,  Discordance  and  diversity  of  opinions. 

A  iztirah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ /^)  Rejecting, 
throwing  on  one  side. 

Ajl^a^^  iztb-cir,  (v.  n.  8  of_^)  Compelling, 
forcing.  Being  forced,  and  reduced  to  helplessness. 

Want,  need,  necessity.  iztirai-an,  From 
necessity,  by  force,  compulsion,  or  violence. 

A  ̂jAto\  iztiram,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j>^)  Being  kin- 
dled.   Blazing.  Hoariness. 

ztighas,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^ion)  Col- 
lecting handsful  of  grass  dry  and  green  for  fuel. 

A  ̂lila^o^  iztifjhagh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ o)  Being 
moist  and  verdant  (ground). 

A  (jlxlao^  iztiffhdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^f<^)  Hating 
one  another.  Feeling  a  tendency  to  hate.  Taking 
under  the  arm. 

A  jlalao\  iztifaz,  A  swallowing  unwillingly. 

A  jjlala*o\  iztifan,  (v.  n.  8  of  f^jS^->o)  Kicking 

one's  oAvn  hinder  part  with  the  heel. 

A  jk^la^i  iztildm,  A  submitting  to  injuries. 

A  ̂IJa^t  '/-'■i'ma/f/;,  A  being  profusely  anointed. 
AjUia-o^  fztimar,  (v.  n.  8  of Being  slen- 
der in  the  body,  lank  in  tlie  belly. 

A  izthndm,  (v.  n.  8  of  Contract- 

ing, drawing  to  one's  self.  Comprehending,  con- 
taining, comprising. 

A  >Ulxo^  iztindf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Uws)  Blushing. 
Being  drawn  in,  contracted. 

A  (jLdxo\  iztindn,  The  being  avaricious. 

A  uiJl _jla/o\  iztinah,  (v.  n.  8  of  uiJl<o  forui)^) 
Disputing,  litigating. 

A  iil,^ia/o\  iztihdd,  An  overcoming,  a  forcing. 

A  (  jljtol  CLZ^fi  (pl-  of  I  ■^'^■^  Resem- 
bling, alike,  equal.  Double,  as  much  more,  double 

the  quantity,  the  same  thing  over  again.  The  dis- 

tances or  intei'vals  between  the  lines  of  a  book ; 
where  the  lines  in  a  book  are  doubled  (or  in  two 

columns),  and  where  there  is  a  double  margin  : 

also  when  explanatory  interlineations  or  marginal 
notes  are  added.  The  members ;  also  the  bones  of 

the  body.  I~^f,  iy'  4  of  u—ft*^)  Doubling. 
Adding  a  double  quantity,  or  increasing  from  one 

to  three.  Receiving  double.  Weakening,  render- 

ing infirm.    Blinding.    Having  a  weak  beast. 

A  K^h.3>jo\  ozf^if,  More  or  most  weak,  helpless, 

impotent,  az^fii'l  khudddm,  The 
most  weak  (or  humble)  of  servants. 

A  f\k>a\  izfjh.af,  (v.  n.  4  oflio  for_ji.o)  Forcing 
(one)  to  cry  out. 

k>o\  azghas,  (pi.  of ziglis)  Hands- 
ful (of  herbs,  part  green  and  part  dry).  \jLAk>o\ 

j»^s>-^\  azglidsu'l  ahldm,  Confused  dreams  which 
cannot  be  interpreted. 

A  ̂\jto^  izghdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  in  use) 
Having  plenty  of  provision  (chiefly  of  corn  and 
other  animal  produce  of  lands.     Being  succulent 
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andjuicy(a  plant).  Beingfullof moi9ture(ground). 

A  ̂jli^l  azghan,  (pi.  of  j^yto  zighn)  Hatreds, 
A  O^A^a/fi^  izfiddd,  A  swelling  with  rage. 

A  ij^^  azhal,  Naked. 
A  azall,  More  or  most  astray.  More  or 

most  seductive,  or  tending  to  lead  astray. 

A  ̂!iLe^  azld^  (and         azht^  (pi.  of 

c/Z^and  zila^)  Ribs.  (pi.  of  ̂ ^lo  zali^  Strong- 
sided.   Firm.   Muscular,  compact.    Izla^,  (v.  n. 

4  of         Causing  to  incline,  and  preponderate. 

Bearing  a  heavy  load.  Overloading. 

A  (J^Lo^  izldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  jj^)  Causing  to  err, 

leading  astray.  Leaving  in  error.  Concealing, 

burying.  JU-  J^Lot  izldli  hdl,  A  ruined  situation. 
zlal  hardan,  To  ruin,  disgrace. 

A  azla^  (pi.  zul^  Strong,  thick 
(man  or  horse).  One  whose  teeth  are  bent  in- 

ward, resembling  the  curvature  of  ribs. 

A  ei^^\  uzKdat,  Error,  wandering,  aberration. 

A  ̂ \  azam,,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Being  angry  and 
hating.  Sticking  to  one  and  injuring  him.  Pur- 

suing and  biting  the  females  (a  he-camel),  (pi. 

C^\^\  azamdt)  Anger.  Envy,  hatred.  Izam, 
Name  of  a  mountain,  and  of  a  valley  near  Madina. 

A  ̂^■^^  izmdj,  A  cleaving  to  the  ground. 
A  izmdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ii>^)  Collecting, 

bringing  together.  Sprouting  (theplant  ̂ rfaj). 

Ajl^^  /^-ma?',  (v.n.4of  j*^)  Hiding,  conceal- 
ing. Concealing  (a  man)  either  by  a  journey  or 

by  death  (a  country).  Suppressing.  Thinking, 

musing,  hatching  in  the  mind.  Prying  curiously, 

using  all  diligence  to  attain  the  knowledge  of  a 

thing.  Exercising  (a  horse).  Feeding  (a  horse) 

sparingly  to  reduce  his  fat.  The  silence  of  the  O  tc 

of  fj^\k^  ynutafd^hin  in  the  metre  called 

hdmil.  jU*^^^  asrariwdjibu'lizmdr, 
Secrets  necessary  to  be  concealed. 

A  «<«lv>o\  izmdmat,  (pi.  azdmini)  A  heajs 

or  pile  (of  books).  A  crowd,  herd,  troop.  A 

stone.  pjtfol^^)^  ̂J^'f***  sabbdJail  azdmim,  The 
leading  horse  (of  a  troop),  the  first  horse  (in  a  race). 

A  J^Ls?-^^  izmiUdJ,  (v.  n.  4  of  Js?^  Q)  Va- 
nishing, disappearing.  Being  scattered  (a  cloud). 

A  ̂jUs:**^  ̂  izmihndn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^^  )  Vanish- 
ing, disappearing, 

A  izmikdk,  (v.  n.  9  of  ciU^  not  used) 

Being  verdant  (the  ground). 

A  azma,  Black-lipped. 

A  ̂^^■x^\  izniilidk,  (v.  n.  11  of  uil^)  Being 

green  and  succulent  (a  plant).  Budding,  blossom- 

ing. Swelling  with  rage.  Being  full  of  water  and 
ready  to  rain  (a  cloud). 

A  Al>o\  izndf,  (v.  n.  4  of  lixi)  Being  fruitful, 

prolific,  havingmany  children.  Havingmany  cattle, 

(v.  n.  4  of  fj^)  Emaciating,  reducing  (disease). 

A  ̂y6\  azwar,  More  luminous,  brighter. 

A  Ayo\  azrcdf,  (pi.  of  ?yo  zaws)  Lights,  sp.en- 

dours.  Izwds,  (v.  n.  4  of  {Jyo)  Bringing  forth  a 

puny  child.  Braying.  Pounding  small.  Being 
thin  and  slender.  Becoming  weak.  Defraudinc. 

Making  incline.  Weakening.  Doing  superficially. 

A  C^\yo\  azivdt,  (pi.  of  jjUsI)  Stagnant  waters. 

A  ̂        a2'wq;,(  pi.  of  ,^yo  )  Windings  of  a  river. 
A  ̂ yo\  azn-d^  (pi,  of  ̂ yo  zmva^  or  ziiva^ 

Male-owls.   Birds  resembling  crows,  but  eatable, 

A  )syo\  azwat,  Foolish,  silly.  One  who  has  a 
small  jaw  and  chin. 

A  i^yo\  azsnn,  (pi.  of         zam)  Wethers. 
A  -^l^l  azhdf,  (pi.  of  s zahivat)  Ponds, 

cisterns.  Izhdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^^ij^)  Feeding  upon 

the  shrul)  -^^jl^^^  zahyds,  (a  camel).  Marrying  a 
woman  who  does  not  conceive. 

A  ̂ ^^^  izJmj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Casting  her foal  (a  camel). 

A  lil^l  izlidd,  (v.  n.  4  of  t\-o)  Oppressing, 
treating  with  cruelty. 

A  JV^t  izhdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-^)  Bearing  ripe 

dates  (a  palm).  Beginning  to  ripen  (green  dates). 

A  Olxo^  az)/df,  (pi.  of         Stagnant  waters. 

A  I  c-y^fi  (pl-  of  I— Guests. 

A  Jl*ol  izydl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J>Jto  not  used)  Pro- 
ducing the  tree  called  Jl*o  zdl. 

A  azya^  More  or  most  useless. 
A  azijali,  Narrower,  straiter. 
p  Ua^  atd,  The  white  poplar. 

A  'eS^\  itdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  l-jHj  for  L-*J;if) 
Making  beautiful,  fragrant,  soft,  sweet,  or  delicate. 

Speaking  soothingly,  giving  good  words.  Clean- 

ing or  shaving  the  body  Musulraan  fashion.  Serv- 

ing up  delicate  meats.  Bearing  well-disposed 
children.    Taking  a  lawful  wife. 

A  ib-ll?!  itdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ Oa  for  ̂ ^)  Caus- 
ing (the  hair)  to  fall.  Shedding  the  coat.  Wasting, 

destroying  (property).  Throwing  about.  Ruining. 

AjUal  itdr,  A  circle,  any  thing  that  surrounds 
another ;  the  environs  of  the  mouth ;  the  hair 

about  the  hoofs  of  cattle  ;  the  wooden  ring  or  hoop 

of  a  drum,  sieve,  &c.  Cat-gut  or  bowstring  wrapped 
round  an  arrow  near  the  notch.  The  rim  of  tlie 

glans  penis.  The  branches  of  a  vine  trained  to 
form  an  arbour.  A  ring  or  circle  of  men. 

A  jUal  attar,  One  who  makes  and  sells  wooden 
rincs  or  circles  of  the  sort  mentioned  above. 

A  's.Ual  itdrat,  (v.  n.  4  of^O*  for^j^)  C  aus- 
ing  to  fly.  Putting  to  flight,  urging  one  to  fly, 
causing  to  move  rapidly.  Dividing  (property) 

into  proportions. 

A  itdshat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^lis  for  (^j^ji?) 

Shooting  wide  of  the  mark. 
Ais>Usl  attdt.  Loud-voiced,  clamorous,  noisy. 

A  Ks-ll?^  Itd^it,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂Al»  for  ̂ ^)  Obey- 

ing. Obedience,  submission,  surrender,  subjection. 

Bearing  ripe  fruit  (a  tree),  and  putting  it  within 

the  gatherer's  reach.   .  Lying  open  (a  field)  for 



pasture,  d^llsl  j  <j\jJb\  inMyad  u  ita^t,  Sub- 

mission and  obedience,  j'j^'^^  '^i*^  J*^3^  (Jl^sS'Us^ 

ita^t  arvmniri  sayyidi'l  ahi'ar,  Obedience  to  the 
mandates  of  the  prince  of  the  just  {i.e.  Muham- 

mad), p  ̂jd^ izhari  ita^it  hardan, 
To  offer  obedience,  to  surrender,  to  submit. 

A  itafat,  (v.  n.  4  of  uJUa  for  ( — i^) 

Approaching,  stealing  upon  any  animal  softly,  in 

order  to  catch  it.  Alighting,  going  near  any  one. 

A  &sUi>\  itakat,  (v.  n.  4  of  jll?  for  Being 
able,  powerful.  Being  competent  to  grapple  with 

(any  thing).  Giving  power.  Bearing,  enduring. 
Ability  for  any  thing. 

A  Jlls !  atal,  (pi.  of  itl)  The  sides,  espe- 
cially under  the  short  ribs. 

A  '&^\  italat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jll>  for  Jjl»)  Pro- 
longing, extending,  lengthening  out.  Bringing 

forth  a  child  of  a  long  shape,  or  tall.  Prolixity. 

^JJda'i  Jvi  'iji.^3i\  ̂ \  inna'l  kasirata  had  tutilu, 
Sometimes  a  dwarfish  woman  produces  a  tall  son. 

p  1^*51^9^  ataUh,  A  master,  guardian,  governor. 
A  1  atam,  Name  of  a  village  in  Yamamah. 

(pi.  of  ̂ \  uttim)  Fortresses  of  stone.  Edifices 
square  and  flat-roofed. 

A  jkUa^  titcim  or  iidm,  Costiveness  from  indispo- 
sition. A  strangury. 

A  j^^^  atamwi,  Legs  of  quadrupeds. 
A  JjU£>\  atawil,  (pi.  of  J^^)  Longer,  longest. 

A  c-oll>\  aifaj:i&,  The  best  and  choicest  parts  (of 
a  slaughtered  camel).  Delicacies,  (pi.  of  c-aJ^^ 

atyal))  Better,  best,  more  or  most  delightful. 

A  pjU»\  atasbn,  (pi.  of  &*J^1  afmiat)  Places 
where  fires  are  lighted,  hearths. 

A  atlas,  (pi.  of  ̂Ji£>  tuhy  and  tiby)  The 

dugs  (of  animals).  iLK5\  A.*^\  atbdsu'l  halhat, 

(Bitch's  dugs)  Sebestens.  Ithds,  (v.  n.  4  of  \Jh 
for  _jfi»)  Shewing  an  affection  for  any  one  and  then 

killing  him.  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂Jh)  Turning  from,  remov- 
ing, averting.    Calling  to  one. 

A  f-\So\  ittMs,  (v.  n.  8  of  Us  fer_jj.ls)  Call- 
ing. Choosing  as  a  friend,  accepting,  (v.  n.  8  of 

^1?)  Choosing,  selecting  for  one's  self.  Killing 
by  stratagem.  Calling. 

A  >\Jb^ atihhds,  (pi,  of  (— *J;-i3  taVib)  Physicians, 

A  ̂V^l  ittihdkh,  (v.n.Sof  ̂ )  Being  cooked. 
Cooking  for  one's  self.  Cookhig.  Taking  a  de- 

coction or  apozem.    Putting  on  the  pot, 

A  atbd^(p\.of^  tib^)  Rivulets,streams, 
channels  made  by  torrents.  Leathern  bottles  for 

churning.  Rusts. 

A  jUl»\  atbdJi,  (pi.  of  JaIj  tabak)  Plates, 

dishes.  Lids,  covers.  Strata  of  the  earth.  jlA?^ 
atbdki  afldk,  The  vaults  of  heaven.  Ithdh, 

(v,  n.  4  of  JjA>)  Covering  with  a  lid.  Raining  for 
a  week.  Consenting,  agreeing.  Being  numerous 

and  appearing  (stars).  Continuing  (fever  or  mad- 

ness).   Placing  a  flag-stone  over  a  hole. 
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A  J^if  ̂  athdl,  (pi.  of  ̂JJ^>  tabl)  Drums.  ̂ \ 

^  ayyu  atbdlin  hmn,  What  people  are  these  ? 
A  atibbat,  (pi.  of  AA^ia  tabib)  Physicians. 

Leathern  straps  of  a  finger's  length  for  covering 
the  seams  of  a  leathern  bottle. 

A  -^s]  atbakh,  Very  foolish,  extremely  stupid. 

A  ̂^^^  atba^  More  or  most  natural,  skilful, 
A  &^^\atbikat,(])\.  of  ̂jxls  tabak)  Lids,  covers. 

A  ̂J'cX2a\  ithundn,  (v,  n.  4  of  ̂^iJs  Q)  Being 
still  and  quiet,  reposing,  resting.  Tranquillity. 

aJ^\  itsdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofjji?)  Increasing,  mul- 
tiplying, abounding,  being  many. 

ittija^  (v.  n,  8  of  ̂ ^^)  laying  on  one 
side  (whether  on  a  bed  or  on  the  ground) 

A  ̂\J^^  it-hdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Till  •owmg;. 
Letting  fall. 

Ajls^^  it-hdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Extirpating  the 
foreskin  in  circumcision. 

A  (J^^  at-hal,  Of  the  colour  of  dust.  Neither 
dark-coloured  nor  bright-coloured  (wolf,  wine,  or 

ashes).  (Water)  covered  with  moss.  Name  of  a 

mountain.  Spleen-coloured. 

A  uJl^^  ithhdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  L_As^)  Making 

the  broth  '^i^-^"  tahhifat. 

A  je^^  uikham,  (A  ram)  black-headed,  the rest  of  the  body  of  a  sooty  colour.  (A  horse)  striped 

black  from  the  withers  to  the  tail.  Chesnut,  bright 

bay  (horse).  The  tip  of  the  nose  (of  man  or  horse). 

Dry  flesh,  of  a  blackish  colour. 

A  ̂̂ .tr^^  itkhbndm,  (v.  n,9  of  Being  dry and  blackish  (flesh). 

A        atad,  Wood  of  brambles. 

A  Jh\  atr,  (v.  n.  of  Jh\)  Bending  (a  bow).  Sur- 
rounding, walling,  hedging,  or  paling  round.  Wrap- 

ping a  piece  of  cat-gut  or  bowstring  round  an  ar- 
row, near  the  notch,  to  strengthen  it.  The  curve 

of  a  bow.  A  cloud.  A  rim,  a  circle.  Utur,  (pi. 

oi itdr)  Circles. 

A  AJ^\  itrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  \Jlo')  Praising  immo- 
derately, (v.  n.  4  oi\J^  for  jjla)  Praising  immo- 

derately. Hyperbole,  exaggeration.  Pickling,  sea- 
soning with  spiceries,  preserving  with  sugar,  honey, 

or  vinegar. 

A  ̂\Jia\  at7-db,T!\ie  choicest  odoriferous  herbs. 
Itrdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— .^)  Exhilarating,  producing 

joy.  Singing, 
A  ̂jA>\J^s\  atrdbulus,  Tripoli  in  Syria. 

A  ̂J^^  itiirdh,  (v.  n,  8  of  ̂_jl?)  Throwing  away, 
putting  to  a  distance. 
A  itrdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  li^)  Ejecting,  banish- 

ing. Rejecting.  Ordering  to  be  banished,  ejected, 
or  exiled.  Collecting,  bringing  together  (camels) 

from  difierent  quarters.  Betting,  wagering.  A  re- 

mainder, sequel,  consequence. 

A  ittirdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  li^)  Being  in  good 

train  (business).  Flowing  (rivers).  Following  in 
succession.  Floating,  hovering  (the  vapour  sardb). 

A j\)o\itrdr,{y. n.ioi'^)  Cutting.  CuttingofF. Causing  to  fall.  Holding  in  contempt.  Irritating, 

instigating.    Sprouting,  coming  forth  (whiskers). 

A  ̂^\^\  atrds,  (pi.  of  (^J^  tirs)  Leaves  of 
paper  or  of  a  book ;  especially  where  the  writing 
has  been  erased  and  re-written. 

A  I  i\Jio\  atrdf,  (pi.  of  i  ijh  tarf)  Eyes  (dis- 

allowed by  some),  (pi.  of  t^ff)  Noble,  emi- 

nent, high-born.  Learned,  distinguished  (men), 

(pi.  of  taraf)  Sides,  districts,  tracts,  coasts, 
shores,  environs,  confines,  skirts,  extreme  parts. 

Ends,  tips.  The  head,  hands,  feet,  and  other  ex- 
tremities of  the  body.  The  nearest  kinsmen  (as 

fathers,  brothers,  uncles^  &c.).  ̂ gj^*^^ 

atrdf  u,  'I  ̂ zdra',  (Maid's  fingers)  A  sort  of  grape. atraf  u  ahnaf,  (or  ̂jlsl  j  u-S^^^ 

atrdf  u  dfdli,  Everywhere,  throughout  the  globe, 
the  whole  world.     ;__s^l?\  umardsi  atrdf 
The neigbouring governors.  Itrdf  (v.n.  4ofi__ip3) 

Giving  any  one  something  new,  such  as  he  never 

had  before.  Winking,  shutting  the  eyes.  Abound- 

ing in  the  plant  '^j&>  wa.s7?/,compact  and.  full-grown. 
Becoming^acquainted,  understanding,  being  up  to. 

A  L-s\Jk>\  ittirdf  (v.  n.  8  of  i  Buying  some- 
thing new.  Tinging  the  tips  of  her  fingers  with 

privet  (a  woman). 

A  &a5\^\  atrdf  lyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A  atrdli,  (pi.  of  tarak)  Folds,  or 

wrinkles  (of  the  belly  or  a  leathern  bottle  when  al- 
most empty).  Itrdk,  (v.n.  4of  ̂ ^)  Being  dumb, 

keeping  silence.  Hanging  the  head.  Fixing  the 

eyes  upon  the  ground.  Being  addicted  to,  or  fol- 
lowing (pastimes).  Succeeding  each  other  (por- 

tions of  the  night).  Bringing  ruin  and  destruction 

upon  any  one.  Lending  or  hiring  out  (a  camel- 
stallion).  Covering  any  thing  with  leather,  &c. 

Going  one  after  another,  following  one  another's 
foot-steps.    Being  clothed  with  skin  and  sinews. 

A  (j^p^^  itfirdk,  (v.n.  8  of  ̂j^l?)  Going  in  dif- 
ferent directions,  leaving  the  high  road.  Being 

folded  (the  wings  of  a  bird).  Following  each  other's footsteps  (camels). 

A  |»^^  ttrd7n,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂Jlo)  Being  dirty  and 
covered  with  tartar  (the  teeth).  Stinking  (the 

breath,  from  shreds  of  meat  sticking  in  the  teeth). 

A  ittirdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ Jh)  Contracting  a 
dirty  colour  (teeth). 

A  utrat,  Flesh  surrounding  the  nails.  The 

cat-ffut  or  bow-string;  which  is  twisted  round  an  ar- 
row,  near  the  notch.  The  rim  of  the  nut  of  the  yard. 

The  edge  of  the  artery abhar.  A  species  of 

glutinous  substance  mixed  up  with  blood  and  ashes 
with  which  broken  earthenware,  &c.,  is  cemented. 

A  itrihhmdm,  (v,  n.  4  of          Q)  Car- 

rying one's  self  haughtily,  tossing  the  nose  from 
pride.  Being  dim  the  (sight),  dark  (the  night). 

A  \,Jis>\  atraM'l  hdjibayn,  One  who 



has  thin  eye-brows. 

A  {^\JLS-^\  itritjhg}iush,{v.  n.  4  of  {J^^  Q) 
Recovering  health.  Rising  up,  moving.  Leaning 

from  side  to  side  in  walking.  Stirring  in  the  nest 

(young  birds).  Being  blessed  with  rain  and  fer- 
tility after  a  season  of  scarcity  and  discomfort. 

A  0^)yff^^  utrughullat,  Female  turtle-doves. 
Wood-pigeons. 

A  ̂ ^Jh\  itrighmam,  The  being  proud. 
A  atrak,  Weak  in  the  knee.  Bow-legged. 

Atmh,  (pi.  of  ̂ J>.J^  tank)  Roads,  ways. 

A         atrika^,(p\.o£ ^J^9  tarik)  Roads,ways. 

A  'siJhS  atrlJtat,  (pl.of        teri^) Roads,ways. 
A  ̂J*>L*«JJs>\  itrimsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j^^  Q) 

Being  dark  (the  night). 
A  utruwan,  The  earliest  and  most  lively 

season  of  youth. 

A  utrush,  Deaf. 

A  ̂l^Jfcjial  itrihmam,  (v.n.  4  of  Q)  Being 
middle-sized  and  well-proportioned. 

A  'i>Jio\  itriyat,  A  vermicelli  used  in  broths. 
A  itrih,  Oblong  (bunch  of  a  camel). 

itriras,  (v.  n.  12  of  j^ls)  Being  op- 
pressed with  indigestion.  Being  puffed  with  pride 

or  anger.  Swelling  (the  belly). 

A  ̂^SL>Jh\  itrifal,  A  myrobalan-electuary. 

G  J^^^T  atrilal,  (or  Crow-foot. 

itsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  L-iis)  Causing  indi- 
gestion (repletion  or  satiety). 

A  utsummat,  The  greater  or  middle  part 

of  any  thing,  the  aggregate,  conflux. 

A  ̂UJs>\  itshds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ULl?)  Taking  cold, 
suffering  from  rheum. 

A  itshash,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^)  Misling. 

A  laJd^  iittat,  Creaking  (thongs). 

it^m,  (v.  n.  4  of  |*jti>)  Feeding,  giving 
victuals.  Grafting.  Being  well-flavoured  (ripen- 

ing dates).  Having  ripe  fruit  (a  palm-tree). 

A  j»Ul>l  itti^m.,  (v.n. 8  of  j»*i>)  Being  fine  fla- 
voured (fruit).  Being  instructed  in  literature  and 

good  breeding,  or  any  thing  useful.   Eating  food. 

A  itti^n,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^jf^)  Seeking  to 
spear  (each  other).  Breaking  a  lance  with  another. 

A  at^mat,  (pi.  of  ̂ 1*1?  ta^m)  Meats, 
victuals,  viands.  Wheats.  &x.jM  e.,^f^\  ataman 
nafisa,  Exquisite  meats. 

A  j^j^^  at^n,  More  or  most  of  a  piercer. 

itcjlias,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^jih)  Seducing,  lead- 
ing into  error.  Rendering  proud,  petulant, insolent. 

Making  exorbitant  or  excessive. 

A  As^\  itfas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂al»)  Extinguishing, 
putting  out  (a  fire  or  life). 

A  ,^\s^\  itfah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Filling  till  the 
liquor  runs  over,  filling  to  the  brim. 

A  ̂lal?\  ittifali,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J£>)  Throwing  up 
scum  (a  boiling  pot).     Taking  off  the  scum. 

A  h\sda\  atfaz,  (pi.  of  liiia)  Sepulchres,  graves. 
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Aj\si!h\  itfifar,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ji^)  Putting  his  feet 
under  the  armpit  of  a  horse  (a  rider),  which  is  re- 

garded as  bad  horsemanship. 

A  (  slal?l  (v.  n.  4  of  iJ"q^)  Happening, 
occurring.  Being  possible,  offering  itself,  coming 

in  one's  way.  Impending.  Filling  to  the  brim. 
Bringing  forth  an  imperfect  colt  (a  camel).  Un- 

derstanding, knowing.  Comprehending,  contain- 
ing. Being  near,  at  the  point  of.  Hitting  (with  a 

stone).  Studying  to  deceive. 

A  Jjlala^  itfdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y>}h)  Fulfilling 
one's  wishes  (God). 

p  Jlil*^  atfdl,  A  wife  (considered  more  respect- 

ful than  ̂ jj  zan,  and  other  similar  words). 

A  JUial  atfai,  (pi.  of  Jil*  tifi)  Infants,  chil- 

dren, boys,  p  ̂   Jlil?^  affdli  bdgh,  Fresh  flow- 
ers, young  plants,  a  Itfdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^als)  Be- 

ing near  sun-set,  reddening,  as  at  sun-set.  Enter- 

ing upon  darkness. 
A  ̂^UaoL^  itjisndn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jlaif  Q)  Being 

quiet,  tranquil,  good,  and  amiable. 

A  (J.1>1  itl  or  itil,  (pi.  (JUf  I  dtdl)  The  side,  that 

part  of  the  belly  under  the  short  ribs,  the  hypo- 

chondria.  Utl,  Any  thing,  a  mouthful. 

A  -f^Ua^  atldf,  (pi.  of  tala')  Fawns  (when 
just  brought  forth).  The  young  ones,  especially 
of  animals  that  divide  the  hoof.  Sick,  diseased. 

Itlds,  (v.n.  4of  (_ps)  Inclining  toone's  own  wishes. 
Bowing  the  head,  submitting  to  death,  or  any 

other  calamity.     Anointing  (with  pitch). 

A  ̂*:^\itt'ddj:,  (v.n. 8  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  anointed, 

bedaubed.  Anointing  one's  self  with  pitch,  or  the 
like.  Removing  hair  from  the  body  with  a  pre- 

paration of  arsenic. 
A  L— '^Us^  atldh,  (pi.  of  (_-A^  tilh)  Lovers, 

courtiers,  suitors,  fond  of  women.  Itldh,  (v.  n.  4 

of  u-aUo)  Forcing  (one)  to  seek  or  inquire.  Grant- 
ing a  petition.  Being  far  off,  or  a  great  way  to 

seek  (as  water  or  forage). 

A  ittildh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (--Als)  Seeking, 

asking,  exacting. 

A  ̂^Ui>\  atldh,(]A.  of  ̂   tilh)  Jaded  (camels). 
Tikes,  sheep-lice.  Stewards,  farming-bailiffs. 

Danglers  after  women.  Itldh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Fa- 
tiguing or  even  killing  (a  camel).    Being  jaded. 

A  ̂ '^\ atlds,  (pi.  of  tils)^  orn  smooth, 
bare,  bald.  Wolves  whose  hair  is  rubbed  off  quite 

bare  ;  the  thighs  of  camels  in  the  same  state. 

Things  defaced  or  erased.    Spots,  stains. 

A  itld^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Manifesting,  im- 
parting what  one  knows,  informing,  putting  in  pos- 
session of  a  secret.  Knowing,  understanding,  con- 

sidering. Bringing  up  or  out,  drawing  forth.  Put- 
ting forth  buds  or  the  spathes  which  enclose  the 

dates  (a  palm-tree).  Vomiting.  Shooting  or  throw- 
ing beyond,  above,  or  wide  of  the  mark.  Coming, 

approaching.  Causing  one  to  make  haste.  Doing 
2f 

a  kindness,  conferring  a  favour. 

A  ̂^Usl  ittild^  (v.  n.8  of  ̂ o)  Ascending,  ris- 
ing (the  sun  or  stars).  Putting  forth  buds  (a  palm). 

Knowing.  Inspecting,  viewing,  examining,  pene- 

trating deeply  (into  any  business).  Arriving,  ap- 

proaching. Being  hidden.  Information,  report. 

P  (ji^/j^****  s  ittild^u  shu^T  kardan,  To 
examme  and  animadvert  upon. 

A  l^^JJal  ittild^ti, For  the  purpose  of  informing. 

A  I  j^Usl  itldf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_ftil?)  Giving,  be- 

stowing. Escaping  with  impunity.  Suffering  to 

go  unpvmished. 
A  ̂j"^^  atldh,  (pi.  of  ̂j)l>  talk)  Fawns,  young 

deer.  (pi.  of  ̂ji^  tulk  and  tuluk)  Free,  unconfined 
(camels),  pasturing  at  large,  (pi.  of  talah) 
Intestines.  Sheaths  (of  horses).  Itldh,  (v.  n. 

4  of  ̂ ^)  Setting  at  liberty,  liberating,  releas- 
ing, dismissing,  sending  away.  Loosening,  re- 

laxing. Using  (a  word)  in  a  free,  unrestricted, 
or  universal  sense.  Opening  (the  hand),  being  li- 

beral, giving  bountifully.  Divorcing,  repudiating. 

Allowing  (camels)  to  go  freely  to  pasture  and  water 

when  the  day's  journey  is  over  ;  also,  being  pos- 
sessed of  such  camels.  Giving  a  poisoned  draught 

to  an  enemy.  Rendering  the  female  palm  fruitful 

by  sprinkling  the  farina  of  the  male  tree.  A  diar- 

rhoea. ^j^Us^^  ̂   hurufu'l  itldh,  The  letters 
\,  J,  and  (J  put  after  a  homogeneous  vowel  to  fill 

up:  as,         hamdlu  for  hamdlu,'^\^  ha- 
mdld  for         hamdla,  kamdti  for 

mdli.  ^ila'l  itldh.  Absolutely,  pro- 
perly, universally.      P  (j*^^  J^^^  itldki 

^nun  hardan,  To  give  the  reins  (to  a  horse). 
A  ittildh,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jjiia)  Being  car- 

ried away  (the  mind).    Being  joyous  and  glad. 

A  J^Ual  atldl,  A  certain  horse  or  camel  said  to 
have  been  endued  with  the  gift  of  speech,  (pi.  of 

JAia  talal)  Bodies,  substances.  Ruins  of  a  house. 

Itlal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ji?)  Being  at  the  point  of,  im- 
pending. Knowing,  understanding.  Permitting 

blood  to  be  shed  unrevenged. 

A  js^Ual  ittildm,  (v.n.  8  of  pils>)  Submitting  to injuries.^ 

A  S^lal  ittildh,  (v. n.8  of  iH^h)  Ascending,  ris- 

ing. Inspecting,viewing;  knowing,being  cognizant. 
A  <  atlah,  More  or  most  of  a  seeker. 

A&1J»1  atillat,  (pi.  of  J-Ua  taUl)  Mats. 

A  ̂y^^  itlihhdhh,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ )  Being  scat- tered.   Flowing  (tears). 

A  pl^s^^  itlihhmdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q) Being 
high  and  haughty.  Being  very  dark  (the  night). 

Being  dim  (the  sight). 

A  (jJyl9\  atlas.  Bare,  smooth,  bald.  Satin. 

Dirty,  soiled.  Old  (raiment).  Tending  to  black ; 

any  thing  of  such  a  colour.  Name  of  a  dog.  A 

thief  Black  (Ethiopian).  Blackened,  stigma- 

tized, suspected,  p  i^jSh\         charhhi  atlas,  The 



crystalline  sphere. 

p  ̂̂ ^^>*AL>\  atlasi,  An  eunuoli  (black). 
A         atlat,  More  or  most  cunning,  shrewder. 

A  ̂Lwills^  itlinsas,  (v.n.3  of  Q)  Flow- 
ing over  the  body(sweat).  Going  fromplace  to  place. 

A  ̂liUiia\  itlinfd^,  A  cleaving  to  the  ground. 

A  edlal  atlah,  Destitute  of  water  (i-iver).  (pi. 
1^  tulh)  The  same  as  atlas  above. 

A  ̂aUs^  atliyat,  (pi.  of  ̂i}^  tilas)  Liniments. 

A  ̂ \  atm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Biting  (the  hand). 
Voiding  dung.  Narrowing  (a  well's  mouth).  Let- 

ting down  a  veil  before  a  tent.  Having  a  consti- 
pation and  suppression  of  urine  (a  camel).  Being 

enraged.  Being  bound,  drawn  together.  Utum, 

(pil.  joUst  atam  and  utum)  A  fortress  of  stone. 
Any  square  edifice,  with  a  flat  roof.  A  stone  fort. 

A  fortress  in  MadTna.  la*^^^  ̂ \  utumu'lazbat, 
Name  of  a  fortress  in  Yaman  built  by  )aXto\ 

azhat  bin  Imray^ 

A  ̂Ui^^  itmah,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂Is)  Raising  the  face, 
lifting  the  eyes. 

atmar,  (pi.  oij^  tirm-)  Old,  worn-out 
clothes.  Itmar,  (v.  n.  4  of  Drawing  his  yard 

up  into  the  sheath  (a  horse).    Causing  to  leap. 

A (ttimar,  (v.  n,  8  of  Leaping,  vault- 

ing upon  (a  horse's)  back  from  behind. 
A  itmas,  (v.  n.  4  of  u*»^)  Putting  out, 

quenching. 

A  l»l»l>^  atmat,  A  species  of  Indian  nut. 

A  atma^  (pi.  of         tama^  Soldiers' 
pay.  The  times  at  which  they  receive  it,  pay-days, 

(pi.  of  tdmi^andi  tami^  Greedy.  It- 

md^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ U^*)  Exciting  a  strong  desire, 
causing  to  hanker. 

A  (JU^^«YTOaZ,(v.n.4of  ,J.Jfl)Erasing(writing). 

A  jUisl  ittimdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Extracting 
even  to  the  last  drop  from  a  cistern. 

A  ̂\^\  ityndm,  (v.  n.  4  of  pis)  Being  fit  for  cut- 
ting, requiring  to  be  cut  and  dressed  (hair). 

aJ\j^^^  itmihrdr,  (v.n.  4  of  j^*^  Q)  Drink- 
ing to  repletion. 

Aj\jh:^^  itmikhrdr,  (v.n. 4  of  Q)  Drink- 
ing to  repletion. 

ut7nurr,  High-spirited,  swift  (horse). 
A  \s^^\  aimut,  A  species  of  Indian  nut. 
G  L^a^lsl  atniisd,  Southernwood.  Muofwort. 

A  itmundn,  (v.n.4  of         Q)  Repos- 

ing, resting.  Rest,  tranquillity,  repose,  content, 

quiet,  security,  peace.  J\a\js-  itmundni 
hhdtir,  Peace  of  mind. 

A  itndj:,  (v.  n.  4  of  Uis»)  Killing,  stinging 
mortally  (a  scorpion).  Wishing  for  an  inn  or  place 

of  repose  (travellers).  Reclining  upon  any  thing 

in  order  to  sleep.  Lying  down  in  order  to  drink, 

(v.  n.  4  offj^)  Poisoning,  killing  suddenly,  sting- 
ing mortally  (a  serpent).  Striking  in  a  mortal 

part.   Inclining  to  suspicion  and  scandal.  Launch- 
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ing  out  into  wickedness  and  debauchery.  Having 

the  spleen  and  lungs  adhering  to  the  left  side. 

Buying.    Selling.    Liking  to  lounge  on  a  sofa. 

atinnas,{^\.  of^J;Ol^)  Buzzingsofflies. 

atnab,  (pi.  of  u-AJkla  tunub)  Tent- 
ropes.  Itndb,  (v.  n.  4  of  («.>ll»)  Raising  a  dust 

(wind).  Speaking  with  sublimity,  using  glo-wing 
language.  Sublimity  of  style.  Bombast,  hyper- 

bole in  praise  or  censure.  Following  one  another 

(camels).    Flowing  to  a  distance  (a  river). 
A  &jlj*ls>l  itnabdt,  An  umbrella,  parasol,  arbour, 

any  place  or  thing  that  shades  from  the  sun  or  rain. 

A  thong  which  joins  a  bow-string  to  the  horn  of  a 

bow.   io\j;i»*i)l       ibnu'l  itndhat,  Name  of  a  poet. 

A  ̂Ui?^  itndkh,  The  causing  of  an  indigestion. 

atnaf,  (pi.  of  ■,_  a^V»  tanf)  Promon- 
tories, extremities,  jDrotuberances,  or  mountain- 

peaks.  Ityidf,  (v.  n.  4of  l-AaI?)  Standing  on  a  pin- 
acle,  mountain-top,  or  coping  of  a  wall.  Having  a 

copingforone's  wall,or  aslab  or  pent  over  one's  door. 
A  atndn,  (pi.  of  ̂^1?  tunn)  Human  bo- 

dies. Itndn,  (v.  n.4  of  Making  any  thing  to 

sound  or  ring  (as  a  bason,  drum,  or  a  bell).  Mak- 
ing a  duck  to  quack,  or  a  fly  to  buzz.  Cutting 

the  leg  (from  the  sound  which  the  blow  makes). 

A  (...^iis^  atnab,  Long-legged,  but  lax  withal. 

Long-backed. 

A  a.iUls»^  U)  md  atnafahu,  What  a  little  eater  he 
is  !    How  poor  he  is  !    How  unwilling  he  is  ! 

G         atana,  Athens.     The  Arabians  call  it 

K>Ji3-«wrtfi?HaiM7/m/ia»mj:,The  city  of  philo- 

sophers; and  zaytunat,  The  olive-garden. 
A  atwds,  Wrinkles,  folds,  plies.  Ducts 

of  fat  in  the  bunches  of  camels.  Itwds,  (v.  n.  4 

of  (j'^)  Abstaining  from  food,  fasting. 
A  itttjuaj:,  (v.n.  8  of  t/jl?) Being  folded. 

A  L)\^\atmdd,  (pi.  of  ii^)  Large  mountains. 

A J\y^\  atrcdr,  (pi.  ofj^  ta/ivr)  Times,  turns, 
ways.  j  mahdtndt  u  afwdr,F\aces 
and  countries. p 

j\ ̂\  atwdri  siyah,  Black 
or  wicked  actions.    J^^^X>  atwdri  ndham- 

u'ar,Unworthy actions.  s^v^iiJu-^.jU  1  ̂  iSjJs^j\^\ 
atwdri  hamida  u  dsdri  pasandlda,  Praise-worthy 

actions  and  illustrious  deeds,  j^^^  U**^  hhwush- 
atwdr,  Well-bred. 

A  Vj^l^^  atwdran,  Occasionally. 
A  atwds,  (pi.  of  (_)«jU2>  tdsus)  Pea- 

cocks. Beaus,  handsome  men.  (Grounds)  luxu- 
riant with  herbage.  Silvers. 

A  3a^_5ls\  atwdt,  (pi.  of  iojla)  Libidinous  stallions. 
A  a^jyaA;,  The  milk  of  the  cocoa-nut.  (pi. 

of  ̂jjla  tawk)  Collars,  chains  for  the  neck. 

A  Jl jls\  atwdl,  (pi.  of  J_jl3  tul)  Longitudes.  It- 
wdl,  (v. n. 4  of  JUa  for  Jjla)  Lengthening.  Bring- 

ing forth  a  long-shaped  infant  (a  woman). 

Aj^\  atwar,  End,  extremity. 

A  jjJ^^la]  a^Tiwm,  A  calamity, misfortune.  ̂  

i^^^  j»W  \  ̂3  balaghafVl  ̂ Im  atwaraylii  or  atwa- rilii,  He  attained  the  beginning  and  end  of  learning. 

A         aiwa^  More  or  most  obedient. 

A  Jjlfl^ a^roaZ,(p].(Jjlia^a^a?CTZ)Longer,longest. 
(A  camel)  which  has  a  long  dangling  upper  lip. 

A  Sj^^  atwalan,  Prolixly,  tediously. 

A  j*^^  atum,  A  sea-tortoise,  turtle.  A  species of  wild  ox.  A  kind  of  thick-skinned  fish.  A  bow 

whose  string  sticks  close  to  the  handle.  A  hedge- 

hog. A  sea-shell.  Utum,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  utum)  Castles, 
fortresses,  square  buildings  of  stone  with  flat  roofs. 

A  -^l^^  it-lidf,  (v.  n.  4  of  for_^li>)  Being 

skilful,  clever  at  any  work  or  business. 

Ajl^^  at-hdr,  (pi.  of  tuhr)  Purities,  (pi. 
of^H?  tdliir)  Clear, pure,  chaste,  unsullied,  clean. 

at-ltar.  Days  (of  a  woman's)  cleanness. 

A  it-hdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  'n^  not  in  use) 
Using  a  short  for  a  long  vowel.  Discoursing  plain- 

ly, simply,  perspicuously.  Being  loose,  flaccid  (a 

leathern  bottle).  Giving  away  a  part  of  one's  wealth. 
Growing  luxuriantly  (the  plant  ̂ ^^^.o  sillbjdn). 
Sowing  the  kind  of  grass  called  i-A,^  tahf. 

A at-har.  More  or  most  pure. 

aJ^\  ittahhur,  (v.  n.  of  ittahhara)  (for 

^paJ  tatahhur,  v.  n.  6  of^^)  Being  purified.  Be- 
ing clean,  free  from  vice. 

A  (--J^^  atydb,  (pi.  of  u-»J«i»  tih)  Odours,  un- 

guents. Itydb,  (v.  n.  4  of  c-^H?  for  »J^)  Re- 
lishing, liking  well,  approving. 

A  atydr,  (pi.  of^la  tayr)  Birds. 
A  (  sLl^^  ittiydf,  (v.  n.  8  of  (  sUa  for  (  Sjla) 

Going  to  the  privy. 

A  atydb.  Better,  best,  more  or  most  sweet, 

fragrant,  delicate,  pleasant,  delightful. 

al  atyahdni,  The  two  delights,  Ceres  and  Venus, 

or  youth  and  gay  spirits.    »fJil>^  ̂   md  atyabuhu, 
How  delightful  (is)  it ! 

ati7\  Sin,  crime,  fault.  Straits.  Speecli, 

a  word.  Evil  which  comes  from  afar.  Jf^'^  i^i^ ' 

ijj^  ahhazam  bi  ath'i  ghayr'i.  He  blamed  me  for the  fault  of  another. 

A  ̂ J^^  utayrili,  A  palm-tree. 
A  [^J^>^\  atyash,  A  kind  of  bird. 

atlt,  (v.  n.  of  Is^)  Making  a  creaking 

noise  (the  saddle  of  a  camel).  The  sound  itself. 
The  rattling  of  the  belly  (from  hunger).  Hunger. 

The  yearning  of  the  bowels.  The  noise  made  by 

a  camel's  colt.  The  murmuring  of  a  camel  from 
fatigue,  ordesire  for  her  young.  f^Sahliattt, 
Those  who  look  after,  or  make  use  of,  camels. 

A  attmat,  (pi.  ̂[)£>\  atd/im)  A  grate, 
a  hearth,  or  any  place  where  fire  is  lighted. 

A  Jf^^^  atyut,  Name  of  an  Indian  nut. 

Aj\^\  azsdr,  (pi.  of  J)o  zi^-)  Nurses,  foster- 
mothers,  those  who  suckle  the  offspring  of  others. 

Izsdr,  (v.  n.  4  of,Ui>)  Inducing  (a  camel)  to  suckle 
the  colt  of  another.  Hiring  a  nurse. 



Ajj^\  azdfir,  (pi.  of  J>^)  Nails,  claws,  hoofs. 
A  t_.axiUj^  azaUf,  (pl.of         uzUifat,)  Grounds 

full  of  rugged  and  sharp  stones  (as  mountains,  &c.). 

A  ij^^^^  azan'm,  (pi.  of  ̂Jib  zann)  Opinions. 
Doubts,  waverings. 

A  azbi,  (pi.  of  'L^  zuha  t)  The  points  of  ar- 
rows. The  curved  edges  of  swords,  (pi.  of  ̂^j-j^ 

zaby)  Wild  bucks,  chevrils. 

A  azrab,  The  roots  of  the  teeth.  Wis- 

dom-teeth. Four  teeth  behind  theii>»-\y  nawajiz. 

Ajpi>\  izrar,  A  walking  upon  sharp  stones. 

A  (  i\J}a\  izraf,  (v.  n.  4  of    i;ii>)  Bringing  forth 
ingenious,  witty  children.  Making  a  vessel. 

A  azirrat,  (pi.  of  zanr)  (Grounds) 
full  of  sharp  stones. 

A  i^J^\  azraf,  More  or  most  elegant,  beauti- 
ful, clean,  neat.    More  or  most  facetious,  witty. 

Ajj ̂ \  uzrur,  A  round  stone  with  a  sharp  edge. 

A  Aj>_p>\  iz7'iras,  (v.  n.  12  of  i^^)  Swelling 
(the  belly).    Suffering  from  over-eating.  Being 
oppressed  Avith  fat. 

A  ̂iUaii^  iztilam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂Jii)  Being  har- 
rassed  by,  bearing  patiently,  or  sinking  under,  ty- 

ranny, oppression,  cruelty,  or  outrage. 

AjlSaJi*^  iztuar,(Y,n.  8  ofjOs>)  Hiring  a  nurse. 

az^n,  (pi.  of  i'^Jf^  za^tiat)  Litters 
HI  which  women  travel  on  the  backs  of  camels.  Wo- 

men so  carried.  Iz^n,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^^^^  Causing 

(a  man)  to  travel,  or  to  migi'ate. 
izzi^tn,  (v.  n.  8  of  Travelling  in 

the  camel-litter  AJj^aii*  za^iiat,  (a  woman). 
Aj\3^\  azfdr,  A  kind  of  perfume  resembling 

iprooted  nails,  (pi.  of zvfr)  Nails,  claws, 

hoofs.  Large  tikes,  which  annoy  camels,  sheep, 
and  other  cattle.  Certain  small  stars  in  front  of  the 

constellation  of  the  eagle.  t-A^3J^jVaii>^  azfaru'z 
zhb,  Certain  small  stars  near  the  constellation 

f^Si^  farhadan.  t_^J;la)\ j\s^\azfa.ru't  tib,Ver- 
fumed  nails.  Izfdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Wounding 

with  the  nails.  Making  conqueror,  enabling  one 

to  triumph,  or  to  attain  his  object. 

X J^SLib\  izzifdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  ji^)  Being  victo- 
rious. Sticking  the  nails  in  any  thing.  Seizing  (a 

bird)  by  the  head  (a  hawk). 

A  jiiil  az/hr.  Possessed  of  long  and  broad  nails. 

Aj^^\  uzfur,  (pl.jjil)i»\  azdfir^  A  nail,  claw, 
talon.  Atendril  growingroundthe branch  ofa vine. 

A  J,i2>\  azall,  (pi.  Jib  zulV)  The  inside  of  a  fin- 

ger or  of  the  sole  of  a  camel's  foot. 

A  l_J^U3\  azldf,  (pi.  of  znf)  The  hoofs 
of  oxen,  sheep,  and  other  animals  which  divide  the 

lioof.  The  animals  themselves.    Izldf,  (v.  n.  4  of 

I  fliii>)  Falling  upon  hard  ground,  with  sharp  and 

rugged  stones.  Concealing  one's  footsteps  by  walk- 
ing upon  hard,  unyielding  ground. 

A  azldj,  (pl.of  ji»  zUl)  Shadows.  Iz- 
Idl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-5i>)  Shading,  casting  a  shadow. 
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Turning  the  face  to.  Approaching.  Being  cloudy. 

A  izldm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  G  rowing  dark. 
Walking  in  darkness.  Being  bright  (the  front 
teeth.     Meeting  with  oppression. 

A  ̂^Ubl  izzildm,  The  being  tyrannized  over. 
A  azlam,  More  or  most  unjust.  ̂ \  ̂^jj 

uii^^j  (_j<^l  la^na'lldh  azlamiwa  azla7naha, 
May  God  curse  the  more  unjust  of  me  and  thee ! 

A  &i^ili>\  uzlufat,  (pi.  i_-ftJi5Us>l  azdlif)  Ground 
covered  with  sharp  rugged  stones. 

uzmas,  (pi.  of  zims)  Thirsts.  The 

spaces  of  time  between  drinking  or  watering  of 

cattle.  Izmds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂j^)  Making  thirsty. 
Making  (a  fat  horse)  lean. 

A  (\j»ii>^  azma,  Brown  and  slender  (spear). 
Black  (cloud  or  shadow).  One  who  has  brown 
and  bloodless  gums. 

izndn,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^^)  Suspecting. 
Renderins:  liable  to  suspicion. 

zzinan,  (v.  n.  8  of  Suspecting. 

azinnat,  (pi.  of  tj^^  zan'in)  Suspected. 
izwas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^^)  Being  foolish. 

A  (— azml),  (pi.  of  u->lii>  zath)  Husbands 

of  wives'  sisters.    Marriages.    Noises,  clamours. 

azAir,  (pi.  of^lli>)  Nurses,foster-mothers. 
Aj\^\  izhdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Revealing,  dis- 

covering, publishing,  evincing,  displaying,  exhi- 
biting. Pretending,  feigning,  making  an  outward 

show.  Exalting,  rendering  superior,  assisting 

against  an  enemy.  Entering  upon  or  travelling  in 

the  noon-tide  heat.  Despising,  rejecting,  forget- 

ting, treating  slightingly,  casting  behind  one's  back. 
Reading  off  by  heart.  Being  possessed  of  camels 

for  the  saddle,  p  i^^^ \Z^yA'>-  Izlidri  khu- 
sumat  Itardan,  To  show  enmity,  become  an  open 

enemy,  ̂ ^d^ J<^\  izhdrijirdr  Itardan,  To 
make  a^feint  retreat,  to  appear  to  fly. 

Ajl^\  izzihdr,  (v.  n.  8  of j^)  Throwing  be- 
hind one's  back.  Forgetting.  Neglecting.  Despising. 

A  j^^  azhar,  More  or  most  clear,  bright,  evi- 
dent, azhar  mini'  sh  sharns, 

Clearer  than  the  sun.  Azhur,  (pi.  ofj.^)  Backs. 

(jO  hayna  azhmihim,  In  the  midst  of  them. 

izzisdr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjlli>)  Giving  suck  to 

another's  child  (a  woman),  another's  colt  (a  camel). 

A  ̂   ^^^^  sound  made  in  vomiting. 
A        /^a^,  A  sheath,  case,  pure,  or  chest. 

A  a^ibid,  (pi.  of  dJS-  ̂ bd)  Servants. 

A  a^jim,  (pi.  of  j*^^  a^jam)  Barba- rians (those  who  cannot  speak  Arabic,  or  speak 

incori-ectly ;  but  more  particularly  the  Persians). 

A  t_»x>-lp\  a^jib,  (pi.  of  u^ubat)  Mi- 
racles, wonders. 

A  i'lilP-l  i^daf,  (v.  n.  4  of  lilff-  for  <i_jS-)  Caus- 
ing to  return,  bringing  back.  Making  a  habit  or 

custom  (sols-  ̂ dat).  Repetition,  reiteration,  say- 

ing or  doing  any  thing  over  again,  p  Oiilff-^ 

i^dat  Itardan,  To  repeat,  to  relate. 

A  (_fii\5-W/^affi,(pl.of  j;i>S-^afZM«')Enemies,foes. 
i^zat,  (v.  n.  4  of  <3lff-  for  lij^)  Forcing 

to  fly  for  refuge.     Having  recently  brought  forth 

young  (camels,  mares,  deer,  &c.).  Wishing  to  hin- 
der, prevent,  or  keep  back.    Saving,  defending. 

A  i^rat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjlS'  for ̂ y^)  Lending. 

Borrowing.  Being  in  fear.  (v.  n.  4  ofjls-  for^c-) 

Carrying.  Turning  (a  horse)  loose  to  pasture.  Go- 
ing to  and  fro.  Turning  away  from  one  female  to 

another  (a  male  camel).  Flying  about,  being  spread 

far  and  wide  (a  poem).  Making  (an  arrow-head) 

large  in  the  middle. 

A  a^iriz,  (or  {^ja>J^\  a^riz)  (pi.  of 

{^jojjS'  ̂ a/'M^)  The  concluding  members  in  the first  hemistichs  of  couplets. 

A  e^.jls-^  a^rib,  (pi.  of  a^'db)  Wild 
wandering  Arabs  (the  more  civilized  citizens  be- 

ing called  ^rab), 

A  i^sat,  The  withering  (of  corn). 

A  i^shat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  jjiJ^S-) 

Supporting,  preserving  life. 
Aj<i^\ff-\  a^shir,  (pi.  ofj\^\  a^hdr)  Broken in  ten  pieces  (pots). 

a^slr,  (pi.  of  /^-.or)  Whirl- winds, hui'ricanes,  tornadoes. 

A  '&.^\S'\  i^zat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  f^jo^) 
Recompensing,  rewarding,  retaliating,  giving  one 

thing  in  return  for  another. 

A  ̂ \^\  a^zim,  (pi.  of  plaff-^  a^am)  Great, 
chief,  principal,  j^l^-**  ̂ j^ls^Lu  a^zimi 

saldtinimuslimdm,  The  gi'eatest  of  Muslim  princes. 

A  if^ifat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  jls-  for  u- AxP)  Hav- 
ing (cattle)  approaching  water,  and  smelling  to  it, 

without  drinking,  although  thirsty. 

A  i^hit,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jls^  for  JjP)  B  ecom- 

ing  poor.  Providing  adequately  for  the  mainte- 
nance of  a  family.  Desiring  eagerly.  Exacting 

or  levying  more  than  what  is  due  by  law.  (v.  n. 

4  of  (Jls-  for  ̂ y^p-)  Having  a  numerous  family. 
Keeping  a  large  establishment  or  household. 

A  Jlff:\fl^Sfi,(pl.  of  J.S-\  a^Za')The  upper  parts. 
p  a^U-mamb,  Of  exalted  deeds. 

A  iL«lS'\  i^imat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  j*J^)  Leav- 
ing without  milk.  Being  without  milk. 

A  i^mat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jlff-  for  ̂ j^)  Aid- 
ing, assisting.  Assistance,  help,  aid,  favour,  (v. 

n.  4  of  jjls-  for  i^j^)  Keeping  a  look  out  from 
an  eminence.  Eying,  following  with  a  malignant 

eye.  Causing  water  to  come  up  at  a  spring. 

A.j'/\s>\  a^rvir,  (pi.  ofj^^)  Nits  in  the  head. 

A  'iSb[s-\  i^iliat,  (v.  n.  4  of  sls-  for  s_jS-  or  &AS-) 
Suffering  loss  in  cattle  or  corn. 

A  a^bb,  Poor,  needy.  Thick-nosed. 

A  ̂\iS-\a^dj:,(Y)].o{  *P^(!'6j:)Burthens,loads, 
bales  (of  merchandise).    Like,  resembling. 

A  tiUs-l  i^dd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Sx^)  Receiving  or 



purchasing  as  a  servant.  Making  (one)  to  serve 

another.  Being  fatigued, perishing  through  fatigue 

(cattle).  Striking.  Assembling,  flocking  together. 

AjLc-^  i^ar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Remaining  a 
■whole  year  without  being  sheared  (a  sheep).  Hav- 

ing much  wool  (sheep). 

A  (^L&l  i^as,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j**J^)  Being  be- 
daubed with  dry  dung  (tails  of  camels). 

A  i^ash,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^J^)  Circumcis- 
ing (a  boy).    Adjusting,  amending. 

A  )s>\jS'\  i^at,  (v.  n.  4  of  laJ^)  Surprising  (a 
man)  whilst  in  the  vigour  of  health  (death). 

A  Jlf&l  a^al,  (pi.  of  JjkS-  ̂ hal)  Curled  jagged 
leaves  (as  those  of  the  tamarisk-tree).  I^al,  (v. 

n.  4  of  J.fS')  (Trees)  having  leaves  sprouting  (as 
in  spring).  Having  leaves  falling  (on  the  approach 

of  winter).  Having  large,  thick,  red  leaves  (the 

plant  arta')  proper  for  tanning  hides.  Being 
thick.    Being  white. 

A  ̂j^^  i^an,  The  using  a  large,  bulky  camel. 
A         a^ad,  More  or  most  devout  or  devoted 

servant.    A^ud,  (pi.  of  JOS'  ̂ Id^  Servants. 

A  ̂ C'W^Ja/, White  stones.  A  mountain  where 
such  stones  are  found.  A  stone  ragged  and  thick, 

in  which  there  is  a  mixture  of  white,  red,  and  black. 

A  i^inkas,  (v.  n.  15  of  jjf*)  Being  a 
wicked  wretch.    Being  extremely  subtle. 

A  a^ifttt,  (pi.  of  Ays'  ̂ lai)  Black 
striped  cloaks  worn  by  dervishes.  Foolish  fellows. 

Heavy,  unwholesome  (meats). 

A  -^1^1  a^as,  (pi.  of  ^t^^/)  Low,  vile. 
Destroyers.  Proud,  overbearing.  Whoremongers. 

A  t—^Uff'^  i^ab,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^aff')  Contenting, 
satisfying,  making  (one)  to  consent  or  acquiesce. 

Receiving  into  favour.  Retiring. 

A  i^ad,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^J^)  Disposing,  pla- 

cing in  order,  arranging,  preparing  one's  self  for 
any  future  occasion. 

A  i^ak,  (v.  n.  4  of  jJJ^)  Setting  at  li- 
berty, bestowing  freedom.  Urging  on  (a  horse). 

Managing  well  (property).  Digging  (a  well)  and 

building  up  the  sides  of  it.  Settlmg  on  a  spot  and 
becoming  owner  of  it. 

i^am,  (v.  n.  4  of  jJkS-)  Becoming  dark 
(night).  Being  in  the  first  division  of  the  night, 
commencing  after  sunset.  Doing  any  thing  during 
that  time.  Having  a  portion  of  itself  past  (the 
night).  Abstaining  from  that  to  which  one  had 

been  addicted.  Being  slow  and  tardy.  Being 
milked  in  the  evening  (camels).  Collecting  milk 
in  the  udder  after  the  last  milking. 

A  ̂jll^!  i^an,  The  being  severe  (to  a  debtor). 

A  AJis.\  i^ibas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Uff-)  Stuffing,  cram- 
ming. Repletion. 

A  iiLAS'\  i^ibad,  (v.  n.  8  of  iXfP)  Reducing  to 
slavery  or  servitude.    Receiving  as  a  servant. 

i^ibar,  (v.  n.  8  ofjS-^  Taking  counsel. 
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Taking  an  example  or  warning,  and  profiting  by  it. 

Reasoning,computing  by  comparison.  Considering 
with  attention.  Being  astonished,  wondering. 

Esteem,  honour,  reverence,  veneration,  respect. 

Confidence,  faith,  belief.  J^^^  ^yni 

i^ibcir,  With  the  eye  of  esteem,  respectfully. 

A  IsLaP^  i^ibat,  (v.  n.  8  of  Slaughtering 

an  unblemished  (camel).  Carrying  off"  a  man  in 
his  full  vigour  (death).  Digging  (a  well).  Lying 

hid  (a  man).  Forging  a  lie.  Peeling  the  surface 
of  the  ground  (wind). 

A  ̂'^Jis\  i^ibafiy,  Violent  (suppression). 
A  Ol:^^  i^itab,  (v.  n.  8  of  t-^o^)  Purposing 

to  do  any  thing.  Turning  away  from  one  thing, 

and  turning  to  another.  Leaving  a  smooth  road, 

and  turning  into  a  rough  one.  Turning  away  from, 

retiringjdeparting.Ascendingandnotturningaway. 

A  i^isas,  (v.  n.  8  of  uL^S-)  Uprooting. 
Finding  the  way  towards.    Cleaving,  sticking  to. 

i^isam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂Js-)  Asking  assist- 
ance. Being  useful,  beneficial.  Doing  to  the  best 

of  one's  ability.  Stretching  forth  the  hand  to  re- 
ceive or  to  beckon.    Sewing  slightly  (a  wallet). 

Aj\^'^  i^ijar,  (v.  n.  8  of  Putting  on  a 
coif  or  veil  for  the  head  (a  woman).  Putting  on 

a  turban  without  leaving  any  part  of  the  sash  to 

hang  down.  Bringing  forth  a  boy  or  girl  after 

having  despaired  of  offspring. 

i^ijan,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^s?)  Kneading. 
Taking  dough. 

A  iXCff-^  a^ud,  (pi.  of  i^\jS-  ̂ tad)  Arms,  in- 
struments, utensils,  equipments  (for  a  journey). 

A  Aj>jS'^  i^idaj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  W  for  j  liP)  Trans- 
gressing, being  iniquitous,  unjust.  Lijustice. 

A  ti^i^A^^  ?^^<V/a(i,(v.n.  8  of  lis-)  Counting,  num- 
bering.   Taking  pains,  being  anxious.  Sufficing. 

Aj\dJ>^\  i^idar,  (v.  n.  8  ofj^)  Raining  hea- 
vily. Abounding  in  water.   Being  moist  by  rain. 

A  J^iiJ^^  i^klal,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jt^)  Being  mid- 
dling, moderate,  just,  or  even.  Being  straight  and 

upright.  Equality,  equilibrium.  Moderation,  tem- 

perature, mediocrity.  \y&  (J^iioS-^  i^idali  hawa, 
The  temperature  or  salubrity  of  the  air.  (J^tiJ^l 

(JJJ\  J  i^idalu'n  nahar  wa'llayl,  (Equa- 
lity of  day  and  night)  The  equinox  ;  the  Persians 

call  the  two  equinoxes  of  spring  and  autumnjjj  y 

nam  roz,  (new  day,  thatbeing  the  beginning  oftheir 

year)  and  ̂ jls>-^  mihrjan,  (the  autumn)  both  of 
which  they  celebrate  with  festivals.  JltiJ^^ 

hadi  i^idal,  Mediocrity,  moderation.  An  equita- 
ble decision,  p  ̂\AjkS'^ j>  kamati  bar  i^idal, 

Middle  stature,  i^i^ji  J^tXCs-^  i^idal  hardan,  To 
temperate,  moderate. 

A  id^S-S  a^idat,  (pi.  of  lij^S-)  Yearling  kids. 

A  l^\^jS'\  i^izab,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   '^)  Leaving both  ends  of  the  turban-sash  to  fall  down  behind. 

Aj^i^jkS-1  i^izar,  (v.  n.  8  ofjjp)  Being  effaced. 

obliterated.  Excusing  one's  self,  apologizing.  La- 

menting, complaining.  Letting  the  ends  of  the  tur- 
ban-sash hang  loose.  Stopping,  ceasing  to  flow 

Deflowering.  Expiation.  Old,  ancient.  Pj^iJs-^ 
i^izar  hardan,  To  excuse,  make  an  apology. 

F  mK>  J\d^\  i^izar-nama,  Aletter  of  apology. 

A  ̂jliiCiS-^  i^izak,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ji^)  Letting  both 
ends  of  the  turban-sash  fall  down  behind.  Distin- 

guishing, particularizing.  Marking  (a  young  she- 
camel)  in  order  to  catch  (her). 

A  (Jli>:i;s-\ i^izal,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Jii>S-)  Blaming  one's 
self.  Receiving  reproof.  Pursuing  with  steadiness : 

resolution,  perseverance.  Going  in  the  middle  of 
the  road.  Shooting  a  second  time. 

A  i^iras,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   ̂o^'Ji^)  Coming 
upon,  down  upon,  over  one.     Desiring,  seeking. 

Aj\^\  i^irar,  (v.  n.  8  of^)  Being  in  want, 
and  shewing  one's  necessities  without  begging. 

A  i^iras,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_j*»;^)  Being  se- 
parated, divided,  scattered. 

A  i^irash,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^jS')  Making 
a  bower.  Hanging  from  the  top  of  a  trellis  (grapes). 

Being  seated  on  horseback. 

A  i^iras,  (v.  n.  8  of  [^j^)  Playing. 

Being  cheerful,  sprightly,  active.  Beating,  throb- 
bing (the  skin). 
A  i^iraz,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^^)  Being 

mounted  on  horseback,  and  reviewing  an  army.  Re- 

viewing a  book ;  criticism,  animadversion.  Meet- 

ing, encountering,  lighting  on.  Intervening,  inter- 
cepting. Being  hindered  by  a  jinn  or  disease  from 

visiting  one's  wife.  Opposing,  hindering,  resisting ; 

refusal,  denial.  Speaking  ill  of,  disparaging.  Be- 
ing untractable,  disobedient  to  the  rein  (a  horse). 

Going  awry  (a  stubborn  camel).  Riding  on  such 

a  beast.  Lying  (as  a  plank  across  a  brook  or  a  gut- 

ter). Feeding  in  a  grassy  spot  (a  camel).  Spread- 

ing. Smiting  with  a  dart  an  opponent.  Commen- 
cing a  month,  but  not  at  the  beginning.  Taking 

pains,  striving.  Occurrence. 
A  CJ'\»o\f^\  i^irazat,  Oppositions. 

A  Is^jlIS'^  i^irat,  A  slandering  of  the  absent. 

A  (  'i\j<S-\  i^iraf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Knowing. 
Inquiring  diligently.  Being  patient.  Being  hum- 

ble, obedient,  submissive.  Telling  one's  name  and 
business.  Confessing,  acknowledging,  avowing. 

A  i^irah,  (v.  n.  8  of         Stripping  the 
flesh  from  a  bone. 

A  ij^\JiS'\  i^irak,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^J^)  Pressing  one 
upon  another  in  battle,  or  camels  round  a  cistern. 
Stuffing  herself  with  a  menstrous  cloth  (a  woman). 

A  ̂)Jy^\  i^iram,  A  being  hard,  violent,  intense. 
A  AyiS-S  i^izds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   for  jJP)  Claim- 

ing relationship,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^)  Mentioning  one's 
own  name,  relationship,  or  military  watch-word  in 

battle.  Claiming  relationship.  A  sign,  mark,  sig- 

nal, pass-parole,  or  military  watch-word. 
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aJ\j^\  i^izaz,  (v.  11.  8  of  JP)  Priding  one's 
self  upon,  esteeming  one's  self  ennobled  by. 

A  i^izFd,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Separating  one's 
self  from  the  rest,  renouncing,  discarding,  seceding. 

Being  deposed  from  office.  Abstaining  from  inter- 
course Avitli  women.  Schism,  secession,  retirement, 

dissent.  J|^^  Jj6^  aJili  i^izal,  A  schismatic. 

A  i^hciin,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ JS-)  Pursuing  any 
thing  with  steadiness,  resolution,  perseverance.  Fix- 

ing one's  heart  upon.  Endeavouring,  striving.  Tra- 
velling in  the  middle  of  the  highway.  Going  in  a 

canter,  going  at  a  moderate  pace.  Going  in  a  head- 
strong and  skittish  manner  (a  horse).  Bearing  up 

patiently  under  troubles  and  afflictions.  Applica- 

tion, attention,  endeavour,  fixed  purpose,  delibe- 

ration. Running  full  speed  (a  horse). 

AjLJkP\  i^isdr,  (v.  n.  8  of Bridling  and 
riding  on  an  unbroken  camel.  Compelling,  forcing, 

using  violence.  Taking  part  of  (a  son's)  property 
against  his  will. 

A  (_)*aL-jkp\  i^isds,  (v.n.8  of  (j-S-)  Acquiring, 
gaining.  Going  in  amongst  (camels)  stroking  their 

udders  to  induce  them  to  give  milk.  Going  the 

nightly  round,  patrolling.  Keeping  watch  (a  dog), 

A  (  jL-JvP^  i^'sdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  t-_a— P)  Straying, 
deviating  from  the  right  way.  Employing,  using 

the  labour  of  another.     Oppression,  injury. 

A  j»UJ^\  i^imm,  (v.  n.  8  of  p—S-)  Putting  on 
old  purchased  boots.  A  shepherd  placing  the  lambs 

(as  soon  as  dropped)  near  their  respective  dams. 

A  ̂Li^^  ifdishdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  \Ls-  for  ̂ i^)  Tra- 
velling in  the  evening.  Going  near  a  fire  or  light 

in  order  to  see  better. 

A  i^ishdsh,  (v.  n.8  of  (_^)  Building 
a  nest.    Laying  in  a  small  quantity  of  provisions. 

A  (jLi^l  i^ishdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  Conjec- 
turing, guessing.  Seeking  carefully  for  those  dates 

which  are  gathered  from  the  roots  of  the  branches 

after  the  clusters  are  cut  off".  Assaulting  or  spring- 
ing upon  (any  one)  unjustly. 

A  f-\jeLi^\  i^hds,  (v.  n.  8  of  UoS-  for  j^aS-)  Lean- 
ing on  a  staff.  Cutting  a  stick,  felling  a  tree  for 

the  sake  of  a  stick.  Making  a  sword  serve  the  pur- 
pose of  a  stick,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  very  hard 

(a  date-stone). 

A  u-^UaAff'^  i^isdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  c-^waS-)  Tying  a 

rope  round  a  camel's  thigh  to  make  her  give  milk 
more  plentifully.  Forming  troops  of  from  ten  to 

forty.    Being  content. 

Aj\^aj^\  i^isdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j-o^)  Squeezing, 

expressing  (juice  from  the  grape)  in  one's  own  per- 

son, or  for  one's  own  self.  Being  pressed.  Be- 
ing avaricious  and  tenacious.  Extorting  money 

(as  a  debt  or  otherwise).  Easing  one's  self.  Visit- 
ing with  a  view  of  obtaining  a  present.  Taking 

refuge.  Refusing,  preventing.  Withholding  pro- 
perty from  a  son  (a  father).  Dissolving  with  a  little 
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water  food  sticking  in  the  throat.    Taking,  seizing. 

A  ( — >\j£uS-\  i^isaf]  (v.  n.  8  of  u-io^)  Labour- 
ing to  gain  a  livelihood.    Going  with  haste. 

A  pLoIS'l  i^isdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  j*-<aSi)  Preserving 
one's  self  from  sin.  Taking  refuge.  Keeping  one's 
seat  on  horseback  by  laying  hold  of  something 
fixed  to  the  saddle  for  that  purpose. 

A  oLojkff'^  i^izad,  (v.  n.  8  of  li-aP)  Begging  as- 
sistance.   Taking  or  putting  under  tlie  arm. 

A  i^itdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^JaP)  Taking 

fire  in  a  bit  of  cloth  (&.»laP-  ̂ Uhat). 

A  I — jUojkS-^  i^  'daf,  (v.  n.  8  of  L_fila5-)  Putting 
on  (the  cloak  or  mantle  i  ̂ aV^lg-  ̂ liif). 

A  Jlks-l  i^lzRl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jks-)  Stickintr 
fast  when  coupling  (dogs  or  locusts). 

A  >li::s-\  i^ifds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Iflff-  for  _jip)  Going 
to  beg  a  favour.  Cropping  herbage  close  to  the 

ground  (camels). 

A  ii\scs\  i^ifad,  (v.  n.  8  of  jifi-)  Shutting  the 

door  upon  one's  self  and  dying  of  hunger,  without 
asking  relief  (a  thing  sometimes  done  in  seasons 
of  scarcity).  Believing. 

A  j\sC^\  i^ifdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jiff-)  Soiling  with 
dust.  Assaulting, springing  upon  another.  Rolling 

his  prey  in  the  dirt  (a  lion).  Throwing  on  tlie  ground. 

A  ;_;)jla:;ff'^  ̂ ^>fds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j-is-)  G  rasping 
in  wrestling.    Being  turbulent  (people). 

A  i^ifds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (..^ais-)  Exacting, 
extorting  (a  debt). 

A  ( — i\sCS-\  i^ffdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  JlsiS-)  Picking 
up  dry  herbage  clean  off  the  ground  (a  camel). 

A  ̂\sCS'\  i^ifdli,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ y^)  Springing 

upon  his  prey  (a  lion).  Fighting  M-ith  swords. 
A  ̂Ui:;^^  i^ikds,  (v.  n.  8  of  las'  for  ̂ Hff')  Being 

detained.  Digging  in  the  sides  of  a  well  to  gain 

an  increase  of  water.  Bandying  words  to  and  fro. 

(v.  n.  8  of  (_Jis-)  Coming  from  any  place. 

A  L^^JcCS']  i^ikdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i_i-'°'c-)  Imprison- 
ing. Withholding  goods  from  a  purchaser  until 

the  money  be  paid.  Being  brought  at  length  to 
repentance.    Settling,  lodging. 

A  jUbff'^  i^iJidd,  (v.  n.  8  of  dSs-)  Being  very 
hard,  firm,  and  strong.  Gaining,  acquiring.  Buy- 

ing an  estate.  Laying  up  in  store.  Believing. 

Faith,  belief,  trust.  A  popular  notion,  p  iila^\ 

?^<//<ac?  liardan,  To  place  confidence,  to  be- 
lieve.   liUi^l      hi  i^ikdd,  Faithless,  an  infidel. 

AjlKl^\  l^ihdr, (y .n.8  ofjHp)  Being  wounded 
and  galled  in  the  back  by  the  saddle  (a  beast  of  bur- 

den), and  not  driving  off  a  bird  that  alights  on  it. 

A  ̂ j^^^  i^ikdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  jJS")  Breeding  ex- 
crescences at  the  root  (a  palm-tree  or  vine).  Draw- 

ing (a  sM'ord).   Being  divided,  split  (a  cloud). 

A  iJ(sJ^\  l^ihdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Being  bound, 
imprisoned.    Being  tongue-tied.    Tying  up  a  ca- 

mel's foot.    Sitting  cross-legged.    (A  horseman) 
carrying  his  spear  between  his  leg  and  the  side  of 
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his  horse.  Doubling  the  foot  back  upon  the  groin, 
or  resting  it  on  the  fore  part  of  the  saddle,  when 
riding.  Twisting  the  legs  between  those  of  a  slieep 
to  make  her  steady  M'hilst  milking.  Tripping  up 
the  heels  in  wrestling.  Receiving  a  fine  for  murder. 

A  ̂XsCS-\  i^ihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Di 
well ;  and  having  penetrated  to  a  short  distance 

from  the  spring,  boring  a  hole  to  try  the  quality 
of  the  water,  in  order  to  decide  whether  the  work 

should  be  prosecuted  or  abandoned. 

A  L_->K^I  i^ikdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  t— aSS)  Being 
raised  (dust).    Raising  (a  dust). 

A  J^^^  i^ihdd,  A  cleaving,  a  sticking  to. 

Aji::S'\  i^ikdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Being  very 
thick  (darkness).  Raining  heavily.  Raising  clouds 

of  dust  (wind).  Rushing  upon,  assaulting.  Re- 

newing a  charge.  Being  mixed,  thrown  into  disor- 
der and  inextricable  confusion  (combatants).  Be- 

ing fat(camers  bunch).  Lasting,  beingfirm(youth). 
A  ■i^ikds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ij*^)  Being 

turned  upside  down.  Being  transposed  or  inverted. 

i^iliaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  pvc)  Waiting, 

expecting.  Restraining,  curbing  one's  passions  from 
religious  motives.  Seeking  retirement  and  holy 

solitude.    Remaining  constantly  in  the  mosque. 

A  i^ihdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jisi)  B  eing  obscure, 
intricate,  perplexing.  Butting  (two  bulls).  Seek- 

ing retirement. 

A  l^ihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  p^)  Poising  on 
the  back  of  a  beast  of  burden  (panniers,  trusses, 

&c.).    Being  closely  j^acked. 
A  ̂':^\  i^Uds,  (v.n.8  of  ̂   for_jis-)  Raising, 

elevating.    Being  advanced  (the  day).  Height. 

A  LlJ^hpl  i^ilds,  (v,  n.  8  of  CL^S-)  Taking 

wood  from  the  ')narhh  tree  without  knowing 
whether  it  will  emit  fire  or  not. 

A  ̂^^ri''^f/%',(v.n.8  of  ̂ )  Wrestling,  box- 
ing. Preparing  for  a  fight  or  wrestling-match. 

Dashing  together  (billows).  Producing  the  plant 
called  mlajan. 

A  (^^iloP^  i^  'dds,  (v.  n.  8  of  u^)  Taking  a small  quantity. 

A  is>!il::e-\  i^ildt,  (v.  n.  8  of  klC')  Litigating, 
contending,  squabbling,  stirring  up  strife. 

A  ( — j^ft  \  i^ildf,  The  eating  of  provender. 

A  JtiL&l  i^Udlc,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ _^)  Being  at- 
tached, devoted  to,  loving:. 

A  Jiiis-\  i^ildl,  (v,  n,  8  of  jj.ff')  Being  weak, 

sickly,  ailing.  Excusing  one's  self.  Seeking  for 
a  pretext  to  injure  any  one.  Turning  (a  man  from 

a  resolution),  diverting  (him)  from  (his)  design. 

Being  occupied  by  or  satisfied  with.  Occurring. 

A  i^Udm,  (v.  n,  8  of  ̂ is-)  Knowing. 
Flowing  (water), 

A  ̂^"^^^  i^ildn,  The  being  made  public. 
A  -*^l«vS-l  i^imds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Electing, 

choosing.    Preparing  for. 



^  A  liljvS-^  i^.imad,  (v.  n.  8  of  Leaning,  de- 

pending, relying  upon,  trusting  or  committing  one's 
self  (to  any  thing).  Resolving,  purposing.  Riding 

all  night.  Being  baptized.  Faith,  confidence,  de- 

pendence, reliance.  A  support,  prop.  til^S-^ 

i^imddu'd  dawlat,  (Stay  of  the  empire)  A  prime 
minister,    p         liU^^  i^imad  Jiardan,  To  rely. 

A  lols^S-^  i^imadan,  Confidently.  Expressly. 

^  (_j'4iV<\S^\  i^imadi,  .Worthy  of  confidence. 

Ajl«^^  i^imar,  (v.  n.  8  of  Visiting,  fre- 
quenting. Remaining  at  Mecca  on  a  pilgrimage. 

Preparing  for.    Putting  on  a  turban  called 

A  i^imat,  (v.  n.  8  of  la^si)  Disgracing, 
disparaging,  reproaching. 

A  jUs-^  i^hnak,  (v.  n.  8  of  jj^)  Making  deep. 

A  i^hnal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J-*^-)  Doing  any 

thing  one's  self  Being  constantly  at  work.  Cul- 
tivating, peopling  (the  earth)  Employing,  using. 

Disturbance,  perplexity,  confusion. 

A  ̂'^S  i^imam,  (v.  n.8  of  j^ff')  Being  common. 
Coming  to  maturity,  attaining  the  full  growth  (a 

youth,  plant,  &c.).  Putting  on  a  turban  (&,*l^ 

^mamat).  Frothing  (milk).  Being  high,  foaming 
(waves).  The  mode  of  putting  on  a  turban. 

A  p  i^imid,  (a  corruption  of  S^it^S  i^i- 
mad)  Reliance. 

A  ̂\,^\  i^inas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jff-)  Taking  pains, 
looking  after,  managing.  Coming  upon  any  one 

(business).    Anxiety,  care. 

AjlJoiJ'l  i^inaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofjfs-)  Declining,  turn- 
ing to  one  side.  Travelling  far,  from  place  to  place. 

A  (^UaS-^  i^inas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j'*>5')  Being 
long  and  hairy  (the  tail  of  a  she-camel). 

A  i^inash.,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jij>S-)  Seizing 
one  another  by  the  collar  in  a  scufile,  grappling. 

Injuring.  Seizing  byforce  and  under  false  pretences. 

i^inaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  v_Ai^)  Grasping, 
seizing  violently.  Beginning  any  thing  new.  Be- 

ing ignorant  of.  Coming  unexpectedly.  Loathing, 

disliking  (food  or  a  country).  Disagreeing  with, 

not  suiting.  Turning  away,  retiring.  Grazing  land 

hitherto  ungrazed.  A  beginning,  commencement. 

A  ̂^-^^  i^indk,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ S-)  Embracing 
or  hugging  one  another  (in  friendship  or  in  battle). 
Wearing  (a  chain)  about  the  neck. 

A  ui)UAS-\  i^tinak,  (v.  n.  8  of  uL)J^)  Walking 
with  difiiculty  through  mounds  of  sand  (a  camel). 
A  i^inan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ &-)  Presenting 

itself  to  view.  Havingone's  afiairsor  history  known. 
^iwds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_f^S')  Making  a 

wry  mouth  and  shouting.    Howling.  Bending. 

Aj\^iff-\  i^iwdr,  A  borrowing  from  one  another. 

A  i^iwak,  (v.n.  8  of  tdJls-  for  ̂ -p-) 
Thronging,  crowding,  pressing  on  one  another. 

A  J^_jaS'\  i^iwdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ }^)  Weeping. 
A  iffircan,  The  aiding  of  one  another. 

A  Hj^C-I  u^uhat,  A  mutual  cause  of  quarrel, 
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expostulation,  or  mutual  recrimination. 

A  lilfAff-^  i^ihdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  Seeking  for 
something  lost  or  missing.  Renewing  a  treaty  or 

covenant.  Looking  after,  minding,  attending  to. 

A  lilsis-^  i^iydd,{\.  n.  8  of  lils-  for  J>_jC-)  Coming 

step  by  step.  Making  a  habit  or  custom.  Being  ac- 
customed to  any  thing.  Repetition,  p  d\d  ̂ jLm 

t3LjkS-\  mashrahi  ddd-i^iyad,  A  disposition  accus- 
tomed to  justice,  i^l-is-l  fiuddi  ma- 

sarrat-i^iydd,  A  heart  habitually  prone  to  joy. 

A  i^\^3s-\  i^iyds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^Is-  for  (^jo^^) 
Being  difficult,  intricate.  Not  holdingto  the  male. 

A  ̂__>iLjk5■^  i^iydz,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^Is-  for  ̂ J^^^jS-) 
Accepting  a  substitute,  receiving  an  equivalent. 
Coming  and  asking  for  a  substitute. 

i^iyat,  (v.  n.  8  of  iols  for  1»^)  Being 
difficult  and  intricate,  (v.  n.  8  of  Isl^-  for  Not 
conceiving  for  several  years  though  not  barren. 

A  (  jUi^^  i^hjdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i  sls-  for  i—S-fp') 
Taking  provisions  for  the  way. 

A  jjV-^^  i^iydk,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jjls-  for  JjjS')  Hin- 
dering, preventing.  Holding  back. 

A  ̂ ^^\  i^iydm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂Iff-  for  ̂ aS-)  Tak- ing the  best  part  of  wealth  or  of  sheep. 

A  i^iydn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂jls  for  (^S-^  Act- 
ing as  a  spy  for  any  one.  Keeping  a  look  out  from 

an  eminence, watching.  Viewing, surveying.  Look- 

ing out  for  a  place  or  for  fodder.  Taking  the  best 

part  of  any  thing.  Buying  on  credit. 

Aj\j^\  i^dr,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Causing  (one)  to 
stumble  or  fall.  Complaining  of  one  to  the  king. 

Bringing  down,  abasing,  destroying.  Apprising. 

A  ̂jli^^  i^dk,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^is-)  Being  fertile  (the 
ground).  Being  abundant  and  plenteous  (a  year). 

A  i^dm,  (v.  11.  4  of  j^^)  Sewing  slightly. 

a^dn,  (pI.of(^j\S-  ̂ san)  Little  idols. 
A  a^ah,  Left-handed. 

A  o.^a',  Blackish  (colour).  Blackish-co- 
loured. Foolish.  Very  hairy.  A  male  hyena. 

A  ̂lii"^^  i^ydj,(Y. n.  12of  ̂ S-) Makinghaste. 
i^as,  (v.  n.  4  of  Is?  for_^^)  Giving  suck 

to  a  child  after  the  proper  time. 

i^ab,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-as?")  Causing  sur- 
prise. Giving  pleasure,  (inpassive)  Beingpleased. 

A  ̂ ^^^  4  of  ̂ )  Blowing  violent- ly, making  the  dust  fly.  Being  windy,  stormy. 

aJ^\  a^dz,  The  roots  of  palm-trees,  (pi.  of 

^juz,  ̂ jaz,  or  ̂ jiz)  The  hinder  parts,  the 

buttocks.  Jjtil^jW^^  t>J.y\  (j  raUha  fit 

talabi  a^jdza  'I  ibli,  He  endured  hardship.  He  was 
patient  under  difficulties  or  the  loss  of  his  right. 

He  strove  hard  in  the  attainment  of  any  thing.  J^- 

jdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjs^)  Discovering,  detecting  weak- 
ness and  imbecility.  Rendering  weak.  Escaping, 

slipping  through  one's  fingers,  disappointing.  A 

miracle.  ̂ ^tT^^J  i^jazi  masihi,  A  miraculous 
cure,  equalling  those  wrought  by  the  Messiah. 

i^jazat,  Any  kind  of  stuffing,  quilting, 
or  pad,  which  women  use,  to  give  a  protuberance 

round  the  hips  (in  modern  phrase,  a  bustle). 

A  (^W?"^  a^jds,  (pi.  of  ̂j<*s?)  Hinder  parts. 

i^jaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  as:?")  Emaciating, 
making  lean  (cattle).  Adapting  one's  self  to  the 
humours  and  wants  of  the  sick  by  care  and  patience. 
Having  lean  (cattle). 

A  (JUsP^  a^jdl,  (pi.  of'ii:^  ̂ jalat)  Carriages. 
I^jdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J-^)  Accelerating,  stimulating, 
urging,  instigating.  Outstripping,  getting  before. 
Being  delivered  of  an  untimely  foetus  (a  camel). 

Hurrying  a  debtor,  insisting  on  prompt  payment. 

Keeping  back,  withholding. 

i^alat,  New  milk,  which  the  milkers 
send  in  presents  to  their  friends. 

A  a^dm,  (pi.  of  ̂ s?"  ̂jam)  Persians. Foreigners  (not  Arabians).  /^;am,  (v.n.4  of  ̂ o^) 
Speaking  or  writing  Arabic  improperly,  incorrectly, 

barbarously,  or  like  a  foreigner.  Marking  a  con- 
sonant with  diacritical  points. 

A  (jW-^^  '>^?^f^7  (j-  ̂   (i)^)  Riding  a  fat 
she-camel.  Being  troubled  with  a  swelling  in  the 
perinseum  ^jdn). 

A^^  a^  jab.  More  or  most  astonishing,  won- 

drous, strange.  t_-*^   a^jabzi' l^jab,M.ost 
marvellous  of  marvels,  io.l^  ̂   ''^'^  a^jaba- 
hii  bi  rasyiJii,  How  pleased  with  his  own  opinion  ! 

A         a^ar,  Large-bellied.    Rough,  fierce. 

Aj^^  a^az,  More  or  most  impotent.  Large about  the  buttocks.  A^uz,  (pi.  ofjd?  ̂ juz)  Hips. 

A  c^jas,  Strong,  hard  in  the  centre. 
A  (__ft:^^  (P^-  uJl^  ̂ j^f)  Thin,  lean, 

meagre.  Thin  (spear-head). 

A  Jf^^  o^jal,  The  shortest-lived,  the  one  who is  nearer  or  nearest  his  end. 

A  ̂s?"^  a^jam,  One  who  speaks  barbarously 
(including  all  who  cannot  speak  Arabic,  or  who 

speak  it  without  elegance).  A  Persian.  Dumb. 
Silent  (wave  making  no  noise).  Ziyad  the  poet. 

A  ayami?/,  A  Persian.    Persic.  Bar- 
baric, foreign.  A  barbarian. 

A  'il^^  a^jinat,  (pi.  of  ̂jVzsP)  Fools.  Perinaea. 
A  '^>^^^  v^ubat,  (pi.  i_-kJ^^^  a^jib)  A  mi- 

racle, a  prodigy,  a  wonderful  thing. 

A        a^dd,  More  or  most  ready. 

^  A  Ad.S'\ a^ds,  (pi.  of        ̂ da'  or^M£?a')Sides, 
quarters,     (pi.  of  j^S-  ̂ duw)  Strangers,  persons 
afarolF.  Enemies.    CJi^i^  a^dsi  damlat , 

Enemies  of  the  state.  J  ̂ '^^  a^dn  din,  Ene- 
mies of  the  faith.  I^d^,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  j^) 

Contaminating,  infecting  (either  by  disease  or  bad 

example).  Carrying  or  communicating  a  conta- 
gious disease  from  one  to  another.  (A  judge)  as- 

sisting or  redressing  any  injury  done  by  one  to  ano- 

ther. Helping,  assisting,  strengthening,  reinforcing. 

Putting  (a  horse)  to  full  speed.    Causing  to  run. 



Exceeding  bounds  (in  speech),  speaking  impro- 

perly or  wickedly.  Being  iniquitous,  unjust.  Pass- 
ing over  one  thing;  to  another. 

A  iii\^S'\  a^Idd,  (pi.  of  J>P  ̂ idd)  Perennial  foun- 

tains. Multitudes,  (pi.  of  lii^ff-  ̂ dad)  Numbers. 

I^ad,  (v.  n.  4  of  ISs-)  Preparing,  putting  in  order, 
making  ready.   Storing,  laying  up.  P 

i^ladi  saman  kardan,  To  count  out  money. 

A  (j^^^  i^ah,  (v.  n.  4  of         Thrusting  the 
hand  into  any  place  full  of  water,  and  moving  it 

from  side  to  side  in  search  of  any  thing. 

A  ̂y\^\  a^Idl,  (pi.  of  J  ̂ dl)  Pairs,  equals, 

(pi.  of  JiXS-  ̂ dl)  Things  equal  to  others  in  weight 
or  quantity  (as  loads  divided  equally  on  each  side 

of  a  horse  or  camel).  It  has  a  reference  also  to  ani- 
mate beings  :  as,  just,  equitable,  honest  (men). 

A  ̂\<^\  i^dm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ i^)  Annihilating, 
destroying.  Being  wanting  and  not  to  be  had. 

Escaping  from.  Depriving.  Preventing.  Want- 

ing, lacking,  or  being  deprived  of ;  becoming  poor. 

A  a^al,  More  or  most  just,  equal,  tem- 

perate. (JjSvff-l  a^Ialu'l  ̂ dilirijWost  just 

of  the  just.  L^\s^°^  i^<^^  a^lali  as-hah,  Most  just 
of  the  companions.  jj^io^Lwi  (Jj.P^  a^ali  saldtln, 
Most  equitable  of  kings. 

A  (_5'ii>S-\a^f7a', More  or  most  dangerouSjinimical. 
More  or  most  swift  of  foot,  a  better  runner. 

A  ̂ y^S^  i^ab,  (v.n.4of  l-^iSp)  Tormenting. 
Being  sweet  (water).  Abandoning,  leaving.  Hin- 

dering, prohibiting,  preventing.  Clearing  (water) 

from  weeds,  leaves,  or  other  things  which  tend  to 

spoil  it.  Having  pure  and  sweet  water. 

Aj^iis-1  a^dr,  (pi.  ofjdS'  ̂ izr)  Excuses.  J^- 
zdr,  (v.  n.  4  otj3>^)  Excusing.  Making  apologies, 
inventing  excuses.  Deserving  to  be  excused.  Cir- 

cumcising. Providing  a  feast  on  any  novel  occa- 
sion (as  finishing  a  house,  or  circumcising  a  child). 

Being  very  sinful,  criminal,  vicious.  Doing  less 

than  one  ought,  although  appearing  to  exert  one's 

self  greatly.  Exerting  one's  self  to  the  utmost. 
Leaving  a  scar.  Marking  with  stripes  (the  back). 

Bridling  (a  horse),  putting  on  that  part  of  the  bri- 

dle calledj\iSp  ̂ zdr.  Reaching  maturity  (a  girl). 

Being  full  of  rubbish  and  filth  (a  court-yard).  Hav- 

ing one's  life  endangered.  See  i  '>\^\  insdf. 

A  ̂j^*^^  a^dk,  (pi.  of  ̂ j  'dS-  ̂ zJt)  Bunches  of 
grapes  or  dates.  I^dk,  (v.  n.  4  of  j3sS-)  Distin- 

guishing by  a  peculiar  mark  (a  camel  or  a  sheep). 
Flowering  (the  sweet  rush). 

A  L-JdS-\  a^ab,  Sweeter,  sweetest.  ̂ b3P^l 
al  a^ahdni,  (The  two  sweets)  Ceres  and  Venus,  or 

saliva  (of  the  mouth  of  a  mistress)  and  wine. 

A  WAS-l  a^ihat, (pi.  o^f^V^  ̂ zdh)  Torments. 

A  a^uh,  (pi.  of  Jji-S'  ̂ zk)  Palm-trees 
with  their  fruit. 

A  a^rr,  Scabby  (camel).  Itchy  (man). 
Bunchless  (camel).    (An  ass)  fat  about  the  neck. 
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A  a^'ds,  (pi.  of  ^.rw  or  ̂\jS'  ̂7'ds) 
Spacious  open  places,  tracts  of  country.  Idle,  neg- 

ligent, (pi.  of  (_$^  ̂"'2/)  Horses  without  saddles. 

I^-ds,  (v.n.  4  of  1^  for  J Abandoning,  retiring 
from,  deserting  (a  friend).  Giving  away  the  pro- 

duce of  a  grazing-fieldor  of  a  palm-tree.  Making  a 

handle  ("Sj ̂   ̂?-wat)  to  a  jug  or  gugglet.  (v.  n. 
4  of  (_jr j5-)  Stripping,  denuding,  divesting.  Walking 
or  stopping  in  a  clear  open  place.  Giving  away 

one  year's  produce  of  a  palm-tree. 

A  I— -J^l  a^'db,  (pi.  a^a?'i&)Wild,  wan- 
dering Arabs  (the  more  civilized  Arabians  who  live 

in  cities  being  called  (--^  ̂ rab).  I^-db,  (v.  n. 

4  of  t_-^S')  Reading  or  pronouncing  accurately  the 
Arabic  language.  Conforming  a  foreign  word  to 
the  Arabic  idiom.  Speaking,  reasoning  in  Arabic, 

plainly,  without  reserve.  Speaking  plainly,  dis- 

tinctly, clearly,  accurately.  Using  shameful,  inde- 
cent, and  obscene  language.  Inflecting,  declining 

an  Arabic  noun  or  verb.  Marrying  a  woman  called 

L_^j jff-  ̂ rub.  Restraining  one  from  speaking  in- 
decently. Begetting  a  son  of  a  dusky  or  Arabian 

complexion.  Distinguishing,  knowing  accurately 

(a  fine  Arabian  horse  from  any  other  by  his  neigh- 

ing). Putting  (a  horse)  to  the  gallop,  putting  him 
on  his  mettle.  Giving  earnest-money.  Marrying, 

or  hinting  at  it.  Fetching  water,  sometimes  every 

day,  at  other  times  every  other  day,  and  afterwards 

regularly  at  stated  times.  Explanation,  exposition. 

A  a^'dh'iy,  Relating  to  the  wild  Arabs. An  Arab,  an  Arabian. 

A  C'^^jj  (pl-  of  ̂ -j^  ̂I'j  or  ̂ rj)  Troops 
of  camels.  I^'dj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y^)  Making  lame, 
crippling.  Becoming  jjossessed  of  lame  camels. 

Giving  a  troop  of  camels  called  ̂ ^S-  ̂rj.  Reach- 
ing the  hour  of  sunset. 

A  i^-dr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jp)  Being  dirtied  with 
excrement  (a  house).  Diminishing  the  size  of  a 

camel's  bunch.    Making  (a  camel)  scabby. 

Aj\^\  i^dz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj^)  Corrupting,  vi- 
tiating, spoiling. 

A  a^-ds,  (pi.  of         ̂ rs  or  ̂2<7-5)  Young 
camels  weaned  from  the  mother,  (pi.  of  ^rs) 

Spouses  (husband  and  wife).  Lionesses,  (pi.  of 

^irs)  Nuptials,  (pi.  of  (j^^  ̂ irs  and  ̂ i- 

rus)  Marriage-feasts.  I^'ds,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^^) 
Preparing  for  a  marriage  ceremony.  Bringing  a 

wife  home  to  one's  house  and  retiring  with  her. 
Conjugal  intercourse.  Alighting  (as  travellers  at 

the  end  of  the  night)  in  order  to  take  refreshment 

or  i-est,  and  then  to  pursue  their  journey.  Stick- 

ing close  to,  persevering.  Being  necessary. 

A  a^-dsh,  (pi.  of  ^rsh)  Thrones, 
chairs  of  state.  Roofs,  domes,  arched  ceilings.  Up- 

per or  convex  parts  of  the  feet.  Tents.  Awnings, 

coverings  from  rain  or  sun.  Props  or  buttresses. 

Glories.  I^-dsh,  (v.  n.4  of  (^jS')  Erecting  build- 

ings  of  wood,  as  covers  to  wells,  or  props  to  vines. 

a^'as,  (pi.  of  i^jS"  ̂ rsat^  Courts, 
squares,  areas,  open  places  free  from  buildings. 

/^ras,(v.  n.  4  of  ;jk9^S-)Going  totteringly  (a  camel). 

A  a^^dz,  (pi.  of  ^rz)  The  vil- 
lages of  Hijaz.  Large  armies.  The  extremities  of 

branches  of  trees,  (pi.  of  t^jS-  ̂ rz)  Honours,  re- 

putations. Valleys  planted  with  trees.  Souls.  Bo- 
dies. Pores  of  the  skin.  Edges,  borders.  Upper 

parts,     (pi.  of  ^raz)  Accidents. 
&j..)L*w>-  a^'dzi  jismdniya,  Corporeal  faculties. 

AAi^O  a^'dzi  zdttya,  Essential  properties. 

a^'dzi  ruhdniya,  Spiritual  endow- 

ments. t^jo\^\  a^'dzu'l  mad'inat,Y'i[\a^es 
lying  between  Hijaz  and  Yaman.  Tamarisk  and 

ardk  trees.  I^dz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Turn- 
ing away  the  face,  declining,  shunning,  avoiding, 

flying  from,  opposing.  Appearing,  being  manifest. 
Making  broad.  Turning  the  broad  side  of  any 

thing  towards  you.  Happening,  being  possible, 

being  in  one's  power.  Standing  erect  and  present- 
ing a  good  mark  (a  deer).  Travelling  far  and  wide. 

Bearing  a  child  of  a  broad  squat  form.  Bringing 

forth  a  son  illegitimately  (a  woman).  Castrating. 

A  (^^'^fj  The  boundary  which  the  Mu- 
hammadans  have  placed  between  their  Paradise 

and  Hell :  by  some  it  is  supposed  to  resemble  a 

veil ;  by  others  a  thick  and  strong  wall,  guarded 

by  angels  and  holy  men.  It  is  in  general  consi- 
dered as  their  Purgatory,  which,  according  to  Sa- 

adi,  appears  a  hell  to  the  blessed,  and  a  heaven  to 
the  damned.  The  uppermost  currents  of  wind.  A 

sort  of  palm-tree.  (pi.  of  <— j^S-  ̂(rf)  Crests,  manes, 

combs  of  birds,  (pi.  of  'i^jS-  ̂ irfat)  Sand-banks. 

I^'df,  (v.  n.  4  of  I— J^)  Having  a  long  mane. 

A  a^'dh,  (pi.  of        ̂ irk)  Roots.  Veins, 
arteries.  I^-dk,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj^)  Diluting  wine 
with  a  little  water.  Putting  water  into  a  bucket, 

but  not  to  the  full.  Shooting  its  roots  in  all  direc- 

tions (a  tree).  Going  into  Irak.  Being  of  a  noble 
race.  Being  rooted  in  noble  or  in  vicious  qualities. 

A  i^-dk,  A  being  menstruous. 

A  (j^^  i^-dn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jj^)  Eating  meat 
continually.  Having  the  legs  of  young  camels 

cracked  from  a  disease  having  crept  into  the  herd. 

Having  the  itch  amongst  one's  camels. 

A  a^ub,  Fine  Arabian  horses. 

^  ^tr^j^  (Pl-^J^  t!^'>'j  and  cjVjS^-  ̂ irjdn) Lame  by  nature,  cripple  from  the  birth.  A  crow. 

jj<0  ttmm-  a^^aj  Lame  Timur  (Tamerlane). 

A  I  j,S-l  a^af,  (pi.  t— j;^  ̂"^/)  Crested  (ser- 
pent), thick-maned  (horse).  More  or  most  know- 

ing or  intelligent.  More  or  most  known,  better  or 
best  known. 

A  'i3^\  a^ikat  (pi.  of         ̂ rdh,  q.v.) 

A  j^^a^?'am,(pl.  ̂ J^jS^ ̂ rindn)  Spotted  black and  white,  piebald,  dappled.     Mixed  (flock  of 



sheep  and  goats).  White-lipped  (ram).  Uncir- 
cuihcised.  A  well,  a  ditch.  An  egg  of  the  Kata  bird. 

A  ,^\^^\  i^wja],  A  striving,  a  taking  pains. 

A  p^f^^  i^-hijam,  A  becoming  corrupt. 

A  p^p i^-inzam,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jjS-  Q)  Being 
collected,  drawn  together,  contracted  or  wrinkled. 

Ajla3jP^  i^infaz,  (v.  n.  3  ofji^  Q  not  used) 
Being  almost  dead  with  cold. 

A  \a\sj>^\  j^'infat,  (v.  n.  3  of  laijS'  Q)  Draw- 
ing one's  self,  being  contracted. 

A  i^^inkas,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j*^  Q)  Be- 
ing collected  and  sitting  of  a  heap,  closely  packed. 

Being  very  black  (the  hair). 

A  ^\  i^-hvwash,  (v.  n.  13  of  (.j^^  Q) 
Riding  on  horseback. 

A  (  i\j ̂\  i^'iwwaf,  (v.  n.  13  of  i— ?;S-)  Prepa- 
ring for  mischief.  Rolling  high  (billows).  Being- 

thick  and  branchy  like  a  hyena's  mane  (a  palm- 
tree).  Being  frothy  (blood).  Plaving  a  high  mane 

(a  horse).  Being  mounted  on  (aman). 

A         a^?'a',  More  or  most  naked, 

a^-a'  mini' I  mighznl,  More  bare  than  a  distaff. 

A  's-ijS'S  a^iyat,  (pi.  of  ^rai)  Open  spaces, 
extensive  areas  clear  of  every  thing. 

A  Aj>.^^  i^iras,  (v.  n.  12  of  Travelling 
alone.  Perpetrating  a  vile  and  shameful  thing. 

Riding  (a  horse)  without  a  saddle. 

A  1  i^'v-af,  (v.  n.  11  of  u- ijS-)  Having 
a  mane  (a  horse).  Being  bushy  like  a  mane  (a 

palm).  Being  frothy  (blood).  Climbing  a  palm. 

Beingready  formischief.  Being  tempestuous  (sea). 

A  jS-\  ff^GZ's^jMoreormost  glorious,  more  or  most 
esteemed.  More  or  most  precious.  Dearer,  dearest. 

More  or  most  inaccessible.  Glorious,  excellent. 

Rare.    Long,  tall.  Firm. 

A  a^zzas,  (pi.  of  j>.^  ̂ ziz)  Excellent, 
rare,  incomparable,  glorious.  Powerful,  magnifi- 

cent.   Dear,  precious. 

a^ah,  (pi.  of  (— ^zab)  Bachelors. 

Maids.  I^ab,  (v.  n.  4  of  (-->}&)  Being  afar  off. 
Arriving  at  a  distant  place.  Finding  distant  pas- 

ture. Placing  or  driving  to  a  distance. 

AjljS'^  i^dz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjS-)  Strengthening,  in- 
vigorating. Holding  dear,  loving.  Honouring. 

Having  the  orifice  of  the  teat  very  small  (a  cow 

or  a  sheep).  Having  a  painful  conception  and  ges- 

tation (a  cow).  Lighting  upon  hard  ground.  Ap- 
pearing pregnant  (a  ewe).  Being  grieved  and  un- 

easy. Brooking  ill.  Magnificence,  honour,  respect. 

ba  i^dz  u  ihtirdvi,  With  honour 

and  reverence,  respectfully,  p  i^^^ i^dz 
kardan,  To  honour,  respect,  revere. 

A  (_J]}S-\  i^of,  (v.  n.  4  of  (— 5)5-)  Hearing  the 
sound  of  the  sands  moving  in  the  desert.  Hearing 

the  noise  of  palm-leaves  whenaropeisbeingtwisted. 

A  a^dl,  (pi.  of  Jjff-  a^al  and  J}P  ̂zul) 
Unarmed  (men). 
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A  i^dn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jj^")  Dividing  with 

another,  and  taking  one's  share. 

A  i—^S-^  a^ab,  An  unmarried  man,  a  bachelor. 

A jsjp\  a^zzat,  (pi.  of^Jff-  ̂ iztz)  Excellent,  rare, 
incomparable,  dear,  precious,  glorious,  powerful, 

A         a^al,  (pi.        ̂ tzl,  JjS'  ̂izzal, 

a^dl,  ^tzldn,  and  (Jjl*<  ma^iziV)  A  man 
unarmed.  A  cloud  without  rain.  Detached,  sepa- 

rate (sand-hill).  Deficient  in  the  projecting  hip- 

bone. (A  horse)  whose  tail  habitually  inclines  to 
one  side.  The  portion  of  meat  of  an  absent  person. 

A  separate  portion  or  share  of  meat.  (-i)l.»-J\ 

(JjS-^l  as  simdltu  'I  a^al,  Spica  virginis,  a  star  so 
called  in  the  constellation  Virgo. 

A  i^db,  (v.  n.  4  of  u^u«^)  Running, 
fleeing  away  (a  wolf). 

A jL-S-^  i^dr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^^)  Exacting  a  debt, 
pressing  a  debtor.  Suffering  pain  in  child-bearing. 
Not  conceiving  the  first  year.    Being  poor. 

A  i^df,  (v.  n.  4  of     a...g-)  Seizing  a 
camel  (the  agonies  of  death).  Being  the  owner  of 

such  a  camel.  Employing  (a  servant)  in  laborious 

work.  Travelling  in  the  night,  being  unable  to  see 

one's  way.  Drinking  always  from  a  large  goblet. 

A  (JL»S-^  a^dlf  Dispositions,  manners,  tempers, 

(pi.  of  J— -S-  ̂ sal)  Honies.  Bubbles. 

A  j«L-^\  a^dm,  Shape,  or  points  (of  a  horse). 

I^dm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ S-)  Rendering  the  limbs  stiff" and  motionless.  Giving  that  which  was  desired. 
Shedding  tears.  Winking  (the  eyes). 

a^an,  Vestiges,  impressions.  Shoul- 
der-blades of  camels,  (pi.  of  ^sn,  ̂ sn,  or 

^sn)  Fats,  lards.  Likes,  equals,  i^j^^  {J^^^ 

a^dnu'l  arz,  Old  chumps,  roots,  or  stocks  of  trees. 
Old  pollards.  I^dn,  (v.  n.  4  of  y;-*^)  Producing 
some  little  vegetation  (ground). 

i^?;qy,(v.  n.  9  of  ̂ -S-)  Bending  with 
age  (a  man). 

A         a^ar,  Left-handed.  More  or  most  dif- 
ficult. White  on  the  left  wing  (a  pigeon).  Diffi- 

cult. Disastrous,  unfortunate,  evil. 

saru  yasarun,  Ambidexter. 

A  ̂»*»^\  a^am,  One  whose  hand  or  foot  is  wi- thered or  distorted. 

A  J^>~pW^sa',  More  or  most  fit,  worthy,  proper. 
a^i  bihi,  How  suitable  and  worthy  he  is ! 

A  ̂\^^\  i^hds,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Mak- 
ing purblind.    Giving  a  supper.  Giving. 

A  L^\Lsi\  i^hdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^^^S-)  Producing 
green  herbage,  being  grassy.  Discovering  (when 
travelling  through  deserts)ground producing  grass, 

and  gathering  much    Feeding  on  fresh  grass. 

Ajli:j^\  a^hdr,  (pi.  of  jtS'  ̂ ishr)  Tenths. 
Decades  of  verses  into  which  the  Kur'an  is  divided. 

Portions  of  slaughtered  camels.  The  outside  fea- 

thers in  a  bird's  wing,  (pk j^^^  a^sJnr,  (A  pot) 
broken  in  ten  pieces.    A  cauldron  which  requires 

ten  men  to  carry  it.  A  broken  (heart).  ii^j^j\As-\ 

a^hdri  shar^ya,  The  ten  commandments.  I^hdr, 
(v.  n.  4  of  Being  in  the  tenth  month  of  her 

pregnancy  (a  camel).  Being  ten  in  number  (men). 
Driving  camels,  or  being  owner  of  camels  which 
are  driven,  to  water  once  only  in  ten  days. 

A  a^hdsh,  (pi.  of  (jiS-  ̂ shsh)  Birds' nests  built  in  trees.  i,dXut\.^\  talammas 

sdsliaha,  Look  at  home  for  faults.  I^hdsh,  (v.  n. 

4  of  (jiff-)  Disturbing,  moving  (deer)  from  its  place. 

Prohibiting,  checking,  turning  any  one  aside.  Ex- 
tenuating, making  lean.  Molesting  any  one  so  as 

to  oblige  him  to  quit  his  habitation.  Lighting  upon 

dry  gi'ound  (called  'iZS'  ̂ shshat). 
A  u-il-i^^  i^hdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i»_fl^S-)  Suffering, 

being  ill  from  indigestion.  Abominating,  loathing. 

A  (J^jLlff-la^s/mroi?/,  Relating  to  a  purblind  man. 
A         a^har,  A  fool. 

A  Aj^\a^hi7-dj:,  (pi.  ofj^ts-  ̂ shir)  Tenths. 
Companions,  friends,  husband  and  wife.  Tribes. 

A  p.i;^\a^«/mm,Bicoloured.  Purblind  with  age. Dust-dried  (tree). 

A  ̂ytS'\  a^5/mwiy/,  Belonging  to  one  purblind. 

A  J^^^  a^ha',  Purblind.  Blind  at  night. 
A  'ixts\  a^hiyat,  (pi.  of  -^Li.S'  ̂ shds  or 

^sha')  Slippers. 
AL-»>U'.....'lVg-\  i^lmhdb,  (v.  n.  12  of  (_.<.':,C)  Pro- 

ducing green  herbage  luxuriantly.  Finding  a  place 

producing  such  herbage. 

A^Lo.S-\  a^df,(j^\.  oi\*aS'  ̂ sa')  Canes,  batons, 
rods,  walking-sticks.  I^ds,{j.n.  4of  UaPfor_yiaS>) 
Putting  forth  branches,  but  having  no  fruit  (a  vine). 

A  L->Laff-\  a^db,  (pi.  of  ^sab)  Nerves, 

tendons,  sinews.  I^db,  (v.  n.  4  of  (._A*aP-)  Travel- ling fast  (camels). 

A  liLaff'^  i^dd,  (v.n.4  of  ̂J-eaff-)  Bending,  twist- 

ing (the  neck).    Lending  or  hiring  out  a  stallion. 

AjUaS'^  a^d?;  (pi.  of^j^  ̂ sr)  Ages,  times. 
jj^ls^L*)  saldtini  a^dr,  The  monarchs  of  the 

times.  I^dr,  (v.n.4  of^-aS-)  Becoming  marriage- 
able, being  fit  for  pressure  (a  girl).  Entering  upon 

the  afternoon.  Staying  at  home  on  account  of  the 

menses.  Bringing  forth,  (pi.  a^asir)  Hur- 

ricanes, gusts  of  wind  which  whirl  up  the  dust  in 
the  form  of  columns,  and  drive  to  and  fro,  clouds 

fraught  with  thunder  and  lightning. 

A  (  i^df,  (v.  n.  4  of  \^*aS')  Blowing 
violently  (wind).  Being  in  blade  (corn).  Passing 

swiftly  by  (a  horse).  Carryingoff",  destroying  (war). 
Perishing.  Running  round  the  wells,  when  thirsty, 
and  driving  the  dust  about  (camels). 

A  Jl..^^  a^dl,  (pi.  of  ̂ y>^  ̂ sal)  The  small 
guts,  intestines.  I^dl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-aP)  Taking 

ujj  one's  walking-staff". 

A  a^dm,  (pi.  of  j^-aS-  ̂ism)  Whitenesses 
on  the  arms  of  deer,  (pl.of  iU*aLS-^MAma^)Dogs'  col- 

lars, (pi.  of  ft^^aP-  ̂ samat)  Defences,  guards :  col- 



lars.  I^dm,  (v.  nAof^^aS-)  Beingattached,stick- 
ing  close  (to  a  friend).  Holding-fast.  Taking  hold 

of  the  skirt.  Keeping  one's  self  steady  (on  horse- 
back) by  laying  hold  of  the  mane.  Sitting  badly 

on  horseback.  Fastening  a  belt  called  ̂ LaS-  ̂ smn 
round  the  mouth  of  a  leather  bottle,  by  which  it  is 

closed,  and  carried,  or  hung  up.  Fixing  a  loop  or 

thing  similar  to  a  saddle  for  the  rider  to  lay  hold  of, 

and  thus  save  himself  when  in  danger  of  falling. 

A  j^loP^  i^dn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^yoS'  not  used)  Be- 
ing intricate  and  crooked  (business). 

A  &Ju.a?'\  a^ibat,  (pi.  of  i^i;taS-  ̂ sib)  Hearts, 
lights,  and  livers,  dressed  with  other  intestines. 

A  ̂ aS]  a^aj,  Bald  on  the  forehead.  Polished 
(spear-head). 

A  jja^\  a^ur,  (pi.  of  jtoS'  ̂ asr)  Ages. 
A  a^al,  Much  distorted  (tooth).  Bow 

or  bandy-legged.  One  who  sticks  close  to  a  thing. 

Inclined,  bent.  (pi.  JLaL5-^?.ya/)  Crooked  and  hard. 

A  ̂,*ap\  a^am,  (A  crow)  with  white  feathers  in 
the  wings ;  also  (a  crow)  having  a  red  beak  and 

feet.  (A  stag)  having  white  on  either  or  both  the 

fore-feet,  the  rest  of  the  body  black  or  red.  A^um, 

(pi.  of  j»*aS'  ̂ sam)  Defences,  guards.  Collars. 

A  iU*aff-W;-^smaf,  pl.ofpl*a5-  ̂ sdm  The  smaller extremities  of  the  tails  of  animals.  Chains  or  belts 

with  which  leathern  bottles  are  fastened  and  carried. 

A  a^l,  (pi.  ofl-aff'  ̂ sa')  Staffs. 

A  L!->l«aJLifliS'\  i^'isdh,  (v.  n.  12  of  ̂ ..a^aS')  Being 
assembled  in  companies  (men).  Being  heavy  (mis- 

fortune), oppressively  hot  or  disastrous  (day).  Tra- 
velling briskly  (camels). 

A  J^LuaS'l  i^tldl,  (v.  n.  11  of  J.*a5-)  Taking 
a  staff  in  hand. 

A  S'Lioff'^  a^df,  (pi.  of ytoS'  ̂ zw  or  ̂ izw)  Mem- 

bers, limbs.  Jjj*IJj3\  AJiS-\  a^dsu't  tandsul,  Or- 

gans of  generation.  (_jLaP-\  a^dsi  ransa, 
The  principal  members,  as  heart,  lungs,  &c. 

A  i_-.>lrfaS-\  i^db,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_^«ng-)  Breaking  a 

horn  (a  sheep).  Slitting  (a  camel's)  ear. 

A  oLaff-^  a^dd,  (pi.  ofs^aS'^zd)  Companions, 
assistants.  The  pent-houses  over,  or  parapets  round, 

or  the  side-posts,  of  wells,  or  by  the  road-side.  J^- 
zdd,{y.  n.4  of  t>w^)Flyingright  and  left  (an  arrow). 

A  i^jo\^£>^\  a^dz,  (pi.  of  (^S-)  Prickly  shrubs. 
I^dz,  (v.  n.4  of  Causing  one  to  take  (a  mor- 

sel) in  his  teeth,  or  to  bite.  Giving  one  a  blow  (with 

a  sword).  Being  narrow  and  deep  (a  well).  Hav- 

ing camelsfeeding  uponthe  pricklyshrub  ij)iaff-^zz 
or  the  food  ̂ zz.  Abounding  with  these  shrubs. 

A  ,y^jaS-\  i^dl(y.  n.  4  of  (J.^aff-)  Being  trouble- 
some and  difficult  (business).  Being  dissatisfied  and 

discontented.  Wearying,  harrassing.  Puzzling, 

perplexing,  baffling.  Having  a  painful  birth  (a 

woman).  Laying  with  difficulty  (a  hen). 

A  sloiff-^ i^dh,  (v.  n.  4of  a-aP)Accusingfalsely, 
inventing  lies  against.  Having  camels  feeding  upon 

(  in  ) 

the  thorns  sLaP-  ̂ zdh.  Abounding  in  such  trees. 

A  ^  ^./^e.\  a^ob,  (A  ram)  which  has  one  horn 
broken.  (A  horse)  which  has  more  than  a  fourth 

part  of  his  ear  cut  off.  Bereaved  of  a  brother.  De- 
fenceless, friendless.  Short-handed.  (In  the  metre 

wdfir),  ̂ j^\Ju  mufd^latun  shortened  into 

j^^Jjoa-c  miif'ta^lun. 
A  iX*aS-W^2:a(Z,Slender-armed:  short  in  one  arm. 

A  a^bnat,  (pi.  of  j^wa^  ̂ zm)  Wooden harrows  with  which  corn  is  winnowed. 

A  J^JjyoS-^  i^ildl,  (v.n.  11  of  (J^wis-)  Having 
many^branches  intertwined  (a  tree). 

A  )aS-\  a^tt,  Long,  tall  (man). 

A  ̂Ua£-1  i^ds,  (v.n.4ofUaS'  for  ̂laff-)  Giving, 
offering,  bestowing,  presenting.  Receiving  of  one 
another.  Being  tractable  and  obedient  (a  camel). 

Jl^  sUaS-^  U  ma  a^dhu  IVl  mdl,  How  liberal  he 
is  of  his  money  !  how  disposed  to  give  ! 

A  c-'UaP^  i^db,  (v.  n.  4  oii^/S^S')  Ruining,  de- 
stroying. Being  excessively  enraged. 

A  ̂_jwUaS-\  i^dsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jSiaS-)  Keeping 
camels  long  from  drinking.  Having  cattle  dying  of 

thirst.   Finding  (beasts)  thirsty.  Making  thirsty. 

A  (  sUaff-^  o-^af,  (pi.  of  1  alaP  ̂ tf)  Favours. 

A  JOafi-^  a^dl,  (pi.  of  J-Jaff-  ̂ tal)  Statues,  fi- 

gures, bodies,  (pi.  of  ,Jia5'^MiMZ)(  Camels  or  horses) 
destitute  of  all  distinguishin  g  mar  k,halter,  neck-har- 

ness. Unarmed  (men).  Unornamented,  without 

necklaces  orbracelets(women).  Stringless(bows). 

/^^aZ,(v.n.  4of  iJ-iaP)  Making  empty  and  void,  bare 
of  ornament.    Leaving,  neglecting. 

A  (j\la5-\  a^dn,  (pi.  of  ̂^^^^  ̂ tan)  Places  near 
wells  where  (camels)  recline  after  drinking.  I^dn, 

(v.n.4of  ̂ ^^la^)  Having  camels  so  reclining.  Mak- 
ing (camels)  lie  down  after  drinking.  Driving  them 

from  the  well  to  such  places  before  they  have  drank, 

in  order  to  render  them  tractable,  in  expectation  of 

being  allowed  to  drink.  Detaining  (camels)  at  a 
cistern. 

A  J^^\  a^ar,  More  or  most  scented,  fragrant. 

A  ̂]^a5-l  a^a  ,  More  or  most  disposed  to  give. 

A  'i2aS'\  a^iyat,  (pi.  of  Uaff-  ̂ ta)  Gifts. 
i^ar,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^^)  Oppressing,  in- 

disposing the  stomach.  Being  oppressed  (stomach). 

A  lillaS'^  i^dz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ]a5-)  Making  a  man 
warlike  (God). 

A  ̂Ua5-1  i^dm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»ia^)  Magnifying, 
honouring,  praising.  Conceiving  highly  of.  Giving 

(a  dog)  a  bone  (^Ja^-  ̂zm).    Respect,  reverence. 
A  &*UaS-\  i^dmat,  Cushions,  or  any  kind  of 

stuffing  which  women  use,  to  give  them  an  appa- 

rent protuberance  round  the  hips. 

A  ,Ja^^  a^2'aTO,Greater,larger,  bigger,  greatest. 

Superior,  supreme.  Great.  ̂ aS^  waziri 

zam,  The  grand  vazlr.        j  ̂^llaff-  ̂ hsA 

(j^'\j=-  a^ami  saldiini  ̂ zdm  u  ahrami  kha- wdhtni  kirdm,  The  greatest  of  sovereign  princes, 2  H 

and  the  most  glorious  of  the  mighty  kings. 

zum,  (pi.  of  ̂laS-  ̂izm)  Bones. 
A  pJ>^^SaS'\  a^amtar,  Greater,  bigger. 
A  -s^lcP^  (v.  n.4of  laSi  for  yiS-)  Permit- 

ting to  grow  long.  Granting  freedom,  liberty,  im- 

munity. Preserving  or  restoringhealth.  Preserv- 
ing from  trouble  and  affliction.  Expending  the  best 

part  of  one's  substance. 

A  a^ffds,  (pi.  of  i^Axip  ̂ iftf)  Chaste, 

temperate,  abstaining  fi'om  what  is  forbidden. 

A  a^fdj,  (pi.  of  ̂   ̂fj,  ̂afaj,  or  ̂ fij) 
The  intestines  into  which  the  food  descends  from  the 

stomach  after  digestion  (in  man  and  solid-hoofed 
animals;  in  the  soft-footed  beasts,  and  those  which 

divide  the  hoof,  they  are  called  ̂ ^^La*  masdrin. 

A  j\ss\  a^ar,(pl.  of^^^  ̂ fr)  Strong,  robust, 

and  valiant,  (pi.  ofjAS-  ̂ far  or  ̂ «/>')  Earth,  dusts. 

A  {^XsS^  i^fds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jiaflS-)  Stopping 
the  mouth  of  a  bottle. 

A  u-jVas-^  ̂ ^^fj  iy-  ri-  4  of  iJ!!ft5-)  Making  one 
to  abstain  (from  things  forbidden).  Having  milk 
remaining  in  the  udder  (a  sheep). 

A  J)^^  iy-     4  of  ,3^)  Going  to  and 
fro  unnecessarily.    Returning  frequently. 

A  (jlis^'^  (y-     4  of  ̂ J^)  Having  (lea- 
ther) worm-eaten. 

A  ul^fl^l  a^at,  Foolish,  stupid,  dull.  Left- 
handed.  One  whocannot  speak  but  with  difficulty. 

A  ̂_t^°c^  o.^fos,  One  whose  privities  are  ex- 
posed when  he  sits  down.  A  silly  talker. 

A  ̂ S^\  a^faj,  One  who  has  large  intestines. Aj-SiS'\  a^far,  (A  deer)  whose  white  is  slightly 
tinged  with  red  ;  or  red-backed,  and  sides  whitish. 

A  ̂Jiip^  a^ash,  Weak  or  dim-sighted.  One 
whose  eyes  continually  water. 

A  ̂J}SLS'\  a^ak,  Foolish,  stupid.  Left-handed. 
Unskilful  at  work.  Incoherent,  rambling  from  his 

subject.  One  who,  leaving  a  work  unfinished,  sets 

about  something  else. 

i^njaj,  A  making  haste. A  ̂IflS-^  a^ids,  (pi.  of  (^Jifi-  ̂ hy)  The  first  ex- 
crements of  an  infant.  J^df,  (v.  n.  4  of  Be- 

ing very  bitter.  Spitting  out  any  thing  on  account 

of  its  bitterness. 

A  L^\stS-\  a^db,  (pi.  of  l—aHc-  ̂ kib)  Heels. 

Offsprings,  children,  grand-children,  descendants. 

The  last  days  of  a  month.  ̂ ^^^  ̂ aW  a^d- 
bihim,  On  their  heels,  back  to  their  former  state. 

I^idb,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂-»Hs-)  Causing  an  immediate 
indisposition  (any  kind  of  meat  of  a  pernicious 

quality).  Succeeding  (as  a  son  to  his  father).  Dy- 

ing and  leaving  a  son  to  succeed.  Rising  (as  ont- 
star  immediately  after  another).  Substituting  one 

for  another.  Riding  alternately  with  another ;  ride 

and  tie.  Returning  (as  insanity,  after  intervals). 

Receiving  one's  due,  or  something  in  lieu  of  ano- 
ther. Returning  a  kettle  which  had  been  lent,  with 



parts  of  the  broth,  by  way  of  interest.  Requiting. 

Recompensing  services  and  obedience.  Sending 

bad  news.  Making  a  channel  whereby  water  may 
flow  into  a  cistern. 

A  a^ad,  (pi.  of  1^1^  ̂ kd)  Arches.  I^ad, 

(v.  n.  4  of  i^AS-)  Making  thick,  making  any  thing 
to  coagulate  or  congeal  by  boiling. 

a^iar,  (pi.  of  jSS-  ̂ kr  or  ̂ ikur)  Places 
behind  lakes,  wells,  or  watering  ponds,  whei'e  ca- 

mels stand  when  they  drink.  Areas,  plats  of  ground. 

Middles  of  houses.  A  kind  of  tree.  I^ar,  (v. 

n.  4  of  JsS-^  Astonishing,  confounding,  striking 
with  amazement.  Possessing  many  fields  or  estates. 

Making  (the  womb)  diseased  or  barren  (God). 

Causing  (any  one)  to  eat  ijiS'  ̂ikrat. 

A  JjVft5-\  i^iak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂Js-)  Making  (water) 
bitter.  Rotting  (as  a  palm  for  want  of  pruning). 

Producing  the  shoots  jj^S'  ̂ kkan  (a  palm-tree). 
Practisingdisobedience.  Being  pregnant  (amare). 

A  JUis-\  i^idl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-Ss-)  Discovering 
one  to  be  wise.  Having:  the  shadow  shortened  or 

perpendicular  at  mid-day.  Being  obligatory  (the 

tithe  Jlaff'  ̂ kal).  Going  in  the  shade  at  mid-day. 

A  j»Uis-\  r^/<awi,(v.n.4of  pHp)  Rendering  barren. 
A  ̂i^r*^^  a^mb,  (pi.  of  u-^lHp  ̂ kab)  Eagles. 

A'iiis-\  a^kliat,{\)\.  of  ̂JtM')  Channels  of  rivers. 
A  a^cad,  One  who  has  an  impediment  in 

the  speech,  tongue-tied.  A  dog  of  a  particular 

species,  with  a  knotty  tail.  Knotty-horned  (ram). 

A  wolf  with  a  twisted  tail.  iXH^l  laJim  a^ad, 
A  confirmed  miser. 

A  jHs-^  a^ar,  More  or  most  skilful  at  hamstring- 
ing. (A  camel)  whose  teeth  have  dropped  out. 

A  {^jaSS^  a^tas,  (A  goat)  whose  horns  bend 
back  towards  the  ear.  (A  man)  whose  fingers  or 

front-teeth  are  distorted,  and  which  cross  eachother. 

(In  the  measure  y\j  wafir,  or  Exuberant)  The 

^^/liS'li/o  ?ra?{/'a^a7«fwM  changed  to  ̂   maf^lun. 
A  v__ftHS'\  a^af,  Poor,  needy.  Rude,  cruel,  sa- 

vage (wild  Arab).  Crooked,  curved. 

A  ijiiff'^  a^al,  More  or  most  M'ise,  prudent,  or 
intelligent.    Bow-legged,  distorted-legged. 

Aj\sCS>s\  i^infar,  (v.  n.  3  of  J>SS'  Q)  O  ver- 
whelming  and  destroying  (misfortunes). 

A  (__>uli;Hi^^  i^infas,  The  being  bad-tempered. 

A         i^msXr.  n.  4  of  ̂Js-)  Dying.  Tyingfast. 

AL-->\^StU'^/<a&,(v.n.4ofL-.^c-)Smokingmuch. 
A         i^ad,  (v.  n.  4  of         Taking  refuge. 

Aj^\  i^ar,  (v.  n.  4  of  jCs-)  Making  any  thing 
dirty,  muddy,  turbid.  Having  a  large  troop  of 
camels.  Being  thick,  dark,  cloudy  (night).  Be- 

ing fat  (camel's  bunch). 
^ak,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ldi^')  Changing  the 

colour  of  the  hair  (as  a  camel  does  after  conception). 

A  JKs-\  a^ml,  (pi.  of  Jiff,  ̂ kl  or  ̂ iJil)  Inglo- 
rious, mean,  vile,  abject,  cowardly,  avaricious,  sor- 

did. I^ial,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jiff)  Being  confused,  doubt- 
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ful,  perplexed.  Tying  up  (the  leg  of  a  camel). 

a^am,  (pi.  of  ̂ S-  ̂hvi)  The  halves 
of  loads,  single  trusses  or  packages,  such  as  beasts 

of  burthen  carry  upon  each  side.  Ropes,  or  things 

similar,  for  tying  up  bales.  I^mm,  (v.  n.  4  of 

p^)  Assisting  in  tying  up  bales. 
a^an,  (pi.  of        ̂ knat)  Wrinkles 

on  the  belly  (from  fatness). 

A^\  a^^a&,Thiek-lipped, and  thick-toothed. 

A^iuh,  (pi.  of  0_5A^lff-  ̂ nkahut)  Spiders. 

A  a^ia',  Thick  on  both  sides.  Bunchy 
(part  of  a  garment  which  in  Arabia  is  wrapped 

round  the  middle).  (A  horse)  that  has  the  root  of 
his  tail  strong  and  thick. 

A  ̂kff\  a^a,  (for  a^a')  Higher,  most  high, 
sublime,  excellent,  superior,  supreme.  Excellently. 

A  fi":^]  i^df,  (v.  n.  4  of  !ilff  for  jiff-)  Exalting, 
elevating.  Ascending.  Being  in  the  upper  part 

or  above  (any  thing).  Arriving  in  that  part  of 

Arabia  which  is  called  'sS^^  ̂ liijat.  Retiring,  re- 

ceding. Dismounting,  coming  down  from  off"  (horse- 
back),   p  ij,i>^        i^a  hardan,  To  elevate. 

A  a^Uds,  (pi.  of         ̂ Rl)  Invalids. 

A  Ll>^ff^  a^ds,  Mixed,  unsorted,  jumbled  to- 
gether (applied  in  general  to  a  kind  of  tree  called 

marhh  in  Arabia,  some  parts  of  which,  when 

rubbed  together,  emit  sparks  of  flame,  and  are 
made  use  of  to  kindle  fires :  these  are  carefully 

sorted  from  the  others  which  have  not  that  quality, 

and  laid  up  for  future  service ;  when  piled  there- 

fore in  indiscriminate  heaps,  they  are  called  Ll.>^kff-^ 

a^ds).  C->^kff^  a^dsu'z  zatZ,  Whatever  is  eaten 
without  previous  trial  or  habit,  j^^^  a^- 
Idsu  'sh  shajar,  Mixed  bits  of  dry  wood  and  grass. 

A  (pl-  of  ̂   filj)  Foreigners  who 
become  proselytes  to  the  Arabians,  especially  in 

religious  matters.  Asses,  wild  or  tame  (especially 

when  inclining  to  corpulency).  Cakes  of  a  parti- 
cular kind,  thick  towards  the  edges.  Stewards. 

A         i^dz,  (v.  n.  4  of  jiff-)  Weakening. 
A  istlkff^  a^dt,  (pi.  of  laiff'  ̂ dut)  (Camels) 

without  bridles  or  marks  burnt  on  the  neck.  Bright, 

sparkling  stars  not  distinguished  by  any  name. 

A  (  a^af,  (pi.  of  L-ftiff-  ̂ laf)  Grasses, 
and  every  species  of  fodder  with  which  cattle  are 

fed.  I^df,  (v.  n.  4  of  i„iiff)  Beginning  to  appear 

(the  fruit  ofa  thorn  when  the  flowers  drop  off").  Giv- 
ing (cattle)  provender,  fattening  (them). 

A  a^dk,  (pi.  of  jjiff-  ̂Ik)  More  or  most 
excellent  (wines  or  clothes).  I^dk,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jjiff ) 

Setting  (a  leech)  to  suck  blood  from  any  part. 

Fastening  (one  rope  to  another).  Fixing  the  claws, 

nails,  talons,  into  any  thing.  Catching  and  sus- 

pending (game  or  prey)  in  a  noose.  Fastening  any 

thing  to  the  horns  of  a  bow  by  which  it  may  be 

hung  up  or  slung.  Lifting  a  child  up  from  the  privy. 
Finding  or  lighting  upon  very  valuable  property. 

Bringing  misfortune.  Joining  two  camels  to  the 
rope  of  a  large  bucket.  ^ 

A  J^ff\  i^dl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jff )  Making  (camels) 

drink  a  second  time,  after  the  first  draught.  Driv- 

ing (them)  from  the  water  before  (they)  have 
quenched  their  thirst.  Debilitating,  afflicting  with 

any  ailment  or  distemper  (&iff'  ̂ llat). 

A  j»^)sffl  a^dm,  (pi.  of  j»iff  ̂Imn)  Flags,  stand- 
ards, ensigns,  colours,  banderols,  streamers,  pen- 
nants. Land-marks.  Mile-stones  or  direction-posts 

upon  a  road.  Mountains.  Borders  of  cloth  of  dif- 

ferent colours  from  the  rest.  Lords,  princes.  Pro- 

per names.  J^^  j»^i.ff\  a^drnu'l maddris,  Pro- fessors of  colleges,  learned  men.  p  0^*a3 

l»li>- ̂ jflib  a^dmi  nusrati  zafar-fa7]jdm,  Victorious 

standards,  a  I^dm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂\S'~)  Announcing, 
proclaiming,  indicating,  informing,  teaching.  Cer- 

tifying. Marking  cloth  (as  weavers,  fullers,  or 

bleachers).  Distinguishing  or  making  remarkable 

in  battle  (as  a  horseman  does  his  charger,  by  orna- 

menting him  with  trappings  of  different  colours). 

Distinguishing  one's  self  (by  bravery).  Informa- 
tion, signification,  advice.  p  ̂ji^^ii  j*^)^^  i^mn 

dddan,  To  give  information. 

p  ew\3  j»^)sff^  i^dm-ndma,  A  proclamation. 

A  i^dn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂J>S')  Publishing,  di- 
vulging, manifesting.    Acting  openly. 

A         a^Za/m, The toporupperpartof him orit. 

Alalff-^  a^at,  More  or  most  offensive,  displeasing. 

A  &laJff-^  a^itat,  (pi.  of  Is^ls-  ̂ Idi)  Ropes  about 
the  necks  (of  camels).  Traverse  marks,  made  by 

burning,  on  the  sides  of  (camels')  necks. 

A  j»lff'\  a^am,  More  or  most  learned.  One  who 
has  a  fissure  in  the  upper  lip.    ̂ \  alldh 

lam,  God  loiows,  or  God  knows  best. 
A  -S'Ljdff'^  i^hnhds,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂_J-^is•  Q)  Rising 

up,  or  putting  one's  self  in  a  threatening  attitude. 
Bristling  up  the  hair  or  feathers  (as  dogs  or  cocks). 

A  .«=^i^jAs-\  i^indds,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j'^Jp  Q)  Being 

bulky,  corpulent,  and  strong  (a  camel). 

A;__j*>Kilff\  i^inhds,  A  being  black  (said  of  hair). 
A  cdlKJ^\  i^inkdk,  (v.  n.  3  of  tdjiiff  Q)  Being 

thick  and  plentiful  (hair). 

A  a\^\ff-\  i^hvwdd,  (v.  n.  13  of  liiff-)  Being  bulky 
and  strong.  Being  grave  and  sedate. 

A  i^iwwdt,  (v.  n.  13  of  iaiff)  Hanging 

by  (a  camel's)  neck  and  sitting  on  (his)  back.  Rid- 

ing (a  camel)  without  a  bridle.  Mounting  the  fe- 
male (a  camel).  Entering  upon  any  business  rashly, 

without  due  thought  or  consideration .  Laying  hold 

of,  detaining  forcibly.   Sticking  close  to. 

A  &«jlff-\  u^umat,  An  impression,  a  mark. 

A  ̂j^^a^Za',  Higher,  highest,  upper.  Of  higher authority.  Higher  or  highest  part,  topmost  point. 

A  ia^iff  ̂  i^Zi^jLeaves  of  the  tree  called  ̂ <  markh, 
or  the  pod,  husk,  and  rind  of  its  fruit.  The  fallen 

leaves  of  trees,  (pi.  )a^^lut)  A  mark  impressed 



crosswise  on  a  camel's  neck. 

A  -f^S-l  i^ilas,  (v.  n.  12of_jlS')  Exalting,  ele- 
.vating.  Being  high.  Ascending,  being  above. 

A  a^mm,  More  or  most  common,  general, 
universal,  concerning  all.  Coarse,  thick.  A  great 

crowd.  A^mm,  (pi.  of  jiff'  ̂mm)  Paternal  uncles. 
A  ̂^f')  a^ncLs,  (pi.  of ^mw)  Errors.  Mean- 

nesses, submissions.  (pl.ofj^S'la^TOa')Blind.  Ig- 
norant. Uncultivated  (deserts).  Tall,  aj^lp  1 

a^asi  ̂ miya,  Blind  deserts.  to  ma  a^nahu, 
How  blind  he  is  !  I^nas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ _^)  Making 
blind.  Discovering  one  to  be  blind.  Arriving  at 

the  hottest  part  of  the  day. 

A  o\f  1  i^nad,  (v.  n.  4  of  Supporting,  sus- 

taining,propping,strengthening(by  pillars).  Weak- 
ening, enfeebling,  oppressing. 

Aj\S;\  a^ar,  (pl.of^  ̂ w?wr)  Lives, life-times. 
I^ar,  (v.  n.  4of  Cultivating,  rendering  ha- 

bitable. Causing  to  cultivate  and  render  habitable. 

Visiting,  frequenting  the  household  of  one's  wife. 
Finding  (a  country)  cultivated.  Helping  one  to 

pay  the  sacred  visit  ^mrat.  Giving  to  one 
during  life  (ahorse,  or  an  estate).  Rendering  rich. 

A  (j**^^^  i^nas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^^ff)  Hiding,  con- 

cealing. Winking  (the  eye),  being  shut  (eye-lids). 

A        a^nak,  (pi.  of  or  ̂ wm/j)  Widely 

extended  (deserts).  I^tak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 3^)  Mak- 

ing deep  ( JjA^  ̂ mih).  Penetrating  much. 

-  A  (JW^  a^waZ,  (pi.  of  J^^^awaZ)  Dependencies. 
Works,  acis,  labours,  p  JiiJ.tiJw*^.  J\f-\  a^nali  pa- 
sandida,  Approved  works,  a  I^nal,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Causing  or  bidding  (one)  to  work.  Making 

use  (of  advice  or  implements).  Using  one's  own 
wits.  Giving  advice  respecting  a  work(^_).^  ̂ mal). 

A  \  a^iam,  (pi.  of 'jiff  ̂mm)  Paternal  un- 
cles. I^am,  (v.  n.  4  of  jiff )  Being  paternal  imcle. 

A  \  i^dn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^-♦ff')  Travelling  to- 

wards ^jUlff"  ̂ mmdn.  Entering  into  or  living  con- 
stantly (in  a  place). 

A  &IIff\  a^vimat,  (pi.  of  jiff)  Paternal  uncles. 

A  'H^\  a^itat,  (pi.  of  &:oy»ff)  Clews  of  wool. 
A  a^idat,  f  pi.  of  iJj^ff  ̂ mud)  Pillars. 

Kjtp\  a^ar,  More  or  most  cultivated  or  inha- 

bited. A^ur,  (pi.  of  J ^7nr)  Amrs  (names). 

A  a^iash,  Weak,  or  dim-sighted. 

ma  ab^da  a^nakaha,  How 
deep  (the  well)  is  ! 

A  a^al,  More  or  most  efficacious. 

A  {^y*^^  a^namun,  Paternal  uncles. 

a^Hawiy,Belongingtothe  blind.  Oph- 
thalmic. 

A  J_s^^  a^ia',  (pi.  ̂ imy,  a^idj:  or 
eJ^^  lumydri)  Blind.  A  desert.  Tall.  Ignorant. 

Jj,*ff\  isXJi)  lakituhu  a^ia',  I  met  him  at  the  hottest 
part  of  the  day. 

A  -^V)v»ff^  ifmiyai:,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ ^^ff)  Being  blind. 
i^lyaf,  (v.  n.  11  of  [_^)  Being  blind. 
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A  al  a^iayani,  (Two  blinds)  A  torrent 
and  conflagration  ;  or  night  and  a  furious  camel. 

A  -fUff\  a^ids,  (pi.  of  jiff  ̂ nw)  Tracks  (in  the 
heavens).  Crowds  or  bodies  of  men  of  different 

ranks,  families,  or  tribes.  I^as,  (v.  n.  4  of  Uff  for 

jiff-)  Making  or  keeping  prisoner.  Depressing, 
humbling.  Bringing  forth,  exhibiting,  producing, 

(v.  n.  4  of  (_^)  Fatiguing,  afflicting.  Detaining  in 

captivity.    Prefixing  a  title  or  frontispiece. 

A  L-^liff^  a^idh,  (pi.  of  u-*Aff  ̂ nab)  Grapes. 

A  OUff\  i^iat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ul.*iff)  Breaking 

again  (a  bone)  which  had  formerly  been  broken 
and  cured.    Leading  into  difficulties. 

A  ^^^J}  (v-  n.  4  of  ̂ S')  Leading  a  ca- 
mel by  the  halter,  exercising  a  camel.  Pulling  the 

check-rain.  Settling,  arranging  firmly  (business). 

Complaining  of  a  pain  in  the  loins  ^ndj). 

A  t)Uff\  i^ad,  (v.  n.  4  of  O^Iff)  Flowing  but  not 

drying  (sweat).  Bringing  up  one  thing  after  ano- 
ther (in  vomiting).  Doing  equal  with  another 

(either  in  harmony  or  in  discord).  Requiting  kind- 
ness. Obstinacy,  opposition. 

Ajlxff\  i^idz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj\ff)  Making  one  to  re- 
fuse, decline,  or  turn  away  from,  any  thing. 

A  (j*»Uff'^  ifnias,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j-Iff)  Remaining 

long  in  her  parents'  house  unmarried  (a  marriage- 
able virgin).  Altering  the  features  (age). 

A  (^Uffl  i^as,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ joiff)  Having  few 
and  scattered  hairs. 

A  l?Uff\  i^idt,  The  begetting  of  a  tall  child. 

A  (  sUffl  i^iaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_Aiff )  Incommod- 
ing, molesting. 

A  (j^^  a^dk,  (pi.  of  ̂ jsS'  ̂ mh  or  ̂ muk) 
Necks.  The  lower  orifices  of  stomachs ;  maws, 

guts.  Princes,  chiefs.  Pieces  of  bread.  ̂ _^\  ̂llff^ 

a^dhu^r  rih,  Particles  of  dust  raised  by  the  wind. 
l^idk,  (v.n.  4  of  j_jiff)  Ornamenting  with  a  collar 

(a  dog's  neck).  Making  a  collar.  Being  long  and 
bearded  (ears  of  corn).  Setting  (the  stars  called 

Pleiades).  Looking  with  out-stretched  neck.  Tra- 
velling with  an  extended  neck  and  a  peculiar  pace 

(camels).  Driving  (them)  at  that  pace.  Scatter- 
ing dust  (wind). 

A  i^idk,  (v.  n.  4  of  uLlIff)  Shutting, 
bolting  (a  door).  Dealing  in  clothes.  Meeting 
with  impassable  sands. 

A  j»Uff\  i^idm,  (v.  n.  4  of  Eating  of  the 

j»Uff  ̂ndm  tree  (camels). 
A  (jUff\fl^Ma«,  Those  parts  of  the  heavens  which 

are  apparent  to  the  sight.  Extremities  of  trees. 

^;;^i^>\_^<iJl  a^idnu'sh  shaydtin,  The  nature 

and  manners  of  demons.  l'^waw,(v.n.4  of  ̂Tjff-)  Put- 
ting on  a  rein  to  a  bridle.  Bridling,  checking  with 

the  reins.  Meeting,  being  exposed.  Being  impo- 

tent, fascinated,  bewitched,  or  declared  to  be  so  ju- 

dicially. Distinguishing  a  book  by  a  title  or  in- 

scription.   Putting  a  direction  on  a  letter.  Mak- 

ing  large  or  broad,  laying  open,  rendering  conspi- 
cuous. Exposing. 

A  u-^Iff-^  a^iab,  Large-nosed. 

A'dSs-\  a^nnat,  (pi.  of  ̂ JUff )  Reins  of  bridles. 

A  's^^  a^ijat,  (pi.  of  ^ndj)  Ropes  or 
leathern  straps  which  serve  as  handles  to  buckets. 
Pains  in  the  loins,  lumbagos. 

A  j^ff\  a^mz,  (pi.  of  j^ff  ̂ nz)  She-goats. 

A  (jilff^  a^ash,  Six-fingered  (man). 

A  a^iak,  Long-necked  (dog).  Marked 
with  some  white  on  the  neck.  Name  of  a  famous 

stallion,  ̂ jiff^  OUj  handt  a^iaJt,  The  daughters 
of  a  wealthy  farmer.  A^uh,  (pi.  of  ̂^jlff  ̂ nuk) 

Necks,    (pi.  of  JjUff  ̂ ndk)  Female  kids. 

A        a^u,  I  mean,  that  is  to  say,  viz. 

A  ;j*»UJiff\  i^ilnds,  (v.  n.  12  of  (j-Iff)  Being 

long  and  hairy  (a  camel's  tail). 

A  J^jff^  a^dd,  (pi.  of  Jjff  ̂ d)  Lutes.  Tim- 
bers, branches,  trunks  of  trees,  staves. 

A  J^jff-\  l^odz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ijff  Having  lately 
brought  forth  (camels,  mares,  or  does). 

Aj\^\  i^vdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jjff)  Exposing  one's self  to  the  attack  of  a  foe.  Being  possible.  Appear- 

ing, being  conspicuous.  Coming  within  one's  reach 
(game).  Blinding,  depriving  of  an  eye. 

Aj^jff\  i^dz,  (v.n.  4  ofjjff)  Being  indigent. 
Standing  in  need  of  something  without  being  able 

to  procure  it.  Being  near,  at  the  point  of.  Impo- 

verishing, reducing  to  poverty. 

A  i^rdg,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂j^lff'  for  ̂ j^jff) 
Rendering  difiicult.  Adducing  difficult  arguments. 

Embarrassing,  reducing  (an  opponent)to  a  nonplus. 

A  a^u-a^',  (pi.  of  (^_jff  ̂ waz)  Compen- 
sations, substitutes.  I^vdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^ja\s-  for 

;^_jff)  Compensating,  countervailing. 
A  Jj^jff^  a^dk,  (pi.  of  ijjff  ̂ rvk  or  ̂ ik) 

Worthless,  good  for  nothing.  J^vdk,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Jjlff  for  jjjff)  Failing,  being  spent  (a  beast  of  bur- den, or  travelling  provisions). 

A  Jljff^  i^dl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jl*  for  J_jff)  Weep- 
ing aloud,  wailing.  Having  a  numerous  family  to 

provide  for.  Using  blandishments.  Imposing  a 

burden.  Pouncing  upon,  attacking.  Desiring  ear- 

nestly, being  greedy.    Twanging  (a  bow-string). 

A  p^jff^  a^vdm,  (pi.  of  j»lff-  ̂a»j)  Years.  Times. 
A  ̂j\jff^  a^vdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jff)  Helpers,  allies. 
A  i^vdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  5_jff)  Suflfering  loss 

(in  cattle  or  corn). 

A  C'^'f^y  Crooked,  curved.  Of  bad  morals 
or  maimers.  A  horse  in  whose  forelegs  there  is  a 
curvature.     Name  of  a  celebrated  horse  and  sire. 

A  ̂ V^^  i^vifiji  (y-  9  '^rjp')  Being crooked.     Crookedness,  curvature,  obliquity. 

A  ̂ jr^^  a^ojiy,  (A  horse)  bred  from  the celebrated  sire  a^vaj. 

A  iSjffl  a^vad,  More  or  most  profitable.  More 
or  most  useful,  more  or  most  conducive. 
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Aj^\  a^var,  (pl.j^  ̂ r,  ̂^J(^  ̂ ran,  and 

^  ̂iran^  One-eyed.  A  blind  guide.  A  road 
with  no  direction-post.  A  crow.  Weak,  timorous, 

pusillanimous.  Corrupt,  bad  (word  or  action).  Il- 
literate, stupid.  Obliterated,  illegible  (book).  (A 

horseman)  destitute  of  whip  or  switch.  One  who 

has  no  brother  germain.  Worthless,  good  for  no- 

thing. Disappointed  and  frustrated  in  the  attain- 

ment of  one's  object,  (pl.jjlpi  a^wir)  A  nit  in 
the  head.         JiiJ  ia^Za^a^war,  A  bad  substitute. 

i^virar,  The  being  blind  of  an  eye. 

A  (j*ji^\a^?yas,  Polish,  lustre.  A  polisher,  fur- 
bisher.  A  furbishing  instrument.  One  who  de- 

scribes or  praises  ably.  One  who  draws  in  the 

corners  of  his  mouth  when  laughing. 

A  (^jff-^  a^?ras,(pl.(^_jS-  ̂ is)  Difficult  (verse). 

A  'b^^\  a^ilat,  (pi.  of  Jlj^  ̂l/^-i)  Families. 
Aj\j>.^\  i^irar,  The  being  blind  of  an  eye. 

A  ̂\^\  i^tas,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  in  use)  Hav- 

ing a  distemper  (amongst  one's  cattle). 
A  i^iad,  (v.  n.  4  of  <X^)  Securing,  gua- 

ranteeing, becoming  surety  for. 

a.^as,  (pi.  of  ̂   ̂ yy)  Stammerers, 
stutterers.  Awkward  or  embarrassed  (in  doing 

any  thing).  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe,  (pi.  of 

^Up  ̂ yas)  Impotent,  unable  to  generate.  Ifyds, 
(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Being  wearied  with  travelling. 

Fatiguing,  tiring.  Disabling,  wearing  out  (disease). 

Becoming  difficult,  impeded,  obstructed  (business). 

A  lilj^^  a^ad,  (pi.  of  6^  ̂ d)  Festivals. 

A o-^jo-r,  (pi.  of l^y^')  Asses  (wild  or 
tame).     Certain  bright  stars  lying  in  the  path  of 

the  feet  of  Jj^i^  suhayl.    If^ar,  (v.  n.  4  oi 

for  jr^S-)  Chasing  (a  horse)  about.  Putting  the  part 

calledj^S-  ̂ yr  to  a  spear-head. 

A  ̂_yU5-\  i^as,  (v.  n,  4  of  (j-^aS'  not  used) 
Being  without  moisture  (sown  grain). 

A  i^KiS'S  G^as,  (pi.  of  (JoaS-^w)  Thick,  shady, 
tall,  trees.    The  Kuraysh  Umayyades  ;  namely, 

al  ̂ a.s,  (^U)^  ̂ \  abul  ̂ as,  (.j«aAjtJ1  al  ̂ s, 

and  cj«aJi«5^      abu'l  ̂ s. 
A  J\j^\  i^jai,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jl5>  for  JaC-)  Hav- 
ing a  numerous  family.  Supporting  a  family.  De- 

siring eagerly. 

A  (J^\  a^jdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^S^■  ̂ yn)  Eyes.  Fa- 

thers' or  mothers'  brothers.  Great  men,  grandees. 

^<^\  a^jdnu'l  kawm,  The  senators,  the 
chiefs  or  elders  of  the  people. 

ydni  dawlat,  (Eyes  of  the  state)  ministers.  ̂ jlxS-l 
OUC^  a^dni  mumkindt,  The  most  excellent  of 

creatures.  &aju  (^Uff-^  a^dni  sabita,  Figures  em- 
blematic of  the  names  of  God.  I^jdn,  (v.  n.  4  of 

(jls-  for  (j^)  Boring  to  a  spring  of  water. 

^  ''i^iy^j,  (pl-  OU^\)  An  asp. 
A  a^as,  Whitish-yellow  (camel). 
A  iaj^\  a^jat,  Long-necked  (camel  or  man). 

Backward,  averse.  Proud,  stubborn.  High,  lofty, 

eminent  (citadel  or  glory). 

A  'i^p-\  a^jilat,  (pl.  of  jUS'  ̂ ydV)  Families. 
A  i^xP"^  a^an,  (pl.  ̂ n)  One  whohaslarge 

or  black  eyes.  A  wild  bull.  (A  man)  possessed 

of  many  domestics.  »>^^  U  via  a^anahu,  How 

malignant  is  his  look !  A^un,  (pl.  under  ten  of 

i^y^  ̂ yn)  Eyes.  Fountains.  ̂ ^i5^^^ 

a^imu's  sardtm,  Seeds  of  Agnus  castus. 
A  OUaS-\  a^imdt,  (pl.  of  (j^ff'^  a^un,  pl.  of 

(jr^S-  ̂ yii)  Many  eyes. 

A  '&^^\  a^inat,  (pl.  of  ̂ ^^J^)  Plough-shares. 
A  a^a',  More  or  most  stammering  (in 

speech).  More  or  most  dangerous  and  desperate 

(disease).    Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

a^iyas,  (pl.  of  jj,--^  ̂ y^l/)  Stammer- 
ing. Embarrassed,  unequal  to. 

A  'ifJp'^  a^iyat,  (pl.  oi^_^^  ̂ V'^V)  Stammerers. 
A  u^lyat  or  i^lyat,  Anj  subject  about 

which  one  stammers  and  speaks  unintelligibly. 

p  \S'\  dyhd,  A  great  lord,  nobleman,  head,  chief 
master,  commander.  An  eunuch  (as  having  the 

principal  charge  of  the  seraglio). 

A  iolff-^  ighdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^ls-  for  <-^>^) 
Having  her  husband  absent  (a  woman). 

A  ighdsat,  (v.n.  4of  (^Iff-for  i^^jS-)  Bring- 

ing help,  succouring. 

Pjls- 1  dghdr,  (ovjS'\  aghdr^  A  sinking  of  mois- 
ture into  the  ground.  Mixed,  kneaded.  Moistened. 

Excited,  instigated. 

p  ̂^d^\JS'  1  dghdrdmdan,  To  throw  down.  To 
move. 

A  'ijs\  ighdrat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjls-  forj^)  Coming 
into  a  low-lying  hollow  country  (calledj^  ghawr) 

in  Arabia.  Ti'avelling  in  a  country.  Having  the 

eyes  deep  sunk  in  their  sockets.  Attacking,  plun- 

dering, making  a  hostile  excursion  into  an  enemy's 
country.  Coming  or  sending  to  any  one  for  assist- 

ance. Mending  the  pace,  making  haste.  Spurring 

(a  horse).  Twisting  (a  rope)  firmly.  Going  full 

speed  in  making  a  predatory  attack.  Provoking 

to  jealousy,  makingjealous.  (v.  n.  4  ofjlp  for  j*^') 
Taking  a  second  wife  (so  making  the  first  jealous). 

p  tijs- 1  dghdrad,  Bruising,  crushing.  Exciting. 

p  (ji^^  1  dghdrdan,  (or  i^^J^^  aghardan)  To 
moisten,  macerate.  To  mix.  To  knead.  To  cause 

to  move,  to  rouse,  to  excite.  To  sink,  or  to  cause 

(water)  to  sink  into  the  ground. 

pjjjl?  I  dghdroz,  Beginning,  commencement. 
p  I  dghdri,  A  vessel. 

p  ̂ji^IpI  dghdridan,  To  moisten,  wet,  mace- 
rate, bring  almost  to  a  solution.  To  excite,  instigate. 

G  f^^>J^\  aghdrViun,  Common  agarick. 

pjIp  I  dghdz,  Beginning,  commencement.  De- 
sign, wish.  Echo,  call.  j^J^lP  I  dghdz  kardan, 

To  commence,  make  a  beginning.  To  design,  will. 

p  jlff'l  aghdz,  Will,  intention,  design.  A  voice, 
noise,  echo.  A  beginning,  commencement. 

p  Sjlpt  dghdza,A  cobbler's  tool.  Sole  of  a  shoe. 

p  ij\s-\  aghdza,  A  cobbler's  tool. 
p  (jii>^jl^l  dghdzidan/I ohegin:  to  design,  wilL 
p  dgJidsh,  Recorded.  Accumulated. 

p  1  dghdshtan,  To  accumulate,  throw  one 

above  another,  place  one  thing  before  another. 

A  'ijo\s\  ighdzat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^Iff-  for  {^ja>S-) 
Making  (water)  decrease,  causing  (it)  to  subside 
into  the  ground.  Lowering,  beating  down  (price). 

A  ighdzat,  (v.  n.  4  of  iils-  for  JaAS')  En- 

raging, raising  indignation. 

A  'ii\S'\  ighdfat,  ( v.  n .  4  of  i  slff-  for  i_-QJkS-)Caus- 

ing  to  incline. 
p  (Jlff'l  dghdl,  Instigation,  excitement.  A  set- 

ting in  motion.  The  swallowing  of  food  not  mas- 
ticated. A  sheep-cote.  A  hive.  A  beginning,  com- 

mencement.   A  moistening,  macerating. 

p  awiJ.  (Jlff-l  dghdl  pasha,  The  lote-tree.  The 
gnat-tree,  with  large  smooth  stem  and  thick  foliage. 

A  ails-^  ighdlat,  (v.  n.  4  of  J\p-  for  Jjiff')  (A  wo- 

man) giving  suck  to  a  child  while  pregnant,  or  co- 
habiting with  a  man.  Exposing  a  child  to  danger 

by  cohabiting  with  the  mother  whilst  suckling. 

p  dghdlish,  (or  aghdlish)  Insti- 

gation, incitement  to  crime. 
p  ̂^wiJls-l  dghdlishtan.  To  accumulate,  heap. 

G  ̂^^^S-)  aghdlukhi,  Aloes. p  dghdUdan,  (or  aghdUdan) 

To  excite,  rouse,  animate  (to  battle).  To  be  hot, 

fiery,  and  contentious.  To  confine,  reduce  to  straits. 

A  lajJls-\  aghdlit,  (pl.  of'ilo^\  ughlutat)  Ques- 
tions, doubts,  or  whatever  matters  are  liable  to  error 

or  reprehension  ;  things  which  mislead. 

A  aghdlik,  (pl.  or&f^\ughlukat)'Locks. 
A  'iAs>\  ighdmat,  (v.  n.  4  of  j.ls-  for  j.Aff-)  Being 

cloudy,  misty,  foggy  (the  sky). 

A  iol5-\  ighdnat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  (JJS')  Over- 
spreading (as  clouds  the  sky).  Overwhelming  (as 

grief  the  mind). 

A         aghdnim,  (pl.  of  ̂ )  Sheep.  Flocks. 
A  aghdni,  (pl.  of         ughmyat)  Songs. 

p  (jbli>  I  dghdydn,  (pl.  of  Iff-I  dghd)  Greatlords. 
A  AyS-S  ighhds,  (v.  n.  4  o?^_^)  Raining  slightly 

(with  a  small  sprinkling  rain  called  'LjkS-  ghalyat). 
A  <^'^\  aghbdb,  (pl.  of  il^ff-  ghuhh)  Low 

grounds.  Distant  (waters).  Ighhdb,  (v.  n.  4  of 

\ZjS')  Visiting  every  other  day.  Attacking  every 

other  day  (a  tertian  fever).  Watering  (camels) 

every  other  day.  Not  failing  or  ceasing  for  a  single 

day.   Stinking  (as  meat).  Passing  the  night  with. 

AjUs-^  aghbdr,  (pl.  of j^ff-  ghubr)  The  remains 

of  any  thing,  the  remains  of  milk  in  the  breast,  or 

of  blood  in  menstruation.  Ighbdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^S') 

Raising  dust.  Being  of  a  dusty  colour.  Striving 

to  the  utmost.  Raining  fast. 
A  (^1*5-^  ighbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ;j^)  Growing 

dark.   Being  of  a  dusky  colour. 



A  aghhash,  (pi.  of  (jiJ^  ghabash)  The 

latter  parts  of  nights,  especially  when  very  dark. 

Ighbash,  (v.  n.  4  of  [J^)  Being  dark  (the  latter 
part  of  the  night). 

A  \s\xs\  ighbdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  Leaving  un- 

moved (a  pack-saddle  on  the  back  of  a  beast).  Con- 

tinuing without  intermitting  (a  fever).  Raining  in- 
cessantly. Covering  the  ground  (herbage). 

A  (-l*Jk^^  aghbas,  Inclining  to  a  dusty  colour. 

Ash-coloured  (lion). 

A  L!L>\iy£\  ighbisas,  (v.  n.  9  of  c^-kS-)  Being  of 
a  dusty  or  ash-colour. 

AjS'\  aghbar,  Soiled  with  dust.  Scarce,  bar- 
ren (year).  Departed  (glory).  A  wolf. 

A  j\js\  ighbirar,(\.  n.9of;v^)  Being  very  dusty 
(the  day).  Being  of  a  dusty  colour. 

A  ̂j-J^S-^  aghbas,  Dun  (wolf).  Bay  (horse). 
Dusky  (rose). 

A  (_j*»L.JkS-\  ighbisas,  (v.  n.  9  of  (j^fS-)  Grow- 
ing dark.    Being  of  a  dusky  colour. 

A  (j^J^^  aghbash,  Dark  (night). 

A  ̂^^iSA  aghba\  Thick,  entangled  (branch). 

A  ̂_)*iL<*^S-^  ighbisas,  (v.  n.  11  of  (j«J^)  Grow- 
ing dark.    Being  of  a  dusty  colour. 

A  ightam,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  in  use)  Re- 
peating visits  or  importunities  till  they  become 

disgusting.    Being  oppressed  with  indigestion. 

A  iaUiS'^  ightibat,  (v.  n.  8  of  lixS')  Being  in 

happy  cii'cumstances.  Attaining  the  object  of  one's 
desire,  being  rendered  happy  thereby.  Mirth. 

A  (J^j^^  ightibdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  Drinking 
wine  at  even-tide. 

A  ightibdn,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jr^)  Concealing 

(any  thing)  under  the  armpit. 

A  ightitdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  |*aS')  Visiting  fre- 
quently, so  as  to  become  wearisome.  Being  trou- 

bled with  indigestion. 

A  ightisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  d^)  Feeding 

on  spring-grass  (horses). 

A  As^\  ightidds,  (v.n.8  of  for  jiiP)  Com- 
ing, going,  or  working  in  the  morning. 

A  ightidar,  (v.  n.  8  ofjii^S-)  Making  the 

hasty  pudding  called  "s^.iiP  ghadlrat. 
A  i_Jlii:;ff-\  ightidaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  t_JviP)  Taking 

much.    Cutting  a  robe  or  garment. 

A  A'd::^\  ightizas,  (v.n.8  of  for  j3sS-)  Be- 
ing fed,  nourished.  Eating. 

aJ[S^\  ightizar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j  j^)  Preparing 

the  food  s^.ii^  ghazirat,  i.e.  flour  milked  upon, 
and  then  heated  with  a  hot  stone. 

A  j4^(3«i;S'^  ightizdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ Sff')  Eating  vo- 
raciously. Eating  with  difficulty.  Draining  the 

udder  (a  camel's  colt).  Drinking  up  the  whole. 

A  L^\jiS'\  ightirdb,  (v.n.8  of  i--^)  Travelling 

from  one's  own  country  into  foreign  parts.  Mar- 
rying a  foreigner.    Distance  from  home. 

AjV^S^^  ightirar,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  de- 
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ceived.  Being  foolish,  uncircumspect,  inattentive, 

or  thoughtless.    Coming  upon  one  suddenly. 

Aj^JsA  ightirdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Putting  the 
foot  in  the  stirrup  when  going  to  mount.  Draw- 

ing near  (the  time  of  departure). 

A  I  ightirdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  '-J'j^)  Drinking 
water  (out  of  the  hand).  Exhausting  (water)  by 

lading  (it)  out  with  any  thing. 

A  ̂j]^^  ightirdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jij^)  Intermin- 
gling with  others  (a  horse),  and  then  passing  on 

and  leaving  them  behind.  Absorbing  the  gaze  of 

the  company  (a  beautiful  woman).  Filling  the 

throat  (a  breath  or  braying).  Filling  a  girth  so 

that  the  ends  cannot  meet  (a  camel's  belly). 
A  AjiS'\  ightizdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   for  jj^)  Being 

singled  out  from  amongst  one's  companions.  In- 
tending, purposing,  willing,  wishing. 

Aj\j^\  ightizdz,  (v.  n.  8  ofjff')  Being  sole  pro- 
prietor. Particularizing,  selecting  from  amongst. 

A  JI^aS-^  ightizdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^S-)  Spinning. 
A  JL-jis^l  ightisdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J—^)  Washing 

one's  self.  Ablution.  Sprinkling  one's  self  with 
perfume.  Sweating  all  over.   Copulating  much. 

A  ightishdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  [J^)  Con- 
senting to  perfidy.  Entertaining  a  sus^jicion  of 

fraud,  suspecting  perfidy. 

A  i_->UaiS'\  /(7/(iisa&,Theactof  seizing  violently. 

A  ightisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (.,>aP)  Being 

choked,  sufibcated. 

A  L-^l*alS-\  ightizdb,  A  flying  in  a  passion. 

AjUois-^  ightizar,  (v.  n.  8  of  jjoS')  Dying  in 
the  flower  of  youth. 

A  ̂\ia::p\  ightitdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ik^  for  _jla^) 

Being  covered  and  hidden.  Covering. 

A  IsUaiP^  ightitdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  ks-)  Making  the 
female  lie  down  (a  male  camel).  Contending  with 

and  overcoming  in  a  race. 

A  1  t\s:^\  ightifdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  ij!lap)  Having 

a  sufficiency  of  spring-grass  (cattle).  Giving  a 
little.  Becoming  fatter  (camels). 

A  jla^l  ightifdk,{y.  n.  8of  (3^)  Surrounding. 

A  ̂tllCff-^  ightilds,  (v.  n.  8  of^is-  for ̂ )  Travel- 
ling fast,  making  haste.  Celerity. 

A  C^':k:^\  ightildt,  (v.  n.  8  of  CJ^)  Taking 
unawares.    Receiving  with  indifference. 

A  lL>'^\  ightilds,  (v.  n.  8  of  tJLJ*P)  Taking 
wood  from  the  marhh  tree  without  knowing 

whether  it  will  emit  fire  or  not.  Not  striking  fire. 

A  (  J^Lp^  ightildf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i__flis-)  Having 
a  foreskin.  Making  a  sheath  or  cover  (*_J^)^  ghi- 

Idf).     Perfuming  (hair  or  beard)  with  musk. 

A  JiJjS'\  ightildl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ji^)  Perfuming  the 

beard  or  mustachios  with  'ii^^  ghdliyat,  or  civet. 
Suffering  from  thirst.  Drinking.  Putting  on  an 

inner  garment.  Being  infected  by  a  certain  disease. 

A  ightildm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  very 

lustful  (from  ̂ '^S'  ghuldm,  A  boy).  Buggering. 2i 

A  ̂ \  aghtam,  One  who  speaks  indistinctly. 
A  ightimdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  Entering  (into 

the  night),  being  enveloped  (in  darkness). 
A ightimdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  Tinging  with 

safi'ron  or  any  other  liniment.  Covering,  overflow- 

ing (water).    Plunging,  descending  into  water. 

A jWs-^  ightimdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  yfi')  Censuring, 
condemning,  reviling,  reproaching,  disgracing. 

A  ;_><*lcvff'^  ightimds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j<^)  Tinging 
(her)  hands  all  over  without  figures  (a  woman). 

A  (^Ic^S-^  ightimds,  (v.  n.  8  of  i,^ja^)  Despis- 

ing, slighting,  holding  cheap. 
A  {^\^\  ightimdz,  (v. n.  8  of  i^ja^)  Winking. 

Dozing.  ^aZa'  ightimdzin,  Without trouble  or  difficulty. 

A  klj^S-l  ightimdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ix^S-)  Contending 
with  and  beating  in  a  race,  after  having  been  first 

beaten.  Talkingloud  and  overpowering  with  words. 

Disappearing  and  leaving  no  sign  or  vestige. 

A  ightimdtn,  (v.  n.  8  of         Being  sad 

and  gloomy.  Sadness,  gloom.  Being  long  and 
luxuriant  (a  plant). 

A  j»lljkS'\  ightindm,(v.  n.  8  of  j*j^)  Getting  spoil 
or  plunder.  Regai'ding  as  plunder.  Seizing  an 

opportunity. 
A  L_-'l^Jkff-^  ightihdb,  A  travelling  in  the  dark. 

A  (_^LjkS-\  ightiydb,  (v.  n.  8  of  L-^ls-  for  i— *aS') 
Traducing,  inveighing  against  (the  absent). 

AjL>5-\  ightiydr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjlp  for j^)  Being 

profited,  deriving  benefit,  (v.  n.  8  ofjlP  for jif-) 
Victualling  one's  household,  pui'veying.  Carrying 
corn  from  country  to  country. 

A  kLjkS-^  ightiydz,  (v.  n.  8  of  Iblff'  for  k^ff-)  Be- 

ing angry,  enraged. 
A  JUjkff-^  ightiydl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jlp  for  J^)  As- 

saulting, rushing  upon,  or  attacking  suddenly,  over- 
coming and  destroying.  Concealing,  hiding  (as  a 

vast  waste  does  footsteps),  suppressing,  (v.  n.  8  of 

Jiff'  for         GroAving  fat  and  plump  (a  boy). 

A  -^Uffl  aghsds,  (pi.  of  -^Uff  ghusdf  or-^Us-  ghus- 

sds)  Leaves  of  trees,  pieces  of  wood,  and  other  rub- 
bish floating  upon  water.  Ighsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  liff 

for  yS')  (A  torrent)  drawing  fodder  in  a  heap,  and 
washing  and  extracting  all  the  goodness  out  of  it. 
Being  covered  with  verdure  (ground). 

A  {^\jS'\  ighsds,  (v.n.4of  ̂ .^>S•)  Becoming  lean. 

Being  wicked,  obscene,  impure  (speech)  :  talking 
smut.    Throwing  out  purulent  matter  (a  wound). 

A  ighsdr,  (v.  n.  4  o?yS-)  Emitting  a  sub- 
stance called  mughsTn',  resembling  honey, 

which  exudes  from  a  certain  plant  like  tears. 

A  jsP\  aghsar,  Dust-coloured,  mixed  with  green. 
A  kind  of  marshy  pulse.  Water-moss.  Low,  ple- 

beian. Ignorant.  A  certain  bird  with  a  long  neck. 
A  lion.  Coarse  woollen  nappy  cloth.  Much. 

A  pAff^  aghsam,  (A  head  of  hair)  consisting more  of  white  than  black  ones. 



A  (1^^  aghsa,  A  lion. 

Aj\^jCff'\  ighsi7-dr,  (v.  n.  11  of yS-)  Being  long 
and  thick  (nap,  pile,  or  shag  on  cloth). 

A  i>\iipl  igkdad,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Being  seized 

with  the  plague  (a  camel).  Having  (camels)  la- 

bouring under  an  infection.  Being  angry,  exaspe- 
rated, stimulated  to  rage. 

A J\'^s\  ighdar,  (v.  n,  4  ofj;^S')  Abandoning, 
quitting,  leaving,  forsaking.  Leaving  a  remainder. 

Leaving  behind  (a  sheep  or  camel). 

A  u-j^tXff-^  ■ig^idof,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_Jii>S-)  Loosing  or 
dropping  (a  veil)  over  the  face.  Letting  fall  a  net 

(upon  birds).  Diffusing  darkness  (the  night).  Cut- 
ting off  (the  foreskin).  Lying  with. 

A  ̂\iyS'\ighdak,  (v.  n.4of  ̂ jSS-)  Being  copious. 
A  6J,dS'\  aghdiyat,  (pi.  of        ghadas)  Break- 

fasts, victuals.  {JlJj^^ kammiyati  aghdiya, 

The  quality  of  meats. 

A  ̂ S>,^\  ighdiddk,  (v.  n.  12of  Jj^iP)  Being 
very  copious  (rain). 

A  u\j'>iyS'\  ighdldan,  (v.  n.  12  of  (jii^)  Being- 
long  and  bushy  (hair).  Being  of  a  dark  green 

through  rankness  (a  plant). 

A  h\  '^\  ighzdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  3^)  Suppurating  (a 
wound).  Flowing  from  a  sore  (matter).  Making 

haste,  going  fast.  Accelerating. 

A  ighzani,  (v.n.4of         Exhausting  the 

dam's  udder  (a  young  camel). 

A  aghziyat,  (pi.  of  A  '>^)  Aliments, 
p  jPI  dghar,  The  bed  of  a  river  with  a  little 

water  here  and  there. 

AjS']  agharr,  (pl.jjS-  ghurar  and  ghur- 
ran)  White,  bright.  Illustrious,  noble.  (A  horse) 

with  a  white  spot  on  his  forehead.  Conspicuous 

for  generous  (acts).  One  whose  beard  covers  al- 
most the  whole  of  his  face.   Most  sultry  (day). 

A  aghras,  {^\.  of  \^  gliara')  Lean.  Igh- 
rds,  (v.  n.  4  of\^  for  _jj5-)  Being  wholly  addicted 
to.  Causing  one  to  be  intently  eager.  Instigating, 

stimulating.  Setting  (a  dog)  after  game.  Sowing 
enmity,  setting  one  against  another. 

A  ̂Vj!s-\  aghirrdf,  (pi.  of y_J>  gharir')  Such  as 
are  deceived  with  vain  hopes.  Young  people  in- 

experienced in  life,  and  liable  to  deception. 

A  ighrab,  (v.  n.  4  of  (— ̂ )  Becoming 
strange  or  foreign.  Travelling  to  foreign  parts,  tra- 

velling far  and  wide.  Bringing,  performing  or  re- 
lating any  thing  new,  foreign,  strange,  or  wonder- 

ful. Drawing  near  sunset.  Going  westwards.  Fill- 

ing (a  bottle).  Being  good  and  prosperous  (a  con- 
dition). Having  white  eye-brows  or  eye-lashes 

(man  or  beast).  Having  a  white  lip  and  white  eye- 
lashes (a  horse).  Running  much  (a  horse).  Rid- 

ing (a  horse)  to  death.  Laughing  immoderately. 
Being  seized  with  violent  pains.  Having  a  shame- 
M  trick  played  upon  one.  Having  the  blaze  upon 
the  forehead  extending  to  the  eyes  (a  horse).  White- 
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ness  of  the  groin.  An  excellent  condition. 

A  ighrad,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jjff-)  Singing  (espe- 
cially with  a  raised  voice  and  motion  of  the  body. 

Warbling  in  the  throat,  trilling,  shaking. 

A ar/Amr, Unskilledjinexperienced  persons. 

A ighr-dz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj^)  Abounding  in 
the  plantJjP  gharaz  (land). 

A  aghras,  (pi.  of  gliars)  Plants, 

saplings,  (pi.  of  ghirs)  The  membranes  co- 
vering the  heads  (of  young  camels),  and  other  sub- 
stances which  are  brought  forth  along  with  the 

foetus.  Ighrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^j^)  Planting,  setting. 

A  {^\^\  aghraz,  (pi.  of  gharz)  Girths 

of  camels'  saddles  :  (those  belonging  to  pack-sad- 
dles are  called  ̂ jUaf  hitan,  and  those  of  a  horse- 

saddle  ̂ y>-  hizam).  (pi.  of  gharaz)  Designs, 
intentions,  ends,  views,  objects,  purposes,  wishes. 

Butts,  marks,  targets.  Ighraz  (v.  n.  4  of  \^^) 

Filling  (a  bottle).  Filling  (it)  not  quite  full.  Tir- 

ing, fatiguing,  vexing.  Girthing  (a  camel).  Pi'o- 

curing  fresh  food  for  one's  household,  and  not  giv- 
ing it  to  them  stale. 

A  ighrdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  Di'owning, 

plunging,  immerging,  throwing  into  (water).  Fill- 
ing (a  cup).  Bending  or  drawing  (a  bow)  to  the 

utmost  of  one's  strength.  Praising  immoderately. 
Blaming  immoderately  (drawing  the  long  bow). 

A  ̂\^\  ighrdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Mulcting,  fining. 
Bringing  into  debt.  Being  addicted  to,  or  fond  of. 

A  (^^^  aghran,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^S-  gharan)  Eagles. 
A  aghrab,  More  or  most  strange,  wonder- 

ful. Aghnib,  (pi.  of  t— ghurdb)  Crows,  ravens. 

A  aghribat,  (pi.  of  t— ->|^  ghtirdb)  Crows, 
ravens.  The  prominent  parts  of  the  hips  of  horses 

or  camels.  i-r^^  ̂ j^^  aghribatu'l  ̂ rab,  The 
swarthy  of  the  Arabs. 

A  aghirrat,  (pi.  of  ghartr)  Young 
and  inexperienced  persons. 

p  iJjff'  I  dgharda,  (A  garment)  thin  and  flimsy. 

G  ̂j«la*tt^\  aghirustis,  Couch-grass,  agrostis. 

A  ̂}^\  agh/ul,  Easy,  agreeable  (life).  Plen- 
tiful (year).    Uncircumcised  (lad). 

A  Asijff-\  ighrinddf,  The  being  superior,  over- 
bearing by  violence  or  opprobrious  language. 

A  ighrinshdm,  (v.  n.  3  of  fJ**J^  Q)  Be- 
coming flaccid  (the  body). 

p       aghra,  A  mote  ofkings,  nobles,  or  judges. 

An  airy,  windy  place.    Ughra,  A  wen,  a  kernel. 

G  V?^^  aghriya,  A  mountain. 

A  ̂ j^.^^  ighnrdh,  (v.  n.  12  of  Over- 
flowing with  tears,  being  drowned  in  tears  (the  eye), 

p  ̂Jl>j>,^\  ighnras,  The  brother  of  Afrasyab. 

A  o^^^  ighriz,  The  flowers  of  the  palm-tree. 
Any  thing  fresh  and  shining. 

A  ighzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  jJS-)  Sending 
upon  a  military  expedition,  compelling,  inducing, 

or  instigating  (a  man)  to  go  to  war.  Preparing 

the  materiel  of  war.  Granting  a  delay  in  the  pay- 

ment of  debt.  Having  (a  husband)  absent  in  the 
wars.    Conceiving  with  difficulty  (a  camel). 

A  ighzar,  (v.  n.  4  of jjS-)  Conferring  many 
benefits.    Having  (camels)  abounding  with  milk. 

ajIj^I  ighzdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  JP)  Having  many 
hard  thorns  (a  tree).  Having  a  hard  pregnancy 
or  gestation  (a  cow). 

A  Jl^l  ighzdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  JjS^)  Twirhng  the 
spindle  when  spinning.  Having  ayoungone  (a  doe). 

A  ̂y^\  aghzal,  More  or  most  of  an  erotic  poet. 
A  fever  which  returns  at  regular  intervals. 

A  -*L-p\  ighsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  _j*~^)  Be- 

ing dark.  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^-5-)  Involving  in  darkness. 
A  (  »\^\ighsdf,  The  act  of  walking  in  darkness. 

A  ighsdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  Growing 

very  dark.  Walking  in,  being  in  the  dark.  Call- 
ing the  people,  or  announcing  the  hour  of  prayer 

at  a  late  hour  in  the  evening. 

A  ighsdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J— ̂)  Covering 
much  (a  stallion). 

A  aghsdm,,  Portions,  bits  of  a  cloud.  Igh- 

sdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p^-S-)  Being  dark  (the  night). 
A  (jU-S-^  aghsdn,  Natures,  tempers,  dispositions 

of  people.    Tattered  garments. 

p  jjj^*^  1  dghastan,  To  fill,  to  cram. 

p  ̂JiPl  dghush,  An  embrace. 
A  ̂\ZS'\  ighshds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^^)  Covering, 

enveloping  (with  darkness).  Spreading  a  veil. 

Blinding.  Causing  any  thing  to  come,  or  bring- 
ing a  thing  upon  one  unexpectedly.  Exciting, 

stirring  up,  leading  into  (rebellion). 

A  (^\J^\  ighshdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^jiP)  Deceiv- 
ing, dissembling.  Keeping  back,  withholding. 

Causing  to  make  haste. 

p  ̂jiijjbLi*ff-l  dghashtdmdan,  To  cause  to  mix 
or  macerate. 

p  ̂^^^iLs- 1  dghashtagl,  Alloy,  mixture. 
p  (^JiJi.ff'  I  dghashtan,  To  moisten.  To  be  moist. 

To  cut,  hash,  or  mince.    To  defile,  or  be  defiled. 

I  aghashta,  (or  aghashta)  Mixed. 
Moistened,  smeared.    Watered  (ground). 

p  I— Im.P  1  dghashah,  Turpentine. 

A  a(7/ts/(a',White-headedorfaced(horse). 

A  ̂_^LfliPl  ighsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  o^S-)  Choking, 
causing  sufibcation.  Making  one  choke  with  grief. 

Rendering  inconveniently  narrow,  straitening. 

A  aghsdn,  (pi.  of  i^*aS'  ̂ Amsw)  Branches. 

Ighsdn,  (j.nAoi  ̂ j^)  Having  many  berries  (a bunch  of  grapes). 

A  aghsan,  White  on  the  tail  (an  ox). 

Ai^Ji>^\aghazz,M.ore  ormostfresh,green,tendei'. 
A  A^AP']  ighzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  LoP  for _j*<aS')  Being 

silent  (about  any  thing).  Being  dark,  and  by  the 
darkness  concealing  every  thing  (the  night).  Half 

closing  the  eyelids.  Closing  or  averting  the  eye. 

A  L-jUaS-l  ighzab,  (v.  n.  4  of  t— .^oP)  Provok- 



ing,  enraging,  angering,  putting  in  a  passion. 

A  (^LoC-^  ighzaz,(^v.n.4of  (^^)  Freshening. 
A  (  jLaP^  iglizaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-ft-aP)  Being 

obscure,  cloudy,  dark  (night).  Being  luxuriant 

in  the  branches  (the  palm),  and  therefore  bearing 

worse  fruit.  Being  weighed  down  with  fruit  (a 

palm-tree).  Threatening  rain.  Being  numerously 
stocked  with  beasts  (a  fold  near  water). 

A  (jLap\  ighzan,T\\ediCt  of  raining  continually. 
A  J— >*apl  aghzdb,  The  groin.  Very  angry. 

A  ftooPi  aghizzat,  (pi.  of  (^jax^oS'  gliaziz)  Lan- 

guid (eyes).  Deficient.  Abject,  submissive. 

A  i„jLjap\  aghzaf,  (pi.  i_JuaP  ghuzf)  Bangle- 
eared  (dog),  whose  ears  fall  backwards.  Thickly 

feathered  (arrow).  Dark  (night).  Easy,  comfort- 

able, delicate  (life).  Flap-eared  (lion).  One  whose 
upper  eyelashes  overhang  the  lower  from  rage  or 

pride ;  supercilious. 
A  aghzan,  One  who  wrinkles  his  eyes 

naturally  (from  anger,  hatred,  or  pride). 

A  J^)jtop\  ighzilal,  (v.  n.  12  of  ,J->^S-)  Being 
very  moist.  Being  veiybranchy  and  leafy  (a  tree). 

A  \a^\  aghatt,  Rich,  wealthy,  opulent. 

A  ightas,  (v.  n.  4  of  llaff'  for  Rising 

above  and  hiding.  Diffusing  branches,  and  ex- 
tending them  along  the  ground  (a  tree).  Being 

full  of  sap,  having  its  sap  running  (a  vine). 

A  (^liapl  ightash,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jila^-)  Being 

dark.    Making  dark.  * 
A  Jlia^U^/i<a?,(v.n.4of  ̂ JilS')  Being  overcast 

(the  sky).  Being  black  by  reason  of  density  (clouds). 

A  (jtlaP^  aghtash,  Weak-sighted. 

A  (__fllap\  a<7/ifa/',  Comfortable,  easy  (life).  Pos- 
sessed of  long  eyelids. 

A  i^laff-^  aghtiyat,  (pi.  of  ̂Uaff-)  Coverings. 

A  j!iLkff'l  ightilal,  (v.  n.  11  of  Jiaff-)  Riding 
one  upon  another.  Coming  in  one  after  another 

in  quick  succession. 

A  As^\  ighfcif,  (v.  n.  4  of  liii  for  ̂ ap)  Sleep- 

ing, slumbering,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ _^)  Sleeping,  lying 
on  straw  in  a  mow.  Abounding  with  bran  (wheat). 

Cleaning  (grain)  from  tares,  darnel,  or  chaff. 

A  J^S^S  aghfar,  (pi.  of  JtS-  ghafr)  The  young 

of  wild  goats.  Ighfar,  (v.  n.  4  of  JtS'')  Covering, 
hiding,  laying  up  any  thing  in  a  case  or  repository. 

Being  attended  by  her  young  one  (a  female  moun- 

tain-goat). Bearing  dates,  which  in  their  unripe 
state  have  on  them  a  kind  of  husk  (a  palm-tree). 

A  (J\i£-\  aghfal,  (Deserts)  without  roads  or 
signals  to  direct  travellers.  (Districts)  without 
habitations  or  the  traces  of  any.  (Places)  without 
owners.  (Camels)  without  milk.  Ighfal,  (v.  n. 

4  of  Ji*-)  Neglecting,  overlooking.  Forgetting. 
Causing  one  to  forget  or  to  be  negligent.  Finding 

(any  one)  negligent.  Calling  (any  one)  negligent. 
Leaving  (any  thing)  to  the  recollection  of  another. 

Turning  (a  horse)  loose  without  branding  (him). 
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A  jftC-l  aghfar,  (A  garment)  more  or  most  apt 
to  take  the  dirt.    More  or  most  forgiving. 

A  ighfirar,  (v.n.ll  of^fl*')  Having  much 
nap,  being  shaggy  (cloth). 

p  ,Jp  I  aghil,  A  sheep-cote. 
p        aghil,  A  sheep-cote  in  a  mountain. 

A  ̂!ils:-l  ighlas  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ )  Grow- 

ing high,  being  thickly  entangled  (herbage).  Buy- 
ing dear.  Making  dear.  Lightening  (a  tree)  of 

its  leaves,  (v.  n.  4  of         Making  (a  pot)  boil. 

A  ighlasat.  One  single  ebullition. 

G  f^y>-*^\  aghlajun,  The  aromatic  aloe. 
A  aghlas,  (pi.  of  ghalas)  Dark- 

nesses. Ighlas,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j'^)  Being,  or  doing, 

any  thing  about  the  end  of  the  night. 

A  aghlat,  (pi.  of  laiff-  ghalat)  Errors. 
Ighldt,  (v.  n.  4  of  iaip)  Leading  into  error. 

A  li^^  ighlaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ioiff-)  Making  thick 
and  stout.  Using  coarse  or  opprobrious  language. 

Buying  coarse  (cloth),  discovering  (it)  to  be  so. 

Going  to  rough,  coarse,  rugged  grounds,  and  re- 

siding there.  (The  adjective  is  ̂ijAff-  ghaliz). 

A  (  ighlaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  v_fli5-)  Sheathing, 

putting  up  in  a  scabbard  or  sheath  ((__5^^  gli  'daf). 
Preparing  a  sheath  for  any  thing. 

A  aghlah,  (pi.  of       gliaUt)  Locks,  bars, 

bolts.  Ighlak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jJ^)  Shutting,  lock- 

ing, or  fastening  (a  door).  Forcing  against  one's 
will.  Galling  (a  camel's  back)  by  overloading  (so 
that  it  cannot  be  cured). 

A  J^ls-\  aghldl,  (pi.  of  ,jp  ghull)  Yokes  or 
chains  for  the  neck  (of  iron,  or  of  leather  with  part 

of  the  hair  adhering),  (pi.  of  ,J]p  ghalaV)  Waters 

flowing  amongst  trees.  ,Jj>*»^L*»  (J^^l  aghldli  sa- 

lasil,  Bolts,  links,  or  rings  of  chains.  Vjj\yn 

[y^\  sazawari  aghldl,  Fit  for  the  yoke.  A  Igh- 

Idl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jp)  Defrauding,  cheating  of  his 
share,  acting  perfidiously.  Accusing  of  perfdy 

and  malevolence.  Producing  corn  or  pulse  called 

ghallat  (ground).  Having  rich  produce  of 

this  kind  (a  farmer).  Bringing  home  such  pro- 
duce. Producing  the  herbs  called  ghulldn 

(a  valley).  Fixing  (the  countenance  or  the  eye) 

directly  (upon  any  object).  Watering  (camels)  in- 
sufficiently so  as  to  leave  (them)  thirsty.  Having 

thirsty  flocks.  Pulling  off,  with  too  much  violence, 

the  skin  of  any  slaughtered  animal,  so  that  part 

of  the  flesh  and  fat  comes  along  with  it.  p  J^lff-l 

f^ii^ighldl  kardan,  To  yoke.    To  pillory. 
A         ighldm,  The  act  of  provoking  to  venery. 

A  {^.J^S  aghlah,  Superior,  stronger,  strongest. 
More  or  most  violent.  The  greater  part,  most  part. 

Thick-necked.  Brave,  bold.  i,^JiS-*^\  al  aghlah,  A 

lion.  ij/*'^  aghlah.  For  the  most  part. 

A  '^:^S^aghlaz,  Grosser,  fatter,  thicker, thickest. 
laJp^       najmi  aghlaz,  Thick  stools. 

A  ■_o  ̂-C-^  aghlaf,  Uncircumcised.  Sheathed 

(sword).  Hard,  stubborn  (heart),  as  being  sheatht^d 
or  plunged  in  vice.  Affluent,  comfortable  (life). 
Abundant  in  produce,  plentiful,  smiling  (year). 

A  aghlimat,  (pi.  of        ghuldm)  Boys. 
Servants,  slaves. 

p  jjl^l  ughlumish,  Name  of  a  king  of  Persia. 

A  ighlintds,  (v.  n.  3  of       Q)  Conquei'- 

ing,  overpowering  with  words  or  abuse. 
A  ighlinsdj:,{y.  n.3  of  ̂^J!^  Q)  Conquer- 

ing, overpowering  with  words  or  abuse. 

A  ̂ j^^  ughluj,  A  little  branch,  a  twig. 
A  ̂ \  ughlutat,{j^\.  laJlS'\  ughdlit)A  doubt- 
ful question,  any  thing  that  may  mislead  a  person. 

Any  thing  liable  to  error  or  misapprehension. 

A  'e3^]  ughlultat,(jA.  aghdlih)  A  loeV. 
A  «-AS'\  aghliyat,  (pi.  of  glialds)  Certain 

short-bodied  fishes. 

p  aghlisun,  The  rainbow. 

A  ighnids,  (v.  n.  12  of      for ̂ )  Grow- 

ing long,  being  thick  and  entangled  (herbage). 
A  i_->^LiP^  ighllldh,  (v.  n.  11  of  i_Ji^)  Being 

luxuriant  and  entangled  (grass). 

A  aghamm,  One  who  has  much  hair  on  the 

forehead,  or  on  the  hinder  part  of  the  head.  Dense 

(cloud)  with  no  opening  in  it. 

A  aghmds,  (pi.  of^]^  ghama')  Fainted, 
swooned.  Roofs  of  houses.  The  highest  parts  of 

a  roof  covered  with  reeds  or  anything  similar,  i^/t- 

mdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ _^)  Speaking  obscurely.  Faint- 
ing,  swooning.  Causing  to  faint,  throwing  into  a  fit. 

Being  misty,  cloudy,  or  unintelligible.  Being  con- 
stantly clouded  (the  day).  Veiling  the  moon  (a 

cloud).  Being  obscure,  uncertain,  or  unintelligible 

(news).  Being  uncertain,  and  at  a  loss  how  to  act. 

A  aghmdd,  (pi.  of       ghimd)  Sheaths. 
Husks,  pods.  Ighmdd,  (v.  n.4of  tX^)  Sheathing 

(a  sword).  Inserting  one  thing  into  another. 

A jl^S-l  aghmdr,  (pi.  of^j*S-  ghumr)  Rude,  inex- 
perienced, unlearned  (men).    Ighmdr,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Persevering  in  one's  journey  after  the  heat  has 
somewhat  subsided. 

Aj^\  ighmdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Disparaging,  de- 
tracting from,  railing  against,  blaming,  reviling. 

Acquiring,  gaining,  possessing  the  worst  kind  of 
cattle.  Growing  cool,  abating  (the  heat  of  the  sun). 

Braving  the  heat,  or  travelling  when  the  heat  has 

begun  to  abate.  Being  fat  on  the  bunch  (a  camel). 

A  aghmdz,  (pi.  of  ghamz)  Low, 

flat  (grounds).  Ighmdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^ja^)  Look- 
ing with  half-shut  eyes.  Winking  at,  indulging. 

Looking  disdainfully.  Allowing  a  discount.  Beat- 
ing down  the  price.  Getting  ahead  of  any  one  in 

running  after  he  had  previously  taken  the  lead. 
Connivance,  dissimulation.  Superciliousness,  neg;- 

lect.  Sharpening  (the  edge  of  a  swor  d).  d^S^^  lc 
l/i^il.^ff'l  md  iktahaltu  ighmdzan,  I  slept  not  a  wink, 

p  ̂li,^ ighmdz  kardan.  To  connive  at. 



A  is»l«S-\  ighmat,  (v.  n.  4  of  k^)  Continuing 
without  intermission  (a  fever). 

A  ighmam,  (v.  n,  4of  pS-)  Saddening,  mak- 
ing melancholy.  Being  overcast  with  clouds  (the 

sky).  Being  very  hot  and  suffocating  (the  day). 
Being  uncertain  and  confused  (intelligence). 

A  aghmiras,(T^\.  oij^  gliamir)  Grasses 
which  are  overtopped  and  sheltered  from  the  sun 

by  the  taller  and  drier  herbage  ;  whatever  green 

stuff  vegetates  at  the  roots  of  hay  or  grass. 

A  aghmas,  Blear-eyed. 

A  aghmiyat,  (pi.  of  ̂jfi'  ghama')  Roofs 
of  houses.  House-topscoveredwith  earth,  reeds,  &c. 

A  aghami,  One  who  speaks  through  the 

nose,or  with  a  nasal  twang.  (Deer)  braying  through 

the  nose.  (A  valley)  abounding  with  trees  or  herb- 
age, and  resonant  with  the  hum  of  insects.  (A 

place)  thronged  with  people  (as  a  busy  mart). 

A  >US'\  aghnas,  The  paraphernalia  of  a  bride. 

Ighnas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jP-)  Enriching,  rendering  in- 
dependent, enabling  to  do  without.  Contenting,  sa- 

tisfying. Sufficing.  Supplying  the  place  of  another. 

A  liUs-l  ighnaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ia^)  Overwhelming 
with  grief,  throwing  into  difficulty  and  trouble. 

A  jfcUs-^  aghnam,  (pi.  of        Sheep,  flocks. 
A  ̂^UpI  iglman,  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ ^S-)  Resounding  with 

the  humming  of  flies  (a  valley)  ;  also  being  verdant 

and  grassy  (in  which  the  flies  delight).  Having 

fruits  come  to  maturity  (a  palm-tree).  Being  filled 
(a  bottle).   Buzzing  (flies). 

p  i\iS- 1  aghand,  Stuffed,  crammed. 

p  ̂^lioS'l  aghandan,  To  fill,  stuff,  cram. 

p  »ti>AS-l  aghanda,  Filled,  stuffed.  Cramming. 
A  stuffer.  Aglmnda,  Ball  of  cotton.  Sort  of  spider. 

A  aghna' ,  Richer,  richest.  More  or  most 
independent.    More  or  most  useful. 

A        aglumniy,  The  letters  ̂   m'lm  or  ̂   nun. 
A  aghniyas,  (pi.  of  ̂^JS'  ghamy)  Rich, 

^ai  J  aghniya  u  fukara,  The  rich  and  poor. 

^j^j3j  t/^"^^  aghniyan  rozgar,  The  rich  men  of 
the  world. 

A  ughmyat,  ighriiyat,  ughniyat  or 

ighniyat,  (pi.  agham)  Music,  melody,  modu- 
lation, a  certain  musical  mode.    A  sono-. 

A  ighwas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Seducing,  lead- 
ing astray,  deceiving.    Seduction,  temptation. 
p  agliawat,  (Ar.  pi.  oflsTa/;'/ia) Lords. 
A         aghwm;  (pi.  ofjl&  ̂yASr)  Caverns,  dens. 
A  \s>\^\  aghwat,  (pi.  ofkJls-  glumt)  Low,  flat, 

hollow  grounds,  especially  where  one  may  lie  hid. 

A  J\jS-l  aghwal,  (pi.  of  glml)  Kinds  of  de- 
mons or  evil  spirits  (called  in  the  Arabian  tales  Jy^ 

ghuls)  supposed  to  haunt  woods  and  church-yards, 
and  to  devour  human  bodies,  alive  or  dead.  Those 
who  by  the  art  of  magic  are  imagined  to  have  power 
to  change  themselves  into  various  shapes.  Serpents, 
"dragons.  Whatever  suddenly  attacks  and  destroys 
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men,  or  deprives  them  of  their  senses  from  terror. 

Calamities,  deaths. 

A  \>^\  aghusa,  Help  ! 

pJjS-1  aghuz,  The  beastings  of  a  sheep. 

Aj^ff'^  aghmaz,  Just,  kind  towards  kindred. 
p  ̂_ji>j^l  dghosh,  An  embrace.  The  bosom. 

As  much  as  the  arms  can  embrace  or  contain,  an 

armful.  A  servant,  slave.  ̂ ^^^  lA?^'  aghosh 

kardan,  (or  ^  t      dar  aghosh  hardan) 

To  embrace,  hold,  comprehend,  contain. 

p  jjwU^jff-l  dghoshldan,  To  embrace. 
p  Jl^S- 1  a<//toZ,(or  (JjS-^)Side-glance,  angry  look. 

A  (JjS'l  aghwal,  Soft,  easy,  comfortable  (life). 
A  tighrviyat,  A  dangerous  place.    A  pit 

dug  for  a  lion.  Danger,  difficulty,  evil,  misfortune. 

A  ■^'^^\  ighydf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^j-^P)  Raising  (a  stan- 
dard). Remaining  stationary  (a  cloud). 

A  jLs-^  aghydr,  Rivals,  (pi.  of jip-  ghir)  Expia- 
tions for  murder. 

A  aghydz,  (pi.  of  LoaP  ghizai)  Forests, 

places  abounding  in  trees,  but  having  little  water. 
Haunts,  dens. 

A  aghydl,  (pi.  of  Jj^S-  gh'd)  Woods,  thick- 
ets. Reed-beds,marshe3.  Lions'  haunts.  Valleys 

full  of  trees  and  water.  Ighydl,(j.nAo{  Jls-  for  Jj^  ) 

Yeaning  twice  a  year  (a  sheep).  Being  thick  and 

shady  (a  tree).  Giving  suck  to  a  child  whilst  preg- 
nant or  cohabiting  with  a  man. 

A  ft\^\  ighydm,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Being 
cloudy(sky).  Being  overtaken  or  enveloped  in  mist. 

A  ighyan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^1^  for  tJ^S-)  Faint- 
ing, losing  consciousness.  Pressing  one  (debt). 

Overpowering  the  heart  (desire). 

A  aghiyat,  (pi.  (_^^_5^  awaghi)  A.  channel 
by  which  water  is  brought  upon  tilled  ground. 

A  ti-S-^  aghyad,  One  who  nods  when  asleep. 

Waving,  flexible  and  soft  (plant).  A  place  abound- 
ing in  plants. 
A       aghyar,  More  or  most  zealous,  or  jealous. 

p  (j**;AS-1  aghiras,  A  walnut. 

p  [j'**p-\  aghis,  A  kind  of  grain. 

p  (^jw^  1  dghishtan,  To  embrace.  To  be  em- 
braced. To  cut,  mince,  hash,  macerate.  To  hang, 

to  be  suspended. 

p  jjc^x^^l  dghishtdan,  To  fear,  to  dread.  To 
embrace.  To  cut. 

A  '_  " 'g-^  aghyaf,  One  who  nods  his  head  though 
not  asleep.  Easy,  comfortable  (life). 

p  dghil,  A  squint,  oblique  look,  turning 

the  corner  of  the  eye,  looking  askance  with  anger. 

p  i^yp^  aghil,  A  sheep-cote. 
A  i^^^  ughaylimat,  (dim.  of  &^^)Little  boys. 

A  aghyan,  Long,  tall.    Of  a  dark  green 

colour,  inclining  to  black. 

p  I  j  t  of,  The  sun.  The  musk-deer. 
p  (  i\  uf,  Fie !  for  shame !  ̂Jii^  i—s^  uf  guf- 

tan.  To  detest,  to  say  Fie  I 

A  off,  (v.  n.  of  Saying  uJl  uffa,  Fie ! 
for  shame!  Iff,  Time,  season.  Uff,  Paucity, 

scarcity.  Nail-parings.  Ear-wax.  Dirt  that 
gathers  about  the  ears  or  nails.  A  stick  or  reed 

picked  off  the  ground.  Uffa,  (A  particle  expres- 
sive of  loathing  and  disgust,  and  which  may  be 

written  in  forty  ways)  Fie  !  for  shame  ! 

A  afa\  (pi.  of  Vi\  afdt)  Flocks  of  sheep. 
Clouds  emptied  of  their  water. 

A  >\s^  if^ds,  (v.  n.  4  of  \li  for  j\i)  Lighting  upon 

a  bare  place.  Wounding  the  head,  making  a  wide 

open  wound. 
A  ifdsat,  (v.  n.4of>\sfor  Ls)  Returning. 

Bringing,  causing  to  return,  leading  back.  Putting 
in  possession  of  the  riches  of  the  infidels  (God). 

A  Vi\  afdt,  (pi.  ̂\  afa')  A  flock  of  sheep. 
A         I  dfdt,  (pi.  of  ail )  Misfortunes, losses. 

A  &i\9^  ifdtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Oy)  Caus- 

ing (one)  to  pass  by,  to  fly,  to  run,  or  to  slip  an  op- 
portunity.   Letting,  allowing  to  slip  or  pass  by. 

A  ̂\s^  afdfikh,  Small  white  funguses. 
AiLs-ls^  ifdjat,  (v.  n.  4of  for  ̂ y)  Making 

haste,  running.    Sending  to  water  in  troops. 

A  Xs-\s^  ifdhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ y)  Pour- 
ing forth,  spilling,  shedding.  Making  (a  pot)  boil. 

A  afdhis,  (pi.  of  ̂_^j^^)Katas'  nests. 
A  ifdhhat,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  ̂ y)  Dif- 

fusing fragrance  (perfumes).  Making  a  hissing 
noise  (as  in  making  water).  Breaking  wind.  (v.  n. 

4  of  ̂^for  ̂ )  Prohibiting,  averting.  Beingfeeble 
(the  hand).  Repenting,  regretting.  An  evacuation 

accompanied  by  an  explosion  of  wind. 

A  pj»-\s\  afdkhim,  (pi.  of  ̂̂ afhharri)  Greatest. A  ifddat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Oy)  Killing, 

causing  to  perish.  Deriving  advantage.  Impart- 
ing advantage,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  d^)  Giving  or 

allowing  profit,  emolument,  or  advantage.  Reap- 
ing advantage.  Teaching,  instructing.  Denoting. 

Removing  with  the  hand  (ashes  ft-om  off  bread), 

p  ̂ ^d^  ifdda  kardan,To  convey  a  meaning  or 

signification,  to  denote,  ̂ ^li/' J  ̂'^^^  ifdda  u tasrih  kardan,To  teach  and  demonstrate. 

ifadad  kalom.  The  explanation  of  words.  » J\sl 

^^fcj^j*^  ifdda  A  mardm  kardan,To  explain  one's intentions.  Jl-l^'sjls^  '-r'V        ifdda  ku- 
shdda  hard.  He  opened  the  door  of  instruction,  he 
began  to  teach.  A  (v.  n.  of  liij)  Coming,  arriving 
on  an  embassy. 

A  io  afddiyat,  Heating  medicines,  as  cloves, 
cinnamon,  &c. 

A  if  drat,  The  act  of  causing  to  boil. 

A  ̂..j^'^  afdrih,  (or  'eJ)Jii\  afdrikat)  (pi.  of 
^\J\  afrdh,  pi.  of  firak,  pi.  of  firhat) 
Sects,  tribes,  clans.  Assemblies.  Jj^j^^ 

afdriku'l  ̂ rab,  Tribes  or  clans  of  Arabians. 

Aji\  ifdz,  (forj\sj  rvifdz)  Haste. A        ifdzat,  (v.  n.4  ofj\9  forjy)  Enabling 



(one)  to  obtain  (his)  wish  or  purjDOse. 

A  'ijO^\  ifasat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  vj^y )  Speak- 
ing softly  and  gently.  Letting  (a  word)  escape, 

(v.  n.  4  of  (joji  not  in  use)  Making  clear  or  evi- 
dent. An  evident  declaration  or  clear  expression 

of  any  thing.  Escaping  out  of  the  hand,  slipping 

through  the  fingers.  Scattering  (urine).  Stand- 

ing apart  (the  fingers)  when  grasping  any  thing. 

A  *^\s\  ifazat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^\s  for  (.>3As)  Di- 
lating. Becoming  diffuse  in  narrative.  Filling  (a 

vessel)  till  (it)  overflows.  Sprinkling  or  pouring 

water  upon  one's  person.  Shedding  (tears).  Rush- 
ing with  impetuosity  (as  the  Muhammadan  pil- 

grims do  down  Mount  O^S;^-  ̂ rafat  to  the  val- 
ley of  ̂   mina).  Striking  with  an  unfeathered 

arrow.  Playing  with  gaming  arrows.  Throwing 

up  the  food  from  the  stomach  (as  the  camel  and 

other  animals  do  when  chewing  the  cud).  A  single 

effort,  thrust,  shove,  or  push. 

A  ̂y*o^\  afazil,  (pi.  of  J-oi^  afzal)  Learned, 

virtuous,  excellent.  Philosophers,  doctors.  PjJ 

lip  dar  nazdi  afazil,  Amongst  the  learned. 

AjA>^\  afatir,  (pi.  ofj  ̂lail  uftur)  Fissures  in 
the  nose  and  other  parts  of  the  face  of  a  youth. 

A  Sliljl  ifazat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  laji)  Killing, 

tearing  the  soul  from  the  body.  Occasioning  the 
death  of  another. 

A  ̂\s\  ofa^,  (pi.  of  Ij^i^af^')  Serpents,  vi- 
pers. Certain  veins  or  ramifications  from  the  two 

veins  called  yjj^i^  halihayn. 

A  Jj^S-ls^  afa^l,  (pi.  of  jUi\  af^d,  pi.  of  (JxJ 

Ji^)  Acts,  actions. 

A&J;S'^1  afdgJiinat,  (pi.  of  (jUi^)  The  Afghans. 
A  (  j\s\  if  of.  Timidity.   Time,  opportunity. 

A  Jj\j  1  afdk,  (pi.  of  ifh)  Horizons,  quar- 
ters of  the  heavens,  of  the  world,  or  universe.  The 

surface  of  a  road. 

A  Jj\jl  affdli,  One  who  travels  much  in  search 
of  knowledge. 

A  ifakat,  (v.  n.  4  of  j\j  for  Jj_ji)  Reco- 
vering (from  a  distemper,  insanity,  or  ebriety). 

Returning  from  scarcity  to  plenty  (seasons).  Re- 

turning to  one  wlfo  has  been  sick  (health).  Fit- 

ting the  notch  of  the  arrow  to  the  bow-string  when 

going  to  shoot.  (A  camel)  collecting  milk  in  the 
udder  between  the  times  of  milking.  The  resting 

time  between  the  milkings  of  cattle. 

p  iCsJi       I  cifdk-girifta,  Celebrated,  famous. 

A  ̂'\sl  afahiy.  One  who  has  travelled  much. 
\^\  afdkiy  mahka,  One  who  appears  not 

at  the  spot  where  the  pilgrims  meet  at  Mecca. 

p  Lilsl  afdliiyd,  A  kind  of  liquid  flowing  from 

mineral  s,^or  expressed  from  acid  substances. 

A  affah.  Addicted  to  lying  (uili\  ifk). 

A  (J^^^  afdhil,  The  descendants  of  ̂Jii\  afliah 
afaliil.  Crowds,  troops. 

A(J\sl  //aZ,(pl.of,J-j\)Yearling  camels rweanels. 
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A  j»\s\  if  sum,  (v.n.4of  ̂ \i)  Enlarging,  widen- 
ing a  (camel's)  saddle. 
p        afam,  Colour.  Debt. 

A  iff  an  or  affdn,  A  convenient  season,  suit- 
able time,  proper  opportunity. 

A^^\  afdnl,  (pi.  of  &Jo\j^  afdniyaf)  Fox-grapes. 

Ufdna',  A  sort  of  plant. 
A  J^lsl  afdniy,  A  crowd.  Fox-grapes. 

A  afdniyat,  (pi.  ̂)^\  afdni)  A  species  of 
herb.  Fox-grapes. 

A  (jrO^^  afdnin,  (pi.  of  (jj^^  ufnun)  Reasons, 
ways,  modes,  forms,  kinds,  arts  (of  speaking),  (pi. 

of  ̂ Uil  afndn  jjl.  of       fanait)  Many  branches. 

^  ̂J^^  ̂/«wy,  (or  afcimj)  (pi.  of 
fawj)  Troops,  bodies,  squadrons. 

A  afdwlk,  {^\.  oi 'ssui  f'lha  t)  Milk  col- 
lected in  the  udder  between  two  milkings.  Rains 

fallen  at  intei'vals.     Larger  parts  of  the  night. 

A  iOj\si  afdwih,  (pi.  of  sly\  afwdh,  which  is 
pi.  of      fuli)  Aromatics,  spices. 

A  (.d3j\j\  afdfik,  (pi.  of  Lies,  falsehoods. 

A  (Jj^l  afdsil.  Yearling  camels  or  sheep. 

p  ij^yi^^  afpmitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  To 
cook.  To  ripen. 

^  A  1  dfat,  (pi.  0\sl  of  at)  A  misfortune,  ca- 
lamity. A  murrain  amongst  cattle,  blight  amongst 

corn,  py.ii  dJ  I  dfati  dev.  Pustules  breaking  out 

on  the  lips,  from  terror,  whilst  asleep.  A  ringworm, 

(^/jlv^  CIa*  1  dfati  satna>vl,  A  year  of  scarcity  aris- 
ing from  too  much  or  too  little  rain,  locusts,  &c. 

A  &J\  iff'at,  A  poltroon,  coward.  Poor :  filthy. 
A  CL^i\  aft,  (v.  n.  of  CL*i\)  Averting,  keeping 

back,  withholding.  A  she-camel  very  patient  and 

tractable.  A  swift  she-camel,  out-stripping  the 

males.  A  generous  camel.  A  branch  of  the  tribe 

of  (J^.'i«fc  huzayl.  Ift,  A  fruitful  she-camel.  A  pro- 
digy, portent,  extraordinary  calamity.    A  lie. 

p  ̂\  uftd,  (part,  of  ̂^lillJ^  iftddan)  Falling. 

A  aftds,  (pi.  of  fatly)  Young  in  years. 

Iftas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Vlis)  Desisting,  ceasing,  disconti- 
nuing, abstaining  from.  Passing  by.  (v.  n.  4  of 

ijs)  Resolving  a  question  of  law,  or  a  case  of  con- 
science. Publishing,  proclaiming,  making  mani- 

fest.   Causing  to  separate  and  to  become  distinct. 

p  (--^luil  dftdb,  (Sunshine)  The  sun.  A  day. 

Wine.    The  soul.    l-^1:4^  I  dftdhi  ̂ lam- 

tdh.  The  world-illuminating  sun.  J^--\ls-  l-^Ii^I 

dftdhi  ̂ lam-soz,  The  sun  inflaming  the  world. 

_jj  lijij  L--'b^l  dftdhi  zard-ru,  (The  yellow-faced 
sun)  A  melon.  8i5U*»u«^bil  dftdhi  sdda,Th.e'^UYe 
sun  (an  epithet  of  Solomon),  jj^^jlyii  ̂ ^l-pJIiJI 

dftdh  ha?-  d'mdr  (or  J>  bar  koli)  raftan.  The 
termination  of  life,  grandeur,  prosperity,  happiness. 

p  Ca*^.  q/?a6-pamsi,  A  worshipper  of 
tlje  sun.  Sun-flower.  A  chameleon.  A  water-lily. 

p  i^-aill^l  dftdhaclii,  A  ewer-holder. 
p  a;Vs^  (—-jUjl  a/i'a&-^/m?ia.  The  sun's  house  (in 
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an  astronomical  sense).  A  summer-house. 
p  uiJiijii  L-^Uil  dftdh-duzdah,  (Intercepting 

the  sun)  A  kind  of  parasol  made  of  reeds. 

P  jj         1  dftdh-ru.  Exposed  to  the  sun  (spot). 

'Pj^y**  L-->bi  1  dftab-suwdr,  An  early  riser, 

p  dftdh-fjdh,  (The  sun's  place)  A 
sunny  place.  A  sun-shining  day.  The  equinox. 

p  i^i^ji  L-^UlJ  I  dftdh-gardisli,  The  surface  of 
the  earth.  The  chameleon. 

p  i^i^!^  L-^biT  dftdh-gardah,  (Turning  to  the 

sun)  The  chameleon.    The  sun-flower. 

p j.fS\::s\  dftdh-fir,  (Sun-catching)  A  parasol, 
p  ulJU;ll5|  dftdhndh,  Sunny, 

p        \  dftdha,  A  Avater-pot.  Traveller's  bottle, 
p  (jl:^  I  dftdhi,  A  kind  of  parasol.    An  em- 

bossed shield  (in  shape  like  the  sun). 

A  iftdli,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Having  the  ori- 
fices of  the  dugs  large  and  open  (a  she-camel). 

A  iftdkh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Being  wearied 
and  falling  down  with  fatigue. 

p  fj^d\::j>\  nftddagdn,  (pi.  of  » jluil)  The  fallen, 

p  (_^iilljV;(/i!a(Zo^/?,  Humility.  Vileness.  A  fall, 
p  uftddan.  To  fall.  To  befal,  to  happen. 

To  submit.  To  perish,  be  ruined.    To  be  distant, 

p  St^l:i\j//i'af7a, Fallen.  Weakened.  Oppressed. 

AjC3\  iftdr,  (v.n.  4  oiji)  Making  relaxed,  lan- 
guid,weak(diseaseor  drink).  Having  weak  eye-lids. 
p  a/i!a^3/a,  A  kind  of  liquid  flowing  from 

minerals,  or  expressed  from  acid  substances. 

A  ̂V:^^  iftdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ijli)  Enjoying  an  open 
clear  sky  (the  clouds  being  divided  and  dispersed). 

Going  out  into  a  clear  open  space.  Having  fat  cat- 

tle. Being  oppressed  with  want,  disease,  or  debt. 

Being,  or  arriving  in,  a  country  destitute  of  rain, 
whilst  the  neighbouring  districts  are  plentifully 

watered.  Finding  an  opening  in  the  sky  and  ap- 

pearing through  it  (the  upper  limb  of  the  sun's 
disk).  Cleaning  the  teeth  with  dry  date-stalks. 

A  uilllj^  iftdli,  (v.n.4of  uLl:i)  Daring  to  per- 

petrate whatever  one  meditates. 

p         {ftdl.  Dispersed,  scattered.  Rent,  torn. 

A  Jl:Jl  iftdl,  (v.  n.  4  of         Producing  pods 

(the  jjuu  salam  oi'j^  samur  trees). p  iftdlidan.  To  scatter,  spread,  dis- 
perse. To  tear.  To  destroy,  spoil.  To  cleave,  break. 

A  iftdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^i)  Trying,  proving. 

Tempting,  seducing,  fascinating.  Filling  with 

astonishment.  Being  harrassed  with  misfortunes. 
Brinffino;  into  trouble. 

p  iftdn,  Falling.    He  who  falls.  ,JC3\ 

J  vftdn  u  kltezdn,  (or  uftdn 

Jihezdn)  Sometimes  falling  and  sometimes  rising. 

Limping.  Creeping  along  softly. 

p  ̂^liJllil  uftdindan,  To  let  fall,  throw  down, 

p  ij\si'\dftdwa,  (equiv.toajl:;j  1  o/j'aift)  A  ewer, 
p  j^iiJblui^  iftdydnulan.  To  cause  or  let  fall. 

To  throw  down. 



A  iftitah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Opening.  En- 
deavouring to  open.  A  beginning,  commencement. 

Conquest,  reduction. 

A  (^^J'^^  iftitan,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^x^)  Being  tried 
(gold  in  the  fire).  Losing  property  and  reason. 

Being  tempted,  seduced,  falling  into  temptation. 

Being  involved  in  rebellion.  Seducing,  leading 
astray. 

A  (^1^1  iftisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Conquering. 

A  ̂l^^  'iftyaj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  W)  Falling  upon  un- 
expectedly, rushing  upon  unawares. 

Aj\^  ̂  ifiijar,  (v.  n.  8  of^)  Inventing,  trump- 
ing up  a  story. 

A  ij^^\iftijal,  (v.  n.  8  of  Originating. 
A  lL>^^^  iftilms,  (v.  n.  8  of  E  xamimng, 

inquiring,  investigating.  Investigation. 

A j^^^  iftihar,  (v.  n.8  of  j^)  Following  one's 
own  way,  actingwithout,orcontraryto  advice  given. 

A  f^\^'^^  iftihas,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^ja.^)  Investiga- ting, enquiring.  Investigation,  enquiry. 

A  Jl^^^  iftihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ y^)  Choosing  an 
excellent  camel-stallion. 

A  iftihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂s:? )  Drinking  wine 
at  evening-tide. 

A  aftahh,  One  whose  palms  of  hand,  soles 

of  feet,  or  joints  of  fingers,  are  soft  and  limber. 

Broad-footed  (lion).  Weak  or  dim-sighted. 

A  iftilihWi,  (v.  n.  8  of  J?)  S  nonng. 
A iftihhar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j-^)  Glorying, 

boasting.  Glory,  honour,  grace.  Elegance,  grace- 

fulness. 5  d^\^i\J^^^  iftihJmj  •u'l  amajid 
wa  'I  akariyn,  The  most  glorious  of  the  most  ho- 

noured and  most  noble  (a  mode  of  address  in  writ- 

ing to  great  men),  p  (ji^/j^^^  iftihhar  hm-dan, 
To  glory  (in  any  thing),  to  boast  of. 

p  aftid,  Strange  !  A  wonderfid  thing.  Ad- 
miration.   Praising.  An  encomiast. 

A  As^\  iftidas,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^J^)  Being  re- 

deemed.   Ransoming  one's  self. 
p  Uuoii^jl  aftid-sita,  Eulogy,  praise,  laud. 
p  riftadan,  To  fall.  To  happen. 

A  Aj:ii\  iftiras,  (v.  n.  8  of\j3  for  jy)  Putting 
on  a  robe  of  fur.  (v.  n.  8  of  )  Inventing  a  lie. 

Calumny,  falsehood,  imposition,  unjust  imputation, 

p  ̂^ii^  ̂ 1  iftira  hardan,  To  defame,  invent 
lies,  traduce. 

A  j\J^\  iftirar,  (v.  n. 8  of  JJj )  Showing  the  teeth 

in  laughing.  Smiling  sweetly.  Flashing  (as  light- 
ning).  Smelling  at,  snuffing  up. 

Aj^\  iftiraz,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jy)  Cutting  off". 
A{^\j:s\  iftiras,  (v.n.  8  of^^y)  Tearing  (his) 

prey  (a  lion).  Hunting. 

A  {jiii\^f\  iftirash,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^ji)  Being 
spread  on  the  ground.  Spreading  (the  arms)  on 

the  groimd.  Treading  upon,  trampling.  Conquer- 

ing, throwing  prostrate.  Making  free  with  and 

disparaging  the  reputation  of  another.  Saying 
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whatever  one  pleases.  Prevailing  against,  dash- 

ing to  the  ground.  Following  the  steps  of  another, 

tracking.    Seizing  another's  goods. 
A  {^\jls\  iftiras,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^y)  Seizing  an 

opportunity  (which  is  called  fiirsat). 

A  i^ja\j^\  iftiraz,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^jojS)  Enjoining, 
prescribing.  Becoming  extinct  (a  people).  Re- 

ceiving their  presents  or  stipend  (troops). 

A  '\s\j^i\  iftirat,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jap)  Losing  (a  son) 
under  age.    Escaping,  being  lost.  Dying. 

A  ̂1;^^  iftira^,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂  j>)  Deflowering. 
A  Iftiragh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Pouring  water 

(for  one's  self). 

A  fj\pi\  iftirah,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jji)  Being  divided, 
separated.  Removal,  absence,  distance,  separation. 

Disparity,  ̂ jl)"^^  ClJU;  ha  halati  iftirah,  In  a 
state  of  separation. 

-p  J6\p}i\  iftira-kar,  A  slanderer. 
P(^\^\^\ifi;im-/ja/7,Thehabitoflying,slander. 

A  ̂]yi''>^  iftirmn,  (v.  n.  8  of  Wearing  a  men- struous  cloth  (a  woman). 

p  JiiJutJj  Cl^il  afat-rasida,  Afilicted,  imlucky. 

ajI^I  iftizaz,  (v.  n.  8  of ji)  Terrifying,  fright- 
ening.   Being  victorious. 

A  Jli.'-;i\  iftishdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J-2^)  Sitting  on 
the  (J-i*?  ̂s/tZ  in  a  camel-litter  (a  woman). 
A  iftisdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  uWi)  Opening  a 

vein,  bleeding.    Venesection,  blood-letting. 
A  ̂j^sUoAS^  iftisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  cjlai)  Separating, 

dividing.    Drawing  one  thing  out  of  another. 

A  ̂Uflujl  iftisa^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ai)  Drawing 
back  the  foreskin.    Exacting  payment  of  a  debt. 

A  iftisal,  (v.  n,  8  of  ij-*ai)  Weaning. 

Transplanting.  Disjunction, separation.  Dissection. 

A  ̂UaUsl  iftizdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ s)  Being  de- 
tected in  villainy  and  publicly  exposed.  Being  appa- 

rent, evident.    Disgrace,  dishonour,  ignominy. 

A  ̂ Laus\  iftizahh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ai)  Cleaving 
(the  skull),  breaking  any  hollow  substance. 
A  iftizaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^j^)  Being 

poured  out  (water).  Arriving  at  running  water. 
Pouring  out  water  little  and  little.  Deflowering 

(a  virgin).  Putting  off"  mourning  (a  widow),  by 
touching  perfumes  or  otherwise.  Rubbing  her 

person  with  a  living  creeping  thing  or  bird  (which 
was  then  thrown  away  and  rarely  survived). 

A  iiUalii  iftizaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  iai)  Drinking  (wa- 
ter) from  the  stomach  of  a  camel. 

A  JUl^jl  ifti^l,  (v.  n.  8  of  ,Jj»3)  Inventing  a  lie. 
A  ̂liol  iftihaj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  Uii)  Going  over 

stitches  a  second  time.  Fixing  a  third  piece  of 

leather  between  two  pieces  already  wrapped  about 

the  handle  of  any  thing  to  strengthen  it. 

A  iftihad,(j.  n.  8 of  ̂ )  Losing.  Search- 
ing for  a  thing  lost.   Investigation,  search. 

aJsC>\  iftihar,  (v.  n.  8  of^fti)  Becoming  poor. 

Humbling  one's  self.    Poverty.  Self-abasement. 

jlio^  J  ia  lisdni  tazarru^u  iftihar, 
With  the  tongue  of  supplication  and  humility. 

Aj^\  iftihar,  (v.  n.  8  of j^)  Thinking. 
A  ̂ ^s\  iftihdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (JSJi)  Redeeming, 

releasing  (a  pledge  or  pawn).  Liberation. 

A  (J^i^  iftihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^)  Attending  to, 
heeding,  minding. 

A  aftal,  (A  man)  with  wide-set  knees  or 
hands.  (A  camel)  whose  elbow  is  far  from  his  side. 

A  iftilas,  (v.  n.  8  of      for  jii)  Weaning. 

Grazing.    Bringing  up,  rearing,  taking  care  of. 
A  O^j^  iftildt,  (v.  n.  8  of  C^)  Speaking 

without  premeditation,extempore.  Dying  suddenly. 

A  iikil  iftilaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  lUi)  Taking  a  bit. 

A  ̂^':^\  iftilds,  (v.  n.  8  of  L^^)  Taking  out 
of  a  person's  hand. 

A  3i>^Li\  iftildt.  The  being  taken  by  surprise. 

A  Jj'jk;^^  iftildh,  (v.  n.  8  of  Bringing  out 

something  wonderful  (a  poet).  Exerting  one's  self 
to  admiration  in  running.  Performing  a  wonder- ful feat. 

u 

A  j!ik:s\  iftildl,  (v.n.  8  of  J.i)  Being  notched, 

broken  (a  sword).  Being  broken  up,  routed,  and 
put  to  flight  (an  army). 

A  ̂"ikii^  iftildm,  A  mutilating  (of  the  nose). 
G         1  dftimun,  Dodder  of  thyme. 

p  (^5!  uftan,  (contraction  of  ̂^liUj^)  To  fall. 
A  iftindn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ i)  Using  diffe- 

rent modes  of  speech. 

p  eCi  I  dfta.  Understood,  comprehended. 

A  iftisdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  Oli)  Saying  or 

feigning  any  thing  false.  Being  singular  in  one's 
opinion.    Dying  suddenly. 
A  ift.iydt,  (v.  n.  8  of  0\s  for  Oy) 

Flying  from,  eluding  the  pursuit  of  justice.  Pass- 

ing by.  Acting  of  one's  self,  without  receiving authority  from  another.  Innovating,  producing 

or  saying  something  new.  Exercising  authority, 

ordering,  commanding.  esjAs-  Oll^.  ̂   fu- 

Idmm  Id  yiiftdtu  ̂ layhi,  Such  an  one,  nothing  is 

done  except  by  his  command. 

A  iftisdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  jli)  Lighting  a  fire. Roasting. 

A  jUJ^  iftiyah,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  Jy )  Becom- 

ing poor.    Sobbing  to  death. 
A  ̂\t-:s\  iftifdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  JU)  Taking  as  a 

happy  omen  {^Ji  fdT),  prognosticating. 

p  ̂jtiJp^  uffidan,  To  fall.    To  happen. 
A  -fliii  ifsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  Us)  Being  weary,  tired, 

fatigued,  languid ;  stopping  from  fatigue  to  take 
rest,  breathing  short  (after  running).  Preparing 

(for  one  sick)  stones,  warmed,  and  sprinkled  with 

water,  that  he  may  recline  thereon,  to  get  a  sweat. 

A^Uj\  ifsdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Leaving.  Being 
wearied.  Panting,  breathing  hard.  Being  ex- 

hausted (a  well). 

A         afsdh,  (pi.  of  -ii)  Paunches,  bellies. 



A ̂ \  flfajj,  Wide  between  the  feet,  straddling. 

A  ̂U^^  ifjiif,  (v.  n.  4  of  I*?  foi'_5^)  Being  at 
a  great  family-expense. 

A  ̂W^^  ?/.7«j>  (j-  4  of  ̂ )  Striding,  strad- dling, spreading,  laying  asunder.  Travelling  along 
a  broad  road  between  two  mountains.  Hastening, 

making  haste,  walking  fast.  Muting  (an  ostrich). 

Ploughing  (the  ground)  rudely,  tearing  it  up. 

Ajls^^  if  jar,  (v.  n.  4  of js^)  Reaching,  attain- 
ing the  hour  of  day-break.  Getting  to  a  fountain 

orspring,causing  it  to  burst  forth.  Causingtoburst. 

Discovering  (any  one)  to  be  a  wicked,  lewd  fel- 
low. Fornicating.  Swerving  from  truth,  lying. 

Denying  the  faith.  Bringing  great  wealth. 

A  (_j*>\4?^  'fJ^Sj  A  boasting  falsely. 

A  (jW^^  'ffin,  (v.  n.  4  of  Eating  fre- 
quently of  rue  iij^^  faijjan). 

A  of  jar,  More  or  most  wicked,  flagitious. 

A  'i>j^^  cfjii'O't,  (pi-  ofjW^  fj^^'^  Battles  fought 
between  the  tribes  i^J^J^  kuraysh  and  (j-J^s  kaijs 

(so  called  from^ls?  fj^r,  wickedness,  because  they 
were  fought  during  the  sacred  months,  when,by  the 

old  Arabian  law,  fighting  was  prohibited). 

A  (JjS?^  afjal,Wide  between  the  legs,  straddling. 
A         (fjo^ni,  Thick  about  the  chops. 

A  i^f^^  of  jail,  One  who  is  in  the  constant  ha- 
bit of  eating  rue  (^^^  fayjaii). 

A  ̂̂ 5^'^  ofja,  (A  camel)  wide  and  straddling 
between  the  thighs,  knees,  and  legs,  from  fatness. 

A  fjVi  A  valley,  a  channel,  or  hollow. 
Wide  and  spacious.  Narrow  and  confined. 

p  !^\  vfcha  or  afcha,  A  scare-crow,  a  malkin. 

A  ̂{^^  aflias,  (pi.  of  \^  faha)  Onions,  or  any 
other  kinds  of  herbs  or  seasonings,  put  amongst 

victuals  whilst  cooking.  If  has,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂  
irreg.)    Tempering  the  noon-day  heat. 

A  C^l^^  afhas,  (pi.  of  i^s^)  Paunches,bellies. 

A  tf^'oj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Departing  from 
any  design,  retracting  any  proposal.  Making  (cat- 

tle) straddle  for  conveniency  of  milking  them. 

Turning  on  one's  heel  and  running  away. 

A  (^l^^  fhash,A  speaking  filthily,  obscenely. 

AjJ^fhal,  (v  .  n .  4  of  ,J>S?  )  Lending  a  stallion- 
camel  or  horse  to  a  neig-hbour's  she-camels  or  mares. 

A  if  ham,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Silencing  (in  an 
argument).  Finding  one  so  silenced.  (Grief)  ren- 

dering (one)  unable  to  repeat  a  verse.  Sobbing 

and  being  unable  to  breathe  or  cry.  Bleating 

hoarsely  (a  ram).  Discovering  one  to  be  ignorant 

of,  insensible  to,  poetry.  Letting  the  first  shades 
of  the  night  pass  away. 

A  ̂   ̂afhaj,  Bow-legged,  one  who  walks  with his  toes  turned  in,  and  his  heels  turned  out. 

A  ̂^\afhul,  (pi.  of  Js^)  Males,  stallions. 

A  ̂^^^  ufhus,  (pi.  (^jp.^\)  The  kata's  nest. 

A  ̂   afhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Striking  the  part  of  the 
head  called  bregma  (^yb  yafukh). 
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A  iili?^  afhhaz,  (pi.  of  6^  faJihz,fihhz,  or 
fakhiz)  Thighs. 

Ajli?^  ifhhdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Preferring,  pro- 
moting. Regarding  one  as  finer  and  more  glorious 

than  another.    Brinmng  forth  fine  children. 

A  ̂\s^\  ifhham,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ s^)  Honouring. 
Aj^Kfhh  a?',  Finer,  finest,  braver,  bravest,more 

or  most  sumptuous. 

A  j^ss*^  afhham,  Greater,  greatest. 
p  lii  I  (ifad,  A  nephew  by  the  brother  or  sister. 

A  Ss\  afida,  (fut.  tiib  ya-fadii)  He  made  haste. 

A  6i\  ufd,  (v.  n.  of  iii\)  Making  haste.  De- 
laying, proceeding  slowly.  Approaching,  coming 

suddenly.  Afad,  Despatch.  Term,  limit,  appoint- 
ed time.  Afid,  Who  makes  haste,  or  approaches. 

p  ̂\  afid.,  Strange  !  Any  thing  wonderful.  Ad- 
miration.   Praising;  a  praiser. 

A  ifdat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_?Ji)  Exacting  a  ran- 
som from  a  captive  Being  big-bellied.  Making 

a  store-room  for  dates.  Gathering  (dates)  and  sell- 

ing (them).  Dandling  (an  infant). 

A  ̂ <^^  fdah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ tii)  Finding  (athing) 
difficult  and  oppressive. 

aJ\^\  ifddr,  (v.  n.  4  of^^ii)  Becoming  languid 
and  turning  away  (a  stallion). 

A  if  das,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  in  use) 

Having  spiders  in  one's  cup. 

A  ̂\ss\  ifddm,  (v.  n.  4  of  piii)  Dyeing  red. 
A  ̂J\Ss\  afddn,  {j^\.oi fadan)  Citadels  or 

palaces  covered  with  plaster. 

A         afadat,  Delay,  procrastination. 

p afdar,  (or  afdara)  A  nephew.  An 
uncle. 

p  li**Jiii\  afdista.  Admiration,  praise. 

A  afda^  (A  man)  whose  wrist  or  ankle  is 
distorted.  One,  the  sole  of  whose  foot  does  not 

touch  the  ground.  Crooked-legged  (camel).  One, 
the  sole  of  whose  foot  turns  inwords.  (A  camel) 

whose  leg  is  crooked  from  the  groin  to  the  foot. 

p  (J  *X)_4ii\  afdidan,  To  wonder,  to  admire. 

A  liil  afazz,  Unfeathered  (gaming  arrow). 

A         afzdz,  (pi.  of  3i)  Only,  sole,  singular. 

Aj>  \  afar  a,  (fut.  jS[>,yajfiru)  He  overstepped. 

AjS\  afira,  (fut.^ib  yafaru)  He  made  clear. 
Pji\  afr,  Bravo  !  Name  of  a  place  in  Persia. 

A  J)\  afr, (v.  n.  ofy\)  Passing,  running,leaping. 
Assailing,  attacking.  Banishing,  driving  away. 

Boiling  vehemently.  Being  sultry.  Being  brisk, 

active  in  waiting  upon,  attending,  or  serving.  Afr 

or  afar,  (v.  n.  of Becoming  fat  and  sprightly 

after  having  been  worn  with  fatigue  (a  camel). 

A  j's\  afurr.  Name  of  a  town  in  Irak. 
p       afrd.  Bravo  !  Well  done  ! 

A      afrus,  (pi.  of  ly_/«?'a^)Wild asses,  onagers. 
A  afrds,  (pi.  of  \^  faraf)  Wild  asses,  or 

their  colts.  If  rets,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_$^)  Cutting  or 

slashing  (a  skin,  and  thereby  destroying  it).  Pre- 

paring,  dressing.  Ordering  to  be  prepared  or  dressed. 
Tearing  (as  a  wolf  the  lamb).  Opening  (a  vein). 

Blaming,  reprehending. 

A  Ci^^)  if 'OS,  (v.  n.  4  of  l1^^)  Piercing  the 
stomach,  or  liver,  and  letting  out  the  contents.  Ac- 

cusing one'sassociates.  Throwing  into  trouble.  Ex- 
plaining (any  matter)  to  the  chiefs  of  the  people. 

Bringing  forward  (a  person)  that  he  may  be  a  butt 
for  censure  or  ridicule. 

A  f>'oj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Discovering  (a 
murder):  findingout(away).  Goingaside.  Leaving. 

A  ̂ J>^  afrdh,  (pi.  of  ̂ farahj  Delights,  joys. 
Ifrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Cheering,  gladdening. 
Crushing,  oppressing,weighing  (one)  down  (debt). 

A  afrdhh,  (pi.  of  ̂   farhli)  Young  (birds 
or  beasts).  Buds,  sprouts,  young  herbs  or  grasses. 

Vile,  abject  (men).  The  fore-parts  of  the  brain. 

Ifrdhh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Bringing  forth  or  hatching 
(beasts,  birds).  Producing  a  chick  (an  egg).  Show- 

ing openly,  manifesting,  publishing.  Appearing 
clear  and  distinct,  after  having  been  ambiguous 

and  doubtful.  Departing,  being  surmounted  (fear). 

Subduing  fear,  tranquillizing  the  mind. 

p  ̂̂ ^^^i>'\j}\  afruhhtafi.  Elevation,  exaltation. 
p  (^i'\j>\  afrdhtan.  To  exalt,  raise,  elevate. 

p  sj^\y\  afrdhhta,  Raised,  elevated. 

A  afrdd,  (pi.  of  fard)  Individuals,  sin- 
gular numbers,  single  ones.  (Stars)  remarkably 

conspicuous  and  bright  when  rising  in  the  horizon. 

Unique,  incomparable.  Ifrdd,  (v.  n.4of  li^)  Be- 

ing single,  solitarj^,  alone.  Putting  in  the  singu- 
lar number.  Entering  upon  or  achieving  (any 

work)  alone  and  by  one's  self.  Making  solitary 
or  alone.  Performing  a  pilgrimage  alone.  Bear- 

ing one  child.  Appropriating  to  one's  sole  use. 
Sending  an  ambassador,  apostle,  or  special  mes- 

senger. Removing,  deposing. 

Aj^^  ifrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ji)  Putting  to  flight. 
Cleaving  (with  a  sword  the  head  of  another). 

Changing  the  first  or  milk-teeth  (a  horse  or  camel). 
Doing  to  anybody  that  from  which  he  runs  away. 

pjl^\  (7^ra^, Exalted,  elevated,  erect,  high.  Sum- 
mit, height.  A  protuberance.  Refractory,  contu- 

macious. A  pulpit.  Mem  brum  virile.  Before.  Near, 

beneath,  below.  An  assembly,  multitude.  Hence- 
forth, afterwards.  Bound,  closed.  Open,  displayed. 

Extended,  enlarged.  Ample,  wide.  A  shoe,  slip- 

per, (contracted  participle  of  ̂s>-\^\  afrdhhtan  or 

^jw\^s\  afrdshtan,\\9,edi  in  compos. )Raising,  exalt- 

ing, jui  sar-afrdz,  Exalting  the  head, 

j\J\  gardan-afrdz.  Stretching  out  the  neck. 

Aj]^\  ifrdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Separating,  distin- guishing. Exposing  itself  to  the  hunter  (game). 

p  afrdzdmdan,  To  exalt. 

p  ̂ J^^  afrdz-ruhh,  The  most  prominent  part of  the  cheek.  Plaving  large  cheeks. 

p  Sj^T  dfrdza,  A  flame. 



P  t/j];*^  cf/?'a2;i,Elevation,  extension, exaltation. 
P  afr-azidmi,  To  exalt.  To  adorn. 
p  afras,  A  tent.  The  walls  of  a  tent. 

A  (_>*i\;i\  afras,  (pi.  of  faras)  Horses, 

p  (_->  1  ̂1^1  afrasi  ab,  (Water-horses)  Bubbles. 

A  Ifras,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.,>>^)  Having  (a  sheep)  car- 
ried off  by  the  wolf  (especially  through  the  inat- 

tention of  the  shepherd),  (A  timid  man)  leaving 

his  ass  or  other  beast  in  the  jaws  of  the  lion,  and 

saving  himself  by  flight.  Taking  part  of  a  remnant 
and  leaving  a  remainder. 

p  i^\yjJ\^\  afras-yab,  (Conqueror  of  Persia) 
Name  of  an  ancient  king,  celebrated  in  Persian 

poetry,  sovereign  of  Turan,  and  a  Scythian  or  Turk 

by  birth.    One  who  moves  leisurely  on  the  road. 

A  (^]^\  ifrasli,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^)  Spreading 
carpets  and  the  like,  making  beds,  laying  any  thing 
under  a  person.  Paving  or  strewing  with  stones. 

Locking,  bolting,  barring.  Traducing  or  reviling 
another  whilst  absent.  Abounding  in  mud  dried 

on  the  surface  of  the  ground  (a  place).  Giving  one 
a  small  camel  unfit  for  burdens.  Whetting,  sharp- 

ening (a  sword).  Remaining  behind,  desisting. 

P  (ji^^***^^  afrashamdan,  To  cause  to  exalt. 

p  ̂^^iln\J\  afraslitagi,  Exaltation. 
P  afrashtan,  To  exalt,  extol,  raise. 

p  iCZAJ>\  afrashta,  Exalted,  elevated,  erect. 

p  1^5  afrashta-kad,Tall,  of  high  stature. 

A  (^]/\  ifras,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^j>)  Assisting,  fa- 

vouring (opportunity,  called  'i-^jS  fursat). 
^  L>^]/^  f''a~,{y.n.4  of  (j^)  Ordaining,  ap- 

pointing, prescribing,  ordering  any  thing  to  be  ob- 

served in  point  of  religion  or  law  («^^  farizat). 
Giving.  Amounting  to  such  a  number  as  to  be 

subject  to  decimation  or  tithes  (cattle  or  corn). 

A  afrat,  (pi.  of  Is^i  fart)  Small  hills. 

Sign-posts,  (pi.  of  i»y/«m<i)  High  hills.  The 
crepuscles,  or  first  dawnings  of  light.  Ifrat,  v.  n. 

4  of  \>Js)  Sending  before.  Despatching  an  ambas- 
sador on  special  business.  Sprinkling  late  the  fe- 

male palm  with  the  male  flowers,  when  the  pods 
are  ready  to  burst.  Accelerating,  hastening.  Mak- 

ing haste.  Precipitating,  falling  quick,  raining 
hard.  Moving  with  rapidity,  clapping  suddenly 

(one's  hand  to  one's  sword  in  order  to  draw  it). 
Forgetting.  Filling,  cramming  (a  bag).  Making 
a  vessel  to  overflow.  Overloading.  Exceeding 

bounds.  Excess,  superfluity,  \»'^\  afrati 
akhldt,  (or  p         )s\J\  afraf'i  hhun)  Plethora, 

A  ̂ \  ifra^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Descending  (a 
hill).  Alighting  and  residing  with  any  one.  Go- 

ing round  (any  place)  in  order  to  survey  or  recon- 
noitre (it).  Going  before  (a  caravan)  to  provide 

provender  and  water.  Beginning  (anything),  mak- 
ing the  exordium  (of  a  speech).  Maintaining,  pro- 

viding for  one's  family.  Sacrificing  (the  firstlings 
of  camels  or  sheep),  (Camels)  being  delivered  of 
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their  first  colts.  Being  possessed  of  such  camels. 

Hurting  (a  horse)  in  the  mouth  by  the  bit  of  the 

bridle).  Lying  with  a  bride,  deflowering  her.  Ob- 

serving blood  at  child-bearing,  or  before  menstrua- 

tion (a  woman).  Laying  waste  (a  flock),  imbru- 
ing (it)  in  (its)  gore  (a  hyena). 

A  '^^^\  afragli.  Certain  places  around  Mecca. 
Ifraylt,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ i)  Emptying,  pouring  out. 
Shedding.  Clothing.  Putting  on  a  garment, 

A  afraJt,  (pi.  of  ̂ J>  farali)  Divisions,  se- 
parations. Differences,  Dispersions,  scatterings. 

Dawns,  mornings.  Distances,  intervals  (as  between 
teeth  ;  the  divisions  of  the  hoofs  of  camels,  oxen, 

&c. ;  the  manes  of  horses ;  the  combs  of  cocks  ; 

beards  or  locks  of  hair,  &c.).  Inequalities  in  the 

height  of  a  horse's  hips,  one  being  higher  than  the 
other.  (Plants)  growing  in  scattered  clumps,  (j^l. 

of firkat)  Troops,  squadrons,  crowds,  bodies 

of  men.  If -ah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Recovering  from 
an  indisposition  (particularly  the  small-pox,  or 
such  diseases  as  people  are  in  general  only  subject 

to  once  in  their  lives.  Giving  to  a  woman  in  child- 

birth the  preparation  called  'iSL>_y  fariltat.  Reco- 
vering part  of  her  milk  (a  camel).  Turning  (ca- 

mels) loose  to  pasture.  Causing  to  void  excrement. 

A         \  ifrak,  (v.  n,  4  of  Being  ripe  or 
ready  for  rubbing  (an  ear  of  corn), 

A        ifram,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J>)  Filling  (a  vessel), 

A  (j^^  afran,  Merry,  cheerful, 
p        afrah.  Victuals  distributed  amongst  pri- 

soners in  jail. 

A         ifrah,  (v.  n.  4  of  »^s)  Bringing  forth  a 

lively  colt  (a  camel).  Acquiring  a  clever  servant, 

p  ̂ \^\  ifraham,  Abraham, 
p  i^\J>\  afroAf,  (in  compos.)  Creating, 

G  ̂j^JO^\  afarhiyun.  Gum  of  the  euphorbium. 
A        afarat,  A  crowd,  troop,  confused  assem- 

blage.    Mixture,  confusion.    Violence,  severity. 

Adversity,  sorrow.  The  first  part  of  the  summer, 

A  af  urrat.  Violence,  or  beginning  of  heat, 

A  ,^J)\  afraj.  One  whose  fore-teeth  are  distant. One  whose  buttocks  sit  wide  apart.    One  whose 

privities  (^^/a?^')  are  exposed  through  negligence. 
A  ̂ \  afruhh,  (or  afrihhat)  (pi.  of  ̂  

farklb)  The  young  of  birds  or  other  animals  ;  also 

younggrasses  or  herbage.  The  anterior  parts  of  the 
brain.  Vile,  abject  (men), 

p  \jLwiJ,i^  o^a?YZas<a,A  spear's  point.  A  summit. 
A  afras.  Better  or  best  horseman, 

p  ifrash,  A  beam,  a  roof-beam, 

A  ̂ ^^\  afraz,  Well  instructed  in  the  precepts 
of  the  Kur'an,  Better  or  best  acquainted  with  the 
law  of  inheritance  (both  called  farizat). 

A  \>^\  afrut,  (pi.  of  )s>y  fart)  Small  hills,  the 
summits  or  protuberances  on  mountains.  Sign-posts. 

A  ̂ \  fl/ra^,(pl.of  ̂ 5/Mr^and  ̂ ^^furf^n) 
(Aman)  having  a  fine  head  of  (hair)  (such  was 

^  abu  bakr-).    A  suggester  of  evil  things.' 
A  afragh.  Free,  ceasing  from  labour,  hav- 
ing just  finished  a  work.  More  or  most  unem- 

ployed, more  or  most  free,  more  or  most  at  leisure. 

A  'is-J>\afrigliat,  (pi.  of  firagh)  Vacations, 
leisures.  Large  water-vessels  made  of  leather. 

Large-uddered  (camels).  Broad  heads  of  javelins. 
Bows  which  shoot  far  and  inflict  deep  wounds. 

A  Jjjil  afrah,  (A  man,  horse,  or  cock)  having 
a  farak,  q.  v.  (pi.  fiiruh)  A  white  cock. 

(A  ram)  having  his  testicles  wide  asunder.  Slit- 

lipped  (man).  (A  horse)  with  one  testicle,  a  ridgel. 
A  afrihas,  (and  'sijh\  afrikat)  (pi.  of  ̂ J^^ 

farili)  Troops,  crowds,  bodies. 

A        afram,  Broken-toothed  (man). 

A  ,^^_^\  ifrimbaj,{Y.  n.  3  of      Q)Being  dried 
before  the  fire  (the  outside  of  a  lamb's  skin). 

A  ̂ \  afranj.  The  Franks,  French.  The  cru- saders of  all  nations.  The  Christians  in  Palestine 

and  other  places  in  the  East,  and  in  general,  all 

Europeans.     ̂ \  liadidi  afranj,  The  iron 
of  Europe,  «.e.  steel.  v  ̂:>^  ̂   ̂\  afranji 

ranj-hardar.  The  desolation-causing  Franks. 

A  ̂ ^y^  ifrinjmn,  (v.  n.  3  of         Q)  Being 
scorched  on  the  surface,  and  not  roasted  (meat). 

A  'i.:dj's\  ifranjat,  A  race  of  men,  the  Franks. 
afranj amushli,  Tamarisk-berries ; 

a  kind  of  sweet  basil ;  the  musk  of  Europe(so  called 

by  Asiatics  on  account  of  their  excellent  flavour). 

A  s^^\  afranja.  Name  of  a  city  founded  by 
Niishirwan ;  of  a  country  in  Eastern  Africa,  and  of 

a  tract  in  Arabia.  A  bugbear  to  frighten  children. 

P  o^y^  afranji,  (a  afranjiy)  A  Frank. 

A  'i.ldji\  afranjiyat,  Europe,  so  called  by  the 
Arabians  from  the  Franks  or  French ;  a  name 

which  they  gave  indiscriminately  to  all  the  nations 
of  Christendom  engaged  in  the  crusades. 

P  (^i^yi^afrinjiyun,  (in  astr.)  The  lower  apsis. 
V  i^J)\  afrand.  Splendour.  Beauty.  Dignity. 

Ifr%nd,K  sword.  The  lustre  of  a  polished  sword,&c. 

P  ̂^^Ji:>J>\afrandidan,^o  decorate, embellish. 

A^LyJji!  frinsakh,  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Beiog 

dispelled  (grief),kept  out  (cold),i'emoved  (disease). 

A  ̂lfi3;i^  frinha^  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Pulling 
the  fingers  till  the  joints  crack.  Making  a  crack- 

ing noise  when  pulled  (the  fingers).  Being  unco- 
vered. Being  removed.  Retiring.  Turning  away 

the  face.    Running.  Scattering. 

p  i^L^yi^  afrang,  Elegance,  dignity,  grace. 

Magnificence,  grandeur,  power.  Magnitude.  A 
throne.  A  crown.  Provisions,  necessaries.  Afrang 

or  ifring,  A  European,  a  Frank. 

p  f^^^y^  afiringan,  A  chapter  of  Zand-avasta. p  afrolihtagi,  Combustion,  blaze. 

P  ij^jj>\  afrolihtan.  To  inflame,  set  on  fire. To  kindle.    To  blaze,  to  flame.    To  pohsh. 

P  jjka-jji^  afrolihta.  Inflamed,  lighted ;  shin- 



ing,  radiant.  Polished,  furbished,  euis- j  ji\  '<^j>- 
charuyh  i  afrokh  ta,  A  blazing  lamp.  A  dependant. 

Pjjji^  (ifroz,  (in  composition)  Burning.  Illu- 

minating.  Jjji\  (jljuuy  bostmi-afroz,  Dazzling 

the  garden  (the  anemone).  J_j ji\  ̂ lam-afroz, 

{ovJjj3\  i^J^  jalian-afroz)  Inflaming  the  world. 

Jj^^  ti^  'j'^i^-cfi'oz,  Firing  the  universe.  ̂ j-Jj^ 
Jjji^  /Ha77/A--fl/v-02,  Illuminating  the  banquet,  esi^** 

Jj^l  ma^-aka-afroz,  Animating  the  battle. 
p  \jj ̂\  afroza,  Burning.  Polishing. 

P|jiijj\jj y\  afrozanidan,To  make  burn,kindle. 
P        -J afrozandan,  To  be  burnt,  consumed. 

p  SiiJjj ji\  afrozanda,  A  polisher.  One  who 
sets  on  fire.    Bright,  shining,  radiant. 

p  Sjj^^  afroza,  The  wick  of  a  lamp. 

P  W'^Jjj^^  o-frozidan,  To  kindle.  To  polish, 
to  make  bright.    To  shine,  to  be  very  bright. 

o  afrusaUyin,  The  moon-stone. 

p  sJ^j^\  afrosha,  (or  iiM>^js\  afroshd)  A  kind 
of  dish  made  of  butter,  honey,  and  flour.  Bruised 

wheat  or  barley,  and  victuals  dressed  with  it.  A 

confection  made  of  almonds.  A  dish  made  of  yolk 

of  egg,  milk,  and  syrup. 

p  ̂ jj^  afro(jh,  The  rays  of  the  sun.  The 
beams  of  the  moon.    The  light  of  a  candle. 

p  ̂ y>\  afrahanj,  Flax-seed. 

P         afrl  or  afar'i,  Well  done ! 
p jl^iiJ^I  afridfjar,  (or^l^ 8  iV^T)  The  Creator. 
p  ̂J6j,>_ji  \  afndagdn,Cveatmes,  created  beings. 

P(ji^jila/i7f7aw,  To  create.  Creating.  Creation. 

P  afrtdun,  (or  {j^'^^..J>^  afridun)  See 

liJ^  faridun. 
p  id.>,jS  1  afrida,  Created. 

Gj^^\  ifriz,  The  coping  of  a  wall :  a  projection 
or  slab  over  a  door.    A  brick-house.    A  botcher. 

G  (_j*i^**i*>.^\  afnsmus,  A  priapism. 

p  afrisliam,  Silk.  The  string  of  a  mu- 
sical instrument. 

A  ,jp^.j>\  afnkiy,  An  African. 
A  afnliiyat,  Africa. 

P  I  afirin,  Praise,  glory,  applause,  enco- 
mium, benediction,  blessing.  Blessed.  Well  done  ! 

bravo  !  Name  of  the  first  of  the  five  intercalary 

days  of  the  Persian  year,  (in  composition)  The 

Creator :  as,  1  (j^-  jan-afirm,  Creating  the 

soul.  f^jS  I  (jl^Jf  jahan-afinn,  (or  ̂ ^.^  1 

^lam-afi/in)  The  Creator  of  the  world.  (^rf^ ' 

^^S>\y>-  djirin  khwdndan,  To  applaud.  {j^j^^ 
(jiij^ afirin  kardan,  To  praise,  applaud.  To  bless. 
To  describe.    To  create. 

p  \j<>ji\  dfirind,  (or  SiXlb^  1)  The  Creator. 

p  eols-  f^ji  I  afirm-hhana,  An  oratory. 

p  ̂ Ji^jS\  afi^-inish,  Creation.  ̂ Jija^i|  lijj^^ii- 
khuddwandi  afirinish,  The  Lord  of  the  creation. 

p  ̂J\Xl>_^\  afirinagdn,  Feasts  held  in  honour  of 
the  memory  of  departed  friends. 

A  ji\  afz,  (for  jij  wafz)  An  assault,  an  attack. 
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p  \^>\  afzd,  More.  Greater.  Yawning.  Increas- 

ing, multiplying.  A  mover,  causer  (used  in  com- 

pos.) :  as,  CL*sfc^  hahjat-afzd,  Promoting  cheer- 

fulness.   \y\        ruh-afzd,  Soul-refreshing. 

P  afzdr,  A  shoe.  A  weaver's  comb.  An 
artificer's  tool.  Any  herbs  or  hot  seasonings  with 
which  victuals  are  dressed.    The  sail  of  a  ship. 

Aj^l  ifzdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Pulling  to  pieces 
(a  cloak  or  covering  for  the  body). 

p  afzdr-pd,  A  shoe,  a  slipper. 

p  f^^j\yi\  afzdrddn,  A  vessel  wherein  they 
keep  seasonings  for  meat,  a  spicery-box. 

Ajljil  afzdz,  (pi.  oiy  fazz)  Light  men.  Wild 
calves.  Ifzdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjj)Frightening,terrifying. 

A  afzd^  (pi.  of  ̂   faza^  Terrors.  Jf- 
zd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j>)  Frightening,  terrifying,  con- 

founding, distracting.  Assisting,  aiding,  succour- 
ing, redressing  wrongs.  Apprising,  certifying. 

Dispelling  fear.    Awakening  one  from  sleep. 

p  afzdmdan,  To  multiply.  To  grow. 

p  \>\y\  afzdyd,  Adding. 

p  ̂J\^\>\y^  afzdyZinidan,  To  cause  to  increase. 

p  ̂^S>\^\  afzdyklan,  (or  afzdfidan)  To 
add.  To  exalt.  To  be  exalted,  to  be  high.  To  fall. 

(_f^Jo-  d^ci ji>  ̂jtV_\^\  afzdyidan  dar  kimati  chize, 
To  ofler  higher  for  any  thing,  to  raise  the  price. 

p  (ji^.^^  afzdylsh,  Abundance,  increase,  incre- 
ment, augmentation,  f^'^^  LT*?.)}^^  afzdyuh  kar- 

dan, To  increase.  To  grow,  (jiij^'  (j^^.)}*^  afzdytsh 
namudan.  To  augment.  To  be  augmented. 

Ajji^  afzar,  (A  man)  who  has  a  protuberance on  the  back  or  breast. 

p  afzud,  Increase,  addition.  More. 

p  {^i^^y^  afzudan,  To  add,  to  increase.  To  be 
increased,  multiply,  abound,  overflow,  remain  over. 

p  Stijji^  afzuda,  Increased. 

p  (jjji^  afzun.  More,  greater.  More  ample, 
spacious.  Manifold.  ^^jj^^  afzun  dmadan, 
To  superabound,  be  redundant.  To  prevail,  excel, 

^j^l*  U-?^^  o/j'MW  mdndan.  To  remain  over  and 
above.  t:;j^^Jjj  roz-afzun,  Increasing  daily. 

p  j^^^^  o/i^«7«te?',More,greater,more  excellent. 

p  (3j^^  afzuni.  Increase,  enlargement,  abun- 
dance, excess,  superfluity,  i^'^^ afzuni  kar- 

dan. To  ask  more  than  enough,  to  exceed  bounds, 

to  be  unreasonable.  ^^13  -^(AjJ*^  afzumd  nan,  The 
fermentation  or  raising  of  bread. 

p  fji^jji^  afjardan,  To  throw  away,  cast  down. 
To  grasp,  tie,  or  hold  fast.    To  press,  squeeze. 

p  Jjji\  cfjul,  Incitement,  impulse.  Urgency, 
exaction.    Scattered,  dissipated. 

p  afjiddnidan.  To  cause  to  drink 

and  quench  thirst.  To  cause  to  excite. 

p  » jjjjji^  afjulanda.  Exciting.  Expelling. 

p  f^^S^^y^  afjuUdan,  To  histigate,  rouse,  stir 
up.  To  render  bold.  To  bring  to  a  head.  To  im- 

portune, dun.  To  scatter.  To  shake  off"  dust  set- 2  L 

tied  on  a  garment.    To  quench  thirst. 

pL«j\  a/*a,Fascinating.  A  wizard,  an  enchanter. 

A  L-j\  afsas.  Hollow-backed,  or  protuberant- 
breasted.  One  whose  backside,  loins,  or  thighs, 

give  (him)  pain  in  walking ;  or  one  who,  sitting 
down,  finds  a  difficulty  in  rising. 

A  ̂U*J^  ?/ia/,  (v.  n.4of  ̂ -J)  Departing  from. 
A  ̂U-J^  ifsdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  Being  spacious and  roomy  (a  place). 

A  Ci\*>S\  ifsdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  0>*~i)  Corrupting,  vi- 

tiating, destroying,  adulterating.  Spoiling,  laying 
waste,  damaging,  injuring. 

PjU-i\  afsdr,  Fascinating.  A  headstall. 
afidri  dum,  A  crupper. 

p  jjiSjUmJ^  afsdrdan.  To  press,  squeeze,  strain, 
constrain.    To  speak  idly,  obscenely,  profanely. 

A  JLJ^  ifsdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J— i)  Cutting  slips 

off"  (a  palm-tree)  to  plant.  Adulterating  (coin). 
Rendering  (furniture  or  wares)useless  or  of  no  value. 

p  ̂j^— afsdn.  Fascinating.  A  magician.  A 
fable,  story.    An  event,  accident.      A  whetstone. 

-L»*>  sangi  afsdn,  A  whetstone.  A  hone, 

p  afsdndnidan,  To  cause  to  relate. 

G  ifsdnus.  The  ocean, 

p  ioL-il  dfadna,  (or  afsdna)  A  charm, 

incantation.  A  fiction,  tale,  fable,  romance,  para- 

ble. A  narrative,  a  story  of  past  events.  Public, 

notorious,  noted,  ̂ jj— j  aoL~i^  afsdna  u  afsun 
Fictions  and  deceitful  tales.  »3L-i\  afsdna 

guftan,  To  speak  parables,  tell  stories. 
p     i6L-j\  afsdnu-gu  or  go,  A  romancer, 

p         eoLyJ^  afsdna-gufi,  Story-telling, 

p  ̂jiiJoLJ^ff/sa?it(7a?!,To tell  stories.  Toextend, 
grow.  To  make  straight.  To  tame,  make  obedient. 

P  of  say,  An  enchanter, 

p  f^s^\>\MS\afsdydnidan,To  make  tell  stories, 
p  ̂t>JO_L«i\  afsdyidan.  To  subdue  by  magic. 
A         afsak.  More  and  most  spacious,  roomy. 

A  JwJ\  a/sarZ,Moreor mostcorrupt,mischievous. 

Vj4*^\  afsar,  A  crown,  diadem.  A  bridle,  hal- 

ter, jjaff'l  jii^        afsar i  dayri  a^am.  The  sun. 
ju>  afsari  sar.  The  crown  of  the  head. 

afsari  sigzl,  A  kind  of  musical  instrument. 

Melody.  ̂ ^^^        afsar  shudan,  To  be  crowned. 

p  \j  I  afsar-drd,  (Gracing  the  diadem)  Ti- 
tle of  a  princess. 

p^^iijj\j*»i)  afsurdnldan,TocavL?,e  to  freeze.  To 
cause  to  become  languid,  dull,  melancholy. 

p  |_^ii^*-i\fl/A'Mr(Za^i,  Congelation.  Dejection, 

p  (^lip-il  afsurdan.  To  freeze,  congeal.  To 

grow  faint,  feeble,  dejected  :  to  flag,  wither. 

p  t>^j^\  afsurda.  Congealed.  Melancholy. 

P  Jh\j>'  afsurda-kkdtir.  Dispirited, 

p  (Jii  idj*J>\  afsurda-dil,  Faint-hearted,  low- 

spirited,  dull,  lifeless. 
p afsargar,  Crested.  A  bird  of  paradise. 

A         afsak.  More  or  most  wicked,  villainous. 



A  ̂ y^\  afsul,  (pi.  of  fasl)  Worthless  men. 
Vine-tendrils. 

G  afsmtvi,  Wormword. 

Vy^\ a/AM,Afork.(in  zandand  Paz.  )Come  then. 
V  vfsur,  Shame.    A  kind  of  wild  beast. 

p  afsos,  Irritation,  vexation,  sorrow, 

concern.  Wit,  humour, jest.  Tyranny,  oppression. 
Error.  Ridicule,  derision.  Ah  !  alas  !  {^^*^\ 

afsos  rfas/itow,  To  ridicule,  to  banter,  to  play 

upon,  mock,  deride,  despise,  affront.  To  complain, 

to  groan.    To  lament.  To  play,  divert  one's  self. 
G  afsus,  Ephesus. 

p  (jjj^il  of  sun,  An  incantation,  a  fascination, 

verses  used  in  spells.  Fraud  deceit,  (jiio^ji- 
afsun  hlmandan,  To  utter  spells  or  incantations. 

p  ijJJ.  (j^—j^  (t/sMn-2??}M^,  An  enchanter,  wizard. 

p  lOj  i^y^^  afsun-zada,  Enchanted,  deceived 
liy  magical  arts. 

p  ̂So^*<Mi\  afsun-kun,  A  conjurer,  wizard. 
p j^3_j*-J\  afsungar,  A  magician,  an  enchanter. 
p  afsungari,  Magic,  incantation. 

A  ifslias:,  (v.  n.  4  of         Being  proud, 

arrogant,  playing  the  great  man.  (v.  n.  4  of  LiJ 

for  jiJ)  Divulging,  revealing,  disclosing.  Hav- 

ing one's  fortune  increasing  (in  cattle  or  money). 
p  ̂tj\-iJ^  afshadan,  To  strain,  squeeze,  press. 

To  speak  obscenely,  profanely,  boorishly. 

V  JJlJ)\  afshar,  (in  compos.)  Speaking  idly  or 
obscenely.  Fixing,  inserting.  Pressing,  squeezing 

out  (water).  A  weaver's  treadle,  that  which  he 
moves  with  his  feet.  An  assistant,  associate,  com- 

panion, partner,  or  abettor.  A  tribe  of  Turkomans. 

p  (ji5jLi.il  afshardan,  To  speak  idly  or  ob- 
scenely.   To  press. 

p  ̂iijLlil  afshm'da,  Pressed,  squeezed. 

p  (_£jLiJ\  afshari,  A  firm  step. 

A  ̂Li-j^  ifshafjli,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^^)  Striking  (with 
a  whip).    Being  good  for  little. 

A  Jl.iJ\  afshal,  (pi.  of  ̂ yzJfashl)  Cowards. 

p  (jli*9\  afslian,  (in  composition)  Dispersing, 

scattering,  diffusing.  A  disperser.  ̂ ^^.h\  ̂   tegh- 
afshan,  Brandishing  a  falchion.  ̂ ^^Jl^\  ̂j^"-  hhun- 

afshan,  Shedding  blood.  ̂ ^liJlj J  dun-afshdn, 

(or  ̂jl-ij\  JS>^»-  jawhar-afshan)  Scattering  gems. 

(jLiJ\ jlxS-  ghuldr-afshcm,  Raising  dust.  Making 

water.     fj\zj\       gul-afshdn,  Strewing  flowers. 
p  ̂^UliJ^  afshmidnidan,  To  cause  to  scatter. 

p  (jjjUJl  afihmdan,  To  disperse,  scatter, 
strew.    To  diffuse,  sprinkle,  shed. 

p  »  JoULs^  ofshdnda,  Dispersed,  scattered,  shed. 

p  ̂(^jjUJ^  afs}ianidan,Ho  scatter, shed. 

(jijjULj\  dast  afshamdan,To  applaud, clap  hands. 

p  j^L>jiJ\  afshurdagi,  A  squeeze,  pressure. 

p  ̂CijL}>\  afshurdan,  To  press,  squeeze,  strain, 
compress,  express  (juice).    To  make  firm,  solid. 

p  afslairish,  Compression,  sqeezing. 

p  Sj^\  afshurgar,  A  press.   An  oil-presser. 
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p  ijZJi\  afshura,  Juice  expressed  from  pome- 
granates, quinces,  and  other  fruits  or  plants. 

Pj^  t>jZj\  afshura-gar,  An  oil-maker. 

A  '^^\  afshagli,  One  whose  fore-teeth  are  dis- tant or  projecting.    Wide-horned  (ram). 

p  i.^yjUs\  afshak,  (or  i,L^LLs\  afshang')  Dew. 
p  &j-ijl«/i7mwa,Name  of  a  village  nearBukhara. 

V         afshu,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Come, 

p  o/i'/tMW,  A  kind  of  winnowing-machine. 
p  &~L3\  afsha,  Barley  or  wheat  coarsely  ground, 

p  (j^t-i^l  af skill,  Name  of  a  very  liberal  person. 

A  f-\,tai\  ifsuf,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  _5«a^)  Being 
freed  from,  or  escaping  (evil).     Ceasing  (rain). 

Having  no  game  in  his  toils  (a  hunter).  Being 

set  at  liberty.    Retiring  (as  winter  or  summer). 

A  ̂'^^^^^  ifsdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ai)  Explaining 
clearly,  relating  distinctly.  Being  clear,  evident, 

and  jjerspicuous.  Dawning  (the  morning).  (A 

sheep,  &c.)  giving  biestings,  after  the  poor  or  thin- 
ner milk  is  exhausted.  Giving  clear  milk  (a  sheep). 

Being  free  from  froth  (milk).  Being  clear  (urine). 

Speaking  (Arabic)  elegantly  and  classically.  Cele- 
brating the  passover,  keeping  Easter. 

A  W-U^il  ifsdhan.  Clearly,  distinctly. 

A  liUail  ifsad,  (v.  n.  4  of  S^d)  (Trees)  having 

leaves  bursting  (from  the  buds). 

A  [^\jas\  ifsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  f^s)  Producing, 

drawing  out.    Separating,  laying  on  one  side. 

A  pUai^  ifsdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p-ai)  Ceasing,  going 
off,  abating,  subsiding  (rain  or  fever). 

A  ̂a}\  afsah,  More  or  most  eloquent.  More or  most  elegant  (phrase,  or  mode  of  expression). 

A  afsa^  One  whose  foreskin  being  drawn 
back,  leaves  the  gland  uncovered. 

A  j»«ai^  afsam.  Broken  (ornament  for  the  ankle) 
without  separation. 

A  >Uai\  ifzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Lai  not  used)  Feed- 

ing, giving  to  eat.  (v.  n.  4  of  L<a5  for  _j*aj)  Going 

out,  abroad,  into  the  fields.  Opening  one's  mind, 
communicating  a  secret.  Bursting  (a  woman). 

Laying  the  palms  of  both  hands  upon  the  ground 

(in  prayer).    Going  in  unto  (a  wife). 

A  ̂Liai\ //"^ra/i,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ai)  Dawning,  break- ing forth  (the  morning).  Bearing  red,  purple,  or 

yellow  dates  (a  palm-tree).  Treating  with  ignominy. 

A  ̂ Lai\  ifzakh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ oi)  Beginning  to 
be  ripe  or  ready  for  pressing  (as  grapes). 

A  JUail  ifzal,  (v.n.  4  of  J-ai)  Causing  excess, 

making  a  surplus,  leaving  a  residue  or  remainder. 
Conferring  a  favour,  benefit,  or  grace.  Surpassing, 

excelling  (in  quality),  exceeding  (in  quantity). 

A  afzah.  Of  a  whitish  colour.  A  prattler, 

a  great  talker,  ̂ i^^  al  afzah.  The  lion.  The 
camel  (from  his  whitish  colour). 

A  afzal,  More  or  most  excellent,  virtuous, 

distinguished,  eminent,  learned,  noble.    The  best. 

^y*ai\  afzalu'l  mursalin,  The  most  distin- 

guished  of  apostles  (an  epithet  of  Muhammad). 

A  p  J<Laj\  afzaltar.  Better.  Best. 

A  XlLoJ^  afzaUyat,  Pre-excellence,  pre-emi- 

nence, ^superiority,  transcendency. 

A  \ai\  afatt,  Flat-nosed. 
A  Uail  aftaj:,  Flat-nosed.  Pigeon-breasted. 
A  ̂lki\  iftRs,  (v.  n.  4  of  \lai)  Feeding,  giving 

victuals  or  refreshment.    Cohabiting  much.  Be- 
coming bad  after  having  been  amiable  (temper). 

Being  a,mple  and  diffused. 

Aj^>\  if  tar,  (v.  n.  4  of^ki)  Breaking  a  fast. 
Causing  one  to  breakfast.  Being  time  to  breakfast, 
arriving  at  the  hour  to  do  so.  Not  saturating  (a 
hide)  with  the  tanning  material,  stintinf  (it). 

iftam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂Jai)  Being  ready  for weaning  (a  colt). 

A  ̂ai\  aftah,  Broad-headed.  Broad-nosed. Crooktid-wristed.    A  bull.    A  chameleon. 

A  ̂jJail  aftas,  Flat-nosed.  Flat  (nose). 

Aj<^\uftur,  A  slit  in  the  nose  or  face  of  a  youth. 
A  ̂Uas\  ifzas,  The  being  bad-tempered. 

A  ̂Uail  '>fii^^  (v.  n.  4  of  Finding  trouble- some or  shameful  (business).  Being  entangled  in 

any  thing  of  that  nature.  Being  shameful,  trou- 
blesome, and  disagreeable. 

A  ̂t3\  afza^  More  or  most  shameful. 

A  Ui\  of^'.  Pleasant  odours. 
A  jUi\  af^l,  (pi.  of  Jj<i/^Z)  Actions,  offices, 

functions.  Verbs. 

A  |»Ui\  if^m,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Filling  (a  vessel 
or  a  house)  with  perfumes.  Diffusing  themselves 

(perfumes),^  filling  the  olfactory  nerves.  Enraging. 

^  //-^fwjq/,  (v. n.  4 of  ̂   Q)Going  fast. 
A  (jl_j*il  ?{/"^M'waw,  A  venomous  serpent,  a  viper. 

A         af^',  (pi.  ̂_^lil  afd^)  A  large  veno- 
mous serpent,  a  viper.     Perfumes,  sweet  scents. 

P       i-jj         af^si  zard-fdm,  A  pen.  A  flame, 
^xil  af^4  kirhdn,  A  bow.  Sagittarius. 

^_^«i^  af^d  kah-rubd payhar,  (or 

t^^aS-  (jl=-ye  af^id  marjan-^sab)  A  flame. " 
A  if^^m,  (v.  n.  12  of  psti)  Being  filled to  the  brim  and  to  overflowing. 

p  ti)l3  ̂ ^jts\  af^'tidk,  Swarming  with  vipers. 
A  ̂l*i\  fghas,  (v.  n.  4  of  lii  for_jai)  Shooting 

forth  flowers  (the  privet).  Being  rotten  (a  palm- 

tree).  Eating  dates  called  Ui  ya^7/m'.  Becoming 
poor  from  being  rich.  Becoming  ugly  after  having 

been  beautiful.  Becoming  intractable  from  being 

obedient.    Inflaming  with  rage. 

AjUil  ifghar,(Y.nAofjks)  Openingthe mouth. 
A  ̂\jtil  ifjham,  (v.n. 4  of  ̂ )  Filling  (a  place) 

with  scent.  Filling  (a  vessel)  with  water. 

p  (jUil  afglian.  Lamentation,  groaning,  com- 
plaint, cries  for  help.  Alas  !  Name  of  a  race  long 

inhabiting  the  mountains  between  Kandahar  and 

tbe  river  Indus,  (j'^tj'-**^  afglidn  hardan,  To 

lament,  to  complain. 



A  afglian,  (pi.  «LiP^\)  An  Afghan. 

p  aft/hanisian,  Afghanistan.  _ 

A  t  hi]  afaf,  A  little,  a  trifle.  Grief,  vexation. 

A  ̂ \  o/w/f,  Uncircumcised.  Ajik,\erj  gene- 
rous. Extremely  swift  (horse).  Name  of  a  horse. 

A  afk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Dressing  (leather)  by- 
tanning  or  thickening  (it).  Lying.  Overcoming. 
Circumcisins;.  Givine;  some  more  than  others.  Fol- 

lowing  one's  own  whim,  being  opiniated.  Tra- 
velling over  the  world.  Excelling  in  liberality. 

Ufk  or  vfuh,  (pi.  |j\jt  fz/a/j) The  horizon.  A  tract 
or  region  of  the  earth.  The  space  between  the  two 

posts  of  the  portico  of  a  house.  Afah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \) 
Excelling  (especially  in  liberality  or  science,  as  a 

man  ;  or  in  good  blood,  as  a  horse).  Travelling 

over  the  world,  (pi.  ̂ \  afah)  The  surface  of  a 

road.  A/a/i or  m/m/;,( pi.  of  ̂j^Sciflk,) 'Leathers  not 
quite  tanned,  or,  when  tanned,  unsewed  or  unused. 

Ajik,  Famous  for  liberality  or  learning.  Ufuk, 

Fleet  (horse  or  mare). 

A  iilai\  if  had,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^ai)  Depriving,  strip- 

ping, bereaving. 

Aj\sj\  ?/^c(r,(v.n.4of,ai)  Making  poor.  Turn- 
ing the  side  towards  the  hunter  and  presenting  an 

easy  mark  (game).  Lending  (a  camel  for  riding 

or  carrying  burdens). 

A         ifha^  A  bad  plight,  evil  case. 

A  Jlai^  ifhal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jiii)  Abounding  in 
produce  (land). 

A  i\sji\  if  hah,  (v.n.4of  &ai)  Giving  to  under- 
stand, letting  know.  Instructing  in  law  and  divinity. 

A  soil  afihat,  The  waist,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  afih) 
Leathers  not  quite  tanned  ;  or,  when  tanned,  un- 

sewed or  unused,  (pi.  of  fiiwah)  Intervals 
between  two  milkings. 

A  &fti^M/A;a^,  The  foreskin.  JL/a/;a^,  The  waist. 

A  burying  of  a  hide  that  the  hair  may  fall  off. 

Ayis\  afliai\  Poorer,  poorest. 

A  ̂ \  afha^  (pi.  ̂   fit'h^  Intensely  white. 

A  ̂sj)\  of  ham,  One  whose  front  teeth  of  the  up- 
perjaw  project  beyond  those  of  the  under :  also  the 

contrary.  Intricate  (business).  A  man's  name. 
A  vfuhiy  or  afahiy,  One  who  has  travel- 

led much,  es-^su  '^^\  afahiy  makha,  One  wdio  ap- 
pears not  at  thespot  where  the  Mecca  pilgrims  meet. 

A  uiXjl  afk,  (v.n.ofi.iii^)  Inverting,  overturn- 

ing. Diverting  from  any  purpose.  Frustrating, 

disappointing.  Rendering  weak,  silly,  irresolute. 

Making  (any  one)  lie.  Being  weak  and  silly.  Re- 

ceiving no  rain  and  yielding  no  produce  (ground). 

Ifh,  afk,  or  afah,  (v.  n.  of  uLli\)  Lying.  Ufh, 
(pi.  of  uiJy  W/w/f)  Liars.  J/a/j,  The  place  of  union 

of  the  jaws  in  man  or  animals,  and  of  the  upper 
and  lower  part  of  the  beak  of  a  bird. 

A  ijiX>\  afakk,  One  who  has  weak,  relaxed 

shoulder-blades,  slip-shouldered.  The  jaw. 

Aj^\  afhRr,  (pi.  of /sfihr)  Thoughts,  medi- 
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tations,  opinions,  advices.  Concerns,  cares.  Ifhciv, 

(v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Thinking,  considering  attentively. 
A  fkuh,  (v.  n.  4  ©f  (jLU)  Being  near 

foaling  (a  camel),  being  I'elaxed  behind  and  having 
a  full  udder.  Wanting  the  male. 

A         if  hah,  (v.  n.  4  ois^)  (A  camel)  giving 

thick  milk  before  foaling,  from  plenty  of  fresh  grass. 

afihat,  A  barren  year. 

A  (Jisl  o/ZiaZ, Trembling,  consternation,  tremor. 
A  species  of  green  magpye.  Atroop,crowd.  Name 

of  the  father  of  a  tribe.  jam  hi  af- 

halihhn,  They  came  in  a  crowd,  tumultuously, 

ufhuhat,  A  miracle,  prodigy,  wonder. 

V  J^i\  affjdr,A  wound.  Soreness  of  back  of  a 
beast  of  burden.  Lame,  crippled,  wounded.  Fa- 

tigued, jaded.  i^Sm>  JS.  's\  afjar  shudan.  To  be  fa- 
tigued. C'f'.l^^'^'  may.  Intoxicated,  over- 

loaded with  wine.  J),  )Si\  dili  afjar  fur 

afliar,  A  fatigued  mind  full  of  cares. 

p  ajl^  I  afjana,  (or  afjana)  An  abortion, 

p  afganldan,  To  cause  to  throw, 

p         afjan,  Throwing,  casting  away  (in  com- 

position), ^  hehli-afgan,  Throwing  down 

trees.  ̂ ^'s\  tah-afjan.  Casting  forth  flames. 
ijXjo^  san(j-aftjan.  Throwing  .stones.  Sj/ 

hoh-apjan,  Overturning  mountains, 
p              afgandagi,  A  falling  off,  decay,  ab- 

jectness.  Servitude.  Excrement. 
p  afgandan,To  throw,  to  castaway,  up, 

off,  or  down.  To  contend  for  equality.  To  subtract. 

jjtislG\jlv-*J^  az  shumar  afjandan,  To  subtract. 
p  afgandani,Y\t  only  to  bethrown  away, 

refuse.  The  subtracter. 

p  afgoMda,  Thrown  away.  Subtracted. 

Vile,  abject.    A  slave. 

p  ̂   afganda-sam.  Weakness,  impo- 
tency.  Lamentation. 

A  1  afil,  (pi.  Ji^j^  awcifil)  Setting,  declining 

(sun).    Pregnant  (lioness). 
A  afi  or  afal,  (v.  n.  of  Ji\)  Becoming  dry 

(a  mother).  Afal,  (v.  n.  of      )  Being  brisk,  lively. 

A  (JiU/«//,  (A  sword)  broke, jagged,  nicked,  or 
notched  in  the  edge.    Name  of  a  sword. 

A  a/?aj:,  (pi.  ofpiyizZwu)  Horse-colts  when 
weaned  from  sucking,  (pi.  of  S^  /aZa^)  Deserts. 

Ifias,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  ̂jli)  Weaning  (an  infant  or 
colt).  Possessing  a  weaned  colt.  Having  a  colt 

fit  to  wean.    Going  to,  or  arriving  at,  a  desert. 

A  y?a^,  (v.  n.  4  of  ulJi)  Escaping,  fly- 

ing away,  giving  the  slip.  Setting  at  liberty.  Aid- 
ing (one)  to  make  (his)  escape,  or  to  give  the  slip. 

A  (isl.of^/oifx;)  Rivulets,  brooks. 
Waters  streaming  from  the  eyes.  Iflaj,  (v.  n.  4 

of^)  Liberating,  setting  free,  granting  an  escape. 
Rendering  superior.  Obtaining  a  triumph.  Es- 

caping, getting  clear.  Publishing,  proclaiming, 

making  evident,  clear,  and  manifest.  Justifying 

or  esj)ousing  a  cause.  Establishing  an  argument  or 

proof.  Victory,  triumph. 

A  '^^\  iflah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Prospering,  living. 
Escaping,  obtaining  a  victory.  Prosperity,  success. 

A  'i>ij>\  afiaz,  (pl.of  jJi/?^)  The  livers  of  ca- 
mels, (pi.  of  !s3Ji  filzat)  Parts,  pieces,  segments. 

The  treasures  of  the  earth. 

A  (jjj^l  y?a.s,  (v.n.4of(_JMii)Becomingbank- 
rupt.  Penury,  want.  Insolvencj^,  bankruptcy. 

A  ifds,(v.  n.  4  of  (.>aii)  Being  delivered, 
obtaining  deliverance ;  escaping. 

A  ifldt,  (v.  n.  4  of  kii)  Setting  at  liberty. 

Surprising,  coming  on,  attacking.  Escaping. 

G  afatun,  Plato,  whom  the  Arabians 

call  often  ^^'^\  afdtun  ildh'iy,  The  divine Plato.  Gum  bdellium. 

A|J^V/^a/t,Separate  particles:  small  fragments 
(of  an  egg).  Ifldk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jli)  Bringing  out 
something  wonderfuI(a  poet). Bringing  misfortune. 

A  tiJ^l  afldh,  (pi.  of  uiUi  falah)  Heavens. 
Celestial  orbits,  heavenly  bodies.  Ifldh,  (v.  n.  4  of 

(.iils)  Being  round  (a  damsel's  breasts). 

p  ̂^UU^uiJ^kil  afdh-sh  inasan,  Astronomers. 
p  udJ^M  qfdh-zill.  The  shadow  of  heaven. 

Powerful  protection. 

p  j^Li'^^j^  afdhiydn,  Worshippers  of  the  hea- venly bodies.  Stars  and  planets.  Celestials. 

A  afldl,  (pi.  of fall)  Routed  (hosts). 

Afal,  (pi.  of  jJiy«ZZor_yiZZ)  Grounds  without  rain 
or  produce,  deserts.  I/ldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  |_)i)  Being 

spoiled  of  one's  property.  Travelling  in  a  countiy 
destititute  of  rain  and  vegetation. 

A       aflat,  Pregnant  (lioness). 

A  ̂ 1  One  who  has  wide-set  teeth.  One whose  hands  and  breasts  are  wide  apart. 

A  ̂ \  afah.  Chapped,  cut  on  the  under  lip. A  (jJi\  of  as,  Poorer,  poorest.  Aflus,  (pi.  of 

^^jJiyaZ-v)  Small  coins.  Scales  offish.  Bosses  on 
the  backs  of  books  or  on  bridles. 

A  cLJIi\  aflah,  One  who  moves  round  a  circu- 

lar hillock  or  sand-hi  11  (called  'i^filhat). 
ifu7ija.  Name  of  a  seed  resembling  mus- 

tard-seed, but  of  a  fragrant  smell. 

A  lijJil  vflud,  A  grown  youth,  soft,  easy,andfat. 

A         rfiij.  Name  of  a  place.  A  Palsied. 

A  ifTihdni,  Two  bits  of  flesh  encompass- 

ing the  uvula. 
A  afi,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 1)  Weakening,  impair- 

ing (the  understanding).  Exhausting  the  milk  in 

(a  camel's)  udder,  either  by  milking  or  sucking. 

Exhausting  the  udder  (a  camel's  colt).  Milking 
a  camel  at  an  unusual  hour  (which  injures  the  ani- 

mal). Having  little  milk  (a  camel).  A  sort  of 

plant.  Afi  or  afa.n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^'s\)  Being  bad  and rotten  (food  or  a  nut).  Afan,  (v.  n.  of  (^s\)  Being 

weak  of  intellect.  Weakness  of  intellect. 

A         afnds,  ̂ _j*i\J\         afndsu'n  nas.  Men 



unknown.  Ifnas,  (v.  n.  4  of       Consuming:,  ruin-  | 
ing,  destroying,  annihilating,    p  (ji^ 

ifnasi  Imffar  hardan,  To  destroy  the  infidels. 

A  (J^^  afnadu'l  layl,  equivalent  to  j^^^ 

,JJ3\  arhanu  'I  layl.  Ifnad,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^ji  not  in 
use)  Labouring  under  an  imbecility  of  mind,doting. 

Telling  a  lie.    Charging  with  mental  imbecility. 

A  \iSUi\  afnadan,  Singly,  without  a  leader.  In 
crowds  of  30,000  men  or  60,000  angels. 

A  afnak,  (pi.  of        fanih)  Large  fine 
camels,  kept  as  stallions.    Ifncih,  (y.  n.  4  of 

Living  elegantly  after  having  suffered  difiiculties. 

A  td)Ui\  afnak,  (pi.  of  t^^Jji  funk)  Hay-wea- 
sels. Martens.  Ferrets.  Beavers.  Ifnak,  (v.  n. 

4  of  udJci)  Insisting,  urging,  persevering.  Lying. 
Sticking  close  to. 

A  afnan,  (pi.  of  !^  fann  and  fanan) 

Branches,  (pi.  of  ̂   furui)  Ways,  manners, kinds. 
A        afinat,  (A  camel)  having  little  milk. 

G  [^^^^^  afanjiyun,  Apogeon. 
p  oJi  t  afand,  War,  strife. 

p  ijy^di^  \  afindah,  The  rainbow. 

T  afmidi,  (pronounced  effendi)  A  lord, 

master,  gentleman. 

p  ̂tiJ.iiJi  I  afandidan,  (or  ̂^lAj  jji^  afandidan) 
To  stir  up  strife,  enmity,  or  war. 

A  afnun,  A  mode,  manner,  form  (of  doc- 
trine or  prayer).  Ufnun,  A  various  or  involved 

kind  of  speech  or  prayer.  A  serpent.  A  languid 

old  woman.  A  misfortune.  Luxuriant,  entangled 

branches.  A  mixed  kind  of  running  between 

that  of  a  horse  and  camel.  Beginning  (of  youth). 

A  afna,  Different-coloured  (hair).  Fine 
and  long  (hair). 

A  wJlil  afniyat,  (pi.  of  A^finai)  Courts,  areas. 

A  >fnih,  The  joint  of  the  chin-jaw.  The 
side  of  the  chin.    The  root  of  the  tail. 

A  CJ'\^\  afwat,  (pi.  of  fawt)  Spaces  be- 
tween the  fingers. 

A  ̂^y^  if'»^(^h  (P^-  of  — y  /^^j)  Crowds,  troops, 
herds,  flocks.  Armies,  s^fcla  ̂^yl  o/?yrtji  7ia/«>a, 
A  victorious  army.   W^ji^  aftcajan,  In  crowds. 

A  !  afwah,  (pi.  of  ̂ fawh)  Fragrant  sub- 
stances, odours. 

A  afnaf  (pi.  of         fvf)  Membranes. 
White  spots  which  grow  at  the  ends  of  the  nails. 

Whitish  grains  in  the  heart  of  the  date-stones,  from 

which  originate  the  palm-trees.  Things,  i  
burdu  afwafin,  A  thin  striped  stuff. 

A  j\y\  afwak,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^fuk)  Notches  of  ar- 
rows, (pi.  of  &iLi/z/m^)  The  milk  in  the  udders  (of 

camels)  collected  between  the  hours  of  milking. 
A  afwah,  (pi.  of  Sji  fuh)  Mouths.  The 

mouths  or  entrances  of  riversor  streets,embouchures. 
Modes,  sorts,  kinds.  Aromatic  herbs,whence  odours 
and  ointments  are  extracted. 

A  ̂\^\ fl/?ya/ii,Famed,reported,noised abroad. 
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A       ufmd,  Bread  baked  in  the  ashes. 

Pjji^  ?//wr,  An  owl.    A  belch,  eructation. 
A tfiir,  (v.  n.  of  J\)  Leaping,  jumping, 

bounding,  springing,  running  swiftly.  Prompti- 
tude, activity  (in  serving).    A  driving  away. 

A  {^'fi^  afsus,  (pi.  of       fass)  Axes,  hatchets. 

A  '<^\  afwagk.  Thick-mouthed. 
A  I — Jji\  afuf,  Swift,  active,  keen,  bustling.  The 

young  of  a  species  of  Asiatic  woodcock. 

A  ftiy  ̂  ?{/"?l/a^.  Frequent  repetition  of  the  word  uf. 
A  ̂^s\  afivak,  Broken-notched  (arrow).  ̂ ^s\ 

,Jv<oli  afrvak  nasil,  A  broken  arrow,  without  head 
or  point.    Broken  fortune,  bad  luck. 

A  &'iy^  afwikat,  (pi.  of  fmvdk)  Intervals 
between  two  milkings. 

A  uiJy\  afuk,  (pi.  ufk)  A  liar.  Ufuk, 
(v.  n.  of  (jib^)  Lying. 

A  Jy\  afml,  (pi.  of  tj\j  fa4)  Omens. 
A  Jji\  uful,  (v.  n.  of  J-i^)  Setting  (the  sun). 

A  »y\  afwah,  Large-mouthed.  One  whose 
teeth  project,  or  are  very  long.    Name  of  a  poet. 

A  ̂\^\  if  has,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ )  Auguring, 
taking  an  omen.  Erring,  mistaking  (judgment). 

Aj\^\  afhar,  (pi.  of^  fhr)  Stones,  held  in  the 
hand,  for  breaking  nuts  or  pounding  drugs  :  mul- 

lers.  Ifhdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Celebrating  a  Jewish 
festival  (called  Purhn).  Coming  to  the  synagogue 

or  college.  Lying  with  a  woman,  and,  before  con- 
summation, lying  with  another  and  consummating. 

Lying  with  a  girl  within  the  hearing  of  another. 

(Both  these  practices  are  forbidden  by  the  Sunna 

or  book  of  Muhammadan  traditions).  Circumcis- 

ing a  girl.  Lying  in  collops  or  separate  masses 

(flesh  or  fat).  Lagging,  or  perishing  on  the  road. 

A  jVf*^  ifhdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^)  Filling  (a  bot- 
tle). Branding  (a  camel)  on  the  first  joint  of  the 

neck.    Spreading,  extending  itself  wide. 

A  afham,  (pi.  of  ̂   fahni)  Intellects,  un- 
derstandings. If  ham,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Giving  to 

understand,  making  comprehend,  teaching, 

A  slji\a//<aA,  (pi.  of  5\s/a/i)  Mouths.  If  hah, 

(v.n.4of  (God)  visiting  any  one  with  an  impe- 
diment of  speech,  striking  dumb.  Causin  g  to  forget. 

A  afhud,  (pi.  of  1^  fahd)  Hunting  pan- 
thers, cheetas  (in  Persian  calledjy  yuz). 

A  ̂ \  afham.  More  or  most  intelligent. 
A  ii^^  ufhud.  Fat,  jolly  (boy)  near  puberty. 

A  nfyas,  (pi.  of  ̂ i^fay^)  Shadows.  Tri- 
butes.   Preys.    Returns.    Bevies  of  birds. 

A  i—j'^^  ({fuAf^  (P^-  of  I— ̂   fryf)  Level 

(grounds).    Deserts  without  water. 

A  ifydk  (v.  n.  4  of  j\j  for  ̂ jii)  Bring- 
ing out  something  wonderful  (a  poet). 

A  JLi\  afjal,  (pi.  of  J\s  fdl,  J-J  fil  or  fayl) 
Weak  in  mind.    (pi.  of  Jji  fil)  Elephants. 

A  (if yah.  Roomy  (house).  Wide  (ocean). 

A  afsidat,  (pi.  of        futdd)  Hearts. 

Livers.  Lungs. 

A  afih,  (pi.  ̂ \  afak,  ufuk,  and  «.ai  I  afi- 
kat)  Leather  not  quite  dressed  by  the  tanner ;  also 

leather  fit  for  sewing,  but  not  used.  Famous  for 
liberality  or  learning.    Capacious  (bucket). 

A  aflkat.  Leather  tanned  fit  for  sewing, 

but  not  yet  cut.  A  misfortune,  strange,  unheard  of. 

A  ciLj\  afih,  A  liar.  Weak  in  intellect,  sim- 

ple, irresolute.  Self-deceived. 

aflkat,  (pi.  (^Jj\j\  afank)  A  lie. 

A  JJ\  af-il,  A  yearling  camel.    A  weanel. 
p  afilun.  The  wormwood  of  Pontus. 

A  ̂J^5^  afin.  Barren  of  genius,  void  of  pru- 
dence. A  vain  boaster.  A  child  or  young  camel 

weaned  from  the  mother.  Corrupted. 

p  {^^\  afyus,  A  wild  radish. 
A  (jyil  ifyawn.  Opium,  poppy-juice.  Black. 

A  [^j^^  if  yum,  An  opium-eater,  p ifymi  cliize  shudan.  To  adopt  a  custom,  habit. 

A       ikds,  That  by  which  a  thing  is  preserved. 

A        ihasat,  (v.n.4 of  l\j>  for  IJ)  Making  vomit. 

A  'sS^\  ikatat,  (v.n.4  of  for  Oji')  Being 
able,  powerful.    Feeding  (a  fire). 

A  &s-\S^  ihahat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ y)  Delibe- 
rately refusing  after  being  asked.  Being  purulent. 

A  (_^^^  akdhl,  Beginnings,  preludes  of  things, 
(pi.  of  uk-huwdn)  Camomiles,  anthemis. 

A  Sii^\  ihddat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Jy)  Giving  (a 

horse)  to  be  led.  Giving  a  number  (of  horses). 

Punishing  by  the  law  of  retaliation,  eye  for  eye, 

&c.  Ordering  a  slayer  to  be  killed.  Preceding, 

going  before.  Excelling.  Spreading  wide  (rain). 

A  ahadih,  (pi.  of  ̂sii'  kidh)  Arrows,  ere they  have  received  heads  or  wings. 

A  ̂J^\akdi'ib,  (pi.  of  i^^^kanh)  The  nearest 
kindred,  kinsmen,  relations,  p  ̂JJ:^_y>■  j  '-^J^^ 
akdrih  u  khrveshdn.  Kindred  and  allies,  or  relations. 

A  ̂^s]  ahdri^.  Hard,  strong  (men). 
G  akdrun,  Sweet  flag.  Wild  myrtle. 

A  Jj^\  akdzil,  (pi.  of  Jji'l)  Wolves.  Snakes. A         akdsim,  (pi.  of  &/«^*«jl)  Parts,  portions. 

A  j»Ju*»^\  akdsim,  (pi.  of  hism)  Parts,  por- 
tions (of  goods),  allotments.  Portions  or  shares 

divided  amongst  servants. 

A jto^\  akdsir,  (pi.  of  j-aiS  aksar)  Very  short. 

A  ̂^'^\  akdsi,f\.oi         aAsa' Extreme  parts. 
A  'Loi\  ikdzat,  The  act  of  breaking,  splitting. 

A  \>i\  ikdt,  (for  l>\sj  wikdt)  Hollows  in  moun- 
tains or  hard  grounds,  where  water  collects. 

A  ̂\s\  akdti^  (pi.  of  ̂^ai  kati^  Loppings,  or 
small  branches  of  trees,  of  which  arrows  are  made. 

A  ̂^^\akdtl.^(]A.o{  ̂ ^Jaj7«a^i^)Herds,flocks. 
G  \jj1a\  ahdkiyd.  The  acacia.  All  kinds  of  juices 

expressed  from  any  thing  of  a  styptic  quality ;  but 

particularly  juice  of  the  pods  o/an  Egyptian  thorn. 

p  J\sT  dkal.  Any  thing  useless  or  worthless. 

Any  kind  of  parings  or  husks,  &:c. 
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A  is3\a\  ihalat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Jy)  Imputing 

to  any  one,  or  alleging  that  he  said  or  did  such  a 

thing,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  J.jj>)  Breaking  a  contract 

or  engagement,  declining  to  complete  a  bargain, 

rendering  void,  cancelling.  Passing  over  a  sin, 

forgiving  slips  and  falls.   Giving  drink  at  mid-day. 

A  akurim,  (pi.  of  iltlim)  Climates, 

climes,  countries,  regions,  kingdoms,  sjtsui 

akaRmi  sab^,The  seven  climates,  the  whole  world. 

\  A  bj«\s\  ikamat,  (v.n.  4  of  for  j»y)  Stopping, 
resting,  staying,  standing  still.  Causing  to  stand. 

Constituting,  appointing.  Setting  up,  fixing.  Per- 
petrating. Being  intent  (upon  any  thing).  Causing 

to  sit.  Making  straight.  Persevering,  persisting. 

Being  earnest  and  persevering  in  prayer  or  suppli- 

cation: urging,pressing.  P  (ji^;^ CL^\s\  ihd- 
mati  hudud  hardan,  To  put  the  laws  in  execution, 

(jii^  f^'^  d*'c\a\  ikarnati  hhiyam  kardan,  To 
pitch  a  tent,  ̂ jiijj  I  '^y^  (J^^^  ikarnati  shuhud 
awardan,  To  bring  or  set  up  witnesses. 

Aj»,xj\a1a^awm,(pl.ofj»^'l)Persons;  hypostases. 
A  Jj^l  ahawiz,  (pi.  ofj  y>)  Round  hills  of  sand. 

A  akawim,  (or  ahdwwi)  (pi.  of  pji) 
Peoples,  nations,  tribes,  families,  men  and  women. 

A  J^j^'^  ahdwiz,  (pi.  ofjy  )  Circular  sand-hills. 
A  J^.j^^  akdml,  (pi.  of  ah'wdl,  which  is 

pi.  of  J_j5  hamV)  Sayings,  speeches,  words.  Opi- 
nions.  Agreements,  compacts,  bargains. 

A  ̂Ks\  alidsim,  (pi.  of      )  Peoples,  nations. 
A  (JL**^  ahahh,{j^\.        liuhlj)  Slender-waisted. 

A  ,^\^\  ihbdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Finding  or  dis- 

covering to  be  ugly  or  deformed  (^-f*  kabVi).  Act- 
ing shamely,  villainously,  basely. 

Aj\J>\  ikbdr,  (v.  n.  4  of Making  a  grave  or 

tomb  (j^  kab'f)  for  one.  Giving  over  to  a  tribe  their 
dead  for  interment.  Ordering  or  causing  to  be 

buried  (and  not  to  be  thrown  to  the  dogs). 

A  ̂j*>l-5l  ihbds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j»jj')  Giving  (fire). 
Permitting  another  to  light  his  fire  from  one's  own. 
Asking  for  fire  for  another.  Teaching,  imparting 

knowledge,  making  clever  and  learned. 

A  ikbdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^Ja^)  Making  or 

fitting  a  handle  ('&*au5  habzat  to  a  sword  or  knife). 
A  (J\-J>\  ikbal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^)  Approaching,  ad- 

vancing, coming.  Turning  (the  face)  towards  any 

person,  thing,  or  place.  Adhering  steadily  to.  Re- 

covering. Admitting,  consenting,  accepting  (a 

bond,  &c.).  Placing  over  against.  Applying  suc- 
cessfully (to  any  thing).  Supplying  a  shoe  with 

the  thongs  called  JL*  kibdl.  Looking  towards  the 

tip  of  the  nose  (the  eye).  Directing  the  eye  to- 
wards the  tip  of  the  nose.  Becoming  intelligent 

after  having  been  foolish.  Approach,  advance. 

Good  fortune,  prosperity,  felicity,  p  (jiij^"' 
ikbdl  namudan,  To  promise,  agree,  engage.  J^-il 

ikbaliyak  liafta,  Short-lived  prosperity. 
A         ihbalan,  Prosperously. 
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A  &3L5\  ihbdlat,  The  slit  part  of  the  ears  turned 

towards  the  fore  part  of  the  head.  A  bit  of  leather 

tied  to  (a  sheep's  ear)  and  left  to  dangle. 
p  ii^Lj\  ihbdhnand,  Prosperous,  fortunate. 

A  (jUil  ikbdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^5)  Being  routed. 
Running  fast  without  fear. 

A  ̂ \  akbah,  More  or  most  base,  mean,  infa- 
mous.   More  or  most  ugly  and  objectionable. 

A  ahbas,  One  whose  glans  protrudes 
prior  to  circumcision. 

A  (,,„>aJj\  ahbas,  One  whose  head  is  large  and 
round.  One  who,  in  walking,  throws  up  the  dirt 
with  his  toes  which  falls  where  he  sets  his  heel. 

A         ahbal,  One  who  squints  inwardly. 

A  &x*a^  alibiyat,  (pi.  of        kabai)  Vestures. 

A  J^kjuil  ihbildl,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂)>j*)  Looking  to 

the  tip  of  the  nose,  being  squint-eyed  akbal). 

A  ̂jUij^  ikbisnan,  (v.  n.  3  of  (jLi*  Q)  Draw- 
ing one's  self    Being  contracted. 
A  cJf  \  aht,  (v.  n.  of  CL^\)  Fixing  a  time,  (for 

waht)  A  definite  time,  a  fixed  hour. 

A  (_,^bi'\  alitab,  (pi.  of  \_  hitb~)  Intestines, 
(pi.  of  hatab)  Saddles,  pannels,  dorsers  for 

camels.  Ihtub,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^'Ss)  Saddling  (a  ca- 
mel).   Taking  a  solemn  oath. 

A  ahtad,  (pi.  of  hatad)  The  timbers 

of  a  packsaddle.  (pi.  of       hatad)  Tragacanths. 

A JcsS  ahtar,  (pi.  of js5  /f«^rand  kutu?')  Coasts, 
shores,  banks,  margins,  ti'acks  (of  the  heavens), 
sides,  parts,  districts.  Ihtdr,  (v.h.4  ofji)  Being 

parsimonious  and  screwing  in  one's  exjDcnditure. 
Keeping  domestics  on  short  commons.  Sending 

forth  a  flavour  (as  meat,  when  dressing  or  other- 

wise). Perfuming  with  the  wood  of  aloes  (a  wo- 

man). Lying  hid  in  his  lurking-place  (a  hunter). 
Adhering,  sticking  to.  Being  reduced  to  poverty. 

A  (Jbi\  aktdl,  (pi.  of  ̂y*i  hitV)  Enemies,  adver- 
saries. Companions,  associates,  friends,  seconds, 

cousins,  relations.  Brave,  gallant,  strong  men. 

Horns.  Ihtdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^')  Exposing  (to  dan- 
ger or  death),  giving  up  to  be  killed. 

A  ̂Jd>\  ihtdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j^)  Being  scarce  (as 
meat).  Destroying  the  vermin  called  tike.  Having 

little  meat.   Being  lean  or  emaciated. 

A  iktibds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Li'  for  ytj)  Dressing, 
preparing.  Making  up  cloth  into  the  garment  kaba. 

Af^\xi!t\ihtibdb,Th.e  act  ofcuttingoff'(the  hand). 
A  ihtibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^)  Borrowing, 

taking  (fire  from  another).  Acquiring  knowledge. 

Imparting  (knowledge).    Asking.    A  quotation. 

A  ̂X*ii\  iktibd^  (v.  n.  8  of  )  Bending  inward 
the  mouth  of  a  leathern  bottle,  when  going  to  drink. 

A  Jl*jS\  iktibdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J-j)  Beginning, 

commencing.    Extemporizing  the  s-Ass-  khutba. 

A  L-^l:^^  ?'Aiifa&,  The  actof saddling  (a camel). 

A  Ollc^  iktitdt,  (v.n.  8  of  C^'i)  Eradicating. 
A  (JU:i\  iktital,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ J^)  Dying  (from 
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love  or  insanity).    Fighting,  slaying  one  another. 
A  ihtisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  t-Lo)  Tearing  up. 
A  lilxil  ihtisdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  ii>ij)  Cutting,  or 

reaping  the  cucumber  called  liJS  kasad. 

Aj^\  ihtisdr,  (v.n. 8 of  Ji)  Using,  adopting 

any  thing  as  household  furniture  (s^jS  kasarat). 

A  ihtisdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j5)  Eradicating. 

Sweeping  off"  much  wealth.  Collecting. 

A  AJ^^ihtihR.,  (v. n.  8  of _^') Taking,  seizmgr. A  ih  tihdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (ji^)  Enquiring, 

examining,  ascertaining. 

A  iktihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-is^)  Drinking 
the  contents  of  a  cup.  Sweeping  all  away  (rain). 

dm,  (v.  n.  8  of^)  Rushing  head- 
long. Engaging  in  an  enterprise  rashly.  Rushing 

among  the  females  unsent  (a he-camel).  Despising, 
holding  in  contempt.  Setting  (a  star). 

A        aktud,  (pi.  of  libi*  hatdd)  Tragacanths. 
A  Asis\  iktidds,  (v.  n.  8  of  \Ss  for  j;i.j)  Imita- 

ting. Following.  V ^^^^\^\  ihtiddhardan,Toi?L\.e 
example,  to  make  one  an  exemplar  (  SjiW  kudwat). 

A  ihtiddh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ '^')  Striking  fire with  a  flint  and  steel.  Taking  gravy  out  of  a  pot 

with  a  ladle.  Managing,  disposing,  regulating. 

A  ii^iijLj\  ihtiddd,  (v.  n.  8  of  Sj)  Arranging,  re- 

gulating. Cuttingjtearinglengthwise:  cuttingupby 
the  root.    Separating,  distinguishing,  analysing. 

Aj\d^\  ihtiddr,  (v.n.  8  ofjtii)  Being  power- 
ful or  able.  Power,  authority.  Boiling  or  dress- 

ing (in  a  pot).  Dignity,  excellence,  j^xi^  (_-»>• 
sdliib  ihtiddr,  A  powerful,  capable,  or  able  man. 

Pj^Ju*s\  iiab  slj^iib  pddshdhi  baland-ihtiddr,  A 
king  of  high  authority,  a  most  potent  monarch. 

[^^^J>  fjardun-xhtiddr,  Powerful  as  heaven. A  ihtizdf,  A  looking  and  then  winking. 

Aj?i'\  ahtar.  Frugal,  close  in  house-keeping. 
A  ihtb'di,  (v.n.  8  of  ly>)  Reading  (espe- 

cially the  Kur'an).  (v.  n.  8  of  \^  for  jj^i)  Intend- 
ing, purposing.  Searching,  pursuing  diligently, 

(v.  n.  8  of  (_5/)  Wishing  to  be  a  guest.  Pursuing, 
going  from  place  to  place.  Entertaining  hospitably. 

A  ̂\j!s\  iktirdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  (— -^')  Approach- ing, drawing  near.  Being  about  to  be  fulfilled  (a 

promise).  Becoming  near  one  another. 

A  ̂ J^\  ihtirdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Pronouncing 
an  unpremeditated  speech  or  extempore  verses.  An 

extempory  composition  or  delivery  (in  prose  or 

verse).  Digging  a  well  where  there  is  no  water. 
Having  all  his  teeth  come  (a  horse).  Breaking  or 

riding  (a  horse  or  camel)  for  the  first  time.  At- 
tempting a  thing  which  had  not  been  done  before. 

Choice, election.  Dominion,  authority, usurpation. 

Aj\jif\  ihtirdr,  (v.  n.  8  ofjfs)  Remaining  fixed 
in  the  womb  of  the  female  (the  seed  of  a  stallion- 

camel).  Seeking  in  the  heart  of  a  valley  for  any 

remaining  forage.  Becoming  fat  (a  camel).  Wash- 

ingincold  water.  Taking  and  seasoning  one's  bread 
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with  whatever  remains  or  adheres  to  the  bottom 

and  sides  of  a  kettle  wherein  victuals  have  been 

cooked.    Repletion,  satiety.    Exceeding  fatness. 

A  ihtirdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^)  Falling 

(one  part  upon  another).  Fighting  with  spears. 
A  ihtiraz,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^^)  Borrowing, 

taking  on  credit.  Gnawing,  corroding,  destroying. 

Traducing,  aspersing. 

A  iktira^  (v.  n.  8  of        Choosing,  se- 

lecting. Kindling  afire.  Casting  lots  (X£>j57m7'^a^). 

A  I  iktiraf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i  J^')  Being  ac- 
cused. Committing  a  crime.  Acquiring. 

A  iktiran,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j^)  Being  asso- 
ciated, j  oined,  united.  Company,  a  ssociation,  union . 

Conjunction  (of  the  planets).  ̂ ■^J^'^  CL^jiidawlat- 
iktiran,  Happy,  associated  with  prosperity. 

AjL-lil  iktisar,  (v.  n.  8  of  jJs)  Forcing,  com- 
pelling, obliging. 

A  ?7i<2sa^,  A  dividingamong  themselves. 

A  ihtisam,  (v.  n.  8  of  Dividing 

among  themselves.  Swearing  amongst  themselves. 

C.^]^  ̂ K^j:^\iktisami7niras,JyW\'&ion  of  inheritance. 
A  ihtishab,  (v.  n.  8  of  l-«>''-^)  Gaining 

praise  or  incurring  censure. 

A  u^^Uaui^  iJiiisah,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^juaJ)  Cutting 

up  a  sheep  (a  butcher  called  u^Uai  kasmb).  Cut- 
ting a  hollow  stalk  or  reed  (c-*<as  hasali). 

A  liUsuil  iktisad,  (v.  n.  8  of  iX»as)  Being  in  a 

middle  state,  neither  corpulent  nor  slender,  neither 

pi'odigal  nor  sparing,  neither  swift  nor  slow.  Keep- 
ing the  middle  path.    Writing  poetry,  versifying. 

Aj\jads\  ihtisar,  (v.  n.  8  oi jjos)  Being  satisfied 

and  keeping  within  bounds.  Abbreviation,  abridg- 

ment, p  (jiij^l*3^^  ihtisar  liardan,  To  abridge. 

A  t^\*a:S\  iktisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  iJU'^)  Following, 
pursuing,  tracking.  Reciting,  relating.  Retalia- 

ting. Requesting  (another)  to  retaliate. 

A  J\jtfu5\  iktisal,  A  cutting.    A  being  cut. 

A  ̂Ualil  iktiMs,  (v.  n.  8  of  j_^i)  Demanding, 

insisting  \ipon,  requiring,  exacting  (a  debt).  A  de- 
cree. ^_^UalS\  iktizan  mahall,  The  exigency 

of  the  thing,  time,  or  place.  P  l«3ujl  iktiza 

hardan,  To  demand,  exact,  require. 

A  L^^'J>\  ilitizah,  (v.  n.  8  of  c-*.^")  Cutting 
off  a  part  of  any  thing.  Riding  an  unbroken  ca- 

mel. Speaking  extempore. 

A  -iktizaz,  The  deflowering  of  a  virgin. 
A  islla:^!  iktitat,  (v.n.  8  of  ki)  Cutting.  Cut- 

ting crosswise.  Cutting  any  hard  substance. 

A  ̂k:5^  ihtita^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^')  Cutting  ofi" a part.  Taking  a  sheep  from  the  flock. 

A  ̂lla:;s\  iktitaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i__a!iajj)  Pulling, 

plucking,  gathering  (grapes). 

A  ̂ W/ite^,More  or  most  vile,mean  or  abject. 

A         i/£ii^aj,Theactof  a  stallion's  mounting. 

A  CL>\xJs\  ikti^s,  (v.  n.  8  of  CLA«i')  Excavating 
much  earth/rom  a  pit  or  well. 
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A  lilwlil  ikti^d,  (v.  n.  8  of  tije)  Mounting,  sit- 

ting upon.  Using  (a  camel)  for  the  saddle. 

A  IslsCil  iJtti^t,  The  act  of  wrapping  the  sash 
round  the  turban  without  passing  it  under  the  chin. 

A  ikti^f,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_A«3)  Being  dis- 
placed. Falling  with  a  crash  (a  wall).  Seizing, 

grasping  with  avidity  and  zest. 

A  ikti^l,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂J*^")  Removing, 
shaking  oflf  (vine-flowers  called  JUS  ku^l). 

A  ̂\k*f\  ihtifas,  (v.  n.  8  of  j_^')  Going  over 
stitches  a  second  time.  Putting  a  small  thin  piece 

of  money  between  two  other  small  thin  bits.  (v.n. 

8  of  lii  for  jfljj)  Following,  walking  in  the  steps. 

Choosing,  selecting,  preferring.  Receiving  a  guest. 

Distinguishing.    Being  peculiar,  distinguished. 

A  JJcs\  iktifar,  (v.n.  SofjSJ)  Following  (ano- 
ther's steps).  Picking  (a  bone). 

A  Islaii^  iktifat,  (v.  n.  8  of  laij")  Bringing  up 
his  hinder  part  close  to  the  female  (a  he-goat). 

A  Jliil  iktifal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J,aj))  Being  bolted 
and  barred  (a  door). 

A  ̂jla^^  iktifan,  (v.  n.  8  of  Slaughtering 
(a  sheep)  in  front  and  detaching  the  head. 

A  ihtilat,  (v.  n.  8  of  ul^*)  Having  no 
surviving  offspring  (a  woman). 

A  lilihil  iktilad,{y.Ti.%of  dSi)  Being  drowned. 

A  J^ki^  ilitilaz,(Y.n.  8  ofjli)  Drinking,quafiing. 

A  iktila^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Pulling  up,  tear- 
ing out,  extracting.  Seizing,  plundering.  Being 

pulled  up,  torn  out,  extracted. 
A  iktildf,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-fli*)  Uprooting. 

Being  uprooted(a  nail) .  Receivin  g  without  measure. 

A  ̂ \  ahtam,  Of  the  colour  of  dust  with  a  mix- ture of  red.  Black. 

A  ikthnah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Putting  any 
dry  (as  medicine)  into  the  mouth.  Becoming  ripe 

(wheat).  Raising  the  head.  Drinking  wine. 

A  ̂ yS^  iktinia^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ')  Drinking  the entire  contents  of  a  leathern  bottle.  Drinking  with 
the  mouth  out  of  the  orifice  of  a  leathern  bottle. 

Choosing,  selecting  the  best  part  of  any  thing. 

A  j.le$\  iktimam,  (v.  n.  8  of  p')  Nibbling,  pick- ing up  oflT  the  ground  (a  sheep).  Devouring  what 

is  on  the  table.  Managing  any  business  well.  Tak- 

ing off"  (a  load)  without  allowing  (it)  to  touch  the 
ground.  Giving  medicine  to  the  sick.  Remedying. 

Resolving,  determining  upon,  and  not  failing,  (v. 

n.  9  of  jjG)  Being  black  or  of  a  dusty  colour. 

A  iktinat,  (v.  n.  8  of  US  for_jjj')  Acquiring, 
possessing,  gaining,  storing,  receiving.  Being  ha- 

bitually modest.  Sticking  close  to.  p  (jii;^ \jds\ 
ihtind  kardan,  To  acquire. 

A  iktinds,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^JAi^)  Hunting. 

G  ̂J^\jji>\  ahtindluhl,  White  thorn. 
A  iktinan,  (v.n. 8  of  ̂ )  Standing  on  a 

rock  (a  goat).  Choosing  a  slave.  Keeping  silence. 

A  Ayi\  ihtindf,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_^y)  Being  firm, 
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strong,  powerful,  and  vigorous.  Outbidding,  en- 

hancing. Claiming  for  one's  self.  A  reproachful 

speech,  (v.  n.  9  of  lli'  for  jjS)  Seeking  to  obtain one  as  a  servant. 

A  J\ys\  ihtiwar,  (v.  n.  8  o? Ji  for^y)  Cutting 

(any  thing)  in  the  middle  in  a  circular  form. 
A  I— -'U:^!  iktiwdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  i— ̂ y) 

Choosing,  selecting. 

A  thtiyat,  (v.  n.  8  of  Oli'  for  C^^) 
Feeding :  supplying  with  fuel.    Being  fed. 

A  iktiyad,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  lijS)  Leading. 
Being  led.    Consenting  to  be  led ;  submitting. 

A  ihiiydr,  (v.  n.  8  of,  IS'  forjy)  Cutting 
any  thing  in  the  middle  in  a  circular  form.  Need- 

ing, having  occasion  for.  Investigating. 

A  jlo^  iktiyaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofjlS  foijy )  Devouring 
any  one  (a  leopard). 

A  ilitiyas,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂_j*»lS  for  (^jS) 

Measuring,  comparing.  Bearing  a  resemblance  to, 

taking  after  (one's  father).  Agreeing  with,  answer- 
ing to  another  in  measuring  or  comparison. 

A  Uitiydz,  A  tearing  up  by  the  roots. 
A  u-iUlil  iltUyaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  i— SjS) 

Following,  tracing,  dogging,  tracking. 

A  Jl/Ci"\  ihtiydl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jli'for  Jy)  Desir- 
ing to  change.  Accepting  a  substitute.  Exercis- 
ing authority  (as  dictator,  Jj^  Jtdnl).  Choosing. 

A  ̂^J^l  ihtiydm,  A  cutting  off"  (of  the  nose). 
A  (j^^^  iktrydn,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jlS  for  {j^)  Ap- 

pearing beautiful  (plants).  Flowering  (a  garden). 

A  ihtindn,  (v.  n.  11  of        not  used) 
Standing  erect.  Being  beautiful  (a  plant),  looking 

gaily  (a  meadow). 
A  iksds,  (v.  n.  4  of  IS  obsol.)  Abounding 

in  cucumbers  (a  place).  Being  rich  in  cucumbers, 
(v.  n.  4  of  US  for  jaS)  Collecting  (wealth,  &c.). 

p  (^jiy^js^^  ahajnosh,  Rust  of  iron. T        nhcha,  Money. 

A  ■^^^  ak-hdh,  (pl.of^)  True  (Arabians). A  4il^^  ih-hdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  6^)  Having  a  large 

bunch  (a  camel).  Making  a  camel's  bunch. 
A  ̂jifll^^  ik-hds,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^J<^)  Removing, 

placing  at  a  distance. 
ih-hat,  (v.n.  4 of  la^)  Suffering  from 

drought  and  consequent  scarcity.  Sending  drought 

and  scarcity.  Copulating  without  consummating. 

A  il^ls^*^  ali-hdfiy,  A  descendant  of  Kahtan. 
A  ulil^^  ah-hdj',  (pi.  of  i_fl;s^  ̂ ^'^i/")  Skulls. 

Broken  heads.    s^\j  t  s\^\>  sU,  ramdhu  hi  ak- 
hdfi  rassihi,  A  phrase  denoting  the  silencing  of  any 

one  by  bringing  upon  him  trouble,  or  the  keeping 

of  him  back  from  any  necessary  business.  Ih-hdf, 

(v.  n.  4  of  u^^)  Collecting  a  number  of  stones, 

upon  which  to  place  household  utensils. 

A  Jl^^  ik-hdl,  The  making  _dry  or  withered. 

A  j»ls^^  ik-hdm,  (v.n.4ofpS^)  Throwing  head- 
long. Forcing  (a  horse)  into  a  river.  Being  com- 
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polled  to  migrate  from  famine. 

A  ak-had,  Large-bunched  (camel).  Ah- 
hud,  (pi.  of  Sii^  hahadat)  Bunches  of  camels,  or 

the  roots  or  middle  parts  of  them. 

A ah-hur,  Decrepit  (men).  Aged  (camels). 

A  'i.^^  ah-hamat.  Intense  cold. 

un-an,  (pi.  ̂jf-^'^  akala  or akahii/)  Camomile. 

A  di\  aJiudd,  (pi.  of  Si'  kadd)  Statures,  bodies. 
Kid-skins.  Quantities,  portions,  sections  (of  any 

thing),  (pi.  of  ISi'/iiWf/)  Leathern  vessels.  Scourges. 
Strips  cut  from  an  undressed  hide. 

A  Adj\  ilidas,  (v.  n.  4  of  \S>  for  j^ij")  Coming 
off  a  journey,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ JSi)  Making  (meat) 

well- flavoured.  U  ma  aJiddhu,  How  finely 
flavoured  (the  food  is)! 

A  ̂\Si\akdah,(j)\.  ot^^kadah)  Cups,  bowls. 
A  d\S>\  ihdad,  (v.  n.  4of  iSi)  Cutting  long-ways. 

A J\Ss\  altdar,  (pi.  ofji^J  kadar)  Powers.  Or- 
ders, degrees,  appointments.  Quantities,  values, 

measures.  Ihdar,  (v.  n.  4of^t>i")  Giving  power. 
A  ̂<^^  ihda^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ di)  Preventing,  pro- 

hibiting,curbing,restraining,hindering  one  another. 

A  ̂Ss\  akdam,  (pi.  of  ̂ Si  kadam)  Feet.  Steps, 

paces.  The  toes.  /Ac?am,(v.n.4ofj6i>i')  Ordering (one)  to  advance  or  go  before.  Sending  on  be- 

fore. Giving  or  inspiring  spirit  or  courage,  stimu- 

lating to  any  thing  bold.  Administering  an  oath. 

Approaching  or  proceeding  readily  and  with  spi- 

rit, going  boldly  against  an  enemy.  Boldness,  in- 

trepidity, p  ̂jiij^"*  ̂\Ss)\  iJtdam  namudan,  To  be  for- 

ward and  eager,  a  ^^t^'^  ikdam  uihjam, Impulse  and  repulsion,  boldness  and  timidity,  be- 

ing stimulated  to  any  thing  daring,  yet  shrinking. 

J  f  ^^^'^  ikdam  u  ihtimam,  Care  and  diligence. 

A  a^ic?(/af,  pi.  of t>j'/iac?c?)  Kid-skins.  Sta- 
tures of  bodies.  Quantities,  parts. 

A  ahdah,  A  fly.  AhduJi ,  (pi.  of  ̂ dJ  hidh  ) 
Arrows,  before  they  have  received  heads  or  wings. 

Aj\j»-Sf\  ikdihrdr,  (v.n.4  of  j^d^  Q)  Prepar- 
ing to  do  mischief,  revile,  or  fight. 

AjSi\  akdar  Short-necked  (man).  (A  horse) 
that  places  his  hind-feet  in  the  track  of  his  fore- 

feet, or  that  places  them  where  he  ought  to  place 

them.    Akdur,  (pl.ofjjj'  kidr)  Kettles. 
A  alidas,  More  or  most  pure,  most  holy. 

A  akdam,  Former,  first,  more  ancient.  A 

lion.  akdami  muluki  kuffar,  The 
foremost  of  the  infidel  kings.  Akdim,  (imp.  of  4) 
Advance  !  proceed  !  get  on  !  (a  word  made  use  of 

to  a  horse).  Akdum,  (pi.  of  ̂ SH  kadam)  Steps. 
A  ̂t/^*^  akda',  More  or  most  highly  flavoured. 
ASs\  akazz,  (pi.  kuzz)  An  arrow  without 

wings.  A  feathered  arrow.  An  arrow  straight  and 

even.    A  small  matter.  Wealth,  property.  Folk. 
ma  lahu  akazz  wa  la  marish. 

He  has  neither  a  feathered  nor  unfeathered  arrow. 
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akzdf,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^  's>  kiza')  Pounded,  pul- 
verized earths.  Ikzdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J'^)  Hurting 

(another's  eyes)  by  throwing  any  small  particle  or 
mote  into  them.  Extracting  a  mote  from  the  eye. 

A         )hzdz,{y  .n.  'ioi  ii)  Feathering  an  arrow. 

Aj\^l  akzar,  Filth.  Ikzdr,  (v.  n.  4  of,  33")  Be- 
ing very  talkative. 

A  ̂   'S>\ ikza^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂iSi)  Reviling,  upbraid- 
ing contumeliously,  attacking  with  sarcasms,  re- 

proaches, or  rude  language. 

A  ̂^  'Ss\  ilizan,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jii)  Having  many defects  and  blemishes. 

Aj  S>\ akzar-, Wove  or  most  filthy  ,nastier,nastiest. 

A  J\JS'  'Si\  ikzi^dr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j&ii*  Q)  Being 
ready  for  mischief,  reviling,  or  fighting.  Heaping 
abuse  upon  any  one. 

A  Jj'^Sf\  ikzi^dl,  The  being  difiicult. 

A  &5  jit  akzilat,  (pi.  of  ̂\'S>  hazdl)  The  back 
parts  of  the  heads  of  horses  behind  the  ears. 

Ay)\  ukur,  A  valley  or  wide  channel  covered 
with  water  and  salsuginous  plants. 

A  AJi\  akras,  (pi.  of  kari)  Times,  seasons. 
The  menses  of  women.  Purifications,  or  periods 

when  they  are  over.  The  intermediate  space  be- 
tween two  menses.  Verses  ending  with  the  same 

letter,  rhymes,  kinds  of  poetry,  modes  of  versifica- 

tion. i^iSp^  ̂ \  iSjLaJl  da^'s  saldta  aijijd- 
ma  akrdsilti,  Let  prayer  alone  the  days  of  thy  men- 

struation, (pi.  of  J ji'  karw)  Cups,  small  vessels. 
Vessels  from  which  dogs  eat  their  food.  Stumps 

of  palm-trees.  (pi.  of  hariy)  Canals,  aque- 
ducts, streams  drawn  into  sown  fields.  Ikrds,  (v. 

n.  4  of  lj5)  Giving,  or  ordering  one  to  read.  Com- 
municating in  writing  tidings  relative  to  health,  &c. 

AjjjJi'oaching.  Retiring,  receding,  delaying, depart- 
ing, being  gone  or  absent.  Blowing  (as  periodical 

winds).  Delaying  to  come  (as  rains  in  their  proper 

season).  Returning.  Beingpious,  religious,  devout, 

dedicated  to  the  service  of  God.  Being  menstruous. 

Becoming  purified.  Remaining  in  the  uterus  of  a 

camel  (seed).  Detaining  (a  damsel)  until  (she) 

become  pure  from  menstruation,  (v.  n.  4  of  \^  for 

_5 ji)  Leaving  a  horse-cloth  continually  on  a  horse's 
back.  Having  a  pain  in  the  back.  Seekingfor  hospi- 

tality. Remaining  constantly  in  a  village,  (v.  n.  4 

of  ̂ j^)  Remaining  constantly  in  a  village  (called 

'i)Js  karyat  or  kiryaf).    Wishing  to  be  a  guest. 

A  (-^]/t  alirdh,  (pi.  of  L-^'  hurh  and  kuruh) Those  parts  of  the  haunches  or  hips  nearest  to  the 

belly,the  hypochondria.  Ikrdb,{Y.n.  4  of  i_«.>ji')  Fill- 
ing (a  cup)  almost  full.  Being  about  to  shed  their 

first  teeth  (a  camel's  colt  or  a  mare's  foal).  Being 
near  delivery  (a  woman,  &c.).  Urging  forwarda  ca- 

mel during  a  nocturnal  journey  in  search  of  water. 

Having  camels  hastening  to  water,  during  noctur- 

nal journeys  (when  they  quicken  their  pace).  Put- 
ting up  a  sword  with  its  scabbard  into  a  sheath. 

A  ikrdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Afilicting  with 
ulcers.  Having  ulcerated  cattle.  Having  the 
teeth  completely  grown  (a  horse). 

A  C)\J\  akrdd,  (pi.  of  :>J  kird)  Male  baboons. 

Ikrdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  liji')  Being  silent,  speechless, 
unable  to  speak,  from  any  ailment  in  the  tongue. 

Being  humble.    Resting.    Feigning  to  be  dead. 

Aj^\  ihrdr,  (v.n.  4ofJi')  Establishing,  fixing 
(in  a  place).  Confirming,  settling,  ratifying.  Con- 

fessing, acknowledging  a  fault,  telling  the  truth. 

Holding  to  the  stallion  (a  she-camel).  Lying  safe 

in  the  womb  (the  foetus  of  a  camel).  Smiting  with 

cold.  Refreshing,  making  (the  eye)  cool.  Suffer- 

ing by  cold.  Affirmation,  attestation,  confirmation. 
Assurance,  promise,  agreement,  v  (J'^J  '  jlP*^ 

rar  dwardayi,  To  confess,  to  make  confession  (of 

sins).  ̂ "^^ j'^^  ikrar  kardan.  To  promise.  To 

acknowledge.  ̂  j'J'^  ikrdri  ̂ m,  A  general  ac- 
knowledgment, a  public  declaration. 

p  dwi\3  ikrdr-ndma,  A  written  agreement, 

an  indenture,  a  bond,  a  contract. 

A  i^jJ\Js\  ikrds,  A  chilling,  a  making  cold. 
A  ikrdsk,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^Ji)  Speaking  ill 

of  any  one.  Rushing  or  falling  upon.  Cleaving  (a 

bone)  without  making  a  fracture. 

A  i^jo\J>\  ahrds,  (pi.  of  i^je^kurs)  Round  loaves 
(of  bread).    Pastils,  lozenges.    Disks  of  the  sun. 

L^®]/^  dkrdsu't  tin.  Bole-lozenges. alivdsi  rdsan.  Elecampane-lozenges. 

jSi^ akrdsi  /iwnf^wr.  Frankincense-lozenges, 
akrdsi  mord,  Myrtle-lozenges.  Ikrds,  (v.  n.  4 

of  f^Ji)  Taking  up  with  the  tips  of  the  fingers  (as  a 

pinch  of  snuff").  Washing  with  the  tips  of  the  fingers. 
A  t^]/^  ikrdz,  (v .  n.  4  of  {^J^)  Lending,  giving 

credit.  Sending  on  before  (good  or  evil  acts).  Re- 

quiting any  one  by  the  gift  of  a  piece  of  land. 

A  \s\Js\  akrdt,  (pi.  of  Is^"  kurt)  Ear-rings. 

A  ikrd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ')  Casting  or  draw- ing lots.  Lending  or  hiring  out  (a  stallion  camel). 

Giving  away  the  best  parts  of  one's  estate  (whether 
in  cattle  or  other  effects).  Taking  good  advice.  Re- 

turning (to  that  which  is  right).  Submitting  and 
becoming  obsequious.  Refusing  (counsel),  being 

stubborn,  high,  and  proud.  Checking  or  curbing 

(a  horse).  Abstaining  from,  hanging  back.  Pro- 
hibiting, restraining,  driving  back.  Approaching, 

drawing  near  to  the  inn  orcaravansera  (a  traveller). 

Being  strong  and  powerful.  Kicking  one  another 

(asses).  Paving  a  house  with  bricks  or  tiles.  Being 

perpetual,  never  ceasing  (evil).  Reaching  the  bot- 
tom (a  diver  or  one  who  goes  in  search  of  water). 

A  \^\^\  ikrdf,  (v.  n. 4  of  i_-i;5) Accusing:  expo- 
sing to  suspicion.  Making  evil  mention.  Being  near, 

approaching.  Mixing  Avith,  holding  intercourse. 
Visiting  a  sick  household  and  catching  the  infec- 

tion. Being  bred  from  a  blood  mare,  by  a  mean  sire. 

A        ikrdm,  (v.  n.  4  of        Making  master. 



Honouring,  reverencing,  respecting.  Preserving 

from  labour  (a  stallion  camel). 

A  akran,  Peers,  pairs,  equals.  Ikran,  (v. 

n.  4  of  ̂jji' )  Elevating  a  spear,  lest  the  point  should 
hurt  any  one  before.  Being  near  bursting  (a  boil). 

Abounding  in  the  veins  (blood).  Selling  a  quiver. 

Selling  a  rope.  Giving  power.  Being  weak  and 

inadequate  to.  Deviating  from  the  road.  Discharg- 
ing two  arrows  at  once.  Being  able  to  manage  an 

estate ;  also  being  unable.  Grasping  two  teats. 

Bringing  two  captives  in  one  cord.  Sacrificing  in 

the  forenoon  a  horned  ram.  Being  fully  adequate 

to  the  performance  of  a  thing.  Riding  an  excellent- 
paced  camel.  Milking  (a  camel)  whose  fore  and 

hinder  teats  are  close  together.  Taking  a  compa- 

nion. Anointing  the  eyes  every  night  with  one 

styleful.  Continuing  and  not  giving  over  (rain). 

Being  high  (the  Pleiades).  Performing  at  the  same 

time  the  solemnities  of  ̂   hajj  and  Jj^S-  ̂ mrat. 
G  y^\y>\  ikraniya,  The  cornel-tree. 

A  (— -^"^  akrab,  (pi.  f^^>J>^  ahrahuna  and  f^J3\ 
akarib)  Nearer,  nearest.  ClJ>^\  u^il  f\,fiahra- 

ba'l  wakt,  In  the  shortest  time,  very  shortly. 
A  ̂̂ Jf\  akribas,  Kindred,  near  relations,  friends. 

A  t^^^l  ahrahuna,  Kindred,  nearest  relations. 

A  ̂ \  ahrah,  (pi.  ̂ s- Ji)  A  sort  of  mushroom. 

A  'is'jf]  akrihat,  (pi.  of  karah)  Sown  fields. 
Places  destitute  of  buildings  and  trees.  Pure,  lim- 

pid, unmixed  (waters). 

A  'idJ)\aliridat,{^\.oi  Oji' Airrci)  Male  baboons. 
A        akrat,  (A  goat)  with  pendulous  lobes. 

A  akritat,  (pi.  of       hurt)  Ear-rings. 

A  ̂1a7i9'a^,  Most  valiant,  strenuous,  vehement, 
bold,  strong,  (pi.  ̂   /jwr^and  ij^^  hur^n)  Bald 
(from  disease).  Bald-headed  (serpent)  by  reason 
of  the  quantity  of  its  venom.  Stripped  of  its  bark 

(a  stick).  Hard  (place  or  shield).  Sharp  and  ex- 

cellent (sword).  (A  cup  or  an  arrow)  rubbed  on 
the  pebbles  until  the  lines  or  grooves  appear. 
Full,  complete,  strong  (thousand). 

A  ikri^ab,(y.  n.  4  of  c— Q  not  used) 
Being  drawn  together  from  cold. 

A  (_ilAs^5\  ikri^df,  (v.  n.  4  of  L_isy  Q  not 
used)  Drawing  one's  self  together. 

A  uJyil  akraf,  Intensely  red.  U  ma  akra- 

fahu,  (or  «J  ahrif  hiU)  How  worthy  he  is  ! 
A  akram,  A  stallion-camel  of  great  value, 

and  exempted  for  that  reason  from  labour. 

A  ̂^Js\  aliran,  One  whose  eye-brows  meet. 

A  ihrimba^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Jj  Q  not  in  use) 
Contracting  one's  self,  when  sitting,  from  cold. 
A  ikrindah,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ dj  Q)  Seek- 

ing to  fix  a  crime  upon  any  one. 

A  ̂^Js\  ikrinzah,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ djf  Q)  Being 
attached,  having  a  propensity  or  an  inclination  for 
Charging  with  a  crime  of  which  one  is  guiltless. 

A  ikrinshd^(y.  n.  3  of  ̂ Ji  Q  not  in  use) 
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Being  brisk,  lively,  active,  alert.  Raising  the  head. 

A  ̂La3j>\  iki-insa^  (v.  n.  3  of  Q)  Wrap- 
ping one's  self  in  a  garment. 
A  ikrinfdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  laij5  Q)  Draw- 

ing or  collecting  one's  self  together. 

A  ̂ s6y\ikrinfd^(Y.n.3oi  ̂ jJsQ)  Fainting, 
and  afterwards  recovering. 

A  )a{^Jf  \  ikrinmat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \x«^  Q)  Shrivel- 
ling, being  wrinkled  (a  skin). 

A  J J\  akruf,  (pi.  of liari)  The  menses. 

A  'ijji\akriwat,(ovi^y>\ah7'i)  (pi. of ̂ ^liartv) 
Cups,  small  vessels.  Vessels  from  which  dogs  eat 

their  food.    Stumps  of  palm-trees. 

A  tj>\  ahrah,  Squalid,  dirty  (fellow). 

A  'i>^\  ahriyat,  (jil.  of  ̂ £y>  hariy)  Canals,  aque- ducts ;  streams  let  into  sown  fields. 

A  (jiia^\  ahritish,  The  isle  of  Crete  or  Candia. 

A  Ay>\  ikzas,  (v.  n.  4  of  jja)  Being  tainted  by 

vice  after  having:  been  correct  in  one's  conduct. 

A  Ay)\  akizzdf,  (pl.ofjS  h,azz)Vree  from  stains. 

A  ̂ yi^  ahzdh,  (pi.  of  Mzh^  Pot-herbs,  sea- 
sonings added  to  victuals  whilst  cooking. 

A         ihzd^,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ')  Contradicting. A  ahzam,  (pi.  of  kazavi)  (Men)  of  a 
meaner  race  or  rank ;  also  weaker  in  body. 

A  ̂J^y>\ikzan,(j.  n.4  of  (_^')  Breaking'(the  leg). 
A  ahza^  A  ram  whose  wool  has  partially 

fallen  off  in  the  spring. 

A  Jjil  ahzal,  One  who  halts  ungracefully,  hav- 

ing emaciated  legs.  (pi.  Jjli"^  ahdzil)  A  M'olf.  A 

species  of  snake,  (j^'^^  al  ahzaldni,  Two  feathers 
in  the  middle  of  the  eagle's  tail. 

A  AjJs\  iksds,  (v.  n.4  of  U-i*  for  yJi)  Harden- 
ing (the  heart).  Inhabiting  the  mountain  kusds. 

A  ̂ LJ>1  iksdh,(\.nA  of  ̂ J>)  Having  priapism. 
A  \sLJs\  ihsdt  (v.  n.  4  of  la-Jj)  Being  just,  equit- 

able.    Distributing  justice  (la**.5  hist). 

A  pU-ji\  ahsdm,  (pi.  of  kis7n)  Portions,  di- 
visions, classes.  Ihmm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p-«-3)  Swearing. 

A  ̂ Lj1  ihsdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j*^)  Having  the 
hand  callous  by  labour  or  drawing  water. 

A         aksard,  A  city  in  Natolia  (Asia  Minor). 

A  la-J>l  aksat,  More  or  most  just.  (A  camel) 

the  muscles  of  whose  legs  are  dry  and  hard.  (A 

horse)  whose  hind  legs  are  nearly  perpendicular 

(which  is  considered  a  blemish). 

A  aksimds,  (pi.  of  ̂ .xJj  kasim)  Copar- ceners. Portions. 

T yijuJi  I  dksunhur,  A  certain  bird  of  prey.  An 
emperor  of  the  Turks.    A  day.  The  sun. 

A  aAO_j,«j'\  uksumat,  (pi.  ahdsim)  A  part, 
portion,  division,  allotment. 

G  Ijui'ljuJfl  ahshjdkantd,  The  oxyacanth-tree. 
A  ahsaydn,,  Name  of  a  certain  plant. 

A  j^\Ja»Ji\  ihsundn,  A  growing  old. 

A  ikshds,  (v.  n.  4  of  UJj  for  _5-ii")  Becom- 
ing poor,  from  being  rich. 

A  (_»jLi-s\  akshdb,  (pi.  of  (_^^'  kishb)  Poisons. 

A  (^Lijl  ihshdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ;_^')  Recovering 
from  the  small-pox,  or  other  eruption.  Roving 
without  constraint.    Being  very  dry  (a  country). 

A  ikshd^  (v.  n.  4  of  J^)  Dissipating, 

dispelling.  Being  dispersed,  dispelled  (clouds  or 

men).  Retiring  from  water  (men). 
p  i^jJl$  I  dhishta,  A  pantry,  cupboard,  buttery. 

A  ahshar,  Stripped  of  the  peel  ( hishr), 

barked.  One  whose  nose  is  peeled  by  the  heat,  and 
very  red.    Barren  (year). 

A  ̂^i'^  ahsha^  More  or  most  exalted,  noble. 
A ihshi^-dr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jjtJLi  Q)  Creep- 
ing (the  skin  with  terror).    Being  barren  (year). 
A  t_6  ::.s\  ahshaf.  Barren  (year). 

G  (^y^\  ahshun,  Name  of  a  plant. 
hsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  UaJ  for  ycS)  Remov- 

ing far  ofi".  Preserving,  protecting  the  distant  part 
of  an  army.  Reaching,  extending  to.  Having  she- 
camels  distinguished  by  the  epithet  &A*a5  hasiyat, 

or  solitary  (as  kept  apart  from  others,  on  account 
oftheir  superior  value ;  though  sometimes  so  named, 

as  being  laid  aside  from  their  worthlessness). 

A  ahsdh,  (pi.  of  i„_A;!a5  hush)  Intestines. 
Backs.  Ihsdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  c-amo*)  Having  camels 

interrupting  their  drinking  before  their  thirst  is 
quenched.  Producing  hollow  reeds  (i_A«aa  /^asai). 

A  liUail  aksdd,  Broken  (spear).  Iksdd,  (v.  n. 

4  of  S*a3)  Hitting  fair,  and  killing  (an  arrow). 

Aiming  at  with  a  spear  and  striking  without  fail. 
Biting  and  killing  (a  serpent). 

AjUaJs\  ahsdr,  (pi.  of  ij^ai  hasa,rat)  Roots  of 
necks.  JAsa?',(v.n.  4  ofya5)Beginningthe evening, 

and  doing  any  thing  then.  Coming  in  the  evening. 

Containing  one's  self,  refraining  or  abstaining  from 

any  thing,  doing  less  than  one  is  equal  to.  Short- 
ening prayers.  Bearing  children  short  of  stature 

(a  woman).  Becoming  smooth  and  worn  down  from 
age  (teeth  of  sheep  or  goats).  Becoming  deficient, 

unequal  to.  Being  aged  and  having  the  teeth  worn. 

jJa!)  si  yjv*aii5\  jj^^  1^  »b^la5\  inna't 
tarvilat  had  tuhsir,  wa  inna'l  hasirat  had  tutil,  A 
tall  woman  sometimes  brings  forth  short  children, 

and  a  short  woman  tall  ones. 

A  jtas\ahsar,{j^\.jM^\ahdsir)  Shorter,  shortest. 

More  or  most  deficient.  Troubled  with  a stiff'-neck. 
A  [^\^\  iksds,  (v.  n.  4of  {Jl&i)  Being  at  the 

point  of  (death).  Bringing  (one)  to  death's  door. 
Drawing  near  to  any  one  (death).  (Ground)  pro- 

ducing the  herb  called  (_>axxa3  hasis.  Appearing 

to  be  pregnant  (mares,  sheep,  &c.,  by  refusing  the 

male).  Being  able  to  retaliate  and  retaliating  for 

one's  self.  Being  weak,  emaciated,  and  unable  to 

labour  (a  camel).  Inflicting  the  punishment  of  re- 

taliation called  (jtfLai'  hisds  (a  magistrate). 
A  I  ihsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  l-S/oS)  Being  slen- 

der (the  tree  arta'). 



A  ̂ \^\ (pi. of j»»a5  kistn  or  kasm)  Roots 
of  pasture-lands. 

A  J^-oil  iffsi^al,  (v.  n.  4  of  JjkoJ  Q)  Being 
in  the  meridian  (the  sun). 

A  L-g»o'i>\  aksaf,  (or  ̂»«flti1  ahsain)  One  whose teeth  (especially  before)  are  broken  in  the  middle. 

A  ̂̂ -oJI  ahsa',  (pi.  ahasi)  Far  off,  more 
or  most  remote,  farther,  farthest.  Most  of  all,  very 

much,  for  the  most  part.  Crop-eared  (camel). 

ObliJl  ,_^>^^  ahsa'l ghayat,  The  extremes,  terms, 
boundaries ;  the  accomplishment,  completion,  per- 

fection, end.  [^J^\jy^  Ij^^  ahi^cC  7na^nuri'l 
arz,  The  utmost  bound  of  the  habitable  earth. 

i^jOii'l  d-^^masjidi  aksa',  The  most  remote  temple, 
/.  e.  the  temple  at  Jerusalem  (so  called,  because  peo- 

ple from  the  most  distant  countries  flock  to  visit  it). 

A  J^JX<aj'^  iksislal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jloi'  Q)  Seizing 
hold  of.  Stopping  in  a  place. 

A  ̂Uis\  ihzcLs,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jjoi)  Giving  to  eat. 
A  ihzah,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_jk<a5)  Producing 

abundance  of  clover  called  'ix^oLS  kazhat  (a  field). 
A  (^l<ai\  ikzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_>a*)  Being  co- 

vered with  dry  sand  or  gritty  particles  (meat).  Put- 
ting sugar  or  candy  into  a  jitisan.  Being  hard, 

rough,  gravelly,  incommodious  (bed  or  resting- 

place).  Making  (a  place  of  that  kind)  uneasy.  Fol- 
lowing bad  habits.    Prosecuting  subtile  enquiries. 

A  j»l«as\  ilizam,  (v.  n.  4  of  p*aj)  Giving  corn  to 
a  horse,  put  into  a  nose-bag,  and  fastened  round  his 

head.  Victualling  one's  household  sparingly  in  a 
season  of  dearth.  Chattering  (the  jaws  of  a  camel). 

A  ̂,tas\  ahzam,  Notched  and  blackish-toothed. 

A  J^*ai^  ahza' ,  More  or  most  judicious,  better 

or  best  judge  (^_^^  hazi).  'i\jojitS\  ̂ ^^\  altza'l  ku- 
zat,  The  most  intelligent,  penetrating  of  judges. 

A  &Jyas\  aliziyat,  (pi.  of ^asaj)  Judgments, 
decrees.  Predestinations,  fates. 

A  laa\  aht,  (v.n.  of  laj;^)Di  •essing  victuals  with 
a  preparation  of  milk  called  laiil  akit  or  ikt,  dried 

so  as  to  be  reducible  to  powder.  Feeding  any  one 

with  this  food.  Throwing  prostrate.  Mixing. 

Ahat,  (v.n.  oi\ai\)  Possessing  much  akit.  Ahif, 

ahat,  almt,  or  ikt,  (pi.  jjUail  uhtan)  A  preparation 

of  sheep'smilk,dried  butter-milk:  new-made  cheese. 

A  u->Ua!j^  aktdb,  (pi.  of  v-^lai'  kutb)  Polar  stars. 
Centres  around  which  bodies  revolve.  Princes, 

chiefs.  Iktab,  (v.  n.  4  of  L-^i)  Mixing  (wine). 

Being  assembled  (men). 

AjUai'l  aMar,  (pi.  of jki'  kutr)  Tracks  (of  the 

heavens).  Districts.  Ihtar,  (v.  n.  4  of^lai')  Caus- 
ing to  fall  in  drops.  Laying  prostrate  on  the  back 

or  side.  Being  time  to  distil,  drop,  or  rain.  Tying 

(camels)  in  a  string  (which  is  calledjlka  kit'dr). 
A  IsUai^  aJitdt,  (pi.  of  kjj)  Curly-haired  (men). 

A  ̂Ua3\  alitd^  Cut  (as  cloth  for  making  gar- 
ments). Lands  assigned  to  any  one  on  feudal  tenure, 

(pi.  of       kit^  Camels'  saddle-cloths.  (Arrows) 
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having  small  but  broad  heads,  (pi.  of  ̂^iai  hafi^ 

Herds  (ofoxen),  flocks  (of  sheep),  as  being  distinct 

and  separate  bodies.  Ihtd^  (v.  n.  4  of  Per- 
mitting one  to  lop  (branches  or  trees).  Suffering 

from  a  withholding  of  the  rain  from  heaven.  Cross- 

ing (a  river)  along  with  any  one.  Being  sufficient 

for  one's  stature  (cloth  for  a  garment).  Defeating 
by  argument,  silencing.  Being  silenced,  defeated 
in  argument.  Checking,  stopping  (the  mouth  of 

an  enemy  by  good  offices).  Being  overpowered,  so 

as  to  be  unable  to  answer.  Being  sunk,  gone,  ex- 

hausted (the  water  in  a  well).  Assigning  lands  on 

feudal  or  copyhold  tenure  (as- a  prince  to  a  subject). 

Giving  over  laying  eggs  (  a  hen).  Having  dates 

fit  for  gathering  (a  palm-tree). 

A  (  sUai\  iktaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_ftla3)  Being  near 
the  vintage  season.  Being  almost  ripe  (grapes). 

Having  vines  in  that  state.  Having  a  dull,  heavy- 

paced  horse,  or  one  that  takes  short  steps. 

A  (j^lai^  (pi,  of  (^lai' /f  M^n)  Cottons.  ZJlt- 
tan,  (pi.  of  lail  a/<i^)  Preparations  of  milk  so  called. 

A  's^\  ahitat,  Something  below  the  rough  tripe 
of  what  belonijs  to  the  stomach. 

A  &laJ^  ahittat,  (pi.  of  isUaS  Jtitdt)  Models  or 

patterns  whereon  things  are  cut.  Circumferences 

of  hoofs  of  quadrupeds.  Upper  parts  of  sides  of 

caverns.   .Edges  of  mountains,  edges  of  cliffs. 

Aj\^laj\  ihtirdr,  (v.  n.  9  of ̂ lai)  Turning,  be- 
ginning to  wither  (a  plant).  Conceiving  (a  she- 

camel),  cocking  her  tail  and  tossing  her  head. 

A  ̂ai\  ahta^  (pi.  hut^rvA  ̂jj^jJa*5  kut^n) One  who  has  the  hand  amputated.  Deaf.  More 

or  most  acute,  sharper,  sharpest.  More  or  most 

quenching.  White-breasted  (pigeon).  A  thief,  a 

highway  robber.  ̂ laj!\^j<ff-  (^>^  CL/^  ̂   >\<i 
madda  wa  matta  ilaynd  hi  sadyin  (jhayr  ahta^  He 
essayed  to  join  himself  to  us  on  the  score  of  near 

relationship.  Ahtu^  (pi.  of  ̂lai'  hit^  The  points of  arrows,  small  but  broad,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^sl>  kaiiQ 
Branches  or  loppings,  of  which  they  make  arrows. 

A  ̂jlxlai^\  al  akta^ni,  The  sword  and  pen. 

A  ahti^t,  (pi.  of  ̂ iaa  hati^  Small 
branches  of  trees  of  which  arrows  are  made. 

A  J\j3tkL>\  ikti^'dr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jx^'i  Q)  Breath- 
ing short  from  over-exercise. 

A  jjU*laj\  iJdi^icm,  (v.n. 4  of  ̂^iai"  Q)  Being spent,exhausted  from  puffing  andblowing(breath). 

A  I  s)nLi\  aktaf,  Sharper,  or  sharpest.  Nimbler. 

A  ̂J^\aktan,  Crooked  (back).  ̂ /ffm,Asort 

of  pulse,        t^iaSi^  aktini  yomam,  A  sort  of  vetch. 

G  ̂^^\S^>\  aJdindluJd,  White-thorn. 

A  'iS'^laif]  uhtu^t,  A  token  which,  in  Arabia, 
one  woman  sends  to  another,  to  intimate  a  renun- 

ciation of  friendship,  correspondence,  and  society. 

A  akta',  The  bel  fruit.    The  elder-tree. 

Aj\jlii\  iktirdr,  (v.n.  11  ofjJai)  Turning,  be- 
ginning to  wither.  Being  angry.  Running  away. 
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A  ̂lkJai'\  ikfitd.^,  (v.n.l2oflia5  for  jiai")  Tak- 
ing short  steps.  Stepping  sprightly,  but  slowly. 

A  i/i^j:,(v.j]A  oflxjfor^')  Being  turned 
up  (the  nose).  Sitting  down,  leaning  the  back 

against  any  thing.  Kneeling  with  the  buttocks 
resting  on  the  heels  (a  lazy  mode  with  some  people 

in  prayer).  Sitting  upon  the  hams  (as  a  dog  or 

other  animal),  having  the  fore-feet  perpendiculai'. 
PuUingback,  checking,  ormaking  to  go  backward. 

A  lI^Uj^  ik^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  (-iAxi)  Being  prodi- 

gal, extravagant.  Making  a  valuable  present. 

A  ak^d  or  ih^d,  Lameness.  Any  infir- 
mity which  inclines  one  to  sit  much, or  prevents  man 

or  beast  from  walking  erect.  Ili^d,  (v.  n.  4  of  Sfi) 
Ordering  or  desiring  one  to  sit.  Compelling  one 

to  sit  still  (a  disease).  Serving,  attending,  waiting 

upon.  Being  contented  (in  point  of  gain  or  advan- 

tage). Digging  superficially  (for  water)  and  leav- 
ing the  ground  so  dug  up,  without  finding  any. 

A         ih^r,  (v.  n.  4  of  jso)  Digging  deep. 

A  ik^s,  Opulence,  abundance,  plenty. 

A  i^Ui^  ik^s,  (v.n.  4  of  i^j^)  Killing  sud- 
denly, on  the  spot,  the  moment  the  blow  is  struck. 

A  lo\)is\  iJi^t,  (v.n.  4  of  la*5)  Being  obscene  (in 
conversation).  Retiring  from,  leaving.  Despising, 

regarding  as  light  and  despicable.  Loud,  vehement. 

ih^z,  (v.  n.  4  of  la*i)  Being  difficult, 
troublesome.  Rendering  painful  and  troublesome. 

A  ̂\j<j\  ih^^  A  diggingto  thick,  brackish  water. 
A  (JUiil  ih^l,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y*>)  Expanding  (as 

the  vine-flowers). 

A  j»\j«5^  ik^ni,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ xi)  Biting  and  kill- 
ing (as  a  serpent).    Rising  high  (the  sun). 

A  L->^3**^  ah^(b,  (pi.  of  ka^)  Large  wooden 

cups  ;  small  cups  ;  such  cups  as  hold  as  much  as 

a  man  may  drink  off"  at  a  draught.  The  more  pro- 
found or  hidden  parts  (of  a  discourse). 

A  ah^id,  Nearly  related  to  the  head  of  the 

family.  (_f       'i-'iS\  ibnatu  ak^Ji,  A  maid-servant. 
A  ak^dat,  (pi.  of  ha^d)  (Young  ca- 

mels) ready  or  beginning  to  be  ready  for  the  saddle 
(such  as  the  camel-keeper  rides  upon  occasionally). 

A  ak^s,  (A  horse)  having  a  low  place 
for  the  saddle,  and  high  behind.  Hollow-backed, 
with  a  protuberance  in  the  breast.  A  sort  of  palm. 

Long  (night).  Grave  (man).  Solid  (glory).  (A  ca- 
mel) whose  head,  neck,  and  back  are  bent. 

Aj\j£uis\  ik^trdr,  (v.n.  4  oi J^sdH  Q)  Breathing 
hard  from  over  exercise. 

A        ak^m,  Flat-nosed. 
A  ik^nddd,  A  staying,  an  abiding. 

A  (_j*iL-lx3\  ik^nsds,  (v.n. 3  of  (j<**»j»5  Q)  Re- 
turninsf,  goins;  backward. 

Ajl«ai*i1  ih^nsdr,  A  squatting,  coweringdown. 

A  jlaJjol  ih^nfdz,  (v.  n.  3  ofjixi  Q)  Sitting  on 

tip-toes  as  if  prepared  to  rise. 

A         ah^',  Pug-nosed,  snub-nosed. 



A  J^^je\  ik^dal,  (T.n.4of  J\jJ  Q)  Expand- 
ing (as  vine-flowers).  Sitting  erect  on  horseback. 

A  f-\sLs\  aJifas,  (pi.  of  IflJ  kafa')  The  hinder  parts 
of  the  neck  or  head.  Ikfas,  (v.  n.  4  of  lai  for 

Preferring.  Partaking  of  hospitality.  Setting  food 

beforea guest.  Makingpeculiarandspecial.  Choos- 
ing, selecting  for  any  particular  work. 

A  ̂ Iw^  iJ/fakh,  (v.  n.  4  of  Wishing  for  the 
male  (a  cow  or  she-wolf). 

A  jUil  ihfar,  (v.  n.  4  of  J>i)  Being  ruined,  de- 
solate, desert  (house  or  country).  Discovering  (a 

city)  to  be  deserted.  Going  from  home,  travelling 

through  a  desert,  wanting  victuals.  Hungering. 

A  ;jolai\  ahfas,  (pi.  of  t^jaSii  hafs)  Cages,  avi- 

aries. Ihfas,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^jaKs)  Having  a  bird-cage. 

A  i  slw\  alifaf,  (pi.  of  ij!fli'  huff)  Clouds,  re- 
sembling mountains  (clustering  one  over  another, 

and  having  at  the  same  time  the  appearance  of  fo- 

rests). Rugged  hills.  Ihfaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  \Zsis)  Giv- 
ing over  laying  eggs.  Having  eggs  and  keeping 

th  em  in  th  e  belly .  Departing  from  the  eyes  (tears), 

and  going  away  (blackishness  about  the  eyes). 

A  (JlAiil  ahfal,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^sH  hnfl)  Locks,  bolts, 

bars.  Ikfal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^)  Locking  or  bolting 

(a  door).  Causing  (a  caravan)  to  return.  Appoint- 

ing a  guardian.  Following  with  one's  eye.  Col- 
lecting, drawing  (people)  together.  Not  allowing 

to  proceed,  laying  an  embargo. 

A  f^ysj\  ihfan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^S^s)  Slaughtering  (a 
sheep)  on  the  back  of  the  head  or  neck. 

A  C>su>\  ahfad,  One  who  has  a  thick  and  flabby 

neck.  One  who  walks  on  tip-toe.  Short-toed  and 

fingered.    (A  camel)  whose  feet  point  inwards. 

A  jiil  akfar,  Barren,  desert. 

A ahfaz,  (A  horse)  whose  fore-legs,  as  far 
as  the  knees,  arewhite,  resembling  white  stockings- 

A  'iyLs\  ahfizat,  (pi.  of  J*2i'  kafiz)  Measures  con- 
taining about  eight  J^K«  mahahil.  Spaces  of 

ground,  containing  144  cubits  square. 

A  (j«ai\  ahfas,  One  whose  father  is  not  an  Arab, 

but  mother  Arabian.   Any  thing  long  and  curved. 

A  ̂ \  ahfa^  One  who  habitually  hangs  his 
head.    One  whose  toes  are  bent  downwards. 

A  ikji^ai,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^ii*  Q)  Being 
contracted  and  withered  (the  hand). 

A  ̂ys3\ahful,{p\.o^  Ji5/jw/)Bolts,bars,locks. 

A  ̂_^'\  akfi  or  'iJi}]  ahjiyat,  (pi.  of  Ifli*  kafa') 
Hind-heads,  napes  of  the  neck. 

A       akall,  Less,  least.    Poor.     (j^i>«J^  J.3\ 
ahalli  ̂ bdan,  Least  or  meanest  of  servants.  J3^1 

ahallu'lmamdlih,  Least  of  the  kingdoms. 
A         ahiUas,  Few  persons.  Thin. 

A  <^'^\  aklab,  (pi.  of  kalb)  The  piths  of 
palm-trees.  Ikldb  (v.  n.  4  of  uJi")  Turning,  con- 

verting, inverting,  revolving.  Receiving  to  him- 
self (God).  Being  fired  or  done  upon  one  side, 

and  ready  for  turning  (bread).  Having  camels  at- 
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tacked  with  a  distemper  which  affects  the  heart 

(called  huldb),  to  which  they  are  subject. 
Being  dried  on  the  outside  (grapes). 

A  0!iJj1  iklat,  (v.  n.  4  of  tl»ij»)  Destroying  or 

exposing  to  destruction. 

A  ahiad,  (pi.  of  ihUd)  Threads  of 

copper  wound  round  the  nose-ring  of  a  camel  or 

round  an  ear-ring.  Necks.  Ihldd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ci^) 
Overwhelming,  drowning  (the  sea). 

Aj^'l  iklaz,  (v.  n,  4  of  jJi*)  Fixing  its  tail  in 
the  ground  when  depositing  its  eggs  (a  locust). 

A  iklds,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^jaii)  Having  a 

small  bunch  appearing  (a  camel).  Becoming  fat 

in  summer  (a  she-camel),  when  she  gives  no  milk. 

A  ihla^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Removing  from 
a  place,  taking  oflf.  Abstaining,  desisting  (from 

any  business).  Intermitting  or  going  off"  (a  fever). 
Retiring  (from  water).  Ceasing,  giving  over(rain). 

Navigating,  hoisting  sail,  going  with  full  sail.  Be- 

ing of  a  proper  age  for  the  saddle  (she-camels). 
Shedding  their  first  teeth,  and  getting  those  called 

raba^yat.    Building  a  fortress. 

A  ̂y^\  ihldh,  (v.  n.4  of  J^)  Having  the  pack- 

saddle  or  baggage  loose,  and  ready  to  fall  off"  (a 
camel).   Disturbing,  disquieting. 

A  ihldl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jj)  Taking  up  a  water- 
pot.  Raising.  Diminishing.  Seizing  any  one  (a 

tremor).  Being  rare,  never  occurring.  Making 

few  or  small ;  discovering  to  be  so.  Bringing  lit- 
tle.   Becoming  poor. 

A  ahlam,  (pi.  of  ̂ halayn)  Pens.  Reeds 
of  which  they  make  pens,  p  i\>  ahldmi 

bad-arhdm,  Malignant  writings,  satires,  libels. 

A         ahlab,  (A  man)  whose  lips  are  inverted. 

A         aklibat,  (pi.  of  e-AjJj)  Wells,  old  wells. 

A  ̂ \  ahlah,  (A  man)  whose  teeth  are  dirty and  yellow.    A  beetle. 

ihlihmam,  A  becoming  old,  decrepit. 

A        ahlat,  More  or  most  despairing. 

A  ̂ \  ahlu^  (pi.  of  ̂ ')  Shepherd's  wallets. 
A  Oli*ij'\  ihli^dt,  (v.  n .  4  of  tlotlj'  Q  not  used) 

Being  very  crisp  and  curly  (the  hair).  See  tSliijdsl. 

A  ihli^dd,  (v.  n.  4  of  >\>Xs  Q)  Travel- 
ling, rambling,  and  roving  over  a  country.  Being 

very  crisp  and  curly  (hair). 

A  l5lk*)j>\  ihli^dt,  (v.  n.  4  of  iojJj*  Q)  Being crisp  and  curly  (hair). 

A  ihli^df,  (v.  n.  4  of  t_fl«\j'  Q)  Be- coming shrivelled  and  puckered  from  cold  or  age. 

A  ahlaf,  (pi. ',_     hulf)  Uncircumcised. 

Plenteous  (year).  Easy,  comfortable  (life).  Single- 
edged  (sword). 

A  (j*»L«JJj"\  ihlimds,  (v.  n.  3  of  Q) 
Wearing  a  high  cap  called  !i_j*~jJj  kalansuwat. 
A  ikliwrndd,  (v.  n.  13  of  d^)  Overcoming 

one  (sleep). 

A  (XAi^  ihlld,  A  key.    A  rope  made  of  palm- 

leaves,  (pi.  ahlad)  A  copper  thread  put  on 

the  nose-ring  of  a  camel  or  on  an  ear-ring.  The  neck. 
G  uhUdis,  Euclid. 
A  >>^Uil  ihniR^,  (v.  n.  12  of  for  jJj?)  Being 

moved,  disturbed.  Making  haste.  Expediting  or 

pushing  forward  (any  business).  Being  swift  (ass). 

Rising  up  or  soaring  (birds).  Climbing  (a  moun- 

tain), and  standing  or  appearing  on  the  summit. 

DejDarting,  travelling.  Not  staying  in  one's  place. 
Lighting  and  sitting  upon  a  tree  (a  bird). 

A  ikUla',  The  whole. 

G  j^xJjl  ikUm,  (pi.  ahdlim)  A  clime,  cli- 
mate, or  country.  p  Oafc  haft  iklim,  The 

seven  climates,  the  whole  world. 

p  \t^\  ahUma,  Name  of  Adam's  daughter. 

p  ikUmiyd,  Name  of  Adam's  daughter. 
The  ore,  scum,  or  dross  of  gold  or  silver.  A  kind 
of  white  earth.  Litharge. 

A  ihliniiydf,  Scorise  or  efilorescence  on 

the  surface  of  melted  gold  or  silver.  Name  of  the 

daughter  of  Adam. 
A  ihrndf,  (v.  n.  4  of  l.**)  Despising,  un- 

dervaluing, treating  with  contempt.  Having  cattle 
becoming  fat.  Growing  fat  (sheep).  Abiding  in 
a  place  fruitful  in  herbage.  Being  proper  (pasture 

or  fodder)  for  fattening  (cattle).  Causing  surprise, 

giving  pleasure. 
A  ihmdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Raising  the 

head.  Tossing  the  nose,  being  high  and  haughty. 

Causing  (any  one)  to  take  up  in  the  hand.  Cast- 
ing down  (the  eye).  Throwing  into  the  ear  (flour 

of  wheat).  Keeping  a  criminal's  head  raised  (the 
pillory).    Coming  into  grain  (an  ear  of  wheat). 

A  ikmdhli,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Tossing  the 
nose;  being  high  and  haughty. 

A  lil^sl  ikmad,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^J>)  Exalting  (the 

neck).  Having  an  erection.    A  seminal  eff'usion. 
A  akmdr,  (pi.  of  hamar)  Moons,  (pi. 

of^jW*  kamir)  Those  with  whom  you  play  at  games 
of  hazard.  Ikmdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Having  bright 

moonlight  (a  night).  Waiting  for,  watching  the 
rising  of  the  moon.  Being  bright.  Being  struck 

with  frost  before  being  ripe  (dates).  Lighting  up- 

on a  plenteous  pasture  (camels). 

A  jUi'l  ikmdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jv>)  Storing,  treasur- 
ing. Acquiring,  possessing  the  worst  of  any  thing. 

A  (^Uil  ikmds,  A  dipping  one  in  water. 

A  ihynd^  (v. n.4  of  ̂ )  Subduing,  hum- 
bling, bringing  into  subjection.  Running  down 

the  throat  without  any  exertion  of  swallowing  (wa- 

ter). Getting  a  bunch,  and  being  long  bunched  (a 

camel's  colt).  Averting  or  repelling  any  thing 

threatened.    Driving  off". 
A  ̂IJ>^  a^ma^?/,  A  kind  of  white  grape,  which 

at  last  turns  yellow,  having  a  round  stone. 

A  JUi'^  ikmal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J,J>)  Putting  forth 
the  first  and  smaller  leaves  (an  artichoke  or  a 



thistle).    Breeding  lice  (ijv  kavil). 

A         ikmdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Impregnating. 
A        akmad,  Long-neclsed  with  thickness. 

A  akmar,  Brilliant,  clear  (night).  Moon- 

resembling  (face).  White.  Of  a  -whitish  colour 
mixed  with  green. 

A  'eJL^\  akmishat,  (pi.  of  {Jm\^)  Cloths,  stuffs. 
A  akmisat,  (pi.  of  ;joJk^  hamis)  Shirts. 

Inner  garments  of  linen  or  cotton.  Surplices. 

A Jija^\  ikmitrar,  (v.  n.  4  of Q)  Bend- 
ing its  tail,  drawing  together  its  body  (a  scorpion). 

Being  disastrous  (day).  Being  very  disagreeable. 

A  ahma^  (pi.  ̂   kum^  (A  man)  trou- 
bled with  an  incessant  watering  of  the  eye.  Large- 

kneed  or  large-houghed  (horse).  One  who  has 

the  bone  of  the  wind-pipe  large.  Large-pointed 

(hough).  Wry-nosed. 

A  ihm^at,  (v.  n.  4  of  lajt»5  Q)  Being 
large  above,  shrunk  below  (belly):  being  collapsed. 

A  ikmihdad,{j.nA  oi  ii>^*Q)  Raising 
or  holding  up  the  head.  Dwelling  or  remaining 

in  any  place.  Trembhng,  fluttering  whilst  being 

fed  (a  young  bird  in  the  nest). 

A  ̂ \  ukan,  (pi.  of  iiji"\)  Structures  of  stone. 
A        aknas,  (pi.  of     ̂ mro)  Bunches  of  dates. 

A  iknas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ui)  Killing,  or  urging 

to  kill.  Spoiling  (tanned  leather).  Investing  with 

power.  Being  possible.  (v.  n.  4  of  li'  for  y3) 
Being  habitually  modest,  (v.  n,  4  of  Being  en- 

riched (particularly  by  acquiring  property).  Lay- 

ing up  a  store.  Putting  into  one's  power.  Giving 
enoughjContenting,  satisfying.  Giving  over  raining. 

A  ahnasat,  The  shady  side  of  a  wall. 

A  L-^Li'^  iknab,  (v.  n.  4  of «— .Ji*)  Increasing  to 
a  troop  of  thirty  or  forty.  Owning  such  a  troop. 

Withdrawing  or  absconding  from  king  or  creditor. 

A  OUi'U'^wai,(v.n.4of  uL*jj')  Humbling  one's 
self  before  God.  Supplicating  God,  being  long 

and  earnest  in  prayer  and  praise,  in  performing 

pilgrimage,  or  in  waging  a  religious  war.  De- 
nouncing imprecations. 

A  ̂Ui'\  iknah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ')  Planing  a  door, and  setting  it  up. 

AjUi'\  iknaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  JJi)  Drinking  (wine) 
from  a  small  flagon. 

A  iknas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂j-ji'  not  used)  Pre- 
tending, laying  a  groundless  claim  to  nobility. 

A  ̂Uj\  aknd^  (pi.  of  ̂ ji*  kin^  Arms,  missile 
weapons.  Iknd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ')  Satisfying,  ren- 

dering content.  Going  home,  or  to  pasture  (cattle). 

Sending  (cattle)  to  water  or  pasture.  Holding  the 

head  erect  (as  a  player  on  a  flute  or  other  pipe). 

Stretching  out  the  neck  in  order  to  drink  (a  camel). 

Having  the  eye  intently  fixed  upon  any  thing,  the 

head  being  raised  and  immoveable.  Raising  the 

hands  in  prayer.  Residing  in  a  valley  between  two 

rising  hills.  Being  high,  with  no  tendency  to  come 
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down  (a  sheep's  udder).  Causing  to  want,  ren- 
dering necessitous. 

A  (  9\j3\  iknaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  \^Jui)  Having  a 

numerous  army.  Being  firm  in  council,  able  in 

business.  Being  flagging  and  flapping  (the  ear). 
Havingr  flagjjine:  ears. 

A  akndn,  (and  'sM>\  akinnat)  (pi.  of  ̂  
kinn)  Domestic  servants  (i.e.  born  in  the  family, 

and  the  property  consequently  of  their  master,  if 
their  fathers  and  mothers  are  slaves). 

A       uknat,  (pi.  i^>\ uhan)  A  structure  of  stone. 

G  ̂^yi\jSs\  ahantdlawln,  A  kind  of  white  thorn. 

G  ̂^^^iys\  aliantiyun,  A  kind  of  thorn. 

A  ̂\a^rea^,High-headed,low-necked  (camel). 
A  ahnaf,  One  who  has  small  and  thick 

ears  sticking  close  to  his  head.  (A  horse)  whitish 
on  the  back  of  the  neck.  Thick-nosed. 

A  ̂yi\  aknum  or  uknurn,  (pi.  akdnlm)  A 
substance  or  principle.  A  person  of  the  sacred  Tri- 

nity (which  the  Muhammadans  acknowledge  not). 

A  |^^\  alma',  Hook-nosed,  hawk-nosed. 
A  JXjI  iliniz,  A  small  flagon  or  wine-vessel. 
A  (jUju*^  ilmindn,  (v.  n.  15  of  ̂ J^5)  Being  good 

(grass),  being  fresh  and  verdant  (a  mead). 

A  ihwdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_?ji')  Being  empty, 
deserted,  uninhabited.  Going  down  into  a  desert 

unpeopled  country.  Having  strong  and  robust  (cat- 

tle). Being  contented,  in  want  of  nothing,  indepen- 

dent. Being  poor,  reduced  to  poverty,  empty-bel- 

lied. Having  all  one's  provisions  run  out.  Mak- 
ing a  rope  of different-sized  yarns ;  (metaphorically) 

composingverses  ending  with  different  vowels  or  an 
unequalnumber  ofconsonants;  verses  so  composed. 

A  ̂ ^^\  akrcdh,  (pi.  of    'ji'  hub)  Chicks. 
A  ahwdt,  (pi.  of         hut)  Victuals. 

Aj\y1  ahwdz,  (pi.  ofjy)  Round  heaps  of  sand. 
A  ahwds,  (pi.  of  haws)  Bows. 

A  )s\^\  akrvdt,  (pi.  of  la^jj'  hawt)  Flocks.  Hun- dreds of  sheep. 

A  akwd^  (pi.  of  ̂   hd^)  Plains,  level 
grounds,  (pi.  of  haw^  Places  where  they  col- 

lect together  dates  or  grain. 

p  ̂^^'^  ahwdh,  The  white  Indian  poplar. 
A  (J^^1  ahrvdl,  (pi.  of  J y>  kawl)  Words,  sayings, 

opinions.  Agreements,  (pi.  of  (JjJ  hayl)  Kings  of 

the  Himyarit  Arabs  (whose  words  all  obey). 

(J^y\  ibn  ahn-dl,  (Son  of  words)  Eloquent.  J^^l 

Jlc  ahtrdli  saddhat-masdl,  Words  full  of 

sincerity.  Ihwdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jli'  for  Jy)  Impu- 
ting to  one,  alleging  that  he  said  or  did  so  and  so. 

A  ahvdm,  (pi.  of  hawm^  Peoples,  na- 

tions, men  (the  human  species,  including  women). 

A  L?_ji'\  akrvad,  (A  horse  or  camel)  having  a 
longneckorback.  Strong-necked.  Greedy,stingy 
of  his  victuals  ;  one  who,  whilst  eating,  looks  not 

around,  that  he  may  avoid  seeing  or  inviting  any 

one  to  partake.  A  long  mountain.  One  who  comes 

up  to  any  thing  and  turns  not  away.  More  or  most 

of  a  pimp        kawivdd).    Tractable  (horse). 

Aj]jy\  ikwirdr,  (v.  n.  9  ofj^  forjy")  Being slender.  Being  fat.  Being  wrinkled.  Beingaltered, 
varied.  Disappearing  (plants). 

A  i^^^^  akwarina,  (or  ahvariydt) 
Great  misfortunes. 

A  a/iwas,Difficult,adverse(time).  Crook- 

backed.  High  (sand-hill).  Far  (country).  Long 

(day),  (^y^  J^*"^  ahna'  ahjvas,Asore  calamity. 
P(^ji  l  dhush,  A  lion.    A  tiger.  A  leopard. 

A  ̂ \  ahwu^  (pi.  of  ̂   hd^  Plains,  flats. 
Grounds  where  they  collect  dates  or  grain  in  heaps. 

A  ahwaf,  More,  most  skilful  in  tracking. 

A  ahwam,  More  or  most  right  or  just.  U 

md  ahwamahu,  How  straightor  upright  he  is ! 

G  i^^j^^'^  ahumdrisun,  Wild  fennel. 

o  (_J^_5j'^  ahumdli,  Honey-water. A  akwa\  More  or  most  strong,  powerful, 

firm,  robust,  valiant.    Stronger,  strongest. 

ahwa'  alldh,  May  God  strengthen,  or  confirm  ! 

A  A>_^\akmiyds,{j^\.oi  !^^)  Strong,powerful. 

G  (j^v^^.y\  akuyildsamun,  Oil  of  balsam. 
A  si\  ak-h,  (by  metathesis  for  iXs  )  Obedience. 

A  -f'ljil  ih-hdj:,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_5-^)  Being  avei'se 

from,  loathing.  Rendering  averse.  Drinking  cof- 

fee (»_j^'  hahwa)  incessantly.  Obeying  (the  king). 

A  I— ->l^^  ik-hdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  c-»^')  Abstaining 
from  food,  having  no  appetite. 

A  ik-hdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Finding  one  con- 

quered. Having  one's  allies  defeated.  Yielding, 
returning  to  a  state  of  subjection. 

A  (J^'^  ih-hdJ,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^')  Interfering  in 
what  one  has  no  concern.  Bedaubing  one's  self. 

A  ik-hdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Having  no  ap- 
petite. Loathing,  abhorring.  Wishing  for  meat. 

Being  serene  (the  sky).  Winking  at.  Regarding 

as  small  and  trivial. 
A  ah-hah,  Of  a  dark-brown,  dusky  hue. 

^bcji'^l  alak-habdni, The  elephant  and  the  buffalo. 
A j^'la/j-Aar,Moreormost  oppressive, stronger. 
A       aky,  A  loathing  of  food  through  disease. 

A         ihydf,  A  making  of  one  to  vomit. 

A  ahydd,  (pi.  of  ̂   hayd)  Fetters,  chains, 

shackles,  sti-aps,  belts,  ligaments.  Restrictions. 

A  (^^'^  a%as,  (pl.of  i^jA^i)  Braying  camels. 

A  ahydz,  (pi.  of  laji'  kayz)  Midsummers, 
from  the  rising  of  the  Pleiades  to  that  of  Canopus. 

A  ahydl,  (pi.  of  JjJ  hayl)  Kings  of  the 

Himyarit  Arabs  (whose  words  all  obey). 

A         ahydn,  (pi.  of        kayn)  Blacksmiths. 

G  f^^\^\  ikydnos,  The  ocean. 

A  ̂s^^* ̂  uhayhly,  (dim.  o?  uk-huwdn)  A 
little  camomile  flower. 

A ̂ \  ahyar,  More  or  most  bitter. A  ahyas,  More,  most  regular,  analogous. 

A  (jiji^  ukaysh,  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 



the  camels  of  wliich  are  apt  to  start  and  run  away. 

A  j-i-jj*^  uliaysldr,  (dim.  oi akshar)  Name 
of  'ij<i\\  al  mufjhlrat  the  poet. 

Aj*a:^\  ukaysir,  Name  of  an  idol,  jto-i^'^ ibii  tihaysh,  Name  of  a  man  proverbial  for  his 

knowledge  of  horses. 

A  ̂las>\  aJuf,  Heavy,  unwholesome. 
p  tiJ  I  ak,  (or  ah)  Calamity,  misfortune. 

Vice,  defect,  blemish. 

A  akk,  (v.  n.  of  (^1)  Being  hot  (the  day). 

Eepelling.  Hindering.  Pressing  upon.  Labour- 
ing under  anguish  and  low  spirits.  Warm,  sultry. 

A  ■^^\iksds,  (v.n.  4  of  (_^^) Loathing, abhorring. 
A       ikas,  A  chain,  or  any  thing  fastening  the 

mouth  of  a  bottle,  or  the  cover  of  a  vessel.  Any 

vessel  whose  head  is  covered  over.  Ihas,  (or 

iliaMt)  (v.  n.  4  of      for        Terrifying,  frighten- 
ing, causing  to  desist  from  any  undertaking. 

A  L-->K\  ilisob,  (v.n. 4  of  (^aS^)  Being  sad,  fret- 
ting.  Falling  into  perdition.   Making  sorrowful. 

ahabir,  (pl.of^\  alihar)  The  rich,  pow- 

erful, grandees,  nobles.  j  almhiru  asa- 
gldr,  Great  and  small,  grandees  and  plebeians. 

A  ihahat,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  Con- 

quering in  battle,  subduing.  Giving,  bestowing. 

Penetrating,  piercing,  and  leaving  a  mark.  Ruin- 

ing, (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Destroying.  Making 
an  impression,  taking  effect  (a  sword). 

A  (J.»-\^^  ahahil,  (pi.  of         Certain  pot-herbs. 

A  L>%\ihad,(])\.  dJ%\a,kdAd)  A  ro-pejhelt,  girth. 
A  thong  connecting  the  bow  with  the  saddle-flap. 

AjiJi^\aJiddir,(j)l.ofj>:>^\  o/?cfe?')Thick, muddy, 
turbid.  Name  of  certain  mountains. 

A  a  Jiddul, (Men)  dispersed  here  and  there. 

A  altdzib,  (pl.of  eJji^^  ukzubat)  Lies. 

V j6\  iihdr,  A  vine-dresser.  A  tiller  of  grovmd. 

Aj\^s\  ahkRr,  (pi.  akarat^  A  farmer,  hus- 
bandman, tiller  of  the  ground. 

A  ikdrat,  (v.  n.  4  oi'j6  forj^ )  Esteeming 
or  finding  weak,  and  treating  with  contempt. 

p  akdris,  A  mushroom,  a  fungus,  a  puff. 

A  (,_>>jj^\  akdris,  (or  ̂ju.>j^\  akdris)  (pi.  of 
kirs)  Adjoining  houses. 

A  ̂Ji\  akdri^  (pi.  of  kurd^  The  small 
parts  of  the  legs  of  sheep  or  oxen,  the  shins.  The 

extremities  of  any  thing,  the  remoter  extremities  of 

the  earth.    The  rocky  projections  of  mountains. 

A        akdrhn,  (pi.  of      akram)  Most  noble. 

A  &#*>^\  ikdsat,(v.nA  of  for  (^^)  Load- 

ing (a  camel)  till  (he)  limps  on  three  feet.  Throw- 

ing prostrate,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  i^^)  Having 
ingenious  children.Begettingsharp,clever  children. 

A  'iju»^\akdsiraf,andLjui^\  akdsir,(T^\.  of  (^—5^ 
ki^ra'  or  kasra')  The  Khosroes,  kings  of  Persia,  a 
family  title,  like  the  Cssars  or  the  Ptolemies. 

A  akdsim,  Ready  to  ride  over  each  other  | 

(numeroushorsemen).  {]A.oi ̂ y^kaysum)  (Gar- 
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dens)  full  of  herbs. 
A  uJ^^  ikdfov  uhdf,  (pi.  ukvf)  A  thick 

coarse  cloth  placed  under  pack-saddles  of  asses. 

A  i_-S^^  akkdf,  One  who  makes  or  vends  cloths 

for  asses'  pack-saddles. 
A  w     akkuhat,  Adversity. 

A  ̂yi\  dkdl,  (pi.  of       iklat)  Itchings.  J^T 

(^y^l  dkdlu  'I  vmluk,  Provisions  for  royal  house- 

holds,   ixii  J^T  akalu'ljimd,  Soldiers'  rations. 
zanu''l  akal,  Chiefs  of  people  or  tribes 

who,  in  Pagan  times,  received  a  fourth  of  plunder. 

A  ̂}%\  akdl,  (v.  n.  of  J^^)  Being  diseased  by 

havinga  hairy  foetus  in  the  womb  (a  camel).  Being 

broken  (the  teeth).  Meat,  food.  Ikdl,  (v.  n.  3  of 

^J^\)  Eating  together:  eating  with  one  another. 
Ukdl,  The  itch.  A  disease  incident  to  a  she-camel, 
from  having  a  hairy  foetus  in  her  womb.  Ukdl 

or  akdl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Itching,  requiring  to  be 

scratched  (the  head).    Corrosion,  canker. 

A  akkdl,  Eating.  Corrosive.  A  glutton. 

A  akulih,  (pi.  of         kalb)  Dogs. 

A  JJ\^1  akdlil,  (pi.  of  JJ^\)  C  rowns,  diadems, 

p  p^l  dkdm,  A  mushroom,  a  fungus. 

A  ̂ \  dkdm,  (or  ̂^\ikdvi)       oi'i.^\  akamat) Hills,  heights,  or  rising  grounds.  Heaps  of  stones, 
Or  earth :  cairns. 

A  ̂ \  ikdm,  A  pack-saddle, p  akdma  or  ukdrna,  Stuffed  chitterlings. 

A  j«J^l^l  akdmwi,  (pi.  of  "^^kimm)  Follicles  of unblown  flowers. 

ikanat,  (v.n.  4  of        ior  i^f)  Humi- 

liating, depressing.  Reducing  to  a  miserable  plight. 

A  <^\^\  akdnd,  (pi.  of        ikdd)  Belts,  girths. 

akbas,  (pi.  o{\*^ kiba')  The  sweepings 
of  a  house.  Ikbdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ui  for  ̂ )  Failing 

(a  flint  to  strike  fire).  Emitting  smoke.  Altering. 

A  ikbdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  tL*^  Falling  pro- 
strate. Overturning.  Throwing  prostrate.  Turning. 

Leaning  to,  inclining  the  face  to,  approaching.  Be- 
ing necessary.    Being  assiduous,  persevering. 

A  ikbdh,  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ )  Pulling  the  bri- 
dle, checking  a  horse.  Making  high  and  lofty, 

akbdd,  (pi.  of  liJ^ kabd,  kibd  or  kabid) 

Livers.  SMc/w'Z  a/iJac?,  Black-livered  (a 
term  applied  to  enemies).  (J^^^  ijL^I  l^j>a>_ 

yuzrab  ilayki  akbddu'libil.  Camel's  livers  are  spur- 
red, i  .  e.  People  resort  thereto  from  all  quarters. 

Aj\^\  akbdr,  (pi.  oi  kabar)  Capers.  Ik- 
bdr,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂  )  Considering  any  thing  as  great. 
Voiding  excrement  (a  boy).  Being  menstruous  (a 

woman).  Experiencing  a  seminal  effusion  (a  man). 

akbask,  (pi.  of  \^J:^  kabsk)  Rams. 
A  ikbdn,  A  restraining  of  the  tongue. 
A        akbak,  Strong  (camel). 

A  ̂   akbad,  Corpulent,  especially  about  the 

middle.  .Diseased  in  the  liver,  troubled  with  an  en- 

largement of  the  liver.  Slow-paced,  A  sort  of  bird. 
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akbar,(^\.ji\^\  akabir)  Greater,  greatest. 
allah  akbar,  God  is  great.  The  Emperor 

Akbar,  who  reigned  in  India  from  1555  to  1605. 

Ikbir  or  akbar,  A  kind  of  dry  sweetish  substance 

produced  by  the  palm-tree. 

ikhirrat  or  akbirrat,  Chief  of  a  family. 

p  akbar-dbdd,  (Akbarpolis)  Agra. 

■  i^J^^  akbardni,  The  two  great  ones,  namely, 
J      abu  bdkr  and ^war. 

P  i^Jf^  a/i&a?7.  Name  of  a  gold  coin  (in  India) 
A  akbas,  One  who  has  a  preposterously- 

shaped  forehead(the  crown  advancing, theforehead 

receding).    One  whose  pudenda  are  prominent. 

A  (jS-^  akbush,  (pi.  of  i^J^  habsk)  Rams. 
Princes  (as  being  the  chiefs  of  their  flocks). 

p  Iju^I  akbiyd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  nerve. 

A  ̂̂ lja->^  ikbimdn,  The  being  drawn  together. 

akujJ,  The  inside  of  the  mouth. 
A  &£=3^  akkat,  Intense  heat.  Adversity,  tribula- 

tion. An  evil  disposition.  Hatred, rancour.  Death. 

A  fit  of  rage  against  any  one.  Pain,  trouble,  grief. 

Stillness,  calmness  of  mind. 

iktds,  (v.  n,  4  of  I:/ for  ̂ )  Being  su- 

perior to,  prevailing  against  a  foe, 
A  {^\^\iktis:db,  (v,n,  8ofu-^)  Being  grieved, 

sad,  and  melancholy. 
iktab,  (v.  n.  4  of  Tying  tight, 

or  closing  the  mouth  of  (a  leathern  bottle).  Teach- 
ing to  write.  Dictating,  inditing  (a  poem). 

iktat,  The  act  of  whispering  in  the  ear. 

aktdd,  (pi.  of  iXi^katad)  The  spaces  or 

substances  between  the  shoulders  and  the  back,  in- 

terscapulffi.    Troops,  crowds.    Images,  pictures. 

Swift,  rapidly  succeeding  in  the  traces  of  each  other. 
akiqf,  (pi.  of  \^Jij^  hatif  or  kitf) 

Shoulders,  ^hnu  'I  aktaf.  The  science 
of  the  shoulders  ;  thus  named  from  the  shoulder- 

bones  of  sheep  (marked  with  certain  characters  in 

geomancy),  which  are  employed  in  this  mode  of  an- 
ticipating the  knowledge  of  futurity. 

zul  aktdf,  Name  of  Shapiir,  a  king  of  Persia, 

A  ̂y^S  iktdl,  (v,  n,  4  of  ̂ )  imprisonmg. 

A  (^^\  iktdn,  (v.  n.  4  o£^jr^ )  Glueing,  joining. 
iktibas,  (v.  n.  8  of  l/for  jA^)  Squat- 

ting overa  chafing-dish.    Being  perfumed  (cloth). 
iktitab,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Writing, 

describing,  delineating.  Writing  one's  name  in the  muster-roll  or  army-list.  Requesting  (any  one) 

to  write;  dictating  (an  epistle).  Sewing  (a  leathern 
bottle)  with  two  thongs.  Being  confined  (the  belly). 

A  C^Ki3^\  iktitdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  CL>^ )  AVhispering 

in  the  ear.    Listening,  hearing. 

A  j.Uc/\  iktitdm,  (v.  n,  8  of  jj^)  C 
Being  concealed.    Being  yellow. 

A  Jl^^^  iktilidl,  (v.  n,  8  of  JjS^)  Anointing  or 

rubbing  the  eye  with  ascollyrium  or  black  powdei'. 
Being  covered  the  first  time  with  green  herbage(the 



ground).  Falling  into  troubles. 

ahtad,  Prominent  in  the  shoulder-blades, 

high-shouldered.  High  in  the  withers  (horse). 
A  i^^ifZa/j,  A  gaining,  acquiring,  earning. 

A  ihtidad,  (v.  n.  8  of  S^)  Plaguing,  tor- 
menting, desiring  one  to  take  trouble.  Hanging 

back,  desisting.    Parsimony,  closeness. 

A  (_jil>\  Ju^l  ihtidash,  The  receiving  of  a  present. 

A  Aj^\  ilitiras,  (v.  n.  8  of  t//)  Hiring,  rent- 
ing.   Taking  on  hire. 

A  iktirdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  (--^)  Being 
weighed  down  with  grief. 

ihtiras,  (t.  n.  8  of  Minding,  re- 
garding, caring  for,  attending  to,  fearing. 

iktiras,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^^)  Collecting. 
A  collection. 

Aj\y^\  ihtizaz,  A  shrivelling  from  cold. 

ihtisaf,  The  act  of  dressing  one's  self 
ilitisab,  (v.  n.  8  of     '  -^ )  Gaining, 

acquiring.    Striving",  endeavouring  to  gain. 

ihtisah,  (v.  n.  8  of^)'  Stripping any  one  of  the  whole  of  his  property. 

A  iktisar,  The  act  of  breaking  in  pieces. 

A  ̂L<Ji^  iktisa^  (v.  n.  8  of  Putting  his 
tail  between  his  legs  (a  dog).  Striking  his  hips 

with  his  tail  (a  stallion-camel). 

A  i_— 1  iktishqf,  (v.n.  Sof^ii/)  Exposing 
herself  in  a  state  of  complete  nudity  to  her  husband 

(a  woman).    Leaj^ing  on  the  ewe  (a  ram). 

A  ̂\J!i^\  iktishdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂,^)  Cutting 
off  entirely  the  nose. 

A  i^\.ta^\  iktisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^J^^)  Throng- 
ing, collecting  (men). 

ihtizaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  LT)  Being  unable 

to  breathe  from  repletion.    Being  brim-full. 

A  ̂ \  ahta^  One  whose  fingers  bend  inwards 
to  the  palm,  leaving  the  joints  prominent. 

A  {^x^^  akta^na,  All.  i^^yt!i^\  i^xJ^r\  ̂ ti^}j 
rasaytuhnm  ajma^n  akta^n,  I  saw  them  all. 

a/eto^,Wide-shouldered  (man  or  horse). 
(A  horse)  lame  in  the  shoulder. 

iktifdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  la/)  Inverting  (a 

vessel).  Being  content  and  satisfied,  (v.  n.  8  of 

j_^)  Being  content  and  satisfied. 
ihtifat,  The  act  of  taking  the  whole. 

A jli^l  ihtifdr,  (v.  n.  8  of jS^)  Cleaving  to  a 

village  (jS^  ̂afr),  not  quitting  it. 

A  Jli^  iktifdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Ji^  Putting  some- 
thing on  the  hinder  parts  of  a  horse.  Taking  on 

one's  back.  Throwing  a  cloth  over  a  camel's  bunch 
for  the  rider  to  sit  on.  Putting  any  business  on  the 

shoulders  of  another.  Turning  one's  backside  upon. 
A  ̂jla^  ihtifan,  (v.  n.  8  of  I^yi'^g  with. 

aktal,  Intense,  violent.  Temptation. 
Sorrow,  misfortune.  Name  of  a  traditionist. 

iktilds,  (v.  n.  8  of  U/)  Receiving  a 

part  of  the  price  and  granting  a  delay  for  the  re- 
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mainder.  Being  on  one's  guard.  Keeping  watch. 
Wakefulness,  (v.  n.  8  of  Having  a  pain  or 
being  hurt  in  the  kidneys  (iJ^  kulyat). 

A  CJ':k^\  ihtilRt,  (v.  n.  8  of  CLO^)  Drinking. 
ihtildl,  (y.  n.  8  of  jji)  Being  bright 

with  lightning  (a  cloud). 

A  ̂\  ah  tarn,  Gor-bellied,  satiated. 
A^\  ihtbna^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂  )  Drinking  out of  a  bottle. 

ihtimdn,T\\e  act  of  concealing  one's  self. 
SY  CL^^  iJL^\  ahit  mahit,  A  grain,  to  which 

many  wonderful  properties  are  ascribed. 

ihtinas,  (v.n. 8  of  Being  called  or 

calling  one's  self  by  a  name  which  has  naturally 
another  meaning,  being  dubbed,  or  styled. 

ihtinat,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being 
humble,  submissive.  Acquiescing. 

ihtinaz,  (v.  n.  8  oijS)  Being  closely 

packed  or  set.    Being  filled.    Being  collected. 

A  ̂UjSI  iktinci^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ii)  Assembling, 
flocking  together.  Being  indulgent.  Being  con- 

tracted and  drawn  together  with  old  age. 

ihtindf,  (v.  n.  Sof^i;/)  Encircling. 

Making  for  camels  a  fold  of  bushes  called  i— j  J>/ 
ihiinan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Being  hid, 

concealed.    Concealing  one's  self.    Hiding,  veil- 
ing, concealing.  Whiteness. 

A  SU/  ihtinah,  (v.  n.  8  of  Scrutmizmg, 

getting  to  the  bottom  of,  endeavouring  to  become 

thoroughly  acquainted  with.  Reaching  or  attaining 
to  the  full  extent  of.  p  v  — ihtinaki 

sahah  hardan,  To  penetrate  into  the  true  cause. 

A  iktiwdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  tj>^)  Searing,  cau- 

terizing, or  branding  one's  self.     Being  seared. 
Commending  one's  self  for  what  one  does  not  possess. 

A  -^Ijji^  iktihas,  The  act  of  speaking  face  to  face. 
A  (  ihtihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  v_A^ )  Entering 

into  a  cavem  or  grotto  (i  hahf). 

A  Jlj^^  ihtihdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Becoming  of 
full  age,  i.  e.  between  thirty  and  fifty.  Being  filled 

Avith  flowers  (a  garden).  Beginning  to  grow  gray. 

ihtiyas,  (v.  n.  8  of  {J^t)  Cauterizing 

one's  self.  Commending  one's  self  for  what  one 
does  not  possess. 

ihtisah,  (v.  n.  8  of  Despond- 

ing, losing  spirits ;  grief,  melancholy. 
A  i—^U^^  ihtiyab,  (v.  n.  8  of  for 

Drinking  out  of  a  goblet. 

A  ̂U:;/  ih  tiyad,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  de- 
ceived, cheated,  taken  in. 

ihtiyar,  (v.  n.  8  ofjl/for^/)  Falling 

down.  Preparing  to  rail  at  or  revile.  Cocking  the 

tail.  Quickening  one's  pace.  Putting  on  a  turban, 
A 

Lji'\  iktiyaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofjl/forJ_j^)  Drink- 
ing out  of  a  goblet.    Taking  water  in  a  jug. 

A  (j*iL>i1  ihtiyas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^l/for  (j*>j/) 

Hindering  one  in  his  work. 
2  o 

A  Jla5'\  ihthjRl,  (v.n.  8  of  Jl/for  JJ^)  Mea- 
suring (corn).  Measuring  for  another.  Receiving 

by  measure. 
A  ̂̂ ^'^  ihtiyam,  (v.n.  8  of  ̂  iov  Sitting upon  the  tips  of  the  fingers. 
A  ihtiydn,  (v.  n.  8of       for^jj^)  Be- 

coming surety  for  another.  Being,  existing,  (v.  n. 

8  of  j^l/for  Being  sad  and  melancholy. 
A  A:x:^\  ihtitas,  (v.n.  12  of  Being  lavish 

in  self-commendation.  Stammering,  stuttering. 
Being  filled  with  rage. 

ahsab,  (pi.  of  'sJi\^ hasihat)  The  lower 
parts  of  the  withers  of  a  horse.    Ihmh,  (v.  n.4  of 

Allowing  (the  hunter)  to  advance  near  to 
them  (wild  beasts  or  other  game).  Approachinty, 

drawing  near.    Giving  one  to  drink  a  little  milk 
or  water  remaining  in  a  vessel 

ihsas.  The  having  a  thick  beard. 

ihsar,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ji^)  Increasing,  multi- 

plying. Using  immoderately.  Doing  very  much. 
Abounding  in  money  or  flocks.  Being  much  in- 

creased (wealth).  Flowering  (the  palm-tree).  Be- 

ing very  talkative.    Immoderate  use. 

ihsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^ot/)  Coming  near, 

giving  opportunity,  putting  one's  self  in  the  powei-. 
A  iksdm,  v.n. 4 of  ̂Ji^)  Filling  (a  bottle). 

Approaching  near  to  the  hunter  (wild  beasts  or  other 

game).  Retiringandconcealingone's  self  (at  home). 
A  xy^\ahsibat,(])\.of  c-Axi^  Hills, sand-heaps. 
A ahsar,  More  or  most  numerous,  copious, 

plentiful.  More,  many,  frequent,  the  most  part. 

For  the  most  part,  in  general.  cJ^^\J^\  ahsar 
awhdt.  Often,  generally,  frequently. 

ahsari,  (or\|X\  ahsariyan)  More  co- 
pious, for  the  most  part. 

A  ahsa^  (A  man)  having  turgid  lips,  or 

gums  full  of  blood. 
A  u-fti^^  ahsaf.  Thicker,  denser. 

A  ̂\  ahsam,  Wide,  broad  (way).  Large-bel- 
lied. Full,  replete,  saturated.  Fat,  fleshy  (pubes). 

ahsut,  Dodder, 

p        ahaj,  A  species  of  wild  apple,  a  medlar. 

A  long  pole  with  an  iron  hook,  used  by  ice-house 

people  in  breaking  and  pulling  to  the  banks  ice  from 
rivers  and  other  pieces  of  water ;  grappling-irons. 

ahaj,  A  sort  of  wild  apple,  a  medlar. 

P         (ihak,         T  or  ̂ T)  A  decoction. 
A  Jl^V<^-/m/,  (pi.  of  JsT^m/J)  Colly  nums. 

Ih-hdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂3^)  Being  covered  for  the  first 
time  with  green  herbage  (ground).  Dearth,  scarcity. 

ah-hat,  Short,  squab,  dwarfish  (man). 

A  ak-hal,  One  who  has  black  eye-lashes 

Black-eyed.  ,_)js/^^  al  ak-hal.  The  middle  vem 
of  the  arm.    A  chrysoprasus. 

A  (j^j^  uk-huwan  or  ah-harvan,  Camomile. 
A  ik-htldl,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂J^)  Being  co- 

vered with  green  herbage  for  the  first  time  (ground). 



akd,  (v.  n.  of  Treading  out  (corn). 

ikdas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Stunting,  (v.  n.  4 

of  (^i^)  Being  stingy,  avaricious.  Being  good  for 

nothing,  giving  little.  Producing  no  gems  (mines). 

Finding  (the  soil)  hard  when  digging,  coming  to 

a  more  solid  stratum.  Finding  one  inexorable  when 

asking  a  favour.   Repelling,  averting,  restraining. 

alidad,  (Men)  dispersed  here  and  there. 

Ikddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Confining,  imprisoning. 

Hanging  back,  desisting.  Parsimony,  closeness. 

A        akdar,  (pi.  ofj  Ci^hadar)  Troubles,  cares. 

A  alidas,  (pi.  of  (^d^)  Corn-stacks. 
A  ikddsh,  The  act  of  receiving  a  present. 

A  (  ikddf,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-Stii^)  Striking 
with  his  hoofs  (a  horse). 

ikdam,  (v.  n.  4  of  *iiJ  )  Being  firmly 

bound  (a  prisoner)  by  agreement  or  parole. 

ahiddat,  Leavings  of  a  meadow  that  has 

been  depastured.  Dispersed  here  and  there  (men). 

akdar,  (pl.jiJu  1  akadir)  Thick,  muddy, 

turbid.  Dark-coloured.  (A  stream)  which  brushes 

away  the  surface  of  the  ground.   Name  of  a  dog. 

Olb  banatu^l  akdar.  Wild  asses. 
Aj\j^ \ikdirar,^\\e  being  turbid,muddy,opake. 

al  akdariyat.  The  spouse,  mother, 

grandfather,  paternal  or  maternal  aunt,  remaining 

alive  (with  what  belongs  to  them  in  a  legal  sense). 
p  ikdish  or  akdish.  Of  a  mixed  breed. 

Mixture,  union.  Beloved,  sought.  Sentient  soul. 

ikzab,  (v.  n.  4  (— -'lii  )  Detecting  a  lie. 

Compelling  or  instigating  (one)  to  lie.  Proving, 

discovering  one  to  be  a  liar.  Returning  no  answer, 

but  pretending  to  be  asleep.  „ 

A  ikzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  iSj  )  Walking  through 
lumps  or  clods  of  earth. 

A  i—^iS^l  akzab,  More  or  most  of  a  liar. 

A  oJj^\ukzubat,{Tpl.  (-^i\/\)Alie,falsehood. 

Aj^\  akr,  (v.  n.  ofjil)  Digging,  excavating  a 

well  or  ditch.    Ukar,  (pi.  of       ukrat)  Ditches. 

Pj^  akar,  Wood  of  aloes. 

A  Aj\  ikrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij/)  Hiring  out  (a 
horse).  Letting  a  (house).  Delaying  (supper). 
Lengthening  (a  discourse).  Being  increased,  aug- 

mented. Being  diminished,  decreased.  Watching 
in  obedience  to  the  divine  command. 

A  <^\/\  IkrEb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^J)  Filling.  Hast- 
ening. Tying  a  short  rope  to  the  cross  bar  of  a 

bucket.  L-^y^b  ̂ ^=-j  ̂   khuz  rijlayka  bVl 
ihrdb,  Bestir  yourself. 

A  ̂\^\  ikras,  (v.  n.  4  of  (-t^/)  Oppressing, 
afla.icting,  giving  pain. 

A  ih-Rj,  (v.  n.  4  of  /)  Being  stale  and 
mouldy  (bread). 

A  ̂J\akr?ih,  (pi.  of  ̂̂ $^Air/t)'Hermits' cells. A  Ci\/\akrM,{^\.  ofii//«<rf^)Kurds,peoplein- 
habitingpartofChaldea,Assyria,andMesopotamia. 

A  j\J\ahrRr,{,^\.  oi  j{  hary-)  Cushions,  nap- 
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kins,  on  which  they  kneel  at  prayer.  Ropes  which 

fasten  together  the  wooden  bars  in  camels'  saddles ; 
also  the  trusses  or  loads  which  they  carry  on  each 

side,  (pl.of^^/fwrr)  Certain  measures. 
A  akrds,  (pi.  of  Mrs)  Adjoining 

houses.  Buildings  erected  for  young  goats.  Dove- 
cotes. Strings  of  pearls  or  other  beads  in  the  form 

of  a  chain.  Dungs  of  animals,  consisting  of  diffe- 
rent strata,  and  adhering  together.  Sii^ 

{^\^  CL>\'d  ̂ \  hilddatun  zdt  kirsayn  arc 
zdt  akrds,  A  necklace  consisting  of  two  chains  or 

of  (several)  chains.  Ikrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  \^_f)  Put- 

ting (a  pigeon)  into  a  pigeon-house,  or  a  young 
goat  into  its  cote.  Becoming  possessed  of  a  cote. 

Being  full  of  the  dung  of  cattle  (a  house). 

A  ikrd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Exposing  (itself) 
to  be  taken,  affording  a  fair  mark  (game  to  the  hunt- 

er).  Coming  to  standing  water.  Watering  camels. 

A  I  ikrdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— Being  addle, 

rotten  (egg).  Smelling(asthemaledoesthefemale). 

A  ikrdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p^)  Honouring,  re- 
specting, venerating.  Keeping  clean  from  any 

thing  impure.  Begetting  a  noble,  liberal-minded 
offspring.  Giving  in  great  abundance  whatever  is 

proper  for  the  support  and  comfort  of  life.  Speak- 
ing nobly  and  excellently. 

A        ikrdhjThe  act  of  forcing  against  one's  will. 

akribat,  (pi.  of  'i>\^ kurabat  or  kara- 
hai)  Dates  which  are  gathered  from  the  roots  of 
the  branches  after  the  clusters  are  cut  off. 

A  i/\  ukrat,  (pl.j^\  ukar')  A  well  or  ditch  in which  water  collects,  whence  it  is  drawn  out  pure, 

(for  'i^Jiurai)  A  globe,  sphere,  ball.  Akarat, 
(pi.  ofJ^\  akkar)  Farmers,  husbandmen. 

A  ̂\  akra^  Spindle-shinned.  Akru^  (pi.  of 
kurdf^  The  smaller  parts  of  the  legs  of  sheep 

or  of  the  cow-kind,  their  shins.    The  rocky  pro- 

jections of  mountains. 
p  akrifs,  Parsley. 

A  ̂_^\  akram.  More  or  most  noble,  great,  or 
benign ;  greatest,  supreme. 

A  Aio^\akrimds,{;^\.oi  ̂ ,^karirn)  Generous. 
G  akrufas,  A  walnut-tree. 
A  ukrumat,  Honour,  glory,  nobility, 

grandeur,  generosity,  liberality,  benignity,  bene- 
ficence, clemency,  grace,  goodness. 

p  i^Xs>»i^\  akrukah,  A  kind  of  Persian  gum  or 
balsam,  excellent  for  the  closing  of  wounds. 

akriyas,  (pi.  of  mukar'i)  Letters 
out  of  camels,  horses,  and  the  like. 
T  ikrit,  The  island  of  Crete  or  Candy. 

Aj]j^\  ikzdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Affecting  with  in- 
tense cold,  or  with  a  shivering  fit. 

A  ikzdni,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^)  Being  contracted 
within  one's  self.    Eating  to  satiety. 

A        fl^^am.  Short-lipped  (horse). 

akzamu'l  bandn.  Close-fisted,  avaricious. 

akus. 

p^j«>  1  a/4MS,  A  mason's  chisel.  Ahooked  stick. 

A  [j^^  akass,  (A  man)  short-teethed. 
A  aksds,  (pi.  f^^jJ^ husf,^j^ kusf,  and 

^^^J^  kusy)  Hinder  parts,  rumps,  ra- 
kiba  aksdhu,  He  fell  on  the  back  of  his  head.  Ih- 

sds,  (v.  n.  4  of  L/)  Following,  going  after.  Turn- 

ing tail,  retreating. 
iksab,  (v.  n.  4  of  Causing 

(one)  to  get  or  gain.    Getting,  gaining. 

iksdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ti— ̂   Being  dull  and 

languid  (a  market).  Spoiling  a  market,  prevent- 
ing wares  from  being;  sold. 

A aksdr,  (pi.  of  jsJi  hasr  or  kisr)  The 
lower  parts  of  tents,  or  the  flaps  next  to  the  ground, 

in  which  are  openings  for  the  conveniency  of  go- 
ing in  and  out.  Sides  of  houses.  Parts  of  the  body, 

and  of  the  members.  Bones  with  little  flesh  upon 

them.  jafnatun  aksdr,  A  large  dish 

having  many  joinings  in  it. 
A  (__j*iL«^  aksds,  (pi.  of  (Jl^ kiiss)  Vulvae. 

aksaf,  (pi.  of  isuJ^  kisfat)  Parts, 

portions,  segments. 
A  JL-^  iksdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ;J-*«^  Making  lazy. 

Covering  without  consummating  (beasts  or  men), 
p  juL^I  dkasta.  Bound,  tied. 

A  aksah,  (pi.  (j^^^^  kus-hdn)  Weak, 
powerless  in  the  hands  and  feet,  lame,  unable  to 
move.  I/O  md  aksahahu,  How  heavy  he  is  ! 

A         aksad,  Dull,  flat  (market). 

A         aksa^  (A  bird)  having  white  feathers 
under  the  tail. 

A  j*^*^^  aksmi,  Full  of  herbs  (a  garden), 
p  aksun  or  iksun,  Satin,  particularly  a 

black  kind  (worn  by  princes).  A  species  of  brocade, 
p  eu-^ I  dkasa,  Suspended,  hanging,  adhering. 

A  aksa',  Better  dressed.    More  or  most 
liberal  in  presenting  a  great  number  of  dresses  to  a 

person,  by  way  of  honouring  him.  si^aJ  Ij*^^ 
aksa'  mim  basalatin.  More  clothed  than  an  onion. 

A  Sju»i1  aksiyat,  (pi.  of  Clothes,  dresses. 

A  jwil  iksir,  An  elixir,  the  philosopher's  stone. 
Alchemy.  «JL»5j  siri  dawlat.  The  elixir  of 

life  or  prosperity  (a  book  so  called), 
p  iksiri.  An  alchemist, 

p  jsa*li1  a^sii/a,  A  general  name  for  malt-liquor. 
ihshas,  (v.n.4  of  U^)  Roasting  (meat) 

till  it  becomes  dry. 

ikshdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  li-Si)  Purifying, 

clarifying  (buttei-). 
ikshaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  t,,^)  Laughing 

and  shewing  the  sockets  of  the  teeth.  Having  she- 
camels  which  take  the  male  when  pregnant,  or  two 

years  successively.  Bringing  forth  two  years  in 

succession  (a  camel).  Covering  (a  camel)  in  foal, 

p  sjJ^l  dkashta,  Strong.  Fastened.  Full. 

A  0  ■•'■  ■^  akshaf.  Destitute  of  a  helmet  or  shield 
in  battle.     One  who  has  the  hair  on  the  forehead 



twisted.  A  horse  in  the  bone  of  whose  tail  is  a 

twist.    A  run-away  in  battle. 

ahsham,  One  who  labours  under  a  de- 

fect of  the  body,  or  blemish  in  his  pedigree.  The 

cheeta,  or  hunting  panther. 

A  Flax-seed.  Z7fe/jMS,  Dodder. 

A  ̂̂ lx3^  ilisas,  The  being  put  to  flight,  fleeing. 
altzam ,(pl-of^) 

se 

ims. 

Mouths ;  throats. 

allots,  Cowards. 

ik^b,  (v.n.4of  Making  haste. 
Ordering  to  make  haste.  Having  a  fast-going  beast. 

A  OUil  ih^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  CLt^not  used)  De- 
parting, going  away  quick.  Sitting  still.  Riding 

off",  swelling  with  rage. 

A  ̂ \  ih^^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Making  afraid. 
Restraining,  checking,  repressing. 

A  ̂jl*^  ih^n,  Remission  of  alacrity,  languor. 

A  ak^b,  (pi.  of         ka^)  Ankles,  the 
projecting  bones  at  the  juncture  of  the  leg  and  foot. 

The  tops  of  the  feet,  insteps. 

A        ah^r,  Fat,  full-bellied  (boy). 
A  ̂   ukuf,  (pi.  of  uJ\^  ikRf)  Thick,  coar 

cloths  placed  under  the  pack-saddles. 

aliuff,  (pi.  of         Hands,  or  pal: 

akfcLf,  (pi.  of  hafs)  Equal,  re- 

sembling ;  equals.  Ikfai,  (v.  n.  4  of  \s^)  Over- 
turning, turning  down  in  order  to  empty  (a  vessel). 

Inverting.  Inclining.  Causing  to  incline.  Inclin- 
ing the  upper  part  of  a  bow,  so  as  not  to  make  it 

perpendicular,  when  shooting.  Adding  more  skirts 

or  folds  to  a  tent.  Giving  away  whatever  a  camel 

produces  in  a  year  (as  her  colt,  hair,  or  milk). 

Dividing  a  stock  of  she-camels  into  two  classes, 
that  the  first  may  be  impregnated  one  year,  and 

the  other  the  next ;  so  that  every  camel  may  rest 

a  season.  Composing  verses  which  end  with  dif- 
ferent vowels  or  consonants  (a  poet).  Increasing, 

multiplying  (young  camels). 

ahiffas,  Rivals. 

ihfah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Drawing  in  or 
checking  with  the  bridle,  bridling.  Driving  back. 

ihfar,  (v.  n.  4of^)  Calling  (another) 
or  infidel.  Cleaving  to  a  village. 

A  J\iSl  alifal,  (pi.  oi^kijl)  Those  who  sit 

badly  on  horseback.    (]A.  of        kafal)  Hinder 

parts,  buttocks.  Ihfal,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂̂ s^)  Entrusting 

(to  another)  the  administration  of  one's  aflPairs. 

ahfan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^5)  Winding-sheets. 

A  ̂\  akfah,  Black. 
A  ̂h^\  aJtfas,  Bow-legged.  One  who  limps 

on  the  outer  edges  of  his  feet.  Crooked-breasted. 

p  Xii^ail  ahfvAa,  The  Caspian  Sea. 

aJ\j^\  ikfihr-ar,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q)  Being  of 
a  dark  colour  (the  face).  Looking  grim.  Appear- 

ing, being  visible  in  thick  darkness  (a  star). 

p  \  akahra,  (or  \^^\  akalkard')  Pellitory. Dracunculus. 
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A  (Ji  I  akal,  More  or  most  voracious.  Akil, 

(pi.  'e)^\  aluilat)  An  eater,  a  devourer.  A  tyrant 
(as  devouring  his  subjects).  a-»*a>  ̂ \  ahil  naf- 

sahu,  (Self-devouring)  A  kind  of  gum,  euphorbium. 

A  (J^  I  ahala,  (fut.  ̂   b  yafkuhi)  He  ate. 

A  ̂ \  aid,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J$\)  Eating.  Devouring. 

A  grazing,  pasturing.  j  ij^^  aJd  u  shurb, 

Meat  and  drink.         Jib  \J  Jil  ̂ wU 

al  hasad  yaflmla'l  Mmaii  hama  tafhulu'n 

7idru'lhatab,  Envy  eats  out  religion  as  fire  con- 
sumes fuel.  Uhl  or  ulml,  (pi.  Jl^l  akal)  Victuals, 

provisions.  Fruit  of  trees  (as  dates).  Abundance, 

prosperity.  Density  or  firmness  (of  cloth  or  paper). 

Prudence,  understanding.  zu  uld,  Fortu- 

nate, possessed  of  the  comforts  of  life.  Endued  with 

intelligence.  «3^^^aai\  //i/fate^aM/(;ZM/tM,His  victuals 
failed  him,  (metaphorically)  he  died.  Altai,  (v.  n. 

of  jji\)  Being  corroded.  AkU,  A  tyrant  (as  the 
devourer  of  his  subjects).  Uhal,  (pi.  of  &3^^  uklat) 
Victuals,  eatables. 

A  ahlas,  More  or  most  permanent.  ^ 

ballagha  'llah  bilia  aklasa'l  ̂ imr, 
May  God  prolong  thy  life  to  the  end  of  time ! 

A^^)/\  ̂ /^/5^,  (v.n.4of'\j/)  Grazing  (a  camel). 
Abounding  in  pasture  (land).  Turning  (the  view) 

again  and  again.  Lending  without  usury.  Pay- 

ing (a  debt)  before  due.  Bringing  to  its  close  (life). 

ildab,  (v.n.  4of  u-»J^)  Having  rabid 

(camels). 

ilddh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Looking  austere 
and  shewing  the  teeth.  Rendering  austere. 

A  ilda^  (v.n.  4  of  ̂ )  Making  dirty,  soil- 
ing. Laying  layer  upon  layer  (dirt). 

ildaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_aK)  Causing  (one) 

to  be  wholly  devoted  to  a  thjng. 

A  (J^)sii  iklal,  (v.  n.4  of  |Ji)  Fatiguing,  jading. 

Bringing  on  a  dimness  of  sight  (much  weeping). 

Having  a  needy  family  or  needy  relations. 
A  i„J!si\  aklub,  (pi.  of        kalb)  Dogs. 

A  I  ali'dat,  Flocks  pasturing.  Rust.  Gan- 

grene. '  dkdatu'l  lahm,  (Eater  of  flesh) 
A  knife.    A  pointed  stick.  Fire.  A  scourge. 

A  aldat.  One  meal.  Ildaf,  aldat,  or  uhlat, 

A  calumniating  of  the  absent,  secret  detraction. 

Ildat,(Y.n.  of(Ji^)Itching,requiringto  be  scratched 

(the  head),  (pi.  akal)  Pruriency,  irritation, 

itch.  Manner  of  eating :  as,  liasanu^l 
ildat.  Graceful  in  his  eating.  Uhlat,  (pi.  Ji\  ukal) 

One  mouthful.  A  round  loaf  or  cake  ;  prog,  j  ̂ 

&Kl  zu  uhlat.  Name  of  a  man. 

j_^(SUi>  md  zdlat  uklatu  hha.ybara  tu^ddunl,  The 

(poisoned)  morsel  (I  ate)  at  Khaybar  never  failed 
to  torment  me  every  anniversary  (a  saying  of  Mu- 

hammad). Ahalat,  (pi.  of  (Jil  dhU)  Eaters,  con- 

sumers. &Ji^  ̂   hum  ahalat  rass.  They  are 
few ;  such  as  may  be  satisfied  with  one  head  or  one 

sheep.  Akdat,  (A  camel)  having  a  hairy  foetus.  A 

disease  which  corrodes  the  bones.  Itch.  Uhalat, 

A  glutton  (man  or  woman). 

Aj\^^  //ifeaa;,  A  sitting  unsteadily  on  the  saddle. 
A  ahlas,  Brown-coloured  (wolf). 

A  laK^  aldaz,  (or  iaK\  aldat)  One  who  limps. 

A  (  a!l^\  aldaf,  Of  a  dark-red  colour.  A  lion. 

A  ihl'mdds,  The  being  hard  and  tliick. 
A  Jl^l  ildinddd,{\.  n.  -3  ofii  Q)  Being  hard. 

Being  contracted:  refusing.  Throwing  one's  self  on. 
A  ildizdz,  (v.  n.  11  ofpi)  Being  very  much 

contracted.  Preparing  to  pounce  on  prey  (a  hawk). 

A  ̂\sJ>\  ihlifaf,  (v.  n.  11  of^)  Becoming 
of  a  blackish  red  (a  wine-jar). 

A  JJ^^  ililil,  (pi.  (J-^^^  ahdl'd)  A  crown,  dia- 
dem, chaplet,  wreath,  or  garland.  The  capsule  of 

any  flowering  shrub.  Flesh  growing  about  the  root 
of  the  nails.  A  cloud  which  appears  to  be  covered 

with  a  membrane  or  gauze.  t)^^  ihlilu'l 
jabal,  (The  crown  of  the  mountain)  An  herb  smell- 

ing like  frankincense,  rosemary.  ufJUt^  jJ^^  ihU- 

lii  ̂l  malih,  (The  royal  crown)  The  herb  melilot. 
(J-»)i^\  al  ildil,  Name  of  the  17th  lunar  mansion. 

A  ̂^^^\  ildiUy,  Belonging  to  a  crown  or  garland. 

p  ahalyun,  A  kind  of  stufl"made  entirely 
of  silk  or  of  velvet,  worked  with  flowers  and  other 

figures.  The  Gospel. 

A  ̂\  aham,  ukum,  also  ̂ \  dkuni,  (pi.  of  's^\ aliamat)  Hills.    Heaps  of  stones.  Cairns. 

ahmds,  (pi.  oiT^^ haniiy)  Bold,  br 

jrave. 

Armed.  Ihmai,{y.  n.4 of  US)  Eating  mushrooms  or 

fjivinji'  them  to  be  eaten.  Aboundinf;  with  mush- 
rooms.  Rendering  aged.  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂_^)  Killing 

the  valiant  of  a  host.  Concealing  from  the  eyes  of 

others.  Suppressing  evidence.  Purposing,  resolving. 

A  Cy^\  ihmdf,  The  being  of  a  dark-bay  colour. 

ihmah,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂ )  Pulling  the  reins 
(to  make  a  horse  hold  up  his  head  or  stop).  Be- 

ginning to  shoot  forth  leaves  (a  vine).  Being  con- 

spicuous, rising  up,  appearing  aloft. 
A  ihmdhh,  A  sitting  in  state.  Pride. 

ihmdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  s/)  Rendering  sad, 

grieving.  Wearing  out, being  worn  outand  smooth. 
ahmah,(ov  JU^^)  A  vomiting:  avomit. 

A  (JU^I  ihmdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J-*^)  Perfecting,  com- 
pleting, accomplishing.  Perfection,  completion, 

fulfilment,  consummation. 

ahmam,  (pi.  of  bum)  The  cups,  fol- 
licles, or  outward  leaves  of  young  unblown  flowers, 

(pi.  of^ kumm)  Sleeves.  Ihmdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jl^^) Producing  follicles  (a  tree).    Making  sleeves. 

A  ihmdn,  (v.  n.  4  of        )  Concealing. 

A        ahamat,(Tp\.  ̂ \  aham,uhum,  ahum, 

ilidm,  and  ̂ \  dhdm)  A  hill,  hillock,  knoll, 
bank.   A  heap  of  stones.   Rising  ground. 

A  ahhnmat,  (pi.  of  Mmm)  Sacks  with 

provender,  which  they  hang  under  the  mouths  of 

horses ;  nose-bags.  The  follicles,  or  cups,  whicli 



contain  the  young  leaves  of  flowers,  rose-buds,  or 

pods  of  the  palm-flowers. 

ihmitat,  The  being  bay-coloured. 
A  akmas,  One  who  can  scarcely  see. 

A  akmash,  Short-footed.  One  who  sees 
with  difficulty. 

A  ̂y^Sahnal,  More  or  most  perfect,  complete. 

ahmaliyat,  The  greatest  perfection. 

A        akmtu,  (pi.  of       hmiif)  Mushrooms. 

p  ̂J[y>  ̂̂ y^\  ahmun  hazan,  The  herb  vervain. 

A  &^  akmah,  Blind  from  the  birth.  Plentiful 

(forage),  embarrassing  from  its  abundance. 

A  iiUi^\  ihnihdacl,  (v.n.  4  of  li.^^ Q)  Raising 
its  head,  fluttering  when  fed  in  the  nest  (a  chick). 

A  J^^^?7^m^7^ZaZ,  A  cowering  down  from  cold. 
A  OlXk^l  ikmitat,  The  being  of  a  bay  colour. 

ilmas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ij/for  j^)  Expressing 

or  calling  by  a  word  which  has  naturally  another 

meaning,  dubbing,  nicknaming. 

ihiab,  (v.  n.  4oft-j/)  Growing  hard 

from  labour  (the  hand).  Being  thick,  coarse,  and 

rough.  Constipation.  Retention  (of  the  tongue). 

A  iknasli,  (v.  n.  4  of  {J^)  Ordering  one 

to  make  haste,  or  to  hurry  away  from  any  thing. 

ihia^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂)  Contracting  the 

wings  (as  an  eagle  when  descending).  Being  sub- 
missive and  supplicant,  bordering  on  meanness. 

Bringing  near.  Asking. 

ahnaf,  (pi.  of  ̂o'i>^  hanaf)  Parts, 
sides,  environs,  quarters,  tracts,  coasts.  Protections, 

guardianships.  Ihnaf,  (v.  n.  4ofL_Aj/)  Receiving; 

under  protection.    Preserving.  Assisting. 

A  ̂jUil  ahnan,  (pi.  of  (^^^^^mw) Veils, umbrellas, 
shades,  or  coverings,  under  which  any  thing  is  kept, 

sheltered,  or  preserved.  Iknan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂̂ )  Con- 

cealing in  one's  mind.    Protecting,  preserving. 
screenrng. 

A 
iJmah,  ( V.  n.  4  of  sj^ )  Arriving  at  a  sum- 

mit or  last  stage  (called  kunh). 

A        uknat,  (for  'sj,^j  rouhiat)  A  bird's  nest. 

ah'mnat,  (pi.  ̂Jc^  kinan)  Veils, 

p  ̂\  dkanj,  A  hook  used  by  ice-house  people 
in  drawing  ice  from  pools. 

A  altna^  (pi.  kun^  Defective  and 
marred  (business).  Disabled  in  the  hand. 

p  aknun,  Now,  at  this  time.  Already. 

Therefore.    For,  still.    But,  however, 

p        aku,  An  owl.  A  bird  of  ill  omen. 

A  I— -5^5^  ahmab,  (pi.  of         //mZ>)  Cups,  gob- 
lets (such  as  have  neither  handles  nor  spouts). 

A  ̂̂ \^\  akmas,  (pi.  oidL^i^^)  Shoes,  short  boots. 
A  alitvakh,  (pi.  of        Inihli)  Cottages 

(those  especially  made  of  reeds  with  no  windows). 

akwad,  (pi.  of        )  Heaps  (of  earth). 

Aj\y  \  akwar,  (pi.  (Aj^kamr')  Herds  of  ca- 
mels, from  150  to  200  and  upwards.  Herds  of  oxen, 

(pi.  oij^ kur)  Camels'  saddles. 
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Ajlj^  ahn:az,(Tp\.  ofj^)  Cups,  tankards, jugs. 

akwa^  (pi.  of  ̂   huQ  Wrist-bones. 
P  ̂j^j^  akwan,  Name  of  a  demon  destroyed  by 

Rustam.  Akawan, Flower  of  the  argJiaKan. 

A  jj^^  aAn;a?«,(pl.of ^^^)  Worlds:  existences. 

A  jy  \  ahwur,  (pi.  of^y  Am?')  Camels'  saddles. 
A  alisiis,  (pi,  of  huss)  Drinking- 

cups.   Cups  filled  with  wine. 

A      ̂ $1  aAw,'as,Ingenious,clever,shrewd(man). 

A  ̂̂ j-^  akrva^  (A  man)  who  has  a  distorted 
wrist.  One  who  has  a  large  wrist-bone. 

A  ahrcal,  Ground  spreading  in  the  form  of 

hills.  Akid,  A  devourer,  consumer,  glutton. 

aliulat,  (A  sheep)  separated  from  a  flock 
in  order  to  be  fattened.  Barren  (ewe).  Ukulat, 

A  sheep  fixed  as  a  bait  for  the  wolf. 

A      \  akrcam,ll\g]i.  The  part  below  the  breast. 

A  S\yi>^\  ihvihclad,  (v.  n.  4  ofiiJfcj^Q)  Flut- 
tering, trembling  (as  a  young  bird  in  the  nest  when 

about  to  be  fed).  Toiling,  being  fatigued. 

A  C>\^^\  ikwudad,  (v.  n.  4  of  Q)  Totter- 
ing with  age  (an  old  man). 

A  ti^J^^.j^i/twicZad,  The  being  old  and  tremulous. 

A  J^kj_ji^  ihvulal,  The  being  short. 
A  ̂V,jj^aA-/iaj^,Knowing,  intelligent  (men).  Ik- 

has,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂j^)  Abstaining  (from  meat). 

Warming  the  fingers'  ends  with  the  breath. 
A  ik-had,  The  being  tired.   A  fatiguing. 

A  ik-ham,  (v.  n.  4  of  Being  weak, 
heavy,  dull  (the  sight). 

A  L— fcj^  ak-kab,  Dark-red  or  brown  (camel). 

A  j]^-^^  ak-ha',  Freckled,  pimply  on  the  face. 
(A  stone)  solid,  free  from  fissure  or  flaw.  Stink- 

ing-breathed. Weak,  languid,  pusillanimous. 

A  ̂̂ \aky,(Y.  n.  of^_^)  Taking  a  written  agree- 
ment from  a  debtor  in  the  presence  of  a  witness. 

A  lL>^\  aliyat,  Ingenious,  (persons).  Purses. 

akyak,  (pi.  of       kak  or  ̂kiK)  The 
broader  parts,  sides,  or  declivities  of  mountains. 

akyar,  (pi.  of ̂   kir^  A  smith's  bellows. 
A  akyas,  (pi.  of  [juM  kis)  Purses,  (pi. 

of  kayyis)  Sagacious,  ingenious,  prudent. 

Ikyas,(v.n,4:of  [j-^)  Having  ingenious  children. 
akyash,  Wool  or  silk  twice  spun ; 

also  the  refuse. 

A  Jljil  aA2/aZ,(pl.  of  J^)  Measures  (of  grain). 

A  ̂ \  akyah.  Rough,  hairy.  Gross,  thick. A  p  aklhh,  A  sausage.  The  intestines,  guts. 

A  tendon.  Cat-gut.  Lute,  harp,  or  fiddle-strings. 
A  akid,  Firm,  steady.  Strong.  Valiant. 

Vehement,  rigorous,  severe.  Constant,  unalterable 

^^t^j        akid  u  skadld,  Strong  and  valiant. 

A  ̂  ukayrah.  Certain  stations  visited  by 
Christians  on  some  of  their  festival-days. 

A  (_j<*J^  akyas.  More  or  most  prudent,  saga- 
cious, ingenious.  Ingenious,  sensible. 

akik.  Warm,  hot,  sultry  (day). 

aAiZ,  An  eater:  a  glutton.  A  sheep  fixed 
as  a  bait  for  a  wolf.  A  quadruped  devoured  by  wild 
beasts.  A  boarder,  fellow-commoner,  mess-mate. 

A  \^J^\ukayUh,  Somewhat  like  a  dog. 
Aisli1a7eiZa^,Food(of  wild  beasts).  A  sheep  fixed 

as  a  bait  for  the  wolf.  Eaten  by  wild  beasts.  (A 

sheep)  separated  from  the  flock  to  be  fattened. 

p  cL/ 1  ag,  Name  of  a  poisonors  milky  tree 

which  grows  in  India,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Wheat. 

p  so  1  agak,  Aware,  wary.  Intelligent,  know- 

ing, acquainted  with.  Prudent.  Vigilant,  attentive. 
Notice,  news,  indication,  information,  ̂ jii-ij  sl^T 
mjali  shudan.  To  be  certified  or  informed,  to  be 

aware  of.  ̂ ^^/  i\f\  agah  kardan.  To  inform, 
advise,  certify.  sl^l3  tiagah,  Unawares. 

p  agahanidan.  To  indicate,  inform, 
signify,  announce,  certify.  To  warn. 

p  j_4fcol  agah'i,  Notice,  intelligence,  news,  in- 
formation. Attention,  vigilance.  ̂ J^^b  jJfcl^T 

agahi  dashtan,  To  be  aware,  or  informed  of.  ̂ V^T 

(j'^J^  agah'i  namudan,  To  be  careful,  provident. 
P  e)*^^  agahidan,To  inform,  advise,  certify. 
p  Si^Sl  agada.  Filled,  stuffed,  crammed. 

yJ>  I  agar,  {ov^\  agar)  The  buttocks. 
vJS  agar,  If ;  although.   Sweet-scented  flag. 
p  \^\  iigra.  Gruel,  pottage. 

P  ̂^j^^  agar-chand.  Although,  nevertheless. 

P  '^j^'^  agar-cM,  Although,  notwithstanding. 
p  !oJ\  agar-na,  If  not,  otherwise. 

agirift,  A  certain  number  of  crimes. 
p     \  agra,  Agra,  once  the  capital  of  Hindustan. 

p  (jf^  \  dgri,  A  native  of  Agra. 

P  ijilj'^  agaryun,  The  itch,  the  scab. 
p  agast.  The  star  Canopus. 

p  auL-i  1  dgasta.  Wetted.  Smeared.  Mixed. 

Agist  a.  Firmly  bound. 
p  (jS^I  agusk,  An  embrace.  The  bosom. 
p  a'-Li^l  dgashta.  Wetted.  Smeared.  Mixed. 

Agiskta,  Firmly  bound. 
P  Ll*i^l  agaft  or  dgift,  Orief,  sorrow ,  affliction. 

Murrain  or  blight. 

G  ̂jjJ^^  agaliyun,  The  Gospel. 
p        a^an.  The  stuffing  of  a  pillow.  Astuffer. 
p  I  dgam-baUn,  Flocks  of  wool,  or  other 

stuff'with  which  theyfill  cushions,pillows,or  saddles. 

p  Ji  \  dganj,  A  sausage.  A  sheep's  pudding 
stuffed.  Filled,  full. 

p  iijil  agand.  He  filled.  Filled.  Stuffing. 

p  ̂_^^>M\  agandagi.  Plumpness,  fulness. 

P  (ji^j^l  dgand,an,  To  fill,  stuff",  cram. p  5  jJ^l  dganda,  Filled.  Any  thing  stuffed  or 

crammed.  A  sausage.  Large,  fat.  Flourishing, 

cultivated.  t6J^\  ̂ i^_,'pashm-dganda,  Stuff'edwith 
wool.  Siidk^l  Cmh^  gosht-dganda,'F\\S\.  oi  fiQ^. 
^jii^  »iiOk^  1  dganda  kardan.  To  fill.  Aganda  or 
dgunda,  A  stable,  stall,  or  manger. 

p  {jfii^         dganda-gosh.  One  whose  ears  are 



stopped.    Deaf.    Hardened  in  Avickedness. 

p  (jij^l  mjanisli,  Stuffing  (of  cotton  or  wool). 
p  agnish,  The  erection  of  an  edifice. 

p         dfjana,  Stufiing,  lining. 

p  (jiiJu^l  cifjaiiidan,  To  stuff,  to  fill,  to  cram. 

p  SiijJ^l  a'janida,  Stuffed,  crammed. 

Pj I  agur,  A  burnt  brick. 

p  (^^1  a^/o.s/i,  An  embrace.  The  bosom.  As 
much  as  the  arms  can  contain.  A  servant,  a  slave. 

p  ̂j(3juIij^I  agoshiclan,  To  embrace. 
p       I  agun,  Inverted,  reversed.  Contrary. 

p  ik^l  agalt,  Intelligent,  conscious,  wary. 

p  |^^g.^la^7«/n.  Knowledge, wisdom.  Wariness. 

p  (jiJ^^I  atjish,  Suspended.  Drawn  out. 

p  ̂^^>^^\  aijilun,  Flowered  silk  of  Damascus. 
p         ai^iw.  Fat.  (incomp.)  Full: 

^mhar-a(jin,  Filled  with  amber.        I  JSt y>-  t— 

.  zibi  jan-liar-a(jm,  An  ornament  set  with  gems. 
p  JT  al,  A  sort  of  fish.  A  whale.  A  fatal  dis- 

order to  which  women  are  liable  till  the  seventh 

day  after  their  confinement.  Reddish  yellow,  shin- 

ing, carnation.  The  appearance  of  something  re- 

sembling water  on  sandy  plains,  exhaled  by  the  heat 

of  the  sun  at  mid-day  ;  it  looks  like  the  sea  at  a 

distance,  and  is  called  L--'^^  sarab.  A  royal  mark 
or  signature,  prefixedto  diplomas.  Fraud,  treachery, 

deceit,  plot,  snare.  Forceps.  JSLja^<  J 1  ali  mu^s- 
far,  Fiery,  ruddy.  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  Jl  al,  (pi.  J^j  I  awal)  Offspring,  posterity, 

progeny,  descendants,  family,  house,  race  (used  only 

when  the  family  is  noble ;  since  one  cannot  say  J 1 

(  alu  7  ishaf).  Followers  and  friends.  The 

highest  part  of  a  camel,  that  which  is  seen  at  a  dis- 

tance. The  vapour  u->l^  sarah,  especially  at  the 
beginning  of  the  day.  Wood,  timber.  A  figure, 

body,  person.  A  tent-pole.  The  sides  of  a  moun- 

tain, ^^^ff'  (Jl  all  ̂ isman,  The  posterity  of  Os- 
man  or  Othman,  the  first  king  of  the  Turks,  the 

royal  family  of  Constantinople,  i^j^  J '  ali  ̂ m- 

ran,  The  family  of  Amram.  jdS-  |J1  dli  rjhadr, 
Perfidious.    aJI         ̂ la  dlihi,  On  his  children. 

A  J\  al,  The  Arabic  article  answering  to  the. 

P      il,  Name  of  a  city  and  country.   Ul,  He. 
SY  A\  il,  God. 

A  all,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y\)  Going  quick,  hastening. 

Shining  (colour).  Being  shaken,  agitated,  dis- 
turbed, disordered,  frightened,  put  into  confusion, 

abashed  by  the  interjection  wayl,  Woe  !  Push- 

ing, impelling,  wounding,  piercing  (with  a  javelin). 

Sewing  or  quilting  (a  garment).  Accusing,  laying 

to  one's  charge.  Quivering  when  running  (certain 
nerves  and  muscles  in  a  horse's  shoulder).  Groan- 

ing (from  sickness  or  grief).  Raising  the  voice  in 

prayer,  or  in  affliction.  (A  horse)  erecting  his  ears 

into  a  point.  (A  hawk)  refusing  to  hunt  or  to  ap- 

proach the  game.  Impatience  imder affliction,  (pi. 

of  «)\  allai)  Broad-headed  javelins.  Ill,  A  treaty, 
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an  oath  (by  which  it  is  confirmed).  Revelation.  Se- 

curity, safety,  peace,  tranquillity.  Impatience  under 

affliction.  Near,  neighbouring.  Propinquity,  af- 

finity, relationship.  An  excellent  race,  origin,  fa- 

mily. A  mine.  Enmity,  hatred.  Dominion,  su- 

premacy. Deity, divinity.  Godthebest,thegrcatest. 

p  ̂  I  did,  Reddish  colour,  (in  compos.)  Contami- 
nating. Contaminated.  A  contaminator. 

A  I  aids,  (pl.of  aly,  ilg,  ̂ \  ahv,  ̂ \ahi, 

and  ila')  Benefits,  favours,  kindnesses. 
p      aid.  Ho  !  halloa  !  have  a  care  ! 

A  ̂1  a' Id,  Is  it  not?  Up!  Away!  Come  along! 
Halloa  !  Ho !  Well  done  !  Piythee  !  Know  for 
sure.  Verily,  indeed,  forsooth. 

A  aids,  (or  ̂1  alu)  Name  of  a  bitter  tree 

used  in  thickening  or  tanning  leather.  Fleshy- 

hipped  (women).  Aids,  (A  sheep)  exceeding  six 
years,  having  its  teeth  dropt  out. 

aP^\  alsds,  (pi.  of  Id'y)  Wild  oxen.  Ihds, 

(v.  n.  4  of  1^*^)  Falling  into  misfortunes. 
A  ̂\  ulld.  Come  on  !  (for  ̂   an  Id)  That  not. 

Illd,  (for  ̂   in  Id)  Unless,  save,  except,  besides, 

unless  that,  but  that,  but  what,  n-a  illd.  And  if 
not,  otherwise,  yet,  nevertheless. 

A       allds,  A  vendor  of  sheep's  tails. 

A  'eJ*^\  ildbaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  L^^)  Hav- 
ing thirsty  camels. 

A  C^l  dldf,  (pi.  of  &)l  a/a^)  Instruments,  uten- 

sils, apparatus,  tools,  arms,  harness.  Tent-poles. 
C^O!i)l  a/a<ite?/^,Household furniture.  pO^I 

dldti  sldkam,  The  bowels. 

A  ildiat,  ( v.  n.  4  of  for  lIajJ  )  Defraud- 

ing one  of  his  right,  cheating  him  of  a  debt.  De- 
taining, retaining.  Diverting  from  any  pursuit. 

A  io^)\  ildsut,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ ^)  Com- 

mitting, commending,  entrusting  to  the  care  of. 
p  aldclii,  Small  cardamoms. 

A  &=>-^l  ildhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ )  Shining, 
flashing  (as  lightning,  a  rich  habit,  a  sword).  Ap- 

pearing. Making  (a  sword)  gleam.  Destroying. 
Fearing,  shunning,  avoiding. 

A         ilddat,  (v.  n.ofii3j)  Bearing  children. 

A  'si^\  ildzat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ii_j5)  Surround- 
ing, embracing,  comprehending. 

Pj^  I  dldr,  Name  of  the  founder  of  a  sect. 

p  i^.j*^  1  dldriydn,  Disciples,  followers  of  Alar. 
p         I  dlds,  A  live  coal. 

A  (^^\  idds.  Insanity,  madness. 

A  ildsat,  (v.  n.  4  of         for  (^^)  Turn- 

ing or  inclining  (any  one)  to  that  which  one  wishes. 
Being  terrified,  trembling.  (v.  n.  4  of  i^joii  for 

(.j«3jJ)  Bending  or  wagging  (any  thing)  in  order  to 
draw  (it)  out.    Begging,  asking,  demanding. 

G  aldfin'i,  Ivy.  Bind-weed. 

A  'iS''^\  ild^t,{y.n.  4  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Being  black or  discoloured  (a  nipple). 

p        uldgh  or  tddJi,  A  forcing  of  one  to  work 
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gratis.  A  relay  of  post-horses.  A  courier.  An  ass. 

A  ̂^)T  dldf,  (pi.  of  L_fl5\  alf)  Thousands,  (pi. 

of        ilf)  Intimate,  familiar  ;  comrades. 

A  (  9^1  ildf,  (v.  n.  of  I  s.)j)  Flashing  inces- 

santly (lightning).     (v.  n.  3  of  i  h}\)  Agreeing 

with  one^per  thousand,  giving  a  thousand. 
A  I  >i^\  ulldf,  (pi.  of       1  dlif)  Accustomed, 

familiar.    Intimate  friends. 

A  ̂^)^  ildh,  (v.  n.  of  J))\)  Shining,  flashing. 
False  lightning  (/.  c.  when  no  rain  follows). 

A  ̂'^\  alldk,  A  liar.  Lightning  without  rain. 
A  &s'^\  ildkat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj^  for  ̂ ji^)  Binding 

to  one's  self,  causing  to  cleave  unto.  Putting  raw 
silk  into  an  ink-stand,  and  making  the  ink  good. 

A  ̂^'^\  aldki,  Misfortunes,  adversities. 
A  ildhat,  (v.  n.  4  of  uiJti)  for  tiJj5)  Per- 

forming the  duties  of  an  ambassador,  or  envoy. 

A  ̂J^\  aldl.  Vain,  false,  trifling.  J^ko.)\ 

J^^\  az' zaldlu'bnu'' I  aldl,  Error,  the  son  of  error  ; 
one  who  persists  in  error.    Ildl  or  nidi,  (pi.  of 

allat)  Broad-headed  javelins. 
A        ildlat.  The  act  of  beginning  the  night. 

p       I  dldla,  (or        aldla)  A  tulip. 

A      1  dldm,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  alam)  Cares.  Griefs. 
Pains,  misfortunes.   Sicknesses,  p       j^.  Jti  J<7'< 

pur  dldm,  A  heart  full  of  grief. 

A  alsdm,  (pi.  of  ̂►JuJ  lasim)  Likes,  equals. 

Ilsdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»^)  Repairing,  mending,  stop- 
ping cracks.  Reconciling.  Doing  any  mean  dirty 

work ;  shewing  one's  self  in  a  contemptible  light ; 
begetting  children  of  the  same  wretched  principles. 

A       alsam,  More  or  most  vile,  base,  sordid. 

A        ildma,  (for  U  ̂ \  ila'  md)  How  long  ? p       iddin,  A  message.  A  courier,  messenger. 

A  ̂jto^^  aV  amare.  Calling  for  quarter  or  mercy 
in  battle.    Aldmdn,  (Allemanni)  A  German. 

A  tui^]  ilumat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ <^)  Reprov- 
ing, blaming  much.  Deserving  censure.  Doing 

that  for  which  one  is  blamed. 

A  al'dn,  Now,  presently,  at  this  time,  now- 
a-days.  aVdn  kamd  hdn,  Just  as 

heretofore,  as  usual,  as  formerly. 
A        ildnat,  A  softening,  a  smoothing. 

p  aj^  1  dldna,  Afalcon:  afalcon's nest.  A  shadow. 
The  ring  of  a  door,  by  which  it  is  shut.   A  crow. 

A         aldm.  Belonging  to  the  present  time. 

G  ̂^^'^\  aldniyun,  Elecampane,  helenium. 
p  j^l  dldm,  (or       aldw)  A  flaming  fire. 
p  I  dldwa,  A  trevet,  pot-hook,  fire-place. 

Two  sticks  for  playing  at  hockey. 

A  aldrciyat,  Fragrant  woods. 
A  aldwih,  (pi.  of  alwdJi)  Planks, 

boards.    Tables.  Surfaces. 
A  ildh,  (pi.  I  dlihat)  A  god.  A  pagan 

deity  (Omnipotence  being  expressed  by  d3Jl  alldh, 
contracted  from  is^\  al  ildh,  the  radical  \  a  coa- 

lescing with  the  article). 



A  aJb^l  ilahat,  (v.  n.  of  aJ^)  Worshipping,  ador- 
ing.   Ilnhat  or  ulahat,  Deity,  divinity,  godhead. 

A  (^^^^  ilhhii/,  Divine,  p  i^"^^  ̂ hni  ilahi, 
Divine  knowledge,  theology,  metaphysics. 

A  ilahiyun,  The  divines  (an  epithet 

given  to  Socrates,  Plato,  Aristotle,  and  other  philo- 
sophers of  the  academic  or  peripatetic  schools). 

p       1  alay,  (in  comp.)  Defiling ;  a  defiler. 

A  b!i)\  aldya',  (pi.  of  ioJ^  ali/at)  Fat  buttocks. 
Fleshy-hipped  (vi'omen).  (pi.  of      aliyat)  Oaths. 
p  iJaychi,  Cardamoms. 

p  alayish,  Contamination,  defilement, 

corruption,  pollution,  impurity.  »^_5^'i  ij--?.^' 

alayishi  dunyarviya,TLhe  coiTuptions  of  the  world. 

A I  aJ^l  alaj:if,(T[)\.  of  i_-2J^)Intimate  associates. 

p  (jiiJJ^  I  alasidan,  To  contaminate.  To  con- 
found, to  mix.    To  be  contaminated. 

A  alb,  (v.  n.  of  i_>31)  Drawing  together 

(an  army)  ;  assembling  from  every  quarter  (in 

order  to  commit  hostilities).  Instigating,  impel- 
ling, driving  (camels);  being  active  in  driving 

them,  making  them  travel  fast.  Being  driven  into 

a  ruck  and  thronging  each  other  (camels).  Driv- 
ing forwards  its  prey  (the  wild  ass).  Walking 

fast.  Returning.  Raining  incessantly.  A  collec- 

tion, congregation,  crow'd.  The  violence  of  heat, 
or  a  fever.  Thirst.  A  propensity  to  love.  A  vio- 

lent urginEf  forwards.  A  lamb's  skin.  The  skin- 
ning  over  of  a  sore  when  it  begins  to  heal.  The 

briskness  of  a  cupbearer.  A  stratagem  against  a 

foe.  Poison,  venom.  lib,  Name  of  a  tree,  the 

juice  of  whose  leaves  is  poisonous.  A  collection. 

The  distance  between  the  outstretched  tips  of  the 

thumb  and  finger. 

A  CJ^\  aluhb,  (pi.  of  tJU  lubb)  Hearts.  Mar- 
rows. Kernels.  Understandings. 

p      alba,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Milk.  Mallows. 

p  ulba,  Sheeps'  heart  and  liver  hashed  and 
fried  in  oil. 

A  A2\  ilbdj:,  (v.  n.  4  of  U)  Putting  the  kid  to 

the  goat  in  order  to  suck.  Suckling  a  young  one 

with  Westings.  Giving  (any  one)  biestings  to 

drink.  Providing  biestings  for  a  journey.  Send- 

ing out  biestings  (a  sheep).  Boiling  biestings. 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Staying  in  a  place. 

A  alibbds,  (pi.  of  (— aJ^J  labib)  Wise,  pru- 
dent, intelligent,  ingenious,  industrious,  assiduous. 

A  I— albab,  (pi.  of  lubb)  Hearts,  mar- 

I'ows,  bowels.  Substances.  Nuts.  The  piths  of  a 

tree.  Understandings,  intellects.  i— >l^^ 
arbdbu  7 albdb,  Learned  doctors,  (pi.  of  o3  labab) 

Throats,  those  parts  in  particular  about  which  they 

hang  ornaments,  or  where  they  slaughter  animals. 

The  poitrels,  or  breast-harness  (of  horses).  Small 
heaps  of  sand.  Ilbdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  Stopping, 

remaining  in  a  place.  Putting  breast-harness  (on 

a  horse)  to  steady  the  saddle.  Being  manifest,  oc- 
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curring,  exhibiting,  or  presenting  itself  (a  thing). 

Forming  a  kernel  (the  milky  grain  of  corn).  Driv- 
ing forwards  its  prey  (the  wild  ass). 

A  Li.>U5\  ilbds,  The  act  of  delaying,  retarding. 

A  ̂Ul  HbRh,(Y.  n.  4of  ̂ ))G  row  ingold(aman). 
A  albdd,  (pi.  of  Z/M)  Felt-cloths,  such 

as  are  put  under  saddles.  Affairs.  Ilbdd,  (v.  n. 

4  of  iA>J)  Mixing  or  entangling  (any  thing),  join- 

ing one  thing  to  another.  Stopping,  remaining. 

Mending,  patching.  Putting  the  felt-cloth  on  a 
horse,  and  making  it  firm,  supporting  the  saddle 

by  that  or  any  thing  similar.  Covering  (a  bottle) 

with  such  cloth.  Stooping  (going  into  a  house). 

Being  fixed  on  the  ground  (the  eye  in  prayer).  Be- 
daubing his  buttocks  with  dung  and  urine,  which 

becomes  caked  (a  camel).  (A  camel)  beginning  to 

fatten,  renewing  his  coat  and  colour  in  the  spring. 

p         ilbad,  A  carder  or  cleaner  of  cotton. 

A  {^\J)\albds,  Clothes.  Ilbds,  (v.  n.4  of  (j-jJ) 

Clothing,  dressing.    Covei-ing,  concealing. 
A  i£>L5\  albdt,  Skins,  hides. 

p  JjV*)\  ulbdk,  A  kind  of  winter-garment. 
A  tJLJU\  ilbdk,  (v.  n.4  of  uLL5)  Bhmdering  in 

speech.  Speaking  obscenely.  An  error  in  speech. 

A  albdn,  (pi.  of  lahari)  Milks.  Ilbdn, 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂^j3)  Having  milk  in  the  udder  (a  camel). 

Having  plenty  of  milk  (a  farmer).  Making  the 
mess  called  falbvnat. 

A  4— albub,  (pi.  of  lubb)  Hearts,  minds 

(the  best  parts  of  any  thing).  Veins  or  roots  of  the 

heart  or  pericardium,  the  heart-strings.  Nuts. 

t_AjJ\  0\jj  bandt  albub,  (or  albab)  The  heart- 
strings, the  seat  of  tenderness  and  sympathy, 

p  ulbat,  A  congregation,  assembly,  crowd. 

Hunger.    Alabat,  A  cuirass  of  leather. 
A  aukJl  albatta,  Certainly,  necessarily,  in  every 

manner,  altogether.  p  li^ii  batta 
hkwdham  ddd,  I  will  certainly  give  (it). 

Pjj^\  alburz.  Name  of  a  celebrated  mountain 
near  Hamadan  in  Persia,  famous  for  a  number  of 

temples  of  the  Magi.  An  athletic,  courageous  man. 

A  albisat,  (pi.  of  libds)  Clothes,  gar- 

ments. » js-^  «->-Jki\  albisafifdlihira,  Rich  dresses. 

A  (-r^^^  ulbub,  Kernel  of  the  stone  of  the  lote. 
p       ulba,  A  kind  of  food. 

A  &3I  dlat,  (pi.  dldt)  State.  An  instru- 

ment, utensil,  tool,  apparatus.  A  bier.  A  tent- 

pole.     Severity,  intensity.     i  h.>_j^\  'ail  dlatu't 
ta^-if.  The  definite  article,  (-1^  1  dlati  harb, 
Machines  of  war,  military  apparatus,  arms.  (_j  yfc 

fiyn  &J T  Jiuwafi  dlati  saronn,  He  is  in  an  evil  case. 

A  &]\  allat,  (pi.  all,  (J^\  ildl  or  uldl)  A  broad- 
headed  javelin.  A  ewe.  A  weapon.  A  forked 

stick.  The  noise  of  running  water.  A  single  stroke. 

Illat,  (pi.  ̂yi\  Hal)  Relationship.  A  kinsman,  re- 

lation. A  mode  of  groaning.  Ullat,  (pi.  ̂yi\  idal') 
A  flock  pasturing  at  a  distance. 

p  CJT  dlut,  Plump  buttocks.    The  chine. 

A  alata,  (fut.  CL^byaj^litu)  He  defrauded. 
He  retained  or  detained.  He  removed  or  averted. 

He  exacted  an  oath.  He  compelled  to  swear  or 
to  be  bound  by  an  oath. 

A         alt,  A  false  accusation,  or  suspicion. 
A  CL^\ allati  or  allat, (fem.of  (jdi\)  Who,  which. 

A  L-.>U3\  iZiaJ,  A  causing,  a  rendering  necessary. 

A  ̂La1\  iltibds,  (v.n.8  of  U)  Sucking  biestings 

from  its  dam  (a  lamb).  Giving  one  biestings  to 

drink.    Milking  biestings  (called  L)  libai). 

A  iltibdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  ;i.jJ)  Sticking  closely 

together,  being  impacted  clotted,  feltered  (hair  or 
leaves).    Having  very  thick  foliage  (a  tree). 

A  ̂_j^LaJ\  iltibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  {j^)  Being  ob- 
scure, intricate,  confused,  mixed,  doubtful,  per- 

plexing. Confusion,  intricacy,  doubt,  perplexity. 

A  l^Ull  iltibdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  la-5)  Purposmg,striv-  . 

ing,  attempting.  Being  astonished,  confounded, 
disturbed.  Drawing  (his)  legs  together  (a  horse). 

Striking  the  fore-part  of  the  foot  against  the  ground 

in  running  (a  camel).  Hemming  in.  Adhering, 

sticking  close  to.  Commotion,  perturbation.  Effort. 

A  udJUiJ\  iltibdh,  The  being  mixed,  confused. 

A  ̂^^J^^  iltibdn,  A  sucking  of  one's  own  milk. 
A  'k^\  ultat,  A  small  present.  Perjury. 

A  iltitdb.  The  putting  on  of  raiment. 

A  iltisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  j_jj3)  Gathe  rmg  gum. 
A  ?i^wa/j.  The  being  wet, moist,  or  dewy. 

A  j<,U:jJ\  iltisdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Covering  (the 
mouth)  with  a  veil.  Kissing;. 

A  iltijas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Is)  Fleeing  for  re- 

fuge (to  a  man  or  place),  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂_^)  As- 
suming a  false  title,  falsely  claiming  relationship. 

A  ■^r^^ iltijdj ,A  being mixed,confused  (voices). 

A  ̂\^'^  iltijdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Becoming speechless  (the  tongue). 

A  ̂ \  altah.  More  or  most  acute  in  discovering the  meaning  of  a  poem. 

iltihas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Stripping 

off"  the  bark,  peeling.  Picking  a  bone.  (v.n.  8  of 

f^)  Becoming  bearded,  getting  a  beard. 
A  L-->1^^  iltihab,  (v.  n.  8  of  i—*^)  Beating, 

treading,  walking  (on  a  road). 

A  ̂Vsi^^  iltihdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Compelling, 
forcing.  Being  difficult,  obscure,  and  intricate. 

A  oUr*^^  iltihdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ss^)  Inclining  to 

one  side.  Departing  from  the  faith,  becoming  im- 
pious and  unbelieving. 

A  «7^//<as,  A  receiving  of  any  thing  due. 

A  ;_^ls^*^^  iltihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  tj>a*-^)  Compel- 

ling, coercing,  forcing  to.  Hindering,  keeping  back. 

Imprisoning.  Adhering.  Sticking  fast.  Being 

stopped  (a  needle's  eye).  Being  mixed,  confused 

(voices).  Sucking  an  egg.  Tearing  out  a  sheep's eye  and  swallowing  it  (a  wolf).    Being  forced. 
A  is»l^^  iltihdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  k^)  Being  angry. 



iltihaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  co- 

vered with  a  sheet  or  coverlet.  Wrapping  a  gar- 

ment about  one's  self.  Clothing  one's  self  with 
any  kind  of  upper  garment  (called  lihdf). 

A  ("^^^  iltiham,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  filled 
up  with  flesh  lahm),  healing  (a  wound).  Uni- 
tingjSticking  close  together,becoming  one.  Waxing 

hot  and  bloody  (a  battle). 

iltiJihaj,  (v.  n.  8  of  \J.  for  _j^)  Feeding 

on  pap  (a  babe).  Cutting  a  piece  of  skin  from  the 

brisket  of  a  camel),  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂j^)  Cutting  out 
thongs  from  the  breast  of  a  camel. 

A  ̂Uf^^  iltikhakh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  entan- 
gled (herbage).  Being  perplexed  (business). 

Confusion,  perplexity,  mixture. 

iltihJiat,  The  being  intermixed. 

A  Utidad,  (v.  n.  8  of  33)  Swallowing  me- 

dicine (called  i>jii3  ladud)  taken  in  at  one  corner 

of  the  mouth.     Deviating,  declining  from. 

A  ̂ \^\  iltidam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ 6^)  Smiting  the 
breast  (in  grief).    Perturbation,  violent  emotion. 

A         iltizaz,(\.n.%  of  3J)Savouring,relishing. 

A  iltiza^  (v.  n.  8  of  pjJ)  Being  burnt. 
Suffering  excruciating  pain.  Ulceration. 

A^j\jl3V<7^?za^,(v.n.8of  ̂ ^)Adhering,sticking. 

A  iltizam,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Being  necessary. 
Embracing.  Being  assiduous,  sticking  firm  to. 

Taking  upon  one's  self.    A  Hire,  rent,  lease. 
aI<^]\  iltizaman,  (Pers.  «jl<i\^\  ilUzamana) 

Necessarily,  consequently.    By  renting,  hiring. 

A  '^i^^j*^'^  iltizdmly,  Necessary,  consequential. 
A  jjL»j3\  iltisdk,  The  act  of  sticking,  adhering, 

p  (^lli         dlat-shinds,  Skilled  in  arms. 

A  iJtisds,  (v.  n,  8  of  ̂jS*))  Firmly  ad- 

liering,  sticking  close. 

A  |jl.a>3\  ihisdk,  The  act  of  sticking,  adhering. 

A  ialla::)!  iltitdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  ki)  Being  rubbed 

with  musk.  Veiling  herself  (a  woman).  Covering. 

A  ̂Alalri^  iltitd^  (v.  n.  8  of  Drinking  or 
lapping  dry,  a  cup  or  a  cistern. 

A  j»Ua:;51  iltitdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂JoJ)  Dashing  fu- 
riously (waves). 

iltizam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ,_^a3)  Burning,  blaz- 
ing, sending  forth  flame. 

A  '^t^^'jj  The  being  wasted  with  grief. 

A  ̂3^^  ilti^h,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂3*^)  Changing  co- 
lour (the  face). 

A  ilti^n,  (y.  n.  8  of         Cursing,  rail- 
ing at  one  another.  Keeping  in  the  middle  path 

in  praying  for  one's  self. 
A  iAid\  iltighdd,  (v.n.8  of  ̂ )  Taking  by  the 

hsnd.  Keeping  one  back  from  what  he  wishes  to  do. 

A  f\sd\  iltifds,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ai3)  Peeling  bark. 
Stripping,  denuding. 

A  C^\ki)\  iltifdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  ul*fl3)  Turning  to- 

wards another.  Minding,  attending  to.  Respect, 

courtesy,  reverence.  Attention,  regard,  (in  rheto- 
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ric)  An  apostrophe,  p  ej^^  Olc)^  iltifdti  mu- 
luhdna,  Royal  favour. 

A  ̂sd\  iltifd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Putting  on  an 

upper  garment.  Wrapping  a  cloak  about  one's  self. 
Being  covered  with  plants.  Being  changed  (colour). 

A  ( — iltifdf,  (v.n.  8  of  ij!!a5)  Growingluxu- 

riantly,  being  entangled.  Wrapping  one's  self  up  in 

a  garment.  Wrapping  a  garment  round  one's  body. 

A  ̂\Jd\  iltifdm,  (v.  n.  8of  pfl3)  Putting  a  fillet 
(called       lifdtn)  over  the  nose  or  mouth. 

A  A'sd!)\  iltihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂Jii)  Meeting,  en- 
countering. Interview,  audience,  conference. 

A  iltikds,  A  taking,  a  receiving. 

A  )s>\sd^\  iltiJedt,  (v.  n.  8  of  laHJ)  Collecting,  ga- 

thering, picking  up.  Stumbling  unexpectedly 

(upon  one).  Tale-bearing. 
A  iltikdtan,  Unexpectedly,  suddenly. 

A  iltikd^  (v.n.8of^)Changing,fading. 

A  ̂\sd^\  iltikdm,  (v.  n.  8  of^)  Devouring,  swal- 
lowing. Taking  (&*H]  lukma)  into  the  mouth. 

A  iUihdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ciiJ)  Th  rouging, 

crowding  about  a  cistern.  Being  drawn  up  in  close 

array  (an  army).  Committing  a  blunder  (in  speak- 

ing). Pleading  slowly  and  deliberately. 

A  -*lc3^  iltimas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Taking  or  laying 

by,  any  fragments  (of  meat)  in  a  dish.  Fading 

(colour),  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂_^)  Fading  (colour). 

A  ,^Xs^\  iltimdh,  The  losing  of  one's  sight. 
A  iltrmds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂j*4)  Praying,  sup- 

plicating, petitioning,  beseeching.  Seeking,  search- 
ing. Prayer,  request,  entreaty. 

A         iltbndt,  Agoing  off" with,a  taking  away. 
A  iltmdz,(y,  n.  8  ofla^)  Throwing  (food) 

hastily  into  the  mouth.  Making  a  smacking  noise 

with  the  lips.  Taking  away  another's  due.  Twist- 
ing, wrapping.    Being  folded  or  wound  about. 

A  ̂lc3\  «7^n«a^,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Shining,flashing, 
being  resplendent.  Carrying  away,  clandestinely, 

snatching.  Being  changed  (colour). 

A  ilt'midm,  (v.  n.  8  of  'JlJ)  Descending, 
alighting.  Visiting.   Being  collected  in  a  mass. 

A  iltiwdj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  ij^)  Being  bent, 

doubled,  folded  together.  Being  twisted  (a  rope). 

Coiling  itself  up  (a  serpent).  Being  distorted  (an 

arrow  or  sand-hillock).  Hanging  back,  turning 

aside  from  laziness.  Laying  by  a  part  of  the  food 

called  w lawiyat  (a  woman). 

A  ̂ \^\  iUi]idf,1\\e  act  of  amusing  one's  self. 
A  iltihdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-*^)  Burning, 

flaming.  Heat,  inflammation,  p  I 

dtishi  garm-iltihdb,  A  fire  burning  fiercely. 

A  C->1^^  iltihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  <.^^)  Lolling  out 
his  tongue  (a  dog). 

A  I  sl^^  iltihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  *—ft^)  Flaming. 

A  j»^J^^  iltihdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  j»^)  Swallowing 
quickly,  bolting.  Exhausting  (the  udder).  Fad- 

ing, changing  (colour). 

A  jjJl  allati,  Calamity,  misfortune,    (fern,  of 
j3\  allazi,  rel.  pron.)  Who,  which. 

A  Hi  uas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_fl!)  Becoming  poor. 

Beingsluggi3h,proceeding  slowly.  Slowness,delay. 

A  C^ljul\  ihiyds, (y.n.8  of  for  lL^^)  Mix- 

ing. Being  mixed.  Wrapping  a  garment  round 

one's  body.  Minding,  attending  to.  Mixture,  con- 
fusion, intricacy.  Luxuriancy,  entanglement.  Tardi- 
ness. Power,  strength.  Fatness.  Imprisonment. 

A  iltiydli,  (v.  n.  8  of      for  ̂ ^5)  Being 

thirsty.  Shining,  flashing  (lightning).  Rising,  ap- 
pearing (a  star). 

A  ̂Ij^^  iltiydkh,  (v.n.Sof  ̂   for  ̂ ^5) Being mixed.  Fermenting  (dough). 

A  il*^^  iltiydz,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  (i_jJ)  Flying 

to,  taking  refuge  with. 

A  ialju)^  ilthjdt,  (v.n.8  of  for  Plaster- 

ing (a  cistern)  for  one's  own  use.  Adopting  into 
one's  family.  Being  near,  dear,  and  close  to  the 
heart.  Affiliation. 

A  iltiydz,  (v.  n.  8  ofk^  for  li>_j5)  Being 
difficult  (an  affair). 

A  iltiyd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Being 
inflamed  with  love.  Pining  away.  Sorrow,  grief. 

A  ̂^.^^  iltiyuh,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  Acting 
with  sincerity,  so  that  the  party  becomes  attached. 

Adhering,  cleaving  to.  Being  content,  indepen- 
dent. Intimacy,  adherence,  devotedness. 

A  iltisdni,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ 0)  Agreeing.  Be- 
ing healed,  consolidated.  Being  restored  to  favour. 

A  iltiydm,  (v.  n.  8  of      for  j»jJ)  Being 
blamed,  chidden,  receiving  censure. 

A  *U)^  ihds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ yi)  Being  wet.  Dis- 
tilling juice  or  a  thin  gum  (a  tree).  Giving  to  one 

the  juice  of  a  tree  to  drink. 

A  LijU5\  ilsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  <^«J)  Being  importu- 

nate, urgent.  Remaining  in  a  place.  Raining  for 
several  days  successively. 

A  Jl^^  ilsdh,  A  wetting,  moistening,  bedewing. 

A  ̂ \  alsa^  One  who  stutters  in  pronouncing 
the  letters  CL>  sa  or  ̂ ^yti. 

A  ̂ \  alsagh,  A  stammerer.    One  who  pro- 
nounces the  letter  ̂ gha,  J  la,  or     ?/a,  instead  of 

J  7-a ;  or       sa  (literally  tha),  instead  of  sa. 

p  ̂   alj,  Proud.  A  pompous  or  mincing  air. 

iija^,  (v.n.4 

ofW) 

Compelling,  forcing. 

Referring  a  matter  to  God,  and  submitting  to  his 
will.  Protecting,  defending. 

A  ̂lii  iljdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Braying  aloud  and foaming  at  the  mouth  (a  camel). 

A  u-sli?-  (iljdf,  (pi.  of  ^ycf)  Cuts  in  the 

sides  of  a  well,  through  which  some  part  of  the  wa- 
ter runs  oflT.  The  channels  of  torrents. 

iljam,  (v.n.4 of ̂ )  Bridling.  Coming 
up  to  the  mouth  (water).  Burning  the  mark  of  a 

bridle  (j»W  lijdm)  upon  a  horse. 
A^U  aljabr,  Algebra  (as  the  reduction  of  parts 



to  a  whole,  or  of  fractions  to  integers). 

A  aljimat,  (pi.  of  lijam')  Bridles,  reins. 
Marks,  resembling  bridles  branded  upon  cattle. 

L^ic"^  al,  il,  or  ulchahht,  Desire.  Hope. 
T  ̂̂ \^lcJn,  An  ambassador,  plenipotentiary. 
T  tiL^T.  -..  al  cJnchak,  Name  of  a  Turkish  prince. 

A^^ilM.,  (v.n.4  of^_^)  Doing  a  thing  me- 
riting censure.  Requiring  to  be  peeled  (a  branch). 

A  alhaj,  (pi.  of  ̂   hihj  and  lahj)  Sockets 
of  the  eyes.  Hollows,  cavities.  Ilkaj,  (v.  n.  4  of 

^)  Compelling,  forcing,  constraining  to  repair. 

A  ilhah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Importuning,  soli- 
citing, urging,  dunning,  haras  sing,  teazing.  Rain- 

ing incessantly.  Remaining  fixed  (a  cloud).  Be- 
ing refractory,  restive,  lazy,  lying  down,  when  he 

should  stand  or  proceed.  Galling  a  camel's  back. 
A  jlU  alhM,  (pl.of  ̂   lahcl  or  luhcl)  Niches 

dug  in  the  side  of  a  tomb  or  grave.  Ilhad,  (v.  n. 

4  of  6^)  Preparing  a  niche  in  the  side  of  a  tomb 

for  depositing  the  dead.  Slighting.  Inclining,  de- 

viating, departing  from  the  true  faith.  Impiety,  ir- 

religion,  infidelity,  heresy,  idolatry,  polytheism. 

Dispute,  contention,  calumny.  Burying.  Storing 

up  grain  against  times  of  scarcity.  Oppression. 

A  (^lU  Uhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  {j^)  Producing  the 

first  crop  of  grass  (ground).  Putting  forth  hei'b- 
age  (such  as  sheep  may  crop). 

al  hasil,  On  the  whole,in  fine,to  sum  up. 

illiaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂J)  Sweeping  the 

ground  with  the  train  of  a  robe  (from  ostentation). 

Uprooting  a  nail.   Importuning,  urging,  forcing, 

compelling.  Walking  near  the  foot  of  a  mountain. 

alhah,  (pi.  of  Jj^  laliak)  Parts  of  a  val- 
ley sown  after  the  overflowing  waters  have  subsided . 

Ilhah,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^)  Arriving,  reaching,  over- 
taking, following.  Joining.    Afiixing,  suffixing. 

A  (Jlii  al  hal,  Now,  at  present.  islsi>  S^Jlii  al 

Jialat  liazihi,  This  being  the  case,  things  being  so. 

A  ilham,  (v.  n.  4  of  pS^)  Consolidating, 
joining  together,  soldering.  Having  a  great  deal  of 

flesh-meat  in  the  house.  Giving  flesh  to  eat.  Fill- 

ing up  with  flesh  (a  wound).  Having  grain  in  the 

ear  (corn).  Weaving.  Versifying.  Finishing  (any 

thing  begun).  Surrounding  any  one  (battle).  Ex- 
posing (the  honour  of  another)  to  the  contumely 

of  an  enemy.  Stopping,  being  restive,  not  proceed- 

ing far,  till  compelled  by  stripes.  ^  ̂  
alhim  ma  asdayta,  Finish  what  you  have  begun. 

A  ̂jlU  alhan,  (pi.  of  lalin)  Notes,  sounds, 

modulations,  or  tones,  p  ̂ jlii  khwush-al- 

han,  Singing  melodiously,  having  sweet  notes. 

A  Ilhan,  (v.  n.  4  of        Making  one  to  understand. 

Ajiiii  al  hazaVjU^e  care!  beware  !  shun  (it) ! 
A        al  hahk,  Truly,  certainly,  the  truth  is. 

A  ̂   alhum,  (pi.  of  ̂   laJmi)  Meats. 
P  ljiij\j="  al  hamd  lihwandaii,  To  read  the 

first  chapter  of  theKur'an,which  commences  thus  : 
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al  hamdu  li'llah,  Praise  be  to  God! 

A  ̂ii  alhan,  Melodious  reader  or  chanter. 

A  Jj— alha',  Large-bearded,  or  long-bearded 

(man).'  Alhi,  (pi.  of  J^s)  laha')  Chins. 

A  ̂   alahh,  (^ov^iJf\  ̂ \  ila'  akhirihi)  And  so 
forth,  et  cetera,  to  the  end'  of  it. 
A  ilhhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂aJ)  Giving  of  one's 

property.  Injecting  medicine  into  the  nose  or  mouth. 
ilkhas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_jo^)  Looking  into 

the  eye  (of  a  camel)  in  order  to  disover  whether 
he  is  fat  enough  for  slaughter. 

A  i^ja)^  alhhas.  One  whose  upper  eye-lid  is 
thick  and  hard. 

A  j^^a?/.7mw,,  Uncircumcised.  Offensive,  rank. 

A  a?/;/ia',  A  babbler,  a  chattering,  talkative 
fellow.    Crooked.    Unequal-kneed  (camel). 

A  aladd,  (pi.  !S3  ludd  and  lidad)  An 
antagonist,  insatiable  and  unfair.  Quarrelsome, 

squabbling,  litigious  (man).  Long-necked  (camel). 
A  ildcu,  (v.  n.  4  of  (ji^)  Having  many 

cotemporaries  (called  'i^  lidat). 
A  ilddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  !SJ)  Administering  me- 

dicine to  the  sick  through  one  corner  of  the  mouth. 

A  aldas,  (pi.  of  (j*-^.o3  ladh)  Fat,  fleshy. 

Ildas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^^^3)  Putting  forth  herbage. 

A  ilddm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂i^)  Continuing  to  af- flict (a  fever). 

A  idi]  ildat,  (for  'SiiJj  wildat)  A  daughter.  A 
girl.  (pi.  of  J>5j  walad)  Sons. 

A  aliddat,  (pi.  of  iSjiiJ  ladud  andiJ^.ii>5  la- 
did)  Medicines  poured  into  the  corner  ofthe  mouth. 

A         ad'du^.  Farewell,  adieu  ( J\  and  IS'ii). 
A      alazz.  Sweeter,  more  or  most  delicious. 

A       allaza,  Those  two  (men)  who. 

A  jft^jJ^  ilzam,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»ii3)  Rendering  neces- 
sary, making  inseparable,  causing  to  adhere  or  re- 
main constantly,  fixing.  Exciting,  instigating,  mak- 

ing greedy,  inflaming.  Being  addicted  to. 

A  'i  'd^\alizzat,T\io?,e  who  take  their  pleasure. 

A  ̂ J  't^\  allazi,  (t/iJ\  allaziij,  d^\allazi  or allaz) 
(relat.  masc.  pron.)  Who,  which. 

A  lLo.^  J\  al  rasayta,  (for  'JLj^.}j  ̂   hal  ra- 
sayta)  Hast  thou  seen  ?  perchance^thou  hast  seen. 

A  allazlna,  (pi.  of  ̂ J6^\  allazi)  Who. 

p J\  alar.  Buttocks,  hips. 
p  alard,  A  net  with  wide  meshes  in  which 

gardeners  carry  their  vegetables  to  market. 

Aji\  alz,  (v.n.  ofp\)  Adhering.  Inhering.  Be- 
ing addicted  or  given  up  to  any  thing.  Alaz,  (v. 

n.  ofji\)  Staggering,  tottering. 
A  AJi\  ilzcLf,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Filling.  Feeding  to 

satiety  (flocks). 

A       ilzaz,  A  glueing  together,making  adhere. 
A         ilzdh,  A  joining,  cementing,  glueing. 

A  ̂\^\  ilzdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Rendering  neces- 
sary, compelling.  Fastening  (a  thing)  upon  (any 

one),  tying  (it)  round  his  neck.  Conviction.  ̂ ^^♦^ 

^j''^^  munikinu''l  ilzam,  Capable  of  conviction. 

P  (j<^j^  j»]j3^  ilzam  kardan.  To  use  violence.  To arraign.    To  convict.   To  sentence. 

A       alzam,  More  or  most  necessary. 

A        alzan,  Most  severe,  disastrous  (season). 

A  (iJ  t  dlis.  Name  of  a  river  near  Tarsus. ?  9 

A  (jJl  alasa,  (fut.  [jt^^,  ya4i.su)  He  deceived. 

A  als,  (v.  n.  of  i^\)  Being  perfidious,  de- 
ceitful. Being  disturbed  in  intellect.  Perfidy,  trea- 

son, disloyalty,  treachery,  fraud.  A  lie.  Theft, 
larceny.  Doubt,  suspicion,  scandal.  A  change, 

deterioration  of  the  disposition.  Mental  aberra- 

tion, perturbation  of  mind,  insanity,  madness, 

frenzy.    A  bad  stock,  race,  or  family. 

p  LJl  alsd.  Aniseed  baked  in  bread. 

A  (_j*>LJ^  ilsds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ JU)  Bringing  forth 
herbage  (ground). 

A  ̂LJ^  ilsd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂*«5)  Sowing  divisions, 
promoting  animosities,  raising  quarrels. 

A^LJ\  ilsdk,  A  joining,  fixing,  making  adhere. 

A  pLJ\  ilsdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *J)  Making  one  to 
taste.  Seeking,  searching.  Ordering  one  to  pro- 

ceed (on  the  road),  or  forcing  him  to  keep  it.  In- 
structing, teaching,  informing. 

A  ̂jL<Jl  ilsan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^-J)  Lending  a  young 
camel  that  he  may  suck  and  induce  a  camel  to  give 

her  milk    Causing  to  arrive  or  happen. 

p  (JIamJ  I  dlast,(^0Y  tIlA*iJl)A  fat,  plumpbuttock. 

A  alsan,  (pi.  ̂^^*J  lusn)  Eloquent.  Alsun, 
(or  &juJ\  alsinat)  (pi.  of  (^V»J  Usdn)  Tongues. 

Languages,  dialects.  jjilojJl  alsinatu' I  ̂a- 
mfir,  Sparrow's  tongue  (a  herb). 

A         asA'sAar/i,Syria.  Thecity  of  Damascus. 
A         alass.  One  who  has  compact  close-set 

eetli.     One  who  has  high,  close  shoulder-blades. 
More  or  most  given  to  robbery,  more  or  most  of 

a  thief  (         liss,  lass,  luss).    (j^J*:^^^  L>^^^  alas- 

su'lalyatayn.  One  whose  buttocks  are  closely  set. 

A(^La)\  alsds,(j)\.  of       Zm)Thieves,  robbers. 

A  jj^3^  ilsah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂j*o!i)  Joining,  glue- 
ing together :  inseparableness,  adhesion.  Houghing. 
a)sS\  alatt.  One  whose  teeth  are  dropped  out, 

or  eaten  away,  and  the  roots  still  remaining. 

A  lallai^  iltdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  kJ)  Covering,  conceal- 

ing. Denying  a  debt.  Making  one  refuse  to  pay 
that  which  is  justly  due ;  abetting,  aiding  him  in 

such  refusal.  Flattening,  making  (a  grave)  lie  flat 

on  the  ground.    Being  violent  in  litigation. 

A  ̂UaJl  altd^  (pi.  of        lat^  Jaws. 
A  altdf,  (pi.  of  (.Jila]  luff)  Benefits,  fa- 

vours. Iltdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  L-ftW )  Conferring  favours. 

J oining,  uniting,  making  stick  to  one's  side. 

A  ̂ j>yj  ia31  aluti  rumi,  A  species  of  mint. 

A  £1^^  ̂ iltijd^ov (  ̂ ),Ly  ing  on  the  side. 
A  O-y-la!^  altast,  Indian  stoi'ax. 

A  jla)\  alta^  (A  man)  who  has  lost  his  teeth. 
A  w-ilaJ^  altaf, More  or  most  kind  or  benevolent. 



tUJ^  (j!  o/ fa?«^/(a,Theroyal8ealorsigiiature. 

A  j|^jla)\  at  'tuiiy,  Native  of  Tus  in  Khurasan  : 
many  eminent  men  have  taken  this  surname,  espe- 

cially a  celebrated  astronomer  called  Nasiru'd  din. 
A  ibUa3\  llzaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  la))  Being  assiduous, 

industrious,  attentive,  unremitting.  Importuning. 

Raining  incessantly.    Staying  in  a  place. 

A  AjiiS  aJ^s,  The  bones  of  the  fingers. 

A  i_->Wl  il^h,  (v.  n.  4  of  Slavering  (an 
infant).  Causing  or  exciting  to  play.  Producing 

any  thing  ludicrous,  vrith  which  sport  may  be  made. 

A  ̂U31  il^j,  A  kindling,  setting  fire  (to  wood). 

A  isWl  al^t,  (pi.  of  lajJ  Lines  or  marks, 
such  as  the  Ethiopians  and  other  barbarous  nations 

make  upon  their  faces  :  tattoo. 

A  il^^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Producing  its  first 
crop  of  grass  (ground). 

A  il^f,  (v.  n.4  of '_      not  used)  Lick- 
ing blood  with  the  tongue  (a  lion  or  camel).  Be- 

ing in  a  fierce  rage  and  preparing  to  spring  (a  lion). 

Looking,  knitting  the  brows  and  looking  again. 

Going  slowly,  preparing  to  be  restive  (a  camel). 

A  uJ^ban,  Addicted  to  play. 

A  al^s,  Slow,  heavy. 

A         alf^s,  Black-lipped.  Luxuriant  (plant). 

A  '^iyt!i\  ul^ihat,  Play,  fun.  A  playful  woman. 
al^yaz  hi'Uah,  May  God  avert ! 

p  ̂   aligh,  Efieminate,  infamous. 

T  ̂\  ulugh,  (or  ulugh)  Powerful,  great.  ̂  
'-tS^  ulugh  heg,  A  great  prince.  Name  of  a  king 
of  Parthia  and  India,  grandson  of  TTmur  Lang. 

A-^\i^\ilghaj:,  (v.  n.4  of  for_ji5)Excluding,re- 
jecting,disappointing,baulking,frustrating.  Throw- 

ing out  of  account,  not  admitting  into  computation. 

A  L^W^  ilghah,(j.T\A  of  )  Fatiguing,tiring, 

jading,  vexing.  Fitting  a  bad  feather  to  an  arrow. 

A  iiUJ\  alghad,  (pi.  of  Sid  lughd)  The  fleshy 
parts  of  the  mouth  from  the  jaws  to  the  windpipe, 
round  the  throat.  Exuberances  of  flesh  in  the  in- 

ner part  of  the  ears.  The  lobes  of  the  ears. 

AjU)^  alghaz,  (pi.  ofjiJ  lughz,  lughuz,  laghaz, 
and  lughaz)  Enigmas,  riddles,  mysteries,  unintel- 

ligible discourses.  Holes  of  moles,  rabbits,  field- 

mice,  lizards,  and  other  animals  that  live  in  sub- 

terraneous burrows.  Labyrinths,  mazes,  intricate 

ways.  Ilghaz,  (v.  n.4  of JAJ)  Speaking  obscurely 

and  enigmatically,  concealing  one's  meaning. 
alghat,  (pi.  of  laiJ  laght)  Voices,  noises, 

confused  sounds,  such  as  proceed  from  a  crowd  of 

people;  unintelligible  jargons,  llghai,  (y.  n.4  of 

la*J)  Making  such  obscure  noise.  Putting  a  hot 

iron  into  milk  or  water,  and  making  it  hiss.  Hiss- 

ing (milk  into  which  a  hot  stone  has  been  put). 

A  I  jU5\  ilghaf,  (v.n.  4  of  (__ai3)  Licking  blood 

(a  lion).  Being  prepared  to  spring.  Making  haste. 
Making  one  swallow  morsels  or  mouthsful.  Abet- 

ting, being  a  companion  of  thieves.   Alacrity,  des- 
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patch.    Fraud,  perfidy,  deceit,  injustice. 

p  alaghda,  Mixed.  Angry, contentious, 
p  iSid]  alaghda,  Mixed. 

A  i^j)d\  ol  gharaz,  To  sum  up  all,  in  a  word. 

A^^  ihn)  alghaz,  Name  of  a  man  prover- 
bially potent  in  venery. 

alghunjar.  Feigned  anger  of  a  mistress. 
A  morel  cherry.  Calumny.  Envy. 

alghanjulan.  To  gain,  to  acquire. 

A  ulghuzat.  An  enigma. 

p  I  alghunah  (or  «j I  alghtmuna),  Rose- 

coloured,  scarlet,  ruby-coloured  paint  for  the  face. 

A  jjUjiiJ\  ilglnnan,  (v.  n.  11  of  not  in  use) 
Being  long,  luxuriant,  and  involved  (herbage). 

A  1  alaj",  More  or  most  tame  or  familiar. 
^llf,  One  who  associates  or  joins.  One  who  be- 

comes intimate.  A  giver  of  a  thousand  (^_a3\  «{/")• 
(pi.  (  ullaf)  Accustomed,  familiar.  A  com- 

rade, companion,  intimate  friend. 

A  ' .      alf,  (v.  n.  of  I  id\)  Giving  a  thousand. 

(pi.  I  uluf  and  ,  s^I  alaf)  A  thousand.  ///, 

Intimacy,  familiarity.  A  female  friend,  (pi.  (  >^  1 

alaf)  An  associate,  companion,  familiar  friend. 

Ilf  and  alf,  (v.  n.  of '_  o^^)  Being  familiar,  intimate, 

or  accustomed.  AUf,  (pi.  Li->laJ\  alifdt)  Name  of 

the  first  letter  in  the  Arabian  and  Persian  alpha- 

bets. One  of  any  thing.  A  bachelor.  A  comrade, 

companion,  intimate  friend.     A  vein  which  lines 
the  arm  from  the  elbow  to  the  shoulder.  i  

al if  istiwa,  The  equinoctial  line.  (__o3\ 
allf  ihlim.  The  first  of  the  seven  climates  of  the 

earth.     l!>  \>  (  alif  ha,  ta,  A  slate,  a  pen,  and 

stool,  p  j3  I  q3\  alf  he.  The  a,  b,  c,  the  alphabet. 

(jti^u-ft5^  alf  liardan,  To  strip  naked.  ■,_ 

(jCj_5^ alifi  liufiyan,  The  Kufic  alif.    Any  thing 

bent.  Penis.  (pi.  of  i.-JjiWi/zl/')  Intimates. 
A  <Jls^\  alaff,  Populous,  thronged,  crowded 

(place).  Slow  of  speech,  having  an  impediment. 

(A  man)  who  has  thick  fleshy  thighs,  and  slow  of 

motion.  One  whose  eye-brows  join  together.  Un- 

equal to,  and  sinking  under,  business.  A  vein  in 

the  narrow  part  of  the  fore-leg  of  a  quadruped. 

A  -^la)^  (v.  n.  4of  IftJ)  Preserving  entire, 

(v.  n.  4  of  li3  for^)  Finding,  attaining,  arriving  at. 

A  '^f'^jy  (j-  ^)  Forcing  (one)  to 
take  refuge  with  strangers. Being  poor  and  penniless. 

p  i^i>\sd\  alfalihtan.  To  gain,  acquire,  collect. 

p  (^la3\  ulfasli,  A  hypocrite.  A  kind  of  thistle. 
A  iilaJl  alfaz,  (pi.  of  &lai3)  Words,  vocables. 

A  i_J\i)\  afaf  (pi.  of  Cs^  Viff)  Thick,  intan- 
gled  (trees).  Ifaf  (v.  n.  4  of  (J!a))  Involving, 

folding,  wrapping.  Hiding  one's  head  in  one's  vest. 
Hiding  (its)  head  under  (its)  wing  (a  bird). 

A  ilf  am,  A  tying  tight,  a  binding  fast. 

A  alfdni,  (dual)  Two  veins  inside  the 
arms  from  the  shoulder  to  the  elbow. 

A  &i)T  dlifat,  (pi.  OlaH  dlfrd  and 
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arcdlif)  An  intimate,  familiar  female  friend. 
A  ilfat,  A  female  friend.  Ulfat,  Friendship, 

attachment,  familiarity,  companionship,  intimacy. 

p         \  «/o/i'ora/?|/)'.  Affliction,  grief,  madness. 
A  alfat,  Crooked-horned  (goat).  Left- 

handed.    A  fool.    A  stammerer. 

p  ̂jlS^  1  dluftagan,  (pi.  of  iCiM  dlufta)  Asto- 
nished, confounded,  afflicted,  mad.  Enamoured. 

p  ̂JyZsd\  ulfatgar'i.  Friendship,  intimacy. 
p  uluftan,  To  rage,  gi-ow  mad  (with 

love).    To  be  confounded,  afflicted,  enamoured. 

peCtt5 1  dlufta.  Astonished,  furious,  insane,  mad. 

Broken,  infirm,  poor,  disconsolate.  A  debauchee. 

p  ulfati-handa,  Attached,  intimate. 

A  alf  as.  Foolish;  a  fool. 
afahht.  Acquisition,  gain. 

p  ̂J\s£^^  alfakhtan,  To  gain,  acquire. 
P^^  alfalihta,  Gained. 

p  ̂jti^ia)^  alfaghdan.  To  gain. 
A  uiii)\  a  fah,  Left-handed.  Foolish. 

p  I— ft)^ //?rt,Habituated,accustomed, 

p  ̂-_aJ\  nlfanj,  Gained. alfanjidan,  To  gain,  acquire, collect. 

p  (jJJiiJ\  alfandan.  To  gain. 
p  (jLV.wJJla)^  alfandidan.  To  gain,  to  acquire. 

A         alifiy.  Tall,  erect,  straight  as  an  \  alif 

p  (jii>^^  alfulan,  To  gain,  to  acquire. 
p  &li3^  alf  via,  (or  d.^\  alfiya)  The  penis. 

A  ̂ \  alh,  (v.  n.  of  JjJl),  Flashing.  Being  mad. 
////,  A  Avolf.    Ilah,  (i)l.  of  &a)^  ilhat)  She-wolves. 

A  ̂ \  iUak,  Shining,  flashing  (lightning). 

A  alhdj:,  (pi.  of  Xyi)  laliwat  or  Ukwat) 

(Women  or  camels)  of  a  quick  conception.  Fe- 

male eagles.  (pi.  of  JjO]  lalm'')  Things  thrown 
away  as  despicable.  Ilhds,  (v.  n.4  of  ̂ ^tD)  Throw- 

ing down,  flinging.  Casting,  shedding  (teeth). 

Tm  parting,  communicating.  Proposing,  propound- 

ing.    Injecting,  infusing. 
A  allidb,  (pi.  of  t_>H3  lakab)  Titles  of 

honour,  appellations,  epithets,  styles,  surnames. 
Forms  of  address  (in  letters). 

A  ̂Ui)\  ilhdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Rendering  the  fe- 
male palm-tree  fruitful,  by  sprinkling  over  it  the 

flowers  of  the  male.  Covering  (as  a  he-camel  the 

female).  Impregnating.  Shaking  a  tree  (the  wind). 
A  l>Ui3\  alkdt.  Dispersed  and  despicable  (men). 

A  ( — 5UiJ\  alkdf  (pi.  of  u_aiO)  Sides  of  cisterns. 

A  j»la3\  illidm,  (v.  n.  4  of  jji])  Making  swallow. 
Trotting,  or  going  in  a  peculiar  kind  of  quick  pace. 

A  ̂^^^\  ilhdn,  A  learning  quickly  by  heart. 

A  ilhat,  (pi.  ̂ \  ilah')  A  she-wolf.  A  she- 
ape.    An  intrepid  woman. 

A  ̂ ^1 Jd\  al  liur'dn,  The  reading.  That  book, 
which  is  the  repository  of  the  Muhammadan  reli- 

gion and  law,known  to  us  by  thetitle  of  theKur'an, 

or,  with  the  article,  Al  Kur'an.  It  was  published 
at  difl^erent  times,  verse  by  verse,  as  exigencies  re- 



quired  (Muhammad  giving  out,  that  he  received 

them  directly  from  heaven,  by  the  mouth  of  the 

angel  Gabriel),  and  collected  into  its  present  form 

by  the  Khalif  Abu  bakr.  It  has  several  other 

names  :  as,  u-fls^*  mus-haf  and  itcib,  The 

book,  by  way  of  excellence ;  (J^J-j  tanzil,  imply- 

ing, Descended  from  heaven;  i  i->.j^  ̂"^^^ halcim 
sharlf,  Sublime  word  ;  and  ji.j^ kitab 

ziz,  Precious  book.  When  the  Musulman  writers 

transcribe  any  passage  from  it  into  their  works,  they 

never  mention  the  chapter  or  verse,  but  only  write 

in  large  characters,  or  witli  red  ink,  (J^"  hdl 
ta^la',  The  Supreme  Being  says,  or  some  expres- 

sion synonymous  to  these.  A  good  Muslim  will 

not  touch  the  Kur'an  till  he  has  washed ;  and,  lest 
he  might  transgress  this  law  through  inadvertency, 

it  is  in  general  carefully  kept  in  a  case ;  upon  one 

part  of  which,  called  lisanu'l  kitab 
(the  tongue  of  the  book),  there  are  written  these 

words,  f^ija^hjiii}^  ̂   la  yamussahu  illa'l 
fnutatahhirln,  Let  none  but  the  purified  touch  it. 

A  &*a.s}\  al  hissa,  On  the  whole,  in  a  word. 

A         alalia' ,  Impatient,  fretful  (woman). 

A  'iSsi}i\  ulhiyat,  (pi.  aZa/ii)  A  proposition, 
question,problem,  enigma.  A  misfortune,  adversity. 

PuiDl  afa/;,Spikenard(also  dim.of  (J  I  a?,  q.  v.). 

A         alh,  (v.  n.  of  \J^^\)  Champing  the  bit. 

p  cfIlWZ?A-,Hopeless,destitute,  undone.  A  road. 
p  KJI  ulha,  A  country,  kingdom,  region. 

alhad,  Mean,  base.  Fixed,  adhering  to 

one's  friends,  party,  or  tribe. 

A  ̂\  alha^  Sordid,  mean,  abject,  servile. 
A         alkan,  A  stutterer,  a  bad  pronouncer. 

p  (jS^U(iAa»,  Avaricious.  A  miser.  A  drunkard. 
A         alliam,  Stammering,  barbarous. 

p  aUms,  Name  of  a  champion  of  Tur- 
kistan  killed  by  Rustam. 

xdka,  A  province,  dominion,  possession. 

p  is^^^]  1  alguna,  A  wash  or  paint  for  the  face. 

A  (J]\  alal,  (v.n.  of  J\)  Groaning  (a  sick  man), 

crying  with  pain.  Wrestling  in  prayer.  Stinking 

(a  leathern  bottle)  Pricking  his  ears  (a  horse).  Be- 

coming decayed  (the  teeth).  Refusing  to  hunt  (a 

falcon).  The  surface  of  a  knife-blade,  (for  JI> 

yalal)  Shortness  of  teeth,  especially  bending  in- 

wardly. IlaJ,  (pi.  of  &]\  illat)  Kindreds,  relations. 

Ulal,(]A.  of'i]\  ullat)  Flocks  pasturing  at  a  distance. 
A  ̂1  allaj^,  (pi.  of      allati)  (Thewomen)  who. 
A  alias,  (pi.  of  \i  za  and  ai  zihi)  These. 

Those  who. 

A  -S'^l  alias,  (pi.  of  (_^\)^(The  women)  who. 
A  O^M  rtZ/aj:a^,(pl.  of^^)  (The  women)  who. 

A  allasuna,  (oblique  allasina) 
(pi.  of         allazi)  (Those  men)  who. 

A  C->^^  al  lat,  Name  of  an  idol  once  wor- 

shipped at  Mecca. 

A  C^'§^\  a/Kir,  (pi.  of  ̂^\)  (The  women)  who. 
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A  ̂J,'^)\  allati,  (pi.  of  ̂Ji\)  (The  women)  who. 
A  (J  alalani,  (dual)  The  two  sides  of  a  knife- 

blade.  The  two  sides  of  the  shoulder.  Two  pieces 
of  flesh  on  the  shoulder-blades. 

A  al  lay,  (pi. of        (The  women)  who. 

A      ̂ \  allafi,  (pi.  of  Ij!>\)  (The  women)  who. 

AiJL^\allatio\-  allat,(iii'm.  of  (?;is30Who,which. U  W  »•  W 

A  jjlJJ^  allatdtii,(l1^[:^\allatannior\l!^\  allata) 
The  two  women  who. 

A         allat'iyd.  Calamity,  misfortune.  ^ 
A  allazdm  ,{o-\:  \,^\allaza)  (dualof 

allazi)  The  two  (men)  who.  Who,  which. 

\\^\  allawd,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^\)  (The  women)  who. 

A  p\^\jillaroRs,  (pi.  of  j:)\)(The  women  who. 
A  Ol^\«?^«n'a<«,(or,_^\^W?^a«'aii)(pl.of|^l 

(The  women)  which.  ^ 
A  allah,  (originally  alildh)  God  :  The 

God,  by  way  of  eminence  (being  compounded  of 
the  article  al,  The,  and  di\  ildh,  a  God) ;  to 

which  the  following  and  such  like  epithets  are  ge- 

nerally added;  J^l*>  Jii\  allah  ta^ila',  ̂ j]-*^ 

^^Ha!>  J  allah  tabaraha  wa  ta^ila',  ̂iS'  j  ̂̂)s>■  ̂\ 

allah  jalla  wa  ̂ la',  &3l^f^  Jii]  allah  subhanahu, 
which  imply.  The  most  high,holy,  blessed,  and  go- 

rious  God.  ̂ \  <ji)  \  allah  a^am,  God  knows.  <iiJ  \ 
allah  ahbar,  God  (is)  greatest,  omnipotent. 

Name  of  a  mountain  at  Shlraz.  ̂ \  bdraka' 
Ildh,  Blessed  God !  Jii\  alldh  alldh,  O  God ! 

good  God  !  (a  mark  of  admiration),  jii^  4wl  alldh 

kddir,  God  (is)  powerful !  (used  to  express  that  he 

can  avert  any  threatened  calamity).  <lJil  alldh 

harim,  God  is  good,  beneficent  (a  consolatory  eja- 

culation). ^\jwa'lldh,'^\i  bi'lldh,  JiO'  ta'lldh, 
ifl  li'lldh,  By  God ! — ^\  alldh  is  used  by  all  the  na- 

tions that  profess  Muhammadanism,  whatever  lan- 

guage they  speak.  It  is  likewise  comprehended,  by 
contraction,  in  several  mysterious  words :  as,  in 

l»jtLtf  sal^m,  which  is  often  subjoined  to  the  name 
of  Muhammad,  being  compounded  of  the  initial, 
medial,  and  final  letters  of  the  following  words  : 

jjjrfj  J  juAs-  \  ̂̂ ^^  salla  alldh  ̂ layhi  7va  sallam. 
The  blessing  and  peace  of  God  be  upon  him  ! 

A  jjl  dlhn,  Grieving,  afflicted,  pained. 

^  A  ̂ \  alam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Being  in  pain. 
i.d)ula^  alimta  batnaha, You  have  a  pain  in  the  belly, 

(pi.       I  dldm)  Grief,  affliction,  anguish,  distress, 

pain,  agony.  Alim,  Pained,  grieved. 

-  A  ̂ \  alam,  Is  it  not  ?  Is  it  not  yet  ?  This  is 
also  one  of  the  mysterious  contracted  words  pre- 

fixed to  some  of  the  chapters  of  the  Kur'an,  which 

is  decypheredin  vai-ious  ways  :  as,  ̂ \  \>\  ana 
alldh  a  ̂ am,  I  am  the  most  wise  God  (being  formed 

by  the  initial  of  the  first  word,  the  medial  of  the  se- 
cond, and  the  final  of  the  third).  i_AJ;laJ  JSi\ 

iX^si*  alldh  lafif  majid,  God  the  merciful  and  glo- 
rious (compounded  of  the  initials)  ;  or  ,J.aJ^_;<=-  ̂ \ 

d-ts^  alldh  jabrdsil  muhammad,  God,  Gabriel, 

(and)  Muhammad  (composed  of  the  initial  of  the 
first,  final  of  the  second,  and  initial  of  the  last). 

p  alum,  A  kind  of  vetch.  TJlum,  A  com- 

pany, a  squadron.  ̂ \  ̂\  ulum  ulum,  In  troops. 

A  p  I  dlamm,  is  another  mysterious  abbrevia- 
tion, placed  at  the  beginning  of  the  third  chapter 

of  the  Kur'an,  implying  jCj^^  ■^'^T  dlds 
likdsi  mahabbatVl  karim,  The  benefits  of  the  per- 

ception of  the  Divine  love. 

A  p\  alumma.  Come  on,  approach,  draw  near. 
A  ̂\\\  ilmds,  (v.  n.  4  of  111)  Taking,  seizmg,  com- 

prehending, receiving,  choosing.  Stealing,  carry- 

ing off.  Taking  or  laying  by  (fragments  of  meat 
in  a  dish).  Denying  a  debt.  Leaving  a  place  empty, 

deserting  any  ground  (cattle),  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ) 
Stealing.  Comingin  the  darkness  of  night  (a  thief). 

A  ilmdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Glancing  at,  tak- 
ing a  slight  view.  Flashing,  causing  light  (light- 

ning). Afibrding  an  opportunity  of  stealing  a  glance 
at  her  charms  (a  lovely  woman). 

A  p  almds,  A  diamond.  Glass.  A  pen- 
knife. A  tooth.  Sharp,  piercing  or  cutting  iron. 

Strenuous,  active. 

p  C_H^^  almds-tardsh,A.  diamond-cutter. 
Diamond-dust.    Cut  into  angles  or  facets  (glass). 

p  ̂^^lI^\a/wa.si,Cutinto  facets  (like  a  diamond). 

p         |^^l\W/?«aAi-rara^,Bright,  transparent. 

A  i_^\4\  ihnds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (,>ai)  Being  within 
reach  of  the  hand  (a  tree). 

A  ii>l^^  ilmdz,  (v.  n.4ofi4) Pourmg  water  upon 

or  into  the  lips  (of  another).  Filling  (one)  withrage. 

A  ̂ \  ilmd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Seizing,  snatching 
any  thing  towards  one.  Shining,  making  a  bril- 

liant appearance.  Having  the  teats  black  and  shin- 
ing (a  mare  or  ass  in  foal).  Turning,  changing 

(colour).  Wagging  the  tail  (a  sheep).  Having  a 
child  stirring  in  the  womb  (a  woman).  Having 

withered  plants  (the  ground,  and  thus  presenting 
a  shining  appearance). 

A  (J^^^  almdlakj'Name  of  a  country  in  Turkistan. 
A  ilmdm,  (v.n. 4 of p)  Descending,  arriv- 

ing, reaching,  approaching,  betaking  one's  self  to, or  dwelling  (in  a  place).  Approaching  puberty. 

Being  nearly  ripe  (a  date).  Commiting  a  slight 
offence,  or  venial  sins.  Being  near  doing  any  thing, 

falling  very  little  short  of. 

A  (|[|^^  almah'iy.  One  who  glances  much. p         alam-zada.  Afflicted,  struck  with  grief. 

A       almaz,  (A  horse)  white  on  the  under-lip. 

A  iiUai^  ilmizdz,  (v.  n.  9  of  Being  distin- 

guished by  a  whiteness  on  his  under-lip  (a  horse). 

A  ̂\  alma^  Ingenious, keen,  shrewd, judicious, 
sagacious,  clever,  witty. 

A  ̂\\alma^y, Aliar.  Ingenious, clever, witty. 

A  'ij.^\jilma^yat.  Sagacity,  penetration. 
A       'i}\^  al  viinnat  Villxih,  Thanks  be  to  God! 

alamut,  (Eagle-nest)  Name  of  a  for- 



tress  betwixt  KazwTn  and  Ghilan. 

p  (jji^  ilbnun,  A  lemon. 

A  Black,  brown-lipped.  Very  brown 

and hard(spear).  Dark(thicket, shade,or marrow). 

One  whose  spittle  is  cold.    Thick,  shady  (tree). 

p      I  alunj,  A  wild  plum. 

p  ̂TjW^  alinjan,  Name  of  a  province  in  Persia. 

p         alunjaj  (or  ■^i^^  a/a/y'wj),  Aloe-wood. A  alandad,  A  formidable  adversary,  un- 

fair and  regardless  of  truth. 
P  ̂\  alanka,  A  flame. 

PcL^  t  alang,{ov<±JJ^\alang)  A.n  entrenchment. 

A  wall  of  defence.  A  garrison.  A  besieging  party. 

p       aim,  A  door-post. 

G  i^jy^^  alaniyuii,  Helenium,  elecampane. 
p  I  alu,  Defiled,  contaminated.  A  brick-kiln. 

A  name  of  various  fruits.  A  plum.    A  yam. 

A  y\  alw,  Sheep's  dung.  (pi.  I  alas)  A  be- 
nefit, a  favour.  Alw,  (or  yiS  uluw)  (v.  n.  of  ̂\  for 

j5\)  Failing.  Doing  less  than  one  ought.  Being 

unequal  to.  Becoming  able,  capable.  Omitting. 

Intermitting.  Delaying,  hesitating,  being  tardy. 

Becoming  proud.  Not  leaving  (aught).  Ability. 

A  ulu,  (pi.  without  a  singular)  Lords,  mas- 

ters ;  having,  possessed  of.  j<S\  ̂\  idu'l  amr,  The 
companions  of  Muhammad :  also  their  followers  in 

learning  and  authority. 

Ay\  uluw,  Fragrant  wood. 

p  alwa  or  ilma,  Aloes.  Rustam's  sword- 
bearer.    Ulwa,  A  star,  planet,  constellation. 

A  Ay\  alwas,  The  sinuosities  of  a  river.  Envi- 

rons, coasts,  (pi.  of  liwa')  Distorted  sand- 
hills. Places  where  sand-hills  terminate.  Ureas, 

(v.n.  4  of  (j-^)  Turning  (the  head).  Moving  or 
raising  (the  tail).  Ruining,  destroying.  Breaking 

one's  word.  Denying  (a  debt).  (An  eagle)  carry- 
mg  off  (any  thing).  Making  a  signal  (with  your 

garment).  Becoming  flaccid,  withered  (pot-herbs). 
Drying  up  (semen  virile).  Hastening  to  a  place 
where  the  hills  of  sand  terminate,  and  more  solid 

ground  is  found.  Sewing  (a  standard).  Hoisting 

(a  standard).  Eating  victuals  which  had  been  laid 

by.  Seizing  upon  what  is  in  any  dish,  to  the  ex- 

clusion of  others.   Wishino-  for  a  great  deal. 

A  Li.>^^\  ilwas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Bringing  forth 

fresh  grass  in  a  dry  place,  or  amongst  dry  grass. 

A  ̂l_jJ\aZwa/t,(pl.of^^  /a?y/<)  Planks,  boards, 

tables.   Surfaces.  A  ship's  timbers.  ̂ ^LJ^ 
alwahu's  silah,  Glittering  arms,  as  swords  or  spears. 

A        almad,  (pi.  of  ii_jJ\)  Perverse,  obstinate. 
p  ̂\^\  alwaz,  An  asylum.  A  mountain. 

A  alwaz,  (pi.  of  Za?yz)  The  windings  of 

a  river  or  valley.    The  skirts  of  a  mountain. 

Aj\^\  alwaz,  (pi.  ofj^  lawz)  Almonds. 

A  alwah,  (pi.  of  ̂   Za^)  Timid,  fearful. 
Distempered.    Insincei'e  in  friendship. 

A         alwan,  (pi.  oi^^  lawn)  Colours.  Forms, 
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species,  p  (jiij^  yi\  idwdit  hliwurdan,  To  swal- 
low voraciously. 

A  aliih,  Brisk,  alert,  ready  (in  drawing 

up  a  bucket  out  of  a  well).  A  high  cold  wind, 

sweeping  the  earth  and  whirling  the  dust. 

P  y>^^\  alii  balii.  An  armarylla,  or  sour  cherry. 

A  8jJ\  alwat,  The  utmost  stretch.  Ease,  afilu- 
ence.  Fragrant  wood.  At  any  time,  ever.  Alwat, 
ilwat,  or  ulmat,  An  oath. 

A  aluwat.  Bow-shot  distance.  Fragrant 

wood.  A  lioness.  Repose,  quiet.  Afiluence,  en- 

joyment. Aluwat,  iluwat,  or  uluwat.  An  oath. 
Uluwat,  Aloe-wood. 

A  1^^^  alwas,  Languid,  flaccid,  slow  of  speech 

or  gait,  drawling.  Strong,  robust.  Mad. 

P  ̂j31  aluj.  Elecampane,  an  herb,  which  is  a 
specific  against  the  bite  of  serpents. 

p  allucha,  A  small  plum.  A  currant.  A cherry. 

p  li^l  alud,  (in  composition)  Contaminated, 

stained,  polluted,  dirtied,  soiled,  bespattered,  be- 

smeared, fouled,  li^l  Ua:»-  wiijudi  hhata- 
alud,  A  person  stained  with  crimes.  JjJl  ̂ ^y^ 

hhwab-alud,  Drowned  in  sleep.  j*--*^ 
ch as/mi  khim-dlud.  Having  the  eye  bloody,  blood- 

shot. 1  jUs-  ghuhdr-alud.  Covered  with  dust, 

li^l  jl:^  majaz-dlud,  Polluted  with  crimes. 
A  alwad,  Thick  (neck),  (pi.  alwdd) 

Perverse,  obstinate,  refractory. 

P  1  dludagi.  Contamination,  defilement. 

P  i^'^y^  I  aludan,  To  stain,  pollute,  contaminate, 
defile.     To  anoint.  To  be  polluted,  defiled. 

p  Siiji  I  dluda,  Stained,  polluted,  smeared,  de- 
filed.Anointed.  Disturbed,confused.  Overwhelmed. 

Mingled.  Sii^l  aZu^Za^/ Smeared  with 

blood.  Weeping.  jS>i^  ̂jliti^l  aludagani  dahr, 
Worldlings,  misers.  Criminals,  rebels. 

p  StijJlaZMcZa-cZaTOaw,  Having  the  tails  of 

one's  garments  bespattered.  A  sinner,  fornicator. 
p  1  dlus.  Glancing  amorously  or  in  anger. 

^    A  alus,  A  thing,  any  thing  :  as,  CL^'d  l« ma  zuhtu  alusan,  I  did  not  taste  any  thing. 

p  alusan,  A  sort  of  plum,  an  aperient. 

G  alusan,  Alysson,  or  madwort. 

p  njMi  ̂   I  dlu  siyah,  A  certain  Indian  fruit. 

p  aZw-s/t,  Provisions  from  the  king's  table. 
A  )s>^\  alwat,  Very  close  or  dear  to  the  heart. 

A  u-j^^  aluf,  (pi.  I  fl5\  uliif)  Very  familiar. 

Ulvf,  (pl.of  ̂ \  alf)  Thousands. 

A  Jj^5\  alwah.  Foolish. 

A  '&s^\  aliihat,  A  dish  made  with  butter  and 

dates.  Fresh  butter.  J^-t*^^  ashha'  min 
alukat,  More  desirable  than  fresh  butter. 

A  aluk,  An  ambassador,  messenger,  nun- 

cio, legate,  apostle.  A  letter.  News.  Uluh,  A  mis- 
sion, an  embassy.  The  Evangelist  Luke. 

alukat,  A  mission,  embassage.  News. 

P  ii^J^J  dlu  gardu,  A  kind  of  fruit. 

A  'm>j^\  alumat.  Meanness,  avarice.  Blame. 
A  ̂^\ilmindn,(j.x\.Q  of  (^^)  Being  coloured, 

being  of  various  colours. 

p  tX>_y3 1  dlwand,  (more  commonly  alcand) 

Name  of  a  high  mountain  in  Hamadan. 

p  iOj)3I  dluna,  A  wash,  cosmetic,  paint. 

A  'i&^\uluhat,  (or  'i!jJb^\ uluhiyat)  (v.  n.ofaJ\) 
Worshipping.  Worship.  Deity,  divinity,  godhead. 

A  alwa',  (pi.  ̂   I'-iyy)  Crooked  by  nature, 
(as  a  horn  or  goat's  tail).  Dividing,  separating, 
withdrawing  from  others,  solitary,  singular,  retired. 

Long,  unknown  (way).  Violent  in  litigation.  A 

species  of  tree. 
A        ilawiy,  Belonging  to  the  particle  ̂   Ua\ 

A  iOjj^  alwiyat,  (pi.  of  liwds)  Standards, 

ensigns, banners,  (pi.  of  Z//i-a')  Distorted  sand- 
hills.   Places  where  sand-hills  terminate. 

p     I  dla,  Spikenard.    Aluh,  An  eagle. 

A     I  dlih.  Astonished,  stupefied,  distracted. 
p  «J\  ala,  Blue  bdellium.  Ulah  (or«>5\)  Aneagle. 

A  jJ\  alali,  (v.  n.  of  aJ\)  Being  astonied,  stupe- 

fied, confounded,  dazzled,  distracted.  Lamenting 

sorely  over.  Fleeing  for  refuge.  Protecting,  se- 

curing, making  safe. 
A  ildh,  (for  ildh)  Worshipped,  adored. 

A  god  ;  sometimes  used  to  express  Omnipotence  : 

as,  ildhic'l  ̂ aZ«?)n/i,  The  God  of  worlds. 
A  -^X^]  ilhds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  _j^)  Amusing, 

(v.  n.  4  of  (_5^)  Neglecting  things  of  impoi-tance 
through  weakness,  and  attending  to  music.  Hin- 

dering, preventing,  (^j^^  alhi  ̂ tit  'sh  shay, 
Let  that  alone,  think  no  more  of  it. 

A  u-^ljJ^  alhdh,  (pi.  of  (— *^  Uhh)  Intermediate 
spaces  between  two  mountains.  Clefts,  fissures, 

narrow  passes  in  mountains.  Steep  precipices.  II- 
hdb,  (v.n.  4 of  (— Inflaming,  kindling.  Being 

heated  in  running  (a  horse)  and  raising  the  dust. 
Flashing  repeatedly  (lightning). 

p  lib  I       ildh-dbdd.  The  city  of  Allahabad. 

A  ilhdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Having  young 
ones  greedy  of  suck,  so  as  to  render  it  necessary 

to  tie  up  the  dugs  of  the  mother. 

A  liip^  illidd,  (v.n. 4 of  S^)  Oppressing,  injur- 

ing. Despising,  holding  in  contempt.  Bending  to 
the  earth  from  heaviness.  Holding  one  man,  in 

order  that  he  may  be  attacked  by  another,  acting 

unfairly.    Aiding  one  against  another. 

A  ilhdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  ia^)  Dashing  water 

against  the  privities. 
A  (  ilhdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  ft^)  Being  greedy, 

gluttonous.    Avidity,  greediness,  gluttony. 

A  ?Z/mJH,  (v.  n.  4 of  p^)  Inspiring,  infusing 

into  the  mind.  Inspiration,  divine  revelation.  ̂ \^\ 

ilhdmiildln,  (and  ̂ \^\  ilhdmi  rahhdm) 

The  inspiration  of  God. 

Vjii^,         ilhdm-pazir,  Inspired. 



A  il-han,  (v.  n.  4of  Offering  (a  pre- 
sent) to  any  person  coming  off  a  journey. 

A  ulhanlyat,  Worship.  Divinity. 

A        alihat,  (pi.  of  s^l  ilah)  Gods,  deities. 

A  'i^)\Uahat,  (v.n.of  eJ^)  Worshipping,  adoring. 
Worship,  adoration.  The  sun.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  serpent.  An  idol.  The  horned  moon.  Alahat 

or  ulahat,  The  sun.    Ulahat,  Worship.  Divinity. 

A  I— -'^^  tilhub,  Impetus  of  a  galloping  horse. 
A         ulhuwat,  That  vrhereby  time  is  beguiled. 

A  ̂^5\  ilaliiy,  Divine,  ̂ j-j^^  ̂   ̂bni  ildhi, 
Divine  knowledge. 

A         ilahiyat,  Divinity,  deity.  '  al  ila- 
hlyat,  Metaphysics.  Theology. 

A  &l^\unnyat,  Any  question  put  for  amusement. 

A  ̂̂ -^^  ilhijaj,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂ -^)  Beginning to  coagulate  (sour  milk).  Being  heavy  with  sleep 

(the  eye).    Being  mixed. 

A  t  ato',  Large-buttocked  (man).  Fat-tailed 
(rarn).  vi/i.  Fat-tailed  (ram).  Fleshy-hipped  (man), 
(fem.  &J  I  a.liyat,]A.        arvalt)  One  who  falls  short. 

p        all,  Saffron-colour. 

A  ̂ \  aly  or  ila',  (v.  n.  of  Having  large 

buttocks.  Aly,  ily,  or  a/a',  (pi.  ̂ \  ila'  or  ̂ ^1 
alas)  Beneficence.  A  favour,  benefit.  Uly,  Fleshy- 

buttocked  (men  or  wom  en) .  (pi .  of>^  U  \  a  lya^)  Large, 

fat-tailed  (sheep).  Ila',  To,  towards,  until.  In. 
Even  to,  as  far  as.  Along  with.  From.  ^\ 

ila'  ahhirVz  zaman,  Until  the  end  of  time. 

tj^  (J^^  ^^■^^'^  ̂ ^) 

Till  now,  to  this  time,  until  this  hour.  ̂ J\  ̂   Ha' 

aw,  I  Until  that.  ̂ \  ila'  ayn.  Whither?  ̂ \ 
i^^^jS-  ila'  ghayr  zalika,  Et  cetera,  jtp  Jjl 

ila'  ghayr  nihayat,  Ad  infinitum,  for  ever. 

U       ila'  ma.  So  long  as.  JJ^  ila'  matta' , 

Until  when?  How  long?  \  's.i:>  ila'yawni- 
na  hdza,  Until  this  day.  (.dJu)^  ilayka  ̂ nni, 
Keep  off  from  me.  ^^^^  ilayk  hazd.  Take, 

hold  this.  S\yJ!\  i^jAX^\  ahyaz  ila' s  saivdd. 
White  inclining  to  blackness.  tiIJ\  u^il  izhah 

ilayka.  Go  about  your  business,  what  concern  have 

you init?  t7a',(for  JjW?yaZ)First.Those(females). 

A  ̂\  alia',  (v.  n.  of  ̂1  for  ̂ \)  Failing,  doing 
less  than  one  ought.  Delaying.  Becoming  proud. 

A  ̂\  aliy,  One  who  swears  much.  Fat-tailed 

(ram)."  Ilayyd',  To  me.  UUy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂\  for  ̂ \) 
Failing,  doing  less  than  one  ought.  Delaying.  Be- 

coming proud. 

G  IJ\  alya.  Marsh-mallows. 
A  \2\  ily  a,  Jerusalem. 

A  155  \  atiya',  An  oath. 

A  ahjds,  (A  ewe)  which  has  a  large  fat  tail. 

Ilydf,  (v.  n.  4  of  U)  Being  slow.  Jerusalem. 

^  '^^^^  ̂ ^as  or  alyds,  Elias.  e;^*»U\  ilydiin. 
The  followers  of  Elias. 

A  )s>\J\  alyat,  (pi.  of  XkJ  Utat)  Barks  of  canes 
or  reeds.  Bows. 
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A  (J^^  ilyal.  The  act  of  entering  on  the  night. 
A  alydn  or  aZG?/aw, Fat-tailed  (ram).  Ilyan 

(v.  n.  4  of       for  ij;v5)  Making  soft  or  smooth. 

A  ^  alydnat,  Large-hipped  (woman).  Fat- 
tailed  (ewe). 

p         ̂   \  dU-bdR,  A  cherry. 
A  ulayhih,  (dim.  of  albub)  The 

smaller  heart-strings. 

A  KJ\  alyat,  The  tail  of  an  Asiatic  ram,  large 

and  very  fat,  weighing  about  ten  or  twelve  pounds, 

(pi.  OL5i  alyat  and  \>*^\  alaya)  The  buttocks. 
The  calves  of  the  legs,  the  balls  of  the  thumbs, 

fingers,  toes,  the  mons  veneris,  and  other  fat  and 

fleshy  protuberances.  alyatu' I  Jiqfir,  The 
hinder  part  of  the  foot  or  hoof  of  a  quadruped. 

Ilyat,  The  fore  part.     A  side. 

A  aliy  at,  (pi.  alaya')  An  oath.  (fem. 
of  ̂ \ aViy)  Negligent :  as,  ̂   iwias-  ̂ \  ilia  ha- 
zTyatfa  Id  aliyat.  If  fortune  is  wanting,  I  will  not 

be  negligent  of  myself.     IViyat,  Aloe-wood. 
A  aly  as,  (pi.  uIajJ  lis)  Brave,  strong. 

p  ̂ JaJE"  T  dUlihtan,  To  take  ill,  to  be  enraged. 

A        idayyid,  (dim.  of  liAJJl)  A  little  foe. 
p  1  dtidan,  To  commit  a  crime.  To  recede, 

to  depart  from  an  agreement.  To  blame,  accuse. 

To  quake  with  fear. 

pjjj  I  dViz,  A  kick.    A  bound,  a  leap. 

p  JSOiijJ^l  dllzanda.  Kicking,  vicious  (horse). 

p  jjtV.J*5 1  dlizidan.  To  bound,  rebound,  kick. 
To  mourn,  become  sad.  To  palpitate,  shake,  be  in 

convulsions.  To  offend.  To  blame,accuse,criminate. 

A  a'laysa,  Is  it  not  ?  Aly  as,  (pi.  lis) 

Intrepid,  valiant,  brave,  courageous,  strong.  A 

lion.  (A  camel)  bearing  any  burthen.  One  who 
never  leaves  home.  A  cuckold,  without  jealousy, 

or  the  least  regard  for  his  honour;  consequently  a 

butt  for  ridicule.  Endowed  with  a  noble  disposi- 

tion and  accomplished  manners. 

A  iaJ^  alyat.  Very  close  or  dear  to  the  heart. 

A  ̂ \  alyagh.  Foolish,  insane,  mad.  One  who 
pronounces  repeatedly  the  letter  ye. 

A  1— ftAJl  allf,  (pi.  L-ij^^  aldfif)  Familiar,  inti- 
mate.   A  comrade,  friend. 

A  ̂ \  alyak,  More  or^most  proper  or  suitable. 
A  JJ^  aVil,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Groaning  (from  pain 

or  grief).  Raising  the  voice  in  prayer  or  affliction. 

Refusing  to  hunt  (a  falcon).  Pricking  his  ears  (a 

horse).  Bereavement.  Restlessness  (from  fever). 

The  clattering  noise  of  stones  or  gravel.  The  mur- 
muring of  running  water.  A  groan.  Alyal,  Very 

dark  night  ( layT). 

A  &U1  alilat,  Bereavement,  A  flock  pasturing 
at  a  distance. 

A  ̂ }\  aUm,  Painful.  ̂ \  L-J^i^  ̂ zdbun  aR- 
mun.  An  excruciating  torment. 

A  alyan,  Softer,  more  or  most  limber  or 

subtile.    Alin,  Name  of  a  village  in  ̂ jo  marv. 

ma  laJiu  am  wa 

A  -^VxJ^  alyinds,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jp  layyin)  Smooth. 

Placid,  gentle. 

A  al  yawm,  To-day.  pjjJl  al 
yawm  fil  yawm,  From  day  to  day. 
A  alyun,  Name  of  the  ancient  capital  of 

Egypt,  changed  into  fustdt,  when  con- 

quered by  the  Musulmans. 
A         alihat.  The  sun. 

A  ̂   I  dm.  Name  of  a  city  famous  for  the  manu- facture of  clothing, 

^am,  He  has  neither  wife  nor  flock 

A  ̂1  dmm,(^\.  pUl  imam)  A  blow  on  the  crown of  the  head  which  wounds  the  brain. 

p  p\  am,  (first  person  of  j^tJjJ  budan,  To  be) 
I  am :  when  added  to  nouns  it  signifies  My,  or  ra- 

ther Me ;  as,  ̂   &*U-  jdma  am,  My  robe,  or  robe 
of  me.  Im,  when  prefixed  to  some  words,  sig- 

nifies. This  :  as,  imshab.  To-night,  Jjj<«^ 

mro3:,To-day  (for  i_iul>  ̂ ^>\^n shab,Jjj  f^Ainroz'). 

A  ̂\  am.  Whether  ?  Nay,  rather.  Yea. 

A  p  amm,  (v.  n.  of  '^\)  Intending,  purposing, 
desiring,  tending  towards.  Taking  the  lead  in  the 

exercise  of  prayer.  Striking  on  the  crown  of  the 

head,  wounding  in  the  head  so  as  to  touch  the 

brain.  Teaching,  giving  a  good  example.  Be- 

coming a  mother. 

A  p  iinm,  A  mother.  Umm.,  (pi.  Ol*^  um- 
mdt  for  irrational  beings,  and  O^J«\  mnmahdt  for 

rational  ones)  A  mother.  A  nation.  A  people.  A 

genus.  A  servant  of  the  people.  An  aged  wife. 

The  root,  origin,  principle,  the  primary  cause  upon 

which  any  thing  depends.  That  in  which  any  thing 
is  contained :  as,  A  house,  habitation,  sepulchre. 

This  word  is  often  used  in  forming  the  rhetorical 

figure,called metonymy;  jL«»-^)^p  ummu'lajsdd, 
Quicksilver.  p  ummu  adrds,  A  mole.  Ad- 

versity. i^Xi'^j^J  '^j^  p  nmmarba^t  wa  arba^n, 

A  scolopendra.  {^X^j^ ̂   p  ummu' I  arzin,  (Mother 
of  countries)  Mecca.  Jl_j/e^l  p\ummu'lamwdl,(M.o- 
ther  of  wealth)  A  sheep.  {_jky2\  p  ummu'lbayz, 
(Mother  of  whiteness,  or  of  the  egg)  The  ostrich. 

L-fl.>lJa51  p  um7nu't  tandsif,  (M.other  of  length)  An 
extensive  desert.  j^W-  p  ummu  jdbir,  Frumenty. 

(  >\ p  ummu'ljarrdf,  A  shield.  A  bucket,  an 

urn.     ̂ J^'|^J=^  p  umm  jirzdn,  A  sort  of  date,  p 
Jd»-  umm  jundab,  A  centinel,  a  watch.  Per- 

fidy. Oppression,  tyranny.  Wakefulness,  watch- 
fulness. Accident,  calamity,  oppression,  (jt-i^  p 

ummu  'Ijaysh,  (Mother  of  armies)  A  standard,  p 
umm  hubdb,  (Mother  Bubble)  The  world. 

P  umm  hubahib,  A  kind  of  locust. 
^^^s-  umm  habawhara  ,  Death.  Sorrow,  p 
(j^-is-  umm  hubayn,The  chameleon,  jj^*"  p  umm, 

husur.  The  hyena,  'i^ha-  p  imm  hafsat,  A  hen. 
^jmIs.-  P  ummu  hils,  A  she-ass.  ̂ ^fi^  p  umm  hul- 
hum,  (Mother  of  the  throat)  A  fairy  so  called,  who 

is  supposed  either  to  bring  on,  or  to  cure  a  quinsy  or 



sore  throat.  P  ummn  'l  hawadis,  News 
of  great  importance.  p  umm  hawar,  The 

eagle.  (.^LU  ̂   nmmu''l  khabans,  (Mother  of 
evils)  Wine,  u-i  p  wmm  khashshaf,  Death. 

Adversity.  (^Ui-  ̂   hhaffash,  Misfortune, 

calamity,  jys"  ̂   ummu  kltannur,  A  hyena.  J^l 
sjjii  ummu  darzat,  The  world.  (^.j"^  wm/?i 

f^arin,  Straits.  Ground  without  grass,  yd  ̂ \ 

nmm  dafr  or  J^d  ̂   ummu  dafar  (Mother  Stink) 

The  world.  \  ̂   ummu'd  dimagh,  (The  mo- 
ther of  the  brain)  The  membrane  called  dura  ma- 

ter.  j»Ji*<^5^  p  ummu''d  duhaym,  Sorrow. 
umnm'r  ra^s,  (Mother  of  the  head)  The  crown  of 

the  head.  The  pia  mater.  The  brain.  p 

mnmu  rashid,  A  mouse.  Jj^^^  ̂   umviu'r  7-u- 

hayh,  Tribulation,  calamity.  ij-?;^^  p  ummu'r 
rajul,  (Mother  of  the  man)  A  wife  of  a  certain  age. 

p  umm  ruhm,  Mecca.  The  world.  \l>P^  ̂  
ummu'r  razasil,  (Mother  of  baseness)  Ignorance. 

L-^jip^  p  MTOm?<'r  rw/<i<&.  Death.  ummu'r 
riimli,  (Mother  of  spears)  A  standard  (at  the  point 

of  a  spear),  ̂ j^^j^^  p  timmu  'z  zubayh,  Great  afflic- 
tion. wOjJ  p  uvim zawha^t,  (Motherof  thedeviPs 

gale)  A  whirlwind,  a  hurricane.  pUk>  p  umm  sa- 
lim,  Name  of  a  place.  *\  ummu's  sikhal,  A 

she-goat.  ̂ l.»*J\  p  ummu's  samas,  The  milky  Avay. 
<^,y*»  p  ummu  surcayd,  The  anus.  aiv-J  p  umm 
shamlat,  The  sun.  p  ummiish  shams,  The 

eagle.  J^i-^  p  umm  sabhar,  (or  j^jLo  p  ummu 

sabbur')  Adversity.  A  fierce  battle.  (jUjk^\  P 
ummu's  sibyan,  (The  mother  of  children)  A  ghost, 

a  goblin,  bugbear.  The  epilepsy.  ^  ummu 

to&a/f,  A  calamity.  A  serpent,  ̂ ^^^la)!  p  wtoot?*';; 
tarlJi,  A  highway.    A  hyena.    ̂ .latlaJl  p  ummut 

^a^a/K,  Wheat.  The  stomach.  ,J.c.lla5\  p  MjmwM'^ A  mother  with  her  child,  ummu  talhat, 

A  louse.  p         tilbat,  An  eagle.  -^iJaJ^  p 

ummuz  zibas,  A  plain,  a  field.  ̂ Iff'  p  ummu  ^a- 

TOW',  A  hyena.  p  ?fwi7/i  ̂ bbur,  A  hyena. 
Misfortune,  u^luff-  p  ̂ttab,  (or  (jlw^  p 
wwm  ̂ ithari)  A  hyena,  ia^^  p  umm  ̂ ryat,  A 

scorpion.  p  /mm  ^a;?TO,  The  anus.  A  horse. 

iLaS'  p         ̂ihabnt,  A  louse.  p  ummu  I 
^ilum,  (Grammar)  The  mother  of  sciences,  p 

(_«s_j5-  «?tt?«  ̂ '-fvff  -'^  locust.  (J^J^^  p  ummu'l  ̂ i- 
ydl,  Name  of  a  village  in  Arabia.  p  um7n 

fflnldn,  The  gum-arabic  tree,  ■^■j^^  p  ummu  I  fa- 
raj,  A  sop.  p  ummu  farwat,  (Mother  of 
riches)  A  sheep.  A  buffalo.  ,  \j^.oii3^  ummu'l 

fazdsi 

umm 
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tune.  Death.  A  hyena.  A  spider.  i_-^yp 

hub,  Misfortune.  p  ummu'l  hawm,  (Mother 
of  the  people)  A  king,  a  chief.  p  uvimul 

kitab,  (Mother  of  books)  The  Kur'an  (called  also 
the  book  of  divine  decrees,  in  which,  according  to 

the  Muhammadans,  the  destiny  of  every  man  is 

written  in  indelible  characters).  The  first  chapter 

of  the  Kur'an.  <_iJ^  p  urmn  Italb,  A  tree  whose 
leaf  resembles  that  of  the  willow.  p  ummu 

kalbat,  The  fever.  p  umm  laroh,  The  eagle, 

(j^^^  p  ummu'l  luliayn,  Death,  l^^^  p 

umm 

mahbub,  A  serpent. umm  mirzam,  The 

mmnu 

(Mother  of  the  book)Thefirst  chapter  of  theKur'an, 

Any  unrepealed  or  unabrogated  verse  of  the  Kur'an. 

P  ummu  I  kirddn.  The  fetlock  of  a  horse. 

Jjjiii^  P  ummu'lh{ra\  Fire.  A  dish  made  of  meat, 
wheaten  flour,  &c.  Ummu  'I  liura',  (Mother  of  ci- 

ties) Mecca.  p  uvim  hash^m,  Adverse  for- 

north  wind.  JjA^  ̂   ummu'' I  manzil,  (or  ^ 
uminu'l  maswa')  A  hostess,  landlady,  mother  of  a 

family.  A  wife,  jjj^*-*  p  umvi  muslimin,  (Mo- 
tlier  of  the  Muslims)  Ayisha,  the  favourite  wife, 

and  widow  of  Muhammad,  called  also  An'nabiya 
the  Prophetess,  on  account  of  the  great  authority 

she  obtained  among  the  Muhammadans  after  her 

husband's  death.  p  ummu  mildam,  A  fever. 

^13  p  mmn  nqfi^  (Mother  profitable)  A  hen.  p 

pj^^  ummun  nujum,  (Mother  of  the  stars)  The 
milky  way,  heaven,  the  starry  vault.  a^^JoJl  p 
ummu'n  naddmai,  (Motherof  repentance)  Haste, 

precipitation.   (JijjJ^  p  ummun  nawfal,  A  hyena. 
j»l  ummu  I  walad,  (Mother  of  children)  A  mo- 
ther. (In  a  law  sense)  A  female  slave  who  has  borne 

a  child  to  her  master.  ̂ ,1^^  p  ummu  I  ham.  The 

pia  mater.  p  ummu  I  himbir,  The  ass.  p 
ummu  I  hay^am.  The  eagle.     (j^^  p 

mul  yaman,  Sana  the  capital  of  Yaman.     p  ̂ 
uil!  Id  umma  laka.  You  have  no  mother  (an  ex- 

pi-ession  of  contempt.  You  are  a  foundling;  though 
sometimes  taken  in  a  contrary  sense). 

A  \ic\  a'md.  Is  it  not  ?  Verily,  truly,  indeed, 
flwwwa.  But.  As  for.  Whether.  Or.  How- 

ever. Notwithstanding.  Jw/n a.  But  if,  unless,  whe- 

ther. Either.  Or.       \X\  immd  an,  Would  that  ! 

imas,  (pi.  of  '&^\  amat)  Handmaids,  fe- 
males, slaves.   Umds,  (v.  n.  of  l«\  for  yt>\)  Mewing. 

A  imsdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_f  ̂)  Becoming  a  hun- 
dred in  number  (camels).  Making  up  a  hundred, 

(pi.  of      amat?)  Handmaids,  female  slaves 

A  OU\  ma^,  High,  unequal  places. 

A  ummdt,  (pi.  of  p  ̂cwi?n)  Mothers,  dams. 
A  »I>U^  imdtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  C^y)  Put- 

ting to  death.  Losing  flocks  by  a  murrain.  Los- 

ing her  yoimg.  Being  bereaved  of  her  children. 

Rendering  (meat)  soft  and  flabby  from  overboiling, 

(in  gram.)  Rendering  (a  word  or  tense)  obsolete. 

A  ̂ \<\  amdsil,  (pi.  of  ̂JXo^  amsal)  Eminent, 

conspicuous.  Peers,  nobles,  grandees,  free-men. 
p  1  dmuj,  A  plough.  Amdj,  (or  amdj) 

Heaps  (of  earth)  on  which  they  place  butts  for 
shooting  at  with  arrows.  A  target  for  archers.  A 

throne.  The  24th  part  of  a  firsang. 

p  -.U^  amdj,  A  plough.  ^fcl  dliani  amdj, 
2r 

A  ploughshare.  ̂ U\(JL<^Li  sdhhtiamdj,V\o\i^\i 

gear.   Umdj,  A  kind  of  pottage. 
A  Ss>-\^\  amdjid,  (pi.  of  amjad)  Most  glo- 

rious, honourable. 

P  amdj-sdhhtay/t,  Plough-gear. 

anidj-(jah.  The  world.    A  place  on 
which  a  target  is  fixed. 

A  (..^aAs^Ul  amdkhlz,  (pi.  of  (^l^^  imhhdz) 
Milks  ̂ s  long  as  they  are  in  the  churn. 

imsad,  (v.  n.  4  of  iil«)  Rendering  (a  plant) 

pliable,  soft,  and  succulent  (irrigation). 

p  dmddagi.  Preparation,  readiness. 
p^jiil*!  dmddan.  To  prepare,  make  ready, equip, 

expedite,  despatch.  To  be  prepared.  To  fill. 
p  JiiUI  dmdda,  Prepared,  ready.  Arranged, 

disposed  in  order,  equipped.  Ripe.  Made  plain. 
Resolved,  determined. 

A  ̂liUI  amddih,  (pi.  of  ao-j        Laudable  acts. 
PjU)  1  dmdr.  Numeration,  calculation.  Inqui- 

sition, investigation.  Minute  search.  Dropsy. 

p amdr,  Stai'ch.  Weaver's  glue. 

A  jtcl  amdr.  Time.  A  promise.  Time  or  place 
of  promise.  Sign,  mark,  signal.  Imdr,  Acommand. 

A  ammdr,  Imperious,  despotic,  tyrannical. 

Propense.  'ij^\i^j^nafs  ammdr  at, Coricu^iscenw. 
A  amdrat,  A  sign,  mark,  signal,  token,  or 

symptom.  Time.  A  promise.  The  time  or  place 
ofapromise.  I  mar  at  or  amxirat.  Dominion,  power, 

authority,  sovereignty,  command.  A  government, 
a  district  imder  the  authority  of  a  governor. 

jjU^l  ddru  'I  imdrat,  The  palace  of  the  mayor,  the 
house  of  prefecture.  Imdrat,  (v.  n.  4  ofjlo  forj^o) 

Making  (the  dust)  fly  (a  wind).  Causing  (blood) 

to  flow  on  the  ground,  (v.  n.  4  ofjU  foi"_^)  Lay- 

ing in  a  stock  (of  provisions)  Melting.  Pouring- 
water  upon  saffi'on.    Cutting  the  jugular  veins. 

amarid,  (pi.  of  iiy«^)  Beardless  youths. 
p  »jUI  a;« a ra.  Enquiry,  strict  search.  Dropsy. 

p  iJ^S  imdra,  Computation,  reckoning. 
imara-gir.  An  accomptant. 

A  'ij\it\  imdzut,  (v.  n.  4  ofjU  for^-o)  Separa- 
ting, distinguishing,  discriminating. 

AjjUl  amdzir,  (pi.  of  jijo  mazlr)  Brave,  un- 
daunted. Polished,  elegant,  accomplished. 

p  (_>*>l*  1  dmds,  A  tumour,  a  swelling. 

A  (_>mU>1  d7nds,  (pi.  of  ̂^J^\  ams)  Yesterdays. 
amasa,  Swellings. 

p  (jjjolfcoUil  dmdsdnida.n,  To  cause  to  swell. 

p  ̂iiju*>l«l  aTOa«r^a«,Toswell,  become  inflated. 
p  Si^jujU  I  dmdsida,  Swelled,  swollen. 

p  i0.l>-  S^^A<*>UI  dmdsida-hhdya,  One  who  has 
swelled  testicles. 

A  &jut*l«\  amdsiya,  A  city  in  Cappadocia. 

p  i^Xid  I  dmdsh,  A  roasting-spit. 

A  amdsikh,  (pi.  ot'is'y^]  umsuhhat) 

Leaves  of  the  plant  ̂ Ir  sumdm. 
A  &iaU\  imdtat,  (v.  n.  4  of  1?U  for  laji*)  Re- 



moving,  taking  away,  putting  to  a  distance.  De- 
parting from.  Being  far  distant. 

A  &5-U\  ima^it,  The  act  of  causing  to  flow. 

ama^z,  (ovJaS-I*^  ama^z)  (pi.  ofj^iw^ 

um^z')  Herds  of  mountain-goats.  Bevies  of  roes. 
A  J^l*^  ama^h,  (or  ama^k)  Widely- 

extended  deserts. 

A  ̂l«t  a7nah,(ov ^^^\a7nsaJi){j^\.oi ^yomusK) 
The  inner  corners  of  the  eye.  (pi.  of  mush 

and^^TOwA)  Low-lying  grounds. 
A  mifah,  (v.  n.  4  of  Bursting  into 

rage,  or  into  tears  with  excessive  sobbing.  A  fit  of 

rage  or  sobbing.   Fraud,  deceit. 

amahin,  (pi.  of  makan^  Places. 

Mansions,  habitations.  s^Jx^  (j^^  amakini  mu- 
tabarraha,  Holy  places. 

A  iivJ>/U\  flmaAi<^,  Balances,  remainders  of  fines 

for  shedding  blood. 

A  JU I  amal,  (pi.  of  J>*\  a??mZ)  Desires,  hopes. 

JUi!i)l  (j.^  ̂*a?!rZ  amal,  Sons  of  hope.  JU^)\  l-a^Ij 

wahihu'l  amM,  (God)  the  granter  of  desires. 
A        imalat,  (v.  n.  4of       for  J^)  Enrich- 

ing, (v.  n.  4  of  Jl«  for  Jji*)  Causing  to  incline, 

bending.  Feeding  on  a  salt  and  bitter  plant.  Giv- 

ing to  fatha  a  sound  like  that  of  kasra  (as  when 

itah  is  pronounced  as  if  written  i^^/Ji^kifib). 

A  (jJUl  amalis,  (pi.  of  (j-ji*^)  Barren  deserts. 
A  Oa!U\  amalit,  Swift  camels. 

A  ̂lo^  amalij,  (pi.  of  ,^^\  umluj)  Leaves  of 
certain  trees  like  the  cypress.  Wild  date-stones. 

A  amalis,  (pi.  of,j«ji<\)  Barren  deserts. 

A  ̂U^  amam,  Before,  prior  to.  uii-«U\  amamak, 
Before  thee,  beware ! 

A  ̂ \  imam,  (pi.  ̂ \  ma»iand&!Ij\  asimmat) 
A  head,  chief,  leader  in  religious  matters,  prelate. 
Muhammad.  A  khalif  A  king.  A  general  officer. 
A  guide,  exemplar,  pattern.  Any  book  of  instruc- 

tion. The  daily  lesson  of  a  child.  The  Kur'an.  A 

mason's  line  or  rule.  A  bowstring.  A  driver.  An 
open  royal  road.  A  tract  of  land  leading  to  the 
temple  of  Mecca.  Imam,  is  sometimes  used  to  im- 

ply ^\  imam  shafi^i/,  The  first  of  thefour 
peers,  equals  or  heads  of  the  four  chief  Muhamma- 

dan  sects,  whom  they  call  Imam,  as  our  theolo- 
gians say  often  the  Apostle,  meaning  the  Apostle 

Paul.  (pi.  of  ̂  !  a??im)Blows  which  wound  the  brain. 

p  »,b  j»U\  immn-hara,  A  temple,  conclave.  A 
place  illuminated  at  the  festival  ofMuharram,where 
the  shrines  of  the  Imams  Hasan  and  Husayn  are 
visited  with  great  veneration. 

A  X/«U\  imamat,  (v.  n.  of  Setting  an  exam- 
ple. Taking  the  lead  in  religiouSjmatters,  perform- 

ing the  functions  of  an  Imam.  The  priestly  office. 
UmRmat,  A  body  of  300  camels.  A  woman's 
name.  iw>l«\_^\  abu  umamat.  Name  of  several  men. 

p  »J>]j*Ul  imam-zada.  The  son  of  a  priest. 
p  imam  kuU,  The  son  of  Nadir  Shah. 
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G  (jy>^^  amamun,  Stone-parsley.  Ginger. 

Pepper. 
A  ̂\/«^  imamty.  Name  of  two  traditionists. 

A  'slK\j«\imamiyat,  Name  of  a  sect,  that  of  Aliy. 

aman,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  safe  and  se- 
cure. Security,  safety,  peace,  tranquillity,  protec- 

tion. Any  treaty  or  agreement  tending  to  bestow 

security,  liberty,  or  mercy.  (jVroi)^  al  aman.  Quar- 
ter !  mercy!  &\  (jl<i\  ̂ ^f^  aman  allah,  Under 

the  protection  of  God.  p  (JUulj^-  aman 
hhmastan,  To  sue  for  mercy,  to  beg  quarter. 

A  umma7i,  An  ideot.  Faithful,  trusty.  A 

sower,  farmer.  Ummani,  (du.  of  jl^)  Two  mothers ; 
a  mother  and  aunt ;  also  parents,  father  and  mother. 

A  iol«\  amana  t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^*\)  Being  faithful  and 

trustworthy.  Keeping  (any  thing)  close  and  not 

repeating  (it).  A  deposit,  charge,  any  thing  given 

in  trust.  Security,  safety,  protection.  Fidelity. 

Rectitude,  sincerity.  An  inward  belief  correspond- 
ing to  the  outward  profession.  Statutes  of  divine 

obligation,  p  i^jJ^tA^  amanat  dashtan,  To 

deposit,  to  place  in  trust. 

Pj^ Jk^U\  amanat-dar,  A  depositary.  Trusty. 

p  JOU^ amanat-da7'i,C\\di,Yge, trust, agency. 
Fidelity,  faithfulness,  honesty,  trustiness. 

Pj\^Ui\  amanat-har,  An  agent,  a  factor. 
A  i^U^  ayndm,  Security.  Trust,  charge,  deposit. 

(In  India  applied  to  land)  that  which  is  in  charge 

of  a  collector  on  the  part  of  government  (in  oppo- 
sition to  ijara,  that  which  is  farmed). 

A  ̂\^\amaniy,  (pi.  of        Mmni//ai)  Desires. 
p  slol  amah,  A  tumour. 

A  jU  b  ya  umah,  O  mother ! 

A  imahat,  (v.  n.  4  of  jl«  for  »_yo)  Giving 

water  to  drink.  Pouring  water  on  the  blade  of  a 

knife  whilst  grinding  it,  or  into  an  ink-stand.  Hav- 
ing water  springingup  and  burstingforth  (ground). 

Filling  (a  pond).  Digging  to  a  spring  of  water. 
Raining.  Mixing.  Impregnating  (a  stallion). 

p  (j^iJjbU  I  amahidan.  To  swell,  to  be  stupefied. 

p  U 1  dmay,  (in  comp.)  Filling :  a  filler.  One 
who  prepares  or  makes  ready.    An  ornamenter. 

A  amadm,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  amim)  Blows  upon 
the  head.  Stones  with  which  such  blows  are  given. 

p  mn'aii,  Fullness,  repletion. 

p  amasidan.  To  make  ready,  to  pi'e- 
pare.    To  be  ready.    To  fill. 

G  {j^.j^Jf^  ambar  baris.  Barberries. 

p  lij^jf*^  amba^'ud,  A  pear. 

G  jui^jij^  ambarusira,  Ambrosia. 
A  'iA  I  dynat,  Fruitfulness,  plenty.  Rain  widely 

spread.  The  secundine  which  infolds  the  new-born 
child.  Swaddling-clothes.  A  blemish,  defect,  loss. 

A        dmmdt,  (A  wound)  reaching  the  brain. 

A  &*\  aynat,  (pi.  L^\yt>\  ammdt, 

ami,  ̂ ^^y>^  amrvdn,  hnrvdn,  and  umrodn)  A  female 
servant,  a  handmaid.  Name  of  four  female  com- 

panions  of  Muhammad. 
A  immat,  Grace,  favour,  benevolence.  The 

priestly  office.  Submission  to  the  guidance  of  an 
Imam.  Religion,  rule  of  life.  State,  condition, 

mode,  form,  manner.  Affluence.  Ummat,  (pi.  ̂ \ 
umam)  A  crowd,  company.  A  nation,  people.  Reli- 

gion, sect,  cast.  Rule  of  life.  Persons  of  the  same 

persuasion,  followers,  adherents  :  as,  m\  urn- 

mat  ̂ sa',  The  people  of  Jesus,  i.  e.  Christians ; 
iiJJ^  ummat  muhammad,  The  people  of  Mu- 

hammad, i.  e.  Muhammadans.  Any  genus  of  ani- 
mals. An  open  road,  a  highway.  A  head,  chief, 

guide,  pattern.  A  mother.  Time,  occasion,  oppor- 
tunity. Obedience, submission.  Onewho  abounds 

in  good  things.  Figure,  stature.  Face,  surface. 

A  learned  man.  Creatures.  mnmatu'lldh, 
Creatures  of  God.  [y>-J  ̂   ummatu  V  rajul,  The 
family  of  a  man.  Glee,  sprightliness.  A  follower 

of  the  truth,  opposed  to  all  other  forms  of  belief. 
A  CL-uo^  amt,  (v.  n.  of  l1^\)  Determining  (by 

measure,  manner,  or  time).  Intending  purposing. 

Guessing,  conjecturing.  Being  depressed.  Being 

steep  and  high.  Weakness.  A  proper  regulation 

for  living.  Curvature.  A  distortion  about  the 

mouth.  A  fold,  a  wrinkle  in  a  garment.  Inequa- 

lity in  ground,  (pi.  OUl  imat  and  C^yn\  umut) 

High,  prominent  ground.  A  small  hill.  A  pro- 

tuberance :  as,  la*J^  Uii«\  imtalasa's 
sikd,  fa  md  bihd  amt,  The  skin  is  full,  and  there  is 
no  protuberance  in  it  (being  equally  stretched  in 

every  part).  Diversity  of  opinion,  doubtfulness  : 
al  khamr  hurrimat  la  am- 

ta  fihd,  Wine  is  forbidden,  there  is  no  doubt  of  it. 

A  CLm>\  b  yd  mmnati,  O  my  mother  ! 
A  ̂\jk*\  ivitds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^)  Walking  badly, 

ungracefully.  Abounding  in  the  necessaries  of  life. 

A  imidh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Fixing  (her)  tail 
in  the  ground  when  laying  (her)  eggs  (a  locust). 

Ajll«lmmifar,  The  being  extended,lengthened. 

A  ̂p^^  imtd^  (v.n.4  of  ̂jw>)  Enjoying.  Being 
independent  of,  able  to  do  without.  Permitting  to 

enjoy,  bestowing,  making  plenty.  Causing  to  grow, 

supplying  growth. 
A  (j^^  im^aw,  A  striking  on  the  side  of  the  back, 

p  immatdn,  (Pers.  pi.  of  A  'i!!o\  ummat) 
Peojjles,  nations. 

A  ̂boUl  imtitdh,  (v.n.8  of  ̂ )  Tearing  away. 
Carrying  oflT.  Enjoying.  Reposing,  resting  on  a 

journey.  Making  a  wind  with  the  hand. 
A  imtitdhh.  An  extracting,  a  tearing  up. 

A  imtisdl,  (v.  n.8  of  JXo)  Obeying,  sub- 

mitting, conforming(to  law).  Making  an  example 

of,  enforcing  the  lex  talionis.  Representing,  exhi- 

biting, rehearsing.  Pourtraying.  Imitating. 

imtisdlan  li'l  amr,  In  obedience  to  command. 

A  imtihdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ui*  for  jsi*)  Becom- 

ing expunged,  effaced,  obliterated. 



A  (^y^^  imtihash,  The  being  burnt. 

A  (^l^^  Imtihaz,  A  drinking  of  pure  milk. 
imtihat,  (v.  n.  8  of  la^)  Running  (a 

camel).  Drawing(a  sword)  :  extracting  (a  spear). 

A  jl^^  imtthak,  (v.  n.  8  of  Js^)  Being  abo- 
lished or  cancelled.  Being  burnt  or  scorched. 

A  ̂\s^^  imtihak,  (v.  n.  8  of  uLisi*)  Being 
passionate,  choleric.  Wrangling,  litigating. 

A  (jW**^  imtihan,  (v.n.8  of  ̂ ^^)  Examining, 
weighing attentively,trying,proving,  testing.  Look- 

ing to  the  final  result.  Opening,  enlarging  the  heart 

(God).An  experiment,proof,examination.  Olil^^ 
<ia^\  imt/hanati  iJahiya,  Divine  temptations. 

A  ̂Uc**^  imtihhahh,  The  act  of  taking  marrow. 
AjUc^^  imtikhar,  (v.  n.  8  of^)  Selecting  the 

best  of  any  thing.  Extracting  the  marrow  from  a 

bone.  Meeting  and  snuffing  up  the  wind  (a  horse 

galloping  at  full  speed). 

A  imtikhaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_jiai^)  Stirring 

itself  (a  foetus).  Being  shaken  in  the  churn  (milk). 

A  lalai^^  imtikhat,  (v.  n.  8  of  Lis:*)  Blowing 
the  nose.  Unsheathing  a  sword.  Drawing  up  (wa- 

ter) through  the  nostrils  and  discharging  (it)  again. 

Snatching  (any  thing)  from  the  hand  of  another. 

A  ̂^tijU^  imtklah,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ iX«)  Praising. 
Being  wide  (the  hypochondria).  Being  roomy 

enough  (a  habitation).  Self-applause. 
A  ̂^;iXo\  iyntidakh,  The  being  insolent,  unjust. 

A  li^iijU^  imtiddd, (y.xi.S  of  !S,«)  Stretching  one^s 
self.  Being  extended.  Protraction,  prolongation, 

production,  extension,  prorogation.  C->L>- 
imttdadi  hayat,  Prolongation  of  life, 

imtidadi  zavian,  Length,  or  process  of  time. 

Aj^jjk(o\  imtidar,  (v.  n.  8  ofjiXc)  Taking  a  clod 

or  lump  of  clay  (ijii/e  madarat). 
A(_jii\ hntidash,  The  act  of  taking,snatchin2;. 

A  ̂^3>jl«\  imtizak,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j3<«)  Being  di- 
luted with  water  (milk). 

imtiraf,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^^«)  Doubting. 
Doubt,  scepticism.  Dissolving  the  clouds  in  rain 

(wind).  Pouringforth (tears).  Drawingout(milk). 

aJ^JxA  imtirar,  (v.  n.  8  of  jo)  Passing  across, 
by,  through,  over.  Persevering  in,  being  perpetual. 

A J^K*!  ijntiraz,  (v.  n.  8  ofj ̂)  Cozening,  de- 
frauding. Keeping  a  partner  out  of  his  property. 

Withdrawing  one's  own  share  out  of  a  partnership 
concern.  Injuringthe  reputation  of  another.  Boxing. 

A  (^\jLo^  imtiras,  (v.  n.  8  oi  ̂ ^J<>)  Rubbing 

one's  self  against  any  thing.  Being  at  a  loss  for 
words  when  wrangling  and  quarrelling.  Brawl- 

ing, wrangling.    Altercation.  Rancour. 

A  imtirask,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^jo)  Wrench- 

ing. Seizing.  Snatching  any  thing  from  the  hand 
of  another.    Gaining,  acquiring. 

A  Isj^l  imtirat,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jo)  Grasping, 
seizing.  Collecting. 

A  ̂j*^^  imtirak,  (v.  n.  8  of  jj*)  Flying  swiftly 
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and  passing  through  (an  arrow). 

A  imtizaj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ 3*)  Mingling. 
Being  mixed,  diluted,  blended.     Union,  mixture. 

Oolxw*  ̂ j«m,izajisa^dat-imtizaj,K(\.h- 
position  tempered  with  excellence. 

A  >^L<-Xe^  witisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  \mc  for  _j-»/«)  Tak- 

ing the  whole  of  another's  substance.  (v.  n.  8  of 

^_j-*/c)  Being  athirst. 
A  ̂LJU)!  imtisah,  The  unsheathing  (of  a  sword). 

A  imtisalih,  (v.n.8  of  ̂ ~/e)  Drawing, 
unsheathing  (a  sword). 

A  ̂L-jUl  hntisagh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ »--«)  Retiring. 
A  ui)L~Xe^  imtisah,  The  act  of  holding  fast. 

A  JU^<\  hntisal,  The  act  of  drawing  (a  sword). 

A  (ji>X«^  amtash,  Weak-sighted  (man). 
A  AJ:S/c\  imtishaf,  (v.  n-  8  of  Having  a 

numerous  offspring,  or  prolific  herds. 

A  imtishash,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^fuc)  Obtain- 

ing part  of  another's  property.  Milking  the  udder 
dry.  Cutting  the  ornaments  off  her  neck  (a  woman). 

Cleaning  one's  self  with  a  flint  or  clod  after  stooling. 
A  ls>liL^^  imtishat,  (v.  n.  8  of  lxi««)  Combing 

herself  (a  woman). 

A  imthha^  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Milking 

(the  udder)  dry.    Twitching,  snatching  another's 
garment.    Drawing  a  sword  rapidly, 

(.diJ  ̂ ^L^  \io  imtaslii^  minhu  ma  masha^  laha, 
Take  thereof  whatever  thou  canst  find. 

A  ̂jLiJi<i\  imtishak,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^-"^)  Snatching 

a  thing  from  another's  hand.  Milking  (the  udder) 
dry.  Cutting  off,  separating.  Drawing  (a  sword). 

A  (Jl>ili«\  imtishal,  The  act  of  drawing  a  sword. 

A  imiishdn,  (v.  n.8  of  (^-i-*)  Breaking, 

cutting  off.  Snatching,  dragging  away  by  force. 

Drawing  (a  sword).  Receiving  a  wide  but  shal- 
low wound.    Milking  (the  udder)  dry. 

A  ̂ UaXo^  imtisdkh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ojo)  Stripping 
the  leaves  from  the  plants  ̂ sumdm  and  nafiy. 

AjLajk*\  initisar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^ojc)  Milking  a 

camel  with  the  ends  of  the  fingers,  or  with  the  fore- 

finger and  thumb  only.  Being  metamorphosed, 

and  changed  into  another  shape. 

A  ̂_^LaJU>\  imtisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  cjo*)  Sucking. 

A  ̂Uflulo^  imtisd^  A  travelling,  a  journeying. 
A  ̂^lx^\  imt{tdj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  lla*  for  ̂la^e)  Using 

a  horse  or  beast  of  burden  (called  i^ia*  viaiiyat). 

A  ̂llal*\  imtitdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ -e)  Rising  and 
swelling  (a  river). 

A  Jlk:;*^  imtitdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J-lae)  Delaying 

the  payment  of  a  debt.    Shooting  forth  (a  plant). 

A  i5Uio\  imti^d,  (v.  n.  8  of  Sm)  Drawing  or 

seizing  any  thing  rapidly.  Travelling. 

A  (_j*jUjL<\  rmti^s,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ j****)  Rubbing 

(the  backside)  on  the  ground. 
A  (^l*X«\  imti^z,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^»«)  Being 

difficult,troublesome.  Being  angry,  gi'ieved,vexed. 

A  l>l*jU\  imti^t,  (v.  n.  8  of  lajw)  Falling  off" 

(hair).  Advancing  (the  day).  Drawing  (a  sword). 

A  (JUio^  imti^l,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_)j<*)  Stabbing  and 
seizing  at  one  and  the  same  time. 

A  amti^t,  (pi.  of  ̂ U/«  mafu^  Goods, 
wares,  merchandises.  p  ̂ ^\^  amti^si 

fjlrdn-hahd,  Merchandise  of  great  value. 
A  imtighdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  iaiw))  Being 

stretched  (a  bow  or  any  thing  elastic).  Advancing 

(the  day).    Drawing  (a  sword). 

AjUi^\  iintikdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jsjc)  Deepening  a 
well  when  its  water  has  been  exhausted. 

A  ialiilic^  imtihat,  (v.  n.  8  of  laiu)  Extracting. 

A  imtihd^  (^v. n.8  of  jH*)  Sucking  (the 

udder)  dry.  Changing  colour  from  fear  or  terror. 

A  jUi:i«\  imtikdk,  A  draining  (of  the  udder). 
A  JULio^  imtihdl,  The  act  of  diving  repeatedly. 

A  imtihdr,  (v.  n.  8  of ̂ )  Being  coloured 
with  red  earth.    Sowing  seed. 

imtihah,  (v.  n.  8  of  uil/«)  Sucking. 
Exhausting  the  udder  (a  colt). 

A  ̂^iXo^  imtilas,  (v.  n.  8  of  \i«)  Being  filled. 

A  ̂^)sX«l  imtildj.  The  act  of  sucking  (the  teat). 

A  ̂^klio^  imiildli,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Mixing  false- liood  with  truth. 

A  ̂ ^^^  imtildhh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Unsheathing 
(a  swoi'd).  Drawing  (a  tooth).  Tearing  out  (an 
eye).    Unbridling  (a  horse),  unbitting  (him). 

A  i^kx«V/wf/7a~,(v.n.8  of  iS3-<)Receivingagift. 

A  J^IjU^  imiildz,  (v.  n.  8  ofjU)  Tearing  up,  re- 
moving forcibly. 

A  (_)*i^Jjui\  imtilas,  (v.  n.  8  of  (jAo)  Being 
taken  away  (sight). 

A  l>^)jk«c\  imtildt,  (v.  n.  8  of  laLo)  Hauling, 

snatching,  pulling  to  one's  self. 

A  ̂"i^*^  imtildj  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ /«)  Travelling 
quick  (a  camel).  Skinning  a  sheep  (beginning  at 

the  neck).    Snatching  hastily.    Passing  quick. 

A  jj^^^  imtildh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jU)  Extracting. 
A  J^«\  imtildl,(v.n.  8  of  J.*)  Baking  (bread) 

upon  the  embers.  Walkiiig  fast.  Embracing  a 

certain  religion,  or  sect  (&)-«  millat). 

A  (_;^\  amtan,  Stronger,  strongest. 
A  imtinds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_^)  Arriving  in 

the  valley  of  Mina',  close  to  Mecca. 

A  ̂ UX«1  imtindh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Receiving  a 
present.  Being  loaded  with  benefits  (from  God). 

A  ̂IJjUi\  imtind^  (v.  n.  8  of         Being  pre- 
vented. Abstaining,  refraining.   Being  strong  and 

powerful.     Refusing,  denying.     p  t^^^ 

imtind^hardan.  To  refuse,  deny.    To  abstain. 
A  jjUX<i\  imtindn,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Upbraiding, 

twittinsr  one  with  a  benefit  conferred  Cij^^ninnat). 

Conferring  a  favour  or  obligation  (&i*  minnat). 
A  imtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^^j-^)  Sliarpening 

(a  paring-knife). 
A  ̂^fA*^  imtthdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ yo)  Swooning, 

fainting.     Being  drained  of  blood. 



A  til.^^  imtihad,  (v.  n.  8  of  liye)  Attending  to 

one's  affairs  and  gaining.  Being  broad  and  level. 
Spreading  out,  making  even  and  soft  (a  bed). 

A  (_)iljX<i\  imtihdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^)  Being 
burned.  Shaving(lier)facewitharazor(a woman). 

A  ivitihan,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^^)  Taking  one 
as  a  servant,  making  use  of  his  service.  Becoming 

a  servant.    Regarding  as  weak  and  contemptible. 

A  Li->ljuw>\  imtiyas,  (v.  n.  8  of  ijj>\^  for  t^  ̂>c) 

Dyeing.  Steeping,  macerating  in  water.  Obtain- 
ing an  easy  livelihood.  Dissolving  and  drinking 

the  coagulated  milk  \sls\  ahit. 

A  imtiyah,  (v.  n.  8  of       for  ̂ *)  Mak- 
ing a  present.  Making  sweat  behind  the  ears  (sun). 

A  imtisdd,  The  act  of  gaining,  acquiring. 

AjllXol  wituar,  (v.  n.  8  of  jlo)  Hating. 

AjLjUi\  imtiyar,  (v.  n.  8  ofjU  forj^)  Draw- 
ing (a  sword),  (v.  n.  8  of  jU  for^A*)  Victualling 

one's  household. 

AjlJi*^  imtiydz,  (v.  n.  8  of  jU  forjx*)  Being 
sejjarated.  Separation,  distinction,  discrimination, 

p  |jfc)^^Ll<i\  imtiydz  kardan,  To  make  a  distinc- 
tion, to  separate,  to  discriminate. 

A  jJ^LjUi\  imtiydziy,  Possessing  the  quality  of 
discriminating,  discriminative. 

A  ijlL*^  imtifdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Sobbing, 
weeping,  breathing  hard.    Being  violent  (anger). 

A  sLa*^  itntiydh,  (v.  n.  8  of  sl*  for  iyc)  Giving 
water  to  drink.  Pouring  water  on  the  blade  of  a 
knife  when  grinding;  it. 

A  Jlifo^  amsdl,  (pi. of  jXe  masal)  Resemblances, 

likenesses.  Proverbs,  adages.  It/isdl,  (v.  n.  4  of 

^y^)  Punishing  by  way  of  example,  retaliating 

(as  eye  for  eye). 

A  (J.jk/«1  amsal,  (pi.  ,JjUl  arndsil)  Most  excel- 
lent, most  proper  for  imitation.  Convalescent. 

A  amsilat,  (pi.  of  (Jlw  misdT)  Exemplars. 

Pictures,  images.    Commands.    Fables.  Beds. 
amsan.  One  unable  to  contain  his  urine. 

A  mnsulat,  A  verse,  sentence,  or  saying, 

worthy  of  repetition  or  quotation. 

A  ̂ \  flwi;,  (v.  n.of  ̂ \)  Travelling  fast.  Amaj, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Being  very  thirsty.  Extreme  heat 

or  thirst.   ̂ Very  hot.   ̂   <  ii^to,  A  hot  summer. 
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A  ̂l^^  wn7«^,(v.n.4of  ̂ ^)  Giving  (a  weaned 
camel's  colt)  milk  to  drink  from  a  bucket. 

A  JW^^  imjdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y^)  Contracting  a 
hardness  (the  hand)  from  hard  labour.  Harden- 

ing the  hand  (hard  labour). 

A  i^>si!'^amjad,'M.ore  or  most  excellent  or  glorious. amahh.  Fat. 
C  _ 
A  immiJiaf,  The  beinsf  obliterated. 

I-
 

imjdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Travelling,  mak- 
ing a  tour.  Beginning  to  run  (a  horse)  before  (he 

is)  warm.    Running  (sap  in  a  tree). 

A  tiW*^  amjdd,  (pi.  of  i^s-U  mdjid  or  iX*:^  ma- 
jtd)  Glorious.  Imjdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Magnify- 

ing, praising,  glorifying.  Giving  largely.  Find- 

ing a  pasture  abundant  in  feed,  and  grazing  almost 

to  satiety  (camels).  Satiating  or  almost  satiating. 

Bringingforth  anoble,praiseworthy  son  (a  woman). 

Ajlsi*^  imjdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  not  in  use)  Being 
large  in  the  belly  of  the  mother  (a  foetus).  Taking 

large  profit.  Pouring  milk  into  an  infant's  mouth- 
Having  a  large  foetus,  being  unable  to  rise  (a  ewe). 

A         '  imhdh,(Y.n.4:  of  ̂ )Being  thread-bare. 
A  ̂̂jils^*^  m/tasA,Aburning,scorching,searing. 

A  (^l^^  imhds,  (v.n.  4  of  (^^)  Shining  (as 
the  sun,  after  an  eclipse).  Recovering  from  disease. 

A  ;_^U^^  imhdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  {^^)  Giving  to 
drink  pure  milk,  without  any  admixture  of  water. 

Possessing  pure  milk.  Making  a  true  relation. 
Demonstrating  sincere  friendship. 

A  imhdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jsi*)  Dep  riving  of 
a  blessing.    Perishing,  dying  away. 

A  Jjls^^  immihdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  can- 
celled or  made  void.    Being  burnt  or  scorched. 

imhaJi,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.iis^°)  Being  mo- rose and  surly.    Being  angry. 

A  Jl^^  hnhdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-s^^*)  Being  barren. 
Sutfering  from  barrenness.    Giving  no  rain. 

A  amahdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \')  Beating,  throb- bing (a  wound). 

A  {_j<*s^^  amlias,  An  expert  currier  of  leather. 
A  i^jA^^  amhas,  One  who  receives  the  excuse  of 

another,  without  examining  into  its  truth  or  fallacy. 

A  iLojsi*'^  umhuzat,  Sincere,  disinterested,  and 
faithful  admonition. 

A  sK^^  imklids,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^)  Being  free, 

clear  of.    Excusing  one's  self. 

A  imkhdkh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Being  full  of 
marrow  (a  bone).  Becoming  fat  (a  sheep).  Being 

mealy  (an  ear  of  corn).  BeingfuU  of  sap  (a  branch). 

A  (^la^^  imhhdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_>as^)  Having 
camels  enduring  the  pangs  of  labour.  Being  ready 

for  the  churn  (milk).  Being  shaken  in  the  churn 

(milk).  Milk  as  long  as  it  continues  so  in  the  churn. 

A  JaUi*^  amhhdt,  (pi.  oi)a^  inahhii)  Generous 

(princes).   Imhhdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  las^*)  Shooting  (an 
arrow)  and  making  it  pierce.    Piercing  and  com- 

ing out  at  the  other  side  (an  arrow), 

p  i^^x^ '  dmukhtan,  To  teach, 
p  dSs^\  dmukhta,  Taught, 

p  i>el  dmad,  He  came.    Arrival.  Income. 

A  iX«  1  amid,  A  freighted  ship.   A  man  full  of 

good  or  bad  qualities.    Name  of  a  city, 
p       amd,  Time,  season,  opportxmity. 

A       amad,  (v.  n,  of  i\o\)  Being  angry  with. 

End,  extremity,  boundary,  age,  term  (of  life),  ca- 
tastrophe. A  goal.  Anger,  i^^jti  li^P  j  '^.'^  ti^^ 

amadi  madid  u  ̂ hdi  ba^d,  A  long  space  of  time. 
Amida,The  capital  of  Mesopotamia  (Diyarbakar). 

A       amadd,  More  or  most  extended. 

A  ASj'^  amdds,  (pi.  of        mudy')  Mudds,  cer- 

tain  measures  used  in  Egypt  and  Syria  of  different 
dimensions.  Irndds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ d^)  Granting  a 

delay,  tolerating.  Advancing  in  years,growing  old. 

Drinking  a  great  quantity  of  milk.  Filling. 

A  '^^\  immiddh,Ahemg  sufficiently  spacious. 
A  li^ti/cl  amdcid,  (pi.  of  mudd)  Certain  dry 

measures.  Iniddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  X*)  Assisting,  aid- 

ing, helping,  succouring.  Giving,  subsidizing.  Fur- 
nishing with  as  much  ink  as  the  pen  will  hold.  Put- 

ting ink  into  the  ink-stand.  Delaying,  putting  off 

(an  appointed  term),  prolonging  (life).  Issuing 

from  a  sore  (matter).  Yielding  fruit.  Becoming 

juicy  from  the  circulation  of  the  sap  (a  vegetable). 

Giving  camels  the  food         madid  to  eat. 
A  imddsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^i>e)  Giving. 
p  4^*1  A*  I  dmad  dmad,  Approach. 

A  immiddn.  Water  on  the  surface  of  the 

ground.    Name  of  a  place. 

A  ̂jlii/o^  imidddi).  Very  salt  (water),  hnidddn, 

(or  immiddn)  A  running  fountain.  A  place 
where  water  springs  either  from  the  ground  or  from 
a  rock. 

p  eO^iXol  dmaddna,  (or  dmaddni)  Acci- 

dental, casual,  fortuitous,  adventitious.  Imports. 

A        umdat.  The  remains,  the  rest.  A  surplus. 

A  *»  tVel  amiddat,  The  warp  of  a  web  in  the  loom. 
That  whereby  the  edges  of  a  piece  of  cloth  are  held 
fast  in  the  loom. 

A  jiive^  amdar,  Large-bellied(hyena)  that  shines 
from  being  besmeared  with  dung.  One  who  stools 

in  his  clothes,  whose  excrement  is  copious,  and  can- 
not be  retained.  Uncircumcised.  Dust-coloured. 

One  whose  sides  swell  out  or  are  dirtied  with  clay. 

p  1^  1  dmad  raft,  Coming  and  going,  in- 

gress and  egress.  Intercourse.  Travellers.  A  road. 

A  amdasli,  (A  man)  having  a  slender 
flexible  hand.  Weak  in  mind,  possessed  of  little 

intelligence.    Lean,  emaciated. 

p  ^  I  dmad  shud.  Coming  and  going.  tXo! 

^1^^  dJ^  dmad  shud  kardan,  To  come  and  go. 
I  dmadan,To  come.Coming,arrival,entry. 

p  I  dmadan-ridh,  The  time  or  place  of 

coming,  arriving,  or  meeting  :  a  rendezvous. 

p  j_^;ije!a9?iac?am,  Income,  impost,  revenue.  The 
season  at  which  any  merchandize  generally  arrives. 

Perquisites,  any  thing  gained  over  and  above. 

A  'is>'j^\  umduhat.  Praise.  A  praiseworthy  act. 
A  nmdad,  Custom,  habit,  usage. 

p  «-^*;  J      1  dmad  u  raft.  Intercourse. 
p       J  Sic  \  dmad  u  shud,  Coming  and  going. 

p  dmada.  Come,  arrived.  A  joke,  plea- 

santry, impromptu. 

y jj>         dmada-gir.  Receiving,  welcoming. 
A  amda'.  More  or  most  rare,  greatest. 

A  amdiyat.  Ponds  enclosed  with  stones. 
A  imzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^i^)  Turning  (a 

horse)  to  grass.  Diluting  very  much  (wine).  Giv- 



iug  (a  horse)  the  rein.  Experiencing  a  seminal 

eft'iision.    Playing  the  ba^vd  to  one's  own  wife. 
Aj\jv«^  imzar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjj«*)  Causing  to  stink, 

spoiling  (an  egg). 

A  J\ imzdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J3v<)  Sleeping,  being 

torpid  (the  foot). 

A  ,^^\  amzah,  Chafed  between  the  thighs. 
Stinking,  fetid,  e^j  I*  ma  amzaha  riliahn, 
How  fetid  liis  breath  is ! 

Aj  'd^\  avizar,  One  Avho  often  goes  to  stool. 
Xj\yd^\  hiiziJiTcir,  (v.  n.  4  of Q  not  used) 

Being  separated  (milk),  the  lacteal  parts  on  one 

side,  and  the  aqneous  on  the  other.   Being  mixed 

with  water  (milk  or  blood). 

A  J^3^\  imzilal,  The  being  torpid,  languid. 

A jio  I  amir,  One  who  commands,  orders,  or  issues 
mandates.  Numerous,  complete,  perfect.  The  last 

of  the  five,  or,  according  to  some,  seven  days  (called 

J^si^^  flZ  ̂ «jM^)  of  the  winter  solstice.  Name  of 
the  first  month  of  the  Muhammadan  year,  during 

which  they  are  forbidden  to  fight.  This  is  in  the 

old  dialect,the  more  modern  name  being  Muharram 

(prohibited),  p^^j^^y^*'  a7)iirinunu''lhalam, ( Commander  ofthe  ink  and  pen)God.  Muhammad. 

A j/c]amara,({\xt.jio\i,yas)miru)  Hecommanded. 

A  ami',  (v.  n.  ofj*\)  Commanding.  Becom- 
ing emir,  prince,  or  governor.  Multiplying,  ren- 

dering numerous.  (pl.^\j^  awamir)  A  mandate, 

edict,  decree,  precept,  diploma,  commission,  ordi- 

nance, brief,  (in  gram.)  The  afiirmative  impera- 

tive of  a  verb,  p  f^'^^ j^^  (imr  kardan,  To  com- 
mand. A  (p].j^*\  umur)  A  thing,  business,  affair, 

action.  i__Sj jif/c  amri  ma^'uf,  A  self-evident 
duty.  jo\  amri  muJnmm,  An  affair  of  impor- 

tance. j<)^\ y>\ulu'lamr,  Chiefs,learnedmen. 
Grievous.  A  wonderful  thing.  j<\  amrun  im- 
run,  A  disagreeable  or  strange  affair.  Amur,  (v. 

n.  of ̂ \)  Being  numerous  :  being  complete,  per- 
fect. Having  numerous  flocks.  Being  vehement, 

heavy,hard.  Anyone,someone.  {^.oiijc\amara£) 
Small  stones  which  they  erect  in  the  deserts  to  shew 

travellers  the  way.  Amir,  Happy,  fortunate,  blest. 

A  immar  also  ammar,  Weak,  silly.  Easy, 

pliable.  Immar,  A  lambkin.  'iji>\  ̂)  j  ja\  Ui 
ma  lahu  immar  wa  la  immarat.  He  has  nothing. 

A  It]  amarr.  More  bitter.  The  intestines  which 

contain  the  dung.  \iiiis-j'o\  amarr  ̂ kdan.  More 
or  most  able  in  the  management  of  business, 

s  \j/c  1  amra.  The  mangoe. 

A  f-jA  imraf  or  bnrus,  A  man.  A  he-wolf, 
p        amra,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  An  ass. 

Amaru,  Wine. 

A  Ajc\  imras,  (v.  n.  4  of  \jo)  Agreeing  with  a 
man,  being  wholesome  and  digestible  (food),  (v. 

n.  4  of  (_sy>)  Emitting  milk  in  streams  (a  camel). 

TJma,7'us,{\A.  of^\  armr)  Commanders,  governors, 

princes,  grandees,  amirs.    ̂ ^J^  t^]j^'^  umaraxi  hi- 
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ram,  Great  princes,  noble  lords. 

A  imrasat,  A  woman.  A  she-wolf. 

A  C->^1  amrat,  (pl.of  Oj*  mart)  Deserts,  so- 
litudes, wastes.  Barren,  desert. 

A  hnraj,  (v.n.4  of^^*)  (God)  permitting 
(the  seas)  to  flow  freely.  Feeding  (flocks).  Vio- 

lating (a  treaty).    Bringing  forth  an  abortion. 

A  ̂]/«^  imrah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Putting  (ahorse) 
into  great  spirits  (b)^  giving  him  fodder). 

A  ,^_/>\  ■imraltli,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y*)  Softening,  ma- 
cerating, or  thinning(any  massof  matteror  dough), 

by  diluting  with  water. 

Aj\^\  amrar,  (pi.  oij<  murr)  Bitternesses,  bit- 
ter things,  (pi.  of  5j*//<;>ra<)  Galls,  biles.  Powers, 

strengths,  durability  of  bodies.  Intellects,  facul- 

ties, powers  of  the  understanding,  strength  of  judg- 

ment, vigour  of  mind.  (pi.  oi'ij<  mw-rat)  Certain bitter  trees  or  herbs.  Imrcir,  (v.  n.  4  ofj*)  Being 

bitter.  Embittering.  Speaking  bitter  words.  Caus- 

ing to  pass  by  or  to  cross  over.  Wrestling.  Grasp- 

ing the  tail  of  a  she-camel  and  turning  her  about 
in  order  to  make  her  tame  and  gentle.  Throwing 

prostrate.  Having  amongst  it  the  black  and  bitter 

grain  ̂ Jij^  murayras-  (wheat). 
A  umras,  (pi.  of&***^  marasat)  Ropes. 

Imras,  (v.  n.  4  of  f^j*)  Placing  right  on  a  pulley 

(a rope thathad  slipt off").  Throwing(a rope)between 
the  pulley  and  the  cheek  so  as  to  make  it  stick. 

^'lPV*'  (p^-  of  marslt)  Lands 
made  smooth  or  level  by  the  ovei-flowing  of  water. 

A  amraz,  (pi.  oii^jojic  maraz)  Diseases, 

maladies,  distempers.  (^]/«^  amrazi  hal- 
ghamiija.  Phlegmatic  diseases.  ̂ 4?.^  c^*)/*^ 
razi  ??iaj^&i?/a.  Pestilential  disorders. 

amrazi  muhhtalifa.  Various  infirmities.  Imraz, 

(v.  n.  4  of  i^jojo)  Making  sick,  throwing  into  a  dis- 
order. Finding  (one)  indisposed,  and  taking  care 

of  (him).  Having  distempered  cattle.  Being  near 

the  truth  ;  following  the  dictates  of  reason. 

amrat,  (pi.  of  ia^_j/«  marit)  Unfeathered 

arrows.  Imrut,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^)  (A  jjalm-tree)  be- 

ing naked  by  the  falling  of  the  unripe  dates.  Be- 
ing fit  for  pulling  (hair).  Being  swift  (a  camel). 

A  )s'\^\  immirat,  (for  imtirat)  (v.  n.  8  of 
Falling  off  one  after  another  (hairs). 

A  ̂\yo\  amra^,  (pi.  of  mari^)  (Places) 
abounding  with  grass,  herbage,  or  other  produce. 

Imi-a^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j*)  Emitting  (urine  or  excre- 
ment) through  fear.  Abounding  with  grass.  Find- 

ing a  fertile  spot.  Anointing  the  head  abundantly. 

A  imragh,  (v.  n.  4  of  '^jo)  Spitting,  sla- 
vering, foaming.  Blabbing,  chattering.  Thinning 

(a  mass  of  paste)  with  water. 

A  imrah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂jj^  Making  broth 

in  a  sufficient  quantity  (a  pot).  Uncovering  one's 
nakedness,  shewing  the  privities.  Being  ready  to 

be  plucked  (wool  from  a  skin).  Shooting  delibe- 

rately,  transfixing  with  an  arrow. 
A         amrcin,  A  tendon  in  the  arm. 

A  (j^J*^  amari'ani,  (The  two  bitters)  Poverty 
and  old  age.  The  aloe  and  the  nasturtium. 

A  'ijo\  amirat,  (p\.jit>\j\ arvamir)  A  command. 
A  amrat,  (v.  n.  of  jii>\)  Being  numerous. 

Being  complete,  perfect.  Having  numerous  flocks. 
A  single  command.  Imrat,  A  government,  princi- 

pality, dominion.  Amarat,  (pl.^^  amur)  A  small 

mile  or  way-stone,  which  is  erected  in  the  deserts. 

A        immarat  or  ammarat,  Silly,  indiscreet. 

A  amrijat,  (pi.  of  rnary')  Small  white bones  in  the  middle  of  horns. 

A         amralih,  (A  bull)  spotted  red  and  white. 

A  &— j>-j^e\  amrihhat,  (pi.  of  marihh)  Soft 
bones  inside  the  horns  of  animals. 

A  J\^j<)\  imrikhdad,  (v.  n.  4  of  tJi-j*  Q)  Be- 

ing loose,  lax,  hanging  down. 

p        dmard,  The  fruit  of  the  treetiJ^^  ardh. 

A  amrad,  (pi.  t^jo  vmrd)  Beardless  and 
handsome  (youth).  Leafless  (branch).  (A  horse) 

having  little  hair  about  his  heels. 

p  li^iij/*^  amurddd,  Name  of  a  month. 

p  tL****^        amrad-imrast,  A  pederast. 

p  (_|*^.  ti)"^  amrad-parasti.  Pederasty. 
p        aw^Ji/'^'a, Remitting, absolving, forgiving. 

p  (_)**3j^  t  dmurzish,  Absolution,  forgiveness. 

p  i^J^jjo^  amMr2'i«/<,Pardon,forgivene3s.  {^jj^^ 
i^tJ\^s-  amurzish  hhwdstan.  To  crave  forgiveness. 

^  J^jy^  awwra^ar.  Forgiving,  compassionate. 

p  ̂Jj^jy^  a?«Mr2;</ari,Compassion,forgiveness. 

p  ̂^^^JJlo\  dmurzandagdn,  The  merciful. 
p  ii^jjic]  dm.urza7ida.  Pitying,  forgiving. 

p  ̂JSijJ*\  dm.urzldan.  To  forgive,  absolve. 
A  amrash,  A  worthless  scoundrel. 

A  amrat,  (pi.  ia^  mtirf)  Smooth-cheeked 
(man).  Thin-eyebrowed.  Unfeathered  (arrow). 
Weak-sighted,  watery-eyed.  Light-bodied  (man). 

Bald  (wolf).    A  robber. 

A  ̂ \  amni^,  (pi.  of  ̂ .jo  mart^)  (Places) 
abounding  with  grass,  herbage,  or  other  produce. 

p  amwr<7/i,A  little,  few,  somewhat.  Quan- 

tity. Value,  price.  Gain,  profit.  Stock,  capital. 
A  store,  hoard.  Power, rank.  Amurgh  or  dmargh. 

Root,  origin.    The  purest  and  choicest  part. 

A        amragh,  One  that  wallows  in  vice. 

p  <.>jj^^  amrud,  (or  O j y^)  A  pear.  A  guava. 

pjjj/o^  imroz,  (for  ̂J>\  In  andjjj  7-oz)  To-day. 

p  ̂i^yjj j"'^  imroz-fardd,  To-day  or  to-morrow. 

p  (Jjjj<>\  imrozi,  (or  s-h^^jA)  Of  to-day. 
A       j>o\  nmru^t.  Fruitful,  productive  (land). 

A  j^^^  jj/c\  amr  t(  nahy.  Command  and  probi- 
bition,'orderandcounter-order:  absolute  authority. 

A  ijiS  amrah,  Sore-eyed  from  neglecting  to 
anoint  them  with  eye-salve.    Unmixed  (wine). 

A  umiriy,  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  'L2ji\  amrisat,  (pi.  of  ̂ jo  mai'i-i)  Gullets. 



A  Zij^^  iinraiiy,  Belonging  to  ̂j-J^iiJ^ 

Aj<^\  amazz,  Hard,  difficult. 

A  imzah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ /*)  Conducting  (a 
vine)  along  the  trellis  or  arbour,  round  which  it 

twines  and  supports  itself. 

A  is^^  amzijat,  (pi.  of  mizaj)  Mixtures. 
Humours  of  the  body.  Constitutions. 

A  (Jik!6jfc\  imzUilal,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jj&J'e  Q)  Being 
dispelled  (a  cloud).  Melting  (snow). 

A  amus,  (pi.  of         ams)  Yesterdays. 

A  <^  anisi,  a7nsa,  amsu,  ((j-**^^  al  amsa  or 

(jjwe^b  bi'l  anisa)  (pi.  ;^j«/o|  amus,  {^y«\  amus, 
and  amas)  Yesterday. 

A  ̂\mui>\  imsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  Uwo)  Exciting  discord, 

(v.  n.  4  of  for^-<««)  Becoming  evening.  Being, 

becoming  (unfortunate). 

A  ̂L***!  amsaA,(pl.  of mis-h)  Pack-saddles. 
Hair-cloths,  sack-cloths.  Bags,  sacks.  Highways. 

A  ̂L«/ol  imsahh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ m*)  Becoming  re- 
laxed, dispersed,  or  discussed  (a  swelling). 

A  iiL*««l  «m&acZ, (pi.  ofSM^masad)  Ropes  made 

of  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree,  or  of  any  other  sub- 
stance firmly  twisted. 

A  (^Iwi^  imsas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jl«)  Ordering  or 
causing  one  to  touch.  Causing  to  rub. 

A  '^Xmc\  imsagJi,  The  act  of  retiring,  receding. 
bnsak,  (v.  n.  4  of  tdJu-«)  Keeping, 

holding,  detaining.  Abstaining  (from  speaking). 
Parsimony,  savingness.  Tenacity, 

p  JL-/s^  hmal,  (for  JU*i  f^>\  in  sal)  This  year. 
A  amsah,  Hurt  in  the  hams  by  the  friction 

of  coarse  raiment :  also  chafed  between  the  thisfhs. 

One  whose  feet  are  even  at  the  soles  (not  concave). 
A  level,  gravelly  place. 

A  ̂̂ ^amsakh,  More  or  most  tasteless  or  insipid. 
A  amsihat,  Holes  in  the  ground  which  re- 

tain the  water. 

A  XLw/*^  amsilat,  (pi.  of  (J—**  masal)  Channels 
of  torrents. 

A  umsuh,  A  ship-plank  of  an  oblong  form . 

A  ̂ ^^\  umsukh,  A  plant  of  a  knotty  species, 
with  leaves  resembling  the  olive,  and  red  fruit  of 
an  astringent  bitter. 

A  inmy.  Yesterday's,  of  yesterday. 
A  umsiyat.  Evening-tide. 

A  ̂ jMtA  amashsh.  Diseased  in  the  eye  (a  camel). 
A  ALyc\  imslias,  (v.  n.  4  of  UL*  for  jw>)  Caus- 
ing a  looseness  in  the  belly,  purging  (medicine). 

Waiting,  expecting  medicine  to  produce  that  effect, 

(v.  n.  4  of  i^J^)  Ordering  one  to  walk  or  go  :  driv- 

ing. Being  rich  in  cattle  (&juiliUiw;as/Mya^).  Having 

very  prolific  cattle  :  having  a  numerous  offspring. 
A  amshdj,  (pi.  of         mashij)  Mixed. 

Miscellanies,  mixtures.  Sordes  collected  in  the  na- 

vel. Haki  nutfat  amshaj,  Semen  mingled 
with  blood. 

A  -.\LAimshah,  (v.  n.4of  -i*)  Being  barren 
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(the  year).  Being  cloudless  (the  sky). 

A  JJ^\  imshar,  (v.  n.  4  of  Shooting  forth 
sprigs  and  leaves.  Producing  herbage  (grounds). 

Swelling.    Stretching  one's  self  in  running. 
p  iijju*»LS^^  amshaspand  or  iiJ,a**»Li^\,  An  angel. 

A  imshash,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^J^)  Being  full 

of  marrow  (a  bone).  Putting  forth  tender  branches 

(the  tree  j»L*>  salani). 
p  (^l.i./«Wms/ias/i,  Measure,  rule.  Comparison. 

A  amsliat,  (pi.  of  \iJ^  mushut)  Combs. 

A  ̂LL<i\  rmshak,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Scourging. 

p  c-»wo\  imshab,        in,         shah)  To-night. 

A  amshah,  (  A  man)  chafed  between  the 

thighs,    (pi.         mushli)  Split,  cracked  (skin). 

A  (_>a*I  amis,  (from  pjx«l>-  khdnnz)  A  kind 
of  dish  made  with  veal.  Broth  made  of  meat,  flour, 

and  vinegar,  which  is  allowed  to  cool  after  the  fat 

is  skimmed  off.    Raw  meat  put  into  vinegar. 

A  imsdkh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ a<<)  Coming  out 
(the  leaves  of  the  plant  ̂ 1/  sumdm.) 

A  ̂LiOM^  immisdkh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ *a/s)  Being 
weaned  fi-om  the  mother. 

A  J^j£ia\  amsdr,  (pi.  of  j*^)  Cities,  great  cities. 
A  i^\.*aj6\  imsds,  (v.  n.  4  of         Making  suck. 

A  ̂ Ua*^  imsd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *a/a)  Voiding  dung 
(a  bird).  Bringing  forth  (a  woman).  Confessing, 
acknowledging  (a  debt).  Possessing  camels  giving 

little  milk.  Shooting  forth  leaves  (the  box-thorn). 
A  Jl.«flu«^  imsdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_}<*a^)  Exhausting 

sheep  (by  milking).  Injuring,  hurting,  wasting 

(property).   Bringing  forth  an  immature  foetus. 
A  avisah,  Short,  feeble  (shadow). 

A  a'tnsidat,  (pi.  of  jLa^  masdd)  High 
moimtains. 

A  'ij>a/<>\  amsirat,  (pL  of^jya/o)  Intestines. 

A  'is'-ya^\  umsuhhat,  (pi.  ̂ '^^^  amdslkh)  A leaf  of  a  kind  of  thistle  and  of  the  herb  sumam. 

A  iy^)itA\ amaz,  (v.  n.  of  (.jia/*^)  Being  regardless 

of  reproof.  Resolving,  planning  in  the  mind,  and 

declaring  the  contrary  of  one's  intentions. 
A  ̂l*3/o\  ijnzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  f^^a^)  Making  pass 

or  penetrate,  transmitting,  despatching.  Holding 
valid.    Accomplishing.    Subscription,  signature. 

A  ̂l<a*Vm2:a/t,(v.n.  4  of  ̂ o/o)  Dishonouring. 
A  imzdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^-c)  Giving  pain. 

Afflicting,grieving.  (Acrid  collyrium)burning(the 

eye).  Pricking,  itching,  requiring  to  be  scratched. 

A  imzdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂*fli/«)  Bearing  ripe 

dates  (a  palm-tree).    Being  fit  to  eat. 

A  J'iks:^^  imzihldl,A  vanishing,disappearing. 

A  JjjASuo^  amza', M-ore  or  most  acute,penetrating. 
A  ̂lia«\  amtds,  (pi.  of  Ua/o  mata')  Backs,  (pi. 

of_jk«  matm  or  mitw)  Things  long,  particularly 

long  split  branches  of  the  palm-tree,  with  which 
they  bind  trees  together.  (pi.  of  Xlla/«  viafiyat) 

Riding-camels,  upon  which  people  travel.  Horses, 
beasts  of  burthen.   Imtds,  (v.  n.  4  of       for  ̂kxti) 

Employing  as  a  beast  of  burden  (ftXla*  matiyat). 

AjUx«\  amtdr,  (pi.  of^k*  matr)  Skins  filled 
with  oil  or  olives,  (pi.  of^lio  mator)  Rains.  Im- 

tdr,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ ko)  Causing  to  rain.  Sending  a 
superabundance  of  rain  (God).  Sweating  (brow). 

Finding  (a  place)  wet  with  rain.  Keeping  silence. 

A  umfiy,  Well-proportioned,  tall  in  sta- 
ture.   A  kind  of  gum  which^they  eat. 

imzdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  liw)  Seasoning  green 

wood  by  stripping  the  bark,  letting  the  moisture  dry . 

A  ̂ \  imma^or  avima^  (or  iwMo\  imma^t  or 
amma^it)  Weak  in  mind,  fickle,  changeable.  One 
who  is  at  the  beck  and  call  of  any  body  :  obedient, 

yielding,  compliant.  Who  comes  to  table  uninvited. 

A  am^ts,  (pi.  of  ma^  or  vii^')  In- 
testines. (^^\  AjtA\am,^su'larz,  Earthworms. 
im^r,  (v.  n.  4  of  j*«)  Being  destitute 

of  travelling-provisions,  poor.  Feeding  ground 

quite  bare.  Stripping  of  possessions.Being  thin(hairs 

or  plumage).    Being  nearly  destitute  of  herbage. 

A  jIjw^  im^z,  (v.  n.4  ofyw)  Abounding  in  goats. 

G  ̂^^xuAitA  am^siyun.  Juice  of  grapes. 
A  am^s,  (pi.  of  („>ajfc«  ma^s)  Cramps. 

A  ̂_^l*<i\  mi^z,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.>»«/«)  Enraging, 
vexing,  grieving.    Setting  on  fire,  burning. 

immi^t,  (v.  n.7  of  iax/*)  Being  bald. 
Being  smooth  and  worn  (a  rope).  Being  stretched 

out  and  long  (a  rope).    A  scald. 

A  ̂\jt/i>\  am^h,  (pi.  of|_^»w  ma^i)  Wide-spread 
deserts.    lyn^k,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 3**)  Making  deep. 

A  Jl*«\  im^l,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂J^t*)  Diverting  from 
a  purpose,  turning  one  from  any  thing. 

A  jjU«^  im^n,  (v. n.4  of  ̂ ^sw>)  Advancing  far 

(in  any  business).  Going  far  (a  horse).  Confirm- 
ing any  one  in  his  right,  admitting  it,  acknowledg- 
ing it.  Denying.  Flowing  (water).  Being  sa- 

turated with  moisture  (land).  Being  possessed  of 

wealth.  Being  poor.  Hiding  (as  a  lizard  in  the 
farthest  part  of  its  hole).  Carrying  off  (what  in 

justice  belongs  to  another).  Penetration,  acumen. 

A  am^r,  One  whose  hair  or  nails  are  drop- 
ping off.  (A  place)  bare  of  grass  or  other  herbage. 

Thin-plumaged.  Falling  (hair).  Hairless  (boot). 

(A  hoof)  whose  hair  is  long  and  overhanging. 

yiJ*^^am^ff.^,Hard,gravellysoil.  J,*- j^^^jmS  U 

ma.  am^zahu  mir  rajulin.  How  hard  a  man  he  is  ! 

A  iajw^  ain^t,  A  wolf,  one  especially  that  is 

bare  of  pile,  bald.  Wolf-like,  i.  e.  a  robber,  a  thief 
Destitute  of  hair.  Sandy  (place)  without  vegetation. 

Aj^(eW??i^M3,  The  goat  kind.  (pl.Jc-Ui^  amd^z 

or^lx^  amd^z)A  herd  of  wild  goats :  a  bevy  of  roes. 
A  Li\k^\  imghdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  iisA«o)  Drinking  much. 

Suckling  a  child. 

A^U*^  imghdr,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ )  (A  sheep)  emit- 
ting (whilst  milking)  blood  (along  with  the  milk). 

Bringing  out  (blood,  &c.).  Causing  to  pass  by. 
Becoming  red  (milk). 



A  i^\i>j<i\  a)nf/has,(p\.o£  (^joMmaghas)  Choice 
camels  of  the  finest  sort. 

A  IsU*^  immhjhnl,  (v.  n.  7  of  ki*)  Being 

stretched  (a  bow  or  elastic  substance). 

A  ̂J)\kj<>\imghal,(Y.nAof  JJU) Suckling, whilst 

pregnant.  Conceiving  twice  in  one  year  (a  sheep 

or  goat),  bringing  forth  twice  in  every  year.  Bear- 
ing a  chiM  every  year,  and  conceiving  again  before 

the  year  is  gone.  Having  camels  afflicted  with  a 

belly-ache  in  consequence  of  eating  earth  along 

with  green  herbage.  The  cholic  in  a  sheep  causing 

her  to  cast  her  yoimg.  Slandering. 

A  jixW?»^7/m?',  Red-haired.  Reddish-skinned. 
Of  a  ruddy  face  with  pure  white.  Chesnut-co- 
loured  (horse).    Of  a  red  earth  colour  (a  camel). 

A  jj^kjJti«\  amughilan  or  ammuffhllan,  An  Egyp- 
tian thorn. 

G  (j^.«ilfl/o^  timfasiyun,  Juice  of  unripe  grapes. 

A  ̂ \  amli  or  umh,  The  inner  corner  of  the  eye. 

A  amakh,  Long-bodied  (horse). 

A jViUl  imhar,  (v.  n.  4  of Being  bitter,  acrid. 

Losing  its  flavour,  being  insipid  (as  milk).  Steep- 
mg  (salted  fish  in  vinegar). 

A  amliat,  (pi.  of  laH<  vmlit)  Ropes  or 

"■ins  for  catchin<i  birds. 
A  ^       amhatam  lahu,  How  hateful 

I  am  to  him  !  a  ijii^yS-  &'-;H^o\  U  ma  amhatahu  ^ndi, 
How  odious  he  is  to  me  ! 

Aj\jSjo\  imhirar,  (v.  n.  9  of  Ji/c')  Standing  out 
prominently  (a  vein). 

a  ̂ H/oV^  liuwa  sharrahun  hi  amJm^ 
He  perseveres  until  he  has  attained  his  object. 

A  amkah,  Grey-eyed.  Distant,  remote. 

Barren  (place)  without  tree  or  plant.  Thin  of  eye- 

lashes ;  tender-eyed.  Blue,  water-coloured  (wine). 

A  amhas,  (pi.  of  mahw)  Hares'  forms. 
Foxes'  covers. 

A  imhan,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^^)  Giving  power, 

affording  an  opportunity.  Being  possible  ;  possi- 

bility; contingency  (in  opposition  to  li^^-j  wujud, 
necessity,  or  necessary  existence).  Having  eggs 

in  the  belly  (a  lizard).  Taking  eggs  under  her  wing. 

A  j^K*^  imhani,  Possible. 
amkar,  More  or  most  crafty. 

A  f^^^  amkana,  (pret.  of  ̂^5w«  4)  May  be,  it  is 

allowed.  jJ^*^^  liJ^  sj^S  I*  ma  amkanahu  ^nda'l 
amir,  How  great  is  his  interest  with  the  prince ! 

A  amhinaf,  (pi.  of         mahan)  Places, 

p  ̂ 1  anml,  Name  of  a  town  in  Tabaristan, 
and  of  one  situated  on  the  river  Oxus. 

A  (J./«)  amala,  (fut.  ;J^V.  ya-^nulu)  He  hoped. 

A  ̂ \  ami,  (v.  n.  of  (Jv«^)  Hoping.  Amal,  ami, 

or  im.l,  (pi.  (JUl  amal)  Hope.  Umul,  (pi.  of  (Jjy*^ 

amil)  Large,  wide-extended,  sandy  hills. 

A  -f^^  amlcif,  (pi.  of  U/o  vialaf)  Opinions,  dis- 
positions, habits,  manners.  Fillings  (of  a  vessel). 

Imlds,  (v.  n.  4  of  \l«)  Drawing  (a  bow-string) 
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tight.  Helping,  assisting.  Giving  a  cold  in  the 
head.  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  jU)  Lengthening  (a  rope 

or  tether).  Granting  a  delay.  Allowing  to  con- 

tinue in  error  and  folly.  Permitting  to  enjoy.  In- 
diting. Writing  correctly. 

A  imlasan,  Orthographically.  p  ^J, 

hi  imla,  Inaccurate,  unorthographical  (writing). 

A  ,^^^\  imlaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Suckling. 

A  amldh,  (pi.  of  ̂   va'lh)  Brackish  wa- ters, (pi.  of  maUh)  Good,  beautiful.  Agree- 

able, gracious.  Imldh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Salting  too 
much  (in  cooking).  Descending  to  drink  salt  wa- 

ter. Becoming  salt  or  brackish  (water  which  was 

once  sweet).    Giving  such  water  (to  camels). 

Aj'^\  imlaz,  (v. n.  4 of jLe)  Going  away  (with 
any  one).    Remaining  behind. 

A  (^^\  imlds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j«i/«)  Being  bare 
or  naked  (a  sheep  whose  wool  has  dropped  off). 

Escaping.    The  mixture  of  darkness  and  light. 

A  immilds,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂j«i«)  Escaping. 

Being  smooth,  bare. 
A  imlds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_>aLo)  Bringing 

forth  a  dead  child.    Causing  to  slide.  Slipping. 

A  ̂_><5^V■e\  immilds,  A  being  liberated,  escaping. 

A  amldt,  (pi.  of  iaU  milt)  Bad  men. 

Thieves.  Obscurely  born.  Imldt,  (v.  n.  4  of  iaio) 

(A  camel)  bringing  forth  an  abortion  (before  the 
hair  has  begun  to  grow  upon  the  foetus). 

A  imld^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Walking  fast  (a 
camel),  or  going  with  outstretched  neck. 

A         amldffh,  Fools.  Obscene  talkers. 

P  jj^^  imldh,  Name  of  a  country  inTurkistan. 

A  Jj^^  imldh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^^)  Being  reduced 
to  want,  becoming  impotent.  Casting  her  foal  (a 

mare).  Washing  (a  garment).  Poverty,  destitution. 

A  Jj^^  immildh,  (v.n.7  of  ̂_^Li)Being  smooth. 
Escaping,  withdrawing,  passing  by,  being  lost. 

A  ci)^^  amldh,  (pi.  of  (.ilLo  malk)  Kings,  (pi. 

of  mulk)  Goods,  riches,  possessions.  Coun- 

tries, estates,  (pi.  of(,.dlixi???a/aA.)  Angels.  Imldh, 

(v.  n.  4  of  uLDvo)  Putting  in  possession  of  a  thing. 

Appointing  a  king.  Being  able  to  follow  the  dam. 

Causing  to  marry.  Giving  a  wife.  Kneading  well 

(dough).  Marriage,  the  marriage-contract, 

'jtyo  umlihat  amrahd.  She  was  divorced. 
A  oK^^  amldkdt,  (pi.  of  («iJ^\  amldh) 

Goods  and  chattels  ;  paraphernalia  of  a  bride. 

A  (J^\  imldl,  (v.n.  4  of  J><«)  Being  long  and 

tedious  (a  journey).  Annoying,  vexing,  weary- 

ing.   Dictating,  inditing  a  letter.  Confession. 

A  imldh,  (v.  n.  4  of  al«  not  in  use)  Arriv- 

ing at  the  age  of  puberty  (a  girl).  Making  pre- 
tences or  excuses.   Stipulating,  making  conditions. 

A  &Lo\  imlat,  Hope.  !sj^\  Jj1>\  U  md  aiwala 
imlatuhn.  How  long  he  hopes !  how  great  his  faith  ! 

Avialat,  Assistants,  defenders,  guards,  garrisons. 

A  ̂ \  amlaj.  Brown,  tawny,  dusky.  A  barren 

white  wool 

waste.    Poor.    The  myrabolan-tree. 

A  ̂\  amlah,{ArsLm)  variegated  with  black  and 
Intensely  blue-eyed. 

A  ̂̂ -^^  imlihdh,  (v.  n.  9  of  ̂ )  Being  black 
and  white  (a  ram).  Being  blue  and  green. 

A  amlad,  (amlud,  imlid,  timluddn 
or  umluddnvj  Delicate  (boy  or  branch). 

amlas,  Even,  smooth,  sleek.  Bare. 
Sound-backed  (horse). 

A  (.j«ai/e\  amlas,  Thin  of  hair  about  the  head. 
A  laLe\  amlat.  Smooth-bodied.  Thin-bearded. 

Featherless  (arrow).  • 

A  ̂ \  amlagh.  Obscene  (discourse). 

A  umluj,  (pi.  ̂ ^^)  The  leaf  of  a  certain 
tree  like  the  cypress.    The  stone  of  the  (JiLo  muhl. 
A  M7?iScZ,  Tender,  delicate  (girl).  Umliid, 

(fern.  umludat)  Tender  (boy  or  branch). 

A  f^^yiA  umluddn,  (or  '^\i^^\  u7nltiddni)/)Ten- 
der,  delicate  (boy  or  branch). 

A  'eXAd ̂ \  umluddniyat.  Tender,  delicate  (girl). 

A  ui3_jl«\?/m/i(/f,  A  people  of  Arabia;  the  Himya- 
ritic  kings,    (pi.  of  cdJJU  mdlih)  Proprietors. 

p  s^j«\d7nula  (or  &Lo\  amZ«),Name  of  an  excellent 

eye-medicine.  The  myrabolan-tree. 
A  ̂\j\i<>\  amlhdf,  (pi.  of  ̂_J,-:^  maris)  Opulent. 

imRjaj,  (v.n.  11  of  ̂ )  Growing  up 

(a  boy).    Breeding  its  milk-teeth  (a  child). 
A  imlid.  Tender  (boy  or  brancli).  A  de- 
sert level  and  glittering. 

A  [j^-A  imVis,  (or  &.«*xLo\  imVisat)  (pi.  (j<Ajk5U\ 

amdlis  and  (jJU^  amdlis)  A  barren  desert. 
A  (^U,»jJi<«^  imlisds,  (v.  n.  11  of  ̂J«l/«)  Being 

smooth.  Escaping,  getting  free. 

A  imVisiy,  (or  &1*-jlLo1  imlisiyat),  A  wild 

pomegranate  hollow  in  the  heart. 
A  o^jJ>^^  imlis,  A  swift  pace.  A  quick  journey. 

A  ̂ \  amam.,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Being  near.  Intend- 
ing, purposing.  Approaching  Manifest.  Easy. 

Small,  few,  little.  Nearness.  A  middle,  centre. 

^\  mill  amam,  Hard  by,  near  at  hand.  ̂ \ 

(jjb  amam  ddrl,  Opposite  my  house.  Umam, 

(pi.  of  &*\  wmwai)  People,  nations.  Sects.  ̂ \ 
&Jls»  umam  khdliyat,  By-gone  nations. 

p  ̂ jfo  I  dman,  Circumference,  circuit  (in  gene- 
ral applied  as  a  minor  term,  when  compared  to  some- 

thing of  the  same  kind  of  a  greater  circumference). 

A  dman.  The  best,  soundest,  or  noblest. 

Amin,  Secure,  safe,  fearing  nothing.  Safety,  se- 

curity. The  choicest  and  best  of  one's  property. 

A  ̂ \  amana,  (fut.  ̂ \ijjafmimu)  Heconfided. 

Amina,{ivX.^j^\yaiminu)'E-B  was  secure.  Amuna, 

(fut.         yasmtinu)  He  was  trustworthy. 
A  amn,  (v.  n.  of  f^\)  Being  safe,  secure. 

Trusting,  confiding  in.  Safety,  security.  Faith, 

religion.  Imn,  (v.n.  of  ̂ ^\)  Being  safe,  secure. 

Aman,  (v.n.  of  i^\)  Being  safe,  secure.  Faith, 
religion.  Security,  repose,  peace,  liberty,  safety. 



Amin,  Onewhoimploi'es  security  and  safety.  Fear- 
less, safe,  secure.  TJinun,  (pi.  of  jjj*^  amun)  Firm, 

safe  (camels),  not  apt  to  stumble. 

A  ̂U*^  amnat,  (pl.of  manol^  Minas,  certain 

weights  of  about  2  lbs.  Scales,  balances.  Measures 

for  dry  goods.  Imnuf,  ( v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Arriving  and 

living  in  the  valley  of  Mecca,  called  Mina'.  Be- 
ing in  the  state  when  she  is  called  mumrii  or 

eulv^  mu'inniyat  (a  camel).  Experiencing  a  semi- 
nal effusion.  Umanas,  (pi.  of  f^X^^  amin)  Prefects. 

Tax-gatherers,revenue-collectors.  Superintendants. 

A  f^^^  amnan,  (pi.  of  ̂ /o  rnann)  Weights  of 
about  21bs.  I^mian,  (v.  n.4of  ̂ n)  Depriving  of 

strength.  Reaching  the  utmost  of  any  one's  power. 
A        aminat,  Name  of  Muhammad's  mother. 

A  amanat,  (v.  n.  of  j^*^)  Being  safe  and  se- 
cure. Fidelity,  sincerity.  A  trustee,  depositary. 

Unsuspecting.  Uinanai,  Unsuspecting,  disposed 

to  believe  everybody.    A  trustee,  a  depositary. 

A  am?ia^  More  or  most  inaccessible  or 
impregnable,  more  or  most  strongly  fortified. 

p  «Aao  1  amana,  (or  amana)  Sjjlit  wood,  put 
up  in  bundles  for  sale. 

A  mini,  (pi.  ofU/«ma??a')  Certain  weights 
or  measures. 

A  &>J1*\  uvmiyat,  (pi.  (^i^^)  Desire,  wish. 
p  ̂^1  awM,  A  tumour,  swelling,  inflation.  Amu, 

(or  1  cihi  amu)  The  name  of  the  river  Oxus. 

A  Ay>\  imwcis,  (v.  n.  4  of  -^^U)  for  l_ye)  Imitating 
the  mewing  of  a  cat. 

A  LLj\jio\av27vdt,(^pl.o{ C^M>mayi/it)TLhedead. 

Amawat,  (pl.ofiL*^  mnat)  Maids,  handmaids. 

A  avmaj,  (pi.  of  ̂ <^)  Waves,  billows. 

A  ̂\^fi>\  amn-ak,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^i«wm/«)  Strong  boots. 
A  J^_ye^  aviwal,  (pl.of(JU???aZ)  Riches,  goods, 

effects.  Wished,  desired  (objects). 

A  (j^j^^  amwan,  imwan,  or  icmwan,  (pi.  of  &^e^ 
amat)  Servant-maids,  handmaidens. 

A  i\^fB\  arnn-dh,  (pl.of -^Ui  mof)  Waters.  Im- 
wdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  Sj*)  Digging  and  finding  water. 

A        amwat  or  amawat,  A  maid-servant. 

A  8^*^  mnun-at.  The  becoming  a  maid-servant. 
p  0_yel  dmut,  The  nest  of  a  bird  of  prey. 
A  ft3^,«\  \ic  md  ammatahu,  How  dead  he  is ! 

A  Oj-iO^  umut,  (pi.  of  tJJ^\  aint)  Unequal 

grounds.  High  grounds.  Differences  (in  opinion). 
Doubts.  Hills,  hillocks  or  unequal  rugged  grounds. 
Altitudes,  protuberances,  projections.  Proper  re- 

gulations for  living.  Weaknesses.  Distortions  about 

the  mouth.   Wrinkles  or  folds  in  loose  garments. 

p  U>j*l  dmiitiyd,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  damsel. 

p  ̂jii-j/el  dmokhtan.  To  learn.    To  teach. 

p  tji-yi\  awoAAte, Learnt.  Taught.  j^V^ro-j/cI 

Jj^  d7nokhtagdni  azal,  (Taught  of  the  Eternal)  Pro- 
phets, seers,  and  saints. 

p  ̂ ^ti5*  1  dmudan.  To  prepare,  to  fashion.  To 
cause  to  be  made.  To  adorn.  To  be  adorned.  To 
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mix.  To  be  mixed.  To  fill. 

p  dmuda,  Full,  filled.    Adorned.  Pre- 
pared, fashioned.    Mixed.  A  pearl.  A  ruby. 

Pjye!  dmur,  A  tumour. 
Ajy6\  arnUr,  Commanding,  ordering.  Umur, 

(pi.  ofj/«\  amr)  Things,  affairs,  acts,  deeds,  busi- 

nesses. f^>d  J  CL^jijyt\  umuri  clawlat  u  din.  Af- 
fairs of  state  and  religion.  &L^r  jj*^  umuri  jamila, 

Good,  beautiful,  elegant  things,  jyo\  umuri 

^mum,  (ovj^^  jumhUr)  Public  or  state-affairs. 
A  umurdt,  Things,  matters,  concerns. 

P  Tkd<li^jy^\  «TOM?"-dic?<z, Experienced  in  business. 

pjyol  aw2,o2;.  Teaching.  Learned,  skilful. 

Jj/c  1  ddnish-dmoz.  Skilled  in  science,  a  learned  man. 

jy<i\      kdr-dmoz.  Experienced,  clever  at  business. 
p  5iij6^j(«l  dmozdnanda,  A  teacher. 

Pjjii^Vjyo  I  a??i02'a?iifZa?«,Tomakelearn,to teach. 
p  (_y»jyo\  dmozish,  Instruction,  teaching. 

Pjl^ysl  dmozgdr,  A  teacher.    A  learner. 
p  i-dJUj^!  dmozndh,  A  teacher.  A  student. 

A  name  of  God. 

p  Jii-)Jj/«l  amox^awcZa,  Teaching  :  a  teacher. 

p  f^i^jyc\  dmozidan,  To  learn.  To  teach. 

p  amus,  (or      ̂   t  dmus)  Bishop's  weed. 
A  seed  put  into  bread. 

A  (^_y<^  umus,  (pi.  of        ams)  Yesterdays. 

p  i^jjMyi]  dmiisni,  (or  ̂^^^ic]  amiisni)  A  wo- 
man who  has  a  husband  in  common  with  another. 

p  dmugh,  Gravity,  reverence,  venerability. 
Terror.    Quantity,  measure.  Stature. 

G  dmiilan,  Starch. 

A  iUj*Ui»mma<,The  being  a  mother;  maternity. 
p  dmun,  Brimful.    Name  of  a  river. 

A  (jj*^  amwn.  Firm,  steady,  not  apt  to  trip. 
A        amwah,  More  or  most  full  of  water. 

A  (^_5«l  dmuy,  Name  of  a  town  and  of  a  tribe 
near  the  river  Oxus  or  Jihiin.  Filling.  A  filler. 

A  y^^  amawiy, In  the  station  of  a  maid-servant. 
UmanTiy  or  omawi?/,  A  descendant  of  isXol  mnayyut. 

p  i-i^yf\  dmuya.  The  river  Oxus. 
p  Sjt,\  awa,  An  ink-stand.  A  bundle  of  sticks. 

A  jwl  amaha,  (fut.  »^\i_yasmuJni)  He  enjoined. 

A  M\amh,  (v.n.  of  SjcS)  Being  afiiicted  with  pus- 
tules called  amihat  (cattle).  Commanding. 

Stipulating.  Amah,  (v.  n.  of  m\)  Forgetting.  Con- 
fessing, acknowledging.  Being  disturbed  in  mind 

and  bereft  of  reason.    Oblivion,  forgetfulness. 

A  imlids,  (v.  n.  4  of  for_5^^)  Grinding 

or  sharpening  (a  sword,  lancet,  or  knife).  Making 

(milk)  thin  and  watery.  Finding  water  when  dig- 

ging a  well.  Giving  (a  sword)  a  fine  water,  mak- 

ing it  very  bright.  Giving  (a  horse)  the  reins,  driv- 
ing him  at  full  gallop,  till  he  sweats  and  foams. 
A  ummahdt,  (pi.  of     umm  spoken  of 

human  beings)  Mothers.  0^/*^  umma- 

hdtu  'Z  ahwdh.  The  mother  conjugations,  viz.  the 
three  first  of  the  simple  triliteral  conjugations;  viz. 

jjo^)  nasara,         yansuru,  zaraha,  L^j*a^^ 

yazrihu,         sami^,  yasma^.    p  Olj^^ 

^J^J^J^^  ummahdti  tabdA^ chahdr  arkdn. The  four  maternal  or  elementary  qualities  (in  man). 

w^jIp  I  s3  J  sj^kui  Ol^^jl^  chahdr  umma- 
hdti sujiiya  u  nuh  dhdn  ̂ dwiya.  The  four  mothers 

below  and  the  nine  fathers  above  ;  i.  e.  The  four 
elements  and  the  nine  heavens. 

Aiil^W?«7mrf,(pl.of  i^^TOM/«i)High  (grounds); 
also  those  low,  plain,  and  level. 

Ajl^\  amhdr,  (pi.  of  muhr)  Foals,  colts. 
Imhdr,  (v.  n.  4 of  Giving  a  marriage-portion 

to  a  woman,  and  marrying  her  to  some  one.  Caus- 
ing a  camel  to  become  of  the  kind  i^ji^  mahriyat. 

A  tj^^  imhdl,  (v.n.4of  (Jy®)  Prolonging,  giv- 

ing a  delay,  deferring,  giving  longer  time.  Behav- 
ing in  a  manner  kind,  easy,  and  gentle.  See  also 

iUJU^i  muhdlaghat  andj^ii^l  i^dr. 

A  (j^f*^  imhdn,The  actof  making  contemptible. 
A  ummahat,  (for  umvi)  (pi.  Ol^l  tmi- 

inahdt')  A  mother,  (applied  to  rational  beings). 

A  ̂ye]  umhuj,  (or  ̂jlsTf*^)  Thin  milk  or  fat. A  *5bS^<«\  amhidat,  (pi.  of        mihdd)  Beds. 

A  ̂J^^  amhalt,  Of  a  dead  white  (like  chalk). 
A  <.i_j^^  umhud,  A  pit  dug  for  catching  prey, 

or  for  cooking  in. 

p  amltuspand,  (or  d-lkui^^  amhm- 

fand)  An  angel. 

A  ̂_^La_*^^  imhisds,  (v.  n.  11  of  (.Jus^jj*)  Be- 
coming bare  of  vegetation. 

A         dnii,  (pl.ofs*^  amat)  Handmaidens. 

A  ̂ \  umnny.  An  idiot,who  can  neither  read  nor 
write  (as  he  came  from  his  mother's  (umm)  womb). 

ummiy  sadik,  Muhammad.  na- 
hiy  ummiy,  An  illiterate  prophet,an  idiot  (by  which 
epithet  they  sometimes  distinguish  Muhammad). 

amya,  (or  (jU*^  amyan)  A  purse,  a  scrip. 
A  {^■-mS  amydl,  (pi.  of  ,Jj^  mil)  Miles.  Mile- 

stones put  ujD  in  the  deserts.  Styles.  Probes. 

A         umayyat,  (dim.  of  «/o\  amat)  A  little 
maid.  Name  of  a  woman.    &a*^  ̂   lanu  (or 

ham)  um  ayyat,  A  branch  of  the  tribe  of  Kuray  sh . 
A  &aI«\  ummiyat,  Maternity,  being  a  mother. 

A  (Jl^.w«^  umaysdl,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jjio  musayl)  Some- 
what like. 

p  dmekhtagi.  Sociability.  Mixture, 
p  dmekhtan,  To  mix,  mingle.    To  be 

intermixed. 

p  iCast'^l  dmeh]ifa,M.\xeA.  A  mixture.  Sociable. 
p  t>Jw>\  umid  or  umed,  uimnid,  or  ummed,  Hope, 

expectation,  dependence,  trust.  Desire,  greediness. 

6JfCi\i^^_payki  umid,  Attendant  hope(as  it  always 

accompanies  us).  i— i^J^  Disappointment. 

p^^J:^,d^\umed-liakhsh,(Giver  of  hope).  God. 
p  8l^.>j^^  unied-gdh,  A  place  of  hope  or  refuge. 

Pj\jSx<i\  umedmdr,  Hopeful,  confident,  sup- 
ported by  hope.    An  expectant,  dependant,  candi- 



date,       ̂ ^^^^xaS  umedrvaram  hi,  I  hope  that. 
p  Lfj^j*^^  umedivdn,  Hope,  expectancy. 

p jmb]  am'ir,  (or^jX*\  ami?')  A  glutton.  Lazy. 
A jm\  aniir,  (pi.  Aja\  umarai)  A  commander, 

governor,  emperoi',  chief,  leader,  lord,  prince.  A 
leader  of  the  blind.  A  neighbour.  A  counsellor, 

-f^^^l  jiA>\  annru^l  uviaras,  The  amiru'l  umara, 
prince  of  princes,  a  viceroy  or  governor  of  a  great 

province,  p  aviiri  zamhuran,  A  king- 

bee,  amiru'l  hahr,  Harbour-master. 
(^yi^j^^  annru  7  juyush,  The  general  of  an  army. 

^J^A/<|^^lJ|Oo^  amiru'l  muminin,  Commander  of  the 
faithful,  one  of  the  titles  of  the  khalifs.  p  ̂J^yt^^J^^^ 

awin  a&  Aa2/wan,  The  prophet  Khizr.  a  ̂  
amiri  haj,  The  prefect,  or  chief  of  the  pilgrims,  one 

of  the  most  honourable  employments  in  the  appoint- 

ment of  the  Khalifs.  jiA  am'iri  sa- 
hibi  dalak,  Muhammad.  amiri  ̂ lam,  Go- 

vernor of  a  city  or  small  district.  'i\J^\j^\  amrru  7 
marsat,  The  husband  of  a  woman.  Pj_j=^ '  j}^^ 
amiri  akhwur,  Master  of  the  horse,  lib  amiri 

dad,  Chief  justice.  ̂ ^^^Jf\  amir  kardan,  To  play 
the  prince,  to  act  the  emir.    To  reign  properly. 

P*3Vjwi\amMatta,Imperial,princely :  imperially. 

A         amirat.  An  empress,  queen,  princess. 

p  amir-zdda,  A  king's  son.  A  descen- 
dant of  Muhammad,  by  his  son-in-law  AlTy  and  his 

daughter  Fatima. 

A  ijja^  a?ni/7,Principality.  p  amiri 

kardan,To  erect  a  principality,to  become  sovereign. 

pj^l  ernes'.  Mixing.  Mixed.  Mixture.  Concu- 

bitusjcoitus.^  I  CiA^iS^  /t?7fTOa^ame2',Mysterious, 
mixed  with  mystery  or  wisdom.  ^\  lLX^j  rang- 

ame2:,Mixedwithcolour,deceitful.  J^l  ̂ ^sitam- 
dmez,  Mixed  with  threats;  full  of  vexation. 

J-*l  shahd-mnez.  Mixed  with  honey.  Sii^  "-H^^ 
jmo]  jarvabi  mujda-dmez,  An  answer  mixed  with 

happy  tidings,  an  agreeable  or  satisfactory  answer, 

js* '       niydz-mnez.  Mingled  with  supplications. 

Aj^^  amyaz.  More  or  most  distinguished. 

^  tj'^)}^^ '  dmezanidan.  To  cause  to  mix. 

PC_A}^*la»iezi.sA,Mixture:  alloy.  Sociableness. 

p  (^J6yua\  dmez-hdri,  Mixture.  Sociableness. 
P  uL)\3j^|  dmezndk,  Blended,  mixed. 

p  »iiJj*c|  dmezanda.  Sociable. 

p  dmeza.  Mixed.   Middle-aged,  turning 

grey.  Nature,  temperament,  bodily  habit.  Coitus. 

p  yo  5J*«  1  dmeza-miL,One  beginning  to  turn  gray. 

P^^(^J^I  ameni/ct«,Tomix,mingle:  tobemixed. 

pj-«|  dmej,  Mixing. 

p  dmeja,  Mixed.   Gray,  grizzled.  Old. 

Weighed,  adjusted.  A  versifier. 

A  i^XA  I  arms,  (from  p^^li-  khdmiz)  A  kind 
of  dish  made  with  veal.  Broth  made  of  meat,  flour, 

and  vinegar,  left  to  cool  after  the  fat  is  skimmed  off. 

p  ij^l  dmegk.  Copulation.    Truth.  Mixture. 
p«^|  dmegha,Mixed.  Mixture,union :  coitus. 
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p  f^Jt^\  dmeghi,  True,  sincere,  unfeigned. 
A  amyaZjInclining  to  one  side(theshoulder, 

neck).  Wry-necked.  Sitting  badly  on  a  saddle, 
tottering.  Having  neither  sword,  shield,  nor  spear. 

Pusil]animous,terrified.  Large(sand-hill).  Branchy 

(tree).  Amil,  (pi.  umul)  A  sandy  mountain, 

a  mile  in  breadth,  and  in  length  a  day's  journey. 
to  md  umaylihahu.  How  pretty  he  is ! 

p        amila.  The  myrobalan. 

A  pXol  arnim,  Wounded  in  the  head,  so  as  to 
touch  without  injuring  the  dura  mater,  (pi.  ̂ ^U^ 
amdfim)The  stonewith  Avhich  such  woundis  made. 

Elegantly  formed. 

A  umaymat,  (dim.  of  umm)  A  little  mo- 

ther.  A  woman's  name.  (jil.  ̂ t«i  amaAm)  A 
stone  fracturing  the  skull.    A  smith's  hammer. 

A  (jA^e  1  dmin.  So  let  it  be  !  amen  !  God.  (^jj*  1 

{jyuc  b  dmln  yd  mu^n.  Amen,  so  be  it !  b  ! 

u-^  dmiu  yd  rahha'l  ̂ lamin,  Amen,  O 
Lord  of  the  worlds !  J>am>  is^ii  tj^y*  I 

dmm  hi  hurmatisayyidVl  m  ursaVin,  Amen,  for  the 

sake  of  the  Prince  of  Apostles  (different  modes  of 
concluding  prayers). 

A  (j^^  amiii,  (pi.  ̂U*^  mnandf)  Secure,  safe, 
free.  Faithful,  trusty.  Strong,  powerful.  A  name 

of  God.  A  commissioner,  superintendant.  An 

arbitrator.  An  officer  employed  by  government  to 

collect  the  revenues  of  a  district  (in  India). 

aminu'l  hayt.  One  who  wishes  to  visit  the 
house  {i.  e.  to  perform  a  pilgrimage  to  the  temple 

of  Mecca),  (j^y.ii  (Ji^^  arnini  dlivdn,  Receiver-ge- 
neral, the  superintendant  of  the  DTwan. 

^j^ljs  aminhln  hdrun,  Am'm  the  son  of  Hariin  Ar rashid,  the  sixth  khalif  of  the  house  of  Al  Abbas. 

fi.*Jj  {.^Xf^^  amini  hal^sl  baghddd.  Governor 

of  the  castle  of  Baghdad,  ijj^^^  qJJ^^  ruhu'l 
amin,  The  faithful  spirit  (a  name  by  which  the  Mu- 
hammadans  distinguish  the  angel  Gabriel ;  it  being 

by  his  ministry  that  they  suppose  Muhammad  re- 

ceived the  Kur'an,  verse  by  verse,  as  the  faithful 
dictates  of  Omnipotence).  i^X^^  ̂   haladi  amin, 
The  secure  city,  i.  e.  Mecca. 

A        I  dmmm,  A  name  of  God. 

p  dj^\  dmina,Wood  split,  and  bundled  for  sale. 

A         amini.  Security.  Trust.  Office  of  amin. 

A  ummiyij.n,  (pi.  of       ummiy)  Idiots. 

A        amy  ah,  More  or  most  full  of  water. 

A  s^i'i\  {^j>  jdmi^  bani)  umayya.  The 
temple  of  the  sons  of  Umayyah  (a  church  in  Da- 

mascus, dedicated  to  St.  John). 

A  amihat,  (v.  n.  of  «^\)  (Being)  afflicted 

with  eruptions,  not  unlike  the  pustules  of  small-pox 

(cattle) :  the  pustules  themselves.  Pustulous(cattle). 

A         umayyiy,Oi  the  family  of  esXel  umayya. 

p  Jjl  dn,  That.  Time.    Salt.    Taste,  flavour. 

Beauty.  Any  thing  elegant  or  excellent.  Under- 
standing.   Wine.    <-l^j  (jl  dn  wakt,  Then,  that 

2  T 

time.  (jl  an  tarcr.  Thus,  in  that  manner. 

uW?"  u'  ̂n  jahdn.  That,  or  the  next  world,  fu- ture life. dn,  in  composition  denotes  posses- 

sion :  as,  (j' man,  Of  or  belonging  to 

me,  mine.  ̂   dn  is  added  to  animate  nouns  to 

form  the  plural :  as,  mard,  A  man,  ̂ J^^^J'>  mar- 
ddn.  Men.  It  is  added  sometimes  to  form  the  pi. 

of  inanimate  objects  :  as,  CL^ji^  dirahht,  A  tree, 

^IXi-j  J  dirahhtdn,  Trees.  It  also  forms  nouns  of 

agency :  ̂̂ ^\ uftdn,  Falling,  hhezdn.  Rising. 
A       dn.  Time,  an  hour.  al  dn.  Now,  at 

this  time.  Jy^^  (j*  mini  I  dn.  From  this  time, 

henceforth.  \xi>  ̂ \  ila'  hdza'l  dn,  To  this 
moment,  until  this  hour,  hitherto. 

p      an,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  mother. 

A      an.  That,  ila'  an,  Until  that,  li 
la^nmd  an.  After  that.  ^la  an,  So 

that,  on  condition  that.  In,  If,  if  at  any  time,  if 

so  be.    Certainly,  doubtless.  in  shds 

alldh,  If  God  pleases.  \>'S^ ̂   j  in  sid- 
kan,  wa  in  hizban,  If  true  and  if  false  :  true  or  false. 

Not:  as,  ^J\  Jillb  bVlldh  in  fa^ltu, 
God  I  did  not  do  it.  in  lam,  If  not,  unless. 

i-^}i>-  haysa  in.  Where,  in  which  place. 

A  (2)1  anna,  (fut.  j^jAi.  yasinnu)  He  groaned. 
A  ̂   ann,  (v.  n.  of       Groaning.  Pouring  out. 
A      anna,  (and  bS\  annahu)   Since,  because. 

But  that.  That.  Perhaps.  (t,\  tZi^  ̂   Id  shahha 

anna,  There  is  no  doubt  but  that.  ^la' 
anna.  So  that.  li  anna,  also  eo^  li  annahv. 

Since,  because  that.  ̂   to  md  anna,  As  far  as, 
whilst,  so  long  as  :  as,  ^  ^ 

Id  affaluhu  md  anna  fi' s  samds  najmun,  I  will  not 
do  it  so  long  as  the  stars  are  in  heaven.  (j'  to 

"Sjlaj  0\^i3^  md  annafi'l  furdt  katratun.  As  long 
as  one  drop  remains  in  the  Euphrates.  Inna  and 

(t)^  fa  inna;  iol  innaliu  and  !>j^fainnahu,Tov, 
for  certain,  truly,  verily,  yes,  indeed.  ̂ \  j  na 

inna,  For.    But.    Inna  is  often  expletive. 

A  Ul  ana',  (personal  pronoun)  I.  Ana'  or  ina', 
(v.  n.  ofj_^\)  Arriving(time).  Coming  to  maturity. 

aW  inna,  Indeed  we,  truly  we  :  as, 

{^J^\  (_j  innd  hhallafndha  hhaRfat  fVl  arz. 
Indeed  we  appointed  thee  vicegerent  upon  earth. 

A  >13  I  dndf,  (pi.  of  y  \  inw)  Times,  portions  of 

time.  (pi.  of  ina'  or  ana')  Whole  days.  (pi.  of 

^j^^  nufy)  Trenches  dug  round  tents.  -'^b  I  ' 
dndsu'l^  layl.  The  hours  of  the  night. 

A  ans-ds,  (pi.  of  ̂ _^y  nuty)  Trenches  dug 
round  tents.  Insds,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^O)  Putting  to  a 

distance.  Making  round  a  tent  a  trench  (called 

nusy)  for  keeping  off"  the  rain-water. A  f-K>\  ands,  An  impediment,  delay.  Arrival. 

Maturity.  Z?<a^,  (pi.  1  dniyat  and  ̂ j^S^S  an-dni) 
A  vase,  urn,  vessel. 

A  jj^Ul  indsat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂13  for  ly)  Oppress- 

ing, weighing  down.    Causing  to  incline. 



anab,  Musk,  perfume. 

A  'iS(i\  inabat,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  Re- 
penting ;  penitence,  repentance,  conversion  in  reli- 

gious matters.  Making  one  supply  another's  place. 
A  t-.*Jo\3^  anabib,  (pi.  of  t— -'^aS^  umbub)  Joints 

(of  reeds  or  canes).  Spaces  between  the  joints. 

Pipes,  tubes,  syphons.  e.^l3\  andbibu'r 
ritat,  The  tubes  of  respiration. 

A  ;ji-j\jlana6is/i, (pl.of  yy>\umbus]i)'Roois 
of  trees,  pot-herbs,&c.  Trees  with  their  roots  torn  up. 
A  anat,  Expectation,  patience,  delay.  An 

indolent,  languid  woman,  rising  slowly  upon  her 

feet.  ^_)J^\  ahlu'l  anat,  Dilatory  people. 

[^^.^  iawi/w'Zawa^,  Long-suffering,  patient. 
p  ̂^J3l31  anatunitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

To  leave.    To  place. 

A  ti.»u\  inas,  Things  inanimate  (as  trees  or 

rocks).  Small  stars.  Inas,  (or        a?«asa')  (pl.of 

unsa')  Women,  females.  Goddesses. 
J  inas  u  zukur,  Females  and  males. 

anajir,  (pi.  of  jU\)  Flat  house-roofs. 
A  anajU,  (pi.  of         injil)  The  gospels. 

A  &i-U\  inakhat,  (v.n.4  of  ̂ 13  for  ̂ y)  Oblig- 
ing (a  she-camel)  to  lie  down  (a  male). 

Aji)\>\  anadir,  (pi.  oi anda?')  Barns  or 
other  places  where  grain  is  threshed  or  trodden 

out,  thrashing-floors.  Heaps  of  corn  laid  up  there. 
A  anadid.  Dispersed,  scattered  (birds), 

and  (adverbially)  scatteredly,  here  and  there. 

Pj\j\  anar,  A  pomegranate.  Fireworks. 

A  J''i\  anara,  (pret.  of  4)  May  God  illuminate  ! 
A  5jl31  inarat,  (v.  n.  4  of  jl>  for  jy)  Illumi- 

nating. Shining  bright.  Being  beautiful,  clear, 

shining,  conspicuous.  Flourishing, flowering,  blos- 

soming, (v.  n.  4  ofj\3  for j^)  Marking  (cloth) 
with  a  border  of  diffiirent  colours.  Shouting. 

p  anaristan,  A  pomegranate  garden. 
anar-cjira,  The  poppy. 
anar-giwa,  The  poppy. 

P  LiXz^A JoS  anar-mishk,  Name  of  a  red  fruit 
resembling  the  pomegranate. 

p  (^^^  anat'in,  Rust. 
A  cinas,  (pi.  o^j^Li\)  Men :  certain  men. 
A  Unas,  Men.  y  \  abu  unas.  Name 

of  ahistorian.  (j*j\3\  jiWmmi<?ias,Nameofawoman. 

A  'iM>\>\  inasat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^K>  for  (^y) 
•  Moving,  agitating,  setting  in  motion. 

A  j»*oU^  anasim,  Men. 

A  I^Xi\  anas'iy,  anasi,  (and  'iiM»X>\ ana- 

siyat)"{^\.  of         fusly),  Men.  Pupils  of  eyes. A  anashid,  (pi.  of  unshudat) 
Verses  recited  in  public  assemblies. 

A  inasat,  The  act  of  wishing. 
A  anasi,  (pi.  of  nasiyat)  The  best, 

choicest  (men,  animals,  things).  Remains. 
A  anasib,  Mile-stones,  direction-posts. 
A  JjU9U\ anasil,  (pi.  of  s5 j<a;l unsulat)  Flowers 
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or  thistle-downs  of  the  plant  ljf>^  buhma'. 
A  (^^^  inaz,  The  half-ripe  produce  of  a  palm. 
A  anazat.  The  being  half-dressed  (meat). 

Inazat, (j.n A  of  (jo\3for(^y)  Betraying  igno- 

rance by  looks.  Bearing  ripe  fruit  (a  palm-tree). 

A  insitar,  (v.  n.  7  of ̂ \)  Being  bent. 

A  inatat,(Y.-n.4  ofisU  for  Jay)  (Camels) 

being  afflicted  with  swellings  (in  the  neck).  Being- 
covered  with  tamarisk-trees  or  Egyptian  thorns. 

T  anatuli,  Anatolia,  Asia  Minor. 

G  (jJa^Ul  anatitus,  A  stone  which  is  said 
to  assist  women  in  labour. 

anazim,  (pi.  of  j»UaJi  nizam)  Bases, 
constitutions  of  things. 

A  |«Aff'lilawa^?»,(pl.of  ̂ )Sheep,cattle,camels. 
G  anaghatus,  A  sort  of  stone. 

G  ̂jJIp13^  inaghalis.  The  herb  pimpernel. 
A  (  jl3 1  anaf,  (pi.  of  i  So\  anf)  Noses. 

A  Xilil  inafat,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-ili  for  uJy)  In- 

creasing, augmenting,  adding  to.  Exceeding,  be- 
ing over  and  above.    Projecting,  overhanging. 

A  anafih,  (pi.  of  'i^'^^  infahat)  Yellow 
substances  taken  from  the  stomachs  of  sucking 

lambs,  used  in  curdling  milk. 

A         unafly,  Large-nosed. 
A  {^jaJK>\ anafiz.  Leaves  of  an  Egyptian  thorn, 

shaken  from  the  tree  and  strewed  upon  coverlets. 

T  ̂13\  inak.  Secure,  safe,  free  from  anxiety. 

A  'ij>\>\anahat  or  iwa^a^.  Gracefulness,  elegance 

(in  manner  or  dress)  :  as,  j  'e^Xi\  lahuindhat 
wa  liydhat,  He  possesses  gracefulness  and  genius. 

A  inalat,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jli  for  Jy )  Swearing 

by  God.  Being  rich  in  ore  (a  mine),  (v.  n.  4  of 

Jli  for  (Jjvi)  Causing  to  obtain :  giving,  bestowing. 

G  j^JiJU\  andWfi,  A  nettle. 

A  andm,  (or  ̂\>\  dndni)  Mankind,  mor- 
tals.   The  world.    Angels,  demons,  giants,  genii. 

A  inamat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  j»y )  Putting 
to  sleep.    Finding  asleep.    Enervating.  Killing. 

A  (J^Ul  andmil,  (pi.  of  anmalat  or  amni- 
lat)  Nails,  claws.    Tips  of  the  fingers. 

p       I  dndn,  (pi.  of  (j  I  an)  Those. 

A  (jUl  undn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Groaning.  A  groan. 

One  who  gi'oans  much. 

A  ̂^y>\  anndn,A  great  groaner,one  who  groans. 
A  &iU\  anndnat.  Groaning  (woman). 

A  andniyat,  (from  K>\  ana',  I)  Egotism. 

GjXi^jU^  andwdftiz,  An  anabaptist. 
A  (^^jlil  andwiz,  (pi.  of  najvz)  High 

places,  from  whence  water  flows. 
p  andhid,  The  planet  Venus. 

A  c-*JO.^Wwa?/i&,(pl.of  u->U)Dog-teeth.  Tusks. 
p         anab,  The  egg-plant. 
*  ?  • 

A  Ajj>\  amhdf,  (pl.of  U>  nabas)  News,  advices, 

(pi.  of  nabh)  Prophets.  Imbds,  (v.  n.  4  of 
Announcing.  Prophesying.  Not  making  his 

aiTow  penetrate  (an  archer),  (v.  n.  4  of  Re- 
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moving,  averting.  Announcing.  Prophesying. 

Wishing  to  remove  from  one's  self. 
A  OU^  imbdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  C>oj)  Causing  to 

.grow  or  vegetate.  Putting  forth  vegetation  (the 

ground).  Growing,  sprouting  (herbage).  Shew- 
ing signs  of  virility,  getting  a  pecten  (a  youth). 

A  ̂l«3\  imbdj,{Y.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Uttering  confused 
jargon.    Sitting  on  a  hill. 

A         imbdh.  The  act  of  making  (a  dog)  bark. 

A  ̂Li\  imbdhh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Chewing  or  eat- 
ing the  root  of  the  papyrus.  Baking  or  knead- 
ing sour  leaven.  Sowing  high  grounds,  of  a  light 

soil  mixed  with  stones. 

^  (J^^^  amhdhhun,  A  castle,  a  fortification. 
p  ambdda.  Vain-glorious.  Purse-proud. 

A  h\S>\  ambdz,  (pi.  of  iSjo  nabz)  Small  quanti- 
ties. The  vulgar,  rabble,  canaille.  Imbdz,  (v.  n. 

4  of  JJO)  Pressing  grapes,  making  wine.  Making 
malt  liquor  or  beer.    Throwing  down. 

PjLi\  ambdr,  Full  to  the  brim,  replete.  A 

pond,  a  reservoir.  Filth,  dung,  manure.  Dilapi- 

dation, a  falling  to  pieces  of  a  house  or  a  wall.  Fod- 

der.   ^^ii\jjLi\  amhdr  dddan.  To  manure. 

Aj\J>\  ambdr,  (pi.  of  j6  nibr)  Short-bodied, 
deformed,  hideous.  Tikes.  Flies.  Wild  beasts. 

Ricks,  stacks  of  corn.  Barns,  granaries,  magazines, 

repositories  of  grain  and  other  provisions,  (in  In- 

dia) The  Government  share  of  the  produce.  Keels, 

ships'-bottoms.  Name  of  a  city  hi  Chaldea,  and  a 
village  in  Balkh.  Imbdr,  (v.  n.  4  of yj)  Building 
or  establishing  a  granary.    Storing  up  grain. 

vJJ>\inibdr,  (for      mjo  bar)  This  time, now. 
p  eols.- jLi \  ambdr-hhdna,  A  magazine,  a  store. 

Pj\iijUj\  a?«6ar-(/a?-,Thekeeperof  amagazine. 
P  ambdr-ddri.  Whatever  is  laid  up 

against  a  scarcity. 

P  ambdr dagi,'Ref\et\oi\.  Competence. 
p  I  CiJJi\ ambdr  da, YiWed.:  full,replete.  Affluent. 

p  (_jwjLi\  ambdrish,  Stuffing,  quilting. 

P  i^j^^  amhdrl,  A  howda  for  an  elephant. 

A  ̂ JJi'^\  ibnul  ambdriy.  Name  of  an Arabian  grammarian. 

P  ̂^S>JJ>\  ambdridan,  (or  i^iiJJ>\  ambdrdan) 
To  fill.    To  cause  to  fill.    To  pull  down. 

pjLi^  ambdz,  A  companion,  associate,  partner 

in  trade.  j^tX>^jLi\  ambdz  shudan,  To  participate in  any  thing. 

AjLjl  aTO&a2:,(pl.of^)Surnames:  nick-names. 
P  (j;Xxi^Ui\  ambdzdnidan,  To  go  partners. 
p  ambdzada,  Proud  of  wealth  or  family. 

p  (.iJUjljo\  amhdzndli,  A  partner  in  trade. 

p  i^j^^  ambdzi,.  Partnership,  joint  company. 
ambazi  hardan,  To  go  partners. 

p  (jiiv^Li^  ambdzidan,  To  become  a  partner  in 
any  common  fund  of  gain  or  labour.  To  increase. 
p  ambdshtagi,  Moderate  competency. 
p  ambdshtan,  To  fill.  To  supply.  To 



prinkle.    To  macerate,  dilute.    To  lay  in  ruins. 

p  e)>xi)L3\  amhashta,  Filled.   Choked  (well). 

A  i^\^\i')nbaz,  A  making  (a  bow-string)  twang. 
A  IsLi^  ambat,  Nabatheans,  natives  of  Naba- 

liea.  Imbat,  (v.  n.  4  of  k-j)  Getting  to  a  spring 

r  fountain-head  (by  digging).  Causing  to  appear 
something  concealed).    Making  an  impression. 

p  ̂ \  amhagh,  A  concubine ;  any  woman 
?hom  a  man  lives  with  beyond  one  wife. 

A  ̂Lil  imhagh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 3)  Frequenting  (a 
5wn  or  other  place).  Going  and  coming.  Sifting. 
p  ambak,  A  (voluntary)  cuckold. 

A  imbdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Breaking  wind. 

A  JIj\  ambal,  (pi.  of  nabl)  Arabian  ar- 
ows.  lynbal,  (v.  n.  4  of  J.-j)  Giving  such  arrows 

to  any  one),  bringing  them  in  a  confused  heap. 

Shooting  arrows.  Teaching  to  shoot  arrows.  Bear- 

iig  fresh  dates  (a  palm-tree). 

G  ̂JJl-i^  amhalus,  (or  (ji3Ui\  ambalusli)  A  vine. 
amhan,  (or  i6Lj\  ambana)  Softskins  (of 

^oats)  of  the  finest  kind,  such  as  they  call  Spanish 

ir  Cordovan.  A  leathern  bag,  cloak-bag,  portman- 
eau.  A  purse,  lib         ambani  bad,  The  stomach. 

Pjb         amban-bar,  Fat,  pursy:  idle, useless. 
p  (jJ6L3\  ambanah,  A  kind  of  purse  or  scrip. 

A  5Li\  imbah,  (v.  n.  4  of  a-3)  Awaking,  rous- 
ng  from  sleep.  Forgetting. 

A  umbub  (pi.     '^>.b^  anabib)  The  knot 

)r  joint  of  a  reed ;  also  the  space  between  the 

oints.    A  pipe,  tube,  syphon,  or  sucker. 

A  CL*J^^  a?rtZ;a^,  Most  productive  of  vegetation. 

A  Ol«i\  imbitdt,  (v.  n.  7  of  CL^)  Being  cut  off. 

breaking  down,  lagging.    Failing  (semen  virile). 

Ajl:u3\  imbiiar,  (v.  n.  7  of  Jx>)  Being  cut  off 
tr  mutilated.  Being  deprived  of  offspring.  Running. 

A  ̂^^^  imbitd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  broken, 
;ut  off,  detached. 

A  <:i}'^\imbitdh,  (v.  n.7  of  ulil^)  Being  cut  off. 
Jeing  drawn  or  dragged,  pulled  or  plucked  up. 

A  imbital,  (v.  n.  7  of  J.'!^)  Being  cut  off. 
A  cl^Ujj^  imbisas,  (v.  n.  7  of  Oj)  Being  se- 

arated,  disunited  (particles  of  bread  steeped  in 

'ater,  teased  wool,  &c.). 
A  imbisdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  ,_^)  Being  cleft 

sunder.  Being  burst  (as  a  dam).  Bursting  out 

id  flowing  freely.  Being  let  cut  and  allowed  to 

i^erflow  (water).  Coming  down  and  overflowing 
ithout  resistance  (a  torrent).  Pouring  forth  a 

rrent  of  words.    Proceeding  (John  xv.  26). 

A^'^amhaj  or  ambij,  An  Indian  fruit:  a  preserve. 
A  Ol^^  ambijat,  Confections,  preserves. 

A  ^  imbtjaSjK  bursting  out,gushing  forth. 

A  ̂jV^t^^  ambajan,  Fermented  paste,  leaven. 

A  (^^^^  aTOia;a«i?/,Belonging  to,  or  made  at, 

ambij.  Warm  paste.  (^W'^^  '^..^  saridi  arn- 
jdni,  Hot  bread  crumbled  down. 

A  imbihds,  (v. n.7  of  cl*^)  Inquiring, 
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examining,  investigating. 

A  ambahh,  Rough,  hard,  thick.  Cloudy, 

opaque.    Much  (earth). 
ambahhan,  Fermented  (leaven). 

A  ̂\^^  aynbakhdniy,  Smoaking  hot  (paste). 
A  kind  of  bread  made  with  biscuit,  oil,  and  water. 

A  'sS>\ki^  ̂ ambakhdnli/at, Jjarge  and  thick(loaf  ), 
or  (a  loaf)  like  a  honey-comb. 

A'i^\a7)ibizat,(^p\.ofd^)Graj)e  or  date-wines. 
p  jo\  ambur,  Tweezers,  pincers,  forceps. 

A  imbirds,  (v.  n.  7  of  {j:j>)  Being  shaved, 
smoothed  (an  arrow).    Occurring,  happening. 

A  [j^J^J^^  ambarbdris,  Barberries. 
p  djo\  ambarud,  A  pear. 

p  OjjO^  ambarut,  A  pear. 

p  Tl>jX>\  ambura  or  ambara,  A  camel  or  other 
animal  that  has  shed  his  coat.  A  camel  or  horse 

used  for  drawing  water.  A  mountain-pass.  A  tube, 

pipe.    Ambura,  Tweezers,  pincers,  forceps. 

A  '^^^  imbizdgh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Approaching 
(spring-season).    Running  a  horse. 
p  ambazdn.  The  last  day  of  the  month. 

p  avibas,  (or  ̂Jif>\  ambash)  A  heap  of 
grain  trodden  or  thrashed  out,  and  sifted. 

A  (j<*f>^  ambas.  Austere,  crabbed,  grim. 
A  (j*»L**Jj\  imbisas,  (v.  n.  7  of  (J^)  Dispersing 

everywhere.  Flowing  on  the  ground  (water). 

^  A  l>l*«jj\  imbisdt,  (v.  n.  7  of  )  Being  spread 

out.  Being  long  (the  day).  Laying  aside  one's 
gravity,  having  a  cheerful  countenance.  Gladness, 

cheerfulness,  recreation,  delight,  mirth,  gaiety. 

p  l1  « '  »■  >  ̂  \  ambast.  Coarse,  thick :  bound,shutup. 

p  ambasta,  Bound.    Hard,  stiff,  diffi- 

cult to  be  unloosed.    Clotted  (milk  or  blood). 

A  i^J^\  ambash,  More  or  most  of  a  digger  up 
of  dead  bodies  ((^U3  nabbdsh). 

A  ̂^ja^\imbizd^(\.n.7  of  ̂ oJ)  Being  cut  off. 
A  la-3\  ambat,  (A  horse)  distinguished  by  the 

whiteness  of  the  belly. 

A  ̂UaJ^  imbitdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ aJ  Falling  flat 
on  the  face.  Being  flattened,  depressed.  Being 
extended,  diffused. 

A  imbitdsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  (jiiaJ)  Striking 

against,  being  dashed  or  driven  against. 

G  (jj^PaJ\  ambatarun.  Samphire,  empetron. 
A  C->\jOh>\  imbi^s,  (v.  n.7  of  (^so)  Being  sent. 

Being  roused  up.  Going  about  one's  own  business. 
Rising  up,  raising  one's  self.    Going  quickly. 

A  ̂Uf>^  imbi^j,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  cleft. 
Being  scattered  (clouds  after  rain). 

A  ̂l*Jo\ m?j/^a/i,(v.n.7  of  ̂ ^Jx^)  Pouring  forth 
rain  (a  cloud).  Being  diffuse,  verbose,  and  hastyin 

speaking.  Givingliberally.  Committing  an  assault. 

A  -^l)Oo\  imbighdf,{y.  n.7  of  (_^)  Being  sought 
after.    Behoving.    Being  easy.  Meetness. 

A  ivibikd^  The  act  of  going  off  in  haste. 
A  udu)^  ambili,  An  alembic,  a  still. 

A  ambal.  More  or  most  excellent  (in  dis- 
position or  genius).    Most  skilful  in  archery. 

A  iinbildt,  The  being  cut  or  divided. 

A^!iLj^  imhildj,  A  breaking  forth(of  the  dawn). 
A  Is^Lj^  imbildt.  The  being  very  distant. 

A  imbildk,  (v.  n.7  of  ̂ j^)  Being  opened 
wide  (a  door).    Lying  open. 

p  6.\x>\  ambala,  A  tamarind. 

p  f^io\  ambiman,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  grape. 
p  u— ' ambub,  A  bed,  cushion,  or  mat. 

A  umbub,  (jA.  ̂_*Jolj\  «wa&i&)  The  joint 

(of  a  cane).  The  space  between  two  joints  of  a  reed 

or  cane.  A  mountain-path.  A  row  of  trees.  High 

gi'ound.    A  road.    A  pipe,  tube. 

A  umbubat.  The  joint  of  a  cane. 

p  ambuba,  A  reed  used  by  weavers  to 
wind  thread  upon.  A  tube,  syphon,  spout. 

p  ambut,  A  root.  O^jo\ 

tu  'r  rd^,  A  sort  of  houseleek.  ^fi^  ambu- 
ti  malikl,  The  amaranth. 

A  iO^i^]  umbusaf,  A  game,  in  which  something 
is  hid  in  a  hole,  and  whoever  gets  it  out,  gains. 

p  jjiijJ^^  ambudan.  To  gather.  To  throw  down. 
To  be  seized  with  torpor.    To  miscarry. 

p  ̂li^JO^  ambuzan,  Primary  matter  whence  any 
substance  is  formed  (according  to  the  cosmogony 
of  the  Muhammadans). 

P)^>j\  ambur.  Stuffing,  filling.  Pincers,  forceps. 

jXifc  I        amburi  dhangar.  Blacksmith's  pincers. 
p  ambus,  Bread  with  seeds  in  it. 

p  ̂jii>x**)^jj\  ambusidan.  To  appear,  to  be  mani- 
fest. To  become  benumbed.    To  rot.  To  collect. 

A  (^^xi\umbiish,  (pi.  (_jiou^  andbisli)  Root  of 
a  tree  or  pot-herb.  Uprooted,  with  roots  and  fibres. 

p  (j^^  ambuii,  Broad,  wide,  ample,  spacious, 
p  ambuh,  (or  s.^\  ambuli)  Large,  copious, 

ample.  Full.  Numerous.  A  multitude,  concourse, 

mob.  The  falling  of  a  house  in  ruins.  Name  of  a  dis- 

trict. jjiij^J^j6\  ambuh  hardan,To  smell,  snuff  up. 
To  diffuse  an  odour.  To  press  upon  one  another 

(as  people  in  a  crowd).    To  pull  down,  demolish. 
p  ambuJi-rish,  Thick-bearded. 

p  l1}\^!>^x>\  ambuhndk.  Wide,  broad.  Copious. 

p  ̂ j.p^  ambuhi.  Thickness,  bushiness,  luxu- 
riancy.  A  multitude,  a  crowd.  Tumult,  bustle, 

jjt)^  wnbuhinamudan,  To  crowd,  thi'ong. 
p  amhuy.  Ample,  copious.    Ambui/  or 

amboy,  Odoriferous.  Odour. 

p  ̂^.^^xi\ambui^dano\•  amboiidan,  To  smell 
sweetly,  to  scatter  perfume. 

p        amba.  The  mangoe.  Ambuh,  A  crowd. 

A  imbihar,  (v.  n.  7  of  j^)  Falling  down. 

Breathing  hard  from  over-exercise. 
A  imbihdsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j^^)  Being 

black  (meat). 

A         ambiyds,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^-f^  ftfiJij) Prophets. 

A  imbiydj,  (v.  n.7  of  «.b  for  —ji)  Over- 



taking  one  (misfortunes). 

A  (^IjojI  imhiyash,  (v.  n.  7  of  for 

Fleeing,  scampering  away.  Contracting,  shrinking. 

A  (^Ljo\  imhiyas,  (v.  n.  7  of  [^^i  for  i^^i) 
Taking  the  lead.    Passing  off,  making  no  stay. 

A  ̂A-JoU'm&iya^,  (v.  n.7  of  for  ̂ )  Flow- 
ing (sweat).  Unfolding  itself  to  spring  (a  serpent). 

Lowering  the  jjrice  in  selling  any  article.  Stretch- 
ing out  the  hand  or  inclining  the  body  to  testify 

one's  assent.  Measuring  a  fathom  (a  rope),  (v.  n. 

7  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Finding  a  ready  sale  (goods). 

A  ̂ ^^^  hnbiyak,  (v.  n.  7  of  for  ̂ y>)  Over- 
taking, overwhelming.  Entering  into  the  presence 

of  another  uncalled  for.     Injuring,  oppressing. 

imbiyah,  (v.  n.  7  of  uLlb  for 
Being  disturbed  in  mind,  distracted  in  councils. 

p amlir,  A  rose.  Repletion.  Religion, 
law,  institute. 

p  5;^)3\  fl'/ftiera,  Chips,  shavings,  which,  when 
laid  on  thereof  of  a  house,  are  incrusted  with  mud. 

p  (j<*A.f.>^  amhis,  A  heap  of  winnowed  grain. 

pa.jLM--a^\«mi2sto,(or&*«jjo\)Atbingcold,chil]y. 

A  ̂^Jt*>^  arnhih,  An  alembic, 
p  ̂Lf)^  ambila,  A  rhinoceros, 

p  (jjiuijLS\  ampashtan,  To  fill, 

p  aynpashta,  Filled. 

FjxA  impaj,  The  herb  southernwood. 
A         annat,  (si  I       siW  is^\fii  malahu  lian- 

nat  wa  laamiat)  He  has  neither  camel  nor  sheep, 
p  CLa)  I  ant,  Bravo  !  Ant  or  a?m^,That  for  thee. 

A  iJLa>\  anta,  Thou  (mas.).    CLo\  ClJ>\ 

b       anta  hashi  anta  kafl  ya  wadud,  Thou 

art  my  portion,  thou  art  sufiicient  (for  me),  O  indul- 

gent (God).    Anti,  Thou  (fem.). 

intaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  llS  for  Retiring  or 

remaining  behind.  Bruising  a  man's  nose,  so  as 
to  make  it  swell.  Agreeing  with,  or  resembling 
another  in  shape  or  disposition. 

A  intisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  fK>  for  ly)  Cutting  a 

furrow  (called  ̂ j^i  mMj)  round  a  tent  to  keep  off 

the  rain-water.    Retiring  to  a  distance. 

A  ̂l:6U'w<a;,(v.n.4  of  ̂ )  Bringing  forth,  pro- ducing. Being  near  the  birth.  Going  where  she 

pleases,  and  colting  in  an  unknown  place  (a  she- 
camel).  Having  pregnant  camels. 

A  (^1:61  intasU,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^)  Growing  to 
a  great  height  (a  tree). 

A  [j<>^\  intaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^'S>)  Protruding 
and  displacing  the  others  (a  tooth  or  a  mushroom). 

A  ̂ \  inta^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Sweating  pro- 
fusely.  Coming  forth  unchecked  (vomit). 

A  '^di\i7itugh,(Y.  n.4  of  ̂ )  Laughing,  or  par- 
tially suppressing  a  laugh.  Smiling  sarcastically. 

A  |jll>l  intah,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Carrying  a  pa- 
rasol. Lifting  a  hard  stone.  Marrying  a  prolific 

wife.  Building  (a  house)  opposite  another.  Shak- 

ing (a  wallet)  to  keep  (it)  clear  from  moths.  Fast- 
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I  ing  during  the  month  of  Ramazan. 

A  (J^^  <«^aM,  The  act  of  stinking,  abeing  foetid. 

A  lIjIjO^  intihas,  (v.  n.  8  of '  *\^^)  Digging, 
scooping  out  the  earth  with  the  hand.  Rubbing 

(meal)  with  the  hand  and  moistening  (it)  with  wa- 

ter. Taking,  eating.  Swelling  m  water  (a  ptisan). 

Tucking  up  one's  skirts  and  sitting  on  the  ground. 
Disclosing,  shewing  (what  had  been  concealed). 

A  ̂buJ^  intihaj,  The  swelling  (of  a  bone). 

A  iUjbl  intibaz,  (v.n.  8  of  3»jj)  Pressing.  Re- 
tiring to  one  side.  Retiring  from  an  adversary  in 

battle.    BestirrinjT  one's  self.    Throwing  down. 
Being  moved  from  its  place.    Making  wine  or  a 

drink  (called  3-»Ji^  ndb'iz)  from  dates  or  raisins. 
AjUl6\  intihar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j6)  Swelling  (the 

body).  Being  sore  and  swollen  from  labour  (the 

hands).  Ascending  a  pulpit,  mounting  the  rostrum. 

A  ̂jbol  intihak,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ JJ^)  Extracting, 
drawing  forth,  deriving. 

A  intihak,  (v.  n.  8  of  tii-i  not  in  use) 

Being  eminent,  conspicuous,  making  an  appear- 

ance, being  published.  Ascending  a  hill.  Involv- 

ing one's  self  in  a  scrape.  Giving  one's  self  up  to 
any  thing  bad. 

A  Jlol  intihal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J-j)  Dying.  Being 

killed.  Killing.  Carrying  any  thing  off"  by  a  sin- 
gle attack.  Adverting  to,  minding,  heeding.  Keep- 
ing watch.    Giving  away  arrows  ((_y^  nahl), 

A  »lo\  intibah,  (v.  n.  8  of  euj)  Waking  from 

sleep.  Being  on  one's  guard.  Vigilance,  circum- 
spection, animadversion,  consideration.  slo\  jJa^ 

ahli  intibah,  Vigilant,  circumspect. 

A  ̂lljb^  intitas,  (v.  n.  8  of  t6)  Coming  forward. 

Being  high  and  elevated. 

AjIjO^  intitar,  The  being  drawn  or  dragged. 
A  (_ji>ljo\  intitash,  (v.  n.  8  of  ij^)  Beginning 

to  swell  (grain).  Putting  forth  the  first  sprout  be- 
fore the  root  develops  itself  (grass). 

A  (  sUci^  intitaf,  (v.n.  8  of i__aD )  Being  plucked 

up  (hair).  Plucking  (hair  or  wool). 

intitam,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Breaking  out 
into  abusive  language. 

intisa?',  (v.  n.  8  ofjb)  Being  scattered, 
dropping  off.  Discharging  any  thing  through  the 

nose,  particularly  water  which  had  been  drawn  up. 

Drawing  water  into  the  nose. 

A  ,Jlil6^  intisal,  The  act  of  cleaning  out  (a  w^ell). 
intisam,  A  talking  obscenely. 

A  ̂[^^  intijuj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  Is^* )  Looking  with 

a  malignant  eye.  (v.  n.  8  of  l^'  for Communi- 
cating privately  together.  Entrusting  with  a  secret. 

Obtaining,  gaining,  recovering.  Sitting  on  a  hill. 

A  L_.>lsi^  ̂   intijdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-*s^)  Barking  a 
tree.  Choosing. 

A  lL^\^  intijas,  (v.  n.  8  of  '^L/^)  Extracting, 
Swellins:.    Appearing,  being  perceptible  (fat). 

intijahh,  The  act  of  breaking  wind. 

A  intija^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Seeking  pro- 
vender, foraging.    Visiting  with  a  view  to  gain. 

A  ̂U?^^  ̂ ntijqf,  (v.n.8ofu_is2)  Milking  (a 
sheep)  dry.  Extracting,  drawing  out.  (The  wind) 

emptying  (a  cloud  of  its  contents). 

A  JW^^  intijal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^*)  Being  evident, 

apparent.  Passing,  going  by.  Drawing  off"  stag- 
nant water  from  the  foot  of  a  wall.  Laying  bare 

the  foundation  of  a  wall  (a  land-spring). 

A  intijam,  (v.  n.  8  of  p^)  Ending,  being 
over  (as  rain  or  cold). 

A  sl^^  intijah,  A  repelling,  a  driving  away. 
A  intihar,  (v.  n.  8  of  U  {or ^)  Going 

tow^ards.  Inclining  to  the  left  side  (a  camel  in  tra- 

velling). Seeking,  aiming  at.  Inclining  to  one  side. 

Relying.  Exposing,  laying  open.  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂^^j^) 

Striving,  taking  pains.  Resolving,  purposing.  Lean- 

ing upon.  Applying  a  knife  to  the  throat. 

A  intihab,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂_>k^')  Lamenting, 
complaining.  Howling,shrieking.  Breathing  hard. 

A  intihatjA  being  planed  or  chipped  oflT. 

intihar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Cutting  one's 
own  throat,  committing  suicide.  Being  extremely 

tenacious.   Seizing  each  other  by  the  throat. 

A  ̂^UP^  intihaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofi^ja^)  Stripping 
the  flesh  (off  a  bone).  Being  lean,  lank,  stripped 
of  its  flesh  (a  bone). 

intihal,  (v.n.  8  of  (J>^)  Falsely  assum- 

ing, or  attributing  to  one's  self,  that  which  belongs 
to  another.  Professing  to  belong  to  this  or  that  re- 

ligious society.  Becomingthin,lean,  andemaciated. 

A  j*^-^^  iyitiham,  (v.  n.  8  of  j»:^)  Applying  the mind  to  any  thing. 

A  ̂\^\intihhds,  A  boasting,  a  vaunting. 

A  l-jI^^  intikhdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i-^)  Electing, 

choosing,  selecting,  picking  out.  Election,  choice. 
A  ^  intihhds,  The  wasting  away  (of  flesh). 

A  \s'\^^  intihhdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  ks2)  Blowing  the 

nose.  Ejecting  spittle.  Resembling,  taking  after. 

A  ̂y^^  intihhd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  very 
far  from  one's  native  soil.  Pouring  out  rain  (a  cloud  ). 

A  JU=*^^  intikhdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (Ji^')  Separating, 

sifting,  picking  out  the  best. 
A  -*\tX'^i^  intiddf,  The  being  convened  in  council. 
A  intidab,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ■^)  Listening, 

answering,  being  gracious  (God).  Hastening  to  re- 
compense. Becoming  surety  for,  or  pledging  the 

successful  issue  of  any  thing.  Opposing,  contra- 

dicting. Receiving  ready  money  or  prompt  pay- 
ment. Perspiring  gently. 

A  intiddh,A  being wide,spacious,roomy. 

A  intiddgh,  (v.  n.  8  of  Laughing 

gently,  smiling. 

A  p^i^l  intiddrn,  The  being  easy,  within  reach. 
A  S^i^l  intiddh,  (v.  n.  8  of  iS>)  Being  well 

managed  (business). 

Aj\i:6\  intizdr,  (v.  n.  8ofj3j)  Making  a  vow. 



p  ̂rJ^^  untruj,  An  orange. 

A  ̂ \p\  intiza^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Tearing  up,  re- 
movingforcibly.  Being  torn  up  by  the  roots  (trees). 

Refraining,  abstaining,  desisting,  refusing.  Keep- 
insr  back,  withholding:. 

A  intisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  LJ»)  Retiring,  re- 

ceding.   Wandering,  roaming  to  distant  pastures. 

A  L->L»:6\  hitisah,  (v.n.8  of  (»,;u<-J)  Being  re- 

lated to,  or  descended  from.  Tracing  (one's  self) 
back,  claiming  relationship  to.  Relation.  ̂ ^S- 

L.-'l--^^ ^shari  zafar-intisab,  An  army  re- 
lated to  victory,  a  victorious  army.  *— ^-'^^ 

jawabi  sawah-intisab,  An  answer  correla- 
tive with  truth,  a  true  answer. 

A  intisahh,(v.n.  8  of  ̂ <*>)  Obliterating, 
effacing,  causing  to  vanish.  Transcribing,  copying. 

A  ̂L-IO^  intisa^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Dispersing 
themselves  about  the  pasture  (camels). 

A  ̂U»:o^  intisagh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ -*>)  Striking  his 
breast  with  the  fore-foot  (a  camel  tormented  by  the 

flies).  Going  to  a  great  distance  for  pasture,  and 

being  widely  scattered  (camels). 

A  i_JL«^^  intisaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  t-i—J)  Eradica- 

ting, tearing  up  by  the  roots.  Lifting  up  or  off. 

Sweeping  away  the  dust  (wind).  Pulling  down 

to  the  foundation.  Talking  in  a  whisper.  Not 

finishing  a  sentence.  Changingcolour  through  fear. 

A  intisdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ *~j)  Being  regu- 
larly adjusted  ;  adhering  (one  thing  to  another). 

A  intishaj:,  (v.  n.  8  of  lij)  Growing  up. 

(v.n.  8  of  ̂ ^ji*^)  Perceiving  a  smell.  Being  over- 
come with  wine,  being  crop-sick. 

A  intishab, (v.  n.  8  of  i^a :':,>)  Cleaving, 
clinging,  sticking  fast.  Heaping  together,  accu- 

mulating.   Collecting  fuel  or  food  or  dressing. 

Aj^Jl^\  intishdr,  (v.  n.  8  of Being  scat- 
tered, diffused,  propagated,  spread.  Spreading  out 

its  branches  (a  palm-tree).  Being  inflated  (a  nerve). 
Having  a  priapism.  Lengthening  itself  out  (a  day). 

Beingseparated  from  their  keeper  (camels).  Spread, 

propagation,  circulation. 

A  i^_)c\Jl^\  intishds,  The  act  of  uprooting  a  tree. 

A  infishdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  lxi<->)  Stretching 

a  rope  till  it  breaks.  Scraping  the  scales  off  a  fish. 

Drawing  a  knot  till  it  becomes  unloosed.  Nib- 

bling, browsing  (as  a  sheep). 

A  ̂\.>i.IO^  intishaj  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Injecting 

medicine  into  one's  nostrils.  Throwing  down. 
Pulling  out,  tearing  up. 

A  intishagh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Striking  his 
breast  with  his  fore-foot  (a  camel  tormented  by  flies). 

A  I  'i\J^\  mtishaf,{y .n.9)  oi  i  0 .':.>)  Drinking 
the  froth  of  fresh  milk.   Being  changed  (colour). 

A  JLi^\ intishdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  JwlS)  Taking  (meat 

out  of  a  cauldron)  with  the  hands  or  with  a  flesh-hook. 

A  intisas,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^^)  Growing 
long  (as  hair).    Being  far-extended  and  elevated 
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(table-land).    Electing,  choosing. 

A  \^\.ta^\  intisdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  u«>k/flti)  Being 

placed.  Being  erect,  standing  upright.  Rising  up 

and  setting  about  a  thing.  (in  gram.)  Being  in- 

flected with  the  vowel  fat'ha  (  a,called(..^ua>«as6). 
A  C->Lflu>\  intisdt,  A  keeping  silence. 

A  intisdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ a>)  Listening  to 
faithful  admonition. 

Aj\*Q^\  intisdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j*aJ)  Conquering, 

overcoming.  Taking  revenge.  Self-preservation. 
A  intisds,  (v.  n.  8  of  i,Jai)  Sitting  on 

a  throne  (a  bride).  Drawing  one's  self  in,  becom- 
ing contracted.    Being  raised,  erect. 

A  I  j\-«aIO^  intisaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i  ft«a))  Reaching 

to  the  middle.  Being  mid-day.  Deciding  equit- 

ably. Avenging  one's  self.  Recovering  the  whole 

of  a  debt,  getting  one's  due.  Covering  herself  with 
a  veil  (a  girl).  Smiting  the  game  (an  arrow). 

A  JLflu)\  intisdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J-ouJ)  Losing  the 

point  of  a  spear. 

A  >^Uflu>l  bitizaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Lab  for  yo^)  Wear- 
ing threadbare.  Drawing  (a  sword).  Emaciating. 

A  ,^^jo^\intizdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ a>)  Pouring  forth 
tears.  Sprinkling  (water)  on  the  privities  after 

having  made  one's  ablutions. 
A  intizdhh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ oJ)  Being 

sprinkled  (water).    Sprinkling  water. 
A  liLali)^  intizdd,  A  remaining,  a  standing  still. 

A  (  t\to^\  intizdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^fl,o>)  Sucking 

the  whole  of  its  mother's  milk  (a  camel's  colt). 
A  (jLoi^^  intizdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Contending 

with  one  another  (in  ai'chery  or  in  poetry).  Boast- 
ing one  against  another.  Choosing,  picking  out. 

Drawing  forth.  Throwing  his  fore-feet  about  in 
walking  or  running  (a  camel).  Competition. 

A  ̂liaD\  int  itdh,  The  act  of  butting  (as  rams). 
A  ijUalO^  intitdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jjiai)  Putting  on  a 

garment  called  JjliaJ  nitdk  (a  woman).  Putting 
on  a  girdle.  Talking. 

A  JUalO^  intitdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_pa>)  Pouring  forth 

a  small  quantity  (of  water)  from  a  leathern  bottle. 

^  A intizdr,  (v.  n.  8  of^laJi)  Expecting,  wait- 

ing (anxiously),    p  ̂jii^jUiO^,  To  anticipate. 

A  j»UaI>\  intizdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  Being  ar- 
ranged, strung  in  a  line.  Having  eggs  in  her  belly 

(a  hen).  Running  any  one  through  the  body  with 
a  spear,  enfilading.  Order,  disposition,  regularity, 

arrangement,  regulation. 

A  inti^t,  (v.  n.  8  of  d«o)  Qualifying 
with  an  epithet. 

A  t^UlO^  inti^is,  The  act  of  taking,  receiving. 

A  inti^sh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^*^)  Recover- 

ing ;  regaining  one's  legs  after  stumbling ;  falling 
without  hurtingone's  self.  Recovering  from  disease. 

A  i^\iC>\  inti^s,  (v.  n.  8  of  (.>»*>)  Regaining 

one's  legs  after  falling.  Being  angry,  enraged. 
Going  as  if  heavily  laden. 2  u 

inti^z,  The  being  inflamed  with  lust. 
A  I — sUl)\  inti^f,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_ft»o)  Ascending 

a  steep  mountain.  Leaving  any  thing  in  charge  of 

one.  Being  conspicuous  at  a  distance  (a  horseman). 

A  jU:o\  m<?^aZ,  (v.  n.  8  of  JjO)  Putting  on  shoes. 

Travelling  on  foot.  Sowing  in  a  hard  soil.  Riding' 
on  hard  ground. 

A  (^lili>\  intighdsh,A  waving,nodding,bowing. 

A  ̂\sCj\  intifds,  (v.n. 8 of  Being  repulsed, 

removed,  banished,  exiled  :  retiring. 

A  ̂ Vo^  intifdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Bulging  out 
(a  camerssides).  Being  roused  and  started  (game). 

A  ̂ Aso\  i)itifdh,(Y.  n.S  of  ̂ o)  Opposing,  in- 
tervening, intercepting.  Turningtowards,  veering. 

A  i?itifdkh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Swelhng,  be- 
coming inflated,  blown  up. 

A  intifdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  iii3)  Emptying,  eat- 

ing up,  taking  the  whole.  Annihilating.  Milking. 

A  (^Ifll^l  intifdsh,  (v.n.8  of  yii>)  Setting  its 
hairs  erect  (a  cat),  or  a  bird  its  feathers  (from  fear). 

Having  the  hairs  on  end. 

A  tjioUl>\  intifds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (,j<aa))  Sprinkling 

water  on  the  privities  through  the  fingers. 

A  ̂_^laiO^  intifdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  {^jaSO')  Being 
shaken,  beaten  (a  garment).  Diddering,  shivering. 

Flourishing  (a  vine).  Cleaning  the  yard  from  re- 
mains of  urine. 

A  intifdj  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ flj)  Being  useful, 
profitable,  beneficial,  availing.    Deriving  advan- 

tage, being  benefited.  Utility,  profit,  advantage. 

A  |jlftlo\  intifdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  |_^)  Entering  its 
burrow  (a  field-mouse) ;  (contra)  quitting  (its) 

hole.  Going  along  a  narrow  road. 

A  (Jlo\  ini?yaZ,(v.n.8ofjJ.23)Prayingoftener 
than  what  the  law  enjoins.  Retiring,  receding.  Be- 

ing freed,  absolved,  liberated.  Seeking  any  thing 

to  be  done  for  one's  self. 
A  intikdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^)  Extracting 

(marrow).  Choosing. 
intikab,  (v.n.  8  of  c-^ai)  Veiling  her 

face  (a  woman). 

A  Ll>lio\  intikds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (.^.aSU)  Extracting 
(marrow  from  a  bone).  Scrutinizing  (any  affair). 

Making  haste,  doing  quickly.  Digging,  tearingup. 

A  ̂ Uol  intikdh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Extracting marrow  from  a  bone. 

A  ̂lio^  intikdkh,  The  extracting  of  marrow. 
A  intihdd, (v.n.  8  of  J>a3)  Separating  good 

(coin)  from  bad.  Receiving  ready  money.  Grow- 
up,  becoming  an  adult  (a  boy). 

Aj\sdj\  intihdr,  (v.n. 8  of^H3)  Being  hollowed 
out.  Hollowing  out,  carving.  Writing.  Scruti- 

nizing. Electing,  choosing.  Inviting  one  person 
to  the  exclusion  of  the  rest.  Making  holes  in  the 
ground  with  his  feet  (a  horse).  Pecking. 

AjUo^  intikdz,  (v.n.  8  of jHi)  Suffering  from 
a  complaint  called  J  lai  nukdz  (a  sheep).  Giving 



another  the  worst  part  of  the  flock. 

A  (jiiUo^  intikash,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j^)  Ordering 

(the  stone  of  a  ring)  to  be  engraved.  Striking  the 

ground  with  the  foot  when  trying  to  rid  himself  of 

a  thorn  that  has  piei-ced  it.  Extracting  (a  thorn) 
from  the  foot.  Selecting,  extracting. 

A  i^Uilj^  intilms,  (v.  n.  8  of  (.jwaib)  Diminish- 
ing. Being  diminished.  Lettingwater  drop  through 

the  interstices  of  the  fingers  on  the  privities.  Dis- 
gracing, dishonouring.  Decrease,  diminution. 

A  ̂j.oUi:o\  intihaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  i,joSi>)  Being  de- 
molished (a  building),  untwisted  (a  rope),  violated 

(a  treaty,  a  covenant).  Untwisting.  Demolishing. 

Dissolving.  Becoming  raw  and  running  (a  sore). 

A  intiha^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ i3)  Slaughtering  a 
camel  (to  provide  an  entertainment).  Slaughtering  a 

sheep  ere  the  flock  has  been  divided.Becomingchan- 

ged (colour).   Being  saturated.  Quenching  thirst. 

A  uJUilii^  intikdf,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_Aju)  Splitting  an 

apple,  and  cutting  away  rind  or  core.  Extracting, 

drawing  out,  causing  to  come  forth.  Taking  away. 

A  JUo\  intikal,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^)  Being  trans- 

ported, transplanted,  translated.  Transferring  one's 
self,  going  over  to.  Dying,  passing  to  the  other 

world.  Removal,  departure,  migration. 

A  ̂^'jj\intiham,  (v.  n.  8  of  |Ju)Punishing,  chas- 
tising. Taking  vengeance.  Loathing,  abhorring. 

Reproving,  rebuking.  Vengeance.  pUo^\jJj5' 

^zizii'l  intiham,  (God)  the  supreme  avenger, 
p  {^J>  ̂ys^\i7itikavi giriftan,  To  take  vengeance. 

A  5l_io\  intihah,  (v.  n.  8  of  »So)  Recovering 

health.  Deriving  spiritual  health  and  solace  from 

any  promise  or  declaration.    Understanding  well. 

A         int  ihas,  The  receiving  of  any  thing  due. 

A  A  shouldering  (one's  quiver). 
A  intihdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  CIaSo)  Falling 

headlong  (any  one  wounded  with  a  spear). 

A  lL>^'S^\  intikds,  (v.  n.  8  of  i.t«*5o)  Being  un- 
twisted (a  rope).  Being  violated  (a  treaty).  Turn- 

ing from  one  business  to  another.  Receding. 

A  {^^'^\intihas,  (v.n.8of^j«5o)  Being  turned 
upside  down,  capsized.    Falling  on  the  head. 

A  (^^^\  zH^iZ;a.s/i,  A  taking  ofmudoutofa  well. 

A  intilmf,  (v.  n.  8  of  u_iio)  Enduring 

a  shower  while  it  lasts.  Turning  away  the  face. 

Being  broken  and  violated  (a  covenant  or  bargain). 

Emigrating.  Discovering  the  mark  of  a  camel's 
foot  in  soft  level  ground. 

A        intulat,  A  kind  of  medicinal  shrub,  with 

yellowish  leaves,  very  bitter  and  aromatic. 

intulat  sawdds,  Zedoary. 

A  ̂ \  antum,  You  (mas.  pi.). 

a\S>\  antumd,  You  two  (dual  mas.  andfem.) 

A  s^Jti\  inthnuf,  (v.  n.  8  of  Soaring  aloft  (a 

hawk) .  Being  related  to  another.  Attributing  any 

thing  to  another  as  the  author.  Relation,  respect,  or 

regard  to,  resemblance,  tendency.    \^\^  *-r'^*'" 
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\SS\jawabi  sawab-intimd,  A  just  answer,  an  answer 

related  to  truth.  ^'^haldmi  hikmat- 
intimd,  Words  having  a  tendency  to  mystery  or 

wisdom  ;  an  ambiguous  or  wise  speech,  p  (j*^^ 

lci>\  CL^^j  gardani  ini^nat-intima,  A  neck  re- 
sembling pride,  a  stately  or  proud  appearance. 

A  ssSi\     ma  antanalm,  How  he  stinks ! 

A  Ayi\  intiwds,  (v.n.8  oiij^)  Intending,  pro- 
posing. Aiming  at.  Abiding,halting.  Despatching. 

A  J\yi>\  int  'mdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  jU  for  j_jj)  Being 
bedaubed  with  a  liniment  of  pitch  for  the  scab. 

L  t^yi'\  antun,  Anthony. 
antuniian,(in  zand  and  Paz.)Tohave. 

A  mtihds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  inter- 
dicted. Abstaining,  desisting.  Coming  to  an  end, 

being  finished.    Arriving,  reaching.    End,  extre- 

mity, termination.  Summit,  vertex.  -^^-^^ 

Ua'  intihdn'z  zamdn,  Until  the  end  of  time. 
A  ̂ \^\  intihdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  i—a^)  Seizing, 

making  a  prey  of,  spoiling.  Winning  a  heat  (a 

horse).  Rapine,  depredation,  spoil,  booty. 

Aj\^\  intihdr,  (v.  n.  8of^)  Shouting.  Prohi- 
biting, checking,  chiding.  Beingloose,  purging  (the 

belly).  Flowing  profusely  so  as  not  to  be  stopped 

(blood  from  a  vein).  A  diarrhoea. 

Ajl^l  intihaz,  (v.  n.  8  ofj^)  Watching  for, 
finding  an  opportunity.  Laughing  immoderately. 
Being  near  puberty  (a  lad). 

A  intikds,  A  biting  with  the  front-teeth. 
A  intikash,  (v.  n.  8  of  [J^)  Tearing 

the  meat  off"  a  bone  with  the  teeth. 
A  ̂ ^\^\  intikdz,  The  act  of  rising,  getting  up. 
A  intihdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^^A^)  Enfeebling, 

emaciating.  Milking  an  udder  dry.  Violation  (of 

honour,  virtue,  or  respect). 

A  intiMs,  (v.  n.  8  of  (j-0)  Making  a  trench 

(called  (_f nusy)  round  a  tent  to  keep  off"  the  rain- 
water. Being  at  a  distance 

A  u->ljp^  intiydh,  (v.  n.  8  of  i_->li  for  (— -^y) 
Approaching,  from  time  to  time  (i^j^  nawbat), 

again  and  again.  Repetition. 

AjUl5\  intiydr,  (v.  n.8  ofjli  forjy)  Being  be- 
daubed with  a  liniment  of  pitch  for  the  scab. 

A  intisdsk,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_)i^)  Loitering 

behind.    Going  from  place  to  place  with  a  flock. 

A  (^lo\  intiydsk,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  t_)«y) 

Leading  forth,  drawing  out.  Taking,  receiving. 

A  i^^Jp^  intiydt,  (v.  n.  8  of  )oX>  for  Isji)  Being 

suspended,  appended.  Lying  afar  off".  Cutting  off" 
(any  thing)  without  taking  the  advice  of  any  body. 

Lending  any  one  (a  camel)  to  carry  provisions. 

A  ij'jp^  intiydh,  The  act  of  choosing,  selecting. 
G  antilis,The  sea-kidney  vetch,anthyllis. 

A  ■^\^\  insds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Disparaging,  dis- 

praising, slandering.  Disdaining,  loathing. 

AjUi\  insdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  Breathing  through 
the  nose.   Sneezing,  and  thereby  discharging  any 

thing  disagreeable  from  the  nostrils.  Drawing  wa- 

ter up  the  nose.  Making  any  one's  nose  bleed  by 
throwing  him  on  his  nose. 

A  ̂ \  insa^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   )  Vomiting.  Bleed- 
ing immoderately  at  the  nose.  Flowing,  coming 

up  (vomit  or  blood).  An  irreducible  hemorrhage. 

A  insitdm,  (y.  n.  7  of  ̂'Si)  Breaking  forth in  obscene  lansfuage. 

A  insijdj,  A  flowing  plentifully. 

Aj^  ̂  insijdr,  A  gushing  forth :  an  overflowing. 
A  ̂liii^  insiddgk,  A  being  broken  (the  head). 
A  Jj^i^iil  insiddh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ jSi)  Being  re- 

laxed (the  belly).  Rushing,  falling  upon  any  one. 

A  insh-dm,  (v.  n.  7  of  j»j5)  Being  broken 

off"  at  the  root,  or  disbanded  by  disease  (teeth). 
A  insitds,  (v.  n.  7  of_jia))  Becoming  flac- 
cid and  relaxed. 

A  (— -jl*iD\  insi^b,  (v.  n.  7  of  u-»30)  Being  set  a 

flowing  (water  or  blood). 

A  insi^^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  cast  up 
(vomit).  Streaming  from  nose  or  wound  (blood). 

insihab.  The  being  drilled,  perforated. 

A  insildgh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ib)  Being  bruised 

(the  head).  Bearing  soft  and  ripe  dates  (a  palm). 

A  ̂Jilij\^■?^s^7a^,(v.n.7of  ,J3)  Being  poured  out. 
A  insildm,  The  being  notched  and  broken, 

msma  J,  A  being  fractured  (as  the  skull). 

A  '^^\  inshndgh,  (v.  n.  7  of  j^)  Being  bruised 
by  falling  (ripe  fruit).  Becoming  moist  (a  sore). 

A  insimdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ll))  Being  poured 
out.    Being  melted.    Growing  old.  Languor. 

A  insinds,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  bent. 

Receding,  retreating. 

A  ̂ \  ?OTsa',(pl.  Lt^U\  indsov  j^jU\)A  female. 

'i\jn>\  imraMtun  unsa',  A  perfect  woman. 

A  J\iii\  insiydl,  (v.  n.7  of  Ju  for  Jj'i)  Being 
poured  from  above  (dust).  Being  prolix  (an  in- 

vective against  any  one).    Being  assembled. 

A  (jUij^ unsaydni, (dual) Thetesticles.Theears. 

p  ̂ 1  d7iaj,  A  medlar. 
p  ̂   anj.  The  cheek,  the  contour  of  the  face. 

Going  out.  Drawing  forth.  About,  round  about. 

p  l:^  1  dnjd,  There,  in  that  place,  thither. 
A  injdf,  (v.  n.  4of  Isi  for  _j^)  Liberating. 

Disclosing, revealing.  Farting.  Being  dissipated, 

dispelled  (cloud).  Voiding  (by  stool).  Sweating. 

Removing,  separating  (skin  from  the  body).  Cut- 
ting (a  branch  from  a  tree).  Ordering  to  cut  (a  tree). 

Having  dates  ripe  and  ready  for  cutting  (a  palm). 

A  anjdb,  (pi.  of  najW)  Generous, 
honourable,  noble,  illustrious.  Injab,  (v.  n.  4  of 

c-A^)  Begetting  such  a  son  ;  (contra)  one  degene- 
rate and  worthless.    Being  excellent. 

A  anjds,  (v.  n.  4  of         nvjs  and  nujus) 

Coats  of  mail.  Pericardia. 

A  injdk, (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Prospering,  being 
successful.  Overcoming.  Giving  success  (God). 



A  i>\^\  anjad,  (pi.  of  najd)  High  lands, 

(pi.  of  <iji  najud)  Bold,  brave,  strenuous.  ̂ ^Us 
iSlait  /iM?m  talla^i  anjadin,  He  meditates  high 

matters.  Injcid,  (v.  n.  4  of  Helping,  defend- 
ing, assisting.  Promoting,  advancing,  exalting 

one's  self.  Being  high.  Being  clear  and  serene 
(the  sky).  Reading  aloud.  Listening  to  a  petition. 

Going  or  coming  to  one's  vi'ife  or  relations.  Ar- 
riving in,  or  travelling  to  najd.  Sweating. 

A Jj!\i7ijar,  (pl.j^^^)  The  flat  roof  of  a  house. 

Ajlail  injaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  J:^)  Fulfilling  a  pro- 
mise, consummating,  accomplishing.  Rushing  on 

a  wounded  (man)  with  intent  to  kill  (him). 

A  (^\js^^  anjds,  Impurities.  (^U:>-\  O**^^ 

^jji^l^Mj  anjasi  ajnasi  shayatin,  Devil's  dung,  i.e. 
infidels.  Injas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^)  Soiling,  staining, 

defiling,  rendering  impure. 

A  {^^\  injas,  (an  incorrect  mode  of  writing 

L^^^  yjas)  A  plum. 

A  ̂sil  inja^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Giving  milk  to, 

allowing  to  suck  (a  camel's  colt).    Escaping,  be- 
ing liberated.     Being  wholesome  and  efficacious 

(medicine,  exhortation,  &c.).  Prospering,  living  by. 

A  u-iW^  injof,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_As2)  Tying  a  piece 

of  leather  called  i  sUi  nijaf  under  the  belly  of  a 

he-goat  to  prevent  him  from  gendering. 
anja  Id,  In  that  place  where.  So 

that,  by  which. 

A  Jlsi\  injal,(y.  n.  4  of  J.fi)  Sending  (a  horse) 

to  pasture  amongst  a  kind  of  grass  called  na- 

jll.    Being  verdant  (the  earth). 

p  ̂^lijJl^^  anjatidan,  To  fill,  saturate.  To  re- 
strain impetuosity,  to  check  audacity.  To  fatigue. 

To  signify.    To  admonish.    To  twist. 

p  anjam,  End,  extremity,  termination,  con- 

clusion. An  appendix,  a  supplement.  Grief,  anx- 

ety,  vexation,  affliction,  sorrow,  (in  composition) 

Finishing,  accomplishing ;  who  or  what  finishes  or 

brines  to  an  end.  C^A^b         anjam  yaft,  Is  it  all 

l«^L*>  salami  salamat-an- 
finished  ? 

jam,  An  affectionate  salutation.     Cl^S-^J  ̂ jj^<a/o 
mazmuni  baldghat-anjdm,A  letter  completely 

elegant.  ̂ ^i^ifii  ta^im-anjdm,  Most  respect- 

ful. j»ls2l  C^dKxMi  sa^dat-anjam,  Happy,  fortu- 

nate.  j»Ui\  j,!^  zaldm-anjam,  Dark,  obscure. 

A  anjam,  (pl.of  ̂ 'm«;m)  Stars.  Injam, 
(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Appearing,  arising.  Ending,  being 
over  (as  rain  or  cold).  Becoming  serene  (the  sky), 

p  (^Ij^^  anjaman.  The  end  of  any  thing, 

p  ̂j;iJk(<i\.^\  anjdmidan,  To  come  to  an  end,  be 
finished.    To  end,  ensue.   To  finish,  accomplish. 

A  5olsi\  injdnat,  A  stone  bottle,  a  phial,  a  cup, 

pitcher,  water-pot,  washing-vat,  or  tub. 

injibaz,  (v.  n.  7  of  OJ^s-)  Being  drawn. 

PjLsi\  anjahdr  or  injahdr,  A  kind  of  plant 
growing  on  the  banks  of  the  Euphrates,  which, 

with  a  preparation  of  sugar,  &c.,  they  apply  to 
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stop  hemorrhages  and  bleedings  of  every  kind. 

Ajl*s2^  injihdr,  (v.  n.  7  of  J^»-)  Being  set  (a 

fractured  limb).  Being  repaired  (the  broken  for- 
tune of  a  friend).  Name  of  a  useful  plant  from 

which  a  drink  is  prepared. 

A^\  anjah,  More  or  most  beneficial. 
Ajl^^  injihdr,  (v.n.7  of  j^)  Creeping  into 

his  hole  (a  lizard). 

p  ̂ \  anjuhh,  A  wrinkle,  crease,  furrow. 
P  ClAst^^  anjuhht.  Desire,  concupiscence. 
P  ei^'  To  desire.  To  be  or  become 

wrinkled  (on  the  brow,  belly  &c.).  To  leap,  bound. 

p  ̂jii»»a£?^^  anjukhidan,  To  become  wrinkled. 
A  anjud,  (pi.  of  najd)  High  grounds. 

lAai^^^Us  taUd^  anjud,  Meditating  high  matters. 
A  (J^A:^^  injiddl,(\.  n.7  of  Jti>?-)  Being  thrown 

down,  falling  down. 

A  ̂j^i^^^  anjuddn,  Pellitory,  laserpitium,  sil- 
phium;  whence  comes  benzoin  and  assafcetida. 
An  ape.    A  satyr. 

A'i^\anjidat,{j^\.o^ i^j:^nujud)  High  grounds. 
hmva  talla^  anjidatin.  He  medi- 

tates high  matters. 

injizah,  The  being  drawn  or  attracted. 
Attraction,  enticement,  inclination,  affection. 

injizdz.  The  being  broken  or  cut  off. 

A injizdi',  The  being  cut  or  clipped. 
A  «  sUsi^  injizdf,  (v.  n.7  of  u-iic- )  Flyingfast. 

injizam.  The  being  amputated. 

anjuzdn,  Assafcetida. 

A       anjar,  (from  p.j^  Jangar)  An  anchor. 

A  ̂j^\injirdh,{\.n.l  of  ̂ ^)Being  wounded. 
A  i^\j^\injirdd,{\.'n.l  oi  O^)  Being  extended, 

lengthened,  protracted.  Going  on  a  journey.  Be- 
ing smoothed,  mangled  (as  linen).  Being  sleek 

(a  horse).    Being  stripped,  denuded. 

Aj\^^\  injh-dr,  (v.  n.  7  of  _^)  Being  drawn 
out.    Grazing  and  walking  about  (camels).  Al- 

lowing (a  camel)  to  graze  whilst  mounted  on  her 

back,     (in  gram.)  Being  marked  with  the  vowel 
hasr.    Protraction,  extension,  tediousness. 

A  anjurat,A  nettle.  A^yt*  anjurat 

saivddj:,  Pellitory,  bindweed,  helxine,  assafcetida. 

p  ̂jd\anjirah.  Marjoram.  Name  of  a  desert. 

p  Oj^l  anjarut,  Flesh-glue. 
p         anjara,  A  nettle. 

Aj\j^^  injizdr,  (v.n.7  of jj»-)  Retiring,  ebbing 
(the  sea).    Appearing  at  ebb-time  (an  island). 

A  injizdf  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ?-)  Being  cut  (a 
rope),   broken  (a  stick). 

A  j*]}^^  injizdm,(v. n.7  of  Being  broken. 
Being  marked  with  a       jazm.  (a  letter). 

A  anjas.  Dirtier,  nastier,  most  squalid. 

G  U«js2\  anjisd,  A  species  of  herb,  bugloss. 

A         anja^  More  or  most  wholesome. 

A  L-.>U3i^\  inji^b,  The  being  thrown  prostrate. 

Aj\ft:f  \  inji^r,  The  dunging  (of  a  beast). 
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A  I — >[xf\  inji^if,  (v.  n.  7  of  u-fl*»-)  Be 
thrown  prostrate.    Being  plucked  up. 

p  ̂ \  anjugh,  A  wrinkle,  a  furrow. 
A  JUsi^  injifdl,  (v.  n.  7  of  Ja^-)  Moving  off 

from  any  place  (people).  Passing  away  and  va- 
nishing (a  shadow).    Being  rooted  up. 

anjahah,  A  kind  of  grain  or  kernel, 
which  is  black  on  the  outside  and  white  within. 

A  anjal,  (pi.  Jssi  niijl  and  Jl;^  nijdl) 
Long.  Large.  Broad.  One  who  has  large  open  eyes. 

p  ,J^\  anjtl,  Marsh-mallows,  or  the  root. 

A  ̂'^\  injildf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂L>'  for^jis-)  Being 
apparent  or  conspicuous.  Being  Aviped  away  (grief 

from  the  mind).  Going  off.  Brightness,  shining. 

An  apparition,  appearance. 

A  L->!i^^  injUdb,  (v.  n.  7  of  t_-*is-)  Being 
driven  from  place  to  place  (slaves  or  cattle). 

A  ̂^^\injild^{\.xi.l of  |«L9-)Being uncovered. 

A  j»a£\  anjum,  (pi.  of  ̂   najm)  Stars,  p  sUIj 
\  2)ddshdhi  aiiju7)i  sijidh,  An  emperor 

with  an  army  (numerous)  as  the  stars ;  a  most  po- 

tent monarch.  ^\  anjum  afshurdan,  To 

make  firm.  Jjj  ̂ \  anjumi  roz.  The  sun. 
A  lilvf^^  injhndd,  A  congelation,  a  curdling. 

A  (JL^^  injimdl,  (v.  n.  7  of  (J^)  Accruing, 
becoming  accumulated. 

p  anjuvian,  A  company,  assembly,  ban- 

quet, congregation,  synagogue,  congress,  any  place 

where  people  meet  and  converse.     A  multitude. 

anjumani  Imhkashan,  The  milky 

way.  j_yo  _5jV*  1^;*^^  J  J 3^ J  LJ*'3^J  tvuhush  u 
tuyur  u  anjumani  mdr  u  viur,  Wild  beasts,  and 

birds,  and  a  multitude  of  serpents  and  ants. 

anjuman-gah,  A  place  of  assembling. 

p  anjan,  A  pounding,  pulverizing.  A  cut- 
ting.   Trouble,  chagrin.    Collyrium,  antimony. 

p  ̂ ji^Ju^\  To  be  broken.  To  divide. 
To  afflict,  vex.  To  be  anxious.    To  be  disgusted. 

p  ̂ \  anja.  An  island.    Name  of  an  island. 

p  C'>ym>  The  wood  of  aloes. 
p  anjulih,  Flaccid,withered,flat,wrinkled, 

changed  in  colour.    A  wrinkle.  Spittle. 

Vf^s'- ̂ \a«;MA/itoM,Tobe  wi'inkled.  To  acquire. 

p  j^AJp-_j:^\  anjukliidagi,  Corrugation. 
p  anjukhidan,To  be  full  of  wrinkles. 

p  anjusd,  Bugloss. 

p  anjugh,  A  wrinkle,  fold,  plait.  Spittle. 

{J^^         o-njUgh  giriftan,  To  contract  wrinkles. 
p  anjUghidan,  To  become  wrinkled. 

p  anjiik,  Name  of  an  unknown  desert. 

A  injiydb,  (v.  n.  7  of  L-^U-  for  t- ̂ js-) 
Stretching  her  neck  to  bo  milked  (a  camel). 

A  injims,  (v.  n.  7  of  ci^l?-  )  Being  split. 

A  I  slisi^  injiMf,  The  being  uprooted. 

A  JLsil  injiydl,  (v.  n.  7  of  JU-  forjjs-)  Go- 
ing round.  Being  raised  and  flying  about  (dust). 

A         anjiyat,  (pi.  oi'^^^najiy)  Partners  in 



secrets,  confidants. 

A  5  J>*^^  anjldat,  A  species  of  herb,  marrubium. 

p  ̂i3dcsi\  anjidan,  To  crumble  (bread).  To 
cup.    To  extract.    To  irrigate.    To  irritate,  vex. 

p  'i,^>^\anjida,  Pounded, crumbled.  Wildleek. 
V  cmjir,  A  fig.  A  hole.  Foramen  podicis. 

^li  1  aiijlri  adam,  (or  j^-^-"^  anjlri  dashtt) 
Adam's  fig,  a  kind  of  Indian  fruit,  resembling  a 
gourd,  round  and  red,  with  a  small  white  point  in 

the  middle.  cf>?Jj anjlri  waziri,  A  kind  of 
tig,  white  and  delicate. 

Pjj4>j->;^  W?y'irt?a«,To  bore  a  hole,drill,perforate. 
p  anjira,  Foramen  ani.  A  fig.  Name  of 

a  fountain  near       yazd.  Travelling-apparatus. 

A  p  (J.-^W'?j;iZ  or  The  gospel.  J<^^  J.fi>^ 
ahli  injll,  Christians,  gospellers. 

A  (^^^^  injiUy,  An  evangelist. 
p  tj^^^  anjiii,  Pulverized.  A  pulverizer.  A 

plasterer. 

p  (jIJ^  1  diichunan,  Thus,  so,  in  that  or  like 

manner.  &^  {j^^ '  ancJmnan  hi,  So  that,  in  the 
same  way,  like  as,  even  as. 

p      I  anchi.  That  which.  Whatever. 

A  ̂ 1  ariih,  (pi.  ̂   imnaK)  A  miser,  who  sighs 
and  groans  when  asked  for  any  thing.  One  trou- 

bled with  a  difficulty  in  breathing. 

A^jmh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Breathing  hard. 
A  ̂   unnah,  A  miser  who  sighs  and  groans 

when  asked  for  any  thing,  (pi.  of      mih)  Misers. 

A  anhRf,  (pi.  of  ̂   7iahw)  Ways,  roads, 

paths,  tracks,  quarters,  sides.  (pi.  of  nihy') 
Leathern  bottles  in  which  they  keep  butter.  Earth- 

en milk-vessels.  Broad-headed  arrows.  Inhas, 

V.  n.  4  of  for  ̂ )  Turning  aside  (the  face  from 

another).  Leaning  to  the  left  side  (a  camel  in  travel- 

ling), (v.  n.  4  of  j_^)  Turning  (arms  against  one). 

A  jl^^  inliaz,  (v.  n.  4  of^^)  Having  camels  af- 
flicted with  a  disease  in  the  lungs  called  jl^  nuhaz, 

A  I  >^\  inhaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^Ji^)  Making  thin 

and  lean  (i— 2-^*  nalnf),  emaciating. 
A  inhal,  (v.  n.4  of  J^)  Rendering  (one) 

thin,  lean,  extenuated  (grief  or  anxiety).  Giving 

wealth,  appropriating  it  to  a  particular  use. 

A  (^Lsi\  inhihas,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j«f=-)  Being 
withheld,  being  imprisoned.  Mortmain. 

A  'id.  1  anihat,  A  female  miser,  groaning  when 
any  thing  is  asked.     Short  of  stature  (woman). 

A  Oll^UWwiai,  (v.  n.VofCLAS")  Being  rubbed 

between  the  hands.    Falling  (leaves  from  a  tree). 

AjW^^  inliijar,  A  retiring  into  a  hole  or  den. 

Ajlsr^^OT/«(;arf',(v.n.7ofJs?')Beingrestrained. 

Going  into  a  part  of  Arabia  calledjl^r"  Mjdz. 

A  ̂   inhijdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂..Jijf'  )  Humbling 
one's  self,  submitting.  Supplication. 
A  inhiddd,  (v.n.  7  of  Hs^)  Being  sharp. 

Aj\^s£!'\  inhiddr,  (v.  n.7  otjSs"')  Swelhng.  De- 
scending a  declivity.  Being  thrown  (down  a  pre- 
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cipice).    Foundering  (a  ship  at  sea). 

A  inliizdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  jji^s-)  Being  bro- 
ken to  pieces,  or  divided  into  portions. 

A  inhizdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  j»i3>5>-)  Being  cut. 
A  i^\jd\  inhirdd,  (v.n.7of  li^)  Falling  (a  star). 

A  inhirdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  i— ip-)  Changing, 

becoming  a  turn-coat.  Inclining,  turning.  Turn- 

ingaway.  Swerving.  Deflexion, inversion, change. 

Recantation.  Declination(in  astronomy).  'Pi^\^\ 

{^'^.jjj  inhirdf  7varzidan,To  swerve,  to  deviate. To  sow  rebellion. 

Ajd\  anhaz,  A  disease  in  the  lungs,  to  which 

camels  are  subject,  creating  a  violent  cough.  Ul- 
cers, with  which  they  are  also  afilicted.  ̂ Jj^^ 

anhazdni,  (dual)  Both  these  maladies. 
A  anhas,  More  or  most  unlucky. 

Kj\^d\  inhisdr  The  being  naked  and  exposed. 

A  (_yjL>i^^  inhisds,(y.  n.  7  of  (J**^)  Being  scat- 
tered, fallen  (leaves).  Being  plucked  up.  Being 

pulled  out  (a  tooth). 

A  (_->U*^l  inhisdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  i_6. ..-»•)  Being 
crumbled  small  with  the  fingers.  Being  dispersed. 

A  j»L*i^^  inhisdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  p-**>-)  Being  am- 
putated.   Standing,  stopping. 

A  ̂\Jud\  inhislidf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ^_^5-)  Being 
stuffed,  filled,  crammed. 

AjLa^l  inhisdr,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ .o.»-)  Being  be- 
sieged, confined,  detained,  let,  hindered.  Being 

compressed.    Being  numbered,  told,  computed. 

A  i^XjCl^]  inhisds,  (v.  n.  7  of  Falling  off 

(as  hair).  Being  docked  (a  tail),  losing  one's  tail. 
Aj»l»A^\  inhisdm,The  being  broken(as  a  bough). 

A  ̂l*asl\  inhizdj,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ oj>-)  Being  hot 
with  anger.  Being  dilated.  Laying  aside  gravity. 

A  iflUa^^  inhitdt,  (v.  n.  7  of  las-)  Sinking,  de- 

scending. Falling,  being  reduced  (price  of  provi- 

sions), lowered  (character).  Descending,  alight- 
ing. Walking  fast.  Pulling  at  the  bridle  and  going 

towards  a  precipice  (a  camel).    Decline,  decay. 

A  ̂^^a:^\inhitdm,{v.  n.7of  j,las-)  Beingbroken. 
A  Uulafl^\  anhaftind,  Flower  of  pomegranate. 

A  jj^i^l  inhihdh,  (v.  n.7  of  (3")  Being  close 
and  firm  (a  knot). 

A  L-.>^1^\  inhildh,  (v.  n.  7  of  (_-»i5^)  Flowing 

(sweat).  Shedding  tears  (the  eye),  pouring  forth 
saliva  (the  mouth). 

A  (J^k^^  inhildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  (J^)  Being  loosed, 
untied,  relaxed,  loosened. 

A  inJiildm,  (v.  n.  7  of  jJj>-)  Dreaming. 

A  i^_ja\^\  inhimds,  (v.  n.  7  of  {^jaS^)  Subsid- 
ing (an  inflammation).  Being  drawn  in,  contracted, 

wrinkled.  Becoming  thin  and  spare.  Eating  the 

plant  IsjJ  karaz,  and  becoming  red  and  slender  (a 

locust).  From  being  fat,  becoming  thin  and  small. 

A  inhimdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ y^)  Becoming 

vile  and  abject.  Being  worn  out.  Being  flat  and 

dull  (a  market).    Being  foolish,  playing  the  fool. 

A  JV^^  inhimdl,  The  being  instigated. 

A  inhinds.  The  being  bent  and  curved. 

A  jLi\  inhiydz,  (v.  n.  7  ofjU-  forj^js.-)  Aban- 
doning one  residence  and  going  to  another.  Re- 

treating.   Turning  aside,  deviating. 
A  inhiydsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  (jJ>W  for  (^_j^) 

Fleeing,  scampering  (from  fear).  Shrinking,  draw- 

ing one's  self  together. 
A  inhiyds,  A  turning  back  or  aside. 
A  ̂Uil  inkhds,  (v.  n.  4  of  for  yi)  Waxing 

greater  in  pomp,  pride,  and  glory  (iy^  nakhwat). 
A  i--->ls£\  inhhdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— «i^)  Begetting  a 

brave,  heroic  son ;  also  a  mean,  cowardly  one. 

A  (j^li^^  inkhds,  (v.  n.4  of  (.J^)  Extenuating, withering  (age). 

A         inkhdt,A.  blowing  the  nose.  A  spitting. 

A  u— inhhdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_ii^)  Making  a 
repeated  noise  resembling  sneezing. 

AjV-i^\  inhhibdz,  The  being  depressed. 

A  inkhitd^  A  travelling,  roaming  about. 

A  inhhidd^,  (v.  n.  7  of  Being  de- 
ceived, cheated,  duped.  Submitting  to  be  duped. 

Being  flat  (a  market). 

Aj^l  inhhirur,  (v.  n.7  of  Ji-)  Hanging  loose. 
A  \si\j£\  inkhi3-dt,  (v. n. 7  oflap-)  Being  strung. 

Being  refractory  and  unmanageable  (a  beast  of  bur- 

den). Doing  any  thing  in  an  ignorant,  headstrong 
manner.  Assailing  any  one  suddenly  with  abusive 

language,  or  in  some  other  shameful  manner.  Run- 

ning fast.  Being  slender-bodied. 
A  inkhird^  (v.  n.  7  of  g^)  Being  split 

open,  or  broken  to  pieces.  Being  dislocated  (a 

joint).  Being  uprooted.  Being  weak. 

A  ,j]f^^  inkhii'dh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ JJ^)  Being  torn. 
Inventing  a  lie.    Blowing  violently  across. 

A         inkhirdm,A  being  notched, cleft,  riven. 

A  ̂ y^^  mMiVa^,  (v.  n.7  of  ̂ J^)  Being  broken 
in  two,  cut  off.    Bending  from  age  or  weakness. 

A  ̂^jd\  inkhizdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  JfJ*-)  Being  run 
through  (with  a  dart). 

A  J^^^  inhhizdl,  (v.  n.  7  of  J}^)  Being  sepa- 
rated, broken  off.  Proceeding  heavily.  Not  being 

anxious  about. 

A  inhhizam,  (v.n.  7  oi  ̂ j>-)  Being  bored. 
Being  spoiled. 

A  A»tJ£^\  inhhisds,  (v.  n.  7  of  L*i-)  Being  driven 
to  a  distance  from  the  society  of  men  (dogs,  swine). 

A  I  »L*jil  inkhisdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  l-A*-*-)  Being 

put  out  (the  eyes).    Being  eclipsed  (the  moon). 

A  (^{Ls^\  inkhishdsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ _^)  Enter- 
ing into  any  thing. 

A  {^[^^\  inhhishdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  l-P  ■'»■•>  )  En- 

gaging in  any  work. 
A  inkhizdj,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ a*-)  Sinking on  one  side  (a  boat). 

A  iSUaaS^  inkhizdd,  (v.  n.  7  of  ti-^)  Being  bro- 
ken (a  green  stick).    Being  burst  (an  apple). 



A  ̂jaJi\  itihliiza^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ a^)  Being 
luimble,  submitting  to  another. 

A  ̂ \  ankha^  More  or  most  deadly  or  detri- 

mental to  one's  self,  or  what  entails  great  disgrace. 

A  inJthlfas,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j-ii^-)  Becom- 
ing fetid  (water). 

A  (jolfli^\  inkhifaz,  (v.  n.  7  of  (^ai-)  Being 
depressed.  Falling  into  a  low  place.  Being  marked 

with  the  vowel yJ^ kasr  (^).  Humiliation. 

A  inhhrfd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ as-)  Fainting, 
becoming  attenuated  from  the  want  of  food.  Being 

torn  up  (a  palm-tree).  Being  burst  (the  lungs), 

A  'iSL-^\  anhhifat,  (pi.  of  i  jlii  nikhaf)  Boots. 
A  ̂':^\  inhhilaj:,(\. n.7  of         Being  mowed. 
A  {^\^\  inkhimas,  (v.  n.  7  of  l^^)  Subsid- 

ing, going  down  (a  swelling). 
A  inhhinas,  The  being  flexible,  limber. 

A  {^\^\  inltkinas,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j">*-)  Retiring, 
withdrawing,  remaining  behind. 

A  inhhinah,  (v.  n.  7  of  Strangling 

one's  self.  Being  throttled,  suffocated. 
A  C^\ji-\ inhlmjat,  (v.  n.7  of  Oli-  for  0_ji-) 

Pouncing  on  his  prey  (a  falcon). 

A  ̂ J^^  inhhiyak,  The  being  broad,  spacious, 
p  and,  They  are.  Speaking  doubtfully  and 

uncertainly.  Desire,hope.  Surprise.  Givingthanks. 

A  period  of  500  ages  or  15,000  years.  Some,  any 

number  between  three  and  ten.  So  much,  so  many, 

as  many  as.  Liquorice. 

p  \s>\  anda,  Plastering  the  roof  of  a  house.  A 

plasterer.  Calumny.  A  dream  such  as  pious  per- 
sons are  occasionally  favoured  with. 

A  Asi\  andas,  (pi.  of  (_fS>  nada')  Rains  :  day- 
dews.  Indas,  (v.  n.  4  of  liij  forjJ>i)  Moistening 

Feeding  (camels)  between  two  drinkings.  Giving 

magnificently,  liberally.    Having  a  good  voice. 

A  andab,  (pi.  of        nadhat)  Scars  of 

wounds.    Indab,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— Ji^)  Having  scars. 

Leaving  a  scar.    Exposing  (one's  self)  to  danger, 

p  aJ^Jki^  andaba,  A  plasterer's  trowel, 
p  andacha,  (in  zandand  Pazand)  Con- 

sideration, thought. 

A  ̂ \jo\  andah,  (pi.  of  ̂ liJ  nadli)  Spacious 
tracts  of  land.  Mountain-steeps. 
A  inddlih,  The  causing  (a  ship)  to  diive. 

p  anddhhtan,  To  throw,  cast,  dart, 

shoot,  lance,  hurl.  To  shake,  drive  about.  To  eject. 

To  inject.  To  force  away.  To  rush.  To  disperse, 

scatter,  strew,  diffuse.    To  do,  make. 

p  Ji\si\  andad,  The  herb  nose-smart.  Plaster. 

A  d\s>\  anddd,  (pi.  of      nidd)  Like,  similar. 

Inddd,  (v.  n.  4  of  3j)  Dispersing. 
p  andadan,  To  incrust.  To  desire, 

p         anddr,  A  narrative,  story,  tale,  fiction. 

A inddr,  (v.  n.  4ofj;ij)  Causing  to  fall 
off,  striking  off.  Subtracting.  Drawing  forth, 

p  i^J\,ihi\  andaris,  Name  of  a  person  who  des- 
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patched  a  messenger  to  \ j  ̂ zra  and  whose  eyes 

^zrd  tore  out. 
pjli^^  andaz,  The  incrustation  of  a  wall,  plas- 
ter, parget.  An  instrument,  a  trowel  with  which 

they  plaster  walls.  A  measure,  a  certain  quantity. 

Valuation,  guess,  (in  composition)  Throwing,  dart- 
ing :  diffusing,  scattering.  Seeking.  A  darter, 

throAver.  u-^I  db-anddz,  One  who  plans  or 

measures  aqueducts,  ^ji  bark-anddz,  A 

matchlock-man.  j^S>\  ̂j>.  partav-anddz,  Diffus- 
ing rays.  tir-anddz,  Shooting  arrows. 

J^t>j\  (Jl^.'»ft>  J  dahshat-anddz,  Spreading  terror. 
p  anddzd,  Throwing, 

p  a7iddza,Ane\l,a.jar([.  Measure, quan- 

tity, dimension.  Proportion,  symmetry.  A  speci- 

men, copy.  Strength.  A  belt,  leathern  strap,  shoe- 

latchet.  Worthy,  (j*^  anddza  hardan, 
To  measure.  To  guess.  To  estimate,  calculate. 

p  anddzi,  A  shot.  tp"  ̂'^'^ 
anddzi,  A  threat. 

p  i^i^>,j\d^\ anddzidan,  To  throw.  To  measure. 
To  make. 

p  (_>*»lti31  andds,  Measure.  Guess,  computation. 

A  ̂_j>)^iij\  andds,  Shrewd,  bold,  fearless  (men). 

v^i^\x>\  anddshgar,  A  plasterer, 

A  ̂_>aliij\  indds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Drawingout, 

obtaining  one's  due,  srettinsr  one's  ritrhts. 

A  indd^,  (v.  n.  4  of       not  in  use)  Fol- 
lowing the  example  of  bad  men. 

A  inddffh,  (v.n.4of  ̂ d^)  Doing  evil,  dis- 
gusting, offending. 

A  I  inddf,  (v,n,  4of  i  Jtij)  Driving  vio- 

lently, riding  furiously.  Listening  to  the  sound  of  a 
lute.  Giving  drink  (to  a  dog  or  other  beast). 

p  ̂S>\  anddm.  The  body.  A  member,  a  limb. 
Stature,  figure,  form  (of  the  body).  Exact  pro- 

portion, justness,  symmetry.  Order,  arrangement. 

Ornament.  Beauty.  Good-breeding.  Rule,  cus- 
tom. A  court,  area,  (ji-.)  anddmi  pesh,  (or 

^jZi  anddmi  sharm)  Pudendum.  I3b 
anddmi  ddnd.  The  fore-finger.  ̂ Jij  ̂S>\  anddm 
zadan,  To  dismember.  Commemorating,  recalling 

past  griefs.  {j>^  anddmi  7»7m«i,  The  privy 

member.  ^ila  O^jU-  jdrii/ati  sim-anddyn, 
A  virgin  splendid  as  the  silver,  of  a  silver  form, 

(^'^^ ̂ '^^  anddm  anddm  kardan.  To  dis- 
member, to  cut  up,  ^3  bi  anddm,  (or  ̂d>^\  U 

nd  anddm)  Ill-proportioned,  disproportionate. 

A         inddm,  (v.  n.  4  of  p^)  Making  repent. 
p  anddma,  A  recollection,  remembrance 

(of  friends  or  past  events).  An  historical  narrative. 
p  anddn,  Term,  mode,  manner.    An  ell. 

p  j\ii3t  dnddv,  Cement,  plaster. 
p         anddv.  Garden-herbs,  cresses.  Cement. 
p  anddrvish,The  incrustation  of  aAvall. 

Fij\s>\ andd7va, Atro-wel.Calumnj:  complaint. 
p    Jo._5     \  anddwidan^o  plaster.  Incrustation . 
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p  anddwida,  Plastered,  bedaubed. 

p  anddy,  Plastering,  A  plasterer.  Ce- 

ment, plaster.  Complaint. 
PjjSi^j^i^  awf^a?/ js/i,Plastering :  cement,  plaster. 

p  j^Li\s>\anddyish(jar,  A  plasterer,  a  pargeter. 
p  io\s>\anddya,  A  trowel.  Slander,  detraction. 

p  (jti>^\iij\  anddsidan,  To  incrust.  To  covet. 
A  ̂'j'i^^  indibdh,  A  stooping  low  (in  prayer). 

A  ̂^lij^  indibdffh.  The  being  tanned  (a  hide). 
Aj^S)\  indisdr,  A  being  effaced,  obliterated. 

p  ̂l>-ii3^  andajdn,  Name  of  a  cityinTurkistan. 
A  indihdh,  A  being  dilated,  distended. 

A  i^\s>-i\>\  indihdz,  (v,  n,  7  of  i^jas>-d)  Being 

demolished,  effaced,  obliterated, 

A  JO^  indihdh,  (v,  n,  7  of  J^s'ii)  Protrud- 

ing, prolapsing  (matrix  of  a  camel)  after  the  birth, 

A^tjj^  undahh,A  dull,doltish  man,of few  words, 
A^U»-iij^  indihhdhh.  Fast-travelling  (ofan  ass). 
A  ̂}\s-i^\indihhdl,  An  entering.  Ingress. 

p  (_j<*5»-iij\  andahhas,  (or^— j»iij\)  A  protector. 

Pij\yj^S>\  andahhas-ndra,A  citadel:  asylum. 
p  jjii-ju-j-iV^  andakhusidan,  To  protect.  To take  refuge. 

p  (j£i>-iij\  andakhish,  An  asylum  :  protection. 

p  Sj)ji>-iv\  andakhwdrah,  A  sanctuary.  A  cita- 
del, a  fortress. 

Pjy»-,^\a7idahhmur,  Worthy,  suitable,  proper. 

PjS>\  andar.  In,  into,  within.  Andar,  when 
added  to  the  \vovAs  jS:>,2jidar,  mudar,ji^\j> 

birddar,  and  J^^^  hhwdhar,  implies  step-father, 

step-mother,  half-brother,  and  half-sister. 
A  andar.  More  or  most  rare.  (pl.jiiU^ 

a?mc?f?')  Abarn  or  other  place  where  grain  is  thrashed 
or  trodden  out.  A  heap  of  grain  placed  there. 
Name  of  a  village  near  Aleppo. 

A  Aj^\  indirds,  (v.  n.  7  of^^^i)  Being  propelled 

(a  torrent).   Spreading  itself  far  and  wide  (a  fire). 

p  L-*|jjj\  andar-db,  (In  the  water)  An  islet. 
Name  of  a  city  on  the  confines  of  Khurasan  to- 

wards India,  near  Ghaznin.  Name  of  another  city 

in  Gilan,on  the  south-west  side  of  the  Caspian  Sea. 

A  indirdj,  (v.n.  7  of        Becoming  ex- 
tinct (a  family).  Being  rolled  together  (as  a  scroll). 
A  indirds,  A  being  obliterated,  erased, 

A  (j^juu|jiv\  andardsiyun,  A  kind  of  perfume, 
A  indirdj  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ li)  Advancing. 

Being  driven  back.  Being  dislocated  (a  bone). 

Being  full  (the  belly).  Breaking  forth  from  be- 
hind the  clouds  (the  moon). 

p  andardn,  A  species  of  gum. 

A  ̂^3]j     an dardniy, 'Large  (bag,purse,wallet). p  m(Za?-a?/?w,The  fruit  of  the  colocynth. 

p  j_^bjj61  andar-bdy,  Necessity.  Necessary. 

Suspended,  inverted, 
P(JLN-««ol)jiijlanc?ar-&a_;/?si,Requisite,necessary. 

p  T  i^J^j'^^  andar-beg,  (Admitted)  amongst 
the  great;  also  amongst  the  higherorder  of  demons. 
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p  i\>-ji^\  andar-jah,  An  interior  place.  A 
supplemental  day  (of  which  five  are  added  to  the 
Persian  year,  to  make  their  twelve  months,  of 

thirty  days  each,  equal  to  a  solar  year). 

p  j^i^^  indirjav,  Sparrow's  tongue  (a  plant). 
Pjj»-  andar-khrva?;  (pj^  j'^^  andar- 

khward,  Worthy,  proper,  deserving.  Convenient. 

p  (^i^j^j'^^  aiidar  kJmardan,  To  deserve,  to 

merit.  To  be  proper,  convenient,  agreeable,  suit- 
able, well  adapted. 

p  d>>j^ji^i\ andar-hhwarand, Worthy, proper. 

i>jjd>>\  andaj-az,  A  testament,  last  will,  precept, 
admonition,  counsel,  advice.  Relation,  narrative. 

A  book,  a  writing. 

p  aw(Zar-2a,  (Bred-within)Astone  found 

in  the  gall-bladder  of  an  ox. 

p  iiS^i  JJj^ Jj*^^  andaraz  harda  shuda,  En- 
joined by  a  will.    An  administrator. 

p  andaraz-kunanda,  A  testator. 

p  ̂Ufcl^^Jkil  andar-gahan,  Intermediate  times. 
Five  intercalary  days  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

Pjjiij^  andaru,  Together,  all  at  once.  With 
himself,  it  is  his. 

p  andarma,  (j\5ji^^  andarmaj,  tA^j^S 

andanvah,  or  ;_^ljji^i\)Inverted,head-downwards. 
Suspended.  Astonished,  bewildered.  Desire,  need. 

p  ̂^^j'^^  ajidarwasi,  Astonishment,  stupor. 
A  hanging  down  of  the  head.    Desire,  wish. 

A  p  i^jjd>>\  andurub,  Ring-worm  :  dry  scab. 

P      jy^Jj'^^  andaruhhurun,  Tares,  darnel. 

p  ij^jj'^^  andaruhhun,  Name  of  a  coarse 
prickly  shrub. 

p  andarud,  Incrustation.  Decoration. 

A  <^jjiVi  andarward,{ov ii^,_^ij^jS>  \  andarwar- 
diyaf)  Short  breeches  (from  the  Persian). 

A  J  J  livi  \  andarus,  Leander  the  lover  of  Hero . 

Pj_5jiV\  andaruz,  An  examiner,  explorer,  spy. 
Mortar,  plaster.   A  court-house.  A  market-place. 

G  t^jj^jjiij^  andarusarun,  Honeysuckle. 

Gu*k5lojj;>,iWn(^arMsa^as,Theherbnavel-wort. 

G  (^j<*iU» Jj     andarutdkaSjThe  herb  navel-wort. 

p  i^jji^^  andarun,  Within.  The  inside.  The 
heart,  bowels.  Intrinsic,interior,  internal.  i^jj<^^ 

^sT^*  andaruni  masjid,  Within  the  temple,  jd 
i^^j  tijj) jtV^  dar  andarun  raftan,To  go  in,  to  enter. 

A  ̂jjiji^^  andarun,  A  number  of  gay  young 
fellows,  men  met  for  a  drinking-bout. 

(jj anda7'un-andar,  A  strap,  a  thong 
for  measuring. 

p  JO jj^\andaruna,  A  sheet.  A  shirt :  a  doublet. 

p  ̂^JJ^j\  andarmi,  Internal.     Fine  linen. 

p  CLK^jd^\anda7-hast,'WWdL  salFron,dog's-bane. 
A  {Jj'^^  andariy,  A  thick  rope.    Of  Andar. 

P  (j^ji^^  andarvman.  Name  of  a  certain  hero. 
A  al  andarin,  Name  of  a  village  in 

Syria ;  also  of  one  in  Mesopotamia. 

Pjiij\  awda^:.  Proposal,  intention.  Conjecture, 
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opinion.  Name  of  an  herb,  useful  in  curing  dis- 
eases of  horses.  A  celebrated  man.  Andiz,  A 

bridle,  strap,  or  leathern  thong  for  measuring. 

A  ̂IfcUi^jl  indisaj,  A  falling  flat  on  the  face. 
A  {^\*nd^\indisas,  (v.  n.  7  of  (^ii)Beinghid, 

buried.    Hiding,  lurking,  burying  one's  self. 
Pjl*i»»jj^  andishmdr,  A  lecture,  a  discourse. 
p  jjl^iij^  andishmal,  A  lecture.  A  clear  voice. 

A  >lPiio\  indi^f,  (v.  n.  7  of  Is-ii  forj&ii)  An- 
swering, accepting  (when  called  upon). 

A  indies,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j^aS'ii)  Becom- 
ing putrid  (a  corpse). 

A  ̂ S>\  indifd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ii)  Being  re- 
pelled or  carried  off,  going  to  a  distance.  Being 

propelled.  Dilating,  becoming  diffuse  in  narrative. 
Arriving  suddenly.  Walking  fast. 

A  indif  ah,  Aheing  pouredforth  (water). 

A  wf/i/"aw,  A  being  buried,  hid,  covered. 
A  j^tjjl  indikdk,  A  being  pounded  small. 

A  indikdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  j«j'ii)  Entering  into any  thing  (wind). 
p  andah,  Little,  few,small.  iJ^s>\ 

andah  andah,  By  little  and  little,  by  small  degrees, 

a  trifle  at  a  time.  ̂ i^^  !jlr«-J  ha  sipdhi  andak- 

shumdr.  With  an  army,  small  in  number. 

A  indihdh,  (v.  n.7  of  uiJi-^)  Being  made 
smooth  and  level  (uneven  ground). 

A  indihdm,(Y,n.  1  oi  ̂0')  Rushing  into. p        udJtij^  andah-mdl,  Poor,  indigent. 
p  andahi,  A  little.  Littleness.  Scarcity. 

p  '^J6i^\  andagdn,  Name  of  a  country  and  city 
lying  between  Samarkand  and  China. 
A  indilds,  (v.  n.7  of  (»tJti)  Falling  foul 

upon,  rushing  violently.  Rushing  into  a  business 

without  thought  and  foresight.  Defaming,  re- 

proaching, vilifying,  inventing  a  lie  against. 
A  inddds,  (v.  n.  7  of  c,ja)j)  Slipping 

through  the  hand. 

A  indildz,  (v.  n.  7  of  Ia3^)  Being  driven 

forward  (a  current). 

A  ̂ S>\  indild^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  lolled 
out  (the  tongue).  Being  unsheathed  (a  sword). 

Being  large  and  swagging  (the  belly). 

A  i_J'5)ti3\  indildf,  A  being  poured  forth. 

A  J^i^^  indildh,  (v.  n.  7  of  J)  Going  be- 
fore, outstripping.  Going  out.  Protruding  (a  gut). 

Falling  (a  sword  from  the  sheath).  Overflowing, 

inundating  (a  mighty  stream  or  countless  host). 
A  J^tij^  indildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  Ji5)  Being  directed, 

guided,  led.  Being  poured  out.  Allowing  one's 
self  to  be  guided,  submitting  to  guidance. 

A  (jJjj^  andalus,  Spain,  so  called  by  the  Ara- 
bians, from  Andalusia,  the  province  which  was  first 

conquered  in  the  year  of  the  Hijra  92  (A.D.  710) 

by  Tarik  Bin  Ziyad,  under  the  khilafat  of  Al  Wa- 
lid  the  1.3th  successor  to  Muhammad. 

p         .dn  dam.  Then,  at  that  breath. 

A  ̂S>\  andam,  More  or  most  penitent. 
A  indimdj,  (v.  n.  7  of  jcCi)  Adhering 

fast  (one  thing  to  another),  being  entangled. 
A  (j>)l*iio\  indimds,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j««J)  Entering 

(a  cave  or  bath  called  (_>*)Vii  dimds). 

A  jUi^i^  indimdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ S)  Entering 
suddenly  without  permission.  Falling,  slipping 

from  (its)  place.    Creeping  into  a  lurking-place. 
A  Jle^\  mdimdl,(Y.  n.7  of  J<ni)  Being  healed 

and  cicatrized  (a  wound). 

p  andama,  Remembrance  of  past  grief. 

■p  ̂Si\andav,VUsiev.  A  pitcher.  Andu,Wii\\m. 

p  ayidub,  (or  ̂ ^\)  Ringworm,  scab. 
p  ;irti-_ji^U«c?oMita?j,  To  acquire,  collect.  To 

pay  a  debt. p  ̂0^i-Jl^3W?^(^o^/i^a,  Acquired,  gained.  Profit. 
A  treasury.  andohhtahd.  Gains. 

P  (j^s'j  '^^^  andohhish.  Gain,  profit,  emolument. 
p  tijiiJ^  andud,  Plaster,  mortar,  incrustation, 

jj  zar-andud.  Washed,  gilt,  incrusted  with 
gold.  J>jti3\  Ji  kdr-andud,  Besmeared  with  pitch. 

p  ̂̂ <ijiij\  andudan,T!o  incrustate,  plaster, cover 
over,  anoint,  smear.    To  gild,  plate,  wash  over. 

p  » Jijtijl  anduda.  Anointed.  Incrusted. 

Pjji^j^  andoz,  (in  composition)  Gaining,  ac- 
quiring: seizing, occupying:  collecting, gathering. 

Collected,  gathered.  Jjii^^  shabi  zul- 
?«a^-awc?02;,  A  night  gathering  darkness.  C^;^S• 

J_jt^3\  haldan  ̂ hrat-andoz,  A  wonderful  city. 
p  ii^j^d^S  andozanda,  Acquiring.  A  gainer. 

P  i^'^^^<^^  andozidan,  To  gain,  acquire,  col- 
lect. To  repay  a  debt.  To  remove,  to  send  away. 

p  a^jiij^  andojah,  A  violet.  Endive. 
p  esjl>jii3\  andosha,  Name  of  a  flower. 

p  anduh,  Anxiety,  grief,  trouble,  care. 

p  Jj    \  andul,  Thron  e  of  th  e  kin  gs  of  Zan  guebar . 
p  dndvn.  There.    Then,  Thus. 

p  (jjiV^  andun,  Plaster,  cement.  Ointment. 
p  andwand,  Upside  down.  Scattered. 

p  ljS>\  anduh,  Anxiety,  grief,  care,  anguish, 

aversion,  disgust,  [j'^j^  tjS>\  anduh  hhjvur dan, 
To  be  anxious  and  careful.    To  grieve. 

p  (j;^^  »j    WwfM^iw,  (  or(^l3  »j  lij  ̂ )  Melancholy . 
p         8jiX3\  andulmdhi,  Grief,  sadness. 

p  i^j,^\anduha,  A  recollection  of  past  sorrows. 

p  ̂ liJkfcj     anduhtdan.  To  mourn,  grieve,  fret. 
p  iSiS  anduh.  Grief,  sadness.  Care,  anxiety. 

A  indihdsh.  The  being  astonied. 

p  (jlisiij^  anduhdn,  (pi.  of        anduh)  Cares. 
p  andakuhu.  The  lote-tree. 

A  ̂<^\  atida',  More,  most  liberal.  One  whose 
voice  (^AS>  niddf)  can  be  heard  at  a  great  distance. 
p  andi,  Especially,  particularly,  chiefly. 

Perhaps,may  be.  Also.  Surprise.  Hope.  Days  of  yore. 

A  ̂iy>\  undly,  A  native  of       undat  in  Spain. 

A  indiydh,  (v.  n.7  of       for  ̂ jii)  Hang- 
ing pendulous  and  swagging  (the  belly). 
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A  tnd'njas,  The  being  thrashed  out, 
A  (^_^boj\  indiyas,  (v.  n.  7  of  [^jo\d  for  O^^.'^) 

Escaping  out  of  one's  hand.  Attacking  unawares. 

A  jJ^J.tijl  indiyah,  {y.n.l  of  for  ,Jj<3)  Be- 
ing swollen  (the  belly). 

A  Jb^\  indiyal,  (v.  n.  7  of  Jb  for  Jjii)  Mi- 
grating. Being  ample,  swaggy,  and  hanging  near 

the  ground  (belly).  Being  discharged  (from  the 

belly).  Adhering. 

A  andiyat,  (pi. of  J^ii3)  Rains:  day-dews, 
p  andidan,  To  be  surprised  or  disturbed 

in  mind.  To  speak  obscurely,  ambiguously,  doubt- 
fully, softly.    To  incrustate.    To  be  lazy, 

p  andisi,  A  mode  of  writing, 

p  andesh,  (in  compos.)  Thinking,  me- 
ditating, devising,  considering,  reflecting, 

khayr'-andesh,  Meditating  on  what  is  good, 

thinking  well.  ^jl^^JaU*-  khatiri  sa- 
rvdb-andesh,  A  mind  reflecting  justly.  i^Ji^^dj\j^s? 
fujur-andeshyJmTpious.  yiJ.^ij^  fasad-andesh, 

Mischief-making.  ^^Lo  Jyo  mardi  salah 
andesh,  A  pacific  man,  or  one  prudent,  judicious, 
p  andeshanidan,  To  cause  to  think, 

p  andeshmand ,  (or  td3U.iJ.tij\  andesh- 
ndk)  Thoughtful.  Also  ii>l«  jsuij_jj^  andeshamand. 

p  &^.ii3\  andesha,  Consideration,  thought,  me- 
ditation. Jealousy.  Suspicion.  Fear.  Reverie.  Care, 

anxiety.    ̂ jJji^a«iL^_iij\  andesha  kardan,  To  fear. 
PjO  \L>S>\  andeshagdr,  Thoughtful, 

p  ̂JJo  sJl^i^\  andeshagan,  Thoughtfulness. 
is^j^\  andeshanah,  Thoughtful, 

p  ̂i}>.^J:^s>\ aJif^es/iwZa^/ijThoughtfulness,  care, 
p  andeshidan,  To  consider,  meditate. 

pi.db.;^i\awc?i/«,Andtherefore,therefore,because. 

Would  to  heaven  !    Perhaps,  may  be.  A  crowd, 

p  U)iiJ^  anxUna,  A  water-melon. 

inzar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjtJJ)  Warning,  deter- 
ring, putting  in  fear.  Preaching.  Dehortation, 

solemn  admonition,  or  caution,  dissuasion. 

A  (J\iS3^  anzdl,  (pi.  of  (Jiij  nazlov  (J^.i>i)  Base. 

A  ̂ls»-iSj\  wmMaAA,  The  act  of  labouring  hard. 

A  inzird^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ i)  Being  pro- 
pelled. Walking  fast.   Coming  unexpectedly. 

A  anza7'dmy,  Very  white  (salt), 

p  jjiSj^  anzaru,  The  bezoar-stone 

A  i_jlff.3o\  inzi^h,  (v.  n.  7  of  t—Aff-i)  Flowing 
continually  (water). 

A  inzi^f,  (v.  n.7  of  t_flpi)  Beingslain, 
cut  off.    Suffering  from  a  difficulty  in  breathing. 

A  inzilds,(Y.n.7  of  j^i)  Being  gathered. 

A  inzilagh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ i)  Ripening 

(dates).    Becoming  raw  (a  camel's  back). 
A  inziyab,  The  being  melted. 

A  jj\  inzudj,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ h)  Being  torn  (a 
leathern  bottle). 

A  inziyd^  A  being  published,  divulged. 
A  I  9\j6Ji\  inzifdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  i  jli)  Dying  sud- 
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denly.    Being  broken  (the  heart). 

vJiS  anar,  Ugly,  hideous.  Bad. 

V  \J\  dnra,  Him.  To  him.  That.  To  that. 
A  anrub,  Itch,  mange,  scab,  ringworm. 

A  inzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  1^  for  j^)  Causing  to 

leap.    Sending  forth  in  a  gush. 

A  ̂y>\  inzdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Exhausting,  dry- 
ing up  (a  well). 

Aj\yi\  inzdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofjj3)  Giving  little  (in  a 
present).     Rendering  few  and  small. 

Aj\y>\  inzaz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj3)  Becoming  hard,  hard- 
ening.   Being  watery  (ground). 

A  ̂^y^  inzd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Having  cattle  re- 
turning eagerly  to  their  accustomed  habitation  or 

pasture.    Having  part  of  the  forehead  bald. 

A  (  i\y>\  inzdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,  sp)  Exhausting 

(tears).  Being  destitute  of  water  (a  well).  Pos- 
sessing such  a  well.  Passing  by  (wind).  Going 

a  foraging.  Having  one's  wine  exhausted.  Be- 
coming intoxicated. 

A  inzdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  yjj>)  Raising  the  fore- 
feet for  a  leaj)  (a  horse).  Causing  (a  horse)  to 

raise  his  feet.  Laughing  immoderately.  From 

being  wise,  becoming  a  fool. 

A  anzdl,  (pi.  of  nuzl)  Provisions  pre- 
pared for  a  guest.  Inzdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jp)  Preparing 

to  entertain  a  guest.  Causing  to  reside.  Causing  to 

descendjsendingdown.  Emitting.  Seminal  effusion. 

A  inzihdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j)  Entering. 

A  i^y'^  inzibdn,  (v.  n.  7  of  (^j)  Being  re- 
moved, going  on  one  side. 

A J^y>\  inzijdr,  (v.  n.  7  of^j)  Being  repulsed, 
prohibited,  reproved. 

A  L-^^^l  inzirdh,  A  lurking  (as  a  hunter). 

A  (__J^ji^  inzirdf,  (v.  n.7  of  i— jjj)  Passing  by. 

Driving  along  (wind).  Going  in  search  of  water. 

A  j|;J^^  inzirdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ jjj)  Entering  (a 
hole)  and  lying  hid.  Remaining  behind.  Lying 

supine.  Penetrating,  passing  through  (an  arrow). 

p  J jyi\  anzaru.  The  bezoar-stone. 
A  p  C-Jj jy)\  anzarut,  Sarcocolla,  flesh-glue. 

A  ̂ \  anza^  (A  man)  bald  about  the  temples. 

A  m^/^qy,(v.n.  7 of^)Beingdisturbed 
and  moved  from  its  place. 

A  ̂^j>^  inzi^k,  (v.  n.  7  of  (3^^)  Being  panic- 
struck.  Being  timid  at  night.  Travelling  fast 

(beast  of  burden).  Taking  the  lead  (a  horse). 

A  ̂-'^l  inziJidh\v.  n.  7  of  i^*j)  Entering  (a 
field-mouse  into  its  hole). 

A  \^^y>\  in^kdb,  (v.n.  7  of  c--*^)  Being  thrown 
headlong  into  a  ditch. 

A       anzil,Descend  thou  (to  fight  in  an  arena). 

A  inzimdm,  The  being  tied  or  bound. 

Pjjtopl  aw^amaw,Thattime:  then,at  that  time. 

p  ̂^J>\  anzan.  Breadth. 
A  -^^jj^^  inziwdf,  (v. n.7  of  c5jj)  Retiring  into 

a  corner  or  cell  (a  recluse).    Being  removed  to  a 

distance.  Shrivelling  up  before  the  fire  (leather), 

A  iy>\  anzaJi,  More  or  most  pleasant  and  agree- able (country), 

A  ̂^j>\  inzihdh,  (v. n.7  of  Jfcj)  Outstripping, 
taking  the  lead,  from  whipping  or  fright  (a  horse). 

A  'i^y>\  inzahwat,  Proud,  haughty. 
A  inziydh,  A  being  far  off,  a  going  away. 

^  J^.J^^  inziydl,  (v.  n.  7  of  for  Jjj)  Quit- 

ting,   (v.  n.  of  J|j  for  ̂ y>j)  Being  separated. 

p  ij>\  anja,  A  lentil. A  dims.  More  or  most  familiar.  Anis, 

Social,  cheerful. 

A  ins.  Mankind  (the  medium  between  ̂ s'- 

jinn,  a  demon,  genius,  or  spirit,  and  ̂ -1=- j  ivah- 
shiy,  the  brute  creation).  c^m^M  insuha,  Thine  in- 

timate fi'iend.  (^I,».>\  ibnu  insiha,  The  son  of 
thine  intimate  friend.  Uns,  (v.  n.  (j*»31)  Being  in- 

timate. Being  social  and  cheerful.  Society,  com- 

panionship, intimacy,  familiarity,  p  (Jii^ 

uns  giriftan,  To  associate.  A  Anas,  Intimacy.  A 

company  or  society  of  people  living  together.  Man- 
kind.   Name  of  a  servant  of  Muhammad. 

^       anas  ibn  alnunds,  Name  of  a  poet. 

Umis,  (pi.  of  (j-jji^  a7ius)  Tame  (dogs),  not  biting. 

ansuf,  (pi.  of  nasa')  Nerves  or  ten- 
dons which  extend  from  the  hips  to  the  heels,  (pi. 

of  nasy  or  nisy)  Things  thrown  away  or  left 
behind  as  useless.  Tnsdf,  (v.n.  4  of  lw*>)  Deferring, 

putting  off,  granting  a  delay,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J^) 

Making  (one)  to  forget. 
ansab,  (pi.  of  t,^j^.>  nasab)  Genea- 

logies. Generations.  Families.  Lines.  Successors. 

Progenies,  parentages.  Insdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  t—wi) 
Blowing  hard,  scattering  dust  or  gravel  (wind). 

A  insdhh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Making  write. 
Finding,  or  discovering  to  be  cancelled,  abrogated. 

A  L»»L«j\  iinsdsd,  (Syriac)  Raisins. 

A  ̂ L-^\  ansd^  (pi.  of  iuw>  nis^t)  Bridles  or 
reins  made  of  twisted  thongs  of  leather.  Insd^ 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ «*->)  Getting  into  the  north  wind.  An- 

noying one's  neighbours  much. 
A  ̂L»j\  insdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ *«>)  Beating  one  se- 

verely (with  whips  or  rods).  Putting  forth  its  pith 

(the  young  shoot  of  a  palm-tree).  (A  tree)  sprout- 
ing afresh  (after  being  lopped). 

A  (j^--*^^  insdh,  A  speaking  in  rhyme. 
A  JLm3^  ansdl,  (pi.  of  nasi)  Progenies,  off- 

springs. Insdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  Begetting  or  bring- 
ing forth.  Moulting,  shedding,  or  changing  (fea- 

thers or  hair).  Being  near  moulting  time  (an 

animal).  Putting  forth  or  shedding  their  extreme 

parts  (thistles).  Excelling,  preceding,  outstripping. 

ansam,  (pi.  of  nasam)  Gentle 

breezes.  Respirations. 
insan,  (pi.  (j*il3 1  anas  or  anasi) 

Man,  mankind.  A  woman.  The  top,  peak,  or 

ridge  of  a  mountain.    The  tip  of  the  finger.  The 



shadow  of  a  man.    Ground  not  sowed, 

■insanu''l  ̂ yn,  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  (j;\S- 
^lynu'l  insan,  The  eye  of  a  man,  i.  e.  the 

glory  or  ornament  of  man. 
A  insanat,  A  woman. 

A  insamy,  Human. 

A  &XiL*i^  insaiftyat,  Human  nature,  humanity. 

Courtesy,  civility,  urbanity,  politeness. 

A  u_*v*-i^  ansab,  More  or  most  convenient,  agree- 

able, befitting,  conformable,  advisable,  proper. 

More  or  most  learned  in  genealogies.  More  or  most 

tender  in  praise  of  a  mistress  (verse),  more  or  most 
of  an  erotic  character. 

A  ansihds,  (pi.  of  t_.*.V>«>  naslb)  Related. 

Nobly-allied.  Jnsibas,  A  being  excoriated,  flayed. 
A  OU-J^  insihat,  (v.  n.  7of  Being  long 

and  extended.  Being  soft  and  smooth.  Extension, 

prolongation.  Length  of  visage. 

A  cL)Iw>^  iimbdkyThe  being  melted  (as  silver). 

A         anisat,  (A  girl)  of  good  spirits. 

A  L**>\  anasat,  (v.  n.  of  {j>*'>\)  Being  intimate, 
social,  and  cheerful.  Intimacy. 

p  &jL-J  1  dnasta,  dnsta,  or  &Ju*J^  anista,  Root 

of  the  herb  tijuw  su^  (galangale). 

A  ̂Is:^^  iiisijdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  Forgiving, 
pardoning.    Being  liberal  and  generous. 

A  jU^*"'^  insijar,  (v.  n.  7  of  Being  let  fall 
(hair).  Following  in  regular  succession. 

A  Jlsf^^  \'wsy  a/,The  being  poured  out(as  water). 

A  ̂l^^^  insijam,  (v.  n.  7  of  j»^)  Being  poured 
out  (water).    Flowing  (tears). 

A  As^**^\  insihds,(y.n.  1  oi^^^!**)  Being  shaven. 
A      W**^  ̂   insihdb,  The  being  trailed  aloncr. 
A  msiJiaj,  The  being  peeled,  excoriated. 

A  lal^^^  msihdt,  (v.  n.  7  of  las^**)  Slipping 

through  the  hand.  Losing  one's  hold  and  slipping 
down  a  palm-tree. 

A  Jjls^^^  insihali,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j^)  Being  rub- 

bed, pulverized.  Becoming  worn  (a  camel's  hoof). 
Drying  and  becoming  shrivelled  up  (an  udder). 

Being  ̂ wide,  spacious,  and  roomy. 

A  JW*^^  insihal,{Y.n.  7  of  J<j!^)Being  smooth- 
ed and  polished.  Being  peeled.  Speaking  diffusely. 

A  insiddj,  A  falling  flat  on  the  face. 

A  insiddh,  A  lying  on  the  back  or  face. 

A  insiddhh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ii«*»>)  Being  ex- 
panded, being  broad  and  flat. 

A  t5^iW>\  insiddd,  (v.  n.  7  of  !!«*)  Becoming 

closed  up  (stitches  in  a  leathern  bottle). 

Aj\iW>U'?m'cZar,(v.n.7  ofjiW)  Being  let  loose, 
dishevelled  (hair).  Being  distant.  Descending, 
or  being  thrown  down.    Proceeding,  persevering. 

A  J^ii—i^  insiddl,  (v.  n.  7  of  JiW)  Being  let 

down  (a  woman's  veil,  garments,  or  hair). 

A  p^iWVmsicZam, The beinghealed(sore  back). 
A        ansur,  (pi.  of  jj>  nasr)  Vultures.  Eagles. 

A  AjJ>\  insirdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  jj**>)  Being  shaken 
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off  (fear,  alarm,  grief,  or  sadness). 

A  L^\jj^\  insirab,  (v.  n.  7  of  '^j^)  Entering 
his  burrow  (a  fox).  Being  long. 

A  ̂̂ l;-*^^  insirah,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j**»)  Undressing, 
stripping.     Lying  supine,  stretching  out  the  feet. 

Al3^_^*«.>VmsiVaf,Agliding  easily  down  the  throat. 
A  insirdk,  Weakness  (of  the  joints). 

A  ̂Uxu*)\  insitdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂a**>)  Lying  on 
the  ground  stretched  out  and  motionless. 

A  insi^b,  The  flowing  (of  water). 

A insifdr,  (v.  n.  7  ofjiun)  Being  bare, 
naked,  and  exposed.  Going  off  (camels). 

A  insifdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j^)  Ikying  v^ide 

open  (a  door). 

A  i^^JL^\insifdh,A  being  shed  (as  blood,tears). 

A  insikdb,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^^.^^Ln')  Being 
poured  out:  flowing  (blood  or  water).  Pouring  out. 

A  LiJ\C*jlmsiAa/e,Thebeingclosely  compressed. 

A  >^L«j\  insUuf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂Lu  for  ji**»)  Being 

shaken  off  (sadness),  being  comforted. 

A  C->^L*j\  insildt,  (v.  n.  7  of  iJLAim')  Stealing 
away  privately,  eloping. 

A  ̂^L<-j1  insildhh,  (v.  n.  7of  ̂ *u)  Being  drawn 
off  (a  skin).  Being  ended  (a  month).  Quitting. 

Departing.  Putting  off  a  garment  (a  man),  or  a 

slough  (a  snake).  Being  drawn  forth  (the  day 

from  the  night).  Becoming  raw  (a  camel's  back). 

A  ̂^L*j\  insild^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ *»»)  Having  fis- sures or  cracks. 

A  ̂^L**>1  insildk,  (v.  n.  7  of  ,ji***)  Being  af- 
fected with  a  disease  called  Jj^^  siddk  (the  eye). 

A  uLJ^L-jI  insildkjA  being  inserted,or  threaded. 

A  (j!iL*o\  insildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂yt**)  Stealing  away 

privately,  eloping.  Falling  or  dropping  out  from 
the  midst  (as  a  sword  from  the  sheath). 

A  inshndh,  (v.  n.  7  of      )  Being  liberal. 

p  1  d7i  su,  That  side,  thither,  from  the  other 
side,  through. 

A  ansa',  Pained  in  the  nerve  L*)  nasa' , 
afflicted  with  sciatica.    A  vein  in  the  lower  leg. 

A  insiy  or  anasiy,  (pi.  ̂j,***^^  andsiy)  A 

man.  Insiy,  The  interior  part,  the  inside  (of  a  bow 

or  of  the  foot).  The  left  or  near  side  (the  off  side 
being  called  wahshiy). 

A  -^IjuJl  insiyds,  (v.  n.  7  of  \ju*»)  Collecting  at 
the  extremity  of  the  teats  (milk). 

A  l_->Ijumj1  insiydb,  (v.  n.  7  of  for  c-,«a«>) 

Runningorwalkingfast.  Gliding  along  the  ground 

swiftly  (a  serpent).  Returning. 

A  ̂\j^*-3\  insiydh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ Uu  for  ̂ **>)  Be- 
ing widely  extended  (urine).  Being  slit  (a  garment). 

Waxing  large  and  fat  (the  belly). 

A  ̂ Ix- 31  insiyd^  (v. n.  7  of  for  ̂ j^)  Flow- 
ing (water  or  wine). 

A  I  jlLil  insudf,(Y.  n.  7of  i_il**»)  Being  peeled 
and  divided  into  fibres  (a  palm-tree). 

A  ̂IjumjI  insiydk,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂jLu  for  Jj^)  Be- 

ing  stimulated,  impelled,  driven,  urged  forward. 
A  unsiyat,  Familiarity,  intimacy. 

A  inshds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ui)  Rising  up,  start- 

ing into  existence.  Creating,  producing,  causing 

to  grow.  Educating.  Composing  or  reciting  (verse). 

Beginning  (to  build  a  house),  commencing  (to  re- 
late a  story).  Going  out.  Conceiving  (a  camel). 

Raising  (a  cloud).  Elegance  of  style.  Form, 

style,  composition.  The  belles  lettres.  The  term 

inshd  is  particularly  applied  to  the  forms  of  letter- 

writing,   (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^J^)  Smelling,  scenting. 

A  f-\JM  ̂ ^  in  shds,  if  (he)  please.    <)^\  ̂ \ 

inslids  alldh  te^aZa',Please  God,God  willing. 
When  written  in  Persian  it  must  be  so,  4ill  Li.il. 

A  L-^\nioU>is/<aZ),(v.n.4 of  w-.-»-i>i)  Fixing.  Caus- 
ing to  stick  or  hitch.  Laying  snares,  taking  game. 

Blowing  hard  (wind),  scattering  dust  and  gravel. 

p  jjjl  J^.  li^jl  inshd-farddzi,  Elegance  of  style. 

A^l-ijl  anshdj,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Aqueducts,  canals. 
A  ijLiol  inshdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^Jl>)  Giving  infor- 

mation concerning  a  thing  lost.  Inquiring  or  ask- 

ing information  about  something  that  had  been  lost. 

Reading  or  reciting  a  poem.  Improvising.  Lam- 

pooning, satirizing. 

AjLij]  inshdr,  (v.  n.  4  of^il^j)  Recalling  to  life. 

AjUul  anshdz,  (pi.  ofJ-iJ  nashz')  High  places. 
Inslidz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj-ij)  Raising  (any  thing)  from 

its  place.  Collecting  and  carrying  bones  (which 
had  been  taken  away)  to  their  proper  repository, 

and  piling  them  one  upon  another. 
A  uliil  unslidsd,  (syriac)  Dried  grapes. 

A  (^Lijl  inshds,  (v.n.  4  of  (_>aiij)  Banishing 

or  removing  (people)  from  their  lyitive  country, 

compelling  (them)  to  emigrate. 
A  l?Lijl  anshdt  or  inshdt,  (A  well)  full  of  wa- 

ter, having  water  near  to  the  mouth  or  pipe  which 

can  be  drawn  at  a  single  pull  of  the  bucket.  In- 

shdt, (v.  n.  4of  la-i-j)  Making  brisk, cheerful.  Put- 
ting (a  horse)  in  spirits  by  proper  feeding.  Biting 

(as  a  serpent).  Loosing,  untying  (a  knot).  Mak- 

ing a  long  knot  on  a  camel's  tether.  Ordering  one 
to  drive  camels.  Seizing,  snatching.  Having  cheer- 

ful, well-fed  domestics,  horses,  or  cattle. 

A  ̂ JlA  inshd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^)  Putting  any 
thing  into  the  mouth  or  nose  of  an  infant.  Giving 

(a  fortune-teller)  his  fee.  Assisting  (to  a  draught). 

A  ̂y-*31  inshdgh,  A  retiring  to  a  great  distance. A  I  sli^il  inshdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  Lij)  Giving  to 

drink  thefroth  of  new  milk  (&ii;j  nushfat).  Bring- 

ing forth  a  male  colt  after  a  female  (a  camel). 

A  jjV^l  inshdli,  (v.n.  4 of  Snuffing  up, 

or  causing  to  snuff  up  (any  thing  cephalic).  Catch- 

ing (deer)  by  toils. 
A  ̂Lijl  inshdny,  Productive,  creative,  having 

the  power  of  production. 
A  Oll^l  inshitdt,  The  being  dispersed. 

AjCZ^\  inshitdr,  (v.n,7  ofjw)  Being  inverted 
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and  relaxed  (the  eye-lids) 
in. A  inshijar,  (v.  n.  7  of  .:^)  Departing 

from  the  eyelids  (sleep).  Escaping. 

A  L-^ls£~^^  inshilihah,  (v.  n.  7  of  u-*:^)  Flo^y- 
ing  profusely,  streaming  (milk).  Bursting  forth. 

A  inshidah,  (v.  n.  7  of^^>iJ^)  Lying  on 
the  back  and  stretching  out  the  feet. 

A  ̂Ijuij^  inshidahh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂li-S*)  Being 
broken  (any  thing  hollow).    Being  cut  open. 

A  \Jj>\jtii\  inshiras,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j^)  Being 
cracked  (the  back  of  the  hand);  also  being  thick. 

A  inshiraj,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂_/>*)  Being  full 
of  chinks  or  cracks.  Lying  open,  gaping.  Being 

ci'acked  (the  back  of  the  hand). 

A  inshrrdh,(y.n.  7  of  ̂ j*^)  Being  opened, 
expanded.  Being  cheerful,  breathing  freely. 

A  inshirdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ jj***)  Being  cleft. 

A  ̂jLi\inshiram,  (v.n.  7  of  ̂ j^)  Being  split. 
A  \aJ^\  anshat,  More  or  most  brisk  or  lively. 

A  MVi;':.>\  inshitds,  (v.  n.  7  of         for  _jla^) 
Branching  out  in  different  ways ;  being  scattered. 

A  ujUaijl  inshitdh,  The  flowing  (of  water). 

A  L-p^U^l  inshi^b,  (v.  n.  7  of  v_^utw*)  Branch- 
ing out  in  many  directions.  Being  absent ;  with- 

drawing to  a  distance.    Making  peace  one  with 

another.    Parting  from  friends,  i.  e.  dying. 

A  inshi^^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂-*»*)  Getting 
amongst  the  flock  and  wasting  it  (a  wolf). 

A  Jj\iLij\  inshikak,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ y**)  Branching 
out  in  many  directions  (a  tree,  a  road,  or  a  stream). 

Being  divided,  split,  cleft,  or  broken  up.  Being 

threaded  (a  street).  Breaking  away  from  off"  the 
lightning  (a  cloud),  inshihaku'lfajr, 
The  breaking  forth  of  the  dawn.  JjlH-iJl  in- 

shihdku  'I  kamar,  Splitting  the  moon  (an  opera- 
tion which  some  credulous  Muhammadans  believe 

was  performed  by  their  prophet). 

A  J^Lljl  inshildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  JjSj)  Being  driven 

forward.  Descending  (rain).  Flowing,  trickling 

(a  torrent  that  has  not  yet  attained  its  strength.) 

Ajl».ij\  inshimdr,  (v.  n.  7  of  jj^)  Preparing, 
getting  ready  for,  or  setting  about  (any  business). 

Walking  carefully  or  haughtily. 

A  (_^\.»^\  inshimdSjA  being  frightened,  afraid. 

A  Jl,i;.j\  inshimdl,{y .  n.  7  of  J-»«»)  Being  ready, 

alert,  despatching  business.  Drawing  together  one's 
skirts.  Going  fast. 

A  ̂liiol  inshinaj,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ *»*)  Being  shri- 
velled (the  skin). 

A  Ay:^\ inshiwds,(y .-n.l  of  t_5>ji»)Being roasted. 
A  unshudat,  (pi.  iiJui»\j\  anashid)  Verse, 

hen  recited  in  public  assemblies. 

A  «vl>ji;*)\M7is/<M<fl^,Arunningknotupon strings, 

bich  may  easily  be  loosed  (such  as  is  used  in  the 

fastening  of  garments). 

A  t-.*Vxij^  inshiydh,  The  being  mixed. 

A  Jl-^^  inshiydl,  (v.  n.  7  of  JU!*  for  i^y*>) 
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Being  lifted  up  (a  water-pot).  Being  taken  away. 

A  p^-ij^  i?ishii/dm,  (v.  n.  7  of  for  ̂ ^i^) 
Being  regarded(withrespect),revered.Penetrating. 

G  anslnniya,  Commemoration-festivals. 

A  f\jaS\  ansds,  (pi.  of  i^-oi  nasiyat)  The  most 

excellent,  selected.  Insdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  LaJ  for  y^) 

Apprehending  (anyone),  taking  (him)  by  his  fore- 

locks, (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ -xao)  Abounding  with  a  kind 
of  white  thistle  called  ̂ ^joi  nasiy  (ground). 

A  L-^Laj\  ansdb,  (pi.  of  <_  ̂ -^^  nasb)  The  stones 
erected  round  the  temple  of  Mecca,  to  which  they 

repeat  4JJ\  s3\  ̂)  /5  ilaha  ilia  allRh,  There  IS  no 

god  but  God ;  and  upon  which  sacrifices  were  offer- 

ed up  to  idols.  The  seven  sacred  limits  of  Mecca.  In- 
sab,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_a/a>)  Wearing,  paining  (a  disease). 

Tiring,  vexing, wearying.  Laying  a  snare.  Fitting 

a  handle,  which  is  called  L-^Lai  nisab  (to  a  knife). 

A  Olo.)^  insat,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^<a>)  Keeping 

silence.  Commanding  or  making  any  one  to  keep 

silence.  Listening,  paying  attention.  Having  a 

propensity  to  jesting  and  mimicry. 

AjLa.)\  ansdr,  (pi.  of  j^oXi  nasir')  Assistants, 
defenders,  auxiliaries,  friends,  confederates,  war- 

riors, protectors,  applied  particularly  to  the  citizens 
of  Madma,who  assisted  Muhammad  when  obliged 

to  fly  from  Mecca.  This  word  signifies  also  Chris- 

tians, though  they  are,  by  Muhammadans,  more 

commonly  called  ̂ J^j&i  nasdra'  (Nazarenes). 
A  ̂j\*aj\  ansdriy,  Belonging  to  those  friends  of 

Muhammad  who  are  calledj\-oj\  ansdr. 

A  ̂Lo.)!  insd^,  (v.  n.  4  of  J*aJ)  Acknowledg- 
ing and  discharging  (a  debt).  Disclosing  what  is 

in  one's  mind.  Preparing  for  mischief.  Wishing 
for,  or  rushing  to,  battle.  Holding  to  the  stallion 

(a  she-camel).  Standing  on  end  with  horror  (hair). 

A  I  jUx>\  ansdf,  (pi.  of  i  a<a3  nisf)  Halves. 

(pi.  of  I— a^J  nasaf)  Middle-aged  (men  or  women). 
Insdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_AoJ)  Dividing,  taking  half. 

Being  mid-day, attaining  its  middle  (the  day).  Ad- 

justing (a  difference)  equitably.  Serving.  Doing 

(any  thing)  quickly.  Equity, justice.  Immediately. 

p  (jtWl-uu  (  t\ja>\  insdf  sitdndan,  To  avenge,  b 

(  sUx>\      m.sa/".  With  justice.  Just.  Justly.  (J, 
i^\*a^  bl  insdf.  Unjust. 
A  insdfan.  Speedily,  quickly. 

A  insdl,  (v.n. 4  of  jj^)  Taking  off"  the 
head  (,J-<a3  nasi  of  an  arrow  or  spear).  Fixing  a 

head  (upon  a  spear).  Extracting  (an  arrow).  Put- 

ting forth  prickles  (the  plant  J^^^  buhma'). 
A  L         ansab,  Straight-horned  (goat). 

A  .fU<aj\  ansibds,  (also  'ix^aiS  ansibat)  (pi.  of 
u.^jk*a.)  nasib)  Parts,  portions.  Chances.  Good 
fortunes.    Prizes  (in  a  lottery). 

A  L-->lj>*a3\  insiidb,  (v.  n.  7  of  CL^'O)  Being  out- 

poured :  being  shed,  spilled.  Raining,  flowing. 

A  jj\.Juiai^  insibdn,  A  retiring,  returning. 

A  ̂s^\insidd^,  Aheing  split  asunder,disjoined. 
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Ajja>\  ansar,  Uncircumcised. 

A  ̂\jtaj\  insirdh,  The  being  clear,  plain,  open. 
A  imird^  A  falling  into  epileptic  fits. 
A  ( — insirdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j^)  Retiring, 

going  off",  returning.  Departing.  Flowing.  Being 
declined,  or  declinable  (a  noun).  Departure. 

A  p^jia3\  i?mrdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j>o)  Being  broken 
off,  cut  off",  or  terminated. 

A         ansa^  Purer,  clearer,  purest,  cleanest. 

A  ( — ft^^awsa/",Moreormostjustand  equitable. 
A  Jjlixajl  insifdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  ,3^0)  Retiring, 

returning,  departing.  Being  shut.  Being  opened. 

A  ̂y*a>\  ansul,  (pi.  of  J-aJ  nasi)  Sharp  points, 
heads  (of  darts)  :  pointed  awns  or  beards  (of  corn). 

A  0^-iflj\  insildt,  A  running  full  speed. 

A  ̂^L<i>^  insildh,  A  being  restored  or  amended. 

A  ̂^■^\insild^  (v.  11.7  of  |^-o)Breakingforth 
from  behind  a  cloud,  and  coming  to  its  zenith. 

A  ̂l»xx>^  insimdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  l^)  Being  at- 

tacked,   (v.  n.  7  of  j_j|^o)  Being  poured  out. 

A  ̂l»-ot>\  insimdf  A  walking  off  in  a  rage. 

A  's^yoA  unsulat,  (pi.  ,Jj-aU\  ands~d)T\\e  flower 
or  thistle-down  of  a  kind  of  wall  herb  called  (J-^ai 

nasi  or  Jj,*^  buhma'. 
A  jlj.*a3\  insihdr,  The  being  melted,  dissolved. 
A  L-^lxoj\  inshjdb,  (v.  n.  7  of  (—^Ua  for  i— -'^j^) 

Being  poured  forth.    Falling  (rain). 

A  Cj\xtai\  insiydt,  (v.  n.  7  of  OLa  for  CJyo) 

Hearing,  answering,  obeying  when  called,  accept- 
ing, consenting.  From  being  crooked,  becoming 

straight.  Going  into  concealment.  Being  erect 

and  upright.  Growing  old.  Becoming  celebrated, 
ringing  with  the  fame  of  any  one  (an  age). 

A  ̂IxoJl  insiydh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ,^\>o  for  ̂ ^) 
Being  cleft  (the  earth).  Being  rent  (a  garment). 
Shining  forth  (the  moon). 

A  ̂lx<flL)\  insiydhh,  (v.  n.  7  of  foJ"  ̂ *^) Descending  into  the  ground. 

A jljLoj\  insiydr,  (v.  n.  7  ofjLo  forj yo^  Being 

inclined,  propense.    Being  bent. 

A  ̂^^«cu>^  insiyd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ X>o  for  ̂ yo)  Be- 
comingseparated,  dispersed.  Turning  back  quickly. 
Being  twisted.    Passing  quickly  by. 

A  ̂^*3u)\  iiisiydgh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ Lo  for  ̂ yo')  Be- ing fashioned, moulded.  Being  prepared,  arranged. 

A  {jA>\  aniza,  (fut.  i^jAi\>,yasnizu)  (The  meat) 
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stunk.  Anuza,  (fut.  (,ja>\i,  yasnuzu)  (The  meat) 
was  ill-dressed. 

A  AjaJ>\  anzds,  (pL  of  y^  nizw)  Emaciated 

(cattle).  Iron  bits,  &c.  (separate  from  the  bridles). 

Inzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ua3  for  ̂ ^)  Making  lean,  exte- 
nuating, dissolving,  macerating.  Giving  away  (an 

emaciated  camel).  Wearing  (a  garment)  threadbare. 
A  inzdb,  (v.  n.  4  of     **ai)  Bringing 

or  pulling  towards  you.     Drawing  a  bow. 

A  ̂baJ^  inzdj,  (v.n.4  of  ̂ a}>)  Maturing,  bring- 
ing to  maturity,  causing  to  ripen.    Cooking  pro- 
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A  ̂l«^i>\  anzah,  (pi.  of  ̂ a3  nazah)  Watering- 
ponds.  Inzah,  (v.  n.  4  of  Beginning  to  fill 

(ears  of  corn).  Scattering  urine.  Tarnishing  (the 
honour  of  another). 

A  C)\tai\  anzad,  (pi.  of  i^toi  nazad)  Bed-cloths 
laid  one  upon  another.  Counterpanes,  carpets, 

cushions  ;  the  most  valuable  kinds  of  such  furni- 
ture ;  the  beds,  couches,  thrones,  or  places  where 

those  coverlets  are  spread.  Noble,  eminent  (men). 

Nobilities.  Fathers,  uncles,  or  ancestors  (eminent 

for  birth,  fortune,  bravery,  or  merit).  Fat  camels. 

Clouds,  which  have  the  appearance  of  being  heaped 

one  upon  another.  Rocks  (falling  from  mountains) 
piled  one  over  another.  Crowds  or  troops  of  men. 

inzar,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^ai)  Shining,  being 
beautiful  (face  or  colour).  Endowing  with  beauty. 

A  ̂jiiLajl  inzaz,  (v.n.  4  of  tjoJ)  Giving  little 

milk  (to  lambs  or  kids).  Expediting,  despatching. 

A  mzaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ■,_  q>/^>)  Causing  to 

break  wind.  Trotting  (a  camel).  Making  (a  ca- 

mel) trot.  Eating  a  great  deal  of  organy  or  bastard- 

marjoram,  which  is  called  (_g<a^  nazaf  {la&mels). 

A  (Jl*i)\  inzal,  A  fatiguing,  a  making  lean. 

A  ̂l«<i)l  inzihah,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ fo)  Becoming 
changed  by  the  action  of  fire  (colour). 

A  'kta>\  anizzat,  (pi.  of  'i^kx^  nazizat)  Mode- 
rate (rains). 

inzija^  (v.  n.  7  of  J^^)  Reclining 
on  one  side  (on  a  bed  or  on  the  ground). 

Aj^a'A  atizar,  Florid,  vivid,  shining,  bright. 
More  or  most  flourishing.  Gold  or  silver  of  the 

finest  kind :  a  lump  of  pure  gold  or  virgin  silver. 

Anzur,  (pi.  of  j*aj)  nazr)  Golds.  Silvers. 

A  ̂^<ai\  inzirat,  (v.  n.  7  of  j^)  Being  killed, 
put  to  death  (a  camel).  Withering  (a  tree). 

A  'mziraj,  (v.  n.7  of  ■^j^)  Being  cleft, divided.  Being  very  wide  apart  (saying  and  doing). 

Existing  (a  distance  or  separation).  Pouncing  on 

his  prey  (an  eagle).  Being  ample,  extended.  Be- 

coming burst  (the  pod  which  envelopes  the  blos- 
soms of  the  date). 

A  ̂Aj^aiS  inzirah,  The  being  wide  asunder. 

A j\LaS\  inzifar,  A  being  platted  (two  ropes). 

A  ̂^♦^iW'ws'maM, A beingprofusely anointed. 
Ajl»4<i)l  inzimar,A  being  flexibleafter  emission. 

A  j»U^3^  inzimam,  (v.  n.  7  of  jUi)  Being  bound, 
drawn  together.  Being  slender  in  the  middle. 
Close  contact,  conjunction.  Addition,  increase. 

A  iaU^i)!  inzindt,  A  crowding  round  a  well. 
A  Aya>\  inzinds,  An  inclining  towards. 

A  ̂Uo.)\  inziyaj,  A  lying  widely  extended. 

A  ̂ \^\  inziyaj  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ Li  for  ̂ ^)  Flut- 
tering (as  a  young  bird  going  to  be  fed).  Writhing 

and  throwing  himself  about  (a  boy  when  crying). 

A  anziyat,  (pi.  of  '^'i  jiaz'iy)  Cattle  ema- ciated with  extreme  labour. Arrows  without  heads 
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or  feathers.  Gaming  arrows  newly  polished  but 

not  used.  Heads  of  arrows  or  javelins.  Backs  of 

necksor  joints  from  the  ears  to  the  shoulders.  Penes. 

A       anatt,  Distant.    A  distant  journey. 

A  ̂lia31  antds,  (pl.of  natdf)  The  pedicles 
of  unripe  dates.  Brancheswhence  the  clusters  hang. 

Intdf,  (v.n.4of  I5a3  for  _jla3  in  the  dialect  of  Ara- 
bia Felix)  Giving. 

A  (j«b\Ii)\  antdbulus,  Name  of  a  city  in  Africa. 

A  ̂hj>\antd^(j>l.of  m7^)  Sheets  of  dressed 
leather,  which  they  spread  out  as  a  table  or  table- 

cloth, and  used  occasionally  as  a  draught-board. 

A  (  >Ua3\  intdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  <_Ali>)  Rendering 

suspected,  accusing  of  crimes,  making  notorious 
for  any  thing  bad. 

A  jUai\  intdk,  (v.n.4of  ̂ ^^laJ)  Bestowing  the 
faculty  of  speech.    Enabling  to  speak. 

A  ll^llai^  antdfay,  Belonging  to,  or  a  native  of, 
Antioch,  in  Syria.  The  herb  scammony,  or  a  me- 

dicine prepared  with  it  (so  called  because  carried 
into  Persia  from  Antioch). 

antdkiyat,  Antioch. 

eing  cooked. 

A  ̂\Jai\  intibd^  (v.  n.7  of  Being  stamped, 
sealed.  Being  printed.  Being  trained,disciplined. 

A  intihdh,  The  being  covered  with  a  lid. 

A  ̂Is:^^^  intihdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  out- stretched, expanded. 

A  L^\J^\  intirdb,  The  being  delighted. 

A  ■^J^^  intirdh,  The  being  thrown  prostrate. 
A  intisdm,  A  being  obliterated. 

A  -flaki\  intifdj:,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂_Ji^)  Being  ex- 
tinguished, quenched ;  going  out  (a  fire). 

A  (^^kla3^  intilds,  (v.  n.7  of  ijJ^)  Being  hid- 
den or  intricate  (business). 

A  j^Ua3\  intildh,  (v.  n.  7  of  j!^)  Being  dis- 
missed, divorced.  Departing,  going  away.  Being 

cheerful  (the  countenance). 

A  &Ui)\  antalat,  Evils,  misfortunes. 

G  ̂^^jJlx>l  antalyun,  The  rainbow. 
A  (^l»la;\  intimds,  A  being  obliterated,  effaced. 

A  Jl»laj\  intividl,  An  associating  with  thieves. 

A  -*[jk3^  intimds,  (v.  n.7  of  ij^)  Being  folded 
together,  coiled  up. 

A  jlJa3\  intiydd,  (v.  n.  7  of  till*  for  li^if )  As- 

cending high  in  the  air. 
A intiydr.  The  being  split,  cleft. 

A  ̂^-^^^  intiyd^  (v.  n. 7  of  ̂ll>  for  ̂ ^)  Being 
or  becoming  obedient,  submissive.  Submission. 

anzdr,  (pi.  of ̂ ^iaJ)  Looks.  Eyes.  In- 

zar, (v.  n.  4  of ̂ pa^)  Listening,  lending  an  ear.  De- 

ferring, delaying,  putting  off".    Giving  time. 
A  j»Uaj^  anzdm,  Particles  (of  sand)  adhering  to- 

gether. A  string  of  pearls,  A  row  of  eggs ;  also 

the  egg-bed  (in  fowls).  Inzdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ai) 
Having  a  row  of  eggs  in  her  belly  (a  hen).  Having 

the  lines  called  ̂ jUiUaJ  nizdmdni(B,  lizard  or  a  fish). 
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inzdmdni.  Two  white  lines  on  the 

back  of  a  Lybian  lizard,  from  the  head  to  the  tail. 

A  inzildm,  The  submitting  to  injuries. 

A  anzimat,  (pi.  of  pUaJ  nizdm)  Bases, 
constitutions  of  things. 

Aj^iA  anzuru,  (amongst  some  Arabians  for 

JiaA  anzuru)  I  see,  I  behold. 
A  ̂j3'joyhS\  mizumatdni,  Two  white  lines  on 

the  back  of  a  fish  or  lizard,from  the  head  to  the  tail. 

A  OUol  in^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  CLajo)  Being  endued 
with  a  handsome  face,  worthy  of  being  described. 

in^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  iJL>^)  Preparing  to 
proceed  (on  a  journey).  Squandering  (money), 

being  profuse,  lavish.  lL>\jO^  ̂   hum  ft  an^s. 
They  act  or  proceed  diligently. 

A  ̂ljoU'n^q;,(v.n.4  of  ̂ )  Having  fat  camels. Ajl*3\  in^r,  (v.  n.  4  of  jjO)  Producing  fruit 
(the  plant  ardk). 

A  (_)*jls6\  in^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij^)  Begetting 
heavy,  sleepy  children.  Putting  (any  one)  to  sleep. 

A  (j*»ls«31  in^sh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ '>^)  Exalting. 

in^z,  (v.  n.  4  of  ia*))  Being  extremely 
libidinous  (aman  or  woman).  Causing  an  erection. 
Being  mad  a-horsing  (a  mare). 

A  I  s\jo\  in^f,  (v.  n.  4  of  l-AjQ  not  in  use)  Sit- 
ting on  the  declivity  of  a  mountain. 

A  JU31m^aZ,  (v.  n.4of  ,J^)  Shoeing  (ahorse). 
Putting  on  shoes.  Having  many  slippers. 

A  an^m,  (pi.  of  ̂   na^m)  Camels,  cat- 
tle, animals.  In^m,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Bestowing 

abundance,  conferring  a  favour.  Rendering  soft 

and  pleasant.  Doing  (any  thing)  well.  Saying 

j»*3  na^m,  Yes.  Slipping,  stealing  upon  one  with naked  feet  or  on  tip-toe.  Increasing.  Striving, 

straining  every  nerve.  Being  comfortable,  com- 
modious (house).  A  donative,  benefaction,  gra- 

tuity, largess,  favour.  A  gift  from  a  superior  to  an 
inferior.  A  grant  of  land  for  charitable  purposes. 

p^^iij/<^j»\j6\  in^mfarmudan,  To  bestow  a  favour. 

A  in^mdt,  Presents.  Favours. 

p  j^ii  ̂\fo\  in^m-ddr,  A  holder  of  an  in- 
^7)1,  one  enjoying  rent-free  land.    A  beneficiary. 

A  ̂ySf6\  in^tdl,  (y. n.7  oi  Jl5)  Being  dragged 
or  treated  roughly.  Quitting  a  place,  going  with. 

A  pl^?^  ̂  hi^jdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  pSp)  Being  diffi- 
cult, closed,  or  impeded. 

A  in^ddl,  (v.  n.  7  of  Jj^)  Deviating 
from  the  right  way.  Curvature,  obliquity. 

A  ̂ j^^  in^rdj,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  bent. 
Bending  (one's)  self.  Inclining  westward  (the  sun). 

A  J\}-*-3^  in^zdl,  (v.  n.  7  of  J}S>)  Retiring. 
Choosing  retirement.  Being  dismissed. 

A  ̂ ^[^\ in^sdf, Aheinghent,  folded,  twisted. 

A  (_^ULjo1  in^shdsh,(y.  n.  7of  (jiP)  Being  re- 
paired,patched(shirt,shift,or  other  under  garment). 

A  (—^Uasol  in^sdb,  The  being  firm  and  strong. 

aJ.ja>o]  in^dr,  A  being  squeezed,  expressed. 

'"'•''.*S!!il 



A  in^sam,  (v.  n.  7  of         Being  pre- 
served, defended.  Keeping  clear^of  sin  and  danger. 

A  l>Uax^l  in^tdt,  (v.  n.  7  of  laS-)  Being  rent  (a 
garment).  Being  bent  without  breaking,  or  rather 

being  broken  without  any  apparent  fracture  (wood). 

in^taf,  A  being  bent,  turned,  folded. 

in^tan,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ J^)  Being  ma- 
cerated witli  dung,  salt,  and  the  plant  JjHi^  ̂Ika 

(hides).  Stinking  (a  skin). 

Ajli*)!  in^far, Khemg  rolled  in,soiled with  dust. 

A  (_j*ila*>\  in^fds,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j-*i^)  Being  co- 
vered with,  or  rolled  in,  the  dust. 

A  in^fdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  jjas-)  Advancing 
rapidly  in  any  work. 

A  in^kdd,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^SiS-)  Being  firmly 
bound,  fixed,  established,  concluded,  agreed  upon, 

stipulated,  bargained.  Being  set  (fruit-blossoms). 

Being  coagulated,  curdled.  Being  tied(the  tongue). 

AjUL>o\  in^ikdr,  (v.  n.  7  of ̂^Sff-)  Being  hurt  and 
galled  (the  back  of  a  beast  by  the  saddle). 

A  I — f^^SM\in^kdf,  The  being  bent,  curved. 
A  jjliU)^  in^kdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂Jc')  Being  cleft, 

split,  or  divided.  Being  dissolved  in  rain  (clouds). 

Flying  about  (dust).  Being  untied  (a  knot). 

A  in^kds,(y.n.7ot  {j"^)  Being  turned 
upsidedown.  Being  inverted  or  transposed.  Reflec- 

tion (from  a  mirror).  Repercussion,  reverberation. 

A  ̂ \  an^m,  Softer.  Softest.  An^7n,  (pi.  of 

^  nu^n)  Successes,  prosperities.  Conveniences, 
(pi.  ofe^ni^nat)  Presents,  gifts,  benefits, favours. 

A  in^mdd,  (v.  n.  7  of  J*^)  Being  sup- 
ported, propped  up.    Standing  upon  a  column. 

A  in^mdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ji^)  Wrapping  a 

turban-sash  ('iA^  ̂ mdmai)  about  the  head. 
A         in^wi'aj:,^.  being  twisted,bent,  distorted. 

A  ̂ ^^1  in^ydj,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ j^)  Inclining, 
leaning  ;  feeling  an  inclination  towards. 

A  f\3o\  inghdf,  The  act  of  speaking  intelligibly. 

AjU31  inghdr,  (v.  n.  4  of Yielding  milk 
mixed  with  blood.  Being  rotten,  addle  (an  egg). 
A  inghds,{\.  n.4of(,jkaii) Making  (life) 

uncomfortable.    Rendering  muddy  and  dull. 

A  (^Ui\  inghdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  tj«ai>)  Moving  the 

head  (in  wonder).  Being  moved. 

A  JU3^  inghdl, (v. n.  4of  Jjti)  Spoiling(a  hide) 

in  tanning.  Sowing  dissensions,  breeding  mischief. 

Aj^\  inghirdz,{Y.  n.  7  oij^)  Beingthrustinto. 

A  u_j];i3\  inghirdf,  A  being  broken  or  cut  off". 
A  inghisas,  The  being  dipped  in  water. 

A  JL^I  inghisdl,(v.n.  7  of J--£-)Beingwashed. 

A  (^\.jaJo\inghizdz, (Y.n.7  of  (_^S-)  Winking. 
A  ( — i[Aio\  inghizdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ QoP)  Being 

enveloped  in  dust.  FalHng  in,  choking  up  (a  well). 
A  ̂lai>\  inghifds,A  being  broken.  Rout,  defeat. 

A  J^U.)\  inghildl,  (v.n.7of  3^)  Being  inserted 

(one  thing  into  another).  Entering,  penetrating. 

Ajl*i>^  inghimdr,  A  sinking  into  the  water. 
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A(^\^\inghimds,  A  being  plunged  into  water. 

A  tjK9l»i>\  inghbndz,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^ja^)  Wink- 

ing. Being  half-closed  (the  eye). 

A  JUi>\  inghimdl,  (v.n.  7  of  J^)  Being  put 

under  ground  (a  skin  with  the  hair  on).  Becom- 

ing soft,  stinking,  and  losing  the  hair  (a  skin). 

A  j»\-»i>\  ingJiimdm, (Y.n.7  of"^)  Being  closed, 
stopped  up  (the  mouth  or  nostrils).  Being  covered 
over  and  concealed.  Being  sorrowful.  Sadness. 

Ai^\^\inghi7ndn,A  being  buried  underground. 
A  Ay6\  inghirvds,  Inclining.  A  falling  down. 

A  -^lJt>\  inghiydf,  (v.  n.  7  of  t^j^)  Being  de- 
ceived, seduced.  Bending.  Falling  down. 

A  (_^Ujo\  inghiydz,  (v.  n.  7  of  for  i^jAiS-) 
Decreasingjfalling,  sinking  into  the  ground  (water). 

A  inghiydt,  The  being  bent  (as  wood). 

A  uJdI  dnaf,  (A  field)  the  quickest  in  produ- 
cing vegetation.  More  or  most  ashamed.  Anif, 

High,  disposed  to  resent  an  affi-ont.  (A  camel) 
pained  in  the  nose  by  the  ring.  Preceding.  The 

first  part  of  any  given  time.  Li-J  I  dnifan,  A  little 

before,  a  while  ago.  The  first  time.  Now.  j  \i3 1 
la3U*>  dnifan  ma  sdlifan,  Now  and  formerly.  Anuf, 

(pi.  of  I  io\  anf)  Noses. 
A  L_A)\  anf,  (v.  n.  of  i  Striking  the  nose. 

Reaching  as  high  as  the  nose  (water).  Treading 

upon  fresh,  untrodden  pasture  (camels),  (pi. 

unuf  (  s\3 1  dndf  and  i  io  I  dnuf)  A  nose,  a  ness. 

A  lord,  a  prince.  The  beginning  of  any  thing.  The 

strongest  or  most  vehement  of  any  thing.  The 

point  of  a  tooth  when  it  first  appears.  The  tip  of 

a  camel's  hoof  l^^^  '  anfu'l  ai'Z,  That  part 
of  the  ground  which  is  exposed  to  the  sun. 

i^jfiS  anfu'l  bard,  Intenseness  of  cold.  i_A>l 

anfu^ljabal,  The  nose  or  ness  of  a  mountain,  i.e. 
a  promontory.    '—Si^j  i  io\  anft  raglnf,  A  bit  of 

of  bread.  (»_flj\  anfu'sh  shadd,  The  greatest 

vehemence.    ̂ ^'^  '  anfu'l  kanm,  The  prince 
or  chief  of  the  people.  t^\anfu'llihyat,The 

tip  of  the  beard.  jia\^  i  aj\  anfu'l  matar,  The  first 
sprouts  produced  by  the  rain.  c^**" 

yu  'I  anf.  One  who  defends  his  nose,  i.  e.  who  pre- 
serves his  dignity  or  gravity ;  lofty,  fastidious.  |[[^»«> 

samiyu'l  anf.  High-nosed,  aquiline-nosed, 

jlai'  (_j  sSij\  (J«*>-  ja^la  anfakufi  hafdhi,  He  put 
his  nose  in  his  neck,  i.  e.  he  turned  from  the  right 

way,  he  committed  iniquity.  «>a3\  yatatab- 

ba^i  anfahu,  He  follows  his  nose,  i.  e.  he  goes  right. 

j  ̂l»*Jl      1  Ki\  anf fi 's  samds  wa 
istfi'l  mds,  Spoken  of  one  who  boasts  much,  but 
performs  not.    Anaf  (v.  n.  of  i  ttj\)  Disdaining. 

Colouring  up,  being  ashamed.  Loathing,  desiring 

nothing  (a  pregnant  woman).  Being  hurt  by  the 
nose-ring  (a  camel).  Anif  (A  camel)  pained  in 

the  nose  by  the  ring.   Unuf  A  handsome  gait.  j<i\ 
(  a3^  amrun  unuf,  A  new  act  hitherto  performed  by 

no  one.     i_A>^  ̂ Jij  ̂ «w«ai  unuf  A  meadow  not 

yet  grazed.  kass  unvf  A  new  ciip  (one 
out  of  which  nobody  has  drank),  t—iil  (^j  ̂ * 
min  ziunufin,  Anon,  by  and  by. 

A  \so\  anifan,  A  little  while  ago.  The  first  time. 
A  infdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj)  Removing  the 

pail,  for  a  moment,  from  under  the  dugs,  whilst 
milking.  Making  (a  hare)  bounce ;  starting  game. 

A  d\s6\  infdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J6)  Consuming,  ex- 
hausting. Failing  (water  in  a  well). 

A  ila;^  infdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Transmitting, 
causing  (any  thing)  to  pass,  penetrate,  pervade,  or 
be  received.  Performing,  achieving.  Entering  into 

(a  tribe)  and  becoming  one  of  them.  Walking 
through  a  crowd.  Passing  clean  through  and  leav- 

ing behind.  Sending  (a  letter  or  messenger). 

A j\SL)\  anfdr,  (pi.  of  Ji>  nafar)  Individuals, 
persons.    Soldiers.    Servants.  Infdr,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Jo)  Aiding,  assisting,  relieving,  redressing.  Pro- 
claiming conqueror,  pronouncing  victor.  Terrify- 

ing, putting  to  flight.    Extending,  prolonging. 

A  jU3^  infdz,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Turning  (an  arrow 
upon  the  nail,  to  try  its  goodness).  Dandling. 

A  (^\so\  anfds,  (pi.  of  (j-ij  nafas)  Breathings, 
spirits.  Intervals,  breathing  times.  Voices,  words, 

utterings,  songs,  intonations.  vJ-^JLa  an- 
fdsi  mushk-bdr.  Sweet  or  musky  words.  A  Infds, 

(v.  n.  4  oi^jJo)  Rendering  wishful,  desirous.  Af- 
fording pleasure.  Causingsurprise.  Being  precious. 

A  l*«li31  anfdsan,  By  intervals. 

A  ̂j^\si>\  infdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jJo)  Allowing 
(cattle)  to  pasture  at  night  without  a  shepherd. 

A  ̂jo\sd\ infds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^fl3)  Speaking  fast. 

Laughing  much.    Making  signs  with  the  lips. 
A  (^laj>\  infdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^josj)  Having  many 

young  ones  (camels).  Losing  many  cattle.  Being 
destitute,  or  having  a  scarcity  of,  or  consuming  all 
the  provisions  for  a  journey.  Being  rained  upon. 

Shaking  (dates)  out  of  a  basket.  Being  finished, 
exhausted,  consumed. 

A  \a\io\  infdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  lai3)  Blistering  the 
hand  (labour).    Scattering  urine  here  and  there. 

A  ̂li3\  infd^  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ )  Selling  walking- sticks  (called  &>tij  naf^t). 

p  infdk.  Oil  of  olives. 
A  infdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ja3)  Expending,  dis- 

bursing. Spending  (one's  substance),  waxing  poor. 
Having  goods  easily  vendible.  Being  spent(money). 

Having  a  brisk  market,  disposing  rapidly  of  one's 
wares.  Having  their  coat  staring  with  fat  (camels). 
G  unfdk.  The  juice  of  unripe  grapes. 

A  J\ij\  anfdl,  (pi.  of  Ji3  nafal)  Plunder,  spoils 

(especially  those  taken  from  unbelievers  in  the  Mu- 
hammadan  religion).  Presents,  gifts.  Infdl,  (v. 

n.  4  of  Ji->)  Giving  presents,  bestowing  largely. 
Taking  a  hatchet  to  cut  down  the  tragacanth-tree, 
wherewith  to  feed  camels. 

A  ,J^\ art/a?i,Large-nosed.  Arrogant,haughty. 



A  i\K>\  infah,  (v.  n.  4of  iJ^i)  Debilitating,  fa- 
tiguing. Giving  away  little. 

A  anfat,  The  beginning  or  exordium  (of  a 

prayer).  j^~ju»a5\  iLai\  anfatu's  sahly,  The  com- 
mencement or  quickness  of  a  child's  growth. 

A  'isc\  anafat,  (v.n.of  Disdaining,  loath- 
ing. Colouring  up,  blushing.  Loathing,  desiring 

nothing  (a  pregnant  woman).  Being  hurt  by  the 

nose-ring  (a  camel). 

p  CLtS!j\  anfat,  Loss,  damage. 

A  C->U;i>l  infitat,  A  being  broken,  or  crumbled. 

A  ̂ l^^  infitah,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  open  (a 
door).   Opening  itself(a  wound)p3ursting  (a  pod). 

A  infitah,  (v.  n.  7  of  ,_^)  Being  split, 
burst  in  sunder;  cracking.  Being  very  wide  (a 

•w  oman).  Suffering  under  a  fatal  disorder  (a  ca- 
mel), the  seat  of  which  is  between  the  navel  and  the 

udder.  Overtaking,  overwhelming  (as  misfortune). 

A  (Jll^\  iiifital,  A  being  twisted.  A  receding. 

A  C->ui)\  injisas,  A  being  broken.  Defeat. 

A  ̂UA^^  infijds,  The  being  opened  (a  door). 

A  ̂̂ ^^^  i^^fijoj,  (v.  n.  7of  ̂ )  Being  wide  be- tween the  handle  and  string  (a  bow). 

A jl^^^  injxjar,  (v.  n.7  oij^)  Bursting  out  and 
flowing  freely.  Being  dispelled  by,  and  retiring  be- 

fore, the  rising  dawn  (shades  of  night).  Being  diffu- 

sive in  munificence.  Bursting  forth  (dawn).  Burst- 

ing in  upon  one  from  every  quarter  (misfortunes). 

A  j^WP^  anfajaniy,  A  great  and  vain  talker. 
A  ̂̂ ^^^  infiJiah,  A  becoming  open  and  wide. 

A  iis^^  infahat,  (ssA'^  infahhat  or  wjiJiliat) 
(pi.  anafili)  A  kind  of  substance  of  a  yellow 
colour  which  is  taken  from  the  stomachs  of  suck- 

ing lambs  or  kids,  and  preserved  in  cotton  for  curd- 

ling milk ;  rennet.  The  stomach  of  a  sucking  lamb 

or  kid  (when  these  animals  begin  to  graze  and  ru- 

minate, it  is  called  (^^hirsh  or  Ttar-ish).  Infa- 
hat, A  tree  resembling  the  brinjal. 

A  infiham,  The  act  of  rushing  into  athing. 

A  anfahh.  One  who  has  swelled  testicles. 

A  Ol^^  infihhat,  (v.  n.  7  of  CJ^)  Being  per- 
forated, being  full  of  holes  (a  roof). 

A  j^lsf^^^  infihhan,  {ujifuhhan,  '^\^^  infi- 
hhamy  or  iirfukhanly)  Swelling  with  fat  (paunch). 

F  C*^^  anfaliht,  Gain.  Capital,  stock. 

P  tiT^''^  anfakhtan,  To  gain,  to  acquire. 
A  A  ̂sii  \  infidaj:,(j.xi.  7  of       )  Being  ransomed . 

A  infida^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ss)  Being  crooked 
(the  pastern  joint  of  a  quadrujied). 

A  ̂ ^liii^  The  being  weak  from  dryness. 
A  iii>^  anfaz,  More  or  most  piercing,pervading. 

A>^^\/K^/-aj,Abeingcleftasunder,gapingwide. 

A  infiras,  (v.  n.  7  of  ul^)  Being  pierced 
(the  stomach  or  liver)  and  their  contents  let  out. 

Falling  into  a  swoon  or  fainting  fit  (such  particu- 

larly as  a  pregnant  woman  is  subject  to). 

A  J^J>^\  infraj,  (v.  n.  7  of  -y)  Gaping,  cleav- 

(  ne  ) 

{  ing  asunder.  Being  separate,  distant.  Being  dis- 

pelled (grief).  Recreation,  relaxation  of  mind.  An 
interval,  space,  cleft,  chink. 

A  d\j!6\  infirad,  (v.  n.  7  of  l>^)  Choosing  and 
using  one  thing  only.  Being  alone.  Retiring  by 

one's  self.  Accomplishing  (any  work)  alone.  Sin- 

glenj;ss,  singularity.  ^la'  I  infirad, 

(or  hifiradan')  Singly,  one  by  one. 
A  'mfirash,(\ .n.  loi{j^^)  Beingspread 

out  and  flattened. 

A  (jj/^^  infirdh,  The  being  separated,  divided. 
A  infirdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ui)^)  Being  rub- 
bed in  the  hands  (an  ear  of  corn,  linen,  &c.).  Hav- 
ing the  shoulder  dislocated. 

Aj\yC)\  inf  zdr,(\.n.  7  of jji)  Being  torn,  rent. 
A  anfas.  More  or  most  precious.  Arifus, 

(pi.  of         nafs)  Minds,  spirits,  souls.  Persons. 

A  ̂Iw^ail  infisdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ -i)  Being  spa- 
cious and  roomy.  Expanding  (the  bosom).  Joy. 

A  ̂L*.fli\  infisdhh,  (v.  n.7  of  ̂ -i)  Being  broken, 
dissolved,  violated,  dislocated.  Being  nullified. 

Becoming  loose  and  separated  from  the  skin 

(wool).  Being  spoiled,  and  running  (the  colour  of  a 

garment).  Being  excommimicated,  anathematized. 

A  C)\j^\infisdd,{j .n.  7of  iWi)Being corrupted. 

A  infisdh,  (v.  n.7  of  ̂J-*i)  Quitting  its 
shell  (a  ripe  date). 

p  anfast,  A  spider's  web. 

A  ̂l-iLi)^  infishdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ^)  Straddling 
in  walking.  Keeping  the  legs  apart  when  in  pain. 

A  (^jijLiA)^  infishdsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  (jii)  Escaping 
from  a  bladder  or  leathern  bag  (wind).  Abating 

(a  swelling  or  inflammation).  Being  slothful  in 
the  performance  of  any  business. 

A  ial-iij^  infishdt,  (v.  n.7  of  \xL3  not  used)  Be- 
ing broken  (a  green  bough). 

A  ̂JiJo\infishdffh,  (v.  n.7  of  ̂ ~J)  Being  many. 
Appearing,  being  conspicuous. 
A  infisdf,  The  being  set  at  liberty. 

A  jUoi)^  infisdd,  (v.  n.  7  of  »X«ai)  Having  leaves 
bursting  from  the  pods  (a  tree). 

A  (^Laflj\  infisds,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^Jeii)  Being  se- 
parated ;  departing,  going  off. 

A  ̂Uai)\  infisd^  (v.  n.  7of  ̂ -flj)  Being  brought 

forth,  drawn  out  (the  gland  from  a  lad's  foreskin). 
A  (JLoti^^  infisdl,  (v.  n.  7  of  (J-^ai)  Being  sepa- 

rated. Separation,  division.  Final  adjustment, 

decision,  settling,  termination  (of  a  cause). 

A  infimm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂*aii)  Being  broken 
without  a  separation  of  the  parts.  Being  broken 

and  cut  off.  A  fracture,  rupture.  Interruption. 

py.iV.  j»l*aijl  «?_^saTO-pa^ir,Broken,interrupted. 

A  ̂Lotail  infizdj,  (v. n.7  of  ̂ oi)  Having  the 
roots  of  the  hair  moist  with  perspiration.  Being 

filled  with  fat  (the  body).  Being  wrinkled  (a  ca- 

mel's body).  Appearing  clear  (the  horizon).  Burst- 
ing (a  boil).  Leaking  (as  a  leathern  bottle).  Be- 

ing  open  (the  navel).  Being  weak  and  languid 
(business).    Becoming  very  fat. 

A  ̂l^ai^  infizdh,  A  being  exposed  to'infamy. 
A  ̂A^oSo\infizdhh,  (v.n.7  of  ̂ ai)  Being  opened 

and  burst  (an  ulcer  or  boil),  becoming  wide  (a  sore). 

Weeping  profusely.  Pouring  out  its  contents  (a 

bucket).  Being  cut  open  (a  camel's  bunch).  Be- 
ing broken  (a  green  branch). 

A  i^\^aSo\  infizdz,  (v.  n.7  of  (.>ii)  Being  bro- 

ken open  (the  seal  of  a  letter).  Becoming  ex- 
hausted (an  udder).  Being  separated,  scattered, 

dispersed  (flocks).    Breaking  up  (an  assembly). 

Ajlki)!  infitdr,  The  being  split,  cleft,  riven. 
A  (^Uaij^  infitdsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j^J)  Being 

broken  (as  wood),  especially  when  green  or  wet. 

A  jaUaij^  infitdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  j»Wj)  Being  prohi- 
bited. Abstaining.  Arriving  at  theend  or  extremity. 

A  UaIoSJ^  anfitmd,  A  wild  rose. 

A  ̂L>\  anfa^  More  or  most  useful,  convenient, 
profitable,  available,  or  serviceable. 

A  infi^s,  A  gaping,  cleaving  asunder. 
A  (JUi3V/w_^^aZ,(v.  n.7of  (J-*^)  Beingwrought. 

Shame,  ignominy,  p  i^'^j^  {Ji^tSo]  infill  khmir- 
dan.  To  blush,  to  be  ashamed. 

AjUi>\  infighdr,  (v.  n.7  of ̂ )  Opening,  un- 
closing itself  (the  mouth). 

A  ̂^xsS\  infighdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Breaking  up, 
being  loosed  and  going  off  (a  cold  in  the  head). 

p  anfaghda,  Liquid  gold  or  silver. 
A  AsiSo\  infihdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ISi)  Being  torn  out 

(eye),  burst  by  squeezing  (imposthume).  Being 

stripped  off  the  head  of  a  new-born  child  (the  caul). 

A  ̂j**liii>\  infihds,  (v.  n  7  of  (j-*Si)  Being  turned 
upon  a  bird,  and  holding  him  (a  curved  stick). 
Being  burst  (an  egg-shell). 

A  ̂Hii\ «?/?/i;a^,  (v.n.7  of  ̂ ai) Being spht, cleft. 
A  Jjlftiil  infihdh,  A  being  disjoined,  separated. 
p  S^iiiw^  anfahda.  Liquid  gold  or  silver. 

p  (^)^^^  anfahuni  ruml,  A  species  of  in- odorous rose. 

A  'jXio]  infihdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  Jli)  B  emg  put 

out  of  joint.  Being  separated.  Being  set  free. 

Being  dispelled.    Failing,  ceasing  to  be. 

A  0!i)i3\  infildt,  (v.  n.  7  of  CJi)  Being  set  at 
liberty,  escaping,  slipping  by. 

A  ;_^i)jb\  infilds,  A  being  delivered,  escaping. 

A  infild^  A  being  cut,  or  cleft  asunder. 
A  infildh,  (v.  n.  7  of  jii)  Being  split, 

shivered.  Beingdiffused.  Separating, beingparted. 

A  j!ika31  infildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  Ji)  Being  notched 
(a  sword).    Being  routed  (an  army). 

p         anfanj,  Glue. 

p  ^i?  or  '^i^f^jj  Contracted,  wrinkled. 
A  infihdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  Jj^)  Spreading, 

diffusing  itself  widely  (lightning). 

A  -^liai^  infiMj:,(v.n.7of  jlinot  used)  Beingsplit 

asunder,  being  wide  open. 



AjLfti\  infiyaz,A  being  single,  alone,  solitary. 

A  jUai^  infiyah,  (v.  n.  7  of  j\s  for  Jjy )  Being 
broken  (notch  of  an  arrow).  Being  lean  and  dying. 

A  ̂ \  anah,  Extremely  earnest  in  any  pursuit. 

A  ̂ \  anak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^\)  Being  joyful  and 

glad.  Liking,  being  pleased  with.  Joy,  cheerful- 

ness. Forage,  fodder.   J. m'A,  Pleasing,  agreeable. 
A  *lfl3\  ankas,  (pi.  of  ̂   naha')  Heaps  of  sand. 

The  bones  of  the  arms,  (pl.of^  nakw  or  nikw) 

Marrows,  Marrow-bones.  (pl.of^Ju  m%)  Mar- 
rows. Fat  parts  of  eyes.  Tnkas,  (v.  n.  4  of  lib  for 

Choosing,  selecting.  Becoming  fat.  Having 

bones  full  of  marrow.  Being  full  of  flour  (wheat). 

A  ujUii^  ankab,  The  ears.  (pi.  of  t_.«a.)  nuhb) 

Scabs.  Inkdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_j»H3)  Having  broken, 

worn,  or  tender  feet  (camels).  Becoming  cham- 
berlain, or  master  of  the  ceremonies ;  also  chief  or 

leader.  Having  a  camel  whose  feet  are  worn  smooth 

or  perforated.  Running  from  country  to  country, 

seeking  for  a  place  of  refuge. 

A  ̂Uu\  inkdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Polishing  verses. 
Selling  the  embossings  of  a  sword  and  other  orna- 

ments, on  account  of  the  scarcity  of  provisions. 

A  lilaj^  inhdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  liiu)  Shooting  forth 

leaves  (a  tree). 

A  iUu\  inkdz,(\.  n.4  of  jiiS)  Setting  at  liberty. 

Turning  or  causing  to  go  in  one  direction. 

AjlH3\  inkdr,  (v.  n.  4  of ̂ )  Sparing,  abstain- 
ing from.    Letting  go. 

Ajlfli\  inkdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjHj)  Killing  (an  enemy), 
giving  a  signal  to  put  him  to  death.   Having  cattle 

of  the  worst  kind  called  Jai  nakaz.  Continually 
1  drinking  pure  fresh  water.  Falling  amongst  cattle 

(the  diseasejUij  nuhaz). 

A  aw/ia.s,  (pi.  of  (jmHj  nihs)  Writing-inks. 

A  (^liij^  inlidsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^^)  Pressing, 

prosecuting  (a  debtor).    Eating  great  numbers  of 

I  ripe  dates.    Being  powerful  in  venery. 

I      A  ̂_^Uu\  inhds,  A  diminishing.    An  injui'ing. 
I      A  ankdz,  (pi.  of  {^jaSO  nikz)  (Camels) 

I  emaciated  and  fatigued  with  travelling.  Ruins. 

I  Grounds  raised  up  by  mushrooms  protruding.  Tn- 

I  kaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (,jo^)  Applying  the  tongue  to  the 

I  roof  of  the  mouth  and  making  a  noise  to  urge  on 

I  a  horse.  Sounding  (as  an  instrument,  echo,  or  any 

I  thing  inanimate).  Making  a  noise  in  chewing  the 

I  gum  of  pines.    Calling  (goats).    Pulling  the  fin- 
I  gers  till  the  joints  crack.  Striking  the  fingers  until 

I  they  make  a  noise.  Causing  mushrooms  to  spring 

lout  of  the  earth.    Crying  (an  eagle).  Pressing 

■heavily  (the  back).    (A  sack)  galling  (the  back  of 

la  beast  of  burthen).    The  cry  of  a  young  camel's 
Icolt  (when  full  grown  this  sound  is  then  called 

l;>.i^fc  hadir  and  'ijiji  karhm^at). 
I     A  ̂lfli\  inkd^  (v.  n.  4.  of  ̂ Hj)  Macerating  or 
Idissolving  (a  medicine  in  water)  and  applying  it. 

Rteeping,  soaking.  Killing  (an  enemy).  Raising 
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the  voice  and  making  a  continued  noise,  hallooing. 

Satisfying  thirst  (water).  Slaughtering  (a  camel 

on  account  of  the  arrival  of  strangers).  Deflower- 

ing a  virgin.  Injuring  or  privately  hatching  mis- 
chief (against  another).  Filliping  the  nose  (of 

another).  Turning  a  house  topsy-turvy.  Burying 

(the  dead).  Adorning,  beautifying  a  house.  Stag- 
nating in  the  body  and  becoming  yellow  (water). 

A  inkdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  L_Aa3)  Cutting  or 

splitting  a  colocynth,  and  taking  off"  the  rind  and 
core.  Giving  a  bone  (in  order  to  have  the  marrow 

extracted).  Filling  (a  valley)  with  eggs  (locusts). 

A  Jlai^  ankdl,  (pi.  of  J.ft3  nakl)  Clouted,  patched 

(shoes  or  clothes).  Inkdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jiu)  Mend- 

ing clothes  by  patching.  Making  a  boot  or  lea- 
ther shoe  for  a  sore-footed  camel. 

A  5Ui3\ inkdh,  (v. n. 4of  &H3) Restoringto  health. 

A  -*l-ib\  inhihds,  A  hiding  one's  self,  a  lurking. 
A  (^lJb\  inJdbds,  (v.  n.  7  of  {,Ja*s)  Being 

drawn  in,  sheathed  (a  horse's  yard). 
A  (^Uib^m/«&a2;,(v.n.7of  (^jojj)  Being  seized, 

grasped  in  the  hand,  drawn  in,  contracted.  Draw- 

ing one's  self  in.  Being  contracted.  Contracting 
the  brow.  Decreasing,  becoming  shorter  (a  sha- 

dow). Going,  making  haste.  Detention,  reten- 
tion, impediment  (in  speech).  Constipation. 

A  ̂l*jb\  inkibd^  (v.n.7of  ̂ f5)  Being  concealed. 
Settling  in  its  nest  snug  and  concealed  (a  bird). 

A  Jls^''^  inkihdl,  The  being  full  of  years. 

A  ̂\^^  i)ikihdm,  (v.  n.7  of  ̂^)  Being  thrown 
headlong.  _  Being  forced  into  a  river  (a  horse). 

A  j-s?"'  V'nfea/tr,  Aged  with  remains  of  strength. 
A  (J.a!?^^  inkahl,  Dry-skinned  (old  man). 

A  ̂ \  anhakh,  (An  ostrich)  having  little  brain. 
A  oii3\  anhad,  A  hedge-hog.    *Mi3\  J-Jj 

hdta  bi  layli  anhada,  He  led  a  sleepless  night  (he 

passed  the  night  like  a  hedge-hog,  as  that  animal, 
it  is  said,  does  not  sleep  during  the  night).  jJb^^ 
al  ankad,  A  tortoise. 

A  inkiddh,  A  striking  fire. 

A  i^\j>SL>\  inkiddd,  (v.  n.  7  of  oi)  Being  cut 

lengthwise  into  strips  or  thongs. 

Aj\*>iu\  inkiddr,  (v.  n.  7  ofjiii)  Being  cut  out 
exactly  to  the  measure  (a  garment). 

A  ̂i^flj\  inkidd^  A  ceasing,  a  refraining. 
A  inkaddn,  A  tortoise. 

Pjciiij  1  dnkada7•,(^J  I  ancljijj')So  many, so  much. A  iiul  ankaz,  A  porcupine. 

A  j»\(iib\  inkizd?n,A  hastening,  a  making  speed. 
A  i^\jSj\  inklrdz,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^y)  Becoming 

extinct,  disappearing  without  leaving  a  vestige. 

Being  gnawed  asunder.  Extinction.  Consum- 

mation, end,  accomplishment.  i^\Jaji\  inki- 

rdzu''z  za7ndn,  The  end  or  consummation  of  time. 

A  ̂ j^^  inkird^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ')  Refusing,  being 
stubborn.  Turning  and  tossing  one's  self  about  all 
night.  Abstaining  from,  hanging  back. 
I  2z 

A  ijsj\  ankivat,  (pi.  of  jih  nah'ir)  Ditches, 
trenches.  Name  of  a  town  in  Galatia  (Ancyra). 

Name  of  a  place  near  Kufa. 

G  l^.ii;iij\  anltardiyd,  A  kind  of  Indian  fruit. 

A  ̂juSiL>\  ankas,  A  bondman,  born  of  a  female 

slave.    Ankus,  (pi.  of  (j«23  niks)  Writing-inks. 

A  j»\.«»fljl  inkisdm,  A  being  divided  into  parts. 
A  inkishdr,  A  being  barked,  peeled. 

A  (jiLiibl  inkishdsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ J£.s)  Depart- 

ing, going  away.  (v.  n.  9of  (ji.Hi)  Pressing,  pro- 
secuting a  debtor.  Eating  great  quantities  of  dried 

dates  sprinkled  with  water.  Being  potent  in  venery. 

A  laLiJb^  inkishdt,  (v.  n.  7  of  la^ii)  Being  se- 
rene and  free  from  clouds  (the  sky). 

A  ̂\-iiu\  inkishd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ^')  Being  un- covered ;  being  dispelled  (a  cloud).  Being  dis- 
persed (an  assemblage  of  people). 

A  (,jiiaiu\  anhas,  More  or  most  deficient. 
A  iil<aft3\  inkisdd,  The  being  broken,  or  cleft. 

A  L-j\-«ai!j\  inkisdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^^/oi)  Being 

broken  to  pieces.  Being  jostled,  carried  forward 
in  a  crowd.  Retiring  from,  leaving  and  passing  on. 

A  Jloib^  inkisdl  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ y*o^)  Being  cut. 

A  j,l<aiu^  inkisdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ^clS)  Being  bro- 
ken, so  that  the  parts  become  separated. 

A  A<eiib^  inkizdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  (^«ai)  Being  fi- 

nished, accomplished,  fulfilled,  terminated,  deter- 
mined, elapsed.  Becoming  extinct,  consumed,  or 

annihilated.    Expiration  of  a  term. 

A  u_^Uaa3\  inkizdb,A  being  cut  off',or  separated. 
A  ;_^\.«afl31  iyikizdz,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^jc^)  Pouncing 

on  its  prey  (a  haAvk).  Charging  the  enemy  (a 

troop  of  horsemen).  Being  ready  to  tumble  (a 

wall).    Falling  (a  star). 

A  ̂LaiL>\  inkizd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ *a5)  Removing 
from  one's  kindred. 

A  I  jLaib\  inkizdf,  A  being  separated. 

A  ̂UaH3\  inhitd^  (v.  n.  7  of  jiai')  Being  broken, 
cut  oft',  detached.  Ceasing  to  flow.  Being  stanched, 
(blood).  Being  prevented  from  taking  a  journey. 

Being  sunk,  gone,  exhausted  (water  in  a  well). 
Separation,  disjunction.  Cessation. 

G  ̂jj>JiaSL>\  inkitriywi.  Amber. 

A  ̂ \  anka^  (A  beverage)  which  effectually 
quenches  the  thirst.  ̂ \  i^sJ^JA  ar  rashfu  anka^ 

Sipping  is  the  best  quencher  of  thirst  (an  expres- 

sion employed  to  inculcate  gentle  measures).  An- 

ku^  (pi.  of  ̂ aj  nak^  Hard  places  where  water 
stagnates.    Stagnant  waters.  Slaughters. 

A  i^ljtib^  inki^s,  (v.  n.  7  of  (^*M«i")  Being  pulled 
up  by  the  roots.   Falling  down  (any  one  struck). 

Aj\jtib\  inkier.  The  being  eradicated. 
A  (^Ua.)!  inki^sh,  (v.  n.  7  of  {^f^)  Being 

torn  up,  and  going  away.  Falling  in  ruin  (a  wall). 

A  inki^s,  A  dying.    A  being  bent. 

A  I  jUiib)  inhi^f,  (v.  n.  7  of  t«_Axj')  Being  dila- 
pidated(wall),  falling(precipice).  Being  displaced. 
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A  s^fiSLi]  anki^t,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)Wells  full  of  water. 
A  (_ji)laiii\  inkifash,  (v.  n.  7  of  (jiii)  Retiring 

to  his  hole  (a  spider)  :  also  drawing  in  his  legs. 

A  ̂aHj\  inkifd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Lagging,  re- 
maining behind.    Abstaining,  refusing. 

A  JlflHi\  inkifal,  (v.n.7  of  J-fla)  Being  bolted, 
locked  (a  door). 

A  ̂'!^\  hikilas,  A  kind  of  Syrian  date. 

A  inliilab,  (v.  n.  7  of  c-»)j')  Beingturned. 
Revolution,  vicissitude,  change,  turn.  (_-^^iu\ 

^Uj  inkildbi  zaman,  The  vicissitudes  of  time. 

A  ̂"iXHil  inkila^  A  being  pulled  up,  torn  out. 
A  t— j^lflil  inhildf,  (v.  n.  7  of  i-_aii>)  Being  large 

and  spiral  (a  navel). 

p  jdH31  anhida,  A  kind  of  China-ginger;  also 
an  African  plant,  which  is  an  antidote  against 

poisons.    Name  of  a  city  in  Nubia. 

G         inJiiliya,  Melilot,  bugloss. 

A  ̂ jJib\  anhaUs  or  inkalls,  An  eel. 

A  inkimdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Raising  tlie 
head  when  refusing  to  drink  (a  camel). 

A  (^ljb\  inkimds,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j«-*i')  Being 
plunged  into  water.    Setting  (a  star). 

A  ̂ \^\  inhima^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  hum- 
bled, brought  into  subjection.  Being  contemptible. 

Entering  into  a  house  in  a  clandestine  manner. 

Aj_jflS\  unhur,  A  small  furrow  in  the  stone  of  a 
date,  from  whence  it  germinates. 

A  '&S'ipS\  unhurt,  Any  place  into  which  water flows  from  a  canal.  A  furrow  or  hollow  made  in 

the  top  of  a  pudding,  into  which  they  pour  fat, 

butter,  or  any  other  sauce. 

A  'ij<^\  unhufat,  That  which  a  woman  takes 
from  off  the  spindle  M'hen  her  work  is  finished. 
G  ankun,  A  fetid  rose,  whose  root  has  a 

caustic  quality,  bastard  pcllitory,  pyrethrvmi. 

A  Jl^\  inkihal,A  falling  down  from  weakness. 

A        anka',  Small-boned  (man). 
A         ankiydj:,(\A.of  (|^  ??a/«_y)  Clean,  pure. 
A  u->Lsb\  inhiyah,  (v.  n.  7  of         for  (--'y) 

Being  excavated.  Being  burst  (an  egg  by  a  bird). 
A  iil*aS\  inliiydd,  (v.  n.  7  of  for  Being 

led.  Submitting.  Shelving,  sloping.  Being  clear, 
open  (road).    Submission,  obedience,  subjection. 

AjUfti^  inhiydr,  (v.  n.  7  of^^'  for^y)  Falling down  in  ruins  (a  well).  Inclining. 

A  (jwLHj^  inJtiyds,  A  being  measui'ed. 

A  ̂_^\J^3^  inhiyds,  (v.  n.  7  of         for  U^aJ^s) 
Falhng  in  (a  well).     Being  poured  out,  falling 
down  (sand  or  earth).     FaUing  out  (a  tooth). 
Abundance  of  water  in  a  well. 

A  ̂jo\^\  inhiydz,  (v.  n.  7  of         for  i^jiM) 
Being  overthrown.     Being  cracked,  but  without 
any  separation.    Being  split  lengthwise  (a  tooth). 

A  i^jAfSii\  inlilz,  Name  of  a  certain  aromatic. 

A  inlnzdz,  (v.  n.ll  of  ̂ ^iu)  Being 
ready  to  fall  (a  wall). 

p  (.il>T  anka,  (for  isioT)  He  who.  That  which. 
anak,  Behold !  lo  !  there  !  A  pimple. 

A 

msr  a  wife 

ing. 

A  uiiil  miuk,  Lead.  Tin. 
\d  ankas,  Untwisted  (rope). 

^\  inhdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Marrying,  tak 
?ife.  Giving  in  marriage. 

A        anhdd,  (pi.  of        nakd)  Avaricious 

(men).  Miseries. 
A a?ikdr,  (pi.  of ̂   nahir,  ?za^Mr, and  nu- 

knr)  Ingenious,  intelligent.  Inkdr,  (v.  n.  4of^) 

Denying,  disavowing.  Being  ignorant,  not  know- 

ignoring.  Disapproving,  disallowing,  reject- 

Losing  one's  wits.  Denial.  Objection. 

A  (^^^  inkdriy,  Negative. 
aJ^\  inkdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofj^)  Emptying  (a  well). 

A  (j*iK3\  anhas,  (pi.  of  (j-5o  jiihs)  Weak,  im- 
becile :  unable  to  rise  to  any  thing  honourable. 

(Arrows)  broken  at  the  notches.  (Spears)  broken 

near  the  root  so  that  the  lower  points  are  used  as 

well  as  the  heads.  Bows  and  arrows,  inversely  and 

preposterously  formed.  Preposterous  births. 

A         inliaz,The  act  of  orderingto  make  haste. 

A        inkd^  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ )  Removing  quickly. 

Repelling.  Being  wearied.'  Fatiguing. 
A  I  sKi\  inkdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  t_fl^)  Removing 

(from  a  man)  whatever  is  disagreeable  (to  him). 

Magnifying  (God),declaring  him  to  have  no  equal. 

A  (jKil  ankdl,  (pi.  of  nikl)  Fetters,  chains. 

Inhdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,Jii)Driving,  chasing  away.  Ex- 

citing (one)  to  retreat. 
anhab,  (A  man)  unarmed,  wanting  a 

bow.  Oppressive,  tyrannical. 

inkihdb,  (v.  n.  7  of  im^)  Falling  on 

the  face.  Approaching.  Sticking  to,  persevering. 

inkitar,  An  Englishman.  This  is  the 
name  which  the  Arabian  historians  of  the  Crusades 

have  given  to  Richard  Cceur  de  Lion  king  of  Eng- 

land, famous  among  them  for  his  heroic  achieve- 
ments, but  particularly  on  accomit  of  the  truce  for 

which  the  great  Salahu'd  din  was  obliged  to  sue. 
A  Jl::5o\  inkitdl,  (v.n.7  of  J--^)  Passing  by. 

inhisdb,  (v.  n.  7  of  Being  ga- 
thered into  a  heap  (sand).  Being  poured  or  put  into. 

inkisam,  A  grieving,  a  being  sad. 

^\  anhah,  More  or  most  addicted  to  venery. 
,s^^^^  anhihat,{])\.  of^^  ?w7ia/i)Marriages. 

anhad,  Avaricious.    Sinister.  Vile. 

A 

A  S. 
A  inliidar,  (v.  n.  Hastening. 

Being  poured  out.  Falling  (a  star).  Rushing  im- 
petuously, pouncing  upon. 

A^So\a??/M?',  Moreormost  offensive,  displeasing. 
A  hiMrds,  A  being  broken,  cut  off. 

A  <^\^\  inliirds,  (v.n.  7  of  {^^)  Falling  flat 
on  the  face.    Entering  in  a  stooping  posture. 

A  inldrdm,  A  being  honoured, 

spo^  ajiJitij,  An  instrument  for  guiding  elephants, 

p  (j«ioT  dn  has,  He,  that  person. 

inkisdd,  (v.  n.7  of  i^^J^)  Flocking  to- 

gether (sheep),  returning  (one  flock  to  another). 

Ajl*-^\  inkisdr,  (v.  n.  7  of^j*-^)  Being  broken. 

Being  routed,  put  to  flight.    Being  inflected  with 
liasr,  i.e.  the  vowel  i.   Despondency,  loss  of 

spirits  or  courage,  despair,  p  ^•'Hj 

m- 

kisdr-pazir  shudan.  To  be  broken,  defeated. 
inkisdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  t_fl*-^)  Being 

eclipsed  (the  sun).    A  (solar)  eclipse. 
A hikishdh,A  being  separated,dispersed. 
A  \o[JL:^\inkishdt,(v.  n.  7 oflxt^)  Being  hushed 

(fears).  Being  exposed,  uncovered,  bared. 

inkishaf,  (v.  n.  7  of  ■_  o'--^  Being 
uncovered:  lying  open.  Being dispelled,dissipated. 

inkishqfi  ̂ yub,  T)etection  of  vices. 

A^o\  anJia^  One  who  has  an  excoriated  nose. 
inkifas,  (v.  n.  7  of  \s^)  Being  turned 

from  a  design.  Returning.  Being  changed(colour). 

A  Olflio\  inkifdt,  (v.  n.  7  of  C^)  Being  di- 
verted from.  Being  drawn  together.  Retiring, 

departing.    Leanness,  lankness.  Compactness. 

A  (_>*)lflio\  inkifds,(\-.  n.7  of  (j«ii^)  Being  bent, distorted,  curled,  or  drawn  up  together. 

inkifaf,  (v.  n.  7  of  Retiring, 

departing,  removing  from  a  place. 
inkilat,(y.  n.  7  of dJ^)  Being  poured 

(into  a  vessel).  Being  drawn  together. 
inhilas,  A  precedinsf,  taking  the  lead. 

A  J^lxj\  inhildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  ,JS)  Smiling,  shew- 
ing the  teeth.  Flashing  (lightning).  Gleaming  (a 

thunder-cloud).  Losing  its  edge  (a  sword). 

A  anhaUs,  An  eel. 

AP       inkimdf,  A  being  concealed,  suppressed. 

inkimdd.  The  being  grieved,  vexed. 
A  inhimdsh,  (v.  n.  7  of  (ji^  Making 

haste.  Shrinking.  Haste,  speed,  despatch. 

P^T  an  Jit,  He  who.  That  which.  \j  «^  I 

dnki  rd,  (for  ̂j'        anhi  ura)  He  to  whom. 
inhiyaf,  A  being  cut  off,  separated, 

inkiyal,  (v.  n,  7  of  (J\^  for  Jj^  At- 
tacking one  another  with  blows  and  revilings. 

A  (j-A^^  inMs,  A  certain  figure  in  geomancy. 

P  1^X3^  ang,  An  aqueduct,  earthern  water-pipe, 

s  Anga,  Name  of  a  country  in  Hindiistan. 

PjlO\  angdr,  A  painter.  An  opinion,  imagi- 
nation, fancy,  conception.  An  incomi^lete  business, 

(in  composition)  Imagining,  pourtraying,  painting, 

p  angarda,  A  fable,  story,  narrative, 

p  i^JXJiS  angdrish,  A  story,  tale,  narrative. 

Vt>jSy\  angdra,  A  revenue-book,  cash-account. 
A  narrative  of  facts  or  accidents,  story.  A  journal. 

Incomplete.  A  commencement  of  a  narration  of 

events  from  the  beginning.  A  tedious  narration. 

One  who  creeps  behindfrom  shame  and  bashfulness. 

P  ̂^JXj>\  angd7idan,  (or  ̂̂ CiJ\L>\  angdrdan) 

To  think,  imagine,  fancy,  estimate,  compute,  sup- 

pose.   To  paint,  figure,  pourtray,  draw,  sculp. 



angann,  Computation.  Acash-book. 

pjlilj\  anyaz,  A  tool,  an  implement, 

p  angashtan,  To  think,  consider,  sup- 

pose, opine,  imagine,  fancy. 

angam,  Time,  season, 

p  angama,  A  crowd.  A  company  of  ac- 
tors or  story-tellers. 

p  slCJI  a?<  ̂ /aA,  Then,atthattime.  Afterwards, 

p  jJblOT  an  gahi,  Of  that  time.  Then. 

PjL^J^  angular,  Name  of  a  certain  plant, 

p  (jru.C>^  angvbm,U.oney.  ji^  ̂^>jxi*t  ̂J^wJCJl 

anguhini  sJiirm-guwar,  Honey  sweet  and  easily  di- 
gested. Anguhin,  is  frequently  given  as  a  proper 

name,  especially  to  black  slaves. 

p  wis-  ̂ ^^|u£J\  anguhin-khana^  A  bee-hive, 

p  aa;»xCj\  anguhina,  Honey  brought  to  a  con- 

sistency, poui'ed  on  a  plate  and  left  to  harden. 
angikhtan,To  excite,  produce,  create. 

To  cover  all  over.  To  overwhelm. 

p  ̂j\dX-i\  anguddn,  Assafcetida.  Mace.  A  satyr, 

p  angurda,  A  single  grape,  a  berry, 

p  uiJ^^^  angurak,  A  little  grape, 

p         angaru,  (or  Sj^^S)  A  sheep-cote,  fold. 
t  angarus,  Hungary. 

V y>_^S\  angrez,  Tarragon,  a  kind  of  herb.  A  n- 
grez  or  ingrez,  The  English  (adopted  in  Hindustan 

from  the  Portuguese),  ji.^^^  iS^^  hampanl  aur 

grez,  The  English  East-India  Company, 

p  ̂^J^_J^\  angrezi,  An  Englishman. 

pj^\  anguz,  A  spade.  An  iron  hook  for  guid- 
ing elephants. 

p  anguzah,  A  hook  with  which  the 

elephant-guider  guides  the  elephant. 
p         angujad,  Assafcetida.  Gum  in  general, 

p  \}J^^  angijwa,  A  sheep-cote.  A  shee]}.  A 
fruit-stone. 

p  anguja,  Assafcetida. 

p  angashha,  A  rich  farmer,  a  capitalist, 

p  angisht,  Charcoal, 

p  angusht,  A  finger.  A  toe.  A  mea- 

sure of  nine  inches,  ij'^.^  U^'^'V  an- 

guslit  ha  dandangazidan,ToheamazeA,a'&toms\\eA. 

To  grieve.  [^^^  |**^  <— ^^'~C>\  angusht  bar Jiashm  nihadan,  To  accept,  to  approve. 

^jiil^  tp"  angusht  harharf  nihadan,To  blame 

censure,  criticise.  {^^^  {;}^^ j>^^i'mii->\  angusht 
bar  dahdn  nihadan,  (or  i,^^ j>  C^t,tj)\  angusht 
bar  giriftan,)  To  put  the  finger  on  the  mouth  (an 

Eastern  manner  of  expressing  surprise)  ;  which 

motion  of  the  finger  is  called  C^jAs»-  <  "-^•'--^  an- 
gushti  hayrat,  Thefinger  of  astonishment.  Q  ̂   \ 

Ld)^  angushti  burak,  A  kind  of  mole  whose  flesh 

is  poison.  "-^J?  CL/.LCj\  angushti  buzurg,  The 
thumb.  ftiiJ*-  CIoam^o^  angiishti  halha,  The  ring- 

finger.  ̂ ^;>*)ls-  angusht  hhandan,  To 
grieve,  be  sorry,  or  vexed,  to  repent.  J  C.*-iX3\ 

angushti  daraz,  (^{;}^  uHA-iXj^  a7ignshti  miliin,  or 
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iolA*  CIa-SXj^  angushti  miydna)  The  long  or  mid- 

dle finger.  ̂ ^Uwiii  CLA-i-X-i^  angushti  duslindm,  The 
fore-finger.  Oiil,^  ̂   angushti  shahddat, 

(or  vil^i*  angushti  shah)  The  fore-finger, 
the  index,  the  finger  of  testimony  or  profession  (be- 

cause the  Muhammadans  hold  it  up  when  they 

make  a  profession  of  their  religion).  Cl^ 

{j^^  angushti  shahln,  A  fat  finger.  The  thumb. 
angusht  zadan,  To  snap  the  fingers 

(in  joy).  ciJ^luj  CIa^lOI  angushti  suturh,  The 
thumb.  angushti  shiham,  Membrum 

virile.  j ̂   C<-iX3\  angushti  ̂ rus,  A  kind  of 

sweetmeat.  A  grape.  ,j'>.\"^^- '  ''^  angusht 
hashidan.  To  efface,  obliterate.  (^^_J>^iJ^»-i^-i\ 
angush  ti  hamzahdn,  Sweet  basil.  A  kind  of  grape. 

i-iis-jSs  dA.»C)\  angushti  huchah,  or  (^*m.C->^ 

angushti  kihtn,  The  little  finger.  Ca-SX-)^ 

a^jJi^  angushti  ganda,  Assafcetida.  j3  Q^Ljl  rt?i- 
r^«<.s/t<«  nar,  The  thumb.  The  great  toe. 

^jjljj  angusht  nihadan.  To  censure.  jJ-O  l1«  ■  m  Cj>\ 

fjSjJiS' angusldi  nil  hashidan.  To  abandon  a  work. Ignominy.  Poverty.  C^L^\  fay-angusht, 

A  toe  (foot-finger),  ijj^i^  lIaJLCjIj  Z'a  angusht 
giriftan.  To  count  with  the  fingers. 

p  Jl::-i.^.')\  a?i^7^s/(faZ, Weak,  lean,sickly, ailing, 
p  ̂jlliJ^J^  angushidn,  A  finger. 

p»jl-.i.X-i\aw^ws/(ta?ia,  A  thumb-ring:  a  thimble, 

p  uiJ^  aw<7Ms/t^-&Mm^,  a  kindofmole 
whose  flesh  is  poisonous. 

p  ̂^t^  Ci*.':.CJ\  angushtddn,  A  thimble, 
p  angushtari,  A  ring  worn  on  the  fin- 

ger. A  seal,  a  signet. 

■-^^  angushtarin,  A  ring.  A  thimble. 

oi  angnsht-zana,  A  ferule  for  strik- 

p  aJj 

ing  the  fingers. 
p  a«<jfis/tteA!,  Assafcetida.  Angushtah, 

(dim.  of  ul*-iXj\a??(7Ms/iit)Asmall  finger. 

anguslitahi  ̂ rus,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
p  It  Ll*i^-i\a7?//z<s/<<-??«mw,  a  pointing-stock. 

Famous.  Pointed  at  with  the  finger. 

p  iul^_>\  angushtana,  A  thimble. 

angushtu,  A  pancake  fried  in  oil.  A 
kind  of  bread  usually  crumbled  before  it  is  eaten. 

p  \yJjU^\a7igishtnid,  Bread  baked  on  the  coals. 

p  s>>\yJJU^3\  angishtndna,  A  brazier.  Angusht- 
7vdna,  A  ring  or  defence  worn  upon  the  thumb  by 

those  who  dart  the  javelin.   A  thimble. 

FiC^XJi\  angashta  or  angishta,A.  rich  farmer,or 

merchant.  Angush  ta,A  fork  for  winnowing  grain. 

r  angushtiydna,  A  thumbstall. 

p  fyt3\  angal,A  button-hole,  loop,  catch,  eye. 
A  clownish,  boorish  man,  a  disagreeable  fellow. 

E  ingilish,  English. 

p  (j^^LX_31  angalgawn,  Amiable  qualities. 
E  ingiland,  England. 

p  jiiaix-j^  angalandu,  A  sort  of  child's  rattle. 
p  ci/JI  angala,  A  button.  A  button-hole. 

Pj*J^1  ingitiz,  England.    An  Englishman. 
angilina,  Angelica,  imperial  (a  herb). 

P  angaIyun,S\\]s.  of  a  changing  colour : 
also  of  various  colours.  A  species  of  brocade,  so 

named,  because  the  Christians  of  the  East  generally 

kept  the  Evangelists  carefully  wrapped  up  in  a  rich 

stuff"of  this  kind.  The  book  of  the  painter  and  impos- 
tor Mani.  A  eameleon.  Flowers  of  different  hues. 

G  fjy)\JLi\  angiliyun.  The  gospel. 

p  ̂ji^xCjI  ungandan.  To  fill,  cram,  stuff". 
anguwdn,  Assafcetida. 

angupd,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Endive. 

p  i^j^ angutin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  The 
mountain-ox. 

angur,  A  grape,  a  raisin.  Granulations 
in  a  healing  sore.  ̂ /iiii^^Jl  anguri  dashti,  Se- 
bestens.  anguri  rwia/i,  Fox-grapes, 

nightshade.  ̂ ^yj^j^'A  angur'i  2a?/<Mwi,  A  species of  black  grape,  in  shape  like  an  olive. 

angurdan,  A  wine-press. 
p  angurak,  A  little  grape.  tdJ,^.C>i 

anguruhi  chashm.  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

p  aJj_j£jl  anguriya.  Angora  in  Asia  Minor. 
p  anguriya,  Ancyra  in  Asia  Minor. 

p  Sj'y^j^  anguja,  Assafcetida. 
p  ̂j(3Jui»j.Cil  angoshidan.  To  embrace. 

p  (Jylj  1  ft  wy/m/,  A  button-hole,  a  loop.  Abutton. 

p  s!i^LS\  ungula,  A  button.    A  button-hole. 
p  sXJ  1  dngah.  Then.  Afterwards.  Continually. 

At  the  same  time.  Immediately,  by  and  by.  At 

length.  ft^«X->l  l!)  ill  dngah  ki,  Until  the  time 

that,  till  which  or  when. 

p  (inguydn,  Assafcetida. 

p  tj^^f'^^  angekhtan.  To  excite,  rouse ;  to  in- 
stigate, provoke.  To  raise.  To  create,  produce, 

make.  To  extract.  To  publish.  Toputtoadistance. 

p  eC2i;.  -^^  angehhta,  Excited.  Produced, raised. 
Erected,  set  up.   An  image,  a  statue. 

'PjSiji\  angir,  A  grape. 

pJxCj\  angez,  (in  compos.)  Exciting.  CL^S^ 

JxLj\hhajlaf.-angez,'Raismgh\ushes.  (jlHij»- 
hhafahdn-angez,  Causing  a  palpitation,  (^^li- 

hhulus-angez,  Promoting  sincerity. 

jJ^>'\         sa^i  irshdd-angez,  An  endeavour  pro- ducing salvation,  a  salutary  effort.  Cl^^sia 

zuhnat-angez,  Causing  darkness.  '--i^ 

^brat-angez,  Exciting  wonder.  CLtj^  fit- 

nat-angez.  Raising  a  tumult.  Olfl^^  j]a3 
nazari  iUifdt-angcz,  A  look  commanding  respect. 
p  angezdndan,  (or  ̂jii«>Vj*£j\  ange- 

zdnidan)  causal  of  ̂   angekhtan  or  J»JiJ*Cj^ 
angeztdan)  To  cause  to  excite.  To  «rect  (a  statue). 

To  revive  (an  agreement),  renew  (a  confederacy). 

p  (_jij;Xj\  angezish,  Excitement. 

p  iS>JfC.'>\  angezanda,  An  exciter. 
p  ijfL.'>\  angeza,  A  cause,  motive,  occasioii. 

p  jjiA>^-i\  angcz'idan,  To  excite,  rouse,  raise. 



p  ingls,  A  certain  figure  in  geomancy. 

p  (J.*^!  angil,  (or  anglla)  A  loop.  A 
button-hole.    A  button. 

p  anglyun,  A  piece  of  variegated  silk. 

A  '^\anamm, M.ore  calumnious,greater  tell-tale. 
A  Ac\inmas,{y.xi.4:oi  Increasing.  Caus- 

ing to  increase.  Divulging,  blazoning  abroad. 

Wounding  (an  animal,  which  instantly  flees,  hides 

itself,  and  dies).  CL^\  U  ̂   _j  tJl,*jL»^\  I*  kul 
ma  asmayta  ma  da^md  anmayta,  Eat  what  thou 
knockest  down  and  killest  on  the  spot;  but  let  alone 
what  thou  woundest,  and  which  retires  and  dies. 

A  \<c\  annama,  That.  Innama,  For.  Surely. 

Only.  Surely  not :  as,  pliib  ̂^L-s-!ill  \^\  inna- 

md'l  ihsanilldhi''t  tamnm,  Surely  (it  is)  not  a  fa- 
vour, unless  (it  is)  complete. 

A  animmds,  (pi.  of  Jt3  namm)  Slanderers, 

whisperers,  calumniators,  tale-bearers. 
anmar,  Name  of  a  city.  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A Jx\  anmar,  (pi.  of  namir)  Leopards. 

Lines'  on  the  legs  of  wild  oxen.  Inmar,  (v.  n.  4 
of  j^)  Finding  sweet  and  wholesome  water. 
A  inmds,  A  sowing  of  dissensions. 

A  innimas,  (v.  n.7  of  (j«^)  Concealing 

one's  self.    Being  concealed. 
A  (jiil^>\  inmdsh,  Calumny,  slander. 

A  inmds,  A  budding,  a  sprouting. 

A  IsW*^  anmdt,  (pi.  of  lx<"'  namat)  Coverings, 
blankets,  sheets,  coverlets.  Housings,  saddle-cloths. 
Societies,  companies,  clubs  of  men.  Sorts,  kinds. 

Reasons,  manners,  modes  of  acting.  Band-boxes. 

A  anmdtiy,  A  maker  of  counterpanes, 

coverlets,  housings,  &c. 

A  Jlv^  anmdl,  (pi.  of  namiV)  Slanderous. 

Inwal,  (v.n.4of  (Jv)  Slandering  privately. 

A  ̂W^''^  inmijdj,  (v.  n.7  of  ̂ )  Leaping.  Flow- ing freely  from  the  pen  (ink). 

A  imnihds,  A  being  erased,  obliterated. 

A  ̂j^ls:^^  inmihds,  (v.  n.  7  of  t^ja^)  Coming 
to  pass.  Breaking  forth,  shining  after  an  eclipse 

(the  sun).  Escaping,  fleeing  away.  Being  allayed, 

assuaged,  going  down  (a  swelling). 

A  JjU^i^  inmizdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  J  jve)  Being  di- 
luted with  water  (milk). 

Aj^\  anmar,  Spotted,  black  and  white,  dap- 

pled.   Anmur,  (pi.  of      namir)  Leopards. 

A  Inmird^  A  journeying,  a  travelling. 
A  anmas,  Brown,  dark-coloured. 

A  ̂ U^^  inmisdkh,  (v.  n.  7  of  v-x)  Being 

lank  (the  sli*  of  a  horse,  considered  as  a  blemish). 
A  m??m/tas/t,Acoming,a falling  to  one. 

A  anmas,  Thin-haired  (man). 

A  inmisdr,  (v.  n.7  of ̂ ,*a/c)Beingchanged, 
metamorphosed. 

A  inmisd^  (v.  n.7  of  ̂ -fl/«)  Travelling, 
journeying.  Pricking  his  ears  (an  ass). 

A  t>a^\  anmisat,  (pi.  of  \^\^  numds)  Months. 
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inmi^t,  The  falling  oflT  (of  hair). 

Aj^^U"wmZa2^,An escaping  from,  gettingclear. 
a  inmilds,  (v.  n.  7  of  y*pX«)  Escaping, 

obtaining  deliverance. 

A  inmilds,  (or  imynilds)  (v.  n.  7 

of  (,jol/«)  Slipping  out  of  the  hand  from  lubricity. 

A^>^\inmild^{\.T\,l     ̂ )Travelling  quick. 
A  j^U^l  inmildk,  (or         immildk)  (v.  n.  7  of 

Escaping,  fleeing  away.   Being  smooth,  bare. 
A  (Ji)v^  inmildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  Jj«)  Snatching, 

stealing.   Falling  or  dropping  out  from  the  midst 
(as  a  sword  from  the  sheath), 

A  'e\^\anmulat,  (anmalat,  anmilat,  inm.  written 

nine  ways,  pi.  ̂J^lil  andm'd  or  O^)^^  anmiddt) 
The  tip  of  the  finger  coveredby  the  nail.  A  nail,claw. 

p  unmUdaj,  (also  ̂ ij*^^  immuzaj)  A 
sample,  specimen,  model,  copy,  exemplar. 

A  (J^^V^  inmihldl,  (v.  n.  4  of         Q)  Being 
erect, upright.  Being  moderate,  temperate.  Resting, 

reposing,  ceasing.  Quietness,  remissness,  languor. 

A  ̂jiiSumnly ,A.  sack  or  pillow  stuflPed  with  straw. 
inmiyas,  (v.  n.  7  of  C->\/e  for  (-i^yo) 

Being  mixed.   Being  steeped  in  water,  diluted. 

Ajlxv^l  inmiydr,  (v.  n.  7  ofjUi  forjyo)  Being 

plucked  (wool  or  camels'  hair).  Falling  (hair 
from  the  body  of  a  beast). 

AjU^U'?mi??/a2,Abeingseparated,distinguished. 

A  ̂^J^^^  inmiyd^,  The  being  melted  (as  fat). 
A  (J^Ji*>^  inmiydh,  The  act  of  perishing. 
A       unan,  Name  of  a  bird  resembling  a  pi- 

geon, but  black,  and  makes  a  cry  of  1>j\  8jl  uh  uh. 

V  annands,  A  pine-apple. 

A  »JL)\  unanat,  One  who  groans  much. 

A  ̂^>\  annani,  Perhaps  I. 
A      inw,  (pi.  ̂ U!  dnds)  Time.    A  portion  of 

time,  as  an  hour,  or  a  watch  of  the  night. 

A  anwas,  Skilled  in  the  science  of  the  stars. 

A  Ayi\  anwds,  (pi.  of  narvs)  Certain  stars  in 

the  28th  mansion  of  the  moon.  (pi.  of  Jj-y  narva') 
Date-stones.  Jnwds,  (y.  n.  4  of  Throwing 

away  (the  stones  of  dates).  Performing,  comple- 

ting (any  business).  Travelling  to  distant  countries, 

retiring  to  a  distance,  making  distant  journeys.  Co- 
vering a  camel  (fat).  Forming  a  stone  (a  date). 

A  anwdh.  Weeping,  wailing  (women). 

Aj\i^\  anrcdr,  (pl.ofjlj  war)  Fires,  (pi.  of^y 

?«««;?■)  Flowers  (especially  white),  (pi.  of  jy  nur) 
Lights.  Splendours.  Inmar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjU  forjy ) 

Being  beautiful,  shining,  clear,  conspicuous. 

A  anwdri.  Name  of  a  famous  Persian 

poet,  Avho  died  about  the  year  1200. 

A  anwdz,  (pi.  of  (^y  nawz)  Higher 

grounds.  Places  from  whence  waters  flow.  Su- 
tures, or  joinings  of  the  buttocks  with  the  back). 

A  anwdt,  (pi.  oflsy  nawt)  Things  sus- 
pended or  pendulous.  Parcels  hung  or  placed  be- 

tween the  two  larger  trusses  or  loads  carried  on 

each  side  by  a  camel  or  other  beast  of  burthen. 

Date-hampers,     (pi.  of  lalo  niijdt)  Strings  by 
which  bows  or  bottles  are  hung  up.  Heart-strings. 

zat  anwat.  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  ̂ y  ̂  anwd^  (pi.  of  naw^  Sorts,  kinds, 
species,  varieties.  Ways,  means. 

A  i_j\y\  anmdf,  (pi.  of  i  sy  nawf)  Camels' 
bunches  (of  the  larger  kind).  Cries  (of  the  hyena). 

A  j^y^  anwdh,  (pi.  oi'ij)X>  ndkai)  She-camels. 
Inwdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  jy)  Hunting  the  pelican. 

inwak,  A  discovering  on€  to  be  a  fool. 

A  J^y^  anwdl,  (pi.  of  JU  ndl)  Liberal  men. 

(pi.  of  Jy  narol)  Weavers'  beams.  Modes,  ways. 

A  j»\y\  anwdm,  (pi.  of  j»y )  Dreams,  sleeps. 
A  ̂jly\ awTOaw,  (pi.  of^^y??M?i)  Fishes.  Swords, 

resembling  fish.  Ink-horns. 

Pby\  anupa,  Bugloss.  Endive. 

A  ̂ y  \  anrcaj,  Fat,  heavy,  and  breathing  hard. 
Unuj,  Hard  breathing. 

A  ̂ y  1  anuh,  (A  horse)  making  a  snorting  noise whilst  he  runs.  A  horse  that  takes  the  bit  between 

his  teeth  and  shakes  his  head  when  running.  One 

who  sighs  when  any  thing  is  asked  from  him.  A 

miser.  lJnu]i,(y.n.  of  ̂ \)  Sighing,  breathing  hard. 

A jyl  anwar,  More  or  most  bright,  luminous, 
resplendent,  or  enlightened.  Beautiful. 

A  3jy\  anwirat,  (pi.  ofjb  ndr)  Fires. 
G  l***ijy^  anurasmd,  A  hemorrhage. 

A  (^y^  anus,  (pi.  unus)  Tame  (as  a  dog that  does  not  bite). 

p  (_>wy^  anosh,  Enos  the  son  of  Seth. 
p  \jijyl  anoshd.  The  religion  of  the  Guebres. 

Joy,  mirth.    Equality,  justice. 
p  sJ*i^\  anushah  or  unushah,  Fortunate,  happy, 

blessed.  Prosperous.  Desirable.  A  young  king. 

Wine.    Hail !  welcome !    God  bless  you ! 

A  &l?y!  anwitat,  (pi.  of  isLi)  Heart-strings. 

A  I  jyl  anuf,  (A  woman)  breathing  through 

her  nose  an  agreeable  perfume.  Modest,  bashful,  at- 
tentive to  reputation,  avoiding  every  thing  bad. 

Unuf,  (pi.  of  1  a)\  anf)  Noses. 

A  Jjyl  anuk,  An  eagle.  A  pelican.  A  black- 
coloured,  crested,  or  bald-headed  bird  with  a  yel- 

low  beak.  ̂ Jy  ̂  ̂   C/*  J^'  "^^^'^  bayzi  7 

anuk,  More  rare  than  the  egg  of  the  anuk.  An- 

rcuk  or  Jlyl  ansuh  (pi.  of       ndkai)  She-camels. 
A  ̂̂ \anroak,(j>\.l^^narvha  andti3y  nuk) 

Foolish,  stupid.  »iy\  U  md  anwakahu,  What  a 

foolheis!  f/wwA, (v. n.  of  tiUl)  Being  large.  Be- 
ing coarse  and  thick.  Being  long-bodied  (a  camel). 

Being  pained.  Shewingsymptoms  of  grief.Coveting. 

A  &)y^  Ic  mdanwalahu,  How  bountiful  he  his  ! 

A  j,y\  anwam.  Sleepy,  somnolent,  drowsy. 
G  Ij^/oyl  anumiyd.  The  anemone. 
A  »yl  unuh,  A  breathing  hard.  Envying. 

p  liJ^y^  anuyid,  A  wailing,  lamentation. 

p  j^ii.A^y^  anuyidan,  To  weep,  lament,  sigh. 



A  &i\  anh,  (v.  n.  of  Breathing  hard.  En- 
vying. Anih,  Envious. 

ana,  A  particle,  which,  \yhen  added  to 
substantives,  gives  them  an  adverbial  siernification : 

as,  A  ̂laj^  i<^«ya^,  Union  ;  p  sj>^\s6\ ittifakana, 
Unanimously,  sjUfcLi*  shahdna,  Royally. 

A  ej\  unnak,  Those  who  sigh  when  any  thing 
is  asked  of  them.    Misers.  Enviers. w 
A  annahu,  Because  that.  Since,  for  as  much 

as.  Innahu,  Certainly,  indeed,  surely,  yes. 

p  1^3  I  dnhd,  (pi.  of  (J  1  an)  They. 

A-*lj31a/i/taj:,(pl.of  j_p^wa% or  m/t?/)  Ditches, 
pools,  trenches,  puddles.  Inhds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 3) 
Not  dressing  meat  sufficiently,  leaving  it  half  raw. 

Doing  (any  thing)  incompletely,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,^^^-^) 
Causing  to  arrive.  Bringing,  conveying,  transmit- 

ting. Coming  to  a  pool.  Giving  over,  leaving  off. 

Arriving,  reaching.    Announcement,  publication. 

A  inhdj,  (v.  n.  4  of         Following  the 

road.  Shewing  the  way.  Being  clear,  open,  main 

(a  road).  Making  a  road  open,  plain,  and  clear. 

Proceeding  on  the  way.  Weai'ing  out  (a  garment). 
Being  worn  out.  Breathing  quick  whilst  travelling. 

A  inhad,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jw^)  Extolling,  mag- 

nifying, esteeming  as  great  (a  present).  Filling  (a 
cup  or  lake)  three  parts  full. 

A jl^^  anhdr,  (pi.  of  nahr)  Rivers.  Tnhar, 

(v.n.4of  j^)  Digging  till  you  find  water.  Mak- 
mg  (blood)  to  flow.  Flowing  profusely  (blood 

from  the  vein),  so  as  not  to  be  stopped.  Widen- 

mg,  enlarging  (a  river).  Being,  happening,  or 

doing  any  thing  in  the  day-time  (j^  nahdr).  Be- 
coming fat  (a  woman).  Slacking  speed  (a  horse). 

Acquiring  nothing  good. 

A  {^\^\  inhdz.^  (v.  n.  4  of  <^jo^)  Exciting, 

■ousing,  causing  to  stand.  Beginning  to  fill,  or 
swell  (a  leathern  bottle). 

A  inhdk,  (v.n.  4  of(.il^)  Severely  pu- 
nishing, or  tormenting,  harassing,  overworking. 

Weakening,  emaciating,  grinding  the  faces.  Be- 

mg  extremely  scrupulous  in  washing  and  cleaning. 

A  Jljj^  inhdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ y^)  Satisfying  the 

thirst  of  a  camel,  causing  him  to  drink  the  first 

draught.  Having  camels  plentifully  watered.  Ex- 

citing anger.  Giving.  Making  thirsty.  Satisfy- 

mg  with  drink.  A  tomb,  tumulus,  grave. 

A  (^\>^\  inhibds,A  laughing  immoderately. 

A  IbU^\  inhibdf,  (v.  n.  7  of  JaJJ&)  Falling,  de- 

scending, lowering.  Being  diminished.  Depression. 

A  inhibdk,  (v.  n.  7  of  uiJofc)  Yielding, 

giving  way  beneath  the  feet  (ground). 

A  ciJU^^  inhitdh,  (v.  n.  7  of  u^Jca^)  Being  torn, 
rent  (a  curtain).    Being  ravished. 

A  (^Wt^^  inhijds,  (v.  n.  7  of  (j«js.^)  Being  re- 
pulsed, driven  away  from  any  thing.  Abstainino-. 

inhijdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Shedding 
(tears).  Falling  down  (a  house). 
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A  inhiddd,  (v.  n.  7  of  S*)  Falling  down 
with  a  crash  (a  cliff). 

A  inhiddsh,  (v.  n.  7  of      J>fc)  Being 
irritated  (a  dog). 

A  ̂iiwj^^  inhiddgh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ t\fi>)  Becoming 
soft  (a  dry  thing).  Being  squashed  (a  fresh  date). 

A  j«^i\3\  inhiddm,(v.  n.  7  of  ̂ J*)  Being  thrown 
down.  Falling  down  (a  house).  Destruction,  de- 

molition, ruin,  overthrow. 

A  ̂j^A^^  inhiddn,  (v.  n.  7  of  jji^i^)  Growing 

remiss,  slackening  one's  ardour  in  any  pursuit. 
A anhar,  Clear,  serene  (day).  Anhur,  (pi. 

ofj^  nahr)  Rivers,  (pi.  ofjl^j  nahdr)  Days. 
A  inhirdj,  A  being  overcome  with  ale. 

A  w/i  ims,  A  being  thumped  and  bruised. 

A  al  anhardni,  A  name  given  to  two 

stars  because  they  portend  much  rain.  See 

^wrvdf  and  i^l***)  simdk. 

A  a7ihirat,  (pi.  of  nahdr)  Young  Uai' 
/jatos  (grouse  or  bustards).  Male  owls  or  bustards. 

A       \  inhizd^  A  being  bruised,  brayed,broken. 

A  inhizdm,  (v.n. 7  of  ̂ yt)  Being  broken 
with  a  loud  crack  (a  stick).  Being  pressed  inwards 

(an  apple,  wax,  &c.).  Being  routed,  put  to  flight. 
Fleeing  away.  Defeat,  discomfiture,  overthrow. 

A  j»ti>^\  inhishdm,  (v.n. 7 of  j»^)  Being  bro- 
ken (any  thing  not  solid,  as  the  skull,  the  nose,  a 

bone,  oran  egg).  Beingweakand  languid  (camels). 

A inhisdr,  The  being  bent  or  broken. 

A(^jA^\anhuz,{^\.oi  {^jA^)  The  parts  in  camels 
between  the  upper  and  lower  part  of  the  shoulder. 

A  {^\ja^\  inhizdz,  A  being  broken  to  pieces. 

A  pLa^l  inhizdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  j»«a*)  Being  well 
digested.  Sinking  inwards,  being  depressed.  ,_JaJ 

j»lo,^^\  hatisiil  inhizdm,  Slow  of  digestion,  ̂ ^j^ 

sari^'l  inhizdm,  Quick  of  digestion. 
A  ClJ^^Lf^\  inhifdt,  The  being  diminished. 
A  inhikd^  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ H*)  Hungering. 

Falling  in  (the  belly). 

A  ijyi^\inhihdh,  (v.  n.7  of  lHj.)  Being  over- 
come with  wine.  Being  relaxed  about  the  hips  (a 

lying-in  woman).  Being  out  of  joint.  Lying  close 
to  the  ground,  (v.  n.  9  of  uil^J)  Being  separated. 

A  L-->^^j\  inhilab,  (v.  n.7  of  t— Afc)  Being  strip- 
ped of  bristles.  Being  plucked  out  (bristles). 

A  0^)^\  inhildt,  (v.  n.  7  of  CLAs>)  Stealing 

away  privately  rremovingto  a  distance.  Forgetting. 

A  tdJ^^i^  inhildk,  (v.  n.  7  of  tdUfi»)  Precipi- 

tating one's  self  into  danger,  exposing  one^s  life. 
A  (J^^\  inhildl,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ ^)  Pouring  vio- 

lently (rain).  Shedding  plentifully  (tears).  Being 
so  shed.   Rolling,  falling  down  (a  heap  of  sand). 

A         inhimdf,  Thebeingworn  out  (garment). 

Ajl^^  inhimdr,  (v.  n.  7  of  j^)  Being  poured 
out  (water).  Flowing.  Being  stripped  of  its  leaves 

(a  tree).  Being  ruined,  demolished,  falling  down. 

Ajl»^\  inhimdz,  (v.  n.  7ofJ^)  Being  marked 
3  A 

with        hamzu  (-*).     Being  squeezed. 

A  inhimdgh,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  burst 

open  (a  ripe  date).  Being  moist  (pudendum). 
A  inhimdk.  An  applying  diligently. 
A  inhimdkan,  (p  »3^\.»^1)  Diligently. 

A  jU^jJ^  inhimdl,  (v.n.  7  of  J-^)  Rising,  be- 

coming erect  and  stiff".  Raining  gently  but  inces- 
santly. Overflowing  with  tears  (eyes).  Delaying. 

A  j^WjJ^  inhimdm,  (v.  n.  7  of  ̂ )  Being  lique- 
fied (fat),  melted  (hailstones).  Drooping  from  age. 

Being  harassed  with  care  and  anxiety. 

A  Ay^\  inhiwdi,  (v.  n.  7  of  (^^)  Falling,  de- 
scending from  a  height.  Passing  by. 

p  anhubd,  (in  zandand  Pazand)  Jupiter. 

A  anhi,  (pi.  of  nahy  or  nihy)  Ditches, 

pools,  puddles. 
A  anhiyds,  (pi.  of  ̂^-^i)  Prudent,  wise. 

AjL^\  inhiydr,  (v.  n.  7  ofjljfc  forj^b)  Flowing 

down  (a  heap  of  sand).  Falling  into  ruins. 
A  inhiydz,  (v.  n.  7  of  (^Ifc  for  i^jAiS>) 

Being  broken  again  (a  bone).    Muting  (a  bird). 

A  ̂^J^^  inhiyd^  (v. n.  7  of  ̂   for  ̂ ^)  Spread- 
ing, diffusing  itself  (a  mist,  a  vapour). 

A  ̂ ^^\  inhiydk,  (v.  n.  7  of  i^l*  for  til^b) 
Falling  into  difficulties  from  inattention. 

A  JU^^  inhiydl,  (v. n.7  of  Jlj6  for  J^)  Being 

poured  out,  shed  (flour).  Pursuing  (him)  one  after 
another  with  invectives  and  blows. 

A  (3 1  d7ii.  Reaching,  or  attaining  to  the  highest 

degree.  Patient,  long-suffering  (man). 

A  ̂J,\  any,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j,\)  Arriving  (time).  Com- 
ing to  maturity.  Waiting,  expecting.  Attaining 

its  maximum.  Patience,  delay,  long-suffering.  Any 

or  iny.  Time,  part  of  time,  as  a  watch  of  the  night. 

Iny,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j,\)  Causing  to  lag  or  delay.  Ana' 
or  ma'.  The  highest  degree  (of  any  thing).  Ma- 

turity. I7ia\  (v.  n.  of  ̂j,\)  Lagging,  delaying,  pro- 

ceeding slowly.  Arriving  (time).  Itia'  or  ana', 
(pl.^li  1^  dnd^  or       uniy)  A  whole  day. 

A  ̂\  arena',  AVhere,  wherever.  Whence,  from 
what  place  ?  When.  How  ?  Howsoever.  Annl, 

Perhaps  I.    Inni,  Indeed,  surely,  or  since  I. 
A  amy,  Arrived.  Come  to  maturity.  Uniy, 

(v.  n.  of(3\)  Lagging, delaying, proceeding  slowly, 

(pi.  of      ina'  or  ana')  Whole  days. 
A^U  inyas,  A  leaving  (of  meat)  half-dressed. 

A  I— anydb,  (pi.  of  ndh)  Canine  teeth. 

Aged  she-camels. 

A  anyar,  (pi.  of^  liir)  Reeds.  Threads 
collected  together.  Borders  of  garments.  Yokes. 

Hems,  fringes.    AVoofs  of  a  web.  O^i  zdt 

anydr,  Aged  (camel)  with  some  remains  of  strength. 

any  ah,  (pi.  of  JjA^  ???/«)  Mountain-tops. 
A  (— iu3i  anydb,  Large- tusked  or  canine- toothed. 

Anyub,  (pi.  of  (—-jO  nab)  Tusks.    Canine  teeth. 
p  UJI  anibd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Myrtle. 

A        dniyat,  (pi.  of  ̂131  inds)  Vessels,  vases. 



A  ariit,  (v.  n.  of  CJi\)  Sighing.  Envy- 
ing. Measuring,  defining.  The  object  of  envy. 

p        anita,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Myrtle. 

A  ci^^  ams,  Soft  (literally  female)  iron. 

A  e-'jX)]  animt,  Soft  ground  fruitful  in  produce. 

A  ̂ \  amh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Breathing  hard. 
Aj_*jl  anyar,  More  or  most  clear,  or  evident. 
p anir,  A  bad  temper  or  disposition. 

p  anlran,  Name  of  the  30th  day  of  every 
solar  month  of  the  ancient  Persian  calendar;  and 

also  of  an  angel  or  genius,  who  was  supposed  to 

have  the  superintendency  of  whatever  happened 

upon  that  day,  and  also  of  all  man-iages. 

Pj^\  anlj,  The  plant  southernwood. 
A  aids,  A  companion,  friend,  comrade, 

familiar  acquaintance,  of  the  same  temper,  dispo- 

sition, or  genius.  Thursday.  Acock.  ̂ Aff-] 

anisi  a^a,  The  eye.    Any  object  of  desire.  I* 
ma  bi'd  dm-  arm,  No  one  at  home. 

p  anlsan,  A  jest,  joke,  drollery.  A  fri- 

volous story,  a  lie.  Raillery.  Opposition. 

A  aiiisatfA  fire  (as  being  a  companion). 

p  anisto, Congealed, frozen, coagulated. 

p  anisun,  Resistance,  opposition. 

G  anisun,  (or_j-*Jo\)  Anise,  aniseed. 
p  amsfl.  Congealed,  frozen.  Coagulated. 

A  anisiyat.  Association,  intimacy. 

p  amsh,  A  little  garden.  A  vineyard. 

p  f-'j'A  anisha,  A  spy.  A  flatterer.  Congealed. 
A  amz,  (v.  n.  of  (.>i>l)  Being  tainted, 

corrupted  in  smell  (meat).  Raw  or  half-dressed. 
The  throbbing  of  the  intestines  through  terror. 

A  K_'t>  ''>\  amf,  Pained  in  the  nose,  complaining 
of  a  broken  nose.  A  mountain  earlier  in  producing 

than  any  other  part  of  the  country.  (A  field)  of 

quick  vegetation.  Soft  iron.  Z7?m?//,  Name  of  se- 

veral men.       <^~A^^  unayffar^  Name  of  a  place. 

p  ̂ \  anih,  Name  of  a  depilatory  drug. 

A  ̂ \  anih,  Beautiful,  excellent,  charming. 

A  ̂ \  anlm.  Men,  creatures. 
p  i^jO  \  anin,  A  churn.  A  churning-stick. 

A  ;jru\  anin,  (v.n.of  (|!j\)  Groaning.  A  groan. 
A  churn.     p  j  tiJV'^  j  i\  ah  u  anin  u 
nalttfi  hazin,  Sighs,  groans,  and  lamentations. 

A  iuo!  anih,  A  breathing  hard.  Inih,  No,  not. 

A  liL^i^  infiyad,  A  being,  or  a  becoming  bent. 

p  jT  av,  (equivalent  to  (_->!  ab)  Water. 
A  j\  aw, Whether.  Or.  Unless.  Except.  Ere. 

To,  unto.  Either.  Nay.  That.^  When  j\  (t?w  is 

used  as  a  noun  it  is  doubled:  as,  UiW-  ^  da^ 
' I  awwa  janiban,  Lay  aside  the  or  (or  the  unless). 

p  M,  He,  she,  it  (relating  to  man).  ̂ \  t—jl:^ 

kitabi  u,  His  book.  CI^.>*a_>j_-s:S^  '^j<, ̂ \  u 
murghi  in  anjir  nist,  He  is  no  bird  for  this  tig  ;  i.  e. 
it  is  not  bread  for  his  teeth ;  it  is  not  for  him. 

A  j\  aw?o,  Alas  ! 

p  \j  1  awd,  A  voice,  sound,  echo,  rumour,  cla- 
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mour.  Fame.  A  nightingale.  Food.  Frumenty. 

Ij  I  lIa^js  gosht-ama,  A  kind  of  dish  made  of 
minced  or  hashed  meat.  Ij  I  birinj-awa,Rice- 

meat,  a  dish  made  with  rice,  I  hazar-ana, 

(Thousand-note)  The  nightingale. 

v\j\  arva.  Voice,  sound,  echo.    Broth,  soup. 

A  Aj\  hvuf,  (v.  n.  of  Repairing  to  any 

place,  in  order  to  dwell  there. 

A  L_j)jl  dwah,  (pi.  of  (— ->j\)  Tracts,  districts. 
A  1— .>^J^  awwdb,  A  sincere  penitent.  One  who 

praises  God.  Name  of  a  tribe.  SjLa  sa- 

Idtu'l  awwaJiw,  The  prayer  of  the  forenoon.  Uwab, 
(pi.  of  u-o  I  dfih)  Returners. 
A  awdbid,  (pi.  of  5  JjT  dbidat)  Timorous, 

untamed  animals.  Wild  beasts  (not  dying  a  natu- 

ral death).  Notable  calamities.  ljbjii.j!iii  iV^j^  ̂ iJl 

an  ni^m  awdbid;  fa kayyiduha  bi'shshukr. 
Favours  are  fleeting :  secure  a  continuance  of  them 

by  gratitude.  jU^^l  S>\j\  awdbidu''l  ash^r,  Ce- 
lebrated poems  flying  from  mouth  to  mouth,  iijljl 

iWLoijl  awdbiduH  kasdAd,  Rare  verses.  tV^j^ 
awabidu  7/iaZam,0utlandish  forms  of  speech. 

A  (J-^^jl  awdbil,  Numerous  camels. 

A  (l^^j^  awwdbiy.  Of  the  tribe  of  L-^VJl  awwdb. 
p       1  dwdhh,  Ah  !  alas  !    A  share,  portion. 

A ̂ ^_s»lj\  awdkhir, (-pi. of 'i^  1  dkhirat  and 
ahhir')  Ends,  hinder  parts.    The  last  ten  days  of 
the  month  (See  (J^^j^  awddl  and  la*<>ljl  awdsit). 

Moderns,  js-lj^l  j  ij->\j^^       faridu'lawdMl  wa'l 
awdkhir.  Phoenix  of  the  ancients  and  moderns. 

A  awdkhiy,  (pi.  of  'i^s'\ahhiyat)  Tethers, 
pegs.    Things  necessary  to  be  attended  to. 

awadan.  Cultivated,  cheerful. 

A  jsii^j^  awddiin,  (pi.  of  piit)  Browns.  Men. 
A  flwa2;i?/,(pl. of  ̂ il)Wavesof  the  sea. 

Pj^j  I  dwdr,  Injustice,  iniquity.  Oppression. 
Calculation,  reckoning.  Ruined,  depopulated.  \ 

vagrant,  outcast,  exile.     Quantity,  measure. 

Pj\j^  awdr,  A  cash-book. 
Aj\j\  uwdr,  (pl.jj\  Mr)  Warmth,  heat  (of  the 

sun,  fire,  or  thirst).  Smoke.  Flame.  Thesouth  wind. 

A'i:>-j\j\  awdrijat,(p\.fJL>\>'jij\  a wdr^ydt (from 
p         awdrd)  A  register,  an  account-book. 

p  i>s>-j  \j  \  awdrja,  A  cash-book,  a  book  of  receipts 
and  disbursements.    A  diary,  journal,  or  register. 

A  '^J\^^  awdrik,  (pi.  of  «5^T  drikai)  Camels 
feeding  on  the  plant  ardk. 

p  ̂j^j  I  dwdragi.  Vagrancy.  Wretchedness. 
p  1  dwdra.  Computation.  Certainty,  assu- 

redness. Lost,  annihilated.  Ruined.  Scattered. 

Destitute  of  name  or  character.  An  exile,  outcast, 

vagabond,  vagrant.  Iron  filings.  Oppression,  in- 

justice. Ruin,  desolation,  ̂ ji^  Sj^j  1  dwdra  shu- 
6?aw,  To  be  oppressed,  injured,  ̂ ^j^^^^j'  dwdra 

kardan,To  harass.  To  tear.  ̂ ^.V.J^  drodra 

gardidan,  To  roam,  to  wander.  J^*a>  j  1 

jji^  dwdra  u  sar-garddn  shudan,  To  be  stupid. 

bewildered,  and  to  wander  about  like  a  fool. 

p  awdra,  An  account-book.  The  hall  of 

prefecture,  a  court.  Iron  filings.   Uwdra,  Heat. 

'Pj4 lawara-^ir,Abook-keeper,accountant. 
P         '  dwdri.  Idleness,  vagrancy. 

A  ̂J^j\awdriy,{^\.oi  C^j\driy)  Stables, man- 
gers. Stakes  or  tethering  ropes,  for  cattle. 

P  {^^.j^^  t  dwdridan,  (or  ̂ji^^^j^)  To  swallow. 
p  t^^j^j^  awdrin,  Wicked,  bad,  ugly. 

p  J^jl  awa^, Voice, sound,  noise,clam our:  tone. 
Fame,  rumour,  report.  Echo.  jljT  dwdz  dd- 

dan,  (j^iij  zadan  or  ̂i^^ kardan)  To  make  a  noise, 
to  call  out,  halloo,  invite.  {j^<Z^j\^  \  dwdz  gash- 
tan.  To  become  divulged,  celebrated,  illustrious. 

pj^_j\  awdz,  The  time  during  which  the  sua 
continues  in  the  constellation  Pisces.  With,  in  the 

possession  of  Against.  aroas^i  w.  With  him. 

p  '-^\}  I  dwdzak,  A  little  noise.    A  smack. 

A  j^ljl  awdzim,  (pi.  of  'ifoj\  dzimai)  Cheek- teeth grinders.    Hardships,  distresses. 
awaznah,  Noisy. 

p         awa^^a.  Voice,  sound,  loud  talk.  Fame, 
rumour,  echo.  A  note  in  music  in  a  high  key,  of 

which  six  are  enumerated ;  viz.  uil^j*>  salmah, 

shahndz,  garddniya,  CLm*^  gosht, 

s.>\jo  mdya,  widij^jip  nawroz. 
p  awdzi,  With. 

p  (j'i>^j\5'  dwdzidan,  To  CYj  out,  make  a  noise, 
vociferate,  make  loud  acclamations,  halloo,  huzza. 

A  la**>^j\  awdsit.  Middles,  centres.  The  ten 
middle  days  of  a  month.    See  and 

A  arcdsi,  (pi.  of  dsiyat)  Female 
circumcisers.    Firmly  built  houses.  Columns. 

A  awdsir,  (^pl.of  ijjo]  dsirat)  Benevolent 
affections.    Qualities  which  render  one  agreeable. 
A  awdsil,  (originally  (J>^|jj  wawdsil) 

(pi.  of  &Lolj)  Women  wearing  borrowed  hair. 
A  awdzih.  The  days  of  bright  moon-shiny 

nights,  i.e.  the  13th,  14th,  and  15th  of  the  month. 

A  L— awdtib,  (pi.  of  t-^lsj)  Milk  bottles. 

A  awd^s,  (pi.  of  aw^s)  Soft, 

sandy  (grounds,  plains,  or  hills,  such  as  produce 
abundance  of  those  pot-herbs  which  are  eaten  raw). 

A  (^^ff'^j^  awdghi,  (pi.  of  'iJ>  1  dghiyat)  Channels whereby  tilled  grounds  are  irrigated.  Bl  ight,mildew. 

A  ̂yi^j\  awdfil,  (pi.  of  Ji  I  dfil)  Setting  (suns). 

A  ̂jS^j^  awdkl,  (pi.  of  &-i)j)  Female  protectors. 
A  awdh'iy,  A  weaver's  shuttle.  Awdhiy, 

(or  (^^^^^  arvdhi)  (pi.  of        ukiyat)  Ounces. 

a"  Jlj\  awdl,  Name  of  a  fruitful  island  belong- 
ing to  the  district  of  Bahrayn  in  Arabia  Felix 

where  there  is  a  pearl-fishery .  Name  of  an  idol  for- 

merly worshipped  by  the  tribes  Bakr  and  Taghlib. 

A  i__ft)\j^  awdlif,  (pi.  of  «i3 1  dlifat)  Intimate female  friends. 

A  awdl'i,  (pi.  of  Jj\  awwal)  The  firsts,  (pi. 
of        awla')  Nearer.    Better,  worthier,  (pi.  of 



d!2 1  aliyat)  Coming  short.  Negligent, 
p       arvam,  Debt.  Colour. 

A        uwam,  Violent  thirst,  or  the  heat  attend- 

ing it.  Smoke.  GiddinesSjthe  vertigo.  A  bow-string. 

A  j^^j^  awamir,  (pi.  of  amr)  Commands, 
mandates,  edicts. 

A  awdn,  (or  iwaw,  pi.  &3jl  awinat)  Time. 

Season,  (pi.        uri)  An  arched  gallery,  portico. 

A  (Ji^j^  awmii,  (pi.  of  inaf)  Vessels,  vases. 
efaJJuo  awariid  simya,  China  vases. 

p  (ji^s^l^^  awanidan,  To  sleep,  to  be  drowsy. 

A  awdwtn,  (pi.  of  iwdii)  Porti- 
coes, arched  galleries,  corridors,  piazzas, 

p      1  dwdh,  (or        awdli)  Echo. 

A  8\j\  arvwdh,  Merciful,  compassionate  (one  of 

the  names  of  God).  A  lawyer.  A  theologian.  A 

believer.  Certain  of  any  thing.  Invocation,  prayer, 
p         dwdhd,  Labours,  works.  Victuals. 

A  J>Jb\j\ awdhid,  (pi.  of        awhad)  Mondays. 
P        '  dwdy,  A  loud  voice. 

A  awdsil,  (pi.  of        awwal)  The  first 

(men),  principals,  chiefs.  The  ancients.  Begin- 

nings. The  first  ten  days  of  every  month.  ^ 

'^—^j  lV^J^  awdfili  shahri  rajah,  On  one 
the  first  ten  days  of  the  month  of  Rajab. 

A  ̂^J^j^  awdsin,  (pi.  of  \  dsinat^  Easy,  con- 
venient, tranquil.    Name  of  a  city.  JlJ 

saldsa  liydli  amdAn,  Three  easy  nights  (jour- 

ney, without  trouble  or  inconvenience). 

A  (— ->j^  awh,  (v.  n.  of  l-^I  for  (— ->ji)  Return- 
ing. Repentance,  conversion.  Coming  in  the 

night  (especially  to  seek  for  water).  Flocking  to 

from  all  quarters.  Celerity,  agility,  quickness  of 

step  (in  camels),  an  ambling  pace.  Rectitude.  A 

way,  a  road.  The  wind.  A  cloud.  A  bee.  An 

intention,  design.  A  custom.  A  mode,  manner, 

(pi.  of       1  dfth)  Returners.  ^  (j*  "W" 
kulU  awhin,  From  every  quarter.  In  every  man- 

ner.   Awah,  (v.  n.  of  l-.>j^)  Being  angry. 

A  -^bj^  awhdf,  (pi.  of  bj  mabas)  Pestilences, 
A  Obj\aw&ai,(pl.of  ioj^)  Legs  of  quadrupeds. 

A  ".Jbj^  awbdd,  (pi.  of  iVj  wabad)  Large  indi- 
gent families.    Men  in  wretched  circumstances. 

Pjbj\  awhdr,  Any  thing  swallowed.  A  house. 
Strong  poison.  Devouring  fire,  (in  compos,  from 

^j^V^bj^  awbdridan  or  jjjiJjbjt  awbdshtan)  De- 
vouring, swallowing.  A  devourer,  glutton.  Any 

animal  that  devours  other  animals,  ^li^  ̂IfeJ^^ 
ajdahdsi  mardum-awhdr,  A  dragon  devour- 

ng  men.  Jo_^\  ̂jL^ ̂ 
A  fish  swallowing  a  boat.    Obdr,  Lamentation. 

A  awhdr,  (pi.  of^j  wabar)  The  hairs  of 
amels,  hares,  and  other  animals  that  have  soft  piles. 

P  jji^^j^  awbdridan.  To  ingulph,  swallow, 
levour.  To  throw  in,  cast.   Obdridan,  To  groan. 

P  awhdsh,  (or  awhdsha)  A  dun- 

er-headed,  ignorant,  vulgar,  self-opiniated,  obsti- 
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nate,  unmanageable  fellow.    Dissolute,  rakish. 

A  (^bj\  awhdsh,  (pi,  of  (j^j  wabash)  The 
common  people,  the  canaille.  Ruffians.  Mixed 
multitudes  of  every  class. 

p  (^j^\jj\awhdshtan,  To  fill.  To  throw  away. 
To  devour,  swallow, 

P  awhdshi,  Rakishness  ;  dissoluteness. 

Attendance  at  games  and  public  shows. 

P  jjii-^Vj^  awbdnldan,  To  doze.  To  be  laid  flat. 

A  awbat,  (v.  n.  of  l-,>!  for  i—^j^)  Return- 

ing,   (pi,  Objl  awbdt)  The  leg  of  a  quadruped. 

A jJj^  awhar,  Hairy  (camel).  OUo  ba- 
ndtu  awhara,  A  kind  of  mushroom  or  fungus  co- 

vered with  an  earth-coloured  down.  Misfortune. 

P  (ji^j^  awhurdan,  To  swallow  unmasticated. 

P  {j^j^  uhis,  Kindred,  connexions. 

p  eOj^  obih,  Name  of  a  village  in  ̂i\jt>  hardt. 
p         awb'uat,  (pi.  of  A>j  wabds)  Plagues. 
p  Aaij^  awpdia,  An  officer  of  the  court. 
pajli-       \  awpc^a-A/iarea,Guard-house:  picket. 

A  8j  I  dwat.  Name  of  a  town  near  Ray. 

A  8jl  Mwa^,  (pi.  jjWwajf )  Accident,misfortne. 

p  ut,  (fory  J     u  su  tu)  He  and  thou. 
A  aivtdd,  (pl.of  dSj  watad)  Stakes,  poles, 

pegs,  pins,  props.  Grandees,  chiefs  (as  being  pil- 
lars of  the  state).    Mountains.  Teeth. 

Aj\jj\  aw^ar,  (pi.  of  Jij)  Chords,  bow-strings. 

P  ̂3^J^  otdk,  (or  ̂^j^)  A  large  tent,  pavilion. 
P  ̂j;i>*>l>j^  awtdmdan.  To  sleep.  To  faint. 
A  s\3j\  awwatdh,  (or         awatdJi)  Alas ! 

A  Ui  j5  j\  aw  tara  md.  Especially. 

A  tdl) ̂ awtak,(or^^ j  \  awtaha^)A  sort  of  date. 
A  (Jjj^  awtal,  (pi.  utul  or  wutul)  (A 

man)  full  to  satiety  of  wine  or  other  liquor,  drunk. 

A  &Jl3jl  awtinat,  (pi,  of  (j;V^_j)  Heart-strings, 
P  oti,  A  kind  of  hot  iron,  with  which  they 

take  stains  out  of  cloth,  by  pressing  it  upon  blot- 

ting-paper laid  upon  the  spot, 

A  (jbj^  awsdn,  (pi.  of       wasan)  Idols. 
A awsar,  as j^j^^  al  awsar,  Enmity, 

A  awsam,  Bare,  Barren,  ̂ ^Wicma  awsam, 
How  bare  !  How  barren  ! 

p  ̂ \  awj.  Name  of  a  note  in  music, 

A  ̂ \  awj,  (from  p  t^j^  awk)  Top,  summit, 
vertex.  Altitude,ascendant,  i^j^ ̂ \awjisharaf, 
The  fortunate  aspect  or  ascendant  of  a  planet. 

A  ̂ Vj^  awjdh,  (pi.  of  &s:^j)  Low  grounds, 

AjIp-j\  awjdr,  (pi,  of  'ij^j  wajrat  and  waja- rat)  Holes  dug  to  entrap  wild  beasts, 

A  ̂ Vj^  awjd^  (pi,  of  waja^  Pains, 
aches,  diseases,  comjilaints, 

A  JU- jW«ya?,(pl.of  (Jjf  J  wajal)  Fears,alarms. 

awjam,  (pi.  of  j»s>-j  wajani)  Large  heaps 
of  stones,  thought  to  be  the  work  of  jlS'  ̂ d.  Stones 
erected  in  the  desert  as  a  direction  for  travellers. 

awjan.  Name  of  a  city  in  Azarbayjan. 

A  u-A?-j^  awjab.  More  or  most  necessary. 

Aj>-j^  awjar.  Timid,  timorous. 

A  awjirat,  (pi.  ofjWj)  Hyenas'  dens. 

A  i^j^j)^  awjas,  Somewhat,  a  little.  ̂ '>-y^\ 
al  anjas,  al  awjasu  or  amju.iu.  An  age.  ̂ ks^ 

sajlsa'l  awjasi,  Never,  at  any  time. 

A  (J^j^  awjal,  Timid,  afraid. 
A         a/ty  am.  The  larger  part  ofa  tract  of  sand. 
A  aivjan.  Thick  (rope). 

A  awjah,  More  or  most  fair,  beautiful,  or 

plausible.  More  or  most  respectable  or  dignified. 

Awjuh,  (pi.  of  wajh)  Faces,  surfaces,  a  A 

paper  specifying  the  amount  of  several  particulars. 

A&Jk&. j\awjiyat,(Tp\.of^\s>- j  )Littlesacks,trusses, 

s  (Jj?-j^  awjin,  Name  of  a  town  in  India,  120 
measured  coss  from  Agra(each4000English  yards). 

p  ̂ \ uch,  A  wager,  To  lay  a  \vager. 
p  C^^awchat'pamun,  (in  zand  and  Pa- 

zand)  A  finger.    A  toe. 

p  a>5^j\  ochcha.  Name  ofa  city, 
p  uchizt,  Quality,  or  manner  of  athing. 

A  ̂ ^j^  awhdj,  (pi.  of  &:S*'J)  Low  places. A  awhdsh,  (pi.  of  (j^_j)  Famished. 

A  ij^j^  awhdl,  (pi.  of  (J^j  7cahal)  Soft  clays. 
A        \  awhad,  Singular,  only,  unique. 

al  awhad,  A  title  of  God.     ««3l«j  Jjs^  _jfi> 

hurva  awhadu  ahli  zamdnihi.  He  is  an  incompa- 
rable man,  the  phoenix  of  his  age,  ̂ .<^^ 

awhadu'd  dm,  Singular  in  the  faith. 

A  (j^j^  awhash.  More  or  most  unsavoury. 
p  I  awaM,  A  share,  portion.  Good,  elegant. 

Auspicious,  happy.    Ah  !  alas ! 
A  ̂_ji>l>- awhhdsh,  (pi.  of  ̂J^x>• j  wakhsh)  Vile, 

worthless,  base. 

A  awhlidm,  (pi.  of  pi-j  wakhm)  Heavy, 
disagreeable  men.  (pi.  of  wakhim)  Indisposed 

from  indigestion  or  a  pain  in  the  stomach. 

A  i5j  \  dwad,  (fem.-^^->j^  av-dds)  Curved,crooked. 
Ai5jU?yc?,(v.  n.ofiil  foriij^)Bending:  inclining. 

Weighing  down,  oppressing.  Keeping  employed. 

Returning.  Proper  name  of  a  man.  Name  of  the 
father  of  a  tribe,  lijl  zu  awd,  Name  of  a  king 

(dynasty  ?)  that  reigned  in  Yaman  600  years. 
J.K;ac?,(v.n.ofJj^)Becomingcrooked.Crookedness. 

A  Ojl  awidd  or  awudd.  Lovers,  dear  friends. 

A  Ai^\  awdds,  awddt,  'i^.^Jjl  awdiyat,  or 
awddyat)  (pi.  of  ̂j-w^^j  wddi)  Valleys,  low 

grounds  between  hills.  Rivers.  Banks,  beds,  oi' channels  of  rivers. 

A  awiddds,  (pi.  of  lio.iij)  Lovers, friends. 

A  ̂ bjl  awddj,  (pi.  of  ̂ lij)  The  jugular  veins. 
A  o\Ci^\  awddd,  Lovers,  cordial  friends, 

G  (j^jJl/jjbj^  awddsdliyun,  Rock-parsley. 
p  oddgh,  A  splendid  tent  of  a  circular 

form,  used  by  princes,  generals,  or  other  grandees. 

Pji5j\  awdir,  A  father's  brother, 

Gj<S)^  uzar,  Water. p  ̂jiijiij^  udurdan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  To  die. 



p  andas,  (or  (Jl**u4ij^  arvdast)  A  span. 

A  ̂ j\aivda^The  jerboa.  (A  pigeon)  having 
a  white  crop. 

A  i-iJiij\  awdak,  as  oUo  banati  aw- 

dah,  Misfortunes.  _jfi>  t^iij^  ̂ \  ̂JJCi\  U  ona  adri 
ayyu  awdaka  huwa,  I  do  not  know  what  man  he  is. 

A  fji^j^  amdan,  Soft,  smooth. 
p        awda,  Name  of  a  city. 

A         awdiyat,  (pi.  of  t/ii\j)  Valleys :  rivers. 
A         awzah,  Base,  abject  (slave). 

Pjj  I  awar,  Certainty.  True,  certain.  The  se- 
venth heaven.  Ugly,  deformed,  ill-favoured.  Bad 

language.  Bringing ;  a  bringer.  Master,  posses- 

sor :  as,jj  I  hekh-awar,  Having  a  root,  i.  e. 

strongly  rooted,  jj  I  ii_^s"  jang-mvar,  A  war- 

rior. J  J  I  Jii  dil-dwar,  One  who  hath  a  heart,  i.  e. 

bold. jj       zo7'-d7var, HaYing strength,  i.  e.  strong. 

awr,  (v.  n.  ofj  1  forjjl)  Lying  with  a  wo- 
man. The  north.  The  sailing  motion  of  clouds  to 

and  fro.  &'r,The  east  wind.  (pl.ofj\j^  un-dr)  Heats 
of  sun,  fire,  orthirst.  Smokes,  flames.  South  winds. 

Awir,(^A.  country)  heated  by  the  sun  or  south  wind. 

Uwar,  (pi.  of     irat)  Fires.  Hearths. 

Pjjl  ur,  The  fist.  A  blow  with  the  fist.  An 

almond,  pistachio,  or  walnut,  whose  kernel  is  rot- 
ten. Awar,  Obscene  discourse. 

p  awrd,  A  fortress,  citadel.  Urd,  (oblique 

of  jl  u)  Him,  her,  it.    To  him,  of  him. 

A  awrab,  (pi.  of  i-r^_j  ivarh)  The  tops 
or  mouths  of  the  holes  of  mice  or  scorpions. 

A  <.5^j^  aivrdd,  (pi.  of  li,  j  war'd)  Roses.  Rosy, 
(pi.  of  wird)  Continual  praises  or  commemo- 

rations ;  also  certain  portions  of  the  Kur'an,  which 
the  Muhammadans  recite  at  different  hours,  espe- 
tially  at  their  morning  and  evening  service.  Leaves 
of  a  tree  or  book. 

Pj]jj^  awrdz,  Exalting.  Erect,  high.  Height. 

G  (j_jJ>5U*»^j^  awrdsdliyun,  Mountain-parsley. 
p  arcrdshtan,  To  exalt,  raise,  elevate. 

A         awrd^  (pi.  of  ̂ j)  Weak,  small,  puny. 

A  Jj|j_5^  awrdk,  (pi.  of  7varh)  Monies,  (pi. 

of  J  warak)  Leaves  (of  a  tree  or  of  a  book). 

p  i^\J:^j>_  ̂ jj^  amrdki  jmrishdn,  Scattered  leaves. 
Awrdk  is  a  title  given  to  many  books,  especially, 

by  way  of  modesty,  to  small  works. 

A  awrdk,  (pi.  of  uLJj  j)  Hips,  haunches. 

A  J]jj^  awrdl,  (pi.  of  Jjj  rvaral)  Reptiles  re- 
sembling the  Lybian  lizard. 

A  ̂\jj\aw7'dm,  (pi.  of )  Tumours,  swellings. 
p  ordnian,  (or  iS'^j\  ordynd)  A  peculiar 

manner  of  reading  or  chanting  Pahlavi  poetry, 

which  derives  its  name  from  a  village  in  the  depen- 

dencies of  ̂ jlLij^  where  the  inventor  of  it  lived. 

p  Jj^j^  ortdh,  (in  Khwarazm)  A  merchant. 

p  e^jl  awarja,  A  cash-book,  a  book  of  re- 
ceipts and  disbursements.  A  distribution  of  items 

of  account  under  appropriate  heads. 
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p  Jjj  I  divard, 'Bs.iile,  conflict,  engagement,war. 
(jii^ lijjT  dward  kai-dan,  To  make  war,  to  fight. 

A  "j'-^j^  aroridat,  (pi.  of  i^^y)  Jugular  veins. 
P8l^ii,_j  1  dward-gdh,  A  field  of  battle. 

P^jOjjl  dwardan,  To  bring,  fetch,  or  adduce. 
To  relate.  To  cause  or  produce,  ̂ ^i^j  I  bajd 

dwardan,  To  perform,  to  exhibit.  (ji^j '  ̂ ^^^ 
ha  saldh  dwardani  hdr,  To  bring  a  work  to  perfec- 

tion, to  finish  any  thing  properly,  to  adjust.  i^^J^ 
I  birun  dwardan,  To  bring  forth,  to  produce 

(as  the  earth),  (j^^jl  jii  dar  dwardan,  To  caiTy 
in.  To  conceal  a  cause,  to  cloak.  fjOjj]  Mi- 

jum  dwardan.  To  assault,  j^ii;  j  I  t^b  ydd  dwardan, 
To  remember,  to  bring  to  memory. 

p^iij  J  I  dwardani.  Worthy  of  being  presented. 

P  ji^j^  ordu,  A  court,  palace,  camp.  A  horde 

(of  Tartars),  jiijj^  (jbj  zabdni  ordu,  HindiistanT. 
p  I  dwarda.  Brought,  introduced.  (— J 1 

2iijj  I  db-dwarda,  A  distemper  in  the  hoof,  nail,  or 
claw;  a  whitlow,  j^iiw*!  dwarda  dmadan. 

To  admit,  to  infer.  To  come  brought,  or  be  intro- 

duced. ^iJ-w*  dwarda  shudan,  To  be  intro- 

duced, adduced,  or  brought.  ii>i\  '^^j3^  dwarda 
and, They  say  :  as,  djO  l-*5^1^  w  tiil  '^'iiJ^ 

i^^_js«-  *-(_fiiLi»  dwarda  and  ki  amir  sahib 
ba^l  shddhihhwud  khwdhad  d7nad.  The j  saj  that 
the  governor  will  come  after  his  marriage. 

p  fjd'ldjj]  awardidan.  To  fight.   To  carry  off". 
A  awiras,The  cy^vesi.  The  juniper-tree. 

pj*w,j  I  dwarsar.  The  planet  Jupiter. 

p  ̂^iM>j^\  ursiyd,  Roots  of  the  iris  or  white  lily. 
A  urshaUm,  Jerusalem. 

A  jjj_3^  awrak,  (pi.  wurk)  Brown,  tawny, 
dusky-coloured.  A  year  without  rain.  Milk  with 
two-thirds  water.  Ashes. 

P         1  dwrah,  (or  "-^j^)  A  swing,  see-saw. 
A  awrak,  Large-hipped  (man). 

p  1>^=3j^\  arvarkich,  A  city  in  Persian  Irak. 

p  ̂jj\urganj, 'Name  of  a  city  in  Khwarazm. A  awram,  Men,  people,  a  crowd.  A  mili- 

tary host  bristling  with  arms.  Name  of  four  vil- 
lages near  Aleppo. 

G  ormdli,  The  gummy  exudation  of  a 
certain  tree. 

p  urmdn,  DiflBculty,  trouble.  A  forest. 

pj/«,j\  ormuz,  The  planet  Jupiter.  Name  of 
the  first  of  the  month  ;  also  of  its  angel.  Name 

of  the  son  of  Bahman  and  grandson  of  Isfandyar. 

p  ̂j^j^  ormuzd.  The  name  of  the  angel  or  ge- 
nius supposed  to  preside  over  the  first  day  of  the 

ancient  Persian  solar  year.  Name  of  the  grandson 

of  Isfandyar.  The  planet  Jupiter. 

p  urmak,  A  cap,  a  hat,  a  woollen  cowl. 

p  awranj,  Nightshade.  Oranj,  The  stalk 
of  a  bunch  of  eaten  grapes. 

p  i^4-j3^  awranjan,  (or  awranjln)  A 
bracelet.    An  anklet. 

p  lijjj  1  dwrand,  Tigris.  Nile.  Fraud,  deceit. 

p  iWjj^  awrand,A  throne.  Glory,  honour,  dig- 

nity, pomp,  grandeur,  power.  Beauty.  Ornament. 
Fortune,  destiny.  Life.  Any  large  river.  The  sea. 
Blackness.  Name  of  a  grandson  of  Kaykubad. 

Fraud,  deceit,  imposture.    A  crown. 

p  u'^j^  awrandan.  To  throw  away. 
p  »<^jjjl  arearawtZa,  Bringing.  A  bringer. 

p  i^6^_s>j^\  awrandJidan,  To  deceive. 
P  i^-^j^  awrang,  A  throne.  Wisdom,  under- 

standing. Beauty,  gracefulness.  Life.  A  manu- 

facturing village.  Fraud,  deceit.  Mirth.  A  worm 
which  eats  into  wood.  A  line  whereon  things  are 

hung  to  dry.  Glory,  honour.  A  man's  name, 

(for  ̂ .L^j  ̂   I  dh-rang)  Water-colour,  paint. 

p  libLOjjl  aw7-ang-dbdd,  A  city  in  India. 

p  c-OJ^J,  J  \  awrang-zih  or  2;e&,  (  Ornam  ent  of  the 
throne)  Name  of  an  emperor  of  Hindustan  (who 
died  in  1707,  after  a  glorious  reign  of  fifty  years). 

p  ̂ jlj  lL^jI  aivrang-zibi,  A  kind  of  cloth. 
p  tf^ijjl  atvrang-shdhl,  A  kind  of  silk. 
p  i.^-3jjl  awr ang-ni skin,  (Sitting  on  a 

throne)  A  reigning  prince. 

p  t^_^j^  awra^igi,  An  air  of  music.  Name  of the  third  of  the  thirty  notes  in  music. 

G  urubankhi,  Broomrape. 

p  (jj^jjj^  avrokktan,  To  inflame,  blaze.  \ 

p  »jj  I  dv-rah,  A  canal,  a  conduit. 
A        awrak,  Foolish,  unskilful. 

p  Sjjl  awra.  The  outside  of  a  garment.  The 
best  side  of  cloth.  The  surface  of  any  thing.  f,j\ 

tdJ^l  awrad  ajldk,  The  heaven  of  heavens. 
p        1  dwarl,  A  man  of  truth  or  certainty. 

A  urbjds,  Uriah  (the  Hittite). 

p  t— A^jjl  urib,  (or_jJjjl)  Inverted,  transposed. 

p  ̂jjiiJjjTawa?  ic?a?j,To  bring.  Toattack,charge. 
Aw7-idan,  To  swallow.    To  hold  a  conference. 

p  (j'.V^j^  awridan.  To  be  slothful.  To  deceive. 
To  finish.    To  bring. 

p J^tjj  I  dv-rez,  (foi^^  I  db-rez)  A  water-closet. 
p  an-risi,  Set  with  jewels. 

A  jCjj^  urvn.  The  Urim. 
p       J  '  dwai'ln,  (or      j  I  dwarin)  Juniper. 
p       \  uriya,  The  province  of  Orissa  in  India. 

Aj^\  awz  or  awaz,  A  mode  of  reckoning  drawn 
from  the  lunar  motions. 

pjj^  uz,  (in  Khwarazm)  Ingenious,  dexterous. 

A  Jjl  iwazz,  A  gander.    A  thick  dwarf. 

Pjj^\  awzdr,  The  sail  of  a  ship.  A  shoe.  Tools. 
Spiceries,  hot  seasonings. 

A jl  awzdr,  (pi.  of jjj  wm^)  Burthens,  loads, 
whatever  oppresses.  Sins,  crimes.  Arms,  weapons, 

(pi.  ofjjj  wazar)  Mountains,  or  other  places  of 
refuge,  sanctuaries,  asyllims.  Fortifications,  (pi. 

otjijj  waztr)  Vazirs,  counsellors,  ministers  of  state. 

p  jj^ti,|jj\  awzdrddn,  A  spicery  or  pepper-box. 
A  cljj  \  «?f.';^a^,Bodies,crowds.  Name  of  a  tribe. 



A  awza^y,  Of  the  tribe  of  ̂ ^\awza^ 

A  an'zag}i,{^\.  of  &S«jj)  Lizards.  Weak. 

A  jjj^j^  awzan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^Jj  wazn)  Weights. 
Measures.  Metres.  aw2;araiya7'm?/a, 
Persian  weights  and  measures. 

P  avzayish,  Abundance,  increase. 

p  i-^iJ^j^  uzbak,  Name  of  a  Tartar  dynasty. 

p  Sjjl  iwazzat,  A  goose.    A  nimble  woman. 
p  ozjand,  Name  of  a  place. 

p  i-^j  ̂  awzah,  A  particular  seal. 
p         awzan,  Strong,  vigorous.    A  lion. 

A  j^j\aw2^aw.  Stronger,  more  or  most  weighty, 
respectable,  influential. 

p  t^jjj^  awzand,  Military  accoutrements. 

p  (^jjjj^  avzun,  (equivalent  to  (jjj^^  afzun) 
Ample,  spacious.    Increase,  augmentation. 

A  (jjjjl  ircazzuna,  (pl.ofjj\  iwazz)  Ganders. 
Dwarfs.    Active  men. 

A  ijjj^  hvazza',  A  waddling,  goose-like  pace. 

A  (^"j^  iwazziy,  Goose-like. 
p  i^'^j^  1  amizidan,  (or  i^'^j^..^  ' )  To  suspend. 
P         I  aw^m.  Juniper. 

P  (^^jj^  amzin,  A  ring.    A  buckle. 

P  j^Jjlawj/aw,  Murder, slaughter,  (in compos.) 

Throwing,  casting,  (jjj^  ilijcmard-awjan,  Ahero. 
p  awjandidan,  To  throw,  cast,hurl. 

P  Jjjj'  awjul,  Instigation.    Haste,  speed. 

P  S;ij3jjj!  awjulanda,  Exciting,  instigating. 

P  (j'^jjj^  awjulidan,  To  raise,  excite,  stir  up. 
To  exact,  demand.  To_  pluck  up.  To  hasten.  To 

dissipate,  scatter.    To  render  bold.    To  perplex. 

A  aws,  (v.  n.  of(^l  for^_)*ijl)  Giving  in 

exchange  or  return,  requiting,  repaying.  A  gift.  A 

wolf.    Name  of  a  tribe.    Occasion,  opportunity. 

p  c^j^  aws,  Hope. 

A  ̂'>*»»j^  awsakh,  (pi.  of  Filths,  dirts. 
A  IsUwjl  awsat,  (pi.  of  Iomjj  wasat)  Middle 

parts,  centres,  waists. 

awsan,  A  whetstone. 

awsan,  Things  needful  to  be  done. 

Whatever  materially  concerns  one's  self. 
p  •XfXui^Susalnd  ov  avsahid,  Sort  of  water-lily, 

p  CM*tj\  tist,  (for  j\  u  ast)  He  is 

P^li»*»jtMi'<a^/«,Boldness,impudence,incivility. 
p  oULhUj  \  ustad,  A  master  in  any  art  or  profession. 

P  (_^j\jk**>jl  ustadgi,  A  trade.  Mastership, 

p  (_$'iiljuoj\  ustadi,  A  trade.  Skill,  mastership, 

(jii^  j_5'iiljuoj\  ustddi  hardan,  To  fabricate,  ma- 
nufacture.   To  act  the  master. 

p  j«lL*jjl  ostam,  A  pillar,  prop.  A  prince,  pa- 
tron. A  threshold.  Faithful,  trustworthy.  Orna- 
ments for  a  saddle  and  bridle.  Confidence. 

p  ̂^Uurjj^  ostan,  A  threshold.  Trustworthy. 
Ornaments  of  a  saddle  or  bridle,  trappings, 

p  tpM»j\  ostura,  (for  nyi^A  ustura)  A  razor, 

p  ̂ jLujWwsim,  A  sleeve.  Blood.  Pus, matter. 
A  awsakh,  Nastier,  nastiest. 
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A  )aM»j\  awsat,  A  middle,  mean.  Middlemost. 
Middle  proposition  in  a  syllogism  (The  extremes 

being  a^a\  Highest,  and  adna'.  Low- 

est). Most  excellent.  «/clfl)\  ]aM>j\"awsatu'l  kamat. 
Of  a  middling  stature.  \.f^\aMtj\ jyc'^\ khayru'l 
umur  awsatuhd,  Virtue  consists  in  moderation. 

A  ̂^Jojmj]  awsafi.  Middle,  middling,  moderate. 
A  awsa^  More  or  most  ample.  Larger, 

largest,  wider,  widest.    Ampler,  amplest, 

A  Jj**»j^  awsuk,  (pi.  of  |^**»j)  Camels'  loads. 
P  {j^^^  awsan,  Short,  brief, 
p  _j*<»}^  usu.  Robbery,  spoliation.  Usu  or  awsu, 

Grief,  lamentation. 

p  avsun,  Enchantment,fascination,  spell, 

p  awsa,  {or  usa)  Taken,  seized.  Robbery. 
G  osiris.  The  Egyptian  God. 

G  aws'imun.  Mallows, 
p  awsh  or  ush,  A  city  in  Transoxania. 

Ai-^Li»jl  aws/m&,  (pi.  of  t—A"»j)  Crowds, mobs. 

ajLSjjI  awshaz,  Assistants,  allies.    Men  of  low 
condition,  mean.    Joints.    Troubles,  adversities. 

J^J^        ̂ aZa'  awshaz,  On  the  road,  in  haste, 
p  jIm>j\  awshdl,  A  pond,  tank,  reservoir. 

A  JUSjjI  awslidl,  (pi.  of  (J-wij  washal)  Small 
quantities  of  water.     Few,  and  also,  many  tears. 

awshdlan,  (Men)  following  inranks  or  files, 

p  ̂jl-'j^  avshdn,  Scattering.    Oshdn,  Those, 

p  ̂jtvLtijl  avshdndan.  To  scatter, 
p  Si^iLiij^  avshdnda,  Scattered.    A  button, 
p  avshdnldan,  To  cause  to  scatter. 

A  awshihat,  (pi.  of  wishdh  or  wu- 
slidh)  Belts  of  leather,  ornamented  with  gems  or 

gold-studs,  worn  by  the  Arabian  ladies, 
p         I  dwshin,  Origany. 

A  awshan.  One  who  goes  to  another, 

sits  down,  and  eats  his  food. 

Fi0d<iM>j\awshandana,  A  button:  a  button-hole, 
p  <jJ^j\awshang,A\me  for  clothes  or  grapes. 

^lA^J  O^J^  amVtM  Z^aws/;, Ostentation,pride. 
p  ikJ^j]  nwsha.  Dew.  Oslia,  Origany. 

p  cLAjj-*)^  oshhang,  See  i^.^^*  hoshang. 

p  (jj^j^  awsh'm,  (or  ̂ ^^j  1)  Wild  marjoram. 
A  awsdb, (pl.of         wasah)  Diseases. 

A  I  awsdf,  (pi.  of  L_i/<55  7vasf)  Specifi- 
cations, descriptions,  titles,  epithets.  Attributes, 

qualities,  endowments.  Praises,  encomiums.  Fa- 

mous actions.  liL^r  i_JUj_j1  awsafi jamila,  Excel- 
lent qualities.  (_^\aS\  j  awsdf  u  alkdh, 

Titles  and  epithets.  p  ( — jUoj^  ̂'^'^j 
shdh-zddad  hamtda-awsdf,  A  prince  of  noble  en- 
dowments. 

A  Jlo_j\  awsdl,  (pi.  of  wasZ)  Joints,  join- 
ings, (pi.  of  rvisl  or  wusl)  Bones  that  break 

not,  or  which  are  not  joined  to  other  bones.  Places 

of  joining  of  two  bones,  articulations. 

A jMjS  awsar,  High  ground. 
p         usu,  Grief,  lamentation  for  the  dead. 

3  B  I 

A  f\xM^\  awshjas,  (pi.  of  wasly)  Giving 

or  receiving  orders.  Testators."  Executors. 

A  ̂^j^  awzdh,  (pi.  of  wazah)  Bracelets, necklaces,  ornaments  for  the  ankles  and  other  parts 
of  the  body.  Good  coins.  Lights,  lustres,  splen- 

dours. White  spaces  (especially  on  the  foreheads 

or  feet  of  horses).  Hoary  or  white  hairs.  Milks. 

Leprosies.  The  best  parts  of  a  road.  Certain  kinds 

of  young  green  herbage.  (All  these  being  so  named 
on  account  of  their  light  or  bright  colours). 

^J^^Sawzdr,  (pi.  of wazar)  Putrid,  ran- 
cid, corrupted  qualities  (of  meat,  fat,  water,or  milk ). 

A  ̂--Sj^  awzd^  (pi.  of  waz^)  Postures, 
positions,  actions,  gestures.  j  ̂^J^  awzd^ 
u  atwdr,  Actions  and  motions,  p  Sj)^  13 

awzd^  nd  hamwdra.  Unsuitable  acts  or  behaviour. 

A  awzdm,  (or  'i^j\awzimat) (pi.  of 
wazam)  Mats,  boards,  or  such  things, upon  which 
meats  are  placed  to  keep  them  clean. 

A         awzah,  More  or  most  clear,  evident. 

A        ̂   awza^  Lower,  lowest,  meaner,  meanest. 
Afi\x^j\a7vziyds,  (pi. of  (^-<5j)Clean,neat,pure. 

A  awtab,  (pi.  of  i— aI^j  watb)  Bottles, 
made  of  the  leather  of  full-grown  cattle. 

Aj^^\awtdr,  (pi.  of^j  ̂yater)  Things  need- 
ful to  be  done ;  what  materially  concern  one's  self. 

P  Jj^j^  otdk,  A  tent.    A  room,  chamber. 
A  awtdn,  (pi.  of        watan)  Countries, 

mother-countries.  Homes.  Stalls  for  cattle,  l^}^ 

j^lli>j\  tarhi  awtdn.  Abandonment  of  one's  country. 
A  t--*ifj^  awtub,  (pi.  of  <— *i9j  watb)  Leathern 

milk-bottles  (the  same  as  awtdb). 

A  e-ftl»j^  awtaf,  Hairy  about  the  eyebrows. 
Hovering  (darkness).    Easy  (life). 

A  &aJs>j^  aivzifat,  (pi.  of  i— ajJi>_j  wazlf)  The 
slenderest  parts  of  the  limbs  of  animals,  the  parts 
between  the  knees  or  houghs  and  the  ankles  and 

pasterns ;  shanks,  cannon-bones. 

A  AS'j\  aw^f,  (pi.  of  ̂^S-j)  Sheaths,  cases. 

Ajlff-j\  ajv^r,  (pi.  of_^j)  Rugged  grounds. 

A  JlS'jl  aw^l,  (pi.  of  (Jffj  wa^)  Nobles, 
princes.  Asylums,  (pi.  of  J-ffj  wa^l)  Mountain- 
goats.    Months  of  Shaaban. 

A  t— aS-j^  aw^b,  More  or  most  capable  of  hold- 
ing or  receiving  the  whole  of  a  thing. 

A jS-j^aw^ar,  Rugged,  rough  (road).  Intricate 
(question).  Aw^r,  (pi.  of  J^j  wa^)  Rough, 
rugged,  and  uneven  (places). 

A  (j-^j^  aw^s,  (pi.  ij^j  wii^  and 
awd^s)  Soft  sandy  soil,  of  a  high  exposure,  fruit- 

ful in  such  kinds  of  herbs  as  are  eaten  raw. 

A  aw^yat,  (pi.  of        wi^f  or  wu^s) 
Repositories,  sheaths,  vessels,  cases. 

A  \s-j\  awghd,  Air,  wind. 
A  u-'lSj^  arvghdb,  (pi.  of  c-aSj  naghb)  Large 

sacks.  The  inferior  sorts  of  household  furniture 

(as  pots  or  pans).  Weak.  Fools.  Strong  (camek). 



A  Ci\S'j\  awcjliRd,  (pi.  of  lii^j  waghd)  Servants 

(particularly  those  who  serve  for  their  victuals). 

Weak  in  body, enervated  (men).  People, men,  boys. 

A  pl&jl  awcjkam,  (pi.  of       waghm)  Hatreds. 

p  f^^j^  avghan,  Lamentation. 

p awghar,  An  assembly.    An  airy  place. 

p  uwghal,  Name  of  a  certain  people. 

p  ̂^s-^\  oghiin,  An  aqueduct,  a  canal. 

A  an^ad,  (pi.  of  AJj  wafd)  Comers.  ̂  

ii\sjl  Jjlff-  hnvi  ̂ la'  awfdd,  They  are  on  a  journey. 

Aj\i_5^  awfaz,  (pi.  of  jSj  wfl/^)  High  places. 

Hastes.         l}^ 5^  ̂'^^^  t^^"'  ̂'^f^'^> 

the  road,  he  is  "making  haste. 

A  cmfRz,  (pi.  of  mafz)  Hastes, 

(pi.  of  (jiij  wafaz)  Chopping-blocks.  Different 

sects,  bodies.  Multitudes,  crowds,  especially  meet- 

ing and  conversing  together  at  market,  each  carry- 

ing a  scrip.  ̂   ̂la'  aivfaz,  In  haste. 

A  ls\sj\  ̂Is-  ̂la'awfat,  In,  or  making  haste. 
p  ̂jiiU-jj^  uftadan,  To  fall. 

p  uftamdan,  To  cause  to  fall. 

A yj\  fm/«r,Complete,  perfect  (leathern  bottle). 

p  ioLJj^  of  Sana,  A  tale,  a  story. 

A         an'fak,  Most  convenient  or  apposite. 

A  usfufat,  One  who  oft  says  Jls^  w^'. 

A         aiofa' ,  More,  most  sufficient,  abundant. 

A  Jjl  aw/;,  (v.  n.  of  jT  for  J_,\)  Overhanging. 

Being  at  the  point  of.  Inclining.  Bringing  any 

thing  disastrous,  disagreeable.  A  burden,  weight, 

trouble  :  any  thing  oppressive  or  disagreeable. 

A  awltah,  (pi.  of        malib)  Fools.  Low, 

mean  men.  Household  furniture,  utensils. 

A  0\sj\  ciKhut,  (pi.  of  CJij  n-akt)  Times,  sea- 

sons.   yjS'  O^j^  cmkdti  ̂ ziz,  Precious  hours. 

p  (^.ii  awkdt-guzart,  Stipend,  pension. 

aJsj\  cmhar,  (pi.  of  Jij  wihr)  Burthens, loads. 

A  (^^j^  awhds,  A  few  scattered  peojile.  Pro- 

fligate (people),  of  bad  reputation.  Slaves. 

A  iju^j\awkash,  An  adventurer.  A  vagabond, 
vao-rant.    A  mixed  assembly,  mob,  crowd. 

A  i^\sj\  ankas,  (pi.  of  wakas)  Those 

numbers  under  ten,  and  above  five,  in  relation  to 

the  taxing  of  cattle  for  sacrifice  (supposing  the 

owner  of  cattle  to  be  assessed  to  the  value  of  a 

...lieep  for  every  five  oxen ;  whatever  number  he 

has  above  five,  and  under  ten,  pays  nothing).  Scat- 

tered, dispersed  (people).  ^J>  (j*  ij^^j^ 

nwhas  min  hanifuldn,  The  rabble  of  such  a  tribe. 

saru  amkdsan,Thej  became  dispersed. 

A  (__j\5j  W?y^a/,(pl.of  (_ijj)  Legacies,bequests. 

A  J^j\  awhal,  (pi.  of  Jij  waJd)  Dwarf  palm- 
ti-ees  ;  also  their  fruits  when  dry. 
A  awhab,  Salacious,  often  ready  (penis). 

A  4J>j\  ankai,  An  assembly,  a  crowd.  Uliat, 

(pi.  cJ^^\  ukdt  and  Jj\  uh)  A  subterraneous  ca- 
nal, a  common  sewer.  The  nest  of  a  bird  on  the 

top  of  a  mountain. 
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Tjd^j\  awhadar,  So  much,  so  many,  the  more. 

A jij^  awhar,  More  or  most  grave  or  modest. 

A  i^J^j^  awhas,  Short-necked.    Nearest  road. 

G  ̂^y>_J^SL»^\  awliatariyun,  Hemp  agrimony. 

A  ,Jjj\  awkal,  More  or  most  addicted  to  climb- 
ing and  standing  on  a  hill  (a  mountain-goat). 

G  (^jwiXAij^  uhulldis,  Euclid. 

G  (_j.j_j^Lj>j\  awhiyanus,  The  ocean. 

A  'eMj\ulttyat,{^\.  awakiy  ov  ̂ ^\j\amaki) 
An  ounce.  Forty  dirhems.  AujlL**!  istar  and 

two-thirds.  Seven  (J^l^  masdkil. 

G  awkay,  or  a/ij/fimaw,  Wild  sweet  basil. 

p         awh,  (for  ̂ \  mrj)  A  summit. 

A  jKjl  awkui^,  (pi.  of wakr)  Nests,  eyries. 
A  (  j^jl  anhaf,  (pi.  of  («-ft^  makaf)  Devia- 

tions, excesses.  Faults,  crimes.  Projections  like 

wings  over  a  doorway. 

A  'i^ ̂  awhat,  Anger,  rage,  vehemence.  Ma- 
lice, wickedness.  Afiliction. 

A         awhaJi,  Earth,  sand,  and  stones. 

A         an-hud,  More  or  most  firm  or  solid. 

Pj^i  mvkar,  A  weaver's  trench. 

A /j\  awkur,  (pi.  of wahr')  Birds'  nests. A  amkas,  A  man  of  the  vei-y  worst  class. 

A  awka^  (A  man)  having  the  great  toe 

pressing  upon  the  next,  and  protuberant  at  the 

joint.   Tall,  but  stupid.    Worthless  (servant). 

A  (j^^  (pi.  of  &J5^  wuknai)  Birds' nests. p        uhu,  A  bird  of  ill  omen.    An  owl. 

A  aivkiyat,  (pi.  of  -^^j  wihdi)  Chains, 

strings,  or  things  which  connect  the  stopple  to  the 
neck  of  the  bottle,  or  fastens  it  more  firmly  in  the 

mouth.    Close-handed  men. 

Pjliij^  awgdr,  Soreness  of  back  of  a  beast  of 
burden.    Crippled.    Loaded.  Drunk. 

p         arcganj,  Repentance,  contrition. 

p  avgdndan,  (for  ̂jt>jXs\)  To  throw. 

A  awl,  (v.  n.of  J I  for  ,Jj\)  Returning,  re- 

tiring. Losing  flesh,  becoming  lean  (a  camel). 

Escaping.  Administering  well,  managing  with 

propriety.  Governing,  presiding.  Becoming  thick 

(liquor).  Thickening,  making  thick.  Awal,  (v. 

n.  of  Jj^)  Preceding,  taking  the  lead.  Ureal,  (or 

Jj\  uwal)  (pl.of  (^^j^  ula',  fem.of  JjWrowaZ)  First. 
A  Jjl  aiV7val,  (pi.  ̂i\^\awasil,  (_J^j^  a?f'a?i,and 

^^jl  awwaluna)  First,  prior.  Best,  principal.  Jj\ 
Ui  awwal  md,  As  soon  as,  or  ever.  Jjb  Jj^  am- 

wal  hi  awrcal,  Successively.  Jjl  aw7vali  ba- 

lidr,  The  beginning  of  spring.  i-Il/J^^  JJ^  awimlu  'I 
bayt,  The  fane  at  Mecca.  C^y^  Jj\  anmali  hu- 

nut.  Break  of  day.  ii<5j  Jj  ̂  awmali  rvalad,  A  first- 

born, fifcj  (Jj\  amwal  wahlat,  At  first,  at  the  first 

onset.  i^io  (Jj\      inuz  awnalmin  ams,  Since 
the  day  before  yesterday,  three  days  ago.  a  p  Jj\ 

awwal  ta^mpas  kaldm.  First  din- 
ner, then  conversation. 

A       arvla',  (for         awla')  Nearer.  More 

or  most  apt.  Better,  preferable.  It  is  enough.  U 

ma  awlahu  li'l  ma^'iif,  How  con- 
spicuous he  is  for  beneficence  ! 

A         ulds,  (pi.  of  \i  zd  and      zihi)  These. 

A  ':^j\^awwalan,  In  the  first  place,  before  all 
things.  \^  I  _j  awwalan  wa  dkhiran,  (or  Jj\ 

j=- 1  J  amwal  u  dhhir^  From  beginning  to  end,  from 
first  to  last,  at  length,  finally. 

A  0^_5^MZa^,(pl.ofOb  2'ai!)Female possessors. 
A  \  awldj,  (pi.  of  malajat)  Caverns, 

or  places,  into  which  passengers  retire  to  shelter 
from  rain,  &c.   ̂ Vindings  of  rivers  or  valleys. 

A  awlud,  (pl.of  jJj  malad)  Sons,  children, 
descendants.  Offspring. 

p         uldd,  Name  of  a  certain  demon. 

A  (.^iJj^j^  uld.fika,({em.  ti)^ j\  wZa^a andudJ^j \ 

uldlUia)  (pi.  of  d31i  zdka  and  tdJl!>  tdka)  These. 

A  i.d^'!^j\uldj:ilika,  (pi.  oftdiJ^i  s'aZ/Aa) Those. 
A        ammalat,  The  first.    The  beginning. 

p  ̂ \  awlij,  A  small  grape-stalk.  Nightshade. 
G  ̂^^\x^J\  olustryun,  The  herb  flitch  wort. 

A  awla^  Madness.  \  «J  bihi'l  amla^ 
Madness  is  in  him. 

A  awlali,  Madness,  insanity,  or  something 

like  it.  Insane,  foolish.  The  sword  of  tJjJj 

TjiiiOjl  awlkadar,  Only,  so  much,  many,  far, 
A        aivlam,  Is  it  not  ?    Oj^,  Is  it  not? 

p  ̂5j^  an'Zary,  Knowledge,  understanding,  in- tellect. A  throne.  Mirth.  Modeof  living.  Night- 
shade. Fraud,  deceit.  Pomp,  splendour.  Ulanj,  A 

bunch  from  which  the  grapes  have  been  eaten. 

A  ulu,  (pi.  ofji  zu)  Lords,  masters,  pos- 

sessors, jl^^l  ulu'l  ahsdr,  Having  eyes,  i.e. 

prudent,  sagacious,  penetrating,  ̂ ^j^'^  j^j^  ulu'l 
arAaw,  Related  by  birth.  (_-'\J^\  ulu''l  albdb, 
Prudent,  intelligent.  j<i'^\  ulu^l  amr,  Empe- 

rors, generals,  commanders-in-chief,  especially  en- 
dued with  wisdom  and  piety.  The  friends  and 

companions  of  Muhammad,  and  they  who  follow 

them  in  wisdom.  ̂ J^.j^'^  ulut  tarik,  Priors, 
abbots,  or  other  chiefs  of  religious  orders. 

ulu'l  ̂ zm,  (Endued  with  constancy)  Noah,  Abra- 
ham, Moses,  and  Jesus. 

A  (j^j^  awlamna,  (pi.  of  awla)  Nearei'. Better.  More  eligible. 

A  ̂j_jJjl «wrt7aZMWa,(pl. of  (Jjl) First:  forefathers. 

A  'i^,y>j\  uliiwtyat,  Majority,  superiority,  pre- excellence,  priority,  precedence.  ^.J^ 

hi  tariki  ulumiyat,  By  right  of  majority. 

p  aJj  I  dwla  or  dvila,  A  blister,  pimple,  felon, 

freckle,  small-pox,  or  other  eruption  on  the  skin. 
p       atvla  or  ula,  An  eagle,  a  falcon.  A  brute. 

A  awla',  in  Persian  awU,  (pi.  awdli 
and  amluna)  Nearer.     Best,  more  or  jnost^ 

excellent,  worthy,  fit,  sufficient,  proper,.  Worthier, 

fitter.  (.dJJ  awla'  laka,  Woe  be  to  thee  !  U 

u-jjjx^        md  awlahu  li'l  tna^-uf,  How  greatly 



disposed  he  is  to  acts  of  kindness !  Via',  (fem.  of 
Jj\  awrval)  (pi.  uwal  and  Jjl  wwaZ)  First: 

as,  l^^^  (larajatun  ula,  A  first  step.  (pi. 

of  \i"~a  and  id  zihi)  These.  Uli,  (oblique  of_j3jl 
ulu)  Possessed  of,  endowed  with  :  as,  iw^^^l  (_S^_J^ 

MZi'Za;m7iaf,  Winged  animals.  uli'l^zm, 

Resolute  (men).  ̂ Wl  uh'l  ̂ Im,  Scientific 

(men).  i^Jjlw/i'w  waAy,  Wise,prudent(men). 
^ ̂ ^\a7VJva(i,First,  best,  chief.  A  first  principle. 

Aself-evident  proposition:  anaxiom,general  maxim . 

A  awmaUy,  First,  earliest. 

A  ̂^j^  awliycLf,  (pi.  of        waRy)  Near,  con- 

tiguous.   Of  the  same  profession.    Equals,  com- 

panions. Assistants,  patrons,  defenders,  allies.  Fa- 
thers. Lords,  masters.    Friends  (of  God),  saints, 

prophets.  Cl^^jii  (^1^*5^1  awliyan  dawlat,  Fathers 
of  the  state,  i.e.  Princes,  ministers,  nobles. 

A  'iJj^  awliyat,  Showers  upon  showers. 
A  ».pjWwri;a%«^,Priority, primacy.  Earliness. 

PjiJjl  awlitar,  (ory         awla'  tar)  Better. 
G  VjOij\  ultra,  Starch-wheat. 

G  (__j»jyiJjl  ulihus,  Six  oboli. 

A  udlSjl  awlasiha,  (pi.  of  uiDi  2^aZiAa)Those. 
A  awlil,  Salt-pits  in  Western  India. 

A  (J^^j^  awivaUn,  (in  Persian  pronounced  av- 

val'in)  (obliq.  pi.  of  Jjl  ayvmal)  First,  t— iJJ^j^ 
awwaUn  harf,  The  letter  alif.  Knowledge  infused. 

{^j^  a'fV'ivaUn  naJtsh, 'Destiny,  fate,  j  jj^-j^ 
i^..J>- 1  awwaVin  u  akhirin,  Ancients  and  moderns. 

A  awm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \  for  ̂ j^)  Breathing  with 
difficulty  (a  thirsty  person).  Smoking.  Destroying 

(bees)  by  fumigation.  Governing,  ruling.  Uwavi, 

as  (JU  lay  alt  uwam,  Nights  of  misfortune. 

A  l^jl  awamm,  Better  or  best  fitted  for  an  Imam, 
p  \  umaj,  A  mark,  butt.  A  kind  of  pottage. 
G  aromada,  Juice  of  the  wild  cucumber. 

G  ̂V/^jlwmaZi,  (or  i^UijjWiWMTOaZj)  Ela^omeli, 
honied  oil  which  exudes  from  certain  trees, 

p  jjUj^  awman.  Name  of  a  village  in  Hamadan. 

p  urnid,  (omed  or  uniiz')  Hope, 
p  jjjl  awan.  Any  thing  suspended. 
A       I  mvin.  Easy,  tranquil. 

A  (jj^  awn,  (v.n.  of  jj!  for  ̂ ^^\)  Going  softly, 
onvenience.  Quiet.  Peace,  tranquillity.  Gen- 

eness,  mildness.  A  gentle  pace.    A  counterpoise 

a  load.  One  side  of  a  wallet.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  ̂jj^  un,  (pi.  of       inmii)  Galleries,  porticoes. 

A  V^iilijl  uiiadiya,  A  wild  cucumber, 

p  jUjWwwar,  A  fire.  Fragrance.  Drowsiness, 

p  ̂;>jo\3j\  an'ndmdan,  To  slumber.  To  hope, 
p  awnanis.  Pomegranate-buds. 

A  iOj  !  a?y'<«a^.  Tortoises,  (pi.  of  (j^j^)  Times. 
A  iOj  !  an)Wa^a?j,Repeatedly,frequently,  often, 

p        wn'a?y,  Friendship,  intimacy,  familiarity. 

p  ̂   ij  1  ciroand,  Furniture,  particularly  belong- 
g  to  the  kitchen,  as  pots,  pans,  or  other  vessels, 

line  on  which  they  hang  clothes  or  grapes  to  dry. 
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A  tennis-racket.  A  chess-board.  Argument,  proof. 
A  throne.    Awand  or  dwind.  First. 

p        awand,  A  vessel.  Awind,  Fraud,  deceit. 

A  L^iVj  I  dwandi,  A  vat  in  which  wine  is  made. 

A  Jjijl  awnuk,  (pi.  of  m\3  nahat)  She-camels. 
p  ii^jl  awinha,  A  prickly  kind  of  shrub. 

P  tfiXJ J  1  dwang,  A  mortar  in  which  things  are 

pounded.  Any  thing  suspended.  A  line  on  which 
clothes  or  bunches  of  grapes  are  hung  up  to  dry. 

p  ̂^)^>J  I  dwangdii.  Pendulous,  hanging. 

p  lIXIJjI  awnang,  A  clothes-line. 

GjSj^  awnu.  Wine. 
p  dvnus,  (for  (^^  \  dhnus)  Ebony. 

G  ̂_J^J^_5^  awnumdlt,  Honey  and  wine  mixed. 
p        urii,  A  kind  of  grain  like  barley. 

p        awniyd,A  medlar.  Z7^/K'7/a,Pressed  juice. 

p^jtWjl  awan'idan,  To  rest,  slumber.  To  hope. 
p     I  dwaw.  Name  of  a  city. 

A       imaw,  (pi.  of  jjj^  uwai)  Misfortunes. 

Ajjjl  awur.  The  east  wind. 
A  uiJj^j\  unawuh,  A  kind  of  gum. 

A  5_jj  I  drruli,  Alas  ! 
A  arcarny.  Corporeal.  Miraculous. 

p  »jl  dwa,  A  forge.  A  brick-kiln.  A  fringe. 
Name  of  a  city.  Whatever  makes  an  echo.  Ah!  alas! 

A  aivh,  (v.  n.  of  5l  for  Sj^)  Crying  oh  !  in 

pain.    Awh,  (Jj^  awwah  or  amwih)  Alas! 

A  5jT  dn-wah,  Alas  !    Well  a  day  ! 
p  Ifcj  I  dvhd,  (equivalent  to     I  dbhd)  Waters. 

A       j\  awhdt,  Quarrels,  squabbles,  lawsuits. 

A  awhdli,  (pi.  of        wahah)  Nooses, 
which  are  thrown  to  catch  man  or  beast,  lassoes. 

A  arvhdm,  (pi.  of        wahm)  Opinions, 

conjectures,  suppositions,  imaginations,  doubts,  sus- 

picions. Large  and  tractable  camels. 

A  ̂^J^J^  awhad,  (pi.  arvdhid)  Monday. 

Awhud,  (pi.  of  ii>fcj)  Low,  sloping,  hollow  lands. 

Aji6j\  awhaz.  Graceful  in  walking. 
A         awliiyat.  Breaches,  fissures,  cracks. 

A  &Xfi>j^  ulnyat,  A  space  between  mountains,  a 
valley,  the  declivity  of  a  hill,  from  top  to  bottom. 

A  t^jl  dwi,  (pi.  uwty)  One  who  repairs 
to  a  place  to  pass  the  night.  One  who  pities,  con- 

doles, or  is  tenderly  affected  towards. 

A         awy,  ((jfj^  uwiy  or  iwiy)  (v.  n.  of 

Repairing  to  any  place  in  order  to  dwell  there ; 

taking  a  house,  carrying  to,  or  receiving  into,  a 

house.  Receiving  hospitably. 

p        uwl..  He,  she,  it.    Lo!  behold! 

A        U7viy,  (pi.  ofi^j  1  a?i;i)Flockingtogether. 

j^ls)  tayri  uwty.  Birds  flocking  together. 

p  \>j\  uyd,  A  lazy,  slothful,  idle  fellow. 

p  (jb_5^  liydn,  A  mountain.  The  middle  month 
of  autumn. 

A         awiydh,  Alas  ! 

A  iOj\  awyat,  (v.  n.  of  Pitying,  beingten- 

derly  affected  towards. 

p^l  dwej , (for I awe2;)Any  thingsuspended. 
A  Bjt:.j\  uwayjUi,  (dim.  of  wajk)  The  face. 

^yti  s^jO  ̂ \  \j^^x>  nazaru  ilayya  bi  tiwayj'i/ii 
sudn,  They  looked  upon  me  with  a  face  of  evil. 

p  i^^yJsi^\  dwelilitan.  To  hang,  to  suspend. 
p  I  dwekhta,  Suspended,  hanging  loose, 

pendulous. A        awld,  The  murmur  or  hum  of  people. 

p  (jJ^.j  I  dwldan.  To  twist.  To  fatigue. 

p  \j>.^\  uw'ird,  (for  ̂jU</'a)Him,her,it:  to  him. 
p  {^j>.^\  arvirash,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A certain  number  of  crimes. 

pj^j  I  dmez,  Any  thing  suspended.  A  place 
where  things  are  hung  up.  A  hook  upon  which 

meats  are  hung.  A  flesh-hook.  The  shambles.  A 

border,  margin,  circuit. 

p  jj^j^j  I  dwezdn,  (pi.  ofJJj  1  dmez)  Suspended. 
p  I  dioezdnidan.  To  cause  to  hang  up. 

p  (^^jii^j  1  dwezish,  A  hanging  on.  Suspension, 
pendulosity.    War,  trouble. 
p  I  dwezgin,  A  petitioner  who  addresses 

everybody :  a  hanger-on.  An  importunate  beggar. 

An  infamous  boy.    Left,  dismissed.  Contagious. 

p  I  dwezagi,  Pendulousness. 

p  SjJj  1  dweza.  An  ear-ring,  a  drop,  pendant. 
p  jjk^        I  dweza-band,  An  ear-ring,  pendant. 

p  ̂ jiWJJ»j  I  dtvezidan.  To  hang  up.  To  adhere. 

p  (^^jl  dwejgdn,  Adherents,  lovers,  friends. 
p  1  dweja,  (or  aweja)  Wine.  Chaste. 

Pure,  unmixed. 

A  i^.j^  uways,  A  wolf.    A  man's  name. p  I  awis/mM,  Hanging,  suspended.  Draw- 
ing a  sword.    Marjoram,  organy. 

p  ̂^^,^\  awlsh'm,  Sight. p  sJl>_^  dwisha.  Marjoram,  organy. 

A  iiwayl,  (dim.  of  J I  aZ)  A  small  num- 

ber of  people.    A  little  family. 
A  uwaymmat,  (dimin.  of  asimmat) 

Little  Imams. 

p  U>j  1  dwind,  Expressed  juice  (of  fruit,  &c.). 

p  ̂J^j:>_^  dwindan,To  hope.  To  sleep,to  slumber. 
p  A  lA  dh,  Ah!  alas!  A  sigh.  PjL^l  si 

dhi  dtish-hdr,  An  ardent  sigh.  e^V-i^l  5 1  dlii 

dtisJnn,  The  sigh  of  one  in  pain.  JO  5 1  dhi 

jdn-Jidh,  A  sigh  from  the  bottom  of  the  heart.  »  I 

j^j'^  darjigar  na  ddshtan,  To  be  pen- 
niless. J_jao  i\  dhijigar-soz,  A  heart-burning 

sigh.  ij>J^  S I  ahi  ̂ nibarin,  The  sigh  of  one  in 

pain,    ̂ jjo-i^sl  dh  haslndan,  To  fetch  a  sigh. 

A  »1  dh,  (an  abbreviation  of  1  ila'  dhhi- 
rihi)  To  the  end  of  it,  et  cetera. 

p  i\  ah,  Ah  !  alas  ! 

A  iSahh, (v.  n.  of  »\)  Sighing  from  grief,  mourn- 

ing, pronouncing  ah ! A  alidh,  Name  of  a  place  near  Madina. 

Ihab,  (pi.  iufc  I  dhibat,  uhub  and  ahab)  A 
skin,  a  raw  hide,  not  tanned  or  otherwise  prepared. 
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A  B->\^\  ihabat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^'^  for  fc-^J^fc')  Call- 
ing to  camels  or  cattle  to  make  them  stop  or  return. 

A  'is>\tb\  ihajat,  (v.n.  4  of  ̂ Us  for  ̂ )  Wither- 
ing or  drying  plants  (wind).  Finding  land  hav- 
ing dry  and  withered  plants. 

PjUbl  aAar,  Starch.    Food.    Polished  steel. 

Pjljti\  ahar,  Starch  for  glazing, 

p  j^tVjlfc  1  ahazidan,  To  draw  (a  sword), 
p  I  aAa^ic^a,  Drawn  out,  extended.  Lofty. 

A  u-*J^lfc^  ahazib,  Showers  of  large  drops. 

A  Jljfc\  ahdl  (or  JlitT  ahal)  (pi.  of  Jfc^  ahl)  Fa- 
milies, relations.    Domestics.  Peoples. 

A  silfel  ihalat,  (v.  n.  4  of  JU  for  J-fe)  Pour- 
ing out  (sand  or  flour),  (pi.  ihalat)  Fat, 

grease,  tallow,  marrow.  Oil.  Condiment  to  bread. 

A  ahaR,  (pi.  of         ahl)  Inhabitants, 

citizens,  commons.  Consorts,  spouses.  Domestics, 

family-folk.  Possessors.  Worthy.  cl^ilyc^JU^ 
ahdUfi  mamlahat,  Inhabitants  of  a  kingdom. 

A     kA^lfr^  ahdUb,  (pi.  of  uhlub)  Kinds, 
modes,  manners.    Frauds.  Delays. 

p  i^j>^  1^^^  ahati-kas,  The  common  people. 
A  (J^^^  ahalil,  Rains.    New  moons. 

P         aAaw,  Glue, starch.  Border,  fringe, list. 

Contamination,  defilement.    Pap,  panado,  gruel. 

A  ihdn,  A  trunk  whose  top  and  branches 

have  been  cutoff:  pollard.  A  bunch  of  dates  (dry). 

A  wllfcl  ihanat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂^\i>  for  (jj*)  Despis- 
ing. Disdain,  contempt,  insult,  affront.  Hostility, 

enmity,  treachery,  p  f^dj^ lL^\sci\  ihanat  kardan, 
To  despise,  treat  with  contempt. 

A  joljsl  ahdnid,  Hindoos, 

p  ioljs  1  ahdna,  (or  iolfcl  ahdna)  The  crown  of 
the  head.  The  summit  of  a  mountain.  A  hillock. 

An  upper  chamber,  open  gallery,  or  principal 

apartment  in  eastern  houses.  The  top  of  a  house. 

Villainy.    A  disgraceful  action.  Deformity. 

A  L-**!  ahab  oxuhub,  (pi.  of  L--»\jii^  ihab)  Skins 

not  tanned.  Uhab,  (pi.  of  uhbat)  Warlike  in- 
struments, accoutrements,  provisions,  equipments. 

A  ̂iySc>\  ahbdj:,(Tp]..o{ ^Vtb habof)  (Men)ofweak 

understandings.    Ihbds,  A  raising  of  the  dust. 

A  (— jlxfii^  ahbdb,  A  garment,  ragged  or  worn. 

A  jlxfcl  ihbdz,  A  running,  flying,  making  haste. 

AjLfcl  ihbar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j<fi>)  Growing  very  fat. 

A  )a\^it>\  ihbat,  A  throwing  down,  precipitating. 

A  JLfcl  ihbal,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,JjJ*)  Depriving  of 

offspring,  bereaving.  Being  quick,  speedy,  hasty. 

A  Ljfcl  ahibat,  (pi.  of  i_->lfcl)  Skins,  raw  hides. 

A        uhbat,  (pi.         uhab)  Provision  made 

for  any  undertaking.  (Warlike)  apparatus.- 

\  'i*B>\  ahhaza  uhbata'sh  shay,  He  took  the  ap- 
paratus of  the  thing,  he  made  himself  master  of  it. 

AyS>\  ahbar,  (A  camel)  full  of  flesh. 
A         ahbirat,  (pi.  of        habir)  The  lowest 

parts  of  mountains,  low-lying  grounds,  valleys. 

A  clfljjJb\  ihbinkd^  (v.  n.  3  of  xflJJb  Q)  Sitting 

in  the  fashion  called  &*ajafc  habanka^t. 
p  «oLi-fc  1  ahbanyaba,  Yawning,  gaping. 

A  ̂XL^\  ihbiydkh,  A  going  with  a  strut. 
A  &*laAai;, Measles.  Ah!  uiU  &jsiT,Woeto  thee! 

A     \  ahhat  or  ihhat,  A  crying  ahl  from  grief. 

A  ̂\  ahtat,  Hump-backed. 

A jCSt>\  ahtdr, (pi.  of jto  hitr)  Lies.  Idle,  foolish 
speeches.  Blunders,  slips  of  the  tongue.  Wonders. 

Misfortunes.  Ihtar,  (v.n.4ofj?>*fi>)  Being  delirious, 
talking  incoherently  (from  folly,  sickness,  or  age). 

A  ̂CS>\  ihtdm,A  knocking  out  of  the  front  teeth. 
A  i_->LIfc^  ihtibdb,  (v.  n.  8  of  iZjSd)  Cutting  a 

stick.    Rattling  at  rutting  time  (a  he-goat). 

A  tJLXfcl  ihtibdd,  (v.  n.  8  of  liJJs)  Gathering  co- 

locynths,  bruising  them,  extracting  the  seeds,  and 

macerating  them,  so  that  the  bitterness  may  depart. 

A  ilf^^l  ihtibdz,  A  hastening,  running,  flying. 

Ajlf^\  ihtibdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j^)  Amputating 
with  a  sword.  Becoming  quite  extenuated  (a  camel). 

A  ;_)MUiJ6\  ihtibdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ JS«f4>)  Being 
assembled,  convened.  Meeting  with,  obtaining. 

A  (^\^\  ihtibds,  (v.  n.  8  of  {.josii)  Laughing 

immoderately.  Hastening.  Alacrity,  cheerfulness. 

A  JlxJfc^  ihtibdl,  (v.  n.8  of  ̂J«^i>)  Providing  for 

the  wants  of  a  family.  Prizing  much  the  words 

of  wisdom.  Watching  for  an  opportunity  or  for 

prey.  Lying  much.  Being  bereft  of  a  son.  Deceit, 

machination.  (.dlUjs  ̂ f^^  Mind  your  business. 

A  ̂_jSil:jjfc\  ihtitdsh,  A  being  irritated  (a  dog). 

A  ̂^^^  ihtijdj,  A  persevering,  protracting. 
Aj\^^  ihtijdr,  A  separating  from  each  other. 
A  ihtijds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂juS?)  Turning. 

A  (Jl:^^  ihtijdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ 3^)  Inventing, 
producing  something  new. 
A  ihtijdm,  A  milking  (of  the  udder  dry). 

A  ̂̂ ^'^  ihtijdn,  A  lying  with  a  young  girl. 
A  ihtidds,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^^i*)  Being  di- 

rected right.  Taking  the  lead.  Finding  the  right 

way.     Conducting  (a  bride  to  her  husband). 
A  ihtizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  !^)  Cutting  off 

quickly.    Reading  fast. 

A  {j^\jlS:\  ihtirdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (_j^)  Growl- 
ing, fighting  (dogs). 

A  ̂J^\  ihtird^{-w .  n.8  of  ̂ &)Breakingastick. 
ajI^^  ihtizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  JJ6)  Being  shaken, 

agitated  (tree  by  the  wind).  Fluttering.  Tottering. 
Exultation,  joy.  Falling  with  glittering  light  (star). 

Growing  long  (grass).    The  noise  of  a  cavalcade. 

A  ̂ip^'^  ihtizd^  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ jifc)  Being  shaken (a  tree),  brandished  (a  sword),  vibrated  (a  lance). 

Making  haste. 

A  ihtizdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Falling  with 
noise  (rain).  Making  a  noise  when  running  (a 

horse).  Slaughtering  a  sheep.  Hastening  to  sa- 
crifice a  victim,  or  to  do  any  thing. 

A  JLi^^  ihtishdl,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J-i<*)  Taking  (a 

camel)  without  the  owner's  consent,  and  returning 

him  when  the  journey  is  over. 

A  ihtishdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  |*^)  Milking 
with  the  whole  hand.  Applying  (the  mind)  un- 

willingly to  any  pursuit. 

AjLa::fe\  ihtisdr,  (v.  n.  8  of  j>Qi>)  Twisting, 
breaking.  Binding  and  training  the  branches  (of 
a  palm-tree),  so  that  the  clusters  (of  dates)  may 

hang  conveniently.  Being  bent,  twisted,  or  broken. 
A  L-.'LajkJfcl  ihtizdb,  A  talking  loud  and  much. 

A  (^La^l  ihtizdz,  (v.  n.  8  of  (,jai>)  Breaking 

in  pieces.     Regarding  one's  self  as  inadequate. 
A  ihtizdm,  (v.  n.  8  of  j»<a*)  Forcing, 

compelling.  Injuring,  defrauding,  diminishing. 

Withholding  part  of  another's  due. 
A  ujliifcl  ihtifdf,  A  humming  or  buzzing  in 

the  ear.  The  refulgence  of  vapours  caused  by  the 

reflection  of  the  sun,  which,  at  a  distance,  makes 
the  Arabian  deserts  to  resemble  the  ocean. 

A  ̂3::^\ihtihd^  (v.  n.8  of  jHj&)  Keeping  (ano- 
ther) back  from  any  enterprise,  and  marring  his 

success.  Leaving  any  one  for  a  day  and  then  re- 

turning (a  fever).  Making  (a  she-camel)  lie  down 
and  mounting  (her).    Changing  colour. 

A  ̂^^1  ihtikd^  (v.  n.8  of  ̂^)  Being  modest, 
submissive.  Keeping  (one)  back  from  any  enter- 

prise and  thwarting  him.  Manifesting  impatience. 

A  ihtilds,  A  being  stupid  and  senseless. 
A  ihtildk,  (v.  n.  8  of  tiUjfc)  Exposing 

one's  self  to  danger. 

A  J^k^^  ihtildl,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ja)  Shining  with 

lightning  (a  cloud).  Exposing  to  view  white  teeth. 

A  p^^l  ihtildm,A  carryingoff,  goingaway  with. 

A  pli>l  ahtam,  One  whose  fore-teeth  are  broken or  dropt  out. 

A  ̂l^fc^  ihtimdj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ )  Being  debili- tated, enervated  by  heat.   Becoming  flabby  (face). 

Ajl^fi>U'A<2mar,(v.n.8of  j^)  Running(a horse). 
A  (jilelfcl  ihtimdsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  {Ji>^)  Mixing 

one  with  another,  tumultuously  and  with  clamour. 

Advancing  and  receding.  Being  topsy  turvy  (lo- 

custs).   Creeping  along  (an  animal). 
A  (_>fll{^^  ihtimds,  (v.  n.  8  of  {,ja^)  Throwing 

prostrate.    Overcoming.  Killing. 

A  )s\iiici\  ihtimdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  la^fc)  Taking  un- 

duly of  a  thing,  seizing,  plundering.  Injuring  the 

reputation  of  another. 
A  ̂\«Jci\ ihtimdj  A  being  changed  (colour). 

A  j»lcil  ihtimdm,  (j .n.%oi  pfc)  Taking  thought 
for,  minding,  attending  to.  Being  concerned  about. 
Being  oppressed  with  cares.  Solicitude,  anxiety, 
care,  attention.    Endeavour,  effort.  Favour. 

p  ^^^^  ihtimdm-bandi,  An  account  spe- 
cifying the  number  of  Pergunnahs  and  the  names 

of  the  Zamindars  in  a  province.  i 

Vj\^  ̂\^\  ihtimdm-ddr.  An  under-coUector  of revenue  who  acts  on  commission  from  a  Zamindar. 

A  responsible  person. 



A  f\iJSei\  iht'mas,  (v.  n.  8  of  Ufc)  Managing  well 
(property),  looking  well  after  one's  camels. 

A ihtin'ar,  (v.n.8ofjU&  forjy&)Perishing. 
p  &jkJfc  I  ahta,  Drawn  out  (sword).  Lofty. 

A  i^\^\  ihti)/ab,  A  fearing,  a  being  in  awe  of 

A  ̂^t^^  i^'^'l/^j)  The  being  raised  (dust). 
A  (^Ljij6\  ihtiydz,  (v.  n.  8  of         for  (j*ajj&) 

Breaking  a  bone  again  before  it  has  been  well  set. 

A  v__jLjjbl  ihtiyaf,  A  suffering  from  thirst. 

A  JV-ifc\  iktiyal,  (v.  n.  8  of  JU  for  Jjfc)  Be- 
ing terrified,  fearing.  Trembling. 

A  j4^^»Xfc\  27<i/?/am,  TheactofdeceivingjCheating. 

A  ̂Is?^  'A/ra-'j  (v.  n.  4  of  Is:?')  Feeding,  giving 
to  eat,  satisfying  hunger.  Paying  (debts).  Stop- 

ping (camels)  in  order  to  graze.  ( v.  n.  4  of  Is^  for 

Discovering  (a  verse)  to  be  satirical. 

ihjdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  ii>^)  Sleeping.  Caus- 

ing to  sleep.  Finding  asleep.  Touching  the  ground 

with  his  neck  (a  camel). 

A  ahjdr,  (pi.  of  hajr)  Fruitful  (coun- 

tries). Ihjdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Talking  deliriously. 

Speaking  obscenely.  Cursing,  reviling,  reproach- 

ing, laughing  to  scorn.  Leaving,  abandoning. 

Growing  up  into  beauty,  improving  in  her  paces 

(a  she-camel).  Going  abroad  in  the  heat  of  the  day. 

A  ̂W''^  ill j d^(v.n. 4 of         Satisfying  hunger. 
ahjal,  (pi.  of  ̂ys^  hajl)  Extensive  and 

level  plains,  especially  between  mountains  Ihjal, 

(v.  n.  4  of  (J^)  Allowing  to  travel  slow  (camels). 

Enlarging  (a  thing).  Losing,  destroying  (wealth). 

A  ahjdm,  (pi.  of         hajm  or  hajam) 

Cups,  goblets,  bowls.  Ihjam,  (v.  n.  4  of  j*^) 
Coming  in  suddenly,  entering  unexpectedly.  In- 

troducing. Putting  in  a  stable  (camels).  Remov- 
ing a  distemper  (God). 

A  (jls^^  ihjan,  (v.  n.  4  of  Having  many 
camels  of  a  white  and  excellent  kind.  Giving  a 

girl  in  marriage  ere  she  has  attained  the  age  of 

puberty.    Covering  a  young  camel. 

A  js^'^  ah  jar,  More  or  most  excellent,  nobler, noblest.    Longer,  longest.    Broader,  broadest. 

A  S^s?^  uhjuwat,  (or  'il^^  uhjlyat)  A  satire. 

A^?^  ihjij,  A  deep  valley. 

jurat)  Custom,  habit.    Manner,  state. 

A  dsj;^'^  ihjira',  (v.  n.  oij^)  Raving,  doting (in  sleep  or  sickness). 

p  (jj^s?  1  dhihhtan,To  unsheath,  draw  (a  sword), 

p  iCs?  1  dhikhta,  Unsheathed,  drawn  (sword). 
A  i^Sb\  ahadd,  A  coward. 

A  \'Si>\  ahdas,  Curved,  crook-backed.  A  shoul- 

der swollen  on  the  top  and  relaxed. 

A  ̂^Jjsl  ihddf,  (v.  n.  4  of  1^)  Pacifying  (a 
:hild,  by  patting  it  gently,  and  making  it  sleep). 
Giving  ease  from  toil.  Relaxing  (the  shoulder). 

Making  decrepit  (old  age),  (v.  n.  4  of  (^JJ^)  Of- 
fering, presenting.    Sending.  Leading  (a  bride 
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home  to  her  husband). 

A  i-->\iiJ6\  ahddh,  (pi.  of  >iiJ6  hadah)  Slender 
leaves  of  plants  somewhat  resembling  hair.  Hairy 

or  tufted  branches  (of  palms).  Ihddh,  (v.  n.  4  of 

t_->t>Jti)  Having  long  hanging  branches  (a  tree). 
A  li^iiJb^  ihddd,  The  being  strong  and  powerful. 

Aj\tM:i\ihddr,(\.nA ofjJ^fc)  Permitting  (blood) 
to  be  shed  with  impunity. 

A  (  i\sSb\ ahddf,  (pi.  of  (  >^  hadaf)  Targets, 

butts  for  archers.  Ihddf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (  isst)  Ap- 

proaching near  (to  fifty  years  of  age).  Looking 

down  from  an  eminence.  Being  erected,  exposed 

on  an  eminence  (as  a  mark  to  shoot  at).  Being 

so  large  as  to  present  a  mark  like  a  target  (but- 
tocks). Fleeing  to,  taking  refuge.  Happening, 

befaUing.    Going  to  meet,  encounteiing. 

A  j»loJ&l  ahddm,  (pi.  of  hidm)  Worn  or  tat- 
tered (garments).  Mended,  patched.  Old  (shoes). 

A  ihddn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jt^fc)  Making  lean. 

A  ahdab,  One  who  has  long  eye-lashes. 

A jdS^\  ahdar,  Swollen,  inflated  (belly). 

A  (JiiJ6^  ahdal,  Long-lipped  (camel). 

A  ahda',  Better  or  best  guide  or  director. 
A  ihdiddr,  The  falling  (of  rain). 

A  ̂\^\  i]izdt,(\.  n.4of  {_fi>fc)  Over-boiling, or 

otherwise  dressing  meat,  till  the  parts  are  dissolved. 

A  jl3jb\  ihzdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  l--' j*)  Proceeding 

expeditiously  (in  walking,  flying,  or  talking).  Pour- 
ing forth  rain  rapidly  (a  cloud). 

A^'^^\ih.zdr,  (v.  n.  4  ofji*)  Babbling,  doting. 
p  J8>\  ahr,  A  town  between  Ardabiland  Tabriz. 

Altar,  The  seed  of  the  ash-tree.    The  ash-tree. 

A  ̂1  a/<ar,(pl.of  'ijti\ aAara^)Householdgoods. 
A  Ajt>\  ahrdf,  (pi.  of  hury)  Barns,  grana- 
ries, magazines.  Ihrds,  (v.  n.  4  of  Kfc)  Dressing 

(meat)  till  the  flesh  separates  from  the  bone.  Kill- 
ing, injuring,  blasting.  Refreshing  (the  evening). 

Making  a  long  oration  in  vain,  talking  balderdash. 

A  ihrdb,  (v.  n.  4  of    ̂ *)  Compelling, 

urging,  putting  to  flight.  Driving  the  dust  (wind). 

Travelling  expeditiously,  quickening  one's  pace 
(from  fear).  Being  deeply  engaged  or  immersed. 

A  (^^^  ilirdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ■^r^)  Urging  on  (a 
camel)  till  he  becomes  uneasy. 

Aj^\  ihrdr,  (v.  n.  4  of_^)  Making  (a  dog) 
whine.   Calling  sheep  (to  water). 

A  )a\^\  ahr^t,  (pi.  of  Isjif)  Aged  (she-camels). 

A  ihr'd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ jS>)  Pointing  a  spear 
at  an  enemy.  Going,  walking,  or  travelling  fast. 

Trembling  (from  rage,  fear,  fever,  or  debility). 

A  (  ihrdf,  (v.n.4of  t— j;i>)  Increasing  in 

wealth.  Producing  an  early  crop  (palm-trees). 

A  ̂\j>\  ihrdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ J>)  Pouring  out 
(water).  Shedding  (blood). 

A         ahrdm,  (or  j.];*^^  al  ahrdm)  (pi.  of  ̂ jS> 
haram)  The  pyramids  of  Egypt  (from  their  age). 

Ihrdm,(y.  n.  of4j»y6)Making  decrepit,  enfeebling. 3c 

P  ̂ij*]^^  ahruvmn,  A  seducer.  The  devil. 
p  ahrdn,  A  hatchet,  an  adze,  an  axe. 

A  aharat,  (pl.jfc^  ahar  and  0\;ji>\  ahardt) 
Household  furniture,  utensils.  A  good  condition. 
Form,  figure,  shape. 

A  CL^jS>\  ahraf,  (or  J^bl)  Wide-mouthed  (lion). 
A  (_Jla-ii;j6\  ihrishfdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ .JiZiJt  Q) 

Drying  up  (cotton  in  an  inkstand). 

p  ̂Jb\  ahram,  A  pestle. 
A  ihrimmd^  (v.  n.  4  of         Q)  Walk- 

ing quickly.  Being  swift,  agile.  Being  conten- 
tious. Talking  much.  Feigning  to  weep.  Flow- 

ing (water  or  teai-s). 
P  (^r^ '  dhraman,  (^dharman,  ̂ ^^^  ahraynan, 

or  ahriman)  Leading  into  wickedness  :  a  seducer. 
A  demon  :  the  devil.  The  principle  of  Evil,  in  op- 

position to  Ormuzd,  the  principle  of  Good. 

p  cO^t:/!^ '  a/</'a?naw-^/<M,Devilisli-tempered. 
p  j^^l  dhran,  (or  ̂ ^^\  dhzan)  Naphtha,  a 

kind  of  very  inflammable  bituminous  substance, 

gathered  from  the  surface  of  water,  of  a  clear  pale 

yellow  colour.   Ahran,  A  seducer.    The  devil. 

P  ̂^^\  ahran,  A  seducer.  The  devil. 
P  (jj^^  altrun,  Name  of  a  Jewish  physician. 

A  Jj^^^  Uiriydh,  The  effusion  of  water. 
p  i^j^  I  dhrlman,  (or  ahriman,  ex jS>  I 

dhrlma,  or     ̂ \  ahrimd)  A  seducer.  The  devil. 

A  Ay6\  ihzdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Bearing,  and  ex- 

posing one's  self  to,  intense  cold.  Killing  (a  ca- 
mel) by  cold.    Making  haste,  travelling  swiftly. 

A  ihzdj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j*)  Writing  in 
al  hazaj  verse. 

A  j_3^^  ihzdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^}*)  Laughing  much. 

A  (J^fcl  ihzdl)  (v.  n.  4  of  J^)  Having  lean  cat- 
tle. Confining  cattle  through  straits  and  penury. 

Finding  one  playful,  jocose,  jesting,  and  trifling. 

A  a/tza^,  The  last  arrow  in  the  quiver  (whe- 
ther unused  from  its  badness,  or  reserved  for  its  ex- 

cellence till  some  critical  occasion).  \< 

^jSb]  mdf'i'd  ddr  ahza^,  Nobody  in  the  house. 
p  (jljj  i\  dh-zandn.  Sighing. 

p  ̂^Jy^^  ahzUn,  Now.  t7i2:Mra,  A  barren  woman. 
p  (^^^^.i— *  I  dhistagi,  Lenity,  gentleness,  softness, 

mildness.  Calmness,  deliberation.  jjji.aS 

ba  dhistagi  guftan,  To  speak  in  a  whisper. 
p  aJL-*  1  dhista,  Soft,  tender,  delicate.  Gentle. 

Grave,  sedate,  modest,  quiet.  Calmly.  Slowly, 

gently,  by  degrees,  step  by  step,  softly.  Whisper- 

ingly,  in  a  low  voice,  piano.  sjLjt  1  ̂^^s^  suhhani 

dhista,  A  whisper.  i^/isi  iuL*A>l  ̂ ^a^  suhhani 

dhistagiiftan,To-whis]^er,  to  speak  a  word  in  the  ear. 

p  ̂ _f\J  ajLjtl  a/«sia-?-aj=?/.  Wise,  skilful, learned. 
p  J  J  euLjb  1  dhista-rav,  Walking  gently.  Slow. 
A  ̂\.i^\a//47iaj.  Astonished,  bewildered  persons. 

A  JliJ&l  ihshdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,J-ij6)  Lending  (a 

horse)  without,  or  against,  the  consent  of  the  owner. 

p  ̂̂ ^:JiJiJ»  I  dhishtagi,  Lowness,  softness  of  voice. 



A  -S'loJfc^  ahsaf,  Strong,  intrepid,  brave,  gallant. 
A  ̂Ualt^  ahzuf,  Crowds,  bodies  of  men. 

A  L-jl*aJt\  iVi^aZ),  A  being  verbose,  speaking  loud. 

A  jUajfc\  ihzdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J-oifc)  Raining  abun- 
dantly. Striking  (a  bucket)  against  the  side  of  a 

well,  and  drawing  out  all  the  water. 

A  j»L«afc\  ahzdm,  (pi.  of  hazm  and  ̂ ^oA 
hizin)  Low,  extensive  grounds.  Bottoms  of  valleys, 

(pi.  of  pji*  hazam)  Certain  aromatic  substances. 

j»l*aJii^  J  l)^^  laylawa  ahzdma'l  mddi, The  night  and  the  deep  valley  {i.  e.  Take  care  of 

the  night  and  places  of  danger) !  Ihzdm,  (v.  n.  4 

of  j*«aJ6)  Shedding  the  milk-teeth  (cattle). 

A  ̂toSbS  ahzam,  One  who  has  thick  fore-teeth. 
Shrunk,  lank.    Gaunt-bellied.  Slender-waisted. 

A    yaS>\  uhzubat,  A  shower  with  large  drops. 

A  ̂Uajb\  ilttd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂iai&)  Stretching  out 
the  neck,  hanging  the  head,  and  travelling  fast. 

A  -flaifc^  ahfds,  Fools,  coxcombs,  simpletons. 

A  >liifi>^  ihhdf,  A  corrupting  (in  morals), 

p  udJjs  I  dhak,  (ori-iiftWAaA)  Quick-lime,  plas- 

ter, cement.  Ointment  compounded  of  quick-lime 
and  arsenic  (used  in  the  baths  as  a  depilatory). 

sIxmj  tiljfc  1  dhaki  siydh,  A  kind  of  strong  cement. 

uiJjfc!  dhaki  sadaf,  Shell-lime. 

A  -^Kj6\  ahkds,  Astonished,  stupefied  (people). 
A  uiJ\^\  ahkdk,  Persons  labouring  in  mind. 

pJJ  i^Xsi  I  dhak-paz,  A  lime-burner. 
A  ilcjSjsl  uhhumat,  Derision,  mockery. 

A  Jjb  1  dhil,  Peopled  (place). 

A  ,Jj!>l  ahala,  (fut.  ̂ JJ6b  yashilu  or  ya^hulu) 

He  married.    Ahila,  (fut.  Jj^V.  ya-'kihi)  He  asso- 
ciated with. 

A        ahl,  (pi.  ahluna,  j_Jli>\  ahdli,  Jlfc  I 
dhdl,  a/</a<,  and  aJialdi)  People  (belong- 

ing to  any  particular  person,  place,  order,  or  pro- 

fession). An  inhabitant.  A  family.  Kindred,  re- 
lations. A  lord,  master.  A  husband.  A  spouse, 

a  wife.  A  domestic.  Worthy,  fit,  apt.  Capable, 

skilful.  Endowed  with,  possessed  of.  ULj\ 

aJdi  ittihd,  The  faithful,  pious.  (.iJ^ii\  ̂JJ^\  ahli 

idrdk,  Intelligent,  sagacious,  i,^^^  (Jj&^  ahlu'l 
arz,  Demons,  t  Jjfc^  ahli  izriik,  A  citizen 

of  Nice.  A  ahli  islam,  A  true  believer, 

orthodox.  ahlu'r  riddat,  An  apostate. 

&A*J\  J-fc^  ahlu's  sunnat,  An  observer  of  the  law, 
a  Musulman.  One  who  is  circumcised. 

ahlu'lldh,  People  of  God.    The  people  of  Mecca. 
Jjfc\  ahlu  ahilatin,  Wealthy  persons.  Jjfcl 
aldiahwdf,  Heretics,  visionaries. 

ahli  ifindn,  A  believer.  Jj6\  aliU  bdtin,  Con- 

templative, pious,  spiritual.  Piiii  ̂ 3J^1  ahlilacha, 

A  sodomite,  a  O^jwa^  Jjt\  a/*Zi  iaAir«i,Provident, 

prudent,  sagacious.  ̂   Jjbt  a/tZi  &a^7%.  Wicked, 

tyrannical,  p  C-^^  '[jj^^  a/Ji  lihisht, The  blessed, 
the  inhabitants  of  Paradise,  a  iJL>-x\  Jjsl  ahli  bayt, 
(p  eoU-  Jill  ahli  hhdna)  People  of  the  house,  do- 
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mestics.    "^'^j!,.  (J*^        parhez,  Continent,  ab- 
stinent.    A  I  iyoi  ̂JJbl  ahli  tasawwuf,  Contem- 

plative. An  anchorite.    {jSiii  ̂ ys>\  ahli  ta^ddi, 
Unjust,  cruel.  A  tyrant.  ahli  tafsir, 

A  doctor  in  theology,  a  commentator  on  holy  writ, 

^yu)        ahli  tahwa' ,  (or            ij*^  '"'■w- 

tawarri^  Pious,  devout,             (J*^  toroa- 
zu^  Submissive.     CL/SKir  JJ^^  ahlijamd^t,  A 

member  of  the  community.             Jjsl  ahlijan- 

nat,  The  inhabitants  of  Paradise.  ̂ J^^  (J*^ 
JaAan/mm,  The  damned.  JW        ahlihdl,  Skilled 
or  conversant  in  the  state  of  things. 

aM  ̂ i;a&.  Veiled.  Modest.  CL^js-  kir- 
fat,  (or  (Jl<utlo  (Jjbl  ahli  san^t)  An  artificer.  (J>\ 

J         «/iZ?'  /ta/t  u  yakin,  Wise,  contempla- 
tive, pious.  iJLk^^         ahli  hikmat,  Wise,  phi- 

losophical.   A  worker  of  miracles.  C^jJ>- 
ahli  hhubrat,  A  censor,  critic,  connoisseur.  (Jjs^ 

ahlu''d  ddr,  (People  of  the  house)  Domestics, 
p  jIjoI           Jjb\  ahli  ddnish-intibdh,  Cautious 

and  vigilant,  ̂ jjji^        ahli  darun,  Confidants, 

(j^ii  (Jjfcl  ahli  dukkdn,  A  shop-keeper.    Jii  ,Jj6^ 
ahli  dil,  Brave,  spirited,  generous. 

ahli  dunya\  Inhabiting  the  world,  wor  Idly.  Jjsl 

JjJ  ahli  dawl,  A  monied  man.    ̂ ^^^."^  ij**^  ̂^'^^ 

d'lmdn,  A  counsellor  of  state,  senator,  minister. 
Jjsl  a/iZi  zihr,  Conversant  with  the  Scriptures, 

jjii  Jjci\  a/(it  2;aw/j,  Addicted  to  pleasure,  a  vo- 
luptuary. |J>fc\  a/tZi  raja,  A  supplicant,  ex- 

pectant. (J^^  (J^^  ahlu'r  rajul,  Neighbours. 
Domestics.  Pj^jj  J*^  rozgdr,  A  man  of 
the  world,  a  ahli  zamdn,  Observant  of, 

conforming  to,  the  times,  p  (jycj  Jjsl  ahli  zamin, 

Inhabiting  the  earth,  a  j  ̂}^\  ahli  zuhdu 

wara^  Pious,  devout,  self-denying.  Ojls^  ̂ \ 
aM  saMawai,  Liberal,  munificent.  Cl.*s-\jurt  ̂ 1 

ahli  siydhat,  A  traveller.  Ji'l  ahli  shar^ 

A  legislator,  lawyer,  public  teacher  of  the  law. 

i^jMt  ahli  sharaf,  Noble,  eminent.  j^^^  (J^^ 

aAZ^  s/«"^a^,  Seditious,  inimical.  C^y^  ̂ \  ahli 
shawhat,  Great,  powerful.  ahli  shuhud, 

A  professor  of  religion.  Holy,  inspired,  lio  ,Jj&l 

ahli  safd,  Pure  in  heart.  A  voluptuary.  jjjfcl 

LL>jyo  ahli  surat,  Superficial,  one  who  skims  the 
surface  of  things.  J^Lo  ahli  zaldl,  An  infi- 

del, heretic,  d^lif  (Jjs^  ahli  td^t,  Obedient  to 
God,  faithful,  ssuh  Jjal  aAZi  te&^a.  Unobservant 

of  the  precepts  of  Muhammad.  ^\  ahli 

tirf,  Noble.  tank.  An  observer 

of  the  laws  of  Muhammad.  ^JsUi  ̂ \  ahli  zdhir, 

Hypocrites,  having  only  the  external  appearance 

of  goodness.  L^VdS-  ̂ \  ahli  ̂ zdb.  The  damned. 

^^^JS■  ahli  ̂ rfdn.  Learned,  scientific.  (Jil 

Oijff'  ahli  ̂ rfat,  Artificers,  artisans.  Jjiic-  (Jjtl 

ahli  ̂ ikul.  Prudent,  judicious.  ̂   ̂ysb\ ahli  ̂ Im, 

Learned.  ̂        ,Jjfc\  ahli  ̂ Imi  rakam.  An  arith' metician. 

t"^^  Jjfc^  a/iZi  ̂ Imi  kalam,  An  ora- 
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tor,  rhetorician.  Jjlai*  ̂Jc-  J.fcl  ahli  ̂ Imi  mantik, 

A  logician.  ^Iff-  ̂1  aAZi  ̂ iZmi  nujwn,  An 
astronomer,  astrologer.    ClJei  j  tX^P  ,Ja\  a/tZi 

^a/icZ  u  zimmat,  Tributary,    ai\^  (J.fcl  ahli  ̂ yd- 

fa,  Soothsayers.  JUs-  Jjs^  a/tZi  ̂ i?/aZ,  The  father 
or  master  of  a  family.   jiXS-  Jj6^  a/tZi  ghadr,  Frau- 

dulent, perfidious.  CLo.\j^        ahli  gharvdy at, Ya- 

grants.  (jii>l^  Jjal  ahlifirdsh,  Bed-ridden.  Jj&^ 
ahli  fasdd,  A  scoundrel,  villain.    cLa  ,Jj&^ 

a/tZi  ̂ iZ'Za,  Knowing  which  way  to  turn  in  prayer. 

j^jJOl  J<a>\  ahlu'l  kubur,  (Inhabitants  of  the  tomb) 
The  dead.    (-11*^^3         a/tZi  haryat,  A  villager, 

jjj        a/tZ^  kalam,  A  scribe,  p      ̂ JJ6^  ahli  kdr, 
A  workman,  clerk.     a  ̂-J^  ̂ \  ahli  kitdb,  A 

learned  man,  a  doctor  in  theology.    Jews  and 

Christians.  a/tZiAamm,  Liberal, generous. 

a/iZi  kalam.  Eloquent;  an  orator,  p  ̂ \ 

i^^j>^ahli  km,  An  enemy,  a  (J*^  ahli  majlis. 
Assistants,  assessors.  Members  of  good  society, 

courtiers.  \iaj»\^  ̂ \  ahli  muhdsaba,  An  account- 

ant. ^yss\  ahli  mahshar,  Those  who  rise  at 

the  day  of  judgment.  jS<  ahli  madar,  The 
Arabs  who  inhabit  cities.  ahli  maz- 

/taZ),  A  religionist.  C^j-i-«  ahlimashmarat, 

A  counsellor,  an  adviser.  (JL^j^  (J.S>^  ahli  ma- 

^rifat,  Learned.  Possessed  of  the  knowledge  of 

God.  (\jkjw,jj&^  a/<Zi?w.a^Ma', Spiritual,  intellectual, 
one  who  penetrates  into  divine  mysteries.  ,JjBi 

ahli  makka.  An  inhabitant  of  Mecca. 

Oli»-U*  aldi  mundjdt.  Attending  to  prayer,  sup- 

plicating God.  (_Jjj>^o  Jjfcl  ahli  manzil,  A  house- 
hold. (Jjsl  ahli  mawsaft,  A  minister,  an  of- 

ficial. Jjs\  ahlu  'n  nabiy.  The  family  of  the 

prophet,  i.e.  his  wives,  daughters,  Aliy  his  son-in- 

law  and  his  wives,  &c.  jiai  ahli  nazr,  Per- 

spicacious, clear-sighted,  p  d*....'':^  Jjsl  ahli  ni- 
shast.  Hermits,  recluses.  A  pAaO  (Jjfc\  ahli  na^m, 
The  inhabitants  of  Paradise,  the  blessed.  Jj6^ 

^lai  ahli  Tii/a^,  Perfidious,  impious.  {j^SO  ̂ \ 

ahli  nafs.  Sensualists.  CL^tn^i'i  ̂ J,fcl  ahli  nakisat, 
Vicious.  Jj&l  a/tZi  ?yaZ)ar,  The  Scenite  Arabs, 

who  dwell  in  tents,  j^j  ̂ \  ahli  mahdr,  Grave, 

majestic,  dignified,  i— 'yj  {^'^  ahli  wM^wf,  Skil- 
ful. li^S)  Jjb\  ahli  hada',  (or  (]/iiJb  hada')  Follow- 

ing the  right  way,  orthodox,  p ,J.fc\  ahli  hic- 

nar.  Skilful,  a  \yt>  Jjbl  a/iZz  kawd,  Licentious,  li- 
bertine. Ahal,  (v.  n.  of  Jjfl)  Associating  with, 

being  intimate  and  familiar.  ̂ /t?Z,  Domestic,  tame. 

A  SjsI  ahlan,  (in  supplication)  God  be  with  you! 
Heaven  bless  you  !  welcome.  lj^>^  j  a/<Zare 
wa  marhaban.  Welcome  and  welcome. 

A  «7tZaZ>,  (v.  n.  4  of  <_Jjfc)  Continuing 
his  speed  (a  horse). 

A  C^'^\ahldt  or  ahaldt,  (pi.  of  JaI  a/iZ)  Fa- 
milies, relations,  kindreds. 

A  ,^^^\ihldi,{-v. n. 4 of ̂ fc) Hiding, concealing. A  (^w^Lfcl  ihlds,  (v.  n.  4  of  jj«lfc)  Concealing 
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any  thing  said  or  done.  Ridiculing  slily.  Laugh- 
ing gently.    Talking  in  a  whisper. 

A  LdJ^l  ihlah,  (v.  n.  4  of  Causing  to 

perish.  Ruining,  destroying,  proving  fatal.  Sell- 
ing, p  ui)^^  ihlaki  nafs  hardan,  To 

restrain  the  passions,  mortify  the  desires. 

A  ihlal,  (v.n.  4of  ''^yt>)  Looking  at  the  new 
moon  (  hilal).  Beginning  to  appear  (the  new 

moon).  Observing  the  beginning  of  themonth.  Be- 

ginning (a  month).  Raising  the  voice,  crying  (as 

a  child).  Pronouncing  the  word  (-dJup  lahhayha  (I 

am  obedient  to  thee).  Invoking  God  by  saying 

^1  bi'  S7ni  'llah  In  the  name  of  God  (when  sacri- 
ficing or  consecrating  any  animal).  Rolling  the 

tongue  about  the  mouth,  when  thirsty,  in  order  to 

collect  moisture.    Cutting  one  (a  sword). 

A  j«^U7i/am,  (v.n.4of  ̂ )  Saying  to  one^. 
A  l_JJ^\  ahlab,  Hairy,  bristly.  Rainy  (year). 

i_Jjfc^^  al  ahlab,  A  tail  docked,  without  hair ;  also 

one  abounding  with  hair. 

p  i_^^jJjfc\  ahlabub, {in  zand  and  Paz.)  Heaven. 

A  ahJat,  (a  noun  of  unity)  One  people.  A 

wife.  ̂   Ahilat,  Wealth,  property. 
A  ahillat,  (pi.  of  hiJaV)  New  moons 

(especially  on  the  first  nights  of  their  appearance). 

^\ ̂ jy^\  ahhalaka'Uah  li  'I  khayr, God 
bless  yoa. 

A  uhlub,  (pi.  L-Aj3bfc^  ahalib)  A  species, 

kind,  sort.   A  mode,  manner  (of  speaking). 

A  ^^hlul,  Vain,  trifling,  insignificant. 

A  ahlun,  (pi.  of  (J*^)  Families,  kindreds. 

A  ahViy,  Domestic,  tame,  gentle.  Belong- 
ing to  a  house  or  garden. 

A  ahUyat,  Worthiness.  Aptitude.  Abi- 
lity. Possession. 

A  ̂Jj6\  ihliJij,  The  myrobalan-tree,  a  kind  of 
citron.  \^!^  ihUliji  kdbili,  Chebulic  myro- 
balans.     OL^^^^  ihUlijat,  Myrobalan-trees. 

A  sl\s>\  aJdiya,  A  wife. 

A  |lji>\  ahamm,  More  or  most  important,  needful. 

J»fc\  aliammi  umur,  The  most  important  things. 

V 1*^^  a/mmm/  har,  An  affair  of  consequence. 
A  -*L»Ji>\  ahmas,  (pi.  of         himi)  Worn-out 

clothes.  Ihmas,  (v.  n.  4  of  \i>^  Tearing,  wearing. 

A  CL^\^\ihmat,  A  laughing  or  a  speaking  low. 

A  ihmaj,  (v.n. 4 of ̂ fc)  Straining  every 
nerve,  running  at  full  gallop.  Concealing, hiding. 

A  iil^U7(mad,(v.n.4of  ti>«fc)  Remaining  quiet 

in  a  place.  Being  quiet,  sedate.  Proceeding  ex- 

peditiously. Running  hastily  (to  victuals).  Pa- 

cifying. Causing  to  rest  or  remain.  Keeping  si- 
lence (with  regard  to  any  thing  disagreeable). 

Ajl»fc\  ihmar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^)  Striking  (the 
ground)  violently  with  his  feet  (a  horse). 

A  (Jl^^  ihmal,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ 3^)  Letting  alone, 

not  making  use  of.  Slighting,  neglecting.  Over- 

looking. Negligence,  carelessness,  indifference,  in- 
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dolence.  Delay. 

A  ihmdlan,  (p  i6^Ufc\)  Carelessly. 

A  ahmam,  (pi.  of  pfc  himm)  Frail  oldmen. 

Ihmam,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jj&)  Rendering  solicitous,  keep- 
ing in  suspense.      Waxing  old  and  frail. 
p ahmar,  A  jackall. 

A  ihmihdk,  (or  udJlC^l  ihmlkdk)  The 
being  filled  with  rage. 

p  dhmand,  A  liar. 

p  &*fc^  ahama,  A  piece,  portion.  Deficient. 
p  \  ahan,lvon.  Asword.  dhani 

afmrda,  A  sword  rusty  and  blunt.  J>  ̂̂^fcT  akaiii 

nar,  Male  iron  or  steel.  C^Ss>-  I  dhanijiift, 

(or jlS  dhani  gdv)  A  ploughshare,  i^jjm 
dhani  sard,  (Cold  iron)  The  human  heart. 

i^y^^ (^jui  dhani  sard  hoftan,  (To  beat  cold  iron) 

To  waste  time.    ̂ J>  ̂̂ tb\  dhani  narm.  Soft  iron. 

A  (jJ6 1  a/«'w.  Hereditary  wealth.  Ready  money. 
A  -fljJb\  ihndf,  (v.  n.  4  of  lii>)  Giving,  bestow- 

ing. Giving  food  easy  of  digestion. 

A;i\jlfcW/i«afZ,  (pl.of  SH>  /imfZ)Hindas(aname). 

p  ̂L«i>l         dhan-dshydn,  A  thimble. 
A  (  iK^yUindf,  (v.n. 4  of  i_fljj&)Making  haste. 

Smiling  ironically  (a  female).  Beginning  to  cry. 

A  ,^^^\  ihndh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j^)  Rendering  rest- 
less, heating,  chafing. 

p  a-«Ufc^  ahndma,  Disgrace,  ignominy.  Pomp, 

ostentation.  Self-commendation,  Fortune.  Love. 

Transitory,  evanescent. 

ihnan,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^fi>)  Making  fat  and 
strong.    Causing  to  weep. 

p  ajb       I  dhambdya,  A  yawning,  a  gaping. 

V j>  ̂   1  dhan-har,  A  robber,  housebreaker. 

p  »jb  ̂^fc  I  dhan-j)dra,  A  splinter  of  iron. 

p  job.  ̂JS>  I  dhan-pdya.  The  foot  of  a  spit. 

p  ̂ fc  1  dhanj,  A  design,  intention,  resolution. 
A  commencement,  (in  compos.)  Casting,  throw- 

ing, flinging,  hurling.  Extracting,  drawing  (a 
sword).  Drinking,  taking. 

p  i^\>'  I  dhan-jdn.  Iron-hearted.  Having 
a  soul  of  iron.  Tried  in  adversity. 

p  fjdJ>\4'^\  dhanjdnrdan.  To  cause  to  drink. 
p  i^>^  \  dhanjad,  A  windlass,  capstan. 

p  dhanja,  (or  dhancha)  An  iron 

ring.  The  knocker  of  a  door.  A  weaver's  instru- 
ment for  stretching  and  keeping  tight  cloth  in  the 

loom.  A  rope,  by  means  of  which  weavers  fix  to 

the  wall  or  roof  of  the  work-shop  the  extreme 
threads  of  the  web,  when  near  finished,  and  too 
short  to  be  fastened  to  the  beam. 

p  dhanfidan,  To  drink.  To  drag.  To 

fling.    To  swim.    To  weigh.    To  peel. 

p  I  dhan-hhdy,  A  bravo.  A  strong  horse. 

A         ahnud,  (pi.  of  i^ia>  hind)  Hindas. 

p  J  J  j^Jb  I  dhan-dil,  Brave,  fearless,  intrepid. 
p     6,\jLfc  I  dhan-deg,  An  iron  cauldron. 

1  aAare-rMZ)a,(Iron-attracting)A  magnet. 

p  I  dhan-rag,  A  strong  horse. 

V  ̂j\*t^jS>  \  dhan-sdy,Kfi\e.  An  iron  coal-rake. 

•  A         ahna^  Hump-backed.  (A  horseman) 
unable  to  sit  erect.    The  son  of  a  noble  lady. 

p  Li'       I  dhan-kabd,  A  coat  of  mail. 
Pu£,Cu6Ta/ia?i-ftas/t,(Attractingiron)Araagnet, 
p  \  d/taw^,Concord,  symphony,  harmony, 

modulation,  melody,  pitch,  tune.  Design,  institu- 

tion, purpose,  intention.  Canon,  regulation.  Rule, 

custom,  manner  of  proceeding.  A  row,  a  series. 

The  side  (of  a  cistern).  The  curve  or  arch  of  a 

cupola  or  dome.  A  tether,  stable,  stall.  Haste,  ex- 
pedition. Behold  !  I  dhangi  hijdz,  A 

kind  of  music  introduced  into  Persia  from  Arabia, 

^li^ ̂ ij*  I  dhangi  sitez  hardan,  To  draw 
up  in  order  of  battle,  to  clear  or  make  ready  for  an 

engagement.  (jii^^LiXlfc  I  dhang  kardan,T!o  sound, 
resound,  to  make  a  noise,  to  cry  aloud.  To  sing. 

To  tune  an  instrument.  To  prepare  for,  to  under- 

take (a  journey).  ̂ j^^U**  J^_^  I  dhangi  gu- 
rez  sdhhtan,  To  prepare  for  flight.  <lUsi>\  di- 

7'dz-dhang,  Stretching  out  (as  a  lion  when  going 

to  spring).  t.lX>  I  I  ̂̂ ^'.^^  shamshtri  dtish- 
dhang,  A  flaming  sword,  a  sword  striking  fire. 
p  ahangdh,  Then,  after. 

PjXifc  I  a/mwf^ar,  A  blacksmith.  A  dealer  in  iron. 

p  L^y— *  I  dhangari,  Smithcraft. 
p         I  dhangi,  Consonance,  harmony. 

p  (jiXJ^^  1  dhangidan.  To  intend,  design,  pro- 

pose. To  draw  out,  tear,  pull  off",  peel,  or  skin.  To 
swim,  float.    To  break. 

p  ykfc  I  a/<?iM,  Seeds,  grains.  A  scare-crow.  Ahnu, 

(or  lykJfcl)  Provisions  carried  to  working  people. 
p  a/(?i2<M?TO*7<i,The  fourth  or  lowest 

class,  that  of  the  artisans,  instituted  by  Jamshed. 

p  li^jjbl  ahnavad.  Name  of  the  first  of  the  five 

days  added  to  the  Persian  year,to  make  their  twelve 

months,  of  thirty  days  each,  equal  to  a  solar  year. 
p  aJkfc  I  dhana.  An  iron  ring. 

p       I  dhani.  Made  of  iron. 
p  ft^Ujlfc  1  dhunydba,  A  yawning,  a  gaping. 

p  dhan'm,  Iron,  made  of  iron. 
•ps^.-^j^  I  a/mniw-parya, Iron-handed :  strong, 

powerful,  oppressive. P  ^hanln-jdn.  Inured  to  distress. 

Cruel,  unfeeling,  iron-hearted. 
p        Ui**  '  dhamn-jigar,  Cruel.  Intrepid. 

Pjjliai-  i^j;^\dhanin-hhaftdn,A.n  iron  cuirass. 

P(__ji>jii  tj^is>  I  a/tamiw-(7os/<,Strong,stout,sturdy. 

p         i^xi^ '  dhamn-rag,  A  muscular  horse. 

p  ̂̂ ^^jjj^  (j^ifc  I  dhanin-hursi.  An  anvil. 
p       (J:y^ '  dhanm-hamar,  A  brave  veteran. 
p  _jfcT  dhu,  A  vice,  fault,  defect,  stain,  spot,  vil- 

lainy. Flight,  escape.  Anexclamation,  cry  for  help. 
An  asthma.    A  deer,  roe,  gazelle.  Any  object  of 

pursuit  or  chace.  A  beautiful  eye.  A  mistress,  ̂ ^^fc  I 
dhusi  c/u«,  The  China  or  musk-deer.  (^ysT 



ahun  hhanaA  khawari,  ijfj^l 

a/iwji  kJiawar  or  t^j^  kharvan,  The  sun)  The 
sun.  The  sovereign  of  China  and  Tartary.  The 

emperor  of  China.  Lf^^  ahud  zarin,  The 

sun.    A  golden  goblet.  '  qAmj^'  siyah, 
The  black  antelope.  ;JJ^»*»  u/y* '  ahudsimm,  A 

fair-skinned  cup-bearer,  j^-^)^^  t/j*  '  aAii^i  sher- 
afgan,  (The  lion-subduing  fawn)  The  eye  of  a  mis- 

tress. A  cup-bearer,  a  page,  uiib  (^ji>  I  ahusifa- 

ZaA,  The  sun.  ̂ j<^yi  ̂ ^iA  ahudhasehadan, 

To  be  taken  prisoner,  S^vl*  j^jfc  I  ahufiman- 
da  giriftan,  (To  seize  a  wearied  doe)  To  oppress. 

t/^fe  1  a/iwj/  rzar,  A  black  and  white  cloud. 

A  ahwas,  (pi.  of  hawa')  Loves,  de- 
sires, affections.  Musical  airs.  Erroneous  notions 

in  religion,  heresies.  Ihwas,  (v.  n.4  of  t/j*)  Fall- 
ing, descending  from  a  height.  Holding  a  sword 

in  a  menacing  posture.  Stretching  forth  the  hand 

to  receive  any  thing,  or  to  beckon  any  one. 

PjijitS  ahwar,  Astonished,  amazed,  stupefied. 

Aj\^\  ahwar,  (pi.  ofj^  hawr)  Pools,  ditches, 
marshes,  or  quagmires,  into  which  one  easily  sinks. 

Flocks  of  sheep,  especially  when  numerous  and 

tumbling  one  over  the  other. 

A  ahwaz,  A  name  of  nine  towns  lying  be- 
tween Basra  and  Persia ;  each  town  has  a  distinct 

name,  but  they  are  all  comprised  under  the  collec- 

tive name  Ahwaz.  They  are,  J*^^  rama  hur- 

muz,  ^sharu  muhram,  tustar, 

j^L-J.;^A>-  junday  sdbur,  sits,  ̂ jj**>  surrak, 

^jlij^  nahru  tira' ,  ^ii>^j  ayzah,  andjOU*  mana^zr. 
A  J\jfc\  ahwal,  (pi.  of  Jjfc  /iaroZ)  Terrors,  dan- 

gers, frightful  things,  p  J\_jit\^.^ja*»»  safari  pur 
ahnal,  A  dangerous  journey. 

p  1^^'^  I  ahwan,  A  fawn.    The  nape. 
p  ahwand, (or         ahwana)  The  first  of 

the  five  supplemental  days  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

p         I  ahway,  Name  of  a  town  on  the  Oxus. 

p  ijijtb]  ahu-hara,  A  fawn.  uiUi  a/m- 
harad  falak,  The  sign  Aries.  The  sun. 

P  ^  I  aim-pay,  Swift-footed.  A  house  of 
an  hexagonal  form.  A  parlour  to  which  you  ascend 
by  a  winding  or  spiral  staircase. 

A         ahwaj.  Tall.    Foolish,  precipitate. 

A  O^Jti\  ahwad,  The  old  Arabic  name  of  Monday. 
Pjy6\  ahwar,  A  beloved  object. 
P  I  ahori,  Mustard. 

Pjy6\  ahwaz,  Name  of  a  celebrated  archer. 
A  ahwas,  A  consumer,  eater,  devourer. 

L>**J*^  ̂ ^Up^  J  ̂^JS>  ̂ _>«U5^  an  nas  hawsa'  wa'z 
zaman  ahwas.  Men  consume(the  fruits  of  theearth) 
and  time  devours  (them). 

A  ■is-y>\  ahwi^t,  (pi.  of        huwd^  Months 
of  SiA*flJ\      2m'Z  ka^a. 
P  kardan,  To  blame,  find  fault, 
p  (^ISys  I  dhwjdn,  (pi.  of  ybj  Rhu)  Fawns, 
p  Jji  I  ahul,  A  vice.  A  subterraneous  passage. 

(    192  ) 

A  J_j*^  ahwal,  More  or  most  terrible.  l< 
maahwala,  O  how  dreadful !  Uhul,  (v.  n.  of  Jjfc\) 

Marrying  a  wife.  Founding  a  family.  Becoming 

^familiar  with,  or  accustomed  to,  any  thing. 

A         ahimm.  Large-beaded  (man). 

p  dhu-mada,  AAoe,  hind,  gazelle,  roe. 

p  I  dhun,  (or  i^^^  ahun)  A  cavern,  grotto, 
pit,  mine,  or  any  subterraneous  place.  A  hole  in 

a  wall,  especially  one  made  by  a  house-breaker. 

A  ̂jj4>^  ahwan.  Easy,  smooth.  More  or  most 
contemptible.  More  or  most  easy.  Lighter.  An 

old  Arabic  name  for  Mondaj'. 

A  -p\3yt)\  ahwinds,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^ifc  hayyiri)  Quiet, 
easy.  Despicable. 

p  I  dhun-bar  or  dhun-bur,  A  house-breaker. 
A' miner.    A  well-digger. 

p  Jjj  ̂fc  1  dhu-vara,  (for  »^  ̂   I  )  A  fawn. 
p  (^^fi>  I  dhuwi,  Belongingtoafawn.  Fawn-like. 

A  {_$^\  ahwa',  Dearer,  more  agreeable  (to  me 
than  aught  else).  Name  of  a  mountain  and  place. 

Aio.^fc\  ahwiyat,(i>l.  of  ̂ ^^)Airs,  atmospheres. 

A  i-ljSb]  tihwiyat,  Air,  atmosphere.  A  very  low- 
lying  place,  a  deep  valley  or  pit. 

A  ̂ljo,_jJ6l  ihwindn,  (v.  n.  11  of  for 
Lying  low  and  spacious  (a  country). 

p  ̂ 3^6 1  ahuyi,  Terror,  fright.  Vice,  fault,  ble- mish. Escape. 

p       1  dhi,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  fawn. 

A        ahy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^\)  Laughing  aloud. 

4  ihydj,  (v.  n.  4  "of  ̂ Ifc  for  ̂ )  Finding land  with  dry  and  withered  plants. 

p  ioljsl  a/t??/a?ia,  (or  e6LS)W/i??/a/ia)  The  skull. 

The  throat.    The  palate.    One  side  of  the  head. 

A  I— »Jifc^  ahyal),  More  or  most  revered. 

A  'iiS^^^  uhayjinat,  Boys  married  too  young. 
p  eso^  I  dhekhtan,  To  draw  (a  sword).  To 

educate.    To  intend.    To  hang,  suspend. 

p  dhehhta,  Extracted.    Educated.  In- 
tended.   Hung,  suspended, 

p  JJsT  dhez.  Modestly.    Softly !  stop !  halt ! 

A  (j".-^*^  ahyas.  Bold,  strenuous,  unshrinking. 
A  aliyagh.  Fertile,  plentiful  (year).  The 

conveniences  of  life,  abundance  of  good  things. 

Plenty  (of  water).  jjli-J6^\  al  ahyaghdni,  (du.) 
Meat  and  drink.    Food  and  venery. 

A  I— fl-fc^  «%^>  Slender-waisted. 

A         ahy  ah,  Long-necked. 

A  ̂ y^\  ahyal,  Spread,  scattered,  poured  out 

(sand).   TJhayl,  A  little  family.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  ̂ \  ahyam,  Dark,  starless  (night). 
A  ̂^l*^^  ahyamdni,  A  torrent,  and  resty  camel. 

Ajj^fcl  dhin,  (forjjfcl  dhan)  Iron, 
p     I  dy,  (imper.  of  (j J>*  I  dmadan)  Come,  (in 

compos.)  Coming.    A  comer. 

A  4^ I  dy,  (pi.  of  wl  dyat)  Signs.  Miracles. 

Verses  of  the  Kur'an.  Individuals, 
p      ay,  O  !  ho !  hallo !    Namely,  that  is  to 

say.    \d>s- jO       ay  hdri  hhudd,  O  great  God ! 
A  ̂J\  ay,  That  is,  to  wit,  viz.  Who  ?  which  ? 

what  ?  O  (vocative  particle).   /,  Yes,  ay,  indeed. 

A  ayy,  (fem.  ayyat)  Whoever,  whoso- 

ever. Who  1  which  ?  what  ?  Cs'^  Oiyy^^  n'o,- 
julin.  Whatever  man ;  or  what  man  ?  What  a 

man !  ayyuhum,  Any  of  you ;  or,  which  of 

you  ?  Cs\  C'l/yO'  hlnin.  In  whatever  time ;  or, 
in  what  time  ?  u-yOw*  (]^^  li  ayyi  sabahin.  On 

whatever  account;  or,  on  what  account?  ^^ 

ayyvkumfi  d  ddr.  Who  is  in  the  house  ? — When  the  same  noun  that  is  governed  by  ̂\  ayy 

also  precedes,  it  implies  something  indefinite  :  as, 

^^^jt  ̂ ^jj^ 'tnarartu  birajidin  waay- yu  rajidin,  I  passed  a  man ;  but  what  man  (I  do 

not  know)  ;  or,  by  way  of  admiration :  as, 
waka^  baldfun,  wa  ayyu  balddn. 

Trouble  befel  (him),  but  such  trouble !  Ayy,  The 

vocative  O !  A  particle  of  calling.  Ho !  do  you 

hear  ?  hark-ye !  hola !  have  a  care ! 
p  bl  dyd,  Whether  or  not?  is  it  not?  May 

be,  perhaps,  perchance,  possibly.  A  particle  of 
interrogation :  as,j^  b  i.^***)^  s>J  b  I  dyd 

zayd  istdda  ast  yd  ̂ mr.  Is  Zayd  or  Amr  stand- 
ing (there)  ?  ̂ ^—.y  V  b  1  dyd  zayd  mjd 

nist.  Is  not  Zayd  here  ?  - 
p  \>\  ayd,  Ho !  hark  ye !   Ah !  alas ! 
Ab\  aya,  O !  ho !  hola  !  lya  Light,  brightness. 

A  \S\  lyd.  Have  a  care!  S*>i^\  j  i^^j  lydha 

wa  'I  asad,  Beware  of  the  lion ! 

lydha  an  taf^la  hazd.  Beware  of  doing  so.  uiJlj  1 

lyaka  wa'l  muhhalafat.  Beware  lest  thou 
contend.  lyd  is  a  pleonastic  particle  prefixed  to 

personal  pronouns :  as,  lydya'.  Me.  <-iJb| \ 
lyaka.  Thee,  sljl  lydhu.  Him.  U^?!  lyahumd. 

You  two.  V»i6l"3  lydhumd.  Them  two.  bl"_\  lydnd. 

Us.  ̂ "^y  lydhum,  You.  ̂ J^l^j  lydhum.  Them ; and  are  governed  by  the  veiHb,  either  following : 

as,  t^b3  lydha  na^udu,  Thee  we  adore  ;  or 
preceding :  as,  zarala  lydha.  He  beat 
thee.  When  the  action  operates  upon  the  agent 

it  becomes  equivalent  to  ̂ j<*A>  ttafs,  Soul,  self:  as, 

l$y>\  C^j^  zarabtu  lydya',  I  beat  myself. 
A  A>\  ayds,  (or*-bl  dydf)  (pi.  of  Hi. I  dyai) 

Signs.   Verses  of  the  Kur'an.  Persons.  Aydf,  (or 

hjydf)  Light,  brightness.  Splendour  of  the  sun. 
A  (— ->b3  Isdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  L_->lj)  Provoking,  en- 

raging. Outraging  decency,  putting  to  the  blush. 
Averting  shamefully  from  (his)  business. 

A  i-->b\  aydb,  (v.  n.  of  .^1  for  L-->j^)  Setting 

(the  sun).  lydb,  (v.  n.  of  (_-^T  for  ̂ ^')  Return- ing. The  setting  of  the  sun.  A  return. 

A  I— 'VJ^  (lyy^^j  A  water-seller.  A  cup-bearer. 

l?/a&,  A  return.  C/'»/3/aZ),(pl.oft_-o  \ddb)  Returners. 

A  ̂jJ^\aydbis,  (pl.of  aybas)Legs  (espe- 
cially the  fore  parts  of  them),  dry,  hard,  fleshless. 

Hard  substances,  upon  which  they  prove  swords. 



A  'i\>\  aymt,  Form,  figure,  aspect. 
A        ayat  or  iyat,  Splendour  (of  the  planets). 

A  Obl  ayat,  (pi.  of  io.l  ayat)  Signs,  miracles. 

Verses  of  the  Kur'an.  Persons,  individuals.  Obl 

Ol^LiJio  ayati  mutashabihdt,  Verses  which  may 
be  variously  interpreted,  ay  at  I 

muhkamat,  Incontrovertible,  unambiguous  verses. 

A  Ol>3  aysat,  Begone !  away ! 
A  lib^  ryad,  Whatever  preserves,  defends,  or 

protects.  A  fortification,  castle,  asylum.  A  forti- 
fied hill.  A  veil,  curtain.  Air,  ether,  atmosphere. 

A  side,  edge,  margin,  shore.  Mounds  of  clay  or 

earth  raised  round  tents,  houses,  or  cisterns,  to  keep 

out,  or  hold  in,  water.  The  right  or  left  wing  of 

an  army  (both  wings  are  called  (j^^^b^  iyadani). 
A  hill  or  large  heap  (of  sand).  A  great  number 

of  camels.  ̂ \  jb\  (_j  ̂   humafl  iyadVllah,  He 
is  under  the  protection  of  God. 

A  i^iibj  ayadi,  (pi.  of  li^.  yad)  Hands. 

A  jCiibJ  ayadim,  Rugged  hills,  (pi.  of  **^t>jl 
isdamat)  Hard  grounds  without  stones. 

Ajb I  ayar,  (pi.  of  j>\  ayr)  Veretra. 

A  j\>\  isar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^j)  Terrifying,  causing 
to  fly.  Announcing,  proclaiming,  making  known. 

V  Jo\  ayar,  Computation. 

Ajb\  ayar,  Copper. 

GjbJ  iyar,  Air,  atmosphere. 

Aj\."3  a_y?/a?',  A  Syro-Macedonian  month.  May. 
G  iyarij,  An  aperient  medicine. 

p  »ii)b3  iyarida  or  ayar  da,  A  commentary  on 
the  Zand,  and  called  Pazand. 

p      JJ\  ayar-gir.  An  accountant, 
p  ayara,  A  bracelet.  A  laxative  medicine. 

A  register,  an  account-book.  Quantity.  Space. 
Number.  Measure. 

ayara-ffir,  A  scribe,  an  accountant. 

A  (jfjW  uyariy,  Magno  veretro  prseditus. 

pjbl  ayaz,  (or  jb\  ayaz)  Name  of  a  favourite 
of  Sultan  Mahmudof  Ghaznah.  Name  of  one  of 

the  Emirs  of  Sultan  Ibrahim  bin  Massud  bin  Mah- 

niud  Ghaznawiy. 

p  ayazi,  A  woman's  black  veil. 
p  (^bj  (^yo,s,  Name  of  a  favourite  of  Mahmud. 

A  (^b  (v.  n.  of  (j*o3)  Despairing.  Name 
')f  seventeen  companions  of  Muhammad,  and  of 

several  compilers  of  traditions.  Name  of  a  judge 

in  Baghdad,  who  was  so  excellent  a  physiognomist, 

that  he  discovered  the  guilt  or  innocence  of  pri- 
soners by  their  looks ;  hence  the  proverb 

(^j*>b3  afras  min  iyas,  Better  physiognomist 

than  Iyas ;  and  HA**>b\  jirasat  iyasiyat  im- 

plies physiognomy,  or  the  conjecture  of  Iyas. 

A  &***b\  iyasat,  A  causing  one  to  depair. 

p  j^/^b\  iyasaram.  The  fourth  period  consist- 
ing of  thirty  days,  in  which  the  trees  were  created 

(according  to  ancient  Persian  cosmogony). 

p  euttb3  ayasa.  Desire,  wish,  A  ring.  A  hook. 
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p  ,_^b.^  ayasi,  A  sort  of  woman's  veil. 
A  tJ^bj  ayasin,  (pi.  of  ̂jL«jUsara)  Men. 

A j^b3  ayasir,  or  ̂^goWjShort  ropes  with  which 
the  lower  parts  of  tents  are  fastened  to  the  pegs. 

A  Ji?b3  ayatil,  (pi.  of  aytal)  Those  parts 
of  the  belly  and  sides  under  the  short-ribs. 

p  ̂ bl  ayagh,  A  cup,  drinking  vessel. 

A  (-iiJV^J  iyyaha.  Begone !  Take  heed   Beware ! 
A  Jbj  iml,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jlj)  Being  full  of  the 

dung  of  sheep  and  camels  (a  place).  Filling  a 

place  with  dung  (sheep  and  camels). 

A  (JbJ  iycd  (v.  n.  of  Jl  for  J|j\)  Thickening. 

Ruling,  governing  (as  a  king).  Administering, 

managing  well.    Becoming  thick.   A  vessel. 

A  O^b^  iyalat.  Valleys.  Rivers. 

A  «)b3  iyalat,  (y .w.  J I  for  (Jj^)  Governing. 
Administering,  managing  property.  Dominion, 

prefecture,  administration,  rule.  Ll<3b\  ̂ ^j*>*s>-  hus- 
ni  iyalat.  Good  government,  p  ̂jii^dJb\  iya- 

lat Jiardan,  To  govern. 

iyam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 1  for  jf  \)  Making  a 
smoke.  Destroying  bees  by  fumigation.  Taking 

honey  from  a  hive.  Troubling.  Uyam  or  iyam,  A 

disease  peculiar  to  a  camel.  {^\.  ̂ \uyuni)  Smoke. 

A  ayyam,  (pi.  of  yawm)  Days.  Fa- 
vours, benefits.  Times,  seasons.  Wind,  weather. 

Battles,  j^b  \  ayyami  bahur,  The  dog-days. 

jts-  ayyami  ̂ ahar.  The  ten  days'  festival  at 

the  Muharram.  ^\."\  ayyami  ma^ludat, 
Three  days  after  slaying  the  sacrifices  at  Mecca. 

C->l*^i*e  ayyami  ma^umat,  The  ten  first  days 

of  Z'ul  hajjah.  p  (^^^^  ̂^".^  ayyami  hukalamun. 
Changeable  times,  untoward  circumstances.  ^\ 
(jd\J^  ayyami  shddi.  Holidays  allowed  at  a  mar- 

riage.   A       ji  zu  ayyam,  Disastrous  (day). 

A  I*  u(  ayyan  ma,  (for  l«  ̂ \  ayyu  ismi 
ma)  Of  whatever  name. 

A  ̂j*b3  aydmin,  (pi.  of  ayman)  Prospe- 
rous, successful,   (pi.  of        yamin)  Right  sides. 

A  Ij^y  aydma\  (pi.  of  ayyim)  Widows. 
Single  or  unmarried  women. 

A  (J^*b\  aydmin,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jj^)  Right  hands. 

p  ̂jbl  dydn,  (pi.  of  ̂ 1  ay')  Comers. 
ayyana  or  lyana.  When  ?  U  ̂ \  ay- 

ydna  ma.  Whensoever.  Ayydni,  (du.  of  ayy) 
Which  two  ? 

lyana.  Us. 

A  J^b\  aydnih,  (pi.  of  aj'b  ndkat)  She-camels. 
A  jCjbJ  ji  zu  aydixim.  Disastrous  (day). 

A  ̂^jb3  aydmn,  (pi.  of  Galleries. 
A  $153  Him,  it.  Her. 

tydhum,1\\em.  \^\S\iydhumd,T\iem.  iv/o. 
lydlmnna,  Them  (fem.). 

A         lydya' ,  T,  me. 
A  bbl  aydyd.  Courage  !  Get  on  !  gee ! 

A ̂ b^  uydy  ir.  Name  of  a  place  in  the  Hawran. 
A  (Jjb^  aydfil,  (pi.  of       iyyal,  uyyal,  or  ay- 
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yid)  Harts. A  pjb3  aydfim,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  ayyim)  Widows. 
A  d.sih,  (pi.  L-.>j\  awh,  urcdi),  and 

L-.>1?1  w^.?/«^)Onewlio  returns.  Who  turns  towards. 

A  -*^U>3  i-hds,  (v.  n.  4  of  bj)  Suffering  from  the 

plague.  Making  a  sign,  pointing  with  the  finger ; 
beckoning  for  one  to  approach  (\^\  Imd  being 

the  word  used  when  one  is  beckoned  to  retire). 

The  sign  so  made  with  the  finger.  Having  the  sto- 

mach overloaded  with  milk  (a  camel's  colt). 
A  libjj  ibdd,  A  separating  (from  the  flock). 

A        ?'Z;ar,(v.n.  4  of^j)  Being  hairy  (a  camel). 

A  (_^b^J  ibds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ij-J^.)  Drying.  Pro- 
ducing withered  plants  (ground).  Inhabiting,  or 

travelling  through  such  a  country.  Keeping  a  pro- 
found silence. 

A  (^b^J  ibdsh,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^j)  Hastening. 

(Ground)  producing,  shooting  forth  (luxuriant  and 
entangled  plants  or  herbage). 

A  i^ja[*>\  ibds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_j»a^j)  Abounding 

with  herbage  (grounds).  Producing  flame,  begin- 
ning to  burn  (fire). 

A  ifbj.l  ibdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  la^j)  Enfeebling.  In- 
flicting wounds.  Slaying.  Conquering. 

A  Jjb^.\  ibdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^j)  Destroying,  ruin- 
ing. Imprisoning. 

A  JL)\  isbdl,  The  possessing  of  many  camels. 

A  ̂y^Vibdl,  Herds,  flocks,  or  flights  (of  camels, 

oxen,  sheep,orbirds),following  one  another  in  rows. 
A  &JL;\  ibdlat,  A  bundle  of  grass  or  hay. 

A  sIa>3  ibdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  jOj)  Considering,  un- 
derstanding, perceiving,  turning  the  mind  to. 

A      1  ddbat.  Water  drunk  at  noon. 

A  'Lk>\  ayhat  or  ibat,  (v.  n.  of  u-JI  for  t-->j^) 
Returning.  A  return.  The  foot  of  a  quadruped. 

Ibat,  A  noon-day  potation. 

p  li-jj  aybad,  A  spark  of  fire. 

A  ̂ \  aybad,  A  plant,  having  a  grain  like  bar- 

ley, with  which  they  fatten  cattle. 
A  cybas,  (pi.  (j-jb^  aydbis)  Dry.  The 

fore-part  of  the  leg,  hard  and  fleshless.  Harder, 
hardest.  A  hard  substance  used  for  proving  swords. 

p  ijX>^\  ehah.  An  idol.  Aybah,  Name  of  a  vil- 

lage  in  Badakshan. 

A  ̂3^3  aybal  or  aybul,  A  Christian  monk. 

A  j^bjj  aybidly  or  aybatiy,  A  Christian  monk. 
A  'k>  \  ayat,  (pi.  Obl  dydt,  ̂ 1  dy,  ayds, 

and  >bl  dyds)  A  sign,  miracle.  An  individual, 

a  single  person,  body.  A  verse  of  the  Kur'an,  of 
which  there  are  6236.  A  crowd,  congregation,  con- 

vocation, congress,  assembly.  al  dyat,  See 

the  text  in  the  Kur'an.  J^j^^  dyatu'r  rajul, 

The  person  of  a  man.  'i^.l  dyat  harimat,  A 

verse  of  the  Kur'an.  ̂ J^f^'^  al  dyatdni,  (or 
dyatdni)  Thetwo  verses,  confessions,  orattestations, 

called  jjbjl^\  fl.s/i'  shahddatdni,  j  ̂\      aJl  ̂  

(J^AUj  dXs^  Id  ilaha  Hid  'lldh,  wa  muJiammad 



rasulu'llah,  There  is  no  god  but  God,  and  Mu- 
hammad (is)  the  apostle  of  God. 

A  ayyat,  (or  ayyatuma  with  the  pleo- 
nastic Ui  ma,  fem.  ̂ \  ayy,  Above)  Whoever,  what- 

soever. What ! 

A  ̂bJ^  istas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Bringing  or  giving 

a  present.  Compensating,  requiting.    A  gift. 

A  '^taJt,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Bringing  a  little 
present  (a  poor  man).  Being  indigent.  Being  im- 

portunate, in  order  to  obtain  any  thing.  Bringing 

into  trouble  and  difficulty. 

A  ̂ ^.^  ttakh,  A  conquering.    An  excelling. 
A  iiVJj\  itad,  (v.  n.  4  oi  Sij)  Driving  or  fixing 

firmly  (a  stake  or  peg  called  watad). 

■itar,  (v. n.4of j3j)  Repeating  the  sepa- 
rate prayer  calledjJ_j3^  al  witr.  Stretching  the  bow- 

sti'ing,  and  bending  the  bow.  Stringing  a  bow, 
or  fixing  to  it  a  string  for  hanging  it  by.  Making 

an  even  number  an  odd  one  (jJj  witr  or  rvatr). 

A  ̂1^3  itafjh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Ruining.  Afflict- 

ing. Corrupting  (one's  religion  by  sin).  Detain- 
ing, imprisoning. 

comparable.  Ttam,  (v.  n.  4  of  Having  her 

children  fatherless  (a  woman).  Bereaving,  orphan- 

ing, rendering  orphans  (|«J^.  yafim). 

A  ̂ \  istam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ \)  Forcing  (a  woman), 
bursting  and  making  both  passages  one. 

A  ̂jCj\ttan,  (v. n.  4  of  (J^^.)  Bringing  forth  pre- 
posterously, with  the  feet  foremost  (any  female). 

A  l-^IjCD^  iftibab,  (v.  n.  8  ofiJl^\)  Preparing  for 

a  journey  or  other  undertaking,  (v.  n.  9  of  u-«J^) 
Putting  on  the  garment  called  itb. 

Aj\sU\  istihar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j>\)  Digging  a  well. 
Desiring  one  to  look  after  or  dress  sown  fields  or 

palm-tress.    Being  impregnated  (a  female  palm). 
A  istibaz,  (v.  n.8  of  (^j\)  Being  hurt 

in  the  thigh-tendon,and  disabled  by  the  contraction. 
utibat,  (v.  n.  8  of  laJ^)  Being  plain  and 

even.  Being  heavy,  disturbed  (the  spirits). 

A  iJXLi\  istibal,  (v.  n.8  of  Jj\)  Sitting  steadily 
(on  a  camel).  Tending  diligently  (camels)  grazing. 

AjCli\istisar,A  following  of  the  footsteps. 

A  ̂̂ ■'^  i^tyaj,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂ \)  Being  hot  (the day).     Being  kindled,  made  to  blaze. 

A Uijar,  (v.  n.  8  of  j>\)  Giv  ins:  alms  in 
expectation  of  a  reward  ( ajr).  Demanding  or 
receiving  wages  or  reward  (»^1  tcjrat). 

A  il^^  utikhaz,  A  laying  hold  of  one  another. 
A  ididam,(j.  n.  8  of  ̂J^)  Joining  (bread 

or  other  concomitant  to  meat).  Reviving,  being 
moist  and  fresh  (a  tree). 
A  htiras,  (v.  n.  8  of  Making  honey 

(a  bee).    Remaining  in  one  place. 

A utirar,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jl)  Making  haste. 
Hastening,  pressing. 

A  sJ^\j::)\utirRsh,  (v.  n.  8  of  (J^\)Demanding 
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or  taking  any  thing  as  a  compensation  for  an  injury. 

A  istii'ak,  A  being  watchful,  or  sleepless. 

A  istirak,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^^^)  Being  full- 
grown,  firm,  and  strong  (the  tree  ̂ J^^Ji  arali). 

A  J^j^^  i-ftizar,  (v.  n.  8  ofjj^)  Putting  on  trow- 

sers,  breeches,  or  drawers  (calledj^^  izar'). 
Aj|^\  istizdz,  (v.  n.  8  ofj^)  Boiling  (a  pot). 

Causing  one  to  make  haste. 

A  >L«^\  iftiscLf,  (v.  n.  8  of  for  _j**»\)  Imi- 

tating, making  one  a  pattern  or  exemplar  (»_j*u^  is- 
wat  or  uswaf).    Deriving  comfort,  getting  relief. 

AjL^Ijj  ̂f'isar,  (v.  n.  8  of  Distributing  by 
lot  (the  limbs  of  a  slaughtered  camel).  Playing 
at  dice,  drawing  lots. 

A  istishas:,  (v.n.  8  oi  ̂_^\)  Being  set  and 
healed  (a  broken  bone). 

A  ̂\z^\  itishai,  (v.  n.  8  of^^^j)  Being  set  (a 
broken  bone). 

A  t_jLi.:o^  istishab,  The  being  mixed  together. 

A JJlZ>\  iftishai-,  (v.n. 8of;ji^)  Asking  one  to 
notch  and  sharpen  (her)  teeth  (a  woman). 

Ajl-aX)^  iftisar,  (v.  n.  8  ofyoS)  Being  long  and 
rank  (vegetation),  touching  each  other  (plants). 

Being  very  numerous  (people). 

A  (^l«a:o\  iftisas,  (v.n.  8  of  Assembling, 
flocking  together. 

A  istizaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  (^\)  Being  forced, 
constrained.  Seeking,  asking.  Striking. 

A  iftUam,  (v.  n.  8  of        Being  consti- 
pated. Labouring  under  a  strangury. 

A  uti^d,  (v.  n.  8  of  i^j)  Receiving  or 
being  gratified  by  a  promise. 

A  iilo^  istifaz,  (v.  n.  8  of  Jixil  not  used)  Taking. 

A  ̂\sd\  utifRk,  (v.  n.  8  of  t^\)  Lying.  Be- 
ing overthrown  (by  an  earthquake). 

A  ialiol  istikdt,  (v.  n.  8  of  iai'\)  Using  acid 
milk  as  condiment.  Making  the  cheese  laj\  ahit. 

A  utikdk,  (v.  n.  8  of  (.2J1)  Knocking 

one  against  another  (legs).  Being  very  hot  (a  day). 

Thronging,  pressing  round  a  watering-place.  Being 

oppressed  by  any  arduous  and  irksome  business. 

A  J\i:o\  istihm,  (v.  n.  8  of  J^l)  Being  eaten 
into,  corroded.   Being  inflamed  with  anger. 

p  etgin,  A  householder,  proprietor. 

p  etfjini,  Ownership,  rightful  possession. 

A  istilds,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂1  for  _j5\)  Swearing. 

Being  able  and  capable.  Being  proud.  Failing, 

doing  less  than  one's  duty. 
A  (  5^ko\  istilaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  u-a)\)  Cultivating 

friendship.  Agreeing.  Assembling,  flocking  toge- 
ther.   Friendship,  familiarity,  company,  society. 

A  ij^ko^  istiluJtjA  shining,  flashing  oflightning. 
A         utimds,  An  intending,  proposing. 

Aj\i^\  ij:timdr,{\.  n.  8ofj*l)  Submitting.  Con- 
sulting. Thinking  anxiously  about.  Acting  upon 

one's  own  opinion.    Commanding  one  another. 
A  jX^\iftimdm,  (v.  n.  8  of!l\)  Takingfor  guide. 

leader,  model,  or  exemplar:  accepting  as  one''s 
Imam.  Following,imitating.  Intending,  purposing. 

A  (jlc^^  istimdn,  A  trusting,  confiding,  relying. 
A  I — jUlol  istinaf,  (v.  n.  8  of  i«_fl3^)  Beginning 

any  thing  anew.  Beginning,  commencement. 
PkXljo.\  itand,  An  uncertain  sum  or  number. 

A  istimds,  (v.  n.8  of  (_j'_j^)  Repairing  to  a 

place  for  a  temporary  or  a  permanent  residence. 

Being  tenderly  affected  towards. 
p  cL3j]o3  ituk,  Happy  news,  good  tidings. 

A  (_^Ijj1>\  istiydb,  (v.  n.  8  of  for 

Coming  to  water  at  night-time. 
A  liVjpl  utiyad,  The  being  bent. 

A  J^Jp^  idiydl,  (v.  n.  8  of  J 1  for  Jj\)  Admi- 
nistering well,  managing  properly. 

A  istiydm,  (v.n.  8  of  pi  for  ̂ \)  Marry- 
ing a  widow  (^^\  ayyirti). 

A  'I'Sdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  iSj)  Making  soft,  bruis- 
ing (flesh  by  beating  without  touching  the  bone). 

Spraining  (the  hand),  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Having 

any  kind  of  vehicle  broken  or  injured  (as  a  car- 

riage, a  ship ;  also  a  beast  of  burden). 
A  (— isab,  A  causing  to  leap  or  spring. 

Ap\  usar,  (v.  n.  4  of y\)  Presenting,  ofl^er- 
ing  (a  gift).  Preferring,  choosing.  Honouring. 

Causing  to  follow. 

p  (jSiil        isar-bakhsh,  A  title  of  Hiishang. 
A  u-sl-c'j  isdf,  An  underjiropping  (of  a  kettle). 
A  isak,  A  binding,  a  tying  fast. 

A         issam,  A  seducing,  the  making  to  sin. 

isan,  (v.n. 4  of  ̂ ^j)  Giving  liberally. 

Being  numerous  (flocks),  abundant  (wealth). 

p  l:S;\  ija,  (for  l^-^  inja)  Here,  this  place. 
A  yd.!:,  (v.n.  4  of  Vj)  Repelling,  remov- 

ing, prohibiting,  hindering,  averting.  Seeking  for 
something  in  rain.  Failing  (water  in  a  well),  (v. 

n.  4  of  (_j^j)  Discovering  one  to  be  avaricious 
and  worthless.  Hurting  or  wearing  thin  (the  hoof 

of  a  horse).  Being  tenacious,  avaricious,  granting 

nothing  to  a  petitioner.  Giving.  Selling  small 

trusses  or  bundles  of  clothes,  or  portmanteaus.  Re- 

turning without  game  (a  hunter).  Reaching  the 
hard  stratum  or  rock  (when  digging  for  water) 

without  finding  a  spring.  Refraining,  abstaining, 

turning  away  from. 
A  <— -J^s^  (v.  n.  4  of  j)  Rendering  ne- 

cessary. Doing  any  thing  extremely  good  or  bad 

(deserving  of  reward  or  punishment  in  the  life  to 

come).  Making  (the  heart)  palpitate.  Eating 

once  only  in  twenty-four  hours,  (in  logic)  Affir- 

mation, (in  Muhammadan  law)  The  first  proposal 

made  by  one  of  the  parties  in  negociating  or  con- 

cluding a  bargain,  p  (--'1:^1  yob  ast,  It  is 
requisite  or  necessary,  it  behoves,  ij'^j^  '-r'^^ 

ydb  hardan,  To  render  necessary,  to  cause  to  be 

done.   To  exact  or  demand  performance. 

A  yabiy,  Affirmative. 



A  ̂U:^  yah,  (v.  n,  4  of  ̂ j)  Digging  down  to 
smooth  stones.  Forcing  to  flee  for  refuge.  Ap- 

pearing, becoming  manifest.  Covering  (a  tent), 

roofing  (a  house).  Causing  pain  in  being  dis- 

charged (urine).  Hanging  down  before  a  house 

or  tent  (a  curtain). 

A  lil^l  isjad,  (v.  n.  4  of  J>»-\)  Corroborating, 

strengthening.  Restoring  to  wealth  or  affluence. 

Creating  she-camels  strong  in  the  vertebra  (God). 

A  ijacl,  (v.  n.  4  of  li^j)  Causing  (one)  to 

find.  Giving  an  existence.  Making  rich  and  happy. 

Invigorating,  strengthening.  Compelling  one  to 

do  any  thing.  Vexing,  molesting.  Invention,  dis- 
covery, production. 

A  (iU:^  yo-Z,  A  forcing  against  the  will. 

Ajlfll  ?^jar,(v.n.4  of y>\)  Letting  out  on  hire. 
Prostituting  (herself)  for  hire.    Stabbing  in  the 

mouth  with  a  spear.  Replacing  a  disjointed  bone 

crookedly.  Repaying.    Hiring,  taking  on  hire. 

aJ^\  yar,  (v.  n.  4  of^s-j)  Stabbing  in  the 
mouth  or  the  breast  with  a  spear.  Putting  medi- 

cine into  the  mouth  of  a  child. 

Aj^\  Ijdz,  (v.  n.  4  ofjiwj)  Abridging,  curtail- 
g,  epitomizing.    Giving  quickly.    Being  short, 

abridged,  laconical,  and  compendious.  Compen- 

dium,^abridgement,  summary,  epitome. 

A         ijazan,  (p  aj^ls£^)  Compendiously. 
A  (^W^  yas,  A  thinking,  feeling,  conceiving. 

A  ̂^5^         -^i^  incommoding,  a  giving  pain. 
A  (  yaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_ag-j)  Making  to 

avel  quickly.    Using,  employing.  Fatiguing. 

A  (Jla2\  isjal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Applying  a  re- 
medy for  a  pain  in  the  neck.  Imprisoning. 

isjam,  (v.  n.  4  of  j*?"^)  Exciting  disgust, 
ausing  a  loathing.  Entering  into  a  thicket  (a  lion). 

A  '&>\^\  ijanat,  A  stone-bottle,  phial,  pitcher. 
A  slsfi^  ya/i,  (v.  n.  4  of  a«»-j)  Rendering  re- 

pectable,  illustrious,  celebrated(&A:>-j  wajlJi).  Dis- 
overing  (one)  to  be  respectable. 

A  (Jjg^  yil,  (imper.  of  Jj?- _j  ivajala)  Fear  thou, 

p  ̂ \  ech,  (for        hech)  Any. 

A  ̂\si\  Viat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ,_5>-j)  Suggesting,  re- 
ealing,  inspiring.   Fearing.    Raising,  sending. 

A  ,^\s^\ihaj  ,K  forcingjCompelling  to  seek  refuge. 
A  i:i\s~\ihad,  (v.n.4  of  i^s-j)  Making  the  unique 
phoenix  of  the  age.  Leaving  alone,  abandoning 

enemies.    Bringing  forth  one  lamb  (a  ewe). 

Ajl3c\  iJiar,  (v.  n.  4  of  j»-j)  Poisoning  (meat 
drink)  with  its  venom(the  reptile  ̂ j^^  maharaf). 

A  CH^^  ihashf  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^j)  Finding  (a 
nd)  desolate.    Being  deserted  (a  city).  Being 

sititute  of  provisions.    Dying  of  hunger. 

A  I  5ljc\  ihaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  )  Making  haste. 

eing  inconvenient,  disagreeable  (fold  for  camels). 

A  (Jlss^  thai,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J*-_j)  Plunging  into, 
rowing  amongst,  mud.    Afflicting,  distressing, 
A  A  word  used  to  make  a  camel  lie  down. 
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A  (^^^  ikhash,  (v.  n.  4  of  t^J^j)  Injuring 

another's  credit.  Giving  little.  Mixing,  jumbling 
together.  Replacing  repeatedly  the  arrows  used  in 

drawing  lots  into  the  quiver. 

A  t^lsi:^  i/e/«as,  (v.n.4of  ̂ joi>-j)  Giving  away 
the  smallest  part.  (A  horseman)  riding  through 

the  vapour  called  sarah,  and  raising  and 
lowering  it  alternately. 

A  I  jlicj  Vihaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i—Ai-j)  Striking 
mallows  until  they  become  viscous.  Making  haste. 

P         ikhan,  Name  of  a  country  in  Turkistan. 

p  (JlA^Uii^  ayuhlishut,  Bits  of  divers  sorts  of  me- 

tals, as  gold  or  silver. 

A  ayd,  (v.  n.  of  J I  for  i^Y)  Being  strong 

and  firm.    Strength,  power,  vigour,  hardness. 

A       ayyid,  Powerful,  strong. 

A  Ai^\  isdaf,  (v.  n.4  of  Assisting.  Pre- 

paring for  a  journey.  Being  numerous  and  opu- 
lent. Being  strong.  Giving  strength.  Becoming 

numerous,  and  difficult  for  the  owner  to  manage 

and  overlook  (flocks).    Assistance,  relief. 

A  Asi\  Idas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.f^ij)  Preparing  either 

to  stale  or  to  cover  (as  a  horse).  Voiding  some- 

thing after  having  made  water.  Perishing.  Re- 

moving any  one  (death).  Casing  one's  self  in  ar- 
mour, (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j<y>)  Conferring  a  favour. 

A  t_->^tiJ^  isdah,  (v.  n.  4  of  (—-^li^)  Inviting  to  a 

feast.    Administering  justice,  governing  well. 

A  idah,  (v.  n.  4  of        not  used)  Sub- 

mitting, humbling  one's  self,  being  obsequious. 
Restoring,  repairing  (a  cistern).  Standing  still  (a 
ram  not  caring  to  touch  the  ewe).  Being  clean 

and  plump  (camels).  Owning,  acknowledging 

(even  to  a  falsehood,  or  the  merest  trifle). 

A  ̂iy>\  uld^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Intrusting  and 
confiding  (a  secret).  Depositing,  giving  in  deposit. 

Making  peace  with.  Receiving  a  deposit,  (v.  n. 

4  of  ̂ tV.)  Rendering  obligatoiy. 

A  Jj^t^-jj  iduh,  (v.  n.  4  of  jjiij)  Raining.  Want- 
ing the  male  (a  mare  or  an  ass). 

A  j»\iio\  isddm,  (v.n.4  of  ̂ ^\)  Adding  one  thing 
to  another  (as  bread  to  meat).  Making  peace,  re- 

conciling. Concord,harmony.  Friendship,intimacy. 

A  «/o^tij!  isddmat.  Hard  ground  without  stones. 

A  ̂^iy>\  idan,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^lij)  Bringing  forth 
a  puny  extenuated  child.  Making  short,  shortening. 

A  ̂\^S\  Idah,  (v.  n.  4  of  SJj)  Calling  to  in  a 
threatening  manner.    Prohibiting,  checking. 

Pji\>\  idar,  Now.  Here,  in  this  place.  Behold  ! 
p        Idrd,  Now.  Here. 

p  i^ji^}  idarl.  Belonging  to  this  place. 

A  ciyda^  Saffi-on.  Dragon's-blood,  and 
another  kind  of  red  gum  brought  from  an  island 

called  Socotra.  Brasil-wood;  also  a  species  of 

privet  for  dyeing.    Name  of  a  bird. 
p  idamdnud.  Name  of  a  medicine. 

p  ̂•^iSsidand,  Any  number  from  three  to  ten. 

P  ay  dun,  God.    Ay  dun  or  idun.  Thus, 
in  this  manner.  Now. 

A  i^>y>\  ayda'.  More  or  most  dexterous.  U 
f^'M  ayda'  fulanat,  How  dexterous  such 

a  female  is  !  Aydi,  (pi.  of  iV.  yad)  Hands.  Fa- 

vours, benefits. 

P  (J'^y  aydi.  Also. 
A  VsiS  a'sizd,  (for      1  anzd)  Whether,  when  ? 
A  Aj:,j\  hzds,  (v.  n.  4  of  i_^ol)  Oppressing,  in- 

juring, afflicting.     Pain,  inconvenience,  injury. 

A  ̂\iX>\  izam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ hj)  Fastening  a  chain 

or  rope  (pij  nazam)  to  the  ears  (of  a  bucket). 
Engaging  to  perform  the  pilgrimage  (to  Mecca). 

iszan,  (v.  n.  4  of  (ji^)  Proclaiming. 

Summoning  to  prayer.  Striking  upon  the  ear. 
Prohibiting,  hindering,  denying  access,  secluding, 

precluding.  Causing  surprise.  Giving  pleasure. 

A  ̂"^3  ayzaj,  Name  of  a  town  in  Kurdistan. 
P  (jji^.^  izun,  Thus,  in  tliis  manner. 
Aji  t  dsir,  A  man  greatly  addicted  to  venery. 

Aji  \  dyur,  (pi.  of  j>\  ayr)  Veretra. 

AjiSayr,  (pl.j^j  uyur,  JoJ  aydr,  and  jA 
dyur)  Veretrum.  Male  offspring.  Ayr  or  ir,  The 

east-wind.    Ir,  Cotton.  Silver-filin<rs. 

VjiS  ir,  A  kind  of  itchy  eruption  on  the  body, 

whose  pustules  are  larger  than  measles  or  small-pox. 

A^.i  nyy'r.  East-wind.   Large-yarded  (man). 
Aji\  ayarr,  Hard  (stone). 

p       ird,  (for  \j>.j)  Since,  therefore,  because. 
A  Aji\  ifvds,  (v.  n.  4of  Coupling  (cattle) 

to  the  same  manger,  or  in  the  same  stall. 

A  Aj>\  irds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jjj)  Striking  fire  from 
a  steel,  or  from  the  friction  of  two  pieces  of  wood. 

A  (— isrdb,  A  prospering.  An  overcoming. 

A  ^rds,  (v.  n.  4  of  CLJjy)  Making  one  an 

an  heir  (i-^^j  wdrls),  entailing.  Producing. 

A  ̂\j>\  isrdhh, (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ \)  Dating  (a  letter). 

A  ̂y>\irdhh,  An  attenuating  (dough  or  paste). 
A  o\j>\  Irdd,  (v.n.4  of  J,j)  Producing,  exhi- 

biting. Citing, bringing  to  the  iij^ mawr/(Z-  Bring- 

ing proof,  adducing,  alleging.    Purpose,  design. 

Aj\ji\  urdr,  An  emaciating,  an  extenuating. 
A  i^\j>\  trds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_>>^_j)  (Ground)  pro- 

ducing great  quantities  of  the  plant  called  (^jj 

wars,  growing  only  in  Arabia  Felix,  with  which 

they  paint  the  face  of  a  yellow  colour.  Growing 

yellow  like  saffi'on.    Producing  leaves  (a  tree). 

A  f^^j^}  Irds,  (v.n.4  of  {^jj)  Laying  an  egg 
at  once,  without  difficulty  (a  hen).  Voiding  ex- 

crement by  a  single  effort. 

A  i^\^\isrds,  An  afflicting  with  the  rheum(_jiOjl. 

A  {^\j>\  irdz,  (v.  n.4  of  i^jj)  Voiding  excre- 
ment at  one  effbrt  (a  man,  or  a  hen  sitting  on  eggs). 

A  isrdt,  (v.  n.  4  of  l>j\)  (Ground)  pro- 

ducing the  tree  called  arta\ 
A  Irdt  (v.  n.  4  of  i»jj)  (A  man)  mixing 

(his  camels)  among  others,  so  that  they  cannot  be 



discovered.  Driving  to  destruction  C^ji  nmrtaf). 
Tying  a  rope  tight  round  a  earners  throat. 

A  ̂\j>\  Ira^  An  interposing,  intercepting. 
p  (  }\j>\  iraf,  Name  of  the  father  of  arda, 

whom  the  fire-worshippers  revere  as  a  prophet. 

A  1—3^3  ̂''o/j  iy- n-  4  of  I  j)  Being  long  and 
broad  (a  shadow). 

A  ̂31;^^  urak,(y.nAo^  ̂ Jt)  Rendering  sleep- 
less, keeping  awake. 

A  trak,(\. n.4  of  ̂ jjj)  Producing  leaves 
(a  tree).  Growing  rich.  Getting  no  game  nor 

plunder  (a  sportsman,  or  a  soldier). 

Irak,  (for  zira  Ai)Because  that. 

A        Irani,  (v.n.  4  ofj» jj)  Having  a  swelling. 

p  ̂J\J^}  Iran,  The  kingdom  of  Persia,  so  named 
from  iraj,  son  of  Faridiin,  to  whom  this  part 

of  Persia  was  given.    Hoshang  son  of  Siyamak. 

Tj^^^^\j>}h'an  shahr, The  old  name  of  Nishabiir. 
p  tram,  A  native  of  Iran ;  a  Persian. 

p  iraj  or  eraj,  The  sun.  Name  of  the  eld- 
est son  of  Farldun.    Name  of  a  king  of  Babylon. 

G         irsa,  The  rainbow.  The  root  of  the  iris. 

G  f^y**j^}  irsun,  Talc. 

o  i^j>\  vrhan,  A  species  of  privet, 

p  '>^-fj>\  irg,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  man. 

p  ̂^^y>\  irman,  Repentance,  contrition.  Wish. 
A  sigh.  An  uninvited  guest.  A  parasite.  A  loan. 

Pj^id\Aj>\  trman-khwur,  Desirous,  hankering. 

p  ̂j\j^\/Cji\  irman-saray,  (or  e^\s-  i^^j>] 

man-Jihana')  A  hired  house.    The  head  of  a  street 
where  the  object  of  intense  desire  is  found.  The 

house  of  sighs  or  regret.    The  present  world. 

A  ̂ j>\  ayramiy,  A  stone  erected  in  the  desert 
to  guide  travellers.  Ayranviy  or  iramiy,  Any  one. 

p  ̂^JJ>^  irun,  Sulphur.    Here.  Now. 

p  ̂JJi\  in,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  man.  Man- 
liness, bravery. 

A  iridad,  (v.n.  11  of  iSjj)  Being  rose- 
coloured,  between  ij^^humayt  and ashhar. 

A  ̂^^3:>j>\irihdk,  (v.n.  11  of  ̂ jj)  Beginning 
to  colour  (grapes). 

A  iszas,  (v.  n.  4  of  (jrjl)  Making  the  con- 
duits or  aqueducts  called  izas.  Answering  to, 

agreeing  with,  facing.  Surpassing,  excelling.  Fear- 
ing, dreading.  Harassing,  oppressing. 

A  Aj>\  izas,  (v.  n.  4  of  ijjj)  Supporting,  prop- 
ping up.  Bedaubing,  plastering  (a  wall  with  clay). 
A  ^zoi,  The  act  of  wandering,  travelling. 

j^y>)  izar,  (v.n.  4ofj|Jj)  Preserving,  guard- 
ing. Making  a  place  of  refuge,  providing  an  asy- 

lum. Binding,  fastening.  Making  up  a  heavy  bur- 
den for  any  one.  Concealing.  Carrying  off. 

p  Sj^Jjj  izara,K  screen, low  wall  before  a  house. 

Any  support  for  one's  back  when  sitting  down, 
p  tj5j);^3  izari,  A  handkerchief.  Atowel,napkin. 

A  ̂ )\  izd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Dividing,  distri- 
buting. Exciting,  instigating,  impelling.  Inspiring. 
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A  ( — ifzaf,  A  causing  to  make  haste. 

A  <^\ji\  izaf,  (v.n.  4  of  u- ijj)  Making  haste. 

^  t^^.^«^aw,(v.n.4of  ̂ ^Jj)  Applying  the  mind, 

p  tJ^j  izid,  (by  some  ezid')  God. 
p  iyjJ.\*2^«<^-5'«s/tas&,  Worshipper  of  God. 

P  L?ii}?3  izidi,  Any  thing  bestowed  for  God's 
sake.  Whatever  is  given  as  one's  due. 

p  ̂^j'?.^  ez()lmni,  A  sack,  a  bag. 
p  ejak,  A  spark  of  fire. 

oyas,  More  or  most  despairing. 

A        ayisa,  (fut.  i^j>*i\>,yasyasu')Jle  despaired. 
A  ays,  (v.  n.  of  i^A)  Despairing.  Being 

soft,  mild,  gentle,  placid.  Making  despair.  Force. 

isa,  Now,  already.  A  proper  name.  Name 
of  a  book  revealed  from  heaven  to  Abraham. 

issaf,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^^)  Consoling. 

isas,A  shaving  (of  the  head).  A  cutting. 

A  L-.'l-*^.^  isab,  A  producing  of  herbage. 

A  isdj,  The  making  (a  camel)  go  faster. 

p  ̂l-*^3  tsdkhjA  dirtying,  soiling  (of  a  dress). 

A  ifsdd,(y  .'n.  4  ofi^MA)  Setting  (one  dog) 
against  another,  or  after  game.  Setting  one  man 
at  variance  with  another. 

A  iiL-J.\  isdd,  (v.  n,  4  of  Setting  (a  dog) 

in  pursuit  of  game.  Walking  fast  (a  camel). 

A j^^}  aysdr,  (pi.  of  jj^^yasar'')  Easy.  Ready, prepared.  Numbers  of  people  assembled  for  play, 

gamesters.  Those  who  preside,  shake,  or  draw  the 

gaming  arrows,  (pi.  oi'ij^jjasarat)  Lines  on  the palms  of  the  hand  when  distant  one  from  another. 

Marks  burnt  upon  the  thighs,  (pi.  of yasir) 

Gamesters.  Those  who  preside  and  distribute  the 

joints  of  a  slaughtered  camel  according  to  lots.  Ca- 
mel-butchers. Easy.  Left.  Isar,  (v.  n.  4  of 

Being  opulent:  wealth.  Bringing  forth  with  ease. 

A  ̂U«.^3  ii>(>.^  (v.  n.  4  of  j)  Enlarging,  widen- 
ing, making  large  and  wide.  Being  or  becoming 

powerful,  able,  or  affluent.  Giving  power  or  wealth. 

A  (  ifsaf,  A  making  sad.  An  enraging. 

isdk,  (v.  n.  4  of  (3***^)  Loading  (a  ca- 
mel). Being  loaded  with  fruit  (a  palm-tree). 

A  issdn,K  leaving,an  allowing  to  remain. 

isan,  (pi.  ayasin)  A  man.  (v.  n. 

4  of  (j'j'j)  Causing  to  faint  (the  vapour  of  a  well). 

p         istu,  (from  ̂jiilL-J.!  istadan')  Standing. 
p  tstddagi,  Stability,  steadiness,  still- 

ness,   lib  ̂ ^d\!L^\  isiddagui  bad,  A  calm. 
p  tsfddan,To  stand, stop, stay, remain, 

tarry,  wait  for.  ̂ jiiViL-J^jV,  To  stand  back, desist. 
p  SiiljL-j)  tstdda,  Standing. 
p  To  make  rise  or  stand  up. 

To  rouse,stir .  To  erect,fix,place,constitute,appoint. 

p  ̂s^\!L^\ istdmdan,To  make  stand,establish. 

p  ̂^^^.S^\^st^dan,Tosta,Ild,  To  begin, set  about. 
p  istida,  Standing. 

Aj^S  aysar,  Left.  Thelefthand.  Easier,  easiest; 
the  most  moderate.  More  fortunate.  ay- 

sari  ayydm,  Prosperous  times.  A  fair  wind. 

A  aysh,  (and  (j*>\  ash)  (for  ay- 

yu  shay  sin)  What?  what  thing?  how?  why? 

wherefore  ?  (ji^^  li  ̂aysha.  For  what  reason  ?  \ 
aysh  halukum.  How  do  you  do  ? 

p  [^J^\  esh,  A  spy,  a  scout. 
p        ishd,  (for  ishdn  or  eshdn)  They. 

A^\J^\ isshdsjThe  setting  a  broken  bone,healing. 
A  ̂\Jlj\  ishds,  (v.  n.  4  of  j_^j)  Exercising, 

breathing,  trying,  making  (ahorse)  run  at  full  speed. 
Being  found  to  contain  little  gold  (a  mine).  Draw- 

ing out  gently.  Considering  (an  oration  or  poem) 
in  order  to  discover  the  sense.  Despatching,  finish- 

ing, doing.  Rousing,  stirring  up.  Restoring  health 
(medicine).  (Ground)  producing  herbage,  or  (a 

palm-tree)bearingfruit  (for  the  first  time).  Abound- 
ing in  wealth.  Taking  a  part  (of  money). 

A  ̂y^^.^  ishd^  (v.  n.  4 of j )  Blossoming,flow- 
ering  (a  tree,  a  herb).  Injecting  medicines  into  the 
mouth  of  a  horse. 

A  ̂1-2^3  ishdgh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^^)  Scattering  by 
little  and  little  (urine).  Injecting  medicines  into 
the  mouth  or  nostrils.  Giving  a  very  little. 

A  ̂^^>]  ishdk.  An  adhering  tenaciously. 
A  uiJl.ij3  ishdk,  (v.  n.  4 of  cil^j  )  Making  haste, 

proceeding  with  expedition.  Approaching,  being 

on  the  point  of. 

A  ishdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  (J^j)  Procuring  a  lit- 

tle (water),  drop  by  drop.  Diminishing  (the  for- 

tune of  another).  Teaching  (a  camel's  colt)  to  suck. 

A  j«V.^3  ishdm,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Putting  forth 
conspicuous  plants  (the  earth).  Flashing  faintly 

(lightning).  Beginning  (to  do  any  thing).  Begin- 
ning to  havebreasts  very  apparent  (a  woman).  Hav- 

ing ripe  grapes  (a  vine).  Finding  a  gi-assy  pasture 
(camels).  Gaining  upon  any  one  (hoariness).  De- 

faming the  character  of  another.  Examining. 
p  ishan  or  eshdn,  They  (rational  beings). 

p  joLiJ^  Ishdna,  A  brood  of  young  chickens. 

p        \  dyishm,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Moonlight. 

p  JUii^.  1  dyishna,  A  flatterer.  A  spy,  scout. 

p  iiJ^>  \  dyisha,  A  spy.    A  flatterer. 

V  iiJ:J\esha,  A.t\\\c\.e.i,hvQke.  A  spy.  A  flatterer. 

vJOj^i^\lshahrydr,^aimeoi  thethirtiethday 

of  the  month  according  to  the  aera  of  Jalalu'd  din. 

p  f^J^y  esht,  A  lady,  a  matron. A  A*a:>\  isds,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ _^j)  Admonishing, 

counselling,  ordering,charging,commanding.Mak- 
ing  a  will  or  testament.    Making  (one)  executor. 

A  i^La^}  isdb,  (v.  n.  4  of  <— .*-^j)  Being  con- 

tinual, perennial.  Being  firm,  fixed,  constant,  as- 

siduous. Adhering,  persevering.  Being  sick.  Mak- 

ing sick.    Begetting  weakly  children. 
A  liUaJ^  i'-^cid,  (v.  n.  4  of  J»*3j)  Shutting  (a  door). 

Erecting  a  sheep-cote  or  fold  of  stone.  Setting  (a 

dog)  after  any  thing. 

A  (_iUa^.l  isdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^ixaj)  Being  of  age 



for  service, becoming  a  servant,  performing  service. 

Being  mature. 

A  JLojI  hsdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  J^^)  Coming  in  the 

evening.  Beginning  the  time  of  the  evening  jj-^^. 

A  jLa^.Usa;,(v.n.4of  J-^j)Causingto  arrive. 

Introducing,  causing  to  unite.  Conveying,  paying. 

A  j*aj\  aysar,  (pl.^b\  ayash-)  A  short  rope 
M  ith  w  liich  they  fasten  the  lower  parts  of  tents  to  the 

pins.  Any  kind  of  cloth  in  which  they  gather  grass. 

Herbage,  fresh  grass,  dry  hay. 

A  ayz,  (v.n.  of  for  {,jo^\)  Returning. 
Becoming,  undergoing  a  change. 

A  La^3  ayzan,  As  above,  as  before,  in  the  same 

manner.  Ditto.  Again,  anew,  afresh.  Hitherto. 

Also,  likewise. 

A  izah,  (v.  n.  4  of         Making  evident, 

rendering  clear.  Coming  in  view,  appearing  plain. 

Explanation,  exposition,  elucidation. 

A  U-\jia^3  izahan,  Clearly,  evidently. 

A  ,^Xi&i\izahh,{y .nA  of  ̂ ^j)  Filling  (a bucket) 
about  half-way.    Containing  little  water  (a  well). 
Drawing  or  giving  a  small  quantity  of  water. 

A  (^UaJ^  iszaz,  (v.  n.  4  of  {^\)  Longing, 

seeking  for  her  nest  (an  ostrich). 

A  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂  j  )  Spurring  or  urg- 
mg  (a  horse  or  camel)  to  a  quicker  pace.  SufFer- 

mg  loss  (in  mei'chandize).  Going  fast  (a  camel). 
Feeding  upon  the  plant  i^jaJ^  hamz  (camels). 

A  (  sl«aJ.\  izaf,  A  going  fast.  Urging  forward. 

A  ̂\*aL>\izam,,  (v.  n.  4  of  Placing  (meat) 
on  a  block  or  tray.  Making  a  mat  for  that  purpose. 

itaj^,  (  v.  n.  4  of  j  )  Consenting,  agree- 
ing. Putting  (one  upon  horseback),  making  one 

to  sit  or  mount  easily.  Giving  (any  thing)  to  be 

trampled  upon.  Depressing,  subjecting  to  oppres- 

sion. Repeating  the  last  syllable  of  a  verse.  Set- 
ting (one)  to  work  in  ignorance. 

A  ̂\]aS\  istam,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ \)  Locking  (a  door). 
A  (^llijj  ttdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  (^laj)  Considering  or 

making  (any  place)  one's  home.  Residing. 
A  L-*)aJ.^  aytab,  (for  c^Jklo\  atyaV)  U  ma 

(lytdbahu,  How  excellent  it  is  ! 

A  aytahhat,  (or  »-li>3)  Heat  in  sheep. 

A  (JlaJ^  aytal,  (pi.  J^^W  aydtil)  The  belly  and 
sides  under  the  short  ribs,  the  hypochondria. 

A  AtiA  i^s,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Collecting,  pre- 
serving. Laying  up  in  a  repository.  Being  covet- 

ous, parsimonious,  and  sparing  in  one's  expenditure. 
Cutting  clean  away,  allowing  nothing  to  remain. 

A  l-jI^o.^  i^b,  (v.  n.  4  of  t— aS-j)  Taking  the 
whole.  Putting  the  whole  of  one  thing  into  ano- 

ther. Sheathing.  Tearing  up  by  the  roots.  Col- 

lecting, assembling,  heaping  up.  ■ 

A  Ll>ljoj  t^s,  (v.  n.4of  ̂ .IaCj)  Plunging  into 

a  quagmire,  as  soft  or  new-dug  ground.  Being 
prodigal,  profuse,  lavish. 

A  lilaoU^at^,  (v.  n.  4  of  i^^j)  Promising.  Threat- 
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ening,  terrifying. 

Aj\jo\  l^r,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^j)  Being  difficult, 
rough  (road).  Finding  (a  way)  difficult  j  getting 
into  a  bad  road  or  a  dangerous  place.  Bringing 

(any  person)  into  a  rugged  place.  Diminishing, 
abating,  lessening.    Being  poor. 

Aj[)o\  t^z,  (v.  n.  4  of^j)  Making  a  signal, 
beckoning.  Commanding. 

A  t_>*il«o3  i^as,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^S-j  not  in  use)  Tra- 
velling with  difficulty  through  a  soft  sandy  plain. 

A  JaUo^  l^t,  (v.  n.  4  of  laSj  obsol.)  Crying, 
the  wolf ;  giving  the  alarm  on  the  approach  of  an 

enemy,  by  calling  out  li>ljO.  yi^ti. 

A  JjW.^  t^tk,  A  causing  to  make  haste. 
A  ui)ljo3i^a/j,  (v.  n.4of  uils-j )  Crowding  upon 

one  another  (camels  when  running  to  the  watering- 

place).  (Dogs)  rolling  (their  prey)  in  the  dust. 
Falling  with  violence  when  running.  A  fierce 
battle  in  which  the  combatants  are  intermixed. 

Ajlijj  ighar,  (v.  n.  4  ofjSj)  Putting  in  a  rage, 
inflaming  with  anger.  Making  (water)  boil.  Heat- 

ing (milk)  by  putting  a  hot  stone  into  it.  Being 
in  the  heat  of  the  day.  Exacting,  receiving  (tri- 

bute or  tax).  Permitting  to  be  free  (from  tribute). 

Paying  the  tribute  to  the  chief  magistrate  to  escape 

the  vexatious  exactions  of  the  tax-gatherers.  Tak- 

ing refuge.  Forcing  one  to  take  refuge.  Appoint- 

ing (time  or  place).    Farming  imposts. 

A  I  i\k>\  ighdf,  (v.  n.  4  of         )  Walking  fast, 

running.  Travelling  with  a  fatigued  or  drawling 

pace.  Having  a  weak  sight.  Striking  marsh-mal- 
lows until  theybecome  viscous. Lolling(the  tongue). 

Eating  enough.    A  wriggling  motion,  agitation. 

A  (Jli),\  Ighdl,  (v.  n.4  of  ̂ J^j)  Penetrating  sud- 
denly (into  any  place)  and  hiding  there.  Forcing 

(one)  to  enter  suddenly.  Compelling  (one)  to  go 

from  place  to  place.  Travelling  with  expedition, 

and  going  far  into  any  country.  Making  great 

progress  (in  science).  Causing  (one)  to  make  haste. 

p  I  or  ayghuda,  A  silly  prating  coxcomb. 

Vjyo\  ighur,  Igiira,  a  country  inhabited  by 
oriental  Turks  or  Scythians ;  the  eastern  extremity 
of  which  extends  to  China. 

A  AsL>\ydj^,{Y.n.  4:o{  ̂ j)  Paying,  satisfying. 
Performing  a  promise,  fulfilling  an  engagement, 

keeping  faith.  Filling  a  measure,  making  good 

measure.  Approaching,  arriving.  Being  near,  at 
the  point  of,  impending.  l^^} 

if  an  marasimisadahat,Ohser\'mgt\\.e\a,vfs  of  truth. 
A  y^^d,  (v.  n.  4  of  <^ij)  Sending  (an  am- 

bassador). Overtopping,  hanging  over.  Walking 

fast,  proceeding  with  expedition.  Holding  the  head 

high,  and  pricking  the  ears  (a  deer).  Elevation. 

Aj\aS\  ifdz,  A  hastening,  an  accelerating. 
A  L.>al2^j  \fdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (.>a5j)  Dispersing, 

separating.  Spreading  any  thing  under  another  to 
keep  it  from  the  ground.  Running,  making  haste. 

3  E 

A  ̂ \  atjfd^  (pi.  of  yofu^  Tall  youths. 
If^^  iy-  n-  4  of  ̂ .)  Being  tall  (a  youth).  En- 

tering on  his  twentieth  year. 

J^.^  (v.  n.4  of  jij)  Being  near.  As- 
senting, agreeing.  Being  disposed  in  order  (ca- 

mels). Happening  suddenly  and  unexpectedly. 
Fitting  the  notch  of  the  arrow  properly  to  the  bow- 

string when  shooting.  Meeting,  encountering. 
Looking  for,  finding. 

P  C^,\  a^/j/if,  A  petition.   Necessity,  need. 
p»t>ij3i/ac?a,Asilly,prating  coxcomb:  aboaster. 

A  (Jf?.^  ̂yK  A  small  bone  at  the  pastern-joint 
(of  camels  or  horses) ;  the  joint  itself. 

A  ihab,  (v.  n.  4  of  i— a^j)  Putting  (butter 
or  sauce)  into  a  hole  made  in  a  pudding.  Starving. 

A  ihdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Being  hard  (the 
hoof).    Being  shameless,  brazen-faced. 

A  Jlib.l  ihdd,  (v.  n.  4  of  Ss^)  Lighting,  kin- 

dling, inflaming.  Abandoning,  leaving  (an  infant). 

jUJl  ihddu^n  nar,  (or  v Jo  iiUb.\  ikadi  ndr) 
Lighting  a  fire,  p  liUb.l  Ikddi  ndnrasi 

Jang,  A  kindling  of  the  flames  of  war. 
A  liUb.l  ifidz,  A  leaving  one  indisposed. 

aJsl>\  ikdr,  (v.  n.  4  of  jij)  Loading  a  beast  of 
burthen.  Being  loaded  with  fruit  (a  palm-tree). 

Being  pregnant.  Being  heavily  laden.  Hurting 
a  horse  in  the  hoof,  laming  him,  and  causing  him 
to  stumble.    Cracking  or  splitting  a  bone. 

A  (^^^3  ihds,  A  making  one  short-necked. 
A  lj>lib.\  ayltdz,  (pi.  of  iaib.  yakiz)  Watchful, 

provident.  Ihdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jaflj)  Awaking,  rais- 

ing, stirring  up,  exciting. 

A  ̂libj  ikd^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Causing  to  fall. 
Striking  a  blow.  Casting,  throwing  into  distress, 

or  into  battle;  fightingfuriously.  Making  harmonic 

cadences  (a  singer).  Containing  water  (a  garden). 

A  I — jli>3  (v.  n.  4  of  )  Causing  to  stand, 

stopping,restraining:detainingat  home.  Abstaining. 
Keeping  silence.    Bequeathing.  Checks,  arrests. 

A  ̂Xso\ihdm,{j.xiAo^ j«aj)Humbling, subduing. 

A  ̂ j^^  hkdn,  A  making  sure. 
A  ikdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  j^.)  Being  sure, 

knowing  for  certain. 
A  ikdh,  (v.  n.  4  of  Wj)  Lending  an  ear. 

Understanding.  Obeying. 

G  i^Jsj}  lliun,  A  stinking  rose. 
G  &3_jiu3  ayhunat,  An  image,  a  picture. 

A  (_ib3        (v.  n.  of  Becoming  a  thick 

entangled  forest  (the  tree         ardk).  Thick  en- 
tangled trees.  A  forest  full  of  thejiiu^i*  sidr, 

ardJi,      asl,  and  other  trees,  which  intertwine  their 

branches ;  any  number  of  trees  growing  close  to- 

gether. tiJJl  Ldl^3  ay^^ia-t?'^,  A  forest  of  fruit-trees. 
A  *\^3  ikdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  \^)  Causing  to  recline 

against,  or  lie  down  upon,  placing  a  sofa  for  any 

one.  Throwing  one  down  on  the  left  side.  Lean- 

ing upon  a  staff",  (v.  n.  4  of  j_^)  Binding  or  stop- 



ping  the  mouth  (of  a  bottle).  Stopping  one's  mouth. 
Causing  or  keeping  silence.  Filling.  Being  tena- 

cious, covetous,  parsimonious,  refusing  to  give. 

A  (— -jKj^  ikab,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-*^)  Keeping  close 
to  a  troop  of  horse  (a  camel).  Preparing  to  fly 

(a  bird) :  also  clapping  the  wings  (in  falling,  or 

supporting  itself).  Irritating. 

A  ̂\^Ji/?aA,(v.n.4of  ̂ ij)  Coming  to  a  stra- 
tum of  stone  (in  digging  a  vc ell).  Breaking  or  cut- 
ting off.  Refusing  to  give  (a  present).  Desisting 

from.    Being  fatigued.    Making  special  (a  gift). 

A        ikar,  A  filling  (of  a  vessel  or  the  belly). 

A  i^as,  (v.  n.  4  of  [j>^y)  Being  spent, 
or  wasted  (money).  Suffering  a  loss  (in  trade). 

A  ika^,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Making  hard  (a 
leathern  bottle).  Being  hard  and  difficult  (busi- 

ness). Being  firm,  established,  adjusted.  Engag- 
ing (in  an  arduous  aflTair).  Having  robust,  plump 

(camels).  Being  poor  and  good  for  nothing  (man). 

A  ,^^\  uhqf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_fi^\)  Placing  the 

saddle-cloth  (_^\^\  ikaf  upon  an  ass. 

A  I  >%^\ikdf,  (y.n.  4of  )  Distilling, drop- 
ping, running.  Rendering  culpable  or  criminal, 

causing  to  fall  into  sin.  Saddling  (an  ass). 

A  J\^l  iskal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Giving  or  offer- 

ing any  thing  to  eat.  Furnishing  food  (a  tree).  In- 
viting (any  one)  to  eat.  Giving  up  any  thing  to 

be  consumed.  Whispering,  creating  animosities  by 

detraction.  Empowering  one  against  another. 

A  JK>3  ikal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Trusting  in  God. 

Leaving  one's  affairs  in  the  hands  of  another. 
aykat,  A  number  of  trees  close  together. 

A  ̂ \  aytjulium,  Who  or  which  of  you  ? 

p         '^Sj  Name  of  a  country  in  Persia. 
P  (jj^  tL^^^^'-Jawaw,  Name  of  areligious  book 

of  the  fire-worshippers. 

p aygar,  Sweet  cane. 

A  (JjI  asil,  (pi.  ,J.^\  uyyal)  Thick,  thickening 
(milk  or  the  vessel  which  contains  it). 

A  Jj3     God.  Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  ̂yS\  iyyal,  uyyal,  and  ayyil,  (pi.  <^y^- 

siV)  A  deer,  hart,  wild-goat.  Uyyal,  Thick  milk. 
Water  in  the  womb. w 

A  (J^3  ayall,  One  who  has  short  teeth  (particu- 

larly the  upper  ones).  Short  (nail).  High  (hill). 

A  ̂*^\  islas,  (v.  n.  4  of  foi' J^^)  Swearing. 

BeingfuUof sheep'sdung.  (v. n. 4 of ̂ J^) Swearing. 
A  ̂^b)  llaj:,  (v.  n.  4  of  j_Pj)  Appointing  to  a 

government,  setting  over.  Charging,  giving  com- 

mand. Causing  to  follow,  subjoining.  Conferring 

a  favour,  giving.   Bringing  or  placing  near. 

A  ^^o,t,  (v.  n.  4  of  CJj)  Diminishing, 
impairing,  defrauding. 

A  llaj,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Inserting,  introdu- 
cing, causing  to  enter. 

A  Had,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Being  near  the 

birth  (a  woman),  bearing  (a  child). 
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A  Has,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j^j)  Relating  any 
thing  obscurely  and  ambiguously. 

A  tld^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ j)  Exciting,  impelling, 
inspiring  with  desire.  Being  enslaved  by  passion, 

greatly  addicted  to  any  thing. 

A         tld(/h.  The  allowing  (of  a  dog)  to  lap. 

A  ( — j^i  uldf,  (v.  n.  4  of  t_sM)  Rendering  fa- 
miliar, accustoming,  habituating,  using  to.  Being 

accustomed  to,  often  frequenting  (a  place).  Mak- 

ing, completing,  orbecomingathousand((_i5\a//"). 
Browsing  upon  trees  and  drinking  alternately  (ca- 

mels).   Protection,  safe-guard. 

p  jj^.l  ildk.  Name  of  the  capital  ofUoi-  khatd 
andjyo\  tgliur.    Name  of  a  tree. 

A  ̂*^\  ifldm.  An  afflicting,  tormenting,paining. 
A  ildm,  (v.  n.4of  not  in  use)  Prepar- 

ing a  nuptial  entertainment  or  banquet.  Being 

strong  in  body  and  firm  in  mind. 

p  (Jj^.^  ayldwU,  Name  of  a  mountain. 
A  ildh,  (v.  n.  4  ofjJj)  Making  a  mother 

distracted  (from  excess  of  affection  for  her  children). 

A  &b3  aylat.  Name  of  a  town  on  the  coast  of  the 

Red  Sea  (theEIana  of  Ptolemy).  Name  of  a  moun- 
tain between  Mecca  and  Madma. 

ildti.  An  ambassador,  an  envoy. 

il-khan,  A  commander.  A  title  of  the 

Mogul  emperors. 
p  Hlthi,  A  herd  of  horses. 

p  dduna,  The  lesser  cardamom. 

p         Wii,  A  herd  of  horses. 

p  ay  or  ilili.  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan 

A  aylamat,  Pain,  anguish.  Motion,  noise 

from  motion  :  as,  «^(^**w>  tewa  sami^u  lahu 
aylamatan,!  did  not  hear  sound  or  motion  from  him. 

p  Jjb3  ayl^l,  The  twelfth  month  of  the  Syrian 
or  Chaldean  calendar,  answering  to  October. 

p  enb_\  ila,  Elah  on  the  Red  Sea. 

A  ̂Lb3i%aj,(orl|b\)  Elia,  Jerusalem.  Elias. 

aym,(Y.n.  of  j»lforjC\)Beingbereaved,lefta 
widow  or  widower.  y&  ̂\  ayrna  liurca.  Whoever 
he  be.    Im,  (pi.       uyum)  A  serpent  particularly 

slender  and  white.  Uyum,(^p\.o£  ̂ \j\iydm)  Smokes. 

p  ̂\  int.,  A  widower.  Im  or  em.  We  are. 

A  ayyim,  (pi.  pjbj  aydsim,  ̂ j,*^.^  ayama', 
and  uyum')  Unmarried,  single  (man  or  woman), 
a  widower,  a  widow.  Free,  excellent,  unblemished. 

Relationship.  Female  relations  (as  daughter,  sis- 

ter, or  aunt).  A  slender  white  serpent. 

A      ay  amm, better  or  best  fitted  tobe  an  Imam. 

A  \^\  aymd  or  iwia,  (for  l<\  ammd)  But,  or  whe- 

ther. j\3  JjM  U?.^  ila'  jannatin, 
imd  ila'  ndrin,  Either  to  a  heaven  or  to  a  hell. 

p  1^3        We,  us,  our.  \J^\  Imdrd,  To  us. 

A  1^3  ayyumd,  (fem.  Ujk"3  ayyatumd)  Whoever, whatever.  What ! 

A  ismds,  (v.  n.  4  of  y<i\  or  ̂_^\)  Becoming 
a  handmaid  (&«^  amat). 

imds,  (v.  n.  4  of  l«j)  Nodding,  beckon- 

ing. A  nod,  sign,  signal.  A  sign  made  by  the  fin- 
ger for  any  one  to  retire.  Intimation,  hint,  or  em- 

blem, p  (jO;^ W>3  »™«  hardan,  (or  J  \^\ 

^^i>_f  imd  su  ishdrat  hardan)  To  make  a  sign  with 
the  head  or  hand ;  to  nod,  beckon. 

A^U  ismar,  (v.  n.  4  of Multiplying,  ren- 
dering numerous.  Ordering,  commanding. AjW3 

imdr,  A  command. 

A  (_>*»l^3  mids,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j»<j)  Being  impu- 
dent, shameless,  addicted  to  prostitution  (a  woman). 

Rubbing  the  body  against  a  post. 

A  (^1*^3  imdz,  (v.  n.  4  of  (Jwa-^j)  Shining, 

glancing  slightly  (hghtning).  (When  more  diffu- 

sive it  is  called_jfli>-  hhafw  ;  and  when  it  flashes  fu- 
riously it  is  named  EiLflP  ̂ kikai).  Stealing  alook 

at  a  man,  making  him  a  private  signal  (a  woman). 

A  <5j\  ̂ \  aymu'lldh,  By  God  ! 

A  ̂jl*>3  ayind7i,  A  widower. 
A  ̂^1^3  aymdn,  (also  aymuri)  (pi.  of 

yaviin)  Right  hands  or  sides.  Oaths  (because,  in 
swearing,  one  man  touched  the  other  upon  the  right 

hand),  p  i^'^^ li^ti-S*  (^W?.^  aymdni  shiddd  har- 
dan, To  swear  much,  vehemently ,  roun  dly .  a  (J-=^ 

i^^^S-  ̂jl*)3  rajulun  aymdn  ̂ ymdn,  A  man  whose wife  and  cattle  are  dead.  Imdn,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ ^.) 

Coming  to  Yaman.    Holding  on  the  right  side. 
isman,  (generally  written  ̂ jW3  imdn) 

(v.  n.  4  of  ̂ \)  Protecting,  securing,  making  safe. 
Crediting,acknowledging  as  true,believing.  Faith, 

belief,  religion.  ^J^\iJ:7)ldn  bi' 
lldhil  ̂ zizi  'I  ̂ lldm.  Faith  in  God,  the  glorious, 

the  omniscient.    is.)j*»*,  j  i^mdn  hi'lldh 
wa  rasulild.  Faith  in  God  and  his  prophet. 

jJJab  ismdyii  bdtil.  Superstition.  u-.'bjlrtr- 
fta&^^>«,are,Thefaithful,  orthodox,  believers.  p^jl^3 

^j^wlii  ividn  ddshian,  To  believe,  to  give  credit. 

Pjb  (^U^3  imdn-ddr.  Faithful.    A  believer. 
Pjlxv^3  itnbdr,  (for jLi>3  ̂n  bdr)  This  time. 

A  »^3  ayniat,  (v.  n.  of  j»l  for  ̂ \)  Becoming  a 
widow.  Widowhood. 

A  's!^i\  asimmat,  (written  jC?3  ayimmai)  (pi.  of 

imam)  Prelates,  priests,  imams.  eC^ijiij  nazri 

asiynma,  A  grant  to  attendants  at  a  saint's  tomb. 
p  iiw«j3  aymad,  A  plough-share.  A  plough. 
p aymar  or  imar,  A  coulter,  a  ploughshare. 

A  ayman.  More  or  most  happy,  fortunate, 

illustrious, august,  (pi.  (j^b3  aydviin)  Happy,  for- 

tunate, prosperous.  Secure,  off  one's  guard.  Right- 
handed,  p  ummi  ayman.  Name  of  the  nurse 
of  Muhammad's  children.  Ayyuman,  Whosoever. 

p         cmin,  (from  a  jj/el  dmin)  Free,  secure. 

p  libl  fj^\  ayman-dbdd,  A  place  of  security. 

A  ̂\  j^3  ayinanu''llah  also  imanu'lldh,  By God.  The  following  words  or  particles  (as  well  as 

^^^\  ayman)  are  sometimes  joined  with  ̂   \  alldh 
in  the  same  sense  :       laymunu,  ̂ \  aymu  or  mm. 



^iJb  hayrnu,  ̂   imu,  imi,  or  ima,  manu,  minu, 

munu,  muni,  and  ̂   mw.  ma,  mi.  They  say  like- 
wise, uiJd<v5  lair\unuka  or  l^j  b  <-iW  laymu- 

mika  yd  rahh.  By  thee,  O  God  ! 

p         aymani  or  eminl,  Security,  protection, 

p        ayma,  Now,  this  moment.  Vain,  futile. 

Ima,  Thus,  so.  (for         imasa)  A  yoke  of  oxen. 

^  ayma,  (or  ayimma)  Land  given  as 

a  reward  or  favour  by  the  king,  at  a  very  low  rent,  a 

fief  (when  no  rent  is  paid  the  land  is  called  ̂ j-  ̂ 
Id  khardj,  Allodial).  Charity-lands. 

Pjb  ayma-ddr,  One  who  holds  lands  in 

ayma,  a  feoffee,  an  occupier  of  charity-lands. 

A       is^\  ayma-madad,  (uiii«  m.ilk,  or  p 
pirdn)  The  names  of  particular  tenures  of  free  lands. 

A  ayma',  A  woman  who  thirsts  for  milk. 

^_^}  'i)jKi\  imraMt  ayma'  ̂ yma',  A  woman whose  husband  and  cattle  are  dead. 

p  JJ^3  aymid,  Twins.  Ploughing-oxen. 
p^J^^3^w^'^>  A  plough :  a  team.  Free  from  care, 

p ^jJ, I  dyan,(Jov I ) Iron.  Ayiyi,  Rite, custom. 

A  jjIT  dnn,  Quiet,  tranquil.  (A  man)  who 
conducts  himself  peaceably,  easily,  quietly. 

A•^^^  ayn,  (v.n.of  jjl  for  ̂ ^3)  Arriving  (time). 
Fatigue.  Convenient,  fit,  or  proper  time.  A  man. 

A  camel.  A  serpent.  ̂ j^Xy>\  I  ana  aynuha,  (or 

inuha)  Your  time  is  come.  Ayna,  AVhere  ? 

i-:£jJJu  ayna  makarruha.  Where  is  your  residence  ? 

(^3  ilo-'  ayna.  Whither  ?  ̂J>\  ̂jio  min  ayna, 
Whence  ?    J.'m,  Whether  if  ? 

V       in,  This.  Doubt,  irresolution.  ̂ ^^^  (^3 

mjahdn.  This  world  (in  contra-distinction  to  jjl 
dnjahdn,  That  world,  or  the  life  to  come). 

(j^3     taraf.  This  side.  jSs  (j^3  hadar, 

This  much.  In  ma^a',  This  cause.  ̂ ^3 

S4y,j  I  «-»fi>  in  hama  divardan  tu'st.  All  this 
comes  of  you,  all  this  is  owing  to  you.  I  j  ̂3 
ire  u  dn.  This  and  that.  This  world  and  the  next, 

imas,{Y.  n.  4 of(j,\)  Detaining, delaying. 

Deferring,retarding, playing  a  slow,  irresolute  part. 

A-«'U^3*'*«-'j(v.n.4of  ̂ 3j)Fatiguing,  weakening. 
A  C^U>\  isnds,  (v.  n.  4  of  lL*M)  Being  brought 

to-bed  of  a  girl  unsa'). 
A  (^U^\  imds,  (v.  n.  4  of  (j*o^)  Rendering  fa- 

miliar or  sociable.  Exhilarating,  rejoicing,  com- 

forting, making  merry.  Knowing.  Seeing,  per- 
ceiving, looking.    Hearing.  Familiarity. 

A(^\^\'imdz,'Ihe  act  of  dressing(meat)  badly. 

A  ̂lb3  ̂nd^  A  coming  to  maturity,  a  ripening. 
A  (  >ljj\  imdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-ii^)  Making  the 

nose  (i^Jo\anf')sore.  Reaching  as  high  as  the  nose. 
Exciting  (any  one)  to  loathing.  Expediting  busi- 

ness. Leading  (camels)  to  fresh  untouched  pasture. 

A  ̂J^\  isndk,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ \)  Delighting.  Ex- 
citing admiration. 

p  ̂Uj3  indh,  Bravo  !    Well  done  ! 

Inak,  (for  L^Xyi)  mak)  Behold  ! 
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man,  (pi.  of       In)  These. 

PjLjj3  imhdr,  (^^3      andjb  bar)  This  time. 
A  A*>l  dfinat,  (pi.  OUJl  dnndt  or 

Gwa^m)Easy(nocturnaljourney).(pl.ofjj\j\ aware) 

Times,  seasons,    p       jt  har  anna,  Always,  at 
all  times. 

A        dyinatan.  Oftentimes,  frequently. 

P  <J1oj3  mat.  Take  this.  Bravo !  Well  done ! 

P  \^-^  injd.  This  place.  Here.  l^-^J^  az  inja. 
Hence.  az  Injdst,  Here  or  hence  it  is. 

p  ̂̂ \^-^  iTijdnih,  This  side,  this  part. 
p  injdn.  Of  or  belonging  to  this  place. 

p  (j'i'tts^-^  mj'idan,  To  crumble  bread.  To  eat  or 
destroy  (as  a  moth).  To  irritate,  vex.  To  be  cleft. 

p  ̂J^i^•^  inclnmln,  Thus,  so,  in  this  manner. 
p  i^jo3  tnad,  Numeration.  An  uncertain  num- 

ber, any  part  of  an  unknown  number.  Fascination, 
enchantment,  charm. 

p  ̂jl^tjjjj  dyandagdn.  Living  beings. 

p  8^x3^.1  dyanda,  Coming.  Ensuing,  next.  A 

comer  or  guest.  Stij^.l  CI^j  wahti  dyanda.  The 

future,  the  time  to  come.  5  j  t"^}  ayanda  su 

ravanda.  Going  and  coming,  travellers,  passengers. 
p  Ll*.».b3  Inast,  This  is. 

p  insu,  Hither. 

p  iu«jk>3  inasa.  Bound,  hard  to  unloose.  Frozen, 

p  l11a03  inaft,  A  petition.    Need,  want. 

A         aynuh,  (pi.  of  'bj>\>  ndkat)  She-camels, 
p  uiijo3  mail.  Behold  !  Lo !  Now.  ijXyS\ 

inah  tardzu.  Behold  the  balance ;  come  to  the  proof. 

(^3 

inaliim,  Behold  us!  /ww/tjApimple,  pustule. 

ingar.  Vermilion. 
aynamd,  Wherever,  everywhere, 

p  JJjo3  Inand,  So  much,  so  many.   A  strange 

word.    A  thing  spoken  in  doubt,  opinion,  or  con- 
jecture. They  are.  Any  number  from  three  to  nine. 

p  dsjo.  I  dyina,  A  mirror,  a  looking-glass,  some- 

times made  of  polished  steel.  ̂ jj^^^LtA  »jS\dyi- 
nasi  iskandari,  A  mirror  made  by  Aristotle  and 

placed  on  the  summit  of  a  tower  erected  by  Alex- 
ander  at  Alexandria.  The  sun.  iiX>  \  dyinad 

ch'mi,  A  mirror  made  of  polished  metal.  The  sun. 
ao^J  dyinankhakiya7i,TheCreator.  Adam. 

The  human  heart.  5S>  \  dyinan  zdnu.  The 

knee-pan.  dyinan zarin,T\xe?,\m.  euo.l 

(jij^  dyinan  shashjihat,(^Six-faced  mirror) 
The  heart  of  Muhammad.  The  seven  sleepers.  Per- 

sons acquainted  with  mysteries  and  revelations. 

«JL>,I  dyinan. f'll.  Steel  mirrors  on  the  armour 
of  an  elephant.  The  colour  of  an  elephant.  I 

t^'^J)  dyinan  garddn,  (The  revolving  mirror)  The 
sun.  ajj.T  dyinan  (fiti,  The  sun.  ̂ yosuo  aJoT 

dyinan  maksud.  Name  of  the  verse  in  the  Kur'an, 

'lldh  wa  atl^'r  rasul  wa  ulV I  amr  tninkum,  Obey 
God  and  obey  the  apostle,  and  those  who  are  in 
authority  among  you. 

p  1^3         (ph  of  ̂j3\  In)  These  (things). 
Pj »j>>}  dyina-afroz,  A  polisher. 

Pjb  a?/ma-c?ar.  The  mirror-holder,  a  male 
or  female  attendant  on  the  great  in  the  east. 

p       6j^\dyinaddn,A  case  for  a  looking-glass. 

p  (^\tij        ayma-cit/ay,  A  polisher  of  mirrors. 
p  a— Tjj^3  inhasa,  Fast,  hard  to  unloose.  Frozen. 

p  (J.^  aJoJ  dyina-mahal,  A  glazed  house.  A 
room  hung  round  about  with  mirrors. 

A^ljjU"^waj,(v.n.4oft_yjl)Receivinghospitably. 
PjU)3  ewdr,  The  evening.  (j'^j^j^3  ewdr 

hardan,  To  travel  late  in  the  evening. 

vj\^\cwdz,(ovtj\^\ewdza)A.(SiOvne(\.,<iecoYsXed.. 

p  A  ̂j)\}J3  aymdn,  A  portico,  open  gallery,  ve- 
randa, balcony  on  the  top  of  the  house,  for  the 

benefit  of  the  prospect  and  fresh  air.  ijj^j'j  tjV3 

aywdni  zarkdri,  (or  ̂J,\^xu)  simdhi)  The  heavens. . 

A  ̂J^y>\  iwdn,  (pi.  Olj\^3  iwdndt  and  ̂ J>J^J\ 

a wawm)  A  portico, an  arched  gallery.  p^^S^^  ul?^3 
iwdnii'l  lijdm,  The  fore  part  of  a  bridle-bit. 

A  OU\jj3  aywdndt,  Porticoes,  galleries. 

p  ̂J.^\ y3  ayvdnis,  Name  of  a  city  of  the  Franks 
wherein  is  a  church.  Every  year  at  the  time  the 

sun  enters  Capricorn  many  starlings  arrive,  each 

bearing  an  olive  in  its  beak,  which  they  drop  in 

the  church,  and  which  suffice  the  inhabitants  of 

the  place  for  a  whole  year.  There  is  not  an  olive- 
tree  within  a  hundred  leagues  of  the  spot. 

p  »\y3  ay  wall,  Fie!  pho!  alas! 
A    -'_j^3  'uyuh,  (v.  n.  of  (__,» 1 )  Setting  (the  sun). 

A  (—-'^3  ayyuh.  Job.  yi^  A  camel. 

Aj^3  uyur,  (pi.  of ayr)  Veretra. 

p  »j_j^3  ifvai-a.  Adorned. 
pj^3  irvaz,  (or  8)^3  «wa2'a)Adorned,decorated. 
A  j»j^3  aywam,  A  very  clear  day.  An  evil  day. 

Uyum,  (v.  n.  of  j»I  for  jcl)  Being  left  a  widow,  (pi. 

of  |C\  hn)  Serpents,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  ayyim)  Bachelors. 
p  ̂J<y^\ ayumin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  The  eye. 

A  ̂^^'^\  ayyuna,  (pi.  of      ayy)  Who  ?  which  ? A  io3       or  ihi.  Well  done !  bravo  !  come  on  ! 

A  1.^3  aylid.  Begone !  get  away !  Ihd,  Silence ! 

A  l^"3  ayyuhd,  O  ! 
A  Ihdf,  (v.  n.  4  of  (_^_j)  Dissolving,  breaJi- 

ing,  disjointing.  Hurting  (the  hand)  by  striking. 

A  L-->1^3  ifidb,  (v.  n.  4  of  u-*fcj)  Preparing, 

making  ready.  Being  possible,  being  within  one's 
reach.    Being  perpetual,  perennial. 

A  Ol^.I  dyahdta.  Begone !  away ! 

A  0\.^3  ayhdta,  Begone !  away  !  Ihdt,  (v.  n. 
4  of  d^j)  Stinking  (meat). 

A  ̂^.?3  ihdj,(v. n. 4  of  ̂ j)  Lighting, kindling. 
A  that,  (v.  n.  4  of  lai>j)  Debilitating. 

Throwing  one  into  any  unpleasant  business.  Cast 
ing  to  the  ground.    Killing,  slaying. 

A  I  jl^3         i^-     4  of  i»_flfcj)  Happening. 

A  (Jl^l  ishdl,  (v.  n.  4  of  ijj^^)  Marrying.  Ad- 
mitting into  a  family.    Regarding  as  fit,  worthy. 



A         ̂ ham,  (v.  n.  4  of  pfcj)  Causing  a  blun- 
der, deceiving,  misleading,  puzzling.  Exciting 

susjjicion.  Omission,  neglect.  Persuading.  Am- 
biguity, amphibology.  Insinuation. 

•  A  ayahan,  Begone  !  away ' 
A  ayhan,  Begone  !  away  !    Ihan,  (v.  n. 

4  of  ̂ ^fcj)  Enervating,  debilitating.  Entering 
upon  the  middle  of  the  night. 

A         ayyatuha  (or  ̂3>^3'\  ayyuhaza)  O  ! 

p  ̂ j^^)  aylrnhm,  The  herb  rocket. 

A  ̂jULj^J  aylmhdn,  Name  of  a  broad-leaved,  red- 
flowered,  esculent  plant.  Wild  rocket. 

A  <-iJi^^3  ayhaha,  Well  done !    Come  along ! 

A  ̂ \  ayham,  Foolish,  stupid.  Deaf.  Bold, 
brave  (man).  A  smooth  flint-stone.  A  steep  or 
inaccessible  mountain.  Land.  Continent.  A  desert 

through  which  there  is  no  way. 

A  ̂ \  ayyahmn,  Whomsoever. 

a\^\  ayyiilmma,y<l'h.ich.  of  the  two.  l^^j 
min  ayyihima,  From  whichever  of  the  two. 

A  alayhamanijThe  two  great  evils;  (to 

the  Nomade  Arabs)  A  torrent  and  a  camel  in  rut ; 

(to  those  dwelling  in  towns)  A  flood  and  a  fire. 

A  (j**^!  uya.s,  A  causing  to  despair. 

A  'is\J\  isyafat,  (v.  n.  4  of  i  J I  for  (  jj\)  Suf- 
fering from  a  murrain  amongst  cattle,  or  a  blight 

amongst  corn  (the  same  being  called  si  I  afat). 

A  j»LjI  isyam,  A  widowing,  a  bereaving. 
ayyan,  Perhaps  no?  Anything  eatable. 

■  A  ftA^3«2/-*^^>-Porm,figure,  aspect  of  the  heavens. 
A        uyayyat,  (dim.  of  1  a)  A  little  alif. 

p  ̂^ii«Jk^j  ayidan,  To  come. 

pjj^.  I  ayij,  (or  uLj^-i.  I  dyijali)  A  spark  of  fire. 
p  sJ^>,\  dylsha,  A  spy,  informer.  Intelligence. 
A        uyayyamat,  (dim.  of        Little  Imams. 

p  dyin,  An  institution,  rite,  custom,  or- 

dinance, canon,  usage,  prescription.  Common  law 

(in  contradistinction  to  the  laws  delivered  by  Mu- 

hammad, and  which  are  called  ̂ j!**  shar^.  Mode, 
form,  manner.  Ornament,  decoration.  Name  of  a 

mountain  where  mummies  are  found.  ^\s^ 

(joj  (Ji^S-  khulafdA  kirdmi  ̂ dl-dyin,  Illustrious 
khallfs,  (making)  just  laws,  tjw^  dytnias- 

tan,  To  prepare,  adorn.  ̂ ^.^JlSt  (JoJ  dylni  jam- 

shed,  A  sort  of  flute.  A  note  in  music,  ̂ jo,!  Vio 

safd-ayln,  Pure,  unsullied. 

p  ̂.L/^  (jo  1  dym-barg,  Armed,  bearing  arms. 

F  i^Si^  U^J  dyin-'bandi,  An  alcove,  a  bower. 
^  i3*^J^.-  U^-'  aym-jmrasti,  Servitude. 
A  uyaynihdt,  Small  she-camels. 

p         uyina,  (also  dJina)  A  mirror,  a 

looking-glass.  *j^J  dyinasi  iskandari, 
The  mirror  of  Alexandria,  representing  the  whole 

world, formerly  supposed  to  have  been  inthelibrary 

of  Alexandria.  The  sun.  j^lv-*T  dyinan  ds- 

mdn  (^y>-  dylnan  charkh^or 

dytnan  khdn}an)The  sun.        s,'x^]  dy'mad  pil, 
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The  accoutrements  or  armour  of  an  elephant 

i^^i^  dyinufi  chini,  A  mirror  made  of  polished 
metal.  I  ayinasi  kkakiyan,  The  Crea- 

tor. Adam.  The  human  heart.  CL*^ 

dylnasi  shash  jihat,  (The  six-faced  mirror)  The 
heart  of  Muhammad.    The  sleepers  in  the  cave. 

Those  acquainted  with  mysteries  and  revelations. 

(j^i^  ̂^*^^J  dyinan  garddn,  The  sun. 
Pjb  dyma-ddr,  The  mirror-keeper,  an 

ofiice  at  some  Eastern  courts.  The  female  attendant 

upon  a  great  lady,  who  has  the  care  of  the  looking- 
glass.    A  beggar,  mendicant.    A  barber,  cupper. 

p  i^^ii  iux)  I  dnna-ddri,  Office  of  mirror-holder. 
p  dyina-ddn,  A  looking-glass  case. 

p  dyma-ziddy  ,A.  polisher  of  mirrors. 

pjj^  is.ja>.l  dyina-faroz,  A  furbisher. 
A  <--»»-i-?3  uyayyib,  (dim.  of  ̂ ^\)  Little  Job. 

(— -J  &a  or  Je,  (called  hdsi  ahjad, 

t^j/c  hdsi  murvahhada,  jj, jS-  ia^i  ̂ irahi,  or 

L?3^  u?^  ifa^*)  The  second  letter  of  the  Arabic 
and  Persian  alphabet.  It  expresses  Two  in  arith- 

metic, Monday  as  the  second  day  of  the  week,  and 

the  constellation  Gemini.  By  way  of  abbreviation 

it  is  put  likewise  for  the  month  Rajab  (the  seventh 

month  of  the  lunar  year),  especially  in  the  dates  of 

letters :  as,  bjm)  i  o  ̂j,  \j>,j^  tahriran  fl 

khamsata  ^shara  rajab  sana  salds  u  saTndmn, 

Written  (or  given)  on  the  15th  of  the  month  Ra- 
jab, in  the  year  83  (contracted  for  the  year  1083). 

In  naming  this  letter  the  Arabs  call  it  b  bd  and 
the  Persians  be.  In  Persian  it  is  sometimes 

changed  for  j  vdv  :  as,  j  I  dv  for  i—-?!  db,  Water ; 

jlj=»-  /j/twav  for  L-^ M?m&, Sleep :  also  for  u-jye: 

as,  ̂j\sj  zafd7i for  2a&aw,Speech ;  and  iov^viim : 
as,        gliujm,  A  grape-stone,  for  i— 

p  4— >  pronounced  like  the  short  e  in  "bet," 
(the  inseparable  Persian  preposition,  instead  of 

which  the  separate  particle  iO  ba  is  often  used)  To. 

With.  In.  For.  By.  On.  According  to.  Exam- 

ples of  words,  to  which  these  prepositions  are  pre- 

fixed, will  frequently  occur  hereafter  in  alphabe- 

tical oi'der.  1^  ba  is  often  prefixed  to  the  future, 
imperative,  and  other  tenses  of  Persian  verbs ; 

either  to  determine  the  signification,  to  heighten 

the  energy,  or  merely  to  prevent  a  cacophony  or 
harshness  of  sound,  by  the  concurrence  of  too  many 
vowels.  Before  a  vowel  liJ  bad  is  substituted  for 

L-J  ba  or  BJ  ba,  to  prevent  the  hiatus  :  as,  jtSJ  badu 

for  j\  ba  u,  To  him.  It  is  sometimes  a  pleo- 

nasm :  as,^  bo,juz,j(fO  ba  ghayr,  Beside,  except; 

jtiJ  ba  dar,  In.  ji> <^***  ddkhil  shud  ba 
shahr  da?',  He  entered  into  the  city  ;  eoliS;  jt> 
J  J  dar  dmad  ha  khdna  dar.  He  came  into  the 
house.    Before  a  verb  this  i— >  ba  may  always  be 

read  hi :  as,_jjJ  hi  rav,  Go  thou ;  hi  hard,  He 
did  ;  but  prefixed  to  an  imperative,  of  which  the 
first  letter  is  moveable  by  ̂ji-?.  pesh,  it  may  itself 

receive  that  vowel :  as,^^^bi  kun  or  bu  kun,T>o  thou. 

A  (_J  hi,  (the  inseparable  Arabic  preposition) 
With.  In.  Because,  for,  on  account  of.  By.  At 

the  distance  of.  To.  It  is  frequently  an  expletive, 

rvjh^  p  b  bd.  With.  Possessed  of,  endowed  with. 

Worthy  of.  Though,  notwithstanding.  To.  At  the 

expense  of.  j«li>='^  V  ̂«  ihtirdm,  With  honour; 
venerable,  honourable,honoured,  worthy  of  esteem. 

i5^tX«ju*j\  b  i^^:>-  jandni  bd  isti^dd,  A  youth  en- 
dowed with  capacity.  jmJ\  b  shdhi  bd  afsar, 

A  king  possessed  of  a  crown,  a  crowned  head,  b 

(jb  bd  tidn,  Possessing  bread.  &^  I  b  hd  dnki, 
(or  b  bd  m  hama)  Notwithstanding  tliat, 

although.  b  bd  in  hama  hi.  Notwith- 
standing all  this,  that.  *Xfr  b  bd  injumla. 

With  all  these,  besides  all  these,  notwithstanding. 

*^b  ba  hi,  With  whom  ?  to  whom  ?  Other  exam- 

ples will  be  found  alphabetically,  the  particle  form- 

ing one  word  with  the  noun. 

p  b  5a,  A  kind  of  gruel  or  other  species  of  spoon- 
meat,  (for  lib  bdd)  May  it  be  ! 

A  lb  basa',  (for  jb  basawa  or  ̂J\>  batayd)  (fut. 

t^V^.  y'^djsa')  He  was  proud. A  A>  bdsa,  (for  \y>  bawasa)  (Jut.  yabusu) 
He  returned.  He  was  separated.  He  departed.  He 

confessed.  He  tarried.  He  agreed  with.  He  alighted. 
He  levelled  (a  spear). 

A  ̂b  bds,  (pi.  oVb  bdsdt)  The  letter  t-^  bd. 

Conjugal  intercourse. 
p       1  b  bd  a&.  With  or  having  water.  Watery, 
p        b  bd  abru,  Honourably,  respectably. 

A  H^b  bdsat,A  place  to  which  people  turn  aside, 

in  travelling,  for  repose  ;  an  inn,  a  caravansera.  A 
house,  habitation.    Conjugal  intercourse,  coition. 

PjWjbd  u.  With  him.  CaS^  b  j\  \j  bdupd 

girift,  He  opposed  him. 
p  (^_5^  b  bd  osh,  A  species  of  large  cucumber 

reserved  for  seed.  A  small  cluster  of  grapes. 

A  I— ->b  hdba,  (fut.  ̂ ^yahuhu)  He  discharged 

the  office  of  porter  (t-^^jl^  bawrodb).  He  dug  a  pit. 

p  I— .>b  hub,  A  father.  Worthy,  suitable.  Re- 

gard, respect.  '-r'^ j*^  ̂ ohi  fuldne.  In 

regard  to  So  and  so.  j»yi5\  (— ̂ b  bdbu'l  kawm,  A 
leader  of  the  people,    (for  lib  bdd)  Wind. 

A  (—^b  bdb,  (pi.  (-^\^^  abwdb,f^\^,  b'lbdn,  and 
abwibat),  A  gate.  A  door.  The  chapter  of  a 

book.  An  affair,  business,  point,  matter.  Reason, 

manner,  mode,  kind,  species,  method,  sort.  The 

extreme  terms  in  numbers,  or  the  extreme  bounda- 
ries in  limits,  confines,  or  marches,  (in  grammar) 

Conjugation.  SJy3\  i— .>b  bdbu't  tawbat,  The  door 

of  repentance.  (  s^lii  i—^b  bdbu'l  khildf.  Irresis- 
tible. 3\  L-Jb  bdbu's  samds,  The  milky  way. 

OjIj****  (— jb  bdbi  sa^dat.  The  port  of  felicity, 

Yet  V  l^fi-l*-  ̂   *l 



the  king's  court.  jJ^lix  (_->b  babimufa^Ia,  The 
third  conjugation.  J\jiaL*>\  (— istiff^l,  The 

tenth  conjugation.     p  ̂^^^\^S>^  i  i^v^ij.  ̂   (—-"b 
babi  la  yanmrif  lihrvandan,  To  be  parsimonious. 

A  (— y»  huwa  min  hdzd'l  bob,  So  far 
(is)  to  the  point,  p  (--'bjii  c?ar  bdbifuldn, 

Respecting  such  and  such  a  person,  or  thing,  jii 

Ljjb        do-'''  Ill  this  affair. 
p  bb  JaZia,  A  father.  A  grandfather.  The 

head  of  an  order  of  monks  called  Calendars. 

A.  A>\>bafbds,  Intelligent,  sagacious.  Learned. 

A  'i\>\ibasbafat,{y.n.  of  bb  Q)  Saying"Papa," 

papaing.  Saying  "  May  my  father  be  a  ransom  for 
you."  Running. 

A  Obb  bdbdt,  (pi.  of  ftjb  bdbat')  The  extreme 
terms  in  numbers,  the  extreme  boundaries  in  limits 

or  confines.  Faces.  ̂ ^\::^\  obb  babatu'l  hitab, 
The  lines  of  a  book. 

p  ,.Ai"  bb  baba-khan,  Father-king,  a  royal  title. 

p  ̂J^J^  b  bd  bdrdn,  With  rain,  rainy. 

G  ̂ ^bl^  bdbdri,  Black  pepper. 
p  bb  bdhd-shayhlii,  A  kind  of  melon. 

A  '-r'^  &aJ?<'ZaZ)rya&,  The  gate  of  gates, 

called  by  the  Persians  "  Dar-band,"  or  The  Bar- 
rier, is  a  strong  fortress  on  the  Caspian  Sea,  for- 

merly the  boundary  of  the  Persian  and  the  Turk- 

ish empires  on  that  quarter. 

A  i-r'b  bdbu'z  zukdh,  (or  t-^b 
bdbu'l  as7mk)Ga,te  of  the  way,  Straits  of  Gibraltar. 

A  L--'i^\  bdbu'l maitdib,Tlie  gate  oftears, 

the  straits  into  the  Red  Sea,  called"  Babelmandel." 

p  ̂JS}S^^mbdydn,  (pl.of  bb)  Fathei-s,ancestors. 
p  jobbb  hdbdydna,  Like  a  father,  according 

to  ancient  custom,  in  the  manner  of  ancestors. 

A  X^b  bdbat,  The  extreme  term  in  numbers,  or 

in  boundaries.  The  face,  ajob  \s5b  hdzd  bdbatiiliu, 

This  is  best  for  him,  it  suits  him,  it  is  his  bu- 

siness, i-^^b  \  lidzd  min  bdbatiha,  This 

agrees  with  you ;  this  is  your  affair.  iobi\  al  bd- 
ba,  The  Pope. 

p  J-l^b  bdbat,  An  item.    For,  on  account  of. 

*^^b  bdbati  u,  On  account  of  him  or  of  it. 

p babar,  Name  of  an  emperor  of  Hindiistan,. 

the  second  of  the  Mogul  race. 

p  »^b  bdbira,  A  bracelet. 

P  bdbari.  Belonging  to  Sultan  Babar. 

P  ̂j^b  bdbzan,  A  spit. 

p j-*jb  bdbasir,  Senna. 

p  i-ibb  bdhak,  (dimin.  of  (_->b  bdb)  A  little  fa- 
ther. One  who  educates.  Faithful,  constant,  firm, 

strong.     A  turquoise  stone.    Name  of  a  king. 

A  Jjb  bdbil  or  babul,  Babylon,  renowned  for 

wine  and  magic. 

p  job-  J,jb  bdbul-khdna,  A  bawdy-house,stew. 

G  (j«.bb  bdbilas,  Devil's-milk.  Poppy-seed. 
A  esbb  bdhala,  Liquid  stoi-ax. 

A  j^ijjb  bdbitiy,  Poison.  Wine. 
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A  &"bb  bdbiliyat,  Wine. 

A  (j^^b  iaZ)%M;i,  The  Babylon  of  Egypt,  af- 
terwards called  IsUL-fl)^  al  fustdt,  The  tent,  and 

then  SjfcliD^  al  hdhb'a,  The  victorious. 

p  j^i^jjb  bdbandan,  To  give,  to  bestow. 
p        bdbu,  A  kind  of  wandering  monk. 

Pj\^b  bdbwdr,  Item  by  item.    A  chapter. 

p  &i_jjb  bdbuta,  An  earthen  pitcherfull  of  water. 

A  ̂_yj_jjb  bdbus,  A  young  child.  A  camel's  colt. 
The  young  of  any  animal.  Adulterated  camphor. 

A  jt*i^\>  bdbusir,  Adulterated  camphor. 

p  uiJjjb  bdbuk,  Camomile-flowers.  Ground 

ivy.  The  earth-apple  (on  account  of  the  roundness 
of  its  flowers).    Foolish,  insane. 

A  (Jy^b  bdbnl,  Babylon. 

A  ̂ ^b  bdbunaj,  or  udb^jjb  Camomile-flowers. 
p  ebjjb  Z^aZ'Mwa,  Camomile.  Wild  ivy.  &^yb 

jb  bdbiinaH  gdv  or  ̂ ao.  Camomile-flowers. 
p  iob  ia^»a,  Stuffed  with  wool.  AVorthy,suitable. 

A  &>J.b  bdbiyat,  A  wonderful  thing. 

p  (j|^b  bdbizdn,  A  surety,  sponsor,  middle- 
man, (for        t>b  bdd-bizan)  A  fan,  ventilator. 

p  (j^\s-Lmj  bdbi  zabdiii  sdJihtan,  To 

keep  silence. 

p  (j^^^'.b  bdbizan,  A  spit.  A  sponsor,  a  surety. 
p  jjbb  b  bdj)dydn, Camels.  Short,finite:  shoak 
A  sb  bat,  A  place  of  repose,  an  inn.  Coitus. 

A  Ob  bdta,  (for  cSol).  bayata)  (fut.  O.  ya- 

b'ltu  or  Ob^.  yabdtii)  He  passed  the  night. 
A  Ob  bdtt,  Who  or  whatever  cuts,  breaks,  or 

weakens.  A  fool.  Lean,  emaciated.  Drunk, 

drunken.  Complete,  finished,  settled. 

p  u-'bb  id<afc,Similitude,  equality.  Opposition. 

p  I— ->bb  bdttdb,  Equal,  alike,  consistent.  Con- 

tradiction, opposition,  aversion.  A  kind  of  dervish. 
p  t_«3b  bdtab,  Worthy,  suitable. 

p  jib  bdlar  or  bdtir,  A  crane.  A  man's  name. 
A j!>b  bdtir,  Who  or  what  cuts,  (pl-j^^j^  ba- 

nritir)  A  sharp  sword. 

p  5j5b  bdtara,  A  drum,  a  tambourin. 

p  ̂J-..jb  bdtiis,  (or  (^jS.^b  bdtush)  (in  the  dia- 

lect of  thepeople  of  ij^^^J^  sJiabdnhdj'a^  Anovange. 
A  ijLaJb  bi  ittifdh,  With  (one)  consent. 
A  (.diib  bdtih,  Sharp  (sword).  Name  of  a  sword. 

p  jj-iS^"  b  bd  tamliin,  Majestic. 

p  (^lCi>b  bdtingdn,  The  egg-plant. 

p  ,_y^biatonf/aZ,Nameofabookof  theHindus. 

A  (]^.^b  bdtiniy,  Name  of  a  man. 
p  y  b  bdtu,  An  orange.  The  grain  called 

jj^l?!lLJ\  hahbu's  saldtin.  Name  of  a  king. 
p    y  b  bdtuta,  An  earthen  pitcher  fuUofwater. 

p  (jyb  bdtvLH,  A  falcon  distinguished  by  some 
natural  mark. 

p  e6y  b  bdtuna,  A  jug  or  pitcher  full  of  water. 

A  Cjb  bdsa,  for  C->y  han-asa,  (fut.  iJL>^^jja- 

busu)  He  searched  diligently. 
A  ijj>\>  bdsi,  Dispersed,  here  and  there. 

3f 

A  jib  basir,  Water  which  issues  forth  without 

digging.  Environs. 

A  &j«'ibZ)as/^ai',Alip  full  of  blood,ready  toburst. 
A  Jjib  bdsih,  Abundant  (in  liberality). 
A  iii-ib  bdsikat,  Full,  overflowing  (well). 

p  ̂ b  bdj,  Tribute.  Toll  levied  by  tlie  road- 
patrol.  A  silence  observed  by  the  Magi  at  meals 
and  whilst  performing  their  ablutions.  j  ̂b 
bdj  u  Mara/,Tribute  and  contribution,  duties,taxes. 

A  basj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b)  Changing,  turning. 
Shouting,  crying  aloud.  Basj,  (or  _b  bdj)  A 

species,  sort,  mode,  or  manner,  yoi  ̂   huin 

fi  amrin  basjin,  They  are  in  a  bad  business. 

A  ̂ b  bdja,  (for  ̂ y  baivaja)  (fut.  ̂ y^.  ya- 
buju)  (Misfortune)  overtook  (him). 

P  (jb>b  bdjbdn,  A  revenue-collector. 
A  &=-b  bttfjat,  A  kind  of  food. 

Pj^ti^b  bdj-ddr,  A  collector  of  the  revenues. 

A  j>\>  bdjir,  (pi.  Jjs2  bajai-at)  One  who  has  a 
swelled  belly.  Bdjir  or  bdjar,  Name  of  an  idol 

formerly  worshipped  by  the  tribe  of  lijl  azd. 

H  ];:?-b  bdjrd,  A  species  of  Indian  corn. 
p j\iiXs-b  bdj-guzdr,  Tributary,  taxed,  taxable. 
Pj>S.s-\j  bdj-gir,  A  collector  of  revenue. 

A  ,_y>b  bdjil,  Very  fat  (man  or  camel).  Rich, 
fruitful.  Joyous.  In  good  condition. 

A  bi  ajma^na,  All,  the  whole. 

p  i>^\>  ̂ b /)ay-«aTOa,  Household  stuff".  Service, drudgery.    Favour.  Pomp,  pride. 

p  i.L^l>-b  bdjang,  A  small  window. 
p  iis-b  bdja,  A  wicket.  A  large  window. 

H  ;_5^b  bdji,  Nitre. bajydn,  A  revenue-collector. 
p  tifjjJ  l)''^^  V  changal{oY<^J^\>bd  chang) 

giriftan  To  tickle,  twitch,  scratch  with  the  fingers. 

p  ji^b  bdchu,  A  title  given  to  Tartar  princes. 

A  ̂ b  bdha,  (for  ̂ y  bawaha)  (fut.  ̂ jf>.  ya- 
bv.hu)  It  was  manifest.  He  was  tired.  He  commu- 

nicated (a  secret). 

A  iis-b  bdltat,  (pi.  ̂ y  btili)  A  gulf,  great  body 
of  water.  A  whirlpool.  Many  palm-trees,  a  palm- 

plantation.  A  court,  area,  or  quadrangle.  ft>-b 

^J^\  bdhatu't  tarih,  The  middle  of  the  road. 
A  iJL^s-X^  bdhis,  An  examiner,  scrutineer. 
A  ̂ Us-b  bdliisds,  Earth  resembling  the  nest  of 

the  field-mouse. 

A  j=-b  bdhar, 'Name  of  an  idol.  Bdhir,  Fool- 
ish,stupid:stupefied,confounded,struck  with  amaze. 

A  liar,  idle  talker.  Blood  of  a  pure  red.  Blood 

of  the  womb,  js^b      davii  bdhir,  Black  blood. 

A  'if\^  bdhir  at,  Name  of  a  thorny  tree.  A 
camel  yielding  plenty  of  milk. 

A  cSy-b  bdhiriy,  Blood  of  a  bright  red. 

p  ̂jbafis^b  bd  hafsdn,  A  schoolmaster. 
p  &ib<xas-b  bd  hafidna,  Lispingly,  like  a  child. 

Ajjs-b  ?jd/(M/-,Intenseheat,  heat  of  midsummer 
orthe  dog-days.  Exhalationfrom  the  earth  in  hotwea- 
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uier.  1  iiemoorij^b  j»l?3«?/3/ami  hahur,  Dog-days. 
A  ^  hahuras,  The  lieat  of  the  dog-days. 

A  (^[/j^c-bZ'a/iMri?/,  Critical.  (_5j_j=-b  yam- 
mi  hahuri,  The  critical  day  (in  a  fever). 

p        ia^/t,  A  road,  a  way. 

vjf^\ila  A/ta Jar, Informed.  Intelligent, wary. 

p  Js^\>  hahhtar,  The  west.  The  east.  Bactria. 

p  (J^Ij  ia/J(fan,  Toplay.  To  lose  at  play.  To 

give.  Mmar  hahhtan,  To  play  at  dice. 

p  &jk5-b  bahhta,  Played.  The  plaster,  incrus- 
tation, smoothing,  or  polishing  of  a  wall. 

Aj»-b  hahhir,  One  who  waters  sown  fields, 

(for js-b  U  akhir)  At  length.  At  last. 

vjjs^^ihahharZjA.  notein  music.  In  Khurasan. 

A  ̂J^^=-b  hakhank,  Name  of  a  village,  the 
birth-place  of  an  eminent  Muhammadan  lawyer, 

who  gave  sentence  for  the  shedding  the  blood  of 
his  own  son,  when  convicted  of  a  capital  offence. 

A  ;^=>-b  hahhis,  One  who  deprives  another  of 
his  due ;  a  sharper,  a  swindler.  Deficient, 

A  L-s-b  lakhisat,  A  female  sharper. 

p  »w>~=>-b  lakJisa,  A  lancet.  A  private  entrance. 

p  (^^j<£s-b  ha  hlmsus,  Particularly,especially. 

A  ̂ b  ia/Jt/^jWho  kills  himself  (withsorrow). 

A  jjs-b  halihik,  One-eyed. 
A  ̂iii-b  hcihliiliat,  Sightless  (eye). 

A  ̂3i-b  hakhil,  (pi.        huhhhJial)  Covetous. 
p«/oUi-b5a^/(-?;amo,Asurname,nickname,title. 

p  t>js.-b  ha  kJirvud,  By  himself,  by  herself. 

Pjji>-b&a/J<Mr,Name  of  Abraham's  grandfather. 
(They  say  that  money  was  first  coined  in  his  time), 

G  ̂j^js-b  hahhus,  Bacchus. 

p  (ji,^js>-b  ha  lihivesh,  Alone.  Solitude,  lone- 
liness.   A  dip,  plunge. 

p  *i-b  haliha,  A  tortoise.  j_^b^Li  is-b  hakhad 
daryaii,  A  sea-tortoise  or  turtle.  &j>-b  hahhasi 
ham,  A  land-tortoise. 

FjjJ  isi'Ki  hahh a-zan,  {or  A  plasterer. 
p  jb  bad,  Let  it  be,  so  be  it !  ob  \jb  liar  chi 

hada  had,  Let  it  be  as  it  may,  or,  as  God  will. 

p  t)b  Z)ad,  Wind,  air.  Breath.  A  word.  A  sigh, 

a  groan.  Pride,  haughtiness.  Praise,  encomium. 

Sharp,  fierce.  A  horse.  Annihilated,  (for  » Jb 

lada)  Wine.  li^JJt'  1  tib  badi  cihang,  An  echo. 

0_j j>  ob  hadi  htirut,  Pride,  airs,  conceit.  ob 

^^lJ>  hadi  harm.  The  north-east  wind.  The  south- 
west wind.  L>b  hadi  hahar,  The  gale  of  the 

spring.  i^b  hadi  pas  pushf ,  The  west 

wind.  (j;;***^.  i-^b  hadi  pasin.  Future  happiness, 

(ji.^.  lib  hadi  pesh,  The  east  wind.  i-^b  had 
paymudan,  (To  measure  the  wind)  To  engage  in 
any  foolish  undertaking.  To  drink  wine,  i^ii  lib 

ladi  tund,  A  hurricane,  tempest.  euL^  lLXij  lib 

hadi  tang-hasta,  A  horse.  (^jwIj  (JL*a*»JjJ  ob 
Jac?  dar  dast  dashtan.  To  be  empty-handed.  To 

hold  the  reins  of  a  horse,  j^  d  jb  hadi  dahur,  A 

south-west  wind,  liju*  ob  hadi  sard,  A  deep  cold 
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sigh.  Despair.  CLj'^  Jb  hadi  sakht,  (or  tiJ,<xS»  ob 

&a^^^  shadid)  A  violent  wind.  ̂ ^Ifl***  lib  &ac?^  5m- 
layman.  The  wind  that  wafted  Solomon  and  his  hosts 

everywhere.    Magnificence,  gi-andeur. 
ob hadi  samum,  A  sultry,  unwholesome,  and  pestilen- 

tial air.  j»^v*»  '^b  hadi  samumi  jan-gu- 
daz,  A  scorching  wind,  melting  the  soul,  fatal  to 

life,  ̂ ji^-s^uib  Z)a£Z.sa??jii^aM,(To  weigh  the  wind) 

To  talk  nonsense.  (jO>^  i.ib  Z)aiZ  shudan.  To  go  to 

the  winds.  To  disappear.  To  fly.  i-is^  jb  iatZz 
shurta,  A  favourable  wind,  prosperous  gale,  tib 

b-o  Z)a(i^  sa&a.  The  zephyr, the  north-east  or  morn- 

ing wind,  l^^ip"  '^b  hadi  ̂ sa',  (or  <ib  Jac?i inasili)  The  breath  of  Jesus  (or  of  the  Messiah)  ; 

an  expression  used  by  the  Persians  to  imply  a  skil- 
ful physician  ;  as  if  endowed,  like  the  Messiah, 

with  the  power  of  recovering  the  sick,  or  recalling 

the  dead,  by  a  breath.  \,lX>^  t)b  hadi  farang, 

St.  Anthony's  fire,  (j^.i^j^  hadi  farvardin. 
The  south-west  wind,  i^^^^  ̂^^d  hardan.  To 

fan.  ̂ jS^ (ib  hadi  AMwji,The  cholic.  J^^ib  hadi 
haj  ,  JL  north-west  wind.  A  side  wind.  <Aj^  lib 

hadi  gund,  A  rupture.  ̂ **Jk^  sib  Jarfi  ̂ mm.  Pride, 

airs,  affectation.  u_fl3l^  t)b  hadi  muhhdlif,  A  con- 

trary wind.  t5Vj,«  t>b  &at?t  murad,  A  fair  wind. 

\_j.>  jb  hadi  nawa.  An  echo.  Jjj  y  tjb  Z*ac?« 
ro^.  Vernal  breezes.  Name  of  a  modulation  in 

music.  lib  Jac?i  Jiarva,  Gratis,  for  nothing, 

gratuitously.  The  law  of  the  country  (i.e.  when 

a  criminal  is  apprehended  and  punished  in  any 

place  of  which  he  is  not  a  native).  JBad  is  also  the 

name  of  an  angel  or  genius,  who,  like  the  ̂ olus 

of  the  Greeks,  presides  over  the  winds.  He  also 

presides  over  marriage,  and  has  the  superintendency 

of  every  thing  that  happens  on  the  22d  day  of  the 
month,which  is  consecrated  to  this  spirit,  and  called 

by  his  name.  The  second  of  Khusraw's  treasures. 
A  ob  hada  (for  ̂iJO  hayada)  (fut.  Oj-^,  yahudu 

or  lio-^,  yahidii)  He  perished. 

A  2b  hadd.  The  inner  part  of  the  thigh. 
p  \  Jo  hada.  Let  it  be,  so  be  it !  ^. 

Ub  ya  rahh  inchunin  hada,  O  Lord !  so  let  it  be. 
p  lib^Jb  had-a-hdd.  Be  it  so. 

PisJjl  (ib  &a(Z-a5?7a,Aboil,blain,  Small-pox. 
A  jUb  hdddt,  A  desert. 
P  ti^iib  ha  dad.  With  equity,  justly. 

p  \^JjJ\6\>  hddarang.  An  orange. 

p  ̂ _pUb  hdddsh,  A  i-equital  of  kindness. 
p  (_ji^i^iib  JafZ  fl/ras7i.  Punishment.  Revenge. 

p       I  tSb  hdd-afrdh.  Punishment.  A  toy. 

p  Tl>\ji\ lib  had  afrah,  (or  ty^S  afraJi)  Punishment, 

penance,  chastisement.   Revenge.   A  child's  toy. 

p  \y  \  lib  had-afza.  Revenge.  Retribution. 

p  j»Ub  hdddm.  An  almond.  Spiceries.  A  slit 

in  a  horse's  ear.  The  eye  of  a  mistress,  jii  pbb 
{Jj^  hdddmi  du  maglizi,A  slit,  a  fissure.  Cracked. 

i^^J^  sj^^Jm  j»^-)b  hdddmi  shigufa-fishdn,  A  weep- 
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ing  eye.    ̂ li/' ^L^b  hdddmi  shigufa  har- dan, To  shed  tears.  ̂ J>^ Mountain-almond, 

p  SjSLobb  hdddmi'ara,  The  herb  basil, 
p  (^li^l  lib  had  dmadan,  To  congratulate, 

p  ̂jlxu-/cUb  hdddmistdn.  An  almond-grove. 

P  {ji^j^  ̂ i^\>hdddm-farosh,A  seller  of  almonds, p  ewbl^  bdddma,  The  cocoon  of  the  silk-worm. 

A  seal  shaped  like  an  almond.  A  kind  of  silk.  A 

habit,  made  of  rags  sewed  together,  worn  by  Der- 

vishes or  Fakirs.     Any  kind  of  stuff"  printed  or 
stamped.  The  bezel  of  a  ring.  A  stone  in  the  form 

of  an  eye  which  they  sew  on  a  child's  cap.  A  link. A  mole  on  the  cheek. 

p  (_^Ub6aiami,Buff"-coloured.  Sortof eunuch, 
p  j^^iib  bdddn.  Populous.  A  recompense. 

A  ̂^^"^b  hddddni,  (dual  of  Sb  hddd)  The  inside 
of  the  thighs.    The  parts  of  the  horse  which  are 

pressed  by  the  rider's  thighs. 
Pjr<^\  lib  hdd-anjlr,  A  kind  of  early  hollow  fig. 

Pjj^  hdddn-flroz.  The  city  of  Ardabil. 
v y,f->\  lib  bdd-angez,  (Wind-exciting)  A  kind 

of  plant  which  the  Persian  peasants  hold  in  their 
hands  when  they  winnow  their  corn,  and  suppose 

to  have  the  power  of  raising  the  wind,  especially 

when  they  rub  it  and  throw  it  in  the  air.  Saff'ron. 
Pjj  I  lib  hdd-dwar,A  sort  of  thorny  shrub.  One 

of  the  seven  treasures  of  Khusraw.  Riches  acquired 

without  labour ;  a  windfall.  Name  of  anote  in  music. 

p lijj  1  lib  bdd-dmar d, {or  iiij J \  lib bdd-dmarda) 
A  kind  of  white  thorn  or  thistle,  of  which  camels 

are  fond.  A  place  exposed  to  the  wind.  Ventilated. 
A  fan.  Name  of  a  musical  note.    A  windfall, 

p  &5j  I  lib  hdd-dvila,  A  fatal  kind  of  boil, 

p  ̂ \  d\i  bdd-dhanj ,  A  ventilating  window. 
Pjbiib  hdd-bdr,  A  fan.  Ventilation, 

pjbiib  hdd-hdz,  A  fan.    Easy.  Fortunate, 
p  (jbiib  bddhdn,  A  sail.  A  fan.  The  collar  or 

sleeve  of  a  garment.    A  ship's  mast.  Sociable. 

j*aL-s>-\  jjbiib  hddhdttiahhzar.  The  blue  firmament. 

^j>-  (jbiib  hddhdni  charhh,  Moon-light,  ̂ jbiib tJ^  hadhan  liasJndan,  To  set 

p  eobiib  bddhdna.  Name  of  an  herb. 

p  ul^tiJ  lib  bdd-ha-dast,  (Wind  in  the  hand) 

Empty-handed,  poor.  Luckless. 

p _^iib  bad-bar,  A  paper  kite.  A  boaster,  brag- 
ger.  Bdd-hur,  A  whipping-top. 

p  t^JjJiib  bdd-barah,  A  paper  kite. 

p  Oj^iib  hdd-burut,  Proud,  haughty,  boast- 

ing, assuming  ;  one  who  arrogates  to  himself  what 
he  never  performed,  cannot  do,  or  is  not  entitled  to. 

p  S;^iib  hdd-hara,  The 22d  of  the  month  Bah- 
man.  Bdd-Uira,  A  little  round  piece  of  wood  put 

upon  a  spindle  to  give  it  a  circular  motion,  a  whirl. 
p  lib  bdd-ha-musht,  (Wind  in  the  fist) 

Fruitless,  unproductive. 

P  ̂ ^  lib  bdd-hizan,  Asovioi^&xi.  Idle, useless. 
p  biib  hdd-pd,  (or  t/b  lib  hdd-j)dy)  (A  horse) 



fleet  as  the  wind,  lib  had-payi  wahin, 

Quick  of  conception,  of  a  lively  imagination. 

r^biib  ia<f-^?a/o,Racking  wine:  a  wine-strainer 

p^.iib  bdd-2)a?;A  boaster.  A  beam.  A  whirligig. 
p  had-parran,  An  empty  boaster. 

r  ̂jj!.  t^V  bad-parwa,  A  ventilator.  Any  aper- 
ture made  for  the  admission  of  air.  One  to  whom 

all  things  come  alike.  An  airy  house. 

p  iji  lib  had-para,  A  shaving  of  wood  which 
the  wind  carries  away.  The  down  of  a  plant. 

p  ̂^y>,  lib  had-pazan,  Flattering.  A  welcome. 

p  tju-^.  lib  had-pasin,  A  fart, 
p        lib  had-pech,  A  swing. 

p  IjOiib  had-payma,  (Measuring  the  air)  Swift. 
A  traveller.  Talkative.  A  liar.  Sensual.  A  glut- 

ton. A  drunkard.  A  curling  lock.  Penniless. 

p  ̂   lib  had-tuhhm,  Fennel.  Aniseed. 
p  (jls-  lib  bad-hhan,  Airy  room.  A  ventilator. 

p  JO  Is-  lib  bad-khana,  Ar'idge,  top.  A  ventilator. 
p  lib  bdd-khani,  Name  of  a  fountain  in 

the  province  of  Damghan;so  called  because  at  a  cer- 
tain season  of  the  year  there  rushes  from  it  a  wind 

so  violent  and  impetuous,  that  it  sweeps  away  men 

and  animals,  and  even  uproots  the  strongest  trees. 

p  jo_ls«-iib  bdd-lthdya,  Rupture :  swelled  testicle. 

P  (ji-  lib  bdd-Jihan,  A  storm,  tempest,  hurri- 
cane. A  ventilator.  An  airy  house. 

P lib  bad-khrvdr,  (Devouring  the  wind) 
Name  of  a  bird.  The  rupture. 

P  lib  bdd-klmdn,  An  idle  talker,  jester. 
Facetious.  A  flatterer. 

P  j^i^^  bdd-hhrmr,  (Breeze-devouring)  A 
window,  especially  in  the  roof,  for  the  benefit  of 

fi-esh  air,  and  the  advantage  of  a  fine  prospect. 
p        lib  bdd-khwurd,  A  scald-head. 

P  ̂ji'^  liV  bdd-khwurak,  A  small  black  bird 

said  to  live  in  the  aii",  and  to  feed  on  the  wind.  (If 
he  happen  to  alight  he  is  unable  to  rise  again.) 

P  (jjs-  lib  bdd-hhun,  A  ventilator.  A  country 

retirement,  garden-house,  or  villa.  The  flowing  of 

M'ater.  Household  furniture.  The  plan,  delinea- 
tion, or  figure  of  a  house. 

p  lib  bad-dar,  Windy.  Swollen.  Puffed 

up  with  pride.  Independent.  Worldly-minded. 
Possessed  of  an  evil  spirit.  Destructive. 

p  j»^5jii  lib  bdd-dar-tdm,  Rheum. 
P^jii  lib  bdd-dar-sar,  (Wind  in  the  head) 

Arrogance,  haughtiness,  foppishness. 

P  1— jii  lib  bdd-dar-haf,  (also  C^Lk  ̂ li  ̂ib 
lad  dar  musht,  (Wind  in  the  fist)  Poor,  penniless. 
p  lib  bad-dajam,  A  species  of  disease  oc- 

casioned by  the  wind;  (breaking  forth  into  bloody 
wheals  all  over  the  body). 

P  j»bjii  lib  bad-dyndm,  A  superfluity  of  blood 
in  the  body,  breaking  out  in  sores  and  boils. 

P  <-!l***»ii  lib  bad-dast,  Lavish.  A  spendthrift, 

p  ̂ li  lib  bad-dam.,  Puffed  up  with  pride,  vain. 
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Pjiib  bddar,  The  29th  day  of  the  month  or 
moon.  Moist,  fresh,  green.  Lettuce.  The  erysipelas. 

Ajiib  badir,  Full  (moon).  Full-grown  (youth). 

Ripe  (fruit). 

p  p^iib  bddram,Y&m,  foolish,  idle,  silly,  futile, 
unprofitable.  Wicked,  depraved.  A  subject. 

P  libj  bdd-rdn,  A  fan.  Haughty,  aspiring. 

Nameofan  angel  presiding  over  (driving)  the  wind. 

A  ̂jt>b  badirat,  (pl.jJ^jJ  bawddir)  Cutting. 
An  event  happening  suddenly  and  unexpectedly. 

Impetuosity,  vehemence.  Ardour,  warmth.  The 

leaf  of  the  'iAy>-  humdfat.  The  first  opening  of  a 
plant.  The  choicest  and  youngest  of  the  saffron. 
The  edge  or  keenness  of  a  sword.  The  fleshy  part 

between  the  neck  and  shoulder:  the  fleshy  part  be- 

tween the  bottom  of  the  breast  and  the  nipple. 

p  (.>*jiib  bdd-ras,  Airy.  A  flue,  funnel,  vent. 

Pj^  lib  bad-raftar,  Going  like  the  wind. 

p  j^iib  bad-rum  or  &afZ-?'a/??,  Vain, foolish,  idle, 
silly,  futile,  unprofitable.  A  subject. 

p  LL^>;iibJa^/-mn<7,  A  species  of  cucumber.  An 
orange.  A  kind  of  disease  caused  by  grief.  A  fleet 
horse.     A  kind  of  swinginp;  cradle. 

p eOjxOjiib  bddrang-buya,{ov boya) (in  Arab. 

eO^j^iib  bddranjbuya)  Mountain-balm. 

p  (^x_3jiib  bad-ranijin,  A  species  of  large  cu- 
cumber. A  poem. 

p  jji-^b  bad-ru,  Balm.  A  kind  of  cucumber. 
A  herb  that  smells  like  an  orange. 

p  ̂jjj'^V  bddruj,  A  fragrant  kind  of  herb. 
p  a-s-jjiib  bddrucha,  Name  of  an  herb. 

Pj  jjiib  badroz,  A  gift,  a  present.  Sweet  basil. 

p  jOj^Jjjjb  bddroz-buya,  (or  Z'o?/«)  A  kind  of 
plant  which  smells  like  an  orange. 

p  8j_jjiib  6ac?ro2^a,  Continual,  perpetual;  daily 
bread,  common  fare ;  a  garment  for  daily  wear. 

p  pjjii^  bddrum,  (or  eOjjOb)  Mountain-balm. 
p  Sjiib  hddra,  Speaking  without  reflection  ; 

haste.   JBddra  or  bddara,  Breeches,  drawers. 

p  ̂jwJjiib  bddr-is,  (or  s^jii^  bddr-tsa)  A  lit- 
tle round  piece  of  wood  or  leather  fixed  on  a  spin- 

dle or  distaff" to  wind  the  thread  upon.  A  flat  piece 
of  wood  circular  and  perforated  to  receive  the  top 

of  a  tent-pole.  A  whirl.  A  fan. 

p  eiL-^*.o_jt>b  bddrisa-chashm,  One-eyed. 
The  devil. 

p  «si;jjiib  badresha,  (or  ̂jij^iib  badreslC)  A 
cucumber.  Rice.  Sickness. 

p  sJjiib  bddriya,  A  kind  of  large  wooden  fan 
or  ventilator  suspended  from  the  roof,  to  promote  a 

circulation  of  air,  and  drive  away  the  flies,  a  punka. 

p  lijiib  bdd-zad,  A  whirlwind,  hurricane. 

p  j^iib  bddzam,,  Treacle.  Trifles,  frivolities. 
p  dJjiib  bdd-zana,  A  fan,  ventilator. 

p^^iib  bdd-zahr,  The  bezoar-stone. 
p  "ijtj  lib  bdd-zahra,  A.  swelled  throat,  quinsey. 
A  dJ^fcjiib  bddzaliriyat,  The  property  or  virtue 

of  the  bezoar-stone,  counterpoison. 

P  ;ir?Jiib  bdd-zin,  The  zephyr. 
pJiib  bddij,  A  pestilential  carbuncle  or  inflam- 

matory appearance  of  the  skin.    Red  wine. 

p  j«\Sjiib  bddijfdm,  (or  j»^ob  badijkdm)  An 
inflammatory  red,  purple,  or  livid  hue  on  the  face. 

p  j»bj  Jb  bddij  nam,  An  inflammatory  red,  pur- 
ple, or  livid  hue  on  the  face.    Red  wine.  Bile. 

P  j^ljijii^  bddijwdm.  An  inflammatory  disease. 
Pjlwiiib  bdd-sdr.  Vain,  light,  trifling.  Swift. 
p  l^jb  bdd-sahhd.  Generous.     The  world. 

p^^iib  bdd-sar,  Proud,  vain,  affected,  airy. 
p  J^iib  bdd-sai'a,  A  girth.    Sickly,  ailing. 

P  L^/^^^b  bdd-sari.  Pride,  folly,  affectation. 

p  ̂«Jiib  bdd-sanj,  (Weighing  wind)  Idly  spe- 
culative, vain.  Vain  hopes,  delusive  dreams.  Proud. 

Pj^^***iib  iacZ-SMwar,  A  horseman.  A  ffeethorse. 

p^x«*iib  bdd-sayr,  Travelling  like  the  wind. 

P  ;__jiiib  bddash.  An  inflammatory,  livid  appear- 
ance of  the  face  regarded  as  precursor  of  leprosy. 

p  »Li»iib  bddshdh,  A  king. 

reikis Uoiib  bddshdhat.  Kingdom,  government. 

p  i^fcl^tib  bddshdlu,  A  kingdom. 
p  lib  bdd-shurta,  A  favourable  wind. 

p  j»\i-^iib  bddishfdm,  (^.U^iiiib  bddishndm  or 

j»\jjS»iib  bddishwdtn)  Red  wine.  The  prickly  heat, 
an  inffammatory  appearance  of  the  face. 

p  «ji>iib  bddshah,  A  king. 

p  ̂jbff-  lib  bdd-^ndn,  Swift,  ffeet  (horse). 

p ̂ lib  bddghar,  (ii;S=-iib  bddghard,  ii«5'iib  bdd- 
ghad,  or  liJiS-ib  bdd-ghand)  A  house  having  a 
number  of  windows,  an  airy  summer-house. 

p  (j-^S'iib  bdd-ghas,  A  vent,  chimney,  funnel. 

p  ̂jS-iib  hdd-gh.an,Kn  airy  house.  Avain  boaster. 

p  ̂jj*iS-d^  bddghis,  A  district  in  Khurasan. 
p  CLJiib  bddaft.  Name  of  a  fragrant  tree. 

p ̂ lib  bad-far,  A  small  top  or  gig,  a  plaything 
that  hums.  A  large  fan  or  ventilator  suspended 

from  the  roof  for  promoting  a  circulation  of  air, 

a  punkah.  Punishment,  retribution.    A  boaster. 

p  lib  bdd-fardh,  A  child's  plaything.  Bd- 

dafrdh,  Punishment,  retribution. 
p  J^iib  bddafra.  Vain,  foolish,  boasting,  brag. 

Punishment,  retribution.  Bddfara,  A  child'sgame. 

Pj\ii^iib  bdd-kirddr.  Swift, hasty, expeditious. 

p  ̂Ji^d^  bdd-kash,  A  large  fan.  A  punkah. 
Bellows.  Cupping,  scarification.  (j^ii^ 

bdd-kashi  firdshi,  A  large  sort  of  fan. 

p  jj^iib  bad-kin,  A  rupture. 
p  (jliiib  Z^acZ^/aw,  A  keeper,  guardian:  treasurer. 

The  fore  and  hinder  part  of  the  collar  of  a  garment. 

p  jo\iiib  bdd-gdna,  A  latticed  window. 
p  »\iiib  bdd-gdh,  A  draught-house,  a  privy. 

Pj^iiiiib  bdd-guzdr.  An  air-hole.     A  fabler. 

p^iib  bddgar,{ovdi^d\>  bdd-gird)Avih\Avi'md. 

p  ̂_j^w^b  bad-gunji,  (or  ̂^lib)  The  cholic. 
p  "iiib&ac?-^/i,(or_^^ir)  An  airy  house.  Afun- 



nel  perforated  in  every  part  for  the  admission  of  air. 

A  J^l^  hamdil,  (pi.  of  hadilai)  Quick 

paces.  Fleshy  parts  between  arm-pits  and  breasts. 

p         ha  dil,  Generous,  brave,  noble-hearted. 

A  50;ib  hadilat,  (pi.  Jijb  basadil)  The  flesh  be- 
tween the  arm-pit  and  breasts.  The  flesh  of  the 

breast.    A  quick  pace. 

badiljan,  The  egg-plant  or  brinjal. 
p        J  Jii  b     dil  ujdn,Wiih  heart  and  soul. 

hadaUja,  A  sort  of  cannon. 

p  ̂lib  hadam,,  (forj»bb)  An  almond.  Spiceries. 

pj^iib  bad-muhi'a,  Antidote  for  a  snake's  bite. 
A  jjiib  hadin,  (pi.  hudun  and  hud- 

dan^  Old  (man  or  woman).    Fat,  coi-pulent. 
A  &i(ib  hadinat,  Corpulent  (woman). 

p  ̂'lib  badinj,  A  cocoa-nut. 
p  ijl^iib  hadinjan,  The  egg-plant  or  brinjal. 
p  ̂^Jjd[>  badang,  Swaddling-clothes. 

p  jjLOiib  badimjan,  The  egg-plant  or  brinjal. 
p  It  lib  bad-nama,  A  vane,  pennant,  weather- 

cock, showing  the  quarter  whence  the  wind  blows. 

p  (jljiib  badwan,  The  sail  of  a  ship.  The 
collar  of  a  garment.  A  shirt,  shift.  A  cup,  goblet. 

p  ̂jbjiib  baduban,  The  front  and  back  of  the 
collar  of  a  garment. 

p  t>JL>  J  lib  bad  u  bid,  Useless,  unprofitable. 

p  ̂ li  J  lib  bad  u  dam,  Pride,  self-complacency. 
pj^jiib  bad-7viz,  (or  ̂j^^^.jiib)  A  ventilator,fan. 
p  2tib  bada.  Wine.  A  cup,  vessel  full  of  wine. 

Siib  badasi  mast,  Strong,  intoxicating  wine. 

sob  badad  naw.  New  wine.  (jiij<0.  Uiib  bada 

'paymudan.  To  measure  out  wine ;  to  give  to  drink. 
p  ̂b  Jiib  bada-pald,  Racking  wine :  a  strainer. 

P  iJL>Mij>  8iib  bdda-parast,  Given  to  wine,  a  sot. 

p  jjW.  ̂lib  bdda-payman,  Measuring  wine. 
p  ̂VfO.  »iib  bada-jyayyndni,  Crop-sickness. 

p  8jjJ6  libiacZ-Aar^a,  An  incantation  employed 
by  house-breakers  to  lull  the  watchmen  to  sleep. 

Pjljw*^  sob  bada-gusdr,  A  wine-drinker. 

P  ̂ lib  bdd-hanj,  (or  ̂ iib  bdd-hilj)  A  build- 
ing on  the  top  of  houses  in  the  East,  in  the  form 

of  a  chimney,  having  an  opening  face  to  the  west, 

which,  catching  the  breeze,  gives  a  refreshing  cool- 
ness to  the  ajiartments  with  which  it  communicates. 

P(^y  5t>b&a(^a-?ios/«,Awine-biber,adrunkard. 

P  j_^^_5*  lib  bdd-hawan,  Fruitlessness,  waste. 
p  (_?ob  bddl,  Be  thou.  Mayest  thou  live  for 

ever !  The  signs  Gemini,  Libra,  and  Aquarius. 

Flatulent,  full  of  wind,  windy.    Aerial,  airy. 

A     ob  bddh,  Who  or  what  appears,comes  out. 

A  ̂^•ob  badi,  (pi.  ̂^jiib  bddun,  buddan, 

and  A'^i  huddds)  A  peasant,  countryman,  inhabi- 
tant of  the  desert.  A  beginning.  Conspicuous. 

Author,  cause.  ̂ )^\  al  hddi  azlam,  The  au- 
thor is  most  to  blame.  ̂ J^^^^  ̂ J^.  bddVl  infdz, 

Evidently  destitute.  ̂ J\)\  (_fOb  bddl' r  rasy,  Yirsi 
thought.jlaJ\  ̂ ob  bddVn  nazar,  The  first  glance. 
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A       obob  bddiydtuljinn,  Fairies'  desert. 
Pj^.*-^^  i>ddydr,  A  falcon  trained  for  hunting. 
P  ;jb  jb  bddydn,  (or  sSb  jb)  Fennel,  anise. 

P'^^j^.'^b  bddydwand, '^ivon^jYohust.  Strength. 

Pt/'^j^.'^V  bddydrvandi,'Eo(\.\\j  strength,force. 
A  W  jb  bddiMt,  A  new  and  original  saying. 

A  ib.iib  bddiyat,  A  desert.  The  deserts  of  Ara- 

bia, inhabited  by  the  BadawTns.  io.iiU\  ah- 

lu''l  bddiyat.  Inhabitant  of  the  desert,  a  Bedouin. 
isJi  &^.ob  bddiyan  tih.  The  desert  of  the  Israelites. 

Pjtd^jS-  &^.0b  bddiyasi  ffhid-ddr;  Present  world. 

p  ̂"-^b  bddij.  Large  boots  or  stockings. 
p  ii.^_jb  bddid.  Openly.  Manifest,  conspicuous. 

p bd  diddr,  Sightly,  pleasing  to  the  eye. 

p ̂ .ob  bddir,  A  pillar,  prop,  support,  buttress. 
p  ft^.jb  bddya,  A  capacious  earthen  vessel,  in 

which  Avine  is  kept ;  also  a  large  deep  jug  in  which 

wine  is  brought  to  table  ;  and,  thence,  filled  into  the 

smaller  cups,  to  prevent  the  spirit  from  evaporating. 

p  t/lc^.  ■^?pb  bddiya-paymdy,  (Measuring  the 
desert)  A  swift  horse.    A  traveller. 

p  (jrvi^  bddiya-nishm,  An  inhabitant  of 
the  desert. 

w 
A  lib  bdzz.  Bad,  old,  worn,  torn,  squalid. 

P  LLX)j^iib  bdzdrang,  A  citron,  a  quince. 

p  ̂\ib  oazam,  (for  j»bb)  An  al  mond.  Men. 
A  L^U^Jb  bdzdinali,  A  kind  of  willow. 

P  Ojj^iib  bdzdward,  A  white  thorn. 

A  ̂ ib  bdzikh,  (pi.  ̂i^_5^)  High,  exalted. 
p  jSiiiib  bdzzam,  A  trifle,athing  of  no  importance. 

A  'ii^^xgij  'd^  bdzaranjhuyat,  The  herb  melissa. 

p  jjiib  hdzaro,  Pai'sley. 

A  ̂ jib  bdzaruj,  Mountain-balm. 
A  (jioff-iib  bdzfjhish,  (from  pjjki»-iib  bdd-lthez) 

Name  of  a  village  dependent  on  Harat. 

p  ullJiib  bdzaft.  Name  of  a  tree  which  emits 

a  sweet  perfume  when  shaken  by  the  wind. 

A  jjiib  bdzili  also  bdzah,  (from  p  JOb  bdda) 
The  juice  of  the  grape  slightly  boiled.  ,Jiib  ̂ ib- 
hdzik  bdzili.  Endowed  with  quickness  of  parts. 

A  Job  bdzil,  One  who  expends,  uses,  puts  out. 

Liberal,  munificent.  p  (jO^^jjiiiU  Jib  bdzili 
mahdur  hardan.  To  employ  (every)  endeavour. 

A  &3(ib  bdzanat,  Knowledge.  Confession.  Sub- 

mission, self-abasement. 

A  ̂jVs^iib  bdzinjdn.  The  egg-plant  or  brinjal. 

Pjb  bdr,  A  burden,  load,  weight,  charge.  Bag- 
gage. A  pack,  a  bale.  A  foetus.  Fruit,  flowers, 

blossoms.  Sorrow,  grief.  The  imposition  of  a  bur- 

den not  to  be  endured.  A  court,  congress,  assem- 

bly. A  tribunal.  A  curtain  at  the  door  of  a  pavi- 

lion. Entrance.  Free  access,  admittance.  Oppor- 

tunity. A  petition,  written  memorial,  request. 

Leave,  license.  Root,  cause,  origin,  foundation. 
A  branch.  A  fortification,  a  wall.  Aditch,a  moat. 

A  gi'anary,  storehouse.  God.  Greatness,  eminence, 

dignity.  ,  Fault,  crime.    Dung,  manure.  Adulte- 

ration,  alloy.  A  trivet.  A  musical  instrument. 
Rice  or  any  other  grain  from  which  beer  is  made. 
Name  of  a  village  near  Tus.  Food  in  general. 
Filling  a  plate  with  food.  A  time,  turn,  jb 

J*^  y(^^  ̂ o.r  du  bdr,  Once  or  twice.  Jo 
bdri  siwum.  The  third  time,  jb  har  bdr.  Every 
time,  as  often  as,  always.  Precisely,  exactly.  Jo 

Jo  bdr-bdr,  Oft,  repeatedly,  time  after  time.  Great, 
elcA-ated,  high :  ̂^Lvi-^b  ̂ _$\ay  bdr  hhuddy, Great 

God!  (participle  ̂ J^Jo  bdrida7i,To  rain,  used 
in  composition)  Raining,  pouring,  shedding,  scat- 

tering :  Jo  uflli  ashk-bdr.  Tear-shedding.  JojO 
dur-bdr,  Scattering  pearls.  Jo  ̂ mhar-bdr. 
Fragrant  as  ambergris.  Jo  ijXz^  mxish-bdr. 
Breathing  musk.  (An  afiixing  implying)  Conflux 

or  multitude :  as,jb  juy-bdr,  A  river,  a  place 

abounding  in  streams.  A  region  :  as,jL^_3j  zan- 

<7aZ'ar,Zanguebar.  jUl«?HaZZ;ar,Malabar.  JojSiS> 

hindubdr,  India.  f^o\^  ̂}0j>  Jo  bdr  bar  dil  nihd- 
dan.  To  lay  a  burden  on  the  heart,  to  afflict.  Jo 

(jOb  bdr  dddan,  To  hold  a  levee.  To  give  the 
road  to  a  superior.  To  manure  land.  JOjb  bdri 

dil,  Heart-ache,  grief  of  heart,  worldly  cares,  ̂ b 
(.J^5>-b»>  bdr  sdkhtan.  To  make  up  a  bundle,  to  pack 

up.  ̂ OJ^Jo  bdr  shudan.  To  be  loaded,  burdened. 

j«^jb  bdri  ̂ m,  A  public  audience,  a  levee.  Jo 
i^j^.S>.  bdr  paziruftan.  To  conceive.  (j'^jV 
bdr  Iiardan,  To  load.  To  draw  up  in  battle-array. 

^^^Jl^Jo  bd7-i  hislit~i,T\ie  freight  of  a  ship,  i^^jijo 
bar  giriftan.  To  conceive,  become  pregnant.  Jo 
(jOljJ  bdr  nihddan.  To  bring  forth.  J^."^  j  jb 

bdr  u  din-dr,  Walls  and  bulwarks,  (^sb  jb  bdr 

ydftan.  To  gain  or  find  admittance. 
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Ajb  bafV  (v.  n.  ofjb)  Digging(a  well,ditch,or 
corn-vault).  Hiding,  concealing.  Laying  up  in  a 
magazine,  or  a  store  of  merit.  Doing  good  secretly. 

Ajb  bdra,  (fut.j^_  yahurii)  He  perished. 
A  jb  bdrr,  {^\.  Jy)\  abrdr  and  bararat) 

Beneficent,  pious.  Just,  true.  Dutiful.  One  who 

abstains  from  any  thing  unjust  or  unlawful. 

P  (-r^^b  bdr-dh.  Agricultural  produce  raised 
by  water  drawn  from  the  beds  of  rivers  or  by  artifi- 

cial canals.    Name  of  a  district  in  Turkistan. 

p  '^Jo  bdj-dt.  An  assignment  for  money ,  draft. 

P  '^J^  bdrdj,  A  midwife. 
p  jb  bdr-dghosh,  An  armful. 

p  ̂^^b  bdi-dn,  Rain.  L.-'l^  ul)V  ̂o.rdni  shi- 
tdb.  Heavy  rain.  X  Jouu^  ul)^  bdrdn-rasida,  (also 

XOj  (j^b  bdrdn-zadd)  Rained  ujjon. 
^       {JJ^.  bdrdn-rez,  A  spout. 

ytj)  JJ^.  bdrdn-girez.  The  eaves  of  a  house. Shelter  from  rain. 

pj^  JJ>  bdrdn-gir,  A  shelter  from  rain. p  uiJb  JJo  bdrdnndk.  Rainy  (day). 

p  Bojo  bdi-dna,  The  main-beam  of  a  house. 
The  herb  melissa.  ̂ j*^  '^Ji  bdrdna  kardaii.  To 
fall  into  danger.  To  throw  away.  To  boast,  brag. 



p  t3^V  ̂arani,  A  riding-coat  or  cloak  which 
keeps  out  the  rain.  Name  of  a  Turkoman  tribe. 

p  ̂jj^AJ^b  haranidan,  To  cause  to  rain. 

p  ti'j^^^^V^  hardhi-kand,  An  Indian  plant. 

^J^J^  Frequently, repeatedly.  Mur- 
r.iuring,  crying.    Name  of  a  prophet. 

p  i^jO  hdrbud,  Name  of  a  famous  Persian  mu- 
sician, native  of  Jahram,  a  town  near  Shlraz. 

^j->j^  idr-bar,  (or j\^jijO  har-bardm-')  A  car- 
rier, porter.  A  day-labourer.  A  beast  of  burden. 

A  devious  course. 

p  {Jj^i^j>j^  har-bar-dan,  Travelling  expenses, 
carriage-hire. 

p  s^Jo  bar-hvgha,  A  load,  haggage.  Gently. 
Small  wares. 

hdr-binif/dh,  A  load  ready  adjusted. 

T  bar-begi,  Master  of  the  ceremonies. 

P  baritang,  The  plantane-tree. 

P  ̂ Jo  bdraj,  Nightshade.    Name  of  a  fruit. 
A         bdrij,  A  skilful  sailor. 

p         bdr-jd,  A  royal  court. 

P  OWjb  bdrjdt,  An  oppressive  custom  of 

forcing  to  pui-chase  goods  above  the  market-price. 

p  ew)U-^\j  bdr-jdma,  A  large  pair  of  saddle- 
bags with  a  mouth  on  the  side. 

P  ij\»-Jo  bdrjdy,  A  free  grant  of  a  spot  of  ground 
made  by  a  Zamindar  to  any  one  of  his  relations. 

A  US' b&ari;ai,Agreatship  of  war.  Wicked  man. 

P  &ar-c/ta,  Judgment-hall,  court  of  justice. 

A  i^Jo  bdrih,  (pi.  bawarih)  A  sultry 
wind.  A  strong  wind  raising  the  dust.  (Game) 

passing  from  the  right  side  of  the  hunter  to  the  left. 

Unfortunate,  unhappy,  CIaJJ  bintu  bdrihin, 

(pi.  ̂ b  C^\xibatidtu  bdrihin)  A  calamity.  _jfc 

d^jij^^  '^'^  ̂Mwa  ha  bdrihVl  arwa',  It  appears 
like  the  mountain-goat  (i.e.  it  is  seldom  seen,  ap- 

plied to  any  thing  uncommonly  strange). 

A  &s-jb  bdriliat,  The  last  part  of  the  preceding 

day  or  night.  iis»j\J\  a?  Z/arv7<af, Yesterday. 

al  bdrihatu'l  ula',  The  day  before  yesterday, 
p  ioU-jb  bdr-hlidna,  A  tent,  or  cloth  stretched 

upon  poles,  under  which  goods  and  baggage  are 

kept  from  rain,  when  halting  upon  a  journey.  A 

sack.  Dorsers  or  pack-saddles  for  beasts  of  bur- 

den, upon  which  loads  are  placed.  Baggage,  par- 

ticulai'ly  such  as  kings  and  great  men  travel  with. 
Merchandize  transported  from  place  to  place. 

p  ̂i>i>jb  bdr-hhudd,  Lord  God.  A  king,  a 
prince.    An  excellent  poem. 

p  b\^jV        hhuddyd,  O  mighty  Lord  God! 

p  e^ei-  Jo  bdr-hhayma,  A  collector  of  revenue. 
A  custom-house.    An  exchequer. 

A  tijb  bdrid,  Cold,  fi'igid.  Firm,  solid,  esta- 
blished. Competent,  (pi.  bawdruV)  Sharp 

sword.  Jjb  ̂b^j\  aju^a^' ianV/,  Cold,  unfriendly 
actions,  i^b  j.jv«*  samund  bdrid,  A  hot  wind 
blowing  incessantly.    0,b  ^yshi  bdrid,  An 
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agreeable  life.  jj.2\  al  (jlianamul  bdrid,  A 

prize  taken  without  fighting.  '^J>  bdridu'l 
mizdj,  Cold  by  nature. 

p  ii\'^jObd)'-ddd,l>eaye.  A  porter,  chamberlain. 

Pj^->jb  bdr-ddr,  Pregnant.  Fruitful. 

P  tj^-^^  bdrddn,  A  fruit-basket.  A  repository 
for  travellers,  goods  and  baggage.  Household 

furniture.  Poles,  upon  which  travellers  mount 

awnings  or  tilts  for  the  preservation  of  their  goods 

from  rain.  A  large  Wallet.  A  cloak-bag,  a  port- 
manteau.   A  flagon  of  wine. 

A  *it>jb  bdriddt,  A  woman's  name. 
p  (-lA»*»^b  bdrdast,  Ebony. 

Pjt>jb  bdr-du,  A  forked  stick  used  in  propping 
up  the  branches  of  a  tree  overloaded  with  fruit. 

p  '^J^  bdrd'ij.  Any  kind  of  damp  cloth  fast- ened to  a  long  pole,  with  which  bakers  clean  their 
oven  and  temper  the  heat. 

p  ̂.iJojJo  bdrrang.  Infants'  swaddling  bands. 
Ropes,  girths,  bandages,  or  fastenings  for  loads. 
Bandages  for  the  breasts,  to  prevent  their  swagging 

p  ̂ jjjb  bdrruj,  Baroach,  a  city  in  India. 
A  Jjb  hdriz,  Who  or  what  issues  forth.  Stretch- 
ing out,  extended.  Prominent,  projecting.  Appa- 

rent, evident.    The  thii-d  or  last  page  of  a  letter. 

F  i^jb  bdrzad,  A  gum,  benzoin  or  benjamin. 

P(jl/<jjb  bdr-za  mdn  ,  The  vicissitudes  of  fortune. 
p  b*>jb  bdrsd,  Done  hastily.  A  commencement. 

H  OUtijb  iar^taf.  The  rainy  season  (in  India). 

G  ̂jj^la*>jjb  bdrastaldrun ,  (or  ̂ j^^Uaj^b 
bdristciraijun)  Valeiian. 

p  ̂ .^b  bdr-sanj,  (or  ̂ s?*^b  bdr-sanjin) 
Weighing  a  load.  Any  thing  placed  in  an  opjio- 
site  scale  as  an  equilibrium. 

p  (_>^b  bdrish.  Rain. 
p  Ldl^b  bd  7'ashh,  With  jealousy,  jealous. 

p  j^^sw>jb  bdr-shihani,  Provision,  especially 
brought  from  abroad. 

A  (,J^b  bdriz,  The  first  appearance  of  grass 
above  ground,  when  the  species  is  not  discernible. 

A  ̂ b  bdri^  One  who  excels  in  virtue  or  know- 
ledge. Beautiful,  elegant,  good,  fair. 

A  i^Jo  bdri^t.  Witty  and  beautiful  (woman). 
A  ̂ jobdrih,  Shining,  flashing  (cloud).  Bright 

(sword).  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe  ;  also  of 

a  place  near  Kufa. 

A  dJjb  bdrikat,  Refulgent,  bright,  dazzling, 

sharp  (sword).   Refulgence.  Lightning. 

p  bdrih,  Thin,  slender,  minute.  The  mem- 
brane which  envelopes  the  foetus. 

A  uiJjb  bdrih.  Recumbent  (camel),  kneeling. 
A  Jh\  ̂ ,b  bar  ah  allah,  Good  God  !  stransje  ! 

p  {^jSjo  bar-hash,  A  porter,  a  day-labourer.  A 
bandage  tying  over  all.  Carriage,  means  of  con- 

veyance. Oppressed.    Sympathizing,  condoling. 

p  j_ji^b  hdr-hashi.  Porterage,  a  carrying  of 
loads,  a  bearing  of  burdens. 
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P  (_^^  bdrahi  or  bdriki,  A  strong  horse  (parti- 
cularly a  baggage-horse).  All  together,  all  at  once. 

bargan,  A  ditch,  a  puddle. 

P  J^j^  bdrgdw,  An  agreement,  a  treaty. 

p  » ISjb  bdr-gdh,  Place  of  leave  or  dismission 
(applied  to  ambassadors  and  supplicants  of  every 

denomination)  ;  i.e.  the  king's  court,  palace,  tent, 
tribunal,  hall  of  audience.  A  court,  where  they 
load  or  unload  beasts  of  burden.   The  womb. 

P  {^Ji  Jo  bdr  giriftan.  To  become  pregnant. 

p  djo  bdr-gah,  (for  l^Jo)  A  hall  of  j  ustice. 

P  (_5^^  bdragi,  A  pack-horse.  An  excellent 
strong  horse.    Strength,  power.    A  courtezan. 

Vjffjo  bdr-gir,  A  bearer  of  loads:  a  beast  of 
burden  ;  a  baggage-horse.  A  camel.  One  who 
puts  a  load  on  man  or  beast.  One  upon  whom  any 

burden  is  laid,  or  to  whom  any  crime  or  fault  is  im- 

puted :  charged,  convicted.  A  horse-soldier  who 
has  his  horse  found  him.  Conceiving,  pregnant, 

gravid.  A  female.  A  camel-litter.  A  lender. 

p  LfJt^J^  &ar-</iri.  Conviction,  criminal  charge. 
p  e^^b  bdrgin,  A  cistern.  A  sink.  Stagnant, 

fetid,  or  putrid  water. 

P(jV^b  Jar/ttart,  Name  of  a  champion  of  Turan. 
P  bdramboy,  (or  ̂^j3,b)  Sweet  basil. 

A^ojo  hdr-7idmaj,(pi!^\iJo) An  account-book. p  &^objb  bdr-ndma,  Example,  rule,  regulation, 
form,  formula,  canon.  An  edict,  order,  command. 

Obligation.  A  numerous  household,  retinue.  Pride, 

haughtiness,  vain-glory.  Boasting.  Praise,  enco- 
mium. Glory,  exaltation.  Leave,  dismissal.  Throw- 

ing, hurling,  darting.  Interceding,  mediating,  re- 
conciling.  Custom.  Military  apparatus. 

p.  ̂ b  bdranj,  A  cocoa-nut. 

P  i^S>J^,bdrandagi,'Rvi\mng.  The  rainy  season. 
p  iSiJo  hdraiida,  (part,  of  ̂ ^dojo)  Raining. 

P  i^-^b  ̂ am??<7,Swaddling-bands.  An  orange. 

p  (_fyJ^oJo  bdrangboy.  Southernwood. 
p  BJ^ki^JJo  bdrangboya,  Balm-gentle,  parsley. 

barangii.  Mountain-balm,  calamint. 

H  J Jo  hdru,  Sand. 
P  jjb  bdru,  A  wall,  rampart,  bulwark,  fortifi- 

cation. A  fort.  A  tower.  Battlements,  embrasures. 

P  ̂*ij^  bdrut.  Gunpowder. 
p  i>o\h-LlOjJobdrut-hhdiia,A  powder-magazine. 
P  bdrucha,  A  vessel  for  carrying  clay. 

P  '^jJ->  bdrud,  Saltpetre.  Gunpowder. 

PjjJ^  bdrwar,  Fruitful.  Plentiful. 
P  iOj^ Jo  bdrawzana.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  ̂_jjb  bd  roza.  An  every-day  garment.  Daily bread. 

G  ̂3jj^  bdruh.  Ceruse  of  white  lead  or  tin. 
A  t^jjb  hdruh,  A  coward.  The  night-mare. 
p  ijo  bdra,  God.  The  presence  of  God.  A 

curl,  a  ringlet.  An  intimate  friend.  Form,  man- 
ner. Rule,  custom.  A  time,  a  turn.  Walls,  forti- 

fications.   Any  thing  which  divides  or  separates 



two  objects.  Ugly,  deformed.  Covetous,  avari- 
cious. Addicted,  given  to.  A  bribe  to  a  judge. 

The  curved  extremities  of  the  beam  of  a  balance  to 

which  the  scales  or  weights  are  suspended.  A  horse. 

A  herd,  flock.  An  intoxicating  liquor  made  from 

barley,  beer,  ale.  Regard,  respect.  Good,  excellent. 

Beautiful.  True,  just.  Countenance,  aspect.  The 

eye-brow.  Leave,  dismissal.  State,condition.  Arms. 

tjOjd  dor  baran  man,  With  regard  to  me.  ijo 

zam- 
^  baran  nullum,  The  ninth  heaven. 
Lara,  Fond  of  women;  a  whoremonger.  »jb 

(jJmlam-bara,  Addicted  to  boys ;  a  sodomite. 

p  \s>J^>  barha,  (pi.  ofjb  bar)  Burdens.  Often, 
many  times,  frequently. 

p  (_j^b  barhi,  Zedeoary. 

A  j^.  ̂ar'ij:,  God  the  divine  Creator,  (pl.-^^ ̂  
birus)  Healed,  cured,  restored  to  health.  C^jjos- 

ej\Jli  jS-  ̂U]>  ̂ Jo  hazrat  baris  ta^la'  ̂ izza 
slianuhu,  The  Lord  God  most  high  and  glorious. 

p  i^Jo  bare.  Once.  A  time,  a  turn.  Any  time. 
Sometimes.  I  wish,  would  to  God !  At  length. 

At  least,  in  short,  at  all  events.  V^'-^^ 

bare,  Once.  (_^b  euuj  J  du  silt,  Z)a?'C,  Twice  or  thrice. 
Bari,  Loaded,  heavy.  God.  A  king.  Rank. 

Excuse,  pretext.  Walls,  fortifications.  Name  of  a 

town  in  India.  See     As  (jOk*^ ha^atayni  kalb. 

A  (jjb  bm-i,  A  mat-maker.  A  maker  of  arrows, 

(^^a)^  OjJaff-^  a^ayta'lkarvmbariha,  You 
have  given  the  bow  to  him  who  knows  how  to  use  it. 

^  Csj^  io.ri>/,  (^b^b  bariyas,  or  w^b  bariyat) 
A  mat  made  of  woven  reeds. 

p  bjb  baryd,  O  great  God !  A  hvpocrite. 

bar-yab,  Admitted  at  court. 

bar-yabi,  Admittance  at  court. 

Pjbjb  bar-yar,  A  flower.  Fruit.  A  castle. 
A  burden.  A  beast  of  burden.  A  street  having  no 

thoroughfare.  Bar-yar,  when  added  to  numerals, 

signifies  Times  :  as,jbjbjt-^  d^l  bar-yar.  Twice. 

p  a.:;ib_jb  bar-yafta,  {ov  baridar)  Ad- 
mitted. A  servant,a  guard,  a  sentinel  at  a  Haram. 

p  (_/'^jb  baridagi.  Rain.  A  cut,  rent,  fissure. 

p  (ji^^^b  baridan,  To  rain. 

P  J>jb  bariz,  The  autumn. 

G  (jjS^^b  barVnin,  Fennel.  Helleboi'C. 
P  i-^jb  barik,  Subtile,  slender.  Penetrating. 

Small,  fine,  delicate,  thin,  minute,  little,  indistinct. 

ij^j  L^bjb  Lf^jjj  rouzaraA  barik-ra^y,  Vazirs  of 

a  subtile  or  penetrating  genius,  uil^^b  rish- 
tasi  barik,  A  small  cord. 

pj^jl  uiA^jb  barili-ciwaz,  A  babbler. 
P        uibjb  ?*ari^-iii», Discerning,  intelligent. 

p        uibjb  5ari/j-JI?ii,  Quickness,  acuteness. 

p  ̂^bfo  (.ibjb  barih-miyan,  Slender-waisted. 
P ̂ ^„J^bariJd,  Subtil ty  ;  slenderness,slimness. 
A  barin,  Name  of  a  town  near  Hamat. 

vj^baz.  Back,  again.  Anew,  afresh.  Also.  To- 
wards. Return,  repetition.  Descent,  declivity.  In- 
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version,  contrariety.  The  shoulder.  The  arm,  or 

the  upper  part  of  it.  A  span,  cubit.  The  distance 

between  each  hand  when  the  arms  are  horizontally 

extended  in  an  opposite  direction.  A  fathom.  A  fin- 

ger-joint. A  bundle,  armful.  Choice,  distinction, 

separation.  A  ford,  ferry.  Open.  Wine.  Tax,  tri- 
bute. A  falcon.  bazi  aziirdan,  Grati- 

fying (the  reverse  of  annoying).  ̂ jOljL«»\jb  bdzis- 
tddan.  To  remain  behind,  desist,  or  cease.  To  be 

detained,  checked,  prohibited.  To  supersede,  jb 

(jiilllJ^  baz  vftddan,  To  fall  back,  relapse,  recede. 

jj_v,oI  jb  baz  amadan,  To  return.  To  desist.  To 

repent,  (ji^jl  jb  baz  awardan,  To  bring  back, 

restore.  (jii,^»iijjTjb  baz  dwarda  kardan.  To 

bring  back  an  apology,  to  excuse,  exculpate  (one's 
self),  i^'^j^j^  ̂ ^'^  burdan.  To  flatten  (a  cake). 

j_J^.»^jb  baz  bastan,  To  rebind,  to  set  (a  broken 

bone).  To  trace  (one's  self  or  one's  pedigree)  back, 
to  claim  relationship,  ̂ ^^jb  baz  bu  gu,  ̂ e^eai. 

^jtiJ^i^jb  baz  lihamidan.  To  taunt,  reproach,  jb 
f^Cy>\^s-  baz  khirdiidan.  To  charge,  to  accuse  open- 

ly and  publicly,  i^'fj  {j^.j^  bdzpas  raftan.  To 
retrace  one's  steps.  Jj^jb  Ja^/fAwwrcZ,  He  swal- 

lowed it,  he  met  it,  he  hit  upon  it.  ̂ jii^iijb  baz 

dddan,  To  give  back,  to  return,  jb 

^li^  J  pusht  ba  clnze  baz  dddan,  To  turn  the  back 

upon  any  thing.  ̂ J^ili^iijb  bdz  ddshtan.  To  hold 
back,  restrain,  prohibit.  To  hide,  conceal,  seclude. 

To  delay.  (jii3)jjb  fta^;  ra?H/fm,  To  repel.  Tore- 
collect,  reconsider.  To  explain,  relate,  i^'^jj^ 

bdz  zadan,  To  retreat,  to  withdraw.  To  I'cbel.  jb 
^jtiv-flls  bdz  talbidan,  To  demand  restitution,  jb 

f^Oj^ bdz  kardan.  To  open  or  unfold.  To  take  to 

pieces,  undo,  demolish.  To  strip  off"  (skin).  To 
gather  (fruit).  To  wean.  To  roll  out  (a  lump  of 

dough).  (jiili;.^b  bdz  kushddan.  To  open,  jb 
baz  garddn  shudan.  To  fall  back.  To 

suffer  a  relapse,  ̂ ^li-jj^ii^jb  bdz  garddriidan.  To 
cause  to  return,  to  recall.  To  correct.  To  restore, 

repay,  i^j^ jO  bdz  guftan.  To  say  again,  repeat. 
To  rehearse,  relate.  ̂ jjU  jb  bdz  mdndan.  To 
stay  behind.  To  remain  or  survive.  To  desist, 

cease,  stop,  leave  off".  To  be  separated,  ̂ '^j^'  jb 
bdz  nainudan.  To  shew  again  ;  to  explain,  to  clear 

up.  To  expose,  ̂ ^b  jb  bdz  ydftan,  To  resume. 
Bdz,  (in  comp.  from  bdzidan)  Playing;  a 

player:  as,jb  ̂ J^^  shatranj-bdz,  A  chess-play er ; 
jb  siis-  hukJea-bdz,A  player  with  cups  and  balls. 

Ajb  basz,  (pl.jy^  ab-fuz,  Jj^i  busuz,  and 
bifzdn)  A  hawk,  a  falcon. 

Ajb  bdz,  (pl.j\y\  abwdz  and  b'lzdii)  A 
falcon.  (j;^5-jb  bdzi  hJiashin,  A  kind  of  falcon 
with  a  dark-coloured  back  and  a  red  eye.  p^-^^jb 

bdzi  siinhr.  The  sun.  ̂ ^^sJun  bdzi  safed-par. 
The  white-winged  falcon  (epithet  of  the  sun). A  day. 

p      bdz  a,  Come  back.  A  weight  equal  to  90 

astir,  each  astir  weighing  four  Jlaio  mighdJ. 

Pj|jb  Ja^ar,  A  market.  A  m.arket-day.  A  bar- 
gain. Usage,  currency.  Beauty,  splendour.  Bdz 

dr.  Bring  back  (imperat.  of  (ji^j  '  jb  bdz  awar- 

dan). Jl:i' J  J^'^?- j^b  bdzdrijiddl  u  hitdl,WaT, 
battle.  (^Is-  bdzdri  hhdk,  The  human  body. 

Pomp,  pride.  The  attractions  of  the  present  or  of 
the  future  world.  li,^  j  lij  j\jb  bdzdri  zad  u 
hlmurd.  Strife,  battle.  J^sP  ̂ ^b  bdzdri  ̂ jal. 

War,  fight,  bazari  makiyan,  A  poul- 

try-market, ^^d^  )jb  bdzdr  kardan, To  fix  a  price. 
To  trade.  f^d^L^jV^  bdzdr  kashidan,  To  babble. 

T  j_^^jV;b  bdzdr-khalki,  Market-folk. 

P  (j^^b  bdzdrgdn,  A  merchant. 
P  bdzdri,  Belonging  to  a  market,  mer- 

cantile. A  market-man.  ̂ ^^^  ̂J^J^^-  ̂ ^-^'"^ 

dan,  To  market. 

p  ̂-^^jb  bdzdriyd,  A  small  trader,  huckster. 

p  ̂jjCi^jb  bdz-afgan,  A  piece,  section,  morsel, 
bit,  shred,  rag.  A  pad,  wadding,  or  stuffing. 

p  j»^b  bdzdm,  A  swing,  a  see-saw. 

p  (j]jb  bdzdn,  A  large  bi'azen  vessel  in  which they  wash  clothes.    The  basin  of  a  fountain. 

p  tijj  Ijb  hdz-dward.  Gift  offered  to  a  superioi-. 
p  ̂ oU^jI  istddagi,  A  standing  back. 

p  ̂Si->,  Ijb  ia2:-a^awfZrt^/i,Return,comingback. 

p  pbjb  hdz-bdm,  (J^j^  or  ̂ ^bjb)  A  falconer. 
Pj^b  bdzbar,  The  bezoar-stone,  an  antidote. 
p  sj^b  bdzbaza,  Loving  women.    A  lover. 

p  (_jjj^jb  bdz-purs,  Repeated  inquiry,  minute 
search.    A  revision,  an  examination. 

p  i^jb  bdz-para,  A  butterfly.    A  bat. 

p  (^^jb  bdz-p>as,^ack,  behind.  The  remains 
of  any  thing.  Restitution.  ̂ JijujjUL)  ;j"^jb  bds- 

pas  nigdristan,  To  look  back. 

p  ̂L<.J.jb  bdz  pasdn,  The  canaille. 
p  bdz-jjasin.  Last,  hindmost. 

p  ̂ -^jb  ias-^^ec/i,  A  swing,  see-saw.  A  cradle. A  string  of  beads  suspended  from  the  top  of  a 
cradle  for  the  amusement  of  infants. 

p  j_5'l>-jb  bdz-jdy.  Back,  behind.  Remains. 

p  ̂ b  bdzakh,  A  sound,  a  voice. 
pClAAuls-jb  &a2;-Masi(or^^A>-jb)Resurrection. 

b  baz  kliaridan,  To  redeem. 

p  Sii' jO  bdz-hhamid,  Resurrection.  Taunt. 

jb  bdz-khwdst,  Ans^xev.  Question. P  (_-AMJ 
Demand  of  restitution.  Retrospect.  Investigation. 

p  djO  bdzud.  The  fleshiness  of  the  arms. 

Pjijjb  bdz-ddr,  A  falconer.  A  sower.  An 

agriculturist.  Keeping  back.  A  revenue-collector. 

p  (^^4ijb  bdz-dd7~i,C\\avge  of  falcons  or  hawks, 
p  ClA^^iijb  bdz-ddslit,  A  hindering,  a  prevent- 

ing, keeping  back.  An  interval ;  a  partition.  Con- 
finement, imprisonment,  durance.  A  prison,  jb 

^jd^ C^'^'^  bdz  ddsht  kardan,To  hinder, restrain. 

p  ̂j^jb  bdzargdn,  A  merchant,  a  trader. 
p^3l^jbJa2'ar</a«i,Trade,merchandize.i3lSjjb 

^•^J  bdzargdni  kardan,  To  trade,  to  buy  and  sell. 
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jo^a^jb  bazranjoya,  The  herb  melissa. 

p  Ll/^jb  hazrang,  Infants'  swaddling-clothes. 
Gii-ths,  surcingles,  ropes,  fastenings  of  loads  or 
saddles. 

p jtjj^  haz7-u,0Y  f^jjjO  A.n  every-day  garment. 
p  ̂ sinjO  baz  shudagi,  A  receding  or  retreat. 
p  baz  shuda,  Receded,  retreated. 

A         bazUjh,  Rising  (sun  or  moon). 

P(^"b/ja^a/i,(or^_£jb)Asparrow-hawk,merlin. 
p  Uvffisajb  bdz-kushd,  Discriminating. 

p  ̂ j^b  bazgan,  (for  ̂;^jb)  A  merchant. 

Pj^iijb  Ja^-^M^az-jRetuniing.  Agreeing,apt,fit. 

P  (jtX^  ̂^liiji Jobcizgardanshudan,ToYeiviYW. 

U'^J^  jj^ii;^jb  iaz garddn  kardan,  To  bring  back. 

p  ̂d^d^Jo  baz  gardidagi,  Return.  Relapse. 

p  l-^^jb  baz-gushd,  The  discriminative  facility. 

p  (^J^-iijb  bdz  gashtan,  To  turn  back.  To  re- 
pent. To  retire.   To  depart  from. 

p  eOLi-^jb  bdz-gashta,  Turned  back,  returned. 

p  (j_5^b  &a2-^Mn,  Inverted,  turned  upside  down, 
preposterous.  Inversion.  Inversely. 

p  iO^^b  hdz-guna,  Inverted.  Unfortunate. 

p  jt^jO  baz-gir,  A  falconer.  A  chronologist.  A 
revenue-collector. w 

A  (Jjb  bdzil,  (pi.  buzzal  and  Jj^y  bawdzil) 

(A  camel)  breeding  a  front  or  side-tooth  called  u->b 
7ja?>,  in  his  ninth  year;  one  that  has  cut  his  four 

lancet-teeth,  (pi.  Jj^y  bawdzil)  The  front  or  side- 
tooth  I— .>b  nab.  (A  man)  perfected  in  experience. 

A  'i^j\:>baiZalat,A.  quick  pace.  Contention,strife. 
A  &3jb  buzilat,  Any  thing,  some,  somewhat,  a 

part.  Any  fracture  of  the  skin  from  whence  blood 

issues.  &5jb  &^  shajjat  bdz'dat,  A  wound  on  the head  from  whence  blood  flows. 

p  (j^'ojb  bdz  mdn,  Halt !  stop  !    A  delay. 

p  i^^vUjb  bdz-mdndagl,  A  staying  behind.  A 
being  detained,  detention. 

p  SiXil^jb  ia2'-???,aHfZ«.,Left  behind.  A  survivor, 
relict.    Incapacitated,  knocked  up. 

p  jj^^\^b&a2ma«irZaw,To  remain:  be  present. 

p  jjjb  bdzan,  A  cuckold. 

p  S/«bjbia2;-na?wa,Release,deed  of  acquittance. 

p  ̂lijs  &ibjb  bdzndna kardan,To dart,to  throw. 

To  put  one's  self  in  danger.  To  boast.  To  inter- 
cede. To  reconcile. 

p  ̂ b  bdzinj,  A  swing,  a  see-saw.  Rocking.  A 
cloth  or  curtain  thrown  over  a  cradle,  in  order  to 

set  a  child  to  sleep. 

p  (jW-jb  bdzinjdn,  (for  ̂ ^^lib)  The  brinjal. 
p  StXijb  bdzinda,  A  player.  A  kind  of  pigeon. 

F  ̂ ^jb  bdznich, (Jov ̂ ^.j^ibdz-jwch^  A  swing. 
p  Jjb  bdzu,  The  arm,  or  the  upper  part  of  it. 

Strength,  power.  The  cloth  wrapped  round  the 
middle  whilst  bathing.  The  post  of  a  door.  The 

side  of  a  bedstead.  A  friend,  companion.  One  who 

accompanies  in  a  song.  A  buck,  doe,  deer.  A  cu- 

bit, an  ell.    A  perch.    (_3-«aS-  t/jjb  bdzud  ̂ zil, 
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A  strong  muscular  arm.  jjb  ̂jjlto  I  dhanm-bdzu, 
Having  an  arm  of  iron,  strong-armed. 

P       JjV  bdzu-band,  A  bracelet,  an  armlet. 

P  (j'^^'^  jjb  bdzu  dddan,  To  help,  lend  an  arm. 

Pj^^  jjb  bdzu-dirdz,  Long-armed.  Powerful. 
Pjjjb  hdzur,  Name  of  an  eastern  enchanter. 

Pcj^jjb  bdzushtan,  To  twist:  to  plait:  tohem. 

p  »iil£.i^jjb  bdzu-kushdda,  A  petitioner. 
p  Sjbja^fl,  A  fathom.  Asheep-hook.  A  walk- 

ing-stick. A  street,  valley,  or  opening  which  se- 
parates houses,  &c.  A  kind  of  hawk.  A  scale-beam. 

P  (-SjV  bdze,  One  falcon.  Bdzi,  Play,  sport. 

A  little  sphere  or  ball,  i^'^j^  khwur- 

dan,  To  be  cheated  or  gulled.  (_jjb  jb»j>  kimdr- 

bdzi,  Any  forbidden  game,  as  dice  or  cards. 

A  t/j^  bdzt,  (pi.  buzdt,  ̂ 'j^y>  bawdzi,j^\ 
absuz,j^i  busuz,  and  (^]}^.  bizdn)  A  falcon. 

Pjbjb  bdz-ydi;  A  farmer,  sower.  A  falconer. 

P  Cl^jb  jb  bdz-ydft,  Tlie  resumption  of  any 
thing;  a  deduction,  a  stoppage.  ̂ feW  Cl^ibjb 

bdz-ydfti  chdkar,  Lands  appropriated  for  the  pay- 
ment of  (public)  servants. 

p  ̂ b  bdzy,  The  watch  of  the  night.  Little 

globes,  or  things  suspended  above  infants'  cradles 
for  their  amusement.  A  collar,chain,wreath,chaplet. 

P  ̂   i_?jb  bdzi-jd,  A  playhouse. 
P  *^b  bdzicha,  Any  little  trifling  amusement, 

child's  play,  fun,  sport.  ̂ ^d^jV^S  lusijO  bdzicha- 
guzdr  liardan,To  play  at  children's  pastimes.  &itjb 

(-5  "ij  J  ̂ ^^'^chan  rum  u  zangi,  Day  and  night. The  freaks  or  vicissitudes  of  fortune. 

P  t^i^jb  bdzidan,  To  play.  To  cause  one  to 
play.  To  lose  at  play,  and  to  be  agitated  or  af- 

fected by  it.  To  spoil.  To  fly.  To  do  repeatedly. 
To  strive.  To  consecrate,  devote. 

P  *;^jb  bdzera,  An  hour,  a  watch  of  the  night. 
A  lover  of  women.  Wanton. 

P  Sj^J  b  bdz'iza,  A  lover  of  women. 

P        lSj^  bdz'i-kundn,  Makingsport, sportive. 
p  sb^jb  bdzi-gdh,  A  playhouse. 

^J^-J^  A  rope-dancer.  Frolicsome. 

P  tlj-j^  bdzi-garn,  (or  ̂ j^jb)  An  actress. 

P U^3^..j^,  bdz'i-gosli, Cheerful, playful,wanton. 
Pj^jb  Z^a3-7?iw,  Adorned.  Repetition  :  again. 
Pjb  bdj,  Tribute,  toll,  duty,  revenue,  tax,  im- 

post ;  any  grievous  imposition  which  distresses  the 

poor  or  the  conquered.  Silence  observed  by  the 

Parsis  whilst  eating  or  peiforming  their  ablutions. 
A  fathom.  The  shoulder.  The  distance  between 

each  hand  when  the  arms  are  horizontally  extended 

in  an  opposite  direction.  The  arm,  or  the  u])per 

part  of  it.  A  finger-joint.  Name  of  a  town  in  the 

dependencies  ofTus,  and  birth-place  of  Firdawsi. 

p  (^bjb  bdjbdn,  A  revenue-collector.  A  tribe 
of  Turkomans. 

Pj^iijb  bdj-ddr,  A  collector  of  the  revenues. 

P  (j^^^'b Z'a;'(/a;i,Thecourtof exchequer,the fisc. 

p  li^jb  bdj-rand  (or  cL^jb  bdjrang)  A  gir- 
dle for  women  or  children. 

p  ̂Ixwj^'b  bdJ-satdn,A  tax-gatherer,  collector. 

p  iOj^  jb  bdj  guna,  Inverted.  Unfortunate. 

p jJ'/jb  bdj-gir,  A  revenue-collector. 
p  ̂^jb  bdjan,A.  ram  or  he-goat  leadingthe  flock. 
p  iwbjb  bdj-ndma,  A  surname.  A  companion. 
p  »jb&aja, Revenue,  tax,  duty,  impost,  tribute. 

A  (_>>jb  bass,  (v.  n.  of  (__j<j_jJ)  Being  bold  and 
dauntless.  Adversity.  Pain,  severity,  torment,evil. 

Fortitude,  intrepidity,  boldness.  Power,  strength, 

ability.  (j*>b  ̂)  Id  bass,  No  harm,  well  and  good. 

p  (^b  bds.  Ancient.   Fear.    A  husbandman. 
A  A**ib&«j^.5aj:,  (Bodily)  hardship.  Misfortune. 

p  ̂ Ulwjb  bd  sdnidn,  An  honest  man.  Patient. 
Abstinent,  continent.  Wise,  intelligent. 

p  ̂jV/^b  bdssdn,  The  balm-tree  ;  balsam. 
p  (^^Jujjb  bdsbus,  Sweet  marjoram. 
p  iL!i»b  bdssat,  Mecca. 

p  jbLwib  bdsfdr.  Of  the  same  kind,  equal,  alike. 

One,  any  one,  such  a  one.  An  accessory  word  in 

a  speech  or  sentence.  An  absurd  answer  to  any  ar- 

gument. jbL«j^_  jjCLiAi  bdstdr  u  b'lstdr.  So  and  so. 
p  jjbL*)b  bdsidn,  Past,  preceding,  old.  The 

world,  fortune.  Solitary,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Date. 

p  &^b  (^bLib  bdstdn-ndma.  Name  of  a  history. 
p  i^\JLn\i  bdstardh,  (also  ud)jwb  bdstarak) 

A  kind  of  starling  or  thrush. 

p  (_^«*b  bdsfi,  Humility,  lowliness. 
P(^LA>b  Jas«7m,Fruit  on  the  middle  of  a  branch . 

A ̂ b  bdsb',  Grim,  truculent  (visage). 

A  'j^b  bdsirat,  Of  an  ugly  appearance,  de- 
testable look.  Crabbed,  austere  (countenance). 

p  ̂iXij^wjb  bdsir  shudan.  To  retreat,  run  away. 

p  ̂jui\>  bcisram,  A  field  prepared  for  sowing. 

p  ijJ\J  bdsara,  Tillage,  agriculture. 

A  » ̂ b  biasrihi,  (Rope  and  all)  Et  csetera,  and 
so  forth,  and  thus  with  regard  to  the  rest.  ̂ Sfj^^ 

bi  asrihim,  (orbj*"b)  All,  the  whole,  every  one. 
A  \aMi\>  ̂ yaAv7,0ne  who  spreads  abroad  or  stretches 

out.  A  name  of  God,  who  dispenses  riches  to  whom 

he  will.  One  who  spreads  carpets.  A  bed-maker. 

Distant,  remote,  far  off"  (from  water).  ̂ \  Isuwb 
bdsitu'l  yad,  Invested  with  power,  exercising  con- 

troul.  ia**>b  i^j^  hhimsunbdsitun,Came\s,nm\a- 

tered  for  five  days,  hasting  to  the  cistern.  &/o^* 
'i^kuA>lidmat  bdsitat,{A  well)  which  doesnot  flow. 

G  ̂j*ijAi*Jj  bdxtiyus,  An  emperor. 

p  |jli**»b  bdsghdh,{ ^^slJ^^.  bcisihdh,  and ^;liu«b 
bdsihdn)  (in  Khwarazm)  A  viceroy,  governor. 

A  J**>b  bdslh,  (pi.  ban-dsih)  Tall  (palm- 
tree).  A  delicious  yellow  fruit. 

A  &H«ib  basihat,  A  white  cloud.  Calamity. 

PLdLjb  Z^a.s?J^,  A  gaping,  yawning.  Drowsiness. 

A  J-«*»b  basil,  (pi-  -^^tlL-J  busalds  and  busl) 

A  strong  intrepid  man,  a  hero.  A  lion.  Austere, 

angry.    Harsh,  abominable  (language).  Sour 



(milk).   Strong  (urine). 

G  (_j*jjL*ib  hasilus,  A  king. 

G  J^jkLub  hasillk,  The  basilik,  or  great  artery. 
A         hasim,  Smiling.  A  smiler, 

A  ̂Uyoib  iasmaWjlVameofatowninKliuzistan. 

A  &Ji*ob  hasinat,  (pi.  ̂^^^b  basin)  A  plough- 
share, coulter.  A  tool.  A  large  sack  of  coarse  stuff. 

p  cL^b  ha  sang,  Heavy.    Great,  powerful. 

Aj^\>  basur,  (pl-^^^j^  bairasir)  Emerods, 
piles.  An  hemorrhage  or  flux  of  blood,  at  the  nose 

and  other  parts  of  the  body. 

p  (_j*»_yyt»b  hasus,  Caper-root. 

A  )sy*i\>  basut,  A  (camel's)  saddle  made  in  a 
certain  form  (the  reverse  of  ̂ jj^  mafruk). 

p  a-ujb  basa,  Black-faced.  Criminal,  disgraced. 

p  basij,  A  swallow. 

p  ̂tiju»jb  basidan,  To  guard,  preserve. 
p  »^**>b  hasira,  A  poet,  repeater  of  verses.  A 

reciter  of  history,  teller  of  tales.    A  sown  field. 

p  ̂ji>b  bash,  Stay,  remain,  wait,  be  still.  An- 
cient.   Living  in,  inhabiting.   An  inhabitant. 

A  (_>ib  ba^sh,  (v.  n.  of  (^^)  Throwing  (one) 

down  unexpectedly.    Repelling  or  keeping  back. 

p  bi»b  hashd,  Being,  existing.  A  basha  (a  cor- 

ruption of  sUoOb  badshali),  governor  of  a  pro- 

vince, counsellor  of  state,  great  lord;  also  some- 
times the  grand  vazir.  A  kind  of  falcon,  a  hawk. 

p  ̂Ij^b  basham,  Fat.  A  veil.  A  note  in  music. 
p  ewlwjb  bashdma,  A  veil. 

p  eoLib  bdshana,  Fat.  The  oil  of  nuts.  Things 

scattered,  dispersed.    Selected,  chosen. 

p  d^b  bcish  t,  The  main  beam  of  a  house. 

p  (.dJ;wb  bdshtarah,  A  starling  or  stare. 

p  f^iZiO  bdshtin,  Fruit  growing  from  the 
midst  of  a  tree  without  any  previous  blossom.  Name 

of  a  village  in  the  district  ofj^yBjJuai  sabzahivdr. 
p  bdshad,  Be  it  so  !  Entreaty.  6^  sZAi 

bashad  Id,  It  may  be  that.  Would  that  it  were ! 

A  jviib  bdsliir.  One  who  rejoices  at  good  news. 
Prudent,  skilful.  One  who  mixes  gentleness  with 

sevei'ity.    Name  of  a  fortress  near  Aleppo. 
p  (jLwjb  bdshish,  Residence,  stay. 

A  |j.^b  bdshak,  (pi.  ̂J^ljj)  A  sparrow-hawk. 
p  ii.SLMi\i  bdshika,  Dirt  adhering  to  the  hands. 
p  bdshltu.  Hold  fast !  take  care  ! 

p  Li.lj^b  bashguh,  Skilful,  knowing.  Dex- 
terous, expert  in  the  management  of  affairs. 

p  &ij£i>\^  bdsh-guna.  Inverted,  reversed.  A 
cross-birth  (the  side  or  feet  of  the  infant  lying 
nearest  to  the  orifice  of  the  Avomb). 

p  j^^^_)j^«ib  bdsh-gwiagi.  Contrariety. 
p  &^b^b  bdshndma.  Favour,  obligation.  Pride, 

boast.    A  title  or  nickname  (good  or  bad). 

p  J;i,j«ib  bdshinda.  Being.  Staying.  An  in- 

habitant.   (jV^A-i^b  bdshindagdn.  Inhabitants. 
p  tdlj-*>b  bdshank,  (or  LL^^b)  A  bunch  of 

grapes  hanging  from  the  tree.    A  small  cluster  of 
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grapes  dried  on  the  stalk.  A  cucumber  kept  for  seed. 

p  ̂^bCwJjb  bdshmgdn,  A  melon-bed. 
F^^JyZi\J  bdsJmln,  Loppings,  branches,  or  bark, 

cut  or  torn  from  the  extremities  of  trees. 

p  _jXI»b  bdshu,  A  lizard. 

p  eivcy^jb  bdshuma,  A  woman's  veil. 
p  &<ib  bdsha,  A  sparrow-hawk.  LiUi  tu>\> 

bdshanfalak,The  sun.  The  Eagle  (a  constellation). 

p  i^S-J^^i  bdsliidan,  To  be.  To  stand,  stay,  stop, 

tari-y,  remain,  dwell.  To  trample,  tread.  To  spurn. 
p  tj^*»*b  hdshin.  Chips.    Loppings  of  trees. 

A  (^b  bdsa,  {fat.  i^^ja^iyabusu)  He  preceded. 
A bdsar,Asma[\  saddle  foracameFs  bunch. 

JBdsir,  Penetrating,  quick-sighted,  perspicacious. 

jto\>  ̂   lamhun  bdsirun,  A  penetrating  glance. 
A  ij-^b  bdsir-at.  The  eye.    Vision,  sight. 
p  ILob  bd  safd.  Pure,  clean,  free. 

Aj^-ob  bdsur.  Flesh,  meat.  A  small  saddle- 
cloth. ^A  medicament  which  assists  the  sight. 

A  'ijo\>  bdzzat.  Fat  (girl)  with  a  thin,  soft  skin. 
A         hdzi^  (pi.  baza^t)  Cutting,  keen 

(sword).  Wholesome  (water).  A  broker  or  dealer 
in  camels.  One  who  transports  the  stock  of  a  tribe 

from  place  to  place.    Name  of  an  island. 

A&joab  bdzi^t,  (pi.  bawdz'lQ  A  troop, 
herd,  (or  flock  of  camels  or  of  sheep),  or  a  portion 

separated  from  the  herd.  A  blow  on  the  head 
which  cuts  the  skin  and  causes  the  blood  to  drop 

(when  it  flows  it  is  then  named  'ixAi^  ddmiyat). 
A  dL^b  hdzik.  Cutting,  sharp  (sword). 

A  {^^jo\>  bdzuz.  Moisture. 

A  ̂ b  bdtikh.  Who  licks  :  a  licker.  ̂ b 

bdtihhu''l  mds,  A  blockhead  (licker  of  water). 

G  ̂j-iab  bdtis,  The  bramble. 
p  au<Ji>b  bdtisa,  (or  s^As\j)  A  field,  a  plain. 

A  {^J^\^  bdtish,  One  who  seizes  fast  hold. 
A  ̂ifb  bdtil,  (pi.  ̂3.-l^b\  abdfiT)  False.  Vain. 

idle,  trifling,  absurd,  ineffectual,  frivolous,  futile. 

The  devil,  the  lying  one.  Jisb  ̂*^haldmi  bdtil, 
Vain  conversation,  idle  talk. 

A  "SU^b  bdtilan.  Vainly,  foolishly,  falsely. 

'  --A  (^i?b  bdtin.  Interior,  internal.  Esoteric,  (pi. 

'i^]aj\  abtinat  and  ̂ ^bla;  butndfi)  The  inward  part. 
Low  ground,    (pi.  bawdtiri)  Hidden,  con- 

cealed. Knowing  the  hidden  and  concealed;  hence 
God  is  named  al  bdtin.  A  water-course  in 

rugged  ground.  j  j&lis  zdhir  u  bdtin.  Exte- 

rior and  interior.  (^bM  ̂ jfi'l  bdtin,  Inwardly. 

p        (^^^  bdtin-bin,  A  close  observer. 
A  SjQab  ia^moit.  Houses  and  shops  of  Basra  and 

Kufa  contiguous  to  one  another.  Borders  of  a  town. 

A  &>.^b  bdtimija.  Name  of  a  sect  of  Shiahs. 
A  i^-iab  bdtiyat  or  5ul?b  bdtisat,  (pi. 

hawdii)  An  earthen  or  other  vessel  in  which  wine 

is  kept.  A  flagon  or  tankard  from  which  the  wine 

at  table  is  pom-ed  into  smaller  cups. 

A  ̂   bd^  (pi.  ̂ _jJ^a&wa^)  Afathom.  Nobili- 

ty,  rank,  honour.  iSb  tawll  ha^n.  Liberal. 

A  ̂   bd^,  (fut.  ̂ ^^yabi^)  He  sold. 
A  a5-b  bd^t.  Area,  court-yard.  A  gutter  on  the 

house-top.  (pi.  of  ̂ b  bdn^  Sellers.  Informei-s. 
A  i.^^b  bd^s.  One  who  sends,  or  excites.  An 

author,  cause,  occasion,  subject,  A  name  of  God. 

jV'  J  lJ^^  c^^b  Ja^m  layl  u  nahdr,  God.  The  sun. 
A  X^iff-b  Z)a^myai,Quality  ofcausing,causality. 

A  kjsPb  bd^jat.  The  wide  open  part  of  a  valley. 

A  tj.ff'b  bd^d,  (pi.  1^  ha^d)  Remote,  distant. 

ba^r  bdy,  Those  who  have  no  locks on  their  doors. 

A  Jjs^b  bd^k.  Excessive  rain,  a  deluge. 
A  dis-b  bd^k.  Foolish,  stupid. 

ba^s,  The  feast  of  Easter ;  particular- 

ly the  second  day  of  it  (from '  ̂     ba^saU  earose). 

A  ̂jS'b  bd^rd,  Beor,  the  father  of  Balaam. 

p  ̂   bdgh,  A  garden.  A  vineyard.  The  world, 

^b  ̂  bdgh  bdgh,  Joy !  Pleasure !  ̂ .tM  ̂  
bdghi  badi^  ̂   bdghi  rafi^  (j**'^'  ̂   bdghi 

kuds,  or  ^  bdghi  wasi^  The  firmament. 
Paradise.  ijCLn ^  bdghi  pur  sitdra,  A  garden 

full  of  flowers.  (j;^^-3j  ̂   ia^/«rflw//m.  The  world. 

i^^^j  ̂ b  bdghi  zdghdn.  Name  of  a  garden  in  Ha- rat.  Iss^  bdghi  sukhd,  (Garden  of  liberality) 
The  world.  A  liberal  man.  ̂ ^Ijijbjjj  ̂   bdghi 

siydwishdn.  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  ^ 

bdghi  shirin.  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  The  4th 

of  the  30  musical  modulations  invented  by  Bar- 

bud.  J  ̂JJ  ̂   bdghi  layl  u  nahdr,  (Garden 
of  night  and  day)  God.    The  sun. 

A  ̂ b  bdgha,  (fut.        yabighii)  He  perished. 
A  Cl^ls-b  hdghdt,  (pi.  of  p  ̂   bdgh)  Gardens. 

p  ̂jbff-b  bdghbdn,  A  gardener,  a  vine-di'esser. 
p  (^bff-b  bdghbdni,  The  care  of  a  garden,  hor- 

ticulture, (iji^j^*  ij>^^  bdghbdm  namUdan,  To 
keep  or  dress  a  garden,  to  practise  horticulture. 

p  ̂ b  bdghach.  Unripe  grapes. 
p  ̂^js^'b  bdghchin-dn,  A  gardener. 
p  djs^\i  bdghcha,  A  garden,  a  little  garden. 

p  Xj^b  bdghira,  A  swelling  in  the  body,  a  wen. 

AjS-b  bdghiz,  Obscene,  villainous,  dishonour- 
able. Agility,  briskness.    Eagerness,  vehemence. 

A  ioJS-b  bdghiziyat,  A  garment  made  of  raw 
silk  called  Js-  hhazz. 

p  (jbwS-b  bdghistdn,  A  vineyard. 
A  {J^y>  bdghish,  Small  (rain). 
p  Ji>b  bdghil,  A  cow-house.    A  sheep-fold. 

p  j^b  bd  gham,  Sad,  sorrowful. A  &*ff-b  bdghimat.  Said  in  a  modest  low  voice. 

P  ,_^b  bd  ghami.  Sadness,  sorrowfulness. 

p  '^\>  hdghanj.  Unripe  grapes. p  ,i.-xS-b  bdghand  (or  StioS-b  hdghanda)  Pick- 

ed, teased,  or  carded  cotton. 

P  (j^)5-b  bdghwdn,  A  gardener. 
A  O^S-b  haghut,  (probably  a  corruption  of 

Ll^_jS-b  bd^)  Name  of  a  Christian  festival. 



p  (^jff'b  hatjhosh,  Immersion. 

p         bafjhi,  Grown  in  a  garden.  Hortulan. 

A  baghi,{Tp\.        btighatand  ̂ ^\sj^>  burjh- 

yun)  A  seeker,  an  inquirer.  Rebellious.  A  rebel, 

mutineer,  traitor.  A  tyrant,  oppressor,  extortioner. 

A  sinner.  (A  stallion)  not  impregnating. 

p  i_ib  baf,  (in  composition,  from  J^ib  baftan) 

Weaving.  ̂ j^'J^ kanan-baf,  A  lace-maker. 

p  uUb  bhft,  Texture,  textile. 

p  bafta(fi,  Texture. 

p  (J^ibio/Vaw,  To -weave,  intertwine,  plait,twist. 

p&lJb  bufta,  Woven,  twisted.  Mohair-buttons. 

A  rope.  A  kindof  cotton-cloth.  A  colour  in  pigeons. 

A  <>ib  bafd,  Name  of  a  town  in  Caramania. 

p  j»ciib  baf  dam  ovdum,  Last.  End.  Henceforth. 
p  .Kib  bqf-h  ur,  A  weaver. 

p  J.ib  &a/aZ,  An  idiot,  ignoramus.  Reviling. 

p    ̂ J^jib  bafandagi,  Weaving,  texture. 

p  SJjib  bafanda,  A  weaver. 

p  tiXlib  bafanag,  A  kind  of  marten  or  sable. 

p  i^d-Jh  bafidan,  To  weave,  plait,  or  twist. 

A  jb  baha,  (fut.  jy^.  yabuku)  He  injured. 

A  Xi'b  Ja/m^,  A  bundle  of  herbs. 

A  ̂"b  bakir,  A  herd  of  oxen  (with  their  keep- 
ers). Great,  large.  Abounding  (in  knowledge). 

A  dissension  producing  breach  of  friendship.  A 

lion.    A  vein  in  the  corner  of  the  eye.  Cows. 

A         bakirat,  Sharp  (sword). 

p  ij,\s^ j>\i  bakir-hhani,  Bread,buttev,and  milk. 

A  "^i  baki^  A  female  hyena.  Mottled  black and  white  (crow  or  dog). 

A  &*jb  bciki^t,  An  evil,  calamity,  misfortune. 

Sagacious,  intelligent,  subtile,  whom  nothing 

escapes.  A  bird  that  dares  not  approach  the  water 

to  drink,  in  dread  of  being  taken. 

A  Jj'b  Z)a/f<7,(Ground)producingherbs,  shrubs, 
or  verdure.  Name  of  a  stupid,  ignorant  man,  wlio, 

having  bought  a  doe  for  eleven  pieces  of  money, 

and  not  being  able  to  tell  what  he  had  given  in 

M'ords,  held  up  his  ten  fingers  and  lolled  out  his 

tongue,  the  doe  in  the  mean  time  running  off; 

whence  the  proverb,  Jjb  a^a'  min  ba- 

hil,  More  stupid  than  Bakil.    A  green-grocer. 

A  ̂^ijjb  baliilus,  (siib  bahila,  ̂ \jb  bdldlry, or 

Jj-sb  JaA?7Za',  A  bean.  A  pea.  A  pot-herb.  ,3^b)l 
al  bahilla'l  hibivj,  The  Egyptian  bean. 

A  (^t^b  baliillamy,  A  vender  of  beans. 

p  yb  bahu,  The  planet  Mars.  Name  of  a  man. 

Ajyb  bahur,  (also  *i,yb  bahurat)  A  herd  of oxen.    Black  cattle,  bulls,  or  cows  :  beeves. 

A  Sjyb  bahurat,  (in  Yaman)  An  ox.    A  cow. 

A  jjb  baJn,  Remaining,  left.  Alive.  Perma- 
nent, durable,  fixed,  firm.  Immortal,  everlasting, 

eternal.  Remainder,  rest.  Balance,  arrears.  As 

to  the  rest.  A  name  of  God.  (jb  jA  antri  bain, 

A  permanent,  solid,  fixed  thing.  p  ̂ ^i^  jj>b 

hdki  shudan,  To  remain,  continue,  endure,  a  J^'b 
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^^LJ^j  bahi  wa''s  salam,  (or  j  ̂Jlb  bcikt 
wa'd  du^J  And  with  this,  farewell.  j,!iL2J\  j  ̂Jib 

tj-ii-^^  ̂ JfO  btiki  wa's  salam  ̂ la'  man  it- 
taba^'l  huda'.  As  to  the  rest,  peace  be  upon  him 
who  follows  the  right  way.  p  tiJu-/« jJ  cj*^ 

bald  hamrcara  bar 

masnadi  sihhat  u  saldmat  pdy-ddr  bad,  For  the 

rest,  may  his  foot  be  continually  upon  the  throne 
of  health  and  peace.  iJlJjii  j  eJLx^  ̂ ^^b 

jb  ̂ ^\s  J  jS'  J         bdki  hamisha  ̂ tmr  u 
dawlat  ddshn,  wa  ̂ zz  u  rif^t  licuim  bad.  Upon 

the  whole,  may  your  life  and  prosperity  be  perpe- 

tual, and  your  glory  and  dignity  everlasting.  With 

these  and  similar  prayers  they  conclude  letters. 

A  Ol-ab  bdhhjdt,  (pi.  of  &Jb  bdluyat)  Re- 
mainders. Balances.  Permanent  (things).  Ol-sUl 

al  bakiydt.  Good  works  (as  being  permanent  and 

always  remaining  with  us).    Such  expressions  as, 

subhuna'lluli,  ̂   JyJ^  al  hamdu  U'lldh, 

S)\  a«5\  ̂   /a  ilaha  illa^llah,  j/\  ̂\  alluh  akbar, 
and  a  few  others.    The  five  daily  prayers. 

A  iij'b  bdhiyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _Jb)  Remaining,  (pi. 
j^'y)Alive.  Remaining.  Permanent.  Remainders. 

Pj\d  j^j'b  bahi-dur,  Owing  a  balance,  inarrear. 
p  (_J'b  5aAl-??ia?ic?a^7,  Continuance,  per- 

manency.   A  remaining  or  a  being  left  behind. 

p  StijU  buln-mdnda,  A  remainder.  A  sur- 

vivor.   Leavings.    The  balance  of  an  account. 

p  ui3b  bdk,  Fear,  dread,  timidity.  Care,  soli- 
citude. Attention.  Species,  sort.  uLlb 

bdk  ddshtan.  To  dread.  To  be  anxious,  careful, 

timid,  apprehensive.  (jiJb  ̂   bi  bah.  Fearless,  bold. 
A  iJiJb  uL)b  bdhh  tukh.  An  arrant  fool. 

A bdhir,  Early  in  the  morning. 

A  jjSsb  bdkirat,{])\^'^\j>  batcdkir^Early-hesLr- 
ing  (date-tree).    An  unblemished  virgin. 

ba  kamal,  Exquisite,  excellent,  perfect. 

^y^^J^y^  jamdlt  bd  havidl,  (Her)  perfect  beauty. 
P  ̂b  bakand,  A  ruby.  Red.  Wine. 

p/b  bdhu,  Name  of  a  city  and  fortress. 

A  J  jSIj  bdkur,  The  first  rain  in  the  spring.  Any 
thing  which  soon  reaches  maturity. 

A  'ij^\>  bdkurat,  (pl.^^  buhr)  First-fruits, 
early  fruits,  first  of  any  thing. 

p  iO.jSlj  bdhawayh,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

p  ei'  b  bd,  hi,  With  whom  ? 

A  ;_/b  bdld,  (pi.       01"  ([[^  buhiy)  A  weeper. 
p  (jtioSlj  bdhida7i.  To  fear. 

p  id^Ki^  bdhlda,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff".  A  ruby. 
p  »jlb  bdgra,  A  swelling  on  the  body,  a  wen. 

p  ̂ b  bdgal.  Milk-warm  water. 
p  Jb  Z/a^,  An  arm.  Awing.  Stature.  The  upper 

part,  top.   A  kind  of  large  scaly  fish.  Growing. 

A  Jb  bdl,  (pi.  0!i)b  bdldt)  The  heart,  mind, 
soul.  State,  condition.  A  spade.  Solicitude, care, 

heed,  regard.  Affluence,  easy  circumstances,  con- 

veniences. Zk'J  ̂'^^'''"y"    ̂ oi)  In  easy  cir- 
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cumstances,  and  comfortable  in  mind.  Jb  j  J  jA 

amrun  zu  bdlin,  A  serious  and  important  business. 

p  ̂b  Z'a/a,  Stature.  Tallness.  The  upper  hand. 
A  horse  led  for  parade.  High,  exalted,  elevated, 

supreme.  Above,  upwards,  i^j^^^  ̂b  bdld  girif- 

tan.  To  get  the  uppei-  hand.  (jW»*>l  t.5^b  bdldyi 
dsmdn.  Above  the  heavens.  ^.  j  ̂b  bdld  u 

jmsti.  Altitude  and  humility,  ̂ b  j  jij  zlr  u  bdld, 
Up  and  down  (lit.  down  and  up).  ̂*^^^b  j  j>j 

zir  u  bdld  hardan.  To  i-everse,  turn  upside  down, 

^b  jjlc-  ̂lami  bdld.  Heaven,  the  world  above. s  ̂b  bdld.  An  odoriferous  grass. 

p  Jb  ̂b  bdld-bdl.  Firm.  Strongly,vehemently. 

p  ̂b  ̂ b  bdld-bdld,  Deceitfully,  fraudulently. 

p  j^^b  bdld-bar.  Part  of  the  dress  which  laps 
over  the  thigh. 

p  j>  ̂b  bdld  bar  dinadagi,  Height. 

p        j>  ̂b  bdldbar  dmada.  Risen  high. 
p  tiJo^b  bdld-band,  A  turban.  Upper  garment. 

p  (^y^b  bdld-jwsh,  An  outer  garment.  A 
counterpane,  coverlet. 

i'Ji'^\j  Jjuldtar,  Higher,  superior,more eminent. 
A  jlij'ilb  bi'l  Ittifdh,  With  (one)  consent. 
p  «jb«-!i)b  bdld-hhdna,  An  upper  chamber,  gal- 

lery, or  balcony  on  the  top  of  the  house,  a  parlour. 

C^j\jj6j^':^\ibdld-khdnasiwizdrat,T^ank  ofvazir. 
A j=-S)b  bi'l  dkhir.  At  length,  finally. 
p  bdld-hh  want,  Hyperbole.  Eulogy. 

p  J^b  bdlud,  (or  i^b  bdldz)  A  baggage-horse. 
p  iJl*«*0^bZ/a/a-fZas^,Superior,upperrnost.  The 

chief  seat.    Precedency.    Exquisite,  precious. 

p  bdld-dasti.  Clandestine  exactions. 

p  jj'jii^b  bdld-dafi.  Velocity,  speed. 
p  Sii^b  bdldda,  A  led-horse,  a  horse  of  state. 

Pj^b  bdldr,  The  main  beam  of  a  house.  A 
son  dutiful  to  his  mother. 

v^^^^l>Mj  '^{>hdld-ritstag1,Germ'mation,  growth. 
P  J^b  bdldz,  A  led-horse.    A  pack-horse. 
p  (_)**^b  bdlds,  (or  (_>>j^b  pdlda)  A  kind  of 

fine,  soft,  thin  armosin  silk.  An  old  piece  of  cloth. 

A  kind  of  coarse  woollen  stuff",  such  as  they  put 
under  burdens  on  the  backs  of  horses  or  camels. 

(The  richer  people  spread  it  in  the  vestibules,  in 
order  to  leave  their  slippers  upon  it ;  the  poorer 

sort  lay  it  at  the  door  of  their  bed-chambers  ;  and 
some  dervishes  wear  habits  made  of  it). 

Aj^lawi^b  bi'l  iztirdr,  By  force,  unwillingly. 
p  Jb  bdl  afgandan.  To  drop  the  wing. 

A  l*a:i"^b  bi'l  ihtizd,  From  necessity. 

p  jS^^b  bdldgar.  The  main  beam  of  a  house. 
p  J^)b  bdldl,  The  main  beam  of  a  house. 

p  ̂ ^b  bdldn.  Growing,  increasing,  extending. 

Moving,  oscillating.  A  springe.  A  space  between 
two  doors  ;  or  between  a  gate  and  the  house. 

p  ̂j;ij^b  hdldndan,1ogrow.  To  cause  to  grow. 
p  »;Ni^)b  &a/a?jc?a,  Growing.  Moving:  shaken. 

p  ij^-io  ̂ b  bdld-nishin,  Sitting  high,  occupy- 



ing  the  chief  seat,  J  j'^^  ̂  ham-kadir 
u  bala-nishm,  Inferior  in  dignity,  yet  sitting  in  the 

chief  seat.  ,jllaL<j  hala-nisliini 

masnadi  sultan'i,  Sitting  upon  a  royal  throne. 
p  halana,  Growing,  increasing.  Moving, 

oscillating.  A  space  between  two  doors,  a  v  estibule. 

p  balam,  Moveable,  oscillatory.  A  pack- 
horse.    A  covering  for  the  head. 

p  ̂^lijj^b  halanidan,  To  extol,  to  commend. 
To  let  the  hair  grow.  To  cause  to  move. 

p  C*— J.  J  hala  u  fast,  Above  and  below. 
Heaven  and  earth.  The  world. 

Pjj^b  halamar,  A  pitcher  full  of  water. 

p  (JlA^fc  ̂ IbZ^a/a-Zt/mmwi,  Magnanimous,  noble- 
minded.  Generous.  Beneficent.  Most  favourable. 

p  t/^b  halay,  A  horse  led  for  parade. 

p  (j;i,Job^b  halayanidan,  (and  ̂ jii-o^b  hala- 
sidan)  To  extend,  enlarge,  spread,  reach,  arrive  at, 
overtake.  To  become  long.  To  equal,  match.  To 

ripen.  To  roll,  wallow,  toss.  To  become  turbid, 

muddy.  To  fear,  dread.  To  commend  highly. 

p  Ldb.^b  halayih,  A  gnat,  a  small  fly. 

p  tjo^b  halaJin.,  (from  ̂ b)  Above,  superior. 

p  (JL*ib  halan-yaft,  Perquisites. 

A  awfc^JoJb  ̂ i'/Jaf?a/<«, Suddenly, unexpectedly. 
p  (_>ij^b  halhus,  The  kingdom  of  Kandahar. 

p jr!^b  hal-par,  The  adoption  of  better  habits. 
A  &]b  hasdlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^)  Being  small,weak. 

A  &3b  halat,  Heed,  regard,  consideration.  A 

perfume-box,  perfumer's  tray.  A  flask,  decanter. 
A  wallet.    An  iron  instrument  for  catching  fish. 

A  H3b  hallat,  Moisture.    Any  thing  good. 

A  JU^"^^j  ̂ yx>asd\>  bi't  tafsil  wa'l  ijmal,'Pro- 
lixly  and  compendiously,difl!'usively  and  succinctly. 

A j^.tillib  bi't  tahdiVjUj  chance,  providentially. 

A  pliib  bit  tamum,  Totally,  entirely. 
A  ed^b  bi'ljumla,  Totally,  generally,  or  uni- 

versally. On  the  whole,  in  a  word,  to  sum  up  all. 

A^b  balih,  Barren  (ground). 
A  ̂Js^b  bi'l  hahh,\n  truth.  Justly,  deservedly. 
A  J^}.^b  bil  halal,  Lawfully. 

A J^a^yibV I kha tar, With  danger:  dangerously. 

bi'l  khayr,  Happily,  fortunately. 
A  t^b  balid,  An  inhabitant,  a  resident. 

A  ObJtiib  bi\l  daff^t,  At  times.  Often. 
A  0\33b  bVz  zat,  In  person,  by  himself. 

p  (jj^b  bal-zan,  ( Jb  Z)aZ,Wing,  s'aw.  Strik- 
ing) Moving,  striking  the  wings,  flying.  Business. 

P  (j^jib  bal-zin,  The  flap  of  a  saddle. 
p  uljuJb  balast,  A  virgin,  a  maid. 

p  (J^uJb  balustan,  To  bless,  invoke  blessings. 
p  ̂jiiib  balish,  A  cushion,  pillow.    A  staple. 

A  weight  of  gold  (eight  miskals  and  two  danaks). 

Growth,  increase :  development.  Vegetation.  (_;^b 

halishi  tahya,  A  cushion  to  put  under  one's 
elbow.  (j^^  balishi  ̂ li,  A  high  throne. 

p  ul«i.'":>^b  Z)afe/t^,  A  cushion,  a  pillow.  A  span. 
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p  tiil.2;.5b  balishtak,  A  little  cushion,  a  pad. 

A  bandage  for  a  broken  bone. 

p  ;^/LiJb  bdlushtan,  To  invoke  a  blessing. 

p  ii>^^H^  bdlishcha,  A  little  cushion  put  upon 
a  saddle,    (j^j***  bdlishchan  surin,  A  pad 
worn  by  women  to  give  a  prominence  to  the  hips. 

p  C^JwiJb  bdllshah,  The  flap  of  a  saddle.  A  pad. 

J  ̂lij^aJb  bi's  sidk  wa'l ikJdds  wa's  suf,  In  truth,  sincerity,  and  purity. 

A  i—j\ya!>^  bi's  sawdb,  Justly,  reasonably. 

A  »jj j*^^^^  bi'zzarura,  Of  necessity,  by  force. 

A  bij3\j  ̂ J^'^^  ̂i'i  taw^wa'r rizd,  (or  yia^b 
jLjtf>-^i  J  bi't  taw^wa'l  iJthtiydr)  Spontaneously, 
freely,  with  good  will. 

A  i^j^^  J  J^lalb  bi't  tulwa'l  In  length and  breadth. 

A  ̂ b  bali^  A  swallower.  Name  of  one  of  the 
two  stars  called  ̂   l^j^jjj  sa^,  bula^ 

A  p]/^)l_,j*Jb  bi'l  ̂ zz  ma' I  ikr'dm,  With  re- verence and  honour. 

AjK^^\  J  ̂̂ ^x3b  bi''l  ̂ shiy  wa'libkdr,  Morn- ing and  evening. 

p  ̂ b  bdlagh,  Name  ofa  country  north  of  Persia. 

A  ̂ b  bdligh,  Penetrating,  passing.  Received 
or  obeyed  everywhere.  Insinuating,  lodged  (venom 

in  the  body).  Arrived  at  maturity  or  at  puberty 

(boy  or  girl).  Good,  excellent.  Arrant,  downright. 

Obl>t3\  balighi  aksa'l  ghayati 
hamdlat,  Reaching  the  highest  perfection  of  virtue 

or  art.  p  (jiiuS*  ̂ b  bdligh  shudan,  To  come  of  age. 

p  ̂ b  bdlugh  or  bdligh,  A  cup  made  of  horn,  in 
use  among  the  Georgians.     A  goblet  of  wine. 

A  ̂ U!b  bdlighds.  Shanks  of  sheep,  or  the  like. 
A  siJb  bdlighat.  Arrived  at  maturity  (a  girl). 

A  Jl^^S)!  J  jiijOb  bi'l ghuduw  wa'l  dsdlyMorn- 
ing  and  evening. 

A  u-/j<a,j>.Jb  bi'l  ghazab.  In  anger,  indignantly. 

A  J.»i3b  bi'lji^.  In  fact,  actually,  really,  ef- 
fectually. At  this  hour,  now,  presently.  Jjs^b 

KjKJl  _j  bi'lji^  wa'l  kuwat.  In  act  and  in  power. 
G  (j-iOb  bulkis,  BuglosS;  borage. 

A  ciw^b  bi'l  hasd.  On  purpose,  designedly. 

p  &3Kib  bdlkdna,  A  lattice-window. 

A  Ji3b  bi'l  hull,  (or  sfKJb  bi'l  kuUlyat)  To- 
tally, entirely,  wholly,  universally,  all  together. 

A  Jl»53b  bi'l  kamdl,  Perfectly,  completely. 

A  _jiUb  bi'l  laghw,  Inconsiderately. 

A  4bb  bi'lldh.  By  God  !  <jilb  hi'lldhi'l 

^zim,  By  the  great  God!  p  jJ^Jj  jfib  bi'lldh 
raftan.  To  go  to  school. 

A  »^b  bi'l  marra,  At  once. 
A  s^\Jl^[}  bi'l  mushdfaha,  Face  to  face. 

A  JjJ^b  bi'l  ma^a'.  Really,  truly,  in  reality. 

Mysteriously.  hadisi  bi  'I  ma^a', 
A  mysterious  but  true  oracle.  (J-H^  nahli 

bi'l  ma^ia',  Wonderful  but  certain  accounts. 

A  a^\_j^b  bi'l  muwdjaha,  In  presence  of. 

p  »^b  bdlanda,  Growing. 

p  tLXl)b  bdlang.  An  orange.    A  cucumber. 

p  _j.^b  bdlingy,  A  species  of  sweet  basil.  A 
citron.  The  mountain-balm  or  calamint.  (_^j^b 

li,^  hdlanguyi  khwurd,  A  species  of  sweet  basil. 

p  ̂ b  bdia,  A  wart.  A  whole  brother.  The 
cry  of  one  in  sadness.    Ring-worm.    A  cherry. 

p  l_j5b  bdlawd,A  disorder  making  the  nails  drop. 

A  (  *i>-\_j5b  bi'l  wdjib.  Necessarily,  properly. 

p  ii\_j)b  bdlwdd,  A  bustard. 

Pj\_jlb  bdlwdr.  Winged. 
p  sj^jJb  bdhvdza,  A  swing,  a  see-saw. 
p  sm»\ ̂ b  bdlwdsa,  Cloth  in  the  loom,  the  warp. 

p  i6\j3b  bdlwdna,  A  small  black  bii'd,  by  the 
people  of  Shiraz  called  cJmS^  wdsha. 

p  s\j5b  bdlwdh,  A  swallow. 
p  iO.^^b  bdlwdya,  A  swallow. 

p  OjJb  bdlud,  Increase. 
p  jjiijJb  bdludan,  To  grow,  to  increase. 

Pj^b  bdhvar,  Winged. 
A  |jj5b  bi'l  ward.  Openly,  in  sight  of  all  men. 
p  tOj^[>  bdhvarta,  A  sparrow.  A  swallow.  A 

butterfly.  A  bat. 

p  ̂_^J^^  bdlurgi,  A  cullender  or  strainer, 
p  (j*>^b  bdlus,  Adulterated  camphor, 
p  (^^)b  bdlush.  An  idol.    A  louse.  Impure, 

nasty.  Adulterated  camphor. 

A  &S-^b  bdlu^t,  (pi.  bawdli^  A  hole  or 
sink  in  the  middle  of  houses  in  the  East,  into  which 

they  sweep  the  filth,  and  in  which  rain-water  falls. 
A  sewer.  A  place  for  washing  the  face  and  hands. 

A  J^b  bdltd,  A  drop  of  water, 
p  !0_^\>bdJuya,  Aswallow.  A  bird  of  Paradise, 
p  aJb  bdla,  A  kind  of  sack. 

A  ̂ !b  bdU,  Old,  worn  (garment), 
p  ijJb  bdlid,  He  increased.  A  rustic  shoe, 

p  bdUdagi,  Growth,  vegetation.  Pride, 

p  ̂^i3>A5b  bdlidan.  To  grow,  to  wax  great, 
p  SiiJ^Jb  ballda,  Extended.    Grown  (hair). 

Pj.w-.jJb  bdlesar.  The  town  of  Balasore  in  India, 
p  uiljJb  bdUk,  A  shoe,  a  slipper, 

p  (j^5b  bdlin,  A  pillow,  a  cushion, 

p  iJ^^MHj),  (j^h  bdUn-parastj'ha.zy ,  unemployed, 
p  (_j*>_jA5b  bdlyus.  The  country  of  Candahar. 

p  j»b  bam,  Morning,  dawn,  break  of  day.  A 
roof.    A  ceiling  of  a  room  (external  or  internal). 

A  terrace.  The  thickest  string  or  base  of  a  viol,  (for 

fdm)  Colour :  as,  j»b         surhh-bdm.  Inclin- 
ing to  red.  (for  warn)  Debt.  ̂ .liJ  j»b  bdmi 

badi^  ̂   bcimi  rafl^  ̂ .^V  ̂ b  bdmi 

riwdki  badi^^i  j»b  bdmifardkh,  »iil.2;ij»b 
bami  gushdda  riwdh,  ̂   ̂b  bdmi  niihum,  or  j»b 

bdmi  wasi^  The  ninth  or  empyrean  heaven. 

j»b  bdmi  baland.  Any  lofty  building.  The 

^I:^  pb  bdmi  chashm.  The  eye-lid.  ̂ b 
bdmi  khazrd,  Heaven.  eoUj  pb  bdm,i  za- 

TOa?ia,  The  lower  heaven,  the  firmament.  j«b 
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bcimi  maslh,  The  fourth  heaven.  (^,*«<.m.)  j»b  bmn 
nishastun,  To  be  ruined  and  desolate. 

p  U  b  io  md,  (from  b      and  U  ma)  With  us. 

p  jUb  ia  Wealthy, 

p  Sjyeb  hamhara,  Dignity,  order,  degree, 

p  o^^.  j»V  bum-posh,  A  roof-covering.  A  roof, 
p  ii\iX«b  hdmdad,  (or     J^ty«b  hamdddaa)  In 

the  morning.    At  break  of  day. 

p  i_cii^J««b  hamdddi,  Matutinal,  matutine. 

p  (ji^b  h'ainadan,  To  enter,  come  in. 

A  JJbo  ̂\  jcb  hi  amri'lldh  ta^lu',  By  the 
command  of  God  most  high. 

p  8^b  bdm-rah,  (Way  to  roof)  A  ladder, stair, 

p  t^pb  bdm-zad,  A  kettle-drum, 
p  5^b  bd  maza,  Sweet,  savoury,  relishing, 

p  {^^f-ob  bdmas  or  bdmus,  Sated  with  the  world. 
Weary  of  foreign  travel,but  unable  to  return  home, 

p  i^^L^Ki  ham-situn,  A  terrace,  or  balcony, 
p  (JIaa^I^  b  bd  maskanat,  Modest.  Poor, 

p  lilwob  ?)amsAa(/,  Name  of  a  famous  musician, 

p  »bC«b  Z)affi-(7a/<,  Moi'ning.  Morrow-morning. 

P         j»b  hdm-guldn,  (or  ̂^^li/  j*b  bdm-fjar- 
dd?i)  A  large  stone-roller  used  for  smoothing  and 

hardening  the  flat  mud-plastered  roofs  of  houses, 

p  ̂   b  bd  man,  With  me. 

p  {^j\Lj^[>  bdm-nishin,  Ruined,  destroyed, 

p  ̂^3«b  bdmun,A.  scoundrel,  coward :  catamite, 

p  5/cb  Z/a»ia,A  long  beard.  Long-bearded(man). 
p b  bd  muhr,  Sealed,  closed.  Suspended, 

p         bdml,  Name  of  the  city  of  ̂   balhlt.. 
p  (^bv^ob  bdmiyd.n,  An  indifferent  writer,  an  in- 

accurate sci'ibe.  Name  of  a  district  in  Kohistan. 

p  »jwib  bdmi-rah,  A  step.  A  window  in  a  gate, 
p  ij^^b  bdmin,  (or  (J^^b)  A  town  in  Harat. 

p  ̂ b  ban,  A  prince,  lord,  chief,  or  governor. 

The  gum-herb  lada.  The  tamarisk-tree.  An  iron 

rocket  used  in  war.    (for  pb  bdm)  A  roof,  (for 
^l^b  bdng)  A  cry.  Ban,  when  affixed  to  a  noun, 

signifies  a  keeper  or  a  guardian  :  as,  ̂^IjkS-b  bdgh- 

hdn,  A  gardener;  (jb,J  darbdn,  A  door-keeper. 
A  p  jjb  ban,  Name  of  a  tree,  the  myrobalan, 

whence  the  fine  balsam  called  Benzoin  or  Benjamin 

is  extracted.  It  resembles  the  tamarisk,  and  grows 

in  great  abundance  in  Arabia  Felix. 

A  ̂jb  bdna,  (fut,  ̂^j*^.  yabinu)  He  excelled. 
A  sbb  bdndt,  A  bow  sticking  close  to  the  string. 

A  man  who  leans  over  the  bowstring  in  shooting. 

H  Obb  bdndt.  Broad-cloth, 

p  (^jjiObb  Ja/ia^^/arosA,  A  woollen-draper, 
s  (^_)>ijbb  bdndras,  Benares,  in  India,situated  on 

the  bank  of  theGanges,held  sacred  by  the  Brahmans. 
A  u^b  bdnab.  Name  of  a  town  in  Bukhara, 

p  lljj j>  jjb  bdn-barbltd,  (in  zand)An  elephant, 

s  iJLMiji^^  (jb  bdnparast.  An  anchoret. 

A  "iib  bdnatjAn  interstice,interval.  Distinction, 

p  Is^b  b'dnjd,  There,  to  that  place. 
3  (,j«^b  bans,  A  bamboo. 
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Pjjiiubia/j/iM,  A  berry  called Jaw  or^jt'on, 
from  which,  when  pounded,  they  make  a  decoction. 

P  (^^ib  bdnkash,  A  (male)  pigeon. 

P  ̂^JSohdng,  Voice, sound,  noise,  cry,  clamour. 

Name  of  a  fragrant  shrub,  and  of  a  medicinal  seed. 

bangi  allah  orjW  (.f.X>b  bangi  namdz') 
The  call  to  prayer,  by  the  crier,  from  the  minarets 

or  towers  of  the  mosques,  which  is  made  five  times 

a  day.    ̂ ji^j       j>  ciX>b  bang  bar  ahJali  zadan. 
To  exclaim  against  fortune,    jj^jj  tfjob  bdngi 

ru-d-ru,  The  blast  of  a  trumpet  announcing  the  ap- 

proach of  a  great  man.  (.L^b  bang  zadan, 
To  withhold,  keep.  To  drive,  repel. 

bang  kardan.  To  crow.    \slS'  i,±Jj\>  bdngi  ̂ nhd, 

Name  of  a  note  in  music,    (jj^  LLX>b  bdngi  hd- 

win,  A  public  profession  of  the  Muhammadan  re- 
ligion. A  knowledge  of  the  Muhammadan  law. 

P  (jj  i.lX>b  bdng-zan,  The  muezzin. 

Pj^X5^(JlAiL£jb  b'angusht  giriftan,  To  reckon, 
p  esX-)b  bdnga,  An  extending  of  the  voice. 

H  aJob  bdngah,  Raw  cotton, 

p  ̂^liJLCjb  bdngidan,  To  cry  with  a  loud  voice, 
p  yb  bdnu,  A  princess.  A  lady.  A  bride.  A 

flagon  of  wine.    A  goblet  of  rose-water,  ti'y^ 

^jj^  bdnuyi  mashrik,  The  sun.    j/oa  (^yb  bd- 

nuyi  misr,  Zulaykha  (Potiphar's  wife).  ybjljJ 
bahdr-bdnu.  The  blooming  princess.    _j3b  jj^.U*' 

humdyun-bdnu,  The  august  princess,  (j'^b 

^L^jII*  nargis  banuyi  shahld  chashm,  The  lady 
Narcissa  with  black  eyes  (i.e.  the  narcissus),  or 

figuratively  (a  beautiful  woman). 

p  \yb  bd  nawd,  Having  a  sweet  voice.  Rich. 

Fortunate.    A  man's  name. 

p  ̂ yb  ?^a«M;,(or^ybJareMcA.)Aswing,see-saw. 
bdnuhat,  Name  of  a  certain  woman. 

Pi_-A*-.i^yb  bdnu  ̂ as/m^&jRustam's  daughter. 
p  *3b  bdna,  Pubes  :  the  hair  about  those  parts. 

A  ̂ b  bdn^,  A  builder,  architect.  A  composer. 

An  author.    One  who  goes  in  unto  a  wife. 

A  (^b  bdiny,  Erect  as  the  tamarisk  (stature). 

p  jj^Lib  bd  niydzdn.  The  indigent.  Creatures. 
A  (^Ljb  bdniyds,  A  town  and  river  in  Syria. 
A  &*ib  bdniyaf,A  bow  sticking  close  to  the  string. 

pj^        bdm-lidr.  An  architect.  A  composer. 
p  bdm-Jtdn,  Architecture. 

A  jb  basw,  (or  *^jb  baswds)  (v.  n.of  ̂ b  for  jb) 
Becoming  proud,  vain-glorious ;  boasting,  brag- 

ging. Raising,  exalting  one's  self. 
p  jb  ba'  u,  (from  b  bd,  With,  and  j\  u,  Him) 

(iyJ        jb  rozgdr  ba'  u  ba  sar  burd.  He 
passed  his  time  with  him. 

p  bjb  bdmtd.  An  idol,  bdwta-shi- 
han,  (Abraham)  The  iconoclast. 

A  p  b  bd  wnjud,  (from  b  bd.  With,  and 

nmjud,  Existence)  Existing,  being  present. 

In  consequence.  Excepting,  with  the  excep- 
tion. Nevertheless,  notwithstanding.  Particularly, 

chiefly,  especially.  Namely. 

p jjb  bdwar,  True,  creditable.  Belief,  credit, 
acceptance,  tj^jjb  bawar  kardan,  (alsojjb 
(^fuwb  bdwar  ddshtan)  To  believe,  to  credit. 

P  V  fjdwarcJu,  (in  Khwarazm)  An  officer 

who  takes  care  of  a  great  man's  table.    A  cook. 

P  io\j^Xjj^  bdwar chi-khdna,  A  kitchen. 

crrjj  V  hawarchigarl,T\\e  culinary  art. 
p  iJjjb  bdward.  Name  of  a  hero  ;  also  of  a  city. 

p  (_fii,jb  bdwardi,  A  kind  of  pottage. 

P  (^jj^  bdwars.  Games  with  dice  or  cards.  A 
woman  whose  husband  has  another  prolific  wife. 

^^t^'^ljj^  bdwarldan,To  believe,to  givecredit. 

P  (Jf**»_)b  bdwtisn'i,  The  wife  of  a  husband  who has  another  wife  and  a  child,  a  rival  wife.  One  of 
several  wives  of  the  same  husband.  A  wife  whom 

her  husband  does  not  love  and  seldom  visits. 

p  I — ttojb  bd  was/.  Notwithstanding. 

Pj^ijb  bd  walidr.  Majestically,  with  dignity. 

P  (Jjb  JawaZjName  of  a  place  famed  for  its  silks. 

P  (_Jjb  bdwli,  A  bird  whose  wings  being  par- 
tially deprived  of  their  feathers  is  turned  loose,  that 

a  young  falcon  may  easily  catch  him,  and  thus  be 
taught  to  hunt.    A  large  well. 

P  t/jV  (from  b  bd  and        nay  for 
u)  With  him.  Bdwi,  Come  along.    Go  to. 

p  i^.j\ibdrnn,A  basket,a  woman's  work-basket. p  sb  bdh.  Lust.  Sperm. 

A  8U  bash, (v.n.of  Sb)  Considering,attendingto. 
A  sb  bdh.  Coitus. 

pUb  bdha,  A  kind  of  food. 

Pjljfcb  bdhdr,  A  cup.    A  mode  of  reading. 
A  iUbb  &a/ta^.  An  open  space  free  from  buildings. 
p  tl*feb  bdhat,  A  stone  which  is  said  to  make 

any  person  laugh  whose  eyes  should  chance  to 

light  upon  it.    Astonished,  thundei'struck. 
A  diAfcb  bdhit,  A  liar,  a  calumniator. 
p  8t>>*>b  bd  huda,  True,  just. 

p ̂ b  bd  liar.  With  every,  with  all. 
A ysb  bdhir,  Superior,  excellent.  Open,  public, 

manifest.  A  vein  in  the  skin  of  the  head  reaching 

to  the  bregma.  j»Ui";3!l)\^i&b  kaldmibdhiru'l intizdm,  A  discourse  excellently  arranged.  JsA) 

bdhiru'sh  sharqf,  Most  noble,  p  j^b  i[Z> 

Jly^^  shdhi  bdhiru'l  ikbdl,  The  most  prosperous 

{:)'-^_^ J  j^'V  ̂dhir  u  zdhir  kardan.  To make  manifest  and  clear. 

A  l^fcb  bdhiran.  Excellently.  Publicly. 
A  bdhirdt,  Ships. 

A  'jji>b  bdhirat,  (fem.  of Jb\ibdhir)  Excellent. 
Excellence,  superiority.  8jJ6b  hamdldti 

&aAim,  Eminent  perfections,  v  iJS>\i 

bdhiratu'l  ishrdk  shudan,  To  be  bright,  to  shine. 

A Jafcb  ?)a/»'^,Troublesome,difficult.  Acalamitj-^, 
misfortune,    p  {^<^^ iafcb  bdhiz  kardan.  To  vex. 

A  ijfcb  bdhigh,  Asleep,  sleeping. 
p  Ci)^b  bdhak.  Pain,  torture,  rack. 



p  ̂^S^^h  hahakidan,  To  put  to  the  rack. 

A  hahil,  (pi.        huhl  and  J-l^  huhhal) 

(A  she-camel)  haying  no  marks  of  a  ring  through 
the  nose,  or  of  the  wooden  machines  which  they 

usually  fasten  to  their  udders  to  prevent  colts  from 

sucking.  (A  woman)  at  her  own  disposal,  saun- 
tering about,  doing  nothing.  A  shepherd  without 

his  crook.    Free  from  controul. 

A  ikifiib  halitlat,  Free  from  marriage. 

ha  ham,  Together,  along  with,  ̂ fcb 
(j;>-<i  1  ha  ham  amadan,  To  come  together.  To  fly 

in  a  passion.  j4^^  ha  ham  sudan,  To  chafe, 

to  rub  against  one  another.  (-1*/*>|^  j,fcb  hci 
ham  vast  haj-dan,  To  confront,  compare,  collate. 

(jti^$^(^fcb  ̂ J&b  ha  hajii  ha  ahan  hasJddan,  To chain,  to  fetter.  b  ha  hamdigar,  Together, 

along  with.  By  mutual  endeavours,  j  j(J^  ̂ b 
^^^i ha  ham  shir  u  shahar  hudan,  To  be  milk 
and  sugar  together,  to  be  on  very  friendly  terms. 

p  |»fcb  halium,  A  fair  wind,  the  wind  in  poojj. 
p  ̂^l^b  hahinun,  He,  such  an  one. 

p     S'^^St^ohdhaviahijThough,  notwithstanding. 

p_j&bZ/aAM,  Awalking-stickjclub.  A  shepherd's 
staff.    The  arm  from  the  elbow  to  the  shoulder. 

A  j^b  hahl,  Empty,  deserted  (house). 
A  (^b  hahii/,  Aphrodisiacal,  provocative. 

A  sAfeb  hahiyat,  Wide-mouthed  (well). 

A  ̂;^i6b  Z;a/iiH,  A  palm  which  has  always  some 

buds  and  clusters  of  green,  fresh,  and  ripe  dates. 

P  (_f b  hay,  A  city. 

A  ij\>  hasy,  (v.  n.  of        Becoming  proud,  vain- 

glorious, boasting,  bragging.   Running  hard. 
haya,  It  is  proper,  it  behoveth. 

P  J>  h' ayy am  bar  amadan,  To  ̂ m^- 
ple  with  adversity,  to  contend  against  misfortune. 

A  C^i\i  hasit,y^\io  or  what  is  in  the  night-time, 

passing  the  night,  watching.  Yesterday's  victuals, 
the  remains  of  what  has  been  eaten  and  drunk  the 

day  before.   Stale  bread. 

A  ̂bil  al  hcisij.  Name  of  a  vein  in  the  thigh. 

A  "isib  hasijat,  (pi.         bawa^ij)  Misfortune. 
A  ̂ b  baAh,  (or  ̂ b  hadhh)  Fatigued. 
A  JU-  i^\ibiayyihdl,tIovi'!  In  whatever  state. 
p  tXJb  hdyad,  It  is  necessary,  behoves.  iVb 

iV.l^  hdyad  shdyad.  As  it  should  be,  fit,  proper. 
A  iiJb  Z)ajit?a,  Besides,  unless,  except.  Because. 

A yb  hddr,  (pi. haw?-  and  hur)  Confused, 
confounded,  astonished,  struck  with  amazement. 

jAi  ji\s'  hdnr  bdn7',lrvesol\ite,  perplexed  in  mind, 
incapable  of  acting  by  his  own  power  or  following 
the  advice  of  others.  Bdj^ir,  (and  yb  hdnrat) 
Uncultivated  ground. 

A  Jjb  hdfiz.  One  who  is  living  at  his  ease. 

P  '^J^.V  hdyiz'id,  A  proper  name  (Bajazet). 
A  (j"^b  hd4s,  Miserable,  pressed  with  want. 
p  i.l*-*ib  hdyi^t.  It  is  necessary,  it  behoveth. 
C^b  bdyisti  waht,  As  the  case  requires. 
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p  sl^L-ob  hdyistagdh,  The  heart's  desire,  wish. 
p  (_;^w>b  ia_yistew,  To  be  necessary  or  requisite. 

p  j_^jL-jb  hdyistant,  Necessary  to  be  done. 
p  aX-J.b  bdyista.  Required.  Necessary. 

p  i^^jmSd  &jL>.>b  bdyistan  hasti,Whose  existence 
is  necessary,  self-existent. 

P(-dL-*jb  ia^wA,Physiognomy.  Aman'sname. 

A  (.>ajb  hds'iz,  (pi.  (.>aJJ>.)  Oviparous.  A  hen. 

A  ̂ b  hdj^i^,  (pi.  baivdfi^  A  buyer.  A 
seller,  vender.  (A  woman)  much  courted  on  ac- 

count of  beauty,  whom  many  men  wish  to  marry, 

(pi.  ̂   bu^  A  young  deer  bounding  at  full  speed, 
(pi.  i-ff-b  hd^t)  An  informer,  a  calumniator. 

A  jj^b  hd.sih,  (Merchandize)  of  little  value. 

A  'iso\ihdyihat,{^p\.^\^)'M.\siovt\me.  Calamity. 
A  i^Sb  hdsih,  A  young  plump  camel. 

p j.6_i^b  ha  yah  digar,  (or  j^J  digar)  With 
one  another,  together,  mutually,  reciprocally. 

p  bdygdn,  A  guardian,  a  treasurer. 
A  Jjb  hdsil.  One  who  makes  water,  mingent. 

p^j^b  ha' hi,  (contrac.  of  b  in)  With  this. 

A  j^jb  bddn,  Distinct,  separate,  divided.  Re- 
pudiated, divorced  (woman).  Manifest,  clear,  evi- 

dent, notorious.  Complete,  final  (divorce).  De- 
clared. Those  who  milk  cattle  on  the  left  side  (such 

as  milk  on  the  right  side  being  named  ̂ 3wim?<^a  Z^i). 
That  part  of  a  bow  most  distant  from  the  string. 
Deep  and  full  (well). 

A  *j;5b  hdsinat,  (pi.  ̂ jj'y  handAii)  The  evi- 
dence of  four  witnesses.  Complete,  final  (divorce). 

(A  bow)  distant  from  the  string.    Deep  (well). 

p  (J— JO ̂ b  hdyunisfi,  Annihilable,  destructible. 

A  &Tjjb  hdfihat,  Lean,  extenuated  (sheep). 
A  X-jU^  al  hdyiyaf,  The  feast  of  palms. 

p  j^i^b  hdsulan,  To  be  necessary.  To  behove. 
A        babb,  Species,  kind,  sort.  A  fat  youth. 
p  Lo  Z)a  ha,  A  door.  A  decoction  from  ban. 

p  »,Lj  bahdra,  A  stalk,  stem.  An  esculent  root. 
p  ̂Lj  ba  bald,  Above,  upwards. 

p  i^>^.j>.  j^.i^  ha  hdli  digar  fandan,  To 

fly  with  another's  wings:  to  succeed  by  another's  aid. 

A  jjbl^  babbdn,  (or  ̂J^,bahdn)  Habit,  custom, 

mode,  way  of  living.  Ss^^j  ̂   humhabhdn 

rvdhid, (or  \ j  ̂JS'^la'  hahhdm7i(ovhahdiun) 
ndhidin)  They  are  equals,  peers,  of  the  same  sort, 
following  the  same  mode  of  life. 

p  (_fbj  ba  hdy.  Remain  thou. 

A  'ili  hahhat.  The  voice  of  an  infant,  crying 

Papa.  A  handsome  young  man  inclining  to  cor- 
pulency.   A  fool,  blockhead,  lazy,  indolent  fellow. 

p  i^'JjJ  hlbt  ah, ¥art  of  abunch  of  grapes  or  dates. 

p  i_$u>^  ha  hadi.  Wickedly,  naughtily. 

p  jO  habr,  A  tiger.  Bahar,  Bread  soaked  in 
butter.  A  wild  animal  like  a  cat,  but  not  having  a 

tail.  Bi  bar,  (imp.  of  ̂ ^liy^  hurdan)  Bear,  cany, 
or  take  thou.  A  mouse.  Bi  bur  or  bu  hur,  (imp. 

of  i^<y>j^  buridan)  jDut  thou,  strike  oflF. 

Aj<J  bahr,  (from  P.)  (pl.j^jJ  hubur)  A  tiger. 

p  t^^.  bahri  baydn,  A  kind  of  military  cloak 
made  of  a  leopard's  skin  (such  as  was  worn  by  the 
famous  Rustam  Zal,  the  Persian  Hercules).  Brisk, 

alert,  nimble.    A  kind  of  changing-coloured  silk. 
A         buhrdllat,  Birthwort,  aristolochy. 

p  bubrdJa,  Long  birthwort. 

p  ̂ jjO  babruj.  The  mandrake. p  »iij*»jJ  bibsuda.  Rubbed,  stroked.  Bored. 

A  -*liJO  bahghuf,  (or        habhaghds)  A  parrot. 

A  nightingale.  Name  of  a  poet,  so  called  from  an 
impediment  in  his  speech,  p  \j\  ̂ ^>J^  l^^-^ 

ghdsi  shirin-add,  The  nightingale  with  sweet  notes. 

p  i^i^^  babah.  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  Children. 
p  hahlus.  Bread  with  butter  or  syrup. 

A        babniy, 'Name  of  a  collector  of  traditions. 

Aj^jo  buhur,  (pi.  of jX>  habr)  Tigers.  Soldiers. 
p  J_jjJia&M?,  A  species  of  mimosa  yielding  gum. 

p  ̂_)ib      ha  2}d  bdsh.  Stand  up. 

p  ci'^J^J  ba  pdy,  Stand  up.  ̂ ^iijc\  ba 

2)dy  andar  dmadan,(ori^dJ'\jomdndan)Tosl\^,{all. 

p  i^^'^i^  (^^^     P^!/  dddan.  To  throw  away, 
ba  pay  shudan,  To  stand  upright. 

p  jjiiw>jL«^  bipsdrvldan,  To  wipe,  to  rub. 
p  bipsiiddn.  Rubbing,  touching. 

p  (^u)^^  bipsudan,To  anoint.  To  rub  gently. 
p  bijjsuda,  Anointed.  Rubbed.  Bored. 

p  \k*i  bapgJid,  A  parrot. 

p  ̂^S~.i->  bapgan.  Throw  thou.  Nauseating. 

p  [^y^  ha  pesh,  Before,  in  presence  of. 
p  do  hat,  A  line  drawn  to  distinguish  separate 

names  in  a  catalogue,  or  articles  in  an  account ;  a 

mark,  a  score.  A  weaver's  brush.  Weaver's  size. 
A  duck.  But,  An  idol,  an  image,  any  figure  that 

is  an  object  of  adoration.  God.  Truth. 

A  lL*^.  batt,  (v.  n.of  CLo)  Cutting.  Incapaci- 
tating from  arriving  with  a  caravan.  Breaking 

down,  halting  on  the  road.  Performing,  doing. 

A  cutting  or  breaking  off.  (pi.  O yl}  hutut)  A  kind 

of  hood,  coif,  ma^ntle,  or  scarf.  A  rope  twisted  from 

left  to  right.  Ij^  taliana  battan,  He  ground 

(the  corn),  beginning  to  turn  to  the  left. 
p  \^  baid,  Till  when  ?  how  long  ?  Rice  dressed 

with  milk  and  butter.  B ltd  or  biitd,  Letalone,leavc. 

p  \li  battd.  Rice  dressed  with  milk  and  butter. 

A  -^'bo  butdf,  Plain,  smooth,  soft  ground. 

A  OblJ  Z)a^a^,(v.n.ofcLo)  Divorcing  for  ever. 

A  cutting-off,  separation,  (pi.  wjI  ahittat)  Viati- 
cum, provision  for  a  journey.  Tapestry,  carpeting. 

Marriage-preparations.  Household  furniture  or 

utensils.  Obb  ^la'  batdti  amrin,  On  the 
point  of  (doing)  a  thing. 

A  bUb  baidtan,  Irrevocably. 

A  ObL)  hattdt,  A  maker  or  vender  of  the  hood, 

coif,  m^antle,  or  lappet,  called  ̂ ^b-Lls  taylasdn. 

Ajli&a<i!ar,(orj\:^iM^a/')^harp,cutting(sword). 
p  » jbj  batdra,  A  machine  for  glazing  linens. 



p  i^j^  ba  tazacfi,  Recently,  lately. 
p  iuuljb  hatasha,  A  sweetmeat,  confection. 

A  battak,  Keen,  sharp  (sword). 

A         hattan,  Name  of  a  tract  'm^^j>-  harran. 
p  ̂ Ijo  butcinj,  A  wife,  a  spouse ;  particularly 

one  of  many  who  have  one  husband  in  common. 

Fj\j\jJ  iaifawar.  End,  consummaton.  Health. 

PjjUo  batarvar,  Health,  safety. 
A  J'jll^  hatanl,  (pi.  of  siJo  batilat)  The  fleshy 

parts  of  the  body.  Shoots,  cions  of  a  palm-tree. 

p  ̂  jjJ.Uo  bitayldan,  To  quit,  leave,  pass  by. 

p  iJi^jS}  btd-parast,  An  idolater.     A  fane. 

p  ̂ jjMjSi  but-parasfi,  Idolatry. 
A  &:0  bitat,  (v.  n.  of        )  Abiding  (in  a  place). 

A  «Jb  battat,  (v.  n.  of  O^)  Cutting.  Incapa- 
citating from  arriving  with  a  caravan.  Breaking 

down,  halting.  Performing.  Divorcing  for  ever. 

A  cutting  off.  A  section.  Battat,{ov'sj>2\albattat) 
Altogether,  totally.    Certainly,  irrevocably. 

■f*0"]y  '  "  \'  &M<-ta?'as/i,Anidol-maker,sculptor. 

p^  bathh,  Squeezing,  straining,  pressing. 
p  udJli^  buthhuk,  Name  of  a  place  near  Kabul. 

p  J\i^  bat  or  but-hJial,  Name  of  an  idol-temple. 

p  eoljS^  but-hhana,  An  idol-temple.  A  tavern. 

A  jJJ  batara,  (fut.jJoJ'.  yabturu)  He  cut  off. 
A  Jii  batr,  (v.  n.  of  Jli)  Cutting  off.  Docking. 

Tearing  up.  Keeping  incomplete.  Rejecting,  elid- 
ing, cutting  off  (a  syllable  by  apocope).  Satar, 

(v.  n.  of^^)  Being  docked.  Being  childless.  Be- 
ing good  for  nothing.^ 

p  JSj  batar,  {pv Ji>  battar  by  elision  or  inser- 
tion) (for        badtar)  Worse. 

A  Aj^  batrus,  (fem.  of  abtar)  Docked. 

Sharp,  piercing,  penetrating.  Muhammad's  coat 
of  mail.  Name  of  a  place  on  the  road  to  Tabiik, 

near  which  is  Muhammad's  mosque.  ̂ \JL> 
hhutbat  bat7'as,  A  Muhammadan  prayer,  or  rather 
the  mutilated  preamble  to  it,  two  solemn  articles 

being  omitted,  in  one  of  which  they  praise  God, 

and  in  the  other  they  bless  the  prophet. 

A       batrat,  A  she-ass. 

p  ̂fy^  batarja,  Pudenda.  Flesh  under  the  nail. 

A  tSjJJ  butriyat,  Name  of  a  Muhammadan  sect. 

p  do  but-shikan,  An  image-breaker. 

p  ̂J^t^        but-sMhaiii,  Iconoclasm. 

A  ̂   bat^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Going  far  away. 

Making  the  wine  ̂   k'i^.  i?/<^,Wine.  Tall  (man). 
Bit^  or  bita^  Wine  made  from  honey  or  the  juice 

of  the  grape.  But^  (pi.  of  abta^and 

bat^s)  Firmly  knit  in  the  joints  and  ligaments. 

Bata^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  the  joints  and  liga- 
ments firmly  knit.  Doing  a  thing  without  con- 

sulting any  one.  Length  of  neck,  with  firm  well- 

knit  joints.  Bati^  (A  horse)  having  a  long  and 
strong  neck.  One  whose  joints  and  ligaments  are 

firmly  knit.    Buta^  All  (the  women). 

A        bat^j^,({em.o(  ̂ \abta^  All,universal. 
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Firmly  knit  in  the  joints  and  ligaments  (woman). 

P  '•^.j'  but-firib,  Twenty-fourth  day  of 

the  month  according  to  the  sera  of  Jalalu'd  din. 

Pj^^  batfuz,  The  parts  around  the  mouth, 
chops  or  snout.  The  circumference  of  a  cap. 

A  CillJ  bath,  (v.  n.  of  tii3o)  Cutting,  dividing, 

amputating.  Catching  hold  of  any  thing,  pluck- 

ing, pulling,  laying  violent  hands  upon.  Bitak, 

(pi.  of  «^  bitkat)  Parts,  portions. 

p  tiikj  bitik,  Writing.    A  letter.    A  book. 

p         butak,  (dim.  of  (JlO  but)  A  little  idol. 
A  &^  bithat  also  batkat,  (pi.  Cii^.  bitak)  A 

part  or  portion  of  any  thing  (particularly  of  a  thing 
contained  in  another).  The  darkness  (of  the  night). 

Any  thing  plucked  up  (as  feathers  or  hair). 
P  T  bitikcJn,  A  writer,  a  scribe. 

p  but-kada,  An  idol-tem^\e.  A  tavern. 

p  bitkan,  A  head-ache  produced  by  indi- 
gestion.   A  rake.  A  harrow. 

p  fji^j^j^C^  bitkandldan, (or  i^sji^Mikandan) 

To  suffer  from  indigestion.  To  nauseate  one's  food. 

p  L^^j^  batkob,  (or  C^^^  batkot)  A  kind  of 
food  made  of  cream  or  milk,  walnuts,  and  anise. 

batkesh,  A  quiver. 

A  ̂ySj  batl,  (v.  n.  of  ,J:y)  Cutting.  Dividing. 

Separating,  distinguishing.  Any  thing  cut  off  and 

separate.  JjO  A^aS-  ̂ tTis  batl,  A  final  gift.  Bu- 
tid,  (pi.  of  (Jjos?)  Channels  at  the  bottom  of  valleys. 

A         batlas,  The  sacred  visitation  called  ij^ 

^M?«rfl!i  without  the  pilgrimage.  ̂ *  ̂ ^^J  j/c 

marra  ̂ la'  batlus  mir  rasyiki,  He  followed 
his  determination  without  flinching. 

p  (_->^k!o  bitlab,  The  envelope  of  the  flower  of 

dates,  the  spathe.    The  plant  southernwood. 

A  iillO  batlat,  A  cutting  off,  a  separation.  Any 

thing  cut  off  and  separate.  iillO  'i3s>o  mdaJiat  bat- 
lat, Alms  irrevocably  given  away. 

p  ̂jiiU  lo,  _5  ̂   ba  talhh  u  tursh  riza 
dadan,  To  bear  trials  and  hardships  contentedly, 

A  |Jo  butm,  batam,  or  ̂   buttam,  Name  of  a 
tract,  fortress,  or  mountain  in  Farghana. 

A  l^fclio  bi  tamarn  'dia,  Entirely,  altogether. 
P         ba  tanha,  Sole,  alone,  one,  separate. 

P^io  batanj.  Compression.  Bitanj,  Squeeze. 
P  jlXo        but-nigar,  A  painter,  a  limner. 
A  ̂   batw,  (v.  n.  of  \jJ  for  ̂ )  Dwelling. 

p  _5jb  bataw.  The  East.  A  place  much  exposed 
to  the  sun.  Batu,  A  funnel.  A  knot  in  the  stalk 

of  a  plant.  A  pestle.  A  stone-mortar.  Bitu,  A 
cask.    A  handle.    A  pestle.    Ba  tu,  To  thee. 

pj^^  bativaz,  A  perch,  a  roost  for  falcons. 
A  butut,  (v.  n.  of  Co)  Being  lean,  ema- 

ciated.  Emaciating,  (pi.  of  (Co  &a<if)  Hoods,  coifs, 

lappets.    Mantles,  scarfs,  cloaks. 
p  baturah,  A  subterraneous  granary. 

A  tambourin. 

A  ̂ 'ii  butu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  broken,  cut 3  I 

off,  severed.    Travelling  to  a  great  distance. 

P  ̂yi^  batuk,  A  kind  of  wooden  basket  or 
tray,  in  which  garden-stuff,  fish,  or  bread,  is  car- 

ried about  and  sold. 

A  batuk,  Sharp  (sword). 

A  f^yb  batul,  A  virgin  averse  from  marriage 
and  worldly  concerns  from  religious  motives,  a  ves- 

tal, a  nun.  With  the  addition  of  the  article  (JjjIJ^ 

al  batul),  the  Eastern  Christians  use  it  as  one  of 

the  names  of  the  Virgin  Mary ;  whilst  the  Mu- 

hammadans  apply  it  to  Fatima,  the  daughter  of 

Muhammad,  and  wife  of  the  Khalif  Ally.  Batul 

signifies  also  the  shoot  of  a  palm,  when  ready  to  be 

planted  by  itself ;  or  a  young  shoot  already  planted. 

p  ajJ  bata,  A  muller.    A  pestle.    Dried  rice. 

p  &JO  batta,  A  pestle.    A  muller. 

H  &jo  battah,  Extra  allowance  to  troops  in  the 
field.  Ebb-tide. 

p         bat-huwa,  Orach. 

A        batiy,  A  table-cloth,  a  napkin. 

A  jI^'j  battvj,  A  maker  or  vender  of  hoofs,  coifs, 
lappets,  mantles,  or  scarfs. 

p  Ljj  batya  or  bitya,  The  breast. 

PjLjJ  ia/v/a/-, Ugly, detestable.  Bityar,Trou- 
ble,  affliction.    A  glass  urinal. 

p  »jl-J^.  batyara.  Any  thing  ugly,  odious,  and 
detestable.  A  demon  inhabiting  the  woods.  Bit- 

yara.  Grief,  trouble,  affliction,  injury. 

A  AjjjJ  butayras,  (dim.  of  Ajij  batrdf)  Par- 

tially docked,  incomplete.    The  sun. 

A  'iji^  buta^rat, (dm.  of  'i^)  A  little  she-ass. 
p  ̂ jvj*ls>-  ba  tegh  khastan,  To  stand  on 

end  (the  hair). 

A  J-jk^  batil,  The  Virgin  Mary.  The  shoot  of 

a  palm-tree  separate  from  the  pai'ent  stock  and 

growing  by  itself.  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Yama- 

mah.  (pi.  J:^  butul)  A  channel  in  the  bottom  of 
a  valleyt    A  tree  whose  clusters  hang  down. 

A  XiO  baiilat,  (pi.  ̂ y>^  batasd)  A  shoot  from 

a  palm-tree  planted  and  flourishing  at  a  distance 
from  the  parent  tree.  Any  joint  or  member  of  the 
body,  with  the  flesh  belonging  to  it,  a  fleshy  part. 

Buttocks.  An  unflinching  determination.  A  nun. 

p  jdjO  batila.  The  wick  of  a  candle  or  lamp. 

p  &x>!o  butina,  (orlLjo)  Penitence,  repentance. 

p  iJlO  bitiya,  The  town  of  Battiah  in  Bahar. 

A  Co  bass,  (v.  n.  of  Co)  Publishing,  dissemi- 
nating news.  Scattering  (dust).  Strewing,  spread- 

ing. State,  condition.  Any  thing  dispersed,  scat- 

tered, published.  Sickness.  Need.  Grief,  sorrow. 

COjV"'  tamr  bass,  Dates  scattered  here  and  there. 
A  -^Ijo  basas,  (or        )  Plain,even,  soft  ground. 
aC>VaJ  bisas.  The  communicating  (of  a  secret). 

A  'ilJj  basbasat,  A  scattering.  A  divulging. 

A       bisaf.  Ashes. 
A  jjb  basr,  A  country  covered  with  white  stones. 

Much,  many.    Little,  few.  Sand  adhering  to  the 



ground,  and  when  dug  emitting  water.    Basr  or 

basar,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  covered  with  pimples 
(the  face).  A  pustule,  pimple,  or  eruption  on  the 

body.    Basir,  Covered  with  pimples. 

A  5^  hasrat,  A  single  pimple. 

hasat,  (v.  n.  of  la^i)  Swelling  (the  lip). 

A  ̂   hasa^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Protuberating  from 
a  surcharge  of  blood  (a  lip).    Becoming  inverted 
when  laughing  (the  lips). 

A  Aja>  has^s,  (A  woman)  whose  lips  are  swol- 
len with  blood  and  ready  to  burst. 

A  jwuJ  bas^t,  (pi.  bas^  A  bit  of  flesh 
growing  from  the  lip  adjoining  the  gum. 

A  ̂   basagh,  Blood  ready  to  burst  from  the 
skin  (especially  in  the  lips). 

A^j^basaka,{{\xt.^j^_yabsukiiyH.event,heioYe. 

A  JjSj  bash,  (v.  n.  of  ,3^)  Tearing,  lacerating. 
Breaking  down  banks,  dikes,  or  mounds  (a  river). 

Starting  in  the  eye  (tears).     Bash  or  bish,  (pi. 

jj^)  A  place  or  breach  through  which  w  ater  bursts. 
A       JMsZa^,Fame,celebrity,renown,  notoriety. 

Aj^  Z'MaWjSoftsands.  2?msm«,  Gardens,  meads. 
A  &Jju  basnat,  A  beautiful  woman  with  a  soft 

skin.  Soft  sand.  Butter.  Riches  upon  riches.  Finest 

kind  of  wheat  (so  called  either  from  the  soft  rich 

soil  which  produces  it,  or  from  the  following  coun- 

try where  it  grows).  al  basnatu,  Bethania, 

a  rich  level  country  near  Damascus,  where  the  pa- 
triarch J ob  is  said  to  have  been  born.  Basnat  or 

bisnat,  Plain,  equal,  level,  and  soft  ground. 

A  (j^iJ  basnun,  Name  of  a  town  in  Egypt. 
A           al  basniyat,  Bethanian  wheat,  and  in 

general  all  wheat  grown  on  plains  (as  distinct  from 

^^V?"  jaballi/at,  which  grows  on  hilly  grounds). 

A  jX3  basw,  (v.  n.  of  l5j  for  ̂ iS)  Sweating. 

A        busur,  (v.  n.  of  jib)  Being  covered  or  af- 
flicted with  pimples  (a  body).     (pi.  of basr) 

Pustules,  pimples,  tubercles. 

A  busuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jAJ)  Being  filled  to 

overflowing  (a  well).     (pi.  of        bash  or  bish) 
Breaches  made  by  floods  in  banks  of  rivers. 

A  1^  bisa',  (pi.  of  ah  bisat)  Ashes. 
A  ̂\jkj  basiy,  Possessed  of  a  numerous  retinue. 

Lavish  in  the  praises  of  others. 

^Jf^  ̂dsir,  Covered  with  pimples,  Basir,  (or 
^  basir  hasir)  Many,  much. 

A  iLlAi^  busaynat,  (dim.  of  iLL  basnat)  A  little 
softish  ground.  Name  of  a  woman ;  and  of  a  place 
between  Basra  and  Bahrayn.  SJJoj  yi\  abu  busay- 

nat, Name  of  a  certain  poet. 

P  ̂   A.  strainer  for  water,  or  wine.  Inside 
of  the  mouth.  The  cheek,  ball  of  the  cheek,  ex- 

ternal part  of  the  cheek  and  mouth.  Bij,  Rice. 
Buj,  A  goat.    The  hair  on  the  forehead. 

A  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Cutting  open  (a  boil). 
Piercing  (with  a  spear).  Conquering,  overcom- 

ing. Swelling  almost  to  bursting  (cattle  ft  om  eat- 
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ing  much),    Bujj,  The  young  of  any  bird, 
p  \jS;  baja,ln  place  :  true,accurate,right,proper. 

A  ̂If:  bujas,  Name  of  a  tribe  in  Arabia. 

A  -^VSj  bajjas.  An  eye  having  the  lashes  far 
asunder.    Open,  wide  (eye). 

P  ^f:  baja  amadan,  To  be  accomplished. 

p  (jii) J 1  ba  ja  atvardan,  To  accomplish,  to 
execute.  To  bring  to  bear.  To  know. 

A  ̂ls2  bujabij,  Fat,  corpulent, 
A&>-ls:  bajajat,  Low,  vile  (persons). 

A  ijls^  bijad,  (pi.  bujud)  A  kind  of  Arabian 
cloak  or  upper  garment  of  striped  cloth. 

A  Hji^^^.  (J-»fll>  tufayl  bijadiy,  Name  of  a  poet. 

zu'l  bijadayn,  Name  of  a  man 
who  served  as  a  guide  to  Muhammad. 

A  ̂ j^,  bajarim.  Adversities,  evils. 
A  (^Vsi  barjany,  (pi.  of  Calamities. 
A  J^f:  ba^aX,  (or  Jls£  bajjal)  A  prince,  an  aged 

chief,  a  great  lord,  a  powerful  man.  An  old,  cor- 
pulent, and,  on  that  account,  respectable  man  (the 

Eastern  nations  in  general  considering  corpulent 

men  as  the  peculiar  favourites  of  God). 

p  (JW  Z)?<jaZ,  A  livecoal.  An  extinguished  coal. 
A  5sJ W  bajalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J.^ )  Being great,portly. 

A  woman  distinguished  for  beauty  and  greatness. 

p  ̂jtS^ii  (J^ff-  p^*:  bajami  ̂ idl  dadan,  To  give 
with  the  cup  of  justice,  i.e.  what  is  just. 

p  ̂jlii  ba  jan,  With  all  one's  soul,  heartily. 
^^1^  I         bajdn  amadan,  To  be  wearied  out,  dis- 

pleased, disgusted  :  to  be  ready  to  die.  ̂ J|^JJ  I 

ba  jdn  dwardan.  To  perform.  To  distress,  to  kill. 
p  c-»3U:  &aJa?^^&,  Towards  (the  city), 

^\  bajdnibi  u.  Towards  him,  on  his  side. 

p       jjUs  bajdni  man,  On  my  account. 

p  Ss>-\j  f^\:i-bajdniwdhid.,^j one's  self,  alone. 

A  'ij^,  bvjdwat.  The  country  of  Nubia. 
A  bujdwiydt,  Camels  from  Bujawat. 

p         bajdy,  In  lieu.  ̂ \  l^W;'  In  lieu  of  him. 

A  xJ.lf:  bijdyat,  Name  of  a  city  of  Africa. 
p  \i>.         bajdyjd.  Everywhere,  in  all  places. 

p  jjiiJuj*)  L?Wl  ̂ ^fiy  ra^iidan.  To  arrive  at,  to 
attain,  to  accomplish. 

A  ^^i^^jf  (°''  bajbdjat)  A  man 
whose  flesh  shakes  on  account  of  his  corpulency. 

A  fool.  A  great  talker.  Bajbdj,  Sand  heaped  to- 

gether in  a  bulky  mass. 
A  bujbuj,  Leathern  bottles  split  and  torn. 

Name  of  a  traditionist,  a  native  of  Morocco. 

A  bajbajat,  Any  kind  of  song,  dangling, 

playfulness,  or  amusement,  with  which  infants  are 

coaxed  into  good  humour,  or  put  to  sleep. 

A  &^  bajjat,  A  pimple  or  sty  on  the  eye-lid. 
Blood  drawn  from  a  vein  (particularly  of  a  camel, 

which  beino-  fiied  is  eaten  in  a  season  of  scarcity). 

Bajjat,  (or         al  bajjat)  Name  of  an  idol. 

A  ̂   bajiha,  (fut.        yabjahu)  He  rejoiced. A   s:  Joy,  gladness.  Greatness  of  rank. 

A  bajd,  A  company  of  people.  A  hundred 
or  more  of  horses, 

p  bajidd.  Diligent,  serious,  attentive.  Ur- 

gent, pressing.    Quick.  Diligence.  Diligently. 

p  \s:fi  bajudd.  Separately,  asunder. 
A  8  bajdat,  bujdat,  or  btijudat,  B^oot,  origin. 

The  pith  or  substance  (of  any  business).  A  desert. 

Bajdat,  Knowledge,  science,  's  ibn  bajdat, 
(Son  ofknowledge)  A  skilful,  intelligent,  able  man. 
One  who  swerves  not  from  his  word. 

Aj^f.  bujr,  (pl.^b\  abdjir  and^s-b\  abdjlr) 
Evil,  misfortune.  An  important  and  dangerous  af- 

fair. Amarvellousthing.  (pi.  of^W&jar) Affected 
with  a  swelling  at  the  navel.  Bajar,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ) 

Having  a  tumour,  rupture,  or  other  distemper  af- 

fecting the  navel.  Having  a  projection  of  the  belly. 

Having  the  belly  filled  with  milk  or  water  without 

being  satisfied.  Hanging  down,  being  relaxed. 

Bajir,  Filled  with  milk  or  water  without  the  thirst 

being  satisfied.  Bujar,  Defects.  »^  j  » ̂  ̂'1^ 
zahara  ̂ ijarahu  wa  bvjarahu.  He  mentioned  his 
defects  and  every  thing  relating  to  him. 

A  Aj^,  bajrdf,  (fem.  of^\  abjar)  (A  woman) 
afflicted  with  a  swelled  belly,  rupture,  or  disease  of 
the  navel.  High  ground. 

A  ̂J^J^.  biijrdn,  (pi.  of y^}  abjar)  Persons  af- 
flicted with  aswelled  body,  ora  tumour  at  the  navel. 

H  jSi  bajjir  Vhdng,  Tobacco. 
A  bujrat,  (pl.^  bujar)  The  navel.  An 

excrescence  on  the  body,  face,  or  neck.  8^  ̂ \ 

ibn  btijrat.  Name  of  a  vintner  at  Taif,  celebrated 

by  the  poets.  Bajarat,  (pi.  of  bdjir)  Those 

with  swelled  bellies.  8^  '--V^  shabib  bin  ba- 
jarat. Name  of  one  of  those  engaged  in  the  murder 

of  Ally.  Bujarat,  Name  of  a  kinsman  of  Ishmael. 

H  ij:^,  bajara,A  barge  used  in  India,  a  budgerow. 
A  bujriy,  (or  bujriyat^  (pi,  CSj^. 

bajdriy)  An  accident,  calamity,  misfortune. 

pjsl  bajuz,  Besides,  except.  Seej>'juz. 
A  (jmSI  bajs,  (v.  n.  of  (j^.)  Flowing  (water). 

Making  (water)  flow.  Splitting  open  (a  boil).  (Wa- 
ter) which  bursts  or  gushes  out.  Bujs,  (or  (jMsi 

bujjas)  (Clouds)  pouring  down  rain. 
p  ̂ j«:^i«;as,Thecartilageofthenose.  Softness. 
p  bajast,  A  voice,  sound,  or  echo. 

p  dJli^  bijashdk,  A  farrier.   A  corn-dealer. 
P  bijishh,  A  physician.  A  sparrow. 

A  ̂   baj^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Cutting  with  a  sword. 
p  bajkala,  (or         bachhala)  A  flagon, 

stone  bottle,  or  stout  vessel  in  which  wine  is  kept. 

p  bajham,A  kind  of  stone  seat  in  theporches 
of  houses  in  the  East,  raised  pretty  high  above  the 

ground,  upon  which  they  sit  or  recline  in  warm  wea- 
ther. The  lower  part  of  the  house  where  they  live 

in  winter-time.  Name  of  a  Turkoman  tribe. 

A  bajl,  (v,  n.of  J^)  Being  in  good  condi- 
tion, rich  in  produce  and  joyous.    Bajal,  A  low, 



grovelling  disposition.  Yes,  even  so,  very  well, 

jjjsrf^^  zu'l  hajal,  A  low,  grovelling  fellow.  Bajal 
or  hajl,  Sufficient.  Bajal  or  hnjl,  A  false  imputa- 

tion, a  calumny.  A  marvellous  thing. 

P  (Jf:  htijid,  The  ankle-bone. 

A        hajlat,  A  small  tree.  A  pleasing,  hand- 
some appearance.  Name  of  a  family. 

A  |»sl  bajm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ .si)  Being  quiet.  Lying 
still  through  fear  or  fatigue.  Delaying.  Being  con- 

tracted. Contracting  one's  self. 
p  bujm  or  bij7n,  The  fruit  of  the  tamarisk. 

A  ̂ j^'^  Jijawzi^,  With  all,  on  all  sides, 
p  ̂ J«AS^  hajim,  In  kind,  sort,  species.  Pure. 

?  jJ^w'jJO.  Jjs>-j\js2  hajiwari  hah  paywastan, 
To  die  (to  join  the  neighbourhood  of  truth), 

p  \x>-^i^  bajujiya,  (in  zand)  A  female.  Vulva. 

A  <5jfi  bujud,  (v.  n.  of  li^)  Abiding  in  a  place. 

Pjj;^  bijwar,  A  country  bordering  upon  India. 

A  (v.  n.  of  (j-s?)  Reviling,  treat- 
ing with  contumely. 

p         &?{7mZ,  The  ankle-bone. 

A  (Jjf;  iiyw/,  (v.  n.  of  (J.:?:)  Being  great,  portly. 
Beingin  good  condition, rich  inproduce,andjoyous. 

A  ̂ ^f;  bajwam,  Full  of  water  (pool). 
P  baj'ihat,  Because,  on  which  account. 

A  iXt^,  bujayd,  Name  of  a  man.  jll  ummu 
bujayd,  (Mother  of  Bujayd)  Name  of  a  woman. 

A^jcS;  {jjpSsi  kasir)  bajir,  Very  plentiful,  ex- 
tremely numerous.  Bujayr,  (dim.  o^j^\  abjar) 

Hence  S^j^fl jxS'  ̂ yyara  bujayr  bujrata,  A  pro- 
verb, implying,  one  who  censures  another  for  a  vice 

which  he  himself  has  in  a  higher  degi'ee  ;  similar 

to  which  is  the  next :  jt^,  nasiya  bujayr 

bajarahu,  The  swag-bellied  forgets  his  swag  belly. 

A  (j**J^  Copious,  overflowing  (fountain). 

A  ̂ y^.  bajil,  Corpulent,  portly  (old  man).  A 

prince,  chief,  or  elder.  Large.  Coarse,  thick. 

A  XU*:  bajilat,  Name  of  the  branch  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂   buck,  The  inside  of  the  mouth.  The  hair 
on  the  forehead. 

p  buch  buck,  A  low  tone, whisper.  A  word 

used  by  goatherds  in  calling  together  their  flocks. 

p  ̂ jiijuwj  ̂ ^/^     charagh  rasidan,  To  enter  the 

service  of  a  great  man.  To  make  one's  fortune. 
P  '^j^,  bichrak  or  bichirh,  Derided.  A  dupe. 

P         bachash,  The  cartilage  of  the  nose.  Lan- 
guor. Grief. 

p  i.-Lisi  bichishk,  Nature.  A  physician.  A 
vender  of  simples. 

P  i*-^  chashm,  With  the  eye,'  i.  e.  most 
readily,  willingly.    ̂ ^^^]  ba  chashm  ama- 
dan,  To  befal  (as  a  misfortune).  To  be  hurt  by  an 

evil  eye.  ba  chashm  kardan,  To  inspect 

narrowly.  To  look  with  a  malignant  eye.  To  im- 
press.   To  choose. 

P  bachah,  A  kind  of  weapon. 

P  (jivK^  ba  chahandan,  To  drop,  to  distil. 
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p  bachham  or  bichham,  A  summer-house. 
A  court.  A  hall  of  audience.  A  wolf. 

p  ̂^1X^2  bachagan,  (pi.  of  bacha)  Infants, 
children.  The  young  of  any  animal.  SJOii  ̂ jJ^, 

bachayani  dida,  Tears,  (jl^-s?  j  (jj  ~an  u  bacha- 
gan,  Wife  and  children. 

p  iol^  bachagana,  Childish,  fit  for  children. 
p        bachal,  One  used  to  bedaub  his  clothes. 

p  bicham,  Order,  method,  disposition,  ar- 

rangement, manner,  train.  karam. 

bicham  girift,  My  affairs  are  in  an  excellent  train. 

p  ;Xii2  ba  chand,  For  how  much  ? 

p  &^  bacha  or  bachcha,  An  infant,  boy,  child, 

son.  A  whelp,  cub.  Ivy.  »^  baclian  hhwur, 

(or  i^.iM>jy>-  bachayi  hhwurshed^  Avabj.  Gold. 
Silver.  bachan  hhuriin,  Tears  of  sor- 

row, (^jlla       bachan  taivusi  ̂ livi,The 

sun.  A  sun-shiny  day.  Fire.  A  ruby.         j^W  ̂ 
bachan  na  tamam-afgam,  Abortion,  miscarriage. 

^  &^  bacha  A  naw,  Any  new  discovery  or  incident? 
Young  shoots.  Ba  chi,  Why  ?  wherefore  ?  for  what  ? 

p      &^  bacha-dar,  Having  young.  Pregnant. 

p  (jlii  s.^  bachadnn,  The  womb. 
is^  baclia-hashi,  Child-bearingf. l_i  ....  7  D 

p  ̂ )  &0i  tac/ia-Zra,  (Child  of  the  street)  A  found- 
ling. A  bastard. 

p  jVS  &il  bacha-gaw,  (gav  or  gao)  A  calf. 
pel)  13  &sl  bachan  ah,  A  parent  of  male  children. 

p  bachich,  (or  bachij)  A  whisper,  any 

thing  spoken  secretly,  whisperingly.  A  word  used 
by  goatherds  in  managing  goats. 

bachicha,  Quieting  of  an  infant,  lullaby. 

A  word  used  by  shepherds  in  calling  their  flocks. 

pj-j^  &a  c/a2^.  Small,  diminutive.  Mean,  i^'jf^. 
^^ij^>  ba  chize  na  ginftan,To  make  no  account  of. 

A'^bahJi,  (^  bahah,  ̂ Is;  bahah,  X^-lsJ  baha- 
hat,  or^_jS;  &mM/<)(v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  a  hoarse, 
rough  voice.  Biihh,  (pi.  of  a&a/i/t)  Hoarse. 
Fat.  Thick  timbers.  Games  of  chance,  or  the  arrows 

with  which  they  play.    Denarii,  ducats. 

A  bahhaj:,(fem.  of  abahh)  Hoarse,  or 

gruff"-voiced.  A  hillock  in  the  desert. 

A  bahabih,  (pi.  of  'is^^y^,  buhbuhat)  Mid- 
dles of  houses,  courts,  quadrangles. 

A  C->lj;  bihas,  An  investigating.  A  disputing. 

A  1.^1^:  bahhas,  A  disputant,  controversialist. 

A  'iilsi  buhasat,  Earth  scratched  up  for  play- 
ing the  game  of  bahsat. 
A         buhah,  Hoarseness,  gruflhess  of  voice. 

A  jls£  bihar,  A  level  country  begirt  by  seas  and 

mountains,  (pi.  of^^  bahr)  Seas.  Great  rivers. 

Gulphs.  (pi.  ot  'ij^,  bahrat)  Countries,  inhabited 
places.  Towns  having  water.  Low-lying  grounds. 

Large  gardens,  j*!?^  bihari  awamir,  Com- 
mands flowing  on  all  sides.  iO^^  bihari  baJi- 

nya,  Tempestuous  seas. 

AjVsS  bahhar,  A  seaman. 

A  SjlS;  bahharat,  Seamen,  sailors. 

P  i^^jj^.  buharzanddn,  A  city  in  Bukhara. 
A         baharim,  Misfortunes,  evils. 

A  t^.j^,  baharin,  Turns  of  a  distemper. 
P  (Jlsj  ba  hal,  In  its  proper  state  or  condition. 

Right,  true.  Reinstated  (in  service  or  condition), 

happy,  flourishing,  prosperous,  fj^.bahal 
amadan,To  come  to  a  state  or  condition:  to  recover. 

A  bahbah,  Of  equal  length  and  breadth. 

Bahbahi,  An  exclamation  of  regret  uttered  at  the 
loss  or  destruction  of  a  thing. 

A  ?)a/(Z)a7iaf,0flrensive,perverse  (woman). 

A  S^.  •  bahbahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Settling, 

taking  up  one's  abode.  A  multitude,  a  crowd.  , 

A  1^^^^  bahbahiy,  Gay,  profuse.  Affluent. 
A  bahbashat,  A  being  collected  together. 

A  ̂ .J^  buhbuh,  A  root.  Middle,  pith,  heart. 
A  &5^_jJ^  buhbuhat,  (pi.  bahabih)  The 

middle  of  a  house,  a  court,  an  area. 

A  j^jus:  bahbur,  A  young  bustard. 

A  iS;  bahhat,  Hoarse,  gruff'-voiced  (woman). 
Buhhat,  Hoarseness.    A  gruffiiess  in  the  voice. 

A  ̂ J!'<;  baht,  Pure,  genuine,  unmixed  (as  wine 

with  water,  bread  with  victuals).  (JL**:  iJ.jS-  ̂ a- 

rabiy  baht,  (and  SCac  ̂ ^^^  ̂ irabiyat  bahtat) 

True,  genuine  Arabians. 
A ̂ ^5?</<f?<r,Shortand  compact-bodied.  Name 

of  the  progenitor  of  a  tribe.    Name  of  a  stallion. 

A  (-1**:  bahs,  (v.  n.  of  ctA-aj;)  Investigating,  ex- 
amining. Controversy,  debate,  dispute,  contest, 

argument,  question.  (pi.  l1>j*:  bulius)  A  mine. 
A  large  serpent.  A  wager.  J^^^  j  balis  u 

jadal,  Contention  and  altercation,  p 
bahs  hardan,  To  debate,  dispute,  argue.  To  wager. 

A         ̂ -is?  bahsa-bahsi.  Argumentation. 
A  iia^  &a/tsa^,  A  sort  of  game  played  with  earth. 

A  C^'^^'  bahsajat,  Shepherd's  staff"  (a  herb). 
A  S^sl  bahsarat,  (v.  n.  of^^  Q)  Separating, 

scattering,  dispersing.  Investigating,  examining. 

Extracting,  drawing  out.  Discovering,  unveiling. 

Being  divided  into  granulated  particles  (milk). 
A  &Jijk:tf  bahsanat,  A  proceeding  languidly. 

p  ba  hujjat  bar  nayamadan, 

To  fail  in  logic. 

A  ̂   bahah,  Hoarseness,  gruflTness  of  voice. 

A  Csj'^.  &M/<c?im3/,  Badly  fed,  stunted  (child). 
A  bahdalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jii.*;  Q)  Being  wry- 

shouldered.   Running.  Agility,  lightness  of  step. 

p  (j'ISs;  ba  hadde,  To  a  degree  (that), 

A  buhzuh.  Seed  of  flea-wort. 

—  Aj^  &a/i?%  (v.  n.of^)  Splitting,  making  wide. 
Slitting  (the  ear).  {^Lj^}  abhur,j^^,  buhur,  and 

bihar)  A  sea,  estuary,  or  great  river.  A  large 
collection  of  water.  A  generous  man.  A  fleet  horse. 

Luxuriant  produce.  Fundus  uteri.  A  slit  made 

in  a  camel's  ear.  The  seat  of  a  saddle.  A  fleet. 

(A  horse)  having  a  long  step.   All  kinds  of  Ara- 



bic  verse,  of  -which  there  are  fifteen,  j  i^J^i^^j^. 

iyn\  j^,  hahri  ahyaz  u  bahri  aswad,  The  White 

and  Black  Sea  {i.  e.  the  Egean  with  the  Mediter- 

ranean and  Euxine).  j^oi-^  j^.  hahri  ahhzar, 

Heaven.  j-as-^\j^  hahru'lakhzai',{?LndLi^j-^\  j^. 
bahru'l  hind)  The  Green  Sea.  The  Indian  Ocean. 

The  Indus.  u^«.U  js2  lahru'l  hasah,  Name  of  a 

certain  treatise  on  arithmetic,  ^  bahru'l  kha- 

zar,  The  Caspian  Sea.  bahru'l  khwa- 
razm,  Name  of  a  lake  into  which  the  river  Jihun 

flows.  ̂ J^\j^^  bahru'r  rihm,  Fundus  uteri. 
bahru'r  rum,  The  Grecian  or  Mediterranean 

Sea.  j^j'^j^,  bah'u'z  zakhhhar,  A  swelling  sea. 

A  numerous  army.  j^,  bahru's  sin,  The 
China  Sea.  j^,  bahru'l ghamam.  Name  of  a 

lake  in  Kashgar.  (^JJd\ bahru''l faris,  The 
Persian  Gulf.  j^iflJ^jsi  bahrul  kulzum,  (or^ 

ji*^^  bahru'l  ahmar)  The  Red  Sea.  p  ̂^^^^.^sj 
^ji^ii-  hahri  hifjiran  khandak,  The  highest  heaven. 

i3^J  i^^'^  J^'  ̂^^""^  dnmani  zibak-^mal. 
Clouds  distilling  rain,  ̂ ^^jj^^  bahri  zangi, The 

Ethiopic  Sea.  {^^\j^,bahru'l  mas,  A  sea  wherein 
are  islands  containing  diamond-mines,  a 

hahri  ̂ man,  The  Sea  of  Oman  (extending  from 

the  Straits  of  Babu'l  mandib  to  the  Persian  Gulf). 

Name  of  a  town.  The  eye.  j^^^  hahri  mas- 
hur,  The  enchanted  or  heavenly  waters  (those 

which  the  Muhammadans  suppose  to  be  under  the 

throne  of  God).  hahri  muhlt,  The  ocean. 

PjU  I  \,sJj^  jsi  hahri  ?m/tan^-asar,  A  bright  sword. 
A     J      bahrun  wa  harrun,  Sea  and  land, 

bahri  wasi^  The  firmament.  A  liberal  hand. 

OUj  banatihahr,  (Daughters  of  the  sea)  Va- 

pours, thin  clouds,  which  rise  from  the  sea,  espe- 

cially before  summer,  j^,  -^l*  mamn  hahrun,  Salt 

water.  Buhr,  (pi.  of  5^  hahrat)  Countries,  in- 
habited places,  towns.  Low-lying  grounds.  Large 

gardens.  Places  where  waters  stagnate.  Bahar, 

(v.n.  of^)  Being  astonished  from  terror  (as^laJ 
batar  expresses  surprise  from  joy).  Wasting  away 

(flesh).  Exerting  himself  in  running  till  he  is 

weak  and  black  in  the  face  (a  camel).  Having  an 

unquenchable  thirst.  Slitting  a  (camel's)  ear. 
Consumption,  phthisy.  Bahir,  Astonished  from 

terror.  Tormented  with  an  unquenchable  thirst. 

Emaciated,  consumptive.  Weak  and  black  in  the 

face  from  exertion  in  running  (a  camel). 

A  ̂^j^.  bahran,  The  country  usually  called 

hahrayn.     Name  of  a  town  between  ijto^, 

basra  and  jj^f'  ̂ man.  Buhran,Cris[s  of  a  disease, 
ulr^  hiihran,  A  critical  day  of  disease. 

A  ̂\}^,  hahraniy,  The  blood  of  the  womb.  A 

native  of  Bahrayn.  Buhraniy,  Pure,  red  (blood). 
Foolish  (man). 

A  'ijA,  hahrat,  (pi.  buhr  andjU?  bihar)  A 
country,  region,  territory.  Low-lying  ground.  A 

large  garden.  A  place  where  water  lodges.  Madina. 
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Any  town  possessed  of  water,  running  or  stagnant. 
SiJsi  hazihi  bahratuna,  This  is  our  territory. 

8^  i^^^  sahrata  hahrata  or  sahratan  bahratan, 
Plainly,  clearly,  openly,  without  a  veil. 

p  lahr-dast,  Bountiful  (as  the  sea). 

p  ̂^J^,  bahrgan,  Sea-faring.    A  mariner. 

A  ̂ j^,  bahram,  Abounding  in  water  (pool). 

p j>  ijjj^,  bahrozasi  tar,  Chios  or  CjTprus  tur- 
pentine.  uiL:i»_j5>-  ijjj^^bahrozasikhwushkjVrsnik- incense. 

A  Lfj^,  bahiiy,  Marine,  maritime.  Of  the  co- 
lour of  the  sea.  A  native  of  Bahrayn.  A  pearl, 

the  produce  of  the  fishery  of  Bahrayn. 

A         Z*fl/m?/af,  A  ship's  crew,  sailors,  seamen. 
A  (JLa>j^,  hihrlt,  Pure,  unsullied,  unveiled, 

p  (^Ik;  c/j^  bahrl-kutas,  A  sea-ox,  the  tail 
of  which  in  some  countries  they  are  accustomed  to 

fix  to  the  top  of  a  spear. 

A  (j^j^  bahrayn,  (dual  of  jSj  bahr)  The  two 
seas,  the  White  and  the  Black,  the  Mediterranean 
and  the  Euxine.  Name  of  an  island  in  the  Persian 

Gulf,  near  the  Arabian  shore  (called  also  Bahrayn), 

celebrated  for  a  great  pearl-fishery.  Name  of  a 

town  between  Basrah  and  ^man.  Bahrayni 

signifies  also,  in  the  Kur'an,  two  waters,  i.  e.  the 
salt  water  of  the  sea  and  sweet  water  of  rivers. 

Aj^  bahz,  A  striking  on  the  breast  with  the  fist. 

A  bahzajj,  A  camel's  colt.  A  calf.  A  dwarf. 
Short,  and  large-bellied. 

A  (».«..■■<;  hi  hashi,  According  to,  in  the  manner. 

bihasbish  shar^  According  to  law. 

,Sb Ijai \ i,^^r£-bi  hashi  'zzahir, From  outward  appear- 
ance. Cloi^ii^^     ■■■■<;  hi  hashVl  mukad- 

damati'l  mazhurat,  According  to  the  premises. 

A  &l.i>5l  &aAs7taZai,A  dancing  theNegroes' dance. 
A  ,_}««aS:  bahsal,  Thick,  gross,  big.  Corpulent. 
A  &i]asl  hahzalat,  (v.  n.  of  ,J.ia^  Q)  Leaping 

and  frisking  like  mice  or  jerboas. 

A  hi  hakh.  By  the  truth  (in  swearing)  :  as, 

&3 1  J  hahhi'n  nahiy  wa  alihi,  By  the 
prophet  and  his  posterity,  p  (Ji^n^.  ̂ ^rf!  ba  hah 

paywastan,  To  unite  with  truth,  i.  e.  to  die.  ̂ Ja; 

(jiiyio  (.ib^^  ba  hah  shai%h  shudan,  To  be  a  part- 
ner in  truth,  i.  e.  to  be  answerable  for  life  or  safety, 

p  4i.a^  bihukad,  Hiccup. 

A  j»Sos2  hi  huhni,  According  to,  from,  agreeable 

to,  in  conformity  with.    'eSjLJi\  ̂ Sosi  hi  huhmi'l hashariyat,  From  the  frailty  of  human  nature. 

iob^^J\  hi  huhmi'd  diydnat,In  conformity  with  reli- 

gion,   p  CJ'jjjjo         ba  hukmi  zarurat,  Agree- 
able to  the  exigency;  forced  by  necessity. 

A  ̂3.^  hahl,  A  strong  impulse, 
p  ,J.s|  bihil,  Pardon,  remission,  absolution. 

A  i^'^        bihamdi'llahi  ia^la',  God  be 

praised  !  By  God's  grace  ba  ham- 
di'llah  hi,  Thank  God  that. 

A  ̂ U*;  balinas,  A  large  date-basket  made  of 

palm-leaves.  A  cantonment  or  township,  of  the 

larger  size,  peculiar  to  the  Campestrian  or  wild 
Arabs.    A  great  body  of  men  living  together. 

A  ioU^  hahnanatfAAarge  spark.  A  large  date- 
basket  made  of  palm-leaves. 

A       ('■^W  banatu)  bahnat,  Scourges, lashes. 
A         buhutat,  The  being  pure,  and  unmixed. 

A  hahus,  A  camel  which  paws  the  ground 

with  her  fore-feet.  A  great  disputant  or  controver- 

sialist. The  chapter  of  taivhat  in  the  Kur'an. 
Buhus,  (pi.  of  v-IaS;  hahs)  Mines.  Large  serpents. 

A  &s- buhuhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  a  hoarse, 

gruff"  voice. 
Ajy^  bahur,  A  fleet,  wide-stepping  horse.  A 

horse  improved  in  swiftness  by  running.  Buhur, 

(pi.  of^  bahr)  Seas.  Gulfs,  bays.  Great  rivers 
or  lakes.  Kinds  of  Arabic  verse. 

A  (j^,  ta/twaw,  A  pile  of  sand.  One  who  takes 
short,  quick  steps.  A  kind  of  date.  Big-bellied. 

A  sijsi  Ja/iwawa^,  Small-sized  (woman).  Big- bellied  (bottle). 

A  buhhaysa',  A  gamp  played  with  earth. 

A        hahih,  (as        ̂ ^^)  Covetous. 
A  j*,^  bahir,  Consumptive. 
A         buhayra,  Name  of  a  Nestorian  monk. 

A  'ij^  hahirat,  (pl.jjlsi  hahasir  oVjH^  buhur) 
A  camel  or  sheep,  which,  in  Pagan  times,  after 

giving  birth  to  a  tenth  young  one  had  its  ear  slit, 
and  was  then  let  loose  to  wander  where  it  pleased. 

At  its  death,  the  men  partook  of  its  flesh,  but  not 
the  women.  A  camel  turned  loose  without  a  keeper. 

A  camel  whose  fifth  young  one,  if  a  male,  was 

slaughtered  and  eaten  both  by  men  and  women :  if 
a  female,  its  ear  was  slit,  and  it  was  forbidden  to 
taste  its  flesh  or  to  ride  upon  it.  A  sheep  which, 

having  brought  forth  five  times,  had  its  ear  slit  and 
was  turned  loose.  A  female  with  much  milk.  Name 

of  a  woman.  Buhayrat,  A  small  sea,  a  lake.  Ma- 
dina.   A  name  common  to  fifteen  places. 

buhayrat  tabariya,  The  Sea  of  Tiberias. 

A  ̂   balih,  (or  ̂   ̂  bahh  bahh,  hakhi  bakhi,  or bakhhhin  bakhhhin)  Bravo !  well  done ! 

A  ̂   bahhkha,  (fut.  yahukhkhii)  (The  busi- ness) was  important.  (The  heat)  raged.  (The 

sleeper)  snored. 

A  ̂   hakhhh,  (v.  n.  of  '^)  Snoring.  Growing cool  after  being  angry.  Liberal,  generous. 

A  bahhkhat,  A  possessor  of  the  Bactrian 
camel  buhlLtiy. 

A  ̂ lii  hahhatij,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Decoctions. 
A  bahhati,  (or  ̂ ^Vsi  bahhafiy)  (pi.  of 

&a32  huhhtiyat)  Strong  Bactrian  camels. 

Pjlstf  bukhar,  (in  zand)  Wisdom,  learning. 

AjU;  bukhar,  Vapour,  steam,  exhalation,  fog, 

mist.  Miasma.  Fever,  JyJljU;  buhhdru'l  ̂ d, 
Incense  of  aloe-wood.  J^^\ buhharu  'I  maf,  (or 

P  (_jTj\iS:  buhhdri  db)  Exhalations  of  water,  fog. 



V  \j\j£:  bukhara,  (a  huhh.ai'as),  Bukhara. 
A  (J^lsS;  bukharti/,  A  native  of  Bukhara.  One 

who  perfumes  with  incense  of  aloe-wood. 

A  i^j^.  hukharii/at,  Name  of  a  wide  street  in 
Basrah  where  Ziyad  located  a  thousand  slaves 

brought  from  Bukhara. 

p  j!h[i^^  ba  khatir,  To  one's  mind,  (j^jj 
ba  h/tatir  mvardan,  To  bring  to  mind,  regard,  pay 
attention  to,  recollect. 

A  ̂liil  bikha^  A  vein  or  nerve  in  the  loins. 

A  X^U?  bakhd^t,  (v.  n.  of  Acknowledg- 

ing a  debt.  Humbling  one's  self,  submitting.  Over- 
sticking  (a  sheep). 

A  Jjlitf  buhhdk,  A  he-wolf, 

p  f^C>j>  t^lstf  ba  khdk  burdan,  To  bear  through 

life,  carry  to  one's  grave.  uiJUi  ba  khdk 
nishdnd,  (or  l\j  uLlUi  ba  khdki  rah  nishdnd) 
He  has  depressed  or  rendered  (him)  contemptible, 

(he  has  laid  him  on  the  earth). 

A  JU;  bakhhhdl,  (or  Jlsfi)  Very  avaricious. 

^  A  iijU;  bakhdnid,  (pi.  of  S^JJiS:  bakhanddt  or 

t^tiJus::  bakhanda')'W omen  full-grown, firmly  knit 
in  their  finger-joints. 

T  jUi  bakhdv,  Fetters,  tethers. 

A  '  bakhbahhat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Making 
an  audible  noise  (flabby  flesh).  Snoring.  Braying 
(a  camel).  Growing  cool  in  the  afternoon. 

<^  P  C-cS;  bakht,  Fortune,  prosperity,  felicity,  hap- 
piness. Luck  (good  or  bad).  A  horoscope,  nativity, 

planet,  constellation.  The  nightmare.  A  kind  of 

locust.  bad-bakht,  (or  (Ji^JAjyut  shor- 
hakhi)  Unfortunate,  inauspicious,  unhappy.  Ig- 

noble, sordid,  inglorious.  CL*^  kawl-bakht, 

Ever  glorious,  fortunate,  happy,  prosperous.  i-iLi 

(JI^  nek-bakht,  Fortunate,  happy.  (j^iiJii  t^^*^ 
(_5'U»-  bakhti  danddn-khdy,  An  ill  star  or  fortune. 
A  bakht,  (v.  n.  of  Cl^)  Striking.  Pu- 

sillanimous, Fortune,  happiness.  Buhht,  A  spe- 

cies of  large,  strong,  and  hairy  Bactrian  camel,  with 

two  bunches,  used  in  general  for  winter  labour. 

Thekingwho  sackedJerusalem(Nebuchadnezzar). 

Pjj^  bakht-dwar,  Happy,  prosperous :  rich, 

p  j>  d«s2  bakht-bar-gashta,  Unfortunate. 

Pj^t>a>,  bakht-biddr,  Whose  fortune  is 
awake ;  fortunate. 

A  bukhtaj,  (p  ids  pukhta  Arabicised)  (pi. 

^litf  bakhdtij)  Boiled,  decocted,  cooked. 
p  jwkai-  bakht-hhufta,  Whose  fortune  is 

asleep ;  unlucky. 

pj^is-;  bakhtar,  The  east.  Hence  the  Persians 

call  the  sun jjU-  sU*  shdhi  bakhtar  u  khd- 
war,  King  of  the  east  and  west.  Hence  too  is 

named  that  noble  and  extensive  region  (Khurasan), 
called  by  the  ancients  Bactriana;  and  also  the  great 

river  Bactrus  (Amu  or  Jihiin),  on  account  of  their 

eastern  situations  with  regard  to  Persia. 

A         bakhtarat,  A  stately  gait. 
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A  i^/jS;  bakliturvj,  One  who  has  a  handsome 
person  and  a  stately  gait.  Haughty,  airy,  proud. 

A  Wj^il  bahhtai'iyat,  An  airy,  jaunty,  flaunt- 
ing gait.  A  handsome  woman  with  a  stately  gait. 
p  uibic  hakhtak,  Little  fortune. 

PjUiii  buklitac/dr,  Lightness. 
p  buklitigdra,  Levity.  Suspended. 

Pj_^\..^,^ia7«/t^i/7ari,Skill,cleverness,stratagem. 

p  jUiii;  buklitgdro,  Warm  water  medicinally 
prepared,  and  poured  from  a  vessel  slowly  over  the 
head  ;  an  embrocation. 

p  iiJw<i(JI>i^  bakhtmand,  Fortunate. 

P  Lf'^j^i^  bakhtmandi,  Good  fortune. 

p jjcl>  (Jl<i>2  bakhti  nassar,  (a  jJL>  bukhta 
nassara)  Nebuchadnezzar. 

p  jI3i2  bukhtu  or  bakhtu,  Thunder.  Rapacious. 

p j^iisi  bakhtwar or bakhtur,  Fortunate.  Hukh- 
tur  or  bakhtur,  Thunder.    A  roaring  lion. 

p  S^UsS;  bukhtuh  or  bakhtuh,  Thunder.  A  roar- 

ing animal. 
p  iCs£-  bakhta,  A  ram  three  or  four  years  old. 

Any  animal  having  a  thick  hide  and  a  fat  tail.  A 
collector  (of  revenue). 

A  ̂ jj^  bukht'iy,  (fem.  bukhtiyat')  (pi. 
(I^ilitf  bakhdtiy  or  J^liS;  bakhdtV)  A  large,  strong, 
hairy  camel  with  two  bunches. 

PjUlssi  bakht-ydr,  Fortunate.  Rich. 

p  ̂jljuitf  bahht-ydr'i,  Prosperity,  riches. 
PjjLisS  bakhtydwar.  Fortunate. 
Ajip^i  bikhtir,  Handsome  in  person  and  stately 

in  gait.  Airy,  proud,  haughty. 

A  iy>i£-  bakhsarat,  (v.  n.  ofjistf  Q)  Scattering, 

dispersing.  Any  kind  of  impurity  or  filth  (parti- 
cularly such  as  is  seen  in  water)  ;  dirt  on  a  garment. 

A  bakhsanat,  A  proceeding  languidly. 

p  Josf^  bakhjad.  Dross,  especially  of  iron. 

p^tXitf  bakhudd,  By  God,to  God,for  God's  sake. 

A  bakhdaj,  Fat,  swelled  (camel's  colt). 
A  &:»-J>stf  bakhdaj  at,  A  straddling  mode  of 

walking;  with  the  toes  in  and  heels  out. 

A  f^<yi^,  bakhdan,  A  delicate  girl. 

A yi-  bakhr,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Steaming,  sending 
forth  steam.  J^,  OUo  bandtu  bakhrin,  Vapours, 
thin  clouds  which  rise  from  the  sea  before  summer. 

Bakhar,  (v.  n.  of  jis?)  Having  a  stinking  breath. 

Stinking.  Fetid  breath.  Any  odour  diffusing  it- 
self.   Bakhir,  A  strong  smell. 

A  Ay^^  bakhrdf.  Stinking,  offensive.  Name  of 
a  district,  and  fetid  well  in  Arabia.  A  kind  of  plant. 

A  'ijS;  bakhrat,  Name  of  a  plant. 
p  ̂ jsA  bikhrad,  Intelligent.  (^^'^j^.  <^  bi- 

khradi  bikhradmi,  The  wisest  of  the  wise  (a  title 

of  the  prime-minister  in  some  Eastern  countries). 

p  ̂ Jlily^,  bikhradi.  Wisdom,  sagacity. 
p  (jiJjisi  bukhrak,  A  species  of  wild  mountain, 

or  forest-almond,  of  a  hot  and  humid  nature. 

p  (j^i^^sS;  bukhridan,To  be  epileptical,  to  groan, 
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writhe  in  agony. 

p  ii^jH-  bukhrida,  Epileptical. 
A  Ji;  bakhz,  (v.  n.  ofjitf)  Tearing  out  (an  eye). 

P  bakhs,  (or  j)ak]Ls)  Heat.  Anguish 
of  mind,  sickness  at  heart,  faintness,  decay,  con- 

sumption. A  pining  or  wasting  away  with  grief 

or  malady.  Blandishment,  coquetry.  A  stately 

gait  or  graceful  air.  Withered,  shrivelled.  Base 

coin.  Bikhs,  The  soft  parts  of  the  nose.  Softness. 

Debility.    Bakhis,  Vile,  mean.  Cheap. 

A  ̂ J«itf  bakhs,  (v.  n.  of  (j«isi)  Tearing  out  (the 

eye),  blinding.  Withholding  what  is  due,  defraud- 
ing. Lessening,  diminishing.  Defect,  deficiency, 

decrease,  damage.  Injustice,  oppression,  cruelty. 

Taxes  received  from  shopkeepers.  Money  extorted 

by  the  collectors  over  and  above  what  is  due.  De- 

ficient, defective,  short,  scanty.  Sown  land  which 

produces  grain  without  being  watered.  [j-^. 

bakhsu'l  kayl.  Defective  in  measure.  (j<*is:  ̂ JC 
samani  bakhs,  A  low  price.  ̂ V*^  ̂   j  {j^.  ̂  

Id  bakhs  flhi  wa  Id  shatat,  Neither  too  little  (is 

given)  for  it,  nor  too  much  ;  it  is  a  just  price. 

p  iS;  bakhsdn.  Fusible,  melting,  dissolving. 

Contracted,  withered,  shrivelled.  One  who  has 

gone  through  much  trouble.  Walking  gracefully. 

p  ̂jiXoL-itf  bakhsdnidan,  To  melt,  to  cause  to 
become  liquid.   To  afflict.   To  walk  gracefully. 

p  CiA.Mig  bakhast.  Noise,  sound,  voice,  echo. 
p  '  "■^■■■^  bukhkhast,  A  snore. 

p  ̂jtS-iUL«J«;  bakhustdnidan.  To  cause  to  snore. 

p  (jj^*~iS:  bukhastan,  To  snore,  to  snort. 

p  (^^jk^-is;  bakhsilus,  Name  of  an  ancient  king. 

p  j»wi2  bakhsum,  A  drink  from  wheat  or  millet. p  bakhsudan,  To  beat,  bruise,  hammer 

(so  as  to  make  a  convexity)  concave.  To  reap, 

mow,  clip,  shear.  To  saw.  To  pluck  up.  To  fear. 

To  palpitate.  To  be  in  anguish.  To  melt.  To  change. 
p  bakhsi.  Weak  and  limber  plants  which 

grow  without  irrigation.    Melted.     A  twitching. 

A  ̂•'-j'l  bakhsvy,  (pi.  (^y^.  bukhus)  Land  not 
watered,  and  which  brings  grain  without  watering. 

p  ̂ jjjujtf  bahhsidan,  To  cause  to  melt.  To  in- 
flict anguish,  pain,  affliction,  sickness,  distraction 

of  mind.    To  cause  to  wither. 

p  »iiJu«ic&aMsic?a,  Heated.  Melted.  Withered. 

Drawn  together.  Walking  pompously. 

p  (jS^  bakhsh,  Fortune,  lot,  part,  portion.  A 
dove-cote.  A  tower.  A  celestial  sign.  A  fish, 

(in composition  from  ̂ SxZJi-  bakhshidan)  A  giver, 
donor.  A  distributer,  or  divider :  as,  [J^,  (^^Ijp- 

haydt-bahhsh.  Life-giving.  God.  (jt^  Ua=-  kha- 
tas-bakhsh,  Sin-pardoning.  ̂ J^,  lio  safd-bakhsh, 

Producing  pleasure ;  exhilarating,  delightful, 

Ijiitf  murdd-bakhsh.  The  granter  of  desires,  jy 
^jiiil  nMr-&a/fs/i,Light-giving.  The  sun.  jji^tjiitf 
baksh  kardan.  To  give,  distribute,  divide.  ̂ jSifiJ 

ti^Ki  bakhsh-ndkarda,  Undistributed. 



p  Llisl  hahhsha,  A  giver,  (in  composition)  Be- 
stowing, presenting.     liitf  (JL*^lve  tiJiJlv* 

maliki  mamaliki  mamlakat-hakhsha,  (God)  the 

King  of  kingdoms,  the  Bestower  of  empires. 

p  liLiJtf  bakhshad,  May  (God)  forgive. 
p  bakhshamdan,  To  bestow.  To  pity. 

To  forgive. 

p  iSx>i^L3!:  bakhslianida,  Bestowing.  Forgiving. 

p  (^Llii:  bahhshay, Grvethon.  Gran  tin  g,giving. 

p  bli^  bakhshaya,  Remitting,  forgiving. 

p  ̂j^iV.Ui**:  bakhshayidan,  To  pity,  to  forgive. 

p  (ji^.Liisi  bakhshayish,  Forgiveness.  A  gift. 

f^J^Az^,  ull^  Z'erarai  I'ahmat-hahhshayish, 
A  shower  of  mercy. 

p j^J^\L^,  bakhshayishgar,  Merciful. 

p  ̂^^>}J^,  bakhshayandacfi,  Liberality :  pity. 
p  t,\>S}SJA.  bakhshayanda,Bounti{ul:  merciful. 

i^t>ajL,i;jS:?)a^/tA7t-irt7ic?ar,Aroyalcustom-house. 
p  (ji-i^  bakhshish,  A  gift,  a  present.  Pisces. 

p  ew\3  (ji.v2;jS;  bakhshish-nama,  A  deed  of  gift. 

p  ̂d^LL^,  bakhshandagi,  Liberality.  Pardon. 
p  Jc^xiJi  bakhshanda,  Liberal.  Forgiving. 

p  bakhshudan,To  give,bestow :  forgive. 

p  idy:J^,  bakhshuda,  Pardoned  (by  God). 

p  i-iiS:  bakhsha,  A  portion. 

p  bakhshl,  Fortune.    A  portion,  a  lot. 

Pay.    A  giver.    A  paymaster. 

(^ji^  JaMs/«-jM2;,Paymaster  of  the  house. 
p  jsjli..  bahhshi-khana,  The  pay-office. 
p  bahhshidan,  To  give,  grant,  bestow. 

To  remit.    To  pardon,  forgive,  spare. 

p  bakhshish,  A  present.  An  honorary 

or  pecuniary  gratuity.  Drink-money.  A(Christmas) 

box.  (^1^/  i^i^*^.  bakhshish  kardan.  To  make  a 

present,  ̂ ^li^ii  ̂-iaS-  j  (jiJuSiJtf  bakhshish  u  ̂ ta  dd- 
dan,  To  make  an  offering,  to  give  a  largess. 

p  (Ji  (^ji^  bakhshi-kul,  A  paymaster-general. 
p  Z^aA/isAi^ctri,  Rank  of  commander- 

in-chief.    t^lJl^  bakhshVl  mamalik,  Com- 
mander-in-chief. 

A  ;^j»aiil  bakhs,  (v.  n.  of  (.^ai;)  Tearing  out  an 

eye.  Baklias,  (v.  n.  of  (,>a^)  Having  protuberant 

flesh  around  the  eyes.  The  fleshy  parts  of  the  fin- 

gers and  of  the  feet :  also  of  a  camel's  hoof.  Pro- 
tuberant flesh  about  the  eyes.  Unsound  flesh  of  a 

whitish  hue.  Bakhk,  Fleshy  and  veiny  (udder), 
which  with  difficulty  allows  the  milk  to  flow. 

A  ij-aii  bakhsal,  Thick,  fleshy,  corpulent. 

A  ̂   bakh^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Killing  one's  self, 
dying  (with  grief).  Digging,  excavating,  till  the 

water  appears.  Admonishing  faithfully,  pressing 
sincere  counsel.  Working,  exhausting  (land)  by 
incessant  tillage.  Believing,  crediting  (a  rumour). 
Slaughtering  so  hard  as  to  reach  the  spinal  cord. 

A  Jjifi  bakhk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Making  Wind. 
Giving  one  a  blow  on  the  eye,  so  that  it  is  either 

struck  out,  or  he  is  deprived  of  the  use  of  it.  Be- 
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coming  blind  of,  or  losing  an  eye.  Bakhak,  (v. 

n.  of  J^a4)  Being  very  blind  (the  eye,  the  lid  not 
meeting  to  cover  the  pupil). 

A  ̂•Uii^  bakhkds,  Sightless  (eye). 

A  btikhl  or  bakkal,  (v.  n.  of  (Ji*)  Being 

avaricious.  Bukhl,  bahhal,  bukhul,  or  bakhl,  Ava- 

rice, parsimony.    Bakhal,  Very  covetous  (man). 

A  (J-^  bukhkhal,  (pi.  of  bdkhil)  Misers. 

A  ̂^U;  bukhalds,  (pi.  of  J-si  bakhil)  Misers. 
p  I  ba  khildf.  Contrary  to. 

p  Ojiii  ba  khalwat.  Apart,  alone. 

p  &Sii;  bukhla,  A  bean.  Purslain. 

p  pstf  bakhm  or  bakham,  Name  of  a  country 
famous  for  its  musk. 

p         bakhma.  An  artichoke. 

A  ̂ j^,  bahhn,  Tall,  long. 

A  "s^Ali;  bakhanddt  (or  (^tjjiS;  bahhanda')  (pi. 
i>3li!;  bakhdnid)  A  woman  full  grown,  having  the 

flnger-joints  firmly  knit,  and  the  legs  stout. 
A  buhhnak  or  buhhnuk,  A  kind  of  cloth 

which  the  Arabian  women  put  under  the^^s?*  mi^ 
jar  to  keep  it  from  being  greased.  A  small  veil 

or  hood  for  the  face.    The  shell  on  a  locust's  neck. 
bukhnah,  equiv.  to  buhhnuk. 

p  jjlasl  bakhnaw,  Thunder.    A  father-in-law. 
p  tijJl^  bakhnud,  Thunder. 

p  lOyJi-  bakhnuna.  Thunder.  Lightning. 

p  iyJA,  buhhnuh  or  bakhnava,  Lightning. 

p^jiiJ^k^  bahhnawidan,To  thunder  and  lighten. 
A  y^,  bakhw,  Dates  of  a  bad  sort.  Soft,  relaxed. 

p  ba  hhwud.  To,  with,  or  by  one's  self. 

^Jk^l  jysi  ba  hhwud  dmadan,  To  come  to  one's 
self,  ̂ -—^j  J y  '^y^'  b^  hhwud  faro  raft,  (or  dJj* 
skud)  He  hung  his  head  (from  shame  or  grief). 

ba hhwudekhwud,So[ita.rj, by  one'sself. 
A bakhur,  (pi.  Ot^ys  bakhurdt)  Perfume, 

odour,  or  any  thing  which  diffuses  fragrance,  as 

aloes,  musk,  thyme,  storax,  frankincense,  &c. 

jCj/o  bakhuri  maryam  or  bahhuru'l  ak- 
rdd.  Maiden-weed.  Hog's  fennel.  j>j^\jy^,  ba- 
khuru'l  barbar,  A  kind  of  plant  which  shoots  a 
number  of  twigs  along  the  surface  of  the  ground, 
with  small  round  leaves  and  white  flowers. 

Pjys;  bukhur.  Liquid  storax. 
p  ba  khwurdnidan,To  cause  one  to  eat. 

p  (j^Jj^  bakhurddn-,  A  censer  for  incense. 

p  sJ^Z>jyAjmkhur-shlsha,Acenser.  Perfumes 
moistened  and  laid  upon  the  fire  to  scent  a  room. 

p  ij^.  bakhura,  A  musk-bag. 
p  i^Jj^^bukhurida,  Epileptical:  horror-struck. 

A  t^y^  bukhus,  (pi.  of  "^j*^.  bakhsiy)  Sown 
lands  which  produce  grain  without  requiring  water. 

A  ̂ ys  buhhu^  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Confessing,  own- 

ing (a  debt).    Humbling  one's  self,  submitting. 
A  Jyi  bukhul,  Avarice,  parsimony. 

p  i^t-si  ba  khun.  Difficult.     The  planet  Mars. 

A  /^tf  bakhiy,  (or        bakhkhiy)  (Money)  in- 

scribed  with  the  word  ̂   bakh. 
A  bakhit,  Fortunate,  happy. 

p  bakhidan,  To  card  wool  or  cotton. 

p  StX^i^  bakhida,  Carded,  teased.  Pickled. 

p^^i;  bakklr, {or  ̂yj^^  &a^/*iZ)Akind  of  artichoke. 

p  jAitf  bi  hhez.  Rise.    An  ambush. 

A  ̂ j^,  bakkik.  One-eyed.    Sightless  (eye). 
A  fti^iS;  bakhikat.  One-eyed  (woman). 

A  ij.^  bakhil,  (pi.  ̂̂ )»s4  buhhaldf)  Avaricious, 
covetous.    A  miser. 

p  aA-Jfi  bahJiila,  Purslain. 

A  (^.ts*:  bakhili.  Avarice,  p  ̂ ^^^f  bakhilt 
namudan.  To  be  stingy,  niggardly,  avaricious. 

p  bakhya,  Quilting,  sewing  very  thick  and 

strong.  Sewing  with  long  stitches,  basting.  A 
piece  of  sewed  cloth.  fj^j  ji  auaS 

bakhya  ash  bar  ruyi  kard  vftdd,  (The  cloth  has 

fallen  from  his  face)  i.e.  the  secret  is  discovered. 

«-»3i  bakliya  zadan.  To  sew  with  long  stitches, 

to  baste.  Buhhya,  A  line,  plumb-line.  A  wedge 
or  iron  instrument  for  cleaving  wood.  Touching, 

squeezing,  twitching  with  the  fingers. 

PjU  eustf  bakhya-ddr,  Quilted. 

p  ̂ jj       bakhya-zan,  A  stitcher,quilter,botcher. 
p  liJ  bad,  Bad,  wicked,  naughty.  Evil,  cala- 

mity. Wickedness.  Linen  rags  half-burned,  tinder. 

Touchwood.  liJ  jdmasi  bad,  A  torn  or  worn- 

out  garment.  Bud,  A  lord,  master.  A  servant, 

(for  Jy  bud).  It  was. A      badda,  (fut.  So^.  yabuddu)  He  separated. 
A  s>  badd,  (v.  n.  of  Sj)  Separating,  disjoining. 

Driving,  putting  to  a  distance.  Lassitude,  fatigue, 
Bidd,  Like,  resembling.  Budd,  (p  iJLo  but)  (pi. 

i'jJo  bidadat  and  abddd)  An  idol,  image.  A 
gnat.  An  idol-temple.  A  part,  portion.  Separa- 

tion. Flight,  escape.  ̂   /a  budd,  There  is  now 

no  flight,  no  retreat,or  remedy;  it  becomes  necessary. 

A  badf,  (v.  n.  of  \i^)  Beginning.  Crea- 
ting or  giving  a  beginning.  Going  out,  departing 

from  one's  own  country.  Being  seized  with  an  in- 
disposition (as  the  measles).  Commencement,  a 

beginning,  a  turn  to  begin.  A  new,  unheard-of 

thing,  first  invented.  A  lord,  a  chief.  The  first- 
created.  A  new  well  (such  being  so  called  as  have 
been  dug  since  the  aera  of  Muhammadism).  (pi. 

abdds  and  ̂ jS^  budui)  The  prime  joint  of  a 
slaughtered  camel.  A  sensible  intelligent  youth, 

p  ̂̂ (ij^ badsi  kaldm  kardan.  To  begin  a 
discourse,  sermon,  speech,  or  conversation. 

A 1 «Jj<i^  if^lhu  bad  fan.  Do  it  at  the  first,  at 
the  outset,  before  all  other  things.  Synonymous 

with  which  are  -^'iV  Jj)  awwala  baddn,  (.f^^l^ 

bddiya  badnn,  ijS6.>  t^iib  bddiya  badiytn,  ̂ jJo 

bddiya  badsatin,  c?'^  ̂ ^<^  badsata  zt 

badfin,  'iAs^  badsata  zi  baddsatin,  'if Si 
S-^iiJ  ̂ jiibadsata  zi  bad^atin,  i^S^  ij^i  s^tjj  bad- 

sata zi  badisin,         {j'ti  'iAs^  baddsuta  zi  badi- 
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sin,  ̂ Si  i^Si  hadsata  badsin,  ̂  JJ  [jS>  hadua  bad- 

sin,  >JJ-*JJ  bad-ta  badnn,  j^Jo  uf^^  badua  badi- 

An,  bddUa  badbin,  >JJ        (j-JJ  badisa 
zi  badsin,  (^^^V  l>adisa  badsin,  badua 

bada,  bada  badnn,  S^J^  'i^<^,  badsata 
hadsata,  ̂ liJ.  {J>^^  bddl  badsin,  and  {Jii^  bddi 

bada.  aJj.J  5JjC-  raja^  ̂ mdahu  ̂ la' 
badsihi,  He  returned  by  the  way  he  came.  Also, 

JOiVj  Su>^  ^jvdihi  wa  badnJri,  j  jOi^jS'  ̂ ^ 

sjljj  ̂ wdatihi  wa  badsatihi,  or  l^iJj  ̂JjS-  ̂re- 
dan wa  badsan, 

A  IjJ  hada',  (pi.  abdai)  Thin  excrement. 
A  joint.  Name  of  a  place  in  Syria. 

p     bada,  Wickedness,  obscenity,  profane  talk. 

A  IJJ  badasa,  (fut.        yabdam)  He  began. 

A       budda',  People  living  in  the  desert. 
A  -^^li.^  badds,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jo)  Coming  in  the  mind 

(a  scheme),  (v.  n.  of \jJ  for  Appearing.  Go- 
ing forth  into  the  desert. 

A  A'^  badduf,  (fem.  of  ̂ \  abadd)  Corpulent 
(female),  or  one  who  straddles  from  corpulency. 

Buddds:,(^\.  of  (_^iib&adi)  Inhabitants  of  the  desert. 

A  i'^^iV  badasat,  (v.n.  of  forjiiJ)  Appear- 
ing. Entering  the  mind  (an  idea).  Baddsat  or 

buddsat,  A  beginning,  a  turn  to  begin,  the  first  turn. 

A  jlti,^  JatZj:^^,  A  mushroom.  A  kind  of  earth. 

The  principal  part  or  joint  of  a  slaughtered  camel. 

Badsat  or  budsat,  A  beginning,  a  turn  to  begin. 

BudMt,  Beginning,  first  turn.   Name  of  a  plant. 

A  iaddh,  (pi.  ̂ tJJ  buduh)  A  widely-ex- 
tended tract  of  soft  land.  Biddh,(p\.  of  bidh) 

Fields  or  wide  tracts  of  uncultivated  ground. 

Pj^\      bad-akhtar.  Ill-starred,  unfortunate. 
p  baddkshdn,  A  country  in  Persia. 

p  Jj^^^  iV  bad-ahhldk,  Of  depi'aved  morals. 
A  baddd,  A sallying-forth  to  battle, a  going 

down  to  fight  (particularly  applied  to  those  who 

engage  man  to  man  in  an  amphitheatre,  &c.).  A 
contribution  to  a  general  fund.  J^Jo  b 

yd  kanm  badddi  badddi,  O  soldiers,  one  by  one, 

single  out  each  his  antagonist.  ii\s>  Li\dJ  badddi 

badddi  ovbaddda  baddda,  Scattered.  Biddd,  (v. 

n.  SoflSo)  Bartering,  exchanging.  Contributing 

to  a  general  fund.  (pi.  baddsid  and  »!Sj^  abid- 

dat)  A  saddle-cloth,  a  felt-cloth  to  save  the  horse's 
back.  Biddd  or  baddd,  A  portion,  lot,  share. 

A  ̂̂ ^li^tiJ  biddddni,  Two  wadded  sides. 

AjSSi  baddri,  Make  haste.  Biddr,  (v.  n.3of 

jS>)  Outstripping.  Hastening,  making  haste. 
V  bad-drdm,  A  knave.  A  pleasant  place. 

pjW  baddz,  A  shoemaker's  wedge. 
PL-->^*»>\tiJ&a<^-MsZM&,Ill-shaped:of  bad  conduct. 

p  bad-asl,  Of  a  bad  stock,  or  mean  race. 

A  &5-\iX>  badd^t,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Being  wonderful, 
surprising.  Outstripping  in  courage,  learning,  &c. 

pjls-l^  bad-dffhdz.  Innately  bad. 

A  baddghat,  A  stooling  in  one's  clothes. 

p  ̂\s>  biduh,  The  lower  part  of  breeches, 
drawers,  or  trousers. 

p  uiJ^.^^  baddk,  Angry,  malevolent. 

A  ̂}\x>  biddl,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ }s>)  Exchanging, 
bartering,  trucking. 

A  (JW  badddi,  A  seller  of  eatables. 

P  ̂^j^^tV  bad-imtizdj,  (Bad  mixture) Wicked. 
Pj^liV  bad-dmoz,  Ill-bred.    Teacher  of  evil. 
p  (j^tV  baddn,  (from  w  ba  and  dn)  To,  or 

with,  that.  For  that  purpose,  with  that  design. 

A^liiJ&afZare,Abecomingcorpulent:corpulency. 

A  5o\iiJ  baddnat,  A  becoming  fat  and  corpulent. 

p  bad-andesh,  Malicious,malevolent. 

p  ̂jliJi^3\  ̂   bad-andeshdn,  (pi.  of  (j£j.Jo\jJ 
bad-andesh)  The  malevolent. 

P(_^.^)      bad-andeshi.  Malevolence. 
p  iiyo^jj  baddn-guna,  Of  that  kind. 

p  j^iiJ  badu,  (from     ba  and  j\  u)  To,  with  him. 

A  »j  baddmat,  First  appearance.  A  mushroom. 
A  kind  of  earth.  Baddmat  or  biddwat,  A  country 

life  (in  opposition  to  SjLos-  hazdrat,  A  town  life). 
A  cfj^tSJ  baddwiy  also  iitZawl^,  Rural,  rustic, 

belonging  to  the  desert. 

A  i\6>>  biddh,A  coming  upon  one  suddenly. 

A  'eJb\i^  badahat  or  buddhat,  An  unexpected  ac- 
cident. The  beginning  of  any  thing.  An  impromptu. 

p  bad-dhosh.  Malevolent. 

A  6S\iX>  baddiid,  (pi.  of  d\>i>^)  Saddle-stufiings. 

A  baddsi^  (pi.  of  'in>.^)  New,  strange. 
(^ji^  ̂ ^i^  baddfi^  ma^awi.  Style,  sentiment. 

A  to\s>  baddsih,  Strange,  things,  novelties. 

p  (j^o.l  &af^-a?/w.  Irreligious:  perverse;  ill- 

bred  .  (jo_  1  la^ni  bad-d ym,A.  wicked  wretch . 

pjbiiJ  had-hdz,  A  mimic,  a  jester. 

p  ̂^biiJ  bad-bdtin.  Intrinsically  bad. 

p  ̂j/iib  s>  bad-bdftagi,  Flimsiness  of  texture, 
p  iCib  t>J  bad-bdfta.  Badly  woven  ;  flimsy. 

p  S>  bad-bakht.  Ill-fated,  unfortunate. 

Pj\j^ji^,d'^bad-bahhihvdr, Unlucky,  inglorious. 
A  iiJ      bad  bad,  Bravo !  well  done  ! 

p  (^iX>Si  budbudakjThe  hoopoo or puet (called 

also  ̂ ^VclwJ  '^jcmurghi  sulaymdn,  Solomon's  bird). 
p  jjiiyJii.^  bad  burdan,  To  molest,  to  afflict. 

p  y  ;V  bad-bo.  Foetid.  Bad  smell,  funk,  stench. 

p  uLly^iJ  bad-buk,  Malignant,  malevolent. 
p  Si  bad-bug.  Timid. 

PjiiO.JJ  bad-pidar,  (Bad  father)  A  step-father. 

p  j3^,  S>  bad-partav.  Unfortunate.  Sinister,  of 
a  bad  aspect.  Of  a  wretched  character. 

pj^fc^^^  bad-parhez.  Intemperate.  Heedless, 
imprudent.    Inattentive  to  medical  advice. 

p  j_^jJ&^.Jo  bad-jjarhezljlnattention  to  medical 

advice.  Carelessness  about  one's  health. 
p  i^x«<J.iV  bad-pasand,  A  lover  of  difficulties. 
p  CL>-Z^Si  bad-pusht,  (Bad  back),  A  young 

unbroke  beast  of  burden,  that  will  bear  no  load. 

pj^iij  hadpuz,  The  environs  of  the  mouth. 

A  baddat  or  biddat.  Power.  iijJ  aJ  ̂J  U 
md  lahu  bihi  biddat  or  baddat,  He  has  not  power 
to  do  it.  Buddat,  (pi.  bidad)  A  portion,  lot, 
share.  End,  extremity. 

Pjl<3  iX)  bad-tabdr,  Of  mean  birth,  ignoble. 

Pjj     badtar.  Worse,  more  villainous. 

P  i^.yi^  badtarin,  Worst,  most  infamous. 
P  (^^WtV  iaf/-ja?m.  Deviation.  Disaffection. 
P  (jiJ*-tiJ  bad-jins.  Ignoble,  base-born,  mean. 

P        >^  bad-chashm,  Having  a  bad  or  unlucky 
eye,  of  a  malignant  aspect.  Coveting  the  property 

of  another.  Weak-sighted  (horse),  one  that  shies, 

(jii^  bad-chashmi  hardan,  To  shy. 
A         badh,  (v.  n.  of  '^^)  Cutting,  splitting, 

tearing.  Hitting,  striking.  Coming  upon  one  with 
an  affair  suddenly  and  unexpectedly.  Revealing, 

disclosing.  Walking  elegantly  (a  woman).  Press- 

ing heavily.   Breaking  down  under  a  load  (a  ca- 
mel). A  kind  of  fish.  Bidh,  (pi.         biddh)  An 

extensive  plain,  a  spacious  area.     Buduh.,  (pi.  of 

baddh)  Widely-extended  tracts  of  soft  land. 
A  Wi^j  badhan.  Clearly,  openly,  evidently. 

A  -^WiiJ  badJidf,  Wide,  roomy  (woman), 

p  (JW      bad-hdl.  In  bad  circumstances, 
p         iV  bad-hdh.  Grief,  despondency.  Bad- 

ness of  condition,  evil  plight. 

A  'is-s^  budhat.  Middle  court,  area  of  a  house. 

A  AifSi  bndahhds,  (pi.  of  :^^)  High  in  rank. 
badahhsh,  (more  usually  ̂ jLij-^jj 

badakhshdn)  Name  of  a  country  between  India 
and  Khurasan,  from  whence  they  bring  rubies,  and 

famous  for  its  large  sheep.  t^kohi  ha- 
dahhshdn.  The  mountain  where  they  dig  them. 

^^Lij-iV  (JjJ  la^i  badakhshdn,  The  finest  kind  of 
rubies  brought  from  thence,  j^'^^  ba- 
dakhshdni  tdb-ddr,  A  ruby  of  the  finest  colour. 

p  i_-'^i«<^jii>- badakhsh-m.uzdb,Aruhy.  Red, 

ruby-coloured  wine. 

p  ̂ L->-^  badakhshi,  (Of  Badakhsh)  A  ruby. 

p  ̂loi»-      bad-hhisdl.  Of  a  bad  disposition. 

(j^Lai>-        bdd-khisdldni  andm.  The  most 
vicious  or  perverse  of  mankind. 

p  lai>-JJ  bad-hhat,  Writing  ill :  a  bad  penman. 

p  i^^is-tiJ  had-khtdk.  Ill-tempered,  perverse. 
p^^  bad-kho,  (or  hhti,  i^y>-  khoy  or  khuy) 

Bad-tempered,  ill-bred,  rude.    Vicious,  wicked. 

Pjl^iW  bad-hhwdr,  Ill-fed. 
p  t^j'^'^  bad-khwdragi,  Poorness  of  living. 
p  i\y>-      bad-khwdh.  Malevolent,  invidious. 

p  ̂_^\y>-  S>  bad-hhivdfn.  Malevolence,  hatred. 

p  ̂ ^j^  Si  bad-hhwurisli,  Ill-fed. 
p  ̂ ^iV  6ac^  Mci,  Badness  of  temper.  Vice. 
p  &ac?-Mrwi.,Sour,crabbed, ill-tempered. 

A  SS>  badad,  (v.  n.  of  SSi)  Straddling  from 

corpulency  (man  or  animal).  Exchange,  barter. 
Necessity,  need,  lack.  Space  between  two  things. 

Power,  ability.  uLU  l«  md  laka  bihi  bada- 



dun,  Thou  art  not  a  match  for  him.  Badada  ha- 

dada  or  hadadan  hadadan,  (The  horses  came  in) 

scatt(!red.  Bidad,  (pi.  of  5^  huddat)  Portions. 
A  hidadan,  In  shares,  by  lots. 

A  StiiiJ  bidadat,  (pi.  of  5j  budd)  Idols,  images, 

p  Ip-JtiJ  bad-du^,  An  imprecation,  malediction, 
p  J;5      bad-dil,  Dastardly,  cowardly,  timid, 

pusillanimous.   Weak,  silly.  Suspicious, 

p  bad-dill,  Cowardice.  Suspicion, 

p      J      bad-dhnagh,  Difficult  to  please, 

p  Jjt)      bad-dmvl,  Ill-shaped,  ungraceful, 

p  (jJi  J  Si  &«fZ-Jw,Impious, irreligious, heretical, 
p  CL>\h  S>  bad-zat,  Base-born.  Vicious. 

P  (^fciiV  bad-zihn, Slow  of  apprehension,  stupid. 

AjS>  badara,  (fat.j,S*>,yabduni)'H.e  made  haste. 
AjSi  badr,  (v.n.  ofjJJ)  Becoming  perfect  and 

full-grown  (a  young  man).  Becoming  ripe  (fruit). 

Integrity,  plentitude, fulness.  (pl.jjtX^  &t(<ZMr)The 
full  moon.  A  tray.  A  youth  arrived  at  maturity. 

A  lord,  a  prince.  Name  of  a  well  between  Mecca 

and  Madina.  j<^\  'i^  laylatu'l  badr,  The  night 
of  full  moon.  The  fourteenth  of  every  lunar  month. 

badru'd  din,  The  full  moon  of  religion 

(a  proper  name),  jdi  yawm  badr,  The  day 
or  battle  of  Badr,  or  the  victory  gained  there  by 

Muhammad.  Bidar,  (pi.  of  Sj^i^  badrai)  Skins 
of  lambs  or  kids  used  for  carrying  milk. 

PjiiJ  ba  dar.  Without,  out  of  doors.  i>el  ̂ liJ, 
ba  dar  amad.  He  came  out.  CL^Sjjdi  ba  dar  raft. 
He  went  out.  ba  dar  vftadan.  To  fall 

out.  {^'^j^  ̂   ̂ «  dar  arcardan.  To  bring  out, 

to  extract.      {^'^j^ j'^.  burdan.  To  lead  or 

carry  out,  to  eject,  expel,  (j'^j'^  ̂ C-  <^^'>'  zadan. 
To  go,  proceed,  or  flee,     ̂ ^j'^  (J'i?^ 
dan,  To  drive  out,  eject,  expel,  emit. 

A  ̂ jSi  badram,  A  pleasant,  elegant,  delightful 
place,  garden,  or  house.  An  assembly,  banquet, 

or  entertainment.  Bad-ram,  Wild,  vicious,  un- 

broke  (horse).  Continually. 

p  ̂^J'y>  badr  an,  A  kind  of  stinking  herb.  A 
kind  of  dish.  Wicked. 

p  t>\jSi  bad-rah.  Deviating  from  the  right  path, 

in  a  wrong  road.  Wicked.  S^jiiJ  ij^'^  dushmani 
bad-rah,  A  malignant  enemy. 

P      j'^i  ba  dar  ay.  Come  forth. 
P       6i  bad-rasy.  Erroneous.  Heretical, 

p         liJ  bad-rasilia,  Fetid.  A  stink,  stench. 

Aijdi  badr  at,  A  quick,  brisk  eye.  An  eye  in 
its  badar  or  full  moon.     A  weight  of  10,000  dir- 

hems,  or  7000  dinars.  (pl.jjiV  budur  and jti^  bi- 
dar) A  bag  made  of  the  skin  of  a  lamb  or  kid,  in 

which  they  carry  milk  (the  skin  in  which  they  put 
butter  is  called  »         missadat ;  and  both  have 

these  names  only  when  they  have  been  just  taken 
from  the  mother ;  for  if  they  were  sucking  lambs 

or  kids,  the  milk-bag  is  then  called  'i^J^  shakrcat, 
and  that  for  butter  'iBs.S'  ̂ kkat :  and  when  the 
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lambs  or  kids  have  been  one  or  two  years  old,  the 

first  is  named  t-^j  watb,and  the  other  (jsi  nihy). 
p  badrvj.  The  purple  amaranth. 
P  bad-rakhta.  Melancholy,  gloomy. 

P  jjj*^  badar-rav,  (Going  out)  A  drain,sewer. 

P  tjjj'^  bad-rizk,  Disliked,  unacceptable, 
P  Sjj  badarza,  A  portion,  part,  share.  Bid- 

ruza  or  bidraza.  Victuals  carried  home  from  an 
entertainment  by  the  guests. 

P  tJ*^'^     durusfi  or  ba  Indeed,  truly. 
P  <--**i>ji^  Jadr-sAaJ,  A  full-moonlight  night. 

PjllJj  liJ  bad-raftar,  Going  badly.  Patient. 
Bidruftar,  A  surety,  a  sponsor. 

P  ijj^j'^  bidruftari.  Surety,  sponsorship. 
p  iijtW  badraJta,  A  guide,  guard,  escort,  con- 

voy. Protection.  A  vehicle.  Any  thing  ordered 

to  be  taken  with  medicine  (as  water-gi-uel  with 
salts).  An  observer  of  the  moon.  A  confidant. 

Patient,  s-ij^^  lashhar-badraha.  An  army- 

guide.  eJj  &Sjj  warahasi  mahabbat-ba- 
draka,  Letters  of  friendship. 

P  ̂^jS>  bad-rikab.  Ill-paced,  hard  to  mount. 

p  i-^J^  iacZ-ra<7,  Of  a  bad  stock.  Malevolent. 
p  bad-ragi,  Baseness.  Malevolence. 

P  iiJij       bad-rang.  Of  a  bad  colour  or  kind. 

P  i^j*^.^  jO^  l>o  dar  navisi,  Error.  The  audit- ing of  charges. 

p  ba  dar  nayamadan,  To  be  dis- 
tressed and  helpless.  To  lag,  be  tired,  remain  behind. 

I'  jj      bad-rav,  A  bad  goer.     A  pack-horse. 
p  iJjj  Jo  bidrud,  Farewell !  Health.  Front- 

ing.   Parting,  leaving,  quitting. 

P jlij  J J     bad-rozgar,  AVicked.  Unfortunate. 
p  (^jjO^  badrush,  (or  Cl^jjJ^)  A  pass, a 

narrow  pass  on  an  enemy's  confines.  Expectation. 

p  '^jO^  ba  durogh,  Falsely. 
p  »j  Jo  badra,  A  weight  of  10,000  dirhems. 

A  small  pocket,  purse,  or  bag,  nearly  square,  full 

of  money.  A  barren  tree.   Bidra,  A  ship-worm. 

P  (_fjijo&adri,A  purse  full  of  money.  Awrapper. 

A  Lfj^  badara\  Precedency,  advance. 

A  (Jsji^  badriy,  One  present  at  the  battle  of 

Badr.  Rain  falling  before  winter.  A  fat  camel's  colt. 
p  ̂^lib  bjiio  ba  darya  dadan,  (To  give  to  the 

sea)  To  wash.    To  remove  out  of  sight. 

A  iOjtV  badriyat,  Name  of  a  quarter  in  Bagdad. 

P  i^ij  &ac?-^aiaw,Foul-mouthed,ill-tongued, 
back-biting,  scurrilous.  Indecent  language,  abuse. 

p  bad-zabani.  Scurrility,  abuse. 

p  ^  bad-zindaganl.  Wicked,  vicious. 
A  bad-liver.  One  who  fares  meanly  or  coarsely. 

p  ̂ JS^JS>  i«(^-2;a/tra, Malignant.  Timid, fearful. 

p  u-OJjj  bad-zib,  Ungraceful,  inelegant. 
p  (^Jo  badas,  Make  haste ! 

p  C^l»*>4iJ  bad-sa^t.  An  unlucky  moment. Ill-timed. 

F  (JI^A«>t^J  hidast,  bidist,  or  badast,  A  span. 

P  (ji^ J '  CU<*>iiJ  ba  dast  awardan,  To  procure. 
p  CLiMi^  ba  dast  bash,  Be  at  hand !  make 

ready  !  be  quick  !  attend  ! 

P  U'^J^  (Jl^AtitiJ  ba  dast  budan.  To  be  in  hand. 
To  be  aware,  to  be  informed  of.  To  be  on  the  alert. 
To  number,  to  count.    To  obtain. 

P  f^i^jt,^  Sr*^  d.*A»>tiJ  ba  dasti  chap  shumur- 
dan.  To  count  with  the  left  hand.  (As  the  fingers 

of  the  left  hand  stand  for  thousands  the  expression 
implies.  To  be  very  numerous). 

Pt:j^j/jl«^jXj.ii  iJlA**>tiJ  ba  dasti  digar  mar  gl- 
rtftan.  To  take  hold  of  the  serpent  i.  e.  to  engage 

in  a  perilous  undertaking)  with  the  handof  another. 
p  (JlA**>tiJ  ba  dast  shudan.  To  come  to 

hand.  ba  dast  giriftan,  To  take  in 
hand,  to  handle. 

Pj^SM>d->  ba  dastur.  According  to  custom.  As 
heretofore. 

p  bad-saj.  Ungraceful,  ill-favoured. 
p  ̂jU*oiW  badisglian,  (or  ̂^^S^td^^  badisgdn) 

Ivy,  convolvulus. 
p  JKauiV  bad-sihal,  Malevolent,  malignant. 

p  (ji^aJIX**!  ds>  bad  sigaUdan,  To  plot  mischief. 

P  (jt^/  '^>^d^^bad-suluhhardan,Tlom?ii\iYe?)ii. 
p  J^yti  di  bad-simar,  A  bad  horseman.  A  stal- 

lion, fierce  and  untractable.  A  horse  that  will  not 

carry  well  or  double. 

p  O^xwj  di  bad-sirat,  Ill-tempered  or  behaved. 

p  ̂lij^tV  badishghan.  Ivy,  convolvulus. 
p         Si  bad-shahl.  Deformed,  ill-shaped. 

1'  ̂ ^y^  S>  bad-shugun,  Unlucky,  ill-omened. 
p  bad-shuguiii.  Ill-luck. 

p  C^jyO  Si  bad-surat.  Ugly.  Badly  formed. 

p  ̂ J|>.J^  Si  bad-tartkjA  bad  habit  (religiously). 
p  OJjkl?  iV  &fl!<Z-Swai,  Ill-tempered,  malignant. 

p  ̂jJj^  Si  bad-tinati.  Malignity,  malevolence. 
p        Si  bad-zan.  Suspicious,  distrustful. 

A  ̂ Si  bada^,  (fut.  ̂ ssi^yabda^)  He  invented. 
A  ̂ Si  bad^  (v.n.  of  ̂ Si)  Producing  something 

new,  originating,  beginning.  Causing  a  spring  to 

flow.  Bid^  New,  original.  A  novelty.  A  man 

of  a  noble  disposition,  and  far  ahead  of  his  cotem- 

porai'ies  in  learning  and  valour.  A  body  full  of 

flesh,  (pi.  ̂Si\  abdd^  and  ̂ Si  budu^  Wonder- 

ful, surprising,  incomparable.  \  'ss>  ̂ JJ  _jfi> 
huwa  bid^nfi  hdzd'l  amr.  He  is  quite  original 
in  this  affair.  Bud^  (pi.  of  badi^  Fat  men. 

Bada^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 0<i)  Being  fat.  Bida^  (pi.  of 

'is-js  bid^t)  Wonderful,  incomparable  (women). 
Novelties, innovations;  heresies, schisms.  Budu^ 

(pi.  of        bid^  Wonderful,  incomparable  men. 

A  'iS'tJo  bid^t,  (pi.  ̂ Jo  bida^  Novelty,  inno- 
vation in  matters  of  religion  :  heresy,  schism.  Op- 

pression. A  hog.  (pi.  ̂ jo  &2i(a!^)  Wonderful  (wo- 
man). Jo  Jjfcl  ahli  bid^t,  A  heretic,  sectary, 

p  {JL^O^i  e.M>  jSdu  sih  bid^t.  Two  or  three  hogs. 

A  (jS- JJ  bid^tijA  tyrant,oppressor.  An  inno- 



vator  in  religious  matters :  schismatical,  heretical. 

p  u-aJp  had-^laf,  Unobservant  of  thedistinc- 
tion  between  clean  andunclean  meats  ;unscrupulous. 

p  had-^tmal,  Evil-doer,  wrong-doer. 

P  ̂ -(^  0^  had-^hd,AYi&v.  A  promise-breaker. 

JJ  J)^  /io/iriJac^-^a/tiZ,  A  perfidious  infidel. 

P  L^i^ij^J^  iaif-^a/tcS,  Breach  of  faith, perfidy. 
A  hid^y,  Heretical. 

A  badgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 0^)  Breaking  (a  nut 
or  almond).  The  fragments  of  a  broken  nut  or 

almond.  Bidgh,  One  who  bedaubs  himself  by 

stooling  in  his  clothes.  Badagh,  (v.n.  of  ̂ Jo)  Be- 
ing bedaubed  with  excrement.  Being  tainted  with 

evil.  Sliding  with  one's  bottom  on  the  ground. 
Badigli,  Bedaubed.  Contaminated,  (pi.  ̂ ^^0^ 
badlghuna)  Plump,  fat,  in  a  good  habit  of  body. 

p  ̂l&-^5i>j  had-farjam,  Ending  badly  :  malig- 
nant, ill-meant. 

p  (Jlsti  had-ji^l,  Operating  badly,  having 
an  unlucky  tendency,  doing  mischief.  Of  bad  ha- 

bits (in  a  religious  sense). 

pj^  0^  hadfuz,  The  inside  of  the  mouth.  The 

environs  of  the  mouth,  the  corners,  or  dimples.  For- 

tunate, succeeding  in  one's  wishes. 
^3^-  ̂ ^^^'^^h  A  pawn  at  chess. 

p  (Jo  bad-liimar,  A  rascally  cheat,  who  gets 

money  any  how.  Ill-tempered.  Habitually  wicked. 

p  &i\Js  Jo  had-Myafa,  Sinister,  ill-looking. 
p  uiljo  budak,  A  hoopoo,  a  puet. 

Pj^Jo  bad-kdr,  (or  iJ6iyi  bad-hdra)  Iniqui- 
tous, villainous,  sinful.  Adulterous. 

P  {jj^  Jo  bad-kari,  Wickedness,  villainy. 

P  J\dj^O^  bad-hirddr,  An  evil-doer,  a  malefac- 

tor. J\d^{^  j\s^kuffdri  Z^aJ-ZiirJar,  Vile  infidels. 
p  J«J  bad-hirdarijWickeAness,  mischief. 

p  bad-hajrdm,  Doing  any  thing  badly, 

p  ̂'i^  O'i  bad-hand,  A  bribe  offered  to  a  judge. 
p  Jo  bad-kunish,  (or  CL^tA'^  ̂ >  bad- 

hunisht)  An  evil-doer.  Bad,  evil. 

p  (j^J^J*^  bad-kesh,  Impious.  Inhuman. 

p  ̂jl»^Jo  bad-gumdn,  Suspicious.  Susjiected. 
Scandalous.  Malevolent.  Suspicion.  ̂ jl^Jj 

bad-gumdn  shudan,  To  be  jealous,  suspicious. 

p  (^l^Jo  bad-gumdm,  Suspicion,  scandal. 

p  Ja^  Jo  bad-gand,  Stinking.  A  bribe  prof- 
fered to  a  judge. 

p  j^jo  bad-go  (or  gu  ij>^  bad-goy  or  guy^ 
A  slanderer,  detractor. 

P jfcj^  Jo  bad-goliar,  (or guhar)  Essentially 
]jad.  Bad  by  nature:  of  a  wicked,base,mean  origin. 

P  (j^j^  1=^^  bad-goydn  (or  guydn)  Evil-speakers. 
Calumniators,  backbiters. 

P  ijo  bad-gosi  (or  guii),  Evil-speaking. 

A  J,^  hadal  or  bidl,  (pi.  J\(>^\  abddl)  A  suc- 

cedaneum,  substitute,  equivalent.  Exchange,  sub- 
stitution. Retaliation.  Noble,  generous.  For. 

Because.   From.    Out  of.    (j^P^  J  Jo  (j^S-  ̂ yn 
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badal  ̂ yn,  Eye  for  eye.     p  CL>S'\^  J  J^  badali 
far  dghat,  A  bribe  for  a  benefice,  simony.  JU  Jjo 
badali  mdl,  Exchange,  barter,  price. 

badali  d/i,  In  lieu  of  that.  ̂ liU  J  Jo  badal  dudan, 
To  make  an  exchange,  give  an  equivalent.  A  _j ̂  

JlN^I  hurufa'l  badal,  The  letters  of  change  are 
contained  in  the  following  technical  words  : 

iaj^JLo       anjattulm  yammasdla  zuttun.  The 
letters  of  change  without  insertion  are  u-ij-o 

n^jS'  L-^j3        ̂ 1  i^ju^Zt  lijiddin  sarafa  sha- 
kisun  dmana  tayyuii  sarcba  ̂ zzatihi.     ̂   ̂  JO 

badalan  ̂ m,  As  a  substitute  for,  in  lieu  of.  Badal, 

(v.  n.  of  (Jv^)  Being  pained  in  the  joints  or  hands, 
or  flesh  of  the  breast.    The  pain  itself.  Badil, 

Pained  in  the  joints  or  hands. 

P  JlS^  &a  dil,  With  the  heart,  heartily. 

A  ̂'^t^budaldi,  (pi.  of badil) Substitutes. 
A  &5 1>0  bidlut,  A  suit  or  change  of  raiment. 

p  ̂^}<^bad-ligdm,  Hard-mouthed,lieadstrong. 
P  es3iiO  Z'ifZ/cf,  Akind  of  tree  which  bears  no  fruit. 

A  tree  fit  only  for  the  fire.  An  every-day  garment. 

p  es.^''^  Jo  bad-laltja,  Ill-tongued,  malignant. 

A  ̂j*»J^JJ  bidlts,  Name  of  a  town  near  Khilat. 

SY  (j^Jjo  badliyun,  Ahind  of  gum,  bdellium. 
p  (JliAfs^  Jo  bad-mahabbat,  Unamiable. 

p  \^ibad-7nazliab,  A  sectary :  an  idolater. 

p        00  bad-mizdj.  Peevish. 

p  f_^^]y>      bad-mizdji,  Peevishness p  JO  bad-mazagi,  Insipidity.  Coolness 
betwixt  friends. 

p  iJi^n  J^  bad-mast,  Intoxicated.  Refractory. 

p  J^  bad-masti.  Intoxication.  Dissolute- 
ness, profligacy. 

Pj^^^Oo-Lo/o  Jo  bad-musdliabafi.  Evil  company. 
p  is..*liw  00  &«(/-ma^m«a, Suspicious,mistrustful. 

p  (__jiljM>  00  bad-ma^sh,  Of  a  bad  life,  profes- 
sion, or  trade. 

p  j^^^_i*ljvo  J;''  bad  mn^malagi,  Unfair  dealing. 
p  aXoljt*  J^  bad-mu^mala,  Unfairness. 
P  0^  bad-mi  mum,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

Fearing,  running  away. 

p  Jo  bad-mihri,  Unkindness,  ill-will. 

A  (J  Jo  badn  or  budn,  (v.  n.  of  jjjo)  Becom- 
ing corpulent.  Badan,  (pi.  Jo^  abddn)  The 

body  (especially  when  lifeless).  A  headless  trunk, 

p  jii     Jo  badan  darjdma  na  gunjid, 

(His)  garment  could  not  contain  (him  for  joy). 

A  A  i-ampart,  a  battlement.  The  walls  of  a  tent. 

Aged  (man).  (pi.  (j  J^^  abdun)  An  old  moun- 
tain-sroat.  The  limbs  of  a  slaughtered  camel.  A 

short  coat  of  mail.  Paternal  kindred.  Lineage, 

race,  stock,  family.  Dignity.  Reputation,  respect. 

Badin,  Aged  (man  or  woman).  Fat,  thick.  Bu- 
dun.  Fatness.  (pi.  of  Jo  badin)  Fat  (men  or 

women),  (pi.  of  io  Jo  badanat)  Oxen  or  camels 
sacrificed  at  Mecca  in  discharge  of  a  vow. 

p    JO  budan,  {^0Y^^^^  hudan)  To  be,to  become. 
3  L 

A  ̂ jOO  buddan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^.Jo  badin)  Corpulent. 

P  pO  liO  bad-ndm,  A  bad  name.  Having  a  bad 
name,  infamous.  An  evil-speaker.  A  disease  to 
which  horses  and  mules  are  subject.  j  ̂ Uoo 
bad-ndm  dddan,  To  calumniate. 

Pj_^^  Joftat?.wam^,Infamy,bad  repute,disgrace. 
A  «j  Jo  badanat,  (pi.  Jo  budun)  An  ox  or  ca- 
mel sacrificed  at  Mecca  in  discharge  of  a  vow. 

p  iSVpJO  Z>arf-?i?';ac?,  Base-born,  descended  from 
mean  ancestors.  A  horse,  got  by  an  Arabian  sire, 
out  of  a  Turkish  mare  (and  not  highly  esteemed 
on  account  of  his  dam). 

p  ̂yJ>  <^bad-nasl.  Of  a  bad  stock.  A  bastard. 

P  t)*^  bad-na^,  (A  horse)  unsure-footed, 
apt  to  stumble.  Troublesome  (horse),  bad  to  shoe. 

p  (j<*JU  bad-nafs.  Having  a  depraved  mind, 
sensual.  Bad-nafax,  Stinking-breathed.  Having 
an  unpleasing  voice. 

p  ̂ -*flO  Jo  bad-nufsi.  Sensuality. 

p  i2Jo  J^  budcmk,  Water-cresses. 

p^_>  Jo  bad-nigar,  Seeing  badly,  weak-eyed. 

p  \c'^  bad-namd,  A  bad  sign  or  appearance. Deformed,  ungraceful,  inelegant.  icO^^j^  ̂ - 

jlizi  bad-namd,  A  deformed,  ugly  old  woman. 
p  iil^OO  bad-nihdd.  Depraved,  perfidious. 

p  (^i^V       bad-nihddi,  Malignity,  depravity. 

a||^Jo  badaniy,  Corporeal,  bodily.  Corpulent. 
p  <-l*>j^  bad-niyat,  Mal-intentioned. 
a  jJJ  badw,  (v.n. of  1  JO  for  j  Jo)  Appearing. 

Entering  the  mind  (an  idea).  Departing  for  the 
desert.    Voiding  excrement.    A  desert. 

p  J  J^  badu,  (for  jb  ba  u  or  forj^  so  ba  u,  to 
avoid  the  cacophony)  To,  for,  by  him,  or  it.  Bu 

du.  To  two.    Badav,  Fleet  (horse). 
A  J  Jo  budum,  (v.n.  of  ̂Jo  for  j  Jo)  Appearing. 
A  -s^j  Jo  budvis,  (v.  n.  of  j  J^)  Appearing,  (pi. 

of^  JO  &«f^j^)Theprimejointsof  aslaughtered  camel. 

A  0)j  Jo  badawdt.  Opinions,  notions, schemes. 

O^jOO  ji5  zit  badawdt,  Full  of  (new)  schemes. 

Pj\}  J^  badwdr.  Of  evil  thoughts:  mischievous. 

Pj^j  J^  badwdz.  Flying.    A  roost,  a  perch. 
A  (jlji^  badawdn,  A  new  opinion.  Jo  j  j 

zu  badarvdn.  Unjust,  tyrannical,  despotic. 

A  Hj  J^  badwat,  A  river-side.  Name  of  a  place. 

jjOj  Jo  Xjb  ddrut  badwatayn,  Name  of  a  place. 
A  Jo  budah,  (v.n.  of  ̂   J^)  Walking  grace- 

fully (a  woman). 

Ajj  Jo  budur,  (v.  n.  of  jJo)  Making  haste. 

Taking  precedency,  (pi.  of j  Jo  badr)  Full-moons, 

(pi.  of  Sjjo  badrat)  Lambskins. 
p  J^  badmara,  A  share,  portion.  Sweet- 

meats, delicacies  carried  away  by  guests  from  a  feast. 

p  Sjjio  baddura.  Sweetmeats  from  a  feast. 
p  J^  badHs,  Good-will,  affection.  Hope. 

A  sharp  sword. 

A  y  Jo  buda^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Being  wonderful, 

surprising.  Outstripping  (one's  cotemporaries)  in 



learning,  bravery,  and  nobility. 

p  ia  dun,  Without,  besides. 

A  tijJ^  Wild,  rude  (as  the  Arabs  of 
the  desert).  A  Bedouin. 

A  SJo  badh,  (v.  n.  of  » Jo)  Coming  suddenly, 

surprising.  Happening  unexpectedly.  Meeting 

one  accidentally  with  any  thing,  or  bringing  it  to 

him  when  he  does  not  expect  it.  An  impromptu. 

Badh  or  htidh,  The  beginning  of  any  thing.  Sud- 
den, unexpected. 

p  »  Jo  bada,  Boiled  rice.  Name  of  a  very  hard 

tree.  Any  tree  which  bears  not  fruit.  A  debt,  a 

loan.    The  willow.    Buda,  Linen-tinder. 

p  0lj6  Jo  ba  dihad,  May  (God)  grant. 

Pj^  » Jo  bada-ltar,  A  debtor. 
p  edfc  Jo  bad-hifa,  Deformed,  mishapen,  ugly. 

A  (J- JO  bady,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jO^)  Beginning. 

p  c^"'^  badi,  Badness,  (for  (_5iib)  Livefor  ever ! 

A  tj'jo  badiy,  Newly  invented,  created,  disco- 
vered, found  out.  First.  A  well  newly  dug  (or  any 

that  has  been  made  since  the  Muhammadan  era). 

A  -*(_^  Jo  badis,  Any  thing  new. 

p         bad'ij,  The  myrobalan  or  citron-tree. 
A  ̂ Jo  budayh,  Name  of  a  celebrated  singer. 

A  ̂ Jo  badihh,  (pi.  ̂\s>-iy>  budakhas^  Eminent 
in  rank  or  dignity. 

A  Jo.J>j  badid,  An  open  plain.  A  cloak-bag 
or  wallet,  (pi.  Jo\jo  badadd  and  abiddat) 

A  saddle-cloth,  a  felt-cloth.  Like,  resembling. 
A  JSjo.JO  badidat,  Calsimity,  misfortune.  Like, 

i  J^.(>^        falat  badidat,  A  desolate  plain. 

A j^.jo  budayr,  (diminutive  of  jjo  badr^  A 
little  full  moon  (a  term  expressive  of  endearment). 

p  «>-«o_  Jo  badisa,  A  circular  bit  of  wood  or  lea- 

ther fixed  on  the  top  of  a  spindle.  A  circular  bit 

of  wood  bored  for  receiving  the  top  of  a  tent-pole. 

p  ̂^JL>i\>  badeshdn,  (for  ̂^l.iolj  ba  eshdn,  to 
avoid  the  hiatus)  To,  for,  with,  by  them. 

A  bad'ij  Wonderful,  surprising,  marvel- 
lous, astonishing,  strange,  rare.  Alien  from,  incon- 

sistent with.  An  originator,  inventor,  a  producer 

of  something  new.  A  thing  invented,  an  invention. 

A  rope,  which  ere  it  has  been  well  twisted,  is  un- 

twisted, respun,  and  twisted  again.  A  new  leathern 

wine-bottle,  (pi.  ̂ JJ  bud^  A  fat  man.  jO\s  b 

jfcUa!^^  ̂ 0>\ya  kadir  badi^'l  mazahir,  O  omni- 
potent creator  of  visible  things !  jsUalO^l  ̂ .J^ 

halami  badi^il  intizam,  A  discourse  wonderfully 

arranged.  ̂ .J.^.  ̂   ̂hni  bad'ij  Elegance  of  com- position, metrical  arrangement.  (JV»^  J^  badi- 

^'Ijamal,  Of  astonishing  beauty.  O^j«*j\^*^.jo 
badi^s  samawat  wa'larz,  Creator  of  the 

heavens  and  of  the  earth.  ̂ -^^  ̂ .<S>,badt^sani^ 
The  holy  spirit.    The  human  frame. 

A  wo.jo  badi^t,  (fem.  of  ̂ .J*J  badl^  (pi. 
badasi^A  strange  thing(often  used  in  a  neu- 

ter sense,  like  other  feminines  of  Arabic  adjectives). 
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p  (J^.Jo  badil,  Name  of  a  celebrated  king. 

A  CP-'^-  badtl,  (pi.  J\  Jo\  abdal)  A  substitute. 
A  good,  just,  religious  man. 

P  1^^'^  bad-yumn,  Ominous,  inauspicious. 
P  fjiO^  badin.  To,  in,  or  with  this,  ao ̂   Jv^ 

ba  dm  guna.  In  this  manner. 

^  tU^.^  badin,  (pi.  Jo  budun  and  jj  Jo  bud- 
da?i)  Corpulent,  fat,  lusty  (man  or  woman). 

P  badya,  A  wine-butt.    Bidya,  Desire. 

A  l^.Jo  badihan.  Extempore,  suddenly. 

A  X^.  J>J  badihat,  Any  thing  said  or  done  incon- 
siderately, without  regard  to  time  or  place.  The 

first  of  any  thing.  A  turn  to  begin.  An  unex- 
pected event.  A  sally  or  fancy.  An  impromptu. 

Extempore.  &^.i>jJ^  ̂ -HW"^  ajaba  ̂ la'l  badi- 
hat. He  replied  extempore,  p  ij/iii  JvJO  ba  ba- 

diha  giiftan,  To  speak  extempore. 

A  ̂.^.Jo  badihiy,(Jem.  «^-f^.iJJ  badihiyat^lLx- 
tempore,  unpremeditated.  j}-<^\  i^^ic^.'^i  badihi- 

yu'z  zuhur,  Happening  unexpectedly  or  suddenly, 
p  i^^yJi^  badihi  gufta7i,  To  speak  extempore. 

A  &arfi/ti_;/ai,Unlooked-for accidents. 

A  i^.  Jo  badiMt,  A  beginning,  a  turn  to  begin, 
the  first  turn.     See  &^,Jo  badihat. 

A  iXi  bazza,  (fut.         yabuzzii)  He  conquered. 
A  lio  bazz,  (v.  n.  of  io)  Conquering.  Victory, 

conquest.  Old,  worn,  torn.  Squalid.  Scattered 

(dates).  Alike,  equal.  00  ji  ya^g  &a2!2:,  Odd,  sin- 
gle, uneven.  al  bazz,  Name  of  a  country  be- 

tween Iran  (Persia)  and  Azarbayjan  (Media). 

A  ̂iS^  bazs,  (v.  n.  of  \d^)  Despising,  treating 

with  contempt.  Observing  something  in  the  con- 
duct of  another  which  is  deserving  of  detestation. 

Finding  fault  with  the  pasture  in  any  place. 

A  Aj)^  bazas,  (or  'iAsi  bazusat)  (v.  n.  of  jiio) 
Being  impudent,  immodest,  obscene  in  conversa- 

tion. Bizds,  (v.  n.  3  of  lio)  Talking  obscenely. 
Obscenity,  indecency. 

a^^iSj  bazzakh,  Braying  (camel)  that  protrudes 
the  substance  &iLliLi»  shikshikat  from  his  mouth. 
A  buzahhiy.  Great,  large.  ^ 

A  (ilio  bazaz,  (or  8  bazazat)  (v.  n.  of  OJ) 

Being  in  a  bad  state  or  habit.  Bizdz,  (v.  n.3  ofiio) 

Pressing  on,  preventing,  pre-occupying. 

A  'id\s>  bazazat,  A  bad  habit  or  condition. 
Deformity,  filth,  nastiness. 

A  uibii^io  bazazayha,  Hold  off"!  Keep  back  ! 

A j^iio  bizar,  (pi.  ofjiio  baz7-)  Seedlings. 

a'SjIiS,;  Jas'ara^,  a  becoming  ababbler  of  secrets. 
A  ijVsi  bazarrat,  (or  Sj^OO  bazarat)  A  squan- 

dering of  money.  Buzm'at,  Offspring,  progeny. 
Increase,  abundance. 

A  X/«\(io  bazaviat,  (v.  n.  of  piio)  Being  strong. 
Pjb(S.>  bazbar,  A  mimic,  buffoon,  jester. 
A  s3o  bizzat,  A  portion. 

A        bazaj,  (pi.       ̂   bizjaTi)  Alamh  weaned 
and  able  to.  eat  grass. 

A  ̂iSo  bazh,  (v.  n.  of  Slitting  the  tongue 
(of  a  young  animal)  to  wean  it.  Stripping  the  skin 
from  the  flesh.  Giving,  (pi.  ̂ jio  buzHh)  The 
place  of  a  fissure.  B  izh,  A  gash  in  the  hand.  Ba- 
zah.  An  excoriation  of  the  thighs. 

A  ̂iSo  bizkh  or  bazikh.  Braying  (camel)  that 
protrudes  the  substance  XiLiiCIj  shikshikat  from  his 

mouth.  Bazakh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ tV)  Being  proud. 
Pride.     Bizihh  bizikh.  Bravo  !  well  done  ! 

A  tii^  bazaz,  (v.  n.  of  00 )  Being  in  a  bad  state. 

Aji\J  bazara,  (fut.j  jjo_  yabzuru)  He  sowed. 
Ajii.J  bazr,  (v.  n.  ofjO.J)  Coming  forth,  appear- 

ing (a  seedling).  Sowing  seed,  disseminating,  scat- 
tering. Disclosing  a  secret.  Squandering  money. 

Seed-corn.  Offspring,  progeny.  (pl.jjiSo  biizur 

andj\ij  bizar)  A  seedling.  Flax  or  pot-herb  seed. 

^jGxil jio  bazni'l  kattdn.  Lint-seed.  Bazir,  A 
sower.  A  winnower.  A  chatterer,  a  babbler.  Plen- 

teous, abundant  (food  for  entertainment)  Buzur, 

(pi.  ofjjtio  bazHr)  Blabbers,  tell-tales, 
shazara  bazara  or  shizara  bizara.  Here  and  there, 

everywhere,  on  all  sides. 

P|«|jiSo  bazrdm,  A  delightsome  place. 
A  ijdJ  bazrat,  A  seed.  A  child,  a  son. 

P  t^f^j'^,  bizruftan.  To  accept,  be  pleased  with. 
A  ̂ JjtiO  bazrak.  Contemptible,  abject  (man). 
A  &5j(30  bazrakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jj*^  Q)  Being  a 

guide,escort.  Extreme bashfulness.  A  guide,escort. 

p ̂ j  '^  bazirgar,  A  farmer,  ploughman,  sower. 

p  ̂Jij's>  bazirgari.  Husbandry,  agriculture. 

A  ̂ jj^  bazrvj,  Basil-royal,  ocymum. p  2jiSj  bazr  a,  A  talent. 

A  ̂jd^buzurra',YzS.n,\d\e.  Prodigal, lavish. 
p  C»»**iio  bizist,  (or  tJlwiiSj  bizisht)  A  span. 

A  baz^  (v.n.of^OJ)  Frightening,  terrify- 
ing. Dropping  water  (a  jar).  Emanation,  a  drop- 

ping. Baza^,  Terror. 
A  jo  bazk,  (pi.  ijjio  buzuh)  A  guide  through 

unknown  roads.    Small,  slight. 

A  aJaiiSj  bazkata  t,  A  wasting  of  time  or  of  talk. 

A  Ji>J  bazl,  (v.  n.  of  J3o)  Giving  liberally. 

A  gift,  a  present.  Expense.  A  pace  which  a  horse 
reserves  against  a  time  of  need.  p  (J3j 

bazli  simin,  Excessive  liberality,  ̂ j"-^  Jio  bazl 

kardan.  To  present.  To  expend.  To  put  forth. — 
In  construction  it  implies,  sometimes,  Study,  en- 

deavour, care,  attention  :  as,  p  (j"^^  iJL/^  JS^ 
bazli  hhmnat  kardan,  (also  j  j^CiAo  Jij 

jjii^ii bazli  makdur  u  sa^i  mawfur  dadan) 

To  employ  every  endeavour,use  all  diligence,  make 
it  the  whole  study,  bestow  every  care  or  attention. 

A  ̂'^  'sibazlakh,A  promiser, but  not  performer. 
Bizlahh,(Y.r\.  of       Q)  Promising,  but  not  doing. 

A  jOjj  bizlat,  A  garment  for  daily  use,  of  which 
no  care  is  taken. 

A  Xs^io  bazlakhat,  (v.n.of       Q)  Promising, 

but  not  performing. 



p  jo  hazla,  The  recital  of  a  poem  in  a  cadence. 

A  joke,  jest,  pleasantry,  raillery,  witticism,  bon- 

mot,  any  thing  pleasant  and  entertaining. 

pjb  js3jj  lazla-haz,  A  buffoon,  jester ;  witty. 

p  «J  jj  hizla-posh,  Clad  in  an  every-day 

garment. 

p  (_^^  aJjj  bazla-goy,  A.  jester,  a  droll :  jocular. 

A  pjj  hazuma,  (fut.  ̂ Sx>.yabztmiu)  He  had  his 

wits  about  him,  and  was  in  full  possession  of  him- 

self (though  in  a  passion). 

A  j4j^  &M^m,Intellect,understanding:  soul,spirit. 
Toleration,  patience.  Power,  strength.  Skin, hide. 

Fatness,  fleshiness.  Thickness,  substance  (of  cloth). 

A  jjj  bazw,  (v.  n.  of  jjj)  Being  obscene. 

A  ̂ jS>buzuh,(pl.o{ ^ij&a2/t)Fissures,cracks. 

ASOjjj  buzuzat,  (v.  n.  of  jj)  Being  in  a  bad 
state.  A  miserable  condition.  Filthiness,  squalor. 

Aj_}  j^  bazur,  Much,  many.  A  calumniator, 

an  accuser.  One  who  cannot  keep  a  secret.  Buzur, 

(pi.  ofjiw*  bazi^)  Sprouts,  germs,  buds.  Seeds. 

A  Jjio  bnzuh,  (pi.  of  jjv^  bazk)  Road-guides. 
Small,  slight. 

A  Jji^  bazul,  Liberal,  munificent.     A  giver, 

p  ijiJ  bazh,  A  lie,  fiction,  falsehood.   Biza  or 

huza,  A  barren  tree,  used  only  as  fire-wood. 

A  baziy,  Obscene,  immodest  (in  conver- 

sation). Destitute  or  scarce  of  fodder  or  provision. 

A  HJiW  bazisat,  Immodest  (woman). 

A  w.jj  baziyat,  Shameless,  obscene  (woman). 

A  ti>^.ij  baziz,  Alike,  equal. 

A  »3j.3^  bazizat,  A  portion.  Scanty  fare  and 

coarse  clothing.    Conquest,  victory. 

Aj^.3j  bazh^,  A  calumniator,  accuser.  Unable 
to  keep  a  secret.    J>J^>  jj{  hasir  bazir,  Much. 

A  ̂J^bazim,  Strong.  Stinking(mouth).  In  full 

possession  of  one's  faculties,  although  in  a  passion. 

A  X^iSj  bazrinat,  In  full  possession  of  one's 

wits,  though  in  a  passion.    Name  of  a  man. 

p  bazyun,  A  costly  garment  of  silk. 

A  iu^.iV  bazuat,  Destitute  of  pasture  (land), 

p ji  bar,  On.  Up.  Upon.  In.  Into.  At.  Forth. 

With.  Back.  Away.  Against.  Near.  Before.  Ac- 

cording to.  On  account  of.  When  placed  before  a 
number  of  words,  it  either  changes  or  strengthens 

the  sense,  as  will  appear  from  the  following  exam- 

ples, and  from  many  others  which  will  be  found 

in  their  proper  alphabetical  places.  Prefixed  to  a 

verb  it  is  often  redundant,  t— j>  bar  hasb.  Ac- 
cording to.  lixijjj  ji  bar  rasui,  It  has  happened. 

He  has  taken  it,  he  understands  it.  iStl^j^ 

bar  sabili  tawazu^  In  humility,  by  way  of  sub- 
mission. bar  sihhat  shudan,  To 

be  in  health.  i^J^  j>  bar  taraf,  Apart.  j> 

^j^^ bar  taraf  hardan,  To  put  away,  remove,  lay 

aside.  J]/  j>  bar  harar,  Firm,  solid,  immoveable. 

■^\M>J\Ji ji  bar  karari  sabih,  In  pristine  vigour, 
(restored)  to  former  strength.  i^xJ:^ j>  bar  ha- 
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shld,  He  proceeded,  advanced,  surpassed,  excelled. 

CLk9^  j>  bar  girift,  He  took,  received,  accepted. 

^jl^  lJV^ m^m^;aZ^  mashruh.  In  the  man- ner above-mentioned.  j! 

vmjibifar'mdni  shahi,  According  to  the  commands 

of  the  king.  j  ji  bar  wajhi,  In  the  manner  of. 

^s>- ji  bari  hak,  Near  to  God,  in  the  sight  of  God. 
(When &iirsignifiesNear,itthentakes»^->*,/^asra). 

p ji  bar.  Height,  top,  summit.  A  continent, 
earth,  globe.  An  arid  desert.  A  burden,  a  load. 

Fruit.  Profit,  advantage.  Pulse.  Seed.  The  bo- 

som,  breast;,^  embrace,  armpit  or  lap.  The  cheek- 
bone. Memory,  recollection.  Preservation,  cus- 

tody. A  palace.  A  door.  Lot,  portion.  Breadth. 

A  side,  part.  A  kind  of  tree,  the  Indian  fig.  A 

young  woman.  A  bird.  jjljL*^^ j>bari  ̂ rahistan, 

The  desert  of  Arabia.  j>  j  ̂̂ -^  barg  u  bar,  Leaves 

and  fruit.  j>  j^^v^  saman-bar,  Jasmine-bosomed, 

(for  <Lfji  barff)  A  leaf. 
p  bar,  (contracted  participle  of  i^i^j^  burdan. 

To  bear)  Seizing,  carrying  off.  A  porter,  carrier. 

j>  Jii  dil-bar,  A  ravisher  of  hearts.  j>  jw\3  na  ma- 
bar,  A  letter-carrier.  Bur,  (contracted  participle 

of  ̂ ^'^.J>  buridaii)  Cutting.  j>  ̂^\3  nakhun-bur. 
Scissors  for  paring  the  nails. 

barr,  (v.n.  ofj^)  Overcoming,  prevailing 

against  in  word  and  deed.  (pi.  bararat  and 

abrar)  Good,  beneficent.  Just,  equitable,  true, 

righteous.  Pious  towards  God ;  dutiful  to  parents; 
affectionate  to  children.  Truth  in  an  oath.  God. 

The  continent,  earth,  globe.  A  desert,  a  large  un-  j 
cultivated  barren  plain.  Sylvan,  wild,  desert. 

^  J  bahr  u  barr,^ea  and  land.  j  bahran 

rva  bai'van.  By  sea  and  land.  ^y*>S-  ̂ salu'l 
barr.  Wild  honey,  p  ̂^\^^J>  barri  biyaban.  An 

extensive  desert.  A  Birr,  Piety,  reciprocal  affec- 
tion between  parents  and  children,  demonstrations 

of  love  and  obedience.  Extensive  kindness,  expan- 

sive benevolence.  A  gift.  Goodness,  innocence. 

Truth,  sincerity.  Truth  in  an  oath.  A  fox's  cub. 
A  female  mouse.  A  kind  of  field-mouse.  Pilgrim- 

age to  Mecca.  A  drivino;  of  camels.  The  heart. 

Paradise.  The  driving  of  sheep,  or  the  calling  of 

them  to  pasture.  The  bleating  of  sheep.  (_jyo.  ̂  

"ji  VjLfti  la  ya^afu  hirran  mim  birrin,  He  knows not  a  foe  from  a  friend,  or  a  kitten  from  a  mouse; 

or  calling  sheep  from  driving  them,  &c.  ̂ jU«5-\Jj 

barri  ihsan,  (or^jU-5>-\ _j  barr  u  ihsan)  Benefi- 
cence, the  bestowment  of  favours,  the  making  of 

contributions.  Birr  or  burr,  (v.  n.  oij>)  Being 

accepted  by  God  (a  pilgrimage).  Accepting  a  pil- 

grimage (God).  Observing  truth  and  fidelity  in 

an  oath.  Burr,  (pi- j^y^  ahrar)  Wheat. 

A  fj>  bars,  (v.  n.  of  1_;J)  Creating,  (v.  n.  of_j^ 

or  ij?P)  Being  free,  safe,  out  of  danger.  Burs, 

(v.  n.  of  and  Being  free,  safe,  out  of  dan- 

ger.    Recovering  from  illness,  being  cured  of  a 

wound.  A  cure.  ft5^LJ\  f-j  bursu's  sa^it,  An 
immediate  cure,  the  cure  of  an  hour. 

A  ]ji  harasa,  (fut.  ijO,  yabrasu)  He  created. 

A  \j>  bara\  (fut.  jjO.  yabru)  He  created. 
p  ̂   bara,  A  sort  of  savoury  dish  made  of  minced 

meat  and  spices,  (for       baray)  For,  on  account  of. 

A  \ji  buras,  (pi.  oi'i\j>  burasat)  Lurking-places in  which  the  hunter  waits  for  his  prey. 

A  ̂   barran,  Without,  out  of  doors. 
p       burra  or  biira,  Acute,  sharp,  cutting. 

A  burasas,  (pi.  of  ;j5y  bar  is)  Free,  clear. 
Discharged,  absolved. 

A  Aj>  baras,  (v.  n.  of  1^)  Being  free,  clear,  ex- 
empt, (wanting  fern,  dual  and  plural)  Free,  clear, 

exempt.  The  first  or  last  day  or  night  of  a  lunar 

month.  A  proper  name,  Birasovburas,{^\.oi ijiji 

baris)  Free,  clear,  quit,  absolved.  Healed,  cured. 
Burets,  (sing.)  Free,  clear,  (pi.  of  i^}^  burayat) 

Chips,  laths,  shavings,  scrapings.  Nail-parings. 

A  -^Vjj  barrds,  An  arrow-maker,  one  who  chips 
and  fashions  arrows. 

..I         _  ^ 
A         barasat,  (v.  n.  of  1^)  Being  free  (from 

faults  or  crimes).  Recovering  health.  Innocence. 

j»\5  CjAj>  barasatitdm,V eriect\\ea\t\i.  's^h'iAji bardsatu  zimmatin,  Acquittance  of  obligation,  dis- 

charge of  debt  or  dues.  jj^^  yammu''l  ba- 
rdsaf,  An  oath  of  excommunication,  or  renuncia- 

tion of  the  divine  protection  and  favour  (Rom. ix.  3). 

p  u-J  1 bar  db,  On  the  water.  A  field  sown 

and  watered,  \     >  I j>  bar  db  dmadan,  To  be- 

come divulged.  I j>  bar  dbifuldn,  After 

the  manner  of  so  and  so.  t^s^  U-J I ̂  bar  db 

ffuftan.  To  speak  fast.    To  repartee. 

A  ̂ _\^  bardbihh,  (pi.  of  barbakli)  Earthen 
pipes  for  conveying  water  ;  sewers  of  earthen  pipes. 

'Pj>\j>  bar-d-bar,  (Breast-to-breast)  Equal,  alike, 
on  a  par.  Plain,  even,  level,  smooth.  Uniform. 

Accurate,  exact.  Equally,  in  the  same  manner. 

Abreast,  opposite,  over  against.  (^i^J^ J-]j^  bar-d- 
bar  hardan,  To  level.  To  oppose.  [^^^ j^^ji  (JJ'^ 

zaviin  bar-d-bar  hardan.  To  level  with  the  ground. 

A bardbir,  (or  bardbirat)  Natives  of 
Barbary  or  Western  Africa.  Barbarians,  Africans. 

p  6a?'a&«?'a??,  Name  of  a  medicinal  herb. p  bar-d-bari,  An  equality.  ^^^V 

bar-d-ba7'i  hardan,To  contend,  to  oppose  one's  self 
to  another,  to  dispute  for  equality. 

A  laJ^  bardbit,  (pi.  of  k^)  Harps,  lutes. 

AjO_\^  bardbir,  A  kind  of  dish  made  of  old 
wheat  (newly  taken  from  the  ears)  and  milk. 

A        bardt,  A  knife  for  fashioning  bows. 

A  i\j>  bur  sat,  (pl.];^  bti.ras)  The  lurking-place 
of  a  hunter  waiting  for  game. 

p  bardt,  (or  A  O)^^  &U  laylatu''l  bardt) 
A  night  in  the  eighth  month,  Sha^jdn,  consecrated 
to  the  memory  of  forefathers.  Weariness,  disgust. 

^ bardt,  Aletter,  epistle.  A  royal  diploma, 



brevet,  commission,  patent,  or  privilege.  An  as- 

signment, a  draft.  ̂ Uai.*>i  bm^ati  sultan, 

jjl^lP'  Ol^  harati  ̂ Ti-slian,  or  p  (j^.U* 
harati  liamayun,  Royal,  imperial,  or  august  di- 

plomas, letters,  or  privileges.  _jJ6l  j>  C^\j^ 
barat  bar  shahhi  aim,  Vain  promises,  lies  (a  draft 

on  Whitechapel-pump).  Burat,  (pi.  of  'ij>  burat) 
Rings  worn  on  the  ankles. 

A  OVJ^  barrat  or  &MTa^,(pl.ofj^)Good  works. 

V  J\d  barat-dar,  One  who  holds  an  assign- 
ment, privileged.    A  patentee. 

A  ̂^^^j>  baratih,  Little  hills. 
p  barafi,  A  worn-out  garment.  Relations 

who  conduct  the  bridegroom  to  the  bride's  house. 
A  'JLJ'\j>  hiras,  (pi.  ofL^^)  Soft,  level  grounds. 

A  bar  asm,  (pi.  of  ̂ 'i^  burswn)  The  soft 
parts  under  the  claws  of  birds  or  beasts.  Claws. 

A  i^\j>  barasi,  Thesabine  plant. 

A  '^j^  barraj,  Belonging  to  tower  or  dove-cot. 

pl^ii         barraju'l  hamam,  A  carrier-pigeon. 
A  ba7'ajid,  (pi. of  burjnd)G?Lvmeni% 

of  thick,  hairy,  shaggy  stuff. 

A  j^l^  barajim,  (pi.  ofil?^  burjumat^  3 omts 
of  the  fingers.  The  middle  talons  of  a  bird.  Knuc- 

kles of  clenched  fists. 

p  (J^^  barajil,  Parsley. 
A  barah,  (v.  n.  of  Ending,  desisting, 

ceasing,  terminating.  Receding,  deserting,  flying. 

Going  into  an  uncultivated  country.  A  wide-ex- 

tended desert.  A  woman's  name,  t^^^  ha- 
bit barah,  A  bold  man.  A  lion,  •^ji  ̂  la  baraha 

or  hu,  Firmly.  Unceasingly,  continually,  without 
end.  jasaiia  bVl  amri  barahan, 

He  explained  to  us  the  matter  clearly. 

ra^yun  barahun,  Wicked  counsel.  BiraJi,  The  sun. 

A  S\ji  burad,  (v.  n.  of  Being  blunt,  dull 
(a  sword).  Being  weak  and  languid.  Sending  a 

messenger  {Si.ji  barld).  Cold  (water). 

FjSi\d\ji  birad  andar,  A  half-brother. 

A  'iS\j>  buradat,  Filings,  scrapings,  saw-dust. 
Chips.  Rust. 

A  barradat,  A  vessel  for  cooling  water, 

a  refrigerator :  a  narrow-necked  goblet  used  foi" 
that  purpose.  A  place  for  drinking  water. 

Pjt>^  biradar,  A  brother.  biradar 

andar,  A  half-brother.  j'^.j'^\j>  bircidari  pidar, 

A  father's  brother,  an  uncle.  (_JLa»- bh-a- 
dari  hak'ikl.  Own  brother,  full  brother. 
biradar i  hhwurd,  A  younger  brother,  a  cadet. jii^ 

biradari  rizd^,  A  foster-brother. 

biradari  zan,  A  wife's  brother,  a  brother-in- 

law.  ̂ ^Ziji^j)  biradari  shamhar,  A  husband's 
brother.  (j^i^l;^  biradarani  dm.  Brothers  in 
the  faith,  religious  fraternities. 

P  biradarana.  Brotherly, like  a  brother. 

Pjjj^.j'J^  biradar-parwar.  Kind  to  brethren. 
P  biradar-hhroandagi,  A  calling 
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of  one's  self  a  brother,  fraternization. 

p  5i^J\_j_»-j  biradar-hhwanda.  An  adopted 
brother. 

vT>i^\jjCi\j3  biradar-zada,^roiher's  son,nephew. 
p_/^^jj\^  biradar-hihtar,  A  younger  brother. 
p biradar-madar.  Maternal  uncle. 

V  Ji^ ji^\j>  biradar-mihtar,  An  elder  brother. 

p  Tl>Siji^\ji  biradaranda,  A  half-brother. 

p  CLkX^ji^\j>  Mradar-nisbat,A.hvot\\ev-m-\&vf. 

p  ̂Jj'^\j>  biradari,  Brotherhood,  the  fraternal 
relation.  Relationship,  biradari  har- 
dan,  To  enter  into  a  fraternity.  To  exercise  or  show 

brotherly  love,  to  fraternize. 

p^ii^  birazar,  A  brother. 
A  ba7'azi^  (pl.of  i^i,^  barza^t,)  Wool- 
len saddle-cloths. 

A  bardzin,(Y>^.oi  ̂ ^ji3^&?V2arora)  Beasts 
for  burden  or  for  the  saddle  (implying  especially 
the  slow  and  sluggish). 

Pjl^^iarar, Peace, concord,  (part.of  I 
bar  dwardan)  One  who  carries  off,  draws  out,  ra- 

vishes, bears  away,  raises  up.  An  extractor,  bearer, 

elevator.   One  who  receives  favourably.    An  ap- 

prover, accepter,  suppoi'ter. 

Pj\j^  bardr,  A  province  in  the  Dak'han(India). 

A  Llj>j\jibardris,{])\.o{'  Z)a?\s)  Soft,smooth, 
level  grounds. 

p  5k.\>j  I ji  bar  dranda,  An  extractor,  bearer.  A 
receiver.    An  approver,  accepter. 

A  t/;^  ba7-dri,  (and  CL^^.j\j>  bararii)  (pi.  of 

'i>ji  barnyat  and  (JIaV^  barrit)  Deserts. 
p  i^ii^.j  I j>  bar  aridan.  To  spread  branches. 

p  J>.j^J>  bardr'vr,  (or  J^^\j^  barm'iz)  The  year before  last. 

pj]^  &ara2,  Joiningjfastening,  glueing.  A  patch. 
Beauty,  grace,  elegance,  ornament,  decoration.  A 

shoemaker  or  carpenter's  wedge.  Well  then  !  des- 
patch !  finish !    An  axis.  A  goad.  Plough-gear. 

ajI^^  bardz.  An  extensive  open  plain. 

Jjji\  bardzu^r  rawz.  Name  of  a  tassuj,  (a 
sort  of  weight)  current  in  Baghdad.  Birdz,  (v. 

n.  3  ofjj^)  Fighting  (especially  single  combat,  in 
an  amphitheatre  or  other  place).  Human  excre- 

ment (a  more  decent  word  than  la^ls-  (jltdsit). 

p  i^j^j^  birdzbdn.  That  part  of  a  knife  or  dirk 
which  enters  into  the  handle ;  the  shank. 

A  bardzat,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Becoming  clever, 
skilful,  adroit. 

A  bardzihh,  (pi.  of         harzahh)  Impe- 

diments, bars.     (jUj^^  '^J^-  'I  Amdn, That  which  lies  between  the  beginning  and  end  of 

faith,  debatable  ground  between  doubt  and  belief. 

p  i^^ji  bai'dzad.  Convenient,  fit,  proper,  suit- 
able, elegant,  graceful,  beautiful.  Good  manners. 

Ornament,  decoration.  It  agrees,  suits,  accords. 

Birdzad,  A  brother,  friend,  or  companion. 

p  bardzda,  A  mass  of  leaven. 

^JjV  ̂"'^-^^'j  a. brother.  Goodness.  Elegance- 
P  bardzish,  Decoration.    A  patching. 

A  ̂ JJ'^  bardzih,  (also  ̂ yi.j'ji  bardzili)  (pi.  of 

(3^jy  ̂'V^I/i)  Crowds,  bodies,  fraternities.  Troops 
of  horses.    Horsemen.  By-paths. 

p  ̂^'^J'J^  bardzandagi,  Decoration. 
p  birdzwdn.  That  part  of  a  knife  or 

dirk  which  enters  into  the  handle,  the  shank. 

p  (ji^J^  bardzidan.  To  act  with  propriety, 
behave  with  decency,  proceed  in  conformity  to. 

To  appear  beautiful  and  elegant.  To  join,  unite. 

To  coincide,  quadrate.  To  deserve.    To  decorate. 

A  bardsds,  A  body  of  men. 

p  lloi^  (*);)  i^'dli)  bardstd,  A  skilful  guide. 
p  (jJj***!^  bar  dsudan.  To  rest.  To  give  rest. 
p  bardsh,  A  quenching.  A  stilling.  A 

scratch,  a  wound.    A  sprinkling,  a  scattering. 

p  ̂';sJm\j>  bar  dshuftagi.  Excitement. 
A  burdshim.  Clear-sighted. 
A  burdshin,  One  who  gazes  intently. 

p  ̂^^^**'\J>.  bardshidan.  To  quell.    To  ask. 

A  i^)j>  birds,  (pi.  of  bursat)  The  habita- 
tions of  demons.    Sandy  deserts  without  herbage. 

A  tj^a]^  birdz,  (pi.  of  barz^  Few,  little. 
Burdz,  A  little.    Scarcity  of  water. 

A  ̂ j^Vj!^  barrdz,  Name  of  a  noted  robber. 
One  who  has  squandered  away  all  his  substance. 

A  burdtim,  Thick-lipped. 

A  iy^\j>  bardtil.  Bribes.    Long  stones. 
A  bai'd^t,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Excelling.  Being 

perfect  in  virtue  and  beauty.  Excellence,  pre-emi- 

nence. J^LjL*j\  CI^^];^  bard^ti  istihldl,The  meet- 
ing of  several  synonymous  words  in  a  sentence. 

A  (^S']j>  bard^s,  (pl.of  dL^ji  bursts)  Podices. 

A  bard^m,  Summits  of  mountains.  Name 

of  a  place,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j>  bur^m)  Buds.  Pods. 
A         barrdgh,  A  phlebotomist,  a  bleeder. 

p^^^^]{s■\J>bardghdUdan,{or^^sA^^J^bardgha- 
lldan)  To  instigate,  stimulate,  stir  up.  To  put  to 
flight,  chase,  cause  to  run.  To  extract,  pluck  up. 

A  {JL^\j>  bardghls,  (pi.  of  C->_jSy)  Fleas. 

A  fj^iP'\ji  bardghls.  Noble,  high-bred  animals. 

A  (J^l;^  bardghil,  (pi.  of  (Jf^  birghil)  Dis- tricts situate  near  to  water,  or  lying  between  an 

inhabited  country  and  a  desert. 

p  ̂lillJ^  bar  uftddan,  To  dwindle,  die  away. 

p  ̂^y^\Ji\ji  bar  afrdshtan.  To  exalt,  erect,  raise. 

p  (^jLs-jjS^  bar  afrohhtan.  To  kindle,  light  up. 

p  s!is''^jS\j>  bar  afrohhta,  Inflamed,fired,lit  up. 

p  iijj^ji  bar  afrod,  Topsy-turvy,  pell-mell. 

p  f^SyjM^jiSji  bar  afrosidan,  To  excite  desire. 
To  walk  with  a  fastidious,  pompous  air.  To  abuse 

one  by  menacing  actions  or  opprobrious  words. 

p  bar  afjWidan,  To  incite,  to  stir 

up.  To  extract.  To  pluck  out.  To  throw  away. 

P  i,^,^.^^  ̂ tvl-ii^ j>  bar  afshdndani  dast,Danc- 

ing  (literally,  waving  the  hands). 



move. 
p  ̂jS^XJ\ji  bar  afijandan,  To  throw  up.  To  re- 

To  send. 

A  ̂^j)  burak,  (or  ̂ j^^  dl  burali)  The  cele- 
brated animal  smaller  than  a  mule  and  bigger 

than  an  ass  in  the  Kur'an,  upon  which  Muhammad 
is  said  to  have  gone  from  Jerusalem  to  heaven. 
He  is  likewise  called  ^  Otilsuo  buraJd 

sa^dat-masaJt,  The  ass  of  the  fortunate  impulse. 

pj\3  buraki  harlt-taz,  A  steed  fleet  as 

lightning.   ̂   ̂\j>  burahijam,  The  wind  which 

wafted  Solomon's  throne  from  place  to  place, 

(.iliij^V^  biirahi  chaharumfaJah,  The  sun.  The 

seventh  heaven.  J^j  ̂ ^J>  sumancli  burah- 
raftar,  A  steed  swift  as  ('^  burah. 

A         barraJi,  Flashing,  glittering,  bright. 

A  XiVJo  &rtr7'a/;af,Handsome,brilliant  (woman). 

A  ijiJ^^  barahish,  Name  of  a  bitch,   (^j^^  _5^^ 
abu  burahish,  Name  of  a  changing-coloured  bird. 

A  'iXs\j->  barrahiyat,  Splendour,  brilliancy. 
A  bivRh,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^)  P  ronouncmg  a 

blessing,  (pi.        hurh')A.  species  of  the  sword-fish. 
harakas,  (pi.  baraMk^  Firmness, 

stedfastness  in  battle.    A  kneeling  down. 

A  d)^^  uiJ^ic!?-a/«Z*ara/n',Courage!  courage! 
(an  animating  ejaculation  to  one  another  in  battle), 

p  S^^l;^  baraJiuh,  A  mountain  in  Farghana. 
A  buraldyut,  A  kind  of  ship, 

p  '6d^\j>  bara(janda,  (or  A  bribe  to  cor- 
rupt a  judge,  a  present,  gift,  offering,  donation. 

A  'e^\ji  bavfolat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Swelling  the 
feathei's  of  his  neck  (a  game-cock  going  to  fight). 

A  biram,  (pi.  of  'iiOj>  buj-mat)  Stone  ket- 

tles.   Buraw,,  (pi.  'i^J^\  abrimat')  A  tike. 
p  ̂^d^\A\j>  bar  dmaJnd an, (also  f^Sx^A^fi  bara- 

nahidan  or  ̂iiJu*>Ui^j  bar  anmiidaii)  To  swell,  to 
blow  up  (as  dough). 

■p  ̂ \j>  bar  a/w«fZ,  Arising  or  coming  up.  Issue. 
Expenditure,  outgoings.  Informing  (more  particu- 

larly of  bribery),  accusation,  impeachment.  \j> 
j6  bar  amadi  kar,  The  execution  of  any  business. 

p  j>  bar  dmadagijA  projection,  rising,  or 
swelling.  A  setting  in,  an  overspreading  of  darkess. 

p  (jJ>«<il ji  bar  amadan,  To  ascend,  arise,  come 
forth,  appear,  emerge,  grow  out.  To  surprise,  to 

come  suddenly  and  unexpectedly.  To  succeed  in 

one's  wishes,  to  triumph,  overcome.  To  result.  To 
honour,  exalt,  magnify.  To  pass  through.  To  be 

disgusted  or  tired  out.  To  be  replete. 

p  j>  bar  amada,  Prominent.  A  balcony. 

A  bardmihat,  (pi.  of  ̂^_^j>  barynalfiy) 
Barmecides,  persons  of  the  family  of  Barmak. 

p  (J      bar  an,  Upon  that,   i^^^  1 j>  har  an 
shudan,  To  agree  upon.  To  will,  desire,  intend, 

p  ̂^Ji  birdn,  Passing,  past. 

p^j^-J  burrdn,  Sharp, cutting.  ^  feghi 
burrdn,  A  sharp  sword. 

p  (j^ij>-Vxi\j>  bar  anddhlitan,  To  throw  out  or 
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down.  Toscatter,throwabout,  discomfit,  defeat.  To 

break  an  engagement,  to  rescind  a  purchase  or  sale. 
p  (  i\d^\j>  burdnddf,  Intestines. 

p  f^i^\j>  burdndan,  To  lose  at  play. 

p  ̂^'^)J-^  burrdndan,  To  be  sharp  and  cutting. 

A  ̂j^^^  bardnis,  (pi. of  Z'wrw«.s)Caps,hats. 

Pj\jo\_j»-  j  J^\j>  bardnghdr  ujuwdnrjhur, The 
right  and  left  wings  of  an  army. 

A  (.iJj^^  bardnih,  (pi. of  t^^j^ barnaJidn)  Black 

gowns,  barracanes. 

PjlC)\^  bardngdr.  The  right  hand. 

p  ̂l^scr^l^  bar  angehldagi,  Instigation. 
p  bar  angehhian.  To  raise  or  pull  up, 

tear  out,  draw  forth,  eradicate.  To  excite,  stir  up, 

rouse,  awake.  To  cause  to  happen.  To  learn,  know. 

p  (Mi^  bar  dn  and.  On  that  they  are  agreed. 
p         bardna,  Name  of  a  city. 

p  ̂^ji  bardni,A.  glass  or  earthen  vessel  in  which 
flowers,  sugar,  confections,  or  medicines  are  kept. 

A  barciniy,  (pi.  of        baniiyat)  Vessels 
of  earthenware.    Young  cocks. 

A  barrdiiiy, Oniev.  Native  of  BarranTyat. 

p  (^ti>j3^  burdnidan,  To  kiss  or  be  kissed.  To 
go  away.    To  agree.    To  put  to  flight. 

p      bardv,  A  sweeper  of  the  streets,  a  dustman. 

Pjjl j>  &ar-a?r«/'.  Fruit-bearing  (tree).  Fruitful. 
p  t^jl^  bar  dward,  An  estimate,  calculation. 

A  specimen.   A  citadel,    i^'^^  '^j3^j^ 

hardan.  To  strike  out  (a  muster-roll).    To  calcu- 
late, estimate,  carry  to  account. 

p  (_/'^_)  1      bar  dwardagi,  A  bringing  forth. 
p  ̂ ^lijj  1  j>  bar  dwardan.  To  bring  up.  To 

draw  out,  bring  forth,  pluck,  pull,  or  tear  up.  To 

draw  (a  breath).  To  elevate,  raise  up,  erect,  build. 

To  repair,  restore,  correct,  accomplish,  bring  to 

perfection.  To  relieve  (indigence  or  necessity).  To 

close,  to  fill  up.  To  breed  (teeth  or  horses).  To 

produce,  to  bear.  To  accept,  receive  favourably. 

To  insert.  To  break  the  peace.  To  represent.  To 

counterfeit,  feign,  imitate,  mimick. 

p  Sii)  J  I  j>  bar  dwarda,  Brought  up  or  forth. 
Built,  constructed,  erected.  Mimicked,  imitated, 

counterfeited.  Taken  ujj  (in  the  arms).  Raised  to 

honours.  Invested  with  authority.  A  raised  build- 
ing. A  rampart.  A  fortress.  Deducted  or  stopped. 

Produced,  alleged.  Separated.  Given.  Heard, 

accepted.    Completed,  finished.    Accustomed  to 

any  thing,    i^^^  J  '  J^-  ̂"■''^''(^'^'■^i 
bdn  kardan,  To  speak,  utter,  pronounce 

p  (_;j^stfjlj^6orawe/</t^fl??,To  suspend,  hang  up. 

p  ba  rail,  To  the  waj^,  by  the  way.  Orna- 

ment, beauty,  elegance.  Adorned.  Beautiful.  Good. 

Goodness,  t^^^ ba  rdh  hardan.  To  dismiss, 
send  away,  despatch.  To  depart,  set  out,  begin,  or 

proceed  on  a  journey. 

p  ̂ )j>  bardhdm,  Name  of  a  notorious  miser. 
p  (J^;^  1  j>  bar  dhikhtan,  (also  J>  bar 
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dliekhtan,  To  unsheath,  to  draw  (a  sword). 

A  ̂ \j>  bardkim,  bardh,  or  bard- 

liim  (pi.  of  j^J^Jfc^^  ibrdh'vn)  Abrahams. A  bardhimat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^J  bardkman) 

Brahmans.    (pi.  of  ihrdhim)  Abrahams, 

P  ij'^^^  ahanjidan,To  draw,  lead  out. 

p  (J  JoJb^  bardliidan,  To  send.  To  travel. 
A  bardhin,  (pi.  of  ̂^lfi> j>  burhdn)  Proofs. 

P  bardy,  For,  because,  on  account  of.  In 

respect  of,  for  the  sake  of.  ^\j>  bardyi  adab, 

By  way  of  civility.  1  ̂J^Ji  bardyi  dn,  For  that. 

&^^  \  (_^^  &«rayt  awA?',  Because  that.  j\  (_f  1^  &a- 
rdyi  u.  On  his  account,  for  him.  bardy  i  In, 

For  this.         tu>-  bardyi  da  hdr.  On  what 

account  ?    i^\Jh\  lx--o  bardyi  zabti  atraf, 
Inordertooverawetheneighbourhood.  CLJ\^  i^\j> 

bardyi  hardbat.  For  the  sake  of  the  relationship. 

j^j^ bardyi  kdri  darbur,  On  the  businesG 
of  the  Durbar. 

A  \^\j>  bardya,  (pi.  of  barisat)  Free,  clear, 

absolved  (women),  (pl.of  io_^  bar'ajuf)  Creatures. 
People,  men.  Patricians,  nobles.  Vassals.  ̂ _^U>- 

bljO^  h.hdli'hul  bardya',  The  Creator  of  men. 
A  burdyat,  (pi.  Aj>  burdi)  A  chip,  a  shav- 

ing. Nail-pairings.  Fat,  flesh.  Capability  of  en- 
during a  long  journey. 

A  bardsih,  (pi.  of  'il>j>  barihat)  Milks 
into  which  a  little  butter  or  fat  has  been  poured. 

A  ''^'^ji  bardsilt,  (pi.  of  barhdn)  Black 
robes  or  garments  of  a  particular  fashion. 

A  Ji\^  burdM,(oT  burdsila')  The  smaller 
feathers  (called  hackles)  in  the  neck  of  a  bird,  par- 

ticularly in  that  of  a  cock  or  the  crest  of  a  bustard. 

^\  abu  biirdMl,  A  cock,  i^j*^^  i^]j>  bu- 

rdfilu^l  arz,  (Feathers  of  the  earth)  Plants. 
A  burdsiliy,  (or  ̂]j>  burdsila)A  cock. 

p        bardya,  (or^j)^)  Apretext,cause,reason. 

A  Cj'j>  bi  rabbi'l  ̂ bdd.  By  the  lord  of 
servants  !  by  God  !  (as  in  the  conclusion  of  letters). 

CL}j>  Ojff-  eJU)^  ̂ ji>  bdki  hamisha 

^zzat  bdd  bi  rabbi'l  ̂ bdd.  With  regard  to  the  rest, 
may  your  highness  remain  for  ever,  by  God  (or 
which  God  grant)  ! 

p  lib^  bar  bdd.  To  the  wind.  Destroyed,  over- 

thrown, laid  waste,  ^ji^^  (^bj>  bar  bdd  budan,  To 
be  undone.  tib,)  bar  bdd  ddda.  Given  to  the 

wind,  ruined.  ̂ j^J  dbj>  bar  bdd  raftan,  To  be  dis- 

persed.  1^5- 1«*  i^\>j>  bar  bdd  sdhhtan,  To  destroy. 

'pj^ji  barbdr,  (or  8jb^)  An  upper  chamber. 
A jb^  barbdr,  Murmuring,  angry.  Noisy, cla- 

morous. Noisy,  creaking  (bucket).  A  lion. 

Pjj^b^  bar  bdrdn,  Fields  sown  in  time  of  rain. 
p  5jb^  barbdra,  A  private  entrance  to  a  house. 

A  (j«*^by  barbdi'is,  The  barberry-tree. 
A  (_>Mb^  birbds,  A  deep  well. 
L  tiUib^  barbdshk,  (Verbascum)  Mullein. 

s  Jb^  birbdl,  Coral. 



p  i^-^lj^  (•'i)^-  <-?^^  ^^^^y^  jmrdum. 

guzidan,  To  boast.  To  attempt  above  one's  strength. 

harhaJih,  (pl.^\^)  Alargesewer  made  of 
earthen  pipes.  An  earthen  pipe  for  carrying  water. 

p  i^j>  harhad,  Name  of  a  country  called  Sistan. 

p j>j>  lar  bar,  Upon.  Above.  Besides.  Upon 
the  breast.  Barbar,  A  barber.  A  surgeon.  Fool- 

ish, prating,  quarrelsome,  j^j^y.  barbari  sar,  A 
shaver  of  the  head. 

Ay>j>  harbar,  (or^_^^  al  barbar)  (pi. 
barabirat)  The  peojile  of  Barbary.     Birbir,  A 

word  for  calling  sheep.  Burbur,'Noisj,  clamorous. 
A  ijiji  barbarat,(Y.  n.  of^  Q)Talkingmuch, 

shouting.  The  bleating  of  a  goat.  Sounds,  cla- 
mours, mixed  noises.  Birbirat,  A  call  to  sheep. 

Burburat,  One  who  makes  many  noises. 

p  jols-       barbar-lthana,  A  barber's  shop. 

p  ̂ ji^^^  bar  hurdan,  To  appear,  rise  (the  sun). 
A&*«JjJZ;fl?Z'«srt^,Aseeking,inquiring,searching. 

p  i^^'jMij^j}  barbaristan,  Barbary. 
p  ijjij^  barbari,  A  barberry. 
T  {^>.j^j>  barbaris,  A  gooseberry,  or  the  tree. 

A  i^^.jiji  barbari,ya,  Barbary  in  Africa. 

p  CL^iji  bar  bast,  (pi.  barbastagan) 
Usage,  established  custom. 

F  tJwJj^  bar  bastan,  To  shut  or  fasten  up.  To 
be  shut  up  by  frost.    To  freeze.    To  prepare. 

p  bar  basta,  Shut  up.  Frozen,  congeal- 
ed. Incapable  of  growth,  inorganic. 

A  ̂ ^j>  barbasat,  An  irrigating  copiously. 

p  laJ^  barbat,  A  harp  or  lute,  )a.>j>  bar- 

bat-zan,  A  player  upon  the  lute.  jljS  barbat- 
narcaz,  A  harper,  a  lutanist. 

A         barbat,  (pi.  ia^^  bardbit)  A  lute. 

p  dj^^ji  bar  balatid,  Very  high.  An  upper 
chamber  in  Eastern  houses,  open  in  the  front. 

P(^^.tiJkbjJ&ar  balandin,  Ringlets  dangling  upon 
the  forehead.  Ornamental  work  over  a  doorway. 

p  i^'i^j>  bar  band,  Collected.  A  collar.  A  girdle. 
A-j^iji  hm'bur.  Corn  coarsely  ground. 
Aj_j^  barbuz,  The  blite  (a  kind  of  grass). 

G  i^^iMiy)j>  barbusiyus,  A  kind  of  ivy. 

p  f^i^>j>  barbaliln,  Purslain. 

A  -^Ua^^  birbitxis,  A  plant.  Name  of  a  place 
celebrated  for  embroidery. 

p  barpd,  Raised,  fixed,  established,  erect. 

fj^ji  \>.ji  bar  im  budan,  To  stand,  to  be  on  foot. 
(jwlj>-  barj)d  hhdstan,  To  rise  upon  the  feet ; 

to  stand,  b  jJ  bar  pd  kardan,  To  erect,  set 

up,  fix,  plant,  or  pitch,  ̂ ^lij  LdJU-  bar  j)dyi 
khdh  zadan,To  hold  in  contempt,to  degrade  or  ren- 

der contemptible.  (_Jij;u\i3  bar  pay  ddshtan, 

To  support.  To  be  raised,  pitched,  or  established. 

■^(i)    Jjvj^  ia?'  paroshdn,  Co-religionists. 
P_^^  barpaj.  Heaven,  firmament.  Barp74j,  A 

plum.  The  root  of  the  ear.  Declivity  of  amountain. 

^ji^J'  ̂ ^'IP^'^J  The  parts  round  the  mouth. 
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p  0**J^^  barpos,  The  same.  Purslain. 
p  barpun,  The  itch,  the  scab. 

P  iflr^ja/ift?*,  Purslain.  A  throne.  Flying. 

p  bar  jJechtda,  Twisted.  Shrivelled. 

p  A^st^iv^  bar  p)elthta,  Twisted  together,  coiled. 

A  'iji  birat,  (v.n.of ̂ j)  Abiding.  Burat,  (pi. 
C^^J  burdt,  (^>.j>  burin,  bhin,  and  ̂ ^ji  bura)  A 
garter.  An  ankle-ring  worn  by  the  Arabian  ladies. 

A  bracelet.  An  ear-ring.  A  bridle  or  ring  of  iron, 

brass,  or  hair,  running  through  a  cameFs  nose. 

A  'ij-i  barrat,  Dutifulness,  obedience.  Benefi- 
cent (woman).  Name  of  the  well  Zamzam.  Name 

of  the  place  where  Cain  killed  Abel. 

A  C->^  bart,  (v.  n.  of  (O,^)  Cutting.  Being 
astonished,  confounded.  An  axe.  A  guide.  A  sec- 

tion, a  segment.  Birt,  A  guide.  Burt,  A  guide. 
A  hatchet.  Sugar-candy. 

p  (_>*>by^  bartds,  Name  of  a  wrestler.  Name 
of  a  city  on  the  confines  of  Russia  :  also  a  country 

in  Turkistan  from  whence  costly  furs  are  brought. 

p  (_j*^b^  bartdsi,  A  fur  brought  from  Bartas. 
p  ij^yj^Xiji  bartdshk,  (or  Li\J^\J>ji)  Mugwort. 

p  ̂'jjKiji  bar  tdflagi,  Distortion. 
P  e!r^^  iaftun,  To  twist.  To  turn  away. 

To  bore,  pierce,  perforate. 
A       &2«ria!;,Acuteness,shrewdness,  cleverness. 

p bartar.  Higher.    Cause,  reason,  sake. 

p  i^^.J'j^.  bartarin,  Highest,  most  exalted. 
p j^iiiL) j>  bar  takdir.  On  supposition. 
A  ̂5o  j>  bartahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Tearing. 

Cutting  piecemeal.  A  mixture  of  falsehood  with 
truth.  Defamation. 

p  (Jj^  bartal,  Great,  vehement,  tremendous. 

p  dJjy  bartula,  A  gift,  present.  A  kind  of  Tar- 
tar cap  worn  imder  a  wreath  or  turban  of  fine  linen. 

A  wreath,  bandage. 

p  f^'^^j^  bar'tamidan.  To  break  out  in  pustules 
upon  the  lips,  to  have  the  lips  chapped  (after  a  fe- 

ver). To  have  a  pain  in  the  abdomen  from  exces- 

sive heat.  To  have  the  shingles,  or  St.  Anthony's 

fire.  To  stuff",  to  cram  (as  cotton  into  a  sack).  To 
rush  headlong.  To  tumble,  to  fall  prostrate.  To 

throw  down.    To  grow  fat.    To  boil  (meat). 

p        bartan.  An  Arabian.  A  tribe.  A  leader. 

p  L^.X^  bar-tang.  The  bittern.  A  narrow  kind 
of  cloth.  Swaddling-clothes.  A  girth. 

V ̂ ^j>ba7-tani,  Astrut:  haughtiness,  vain-glory. 
p  iSji  barta.  Name  of  a  hero  of  Turan. 

p  ̂ s^-^j^  bartahidan,  To  throw  upon  the 
ground.  To  destroy, subvert,  overturn,  overwhelm, 

deface.  To  heap  together. 

p         bartibd,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  swallow. 

A  bars,  (pi.  birds,  CL>\j>\  abrds, 

CL^j j>  burus,  and  bardris)  Soft,  smooth,  fer- 
tile ground.  A  sand-hill.  A  skilful,  intelligent 

guide.  Baras,  (v.  n.  of  l^.^^) Being  blessed  abun- 
dantly with  the  conveniences  and^comforts  of  life. 

A  'i^j>  barsatat,  (v.  n.  of  la5^  Q)  Sitting  in 
one's  house.  Keeping  close  at  home.  Falling  into 

a  dangerous  place.  Ascending  a  mountain.  Sit- 
ting on  the  hams  with  the  knees  apart. 

A         bursumai,  Power,  strength. 

A  ̂JiJ>  bursun,  (pi.  i^>\j>  bardsin)  The  soft  part 
under  the  claws  of  birds  and  beasts.  The  hand  with 

the  fingers.  A  brand  on  a  camel. 
A         bursuna.t.  Power,  strength. 
A  bursutat,  A  dangerous  place. 

P  barj,  A  cylinder.  A  rolling-pin.  Burj, 

A  dove-cote.  Baraj,  A  sweet-scented  flag. 

A  ̂   burj,  (pi.  buruj  and  ̂ ^^^  abrdj)  A 
tower.  A  star,  constellation.  The  house  or  station 

of  the  moon  or  any  other  planet.  A  sign  of  the  zo- 

diac, p  ̂ 3 1  burji  dbl,  (or  A  _j5i5  dalni)  Aqua- 

rius. I  ̂ >  burji  dzari,  The  signs  Aries,  Leo, 
and  Sagittarius.  I        burji  dsmdn,  The  zo- 

diac, the  celestial  signs,     a  burji  suray- 

ya',  The  Pleiades,  (met.)  The  face  of  a  mistress. 
biaji  saror,  Taurus,  p  e^\*>i  (J-^  btirji 

chihal  sdJa,  An  angel.  The  human  understanding. 

A  burji  hamal.  The  sign  Aries,  p 
dSm^^  burji  kliosha,  The  sign  Virgo.  ̂ jJJ^ii 

burj  daridan,  To  be  unveiled,  bujji  si- 

yum.  The  sign  Gemini,  a  u-?^  ̂ >  burji  sliaraf, 
A  noble  house.  The  highest  degree  of  dignity  and 

prosperity.  burji  h'ddl.  The  sign  Can- 
cer. Baraj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Having  the  white  of 

the  eye  exactly  surrounding  the  black.  Such  a 
formation  of  the  eye.  Eating  and  drinking  plen- 

tifully, or  possessing  meat  and  drink  in  abundance, 

(pi.  ̂ j^^  abrdj)  Beautiful,  lovely-faced,  clear. p  barjd,  On  the  ground ;  prostrate,  quiet. 

In  place.  Properly  placed.  True,  accurate,  right. 

^^jJ^[»-j>  barjd  shudan.  To  be  finished,  arranged. 

^J^^\>■J>  barjd  kardan,  To  observe,  pay  atten- 
tion, arrange.  ̂ J(^y>  Jiis-  ̂ klbarjd  budan, 

To  be  in  sound  understanding. 

A  barjdf,  (fern,  of  ̂ \  abraj)  Beautiful- 
eyed  (woman).  Intensely  black  and  white  (eye). 
p  burjds,  A  butt  to  shoot  at  (especially 

elevated  high  in  the  air).  A  stone  thrown  into  the 

water,  in  order  to  put  it  in  motion  and  make  it  flow 

fresh  from  the  spring.   A  way-side  milestone. 

P(__^l=-jj&M?;;a.s&,  An  ancient  warrior  of  Tiiran. 

p  i^\>-j>  burjdf,  A  species  of  bean. 
p  ii/^U  ,i  bar-jdma,  A  rich  and  valuable  dress. 

A  ji  burjdn.  Name  of  a  famous  robber,  or 

gang  of  robbers.  ^  V j>  ̂   ̂juA  asraka  mini  bur- 

jdn. More  fierce  or  thievish  than  Burjan.  l_.>L»=>- 

^^^J^\  hisdbu'l  burjdn,  The  sum  of  any  number 
multiplied  by  itself,  the  original  number  being 

added  thereto.  Thus  12  is  the  j^W-j^  burjdn  of  3. 

AfJ^'^bar7-ajdn,l<Same  of  a  Sufi  commentator. 

p  j»  J^'  (jW^       j^^  hadam  nihddan,, (To  set  the  foot  on  life)  To  despair  of  life. 



p  tj\>-j>  harjai/,  On  the  spot, 

p  u^W"^  har  jay  mandagi,  Paralysis. 
Ailment,  lassitude.    A  remaining  on  the  spot. 

p  SjjU  i^^j>  har  jay  manda,  Tired,  worn 
down  with  fatigue.  Paralytic. 

A  <S>-j>  harjad,  Name  of  a  man.  Burjud,  (pi. 

^)j>)  A  garment  of  a  thick,  hairy,  shaggy  stuff, 

p  ̂ j^j>-j)  harjuzw'i,  Somewhat,  a  little,  in  part, 
p  ^  harjastagi,  A  springing  or  leap- 
ing upon.  An  eruption,  a  pustule. 

p  (^jw>-  har  jastan,  To  leap  up,  to  start  up, 
to  bound.  To  have  any  pustulous  complaint  (as 

the  small-pox  or  measles).  To  palpitate,  to  beat. 

p  sJ-j^j)  harjasta,  Befitting,  proper,  right, 
opportune.  Salient. 

A  harjamat,  Grossness  of  speech.  Dur- 

jumat,  (pi.  harajim)  The  middle  joint  of  the 

finger,  nearest  to  the  first  joint  (which  is  called 

e^]j  rajihat,  that  which  is  next  to  the  hand  being 

named  ̂ ^^^  ashja^  as  the  strongest).  A  finger- 
joint  in  general.  Hie  middle  talon  of  a  bird.  A 
knuckle  of  the  clenched  fist. 

F^S)S*i^>-j>  harjosliidayi,  Small-pox,measles. 
p  i^SiZi^y  harjosliidan,  To  boil  up,  ferment. 

P  tj'^V?!^  har  jahmiidan,  To  cause  to  leap, 

p  idXi^j>  barjahanda,  Springy,  elastic. 

A  ̂ J«i>^  hirju,  Jupiter.  A  milch  camel, 

p  i-JV^-jJ  hurchaf,  Pease.  Beans, 

p^?^  barchahh,  A  small  spear  of  the  Hindus, 

p  (ji^^^y^  har  clirdan,  (for  ̂ ^Jj>s-^)  To  collect, 
p  jj4iJu«ij»-  j>  har  cliafiidan,  To  clot,  to  felter. 

PtiJc>-^Z;irc/mni^,NameofavillageinKhurasan. 
p         harcha,  A  kind  of  large  spear. 

H       j>  harchi,  A  small  spear, 
p  har  cliidan,  To  collect,  gather,  as- 

semble. To  gird  up  the  loins,  prepare,  make  haste. 

To  pick, choose.  Toclench(anail).  ^^O^^ji  ̂ ^<^i^ 

daman  har  clddan,  To  gird  up  one's  loins. 
p  har  china,  Gathering.    A  collector, 

p  (ji^Jjks-^  harchindan,  (or  ̂j^jjux*-^  harchl- 
riidan)  To  gather,  collect. 

p  i\§  i^=rj^  barcJnn-gah,  A  seat,  a  chair. 

A  ̂   hark,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  angry.  Afflic- 
tion, calamity,  distress,  evil,  harliun  ba- 

rihun,  A  sore  calamity.                 ihn  harh,  (pi. 

hanu  hai'li)  or        ̂ ^^->^  hint  harh,  (pi. 
OUj  banat  harh^  Trouble,  calamity.  JBarah, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ ji)  Becoming  clear,  evident,  manifest. 
Birah,  A  distressing  affair.    Bur  ah,  (pi.  of  &s-^ 
hurhat)  Excellent  she-camels. 

A  i^ji  burhat,{^\.^^AT\  excellent  she-camel. 
A  -*-Vs»^  burahas,  Paroxysm  of  a  fever.  Grief, 

p  ̂ ^.^■>-  ji  har  hashi.  According  to. 
p  ̂ J^J^  bar  liah,  In  truth,  indeed,  forsooth. 

A  j>  barha' ,  An  interjection  or  exclamation, 
used  when  one  misses  the  mark  (as  l^j"  marha 
is  employed  when  the  shot  takes  place,  or  when 
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any  favourite  point  is  gained). 

A  i^Xr^y.  ̂ o^rhayn,  hirhayn,  or  burhayn,  Diffi- 
culties. Afflictions. 

p  ̂   harhh,  A  little,  somewhat,  some,  a  few. 
A  lot,  portion.  A  house,  edifice,  parlour,  dining- 

room,  or  open  apartment  at  the  top  of  Eastern 
houses.  A  cavern,  a  subterraneous  habitation,  den. 

Acistern.Conveniency.Householdfurniture.  Light- 

ning. A  fish.  A  spark.  Barhh  or  hurhh.  Dew. 

A  harkh,  Increase,  growth,  abundance.  A 

low  price  put  upon  provisions  or  other  goods  (by 

edict  of  a  magistrate).  Power,  authority,  dominion. 

Slenderness,  or  weakness,  or  a  breaking  of  the 
neck  or  back.  A  blow  with  a  sword  which  cuts 

away  part  of  the  flesh. 

p  ■^^ji  harhhaj,  A  spindle,  a  whirl. 
Vj^J)  har  khar.  Ascent,  elevation. 

p  {JLiMi\s>-j>  bar  khast.  Adjournment.  Recal. 

p  ̂'J^\^j}  Z)a?-Ma,'i^a^/?,A  rising  up, uprising. 
p  i^^futA^ji  bar  hhaatan,  To  rise,  to  arise.  To 

rise  against,  make  an  insurrection.  To  stand,  to 

become  erect.  To  stir  up,  rouse,  instigate,  excite. 

To  enkindle.  To  stand  still,  stop,  desist.  To  break 

up  (as  an  assembly).    To  grow,  increase. 

p  a>i«l3  CiMi\=-ji  ba?'khast-nama,Order  of  recal. 

p  s^)MJ>\i>-j>  barhhasta.  Raised.  s1jm\=-j> 
bar  hhasta  shudan.  To  be  raised.  To  become  loud 

(as  the  clamour  of  a  mob). 

A  (^^j^  hirkhash,  Confusion. 
p  i^J^ji  harkhan,Clamour.  Name  of  a  country. 
p         harhhach  or  harakhch.  Deformed,  ugly. 

A5li\>-^iMra/i/«/a/,Adelicate,succulentwoman. 

p  \^p^j>  hai-akhsh,  ̂ ack  of  a  beast  of  burden. 

p  ̂ ^j^  harhhafch,  (or  ̂a=-jj)  The  night-mare. 
p  (_5-^^*^  harhliafcld.  Litigation,  emulation. 
p  ̂ li/        harkh  kardan.  To  create. 
p  bar  hhilaf,  Contrary,  opposite. 

p  (j'^j***  "^^y.  ̂c-  f  hhidd  sar  hardan.  To  ob- 
tain immortality. 

p  barhhanju,  A  granary,  storehouse.  A 

pruning.    Joy,  shouts  of  triumph,  exultation. 

pjo\^=«-j^&a?-Mroa&a,A  mattrass.  A  bed-fellow. 
p  bar  Mmaj,  (or  i^^y^ji)  A  spindle. 

Pj\j^j>har-kh}vdr,Glorj.  Fortune.  Apartner. 

p  {jtV^^s^  bar  hhwandan,  To  attribute. 

rj\i^i^j>  barhhu-dar,  Prosperous.  Glorying. 

p  (^i^^-^^j^  bar  hhivud 2}echlda7i,Towrithe 
in  pain.  To  be  greatly  distressed. 

p  1^^^  iiy>-j>  har  khwud giriftan,To  take  upon 
one's  self.    To  make  one's  self  responsible. 

Pj^j^  barhhrvar  or  har-khrvur,  Glory,  pro- 
sperity, good  fortune.  A  daily  allowance.  A  barn, 

granary.  A  companion,partner  in  trade.  Pounding- 
small.    Barhhrvar,  Having  a  share. 

har-khnmr-dar,  Happy,  enjoying 

long  life  and  prosperity  .Receiving  a  daily  allowance. 

Glorying,  boasting.  Household  furniture,  utensils. 

P  ijj^^jy^ji  bar-khmur-dari,  Maintenance. 
Happiness,  felicity,  glory,  reputation,  good  fortune. 

^^J^t)  har  hhwurddrl  dadan.  To  bestow, 
confer,  permit  freely  to  enjoy,  ̂ ^tji i^\dj^j)har- 

hhwurddr'i  giriftan  or  (^j^ib  yaftan.  To  enjoy. 
p  har  hhwurdan.  To  eat  fruit,  enjoy. 

Pjy'j^  barhhiiz,  A  large  earthen  vessel. 
p  {j^^ji  bar  hhwush,  Good,  right,  very  well. 

p  ̂ySby-ji  bar  hhwahl,  Crooked,  awry. 

p  «o-^  harhlia,  A  piece,  a  morsel. 

p  (_^^  barhhi.  Some,  a  little,  somewhat,  a  par- 
ticle. An  offering,  a  ransom.  A  substitute. 

p  Jos- j>  barhhidan,To  extract,  draw  out.  To 

pluck,  pull.  To  reap,  mow.  To  unravel,  loose,  re- 
solve, tease  (cotton  or  wool).  To  shave.  To  for- 

tify, fence  (with  thorns).  To  be  inverted,  changed, 
converted.  To  clench  or  rivet  nails.  To  surround 

or  set  (jewels  with  gold).  To  find,  invent.  To 

magnify.    To  remain  quiet,  to  wait. 

p Jjp- j>  harhhez.  Arise.  Rising. 
p  harhhezd.  Rising  up.    An  insurgent. 

p  (J  Jkjj^^jks- jibarkhezdnidan,To  erect :  to  rouse. 
p  (jijjLs>-jJ  barhhezish,  A  rising,  insurrection. 

p  (j;^*^  barhh'i)i,A  li  ttle  ransom,  a  sm  allportion . 
p  i^ji  bard,  An  enigma.  Stand  off!  give  way ! 

hold  off"!  take  care!  begone!  retire!  Reverence, 
dread,  terror.  A  captive,  a  prisoner  of  war.  A 

stone,    (in  the  Karmanian  dialect)  A  city. 

A  i^ji  baruda,  (fut.  lijO  yabrudu)  It  was  cold. 

A  li^  hard,  (v.  n.oi iiji)  Making  cold.  Hail- 
ing. Applying  cool  antimony  to  the  eye.  Being 

cool,  striking  cold  (the  night).  Dying.  Becoming 

thin  (marrow).  Being  blunt  (a  sword).  Pouring- 
water  upon  bread.  Filing.  Being  easy.  Being 

necessary  or  due.  Cold,  chill.  Cold,  chilliness. 

Spittle.  Sleep.  jV^^  bardu'n  nahdr.  The  be- 

ginning of  day.  i^ji  hardu''l  khiydr,  A  kind of  title.  \^  J  bard  u  shita.  Cold  and  winter, 

li^  J  j5-  liarr  u  hard,  Heat  and  cold.  Burd,  (pi. 
ahrdd,  ahrud,  and  lij^J  hurud)  Striped 

cloth.  An  upper  garment  or  surtout.  A  locust's 
wing.  hurd'ush  shahah.  The  vesture 

ofyouth. ^^43^&M?-c?m22^q;,The  habit  oftheconsti- 
tution .  dj^  h  urdiyamdnl,  S  triped  stuff"  of  Yaman . Barad,  Hail.  Barid,  Cold.  Hailing  (cloud). 

i^ji  l—jW**  sahdhi  har  id.  Hailing  clouds.  Burud, 

(pi.  of  Js.^  harld)  Arranged,  disposed,  prepared. 
Messengers,  couriers.  Guides.  Animals  (called 

likewise  ̂ y>^jj>  harwanah  or  furanik),Yfh.\ch 

serve  as  guides  to  the  lion;  jackals, lions'  providers. 
Post-horses,  relays.  Journeys  made  by  post-horses. 
Measures  of  three  parasangs  or  twelve  miles :  also, 

measures  of  two  parasangs  (thefourthpart  of  a  day's 
journey).    Nocturnal  stages  on  horseback. 
p  burd,  (pret.  of  hurdan)  He  carried, 

bore,  supported,  carried  off".  A  carrying,  a  bear- 
ing,   (at  chess)  When  only  the  king  is  left  to  the 



party.    An  enigma.    Barad,  He  may  carry. 

p       harda,  Noise  of  combatants.  An  enigma. 

A  Aii^  buradaf,  An  ague. 
p  hard-a-bard,  (A  word  used  by  guards, 

ushers,  tipstaves,  or  beadles  in  clearing  the  way) 

Have  a  care !  stand  by !  Confusion. 

p  jj^b ji  bar  dadan,  To  quit,  release,  free. 

'Pj^Cij>  bar  dar,  Exalted,  lifted  up.  Suspended, 
hanged,  crucified.  A  summer-house.  j'^ji 
bar  dar  Itardan,  To  crucify,  to  hang,  t^'^^j^'^ji 

bar  dar  budan,  To  be  hanged.  Bardar,  (in  com- 

position from  (^jw^ JjJ  bardashtan)  Bearing,  sup- 

porting, raising  or  holding  up.  Observing,  obey- 

ing, executing.  ̂ iij>  {J^^  farman-bardar,  Jov 

jbj^  hukm-hardar)  Obeying  commands.  &H_s>- 

Ji^ji  hukka-bardar,  The  servant  who  prepares  the 
hukka  in  India.  Bar-dar,  Bearing  fruit.  Burdar, 

(a  contraction  ofjbii^  burdbar)  A  bearer  of  bur- 
dens.   Patient,  long-suffering. 

p  id'iJ^j^J ji  bardar  kaskida,  Gibbeted. 

p  i^S^.j^'^j^  bar  daridan,  To  raise.  To  hang. 

p  k1j>I^\i^j>  bardasht,  Endurance.  A  musical 

instrument  pertaining  to  royalty.  ̂ J^CIaj^^J^ 
bardasht  kardan,  To  suffer,  endure,  bear  patiently. 

p  JjJ  bar  dashtan,  To  exalt,  raise,  elevate. 

To  bear  up,  support,  prop,  sustain.  To  pick  up. 

To  take,  assume.  To  take  upon  one's  self.  To  re- 

move, carry  off".  To  offer.  To  fly  for  refuge.  To 
overlook,  disregard.  i^fJ^Sd^  l-^  I  ab  bar  dash- 
tan,  To  draw  water, 

p  ̂'J.^\iij)  bar  dashtam,^earahle,  supportable. 
Possibility,  certainty. 

p  sj>Zi\iij>  bar  ddshta,  Borne,  carried.  Exalted. 
A  man  who  flies  to  avoid  punishment ;  one  who 

takes  refuge  in  a  sanctuary.  Exposed  to  hazard, 
left  to  the  wide  world. 

p j^V^  eJLilAOj^  bardashta-hhatir,  Uneasy. 

p  ̂^>^  bardagh,  Name  of  a  herb  used  in  dyeing. 
p  J^ii^  bardal,  A  pair  of  compasses. 

L  J^ii;J  burdal,  (Burdigala)  Bordeaux. 

p  (j^iij>  barddn,  The  juice  of  a  certain  plant. 

A  i^^i^ji  bardan,  Cold,  shivering  with  cold,  pa- 
tient of  cold.   Baradan,  Name  of  a  place. 

al  bardani,  (The  two  colds)  Morning  and  evening. 

p  ftj^ii^  barddna,  Bread,  steeped  in  milk,  and 
fried  with  butter. 

p  jbi>^  burd-bdr,  A  bearer  of  burdens.  For- 
bearing. Patient,  long-suffering.  The  tedious 

winding-up  of  any  business. 

p  (_<rjbii^6Mr<^-&a?'i,  Patience.  Long-suffering. 
V  i^ji  iij>  bard  bard,  Give  place  !  make  way  ! 

A  'ii^j)  bardat,  A  name  for  a  sheep.  Sii^O  jfc 
jjA^*  huroa  li  bardati  yamml.  He  is  perfectly  known 

to  me.  'ii^ji  uiiJ       hiya  laka  bardata  naf- 
sihd.  She  is  yours  with  her  whole  heart.  Bardat 

or  baradat,  Indigestion,  heaviness  at  the  stomach, 

dyspepsy,  bradypepsy.  Burdat,  A  kind  of  habit 
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sometimes  of  black  checkered  stuff",  sometimes 
striped,  worn  by  the  Arabians  :  a  cassock  or  habit, 

worn  by  the  dervishes,  or  by  the  mendicants.  S 

^^\*aLi\  bur  da  til' z  zam,  A  kind  of  milk,  (j 

^j*>li*'\  St>^  humdfl  burdati  akhmasin.  They  are 
both  engaged  about  the  same  thing.  Baradat, 

The  middle  of  the  eye.    Name  of  a  woman. 

A  bardaj,  (p         A  captive,  prisoner. 
P £Zar,Thelinteloveradoor.  Abrother. 

A  birdis,  An  overbearing,  proud,  super- 
cilious man.  Deformed,  of  an  ugly  aspect. 

p         bardaj  Name  of  a  country  and  city. 

A  eS-i^y^  barda^t,  A  cloth  stuffed  with  wool, 
placed  under  the  saddle.  A  pannel,  pack-saddle, 
dorser.    Name  of  a  city  in  Azarbayjan. 

A  barda^y,  A  maker  of  saddle-cloths. 

p  J ji  bar  daftar  afgandan,  To  re- 
gister, to  enrol. 

p  uiJii^  bardak,  A  fable,  fiction,  parable.  A 
charm.    Bardak  or  burdak,  An  enigma,  riddle. 

p  ij^i^J}  bardagdn,  (pi.  of  ti^  barda)  Slaves. 

P  (_/'^  bardagi,  Captivity,  slavery,  bondage. 

p  ̂ liiji  bar  dam,  A  moment,  instant.  The  old 
name  of  the  city        bardaj  Burdam,  I  carried. 

P  ̂ i^iJ^  &ar(/amI(^«7i,To  shoot  forth,  to  grow. 
To  breathe.  To  be  angry. 

p  ̂ ^^J>  birdan,  Velocity.  A  swift  horse. 

p  ij^j>  burdan,To  carry,  bear,  bring, lead,  con- 
duct, transfer,  transport.  To  take,  assume,  carry 

off",  draw,  remove,  abstract,  take  away.  To  gain 
at  play.  To  throw  away,  lose,  lower  (dignity).  To 

go,  run,  fly.  To  obey,  execute,  fjdji  iilft::S'\  l^i- 
hdd  burdan,To  believe,  ̂ j*^  S^^^^  liasadburdan, 

To  bear  malice,  to  envy,  {^i^j^  hamla  burdan, 
To  make  an  attack,  assault,  insult,  i^^*^  S^.j*^ 

^JliJi  dar  pandhi  kase  burdan.  To  flee  for  refuge 

to  any  one.  u'^j^jjj  rozgdr  burdan,  To  live  or 
associate.  To  waste  time,  (j'i;^  udi^  shahh  bur- 

dan, To  doubt.  f^i^j>  ̂ J^^  farman  burdan,  To 
obey  commands,  execute  orders.  khudd 
burd.  Whither  does  God  conduct  you  ? 

p  uL^iijJ  bardang,  A  hillock  in  a  desert. 
p        bardu.  Expectation,  hope. 

p  bar  dawnm.  Always,  continually. 

lib        bar  dawdm  bad.  May  it  endure  for  ever ! 

p  ̂\ji^j>  bar  darvdmi.  Perpetuity,  duration. 

s  (jijiiy  bardwdn,  A  district  and  city  in  Bengal. 

A  p^L*j  J  (5^  bard  wa  saldm.  Ribwort, 
p  ̂ jijii bar  dosh.  On  the  shoulders.  eSjf 

(jijii  j>  khirka  bar  dosh.  Clad  in  shreds  and 
patches  :  a  religious  mendicant. 
p  birdun,  A  gelding. 

p  tL>j>  barda,  A  captive,  prisoner  of  war.  A 
slave,  servant,  ^jii^  barda  burdan.  To  make 
prisoner,  to  take  captive.  Burda,  Borne,  carried 

away.  ̂ ^6M>        burda  shudan.  To  be  carried  oflp, 

p  i^jji        barda-farosh,  A  slave-dealer. 

P  t/*^  &ar<Zi,  A  masquerade.  Mirth,  jollity, 
festivity,  A  vase  of  polished  marble.  Papyrus. 

An  excellent  kind  of  date.    Burdi,  Thou  barest. 

A     JjJ  barada'  ,l!iaime  of  a  stream  in  Damascus. 

A  L^i^  bardiy.  The  papyrus.  A  branch.  A  lo- 
cust's wing.    Burdiy,  An  excellent  sort  of  date. 

p  tj^ib      burd ydftan,To-w'm  at  play, to  gain. 

p  ̂ jd^  Jij)  ba7'didan,To  retire,  withdraw,  retreat, 
A  birdis.  Overbearing,  supercilious, 

p  ij^.'^j^  bardlk.  Ignorant,  uninformed, 
p  i^l-^ji  bardin.  Dregs,  filth,  refuse.  Rust. 
A  burzaj.  The  roaring  of  a  lion,  (a  cor- 

ruption of  p  ijj>  purza)  Nap  of  cloth. 

A  barza^t,  (pi.  bardzi^  A  woollen 
saddle-cloth.  A  pack-saddle  for  an  ass.  Ground 
neither  hard  nor  soft.  A  town  in  Azarbayjan. 

A  &3i^  barzanat,  (v.  n.of  j^*^  Q)  Oppressing, 

ovei'powering.  Being  unable  to  reply.  Travelling 

sluggishly  like  a  pack-horse. 
A  i^^hji  birzawn,  (pi.  (^^p];^  bardzm)  A  horse 

or  beast  of  burden,  dull  and  sluggish :  a  pack-horse. 

p  l\jj>  bar  rah.  An  ornament.  Decorated. 

A  'ijj>  bararat,  (pi.  of  jb)  Just,  pious  (men). 

P  ciT*^  j>  bar  rastan.  To  arise. 
p  aSuijji  barrusta,  A  stalkless  plant.  Clownish. 

p  ̂ ^^J^J  y,  bar  rasidan.  To  arrive.  To  inves- 
tigate, to  obtain  information. 

p  i^jj  j>  bar  raftan,  To  precede. 
p  ̂^Sl<i\  I— -JI  i"uyi  db  amadan,  To 

be  evident.    ̂ S^\  bar  ruy  uftddag^k. 

falling  flat  on  'theface,  proneness.  jji^j^ 
bar  ruy  dawidan.  To  speak  fluently. 

p  ijji  bar  rih.  Adorned.  Ornament. 

p  ̂ J>JJ>  bar 7ik,(^0n  spittle) Fasting.  Ignorant. 

Ajji  baraza,  (fut.J^.  yabruzu')  He  went  forth. Pjji  barz,  A  sown  field.  Seed.  Agriculture. 
Barz  or  bwz.  Stature,  height,  tallness,  elegance  of 

shape.  Tall.  A  trowel.  Perfect,  complete.  The 
trunk  of  a  tree.   Burz,  Youthfulness.  Greatness. 

barz,  Respectable,  intelligent.  Abstinent, 

temperate,  honourable.  An  open  country. 

A         birzdgh.  Full-grown  (youth). 

A  '"bjji  barzat,  A  woman  of  mature  age  who 
converses  modestly  with  men.  The  summit  of  a 

mountain.  A  steep  declivity.  Name  of  a  place. 

p         burzaj.  The  roaring  of  a  lion. 
A  barzakh,  (pi.  bardzihh)  An  inter- 

val, partition,  bar.  The  grave.  The  interval  of 

time,  according  to  the  Kur'an,  between  the  death 
of  a  man  and  the  resurrection ;  before  which  pe- 

riod the  Muhammadans  do  not  imagine  that  de- 

parted spirits  receive  either  their  rewards  or  punish- 
ments. An  ape  is  said  to  be  the  barzakh  (connect- 

ing link)  between  man  and  the  brute ;  the  palm- 
tree  between  animals  and  vegetables ;  and  coral 

between  plants  and  fossils.  The  Holy  Spirit. 

P  ̂ '^jji  bar  zadan.  To  strike  up.    To  raise, 



elevate.  To  level  or  equal.  To  count  or  play  with 

the  fingers.  To  collect.  To  separate.  To  cast  an- 

chor.   (j<^jji  ̂ ^Jj\j  bang  bar  zadan,  To  make  a 

noise,  raise  the  voice,    {j'^jj^  i^^'^  daman  bar 
zadan,To  tuck  up  the  skirt,  to  prepare  for  business, 

p  i'^jj}  bar  zada,  Raised,  shot  forth. 

A  '^jj>  barza^t,  A  couch,  bed.  A  carpet,  mat. 

A  '^j>  ir/rs-w^/ZtjCheerfulnesSjalacrity  (of youth). 
A  young  man  filled  out  and  full  grown. 

p  'S'S'jji  barazgha,  A  saddle  or  pannel-cloth. 

A  ̂ jj>  barzak,  Name  of  a  plant. 

p  f^jji  barzalii,  Examination,  penetration, 
p  barzak,  The  seed  of  lint  of  hemp, 

p  j^j jJ  barz-kar,  A  farmer. 

V  J>jj>  barzgar,  A  farmer,  a  ploughman. 

P  LS^jji  barzgar  I,  Agriculture. 

A  ̂y^J>  burzul,  A  heavy,  corpulent  man. 
p       barzam,  A  sack.  A  wink,  nod,  amorous 

glance.  Name  of  a  fortress  near  the  JThun  or  Oxus. 

p  (j^j^  bdf  zaman,  Formerly,  sometimes, 

p  i^jji  barzan,  A  mansion,  dwelling.  A  street, 
especially  a  long  one.  The  top  or  extreme  part  of 

a  street,  the  corner  of  a  square  or  court.  A  plain, 

desert.  Birzan,  An  earthen  pan  for  baking  bread, 

p  i^i^jy,  barzandan,  To  sow.  To  agree,  tally. 

A  yjj^  burzugh,  Full-grown  (youth).  Buoy- 
ancy of  spirits. 

P  ̂.jJjJ  iMr2;M2/aZa,Nameofan  ancient  wrestler, 
p  barza,  Seed.  A  branch.  Sowing,  agricul- 

ture. A  stuff  made  of  silk  and  thread.  Burza, 

A  sort  of  the  gum-arabic  tree. 

Pjj^  SjjJ  barza-barz,  A  sown-field,  a  seed-plot. 
Cloth,  or  a  garment,  made  of  silk  and  wool. 

Pj^Jj^  barza-har,  A  farmer, 

p  jlS  ijj>  barza-gam,  An  ox  used  in  agriculture, 
p barzagar,  A  sower,  a  farmer. 

A  barzaliiy,  Native  of  'ijj>  barzat. 
p  ̂ jjji  barzi,  A  husbandman. 

A         ftarz^i^/,  Respectable,  moral.  Intelligent, 
p  ̂ J•s>.\J>barz^dan/To?,ow.  To  quadrate, agree, 

to  correspond  with.  To  persevere.  To  be  habitually 

engaged  in.    Barazidan,  To  dress  becomingly, 

p  barzik,  A  rude,  unpolished  clown. 

A  ̂ y>.jj>  birzik,  (pi.  ̂y>.J^Ji  barazik)  A  body, 
society,  assembly.    A  by-path. 

p  J^..jj>  barzigar,  An  agriculturist,  farmer, 

p  {^J^..jji  barzigari,  Husbandry,  agriculture, 

p  (j^jji  barzin,  Fire.  Name  of  one  of  the  chief 
priests  of  the  religion  of  Zardusht,  who  built  a  fire- 

temple  which  he  called  (^.jj^ ^  azuri  barzin.  A 
plain,  a  desert.  A  street  or  quarter  of  a  city.  Name 

of  an  ancient  champion. 

A  (j^JjJ  birzin,  A  drinking-cup  made  out  of  a 
branch  of  the  palm-tree. 

p  <^^^  {^..jji  barzin  kurus,  Name  of  a  wise 

man  or  priest  of  the  fire-worshippers. 

A  B^.jj>  barziya,  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Syria. 
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PjjJ  bai-j,  Perfect,  complete,  entire.  High, 
sublime.  Power.  Full  splendour.  A  whirlpool. 

p  {^j>  bars,  A  bridle,  a  baiter.  A  kind  of 
wooden  forceps  put  upon  the  nose  of  an  unruly 

horse  when  shoeing;  a  similar  bit  of  wood,  through 

which  the  camel's  bridle  runs.  A  spur.  Burs,  Fruit 
of  the  mountain-cypress.    J uniper-berries. 

A(^j>  bars,  (v.  n.  of  (j**;^ )  Being  severe  upon  a 
debtor.  An  electuary  compounded  of  opium,  spices, 

and  honey.  Birs  or  bars,  Skill  of  a  guide  in  shew- 
ing the  way.  Birs  or  burs,  A  sort  of  coarse  cotton, 

gathered  from  the  tops  of  the  reed  papyrus. 

A  Z)arsaj^,Acrowd,body,  assembly  of  men 

H  Cl.>l*u^  barsat,  The  rainy  season  (in  India). 

p  i^j^\tj»ji  bar  saklitan,  To  instruct,  to  render 
accomplished. 

p  ̂ ^j^  bar-sam,  (from ̂   bar.  The  breast,  and 
sarn.  Swelling)  A  pain  in  the  breast,  an  op- 

pression,wind,  or  swelling  in  the  stomach.  Pleurisy. 

A  p^*^  birsam.  Pleurisy. 
p  ij^j^  barsan,  Syrup  dark-coloured  and  of  a 

fragrant  smell.  Barsan  or  birsan.  People  of  the 

same  religion,  co-religionists.  Bursan,  A  dragon. 

p  ̂y^iMiJ>  bar  sabil.  In  the  way  of,  by  way  of. 
p  ba  rasad.  May  it  come  to  pass ! 

p  juiji  bar  sar.  On  or  at  the  head,  end,  or  point. 
These  two  words  are  much  used  in  composition, 

as  in  the  following  examples  :  j>  bar  sar 

amadan.  To  conquer,  to  be  at  the  head.  To  aug- 

ment, to  amplify,  ̂ j'^jl  j*^ j>  bar  sar  awardan, 
To  bring  to  the  point,  to  discover.  ̂ j;i\jL*)3  ̂ ..j*** ji 

bar  sari  pa  istadan,  To  stand  on  the  point  of  the 

foot ;  to  stand.  j*n  j>  bar  sari  chashm,  On 
the  point  of  the  eye;  most  willingly.  jm j> 

bar  sari  hisab  amadan.  To  come  to  the  end 

of  the  account;  to  be  reconciled,  satisfied,  con- 

tented. f^SyuijjtM j>  bar  sar  rasidan.  Upon  the 

point  of  arriving.  ̂ J^J  J*"  ^^^'^ 
khun  raftan.  To  go  to  the  head  of  the  discourse ; 

to  explain,  ̂ ^^jy**  bar  sar  zadan,  To  lose  one's 
senses.  To  be  deep  in  thought,  y*»  J)  bar  sari 
/<ar,On  the  point  of  business;  when  there  is  occasion. 

p  jui j>  bar  sar  afgandani,  A  coif  or 
veil  for  throwing  over  the  head. 

p         L>^  burs-ghuncha.  Juniper-berries. 

p  i^d^Jj^^  ji  bar  sihizidan,  To  leap. 
p      j>  barsam,  Rods  of  a  span  long  used  by 

the  fire-worshippers  in  their  ceremonies. 

jjj=>-  barsam-chin.  The  knife  for  cutting  the  rods. 

i^iis^ji  barsamdan.  The  case  for  holding  the  rods. 
p  birsun.  Cotton.     Bursun,  A  ring  of 

wood,  or  of  hair,  passed  through  a  camel's  nose, 
to  which  the  bridle  is  fastened.  A  nose-jewel,  worn 

by  ladies  in  the  East.    A  bride.    A  yoke. 

p  lL^JU^  iarsan*/,  a  counterpoise,  equilibrium, 
any  thing  hung  at  one  side  to  counterbalance  the 
load  upon  the  other. 
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P  yj^j>  bar  sM,The  top,  the  head,  {j^^  ̂ T^ji 
bar  suyi  gosh.  The  top  of  the  ear.  ^JyM  j> 

bar  suyi  ran.  The  hip-bone. 

P  i^y**ji  barsula,  A  lozenge  composed  of  nuts, 
mace,  and  other  hot  spices. 

p  barsi.  Weariness,  irksomeness. 

P  barsiyan,  (or  ̂jUjjIju^  barsiyawi- 

shan),  Shepherd's  crook ;  maiden-hair  (herbs). 
p  \j\xtMj)  barsiyana.  Name  of  a  plant  whose 

seed  resembles  parsley. 

p  bar  siyah,  Brown,  tawny.  Black  bile. 

p  ̂ ^dJMtj>  ba  rasidan.  To  be  ended,  completed. 
To  be  annihilated,  erased,  abolished,  consumed. 

A  ̂ ^ji  birsim.  Name  of  a  certain  grain  or  seed. p  barsin.  Clover. 

p  Uxy^  barsina.  Name  of  a  plant,  the  seed  of 
which  is  good  for  the  itch. 

p  barsh,  Desire.  Birsh,  A  halter.  Ba- 

rash.  Upon  him.  His  breast.  Barish,  A  pair  of 
compasses.  The  shingles.  Burish,A  chip,  shaving. 

A  cutting  off",  scission. 
A  barash.  Small  spots  or  hairs  upon  a 

a  horse,  of  a  different  colour  from  the  rest.  A  white 

speck  on  the  nail. 
A  burrish.  The  sharpness  of  a  sword. 

AA^j3barshas,{iem.oi(^j>\abrash){GYO\m(!L) 
variegated  with  herbage  of  different  kinds.  Fruitful 

in  grass  (year).  A  body,  crowd,  society,  (^li^  U 

ma  adri  ayyu'l  barshas  huwa,  I  know 
not  who  he  is. 

P  ij^j^  I  ̂^j^  bar  shahhi  uhuwan,  (On  the 
horns  of  antelopes)  Impossible,  unattainable. 

A  ̂^j>  birsha^  Foolish,  headstrong.  Thick, 
corpulent.  Rough.  Malignant.  Deformed. 
A  birsham,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Colouring 

with  different  colours.    A  shai-p  piercing  eye. 

A  barshan,  People  of  the  same  religion. 
Durshan,  Bread,  or  the  consecrated  wafer,  used  by 
the  Eastern  Christians  in  the  Eucharist. 

A  'iM»j>  burshat.  Spots  upon  a  horse. 
p  jw j>  bar  shutur  nishastan,  (To  sit 

upon  a  camel)  To  get  abroad  (a  secret). 

p  ̂ J^J^  burushtan,l!o  fry,  roast,broil.  To  bake. 

A  i^yZiji  barashtuk,  A  kind  of  sea-fish. 
p  ejjMji  &MrMs/tte,Fried,roasted,broiled,  toasted, 

baked,    e-'^ji       gili  burushta,  Baked  clay. 
P  u<^j^  bar  shiidan,  To  ascend,  to  be  superior. 

To  be  collected. 

A  &\aZ>ji  barshatat,  Acutting  (of  meat)  in  pieces. 

A  birshi^  A  tall  corpulent  man.  A  fool. 
Malignant. 

A  »siM>j>  barshakat,  (v.  n.of  ̂ j**»j>  Q)  Cutting 

(meat).  Scourging. 

p  QiX^^  barshak,  A  wine  or  oil-press.  A  belt. 

H  ̂y6Ji>J^  barshahal,  The  rainy  season. 
A  's^j>  barshakat,  {\.  n.  of ijXJ^j>  Q)  Cutting 

up,  dividing  (a  slaughtered  animal). 



'  har  shikastan,  To  shun,  quit,  retire 

A  1**^  burshum,  A  veil  for  the  face. 
A  i^Miji  harshamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  si- 

lent from  grief.  Drawing  (the  face)  in  wrinkles. 

Lookingstedfastly.Colouringwith  different  colours, 

p  ̂ Cij^ji  bar  shumurdan,To  sum  up, count, 

p  (^y*»j>  barshan,  Ivy. 
p        r?  barshunun,  People  of  the  same  religion. 

p  ̂ y*»j>  barshum,  A  kind  of  dried  date. 

A  ̂ y*>j>  burshum  or  barshum,  A  very  early  date 
grown  at  Basrah. 

p  f^^^Y**J^  barshahi,  Down  growing  on  a  bird's 
wing.  A  wing. 

p  j^bu^jyJ  barshiyan-daru,The  herb  shep- 
herb's  staff. 

p  (jii^  sheri  nar  zin  niha- 
dan,  (To  saddle  the  male  lion)  To  be  very  valiant 

and  daring.  (To  bell  the  cat). 

p  j>  bar  shir  nishastan,  To  hide. 

A  (^^)^Z)ars,Aninsectgeneratedin wells.  Burs, 

(pi.  of  ̂^JaJi\  abras)  Leprous.  Baras,  (v.  n,  of 

(_j^)  Being  leprous.  Leprosy.  White  spots  upon 
cattle  from  the  bites  of  insects  or  any  other  cause. 

A  ̂ ^j>  barsas,  (fem  of  i^^^  abras)  Leprous. 
(Pasture-ground)croppedshort  by  cattle.  Shining- 
skinned  (serpent). 

A  'i^ji  bursat,  (pi.  {^]j>  biras)  The  mansion 
of  a  demon.  A  barren  sandy  desert  without  herb- 

age. Birasat,  (pi.  of  samm  abras)  Cer- 
tain large  poisonous  lizards. 

p  (jii^  bar  sahra  nihadan,  To  disclose. 

p  8iij  {^ji  &ams-z«c^a,  Afflicted  with  leprosy. 

A  ̂ yOj>  bursum,  A  leathern  case  (for  a  flask). 
A  LflLjbOjJ  barsisd.  Name  of  a  certain  devotee 

who  afterwards  became  an  apostate. 

A  (^^>i^&a?'2:,  (v.  n.  of  (^_^>ijj)  Giving  little.  Flow- 
ing slowly  (water  from  the  fountain),  (pi. 

biraz,        j>  buruz,  and  i^jo\j>\  abraz)  A  few. 

A  ijOji  burzat,  A  place  where  trees  grow  not. 
A  little  water. 

A  bartas,  Name  a  city  in  Turkistan  fa- 
mous for  its  fox  furs. 

p  ji  bar  tak  nihadan,  To  exalt,  pro- 
mote. To  quit.  To  forget. 

A  birtam,  Swollen-lipped.  Thick-lipped. 
A  thick  lip. 

G  j^sLoli?^  bartdmki,  The  herb  betony. 
P  bartayil.  Name  of  a  fabulous  island 

in  India,  pictured  as  a  most  enchanting  place.  Loud 

noises  are  said  to  issue  from  a  certain  tree  there  ; 
and  from  a  mountain  therein  the  melodious  sounds 

of  musical  instruments  are  heard  in  the  night-time. 

p  JjJ^^  bar  tabak.  According  to. 

p  ( — '>^j>  bar  taraf,  Aside,  apart.  Discharge, dismissal.  taraf  sdz  budan, 
To  be  set  aside,  or  delayed  till  another  time.  To 

be  finished,  concluded.     lo^i^  '^J^'ji  taraf 
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kardan,  To  set  aside,  dismiss,  discharge,  cashier. 

jjiSl^  I — bar  taraf  nihadan,  To  set  apart,  re- 
move, displace,  throw  away,  reject.  To  preserve, 

lay  by.  To  terminate,  conclude.    u-S^ ji  a^iaJ 
latlfa  bar  taraf.  Let  joking  cease  !  raillery  apart ! 

p  t^j^j>  bar  tarafi,  Dismissal,  discharge. 

A  ̂y^ji  burtul  or  burtull,  A  high-crowned  cap. 

A  'i^j^  bartalat,  (v.  n.  of  (Ji^  Q)  Placing  a 
large  stone  in  front  of  a  cistern.  Bribing  (a  judge). 

A  's^ji  burtullat,  A  narrow  canopy  or  parasol, 
p  A  9^j>,  bartala  or  bartula,  A  cap  worn  under 

the  turban. 

A  bartam,  A  stammerer. 

A  'i-J^j>  bartamat,  (v.  n,  of  Q)  Enraging. 
Being  enraged.  Growing  dark  (night).  A  swell- 

ing with  rage.  A  kind  of  game. 

A  eJ^oj^  bartanat.  Sport,  amusement,  play. 

G  i^^L^j^ji  bartishun,  Red  clay. 

A  iy^J>  birtil,  (pi.  ijsi*];^  bardtiT)  A  hard, 
long  stone,  or  a  long  piece  of  iron,  with  which  they 
notch  a  millstone.  A  kind  of  long  crow  of  iron 

used  by  miners  and  others  in  splitting  of  stones.  A 
bribe  to  corrupt  a  judge. 

A  bur^s,  (pi.  bara^s)  Podex. 

A  {j^j>  bir^s,  Abounding  in  milk  and  finely- 
shaped  (camel). 

p  fj>^j>  bar  ̂ kSflnyersely.  On  the  contrary. 

A  (J>S^^  bur^l,  A  young  hyena.    The  young 
of  the  animal  called  j>j  roabr. 

^^j>  bur^m,  (or  ̂ j^j>  hur^m)  (pi.  ̂ ^^j> 
bard^m)  An  unblown  bud. 

A  'i^j>  bar^mat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Budding 
(a  tree).  Bur^mat,  A  bud. 

A  ̂j^J^\  al  bur^m.  Name  of  a  place  in  Arabia. 

A  'i^^j>  bur^mat,  A  pod,  bud,  or  envelope. 
A  bir^s.  Patient  under  adversity.  (A 

camel)  abounding  in  milk  and  finely  shaped. 

p  ba7'gh,  barigh,  or  baragh,  A  dam,  dike, 

mound,  bank,  weir,  or  any  kind  of  water-inclosure. 

A  ̂   bargh.  Spittle,  slaver.  Baragh,  (v.n.  of 

^)  Enjoying  abundantly  the  conveniences  of  life. p  bargh-ab,  A  dam.    A  place  where 
water  stagnates. 

Aj\iy  birghdz,  {^j>  barghaz,  burghuz,  orj^ji 
burghuz)  A  calf  when  able  to  follow  the  cow. 

p  ̂jiijJlP^  barghdlidan,  To  excite.  To  throw. To  pluck  up. 

A  'eiSj)  barghasat.  Ash-colour,  spleen-colour. 

AjS^^  burghuz.  Malicious, 
p  tl*— barghast,  A  certain  wild  pot-herb  re- 

sembling spinage,  and  growing  on  the  banks  of 
rivers.  A  yellow  flowering  shrub  with  which  they 
feed  cattle  and  asses.  Water-moss.  A  canal  cut 

for  the  purpose  of  irrigation. 

p  \ yy^jibarghast-wd, S oup  made  from CL*  y»^j> • 

A  [J^Ji  barghash,  A  gnat. 

A  ̂ ^j>  burghul,  Wheat  prepared  by  first  soft- 

ening  the  grain  in  hot  water,  and  then  breaking  it 

and  unhusking  it  by  means  of  a  hand-mill :  it  is 
afterwards  dried  in  the  sun,  and  thus  preserved 

for  use. 

P  i^'^'^ji  barghaldnidan,1o  excite,  animate. 
A  'i^j>  barghalat,  (v.  n.  of  (JS;/,  Q)  Inhabit- 

ing a  (JaP^  birghil. 

P  f^^j^  barghamdn,  A  large  serpent. 

P  (j^ii-^  barghanddn,  A  carnival. 
P        burghu,  A  musical  pipe. 

A  c:^^j>burghus,{\)\.  <^^\j>  bardghis)A&ea. 

A  ̂ ^J^^  clI  burghusiy.  Flea-wort. 

p  (Jj^  ba?'ghol,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  Bur- 
ghol  or  barghol,  Wheat,  barley,  corn  (epecially 

bruised)  ;  also  a  dish  made  of  grain. 

A  |^Ju^P'J>  birghis,  Patient,  indifferent,  careless. 

A  ̂yiP'J^  birghil,  (pi.  (J^S-^  bardghil)  A  dis- trict situated  near  water,  or  between  an  inhabited 

country  and  a  desert. 

p  ( — tj>  barf.  Snow.     {^'^J^  <—^j>  To  snow. 
p  t— ̂   I  I  barf-db.  Snow-water,  water  as  cold 

as  snow.  Spittle,  j^ob      I  i  ij>  barf-db  dddan, 
To  damp  the  spirits. 

p         barfdn,  Lamb's  fleece.  A  leathern  vest. 
p         barfahhj,  The  night-mare,  the  incubus. 

p  (^^iSij^  barfddn,  An  ice-house.  The  gullet. 

p yiji  barfar,  (or  ijtji  barfard)  Dignity,  rank. 

p  jjiiJp-];^ j>  bar fardkhidan,^o  stand  on  end. 
p  Jiijj^^iyJ  bar  fardzinda,  An  illuminator. 

p  (ji^'  bar  fardgh  hardan.  To  finish. 
p  j>  bar  far od.  Above  and  below.  An arched  building, 

p  ̂j^jj* j>  bar  faroshdn.  People  of  one  nation. 

p  ̂ J^lj  i-Jj>  baif-zadi,  Injury  caused  by  snow. 
p  f^iS>\L3ji  bar  fishdndani  dast,  To dance.  Dancing. 

p  ̂jiXi^  f^"^  ji  barfiddn  chahidan,  To  fall upon  one.   To  suspect.  To  be  fixed  or  firm  on  one. 

p  \J}\^j>barfndk,^noYfj.  Covered  with  snow. 

p  barfanj.  Rough,  difficult,  arduous  (road 
or  business).  Any  thing  new,  uncommon,  re- 

cently happened.  First-fruits. 

p  L^y^'ji  barfanjah.  Nightmare.  Intoxicating. 
p  barfand,  Fraud,  deceit,  treachery.  A 

foolish  speech.  An  agreeable  speech.  Any  deep 

place  or  thing.  A  valley,  a  ditch.  A  zone,  a  belt. 
An  arched  building.    An  army. 

■p batfanddr,  A  commentator,  a  lecturer. 
A  wise  man,  who  solves  difficulties  in  religion,  law, 

or  the  abstract  sciences.  A  master  of  any  art  or 

profession.    A  musician,  singer. 

p  iXjj>  barfanda,  A  clothes-chest  or  press.  A 
fruit-pannier. 

pj^i^ barfoz,  Purslain.  Parts  roundthemouth. 

p  (_>*>_ji;^  harfos,  The  parts  about  the  mouth. 

p  ̂^J>  barfi,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

G  jiji  barfir.  Purple.    The  purple-shell-fish. 



A  jJjJ  harli,  (v,  n.  of  Jij^)  Glittering.  Spar- 
kling (the  eye).  Having  the  eyes  so  dazzled  with 

glare  as  scarcely  to  be  able  to  shut  them.  Being 

astonished,  confounded.  Seasoning  (meat)  with  a 

little  oil  or  butter.  Rising  (a  star).  Adorning 

herself  (a  woman).  Giving  false  signs  of  pregnancy 

(a  camel),  (pi.  ̂ Jj j>  huruli)  Lightning.  A  flash- 
ing cloud.  A  thunderbolt.  t_ttV>li>-  harlii 

hhatif,  A  thunderbolt.  ^ji  harlii  kJmllah, 
Flashing  clouds  without  rain  (a  proverb  applied  to 

those  who  brag  much).  p^jiiJj^jj  harhshudan,  To 

go  swiftly,  (j"^^  ̂jji  bark  liar  dan,  To  lighten,  to 
flash.  harlii  yamam,  A  sword  with  a 

Yaman-blade.  a  Burh,  Lybian  lizards.  Barak, 

(pi.  ̂ j^^  ahrak  hirkan  or  hurhaii)  A  lamb. 
A  ram.  (v.n.of  Having  the  eyes  so  dazzled 

with  glare  as  scarcely  to  be  able  to  shut  them. 

Being  astonished,  confounded.  Being  heated  (a 

churn)  so  that  the  milk  will  not  concrete.  Having 

the  gripes  (a  sheep)  from  eating  of  the  herb  J|j y. 
harwak,  Amazement,bewilderment.5arz7j,Heated 

so(a  churn)  that  the  milkwill  not  concrete.  Burak, 

(pi.  of  'i3j>  hurhat')  Stony,  sandy  grounds. 
A        barkaj:,  (fem.of  ̂ j>\  ahrak)  An  eye  (as 

shining,  glossy,  and  being  of  different  colours). 

Black  and  white,  pie-bald  (she-goat),  (pi.  0\j^ 
barkawat)  Stony,  sandy  ground  mixed  with  clay, 

p         j>  bar  ka^da.  According  to  rule. 

P  ij^j^  harkan,  A  lamb-skin. 

A  ̂J^Ji  harkan,  (y.n.  of  ̂ j^)  Lightning,  flash- 
ing, thundering.  Menacing,  threatening.  Birhan 

or  hurkan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji  barak)  Lambs.  Burkan, 
Glittering  (substance).  Variously  coloured(locust). 

p harh-andaz,  A  matchlock-man. 

A  O^j^  barkawat,  (pi.  of barkai)  Stony 
places  mixed  with  clay. 

A  'sij>  harkat,  Barca  in  Africa.  Amazement, 
Burhat,  (pi.  hurak)  A  name  common  to  more 

than  a  hundred  places  in  Arabia,  Coarse  ground, con- 

sisting of  clay,sand,and  stones.  Necessary  business, 

A  s^ji  harkaliat,  Ugliness  of  face, 

V j>  har  karar.  Firm,  solid,  immoveable, 

fixed,  constant,  uniform.  Firmly,  (ji^j^j^  bar 
karar  skudan.  To  be  established,  {j'^^ j"^ j^.  bar 
karar  kardan.  To  establish,  confirm,  ratify. 

A  hirkisli,  A  small  bird  calledj^j^jj-S*. 

A  'itiji  barkashat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Painting 
or  forming  any  thing  of  various  colours.  Mixing, 

jumbling  a  discourse.  Being  scattered.  Being  of 
diverse  colours.  Advancing,  preparing  to  eat, 

A  e^j>  barkatat,  (v,  n,  of  la5^  Q)  Looking 
behind  the  back.  Taking  very  short  steps  in  walk- 

ing. Scattering,  dispersing.  Talking  at  random, 

A  ̂ Jj>  hirki^  or  hurku^  The  seventh  heaven 
(with  some  the  fourth,  and  others  the  first),  Bur- 

ku^  or  burka^  A  lady's  veil,  through  which  only 

the  eyes  are  seen,  "p  Ji-i«<> jSc>  hurha^ 
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kusliayi  kar  mMsAAt7,Unveiling  and  resolving  every 

difficulty.  Burku^  A  mark  branded  on  a  camel's 
thigh.  A  word  used  incallingthegoatsto  be  milked. 

A  'i*>j>  barka^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Putting  a 
veil  on  one.  Striking  with  a  stick  between  the  ears. 

barkaj  lihyatuhu,  He  was  infamous, 

A  ha7'ka^d,'Nsime  of  atown  nearMawsil. 
p  barkak,  Talc.    Gilt  paper. 

A  'i^ji  harkalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y>Ji  Q)  Lying. 
A  ij^  Jjji  barikanahruhu,  (Jiis  throat  shone) 

A  nickname  given  to  a  certain  individual. 

p  fj^i^j>  harkandcin,  (or  (^^S>ji  harkadcin)  A 
carnival  or  time  of  festivity,  before  the  commence- 

ment of  the  month  of  fasting  called  Ramazan,  the 
ninth  of  the  Muhammadan  year. 

A  burku^  A  veil  through  which  the  eyes 

only  are  seen.  Bwku^  or  harku^  Intense  hunger. 

A  ̂ ^j^  burkuk.  An  apricot.  A  kind  of  bad 
yellow  plum. 

p  jj  zu^l  harka.  Ally,  son-in-law  of  Mu- hammad. 

A  (J:^  hirhil,A.  cross-bow  for  shooting  balls,&c. 

A  K^j>  bark,  (pi,  '^jj>  buritk)  A  troop  of  ca- 
mels (especially  reclining).  The  breast  of  a  man. 

The  inside  of  the  breast.  The  part  or  parts  of  a 

camel's  breast  which  touch  the  ground  when  he  is 
recumbent,  5m7.-,  A  reservoir,  Z?Mr/j,(pl,ofuiJojJ 
barik)  Dishes  of  fresh  dates  and  butter,  (pi.  of 

<^];J  birak)  Sword-fishes,  Birak,  (pi,  of 
birkat)  Basins  of  fountains,  Burak,  A  kind  of 

tree^saltish,  bitter,  and  short-stemmed.  The  month 
ji5  zu  I  hijjat,  A  coward.  The  nightmare. 

Firm,  fixed,  steadily  seated  at  any  thing,  (pi,  of 

'i^i  burkat)  Small  white  ducks. 
A  tiJ^  baraka,({at.i^j0^yabruliu)  He  kneeled, 

p  barak,  A  garment  made  of  camel's  hair, 
A  short  vest.  The  star  Canopus.  Name  of  a  river 
and  of  a  country. 

Pj^.^  barkcipoz,  ((_>*>^.^  barkupos,  j^'^ji 
harkafoz,  or  (j^y^)  The  parts  round  the  mouth. 

A  barakat,  (pi.  of  &^  harakat)  Bless- 

ings. Abundance,prosperity.  0^^\j*x*S- Jj-o:** 
mahsuli  ̂ mlmi'l  harakat,  A  plentiful  harvest. 

p  8  JOj\ii j^j^  bar  kar  ddranda,A'pra.ctitioner. 
p  (j'Vj^  barkarldan,  To  cut  a  slice  (of  a 

melon).  To  cut  out  the  collar  of  a  coat  or  a  shift. 

p  {J^^ji  harkasktan,  To  sow. 

A  ̂J^J>  birkan,  A  salt  and  bitter  sort  of  shrub. 
Any  plant  not  putting  forth  a  long  stem.  Any 

slender  plant.  Burkan  or  birkan,  (pi.  of  i^ji  bur- 
kat) Certain  aquatic  birds  small  and  white. 

A  harrakan,  (or  '^^j-i  barrakanly)  A 
kind  of  black  gown  or  habit,  a  barracane. 

p  {^'^..^j^,  barkawidanjlo  cut  out  a  piece  (of 
cloth  or  melon).     To  slit  a  garment.    To  dig. 

A  'e^y>  hirkat,  The  outside  of  the  breast.  The 
part  of  a  recumbent  camel's  breast  which  is  next 

the  ground.  The  manner  of  a  camel's  reclining  on 

it.  A  striped  stuff"  of  Yaman.  (pi.  uiJ^J  birak)  A 
large  reservoir  of  water,  lake,  pond.  A  milch  ewe. 

The  flowing  of  milk  from  the  udder  of  a  recum- 
bent camel,  and  the  making  her  stand  up  to  be 

milked.  Birkat  or  harkat,  One  morning's  milk- 
ing. Burkat,  (pi.  huruk,  abrak,  ̂ J^J> 

burkan  and  birkan)  An  aquatic  bird,  a  species  of 

white  duck.  Frogs.  Tribute ;  also  those  who  col- 
lect it.  An  assembly  of  nobles.  Toll  taken  by  the 

miller  for  grinding.  Burkat,  harkat,  or  birkat, 

Those  who  demand  expiatory  fines  for  manslaugh- 
ter. Barakat,  A  blessing.  Abundance,  increase. 

Fertility.    Prosperity,  happiness.  Recompense. 

Pj^  barkar,  Fortune,  good  luck, 

p  f^'XS\^j>barkarandanl^o  be  modest.  To  feel. 
P  ij'^^j^  bar  kardan,  To  commit  to  memory, 

to  learn  by  heart.  To  kindle  (a  fire).  To  uproot. 

p  (jjjLij  j>  bar  kursl  niskandan,  To 
bring  an  affair  to  a  happy  termination.  To  set  a 

person's  mind  at  rest  (to  place  him  on  velvet). 

p  C^kJ^j)  barkast,Y\y\x\^^  to  God.  Godforbid ! 

bar  kasliidan.  To  draw  up.  To  ex- 
tract, draw,  lead, or  bring  out.  To  wrinkle,  shrivel. 

A  ̂^j>  hurku^  A  man  of  short  stature.  A  ca- mel's colt  whose  neck  does  not  reach  to  the  ground, 

A  barka^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Cutting,  am- 
putating. Throwing  prostrate.  Standing  on  all 

fours.  Falling  on  the  knees. 

p  barkam,  A  prohibition,  refusal.  An  im- 
pediment, delay.  A  restrainer,  hinderer. 

p  (JU2»y  bar  kamal.  In  perfection.  Complete, 

jt  bar  kanar,  On  one  side,  free,  clear  of. 

p  ̂ ^^ji  barkanj,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. p  barkand,  A  bribe  to  a  judge.  A  pluck- 

ing up.  An  owl.  A  robust, strong, beardless  youth. 

P  ̂J<S>^ y  bar  kandan.  To  dig  up,  extirpate, 
F  » jJiy  barkanda,  Dug  up.  (^i^«T  »  Jsi!>y 

har  kanda  amadan.  To  be  extirpated. 

p  s^ji  barkana  or  hirkana.  An  electuarymade 
from  gold  and  silver-dust.  Any  thing  beaten  and 
mixed  together  (especially  perfumes). 

burku^  Intense  hunger.  A  veil. 

p  5 jJ>y  burkHh,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persian  Irak. 

v^J^^ji  &a?7iM/ia«,Melody  of  voice.  Harmony 
of  instruments.  The  voice  of  a  parrot. 

p  i^^ji  birka,  A  reservoir  of  water,  a  pond,  pool, 

ditch.  ̂ ^J*idJ\  birkan  ardshir.  Name  of  a  city 
so  called  from  a  large  reservoir  built  by  one  of  the 

ancient  kings  of  Persia.  <^j^^'^  birkad  la- 
jarcard.  The  sky.  Burka,  A  kind  of  white  duck, 
p  harakl,  A  species  of  high-crowned  cap 

made  of  felt,  A  kind  of  rollers  which  the  poorer 

people  wrap  round  their  head, 
p  aJj^^  harkina,  An  exhilarating  electuary, 

p  k-L-^  barg.  The  leaf  of  a  tree,  a  blade  of  grass. 
An  instrument.    Arms,    Intention,  aim,  design. 



End.  Power,  strength.  Intellect.  A  musical  in- 
strument. Provision  for  soldiers,  travellers,  or 

guests.  Wealth.  A  workshop.  The  dress  of  Kal- 

lenders  (a  kind  of  monk).  Collectedness.  lL^ 

JjXlJ  hargi  tamhul,  Betel-leaf.  ^Ls--  ̂̂ -fj>  hargi 
cJiashm,  (The  leaf  of  the  eye)  The  eye-lid.  <Lfji 

j(Mt  hargi  sabz,  {ij}"^  hargi  sahzak  or  <Lfji 
J>  hargi  tar)  A  green  leaf  (the  gift  of  a  poor  man). 

(3_jjJ^  ̂•^-(ji  hargi  liazarum,  Wild  aniseed.  (j«),fl/« 
cL/^J  (3  inujiisi  hi  harg,  Poor,  indigent. 

r  ij^^ji  bar  gashtan,Toturn.  To  avert  the  face. 
P         hargan,  Name  of  a  village  near  Shiraz. 

p  ti^.  "---^  harg-hid,  (by  some  hed)  A  kind  of 
spear,the  head  of  which  resembles  the  leaf  of awillow. 

p j^'^Ji  harg-ddr,  Leafy,  bearing  leaves. 
harg-dar  sahhtan,  To  cover  with  leaves. 

^  i:>JMj\i^jiharg-dar  sh  udan,To  be  in  f iiU  leaf  (trees) . 
Vj\i^j>  bar  guzdr,  A  present,  a  gift. 

p  J,S^  har  gird,  About.    »U  bar  girdi 
mah,  About  the  moon. 

p  ̂^^\djij>  bar  garddnidagi,  Transportation, 
transposition,  change,  inversion. 

P  ̂'^.^j^ji  Ix^f  gardtdagl,  Inversion,  change. 
Removal,  departure. 

P  ;jO>^.'^^  bar  gardidan,  To  be  turned,  in- 
verted :  to  I'ecede. 

p  1>iy>j^J>ji  bar  gardlda,  Turned.  Tumbled  over. 

^  iJji  2'^.'^^  bar  gardtda-hoy,  Stinking. 
p  {Jr^Jji  har  giriftan,  To  take,  accept,  seize, 

carry  off.  To  lift  or  pick  up.  To  bring.  To  bear. 

To  cause  to  put  on.    To  drive  away.    To  erase. 

p  fJ^y.J'j^.  barg-rezdn,  (Scattering  leaves)  The 
fall  of  the  leaf,  autumn,  November.  The  autumn 

of  mortality  the  decline  of  the  life. 

P         '^^^  Z/ar^-j-m,  Fall  of  the  leaf,  autumn. 
p  i^^^'^^j^  bar  guzulagan,  The  elect. 

P  (^<^.j^j}  bar  guzidagi,  Choiceness.  Choice. 

P  (ji^J^  bar  guz'idan,  To  prefer,  choose,  select. 
p  SiVj^^^  bar guzida,Ch.osen.  i^^^jibar 

guzidagi  ̂ lam,  The  most  select  of  men. 

P  (j-^  hargas,  (or  iJL>.^ty>  bar  gast)  Mercy 
upon  us !    Heaven  forbid  ! 

p         ̂   bar  gust  mi,  (or  bar  gustu- 

rvdn)  Horse-armour  worn  in  battle. 

p  is^ij>  bargasa.  Hidden,  concealed. 

p  CL^Z^iji  bargusht,  A  plant  growing  like  dishe- 
velled hair. 

p  ̂^JJii^ji  bar-gashtagi,  Change.  Inversion. 
Apostacy,  recession. 

p  {^x-^y.  bar  gashtan.  To  turn.  To  recede,  re- 
tire, return.  To  apostatize. 

p  bar  gashta.  Turned.     Topsy  turvv. 
Broken.  Afflicted.  Murdered.  Dead.  ̂ \  iCJlIji 
bar-gashta-ahhtar.  Unfortunate.  JU-  iCJ^Sji  bar 
gashta-hdl,  (pi.  ̂^'ilW  iC^ji  bar  gashta-hdlan) 
Most  afflicted.  J6j^ j  bar  gashta-rozgdr, 
Unfortunate  in  the  world,  desperate,  abandoned. 
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p  eJi^ji  har-gasha,  Covered,  concealed, 

psli  i.l^&ar'^/-<7a^,(Placeofleaf)A shoot,stalk. 

P  i^JSZi\^ji  har  gumdshtagi,  Power,  delegated 
authority.    Delegation,  appointment  to  any  post. 

p  fJ^KJij}  har  gumashtan.  To  put  in  autho- 
rity, to  appoint,  to  instal,  to  delegate. 

p  iCZA^ ji  bar  gumashta.  Delegated. 

p  J-^J  '—7?  barg-nil.  Indigo,  woad. 

Pjb  J  i^J^J  barg  u  bar.  Leaves  and  fruit. 
P  J  harg  u  sdz,  (or  ly  j  '•^-^  harg  u 

naiva)  Means  of  subsistence. 

P  i-^j^  harguk,  A  structure,  an  edifice. 

P  ̂^ji  baragi,  A  kind  of  high-crowned  cap. 
P         ̂ .iS^ y>  bar  lang  zadan,  To  run  away. 
p  barm,  A  committing  to  memory.  Expec- 

tation. A  reservoir  for  rain-water.  Name  of  a 

water-bird.  ZJaram,  A  trellis.  A  two-pronged  fork. 

A  ̂ J>  barm,  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Doing  (business)  well. 

Burm  or  huram,  (pi.  of  'iicj)  hurmat)  Stone-kettles. 
Baram,  (v.n.of  j^)  Being  wearied  and  disgusted. 
Being  anxious  of  adducing  proof  or  argument,  but 

being  unable  to  recal  it  to  memory,  (pi.  ahrani) 

Vexation,  fatigue,  languor,  disgust.  One  who  i-e- 
fuses  to  go  partner  with  gamesters  (from  avarice). 

Fruit  of  a  dwarf-thorn  called  JjUaS-  ̂ zah.  Sour, 

unripe  grapes.  Liquid  collyrium.  The  summit  of 

a  mountain.  Barim,,  A  man  disgusted  with  him- 
self, odious  and  shunned  for  his  deceitfulness. 

P  barmas,  The  touch.  A  rubbing  with 
the  hand.    The  sense  of  feeling. 

p  jjv>Aa»»1/«j^  JarwjasIcZaw,  To  feel,touch:  to  rub 
one  limb  against  another.    To  inquire,  examine. 

P  Jl'Oj^  har  mal.  Running  away.  The  peak  of 

a  mountain.  The  breast.  ̂ jJj  (J^^  bar  mal  za- 

c?aw,  (or^jJ^  Jlc  ji  bar  mdl  ha7'dan)To  run  avraj. 
p  ̂jiijJlcjJ  bar  malidan.  To  fold,  to  twist.  To 

tuck  up  the  sleeves.    To  run  away. 

P  (^s>-^iij^  uiXwo  »l«  bar  mail  mushk  an- 

ddkhtan,  (To  throw  musk  on  the  moon's  face)  To 
have  a  mole  on  the  cheek. 

p  ̂sJ^U^  harmdha,  (or  bai^mdli)  An  auger 

gimlet,  wimble.   A  surgeon's  trepan. 

P  (^y>S^  birmdyun,  The  famous  cow  belonging 
to  king  Fai-Tdun  of  Persia.    A  kind  of  silk. 

p  wU,^  bir  or  barmdya,  Faridun's  cow. 

A  'ijCji  burmat,  (pi.      burm,  huram,  and 
birdm)  A  large  cauldron  or  kettle  used  in  Khura- 

san hollowed  out  of  stone.    Baramat,  (pi.  pi  ba- 

ram and  ̂ ji  birdni)  The  fruit  of  a  thorny  shrub. 
A  ̂^-^ji  bi  rummatihd.  All,  the  whole. 

P^^Jiarmac/t, Touch :  a  stroking  with  the  hand. 
p  ̂ Sf^ji^  barmacliidan.  To  handle,  touch,  try, 

feel,examine  by  the  hand:  to  rub. To  creep.  To  drag. 

p  ̂ ^\y^Ji  bar  makJndan,  To  be  disobedient. 

p  iSfsi^ji  barmakliida.  Refractory,  disobedient, 
self-willed.  Undutiful. 

p^*;^  &armar,Desire.  Hope.  Expectation.  A  bee. 

P  i^]/^  bar  murdd,  According  to  (one's)  wishes. 
p  ̂ jO^kjMKj)  harmasidan,  To  handle,  try,  feel. 

p  t^i^jJ^iCji  har  mashidan,  To  cree]).  To  snatch. 

^J^^*t^  Zjar  maghdz,  (or  »jli<^)A  present  over 
and  above  his  hire  given  by  a  master  to  his  boy. 

pLa^i/ejJ&armMAias'a,  According  to.  (^\*al^j> 

^  harmuktazdd  swZ/i,  Agreeable  to  the(treaty  of ) 

peace. 

p  uil^  barmak.  Name  of  a  noble  family,  ori- 
ginally from  Balkh  in  Khurasan,  and  highly  cele- 

brated all  over  the  East  for  their  generosity,  mag- 

nificence, and  distinguished  patronage  of  men  of 

genius.  Name  of  a  place  and  of  a  country. 

P  ̂_^J^  barmakl.  Of  the  family  of  Barmacides. A  hero,  a  noble  liberal  man. 

A  ̂_^j>  harmakly,  (pi.  'i^\j>  hardmikat)  One of  the  family  of  Barmak,  a  Barmecide. 

p  ifJ^^  barmakya,  The  aloe  dressed  with  sugar 
and  sauce. 

p  i^^ji  haramgdn.  The  hair  of  the  pubes. 
p  bar  mold,  Openly,  in  the  sight  of  all. 

'!^j>  bar  maid  uftddan,  To  become  public. 
p  ycji  harmu.  Expectation,  hope,  desire. 
P  i--*»'_yo  Jar  miyji.  According  to.  t-ics-j/*  j> 

Otilp  har  mujibi  ̂ dat,  According  to  custom. 
p  8        barmuda,  Any  thing,  a  thing  in  general. 

Pjyl}^  ba7'muz,'Desive,wish.  Provender.  Abee. 
p  ijy^  barmoza.  The  son  of  iolu*. 
p  i^y^  bar  mun,  (poet,  for  \iCj>  har  md)  On  us. 
p  e~j«ji  barma,  A  gimblet,  a  wimble,  an  auger. 
A  barmil,  A  tun,  a  butt,  a  hogshead. 

p         barmiyu.  The  strangury,  heat  of  urine. 

'P  barn.  Name  of  a  star.  Any  place  above 
which  something  is  extended.  A  broad  vessel.  A 

drinking-cup  of  earth  or  metal.  A  bundle  of  rods 
wattled  together.  A  harrow  for  breakincr  clods.  A 

grate  of  brass  or  wood.  The  new  moon.  Baran, 
Name  of  a  city  in  India. 

p  13^  barnd  or  hurnd,  A  youth.  Young.  Good. 

Elegant,  handsome.  The  dyeing  shrub  hinna. 

p  t^^ji  bar  ndkhun  istddan,To  stand on  tip-toe.  To  obey  promptly. 

p  (^^ji  barnds,  Ignorant,  unskilful.  Ignorance. 
A  *lwjl3jJ  harndsdf.  Men. 

p  barndh,  A  young  man,  a  youth. 

p  barndk,  hurndk,  (»^  barndh  or  hur- 
ndJi)  A  young  man.  Young.  Privet. 

p  ejo\jj}  bar  ndma,  A  model,  an  exemplar.  An 
account-book.  Title.  Exordium  of  a  book  or  letter. 

p  hirndn,  Name  of  a  tree  growingin  Ajmir 

(in  Hindiistan)  used  for  making  rosaries. 

p  e6\3^  hirndna,  A  mud  cottage. 

p  ̂jLiXiji  barndyishti.  Alliance,  protection,  sup- 
port.  Partiality,  strong  attachment. 

p  ̂_^13^  barndsi.  Youth,  the  season  of  youth. 

V  Jj^j>  barambur,  A  child's  game. 
A  ̂J^j^  haranta',  Bad,  evil-disposed. 



p  ̂ ji  haranj,  A  man  nearly  blind  and  thus 
groping  his  way.  A  most  delicious  species  of  the 

date.  Biranj,  A  kind  of  medicine  which  promotes 

a  discharge  of  phlegm.    Birinj,  Rice. 

birinji  zard,  Rice  dressed  with  turmeric.  aJlv-* 

hirinji  s/ioma/a,  A  kind  of  curry.  Burinj,  Copper. 

Pjls^  hirinjar,  (for^Vj  ̂ )  Rice-grounds. 
p  ̂ JJ  I  birinj-ari,  One  who  follows  a  camp 

with  grain,  a  brinjarrie. 

p  ;_g«*>la»^  hirinjasf,  (u-»**»ls^  hirinjasb  or 

ja^il^^)  Dungwort,  motherwort.  Mugwort. 

p  CiLlvfi^  baranj-mushk,  The  musk  of  Eu- 
rope, the  tamarisk.  Mountain-balm. 

p  ̂ j^j^  haranjan,  (or  t^s^J)  haranjin)  A  metal 
ring  worn  by  females  on  their  wrists  or  ankles.  Any 

female  ornament.  A  little  pendulous  fringed  de- 
coration of  silk  or  wool,  worn  by  the  Turkoman 

women,  hanging  to  their  hair,  by  camels  at  their 

sides,  and  by  horses  from  their  manes. 

y  f^'^^ ranja  ]tardan,^o  torment,afflict. 

p  e^y?^  burinjin,  Brazen,  made  of  copper. 

p  djiji  bar  and,  Plain  silk.  Bur  and  or  bar  and, 
A  sharp  sword.  Tonsure. 

A  birind,  A  sword  bearing  marks  of  age. 

Birind  or  birand.  The  glittering  surface  of  a  sword. 

p  (  '>\>^j^  barandaf,  The  intestines.  A  stirrup- 
leather,  a  strap. 

p  barandah,  A  little  hill.  A  lock,  bolt, 

bar.  Dross  of  iron.    A  species  of  the  myrobalan. 

p  ̂S>j>  birandakam,  A  medicine  made  of  ca- 
momile-flowers. 

p  (ji^^.  burundan.  To  compress,  to  squeeze. 

p  SiiJ;^  baranda,.  Operating,  acting.  A  moth. 

A  carrier.  Bitrinda,  Cutting.  A  sharp  sword.  Acid 

milk.  CLi^^  '^'^ji  burindasi  gosht,  A  butcher. 
p  barnas.  Shears.     Barnas,  (barnis  or 

(jiJj^  barnisli)  A  pain  in  the  bowels,  cholic,  gripes. 

A  [j^y,  humus,  (pi.  baranis)  A  kind  of 

high-crowned  cap,  worn  formerly  in  Barbary  and 

Spain.  Any  upper  garment  or  cloak  which  covers 

the  head  together  with  the  body. 

A  A^j>  barnasas,  Men.  ̂ Jt  ayyu 

barnasufOvbaranasafhurca,(^OY^^^'^j^\i^\oyyul 
barnasas  or  baranasas  hurva)  Of  what  people  or 

family  is  he  ?  what  man  is  lit  ? 

A  barnasltat,  Men. 

p  ̂^Si\z^J>  bar  nishandan,  To  make  sit :  to  seat. 

To  set  (a  stone  in  a  ring),  fix  (a  head  on  a  spear). 

P  (Jl* ...  M„ ij>  bar  nishast,  Riding.  uZj^Jl^ji j^Lm 
suturi  bar  nishast,  A  beast  for  riding;  a  saddle- 

horse  or  camel,  a  hack,  a  nag. 

p  i^^y^l^>ji  bar  nishastan,  To  sit  up  or  upon. 
To  mount,  to  ride.    To  propose,  intend. 

p  i^^Z^JL:)  j>  Z^arwMastatti,  Fit  for  riding  (nag). 
p  ha,r  nishashta,  Mounted,  sitting  on. 

V  J^ji  barangliar,^\).e  right  wing  of  an  army. 
p  uiljjj  barank,  A  bell.  A  key.   A  lock.  A 
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bolt.  Root,  origin.  Assault,  inroad.  Silken  stuff. 

^  U^J^  harnakan, (or  ̂^ji  barnakaniy') (pi. 
i-ibljJ  iara/u'/f)  A  kind  of  black  gown,abarracane. 

P  '^t^j^  harang,  An  allowance  of  provisions. 
A  bell.  A  key.  A  bar,  bolt.  Birmg,  A  kind  of 

the  myrobalan.  Burung,  Gain,  acquisition ;  hoard. 
p       barnu,  Brocade. 

p  (^^j>  barnos,  An  army.  Barnos  or  ba?-- 
nosh,  A  general.  A  soldier.  Name  of  a  general. 

A  u-SjJ^J  hurnuf.  Name  of  an  Egyptian  tree. 

P  (^^y,  barnun,  Brocade.  Sewing-silk. 
p  (jiil^i^  bar  nihadan,To  place  above.  Coire. 
P  ianw.  An  earthen  or  glass  vessel,  in  which 

they  keep  flowers,  confections,  medicines,  or  sugar. 

A  barmy,  A  delicious  kind  of  date.  Ba- 

ran'iy,  Foreign,  external. 

p  (j^^^  barniyan,  A  silken  garment. 

p  (_?^  iJ^J^  barniyan-hhoy,OidL  mild  temper. 
A  &>3^  harniyat,  (pi.  baraniy)  A  vessel 

of  earth  in  which  any  thing  is  preserved.  A  cockerel. 

p  birms,  An  acorn.  Large  shears. 

p  {^J^j>  burnesli.  The  cholic. 
A  blrmk.  The  mud  of  a  river.  A  kind  of 

mushroom  oblong  and  red  ;  or  small  and  blackish. 

p  uilj^jj  barn'ik,  Delicious  fruit.  A  kind  of  date. 
p  Z)ar<7,  The  planet  Jupiter.  Z?«r  w,  Upon, 

on,  above,  him,  her,  or  it.  Baru,  The  eyebrow. 

Birav,  Go.  Btiru,  (for  C-JjjJ  hnrut)  Whiskers. 

A  jjJ  (v. n.of^  for jjJ) Creating.  Shav- 
ing (a  stick,  arrow,  or  pen).    Putting  the  ring 

burat  (of  copper  or  hair)  through  a  camel's  nose. 
A  -p.  J  burus,  (v.  n.  of  O)  Creating,  (v.  n.  of 

{J y>  for jjj^)Recovering  from  sickness,being  healed. 
Being,  free,  safe,  out  of  danger,  (v.  n.  oi  ̂ j>) 
Being  free,  clear,  exempt. 

A  C^\jj>  barawdt,  (pi.  of  C^\j>  barat)  Diplo- 

mas, patents,  privileges.  sSOjut  barawati 
sharifa,  Royal  diplomas. 

PjV^  barwar,  A  summer-house. 
p  barrvdra,  A  parlour.  An  upper  cham- 

ber. A  private  way  to  a  house. 

Pj^jj^  barwaz.  Rest,  repose.  A  roost,  a  perch. 
p  Z^am'o^^ct,  A  nuptial  fire.  Victuals  which 

people  carry  to  eat  in  the  fields  or  gardens. 

A  ̂^jjJ  barwah,  Asphodel.  Shoemaker's  paste. 
p  (j^jj^  barn:dn,  A  stomacher,  handkerchief. 

Any  thing  thrown  over  the  shoulders.  A  long 
flowing  robe.  A  high  cap. 

G  harrcdmyd,  A  tree  resembling  ivy,  the 

fruit  of  which  is  used  in  tanning. 

p  ̂ ^y,  bund.  Whiskers,  mustaches. 
A  (-i-'jj^.  burus,  (pi.  of  LL>ji  bars)  Soft  grounds. 

p  ̂ j5^  barwaj.  Broach,  a  city  in  Guzerat. 

A  buruj,  (pi.  of  ,^j>  burj)  Towers.  Zo- 
diacal signs.    Fortresses,  citadels.  Barbacans. 

p  «L.s-j     bar  wajh,  By  way  of,  in  the  manner 

of.  (Jtjs^      j>  bar  wajhi  ta^ll,  In  haste,  quickly. 
3o 

A  baruh,  (Game)  which  passes  from  the 
right  side  of  the  hunter  to  the  left.  Buruh,  (v.  n. 

of  ̂ )  Turning  the  left  side  to  you  when  passing 
from  right  to  left  (a  deer,  or  any  other  species  of 

game,  esteemed  unlucky  by  the  Arabians). 
p         barud,  Bayrut,  a  city  in  Syria. 

A  Jj^i«rM(?,  Cold,  frigid.  (Bread)  moistened 

by  cold  water  poured  upon  it.  ̂ J^xJ^  t>j j>  barudu  'I 
^yn,  A  cold  refreshing  coUyrium,  or  wash  for  the 
eyes.  Bwud,  (v.  n.  of  tJ^)  Being  blunt(a  sword). 

Being  weak  and  languid.  Sending  a  messenger, 

(pi.  of  i^j>  burd)  Striped  stuffs. 
A  j^jjJ  burudat,  (v.  n.  of  li^)  Being  cold. 

Coldness,  lukewarmness.  '^"^Jj^  burudat 
7va.  hudurat,  A  coldness  in  friendship,  p  C->i5j j> 

JaX_5\  burudat-angez,  Exciting  coldness,  disgusting. 

p  Sjlls\jJ      iarwfZarw/i'ac^a,  Fallen  prostrate. 

PjjjJ  iwwa?".  Fruitful, pregnant.  Lace,fringe, 
edge,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  brother. 

Ajjj^  burur,  (v.  n.  oij>)  Being  sworn  with 
truth(anoath):  keepingtruthandfidelityinanoath. 

pjj j>  br/ruz,  A  roost.  A  fray.  Buruz,  A  bed, 
a  couch.  Fringe. 

Pj'jj^  ba  roz,  By  day,  in  the  day.  Jjj^  J_jj 
roz  ba  roz,  Daily,  from  day  to  day,  de  die  in  diem. 

Ajjj^  buruz,  (Y.n.o?jj>)  Going  forth  into  the 
open  country .  Being  clear,niade  manifest,published. 

p  barv^dnor  ̂ JJ^jjibarusJLdUfA.T^eo- 

i^le,  nation,  community. 

p  i^i..'>>j j>  burushak,  Dust,  earth. 

A  i^J^jj>  baruz,  A  well  which  giveslitlle  water. 
Buruz,  (v.  n.  of  i^y!)  Appearing  above  ground, 
whilst  the  species  as  yet  remains  indiscernable 

(grass).  Coming  out  in  a  small  quantity  (water 
from  a  well),  (pi.  of         barz)  Few,  some. 

A  barwaj  Name  of  a  woman.  Name  of 

a  camel.  Buru^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   )  Excelling.  Being 

perfect  in  virtue  or  beauty. 

p  Jjji  bar  ufirod,  Up  and  down.  Ascent 
and  descent. 

V  isijj>  hurufa,  A  turban,  a  sash. 
^  J>.  bartvak,  A  shrub  green  in  cloudy 

weather;  asphodel.  Baruh, A.  camel  which  appears 
pregnant  when  slie  is  not.  Buruh,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^) 

Shining,  glittering,  dazzling  (a  sword).  Flashing 

(the  heavens).  Being  struck  with  the  heat  (a  lea- 
thern churning  bottle),  so  that  the  butter  melts 

and  will  not  imite.  Having  the  eyes  so  dazzled 

with  glare  as  scarcely  to  be  able  to  shut  them. 

Being  astonished,  confounded.  Rising  (a  star). 

Seasoning  (meat)  with  a  little  oil  or  butter.  Cast- 
ing forth  lightnings.  Menacing,  threatening,  (pi. 

of       barh)  Lightnings,  thunderbolts. 

p  uiJ_jy  baruh,  A  species  of  dwarf  tree. 
A  j>  baruh,  A  woman  who  marries  after 

having  a  son  grown  up.  Buruh,  (v.  n.  of  uiJ^) 

Kneeling.     Lying  down  on  his  breast  (a  camel). 



Being  firm  and  solid.  Striving,  exerting  one's 
self.  Raining  incessantly.  Stopping,  staying.  Ex- 

ertion in  running.  (pi.  of  uiJ^  hark)  Troops  of 
camels  (especially  when  reclining).  A  sweetmeat 
made  of  dates  and  butter. 

A  ̂^jj>  haruhas,  Firmness,  steadfastness  in 
battle.    A  kneeling  down, 

A  ̂̂ jj>  harwakat,  A  female  porcupine. 

p  ̂ io^j j>  barumand,Rich,  fertile.  Wealthy, pro- 
sperous, fortunate,  happy.    Satisfied.  Powerful. 

p  ̂_f\}>'xAJJ>  harumandi,  Increase.  Happiness. 
p  (^j)^  JirMW,  Without,  out,  abroad.  Not  hav- 

ing. For  the  sake  of,  on  account  of.  ij^Ji 
hirun  aniadan,  To  come  out.  To  rebel.  Burun, 

A  ring.   A  ring  put  through  a  camel's  nose. 
p  ̂ ^JJ->  harrun,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  ram 

leading  the  flock.    A  mountain  goat. 

p  2SJ>^_jj^  J«m'«?2c?a,  A  basket.  A  clothes-bundle. 

P^^  i^^j>  birun-sara,  Base  money  (not  coined 
at  the  mint). 

p  (^jijji  harunus,  (or  {^^j  J>  harunusli)  An 
army.    A  soldier.    Name  of  a  general. 

p  j>  ̂("''^  vay  ov  may ,(JoY ̂ \ j>  haru)  Above, 
upon,  to  him,  or  it. 

p  tji  bara,  A  lamb.  The  sign  Aries.  A  fawn. 

A  pruning-hook  (for  vines).  The  exterior  surface 

of  a  garment.  Infirm,  weak,  i^jd\jo  ij)  baran 
du  mddari,  (A  lamb  sucking  two  ewes)  Well  off, 

fortunate ;  having  two  strings  to  one's  bow.  5^ 
uiili  baradfalah,  The  sign  Aries.  (J^i/  ij>  bara 
giriftan,  To  help  the  weak.  Ba  rah,  On  the  road. 

Provisions  for  a  journey.  An  aqueduct.  Hand- 
some, beautiful,  decorated. 

A  tji  &amA,(v.n.of  5^)  Recovering  its  former 
state  after  sickness  (the  body).  Being  ruddy  and 
wliite.    Moistness,  juiciness,  freshness. 

A         iar/mj:,  White,  fair,  and  ruddy  (woman). 

P  {J^^ji  barhan,  Joy,  gladness. 

-     ̂   burhun,(v.n.of  »^)  Recovering  health 
after  sickness.  Being  fair  (the  complexion),  (pi. 

baruhin)  Demonstration,  proof.  Convic- 

tion. A  clear  judgment  or  decision.  An  indis- 

putable argument.  A  sign.  A  prince, chief,  ̂ ^l*^ 
burhmi  huti^  A  convincing  proof.  ij^ji 
biirhanimasihjAdemonstration  equal  to  those 

adduced  by  the  Messiah,  viz.  Healing  the  sick  or 
raising  the  dead. 

^^•t:)^^^"^'^*«w-pwr,AcityinKandesh(India). 

P  '^^j^  barhanaj,  A  gusset. 
p  ̂^l*,^  hurhan-raj,  Convincing  discourse. 

A  (I^^  hurhaniy,  Demonstrative.  Decisive. 

P  {j>^y.  (Js^ J  dalili  burhani,  A  Convincing  proof. 

A  'iiiji  harhat  or  burhat  A  long  space  of  time. 
barhat  mini' z  zamdn,  During  a 

long  space  of  time. 

p  ijr^ji  barhahhtan  or  barhikhtan,  To  ex- 
tract, draw  forth.  To  educate,  instruct,  teach  good 
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manners.    To  wound. 

p  Jui^  barhikhta,  Instructed,  educated. 

A  'sJ^^ji  barahruhat,  A  woman  (when  young, 
beautiful,  delicate,  and  full  of  animal  spirits). 

G  barhiliya,  Hay-seed.  The  herb  fennel. 

'P  ̂   j>  bar  ham,  Together.  Collected,  assem- bled. Confused,  perplexed,  embroiled,  intricate, 

entangled.  Confusion,  ^  j>  bar  ham  zadan, 
To  shut  close.  To  slam  (a  door  or  window).  To 

mix,  confuse.  To  embroil.  To  interfere.  To  pre- 

vent. To  upset,  overthrow,  destroy.  ^  j> 
bar  ham  shudan.  To  be  entangled,  embroiled.  To 
be  multiplied.  To  be  diversified. 

sJL^y>  baraJnnaputar,  (Brahma's  son)  Name 
of  a  large  river  which  joins  the  Ganges  near  Dakka. 

A  'i^y>  burhamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Looking 
stedfastly,  fixing  the  eyes.  Barhamat  or  burhu- 

mat.  The  buds  of  trees  or  flowei's. 

p  ̂iij^s-  ̂  j>barhamkhnmrdagi,Qommot\on. 
p  jj^ii  barham  darham.  Entangled,  con- 

fused, topsy-turvy. 

p  ̂^lij  js>-  j^^d  |J&  bar  ham  d'vjar  hhrvurdan, To  knock  (as  the  knees)  against  each  other,  to  cut. 

p  1^^^  (Jjj  ̂   ^"^^  ̂ ^^^  kardan,  To 

close  up  a  seam  (in  a  ship's  plank). 

p  f^^j  j}  bar  ham  zadagijCowiwsion,  broil. Commotion,  agitation 

A  p  i^^j!  barhaman,barahman,  i^j^ji  barah- 
mand,  or  b^j>  (pi.  s^^j>  bardhima)  A  Brahman. 

p  sl^J^i  ̂   J)  bar  ham  nishasta,  Thick  (dark- ness). 

A  i^ji  barhanat,  Establishment  of  proof. 

p  ̂^J^J^  barahnagi.  Nakedness,  nudity. 
p  6SS>j>  barahna,  Naked,  bare.  A  clear,  serene 

sky.  i^i^^&jjtji  barahna  kardan,  To  unveil,  make 
naked,  despoil,  denude. 

F^J\^^^&Xi6Jiba?•ahna-vstukhwdn,Iiaw-honed. 
p  b  sjjiji  barahna-pd,  (or  jj'l)  pdy)  Barefoot. 

p ^  i>^j>  barahna-jaw  or jav,  Huskless  barley. 
p j*n sjjbjibarahna-sar, ^are-headed:  apilgrim. 
p  barahna-sari,  The  being  unco- 

vered, as  a  pilgrim  on  his  way  to  Mecca.  Prohi- 

bition, repulse,  disappointment. 
A  lL> barahut  or  burhut,  A  well,  in  which 

the  Muhammadans  imagine  the  souls  of  all  infidels 

to  be  confined.  They  suppose  it  to  be  in  Hazra- 

mawt,  to  the  eastward  of  the  Straits  of  Babu'l  man- 
dib  in  Arabia.  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant.  (The 

Muhammadans  say  that  the  best  well  in  the  world 

is  Zamzam,  and  the  worst  is  Barahiit). 

p^^y^^  ZjaMoc^,  Vain,  foolish,  absurd.  Slightly 
burned,  singed. 

p  (jJ ̂i>j>  barhodan,  To  burn,  scorch,  singe.  To 
be  discoloured  by  the  heat  of  fire.  To  wander,stray. 

p  f^^ji  barhun,  A  halo  round  the  moon.  A  col- 
lar. A  girdle.  A  circle  described  by  compasses. 

A  wooden  fence.     A  thorny  hedge.    A  cottage. 

Ornament,  decoration.  The  girth  or  belt-place.  The 
swell  of  a  moimtain. 

p         JarAw/i,  Soap.  Marriageable  (woman). 

P  dr^ji  barhekhtan,  To  draw  forth.  To  edu- 
cate, teach. 

A  (jj)  bary,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Cutting,  chipping, 
hewing.  Making  (a  pen  or  arrow),  shaping  (the 

nails).  Tiring,  fatiguing,  emaciating  (travelling). 

Uflm',  Earth.  Dust.  Bura' ,  {^\.  oi 'ij>  burat) 

Rings  through  a  camel's  nose. 
A  baris,  (pi.  ̂ y>j>  baruun,  burasds, 

Aj)  birds,  Aj>\  abrdf,  ̂ ^j>\  abrisds,  or  Aj>  hurds) 
Clear,  quit,  absolved,  innocent,  guiltless,  (pi.  Aj> 
birds)  Healed,  cured,  restored  to  health. 

A  ̂ Jji  burra',  A  good,  kind,  agreeable  word. 

A  ̂ jji  bai'iy.  Cut  out  and  smoothed  (arrow). 
A  harriy.  Sylvan,  rustic,  wild.  External. 

Level  (road).  Growing  on  land  (in  contradistinc- 

tion to  bahi'ty.  Sea-born,  or  nahriy.  Flu- 
viatic).  A  landsman. 

A  Ob^J  barisdt,  (or  Ol?^  bariydt)  (pi.  of 

'iiji  barhat)  Free,  clear,  absolved  (women). 

A  Olj^  bariydt,  (pi.  of&"^^  Z)ari?/ait)Creatures. 
p  (_jib^  barydsh,  Dispersion.  Dispersed. 

p  i^.y.  birydn,  Roasted,  broiled,  grilled,  baked. 
Toasted,  i^'^^ i^..j>  birydn  hardan,To  bake,roast. 

p  i^-y.  birydn-muhalld.  Roast  meat,  bread, 
and  onions. 

A  e^iji  barisat,  (tern.  of(_^J  baris)  (pi.  OUJ 

barisdt,  bariydt,  and  \S\ji  bardya')  Free, 

clear,  absolved  (woman).  (pl.b\^  bardya')A.  crea- 
ture, created  being. 

A  'i>j>  bariyat,  (pi.  bariydt  or  \>\j>  ba- 
rdya') A  creature.  People. 

A        barj-iyat,  (pi.  (jSjV  ̂ ^'"^*'*)  desert. 
A  fJL^y.ji  burnt,  (pi.  iJL^>_j\j3  bardrit)  A  desert, 

a  plain  without  vegetation.  Bi7-rit,  An  intelligent 

guide.  Level  ground. 

p  ,^j>  &ari;.  An  account  comprising  the  amount 
and  then  the  particulars.  Name  of  a  tribe  of  Afghans. 

p       j>  banjan,  A  portable  oven,  furnace,stove. 
A  barth.  Game  which  passes  from  the  right 

side  of  the  hunter  to  the  left.  ,^j>  ibn  barih, 

A  crow,         ̂ \  U7nm  barih,  A  crow.  A  misfortune. 

A  ̂ _j>  barihh.  Broken-backed. A  barld,  (pi.  burud)  Disposed,  ready 

prepared  (especially  for  carrying  royal  dispatches). 

A  bai'Id,  veredus,  courier,  messenger,  running  foot- 

man. The  siyah-gosh,  or  black-ear,  which  con- 
stantly attends  upon  the  lion,  and  is  therefore  called 

his  running  footman.  A  measure  of  two  parasangs 

or  twelve  miles.  khaylu'l  barid.  Post- 

horses,  i-elays  of  horses.  <^.jI-^^  Jtf**  sc^yT' S'^^^ 
barid,  A  travelling  by  post.  tV-jp^  c-.«»-Uo  sd- 
hibu'l  barid,  A  postmaster.  p  tV.y  0*"^^  '^.y. 
baridi  hhnmsh-nawid,  A  messenger  of  good  news. 

A  Ciiii  JJij^  baridi  falak,  The  moon.  Saturn. 



p  ̂J^S>j>  huridarjan,  (pl.of  » lurtda)C\kt. 
Circumcised. 

p  ̂J^.J>  bm-idagi,  A  cut,  fissure,  incision.  Se- 
paration, division. 

p  ̂ ^'S>.J>  har'ulan,  To  send  a  messenger.  Bu- 

ridan,  (or  hurridan)  To  cut,  sever.  To  cir- 

cumcise. To  cut  or  desert  (one's  kindred). 
p  harida,  A  narrow  pass.  A  ferry,  ford. 

Burida,  Cut.    Clotted.    iO'lJ  Docked, 

p  j»J  iS>,j>  burida-dum,  Docked, 

p  ̂ bj  JwriJa-zaJaH, Tongue-tied, mute, 

p  ii^.j^  hurida-gosh,  Crop-eared. 

A j>j>  barir,  The  early  fruit  of  the  tree  ̂ 13^  aralt. 

p  ̂ ^y..J>  barezan,  An  oven.  Birezan,  A  sieve, 

a  strainer.  A  frying-pan.  An  oven  made  of  clay. 
Galbanum. 

p  iy>_j>  hireza,A.  kind  of  gum,  benzoin.  Metal- 
lic cement,  solder.  A  liniment  rubbed  on  a  wound. 

p  (JL-J'jJ.  bartsal,  Name  of  the  governor  or  pre- 
fect of  Yaman. 

p  jjl^^  ba  r'lsman,  With  a  rope.  ̂ ^U-^y 
jj/c  jWju)  i^jJ^ba  rismani  has  dar  chah  ma  rav, 

Descend  not  into  the  well  by  another's  rope  (Risk 
not  your  life  at  the  instance  of  another). 

A  i^J^j^  barlsh,  (A  horse)  having  spots  of  a 
difFei'ent  colour  from  the  rest  of  his  hair,  dappled, 

p  i^J^.ji  bir'ish,  Dispersion, 
p  barishim,  (for  ̂,jJL}j>\  abrishim)  Silk. 

G  ̂ y^j>  barishaivi,  The  eve  of  the  sabbath, 
Easter,  or  any  other  festival,  the  preparation. 

A(^J|^fcarIs,Bright,shining.  Leprous.  A  plant 

resembling  galangale.  i^jo>.j>  j^Wiw  bans,  A  cer- 
tain speckled  bird. 

A  s^j>  ba?'i^t,  A  woman  witty  or  beautiful, 

p  ̂ .j>  biregh,  A  bunch  of  grapes. 

A         barVi,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^)  Flashing, dazzling. 

Seasoning  (meat)  with  a  little  oil  or  butter.  Ris- 

ing (a  star).    Lightning.    Splendour,  brilliancy. 

Flash,  gleam,  glitter.     Burayh,  Name  of  a  poet. 

A  'isLij>  banhat,  (pi.  ̂\j>  barasih)  Milk  into 
which  a  little  butter  or  other  fat  substance  is  poured. 

A  '^Iji  barik,  (pi.  i^j>  burJt)  Blessed  with 
abundance.Plenteous.  Fresh  dates  eaten  with  butter. 

A  &5o^;  barihat,  A  kind  of  dish  made  with 
fresh  dates  and  butter. 

A  harim,  Formed  of  two  or  more  things 

I  twisted  together  (especially  of  black  and  white  or 

brown  hair).  A  wreath,  made  in  general  of  white 

and  red  threads  twisted  together,  and  often  adorned 

with  jewels,  which  the  women  fasten  about  their 

•waistsor  their  arms.  A  kind  of  amuletor  charm  hung 
round  a  child,  as  a  preservative  against  fascinating 

lor  malignant  eyes.  An  army  (from  the  different 

Icoloured  ensigns).  The  dawn  (from  the  various 

tints  of  the  clouds).  Part  of  the  liver  and  of  the 

jbunch  of  a  camel,  which  are  cut  into  oblong  slices, 

strung  upon  a  thread,  and  dressed  together  (being 
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so  called  from  the  difference  of  their  colours,  the 

first  being  black  and  the  other  white).  Flocks  of 

two  kinds  of  cattle  (sheep  and  goats,  camels  and 

oxen).  A  miscellaneous  assembly,  a  crowd,  mob. 

A  tear  mixed  with  antimony.  Suspected,  accused. 

al  albarimani,  Heart  and  bunch  of  a  camel. 

A         bar'mat,  An  auger,  gimlet.   A  trepan. 
p  bar  in,  (for  ̂^.\  jJ  bar  vi)  On,  or  upon, 

this.  High,  sublime,  eminent  (in  situation,  qua- 

lity, or  dignity).  Upper,  higher,  highest.  Supe- 

rior, supreme.  Perpetual,  eternal.  Pleasant,  agree- 
able. Excellence  of  any  thing,  the  principal  part. 

The  north-east  wind.  A  notch,  fissure.  Name  of 

a  fire-temple.  pdyan  barm,  The  highest 

step,  i^^.j!  ̂ y>-  charUii  barm,  The  heavens,  the 
celestial  sphere,  i^j^  [^^1^^  Jirdawsi  bann,{ov 

^jij>  lili-  hhuldi  barm)  Paradise  above,  eternal, 
delightful.  Birin,  An  opening.  Door  of  an  oven. 
Fetid  water.  A  sink.  Burin,  A  slice  of  a  melon. 

A  ̂ ^_Ji  burin  or  birin,  (pi.  of  burat)  Rings 
in  camels'  noses. 

A  i^^J-}  barrayni,  (dual  of  JLi  barr)  The  pro- 
vinces adjacent  to  the  White  and  Black  Seas  (the 

Mediterranean  and  Euxine). 

p^^Ji^ji  burinish,  A  scissure.  A  flux,  diarrhoea. 

PjSoS>j>  bavin  kadar,  Moreover,  nevertheless. 

p  »^^„j>  bar  in  hi.  To  wit ;  videlicet. 

p         bir'ma,  A  hole.  Mouth  of  a  furnace. 

p  (jy^  baryun,  The  parts  round  the  mouth. 
Bar-ercan,  biryawn,  or  biryun,  A  ring-worm. 

A  ̂ J^J>  barisun,  (pi.  of  {^J>  barh)  Clear,  quit. 

A  iOj>  burayh,  (or  ̂ ^..j>  buraylCim)  (dim.  of 

j»xfc\y\  ibrahtm)  A  little  Abraham. 
V  baz,  A  habit,  a  rich  dress.  Fine  linen.  A 

buirs  dewlap.  High  ground.  A  hill.  Manner, 

custom,  rule,  (for  bazm)  A  feast.  Biz,  A  bee. 

Buz,^A  she-goat,  the  goat  species. 
Aj-ibazza,(f\it.Jx>_yabuzzu)lle  seized  forcibly. 
A      bazz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Seizing,  carrying  away 

forcibly.  Fine  linen.  A  garment,  clothing.  Arms, 

armour.    Furniture,  drapery.    Victory,  conquest, 

superiority.    The  extremity  of  a  river,  ̂ j-^ 

7)ian  ̂ zza  bazza,  The  strong  carries  off  the  spoil. 

A  \j>  baza'  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  hump-backed. 
A  protubei'ance  of  the  breast,  with  a  hollow  back. 

A  hump-back. 

aJ^^  buzabiz,  A  smart,  active  lad.  A  quick 
walker.    Strong  and  not  courageous. 

A       buzat,  (pi.  of  i^jO  hazi)  Kites.  Falcons. 
A         bizdj,  A  boasting.  A  contending  with. 

A  i>s-\^  buzakhai.  Name  of  a  place  where  a 
battle  was  fought  in  the  caliphat  of  Abu  bakr. 

p  {^^x^^ji  buzahhtan,  To  melt,  liquify.  To  clean. 

p        j>  iS\^bazddbardinada,Ario\Av/omim. 

A  'ijd\y)  hazddirat,  (pi.  of  p j^jij^)  Falconers. 
^i^'^^y.  bazadi,  A  beryl,  a  sea-green  stone. 
A  A  dealer  in  linseed  or  linseed-oil. 

P  (jiVj)}^  buzaridan,  To  melt,  to  liquefy. 
Pj^  bazaz,  A  shoe-latchet,  a  leathern  thong. 

Buzuz,^A  carpenter  or  shoemaker's  wedge. 
A  bazzaz,  A  dealer  in  cloths,  a  linen-draper. 

A  general  merchant,  trader,  shopkeeper.  An  inn- 
keeper.   Name  of  several  reporters  of  traditions. 

A        &?2'a2'a<,Thedrapery  or  furniture  business. 
p  bazzazistdn,  A  market-place. 

A  ̂ >  buzd^  A  light,  nimble,  clever  servant. 
a'6S-\^  bazd^it,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  polished, 

well-bred  (a  young  man).  Possessing  good  abilities. 

Buzd^t  or  bizd^t,  Name  of  a  town  near  Aleppo. 

A  s^^Ji  bazdgha.  Name  of  a  place  near  Aleppo. 

A  ̂ y>  buzdk.  Spittle. 
A  JljJ  bizdl,  A  spigot.  Buzdl,  A  hole  at  which 

the  liquor  of  a  vessel  is  let  out. 

p  f^y>  bazdn.  Leaping.    Blowing.  Wind. 
A  fJ\^bizdH,{v.n.  3of^jJ^  notinuse)  Bringing. 
p  ao\^  bazdna,  Blowing  (wind). 

A  -^^5^  bazdmds.  Hump-backed  (woman). 

p  jjj.*ib\^  ba  zdydnidan.  To  assist  awoman  in 
labour,  to  help  to  bring  forth. 

pjbj^  bazbdz.  The  cover  of  nutmeg,  mace. 

Ajb^  bazbdz,  An  active  lad.  A  fast  walker. 
The  nozzle  of  a  pair  of  bellows.    The  privities. 

aJ^  buzbuz,  A  smart,  nimble  lad.  An  active 
walker.    Strong  but  not  courageous. 

A  'i^Ji  bazbazat,  (v.  n.  ofJJj^  Q)  Walking  fast. 
Urging  forward,  stimulating.  Moving  very  much 

and  fast.  Curing,  I'eraedying,  adjusting.  Forcing 

to  do  any  thing  against  the  will.  Spoiling,  seizing. 
Shooting  one  without  design.     Flight,  escape. 

p  bazpunitan,  (in  zand)  To  give. 

A  sJIj  bizzat,A  rich  dress,  presented  by  a  prince, 

or  great  man  as  a  mark  of  honour.  Arms,  armour. 
Form,  figure. 

A  ̂   bazj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Boasting,  contending 
for  pre-  eminence.  Irritating  (one  against  another). 

p  baz-jdma,  (or  &siU-^)  A  rich  dress. 

A  ̂ j)  bazkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Sweeping  all  away. 
Striking  on  the  back  with  a  stick.  Bazahh,  A  pro- 

tuberance of  breast  and  a  hollowness  of  back. 

A  ̂^J>  bazhlidf.  Protuberant-breasted,  hollow- 
backed  (woman). 

p  bazddgh,  bizddgh,  or  buzddgh,A  polish- 
inof  or  furbishing:  instrument. 

p  ̂^s^'\<yj>bizddyidan,Tlo  furbish,  remove  rust. 
p         buz-dil,  (Goat-hearted)  A  coward. 

AjJJ&azr,  (v.n.  ofjJJ)  Beating.  Sowingseed, 
disseminating.  Blowing  the  nose.  Filling.  Throw- 

ing herbs  into  the  pot  to  season  victuals.  Off- 
spring. Snivel.  Bazr  or  bizr,  (pl.^j^  buzur)  A 

pot-herb  seed.  Seed.  The  egg  of  the  silk-worm. 

(pl.^\^^  abzdr  and  abdzir)  A  pot-herb  sea- 
soning for  mo^t.  .1^  bazrul  banj,  Henbane- 

seed.  (j^CixJ^jJ^  bazru'l  hattan.  Linseed. p        bazrd,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Seed,  grain. 



A-*\^JJ  hazrus^(^  A. -woman)w'ith  a  numerous  seed. 
A        huzurj,  (p.  ̂^-(jji  h'uziirg)  Great,  grand. 

P  j^jjl  huzurj-mihr,  Name  of  the  prime 
minister  of  Naushirwan  King  of  Persia, 

p  ii.i\j>-       bazr-hhana,  An  oil-mill, 

p  U^yla^jJ.)  hazr-ltatuna,  Fleawort ;  its  seed, 

p  ̂jji  bazrak,  A  small  seed, 

p jy.  bazr-har,  A  farmer, 

p  (^J^J^Ja^a?'^/,  Linseed.  i?i<2;M?-(7,  Great,  large, 
immense.  Powerful,  grand,  magnificent.  Adult, 

elder.  A  saint.  Name  of  a  note  in  music,  t-^-^ 

(jii-iii  buzurg  shudan,  To  grow  up.  ^^-^^ 
buzvrg  dashtan,  To  honour,  to  revere,  magnify. 

p  ii>A*!  &M2;M?-<7-?<??ie<?,(  Great  hope)  Name 
of  a  sage,  tutor  to  Parvez  the  son  of  Naushirwan. 

p  i^jy.  buzurgan,  (pi.  of  ̂-^-(jj!  buzurg)  Gran- 
dees, nobles.  Doctors,  wise  men,  philosophers. 

p  «3l^J^  buzurgana,  Magnificent,  grand.  Be- 

fitting the  great.  Magnificently.  j\j  I  >^'^jj>  bu- 
zurgana-awaz,  A  loud  voice.  In  a  high  key. 

Pj^^JJ  buzurgtar,  Greater,  larger,  bigger, 

p      ̂ -—{jj^  bnzurg-tan,  Corpulent,  big-bodied. 
Pj^JJ  hazrgar,  A  farmer,  ploughman,  sower, 

p  ^-—^y  iuzurQ-^o-dagi,  High  birth, 

p  j'ti|j^JJ  6?<:;«w^-sa<Za,Ofnoblerace,high-born. 
p       ̂ -^J^  buzurg-zanu,  Large-kneed, 

p  (Jl*^JJ>  hvzurg-sal,  Aged,  stricken  in  years, 

p  '"^J^  biizurg-saU,  Greatness  of  age. 

p  (ji>'<Li/j^  ̂ j/^J/r^z-mara^s/t,  Proud,  haughty, 

p  j^jllfo  <^^y  buzurg-manisld,  Pride,  disdain. 

V ̂ ^ijj)  ̂ zi^jw^/war.  Great,  excellent.  Power- 
ful, magnificent.  Noble,  illustrious.  A  learned 

man,  doctor,  philosopher.  (This  word  is  applied 

only  to  man  ;  t^J^)^  buztirg  above,  being  used  in- 
discriminately to  express,  as  well  inanimate  sub- 

stances as  animate  beings  :  as,  i^jj}  cL^ju*»  sangi 
buzurg,  A  large  stone). 

p  lSj^j^J^  buzurgmari,  Grandeur,  greatness, 
magnificence.  Honour,  glory.  Highness,  nobility, 

p  iJlJ!^  ̂ ~Sy  bitzurg-himmat,  High-minded, 
p  i_^^jy>  buzurgt,  Grandeur,  greatness. 

PjjjJJ  ̂ ^azrwar.  Employed.  Full  of  seed. 

A  i!^jj>  bazara',  Hollow-backed,  protuberant- 
breasted  (young  woman). 

AjJ^  bazaz,  Arms,  armour. 

p^jllujjj  bazistan,  A  cloth-hall :  market-place. 

p  ij^Xujji  buzish,  A  lentil. 

p  L^^Ji  hizishk,  A  physician.  A  horse-doctor. 
bizishla,  Physic,  medical  practice. 

jjiij^'  bizishhi  namudan,  To  profess  physic. 
p  buzashm,  (from^  btiz  and  ̂ Li^pashrri) 

Finegoat'shairgrowingat  the  root  of  the  long  hair, 
and  employed  in  the  manufacture  of  shawls. 

p  bazgh,  A  ditch  wherein  water  stagnates. 

Bazagh,  A  frog.  A  dam,  a  weir.  JVater-lentils, 

or  any  herbage  that  vegetates  in  water,  amongst 
which  the  frogs  live. 
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A  ̂   bazgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Bleeding,  breathing 
a  vein.  Rising  (the  sun).  Coming  forth,  appear 

ing  (a  camel's  tooth). 
p  iOlsj^  huz-ghala,  (pi.  ̂\XJl£^  buzghalagun) 

A  kid.  A  calf.  uiAii  buzghulad  falah,  Aries. 

A         bazghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Opening  a  vein 

Aj5^  buzghur,  Malicious. 
Pis-»-*ff^  bazagh-sama,  (or  s^ff^)  Water-moss 

p  \^J^y>  buzghush,  Name  of  a  saint, 

p  ̂ y>  bazgJiam,,  A  thorny  tree,  the  acacia. 

P  ̂ y  buzghunj,  (or  i^iff^  bitzghund')  The  pis- 
tachio-tree or  nut. 

p  esy  bazgha,  A  support  for  a  vine.  Huzgha, 
A  kind  of  hatchet.  JBazagha,  A  kind  of  lizard 

p  bazfal,  (or  JS^  bazhaV)  A  rose-worm, 
p  L^ji  bazfand,  Idle,  lazy,  sluggish.  Weak. 
A  bazli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jji)  Spitting,  spawling 

Sowing  (ground).  Rising  (the  sun). 

p  ̂ ji  bazak,  A  frog.  Name  of  a  herb, 
p  buz-Jtadam,  Timid:  a  coward:  abject, 

p  ̂ y  buzk,  Name  of  a  black-coloured,  long- 
beaked  bird. 

p         y>  i'«2=«'Ao/«,The  mountain-goat.  A  doe. 

A  \^j>  bazaha',  Quickness  of  pace, 
p         buz-gala,  A  flock  of  goats. 

A  (JjJ  bazi,  (v.  n.  of  Jy)  Cleaving.  Breaking 

off"  (an  affair,  or  an  opinion).  Tapping,  broaching 

(a  barrel),  drawing  off"  (wine).  Straining,  purify- 
ing, racking  (wine).    (JjJ     jft\  amrun  zu  bazUn, 

An  important  and  unfortunate  event.     Buzl,  (v. 

n.  of  (Jjj)  Appearing  (the  camel's  tooth  called 
nab).  A  she-goat.    Buzul,  (or  buzzal), 

(pi.  of  (Jjb  bdzil  and  Jj^  hazuT)  (Camels)  whose 
fore  and  side  teeth  called  i--*b  nab  are  appearing. 

A  ̂*^y  bazlcLf,  Good  thoughts.  Wholesome  ad- 
vice, excellent  counsel.  A  dreadful  calamity.  Ad- 

versity, troubles.  &ia5»-  khuttat  bazlds,  Aline 

separating  truth  from  falsehood,  -^t^  U^^^  nuh- 
hazun  hi  bazJdd,  One  who  understands  and  exe- 

cutes aflPairs  of  importance. 

p       hazla,  A  jest,  a  bon-mot. 

p  ̂ y  bo.zm,  A  banquet,  entertainment,  assem- bly, convivial  meeting.    Society.    A  pavilion. 

A  ̂ y  bazm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Biting  with  the  front 
teeth.  Milking  (a  camel)  with  the  fore-finger  and 
thumb.    Stealing  (a  garment).   Carrying  a  load. 

Twanging  (a  bow-string).    Coarse  language.  A 
fraction.  A  resolution  to  accomplish  any  thing, 

p  SiiUjJ  buz-mdda,  A  she-goat, 

p  i^,^y>\  ̂ y  bazm-afzun,  Name  of  a  lady, p  bazman  or  huzmdn,  Drunk.  Sorrowful. 

Desire,  wish,  will. 
p  bazm-dward,  Viands  or  sweetmeats 

carried  home  from  a  feast.    A  kind  of  sandwich, 

p  ̂^y>}^y  bazmayun,  Name  of  FarTdiin's  cow. A  */oJj  bazmat,  A  single  meal.     A  weight  of 
thirty  dirhems. 

A         bazmahhat,  A  being  proud  or  arrogant, 

p  » \Xo^ia2;m-<7a/i,(ordXcJj&«2;m-{/flA)  A  banquet- 

ing-house:  ajovialcompany.Nameofabook.  sVX«JJ> 
OS-^.  bazm-galii  boldgliat,  Field  of  eloquence, 
place  for  disputation,  oratory,  or  conversation. 

p  «0_ye}^  bazmuna,  The  second  day  of  the  month 

according  to  the  sera  of  Jalalu'd  din. 

p  buz-moy  or  muy,  Goat's  hair, 
p  s^y>  hazma,  A  nook  of  a  banqueting-house. 

P  ̂ ^y>  bazan,  A  harrow.  A  ploughshare, 
p J^^y  bazinddr,  (in  zand)A  window,  balcony. 

L  i^-f^y  bizantili,  Byzantium,  Constantinople, 

p  ̂^Siy  bazang,  A  bolt,  a  bar.  A  key. 

A  ̂ y>  bazw,(Y.n.oi\y  iov ^y)  Overpowering, 
seizing.  An  equilibrium,  equipose,  equivalent. 

A  ̂'^^y  bazwdf,  Protuberant-breasted,  hollow- 
backed  (woman).  Name  of  a  tract  between  Mecca 
and  Madina. 

A  ̂ ^y,  bazawdn,  (v.  n.  of  \^  for  j^)  Attack- 
ing, overpowering.  Assault,  attack :  impetuosity, 

p  {Ji^^yi  ho,  zudi,  With  speed.  Quickly. 

Pj jJJ  ha  zur  or  ba  zor,  By  force,  forcibly. 

AjjJ^  &Mzz<r,(pl.ofjj^&a^'/-)Herb-seeds.  Seeds. 

A  Cfjjy  buzur'vj,  A  green-grocer :  seedsman, 
p  (^jj^  huzvash,Go&tish,  goat-like,  like  a  goat, 

p  ̂ **>jy  buz-waslim,  (for  ̂ iy^  Goat's  hair, 
p  smi^j)  buzawsha,  Lamb's  tongue  (an  herb). 

r^JJ&j<0MY//t,The  rising  ofthesun,moon,or  stars. 
A  jjjj  huzugh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Breaking  (day). 

Rising(tliesun). Cutting(a  tooth).  Opening(a  vein). 

A  JjJ^  bazul,  (pi.  buzul)  (A  camel)  breed- 
ing a  front  or  side- tooth  called  i— ndh,  which 

occurs  in  his  ninth  year.  Buzul,  (v.  n.  of  )  Hav- 

ing a  fore  or  side-tooth  (called  L-.>li  ridh)  project- 

ing from  the  gums  (a  camel).  Cleaving. 

p  ajj^  hazuna,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  knee, 
p  ty  baza,  A  sin,  crime.    Disappointed,  frus- 

trated.   Poor.  Injustice,  oppression.  Buza,  Un- 

equal ground.    A  kind  of  odoriferous  fruit. 

p  (ji.J6j_>  buzhish,  Opposition.  Comparison, collation. 

Pj%  iy  baza-kdr,  A  sinner. 

Pjli  iy  hazagar,  Sinful,  criminal, 
p  SX/o  iy  hazamand,  Culpable,  criminal. 

A  i^y  baza',  A  protuberance  of  the  breast  with a  hollowness  of  the  back. 

A  i^y  baziy,  A  foster-brother. 
A  .^y  bazlj.  One  who  returns  benefits,  who 

requites  a  favour  ;  grateful. 

p  i>.siy  buzicha,  A  kid.    A  butcher's  block, 
p  ̂ S>y  bazidan.  To  blow  as  the  wind.  Buzi- 

dan.  To  tickle.    To  pluck  off"  hair  or  wool. 

p  SiVjJ  baz'ida.  Blown  (as  the  wind).  Buzida, 

Tickled.    Plucked,  pulled  off". 
p j^y  ba  zir.  Downwards.  (j.Vol  j>y  ba  zir 

dmadan.  To  descend.  ̂ ^0^ j>y 

ba  zlri  zanakh  dast  sutun  kardan,  To  be  pensive 



and  dejected,  e/jp  j>.ji  ha  zir  giriftan,  To  de- 

tract, take  down,  (jii;  j  I  tJl^  jty.  wi^^m 
awardan,  To  bring  under  subjection. 

A  Lf/?.J?  &^.z2i2a',Victory,  conquest,  superiority. 
p  A-ioJJ  hazesha,  Sesame-flour.  The  dregs  of 

sesame-oil. 

A  hazi^  Ingenious,  intelligent  (youth). 
Light,  nimble.    Eloquent.  Shameless,  impudent. 

A  jCj^  hazim,  A  young  sucker  with  which  they 
tie  pot-herbs.  A  bundle  or  handful  of  pot-herbs. 
The  remains  of  broth  at  the  bottom  of  a  pot. 

p  [^.y.  bazm,  Blowing.  Name  of  a  fire-temple 
in  Nishabur. 

P  {^^..ji  hizyawn  or  huzyun,  Brocade. 

vy>  baj,  Snow,  sleet.    A  hill.    A  heap. 

P^_^  bajuj,  Invention,  anew  discovery. 
P  hajarm,  Magnificence,  majesty. 

p  5*^;^  bajghurda,  A  rolling-pin.  A  kind  of 
thorny  plant. 

p         bajkam,  A  keeping  back,  a  preventing. 

p  vJ^3^  hajhul  or  hijkul,  Strong,  robust.  Pa- 
tient.   Laborious.    Eager,  earnest. 

p  ̂ ji  bajm,  Dew. 
p  bajman  or  byman,  Sad,  melancholy, 

mournful,  dejected.    Faint,  flagging. 

p  ij^ji  bujmaja,  A  chameleon. 

p  f^ji  baj  an,  Mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  well. 

p  ,^j>  bajand,  Name  of  a  herb  used  in  cookery. 

p  tji^j>  bajandi,  Disappointment.  Poverty. 

P  t-L^ij^  bajang,  A  key. 

P  »J\jJ^  bajwal,  An  echo. 
p  ̂  bajuj,  An  invention,  a  new  discovery. 

p  ijj^  bujul.  The  ankle. 

P  ̂ J^J>  bujhan,  Strong  desire,  without  envy. 

P j>j>  bajtr,  A  wing,  a  feather.  Wool. 
p  ̂ Ju.>  has,  Often.  Only.  Enough,  it  is  suffi- 

cient !  no  more !  A  great  number,  many,  more. 

Very  much,  greatly.  Yes,  indeed,  certainly,  it  is 

so,  very  true,  surely,  undoubtedly,  unquestionably. 

U'^J^ bus  hardan,  To  stop,  leave  oflf,  give  over. 
Bus,  A  spit.    A  kiss,  a  buss. 

A  (Jti  bass,  (v.  n.  of  (JIl^)  Driving  (a  camel) 

gently.  Turning  (cattle)  loose.  Being  crumbled  to 

dust  (a  mountain).  Losing  part  of  his  property  (a 

man).  Preparing  a  kind  of  dish  made  with  barley- 

meal  or  flour,  and  mixed  with  oil  or  butter,  called 

&*«JW>  basisat.  Sending  into  different  parts  (money, 

merchandize,  or  spies).  Calling  (a  camel)  to  be 
milked  by  the  words  bos  bas.  A  petition,  request; 
demand.  Power,  strength, vigour.  Labour,  study. 
Enough,  sufficiency.  Uass  or  im,  A  domestic  cat. 

-Bass,  hiss,  buss,  The  noise  by  which  they  call  sheep. 

•^'^^U"^  bass,  {basasov basas)  (v.  n.  ofl«,^) 
Becoming  habituated,  intimate,  or  familiar. 

p  basa.  Many,  some,  something,  somewhat, 

how  many  soever.  Oh  !  enough !  Name  of  a  city 
in  Persia.  t>is-        chand  chand  basa,  (or 
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L*J        basa  basa)  Many,  in  great  numbers. 

P  '>^J^       basa-buzurg,y ery  great,very  noble 
A  basabis,  (pi.  of  basbas)  Desert 

lands.    Trifling  amusements,  foolish  words. 

A  liJJ^^— basatin,  (pi.  of  ̂ VjL*)  bustan)  Gar- 
dens. J  W"  ^^\^basatinikhwush 

nama  u  dil-kusha.  Gardens  beautiful  and  delight- 
ing the  heart. 

A  j^iJL-j  basatiniy,  A  gardener. 
A  m^Xm^  basatiriiyat.  Gardeners. 

p         hasaj ,{oT      *>)  Depravity,wickedness. 

p  iJL>M>i^        basd-dast.  Earnest-money. 

Ajl—O  bisdr,{^\.  ofj^  husr)  Rains  newly  fallen. 
A  XjL«J  bisdrat.  Summer-rains,  rains  in  India. 

p  f^C^OJ^b^ol•basdrdddan,{^Jl^J^  bi  or  ba- 
sdrdan)  To  plough,  to  break  up  fallow  ground. 

p  »  J^U-JZ)asa?'<Za,Watered.  jBzsavc?a,Ploughed. 

p  i_->«|jL-J  basd-rob.  Gleanings  after  harvest. 

pijl^ba  or&'<sarfl!,Abench:aportico,verandah. 

pjU*^  bisdz,  A  day.  (imp.  of  y/i>-l<*))  Do  thou. 
p  ̂_^L<*)  basds.  Length. 
A  bassdsat,  Mecca. 

^-A  IsLm^  Z)asa^,  Extensive  (tract  of  country).  A 

large  cauldron.  A  wide  plain,  an  open,  level  coun- 

try. Bisdt,  (pi.  busut)  A  bed,  covering,  car- 
pet, cushion,  or  any  thing  spread  upon  the  ground 

for  sitting,  reclining,  or  sleeping,  or  for  receiving 
leaves  or  fruit  shaken  from  a  tree.  An  extensive 

tract  of  country,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ixw*))  Laying  aside 

modesty,  (pi.  of  bist,  bust,  and  busut)  Camels 
left  with  their  suckina:  colts.  P  ui3l>-  IsL*-^  hisdti 

khdh.  The  earth.  l^L^-J  bisdt 

sdkhtan  az  ruhhsdr.  To  fall  prostrate.  To  lie  on 

the  bare  ground,  a  ̂ J^^  bisdti  shatranj,  A 
chequered  carpet  for  the  game  of  chess.  laL*^ 
(^Ji  bisdti  falak,Tbie  terrestrial  globe, 

J  bisdti  kawn  u  makdn,  The  surface  of  the 

globe,  whole  world,  universe.  bisdti 

viihrdzl,  A  carpet  curiously  cut  out  and  wrought. 

A  «1>U*)  basdtat,  (v.  n.  of  la— ̂)  Speaking  freely. 

A  bisdti,  A  pedlar,  a  toyman. 

A  Jjl-x-J  bisdh,(^\.oi 'i^M^ihashat)  Stony  coun- 
tries. Busdk,  Spittle,  saliva  when  spit  out  (whilst 

in  the  mouth  it  is  called  ̂ y>j  rik). 

V  uiJIw*)  basuk,  A  garland  of  flowers. 

A  (Jl-*?  basal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^t^-i)  Being  strong, 

strenuous,  powerful.  Bisdl,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J— «^)  Sur- 
rounding (an  enemy). 

A  &)L-J  hasdlat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  brave, 
valiant.  Valour. 

p  ̂jiij^eOL*>  basdla  hardan,  To  rub,  to  bray. 

A  ̂y^>  bassdm,  One  who  smiles  much .  A  name. 
p  ba  sdmdn.  Good,  upright.  A  pledge. 

p  ba  sdn.  Like,  resembling. 

p  basdnij,  A  kind  of  herb. 

p  jjiid3L<»^  basdmdan.  To  water,  to  irrigate. 
p  basdwand,  The  last  consonant  in  a 
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verse  with  which  all  the  other  distichs  rhyme. 

p  &asZ)as,Vain,unmeaning  conversation . 
A  basbds,  The  herb  fennel. 
A  Uo\ju«j  basbdsd.  Wild  rue. 

A  &j*»lx«^&«siasaf,Mace,the  nutmeg'senvelope. 
p       .~.)  ba  sabab.  For  that  reason,  therefore. 

A  ^  basbas,  (pi.  ̂j«jL»J  basabis)  A  desert, 
uncultivated  ground.  Trifling  amusement.  Foolish 

words.  A  ti-ee  whence  they  make  saddle-timbers. 
A  A  hasbasat,  (v.  n.  of  (j<*Ju«J  Q)  Calling 

(camels).  Making  haste.  Being  unremitting,  con- 
stant, persevering. 

p  »^.l-*<-J  bas  fdya,  (Many  footed)  Polypody. 

A  'il^i  bissat,  (pi.  (j*.—.)  bisas)  A  domestic  cat. 
p  bast.  He  bound  or  connected.  A  lover, 

a  sweetheart,  one  in  whom  the  heart  is  bound  up. 

A  turban,  wreath  for  the  head.  A  knot.  A  hun- 

dred. A  sanctuary,  asylum.  A  bank,  a  rampart. 
A  mountain.  Distribution  of  water  into  canals, 

ditches,  or  drains.  Bist,  Twenty.  Bust,  Name  of 

a  country  and  of  a  fortress.  A  rose-gai-den. 
A  (JLo...>  hast,  A  kind  of  running,straddlingpace. 

pUL*^  ifls^a,  Aclothinwhichabundleis  tiedup. 

p  ̂ li— J  bustdhh.  Impudent,  forward,  rash. 

Pj\x»*>  ftis^a/'.  Inconstant.  Weak.  Freshwater. 
p  bistdm,  Coral. 

p  jjlji-<»J  hi  satdn,  (imper.  of  ̂i^Kiut  satdndan) 
Take.  Buy.  i?Ms;a)«,A  garden  for  flowers  or  herbs 

(a  fruit-garden  being  expressed  by  bdgh),  A 

place  whei'e  odoriferous  fruits  grow. 

A  p  (jlju-^  hustdn,  (Ar.  pi.  {^>'^^  bascitin  or 

(jj'iLwJ  basdtun)  A  garden. 
p  Jj J>\  f^^-^  hustdn-afroz.  Inflaming  the  gar- 
den (an  epithet  applied  to  the  anemone,  the  purple 

amaranth,  and  other  flowers). 

p  VjO.  ̂jljL«-JZ)?/s^(/rt-|je?-a,Gardener,vine-dresser. 

Vi_$\jut  (j^i— J  bustdn-sardy,  A  palace-garden. 

p  (^^^^j^***  bustdn-shv'm,  A  note  in  music. 
p  (Jili—J  bustdni,  Hortulan.    A  gardener. 
p  j.3jljLM«Jj«(s<awawf/,Hillocks:  uneven  ground. 

p  bustaj,  {bustij,  or  ̂ -*<J)  Frankincense. 
pJwJ  bistar,  A  bed,  mattress,  bolster,  pillow, 

cushion.  jyo.s>-  j  jj^jk^jX-^J j>  bar  bistai-i  ̂ sJi  u 
huzur.  Upon  the  bed  of  ease  and  pleasure,  j?—^ 

ji\l»>*>  histari  samandar,The  salamander's  bed,  /.  e. 
Fire.jji^i^j^*^  hisiar  shudan,To  be  abed,  liedown. 

p  lL^J*1jw^  bistar-dhang,  A  coverlet:  a  sheet. 

p  jjJj^L-J  histardan,  To  obliterate.  To  clean. 

p  ̂ ^i^  busturm.  An  eruption  on  the  body. 
p         J**>^.  bista7--nishin,  Lying  on  a  bed. 

p  [J J^^,  bistari,  Bed-ridden. 
A  jjl-o  bastak,  A  servant,  minister,  attendant. 
A  fj\Jil^  bustahdn,  A  gardener.  A  keeper  of 

a  vineyard,  one  who  watches  sown  fields  to  keep 
them  from  accidental  injury. 

p  ud):^>  bustak.  Frankincense. 

F  (_^^  bastagi,  The  being  bound  or  fastened. 



The  setting  of  a  broken  limb.  Tightness,  stricture, 

fastness.  A  band,  swathe.  A  stammering,  stutter- 

ing, impediment  in  speech.  ̂ ^^^^2^  bastagui 

iarvl,  Strangury,  (jsif^  ̂ ^^'L  ■■)  hastagifi  sukhan, 
Impediment  in  the  speech,  f^^J^>*^  bastagui 
farj,  A  female  hernia. 

p         bistum,  The  twentieth. 

p  ;Jw^  bastan,  To  bind,  shut,  close  up.  To 

contract,  get,  acquire,  incur.  To  congeal,  coagu- 

late, clot.  l^juLi^sl^jL-J  bastan-gdhi  hashtihd, 
An  anchorage  or  mooring  for  ships. 

p  ̂ ^jLj  bastani,  A  cloth  for  binding  together 
bundles  of  paper,  books,  inkstands,  and  the  like. 

p  ̂L*^  bastu,  A  small  glazed  earthenware  ves- 
sel. A  churn-stick. 

p  jjj  J  bast  u  band,  Arrangement,  ad- 
justment. Controul. 

A  MjjL-J  bustukat,  Earthenware,  pottery. 

p  8^jL*j  bistuh,  Sad,  melancholy,  afflicted. 

p  ajL^  basta,  Bound,  obliged,  tied,  fastened, 
chained.  Closed, shut,  locked,  barred,  bolted.  Set 

(broken  limb  or  fruit-blossoms).  Coagulated,  clot- 
ted, congealed.  Concreted.  Stopped  up,  obstructed, 

blocked  up.  Fixed,  established,  determined,  con- 
cluded. Benumbed.  Bewitched,  and  so  rendered 

impotent.  Planted,driven  in.  Coloured  silk  stretched 

on  a  frame  to  be  embroidered.  A  bale  of  goods.  A 

poem  consisting  of  four  verses.  Name  of  a  note  in 

music.    (O'^  hasta  shudan,  To  be  bound, 

^jiij.^         basta  kardan,  To  bind, 

i^^y>  bastasi  zinjlr  budan,  To  be  made  prisoner, 
taken  captive  and  bound  in  chains,  {j^^^^  j 
ilL^  dast  u  gardan-basta,  Bound  hand  and  neck. 

eiju-J  ̂ yakh-basta,  Ice-bound,  frozen.  Bistuh, 
Sad,  melancholy.    Busta,  A  filbert  nut. 

p        jjL-J  basta-rahim.  Barren. 

p  ̂jl^  jjL*^  basta-zaban,  Tongue-tied. 
p       ajLu-J  basta-farj.  Impervious  (woman). 

PjlCi  sj^i  &asia-m^ar,Nameofa  note  in  music. 
p  busti,  A  gardener.  Gardening.  Relat- 
ing to  a  garden.  A  native  of  Bust. 

p  ̂ ^jj  '^^.^^  bastibaji  ruvii.  Name  of  a 
creeping  plant. 

p  ̂ ^L^  baatigh,  A  village  near  Nishabur. 
p  baskhandan,  To  cause  fermentation 

(with  yeast). 

p  liJuwj  fjk^^ba sukhan  rasid,A.  reasonable  man. 

p  sj^uiSy"        bas-hhwdsta,M.VLch.  sought  after. 

p  A  i^^btisd,  A  flower-garden.  A  fruit-garden. 
p  iiJlj  bussad  or  bissad.  Coral,  and  its  root. 

p  LiltW^  basadk,  A  handful  of  wheat  or  barley 
in  the  straw.    Basdak,  The  herb  melilot. 

busdln,  Red. 

p  ̂ jji^WJ  bussadm.  Red,  coral-colour. 
A  <i.Jlj  bussaz,  (from  p  liJlj  bussad)  Coral. 

A  j—J  basr,  (v.  n.  of  j-*^)  Doing  or  asking  (any 
thing)  prematurely  or  unseasonably.  Sprinkling 
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before  the  proper  time  the  female  palm-tree  with  the 
flowers  of  the  male,  or  causing  a  she-camel  to  be 

covered.  Covering  a  she-camel  before  she  is  in  sea- 
son. Pressing  the  payment  of  a  debt  before  the  time. 

Laying  bare  the  scar  of  an  unhealed  wound.  Ex- 
pressing the  juice  from  ripe  dates,  amongst  which 

unripe  ones  are  mixed.  Eating  grass  before  it  is  fit 

to  be  grazed.  Emptying  the  churn  before  the  but- 
ter has  been  made.  Beginning, commencing.  Look- 

ing austere.  Having  a  stern,  awful  countenance. 

Oppressing,  overcoming  by  force.  Cold  water.  The 

beginning  of  any  thing.  Busr,  Unripe  dates  full 

grown,  and  beginning  to  ripen.  Herbs  nearly  of 

full  growth.  (pl.jL-J  bisdr)  Fresh  rain  just  fallen. 
Any  thing  fresh,  new, and  tender.  Tender  herbage. 

A  young  man,  a  youth.  A  young  woman.  Name 

of  a  place.  Busur,  (pi.  of  8^— J  busrat,  q.  v.). 
p ba  sar.  At  or  to  the  head,  end,  point,  or 

extremity  :  as,  ba  sar  amadan,  To  come 

to  an  end  ;  to  be  finished.  To  die.  j^'^  j**>^  ̂ « 

sar  burdan.  To  bear  or  carry  to  an  end.  To  finish, 

accomplish.  To  fulfil  a  promise.  To  pass  the  time, 

to  live.  To  agree,  harmonize.  To  condole,  sym- 

pathize. To  kill. 

A  \>\ju^  bisrdt,  Name  of  a  place  abounding  in 
crocodiles  near  Damietta. 

p  ba  sar  burdagi.  The  fulfiment  (of 

a  promise).  Accomplishment. 
A  busrat  or  busiirat,  One  single  unripe  date. 

The  sun  just  rising.  Small  glass  beads  and  other 

similar  ornaments  with  which  the  poorer  people  de- 

corate themselves.  The  point  of  a  dog's  penis. 
Name  of  the  foster-mother  of  Muhammad. 

p  ba  sar  dar  dmadagi,  Aslip,  fall. 

'  p  8iiJoJ  jJ^y*^  ba  sar  dar  dyanda,  One  who falls  on  his  head. 

p  ̂ Z^jjM*>  ba  sar  u  chashm,  (With  head  and 
eye)  Willingly,  cheerfully. 
p  bisriyd,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Meat, flesh. 

A  {^ju^  bisas,  (pl.of«J!L>  6mai)  Domestic  cats. 

2?MSMs,(  She-camels)  gentle  and  easily  milked.  Bar- 
ley flour  (after  being  soaked  one  night  in  water,  and 

then  fried)  rubbed,  shaken,  and  mixed  together. 
Shepherds,  keepers. 

A  la-*)  basata,  (fvLi.\aM^,yabsutii)  He  stretched. 

A  bast,  (v.  n.  of  la-*))  Stretching  out  (the 

hand).  Spreading  abroad.  Enlarging,  widening. 

Whipping,  scourging.  Receiving  (an  apology). 

Containing,  holding,  being  wide  enough  for.  Ex- 
hilarating. Preferring,  exalting.  Removingshame 

from  any  one.  A  name  given  to  an  inebriating 

paste  made  from  hemp-flowers  mixed  with  tobacco. 
A  she-camel  left  with  her  sucking  colt.  p  la-*) 

f^i>^  bast  kardan.  To  expand.  ̂ ji^^U?-  la-*) 
bastijandh  kardan.  To  expand  the  wings.  A  Bist, 

bust,  or  busut,  (pi.  l»l-*)\  absdt,  lx«J  busut,  and 

IsL*)  bisdt)  A  she-camel  left  with  her  sucking  colt. 

Bust,  bist,  or  busut,  Open,  expanded  (hand).  Bu- 

sut, (pi.  of  la-yJ  bist,  bust,  and  busut)  She-camels 
left  to  pasture  with  their  colts,  (pi.  of  ]s>\^  bisdt) 

Carpets  or  any  thing  spread  upon  the  ground  (for 

sitting  or  sleeping),  (pi.  of  kjk-.^  baslt)Wide,  am- 

ple, spacious.  Simple.  Open,  liberal. 
A  -*Ua-»)  bastds.  Large  and  broad  (ear). 

A  ̂Ua-*)  bastdm,  Name  of  a  city.  Bisidm, 
Name  of  a  man.  Name  of  a  city. 

A  ̂^IVt..-)  bastdmiy.  Native  of  Bastam. 
A  KV>m<)  bastat  or  bustat,  Excellence.  Exten- 

sive and  profound  literary  acquirements.  Tallness, 
fulness  of  stature. 

A  (]|^*-*^  lastly,  A  vender  of  the  intoxicating 
electuary  la-*)  bast. 

p  ̂ -*)  basagh,  A  cupola,  a  high  apartment  sur- 
rounded with  windows,  for  prospect  and  air. 

p  Si^,x-*^  basaghda  or  basughda.  Ready,  pre- 
pared. An  accomplisher. 

p  (jJJ.v^**-J  basaghdtdan,  bisaghdldan,  or  bi- 
sughdidan,  To  be  finished,  arranged,  prepared. 

A  ̂^^—^  basfdyaj,({i-omp  job.  (j-j)Polypody. 
A  J^-*^  bask,  {y.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Spitting,  spawling. 

G  (^^^a-j  biskupos,  A  bishop. 
A  &fl-*^  baskat,  A  stony,  burnt-up  country. 

p  uii.-*^  bask,  A  handful  of  wheat  in  the  ear. 

Yawning.  Basak,  Melilot.  Busuk,  Cotton-twist. 

A  ij^— J  buskul.  The  last  horse  in  a  race. 
p  «>K-*)  baskala,  The  bar  of  a  door. 

p  i^iS^i^  biskilidan.  To  tickle.  To  embrace. 

p  ,_fjX-*^  bas-goy.  Talkative,  prating,  verbose. 
A       JasMZa,  (fut.  (J.-*jO.?/a6sM/M)  He  was  valiant . 

A  ,_y-*^  basl,  (v.  n.of  J>-*))  Accelerating.  Sift- 
ing with  a  sieve.  Taking  by  little  at  a  time.  De- 

taining, imprisoning.  Unlawful,  illicit,  illegal. 
Lawful.  Intenseness,  violence,  severity.  The  beard. 

Reproof,  blame,  censure.  Torment.  Eight  months 
held  sacred  by  a  portion  of  the  tribes  of  Ghatafan 

and  Kays.  The  expressed  juice  of  saffron  and  pri- 

vet. Disagreeable  and  repulsive  in  one's  aspect. 
Busl,  (pi.  of  J-fcwb  basil)  Heroes.  Lions.  Basal, 
Yes,  even  so.  Basil,  Bold,  brave.  Austere,  angry . 

Busul,  (pi.  of  (Jj-tib  bdsil)  Brave  men. 

p  J-*>  basal,  Millet.    The  heel. 

A  >^L-J  jMsaZaj,(pl.of  J*«ib6as?7)Heroes.  Lions. 
A  iL«J  iL*J  baslan  baslan.  Amen  !  amen  ! 

A  «J  "^L-J  baslan  lahu.  Woe  be  to  him  ! 

p  (jii>*i^L<*)  bisildnidan.  To  drag.    To  break. 
A  ftL«J  buslat.  The  hire  of  an  enchanter. 
p  ed-*)  basla,  A  pea,  pease. 

A  basm,  (v.  n.  of  p-»^)  Smiling.  Tasting. 

bi'smi,  (for  bi  ismi)  In  the  name  of. 
^\  bismi'lldh.  In  the  name  of  God  (an  ejacu- 

lation frequently  used  by  Muhammadans,  especially 

when  going  to  commence  any  thing).  At  the  be- 

ginning of  the  suras  or  chapters  of  the  Kur'an, 
and  indeed  prefixed  to  almost  every  Arabic,Persian, 



>r  Turkish  book,  is  the  following  line  ̂  
bismi'llahi'r  rahmani'r  rahim,  In 

;he  name  of  God,  the  compassionate,  the  merciful 

^often  extending  the  connecting  stroke  between 

iin  and  ̂   mim  to  an  uncommon  length ;  and  some- 
;imes  adding  i^/C^j  lO  j  rva  bihi  nasta^n,  And 

jf  Him  we  implore  aid).  This  verse  is  often  fol- 

[owed  by  another  of  the  same  rhyme,  ̂ ^ic  <i3Jb 

^^lLi;»-iJ\  na^zu  bi'lldh  mini'sh  shaytani'i- 
mjim,  Let  us  fly  to  God  from  the  execrable  devil ! 

p  hismil.  Sacrificed,  slaughtered.  Meek, 

forbearing.  ̂ ^li^^J.♦*«J  hismil  kardan,  To  sacri- 
fice, to  slaughter.  (^Bismil  is  contracted  from  his- 

millah,  and  is  used  in  this  sense,  because,  when 

they  kill  an  animal,  they  always  say,  or  ought  to 

say,  bismilldh,  in  the  name  of  God). 

A  basmalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J-♦--*^  Q)  Pronoun- 
cing the  sentence  ill^  hismi  lldh,  In  the  name 

of  God. 

p  slQ.**<-J&ismtZ-^a/i,Slaughter-house,butcheiy. 

p         basma,  A  coUyrium,  tincture,  or  medi- 

cine for  the  eyes.    A  gold  or  gilded  thread. 

A  ̂ jM^  hasan,  Handsome,  beautiful, 
p  (^U->*J  bisnas,  Name  of  a  certain  learned 

man  or  prince. 

p  bisanj,  A  freckle. 

P  (j'^^;^^*^  basanjidan,  To  draw  a  curtain,  to 
hide  or  conceal  from  view.  To  prepare,  make  ready, 

p  ̂^lii^*^  basanakhdan,  To  ferment,  to  leaven, 
p  i^)!*^  bamnd,  Complete,  entire.  Sufficient, 

worthy.    Sufficiency,  competency.  Contentment. 

basand  dmadan,  To  satisfy,  to  suffice. 
i^x^  basand  kardan,  To  be  satisfied. 

Pjl^i\L*J  basand-kar,  Content,  satisfied, 
p  8iXL«»J6a5a«c?a,Sufficient,  complete.  Worthy, 

jjiij^  2Ax.mJ  basanda  kardan,  To  be  satisfied. 

j>  J6  basanda-kdr.  Contented,  satisfied. 
P  Si^i—J  basanda-kdri.  Contentment, 

p  lLXL-J  J«saw<7,Theherbmelilot.  Apalm-tree. 

P  t^C^\  \^J^^  ba  sang  dmadan,  To  be  weak, 
p  &ju*J&flswa,Anunbrokehorse.  A  bullock,steer. 

A  J  basus,  Quiet,  gentle  (she-camel  when 

milking).  Busus,  (v.  n.  of  L^)  Becoming  ac- 
customed, habituated,  familiar. 

p  6^^^  basota  or  bisota,  A  curl,  a  lock  of  hair, 

p  ̂ ^i-^^— J  bisudan,  To  handle,  feel,  touch,  seize, 
rub.  To  bore.  To  repel,  thrust  back.  To  throw 

from  the  hand.  To  abolish,  erase,  remove.  To 

swallow,  ingulph.    To  mix,  mingle. 

p  » Jj*-^  bisuda,  Felt,  touched,  or  handled. 

^jy^  Sharp,  sour,  crabbed.  Grim, 

tern.  Alion.  JSwswr,  (v.  n.of^)  Having  a  stern, 
irabbedlook.  Making  haste.  Doing  prematurely, 
mseasonably.    Oppressing,  overpowering. 

Pj^— ̂   busur,  Malediction,  imprecation. 
P  busuvldan.  To  curse,  to  execrate. 

A  (^y^  basus,  A  she-camel,  whose  milk  comes 
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with  difficulty  from  her,  making  in  the  pail  the 
sound  bissi  bissi.  The  name  of  an  Arabian  woman, 

from  whom  originated  a  war,  called  from  her  name 

(_)*>^**J  '-rir"  ̂ ^^"^^  basus  (which  has  since  become 
a  proverb  to  express,Great  events  from  little  causes) ; 

two  Arabian  tribes  having  fought  above  forty  years 

because  a  camel  belonging  to  this  woman  broke  a 

hen's  egg :  the  owner  of  the  egg  wounded  the  ca- 
mel's udder  with  an  arrow ;  an  arrow  pierced  him 

in  return ;  and  the  tribes  were  instantly  in  arms. 

l^J^y^  (iT*  More  dire  than  Basiis. 
A  basuh,  A  sheep  with  a  long  udder. 

Busuk,  (v.  n.  of  ^)  Being  tall  (a  palm-tree). 

Being  superior  to  one's  fellows.  Growth. 
p  (J^-*^  busul,  A  curse,  imprecation. 

A  J^*-^  busul,  (v.  n.  of  (J—J)  Frowning,  look- 
ing stern  (from  anger  or  valour). 

p  ̂^,^yu*>  busulidan.  To  curse. 
p  ̂ Sy*>i  ba  suwi,  Towards.  Against. 
p  ju-J  basa,  The  herb  melilot. 

p  1^^^  basi,  Many.  Abundance,  plenty.  Enough. 
p  Ijk*-^  basyd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Wine. 

PjU*-J  bisydr,  Many,  much.  Numerous.  Fre- 
quent. Copious.  Very.  Exceedingly.  ̂ ^liyjU^-J 

bisydr  budan.  To  be  numerous.  ^^Juij jIju-j  bis- 
ydr shudan.  To  be  multiplied.  ̂ ^lij^liLj  bisydr 

kardan,  To  multiply,  to  increase. 

PjJj^*-^  bisydr-bar.  Very  fruitful. 
Pi— jl^*-jj25?/ar-Mas/3,Drowsy,lethargic. 

pj\y-j^i^  bisydr-khwdr,  Agreat  eater,  glutton. 

p  ̂^\l^J\J^  bisydr-ddn.  Very  learned.  (Many- 
grained)  A  kind  of  pomegranate. 

p  e6^^lx>*J  bisydr-ddna,  (Many-grained)  A 
species  of  pulse. 

p  j^jU**J  bisydr-go  or  gu,  Talkative,  verbose. 
p       ,U*-J  bisydr-wdm,  Burdened  with  debt. 

p  i^jKx^  ftzsj/ari, Abundance,plenty,multitude. 

P  ̂ r***^  basej  or  bisej.  Arms,  armour.  Appara- 
tus for  a  journey.  Furniture,  gear.  Purpose,  de- 

sign, enterprise.    Finished,  prepared. 

p  i^^X^f^  &ase;aWa,Preparing,armingforwar. 

P  ̂li-sf^T*^  bisejidan.  To  arm.  To  prepare  for. 
To  finish,  to  complete.    To  manage. 

p  8  i^As=t*^&we;ic?a,Prepared,aiTanged,disposed. 

A  j»\3^\  bi  sayyidVl  andm,  By  the  prince 
of  men  (Muhammad). 

A  ij**Aw^  basis.  Little  (food). 
A  basisat,  (v.  n.  of  (j^>.)  Sending  (spies) 

amongst  people.  Flour  of  wheat  or  barley,  toasted 

or  fried  with  butter  or  oil,  and  honey.  A  whisper- 

ing, a  creating  of  animosities  by  detraction. 

A  Vt basit,  (pi.  la*«>  busut)  Expanded,spread. 

Extended,  level.  Ample,  spacious.  Supei-ficial. 
Simple  (in  opposition  to  compound).  Single.  Free 

in  the  use  of  one's  tongue,  (in  prosody)  The  metre 

ij^^  (jJjtfljLw*  mustaf^un  fd^lun  repeated  eight 
times.  JaJu-J  basitu'l  najh,  Of  an  open,  joy- 

ful  countenance.     ̂ j^.i^aJ^  basitu'l  yadayn, 
Open-handed,  liberal. 

A  &5aJu<*^  basitat,  A  simple  thing.  The  earth. 

An  extensive  plain,  an  open,  level  country.  Sur- 

face, superficies.  A  sun-dial.  An  astronomical 

quadrant.  Name  of  a  village  in  Syria.  A  camel 

left  with  her  colt.  i^laA^^^  e-Afci  zahaba  busayta- 

ta,  He  travelled  through  the  earth. 

A  ij.^— ̂  basil,  Ugly,  hideous,  repulsive.  Aus- 
tere, stern  (from  courage  or  wrath).  Remains  of 

wine  left  in  a  cup  after  drinking  over-night. 

A  fti^'-J  basilat,  Remains,  leavings  of  wine  left 

in  a  cup  by  another  person,  or  after  drinking  over- 
night.   Bitterness  in  the  taste  of  any  thing. 

p  aJju-J  hasila,  A  kind  of  bean. 

p         basim,{in  zandandPaz.)Well-flavoured. 

A  j»Jk*-J  feasim.  Smiling.  Cheerfu],jovial,merry, 
buxom,  blithe,  p        j  hkanddn  u  basim, 

Of  a  joyous,  open,  smiling  countenance.  j»Ji-~^ 

(jjjj  basim  budan,  To  be  cheerful. 
p  ̂ >  bash,  A  bandage.  A  hoop.  A  padlock. 

A  watered  field.  Bush,  A  horse's  mane.  Incom- 
plete.   A  fringe,  flounce.    A  lock,  ringlet. 

A  bashsh,  A  cheerful,  open  countenance. 

Courtesy,  affability  in  asking  a  question.  A  turn- 
ing towards  any  one  with  a  smile.  The  joy  of  an 

interview  between  two  friends. 

A  iAz^  hashdsat.  Name  of  a  place. 

Pjlyij  bishdr  or  bashdr,  Scattered  (money).  In- 
laid with  gold  or  silver.  Stamped  silver  (to  spe- 

cify its  fineness).  Beaten  (gold).  Tired,  wearied. 

A  prisoner.    A  gentle  rubbing.  Touch. 

A  jli.^  bushdr.  The  lowest  of  the  people. 

AjLiJ  bashshdr,  A  proper  name. 
^  A  XjLiiJ  &as/tam<, (v. n.of^y.ij)  Rejoicing.  Ba- 
shdroA,  bishdrat,  or  btishdrat,Joj{a\  tidings,  happy 

news.  p  ̂jtJ^OjLij  bishdrat  kardan.  To  an- 
nounce good  news.  To  preach  the  Gospel,  a  Bu- 

shdrat.  Scrapings  of  the  skin. 
p  j_»***>Lij  bushdsb, ({or  {„,yM*>\Zij^biishdsb)S\eeTp. 

A  iLiLij  bashdshat,  (v.n.of  ̂ jiJij)  Turning  to- 
wards one  with  a  smile.  Being  cheerful,  smiling. 

J oviality,  cheerfulness,  openness,  freshness  of  coun- 
tenance.Courtesy,sweetnessinaskingaquestion,&c. 

A  bashd^  The  operation  of  meat,  or  any 

thing  which  disagrees  with  the  stomach  or  the  mind. 

A  eS-\J:^  bashd^t,  (v.n.  of  ̂ ~^)  Having  a  bad 
flavour,  being  bitter,  unwholesome,  or  disagreeable 

(meat).  Having  a  fetid  breath.  Being  austere,  sour, 
morose.  Abhorring, beingindisposed by  any  thing. 

Being  narrow(channel  too  smallfor  a  body  of  water). 

Being  unequal  to  any  business,  sinking  under  it. 

A  bashshdk,  A  great  liar. 
A  bashdm,1^3i,me  of  afragrant  shrub,  grow- 

ing near  Mecca,  with  the  branches  and  tufts  of 
which  they  clean  the  teeth,  and  from  whose  leaf  a 

black  dve  for  the  hair  is  made. 



A  iUlilJ  hashamat,  Name  of  two  poets. 

p  lijjtiJ  hushaward,  Uneven  ground. 

A  ji^^  hashufir,  (pi.  of  iTjC^o)  Bringers  of  good 
news.     Drums  beaten  on  any  joyful  occasion. 

p  (ji«uij&as/t6asAor&Ms/i6MsA,Colocynth-leaves. 

p  bashbak,  (or  SJJ^  hashha)  Name  of  a 

village  in  the  dependency  of  jj*  marv. 

p  ̂ y^xLi  hashhayun  or  hashhiyun,  Fat. 

p J yJLihishpol,  Scattering.  Scattered,dispersed. 
A  d^-ij  busht,  Name  of  a  country  in  Khurasan. 

p  L^\lL>  bi'shtab,  (imp.  of  ̂j/till<i*)  Hasten. 

p  jJUi^  bishtdlam,{or^^C^bishtam')Apsivaisite. FjiLi  bashtar,  The  archangel  Michael  (who 

they  say  has  the  distribution  of  riches  to  mankind). 

An  angel  who  presides  over  rain  and  vegetation. 

A  cloud.    Biishtar,  Pimples,  pustules ;  thrush. 

p  ̂ J-^  bashturagh,  A  herb  with  which  they 
dye  stuffs.    Part  of  a  cluster  of  grapes  or  dates. 

p  bushturam,  A  pimple,  eruption,  rash. 

p  ijj^^  bushtan,  Suffering  from  an  eruption. 

vl^'jjLJbashtuk,bashtak,orbyshtak,A  smalljar. 
pji^^  bushjir,  A  mountain-tree  of  which  they 

make  bows,  arrows,  or  javelins. 

A  iolic***^  bashhhanat,  (from  p  wlsi^-  pesh- 
khana)  A  vestibule,  an  antechamber. 

p  (ji^li;?^  bishkhaytdan/Iotearwiih  the  nails. 
p  bishakhsham,  A  sliding,  a  stumbling. 

Pj'y^^'  bishkhwar,(ovj^^  bushkhwur)  The 
remainder  of  water  in  a  vessel  after  drinking. 

p  (jJjii**'^  bishkhudan,  To  tear  with  the  nails. 
p  ii^jii^'  bishkhuda,  Scratched.  Enlarged, 

widened.  Ruined.  Trodden  down. 

p  ̂^Sf^^  bashkhidan,  To  shine.  To  sprinkle. 
To  steal. 

A.j^  bashara,  (fnt.jLx>,  yabshurv)  He  brought 
joyful  news. 

A  jLi  bashr,  (orj  j-lJ  bushur)  (v.  n.  ofjL>')  Re- 
lating news  in  general,  good  or  bad.  Meeting,  re- 

ceiving, looking  at  one  with  a  smiling  countenance. 

Taking,handling,touching,on  the  surface(the  skin). 

Shaving,  scraping,  peeling.  Shaving  or  trimming 
the  whiskers  close  so  that  the  skin  is  seen  through. 

Feeding  upon  the  fields  (locusts).  Beauty,  come- 

liness, plumpness.  Bishr,  An  openness  of  counte- 
nance, demonstrative  of  happiness  and  joy.  Name 

of  a  well  in  Arabia,  and  of  a  mountain  in  Diyar- 

bakr  (Mesopotamia).  Bashar,  (pi.  oi'ijiLi  basha- 
rat)  Skins,  cuticles,  (pi. jLi:^^  abshar)  Man,  man- 

kind; mortals,  the  human  race.  ^\  abu'l 
bashar,  The  father  of  mankind,  Adam.  \  abu 

basilar,  Sweetmeats,  the  dessert  at  a  feast. 

p  j<1j  ba  sharr,  Maliciously,  malevolently. 

basharat,  (pl.j-i^  bashar^  The  skin,  cu- 
ticle, or  outward  skin  (the  interior  being  called  miHi] 

adamat).  Outside,  exterior.  Surface  of  the  ground 

covered  with  herbage.    Humanity,  constitution. 

p  ai^jjT        ba  sharti  an  hi,  On  condition  that. 
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A  al  bashrud.  Name  of  a  town  in  Egypt. 

p  {Jfo^jJLi  bashrunitan,  (\n  zand)To  worship. 

A  (Jij^  bushra'',  (v.  n.  of  Communicating 
good  news.  (pi.  CJ'\j\jLi bushrawat)  Joyful  news. 
The  Gospel.  Name  of  a  man.  J:^^^  Lfj*^ 

bushra' I  injil,  The  publication  of  the  Gospel. 

A  CSj^  bashariy.  Human.     p  ̂ J jZ^  \^xj6 
zu^  bashari,  Human  weakness.  {Jj^ 
huli  bashari.  Human  intellect. 

A  bashariyat,  (or  dA?^ tab^  ba- 
shariyat)  Human  nature. 

p  (^jwij  bishistan.  To  sit.  Bishustan,  To  wash. 

A  basha^  (v.  n.  of  Having  a  bad  fla- 
vour, being  bitter,  unwholesome,  or  disagreeable 

(meat).  Having  a  fetid  breath.  Being  narrow,  too 

small  for  the  volume  of  water  (a  river's  bed).  Be- 
ing unequal  to  any  business,  sinking  under  it.  Ba- 

shi^,  Disgusting,  ill-flavoured,  bitter  (food).  One 
who  has  eaten  such  food.  Stinking-breathed  from 

unpicked  teeth.  Disagreeable,  offensive  (in  morals, 

manners,  or  person).     Knotty,  gnarly  (wood). 

A         bashgh,  Small  rain  which  does  not  run. 

p  S^A^io  bashghara.  Made,  formed,  finished. 

A  ̂jlLi  bashk,  (v.  n.  of  jj-i^.)  Striking  (with  a 
stick).  Looking  intently.  Tarrying  (a  traveller, 

either  on  account  of  heavy  rains,  weariness,  or  in- 
ability to  proceed).  Taking  no  prey  (a  hawk). 

p  uLl-iJ  bashk.  Amorous  blandishment.  Light- 

ning. Dew.  Hail.  A  curtain  hung  before  a  door. 

Name  of  a  tree,    (for  bdshad  hi)  It  may 

be  that.  Bushh,  Curly  hair.  The  forelocks. 

A  ul).io  bashk,  (v.  n.  of  cdl.f:,>)  Lying.  Sewing 

slightly.  Making  haste.  Unloosing  fetters.  Urg- 
ing forward  rapidly.  Cutting.  Mixing.  Speed, 

haste,  precipitancy.  Bad  workmanship.  Bashk 

ovbashak,  (A  horse's)  picking  up  (his) feet  quickly 
orliftinguphis  legs  without  advancing  his  fore-feet. 

p ijj^J:^bashkari,Avidl\.  Agriculture, tillage. 

A  ̂Ki^  &Ms/i^a«i?/,Foolish,  ignorant  of  Arabic. 
p  izsA^as^aWjTo  break.  To  extinguish. 

p  Jii:^  bishhal,  (or  bishkala)  A  crooked 
stick  for  opening  a  lock,  a  sort  of  key. 

p  i^aK^  bishkaUd,  A  scratch. 

p  ̂ ty  ̂LL."^  bishkalidan,  To  scratch,  to  tear.  To 
enlarge,  to  widen. 

p  ̂v^wO  bashkam  or  bishkam,  A  summer-house, 
an  airy  house.  A  balcony,  a  verandah. 

p  bashkanj.  The  arm.  The  left  hand. 
p  a  L5wJ  bishhina.  The  stocks.  A  key. 

p  ejj^Jl^  bishkufah,  A  flower.  A  vomit. 
p  (J j^wJ  bishkol  or  hashkol.  Swift,  expeditious, 

active,  eager,  strong.  Intelligent.  Woad. 

p  ̂^^SS j5wJ  bashkoUdan  or  bishkalidan,  To  set 
eagerly  about  a  thing. 

p  (jj^^  bashkun,  Nimble,  active,  notable. 
paj^iCio  ftisAAwwa,  A  flower.  Frequent  vomiting. 
p  S bishkoh.  Magnificent,  majestic,  stately. 

hashaka',  Fast-going,  sprightly  (she- 
camel).  Nimble,  active-fingered  (woman). 

Fj^JLj  bishgar.  The  chace ;  game, 

p  i^jSLLi  bishgard,  A  hunter,  a  fowler.  A  place 
for  hunting.  The  chace ;  game, 

p         bashgir,  A  towel. 

P  (J-^  bashal,  Suspended,  pendulous. 
G  n^tXz,.^  bishilshaka,  Gentian,  bitter-wort, 

p  tfXJ-lJ  bishlang,  Name  of  a  fort  in  Hindustan, 

p  (jiioLij  bashUdan,  To  hang.  To  adhere,  stick, 

p  ̂ Li  bashm.  Hoar-frost.  Dew.  A  heretic,  a 
man  of  no  religion.  Name  of  a  place.  Basham, 

Weary,  disgusted.  Sad.  Of  a  weak  digestion. 

A        basham,  (v.n.of  p-io)  Suffering  from  in- 
digestion.   An  indisposition  arising  from  indiges- 

tion. Bashim,  Troubled  with  indigestion, 
p  It-iJ  ba  shumd.  To  you. 

p  Islvi^  bishmdt.  Biscuit,  bread  baked  twice, 

p  jjU^  bashmdk,  A  shoe,  sandal,  slipper, 
p         bashmahh,  A  form  of  invocation, 

p  a>*.jL)  bashma.  Undressed  leather.  A  certain 

black  grain  used  in  anointing  the  eyes. 

p  ̂ jZ.^  bashn,  Stature,  height.  The  body.  The head.  A  root.  A  side. 

bishnat,  A  species  of  millet. 

p  bashanj.  Splendour.  Freshness  of  the 
cheek.  Elegance,  beauty.  Bishanj,  A  freckle  or 

spot  on  the  face  or  hands. 

p  si^^bishanja,^ eavers'  glue;  also  glue- brush, 

p  ij^Li  bushnaja.  Paste  of  meal  and  date-syrup, 

p  \dJ.lZ^  bishing,  A  plasterer's  or  mason's  chisel 
with  which  they  peck  holes.  An  auger.  A  mattock. 

pJjiLi^  bashniz,  (or  S^jJyij)  Southernwood. 
A  bushriin.  The  Egyptian  lot-tree,  the 

root  of  which  they  call  (jjj^.  baydrun. 

p  (^iyZi  bashutan,  Of  bad  principles.  Bishu- 
tan  or  bashutan,  An  ape.  Name  of  the  son  of  Gush- 
tasb,  and  brother  to  Isfandiyar. 

p  j^iiji;j&Ms/iMda?i,To  wash.To  be  bad-tempered. 

AjjZ^  bushur,  Announcment  of  good  news, 
p  f^^jyZi  bashurintan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

To  worship,  to  adore. 

p  ̂ ^^^jyZi  bishurldan.  To  curse.  To  be  dis- turbed, to  be  angry. 

p  {^yZ>  bishul  or  bushvl.  Active,  skilful,  intel- 
ligent. Confusion,  broil. 

bushaidnidan.  To  cause  to  move 

to  and  fro.  To  agitate,  to  shake.  To  excite. 

p  (jSJ bishUlish,  Pertui-bation.  Performance, 
execution.  Knowledge.  Sight. 

bishulidan  or  bashulidan.  To  move 

to  and  fro,  shake,  waver.  To  sit  down  fatigued  and 
bewildered.  To  see.  To  mix,  confuse,  embroil.  To 
scatter.  To  execute. 

p  tSi^yZ^  bishHRda,  Seen.  Known.  Expert, 
skilled.  Disturbed,  confused.  Accomplished. 

p  A-iJ  bashlj,  Equal.  Death,  destruction. 



A  J^-^  hash'ir,  A  messenger  of  good  news.  Beau- 
tiful. Apropername.  Name  ofa  province  in  Spain. 

Name  of  26  companions  of  Muhammad;  also  of 

several  traditionists.  Bmhayr,  A  proper  name. 

V  'jiJLi  hasliiz,  A  leathern  water-bottle. 
A  haslilsh,  Fresh,  cheerful,  happy  (faced). 

A  a.M.xl.'>  basliishat,  Money  in  one's  possession. 

A  ̂ jJLi  basing  Stinking-breathed.  Offensive. 

'i*jJL>j\^\  fl^war&asAi^a^, Wicked,shameful  acts. 
p  hasliik,  Peculiarity.  Special. 

A  (J-^  hashyal,  Name  of  a  Greek  interpreter 
attached  to  the  court  of  Ar  Rashld. 

p  ii.tJL^  bashhna,  An  undressed  hide. 

p  u^-iJ  bishin,  Essence,  existence. 

p  (j_5J^  bashyun,  Fat. 
A  ̂UflO  Msas,  Castration. 

A  busabis,  A  bright  bay  colour. 

A jLaJ  bisar,  (v.  n.  3  of^-^)  Trying  who  shall 
see  first,  (pi.  of        basrat)  Whitish  and  soft  stones. 

A  ij^^  basarat  or  bisarat,  (v.  n.  of j>a^^)  See- 
ing, perceiving.  Intimate  knowledge. 

A  ̂_^\-oJ  bassas,  Flashing  eyed,  bright-eyed. 
A  X/oLa^  bassasat,  The  eye. 

A  bisah,  (pi.  of         hashat)  Elevated 

stony  countries.  5wsaA,Spittle,saliva  when  spit  out 

(whilst  in  the  mouth  it  is  called  i-ili).  A  spe- 
cies of  the  palm-tree.  A  superior  kind  of  camel. 
A  busakat,  Name  of  a  place  near  Mecca. 

wIjoJ  bnsakatu'l  Aamar,Theselenites  or  moon- 
stone in  Arabia  (having  a  number  of  shining  white 

spots,  which  increase  and  decrease  with  the  moon). 
A  (Jl-flt^  bassal,  A  seller  of  onions. 

A  (jUaJ  husan,  (or  (jl^J  bussan)  (pi.  sj^A 

absinat)  The  month  Rabi^  the  second. 

AjA^basasir,  (pi.  of  S^^)  Attentions,pains. 

A  \^\ija>  basbds,  Rapid  (nocturnal  journey  in 

quest  of  water).  Slender  (camel).  Milk.  Little 

(water).  Fodder  remaining  on  a  stick,  and  pre- 

senting the  appearance  of  jerboas'  tails.  Bread. 

A  'i*ax^  basbasat,  (v.  n.  of  (^jax^  Q)  Open- 
ing the  eyes  (a  whelp).  Travelling  quickly  a  noc- 

turnal journey  in  search  of  water.  Fawning,  flat- 

tering, caressing.  Wagging  the  tail  (a  dog).  Shew- 
ing the  first  signs  of  vegetation  (the  earth). 

^  Aj*a^  basr,  (v.n.  of  j*q.>)  Cutting.  Sewing  to- 
gether two  pieces  of  leather.  A  skin.  Basr,  bisr, 

or  busr,  A  thick  stone.  Busr,  Cotton.  Bark, 
skin,  crust.  A  skin.  A  side,  border,  margin.  Ba- 

sar,  (v.  n.  of yto)  Seeing,  discerning.  (pl.jUaJ^ 
afoa?-)  The  sight,  vision.  The  eye.  Understanding, 
mind,  capacity.  Knowledge,  science.  j-ojJl  »jix5 
salatu'l  basar,  Prayer  of  evening  and  morning 
twilight,  p  C^jf^  iJ>J^  basari  bi  basirat,  An 
eye  without  vision,mindwithoutforesight.  A  J*l*5\ 

J' 3  j*^^.  ̂   0.1  ̂ mil  bild  basar  ka'r 
rami  bild  watar  (a  proverb). 

A  Ajjaibusardj:,(jp\.of jXtA)  6(5tsi7-)Clear-sighted. 
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Intelligent. 

A  iji^  basrat,  (pl.jl«a^  bisd?')  Whitish  and 
soft  stone.  A  kind  of  gross  earth,  out  of  which 

they  dig  stones.  Basrat,  bisrat,  basarat,  or  basi- 

rat, The  city  of  Basra  or  Bassora  (as  situated  on 

such  ground).  ̂ Msra^,  Red  and  rich  soil.  A  little 
remains  of  milk. 

A  albasratdni,  Basra  and  Kufa. 

A  jjjj^ai  btisranny, 'Native  of  Busra  (Bozra). 
A  (_Jb  ijjoJ  basra  bdli,  Manna. 

A  IsjiCi  busra',  Name  of  a  city  in  Syria.  (Is. 
Ixiii.  1.)    Name  of  a  village  near  Baghdad. 

A  ijj^  basriy,  (pi.  ij^j'O^)  Native  of  Basra. 
A  IsjoJ  hast.    (See  bast). 

A  ̂ ms^  basa^,(fu.t.  ̂ Aax)_yabsa^)Tle  collected. 

A  |**a>  bas^  (v.  n.  of  Collecting.  Flow- 
ing, running  (water).  A  narrow  chink,  through 

which  water  will  hardly  penetrate.  The  space  be- 

tween the  fore  and  middle  finger.  Bis^  A  part 

of  the  night,  the  beginning  of  the  night.  Bus^, 

(pi.  of  absa^  All,  universal.  Foolish  (men), 

(pi.  of         basi^  Sweatings,  emanations  of  sweat. 

A^{)tjaibas^s,(fem.o{^jaAabsaQAll,umYersal. 

A  ̂ y>aJ  bask,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J*a^)  Spitting.  Milk- 
ing a  teeming  ewe. 

A  isuaJ  baskat.  An  elevated  stony  country. 

A  (J-«a^  basal,  An  onion.  The  bulbous  root  of 

the  lily,  tulip,  onion,  or  garlic.  An  iron  helmet. 

L— /Jiisi^  (J-^  basalu'z  zifh,  Bulbus  esculentus. 

^y*o.\xi\  ̂ y>£^i  basalu'l  ̂ insul,  (orjlfl)^  (J-^  basa- 
lu'lfdr)  A  squill.  J-ol^  bnsalu'l  hay,  Bul- 

bus vomitorius.  J-iolaJ^  ̂   ̂jf^^  ahsa'  mini' I  ba- 
sal, More  clothed  than  an  onion.  iJ.*aJ^  ihVi- 

m.u'l  &a.saZ,The onion  country(a  province  of  Spain). 
A         basalat,  A  single  onion. 

A  'i.'SijexihasaU.yat, 'Nameof  a  quarter  inBaghdad. 
A         busm.  An  interval,  distance  between  the 

extremities  of  the  ring  and  the  little  fingers  (as, 

.A-Cs-  ̂ tab  is  the  space  between  the  middle  and 
ring-fingers ;  ratab  between  the  middle  and 

fore  ;  JJJ  Jitr  between  the  index  and  thumb  ;  ̂jw> 
shibr  (a  span)  from  the  thumb  to  the  little  finger; 

and  CL^^s  fa7vt  the  interval  between  any  two).  jt5 

zu  busynin,  Gross,  thick  (man  or  cloth). 

A  ̂*aJ  basanna\  A  village  from  which  veils 
are  brought. 

A  iyoJi  (ol/«^^  l«  mdfVr  ramddi)  hasrvatun, 
There  is  not  a  spark  or  live  coal  among  the  ashes. 

A  ̂ j^^  basuk,  The  cattle  in  the  flock  which 

give  least  milk. 

A  ̂^^aJ  basa',  (fut.  (_\j«a,J^.  yahsa')  He  pressed 
hard  (upon  a  debtor). 

A  (."ij^  hhasiy')  basiy,  An  eunuch. 
A  jy-to^,  basir,  (pi.  busard/)  Seeing,  per- 

ceiving, discerning,  penetrating.   Intelligent.  A 

connoisseur.  The  all-seeing  God.   A  dog.  p jJyaJ 
basir  shudan,  To  look  at. 

3  Q 

A  iji:^  basirat,  (pl.^Uo^  hasdsir)  Sight.  Fore- 
sight, prudence:  penetration,  judgment :  watchful- 
ness, attention :  caution,  circumspection,  careful- 

ness. A  sentence, opinion.  An  evident  or  convin- 

cing proof,  demonstration.  A  witness.  Blood,  in- 
dicative of  a  wound  inflicted.  Signs  of  virginity. 

An  admonition,  monitory,  or  subject  of  serious  re- 
flection. Any  thing  firmly  believed.  A  coat  of 

mail.  A  shield,  buckler.  Whatever  is  compre- 

hended within  the  sides  of  a  house.  C^jX^aJ 

ahli  basirat,  (or O^JUiaJ  i— arbdbi  basirat)Vvu- 

dent,  circumspect,   p  CJ>jXtaJ  chashmi  basi- 

rat. Eyes  of  prudence.  ̂ ^Jj^C^jX>ai  basirat  har- 
dan,To  foresee.  Cj>jX^  ̂   bi  &asim^,Improvident. 

A  ;j«3Jua.>  basis,  (v.  n.  of  (^i)  Giving  little. 

Flowing,  distilling,  trickling.  Flashing,  shining. 

Tremor,  ^^x^a.)  j  ̂^j^ajk^^s-  hasisuhum  wa  hasi- suhum,  A  number  of  them. 

A|«^.^  basi^  (pi.  ̂ xx)  bus^  Flowing  sweat. A         bazz,  (v.  n.  of  i^>)  Flowing  little  and 
little.  Giving  sparingly.  Tuning  (a  lute).  Thin, 
fat,  and  soft-skinned.    Sour  milk,  LJ^. 

mdyabizzuhajaruhu.  His  stone  sweats  not,  i.  e.  he 

gives  nothing. 
A  huzdbiz,  Strong,  powerful. 

A  (^LoJ  bizdz,  Wells  nearly  dry. 
A  XvilwaJ  hazdzat,  (v.  n.  of  i^jajoi)  Having  a 

thin  and  soft  skin  and  tender  body.  Buzuzat,  A 
little  water. 

A         bazd^  (v.  n.  of         Quenching  thirst. 

An  island.    Bizd^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ *a^)  Lying  ̂ ^j^^- 

Coition,  (pi.  of  kn^a^  baz^t)  Parts,  slices. 

^La-3\l^\  ha  mu^llimatin  ummahd'l  bizd^JAli.e one  teaching  her  mother  

A  *&LaJ  bizd^f,  (pi.  ̂^-oJ  bazdsi^  A  capital 
or  stock  in  trade.  A  share  in  a  mercantile  adven- 

ture ;  property  entrusted  to  another  to  be  employed 

in  trade.  &S-LajJl  ,J-Ai'  haUlu'l  bizd^it,  Having 

a  small  capital,  a  poor  man.  'is-l^jh  bisr  buzd- 
^t  or  bizd^t.  Name  of  a  well  at  Madina. 

A  ̂jl-at)  buzdn.  The  fourth  Arabian  month, 

otherwise  called j>-'^\         rahi^t'l  akhir. 

A  ̂^-^  hazdsi^  (jjI.  of  Xff'l/^)  Goods,  wares. 
A  i^joKxja^  bazbdz.  Mushrooms. 
A  Exilxo^  &fl2^5a^a<,Thin,fat,soft-skinned(girl). 

A  ijAi  bazzat.  Sour  milk.  Fat  and  soft-skinned 

(woman). 
A  j>Q^,  bazr.  An  excrescence,  a  caruncle,  which 

is  usually  cut  oflrbyj;hose  who  practise  female  cir- 

cumcision. SyAio  ̂j>ai  bizran  mizran.  Blood  was 

shed)  with  impunity,  without  I'etaliation  or  revenge. 

A  'ij^  bazrat,  Abortiveness,  futility. 

A  i„jaj^  bazaz.  Little  water. 

A  ̂*i>.  baz^  (v.  n.  of  ̂-<i^)  Cutting  in  pieces, 
cutting  off"  a  part.  Cleaving,  splitting.  Quench- 

ing thirst.  Marrying,  contracting  a  marriage.  Hav- 

ing commerce  with  a  woman.    Divorcing.  De- 



daring,  making  clear.  Starting  in  the  eye,  but  not 

running  over  (a  tear).  Being  melancholy  and  un- 

easy, (pi.  of  bazi^  Partners.  Baz^ov  bi- 
za^  (pi.  of  baz^t  or  biz^t)  Parts, segments. 

Biz^ov  baz^  A  part  (ofthe  night).  A  small  num- 
ber of  people  (from  three  to  nine  or  to  five,  or  from 

one  to  four,  or  from  four  to  nine,  or  as  far  as  twenty). 

The  number  seven.  Buz^  Genitale  arvum.  The 
contracting  of  a  marriage.    Divorce.  Coition. 

A  baza^f,(p].o{'ijtjaJ)  Parts,  slices. 
A  KxaaJ  baz^t  or  biz^tt,  (pi.  baz^  biza^ 

and  ̂ La^  bizQ^  A  part,  section,  piece  (of  meat). 
Baza^t,  (pi.  of         bazi^  Cutting  (swords). 

Ai.iLaJ  Ja0^,(  V.  n .  of Citl-oi^)  C  u  ttin  g,amputatin  g. 

A  ̂ MZi  bazm,  (v.  n.  of  Being  large  in  the 
grain  (wheat).  Being  softish  (gi-ain).  Buzm, 
Soul,  self.    A  full-grown  ear  of  corn. 

A  (^yoi  bazuz,  (pi.  bizaz')  (A  well) 
containing  little  water.     Buzuz,  (v.  n.  of 

Flowing  by  little  and  little.    Giving  sparingly. 

A  'ijOyo^  buzuzat,  The  being  thin-skinned. 
A  ̂ y^.  buzu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *a^)  Understanding, 

apprehending.  Becoming  tired  of,  disgusted  with. 

Quenching  thirst. 

A  bazuh,  Sharp  (sword). 

A  {^jis.x*a>  baziz,  (v.  n.  of  {^j^i  Flowing  slowly, 

and  in  a  small  quantity  (water).  Hence  the  pro- 
verb C^^f?.  ̂   yabizzu  hajaruhu,  His  stone 

does  not  sweat :  there  is  no  water  on  his  stone  (ap- 

plied to  a  miser,  from  whom  nothing  is  to  be  got). 

A  s^ojuaJ  bazizat,  Little  water.  Small  misling 

rain.  Thin,  fat,  soft-skinned  (girl).  Whatever  is 

in  one's  possession. 

A  ̂ ^v*a^  bazl^  (pi.  ̂ wi^  baz^  A  partner.  Sweat. 
Flesh.  An  island  in  the  sea.  The  sea.  Wholesome 

(water)  easy  of  digestion.  Name  of  an  anchorage 

below  Judda  towards  Yaman.  ̂ ^uaj3\ jij^ kasi- 

ru'l  bazi^  Very  fleshy. 
A  bazi^t,  A  led  camel. 
p  \:ii  hat,  A  goose,  a  duck.   A  sort  of  large  cup. 

^\^ju)  \ii  bati  surJih-ab  zay,  A  goblet  of 
pure  wine. 

A      bat,  (for  Jisb  baiiX)  False. 

A  \ii  batt,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Cutting  open  (a  boil). 
A  duck.    A  goose. 

A  Ani  buU,  (v.  n.  of  ̂kj)  Being  slow,  proceed- 

ing slowly.  Slowness,  delay.  ̂ ^^buUan,(ov 

hutfa'^  At  no  time,  never 
A  -^lii?  bitat,  (v.  n.  of  _jiaj)  Being  slow,  proceed- 
ing slowly,    (pi.  of         batis)  Slow. 

A  ̂UaJ  bitah,  (pi.  of  ̂ a)  batik)  Low,  gravelly 
lands.  Butah,  A  disease  resembling  the  pleurisy, 
which  sometimes  follows  a  fever. 

A  I^Ua^  butahty,  Indisposed  with  the  disease 

^lla)  butah. 
A  j^UaJ  butalihly,  Thick,  bulky,  corpulent, 

p  (__jijliaJ  batarish,  Fern. 
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A  ijj^^  butarik,  Long,  tall. 
A  &5,lkj  batarikat,  (pi.  of  ̂ .J^  bitrik)  Pa- 

triarchs. Commanders  of  10,000.  Vain,  haughty, 

proud.    Fat  (birds). 

ACiJo.jllaJ  batarik,  (pi.  of  Cii^^)  Patriarchs. 
A  wlla^  bitakat,  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  A  label 

affixed  to  a  piece  of  cloth  marking  the  price.  A 

letter  sent  by  a  pigeon.  &i'llaJ\  ̂ Lt*  hamamu'l b{tahat,^A  carrier-pigeon. 
A  Jlla^  battal,  Idle,  unemployed.  Fruitless, 

empty,  vain.  Old,  obsolete,  unfashionable,  anti- 
quated. Abolished,repealed,abrogated,suppressed. 

A  brave  man,  a  champion,  p  battal 

kardan,  To  abolish. 

A  &3Ua^  batalat,  (v.  n.  of  jjlaj)  Being  idle,  un- 

employed (a  hireling).  Talking  idly,  jesting.  Be- 
ing courageous.  Valour,  bravery. 

A  ̂jllaJ  butsana  or  batMna,  (equivalent  to  jlaJ 
batusa)  He  was  slow. 

A  bitan,  (pi.  'sjHiaA  abtinat  and  ̂ ^^laJ  bu- 
tiiri)  A  girth,  (pi.  of  j^Jaj  batbi)  Rich,  purse-proud. 

Gluttonous.  L^^.j^  ̂ rizu''l  bitan,  Rich. 
A  &3llaJ  bitanat.  The  lining  of  a  garment.  The 

heart  of  a  city.  A  sincere,  confidential  friend.  A 
secret.    Sincere  friendship. 

A  batdsih,  (pi.  of  batlJiat)  Low, 

gravelly  lands. 

A  lajUaJ  butaAt,  Large  (vulva),  la^llai  la^Uas- 
hutasit  butasit,  Thick  and  fat. 

A  ̂^J^la^  batdAk,  (pi.  of  wUaj  bitakat)  Letters 
sent  by  pigeons. 

A  (^^^^  batciAn,  (pi.  of  eJalai)  Sofa-linings. 
A  IsLla^  batbdt,  Shepherd's  staff  (a  plant). 
A  iLlaJa^  batbatat,  (v.  n.  of  laJa^  Q)  Stooling 

from  fright.  Cackling  or  diving  in  the  water  (ducks 

or  geese).  Weakness  of  judgment. 

A  iJaJ  battat,  A  single  duck  or  goose.  A  she-bear. 

A  flask,  flagon,  decanter. 

A  ̂^bataha,  (fut.^a-.J.^/aito/m)  He  prostrated. .  A  Sticking close,lying flat.  Batik,(^\A. 

^lla-j  bitah)  Low-lying,  gravelly  ground,  upon 
which,at  certain  seasons,  the  waters  descend  from  the 

higher  countries,  though  dry  best  part  of  the  year. 

bathas,  A  s^aacious  channel  bedded 

with  pebbles.  Any  large  open  place  for  exercises, 

horse-course,  race  ground.    A  place  near  Mecca. 

batihan,A  swampy  valley  nearMadma. 
bathat.  The  stature  of  a  man.  Buthat, 

Nature,  quality,  property. 

A^a>  batkh,   (v.  n.  of  ̂ a.>)  Licking. &ai^/fAa^,Thick,bulky(men  or  camels). 

A jla^  batr,  (v.  n.  of^la^)  Dividing,  splitting, 
cleaving,  bursting  (an  imposthume).  Batar,  (v. 

n.  of  J^)  Exulting,  being  insolent  with  joy,  pe- 
tulant, inconsiderate,  ungrateful  to  the  Supreme 

Being,  returning  no  thanks  for  pi'osperity.  Loath- 
ing, disliking  without  a  cause.     Being  thunder- 

struck,  lost  in  amazement.  Briskness,  liveliness. 

Insolence,  petulance,  pertness,  sauciness.  Inability 

to  bear  prosperity  suitably.  (_»AJ6i  zakaba 
damuku  bitran.  His  blood  was  shed  unrevenged. 

Batir,  Full  of  spirits.    Petulant,  insolent. 
G        batrd,  A  stone,  a  rock. 

G  ji-^jlaJ  batrdkhu,  (or  (^^\^)  A  frog. 

G  ̂^ijjJLw^jiaJ  batrdsaliyun,  Rock-parsley. 

G  i^j'^\Jiai  batrdldvan,  Petrolium,  rock-oil. 
A  t-dJjla^  bitrah,  bitark,  or  batrak,  A  patriarch. 

A  chief  of  the  Magi. 

Aj>J^  bitrir,  Clamorous,  brawling,  shameless. 
Far  gone  in  error. 
A  bi  tank.  By  way  of,  in  the  manner 

of,  on  account  of.  ^i  tarihi  hakk,  For 

the  love  of  God,  for  the  sake  of  justice. 

G  ij^jkj  bitrik,  (pi.  iiSjlkj  batdrikat)  A  com- mander of  10,000  men.  Vain,  haughty,  proud. 

Fat  (bird).    A  patriarch. 

A  ̂^ibjlaJ  bitnkdni,  (dual)  Shoe-latchets. 

A&ISo^jlaJ  bati'ikiyat,{oT'i^\J^)K  patriarchate. 
A(^jSiiaJZ>a<«s7ia,(fut.;jiia-J.?/a&;Ms/m)Heseized. 

A  ̂jikj  batsh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂JiJa>)  Seizing,  carry- 
ing away  by  force.  Rushing  upon  with  violence. 

Recovering  (from  a  fever,  although  still  weak). 

Power,  vigour,  strength,  sternness,  severity. 

^Ju^\  iVii-iSi  kahlidri  shadidul  baisk,  The  Lord 
powerful  in  severity. 

A  Li*laJ  batshatjVower,  superiority  over  others, 

force,  violence,  ̂ j^^^  'e.:':,\iMal  batshatu'l  kubra', 
The  grand  drubbing,  i.  e.  the  battle  of  Badr. 

A  batagh,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Being  bedaubed 
(with  excrement),  polluted  (with  crimes).  Sliding 

along  on  the  buttocks. 
p  (jilaJ  batak,  A  duckling.  A  small  goblet. 

A  drinking-cup  made  in  the  form  of  a  duck. 

A  ̂y^aJ  batala,  (fut.  jjkj^.  yabtulu)  It  was  vain. 

A  J,ia^  butl,  (v.  n.  of  (Jiaj)  Being  vain,  abor- 
tive, of  no  eifect.  Being  idle.  Batal,  (pi.  Jlla^\ 

o.btdl)  A  brave  man,  a  champion. 
A  C->^kli>  iw^faZa^,  Vain  words,  foolish  things, 

idle  tales,  trifles. 
A  butldn,  (v.  n.  of  J-k^)  Being  vain, 

abortive,  fruitless.  Idleness,  C-^ffSZt  shub- 

hati  butldni,  A  foolish  doubt,  a  vain  sci-uple. 
A  Sila^  batalat,  A  heroic,  masculine  woman. 

Magicians,  wizards  (dealing  in  vain  things). 

G  (_j*)_jj>iJa^  &aiZfl»ji?/Ms,(or(^_j*JlaJ)Ptolemy. 

A  {^<j^^  batalyus,  Name  of  a  town  in  Spain. 

A  jJaJ  bxitm  or  butum,  The  turpentine-tree  and fruit.  A  kind  of  greenish  grain,  of  a  turpentine 

quality.  A  greenish  sore. 

A  ̂ Ukj  biimdj,  The  fruit  of  the  l1>1*<  mv^s. 
A  ̂la^  batn,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Striking  upon  the 

belly.  Being  an  intimate  and  confidential  friend. 

Going  into  the  middle.  Penetrating  into  a  busi- 
ness. Having  a  clear  view  of  a  thing,  (pi.  j^jl 



ahtun,  ̂ j^iaJ  and ^jUiaJ  hutnan)T]\e  belly, 
paunch.  The  interior  part  or  middle  of  any  thing. 

The  interior  of  the  city  of  Mecca.  Whatever  is  con- 

tained in  the  belly,  as  a  foetus.  The  esoteric  mean- 

ing of  the  Kur'an  (in  contradistinction  to  the 
zaJu-).  A  small  tribe,  an  offset  of  a  larger  one.  The 
second  degree  of  consanguinity.  The  longest  side 

of  a  feather.  j^laJ  LlaJ  hatnan  hatnin, 

From  tribe  to  tribe,  all,  universally.  _ji  zu 

hatnin,  Dung,  excrement.  The  contents  of  the 

belly;  a  fostus,  an  egg.  Ijj^  alka- 

ti'l  marsatu  za  hatniha,  The  woman  brought  forth. 

IjjJaJ  lii  Ss-WiiJl  ulAa5\  alkati'd  dajdjatu  zd  bat- 
niJid,  The  hen  laid  an  egg.  Batan,  (v.  n.  of  j^lo)) 

Having  the  belly  ready  to  burst  from  over-eating. 

Being  big-bellied.  A  pain  in  the  belly.  Batin, 

(pl.  ̂jMaJ  bitdn)  A  glutton.  Purse-proud.  Butun, 
(pi.  of         bitan)  Girths. 

A  ̂jUlaJ  bvtndn,  (pl.  of  batn)  Bellies.  Mid- 
dles, centres.  Longest sidesof feathers,  (pl.of  ̂ J^\> 

hdtin)  Inward  parts.  Low^grounds.  Water-courses 

through  rugged  places,  ̂ ^^^^^butndnu''ljan- nat,  The  middle  of  Paradise. 

p  CIjuo^.  ̂ liJ  batn-parast,  A  worshipper  of  the 
belly,  a  glutton. 

A  idiJ  bitnat,  Exultation,  joy,  insolence,  sauci- 

ness,  petulance.  Fulness  of  belly  from  eating,  in- 

digestion from  repletion.  ̂  
A  buiut,  (pl.  of      batt)  Ducks.  Pots, 

cups.  Bottles. 

A  (J^la^  butul,  (v.  n.  of  Being  vain,  fruit- 
less, abortive.  Vanity,  folly. 

A  &3_jla^  butulat,  Valour,  braveiy. 

A  ̂^iaJ  butun,  (v.n.  of  ̂^laJ)  Lying  hid.  Be- 
ing intimate  with,  (pl,  of  batii)  BeUies.  In- 

terior parts,  cells.  Smaller  sections  of  a  tribe. 

A  j_Ja^  batis,  Slow,  tardy.  ̂ J:}^  bali- 

tu'l  mashrab,  Lazy  by  nature,  'ii^  bathu  7 
harahat,  Slow  in  motion. 

A  iulaJ  bityat,  Delay. 

aX^  bafihat,  (pl.  ̂UaJ  &«;aj:?7t)  A  gravelly, 
alow-lying  ground  overflown  with  waters  at  certain 
seasons  of  the  year,  al  baiihat,  Name  of  a 

low  marshy  ground  between  Wasit  and  Basrah,  and 
of  another  between  Basrah  and  Ahwaz. 

a  ̂^JaJ  bittikh,{an(}i'is:^  bUtikJiat)  A  melon, 
mvisk-melon.  A  pumpkin :  a  cucurbitaceous  plant. 

ij^^j  biitikhi  zikki,  A  water-melon, 
,J-jJa_w<c  bittikhi  mustaUl,  (or  ijSi:^  blt- 
fihJd  hindl)  The  citrul. 

^         •bitfiklny, S eller  of  m elon s  or  pumpkins. 

^        &«^?r,Sp]it,cloven.  A  veterinary  surgeon. 
A  (ji^laJ  bailsh,  Powerful,  severe,  stern. 

bafit,  A  wonderful  thing.  A  lie.  The 

top  of  a  boot  without  a  leg.  Misfortune. 

A  "ila^ia^  batitat,  A  ship-worm.  The  white  ant. 
A  &kXk^  5M<a?/2/i/a<,  A  ship-worm  .The  white  ant. 
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A  {^x^  bafin,  Large,  gorbellied.  Rich.  Far 
distant,  remote.    Butayn,  (dim.  of  ̂ Jh^  batn)  A 

little  belly.  The  second  mansion  of  the  moon,  dis- 

tinguished by  three  small  stars  in  the  belly  of  Aries. 

A^^j^jJaJ  latu,  (pl.  ̂UaJ  bitai)  Slow. 
A  )a.>  bazz,  (v.  n.  of  laj)  Tuning  (a  musical  in- 

strument). )a>  ̂ fazz  bazz,  Thick,  gross. 

A  UoJ  buza',  Compact  portions  of  flesh. 
A  SjUaJ  bazdrat  or  bnzdrat,  An  excrescence 

which  they  who  practise  female  circumcision  are 

accustomed  to  cut  off.  B}zdrat,'^\\e  smack  of  the 
lips  in  kissing.    Buzdrat,  An  excrescence  on  the 

middle  of  the  upper  lip,  resembling  a  kernel.  The 

point  of  the  privities  of  a  ewe. 

A  JhJ  bazr,  (pl.jpiiJ  hizm-)  The  clitoris.  A 
finger-ring.  Bazar,  (v.  n.  of  jiaj)  Having  an  ex- 

crescence in  the  middle  of  the  upper  lip  (a  man). 

Having  a  clitoris  (a  woman).  A  seal-ring. 

A  ̂ ^j^  bazrds,  (A  girl)  with  a  large  clitoris. 
A        bizran,  With  impunity,  unrevenged. 

A  ij^,  Ja.?rai,  A  scarcity  of  hair  under  the  arms. 
Buzra  t,  An  excrescen  ce  in  the  centre  of  the  upper  1  ip. 

A  j^^laJ  bazram,  A  seal-ring :  hence,  ̂ J^^^  ta- 
bazrum,  Thp  making  an  idle  display  of  a  ring,  by 

waving  the  hand  when  speaking. 

A  'ij>J^  bizrirat,  Clamorous,  noisy  (woman). 
A  ̂UiaJ  bizmdj,  A  kind  of  velvet  garment,  or 

a  stuff"  plain  in  the  centre  and  figured  on  the  sides. 
A  jlaJ  bazw,  (v.  n.  of  jiaJ)  Being  full  and  com- 

pact (flesh). 

Aj^laJ  buzur,  (pl.  of       bazr)  Clitorises. 
P  jjtVol  ba  zuhur  dmadan,  To  come  to 

pass,  be  put  in  execution,  to  be  accomplished. 

A  baza',  (v.  n.  of  ̂_Ja^)  Being  fat  and  full of  flesh  (a  woman). 

A  ia.laJ>  baz'iz.  Fat.  Soft. 

A  ̂   of  (*^)  Remaining  fixed  in  one 
place  (a  cloud).  Raining  copiously.  Shedding 

(wine).  A  copious  effusion. 

A  'bjo\}0  ba^bi^tt,  Indigent  (men),  dervishes. 
A  L^liO  bu^s,  Name  of  a  place  near  Madina, 

where  a  battle  was  fought. 

A  IojIjO  ba^sH,  (pl.  of  IojjO  bii^i/t)  Middles. 

A  jIjO  bi^d,  (v.  n.  3  of  A*^)  Removing  far. 

Retiring.  Separation,  distance.  Removal.  Bu- 

^d.  Remote,  distant. 
AjIjO  bi^r,  (v.  n.  3  of jjo)  Dunging  (a  camel 

or  sheep).  Bu^r,  The  lote-tree  ;  also  the  fruit,  of 
which  the  Egyptians  make  bread. 

A  bi^s.  Emaciated,  milkless  camels. 

A  ̂IjO  ba^^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Raining  incessantly. 
Remaining  fixed  in  one  place  (a  cloud).  House- 

hold furniture.  Carpets  or  garments  which  a  tra- 
veller carries  with  him.  Those  things  which  a  bride 

brings  to  her  husband's  house.  What  is  dropped 
on  the  way  when  any  place  is  plundered.  The  hea- 

viness of  a  cloud  from  rain.  A  certain  delicate  plant. 

a.ff-\j«J  s.AS'  Jjp^  alkd'  ̂ layhi  ba^^hu,  He  threw 

himself  on  it.    bS'\)0  ^\  allta' s  sahdbu 
ba^^hu  The  cloud  poured  down  what  was  in  it. 

A  ijlsO  iw^a/<,  (v.n.  of  ̂ _yO)  Raining,  soaking, 
drenching  (the  earth).  Bu^k,  ba^k,  or  bi^k,  A 

cloud  pouring  down  rain.  Excessive  rain,  a  deluge. 

A  hideous  noise,  the  sound  of  a  torrent. 

A  Jl)0  bi^l,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jj«J)  Sporting;  toy- 
ing with  a  spouse.  Conjugal  intercourse,  (pl.  of 

(JjO  ba^)  Husbands.    Wives.  Spouses. 

A  (j«jl>o  ba^sis,  Lean,  milkless  camels. 
A  |*fiO  ba^a^  The  noise  made  by  decanting 

the  contents  of  a  bottle.  The  dawn  of  youth. 

A  &*Jkjo56f^&«^a^,  Precipitancy  of  speech.  Flight 
from  battle,  or  from  an  enemy.  The  confused  noise 
of  a  mixture  of  voices. 

A  b2t^^t.  The  colt  of  a  camel  between  ̂ 3> 
hnba^and  ruba^ 

A  i-IajO  ba^sn,  (fut.  CL^ftX>,  yab^su)  He  sent. 
A  dJjO  ba^,(Y.  n.  of (-2^)  Sending.  Rousing, 

stirring  up.  Awakening.  Raising  the  dead.  Re- 

surrection, (pl.  LL>y^  bu^s)  An  army,  a  detach- 
ment. C^\y<i\  ba^l  amwdt,  The  resurrection 

of  the  dead.  jZJi  j  <-^**^  ba^  u  nashr,  Raising  and 

dispersing;  the  resurrection.  u^^M  yawmu'l 
Z)o^s,The  day  of  resurrection.  Ba^s,{v.  n.  of  t^.«jO) 
Remaining  awake.  An  army.  Ba^s,  Wakeful. 

A  el)0  bi^at,  Mission,  embassy,  detachment. 

A  *iyjO  ba^arat,  (v.n.  oi^^  Q)  Looking,  be- 
holding. Investigating,  examining.  Separating, 

discriminating.  Scattering,  wasting.  Inverting, 

turning  upside  down.  Extracting,  drawing  forth. 

Uncovering,displaying. Raising, stirringup.  Ruin- 

ing, demolishing  (a  cistern).  A  disturbed,  disor- 
dered state  of  mind.  Dirty  colour:  dirt,  nastiness. 

A  WlfLibu^ut,  (orifjAjO  bu^ut)  (pl.  lailjO  ba- 

^a«;7)  The  middle  of  any  place.  The  navel.  Podex. 

IjiaiaO  ̂ \ ̂   liuwa  ibn  bu^utihd,'Ke  knows  it  well. 
A  'isCjt>  ba^ahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Flowing  or 

leaking( water)  from  a  pond,cistern,  orjar,  through 

any  fissure  or  broken  part. 

A  ̂   ba^,  (v.  n.  of  Cutting  open  (the  belly with  a  knife).  Tormenting  (love).  uii3  ajlaJ  ̂  

ba^ja  batnahu  laka,  He  diligently  exhorted  tliee. 

Ba^j,  One  who  walks  languidly. 

A  ba^l,  After,  afterwards.  Hitherto.  Not 
yet.  This  word  generally  begins  Eastern  letters, 
immediately  after  the  preamble  (or  short  prayer 

for  the  health  and  prosperity  of  the  person  to  whom 
it  is  addressed)  :  as,  j  (jW^^  i.^\f>  <^*^ 

Cji^\yo  ba^  izhdri  mardtibi  ishtiydk  u 

dy^zuy  i  mwmdsalat.  After  evincing  a  high  desire  and 
wish  for  an  interview,  &c.  (a  form  of  compliment 

like  some  in  our  European  letters,  which  means  no- 

thing, as  wishes  for  an  interview  are  often  expressed 
in  despatches  to  those  whom  they  neither  hope  nor 

desire  to  see).  ba^la'l  ijlds,  After 
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having  desired  (him)  to  sit  down.  'ij>ajl\L^\^  SsO 
ha^a'l  kharabi'lhasarat,  Shutting  the  stable-door 

when  the  steed  is  stolen.  p^L-i\  baza's  salam, 

(or  p^l^^  J  j»!iLJ\  labia's  salam  wa'l  halam) After  the  usual  salutations  and  compliments.  ̂ ^jO 

j^3a3^  ba^a'z  zuhr,  Afternoon,  to  t^jO  ha^ki  ma, 

After  that,  on  which.  ^jO  ha^la'l  mash- 

warat,  After  consulting.  O ̂   SiO  ha^d'l  mawt, 
After  death.  ha^a'lnukus,  After  it  hap- 

pens, when  it  it  is  done.  ^jO  ha^la'l  yawm, 
Henceforth,  or  the  time  to  come,  \A  amma 

ha^,  After  these  premises.  Now  to  begin.  U  ̂j, 

JjO  fi  ma  ha^,  But  then,  now  however  (a  tran- 
sition ft'om  one  part  of  the  subject  to  another,  very 

common  in  letters).  lijO  mim  ha^,  Afterwards. 

For  the  future.  AjO  j  jya  And  then,  pj^  tijO 

^J>\  ha^l  az  in,  After  this,  >^  ba^  az  an, 

After  that.  J*;0  ba^d  az  an  ki,  After  which, 

after  that  which.  A  Hu^l,  (v.  n.  of  Being  dis- 
tant. Dying.  Distance.  Death.  J^^b  SfO  bu^un 

ba^dun,  A  very  remote  distance.  {^^jZX\  SjO 

bu^u'l  mashrihayn,  The  distance  between  the  two 
easts  (i.  e.  between  the  east  and  west,  or  between 

the  solstices),  zu  bu^Un,  (or  i'tijO  bu^a- 
thi)  Prudent,  intelligent.  tijO  J^J^  ̂aZa'  bu^lin, 
At  a  distance.  Ba^d,  (v.  n.  of  i>jo)  Being  dis- 

tant. Dying.  Remote,  distant,  (pi.  of  ̂.Nff-b  ba^d) 

Very  distant.  Bu^d,  Profit,  benefit,  good.  jS' 
tijo  fjliayr  bu^din.  Worthless.  Bu^id,  (pi.  of 
dMO  ba^d)  Distant. 

A  bu^idas,  (or  jj^i^  bu^lmi)  (pi.  of 
tiJuO  ia^fZ)  Distant.  ^ 

A  tii  J  liXpJ  bu^lan  laka.  Evil  be  to  thee  !  by» 

_5  liurban  rca  bu^an,  Near  and  far. 

A  bu^at.  Distance  (of  place  or  kin). 

A  ba^ahu.  After,  afterwards,  then,  after 

that.    l»^.tiv*J  ba^aykuma.  After  you  both. 

A  Sj\3jO  bi^arat,  (v.n.ofji**^  Q)  Moving,  set- 
ting in  motion,  shaking. 

A yO  ba^^,  (v.  n.  of^)  Voiding  dung  (a  camel 
or  sheep).  Extreme  poverty.  Ba^  or  ba^r,  (pi. 

\  ab^ir)  The  globular  dung  of  animals.  Ba^ar, 

(v.  n.  of^^)  Becoming  full-grown  and  fit  for  la- 

bour (a  camel,  then  called j-jO  ba^r). 

A  bu^'an  or  bi^'an,  (pi.  of  jXjO  ba^r) 
Camels  nine  years  old,  or  four  years  old. 

A  'ij^  ba^'at,  The  wrath  of  (God).  Ba^rat, 
Camels'  dung.  Glans  penis. 

A  fti^  ba^zakat,  (v.n.of         Q)  Scattering. 
A  bi  ̂ sdkirihim,  With  their  troops. 

A  i„ja30  ba^,  Leanness  of  body.  Agitation. 

A  i^joya^  Z)?<^SMS  or  &a^asM5,  Slender  J  thin.  The 
hip-bone. 

A  &/OjrfajoZ)M^swsa^, Kindofwhiteshininginsect. 

A  f^jato  ba^,  (pi.  (^lso\  ab^z)  Some,  certain, 

sundry.  A  part.  i^i^jofO  ba^  kurat,  Sometimes. 

^LA)\  ba^u'l  lay  all,  On  a  certain  night. 
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(_>3jijJ  (^j^fii  ba^un  U  ba^hi,  One  with  another, 
each  other,  reciprocally,  mutually. 

A  'ijojo  arzuTi)  ba^zaiun,  A  place  abound- 
ing with  musquitoes.  i^ojO  XL)  laylatun  ba^za- 

tun,  A  night  infested  by  gnats. 

A  'Lo^jojO  bu^uzat,  An  insect  like  the  beetle. 
A  ba^e,  Some,  a  little.    Cl^b  (j,-*^*^ 

ba^e  babat.  Particular  taxes,  so  called  from  their 
being  entered  under  this  vague  head,  specifying  no 

particular  account  on  which  they  are  levied.  (_^<ajO 

ba^e  jam^  Sundry  impositions  (as  fines  for 
theft  or  fornication ;  fees  on  marriage,  &c.)  or  taxes 

foi'ming  a  total  of  revenue  exclusive  of  the  ground- 

rent,  p  (_^*?  ba^e  kharch,  Petty  charges. 

i^X^  ini^^e  zamm,  Lands  exempted  from  the 
payment  of  revenue. 

A  iuo  ba^,  (v.n.  of  ia»J)  Killing,  sacrificing, 
slaughtering.  Turpitude  (either  in  word  or  deed). 

A  ̂ jx>  ba^i,  (v.  n.  of  ,3*^)  Kiting  (a  camel). 

Digging  (a  well).  Making  a  loud  noise.  Detect- 
ing, unveiling,  making  clear. 

A  laflso  bu^ut,  Small  in  size,  a  dwarf. 

A  jilaiijo  bu^mtatyTiallofdung  rolled  by  a  beetle. 

A  f[^jSjO  ba^ubasj'Name  of  a  villagenear  Bag- 
dad :  hence,  ̂ HjO  ba^ubiyun,  Certain  reporters 

of  Muhammadan  traditions. 

A  is^jo  bu^ut,  Short,  dwarfish. 
A&l?_jHjOjz<^/eMte^,Ballofdungrolledbyabeetle. 

A  cdxJ  ba^,  (v.  n.  of  liiLo)  Striking  (with  a 

sword).  J5a^a/s,  Thickness,  grossness;  also  a  con- 
traction of  the  body. 

A  ba^tarat,  A  cutting  with  a  sword. 

A  (^^^  banian,  (Sand)  difiicult  to  be  crossed. 
bu^iuk.  Intensity  of  heat,  i^j^^ 

bu^iuhu'l  kawvi,  Marks  left  by  a  party  that 
has  been  sitting. 

A  ba^iulias,  Evil.  Clamours,  noises. 
A  bit^tuJtat,  An  assembly  (of  men).  Heat. 

Bu^ukat,  ba^iukat,(ovi^^^  ZiM^Ait/i)  The  marks 
left  where  people  have  been  sitting.  A  body  of  men 

(or  of  camels).  Nobles.  The  middle  of  any  thing. 
A  numerous  herd.  The  throng  and  dust  raised  by 

a  large  herd.  j  u-RjuaM  'i^^rO  bti^uliatu's 
sayf  rca'sh  shituf.  The  meeting  of  heat  and  cold. 

A  (JjO  ba^,  (pi.  (JW  bi^l,  a3j30  bu^lat,  and 

JyO  bu^d)  A  husband.  A  wife.  A  lord,  master, 
possessor.  TheidolBaal.  High  ground,  a  hill  (espe- 

cially such  as  receives  rain  only  once  a  year).  A 

burden,  load,  weight.  A  male  palm-tree.  A  palm 
or  any  other  tree,  shrub,  or  plant,  watered  only  by 

rain,  not  by  art.  A  price  paid  for  the  watering  of 

palm-trees.  Ba^l,  (v.  n.  of  ,JjO)  Being  astonished, 

frightened  out  of  one's  wits.  Ba^l,  (fem.  XLo  ba- 

^lat)  Astonished,  frightened  out  of  one's  wits. 
A  ̂JXXjO  ba^Jbahk,  (or  ba^abaM^  Baalbak  in 

Syria  (Heliopolis), 

A  sLtJ  ba^at,A  wife.  ̂ a^7ai,Astonied,amazed 

(woman).  A  woman  who  dresses  ungracefully. 

A  t-^_j^ji>o,  ba^lzabub,  Beelzebub. 
A  ba^ty,  Grown  in  a  field  or  garden  wa- 

tered by  rain  only.  Belonging  to  Baalbak. 

p  ba  ̂ mal,  To  use :  as,  ̂ ^i^  1  ̂y^,  ba 

^mal  aniadan,  To  come  to  use  ;  to  be  put  in  prac- 

tice, ^ji^jl  ba  ̂ mal  divarda7i,  To  bring 
to  use,  to  put  in  practice,  cany  into  execution,  per- 

form. jjtViUS  jii  (J.»jO  ba  ̂ mal  dar  naydmadan, 
Not  to  come  to  use,  to  fail,  or  become  ineffectual. 

A  (]Jto  .jJJ^  i^.tjoO  bi  ̂ ndyati'lldh  ta^la',  By 
the  help  of  the  Most  High  God. 

A  ba^ias,  A  foolish  girl. 
A  &-JoO  ba^iasat,  (v.  n.  of  {j^j^  Q)  Being  ab- 

ject, vile  ;  degrading  one's  self  (by  servitude). 
A  sIHjIjO  ba^nkdt,  Sharp-taloned  (eagle). 

A  yO  ba^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂-«o  for^jao)  Committing  a 
crime.  Oppressing,  overcoming  by  force.  Borrow- 

ing. Borrowing  (a  dog)  for  hunting,  (a  horse)  for 

a  race.  Darting  a  malignant  look.  Striking,  oc- 

casioning trouble  to  another.  A  crime.  A  mis- 
take.   A  thing  borrowed  or  lent. 

A  (-l^^jo  bu^s,  (pi.  of  LIajo  ba^)  Armies,  bo- 
dies of  men. 

A  (_>»Ji_j*^  ba^s,  (pi.  ̂j^oIjO  ba^As  and  (j*jto 

bi^s)  An  extenuated  milkless  camel. 

A  i^y^^  ba^z,  (or  'i^yti  ba^zat,  noun  of 

unity)  A  gnat.  'i^oyO  ̂   mukhk/m  ba^zat,  The marrow  of  a  gnat  (a  proverb  expressing  any  thing 
which  either  does  not  exist  or  is  difficult  to  be 

found).  iLo^jO  ̂ \^jandhu  ba^zatin,  The  wing 
of  a  gnat  (any  thing  of  small  value). 

A  JyO&?/^MZ,(pl.of  JjO&a^Z)Husbands.  Wives. 

A  'i^yO  bu^lat,  (v.  n.  of  y*^)  Becoming  a  hus- 
band. Becoming  a  wife.  Marrying.  Refusing,  rebel- 

ling against,  (pi.  of       ba^)  Husbands.  Wives. 
A  <!^\  bi  ̂ wni'lldld  ta^la' ,  By 

the  assistance  of  the  Most  High  God. 

A  i^AJkJO  ba^s,  Sent,despatched.  Nameof  a  poet. 

A  ba^j.  Burst  in  the  belly,  cut  open.  A 
woman  with  a  numerous  offspring. 

A  lijkjO  ba^d,  (pi.  iXjO  ba^d)  Distant,  absent. 
Remote  (in  point  of  relationship).  ;iJ^  Jj^^^ 
kdki  ba^d,  A  wide  schism.  JjoO  iXjP  ̂ hdi  ba^d, 

A  long  time  ago.  iia*J  jJkS-  ghayr  ba^d,  Not  far 

ofi^,  near  at  hand.  i^J^^J^^  mini'' I  ba^d,  From 
afar.  L^\ya.]\  J^jwO  ba^d  ̂ mi's  sawdb,  Far 

from  right,unreasbnable.  ii«J^  ba^du'l  yhawr, 
(A  man)  of  a  deep  impenetrable  mind,  p 
ba^d  shudan,  To  be  separated.  ̂ ^<^^  ba^d 

hai'dan,  To  remove,  absent  one's  self,  be  hid. 

A  <AX)0  bu^yd,  A  little  after.  A  little  way  off", 
at  a  short  distance.    jjUj  lijuO  bu^yd  zamdn,  or 

0\t3J^  bu^yddti  baynin,  After  a  little  while, 
at  intervals,  in  a  short  time,  by  and  by,  presently. 

A  ̂J>ajO  ba^dan,  Afterwards. 

A ^joo  ba^7-  or  bi^r;  (pi.  ab^7'at,  jS-^] 



ata^jr,^b\  aba^r,  ̂J\J^O  bn^'dn  and  bi^-dn)  A 
camel  nine  years  old,  or  four  years  old,  when  cer- 

tain teeth  project  from  his  jaws.  An  ass.  Any 
beast  of  burden. 

>  j»ajO  ba^m,  A  wooden  statue.  Name  of  an 
idol.  One  who  can  neither  read  nor  compose  verses. 

A  picture  without  colouring. 

A  esJj^  bi  ̂ ynihi,  Really,  truly,  justly,  pro- 
perly, in  a  genuine  style,  to  the  point,  to  the  life, 

plainly,  clearly,  exactly,  literally,  word  for  word, 

faithfully.  j^W**>  C^yosi-  S'^-i^  bi^ynihi  hazrat 
sulaymdn,  Just  as  the  prophet  Solomon,  i.  e.  ex- 

actly, neither  more  or  less. 

bagh,  A  ditch.    Name  of  an  idol. 

haghgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Boiling  (blood). 
p  Wia^/ta,  Awhore,adultress.  An  infamousboy. 

A  bighds,  [y.  n.  3  of  ,_^)  Playing  the 
whore,  committing  adultery.  Bughdf,  (v.  n.  of 

i^j^)  Desiring.  Seeking. 

A  sljo  bughat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^\>  bdghi)  Wishers. 
Seekers,  inquirers.  Prevaricators,  transgressors. 

Oppressors,  tyrants.  Ruffians,  rebels.  -^ULlI*^  j  sUo 
bughdt  roa  asliMydt,  Rebels  and  plunderers. 

A  ̂J^J\jo  baghds,highdsovhughds  (^l.^^\jJ>Jbigh- 

sdn)  A  sort  of  kite.  j^t3^\  lL^VjO  bughdsu't  tayr, 
Any  bird  of  the  inferior  kind  of  the  hawk  species. 

A  8ii;i\Jo  baghddidat,  (pi.  of  ̂ii:\.S)0  baghdd- 
diy)  Natives  of  Baghdad. 

vJJo  baghdr,  A  nail,  spike,  wedge.  Baghdr, 

(or  SjIAj  baghdra)  A  breach  in  a  wall.  A  wound. 
Bighdr,  A  river. 

A  baghdra'  or  bughdra' ,  (pi.  ot jfjo  ba- 
gliir)  (Camels)  affected  by  a  disease  produced  by 
an  unquenchable  thirst. 

pjUj  baghdz,  A  wedge  used  by  carpenters  to 
split  timber,  and  by  shoemakers  to  stretch  the  lea- 

ther on  their  lasts. 

A  'Lo\ki  baghdzat, The  being  hated.  A  hating. 
A  Jli^  bighdl,  (pi.  of        baghl)  Mules. 
A  JU^  baghglidl,  A  muleteer  or  owner  of  mules. 

A  ̂\k>bughdm,(y.n.of  j»*^)  Calling theiryoung 
(does  or  mountain-goats).    Speaking  indistinctly. 

p  &K\k>  hag]idma,A.  demon  inhabiting  the  woods. 

P         baghdn,  A  wedge,  a  wooden  peg. 

P  ̂j*>j3'.iJ  baghdnush,  A  quick-going  horse. 
A  iijljo  baghdwat,  Rebellion,  p  ̂̂ iJj^Ojli^ 

baghdwat  kardan,  To  assault,  injure. 

A\i\k}baghdy a', (^pl.of  ̂ ^Jiibaghiy)Whore3.  The 
advanced  guard,  picket,  or  forlorn  hope  of  an  army. 

A  bi  ghdyat,  Extremely,  exceedingly,  im- 

moderately, vehemently.  Until,  down  to.  Bughd- 
yat,  A  thing  greatly  in  request. 

A  bughbugh,  A  well  whose  water  is  near 
the  mouth.    A  fat  hart. 

A  'ikxki  baghbaghat,  The  braying  of  a  camel. 
The  noise  of  one  snoring  or  trampling.  Bughbu- 
ghat,  A  piece  of  ground  at  Madlna ;  also  a  very 
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copious  fountain  ;  also  a  palm-grove  belonging  to 
the  family  of  Muhammad. 

Aj^AiJ  highbur,  A  stone  or  altar  upon  which  they 
sacrifice  to  idols.  The  title  of  the  Emperor  of  China. 

A  baght,  (v.  n.  of  CLa^^)  Coming  upon  un- 
awares.   Any  sudden  or  unexpected  event. 

P  (  >bjo  baghtdf,  A  fissure. 

p  jjl^  baghtdh,  A  high  cap.    A  cleft. 
A  baghtat  or  baghatat,  (v.  n.  of  CLoiJ) 

Happening  unexpectedly.  iuio  baghtatan,  Sud- 
denly, unexpectedly. 

A  <*L^k>  baglias,  (v.  n.  of  <^«*i^)  Being  varie- 
gated, piebald  (sheep). 

A  ̂UcO  baglisds,  (fern,  of tl*Jo\  abghas)  (A  ewe) 

marked  with  white  and  black  spots.  A  mob, 

mixed  company  of  men. 

A  ̂jlio  bighsdn,  (pi.  of  ti^li^  baghds)  Kites. 
Mischievous  birds. 

A  iO^  baghsat,  Small  gentle  rain.  Bughsat, 
A  black  colour  mixed  with  white  in  cattle. 

Aj^i^  baghsar,  Foolish.  Weak.  Heavy,  un- 
wholesome. Dirty,  nasty.  Large,  bulky  (camel). 

p  ̂^<^\Jik>  buglisardnidan,  To  cause  to  scatter. 

A  'ijij<^,  baghsarat,  (v.  n.  of yJo  Q)  Separating, 
scattering.  (See  XyLo  ia^sarai).  Commotion,  tu- 

mult, mixture,  confusion.  A  palpitation  or  disor- 

der of  the  heart,  arising  from  anj''  thing  which  dis- 

turbs the  mind.  (_j  «^  hawmfi'l  bagh- 
sarat, The  people  (are)  in  a  tumult. 

p  (_?;AjO  bughsari,  Afterwards,  a  little  after. 

p  ̂ JS>J^  bughsaridan,  To  scatter,  strew,  sow. 
p  £.s^  bughcha,  A  bundle. 

A  baghddd,  (sometimes  written  <i\iS>i^  bagh- 

zdz,  baghddz,  ̂ ^^^iJo  baghddn,  baghdln, 

and  ̂ ^^^maghddn)The  city  of  Baghdad,  situated 
on  the  eastern  side  of  the  Tigris,  the  capital  of  Ba- 

bylonian or  Arabian  Irak  (the  ancient  Chaldea  or 

Assyria).  It  was  built  (A.  C.  762)  by  the  Khalif 

Almansiir;  and  named  also  p^L<J\  'oM^i^  madina- 
tu  's  saldm,  The  city  of  peace.  The  belly.  The  se- 

cond line  upon  the  cup  of  Jam.  p  •  ■  ■  ■  i^\dJo 

baghddd  khardbast,  Baghdad  is  ruined  (metapho- 

rically, the  stomach  (or  the  wine-cup)  is  empty). 

ijj^)tyo  d\dJt>  baghddd ma^ura,  Fulness,  repletion. 
A  i^^ii^iijO  baghdudiy,  (pi.  SiJiiU^  baghddidat) 

A  native  of  Baghdad. 

A baghr,  (v.  n,  of  ji^)  Pouring  down  a  heavy 
and  sudden  shower  (the  sky).  Moistening  the  earth 

(rain).  Watering,  irrigating.  Baghr  or  baghar, 
A  sudden  and  heavy  fall  of  rain.  Baghar,  (v.  n. 

of  Drinking  without  quenching  the  thirst,  and 

being  diseased  thereby  (a  camel).  A  disease  inci- 
dent to  camels  from  excessive  thirst.  Bad  water, 

injurious  to  the  cattle  that  drink  it.  Baghir,  (A 

camel)  troubled  with  a  disease  caused  by  an  inex- 

tinguishable thirst. 

p  \^  baghrd,  A  boar.  Bughrd,  Quadrangular 
3  K 

sections  of  paste  (or  macaroni)  dressed  with  soup 

or  milk.  Name  of  a  king  of  Khwarazm.  A  heron 
that  takes  the  lead  in  flight. 

p  ij,\sf\jki  bughrd  hhdn't,  A  certain  kind  of  soup called  bughrd,  of  which  Bughra  Khan,  king  of 
Khwarazm,  was  the  inventor. 

A  o**];*^  baghrds.  Name  of  a  city  near  Antioch. 

p  j^f^  bughrdw,  Clamour,  noise. 

A  'ijk>  baghrat,  Seed  sown  after  rain,  and  re- 
maining moist  until  it  puts  forth  the  blade.  A  per- ennial gift. 

AjJo  baghz,  (v.  n.  ofji^)  Beating  with  a  stick. 
Kicking.  Causing  to  move  with  alacrity.  Agility, 

briskness.    Eagerness,  violence  of  temper. 

A  baghs,  (in  Yaman)  Blackness. 

A  (j£>i^  baghsh,  (v.  n.  of  (jSJi^)  Raining  small. 
Screaming  and  running  frightened  (a  child  to  its 

mother).  Entering  (as  a  mote  in  the  sun-beams 

through  a  lattice).  Baghsh,  (or  'i^Jo  baghshat) Small  misling  rain,  dew. 

V  j^ZJo  baghshur.  Name  of  a  village  near  Harat. 
A  baghz,  (v.  n.  of  f^J^)  Hating. 

bagh  iza  jadduha.  Perish  thy  grandfather  ! 

Bughz,  Hatred.    (_^^  bughzi  hhafi,  Con- 
cealed hatred. 

A  ̂LojO  baghzdf.  Excessive  hatred. 

A  'ijoJo  bighzat.  Intense  hatred. 

p  ̂^^iajo  baghtdh,  A  turban.    A  fissure. 
A  (JJo  baghl,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj<^)  Rendering  (off- 

spring) base  and  mongrel.  (pi.  JU^  bighdl  and 

^^ya*  rnahghuldf)  A  mule. 

p  (JJo  baghl,'Na.me  of  a  Jewish  coiner  of  money. 
Baghal,  The  arm-pit.  The  embrace.  A  fathom. 

CA*uii  (JJo  baghali  dast,  The  arm-pit.  (JjO 

baghali  rdn,  The  groin,  i^'^^j^  (Jj»^  baghal  bdz 
naviudan,  To  receive  with  ojien  arms.  JJo 

baghal  raftan.  To  go  on  one  side,  ̂ ^dj  ba- 

ghal zadan.  To  rejoice  at  another's  distress.  ,JjO 

^jiil^  baghal  gushddan.  To  exercise.  To  prove. 
To  display  strength. 

A  (JJo  baghghal.  Slow,  tardy,  fatigued.  A  cer- 
tain pace  of  a  camel,  neither  good  nor  bad. 

p  baghal-band,  A  rope  tied  under  the 

arm-pits. 
A  »3jO  baghlat,  A  she-mule.  A  herd  of  mules. 
p  haghltdhjThe  accoutrements  of  a  horse. 

A  cap,  a  head-dress.  A  cleft. 

p  i_^J>  Jji^  &a^7/taZ-ta?i,Shame,bashfulness,funk, 
p  ̂UaJjo  baghltdh.  The  accoutrements  of  a 

hoi'SG.  A  cap,  a  head-dress.  A  cleft. 
p  (jiJIjo  baghalah,  A  swelling  under  the  arm- 

pits, a  bubo,  (jiij  baghalah  zadan,  To  re- 

joice at  another's  misfortunes. 

p jj,       baghal-gir,  Embracing  :  an  embracer. 
p,_f^jJjt^&a^7AaZ-^jfIrj,Embracement,cIasp,hug. 
PjlfljJi^  baghlankdr,  (or  jlajJjo  baghlankdz) 

Name  of  a  bird. 



p  ̂^30  haghU,  A  disorder  in  camels,  rubbing  the 
thigh  against  the  belly.  A  kind  of  dumb  bell  used  in 

exercise.  Money  of  the  coinage  of  Baghl  the  Jew. 

p hughmaz,  Circumference.  Bughmaz,  (or 

bugJimar)  A  mould  for  making  bricks. 

p  ̂ Jo  hughunj,  Coriander-seed. 
p  baghand,  An  inquiry.  A  river.  A  kind 

of  leather. 

A  haghw,  (v.  n.  of  U>  for_jA^)  Observing, 

considering.  The  blossoms  of  the  trees  ^r- 
fut  and  salam).  The  fruit  of  a  wild  tree,  small, 

green,  and  never  ripening. 

A  'yo  baghuw,  A  whore. 
A  S ̂   baghwat,  An  unripe  date.  A  pod  of  a 

palm-tree,  bursting  and  shooting  forth  flowers. 

Aj^tJ  bughvr,  (v.n.ofjjo)  Setting  (stars,  par- 
ticularly the  pleiades)  and  causing  rain. 

A  baghmn,(^A  doe  or  mountain-goat)  bleat- 
ing. Biighum,  (v.  n.  of  Leaving  off  braying 

(a  she-camel).  Bellowing,  bleating  (does,  camels, 

and  mountain-goats)  when  calling  their  young. 
Speaking  obscurely,  ambiguously,  or  indistinctly. 

A  Z$y^  baghawty,  Native  of  jyi<^  baghsur. 

A  1^  baghy,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Watching,  expect- 
ing, waiting  for.  Considering  attentively,  examin- 

ing. Transgressing  (the)  bounds  (of  propriety). 

Being  overbearing,  immoderate,  unjust,  insolent, 

oppressive.  Strutting,  walking  pompously.  Rain- 
ing hard.  Filling  a  valley  (a  torrent).  Lying. 

Playing  the  whore.  Swelling  (a  wound).  Being 

brisk,  active,  swift  (a  horse).  Injustice,  tyranny, 

oppression, violence.  Insolence.  Defection,  revolt, 

rebellion.  Excoriation.  Bughy,  (v. n.  of  Beg- 

ging, asking,  searching.  Assisting  one  in  seeking 

for  any  thing  lost. 

A  d^sb  baghiy,  (]A.\>\k>  baghaya)  A  whore,  an 
adulteress.  A  maid-servant.  One  who  makes  great 
search  or  strict  observation. 

pjLi^  baghyaz,  Drink-money.  A  present  of 
sweetmeats.  Good  news. 

p  haghyazi,  Good  news.  Drink-money. 

A  ̂jl-jo  biighyan,  (pi.  of  bagliV)  Seekers, 
inquirers,  wishers. 

A  ̂^A*^  iM(7/<02/&t^7/;,^A  little  well  whencewater 

is  easily  drawn.  li>-J«^  laiia  \^  ̂ da'  talkan  bu- 
ghaybighan,  He  ran  a  little  way. 

A  al  bughaybighat,  Name  of  an  estate 

and  of  a  well  belonging  to  Ally. 

A  'ii.k>  bighyat  or  bughyat,  (v.  n.of  Desir- 
ing, seeking.  Any  thing  wanted,  lost,  sought  after. 

iL>o  (j  (J  ̂  fulan  bighyat,  I  have  some- 
thing to  do  with  such  a  one. 

A  &ajO  bagliiyat,  (pl.ls.ljO  baghaya')  Any  thing 
lost  or  sought  after.  An  advanced  guard,  a  recon- 
noitering  party. 

A  (.L*AiJ&a^//as,Wheat:  wheat  mixed  with  barley. 

A  bvghayscij:,  The  part  of  a  camel  wheron 
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a  portmanteau  or  pad  is  placed. 

A  jjJo  baghir,  (pi.  IjJ^  baghara'  or  hughara) 
(A  camel)  affected  by  a  disease  brought  on  by  an 

unextinguishable  thirst.  Bi  ghayr,  Without,  be- 

sides, except,  unless,  ijj^,  bi  ghayrl,  (or  p  jJq 

^^J^  ba  ghayr  az  man)  Except  me.  a  ji^o  bi 
ghayr  ruyat,  Rashly. 

A  (^jaija  baghiZy'E.zied..  Name  ofa  person  whose 
name  was  changed  by  Muhammad  to  habtb. 

p  I  h  baf,  A  weaving  instrument. 

vjso  bafar,  A  wedge. 

p  ijjiio  baftai'i,  The  yarn-beam.  The  sley  of  a 
weaver's  loom.  Any  instrument  used  in  weaving. 

p  ̂   bafj,  Spittle.  A  slaverer.  A  blubber-lip. 

p  j,4?^-?;fljO"am,  Much,  many.  Copious.  Cloths stretched  upon  spars  of  wood  in  which  people 

catch  the  money  so  scattered. 

p  ̂(ifOJ  bafarda,  To-morrow.   See  farda. 
p  Uyij  bifarma,  (imp.  of  ̂ ^<^_y^  farmudan) 

Command,  say. 

p  lij ̂>  bajirod,  Down,  downward. 
p  bafsh,  Magnificence,  elegance,  pomp. 

A  Jj^  j  AtoSO  bifazUhi  subhanahu  wa 

ta^la\  By  the  grace  of  God,  by  divine  favour. 

p  i^x^^^  bafkm,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  An  upper 
chamber,  gallery,  or  balcony  on  the  top  of  a  house. 

p  j»fl^  bafmovbafam,Sovrovf.  Weak, tired.  Sad. 
p        bafnaj,  A  kind  of  venomless  serpent. 

A  bakk,  (v.  n.  of  Bringing  forth  many 

children.  Dispersing  abroad  (one's  family).  Shoot- 
ing forth  (a  plant).  Scattering  (wealth).  Raining 

abundantly.  Talking  much.  Splitting  (a  leathern 

wallet).  Becoming  powerful  and  grand.  ̂ A  gnat. 

^  ̂j)  lakh  bakk,  Talkative.  1?  •  ̂^'^i^- 

ratu'l  bakk.  The  gnat-tree,  so  called  from  the  im- 
mense number  of  gnats  found  in  its  pods.  It  is  de- 

scribed as  very  large,  having  a  smooth  trunk  re- 
quiring three  or  four  men  to  clasp  it,  and  capable 

of  sheltering  two  hundred  horsemen.  In  Pei'sian 
it  has  a  variety  of  names :  as,  s-^,  I  dgkal-pa- 

sha,  Jls-  eJLJ>,pasha-ghal,j\dsJLipashsha-dar,j\iiji^ 

darda);j\i:y^j\jM  sa7'akh-ddr,j\^^Mij\*t»  sarashk- 

ddrfjCL^'^  lamishgar,  gujm,  i^i^^kanjak,and 

ij>.^  najin.  ̂ jlli^  bakku'l  Idtdn,  A  wall, wood,  or  paper-louse.    A  bug. 

A  -^Ub  bakai:,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jo)  Remaining.  Con- 
tinuing. Life,  living.  Permanency,  perpetuity, 

duration.  Ub  j^ii  dari  baka,  (or  p  ̂j^^kish- 
wari  baka)  The  other  world,  the  everlasting  king- 

dom, eternity. 

A  bakkdr,  A  dealer  in  cattle,  a  drover.  A 

blacksmith.  jISj3\  al  bakkdr,  The  name  ofa  val- 
ley and  of  a  desert,  said  to  be  inhabited  by  demons. 

A  sort  of  game.  Bukkdr,  (pi.  of  'ijii  bakarat) Cows,  oxen. 

A  ̂jla^  bukkdra',  A  lie.  Misfortune,  calamity. 
A  bakkdriy,  A  stout  stick,  a  cudgel. 

A  laliu  bukdt,  A  handful  of  iajj\  akit  (or  sour 
milk,  allowed  to  concrete,  and  reduced  to  powder, 

which  is  kept  for  future  use,  and  dressed  in  a  va- 
riety of  ways). 

A  lalfl^  bukkdt,  Sediment  of  the  gi-ains  of  the 
colocynth,  sweetened  by  pouring  water  upon  them. 

A  ̂flJ  bikd^  (pi.  of  E«ib  buk^t  or  bak^t) 
Low  places  where  water  stagnates.  (pi.  of  «t£) 

buk^t)  Tracts,  districts.  Irregular  tracts  of  land. 
Countries.  Buildings.  Temples.  Monasteries. 
Name  of  several  places  in  Syria.  glib  bikd^ 

kalb.  Name  of  a  place  near  Damascus  where  the 
tomb  of  Elias  is  to  be  seen,  ^sb  bikd^  kkayr, 

Sacred  places,  monasteries,  p  gU3,^  ̂ Ub  bi- 

kd^  sipihr-irtifd^,  Fabrics  high  as  the  heavens. 

A  glib  J js-  khursu  bakd^  Dust  or  sweat,  whereof 
traces  yet  remain  on  the  body. 

A  jIHj  bakdk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji)  Being  very  talka- 
tive. Goods,  furniture  of  little  value.  A  certain 

noisy  bird.  Rubbish,  sticks,  and  straws  in  a  val- 

ley or  river. 
A  Xi'lib  bakdkat.  Talkative. 

A  JIHj  bakdl,  (Ground)  fruitful  in  pot-herbs. 
A  (Jlib  bakkdl,  (incorrectly  for  (J^J>^  badddl)  A 

vender  of  provisions  in  general.  A  green-grocer. 

A  silib  bakkdlat,  A  garden  of  pot-herbs. 
A  eUlib  hukdmat,  Weak  in  mind.  Coarse  or 

uncombed  wool.  The  coarse  part  of  flax  or  hemp. 

Chips,  shavings. 
A  Xjlib  bakdwat,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Looking  upon. 

Considering.    Expecting.    Guarding,  keeping. 

p  Jj lib  bakdwal,  (for  Jj^)  Overseer  of  the 
kitchen. 

A  blib  bakdya,  (pi.  of  &>ib  bakiyai)  Remains, 

fragments.  Balances.  lS^}^  bakdydyi  bdki, 

Outstanding  balances. 

A  ̂Lib  &a/i6a/<.  Prating,  talkative.  The  mouth. 
A  XiLa^  bakbakat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Sounding 

(as  a  bottle  when  decanting,  or  a  jug  in  water). 
Scattering  (words). 

A  aib  Ja/eto,  A  gnat.  A  bug.  Prolific(woman). 

A  CL>ib  bakt,  (v.  n.  of  CL^>)  Mixing  up  the 

preparation  of  milk  called  iaj\  akit. 
A  (.iAHj&a/is,(v.n.of  (.^*K^)Mixing,confounding. 

p  gjiP-}  iw/jc/ia,Aknapsack,wallet,  small  bundle. 

A  jtiib  bi  kadri,  (p  ba  hadri)  According  to,  with 

regard  to,  as  to,  in  consideration  of.  ̂ l-X9-^\j;ijb 
bikadri'lihtiydj.  According  to  the  exigency,  in 

consideration  of  the  necessity.  ̂ ^K/«ts)\ j<^h  bi  ka- 

dri'l  imkdn,  (or  wUaJ^jiiib  bi  kadri' t  tdhat)  As 
far  as  possible,  p  jj£J\^jiiib  ba  kadri  mardti- 

bash,  According  to  his  rank. 

A jSJ  bahara(fat^^^,yabkaru)'Rec\aveasunder. A  jib  bahr,  (v.  n.  of  jib)  Cleaving,  splitting. 

Knowing  people's  affairs,  prying  into  them.  Sigh- 
ing. Being  scarcely  able  to  see.  Being  fatigued. 

Widening,  opening.  Looking  for  and  discovering 



water  (the  lapwing).  Bahar,  (v.  n.  oijio)  Being 
astonished  and  wild  with  joy  on  seeing  an  ox  (a 

dog).  Sighing.  Being  scarcely  able  to  see.  Being 

fatigued,  (pl.of 's^  haharat)  Black  cattle, beeves. 

JL^\ ̂ \i\akQ.ti^''l  ?;a^or,Herdsofoxen.jHJl  ̂ y>- 
ju^'l  hakar,  An  insatiable  appetite,  the  stomach  of  an 

ox.  jflJ\  ̂ lyunu'l  hakar,  An  ox-eye,  a  kind 
of  fine  large  black  grape,  but  not  of  a  genuine 

sweetness.  The  damasc  plum.  i\}S>  Jo  bakar-^d, 

A  feast  held  in  commemoration  of  Abraham's  of- 

fering to  sacrifice  his  son  (Ismail,  and  not  Is-hak, 
according  to  the  Muhammadans).  Bukar,  A  lie. 

An  evil,  misfortune,  calamity.  Buhur,  (pi.  of  'ijii 
hakarai)  Oxen.    Cows,  beeves. 

A  haltarat,  (pi.  of       haharat)  Oxen. 

Cows,  beeves.  Flocks  (of  sheep). 

G  ̂o\Jsl)  hukrat,  Hippocrates.  A  tdiJUi  \s\JL> 

&a2^^  hultrat  mciliku's  sahliat,  Hippocrates,  the 
king  of  health. 

A  'ijo  hakarat,  (pl.^^ib  hahar,  CjJo  haharat, 
jHj  buhur, j\sLi  buhhar,jJo\  uhhur,j)\y>  harcahir, 

Jobakir,  or       hahir)  A  cow,  ox.  (pl.jH^  bahar) 

A  kind  of  bird,  white,  pie-bald,  or  ash-coloured. 

A         bahs,  (or  ̂JMJu-^u  hahsis)  The  box-tree. 
A  iaib  baht,  Household  furniture.  A  collect- 

ing together  of  household  goods.  Separation,  dis- 
persion. A  letting  out  of  a  garden  (for  a  third  or 

a  fourth  part  of  its  produce).  Bahat,  Dates  which 

fall  to  the  ground  when  the  clusters  are  carelessly 

cut.  A  part  or  fragment  of  any  thing.  A  scat- 
tered body  of  men. 

A  &laib  huhtat,  A  scattered  body  of  men. 

A  'iSjhSLi  &M^i(«m?/ai,Garmentswhiteandample. 
A  ̂   bah^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Going  into  any  coun- 

try. Provoking  by  opprobrious  words  and  false 

imputations.  Buh^  Persons  clad  in  patched  gar- 
ments. Drawers  of  water  whose  clothes,  being  wet 

in  places,  present  a  spotted  appearance.  Name  of 

a  well  at  Madina.  Baha^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ flj)  Being 
marked  with  black  and  white  spots.  Becoming  de- 

sert and  uninhabited.  Sprinkling  water  on  the  body. 

Being  satisfied  with.  An  intermixture  of  colours 

in  birds  and  dogs  (particularly  of  black  and  white). 

Bahi^  Ground  whereon  are  speckled  locusts.  Bu- 
ka^  (pi.  of  SiJb  buh^it)  Spots. 

A  hah^t,  (fem.  of  ̂ Jb^  abkaQ  Black  and 
white  (crow).  (A  year)  barren  or  scarce  of  pro- 

visions; (or  rather)  partly  fruitful  and  partly  bar- 
ren, as  expressive  of  variety.   Name  of  a  city. 

A  ̂ JWb  buh^n,  (pi.  of  bahi^  Servants, 

Ethiopian  slaves.  ^JUsb  buh^nu'sh  sham. 
The  servants  or  slaves  of  the  people  of  Syria,  some 

white  and  others  black,  Europeans  and  Ethiopians. 

A  buh^it  or  hah^it,  (pi.  ̂ ib  buha^  and 

^Uu  hiha^  A  low  place  in  which  water  stagnates. 
A  place,  country,  region,  district.  An  edifice.  A 

temple.  A  monastery.  A  caravansera.  jji 
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hullu  huh^tin,  Everywhere. 

A  (Jib  bahl,  (v.n.  of  Jib)  Growing,  appearing 

(the  herbage ;  the  beards  of  young  men  ;  the  teeth 

of  camels).  Producing  herbage  (ground).  Flou- 

rishing, putting  forth  leaves.  Gathering  pot-herbs 

for  one's  camels.  Fruitful  in  pot-herbs  (ground), 
(pi.  Jyu  huhuV)  Herbage  produced  from  seed. 
Buhl,  Spring-herbs.  Spring. 

A  &iib  bahlat,  A  pot-herb.  Purslain.  A  bean. 

A  kitchen-garden.  A  verdant  spot  of  ground. 

'ils>'J'^\  &JiLJ\  al  bahlatu'l  ufrujiyat,  Balm. 
jUa.>^\  bahlatu'l  a?<sar,Cauliflower,cabbage.  *)iL5\ 

5jiiUl  ul  bahlatu'l  haridat,  Pellitory.  Ivy.  iiiib 
bahlatu'lhamhas,  The  insipid  herb,  purslain. 

»Jib  bahlatu'l  hhurasaniyat.  Sorrel.  «3Jij 

uJul>Uaii  bahlatu'l  hhatdtif, Tuvmeric.  Saffi'on. 

Celadine.  &AJkJfciS3\  alflJ^  al  bahlatu'z  zahahiijat, 

Orage.  sUp\  'i^hahlatu'r  rumat,  A  kind  of 
herb.  (Jl*<aJ\  'i^bahlatu'z  zabb,  A  species  of 

sweet  basil.  (J^\  bahlatu'l  ghazal.  Dittany. 

iuAl3\  al  bahlatu'l  lai/yinat,  Vursla'in.  aioJl 

al  bahlatu'l  mubarahat, 'Endive.  Purslain. 

uiUi^  bahlatu''lmalih,  Fumitory.  'ipW)^ 
al  bahlatu'l  yamariiyat.  Beet,  spinage.  w  Jj^.  alib 
bahlat  yaliudiyat,  Sow-thistle,  a  kind  of  lettuce. 

TjliijJib  hahlanhaz,  Name  of  a  certain  animal 
with  a  black  and  white  neck,  long  legs,  and  a 
broad  blueish  snout. 

p  jjb  baham.  Wood,  like  Brazil  wood ;  the  red 
dye  extracted  from  it.    Buhum,  The  thorn-apple. 

A  ̂   hahkam.  The  wood  of  a  large  tree,  whose 
leaf  is  like  the  almond  and  trunk  red,  used  in  dye- 

ing.   Buliham,  The  thorn-apple. 
A  syb  bahwat,  (v.  n.  of  j_Ju)  Looking  upon. 

Observing,  considering.  Expecting,  waiting  for. 

Respecting,  regarding.   Guarding,  keeping. 

A  Jyb  ̂mAmZ,  Herbs,  pot-herbs.  ̂ Is-j^^  J^aj 

buhulu'l  an^d^  A  certain  herb  good  for  the  gripes. 

A  tljyb  bahrca'  or  huhwa',  A  remainder,  any 
thing  reserved.    Life,  living.  Pity. 

A  ̂ ^jLi  bahy,  (v.  n.  of  (_jiu)  Considering,  observ- 

ing. Expecting,  waiting  ibr.  Bahy  or  haha',{y.  n. 
of  Remaining. 

A  Lib  huhya! ,  A  remainder,  any  thing  reserved. 

Pity.    Life,  living. 
A  &>ib  baliiyat,  A  remainder,  residue,  remnant, 

what  is  preserved  or  reserved.  Remains  of  strength 

or  beauty.  A  balance,  surplusage.  What  God  has 
left  indiiferent.  Life, living.  Prudence,  intelligence. 

Pity.  Probity,  rectitude  amongst  people. 

bahiyatu'llah.  Obedience  rendered  to  God,  in  the 

expectation  of  a  future  reward.  (_i y^'^  ̂|ib  balii- 
yatu's  suyuf.  The  remains  of  the  sword  {i.e.  of  a 
scattered  array  after  a  defeat),  p  aoflJ  baln- 

yad  .sipdh,  The  rest  of  the  soldiers. 

A  jJb  hahlr,  Split.  A  camel  whose  belly  is  cut 
open  to  let  the  foal  come  out.  A  herd  of  oxen.  Ba- 

hiv,  (or  ijfSO  bahirat)  A  shift  or  inner  garment,  slit, 
and  without  sleeves,  worn  by  women,  (pi.  of  iji) 
bakarat)  Cows.  Btihayr,  A  foal  born  in  a  caul. 

A  (J!j^  huhhayra',  A  sort  of  boy's  game. 
A  hah'i^  A  place  in  which  there  are  roots 

of  a  number  of  trees.  ^sb  hak'i^'l  gharhad, 
The  cemetery  of  Madina.  ̂ Jii  ̂j>\ihn  huhay^A  dog. 

A  (J-ttJ  hahil.  Fruitful  in  pot-herbs  (ground). 
A  &Liu  baliilat,  Meat  dressed  with  broth,  peas, 

and  other  herbs.  Buhaylat,  (dim.  of  «iib  bahlat) 

A  small  pot-herb. 
p  uib  hah.  Wild  cucumber.  A  retreat,  an  asy- 

lum. A  frog.  A  forest.  A  wild  uncultivated  coun- 

try. Name  of  a  city  in  Transoxania.  Bih,  A  live 

coal.  Buh,  The  cheek,  face,  A  pitcher  with  a 

short  neck.  Ignorance,  unskilfulness. 

A       haJis  orhuhf,  (v.  n.  of  l5o)  Having  little 

milk  (a  camel  or  a  sheep).  Bahat,  Nameof  aplant. 

A  \^  haha',  (fut.  ̂^J^.  yahhi)  He  wept. 
A  %J>  haha',  A  sort  of  plant.    Buha',  (v.  n.  of 

(_^)  Shedding  tears,  weeping. A  bihds,  (pi.  of  hahis)  (Camels)  giv- 
ing little  milk.  Buhds,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Weeping, 

crying,  bewailing,  lamenting.  A  complaint,  lamen- 
tation, exclamation,  p  u'^/  ̂   jj];  «  huhci 

hardan,  To  lament  and  complain. 

A  fxSsii  halihus,  One  who  weeps  much. 
A  huhdhlh.  Joyous,  sprightly, 

p ba  hdr.  At  work.  To  use,  useful.  J^i 

L-->  1  ba  hdridb  &M(^aw,To  be  constantly  drink- 

ing, jji^el  ha  hdr  dmadan.  To  come  to  use, 
to  serve,  to  be  of  use,  to  be  fit  or  useful.  i^'^j^J^ 

ha  hdr  dwardan,  To  bring  to  use,  to  use,  effect,  per- 

fect. To  kill,  to  slay,  (j'^j^  l>a  hdr  hurdan. 

To  use,  to  employ.  j_j,i>oLi  jKj  ba  hdr  naydma- 

daiii,  (or  Ij       ba  hdr  nd  dyanda)  Unser- 
viceable, useless. 

AjK^  hihdr,{y.n.  3  of ̂ )  Coming  early  in  the 

mornmg.  (pl.ofyo  hahrat)  Young  (she-camels). 
A  haharat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ )  Being  a  virgin. 

Virginity.  Bakarat  or  biharat,  (pi.  of ̂   hahr) 

Young  (camels),     p  {^y<if  bakdrat  girif- 

tan,  (or  zdlad  hakai^at  hardan) 
To  deflower  a  virgin. 

A  (_>«^  hakds,  A  strong  place  near  Antioch. 

p  (jiijJ  iSsS-K^  ba  kdghiz  hurdan.  To  promote  to 
the  highest  degree  of  honour. 

A         bakdlat,  A  kind  of  dish  made  of  flour. 
See  bakilat. 

A  S/iKj  hakdmat,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Being  dumb. 
Restraining  one's  self  from  speaking.  Abstaining 
(from  a  wife). 

A  hukltdn,  (pi.  of  (jiJb\  ahahk)  Severe  years 

(destroying  cattle).  Very  wise.  Herdsmen.  Farm- 
ing-bailiffs. Hirelings. 

p  JjKj  bakdwul,  A  head  cook,  a  superinten- 
dant  of  the  kifchen  (a  term  much  used  in  India). 



A  bakaya,  (pi.  of  bakhat)  (Camels) 
which  yield  little  milk. 

p  hakayin,  The  Persian  lilac. 

bakbah,  A  toddling  dwarf. 

p        bakbar,  The  purging  cassia. 

bakbakat,  (v.n.  Q)  Throwing 

one  on  another,  crowding,  squeezing,  thronging. 

Going  and  coming.  Shaking  or  turning  upside 

down.  The  treatment  of  a  she-goat  to  her  young. 

bakbaka,  Frumenty,  pottage.    A  vil- 

lain, corrupter,  spoiler.  ^ 

A  XfeaJ  bakkat,  (v.  n.  of  cib)  Crowding  toge- 

ther, thronging,  assembling  tumultuously.  Pity- 
ing. Hindering.  Tearing,  separating,  dividing, 

scattering,  disjoining,  dissolving.  Urging,  pressing. 

Humblingjdepressing.  Breaking  (the  neck).  Over- 
working with  venery.  Being  reduced  to  poverty. 

Having  a  hairy  body,  the  mark  (according  to  the 

Arabians)  of  a  bold  and  active  mind.  Mecca,  or 

the  interior  part  of  it,  lying  between  two  mountains. 

A  vl^So  baht,  (v.  n.  of  cJo)  Striking  with  (a 

sword  or  stick).  Offering  or  placing  before  any 

one  what  he  detests.  Receiving  with  a  bad  grace. 

baktash,l!Jame  of  a  prudent  man  men- 
tioned in  the Gulistan ;  also  of  akingof Khwarazm. 

p  baJitanosh,  A  king  of  the  genii. 

balttar,  A  coat  of  mail,  a  cuirass. 

p  f^y>J^^  baktar-posh,  Clad  in  armour. 
P(_5^-So  baktart,  An  armourer,  who  makes  coats 

of  mail. 

p  bahtusan,  Name  of  a  certain  intelli- 

gent man  ;  also  of  a  poet. 

p  i^J^y^  baktush,  A  man's  name. 
ba  kuja,  Whither? 

p  \s£^  bihhha,  Plain  silk. 

p  ̂j^<\iiio  ba  kudamln,  How  ?  in  what  manner? 

A J^JrtAam,(fut.J^.2/^^&^^^rM)He^osebetimes. 

A ̂   bakr  or  bukr,  (pi. jSo\  abkur,  buk- 
ran,  hakarat  or  bikarat)  A  young  camel. 
Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe,  abu  bakr. 

Name  of  Muhammad's  father-in-law  and  successor. 

diydr-bakr,  Mesopotamia,  and  also  the  ca- 

pital city,  formerly Amida.  Bikr,  (pl.j\io\  ahhar) 
A  maid,  virgin,  girl.  A  camel  which  has  brought 
forth  her  first  colt.  A  woman  delivered  of  her  first 

and  only  child.  A  heifer  which  has  not  yet  borne 

a  calf.  The  first,  the  first-born  (male  or  female, 
man  or  beast).  A  vine  bearing  for  the  first  time. 

A  cloud  fraught  with  rain.  An  unprecedented  affair. 

'ijjja^\  az  zarbatu'lbikr,  A  blow  which  pene- 
trates, a  mortal  wound.  P  JtJJuij^.jio  bikri 

2?os/tida-r?l?/,(Theveiled-facedvirgin),(or«i9li;«c ^ 

^J^y>■  bikri  mashata-khizan)  (The  autumn-attired 
maiden)An  unbroached  cask  of  wine.  A  Bahar,{j. 

n.  of  j^)  Making  haste.  The  morning,  dawn.  (pi. 

of  ijo  bahrat  or  bakarat)  Pullies.  Bahir  or  ba- 
kur,  One  who  rises  betimes  and  does  any  thing  in 
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the  morning.  Bukr,  (pi.  of,^  bakur  anA ba- 
klr)  Ripe  dates.    All  fruits  which  ripen  soon. 

A        bakaran,  In  the  morning,  early. 

A  bakarat,  The  ornamental  rings  of  the 

sheaths  of  Eastern  cimeters,  by  which  they  are  sus- 

pended by  chains  to  the  girdle,  (pi.  of  bah- 

rat or  bakarat')  Pullies. 
p  i^j^  bukran  The  inside  of  a  pot,  the  bottom 

of  a  pot ;  also  what  is  contained  in  it,  or,  being 

burnt,  adheres  to  the  bottom.  Scalded  in  a  pot, 

A  ̂J^^>  bukran,  (pi.  of^  bakr)  Young  camels. 

p^^»-  bikrani  charkh,  (or  CL»^^  bi- 
hisht)  Virgins  of  Paradise.  The  stars. 

A  Csj];^  baJirdwiy,  Belonging  to  the  tribe  of 

iJ>^  ij^  ̂̂ o-ui  abi  bakr. 

p  ̂̂ \j^bakraii,'N2Lme  of  a  fruit  like  the  citron. 
A  ij^^  bakrat,  (pl.jl^  bikdr)  A  young  she- 

camel.  A  troop,  a  crowd.  Bakrat  or  bakarat, 

(pi.        bakar  and  bakarat)  A  pulley. 

^\  abu  bakrat,  Name  of  one  of  Muhammad's 
companions,  (so  called  because  he  let  himself  down 

by  a  pulley  from  a  fortress  at  the  battle  of  Taif). 

A  hikrat,  (pl.^jio  Jw/iar)  The  morning,  the 
dawn.  ja^a  bukratan,  He  came  betimes. 

's^^JlS'^i^  bukratan  wa  ̂ shiyatan,  Morning  and evening. 

Pj\ti^.  ba  kirdar,  After  the  manner  of,  like. 

p  lJ'Jj^  bakram,  A  kind  of  fruit  between  an 
orange  and  a  lemon.    A  great  drinker. 
A  bakriy.  Of  the  family  of  Abu  bakr,  or 

of  tioS-  ̂   ̂ji  bam  bakr  bin  ̂ bd  manat, 
or  of  ^J> bakr  bin  wdnl.  Bikrly,  Virgin, 
belonging  to  a  virgin. 

A  haks,  (v.  n.  of  (j-^)  Subduing,  over- 
coming (an  adversary). 

A  L-Jo  bitksat,  A  ball  made  of  cloth,  with  which 

boys  play  at        kujjat.    A  piece  of  potsherd. 

p ̂ j*-5o  baksir,  Buxar,  a  town  in  Bahar  (India). 
buksistan.  To  break.  To  be  broken. 

pC-'l.«.-^&aAsaTOa^,Biscuittaken  on  a  journey. 

buksa,  A  fragment  of  meat. 

A  (jSio  baksh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Loosing  the  ca- 

mel's rope  JlHfi'  ̂ kdl. 
p  bakska,  A  swelling  or  tubercle  on  the 

neck  or  body. 

A  bak^  (v.  n.  of  ̂^)  Offering  or  placing 
before  another  whatever  he  detests.  Checking  or 

silencing  by  upbraiding.  Striking  one  with  repeat- 
ed blows  upon  different  parts  of  the  body.  Giving 

any  thing  entirely.  Cutting  in  pieces.  Going  away, 

departing  for  any  place. 

p  J \  I— ba  kafdrvardan,  To  acquire.  To 
exhibit,  to  display. 

bukuk,  Robust  youths.  Sprightly  asses. 

A  (JIj  bakl,  (v;n.ofjJi^)Speaking  foolishly.  Pre- 
paring the  dish  bakilat.  Mixture,  confusion. 

Booty,  spoil,  prey,  plunder. 

A&3^  iiVe^ai,  Nature,  form,  figure,  habit,  state, 
condition,  shape. 

A  ̂bukm,{p\.oi ̂ \  abkam)  Dumb  (persons). 

Bakam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  dumb  (either  from 
nature  or  disease).  Refraining  from  speech.  Ab- 

staining (from  the  marriage-bed).  Dumbness. 

p  ̂   bakam,  Brazilian  wood. 
Pjl^  bukmdr,  A  conqueror,  a  superior. 

bukmdn,  (pi.  of  pJj^  bakwi)  Dumb. 
p  bi  kan,  Tear  thou  up,  dig.  Ba  hun  or 

bu  kun.  Do  thou. 

bakang  or  bikang.  An  animal  that  has 
lost  its  tail. 

A  >^  bukus,  (v.  n.  of  l^)  Having  little  milk. 

A  J  y'C>  bakur,  (pl.jio  buh')  Ripe  dates,  and  in general  all  fruits  which  ripen  soon.  Early  spring 

rain.  Bukur,  (v.  n.  of  ji^)  Rising,  going,  coming, 

visiting,  or  doing  any  thing  early  in  the  morning. 
Making  haste. 

A  'sJ^j^  bukuriyat.  Primogeniture. 
Z)a7iM/;,Abutt,mark,or  target  to  shootat. 

Bakuk,  (or         bahul)  A  drinking-cup. 
p  i-dl3  J  (.ib  buk  u  luk.  Unequal.  Ignorance. 

iaAM«a/j,(or  aj_jSo)  A  wooden  cimeter. 

p  ̂jl^  bak-kan,  (or  ̂^i^^)  A  sort  of  grain. 
p  bak-hujtdn,  Any  thing  high  in  the 

middle  and  sloping  at  each  end. 

A  j^So  baka',  Name  of  a  plant.  Buka',  (v.  n.  of 

^Jj)  V^eeping,  crying. 
A  i]^^  bakly,  Ready  to  weep.  One  who  weeps 

much.  Little.  Buhiy,  (pi.  of  ̂̂ \>  bdki)  Weepers. 

A        bakkiy,  Belonging  to  Baalbak. 

A  hakts  or  'ilio  bakisat,  (pi.  >'v^  bikds 

and  blSo  bakdya'  (A  camel)  having  little  milk. 
ikyasa,  A  small  load  placed  on  a  larger. 

A        bakir,  Ripe  dates,  and  all  early  fruits. 

bahik,  (A  sword)  which  fells  any  one 
to  the  ground. 

A  ((J-»^rjamiK)&a^iZ,  Extremely  nice  and 
circumspect  with  regard  to  dress  and  deportment. 

A  sLSo  bakilat,  A  kind  of  miscellaneous  dish, 

made  in  different  manners,  of  meat,  flour,  or  slices 

of  thin  paste,  dates,  new  wine,  milk,  pulse,  oil,  and 
water.  A  mixed  flock  of  sheep  and  goats.  Spoil, 

booty,  prey,  plunder.    Nature,  disposition.  ^ 

A  ̂.Jo  bakim,  (pi.  ̂jU^  bukmdn)  Dumb,  silent. p  216  ba  gdh,  In  time.  Morning;  the  dawn. 

uIa— ba  gdhast,  It  is  time. 

p bagtar,  A  coat  of  mail,  a  cuirass. 

Fj\^Xi  bu  guzdr,  Send  away,  dismiss,  let  pass. 

p  j^Jw^iS.^  bu  guzdshtan,  To  send  away,  dis- 

miss, discharge,  disband,  permit  to  pass. 
P  ba  garddnidan.  To  turn,  convert, 

avert,  divert.  To  turn  the  back.  To  take  a  turn. 

p  kZ^j        ba  gard  raft,  Pie  is  gone  to  dust, 
he  is  annihilated.    It  is  evaporated  in  smoke. 

p  j^iVJ^  ba  gardidanfUo'i^aXk.,  to  wander.  To 



t  urn,  change,  alter.  (j'^.'-Lr^  gardidan 

az  ch'ize,  To  decline  or  turn  away  from  any  thing. 

T  P  Si5^^  heg-zada,  A  prince's  son,  a  cavalier. 
p  j^l-i^X;  hagshaii,  An  assembly  of  nobles. 

P  bacjam,  Brazilian  wood  used  in  dyeing. 

B'ujum,  A  queen.  The  queen-mother.  A  lady  of 
rank.    A  respectable  matron. 

pjl».G  hagmaz,  Sorrow,  grief.    A  drinking- 
glass.  An  entertainment,  a  banquet. 

hagmaz  Jiardan,  To  give  a  wine-party.  Bigmaz, 

Wine.   A  drinking-glass.  Wine-drinking. 

p  t>JL6  hagand,  A  bird's  nest. 
PuL^iO  bagang,  An  animal  which  has  lost  its  tail. 

p  bagni,  Malt-liquor,  beer.  i^jj^  ̂{.s^ 
bagnhi  arzan,  Beer  from  millet. 

p ba  go  or  bu  gu,{{rom  {^/J^ giiftan)Sayihou. 

p  sX^  ba  gall,  In  time,  in  a  certain  time,  timely. 

p  ̂y>  bal,  The  heel.  Bil,  (for  bihil)  Let 
alone,  touch  not,  dismiss,  send  away.  Name  of  a 

fruit.    Bui,  Much.  Very.  Many. 

A  ̂   bal.  But.  Nay,  no,  on  the  contrary. 

Assuredly.  What  do^l  say  ? 

A  ̂JJ  balla,  (fut.  (Jjo_  yabullu)  He  moistened. 

A  ball,  (v.  n.  of  J^^)  Moistening,  softening, 

sprinkling.  Soaping  the  beard  or  head  when  go- 

ing to  shave.  Travelling.  Bestowing  upon.  Re- 

covering from  indisposition.  Sowing  (ground). 

Conquering.  A  union  of  friends.  Greedy.  One 

who  withholds  just  dues.  Quarrelsome,  conten- 

tious. Cruel,  unjust, oppressive.  Bill,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj ) 

Uniting;  enjoying  the  society  of  friends.  Recovery 

from  indisposition.  Any  thingallowed  or  permitted, 

in  which  every  one  enjoys  a  common  right,  ̂  
hurva  bizi  billin,lle  is  gone  no  one  knows  where. 

Bull,  (pi.  of  aball  and  ballas)  Wicked, 

perjured,  adulterous  (men  or  women). 

A  ̂   bala',  (fut.  jijo.  yablu)  He  tempted. 
A  ̂   bila,  Without,  beyond.  ^  bila 

imhal,  Without  delay.  Jl»fc^  bila.  ikmal,  With- 

out neglect,  ̂   bila  tatliKir,  Immediately, 

without  delay.  (--*j3j!>  ̂   bila  tartlb,  Disorderly, 

irregular,  inordinate.  i>dji  ':hbild  taj'addud.  With- 
out hesitation,  without  opposition.  ̂ yl**J  !ib  bila 

tasayyul,  Without  running  or  flowing.  ».<Jw^,) 

bila  tashhih,  Beyond  comparison,  incomparably. 

(— •^^  ̂   bila  to^?;,  Without  trouble  or  fatigue.  ̂  

ji:t'^  bila  <a^iir.  Inexplicable.  ^  bila  ta- 
mahkuf.  Without  waiting,  immediately,  at  once. 

i)o  bila  hujjat,  Without  proof.  'i.{j>-  ̂   bila 
harahat.  Motionless,  immoveable.  e-»f«*  ̂   bila 

sabab,  (or  t— ^  &z7a  mujib)  Without  cause. 
^  &i7a  shart,  Unconditional,  t— ^ 

talab,  Without  seeking.  ^  bila  ̂ waz. 
Without  recompense.    »iio\s  ̂   bilafanda,  Un- 

profitable. ^).J>  bilafarh,  Indifferently, 

i  jyaj  bila  kumr.  Without  fail.  iJ^J^      bila  inu- 
harasha,  Without  dispute. 
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A  >^  balas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Tempting, 

trying,  making  an  experiment.  Doing  good,  con- 
ferring a  favour.  Uu«»-  jJ3W^  balahu  llah 

balasan  hasanan,  God  tried  him  with  a  beneficent 

temptation  (or  simply.  Bestowed  a  benefit  upon 

him).  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Becoming  old,  worn,  and 
threadbare  (a  garment),  (v.  n.  3  of  Caring 

for,  heeding,  minding,  regarding.  Evil,  misfortune, 
sorroAv,  trial,  trouble,   p  balasi  siyah, 

Confusion,  opposition,  trouble. 

A  >^  ballas,  (fem.  of  Jj\  abalT)  Perjured. 
An  adultress.  Smooth. 

A  jjj^^  bulabil,  (pi.  balabil)  Light,  active, 
nimble  in  whatever  one  sets  about. 

p  bildba.  An  adultress,  a  courtezan.  An 

obscene  or  idle-talker.  Cajolery.  Bad,  naught, 

worthless,  eo^b       ibn  bilaba,  A  son  of  a  whore. 

p j6  bilaba-har.  Unchaste,  adulterous. 
A  whoremonger.    A  whoi-e. 

A         balatat.  The  being  wise,  intelligent. 

A  Jj:^^  balasih,  (pi.  of  ̂ yi^  buhuh')  Stag- 
nating waters,  extending  a  great  way  over  the  sur- 

face of  the  ground. 

P  balaj,  Reeds  from  which  mats  are  made. 
A  mat. 

A  bilakh,  Large-hipped  (woman).  Bu- 
lalih,  The  holm-oak. 

A  ( — >^k>-  ̂   bila  khilaf,  Without  contradiction. 
A  bulakhiyat,  A  noble  lady,  a  matron. 

A  ii!i)o  bilad,  (v.n.  3  of  (>b)  Fighting  with  swords. 

Cudgel-playing,  (pi.  of  'idij  baldat)  Cities,  coun- 
tries, regions,  habitations.  ia-iai^  iahhtlti  bi- 

lad, Geography,  chorography.  litiJJllsllai^  hhat- 

tatu'l  bilad,  A  drawer  of  countries,  a  geographer, 
p  Ifji*^        bilddi  hhwush-tiamd.  Splendid  cities. 

A  baladat,  (v.  n.  of  Ab)  Being  stupid: 
stupidity,  stolidity. 

V jCi^i  balddar,  The  ornaments  of  a  woman, 
particularly  ornaments  of  gold  worn  on  the  head. 

Ajii^  balddar,  A.  kind  of  Indian  fruit,  in  shape 
and  colour  resembling  the  heart ;  the  anacardium 
or  Malacca  bean. 

P  balddari,  An  anacardium  electuary. 

p j^d'^balddur, AnacarHiia.  Seeji^':k> balddar. 
p  id'^h  bald-dih  (or  hild-dili)  Giving  trouble. 

Seditious :  an  evil-doer. 

Pj^  ia/ar,Root  of  athornyshrub  called&>j^i  I . 

Pj^  balldr.  Crystal. 
A  baldraj,  A  stork. 

FLiL^j'^baldrah,  Indian  steel:  an  Indian  sword. 
1'  Cf)^  balldrl,  Crystalline. 
Ajy^buhaz,  Short.  Satan.  Hard,robust  (youth). 

A  Sjl^.^  bahazat,  (v.  n.ofj^J  Q)  Fleeing,  run- 
ning away.  Eating  to  repletion. 

p  8u>j  ̂   bald-zada.  Stricken  with  adversity. 

Pj^  bildj,  Without  cause  or  reason. 
A  balds,  (pi.  ̂ jJj  bulus)  A  hair-cloth, 
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sackcloth.  A  mattrass. 

A  builds,  A  seller  of  hair-cloths. 

p  j^^L»»^  baldsdghun,  A  city  in  Turkistan. 
p  (jiXx**)^  baldsidarijTo  have  a  wrinkled,  rug- 

ged, or  unequal  surface  (especially  any  thing  of  a 

globular  form,  as  a  melon).  To  wither,  dry,  and 

shrivel  (as  fruit)  before  it  be  ripe. 

p  baldsh.  Scientific,  skilful.  Name  of  a 

king ;  also  of  a  city.  Bildsh,  AVithout  cause  or 
reason,  without  a  why  or  wherefore. 

p  J^sr  Z)a/as/y  w'£?,Nameof  acity  four  leagues 
from  Marw. 

A         ̂   bild  shakk.  Assuredly. 

A  &<o\b  bahasat,  The  act  of  i-unning  away. 

A  baldsiy,  (pi.  of '»LaJb  halansdt)  Birds 
of  a  particular  species  whose  eggs  are  green. 

A baldt.  Level  ground,  a  smooth  pavement 

of  stones,  bricks,  tiles,  or  earth.  A  flag-stone  or 
brick  used  in  pavements.  The  surface  of  ground. 

The  termination  of  hard  rocky  ground.  Name  of 

a  place  near  Madina.  Bildt,  (v.  n.  3  of  lab)  Fight- 
ing with  a  sword.  Coming  down  upon  an  enemy 

in  battle.  Exerting  one's  self  in  swimming.  Dis- 
paraging, disgracing. 

A  buldtih.  Broad. 

A  (^ils^  baldtunus,  A  small  town  m  Syria. 

A  bailout,  A  sewer  or  drain  in  the  mid- 
dle of  the  house. 

A  ̂ S-^  baldsh.  Spacious,  open  (places). 
A  baldgli.  Arrival.  Whatever  is  brought. 

Conveyance.  A  sufiiciency,  enough.  ̂ \  ̂ -J^  ̂  

ma  ̂ laynd  ilia' I  baldgh,  We  have  only  to 
deliver  our  message.  Bildgh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Striv- 

ing, using  diligence.  Doing  to  excess. 
A  Cjl^^  bald  ghat, (\)\.  of  *5-^)«^)  Whisperings. 

A  'iS''^  baldghat,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Being  eloquent. 

Eloquence,  flow  of  words.  ̂ j^sc'^Cl*-ff'^^jj^*a* 
mazmuni  baldgliat-mashh.un,The  eloquent  contents. 

A  baldghin,(]A.  of^^ib  i«7oY//m)Eloquent. 

Pj^^  baldghur,  A  stranger,  a  refugee. 

A  j\p-^b  baorbuldgha' ,  Clear,  distinct, eloquent. 
p  ̂  ib  baldh,The  feet  of  long  trousers  or  drawers. 

A  baldki^  (pi.  of  ̂ ab  balha^)  Unculti- 
vated, uninhabited  grounds.  (Women)  destitute 

of  every  good  quality. 

p  (ji/iib  bald-hash,  Unhappy,  miserable,  af- 
flicted. 

p         bald.1,  Root  of  the  plant  jOjJjil. 

A  baldl.  Moisture,  humidity,  freshness  (of 

youth  or  young  plants).  Water.  A  visit  to,  or  in- 
tercourse with,  kindred.  Any  thing  good.  Benefi- 

cence, benefit.  Bildl,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Uniting,  enjoy- 

ing the  society  of  friends.  Milk,  water,  or  any  thing 
moisteninp;  the  mouth.  Moisture.  Name  of  the 

crier  who  announced  to  the  people  when  Muham- 

mad said  prayers,  (pi.  of  &b  iwZ/a^) Moistures.  Re- 
mains of  love.  Benefits.  Biddl,  Water. 
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A  hallal,  Flax  or  pot-herb  seed.  A  noisy 

peacock. 
A  halalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Sticking  close  to. 

Being  tempted,  tried,  proved.  Ba  or  htdalat,  Re- 
mains of  love.  jBiiZaZflijEvil,  wickedness.  Moisture. 

p  til)^  halalah,  Excellent  steel.  An  Indian 
sword. w 

A  jaJ^Jj  baldJlr,  (pi.  ofj^  hallur  or  billarvr') Crystals.  Beryls. 

A  JaJ^  balaUt,  Level  grounds,  pavements. 

A  halalif^  (pi.  of  'is-c^-i)  Drain3,sewers. 
A  balaUh,  (pi.  of         balluk)  Deserts. 

Soft  and  level  grounds.  (Tracts  of  land)  produ- 

cing nothing  but  the  tree  ̂ J^j  mkhama'. 
A        buldni,  A  green  salsuginous  plant. 

Aj^iX*^  bala-madar,  Afflicted,  wretched. 
A         balldn,  KhzXl^.  An  attendant  at  a  bath. 

A         balldnat,  A  bathing-woman. 

A  al6^  baldhat,  (v.  n.  of  &b)  Doating,  being 

simple,  weak  in  judgment,  foolish,  ignorant,  (in 

a  better  sense)  Being  extremely  bashful.  Being 

careless  and  regardless  of  one's  actions,  yet  always 
meaning  well.  Carelessness,  thoughtlessness. 

A  balahi,  (or  baldliin)  (pi.  of  iLi^ 

bulahniyat)  Luxurious  modes  of  living. 

A        ftaZaya',  (pl.of 'iXb  i«Zi?/af) Misfortunes. 
p  «0.^  ba  or  bildya,  A  whore.  An  impudent 

man  or  woman.  Corrupted,  degenerate,  bad,  sorry. 

p  ji*  baldya-kaz,  A-  kind  of  coarse  silk  of little  value. 

Pj^  balaya-har,  Whorish  (woman). 
A  jLb  balbdl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂3••^^  Q)  Exciting,  stir- 

ringup.  (pi.  J.^^  bala.bil)Aiixietj,  anguish,  grief, 
vexation,  affliction.  Excitement.  A  discontented 

turn  of  mind.  A  wolf.  Bilbal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -b  Q) 

Being  subject  to  evil  suggestions  or  temptations. 

Exciting,  stirring  up. 

A         balhdiat,  Anguish,  grief. 
p  &5Cb  balbalm,  Fresh  butter. 

A  p  JJ^  bulbul,  (pi.  &aZa&^7)  The  bulbul, 
a  bird  with  a  melodious  voice,  a  great  favourite 

with  the  Eastern  poets  ;  the  European  bird  which 

most  nearly  resembles  it  is  the  nightingale.  A  little 

king,  viceroy,  p  ̂   ̂  {J^^^.  lM^  bulbuli  bustani 
ma  zdgh,The  nightingale  of  the  garden  of  us  crows, 

i.e.  poor  miserable  creatures  (an  epithet  of  Mu- 

hammad). ^  ,_}-»b  bulbuli  gatij,  An  owl. 
A  (J-b  bulbul,  Nimble,  active  in  travelling.  A 

fish  of  the  size  of  the  hand.  A  spout,  a  syphon. 
One  who  helps  much. 

p  i3^-b  balbalani,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

A  sLb  balbalat,  (v.n.  of  ̂JJj  Q)  Exciting,  stir- 

ring up.  Grief,  anguish  of  spirit.  Mixture,  con- 
fusion of  languages.  Evil  suggestions.  A  black 

pearl  or  any  thing  similar  in  a  shell.  Division, 

schism  in  opinions.  A  scattering  of  furniture.  Bul- 
bulat,  A  jug  with  a  spout  at  the  side  of  the  head. 
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A  travelling  litter  for  ladies. 

P  j*-^  (3^b  bulbul-chashm,  A  sort  of  silk. 
p  A  «bb  balbala,  The  guggling  of  water  when 

poured  from  a  bottle.  Anguish  of  spirit.  A  drink- 

ing-vessel  with  a  spout.  Butter.  Liquor.  Leather. 
A  root.    A  camel-litter. 

p  bulbuli,  A  firkin.  Wine.  Leather,  thin 

and  delicate.    A  kind  of  apricot. 

A  bulbuliy,  Light,  expeditious  in  travel- 
ling.   An  able  assistant. 

p  tijib  balban,  Purslain. 

p  (^^A>  balbUs,  A  wild  onion.  Garlick.  A kind  of  poppy. 

A  (J^^b  bulbul,  Name  of  a  place  in  Bahrayn. 

A  (j-*-.»b  balhays  or  bulbays,  A  town  in  Egypt. 

A  &b  bulat,  A  bundle  of  grass,  wood,  and  the  like. 

A  &b  ballat.  One  single  drop.  Moisture.  Re- 
mains of  love.  Billat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Sprinkling, 

moistening.  Riches,  fortune.  Moisture.  Fluency 

of  tongue,  clearness  of  enunciation,  distinctness. 

Eloquence.  Bullat,  Juice  of  young  plants,  (pi. 

bilal)  Remains  of  love.  Vice,  wickedness. 

A  t^b  balata,  (fut.  <JI.*if>.  yablitu)  He  cut. 

A  Ob  bait,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl*b)  Cutting,  splitting, 

slitting,  dividing,  separating.  Balat,(Y.n.  of  d^b) 

Being  cut,  divided.  Btdat,  The  name  of  a  bird, 
whose  feathers,  it  is  said,  consume  those  of  every 

other  bird  with  which  they  are  mixed. 

A  slld^  baltdt,  A  cutting,  dividing,  splitting, 

A        balta^  Cunning,  crafty,  sly,  sagacious. 

A  ̂ UJj  balta^niy,  A  person  pluming  him- 
self on  qualifications  to  which  he  has  no  pretensions. 

A  a^cb  balta^t.  Clamorous,  talkative(woman). 

A  balta^y,  Eloquent.  Bold. 

A  pib  baltam,  Men,  people.    A  stammerer. 
p  (j*>Jub  biltis.  Name  of  a  medicine. 

A  bulsuk,  (pi.  ̂ J^'^  balasili)  A  wide  ex- 
tent of  stagnant  water. 

A  ̂   balj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Shining  forth,  appear- 
ing (dawn).  Opening.  Of  an  open  countenance. 

Name  of  an  idol.  ̂   hammdm  balj,  A  cer- 
tain bath  in  Egypt.  Balaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )Rejoicing. 

Separation  of  the  eye-brows ;  space  between  them. 

Buluj,  Partings  of  the  hair. 
A^.  baljat  or  buljat.  Light.  The  latter  part 

of  the  night,  just  before  the  dawn,  ̂ f^^  bal- 
jatu's  subh,  The  morning  twilight,  the  first  appear- 

ance ofdawn.  jBMZ;a^,Space between  the  eye-brows. 

p        baljam,,{eqa.iY.  to  j»ib  balgham)  Phlegm. 

A  'i^^  baljamat,  (v.  n.  of  j»js^  Q)  Swathing 
the  distempered  legs  of  a  horse. 

A  ̂   &aZA,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Drying  up  (the  gi-ound). Passing,  being  lost  (shame).  Balah,  Unripe  dates 

(being  in  the  middle  state  between busr  and 

J^Jis-  khaldl,  which  signify  also  unripe  dates  in 
different  stages).    Bulah,  (pi.  bulhan)  (An 

eagle  or  vulture)  infirm  through  age.     A  large 

kind  of  bird,  whose  feathers,  it  is  said,  consume 

those  of  every  other  bird  with  which  they  are  mixed. 

balhdris,  The  tribe  of  L^lU  ̂   ba- ?u'l  hdris. 

A  'iJ^  bilihtat,  A  kind  of  plant  which  spreads 
upon  the  ground,  from  whose  leaf  a  gargle  is  made 

for  bringing  up  a  leech  sticking  in  the  throat. 
A         balahlah,  A  dish  without  a  bottom. 

A  ̂ b  balkh  or  bilkh.  Proud,  haughty,  exalting 
one's  self,  elated.  Balkh,  A  kind  of  oak.  Length, 
tallness.  One  of  the  capitals  of  Khurasan  (Trans- 

oxania),  about  ten  parasangs  or  leagues  from  the 

Oxus  or  Jihun.     It  is  called  likewise  j^i^^J^ jr^ 
shahri  ibrdhwi,  The  city  of  Abraham,  and  was  as 

highly  venerated  by  the  ancient  Persians  as  Mecca 
is  now  by  the  Muhammadans.    A  goblet  of  wine. 

Balahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  proud,  haughty. 

A         balJihds,  (fem.  of  ̂ \  ablakh)  Foolish. 
A         bilihhtat,  A  species  of  dwarf-tree,  which 

extends  its  branches  a  great  way  over  the  surface 

of  the  ground  ;  a  gargarism  of  which  is  used  to 
make  leeches  upon  the  gums  drops  off. 

p  Jr^  bal  OT  balahhach,  Vitriol,  black  tincture. 

A  (,>a^  balkhas,  Thick,  coarse,  rude,  gross, 
p        balkham,  A  sling. 
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A  a-^^  balakhiyat,  A  tree,  resembling  the 

pomegranate,  with  beautiful  flowers, 
p  iib  balad,  A  guide,  escort,  convoy. 

A  lib  balad,  (pi.  li^^  abldd  and  ̂ ^<^  bulddn) 

A  city,  town,  district,  province,  country.  Habita- 
tion, abode.  Mecca.  Earth,  ground  (especially 

where  it  has  not  been  dug,  nor  any  fire  lighted). 

A  mark,  sign,  trace.  An  ostrich's  nest,  or  the 
place  where  her  eggs  are  hatched  (whence  the  pro- 

verb jJu5\  &-^J^.  [^'i^^azall  mimbayzati'lbalad, 
More  contemptible  than  the  egg  left  by  the  os- 

trich). A  sepulchre,  tomb,  grave.  A  part  of  the 
heavens  which  has  few  stars  (being,  in  astrology, 

the  twenty-first  mansion  of  the  moon,  distinguished 

by  six  stars  in  Sagittarius).  The  isthmus  of  the 

jaws,  the  throat  and  parts  adjacent.  The  space  be- 
tween the  eye-brows  and  the  root  of  the  nose.  The 

breast.  The  palm  of  the  hand.  Land  yet  undug, 

whereon  no  fire  has  been  lighted.  The  element  or 

principle  of  any  thing.  A  plummet,  lead,  particu- 
larly such  as  is  used  at  sea.  Name  of  a  town  in 

Diyar-bakar  (Mesopotamia)  and  of  another  in  Per- 

sia. j.;;vc^\  d^i  baladu'l  amin.  The  secure  city, 
i.  e.  Mecca.  Buld,  A  globe  of  gold,  silver,  or  lead 

for  measuring  out  water. 

A  ̂\iib  bilddm,  (or  'iA^i  bilddmat)  Loosely and  shamblingly  built. 

A  ij^iib  bulddn,  (pi.  of  lib  balad)  Cities. 
A  S      baldat,  (pi.  (i!ib  bildd)  A  city ;  or  the 

quarter  where  any  one  resides.    One's  country. 
The  twenty-first  mansion  of  the  moon.  A  part  of 

the  heavens  having  few  stars.  Mecca.  The  breast. 
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the  chest.  The  space  between  the  eye-brows  and 
the  root  of  the  nose.  baldat  tayyibat, 

A  glorious  city,  Constantinople.  "sp-\s  'SiiJj  baldat 
fahhirat,  A  superb  city.  Buldat,  The  space  be- 

tween the  eye-brows.  'id^  buldatu'l  wajh, 
The  form  of  the  face. 

A  ̂ii<b  baldah,  Name  of  a  valley  near  Mecca, 
and  of  a  mountain  near  Juddah.     Fat  (woman). 

A  jis^iii).  baldakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lib  Q)  Throwing 

one's  self  on  the  ground.  Promising,not  performing. 

A  j»J>b  baldam,  The  most  prominent  part  of  the 
breast  and  throat,  and  that  part  of  the  windpipe 

which  is  connected  with  the  breast.  The  project- 
ing part  of  the  throat  of  a  horse.  The  top  of  the 

windpipe.  Dull,  heavy  looking.  Loosely  and 

shamblingly  built.    A  blunt  sword. 

A  Miiivb  baldamat,  A  being  silent  from  fear. 
p  iiiXi  balda,  Eve,  the  first  woman. 

A  {^1^  baladiy,  Of  a  city.  A  fellow-townsman. 

A      hiliz,  Plump,  fat,  light  (woman).  Short. 

A      bilizz,  Thick,  stout  (woman). 

A  (jJj  &(a!fa5,Wicked,  profligate  (man).  A  kind 

of  white  fig,  or  a  fruit  resembling  it  in  Arabia  Fe- 
lix. Balis,  Despairing.  Silent,  one  who  keeps  his 

thoughts  to  himself.  Bulus,  (pi.  of  i^"^  balas) 

Hair-cloths,sackcloths.  Bulus,balis,ovbuls,~Leni\\s. 
A  j»L*Jj  bilsam,  The  pleurisy. 
A       b  balasan,  The  balsam-tree.  Balsam. 

p  <JL*"X)  bilist,  A  span. 

p  uLLUj  balash,  A  swallow.  Bilisk,  An  iron 

spit.  A  piece  of  iron,  flat  at  one  end,  for  detach- 
ing bread  from  the  sides  of  the  oven. 

A  Ci)—-b  balsak  or  i<7siA,  Aplant  which  adheres 
fast  to  the  clothes. 

A  (\,^l»b  balsaha' ,  A  kind  of  plant. 

A  'i.^^  bahamat,  (v.  n.  of  j»*Jo  Q)  Being  si- lent from  fear.  Making  an  ugly  face. 

A  i^-^  Jm?s?/w,  Alentil,oranypulse  similar  to  it. 
p  ̂^zX>  bulushk,  An  iron  or  stick  with  which 

meat  is  hung  up  to  roast. 

A  i^y^  balashun,  seejWi      bu  t'lmar. 
A  (.jSJj  biliss,  A  kind  of  bird  like  the  surad. 

A  j»l-ab  bilsam,  (or  'L^^a!^  balsamat)  (v.  n.  of 
j*-ab  Q)  Rimning  away. 

A  balasuw,  (or  'i^^e^Ji  balasuwat)  A  kind 
of  bird  resembling  the  Ci^a  surad. 

A  (^j*ab  balasus,  or  bullasits,  Name  of  a  bird. 

^  (j,*^  1^'^  ̂̂ 1^  balasa',  A  kind  of  bird. 
A  (^-^b  bilissa\A  sort  of  bird,called(ij-osMrac?. 
A  lab  bait,  (v.  n.  of  lab)  Paving  with  stones. 

Bait  or  bult,  A  turner's  lathe.  Bulut,  Deserters, 
runaways.  Impudent,  daring,  shameless  (fellows). 

P  (jj^b  baltawan,  Beet,  spinage. 
A  jslab  bultat,  A  house.  A  long  space  of  time. 

An  unexpected  thing.  A  hill.  Fate,  fortune.  In- 
solvent, poor,  penniless. 

A  Hssr*^  baltahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ab  Q)  Throwing 
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one's  self  ontheground.  Promising,not performing. 

A  i^[)6  ̂\  i_ilab  bi  luffallah  ta^la',  By  the 
favour  of  God  Most  High. 

A^  bali^,  (fut.        yabla^)  He  swallowed. 

A  ̂   bala^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Swallowing.  Bula^ 
A  hole  in  the  centre  of  mill-stones  or  pullies.  A 

glutton.  ̂   lijfcwj  sa^i  bida^  The  twenty-third 
lunar  mansion  (distinguished  by  two  stars,the  one 

bright,  the  other  faint,  as  if  devoured  by  the  othei'). 

A  *l*b  bal^s,  A  man's  name.  Name  of  a  horse. 

A  j»bib  bal^m,  Balaam  the  soothsayer. 
p  f^S^jfh  bala^ndan,  To  swallow,  devour. 

A  (j«-fj(b  bula^is.  Miracles,  wonders. 

A  iUb  bul^t,  The  hole  in  the  centre  of  a  pul- 

ley-wheel.   Bula^t,  A  glutton. 
A  (.ijotb  bal^s,  Fat,  relaxed  from  corpulency. 

A  iojsb  bal^sat.  Fat  (woman).  Bad-tempered. 

A  ̂j»>*b  bal^s,  A  camel  relaxed  from  fatness. 

A  oa«b  bul^s  or  bal^s,  The  inside  of  the  fe- 
male privity. 

A  (_3«b  bal^k,  The  best  date  gi'own  in  Oman. 
A  tiiljib  bal^h,  A  she-camel  having  loose  flesh, 

old,  gross,  and  stooping.  A  stupid,  contemptible 
man.    A  kind  of  date. 

bal^hat,  A  cutting  with  a  sword. 

A  ̂ btb  bulu^u^  A  long-necked  water-bird. 

A  j»j«b  bal^m,  A  glutton,  one  who  greedily  de- 
vours.   Bid^m,  The  gullet. 

A  &»3<b  bal^mat,  (v.  n.  of  p«b  Q)  Devoui-ing 
greedily,  swallowing. 

A  (_>»j^jtb  bil^ws,  A  foolish  woman. 

A  j»_j3eb  ?)m/^mw,  A  gutter  enteringintotheground 
on  a  hill.  The  gullet.  A  white  spot  on  an  ass's  lip. 

A  ̂   balaffha,(fut.  ̂ JJ.  yablughu)  He  attained. 
A  bah/h,  bilgh,  or  bilagh,  Clear,  distinct. 

Eloquent.  ̂   ̂j-^i?-  jayslmn  balghun,  An  over- 

powenng  army,  amru'llah  balgk,  The 
command  of ̂ God  is  paramount  and  irresistible. 

^  ̂   '^■(^^  allahumma  sam^a  balgh,  O  God, let  not  that  be  confirmed  which  is  heard  !  God  for- 

bid !  (A  common  mode  of  expression  when  any 

disagreeable  news  is  related).  ̂   ahmaku 
balgh,  (bilgh  or  &ib  balghat)  Completely  stupid. 
One  who,  with  all  his  stupidity,  attains  his  object. 

ixLo  ̂   bilghu  milgliu,  Impure,  wicked,  base. 
A  ̂\J^i  bulaghas,  (pi.  of        baligh)  Eloquent. 

AjUb  bulghcir,  Bulgaria.    Perfumed  leather. 
p  ciJUb  bulghah.  Clamour,  altercation. 

A  bulghat,  (pi.  ̂   bulagh)  A  little.  Suf- ficient to  sustain  life. 

A  (^Ab  balghas,  Coarse  and  flabby. 

A  &Aib  balghasat.  Softness,  or  flabbiness,  with 
coarseness  andfatness.  Coarseand  flabby  (woman). 

p  i>jtb  buJghud,  A  heap,  a  pile. 

p  Sii»^  balghada,  Fetid,  addled.  Bulgkuda, 

Heaped  up.    A  quilting  or  padding. 

A  jib  bulghar,  Bulgaria. 

p  jib  bulghur,  Coarsely  ground  wheat. 
p  j\^ib  balghirad.,  Belgrade. 
p  aj;.iJ«b  bulghushna,  A  running  knot,  a  noose. 

T  p  pib  balgham,  Phlegm  (one  of  the  four  hu- mours of  the  body). 

A  J[«!>*b  balghamiy,  Phlegmatic. 
A        bilaghn,  (pi.  balaghin)  Eloquent. 

p  iXiib  bidghund,  A  heap.  Heaped. 

PjJuib  balghandar,  An  expression  of  praise; 
also  of  reviling.  J?M/^/tararfar,Aman  of  no  religion. 

p  is^ibalghunda,  Akna.psack,a.  wallet,  a  load 

for  a  man's  back.  Stopped  (circulation  of  blood). 
Bidghu7ida,  Heaped  up. 

Pj^ib  btilghur,  Bruised  barley  or  wheat.  A 
dish  made  of  the  same.    Any  thing  pounded. 

p  eo^tb  bulghuna.  Paint  for  the  face  (especially 

of  yellow  colour). 

A  ij^ib  bilaghin  or  bulaghm,  Misfortune.  Dan- 

ger.   Perfection,  end. 
p  j^ji.^?^  balfahhtan,  To  gain,  to  acquire. 

A       balaha,  {fnt. ̂ jlL>_yabluhu)  Hemadehaste. 

A  ̂ jiJ  balk,(Y.n.of  ̂ jb)  Having  the  legs  white 
as  high  as  the  thighs  (a  horse).  Opening  wide  (a 

door).  Shutting  (a  door).  Deflowering  (a  virgin). 

Balah,  (v.  n.of  Having  the  legs  white  as  high 

as  the  thighs  (a  horse).  Being  astonished,  con- 
founded. Variety  of  colour  (especially  black  and 

white).  A  tent  of  goat-haircloth.  Slight  madness. 

A  door,  a  gate.  Marble.  A  kind  of  transparent 

stone,  found  in  Arabia  Felix.    A  dense  crowd. 
A  -^IHb  balhds,  (fem.  of  ̂l>\  ablak)  Variegated, 

black  and  white.    Name  of  a  city. 

AjlHb  hulkar,  Red  Russia  leather. 
A  iifti^  bulhat,  Variety,  mixture  of  colour. 

Pji^ab  bulhadar,  A  fellow  of  no  religion. 

A  laiib  bidkut.  Short,  dw^arfish. 

A  ̂ ^b  balha^,  (or  &*Hb  balha^t)  (pi. 

baldkiQ  An  uncultivated,  uninhabited  country.  A 
woman  destitute  of  every  good  quality. 

A  &jtSb  balha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Hb  Q)  Being  de- 
sert, desolate  (a  country). 

A  j^«ab  balha^y,  Bright-pointed  (spear). 
Pj3.JLflb  balhandar.  Reproach.  Bulkandar, 

Faithles?. 

A  i»_jHb  bulkut.  Short.    A  kind  of  bird. 

A  (^jMjJib  bilhis,  Name  of  the  queen  of  Sheba. 
A  balh,  (v.  n.  of  uiJJj)  Mixing.  Biduk, 

The  sound  made  when  the  finger  is  put  into  the 

mouth,andbrought  out  with  a  jerk  against  the  cheek. 

p  udJi)  bilk,  A  spark.  Fire.  Balk/,  But,  how- 

ever. Bdak,  First-fruits.  Any  thing  new  or  ele- 

gant. A  pretty  little  bird.  A  gift.  Bilik,  Adhe- 
siveness.   Biduh,  A  large  prominent  eye. 

p  btdkdma.  Eager,  desirous,  sanguine. 

A         balkasat,  A  large  kind  of  mouse. 

p  (^j"Sl^  bilhis  or  bulkus.  The  coping  of  a  wall. 

A  'iji^i  balha^it,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Cutting. 



pdsSXibulkafd  orbilkifdfAhriheghen  to  ajudge. 

p  Jti.flMj  hulkafda,  A  bribe  to  ajudge. 

p  CilSl^  Ulhah,  (or  Jib  hilhal)  Tepid  water. 

p  balkan,  A  machine  for  raising  or  throw- 
ing stones  ;  a  balista.    The  coping  of  a  wall. 

p  balhi,  But,  however,  perhaps.  Nay,  no. 
Still  more.    Moreover ;  besides. 

bulgunjali  or  bulganjak,  Any  thing 

new,  strange,  or  laughable. 

A  Jb  &a/aZ,  (v.n.  of  Jj)  Obtaining  a  victory. 
Getting  or  having  possession  of.  Sticking  close 

to.  Being  tempted,  tried,  or  proved.  Recovering 

from  sickness.  Knowing.  Being  wicked,  unjust, 

tyrannical,  and  oppressive.  Committing  adultery. 

Moisture,  humidity.  A  trifling  matter.  Health, 

safety.  A  banquet.  Freshness  of  youth.  Riches 

after  poverty.  Remains  of  forage.  Patience,  long- 

suffering.  The  fruit  of  the  iiyj  karaz.  The  blossom 

of  the  JsUaP  ̂ zdh,  or  the  down  which  succeeds  the 

blossom.  The  flower  of  the  lai^  ̂?-fut  or sa- 
7?nir,  or  the  gum  of  ihelaj^  ̂ irfut.  Bilal,Thegum 

oftheplantlai^^M?yMf.  Bulal,Seed,  Seed-sowing. 
A  O^Uj  bcdalat,  Remains  of  love. 

A  &lb  balalat,  Dampness,  moisture  (of  a  lea- 
thern bottle).  Balalat  or  bululat,  A  remainder,  a 

remnant.  Remains  of  love.  Evil,  mischief.  Bu- 

lalat,  Form,  habit,  state.  Bululat  or  bulalat,  Mois- 
ture, humidity. 

A  j»b  balam,  (v.  n.  of  jjj)  Wanting  the  male 
(a  camel).  Small  fry.    A  jack,  a  pike. 

pl^Z)aZma,Thick.  A  vast  pile.  Smooth  (beard). 

A        Z>aZma-«,The  fourteenth  night  of  the  moon. 

P  bulmaj  or  bidaindj,  Soup,  broth. 

A  balamat,  A  tumour  on  the  lips.  Lust  in 
a  she-camel. 

p  jjiijJjo  balmalldan,  To  mutter  to  one's  self, 
to  be  vexed,  indignant,  to  bear  with  impatience. 

p  (j^^  balmun,  A  thorny  plant,  called  in  Ara- 

bic  ̂   ̂arfaj. 
p  &^  balma,  Long-haired  (man).  A  step,  a 

stair.    Balma  or  bidma,  Hair  thick  and  long. 

P  (j^j        balma-rish,  A  large  beard. 

A  ̂ -b  balanta^  Cunning,  clever,  shrewd. 

A  ej<jA>  balanta^t,  Noisy,  talkative  (woman). 

p  ̂ Jj  balanj  or  bUinj,  Measure.  Quantity. 
bulanja,  (for  liJj  (^W)  A  high  place. 

P  bilinjasp,  (or  ̂OuA^^  bilinjasf) 
Southernwood. 

p  i>jb  baland,  (by  some  huland)  High,  sublime, 
elevated,  exalted,  tall.  Dignified.  The  lintel  of 

a  door  or  window.  ̂ jt^^^J^j'  i^j*^.  ̂ «  baland 
amdz  hliTvandan,  To  read  with  a  loud  voice.  sA> 

(J'^X' Jj^jj>fi<^^<^fid-parwazikardan,llo  aspire,soar. (jiJJ.ii  jjJ,^  baland  didan,  To  look  or  behave  re- 
spectfully, to  admire,  revere,  honour,  i^'^^ 

baland  hardan,  To  elevate,  raise,  exalt,  aggrandize, 

jijb     V  jdd  baland,  A  high  place.  tiJJj  (jUaLu 
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aJ^Voj  sultdni  baland-saya,  A  most  gracious  or  mer- 

ciful prince.  iij>b  ̂ j<murgldbaland-parwdz, 
A  bird  flying  high.  Baland  or  &?7mc?.  The  four 

posts  (?.  e.  jambs,  lintel,  and  threshold)  of  a  door. 

A  v>ib  balandfThe  root  of  the  shrub  Us«-  hinnd. 

Pjlo- 1  baland-dkhtar,lligh-starred,luckj. 

p  »  J^l       &aZaM(Z-ira(Za,Ambition:  ambitious. 
p  ̂J^J\l^A>baland-arkdn,Raised  on  lofty  pillars. 
Pj\i^\  dA>  baland-iktiddr,  High  in  power. 

pj^j  I  liob  baland-dwdz,  Having  a  loud  voice. 
In  high  repute. 

p  f^L>>>\i  job  baland-bdng,  Sonorous-voiced. 

p  (jO,  ciJb  baland-bin,  Aspiring.  Spiritual. 

Pi0.biiJjj5a^aw<Z-j9a3/a,Placedin  ahigh  situation. 

Pj\jj^.         baland-parwdz,  Of  lofty  flight. 
p  ̂^>Ji  lijb  balandtai-in,  The  highest. 
p  »U-  jjb  baland-jdh,  Exalted  in  dignity. 

A  ̂i^>b  balandah,  Short  of  stature.  Fat. 

p  edojs-  iXib  baland-hawsala,  Ambitious. 

p  (^jii  <^*b  baland-dosh,  High-shouldered. 

PjiiJkb  balandar,  (foi^ti>>b  iaZaw  Jto?-)Higher. 
p  ̂^jtXib  balandarin,  (for  ̂ ^^job)  Highest. 

p  \^^jf  AjI).  baland-hawhab,  Of  lucky  star. 
P  (^^^  4>j»b  baland-girdy,  Aspiring. 

Aj»iiJb^«ittwc?am,Looselyandshamblingly  built. 
p  5-3^  ̂ b  baland-mai-taba,  High  in  rank. 
p jlio  liJJj  baland-nazar,  Aspiring. 

p  J  J  4\ib  baland  u  j^ast,  High  and  low. 
Heaven  and  earth. 

p  (JIa^Js  tJjJj  baland-himmat,  High-minded. 

A  JfuiJJ^  balanda',  Broad,  large,  wide,  expanded. 
p  t^iiJAj  balandi,  Sublimity,  height,  exaltation. 

Summit,  eminence. 

p  (jiV.jOJo  balandtdanyTo  exalt.  To  be  exalted. 

p  ̂ ^,sA>balandin,  The  jambs,  beams,  or  posts 
of  a  doorway.     The  lintel. 

A  balanza',  Thick  and  strong  (camel). 

A  j»*MjJ.J  balansam,  Liquid  pitch,  tar. 
A  &A-Jkb  balansiyat,  Valentia,  in  Spain. 

A  8  baJj  balansdt,(j)\.  J^-saib  balansa)A  kind  of 

herb.  (pl.^_^^&aZa5i)A  bird  whoseeggs  are  green. 

A  J^ojJj  balansa',  A  kind  of  bird.  (pi.  of 
sLojb'"  balansdt)  Certain  pot-herbs, 

A  lalb  balnat,  A  kind  of  coarse  marble. 

A  balanka^,  Clear,  plain,  open  (road). 

p  Ob  balangmusht,  The  wild  tamarisk. 
p  bidangidan,  To  halt,  to  limp. 

L  ;_j*iLib  bilniyds,  Pliny. 

A  _jb  &a/TO,  (v.  n.  of  for  jb)  Examining, 

trying,  making  an  experiment.  Tying  a  camel  to 

the  grave  of  her  deceased  master,  (pi.  ablds) 

A  manager  of  property,  a  steward.  Bilm,  (pi.  ̂'^\ 
ablds)  (A  she-camel)  spent,  emaciated  with  fatigue. 
A  steward  or  person  who  ably  manages  revenue. 

j\sMt\  ̂   Z)zZwMas/"arm,Worn  down  by  care,  travel, 
or  trials.       _jb  bilwu  sharrin,lnured  to  adversity. 

p  Ijb  balmd,  Disturbance.    Disobedience.  A 

concourse. 

P  J^J  bilwdz,  (balwdz  or  balwdza)  The  ex- 
tremity of  abeam  or  joist,projectingbeyond  thewall. 

p  eo3_jb  babvdya,  A  swallow. 

A  X^b  &z77i-a^,Sorrow,trouble:  trial,  temptation. 

p  t-db^jb  bulutak,  A  drinking-vessel. 

p  ̂ jb  buluch,  A  wart.  A  cock's  comb.  A  bit of  flesh,  which  they  who  practise  female  circumci- 

sion cut  ofi\  A  vane,  a  weather-cock.  A  coping- 
stone  on  a  wall  or  a  roof.  Buluch  or  buloch,  Name 

of  a  wild  tribe  living  on  the  bank  of  the  Indus. 

A  ̂_}b  baluh,  (A  well)  empty,  by  the  draining of  the  water.  Alienated  from  relations,  having  no 

correspondence  or  society  with  them.  Buluh,  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ )  Being  fatigued.  Flowing,wasting  (water). 
p  J_jb  bidud,  Oldness,  antiquity. 

A  J_jb  bulud,  (v.  n.  of^ib)  Dwelling,  residing. 
Establishing  a  solid,  permanent  settlement ;  fight- 

ing either  to  gain  or  maintain  it. 

p  2iijb  buluda,  Old. 

Aj_jLj  bilawr,  Crystal.  Beryl. 
A  ballm' or  billawr,(^p\.j^'^  baldli7-)  Crys- 

tal. Beryl.  jS/ZZawr,  Brave.  Thick,  large,  bulky. 
Name  of  asking, 

p  billawrm  or  ballurin,  Made  of  crystal. 

p        baluz,  A  large  table-cloth. 

p  _jb  balus,  A  deceiver,  a  flatterer.  Supplica- 
tion, entreaty.  Deceit,  flattery.  Bulus,  A  deceiver. 

A  ̂ j*>^  balus,  Any  thing  (especially  eatable). 

L  (^_jb  bulus,  Paul  (the  apostle). 

G  ̂^^-jli^jb  balustiyun,  Pomegranate-flowers. 
a\s^  ballut,  An  acorn.  An  oak.  The  ward  of  a 

key,  i^J^^  )£>^A>  ballutu'l  arz,(The^groundoak) 
The  herb  germander,  chamaedrys.  Jajb  i!>\Jli  sJidh- 

ballut,(The  royal  oak)  Achesnut-tree.  j_^_jb^H3l 

inkata^  ballutl,  I  am  destitute  of  all  assistance. 

A  ̂jb_)  balu^  Wide,  open  (mouth  of  a  pot), 
A  &S'_jb  ballu^t,  (pi,  baldli^  A  hole  in 

the  middle  of  a  house  or  court,  into  which  all  kind 

of  filth  is  thrown ;  the  mouth  of  a  sewer,a  guUey-hole, 

A  ̂ jb  bulugh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Arriving  at  a  place; 
obtaining  an  object.  Consummating,  terminating 

any  thing.  Arriving  at  the  age  of  puberty,  the  years 
ofdiscretion  or  reason.  Adolescence.  Consumma- 

tion. P^^  danddni  bulugh,  Avfisdom-tooih. 
A'i!xS-^  bulughiyat,T?uhertj,the  age  of  reason. 
A  biduh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jb)  Making  haste,  going 

quick,  making  dispatch.  (A  torrent)  sweeping  away 

(stones).  Opening  the  whole  (gate),  or  opening  it 
violently.   Deflowering  (a  virgin).  Shutting. 

A  balluk,  (pi.  ,3:^^  baldllk)  A  desert. 
Ground  producingnothing  hutthe  ̂ \s^jrakhdma\ 

A  M^b  baluhat  or  bulukat,  A  desert,  solitude. 

Plain,  level,  bare  ground,  producing  nothing  ex- 

cepting the  tree  rahhdma! .  Name  of  a  place 
in  Bahrayn  in  Arabia,  supposed  by  the  natives  to 

be  inhabited  by  demons. 



p  uiljb  huluh,  A  cup  of  wine.  A  tract  of  coun- 
try which  a  subject  obtains  either  by  gift,  purchase, 

or  succession,  holding  of  the  sovereign  upon  feu- 
dal tenure.    CameFs  dung. 

p  C>o»b  htdukat,  Peoples,  nations. 

A  J_j)j  huliil,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Being  cold  and  moist 

(a  wind).  Recovering  from  sickness.  Escaping. 

Sticking  close  to.  Being  tempted,  tried,  proved. 
An  evil  deed.  Remains  of  love. 

A  slljb  hululat,  A  remainder,  a  remnant.  Re- 
mains of  love.  State,  condition.  Evil,  mischief. 

p  halun,  A  chaplet,  garland.  A  gorget. 

A  handkerchief.  A  road,  way.  Sulu)i,A  servant. 

p  uiJjjjb  halwandali,  A  wooden  sword. 

p  tdb^  balunak,  (or  A  wooden  sword. 

A  Ij^h  hulrva',  Trial.  Temptation.  Affliction. 
A  t^jb  balamiy,  One  of  the  tribe  of  Kuzaat. 
A  «>b  baliha,  (fut.  alo.  yahlahu)  He  was  silly. 

A  a.b  hulk,  (pi.  of  &bl  ablah)  Weak,  ignorant, 

simple-minded.  Balah,  (v.  n.  of  eJj)  Being  weak, 
silly,  simple,  ignorant,  unskilful.  Being  foiled  in 
argument.  Being  careless  of  actions  or  behaviour, 

yet  knowing  what  is  right  and  meaning  well.  Care- 

lessness, thoughtlessness.  Balha,  Let  alone,  med- 
dle not.  Yes,  indeed,  certainly.  Besides,  except. 

How?  I/O  &b  halha  ma,  Besides  that.  <-^i^  ̂  
Did  balhaha,  What  is  it  to  thee  ? 

A  -s'ljb  bollids,  (fem.of  &b\  ablah)  Simple,  silly, 
weak  (woman).  Noble  (lady).  (A  camel)  that 
shrinks  from  nothing. 

H  s'x)       bila-band,  Settlement,  regulation. 
A  ̂—Tj-b  balhasat,  The  act  of  walking  fast. 

A  balhasat,  (v.  n.  of  cjo^Jj  Q)  Running 
from  terror.  Making  haste. 

A         bilhik.  Talkative  and  ruddy  (woman). 

A  bulaJmiyat,  (pi.  balah'i  or 
balahiii)  An  easy  life,  free  from  care. 

A         balahwar,  A  spacious,  roomy  place. 

A  ̂   bill/,  (pi.  ̂'^\ ahldi)  (A  she-camel)  ema- 
ciated and  worn  out  (with  fatigue).  J^ui\  biljju 

asf  drill,  Worn  down  by  care,  travel,  or  trials. 

ji^  bihju  sharrin.  Inured  to  adversity.  Jlo 

bili/u  mdlin,  A  skilful  manager  of  property,  an  able 

steward.  Bala',  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^)  Becoming  old,  worn, 
andthreadbare  (a  garment).  Yes, indeed,  certainly, 

surely.  Bila\  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Becoming  old,  worn, 
or  rotten  (a  garment). 

P  |k-.>  bale.  Yes. 

A  j_pj&?<Zfe',Richesafter poverty.  ̂   jS> 
hurca  bi  zi  bulla'',  bila'  or  baUij)  He  went 
no  one  knows  where'.'  Bi  si  bal'ii/in,  Men  dispersed 
in  disorder,  without  chief,  guide,  or  leader. 

A  |_jb  bally,  The  Arabian  tribe  of  Kuzaat. 

A  Ol"b  baUydt,  (pi.  of  baUyaf)  Misfor- 
tunes, griefs,  trials. 

p  jUj  balydd,  A  plain  garment. 
P ^alydr.  An  elegant  garment. 
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P  ̂j^b  balydn^'dXi\Q  of  a  prophet,  and  village. 
A  ̂^Lb  billayun,  (  ballaydn,  billiydn,  or  ̂ j^? 

balydn)  One  who  departs  nobody  knows  where. 

^j  '^  i'i     balaydn  or  biliydn,  One  who  goes to  an  unknown  place. 

A  'slh  baUyat,  (pi.  baldya')  Temptation,  a 
sore  trial.  Sorrow,  misfortune.  A  camel  which  the 
Arabs  in  times  of  Pafranism  were  wont  to  fasten 

beside  the  grave  of  her  deceased  master,  and  there 

leave  to  perish  ;  that  in  the  resurrection  he  might 

be  enabled  to  ride  to  the  place  of  judgment,  and  not 

be  compelled  to  go  on  foot,  considered  disgraceful. 

A  LIaaJj  bilUt,  A  taciturn  man.    A  wise  man. 

A  (.woJj  balls,  Fodder  two  years  old,  and  black. 

P  ̂^JiiliJ,  Quantity,  measure.  A  span. 

A  ̂  — b  hilllj,  An  oar,  a  paddle. 

Al^  bulayha.  The  plant  isl'thh. 
A  ̂ Jj  balikh,  Name  of  a  river  in  Mesopotamia. 

A  tUb  balid,  Stupid,  doltish, one  who  cannot  by 
any  means  be  stimulated  to  exertion. 

A  'Si^Ab  bulaydat,(d}m.o{''i:^i  baldat)  Ahamlet. 
Ajlh  bilAz,  Hard,  robust  (youth). 

V  A        balir/h,  (pi.  ̂{ii.>  bulaghdf)  Eloquent. 
Effectual,  efficacious.  Extreme,  cogent.  Mature, 

perfect.  Numerous,  copious,   ̂ b         sa^i  ba- 
tiyh,  A  great  effort.  ^         fasih  u  batiyh, 
Rhetorical  and  eloquent. 

p  ioUJj  baUfjlidna,  Eloquently. 

A  ̂j^>  bulayh,  Name  of  a  swift  but  despised 
horse  (hence  a  proverb  expressive  of  any  one  who 

behaves  well  and  yet  is  blamed,  j^^V.  j  ̂jA)  (jj^ 
yajrl  bulayh,  ma  yuzamm  bulayh,  Bulayk 

runs,  yet  Bulayk  is  despised. 

p  (J-b  balll,  Belleric  myrobalan. 

A  ,JJj&«/i/,Voice,  sound,  noise.  A  humid  wind, 

cold  and  rainy.  Bulayl,  An  open  road.  A  drink- 

ing-place  at  Siffin.    Name  of  a  man. 
p  ̂Lb  ballld.  Name  of  Muhammad,  said  to  be 

mentioned  in  the  Gospel. 

A  »i_-b  balilat,  A  lumiid  wind,  cold  and  rainy. 

p  «J.-b  ballla,  (or  A  ̂.^b)  Belleric  myrobalan. 
p  ̂   bam.  The  bass  or  lowest  string,  having  the 

deepest  tone.     Beating  and  thumping  the  head. 

A  bima.  So  that.  By  what  ?  How  !  in  what 

manner  ?    By  that  which. 

A  bamm,  (pi.  bumum)  The  base  string 
of  a  lute  or  harp.  Bumm,  (for       buni)  An  owl. 

p      6a  md.  To  us. 

A  ̂   bi  md,So  that.  How  ?  With  that  which, 
notwithstanding. 

bi  maza.  In  which  ?  To  which?  Why? 

p  j^U^  bi  mdn,  (from  i^S^^io)  Remain,  stay. 
p  ba77idtida,Fixed.  Tired, fatigued,spent. 

A  p  bi  or  ba  nmjarrad.  Immediately,  in- 

stantly, p  j\  {^'^..'^  i^j^-  ba  mujarradi  dldani  u. 
At  the  bare  sight  of  him. 

A  bi  maddi  nazr,  As  far  as  eye  can  see, 
3t 

A  Ixi.^  bi  mashtd,  In  winter-quarters. 

p*^T  ̂ ^J^)  ba^ma^a'  dnhi,To  the  intent  that. A  LfluiuJ  bi  muhtazd.  In  conformity  with,  ac- 

cording to  the  requirement  of, 

P  lL^1*J  bamanf),  Affliction,  distress. 

p  jjiXJC^  bamangldan.  To  murmur.  To  be  af- 
flicted. To  perish.  To  be  buried.  To  set  (as  the  sun). 

vs~^\y^ba  murcdjaha,  Inpresence,face  to  face. 

A  u-*:?- bi  //ify'/^.  According  to,conformably  to. 
A        bumum,  (pi.  bamm)  Bass  strings. 
A       bi  iiiah.  By  what  ? 

p ba  multr.  Sealed,  j***  tk^^S^ hlsasi 
sar  ba  muhr,  A  sealed  bag  (or  purse). 

p  1^  ban,  A  garden,  a  sown  field.  Harvest.  A 
certain  fruit  (called  also  jjj  wan),  bf^ni 

kohl,  A  kind  of  hei'b  used  in  cooking.  Bun,  Root, 
basis,  foundation.  Podex.  The  bottom.  The  stern 

of  a  ship.  Extremity,  point,  end,  tip  (of  any  thing). 

A  kind  of  sourish  drink  or  gruel  prepared  for  as- 

sisting and  promoting  digestion.  A  cluster  of  dates. 
The  trunk  of  a  tree.  Issue,  result.  (JjO  ̂   buni 

bayhal,  The  arm-pit  (or  root  of  the  ai'm).  i^^ji 

fjji  bar  kandani  bun.  Tearing  up  by  the  roots,  era- 

dicating. 1^'^ y.  li)^^  bun  bar  handarji,  Ex- 
tirpation. |^*>.  buni  bini.  The  tip  of  the  nose. 

The  root  or  higher  part  of  the  nose  next  to  the  eye- 

brows, ^j^^^  Inud  ddmdn.  The  ground, 

jjJ^^^ljL**^*  f^W\i^buni ddmdn  shabistdn  hardan, 
To  sleep  upon  the  ground.  To  keep  watch,  (jJ 
buni  daman,  The  extremity  or  hem  of  a  garment. 

buni  danddn.  The  gums.  Submission, 

obedience.  Purpose,  intention.  A  treasure,  a  store. 

Savings  laid  by.  buni  rdn,  The  groin.  ̂  

buni  kishtl,  The  poop  or  stern  of  a  vessel, 
buni  koh,  The  base  of  a  mountain,  (^j^ 

buni  gosh.  The  soft  part  of  the  ear.  Respectful,  at- 

tention, submission.  ̂ y  J       bekh  u  bun,The  root 

and  foundation,    ^ji         hhurmd-bun,  A  palm- 
tree.    The  pith  of  a  palm-tree.    A  cluster  of  dates. 

A  ban,  (equivalent  to  bal)  But.  Bin, 
(for  ibn,  occurring  between  two  proper  names) 

A  son.  ̂ \  SiS-  ibn  ̂ hda'  lldh,  A  son  of  a 
servant  of  God  (a  name  given  by  Muhammadanstu 

apostate  Christians  who  embrace  Muhammadism ). 
A       binn,  Fat.  A  stinking  place. 

binn  ̂ la'  binn,  Fat  upon  fat  (one  good  thing  upon 
another).  Bunn,  A  coffee-bean.  A  sourand  bitter 
gruel  for  creating  an  appetite  or  assisting  digestion. 

A  lb  bind,  With,  by,  for,  to  us. 

A  >lb  binds,  (v.  n.  of  fj>)  Building,  erecting 

an  edifice.  Conferring  favours.  Giving  orders  for 

a  bride  to  be  conducted  home.  Going  into  unto  (a 

wife).  Fattening  the  body  (food).  Sticking  close 

to  the  string  (a  bow),  (in  gram.)  Being  indecli- 
nable (built),  (pi.  SaIj^  abniyat)  An  edifice,  fabric, 

structure,  building.  Form,  construction.  Conjuga- 
tion, p    J^lb  bind  hardan,  To  build,  erect,  rear. 



A  ̂Uj  hanna^,  A  builder.  ̂  j'j^  j  ̂  bannd 

u  hargar,  Builder  and  workman.  jUaw  j  lb  ?;flw- 
na  u  mi^nar,  Architect  and  builder. 

VjiKyi  banaba?-,  Because.     jjl  hanabar 
an,  Because  of  that,  therefore,    ̂ ^.jjlb  banabar 

In,  Because  of  this,  -wherefore, 
p  sS^i  banaba,  A  time,  a  turn. 

r,. i\x>  banutu'l  laJim,  Firm-fleshed  (girl). 
A  OU^  banat,  (pi.  of  (Jl^b  bint)  Daughters. 

Children's  dolls.   Ifj  I  banatu  dwa',  (pi.  of 

tJj  I  ibn  ciwa)  Jackals.  OUo  banatu'l 
balir,  (Daughters  of  the  sea)  Mermaids.  Olb 

banatu'l  arz,  (Daughters  of  the  earth)  Ri- 

vulets. &J«^^1  Olb  banatu"'!.  arha^t,  Quadrili- 
teral  words.  Olb  bancitu'l  k}umsat,Qnm- 

queliteral  words.  jJ6ciJ\  OUj  bandtu''d  dahr, 
Events, circumstances.  L^\x>bandtu'rra^, 
(Daughters  of  thunder)  Mushrooms.  ^a3\  Olb 

banatu'l ya/a', Camels  straying  in  the  desert. 
^jjj^  bandti  gardun,  The  stars.  Three  stars  in 

the  Great  Bear.  Olw  banatu'l  laliw,  Lute- 

strings. Olb  banatu'l  layl,  Events  of  the 

night:  pollution.  C^\j^bandtu'l  waj:,Nameof 

a  water-fowl,  blj^^  Olb  banatu'l  mandya'.  An 
arrow.  OLj  OU^  bandti  nabdt,  (The  daughters 

of  grass)  The  tender  herbage.  ̂ JUf^}\  OUo  ba- 

ndtu'n  na^h.  The  constellation  of  the  Bear  (as 
having  the  stars  scattered,  in  opposition  to  the  Plei- 

ades where  they  cluster).  ti^^-^j  OU^  bandiu 

n-arddn.  Name  of  a  certain  animal.  OU^ 

^  jdriyat  bandiu' I  lahm.,  A  girl  fat  and  j^lump. 
AjOlx)  banudir,  (pi.  ofjiiJj  bandar)  Sea-ports. 

A  ajiiU^  banddirat,  (pi.  ofj^  jjj  Z*M?i<^a7')Dealers 
in  precious  stones,  who  keep  close  to  the  mines. 

Forestallers,  regraters. 

A  (Jiil^  banddih,  (pi.  of  ̂ jd^  bunduk)  Balls 
for  cannon,  musquetiy,  or  cross-bows. 

A  l^JjUj  banddik.  Square  bits  of  cloth,  gores. 

A^.jU^Z/awa(Zi^,(pl.of^JjiiJJ&Mwc?M^)Muskets. 

s  {^J^^.  bandris,  Benares. 
P  bondrinj,  A  shepherd,  a  pastor, 

p  CL>Mi\s>  bindst,  Turpentine. 

Aj^cUj  bandsij',  (pi.  of^jj)  The  ring-fingers. 

A  ̂ >  bandgh.  Thread  twisted  round  a  spindle. 
A  secretary,  a  notary.     See  also  bandnj. 

A  bandJns,  (pi.  of  (^^aJJ  bunkus)  The 

blossoms  of  melons.  i^_j5,lai^  U^'^-*?  bandkisu't 
tursus,  A  small  substance  growing  up  along  with 

the  plant  ijL>^>^  tursus. 

p J:\s>  bindgar,  (ov bindkar)  A  builder, 

p  (jij^lJJ  bind-gosh.  The  cavity  behind  the  ear, 
or  the  lower  part  of  the  ear.   ̂ jiip  (ji^ljj  bind- 
gosh  liardan.  To  raise  the  uvula  of  a  new-born 

babe.    To  submit,  to  obey. 

A  jftU^  bandm,  (for  (jUj  banan)  The  fingers. 
The  tip  of  the  finger. 

bi  nam,  Of  the  same  name.  Synonymous. 
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p  ba  ndmi  ezid,  In  the  name  of  God ! 

O  heaven!  How  beautiful !  Charming!  Excellent! 

A  bandn,  The^finger.  The  tips  of  the  fin- 
gers. Bindn,  (pi.  of      bannat)  Odours,  smells. 

A  bandnat.  The  tip  of  the  finger.  Bund- 
nat,  A  delightsome  garden,  a  pleasant  mead. 

p  ̂l*>.  bandnj,  (or  ̂ ^U^  bandnja)  A  second 
wife  among  the  Muhammadans,  in  respect  of  ano- 

ther whom  the  husband  had  before  married.  A 

man  who  has  two  wives,  a  bigamist. 

Pj jljo  bun  or  ban-d^var,  A  sore  called  a  felon, 
p  iVjUo  bindwand,  Restraining,  confining. 

A  wljj  bi7idyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Building,  rear- 

ing.   Height,  eminence. 
A  bandsih,  (pi. of  «^a-i^  banikat)  Gores  of 

shifts,  or  any  triangular  pieces  of  stufl",  inserted  into 
garments,  in  order  to  enlarge  their  circumference. 

plJ>^Z;a?;i-Z^a,A  dish  composed  of  thefruit  ̂ ^iban. 

p^l)  bambar,  An  Indian  medicine,  Sebestens. 
A  bumbuh  or  bambak,  A  fish  which  bites 

men  through  the  middle  (perhaps  a  shark). 

p  jj.^  bamhal,  A  sour  apple,  a  crab.  Acidity. 
A       bannat.  The  odour  of  the  dung  of  deer 

when  they  feed  on  flowers,  (pi.  (jlio  bindn)  Odour, 

flavour  (whether  good  or  bad). 

A  CL^'yi  bint,  (pi.  Olb  bandt)  A  daughter,  a 
girl.  This  word  like  abu.  Father,  and  p  umm, 

Mother,  is  frequently  employed  with  other  sub- 
stantives in  forming  the  rhetorical  figure  metony- 

my: as,  CJ'j^  bintu''l  arz,  (Daughter  of 
the  earth)  Mud,  clay.  A  kind  of  vegetable.  A 

rivulet.  '^'^  bintu'l  bahr,  (or  (Jl*l>  bin- 
tu'l  mds)  The  syren  or  mermaid  (daughter  of  the 

sea  or  of  the  water).  jJ^  t^jj  bintu'l  jabal, 

(Daughter  of  the  mountain)  Echo.  'isij^\ 
bintu'sh  shafat,  (Daughter  of  the  lip)  Speech. 

(_-o>x5\  C^'i^  bintu'l  ̂ nab  or  lJjSJjO^  bintu'l 
^nkud,  (Daughter  of  the  grape)  Wine. 

bintu'l  ̂ yn,  (Daughter  of  the  eye)  Tears. 

jisi^\  uLvjo.  bintu'l  Jihr,  (Daughter  of  reflection) 
Prudence.   Advice.    Poetry.  C^xi  bintu'l 
harm,  (Daughter  of  the  vine)  Wine.  CLoJ 

bintu'l  manly  at,  binti  ajal,  (Daughter 

of  death)  Fever,  i^lj^  d-oJ  binti  ndrin,  (Daugh- 
ter of  brightness)  Flame,  fire.    Boiling  water, 

p  bantuma,  Missletoe,  missledine. 

A  ̂^jjo  bintiy.  Daughter-like,  daughterly. 

A  ̂   banj,  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Returning  to  its  root  or origin.    Henbane,  a  soporific  herb.    Binj,  Root, 

origin,  stock,  family. 

p  Li)-i^"^  binjishh,  A  sparrow, 

p  (j^jj  l^XJ^*-^^  binjishk-zuKan,  Sparrow's 
tongue,  a  herb. 

p  uii^  hunjah.  Carded  cotton. 
,J>jS^  banja?)just,  (p  JL).  panj 

angusht)  Cinquefoil. 

p  i^d'^^-  banjidan,To  be  friendly,  to  assist.  To 

cut  into  pieces,  divide, bruise.  To  do, make.  To  rise. 

p  is^-  bunicha,  A  corporate  body  of  artificers. 

A  ̂   bank,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Cutting  in  bits  (meat). Bunuh,  Gifts. 

p  aS^^      buni  hhosha.  Stalk  of  grapes  or  corn. 
p  tiJkJ  band,  A  band,  tie,  fastening,  ligament, 

ligature,  bandage,  chain,  shackle,  fetter,  manacle. 

A  knot,  joint,  belt,  girdle,  or  any  thing  by  which 
bodies  are  joined,  bound,  or  fastened  together.  A 

joint  of  the  finger,  knee,  or  any  other  part.  A 

mound,  dam,  dike,  or  any  inclosure  of  water.  A 

lock.  An  iron  plate,  band,  or  hoop.  A  tent-rope. 

A  yoke  (of  oxen).  The  handle  of  a  knife,  the  hilt 
of  a  sword.  A  quantity  of  paper  (equal  to  ten 

dasta),  half  a  ream.  A  roll  (of  parchment). 
A  bundle.  A  kind  of  verse,  wherein  the  same  line 
recurs  at  stated  intervals  as  a  burden.  Durance, 

captivity.  Affliction,  sorrow.  A  pledge,  a  deposit 

Oath,  treaty,  agreement.  Hope,  expectation,  de- 
sire. Idea.  Imposture,  deceit,  hypocrisy,  trick. 

A  twist,  trick,  sleight,  or  manoeuvre  in  wrestling. 
A  share  of  spoil.  A  kite.  Name  of  a  country, 

(imp.  of  ̂ ;jw^  bastan)  Bind  thou.  j  ̂  

band  u  bast,  A  settlement  or  agreement  for  the  pay- 
ment of  revenue,  &c.  Military  discipline. 

(J1*.M.C?^  bandi  angusht.  The  knuckle.  t^X?^^ 

bandi  dhamn.  An  iron  chain.  f^sxL!^  ̂^Is-  i^ij 

bandi  jdn  haslndan.  To  be  violently  in  love,  t^jj 

J  bandi  dast.  The  wrist,  ̂ ji^  band  shu- 
dan.  To  be  bound, restrained,  prohibited,  prevented. 

^iXiS*  liJ^  jt)  dar  band  slmdan.  To  be  labouring. 

ji^^*^  6X>  bandi  shimsJiir,  A  sword-belt. 
bandi  shahr-ydr.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

(jJj*^  t>Jj  band  farmudan.  To  put  in  prison.  jJj 

^iJj^  band  hardan,To  bind,  to  tie.  To  imprison, 
confine,  detain.  To  compose,  (^b  pdy-band, 
Fetters.  When  added  to  some  nouns  it  implies  a 

maker,  causer,  contriver,  artificer,  &c.  lijj  e^Ls- 
hila-band,  A  contriver  of  fraud,  a  deceiver,  a  cheat. 

Ajo  dibdja-band.  One  who  makes  an  exor- 

dium or  preface,  a  beginner.  ;>Jo  j  JiS-  ̂ diiiv-band, 
A  binder  of  enemies,  a  conqueror,  mi- 

ydn-band,  A  girder  of  the  loins,  a  belt,  ̂ .'xi  J.*} 
na^-band,  A  blacksmith,  a  farrier,  Ji>  nakl- 
band,  A  composer  of  narrations,  a  writer  of  history. 

A  dS>  band,  (pi.  tijjo  bunud)  A  large  standard, 

a  banner.  A  legion  or  body  of 10,000  men.  A  strata- 

gem. A  pawn  at  chess.  A  water  which  intoxicates. 
p  L— 'Ujo  band-db,  A  dyke,  embankment. 
Pii^tijo&?/?zrfa(Z,Afoundation.Aprop.Origin,root. 

Fjidj^  bun-ddr,  Firm,  solid,  fundamental,  cer- 
tain, established.  Knowing, intelligent.  Rich,  pos- 

sessing warehouses,  granaries,  or  other  repositories. 
A  forestaller,  regrater,  engrosser ;  whoever  lays  up 

any  thing  in  magazines,  in  order  to  enhance  the 

price ;  also  a  dealer  in  slaves  or  horses,  who  sets 

them  off"  to  advantage,  in  order  to  sell  them  dearer. 



Name  of  an  ancient  poet. 

Aj^jJj  hv/idar,  (\A.'ijd\l>  hanadlrat) K  dealer 
in  precious  stones,  avIio  keeps  close  to  the  mine. 

A  forestaller,  a  regrater. 

p  ijj^^  handari,  A  particle  of  similitude. 

G  (jjii^AJO  handafilun,  Cinquefoil. 

p  ̂ ^jjo  handah,  A  kind  of  high  mitre-like 
cap  worn  by  the  dervishes  or  kalandars. 

p  jyo^tjjj  hand-aviir,  Name  of  an  embankment 
near  Shiraz,  so  called  fromj^xi^  amir  the  maker. 

p         liJj  hand-bazi,  Rope-dancing. 

p  (_jj^b  tiJo  hand  bagort,  A  species  of  herb. 

pajl^  i^>^Z)Gwc?-^/<a«ffl,Prison,houseofcaptivity. 
p  CL^iSx>  bundukht, The  face,  the  countenance. 

p  litiJj  bun-dad,  (for  J^iiJo)  Root :  foundation. 

PjOJo  bandar,  A  city.  An  emporium  :  a  port, 

harbour,  trading  town,  to  which  numbers  of  foreign 
merchants  resort.  Bundur,  Name  of  a  city. 

Aj(ijk>  bandar,  A  port,  harbour,  anchorage. 

pjj  jjj  bandarz  or  bundarz,  A  packing-needle. 

p  i^ji\y>bandar-(jah,A'poYt.  Emporium:  pass. 

p  '^j<^  bandrugh,  A  dam  or  barrier,  either  to 
form  a  reservoir  of  water,  or  to  divert  its  course. 

p  (_)wiiJj  handasJi,  Carded  cotton.  Bandish, 

Termination,  resolve.  Fastening.  Engraving,  en- 
chasing (of  gold  or  silver).  Invention,  contrivance. 

The  preparing  a  false  story,  trumping  up  a  false  ac- 
count. Elegance  of  style.  Name  of  a  country. 

A  p         hunduk,  (pi.  banadik)  A  filbert 

nut.  A  cannon  or  musket-ball ;  also  any  ball  of 

clay  which  is  shot  from  cross-bows,  balistas,  &c. 

^^j^  hunduhi  liindi,  An  Indian  nut.  ̂ JiXi^ 
^jwSCi  bunduk  shikastan.  To  smack  the  lips. 

A  'eJt^JJ  bandahat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj  Q)  Making 
into  round  balls.  Looking  keenly.  Bundukat, 

Name  of  the  father  of  a  ti'ibe. 

p  isj'iijo  bunduha,  A  little  ball.  A  round  stone. 

A'^S^bundulny,A.  costly  kind  of  linen  garment. 
p  bandak,  Cotton  cleansed  of  the  seed, 

and  ready  for  spinning. 

p  liLi^iiJj  band-kushad,  A  joint,  a  ligament. 

p  aJli^ band-kasha,  A  bolt,  bar.  Servitude. 

p  bandagan,  (pi.  of        banda)  Bond- 

men, servants,  slaves.  bj  ̂   (j^i^  bandagani 

bi  riya,  Sincere  servants.  0^*ap-  (jlS^iJj  banda- 
gani hazrat,  Servants  of  God. 

p  band-gah,  A  joint.  Place  (of  a  joint). 
P  bandagi,  Servitude,  ministry,  devotion. 

Bondage.  Compliment.  bandagiyam,  My 

devotion.  i^J^^  bandagiyash,  His  service. 

PjJyjj  band-gir,  A  fine  cement  made  of  chalk, 
with  oil  and  cotton,  or  ox-hair,  employed  in  the 

construction  of  baths.  A  large  beam,  the  main  sup- 
port of  a  house.  Name  of  a  tree, 

p  e^^li  bandhna,  A  button, 

p  bandan,  To  bind,  fasten.  To  propose, 
design,  desire. 
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p  t^ysjj  band-nayija,  Litter  from  stalks. 
p  lOiSjj  bandina,  (or  &*iijo)  A  coat-button. 

P  bandam,  Any  thing  used  for  tying  or 
binding.  A  bundle,  a  truss. 

p  jt>jj  bandu,  The  tike.  The  canker-worm. 
p         bandawd,  Acid.  A  certain  bitter  plant. 

p  isj^j^l)  bandarvdna,  A  kind  of  water-melon. 

p  >J1».M>  _j  liJJ  band  u  bast,  Settlement  for  rent 
or  taxes.  Arrangement.  Securing,  management. 

p  J  band  u  hasti.  Belonging  to  a  set- 
tlement.  A  fine. 

Pjj^iJj  JrtwfZwr,  The  imaginative  faculty.  Bun- 
dur, Packthread. 

p  ̂ jSj<>  bandurughorbandiwargh,  Adam,^eir. 
A  ̂ Jj  ̂jj  bunduk,  (pl.|_^.;ilb  banddVi)A.  musket. 
p  2  banda,  Bound,  fastened,  fixed,  chained, 

Included,  contained,  shut  up.  A  servant,  slave, 

bondman, domestic.  Quicksilver,  (in  compos.)  A 

keeper.  y^Siic  ̂ J,  bandasi  bi  mikdar,  A  ser- 
vant  without  power,  a  most  humble  servant.  iJtiJJ 

J  1^0  bandasi  dargdh,  The  slave  of  (your)  thresh- 
old. l>SiJ>  bandasi  shikam,  The  slave  of  his 

belly.  {^\..£»j»-*^\  |j«.>^  Jtij^  bandasi  sddiku'l 
ikhsds  (for  t,j«alsi;^*  bandasi  mukhlis)  A  most 

devoted  and  affectionate  servant.  (^^^  ban- 
dasi farmdn,  Obeying  commands,  subject  to  the 

orders,  obedient,  obsequious.  {^<^^  sjLmJ  j  SiiJo 
banda  n  basta  kardan.  To  bind  and  oblige. 

Pj  ̂j), » iiJo  Z>fl«f/a-^ja?-war,Cherisher  of  slaves  (a 
respectful  expression  used  in  addi'essing  a  superior). 

p  ajls-  Tkc^  banda-hhana,Ho\ise  of  (your)  ser- 

vant, i.  e.  my  house  (when  speaking  to  a  superior). 

p  Si3^  5t>jo  banda-zuda.  Son  of  your  slave,  i.e. 

my  son. 

Pj_^j^5ii>l)  Z)a«fZa-^7?>z/'i'a^i,Captivity,slavery. 
p         s^iJo  banda-girifta.  Taken  prisoner. 

Pj^y  SiiJO  banda-tiatvuz.  Kind  to  servants. 
P  (^Jjo  bandi.  Bound,  chained,  imprisoned  ;  a 

prisoner.  A  Muhammadan  captive. 

p  jjb^  bandiyan.  Prisoners,  captives. 
Pi6l3itiJJ&«??f/i-A7<a«a,Houseofbondage,prison. 

p  ̂jiiJJijo  bandidan,To  bind,  to  shut  up,  confine. 
P  iSLi;^  bandisha,  Imagination,  fancy. 

p  ej^,sj^  band'ina,  (or  ei^^^jo)  A  coat-button. 
p  ̂J^J>^^  iwra-rare,  (Root  of  the  thigh)  The  groin. 
A  (j-Jo  banas,(\.  n.  of  ij^)  Shunning  (evil). 

p  aJLJo  bunsdla.  Old,  worn-out. 

A  iJl>j  bansh,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Being  remiss. 

p  f^JKs^Vtjj  binshdkhtan,  To  place,  to  erect. 

p  (jii.iUiJo  binshdndan,To  make  sit,  set,  erect. 
p  binisJnn,  (imp.  of  j^^— ̂ )  Sit  down. 

A j,ax>  Z>i«s/r,(pl.jolbiiflnci.y/r)Thering-finger. 

A  G  (jilajj  ( j^.  bahri)  buntush,  Seaof  Pontus. 

A  jWx^  bunzur,  The  clitoris. 
A  ̂^bkjj  binziydn,  A  shrew,  scold,  brawler. 

A  'is^-  binfahat,  A  yellow  curdling  substance 
taken  from  the  stomach  of  a  sucking  kid. 

p  banafsaj,  A  violet.  Violet-colour. 
A  es— *0 M  nafsihijln person,h imself. Identically. 

p  bunafsh,  Blue,  violet-colour. 
p  ftiLiAl)  bunajfsha  or  binafsha,  Violet.  Violet- 

colour.    A  certain  aquatic  plant. 

p  nJiJijo  binafsha-guni  tdram.  The 

purple  sky.  iX^.*  sJ^Jtl)  binafsha-gun-mahd, Heaven  and  earth. 

A  ̂jjo  banaka,  (fut.  iji*).  7/a&?n<7ii?/)  He  arrived. 
A  ijjo  bank,  (v.  n.  of  Arriving.  Planting 

a  single  palm-shoot. 

A  binakaf,  The  upper  opening  of  the  shirt 

at  the  breast.  A  gore  in  a  woman's  shift.  A  gusset. 

A  t^j^_bunkus,(\)\.  ;j*iJk3ljo)  Melon-blossom. 
p  «JLl^  banka,  A  grain  resembling  a  lentil. 
p  (^Ib  btmk,  The  bark  of  the  Egyptian  thorn. 

Banak,  (dim.  of  ban)  A  sort  of  fruit.  A  kind 
of  satin.  A  pimple.  Drops  of  sweat  on  the  face. 
Bunah,  A  shrub.    A  sign,  mark,  vestige. 

A  Cilb  bunk,  The  root,  origin,  best,  or  soundest 

part  of  any  thing.  An  hour  of  the  night.  Nas- 
captha,  an  odoriferous  root. 

p  (J)^^  bunkardn.  Any  thing  burnt  in  a  pot, and  adhering  to  the  bottom. 

biudaishidan,  To  swallow  without 

masticating,  to  bolt  (one's  food). 

p  CtlKb  iMwAwZa/i,  A  rose-bush.  Asortof  fruit. 

p  ;;;5oo  ban-kan,  An  instrument  for  levelling  the 
ground,  a  rake.  Bun-han,  A  hoe,  weeding-hook. 

p        banku,  Cotton-seed. 

p  (J^^  bankid,  Bencoolen. 
PLL^&aw(7,  An  inebriating,maddening  draught, 

made  of  hemp-leaves,hemlock,henbane, opium,  or 
masloc.  An  allurement,  bait,  enticement.  ^^J^ 

fjfi^y^*  bang  sdhhtan,  To  allure,  to  entice. 
p  bangdla,  Bengal. 

p  ̂_^yd>  bangdU,  A  native  of  Bengal. 
p  (jlCjL>  bingdn,  A  goblet.  A  cup.  A  bason. 

A  copper  bowl  or  bason  with  a  hole  bored  in  the 

bottom,  which  being  placed  in  water  is  suffered  to 
fill,  and  thus  serves  to  measure  the  time  that  each 

cultivator  is  allowed  to  have  water  turned  upon  his 

land  from  a  canal  for  the  purposes  of  irrigation. 

p  bun-gdh,  A  place  or  dwelling.  The  rear 
of  an  army.  A  magazine,  storehouse.  An  iron 

chest.  J  jV  bangdh.  Moveables,  tents, 
household  furniture,  and  utensils. 

p jiJi>  bangar,  An  agreement  for  clearing  lands. 

p  lLX^  lLX^  bonag-rang,  Asthma :  asthmatic. 
p  bangara,  A  song  to  quiet  babes,  a  lul- 

laby. Bingara,  Spinning  thread. 

p  ̂jiXl)  bangish,  Name  of  a  country  in  Turki- 
stan.  Bungiish,  Deglutition. 

p  i^zX^  bungush  tan,  To  swallow  without  mas- ticatinn;. 

p  (JXjj  bungvl,  Name  of  a  certain  tree  and  fruit, 
p  CiilXiJ  bungidak  or  bungalak,  A  certain  fruit. 



Pj^lClJ  hangalor,  Bangalore  in  Mysore. 
p  sJXj  bangala,  Of  or  belonging  to  Bengal,  as 

the  language.    A  thatched  house,  a  bungalow. 

p  yjJ  hangu,  Seed  of  fleawort. 

p  isXi^  hunga,  An  extending  of  the  voice.  Bun- 
gah,  A  place  or  dwelling.  A  place  where  money 

or  goods  are  deposited. 

p  bangi,  One  who  inebriates  himself  with 
i^J^  hang,  q.  v. 

p L>^)oJ  &?mZaf/,Foundation,basis :  aprop.  A  wall. 

p  i^^i^  hanmvi,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  son. 

p  Jijjo  hanand,  An  unknown  number. 

p  ̂'iJ>  hanu,  Harvest.  Corn  reaped  and  stacked. 
A  hmiu,  (pi.  of  f^>\  ihn)  (in  composition  from 

^jiji^  &a«M?i)  Sons,  posterity.  ̂ 0^^  j'x)  banu  asfar, 
The  posterity  of  Esau ;  (a  name  by  which  the  Ara- 

bian historians  distinguish  the  Greeks  and  Romans, 

whom  they  suppose  to  be  of  Idumean  descent).  ji> 
u-aaI^^  banus  salih,  Sons  of  the  cross.  Christians. 

Banam,  (always  written  ̂ \  ibn)  A  son. 

A  ̂lU  ̂   baimljami,  The  children  of  angels. 

(These  are  considered  as  the  same  with  those  whom 

Moses  calls  The  children  of  God,  or  the  angels.) 

p  ̂  jjo  banwan  or  bunwan,  The  superintendant 
or  bailiff  of  a  farm. 

A  Sjjj  bunumat,  Filiation,  sonship. 

A  liji^  timwfZ,  (pi.  oftiJkJ&a/icZ)  Royal  standards, 
banners.  Legions  of  10,000  men.  (pi.  of  Pers.  iiJ^ 

band)  Tricks.  J'jju5\ kasiru''l  bunud,  Full  of 
deceit,  teeming  with  evil. 

A  ii^^  bannudat,  The  posteriors. 

p  ̂jiijjj^  banwardan,  Wild  berries. 

p  2;^j^  banaivra,  A  foundation,  a  basis. 

p         ̂   bunu-surkh,  A  lentil. 

p  5U*«»  _5>^  bunu-siyah,  Peas,  pulse. 

p  (^^S'ji^  ba  naw^,  In  such  a  manner  as. 

p  iiL!_jjj  iajji^/i', Warmth  with  festivity,  gladness, 

joy ;  walking  or  moving  briskly.  j*;^<-^ jj*^  banuk 
Tiirm,  A  lizard. 

p  (^U>  1^  bunu-mash,  A  black  bean  or  vetch. 
A  banun,(jA.oi ibn)  Sons,  ̂ ^yi  j  Jlo 

mal  u  ianitji,  Wealth  and  children,  any  thing  dear. 

p  eiJ.ii jjo  bunu-nahhla,  A  kind  of  wild  vetch. 

p  i^jjo  binawand,  Kept  (as  water  in  ajar). 
p  banwa  or  hanuh,  A  harvest.  A  stack 

of  grain  in  the  straw. 

A  t/jj^  banawiy,  Filial.  Barbarous,  relating 
to  aliens  residing  in  Arabia  Felix. 

p  aJo  A  dunghill.  A  slender  rope.  Buna, 

Household  furniture,  goods,  and  chattels.  Bag- 

gage. Foundation,  bottom,  basis.  A  place.  A  shop. 

A  house.  A  tree.  jsJo  buna  bastan.  To  pa-ck 
up,  to  set  off  on  a  journey. 

A  ̂   bany,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Building,  rearing. 

Banay,  (written  ̂ J>\  ibn)  A  son.  Bam,  (in  com- 
position oblique  pi. of  ̂ JAibn)Sons.  ̂   banl 

adam,  The  sons  of  Adam,  men,  mortals,  -^ji  ̂ji 
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barn  nuh.  The  sons  of  Noah,  mankind.    Bina'  or 
buna',  A  fabric.  The  structure  of  the  human  frame, 
(pi.  of       binyat  or  bunyat)  Buildings,  structures. 

A       hunni,  A  dish,  a  plate. 

A  J^i^  bunayy,  (dim.  of       ibn)  A  young  son. 
^.      bunayya  or  bunayyi,  O  my  little  son. 

A       hunnty,  A  species  offish,  the  bonito. 

p  \^  hanya,  Victuals  which  people  carry  into 
the  country.    A  pic  nic. 

A  OIa1>  bunayyat.  Small  cups  or  goblets. 

\  C-jIaJL)  bunayy aUC t  tank,  (Little  daugh- 

ters of  the  road)  Lanes  branching  from  a  main  road. 

p  liUb  bunyad,  A  foundation,  basis.  A  fabric. 

A  wall.  1^1^^  i^^i  bunyad  kardan.  To  lay  a 
foundation,  to  build. 

p bunyadgar,  A  builder. 

A  (j;y«LA^Z)m?/a??im,Benjamin,Joseph's  brother. 
A  (jUi^  banyan,  AVork,  labour.  Bad,  corrupt 

(speech).  Bunyan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Building,  rear- 
ing. A  wall,  rampart.  A  fabric,  building.  Root, 

basis.  Name  of  a  certain  cistern  of  brackish  water 

which  on  the  mission  of  Muhammad  is  said  to 

have  become  sweet.  (jV.^?  OO'-as-  ̂ Jcidat-bun- 

yan,  Loyal.  Faithful,    p  ̂ ^L>^  bunyan  ni- 
hadan,  To  lay  a  foundation,  to  build. 

A  binyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j>)  Building,  rearing. 
Form,  mode,  manner,  nature  of  the  construction 

or  formation  of  any  creature,  its  build.  Binyat 

ovbunyat,  (pi.  bina'  orbuna)  Astructure.  The 
constitution  or  construction  of  the  human  body. 

&-aJi_aJ1  sahihu'l  binyat,  Sound  in  body. 

A  'd,x^  banvyat,  A  building,  structure.  The 
temple  of  Mecca. 

P         hanich,  A  garment, 

p  s^^^-  bumcha,  A  company  of  artisans,  a  cor- 
porate or  associated  body.     ̂ JwJ  s-^^  bumcha 

bastan.  To  wind  up  an  account. 

p biniz.  Never.  Also.  Haste.  God  forbid ! 

A  banl  tayy.  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  &^s\s  ̂ J3  banl  fdtima,  The  children  of  Fati- 
ma,  i.e.  the  descendants  of  Muhammad. 

A  banlkat,  The  bearing  spur  of  a  vine. 

Hair  that  turns  different  ways  on  a  horse's  flank. 

The  gore  of  a  woman's  shift,  or  any  kind  of  oblong 
triangular  piece  of  cloth  inserted  into  a  garment  to 

give  to  it  a  greater  circumference,  or  adapt  it  to  any 

particular  shape.  The  upper  orifice  of  a  shirt,  or 

opening  at  the  breast.  ̂ jllziLJo  banlhutani,  Two 

small  circles  or  hairy  stars  upon  horses'  throats, 
p  banlh,  Coarse  raw  silk. 

A  ̂j^jj  &a?zm,Firm,established.  Prudent,  wise, 

p  i^J^^jo  biniyush.  Hear  or  listen  thou, 

p  ̂ jj^^Jo  hiniyushidan.  To  hear,  to  listen, 
p  ̂   hu  or  bo.  Odour,  smell,  flavour,  fragrance, 

scent,perfume.  Hope.  Flesh  of  the  mountain-goat. 

U''J^  ̂   ̂'^  (°'"      ̂ ''^'''dan.  To  suspect,  to  get  wind 

of  any  thing,  yi        ̂ mbar-bo,  Fragrant  as  am- 

bergris. Bu,  Be  thou,  (also  contraction  of  J^^ 

buvad,  SMi\}  hashad,  ̂ y>buvam,  and  basham). 

A      bu,  (for      abH)  A  father.  ^  bu'l 
^tjab,  (Father  of  admiration)  A  wonderful  thing. 

A  leap,  spring,  dance.  ^  bu'l  hawas,  (Fa- 
ther of  desire)  Curious.  Libidinous.  A  man  who 

lives  well.    A  fool. 

A  ̂   baww.  The  young  of  a  camel.  The  skin 

of  a  sucking  camel^s  colt,  stuffed  with  straw,  and 
placed  before  the  mother,  wliich  she  supposes  to  be 

alive,  and  either  gives  milk  plentifully,  or  suckles 
another  colt ;  in  Scotland,a  tulchan.  Ashes,embers, 

cinders,    (fern,       bawwat)  Foolish,  silly. 

A  f-y_  baivs,  (v.  n.  of  for  l_j^)  Returning. 

Taking  upon  one's  self,  bearing,  sustaining.  Be- 
ing killed  in  the  stead  of  another.  Being  equal 

(as  blood  for  blood).  Lying  with  a  woman.  Con- 
fessing, acknowledging  (a  fault  or  a  debt).  \jb 

-iUl  1^/9  t_**a»^  bH-iU  bi  ghazabin  min  allali,  They 
incurred  the  wrath  of  God. 

p  \^  buva.  Be  it  so  ! 
A  A,i>  bamas,  (v.  n.  of  >b  for  ly)  Confessing. 

Opposing.  Taking  upon  one's  self,  bearing,  sus- 
taining. Being  killed  in  the  stead  of  another. 

Equality,  equivalent,  parity,  i-etaliation.  ̂ 6  ̂  J 
dain  baivas  dam.  Blood  for  blood.  1?^^^ 

ti^\j  ajabv.  bawasin  wahidin,  They  replied  in 
the  same  manner. 

A  jawzu)  bawwa,  A  nutmeg. 

A  i-^^j^  ba7vrc(ib,A]^ortev,  warder, door-keeper. 

^ J***  IJ"JJ  (J^^J-  bamwabani  zarrln-sar.  Porters with  heads  {i.e.  caps)  of  gold. 

a'sS\^>  hiivubat,  The  office  of  a  porter. 

A  (]|^-?^j->  bamwahly.  Belonging  to  a  porter. 

Aj'i^y  bawatir,{^\.oi J>^  bdtir)  Sharp  swords. A  barvcdian.  Openly,  publicly. 

A  hawad,  (v.  n.  of  ijb  for  ̂ ^i)  Perishing, 

dying.    Going  away,  departing  from  friends. 
bawadir,  The  fleshy  parts  between  the 

neck  and  shoulders  (in  men  and  animals),  (pi.  of 

Sjiilj  badirat)  Violent  emotions  of  the  soul  (par- ticularly in  anger). 

A  barcadi,  (pi.  of         badiyat)  Unin- habited deserts. 

A  ̂"i^j^  bawdzikh,  (pi.  of  ̂ ib  bdzikh)  High 
(mountains). 

aJ\^  bawdr,  (v.  n.  of  jb  for  ̂ y)  Perishing. 

Laying  waste,  destroying.  Ruin,  destruction,  per- 
dition. Badness  of  markets,  when  a  merchant  can- 

not dispose  of  his  goods.  (A  woman)  remaining 
at  home,  unasked  and  unmarried,  (pl-j^  iur) 

Uncultivated  fields,  j^^^jb  ddru'l  bawdr,  The 
house  of  perdition,  i.  e.  Hell. 

A  bawdrih,  (pi.  of  ̂ b  Idrih)  Hot  winds. 
ba7vdrid,(pl.o{ (i,b  bdrid)  Sharp  swords, 

(pi.  of  S  J,b  bdridat)  Cold  (things),  tij^y  C^lfl*j/« 

murhafdti  bawdrid,  Death-giving  swords. 
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p  i^ji^  hbvai-ad,  Acidity,  tartness, 

p  jj^y  hcuvarUjhyX  chairforalying-in(woraan). 
A  ̂ J\y>  hawarik,  (pi.  of  Jjjb  bcirik  or  ie^b 

hurihat)  Flashing  (clouds).   Glittering  (swords). 

A  {Jj'^  hawariy,  A  maker  of  reed  mats. 

A  Jj^^  hawazil,  (pi.  of  Jjb  bazil)  (Camels) 
having  the  anterior  or  lateral  teeth  projecting. 
The  teeth  themselves. 

A  ijj^^  hawazi,  (pi.  of         haz'i)  Falcons. 
A  ̂ \^\  al  hawazij,  A  place  near  Takrit. 
p  {^\^bawas, Affliction, calamity, misfortune, 

p  ̂l^**      bu  is-hak,  Name  of  a  tribe ;  of  a 
turquoise-mine  at  Nishabiir ;  of  a  king;  and  of  a 
person  eulogized  by  Hafiz. 

p  s1m\^  ba  wasita,  Because,  on  account  of, 

by  means  of.  ii.la**j\^  ba  wasita  anki,  Be- 
cause that,  for  the  reason  that. 

A  ̂j*n\^bawasih,(Tp\.of         basih)  Tall  palms. 

Aj(Mi\^  barvdsir,  (pi.  ofj^b)  Emerods,  piles. 

A  ̂3*^^^  bawashili,  (pi.  of  J^«»b  bdshik)  Spar- 
row-hawks. 

p  eot>|^J  bamasha,  A  grain-winnowing  machine. 

A  bawdzi^  (pi.  of  Xjcob  bdzi^t)  Flocks 
of  sheep,  herds  of  cattle.  Wounds  from  whence 

the  blood  drops,  but  does  not  flow. 

A  f^\^bawdtin,(^pl.o{ (^Isbia^m) Concealed, 
(pi.  of  &ji?b  batinat)  Interior  parts. 

A  bawdti,  (pl.of  iLlsb  bdtiyat)  Flagons. 

A  bawd^s,  (pi.  of  CLS'\j  bd^s)  Causes. 
A  js\^  bawdkir,  (pi.  of  8^)  Cows.  Oxen. 

A         bandhi,  (pi.  of  iLj'b  bdkii/at,  fem.  of 

^^'b  bdki)  Remaining.  Permanent.  Remainders. 

A bawdkir,  (pi.  of  'i^i>  bdkiraf)  Early- 
bearing  (date-trees). 

A  bawdki,  (pi, of  sjf^  bdkiyat)Weepevs. 

A  J^y  buwdl,  A  continual  discharge  of  urine. 
A         bawwdl,  One  who  makes  water  much ; 

one  who  pisses  in  his  bed.  Diabetic. 

A(^^^-*Ai^ii//Z/4asaw,The  father  of  Hasan,i.e.  Ally. 

Pj  bu'lkhajdar,A  profane,impious  wretch. 

A  u-*^  bu'l  ̂ jab,  Strange.  Wonders.  A  fool. 

A  p  bu'l  ̂ jibhd,  Wonders, 

p  i^yJiS^\ y>  bulfuzul,  (or  ̂ u^\ _jj)  Idlc-talkcr. 
p  ̂\  i>  hu'l  kafd,  A  bribe  to  a  judge. 

bu'l  ginjah,  Curious.   Any  thing 
playful,  ludicrous,  curious,  or  entertaining. 

P  ^^bu'liawasifVoWj.  Sensuality.  Cu- 
riosity. 

A  bawdli^{j)\.  of  &PjJb)  Sinks,  sewers. 

P  b^'i^^n,  A  narrow  pass  between  moun- 
tains. Name  of  a  country  abounding  in  currants 

and  pomegranates. 

^  U^J^  biwdn  or  buwdn,  (pl.«i_jj\  abwinat, 
bun  and  buwan)  a  tent-pole. 

A  u-i*»««>  shi^  bawwdn,  One  of  the  four 
paradises  of  the  world,  situated  in  Persia. 

A        buwdnat,  Name  of  a  hill  behind  Yambu^. 
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A  (3  V  bawdni,  The  curved  bones  of  the  breast. 

The  legs  of  a  camel.  alha'  bawdyiiyahu, 
He  stood  firm. 

A  bandhid  Evils,  misfortunes. 

A  es^l^  bi  wdhima,  In  fear  of,  for  fear. 

A^^ba7vdsij,(p\.o{  &^b  bdsijat)  Misfortunes. 
A  bawdsi^  (pi,  of  ̂ b  Z)a^/^)Purchasers. 

A  JjJ^y  bawdfik,  (pi.  of  &iub  bdsikat)  Evils,  ca- 
lamities, misfortunes.    Injuries,  oppressions. 

A  bawdsih,(p].  of  &5ob  hdAhat)  Young 
fat  she-camels. 

P  t-r>y        (equiv.  to  L^^^yub)  A  rich  carpet. 
A  busab,  A  species  of  horses,  short  and 

full  of  flesh,  with  a  long  step. 

p  b_jj  bo-bd,  A  dish  made  of  goat's  flesh. 
A  sb^  baivbdt,  A  desert,  solitude. 

p  (_pb_jj  Z;j<  Z;as/t,  Ancient,perpetual,everlasting. 

p  (^.^^  '-r^J^  bub-andin,  A  palace.  A  tent. 

P  (ji^l;^ ̂   bu-bardkish,  The  chameleon. 
p  4>^j^  buba.rd,  (or  (-dJii^j^)  The  nightingale. 
P  ^0  bardan,  To  get  scent, be  apprised. 

p  (jiJ     bubash,  A  lapwing.  Desire.  A  comb. 
P  ̂.^j^  bobak,  A  virgin.  A  hoopoo,  puet. 

A  bu  bakr,  (for ahu  bakr)  The  fa- 
ther-in-law of  Muhammad. 

A  jJ^^  ̂*^^J:^'M^,  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  Root,origin. 
The  middle  or  principal  part  of  any  thing.  The 

bodyofalocust.  A  nobleman,  grandee.  Ingenious, 

intelligent.  A  learned  man.  The  ornamented  lid 

of  a  little  box,  in  which  they  keep  a  kind  of  black 

collyrium,  called  kuhl,  with  which  they  tinge 

the  eyelids.  ^  (_j  ̂  Imwafl  bushufi'Jmajd, 
He  is  in  the  eye-ball,  or  pinnacle  of  glory.  ̂   ̂   jfc 
»^  J  huwa  bufbus  dahrihi,  He  is  the  glory  of  his  age. 

P  bubu,  A  hoopoo  ;  also  its  cry.  A  term 
by  which  a  woman  addresses  her  sister.  Desirous. 

P  i>^.y>y>  bubuya,  A  hoopoo. 

P  iOy>  buba,  Wish,  desire.  A  hoopoo  or  puet. 

A         but,  Name  of  a  tree  resembling  a  medlar. 

^  (^bjJ  butdti.  Relating  to  household  expense. 

A  L-->|yjJ  bu  turab,  Name  of  the  khalif  Ali j. 

A  &H_>_jJ  butahat,  (from  v  eS^  bota)A  crucible. 

p  eo^  bota,  A  crucible,  melting-pot.  A  bush. 
A  butt  for  shooting  at.  Brushwood.  The  young 

of  man  or  beast.  A  young  camel.  A  spot.  A  flower. 

(-dJU-  t'i botaA  khdk.  The  human  body. 

Pjl^o  y>  bu  timar,  A  heron. 
A  c:^^  baws,  (v.  n.  of  ci-jb  for  (^j^)  Inquir- 

ing. Dispersing. 
p        bawj.  Pride,  ostentation. 

A        bawj,  (or  f^^y>  bamajdn)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b 

for  ̂ ^)  Being  tired.  Flashing  vividly  (lightning). 
Making  a  noise.    Falling  upon,  overtaking  (mis- 

fortune).   Lassitude.    Exclamation,  clamour, 

p  L-.*»*>1?- ̂   bujdsb,  Name  of  a  hero  of  Tiiran. 

p  U>- y>  bujipd,  (in  zand)  A  sort  of  cucumber, 

p  ̂ j-^ ̂   ba  wajhe.  On  any  account.  In  a  way. 3  u 

p  bawch,  Pomp,  conceit.  Buck,  The  inside 
of  the  mouth. 

A  bawh,  (v.  n.of  ̂ b  for^^)  Appearing, 

being  evident.  Disclosing  secrets,  Buh,  Root,  ori- 

gin. The  sun.  The  sensitive  soul.  Confusion  in 
business.  Pudenda.  Coition,  ibn  bu- 

hika,  Thine  own  son. 

G  U-j^  buhd,  Zedoary. 

A  ̂J^joAsf      bu  hafidn,  A  schoolmaster. 
A  Lil^' bawhaka.  An  exclamation  of  pity. 

A  iarakalium)  bawha',  (He  left 

them)  prostrate. 
A  bawkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b  for  )  Becoming 

quieted,  pacified  (rage),  extinguished  (fire).  Be- 

ing fatigued.  Bukh,  Confusion  in  business,  per- 
turbation of  mind. 

p  (JLas-^  bokht,  A  son. 

p  jj.^ y  buhhal,  or  d\j>- y>  bukhala,  Purslain. 
p  (  bu  khildf,  (Father  of  opposition) 

The  devil. 

A  liy  bawd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b  for  Oj^)  Departing. 

Being  cut  off".  A  well. 
p  Z>MfZ,  It  was.  Existence,  being.  A  dwell- 

ing-place. (^^J  J  bud  ubdsk,  Residence.  Bti- 
vad.  Let  him  be.  It  may,  might,  or  will  be. 

Pjb  y  bo-ddr.  Scented.  Perfumed  leather. 
p  e6b_j^  bo-ddna,  A  medicinal  seed. 
p  (__jib  bud-bdsh,  Place  of  abode.  Service ; 

maintenance. 

p  (_>ii5}J  budish,  Existence. 

A  'ii'^j^  budakat,  {from  pe^^botd)  A  crucible. 
p  jjiijJ  budan.  To  be.  To  become.  To  exist. 
p  ijjji^^  budung,  Pennyroyal,  pulecium. 
p  budana,  A  small  partridge.  A  quail. 

p  j^iiy  budani.  Possible,  contingent.  Future. 
Essence,  existence,  liy  ti*^^  budani  bud.  What 
is  to  be,  will  be. 

p  JjJ  \i ̂   iiyi  bud  %L  nd  bud.  Riches  and  poverty. 
Existence  and  non-existence. 

p  i^y)  buda,  Been,  existent,  jji^l  1"^^  buda 

dmadan,  To  exist.  ̂   s  buda-ndn,  Unleavened 
bread,  dried  forty  days  in  the  sun, 

p  i^t^^  budl.  Thou  wast.   Existence,  reality. 

A  ijJ  bawz,  Injury,  outrage,  oppression.  Po- 
verty. Humiliation,  self-abasement.  Buz,  Name 

of  a  mountain  in  Ceylon,  where  Adam  descended. 

Ajy>  bawr,  (v.  n.  ofjb  for^y )  Perishing,  dy- 
ing. Being  fruitless  (undertaking).  Being  lan- 

guid, dull  (market,  where  nothing  can  be  sold). 

Proving,  trying.  Examining,  discovering,  (par- 
ticularly applied  to  a  he-camel  discovering  by  the 

smell  whether  a  she-camel  is  pregnant  or  not). 

Bringing  a  she-camel  to  the  male  for  that  purpose. 
Ruin,  destruction.  Land  not  sown,  nor  ready  for 
it.  Land  that  has  lain  fallow  for  one  season.  Bur, 

(mas.  fem.  du.  or  pi.)  A  wicked  man,  ruffian,  vil- 
lain, scoundrel ;  one  in  danger  of  perdition.  Un- 



cultivated  ground.  Bur  or  hawr,  (pi.  of hasir) 

Helpless,  unable  to  help  themselves,  and  destitute 
of  the  assistance  of  others.   Uncultivated  lands. 

Pjy  ior,  Abayhorse.  Apheasant.  Bringthou. 

p       hura,  A  sack, bag.  A  nail's  head  or  point. 
p  burak,  Borax. 

p  ,J,]jy>  hu7-am,  Food  made  from  the  egg-plant. 
A  ̂^]jy>  huraniyat,  A  kind  of  food  invented  by 

a  woman  called  (j^^  buran. 

A  'ijy}  hufvat,  A  ditch,  pit  (especially  any  place 
dug  in  the  ground,  where  they  light  a  fire  and  dress 

victuals).  A  treasure,  stores,  provisions. 

A  ̂ jy>  buraJi,  (from  p        bitra)  Borax,  nitre. 

p  uiJjjJ  burak,  A  kind  of  food.  A  sort  of  tri- 
angular paste  or  macaroni.  Money  given  to  a  by- 

stander at  dice.  Mouldiness  of  bread. 

A  burak,  Borax,  nitre,  saltpetre. 

p  \.L^jy>  bo-rang,  A  fragrant  mountain-plant. 
p  s^j^i  burniya,  A  large  jar  filled  with  drugs. 

p  huru,  A  trum pet,  hunting-horn .  A  tube, 

canal.  The  gripes,  iww-^aw,  A  trumpeter. 

p  8j jjj^  burura,  Name  of  a  king,  and  island. 

p^j^&wm,  Nitre, borax.  Pastry  .  Lump-sugar. 
^j'cji  ij y>  buran  armani.  Nitre,  borax,  used  in  sol- 

dering gold. 

p  Jwri,  A  trumpet.  A  hunting-horn.  The 
point  of  any  thing  (especially  of  a  nail).  A  split 

reed,  or  a  mat  made  of  such.  J*?  zadan, 

To  sound  a  trumpet.   ̂ j^:^\alburi,  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  ̂ jy>  burly,  (^j^  buriyat  or  ̂^.jyi  buriyas) 
A  mat  made  of  split  reeds.  Burly,  A  kind  of  fish 

found  in  Egypt. 

p         buriya,  (^&^jy>  buriya  or  burl)  A 
mat  made  of  spUt  reeds.  A  carpet.  A  case  for  any 

instrument,    i  >\i  ̂ .j^  buriya-baf,  (or 
buriyaban)  A  maker  of  mats;  or  instrument-cases. 

p  iwnya-^o&i,  A  mat-treading  (house- 
'svarming). 
A  »L«jj\  arsalahu  bi  butlyatin,  He  left 

him  alone  without  correction  or  controul. 

G  (jiiajjy  &Mritos/t,  The  fire-stone  pyrites. 
pjjj  bawz,  Mouldiness  of  bread.  A  large  black 

bee.  The  trunk  of  a  tree.  Boz,  A  roan  horse. 

Swift.  Intelligent.  Shrewd. 

Aj}>  busuz,  (pi.  of  j^jb  bazl)  Falcons,  hawks. 

p  \jy>  boza,  (equivalent  to  »jy  boza)  Beer. 

'P  J]jj>  bozar,  Hot  spices  mixed  up  with  food. 

p  J>'\^ ̂   bozagar,  A  brewer  of  beer. 
p  {^^^jyi  bozagari,  Brewing,  making  of  beer. 
A  bawza^,  Name  of  a  tribe.  Name  of  a 

.'VToman.  Name  of  a  sandy  tract, 
p  bawzak,  Mouldiness  of  bread. 

p  i^J^y  buzkand,  A  kind  of  settee  placed  be- 
fore the  doors  in  the  East.    A  veranda,  a  portico. 

p  i^j^jy>  buzmand,  (uX*^j^  burmand  or 
buzama)  Name  of  a  certain  fragrant  herb. 

F         buzina,  (««xJJ_yJ  or  &i>_jy>)  An  ape. 
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p  »jy  boza,  A  beverage  made  from  rice,  millet, 
or  barley:  beer.    The  trunk  of  a  tree. 

p  ̂ol^►  iJ^boza-hhdna,A  beer-shop,  ale-house. 

Sjy  buza-habab.  Roast  lamb. 
P  (jW.Jj^  buzldan,  Name  of  a  fattening  drug. 
Pj^  baroj,  A  whirlpool.  Buj,  Weight.  A 

raging  fever. 

p  bujzma,  A  rose-bud  not  yet  expanded, 
a  follicle,  a  pod. 

A  baws,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ j»>j^)  Kissing. 

Being  rough.  Mixture.  Adversity, indigence. 
Humility,  lowness. 

P         ios,  A  kiss,  buss.  Kissing. 

J^ui  daman  bos  dadan.  To  kiss  the  hem  of  a  gar- 

ment. ^ji5j^bM5>-j  (^ji  bosi  rukhsar  kardan,  To 
kiss  the  cheek.  \i_  pa-bos,  Kissing  the  feet. 

O**^  (jry«j  zamln-bos.  Kissing  the  ground.  y> 
jLjkJ  J  bos  u  kandr.  Kissing  and  embracing. 

A  (_)>>j^  buss,  (v.  n.  of  (_)*>j^)  Becoming  poor, 
indigent,  and  miserable,   (pi.  abfUs)  Mis- 

fortune, evil,  misery,  adversity. 

p  ̂6L>l^  bosa,na,  Humility. 

p  jji3-ib*»j^  bosanldan,  To  cause  tokiss,  or  rot. 

p  (jbu»ij>  bostan,  (Place  of  perfume)  A  garden, 
a  kitchen-garden,  a  green  spot.  Name  of  a  city. 
Name  of  many  Arabian  and  Persian  books,  the 
most  celebrated  of  which  is  the  Bostan  of  (_?t>>**« 

sa^U,  a  native  of  Shiraz  ;  which,  together  with  his 
Gulistan,  is  in  the  highest  esteem  in  every  country 

where  the  Persian  language  is  known.  ̂ Uuny 

(^lijMi  bostdni  sundus.  Flowers  of  various  hues. 

(J^  bostdni  gul-namdy, The  firmament, 

pj_jji\  (jbLo^  bostdn-afroz.  Cock's  comb. 
p  ̂ jls^y  bus-hdh.  Name  of  a  tribe.  Name  of 

a  turquoise-mine  at  Nishapur. 

p  i-iJu»»jJ  bosak,  A  little  kiss.  The  wing  of  a 

bird.    Any  thing  hollow  or  excavated. 

p  s\Xi*iy  bos-gdh,  (»l         bosd-gah,  i^i 

bosa-gdh,  or  bosa-galt)  The  place  of  kiss- 
ing, i.  e.  Tlie  royal  apartment  (because  every  one 

going  there  kisses,  or  ought  to  kiss,  the  gate). 

p  uiLi**jy  busaUk,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  jjlflwijj  busulaymdn,A  roost-cock:  a hoopoo. 

p  ̂ ^y}  busanj,  Name  of  a  city. p  &-lwj>^  busna.  The  province  of  Bosnia. 

p  iiM>^  bosa,  A  kiss.   (^4i^->  ***>j^>  To  kiss. 

p  (_fjb  a-wi_j^  bosa-bdzl,  Kissing  and  toying. 
p  bosa-jdy,  (Place  of  kissing)  Lips. 

p  ̂ Jw5«i»  juoj^  bosa  shikastan.  To  smack  the 
lips,  in  kissing. 

A  bussa\(v.n.  of  jj^)  Becoming  needy 

and  miserable.  Adversity,  injury,  loss,  misfortune. 

p  bose.  One  kiss. 

p  ̂SiMi^  bosldagi.  Rottenness.  Submission. 

p  f^iSxui^  bosldan.  To  kiss.    To  rot. 
p  tdJMi^  bosida.  Rotten,  stale. 

A  ban:sir,{forj(./0^  Z;awsir)  Hemorrhoids. 

FjXu)^  huslr.  Possibility. 
P  ijy^^  &Msm, Accusation,  upbraiding,  reproof. 

P  (_^>^  barvsh.  Celebrity.  Ostentation,  boast. 
Magnificence.  Bush,  A  kind  of  eye-salve  brought 

from  Dar-band.  Bavish,  Pi-edestination,  fate. 
Buvish,  Existence. 

A  (ji^^  bawsh,  (v.  n.  of  {j^\>  for  lAj^)  Mak- 
ing a  confused  noise  (a  mob).  Stretching  forth  the 

hand  to  receive  something.  Bawsh  or  bush,  (pi. 

(^\>j)\arvbdsh)  A  multitude,  crowd,  troop,  or  band. 
A  mixed  company  of  various  tribes.  A  kind  of 
dish  made  from  baked  wheat  and  lentils.  The  sound 

or  noi|e  made  by  a  mob  or  other  great  body  of 

men.  ^^J'  tarahtuhum  hamshan  baw- 
shan,  I  left  them  confused  and  tumultuous.  {^y> 

(j!L>b  bush  bdsish,  A  crowd  of  all  ranks.  Bush, 

A  place  in  Egypt  where  stuffs  are  manufactured. 

p  bushd,  Meditation,  thoughtfulness,  soli- 
citude, anxiety. 

G  iS^y>  boshdd.  The  rape-root.    A  turnip. 
P  i»<*»1<SjjJ  boshdsb.  Sleep.  Pollution. 

p  (^LJijy  bushpds,  Sleep.  A  dream,  a  vision. 

p  ̂ ^^^  boshanj.  Name  of  a  town. p  uii-L.*) ̂   bushank,^  ame  of  a  village  nearHarat . 
A  bawshly,  A  poor  man,  with  a  large 

family.  Bawshly  or  bushly.  Of  the  meanest  rank 

of  men.    Bushly,  (Stuff")  manufactured  at  Bush. 
p  jjjouij^  bushldan.  To  begin  any  work.  To consider. 

A  baws,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^b  for  {jo^>)  Pre- 

ceding,goingbefore,beingsuperior,excelling.  Mak- 
ing haste.  Flying,  absconding.  Being  hid,  con- 

cealed. Importuning,  teasing.  Colour.  A  wo- 

man's hips.  A  precipitate  pace.  Fatigue,  lassitude. 

(pl.(^^_j^\  abwds)  Kind,  sort  (of  cattle).  Bus  or 
baws.  Softness  of  the  fat  of  the  buttocks.  Bus, 

Colour,  Name  of  a  fruit.  A  woman's  hips. 
i^y>  hdla  busithu.  His  colour  changed, 

A  -^bfljJ  bawsds,  Large-hipped  (woman).  A 

game,  in  which  a  torch  being  lighted  at  one  end 
is  whirled  round  with  velocity. 

A  ̂^jo ̂   busly,  A  little  boat,  a  skiff". 
A  _^^^buslr,  The  plant  bear's  ear.  A  kind  of hemlock,    (corruption  ofj^b  bdsur)  Piles. 

A  (^_5^  baivz,  (v.  n.  of  ;^b  for  t^^)  Stand- 
ing, remaining,  staying,  abiding.  Being  beautiful, 

clean  in  tlie  face,  after  being  foul  (with  freckles). 

A  l>y  bawt,  (v.  n.  of  l>b  for  lijy)  Becoming 

poor  after  having  been  rich,  and  despicable  after 

having  been  honourable. 

A'H^l^^butdnlyat,  A  creeper  called  black  vine. 
Ae^f^  butat,  (from  p  «3y  bota)  A  crucible. 
A)e>^  bawz,  (v.  n.  of  ii>b  for  lajj)  Becoming 

fat.    Discharging  in  the  womb. 

A  ̂   baw^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ )  Expanding the  hand,  stretching  it  out  when  giving  money. 

Taking  long  steps  in  running  (a  horse  or  camel). 



Measuring  with  a  fathom  or  with  the  arms  ex- 

tended, ^aw^or  hu^  (pi.  ahwaQ  Declivity 
of  a  mountain,  or  any  part  which  has  fallen  into 

aslope.  Afathom.  (pl.of  ̂ l)  &a^'^)Young 
deer  bounding  at  full  speed. 

A  ̂   haw(jh,(\. n.oi      for  ̂ )Boiling (blood). 

p  ̂   bugh  or  hogh,  Any  outward  covering  or 
wrapper  (especially  of  leather).    A  pouch. 
A  Soft, friable  earth.  Unsettled, 

crazy,insane(men).  Confusion.  Aromatic  fragrance. 

p  jj^jJ  bogh-hand,  A  cloth  in  which  any 
thing  is  wrapped  up. 

p  bughra,  (or  Ji]^^  bughrak)  A  kind  of 
food  (made  of  boiled  meat,  flour,  &c.) 

G  ̂j-flJpjJ  bughulsuii)  Borage. 

p  \fy  boghma,  Trumpery,  trifles,  scraps,  rags. 
Fragments,  broken  victuals,  stores  of  a  wallet.  A 

fat  and  ugly  woman. 

p^ff'j^  bughanj,  Coriander.    Name  of  a  city. 
p  lyjs-^  bughand,  Convolvulus,  ivy,  bindweed. 

p  I— jjJ  huf,  An  owl. 

p  ij*>jji^  bo-Jirosh,  A  perfumer,  a  druggist. 
A  ̂ Jjj  bawk,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y>)  Oppressing, 

distressing,  injuring.  Befalling  (as  a  misfortune). 

Surrounding,  hedging  in.  Attacking  with  united 

force,  and  killing  unjustly.  Rushing  (into  the  in- 
ner or  forbidden  apartments).  Being  affected  by 

any  malady  and  perishing  (cattle).  Rising  and 
coming  upon  any  one  from  an  ambush.  Robbing, 

stealing,  kidnapping.  A  blab.  Buh,  (pi. 

abrvak  and  bikan)  A  trumpet,  clarion,  hunt- 

ing-horn, and  often  used  to  signify  a  flute,  pipe,  or 
any  musical  instrument  (in  allusion  to  which  one 

who  cannot  keep  a  secret  is  called  buk,  as  being 

full  of  holes).  A  kind  of  pipe  into  which  a  miller 

blows.  Vain,  foolish.  False,  unjust.  J5^^waA,  (pi. 

of  «5y  bukat)  Thunder-showers,  violent  rains. 
Disagreeable  things. 

p        boh,  A  large  sheet. 

A  Jjy  basuk,  Evil,  calamity,  severity. 

A  CJ^^buliat,{Tp\.oi  &MA)Trumpets,cornets. 
A         bultal,  A  tankard  without  a  handle. 

A  bukat,  (pi.  ̂ y>  buwali)  A  violent  rain, 
a  thunder-shower,  coming  down  with  uncommon 

impetuosity.    A  disagreeable  thing. 

P  uy^^  bu  kalamun,  A  chameleon.  A  tor- 
toise. A  turkey.  A  bird  which  as  often  as  it 

plunges  into  the  water  appears  of  a  different  colour. 

Various-coloured  stuffs  or  habits.  (In  general) 
any  thing  of  various  colours,  or  whose  surface  re- 

flects different  rays  from  a  change  of  position.  A 

variable,  capricious  man.  The  inconstancy  of  for- 

tune.   Changeable  world. 

P  {^^^  bukalamum,  Variegated,  motley. 

^  ̂""^^  bukisa,  The  elm-tree. 

A  bawk,  (v.  n.  of  tiJb  for  ui)y.)  Leaping 
(as  the  male  ass  upon  the  female).  Conversing 
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with  a  woman.  Forming  little  balls  of  clay  be- 
tween the  palms  of  the  hands.  Buying  or  selling 

merchandize.  Removing  with  a  stick  rubbish  from 

a  fountain  or  aqueduct  to  make  the  water  flow 

more  freely.  Being  in  confusion  (business).  Be- 
ing disturbed  in  mind  (men).  Becoming  fat.  Jj\ 

uiJy  awwal  bawk.  The  first  time  or  thing. 

P  '^j^  buk.  By  chance,  perhaps,  haply,  may 

be.  Except.  A  divine  precept.  A  pit  in  which 

they  lay  up  (wheat).     A  fire-shovel.  Tinder. 

J  '-^^  buk  u  magar,  Perhaps,  may  be. 
A         buwak,  (pi.  of  uiJjb  bdsik)  Fat  camels. 
A         bawkas,  Mixture,  confusion. 

p  CilKy  bukalak,  Juniper-berries.  A  kind  of 
fruit  in  Persia  called  ban. 
p  bukand.  Ivy. 

p  s^^bu  /i:?,Perhaps  it  may ;  would  that  it  were! 

p  (j^y  bugan,  The  womb.    A  flower-bed. 
A  (Jy  bawl,{\. n.oi  J^for  J_j^)  Making  water. 

Bursting  out,  flowing  freely.  Becoming  liquid, 

melting.  A  great  number,  a  multitude.  A  son. 

{^\.  abwal)  Urine.  (J^^^  (Jj^  bawlu  'I  ibl, 
A  kind  of  medicine  for  wounds  (produced  in  Ara- 

bia Felix),  j^^^  bawlu  I  ̂fl;M2:,Milk.  p 
(jii^ baivl  kardan,  To  urine. 
A  bawlat,  A  daughter.  Buwalat,  One  who 

voids  urine  copiously. 

AB^ ̂ bustdat, {y.n.oi jJ^)Beingsmall  and  weak. 

p  bu'l  hakhtifWise,  learned. 

Pjiijs.      bul  khajdar.  An  unbeliever,  heretic. 
p  bawldan,  A  chamber-pot,  a  urinal. 

A  u«3y  bulas.  Name  of  a  dungeon  in  hell. 

p  (j*Jy  bolus,  Paul. 

A  ̂ y  bawla^  A  glutton. 
bu  'I  kunjak.  Any  thing  new  or  won- 

derful. Thefirst-fruits.Amasquerade,pastime,frolic. 

p  uLltftf^jJ  bu  lanjak,  Any  thing  strange,  curious, 
and  entertaining. 

G  i^y^i^^^^  bulubudabun.  Polypody. 

G  (jji" j^y^i^  bulutarViliun,  Maiden's  hair. p        bula,  A  tube,  tunnel. 

A  i--*^_5^  bu  lahab,  (for  t— abu  lahab) 

Name  of  one  of  Muhammad's  uncles  (Kur'an, 

chap.  cxi.).  p  (j^-*t^y  bulahabdniwakt,  (The 
Bij  lahabs  of  the  age)  Obstinate  unbelievers. 

L  (j*Jjy  bulinas,  (Plinius)  Pliny. 
p  bum,  A  country,  region.  Desert  land  not 

yet  cultivated.  The  boundaries  or  frontiers  of  ini- 
mical states,  whose  hostile  inroads  are  always  to 

be  dreaded.  A  garrison.  A  mansion  or  place  where 

one  dwells  in  safety.  Embroidered  cloth.  Nature, 

disposition,  temperament,  jb  I  bumi  dbdd.  An 

inhabited  country.  j*^  bumi  werdn,  A  de- 
solate country.    Buvam,  I  may  be. 

A        bum,  (or  «*y  bumat)  An  owl. 

o-l  bumu'l  masksum.  The  owl  of  bad  omen. 

p  jj^jii^y  bumadardn,  (or  bumdran) 

The  plant  southernwood. 

p  bumdra,  A  kind  of  bird. 

Pjyo^  bum-bar,  Dominion,  lordship,  seigniory. 

p  jJkiCy  &Mwi-/{a«c?,  A  subterraneous  dwelling. 

V  My>  buma.  Fire  struck  by  a  horse's  shoe. 
p  bumhan,  An  earthquake.  Bumahan, 

An  earthquake.  The  intestines  of  sheep  not  cleaned. 

p  {^X:^yi  liV'^nakiii,  An  earthquake. 
p  bawn,  A  portion,  share.  Bun,  Founda- 

tion, root,  origin.  End,  limit.  Intestines  of  sheep 
or  cattle  not  cleaned.  The  womb.  The  heavens, 

jj^xwj  bum  situn,  The  base  of  a  column,  the 
pedestal  of  a  statue. 
A  bawn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jo  for  ̂ j^)  Excelling. 

i?fl?r«  or  iwre.  Difference.  Interval,  space. 

<^>.i^*  bawni  madid,  A  long  interval  (of  time). 

Bun  or  buwan,  (pi.  of  biwdn')  Pillars,  tent 
poles,  or  the  wooden  work  which  supports  the  top 

of  the  doorway,  and  the  curtains  of  tents. 

A  jjby  bu  ndfi^  Wine. A  «3y  bawnat,  A  little  daughter.  Bunat,  A 
town  in  Africa. 

p  J0_^  buvand,  They  may  be.  Buvand  or  bu- 
vind.  Proud,  arrogant.  Buwund,  Lenity,  meekness. 

p  SiV_j^  buvanda  or  buvinda,  Vroud.  Majestic. 
Buwunda,  Modest,  gentle,  grave. 

Pj^y>  buniz,  (equiv.  to  SjJ  mza)  A  short  spear. 
A  basuk,  One  who  cannot  keep  a  secret. 

Busult,  (or  busukat)  (v.  n.  of  for 
Disclosing  a  secret. 
A  busukk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b  for  )  Turning, 

stinking,  becoming  tainted  (as  meat). 

A Jjy  bufuz,  (pi.  of jt^  basz^  Falcons. 
A  i^^yi  hiuus,  (v.  n.  of  ;j*»^)  Becoming  indi- 

gent and  miserable. 

A  jjjj^  basuk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b)  Overtaking  (mis- 
fortune). 

A'Hj^bumlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jy)  Being small,weak. 

A  iy>  bawk,  (v.  n.  ofsb  for  i^)  Lying  '^ith  a 
woman.  Cursing.  An  imprecation,  cui-se.  Buh, 

(v.  n.  of  »b  for  »_5J)  Directing  one's  attention,  mind- 
ing, adverting  to.  A  moulted  hawk.  A  male  owl. 

A  large  owl  or  a  bird  resembling  it. 
F  buwa,  A  tree  which  does  not  bear  fruit. 

Grave,  modest. 

A  'i^y>  bukat,  A  she-owl.  A  kind  of  hawk  that 
has  moulted.  Feathers  driven  about  by  the  wind. 

Wool  or  cotton  put  into  an  ink-holder  and  not  yet 
wet.  Thin-bodied.  Small-boned.  Extenuated,  ema- 

ciated.   Foolish,  absurd,  silly,  flighty. 

p  (jUfc_5^  bukmdn,  The  womb.  Some  one,  some- 
body, so  and  so. 

p  BJb^  buha,  Desire.  Perturbation  of  mind. The  hoopoo. 

p  (_j>y  boy  or  buy.  Odour,  fragrance,  perfume, 
scent,spice.  Hope, wish,  desire:  search,quest.  Love. 

Nature,  disposition.  Portion,  part.  ijy> ^am- 



ba.r-boy,  Fragrant  as  amber 

dmi,  To  give  a  hint.  To  hear.  To  suspect, 

jjiibioytZac^aw,  To  diffuse  fragrance.  ,^f!>- y*»ij^ 
hoy  sohlitam,  Incense.  ̂ ^SijJ^  hoy  shanidan, 
To  smell,  t^'^^ hoy  hardan,  To  smell,  to  scent 

of.  To  snuff  up,  to  smell  to.  {^J>  {J^  hoy  girif- 
ian,  To  contract  a  smell,  to  stink.  ̂ ^J^^..  f^y>  boy 
yahrangi,  Sincere  affection.  Buv,  Thou  mayest  be. 

A        hawrc'iy,  A  fool. 
P        hoya,  Odoriferous,  fragrant.  Fetid.  Co- 

riander-seed. 

^  1?*^  '^yi  boy-afza,  Spice,  seasoning. 

Pj^^L^^  hoy-afzm',  A  censer.  Spice,seasoning. 
P  (jW^  hoyan,  Smelling.   Name  of  a  country. 

hoyanali,  Parsley.  Southernwood.. 

P  CLM*ij>^        hoy-farast,  A  hound.    A  pard. 
A  parasite.  A  demon.  An  angel. 

A  lIOj^  hun-ayt,  (dim.  of  O^.  hayt,  not  ap- 
proved) A  small  house,  a  cottage. 

P         huycha,  Ivy,  convolvulus. 

^  yahya,  Name  of  the  angel  of  death. 

Pj^ii  boy-dar,  Scented.  Hunting  by  the 
scent  (a  dog). 

P  U^'^J^  ̂ oydan,  A  perfume-box. 

P  i-LxJj  t^j^  boy-rang,  A  rose. 

P  ̂  Li"^  boy-sa,  A  stone  for  rubbing  powders. 
Pjj-«^  ii/y  boy-soz,  A  censer,  a  chafing-dish. 
P  Zjot/^sA,  Smelling.  The  sense  of smelling. 

P  lPjj*        boy-farosh,  A  perfumer. 
p  C^)^  hoy-halih,  A  kind  of  berry  with  a 

green  bark,  noxious  to  the  teeth  and  stomach. 

P  i^J^J'        ̂ oy-giriftagi,  Stink,  taint. 

P  i^J>  ij^  loy-girifta,  Fetid,  stinking. 

P  ̂J^J|^^  boy-madaran,  Southernwood,  me- 
lissa,  parthenion,  apiastrum,  balm-gentle. 

p  c^li        boynak,  Rank-smelling. 

p  fJ^\M_yi  boy-nakdn,  Destitute  of  the  sense  of 
smelling'. 

P  <L^_yi  boyang,  A  kind  of  sweet  basil. 

p        hoya,  Hope,  desire.  Fumitory. 

A  jo_y  bun-ayh,Hhe  founder  of  a  certain  dynasty. 
P  y^Vy  bondan,  To  smell,  scent,  diffuse  per- 

fume. To  have  a  smell.  To  smell  to,  snuff  up.  To 
live  in  the  country. 

P  {./-^J^.        boy-yak-rangl,  Fidelity,  love. 
p  w  ha,  To.  For.  In.  On.  With.  By.  Ac- 

cording to.  It  is  sometimes  pleonastic  :  as,  l-jT  jj 

J  Jo\  ha  ah  «M(7a?-,Inthewater,  i??7t,Good,exceIlent. 
Better.  Safe,  sound.  Elegant.  A  quince.  &j 
hill  shudan,  To  be  healed,  to  recover. 

A  jo&a/t.  Well  done!  bravo !  excellent !  Bihi, 

With,  for,  from,  in,  or  by  him,  or  it.  iOjyXc  mas- 
mur  bihi.  Ordered,  commanded. 

A  iO  hahh,  (v.  n.ofaJ)  Rising  in  dignity,  being 
promoted  by  the  monarch. 

A  \i  bahasa,{M.\^_^yabhasu)'Reeva.-ptiedi{the 
house)  of  furniture.   He  tore  (the  garment).  He 
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understood.  *3  C^\>  l«  ma  hahastu  lahu,  I  did 
not  attend  to  it. 

A  \>  hahf,  (v.  n.  of  l^)  Being  accustomed. 

A  haha',  (fut.  yahhu  or  j_c-^.  yabhi) 
(It)  was  beautiful,  elegant,  or  graceful. 
p  baha,  Price,  value.  (Jl**!*-  baliad 

khil^t,  A  tax  to  defray  the  expense  of  honorary 

dresses.  ̂ jrljJ  bahaA  khun.  The  price  of  blood 

(which  is  paid  to  the  relations  of  a  person  killed, 

as  an  atonement),  ̂ ^i^^kif  baha  hat^kar- 

dan.  To  fix  a  price.  ̂ ^J^J^l^  baha  kardan,  To  va- 
lue, appraise,  u-i;^  _j  \>  J>.  pur  baha  u  sharaf, 

Most  precious  and  noble,  giran-hahd, 

Dear,  precious.  ̂ I'Aa, Goodness.  Beauty,ornament. 
A  ̂IjJ  bahds,  (v.  n.  of  l^)  Being  accustomed, 

familiar,  (v.  n.  of  _j^)  Being  fair  and  handsome, 

(v.n.  of  (^y^)  Being  torn  and  demolished  (a  tent). 
Beauty,  elegance.  Lustre,  splendour.  The  shining 
of  the  froth  of  milk.  A  camel  easy  to  be  milked. 

-^l^J.  _j       s>-  husn  wa  bahds,  Beauty  and  elegance. 

p  IfJ  bahd-peshi,  Money  advanced,  pre- 

payment. A  CL^^i  bahhdt,  A  calumniator,  a  slanderer. 

A^"i     ;)a/m^M',(pl.of/l^  iM/i.^Mr)Short  in  stature. 
A  ia/ioyai,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^) Being  beautiful. 
Pjiil^  hahadur,  Brave,  bold,  valiant,  coura- 

geous, magnanimous,  warlike,  strong,  athletic.  A 

soldier,  champion,  hero,  chevalier,  knight,  horse- 
man. Bahadur  forms  part  of  the  title  of  honour 

conferred  by  the  Great  Mogul  and  other  Eastern 

potentates,  upon  the  nabobs  (nuwwab)  and  other 

gi'eat  men,  bearing  some  resemblance  to  the  Euro- 
pean title  of  military  knighthood  :  as,(^l*i\  5 

dXs^  ciiii^j^*^  ̂ mdatu'l 
mamali]t,9ftihharu'l  mnlh,  hamaru'd  dawlat,mu- 
hammad  Mum  bahddur.  The  pillar  of  empires,  the 

glory  of  the  kingdom,  the  full  moon  of  the  state, 
Muhammad  Khan,  the  brave. 

p  i^ji^^.  bahddurdn,(j>l.o£jiii\^  bahddur)Ya- 
liant  soldiers. 

p  io\j(iljJ  ia/«a£?«i?'a??«,Bravely,like  a  champion, 
p  (jjii^  bahddwi,Yalour,  military  gallantry. 

Pjl^  hahdr,  Spring,  beginning  of  summer.  A 
blossom.  Orange-flower.  A  Budhist  temple.  An 
idol.  The  haram  of  a  prince.  Camomile,  anthemis. 

Name  of  an  island.  jl^J  (J-^  fasli  hahdr,  The 

spring-season.  The  harvest  of  that  season,  jljj 

(jiJ^J  hahdri  ddtiish,  The  title  of  a  well-known 
work  on  ethics.  Bihdr,  The  province  of  Behar  in 

India.  Half  a  horse-load. 

Ajl^  hahdr,  Any  thing  beautiful  and  splendid. 
A  species  of  odoriferous  herb ;  buphthalmus,ox-eye. 
The  inferior  hollow  part  in  the  throat  of  a  horse, 

next  to  the  thorax,  and  also  a  whitish  appearance 

there.  Bihdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^)  Boasting,  glorying. 

Buhdr,  An  idol.  A  swallow.  A  white  fish.  Cot- 

ton taken  from  the  pods.  Sea-baggage,  every  thing 

necessary  for  accommodation  on  ship-board.  An 

equipoise  weighing  400  rati.  A  weight  of  about 
300, 400, 600,  or  1000  rati.  A  vessel  with  a  spout 
resembling  an  ewer. 

P^  W«ar-am,Vernalshowers,or blossoms. 

P  {J\)^  bahdrd7i.  The  spring.  Orange-flower. 
P  jl^  hahdr-bdnu.  The  blooming  princess, 

p  6J^jU  j\.^  bahdr-bushkana,  A  note  in  mu^c. 

P  l^^.j^^  hahdr-joerd,  (Spring-adorning)  Ver- nal showers,  buds  or  blossoms. 

p  eols-        bahdr-khdna,  An  idol-temple, 

p  bahdr-khwush,Flesh  smoke-dried. 

p^ljugjjl^JaZtan"s<aw,  Spring.  Vernal  blossoms, 
p  l5j  hahdri,  Belonging  to  the  spring,  vernal, 

pjl^  bihdz,  A  high-bred  horse  kept  for  stock. 

AjjljJ  bahdzir,  (pi.  of  buhzurat  or  bah- 
zarat)  Large  she-camels.  Tall  palm-trees. 
A  bahdzirat,  Fat  camels, 
p  bahdshtan.  To  weep,  to  cry. 

p  aJ  bih-uftdda.  Healthy,  vigorous, 

p  ̂ jiji  I  &J  bih-dfirin,  The  sister  of  Isfandiyar. 

A  f^^^  bahdkin,  (pi.  of         bahhan)  Fresh and  full  of  vigour  (youths). 

■pjS      bahd-glr,  Precious,  valuable,  costly. 

A  (JJ^^  bahdUh,  Trifles,  vanities. 
A        bihdm,  (pi.  of  ̂   bahm)  Lambs,  kids, 

and  camel's  colts  comprehended  in  one  flock. 

sa^u^l  bihdm.  One  of  the  lunar  mansions, 
p  j^ii/e  I  jo  bih  dmadan,  To  come  well ;  to  suc- 

ceed, to  prosper. 
p  bahdmin.  Spring. 

A  (j«jl^iwAam's,Tame,  tractable  camel.  Lion, 
p  ̂^^*«3l^  hahdnistan,  To  weep, 

p  e6l^&«Aa«a,  Pretence,  excuse,  evasion.  Mo- 
tive, cause.    i^X"-^         bahdna  justan,  To  seek 

a  pretext.  bahdna  hardan.  To  make  an 

excuse,  ei^ib  ajljJ  bahdna  ydftan.  To  find  a  pre- 

tence. lAjl/  balidna-farosh,  A  vender  of 

apologies,  a  maker  of  false  excuses. 

Pjjl^J  hahdrcar,  Precious,  valuable. A  hahdsim,  (pi.  of  hahlmat)  Beasts, 

brutes,  wild  beasts,  (^yos^^  pjlj^  hahdsim  makh- 
sus,  Wild,  ferocious. 

A  jlxjJ  bahbdh.  Hoarsely-braying  (camel), 

p  t>_jJ^  bih-bud.  Welfare,  safety.  Healthy, 

p  ,_^liJJ^^&^A-Z)M^^,  Well-being.  Health,  vigour. 
A  bahbahat,  (v.  n.  of       Q)  Crying  out 

Bravo  !  well  done  !  A  loud  braying  noise. 

A  ̂-^J^f?  bahhahly,  Large,  great,  corpulent. 
A  iJJ^baht,(Y.  n.  ofCL*^)  Attacking  suddenly 

and  defeating  or  overwhelming  (an  individual  or 

body  of  men).    Rupture,  separation,  disjunction. 

Stupor.  Amazement.  A  kind  of  stone.  Baht  or 

hahat,(\.  n.  ofC^)  Slandering,  accusing  falsely. 

Buht,  A  lie,  calumny,  slander,  false  accusation, 

p  (JUfJ  hv.ht,  A  planet's  motion  in  a  given  time. 

H  CLk^  bahat,  Rice  dressed  in  milk. 



A  ij^i^  huhtan,  (v.  n.  of  CU^J)  Slandering,  ac- 
cusing falsely.    A  calumny,  lie,  slander,  false  ac- 

cusation, malignant  imputation,  malevolent  suspi- 

cion, p  ̂ ^iX-j  jjlx^  buhtan  shudan,  To  be  defamed. 
buhtan  guftan,  To  slander. 

P  t^^XJli^  buhtan-yoy,  A  slanderer,  defamer. 

A  jfCj.^  bahtar,  A  lie.  Buhtur,  (fem.  &w/t- 

turat)  (pl.yl^  bahatir)  Short  in  stature. 

*  PjK^  bihtar,  Better, 
p  bahtarak,  Somewhat  better.  Bihta- 

rak,  A  Persian  intercalary  month,  introduced  once 

in  120  years,  and  celebrated  with  one  continued  fes- 

tival. The  old  Persian  year  consisted  of  twelve 

months  of  thirty  days ;  to  the  last  of  which  they 

added  five,  making  thereby  their  year  365  days  ; 
but  with  regard  to  the  excess  of  six  hours,  instead 

of  our  more  regular  mode  of  leap-year,  they  thought 
of  no  further  intercalation  till  the  surplus  hours 

amounted  to  thirty  days,  when  the  120th  year  was 
made  to  consist  of  thirteen  months. 

P  i^Jifibihtarin,  Best.  (^J^  bihtarmi 
hhalk,  Best  of  created  beings,  i.e.  Muhammad. 

A  i>^*^  bahs,  (v.  n.of  <«^^)  Receiving  with  an 
open  countenance,  expressive  of  joy  and  kindness. 

A        buhsat,  The  wild  cow. 

A        bahj,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Making  glad,  exhila- 

rating. Bahaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Rejoicing  being  glad. Bahij,  Glad,  cheerful. 

P  ̂   bahaj,  A  certain  fattening  drug. 

A  bahjat,  (v.  n.  of^)  Being  joyful  and 
glad.  Being  beautiful.    Beauty,  elegance,  grace, 
excellence.  Gladness,  cheerfulness,  alacrity.  Ex- 

ultation,   p  CL^^ji^pur-bahjat,  Full  of  joy. 
p  iO^tX^  bih'dana,  The  seed  of  a  quince. 

A  1!Jj<\^  buhduriy,  A  child  that  does  not  thrive. 

A  Jt\^  bahdal,  A  hyena's  whelp.    A  species 
of  green  bird. 

A         bahdalat,  (v.n.  of         Q)  Being  large 

(the  flesh  on  a  man's  chest).  Lightness,  quickness, 
p  ftJii^JaMaZa,  A  woman's  name;  alsoaman's. 
P  ^ih-din,  The  religion  of  Zardusht  or 

Zoroaster.    Religious,  faithful,  pious,  devout. 

A  bihaza" d  ddhhiliya,Menn  time. 
A^  bahr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Shining,  excelling  (in 

beauty,  grace,  virtue).  Excellence,  pre-eminence. 
Conquest.  Superiority.  A  filling  up,  completing. 
Distance.  Love, friendship.  Grief.  Calumny.  The 
imposition  of  a  burden  beyond  the  strength.  As- 

tonishment, wonder.  Buhr,  Shortness  of  breath, 
asthma,  breathing  hard  from  overload.  A  city, 
town,  or  province.  An  extensive  district.  The 
middle  of  a  valley,  a  channel. 

ba  har,  At,  by,  to,  or  in  every  or  each, 

j-t— ?       ̂ '^^  ̂ ^al,  In  every  shape,  however 

it  be,  in  whatever  condition.  JU*» ̂   ba  har  sRl, 
In  every  year.   ̂       ̂ ^  ha  har  sih  naw^  Ani- 

mal, vegetable,  and  mineral.       ̂   ba  har  mdh. 
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In  every  month.  ba  har  makte,  At  all 

times.  Bahr,  For,  because,  on  account  of. 

^jiiyej  I  bahri  dzmudan.  By  way  of  trial,  in  order 
to  discover,  y  bahri  tu.  For  thy  sake. 

bahri  in,  On  this  account.  bj>-  bahri  chi.  For 

why?  wherefore?  U«» bahri  shuvia,  For  you. 

^_g^J^  bahri  hase.  For  some  one.  iij**> az 
bahri  sud,  On  account  of  gain.  bahri 

khwud.  For  his  own  sake.  jt^J^  az  bahri  na- 
vidz.  In  order  to  pray.  Bahr,  A  part,  portion,  lot, 

chance,  fortune.  Name  of  a  country.  ̂ wAr,  Con- 

tinually.  A  herb  with  a  stalk  like  that  of  barley. 

p        bahrd,  On  account  of,  for  the  sake  of. 

A       bahran,  A  curse  upon  it !  may  he  perish  ! 

p  bahrdm,  The  planet  Mars.  Name  of 

several  kings  of  Persia,  and  of  other  kingdoms  in 

the  East  (corrupted  by  the  Greeks  into  that  of  Va- 
ranes).  The  twentieth  day  of  every  month.  Name 
of  an  angel. 

A         bahram,  Bastard  saffron. 

p  (J3  bahram-tal.  An  obelisk  or  pyramid, 
which  Bahram-chubincaused  to  be  constructed  with 

the  skulls  of  the  Turks  slain  in  a  bloody  engagement. 

A  bahramaj,  A  species  of  willow. 

p  {^^^^  hahrdm-chubin,  Name  of  a  cele- 
brated general,  so  called  from  his  lankiness. 

p j^CoSj^  bahram-gor,  Name  of  one  of  the 
kings  of  Persia,  so  called  from  his  passion  for  the 
chase  of  the  wild  ass. 

p  ̂/o^;^  bahrdman,  A  ruby.  A  kind  of  varie- 
gated silk.   Safflower.   Rouge,  paint  for  the  face. 

p  bahrdma,  A  species  of  willow.  A  robe 

of  green  silk. 

P  ̂̂ Jfci.  buhrdn,  A  hot  pestilential  wind. 

p  ij\jif>  bih-rasy,  Prudent,  fit  for  business, 
proper  for  the  administration  of  public  affairs.  In- 

genious, thinking  judiciously. 

A  buhrat.  The  middle  (of  the  day  or  night ; 

of  a  valley ;  of  a  horse ;  of  a  ring).  An  extensive 
tract  of  country. 

A  bahraj.  Vain,  fruitless,  futile.  A  lie. 

Wicked,  base,  wretched,  bad.  Open  to  the  opinion 

or  use  of  every  man.  (from  p  ij^^  nahahra,  said 

to  be  originally  Indian  ̂ ^*>  nabahld)  Base  (coin). 

A  ̂ j^.  bahrajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Allowing 

(blood)  to  be  shed  with  impunity.  Bringing  one's 
cattle  by  a  way  not  travelled,  through  fear  of  the 

tithe-collector.    Deviation  from  the  highway. 

p  '^j^  bahrah.  One  whose  hands  and  feet  are 
hardened  by  labour.    Filth,  ordure,  dregs,  dross. 

p  ■  ba  har  hayf.  By  any  means,  in  every 

way  soever. 

Pj_£;^ia/ira^7i,Riches,wealth.0pulent,affluent. 

Pj»^ia/jram,Bastardsaffron.(forj»^j^&aA?'aTO). 
A  bahram.  Saffron  in  the  flower.  Privet, 

p  jj^rt^  bahramdn,  The  finest  ruby.  Fine  silk 
interwoven  or  painted  with  flowers.  Safflower.Paint. 
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A  S'^j^  bahramat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Staining  the 
beard  with  privet.  The  religious  worship  of  theBrah- 
mins  and  otherHindu  casts.  A  kind  of  Indian  flower. 

p  baharman,  An  idol-temple.    A  ruby. 

p  i^^j^  bahramand,  (for  lij/o  5^ )  Fortunate. 

p  s^j^  bahrama.  An  auger,  a  gimblet. 

p  ̂ ji(>  bihroj,  (or  tu»-jj^  bihroja)  Crystal  of a  transparent  blue  colour,  and  of  little  value. 

Cheap.    Indian  frankincense. 

p Jj bihroz,  (or  Sjj bihroza)  A  species  of 
blue  crystal.    Indian  frankincense. 

p  bihrun.  Name  of  Alexander  the  Great. 

p  1>j^  bahra,  A  part,  portion,  quota,  share,  lot. 
Profit,  gain,  advantage.  Happiness,  prosperity, 

fortune,  favour.  A  burden,  as  much  as  an  ass,  ca- 
mel, or  horse  carries  upon  one  side.  C1ax>Oj  ij^ 

bahr^asi  rvasiyat,  A  legacy,  i^'^^  "^j^i  bahra 
bahra  kardan.  To  divide  into  portions.  (.Ji^^.  ij^ 

bahra  ydftan.  To  find  favour.  Buhra,  A  people 

living  in  Guzerat.    Bihra,  A  town  near  Lahore. 

p j>  ij^  bahra-bar,  (or ^/t^)  -A-  partner. 
p  J\i^lj^  bahra-ddr,  A  sharer,  participator, 

partner.  Enjoying  one's  wishes,fortunate. 

J  Bj)^  bahra-ddri  ̂ fiya  u  in^m  har- 
dan.  To  make  a  partner  of  gifts  and  presents. 

p  lia/cj^^  bahramand.  Sharing,  participating. 

Fortunate,  prosperous,  happy,  contented. 

(jj^  bahramand  shudan,To  accomplish  an  object, 
to  obtain  what  we  desire,  to  be  fortunate,  prospe- 

rous, successful.    To  participate,  share. 

Pjj»^  bahrarvar,  Favoured,  happy. 

p ̂ \jjjij^bahra7var-bd7iu,'Nameof  a  princess. 
p  L-.>b  ij^  bahra-yab,  One  who  finds  favour. 

A  partaker,  a  sharer. 
p  (jr^  bahre,  A  little,  somewhat,  a  part.  Any 

thing.    Any  one. 

p  L^,j^bahriyah,  For  some  one,  for  the  sake  of 
one.    Ba  har  yak,  For  every  one. 

Aj^  bahz,  (v.  n.  of^)  Removing,  repelling, 
thrusting  away.  Strikingone(upon  the  breast)  with 
feet  and  bands,orwith  the  elbow.  Name  of  a  tribe. 

p  '^^J^  bih-zad,  Isfandiyar.   Name  of  a  horse. 
A  bahzar,  Nimble,  active.  Intelligent,  wise, 

sound  in  judgment.    Noble,  illustrious. 

A  'ij'jx'.  buhzurat  or  bahzarat,  (pl.jjl^  bahd- 
zir)  A  large  she-camel.    A  tall  palm-tree. 

A  i^j^  bahs,  Boldness,  bravery,  courage. 

p  i^J^  bahsh.  The  fruit  of  the  dwarf  palm-tree. 
A  bahsh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji-j^)  Searching,  inves- 

tigating. Having  an  affection  for  any  one,  being 

benevolently  disposed.  Catching  without  retain- 

ing, endeavouring  to  catch  without  succeeding. 
Extending  (the  hand  in  order  to  seize  any  thing). 

Being  ready  to  cry.  Being  light,  glad,  and  cheer- 
ful. Being  ready  to  laugh.  Assembling  (men). 

Fresh  or  moist  mastich  or  bdellium,  an  Arabian 

gum.  Cheerful,  humane,  benign.  ^\  ah- 



lu 'I  bahshfThe  Arabians  of  Hijaz.  (J^J>5^ 
du  7  bahsh,  The  country  of  Hijaz.  q^^^  8 j  i^u- 

juhu'l  bahshjTaces  of  a  deformed  black  appearance. 
p  bihisht,  Paradise.  Heaven,  (-l^-^i^^ 

Lij  bihishti  dmiya',  A  title  of  the  Sughd  of  Sa- 
markand; also  of  the  city  of  Damascus.  iSVj^ 

<   ̂   shah-zadaA  bihisht- khi ram,  The  glo- 
rious prince  who  has  departed  for  Paradise. 

p  L^Xl^  bihisht-gang,  Name  of  a  city. 

p  (jji^  ul*.':.^  bihisht-nishin,  (Settled  in  Pa- 
radise) Blessed. 

p  bah'ishta,  Placed,  deposited.  Left. 
p  (J-i<Y^  bihishfi,  Paradisiacal.  Handsome.  A 

water-carrier.  (The  last  is  Hindustani). 

p  *^  bih-shudagl,  Cure,  convalescence. 
p  iJ^Zi      bih-shiida,  Cured,  healed. 

A  'ixj^  bahshaniiyat,  A  Muhammadan  sect. 
A  {JA^  bahas,  Thirst. 
A  ̂ y^o^  buhsul,  Thick  in  body.  White. 

A  &i*a.j^  bahsalat,  {y.n.oi  ̂ ^a^  Q)  Stripping 

off  one's  clothes  and  staking  them  at  dice.  Eating 
flesh  upon  the  bone  stripped  off  every  part.  Eject- 

ing (people)  from  (their)  possessions.  Very  white 

(female).  Short  (woman).  Buhsulat,  (fem.) 
Short.    Clamorous.    Intensely  white. 

A  buhsum,  Hard,  firm. 

A  i^^^*a^  buhsus,  Something,  any  thing. 

A  (.jOvjJ  bahz,  An  afflicting,  vexing,  fatiguing. 

H  la^  &a/ia<^,Rice  dressed  with  milk  and  butter. 

A  ia^  bahz,  (v.  n.  of  iif^)  Afflicting,  vexing, 

fatiguing,  tiring.  Being  above  one's  strength  or 
ability  (any  thing  heavy  or  oppressive).  Catching 
by  the  beard.    Weighing  down  (debt). 

p  ̂ ^w*Ij  l-^  1  Cl^a^  ba  haft  ab  shustan,  (To 

wash  with  seven  waters)  To  perform  one's  ablu- 
tions with  great  nicety  and  circumspection. 

A  ̂ ^y^  bahah,  (p  (.dl^  bahah)  Leprosy,  white 

morphew  (distinct  from  {^j>  baras).  Ringwoi-m. 

bahahu'l  hajar,  Lichen.  Sandix-gum. 
Bahik,  Afflicted  with  tetter  or  ringworm. 

A  bahhasat,  Quickness,  expedition. 

A         bahhul,  (fem.         bahkalai)  (or 

bahkan)  (fem.         bahkanat)  Full  of  health  and 

juices,  smooth,sleek,shining(young  person,animal). 

p  i-j",^  *^  bih-guzm,  Choosing,  picking ;  dis- 
criminating easily  between  good  and  bad  money. 

Select,  chosen.  Camphor. 

A  bahl,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Leaving  any  one  at 

liberty  to  do  what  he  pleases,  free  from  every  im- 

pediment. Cursing,  execrating  any  one  (God).  A 

curse.  Freedom  from  marks  of  a  nose-ring,  or  of 

the  machine  for  preventing  sucking  (in  a  she-ca- 

mel). A  little,  small  quantity,  somewhat.  Buhl, 

(or  ̂y!^  buhhal)  (pi.  of  bahil)  She-camels 
having  no  marks  of  a  ring  through  the  nose,  or  of 

the  wooden  machines  which  they  usually  fasten  to 

their  udders  to  prevent  colts  from  sucking.  Ba- 
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hal,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  left  at  full  liberty  to  be 
sucked  by  her  colt  (a  she-camel). 

A  S^^ia/i/aw,  Fair  and  softly!  give  a  little  time ! 

P        bihil.  Let  alone,  give  over.  Absolution. 

A       bahlat  or  iw/Ja^,  A  malediction,  anathema. 

A  bahlak,  A  great  misfortune  or  calamity. 

Bihlik,  bahlak,  or  buhluk,  A  ruddy  woman.  Chat- 

tering, talkative  (woman),  without  mind  or  intellect. 
Bihlik,  A  bawler.    A  discontented  morose  man. 

A  laJ-^  bihlihan  or  bihlakan,  (Saying  any  thing) 

openly,  to  one's  face. 
A  i^^^  baklakat,  Pride,  vanity.  Traducing, 

railing,  scolding,  abusing.  Vain  boasting.  A  mis- 
fortune, evil,  calamity.    Lying,  a  lie. 

A  (Ji(jJ  J  c;^  (J^^  zalalu'bnu  bahlala, wa  buhlula,  A  lying,  trifling,  idle  fellow. 

A  (J^Ljj6M/iZMZ,0ne  who  laughs  or  smiles.  Aprince 
with  every  accomplishment.    Name  of  a  man. 

p  ai^  bahla,  A  falconer's  glove.  Privy  purse. 

A  ̂   bahm  or  baham,  Lambs,  kids,  and  calves, 
comprehended  in  one  flock.  Buhm  or  buhum,  (pi. 

of  ̂ \abham)  Dnmh.  Nake^,  erapty.^Freefrom 
blemish, sound, whole,  entire,  l*.,^  islA>-  hvfa- 

tan  ̂ iratan  buhman,  (On  the  resurrection-morn 
mankind  will  be  raised)  barefooted,  naked,  (and) 

free  from  blemishes  (such  as  lameness,  leprosy,  &c.). 

(pi.  of  bahim)  Animals  of  one  colour.  Bu- 
ham,  (pi.  of  buhmat)  Rocks,  stones.  Brave, 
invincible  soldiers,  gallant  heroes.  Troops  of 
horse.    Arduous  affairs. 

p  ̂   ba  ham,  Together,  one  with  another,  one 
against  another.  At  once.  Rage,  anger,  indigna- 

tion, (ji^^l  ̂   ba  ham  amadan,  (or  jjtVol  ji  ̂  
ba  ham  bar  amadan,  To  be  contracted,  drawn  to- 

gether. To  assemble.  To  be  constipated,  bound. 

To  be  offended,  enraged,  disgusted,  vexed,  con- 
founded. To  be  wrung  with  anguish,  k:)^^ j^. 

ba  ham  bar  kardan.  To  distress.  ̂ ^^J^^jJ  ̂   ba 
ham  dar  shudan.  To  be  mixed,  confounded,  jum- 

bled together.  (ji^' j'^  l)-  ham  bar 

amadan,  To  have  a  pain  at  the  heart.  To  be  dis- 

turbed or  perplexed.  ba  ham  7'asidan, 
To  be  met  with,  to  come  to  hand,  to  be  acquired. 

To  appear,  to  come  into  being.    Bi  ham,  Yes. 

A  "iWj.^  buhmat,  A  single  plant  ̂ ^♦^  buhma'. 
PjVv^  bahmar,  Many,  numerous.  A  multitude. 

p  j^^^lLi^."!       ba  ham  amekhtagt,Comm\xture. 
p  ̂ jW^  bihiiidn.  Some  one,  a  certain  person. 

Any  thing  vmknown. 

p  j>  ̂   baham  bar  basta.  Suspicious. 
Suspected.  Suspicion. 

p  ̂ jdj ji       ba  ham  bar  zadan.  To  be  hasty. 
A  &^  bahmat,  A  lamb.  Buhmat,  (pi.  bu- 

hairi)  A  rock,  a  stone.  A  brave  invincible  soldier. 
A  difficult,  arduous  affair.  A  troop  of  horse.  An 

army.  Bahimat,  (Ground)  abounding  in  the  wild 

herb  Jj-^  buhma'. 

p  ̂j^j^^^J  bahmatan,  A  white  lily.  A  red  lily. 

P  ̂^t^x)\M^J  ̂   ba  ham  rasamdan,  To  procure, 
p  i  '^^^^  ba  ham  2:a<^a,Overturned,overwhelmed. 

Dejected. 
p  cL/^^  bahmazag,  A  hedgehog.  A  porcupine. 

^  baham  sasi,  Confrication. 
p  ̂y*^  bahman.  Intelligent,  acute,  adroit.  The 

supreme  intelligence.  A  cloud  pouring  rain.  An 
avalanche  of  snow  from  a  mountain  produced  by 

the  heatof  the  sun.  A  certain  vegetable  that  flowers 

in  winter,  having  a  root  red  and  white.  Name  of 

a  note  in  music.  The  middle  month  of  winter,  an- 

swering to  our  January.  One  who  speaks  and  acts 

right.  The  second  day  of  every  month.  Long- 

armed,  powerful,  oppressive.  Name  of  a  demon 

or  genius,  supposed  by  the  old  Persians,  and  by 
their  descendants  the  ParsT,  Magi,  or  Guebres,  to 

preside  over  all  beasts  of  burden.  Name  of  Ard- 
shir,  son  of  Isfandiyar.  Name  of  a  citadel  and  of 
a  lofty  mountain.  Name  of  a  fountain  in  Juijan. 

(j^ju>  f^'L^^  ̂   bahmani  zaman  u  tah- amtam  dawrdn.  The  monarch  of  his  time,  the  hero of  his  age. 

A  j^^^  bahman.  The  root  of  a  plant  resembling 
a  large  radish.  It  is  crooked,  red  and  white,  and 
is  used  medicinally. 

p  &s^**t^  bahmancha,  (or  al'S^^  bahmanjana) 

Name  of  a  festival  celebrated  by  the  kings  of  Per- 

sia upon  the  second  day  of  the  month  of  Bahman. 

PjLl^  bahmanyar,  A  disciple  of  Avicenna. 
p  jj^j^  bahmamn.  Name  of  a  plant  which 

flowers  in  winter,  and  whose  root  is  red  and  white. 

p  6^  buhma.  Of  inestimable  value.  Invincible. 

A         buhma'.  Name  of  a  plant. 
A        bahan.  The  being  cheerful  and  joyous. 

A  ioll^  bahndnat,  A  woman  smelling  sweetly, 

particularly  in  the  breath  ;  also  one  gentle  and  pla- 

cid, who  laughs  and  smiles. 

p  ftillfJ  bahndna,  An  ape.  Bihndna,  White 
bread. 

A  ̂j<*j^  bahnas,  A  camel,  gentle  and  tractable. 
Fat  and  heavy.  A  lion. 

p  iJZ)aM'/s&«^,Inproportion,comparison. 

A  jL»j^  bahnasat,  (v.  n.  of  (j-i^J  Q)  Walking 

haughtily  and  stately  like  a  lion. 

p        bahna,  A  boy's  whipping-top. 
p       bahw,  A  balcony.  A  portico,  a  veranda. 

A  _jTjJ>  bahw,  (pi.  abhds,^  buhuw,  or  J^-^ 

buhiy)  A  house  or  tent  projecting  in  front  of  the 

rest,  and  detached.  A  wild  bull's  den  or  retreat, 

of  the  largest  size  ;  also  a  large  stable  for  tame  cat- 

tle, (pi.  abhds,  abhi,  bihiy,  and 

buhly)  A  wide  extended  country.  Any  thing  large. 

Broad-headed  (cow).  The  cavity  of  the  breast. 

The  space  between  the  breasts  and  the  throat.  The 

place  between  the  haunches,  the  womb. 
A        huhus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  accustomed. 



A  bahut,  (pi.         buht  and  Oj.^^  &m- 
/iM^)  A  great  inventor  of  lies. 

p  buhod,  Cloth  singed,  and  having  a  yel- 
low appearance. 

Ajy^  bahrvar,  A  lion.    Buhur,  (v.  n,  ofj^) 

Being  distinguishedfor  any  perfection.  Shining,  ex- 
celling in  brightness  (as  the  moon  amongthe  stars). 

buhur,  The  eye,  the  sight. 

A  buhus,  Somewhat,  any  thing. 

A         buhuc/h,  A  going  to  sleep.  Sleep. 

A  '^y[(>  bahwaniy,  A  camel  betwixt  a  '^  '^^ 
karmaniy  and  and  ̂  ̂  ̂rahiy. 

A  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^^  Being  empty  and 
deserted  (a  house). 

p  biia,  Recovery,  cure.  Thou  art  good. 

Goodness.  A  quince.  O  !  (an  interjection,  when 

the  person  addressed  is  near  at  hand). 

A  1^1^.^  Ja/<i^,Beautiful, elegant, graceful.  Dear, 
precious.  Buhiy,  (pi.  of balm)  Houses  or  tents 

projecting  beyond  the  rest.  Wild  bulls'  dens  of  the 
largest  size.  Buhiy  or  biliiy,  (pi.  of ̂   bahw)  Ex- 

tensive countries.  Cavities  of  breasts.  Wombs. 

A        bahiyat,  (fem.)  Beautiful.  Precious, 

w  Afc  hadiyasi  buhiya,  A  valuable  present. 

iSO*^  j_fb\^j6  hadaydsi  lanhan  baliiya,  Rich 
and  suitable  presents. 

A         baliitat,  A  false  imputation,  a  gross  lie. 

A        bahi),  Glad,  cheerful.  Beautiful,  lovely. 

p  tiok^  baJiid,  Name  of  a  grain. 

P  (^ii>J^  bahldan,  To  squeeze,  grasp  with  the 
hands,  to  press  with  the  feet,  to  kick,  to  trample. 

p bahir,  Baggage,  camp-followers. 

A  ̂jJL^&a/m",  Breathing  hard,  fatigued.  A  corpu- 
lent woman,  who  can  hardly  breathe  when  walking. 

p         bahera,  Belleric  myrobalan. 

A  Tiji^  balnmt,  A  woman  of  a  slender  shape, 
beautiful  and  delicate.  A  woman  of  distinction. 

A  ̂Jjax^  buhaysil,  Weak,  bad,  naught. 

A  "ilvA^  baliilat,  Free  (woman),  one  of  distinc- 
tion, who  has  a  high  dowry. 

p        baliim,  A  balcony,  portico. 

A  baldm,  (pi.  buhum)  (A  horse)  of  one 

colour,  without  any  distinguishing  mark.  Black. 

Dark.  A  black  sheep.  Wholly  unknown.  Giving 
little  or  no  sound,  an  almost  imperceptible  echo,  a 
heavy  dull  tone.  Sincere,  unmixed,  without  mark 

or  blemish.    Excellent,  incomparable. 

A  bahimat,  (pi.  ̂Jl^  bahasini)  A  quadru- 
ped, an  animal  wild  or  tame.  A  lamb,  calf,  kid. 

The  infernal  pit. 

^  (Isft^  ia/umi?/.  Brutal,  bestial,  brutish. 

P  ̂JCt^  &2Viira, Better,  best.  Selected,  picked  out. 
Opulence.  A  cotton-carder.  A  week.  ij^Lj^iki^ 

^^.OjLjO  U^\js-  iJi^i^j  (J^*3  ij^jViilnnisala- 
tmi  ruyi  zamm,  u  bihmi  khawaJnni  dunya'  u  din, 
Ihe  greatest  of  the  kings  of  the  earth,  and  most  ex- 

cellent of  the  monarchs  of  the  world  and  the  faith. 
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A  ̂ JuSJ^  buhaynis,  A  lion. 
p  eJj^  bUnna,  A  week.  A  carder  of  cotton. 

Best,  choicest. 

p  j3  61  or  be,  (A  privative  particle  or  preposi- 
tion) Without.  When  prefixed  to  nouns,  it  is  equi- 

valent to  in,  un,  im,  ii-,  less,  &c.,  in  English,  im- 

plying wanting,  or  being  destitute :  as,j-fl.xJ.  bi 
iasflr.  Imprudent.  liL*>.  Z)aAa,  Inconstant.  1>jf^. 

bi  balnea,  Unfortunate.  \^J>,  bi  parwa,  Heed- 
less, fearless,  i—ju^jy  ̂   bi  tariib,  Irregular ;  with 

many  others,  which  will  be  found  in  alphabetical 
order.  A  moth. 

A  ̂   bayy,  (v.  n.  of  Imitating,  mimick- 
ing. A  mean,  wretched,  abject  man.  ibnu 

bayyin  or  1^  ̂   hayyu  bnu  bayyin.  One  of  the 
sons  of  Adam  who,  at  the  dispersion  of  the  family, 
went  no  one  knows  where  and  was  never  heard  of. 

p  L>.  bay  a,  Full.  A  door.  Biya,  (imp.  of  (jti^l 
amadan)  Come,  come  hither,  approach. 

P  (— ->l  j3  bi  a6.  Without  water.  Flat,  insipid, 

dull.  Sottish,  silly.  Disgraced,  ashamed.  t_->  I  j3 
bi  ab  shudan.  To  be  ashamed,  disgraced. 

A  (— -jIaj.  bayyab,  A  cup-bearer,  one  who  pre- 
sents water  publicly  (giving  drink  gratis,  which  is 

done  from  motives  of  piety).  One  who  sells  water 
about  the  streets. 

P  (j\jlo.Z;??/aJaw, Uncultivated, desert:  adesert. 

p  biyabdn-hash,  An  inhabitant  of 

the  desert.  t_)i>b  jjblx)  (j^j^  tdziydni  biydbdn- 
bdsh.  Bedouin  Arabs. 

p^J^-i.J^^bU>_  biydbdn-nishm,  Ahermit :  a  gipsy. 

P  Ojtf>  f^\jpbiydbd'n-7iaward,^va\e\\'mg  in  the desert. 

p  ̂j^\J^,biydbdn^,'W\\A,  savage, desert, scenite. 
A  Cl.>lA3bU>_  hay dbdniy at, Stars  which  lie  out  of 

the  track  of  the  sun  and  moon. 

P^^       b'l  abr.  Cloudless. 
Pjji.  I  j3  hi  dhru,  Dishonoured,  disgraced,  de- 

graded. Shameless. 

P       j^l  (3  i»  dbru7n,  A  disagreeable  thing. 
P  (3 '  t3  ̂«  dhi.  Want  of  water.  Want  of  lustre. 

Insipidity.  Folly. 

p  baydt,  Grief,  anxiety,  care. 

A  OL>_  baydt,  (v;  n.  of  Ob  for  iJL^,)  Passing 

the  night.  Doing  any  thing  in  the  night.  A  noc- 
turnal^invasion,  a  hostile  surprise  by  night. 

A  bL_>  baydtan,  By  night.  Nightly. 

p  ̂\sj\^b'i  ittifdk,  Without  union,  discordant. 
Pj3\  (3  biasar,  Unimpressive,  inefficacious. 

A  '^\^biydh,{or  ̂ VaJ  bayydli)  A  species  offish. 
A  &>-b;->.  bayydhat,  A  fishing-net. 
p  ii>Ll>-L^_  bi  ihtiydt,  Heedless,  uncircumspect. 

PjLjc»-Lj  bi  ikhtiydr,  Involuntary,  forced,  con- 
strained-   Without  self-possession  or  controul. 

p  to\J^>~lJ>-\f->  hi  iklit'iydrdna,  Unwillingly ; 
forced,  compelled. 

p  fjJ^^sA  ̂ 3  b'l  ikhtiydri.  Helplessness. 

P  ̂_^'^\  (3  hi  ikJildsi,  Unfriendliness. 
A  jL^.  baydd,  A  being  separated,  cut  off. 

p  jLj.  biydd,  Watchfulness,  vigilance. 

p  I— -^li^.  bt  adah.  Uncivil,  rude,  ill-mannered. 
p  jjbiil^,  bi  adahdna.  Rudely,  disrespectfully, 

indecently.    Uncivil,  eob^sLi^  bi  adabdna 

waz^  An  indecent,  unbecoming  action. 

p  (3  hi  adahi,  Ill-breeding,  rudeness,  in- 
civility. Presumption. 

p  uL)\ji5L>,  hi  idrdh.  Without  understanding. 
Unintelligent. 

A  'ijS^^ba;yddikat,(p\.of  ̂ j^i*).)  Pawns  at  chess. 

A  ̂"iU'  haydzilt,  (pi.  of  S*)  bayzaJi)  Road- 
guides.  Foot-soldiers.  Pawns  at  chess. 

A'iih\ihaydzikat^eii  on  foot.  Pawns  at  chess. 

AjU^  hhdr,  (pi.  of^»J  hhr)  Wells. 
PjL>ft/v/a/',(imp.  of(jt>jjl  a/i'artZa/«)Bringthou. 
p  biydrdstan,  To  adorn.  To  invent  a 

fiction,  to  lie. 

p  hi  drdm,  Restless,  unquiet,  having  no 
repose,  in  perpetual  disquietude.  ^^I  ̂  

hi  drdm  u  hi  kaf-dr.  Restless  and  inconstant. 

p        !  (3  bi  drdmi,  Restlessness. 

p  (^j^  haydrish,  Regimen,  cure. 
A  ̂ jj^  haydrik,  (Arab.  pi.  of  J)j*>)  Flags. 

p  J^j^^  hi  arhan,  Immodest,  uncivil,  ill-bred. 

A  ̂ jjjW  baydrun.  The  root  of  the  lot-tree. 
p  SjLo  haydra,  Any  plant  whose  stalk  does  not 

grow  erect,  as  cucumbers,  melons,  or  pumpkins. 

p J\j  I  j_^iia2:a/",Innoxious,harmless,inoff"ensive. 

Ajj\-J  baydzir,  (pi.  of  jJJ;^  hayzar')  Fullers' beetles.    Thick  clubs. 

A  'i;J^  baydzh-at,  (pi.  of  bayzdr)  Fal- coners.   Labourers,  ploughmen. 

p  pjl      bi  dzarm.  Shameless,  brazen-faced. 
A  (^ij  baysas.  Strong,  bold.  A  lion.  '^Xys- 

;_)*>U^  ̂ izdhun  haysasun,  A  severe  torment. 

A  ̂_>>»^>^  bayyds,  Bais,  a  maritime  town  near Antioch  in  Syria. 

PjIaa^^^  ̂ 3  hi  istihzdr,  Unpremeditated. 
p  ̂[aJ^\^  hi  istihhdk,  Unjustly,  undeservedly. 

p  jjLoLj  biydstu.  Yawning.    Fetid  breath. 

A  'iy:^^  baydsirat,  (pi.  of  {^j^^,  haysariy) 
Baysarians,  a  people  in  Scinde,  hired  to  fight  by 
commanders  of  ships. 

p  sLLij^        hi  ishtibdh.  Undoubtedly.  True. 

p^\kZi\^hi  ?.<;///'a/i,Merciless,ruthless.  Impious. 
p  (_)->oLj  hi  a.?/,  Unfounded.  Causeless.  Ignoble, 

mean.  The  offspring  of  a  free  father  and  a  slave 
mother.  Unprincipled. 

A  haydz,  Whiteness.  Milk.  Paper.  Le- 
prosy. A  common-place  book.  t^jA^\  (_^l*>  ha- 

ydzu'l  bayz,  The  white  of  an  egg.  {J:^^  L>=W 

baydzu'l  ̂ yn,  A  white  speck  on  the  eye. 
baydzu'l  yannn,  The  whole  day  (as  long  as 

the  light  continues).  Pj^s*  '^J^\?.  haydzi  hhwur, 
A  sun-beam.  Day. 



A  L-<o\_0  layazat,  Whiteness.  Brightness, 

splendour, 

A  (_^^  hayazi,  An  elegant  poem. 

A  hayatirat,  (pi.  ofjUa-f  laytar)  Vete- 
rinary surgeons. 

p  ̂^)^\  ̂   hi  ittila^  Uninformed,  ignorant. 

A  ̂ >  hayya^  A  seller.  A  broker.  An  ap- 
praiser.   An  auctioneer. 

A&pL^&/?/a^ai,Merchandize,goods.  Commerce. 

p j\juS-L^  hi  i^ibar,  Contemptible,  disesteemed. 

p  (_5jljuS-^        bt  i^ibarl,  Disesteem.' 

p  ̂\tiJs-^  (^jJ  bi  i^t?V/aZi,  Injustice.  Inequality. 
vSi.JsK^i  biyaghartd, Steeled  in  water  or  blood. 

V i^^JsK^biyagharidanylo  steep,soak :  to  mix. 
.      p  biyaghmhtan,  (or  biya 

ghashtan)  To  steep,  soak.    To  mix. 

p  ̂^^i^ls-l^j  biyaghalidan,  To  stir  up  strife. 
p  bi  akran,  Peerless,  matchless. 

p  »Li\»J  bi  agah,  Ignorant,  uninformed.  Un- 

looked-for. Careless,  thoughtless,  forgetful. 

p  1  ̂   bt  agdlii,  Carelessness,  thought- 
lessness, forgetfulness.    Want  of  information. 

p  jjj^l        bi  dgahl,  Unexpectedly. 

p  (^IpU^  biyalbdn,  The  language  and  charac- 

ters which,  accoi'ding  to  Eastern  tradition,  were 
peculiar  to  those  beings,  whom  they  suppose  to  have 
inhabited  the  world  before  the  creation  of  man. 

P  ̂^^^        Vi  iltifdti,  Incivility. 

P  ti)^^  Oman,  Merciless,  pitiless,  unre- 
lenting, unsparing.  {J^^  (j^j 

hamchu  zamdni  bi  amdni  bild  imhdl,  Like  unre- 

lenting time  (giving)  no  delay. 

pj  l-iol^  bi  m  <  <?/a0,  Undiscerning.  Ill-bred,rude. 

p  jjiX*^  biydmadan,  To  enter.    To  come. 
p  ̂ \  j_3  bi  imld,  Incorrect,  unorthographical. 

p  1  ,3  bi  dmekhtagt,  Freedom  from  ad- 
mixture. 

p  (_Jis?t*Lo  biydmelthtan,  To  mix,  to  mingle. 
p       I      bi  dmegh,  Unmixed. 

p         baydn,  A  species  of  tiger. 

A  (jLo  haydn,(j.  n.  of  jjb  for  Being  clear, 

distinct,  manifest.  Speaking  cleai"ly  and  distinctly. 
Being  eloquent.  A  relation,  explanation,  declara- 

tion, exposition,  evidence,  proof,  or  illustration. 

Eloquence.  A  section,  division  of  a  chapter,  j^f* 

j^Li3^  sihru'l  baydn,T!he  magic  of  eloquence. 
^ii^ baydn  kardan,  To  explain,  demonstrate,  elu- 

cidate, comment  upon,  illustrate,  declare,  to  ren- 
der clear,  evident,  manifest.    To  relate. 

A  bayydn,  Vile,  abject.  Name  of  a  place. 

^jISj  ̂J>\  ibnu  bayydna  or  trj^i*  kayydnu' 
bnu  bayydn,  An  unknown  son  of  an  unknown  fa- 

ther, f^^xi  ̂ \  abu  ̂ I'lybin  bayydn.  Name 
of  a  certain  holy  man. 

p  jj'oLj  baydndn.  Name  of  a  contemptible  race. 
A  CUiliLj  baydndmydt.  Certain  stars  lying 

out  of  the  track  of  the  sun  or  moon. 
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p  ^^^w^^7^a,  Immense,  infinite,  boundless. 

P  hi  anjdm,  Infinite,  boundless,  endless. 

p  bi  anddza,  Immense,  immeasurable. 

p         ̂ 3  bi  anddm,  Out  of  proportion. 

p  bl  anddmi,  Disproportionateness. 

p  J^l^^  ̂ 3  bl  insdfi.  Injustice. 

p  ^  bl  in  fill,  Shameless. 
ptH)<iU^  bhjdnak,  A  reed  whence  mats  are  made. 

^U^5a?/a?i  war,  Explanation,detail  of  items. 
p  j6L^  baydna,K  town  in  India, whence  indigo  is 

brought.    JBiydna,  An  earnest,  advance,  pledge. 
A         baydniy,  Explanatory. 

PjIjLj  Ja^/aroar,  Work,  business,  employ. 

^  (ijljW  hiydwdn,  A  desert,  solitude. 

PjjV^  baydwar,  Gain,  profit. 

p  i^i^j^  biydwardan,  To  contract  (as  the 
joints  or  muscles).  To  become  irritated,  to  grow 
worse  (a  wound).    To  bring. 

p  jLj  Jriydh,  Name  of  a  river  in  Lahore. 

p  bl  dhang.  Dissonant,  discrepant,  dis- 
cordant. Unprepared,  without  proper  apparatus. 

p  bl  dhangi,  Discord. 

p  hi  ismdyi.  Without  religion,  or  faith. 

A  u-*^  hib,A.  canal :  pipe  or  conduit  of  a  cistern. 

p  bl  hd^s,  Without  cause  or  reason, 
why  or  wherefore. 

p  jlxJZ*t  Z)a/e,(for  Z)a/ii)Complete,entire. 

p  ̂_^^x^  bl  JaA?,"  Without  a  balance,  quits. Completion. 

p  hi  bah,  Fearless,  intrepid,  bold.  Im- 

pudent. ^\j>-  cilb  j3  hi  bdk  khirdm.  Walking fearlessly,  treading  firmly. 

p  aj\^b  J,  bl  bdkdna,  Fearlessly,  impudently. 

p  ̂IfJ^  bl  bdkl.  Fearlessness.  Frowardness, 
sauciness,  impudence. 

A  ̂jU*>.  blbdn,  (pi.  of  (—^b)  Doors.  Chapters. 
p        bl  bad.  Without  blemish,  faultless. 

p  {^S^hl  JacZaZ,  Without  equivalent :  matchless. 

p bl  bar.  Without  fruit.   Barren,  fruitless. 

F J  hi  barg  u  bar,  Barren.  Poor. 
p  bl  bargl.  Destitution,  poverty. 

p  bl  has,  Helpless.  LTncontrolled. 

Pj^x^  bl  basar.  Sightless,  blind.  Without 
foresight.    Improvident,  imprudent. 

p  O jifOi  ij,  bl  baslrat.  Blind,  ignorant. 
p  laxjJ  bl  bakd.  Unstable,  frail,  transient. 

p  J.A^  bl  hal.  Weak,  wretched,  poor. 

'P  1^  {J,hi  band,  Insecure,  not  secured.  Unfet- 
tered, ulo.*-^  J  lio^  i3  bl  band  u  bast,  Unsettled(as  a country). 

p  \^  (J,  5i  bahd,  Invaluable,  inestimable. 

Pjl.jjLO  bl  balidr.  Out  of  season,  inopportune. 

p  ijifX^  bl  bahra.  Destitute,  indigent,  deprived. 
Unfortunate,  out  of  favour.  8;^^^  chihra4 

hi  bahra.  An  unlucky,  disagreeable  countenance. 

p  blhl,  A  lady,  a  matron.  (It  is  particu- 
larly applied  by  the  Persians  to  those  whom  they 

mean  to  honour :  they  therefore  call  the  Virgin 
Mary  Bibi  Maryam,which  implies  TheLady  Mary). 

P  bl  pdydn.  Immense,  infinite,  endless. 

PjSj^  bl  pidar,  Fatherless.    An  orphan. 

P  Jb  jj^j  {J,bl  par  u  hdl,  Mutilated,  destitute, 
without  feather  or  wing.    Without  resource. 

p  ̂i^jtj  (J,  hi  pardagi.  Disgrace,  dishonour. 
p  5i^;rJO  6j^arc?a,Without  veil;  open,  exposed. 

p  ̂jj-JO  6i  jjar«;a.  Without  fear,  scruple,  or  re- 
flection. Intrepid,  ji^,  hi  parrod  shudan, 

To  be  bold,  to  have  no  fear  or  hesitation. 

^  (_/^ Jji-  ti"  parwdsl.  Carelessness,  thought- lessness, inattention,  independence,  indifference. 

p^Jjj6^*w  Ji^ar/ies,  Incontinent,  dissolute.  In- cautious. Inattentive  to  medical  advice. 

p  (_5jJb^xo  bl  parhezi,  Incontinence.  Indifie- 

rence  to,  carelessness  about,  one's  health. 

p  (j^^.  (3  hi  pajmdn,  Intimate,  familiar. 
p  {j}^y>.  i3  hi  pajmdni.  Intimacy,  familiarity. 

Freedom  from  melancholy,  sadness,  or  fear. 

p  {j^y>.  (3  blpajmdy,  High-spirited.  Cheerful. 
p^jk^.  j3  bl  plr.  Without  spiritual  guide ;  vicious. 

p^^\j^_  (3  bl  perdyagl,  Absence  of  ornament. 
p  io3^*>.  ,3  bl  perdya.  Unadorned  (woman). 
A  'ih  bisat.  The  plague. 

A  CUjo  hayt,  (pi.  buyut)  A  house,  tem- 

ple, edifice,  fabric.  A  citadel.  The  Kaaba.  A  fa- 
mily, domestics.  Marriage,  wedlock.  The  floor 

or  pavement  of  a  house.  A  grave,  a  tomb.  (pi. 

OU\  abydt)  A  distich,  verse,  couplet.  Noble. 

Nobility.  iJJ^  baytu'lldh,  ̂ \J^  cIaAJ  baytu''l hardm,  or  j3:;J>*^^  '-^A^  baytu'l  ̂ tlk,  (or  ̂ s-j 
ruhm)  The  house  of  God,  the  sacred  temple,  the 
ancient  fabric,  the  temple  of  Mecca. 

baytu  'I  hamd,  A  temple.  (JIaJO  baytu'l  khala, 

A  privy.  J*J\  Oj^  bay  tit's  sirr,  The  cabinet  of 
secrets.  JLJ!i\  baytu's  sakar.  Hell.  <J1*,*J 

baytu'sh  sharaf,  A  sign  of  the  zodiac.  The 

highest  mansion  of  a  planet.  Cl^  baytu' sh 
sha^;  A  tent  composed  of  felt  or  hair,  used  by  the 
Arabs.  haytu'sh  shams,  Heliopolis. 

Oy^sG^  bayti  ̂ nhahut,  A  spider's  web. 

^  bayt  laham,  Bethlehem.    U  bayti 

md  or  '^J^\         baytu'l  fardgh,  A  water-closet. 
Ci*^  baytu'l  mdl,  The  treasury.  The  effects 

of  one  who  dies  intestate  or  without  heirs  (perhaps 

a  corruption  of  ij,  bl  tan  mdl).  eo\}i- 

JVi)  hhlzdnafi  bayti  I  mdl,  The  royal  trea- 

sury, the  public  revenues.  baytu'l 

ma^ur.  The  heavenly  temple  {i.e.  Mecca,  being 
built  in  imitation  of  the  vault  of  heaven).  The 

seventh  heaven.  CwO^j^^  bayti  ma^ 

muri  sharl^t.  The  tabernacle  of  justice. 

(^^\  baytu'l  mukaddas,  Jemsalem.  (.iU\\  i baytu'l  malik.  The  king's  palace.  Pjb^^ 

bayti  shahr-ydr,The  royal  palace,  a  Bayt,  (v.  n.  of 

Ob  for  (-1*.^)  Passing  the  night.     Doing  any 



thing  in  the  night.  3it,  (or  iCJJ  litat)  Provisions, 

victuals  of  every  kind,  iilx)  CL^^  h'lt  laylat,  Provi- 
sions for  one  night  or  day. 

p  l!>  ia,  Without  a  vyrinkle ;  beautiful. 

p  ̂Cx>  hita,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  house. 
p  (--'IxJ  hi  tab,  Impotent,  feeble,  faint.  Im- 

patient, restless.  [^'^_f  t^^^  j  ̂-'^  i3 
man  kardan,  To  debilitate  or  render  impotent. 

p  «3bU-^  hi  Icihana,  Instantly.  Voluntarily. 

p  (J,15  (J  ii  ̂ oK,  Impatience.  Inability. 

p  jli-J  il/a/.  Out  of  time.  Ill-timed. 

p  ta-tajwmwZ, Inconsiderate.  Thought- 
lessly, without  consideration  or  reflexion. 

p  ̂j^^  h'ltdn,  Out  of  tune. 
p  &3\jLo  litana,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  stranger. 

p  lH.**^  (-^^^  tay^a  hayta,  From  house  to  house. 

(JLaO  kJj^  i^J^  fulanun  jat'i  hayta  hayta, 
Such  an  one  is  my  next-door  neighbour. 

A  'hl*'^  hitat,  A  nisrht's  lodgincj.  Food,  victuals. 
p  UliW  (3  Vi  tahasha,  Rash,  precipitate. 

p  1^^^  (J,  li  tahasln,  Fearlessness,  rashness. 

p J^Si  (3  hi  tadhir,  Incautious,  unwitting,  in- 
considerate, improvident. 

p  bi  tariib,  Irregular.  Disorderly. 

p  S'ciy  ijf  hi  taraddud,  Unhesitating. 
r^jL>j-i3  ̂ J,  hi  /as/m'ls7i, Without  mixture,pure. 

.  p  ̂jijii  (J,  hi  ta^lluh,  Independent. 

p  ^  iii  ta^aZ/M/^I,  Independence,freedom. 

p  (J,  6i  ('a/jriJ,  Without  cause,  without 
apparent  motive  or  reason.  CL^j  (3  j  u-*^_^jH-5  ̂ J, 
hi  takrlb  u  hi  ivaJd,  Absurd  and  ill-timed. 

p_^*aKJ  (J,  hi  talisir,  Without  defect,  or  fail. 

p  («JlJ;^  (3  hi  tahalhif,  Without  ceremony,  or 

compliment.  Abruptly.  Inconsiderately.Allatonce. 

pj*^  l3     tamiz,  Undiscerning,  injudicious. 
p  hi  tamizi,  Want  of  judgment  and 

discrimination. 

V  j*x^  ̂   hi  tamyiz,  Undiscerning.  Indiscreet. 
Unpolite. 

A  «3y>-^  hayiutat,  (v.n.  of  Ob  for  CIaJO)  Pass- 
ing the  night.  Doing  any  thing  during  the  night. 

p  fj^y  (3  bi  tuzakana,  Contrary  to  custom  ; 
irregular. 

p  i^wjy  ̂   hi  tosharji,  Scarcity  of  provisions. 

p  eJ^^i  ̂^     ̂ os/io,  Unprovided,poor,  helpless. 

p  (3.'^y  (3  ̂'^wfi^,  Graceless,  destitute  of  the 
directing  grace  of  God. 

p  ^3  hi  tawahhvf,  Without  delay. 

p  eo  jj,  ii  tah,  Impatiently.  Without  a  vestige. 
Bottomless. 

A         Z)a?//I_?/> Pertaining  to  a  house,  domestic. 

PjW5  ̂J,  hi  tlmar,  Unwatched,  untended,  un- 
guarded, neglected,  uncared  for. 

A  i^*^  (t— ^f^y  tarahahum  hay  so)  haysa, 
He  left  them  dispersed  here  and  there. 

P^^-  blja,  Out  of  place,  unseasonable,  wrong. 
^jSv^  Name  of  a  city  in  India. 
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p  tjlsr^  bejad,  (or  iJjf^  bejada)  Amber.  A 
stone  resembling  a  ruby. 

A  Jiilssr^-  hayjadah,  (Ar.of  P.  JjUsi^  bejdda) 
A  stone  resembling  a  ruby. 

p  Lj-J  I  i he) dda-ab, Tied, or  yellow-coloured. 

Wine.  ̂ JsJ^il^{^  hcJddasJaidan,Toheconie yel- 
low. To  err. 

r  ̂(jj^  SiiUsr*.  &e;a(/fl-<7M«-<e<7/t,Bloody  sword. 
p  (_J  »4i'ss:t^  hcjdda-lab,  Red  or  coral-lipped. 

p  iS^'^  hejada-muzdb,  Blood.  Red 
wine.  Saffron-coloured  wine. 

P  e^W^  hljdn,  Lifeless.   Faint.  Valiant. 
P  bljurmj  Faultless,  innocent. 

hljah,  An  invoice,  a  list. 

p^Xfstt^  hljigar,  Timid,  chicken-hearted. 

1'         ij)    ̂ 'amaZi,  Want  of  beauty,homeliness. 
p  hijawdh,  Unable  to  reply,  speechless. 

P jJfcj^-  hi  jawhar,  Unskilful,  ignorant. 

PjjOjls:'"  i7t7<ar«^a«,Thehelpless,unfortunate. 
P  hi  chdrarfi,  Helplessness,  necessity. 

p  tj^  hi  cliara,  Without  remedy.  Remedi- 
less, hopeless.  Helpless,  destitute,  desperate,  mi- 

serable, reduced  to  the  last  extremity. 

P  (Jls^^  hi  chdl,  Unprincipled. 

P  (_J^^  bl  chdll,  Misdemeanour,  ill-behaviour. 

y  ̂ >  ̂3  hi  charagh,  Without  lamp  or  light ; 
depopulated.  A  desolated,  unpeopled  village. 

p  tXis:^  blchand,  A  tree. 

p  lOj^^  hi  diuha,  A  small  tent  without  poles. 

P  hi  cltun,  Incomparable,  unparalled.  Un- 
scrutable,  inexplicable.  Pure,  eternal,  divine  (one 

of  the  attributes  of  God).  J^'^j^ji.  ̂ 3^^  O^^^As- 

UJ^^  /<«~rafi  hhdlik  j)o.rwarda(jari  hi  chun.  The 
omnipotent  Creator,  ineffable,  inscrutable. 

p  (3  hi  chunl,  Matchlessness,  incompara- 

bleness  (an  atti'ibute  of  God). 

p  Z^fl^/f/m,  A  peculiar  kind  of  roof  which  con- 
tributes much  to  the  comfort  of  a  winter  habitation. 

Pj;^  hi  chlz,  Poor,  possessed  of  nothing. 

p  ̂jji-j^^  hi  cJtlzl,  Poverty,  destitution. 

p  (jjjj^'  llhdrjun,  Delicate  food. 
F,J-»cU-(j,iI/(asi7,Fruit]ess,unprofitable,barren. 

p  j^J-cW^  bl  hdsill,  Unprofitableness. 
P  Jj^-  hi  hdl,  III  -circumstanced. 

A  (j^^  hayhdii,  (or  hayyahdii)  One  who 
reveals  his  secrets.  Name  cf  a  man  who  was  founder 

of  an  Arabian  tribe ;  whence  certain  camels  are  de- 
nominated haylidniya. 

hi  hijab,  Unveiled.  Immodest. 

pIS.^-ii/m(ZfZ,Boundless, immense,  unbounded, 

infinite.  Immensely,  jl^**  j  ̂   3  bl  hadd  u  shu- 
mur,  Infinite  and  innumerable. 

p  II  liurmat,  Disgraced,  debased. 

p  (J'SjSfc^^-  hi  liurmatl.  Disgrace. 
p  i^^-hl  hiss.  Destitute  of  feeling,  insensible. 
p  L=^l*~s:^-  hi  hisdb,  Countless.  Inconsistent. 

p jyo^  ij,  bl  huzur,  Absent,  inattentive.  Dis- 
3  Y 

turbed.  Offended,  irritated,  enraged,  jyo^- 

jjiiuij  hi  hvzur  shudan,  To  be  confused,  irritated. 

^i)^ jyojs.^-  hi  huzur  Uar  dan,  To  molest,totroubIe. 
p  ̂ jyo^-  bl  huzurl,  Disquietude.  Anger. 

Inattention,  a  want  of  presence  of  mind. 

p  islii-  jj,  hi  liifdz,  Impudent,  indelicate, 
p  {JL^sJis^"  hi  hahlhat,  Insincere.  Ungrateful. Insincerely. 

p  C).^^^-  hi  hlkmat,  Unskilful, 

p  ̂Jj-  ̂J  hi  hilm,  Merciless,  severe,  inclement, 
p  (3  hi  hilmi,  Severity,  inclemency, 
p  iJL^l-^s^-  bl  hamlyat,  Spiritless,  dastardly, 

having  no  sense  of  honour. 

p  hi  hamlyatl,  Want  of  zeal  or  spirit, 
p  hi  hawdss,  Bereft  of  sense, 

p  Ls^i^  hi  hayd,  Impudent,  shameless, 

p  ̂ L^-  II  liayuil,  Impudence,  effi'ontery. 

p  ̂   hekh,  A  root,  origin.   Base,  foundation. 
Origin.  hehhi  kohl,  Fennel.  ^-O 
bekhi  a?ya&a?'.  Bistort  of  snake-weed  (an  heib). 

bekhi pashin,  Flesh.  jjiiJ'^^^  hekh  kandan, 

To  uproot.  ̂ ^jJ\lS'  hekhiguli  ̂ hhds,  Jalap. 

Pjl^"*-  hi  khdr.  Without  thorn,  fear,  or  anxiety. 
P  hi  kkdnmdn,  Without  a  domicile  ;  a 

traveller. 

^jj^J  bekli-drvar,  Having  many  roots.  Ivy. 
p  i,^^)^-  bl  khdyib,  Wakefulness,sleeplessness. 

p  iS^*^  hi  khdya,  Without  a  testicle;  a  eunuch. 

VjX^^-  hi  kliahar,  Ignorant,  uninformed.  In- 
cautious, t^'^ t3  hi  kliahar  sliudan,  To  be 

unacquainted  with,  to  have  no  information  of. 

p  {jj*^-  hi  kkabarl,  Ignorance.  Imprudence. 

P  (iT^-  bekhtan.  To  sift.  To  enslave.  To  ren- 
der impotent,  deprive  of  motion.  To  become  weak. 
p  aJjks-  fl  hi  khutna,  Uncircumcised.  jJl^ 

idj\jo  bl  khutna-manda,  Left  uncircumcised. 

isJjc«-  hi  khutna  nidndagi,  A  being  left,  or 

a  remaining  uncircumcised:  uncircumcision. 
p  hi  kkirad,  Destitute  of  judgment,  dull. 

p  JOj'ii- jja;^^-  bl  kiiar  u  kkdrcind,  Without 
master  or  owner. 

p  f^^^^-  hi  khizdn,  Perennial. 
p  ,^ju>^^-hlkhastan,  To  be  unfortunate  and  des^ 

titute.  To  be  enfeebled.  To  take  prisoner. 

p  sju^ki^-blkkasta,  Unfortunate,  destitute.  Cap- 
tive.   A  prisoner. 

PLl*-ii£^"  baykhushtjA  tree  torn  up  by  the  roots, 

p Jiaki^  hi  kkatar,  Free  from  danger;  safe. 

p  ̂ ^£=9  ̂   hekk-kan,  Teai  ing  up  by  the  roots, 
A  judge  (as  extirpating  thieves),  a  marauder  (as 
destroying  the  subjects). 

p  fj'i  ̂   bekh-kanl,  Eradication,  uprooting. p  iAio (3  bl  khamlr  mdya,  Unleavened. 

p  ̂\js:^.^  hi  /i/iwaii,Wakefulness,sleeplessness. 

p  ̂j^\^s^  hi  khn-dnl,  Flavourless.  Insipidity. 

p  (jiJt^_j^"  hl-klinahish,  Without  inclination 
or  spirit;  without  pursuit,  object,  or  hobby-horse. 



p  iSjsti^  II  hhwud,  Out  of  his  senses,  beyond 
himself,  in  ecstasy,  enraptured,  mad,  insane. 

p  ̂Jl^^^■  hllihwudi,  Ecstasy,  rapture :  madness, 
p  '^^y-  khrvur  u  hhnab,  Disinclined 

to  eat  or  sleep. 

P  I  jyt^  hi  khawf,  Fearless  of  danger. 

v^J^^likhawfi,  Fearlessness.  Security,  un- 
consciousness of  danger. 

p  (jiJjisi^  I'l  khwesh,  (or  (JLiJji£^-li  ̂ A??jes/i- 
tUTi)  Friendlessness.    Mad,  insane. 

p         likha,  Weak,  impotent,  feeble,  frail. 

P  »iji=»-  j3  li  lilnla,  Purslain. 
A       hayd,  (v.  n.  of       for  ii>*>)  Perishing. 

Being  separated  from  one's  kindred.  Noxious,  un- 
wholesome (meat).  j5(7v/(/a,Besides,  except,  unless. 

Because.  bayda  an,  Except  that.  &>\  iXO 

hayda  aniiahu,  Except  that  he.  Uid,  (pi.  of  ̂^'^^ 

haydas)  Deserts. 
p  or  Jec?,  A  willow:  rattan.  A  mouse.  A 

moth  which  eats  books  or  woollen  cloths.  Useless, 

unprofitable.  Name  of  an  evil  spirit,  (for  lio.y 

huvid  and  SsJ^\>  hashid)  May  ye  be  !  ^J^^^^^ 

lidwash  larzdn,  Trembling  like  the  aspen,  pis- 
hidi  hham,  A  green  branch.  ̂ _;**»  hidi  surhh, 
(or  1^  liidi  taharT)  A  species  of  willow.  li-J 

^jAs^iif/ima_;?2ww,The weepingwillow.  uLLiw* 
fcic?i?nMs/J<,Atreefrom  whichperfumeisdrawn.iJct/, 

TheVedas,  or  scriptures  of  the  Hindus.  Knowledge. 

A  ̂^^*>  bayduf,  (pi.  ltd)  A  desert,  an  un- 
inhabited dangerous  region.  Name  of  a  flat  and 

extensive  tract  between  Mecca  and  Madina. 

p  i^\->^  hi  dad,  Injustice.  Unjust,  iniquitous. 
Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 

P j^O^JjiJ  lidadgar,  A  tyrant,  an  oppressor. 

V  i^d^i^j^  hidadi,  Injustice,lawlessness,tyranny. 

Pj\i>.^tic?ar,Awake,waking :  wakeful,attentive. 

Play,  sport,  (^jwl  Jjlii>*>  lidar  das  hi  an,  TokeeTp 

awake.  ̂ ^iiJ^j^s^  lidar  shudan.  To  awake  from 

sleep.  To  be  vigilant, alert,  attentive.  ̂ J<^J^J'^ 
lidar  hardan,  To  awake,  to  rouse. 

p  t-l/i?j^J^  lidar-hakht.  Of  wakeful  fortune, 

p  (J  JjLv^  Z)itZar-fZ»7,Vigilant,alert,  quick,sharp. 

P  ̂ i^j\s^  hidar-diVi,  Alertness,  quickness. 

V ^ J^S^  hidar-maghz,  Prudent,  intelligent, 
p  tjiS^  liidara.  Timid.  Inflamed  with  love, 

p  i^J^Sf^  Vidaii,  Wakefulness.  Vigilance,  at- 

tention. Conscious.  {Jj'-^,  j**^  chashmi  lidaii, 
(His)  wakeful  eye. 

p  bi  dasht,  Careless,  negligent, 
p  i«  dasJitl,  Carelessness,  inattention 

(particularly  not  taking  care  of  cattle). 

p^S^li  dagh, Without  scar  or  freckle.  Spotless, 
p  lidam,  Unjust.  Injustice. 

A  i^^^SfJi  Z)o?/(7ana^,(pl.Obl^-j)Awildshe-ass. 

Pj-^^Sx>  bid-anjir,  The  shrub  Palma  Christi. 
p  hi  danish,  Ignorance.  Ignorant. 
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act,  any  thing  inconsistent  with  one's  profession, 
p  sj^iXJ  hi  dana,  Seedless, 

p  I— 'b  iXJ  bld-baf,  One  who  works  on  rattans ; 
a  basket-maker. 

p  (_^b  bid-bafi,  The  art  of  weaving  with 
rattans  (as  bottoms  of  chairs  and  pannels  of  doors). 

p  '^^^  1^  hid-harg,  A  spear,  especially  of  a 
limber  texture.  An  arrow  whose  head  resembles 

the  leaf  of  a  willow. 

p  (_/b^*3  lidpay,  Name  of  a  famous  Indian 
philosopher,  known  to  us  by  the  name  of  Pilpay. 

He  was  vazir  to  Dabshalim,  an  ancient  king  of 

the  Indies,  and  author  of  the  Testament  of  Hoshang 

(second  king  of  Persia  of  the  first  dynasty),  which 
has  received  a  variety  of  names  according  to  the 

different  translations  it  has  undergone  :  as,  Javi- 

dan-Khirad,  Humayiin  Namah,  Kalila  u  Dimna, 

Anvari  Suhaili,  and  Pilpay's  fables.  A  part  of  it 
was  translated  into  French,  at  Paris,  in  the  year 

1644,  by  one  David  Said  of  Ispahan,  from  which 

our  English  version  is  taken.  As  the  word  Bid- 
pay  is  not  known  to  the  Hindus,  some  suppose  it 

to  be  a  corruption  of  Vidya-priya,  or  Yeda-priya, 

Sanskrit  words,  signifying  Dear  to  science,  or 

A  lover  of  the  Veda.  The  original  of  the  book 

abovementioned,  in  Sanscrit,  is  called  Hitopadesa, 

and  its  author  Vishnu  Sarnia.  It  has  been  trans- 

lated into  English  under  the  same  title. 

A  haydah,  Old  (woman).  Fat. 

p  ̂   baydalih  or  hiduJih,  An  excellent  horse. 
Fierce,  untractable. 

A  J(7j'^a/iAa<,Fat,moist,  juicy  (woman), 

p  C-'-s-iit^  bedukht,  The  planet  Venus, 
p  hi  dahhl,  Dispossessed,  excluded. 

Withholding,  keeping  back  part  of  the  revenue. 

Aji>^  haydar,  A  threshing-floor.  A  corn-bin. A  stack  of  unthrashed  corn. 

A         baydarat,  (v.  n.ofjti>^Q)  Stacking  corn, 

p  i^^jS^  hi  darman,  Hopeless,  remediless, 
p  LL^3jii.^  hi  dirang,  Without  delay,  suddenly, 

instantaneously.    Quick,  alert,  nimble,  brisk. 

p  tjd^^  hidara,  A  blacksmith's  ditch  (these artificers,  as  well  as  the  weavers  in  Persia,  do  not 

sit  upon  benches,  but  dig  circular  or  square  holes 
about  two  feet  in  depth,  where  they  place  their 

anvils,  round  which  they  sit  upon  the  ground, 

with  their  feet  in  the  ditch). 

A  ijjii^  baydara\  Even,  smooth  (tongue), 
p  hi  diregh,  Undeniable,  evident,  in- 

contestible,  readily  acknowledged.  Unsparing, 

ungrudging,  unstinted,  liberal.  Remorseless,  ruth- 

less, unpitying.  jj^;'^  t3  ̂ R'ni  hi  diregh. 
The  (divine)  aid  freely  given.  jjtA^^i^  jj,  ̂  teghi 

bl  direghash, His  irresistible  or  remorseless  cimeter. 

fji^  ̂ jJ>^  hi  diregh  shudan,  To  receive  no  de- 

nial, (ji^i^  hi  diregh  hardan,  To  agree,  to 
grant  without  regret,  not  to  refuse. 

p  ̂^VL*>iXO  tiiw/aWjGroveof  willows, osier-bed. 
p  JiMiS^i  bedastar,  The  beaver, 

p  b  J  C^s^  h'l  dast  u  fa.  Without  power  or authority.  Astonished,  stupefied. 

Vj^LnS^ji  hi  dasiur,  Ill-bred.  Without  prece- 
dent, unusual. 

p  I^^Sj^)  hi  da^a'.  Free  from  claims. 

A  ̂ Sf>  baydah,  A  pawn  at  chess.  Single,  un- 

married, p  ̂ iMi  haydaki  s'nn,  A  star, p  \A       bid-giyd,  A  sort  of  artichoke, 

p         hi  dil,  Heartless,  dispirited,  out  of  heart. 
Pusillanimous.  Love-sick.  Ignorant.  Melancholy, 
dejected,  sad,  stupid. 

p  ̂_\^  hedala,  Vain  words,  idle  talk, 

p  ̂ A^i  hi  diU,  Heartlessness.  Cowardice, 
p  hi  damdgh.  Brainless.  Ill-tempered, 

easily  provoked,  irritable,  testy,  impatient. 

p  ̂ iUi^-J  lic?a?na^/ti,  Impatience,  irritability, 
p  [Jjeyfi  hidmal,  A  dagger.  A  bright  sword. 

Bid-mal,  Rubbing  the  rust  from  a  sword  or  mir- 
ror with  a  willow-stick. 

p  i^yod^  bid-mosh.  Name  of  a  fragrant  shrub. 
p  hi  dumi,  Absence  of  tail. 

p  ̂l^^^ii  ;3  hi  daiidan.  Toothless.  JOii 
hi  dandan  shudan,  To  lose  the  teeth. 

pJ^ji>-J  hedndz,  A  mountain  in  Transoxania. 

A  SiijJ^J  baydudat,  (v.  n.  of  oi)  for  li-J)  De- 

parting.   Being  cut  off,  separated. 

p  ^  hi  dos,  Innocent, faultless  (little  used), 

p  Jj^ii(7an»/,Shapeless.  Uneducated,ill-bred. p  hi  dan-lat.  Unfortunate,  unhappy, 

p  h'ldun,  Without, 

p  t^3_j_v-)  bidrcand,  A  stone  used  medicinally. 
rLl*i->'-Vi«c?«^s^<«^Undismayed,unappalled. 

p  ̂ jS^  hide,  A  willow,  a  single  willow. 

P  t33b  J  (J,  hi  diydnat,  Irreligious,  unjust. 

P  sjoii  ̂ bi  dida,B\mdi.  Saucy.  Ungrateful. 

P^i5  (jiif/i??,Irreligious,heretical.  An  infidel. 

Aj\^Sbayzar,  (and  Sj^j-^  bayzarat)  A  scat- 
terer  of  words,  a  prater,  a  blabber. 

p  8jU-5  JI:a/-cr,  (or  »j^J->£ic?ara)  Fraud, deceit. 

A  ̂3>-;iio?/2-a/i//,Afat  woman.  Apalm-plantation. 

A  (Ji^^ia^  hayzardniy,  A  prater,  a  babbler, 

p  J      hayzah,  A  commander.  A  falcon. 

A  hayzah,  (pi.  jib?  bayazih)  A  road- 

guide.    A  foot-soldier.    A  pawn  at  chess. 

A  ̂^U3»^  hayzumdn,  A  kind  of  plant. 

A jj^  bisr,  (pl.jbl  ahdr,j\i\  ab^dr,j^\  abtur, 

ji\  ahur,  and^ljJ  biMr)  A  well,  a  pit. 

p^>  h'lr,  Lightning.  Thunder.  A  thunder-bo!f. A  deluo-e.  A  bed,  bed-clothes.  A  handsome  vest. 

Learning  by  heart. 

pjV,^  berdz.  The  horn  of  any  animal. 

P  eU\j^,  Z/irasto,  A  village  abounding  in  palms. 

P  hayrdh,  A  standard,  ensign.   A  troop, 

p^ltij^^  &fl?/ra^-</ar,  Astandard-bearer,  cornet. 

H  bayrarfi,  A  Hindii  mendicant  and  pe- 



nitent,  •who,  having  forsaken  the  world,  leads  a 
wandering  life. 

p       hay  ram,  A  Muhammadansolemnfestival. 

P  (j^'^?  heran,  (for  (j^Jij  weran)  Desolate. 

P  aj];:^  hc7-ana, (for  ijJ^J.j)  A  place  full  of  ruins, 
p  iV^  In  rah,  A  wanderer,  who  deviates,  errs, 

or  loses  the  way.  Astray.  Unprincipled,  dissolute. 

A  courtezan.  Anger.  Misdeeds,  unbecoming  acts. 

The  two  sides  of  a  road,  but  without  a  highway. 

^jS^^l^jf.i  llrahshudan,  To  wander,  stray,  deviate, 

p  \^        hi  rah  shawa,  Wandering,  straying. 

P  (_^^     rcihi,  Deviation  from  the  right  way. 

U't'^ 7'a/;« /eari/an.  To  be  guilty  of  excess. 
P  {J^^^  It  rasy,  A  fool,  ideot,  imprudent  man. 

p  la^^  In  raht,  Irregular,  undisciplined. 

pLSj^Jj^  lirhuslia, (2.^ndi  and  Paz.)  A  cucumber. 

II  ̂ j^,  hirhhum.  Name  of  a  district  in  Bengal. 
A        bisrat,  A  treasure,  store,  provisions. 

Pjes»-j  t3tira/tm,Merciless,cruel,savagc.  ^3  ̂jl 

^    <f^J  rahmi  haii^'r  rahim,  That pitiless  wretch  who  abandons  parents  and  relatives. 

hiraz,  A  fuller's  beetle, 
p  i^Jj-J  &tr^a(?,Ironfilings.  Solder.  Galbanum. 

A  ̂ joj  j>>  hhri  zamzam,  The  well  Zamzam. 

p  ijjfi  llrza,  (or  ijjj-^.  h'lrzay)  Galbanum. 

p  Sip-  (j'ljLhO)  (J,  I'l  rmiayi  ̂ d,  Innocent  mirth, 
p  ciJ^^  It  rashk,  Unambitious.  Spiritless, 

p  \*Oj^  li  riza.  Without  leave, 

p  ̂ jj^  bayrah,  A  standard,  flag,  pennant,  co- 

lours. A  troop,  j^^j^.  hayraki  ww'r,Peep  of  dawn, 
p  '''^0'  Heartless,  without  emulation, 
p  i^j^  hirgand,  Name  of  a  city, 
p        bay  ram,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff. 

A       hayram,  A  gimlet.  Liquid  collyrium.  A 

long  stone.  A  hoe,  a  pickaxe. 

p  ̂ jij^  Itrun,  (for  i^^ji^  IJruyi)  0\.i\,  without, 

p  iw'fwja.si.  The  plant  southernwood. 

P  ̂ ^Sij^  li  rang.  Colourless.  lierang,  The 

sketch  or  outline  (of  a  picture),  the  plan  (of  an  edi- 
fice). The  Divine  essence  divested  of  attributes. 

P  jj  j3  It  ru,  Shameless,  scurrilous.  Bold,  rash, 
inhuman.  A  purse. 

A  Ojj-J  boyrut,  A  maritime  city  in  Syria, 

p  lii'u).  The  herb  mallows. 

A  ̂ jj;^  bayruli,  The  root  of  the  wild  mandrake. 
Pjjj  (J,  liroz,  Unfortunate.     A  green  stone 

of  little  value. 

A  f^ij^  birozaj,  (for  p  ijyj^.)  A  turquoise. 
P  {jjijt?.  lirozan,  A  precious  stone.    A  load. 

P  tJ-JU-  i2roza,  A  garment  for  daily  weai-. 

P  ijjjj  (J     '^ozz,  Destitute  of  daily  bread. 
P  (jjj^^  llrun  or  berun,  Without,  out  of  doors. 

Exterior,  extrinsic,  foreign.  The  outside.  From,  a 

great  way  from,    jjii^l  lirun  amadan,  To 
come  out,  sally  forth.  To  revolt.  eUj^ 
lirun  farisiadan.  To  send  abroad,  to  emit,  send  out, 

despatch  away.  i^^J'  ̂^j-^  Urun  kardan,  Toex- 
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tract,  draw  forth,  lead  out,  export,  throw  out,  eject. 

To  except,  exclude,  {^Jj^  blruni  5/«a/<r,  With- 

out the  city,  ̂ ^jj*^ az  hirun,  From  without. 

P  ̂/-^^l  jjj hirun-amadagl,  A  turning  out. 
A  projection,  prominence,  protuberance. 

vj^^j^  liruntar,  More  foreign  or  external, 

p  ̂ ^'1^>-  lirun-jastagt,  Saliency. 

p  \yM  h'lrun-sara,  Not  stamped  at  a  mint, 
p  bh'un-shar,  Termination,  exit, 

p  i>^jj^  hiruna,  An  outside  garment,  a  cloak, 
p  i»  Mni,  External.  Theoutside.  A  shirt, 

a  shift.  Excluded.  Excepted. 

P  Kj^ijt.^  birunln,  External, 
p  tj^  Lira,  A  wimble,  an  auger.  A  mouthful, 

chew.  Name  of  a  fortified  place  on  the  Euphrates, 

p  ̂ Jj  ij^  bera  zan,  An  earthen  pan  for  baking, 

p  i^j^  b'lr'i,  A  bed.  A  cushion,  a  carpet, 
p  ̂jfi  li  rhja,  Sincere.  Sincerity.  Sincerely, 
p  hi  rayb.  Without  doubt,  indubitably, 

p  {J^jf;}  bl  rish,  Beardless, p  hi  ruha,  Without  fibres,  fibreless. 

p  f^.j^  hir'in,  Fetid  water. aJ-J  bayz,  (v.  n.  ofjb  for J^)  Perishing.  Es- 
caping, fleeing  away. 

^  jtH  b(^~or  b'iz,(\n  composition)Sifting.  Strick- 
en, j^)        fitna-bez,  Sowing  sedition. 

a  jVwJ  hayzar,  (pi.  ijj^  bayazirai)  Penis.  A 
falconer,    (from  Pj^Jjb)  A  labourer,  plowman. 

Pj^J^  bizar,  Free,  clear.  Absolved.  Healed. 
Wearied,  disgusted.  ,^0^  J^j^  bizar  shudan,  To 
have  an  aversion,  loath,  abhor,  detest.  To  be  free 

from  fault  or  debt.  To  become  languid  or  low- 
spirited,  to  despair.  bizar  kardan,  To 

fatigue,  vex,  disgust. 

a  ij^jf,'}  bayzaraf,  A  large  club, 

p  ij^,^  hizara.  Magnanimous.  A  loven 

p  ̂jj^y^  b'lzarl,  A  royal  diploma.    A  charter 
of  liberty,  a  letter  of  manumission.  Vexation.  An- 

ger, ill-humour,  displeasure. 

A  hifzan,  (pi.  ofjb  hasz)  Falcons. 

A  Itzan,  (pi.  of  t^jb  bazl)  Falcons, 

p^jb^-o  ie^aiaw,  Without  a  tongue :  mute,dumb. 

p  (J)^  (3  It  zabant.  Dumbness,  silence. 

Aj^  hayzar,  (pi.  jj^^)  A  bleacher's  beetle. 
Vjj^,  llzar,  Moneyless.  A  miser.  Avaricious. 

A  ijjf^  ̂cyzarat,{^\.j^^  Jar/a^ir)  A  large  club, 

p  <^.^  j  'jt-!  htzar  hharid,  (Obtaining)  with- 
out purchase. 

p  <jS>j  ij,  II  zang.  Free  from  rust,  untarnished, 

p  '^jy  J  ti)J  (_i  li^an  u  farzandf'Vi  iihoMt  wife or  child. 

p  JlJ  jJ,  bl  zafiii.  Bachelorship, 

p  J^jjJ  ̂^iiran-a/jUnchangeable,  imperishable. 
V hi  zor,  Weak,  impotent, 

p  8jfc^?;tza/im,  Without  bile;  good-tempered, 
patient,  forbearing ;  indefatigable.  Shameless, 

p  C-j^J  J  "-r^J  i3         ̂   zinat,  Ugly,  awk- 

ward,  inelegant. 
P  hizidan  or  bezidan,  To  sift. 

P  hi  zin,  Unsaddled. 

P  ̂ ^1J^  hejan.  Name  of  a  hero  or  giant. 

Pj^jij^/jr;ya?m-ar,Hercule9-like,Sampson-likc. 
p  yjwO  hlja.  Pure,  genuine.    Special,  private. 

A  bhs,  (v.  n.  of  (^>^)  Being  unfortunate, 

unhappy,  miserable.  Pinched  with  poverty,  mise- 

rable, {^j^  i— .'^  AS-  ̂ zabun  bissun,  A  sore  punish- 

ment. ^J"'J  CI^Uo  hanatu  b'usin,  Calamities,  mis- fortunes. Dusa,  Fie !  out  upon  !  iSJJ  lt^^ 

busa  rajulan  zaydun,  A  bad  fellow  is  Zayd.  \^j>^i 

bhsa'l  harm,  Bad  is  the  companion.  ̂ J<*JJ 

^xo-V^  bhsa^l  mafir.  Miserable  is  the  abode  (whi- 
ther they  retuin).  Bufis,  Bold,  brave.  Sore,  se- 

vere. (j">J  L^y^S-  t^jAxi!i\  iA^  hircifatu'l  ba^  ̂1- 
zahun  basisun,  The  mode  of  reading  of  some  people 

is  a  sore  infliction. 

^  LT-^  (^'-  L>"V        U"^?)  Being 
proud ;  overbearing,  domineering.  A  word  used 
in  soothing  a  child. 

p  j_^^U*>  j3  hi  aakhtagi,  Sincerity,  artlessness. 
p  aJk=- I  ,\aA/t^fl,Undisguised, plain, artless. 

pjl>*»,_3  ''**«2^>Unprepared,unaccoutred. Useless. 

p  ijl/clwi  li  saman.  Poor.  Wicked.  Dis- 
proportioned.  Stupid,  ̂ ^^.fk.^  ju»  sarihi  xaman, 
A  brainless  head,  a  dunce,  a  dunderhead. 

p  jj,l«L*)  ̂   hi  mmwn,  Poverty. 

A  jj'— .JJ  baymn,  Name  of  two  places. 
p  Uj-^^JO  li  sahab,  Causeless,  without  motive. 
p  iJl«.M o  ̂ ig^,Twenty.  ̂ es^, Stand!  stop!  wait! 

p  hi.siaJih,  Impudent,  shameless,  rash. 

PjIjL--jj  hcstar,  Sujjei'flHOUs.    Such  a  person. 

p  ̂ ISjILj  hi  sitaragan.  Without  stars,  star- less (night). 

p  tj3^\i  1 1  sifara,  Unfortunate,  ill-starred. 
p  j3bi-*.J0iis/a^a/;I,  A  monthly  pension,  which 

used  to  be  paid  upon  the  twentieth  day.  Wages, 

p  hista(ji.  Impunity.    The  leprosy. 

p  jJi*-»J^  listum.  The  twentieth. 
p  ̂ ^yL-jO  lidun.  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Per- 

sia.   The  heavens. 

p  bisfi,  A  Persian  coin  of  20  deniers.  A 

water-carrier.    (The  last  is  Hindustani). 

p  ̂ ^'xm^  h'l.sfin.  The  twentieth. 
p         hi  xaj,  Shapeless,  ill-made. 

p  j^^iT"^  hi  suhhun.  Dumb,  silent.  Doubtless. 
p j—^J  hi  sar.  Peerless.    Desar,  A  hawk. 
p  eiJ|^*«jJ  bcsnrah  or  hemrah,  A  young  and 

strong  camel.  A  camel's  colt  two  years  old.  A 
young  camel  whose  dam  is  Arabian  and  sire  dou- 

ble-hunched.   An  ass.    Besurah,  A  mule. 

p  f^j>^>  li  saran,  (Without  masters)  Persons 
who  attain  eminence  without  parental  instruction. 

p  (3  h'l  mrmagi,  A  want  of  collyrium. 
A  neglect  of  the  application  of  collyrium  to  the  eyes. 

p  b  J       (3  h'l  sar  u  pa,  Without  head  or  fecf. 



Weak,  powerless,  totally  destitute.  Immethodical. 
A  circular  shell  or  bead. 

p        _j  j*^x>  It  sar  u  dill,  Absence  of  mind. 

p  jjULja  J  j^ti  ̂ '^  "  saman,  Unfurnished, 
destitute,  helpless.  Confused,  intricate.  Deplora- 

ble. Depravedjvillainous.  Mean,grovelling.  Dirty, 

unclean.  Wicked,  impudent,  lascivious. 

p         Jesra,  A  sparrow-hawk,  merlin.  A  mule. 

A  Csj^i^  haysai'iy,  (pi.  S^Uj  hayasirat)  A  cer- 
tain people  living  in  Scinde,  employed  by  ship- 

commanders  to  man  their  vessels  of  war. 

p  OoU-*>J  ii .ffl^ar^a^jUnfortunate.  Unhappy. 
A  haysaka,  (for  dX-^,,^  maysaha)  (A 

particle  of  condolence ;  also  of  contempt)  Alas  ! 

wo  !  fy  !  pho  !  out  out  upon  thee  ! 

p  &£=a**)  In  silika,  Unstampt  (coin).  With- 
out respect  or  esteem,  without  freshness  or  beauty. 

p  tsSL^^i^  hi  saUlia,  Immethodical:  inexpert, 

p  limit,  Deadly  poison. 

p  i^Sx^iJ  hi  sang,  Without  weight  or  gravity. 

Without  respect  or  influence, 

Pj^j^i  hesur,  Name  of  a  city. 
hi  soz,  The  extinguisher  of  a  candle. 

H  liswa,  The  sixtieth  part  of  an  acre. 

A  ̂ J*^*ii  hissa',  (v. n.  of  i^^,)  Becoming  indi- 
gent and  miserable. 

p  ies/t.  Much.  More.  Great.  Good,  pro- 

per. Best.  Well.  Excellent,  elegant.  Delightful. 

i^jij^  besh-kimat,  A  high  value  or  price. 
Mish,  Name  of  an  Indian  poisonous  herb. 

(^yi  hish-mosh  (or  (jt^^  iji  faratu^l  hull)  A 
mouse,  •which  lives  amongst  the  roots  of  this  herb. 

A  (ji-J  li>;h,  A  certain  plant  resembling  ginger, 
in  which  frequently  a  deadly  poison  is  found. 

p  s-jLi-J  li  sltaAha,  Without  doubt. 

p  hesh-baha,  Of  great  price  or  value. 

Pj\i  (ji^Z)es/iJa/<ar,Sempervivum,liouseleek. 

p  «>.j.jki:^?;iA7<M5/ta,Withoutdoubt.  Undoubted. 

A  &iLJO  hushat,  (or  iJ^,  hisliaf)  Name  of  a 

valley  in  Yaman  abounding  in  lions. 

pJiJ^  beshtar,  Oftener,for  the  most  part.  More. 

Broader.  Longer.  Exceeding.         bj^j  J 
chtz  ya  beshtar,  Two  or  more  things. 

p  i^iJJ^^  beshtarin^  The  most,  the  greatest. 

p        j3  b'l  sharm,  Shameless,  indecent. 
Pj^^^Ojj^^j,  tis/«an)n,Immodesty,  shamelessness. 

Pjjjti,^  bl  shv^.r,  Ignorant,  unconscious.  A 
blockhead. 

p  <,  " ■'p °       hi  sliafltat,  Pitiless,  harsh,  unkind, 
p  hi  shaJtk,  (or  s-f^xJ^  j  CLl^ij  jj,  bi  shahh 

u  shublia)  Without  doubt,  doubtless;  without  ques- 
tion, unquestionably. 

Pj\^*^  beshhar,  Unremunerated  labour. 

P  bl  shah'ib,  Impatient. 
Pj^^^i  bl  shumar,  Innumerable. 

^  LT-  "  ̂c-'"^)  More  or  less.  A  mo- 
derate quantity. 
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p  jJ,  bl  shuy,  Husbandless. 
p  (J,  bl  shun,  A  maiden  state,  celibacy. 

p  e-^*^  b'lsha  or  besha,  A  forest,  wood,  wild,  un- 
cultivated country,    A  country  overgrown  with 

reeds  and  the  like.    A  shepherd's  pipe.  (3 

b'lshan  li  tosha,  The  nook  of  poverty. 
p  beslii,  Excess,  increase. 

A  i^ja^  bays  or  bis,  Adversity,  calamity.  Con- 
fusion.   Difliculty,  straits.    L>*^  O^i*"  {J> 

naha^fi  hays  bays  or  his  bis,  He  fell  into  con- 
fusion and  difficulty. 

^ji-'O  j3  b'l  sabr,  Impatient,  not  brooking  delay. 
p  t^*^  (3  bl  sabri,  Impatience,  restlessness. 
p  \iJ>jC  ̂ j,  bl  sada,  Dumb,  returning  no  echo. 

p  tiij^ij^  bisarfa.  Useless,  inconsiderate.  Non- sense. 

p  ̂   &-ij*o  jj,  bl  sarfa-(jo  or  (ju,  An  idle  talker. 
p  i3  bisalah,  Ill-advised,  headstrong. 

p  (JiU'^  (3  ii  s«?/7;a/.  Unpolished,  unfurbished. 

A  (^A^  bayz,  (v.  n.  of  for  Excel- 
ling in  whiteness.  Having  a  white  swelling  on  the 

fore-foot  (a  horse).  Having  the  whites  (fluor  albus). 

Laying  an  egg.  Becoming  intense  (heat).  Being 

sti'ipped  of  its  prickles  (the  plant  J^-*^  bithnui). 
Remaining  in  a  place.  Raining.  Becoming  dry 

(wood).  Whiteness,  brightness.  A  swelling  on  the 
fore-foot  of  a  horse.  Intense  heat.  A  mark  fixed 

to  public  writings  by  the  magistrate  or  any  pi-inci- 
pal  officer,  (pi.  of  «->a-^  bayzat)  Eggs.  Biz,  (pi. 

of  bayuz')  Hens  which  lay  many  eggs.  (pi. 

of  'i^xi  bizaf)  White  kinds  of  light  soil.  White 

dates,  (pi.  of  (^^\abyaz  and  bayzas')White. 
The  fair  sex.  (,joajJ\  ayyamiil  biz,  The  12th 

and  1.3th  (or,  according  to  some,  the  13th,  14th, 

and  15th)  days  from  the  new  moon,  as  being  the 

brightest.  ^S>|jiij\  ad  darahimu'l  biz,  Sil- 
ver coins.  Buyuz,  (pi.  of  o*'^^  ba^iz  or  ba- 

yuz^ Hens  which  lay  many  eggs. 

A  •^'Ua^  bayzas,  (fem.  of  abyaz)  White. 
Bright.  Thesun.  Blank  paper.  Untrodden(ground). 

A  misfortune,  calamity.  Wheat  or  barley  without 
husk,  and  moist.  A  leathern  bag,  scrip,  purse.  A 

pot.  A  hunter's  rope,  gin,  or  noose.  Aleppo.  Name 
of  a  horse ;  of  a  place  in  Basra  ;  of  four  towns  in 

Egypt ;  of  one  in  Persia  ;  and  of  a  province  in  Mo- 

rocco, and  of  many  more  places.  ̂ -'^  p  ummi 

bayza,  A  boiler,  kettle.  d'lnariil  bay- 
zas,l^hesxm.  Ua*^  iJ^manarafibayza,T\\e\^h\te 

Tower,  or  Tower  of  Damascus  (where  the  Muham- 
madans  believe  that  Jesus  Christ  descended  from 

heaven).  S^,yadi  bayza,  A  white  hand,  the 
white  hand  of  Moses ;  or  simply,  the  hand. 

p  (Jil-^  bayzabi,  (for  ijyo^>  bayzavl)  A  spe- 
cies of  Persian  writing  where  the  curvatures  (or 

i^io^i^  daman)  of  the  letters  are  oval. 

A  (jV^-J  bizan.  White  men  (in  opposition  to 

^jljjjj*  Sudan,  Negroes). 

p  «j\jou>  bayzana.  The  official  mark  of  a  supe- 
rior officer.  The  perquisites  of  a  magistrate  for 

marking  public  papers. 

p  la>*a3  ii2f(2&/,Irregular,unre3trained,wanton. 

p  IsJj  J  laJwi  (3  bl  zabt  u  rabt,  Without  order 
or  connexion. 

A  &*a-J  bayzat,  (pi.  (^j^  bvyHz)  An  egg.  A 
testicle.  A  helmet.  The  headache  (a  lasting  pain 

seizing  the  whole  head).  The  middle  (of  a  conn- 
try,  of  a  city,  of  the  head).  Fluor  albus.  A  ring 
or  circus  formed  by  a  number  of  people ;  also  the 

area  comprehended  by  a  circular  disposition  of 
tents.  h^jAx)  bayzanaftab.  The  sun.  i^^^ 

bayzatu''l  balad.  The  chief  of  a  city.  ̂ A  white 

fungus.  An  ostrich's  egg.  d^y\  ̂ ■^■tt'.  Ji^^  azall 
mim  bayzatVl  balad.  More  lowly  than  a  fungus. 

Lo-^  bayzatu'l  hhidr,  (The  egg  of  the  female 

apartments)  A  virgin.  jSjd\  bayzatu'l  ̂ kr, 
A  cock's  egg  (because  he  is  supposed  to  lay  one 
only  in  his  life ;  and  thence  it  is  used  as  a  proverb 

for  any  thing  that  either  exists  not,  or  is  very  rare). 

(  aaoHJ^  X^jo  bayzatu'l  hasab.  Gum  exuding  from 

a  sugar-cane,  ^i?.  bayzatu'n  nahar,  The 
light  of  the  day  (as  long  as  the  light  continues). 

'e.^^  bayzat  mahnunat,  A  beautiful  girl 
kept  closely  confined,  p  i^,-^^  ̂-^^i?  bayza n  afi- 
shin.  The  world-illuminating  sun.  (ji^j' ^■^^ 
bayza  bar  aivardan,  To  castrate.  i^'zi3j^.- 

bayza  parwardan,  To  hatch,  or  to  brood.  ^^s^ 

j_^ti>-  bayzan  hhahl,  The  terrestrial  globe.  iuoA^ 

Oljii  bayza  dar  ab,  An  egg  in  which  the  bird 
has  not  begun  to  be  formed.  Boiled. 

bayza  dar  hulah,  An  egg  which  jugglers  conceal 
in  their  cap.    The  human  hear 

bayza  dar  hulah  sliihast,  The  egg  in  his 

hat  is  bi'oken.  (met.)His  deceit  has  become  known. 

jj  i^aJJ  bayzasi  zar,  An  ancient  Persian  coin  (so 
called  from  its  elliptical  form).  The  sun.  s^x> 

bayzaA  subh,  The  sun.  bayzad  hafur, 
Snow.  The  sun.  The  moon.  Lightning.  &*3A^ 

i^^U  bayzasi  mala.  Fish-spawn.  ijj'^^ bayza  nihadan,  To  lay  an  egg.     Ci^u-U  (-^V^i^ 

bayzahasi  zarin,The  stars.  A  Blzat,  (pi.  i^^i  biz) 

A  white  kind  oflight  soil.  A  kind  of  whitish  date. 

A  ̂yo-ti  bayzan'ty.  Oval.  Elliptical.  Name 
of  Abu  Sa^Id,  a  native  of  the  city  of  Bayzah,  and 

author  of  a  celebrated  commentary  on  the  Kur'an. 

p  tj'jwaJJ  ks-  hhati  bayzavi,  A  form  of  Persian 
wi  itin"-,  in  which  the  curved  tails  of  the  letters  are 

segments  of  an  oval ;  opposed  to  (jll^  1  hhati 

afiabi,  in  which  they  are  portions  of  a  circle. 

p  Jin-^AXi  bayzagar,  Oviparous. 

^  i^i^  bayzi,  Whiteness,  purity. 
A  kjJ  bayt,  The  egg  of  an  ant  or  ostrich. 

A^lkjw)  baytar,  A  horse-doctor. p  cJi^  ij,  bl  tahat.  Without  power,  impotent. 

(^Jwj         ,  Ll^'UaJJ  bl  tahat  u  tab  shudan,  To 



be  deprived  of  all  power. 

p  ^^  hi  tahafi,  Impotency,  Imbecility. 

A^lajJ  baytar  or  hiyatr,  A  horse-doctor.  Bi- 
yatr,  A  tailor. 

p  (Jj^  (3  hi  tarawati,  Want  of  moisture  or 
sap  :  sicclty. 

A  ijojo  haytarat,  (v.  n.  of  jJaJJ  Q)  Practising 
the  veterinary  art. 

A  ̂jJayJ>  haytart,  The  veterinary  art.  P  ijj^^ 
baytari  hardan,  To  practise  farriery. 

p  j3  h'l  ta^,  Without  flavour,  insipid. Without  food. 

p  J  c— t3  talab  u  raja,  Without  re- 
quest or  petition. 

p  (_^0^  (3  bi  tama^,  Disinterestedness. 

Pj^  (J,     tawr,  Ill-mannered. 
A  lajJ  ja?/c,  (v.  n.  of  for  l^J)  Discharging 

into  the  womb.   Seed  (of  animals).  The  womb. 

A Jh.^  bayzar,The  clitoris.  J^i^  ̂.2/^  bayzar, 
A  term  of  reproach  addressed  to  a  young  woman. 

p  ^3  &i        Without  the  power  of  con- 
taining. 

A  ̂   bay^  (v.n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Selling.  Buy- 
ing. Accusing  or  reporting  (any  one)  unfavour- 

ably to  the  government.  Purchase,  (pi.  bu- 

?/M^)  Commerce,  dealing.  ^  bay^u  sliara, 

Purchase  and  sale,  v  ̂̂ S^ ̂   bay^hardan,  To 

buy.  To  sell.  To  trade,  to  traffic.  A  ̂ Js-  ̂  

la^  ̂ la'  bay^hi,  He  shewed  his  rank  and  supe- 
riority and  triumphed  over  him.  Biya^  (pi.  of 

&*J^  bl^t)  Christian  churches. 

A  bayyi^  (pi.  -^IxJ^  biya^s,  and  -^l*J^^  ab- 
yi^j'^  A  buyer.  A  seller.  A  merchant,  dealer, 
chapman.  A  bidder,  one  who  raises  the  price  upon 

another.    A  horse  that  takes  long  steps, 

A         biya^f,  (pi.  of  ̂ )  Sellers.  Buyers. 

A  bayyi^ni,  (dual)  Buyer  and  seller. 

p  iO^joJ  hay^na,  Earnest-money. 

A  Xjoj  hay^t,  Inauguration,  salutation,  or  ac- 
knowledging the  authority  of  a  great  man.  An 

agreement,  compact,  treaty,  covenant,  p  O'J'Ji^ 

jjiiU  bay^t  dadan,  To  stipulate,  to  give  the 
hand  upon  making  an  agreement.  To  adminster 

the  oath  of  loyalty  or  fealty.  ̂ ti^Cl**-^  bay^t 
hardan,  To  agree  with,  to  receive  a  promise  or 

pledge  for  the  settling  of  a  bargain.  To  promise  or 

plight  loyalty  or  fealty,  a  Bi^t,  (pi,  ̂   biya^  A 
temple,  a  Christian  church.  The  mode  or  manner 

of  selling.     Buying  and  selling. 

P  JaS-  (3  hi  ̂ dl,  Unjust,  lawless. 

p  (J^.ij^-S-  (3  Incomparable,  unequalled. 
P  t3     ̂ zzat,  Inglorious,  dishonourable. 

P  (3  hi  ̂ zzati,  Dishonour, 

P  Jjis-  hi  ̂ kl,  Without  judgment  or  intel- 
lect.   Infatuated.  Foolishly. 

P  (^^^  (J,  hi  ̂ M'l,  Want  of  sense  and  under- 
standing.   Infatuation.  Levity. 
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p  ̂^^j^kff'      bi  ̂ laJtagi,  Want  of  connexion. 

p  ftj'^S'  (3  bt  ̂ laka,  Unconnected. 

p  CLAs-  ̂ 3  bt  ̂ llat,  Without  cause  or  reason. 
Safe,  secure,  free  from  accident.  Independent. 

p  iwli  ̂   bay^nama,  A  bill  of  sale. 

p  lLo.uC'  j3  hi  ̂ ndyat,  Unkind,  rude.  Reck- 
less, unconcerned. 

p  L-  ̂ xg-  (J,     ̂ aj/J,  Without  blemish,  faultless. 

A  ̂   hayyh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Boiling 
(blood).  Perishing. 

p  jUaJ  bayghar,  (or  bayghard)  Reproach, 
reproof,  chiding. 

p  JUaj  blghal,  A  short  spear,  demi  lance,  pike. 

p  Cl^.ls-  j3     gliayat,  Endless. 
P  (3  hi  gharaz,  Disinterested  ;  indepen- 

dent ;  indifferent. 

p  ioVojijj  hi  gharazana,  Sincere,  pure.  Dis- 

interested. Sincerely.  ̂   CL^^l^  mahab- 

bati  hi  gharazana,  Sincere,  disinterested  friendship. 

p  t3     gharazi,  Disinterestedness. 

P  3^  J  (3      ghashsh  u  ghill.  Without 
hatred  or  dissimulation.    A  sincere  friend. 

p  ̂5-  j3  ghamm,  Without  grief  or  anxiety. Free  from  sorrow.    At  ease. 

p  (_5-i>^  (3     ghammi,  Freedom  from  sorrow. 

Pj^  (3     ghawr.  Shallow.  Inconsiderate. 
p  «>ijJ  hlgha,  Fuel,  fire-wood. 

P  j_^J^  hayglii,  Removal,  repulse. 
P  ̂ jip      hi  ghayrat,  Spiritless.  A  cuckold. 

p  hi  fatida,  Without  advantage  :  use- 
less, unprofitable.  Inefiectual. 

p  liJj^  j3  blfarzand.  Bereaved  (parent). 

p  j3  hi  furugh.  Without  success.  Incon- 
clusive. 

p  \.^J^^  ,3  farangi)  blfarhang,  The 
imprudent  Franks  (or  Christians  in  general). 

p bifihr,  Thoughtless :  rash.  Content. 

Pj_j*^  (3  Z^J_/a/mi,  Slowness  of  apprehension. 
p  lio^^AjL^  hi  fahmld,  Slow  in  comprehending. 

p  ̂ jo-ajo  hi  fayz,  Unprofitable,  possessing  but 

not  bestowing  (as  a  learned  man  who  does  not 

communicate  his  knowledge,  or  a  rich  man  from 

whose  wealth  no  one  receives  advantage). 

p  j^liu^  hi  habu.  Without  restraint.  Secure. 

p  St>.&lfljJ     /ia^ic^a.  Without  order ;  irregular. 
p  JULj  hi  hal,  Dumb,  speechless. 

A  ̂jUijoZ*e/iaw,(pl.ofjJ_j^Z'M/i)Trumpets,clarions. 
A  hlhat,  A  kind  of  pulse  or  pease,  when 

stripped  of  its  husk  it  is  fattening  for  cattle. 

FjdSiXi  hi  hadr,  Without  dignity. 

Pj»iii^3Z)iAa^Zaw,Withoutafooting,unfortunate. 
A ̂ ^iX>  haykar,  A  weaver.    Name  of  a  place. 

Pj\yLX>  bi  harar,  Inconstant,  unsettled,variable. 
Impatient,  passionate.    Afflicted,  impotent. 

p  t^^yuJ  hi  hararl,  Instability,  restlessness. 

A  t^Js^  bayhuran,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  'SjiijJ  bayharat,  (v.  n.  of^^  Q)  Starting  and 3z 

running  away  (as  a  dog  at  the  sight  of  an  ox). 

Sighing.  Being  fatigued.  Perishing.  Corrupting, 

vitiating.  Walking  in  a  stately  manner.  Doubt- 

ing. Dying.  Alightingat  a  house.  Taking  up  atown- 

residence.  Abiding.  Leaving  one's  family  in  the 
country  and  going  none  knows  where.  Running  fast 
with  the  head  thrust  forward.  Being  wholly  given 

up  to  the  accumulation  of  wealth,  and  tenaciously 

keeping  it.  Pawing  with  his  fore-feet  (a  horse). 
Departing  from  Syria  to  Chaldea.  Wanderingfrom 
one  country  to  another.    Abundance  of  property. 

p  esx>j5      II  harlna,  Irregular. 

PjUjc-\  j  ti-flj*  j3  bl  kasd  u  ikhtiyar,TJnmten- 
tional,  involuntary.  Unwillingly.  Suddenly.  Cc- 
sually,  accidentally, 

p jyaSLX)  hi  /mswr.  Without  defect,  without  fail. 
Completely,  entirely.    Faultless,  innocent. 

p  j_^iflJ^  hi  hal^,  Untinned  (as  a  pot). 

Aj^Sjj  bayhur,  Black  cattle,  oxen. 

p  J_jHjo  bl  hawl.  Regardless  of  one's  word, faithless,  perfidious. 

p  (^IaE-j  hi  hiyas.  Incomprehensible.  Im- 
mense, infinite,  inexplicable,  contrary  to  the  com- 

mon order  of  thina-s,  abnormal. 

A  iojfl*^  blhiyat,  A  kind  of  pulse. 

p  yxax}  bl  hayd,  Unrestrained,  irregular. 

P  O-fj*  ̂   hi  hlmaf,  Inestimable. 
A  i^x^J^  bi  yakln,  Certain,  for  certain. 
p  i^iJjo  ba  yah,  To  one,  with  one.  ^jO  tiJuo 

lil^  ha  yak  mm  tiihad,  He  left  it  half-finished. 

5^  "-i^  ha  yah  rah,  At  once,  at  one  sti'oke. 
A  i-^y^^  buyyah,  (pi.  of  i-iJjb  hd-tih)  Fat  camels, 

PjKj^  hi  Aa?',  Without  employment  or  profes- 
sion, an  idle,  lazy  fellow,  vagabond,  vagrant.  In- 

cajJable  of  work,  useless. 
p  bl  kdrl,  Want  of  employ,  idleness. 

p         bl  ham,  Disappointed. 

Pjb  L^Xxi  ha  yah  bar.  At  once.  Suddenly. 
p  hi  has,  Friendless,  destitute.  An  orphan. 

v^^^J^  1^  bl  hasl,  A  friendless  condition,  solitude. 

p  (^jii^=>  (3  hi  hafsh,  Shoeless,  barefoot. 
p  hi  hafshl,  Barenesss  of  feet.  Want 

of  shoes,  discalceation. 

p  j,5oj  bayham,  A  portico,  vestibule,  veranda . 

p  lIL****^  j      'f^  "         Without  in- crease or  diminution,  without  defect.  Complete, 

perfect,  entire.  Accurate. 

p  i^J^^  baykand,  A  city  built  by  Jarashed. 

T  heg,  A  lord,  a  prince. 
p  SiS^^Oj  blgdda,  Averse  from  women,  impotent. 

PjLO  hegdr,  Employing  any  one  without  a, remuneration, 

p  8,lO  bigara,  Impotent. 
p  blgdnagl,  The  situation  of  a  stran- 

ger or  person  unknown ;  the  being  a  stranger  or 

alien.  Foreignness. 
p  {oIXjo  blgdna,  Unknown,  a  foreigner,  stran- 



ger,  alien.  j  higana  u  khwesh, 
Strangers  and  relations,  foreigners  and  natives. 

p         begah,  Unseasonable.  Delay.  Evening. 

P  {^^^,  Vi  girmi,  Inestimable,  infinite. 

p  ii3^f  jj,  hi  gazand,  Unharmed,  unblemished. 

P  ̂<^j^  ij,  bi  gazandagi,  Freedom  from  hurt. 

T  ,jf^  Ji^-L^  heglar  begi,  Prince  of  princes. 

p  j»XaJ  begam,  A  lady  of  rank. 
p  hi  guman,  AVithout  doubt. 

p  j^l*^  (3  Vi  guniani,  Certainty. 

p  i^^x>  hi-  guntih,  Innocent,  guiltless,harmless. 

p  sfx>  b'lgah,  Ill-timed.    Delay.  Evening. 
H  blglia,  A  measure  of  a  third  of  an  acre. 

p  (JjL^  bel,  A  shovel,  spade.  An  oar,  a  paddle. 
The  loins.  A  basket  for  carrying  away  rubbish. 

A  gunner.  A  gardener,  a  vine-dresser,  (in  zand 

and  Paz.)  A  well.   (_|-i^(JjiJ  beli  Itishti,  An  oar. 

H  (J.JO  bel,  An  Indian  fruit  containing  in  a  hard 
shell  a  pulp  resembling  the  apricot  in  flavour. 

p        hila,  Money  to  be  distributed  in  charity. 

Pj^iijJ  bila-bardar,  One  of  the  retinue  of 
a  great  man  who  scatters  money  amongst  the  po- 

pulace, an  almoner. 

p  j^JO  belalt,  A  flower.  A  garden.  A  cool  grot. 
P  bilah,  A  gift,  a  present. 

p  (_f^JJ  bilay,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  well. 

A  'i^x>  hilat,  A  making  water,  or  a  doing  any 
thing  similar. 

belcha,  A  hoe,  a  small  mattock. 

plaW^  bi  Ma^^jlnattentive, indiscreet,  ill-bred. 

Pj^  jjjo  bel-dar,  A  digger,  delver.  A  pioneer. 
p  eCL-JjL>  belasta,  A  finger.  A  kind  of  rose. 

p  CLoUaJjo  bi  laiafat,  Unpleasant,  harsh. 

p  biluft,  Name  of  the  planet  Venus. 

p  biyalfahhtaii,  To  gain,  to  collect. 

p  Sx^^  b'dfahhand,  A  collection,  assembly. 
p  jjlaijJ  baylhan,  Name  of  a  city  in  Armenia 

Major,  near  the  ports  of  the  Caspian  Sea.  Name 
of  a  district  in  Persia. 

p  cLUjo  baylah,  A  royal  mandate.  Title-deeds. 
A  two-headed  arrow.  Belak,  A  hoe  or  small  spade. 

A  kind  of  arrow  resembling  a  small  spade. 

A  baylam,  (pi.  jJVjj  baydlim)  The  pod  in 

which  the  cotton  grows ;  also  the  stuff",  resembling 
a  coarser  cotton,  on  the  top  of  the  Egyptian  papy- 

rus. A  wimble,  auger,  gimlet, 

A  ̂j^.^J^  baylamdn,  Name  of  a  place  in  Yaman : 
also  one  in  India  or  Scinde  celebrated  for  its  swords. 

p  )^L^  belrva,  A  druggist,  an  apothecary, 
p  aAjL)  bela,  A  mattock.  An  arrow  with  a  broad 

head  resembling  a  hoe.  An  oar,  a  paddle.  An 

island.  A  sort  of  medicine.  A  tray  on  which  drugs 

are  exposed  for  sale.  A  royal  mandate.  The  title- 

deeds  to  an  estate.  Pus.  The  silk-worm's  cone. 
A  cheek.    A  side. 

p  Z;m,  Fear,  teiTor,  dread,  danger.  ̂ U- ̂ JO 
bimi  jdn,  The  danger  of  life.    uiJ^  J*^ 
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JimiAaZa^,  In  dread  of  destruction.  [Ji^^mm  j^J^ 
az  bimi  satwatash,  From  fear  of  his  power. 

p  J-AS"lco  bi  ma  hasal,  Useless,  unprofitable. 
Unfortunate,  unlucky. 

PjiiU  ̂   hi  mddar.  Motherless. 
PjlcO  bimar,  Sick,  infirm,  afflicted.  The  eye 

of  a  mistress,  six*** ̂ VcJ  bimdri  siyah,  A  black  or 
burning  fever  attended  with  perspiration. 

PLdi)jbjlcO&imar-&a?'I^,Phthisic,consumption. 

P  C***>^.jlcO  bimar-parast,  A  nurse  of  the  sick. 
P  bimar-pursi,  Visitation  of,  or  in- 

quiry about,  the  sick.  {j<^^'  i„^*tJvj^  bimdr- 
pursi  namudan,  To  visit  the  sick. 

p jS^j\fJ  h'lmar-jigar,  Diseased  in  the  liver. 
P  bimar-chashm,  Languid-eyed. 

p  iols-jljO  bimdr-hhdna,An  hospital,  infirmary. 

p^jk5>-jl<0  bimdr-khez,  Convalescent. 

p jUjlcO  bimdr-dar,  An  attendant  on  the  sick. 

p  e^j^tijVcJ  b'lmdr-ddri,  Attendance  on  the  sick. 
jjOj^j_fj^iijljf^  bimar-ddri  kardan,To  tend  the  sick. 

p  (jjj  bimar-jun,  Regimen  of  invalids. Sickly,  ailing. 

p  (j\jyajl<0  bimdrsdn,  Like  a  sick  person,  (for 

(jVXwjjIfiJ  bimdristari)  An  liospital. 

p  ̂^l<\;imar-^/ia?y,Infirm,ailing.  Love-sick. 
p^j(j^l<0&iTOar-(7im?t,Havinga  chronic  disease. 

p  (j^^j^'CO  btmdr-gun,  Sickly-coloured. 

p  i^j^j^  bimdr-gin,  Diet  of  the  sick.  Vale- tudinary. 

p  Sjl-^J  bimdra,  Sick,  infirm,  indisposed.  ̂ J  I 
an  dilduri  bimdra,  That  charming  pa- 

tient, that  beautiful  sick  woman. 

p  himdri,  Disease,  sickness,  infirmity. 

CU).jlsO  Ji'wmHj/a^,  Thy  sickness.  i^J^  -^lSjW 
blmdrui  bdrlk,  A  consumption.  uiJjjSs 
bividrid  kudak,  Diseases  incident  to  children. 

p  cLSU(_s^VcO  bimdrindk,  Sickly  (country), 

^p  jUi    it  mctjaZ,  Absurd,  vain,  fruitless.  J)_}**» 
JlfO  susdli  bi  masdl,  An  absurd  demand. 

p  CiiJUi  j3  hi  mdlih,  Without  owner  or  master. 
LiDU)  (^JJ^  mamdlilii  hi  mdlih,  A  kingdom 
without  a  king. 

p  ̂J^i^  bimdii,  Dishonoured.  Dishonourable. 
p  tiJjU  hi  mdnand,  Incompamble,  unparal- 

leled. Effaced,  obliterated. 

p       l«    K  wiajwa'',Uninhabited,  inhospitable. 
p  bi  mdyagl,  Indigence,  poverty. 

p  ioUi  (3  hi  mdya,  Poor,  indigent. 

F j>  ̂ )  bim  bar,  Price,  value.  Frightened. 
p  (jLi^  ̂   hi  misdl.  Incomparable,  unequalled. 

J  ij*^  iJU^jii  dci'''  hamdli  husn  u jarndli  hi  misdl.  In  the  perfection  of  beauty  and 

elegance  unequalled. 

p  JU>^  hi  majdl,  Powerless,  impotent. 
p  \As^-  hi  muhdbd,  Unceremonious,  disre- 

spectful. Unsparing.  i-fXJ->.  ij>  muhdbd 

palang,  The  world;  fortune;  death. 

p  ss*n\^  bi  jrew/iosaJa,  Without  calculation, 
at  a  venture. 

P  (J-^^  bi  mahall.  Impertinently,  ill-timed. 

P  ̂Jg^^  43     mahalU,  Incivility. 
p  i)i^Aej3  5imac?a(^,Unaided,destitute,unassisted. 

V  jio  j3  bi  mdr.  Immeasurable,  innumerable. 

P  CL^f'jo  (3  hi  marhamat.  Ruthless,  pitiless. 

p  lI^jjc  hi  muruwat,  Clownish,  rude.  Un- 
generous, uncivil,  brutal,  inhuman. 

p  i^jc^^iy^,^  duzdi~)bimazd,A.xi  infamous  robber. p  Z/i  Distaste,  disgust.  Insipidity, 
a  nauseous  taste. 

p  »j<0  hi  maza.  Insipid,  tasteless.  Nauseous. 
bimaza  hardan,  To  disgust. 

p  j3  hi  masds,  Without  foundation. 
p  C^a-i-o  (3  hi  mashahhat.  Without  trouble. 

p  JjJ^jwi  ̂  hi  7/ia^«a',Unmeaning:  vain,frivolous, 
absurd,  unreasonable,ill-founded.  Vainly,foolishly. 

"  P  ̂      ̂*  magh,  Without  depth,  shallow. 
pjx^j  hi  maghz.  Brainsick,  brainless,  giddy, 

superficial.  jj"  (j^}**  (J>  maglizdni  tar-dd- man.  Fornicators,  adulterers. 

p  Jliu  ̂   hi  mahdl,  Dumb,  speechless,  silent. 

Pj^iiiU  (3  h~i  mikddr,  (orjjtWU  ̂ J,  hi  mahdur^ 
Without  authority.    Without  resource.  Poor. 

p  ,3  b'l  mulahaza,  Inconsiderately. 
p       ̂   hi  man,  Spiritless. 
p  <^li«J  bimndk,  Fearful,  afraid,  timorous. 

p  CLaa*  ̂   hi  minnat,  Without  the  necessity  of 

asking,  without  entreaty.  Without  favour  or  obli- 

gation.  Independent.  Disinterested. 

p  liJkcJ  b'lmand,  The  mill-clapper.  Rattles  used 
by  watchmen  and  boys.  Any  noisy  instrument  by 

which  birds  are  frightened  from  gardens.  Gravel 

scattered  on  a  mill-stone. 

i^jiJ  biyumni  liimmatikimVl 
^liyat.  Under  your  favourable  auspices. 

P  u-»>-_ye  (3  iimty^'i.  Without  cause  or  reason. 
P(j5jj*Jti?HMr7,Majesty,reverence,awe,severity. 

p  ;j*>j<J  bimus,  Unleavened  bread. 

p  y>  i^bi  mu  shudagi.  Baldness. 

p  fj,himu  shuda,  Become  bald.  Bald. 

p (3  hi  m.amhi^Ont  of  place,unseasonable. 

p         jj,  hi  muy,  Bald,  without  hair. 
p  »*J  bima,  Insurance  against  risk,  ̂ ^d^ 

bima  hardan,  To  insure. 

p hi  mihr,  Unkind. 

p  ̂ JJ^  ̂   b'l  mihri,  Unkindness. A  b  'ayn,  (v.  n.  of  for  (jO)  Excelling. 
Excellence.  Being  placed  at  a  distance,  separated 

(one  thing  from  another).  Separation.  Distance. 

Interval,  interstice.  Absence.  A  desert.  Conjunc- 

tion, connection,  union.  O^j  zdtu'l  hayn. 

Friendship, concord.  '^\f'  ghurdbu'l bayn, 
A  crow  of  different  colours,  a  crow  with  a  black 

body  and  red  feet  and  beak.  A  crow  that  never 

approaches  any  spot  till  it  has  become  deserted  by 



its  inhabitants.  JBayna,  (used  constantly  as  a  pre- 

position) Between,  among.  ̂   UJ^  hayna'l 
akran,  Between  equals.  uii5ii  t^jO  hayna  zalika, 

Inthemeanwhile.  (jrOjLaJ^  {^j^hayna's  salatayn, 
Between  the  two  prayers  (which  are  said  in  the 

mosques  every  Friday  about  mid-day). 

hayna'n  nas,  Among  men,  among  the  people. 
JjksO  W^j^  haynahuma  bayn  ba^d,  Between 
both  the  difference  is  great,  the  one  is  much  unlike 

the  other.  eo,iiJ,  iayn  yadayhi,  Between  his 

liands(?.(?.  before  him,made  use  of  particularly  when 

an  inferior  appears  before  a  superior).  ^i^J^ 
{^y^  shaysun  hayna  hayna,  Indifferent,  neither  good 

nor  bad.  A  hamza  made  light.  ̂ jO  ̂   t3  ̂'^^ 

5fl?/«,Between :  mutual,  ̂ jro  0^ii-»*J  «>Ji3  lahiyahu 

hii^ydati  hayn,  He  met  him  after  an  interval ;  then 
held  back  from  him,  and  afterwards  came  to  him. 

p  (jO  hin,  (in  composition)  Seeing.  See  thou 

(imperat.  of  f^<^,^  didan).  ̂ -yyi  ̂ \j>-  cliashmi 
hak-hln,  (or  (JLaHJis-  SiV.ii  didan  hakihat- 

hin,  The  eye  discerning  truth,  jjj^  yV?"  j^^^^'^' 
bin,  Seeing  the  world,  comprehending  the  idea  of 

the  whole  universe.  iJjs^  hhwurda-hin,  See- 
ing minute  objects,  subtile  in  judgment,  acute,  pe- 

netrating. ^jOjji5(?Mr-Jiw,Far-seeing.  Atelescope. 

Ojs^"^  maslahat-bin,  Despatching  business, 
skilful  in  managing  affairs. 

^  (P^-         huyuii)  A  tract  of  country. 
A  rugged  eminence.  Confines,  marches  between 

two  countries  or  places.  As  far  as  eye  can  reach. 

A  hayyin,  (pi.  abyinas  and  iUjJ  hi- 
nat)  Clear,  evident,  manifest,  apparent,  distinct, 

perspicuous,  evidencing,  (pi.  -^^^^  abyinas,  fj^^ 

abydn,  and  -*Ujo  huyanas)  Eloquent.  (*^^^ 

^bi^l  kaldmi  bayyinu'l  Intdj,  Words  clearly  ex- 
pressing, evidently  concluding,  i  j^kii  bay- 

yinu'l hhilaf,  Showing  the  contrary,  demonstrating 
to  be  false  or  repugnant. 

A  UjJ  hayna,  In  the  mean  time,  whilst. 

hlna,  (pi.  ̂jb\JdJ  hinaydn)  Seeing,  clearly- 
sighted.    A  sort  of  long  grass.    A  month. 

Ali^_  haynan,  (or  Uaj  bayy'maii)  Distinctly. 
A  ̂Uo)  buyandf,  (pi.  of  ̂^Xj  hayyin)  Eloquent. 
P  L_ .>Ua^  hindb,  A  vision. 

A  OUX^  bayyindt,  (pl.of  XiS^  bayyinat)  Evi- 
dent proofs,  evidences. 

p  Sj^ixJ  hlndra,  A  gigantic  demon.  A  fright- 
ful, detestable  face. 

P  O"^^  hends,  (or  ufX*>Ujo  6ena^//)Awindow. 

P  (•^.^  nam.  Without  a  name :  nameless, 
anonymous.  Without  character  or  reputation. 
The  finger-ring. 

p  (^yoKi  j3  hi  ?2amMS,  Without  law  or  religion. 
Uncivilized, rude, rustic,  j  (^_y«l3  J,  bl  nd- 
mus  u  waw^r, Clownish,  without  politeness  or  shame. 

^  (J*^^^*"^-"*?  The  eye.  Perspicacity,  strength 
of  sight  or  of  mind,  penetration,  vision.    A  lunar 
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month  (in  the  Zand  avesta).  slSj  i^^^.  hindn- 
rafta.  Sightless,  whose  sight  is  gone. 

A  binab.  Periwinkle,  spurge-laurel. 
A  aJLxJ  hinat,  (pi.  of       hayyin)  Clear, evident. 

A  SJ^jo  bayyinat,  (pi.  L-^lia^  bayyindt)  An  evi- 
dent demonstration,  a  positive  proof.  p  CIaIa^ 

(ji^jjl  bayyinat  droardan.  To  bring  proof,  to  de- 
monstrate clearly  (by  witnesses). 

p  ̂j'^-i-^  biyanjidan.  To  sift.  To  be  taken  pri- 
soner. To  be  made  captive, helpless,  and  impatient. 

p  jjja  binad,  Hope.  A  number.  Biyand, 

They  are. 

p  (ji^iJ  btnish,  Vision,  sight.  Providence. 

p^^LSj  j_^ii?i?s/m/?,Without  sign,mark,  or  trace. 
p  (_*Jk.ctxJ  Destitute, poor,  portionless. 
A  iaijj  hi y ant,  A  weaver. 

p^lajjJ  hi  nazir,  Matchless,  unrivalled. 

p  tj^lajuo  h'l  nazin,  Pre-excellence,  incompa- rableness,  matchlessness. 

P  J>x>  (J,  hi  na^,  Destitute,  poor. 
p        ̂ '*\ hinaki  chashm,The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

A  IfjJ  baynamd.  In  the  mean  time,  whilst. 

p  (3  hi  namdzi.  Ceremonial  impurity  in 

women  (disqualifyingthem  for  engaging  in  prayer). 

p  CiiiJ^  hi  namali.  Insipid,  saltless,  tasteless. 
Ill-favoured. 

p  bl  namalii,  Insipidity.  Ill  behaviour. 

Ingratitude. 

P  iSj^  (3  b'l  namud,  Invisible. 
p  tXiijo  hinand,  (from  ,^1^,^  dldan)  They  see, 

will  see,  or  may  see.  Hope,  expectation.  More. 
How  many  ? 

p  ̂d^x>  binandagi.  Seeing,  sight. 
p  1>S^*>  binanda,  A  spectator,  beholder.  The 

eye.  Provident. 

p  hi  nang.  Shameless.  Disreputable, 

without  honour  or  reputation.  Faultless. 

p  ̂_^^dkAJ  b'l  nangi,  Shamelessness. 
P  ^  Z/i  nawd.  Helpless,  unfortunate,  unpro- 

vided.   A  beggar. 

P  ̂_5>^y  i3  hi  nawdii,  Indigence,  poverty,  beg- 
gary.   Destitution,  fasting. 

Pjyj;^  h'l  nur,  Without  light.  Blind,  ^3 
^J'^J^  hi  nur  kardan.  To  extinguish. 
A  baynunat,  (v.  n.  of       for  ijro)  Being 

placed  at  a  distance,  separated,  or  distinguished  (one 

from  another).  Beingjoiued.  Separation  of  parts. 

p  eol^jjj    M^7^a//a,  With  out  end,endless,infinite. 

p  ̂ jxi  him.  The  nose.  The  snout.  The  brain. 

The  toe  of  a  boot,  (from  ̂ ^^^^P  d'ldan)  Thou  seest, 
wilt  see,  mayest  see.  jl/?"  "^l?^  hinisi  chardgh. 

The  wick  or  flame  of  a  candle.  ciJ_j>-  *^J^  h'lnin 
hhuh,  The  snout  of  a  hog.  5 ̂   *(Ji?  binisi  lioh, 
The  nose  of  a  mountain ;  a  jjromontory,  peak,  ness. 

h'un  Jishandan,  To  sneeze.  To  blow 
the  nose.    To  grunt. 

pjLijo  hi  niydz,  Without  prayers  or  entreaty. 

in  want  of  nothing,  independent,  able  to  do  without. 

Free.  ̂ ^^^J^^jm  hi  niydz  hardan,  To  relieve  from 
indigence,  to  guard  one  against  want,  to  give  charity. 

P  (_?;^  i3      niydzl.  Independence,  fortune. 
p  hltil-hand,  (orjj  ̂ J^^  hlniwar)  The 

nose-coverer,  i.e.  a  veil  worn  by  the  Arabian  ladies. 

A  (.Luujo  haynls.  The  fish  called  bonito. 

Pjlii(_^*^  Z*ini-(Zar,Pointedatthetoe(boot,shoe). 

Pji5  hlnl-dar,  The  curtain  of  the  door  of  a 
chamber  or  tent.  A  cramp-iron  which  fastens  planks. 

pj^ii       blnl-dardz.  Long-nosed.  A  sturgeon . 

p  Sjt)        blnl-dara.  The  nostril. 
p  jJO  hayo,  A  bride.  Dcv,  A  moth. 

p  j3     warn.  Heirless,  without  an  owner. 

p  Sj^jJJ  hcwdra,  A  foreigner,  stranger.  Desti- 
tute. A  rolling-pin.  Without  rank,or  consideration. 

pjUjo  hen-dz,  Quiet.  A  bat.  Acceptance,  reply. 
p  &laAfc»Ujt>  It  7?;asi7a, Without  means.  Causeless. 

p  1^^^  hi  ?i'aK,  Without  a  patron  or  protector. 

p  jj^^A^  biwdn,  Leave. 
p  i^J^}j      hi  rvdyagi,  Independence,  no  want. 

p  s-Aj  jj,  hi  ndya,  Independent,  without  want. 

p  ̂jS>.Jo  jx>  hiyo  or  hiyav  bdrldan,  To  bolt  in 
eating,  to  swallow  without  masticating. 

A  0_jA>  buyHt,  (pi.  of         hayt)  Houses.. 

A  0_yjl^  Z'fl'/^/M^)  Stale  bread.  Cold  water.  Noc- 
turnal labour.  C^^jo\  amri  bayytif,  The  work 

of  the  night,  any  thing  done  with  great  care,  that smells  of  the  lamp. 

A  C^^ijjJ  buyutdt,  (pi.  of  OjA^  huyiit,  pi.  of 

uLoJ  hayt)  Many  houses.  ̂   Out-houses.  House- 

expenses;  household;  house-tax.  An  office  for 
registering  the  effects  of  deceased  persons. 

yl  ̂ J,K>JX>  Holder  of  the  above  charge. 

A  bayyutat,  A  tooth  not  shedding  or  fall- 
ing out  (when  the  time  of  changing  arrives). 

p  (J,  h'l  wujud,  Non-existing.  Humble, low.  Mean,  vile. 

A  Jyj  buyud,  (v.  n.  of  j\j  for  iXx>)  Departing 
from  one's  friends.  Dy  ing.  Setting  (the  sun).  Pe- 

rishing. Perdition. 

Pj^x)  hlwar,  Ten  thousand.  The  kernel  of  a 
walnut  when  dry  and  bitter.    Name  of  Zahhak. 

p  ̂ j^.  beward.  Name  of  an  ancient  champion. 
Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan. 

p  i--**^^J^  hlwarasb,  Zahhak,  a  king  of  Persia. 

p  tj\.jj^x>  biyawramhdra,  A  town  in  Egypt. 

Aj^jA-J  buyuz,  (v.  n.  ofjb  forjxj)  Perishing. Escaping,  fleeing  away. 

p  (j*>jJ^  hayus,  Avarice,  cupidity.  Hope,  ex- 
pectation. Humility.  Flattery. 

p  »iiJ^A*»j-A_^  hayusanda,  Abasing  one's  self. 
Hoping. 

p  ̂ ,iJk»*j_jjJ  hayusldan,Toh.o'^e.  To  excitehope. To  flatter. 

p  ;_>ijJJ  huyush.  Humility.  Listening.  Hope. 
Sham  poverty. 



p  ̂S^\^^'bui/ushanidan,To  cause  to  submit. 
A  i^_jJ^  hayuz,  (pi.  {,jax>  Hz  and  buyuz)  (A 

hen)  laying  many  eggs.  Buyuz,  (pi.  of  **aJO  6a?/- 
2fl^)  Eggs, 

p  wa^'^,  Breacli  of  good  manners. 

A  huyu^  (pi,  of  ̂   ̂«2/^)  Sales.  Pur- 
chases. Commercial  dealings. 

p  &i  7vafa,  Faithless,  insincere,  deceitful. 
Fickle.  Ungrateful, 

p  (J,  Zii  wafafi,  Want  of  faith.  Perfidy. 
Ingratitude.  Fickleness, 

p  lL^'sj  (J,     wakt,  Ill-timed,  unseasonable. 
pji^ii         Without  character;  dishonorable. 

p  I— ijjj  ijf  It  wukuf,  Inexpert.  Uninformed. 
p  bai/iig  or  huyug,  A  bride. 

p  ̂li'jjo  Ja?/M(7a«i,  Nuptials.  A  marriage-feast. 
p  ̂tiJkS^  hiyavgandan.  To  throw. 

p  (^JjA^  hiwagi,  Widowhood. 

p  fjd'^^  hnyulidan,  To  hope  :  trust :  consider. 
p         hayun,  Opium. 

A  hayun,  (A  well)  deep  and  full  of  water. 

Buyun,  (v.  n.  of  for  t^Xii^  Being  separated,  de- 

tached, (pi,  of  hliC)  Tracts  of  ground.  Dis- 
tricts within  view. 

p  liOjJO  Inmand,  Treachery,  fraud,  perfidy. 

p  5jJO  Jiwa,  A  widow.  A  widower.  A  stranger. 
Wild  cr  cumber. 

A  ftJO  hayh,  (v.n.  of  »l>  for  aoj)  Directing  one's 
attention  to,  minding,  attending  to. 

p  iiX^J^  haylmda,  Singed.  Bi  hnda,  (for  8ii 
Vi  hoda)  Vain,  absurd.  Useless.  Villainous. 

p  (^\^  (3  it  hiras,  Fearless,  intrepid. 

A  (j"^  hayhas,  A  lion.  A  strong  courageous 
man.  A  woman  who  walks  well.  Name  of  a  man 

proverbial  for  taking  retaliation,  or  Lynch-law. 

A  'kx^^x)  hayliasiyat,  A  Muhammadan  sect. 
p  hayhah,  Name  of  a  city. 

p  JWjJ^  lit  himal,  Incomparable,  excellent. 
Peerless,  without  equal  or  fellow. 

P  hi  /iwma^.  Without  exertion  or  reso- 

lution. Humble,  unambitious.  Lazy,  slothful. 
Mean,  vile.  Pusillanimous. 

p  ̂-^^^  hi  fiamta,  Incomparable,  inimitable. 
A  hayhan,  A  narcissus. 

P  s^ji(i^  lilian,  A  porcupine. 

Pj^^  hi  hunar,  Ignorant,  unskilful. 

P  t/j-*  Li  ̂*  hunar'i,  Unskilfulness. 
p  hi  hangam,  Ill-timed,  unseasonable. 

p  hayhud  or  hikud,  Cloth  singed  and  yel- 
low, from  being  too  nigh  the  £re, 

P  ̂Jjj^^  hi  hodagi,  Absurdity,  folly,  levity. 
p  hayhudan,  To  singe.    Bikodan,  To 

talk  nonsense. 

p  »  &a?//iM£?a,  Singed.  ̂ i/toJa,  Immodest, 

obscene.  Vain,  futile,  impertinent,  absurd,  ridicu- 

lous, foolish,  ill-applied,  without  foundation,  ill- 
timed.  Unprofitable.  Useless.  False,  villainous. 
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5J>j^  ̂^^^J^^ koshishi  bthoda.  Labour  in  vain,  a 
foolish  attempt.  S^^j^  guzafi  hihoda,  Idle 

words,  trifles. 

p  ̂ ^i^M>  haylmda  shudan,  To  be  singed 
and  yellow  by  fire. 

V  "("^^igyi  hihoda-kar,  Frivolous,  trifling.  Jo- 
cose, jocular. 

p_j^  i^^-^  hihoda-gu,  Raving,  doting;  a  dotard. 

S*^,?^  hihoda-gu/i, Yain  talk,balderdash. 

p  (j^_5^  hi  hosh,  Insane,  mad,  distracted.  Un- 
conscious, insensible,  fainted,  swooned.    O**^^  l3 

(J      hi  hosh  shudan,  To  lose  one's  senses. 

^iiJ_t>jl  hi  hosh  gardidan,  To  lose  one's  senses,  to swoon.  To  become  infatuated. 

p  j^^ys  /tos/(?,  Insanity.  Fainting,  a  faint- 
ing fit,  a  swoon.  Stupefaction, 

p  ijj^?  hihin,  Better.  Swift-paced. 
p  (3  H?/a?'???«wf7,  Friendless,  defenceless. 
A  JojJ  hisat.  State,  condition.  A  lodging,  man- 

sion, habitation.  A  hospitable  reception. 

A  CL^xy^  huyayt  or  hhjayt,  (diminutive  of 

hayt^  A  small  house. 

A  'ijXJJ>  haiirat,  Whatever  is  laid  up  in  a  trea- 
sury or  granary. 

A  hasis,  Strong,  bold.     Stern,  severe, 

;  ^zdbi  hails,  A  severe  punishment, 
A  huyayzat,  A  hexagonal  building,  A 

house  ornamented  with  pictures.  The  world, 

A  (J-Jj>^  haiil,  Small  and  weak, 

^  pa  or  pe,  (called  f^J^  u?^  ̂^^^  fursi  or 

^_g»:sP  haA  ̂ jami)  The  third  letter  of  the  Per- 
sian alphabet,  which,  having  the  exact  power  of^, 

is  herein  represented  by  that  letter.  It  is  inter- 
changeable with  i_i  fe  :  as,  ̂ Jdfarsl  or  j_^b 

2)arsi,  iXJ^  saped  or  iX>Sbj»  safed ;  and  often'with 
he:  as,  jjadshah  and  hadshah. 

L->  does  not  occur  in  the  Arabic  alphabet ;  thus 

for  ,^.2nl  they  write  J^/i/. 
p  b  p)a,  The  foot.  A  footstep,  vestige.  Cause, 

pretence,  pretext.  Power,  strength.  Opposition, 
resistance.  i^b  phsi  daman,  That  part  of  a 
skirt  which  sweeps  the  ground,  (j^jl  lH-H^'" 

pas  an-a^-dan,  To  abandon,  recede,  give  up  a  pur- 

suit. To  be  routed,  ijw^  b  pa  hastan.  To  be  im- 

prisoned. ^j-O  b  pa  pas  dashtan.  To  have 
an  aversion  to  a  wife,  to  approach  her  seldom,  b 

^jii^y^^iV  pa  ha  daman  kardan,  To  court  retire- ment. To  be  contented,  f^^b  pd  koftan,To 

stamp  the  foot.    To  be  offended,  or  ashamed  of. 

Pj^y\  b  j)d-afzdr,  A  shoe,  a  slipper. 

PjLiJI  b  jm-afshur,  (Foot-pressed)  A  treadle. 

pj\^j\  b  pa-a?2(Za^,  A  carpet  spread  at  the  en- 
trance of  a  room,  on  which  the  feet  are  cleaned. 
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P  (ijf^jl  ̂ .  pd-awranjan.  An  ankle-ornament. 
p  ,S.lb  pa-dhu,  Abuilding  of  a  hexagonal  form . 

An  apartment  hung  round  with  pictures.  The  world. 
p  (_->b  pah,  A  father.    The  pope. 

P  ̂  j>  ̂.pd  harjd.  Firm,  immoveable. 

P  {^j^  b  p)d-haranjan,  An  ankle-ornament. 
p  CL>->-)  b  pd-hast.  Foot-bound. 

P  {^>^j^  b  pd  baland  hardan,  To  lift  up the  feet,  to  run. 

p  tivjj  b  pd-hand.  Fetters.  Swathes.  Fettered. 

p  i^y}  b  jjd-bos.  Kissing  the  feet.  Reveren- 
cing. The  heel. 

P(_^_5jb2?a-&05i,Reverence,worship,adoration. 
pap)d.  Father.    The  Pope. 

P  J^.b  jmpaj,  Uneven  ground.    Soft  clay. 

p  (_)ij^.b  pa-posA,  (Foot-cover)  A  shoe,  slipper. 
p  2Siib)b  pd-piydda,  On  foot. 

p  Clj\i,j)dt,  A  throne. 

p  iobb  pd-tdba,  The  ribands  or  straps  of  san- 
dals. Wreaths.    Bandages,  rollers.    A  sock. 

p  (jbb  pdtdn,  Together  with. 
p  Jjbb  pdtdwa,  A  sock.  Plenitude.  A  kind of  cushion. 

p  (_)*i^b  pdtiprds,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Re- 
compense, retribution. 

p  iJlA>b  p)dtat.  Worthy,  suitable. 

p  iC^\i_pd-tahhta,  A  shoe  of  undressed  leather. 

The  treadle  of  a  weaver's  loom. 

p  i\^Ji{>_ pdtrigdh,  A  patriarch. 
p  eSi[>  2)dtila,  A  copper  saucepan. 

p  j!jb  2}dtu,  The  signs  Gemini  and  Virgo ;  or, 

(according  to  others)  Aries  and  Scorpio.  A  large 
earthen  pot. 

p  ̂j3b  pdtawd,  A  kind  of  shoe.    A  sock. 
p  i^i^b  pdfila,  A  cauldron,  kettle,  pot  (of  cop- 
per or  brass). 

Pjljob  j)dtimdr,  Haste, 

p  j_^b.  pdiini,  A  sieve. p  s^\>-\>^  pd-jdma,  Trowsers,  long  drawers. 

p  &5»b  pdja,  A  piece,  portion,  fragment. 

p  jj|»-'b  2)dji,  Mean,  low,  grovelling. p  eobs-b  pdjiydna.  Meanly. 

p  CLm)j>,  (js-b  pdjl-parast,  A  patronizer  of mean  upstarts. 

p^\jx)  ̂^^b  pdjl-mizdj,  Mean-spirited. p  JU-b  pdchdl,The  treadle  of  a  weaver's  loom. 
A  cooVs  shop,  a  place  where  they  sell  heads,  feet, 

and  intestines  (of  oxen  or  sheep).  A  fruiterer, 

green-grocer,  or  baker's  shop. 

p  ̂j\»-bpdchdn,  (for  ̂j\i^\>pdshdn)Sca.tter'mg. p  jWb  2)d-chdh,  (or  aJ^Wb  pd-chdha)  A  wea- 
ver's treadle,  or  hole  in  which  he  places  his  feet. 

p  &jU-b  pdchdya,  Ordure,  urine,  filth. 

p  CdLs-b  pacAa/i,  Dried  cow-dung  used  for  fuel, 

p  al»-b  pd-cMla,  A  snow-shoe. 
p  ew>li>.b  pdch-ndma,  A  surname.    An  ally, 

p  ciXis-b  pdchang,  Small  loop-holes  in  forts. 



through  which  they  can  look  with  one  eye  only ;  gar- 

ret-windows,fan-lights  overdoors.  A  shoe,  asandal. 

p  pachuk,  Cow-dung  dried  for  fuel. 
p  as^l)  pacha,  Feet  (of  sheep,  calves,  or  other 

animals,  especially  when  boiled),  trotters. 

F  (__jx>j j3  ei».b  pacha-farosh,  Cooks  who  sell 
the  heads  of  animals  ready  dressed. 

p  ̂tiJk».b  pachidan,  To  scatter.  To  go  softly. 

p  ««Ls.bj?ac/;i/a,  A  shoe,  sandal.  A  snow-shoe. 
p  pakh,  Gold  or  silver  full  of  dross  or  bad 

alloy, unrefined.  Adorned,  ornamented,  decorated. 

Beautiful.  Ingratitude.  Vile,  base.  Lime,  plaster, 

mortar,  cement.  An  ambassador,  envoy,  legate. 

A  beautiful  form.  Yesterday. 

pa-hhak  kardan,  To  trudge. 

p  &jk>-b  pakhta,  A  bricklayer's  plummet. 
p  i^\ij]akhara,2}akhira,  ov2Mh.hra,pa-]ihara, 

pa-hhira,  or  pd-khra,  A  seat,  a  stool,  a  bench. 

p  ̂ jii)^  \>_  pa-hhwurdan,  To  be  cheated. 

p  cll**wjs-b  pd-khwust,  Trodden  under  foot. 

p  ijjf^bjmkhtra,  Lowestrow  of  stones  in  a  wall. 

p  8^b  pdkhira-zan,  A  builder.  A  mixer 
of  mortar. 

p  Jb  2Md,  Protecting,  guarding.  A  guardian. 

•Great.  Firm,durable.  A  throne.  Power,  possession. 

p  ̂d\d\>_pd  dadan,  To  send.  To  give  rank. 

p^bb  pa-dar,  Permanent,  fixed,  immoveable. 
Always,  continually.  A  spirited,  mettlesome  horse. 

The  20th  day  of  the  month  of  the  sera  of  Jalalu'd  din. 
p  jb  pdddsh,  C^wj^iib  pdddsht,  or  ̂ ^^Ub 

^;aJa5/^fl?^,Revenge,vengeance,retaliation,reprisals. 

Reward,  compensation.  Retribution  (good  or  bad). 

p  ̂^d\>pd-ddm,  A  gin,  a  springe,  made  of  horse- 
hair for  catching  birds.  A  bird  tied  by  the  foot  to 

decoy  others.  An  oratory.  One  who  prays  with 

great  devotion. 

P  ̂ UUb  pa-daman f  That  part  of  a  skirt  which 
touches  the  ground. 

p  bibb  pdddniyd,  A  root  like  a  carrot. 

p  (jbiib  2)ddhdn,  A  foot-band,  a  tether. 

p  jOb  pddar,  A  trembling  in  the  limbs. 

P  J^L>b  pd-dardz,  Content,  at  ease.  Boastful. 
P  pd-dardzi,  Boasting,  arrogance. 

P  1— j<i  b  pa  dar  rihdb,  (Foot  in  the  stirrup) 
Mounted  on  horseback.  Prepared  for  a  journey. 

In  dying  circumstances.  Beginning  to  turn  sour. 

Any  thing  beginning  to  go,  become  bad  and  spoilt. 

P  ij^ji^  b  pd  dar  gil,  Stuck  in  the  mire.  Em- 
barassed,  entangled,  bewildered. 

PjJfcjiib  pdd-zahr,  The  bezoar-stone. 

P         Jb  pd-dast,  Buying  or  selling  on  credit. 

p  (j?>iib  pddash,  Recompense,  retribution. 

P  slj^iib  |jari-s/ta/i,  (from  sL^jj  ̂ \>_pdd  ushdh, 
Protector  and  Lord,  or  from  jb  pad,  A  throne, 

and  »b*»  shdh.  Lord)  An  emperor,  sovereign,  mo- 

narch, king.  sib.  ̂ Vp  sUjjb  pddshdhi  ̂ lam- 
pandh,  A  king  the  asylum  of  the  world.  sbibjb 
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pddshdhi  ̂ ti-jdh,The  emperor  of  exalted 
dignity.  jLixib  pddshdhi  chin  or  sLi>jb 

pddshdhi  hhutan,  The  sun.  Jj jb 
jiddshdhi  mm  roz,  The  king  of  Sistan.  The  sun. 
An  upright  man.    Adam.  Muhammad. 

p  io\t>^ii)[>  pddshdhdna,  Royally,  imperially, 
befitting  a  king. 

p  (Jl*fc\j2jiib  pddslidhat,  Royalty. 

p       jLi*iib  pddshdli-zdda.  King's  son,  prince. 
p  ̂ Lijjb  pddshdhi,  Kingdom,  empire,  mo- 

narchy, royal  dignity.  A  reign.  Royal,  imperial. 

dJ'i'^ i^^^^JJ^dshdhi  kardan  or  (_^l^'ib 
jiddshdhi  randan,  To  reign,  to  govern.  To  oppress. 

Pddshdlie,  A  king,  a  certain  king. 

p  iiZ»i^\>_pddshah,  (for  i\Mijhj)ddshdh)  A  king. 

p  iO%d\i^p)ddhdna  or  pddihdna,  A  high  roof.  A 
window. 

P  J'^'^.  pddal,  A  flower. 
p  <^J^ So, lidding,  (or  &L^S[>,pddingah)  A  flail. 

A  pestle  for  separating  rice  from  the  husk. 

p  ii^\>pdda,  A  herd  of  oxen.  A  drove  of  asses. 

A  walking-stick.    A  meadow,  a  pasture. 

p  ̂^b  8(ib  pddahdn,  A  shepherd,  a  pastor. 

p  L->biib  lidd-ydb,  (or  jbiib  pdd-ydv)  Wash- 
ing, purifying  (a  thing)  by  prayer. 

Vjii^\i^2)d-dir,  (or j>'i^\>,pd-zir,  or j>jhpd-zir) 
A  prop,  support,  buttress. 

Pjb  par.  Past,  elapsed.  Heretofore.  A  bit,  a 
piece.  A  skin,  a  tanned  hide.  Last  year.  Flight. 

P  ■^j^..pdrdj,  A  present  to  a  superior,  or  guest. 
P  j\Jo,p>dvdv,  An  old  woman.  Name  of  a  dis- trict of  Kazvin. 

p  BJ>-J^.  pdrcha,  A  piece,  segment,  section,  mor- 
sel. Cotton  or  linen-cloth.    A  garment,  a  robe. 

p  tijb  pdrad,  A  tike,  or  cattle-louse. 

p  i^'^j^. pdrddn,  A  sack.  A  goblet.  Wine. 

p  i^iijb  pdr-dum,  A  crupper. 

p  jt>,b  pdi-du,  Balm. 
P  CJ*^^.  l>^rs,  A  pard.  An  animal  smaller  than 

a  leopard  and  trained  to  hunt.  Persia.  Pahlii,son 
of  Shem. 

P  b»ijb  parsa,Pure,  chaste,  devout,  pious,  holy, 

religious,  abstinent,  continent,  above  reproach.  Le- 
gitimate, lawfully  born.  Clever,  skilful,  adroit  in 

business.  Persian,  Persic.  ^Jo,  pdrsd-zan, 
Pure,  chaste,devout  woman.  The  wife  of  a  holy  man. 

P  [y^Jo.pjdr-sdl,  The  last  year. 

p  i^'^j^.  2^a/'sa^«, Chastity, purity,  abstinence. 
jjar-sang,  A  makeweight. 

p  ii*>>jb  jidrsa,  Indigence.    Poor :  mendicant. 
P  pdrsi,  A  Persian.  Persic. 

p  ̂lA*i*,b  jjdrsii/dn,  Parsis,  fire-worshippers. 

p  e^\j  (_^b  2}drsi-ndma,  Persian  history. 

p  (^jO.  2)drsh,  A  pard.  A  leopard. 

p  j_^b  pdrgi,  Prostitution.    A  sink. 
p  (J^i^b  pdrgin,  A  sink,  sewer.    Dirty  water. 

p  ̂ b  pd-ranj,  (Foot-labour)  Money  given  to 4  A 

singers  and  dancers  at  weddings  and  other  enter- 
tainments. A  remuneration  to  messengers  or  er- 
rand-boys. Pdranj,  An  orange. 

p  (^jO.  pd-ranjan.  An  anklet.    A  garter. 

p  jjb  paro,  (or  i_.^_jjb  paroZ*)  A  shovel.  A 
paddle.  An  oar.  An  old  woman.  ^^Joui^s  jjb 

pdro  kashidan,  To  row. 

P  »jb  pdra,  A  piece,  portion,  fragment,  morsel. 
An  iron  mace.  Flight.  A  gift.  A  bribe.  Born.  A 
kind  of  sweetmeat.  A  blemished  damsel.  The  isle 

of  Paros.   tjO  (jib.  yahjidra,  Solid,  in  one  piece. 
5jb  pam^i  arcZ,  Gruel  for  the  poor.  (J^\  ijb 

jjdran  dtish,  A  spark  of  fire,  ̂ jiib  "kjo.  j^dra  dd- 
dan,  To  bribe.  li^J  Sjb  pdraA  zard,  A  strip  of 
yellow  cloth  which  the  Jews  in  some  countries  are 

obliged  to  wear.  iwW  ̂ ^dj  5jb  para  zadanijdma, 
The  mending  or  patching  of  a  garment,  ̂ ji^/ 

])dra  kardan,  To  tear  in  pieces. 

p  Sjb  »jb  para-para,  In  pieces, piece-meal.  By 
instalments.  ^^Awj  ijo,  ijo,  2)dra  pdra  shiidan,To 
evaporate  in  steam  (boiling  water).  Sjb  »jb 

2Jdra  pdra  kardan,  To  divide  into  portions.  To 
tear  to  pieces. 

p  iS^i  »jb  t,Jo_  2)dra  2idra  shuda,  In  pieces. 

pjjii  s,b  paj-a-^Zoa;,  A  botcher.  A  tent-maker. 
^  ̂ ji^  Sjb  pam-Jo2;i,  Patching,  botching. 

p  8Jj  ijo,  2)dra-zada,  Patched. 

Pj^  8jbpara-/mr,  Airy,  saucy;  a  coquette. 
P  2^^'''h  Succeeding  well,  any  thing  which 

happens  fortunately.    Fruit.    Of  last  year. 

p  L-Jbjb  2)drydb,  (or  jb^b  2idrydv)  Tillage 
by  means  of  irrigation. 

p  [j'^.J^,  2)dridan,  To  fly. 
p  ̂ ^jb  pdrin,  Last  year.    Of  the  last  year. 
p  &bjb  2)drina,  Old,  ancient. 

pjb  2)dz,  Sincere.    Elegant,  graceful. 

P  ̂|jb  pa^qy,  A  midwife.    A  wet-nurse. 

P j|;b  2>dzur,  A  peasant's  shoe  made  of  raw  lea- ther, or  the  bark  of  a  tree.  Any  kind  of  bandages 

wrapt  round  the  feet.  An  infant's  swaddling-clothes. 

p  bjb  pdzbd.  The  bezoar-stone. 

p  i^j^j^.  2ydztdfi,  A  portion,  a  part. 

p  ̂ b  2)dzahh,  A  voice.  A  sigh,  lamentation. 
p  Siijb  pd-zada,  Trampled,  trodden  under  foot. 

p  (.^b  pdzish,  A  weeding  up,  rooting  of  weeds. 

p^j^^b  pdzgir,  Tail  of  a  serpent  or  dragon. 

p  (jjb  2>dzan,  The  mountain-goat. 
p  <^b  pd-zand,  A  commentary  on  the  Zand. 

p  pjjb  2)dzum,  Meat,  food,  victuals. 

p  »jb  2)dza,  A  shepherd's  crook. 
iPj!C'j[>_2^dzahr,  Treacle,  an  antidote  against  poi- 
son or  venom.    The  bezoar-stone. 

p  (_-*^jb  j)d-zib  or  zeb,  A  chain-anklet,  or  female 
ornament,  consisting  of  heavy  rings  of  silver  re- 

sembling a  curb-chain,  occasionally  set  with  a 
fringe  of  small  spherical  bells  charged  with  shot, 

all  of  which  tinkle  at  every  motion  of  the  legs. 



p  ti^jhpazida,  A  butterfly.    A  bat. 

p pd-zir,  A  buttress,  a  shore  for  a  wall. 

p  pazija,  (or  ̂^J^.)  A  little  of  the  night. 

Pjl).  ̂;q/,  A  place  in  the  dependencies  of  Tiis. 
p  2^djakh,  A  voice,  a  noise.  Friction. 

Pdjukh,  An  answer. 

p  iwlijb  jKij-nama,  A  surname,  style,  title.  A 
peer.    A  friend. 

p  iiOjb  pa-jand,  A  commentary  on  the  Zand. 

p  2)djang,  A  shoe.    A  little  window. 

p  jjO^jmju,  Beet.    Spinage.    A  door-post. 

p  ijb  jjdja,  Feet  (of  sheep,  &c.)  dressed. 
p        jydjir,  The  bezoar-stone. 
p  2)as,  A  watch  of  the  day  or  night,  three 

hours.  Guard,  watch.  A  guard,  sentinel;  defence, 

protection.  Regard  for,  in  consideration  of.  Sad- 
ness, heartache.  A  part,  portion.  j^jw^J  U*»^- 

pas  dash  tan,  To  guard,  to  protect.  Liii.^'  (_)»*b  jmsi 
namak,  Faithful  service,  ^jwb  hhatir, 
For  sake  of,  in  deference  to. 

p  pd-sahht,  Ready  prepared. 

p  jL»ib  pdsdd,  Defence,  preservation.  Absti- 
nence from  every  thing  bad. 

p  jLub  jmsar,  (orjU^wb  )  A  kick,wince.  A  cuff. 

p  ̂^lA«jbj;as?/o??,,  A  sentinel,  guard,  watchman. 

A  shepherd.  t\ai-  ̂ jLiuwb  pashani  hhittasi 

avval,  Angels.  ̂   ̂{xmA^  pashani  taraini 
nuhum,  (or  i^\s  falak)  The  planet  Saturn. 

p  ̂j\xMi\i_  pdshdnl, Watchmgj  watch  and  wai'd. 
p  d^x^M  b  jm-sahuh,  Swift  of  foot.  A  long  ar- 

row with  four  wings  for  shooting  at  a  mark. 

p  ̂^dijjMiKi^pd  sipurdagijA  treading,trampling. 

p  i djM*>\>_  pici  sijmrda  (or  jfi**  \>^pd-sipur 
harda)  Trodden,  beaten  (road). 

p  8l>IjL»*j  \>pd's  tdda,  Standing  on  foot,  ready, 
in  order.     JOljLubj  dmdda  u  p)as  tdda, 

Ready,  prepared,  and  on  foot. 

p  (jljuub  jydstdn,  Former. 
p  ̂i,lL*ib  pdstdiu,  Of  former  times. 

p  ̂jLilLoib  j)dstdni'i/d>i,  The  ancients- 

p  ̂ b  2)dsukh,  An  answer.  pdsuhh 
dddan,  To  give  an  answei'.  shakar-p>d- 
suhh,  Giving  a  mild,  sweet,  gentle  answer. 

p j\SMi\j>_pds-ddr,  A  sentinel,  guard,  watchman. 

p  f_^j\sM^,pds-ddr'i,  Guardianship.  Partiality. 
p  ijuih  pdsara,  Ground  rent-free  for  wages. 
p  CiL-ub  pdsak  or  pdsuh,  Yawning. 

p  i.L^JJa>b  pd-sang,  A  makeweight. 

V  J\yM\>,2)d-suKdr,  A  nimble  pedestrian. 

p  ̂j^^**>b.  pdswdn,  A  watchman,  guard. 

p  e>**)b  pdsa,  Propensity.   Grief,  sadness. 

p  ,_^b  pidse,  A  watch  of  the  night. 

p  jTjr^jjMjb  pdsidan,To  guard,  keep watch,wake. 

p  (jisb  pdsh,  (in  comp.  from  jjii.x«iib  jjdshi- 

dan)  Diffusing,  scattering.  (^\>s!>MJii  shu^a-pdsh, 
Scattering  flames.  O^b  ziyd-pdsh,  Light- 
diffusing. 
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pdslid,  (for  Ijiib  hdsJid)  A  lord,  a  basha. 

p  ̂J*>\>,pdslidm,  The  membrane  enveloping  the 
pia  mater.  The  caul  containing  the  bowels.  Oil 
extracted  from  nuts. 

p  iwlii»b  pd-shdma,  Long  drawers. 

p  «Gui*b  pdshta,  The  heel,  the  fleshy  part  of  the 

foot.    J  J  eOUI»b  pdshta  fi  dar,  The  foot  of  a  door. 
p  ciLljb  pdshali,  Yawning. 

p  Ujijbj)a.s/wia,  The  heel.  A  cucumber,  melon, 

or  pumpkin  kept  for  seed. 
p  e!«elL^b^?a.s/«iawi«,  A  surname.  Peer,  equal. 

p  LL^Ji^b  pZishang,  (or  &.Cji*b)  A  small  clus- 
ter of  grapes.  A  cucumber  or  melon  kept  for  seed. 

p  isJuiib  pdsh  ina,  The  heel.  The  sole  of  a  shoe, 

particularly  that  part  answering  to  the  heel.  A 

pumice-stone  with  which  they  rub  the  heels  when 
in  the  bath.  The  foot  of  a  door,  or  that  part  which 

revolves  in  a  socket,  in  the  threshold  or  lintel,  and 

serves  the  purpose  of  a  hinge. 

p  L-J^i^idjJjb  pdshina-hoh,  Close  on  the  heels. 

p  _5J^b  j)dshu,  A  crook.  A  pilgrim's  staff. 
p  ̂^^\>_p)dshi,  A  diffusion,  scattering.  A  sprin- 

kling. L-rigation. 
p  (..-*jui»b  pd-shib,  The  round  of  a  ladder.  The 

declivity  of  a  mountain.    A  foot-stool. 

p  fjSx^\>  2}dshidan,  To  sprinkle,  scatter.  To 
be  sprinkled  or  scattered.  To  be  filled. 

p  iSjJ^^,  pdsfnda,  Sprinkled,  dispersed.  Scat- 
tered, diffused.  A  cucumber,  melon,  pumpkin.  A 

bunch  of  grapes. 

p  sjjuljb  pdshma,  The  heel. 

p ̂ b  pdghar,  The  main  beam  of  a  house. 

p  S^S-b  j)d-ghura,  The  elephantiasis. 
p  2)dghund,  (or  iiXisXijmghunda  ovpd- 

glianda)  Carded  cotton. 

p  {^^\>,  j)d-ghosh,  Dip,  plunge,  immersion. 

Pj^^b  pd-fazdr,K  shoe,  a  slipper. 
p  tiJb  2)ali,  Pure,  chaste,  innocent,  clean,  neat. 

Perfect,  full,  complete.  All,  entire.  \  eiJb^Ja/i- 
ab,  Pure  water.  »}/b  (^b  pali  U2)ahiza,  Quite 

pure,  polished,  neat,  clean.  Totally,  entirely.  u^Jb 

^^iXii*  jja^  shudan,  To  become  obliterated.  ufJb 

i^d^pdk  kai'dan,  To  purify,  wash,  polish,  furbish. 
To  obliterate. 

p  j^b  2)d-hdr,  A  sab-collector  of  revenue.  A 
nightman.   Second  in  command.  A  servant. 

p  Jj^  la=-  (j^b  p)dlidni  khatti  awwal,  The  an- 
gels who  bear  the  throne  of  God. 

p jb  (-i)b  2idk-hdz,  Having  a  fortunate  aspect, 
or  a  fine  countenance.  Sporting  harmlessly.  An 
honourable  lover.  A  fair  dealer.  A  saint. 

moon.  Moonlight. 

^j>-  2}dk-hdzi  charkli,  The 
p  t/;b  ̂\>,  pdh-bdzi,  Purity  of  mind, 
p       i^b  2)dk-bum,  Pure  earth, 

p     ̂f^^.  2^dh-hoy  or  huy,  Chaste, 
p  j^^ii  i-^b  2}dk-ddman,  Chaste,  pure. 

pa  kardan,  To  stand  in  presence  of. 

p  J ̂ ;^b  pdk-ru,  Beautiful-faced.  Pdk-rav, 
Pure  in  one's  walk. 

p  ;J\»-_jaw  dlb  pdk  sohhtan,  To  burn  clean  up. 

p  ̂ji^jj  5  jLi.^b  2^a-/<M.s/ta6Zct-rawa^,  The  sky. 
p  ,.,Uib  pak-shan,  Noble,  illustrious,  exalted. 

p  idMi  L:i}[>,  2}dk-shuda,  Obliterated. 

p  I  f\*o  (^b  pdk-sdf,  Pure,  clean,  undefiled. 
p  jj/b  2^akand,  A  ruby. 

p  Jlj3  ijL}[>^  pdk-nihdd,  Pure,  holy. 

p  i^^\>_im-kob,  A  dancer,  a  jumper. 

p  2)d  lioftan,  To  dance. 

p  ̂̂ ^j;a/a.  Purity,  chastity, cleanliness.  Com- 
pletion. A  razor. 

p  ,.,^b  2)ak'idan,  To  purify,  to  clean. 

p  ̂J^\j  '2)dJnzagl,  Purity,  cleanness,  neatness. 
p  S^iXj.jja/nc-ajPure,  chaste.  Innocent.  Purity, 

chastity.  (^i^J^         pdkiza  kardan,  To  winnow. 
p  »lS  b  j)d-gdh,  A  privy.  The  step  of  a  ladder 

or  staircase.  The  foot-way  or  pavement  at  the  side 
of  a  street.  Stones  placed  like  steps  for  mounting 

to  any  place.  A  stable.  Extremity. 

p  ̂b  2MJd,  (in  composition)  Straining.  A  co- 
lander or  strainer,  made  of  brass  or  earth,  for  wash- 

ing rice  and  draining  the  juice  of  grapes  from  the 

stones,  stalks,  &c.  Hung,  suspended.  A  horse  led 

for  parade,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Lamentation. 

P  Jb^)b  j>aZ-a-^7a/,  Strained  hard.  The  sail  of 

a  ship.  Swift,  rapid.   Hard,  firm. 

p  o!i)b  jja/afZ,  A  led  horse,  a  horse  of  state. 

p  (jfcJ^b  2^dlddan,  To  strain. 
p  » J^b  pdldda,  A  led  horse.  Villainous. 

Pj^b  2^dlar,  (or  aj\i»j^b  2)dldr-khdna)  The 
highest  beam,  that  which  supports  the  roof.  A  roof. 

p  tf_^^b  pdldra7ig,  Indian  iron  or  steel. 

P  (-fj^^.  2'J^idrl.,  A  main-beam,  A  rafter,  joist. 

p  (^^b  2}d-ldsh,  One  with  dirty  feet. 

P ̂ !l)b  2)dldgar,  The  main-beam  of  a  house. 

P  ̂^'i)b  'imld7i,  A  pack-saddle.  A  vestibule. 

V  j^S>'^\>,palun-doz,  A  maker  of  pack-saddles. 

p ̂ J^)b  2>dld7igar,  A  pack-saddle  maker. 
p  »;i.j3'i)b  j)dldnanda.  Increasing,  augmenting. 

p  eo!i)b  2)dldna,  A  balcony,  a  belvidere. 

P  ̂"ilb  pdldm,  A  sluggish  beast  of  burden.  A 

maker  of  pack-saddles.  An  artificer's  tool.  (_^\ 

j,^b  asbi  j)dldm,  A  packhorse. 

p  ̂jii>-j^b  j)dldnidan,  To  strain.  To  press,  to 

squeeze.  To  cause  to  strain. 

P  2mld7vdn,  (or  ̂j^'^\:>,pdldman)  A  co- 
lander, strainer.  Any  vessel  full  of  holes  through 

which  liquor  is  drained.  A  skimmer. 

p  uLXxJi^b  pdldhang,  (contract,  of  ̂b  y;aZa,  A 

led  horse,  and  lL^T  dhang,  Drawing)  A  rein,  bri- 

dle, halter,  rope,  cord.  The  pillory,  or  four  cross 

pieces  of  wood,  in  which  they  enclose  the  necks  of 

men  or  cattle.  A  noose,  a  buck-stall.  A  medium. The  galaxy. 

P  ̂ih.p>dldy,  S  training.  Augmenting.  Led  horse. 



V 

>^  i_$*^\i,palay-asj),  A  horse  led  for  parade. 
^.  p  (j£j_^b  ̂ >G/ay/A7(j  Filtration,  percolation. 
P  pulai/idan,  To  strain.  To  increase, 

p         jja/-c^ii/«,  The  crupper-leather. 

p  (ji^l>.  jJa/Zi/i,  Increase,  augmentation, 

p        paluffh,  A  cup  made  of  horn  or  ivory. 

Pj*5b  j)a-laghz,A.  false  step,  slip,  trip  :  ruin, 

p  iS>jii^,  pd-laghzida,  Slipping,  tripping, 
p  palali,  A  shoe,  slipper.  Spinage. 

p  e6\^bpa/A:aHa,A  highroof.  A  window.  The 

beginning  of  harvest.  Any  thing  put  into  a  scale 

to  maintain  the  equilibrium. 

p  (_^^.  palhi,  A  travelling  litter,  a  palanqueen. 
p  Stij3b  paZa«£?a,  Growing,  increasing. 

P  tf>Ji5b  palang,  A  kind  of  rustic  shoe  made  of 

cow's  leather.  A  small  window.  A  bed.  Name  of 
a  fruit.  A  certain  river. 

p  (jl^^.  cL^b.  palang-posh,  A  quilt,  coverlet, 

p  ̂ b  'j^alu,  A  wart. 
p  ju»»\pb  pabi-asa,  Grief,  anguish  of  mind. 
p  io\tl^\i  pdlwdna,  A  bird  of  paradise,  said  to  live 

chiefly  in  the  air.    A  colander. 

p  pdlwaya,  A  swallow. 

p  ̂<^\>_jmlud,  Strained.  A  lamb-skin  garment. 

P  pdludagi,  A  straining,  a  racking  off. 

p  (j4i^bj;a?Mc?an,To  strain,squeeze,  press,drain, 
filter,  purify.  To  become  pure.  To  increase,  to  be 

large.  To  make  large.  To  deliver.  To  escape. 

p  SJ^JbjoaZw-c^a,  Strained,  filtered.  Gilded.  A 

kind  of  sweet  beverage  made  of  water,  flour,  and 

honey.  The  bason  of  a  pair  of  scales,  j^jj  'i^^'^.. 
i^J^j  2>dludasi  rarodhi  rib^,  Vernal  showers. 

p     iij]b  ̂aZwf/i,  A  garment  of  lamb-skin. 
p  pdluza,  A  wart. 

p  {>.Mii^{>pdlusa,  Sickness,  grief,  anguish,  agony. 
p  2)dlosh,  Adulterated  camphor. 

p  6:>y\>^^pdluna,  A  colander  or  strainer. 

P  LLX*Tpb2Ja?/mw^,  A  bridle,  halter,  .ope.  Four 

cross  pieces  of  wood  in  which  they  enclose  the  necks 

of  men  or  cattle.  A  pillory.  A  noose  with  which 

any  thing  is  caught.  A  medium. 

p  JbJb  joa/^/a?.  Always,  perpetual.  Joined. 

p  ̂^tijJb  pulidan,  To  purify.  To  see.  To  in- 
quire, search. 

p  iS^^l  pdlida,  Strained,  purified.  Increased. 

Searched,  investigated. 

P^^b  pdlez,  Kitchen-garden.  Melon-ground. 

P  pdlezhdn,  (or  ̂j\5ji5b  pdlezrcdn)  A 
gardener.    Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  ".il^b  pdWt,  A  leathern  shoe.  Bandages. 

p  ̂ _pdm,  Like.    Colour.  Debt. 
p  JUb  pd-mdl,  Trampled  upon,  trodden  under 

foot,  beaten  (as  a  path).  Dashed.  Plunder,  spoil, 
destruction.  J^Jp-  Jl«b  pd-mdli  Jihuyul 
shudan,  To  be  trodden  under  foot  by  the  cavalry. 

eJ*^  JUb  |)a-TOaZ  kardan,  To  trample,  lay  waste. 
p  lij/cb^a-marc?,  Powerful.  An  assistant.  An 
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intercessor. 

p  (_?0^b  pd-mardi,  Strength.  Intercession. 

p  t5}*b  pd-muzd,  Gain  earned  by  foot-labour. 

p  (^j<*«b  pdmas,  Tied  by  the  leg,  wearied  with 
but  unable  to  quit  the  place  one  is  in. 

p  H  jjb  pan,  A  plant  bearing  an  aromatic  leaf 
chewed  with  the  areca  or  beetle-nut.  The  name  in 

India  is  tdmhul.  The  word  pdn  is  used  for  the 

whole  composition  as  made  up  for  chewing. 

p  t>\:i\>_  2>dnjdh,  (for        lyanjdli)  Fifty. 

p  iL>y>\>_  j)d)izdah  ov  jidnzadah,  Fifteen. 

p  i^^^b**  Jiipbj;a«^(^a/t-saZa^i,  Age  of  fifteen. 
p     Jj3b  2)diizdahum,  The  fifteenth. 

p j^j>^.  pdnzahar,  Bezoar-stone,  an  antidote. 
p  t>a.»Jb  2)dnasa7id,  Sought  for,  inquired  after. 

p  uiLi^b  2)d}ivmshk,  The  turpentine-tree. 
p  A<aib  2)dnsad,  (for  Five  hundred. 

j\yc)  tiua3b  pdnsad  hazdr,  Five  hundred  thousand. 

p  i6[>_pdna,  A  shoemaker's  orcarpenter'swedge. 
A  wedge  put  under  a  door  to  keep  it  from  flying  open. 

p  » jlj3b  j)d-nihdda,  Brought  into  existence, 

appearing.  Set  on  foot. 

p  iJi^ij}j>_2'^'^'^-V'^^'-^^  AtownSOmilesfrom  Delhi. 
p  iwob  2^o.inz,  Sugar-candy,  a  sweetmeat. 

p  jb  pdm,  Washing,  cleansing.    A  foot. 

p^jb  2)dvpar,  Power,  authority. 

p  uilrs-jb  2)dwcJiaJi,  Dry  cow-dung  for  fuel. 

p  ̂:ij^\>_  pd-waranjan,  A  metal  ring  worn  on 
the  ankle  by  females. 

p  iVjb  2}d-ioand,  A  fetter. 
p  »b  pdh,  Meat,  victuals. 
P  l*b  2>a/ia,  (pl.ofb  ̂ Ja)  Feet. 

p  ciAfcb  2^dhak,  The  torture,  torment. 

p  ̂S^\>,  2)dhahida7i,  To  torture. 
p  LiXUtib  j}dhmig,  A  small  window.  A  make- 

weight.   An  ornament  for  the  female  ankle. 

p  &^iJ6b  2yd-hanga,  A  slipper.  An  ankle-ring. 

p  ̂_^b^;«_?/, The  foot.  A  footing.  Vestige,  track, 

footstep.  Base,  bottom.  Basis,  foundation.  Firm- 

ness, durability,  permanency.  Resistance.  Power-, 
force.  The  hinder  or  latter  part.  End,  limit.  Ex- 

cuse, pretext,  pretence.  ̂ So  j_^b  pdi/i  filtr,  The 

foot  of  thought.  ̂ ^yiX.J^^  ̂ ^b  pdyi  buz  qfgan- 

dan,  To  be  uneasy  and  restless.  To  charm  (in  al- 
lusion to  a  practice  with  butchers,  of  writing  an 

incantation  and  tying  it  to  the  leg  of  a  goat ;  which 

being  turned  loose  among  a  herd,  attracts  the  v/hole 

herd  about  him,  so  that  the  butcher  can  catch  which- 

ever he  chooses).  icX^^  ̂\i_,pd\jkoftan^od^\ic&. 

^^^3  i_^b  b  bd  fuldn  p)dy  na  ddram,  I  am 
not  upon  a  footing  with  such  a  one.  I  cannot  re- 

sist such  a  one.  (Jw>b  ba  2my  ddshtan,  To 

stand  upright.  Toputforth, to  publish.  ̂ J^^U(_^bJ 

V|jW"  ba  pdy  ddshtan  namdzrd,To  assist  at  prayers. 

^JijiiU  (J'^.ji  bar  pdy  ddshtan,  To  support,  pre- 
serve, maintain,  ̂ j*^  '•f^.-J^  P^^  kardan, 

To  rise,  stand  up. 

pdyd.  Existing,  standing,  continuing. 

p  I— *bb  jid-ydb.  Power,  strength,  force.  Re- 
sistance. A  well,  any  shallow  stone  reservoir  of 

water  easy  of  access.  The  bottom  of  the  sea,  pond, 

or  piece  of  water.  Eternity,  perpetuity,  duration. 

Shallow,  fordable,  shoaly.    A  ford. 

P  i^j^^  Lf^..  pdy-abranjan,  An  ankle  ring. 
P  ̂S^'S^.pd-ydbi,  Shallowness,  shoaliness. 

P  L?J^.^.  i^a^yas^z.  Pain,  anguish,  grief. 
P       ij^,2)dy-afrdz,  A  shoe.  Swift  messenger. 

P (^b  pdy-afzdr.  Shoes  which  tie  with 
strings.  A  treadle. 

p         t_^b  2)dy-qfzdh,  Promoting  in  rank. 

p  jLij\  f^[>  2}dy-afshdr,  A  weaver's  treadle. 
P  2>dydn,  End,  extremity.   Limit,  boun- 

dary, margin.  The  point  of  contact  of  two  circles. 
A  place  to  leave  the  shoes.  Low,  inferior,  ̂ jbb 

(jt>jys;  t^rjj J  pdydni  roze  ba  lihurdan,To  termi- 
nate one's  life.  i^'^  (j^.W  b  a  pdy  an  burdani 

kdr,  To  accomplish,  execute,  or  finish  any  business, 

^jbb  ̂J,  bi  pdydn.  Endless.  Immense. 
pj\wV3\  ij\i^^pdy-anddz,  Shoes  which  tie  with 

strings.  Carpets  spread  on  the  pavement  on  the 

public  entry  of  a  king. 

P jj  I  (_^b  j)dy-drcar,  Powerful,  great. 

p  Sj^'j^  L$^.  pdy-arojdra,  A  weaver's  treadle. 
p  (_-?b  (_5b  2)dy-bdf,  A  weaver. 

p  i^b  ̂^b  2)dy-bdJn,  Balance  of  account. 
p  (jii;^ (j/iW  P^>/  ddman  kardan,  To 

desist,  refrain. 

p  j>  {_s\>.2)dy  bar  afgandan.  To  be  rest- 
less, impatient.  To  be  weak.  To  fascinate,  bewitch. 

p  ̂jt^V^  i3  ̂   (^b  2^dy  bar  pay  nihddan.  To follow,  obey. 

p  (^W- j>  Lf^.P^U  barjdy,  Firmly  fixed. 

p  ̂ jii^  i^\>.2^dy  bar  chasliin  nihddan, 
(To  place  the  foot  on  the  eye)  To  salute. 

p  j^^^wU j>  ijg^.2^dy  bar  ddshtaii,  To  havepower. 
P  !  lL^**> (.^b  fdy  bar  sang  dmadan. 

To  risk  one's  life,  to  encounter  danger. 
p  •  " '  ■  j^b  pdy  ba  rikdb  ast.  He  is  on  a 

journey,  his  foot  is  in  the  stirrup. 

p  ̂ ^i^j  I  j>  (_f ̂   i'ay  l>af  niiydn  dwardan, To  be  overwhelmed  with  business. 

p  s^j>  ij\>^  pdy-barahna.  Barefoot. 

p  jjiijij !  (j-J  tj^b  27dy  has  dwardan,  To  retreat. 
p  CIam.)  ij\>,2)dy-hast,  (or  &ju«J  ̂ J\i_  2)dy-basta) 

A  prisoner,  captive.  Standing,waiting.Foundation. 

p  tXb  f_$\>_pdy-band,  Tiedihyih.e\eg.  Encum- 
bered with  a  family.  A  fetter.  Deceit,  treachery. 

p     tiJo  j_fb  pdy-bandi,  Fettered,  in  fetters. 

p  {^y>  (^b.  pdy-hos.  Kissing  the  feet ;  a  cere- mony said  to  have  been  originally  instituted  by 

Kayumars,  king  of  Persia,  who  reigned  near  900 
years  before  the  Christian  ̂ ra,  as  a  mark  of  fidelity, 

respect,  and  homage,  from  the  subordinate  kings 
who  acknowledged  him  as  their  lord  paramount. 



p  ^J^.pay-puzan,  A  fear-inspiring  voice. 

P  U^ji  fJ^.,V^y-Vosh,  A  shoe.  ̂ ^JJ 
fay-posh  zadan,  To  beat  with  a  shoe  (degrading). 

p  pay-posln,  Covering  for  the  feet. 

P  U'^^t^^"  t/^.  f*^^  pechidan,  To  turn  away  the 
feet.    To  run.    To  fly.    To  give  up  the  ghost. 

V  ̂JO,  (_5'b  pay-pil,  A  cup  made  in  the  form  of  an 

elephant's  foot.    A  spear  used  by  the  Ethiopians. 
p  iol5         j;a_y-iaZ)a,  A  shoe-sock.  ejKi 

^jOLi^  pciy-taba  gushadan,  (To  draw  off  one's 
socks)  To  come  off  a  journey. 

p  l1*s2  i^hpay-takht,  The  foot  of  the  throne. 
The  metropolis. 

p  t— i^^>  jiay-txiruh,  Change  of  ground  or 
place,  following  quick.    First  stage  of  a  journey. 

pOU       pay-sahat,  Firmness,  steadfastness. 

p  t_/bpa3/-^'ama,  Drawers,  trowsers  (either 
loose  or  scant). 

p  (Jl^b.  pay-chul,  A  weaver's  treadle. 
^  UJ^^t^  i-?^.  2J«y-cAM5m,  (or  chohin)  Stilts. 
p  j)dycha,  Breeches,  drawers,  ortrowsers. 

The  feet  of  sheep  or  calves  ready  dressed.  Cow- 
heel.  The  frontstall  of  a  bridle.  A  frontlet,  or 

any  ornament  for  the  forehead. 

p  (_?b  pay-hawz,  A  place  of  ill  fame 

(ij^  (_/^  i/^.  pay-khahi  kardan,  To  tra- 
vel. To  seek 

p  eol^  pay-khana,  A  necessary,  privy, 

p  ,^J>-  ̂^b  pay-hharcli,  Balance,  residue. 
j_jb  pay-hlman,  Interpretation. 

j^b  pay- 

P  Oaujso  (_fb  jiay-khrvust,  (i 

khast,  or  (_^b  pay-hliasta)  Trodden  down, 
trampled  upon,  kicked.  Any  thing  laid  under  foot. 

p  jul*js»-  j_fb  jJ^y-khosha,  (Ground)  become 
hard  from  the  trampling  of  men  or  animals. 

p  (^Ci^i^  i^b  j)ay  dadan,  To  erect,  set  on  foot. 
To  have  lost,  to  be  disheartened. 

Pj\^\>^  pay-dar,  Having  feet.    Firm,  fixed, 
permanent,  constant,  uninterrupted,  durable, steady. 

Standing  (corn).  Long-lived.  An  epithet  of  God. 
Confirming.  Strong, mettlesome  (horse),  (equiv.to 

{jj<L^j^ka^atayni  ̂ aZi,  Auricles  ?  of  the  heart), 

p  Sj^ J  ̂ b  pay-dara,  An  assistant.  Succour, 

p  (jij\s>h  2Jciy-dart,  Stability.  ̂ ^J^(_^\cijb. 
pay-darl  kardan,  To  tread  firmly.  To  do  any  thing 

often,  over  and  over  again,  substantially.    To  in- 

jure, abuse.  To  suflTer  patiently.  To  wait,  expect. 
To  be  firm. 

p  ̂̂ ^y\M»\l^  (_^b  pay  dashtan,  To  keep  in  custody. 

^  j*^*^  L^^^-  p>ay-dam,  A  hair-noose  to  catch 
birds,  a  springe,  gin.  A  rope-ladder  for  climbing 
trees.    A  decoy-bird. 

p  ̂^i^jJl^  {^^^  iJ^jP^y^  damani  khwud 

kas}iidan,To  draw  in  one's  skirts,  (met.)  To  re- 
turn from  ill  ways  to  good. 

p  s/e^ii^jb.  pay-dama,  A  fetter  :  a  noose.  A  gin. 

p  ̂^\i^\>,payddn,  Ashoe,  A  treadle.  Perpetual. 
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P         (^^\>,paydan-ab,  Running  water. 

p  (jii^fi  i>^j  pay  dar  rdh  nihddan,  To 
proceed,  set  out. 

p  ti^AU  jii  ̂j\>  2)o.y  dar  sang,  Immoveable. 

^JL>^\  i.L^l>*i  jl5  (j'b  pay  dar  sang  dmadan,  To 
stumble,  to  fall  on  a  stone. 

p  i^JiSji^  j_^b  2)dy  dar  gashtan,  To  be  weak. 

p pdyir,  Th  e  time  of  the  sun's  stay  in  Cancer. 

P  ̂   (_fbya>/-mwy,  (Foot-labour)  Money  given 
to  messengers  or  dancers 

ra7tj  Jiashidan,  To  be  prepared 

p J^_b  pdyiz,  The  autumn. 
Pjl^b.  pdyzdr,  A  shoe,  a  slipper. 

p  (jii;^  ̂   (_f  ̂.  pay  zdgh  kardan,  To  be  drawn into  a  snare. 

p  (jjA^j;a3/-^aw,  A  cut-throat,  foot-pad.  A  slave. 

Pjj^j  (_^b  pdy-zanjir.  Chained,  tied  by  the leg.    Encumbered  with  a  family. 

p  SJ^b.  payiza.  Delegated  regal  authority. 

Pj&j  t^b  pdy-zahr,  The  bezoar-stone. 

p  (_^b  A  woman's  foot-ornament. 
p  »^b.  j)dyija,  A  tent-rope. 
p  t^jw^b.  payistan,  To  wait.  To  be  firm.  To 

trample  on. 

p j^juu  (_^b  jmy-sutur,  A  sort  of  musical  in- strument, made  from  the  hoof  of  an  animal,  in  use 

amongst  shepherds. 
p  «uL-jb.  payista,  Firm,  permanent. 

p  f^^*'  (_?b  pdyi  suhhun.  Eloquence. 

p  j»5w»  (_^b  pdyi  shikam.  The  lower  belly. 
p  t-^w*  (_jb  pdy-shib,  A  solemnity  performed 

in  the  valley  of  Mina  near  Mecca,  in  which  they 

defy  and  throw  stones  at  a  figure  representing  the 

devil.  The  place  of  future  punishment. 

p  ̂̂ i\kL^ J jS  (_?b  j)a_?/yaro  kashidanjTo  wait. 

p  ̂^iijZJ  ,_^b  j)dy  fashurdan,  To  remain,  be 
firm,  constant.  To  continue  in  a  morbid  and  me- 

lancholy state  of  mind. 

V J6  (j\>_j)dy-hdr,'EiX^eri.  A  sub-revenue-collec- tor. An  attendant  on  a  revenue-collector.  A  sweep. 

p  Cl^^b.  pdy-kdsht,  (Land)  let  out  to  non- 
resident tenants. 

p  iS^\z^  pdy-kashdnlda,  Emancipated. 
A  fugitive. 

p^jtyxZ^ ̂ j\>^  pay  hasludan,  To  quit,  refrain. 

p  ̂jjiijjT  ̂  {j\>.  pay  ham  dwardan,  To  run  off. 
p  ^\:>_pdy-hdb,  A  dancer. 

p  ̂Jo^  ̂\i^pdy-lwldn,  Prancing. 

p  ̂   j_jb  pdy  kqftan,  To  dance.  To  be  go- ing, or  dying. 

p  pdy-gdh,  A  vestibule,  portico,  or  court 
before  a  house.  A  place  for  depositing  shoes.  A 

stable.  An  inn  or  any  place  where  travellers  put 

up.  A  step  of  a  stair  or  ladder.  Dignity,  rank, 

office,  employment.  Root,  stock.  A  necessary. 

The  projecting  part  of  a  roof.  The  bottom  of  a 
piece  of  water.    A  ford. 

fd,y-guzar,  An  assistant. 

P  [^1^^ '^J>  tJ'b  pdy  gird  kardan,  To  supplant. 
p  tj^j/  j_^b  pdy  giriftan,  To  walk,  to  travel. 
p  (jL>Li,^  j^b  pdy  gushddan,To  return.  To  run 

away.    To  divorce. 

p  &tA>_pdy-gah,  A  place  for  leaving  one's  shoes. 
A  stable.  Dignity,  rank,  office.  Root,  stock.  A  ford. 

p  paygi,  Degree,  rank.    A  troop. 

p  Ji)  ̂ b  pdy-laghz,  A  false  step ;  error,  fault. 

p  |Cb  pdyam,  My  foot. 
p  ti^b  pdy-mdchdn,  The  lowest  order  of 

priest.  A  place  for  leaving  the  slippers.  A  sort  of 

penance  practised  by  the  Siifis,  in  which  the  offender 
is  made  to  stand  on  one  foot,  his  left  hand  touching 

his  right  ear,  and  his  right  hand  his  left  ear.  (_yb 

^^=r\Apdy-mdckdn  raftan,To  excuse  one's  self. P  (J^  2}ay-mdl,  Trampled  upon,  trodden 
under  foot,  bruised,  kicked.  Ruined,  destroyed. 

Defeated,  dissipated,  dispersed,  despised.  Vile,  con- 
temptible. Remission  made  to  a  renter  on  account 

of  the  depredation  of  an  enemy,  &c. 

pZiy-mdl  kardan.  To  ruin. 

p  ̂_JU'b  pdy-mdll.  Devastation,  ruin,  occa- 
sioned by  an  army  or  cattle  overrunning  and  tram- 

pling fields  or  gardens. 

p  ̂j^^..  p»dy-mard,  An  assistant.  An  interces- sor. Courageous. 

p  ̂^Jj^b^^aTZ-mor-rfi,  Assistance.  Intercession. 
Courage. 

p  tija  j_^b  pdy-muzd.  Hire  for  running  about. 

¥  j^^\>^pdymoz,  A  kind  of  pigeon. 

p  ̂\>_pdyin.  Low,  below,  inferior.  At  the  foot of.    Of  less  value. 

p j\;iJ;^b.  ̂^aJZ-awiZaz,  Cloths  of  silk  and  other 
rich  stuff,  which  in  some  places  are  spread  upon 

the  streets  when  the  king  makes  a  public  entry. 

Gold,  silver,  jewels,  or  other  presents  made  to  great 

men  (as  being  laid  at  their  feet). 

p  ̂^^;iJ^b.  pdyanddn,  A  security,  surety,  cau- 
tioner, sponsor.  A  hostage.  A  pledge.  Imprison- 

ment, durance.  A  place  where  shoes  are  pulled  off. 

Pj\^  ti)^'^^"^-  payanddn-kdr,  A  factor,  agent. 
p  ̂_^\^ijob.  2^ayanddm,  Security,  pledge,  cau- 

tion. (^'^^ ij>^i^\^..  pdyanddni  kardan,  To  give 
surety,  to  become  bound  for. 

p  ̂^l^^b.  pdyandagdn,  The  blessed.  The damned.    The  throne  of  God. 

p  j^;i.l)b.  pdyandagi.  Firmness,  pennanency. 

p  (VjtiJO.b  pdyandan.  To  delay.    To  wait. 

p  StiJ^b.  pdyanda,  Firm,  solid,  substantial,  du- 

rable, lasting,  permanent,  perennial,  perpetual,  con- 
tinual, subsisting,  remaining.  Always,  constantly. 

A  royal  diploma,  granting  an  immunity  from  taxes. 

The  prop  (of  a  wall)  somewhat  curved.  One  who 
keeps  his  eye  stedfastly  fixed  on  any  object. 

p  (_^b.  pdxjim.  Inferiority,  meanness. 

p Jj  J        pdy  u  par,  Power,  strength. 



P  ci^J  (J^^  f^j^  '^y^J  ̂J^..po.yi  wujud  dar 
(/iliajairaftan^Tosmk  into  the  fatal  slough.  Todie. 

p  (j^.^.  jmi/un,  An  ornament  of  jewels,  gold,  or 
silver. 

p  iV^.l^.  jjat/mand,  A  fetter. 

p  iO_b  jmi/a,  The  step  of  a  stair,  the  round  of  a 
ladder.  A  staircase.  A  ladder.  Basis,  foundation. 

Dignity,  rank,  promotion,  office,  degree.  A  three- 
legged  piece  of  wood  on  which  they  hang  clothes. 

Low,  vile.  Lost.  Trampling  under  foot,  kicking. 

Thrashing,  beating.  Quantity.  Rain.  J^^^ 

pat/a  ti  a^a\  The  highest  step  or  rank,  [^y-  ft^.^. 
2>a_yaj:i  Aaw2,Aplaceofillfame.  ^}^.P^y(^^ 
sarir,  The  foot  of  the  throne. 

p  eob  pai/a  ])ai/a,  By  degrees,  according 

to  rank,  in  due  order  or  gradation,  step  by  step. 

Pj^^i  sS^^^jmya-dar,  Possessed  of  authority. 
p         |>aj:i.  Humility.  Permanent,  stable. 

P  (^'^}^..P^y^dan,  (or  i^iS^j\j>_pandan)To  stand 
firm,  to  be  constant,  steady,  fixed,  established  ;  to 

subsist  independently  of  any  thing.  To  fix  the  look 

steadily  on  any  object.  To  trample  upon,  wear,  beat, 
or  make  smooth  with  the  feet.  To  kick.  To  wait, 

expect.    To  become  satiated,  fatigued,  tired. 

p ̂ ;J^b  pasir,  Time  of  the  sun's  stay  in  Cancer. 
pjx>\>pai/iz,  Autumn.  Old  age,  decline  of  life. 

Pj^  (_^^.  P^^^  kar,  A  person  who  purchases 
goods  from  the  manufacturer  to  sell  to  the  merchant. 

p  (,:^b  jmnn,  Lower  part,  bottom,  foundation. 

p  fJ*^J>.  i^X^)^-  P^y^'>^-J^(^'>'<^^^'^)  Obedience. 
p  udijLo.  pi'ptak,  A  small  cluster  of  dates  or 

grapes.  A  part  of  a  cluster. 

p  5^.  pajMra,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Old,  aged. 

p  ̂ ^sxiLij^^  pajmsJiidan,  To  disperse,  scatter. 
p  Bread  soaked  in  oil  and  syrup. 

p  UaLj.  jmpjlipa,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  gar- 
ment, a  short  vest. 

p  papanu,  Sour  milk  from  which  the  but- 
ter is  taken ;  when  coagulated,  and  the  thinner  part 

strained  off,  it  is  dried  in  the  sun,  and  preserved 

with  salt,  &c.,  for  winter  use. 

p  tl^.  jja^.  Starch,  size.  Goats'  hair  which  is 
soft,  fine,  and  inner.  Any  thing  soft.  Put,  A  worm 

which  pierces  ships'  bottoms. 
p  patadak,  (A  word  used  to  express  ce- 

lerity or  the  noise  of  anything  falling)  Impetuously, 

thunderingly. 

p  'iJCi,  patara,  A  brush  for  sprinkling  cloth  in 
the  loom. 

p  i^*'hpitat,  Repentance.  Askingforgiveness. 
p      pathh,  Astonished,  stupefied.  Foolish. 

p  j-^.  patar,  Amulets  of  gold  or  silver. 

p_j**^j5aisM,  Acidulated  milk  dried.  (See y^^- 

p  Lll*a:o.  pataft,  Repentance,  resipiscence. 

V  j^C:>^^patfoz,  The  parts  round  the  mouth.  The 

snout  (of  an  animal),  the  beak  (of  a  bird).  The  cir- 

cumference of  a  cap.      JjO.  patfozi  zabar,  The 
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upper  lip  of  a  quadruped. 

p  tCL^J^SQ  patfoz-hasta,  Muzzled, 

p  lio^j^o  patfoz-band,  A  muzzle. 

puth,  A  smith's  hammer. 
PjiJ^,  pafgh',  A  hair-sieve,  a  scarce. 
P  (J-O.  patal,  A  mat. 

p         2'>utlad,  (or  Jii^k::^.)  A  bar  for  a  door. 

p  i\b  1^^,  patal-band,  A  mat-maker. 

p  I— -'jJ^.  2iotlub,  A  kind  of  food  made  of  sour 
milk,  milk,  and  walnuts. 

p  i.tJ^_patang,  A  paper  kite.  Piifan*/,  Window. 

P  t/J^  ijJ^.  patang-bazi,  Flying  kites. 
H        patna,  The  capital  of  Bahar  (India). 

p  A  hopper  for  seed-corn. 

p  yo.  patav,  A  place  constantly  exposed  to  the 
sun.  (for  partav)  A  ray  of  light.  Patu,  A 
kind  of  woollen  cloth.  Camlet. 

pj\^.  patwaz,  A  perch,  a  roost. 
p  &JyO  jmtula,  A  kind  of  Indian  silken  stuff. 

H  jlO.  imttah,  A  lease.  A  grant  or  lease  speci- 
fying the  quantity  of  land  possessed  by  each  tenant, 

and  the  amount  of  rent  with  which  it  is  assessed.  A 

broadsword.    Bosses  on  a  bridle. 

H  Pjlii  etjo_  patta-dar,  A  leaseholder. 
p       ̂ «<^ya.  Penitence,  repentance. 

p  »jlj0.2;af?/a;'a.  Affliction,  misery,  misfortune. 
Any  thing  ugly,  terrific,  and  shocking.  Modesty. 
Severity,  vehemence.  Fraud,  stratagem.  Shame. 
Contention,  strife.  Hidden,  concealed. 

H  patyala,  A  town  N.  W.  of  Delhi. 

p  l>j;^.  patira,  Disgusting,  shocking. 

p  (J-i^.  jjatil,  A  wick  for  a  lamp,  lint-stock. 

Pjy**  (J"^^-  po-i^l-soz,  A  lamp-stand. 
p  jJjJ^  patila,  Wick  of  a  candle,  or  lamp. 

p  ̂ ^;«;,  A  mountain.  J*?;;",  A  kind  of  fruit,  a large  strawberry.  Plain,  broad,  open,  wide.  Con- 
fused. Disproportioned.  Immense.  Unbecoming, 

unhandsome,  uncivilized. 

Pjljfi  pajar,  A  mountain. 
p  Sjlsi  pajarva,  A  brick-kiln. 
p        pi'jul,  The  leg-bone,  the  ankle. 

p  jjksi  pajlv,  Hypocrisy,  deceit. 
p        pack  ]}ach,  Hush  !  A  call  to  goats. 

p  a_ii"^-^M£7i2;Mc/m,  Any  thing  whisperedabout. 
p  Ciiwi^  puchushk,  Dung  of  sheep,  goats,  or 

camels.  A  druggist.  A  physician, 

inicJmshhi  sutur,  A  leech,  a  veterinary  surgeon. 

p  puchushln,  The  practice  of  medicine. 

p  je^si;  pichkam,  A  court,  hall  of  audience.  A 
wolf.  Pichkam  or  p)achham,  A  house  whose  sides 
are  latticed. 

p       pachal,  One  who  often  bedaubs  himself. 

p  (.dJ\j;tf  ̂j«c/t?DaA,  An  interpreter,  (according 

to  some)  A  translation. 

p  s ̂   j)achuh  or  pachwah,  A  translation. 
p      pacha,  Ivy. 

p  (jtiJ^  pichldan,  To  twist,  entwine. 
4  b 

p  ̂ imhh,  Well,  good.  A  side.  O  !  bravo  ! well  done!  excellent!  When  doubled,  ̂ aMj^jaM, 

it  gives  a  greater  energy  to  the  interjection.  Pikh 

or pakh,  Get  away  !  begone!  (said  to  a  cat  or  dog). 

p      •••  pihhjnhhu,  A  tickling  under  the  arms. 

p  pakht,  Trodden,  pressed  flat.  Pukht, 
He  cooked.  A  kick. 

p  Lfj^s^  jmhhtai-i,  Cakes  (or  bread)  which  are 
laid  over  dishes  when  bringing  to  table,  and  under 

which  the  meat  is  kept  warm.  Cakes  imbued  with 
clarified  butter. 

P(JL*'o'«'ftg-  ̂ ^\fj^,])ukhtaganihahikat,  Matured, 
skilled  in  the  knowledge  of  sacred  truths :  wise 

men,  saints. 

p  jmkhtagi.  Ripeness. 

p  (iri^  puhhtati,  To  boil,  cook,  make  ready.  To 
concoct.  To  ripen.  To  be  cooked. 

p  ̂ /■^  ̂j?</£/tia/ii.  Fit  for  cooking.  Boiled. 
p  iCJsi  jjakhta,  Cotton. 

p  slii  puhhta,  Boiled,  dressed,  cooked.  Ripe, 

mature.  Expert,  skilful,  versed  in  business.  Sly. 

A  large  lamb.  Contemptible.  Strong,  well  built. 

\s>joSi  aoitf  i^uhhta.  tadbirha,  Prudent  counsels. 

p  i^y>-  &lsi  puhhta-joshf'L^Lmhs''  flesh  boiled in  spiced  wine. 

Tj\ ̂s-  doii  puhhta-khmarjA  son-in-law. Beggar. 
p  asiai  ̂ »</;/<fa-/mi',  Warm  water  medicinally 

prepared  and  poured  from  a  vessel  slowly  over  the 
head.  An  embrocation. 

p  ijii  jmhhti,  Jelly  (of  fish) ;  congealed  broth. 

p  ̂   jmhhch,  Trodden.  Ample,  wide. 
p  ̂lij^^  2^a/£Ac/iwc?aM,  To  trample.  To  pound. To  widen. 

p  idjsf^  pakhchuda.  Trampled  on.  Extended, 
widened,  flattened. 

p  i^<J^  «^9aMc/ticZan,  To  trample  on.  To  widen. 
p  8(Ji,*s;^  jmhhchzda,  Trampled.  Expanded, 

widened. 

p  j)akhs,  Liquefaction.    A  melting  or 

wasting  away.Diminution.  Heart-burning,  distress. 
Shrivelled,  dried  up.  Withering.  Blandishment. 

p  ̂jl— 25  pahhsan,  Drying,  withered.  Amo- 
rously playful,  blandishing.  Melting.  Sorrowful. 

p  (jiiju-i^  ̂ ja/;/<sifZaw,  To  walk  pompously. 

p  AJUUws^  2}^khsma,  Withered,  shrivelled. 

p  ̂ Ji^  ̂ a/£/«/t,Trodden.  Expanded.  Withered, 
shrivelled.    Soft,  tender. 

p  Li.^  pahhsha.  Refusal,  denial.  Oppression. 
Straitness,  distress. 

p  (j^-^^  pahhshan,  Afflicted,  sad. 
p  jja/£As/ia?«iJan,  To  strut.    To  dis- 

solve with  grief. 

p  ̂^t^\J:J^  palihshayidan.  To  afflict,  grieve. 
p  pa^/i*Vmt?aw,  To  beat,  trample  on. 

p  » Jj-i^  2)0'^^^^^^''^da,  Trampled  upon.  Ex- 

panded, wide,  broad. 
p  (jixxwi  ̂ ;aA/jj>/iic?aM,  To  trample,  tread  upon. 



To  burn.  To  strut.  To  waste  away  with  grief.  To 

shine,  glitter.    To  be  wide  and  ample. 

p»i>jk.i^paM.s/«6?a,Trod  den.  Enlarged,  widened, 

p  jnihhl,  (or  d\^,  2}ulihla)  Purslain. 

p  As-^li-  pakhlucha,  A  tickling  under  the  arms, 
p  esi^^  palildicJia,  A  tickling  under  the  arras, 

p  lS^.  2io.d,  A  guard,  guardian.  The  white  pop- 

lar. Pid,{ioYjS>,pidar)  AMhev.  Pwi,  Touch- 
wood, tinder. 

p  \juai  1      fad-asxjct,  The  sail  of  a  wind-mill,  or 
the  tooth  of  a  water-mill  wheel.    A  mill-stone, 

p  ̂y>.j^..  pudpud,  Touchwood  :  tinder.  Fuel, 

p  J  <y>,  indar,  A  father,  j      d^.  p  idai  i  pidar,  A 

paternal  grandfather.  ̂ _^iMijd^j)idari  suhahi,  A  fa- 

ther-in-law. f^'^ji^.. pidari  kalan,  A  grandfather. 
jiiUjii-?.  pidari  madar,  A  maternal  grandfather, 

p         pidram,  Adorned.    Good,  charming. 

A  bed-chamber.    Always,  continual. 

Pjdj\jS>,pidar-andar,  A  stepfather, 

p  is^\j^>_  pidar  ana,  Paternal.  Paternally, 

p  sja-ji^^  padrahhta,  Sorrowful.  Anxious, 

p  pidar-zan,  A  wife's  father, 

p  iJjdJi,  jMda7-za,  A  wrapper  in  which  clothes 
are  folded  up.  Victuals  tied  up  in  a  handkerchief. 

A  portion,  a  share. 

i>jC>jS>.pidrufiar,  (orjbj^^.iiJ)  Patient, 
p  pidar-murda,  An  orphan. 

Pjd^jiy>^  indar-andar,  A  stepfather, 

p  j'^.  pidar-navisi,  Abatement  of  ex- 
traordinary cliarges. 

Pj\jji3^_  pidarwar,  Like  a  father, 

p  padrud,  Leave,  dismissal.  Farewell. 

^J^Jjji^.  padrud  hardan,  To  bid  adieu, 

p  ̂ jji^.  pidari,  Paternal.  Fatherhood, 

p  |j?(iari_*/a.  Paternity, 

p  t^iy>_  j}ad7na,  A  part,  portion.    A  bundle. 

Fj^jsi  pidandar,  padandar,  ov p)Cidnadar,  A 
father-in-law. 

^JIj'H  pci'^''^^^y  The  parts  round  the  mouth. 
A  perch,  roost. 

p  SA^.^jcifZa,  The  white  poplar-tree.  Padaorj)u- 
rffl,  A  barren  tree,  proper  for  firewood.  Touchwood. 

p  ,y>jo  padld,0-^en,  public,  clear, evident, mani- 
fest, conspicuous,  in  sight.  Openly,  evidently. 

jji^  1     c/id  amafZa?i,To  appear,  to  become  manifest. 

Pj^i>v>,ii>ijjadic?ar, Manifest,  appearing.  j\S>,'^. 

f^SMJ  padMar  shudan,  To  appear,  show  one's  self. 
^i^J^j\^S>^  padidar  hardan,  To  rouse.  To  evince. 

p^V^jj  padisar.  Taking  up  any  business 
which  has  already  been  begun  upon. 

Pj^l  pizar,  (equiv.  t0ji>.>.  jjzt^ar)  A  father. 

Fjzijd^^^jrizrvftdr,  Surety,  bail.  Acceptance, 

p  ̂Jv^^IiJjiSj.  pizruftaridan,  To  make  one's 
self  responsible. 

p  {Jj^^j^..  pizruftart  hardan,  To  bear 

patiently.  To  accept.  To  pledge  one's  self.  To 
entrust,  to  give  in  charge. 
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Pj^iji}>Jpizruft-har,  Accepting ;  who  accepts 
or  approves.  Acknowledging;  who  acknowledges 
or  confesses.    Obeying ;  obedient. 

P  i^^jSi,]nzruftan,To  acce\)t.  To  own, confess. 
p  eCijij  Confessed, owned.  Accepted. 

PjjiiJ  |;a2M?',  Mint,  spearmint. 
P pazlr,  (in  composition)  Receiving,  ac- 

cepting, admitting.  Having,  being  possessed  of, 

endowed  with.  ^J02:^s/i-jt)a2r^r,  Accept- 

ing an  apology.  ,Ji=-  hhalal-jmzir.  Disturbed. 

Altered.  CLa^JJ  zmat-2)azir,  Adorned,  pos- 

sessed of  ornaments,  ^.j^.  ̂-2^^  saf  d-pazir.  En- 
dowed with  integrity,  pure,  sincere.  C^jyo 

surat-pazir,  Having  the  appearance  of,  resembling, 

(^ij^ J>,S>,  iJL>jyo  surat-pazir  giriftan,  To  assume 
the  appearance.  j>S>,  Ui  fand-pazir,  Corruptible, 
corrupted. 

p  ̂.(Sj. jja2:rra,Accepting.  Hearing.  Obeying. 

Going  along,  flowing,  passing.  Accepted.  Aleader. 

Meeting,  encountering.  Matter.  The  first  prin- 
ciple of  every  thing  material. 

p  i^j^  jyaztrd-suhhtm.  Acceptable  word, 
p  f^dM\j>^S>_j}azirdmdan,Tomak.ehe  accepted, 
p  ^ja^im-ti,  Acceptance.  Obedience, 

p  i^azirish,  Acceptance.  Obedience. 

V  Jz>j>S>,  pazlruftdr,  An  accepter.  A  surety. 
A  chief.  Acceptance. 

p  ̂JJ^^J.3J>)^_paz^ruftdr^,^\xxeiJ&h^.^.  ̂ lliSj^ij 
paziruftdri  hardan,  To  bear  patiently, 

p  jjiiJ»^l*i^iij,  pazh-uftdrldan,  To  take  upon 
one's  self,  to  be  security  for  another.  To  bear  pa- 

tiently.   To  render  accceptable. 

PjKlIs^.iij.  pazirufthdr,  Accepting,  taking  in 

good  part.  Obedient.  Confessing,  acknowledg- 
ing.   A  leader,  a  chief. 

p  (__gjl.^l5^.3j.  jyaziruftagdri,  Acceptance, 

p  ̂ iji  sypaziruftan,  To  accept,  receive,  take  in 

good  part,  approve  of,  assent  to,  admit.  To  answer 
for, becomesurety.  Toconsultwhatisjustandright. 

p  iJijJ.iij.  pazirufta,  Accepted,  approved, 

p  ̂ jy  io'.  pazirufti.  Affliction,  grief,  shame, 
p  ̂S>j:>Jy>,  p)aziranda,Who  approves,  accepts, 

p  -ijiji^^^  pazira,  Acceptable.    A  meeting,  en- 
counter. A  going  before.  Acceptance.  Obedience. 

An  accepter.    A  leader.  t'^.'H  V'^'^^'>'0'  shu- 
dan, To  go  or  appear  before,  to  meet,  to  encounter. 

To  return.    To  follow.    To  be  angry. 

p^^jar,  Awing.  Afeather.  A  leaf.  The  arm  from 
the  collar-bone  to  the  tip  of  the  finger.  The  sails  or 

paddles  of  a  mill.  A  side,skirt,or  margin.  Light,ray. 

(in  compos..  Flying.  One  who  flies).  U***  I  ji.2)ari 

dsyd,  The  sweep  of  a  wind-mill,  p  ̂^'iJJ:Ssy_J)ar 

qfshdrdan,  To  flap  the  wings.  Jb  jj^.par  u  hdl. 

Feather  and  wing.  JL^^  Jl>  jj>par  u  hdli  ihhdl, 
Thefeather  andwingof  prosperity.  d!is'yMj>^,ts^\^j>, 

Ifcu  1  2}u™dnan  2Jar-sohhta  dsd.  Like  a  moth  with 

burnt  wings.  Pur,  Full.  Laden,  charged.  Com- 

]^lete.  Jo jypur-bdr.  Loaded,  laden,  charged.  Preg- 

nant, jjj^.  (jUaLu  sultdni  2')ur-zor,  A  powerful 
prince.  jyMj>_  2^ur-shu^r,  Wise.  {^'^^ j'-,-  f^"^ 
hardan.  To  fill.  JySi     pur-hunar,  Skilful. 

p  \j>.  2'>urd,  Fulness.  Fatness. 
P  j>}j>^.  2}ur-d-pur,  Filled  to  the  brim,  quite  full. 

p  ̂JJli\Ji^,  pa7'dzrdn,  A  species  of  royal  falcon. 
p j>,j^j>,p)ardrir,  (orJ^j\^.)  The  year  before  last. 

p  [^^..^Jt,  firdrm  or  2^Ci'rdnn,  (in  zand  and  Pa- 
zand)  Good,  excellent. 

P j'J'.. 2'>'urdz,  Scattering.  Plough-harness. 
p  ̂'ijj!.      or  2)irdzda,  A  lump  of  dough. 

p j\j>^^ purdj ,  Dispersed,  scattered. 
p  l^ards.  Expansion.  Perfection.  De- 

livery, surrender. 

p  ̂y^\j>,2Jardsdl(ov  !^{jM\j>^_pardsdlina)  The 
year  before  the  last,  the  third  from  the  present  year. 

p  f^iM\j>_  2}ardsta7i,  To  clean. 

p  i^]j>.  2)ci-rdsh,  Dispersion,  scattering, 

p  ̂^djJ^\j>.2}a7-dshidan,To  disperse,  scatter.  To 

put  down,  quell,  appease.  Tobedisordei'edinmind. 

p  iSx^\j>^_  2^^''^shtda,  Scattered,  Insane. 

p  i^^\j>^_  2^'^'''^'^^o^h  I'he  further  side  of  a  moun- 
tain,   A  channel  made  by  a  mountain-torrent. 

p  ^?a?-a<7a?2ia^/i.  Dispersion,  scattered- 
ness.  Distraction, 

p  ̂ji^j^^.  2}(^i^^ff<^^dan,  To  disperse,  dissipate, 
scatter.  To  send  everywhere.  To  disband  (an  army). 

p  fj^^\y)j7a7'dga7ida7ii.  Any  thing  to  be  strewed 
or  scattered  (as  sweet  herbs  over  dead  bodies). 

p  idJ^\j>_  pardganda.  Dispersed,  scattered,  dis- 
banded. Dissipated;  inattentive.  Prose  (opposed 

to  eu^jjv^.ijayreiasia,  Poetry),  i^'^^ 'i>6j^\j>^^pa7d- 
ganda  kardati.  To  disperse,  scatter,  j  idj^^, 

(jiXiij  {J^.j^,.  J)ardganda  u  2)areshdn  shudan,  To 
be  dissipated  and  ruined. 

p       i^.'A^\ji  2}ci''>'^go,nda-dil,  Disquieted. 
p  ̂d.ldS^\j>,27ardgandidan,Toscatter.  To  cause 

to  scatter. 

p  ̂J]j>.  2}a'>'agt,  A  helmet.   A  skull-cap. 
p  pa7-dlah,  Excellent  steel.    A  sword. 

P^Ji»  i^j>,  2^ur  dmad  kaflz.  The  measure  (of 
his  days)  is  full. 

p  (j^.  2Mrdn,  Flying. 

p  ̂^iV]^.  pardnddkh,  Goat's-skin  leather. p  (_J^5«-\ti3\  j^.  |;ar  anddhhta7i.  To  moult  (as 
birds).  To  grow  weak,  to  become  dispirited  and 

contemptible.  To  chew  the  cud.  To  court  retire- 
ment.   To  be  cheerful. 

p        2^0'rdna,  Name  of  a  city  and  a  river, 

p  j^tijj^j;ara?iiiZaw,To  cause  to  fly.  To  define. 

P j{.  par-dmar,  Flying.  Swift. 

p  ̂^j>^.  pardroand,  The  bar  of  a  tloor, 

p  j»ls>^. ,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Abra- ham.   Name  of  a  certain  wealthy  Jew, 

p  ̂,J>,  pur-ldd.  Full  of  wind,  inflated. 

Pj\jj>pa7-hdr,  (or  ̂^j^.)  A  summer-house. 



Pjb j^.  pur-har,  Freighted.    Lading,  cargo. 

P  J^j^.  parhal,  (or  iJl^j^.)  A  summer-house. 

P  (ji^l  j^j!,.  P<^>'  bar  amadan,  To  be  fledged. 
P  (^j^ natvash,  The  sky. 

P  (j^^.  parhun,  A  kind  of  painted  China  silk, 

p  i^\>.j>^.  piir-pdya,  (Full  of  feet)  A  centipede. 

^>?vjv  pw^'pa^'i  An  herb  like  water-mint. 

P  p^.^.  jmrj)aram,  (or^.j^.)  A  youngpartridge. 
P         2^o,rpara,  Small,  thin,  light  coin. 

Pj^.^.  lyarjyoz,  The  parts  round  the  mouth, 
p  _/>Mr  2)ahlu,  A  displeasing  word. 

P  ijj^ji,  parpahan  or  pmyahn,  Purslain. 

P  ij,j>.  purpay,  An  assessment  to  defray  the 
expense  of  lighting  Musulman  temples. 

P  tJl^-j^.  i^cL^'pin,  Zedoary. 
p  i>^^^.  partab,  An  arrow  that  fl  ies  far.  A  leap, 

spring,  throw.  Shining,  brilliancy,  resplendency, 

brightness,  flashing.    Tumbling.    Shooting,  cast- 

ing, hurling,  lancing. 

p  ̂j\x>^j>^^  j}artabiyan,  Archers,  bowmen, 

p  L!Kij>  partad,  Slander,  whisperings, 

p  (^^5^.  partash,  A  district  in  Turkistan. 

p        partav,  (for  <^\}>j>^^ partab)  A  bow-shot. 
p^;5^.  partar,  Starch,  size, 

p  Jl.Cj^.  purturjal,  Portugal, 

p  es)3j^_  partala,  (or         jmrtala)  A  belt. 

P  yij>,  partav,  A  ray,  light.  Shock,  collision. 

F ^j>^_partav-andaz,  Darting  rays, 

p  i^j>.  partava^  A  far-flying  arrow. 

p^jO^.  par-fir,  A  pointless  four-winged  arrow, 
p         yarcliam.,  A  lock  of  hair  (especially  wav- 

ing over  the  forehead).    The  tail  of  the  sea-cow 
which  they  hang  round  the  necks  of  horses.  The 

sea-cow.  The  Yak  or  Tartary  ox.  A  black  fringe 
or  tassel  tied  round  the  neck  of  a  spear. 

p         parclia,  A  bit,  piece.  Cotton-cloth, 

p  ̂ t^^?^.  parclndan,  To  strike,  drive,  clench, 
p  parcKin,  Curved,  crooked,  bent.  Nails 

driven  through  any  thing,  and  then  clenched  in 

the  points.  A  hedge  of  briars.  Thorns  placed  on  a 
wall  as  a  fence.  A  shed.  A  hovel  constructed  of 

sticks,  leaves,  &c.  Pur-cldn,  Full  of  wrinkles. 

P  i^\s^j>_  purhhash.  War,  battle.  A  quarrel, 

p  j^\s>-ji  purhhash-ju,  j^^^Ji^  purWiZish- 

hhrour,  {ovj^^j)^^  jjurhhash-khar)  Disposed  for 
war,  pugnacious. 

P  ̂j^.  liarakhch,  A  horse's  buttocks. 
P  u*"*^.  parakhsh,  A  horse's  buttocks. 
Pjia*- j^.  pur  Jihatar,  Full  of  hazard. 

P  y^j^.  parkhav  or  j)U7^hhu,  A  magazine,  gran- 
ary.   A  buttery,  larder.    Meat,  victuals.  Cheer- 

fulness. A  pruning  of  trees. 

^^^.|5M?'-/i/in)Mr,(Eating  to  the  full)  A  glutton. 

P  i^j^^y.pu7--kh7vuri,F\i[nessof  food,gluttony. 
P  tj3=^.  pur-khun.  Full  of  blood. 

^  'j'^^A-  P'X'r-hhwii,  A  blood  or  black  pudding. 
P  i:)'^'!f*ji.  purkhldan,  To  pull  up  by  the  roots. 
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To  shave.  To  reap,  mow.  To  fence  with  thorns. 

p  iS^ji^^  ̂ Jar/</ac?fl,  A  wink,  nod,  sign. 

P  i^^pard,  An  enigma.  The  plush  of  velvet, 
&c.  A  time.  A  fold,  plait,  ply.  i^j>,ijX>,yakj)ard, 

Once.  i^j>,  J  >J)  du  pard,  Twice.  Two-fold.  Purd, 
Difiicult,  obscure.    An  enigma.  A  bridge. 

p  \tij>,  2}arda,  To-morrow. 
P  ̂   \i^j>  j^arddkh.  Splendour. 

P  CL^\i^j>^,  parddhht,  Finished,  complete,  po- 
lished. Finish,  polish,  correction.  Completion, 

perfection.  Engagement,  employment.  Patronage. 

p  {^^x^\jj>_parddhhtan,  To  finish,  complete,  ac- 
complish. To  polish,  furbish,  adorn,  bring  to  per- 

fection. To  clean,  clear,  free.  To  be  busily  and 

attentively  engaged  :  to  attempt,  care  about.  To 
excite.  To  set  out.  To  raise,  take  up,  remove.  To 

prepare,  arrange.  To  evacuate,  abandon,  leave.  To 

come  to  an  end,  to  be  completed.  To  be  disengaged 
and  free  from  all  attachments.  To  take,  rob,  seize. 

To  be  bound  or  closely  connected  with  any  one.  To 

sing.    To  play  on  an  instrument. 

p  sj^\i!ijipa7^ddlchta,  Finished.  Left.  Adorned. 
Polished.  Disengaged,  freed  from  all  attachments 

or  hindrances.  Excited.  Employed,  busily  en- 

gaged. Put  to  a  distance.  ia>-\jji_  j\  az  hama 
2)arddkkta,  Wholly  and  entirely  disengaged,  freed 
from  business  of  every  kind. 

Pj^ii^.  par-dur.  Winged. 
Pj^i^.  ̂sarJa^,  (in  compos,  from  ̂ Jii>-^J^.  ;;ar- 

dahhtan)  Performing.  Completing.  Adorning. 

j\j>ji^CL>S'\j>hard^t-pa.rddz,  Perfect  in  excellence. 

j^<^j>.  tardna-parddz,  Composing  tunes,  a  mu- 

sician, singer.  J^^.  suhkan-parddz,  Com- 
posing sentences,  an  orator,  j^i^.  eClSo  ̂ fla  tab^ 

nukfa-parddz.  Of  an  acute  genius,  subtile,  penetra- 

ting, {j'^j^j^^ji  i^ic*  muhimma  j)arddz  Itardayi, 
To  prepare  necessaries,  provide,  lay  in,  lay  up. 

p  t>^^dji_  parddzanda,  Becoming  disengaged. 

P  L^^*^.  parddzi,  Completion,  elegance,  orna- 

ment, perfection,  i^j'i^j^f  inshd-parddzi,  Ele- 
gance of  composition. 

p  pardds.  Consummation.  Stability. 

p  ̂y\^j>_parddl,  A  pair  of  compasses.  A  gusset. 

p  i^'^j^..  pur-ddn,  (or  i^^'^.)  Wise,  prudent. 

p  i^X^'^j!.  pardalihtan,  To  finish. 
p  i3i>-iij>_pa,rdalilita,  Completed,  finished,  ac- 

complished. Disengaged.    Employed.  Polished. 

p  ̂j'^  Ji^.  pur-dard,  Full  of  pain,  painful. 
p  i-L}jji^  pardak,  An  enigma.  Sincere,  pure. 

F  ̂i^j>^^j)ardag'i,  A  modest,  chaste  woman,  one who  is  confined  athome.  Concealed.  Concealment. 

A  chamberlain.  Jj  Wine. 

t^^Jjj  iJLiJ>-»>^^^Lij:>:parda.gln  haft-ranff, Theworld. 

p  (j^^i^.  pardagin,  Veiled,  hid  by  a  curtain. 
p  TlidJji  2iij^a  ̂j-^ii^,  pardaffin  Itarda  shuda, 

Confined  athome,  secluded  from  the  view  of  men. 

p  ̂^^J>,  purdal,  A  plate,  trencher,  dish.  Pur- 

dil,  Full  of  courage,  intrepid,  magnanimous.  In- 
telligent. Liberal. 

P  pur-diti,  Valour,  courage. 

P  ̂ jt^.  p>ardan,  A  boundary,  a  limit. 
p  J  i^j;arc?o,  A  roof.  Abalcony.  Asmallbeam. 
p  5  J^.  par  da,  A  veil,  curtain,  tapestry,  caul, 

film,  membrane.  A  partition  between  two  rooms. 
A  fence  or  wall  for  dividing  fields.  A  coating,  a 

layer,  a  lamina.  The  sky.  A  plait,  fold.  A  mu- 
sical tone  or  sound,  a  note.  A  melody.  The  key 

of  an  organ,  harpsichord,  or  similar  instrument. 

Frets,  or  divisions  upon  the  neck  or  finger-board  ofa 
guitar  or  lute.  The  walls  ofa  tent.  Modesty.  Si^, 

pardati  dhan,  The  firmament.  ^dj>  idj>,parda 

burdan,  To  sehe.  To  ravish,  i^^j^  ji  iiiij>,  parda 

bar  giriftan,  To  lift  the  veil ;  to  reveal,  to  shew. 

To  behave  in  a  shameless  manner.  tfX^  lL>^_/par- 

Ja^j  ̂ aw<7, Bed-curtains,  ̂ ^i^^ txiiji^^parda  hardan, 
To  veil,  hide,  conceal.  To  divide  (fields). 

i^ij>  p)arda  giriftan.  To  make  evident.  Jti^.jii 
dar jiarda  ddshtan,To  shut  up(ina  haram), 

to  keep  women  from  the  view  of  men.  ̂ ^S.^  li^ji^^j^ 

darparda  shuda,n.  To  be  veiled,  concealed,  or  shut 

up  (as  women  in  the  haram  or  seraglio).  ii^j->. 

jSb  I  imrdaA  dharvndni,  Wicked  spirits.  Sii^. 

parda-ii  binl.  The  cartilage  that  separates  the 

nostrils,  ̂ iv.^  Iii^.  pardaA  chashm,  The  eyelid, 

^lir*.  parduii  chaghdna,  Name  of  a  note  in 
music,  idj>_j)ardaAhijdz,^J^\sL>o  itij^_j)ar- 

dad  sifdhdn,  and  j^S-  j)ardad  ̂ slishdk. 
Names  of  three  sorts  of  musical  airs  or  melodies. 

t^^J^  S'^.  parda  Ithdld  hardan.  To  disclose, 
reveal,  ̂ s-  pardan  hliurram.  Name  of  anote 

in  music.  (^W*  '^'^j!. pardasi  klmmdhan, Heaven. 

(_^1>-J  %i^j>^^2)ardaA  duhlidn'i,  A  dark  night.  8i5^, 
pardasi  dil,  The  veil  of  the  heai't,  the  pericar- 

dium. The  lungs,    ̂ ^^ji^ii  1>  dj>^_pardad  dir-sdl. 
Name  of  a  note  in  music.  Heaven.  (j>,-="Wj 

pardad  zi/jd  ji,  A  dark  night.  A  black  cloud.  Hea- 

ven.  SiifJ  pardad  za^nbur,  Name  of  a  musi- 
cal note.  Curiously  wrought  tapestry.  SJ^, 

pardad  zamburi.  Heaven.  pardati  sard 

The  veil  before  women's  apartments.  ̂ ^'ClS-^i^j) 

pardad  ̂ mkabut,  A  cobweb.  A  disease  oi"  web  in the  eye.  The  arachnoid  tunic  of  the  eye.  ̂ j^ip  S'y^. 

(^\J)  pardad  fisa^  girdy.  The  fourth  heaven.  Siip. 
pardasighuh.  Scum  on  stagnant  water.  SJJ 

i^j^ pardadkamari,^?Lra&  ofa  note  in  music.  JSii^. 

pardad  muhaddir,  Wicked  spirits.  ̂ O.J'. 

j^^^^u  pardad  namusi.  Honour, i-eputation.  8  Jj^, 
'pardadnl,l-gun,Th.e(i.vm&ment. 

pardasi  haft  rang,  The  world.  The  vicissi- 
tudes of  life.  The  seven  heavens.  SJ^^. 

pardasi  ydhut,  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  f^Jui  I 

»J^.a!!w/<-pa?YZ«,  A  fire-screen.  A  parasol. 
bdrdn-parda.  An  umbrella,  parapluie.  ji^>,>^ 

t^j>,  dirvdr-parda,  The  veil  or  membrane  of  tlie 



wall,  tapestry.  i^j>_  Ji*  maghz-parda,  The  pia 
mater.  Purda,  An  enigma. 

p  \A(^J>.  pardaha,  (pi.  of  ii)J>^,parda)  Veils. 
p       I  S  J^.  jjarda-aray,  Entertainment. 

pjb  ii^j>,  parda-baz,  A  musician,  a  singer. 
pj\(33\  j>  » Jji  parda  bar  andaz,  Letting  the 

cat  out  of  the  bag. 

p  {^Jiji  »4i^.  2)arda  bar  gii-iftan,  To  reveal, 
disclose.  To  act  in  a  shameful  manner. 

p  (ji>^.  "ii^j),  2)arda-p>osh,  Putting  on  a  veil, 
keeping  a  secret. 

Pj^ii  ti^Jijparda-dar,  Holdingthe  veil.  A  cham- 
berlain, porter  of  the  inner  chamber,  the  eunuch  who 

has  the  care  of  the  women's  apartments.  A  spider. 
A  woman,  who  holds  a  veil  over  another^s  acts. 

A  confidant.  ciDi  j\d  i  J;^.  parda-dari  falak, 
The  moon. 

PjO  Sii^.  pa7^da-dar,  A  veil-tearer,  an  impu- 
dent, immodest  man,  ravisher  of  women,  slanderer 

or  defamer  of  the  sex.  A  betrayer  of  secrets.  A 
strumpet. 

P  i^'^.j'^  ii^ji,  parda-darldagi,  Defamation. 

p  \jMi  jm7-da-sara,  A  curtain,  a  pavilion. 

Pardd-sira  (or  sii'ay)  A  musician. 

P  (jwlLS*  2  Jj^.  ̂ja?'(7a-s/«Kas,  A  musician.  Re- 

ligious.   j^UwU^  i^ji,  Musicians.  Intelligent. 
p  jjarrfa^/as^,  A  betrayer  of  secrets. 

p  f^'^  ii^j>  parda-kash,  Drawing  a  veil. 
p  sli  2St>^_  parda-gah,  A  theatre,  a  stage. 

p  (^S> i^^,  jmr-dahan,  Full-mouthed. 

p  {^j^i  ti^.  parda-nishin,  Sitting  behind  the 
veil.  A  modest  woman,  who  remains  constantly 

at  home  veiled  from  the  eyes  of  men.  An  army 

stationed  on  the  frontiers  of  a  country. 

p  jjUjLij  idj>_parda-mshmcin,yV omen.  Angels. 
Confidants. 

p  i^j^  2^'^''^'''"'*^'*^"'*^j-^^'6tired,liome-life. 
p  (;^i^j^.^j«rre/«/ttow,Tomoult.To  grow  weak. 

To  retire  from  society  and  creature-dependance. 

pjj^.  purz,  Nap  upon  cloth.  Raw  silk  put  into 
an  ink-horn. 

p  JJiji.  jmrzad,  A  drug  resembling  gum. 

P  (j*^ j^.  paf  zadan,  To  fly. 

P  Lfj^i'^ji-  purzambwn,  The  firmament. 

P  ijji,  jiarza,  A  powder  or  fine  collyrium  for 
the  eyes.   A  ploughing-ox.    A  noble  or  princely 
dwelling.    Pile  or  nap  upon  cloth. 

P  ^Mr-za,  (or  j)U7-jd)  Shavings,  shear- 
ings, clippings,  pollings  (of  cloth,  &c.).  A  scrap, 

a  bit,  a  piece.  Frippery,  rags.  A  tinder-box. 
Fuel,    An  account. 

Pjb  ijjlpurza-dar,  Nappy,  shaggy, 

p  {^'^>jj>.  parzldan,  To  fill  a  well  with  stones. 
To  fortify  or  repair  a  well  on  the  inside. 

p  i^j^jj^.  parziwand,  Evident,  undisguised. 

p  <-^j^.  parjak,  Weeping,  wailing. 

p  (_)»^.  pars,  A  curtain,  a  veil.     A  panther. 
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Livid,  pale.  Purs,  (imperative  of  loursi- 
dari)  Ask  thou.  A  question,  (in  compos.)  Asking. 

p  LjJj^.  jmrsa.  An  inquirer. 

p  Jl«*j^.^;ar-sa/,  Last  year.  Inquiry  after  health. 

p  i>!i'^j>  jmr-sula  Old  and  full  of  years. 

p  i^^J>^.  fursan.  Interrogating,  asking,  inquir- 
ing, demanding.    An  interrogator. 

P  ̂^^\t*>j>^^  jmrsdnulan.  To  cause  to  ask. 
p  '-'  J^arast,  A  worshipper.  lLu^.  [^J^  1 

dtish-jicirast,  A  fire-worshipper.  but- 

2}arast,  An  idolater.  cIIaw*^.  hhuda-piarast, 

A  worshipper  of  God.  li^s-  hhwud-2)arast, 
A  worshipper  of  himself,  self-conceited ;  an  egotist. 

Pj\jMij>_  jxirastdr,  (or  \l*^j>)  A  worshipper.  A 
servant,slave,male  or  female.  Obedient,  submissive. 

p  j^^ULo^. ^mmsfari.  Worship.  Servitude. 

p  ̂^\jk*«^.  parastan,  A  bird  resembling  a  pea- 
cock. An  iron  stove,  (pi .  of  d^*^.  parast,^  Wor- 

shippers, rvahima-parastan.  Spe- 

culative, visionary  people.  Suspicious.  Jealous. 

jLi-  jjllwij^.  ̂ ;a/'«sfarai  khayal.  Poets.  ̂ ^ILm^. 
iolej  parastayii  2:c[ma««,Worshippers  of  the  world, 
worldly-minded. 

p  ̂^^Miji^^  parastish.  Adoration,  worship.  At- 
tendance on  the  sick,  ̂ i^^ f^jSt*>j>,parastish  liar- 

dan.  To  adore,  worship. 

1^.  parastish-kliana,  A  house  of 
worship,  a  temple. 

p  5l.Ci.jLo,^.  pa7'astish-gah.  An  oratory. 

p  parastishgar'i.  Adoration,  wor- 
ship. 

p  L^'JjMji,^  ph'istuk,  A  swallow. 
p  parastagari.  Servitude,  slavery. 

p  »ii.JjL«i^.  parastanda,  A  worshipper,  adorer. 
A  servant.  SiiJjLw*,^.  parastandad  khayal, 
A  visionary.    A  poet. 

p  piristu,  A  swallow. 

p  piristuk,  A  swallow. 

p  dJMiji^  pai-asta,  Any  object  of  worship.  Pi- 
rista,  A  handmaid. 

p  (j,i»owwjJ.  par-astidan.  To  worship,  adore, 
pray  to.    To  serve. 

p  {jS.***;^  pursish,  A  question,  interrogation. 

^\s-  i^t^ji.  ̂ ^jio  marasimi  pursishi  khdtir.  In- 
quiries after  one's  health. 

p  ,3*^"  jmrsuk,  A  weasel. 

p  ̂ J>.  jjarsum.  Flour  scattered  on  the  table  to 
prevent  the  dough  from  sticking  to  it,  Pursam, 
An  entertainment,  feast. 

p  »tiJ**<*^,^wmw£?a,  An  interrogator.  »^i*»>ji 
p)'ursandasi  khayal,  A  poet. 

P  jy**j>.  pur-soz,  Blazing.  jy*^j>.,.  sham^ 
pur-soz,  A  lighted  candle. 
p  parsa,  Poverty.  Pursa,  Attendance 

upon  the  sick.  Condolence.  Inquiry.  A  condoler. 

p  ̂ ^J>.  pursi,  A  cess,  a  fine. 
p  {^'^j>^.  parsayan.  Ivy,  convolvulus. 

parsiyan-daru.  Maiden's  hair  (an  herb). 

^  CHJ^-^*^.  parsiyawush,  Maiden's  hair  (an 
herb).  A  part  of  the  heavens  containing  twenty- 

nine  stars  called  rassu'l  ghul,Th.e  dra- 

gon's head. 
P  i^J^j^i^ji,  iJarsiyawushdn,  Maiden's  hair. 
p  ̂ j^^xuj^,  pursidan.  To  ask,  inquire. 

p  ̂_>^.j)a?-s/t,  Cholic,  gripes.  Agitation.  Ivy. 
A  fountain.    Parish,  Flight. 

p  (^IJli^.  parshush  or  purshash.  Name  of  a 
country  in  Turkistan. 

p  (J\Xi>^.  purshigdl,  A  cloudy,  rainy  sky. 

p  parshambih,  (for  jul-ij^v)  Thursday. 
p  pirshum,  A  reed. 

p  ̂^^^f^ji^^  parishahi,  A  wing.  Down  on  a  wing. 
p  ̂̂ t\iJl)j>,  parshidan.  To  scatter.  To  swallow. 

To  salt. 
p  ptir-shir,  Full  of  milk,  milch. 

p  pur-shiragi.  Fullness  of  milk. 
p  piartas,  A  species  of  ermine. 

p  *J^^.  2^ar  ghaza,  (or  iJSji^parghaza)  A  root. A  bird's  wing. 

p  j^ji  pnrghur,  A  dish  of  bruised  corn. 
p  (J^j>.  parghul,  Wheat  or  barley  coarsely 

ground.  Gruel.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat,  barley-sugar. 

p  ss^i^b-ji  parghuna,  Filthy,  ugly,  displeasing. 

p  (j^.  parfdn.  Melancholy,  full  of  sorrow. 
p  Sjo\j  Jpur-fanda,  Full  of  insti-uction,  edi- 

fying.  Advantageous.  ^^^^  ii^^,  pur-fasida- 
tartn.  Most  advantageous. 

p  pur  fighan.  Full  of  bustle. 
p  ̂j>.  parh,  Lint-seed.  The  noise  made  by  a 

crackling  fire,  or  by  wood  when  splitting.  Pirh, 

The  eye-lash.  Parali,  The  star  Canopus.  An 
echo.  Name  of  a  river. 

^ j^j>.,  pur-hdr,  Skilful.  Thick,  close, and  well 
executed ;  full  of  work,  or  workmanship. 

p  tij^^  pur-hari.  Thickness, 
p  !^^j>_  par-kash,  Saw-dust.  Attention. 
p  i^^j^.  parhala,  A  spark.  A  pane  of  glass. 

p  ̂y>.  parkdm,  The  womb. p  (^^j>.  parkdn.  Ignorance,  inability  to  reply. 

p  i^^^Ji^parhdwish,  The  pruning  of  trees. 

p  i%j>^^  pur-hah.  Stuffed  with  straw. 
parkar.  Expectation,  hope. 

^i^^jljpurhardan^o  fill :  multiply  .To  repeat, 
p  jjiijSs pur  kardani.  Stuffing,  quilting, 

p  puraksun,  (or  ;^^-«^.)  A  rich  hous- 
ing put  over  the  saddle  by  way  of  ornament, 

p  ̂'iy>  parham.  Idle.  Reduced  to  nothing, 

p  ̂ jSs>j)  parha'n,  A  curry-comb, 
p  i^j£s>y>_^  parkanda,  Impotent.  Scattered, 

p  jj^^jjar/tm,  A  hearth.  Temple  of  the  Magi, 

p  t''\f^jl  pur-kma.  Malicious,  spiteful. 

^J^-  I'^'^'O^''")     P^^^     compasses.  A  circle 
made  by  them.    Furniture.    Worldly  things.  A 
tool.  A  collar.  A  collection.  pargari 



falah,  (or        charhh)  The  circle  of  the  heavens. 

P  2J«r^a/-a,  A  small  pair  of  compasses.  A 
little  circle  made  by  them.  A  bit,  a  piece  of  linen. 

A  wardrobe.  Worldly  things. 

p  porgan,  Work  done  with  a  compass. 

p  par</as,  Suspending.  Inquiring.  Sun- 
rise. 

p  Jo^,  pargal,  A  pair  of  compasses.  Worldly 
things.  Furniture.  A  collection. 

p  pargala,  A  little  bit  of  cloth,  rag,  strip. 

The  pen  of  the  compass.  A  piece,  portion.  A  patch. 

p  parcjar,  A  collar  of  precious  stones  worn 

by  the  ancient  kings  of  Persia,  and  sometimes  put 

round  a  horse's  neck.  A  pair  of  compasses. 
p  CJ^ji^pargasht,  An  herb  which  creeps  along 

the  ground,  twisting  itself  like  a  rope. 

p  ̂Si^J>^pargandagi,  Dispersion,  diffusion. 

p  SiXi^.  parganda,  Dispersed,  scattered. 

p  pargana,  A  district,  a  division  of  a  pro- 
vince so  called.  Pargana  or  pirgana,  An  electuary 

or  compound  of  various  fragrant  substances. 

Pj\j        pdrgana-dar,  Chief  of  a  parganah. 

p  j-^j'J  pur-go  or  gu,  Full  of  talk,  talkative. 
P  ̂ifj>^_  parguk,  A  lofty  building.  A  hospital, 

house  of  refuge,  bede-house. 

p  i_^y     pur-goU,  (or  guii)  Talkativeness. 

p  {^j(fj>.  purgtri,  An  ortolan. 

p  (J^^.  pargin,  Public. 
p  (j*>\jc^.  parmas,  Touch.  A  rubbing  of  the 

hand  gently  on  any  thing.  Knowledge.  Libera- 
tion,freedom.  Salvation.  Growth, extension.  Con- 

summation, finish. 

p  s.ui\<j>parmasa,A.  smoothing,planing.  Touch. 
Extension.  Liberation.  Knowledge. 

p  dj^KiCji  'parmarvard,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  "i^ji. parmah,  A  wimble,  gimlet :  a  trepan. 
p  pur  maya,  Stocked. 

p  id>i^j>^  parmakhlda,  Contradicting.  Self- 
opiniated.  Disobedient,  undutiful  to  parents. 

^J^Jv  'po.f'mar,  Expectation,  hope.    A  bee. 

p  ̂J«X«J^_  ̂ ari  ma^/as,  A  fly's  wing.  Anything 
of  a  very  delicate  texture.  A  kind  of  silken  gar- 

ment. An  excellent  sword.  The  wavy  lustre  of  a 

sword  or  steel.  A  manner  of  playing  music  or  sing- 
ing. A  kind  of  weapon. 

P  yOj>.  parmu,  Hope,  expectation.  A  bee. 

P  ̂ j)'^.  parmuta,  A  thing  :  matter,  substance. 

P  "^^ylx!^.  parwMda,  The  son  of  2Siil**». 
P J parmur,  Hope,  expectation.  A  bee. 

pJyl;>.parmuz,IloT[)e.  A  bee.  Purmuz,Tiaj. 

P  ljy>j^,  parmuza,  Expectation,  hope.  A  bee. 
Name  of  the  son  of  Sada  shah. 

P  {^y^J>^  parmun,  Ornament,  decoration  with 
gold,  silver,  and  jewels. 

P  ̂ ^.i'ama.  Something.  Apart.  A  wimble, 
drill.  Pirma, Sloth.  Pwrma, Song, air.  Apiece. 

P  *rOv  PO''>'-'nmhra,  A  cud  of  feathers,  &c.. 
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which  birds  of  prey  bring  up  from  their  crop. 

P  '^j>.j)mnaha,  Procrastination.  Sloth. 

P  i^j^.  pur-may,  A  sort  of  grape. 
P         parmiyo,  Gonorrhoea,  clap. 

P  ̂ ^J>.  paran,  The  pleiades.  Yesterday. 
p  13^.  parna,  Painted  or  embroidered  silk. 

p  '^'^j>  parnaJf,  Feathery,  full  of,  or  clothed 
with,feathers.  PwrKa/e,  A  youth.  ATurkoman  tribe. 

P  ̂j^.  paman,  Mouldiness  of  bread. 

P  ̂ ji  paranj,  A  grain  smaller  than  wheat. 
p  >i'-^j>  paratid,  The  glittering  surface  of  a  po- 

lished sword.  A  sword.  A  kind  of  fine  figured, 

painted  silk.  Plain  silk.  A  bird.  A  saddle-cloth. 
The  Pleiades.  A  sort  of  grass.  Wild  cucumber. 
Goat's-skin  leather. 

p  parandahh,  Goat^s-skin  leather. 
p  Cl^\s>j>,  pur-nadamat,  Deeply  penitent. 

^JJ^'H^-  po^^'f'f^nd-awar,  A  glittering  sword. 

p  '^^j!.  parandahh,  An  arrow. 
p  (-iJi^j^.  parandak,  A  hillock  in  a  plain. 

V j\^d^J>_  parandmar.  The  night  before  last. 

p  i^jdjji,  j)arandosh,  The  night  before  last. 
p  »jj^.^amw(:Za,  Flying,  volatile  :  a  flyer.  A 

bird.  A  winged  animal.  Abark,  small  ship.  Quick- 

silver. ^'^J^.-  l^f^randad  charagh,  (Flying 
round  the  lamp)  A  moth. 

p  (j^.i^"^.  parandin.  Silken  stuff. 

p  [.L^ji.jnrang,  The  lustre  or  undulatory  sur- 
face (of  a  glittering  sword).   Firing,  Copper. 

p       pur-nam,  Full  of  tears. 

p  j3^.  parnu,  (or  (j^^.)  Embroidered  silk. 

p  ̂j'^^Ji.  par  nihadan,  To  dislodge,  eject,  re- 
pel. To  divert  another  from  his  purpose. 

p  i^[^ji_parniyan,A  kind  of  fine  paintedChina 
silk  ;  also  garments  made  of  it.  (j^^t^.  <— H- 

hafi  p>armyan,  A  mantle  of  such  silk. 

p  ti)^":^-  P'^'^"i^^y^''^-^^>'(^y  or  hhuy,  Cheer- 
ful,gay.Mild-tempered.Contented.Tender-hearted. 

p        jMi-mhlt,  A  stone  or  marble-slab. 

p  (jijj^.|)z<r-wi.s/t,(Full  of  sting)  Cholic,  gripes. 
Pained  in  the  bowels,  griped. 

p      parv,  The  Pleiades. 

p  Ij^.  pa?")va.  Cessation  from  labour,  leisure, 
quiet,  rest.  Patience.  Power,  force,  strength.  Pos- 

session, hold.  Occasion,  opportunity.  Desire,  in- 

clination, affection,  appetite,concupiscence.  A  turn- 
ing towards.  Study,  endeavour,  effort.  Vigilance. 

Flight.  Knowledge.  Rhetoric.  Care,  concern,  so- 
licitude, anxiety.  Honour,  respect.  Education. 

Protection,  Fear,  terror,  stupor.  Bringing  up, 

I'earing.  Known.  Easy.  Skilful.  t^^jj^.  par- 
wan  har,  Leisure,  freedom  from  toil.  ijr^j^. 

parKaA  way  hard,  He  cared  about  him  (or  it). 

parwa  dashtan.  To  care,  or  be  con- 
cerned, jj,  hi  imrwa,  Without  fear ;  careless, 

intrepid.  Boldly,  undauntedly. 

Pj^jjiJ  parrcar,  Education.  Fatted,  crammed, 4c 

stall-fed.  A  washerwoman's  beetle.  A  summer- 
house  latticed  on  all  sides  fur  the  admission  of  air. 

A  turret  open  all  sides.  A  treasury.  Planks  for 

the  roofing  of  a  house.  A  thing  known.  An  easy 

thing.  A  strong  propensity.  Liberality.  Enough, 

sufiicient.  Fumigation  with  aloes.  The  urine  of 

a  sick  person  which  is  shewn  to  the  physician. 

p  »j^_jj^.par/r«r«,  A  summer-house.  An  upper 
chamber.  A  treasury.  Fatted.  Planks  for  the 

roofing  of  a  house.  Aloe-wood  for  fumigation.  A 

glass  urinal. 

p  (_s|j^j^.^am'arl.  Fatted,  stall-fed. gavi  i^arwari,  A  fatted  ox. 

pj^_j_^.  parwaz,  Flight.  Leaping,  springing. 
Light,  glory,  radiance.  A  residence,  resting-place. 

A  roost,  perch.  A  small  beam  or  batten  for  roof- 
ing a  house.  A  porch  or  portico.  Money  scattered 

about  on  certain  festive  occasions.  A  veil,  a  shirt, 

shift,  any  thing  that  covers  or  conceals.  A  certain 

progress  or  stage  in  the  divine  life.  Whatever  is 
veiled  or  hid  from  public  view.  j'ij!..  Ui> J^-*^ 

shah-hazi  huma-parwaz,  A  falcon  soaring  like  an 

eagle.  ̂ ^'^^ j\^j>/parwaz  hardan,  To  fly,  to  fly 
or  run  to,  to  take  wing.  To  set  on,  to  cause  to  fight. 

p  l>j\^j>yparKuza,  The  fire  of  festivity,  which 
used  to  be  lighted  before  the  bride.  The  nuptial 
fire.  Wormwood  strewed  at  the  feet  of  a  bride. 

Money  or  scraps  of  gilt  paper  scattered  about  at 
marriages.  Gladness,  cheerfulness,  enjoyment  of 

life.  Victuals  which  people  carry  along  with  them 

to  make  a  repast  in  fields  or  gardens,  pic  nic. 

p  J>  ij^^ Ji__parmazagar,  A  gilt-paper  maker. 
p  pai'wazi,  The  hem  of  a  garment. 

v  [^\^J>^_  parmas.  Feel,  touch.  Knowledge. 
Growth,  extension.  Smoothing.  Cessation.  De- 

liverance. Fear.  ̂ ^^^ ̂^\^j>^^parwas  hardoM, 
To  know.  To  feel:  to  rub.  To  play.  To  lengthen. 

p  ̂^iiJu*»^j^,  parwasidan,To  examine,  feel  with 
the  hand  whether  any  thing  is  hard  or  soft,  fat  or 

lean.  To  imagine,  fancy.  To  apprehend,  fear. 

p  ̂_)ilj|jjj^arwas/j.  Negligent,  careless :  secure. 
Astonished,  stupefied.  A  buttock.  A  corner.  End, 

p  (^Ijij^.  parwak,  A  watch,  guard.  Echo. 

p  ij^jj>.  partval,  A  gusset.  Compasses. 

p  (j^j^.  |>arwa«.  Flue  of  silk.  A  parrot.  A crime.  A  spectacle,  show,  any  thing  wonderful. 

Liberality,  beneficence.  Walking,recreating.  Name 

of  a  city  near  {^X^j^  ghaznin. 

p  LLj\d\jJ>_2)arwanajat,  Orders,  passes. 

p  s^\j^^^  parivancha.  Order,  licence,  permit. 

p  ̂_^^JJ>^.  parrvanchi,  A  government-officer. 

p  i^^\j^jmrwunak,T\\e  lion's  provider,  other- wise called  the  8^**  siyah-gosh,  A  small 

lynx  with  ears  tipped  with  black  hairs,  which  are 

used  for  painting.  (He  is  said  to  eat  the  lion's leavings).  A  guide,  escort.  A  messenger,  courier, 

running  footman.    A  general. 



p  parwanagi,  An  order,  permission. 

p  e6\i)^.  parrvana,  A  moth,  particularly  such 
as  fly  about  a  candle  at  night.  A  candle,  lantern. 

A  messenger.  The  animal  called  the  lion's  pro- 
vider. Any  military  monument  set  up  as  a  road- 

direction,  or  to  commemorate  any  spot.  A  gene- 

ral, commander.  A  supervisor,  inspector.  A  mid- 

wife. A  royal  patent  or  diploma.  A  grant  or  let- 
ter under  the  great  seal  from  any  man  in  power. 

A  pass,  licence,  leave,  permit,  command,  precept, 
warrant,  written  order  or  commission.  Sentence 

of  a  judge.  The  middle.  A  locust.  An  ingenious, 

elegant  youth. 

p  Sj^jj^.  paj'wama,  A  guard,  sentinel. 
p  ̂j\jj:>_j)arwdi/,JLasj :  soft.  Nimble.  Plump. 
p  pavwan,  Indigent,  necessitous. 

p  (_^j:1>\  J  Jb  J  par  u  hal  dashtan,  (To  pos- 
sess feathers  and  wings)  To  be  powerful. 

p  ̂J^.  J  j>  par  u  jmi/,  Power,  strength. 

i>jjj>_  parwar,  (in  composition)  Nourishing, 
fostering,  educating.  A  patron,  protector.  Lace, 

fringe,  edging.  A  joint,  connexion.  jjj>.  ̂-j^  tan- 
parn-ar,  Nourishing  or  comforting  the  body,  self- 

indulgent,  jjj^.  jan-pai^mar,  (oi'jjj^.  (j*^ 
■nafs-parwar^  Improving  the  mind.  jjj^. 
saya-parwar,  Educated  in  the  shade :  soft,  deli- 

cate, knowing  little  of  the  world,  jjj^.  ̂ wZa- 
ma-parwar,  A  cherisher  of  learned  men.  (— 

JJjv  (l^^arih-parivar,  Cherisher  of  the  poor.  Pa- 
rur,  A  link,  connexion,  joint. 

p  parwarandan,  (or  [^<^)j^j^,.  far-- 
rvaramda7i)  To  cause  to  cherish. 

p  i6\Jm  djj 2^arward-shana,  Shining.  Light- 
ning. 

V  J^^j^j>  par'wardagar,  Omnipotence  (as  nou- 
rishing all).  j^'^jij':-  pdrmardagari  guna, 

(Protector  of  the  species)  A  king. 

p  i^^j^j!^.  p>arrciardagi,  A  fostering,  rearing. 

p  (j<^jij^.  parroardan,  To  nourish,  foster,  edu- 
cate. To  worship.  To  make  up,  to  dispense  (me- 

dicine).   To  pickle,  to  preserve. 

p  iiijjji^  jja?'/ra/<^a.  Educated,  bred,  reared. 
Nourished,  fed,  fattened.  A  pupil,  scholar,  ward. 

A  slave.  Pickled.  Made  up,  dispensed  (medi- 

cine), ^ji^  '^'^J3j^.-  J^drwarda  shudan,  To  be 

nourished,  fostered,  educated,  i^^^  i-*^^" 
warda  kardaii,  To  educate,  to  nourish. 

p  i^arwaris/;,  Education.    A  fostering, 

rearing.  Protection.  Worship.  Knowledge,  learn- 

ing, parwarish  kardan,  To  educate. 
To  cherish. 

p  ̂^^^^::h-y>\  f^j^j!^,  parwarish-umokJitagan, 
Prophets.  Poets. 

Pjj/«l  J j>_  parrvarish-amoz,  A  teacher.  A 
spiritual  father.  God. 

p  iS>jjj>,parwa7'inda,Ch.eTishmg  :  a  cherisher. 
A  protector,  patron. 
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p  (^'^.<^jjj^,  parwarandidan,  (or  i^'^,<^jj>^ 
To  pack  or  put  up  in  bundles  or  trusses. 

p  »,j^.2>ar?yam,Fed,nourished,stall-fed,fatted. 

p  ̂ j^j>.  parwari,  Education.  One  who  edu- cates. Educated. 

p  (jji^'Jjj^.  parwaridan,  To  bring  up.  To  nou- rish.   To  begin. 

p  (j-^jj^.  Jjarwai-ish,  Sugar  of  roses,  conserve of  roses. 

pjjj.)  panvaz,  A  kind  of  border  or  selvedge 
round  a  garment.  A  shirt,  any  thing  that  is  put  on  the 

body  or  spread  upon  a  bed.  Origin,  root,  stock. 

A  patch.  A  garment  of  two  colours,  called 

Jjjj<.x3^  shah  andar  roz,  Night  in  day  (pepper  and 

salt).  A  sort  of  grass  called  '^ja  margh.  Array. 
A  circular  disposition  of  an  army. 

p  i^jjjl  jyarwizan,  A  sieve,  searce.  Any  thing 
perforated  all  over  with  holes.    A  fishing-net. 

p  J      j)arwaj,  Interred,  buried. 

p  \lu>jj>_  parvasanna,  People  of  the  same  reli- 
gion or  society,  co-religionists. 
p  j)arosh,  Pimples,  pustles. 

p  ̂ ^j^.  parwan,  Flue  of  silk.  Name  of  a  city. 
p  tjj parwand,  A  pimp,  pander.  A  beard- 
less youth.  A  pear.  Name  of  a  plain  near  Kaz  win. 

p  is>^ji,pa7'manda  or piarunda,  A  bundle, roll, 
or  truss  (of  clothes).  Any  coarse  cloth  in  which 

they  put  up  linens,  a  packing  sheet.  A  clothes 

press  or  chest.  A  bleacher's  beetle.  A  rope  with 
which  they  fasten  linens  together  when  washing. 

A  large  wallet  that  opens  on  the  side. 

p  i^d-^^S>jj>  parrvandidari,  To  pack,  truss. 
p        |jar?t/a,  Plunder.    Bedding.  Pleiades. 

p  i^^jj^.  parwahun,  Manifest,  clear,  evident. 

^j^-Jj^.-  P^™^'^y  Victorious.  Fortunate,  happy. 
Dear,  excel  lent,  precious.  Propriety  of  behaviour. 

A  sieve.  Liberality.  The  Pleiades.  Splendour. 

A  sugar-refinery.  A  fish.  A  proper  name  among 
the  ancient  Persians ;  but  particularly  of  one  of 

their  kings,  called  Khusrau  Parvez,  son  of  Noshl- 
ravan  (cotemporary  with  Muhammad).  (.iDij^j^. 

parwezi  falaJi,  The  sun. 

p  i^y>.jj>^.  p)armizan,  A  hair-sieve,  a  searce. 
p  pai'wesli,  Carelessness.  Careless. 

p  ̂ jj>  2}arivin,  Pleiades.  Purmtn,  Filth. Sordid. 

p  t>j>^parra,  A  side,  border,  edge,  margin,  ex- 
tremity. A  spindle.  A  circular  disposition  of  troops 

for  hunting  or  other  purposes.  A  rank  or  file  of 

soldiers.  The  bi'oad  leaf  of  wheaten  straw.  The 

white  poplar-tree,  also  another  kind  of  barren  tree. 
The  bolt  of  a  door,  the  bolt  of  a  lock,  also  what  they 

call  the  iron  v/ings  of  the  locks.  "S^/parrad 
asya,  The  sail  of  a  windmill.  The  board  of  a  water- 

wheel  upon  which  the  stream  falls.  ij>,  pai-- 
ran  blm,  The  nostrils,  jjm  sJ^.  parrasi  sar,  The 

sharp  point  of  a  bone.    A  part  of  the  head.  SjJ 

i^f^  parra  hastan,  To  arrange  in  order  of  battle. 

P  "^j^j^,  pctrhaza,  Touchwood,  tinder. 

P  (•^^-  parham,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Abraham. 
P  i^^j>,.  parhakhtan  or  parhikhtati,  To  cor- 

rect, instruct,  teach  good  manners. 

p  iL)^Si>j>,jMrhuda,  Singed.    Frothy  talk. 

P  i^i^j^,  parhun,  A  halo  round  the  moon.  A 
periphery,  a  circle  made  by  compasses.  A  hoop. 
A  collar. 

parhehhtan,  To  teach,  educate. 

pJaJs^.  parhez,  Abstinence.  Continence,  chas- 
tity, controul  over  the  passions.  Care,  forbearance, 

caution.  Distance.  Fear.  ,^^J^\d^ji^^  parhez 

dashtan,  To  abstain,  fast,  take  care,  be  heedful. 

i^^yOjS  ji^jl  pa7-hez  fa7'muda7i,  To  enjoin  absti- 
nence. (j'^_^jf^ji.  parhez  hardan,  To  abstain. 

L?*^.  badi-parhez,  Abstaining  from  evil. 

p  sj\^j>_  parhezana,  Food  given  to  the  sick. 

P jlij-fc^.  pa7'hezgar,  Sober,  abstinent.  Chaste, Cautious,  careful. 

p  (j;J^J^j>^_  p'arhezgari,  Carefulness,  caution. Chastity.  Sobriety. 

p  cLJl3j*fc^_  parheznah,  Abstaining  from  sin. 

P  {^ji}^^.  parhezt,  Fit  for  one  under  regimen. 
P  parhezidan,  To  restrain  one's  self. To  take  heed. 

P  pai'i,  Winged.  A  good  genius,  a  fairy, 

(for jji^.  pa7'ir')  The  day  before  yesterday.  Puri, Thou  art  fidl.    Plenitude,  fulness. 

p  (_^.2^ar2-a/sa?/.  An  exorcist.  An  amu- 
let. Epileptic.  One  who  subdues  or  gains  ascendancy. 

p  ̂^,j>^paryan,  Silk.  Muslin.  Camel-leather. 
p        {jj>.  pari-pa7jhar ,  Fairy-faced. 
p         paricha,  Fibrous  bark  of  the  palm. 

p  ̂^»^j>,  pa7'i-hh7xian,  Exorcist,  magician. 
Pj\jJ_^.  pai'i-dar,  A  necromancer,  magician, 

one  having  familiar  spirits  at  command.  Possessed 

of  a  spirit  of  divination.    Mad.  Pandemonium. 

p  l5j^^?^.  pari-dari,  Magic,  necromancy. 
p  {JL^i^ji,  pari-dtihht,  Name  of  the  daughter 

of  an  Emperor  of  China. 

p  {^S>_j>,  pa7'idagan.  Fliers.  Birds. p  pa7ndagi,  Flight. 

p  i^i^>j>.  pa7'ukm,  To  fly  in  the  air,  to  flutter. 
To  throb.    Purldan,  To  fill. 

p  jij>^^  pa7-ir,  The  day  before  yesterday. 
j>^j>,  p)a7'ir  parir,  Four  days  ago.  (Jl*»» ̂?^.  parir- 
sal,  The  year  before  last. 

PjLm5-j  (_^.  pari-ruhhsar,  (or  ̂   (_/^.  pa7n- 

rukh)  Angel-cheeked,  fairy-faced. 

p  (J!^j>j>^^pa7'iraJ't  shudan,To  be  aff"ected with  convulsions,  or  eruptions  on  the  lips,  from 
disturbed  dreams. 

p  p^^.  jm7-tra7n,  Four  days  ago. 

pj jj  (jj^.  pari-roz,  Day  before  yesterday. 

p  (j-jj        pari-7-uy,  Fairy  or  angel-faced. 
p  %j>_^_^parira,  Golden,  red  gold,  or  golden  red. 



Of  the  day  before  yesterday.  Bread  baked  upon 
the  coals.  Interrupting. 

p  Bj.>j>j>j)anr'ma,  Of  the  day  before  yesterday. 
vj^.j>.  parez,  Complaint,  lamentation.  A  herb 

growing  on  the  banks  of  rivers.    A  hair-sieve, 

p        (j^.  ̂ja^'j-s'acZa,  Fairy-born.  Parisatis. 

p  (J^^.j>^.  parezhan,  A  sifter  of  meal  or  flour, 

p  sjj  ̂JJ>^^  pa7'i-zada,Fairy-stTUck,  bewitched, 

p  i^j>.j>  parezan,  A  hair-sieve, 
p  JL*»       jyarl-sal,  The  year  before  last, 

p  ̂J\u>  ijji,  pari-say,  A  magician. 

PjIjL-Jj.)  j)a7'istar,  An  ambassador. 
Pjy*»  {Jj>..  pari-soz,  Name  of  a  temple  built 

by  Khusraw  Parvez. 

p  (jiJjJ  paresh,  Disperse  thou.  Dispersing,  or 

who  disperses.  Dispersion.  Perturbation,  confu- 

sion, perplexity. 

p  jjl^^jjam7«a?i.  Dispersed,  scattered.  Dis- 
hevelled. Disturbed,  perplexed,  confounded,  dis- 

tracted, agitated,  afflicted,  vexed,  sad,  melancholy. 

Unfortunate.  Disgusted.  ̂ JJU>ji^  awrald 

pareshmi,  Disordered  papers  lying  here  and  there. 

^JJl>j>^^  (  n3j  zulji  pareshan,  Dishevelled  hair. 

^^l,jisE^^  sukhanhdsi pareshan,  A  rambling 

incoherent  discourse.  ^j\JL}J>^  pai-esliaii  har- 
dan,  To  disjoin, disperse,  dissipate.  To  offend,  pro- 

voke, disgust,  (j/iii  ̂jLio^.  jmreshan  guftan,  To 
talk  nonsense. 

p  Jj^j^  U^^;/?-  pareshan-awrali,  Scattered 
leaves,  (a  book)  written  upon  scraps  or  separate 

leaves,  unarranged,  unrevised. 

P         u^^;/^.  pareshan-hdl,  In  a  ruined  state, 

p  (_J^  ij^j^.-  poreshan  hall,  A  distressed, 
melancholy,  sad,  or  ruined  state. 

p Jls\s>'  (jLi.J>^.  2^^f''^^^^^'^'^^^''^i^f}  Afflicted  in 
mind.    Disturbed.  Offended. 

Pj^jjj  (j^^^.  i^«''<J5/<a«-?'o^</ar,  Distressed 
in  one's  cii'cunistances. 

pjLu  ̂lilJj^.  pareshan-sdz,  Scattering, 

p  ̂ jILm  i^y^j>.  pareshdn-mashrah.  Of  de- 
praved morals. 

p  pareshdni,  Dissipation,  dispersion. 

Distraction,  confusion.  Disgust.  Distress,  per- 

plexity, (jt^ ̂jlio^.  pareshdtil  hardan,  To  vex. 

^  e^^^^--*?.^.  pareshdnldan,  To  distract  and 
distress.    To  be  distracted  and  distressed, 

p  f_^j>_  pari-shab,  Night  before  last, 
p  2>ariskam,  Silk, 

p  ̂^I^j>^_  pareshan.  Dispersion.    A  mark, 

p  pai-eshldan,  To  disperse.     To  lose 
one's  senses. 

p  pari-girifta,  A  soothsayer, 

p  paryun,  A  distemper  about  the  nails, 

making  them  drop  off.  Tetter,  ring-worm,  mange. 

P^.  paz,  A  sweet  cane,  the  root  of  which  is 

eaten  for  a  pain  in  the  stomach,  (in  composition, 

from         puhhtdn)  Cooking.  Boiling. 
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P  {;ji»'\j>_  pazdkhtan  ov  plzdhhtan.  To  melt. 

p  ̂jiiJoljJ_  pazdn'idan,  To  cook.  To  cause,  re- quest, or  order  to  cook. 

P         2Jazdwa,  (or  j^a/a/m)  A  brick- 
kiln ;  a  lime-kiln. 

p  pazpuuitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

To  give.  j_5-*'*»^.^.  J^azpunatnt,  I  give.  l^JO^^. 
pazpurdd,  Give  ye. 

p  Jiji^  pazd,  Blood.    Soul,  spirit. 

p  '^'i;^.  pazdah,  A  weevil. 
p  ij}^y>_  pazash,  An  owl.  Piz  isk,  A  physician. 
p  (.iLi^.  pizishk,  A  physician,  surgeon. 

p  ̂̂ ^J^yi  pizishhi,  The  art  of  healing. 

p  '^y>_^pazagh  ov  pazgh,  A  young  vine-shoot. 
p  '^i^j!.  puz(jhand,  A  certain  tanning  fruit. 

P pazQar,  A  cook. 

P  a3ji^.  pazwand.,  A  bundle  of  clothes. 

p  (^^y>.  pazKi  or  jjazavi,  Ignoble,  vile,  base. 
P      piza,  Sweet  cane.  Arms,  armour. 

p        pazl,  Side,  part,  toward. 

p  i^i^jl  liazidan,  To  cook.  To  be  cooked. 

p  ij>_yj)az'ira,  (or  ij>.j>.)  Meal,  flour. 
p^.  paj,  Uneven  ground.  Old  and  soft  mud. 

Old,  obliterated.  Filth,  dregs,  dross.  The  summit 

of  a  mountain.  Pm;',  Sleet.   Sweet  cane. 
p  jVjJ.  pajdd,  Aged.  A  venerable  old  man. 

p  idjo\ji  S\ji^_pnjdd  bar  dmada.  Aged. 

p  j\j>_  j)oJdr,  A  pace,  a  step. 
p  y>_ j)aj-dsmdn.  Empyrean  heaven. 
p  pcjar)in,  Impure,  filthy,  sordid. 

p  iy)^\y>_  pajdwand,  The  bar  of  a  door  or  gate 
(particularly  such  as  they  thrust  into  a  groove  in 
the  wall  when  the  gate  is  to  be  opened,  and  draw 

out  when  shut,  to  make  it  fast).  The  beetle  of  a 

fulling-mill. 

p  ij^.  jjajdyva,  A  brick-kiln. 
Pj>,y>.piiJpuJ,  A  word  used  by  shepherds  in  call- 
ing their  goats. 

Pjt*ij>_paj-sar,  Bald. 

p  ̂j>_  pajgham,  The  acacia,  a  thorn  from  which 
they  extract  a  styptic  medicine  :  (they  imitate  this 

in  Europe  by  sloe-juice). 

p  sjs-y>^^  piijghand,  Curriers'  sumach,  a  kind  of 
bushy  shrub  with  which  leather  is  dressed.  The 

braying  of  the  mule. 

p  sS-ji,  jjajgha,  A  vine-projJ  or  arbour. 

p  syiy>j  pajhala.  The  scolopendra. 
p  iXiiji.  pajhanad,  Vain,  idle  discourse. 
p         pojkdla.  Part,  portion,  bit :  patch. 

p  ̂ J^.  pajm  or  ̂ >y  /?i,  A  mountain. p  pajmdpun.  Name  of  a  hero. 

p  ̂J^j>^  pijmdu,  pajmdri,  or  puj man,  Sad,  me- 
lancholy,mournful, dejected.  Drunk.  Bedimmed. 

Pujmdn,  Desire,  wish. 

p  (3^^.  jnjmdni.  Grief,  care,  sadness. 

p  2}«j  oi'  i^y '"".y^j  Faridian's  cow. 

p  ̂_^'^J^Ji  pijmurdayi,  A  withered  state. 

To  wither,  fade, flag,  faint,  become  lean,  emaciated, 

pale.   To  be  sad  and  melancholy.   To  die. 

p  a li^.pi/mwrcZa,  Withered.  Bedimmed.  Sad, 

mournful,  melancholy.  [_$^<  i^\ZJ>J>__  j  "^'^J^J^:- 

2)ijmurda-ruy  u  2^areshdn-mui],  Pale-faced  and 
dishevelled-haired. 

p  jj^.  pajan,  A  kite.  End  of  a  street. 
p  ewiVi^.  ̂5q//ia?«fl,  A  surname,  nickname. 

p  i^j>j)ajand,  A  wild  goui'd,  or  purging  phlegm, 
a  species  of  cucumber,  the  colocynth.  A  kind  of 

self-growing,  sweet-smelling,  edible  plant,  which resembles  spinage. 

p  J^Ljy>^^pajangdr,  A  carpenter:  smith;  tanner. 

rjJLjy>_2)aJangar,  A  tanner,  a  currier. 

p  ljL^y>j)ajangara,{oY  »j£jj^.)  A  coney,  rabbit. 

p  jJJ.  paju,  Blood.  Life. 
p  pajicdk.  An  echo. 

p  8>>jjf^.  (j^=-  hhahar')  2nijuda,  A  spy. 
p  ̂jLijj>^^  pujuk.  An  alarming  noise. 

F  Jj^.  The  ankle.    A  filbert.    The  fe- male breast.    A  ball  with  which  boys  play. 

p jb  JjJ^.  2^<yul-bdz,  A  player  at  such  a  game. 

p  Jjj^.  pajul'pistdn,  Plump-breasted. 

p  jjiJjij).  ̂^//M/iis/t,  Intricate.  Scattered. 

p  s>}jj>,  pijulld,  Withered,  faded. 

^^ti^jJj^.  pa/M/i<^are,  To  intermix.  Pijul'idan, To  search,  inquire,  investigate.  To  wither.  To 
mix.  To  be  scattered,  perplexed,  disturbed.  To 

advise.  To  cut  off"  the  tail. 

p  iSi^^y>_  pijullda,  Withered.  Soft.  Docked. 
Advised.  Questioned.  Impotent,  feeble,  faint. 

Flat,  insipid. 

p  ̂ jy>_pajum,  Poor.  Despised. p  i^\j<ijj>_  pajumdn.  Beggars. 

p  s> j|j>._/;aj7m??<Z,  A  bar,  bolt.  A  fuller's  beetle. Paj  wand  or  pajamand,  A  pimp. 

p  Sjj^_  pijuh,  (in  compos.)  Examining.  An examiner,  searcher,  explorer,  investigator,  inquirer. 

Examination,  search,  inquiry.  A  mountain.  The 

lining  of  a  garment.  ]dham-2iijuk.  Con- 

templating abstract  subjects.  Jjj^.  hliirad- 
pijuh.  An  examiner  into  the  opinions  of  others. 

u^^*^  ddmsh-2njuhdn,  Investigators  of 
science. 

p  ̂ J^^J^.  pijuhish.  Inquiry,  examination. 

p  jj^.  2^ii^^''(<'ndagi,  Strict  search,  minute examination. 

p  ̂^jJbJJ>^_  ̂ J?j■M/ta?^fZ^^,  Examining,  searching. 
Intelligent,  wise.  An  inquisitor. 

P  i^'^r^jj^j  PU^'^'^^^^'h  To  examine,  inquire. 
p  5 j/j/M/wJa,  Investigated.  Wise. 

p  c^jij^.  iHijawi  or  2iujuwi,  Base,  ignoble. 

p  ̂ ^>Jy>.  pajwin,  Filthy,  nasty.  Squaloi-. p  J^j;ffl/a,  A  mountainous  country.  The  lining 

of  a  garment.  Pijuh,  Search. 

P  ̂[st>^puJhdn,iLonest  ambition,  laudableemu- 



lation.  Desire,  ̂ ^li^  u^M-  V'^j^*^^^  hurdan,  To 
be  solicitous.  To  desire.  To  envy. 

p        pas,  After,  afterwards,  behind :  finally, 

at  last,  at  length,  after  all.    The  last,  latter  part. 

But,  moreover,  however.    Then,  therefore,  conse- 

quently, accordingly.  For  this  reason.  (^j'J^  (j-^. 
pas  az  an,  After  that,  thenceforth.  {j^ipc^^ 

az  in.  After  this,  henceforth.  ̂ \ 
2)as  az  bispar  ayyam.  After  many  days.  j\ 

^^Jz>-  pas  azjang.  After  the  battle. 
pas  a.fkandan.  To  lay  up  in  store.  To  bequeath. 

f^>,pas  amadan,  {ov  (j«^.ji.>  darjMS 
amadan)  To  follow,  to  come  behind.    J^iijl  (^^. 

pas  andaz  hard,  (or  u"^.  ̂ ^as  sar  hard) 

He  despised,  discarded,  or  reviled.  jlXJ  1  ̂j-*?. 

^as  aw  (jah,  Afterwards,  then,     ̂ ^t^  ̂ . 

shudan.  To  return,  to  retreat,  to  turn  back.  t^>, 

parda,  Behind  the  curtain. 

fjdj^ pas pusht  kardan,ToTpnt  behind  one's  back, 
to  stand  before,  to  hide,  conceal.  (JJ^  V  (J**^. 

piasija  nishin,  An  assistant  in  a  shop.  i^y>- 
j:>as  cAm;*,  When  therefore,  eol^  ^jasz  hhana, 

Behind  the  house.  ^  (jiO  'pas  kham  zadan. 
To  run  away.  {^'^^ Cl***»i.>  (j<*^.  /Jas  t?asi  hardan, 

To  conceal,  to  store.  ij^.pC'Si  dircar,  Be- 

hind the  wall,     fjl^j  raftan,  To  follow, 

jjjj^  i^>_passar  naviudan,  To  turn  away  the 
face  through  shame.  To  divert,  call  off  the  atten- 

tion. »J1.**J^  i^i.  pasi  ghayhat,^eh.indL  one's  back, 

in  one's  absence.  ̂ J^i  (j--?.  pasi  farda,  The  day 
after  to-morrow.  (_Jii>-^JO^  U**^^  lH'-  i^^*^  5'^*^* 
andakhtan,  To  pretend  not  to  hear,  to  dismiss  from 

one's  mind.  ̂ j^vUi  ̂j.*).  pas  maridan,  To  remain 
behind,  to  survive.  j  {j^.  pas  u  pesh,  Be- 

hind and  before,  here  and  there.  Demur,  hesita- 

tion, evasion.  j\j  az  in  pas  laz,  In 

future,  henceforth.  ̂ j^^\j>_ pa  j^as,  (or  (j-^.J^ 
^as  az  jms)  Successively,  one  after  another.  Be- 

hind, tj"^.  j<i  dar  p)as.  Behind,  after,  in  the  rear. 
Pus,  A  son. 

pasa,  ISTame  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

P  {J:^^^^.  2^CLsa-chin,  Gleanings. 
P  d/*»»oL^.  pasa-dast,  Credit.  Borrowed. 

Buying  on  credit. 

(j<*>  pas-uftada.  Lagging  behind. 

p  S^XJ\  (j*.^.  pas-afgand.  Any  thing  laid  up 
for  future  use,  either  in  reference  to  this  world  or 
the  next.  Inheritance. 

p  i^'^,pasa.nitan,(zand  and  Paz.)  To  scatter. 
^J-^.  pas-andaz,  Clear  profit.  Savings, 

a  reserve  against  old  age  or  want  of  employment. 

p  ̂^lijol*^.  pasanidan,  To  irrigate. 

p  pas-avgand,  A  hoard,  a  reserve. 

p  ̂j)\mj:>_  pas-awand.  The  last  consonant  in  a 
verse  with  which  all  the  other  distichs  rhyme. 
Rhyme,  metre,  verse. 

P  pasawldan,  To  rub  gently,  touch. 
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To  intoxicate. 

p  clXiiifcU*)  pas-aha?ig,  A  nail.  A  horse-shoe. 
A  piece  of  iron  nailed  to  the  heel  of  a  shoe. 

p  is'x>,]         pas  ayanda,  A  follower. 
p  ̂ JW^_  pas-jjay,  Sitting  cross-legged,  as  the 

Asiatics ;  or  like  tailors.  A  manoeuvre  for  trip- 

ping up  another's  heels. 
p  CL^M^,  j)ast,  Low.  Humble.  Plain,  level 

ground.  Abject,  mean,  base,  vile.  Avaricious, 

sordid,  grovelling.  Destroyed,  ruined,  depopu- 

lated, fji^ji"  CL^^l  past  hardan.  To  render  mise- rable, to  crush,  to  depress.  To  lower,  j  i-l*'">. 

past  II  hhivar,  Base  and  mean.  Pist,  Bruised  corn. 

Meal  of  wheat,  barley,  or  vetches,  especially  when 

toasted  (in  Arabic  called  ̂ .y**  sawVi).  A  kind 

of  food  made  of  deer's  liver,  almonds,  &c.,  and  of 
which  a  bit  of  the  size  of  a  pistachio-nut  will  sup- 

port the  life  of  a  dervish  several  days.  Cl^^. 

pistijaw,  Barley-meal. 

p  pasta,  Carrying  forward  any  business 

already  begun.    Pista,  The  pistachio-nut. 
p  Ll*»*>t^lx»o.  pastd-dast.  Buying  on  credit. 

p  ̂jlju**).  pastan,  (pi.  of  Ca,...>  j^ast)  The  most 
humble.  The  basest,  lowest,  meanest,  most  ava- 

ricious of  mankind.  Pistdn,  The  breast,  nipple. 

A  place  abounding  with  pistachio-nuts.  The  pine- 

tree.  lLXu*  (j^i— ̂.  pistdni  sag,  Sebestens.  (^^"^*-^. 

^^d^ pistdn  hardan,  To  give  milk,  jjl*  ̂Ia*-^. 

(^'^■J,  pi-'itani  mddar  huridan.  To  cut  off  a  mo- 
ther's bi-east.  (met.)  To  be  insatiable  and  guilty 

of  the  basest  ingratitude. 

pj^j  I  lII^u**).  jmst-awuz,  Low-voiced. 

p 

down. 

>_  past  tarin.  Nethermost. 
>.  past-ddshtagi,  A  holding 

iiJ  Cl^*^>  past-dashtagiH  sar,  A 

hanging  down  of  the  head. 

p  ajui)\o  <-IL*-*?.  past-dashta.  Held  down. 

p  jjL«.i  pastar.  Posterior,  later. 
p  ijL^JL^l  jmstarah,  Somewhat  lower,  inferior. 

Later.  Humbler.  More  base,  more  avaricious. 

Any  thing  laid  under  paper  to  keep  it  clean  whilst 

being  polished. 

p  ̂Ji^.  pasturum,  Ice.    Frost,  hoar-frost. 
p  ̂ >Jy^l  pastarin.  The  last. 
p  C^Jia.}  d*-«*>  past'jitrat,  Small-minded. 
p  C>>  C^>^>.  past-had,  Dwarfish,  low  of  stature. 

p  CiijL*).  pistah.  The  jujube-tree. 

p  ̂^^^5oL»,^.  past  hardan,  To  squeeze,  press. 

p  j^^Ju**?.  pastagi,  Lowness,  depression. 
p  v^JjL«.i  pistanh.  The  jujube-tree. 

p  ajL^jj/sto,The  pistachio-nut.  ̂ JJLs^^m  &jum^. 

instasi  shahar-fishan,  The  lip  of  a  mistress. 
p  LlAl!l*(JlA*-J'./'as<-/wTOma<,  Mean-spirited.  Un- 

ambitious. 

p  (_^*«»>.|jasii,  Lowness.  Inferiority.  Humility. 
Baseness.  A  swamp,  marsh.    Pisti,  A  pistachio, 

p  i-^-^j  ̂^^.pisfi-rang,  Pea-green. 

■p  JijJL^  pastimdr,  A  clumsy  mechanic. 

Pjjjf^-jJMc/ntt,  A  hard  wood  for  making  bows. 

P j^j^i  pas-hhwdr  or  pasi-khivdr,  Fragments 
of  meat  or  drink. 

p  j5>-  ̂ jui  pas-hhmurda.  The  fragments  of 
a  meal,  orts.    A  sip,  a  draught. 

p j^y.t^  (j-J  pas-diwdr,  The  back-wall. 
Vj^>^^p>^sar  or  pusar,  A  son,  boy,  youth,  j-*^. 

^  pisari  ̂ mm,  An  uncle's  son,  a  cousin. 
p jS>\jj^^^  pisar-andar,  A  step-son. 
p  iji^^x^_j^_pisar-pistah,A  fruitlike  thejujube. 

P  ̂_JS>\^  jt^^^pisar-hhroandagi.  Adoption. 
F  pisar-hhwdnda,  Adopted  son. 

p  io\j       pisar-zada,A  son's  son,  a  grandson. 
p  u^J;-*)  pisarah,  A  little  boy  :  a  child,  infant. 

Pj^j^^  pisar-gir,  An  adopted  son. 

p  (_/'^ j^__pisar-murdagi.  Bereavement. 
p  ii:>j<j^>_  pisar-murda.  Bereaved  of  a  son. 

p  jj-*?.  pasrav,  A  follower,  an  attendant.  An 
Imitator.  Dependants.  Train,  equipage.  Pisaru, 
A  little  boy. 

p  {j:j*>^.  pisari.  Boyhood.  Filiation,  sonship. 
p  2^isarecha,  A  froward  son. 

p  jj*0.|jas-s/ta7?i,  Amealwhich  theMuham- 
madans  make  a  little  before  day-break  during  the 
month  of  Ramazan  to  enable  them  to  fast  till  sunset. 

p  iSk^,  pasaghda,  Prepared,  arranged. 

p  uiL.^.  pish,  A  lot  which  is  cast.  Curly  hair. Globular  dung. 

p  iji^^j^^^pas-hash,  Recoil,  repurcussion. 

Pj_^_J,l!>  JL**?.  jjishali  taragi.  Pistachio. 
p  pashulla,  A  wooden  bar  or  bolt. 

p  si>^^^,  pas-hoha.  Back  part  of  the  saddle. 

p  ̂:>J>       pas-gardan,  Neck,  hind-head. 
p  i^^^.  pasagah.  Dew,  hoar-frost,  rime. 

p         ̂ J«^.  pas  lashhar.  The  rear-guard. 

p  (jU*-^,  j)as77idn,  A  wager. 
p  SJ.iU  fj^^pas-mdnda,  A  survivor.  Old,  an- 

tiquated, out  of  fashion. 

p  liJw.^. I^asawi,  Approbation.  Choice.  Praised, 

approved.  Selected.  Grateful,  agreeable,  excel- 

lent, (in  comp.)  Approving,  admiring,  loving :  as, 

^\si>\  ahdll-jjasand,  Approyed  by  the  learned. 

^iJ^.  Jji-  khwud-pasand,  Admiring  or  praising 

one's  self.  dil-pasand,  Grateful  to  the 

heart,  cordial.  tjjw.^.  (-l*s-U*^  samahat-jmsand, 

Delightinglnliberality.  liJw^.  ̂ J^\,^ha- 

ddydsi  saldfin-pasand,  Presents  worthy  of  a  prince. 

ydrdn-pasand,  Agreeeable  to  friend?. 

^^C)^ ̂^,2^^^^'"'^  Aar(^aw,  To  approve.  To  choose. 

PjS'x^,  jmsandar  or  2nsandar,  A  brother  by 
the  father,  not  by  the  mother,  or  vice  versa. 

p  ̂^liJw^.  pasandan,  To  approve,  choose. 
p  i:^x^i,pasanda,  Chosen,  approved, 

p  ̂lt>,^_iiJ^.  pasandidagi,  Approbation. 

p  ̂^^  ,xy^,pasand'idan,To  approve,  be  content, p  SiiJ.i^ju-^.  pasandida,  Approved,  admired, 



esteemed.  Selected,  chosen.  Agreeable,  accept- 

able. Praiseworthy,  laudable.  Warranted.  Puri- 

fied, holy.  ̂ j<^  pasandida  shudan,  To 

be  agreeable,  to  please.  j^%:>:>j^!>>^,pasandidaA 

hilar,  Agreeable  to  the  great.  ̂jL>j^8i\>(^i~*) 

sand'ida  liar  dan,  To  render  agreeable.  To  approve. 
J\f  \  a^nali  pasandida,  Worthy  actions. 

SiiJ.i^ju^.  13  na  pasandida,  Hateful,  disapproved. 

p  (jLaj-  id^^dl^,  pasandida-hhisal,  Of  excel- 
lent morals. 

p  jj  'iSi,dj^,pasand'ida-rav,  Of  good  conduct. 
p  (-ilCiy.^.  pasangak,  Hail. 

p  lilj.)  (_^.  pas-nihdd,  A  treasure,  store,  re- 
serve.   A  heritage. 

P  ij'^j^'  (j«J^.  J  (J-?,  pas  u  pesh  namudan,  To hesitate,  demur,  waver. 

p  iiiy^^pasuda.  Struck.  Rubbed.  Reached. 
Bored. 

Pj^*«^.  paswar,  Carrying  back.  Pusur,  Im- 
precation, curse. 

p  i^i^.jy^,.  pusurldan,  To  curse,  execrate. 

p  pas-hanitan,  (in  zand)  To  scatter. 
p  Prepared.  Provision  for  a  journey. 

p  pasln,  Posterior,  last,  newest,  hind- 

most. The  afternoon,  between  mid-day  and  sun- 

set.   i^X^i-  jo.ngi  2)asln,  The  last  battle. 

p  pasiniyan,  The  moderns. 

p  (ji-)  2^a*'/i,  The  mane  of  a  horse.  A  forelock. 
A  tuft  hanging  loose  at  the  end  of  a  turban,  sash, 

or  belt.  Ignoble.  Defective.  Like,  resembling. 

Pish,  Before.    Push,  An  owl. 

p  j»l-i*>.  pasham,  Dark-coloured,  opake. 
p  (jl-iJ  pashan,  A  passage.    A  mace. 

Pjj\JLi^_  pashawar,  A  province  of  Persia. 

p  Jilj^J        pish  ha  nihad,  Favour,  regard. 

p  CjJLi  plight,  The  back.  The  outside.  A  sup- 

port, prop.  A  protector,  patron.  A  pannel,  pack- 
saddle,  knot,  upon  which  porters  in  the  East  carry 
their  burdens.  Generation,  descent.  A  catamite. 

Name  of  a  town  in  Khurasan,  and  of  a  district  in 

the  vicinity  of  Nishabur.     CL^^-l  CuJ^„jmsht 

ha  pusht,  Generation  to  generation.     pb  l1 
2}ushti  ham,  The  flat  surface  of  a  roof  or  a  terrace. 

A  partisan.      ̂ ^SiJ^s-  b  jmshti  pa  hhari- 
dan,  To  rejoice,  to  be  in  high  spirits.  b  Cw^. 

^jOj  pushti  pa  zadan,  To  take  to  one's  heels.  To 
abandon.    ̂ J\i  pushti  pay,  The  convex  or 

upper  part  of  the  foot.  tl^.  i-l*-^  j^^shti  2^a- 

lang.  Mottled,  dappled.  (-1^.  pushti  cha- 
man,  A  grass-plot.  ̂ ^li  ClJ^.  pusht  dad,  (or 
"^j^  i-l*-^.  pusht  naniud)  He  gave  (or  shewed) 
his  back,  he  fled.  He  backed  or  supported, 
^jii;^ jmsht  kardan,  To  turn  the  back. 

(ji^J^  jmshti  dast  gazidan.  To  bite  the 
back  of  the  hand,  (met.)  To  repent.  ̂ jsU 
pushti  mahi,  A  fish's  back.  Night.  »bj  j 
pusht  u  panah,  A  protector  and  an  asylum. 
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p  pushtara,  A  truss,  pack,  load. 

Pj^tij\  CL^JLi^  j)usht-a7idaz,  An  infamous  boy, 
who  submits  to  be  abused. 

1a^.>  pusht-hast,  A  large  wrapper.  A 
A  horse-cloth. 

t^,  pusht-jmy,  Infamous.  A  term  of 

curry-comb. 

\:pusht-2mnah,  An  ally. 
pusht-2iozi,  A  crupper. 

2)usht-khar,  (Scratch-back)  A 

jjOJ>_jVj»- jl5>-  ■       -  )  ha  2iusht-hhar 
kharidan,  To  curry  (a  horse). 

p  8iV^l=»  iJlAiJ.;^Ms/t^-/J(a/i(Za,Curried  (horse), 

p  ̂   t-^^^^.  2>usht-hham,  Hump-backed, 
p         ̂   CkL>  pusht  khamshuda,  Humble, 

stooping,  having  the  back  bent. 

Pj^J  CLw>.  2nisht-dar,  A  prop.  A  bar.  Thick 
clothing.  Propped,  backed,  supported. 

p  C^'i?.  pusht-resh,  Sore-backed,  galled, 

p  udllL.'i;.)  jjashtah,  Dew,  hoar-frost.  Curled 
hair.  The  pill-like  dung  of  sheep  or  goats.  Canine 
teeth.  Pushtah,  A  kick,  a  wince.  The  game  of 

leap-frog.  A  disease  incidental  to  the  hoofs  of 
horses,  asses,  or  mules.  A  waistcoat,  doublet, 

p  jili*>.  pashatkar.  The  canine  teeth. 

p       (— 2^"*'^*^^^'"^'^'*)  Kicking,  wincing. 
p  pushtagdm,  A  pension,  stipend. 

p  p)usht-garmi.  Warm  support. 

p  uiijI:^jJMs/iiZa?i^/,  Lagging  behind.  Vicious, 

faulty.    Unintelligible,  unmeaning. 

p  JjU  CL^J:^_pusht-mdza,(^ori^cJi^,pusht-maza) 
Loins,jointsintheback.  Fleshinside  the  back-bone. 

P  (J^<w<^.  jn/sht-mdl,  An  apron. 
p  tdbjLij.  jOMs/tiaw/i,  A  surcingle,  girth. 

p  2)ashtu,  A  glass  bottle.  Pushto,  The 

language  spoken  by  the  Afghans. 

Pj\y^_2>''^shtivdr,{or  1>j\yJ^i,pushtwara,  A  bur- 
den, load  ;  as  much  as  a  man  can  carry  on  his  back. 

p  pushtwdn,  A  prop,  support  for  a  tot- 
tering wall.  The  bar  of  a  door.  A  helper,  protector. 

p  iCZ^,  jmshta,  A  little  hill,  an  embankment. 

Declivity.  A  heap.  The  shoulder-blades.  A  load. 
A  faggot.  A  buttress,  prop.  A  vault.  A  quay. 

^  i^'jJi^,  pushtasi  hdgh,  A  meadow. 
p  i^S^  *J^.  2>''^shta-handi,  A  rate  levied  for 

embankments. 

p  ̂ jZ^,.  2^ushti,  Return.  A  protector,  support, 
safeguard,  or  prop.  Alliance,  aid.  A  kind  of  large 

cushion,  pillow,  or  carpet,  upon  which  they  sit.  A 

waistcoat,  a  doublet,  (j*^/  l^^^v  Pushti  kardan, 
To  back,  to  help. 

p  j^lxoLiJ.  jmshtihan,  The  bar  of  a  door.  A 
prop.  Whatever  is  leant  upon,  trusted  to,  or  adds 
to  strength  or  security. 

p  (jlfjLiio.  j;Ms/t<«ma?i,  ((j^_j-xi*)  2}ushtirvdn  or 

(jjXiiJ.  2)ushtiwan)  A  bar.    A  prop. 
p  e^\^H-  pash-khdna,  A  mosquito-curtain. 4  D 

pash-hhnan,  A  beating,  flattening. 
A  gift.    A  table  carried  with  one  on  a  journey. 

p  ̂^tijsr^-  2)ashhhvidun,  To  express,  compress, 

squeeze,  strain. 

Pj^^^.-  jmsli-hliwur,  Vain  conversation. 

p  ij^s^:-  pash-hhwura,  Sweets,  dessert. 

P  [j^^"  2}ishkhun,  A  table,  a  bench. 
p  is«,^fH2?as/iMa,  A  clothes-brush.  A  bleacher's beetle. 

p  2}cishkhidan,  To  shine,  flash,  glitter. 
To  scatter. 

p  liJt.^  (jl).  pish-did,  Favour,  regard,  wish, 

p  J jL>_  p)ish-rav.  Going  before.    An  overture in  music. 

p  Cii^.  pas/i^,  Evenness,  equality.  Love.  Sus- 
pending. A  beetle.  An  owl.  A  disease  in  horses. 

Pishk,  Lot.  The  dung  of  sheep  or  deer.  Pushh, 

Sheep's  or  camel's  dung.  A  small  wine-jar.  Name 
of  a  tree.    Pashak,  Dew.    Pushak,  A  cat. 

H  (JKi;^.  jmshhdl,  The  rainy  season. 

r^jSCiJ.  pishhir,{  i^it^jnshkira)  Sheep's,  goat's, or  deer's  dnncr. 

p  ̂J^Ss-iJ.  ])ash  or  ̂ ^wsA  hardan.  To  fight.  To 
contract,  shrivel,  wrinkle.  To  be  trusted,  believed. 

p  ̂jiiw).  ])ish-hash,  A  present. 
p  ij^.,)  pishhil,  The  orbicular  dung  of  sheep. 

P  ui)b  (Jl-i^.  pishhibidk,  Full  of  dung. 

p  &KwiJ.  pishhila,  A  hooked  stick  with  which 

they  open  a  lock,  a  key.    Dung  of  sheep  or  deer. 

p  ̂jiioKilJ.  pishhalidan,  To  mark  with  the 
nails,  to  scratch. 

p  ov  pashham,  A  court,  vestibule. 

p  ̂j^-t^..  pishgan.  Easy  to  cook. 
p  ,J-iJ.  pishil  or  2Jashal,  Two  things  twisted  or 

stuck  together. 

p  i.L^jLijjjas/t-/aH(7,  Lagging  behind.  A  pick- 
axe. Name  of  the  father  of  Afrasyab.  Pashlung, 

A  mountain-fortress.  Defective.  Vain,  unmean- 

ing. Vicious. 

p  j,.iJj)as/tw,Wool.  Down.  Camels' or  asses' 
hair.  Jo^  ̂Jl^,  pashm  andahhtan.  To  cast  his 
coat  (a  camel),  i^^'^.ji  pashm  burtdan,  To 
shear  sheep.  Sheep-shearing.  0|^ii  ̂ Li^^pashmi 
cZa?ca/,Cotton,wool,or  any  spongy  substance  which 

is  put  into  an  ink-holder.  ̂ J\Si  i*:^ pashm 
dar  kulcih  na  darad.  He  has  no  wool  in  his  cap, 

(met.)  He  has  neither  rank,  knowledge,  or  spirit. 

f^sJ^  pashm  shudan,  To  be  frittered  away,  to 

fall  to  pieces.  To  scatter.  ̂ J::^x^ ̂ ^.pashmka- 
s/«(?aw.  To  become  contemptible.  To  despise.  To 

parry,  to  ward  off". p  pashm-dgand,  Stuffed  with  wool  (as 

saddle-cloths).  The  stuffing  of  a  saddle. 

p  pashm-dlu,  A  kind  of  peach. 

p  2^ishmdn,  Penitent. 

p  iSi,ji^^..2}C-shm-hurida,  Shorn  (sheep). 
^  p>o.shm-firez,  Shearings  of  wool. 



p  pashmak,  Name  of  a  sweetmeat. 

p  udJlj        pashmnak,  Hairy,  woolly. 

p  pashniidan,  To  scatter,  separate. 

p  (j;;yi»>  pashmin,  Woolly,  woollen.  (j*>^ 

Ubasi  jmshmmjWooWen  garments  (particu- 
larly of  the  coarser  kind). 

p  iiSf;jL>^  pashniina,  Woollen.  j>  n-'i-x^lLi^  i-ij>- 

(^ju>  khirkasi  pashm'ma  bar  dosh,  Having  a 
coarse  woollen  cloak  upon  the  shoulders. 

p  f^j^,  pashan,  Name  of  the  father  of  Afras- 
yab.  A  field  of  action  celebrated  for  a  battle. 

p  ̂li»>.  pashanj,  A  furrow.  A  sown  field. 
p  i^Ju^^.-  jmshanjash,  A  sprinkling. 
p  »^^.-pishanja,  A  handful  of  grass  with  which 

weavers  and  glazers  starch  cloth  in  the  loom. 

p  pishanjizan,  To  sprinkle.    To  be 

sprinkled. 

p  iSx^,piishnuda,  A  Persian  dish  made  of  flour 
dressed  with  dates.  Frost. 

p  CJ^J^,  paslmnc/,  A  kind  of  vessel  with  which 

they  carry  earth  away.  A  mason's  chisel.  Oppres- 
sion. Anguish,  affliction.  Exudation.  Name  of 

the  father  of  Afrasyab.    Pishing,  Exudation. 

p jy^>.  pushur,  Imprecation,  curse. 

p  ̂yLi_  pushul,  Imprecation,  curse. 

p  ̂^tXxJj.ij.  ̂ 9M5/iM/i(/art,  To  curse. 
p  iSj)%Z^,  pisholida,  Scattered.  Entangled. 

p  dJS^^  pashsha,  A  gnat,  t^^.jj  o^-^.pashsha.ti 

zai'in,  A  spark  of  fire.  ̂ ^^J)S'j  pashshaA  za^ 
farm,  A  live  coal,  a  firebrand. 

p  iols-  pashsha-lihana,  A  hair  tent  to  keep 

off  flies.  A  mosquito-curtain.  The  gnat-tree,  a  tree 
with  a  very  large  smooth  stem  and  thick  foliage. 

p  ii;j=-  i^..  paslisha-hhmurd,  A  sore  to  which 
people  in  Balkli  are  liable,  thought  to  be  caused  by 
the  sting  of  a  gmat. 

p paslislia-dar,  (or  Jls-  jC.^.  paslislia- 

ghaV)  The  gnat-tree  (so  called  from  the  swarms  of 
gnats  which  are  bred  in  its  pods). 

p        sJ^i  A  mosquito-curtain. 

p  uL)U  aJ:^  pashshanak.  Swarming  with  gnats. 

p        pishi,  A  small,  thin,  copper  coin. 

p  ̂^..paslilj.  Circular  (as  a  piece  of  money, 
fish-scale,  &c.).  Abundant,  ample.  Many.  Ap- 

paratus for  a  journey. 

p  ̂̂ C^T^-  2}ashyidan,'To  be  armed :  to  prepare. 
p         poshich.  Large,  abundant. 

p  pasMhh,  Even,  equal.  Provisions  for 
the  way. 

p       jOl>j)as/ii?'-A7mrma,Caliculus  of  a  date. 
pj*ij  pis/iiz,  Any  thing  small,  round,  and  flat. 

A  small  piece  of  money.  A  fish-scale. 

p  f^^JLijJL^^  pisliiz-nishan,  A  coiner  of  money. 
p  ijJ^.  pishiza,  The  scale  of  a  fish.  A  small, 

thin  piece  of  money.  The  skirt  of  a  tent.  A  thin 

layer  of  metal  between  the  handle  and  blade  of  a 

knife.  U,s>-  '^j^^.  pishizan  kfiurma,  The  caliculus 
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of  a  date,  resembling  a  navel  where  it  adheres  to 
the  stalk. 

p  pashim,  Penitent.  Dispersion,  separa- 

tion. ^j(Jui>  ̂ ,xL>_  pashim  shudan,To  be  penitent, 
sorry.   To  be  separated,  scattered.  To  be  ignorant. 

p^^Wi^^'^sAimara,  Penitent.  Sorry.  Ashamed, 
abashed,  disgraced. 

p  (jl^tiw^  f^\fJL>_pashimdn-shudagan,Vemtents. 
p  j^Liwio^  2)asMmani,  Repentance.  Regret. 

{j'^j^  (3^-*?.  pashimam  khwurdan,  To  repent. 
p  tj^-i^.  jMshen,  Name  of  the  third  (according 

to  some  the  first)  son  of  Kaykubad. 

PjJo,  jmghar,  Pride,  arrogance,  conceit. 

pjIA)  jmghaz,  A  wedge. 
p        paghna,  A  step,  a  stair. 

p  1  aJjj?//",  A  puff,  a  blast.  Breathing,  respira- 

tion. ^iiji^v__fi^.  \^];^  charaghra  p)'>'-f  hardan.  To 
puff"  out  the  candle. 

p  ̂ sJo  pufidan,  To  puflT,  to  blow  out. 

p  J       pafyuz,  Sour,  crabbed,  austere,  proud. 
p  t^^.  pah,  The  round  of  a  ladder.  Ignorant, 

silly,  conceited,  vain.  P  'lk,  A  joint  of  the  finger 
or  toe.  Puh,  Uneven,  prominent.  Thick,  coarse. 

Ignorant,  silly,  conceited.  Hollow.  One  side  of 

the  ankle-bone.  A  sledge-hammer.  A  leap,  bound. 

p  Jl^j;a/jw?aZ,  An  iron  instrumentwith  which 
they  draw  lines  or  figures  on  leather. 

p  liJio.  pahand,  (in  Khwarazm)  Bread. 

p  &Jio.  pahna.  Fat  and  short. 

pahuh,  A  smith''s  hammer.  A  balcony. 
A  projecting  gallery  of  wood. 

p  J^5o.  pahul.  Balcony.   Main  beam  of  a  roof. 

p  uiU^So.  ̂ja/i  u  lah.  Ignorance,  unskilfulness. 
Inquiry,  search.  Household  furniture.  Useless, 

unprofitable.  Puhuluh,  Rough,  uneven.  Thick. 

P  tf-^.  pag,  A  female  who  has  round  breasts. 

A  child's  plaything.  Millet. 

p        pagah.  Dawn,  y  »16 ,  Early  dawn. 

p  2)agaivi,  (in  zand)  A  philosopher. 

p  dXi^  jjagah.  The  dawn. 
p         jKigin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Millet. 

p  jyal,  A  field  with  a  raised  border.  Pil, 

The  foot  (also  the  head)  of  a  door,  revolving  in  a 

socket,  in  the  way  of  a  turnstile.  A  bit  of  wood, 

answering  to  a  brace  or  button,  for  uniting  the  dif- 
ferent parts  of  a  tent.  The  piece  of  wood  which  is 

struck  in  the  game  of  tipcat  or  hockey.  A  hum- 

ming-top. Ptd,  A  bridge,  an  arch.  An  embank- 

ment. A  small  coin.  Jo  (ji3T  ̂ ^^\  ̂ .puli  ab- 

guni  atish-bar.  The  celestial  vault.  ̂ J^'^>  Jj.  ind- 
balan.  Name  of  an  embankment  near  Harat.  jjj. 

piS^  2ml-chikunam,'N  ame  of  a  bridge  near  Shiraz. ^_jw^=aji»  ̂ ^pul shikastan,To  fail, to  break  down. 
To  drown.  ^y>_j)uli  sirat.  The  bridge  over 
the  eternal  fire,  across  which  the  Muhammadans 

imagine  they  shall  pass  into  Paradise. 

ijUa  puli  haft  tdk,  The  seven  heavens. 

p  J^.  paldd,  A  led  horse.  Pulad,  Steel. 

p  t^^.  palarah,  A  cimeter  (of  Damascus),  a 
sword  of  the  finest  Indian  steel. 

p jyj:^,palajur,  (or j^j'^^  paldzur)  Mastic. p  palds,  Coarse  woollen  cloth  worn  by 
Dervishes.  A  woollen  carpet.  Sackcloth.  Fraud, 
deceit.    A  cheat,  an  impostor. 

palas  andahhtan.  To  apostatize,  to  become  repro- 
bate. To  disperse,  to  scatter. 

p^jii>j^.(j*i^j;«7as-2?os/t,Clad  in  Dervish-attire. 
p  Cd),**>^.  j)aldsah,  Evil,  misfortune. 

p  j^l?^^.  jjaldttr,  A  window. 

p  i^"^^  paldlak,  A  sword  of  excellent  steel. 

p  (j^.  pildti,  A  pack-saddle. p  iO^.  paldna,  A  bad  or  indecent  action. 

p  i^'^h,  paldiii,  A  sluggish  beast. 
p  jyaldw,  A  dish  composed  of  flesh  or  fish 

highly  seasoned,  first  roasted  and  afterwards  fri- 
casseed or  stewed,  covered  and  heaped  over  with 

rice  newly  boiled,seasoned,and  sometimes  coloured, 

and  garnished  with  eggs,  onions.  Affluence,  ease, 

good  things. 
p  uillSi':^,  palahanh,  A  rein,  bridle,  halter. 

p  (_$Sxi  (J.),  pul-bandz.  Construction  of  bridges 
and  embankments :  the  tax  imposed  for  such  works. 

p  ̂yAi^puljml  or  jnlpil,Fei)Tper.  j»ls-  {^^Ipul- 
puli  khdm.  White  Pepper.  (^JL<  (JJj  pulpuli 
mushh,  A  kind  of  black  berry  of  a  musky  odour, 

eo.^*  ̂yA>_  jiulpul  muya,  Root  of  the  long  pepper- tree. 

p  pulchi,  Glass  beads,  small  shells. 

p  ̂ j*>i) ̂   i^"^c/t2  farosh,  A  vender  of small  shells  or  glass  beads. 

p      palakh,  The  throat. 

P  pik-  j)alahhm,  (or  ̂U^^')  A  sling. 
p  Cii>-A).  pilistuk,  A  swallow. 

p  ,_^<-i>.  pilasgi,  A  crimson  dye. p  ^ pnJnxhtj  Tmpiirp.  Carrion.  Contemp- 
tible, worthless. 

p  isi^lpalaghda,  Rotten,  putrid,  addle. 

p  iCab.  palafta,  Burnt  provender. 
p  uLib  palk  or  pilk,  An  eyelid,     Palah,  An 

eyelid.  Pendulous,  hanging  loose.  ̂ /s-i^Llb^o- 
lahi  chashm.  The  eyelid.  (jtUiLi*- 

palahi  chashm  jumbanidan.  To  twinkle  the  eye. 

J  cilb.  jmlahi  daryd,  Clouds. 

H jii?.  jmlhar.  Revenue  from  orchards. 
p         puluhan,  Ambiguous,  obscure. 

p  ̂   induha,  Reproach.  Ambiguous, 

p  pb  palm,  Earth,  soil,  dust. P  p)ahnas,  (or  ew^.  j?aZmctsa)  Perturba- 
tion. A  losing  of  the  use  of  hands  and  feet.  A  lie. 

Calumny,  unjust  imputation. 

p  palma,  Lie,  calumny.  Suspicion.  A 
board  on  which  children  learn  to  read.  A  loss  of 

the  use  of  hands  and  feet. 
p  palank,  (or  ifjd>,palang)  A  leopard, 



a  ])anther.  A  giraffe.  Any  thing  of  a  motley  co- 
lour. A  bedstead.  The  entire  breadth  of  a  door- 

way.   Piling,  A  door-post. 

p  {^y>^.  palang-posh,  A  coverlet, 

p  j^^.  pilangar  or  palangar,  Name  of  a  king 
slain  by  Alexander. 

p  i-^-^-^  palang-rang,  (or  f^if  (-fXib.  pa- 

lang-gun,  (A  horse)  spotted  like  a  leopard,  leo- 
pard coloured. 

p  Ciiwi-^  palang-mishh,  A  herb  growing 
at  Baghdad,  musky,  and  spotted  like  a  leopard, 

p  i^yo  clXlb  palang-mush,  A  fragrant  plant, 

p  ̂J|^J^ palangl  kardan,  To  growl  like  a 
leopard  or  panther. 

p  ij^^^.  palangin,  Of,  or  like  a  leopard, 

p  ft^ACb  palangtna,  Like  or  belonging  to  a 

leopard.    A  kind  of  royal  vest. 

p  tj\^_,palwaja,  Glass.    A  glass  vessel, 

p  ̂_j>>\^.  palwas,  Deception,  flattery, 

p  pulwan,  A  hero.     (Bridge-like)  A 
raised  path  round  a  field.    A  truss  of  straw, 

p  pulos,  (equiv.  to      ̂ 'S'rr)  Flattery, 
p  <^^_palok,  A  smith's  hammer.   An  upper 

chamber.    A  balcony.    Puluh,  Camel's  dung, 
p  i«^Jjb.  palug,  A  beam.  A  projecting  roof, 

p  (J^.  palrval,  Name  of  an  Indian  pulse, 

p  (j^ij.  J)ulvan,  (Bridge-like)  A  raised  path  or 
balk  round  a  field. 

p  iSi palwanda,  A  truss,  bale,  bundle, 

p  *b.  2^ala,  A  scale.  A  small  capital.  The  hair 

on  the  temples.  A  humming-top.    Biestings.  A 
certain  tree.  The  round  or  step  of  a  ladder.  Pila, 

Silk.  The  silkworm's  cocoon.  Awillow.  A  tipcat. 
p  «b  paUa,The  round  or  step  of  a  ladder.  Pilla, 

The  bason  of  a  balance,a  scale.  The  round  of  aladder . 

p  t_^_j-»-  &b_  jnla-cJiob,  The  game  of  tipcat. 

Pj^J  e]^.jnlla-dar,  Carrying  far  (a  gun), 
p  (ji^  ei-l  pilla-kash,  Partial.    An  adherent, 

p  i^J^ Ai^  pilla-kasJn,  Partiality, 
p  ̂^lf^>_  palhang,  A  bridle,  halter,  rope, 
p  iCA).  palita,The  wick  of  a  candle  orlamp.  A 

tent,a  roll  of  lint  to  be  put  into  a  wound,a  suppository . 

p  palid,  Impure,  defiled,  polluted,  conta- 

minated, unwashed.  Foul.  d^^^l  pulld  shu- 

dan,  To  be  impure,  ̂ ^d^  i^^^^palid  kardan,  (or 
^Jvi-Lo  sakhtan)  To  defile. 

P  ii«J^.  palid-chashm,  Malignant  eye. 

P(j^i^ji>.2)aZif7-2:a&a«,Foul-tongued,scurrilous. 

pJ6sA>_parid-kar,  Flagitious.  Defiled. 

P  (^'y^>.j>a-^'idan,  To  search,  investigate, 
p  uillJAji).  palUnak,  Dirty,  nasty,  filthy, 
p  (^aA)  ̂ a/ic/i,Uncleanness,  foulness.  Excre- 

ment, dung,  ordure.  (J^is-^^^  l^'^.j  To  mute, 

p  ̂^'SzJi:i_parisliudan,llo  be  nasty.  To  abhor, 

p  ijSlA>^_  palyandi,  A  fine  kind  of  melon. 

P  i^lpan,  But. 

p  L)[^_pa7iad,  The  air,  the  atmosphere. 
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p  ̂ >  pinagh,  A  ball  of  raw  thread  or  yarn. 
A  thread  of  silk.    A  writer,  a  secretary. 

p  p>anaftan,  To  be  obstructed  (as  a  wa- 
ter-course, or  the  lacteal  veins). 

p  5olj^.  pana-gahj  An  asylum,  a  refuge. 

imna-gir,  A  market,  a  fair. 
Ijanam,  Certain  acts  performed  to  avert 

the  influence  of  the  evil  eye.  An  amulet  or  charm. 

Hidden,  covered,  concealed.  A  kerchief  with 
which  the  followers  of  Zardusht  cover  their  faces 

in  prayer.  j»lb.  ̂^-^^  chashm-panam,  Averting 
the  influence  of  malignant  eyes  (an  amulet,  in- 

scribed with  sacred  characters,  as  asupposed  charm 

against  fascination). 

p  f^\if«\S^,  patidmidan,  To  prohibit,  avert. 
p  Liiilb.  pananah,  A  kind  of  gum. 

p  »jlb.  2^ana«.'«,  Trust  (in  God),  resignation. 
p  sli).  paiiali,  An  asylum,  refuge,  protection. 

Shade,  shelter.  ̂ jJ^  »lbj9«?ia//.  hurdan,  (or  [^Ji 

giriftari)  To  take  refuge.  \^  i\x>,  pandJii  khudd, 

The  protection  of  God.  God  save  you  !  Jl*ai\ 

»ljjfl/i:aZ-ji)flnaZt,Ai-etreatfor  learned  men.  O 

slb  sa^dat-pandh,  ov  slb.  C^^i^  daiclat-jmndh, 
The  asylum  of  felicity,  happy,  august,  glorious, 

slii  cIIaJ j  w>  masnadi  dawla  t  pa  nah  ,Tlie  tliron  e 

of  felicity,  a  royal  throne.  sUo.  C-^Im  shafahat- 

pandh,  Most  merciful,  clement,  compassionate, 

slb.  ̂ Is-  ̂lam-pandh,  The  asylum  of  the  world, 
where  all  the  world  resorts.  jIjJ.  Cl/^*aS-  ̂ smat- 

pandh,  Most  chaste.  sVb,  \yi  fatwa-pandli,  Most 
excellent  in  the  decision  of  law-controversies, 

slb  kardmat-pandh,  Miraculous. 

p  t^U-  8lb.  pandh-jdy,  A  place  of  refuge. 

p  s'.^ljj.  pandh-gdh,  An  asylum,  sanctuary. 
p  i^j.lt>\l>,  pandhanda,  Seeking  refuge. 

p  ̂^liAfclb  pandhidan,  To  fly,  take  refuge.  To 

consult  safety,  take  care  of  one's  self.  To  be  defeated. 
V  iS)Jb\jjj}a7idhida,  A  refugee.  Protecting. 

p  ̂ jj^.  pamhu)},  Going,  walking. 
p  es^.  pamha,  (by  some  jmmha)  Cotton. 

^lijjl  (_jiij_S  pamha  az  gosh  hay'  dmardayi, 
To  take  the  cotton  fi-om  the  ear;  to  be  attentive, 

jjiil^jj  ui^^^j*^  «juJ  jjam&a  dar  gosh  nihddan,  To 
put  cotton  in  the  ear ;  to  be  inattentive  to  what  is 

said.  ̂ jSJ^  ».iX>, pamhashtida7i,To  be  soft  as  cotton. 
To  be  pure  and  white.  To  disperse.  To  run  away. 

^^Jj£=  &aX>.  2)a7nba  hardan,  To  run  away.  To  be 
scattered.  To  deny.  To  keep  silence.  To  be  im- 

potent. To  repel,  rout.  To  obliterate.  t^^\^  s^j^. 

paynha  niliddan,  To  deceive.  To  satisfy,  put  to  rest. 

p  (_^b        pumha-pdy,  A  sort  of  shoe. 

V y>_        paynba-paz  orjj  Cotton-carder. 

rj\^        2)amba-ddr,  Having  cotton. 
p  pumha-ddna,  Cotton-seed. 

pjjj  d.^h  piwiba-doz,  A  carder  of  cotton. 

Pj\j  jujj.  pumbazdr,  A  cotton-field. 
p  pamba-zan,  A  dresser  of  cotton. 

V  pumba-han,  Flue  of  cotton  or  silk. 
Pa??t&a-AM??,Obliterate.  Deny.  Keep  silence.  Flee. 

a  ̂̂ ^\^f\:j>:>_  pantdjili/tin,  Cinquefoil. 
p  patij,  Five.  Fifth.  In  fives.  The  five 

senses.  Pinj,  A  pinch.  A  button. 

p  i^\^.-pa)ijdb,  (The  five  waters  or  rivers,  viz. 
Sutlej,  Ravi,  Chinab,  Jilam,  and  Attock  or  Indus) 
Name  of  a  country  N.  W.  of  Hindustan. 

p  (j^^  ̂ P(^'U  The  five  pillars  (of  Mu- hammadanism :  Unitarianism,  Prayer,  Fasting,Pil- 

grimage,  and  Alms-giving). 

p  JiLs^.-  panjdli  murgh,  A  bird's  beak. Bird's  dung. 

p  d*"-C->^  ̂   panj  angusht,  Cinquefoil. 
2)anjah,  Fifty. 

p  ftJU**  slsH-  panjdh  sdla,  Fifty  years  old. 

p  2)anjdhiwi,  The  fiftieth. 

p  6i>\^:-  panjdka,  The  Christian  Lent. 

j)anjagana,  Henbane. 
p  C^.l  imnj  dyat,  The  five  chapters  of  the 

Kur'an  which  are  read  during  the  mourning  of  a 
Musulman. 

p  iO.W^v  panjdija,  Prayers  said  in  Lent. 
p  Sjl^*"*'  imnj  hzchdra,  The  five  wanderers, 

viz.  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  Venus,  and  Mercury. 

p  i-ii^.l^.  ̂ ,panj-pdgah,  (ov  paiij pdya') A  crab.  The  sign  Cancer. 

p  ̂.f^^Sf^.-  ptanj-jyahlu,  Quinquelateral. 
p  »\3      panj-tdh,  (A  rope)  of  five  threads. 

p  ̂ J^.y  ̂ jP'^'y-iii'yO'h,  A  syrup  of  treacle. V  uiJb  panj  tanipdh,  Five  holy  ones,  i.e. 

Muhammad,  Fatimah,  Ally,  Hasan,  and  Husayn. 

p  ul^^*<*  i^y^^  ̂ fP^^j  tawsani  saldmat,'£he five  senses. 

p  s^^s--       panj-clioba,  A  kind  of  tent. 
I'  Iff'ii      panj  du^,  The  five  daily  prayers. 

p j^^.-  panjar,  A  window,  balcony,  wooden 
lattice  before  a  window.  A  cage,  coop.  Watch 

(on  board  ship). 

p  Jjj       panj  roz,  Five  days.  Human  life. 
p  ij^.-  panjara,  A  cage.  One  who  keeps  a 

look  out  from  a  ship's  mast,  '^j^j^  f^^^"  panja- 
ran  Idjaward,  The  firmament.  Pinjara,  Name 
of  a  country. 

Pj^ii  ij^.-  panjara-ddr,  Latticed. 
p  Jl***  saZ,  Five  years.  Five  years  old. 

p  panj  sdlagi,  A  lustre,  five  years. 

p  aJLn  ̂ .pa?ysa/a,Of  five  years:  quinquennial. 

p^jS»sr*v  piiijash,  A  ball  of  carded  cotton. 

p  ^l<i»  ̂,.panj  slidhlii  dast,  Five  fin- 
gers. Cinque-foil. 
p  panj-shdhha,  Five-pronged. 

p  &.Jk.x_^  ̂ j^^panj  shii^ja,  The  five  senses. 
p  eujk.i,jS^-  panj  shambth,  Thursday. 
p  pu7ijshidan,  To  pvess,  squeeze,  or 

tickle  with  the  fingers.    To  disperse. 

p  u-aaS-       2)a77j  ̂ yh  shay-^,  Very  vi- 



cious  (guilty  of  five  vices ;  namely,  robbery,  adul- 
tery, gaming,  drunkenness,  and  falsehood). 

p  ijLIsH  panjah,  A  sort  of  ivy.  Punjah,  A 
ball  of  carded  cotton. 

fanjagan,  Fives. 

2mnj  fjcma,  Five. 

p  ̂   j)^^  g^'-''Vi  The  five  senses.  The  five daily  prayers  of  the  Muhammadans. 

p  aurt^      panj  gosha,  Pentangular. 
p        fu-njum,  (or  fanjumin)  A  fifth, 

tjljj  i^anjum  rawah,  The  fifth  heaven.  The 

orbit  of  the  planet  Mars. 

p  panjiriiy,  A  province  in  (j^y  tuyan. 

p  KZ.)J^Js>^:-2ycmj  angusht,  Five  fingers.  Cinque- 
foil,  and  several  other  similar  plants,  with  their 

seeds.  Aforkwithfiveprongs.  A placenearTabriz. 

p  CLaJ y  jMnj  nawhat,  The  five  daily  prayers 
of  aMuhammadan.  The  five  times  a  day  that  music 

is  played  before  the  house  of  a  great  man.  The  five 

instruments  of  war,  |Jj»ii  duhul,sjo\itii  damama,f^Jh 

tahl,  (  5(i  daf,  and        sanj.  CL^'f>  ̂ .paiij 
nawhat  zadan,  To  rejoice.  To  play  the  great  man. 

p  (^jJl^-  2)anj  nosh,  An  electuary  made  up 
of  five  ingredients. 

p  ̂ jjj       panj  warali,  Cinquefoil. 

p  J  ClAafc  J  J  ̂j^.  paw;  M  shash  wa 
haft  u  chahar,  The  five  (senses),  the  six  (sides)  of 

the  world,  seven  (planets),  and  four  (elements). 

p  s^.-  panja,  The  palm  of  the  hand  with  the 
five  fingers,  or  the  sole  of  the  foot  with  the  five 

toes.  The  fist.  The  hand  with  the  fingers  expanded. 

The  extended  talons  of  a  bird,  the  claws.  A  prong. 

A  sort  of  link  or  torch  resembling  five  fingers.  A 

hand  made  of  ivory  to  scratch  the  back.  A  handle, 

a  hilt.  Gripe.  Loose  stones  placed  on  the  parapet 
of  a  fort.  A  stone  hurled  out  of  a  balista,  or  for 

sinking  an  enemy's  ship.  Ivy.  A  kind  of  dance, 

in  which  they  take  hold  of  each  other's  hands. 
panjaA  hichara,  The  five  wanderers, 

i.e.  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  Venus,  and  Mercury. 

(J  Jj^J^  B^.-j)anja  tez  kardan,  To  prepare  for  war. 

JOv^.Jj  J  iiJSf:-panjaAduzdida,^\.Ye  intercalary  days 
added  to  the  Persian  year.  '^\:t^'^  panjad 

dilirana.  War.  ^jC>  uD/  panjasi  habk 
dari,  Name  of  a  note  in  music,  panja 

kardan,  To  grasp.  To  box,  slap.  &s:%- 

jasi  gurha.  Cat's  claw  (a  plant),  ̂ jo  tks:^.-2^an- 
jasi  maryam.  Sow-bread.  Pinja,  Ivy.  Panjah, 

(for  slsrH  2Mnjah)  Fifty.  A  fish.  A  net.  A  fish- 

hook.   A  grappling-iron. 

PjU         panja-dar.  Pronged. 
p       e^.-  2Mnja-zan,  Striking  the  nails  into. 

p  ̂̂ J:^  e.s^.-  panja-kash.  An  iron  instrument  re- 
sembling a  hand  with  which  wrestlers  exercise 

themselves,  by  locking  their  fingers  within  those 

of  the  instrument.  A  kind  of  bread  bearing  the 
marks  of  five  fingers. 
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l)anja-gir,  A  wrestler,  pugilist. 

P  2^anjiyana,  Hog's  bean. 
panjidan.  The  fifth. 

P  "^J^--  panjira,  (or j*^*v)  A  cage  :  window. 
p  til  J       panj  yah.  One  of  five,  a  fifth. 

P  {JCi^'  i^fl^y'^w.  Division  into  parts. 
p  iii^i^.-  panj  yoda,  Five,  five  units. 

H  Clo.W^-  panchayat.  Arbitration  by  five. 

p  s^.-  puncha,  The  front,  forehead.  The  fore- 
locks, ringlets  hanging  down  the  forehead,  hj^.- 

jjiij  t^^<_?jj  puncha  bar  kase  zadan,  To  dis- 
grace, distress,  ruin. 

p  liJJ  2nincha-hand,  A  front  band,  wreath, 

fillet,  worn  by  women.   A  curled  or  braided  lock. 

p  liJJ  pand.  Counsel,  advice.  Admonition,  ex- 
hortation. Doctrine,  moral.  Rite,  ceremony.  A 

kite.  jiiJ  pandi  pidar,  Paternal  admonition. 

(jiiU  u^jj  pand  dadan,  (or  iiJj.  pta'n-d  guftan) 
To  give  advice.  Sx^i^  jjj.  pandi  dil-2msand. 

Cordial  exhortation,  good  counsel.  Pind,  A  seat. 

Posteriors.    Pund,  Cotton  prepared  for  spinning. 

p j^iij^.  pandar.  One  who  takes  advice.  Pin- 
dar, Thought,  imagination,  fancy,  opinion.  Pride, 

conceit,  a  high  opinion  of  one's  self,  (in  composi- 
tion) Pondering,  thinking,  weighing.  Revolving. 

jjj  dur-pindar,  Thinking  deeply,  penetra- 
ting into  futurity. 

p  (ji>jO^\.iJo.  pindaramdan,  To  cause  to  under- 
stand, suppose,  imagine,  or  consider. 

p  ̂l^^tiJo.  2n7idaragan,  Ideas,  fancies. 
p  Sj^jjo  pindara,,  Thought,  fancy.  Conceit. 
p  pindari,  You  understand  or  consider. 

Conceit.  ̂ JJ\sy^  13  ta  na  pindari,  That  you  may 
not  think. 

p  f^;y<Mi\i^_^pindashtan,  (ov ̂ Jl^J\^^  To  think, 
imagine,consider,understand,presume.  To  be  proud. 

PjiiJo.  2Mndar,  Name  of  a  fort  near  Shiraz. 

p  ijd^,  pindara,  A  blockhead.  A  suppositi- ous child. 

p  {j^i^,  pundash,  (or  uL)  p)undali)  A  ball 
of  carded  cotton. 

p  tWiiJk)  pandand,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  son. 

p  pandura,  Cresses.    A  half-brother. 
p  J^iJo  2}inda,  A  drop,  spot,  point. 

P  ̂^S>,^j^,  2}andidan,  To  give  or  take  counsel. 
p  iyj^panza,  Akind  of  dance  with  joined  hands. 
G  2^(intajilun,  Cinquefoil. 

p  <^t^.  pink,  A  pinch.  Panak,  A  span.  Pa- 
nik,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Akind  of  wild  black  plum. 

p  panOi  ̂   bunch  of  dates.  A  rod,  stick, 

baton,  piece  of  wood.  A  window.  Dawn,  day- 
break, morning.  A  copper  bason  with  a  small  hole 

in  the  bottom,  for  water  in  which  it  is  placed  to 

flow  through,  used  for  measuring  time.  Ping,  A 

ten-thousandth  part  of  a  night  and  a  day. 

p  ̂j^.  pangara,  A  platter,  dish,  bowl,  cup. 

p  J\X^.  2)ingal,  A  cup,  glass.    An  hour-glass. 

P  1^}^.  2^ingan,  A  bowl,  a  cup.  A  copper 
bason  with  a  small  hole  in  the  bottom  for  water  in 

which  it  is  placed  to  flow  through,  used  in  mea- 
suring time ;  a  clepsydra. 

p  i(^lXl>  pingancha,  A  small  cup. 

pungah,  A  hill. 
p  ij^.  pang  or  pingara,  A  large  kettle.  A 

small  dish,  pan,  plate,  or  cup.  A  winnowing-fan 
made  of  straw. 

p  k.L^iA>  panang  or  pinang,  A  window. 
p  esjj  panak,  A  dunghill. 

p  panhala,  Confection  of  almonds. 

P  (^^-jj^.  panhan  or  pinhdn.  Concealed,  hid. 
Clandestine,  secret.  ^^l^.  p'w/mw  hudan. 
To  be  concealed,  to  abscond .  ̂jw^ii  (j^^tJ^?,  pinhan 

dashtan  (or  (jii;^ kardan)  To  conceal,  suppress. 

Pj_^<V.J(jVjJO.pm/mw(?if?a^i,Asly,stolen  glance. 

p^pCol^.  pinhangar,  A  place  expected  to  con- 
tain something'. 

P  (j}^.jnnham.  Concealment.  ijW*-?  hapin- 
ham,  (or  dar  2yinhani)  In  secret. 

P  e^'^V*^-  pinhanidan,  To  abscond,  lie  hid. 

Pj^.  panir,  Cheese. 
p       I        ̂ ?a?!ir-a&.  Whey  from  new  cheese. 

P  Uyi-jJo.  2}cmir-khurma,  Pith  of  a  palm-tree. 

p  uiJ^Jo.  panh-ak.  Sun-flower.  Chameleon. 

p  ^jjj.  panlr-Kisa,  A  cheese  suspended  in a  cloth  that  the  serum  may  run  out. 

p  s:>\ia j^  2}CLn'ir-maya,  Rennet. 

p  l>j^.  panira,  A  sun-flower.  The  chameleon. 
p  paniri,  Made  of  cheese.  Cheesy. 

pj^.  paniz.  Ever.  Never.  Quick,  speedy. 
p  SjJo  panlza,  (or  a>**Ju>.)  Fumitory  (a  herb). 

p  jJ^.  panilu,  A  market-place. 
p  (jji>.  panin,  Ever.  Never.    Quick,  speedy. 

p  ^aw^/MsA,  Pulsation.  Labour. 
p  2ianyun,  Going  away,  walking. 

p  pw,  Inquiry,  search.  A  moderate  pace,  a 
trot.  A  runningabout.  (ji^/^^.j  ̂/i  upu  kardan. 

To  inquire  diligently,  to  run  about  in  search  of. 

p  ̂y>^  2nmach,  Wicked,  base,  low,  vile. p  pamdzi,  Heat,  pain. 

p  i6|y.  2}awdna,  A  pass  leading  into  Persia. 
p  L-.'^.  pub.  Tapestry,  carpeting,  or  any  thing 

spread  in  a  house  by  way  of  ornament.  The  comb 

of  a  cock.  A  father.  Pob,  A  bird's  crest. 

P  L-^y.^jwp,  (or  (j^y.)  The  hoopoo  or  puet. 

p  (j^.io.y.  pupishman,  (  zand  and  P  az .)  A  helmet . 

p  U^.y.  pu2)ah,  A  hoopoo.  A  virgin. 

p  Jj.y.  joM^w/,  Betel-nut. 
p  _j^.y.  pu2)u,  A  hoopoo ;  also  its  cry. 

p  jo.y.  pu2M,  A  hoopoo. 

p  C^ji^^put,  Sheep's  liver.  Victuals.  A  kind  of melon. 

p  i-->^y.  putdb,  A  butt  for  shooting  at. 

p  i-ili>y.  putank,  Pulecium,  pennyroyal, 

p  eOj^  piita,  A  treasury.  A  crucible. 



^  iSiil^^th  (A  fry)  of  sheep's  liver. 

P  ̂^,.  ]'^0>  (oi"  ̂^.^'"'^'^0  Injudicious,  ignorant, 
absurd.  Irregular,  inconsistent,  immoderate,  inor- 

dinate. Round,  convex,  bunching  out,  hilly.  Low, 
vile,  base.  Plain,  smooth.  Empty,  vacant.  A 
prater,  babbler,  blabber. 

P  Vhl  ̂in'i;  Large  or  hook-nosed. 
Pj-5  '^.'i^,  puch-(jo  or  (ju,  Talking  nonsense. 

p  CLj"^^^^  puchiyat,  Foolish  prattle. 
p     4:  j^ukh,  Gumminess  about  the  eyes. 

-  ̂J^y!,.  poMitan,  To  cook. 

p  i^^/pud,  Meat  or  food  (for  man  and  beast). 
Bait  (for  fish).  Tinder,  touchwood.  The  woof  or 

weft,  i.e.  the  cross-threads  (in  contradistinction ''to 
the  warp  or  threads  stretched  lengthwise,  and  which 

are  called  j\3  tar).  Cloths  (particularly  linens) 
woven  in  streaks  or  stripes  of  different  colours.  Old. 

liji.  jii  du  imd,  Wrought  in  two  colours. 

p  C^\d^_^_2mdat,  Perceived,  felt. 

p  lijj  J>^.  pud-hand,  A  fillet  for  the  mouth.  A 
thing  forgotten. 

p  iOii^j^.  pudina,  Mint. 

p  » JjJ  puda,  Rubbed,  worn.  Fallen  to  pieces. 

Empty.  Old.  Weak.  Rotten,  addle.  Meat  (for 
men),  food  (for  cattle),  bait  (for  fish)..  Tinder, 
touchwood.  The  woof  or  weft. 

p  jmdma,  Mint,  spearmint. 

P  t^Lijl  pozish,  Excuse,  apology. 
pur,  A  son.  Ahorse.  One  who  shams 

ignorance.  Steel.  A  woodcock.  Porus  kino-  of 

Kanoge.  r>\^  shah-pur,  The  son  of  a  king, 
name  of  a  king  of  Persia,  whom  the  Greek  and 
Roman  writers  called  Sapores. 

P        ̂ ji>J}uri-atahm,'Fav\(}iVin  king  of  Persia. 
^ j'^^  ji^.,pur-azar,  The  patriarch  Abraham. 

^  ul>->v  Puran,  Kanoge.  A  successor.  Sons. 

P<-^=-'i  iJ)j;j>.puran-duhht,'Nscineoft\ie  daugh- ter of  Khusraw  Parvez. 

P  [y^jy>.,purtalial,  Portugal. 

p  fj^J^^j^.  jmr-dastdn,  Name  of  Rustam. 

P  ij^'i)^,  pordagcin,  (or  ̂J^.^Jy>?j  Five  inter- 
calary days  added  to  the  end  of  the  Persian  year. 

p  i^j^i^tJij^jmr  sa&wA%m,SultanMahmud. 

P  pwr  s'ma,  Avicenna. 
p  \^^j^>  pur-shasb.  The  father  of  Zardusht. 

p  j^jmri  sadaf,  (Oyster's  son)  A  pearl. 

P  (jlr»^^.  pV'r-^m7'an,  Aaron  and  Moses. 
p  pur-^nha,  The  father  of  Rustam. 
P  purfan,  Saucy  beggars. 

Vi^^j^.puri  Aw&a<^,Nushiravan  king  of  Persia. 

^  '^'^^^j^.  porka7id,  A  balcony.  A  mansion. 

P  '^j^,.  pormmid,  A  kind  of  fragrant  herb. 
Purmand,  Having  a  numerous  ofFsprino-. 

P  8,^,  jmra,  A  son.  Trunk  of  a  tree. 

^J^^  jyi,puri  hajar,  Ishmael,  Hagar's  son. 
^  py^riyan.  The  citizens  of  Kanoge. 
P  J^.  poz.  The  lip,  mouth,  and  environs.  The 
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beak  of  a  bird,  the  snout  of  a  quadruped.  The  space 

between  the  nose  and  lip.    The  trunk  of  a  tree. 

p  \y>^  j^^^  j)oz-hand,  A.  muzzle. 
p  i^jy!^.  pozish,  An  excuse,  apology,  {^j^,. 

[^^^ pozish  hardan.  To  excuse,  make  an  apology. 

p ̂ .3j.  ̂jh^^.  pozish-2)azh;  Accepting  excuses. 

p  iJUj^.  j>02^-?«aZ,  A  farrier's  twitch. 
p  j^^.  jjo^aw,  Land  prepared  for  sowing. 
p  2^(^~^}  The  parts  round  the  mouth.  The 

trunk  of  a  tree. 

p         ̂ jwzidan,  To  make  excuse,  apologize. 

p  ̂̂ J^j^>_2^Hj(^''i9y  A.  piece,  portion,  morsel. 

p  (^_)^.  pus.  Cajolery,  servile  civility. 
p  &iL«jy.  piusana,  Fraudulently.  Cajolery. 

p  CLMMy>_  2)0St,  Skin.  A  raw  hide,  undressed 
skin.  Rind,  outward  coat.  Crust.  Bark  of  a  tree. 

A  shell.  Poppy-head.  Slander,  detraction. 

post  haz hardan,  (or  ̂̂ li^^i  dadan)  To  draw 
back  the  skin.  To  reveal  the  secrets  of  the  heart. 

U'^Xj^  CIaa**^.  2^^^^  hardany  To  peel  (fruit). 

&<ajj  (JlA**Ji_j^.  j^'os^'t  ia?/^a.  An  egg-shell  .J^Cju**^. 
2)0stijaivz,  A  nut-shell.  iO,l^  CL/^^>2^os1i  hliaya. 

The  scrotum.  ̂ ^s^Ji^ (^jj  ̂ jJ^  Clj^^^])Osti 

sag  bar  ru  Itashidan,  To  draw  a  dog's  skin  over  the 
face.  To  be  indecent.  ̂ ^d^iJL,*j*>y>,  post  hardan. 

To  be  intimate.  To  slander.  To  deceive.  L1*<»>jA^ 

ha  2iosti  hase  nftadan,  To  traduce. 

^^u-w  \  "•'-"j^.        handan,  To  flay,    jl*  (Jl****^. 
2)osti  mar,  A  snake's  slough.  ̂ JM«  iJL>M»^.2)osti 
mis,  Blue  vitriol. 

p  iJL>^y>,post-hazraftagi,  Excoriation. 

p  CJ^y>,  2}0st  haz  raft  a,  Excoriated. 

p  "id^jO  {JL^y>.  2}0st  haz  harda.  Skinned. 

p  iJ^iMi^i^  post-2')ara,  The  standard  ofj^Aar. 
v\Jfi_CL>^Mi^^_post-pera,  A  currier,leatlier-dresser, 

p  ̂J;\J^J)_\J^u>>|i^post-2'^eray,Ki^,nl\ev.  A  currier. 
p  post-raftagi.  Excoriation. 

p  i^^Sj  C^Kui^^  2^ost-rafta,  Excoi'iated. 
p  Jl^iO^^.  2^ostgal  (or  &Jl>  (JL^y>_  post-gala) 

The  smooth  skin  under  the  tail  of  a  sheep. 

p  posti,  One  who  intoxicates  himself 

with  an  infusion  of  poppy-heads.  Lazy,  indolent. 

P(j^L*jyj)os!'iH,  Leathern.  Leather.  A  fur  gar- 
ment. Slander,  detraction,  i^'^.j'^  i^li-^jiyi,  posim 

daridan,  To  blab  a  secret,  (j^y  (j^CLw^.  2^ostm 

hardan,  (or  ̂^^^^  U^^J^.-j'^  dar2)ostin  uftadan) 
To  speak  ill  of;  to  tell  the  faults. 

pjjii  2iostin-doz,  A  furrier. 
p  M^i  jwsa,  The  thread,  which  in  spinning  is 

coiled  round  the  spindle 

p  (jjju*>y.  jwsidan.  To  rot,  corrupt,  spoil,  wi- 
ther;  become  putrid. 

p  iSiMij>  2^osida,  Rotten,  rancid,  putrefied. 

p  L^y>-  iSxuijl  posida-chuh  or  choh,  Rotten 
wood.  Wood  which  ignites  and  burns  as  a  candle. 

p  (_jS>^.  2^os]i,  A  covering,  mantle,  garment.  A 
coat  of  mail.  A  cover,  veil,  lid.  A  certain  plant, 
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which,  when  pounded,  forms  a  medicament  for  the 

eye.     (in  compos.)  Clothing,  dressing,  covering. 

p(i-posh,  (Covering  the  feet)  Shoes,  slip- 

pers. C_P^.  j^/f  jurm-2wsh  or  {^^.  ̂-iai-  hhata- ^90s/t,Concealingorpardoning  sins.  {j^^^/j^oMsabz- 

2)osh,  Clothed  in  green.  ̂ _y>^.  *^  halla-pvsh,  (Co- 

vering the  head)  A  turban  or  other  head-dress. 
p  Li»yjx)A7/a,Covering,concealing:  a  garment. 

p  2^oshak,  Clothes,  raiment,  attire. 
p  2^oshahi,  Fit  for  making  garments. 

p  ̂^0^^***^^.  poslianidan.  To  clothe  another. 
p  (jiwlw^jj.  2^oshish,  A  covering,  garment,  dress. 

A  coverlet,  sheet,  blanket.  ̂ Ji  ̂JUMiy>,posMshi  tan, 

Acoveringforthebody,ahabit,coat.  j'^^j  [J^y^.. 
2wslushi  rah-guzar,  A  covered  way  between  two 

houses.    A  corridor.     jji^lij^.  zam'in!  hi 
jwshish,  (Ground  without  covering)  A  desert ;  un- 

cultivated lands. 

p  CiljjjJ.  p)oshah,  (in  Turan)  A  cat,  puss. 

p  j:>os/«^a?i,  A  point  in  the  divine  life 

attainable  only  by  the  very  spiritually-minded. 

Name  of  a  place  near  NTshapur.  Poshagan,  In- 
visible things.    Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  e^y>,poshala,  Covered.  Clothing. 

p  dj^y>.  2)0shand,  A  veil  touching  the  ground. 

p  ̂  SXMi y>  2)oshandagi,  A  garment,  a  covering. 

p  »3j.j^^.^;o*7t?'?2f7a,  Who  clothes.  0^-»^ edjJ^y>. 
lIaSs*  posh  bulati  Mswati  mahahhat.  Wearing  the 
habit  of  friendship. 

p  ̂^J.^.^y>_  2^oshnag,  A  cat. 

p  &l<iJj^.  poshna,  A  lid,  cover.  Concealed. 

p  i^yi^posha,  A  veil,  a  curtain. 

p  ̂'^.***y^.  po-'^/'if/o^/J,  Ambiguity,  dubiousness. 
p  (ji^jJioj^.  pjosliidan.  To  cover,  conceal,  clothe. 

To  dress,  to  wear  clothes.    To  shut. 

p  f^s^^y),  poslndavl,  Fit  to  be  put  on,  proper 
to  be  worn.    Clothing,  dress. 

p  td.i*ny>_foslnda,  Clothed,  dressed,  concealed, 
covered,  hid.  A  chaste,  retired  woman.  is^y>_ 

i^i^y>  2)oshida  hudan.  To  be  concealed,  abscond, 
lie  hid.    To  be  clothed,  dressed. 

p  »i^jk-l|yj)os/(I(Z«-c/(«.s/mi,  Hood-winked. 
Blind.    Blind  to  the  failings  of  others. 

p  j?M/i,  Tinder,  touchwood.  Wind  from 
the  throat  in  blowing  a  fire.  Corn  laid  up  in  a  pit, 

which  is  then  strewed  over  Avith  thorns  and  rub- 

bish that  it  may  not  be  discovered  by  thieves  or 
enemies.  Hollow. 

p  Jj^.  pul,  A  bridge.  A  small  piece  of  copper 
coin.  A  fish-scale.  ei^J  J^.  pul  giriftan,  To 

scrape  the  scales  off"  a  fish,  to  scale.    An  inn. 
p  Sense,  feeling. 

«  (^'iJy.  2ndcdn,  Palpable,  tangible,  evident. 
p  d^j>,2'u^^<^'  The  finest  Damascus  steel,which, 

with  that  of  pji'  hum,  is  esteemed  the  best  in  the East.  Steel  generally,  a  sword.  Name  of  a  demon 
and  of  a  famous  warrior.    A  club. 



p  jmlad-hazu,  With  arm  of  steel. 

ii^yj'zlZafZ-/t/ia?/,(orcLJ^r«^)I-Ieaclstrong. 

p  ̂^^sr****         pulud-sanjan,  Hardy  warriors. 

p  u-*isi*  d^^^^jmlad-iniJthlah,  Steel-taloned. 

p  jl^  d^^l  pulad-nihad,  As  hard  as  steel. 

p  lijj        puladwand,  Hard  as  steel. 

p  ij,'^^l2^olani,  Pottage,  gruel. 
P  C^iJ^.  jmlah,  The  scales  of  a  fish. 

p  poZa,  A  withered  melon.  Any  fruit  soft 
and  rotten  inside. 

p  j^yj3M?z,  Felt-cloth,  any  kind  of  saddle-cloths 
for  horses,  camels,  or  other  beasts  of  burden. 

?  ̂̂ ^»i>_'puniha,  Phoenicia. 

p  ̂ j^>.2^uy,  A  moderate  pace,  a  trot. 

p  bjJjjT/^ya,  (or (jbj^pw^are)  Running,  trotting. 

A  runner,  ^ji^j^  i^.^..  P^^V^i^  Z;w<^a?i,  To  meander 

up  and  down. 

p  j)yci  i^.^>.  iniyan-hizhar,  A  horse. 

P  iJ^,  iJ^..  P^y-V^Vj  Running,  trotting.   Fie ! 
p  &^ panicha,  Ivy. 

p  (jtV.j^.  puyidan,  To  wander.    To  trot. 

p  {^J^.y>,  jmyish,  A  trotting  up  and  down. 

p  (^l^^^.j)M_y<7aw,  The  womb.  Water  sprinkled. 

p  i^jJoji  puyandagi,  A  running,  trotting. 

p  jmya  or  poya,  A  canter,  hand-gallop, 

run.    ̂ j^.jii  is.i^_  j)oya  dawulan,  To  canter. 

p  (jt\;>._5^.  puytdan,  To  run  to  and  fro,  to  trot. 
To  examine,  search. 

p  JO.  pah,  Bravo  !  well  done  !  jo  pali 

kardan,  To  puff  or  breathe  in  one's  face. 

H  p  ̂Jij^ ̂ ^j^'^^phansi  kardan,  To  strangle. 
p         J^J^^/m^^^^,  A  wedge  :  one  under  a  door. 

p  ijo^l  phatan,  An  Afghan  tribe.    A  Patau. 

^J-d-  P'^^'-'''}  Fourth,  u-z'^^^.jt^  dupahrishab, 
Two  watches  of  the  night.  Ptihr,  A  Jewish  school. 

p  ijf^,  pah^a,  A  guard.  Protection.  A  watch 
or  fourth  part  of  the  night. 

p S^i  pahra-dar,  A  watchman,  guard. 

'P  ̂..p>alilav,  A-hevo.  A  wrestler.  A  saint.  A 
city.  Name  of  a  country  where  Pehlevi  is  spoken. 

Shem,  son  of  Noah.  The  parts  about  Ispahan. 

Pa/tZw,  The  side.  Utility.  Profit,  advantage,  jl-,^. 

^^d^  ̂^^pahlu  tihi  liar  dan,  To  withdraw,  retire. 

To  shiin,  avoid,  abstain,  ̂ jii^ii  jJ.^.  palilu  dcidan, 

To  assist.  To  retire.  To  avoid,  ̂ lij  _jJ.^.  ̂Ja^'/w 

zadan,{or  ̂ ^t^>\*n  j\~^.pahlu  sayidatiyVo  associate, 
be  on  a  footing  with.  1^6^ ̂̂ ^^j^'^^'-^^  kardan,1o 
run  away.  To  turn  away  the  face,  avoid,  beware 

of.  j^Cl]  i^^^^pahluyi  lashkar,  The  wing  of  an 
army.  pahlu  nihadan,  To  sleep,  ̂ i-^i 

ha  pahlu  vftadan,  To  fall  on  the  side.  To 
die,  be  killed. 

p  pahlawan,  A  hero,  champion,  brave 

warrior,  strong  athletic  man.  Rough,  rugged  in 

figure  or  in  speech,  ̂ ^^L^jyahlawani  sipihr, 

The  celestial  warrior,  Mars,  jjjji.  i^^^,.  l^lda- 
mani  pur-zor,  A  brave  champion. 
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p  pahlawanana,  Heroic  :  heroically. 

P  ̂^^j^.pa}da^l•a7l^,^Ievoism.  A  citizen.  An- 
cient Persian.  Heroic.  Belonging  to  a  city. 

P  j^ii  J^t?.  pahlu-dar,  A  helper.  Scurrility. 
p  t^lwi  ̂ i^.  pahlu-sdy,  An  equal.  Intimate. 

p  tJ^J^.  imldav'i.  Belonging  to  a  city.  A  citi- 
zen. An  ancient  Persian,  and  what  relates  to  him. 

Saintly.  ^jVj  ̂alani  pahlavipThe  language 
of  the  ancient  Persians,  the  Pahlavi  language. 

p  s.\^_  pahla,  Ispahan,  Ray,  and  Dinawar. 
P  pahmazak,  A  porcupine. 

P  i^^.  jjahn,  Wide,  large,  broad,  ample,  exten- 

sive. ^jOji^^^^.  Am'fZflw,  To  extend.  Pahan, Milk  which  boils  in  the  breast  of  the  mother  through 
maternal  affection. 

p  lx^.^a/ma,  Broad.  Latitude,  breadth,  width. 

p  lo'^Xf^^paJmana,  Buttered  toast.  An  ape. 
Pjjll^.jj«/«rta?(;ar, Broad, wide,  ample.  tlL^J 

cZas//,i/pa7iMa?i7ar,  A  widely-extended  desert. 

p  pahnan.  Breadth,  width. 

p  palm-hint.  Flat  or  broad-nosed. 

p  S^..  pahand.,  A  toil  for  catching  deer. 

p^jj^.  palinur.  The  colocynth. 
p  sx^^pahna,  A  kind  of  racket,  such  as  they 

play  with  at  tennis,  a  battledore.  Breadth.  The 
inside  of  the  thigh  toward  the  root  of  the  tail.  A 

boy's  spinning-top.  A  race-ground.  Pahana,  A 
flowing  of  milk  through  maternal  affection. 

p        palmi.  Flatness,  breadth. 

p  ̂ l^JJ^.  jmlinldan,  To  expand,  stretch. 
p         palii,  The  bitter  purging  apple. 

p  Jjay,  A  foot.  A  nerve,  tendon,  sinew.  A 

footstep,  track,  trace,  mark,  vestige.  Pui'suit.  The 
heel.  Rank.  Power,  strength.  Pretence,  pretext, 

false  appearance.  Inclination.  A  time,  turn.  Be- 
cause, for,  on  account  of.  After ;  behind,  ̂ ji^  ij, 

2}ay  hurdan.  To  trace,  discover,  find  out.  (j'^'^ ij, 
pay  kardan,  To  abandon,  give  up,  lose,  y  -^^3 

az  payA  tu,  On  thy  account,  t^ij  j\  azpayraf- 

fan,  (or  1  (3  jii  dar  ̂ lay  amadaii)  To  go  be- 
hind, follow,  trace,  ^'^.J^  paysi  tafrih. 

By  way  of  recreation,  [^'^^j  pay  rasidan,To 

arrive  quickly,  ̂ jjl^ijb  ̂ J,  pay  haz  nihadan,To 

retreat,  i^^j^i^  P>(^y  iMrdan,  To  follow.  To  ham- 
string.   Pi,  Fat,  grease,  tallow. 

p  i— 'VjO  pay-ah.  Power,  strength.  Bottom  of 
the  sea,  river,  lake,  cistern,  or  piece  of  water.  Foot 

or  extremity  of  any  thing,  end. 

p  pay-a-pay ,  Step  by  step,  successively, 

repeate'dly,incessantly, continuously,  consequently. 
Continuous.  ^3^.  pay-a-pu.y  slmdan.  To  fol- 

low in  succession. 

p  Siil.J.^i?/acZa,  A  footman.  Afoot-soldier.  In- 
fantry. A  peon.  A  pawn  at  chess.  A  bailiff,  catch- 

poll. Ignorant,  uninformed,  illiterate.  The  tendril 
of  a  vine.  A  kind  of  willow.  A  sort  of  rose.  5<.>U>. 

piyada  shudan,  To  be  on  foot.    To  alight 

from  a  horse.  id\^jnya.da  nihadan,  To  re- 

gard or  set  down  as  base  and  weak.  ̂ yAic 
jnyadan  multazim,  A  servant  in  constant  pay. 

p  l>  SiiU>  p>hjada-pd,  On  foot. 

p  C^\Jo  ij'^^i  piydda-nafardt,  Infantry. 
p  (.iJjU^.  piydrak,  A  bird  resembling  the  night- 

ingale in  shape  and  song,but  smaller  and  very  green. 

pjl-i  piydz,  An  onion.  i_^i^j{x>,piyuzi  dashti, 
A  wild  onion,  sea-onion,  bulbous  root,  scallion, 

squill.  Ratsbane,wolfsbane.  i^y^j^.piydzi  ynush, 
Sea-onion  or  squill. 

P  i^jj^        piydz-farosh,  A  seller  of  onions. 
p  ̂J^_.  piydzali,  A  rattan.  A  mace.  Name  of 

a  village. 

P  i^j^iH.  piydzalii,  A  ruby  from  Piyazak. 

piyaz-hz,  A  wild  onion. 
p         j5i?/a^M,  A  sea-onion,  a  squill. 

P  \jjU>.  p)iydz-ivd,  Light,  unsatisfying  food. 
p  (jyjl^.^r/?/^^^,  A  wild  onion.  A  kind  of  ruby. 

An  iron  mace,  a  war-mace. 

p  (Jj^.  piydzi-rang,  Pinky,  rosy. 
p  &JLo.  piyala,  A  cup,  goblet,  or  drinking-glass. 

The  pan  of  a  musket-lock,  jy^  &!>\^,piydlasijawr, 

A  cup  filled  to  the  brim.  ̂ ^^xJU^  i^^^,  piyala  ka- 

slndan,  To  drink.  ̂ Sij>\d^  jiiydla  gardani- 
dan,  To  circulate  the  bowl. 

p  s!i\i_  piyala-nawdla,  Meat  and  drink  (a 
cant  word  amongst  debauchees). 

p  payam.  News,  advice.  A  message.  Sa- 
lutation (in  letters).  ̂ C3j>-\  CLJjya  ̂ ^_paydmi 

mawaddat-ikhtitdm,  Salutations  sealed  with  afiec- 
tion,  friendly  compliments. 

p jjl  ̂\x>,2mydni-dwar,  An  enyoj.  A  prophet. 
p  j<^ou)  paijan^-har.  An  apostle  :  a  messenger. 

p  ̂ ^U).  pay-dmegh.  Muscular,  sinewy  flesh. 
The  fleshy  part  or  brawn  of  meat.  A  piece  of  flesh 
or  fish  without  bone.  Name  of  an  herb. 

p  p)ay-dliu,  A  house  of  a  hexagonal  form. 
An  upper  room  having  an  ascent  by  a  spiral  staircase. 

p  i^ju^^  pihas,  Di-y  mouldy  bread,  spoiled  by 
the  mice.  A  tumour.  A  louse.  A  kind  of  butter, 

or  fat  of  mutton,  the  eating  of  which  is  said  to  be 

good  for  disordei's  in  the  eyes. 

p  ti>i^*).  pay-hand,  A  fettei',  a  tether. 
H        pipal.  The  holy  fig-tree. 

II  J yo        pijMld-mul,  Long-pepper  root. 
p         j)aytdm,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  News. 

P  t»-**»^*?.  pitarash,  Zardusht's  grandfather. 
p  C^A^.  pitah,  A  moth  fretting  a  garment. 
p  pitlidni.  An  engine  (for  throwing 

stones).  A  lever. 

H  (Jju>.  jnial.  Brass. 
p  &jL>.  ̂ «^«,  A  wick  ;  a  lint-stock. 

p  ̂.^ZL^^jntiskahitn,  The  third  period,  lasting 
75  days,  during  which  the  earth  was  created. 
p  jKch,  Twisted,  folded,  rolled  up,  curled, 

intertwinedjcoiled,  crooked,  complicated,  intricate. 



Curvature,  bending.  A  curl,  ringlet,  fold,  plait 

wreath, -twist,  roll.  A  worm  which  infests  the  bot- 
tom of  ships.  A  screw.  A  vortex.  A  coat-button. 

Difficulty,  perplexity.  Deceit.  Envy.  _j  ̂*>,j\^ 
ha  hazar  loech  u  tab,  With  a  thousand  folds 

and  writhings.  j  •^■•J'-i  rish  tan  imr 
fccU  u  tah,  Thread,  full  of  twists  and  tui'ns. 

.'  i;o  '.  Jar  peek,  Roll  within  roll, 
'■"■r-.i  zadun,  To  screw. 

p  ̂Ksi-f^i 2jec]i-a-2)cch,  Involved,  intricate,  dis- torted, crooked,  rolled  in  a  circle.  Crisped,  curled. 

pechald  shiham,  A  twisting  of 

the  guts,  gripes. 

p  jjl^^-  pechan,  Complicated,  twisted. 

p  ̂jAjoW^-  pechanidan,  To  twist,  involve. 
p  i_-sl3  ̂ \sf^.-  pechan  naf,  Contortion  of  the 

navel,  a  violent,  excruciating  pain,  incident  to  wo- 
men in  labour. 

p  V-^-  pecli-pa,  (Crooked  foot)  A  crab. 

p  ̂i^^^'  pech-pech,  The  rack. 
^JuJi,  peck  pechan,  Inclining,  leaning 

from  side  to  side. 

p  u-^l^^s::^-  2Jech'tab,  A  knot.  High  words,  an- 

gry discourse.  Silence  through  anger.  Restless- 
ness, suspense,  perplexity. 

pj^i^s^-  pech-dar,  Twisted,  coiled. 
P  (ji'Sr^v  pechish.  Contortion,  inflexion,  curve. 

Gripes.  Circumvention.  Disobedience,  rebellion. 

Siijj  [Ji'^t  pechishi  ruda,  A  twisting  of  the  guts. 

p  iJj  i^J:>^.-  pechish-zada,  Griped. 
p  L^Xs^.-  j)echak,  A  ball  of  thread  or  silk.  The 

bottom  on  which  thread  is  wound.  A  fillet  for 

confining  a  lady's  head-dress.  A  ship-worm.  Ivy. 
A  bone  ring  without  a  bezel. 

P  (^^^s       2)ec]i-hash,  A  turn-screw. 

p  d^i^:-  pecliand,  A  fillet  for  the  hair.  Ivy. 
p  pechrvan,  Twisted,  coiled. 

p  2Kcha,  An  auger,  wimble,  piercer.  A 

pent  or  projection  over  a  door.  A  creeping  plant, 

ivy.  A  lock  of  curling  hair.  An  ornament  set  with 
jewels  worn  on  the  head  of  a  bride.  A  fillet  for 

the  hair.  A  wall  (between  two  other  walls  it  does 

not  touch)  upon  which  the  roof  rests  in  a  peculiar 

manner,  conducing  to  warmth.  A  wink,  nod,  sign. 

p  j_^^-^-j»ec/titZa</i,Atwisting,twist,distortion. 
pechidan,  To  twist,  distort,  bend,  in- 

volve, wreath  or  coil  as  a  serpent,  wind  in  a  ser- 

pentineform,surround,  envelo])e,  involve.  To  twist 

a  bit  of  camel's  nerve  or  bowstrins;  round  the  end  of 
an  arrow.  To  screw,  wreath,  make  intricate.  To 

assemble,  meet.  To  disobey,  rebel.  To  wound.  To 

divulge.  To  be  confused  in  speech.  To  assist,  aid. 

Paychidan,  To  associate  or  keep  company  with. 

p  »iiJ^-29ecAic?a,  Twisted.  A  bracelet,  particu- 
larly one  quadrangularly  platted.  Ivy.  Perverse. 

^'^.-P^^^^'')  Grum  adhering  to  the  eye-lashes. 
dung  of  birds.  Excrement 
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of  any  kind,  (jj^i-^^ij^  ̂ y^'t?-.-  2nlthal  anddhhfan,To 

mute,  (said  of  birds,  beasts,  or  flies),  i^'^y'^  Jls:^- 

2nhhal-aludagi,'Deii\ement  with  dung.  »ii_j5T  Jlis^^- 
jnhlud-uluda,  Defiled  with  dung. 

p  ijr^^.-  2)ehhtan,  To  twist. 

p  (j**s:S^-^;a?//i;/ias, Suspicion,  guess:  discovery. 
p  CLi^M,^^.- 2)ay-hhast,VnAermiiied.  Trampled 

and  softened  under  the  foot.  Imprisoned.  Sick, 

infirm,  weak.  Fetid,  stinking.  A  discovery. 

PdJM,k^.-pay-khasta,Trampled  underfoot.  Im- 

potent, helpless.  Suspicion,  fancy,  doubt.  Fetid. 
Stuffed.  A  man  or  beast  confined  in  a  narrow  place 

whence  they  cannot  escape.  An  undermined  wall. 

p  SX>.  2}id,  Scattered.  Singed,  spoiled  :  useless. 

p  \S-i>->,  2Ml/da,  Discovered,  invented.  Clear, 

evident,  manifest,  apparent.  Exhibited.  Public. 

Born,  produced.  Invention ;  discovery.  Publi- 
cation, exhibition,  production.  Openly,  publicly, 

clearly,  evidently,  manifestly.  ̂ ^^J^  \s^,payda 
shud.an,  To  be  evident.  To  become  public.  To 

come  forward  (as  a  boil  or  other  sore).  To  labour 

under  any  disorder.  To  originate  (as  a  malady). 

To  rise  or  appear  (as  the  sun).  ̂^'^^^O-'f^.  2^cy(^(i 
hardan,  To  invent,  discover,  declare,  make  public. 

To  engender.    To  afford. 

p         paydad,  Open,  public,  manifest. 

p  paydash,  Creation,  j^roduction. 

p 2^'^ydo,war,  Produce.  Profits. 

P  ̂^J^"^,.  pf^ydawasi  or  pldamasi,  A  coin  of 
the  value  of  five  dinars,  that  passed  current  in  Per- 

sia during  the  reigns  of  the  Kayanians. 

p  \^Ji^\d^^,2Mydaylsh.,Vvoi\.\.\ct\oi\,hixi\i,  Crea- 
tion.   Genesis.    Earnings,  profit. 

p  ̂^^i^.  paydaii,  Manifestation,  appearance. 
P  (J,  pay  dar  pay.  Step  by  step,  one  after 

another.  Repetition. 

Pj*)  ̂ «/',  An  old  man.  A  founder  or  chief  of 
any  religious  body  or  sect.  Monday.  An  old  wo- 

man, (^'i^  j>  2"''^'  tatan,  The  world,  j*?. 
i^^Xiji pnnlarnawashyThe  world.  The  sky.  j^. 

^jjO  jnri  ta^lm,  A  spiritual  guide.  ij-t?"  j^^. 
piri  chihl  sola,  Maturity  of  intellect.  An  angel. 

Adam.    A  turquoise  stone.  j*>_  2nri  hhuda, 

Name  of  Othman.  j^^.^nH  Mfmc?,  Wisdom. 

(j«ju-s-^^.  ̂ Mri  hhasis,  The  planet  Saturn.  The 
devil.    \3  du  ta.  The  vault  of  heaven. 

(^yo  jti  piri  du  moy,  The  world  (as  subject  to 

the  interchange  of  day  and  night).  ̂ lEfcO  j^_2>ir'i 
dihhan,  Old  wine.  pT?'?'  zdl,  An  old  decrepit 
man.  The  father  of  Rustam.  A  title  of  honour 

(similartoSenior,Seigneur,Senor,orSenhor,among 

the  French,  Italians,  and  Spaniards).  Sii^^s-  jLu 

2nri  sdl-khwurda,  Old  wine.  i„^.(V|^**» j^.^^Iri  sa- 
randih,  The  old  man  of  Ceylon,  i.e.  Adam.  jJ>_ 

^JUm  2nri  shashum  charkh.  The  planet  Jupi- 

ter. CL*'sjJh j^.  plri  tarikat,  A  spiritual  guide. 

C^^ii jti^^p'iri  fartut,  A  delirious  old  man. 

Ldlii  piri  fcdak,  The  planet  Saturn.  &jLi^j*> 

\s-^  2nri  kushtaA  ghawcjha,  The  old  man  killed 
in  the  fray,  i.e.  Othman.  ̂ ^laa^^j^.  piri  kan^n, 

The  patriarch  Jacob.  j^.  p^i'i  rnvglidn,  A 
chief  priest  of  the  Magi  or  worshippers  of  fire.  A 

prior  of  a  Christian  monastery.  A  keeper  of  a  ta- 
vern or  house  of  promiscuous  entertainment. 

t\S>>- (Jl.A-ij6  2nri  hasht  hhidd,  Rizwan,  porter  of  Pa- 

radise, uilii  uL*ij&j-^.  piri /(fl/ijyflZa/i,  Saturn.  Ju- 

jiiter.  i^^i^  J  jt-^.  P^''  ujawdn,  Old  and  young. 
^lilJjjt^j*^.  piri  darmishan,  The  superior  of  the 
Dervishes  (an  order  of  Muhammadan  monks), 

p jti  piyar,  A  father. 
p  pera  or  2^'^y^'^}  0"^  who  decorates,  po- 

lishes, writes,  or  executes  with  elegance  and  accu- 
racy. A  pruner.  One  who  shaves,  clips,  trims,  or 

plucks  up  superfluous  hairs.  tjSd  nadiru- 
2)era,  A  writer  of  memorable  events. 

pni  dr,  The  year  before  last.    The  day 
before  yesterday. 

p  iJLajl^)  pira?"-sa/,  The  year  before  last. 
p  jierdstan,  (by  some  p«?/ra5tow)  To 

adorn,  decorate,  ornament,  embellish  (by  cutting, 

clipping,  or  taking  away).  To  prune,  clip,  trim. 
To  diminish.    To  tan. 

p  il*u\j^j}erdsta.  Adorned.  Trimmed,  clipped, 

polled.  Tanned.  Arranged,  adjusted.  A  village 

abounding  in  palm-trees. 
p  pi/'asifZow,  To  rub,  to  grind. 

p  ,^jS\j^_  pii-dgand,  Scattered,  dispersed. 
p  pira^/«wria«.  To  disperse,  scatter. 

p  (j/o]^.  jyerdman,  (or  ̂^ycSj^^pjerdmwi)  Envi- 
rons, adjacent  places.  A  circuit.  A  border,  mar- 

gin, skirt,  lappet,  flap.     About,  around. 

{jS^j^  2yerdmani  saray,  The  environs  of  the  house, 
whatever  surrounds  it. 

p  ]nrdn,  (pi.  of plr)  Old  men.  Land 

granted  for  the  ei-ection  or  preservation  of  a  tomb 
over  a  Muhammadan  saint.  Name  of  one  of  Afras- 

yab's  generals. 
p  dj^->pi?'ana, Elderly ,like  an  oldman,orsaint: 

saintly.    Growing  old.    A  hunter. 

p jiji  aj^*i.  2}i'>'d)ia-sar,  Old  age. 

p  (j.^JO^jk^,peorp«?/?'awi(fan,  (trans,  of 
pe  or  payrdstan)  To  cause  to  adorn. 

p  i\jf{>,  perdh,  A  leather-dresser,  currier. 

p  (_^i>|;;;?.  2>'^i'^^>-ish,  Decoration.  Tanning. 

p  (^^?.  p'li'dhan,  (or  (JlJfc^;0.p^ra/^a;^)  A  loose 
vest,  shirt,  shift.  i^O^^  u/^i?^-  i^'"'^^*^'*  kdghizT, 
A  petition  for  justice.  Dawn.  The  rays  of  the  sun. 

,^^J^\^'9^jS>\j^  pirdhan  hahd  A'ar<^a?i,To  tear  a  shirt. p  perdhulan,  To  tan,  dress  leather. 

p  i^\j^>  perdy.  Adorning.  Pruning.  Shaving 
the  head.  Tanning. 

p  ̂j5j3;^_^.pera_^is/t.  Ornament,  decoration.  Tan- 

ning. Preparation. 

p  i^^)jt>.  perdyagi,  Female  ornament. 



p  5iijc>3j^.j9era?/iwt?a,Clipping, pruning.  Adorn- 
ing.   One  who  clips,  primes,  trims,  or  adorns. 

p  pei'aya  or  payraya,  Ornament,  deco- 
ration (but  alwaj's  with  the  idea  of  shaving,  trim- 

ming, lopping,  or  diminishing,  and  not  of  adding). 

A  cradle.    A  vessel,  a  plate  (of  gold  or  silver). 

P  perayidan,  To  adorn. 

p  ti^ij^..  jnr-hunya,  A  young  man  gray. 

p  &A>j^^  pir-pamlia,  A  hairy  old  man. 

p  i^^jj^.  plr-zad,  (Old)  born  decrepit.  An  old 
man  of  authority,  an  aged  prince.  The  father  of 

Rustam  (the  Persian  Hercules).  (The  father  of 

this  hero  is  called  likewise  (J\j  pir-zal,  (Old 

hair),  andjj       zal-zar,  (Golden  hair). 

PjJ^.  fir-zar,  An  old  man. 

p  (jj^^?.  pir-zan,  An  old  woman.  [jjjt!,. 
ptr  zani  charhh,  Heaven. 

p  t>j payrza,  A  thing  tied  up  in  a  bundle. 

p  {^jji-i.piruzij  Victory,  triumph. 

p  Lij^jti^pir-mard,  An  old  man. 

p  i^j^..  piraman,  A  circuit.  About. 

p  ̂\t>>i^,  jnranddkh,  Goat's  leather,  morocco. 
p  jj  (3  pay-rav,  A  follower. 

F  ̂Vjj  ̂   2)ay-i'a7van,  Followers. 

p  ̂  ^  turkey. 
p Jj pnroz,  Y ictorious.  Prosperous,  favoured 

by  fortune  and  opportunity.  A  champion  of  Iran. 

p  ̂\jJjjjJ>jnroz-ram,  Name  of  a  city  in  India. 
p  8jj j^.j9lro2a,  A  turquoise,  a  kind  of  blue  gem. 

PjJW  Sjjj*>.  firoza-cliadir,  tL*-!!*  tasht,Jiuc 
maghz,  or^ajw  mighfar,  The  sky. 

p  ̂ jjj^  jnrozi)  Victory,  triumph. 

p  (^^ji^.j^a^z-j-avijAfoUowing, pursuit.  Search. 
Dependence.  Consequence.  ^^uJ^Ss  ̂ Sjjti.-  V^D' 
ravl  hardan,  To  follow. 

p  jiira,  Bald.  Virgin  honey.  Sugar.  A 
successor.  A  recluse. 

p  pira-zan,  An  old  woman. 

p  fji>j^_,  pilrahan,  A  shirt,  shift,  tunic. 

p  ii.sf^ pirahancha,  A  shoi't  shirt. 
p  liJkfc;-^.  pirhand,  A  shirt,  shift,  tunic. 
p         piri,  Old  age,  decrepitude. 

p  Siij  ̂ 3  pay-zada,  Wounded,  hamstrung. 

PjJa^,  pizar,  A  pedlar.  Name  of  a  disease. 

p  ̂ ^J  (3  pay-zan,  One  who  hamstrings. 

p  (3j  (3  pay-zani,  Hamstringing. 
p  ̂ J^.  pes,  Leprosy.  A  dwarf  palm-tree,  of 

thetwigs  or  fibres  of  which  they  makeropes.  White. 

Vile,  ignoble. 

P         ̂ j«J^.  pes-andam,  Leprous. 

PjLau  j3  pay-sipar,  (or  jmm  pay-sipur) 

Trampled.   'A  traveller. 
p  ^  pay  sipurdmi,  To  trample. 
p  C,K.^_j)est,  Leprous. 

p  (jIjL*.jJ.  pistan,  The  past,  those  gone. 
p  pishi,  Youth. 

pesagi,  An  intermixture  of  colourp, 
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piebaldness. 
p  pesudan,  To  incline.  To  desire. 

p  &***J0.  paysa,  A  small  weight,  twenty-four  to 
a  pound,  used  only  for  weighing  copper  money. 

A  copper  coin.  Money.  Pesa,  Piebald,  dappled, 

variegated. 

p  jiesi,  The  leprosy. 
p  Before.  In  front.  Forward.  Past. 

Future.  Further,  beyond.  Preamble,  premises. 

An  example,  model,  exemplar,  coryphaeus,  chief, 

superior,  commander,  leader,  (in  gram .)  The  vowel 

point — u.  A  palm-branch.  A  dwarf  palm-tree. 

Intelligent,  wise.  ̂   I  j\  (j^.  pesh  az  an,  Before 
that,  i^^jwsh  az  anJii,  Before  that  which, 
previous  to  which,  sooner  than.  i^''^^* 

az  m.  Henceforth,  hereafter.  Before  this,  hereto- 

fore, sometime,  ̂ ^i^  I  f^J:^__pesh  amadan.  To  come 
before,  meet,  oppose,  obstruct.  To  occur,  happen, 

^lijj  I  (j^i^.  pesh  awardan.  To  bring,  produce  be- 
fore. (_^b  {^J^.j)eshi  pay.  The  toe.  ̂ ^SMi  b  i^J^. 

pesli'im  shudan.  To  be  in  advance ;  to  go  forward, 

proceed,  {^■h^.  pcsh  rnftan.  To  go  before, 

advance,  precede,  jj  (jtj^.  u- **»»^  aspi  pesJi-rav, 
A  horse  outstripping  all  others,  (jii-^  LT'Hi-'^^^* 

s/mJa??, To  be  superior, to  excel,  ̂ ^i^j^ut  ̂ ^J^X)^^pesh 
shumurdan,  To  count  beforehand;  to  anticipate. 

^^jIL*>^  f^^^^_,peshfaristadan,  To  send  to,  towards, 
before.  (j^.  pcshi  hazi,  Before  the  judge. 

jj(J^(jij;3  ̂;e.s/t  kardan,  To  prefix,  to  preface.  To 

shut  (a  door).  (^ti>xi^^jiJJ.  pesh  hasJndan,  To  at- 

tract, i^x^j^  i^J^.pesh giriftan, To  learn,  to  teach. 
To  precede,  to  excel  in  doing  or  learning  any  thing. 

To  exhibit,  stretch  out.  To  propose  any  thing  to 

one's  self.  (J^s,  ̂ ^J^J^  az  pesh  raftan,  To  go  ahead, 
to  advance,  j  ltH  P^^^^    V^^'  Before  and 
after.  (They  generally  say  \J^.,^  (j^.  jms  u  pesh). 

p  L-^Lijk^.  pesh-ab,  Urine. 

P(jix^.U.^.pes/j-a-^)es/t,Equal,parallel.  Equally, 

before.  ̂ ^Ji  tj^ii^-^.  pesh-a-pesh  giriftan,  To take  the  lead. 

p  pesha-dast.  Ready  money,  cash 

paid  down.  Wages  paid  in  advance. 

PjULjJ.  pesh-cir,  (Brought  before)  Urine  (of  a 
sick  person,  shown  to  a  physician). 

p  ̂J\j\L^__  pesh-aran.  Doctors'  prescriptions. 
p         ̂ JSJw>.  pesh-ufiad,  The  forlorn  hope. 

p        ̂ J^..  pesh-imam,  A  high-priest. 

p  S/o]  ̂ J^. pesh-amad.  Advance,  coming  into 
the  presence.  Elevation,  advancement.  Access, 
admittance. 

p  ̂J^JLx>^peshan,  The  utmost  extremity  in  front, 
the  furthest  of  all.  The  best  side  of  cloth,  the  best 

end  which  is  shown  to  a  buyer,  (pi.  of  ̂J^iJl).  pesh) 
Those  before. 

pjlc^^  ̂ J:^_pesh-andaz, Anecklace.  Anapkin. 

p  {^J^.  pesh-andeshl.  Forethought. 

p  (jULxJ.j^es/mwi,  Front,  forehead,  brow.  Ring- 

lets  hanging  over  the  forehead.  Sauciness.  Strength. 

Hardness.  Opposite,  over  against,  even.  Fortune. 

(JlJJ^^Li.A>pes/^a«^/^a?•^^a?^,Tobeforwardorsaucy. 

p  dj^  (3^-^-  peshani-hand,  Fillet  for  the  hair. 

p  fj,\J^^,peshani-da7',  Expert.  Successful, 

prosperous. p  8  jLi^  fj,VLx>^  peshdm-gushdda.  Candid. 

p  ̂^jSs>\JLx>_  pesh-dhang,  A  general,  a  colonel 

(as  being  the  chief  of  an  army  or  a  regiment)  The 
leader  of  the  flock  or  a  caravan.  The  vanguard  : 
forloi'n  liope. 

p  ̂^\Lx>^  peshdyagi,  Forwards. 
p  tii^h}  ̂ j£jki.^es/t-a?/anfZa,  Opposer,obstructer. 

pjb  ̂J^_,  pesh-hdz.  Meeting,  a  going  out  to meet  a  person  of  distinction.  A  kind  of  garment. 

jU^ijJ.  pesh-hdz  dmadan.  To  run  to  and  fro. 

p  tiJj  ̂ ^J:^_pesh-hand,  The  belt  that  passes  over 
a  horse's  breast,  to  prevent  the  saddle  from  slipping 
back,  breast-harness. 

p  t/iXb  ̂ jJijJ.j)es/t-&aw£K,  Premises.  Foresight. 
p  (^J^ji>A)j:ies/i-?ii?7,Foreseeing;  wise,  prudent. 

p  ̂ ji^_^i^__pesh-hmi,lc ovesi^^t.  Anticipation. 

p  U^J^.  pesh-2^d,  A  wardrobe. 

'pJ^JL>^,p)esh-2mr,  Sweetmeats  presented  to  a 
guest.  A  woman  bringing  forth  an  abortion. 

p  JjL-ijv^. ^^es/tpara,  (&i>-^LiJO.  peshpdirha  or 
peshdra)  A  cake  made  of  flour,  honey,  and 

oil  or  butter. 

p  j^jb         ̂ )es/i-j9aji.  Precedency. 

p f^.^j  \^ii>.i^J^..'pesh pesh ra/i'a^i,Precedence. p  &jLi^*^-  pesh-takhta,  A  portfolio  :  a  desk. 

V  J<Li^j)eshtar,  Prior,  more  forward.  Forward. 

p  i^>JiLx>_  jyeshtariUy  Foremost. p  sjy^^v  jmh-hJidna,  A  portico ;  a  gallery  or 

projecting  balcony.  Tents  of  state  sent  in  advance 
when  travelling.  Camp-equipage. 

p  t),^s£^^-  pesh-hhvmrd.  An  early  breakfast. 
Parched  corn  or  grain  of  different  kinds,  toasted, 

and  rubbed  between  the  hands.  (It  is  eaten  before 

meals,  and  often  carried  by  people  when  travelling.) 
Corn  or  fruit  sold  before  it  is  ripe.  Money  paid 
down  in  advance. 

p  (j^.  pesh-khayma,  A  public  audience- tent.  A  sort  of  dagger. 

p  i^\dSUx>,  pesh-ddd,  A  law-giver.  The  first  to 

redress  the  wrongs  of  the  oppressed.  Earnest-money. 

Hoshang,  the  first  of  the  line  of  Peshdadian  kings. 

p  ̂^_us\^x>_peshdddiydn,The  Peshdadians,  or 

first  dynasty  of  the  kings  of  Persia.  They  were  six : 

hoshang,  ijLfjy^  tahmuras,  SiSLtT  jam- shed,  tiJlS^  zahhdh,  farulun,  and^^_jl« 

minuchihr.  According  to  other  authorities  they 

were  11,  who  reigned2450  years.  Their nameswere 

Ci^jo^i^  hayumars,  ̂ ^J^^  hoshang,  C^j^^,^ 

tahmuras,  d^ZJl: jamshed,'dy'^  zah]idh,^^^d>^,J> 

fandun,j^ ̂ 1*  minuchihr, j  nawdar, 
afrdsyab  (of  Turkistan),         t^^U^jls  j*-^,  jJ 



j^yyjc  zaw  pisari  tahmasb  bin  minuchihr,  and 
gushasp. 

r  j\ J  f^jL^_,pesh-dar,  A  javelin  for  killing  hogs, 

p  jiiwiwXJ  pcsh-dar,  A  frontispiece. 
>S^^,  pesh-dast,  Surpassing,  excelling. 

Outstripping.  An  assistant.  Right  of  precedency, 

chief  seat.  Earnest-money,  money  paid  in  advance. 

p  (J^.  pesh-dasti,  An  outstripping,  sur- 

passing. Pre-eminence,  precedency,  pre-excellence. 

^J-u*ii  (jiijo.  pesA-c?as^i  wamwrfaw,  To  excel, 

surpass.  Jji^^^^si  f^J^_pesh-dasti  hard,  He  per- formed it  sooii,  he  quickly  accomplished  it,  he 

made  great  haste.   He  made  an  aggression. 

p  JiiJjJ  pesh-dil,  Deliberation. 

p  iV. fc)  (j^.  pesh-did,  In  view. 
p      J         pesh-din,  A  spiritual  guide. 

p         f^J^X)^^pesh-ras,  First-fruits.  Provident. 

p  CLJ>j  (jiJ^.  2iesli-raft,  Impressive,  forcible. 

p  (^J^j  (j^.  pe&h-raftacfi,  A  going  before,  a 
leading  of  the  van. 

p  iuLi,  f^Ji^__pesli-rafta,  Gone  before,  bygone. 

p ̂ jZjX>^pesh-rav,  (^raw  or  rao)  A  general,  chief, 
leader.  A  guide,  forerunner,  escort.  The  advanced 

guard,  van,  forlorn  hope.  Preface,  preamble,  ex- 

ordium.   Prelude  or  symphony  in  music,  jj^^. 
peshravi  lashhari  salira,  The  wild  ass. 

p         (jSijO.  pesh-shakh,  A  female  garment. 
p  pesh-tak,  Portico,  hall,  anteroom. 

p  i!>*aJJ  ̂ juX>jjesh-habza,  A  dagger  worn  in  front. 

p  (jiJ^.  pesli-hadanii,  Alacrity,  activity. 
p  tiLiji^.  peshah,  A  little  before. 

V j^JL^^_,pesli-har,  An  assistant,  helper.  A  do- 
mestic, a  serving-man,  a  hired  labourer.  A  stew- 

ard. A  disciple.  A  subordinate  officer  whose 
business  it  is  to  write  the  accounts. 

p  Xj^^Liji),  pesh-hara,  A  midwife.  A  matron. 
A  lady  superior.  Tapestry  or  carpets,  with  which 

they  decorate  the  best  apartments  or  principal  seats. 

A  serving-man,  a  hired  labourer. 

p  ̂jj^Jl^_  pesh-liari,  Deputyship. 
p  \^^JUy^_^pesli-hash,Wh2X\s&[&iA.Ya,y<in.  First- 

fruits.  A  magnificent  present,  such  as  is  only  pre- 

sented to  princes,  great  men,  superiors,  or  some- 
times to  equals  (particularly  on  receiving  a  great 

appointment).  Tribute,  quit-rent,  (ji^.y  (jii^;^. 

peshkash-nav'is,  A  registrar  of  presents. 
p  sSdj^Jl^  pesh-koha,  The  front  of  the  eyebrow. 

The  bow  or  pommel  of  the  saddle. 

p  1>\kLsi_^  pesh-gah,  The  front.  Vestibule,  por- 
tico. Area,  court.  The  principal  seat  for  the  most 

noble  of  the  company.  A  kind  of  high  altar  in  a 

mosque.  The  breast,  the  chest.  Tapestry.  A  car- 
pet. A  king,  a  lord  of  a  throne, 

pesh-gahi  nushur,The  resurrection.  sLo**  slCijiS^ii 
dar  pesh-gahi  sipah,  In  the  front  of  the  army. 

P^^^-^.  peshgar,  An  artificer :  a  help,  servant. 

^  pesh-go,  (gu,        goy,  or  guy)  One 
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who  presents  petitions.  One  who  introduces  at 

court,  a  chamberlain,  master  of  the  ceremonies. 

p  pesh-gah,  The  frontispiece. 

r  j^^^j-^-CljJ  peshgahi,  Breakfast. 
p  (^^-i-AJ  peshgl,  Advance  of  money. 
p  jOCijO  pcsh-gir,  Choosing.  A  towel,  napkin. 

p  peshman,  (for  ̂jljwJ.)  Penitent. 

p  J^vi^.  pesh-muzd,  Handsel,  the  first  money 
which  a  merchant  receives  in  a  morning.  Work- 

men's wages.    Good  luck. 

p  f^yuy^^^pishan,  (or  c^j^^IjO  pishand)  The  fibrous 
substance  of  palm-tree,  from  which  ropes  are  made. 

p  i^yjjM      pay-shinas,  Clever  at  tracking. 

p  tj^^  ̂ J:^,p)esh-nishtn,  A  midwife.  A  friend. 

p  jl<"'  ;jiJ^.  pesh-namaz,  A  leader  at  prayer. 
p  {jjX  ̂ j^.7?esA-wama2i,The high-priesthood. 
p  liljjuiijL).  jicsh-nihad,  What  is  placed  before. 

Custom,  mode,  manner,  use.  Rule,  regulation. 

Intention,  design.  (^<^^ [^J^^^^jyeshniliadkar- 

dan,  To  habituate  one's  self,  to  follow  any  regula- 

tion, or  propose  to  one's  self  a  model  for  imitation. 
p  ̂y^.  pe5/iTOa,Exemplar,model,guide, leader: 

the  head  of  a  party.  The  chief  of  a  religious  sect, 

general  of  an  army.  The  first  executive  officer 

among  the  Marhattas.  A  sort  of  woman's  garment. 

i^ij  peshwa  raftan,  To  go  to  meet  (out  of 

respect).  ̂ ^OJ^\^iJ>,  peshwa  kardan,  To  be  a  mo- 

del, or  a  chief.  j\-as>-  (jUails^*  ̂ ^\yUyi,pcshivan 
muhafizani  hisar,  The  commandant  of  a  fort. 

Pj\^.ijJ.  peshnar,  A  garment  open  before. 

p  J^^.ijO.  peshwaz,  Going  out  to  meet  a  person 
of  distinction.  A  full-dress  gown,  reaching  a  little 
below  the  knee. 

Pj_^^^.ioJ.2)e*7t«;aii,High-priestship :  leadership. 

P  (_;^.  J         i^es/i  M  pas  raftagi,  A  go- 
ing to  and  fro,  fore  and  aft. 

p  ayiaJ.^es/m,  Art,  skill.  Work,  business,  craft, 

trade,  calling,  profession.  Custom,  habit.  A  shep- 

herd's pipe.  ft"^^.  ̂ \(>-  sipahi  jihad-pesha, 
Soldiers  inured  to  war,  hardy  veterans.  LL*iltX«o 

iC^^  sadahat-pesha,  Sincere,  professing  veracity. 

&ijL>  (J^aJjjwi  ma^ifat-2)esha,  Studying  virtue  or 
science.     f-i^.  nahhwat-pesha,  Behaving 

proudly.  ^  ham-pesha,  Of  the  same  trade, 
profession,  or  rank.  sJ^i^^iJeshaA  utish,T>idi- 

bolical  deeds,  i^^^ 5J^^j)esha  kardan,Tochoose, 
elect,  prefer.  Plslia,  A  rope  made  from  the  fibres 

of  the  palm-tree.      ;  .  -  , 

p  pesha-shagird,  Servants. 

p  j\i         peshagar  (or ̂ eJLx>)  An  artisan. 
p  p>esha-gah,  Work-shop,  laboratory. 

p  ̂ ja  iiJ^_pesha-murgh,  A  carrion  bird. 
Pj^j  sJ^.  pesharvm;  (orj  j  «>-^^.)  An  artisan, 

p  ̂^Jlx>^  peshi,  The  chief  seat,  precedency,  su- 
perior rank.  Money  paid  in  advance,  ̂ ^jii^  ̂^^^ijo. 

peshi  giriftan,  To  take  the  lead,  precede,  suriiass. 

p  L-^lxijJ  pesh-yab,  Foresightful,  provident. 

4f 

T?  J^jjLi^  pesh-yar,  A  glass  urinal,  in  which  the 
physicians  examine  the  water  of  their  patients. 

Urine.  A  servant,  serving  man,  hired  labourer. 
A  disciple.  Earnest-money. 

p  SjljuiJi)  pesh-yara,  A  tray  whereon  sweet- 
meats and  flowers  are  brought  into  a  room. 

p  ̂J^-iJL^  peshin,  Anterior,  ancient,  antique, 

prior,  former.  Anticipated,  per  advance.  Morn- 
ing, forenoon.  Mid-day  prayer,  {ji^^ {J^^^.- 

shin  hardan,  To  anticipate,  pre-occupy,  give  per 

advance.  ̂ J^2^  lJJ->»^?.  pesh'in  guftan,  To  predict, 

prognosticate.  (j^  t.x\  (j^>T  j>  bar  ayini  pesh'in, According  to  ancient  custom,  (jjj-i^.  i^^ji 

wa/7«pe*7ii«,By  anticipation,in  advance,paid  do  wn. 

p  iS  i^Ls^^^  peshin-gah,  Mid-day  prayer. 

p  ̂ 'U^JO  p)eshina,  Prior,  antecedent.  A  prede- 
cessor.   Money  paid  in  advance. 

p  ̂^UC^Jlxi.jO.  peshinagan,  (or  ̂jIjua^a^  ̂;c.?/ti- 
niyan)  Forefathers,  predecessors.     The  ancients. 

p  8)^«J^. payghara,  Slander.  Railing,  abuse. 

p  aJlijO,  payghala,  A  goblet  of  wine. 

P  ̂^Jt^,  2?aygham,  A  message.  Fame,  rumour, 
report:  news,  advice.  An  embassy,  mission. 

^jJ^^lijO.  ̂ rzipaygham  kardan,  To  deliver  cre- dentials, to  explain  the  cause  of  an  embassy. 

p  paygham-a-payghanu,  Mutual 
messages,  mediation,  correspondence. 

p_^lijj  paygham-bar,  A  messenger.  A  pro- 
phet, apostle.    An  ambassador,  envoy,  legate. 

P  (^j^'^^^j^..p)aygham-bari,  Prophetical  office. 

Pj\iS^  ̂^ki^,.  paygham-guzar,  A  messenger. 
p      w  paygham-guzari.  The  delivery 

of  a  messaece.    The  office  of  messeng-er. 

p  ̂J^j^^.peghan,  Promise,  agreement.  Vain. 
p  siJo^^payghula.    See  diyiJJ>,  payghUla. 

p  f^^JtX>jnghlush,Therooto{a.^ower.  Asort 

of  lily.  An  ant's  nest.  The  mouth.  The  ear. 

p  jjuo.  imygham,  A  message.  Report. 
vj^^ki^,  paygham-bar,  A  prophet. 
p  (_5^^v,»ijJ.^a^^7/tam-&ari,The  prophetical  office, 

prophecy. 

p  f^jks^__payghan,  Rue. p  j3Ci>.  payghu,  The  country  of  Pegu.  Pighu, 

A  species  of  falcon.    A  bird's  beak. 

Pjyoo.  payghur  or  pighur,  A  vessel  small  and 
glazed  with  a  narrow  neck.    A  small  mouth. 

p  aJ jijO,  payghula,  A  corner,  angle.  A  narrow 

street,  bye-path.  (^'^  eiyix>_  jjuyghUlasi  dahan, 
The  corner  of  the  mouth. 

p  ̂ JyoJ>.  payghun,  A  condition,  covenant. 
p  sjtX>_  pigha,  Rotten  wood,  touchwood. 

p  ̂^i^J^  t3  pay  fashurdan.  To  be  firm. 

p  six?,  p'^fo-i  Rotten  wood,  touchwood. 
p  uiJuO.  payh,  A  footman,  lacquey.  A  running 

footman.  A  carrier,  messenger.  A  guard.  A  watch- 

man. <jXy^,.payhi  ajal,  The  angel  of  death, 

fate.  '-^^f  pctyki  raygan,  The  moon.  A 



merchant.  A  traveller.  The  zephyr.  diJi  cdljo. 

paykifalak,  The  moon.    Payak,  A  parasite. 

P  jjKAJ^a^/Aara,  Point  of  a  spear  or  arrow.  An 

arrow,  javelin,  spear,  dart.  (j^H P'^V' 
kani  lihara-guzar,  A  marble-piercing  spear.  ̂ ^^J^. 
1^}^ liayhani  haman,  The  sun.  The  stars. 

6jC>\jsijo paykani  mihraza,  A  double-headed  halbert. 

P  (ji^  (i)^^.  jyayJian-hash,  An  instrument  for 
extracting  arrows. 

p  s^^'^Xt^payhana-sum,  Pointed  like  a  spear. 
The  claw  or  talon  of  a  bird. 

P  ̂^^.paykmii,  A  kind  of  ruby.  A  turquoise 

(so  called  from  its  resemblance  to  a  spear-head). 
Sal-ammoniac. 

p j^.^fl//Afl!r,  Face,  countenance.  Form,  figure, 
mould,  model.  Portrait,  likeness.  An  idol-tem- 

ple, paykari  malahut,  The  face,  hea- 

venly effigy  or  intelligence.  ^j^__pan-payhar , 

Fairy-faced,  lovely,  ̂ ^i,  zabarjadi-jmy- 
kar,  Azure,  of  a  cerulean  appearance.  (j];^. 
(jii-jii  payharani  diraksh,  The  stars.  Disembo- 

died spirits.  UU  paykaran  mana,  An  in- 

termediate world,  the  world  of  spirits,  jil).  »l< 

mah-payhar,  Moon-faced,  beautiful  as  the  moon. 

P  '\^L>Mij)_^^^pay'kar-parast,  An  idolater. 
p  ̂^lju»ij£ajk>  payharistan,  The  land  of  fairies. 

PjlSj^a-^  payltargar,  A  painter,  limner. 

V  ̂   payhar-gam,  gao,  or  gav,  A  drink- 
ing-vessel  in  the  form  of  an  ox. 

p  payhar-gada,  An  idol-temple. 

P        (3  Vay-^^f^n,  A  hamstringer. 
p  '^•i^.  pihand,  The  city  of  Samarkand. 

p  To  join.  To  collect.  To 

draw  out.  Pay  handan,  To  hamstring. 

Vj^^  pay-hur,  Trackless.  Blind. 
P  fJS^  pcyg,  A  newsman,  messenger. 

V ̂ ^S^^^paygar,  Battle,  combat,  war.  Wish,  de- 

sign, aim.    ̂ ^li^^lC-O.  paygar  hardan,  To  fight. 

p  paygar-iJarastan,  Warriors. 
p        i^egu,  The  king  of  Pegu. 

PjjX-0.  ̂;fl?/-(j'Mr,  The  foot  or  tail  of  an  ass. 
P  (J--^.2>«^,  An  elephant.  The  heel.  A  purse,  a 

small  bag.   A  knot.  A  glandular  swelling. 

(_p^T  inli  ab-kash,  (A  water-carrying  elephant) 

A  cloudy   '^Jj'*^  ij-.-^^-  P^^  anirud,  A  species  of  pear. 

J*^  Jj^**  (JtTv^'*^*  ̂ nu^llak  dar  harca,  (An  ele- 
phant suspended  in  the  air)  A  cloud.  tj^. 

pili  hamaii,  (Airy  elephant)  A  cloud. 

P  j,\j!lL^.|Ji7-G?-a?«,  Name  of  a  certain  fortress. 
p  ^y^,  pil-afga7i,  Elephant-oversetting. 
p  j^Lo.  ptlaw,  Boiled  rice  and  meat. 

p  jnl-bala,  Of  an  elephantine  stature. 
Lofty.    Bulky.    A  heap  of  unthrashed  corn. 

p  pilban,  Elephant-driver  or  keeper. 

p  (jVt^-  P^l^cim,  Charge,  care  of  elephants. 

p  UL>.j«/-2;a,  (Elephant-foot)  Elephantiasis.  A 
large  cup  handed  round  after  dinner.    A  weapon 
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used  by  the  Moors.    A  beam. 

P  i!^}^i^.pil-paya,  A  pillar,  a  prop. 

P  (j^\L^jn^-tore,(Elephant-bodied)  Large,bulky. 
A  horse.    Rustam  (the  Persian  Hercules). 

P J jj       pi^l-zoi',  Strong  as  an  elephant. 
p  iOuJwOjji/aste,  Ivory.  Cheek.  Face.  Arm. 

The  finger.    Goat's  leather  perfumed,  morocco. 

p  p-Ao.  pilsam.,  Name  of  a  hero  killed  by  Rus- 
tam.   Pil-sum,  Massive  silver.    A  dark  night. 

p  (_j*'_5*J^.  jnlghosh,  Flowers,  of  different  co- 
lours, '  with  jagged  leaves ;  particularly  the  iris,  or 

elephant's  ears.  A  large  shovel  for  removing 
ashes  or  rubbish. 

p  (ji.i!L).  kind  of  weapon. 

p      ̂ _L).2>iZ-^osA,  Variegated  iris :  dragonwort. 

jnl-goshak,  Sorrel. 
p  (Jl<        pnl-mal,  Trampling  under  foot. 

p  ̂jsijJ,^_pi?-mMr/7A,(Elephant-bird)  A  turkey. 
p  ̂L).  pilu,  A  wood  with  which  the  teeth  are 

rubbed  ;  also  the  fruit  called  in  Arabic  '^\J\  arak. 
p  \ ^wZrtwa,  An  apothecary,  a  druggist. 

T  j\^L>^  jnl-war,  An  elephant-load,  much. 
p  eJ>}^jJ>_  pilwaya,  A  swallow. 

Pj^L^_  pilwar,  A  druggist.    A  pedlar. 
p  &L>  j)ela,  Merchandise  of  an  inferior  kind,  or 

small  wares,  hawked  by  pedlars.  A  silkworm, 

the  silkworm's  cocoon.  A  purse.  A  certain  me- 
dicinal plant.  A  button,  knot.  A  blotch  rising  in 

the  midst  of  a  bubo  or  boil.  Pus  of  a  sore.  An 

open  champaign  lying  between  two  rivers.  The  eye- 
lid. The  hairs  of  the  eyelid.  The  eye.  The  head 

of  an  arrow.  cdDi  si^,  pelasi  falak,  The  expanse 
of  the  firmament. 

p  ijx>  aJ^.  jnla  or  jnlasi  hirii,  The  nostrils. 
Pjj  jsIj.  pelawar,  A  huckster,  a  petty  dealer. 
p      payam,  A  message.    Rumour,  fame. 

p  IjO.^Jo^/ma,  (in  compos.)  Measuring.  A  mea- 

surer, weigher.  IcO.  j^j^^  suhlmn-jjayma,  A  mea- 
surer of  words,  an  orator.  IffO  d.wo^L«  malamat- 

payma,  Opprobrious.  IcO.  JO.ob  rah-ravi  bd- 
diya-paymd,  A  traveller  measuring  the  desert. 

p  payjnwi,  Measuring.  Promise,  agree- 
ment, compact,  convention,  treaty,  stipulation, 

pledge,  security,  confirmation.  Asseveration,  oath . 

Kindred.  (jW.  dbad-'paymdn,  Eternal.  6^ 

J  ̂J^d  u  paymdn,  Capitulations,  alliances, 

treaties,  peace.  jj^— ̂   eJ^-  P^l/^'^^''^  bastan,  To 
form  an  alliance,  to  make  peace. 

p         {J^..  paymdn-shihan,Ahreaker  of  faith. 

p  f^j^^^payman-shikani,  Breach  of  faith. 

p  (jW.  paymdn-farhang,  Name  of  a 
certain  work  replete  with  prudential  and  political 

maxims,  ascribed  to  libl  mah-dbdd,  an  early 
apostle  sent  to  Persia. 

p  eoleO  paymdna,  A  cup,  goblet,  bowl.  A  mea- 
sure either  for  dry  or  wet  goods.  A  bushel.  &3le>>. 

lisjii^.        paymdna  ash  pur  shud,  His  measure 

is  full,  his  days  are  numbered. 

p  sL^  »-il_fO.  paymdna-gdh,  A  cupboard- 

P  «j W  Jiaymdna-nosh,  A  drinker. 

p  t^W.  Jiaymdy,  Measuring.  A  measurer. 
P  (j^.Uo.  paymdyisli,  Measure,  measurement. 

Survey,  measuring  of  lands. 

F  j<f>>,  j)ayam-bar,  An  apostle. 

p^jii_j*^.?ja?/mMc?an,  To  measure.  To  pass  over, traverse.  Measuring. 

p  »J^j?rt?/mMC?a,  Measured.  Dimensions.  A 
draught  of  wine.  A  trifle.  An  iniquitous  thing. 

Any  thing  estimated  beyond  its  size  or  worth. 

i^<^         ])aymuda  shudan,  To  be  measured. p  ciJlLi.  payndk,  Sinewy. 

p  ̂^^^pUnagi,  Slumber. p  iSiMij  pUnagz-rasida,  Sleepy. 

p  »t>>Ji_Jj  ̂ ^Jk_A^.  pinagi-zananda,  Slumbering. 

V  ̂^^^pinu,  (or  uiJjjLO)  New  cheese,  cream- 
cheese.  Butter-milk.  Any  thing  eaten  with  bread, 

p        i^zrtjiwa,  (or  Ij^ji-.).)  Sour-milk  pottage. 
p  &jLJ.jn«a,  Apiece,  clout,  patch  (of  cloth).  The 

skin  of  the  hand  or  foot  grown  hard  from  labour. 

The  arm.  The  match  of  a  lamp,  wick  of  a  candle, 

a  gunner's  lint-stock,  or  any  thing  in  that  form. 

^j<ij  ad*?,  pina  zadan,  To  mend  clothes. 

pjjj  a,jk^.  |jim-6Zo»,  A  patcher,  botcher. 
p  J)ayu,  A  brick-bat.  A  moth.  Payo,  A 

kind  of  disease  which  breaks  out  in  the  limbs  in 

the  form  of  a  thread,  a  disease  to  which  the  natives 

ofj^  Idr  are  subject. 

pj\j^_  jnHsas',  A  bat. 
p  &ju»»)^._piwaste,  A  fortress.  A  bastion.  Breast- 

work on  the  outside  of  fortified  towns. 

p  (_j*>^.  ̂ ji?/os,  Hope,  expectation. 
p  piyosd/iidan,  To  give  hope. 

p  tllAwij^.  paywast,  Conjunction,  coherence. 
Arrival,  meeting,  union.  Union  with  the  Supreme 

Sjiirit.  Friendship.  Continual.  Continually. 

p  ̂^^Slui paymastagdn,  Animals.  Vegeta- bles. Minerals. 

p  ̂^^i«i^0^a2/was/a<;fi,Continuity,  conjunction. 
Union,  junction. 

p  ̂ Jvjjj-J.  payma&tan,  To  join,  fasten,  tie,  bind, 
connect,  attach.  To  graft  a  tree.  To  be  joined,  at- 

tached, linked.  ̂ J^J^*»_J^.  tji>j>\  C^^j>  ba  rahviati 
ezidi  paywastan,To  be  joined  to  divine  mercy  {i.e. 
to  die). 

p  &'iuij^j7ayivasta,  Joined.  Contiguous,  ad- 
jacent, touching,  sticking  close.  Continually,  with- 

out interruption,one  following  another  perpetually. 

Unable  to  speak  for  weeping.  Poetry. 

^jiXwj  jyaywasta  shudan,  To  be  joined,  connected. 
To  arrive,  to  meet.  (jtijJ  paywas- 
tad  ihhtitdm  budan,  To  be  brought  to  a  conclusion. 

p  J ji\  s^^^^^paywasta-ahru,  One  whose  eye- brows meet. 

F  ijsji  ikiMi^-^.  paywastagarl,  Union,  concord. 



V  ̂ J^JM*^  piyos^dan,  To  hope,  to  expect. 

p  (j^^.  par/ukan,  A  bridegroom.  A  bride. 

1'  payavg  or  payug,  A  bride. 

p  ̂ \S^_  payufjam,  Nuptials. 

p  iij^.  paywand,  Bound,  fastened ;  touching, 

reaching,  tending  towards,  belonging  to.  A  mem- 

ber. A  joint.  Connexion,  conjunction  (and  in  ge- 
neral whatever  joins  things  together).  Kindred, 

relations,  allies,  (j^^***^  S>^,pmj7vandi  ustukh- 
wan,  Articulation,  joint  of  bones.  iWj.;^. 

paywandi  angusht,  A  knuckle.  ^  ̂̂ J^?. 
payrcandi  hehhi  angusktan,  The  knuckle  at  the  root 

of  the  fingers.  paywandi  pay,  The  an- 
kle (in  a  man),  the  pastern  (in  a  horse).  i^^js^. 

paywandi  dast,  The  wrist.  Ou*»ii;**» 

paywandi  sar-dast,  The  wrist  (in  a  man),  the  pas- 

tern (in  a  horse).  ̂ ^^^ Si y^__  paywand  hardan, 

To  join.  To  engraft,  d^yj^^  abad-paywand, 
Joined  to  eternity,  eternal,  everlasting.  ̂ jW**  I 

S> yti,  asman-paywand,  Heavenly,  tending  heaven- 

ward. ^jJj  L>jj^_  ̂ 1^1  asman-paywand  shudan. 
To  be  exalted  to  heaven. 

p  ̂^ii>Ji\d^y^^  paywanddnidan,  To  make  unite. 

p  »jJjiS>_  d^j^.  paywand-pazlrufta,  Set  (bro- 
ken bone).    Joined,  mended,  repaired. 

p  ii^j^  i^yii^  paywand-hhwurda,  Joined. 

P  di^,  paywand-kart,  Patching:  graft. 

p  (jiiJ^.  paywandan,  To  join,  tie,  connect. 

p  (^/Jo^j^.  paywandi,  Engrafted. 
p  pi/i,  Fat,  grease,  tallow.  Pith.  Pride, 

arrogance.  Paya,  A  follower. 

pj^j*»  &^_,pVi-soz,  Akind  of  lamp  in  the  shape  of 
a  platter,  three  feet  in  height  from  the  base,  and  about 

six  inches  diameter  at  the  top ;  having  in  the  mid- 
dle a  small  tube  with  two  holes,  through  which  the 

wick  is  fed  by  the  oil  or  grease,  kept  in  a  state  of 

constant  liquefaction  by  the  flame.  A  travelling 

case  for  a  candle  which,  by  the  inversion  of  the  top, 

serves  also  the  purpose  of  a  candlestick. 

p  s^_pili-hamandi,  An  oWy  extY2iCiirova 

a  certain  nut,  good  for  a  cough. 

p  uiJli      pihnuh.  Fat,  obese. 

p  ̂̂ Ki  JO  jnhnakt.  Fatness,  obesity. 

P  jjfc  f^payham,Qm.ck\y,successiYe\y.  Thick. 

'P  ̂ ^^.payhu,  A  leech,  bloodsucker. 
p  ̂ ^li^^.  payhudan.  To  singe. 

O  ta  or  te,  (called  CJl^Js  tasi  karashat 

OUi*  tan  musannati  fawhani,  id 
doubly  dotted  above)  is  the  third  letter  of  the  Ara- 

bic and  Persian  alphabets,  and  denotes  400  in 

Arithmetic.  In  Arabic,  when  prefixed,  it  expresses 

swearing :  as,  CL>ji  ta  rabhi  'I  ka^at.  By  the 
Lord  of  the  Kaaba !  In  Persian  O  (pronounced 
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with  a  short  vowel  before  it)  when  found  at  the  end 

of  a  noun,  stands  for  y  tu.  Thou  (or  the  genitive 

case  "Of  thee")  :  as,  ul*5ii  dlluf,  for  y  dili  tu, 
Tliy  heart ;  and  afiixed  to  a  verb  it  represents  the 

oblique  case  of  that  pronoun,  namely,  |j3  turd:  as, 

CLfS>_^^xc  nil  goyadat,  for  \Ji  S>,^C>^  vii  goyad 
turd.  He  tells  thee.  Occasionally  it  is  redundant 

at  the  end  of  a  word  :  as,  tlA^^b  hdlisht,  for  ̂ ^\> 

hdlish,  A  cushion.  Words  which  in  Arabic  termi- 

nated in  5,  when  occurring  in  Persian  are  written 

sometimes  with  C->,  and  sometimes  with  8  :  as,  for 

'i^  himmat,  they  write  C1*«A> :  and  for 
mukdshafat,  sSiMt^  muhdshafa.  C-*  td  is  commu- 
table  with  li  ddl:  as,  tj^^i  damhura,  for  l>jyi^ 
tambura. 

p  \i  td.  To,  unto,  until,  as  far  as,  as  long  as, 

whilst,  even  to.  To  the  end  that,  in  such  a  man- 
ner that,  in  order  that,  so  that.  Before,  ere,  as  soon 

as.   Since.  Beware  !  Behold !  For  shame  !  Never. 

\^  \3       I  dmadain  td  turd  hlnam,  I  am  come 
in  order  to  see  thee.     B-isR<c  ̂         raftam  td  ba 

maltha,  I  went  as  far  as  Mecca.    W  jjl  \3  !!a 

jd.  Thitherto,  so  far.  l:>-        13  id  in  jd,  Hitherto, 
thus  far.  \j  td  ba  zist.  While  life  remains, 

l:^  l>  td  ba  liujd.  How  far  ?  \j  td  ba  hay, 

How  long?  how  much  ?  till  what  time  ?  to  what 

length  then  ?  jb  Jj*.*- 13  td  chand  bar.  How  often? 
how  many  times  ?  iJ^vJ^  \3  td  chunin.  Hitherto, 

thus  far.  JU-  \3  td  hdl.  Yet,  hitherto.  d^K>  td  hi. 

Until,  so  that,  so  long,  id  hay.  How  long  ? 

^  \j'  td  ham,  Yet,  nevertheless.  li  td  hanuz. 
Yet,  still,  hitherto.  b^^iJ  \j  Vi  |.»r?^=- 
u>JJk5-^»^j^  hahim  farmud  td  gliuldmrd  ba  daryd  an- 
ddhhtand.  The  physician  commanded,  so  that  they 
threw  the  lad  into  the  sea.  Td,  A  fold,  plait  or 

ply.  Single.  A  single  sheet  of  paper.  A  unit. 

Like,  resembling.  A  half-load.  The  form  or  cut 

of  a  garment,  (forj\I>  tdr')  A  warp.  The  string 
of  a  lute.  l!>  Cil^.  yah  td,  Simple  or  single.  \3 

du  td,  Double.  Two-fold.  \3  6m»  sih  td.  Triple. 
Three-fold. 

A  ll>  td,  (The  feminine  demonstrative  article  of 
Vs  zd)  That  (woman). 

p  ̂15  tdj=,  A  milch-cow. 

A  >\j  tdj=.  The  third  letter  of  the  alphabet. 

A  ijj^^  tasdmi,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^j\)  Flocking  to- 
gether into  one  jjlace. 

A  L_^l!)  idba,  (fut.  u-JjIo.  yatubu)  He  repented. 
p  t-->b  tab.  Strength,  power,  ability.  Heat, 

warmth,  burning,  inflaming,  illuminating.  Light, 

splendour,  lustre,  radiance.  A  ray.  A  waving, 

bending,  twisting,  intertwining.  A  curling  lock, 

waving  ringlet.  Pain,  torment.  Affliction,  grief. 

Anger,  indignation,  wrath.  Heated  iron,  (for  id 

ba)  As  far  as.  (in  composition)  Shining,  irradia- 

ting, kindling,  burning.  Twisting,  folding.  u->1:JT 

t-jb  ̂ \S'  dftdbi  ̂ lam-tdb,  The  world-irradiating 

sun.    i--'b  jiJ^,^  shimshirijihdn-tdb,  A 
cimeter  dazzling  the  world,  jjiib  tab  dddan, 
To  inflame.  To  polish.  To  sharpen,  give  an  edge. 

To  twist.  To  spin.         Jjb  tdb  bdz  dddan, 
To  untwist. 

A  Ci>\S  tdbb,  (pi.  L-^V-5\  atbdb)  Tall  and  weak 

(man).    Sore-backed  (camel  or  ass). 
p  bll)  tdbd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Gold. 

A  Jjbb  tdbdh,  A  walking-stick,  a  thick  staff". 
P  (jb\j  tdbdn.  Light,  luminous,  resplendent, 

radiant,  dazzling,  brilliant,  shining,  glittering.  A 

gleam,  flash.    Pith  of  a  tree.  mdhi  td- 

bdn. The  bright  moon,  ^^li^  (jV^  tdbdn  budan, 
To  be  luminous. 

P  13^11)  tdbdni,  Splendour,  light. 

p  ̂ji^joblj  tdbdnldan.  To  cause  to  twist. 
A  tuMbbub,  (v.  n.  5  of  CL>\)  Labouring 

under  a  lioarseness.  Being  astonished,  struck  witii 
admiration.    Being  delighted. 

A  'i>Xj  tdbat,  (v.  n.  of  for  i— 'y)  Repent- 

ing, turning  from  sin  to  God,  Returning,  relent- 

ing, becoming  gracious  (God).  Repentance. 
A  tafabbut,  The  glowing  (of  embers). 

p  ajlitfl!)  tdb-hhdna,  A  hot-house.  A  winter 

habitation.  A  warm  bath.  Summer-quarters.  A 
house  entirely  glazed. 

A  JJu  ta-tabbud,  (v.  n.  5  of  iVi)  Being  wild, 

untameable.  Fleeing,  scudding  away  from  fear. 

Shunning  society.  Being  deserted  by  its  inhabi- 
tants (a  place)  and  haunted  by  wild  beasts.  Being 

a  long  while  absent  and  debarred  from  female  so- 

ciety (a  man).  Being  marked  with  freckles,  tanned, 
sun-burnt  (the  face). 

p  SJ^iVb  idb-ddda,lnQam'mg.  Inflamed.  Twist- 
ed. Spun. 

Pj^joll)  tdb-ddr.  Warm,  hot,  ardent,  fervent, 

burning.  Shining,  lumiaous,  bright, brilliant.  Wav- 

ing, curling.  Twisted.  u-jI  dbi  tdb-ddr. 

Warm  water.  j\iVb  alfdzi  tdb-ddr.  Warm 
words.  gamhari  tdb- 

ddr  u  ndfasi  mushhi  tdidr.  Brilliant  jewels,  and 

bags  of  the  musk  of  Tartary. 
p  tdbddn,  A  stove  in  a  bath.  A  forge.  A 

chimney.    A  window.   A  skylight.  A  globe, 

p  Sjj\3  tdb-dih.  Giving  splendour.  A  rope- 
maker  :  a  spinner. 

A  j^^tasabbur,(Y.ii.5o{ y\)  Being  impregnated 

(the  female  palm-tree  with  the  flowers  of  the  male). 
A  u*i.-jU  tambbus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j«^^)  Being 

changed,  troubled,  disquieted.  Being  despised. 
Sinking  into  contempt. 

p  jjlL*.^\3  tubistdn.  Summer.  Hot  weathei-. i6lL*jl!>  tdbistdna  dddan,  To  give  wages 

for  the  summer. 

p  ̂ljk.i*,^\j  tdbistdni,  Summer-like.  Estival.  A 
summer  or  country-house.  The  delightfulness  of 

the  summer,  (jt^/  j^ViL*)^  tdbistdni  hardan,  To 



summer,  to  pass  the  summer. 

p  lu^Ki  tabasa,  A  meadow  abounding  in  pas- 
ture and  water, 

tabish,  Splendour,  brilliancy.  Heat. 

Power,  strength.  Grief,  sorrow.  Contortion.  A 

twisting.    Declivity.    A  span. 

A  (,JA>\>  tasabbuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  Binding 

the  fore-foot  of  a  camel  with  a  rope  (the  knee  be- 

ing bent)  to  the  shoulder  or  thigh.  Being  so  bound. 

Being  contracted  (the  tendons)  by  such  ligature. 

A  \aj{i  tafobbut,  (v.  n.5  of  laj\)  Putting  or  car- 

rying (any  thing)  under  the  arm.  Letting  (a  mantle 

or  upper  vest)  fall  from  under  the  right  arm,  and 

throwing  it  over  the  left  shoulder.  Becoming  full 

to  tightness. 

p  CLJ>^  '-r'^  tab-takat,  Power,  ability. 

A  lajG  tambbata sharran,  (He  carried  de- 
struction imder  his  arm)  Surname  of  Thabit  bin 

Jabir,  one  of  the  \j  rambil  of  the  Arabians, 
and  a  poet,  who  continually  carried  under  his  arm 

a  bow,  quiver,  and  sword,  instruments  of  destruc- 
tion: hence,  a  brave,  fearless  man. 

A  te^aZ)&aiiy,Of,  resembling,  or  descended 

from,Ta-abbatasharran :  hence  intrepid,formidable. 

A  tabi^  (pi.  ̂   taba^and  tdbi^na) 
A  follower,  dependant.  Charge,  custody.  A  fami- 

liar spirit  that  attends  a  man  wherever  he  goes. 
One  who  has  seen  any  of  the  associates  of  Muham- 

mad,  who  are  called  (—-'W^  as-hab. 

tabi^i  'n  najm,  The  bulPs  eye,  a  star  called  also 
ad' dabaran. 

A&iOl3fa6i^a^,(fem.)Afollower:  a  familiar  spirit. 

A  Jl^Vi  tabi^y,  (fem.  &>iOl!j  tabi^yat')  (pi. 
jj^jt^jl!)  iabi^yuna)  A  follower,  particularly  one 
who  has  seen  or  conversed  with  any  of  the  asso- 

ciates of  Muhammad. 

A  J^t)  taMbhuJi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ \)  Being  hidden, 
concealed.  Absconding,  lurking  in  secret.  Denying, 

disavowing.  Restraining one'sself,abstainingfrom. 
p  iOj^  '-r'^  tab-harda,  Heated,  warmed. 
A  ,Jj\5  tubal  or  tabil,  (pi.  (Jj)y  tawabil)  Herbs 

or  spiceries  with  which  they  season  meat. 

A  j3-?\3  tasabbul,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ \)  Feeding  on 

fresh  grass  (a  camel  or  other  beast  of  the  field),  and 

thereby  needing  no  water.  Purchasing,  acquiring 
camels.  Bewailing  (as  Adam  the  death  of  his  son 

Abel).  Abstaining  from  conjugal  intercourse  (dur- 
ing the  days  of  mourning). 

A         tasabbun,  A  tracking,  a  tracing. 

p  clJU^\3  tabnah,  Bright,  shining,  resplendent, 

radiant,  glittering,  brilliant,  luminous,illuminating, 
fiery.    Passionate,  choleric.    Mixed,  intricate. 

p  i^tiJol!)  tabandagi,  Lustre,  luminousness. 
A  Oj^^  tabut  (or  tabult)  A  coffin,  bier. 

A  wooden  box.    The  ark  of  the  covenant. 

p         tabugli,  Public  apology,  confession. 

p  ud3jj\l>  tabuh,  A  balcony  or  projection  from 
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a  building. 

A  JyV>  tabul,  (properly  J^f«\3)  Betel-leaf. 
p  bS\S  taba,  A  frying-pan.  A  brick.  A  tile. 

jj  eo\3  tabasi  zar,  The  sun.  ̂ _^\if>  taban  mahi, 
A  fish,  first  boiled,  and  afterwards  fried  in  oil. 

A  &j>l!j  tambbuh,  (v. n.5  of  eo^)  Thinking  highly 

of  one's  self.    Being  pure,  free  from. 

p  i^^.j^  w\j  taba-buryan,  Meat  fried  in  a  pan. 
Pj^ll)  tabi,  Splendour,  brightness.  Light. 
A  tasabbi,  (v.  n.  5  of  b\  for  ̂ \)  Calling 

one  "father."  Considering  in  the  light  of  a  father, 
regarding  as  a  father,  (v.  n.  6  of  Refusing, 

denying,  resisting,  being  refractory. 
A     *J0\3  (v.n.2  of  Shouting(when 

charging  a  foe).    Noise,  shout,  cry. 

A  &J0^  tasUyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  lj\  for  ̂ \)  Calling 

one  "  father."  Saying,  "  May  my  father  be  a  ran- 

som for  you !" 
A  ̂ -J^  b  taibikh,  A  chiding,  a  rebuking. 
A  tiJL)\j  tasbid,  (v.  n.  2  of  iij\)  Making  eternal, 

giving  an  endless  duration.  Frightening  away,  ren- 
dering averse  from  society.  D  uration,  continuance. 

p  jjiiJ^^  tabidan,  To  twist,  spin.  To  shine.  To 
be  powerful,  strong,  or  equal  to  any  burden. 

A jJoO  tej:&i/',(v.n.2ofj^\)Impregnating,  fecun- 
dating a  palm-tree.  Dressing,  fertil izing arableland . 

A  (j«J^\3  tasbis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j<*^^)  Despising,  de- 

basing, degi'ading.  Imprisoning. 
A  (jijolj  tasbish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jiJ^)  Listening  to 

an  unconnected  discourse.  Collecting,  assembling. 

A  (Jj^J^  tUfbV,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jj^)  Buying,  procur- 
ing camels.  Picking  out  camels  for  breeding  and 

for  milking.  Being  rich  in  camels.  Making  fat. 

Overcoming,  conquering.  Abstaining,  refraining. 

Speaking  in  praise  of  the  dead. 

A  ijro\3  tasbin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^\)  Reproaching, 

reviling  to  one's  face,  disparaging.  Watching  nar- 
rowly. Following  the  steps  of  another.  Speaking 

in  praise  of  the  dead.  Drawing  blood  from  an  ani- 
mal and  preparing  it  for  food. 

A  taAVi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ej\)  Reminding  (of  a 

thing  forgotten).  Exciting  one's  attention.  Caus- 
ing to  know,  informing.  Suspecting. 

p  L^Jbl!)  tapak,  Disquietude,  restlessness. 

p  Jb\j  ta^ml,  Trunk  of  a  tree.  Cow-dung. 

p ^iXi  tajm,  An  earthen  vessel  for  baking  bread. 
p        tapa,  Cow-dung. 

p  0\j'  tat,  (for  ta  tura  qv\^  s^\i  ta  hi 
tura)  Until  (I  see)  thee,  till  (I  give)  to  thee. 

p  Ki\i  tata,  Impediment  in  the  speech. 

A  tastas,  (v.  n.  of  ul)  Q)  Stammering. 

One  who  stammers,  faulters,  or  pronounces  with 

difficulty  the  letter  ta.  A  word  used  in  calling 

a  he-goat  to  the  female. 
A  sC>\5  tadasat,  (v.n.  of  UU  Q)  Stammering. 

A  vicious  pronunciation  of  the  letter  O.  The 

tottering  gait  of  an  infant.    A  stately  warlike  ap- 

v±5^ pearance.    A  word  used  in  calling  a  he-goat. 

Pj\j\j  iaiar,  A  Tartar.  Tartary.  jcSj  Jl)j\;>\3 

tatdri  bdd-raftar,  Tartai's  swift  as  the  wind. 
tatdr-bdzdr,  A  town  in  Thrace. 

p  tdtdrt,  Scythian,  Tartaric.  A  kind  of 
slashed  doublet  open  at  the  sides,  usually  worn  by 

the  Tartars.  Fine  musk.  An  agreeable  friend 

(male  or  female). 
A  »_-»i\3  tasattub,  (v.  n.  5  of  c-O^)  Putting  on 

a  kind  of  short  shift  or  inner  garment  without 

sleeves,  worn  by  the  women  of  Arabia.  Carrying 

a  bow  across  the  shoulders.  Making  ready  for 
battle.    Growing  hard. 

p         tdtili,  A  napkin,  tablecloth,  towel. 

p  jjlj  tatu,  A  certain  insect  bred  in  baths. 

p  ij^>^  tatura,  Fetters  for  horses. 

p  (Jy\i>  tatid,  Wry-mouthed. 
p  eJjijO  tdtula,  The  thorn-apple. 

p  C£)jy\j  ̂ aia/y«a^,  Decrepit  old  man.  Union. 
A  aj\!>  tdtah,  (an  African  word)  A  chameleon. 

A  tasattuh,  (or  ao*)  ta^ttu/i)  A  feigning 

ofignoranceorinsanity.Delirium,insanity,madness. 

A  taMtti,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ \)  Preparing  for  any 

thing.  Being  easily  despatched  (business).  Com- 
ing to  ask  a  favour.  Occurring,  happening,  befall- 

ing.   Being  kind,  friendly,  accommodating. 
A  tastiy,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^\)  Facilitating  the 

course  of  water,  opening  a  free  passage  for  it. 

A  tastib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_-0^)  Putting  on 

(another),  or  ordering  (another)  to  put  on,  a  short 
shift  or  drawers,  (pass.)  Being  made  up  into  a  shift. 

A  «J\i>  tastiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  j,'i\)  Bringing 

(especially  water  to  one's  own  land  from  another's 
ground),  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ \)  Making  an  opening  or 
outlet  (for  water),  causing  to  run  or  spring  up. 

Ajo\j  taftir,  (v.  n.  2  of  J>\)  Bending  a  bow. Stringing  (a  bow). 

A  j^'i\3  tastim,  A  bursting  two  holes  into  one. A  tadin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^\)  Bringing  forth 
(a  child)  with  the  feet  foremost  (a  woman). 

p  U-J^Jll)  tatmd,  A  species  of  kite. 

Aj5\i  taMssur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j\)  Treading  in  the 

steps  of.  Following,  tracking.  Being  marked,  re- 
ceiving an  impi-ession  (a  skin). 

A  (»Ji30'  tasassuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i»_a>l)  Remaining 

still,  keeping  one's  place.  Sticking  to,  following 
close,  associating  familiarly  with.  Importuning, 

teasing,  dunning.  Exciting,  ceaselessly  stirring  up. 

Making  of  any  place  a  store-room  for  grain.  Sur- 
rounding, encompassing,  hemming  in. 

A  Jj\j  taMssul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj\)  Being  firm, 

fixed,  radical,  noble.  Taking  the  best  part  of  any 

thing.  Amassing  wealth.  Digging  a  well.  Be- 

coming great,  eminent,  glorious.  Being  collected, 
assembled.    Collecting,  bringing  together. 

A  tasassum,(j.n.5  of  jC'i)  Abstaining  from, 

repenting  of,  sin.  Regarding  one's  self  as  a  sinner. 
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A  t.l*J^^  tassis,  (v.  n.  2  of  uL>\)  Trampling  up- 

on. Subduing".   Softening  by  beating  or  treacling. 

AjJjilj  tasafir,  (pi.  of  jjij!)  iussuf)  Serjeants, 
beadles,  life-guardsmen. 

A^\!j  tassir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Making  an  im- 
pression, leaving  a  mark.   Affecting,  influencing. ,.9., 

Effect,  p j^\>  i^^jjXii^i  tadhiri  zud-iassir,  Per- 
suasive counsel. 

A  C^\j^\i  tassirat,  (pi.  Impressions. 
The  penetrating  influences  of  the  stars. 

A  t— ftj3\3  tcifsif,  (v.  n.  2  of  Placing  (a 

pot)  on  (its)  trivet. 

A  J.*>\j  taffil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj^)  Causing  to  take 
root.  Considering,  receiving  as  from  an  excellent 

origin  or  stock,  of  a  noble  family.  Ennobling. 

Strengthening.  Purifying  wealth  {i.e.  paying  a 

tenth  part  towards  religious  uses,  and  thereby  ren- 
dering the  rest  more  valuable).  Amassing  riches. 

Dressing  one's  dependants  richly.  Behaving  ge- 
nerously. 

A  tassim,  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ \)  Charging,  accus- 
ing, convicting  of  crime.  Sinning,  committing  evil. 

Sin,  iniquity,  transgression,  guilt,  moral  evil. 

p  A  ̂   taj,  (pi.  tyari)  A  crown,  diadem. 

A  crest.  The  comb  of  a  bird,  p  J>-  taji 

khuros,  A  cock's  comb.  The  amaranth.  The  herb 

staves-acre.  Drop-wort.  Pipe-weed.  ̂ j^Jjw*  ̂  

taji  sa^lan,  The  planet  Saturn.  "^j^jt? 

f'lroza,  The  sky.  The  crown  of  Kay  Kliusrav. 

(jjiij^  taji  gar  dun,  The  sun.  ̂ j^jf  taji  haya- 
ni,  A  royal  crown.  taji  gul,  A  wreath  of 

flowers.  CLj>j^^  ̂   taji  mafkhirat,  A  crown 
of  glory. 

A        taM)j,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  hot  (day). 
p  taj-bakhsh,  Distributing  crowns  ;  a 

maker  of  kings. 

p  f^y^Xi  taj-posh,  A  cock's  comb.  The  hoo- 
poo  or  puet. 

A        tajat,  Name  of  the  daughter  of 

zu'sh  shufr,  and  queen  of  Yaman.  She  was  cotem- 
porary  with  Joseph  when  governor  of  Egypt. 

A  taMjjuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^)  Burning,  blaz- 
ing, flaming.  Being  inflamed,  set  on  a  blaze.  Be- 
ing hot  (the  day). 

Pj^ti>j>\j  taj-dar,  Wearing  a  crown.  A  king, 

sovereign,  crowned  head.  A  keeper  of  the  crown. 
A  jewel-house. 

P  ijJ'S^Xi  taj-dari,  Royal.    Royal  dignity. 

A  j>X}>  tajir,  (pl.jlsi  tijar,J^  tujjur,jf  tajr 
and  tujr)  A  merchant.  A  vintner.  Clever,  acute, 

expeditious,  and  adroit  in  business.  'ij>''^  J^^?"^ 
tajir  aw  tdjirat,  (A  she-camel)  sought  after  and 
finding  a  ready  sale  in  the  market. 

P  ul/?"^  fajuran,  An  interpreter. 

A  s^\3  tajirat,  (fem.  of tajir)  Dexterous. 

huwa  ̂ la'  akrama  tajiratin, 
He  rides  a  noble  horse,  or  one  for  which  he  would 

find  a  ready  purchaser. 

tajali,  A  little  crown.  A  crest,  a  bird's 
comb.  Tajik,  One  not  an  Arab  or  Turk ;  a  Per- 

sian. One  of  Arabian  origin  brought  up  in  Persia. 

p  taj  alii,  A  garment  worn  at  Tabriz. 

A  (_).>•  \3  tasujjul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J^^)  Arriving  at 
an  appointed  term.  Being  assembled,  flocking 

from  all  quarters.  Being  confined,  dammed  up  (as 

water).  Lagging,  being  slow.  Being  divided,  or 
collecting  in  herds,  flocks,  and  bevies  (oxen,  sheep, 

and  deer).  Begging  for  a  delay. 

A  tasajjum,(y.  n.  6  o? ̂ \)  Being  scorch- 
ing hot  (the  day).  Burning,  blazing  (fire).  Being 

angry  against.  Entering  into  a  thicket  (a  lion). 

V jy^Ki  tajivar,  Wearing  a  crown,  crowned. 
A  tajiyat.  Name  of  a  cemetery  in  Bagh- 

dad, and  of  a  river  at  Kufa. 

A  ^^-yy'j  (j-  n-  2  of  ̂ \)  Kindling,  setting on  fire,  causing  to  blaze. 

A^-»-\5  ta-cjir,  (v.  n.  2  of        Making  bricks. 
A  ̂Jjk»- \3  to  nZ,  (  V .  n  .2  of  \ )  D  el  ay  ing,  protract- 

ing,deferring,putting  off.  Prescribing  a  fixed  period 

or  term.  Reprieving.  Hindering, restraining,  pre- 

venting. Curing,  applying  a  remedy  to,  a  crick  in 

the  neck  called  ̂ =-^  ijl.  Gathering,  bringing  (wa- 
ter) into  one  place. 

p  \3  ta  chand,  How  many  ?  by  how  much  ? 

jb        13  ta  chand  bar.  How  oft?  how  many  times? 
p  JW  \3  ta  hal,  Hitherto,  until  this  moment. 

p  A=»-  \i>  to,  had,  (or  (_f      13  ta  hade)  So  far  as. 
A  ;i.».U  tasahhud,  A  uniting,  a  becoming  one. 
A  tahim,  A  weaver. 

A  j_5»-b  tahi,  Overseer  of  a  garden,  gardener. 
A  iU5-\3  ta-fhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^^)  Repeating 

a  sound  as  ah  ah,  hemming,  hawing. 

A  tashid,  (v.  n.  2  of  0^^)  Making  two 

into  one,  or  ten  into  eleven.  Swearing  by  holding 

up  one  finger  to  denote  that  God  is  one. 

p  ̂ 13  tahh,  A  certain  tree,  fit  only  for  fuel. 
A       iaM/i/*.,  One  who  rises  having  no  appetite. 

A  i>\j>-Si  taskhaz.  Receipt,  acceptance, 

p  iJl<c-\5  taliht,  Spoil,  plunder,  prey.  Assault. 

Invasion,  ̂ j^j'  Cl*s>-\I)  <aM^  awarc^aw, To  assail, 
charge  (an  enemy). 

p  '^j^  (Jl^lj  takht  taraj.  Assault,  plunder, 
p  tj^sol)  tahli  tan.  To  hasten,  walk  fast,  run.  To 

rush  upon,  to  assault.  To  pursue,  hunt,  chase.  To 

urge,  force,  put  to  the  gallop.  To  twist,  spin.  To 
bend,  render  curved  or  convex.  To  break  out  in 

an  orbicular  tumour  upon  the  body.  To  contend, 

dispute,  or  wager.  To  bore.  To  spread,  diffuse, 

pour  out,  pour  in. 
\S  tdkhtani,  A csintev:  race.  A  post-horse. 

►13  tdhht  u  tdz.  Assault.  Plunder, 

p  &jkj>-\j        to,  Twisted.  Running,  run.  Put 

to  full  speed.  Poured  out. 

Aj^-l)  tasakhkhur,  (v.  n.  5  ofj>-\)  Remaining 
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behind.  Being  retarded,  coming  late.  Going  back. 

A  ij"^  tasdhhi,  A  behaving  like  brothers. 
A  tasahhhhi,  (v.  n.  5  of  of  li-i  for  y-^) 

Choosing,  receiving  as  a  brother.  Choosing  the 

best.  Behaving  as  a  brother  or  a  friend.  Apjjly- 

ing  diligently. 

A  &J^^  taskhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use) 

Making  a  rope,  stake,  peg,  or  ring  for  tethering  (a 

horse).  Sitting  on  the  left  foot,  and  holding  the 
right  foot  straight. 

A  taMiiz,  (v.n.  2  of  '^\)  Keeping  (her 
husband)  back  from  going  after  other  women  by 

means  of  a  charm  (a  wife).  Turning  (milk)  sour. 

A jJp-^  taMir,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ \)  Delaying,  pro- 
crastinating,postponing.  Remainingbehind.  Keep- 

ing back,  hindering.   Leaving  behind.  Making 9.,  .... 
last,  putting  behind,  jfi^^  j  j?'^'' 

hhlr.  Transposition,  reversing,    p  jjiiyi^^^  tas- 
hhiv  hardan.  To  delay,    a  ^  hila  taskhir. 

Without  delay,  p  dar  tdkhir  an- 
ddhhtan.  To  throw  back,  delay,  postpone. 

p  ijf^^  tdkhira,  Fate,  destiny.  Portion,  for- 
tune. Origin,  first  condition.  ̂ Jy;^^ 

tJjJ  tdhliirafi  fulan  hamchunin  hud.  The  destiny 
of  so  and  so  was  in  such  a  manner. 

A  (_->JU  tasadduh,  (v.  n.  5  of  L-^iii)  Being  in- 

structed (in  literature,  politeness,  and  good  man- 
ners) :  submitting  to  be  taught.  Being  trained, 

broke  in.    Instruction,  institution,  discipline. 

AiiO\3  tasaddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  li^)  Waxing  strong, 
increasing,  prevailing. 

A  (_j'iil!>  tasddi,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  jii^)  Prepar- 

ing, making  suitable  arrangements  for  accomplish- 
ing any  thing.  Weighing  down,  oppressing. 
A  tasaddijij.  n.Sof  forjii^)  Preparing 

to  do  anything.  Providing  one's  self  with  arms  and 
other  necessaries  for  averting  evil.  (v.n. 5  of  ̂5*^^) 

Paying.  Arriving  (intelligence). 
A  I— *>.45^  ta^lih,  (v.  n.  2  of  L-^ii^)  Teaching 

good  manners.  Correcting,  chastising.  Training, 

p.. 

breaking  in.  Correction,  chastisement,  p  i^^.iiu 

^^li^  tasdib  hardan.  To  instruct,  render  learned  or 
polite.  To  chastise.  To  teach  good  manners. 

A  tafdtbdi,(])\.  of  (_-0,ii\3)Instructions. 
A  io.ii^  tasdiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^ii^)  Causing  to 

arrive.  Leading  to.  Sending,  despatching,  bring- 

ing. Bringing  tribute.  Performing  a  promise. 
Paying  a  debt.  Receiving,  taking. 

A  ̂ dKi  tasdhti,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂i^\)  Mixing  much bread  with  condiment. 

A  ̂^iC)  tasazzun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂^lil\)  Giving  cer- 
tain information.  Making  known.  Proclaiming, 

promulgating.  Swearing.  Making  a  threatening 

proclamation,  making  people's  ears  tingle. 
A  toj^a«2;i,  (v.n.  5  of  i^ii^)  Being  injured. 

A  (^-J.i^  taszin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ji\)  Lending  an  ear. 
Granting  leave,  giving  permission.  Striking  (one) 



upon  the  ear,  rubbing,  twisting  the  ear.  Making 
a  handle  to  a  vessel,  or  latchet  for  a  shoe.  Calling 

to  prayers  from  the  balcony  of  the  minaret.  Sig- 

nifying, intimating,  advertising  frequently.  Driv- 
ing from  water,  not  giving  to  drink. 

V  J3  tar,  Top,  summit,  vertex,  pinnacle,  head 
or  higher  part  of  any  thing.  The  warp  of  a  web 
in  the  loom,  i.  e.  the  threads  stretched  lengthwise. 

The  string  of  a  musical  instrument.  A  thread.  A 

wire.  A  curl.  Dark,  obscure.  A  bit,  a  piece.  A 

species  of  palm-tree  from  which  an  intoxicating  li- 

quor (toddy)  is  extracted.  Jo  chashmi  tar,  A 

cloudy  eye,  blind.  O ̂ ffeilSjl!)  tm'i  ̂ .nhahut,  A 

spider's  web.        ̂   Jo  tar  u  pud,  Warp  and  woof. 

AjO*  taj^r,  (v.  n.  ofj\3)  Flowing  (blood  that cannot  be  stopped). 

A  j\3  tdrr,  Moist,  juicy,  succulent.  Fat,  fleshy, 

and  smooth-skinned.  Weak  and  languid  (from 
hunger).  A  stranger  far  from  home. 

p  J6  tara,  A  star.  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 
p  I— tarab,  A  village  near  Bokhara. 

p  C^Jo  tarat,  Spoil,  plunder.  Separation. 

A  CJJ3  tarat,  Malevolence.  Times,  turns, 

p  i^J^  taraj,  Spoil,  plunder,  sack. 
(jJ^ taraj  iiyaghmakardan.  To  plunder  and  sack. 

p j^J3  tarajgar,  A  spoiler,  pillager,  robber. 
p  taras,  A  bringing  under  subjection. 

p  ̂JJ^  taran,  Dark. 

A  tasarruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  t-.^\)Being  drawn 
extremely  tight  (a  knot).  Applying  unremittingly 

(to  business).    Resisting,  obstinately  refusing. 

A  'ijo  tarat,  (pi.  tisar  or  CL>J3  tarat) 

A  time,  turn.  Once,  one  time.  Sometimes,  'ijj 

ijjS'\ tar'atukhra', Another  time.  'iJo  ̂^o  ijotarat 
ba^  tarat,  Time  after  time,  oftentimes,  frequently. 

A  iJo  tarrat,  Succulent,  bonny  (lass). 

V Jojo  tar-tar.  Piecemeal.  To  atoms. 

p  ̂J>Jo  tar-tan,  A  weaver :  silkworm  :  spider. 

p  ̂J:X^  Jo  tar-tanak,  A  spider. 

PjjijVi  tartur,  Piecemeal.  Hard.  Dark. 

A  fjL^jKi  taMrnis,  (v.  n.5  of  lLJ\)  Being  kind- 
led (a  fire),  stirred  up  (strife). 

p  is,>^s--Jo  tar-choba,  Asparagus. 

A  ̂ Vi  tarah,  Terah,  Abraham's  father. 
p  tdrukh  or  tdrakh,  Name  of  Azar,  an  idol- 

sculptor.  Name  of  Abraham's  father. 

Ajjo  tdriz.  Hard.  Dry.  Withered.  Spiritless, 
evaporated.  Dead. 

A  i^J^  tdris,  Armed  with  a  shield. 

A  i^J^  tarish,  Light,  volatile,  unsteady. 
A  t^Jo  tdris.  Firmly  built,  compact  (horse). 

A  (jaj  0'  tasarruz,  (v.  n.  5  of  \JoJ)  Putting 
forth  the  blade  (grass),being  fit  for  grazing  ormow- 

ing.  Meeting.  Happening,  befalling.  Bending 
to  the  earth  with  weight. 

p  ^amA,  The  top,  the  crown  of  the  head. 

A  helmet.    A  little  hill,  a  heap. 
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A  ciJjVi  tdrik,  A  leaver,  a  forsaker,  a  deserter. 

f^Jo  tdriiiud  dunya  ,QnGy^\o  abandons  the 

wor  Id.    p  ̂ ^^^Jo  tarih  hardan.  To  abandon. 

p  t^J^Jo  tdr-hdri.  Filigree-work. 

P  {Ji^Jo  tdr-kash,  A  wire-drawer. 

p  ̂ Jd  tdram.  Name  of  a  city  whose  inhabitants 
are  renowned  for  their  comeliness. 

p  ̂ Jo  idr-megh,  A  dense  fog,  a  wintry  mist. 
p  J  Jo  tdru,  A  tike  or  louse  infesting  cattle. 

PjjJ  J  Jo  tar  u  tur,  Very  dark.  In  pieces, 
piecemeal,  to  atoms. 

V  Jjo  ̂  Jo  tar  u  mar,  Scattered.  Destroyed. 
Topsy-turvy,  in  confusion. 

p     Jo  tdrun,  Dark. 

p  tjo  tdra,  The  crown  of  the  head.  A  cupola. 

A  lute-string.  Obscure,  dark.  The  wai'p  of  cloth. 
The  scale  or  bason  of  a  balance.  A  bucket.  A 

wooden  building  of  a  circular  form. 

p  (jjo  tdri,  Darkness,  obscurity.  Dark.  A 
liquor  exuding  from  a  certain  tree ;  toddy.  Tdre, 

A  single  thread  or  wire. 

A  tasarri,  (v.  n.  5  of  {jj)  Standing  quiet 
(as  one  horse  behind  another  in  the  same  stall). 

Abiding  in  one  place.  Bending  the  mind,  devot- 
ing the  whole  attention  to.  Making  honey  (a  bee). 

Withdrawing,  lurking  behind. 

A  <^.Jd  tas:rib,  (v.  n.  2  of  '^J)  Tying  fast  (a 
knot).  Defining,  setting  bounds  to.  Completing, 

performing.    Doing  much. 

A  'ioJitafriyat,(y.n.2oi  (jj)  Strengthening, 
establishing.  Making  a  tethering  post.  Lighting(a 

fire).  Stirring  up  (a  fire).  Concealing,  suppressing. 

A  V— *^jU  tasris,  (v.  n.  2  of  lL>J)  Kiadling  a 
fire.    Stirring  up  strife. 

A  tasry,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ \)  Raising,  foment- 
ing dissensions.    Keeping  a  good  account-book. 

A  tafrikh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Dating  (a  letter). 
Registering.  Chronicling.  A  chronicle,  calendar, 

aera,  epoch,  year,  date.  End,  boundary,  extremity. 

ij^  ̂ o  tasinJihu  Z /wyVa?,  The  £era  of  the  Hijrat 
or  flight.  tUfrikhi  iskandari.  The 

fera  of  Alexander,  commencing  312  years  befai'e 

Christ.  ^Jd  tasrikhijaldli.  The  sera  of  Ja- 
lalu'd  din,  beginning  in  the  year  1079  of  the  Chris- 
tian  Eera.  tasrihhi  rumi.  The  tera  of 

Alexander.  tasrihhu'sh  shuhadds, 
The  aera  of  the  martyrs  under  Diocletian  in  the 

year  284.  ̂ ..aJ^  iasrtkhu's  safar,  The  sera  of 
Safar  (used  by  the  Arabs  in  Spain,  not  extending 

beyond  38  of  our  years).  i^J^  tasrVihi 

hibti,  The  Coptic  asra,  i.e.  The*  aera  of  the  martyrs. 

Oj^-Oj)^  ̂ \o  tasrikhi  yazdajird,  The  Eera  of  Yaz- dajird,the  last  monarch  of  the  Sassanian  dynasty, 

instituted  in  the  year  632  of  the  Christian  era. 

^J^^     fi't  tatrihh.  On  this  date. 
v  Jo.  -^Jo  tairilih-ddr,  A  chronologer.  Daily. 
A        Jo  iia'ri/j/n,  A  chronologist,  a  chronicler. 

AjJjb  tasr'iz,The  making  (a  peg)  fast, 
A  (j>*>Jo  iasris,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^J)  Cultivating 

land,  becoming  an  agriculturist.  Employing,  mak- 

ing use  of,  another's  service. 
A  [j!^.Jo  tasrtsh,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^J)  Kindling  a 

flre.    Stirring  up  strife. 

A  (^J^.j^  taj:rlz,  (y.n.2of  (^J)  Causing  grass 
to  be  depastured.  Seeking  for  pasture.  Purposing 

and  making  preparatives  for  keeping  a  fast.  Using 
chaste,  polished  language.  Adapting,  correcting, 

adjusting.  Making  a  leathern  bottle  fit  for  use  by 
lining  it  with  milk,  water,  butter,  or  inspissated 

juice.  Making  heavy.   Delaying,  putting  ofl^. 
A I  S.>jKi  tasrtf,  (v.n.2of  i  >J)  Makingaboun- 

dary,  setting  up  a  mete.  Tying  a  knot  (on  a  rope). 

A  ta^j'ik,  A  rendering  sleepless. 

A  (.dJ-?jl3  tas7~ik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J)  Decorating 
with  a  throne.  Ornamenting  a  bridal  chamber 
with  a  sopha  or  couch. 

p  ̂^>Jo  tdrili,  Dark.    Obscure,  cloudy. 

p  p-i>=e-  uLbjlI)  tdrih-chashm.  Short-sighted. 
p  Jii  '^^Jo  tdrik-dil.  Benighted.  Depraved. 

p  ̂_^Jd  tdrVii,  Darkness,  obscurity. 
p  ̂J>Jo  tdrin,  Dark,  obscure.  The  juice  of  a certain  tree  called  toddy, 

A  Jo  tasz,  (v.  n.  of  Jo)  Healing  (a  wound). 
Encountering  one  another  in  battle. 

vjo  tdz,  A  greyhound.  Ignoble,  base.  A  be- 
loved object.  A  beardless  youth  ;  especially  one 

who  behaves  himself  unseemly  and  talks  indecently, 

(in  comp.)  Running,  hastening,  making  an  assault. 

p  iojo  tdzdna,  A  lash,  whip.  Correction. 

p  ̂j<^Jo  tdzdnidan.  To  cause  to  run  at. 
A  (-Jj^  tasazzub,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J)  Dividing 

amongst  themselves. 

pjbj\j  tdz-bdz.  Playing  with  boys ;  a  pederast. 

A  ̂ b'  tasazzuh,  (v.n.  5  of^^)  Being  drawn 
together.  Being  slow,  tedious,  longwinded.  Fail- 

ing, fiinching,  giving  way. 

A  jjo  tasazzur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jj)  Putting  on 
breeches  or  trowsers  (calledj^\  izdr). 

A  Jjb"  tasazzuz,  The  boiling,  bubbling  (of  a  pot). 

P(jijl3  tdzish,  A  running  here  and  there. 
A  taMZuf,  (v.n.  6  of  i_ij^)  Approaching, 

being  side  by  side. 

AuJjb  tasazzuf,  A  walking  with  short  steps. 

A  Jjjti  tasdzuk,  The  being  reduced  to  straits. 

A  Jjt)  tasazzuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  JJ^)  Being  strait- 
ened, distressed.    Being  overpowered  in  battle. 

p  uiJjb  tdzik.  An  Arab's  son  reared  in  Persia. 

P  ̂J3  tdzagi.  Freshness,  youthfulness.  No- 
velty. "  Plumpness,  fatness. 

A  Jjt)  tasazzid,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj^)  Being  op- 

pressed with  anguish. 

A  j^ti  tasazzum.  The  making  a  long  stay. 
p  5iijjl!>  tdzanda,  Running,  making  haste. 

P  <LSoJo  tdzang,  A  column  or  pilaster  of  stone 



and  mortar. 

p  ijO  tiiza,  Fresh.  Young.  New,  recent.  Raw. 

\JLAM,>\y>-  8j\3  taza-jawanast,  He  is  a  fresh,  tender 
youth.         »L**i  srpalii  taza,  A  raw  recruit.  Sj\I> 

fj^Mi  taza  shudan,  To  be  tender  and  fresh. 

^^u)^  taza  liardan,  To  make  fresh  or  clean. 

p  t^C>        taza  ha  taza,  Fresh  and  fresh. 

p  &>aA^  SjU  taza-hayza,  A  fresh  egg. 

p      Sjl!)  taza-dam,  Good  spirits,  elasticity. 

p         Sjl5  taza-ras,  New,  fresh,  lately  come. 

P(_5'jj  <a2'(2-?'M3/,  Fresh-faced, florid.  Cheer- 
ful, smiling,  joyous. 

p      J  Sjli  taza-rusi,  Freshness,  beauty  of  face. 

Pjj^  »jVi  taza-zuhur,  Newly  produced. 

p  ̂   ijO  tdza-kalam,  A  postscript. 
p       ijKi  taza-hun,  Refreshing:  a  reviver. 

p  <ij)j  ijO  taza-marid,  A  fresh  comer. 
p^  J  ijKi  taza  u  tar,  Fresh  and  green. 

p  t/j^  tazi,  Arabic.  An  Arabian  horse.  A 

greyhound.  An  assault.  ̂ J^J^  taziyan,  Arabians. 

i^JCJ  ha  tazi,  In  Ai'abic. 
A  i^jO  tasazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  t^^)  Retiring,  de- 

sisting from  timidity.  Making  a  conduit  called 

izds.  Hitting  the  mark  and  vibrating  in  it  (an  ar- 
row).  Sitting  near  one  another. 

P  (j^J^  tdziydn.  Running.  Pursuing,  (pi.  of 

tdz'i)  Arabians.  Arabian  horses. 
p  eobjl!)  taziydna,  A  scourge,lash,whip.  «jbjl3 

i^^j^  tazhjana  khwurdan,  To  receive  a  scourg- 

ing. (^'^^  taziydna  hardan,  (or  ̂ iij  za- 
dan)  To  scourge,  to  flog. 

p^y*-  djbjli)  tdziydna-khwur,Scourged.  Whipt. 

p  (jj  eobj\->  tdziydna-zan,K  whipper,  scourger. 
A  ioj^  tasziyat,  (v.  n.  2  oi Making  a  con- 

duit to  a  reservoir. 

A  taszij,  (v.n.  2  of        Building  an  ob- 
long arched  edifice  or  corridor  with  vaulted  roof. 

p  wl^jlj  tdzi-khdna,  A  dog-kennel. 
P  ̂^S>,jotdzidan,Tor\m.  To  wander.  To  make 

an  assault.  To  be  born.  To  set  on  fire,  to  inflame. 

To  twist.  To  bend.  To  bore.  To  wager.  To 
strive.    To  suit. 

A^JO  taszir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Covering  one's 
breeches.    Backing,  strengthening,  supporting. 

P  ij^j  ijj^  tdzi-zahdn.  The  Arabic  language. 

Pj^^         tdzi-suwdr,  Mounted  on  an  Arab. 

p  (^^J^  tdzik,  One  neither  an  Arab  or  a  Turk. 
One  of  Arab  blood  born  and  brought  up  in  Persia. 

P  '^J^  ijj^  tdzi-kdrd,  A  big  butchering  knife. 

P  '^)j>  {Jj^  tdzi-nijdd,  An  Arab  by  birth. 
Pjl3  tdj,  A  tent,  pavilion  of  cotton  or  muslin. 

Delicate.  Elegant. 

p  A  tds,  Playing  cards.  A  fainting,  rest- 

lessness, or  longing  desire  to  which  pregnant  wo- 
men are  subject.  A  cup,  dish,  plate. 

tasa.  Sorrow,  grief,  heaviness  of  heart. 

p  tdsdmdan.  To  strangle. 
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pjb  (j*»\I>  tds-hdz,  A  conjuror :  a  card-player. 

A  ju>'^  tasassur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Delaying,  pro- 
ceeding slowly.  Seeking  or  findingan  excuse  against. 

A  itas'/^, The  ninth.  One  who  makes  nine. 

yarcmut  tdsi^  mish  shaliri, 
The  ninth  day  of  the  month  

A  tatassvf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (  iun\)  Sighing, 

grieving,  lamenting,  bemoaning, regretting, pining, 

brooding  over  afiiiction.  Grief,  p  (jii,^  u 

taMssuf  hhnmrdan,  To  sigh. 

A  ,3-^0  tasassnl,  A  taking  after  the  father. 
p  d,*<^»fcu\j  tdsimsat,  (Moorish)  An  orange. 

p  A.**»»\!>  tdsma,  A  strap.  Hair  combed  over 
the  forehead. 

A  ̂^*<*13  tafassun,(Y.Ti.5  of  ̂jyi*»\)Being changed, 
corrupted  (water).  Calling  up  an  old  agreement; 

seeking  for  a  pretence,  putting  off,  procrastinating. 

Taking  after  (his)  sire. 

A  ■^\S'y*>G  tasu^s.  The  ninth  of  Muharram. 
A  tdsumat,  A  sandal. 

p  «jjj13  tdsa,  Disquietude,  anxiety,  grief,  rest- 
lessness. A  difficulty  in  breathing.  A  panting  from 

heat  or  running.  A  sob.  Blackness  of  the  face 

from  grief.   The  longing  of  pregnant  women. 

p  Siij  M>Xi  tdsa-zada,  Broken-winded. 
A  tasihamt,  (Moorish)  Wild  sorrel. 
p  tdsa  rvdsa.  Disquiet,  restlessness. 

A  j^jj**^  taMsi,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  y>*>^)  Consol- 
ing, solacing,  or  reciprocally  assisting. 

A  j_^\->  tasassl,  A  receiving  of  comfort. 
A  tassiyat,(\.xv.2of  (_^\) Administering 

consolation.  Grieving,  feeling  grief  or  sympathy. 

A  tiJOrfiU  tassid,T\ie  setting  (a  dog)  at  any  thing. 

p  ̂JS-iM»Ki  tdsidan,  To  be  sad  or  afflicted. 
Ajwlj  tatdsir,  Girths  (of  a  saddle). 

A__jw*0  tamr,  (v.  n.2  of  j*"^)  Binding  tight. 

A  ̂juXui^  tttisis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^\)  Marking  out 
a  foundation.  Laying  a  foundation.  Making  firm 

and  solid,  (in  poetry)  The  last  letter  of  a  hemistich, 

with  which  all  the  following  rhyme.  The  quies- 

cent \  alif,  which  belongs  to  the  penultimate  syl- 

lable of  a  poem,  and  is  separated  from  the  jj-jj 
rawiy  or  final  by  another  letter :  as  in  ma- 

hdrim,  where  \  alif  is  the  (j*Jk«i\j  tassis,j  re  the 

u-iii,  ridf,  and  p  viim  the  lSjj  rawly.  The  em- 
ployment of  a  new  word,  imparting  a  different 

sense  to  the  word  jsreviously  used  (in  contradis- 
tinction  to  tasJnd,whieh  means  strengthening 

or  corroborating),  p  ̂j*^^  (^i*"^'  tdsis  nihddan, 
To  lay  a  foundation,  establish,  fix,  consolidate. 

A  J«Juoi3  tassil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J.***^)  Sharpening, 

bringing  to  a  point.  Reaching  the  summit,  tip,  or 
extremity  of  a  thing. 

p  (^K)  task,  A  freckle.  A  companion,  consort, 

partner  in  trade.  Alord,master,householder. 

cyt^  khwdja-tdsh,  A  school-fellow. 

A  L..'"'^"^  taMshshub,  (v.  n.  5  of  (— >v«»^)  Being 

mixed  (a  concourse  of  people).  Being  assembled, 

gathered,  blended.  Being  intertwined  (trees). 
Sticking  close  (as  a  client  to  his  patron). 

Puilii*l!>  fas/ia/{.  Whey.   Fresh  butter.  Quick. 

p  ̂Ji«*l3  tdslih.il,  A  wart. 

A  (j^O  tasashshun,  A  washing  with  potash. 
A  t_.ouu\3  tasshib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t— ̂ ^)  Setting 

(men)  at  variance.    Mixing,  intertwining. 

AjM^Ki  tassJiir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Sharpening, 

notching  (the  teeth).  (pl.^^\3  tasdshir)  That  by 
which  a  locust  bites ;  his  mandible. 

A  ̂^J^^^o\>  tasassus.  An  assembling,  flocking. 

A  jJ.<S\3  taMSsul,  A  taking  firm  root. 
A  ea^b  tassiyat,  The  being  difficult. 

A  4iA<o\i>  tatsid,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^^^)  Causing  one  to 

put  on  a  small  shift  (called  'i^^oS  usdat'). A  i„jAXto^tatsis,(Y.xi.2of  (^1) Binding, tying 

fast.Confirming,strengthening.  JoiningjCementing. 

A  ,Jjyal3  tass'd,  (v.n. 2  of  (J-o^)  Causing  to  take 
root.  Confirming,  strengthening.  Ennobling.  De- 

claring ^o  be  of  noble  origin. 

A  J^Ki  tamtur,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^^)  Being  bent. 

A  Jh\i  tasattur,  (v.  n.  5  of  ji*^)  Being  bent. 
Vibrating  (as  a  lance  carried  across  the  shoulder). 

Remaining  in  her  father's  house  unmarried  (a  wo- 

man). ^  Being  imprisoned,  confined,  restrained. 
A  fasattum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  filled 

with  rage.  Dashing  furiously  (waves).  Snoring. 

Purring  (a  cat  in  her  sleep).  Growing  dark  (night). 

Curbing  one's  self,  refraining  (from  talk  or  acting). 
A  tastid.  An  establishing,  confirming. 

A j>)^^  tast'ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^\)  Bending,  mak- 
ing crooked.  Wrajjping  a  bit  of  catgut  round  an 

arrow  near  the  notch  to  strengthen  it. 

taAlm,  (v.  n.2  of  jjf^)  Throwing  a  veil 
or  covering  over  the  camel-litter  hawdaj. 

A  55-15  td^t,  A  little  mass,  lump,  ball. 

A  i^jtSXi  td^s.  Perishing,  dying.  Trembling. 
Fallen  pi'ostrate.    Thrown  or  laid  down.  Remote. 

p  ̂   tdgh,  A  tree,  a  fire  of  which  will  burn  for 
a  long  time.    An  egg.    Name  of  a  fort  in  Sistan. 

p  b  td  ffhuyat.  Until. 
p  tdghistdn,  A  grove  of      tdgh  trees. 

A  t;iA**>;^iff-\3  tdghandast,  (Moorish)  Pellitory. 

A  'iiXi  tdfat.  Vice,  blemish,  defect.  Necessity, 
need,  lack.  Excess.  Delay. 

p  j_^^b  fa/ifa</i, Vexation, fatigue.  Distortion. 

p  ̂J^'^  tdftan,  To  set  on  fire,  burn,  inflame, 
scorch,  heat.  To  be  warm,  hot.  To  shine,  sparkle, 

glitter,  dazzle,  send  forth  rays.  To  twist.  To  bend, 
crook,  render  convex.  To  curl  hair.  To  turn  away. 

To  turn  away  the  face,  to  decline.  To  be  disturbed 

and  vexed.  To  sigh. 

p  jCil!)  tdfta.  Turned,  bent,  averted.  Twisted. 

Woven.  Shining,  sparkling,  glittering.  A  gar- 
ment woven  of  linen.  A  kind  of  silken  cloth.  Taf- 

feta. Hair,  thread,  or  any  thing  similar  capable  of 



being  platted,  twisted,  or  curled.  Heated,  inflamed. 

Sad,  afflicted,  disturbed.  Discomfort,  uneasiness. 

PjX>-  iCsKi  tafta-jigar,  Hectic.  In  love. 
A  jsKi  tajir,  A  sordid,  dirty,  squalid  fellow. 

p  uii^ilS  iafashak,  A  ship-worm,  wood-louse. 
A  tasaffuf,  (v.  n.  6  of         Crying  out 

with  vexation  and  loathing  i  j\  uffa,  Fie !  for 
shame !  out  upon  it ! 

A  J^*^  tasaffuk,  A  coming  from  ufuh. 
A  (J,i\i>  tasafful,  A  being  proud  and  haughty. 

A  tasaffun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^\)  Being  lessened, 

impaired.  Accusing,  reproaching.  Making  pre- 
tensions to  what  one  does  not  possess.  Boasting 

falsely.  Exploring  diligently  the  minutiae  of  things. 

A  ailj  tafih,  Small,  few.  Mean.  Insipid.  ̂  

A  I— ft*s^  iC'^flf'  (j-^-  2  of  (  si) Crying  out  u-sl 
uffa,  Fy  !  shame  !  out  upon  it.  Suffering  from 

blight  amongst  corn,  or  murrain  amongst  cattle. 

A  (^JI>  fa^fih,  (v.  n.2  of  tdlsl)  Lying. 

A  J-i\j  tasfil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J,sl)  Making  com- 
plete or  perfect.  Multiplying,  increasing. 

A  ̂l!)  tcika,  (fut.  jj^A^.  yatuhu)  He  desired. 
A  fasak,  (v.  n.  of  Being  filled  (a  lea- 

thern bottle).  Being  full  (of  grief).  Burning 

(with  rage). 

p  ̂jKi  tali,  A  tree,  the  fire  of  which  will  burn 
for  seven  days. 

A  &i  u  ta^akat,  Excessof  anger.  Rashness, hasti- 
ness, passion.  Haste,  despatch.  A  disposition  to 

rusli  into  mischief. 

A  laili)  tasahkut,  (v.n.5  of  Becoming  new 

cheese,  which  is  called  )as\  aJiit  (milk) 

A  C1a.*sIj  tafl.'it,  The  fixing  of  a  time. 
p  1^313  m,  The  tendril  of  a  vme. 

A  uiJ\j  taha,  (fem.  of  uiJli  zulta)  This. 

A  (_iJl3  tahk,  (pi.  takkun,  takakat, 

udil^O  tukhak,  and  (..dJio  /w^aA)  Foolish,  dull,  stu- 
pid. Thin,emaciated.  Perishing,on  the  brink  of  ruin. 

ta  Jiuja,  How  far  ?  whither  ?  How  long  ? 

A  i^£»0'  tasahkud,  (v.n.5  of  Being  con- 
firmed, strengthened. 

A  taj:aA7iMr,(v.n.5of^)Trenching(land), 
preparing  (it)  for  the  reception  of  trees. 

A  ̂j^^takurruna' ,A.  town inSpain,Tarragona. 

A  '3-^^  tasakul,  (v.  n.  6  of  ,J^1)  Eating  toge- 
ther. Slaying  one  another  in  battle  (warriors). 

A  \3  fasakliul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^l)  Being  corroded 

(a  tooth).  Being  devoured  with  rage.  Gleaming 

(a  swoi-d,  lightning,  silver,  &c.). 
A  taliuh,  (Moorish)  Gum  euphorbium. 

p  ̂ ^='^  kay,  Whither  ?  To  what  length  ? 
How  lonfj? 

A  tasalnd,'Re\is,  girths,  thongs,  holding 
together  the  fore  parts  of  a  camel's  saddle. 

A  ̂-Sal)  taMd,  (v.  n.  2  of  Tying  tight, 

bindingfast.  Joining,  uniting.  Strengthening,  sa- 

tisfying, confirming,  corroborating.  Insisting.  Cor- 
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roboration.  Stress.  An  order,  injunction. 

A  lii^^ll)  tashulan,  Strongly.  Diligently. 

A  (__flj;£=3l!>  taikif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u_ft^l)  Laying  the 

saddle-cloth  upon  (an  ass).    Making  the  coarse 
saddle-cloth  i  ikaf  or  ukaf. 

A  J,-^^  tailid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij^l)  Giving  to  eat. 
Inviting  one  to  eat. 

A  pX^s^  tasklm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Being  thick 
about  the  buttocks.    Thickness  of  buttock. 

A  (J\j"  tal,  Palm-shoots,  or  young  palm-leaves. 
H  J13  tal,  The  fan  palmyra-tree,  the  leaves  of 

which  are  used  to  write  on  with  an  iron  style.  Cop- 
per. A  dish  of  silver  or  brass.  A  sort  of  cymbal 

of  bell-metal  played  with  a  stick.     p  A  pond. 

A  J\3  ( jUi  saU)  tail,  (and  J^k-J\  J^L^l 
az  zaldlu'bmi't  talal)  Wandering,  erring. 

P  u-J^lj  tdlab,  ( tdl  and  L-J I  db)  A  pond. 

Pj^l3  tdldr,  A  bedchamber  or  saloon,  built  of 
wood  and  supported  by  four  columns,  (for 

tdldb)  A  pond,  a  reservoir. 

p  (^^13  tdldsh,  A  voice,  clamour,  tumult. 
Flame.  Search. 

F  (j'^^'-^  tdldn,  Depredation,  plunder,  pillage. 
A  tasaldn,  One  who  tosses  his  head  in 

walking,  or  walks  as  if  he  had  a  load  on  his  back. 

p  uil>^)l!)  tdldnak,  An  apricot. 

p  i6^\3  tdldna,  A  fruit  resembling  a  peach. 

A  L^Ki  tadab,  A  tree  from  which  bows  are 

made.  Robust  (man,  wild-ass,  or  mountain-goat). 

A  tdlid,  Wealth  inherited  from  one's  an- 
cestors. Cattle  bred  at  the  owner's  home. 

A  ii3\i>  tasallud,  (v.  n.  5  of  ii3\)  Being  struck  with 
astonishment. 

A  (j*«3\i>  tasallus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j«51)  Feeling  pain. 

Being  moved. 

p  ̂^LJl!>  tdlisdn,  (or  tdlishdn)  A  kind 
of  coif  wreathed  round  the  head,  with  a  lappet  or 

sash  hanging  down. 

p  tdlish,  Name  of  a  people  in  Gilan. 

A  (  a5\3  tasalluf,  (v.  n.5  of  i  ftJl)  Being  united, 

associated.  Contracting  an  acquaintance,  culti- 

vating friendship, holding  social  intercourse,  agree- 
ing. Finding  to  be  suitable  and  agreeing  with. 

Speaking  kindly  and  soothingly.  Conciliating  the 
affections  ofanother.  Assembling,flocking together. 

A  ̂ji'd  tasalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ \)  Flashing,  glit- 
tering, gleaming  (lightning).  Tiring, adorning  her- 

self (a  woman).  Preparing,  raising  the  head  for  a 
quarrel  or  for  some  mischievous  purpose. 

A  tdlika,  (fem.  of  uii31i  zdlika)  That. 
p    feilj  tdlln,  Wild  coriander. 

A  |»— tasallum,,  (v.n.5  of  jjl)  Suffering  pain. 
Grief,  torment. 

p  iols-       taMllum-JiUuna,  An  hospital. 

p         tdhnin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  fox. 

p  aa*>1^5l!>  tdlndsa,  Perturbation,  disquietude, 
restlessness.  Inclination,  desire. 

f«Z  M  ma/.  Dispersed.  Piecemeal. 
A  es.J\i>  tasalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  JsJl)  Worshipping, 

paying  adoration.    Being  devout  and  pious. 

A  ,JiU5\        tdlihu'l  ̂ hl.  Mad,  insane. 
A  ̂^Kj  tdli,  Following.  Consequent.  A  reader. 

The  fourth  horse  in  a  race.  tdlVri  najm, 
The  bull's  eye  (a  star). 

A        tasalll,  (v.  n.  5  of  Swearing. 

A  1--*^^  taslib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^\)  Instigating, 

exciting,  provoking.    Sowing  dissensions.  Cor- 
rupting, laying  waste.    Urging  forward. 

A  'bJ^Ki  tadiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂\)  Doing  less  than 
one's  duty,  coming  short.    Stopping,  delaying. 

A  i-i^'^  tdUyat,  Extremity:  tail,  foot. 
A         tasdlid,  Generations, 

p  tdlldan,  To  cry  (Hke  a  fowl  that  is 

caught,  or  a  boy  that  is  whipped).  To  weep.  To 
sack,  spoil,  pillage. 

A  I  a-jJli  taj^lif,  (v.n.2  of  i  all)  Making,  com- 

pleting, or  becoming  one  thousand.  Writing  the 
letter  \  alif.  J oining,  uniting.  Connecting  in 

friendship,  reconciling.  CofTfciliating,  winning 

(hearts).  Collecting,  bringing  together,  compiling. 

A  compilation,  literary  composition,  publication, 

(--^jij' (_flj\j  tdliji  kulub,The  conciliating  of  hearts. 

AjJJU  taslil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J\)  Sharpening.  Prick- 
ing the  ears. 

A         taslim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ \)  Paining. 

A  9.2\">  tadih,  (v.  n.  2  of  &]\)  Causing  or  com- manding to  worship. 

p  j»\i>  td.m,  Few.  Small.   Little.  Weak, 

A  ̂ Vi  tdmm,  Entire,  complete,  perfect,  full. 
j>t^\  tdmmu'sh  sha^r,  One  who  has  a  full  head 

of  hair.  (^J^l       tdminu'l  wazn,  Of  full  weight. 

ji^J       glutyr  tdmm,  Incomplete, 

p  H^J_jX<i\j  tdmbul,  Betel-leaf. 
Aj*\!>  tammur,  (v.  n.  6  of ycV)  Consulting,  de- 

liberating. Commanding  one  another. 

A        tdmir,  Rich  or  abounding  in  dates. 

A  J^'\i  taMmmur,  (v.  n.  5  of^sl)  Being  set  over 
as  commander.  Commanding,  bearing  sway.  Con- 

sulting. 

A  tsj^^  taj^muriy,  A  man,  some  one. 
A  's^LaX^  tdmashtat,  (Moorish)  Fennel. 

A  tasammu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ \)  Being  weak 

in  mind.  Being  at  every  body's  beck  and  call. 
A  {^Ki  tdmik,  A  camel's  bunch,  especially 

large  and  oblong.  A  camel's  bunch  in  general. 
A  camel  having  a  large  bunch. 

A  JJS\J  tasammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-*!)  Looking 

steadfastly  (at  any  thing),  regarding  attentively. 

Reflecting,  musing.  Pausing.  Contemplation, 

thought,  meditation. 

A  tasammum,  (v.  n.  5  of  "^\)  Tending  to- 
wards. Design,  purpose,  intention.  Taking  for, 

considering  as,  a  mother,  (for  tayammum) 

Purifying  or  rubbing  the  hands,  face,  and  other 



parts  of  the  body  with  sand  or  dust  (agreeable  to 

the  Muhammadan  law),  where  water  cannot  be 

got,  before  engaging  in  religious  duties. 

A  tumur,  (or  tasinur)  Any  one,  some 

one.  Anything.  Soul, spirit, breath.  Blood.  The 

life's  blood.  The  heart ;  the  heart's  core.  Saffron. 
Water.  Wine.  The  monastic  institution  or  mode 

of  living.  A  monk's  cloister.  A  lion's  haunt  or 
lair.  The  membrane  which  encloses  the  foetus  in 

the  womb.  A  foetus.  A  prime  minister,  a  vazir. 

A  puppet.  A  purse  or  case  for  holding  any  thing. 

A  round  box  for  holding  jewels  or  drugs.  An  ewer 

with  a  spout. 

A  'ijyiXi  tamurat,  A  cloister,  a  cell.  The  peri- 
cardium. Wine.  Water.  A  round  box  for  holding 

jewels  or  drugs.    A  lion's  den.    An  ewer. 

A  ̂^jytiSi  tasWMi'iy,  A  man ;  some  one. 
p  (J^\i  tamul,  ((J_yjj\3  tmnbul)  Betel-leaf. 
A  aw*Vi  taj^ammuh,  The  taking  a  mother. 

A  taMniTm,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂'e\)  Purchasing  a 
female  slave  (&*^  amat). 

A  tafiniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^\)  Making  (one) 
a  handmaid  (iL«\  aniat^. 

A  CL^^  tufimt,  (v.  n.  2  of  tl^\)  Determining, 

defining.    Guessing,  conjecturing. 

A  tasmid,  (v.  n.  2  of  i\«^)  Shewing  a  term 

or  boundary,  terminating,  finishing. 

Ajy^  tafamir,  (pi.  ofj^^i  tusmur)  Direction- 
stones  set  up  in  the  desert. 

A  tasvih;  (v.  n.  2  of  jft\)  Appointing  a  go- 
vernor (amir).  Sharpening.  Producing  a  mark, 

impression,  or  scar.  Fixing  a  point  to  a  lance. 
Rendering  numerous. 

A  ̂ J^0  tasinil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (3*^)  Hoping. 

A         tasmim,  (v.  n.  2  of  jl!\)  Proposing. 
A  tamiin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ \)  Saying  Amen. 

Trusting,  confiding  in. 

A        tan,  Sewing  thread. 

p  jjl!)  tan,  Your,  yours.  The  mouth.  The  in- 

side of  the  mouth.  (jl!>  i6lii\^  hashmian  tan,Youv 

parlour.     ̂ l!)  rahhti  tan,  Your  furniture, 

(for  ̂ ^1  \j  ta  an)  Until  that,  or  he.  (forj\j  tm-) 
The  warp  of  a  web.  Sundry  cross  threads  which 
are  left  unwoven. 

A  j^li  tani,  (fem.  dual  of     za)  These  two. 

p  tanak,  One  who,  in  speaking,  fre- 
quently pronounces  the  letter  O  ta. 

A  taman,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Groaning. 
p  J^Sl!)  tamhul.  Betel-leaf. 

A  CLou  tasannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (.^\)  Becoming 

soft.    Speaking  tenderly,  using  soft  words. 

p  ̂^[Sjdnad,  He  is  able.    It  is  possible. 
A  (j*ou  tasannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j-i^)  Becoming 

tame  and  gentle  (an  animal). 
p  tanist,  He  is,  or  was,  able. 

A  (  o^u  ta^annuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  ai^)  Desiring, 

longing  intensely  for  one  thing  after  another. 
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A  JjiC>  tasannuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ \)  Doing  any 

thing  properly  and  wisely.  Displaying  great  neat- 

ness. Being  neat  and  spruce.  Fine,  elegant  work- 
manship. Viewing  any  object  (as  a  garden)  with 

wonder  and  delight,  liking  (a  place). 

tdnh,  A  weight  of  about  two  ounces. 
A  til>\j  tanika,  (or  uiAi\i>  tannika)  (fem.  dual 

of  Li)\j  zaha)  Those  two. 

p  jX>lij  tdngu  or  tdnagu,  A  barber. 

p  ̂ Vi  tdnam,  I  am  able,    (for  ̂ \^)  I  know. 
A  i^K>  tasannun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Tjl)  Being  pleased 

with.    Pleasing,  rendering  satisfied. 

p  Jy\3  ̂arewZ,  The  environs  of  the  mouth.  Wry- 
mouthed. 

p  aj\j  tana.  The  warp  of  a  web  in  the  loom. 

A  ■^\i>  tdnh,  A  villager,  a  peasant. 
A  tamnni,(Y.  n.5  of  ̂ ^)  Waiting, expect- 

ing, p  ̂̂ d^  jjtS  tasanni  kardan,  To  go  slowly, 
deliberately,  or  patiently  to  work.  To  conduct 
business  with  care,  skill,  and  industry.  To  delay, 

defer,  hesitate. 

ui^  tasn'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  c-a^^)  Treating 
harshly,  with  unkindness.  Chiding  any  one  and 

speaking  through  the  nose. 

A  tasniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Lagging,  de- 
laying, proceeding  slowly. 

A  tasn'is,  (v.  n.  2  of  <^1)  Putting  in  the 
feminine  gender.  Making  soft.  Flattering,  using 
blandishments. 

p  tdnidan.  To  prevail  against. 

A  [j^'^  tasms,(v.  n.2of  ;jm3\)  Making  fami- 
liar, habituating.  Exhilarating,  rejoicing.  Seeing, 

perceiving. 

p idnlsar,  A  city  in  Hindustan. 

A  t— tamvf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_fti\)  Sharpening, 

giving  a  sharp  point.  Exciting  (any  one)  to  dis- 
gust. Leading  (camels)  to  fresh  untouched  pasture. 

Seeking  pasture.    Putting  a  handle  to. 

A  tamik,  A  filling  with  astonishment. 

A  (jvVi  tasnvn,  (v.  n.  2  of  1^)  Being  pleased 
with.    Pleasing,  rendering  satisfied. 

p_j\I>^ai7,(forL-^\ji'aZ')  Strength.  Heat.  Splen- 
dour. Fever,  anguish.  Trouble.  Power.  A  curl, 

a  twist,    (in  comp.)  Twisting.  Polishing. 

v\jO  tdwd,  A  frying-pan,  skillet. 

p  j^Ij^  tdv-u-tdv.  Power,  strength. 

p  ̂^\jVi<a/ya?j,  A  mulct, fine.  Asubstitute.  Da- 
mage, loss.  A  crime,  sin,  fault,  sinfulness,  ̂ ^^j^ 

;J^s-lti>31  tdwdn  anddhlitan,  To  impose  a  mulct, 

(jiib  ̂ ^\)^  tdwdn  dddan.  To  pay  a  fine,  to  expiate. 
p  \3\j\i>  tdwdnd.  Power,  strength. 

p  Siij  (j\5^''>  tdrvdn-zada.  Amerced,  fined. p  tdwdna,  A  hot-house. 

p  tdwdn'idan,  To  cause  to  roll. 
A  i_-'j\i>tej^a7i'?y?/&,(v.n.5of(_->l  for i— ..'j^)Arriv- 

ing  at  night,  especially  about  nightfall.  Returning. 

p  uilijl!)  tdwtak,  Double,  two-fold. 
4  H 

A         ta^arvwukh,  Purpose,  design,  intent. 

p  j6\^jU  tdv-khdna,A  hot-house,  conservatory. 
A  bath.  A  stove.  A  summer-residence,  summer- 

quarters  for  soldiers. 

9.. 

A  taMwnmd,  (v.  n.  5  of  <Jj\)  Being  bent. 

Oppressing,  weighing  down.  Crookedness. 

Pjjl3  tdmar,  Accident,  contingency. 

p^l«jjl!j  <a«;armaw,Up  and  down,  above,below. 
p  8i^>jj\3  tdwarida,  Accidental,  contingent. 
p  au*),l]>  tdvasa,  Pasture,  a  watered  mead. 

A  \!>  tasawn:uk,(y.  n.  5  of  I  for  Hang- 

ing back,  being  discouraged. 

p  fjij^  fa  rvakte,  Till  the  time,  or  hour. 
p  uL)j\i>  tdwak,  A  young  ass.  A  bullock. 

p  iji^j^  fav  /e«7'c?aw,  To  heat.  To  drink  health. 
p  Jj\3  tdwal.  An  ass-colt.  An  unbroke  steer. 

A  heifer.  A  calf.  Tdtvil,  A  blister  on  the  hand 
or  foot. 

A  Jj\j  tasawnml,  (v.  n.  5  of  J I  for  J_j\)  Ex- 
plaining, rendering. 

A  (jj^  tasawwun,  (v.  n.  5  of  I  for  ̂ ^j^)  Eat- 
ing and  drinking  till  his  belly  is  blown  out  like  a 

pair  of  panniers  (an  ass). 

p  S^\i>  tdma,  A  frying-pan,  skillet.  A  burnt 

brick,  a  large  tile.  Jj\]>  (^g'b  j)dy-tdiva,  Bandages 
swathed  round  the  feet. 

A  SjO'  taj-awwuli,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj\)  Crying  ah  ! 

A  (j^^  tdwi,  One  who  falls  or  perishes. 
A  tasaKwi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^j^)  Assembling, 

coming  together  in  one  place.  Repairing  to  a  place 
to  make  a  temporary  or  permanent  stay. 

A  (jfj^  tdwiy.  Terminating  in  \j  td  (verses). 

A  I— tam-tb,  (v.  n.  5  of  l-j!  for  Tra- 
velling the  whole  of  the  day  and  halting  at  night. 

Striving  against  another  in  travelling.  Returning. 

A  tasn-hjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  tij^)  Repairing  to 

any  place  either  to  make  a  temporary  or  permanent 

stay.  Receiving  hospitably. 

A  cVj^*  tasmd,  (v.  n.  2  of  ;il  for  ii_j\)  Bending. 
p  ̂j^yijKi  tdwidan,To  twist.  To  shine.  To  heat. 

To  revolve.  To  be  strong.  To  shave. 

A  ̂JlJ^i  tas7v1k,  (v.n.  2  of  Jjl  for  ̂ ^\)  Impos- 
ing a  burden.  Overloading.  Oppressing.  Vexing. 

Hindering,preventing.  Putting  on  short  commons. 
Despising.  Slighting. 

A  (J->j^  tanc'il,  (v.n.  2  of  (J  I  for  Jjl)  Bringing 
(any  thing)  back  to  (its)  original  state.  Analyzing. 

Expounding,  commenting  ujjon.  Arranging  (espe- 

cially words  or  sentences  in  metrical  order).  Mak- 

ing a  passage  which  will  bear  adoubleinterpretation 
to  conform  to  the  outward  and  apparent  meaning. 

Elucidation,  paraphrase.  Explanation,  interpreta- 
tion (of  dreams  or  obscure  points  in  science).  A 

certain  fragrant  pot-herb,  p  (j'-^^tj^j^  tdrvilJtar- 
dan,  To  explain,  comment  upon,  interpret,  expound. 

tan-daf,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ̂ .j^  taswiliy.  Explanatory,  expository. 



A  jCjlij  tas7vim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ 1  for  Fatten- 
ing. Augmenting  the  bulk  of  the  body  (as  food 

or  pasture).  Making  thirsty. 

A  ̂ .j^  taswin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J  I  for  Eating 
and  drinking  (an  ass)  till  his  belly  becomes  blown 

out  like  a  pair  of  panniers.  Proceeding  gently. 

A  «>^.jU  taswih,  A  groaning  from  pam. 
p  »l!>  tah,  A  plait,  fold,  ply.  An  odd  number. 

Rust,         yak  ̂a/t.  Single.  »l!>j  J  (^?<  ta/i.  Double. 
A  tasahhuh,  A  being  prepared,  arranged. 

A  Ja\!>  ta^ahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^\)  Marrying  a 
wife.  Foimding  a  family.    Being  worthy. 

p  pfciVi  ta  hmn,  Still,  yet,  nevertheless. 

A  \3  fasahhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   irregular)  Vi- 
siting Tihama. 

p  i^x^^f*^^    hamchunin,  Thus  far,  thus  much. 
p         tahu,  Spirituous  liquor. 

Aj^fc\3  taliur,  A  cloud. 
A  !sS>\S  tasaUliuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  s\)  Sighing. 

A  c— o  iashih,  A  preparing,  getting  ready  for. 

A  J.^^  tashil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J-S'^)  Regarding  as 

proper,  fit,  worthy.  Saying  to  any  one  Vj>5»-^  j  jkfcl 
ahlan  wa  marJiaban,  You  are  welcome. 

A        taso',  (fut.  t/^.  yai^a')  He  preceded. 
p  fa^/j  Like,  resembling.  A  garment.  Odd, 

single,  unit.  Number.  A  single  (piece  or  sheet). 

Haifa  load.  Fold.  J^C  yak  tai/,  Single.  ̂ J\>  ji^ 

du  tay,  Two-fold. 

p  j_^b\3  tayak,  A  bundle  of  sticks,  a  faggot. 
A  i_«joI!>  tanb,  Repentant,  returning  (to  God). 

A  u-^.o  tasayyuhjij.  n.  5  of  for  w-«^.l)  Ar- 
riving at  night.  Returning. 

A  6J>U  tdyat,  (for  tdyat)  The  flat  roof  of 
a  house.  A  place  where  they  dry  dates.  A  large 

stone  in  sandy  ground. 

A  «.5\3  thayyat,  Sojourn,  stay,  residence. 

A  ̂ 1)  tasij,  One  being  crowned.  One  who 
wears  a  crown,  crowned. 

A  taMyyud,  (v.  n.  5  of  li!  for  ,^\)  Being 
corroborated,  confirmed,  strengthened. 

A  JXi  tasir,  One  who  sets  seriously  about  any 
thing  (beginning  after  some  intermission). 

A  tasmjyus,  (v.n.  5of  (j*iJ.^)  Being  soft, 
gentle,  lenient.  Being  changed,  troubled,disquieted . 

A         tdt\k,  Eager  after. 

A  tdsik,  Arrant  (fool). 

A  ̂.0'  tasayyum,  (v.  n..5ofj»l  for  jC^)  Continu- ing unmarried.   Becoming  a  widow. 

A  tasik,  Proud,  haughty,  boastful.  One 
who  wanders  about  as  lost. 

A        tasayi,  (v.  n.  6  of  j^^)  Searching  for. 

A  tasuyyi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (3^)  Abiding,  dwell- 

ing, tarrying.  Going  in  quest  of  the  very  thing  or 

person  (io.l  dyaf). 

A         tdiiy,  Terminating  in  13  ta  (verses). 

A  u-'iJ;.?.^  tasy'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  (—O^)  Returning. 
A         tasrfid,  (v.  n.  2  of  J I  for  Jj3)  Strength- 
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ening,  infusing  fresh  vigour.  Assisting.  Corrobo- 

ration, confirmation.  Pjl^j^iijoli)  b  ba  tayidi 

hirdigar,  (or         ildhl)  By  the  divine  assistance. 

A  O^cJsX?.^  "tasyiddt,  (pi.  of  0^.^)  Aids,  helps. 
P  ̂^'^}^  tayidan,  To  resemble,  be  like  unto. 

A  [j>*i^}o  tasyis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j**^3)  Making  des- 
perate. Softening,  unbracing,  relaxing.  Making 

an  impression,  leaving  a  mark.  Regarding  as  small 
and  contemptible. 

A  tafyim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   I  for  ̂ \)  Making 
(a  man)  a  widower. 

A  «*>U  tasyih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Calling  (to  ca- 

mels). Crying  aloud  J-*-^^  a-^j  ̂,  ya  ayyuka'r 
rajidu,  O  man ! 

p  tah,  A  fever,  (^jiilj^  J  tab  ddshtan, 

To  rave,  talk  incoherently.  <iI«7J.', 
Hectic  fever.  teJi  rwZ)? ,  Quartan  fever. 

1,^^  tabi  ghibb,  Tertian  fever,  ijj  tabi 

larza,  Ague,  i^i  tabi  muhrik,  Ardent  fe- 

vei".  6J^\yo  u-*^  tabi  muwdzaba,  Quotidian  fever. 
tabi  nawbat,  Intermittent  fever,  u-*^ 

iCi^  tab-girifta,  Seized  with  a  fever,    j  L-->\j'^. |;Mr  ̂ ni  m  tab,  Full  of  fire  and  ardour. 

A  (Jl^  teftZ),  (v.  n.  of  il^'i)  Cutting,  amputat- 
ing. Loss,  injury,  damage,  detriment,  ruin,  perdi- 

tion, destruction.     \X>  toJiaw  Za/m,Mayheperish! 

A  tahdb,  A  perishing.  Loss,  destruction. 

A  XaolJ  tabdbi^f,  (pi.  of  |«|J  tubba^  Kings 

of  Arabia  Felix.  &;oU::5^j\j  ddru't  tababi^t,  A 
house  in  Mecca  where  Muhammad  was  born. 

A  ji\*>  tabasbus,  A  running  with  haste. 

A  tabdbi^  (pi.  of       tubba^  Shadows. 

Queen-bees. 
A  (J^.l*>  taia&i/,(pl.  of(J-<j)Hates.  Sicknesses. 
A  tababvi,  (pi.  of  ̂ jVaJ  tubban)  Short 

sailors'-breeches. 

A  (jm^Lj  tabdkhuSjA  defrauding  of  each  other. 
A  jU>  tabadd,  (v.  n.  G  of  iV)  Attacking  each 

other  severally,  one  by  one.  Choosing  one's  equal 
for  any  work. 

A  tabdduh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ liJ)  Pelting  each 
other  with  any  soft  substance  (as  melons,  &c.). 

Aj  jI-J  tabddur,A  makinghaste  simultaneously. 
A  Jtil^  tabddid,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jii-^)  Changing, 

transposing.  Interchange,  transfer;  pei-mutation 
(as  of  the  letter       bd  with  j  rvdw^. 

A  C-J^iiLJ  tabddiddt.  Permutations. 

A  »(JL1)  tabdduh,  (v.  n.  6  of  8tiJ)  Vying  with, 

or  exercising  one  another  in  the  reciting  of  extem- 

poi'ary  verses. 
A  (j'OlJ  tabddi,  (v.  n.  6  of\Si  for  j  Si)  Resem- 

bling, imitating  the  manners  of  those  who  live  in 

the  desert  (&^.4ib  bddiyat).  Manifesting  enmity. 
A  tabddid,  Scattered  :  as,  Sl^\^ 

tay?'  tabddid.  Scattered  birds. 

Pjlp  tabdr,  A  tribe,  family,  kindred.  Root, 

origin.  jU)  shahrydri  ̂ Fi-tabdr,  A 

monarch  of  an  illustrious  house. 

AjU>  <a&a?',  Ruin,  destruction.  ddru't 
tabdr,  (The  house  of  ruin)  Hell. 

Ajjl-3  tabdruz,  (v.  n.  6  ofj^)  Marching  forth 

against  each  other.  Separating  from  one's  party 
in  order  to  grapple  alone  with  an  adversary. 

A  t^lJ  tabdruk,  (v.  n.  GofciJjJ)  Being  blessed. 

Being  exalted,  pure,  holy,  undefiled  (applied  ex- 
clusively to  God).  Taking  a  good  omen,  auguring 

well  from.  j  (.iJjl^  Jjs»-  hakk  tabdraka  rva 

ta^la',  (literally.  Blessed  and  exalted  be  God  !) 
(though,  in  common  acceptation)  (God)  The  just, 
the  blessed,  and  most  high. 

A  i^j^  tabdrl,  (v.  n.  6  of  (j^)  Striving  toge- 
ther. Opposing  one  another. 
A  t(d)drih,  Vehemence  of  desire. 

A  ̂ jlj^  tahdrik.  Meat  moderately  seasoned. 
A  ^afta^^Mj,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J^)  Contending  for 

pre-eminence,  boasting  against  each  other. 

A  ̂ J^'  tabdzuhh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J^)  Hanging 
back,  receding  (from  business^.  Having  protube- 

rant hips  (a  woman). 

A  (JtJIjO  tabdzi,  (v.n.  6  of  t/j^)  Going  with  a 
wide  step.  Raising  the  hips  in  walking.  Glory- 

ing in  what  (he)  does  not  possess. 

p  ̂jjJk**jU)  tabdsidan,  To  faint  from  heat. 

AjZt[^  tabdskur,  (v.  n.  6  oij^i)  Communica- 
ting reciprocally  good  news. 

p jffi*^  tabdshir.  Sugar  of  bamboo.  Chalk, 

clay,  plaster. A  jXiiASi  tabdshir,  (pi.  of jX^xi  tdbshir)  Happy 

tidings,  agreeable  intelligence,  good  news.  The 

beginnings  or  preludes  of  good  news.  Lines,  fur- 
rows upon  sand  produced  by  the  wind.  Warbles, 

raws  upon  the  sides  of  a  beast  of  burden.  Early- 

bearing  palm-trees.  The  colour  and  beauty  of  dates 

at  the  season  of  ripening.  ̂ If/fl jXi*i\.3  tabdshiri 
sabdh,  The  prelude  to  the  dawn,  the  break  of  day. 

A  j>o^  tabdsur,  (v.  n.  6  ofj*aJ)  Seeing  or  look- 
ing; at  one  another. 

to  ^ 

A  isU)  tabassut,  (v.  n.5  of  ls>b  not  used)  Lying 

on  one's  breast.  Being  in  easy  and  affluent  cir- 
cumstances. Disliking,  loathing. 

A  JifU)  tabdtus,  (v.n. 6  of  jiaJ)  Delaying,  lin- 

gering, loitering. 

A  ̂ U)  tibd^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Following,  imita- 
ting. Doing  any  thing  perfectly,  certainly,  and 

solidly.  (A  field)  thoroughly  fattening  (a  camel). 

Giving  every  member  its  due.  Continuation,  (pi. 

of  tabi^  Followers,  sectaries,  clients.  Assis- 

tants. Debtors.  Calves.  j^l*«5\  ̂^-^  tubbd^'l 

^ishar,  Camp-followers. 
A  ilS'lJ  tabd^t,(v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Following.  Pur- 

suing, overtaking.  Punishment,  penal  suffering. 

Attendance.  Tibd^t,  A  bad  end. 

A  ss\J3  <a&«^?;c?,  A  withdrawing  to  a  distance. 

A  (J^l^  tabd^d,  A  toying  with  a  spouse. 
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A  taha^i/at  Obedience. 

A  (^^>£kS-L5  tahaijhuz,  A  hating  of  one  another. 

A  tahaghi,  (v.  n.  6  of         Being  inso- 

ent  and  overbearing  toM'ards  each  other, 
p  uLILo  tahdh.  Fever. 

A(.iJlJ<«Ja/iA',(v.n.6of  Cii.J)Crowding',throng- 
ng.    Being  heaped,  pressed  together. 

A  tahdJn,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂_^)  Forcing  one's 
elf,  or  being  forced  to  shed  tears.  Pretending  to 

•ry,  feigning  to  weep. 
A  Jl>^  tahhdl,  One  who  seasons  victuals. 

A  's!>\^  tahalat,  Name  of  a  town  in  Yainan. 

A  ̂ U)  tabaluh,  A  denying  to  each  other. 
A  laJU)  tabdlui,  (v.  n.  6  of  iab)  Fencing,  fight- 
ing with  swords. 

A  ̂l-i)  tabdliffh,  (pi.  of  &iL)  tahliffhat)  Ropes 
which  communicate  with  the  water-drawer,  and 

the  rope  of  the  water-bucket. 

A  aJU>  tabaluh,  (v.  n.  6  of  aJj)  Feigning  igno- 
rance or  simplicity,  pretending  to  be  ahlah. 

A  &5  lx>  tdbhan  lahu,  May  he  perish ! 

A  tahdli,  A  proving,  trying,  assaying. 

A  ̂ ^T>  tahbcin,  A  dealer  in  straw.  Tubbdn, 

(pi.  e^V^W*  t<^io.hin)  Short  sailors'-breeches. 
A  ioU>  tabdnat,  (v.  n.  of  )  Looking  steadily. 

Being  intelligent  and  penetrating. 

p  es^'U)  to&ctMc// a, A box,blow,slap.  Sortoffood. 
A  -^jU)  tabdmus,  An  equalling  one  of  another. 

A  (^jU>  tabdsus,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^^■?)  Being  mu- 

tually poor.  Pleading  poverty,  abasing  one's  self. 

A  (_j>*_j^'  tabdwus,  A  kissing  one  another. 
A  ̂ j^j^  tabdwush,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  !^^) 

Taking,  receiving  (food). 

p  tahdh,  Bad,  wicked.  Spoiled,  ruined, 

destroyed,  laid  waste.  Useless,  incapable  of  being 

turned  to  account.  Rotten  (nut).  Stinking,  bad 

(egg).  A  divider,  distributor.  j^tJ^sU)  tabdh 

hardan,  To  kill,  destroy,  corrupt,  spoil,  taint,  in- 

fect. jjiXii  5U)  tabdh  shudan.  To  be  spoiled  or 

rotten.  waz^  tabdh,  A  wicked  act. 

A  CL*fcU>  tabdhus,  (v.n.  6of  i*^^)  Receiving 

with  an  open  countenance,  expressive  of  pleasure 
and  satisfaction. 

A  ̂ U)  tabdhuj,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^)  Blooming, 
blossoming  (a  garden). 

tabahcha.  Meat  stewed  down. 

P  slrfJ  tabdh-dast.  One  who  has  a  wi- 

thered, shrivelled,  or  palsied  hand. 

A  (jlfcU)  tabdhush,  A  contending  greedily  for. 

p,^5lJte&a/t-/<ar,Destroyer,corrupter;  corrupt. 

A  J-fcU)  tabdhul,  (v.  n.  6  of  J.^)  Cursing,  exe- 
crating one  another. 

p  jsJtlJ  tabdha,  Stewed  meat.  A  light  kind  of 

food  made  of  the  egg-plant,  with  a  preparation  of 
sour  milk  and  herbs.  Eggs,  dressed  with  meat, 
vinegar,  pepper,  and  pulse. 

P  j_^^.*>  tabdhi.  Destroyed,  lost,  never  come  to 
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perfection.  Discord,  ̂ ii^ tabdhi  hardan, 
To  corrupt. 

A  tabdhi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_^)  Contending 

for  pre-eminence.    Glorying  against  one  another. 
p  jjLUfcU  tabdhidan,  To  rot,  corrupt,  spoil. 

P  Stij  tabdhi-zada.  Ruined.  Afflicted. 

P  ̂^iXjj'oL!)  tahdijdiiidan,  To  cause  to  tremble. 
To  bore.    To  warm  with  a  fire. 

A         tabdd^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Yearling  calves. 

A  tabdiju^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Sell- 
ing from  one  to  another.  Dealing,  trafficking,  bar- 

tering, contracting,  bargaining. 

A  tabdijun,  (v.  n.  6  of       for  ̂ jo)  Being 
separate,  distinct  from  each  other.  Parting.  Going 

away.  Difference.  Opposition,  contradiction,  (in 

arithmetic)  The  not  having  any  common  divisor 

except  unity ;  incommensurability. 

A  <— tabab.  Loss.    Death.  Destruction. 

p  »jb  faZ)-?;a(/a,  The  trembling,  shivering 

paroxysm  or  periodical  fit  of  a  fever. 
A  &a!>  tibbat,  An  afflicted  condition. 

p  CL>^  tibit.  Soft  goat's  hair,  from  which  the 
finest  shawls  are  made. 

p  C1aX>  tibbat  or  tubbat,  Tibet  in  Tartary, 
whence  comes  the  finest  musk. 

A         tabtabat,  A  growing  old. 

A  Clo-i  tabattut,  (v.  n.  5  of  O.^)  Being  pro- 

vided with  necessaries  for  a  journey.  Using,  en- 

joying, deriving  advantage. 
A  (.iJjLj  tabattuh.  The  being  cut  oflP. 

A  (JjoJ  tabattul,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 3^)  Withdrawing 

from  the  world  and  devoting  one's  self  to  God. 
Being  cut,  divided,  separated.  Being  separate  from, 

and  independent  of,  the  parent  tree  (a  sucker). 

p  i^l>  tibbati  or  tibtl,  Musk,  or  any  thing  be- 

longing to  Tibet. 
A  (Jli**J^  tabtit,  (v.  n.  2  of  C^)  Providing  with 

travelling  necessaries. 

A  uLl^  tabt'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  CillJ)  Cutting  ofi" 
(sheep's  ears).    Cutting  off  with  violence. 
A  fabtil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J>J^)  Retiring  from 

the  world,  to  dedicate  one's  self  to  religious  duties. 
Cutting,  dividing. 

A  jJIj^  tabsdh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JJ^)  Breaking  down 

a  river's  bank  that  the  waters  may  overflow. 
A  lL^-ju^  tabsls,  A  dispersing,  scattering. 

AjJJi  tabsir,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ )  Causing  pustules 
to  break  out  on  the  skin. 

A  tabsi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ JJ)  Swelling  with 
blood  (a  wound). 

A  j^^-JwJ  tabsih,  (v.  n.  2  of  |_^)  Breaking  down 

(a  river's  bank)  to  allow  the  water  to  overflow. 
A  tabajbuj,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 

abundant  and  flabby  (flesh  on  a  man). 

A  tabajjuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Rejoicing,  be- 

ing overjoyed.   Glorying.    Displaying  greatness. 

A        tabajjur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjsi)  Sticking  to  the 

bottle,  not  giving  over  drinking. 

A  tabajjus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j-^)  Being  set 
a  flowing  (water). 

A  tabj'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Exhilarating, 
giving  joy.    Honouring,  esteeming  great. 

A  dsi.^  tabj'id,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Abiding. 
A  u«As:^^toiy  w,(v.n.2of  ;j<*f|)  Causing  (water) 

toburstforth,setting(it)aflowing.  Opening(asore). 

A  J-^'^^  tabjil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J^)  Extolling,  mag- 

nifying. Saying  to  any  one,  "  You  have  suffi- 
cient." (J>.*^^^  Jj>^  ̂rtia'  wajhVt  tabjil,ln 

a  respectful  manner,  p  (^•^^ tSf^  tabjil  hardan. 
To  honour,  revere,  esteem. 

A  O^L^  tabj'ildt.  Ceremonies. 

A  j»A^<fl?;ym,(v.n.2of  ̂ ^)  Delaying,  proceed- 
ingslowlj^  Contracting  one's  self.  Looking  intently. 
A  tabahbuh,(Y.n.2oi        Q)  Alighting 

at  a  place,  settling,  taking  up  one's  abode.  Occu- 
pying the  middle  of  a  house.  Raining  extensively. 

Ajisst^  tabahtur,  (v.n.  2  of  jo?  Q)  Being  allied 
or  claiming  affinity  to  the  tribe  ofji^.  buhtur. 

A  i^s:^  tabahhus,  (v.  n.  5  of  i>^^.)  Investi- 

gating, inquiring,  examining. 
A         tabahmr,  A  being  separated,  scattered. 

A  tabahhur,  (v.  n.5  of ̂ )  Penetrating  in 

the  depths  (of  science).  Being  profoundly  learned. 

Abounding,  rolling  in  riches,  (by  those  living  in 

Egypt) Going  towards  the  sea,  i.e.  towards  the  north . 
A  {j^^^  tabahlus,  A  coming  empty. 

A^s:^^^fl'i/n/t,(v.n.2of  ̂ )Dwelling(inaplace). 
p  ̂Jli^^'  tab-hhdl.  Pustules  breaking  out  upon 

the  lips  after  a  fever.  Fever-heat. 
p  s^\^  tab-hhdla,  Pustules  breaking  out  upon 

the  lips  after  a  fever.  The  thrush.  Air-bubbles 

in  a  glass  full  of  wine. 
A  tabakhbuh]i,(^y.n.2of  Q)  Subsid- 

ing (heat,  anger).  Resting,  reposing  (sheep). 

A  Ji^  tabahhtur,  (v.  n.  2  ofjisi  Q)  Walking 

very  stately.  A  pompous,  stately,  jaunty,  or  grace- ful carriage. 

A  'iljik^  tabahlitarvjat,  A  pompous  gait. 
aJ^s^  tabahhsur,  A  being  scattered,  dispersed. 

A  &5-iii£^^  tabahhdajat,  A  manner  of  walking 
with  the  toes  turning  in  and  the  heels  turning  out. 

A  pigeon-toed  gait. 
A tabahhhhur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjitf)  Perfuming 

one's  self.  Fumigation. 

A  (j-is^  tabahhhhus,  (v.  n.5  of  (j<*i^)  Drying 

(marrow  in  a  bone). 
A  i^je^^  tabahhhhus,  (v.  n.  5  of  L>^)  Seeing 

clearly,  looking  steadfastly.  Being  turned  up  (the 
eyelashes). 

A  (J.^sr?^  tabahhznl,  (or  ;_jaisff^  tubahhlus) 
Thickness  and  plenteousness  (of  flesh). 

A  (J^s:?^  tabhhit,  (v.  n.  2  of  '  "  '^)  Silencing. 
Ajt~^  tabhlfir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Perfuming. 

Raising;  a  smoke.     Fumigation.     Causing  the 



breath  to  smell  offensively. 

A  t^jtti^  tabhhls,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^)  Drying 
(marrow  in  a  bone). 

A  ̂y*sst^  tdbklnl,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Ji^)  Esteeming, 
or  calling  one  a  miser  ((J^  haklnl). 

p  ̂   tihid,  Soft  goat's  hair. 

A  ̂3>*>  tabadduh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ JJ)  Walking 
gracefully  (a  woman). 

A  ̂ Swi  tahadduhh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ iV)  Being 
proud,  arrogant,  haughty. 

A  tabaddud,  (v.n.  5  of  IS.^)  Being  dispersed, 

scattered.  Dividing  amongst  themselves  by  lots. 

Covering  the  entire  bosom  of  a  girl  (ornaments). 

A  tabaddu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Si)  Turning, 
changing,  becoming  a  propagator  of  somethingnew. 

A  Jjlf)  tabaddtd, (y.n.Qof  Ji^^)  Being  changed. 
Receiving  one  (thing)  in  the  stead  of  another. 

A  0^i^x>  tabaddulat,  Permutations. 

A  ̂jsii  tabaddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  l^V  for  j  Jo)  Abid- 
ing in  the  desert  (Wiib  badiyaf). 

A  ii>^.;^*>  tabdid,  (v.  n.  2  of  5o)  Scattering,  wast- 

ing. Being  tired  and  dozing  in  a  sitting  posture. 

A  ̂ .ii*>  tabdi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Calling  one 
^^jL«  mubtadi^  innovator  or  propagator  of  new 
opinions.    Regarding  as  a  novelty. 

A  J-?.^  tabdil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jjj)  Changing,  al- 

tering, substituting,  transposing.  Inversion,  jjj^ii 

(Jj.(^-!>  kabili  tabdil,  Revei-sible. 
A  ̂.J*^  tabdilan,  (p  iOibjJ)  In  disguise. 

A  O^.iijj  tabdilat,  Ministerial  changes. 

A  (^.ii-j  tabdin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^Jo)  Growing  old. 
Becoming  feeble.  Casing,  clothing  (another)  in  a 
coat  of  mail. 

AjV^  tibzar,  A  scatterer  of  words,  babbler. 

A  ij^  '^^  tibzarat,  A  prodigal,  spendthrift. 
A  tabazzuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Raining. 

A  tabazzukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ i^)  Becoming 
proud, ^playing  the  great  man.  Being  high,  elated. 

Ajiko  tabazzur,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^J)  Becoming  yel- 
low, and  bad-tasted  (water). 

A  JiSu*3  tabazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  JiW)  Taking  no 

care  of  one's  clothes,  wearing  them  every  day. 
Being  lavish  of  one's  strength. 

Aj>i^  tabzir,  (v.  n.2ofjij)  Sowing,  scatter- 
ing seed.  Disseminating,  scattering.  Dissipating, 

spending  prodigally.  Revealing,  blabbing  (a  se- 
cret).   Trying,  proving. 

A  tabzi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Terrifying. 
A tdbara,  (fut.j-jo,  yatbiru)  He  brake. 

A  jO  tabr,  A  breaking.  Ruin,  destruction,  per- 

dition. Tibr,  (pl.j^f>  tubur)  Gold  or  silver  just 
from  the  mine,  before  it  has  felt  the  fire  or  the 

hammer.  Fragments  or  particles  of  gold  or  glass. 
Any  particle  of  brass  or  copper  which  can  be  made 

available.  biladu't  tibr,  The  country  of 
gold  or  gold-dust,  that  part  of  Africa  called  tlie 

Gold  Coast.    Tabar,  (v.  n.  of  j3)  Perishing. 
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p  j*>  tabar,  A  hatchet,  axe,  or  mattock.  Tibir, 
Name  of  a  bird. 

A  ui3^J  tabrak,  (v.  n.  of  uiJj->)  Kneeling. 

A  J|;*>  tabarml,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jl^  Q)  Ruffling  its 
feathers  (a  bird  preparing  to  fight).  Putting  (him- 

self) in  an  attitude  of  defence. 

A  [j-^j^  tabarbus,  (v.n. 2  of  j>  Q)Running 
like  a  dog,  tripping  lightly. 

A  ij^  tibrat,  A  bit  of  native  gold  or  silver. 

A  tabarruj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,^j>)  (A  woman) 
dressing  in  order  to  shew  herself  (to  men).  Osten- 

tatious decoration. 

p  i^y=^j^  to&ar-^/m«,Thejujube-tree,  and  fruit. 
A  kind  of  willow.  Brazilian  wood.  Tarragon. 
A  club. 

A  tabarrud,  (v.  n.  5  of  li^J)  Washing  or 

steeping  in  cold  water.  Being  collected. 

Pj\iij-!>  tabar-dar,  A  hatchet-man,  pioneer. 
AjJ_J  tabarrur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjji)  Being  godly, 

devout.    Being  dutiful  to  parents. 

ajJLJ  tabarruz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjy)  Appearing, 
coming  forth.  Being  published.  Walking  into  the 

fields  (to  ease  nature). 

p  tabar-zad.  Rock-salt.  White  sugar.  The 
aloe.  A  kind  of  grape. 

p  (^^j^  tabar-zan,  Striking  with  a  hatchet ;  a 
wood-cutter. 

p  5j tabarza,  Rock-salt.  A  sort  of  grape. 
White  sugar.   The  aloe. 

p  t^.jj*>  tabar-zin,  A  battle-axe  (usually  fixed 
to  the  saddle).  Rock-salt. 

p  ̂jGojij^  tabaristan.  The  ancient  Hyrcania. 
A  t^j~>^  tabarrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Grazing 

(a  field)  so  closely  as  to  leave  no  herbage. 

A  {^ja^xi  tabarruz,  (y.n.5  o[  i_y>ji)  Receiving 

(any  thing)  by  little  and  little.  Earning  a  scanty 
livelihood.    Living  poorly. 

A  ̂y^J^  tabartul,  (v.  n.  2  of  t^^j^  Q)  Taking 
a  bribe  (a  judge). 

A  ̂ jt^  tabartum,  A  swelling  with  rage. 
A  tabarruj  (v.  n.  5  of  g^)  Doing  volun- 

tarily what  one  is  not  obliged  to  do  :  giving  gratis. 

A  IsJ^-JO  tabarru^n,  (p  loXs-jSi)  Gratuitously. 

A  i^jaPj^  tabar^is,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q  not 
used)  Being  disturbed,  troubled.  Writhing.  The 
motion  of  a  serpent. 

A  pS^-j'  tabar^im.  The  budding  (of  a  tree). A  (^^)»aff^  tabarghus,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q) 

ing  disturbed,  troubled.  Trembling.    (The)  con- 
vulsive motion  (of  an  amputated  limb). 

A  |jJ?-*>  tabarruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Decorating 
(herself),  setting  (herself)  off  (a  woman). 

A  \J^j^  tabarkush,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij^j>.  Q)  Being 
dressed,  painted,  or  formed  of  motley  colours. 

A  tabarkut,  (v.  n.  2  of  laiy  Q)  Falling 

on  the  back  of  one's  head.  Pasturing  to  and  fro. 

A  ̂ ji^  tabarku^  The  being  veiled. 

p  i-i^  tabrak,  A  flat  dish.  A  table  (especially 
with  a  high  rim  or  border).  The  top  of  a  drum. 
Sieves.  Fruit-baskets.  A  fort.  The  castle  of  Isfahan. 

A  ̂j-i^  tabarruk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Ji)  Imploring 

the  divine  blessing.  Blessing.  Praising.  Succeed- 

ing, prospering  by  the  blessing  of  God.  Taking  a 
good  omen,  auguring  well  from.  Abundance,plenty. 

A  portion  of  presents  (or  of  what  is  left  of  food  pre- 

sented to  great_men)  given  to  their  dependants.  Sa- 

cred relics,  ̂ t*}  j  ̂j-i^  tabarruhan  wa  tayam- 
munan,  With  the  blessing  and  favourable  auspices 

of  God.  In  a  happy  hour.  God  be  praised  ! 

A  tabarrultat,  (pi.  of  i^jjo)  Benedic- 
tions. Plenty.  Offices,  honours,  dignities. 

A  i^j^  tabrahat,  (v.  n.  of  '^j^  Q)  Staying. 

A  tabarliu^  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 
thrown  prostrate.  Falling  on  the  buttocks,  or  back. 

A  tabarrukl,  A  compliment. 

p  ̂̂ <^}jfj^  tabay-Jiidan,  To  slit  the  hoof  or  nail. 
p       j3  taba7'-(jun,  Hollow-backed  (horse). 
p  tabar-Ugam,  A  rein,  bridle,  bit. 
p        tabram,  A  great  lady,  a  matron. 

A  tabarrum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j»^)  Being  sated, 
wearied,  disgusted. 

A  ij^j^  tabarnus,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij^j>  Q)  Wear- 
ing the  high-crowned  cap  called  burnus. 

A  jjf>  tabar7-vs:,  (v.  n.  5  of  )^)  Being  acquit- 
ted, cleared,  absolved.  Being  free  (from  crimes). 

A  tabari'i,  (v.  n.  5  of  ijji)  Opposing,  hin- 

dering, obstructing.  Acquittal,  justification. 
A  tabrisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  1^)  Absolving  (from 

a  fault).  Acquitting,  setting  at  liberty.  Healing. 

A  'i>j^  tibriyat.  Scales  or  scurf  on  the  head. 

A  tabrij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Making  a  dis- 
play of  (his)  merit  (a  man)  ;  also  of  (her)  attire 

(a  woman).   Building  a  tower  (^  burj). 

A  tabrih,  (v.n. 2  of  ̂ )  Injuring,  vexing. 
Using  cruelty  in  putting  an  animal  to  death  (as 
throwing  a  fish  on  the  fire  alive). 

A  tabrikh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   not  used)  Hum- 
bling one's  self,  submitting. 

A  tabrid,  (v.  n.  2  of  li^^)  Cooling,  allow- 

ing, leaving  to  cool.  Refreshing.  Mixing  with  snow. 

Giving  cold  water  to  drink.  Weakening. 

A  j>j^  fabrtr,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj>)  Overcoming,  op- 
pressing, subduing  by  word  or  deed.  Justifying, 

declaring  innocent.  Any  thing,  somewhat. 

Pj>^  tabriz  or  tibrlz,  The  capital  of  Azarbay- 

jan  (Media).  Tibrlz,  A  table,  a  round  piece  of 
leather  on  which  they  lay  victuals.  A  sofa,  bench. 

Aj>,j^)  tabr'iz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj ji)  Causing  to  come forth.  CallingforthjChallenging.  Bringing  to  view, 

shewing  openly.  Being  superior  to,  excelling.  Ex- 

celling in  swiftness  (a  horse),  winning  a  race,  sav- 
ing his  rider. 

A  u^j^  to&m,  A  softening  (ground)  for  culture. 

A  {^>j^  tabris,  (v.  n.  2of  {joj)  Shaving  the 



head.  Raining  on  the  ground  before  it  is  ploughed, 

A  (^ja>j^  tabriz,  (v.  n.  2  of  {^j>)  Producing 

young  grass  just  sprouting  above  gi-ound. 

A  ̂J>.J^  tabrVt,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^J)  Opening  the 
eyes,  and  keeping  them  fixed  upon  an  object.  Adorn- 

ing herself  (a  woman).  Travelling  afar  oflP.  Deco- 

rating (one's  house),  giving  (it)  a  brilliant  appear- 
ance. Plunging  into  crimes.  Being  difficult,  trou- 

blesome, impeded  (business). 

A  te&ri^,(v.n.2ofuiJ;j)Givingabless- 
ing,pronouncingablessing,congratulating,  wishing 

joy.  Imploring  a  blessing.   Kneeling  (a  camel). 

p  idj  L-iO  tab-zada,  Attacked  by  fever. 

AjJ-J  tabazzur,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^)  Belonging  to 

the  tribe  of  {^jj^  hazara', 
A  tahazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  elegant, 

polished  in  (his)  manners  (a  young  man).  Inspir- 

ing terror.  Increasing,  abounding.  Being  impor- 
tant (an  affair). 

A ̂ j*>  tabaz^r,  (v.n.  2  of Q)  Being  of  a 
harsh,  disagreeable  temper. 

A^J.A>  tabazzuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,jjj)  Spitting. 

A  Jj-j  tabazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj^)  Being  cloven, 
split.  Tapping  (a  barrel),  drawing  off  wine. 

A  'iiiyStibzilatyipx's^y^  i;^■fo^7/a^^)Dwarfisll(man). 
A  tabzij,  (v.  n,  2  of  ̂ )  Adorning,  beau- 

tifying. Doing  well  or  handsomely. 

A  ̂ jli  (v.n.2of^Jj)Humbling  one's self.  Submitting, 

A  tabzigh,  A  bleeding,  breathing  a  vein, 

A  ̂y>.j*>  tahztl,  A  cleaving,  a  splitting, 
A  jj«JUi»JJ  tabasbus,  The  flowing  of  water. 

p  C,>...o'  tabast,  Ruined, spoiled.  Annihilated. 
Ugly,  Tabist,  Religion,  sect,  rite.  Weak. 

p  ̂l^iX)  tabastugh,  Eloquent,  rhetorical. 
A tabassur,  (v,  n.  5  of  J)  Being  cold  (a 

day).  Devouring  the  dry  roots  of  plants  from  a 

ditch  (a  bull).  Inquiring  diligently  into.  Being 

torpid  and  asleep  (the  foot).  Asking  for  any  thing 
unseasonably. 

A  IxHjo  tabassut,  (v.  n.  5  of  la--*^)  Being  ex- 

tended far  and  wide.  Ranging  at  large  over  length 
and  breadth. 

A  Jj-^  tabassuk,  A  being  long  and  tall. 
A  (JJlfj  tabassul,  (v.  n.  5  of J)  Contracting 

the  visage,  scowling  from  anger  or  any  other  cause, 

Beinghideousandrepulsive(thecountenance).  Be- 
ing shunned  and  avoided. W 

^  A  j**~JJ  tabassum,(y ,  n.  5  of  j*-<-J)  Smiling,  Shin- 
ing, flashing  (lightning).    AjinUe,  simper. 

p  (ji^.t.M..v>  tabsldan,  To  have  the  lips  cracked 
with  heat,  to  be  fainting  or  uneasy  in  sultry  weather. 

A  )r)y^xi  tabsit,  (v.  n.  2  of  la^)  Spreading  out. 

A  f>  tabsik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J*^)  Favouring, 
benefiting,  conferring  an  obligation, 

A  ;Jj^-<J^  tabsiljAn  abhorrin  g,loathin  g,detesting, 

p  ̂jSi^o  tabish,  Heat,  warmth.  Fire.  Light. 
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A  iJ!i.xzJStabashbush,(v.n.2of ^j^iJ^  Q) Mani- 

festing gladness.  A  manifestation  of  the  divine  fa- 
vour and  good  will. 

A  JLO  tubushshir,  A  kind  of  bird, 

A  u^i^o  tabashshush,  (v,  n.  5  of  (jiJ )  Being 

of  an  open,  cheerful,  smiling  countenance. 

p  tabshl,  A  dish  with  a  rim  made  of  gold, 
silver,  or  brass. 

p jxL^  tabshlr,  Clay,  fuller's  earth,  plaster. 
Ajf^jo  tabshir,  (v,n,2of^^)  Communicating 

news,  (good  or  bad),  preaching. 

A  )^jk;'»o  tabsli'it,  A  making  haste,  A  hastening, 
A  (^x«aj3  tabasbus,  (v.n. 2 of  i^jax^oJ  Q)  Wag- 

ging the  tail.    Caressing,  flattering,  blandishing. 

A j*a^  tabassur, (^v. n.5of jjoj)  Descrying, con- 
sidering with  attention, contemplating,  understand- 

ing, perceiving,  p  ̂jO^J ̂ JaJJ,  To  give  attention. 
A  (^jawaJJ  tabassus,  A  shining,  a  flashing. 

A  tabassu^  (v.n. 5  of  ̂ ^)  Flowingfrom 
the  roots  of  the  hair  (sweat). 

A  ̂y^os>  tabas'sul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J-a>)  Being  con- 
stituted like  an  onion,coat  upon  coat  (bark).  Stri pi- 

ping.  Exhausting,  draining  by  frequent  asking. 

A  ̂ J^'Of)  tabsiyat,  (v.  n,  2  of  _j*flj)  Castrating, 

Ajf^tOJki  tabsir,  (v.  n,  2  of^^)  Rendering  quick- 
sighted,  intelligent.  Shewing,  demonstrating,  de- 

claring, making  evident.  Openingits  eyes(a  whelp). 

Going  to  Basrah.  Cutting.  Dissecting  everyjoint. 
Beheading. 

A  tabs'is,  (v.  n. 2ofj_ja>)  Openingits 
eyes  (a  whelp).  Flattering,  wheedling.  Bringing 
forth  its  earliest  produce  (ground). 

A  (Jx.af>  tabsil,  The  peeling,  barking  (ofa  tree). 

A  ;^j<ajuax>  tabazbuz,  (v,  n,  2  of  (^^vifoJ  Q) 

Living  delicately  and  luxuriously, 

A  (ja/AJO  tabazzuz,  (v.  n,  5  of  (^jajOl})  Reco- 

vering (a  debt)  by  degrees.  Takingaway  the  whole 

of  any  one's  property. 

A  tabazzu^  (v,  n.  5  of  J*a^)  Flowing 
from  the  roots  of  the  hair  (sweat).  Sweating  (the 
forehead). 

A  (^xoJJ  tabz'iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^i)  Enjoying 
in  abundance  the  conveniences  of  life. 

A  ̂'O.xi  tabzij  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ «i>)  Cutting,  De- 
claring, making  clear. 

A  tabattuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ a^)  Diffusing  it- 
self over  a  low-lying  gravelly  plain  (a  torrent). 

A  ̂ j^^  tabatruk,  The  walk  of  a  fine  stallion 
or  ofa  chaste  woman, 

A  ̂Jila-3  tabattush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j^Ja^)  Being 
tired  and  unable  to  wag. 

A  jLj  tabattul,  (v.  n,  5  of  (J^)  Bandying 

to  and  fro  vanity,  folly,  and  lies.  Being  bold  and 

courageous.  Being  removed,stopped.  Folly, jest. 

A  ij^a^  tabattun,  (v.  n.  5  of  Placing  un- 
der the  belly.  Lining  (a  female).  Penetrating 

into  the  heart  or  inner  part  of  any  thing.  Walk- 
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ing  through  the  middle  of  a  garden  or  field. 
A  &Ili.>  tabthat,  A  retarding,  a  delaying. 

A  tabtili,  A  strewing  with  gravel. 

A  \^  \i  lijabtit ,  (v.n.  2  of  iaJ)  Trading  in  ducks 

and  geese  (lx>.  batt).  Tiring,  fatiguing. 

A  (J^ia*)  tabtvt,  (v.n, 2  of  {J^)  Lining  (a gar- 
ment). Striking  on  the  belly.  Girthing  (a  beast). 

Entertaining  inwardly.    Shaving  under  the  chin, 

Aj^aS>  tabzir,  (v,  n.  2  of^la>)  Circumcisjng  a 

girl.  Bidding  (one)  suck  a  clitoris  (^ia^  bazr). 

A  ̂   tib^  A  suitor,  wooer,  lover.  Taba^ 
(v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Following.  Pursuing.  Attending, 

accompanying,  (pi,  ̂ \^\ atba^  A  follower.  The 
foot  of  a  quadruped.  Followers.  Studious  (peo- 

ple), carefully  searching  for  any  thing.  Familiar 

spirits,  supposed  to  accompany  men  wherever  they 

go.  Tuba^,  One  who  pursues  an  oration,  and  con- 
nects one  part  with  another,  or  rather  who  employs 

double  words :  as,  j^^—J  ij^^^s"  hasan  basan,  ̂ -a 
kabih  shahih. 

A  ̂ 3  tubba^  (pi.  tababi^t)  The  sur- name of  the  kings  of  Yaman.  The  star  Aldebaran. 

(pi,  ̂ )~>^  tahabi^  The  queen-bee  (as  having  a 
number  of  subjects).  Tubba^or  tubbu^  A  shadow 

(as  attending  the  sun).  A  kind  of  bird.  l« 

y^  ma  adri  ayiju  tubba^  Jama,  I  know not  who  he  is. 

A  &«J0  Punishment,  torture.  Bad  end. 

A  (^*Sa3  taba^s,  (v.  n.  5  of  <-Lt*J)  Flowing 

(from  one,  a  poem). 

A yi^J^  taba^ur,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being  dis- turbed (the  mind). 

A  ,3^«J^  faba^uk,  (v.n.  2  of  Q)  Leaking 
through  a  crack  (water  in  a  cistern). 

A  ̂ixi  <a&a^^;/j,(v.n.5of^)  Being  scattered (clouds  after  rain). 

A  liJuJ  taba^id,  A  going  to  a  distance. 

A  {^^!kx>  taba^vs,  (v.  n.  2  of  {_ja>^»jO  Q)  Be- 
ing agitated,  disturbed.  Writhing  (as  a  snake 

when  crushed  beneath  the  feet). 

A  {,j^xi  taba^^z,  A  being  divided  into  parts. 

A  i^j^^oitjJ  taba^uz,  (v.  n.2  of  Q)  Re- 
ceiving, taking,  carrying  off  one  another. 

A  i^^Sul)  to&c[^^M/f,(v.n.5of  jj*J)  Coming  down 
suddenly  on  one.  Being  diffuse  in  speaking.Raining. 

A  J.Jlf>  taba^l,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J*^)  Obeying  (a 

husband  jJjO  ba^),  or  adorning  herself  for  him. 

A         tab^',  (A  cow)  following  the  bull. 

A  ̂xfj*  taba^y,  Dependent,  secondary. 
Aslso!)  tai^2_yaf,Afollowing,imitating,obeying. 

A  tab^j,  A  cutting  open. 

A  iIjuoj  tab^d,(y.n.2of  J.«J)  Removing, send- 
ing to  a  distance,  causing  to  go  far  off. 

A  jjMiS  tab^r,  (v.  n.  2  of^)  Purging  the  in- testines, voiding  the  dung  (^  ba^). 

A  {^jaXftii  tab^z,  (v.  n.  2  of  cj^aso)  Parting, 
dividing  into  portions.    Partage,  participation. 



A  Jji^  tab^k,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j*>)  CleaTing,  di- 
viding (any  thing)  and  pouring  out  (its)  contents. 

Cutting  (a  camel's)  throat. 
A jAif)  tahaghsur,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jiki  Q)  Being  in 

a  disordered  state  (the  mind). 

A  i2J>xjl>  tabaghdud,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 

connected  or  related  to  Baghdad.    Imitating  the 

manners  of  the  Baghdadians.  Storming  Baghdad. 

A  jjii«*f>  tabaglidun,  A  going  to  Baghdad. 
A  tabaghglmz,  A  showing  of  hatred. 

A  j»-iJ>J  tabaghglnim,  A  crying  aloud. 
A         tabaghnuj,  (v.  n.  2  of        Q)  Using 

all  the  endearing  words  and  attitudes  of  lovers. 

A  ̂ _^>  tabaghghi,  A  searching,  inquiring. 
A  (^jJUj  tabghiz,  A  rendering  odious. 

A  (Jj^  tabghil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^t^)  Being  dull, 
heavy,  lazy,  sluggish.    Going  at  an  easy  pace  (a 

camel).    Marrying  amongst  strangers,  and  beget- 
ting a  mongrel  race  (from  ,JjO  baghl,  A  mule). 

pJ^sSi  tabfoz,  The  beak  of  a  bird.  The  parts 
round  the  mouth  or  snout  (of  man  or  animal). 

A  jiL3  tabakliur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jib)  Being  pro- 
foundly learned.  Abounding  in  wealth.  Remain- 

ing in  the  city  or  village  (whilst  one's  family  con- 
tinues in  thefield).  Beingopen,wide,  and  spacious. 

A  JaajJ  tabakhut,  (v.  n.  5  of  iaib)  Taking  or 

j^icking^up  (news)  by  little  and  little. 

A  tabakhu^  A  being  covered  with  spots. 

A  (J>-ii*>  tabaMml,  (v.  n.5  of  (J.^^)  Eating  vege- 
tables or  pot-herbs.  Going  out  to  cull  pot-herbs. 

Having  cattle  feeding  on  pot-herbs  (jjib  bakl). 

A  j«Kj3  tahalihum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  heavy 
with  young  (a  ewe). 

A  tabakJil,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _^)  Reserving  a 
residue.  Preserving,  keeping  alive. 

A  XjJL)  tabkiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Reserving  a 
remainder.  Preserving  alive.  Sparing. 

A  te&/«r,(v.n.  2  ofji^)  Playing  at  a  boy's 

game  called  1$^^  buMmyra'. 
A  ia*a*j  tabJdf,  (v.n.2  of  laib  obsol.)  Ascend- 

ing (a  mountain).  Being  quick  (in  speech  or  step). 

Overcoming  in  argument.  Scattering. 

A  tabkl^  (v.n.2  of  ̂ b)  Departing,  go- 
ing away.    Dyeing  (a  garment)  in  patches. 

A  (JJ^  tabJiik,  (v.  n.  2  of  '^J.J)  Scattering, 
squandering  (money). 

A  J-HJ  tabJiil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,JH^)  Ruling,  govern- 

ing.   Sprouting  (the  beard  of  a  youth). 

A         tabhas  or  tibhas,  Excessive  weeping. 

tabakbuh,  A  thronging,  a  crowding. 

Ajilo  tabahhur,  A  preceding,  going  before. 

A         tabakkul,  (v.  n.  5  of  jjl))  Speaking  per- 

plexedly, confusing  one's  self  in  relating  any  thing. 
Opposing,  obstructing.    Overwhelming  one  with 
blows  or  reproaches.    Conquering.    Carrying  off 

plunder.  Walking  haughtily.    Plunder,  booty. 

A        to&ftMwm,  A  pronouncing  with  difficulty. 
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A  '^i^  tabkiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Weeping, 
wailing,  lamenting.  Deploring,  bewailing.  Mov- 

ing to  tears.    Causing  to  bewail. 

A  t^A^^  tabkit,  (v.  n.  2  of  lIaSo)  Terrifying 

(by  threats).  Rebuking,  upbraiding.  Silencing. 
Convincing  by  clear  proofs.  Offering  or  placing 
before  any  one  that  which  he  detests. 

A  JkX*)  tablilr,  (v.  n.  2  ofjSo)  Arriving  before 

prayer  begins.  Preceding,  going  before.  Doing 

any  thing  before  the  ordinary  time.  Setting  out 

before  daybreak.  Causing  one  to  rise  early  and 

get  the  start  of  his  companions. 

A  tabJn^(Y.  n.  2  of^)  Cutting  in  pieces. 
Silencing. 

p  iCs^        tab-girifta,  Shaking  with  ague. 
A  (JJ>  tahl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^)  Weakening,  making 

sick.  Destroying  the  intellect.  Afflicting,  wasting, 

destroying.   Seasoning  with  herbs  and  spices,  (pi. 

tubul  and  (Jj^.^  tababil)  Hatred,  (pi.  Jl-5\ 
atbal)  Sickness.    Tabil,  Destructive. 

p        tubal,  A  wrinkle,  fold,  plait. 

p  L^^bo  tablab.  The  hull  enclosing  the  date. 
p  J^Li  tablad,  A  wooden  shore  for  a  wall. 

A  (Jj>ij3  tabalbtd,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,Jjkb  Q)  Being  con- 

founded (tongues).  Eating  up  clean  all  before  him. 

A  tabaltu^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂jkb  Q)  Discoursing 
with  fluency  and  readiness.  Making  pretensions 
(o  be  witty. 

A  ̂ijJ  taballuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Dawning,  break- ing forth  (the  dawn) 

A  ̂ fj  tabalhihh,  A  being  proud,  supercilious. 
A  (^jos^  A  beingthickandnumerous. 

A  (^Jjo  taballud,  (v.  n.  5  of  lil))  Shewing  stu- 
pidity, dulness.  Wringing  the  hands  from  grief. 

Turning  the  palms  of  the  hands  outwards.  Clap- 

ping the  hands  together.  Astonishment.  Falling 

on  the  ground.  Coming  into  an  uninhabited  re- 

gion.   Taking  possession  of  another's  country. 
A  tabalduh,  A  breaking  one's  promise. 

P  SJj3  I— tab-larza,  The  paroxysm  of  a  fever. 

An  ague-fit. 
A  tabalsum,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Keep- 

ing silence  (from  fear).    Making  an  ugly  face. 
A  t^jAiSi  taballus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Cropping 

a  field  quite  bare  (cattle).  Causing  (a  field)  to  be 

eaten  quite  bare.  Asking  (any  thing)  privately. 
Coveting,  desiring. 

A  ̂j^a^Si  tabalsuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J^^ab  Q)  Asking 

(any  thing)  privately,  or  by  flattery  or  fraud. 
Studying  to  contract  an  alliance. 

A  taballugh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Striving  to 

attain.  Having  enough.  Being  content.  Grow- 
ing worse  (a  disease). 

A  tabligJiat,  (pi.  ̂ Vjj  tabdligh)  A  rope 
communicating  with  the  hand  of  the  drawer  of 

water,  and  with  the  rope  of  the  water-bucket. 

A  jjjjj  taballuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ i)  Flashing. 
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A  ̂JJjJ  taballul,{y.  n.  5  of  Jj)  Being  moistened. 
Recovering  health.   Tearing  the  ground  (a  lion). 

p  ̂J^>^      tablu7iistan,(^zand  andPaz.)To  break. 
A  eXxi  taballuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  &b)  Behaving  sim- 

ply, meaning  well.  Feigning  ignorance  or  simpli- 
city. Seeking  for  a  strayed  thing.  Straying  with- 

out a  guide,  or  inquiring  the  way. 

A  i,jA^  tabaUms,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jo^  Q)  Pull- 
ing off  clothes,  undressing. 

A  tablhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Consuming, 

Tying  a  camel  to  the  grave  of  her  deceased  master. 

A  ̂ Jki  tablih,  A  failing.    A  being  enfeebled. 
A  tuif)  tablid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ii3j>)  Throwing  one's 

self  upon  the  ground.  Being  careless,  inattentive, 

or  foi'getful.  Being  covetous.  Being  without  rain 
(clouds).    Refusing  to  proceed  (a  horse). 

A  i^jaAxi  tabBs,  (v.  n.  2  of  {„J^)  Receiving 

all,  leaving  nothing.  Having  little  milk  (sheep). 

A  ia^ljj  tablit,  (v.  n.  2  of  lab)  Paving  with 

stones.  Being  fatigued.  Striking  (the  ear  with 
the  fore-finger,  so  as  to  cause  pain). 

A  tabli^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jb)  Beginning  to  ap- 
pear (gray  hair).  Causing  to  swallow,  pouring 

down  the  throat. 

A  tabligh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Causing  to  arrive. 
Conveying.  Sending  (letters  or  compliments).  Re- 

laxing the  reins  to  induce  a  h  orse  to  quicken  his  pace. 

A  ̂Jf}^  tablik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jb)  Strengthening 
with  teak-planks  the  sides  of  a  well  in  soft  soil. 
A  tabrd,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj)  Making  very 

wet,  moistening  well. 

A  pJvbj  tablim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ b)  Exposing  a  foul 
deed.    Longing  intensely  for  the  male. 

A  (jO  tabn,  (v.n.  of  ijo)  Feeding  (cattle)  with 
straw.  Selling  straw.  Tibn,  A  noble,  generous 

lord  or  master.  A  capacious  bowl  (for  twenty 

men).  A  wolf.  Tibn  or  tabn,  (\A.  ̂^bj^  atban  and 

tubun)  Straw,  ̂ ^^^ic  tibni  makkiy  An  odo- 
riferous bullrush.  Taban,  (v.  n.  of  {^yo  )  Looking 

attentively.  Being  intelligent,  penetrating.  Tabin, 

Sharp-sighted,  intelligent.  One  whose  fingers  are 
toying  with  every  thing. 

p  Ujj  tabna,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Straw. 

p  ̂^Ujo  tubnan,  Trowsers,  long  drawers. 
A        tibnat,  A  bit  of  straw,  a  single  straw. 

A  ̂ 5  tabannuj,  A  pretending  to  a  noble  origin. p  i>Jjj  taband,  Deceit,  fraud.  A  cheat. 

PjiiJjki  tabandar.  The  bar  of  a  door. 
p  ii^zSi  tabinda.  Shining,  resplendent. 
p  (.iSjjJ  to&a^^7^!  or  A  crucible.  A  mould. 

A  uilbJ  tabannuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ciii^)  Remain- 
ing in  one  place.  Being  grand  and  pompous. 

p  ei^JjO  iabanka,  A  baker's  tray.  An  oven. 

p  tabang,  A  large  green-grocer's  tray. 
A  loud,  shrill  sound.  A  drum. 

p to&an^/M,  a  wicker-basket:  chest:  canis- 

ter. A  barber's  case  of  instruments.  A  money-till. 



p  ijy^^  tahanguy,  A  baker's  tray.  A  chest. 
A  ij^V  tahannun,  (v.  n.  5  of       Staying  or 

being  confined  in  a  place. 

A  ̂ J:o  tabanni,(v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ji)  Adopting  or  call- 
ing one  son.  Resembling  a  house.  Sitting  squat, 

straddling  through  fatness,  so  as  to  resemble  a  tent. 

A  &aJJo  tahniyat,  A  building  much  and  well. 

A  OolJJ  idbn'it,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use) 
Asking,  inquiring  diligently.  Rebuking,  upbraid- 

ing, silencing.  Telling  (another)  all  one  knows. 

A  tabnlj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Giving  (any 
one)  henbane  hanj)io  eat,  drugging  (any  one) 

with  it.  Piping  in  its  nest  (a  partridge). 

A  (^AJjj  tahms,  A  lagging,  staying  behind. 

A  (jiJ^^  tabnish,  A  being  slack,  remiss. 

A  tdbnik,  (v.  n.  2  (3^)  Standing  in  one 

place.  Drawing  together  and  finishing  off  (a  dis- 
course). Inventing  (a  lie).  Making  raw  (the  back 

with  a  whip).  Putting  (any  thing)  round  the  neck. 

Enlarging  (a  shirt),  making  the  opening  of  the 

breast.  Making  (a  quiver)  wide  at  top  and  narrow 

at  bottom.  Planting  a  single  palm-shoot. 

A  ̂.^XjjsXi  tabn'ik,  (v.  n.  2  of  (-i^AiJ  not  in  use) 
Meeting  and  telling  one  another  what  is  said  and 

done  at  home  (as  gossiping  girls).  Performing, 

concluding,  finishing. 

A  tabriin,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Tying  up  a  sheep 
to  fatten.  Name  of  a  citadel  near  Ptolemais. 

A  _jJO  tabw,  (v.n.of  jJJ)  Fighting:  plundering. 

A        tabawwus,  (v.  n.  5  of  -^b  for  \ y  )  Taking 

possession  of,  settling,  abiding,  inhabiting.  Ob- 
taining (a  wife). 

A  (— ->jA.>  tabbub,  A  desert,  or  dangerous  place. 
That  which  is  encircled  by  the  ribs. 

A  <-7^_5f>  tabawwub,  (v.  n.  5  of  («->b  for  i-->j^) 
Making,  taking  for  a  porter.  Constructing  a  door. 

A  O^jj  tabut,  An  ark,  chest.    A  bier. 

A  tabamvvj,  (v.  n.  5  of         for  ̂ ^) 
Flashing  (lightning).  Coruscation. 

A  tdJijjj  tabuzak,  One  who  sells  the  livers  or 

gizzards  of  fowls.    Name  of  a  place. 

p  i^];^  taburak,  A  drum,  tabor,  tambourin. 

A  drum  beaten  to  drive  away  the  birds.  A  baker's 

or  green-grocer's  tray.  A  sieve,  scarce.  A  robust, 
handsome  youth. 

A  tabawmush,  (v.  n.  5  of         for  {^^) 
Being  mixed  together  (men). 
A  tabafsut,  (v.  n.  5  of  lab  not  used)  Lying 

on  the  side.  Being  in  ease  and  affluence.  Being 
averse,  disliking. 

A  tabawwu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Being 
measured  with  a  pole  or  perch.  Measuring  with 
a  fathom.  Making  wide  steps.  Being  long  (a 
rope).    The  end  or  bottom  of  any  thing. 

A  tabbu^'sh  shams,  The  wind  of 
the  sun  (which  blows  in  some  countries  from  the 
east  at  sunrise,  and  follows  the  sun  in  his  course 
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through  every  point  of  the  compass). 

A  jjJL)  tabarvnnigh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Boil- 
ing (blood).  Conquering. 

A  tabawmuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ jb  for  ̂ jy>)  At- 
tacking the  flock  (a  destructive  murrain). 

p  tabuh,  A  large  platter,  tray,  dish. 

A  uL)^  tabuh,  A  place  situated  on  the  road 
from  Syria  to  Madina. 

A  tabuhiy,  A  kind  of  grape. 

A  tnhul,  (pi.  of  ̂ y3  tail)  Hatreds.  En- 
mities. Sicknesses. 

A  tabawrvul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jb  for  JjJ)  Mak- 
in"  water.    Receivinsr  one  with  blows  and  abuse. 

A  tabassun,  A  tracking,  a  tracing. 

A  i-^^  tabmib,  (v. n.  2 of  u-^b  for  y  )Mak- 
ing  a  door.  Dividing  (a  book)  into  chapters. 

A  iOjjj'  tabwifat,  (v.  n.  2  of  >b  for  \y>)  Bring- 
ing back.  Preparing  a  habitation.  Receiving  hos- 

pitably. Coming  to  a  place  (intending  there  to 

dwell).    Levelling  (a  spear  at  any  one). 

A  tabwij,  The  flashing  (of  lightning). 

A  i^J^.^  tabwish,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  o^^) 
Being  mixed,  jumbled  together.  Collecting  people. 

A  tabwis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^b  for  i^^) 

Bearing  the  fruit  called  bus.     Being  large, 

protuberant  (the  hips).  Taking  the  lead  in  a  race, 

outstripping.    Being  clear,  transparent  (colour). 

A  tabwil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jb  for       )  Staling, 

pissing.    Watering  with  urine. 

A  tabms,  (v.  n.  2  of  -*^b  for  ly)  Lying 
with.    Receiving  hospitably. 

p  SJO  tabah,  Savoury  meat,  delicately  dressed. 

Spoiled,  destroyed.  A  divider,  distributor. 

A  tabahbuh,  (v.n.  2  of        Q)  Being  ho- 
noured, renowned,  made  much  of.  Being  haughty. 

Ajijjo  tabahhur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Being  filled. 
Being  bright  (a  cloud). 

p        &Jl>  tabah-1-asy.  Of  a  depraved  mind. 

A  {^j^  tabahrus,  A  strutting,  looking  big. 
A  tabahrimi,  Redness,  sandiness  of  hair. 

p  ijifi'i  iabahra,  Savoury  meat  stewed. 

A  {^'^^  tabahliush.  An  assembling,  meeting. 
Pj6  djj  tabah-har,  A  criminal,  offender. 

A  (J^^^  tabahkun,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 
fresh  and  full  of  vigour  (a  woman). 

A  ij-^jj  tabahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-^J)  Cursing,  wish- 
ing evil  to  one  another.  Independence,  ability  to 

do  without. 

A  ̂j*iijJ^  tabahlus,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Coming 
from  any  quarter  naked  anddestituteof  every  thing. 

A  (^jA^  tabahlus,  (y.n.  2  o{  Q)  Pulling 

off"  clothes,  undressing. 

A  Jf^^  tabahluh.  The  telling  a  lie  :  a  lie. 
A  (Ji(fjj  tabaldul,  (v.n.2of  (J3wjJ  Q)  Laughing. 

A  tabahhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  doubt- 
ful, obscure,  and  unintelligible.   Being  concealed. 

A  ̂ JtX^  tabahnus,  A  walking  with  a  strut. 

A  tabhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Enlarging, 
widening  (a  tent). 

A  tabh'ij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Beautifjing. 
A  tabhim,  (v.n. 2 of  ̂ j)  Weaning.  Stay- 
ing in  a  place. 
A       tabbiy,  A  sort  of  date, 

p  Sjbjj  tabyaza,  A  fevei',  caused  by  an  en- 
largement of  the  spleen. 

A  ̂^bf>  tibydn  or  tabydn,  (v.  n.  of  jjb  for  ijo) 
Appearing  distinct.  Making  clear.  A  declaration, 
a  manifesto. 

A  ̂ .        tabib,  Harm.    Death:  destruction. 

A  uIax^  t.abayyut,(\.  n.  5  of  C-jb  for  i-ll*J^.)  Di- 
verting (one)  from  (his)  purpose. 

p^x>  tabir,  (or  VjOO  tab'va)  A  drum,  a  kettle- drum.   A  mixen,  dunghill. 

A  *^jJu^  tuhayzUat,  Short,  dwarfish  (man). 

A  ̂ Okj  fahl^  (fern,  tablet)  A  follower, 

(pi.  tibd^and.  |*^bj  tabdsi^  A  calf  one  year 
old  still  following  the  mother.  A  debtor.  The 

bull's  eye,  the  star  Ad'dabaran.  A  defender,  an 
assistant.  Diligently  searching,  urgently  asking. 

A  tabayyiKjli,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  ̂ .)  Be- 

ing intricate,  perplexed,  confused  (business).  Over- 
coming. Being  in  a  boiling  and  inflammable  state 

(blood).  Bubbling up(water).  Abounding  (milk). 

A ̂ ^LtJO  tabayhur,{\.n.2  ^yui  Q)  Beingwide, 

ample,  and  spacious. 
A  tabayyun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂Jo  for  (j^J)  Being 

distinct,  becoming  manifest,  plain,  and  clear.  Mak- 
ing clear.  Making  known.  Desiring  explanation. 

Slowness,  caution. 
A  tabayyuf,  A  purposing,  resolving  upon. 

A  ̂ j<*.^JL*)  tabayhus,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Walk- 

ing pompously.  (jjj,^jujo,  jdsa  yatabayhasu. 
He  came  with  nothing. 

A  jj,-^  tabayyi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^^J)  Purposing, 
designing.    Putting  (a  sword)  into  the  scabbard. 

A  *&>-x>  tabyiMt,  An  explaining,  expounding. 
A  &Aja!)  tabyiyat,  ( v.  n.  2  of      )  Making  laugh. 

Bringing  near,  giving  access.    Making  manifest. 

A  (JI>jujl>  taby'it,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ob  for  CaJ^)  In- 
vading or  surprising  (an  enemy)  in  the  night-time. 

Keeping  (one)  back  from  (his)  purpose.  Doing 

any  thing  at  night,  conversing,  meditating,  lucu- 

brating.   Barking  (a  palm-tree). 
A  tabnj,  A  changing.    A  shouting. 

A  ̂ AJJ  tabyih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ )  Cutting, 
dividing  (meat)  into  small  portions.  Entrust- 

ing with  a  secret. 

■  ̂ jijjuo  tabyish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jiJ^^  not  in  use) 

(God)  making  any  one  of  a  fair  countenance. 
A  ;joJJJJ  tubyiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Job  for  i^JoX)) 

Making  white,  bleaching.  Writing  out  fair  :  a  fair 

copy.  Filling  (a  vessel)  with  milk  and  water. 
Evacuating,  emptying.  Losing  its  prickles  (the 

plant  ̂ -vf^  buhma'). 



A  ̂^Ju'i  tabyigh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Remain- ing behind,  or  being  alone. 

A  {j^^  tabyin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Jo  for  ̂ jo)  Sepa- 

rating. Giving  (a  daughter)  in  marriage.  Illus- 
trating, declaring,  making  clear.  Making  known. 

Appearing  evident.  Budding,  shooting  forth  (a 

horn,  a  plant).    Explication,  elucidation. 

p  »—*!>  tap,  Fever,  heat,  ardour.  Perturbation, 

disquietude,  restlessness.  Jjii  (—^  tapi  dikh,  A 
hectic  fever,  consumjjtion. 

p  tapak,  Uneasiness,  restlessness. 

p  a>^\i>  tapaiicha,  A  blow,  box.  A  billow, wave. 

p  jjiidobLj"  tapayamdan,  To  cause  to  tremble. 
p  "bj^  tapra,  A  kettle-drum. 
H        tapra,  The  country  Tiparah  in  India. 

p      »^'iap7'a-2:a??,Who  beats  the  kettle-drum. 
p  (jS^  tapish,  A  swoon,  fainting-fit  from  heat. 

P  eCi^  u-o  tap)-girifta,  Feverish. 
p  uDUua)  tapnak.  Feverish  (place). 

p  S'Sf^  tapancha,  A  box,  a  slap. 

p  LL^i-i)  tapanff,  A  large  green-grocer's  tray. 
Ttqmng,  A  crucible,  a  mould. 

p  ̂j-Clo  tap)angu,  A  chest.  A  casket.  A  case 

for  a  barber's  instruments.  A  granary,  magazine. 
A  till.    A  crucible. 

p  *p'  tappa,  A  high  hill.    Frontlet  of  pearls. 
p  tapidan.  To  be  in  great  agitation.  To 

grow  hot.  To  totter,  leap  or  spring.  To  stumble. 

To  palpitate,  be  restless,  uneasy  (from  indisposition). 

To  lay  a  snare. 

A  ̂^-^Ul)  tatasun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ Jo  not  used)  Com- 
ing now  from  this  side,  and  now  from  that.  Fraud, 

deceit,  trick. 

A  tatabu^  A  following  in  succession. 

Pjl*.S  tatar,  A  Tartar.  Tartary. 

p  e^jCS  tatarcha,  A  kind  of  ai-row,  or  dart. 
A  \j^}Jci  tataruk,  (v.  n.  6  of  Quitting, 

leaving  off  (business). 

p  (jjb'i  tatan,  Tartarian.  Scythian. 
A  (Jillij  tatafil,  (pi.  of  ,Jil> )  Foxes.  Foxes'  cubs. 
A         tatalu^  A  walking  erect  (from  pride). 

A  jjlli)  tatali,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂   for  jJj)  Following 
in  continued  succession. 

A  tatamm,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j)  Being  finished, 
completed.  Coming  and  drinking  (the  whole  of 

them).  Being  in  full  tale. 

A  (j_3^^  tatawun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J3  for  ̂ ^^)  Ap- 
proaching (game)  sometimes  on  the  left  and  some- 

times on  the  right.     Fraud,  deceit,  ti-ick. 

A  ̂.1:5  tatayu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Rush- 
ing headlong  (into  mischief).  Attempting,  engag- 

ing in  any  thing  against  the  wish  of  others.  Shak- 

ing in  walking  (a  camel's  shoulder).  Rising  up. 
Carrying  away  (dust  or  leaves,  as  the  wind).  Quar- 

relling, wrangling. 

A  tatabbu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Searching  di- 
ligently, examining,  exploring.  Following.  Lov- 
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ing,  liking. 

A  i^,',y.'>'>  tatbib,  (v.  n.  2  of  4— '■>)  Injuring,  de- 

stroying. Saying,  "  May  you  perish  ! "  Injury. 
A         tatbir,  A  breaking  in  pieces.  Ruining. 

A  tatbi^  A  seeking,  inquiring  diligently. 

A  jJjOCD  tatbil,  (v.  n.  2  of  jJ*J)  Seasoning  (a 

pot)  with  herbs  and  spices. 

A  i^x^  tatbln,  (v.  n.  2  of  jjo)  Fixing  the  eye 
and  the  mind  on  any  thing,  perceiving  clearly. 

Being  intelligent,  skilful,  shrewd. 
A  tatahtuh,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 

moved,  moving  one's  self. 
A tatar,  A  Tartar,  Scythian.  Tartary. 

p  \ji>  tatra,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Summer. 

V  ̂  ji>  tatrabu,  (tatarbu  or  ij>J^  tatrabuli) 

Elegance,  gracefulness.  Jesting,  jocularity,  plea- 
santry, buffoonery. 

A jJp  tatartur,  (v.  n.  2  of Q)  Being  agi- tated. Staggering. 

A         tatarruh,  A  being  grieved,  made  sad. 

A  i^ju^  tatarrus,(y.  n.5of(j*iji>)Beingarmed, 

or  arming  one's  self  with  a  shield  ((^J^  turs). 

A  ̂li>  tatarrn^  A  rushing  headlong  (to  evil). 
A  tatarruf,  (v.  n.  5  of  <— ijJ)  Being  af- 

fluent, enjoying  plenty. 

p  (J^jj:5  tatrunatan, (zand.  and  Paz.)  To  rain. 
p  »^  tatra,  Drollery,  buffoonery,  jocularity. 

A  tatra',  Singly,  one  after  another. 

p  ̂JJii  tatrl  or  tut7'i.  Sumach,  used  as  a  con- 
diment. The  poppy.  Tatori,  Tartarian.  Tartaric. 

j5  kuldhi  tatari,  A  Tartarian  cap  (worn 

by  great  men  or  by  soldiers). 

A  *^.J^  tatrib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (—^y)  Strewing, 
soiling,  with  dust  or  earth.  Having  enough.  Hav- 

ing little  wealth. 
A         tatrih,  A  making  sad,  melancholy. 

A  {j^.J^  tatris,  The  arming  one's  self,  or  the 
causing  another  to  arm  with  a  shield. 

A  {,jA>j5  tatris,  (v.  n.2  of  ;J^)  Making  even, 

straight,  just,  and  equal. 

A  ̂ .J^  tatri^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Shutting. 

A  V— tatr'if,{y.  n.  2  of «  )  Enervating,cor- 
rupting,renderingeffeminateand  dissolute,  ruining. 

p  Cd3>^j^  iitrik,  Sumach. 

A  ̂^fCii  tata^u^  A  hesitating,  a  reflecting. 
A  Jil)  tatfal,  titfal,  tutfal,  titfil,  tatful,  and 

tutfid,  (pi.  Jilli)  tatafil)  A  fox.  A  fox's  whelp. 
Tatful,  Withering  shrubs. 

A  i^Jci  tatfif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-ii  not  in  use)  Pro- 
nouncing pho  !  fie !  with  a  tone  of  detestation. 

p  ̂yl3  tutuli,  A  veil,  curtain.  A  kind  of  net- 
work in  tents  for  keeping  off  gnats.  Coats  of  an 

onion.  ̂ ^j^^^  ̂ jp  tutuhi  sipihr-gun,  A  blue 
veil.  A  saucer  made  of  lapis  lazuli.  Jp  tu- 

tuhi mil.  The  sky.  A  black  cloud. 

A  tatahtuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jjl£.)  Q)  Falling 
from  a  mountain.  Being  deep  in  the  sockets  (eyes). 

A  (JaSx>  tathin,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use)  Ir- 

rigating^ (ground)  with  a  slimy  kind  of  water. 

A  tatallu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Extending  the 
neck,  or  raising  the  head  to  see  or  hear  any  thing. 

A  1^:5  tatalU,  (v.n.Sof  (_p)  Following.  Dun- ning for  payment. 

A  u-*jA:i>  tattib,  (v.  n.2  c-Jo)  Filling. 

A  iLbli  tatliyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,^)  Following.  Re- 

peating supererogatory  prayers  in  discharge  of  a 
vow.  Fetching  the  last  breath. 

A  ciJili)  tatUd,  (v.  n.  2  of  JC>)  Collecting.  Ob- 
structing, hindering. 

A  ̂jojJ^  tatUs,  (v.  n.  2  {,ja!l3  not  in  use)  Mak- 
ing smooth,  soft,  and  even. 

p  ̂   tutum,  tutni,  or  tatum.  Sumach. 
p  lji>  tatma,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  bear. 
A  tatimmat.  Supplements. 

p  ̂Iji)  tutmaj.  Thin  slices  of  paste,  vermicelli. 
A  &*_J0  tatimmat,  Completion.  An  appendix, 

supplement. 
P  (iJ^  tatmitan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  jackall. 

A  ̂iX^>  tatammum,  (v.  n.  5  of  p)  Unclosing 
itself,  appearing  (a  fractui-e).  Walking  with  pain 
from  a  broken  bone. 

A  Jfi.)  tatmir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^'')  Ripening,  becom- 
ingj^"  tamr  (a  moist  date  ̂ -J^j  rutab).  Feeding 
with  ripe  dates.  Drying  (meat)  cut  into  small 

pieces  and  fresh  dates. 

A  ̂»J-s\"i  tatmim,  (v.  n.  2  of  p)  Completing,  ac- complishing. Satisfying.  Giving  (to  another)  his 

share  at  dice.  Consuming.  Destroying.  Hasten- 

ing to  despatch  (a  wounded  man).  Tying  an  amu- 
let round  the  neck  (of  a  child).  Opening,  becom- 

ing apparent  (a  fracture).  Persisting,  persevering. 

Becoming  like  the  tribe  of  ̂   tamtm,  as  regards 
climate,  judgment,  locality,  &c. 

A  ̂jjuJ  tatannun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂^3)  Desei'ting  one's friends,  and  associating  with  others. 

A  O  vV..'!)  tatriit.  The  act  of  weaving  well. 
A         tatnlhh,  An  abiding  in  one  place. 

A         to^w,  The  lappet  of  a  high-crowned  cap. 

A  iOjl>  tatwibat,  (v.  n.  of  i-->l3  for  i-^y)  Re- 

penting, turning  from  sin  (to  God).  Turning,  be- 
coming gracious  (as  God  to  man). 

A  ̂'Si  tatawwuj,  A  being  crowned. 
A  ̂j'^'SitatawwuJi,  (v.n.  5 of  j\!>  for  Jy)  Evin- 

cing a  strong  desire. 

A  u-0.yi>  tatw'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_->lj  for  i-->y) 
Causing  to  turn  away  or  desist;  inducing  to  repent. 

A  tafrvij.  The  act  of  crowning. 

A  wyij  tatwlh,  (v.  n.2  of  »\3  for  »y)  Ruining. 
Astonishing,  astounding. 

A        tatahhum,  A  travelling  to  Tihama. 

P  titi.  Gingerbread-figures  for  the  amuse- 
ment of  children.  A  word  used  to  entice  birds. 

AjAi>  tatayyuz,(Y.Ti.5ofJ(i  forjJ)  Being  turned 
(out  of  one's  path).  Desiring,  feeling  a  propensity. 



A         tatayyu^  A  rushing  headlong  into  evil. 

A  S-Jp  tatijhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Writing  well 
tlie  letter  O  tc. 

A  ̂ _;-JiAl>  tatyis,  A  training,  a  breaking  in. 

A  ̂ jCL>  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Dipping  (bread) 
into  butter,  taking  (butter)  up  with  bread. 

A  j.Jul>  tatyim,  The  act  of  enslaving. 
A  ajuli)  tatyih,  (v.  n.  2  of  »\j  for  »J)  Bewilder- 
ing, confounding,  losing. 

A  L-^*IS  tasasuh,  (v.  n.O  of  i_-*xi)  Yawning,  gap- 
ing. Being  dronish,  sluggish. 

A         tasabur,  A  rushing  one  upon  another. 

A  yli)  /asflj^sMj,  (v.n.2ofobQ)Fearing,stand- 
ing  in  dread  of.  Flocking  to  the  watering  trough 

(camels).  Purposing  to  travel,  and  then  judging 

it  most  expedient  to  stay  at  home. 

A  ijilx)  tasahul,  (v.  n.  6  of  ,J^)  Being  heavy 

and  slow.  Being  loth  (to  perform),abstaining  from. 

A  tasaslul,  A  being  troubled  with  warts. 

A  ̂ jj^  tasasun,  (v.  n.  6  of  not  used)  Ap- 

proaching (game)  sometimes  from  the  right,  some- 
times from  the  left. 

A(j_jlxjtasa?uzm,(v.n.6of(jy  notused)  Lyingin 
wait,  looking  left  and  right  for  prey.  Craft,  cunning. 

A  ̂ j^^  tashah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jJ)  Running  fast  (a 
plenteous  river). 

A  Cl^fi)  tasabbut,(v.  n.Sof  t.L»x>)Beingfixed, 

established.  Delaying. 

A  ̂ jjJ  tasahbuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Holding  a  stick 
behind  the  back,  thus  keeping  the  arms  pinioned 

(as  shepherds  do  when  sauntering). 

A  )ap3  tasabbut,  (v.  n.  5  of  laJ)  Knowing,  un- 

derstanding, being  awai'e  of.  Being  let,  hindered, 
keeping  back. 

A  (^j!a!>  tasabbun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (jO)  Putting  any 
thinginapurse  or  pocket.Carrying  with  both  hands. 

A  tasbiyat,(y. n.2  of  Collecting.  Per- 

severing in  any  thing.  Praising  the  living.  Com- 

plaining of  one's  circumstances  and  of  want.  Ga- 
thering what  is  good ;  also  what  is  bad.  Correct- 

ing, amending.  Augmenting.  Finishing.  Extol- 

ling, magnifying.  Imploring  help  against  an  enemy. 

Walking  in  the  ways  of  one's  father. 
A  l1aJux>  tasbit,  (v.  n.  2  of  tIl*Ji5)  Establishing, 

fixing,  making  firm,  steady.  Detaining  in  a  place. 
Caa^^     tasbit, T]\e  Christian  rite  of  confirmation. 

A^-jb  tasbij,(j.  n.2  of  ̂ )  Confounding(speech 
or  writing);  not  easily  understandingthem.  Hold- 

ing a  stick  behind  the  back,  thus  keeping  the  arms 

pinioned  (as  shepherds  do  when  walking). 

AjAAjL)  tasbir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Restraining,  hin- 
dering, detaining. 

aJoaJL)  tasbit,  (v.  n.  2  of  laJ)  Hindering,  turn- 

ing one  (from  business).  Occupying,  making  busy. 

A  tasattum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^i)  Breaking  forth 
into  obscene  language.  Being  rent  (a  vest).  Fall- 

ing in  pieces  (meat  over-boiled). 
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tasajsuj,  A  flowing  of  water. 

Aj<^  tasjir,  (v.  n.  2of^)  Enlarging,  making 
broad,amplifying.  Making(water)flow.Flabbiness. 
A  tasdiyat,  A  maintaining,  a  feeding. 

A  f^,^  tasdin,  (v.  n.2  of  ̂jii^)  Making  fleshy, 
filling  up  the  flesh. 

A  (—-Ojji'  tasrib,  (v.  n.  2  of  L--y )  Chiding. 
A  tasriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Jj>^  Moistening 

(earth).  Sprinkling  (a  place).  Pouring  water  on 
the  cheese  lai^  aldt.  Having  moist  earth  sticking 

to  one^s  hands  in  consequence  of  leaning  upon  them 
on  the  ground.  Putting  on  a  fur  garment. 

A  (30^^  tasrid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ijj>)  Slaying  a  sheep 
without  cutting  the  jugular  veins.  A  little,  a  small 

quantity,  a  sprinkle  (of  rain). 

A j>j5  tasrir,  (v.  n.  2  of  ji)  Wetting. 

A  j**laj['i  tasat^m,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»*la3  Q)  Pre- vailing against  in  words. 

A  ̂ iaS  tasti^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^>)  Breaking. 

ApJSi)  tasa^j^m,  (v.  n.  5  of  p*>)  Delighting. 
A  laAaC)  tas^t,  A  pounding  small. 
A  \_        tasar)h(jlmb,{\.n.  5  of  4-j»*))  Bleeding 

profusely  (gums). 

A  ̂ jS^  tasafruk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^>  Q)  Not  be- coming thick  (milk).  ^ 

A  ̂yixitasafful,  (v. n. 5 of  ̂ }s5)  or  ̂^Juj  tasaffi, 

(v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 2^)  Interposing  obstacles  to  (a  man's) 
achieving  deeds  of  renown  (meanness  of  his  birth). 

A  tasjiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂_Ji>)  Underprop- 

ping (a  kettle),  placing  (it)  on  a  trivet. 
AdjJui  tasf  Id, The  actoflining(acoatofmail). 

A         tasfir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jo)  Stimulating,  im- 
pelling, driving. 

A  (v.  n.2  of  |J<a3)  Eating  frumenty. 

Spreading  a  cloth  under  the  mill  to  catch  the  flour. 

al^jLaj  tasakkub,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-*fti)  Being  per- 

forated. Being  worm-eaten  (leather).  Perforating. Kindling. 

a  jiuii  ifasfl/eAMr,  a  wavering,  fluctuation.  Im- 
patience, lamentation,  complaint. 

A  (— *JiHx>  tashib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u- ̂ aj)  Piercing, 

perforating  repeatedly.  Lighting  (a  fire).  Be- 
coming conspicuous  (gray  hairs). 

A  (  ft.-juj  tashif,  The  making  (a spear)  straight. 

A  (JJiS  tashll,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jii^)  Making  heavy. 
Inflectinfr  with  a  vowel  a  silent  consonant. 

A  Jai  tasl,  A  kind  of  aromatic  unguent. 

A  ̂J.lo  tasallul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J3)  Being  over- 
thrown (a  house). 

A  jja'i  tasallum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  notched 
(a  sword-blade).   Being  full  of  flaws  or  chinks. 

A  wi^ijJ^  tasUs,  (v.  n.  2  of  dL>^)  Dividing  into 

three  parts.  Trebling.  Making  triangular.  As- 

serting to  be  three.  Professing  (one's  self)  a  tri- 
nitarian.  Inflecting  a  consonant  with  the  three 

vowels  a  i  u:  as,jtai  nasr,  nisr,  nusr.  Ripening 

the  third  part  (of  a  date).  Tying  up  three  teats  of 
4k 

a  camel.  Coming  in  third^(a  horse).  Compound- 

ing an  electuary  called  musallas.  Making 

three  efforts  to  rise.  The  Trinity.  A  trine  (an 

aspect  of  the  planets).  C^Aliilb  (j^Uil\  al  kasilun 
bi  't  tasUs,  Trinitarians. 

A         taslihh,  A  staining,  soiling,  bedaubing. 

A  i'*^-'  taslim,  A  nipping,  notching  much. 

A  tasamsum,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂Ji^'  Q)  Retiring, receding.  Waiting. 

A  (J-^jij  tasammul,  (v.n.5  of  (_)■/)  Drinking  off". 
A  liJ;^  tasniid,  A  draining,  an  exhausting. 

A tasmir,  (v.  n.  2  of jf)  Shedding  its  blos- 
soms and  producing  the  first  appearance  of  fruit  (a 

tree).  Increasing,  causing  to  augment  (wealth). 

Multiplying.  Having  particles  of  butter  adhering 

to  its  sides  (a  leathern  milk-bottle). 

A  tasmigh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Perfuming  (the 
head)  with  civet.    Covering  (the  head). 

A  tasniil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jv  )  Leaving  (some- 

thing) at  the  bottom  of  a  vessel  or  cistern. 

A  tasniim,  (v.  n.  2  of  p)  Trampling  upon. 

Breaking  a  bone  clean  asunder. 

A  tj^il^  tasiriin,  (v.  n.  2  of  Valuing,  ap- 

praising. Making  octangular. 

A  1^  tasanni,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_j5)  Being  bent, 

folded.  Being  doubled.  Stooping  much  in  walk- 

ing.   Walking  pompously. 
A  tasniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j3)  Making  two, 

doublinsr.  Putting:  in  the  dual  number.  Marking 

a  letter  with  two  points,  as  C>  ta  or  ya.  Bend- 

ing. Making  two  efforts  to  rise.  Praising.  Dispa- 

raging, defaming.    The  dual  number.  Duality. 
A  tasassub,  (v.  n.  5  of  (— -J^)  Yawning, 

gaping.  Being  sluggish,  torpid.  Searching  care- 
fully, inquiring  into  news. 
A  tasawwub,  (v.  n.  5  of  l-.>u  for  '>-^^) 

Going  over  the  prayers  a  second  time,  and  so  de- 
serving a  reward  sawab). 

Ajyii  tasawrviii',  (v.  n.5  ofjO  for^y )  Making 
an  assault  or  an  effort.  Being  raised  (dust).  Ris- 

ing from  the  ground  (locusts  or  the  bird  Uai'  hata). 
Being  visible  (blood). 

A  Jjj^i  tasawwul,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ju  for  Jy)  Get- 
ting the  better  of.  Insulting,  reproaching,  strik- 

ing.   Swarming  (bees). 
A  tasawwi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (jy)  Receiving 

hospitably,  being  a  host. 

A  *— A>.y3  taswib,  (v.  n.  2  of  l-^u  for  (_-^y)  Re- 
compensing, rewarding.  Calling  to  prayers  at  dawn 

of  day.  Reiterating  the  call,  repeating  the  phrase, 

j«yJ^  8_^La5^  as  salat  hhayr  mintn  nawm, Prayer  is  better  than  sleep.  Returning.  Exchang- 

ing. Earnestness,  perseverance  in  prayer.  Prayers 

of  supererogation. 

A  io.yi)  taswiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  t^y)  Detaining. 
Receiving  hospitably.  Dying. 

A j>.^  tasmir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjU  forjy)  Exciting 



(rebellion),  raising  (dust),  obliging  to  rise  (camels). 

Examining,  scrutinizing  (the  Kur'an  to  discover 
its  true  meaning). 

A  ̂   iasy,  Peeled  fruit  of  a  dwarf  palm-tree. 
A  date-husk. 

A  I— *AX>  tasayyuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-*J^)  Leaving  her 

husband  after  having  once  lain  with  him  (a  woman). 

A  ̂ yy^  tasaytul,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂yiSi  Q)  Appear- 
ing to  be  a  fool  after  having  appeared  wise. 

A  t— kjdp  tasyih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ~-^)  Being  depu- 
celated  (a  woman).  Separating  (husband  and  wife). 

Becoming  old  (a  camel). 

P  \if  taja,  Rough,  sharp,  cutting. 

A  U-Jla^  tijab,  What  is  extracted  the  first  time 

by  smelting,  from  the  silver  stone,  some  silver  still 

remaining. 

A  tajahb,  (v.  n.  6  of  u— *»-)  Marrying  each 

other's  sister  (two  men). 
A  (3^^  tajasi,  (v.  n.  G  of  for  jls-)  Sitting 

together  knee  to  knee. 

A  tajasjus,  (v.n.2ofU-\*-Q)  Repelling. 
Retreating  from  timidity.  Finishing.  Dreading. 

A  t>.5»-L^  tajahud,  A  denying  one  another. 

A  1  ap-l^  tajahvf,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^Ji^^)  Fencing 
with  foils  or  sticks.  Bandying  a  ball  to  and  fro 

at  the  game  of  shinty. 

A  tajachi^(v. n.G  of  ̂ Ss-)  Fighting,  op- 
posing one  another,  litigating,  squabbling.  De- 

vouring one  another. 

A  Jiil^  tajadul,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jii^)  Litigating, 

quarrelling  among  themselves. 

A  L^'d^jf  tajaztib,  (v.  n.  6  of  t_»»ii^)  Pulling 
one  another  about.  Contending  together.  Being 

pulled,  hauled,  dragged. 

A  JiL^'  tajazid,  A  hating  of  one  another. 
A  tajazi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^j'l^s-)  Lifting  with 

both  hands.  Stealing  away  privately.  Trying  each 

other's  strength  in  lifting  a  stone. 
p tajar,  A  thorough-bred,  unbroken  colt. 

A  well-paced  horse,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Tra- 
velling.   A  traveller. 

Ajl^'  tijar,  (or^l;^  tW^r)  (pi.  of %«■) Merchants.  Vintners. 

A  u-'jW  tajarib,  (pi.  of    jsi)  Experiments. 

A  Sjl^  tijarat,  (v.  n.  o(jd)  Trading.  Mer- 

chandize, commerce.  Ojls£  \^\si°^  as-habi  tija- 
rat, Merchants,  p  ̂li^OjlsS  To  trade. 

^j}-4-  tajaruz,  (v.  n.  6  ofj^)  Reviling,  abus- 

ing each  other.    Hui'ting  in  word  and  deed. 
p  2jW  tajara,  A  colt  not  yet  broke  in.  (in 

zand  and  Pazand)  A  traveller. 

A  i^j^  tajari,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^j>-^  Conversing. 
Meeting.  Agreeing. 

A  {jj^  tujjai'iy.  Suited  to  a  trader, mercantile. 
A  iy>J^  tajarid,  Detachments  sent  out. 

Ajj^  tajazur,  A  reviling  one  another. 

A  iSj^  tajazi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (jj>-)  Entreating 
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earnestly  (a  person  to  do  any  thing).  Demand- 

ing payment  of  a  debt. 

A jmA:^  tajdsur,  (v.  n.  6  of _^*»s-)  Raising  the 
head.  Carrying  it  high  and  insolently.  Domi- 

neering. Boldness,  firmness,  intrepidity,  temerity. 
Shaking  a  stick  at  any  one. 

A  tajashu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ *')  Pressing 
on  one  another  round  a  cistern  (thirsty  persons). 

A  J^Vsi  tajazi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (Jj«?-)  Taking  (any 
thing)  between  them. 

A  tajafi,  (v.  n.  6  of  Ifls-  for^jfiis-)  Being 
separated,  distant,  not  touching.  Not  staying  in 

its  j)lace. 

A  u-flJjil^J  tajaflf,  Horse-armours. 

A  (Jl;^  tajall,  A  making  one'self  great. 
A  1^31;^  tajahid,  A  fighting,  fencing. 

A  tajdhis,  A  sitting  together :  a  session. 

A  ̂ laS  tajdlul,  (v.  n.  6  of  (J*-)  Taking  the  best 

(of  any  thing).    Being  old  and  stricken  in  years. 
A  tajall,  A  disclosing  to  one  another. 

A  tXjJlsS  tajalld,  A  body,  person,  shape. 

A  l^^iA  tajann,  (v.n.  6  of  ̂ i>-)  Appearing  mad, 
furious.    Being  mad. 

A  ■  -"^^^  tajanub,  (v.  n.  6  of  t„^^)  Receding, 
avoiding.  Shunning. 

A  (__2il^  tajanuf,  (v.  n.  G  of  i_ils»)  Declining, 
deviating:,  leanin<j. 

A  ̂J>\^  tajanun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ?-)  Appearing 
mad,  furious.    Being  mad. 

A  Jjlai  tajamcs,  A  falling  flat  upon. 

A  L.-'jl^  tajawub,  (v.  n.  G  of  i--'^-  for  i_-^j5») 
Answering  one  another. 

A  iijl^  tajdwud,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  <ij»-)  Exa- 
mining, trying  which  was  best  in  argumentation. 

Ajj^  tajdwur,  (v.  n.  6  ofjW  forj_js»)  Being 
neigh  hours;  neighbourhood.  Protectingone  another. 

Ajjl;^  tajdwuz,  (v.  n.  6  of  jU-  forj^)  Ex- 
ceeding, transgressing  (just  bounds).  Straying. 

Passing  by.  Forgiving  a  fault.  Winking,  con- 
niving.   Outrage,  insolence. 

A  Jj^si  tajawul,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jl>  for  Jj?-)  Go- 
ing round  one  another  (combatants). 

A  iVjl^  tajdwid,  Rains. 

A^ijl^  tajdmiz,  (pi.  ofj^jsi  )  Striped  garments. 
A  i__fl^jls£  tajdmif,  (pi.  of  i^i^d)  Cavities. 
A  sUi  tajall,  iijdh,  or  tujah.  Opposite,  over 

against.  Uilfi>l^'  tajahaka.  In  opposition  to  you, 
opposite  to,  or  before  your  face. 

A  d>Si\4  tajahud,  (v.  n.  6  of  Labouring 

hard,  putting  forth  strength,  studying  how  to  ac- 
complish a  thing.    Care,  effort,  study. 

A  j&Vai  tajdhur.  An  appearing  openly  in  public. 

A  Jjslii  tajdhul,  (v.  n.  6  of  J-^s-)  Pretending 
ignorance.  Connivance,  apathy,  indifference, 

p  jvji^^  (J^^  tajdhul  kardan,  To  feign  ignorance, 
play  the  simpleton. 

A  (— tijbdb,  A  vein  of  silver  conspicuous 

in  a  mineral  stone. 

A jlf^*  tajbdr,  Pride,  arrogance. A  tajabbur,  (v.  n.  5  oij»-^  Being  haughty, 

contumacious.  Putting  forth  leaves  (a  tree).  Be- 

ginning to  look  fresh  (a  field  which  had  been  grazed 

close).  Having  one's  broken  fortunes  repaired. 
Being  restored  to  health  (a  sick  person).  Obtain- 

ing (wealth).  Recovering  something  of  which  one had  been  deprived. 

A  [j^l^  tajabbus,  A  walking  pompously. 
A         tajabbul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj^)  Entering  into 

a  mountain.    Taking  all,  exacting  the  whole. 

A  tajabbun,(v. n. 5  of  ̂ j^^)  Coagulating, 

curdling,  becoming  cheese  (milk). 

A  t_*ja;^  tajbib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-^>-)  Being  ter- 

rified. Flying  (from  battle).  Watering  cattle. 
Having  the  legs  white  as  far  as  the  knee  (a  horse). 

A  i-f^i^  tajbiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^^s-)  Bending  for- 
ward the  body.  Putting  the  hands  and  knees  on 

the  ground,  and  falling  flat  on  the  face. 

A  tajhtr,  (v.  n.  2  of  jf^}  Restoring,  set- 

ting (a  broken  bone).  Repairing  the  broken  for- tune (of  a  friend). 

A  tcjbi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ f»-)  Becoming  al- 
tered in  appearance  from  leanness  (the  buttocks). 

A  tajbil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J^»-)  Cxxtting  in 
several  pieces,  hacking,  mincing. 

A  i^x^  tajbin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j>=-)  Imputing,  at- 
tributing to  pusillanimity.  Making,  calling,  or 

knowing  one  to  be,  a  coward  (jjlfs- jaZ)«?i).  Curd- 
ling (milk)  turning  (it)  into  cheese  {{Ji^  jubii). 

A  eiJ^A^  tajblh,  (v.  n.  2  of  &*=-)  Receiving  un- 
graciously. Treating  with  contempt.  Turning 

away  the  head.  Marking  an  adulterer  and  adul- 
tress  on  the  face  with  ruddle,  and  parading  them 

about  oh  a  camel  or  ass  looking  different  ways. 

A  1^^^  tajasjus,  (v.  n.  2  of  CL^^^  Q)  Be- 
coming thick  (the  hair).  Shaking  herself  (a  bird). 

A  jjLsii  tajassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  pis-)  Laying  (any 

thing)  beneath  one's  breast. 

A  ̂ F^^  tajsim,  A  causing  to  lie  on  the  breast. 

Ajdit^  tajahdur,  (v.n.2  ofji^s?"  Q)  Shaking 
her  wings,  moving  and  flying  (a  bird). 

A  /ajaMwZ,  (v. n.2ofJi^s:^Q)  Rolling. 

Ajsd^  tajahhur,  (Y.n.  5  of ̂ ^)  Creeping  into 
its  hole  (alizard).  Beingsunk  in  the  socket  (an  eye). 

A  JflS^  tajahful,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jasi=?°  Q)  Being assembled  (men). 

A  tajahhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ s.'^)  Burning 
with  greediness  and  covetousness. 

A  ia*si'^  tajhiz,  A  regarding  stedfastly. 

A  (J-si^  tajhil,  A  dashing  to  the  ground. 

A  tajhim,  A  looking  with  fixed  attention. 

A  ij'^  tajhln,  A  keeping  on  short  allowance. 

A  i-s^  tajakhjuhh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Be- 

ing loose  and  languid ;  stretching  one's  self  out. 

Being  very  dark  (the  night).  Lying  with. 
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A^iJ^  tajahhlthvr,  (v.  n.5  of ̂ )  Becoming 
cracked  (clay  of  a  cistern)  so  that  the  water  leaks. 

A  tajakhlihi,  (v.  n.  5  of  f_J^)  Perfuming 

one's  self.   Being  overturned  (a  'flagon,  rundlet). 
A  'L.k^  tajhhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Pushing 

forward  the  bellyand  opening  both  arms  in  prayer. 

Declining  (the  night).   Bending  (an  old  man). 

A tajhhlr,  (v.  n.  2  of^t^ )  Widening  (the 
mouth  of  a  well). 

A  (_-'3«:tf  tajaddvb,  (v.  n.  5  of  <-->>>»-)  Finding 
(a  place)  unhealthy. 

A  j5.^  tajaddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  !>»-)  Being  new. 
Innovation,  novelty.    Having  no  milk  (udder). 

A  iS^d  tajaddul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jti^)  Being  thrown 

down,  falling  on  the  ground.    Throwing  down. 

A  ̂ liLsi  tajd'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,^^)  Dirtying,  de- filing.   Mixing,  stirring  up  a  ptisan. 

A  tajdid,  A  renewing,  a  making  new. 

A ji.i^  tajdir,  (v.  n.  2  oi  Carrying  (a 

wall)  up  high.  Being  attacked  by  the  small-pox. 
Putting  forth  the  first  rudiments  of  fruit,  as  it  were 

tubercles  or  small-pox  (a  tree).  Rendering  worthy. 

A  tajdi^  (v.  n.  2  of  Cropping  the 
ears  of  an  ass.  Stunting  the  growth  of  vegetation 

(drought).  Giving  unwholesome  fo^d  to  a  child. 

Wishing  evil  to  any  one  by  saying  \s-^:^  jad^n, 
i.e.  May  thy  hands,  nose,  ear,  or  lip  be  cut  off! 

A  t_a^>:^  tajdif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  9ii>»-)  Being  un- 
grateful for  the  blessings  of  Providence ;  murmur- 

ing and  blaspheming  whilst  enjoying  them. 

A  Jo.i;^  tajdil,  A  levelling  with  the  ground. 
A  tajazzuh,  A  drinking,  an  imbibing. 

A  tajazzum,  A  being  amputated. 

A  ̂ jS^  fajazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  Sweeping 
the  ground  with  his  tail  in  circles  around  the  fe- 

male  (a  pigeon).  ^ 

A  (S^.iS^  tajz'iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  <^»-)  Wishing  or  ask- 
ing (one)  to  follow  (you),  but  in  vain. 

A  j>.^  tajzir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj  j**-)  Eradicating,  ex- 
tirpating. The  produce  of  any  number  multiplied 

by  itself,  a  square  number. 

A  jC3>^  tajzlm,  An  amputating,  a  mutilating. 

A  j:f  tajar^a,  (fnt.j^-  yafjuru)  He  traded. 

A  tajr,  (v.  n.  of^si')  Trading.  Tajr  or  tujur, 
(pi.  of  j>-K>  tajii-)  Merchants.  Wine-merchants. 

p tajar,  Winter-quarters.  A  storehouse. 

A  tojW5af,(v.  n.2ofi--i^^)Trying,  prov- 
ing, (pi.  tajarih)  Experiment,  proof,  assay, 

p  (ji^J^  e^j^  tajriba  kardan,  To  try,  prove,  ha- 
zard, make  an  experiment. 

p  tOj^  tajriha-kar,  Versed  in  business.  An 

experienced  agent,  j^jjj  ̂ ^J^  tajriba-hd- 
rdni  rozgar,  Experienced  in  worldly  affairs. 

p  ̂JJ6  aJj^  <ayVi&a-/tan,  Experience,  practice. 

A  jC jdtajarsum,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j>-  Q)  Being  col- 
lected, assembled.  Falling  from  a  height.  Abid- 

ing in  a  place.  Taking  the  greater  part  of  a  thing. 
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A  tajarsi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^Jj^  Q)  Being  pro- minent (the  wind-pipe). 

A  tajarjur,  (v.  n.  2  of frjT  Q)  Running 
down  the  throat  with  a  gurgling  noise  (liquor). 
Taking  a  long  draught. 

A  pa» jd  tajarjum,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ =>-;&-  Q)  Crouch- 
ing and  lying  still  in  his  lair  (a  wild  beast).  Com- 
ing to  a  close  (night).  Falling,  being  prostrated. 

Falling  into  a  well.  Falling  to  pieces,  being  de- 
molished. Eatiner  and  drinking  to  excess. 

^  A  Ojd  tajarrud,  (v.  n.  5  of  '^j>-)  Being  strip- ped, denuded.  Resembling  a  pilgrim  on  pilgrim- 

age. Going  alone  on  pilgrimage.  Cutting  the  en- 
velope (an  ear  of  corn).  Subsiding  (fermentation 

of  liquor).  Giving  intense  application.  Nudity. 

tajarrud- fiuzin,  Choosing  solitude. 

A  (_>>j}^  tajarrus,  A  speaking,  talking. 

A  ̂JsS  tajarru^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ?-)  Drinking 
draughts  of  liquor.  Forgetting  (one's  griefs,  care, 
or  anger),  p  (ji^^        tajarru^kardan,  To  sip. 
A  tqjarriif,  (v.  n.  5  of  i_J;=-)  Carrying 

away  much.  Sweeping,  shovelling  clean. 

A  tajarrum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j>-')  Being  com- 
pleted (a  year).  Passing,  elapsing  (a  night).  Pick- 

ing up  dates  which  have  dropped.  Charging  with 

a  crime  falsely.  Committing  a  crime. 

^jyf  tajarmuz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj/«,»-  Q)  Passing 
by  (night).  Rushing  upon.  Coming  together. 

A  Ijd  tajarruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  5^»-)  Being  made 
public,  displayed  to  view. 

A  iSj^  tajarri,  (v.  n.5  jj>-)  Taking  a  whelp 
or  young  one.  (v.  n.  5  of  (_?»»•)  Appointing  an 

attorney  or  sending  a  deputy  {^^jj>-  javiy^. 
A  tajrib,  A  proving,  trying ;  assay. 

A         tajrisat,  An  inspiring  with  courage. 

A  'i^j^  tajrhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of(^^)  Appointing 
an  attorney,  or  sending  a  deputy  jariy). 

A  tajnj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j>-  not  used)  Shav- 
ing the  head.    Making  wide,  loose,  and  shaking. 

A  '^J^  ta.jrih,  A  wounding  dangerously. 
A  tajrld,  (v.  n.  2  of  C!j>-)  Stripping,  pull- 
ing off  the  skin.  Divesting,  denuding.  Drawing, 

unsheathing  (a  sword).  Depriving  (a  skin)  of  the 

hair.  Putting  on  a  threadbare  garment.  Taking 

(cotton)  out  of  the  pod.  Leaving  (a  manuscript) 
without  the  vowel  or  diacritical  points.  Going  alone 

on  a  pilgrimage  to  Mecca.  Sending  a  detachment. 

Asking  people  who  refuse,or  who  give  unwillingly. 

A tajrir,  A  drawing  much  and  well. 

A  tajris,  (v.  n.  2  (^j>-^  Proving,  try- 

ing. Making  one  to  have  a  sound  opinion.  Ap- 

pointing (one)  a  governor  or  comptroller.  Caus- 
ina:  to  hear.    Rendering  known  or  celebrated. 

A  ̂ .J^  tajri^  (v.  n.  2  of  Causing  to 
drink.  Making  one  forget  (grief,  care,  or  anger). 

tajr'if,  (v.  n.  2  of     5;=-)  Carrying 
away  every  thing.     Sweeping,  shoveUing  away. 

Carrying  away  a  part  of  the  land  with  it,  cutting 
a  channel  (a  torrent). 

A         tajrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j>-')  Abandoning, withdrawing  from.  Completing  (a  year). 

A  tajrih,  A  publishing,  manifesting. 

A  t^^yf  tajris,  An  inspiring  with  courage. 
A tajazzur,(y.xi.  5  ofjJ»-  )Leaving  (corpses) 

a  prey  for  wild  beasts. 

A  ̂ jaS  tajazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ s»)  Being  broken 
(a  stick)^  Taking  an  allotted  portion. 

A  I  jjsi  tajazzuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— 3}=^)  Entering. 
A        tajazzum,  A  being  split  and  cracked. 

A  jj^ ^rtyV/2'2'?<^,(v.n.5of^)Havingenough, 
being  contented. 

A  e^yf  tajzisat,  (v.  n.  2of  Ij^)  Dividing,  distri- 
buting. Having  enough.  Satisfying  (a  camel)  with 

fresh  grass,  and  enabling  him  to  do  without  water. 

Fixing  a  handle  {^i\j>-juzsat)  on  an  awl  or  knife. 

A  |«-?^  tajzt^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j=^)  Being  almost 
ripe(green  dates  called jm*>^  busr).  Having  but  little 
water  remaining  (a  cistern).  Removing  (any  per- 

son's) impatience. 

A  tajzlm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J?-)  Filling  (a  bot- 
tle). Being  pusillanimous,  weak.  Being  silent. 

A  iXlai*  tajassud,  (v.  n.  5  of  •>-*»-)  Assuming 
a  body.  Incarnation. 

A  ̂j,jJL:f  tajassus,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^>-)  Searching 
carefully,  examining.  Curiously  prying  into  that 
which  God  has  thought  fit  to  conceal.  Exploring, 

playing  the  spy. 

A  tajassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,«*-=►)  Becoming 

incarnate,  assuming  a  body.  Being  large-bodied. 

Choosing  from  amongst  (other  men).  Going  di- 

rectly to  the  person  or  thing  itself.  Proposing  to 

one's  self,  and  undertaking  a  great  achievement. 
Mastering  the  most  difficult  part  (of  any  business). 

Ascending  the  steepest  part  of  a  mountain. 

Aj^:si  tajsir,  A  making  or  calling  bold. 

fajsim,  A  making  large-bodied. 

A^ps: 

tajashshu^  A  being  covetous,  greedy. 

A  j^-i^  tajashshum,  A  labouring  hard. A  tajashshus.  Eructation,  belching. 

A  tajshhat,  (v.  n.  2  of  U.»-)  Belching. 
A j^^^  tajshir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^^)  Emptying  (a 

vessel).  Turning  (horses)  out  to  pasture,  so  that 

(they)  do  not  return  home  at  night.  Leaving. 

A  ̂ .i^  tajshim,  (v.  n.  2  of  Making 
(one)  to  labour  hax-d  at. 

A  i^jAX^a^  tajsis,  (v.  n.  2  of  Plastering, 
whitewashing.  Opening  its  eyes  (a  whelp).  Fill- 

ing (a  vessel).  Beginning  to  bud  (a  tree).  Charg- 
ing, attacking  (an  enemy). 

A  jft^o:^  tajazzum,  A  snatching  with  the  mouth. 
A  i^j£ix*a^  tajziz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^s-)  Going  at 

a  quick  pace.    Rushing  on  one  with  a  sword. 

A  t— AR^'  tajarih,  (v.  n.  o  of  <_,>a»-)  Being 
thrown  on  the  ground,  falling  down.     Making  a 



quiver.    Using  a  quiver  ja^at). 

A  ̂jxiftaja^i,  (v.n.2of  Q)  Being  thrown 
prostrate.    Riding  over  one  another  (troops). 

A  j«^*s?  taja^um,  A  being  drawn  together. 
A  {J^^^  taja^un,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^r^  Q)  Being 

contracted,  collected,  drawn  together. 

A  tC'jct'^u^iy-     2 of  Q)  Throw- 

one's  selfupon  the  ground  from  excess  of  pain  or  grief. 
A  taja^d,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  curly, 

crisp  (locks  or  beard).  Being  drawn  together. 

A taja^ir,  (v.  n.  5  of  j*?-)  Fastening  a 
rope  round  the  waist  when  going  down  into  a  well. 

A  taja^is,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j<*«>-)  Being 
squalid  and  talking  obscenely.  Voiding  excrement. 

A  pxai  taja^m,  (v.  n.  5  of  j**?-)  Greedily  de- 
siring meat  (a  man),  provender  (a  camel),  a  bone 

(a  dog).    Emitting  a  twanging  sound  (a  lute). 

A  tcj^f>j  (j-     2  of  t-AJo-)  Throwing 

prostrate.    Making  a  quiver  {'L^xs-  ja^at). 
A  taj^d,  The  act  of  curling  (hair). 

A  (__>li^  tajfcif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u_fl?-)  Drying  (a 
garment)  properly.  Tijfaf,  The  armour  of  a  horse ; 
also  of  a  soldier.  Any  cloth  or  covering  that  dries 

up  the  sweat  of  a  horse. 

A  y.JiJ^  tajafjuf,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Be- 

coming dry  (a  garment)  so  that  still  some  mois- 

ture remains.  Setting  up,  rufBing  its  feathers  (a 

bird).  ̂   Covering  its  eggs  with  its  wings  (a  bird). 

AjSjd  tajaffur,  (v.  n.  5  of  ji»-)  Becoming  four 

months  old  (a  lamb,  then  called^fls-  jafr). 

A  1^6 o<  tajaffuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  t— i»-)  Being  dried 

(a  garment). 

A  ̂^Sid  tajafful,  (v.  n.  -5  of  (Jis-)  Ruffling  his 
feathers  (a  cock). 

A        tajaffuf,  Departure  (of  a  country's  weal). 
A  j.fP^  tojfir,  A  becoming  languid,  spent. 

A  I  2j;as£  tajfif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  Bs-)  Drying  pro- 

perly (a  garment).  Putting  on  a  horse-cloth  that 
dries  up  the  sweat.    Casing  in  armour  (a  horse). 

A  (J^^asi  tajfil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,J-^)  Peeling,  strip- 
ping.   Shovelling  away  (dirt). 

A  (jjisi  tajfin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^a»-)  Indulging 
much  in^^^venery.  Serving  up  food  in  a  large  dish. 

A  c-/!^  tajalluh,  A  bringing,  a  fetching. 

A  L_-*^li^  tajulbuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-aaLs-  Q)  Being 

put  on^(a  veil  or  pelisse).    Putting  on  a  veil. 

A  tajillat,  Reverence,  respect.  i^'A^f  (ji< 
min  tajillafiha,  From  respect  to  thee. 

A  Js:^  tajaljul,  (v.  n.  2  of  Js^  Q)  Being 
moved,^agitated.    Sinking  into  soft  ground. 

A  tajallud,  (v.  n.  6  of  Contending, 

grappling.  Bearingup  under difRculties :  sturdiness. 

AijJjaS  tajallus,(J.n.6o^ Sitting  down, 

sitting  (as  judges  to  determine  causes). 

A  Jj);^  tajalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ji^)  Opening  (the 
mouth),^laughing.  ^ 

A         tojaZ^M?,  (v.  n.  5  of  J,*-)  Becoming  su- 
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perior  (in  dignity).  Taking  what  is  greatest  and 
most  illustrious.   Mounting  the  female  (a  camel). 

A  tajalU,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂Ls-  for_jL»-)  Being 
revealed,  discovered  (as  God  to  man).  Raising  its 

head  and  looking  keenly  (a  falcon).  An  apparition 

with  splendour.  The  Epiphany.  Lustre,  bright- 

ness, brilliancy.  tSoP  ̂ du't  tajallt,The  feast 

of  the  Epiphany.  tajalla' kuddama- 
hum,  He  was  transfigured  before  them.  p 

^jii^  tajalli  kardan,  To  illuminate.  To  polish, 
adorn.  To  illustrate,  make  plain,  a  (v. n.  5 of  ) 

Being  above,  superior  to.    Looking  at  any  thing. 

A  OLlsi  tajalliyat,  Beatific  visions. 
A  l_*j1s2  tajUh,  (v.  n.  2  of  »i^)  Crying  out, 

raising  a  clamour.  Carrying  together,  collecting. 

Shouting  to  a  horse.  Hindering.  Anointing  a  lock 

of  wool  and  tying  it  round  a  camel's  teat  that  the 
colt  may  not  suck. 

A  XaIsS  tajlhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂Ls-  for  ̂ )  Polish- 

ing, scouring,  making  bright.  Explaining  (one's 
thoughts),  revealing,  declaring.  Darting  a  glance. 
Raising  his  head,  and  looking  keenly  (a  falcon). 

Coming  in  first  (a  horse).  Presenting  a  handmaid 

to  his  bride  (a  bridegroom),  (v.  n.  2of  (_^>)  Re- 
vealing, discovering,  making  clear. 

A  tajUh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Making  a  great 
effort.  Giving  undivided  attention  to  any  thing. 

Springing,  bounding  (a  wild  beast). 

A  tajlid,  (v.  n.  2  of  tiJ^)  Pulling  off"  the 
skin  (from  the  body  of  a  slaughtered  camel). 

Binding  (a  book)  in  leather. 

A  JjjL^  tajUz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjU-)  Binding,  folding, 
or  wrapping  round  in  order  to  strengthen.  Extend- 

ing. Removing.  Pulling  off,  carrying  away. 

Drawing  a  bow  up  to  the  head  of  the  arrow.  Tra- 
velling expeditiously. 

A  t  gy^^  tajlif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_>ai»-)  Being  fatal, 
destructive  (year). 

A  ̂ J■^  tajlVi,  A  shooting  with  a  balista. 
A  JJ,s2  ifl;7iZ,(v.n.2of  J^)  Covering  (ahorse) 

with  cloth.  Enveloping.  Calling,taking  to  one's  self. 
A  ia;a??i;Mm,  Aspeakinglow,amuttering. 

A Jt^tajammuryiY.n.^oijSr)  Being keptlong 
attheseatof  war  without  being  withdrawn(an  army). 

A  tajammu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  col- 
lected carefully.  Being  assembled,  flocking  from 

all  quarters. 

A  tajammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Dressing, 

adorning  one's  person.  Eating  melted  fat.  Plenty 
ofprovisions,abundance  of  wealth.  Dignity,retinue. 

A  0^<s2  tajammuldt,  Moveables,  household 
furniture.    Conveniences,  articles  of  luxury. 

A  tajammuvi,  (v.  n.  5  of  p»-)  Being  thick 
and  widely  spreading  (a  plant).  A  present  to  a 
woman  divorced  from  her  husband. 

A  tajammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ur)  Gathering  one's clothes  about  one.  Assembling,  flocking  together. 

Seizing  and  hiding. 

A <a7a??i/mr,A  being  oppressive,  iniquitous. 

A  (^JJai  tajamrrii,  (v.  n.  5  not  used)  As- 
sembling, flocking  together. 

A  tajmid,  (v.  n.  2  of  li»f^)  Congealing, 

curdling.    Beginning  to  freeze. 

A  tajmir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^!")  Cutting  away 
the  pithy,  pulpy  substance  (called  jummar) 

growing  on  the  top  of  the  date-tree.  Keeping  (an 

army)  long  at  the  seat  of  war  without  withdrawing 

them.  Being  assembled  and  crowding  close  toge- 
ther. Collecting.  Gathering  up  (as  women  do  their 

hair,  and  fastening  it  on  the  crown  of  the  head). 

A  ̂ jSji^  tajniish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (ji>*J')  Flattering, soothing.    Toying,  playing. 

A  ̂ ^v^  tajnii^  (v.  n.  2  of  Collecting  with care  and  diligence.  Collecting  (her)  eggs  in  her 

belly  (a  hen).  Assembling  with  others  to  prayers 

on  Friday  (called  'i*.^^       yawmu'l  jum^i). 

A  (Jjt^  tajniil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_}>-?!■)  Adoi-ning,  em- 
bellishing, beautifying.  Keeping  (troops)  in  long 

confinement.    Giving  (one)  camel's  flesh  to  eat. 

A  pA*:^  tajniim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*>-)  Heaping  up  (a 
measure^of  corn).  Growing  thick,bushy  (a  plant). 

A  tajannuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  t— »«i>-)  Retiring, 
declining,  avoiding,  shunning.    Being  polluted. ******  •  • 

A  C^-s?  taj annus,  (v.n.5  of  CIaAs-)  Pretending 
to  be  of  another  family.  Loving,  yearning  upon. 

Covering,  enveloping.  Expanding  the  wings  5  also, 

sitting  (as  a  bird).  Calling  home  the  thoughts  (in 

prayer)^ from  idolatry.    Abstaining  from  sin. 

A  ̂ jjf  tajannuh,{y.n.  5of ̂ >-)Extending  both arms.  Resting  on  the  palms  of  the  hand  in  an 
act  of  adoration. 

A  (jM^ai  tajannus,  A  being  homogeneous. 
A  ̂^/^  tajannun,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^>-)  Appearing 

mad,  making  one's  self  look  furious.  Being  mad. 
Budding,  bringing  forth  (ground). 

A  Js£  tajanni,  (v.  n.Sof  j;^-)  Accusing  falsely. 
Seeking  a  pretext  to  injure  another.  Gathering  fruit. 

A  t^Al^'  tajnib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t--^)  Rendering 
one  averse,  causing  to  shun,  or  abstain.  Shunning. 

Having  a  foot  turned  inwards  (reckoned  a  good 

property  in  a  horse).  Giving  little  milk  (a  camel). 

Keeping  (a  stallion)  apart  from  the  females. 

A  tajnih,{\.n.  2  of  ̂ )  Furnishing  with 
wings.  Causingto incline.  Resting  on  the  palms  of 
the  hands  in  adoration.  Standing  and  extending 
both  arms. 

A  t>.J^  tajnid,  The  collecting  of  an  army. 

AjAd  tajriiz,  The  laying  (a  corpse)  on  a  bier. 

A  [j-*^  tajnis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j-l*-)  Making  ho- 

mogeneous. Classing  according  to  genus.  Becom- 

ing ripe  all  over  (a  date).  Resembling.  Allite- 
ration (Behemoth  biggest  born).  A  pun. 

A  U«».-iM  tajnis,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^ja^  not  used) 

Dying.  Voiding  dung.  Running  away  in  terror. 



and  staring  with  fright.  Looking  stedfastly. 

A  (3*^  tajnih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ij>- )  Throwing  stones 

with  a  balista  {^i^^  manjanili). 

A  ij^isi  tajiiin,  A  making  mad. 

A  ̂^yf'  tajwab,  The  traversing  (of  a  country). 

Aj^_jj2  iijn-ciz,  (ph  J^jl^  tajarclz)  A  kind  of 
striped  garment. 

A  J^js2  tajwal,  A  circumambulating. 

A  t— ->_}Si  tejMi,  A  section  of  the  tribe  of 
hiinyar,  of  which  was  ihn  muljam,  the 

assassin  of  Ally. 

A         tajawwukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ l*-  for 
FalHng  in,  filhng  up  (a  well).    Bursting  (a  boil). 

A  Syd  tajawwud,  A  choosing  of  what  is  good. 

Aj^  tajawwur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjW  forj^)  Be- 
ing laid  prostrate.  Falling.  Being  overthrown, 

pulled  down. 

A  L—^j^sJ  tajarcrub,  A  putting  on  of  socks. 

Ajy£  tajammuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjU-  forJ_j»-)  Pass- 
ing by.  Forgiving.  Doing  business  slightly,  easily, 

or  by  the  by.  Allowing;  tolerating,  conniving  at, 

indulging.  Reducing  (a  work)  into  a  compendious 

form.  Receiving  money  although  spurious.  Abridg- 
ing, cutting  short.    Speaking  metaphorically. 

A  (j**^^  tajawwush,  (v.  n.5  of  not  used) 

Having  a  portion  of  it  passed  (the  night).  Enter- 

ing, descending  into. 

A  ii>^^  tajawwuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  IbW-  for  ii>_j>-) 
Purposing,  striving,  attempting. 

A  ̂ <  tajawwu^ (v.n. 5 of ̂ A^s-  for  ̂ _j:»-)Starv- 

ing  one's  self,  bearing  hunger  voluntarily,  abstain- 
ing purposely  from  food. 

A  (  jjss  tajawwvf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (  jW  for  (  jj»-) 
Penetrating  into  the  middle  or  cavity,  and  lying  hid. 

A  ̂j^^  tnjawivuk,  A  being  collected,  assembl  ed . 

A  tajawmun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^U-  for  (j_j?-) 
Painting  white  the  door  of  a  bridegroom.  Mak- 

ing black  the  gate  of  a  deceased  person. 

A  tajmb,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— -^U-  for  t_->j»-) 
Making  the  collar  or  breast  of  a  shirt  or  garment. 

A  'i^.^  tajiviyat,  A  patching  a  leathern  bottle. 
A  tajwih,  (v.  n.  2  of        for        )  Mak- 
ing barefoot.  Covering  the  foot. 

A  ̂ jj^  tajwikh,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ j^)  Car- 
ryingalong,sweeping(a  current).  Throwing  down. 

A  liJjsl  tajwid,  (v.  n.  2  of  liW  for  lij:*-)  Say- 

ing, doing,  or  making  good.  Doing  well.  Run- 

ning swiftly  (a  horse). 

A  j>.yf  tajwir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjU-  forj_}i>)  Accus- 
ingofinjustice.  Beating.  Levelling  with  the  ground. 

Throwing  down,  prostrating. 

Aj>,^  tajwtz,  (v.  n.  2  of  jW  forj^)  Causing 
to  go  or  pass  by.  Causing  (an  opinion)  to  pass, 

penetrate,  or  be  received.  Permitting,  allowing, 

approving.  Watering  (camels).  Contrivance,  en- 

deavour, plan.  p  tj^^ ji.^  tajmtz  hardan,  To 
devise.  To  examine,  try,  prove,  seek. 
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A  JaJjai  fajTOi^:,  A  purposing, striving;  attempt. 

A  ̂ .^s?  tajm^iv.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ fi")  Starv- ing, famishing  (one). 

A  iajnif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  J  Is-  for  < — j^) 
Hollowing,  making  concave. 

A  Ola^^  tajw'ifdt,  Hollows,  caverns. 
A  ̂y>.^:^  tajmk,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  Jj^)  Col- 

lecting, assembling.  Crying  out,  raising  a  clamour. 

A  (J>>.^s2  tajnnl,  A  going  round  about  much. 
A  &52  toj/i,  (v.  n.  of  &32)  Proceeding,  turning 

towards.  Paying  attention  to. 

A  tajahjuh,  A  retiring,  abstaining. 

Aj!Js£  tajahhuz,  (v.  n.5  ofj^)  Being  adorned, 
fitted  out,  furnished.  Preparing  for  any  thing. 

A  tajahzum,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Carry- 

ing one's  self  high,  being  proud,  domineering  over. 

A  j,^s2  tajahhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   )  Looking  at, 
or  receiving  ungraciously,  with  stern  countenance. 

A  'ix^  tajliiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^)  Enlarging, 
extending,  widening. 

Ay^^  tajhlz,  (v.  n.  2  o^yf^)  Betrimming(a 
bride),  fitting  out  (a  traveller,  or  a  troop  of  soldiers), 

furnishing  (a  funeral).  Carrying  to  the  grave. 

Making  up  (a  bed).  Causing  (a  horse)  to  run. 

A  Jj^if^  tajlnl,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jf?-)  Calling  a  fool, 
charging  with  ignorance.  Imputing,  ascribing  to 
want  of  information. 

A  tujib  or  tajib,  A  section  of  the  tribe  of 
Mndat,  of  which  was  ibn  bishr,  the 

assassin  of  Othman. 

A  tajir,  Seed  after  the  oil  has  been  ex- 

pressed ;  caput  mortuum. 

A  (j^i>>s2  tajayyush,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂jiSiW  for  (ji«i=") 
Being  greatly  agitated  (the  mind). 

A  I  a^sS  tajayyuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— s^-  for  l-P^t-) 
Being  putrid  (a  dead  body). 

A  tajyhat,  (v.n.  2  of  for  bk>-)  Sew- 

ing (a  leathern  bottle). 
A  (ji«Jus^  tajyish,  The  levying  of  an  army. 

A  (_)ax^  tajyiz,  A  declining,  a  turning  from. 

A  I  taj/if,  (v.  n.  2  of  1  >l»-)  Terrifying. 

A  *_Ax*si  tajyif,  (v.  n.  2  of  (  sU-  for  i  &*»•) 
Stinking,  turning  to  a  putrid  corpse.  Rendering 
vile  and  despicable.  Terrifying.  Striking. 

A  j»Jus?  tajytm,  A  writing  the  letter  j»x>-  jijn. 
A  u^lii  tahabb,  (v.  n.6  of  vJl»s-)  Loving  each 

other.  Mutual  love. 

A  tahdbub,  A  loving  of  each  other. 

A  tahdtt,  (v.  n.6of  iJl.*5-)  Falling  (leaves) 

being  scattered.  Being  rubbed  in  the  hand.  Be- 

ing peeled. 
A  tahatun,  A  being  equal,  resembling. 

A  lSjI^  tahdss,  A  stimulating  one  another. 

A         tahdjj,  A  disputing,  wrangling. 

■  Aj>-\^  tahdjuz,  (v.  n.  6  oij^  )  Receding  from 
each  other  (two  squadrons  in  battle). 

A  j_^>.Vs£  tahdji,  (v.  n.  6  of  Is?"  for  ̂ sf^  )  Pro- 
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posing  questions  or  enigmas  alternately  as  an  ex- 
ercise of  genius. 

A  (Sl^  tahddd,  A  resisting  mutually. 

A  L-.'tili'  tahddub,  The  being  hump-backed. 

A  Li.>  Jli*  tahddus,  (v.  n.  6  of  C^iij-)  Convers- 

ing, telling  stories. 
A jiil^  taliddur,  The  act  of  dropping,  falling. 

A  (Jiil^  ̂ a/mc^M/,  (v.  n.6of  (Jii.^)  Bending  over 

a  bow.    Acting  unjustly  towards  each  other. 

A  tahddi,  (v.  n.  6  of  \j>s>-  for  ji^s«-)  Driv- 
ing one  another  forwards  (camels). 

A  (^(il^  ialidzi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^i>s-)  Dividing 

among  themselves. 

A  t— taharub,  (v.  n.  6  of  i—..^^)  Fighting 

together,  duelling,  waging  mutual  war. 

A tahdrlr,  (pi. of j^j^  tahrh-)  Writings. 
Manumissions. 

A  tahdzim,(Y.n.Go( Being  grieved 

and  sad.    Pretending  to  be  sad. 

A  tahdsud,  An  envying  of  one  another. 

A  ̂-y\>j\:£tahasin,{'p\.oi (j;u<^taA«/i)Beauties. 
A  tiwiiil^  tuhdshud,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^Ls^)  Congre- 

gating, flocking  together  for  mutual  aid.  Assem- 
bling for  one  object. 

A  tahdsJii,  (v.  n.  6  of  Standing 

apart.    Excepting  against,  by  pronouncing 
hashd.    Exception,  separation. 

A  (^^Is?  tahdss,  (or  {^j£uo\^  tahdsus)  (v.  n.  6 

of  (Jka>-)  Distributing  amongst  themselves,  taking 
their  shares  (creditors). 

A  1  tahdsub,  (v.  n.  G  of  (_iA<a>-)  Pelting 
one  another  with  pebbles  or  gravel. 

A  i^jo\^  tahdzz,  A  stimulating  each  other. 

A  ij^^  tahdfl,  (v.  n.  6  of  )  Referring  a  mat- 
ter to  the  judge  by  mutual  consent. 

A  ̂ ^tahdkkjA  contending,disputing,injuring. 

A tahdhur,  (v.n.  6  of ̂ >-)  Appearing  con- 

temptible, shewing  one's  self  contemptible. 
A  dLS^  talidkh,  (v.  n.  6  of  uils>-)  Cutting  (as 

one  foot  against  the  other,  or  as  the  knees  trembling). 
A         taltdlmm,  A  going  together  to  a  judge. 

K         iahdluz,  A  holding  of  a  dialogue. 

A  (  aJl^  tahdluf,  (v.  n.  6  of  u-2i»-)  Conspiring 

together,  entering  into  an  alliance,  leaguing.  Swear- 

ing (plaintiff  and  defendant). 
A  talidluh,  (v.  n.  6  of  Shaving  the 

head  for  one  another. 

A  (JJl^fa/mZMZ,Adescending,alightingtogether. 

A  jjl^  tahdlim,  (pi.  of  'i-i^  tahlimaf)  Female kids  infested  by  tikes.    Tahdlum,  (v.  n.  6  of 

Appearing  mild  or  affable,  though  really  not  so. 

A  tahaU,  (v.  n.  6  of  !iis-  for  ̂ )  Dis- 

playing sweetness  (a  woman). 
A  tahdmuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jf2^)  Feigning 

or  appearing  to  be  a  fool. 
A  tahdmid,  (v.  n.  6  of  (J-?")  Laying  upon 

any  one  more  than  he  can  bear.    Undertaking  a 



work  with  labour  and  difficulty.  Labouring  under 

a  difficulty  or  misfortune.   Inclining.  Rising. 

A  (_^^^  tahami,  (v.  n.  6  of  Being  cau- 
tious.   Avoiding.    Shunning,  keeping  clear  of. 

A  iahann,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ s^)  Being  under 
a  strong  emotion. 

A  (^l^  tahani,  A  leaning  towards. 

Ajj\^  tahawur,  (v.  n.  6  ofjW  forj^)  Car- 
rying on  a  dialogue,  answering  one  another. 

Ajjl^  tahaimz,  (v.  n.  6  ofjls-  forj^s-)  Being 
mutually  repulsed,  retreating  severally  (two  hosts). 

A  ̂ j^jl^  tahawush,  Interception,  surrounding. 

A  (J^  jl^  iahmvil,  Alternate  seasons  of  plenty 
and  scarcity. 

A  ,31^  tahayi,  (pi.  of  sUii  tahi/cit)  Three  stars 
in  the  sixth  mansion  of  the  moon,  in  Gemini. 

A  L— taJiabbub,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^^-)  Showing 

love.  Trying,  proving  love  or  affection.  Drink- 
ing water  sufficient  (an  ass).  Granulating. 

AjS^  taliahjur,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^*^  Q)  Having 
a  twisting  of  the  guts. 

A  i^j^^  tahabhus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂j»Jks»-)  Being  im- 

prisoned,confined,restrained.  Restraining  one's  self. 
A  (^1^  tahabbuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  uIIjc^)  Drawing 

tight  the  waistband  of  the  breeches.  Tucking  up 

the  garment.    Girding  the  waist. 

A tahahhur,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^^J^  Q)  Being 
astonished,  amazed,  confounded. 

A  ̂^1^  tahabbul,  A  netting,  a  catching  in  a  net. 

A  t— 'J;f^  tahblb,  The  making  one  a  friend. 

A  XjkJkSi  tahbiyat,  A  protecting,  a  defending. 

A  ij^'  tahliz,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^Jc-  not  used)  Say- 
ing \(SjIs>-  liabbaza,  Excellent !  bravo  ! 

A taltbir,  (v.  n.  2  of^;^)  Beautifying,  do- 

ing a  thing  elegantly.  Writing  elegantly.  Adorn- 

ing (a  speech  or  poem). 

A  talibis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j*.j;:>-)  Retaining, 

imprisoning.  Bequeathing  to  pious  uses  (prohi- 

biting alienation).  Retaining  a  thing  in  one's  own 
possession,  but  dedicating  the  fruits  of  it  to  pious 

purposes.    Spreading  bed-clothes  upon  a  bed. 
A  (jijj*^  ta/i&iii/i,  A  collecting,  gaining,  getting. 

A  Qjwajo^  tahblz,  A  making  light,  alleviating. 

A  ̂J■^:i^^  tahhik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^f*-)  Collecting  to- 
gether (goods  or  furniture).  Doing  well,  firmly, 

and  effectually. 

A  cdi^  tahbik,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q^x:^)  Stre  ngthen- 

ing,  making  fast.    Drawing  lines  well. 

A  (J-w^  tahhil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj^s-)  Rendering 
pregnant.    Throwing  seed  upon  seed. 

A  taht,  The  interior  part.  Tahtu,  Under, 
below.   Tuhut,  The  lower  orders,  the  rabble. 

A  ̂l;^  tahtaniy,  Lower.  (Applied  to  letters  or 
diacritical  points)  Small,  short,  or  inferior :  placed 

beneath,  pointed  below. 

A  'i.^^  tahtahat,  Motion,  sound  (made  by 
motion  or  walking). 
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A  l1*<^  tahuthut,  Afall  (of  leaves  from  a  tree). 

A  f^j^  tahatrush,  (v.  n.  2  o{i^J<s-Q)  Being 
assembled  (people).  Striving  to  apprehend,  but 
without  success. 

A  ̂ jf^  tahatruf,  A  being  scattered. 
A  Cil^  tahattuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  L^Xis>-)  Going 

with  a^quick,  short  step. 

A        taJiattum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Eating  the 

remains  of  victuals  left  upon  a  table.  Eating  soft 

(bread  or  meat).  Making  pure  and  genuine.  Wish- 

ing well  to  any  one.  jji^  zu  tahattumin,Cheer- 
ful,  easy,  polite. 

A        taht'iy,  Low,  inferior:  placed  beneath. 
A  i^jj^  iahtis,  Brokenness,  weakness. 

A  ii.Juai  tahtid,  (v.  n.  2  of  Choosing  on 
account  of  purity  and  excellence. 

Aji^  tahfir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjo-)  Giving  victuals 
to  builders,  providing  an  entertainment  on  the  com- 

pletion of  a  new  house.  Putting  aye-  liitr  to  a  tent. 

A  i^i^  tahfish,  An  exciting,  stirring  up. 
A  di'^fl^  tahsis,  A  stimulating,  instigating. 

A  jAd  tahsir,  (v.n.2of Jxf)  Making  up  (me- 
dicine) into  pills. 

A  tahajjub,  A  being  veiled,  secluded. 

A.  taliajjur,  (v.  n.  5  of^rfi*  )  Petrifying,  be- 
coming hard  as  stone.  Becoming  purulent  and 

hard  (a  wound).  Making  a  closet,  chamber,  or 
cell.    Pressing  close  up,  straitening. 

A  Js^  tahajjuz,  A  girding  of  one's  waist. 
A  tahajjum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Burning  with 

greediness  and  avarice. 

A  tahajjtm,  The  being  crooked. 

A  tahajjiis,  (v.  n.  5  of  Isr")  Being  greedy, 
tenacious  of.    Being  much  addicted  to. 

A  tahajji,{\.  n .  5  of  Ur*  for ̂ jsT"  )  Remain- 
ing in  one  place.  Pre-occupying,  keeping  posses- 
sion. Designing, doingdeliberately.  Beinggreedily 

addicted  to.    A  whispering,  buzzing  sound. 

A  u-*J^sr*^  tuhjih,  A  veiling,  secluding. 

A  j-ir^  tahjir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Being  sur- 
rounded with  a  small  thin  circle  (the  moon). 

Being  burnt  round  the  eye  (a  camel). 

A  J^;^  tahjil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J-f^)  Having  white 
feet  (a  horse).  Dyeing  the  tips  of  (her)  fingers  (a 

woman).  Preparing  a  bridal  chamber,  or  bringing 
the  bride  into  it.  Diluting  copiously  with  water 

(the  hospitable  milk-bowl)  in  a  season  of  scarcity. 

Being  sunk  (the  eye).  White  on  the  fore  and  hind 
feet  of  a  horse,  or  on  the  two  hind  feet  and  one  fore 

foot ;  or  on  the  hind  feet  alone,  never  on  the  two 
fore  feet  exclusive  of  the  hinder,  nor  of  one  fore 

foot  without  the  other,  except  with  the  hind  feet. 
White  on  the  teat  of  a  camel  produced  by  the 
sirar.    A  mark  set  on  a  camel. 

A  ̂^^^  fahjim,  A  looking  intently. A  (j^^  tahjin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^)  Bending  (a 
stick).    A  crooked  or  curved  brand  or  scar. 

A  UJ^^  taJiaddub,  (v.  n.  5  oiL^Ss^)  Being 

friendly,  benevolently  inclined.  Cleaving  to.  De- 
clining a  second  marriage  that  she  may  attend  to 

the  education  of  her  deceased  husband's  children. 

A  Li->S>^  tahaddus,  (v.  n.  5  of  l^i^)  Rela- 

ting.   Discoursing,  conversing. 

A        tahaddur,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^^s-)  Descending. 

A  (_>u!S;^  tahaddus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^ii>s»-)  Inquir- 
ing, examining.  Endeavouring  to  acquire  the 

knowledge  of  any  thing  privately. 

A         tahaddmn,  A  burning  with  rage. 

A  i^d'^  tahaddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_ft3>*>-)  Giving  se- 
rious attention  to.  Doing  any  thing  equal  to  ano- 

ther. Challenging  (a  rival).  Striving  to  overcome. 
A  tjLo.iictf  tahcRs,  (v.  n.  2  of  1^^)  Relating, 

telling.  Suggesting,  commanding.  Conversing, 

talking.    Reporting  traditions  of  Muhammad. 
A  tahdtj,  A  looking  with  fixed  attention. 
A  iV.ti^  tahdid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Sharpening  (a 

sword,  knife,  or  the  sight).  Describing  or  pre- 
scribing limits.  Coming  forth  slowly  for  want  of 

rain  (corn).  Tending  towards.  Defining  logically. 

A^.l^^te/i^^^r,(v.n.2of,^^>•)Causingto  descend. 
Making  haste.    Swelling  from  a  blow  (the  skin). 

A  |3>.ti>^  tahdih,  A  looking  intently. 

A  jji^  tahazzuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  jti*-)  Affecting 
cleverness,  studying  to  appear  clever  when  not  so. 

A  JiS.^  tahazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J3*-)  Compas- 
sionating.   Fearing  for  any  one. 

A  ̂Ji''^  tahazlult,  A  laying  claim  to  what  is  not 
one's  due,  a  making  undue  pretensions  to  cleverness. 

A  jj  tahazlum,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Ji^  Q)  Receiv- 
ing instruction  and  putting  away  one's  folly.  Walk- 
ing fast  and  waddling. 

A j>6^  talizir,  (v.  n.  2  of  ji^)  Threatening. 
Admonishing,  cautioning,warning,biddingbeware. 

A  \^Joj)^  tahzif,  A  preparing  and  finishing. 

A  t^\}^  tahrash,  A  hunting  the  Lybian  lizard. 

A  taharruj,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ s^)  Abstaining 
from  wickedness,  repenting  of  it,  and  turning  from 

it.    Being  freed  from  straits. 

A  tl^d  taharrud,  (v.n.  5  of  i5,s-)  Being  stripped 

of  the  hair  (a  skin).  Keeping  aloof,  retiring  to  a 
distance. 

Ajjd  taharrur,  A  burning.    A  being  free. 

A^jd  taharruz,  (v.  n.  5  jjs-)  Abstaining _ 
from,  being  timid,  cautious.    Taking  heed. 

A  i^jd  taharrus,  A  preserving  one's  self. 
A  (^Js2  taharrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  {^js-)  Waiting, 

longing  for  an  expected  time. 

A  i_-jjs2  taharrvf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-?,*-)  Being 
changed,  inverted.    Declining,  turning  from. 

A  \J^jd  taharfus,K  being  collected ,contracted. 

A  ̂ jd  taharruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^)  Being  burnt. 

A  tZjJji'  taharruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  uiJ,s-)  Moving 
one's  self.    Being  moved. 

A  *jai  taharrum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ f)  Being  prohi- 



ited.    Seeking  the  protection  of  any  one. 

A J*j^  taharmuz,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 
cute,  intelligent.  Bastardy  (a  word  coined  from 

5ii\j  j»\f'  haram-zada,  Unlawfully  born). 

A  ̂ JJ^  taharri,  (v.  n.  5  of  ij:j>- )  Choosing  the 
ost  worthy  and  fitting.  Intending,  designing, 

iving  deliberate  attention  to.  Delaying.  Staying. 

A  u-A?^  takrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-^s>-)  Irritating, 
nflaming, enraging.  Makingsharp.  Giving  dates. 

A  ulOj^  tahrls,  A  causing  to  plough. 

A  '^j^  tahrlj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Z')  Reducing  to 
straits  or  difficulties.  Forbidding.  Making  narrow. 

Taking  a  solemn  oath. 

A  i^j^  tahrid,  (v.n.2oft>p-)  Bending,  curv- 
ing. Twisting  (ropes).  Tying  a  band  of  rushes 

round  an  enclosure  or  fold  for  camels.  Repairing 

into  (a  structure)  of  reeds  without  windows.  In- 
tending, proposing.  Hindering,  keeping  back. 

A  j>.j^  talirir,  (v.  n.  2  of  js-)  Setting  at  liberty, 
giving  freedom.  Dedicating  to  the  service  of  God. 

Writing  elegantly  and  accurately.    ̂ __j*>;XJj\ j!.^ 

tahriri  M^Ztt^zs, Euclid's  elements.  j>j^^  ij^^ 
ila  wahti't  tahrir,  Up  to  the  time  of  writing. 

A  ]j>.^  tahrir  an,  (p  is^\j>^jd  tahrir  ana)  In  (or 

by)  writing.  Written,  dated,  given  :  as,  ̂j, 

ijC'  tahriranfi  ghurrati  shahri,  Given,  (writ- 
ten, or  dated)  in  the  beginning  of  the  month  of . .  . 

p  i^J^ tahrir-hash,  A  writer,  a  scribe. 

tahriz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^s-)  Strengthening, 
fortifying.  Preserving  most  carefully,  sheltering, 

protecting. 

A  tahrish,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂_jij!>-)  Irritating, 
setting  (men  or  dogs)  by  the  ears. 

A  i^jAijS-  fa/im,  A  making  greedy,an  inflaming. 

A  \^ja>j^  taliriZyij.  n.  2  of  \^j=')  Instigating, 
exciting,  provoking  to,  inflaming.  Having  a  worn 

out  fringe  (a  garment).  Dyeing  (garments)  with 

saffron.  Dealing  in  alkali,  investing  one's  all  in  it. 
A  OUi>^^  tahrizat,  Provocations. 

A  tahrif,  (v.n.  2  of  (—Syis-)  Changing, 
inverting,transposing(letters),forming  an  anagram. 

Turning,  diverting.  Cutting  the  nib  of  a  pen  slant- 
wise or  diagonally. 

A  df^j^  tahi'ifat,  Changes  ;  anagrams. 

A  i3^j^  tahrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jS")  Consuming 
by  fire.  Making  thirsty. 

A  'dXi^jd  tahrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j>-)  Putting  in 
motion.  Marking  a  consonant  with  a  vowel  point. 

Inflecting  every  consonant  (being  at  least  two)  with 

fatha  (as JioK  matar,  'i^^  zalamat). 
A  tah'tim,  (v.n. 2 of  ̂ j*")  Prohibiting,  in- 

terdicting. Rendering  venerable  or  sacred.  Being 

held  sacred  and  inviolate.  G  irding  on  the  pilgrim's 
garb  for  prayer.Enteringonthesacred  month. Being 
connected  with  what  is  sacred  and  inviolable.  Be- 

ing incompletely  broken  in  (a  quadruped).  Not 

completely  dressing  leather.  Beating  at  dice. 
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tahrvna, Assum-ption  ofapilgrim's  garb. 

A  l^^^jd  tah'iyniy,  Prohibited  by  law. 
A  '^y^  tahazzuh,  (v.n.  5  of  (— -^)  Being  as- 

sembled in  crowds,  confederating. 

A-jj^  tahazziiz,  A  being  cut  or  notched. 

A j^j^  tahazfnr,  A  being  proud  and  haughty. 
A         tahazzuh,  A  being  covetous,  close-fisted. 

A  j»J^  tahazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  [•__}=')  Girding  the 
waist  with  (a  rope).  Being  girthed  (a  horse). 

A  tahazzun,  A  being  afilicted,  grieving. 

A  jjsi  ̂a/ta^ZM, A  divining,  auguring,presaging. 

A  {Jj^  tahazzi,  A  divining,  auguring. 

A  i—A^Ja?  tahzih,  (v.n.  2  of  ̂ j")  Collecting, 
bringing  a  crowd  together.  Distributing  into  parts 

(especially  the  Kur'an,  into  sixty  sections,  called 
(-->]j=»^  ahzah). 

A  tahziyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_fj»-)  Guessing  by 

the  eye  at  the  produce  of  a  palm-tree.  Crying  out 

(to  birds)  and  driving  (them)  away.  (Vapour) 

raising  up  the  human  figure. 

Ay>,j£  tahziz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Js>-)  Notching,  indent- 
ing (teeth).  Hacking, mincing.  Grating  the  teeth. 

Measuring.  Guessing. 

A  ij>.j^  tahzin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jj»-)  Making  sor- 

rowful. Reading  (the  Kur'an)  in  a  plaintive  tone. 
p  (j**^  tahs,  A  heart  overwhelmed  with  grief 

A  {^Z^  tahassuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  >_-*■"•>•)  Reclin- 
ing on  a  pillow.  Making  into  a  pillow.  Inquiring 

with  a  view  to  learn,  seeking  instruction,  purposing. 

A  f^ju-^i^  tahas-hus,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q) 

Being  moved.  Falling  off"  (a  camel's  hair). 
A tahassur,  {y.ii,  5 of j^^)  Sighing.  Griev- 
ing for,  sorrowing  after.  Being  full  and  plump  in 

various  parts  of  the  body.  Losing  flesh  from  seve- 

ral days'  travelling  and  loss  of  spring  pasture  (a 
camel).  Having  her  face  exposed  (a  woman). 

Moulting  and  getting  new  feathers  (a  bird).  Fall- 

ing off"  a  (cameFs)  coat.  Grief,  regret. 
A  ̂JJ!L^  tahassus,  (v.n.. 5 of  ̂ k**-)  Exploring, 

examining,  inquiring  into.   Listening,  hearing  of. 

A  i_a."  tahassvf,  (v.n. 5  of  v__fl-*5-)  Falling 

off"  (hair  or  fur).    Eating  up  all,  leaving  nothing. 
A  tahassun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂^;-*s»-)  Beautify- 
ing, adorning,  decorating.  Doing  (a  thing)  well. 

A  ̂ -^^2  tahassi,  A  sipping  by  little  and  little. 
A  Oaws:  tahaib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (--a**.?-)  Giving 

enough,  contenting.  Causing  one  to  lean  upon  a 

cushion.  Causing  one  to  eat  and  drink  to  the  full. 

Sleeping  in  the  place  where  pilgrims  throw  stones 
in  the  valley  of  Mina.  Burying  (a  corpse)  among 

stones  or  in  a  winding-sheet. 

A  "i**-^  tahsiyat,  A  giving  to  sip. 
A  iiJu«52  tahsid, (v.  n. 2 of  6.*^ )  Envying  much. 

A__j^*-^to/mr,(v.n.2of ̂ ,*-i*)  Wearying.  Cast- 
ing its  feathers,  moulting  (a  bird).  Causing  to  sigh, 

throwing  into  a  fit  of  grief.  Despising,  scorning. 
Hurting,  afflicting. 

A  tahsis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jl»-)  Feeling,  per- 
ceiving, seeing,  finding,  knowing.  Broiling  (meat) 

on  the  ashes.  Raking  the  fire  over  bread  baking 
in  the  embers. 

A  (  iik,^  te/tsi/)  A  shaving  (of  the  mustachios). 

A  tahsin,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^;—^)  Doing  well 

and  handsomely.  Beautifying.  Commending,  at- 

tributing to  goodness.  Approbation,  applause,  ac- 

clamation, p  ̂ ^^^  tahsin  hardun,lQ  ap- 

prove, applaud.    To  bless. 

A  tahashhush,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jiss*~*'  Q) 
Being  separated,  divided,  scattered.  Being  moved ; 
movinsx  one's  self. 

A  j»-i^i!a/ios/ts^wm,Ablushing,beingashamed. 

A  1^^^  tahashshun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^y^)  Gain- 
ing, acquiring.    Striving,  endeavouring. 

A  jj^-i"^  tahashshl,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _^^)  Except- 
ing. Saying  God  forbid  !   Being  ashamed  of. 

A  ix^^  tahshiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^^)  Causing 

to  puff",  blow,  or  pant.  Trimming  the  edge  of  a 
garment  with  fringe  or  lace.  Making  marginal 

notes  (HjuwW  hashiyat)  to  a  book. 
A  iiJUi;^^a/(s/tI(Z,Aconvening,bringing  together. 

A  i_fljui;^  tahshif,  A  looking  with  half-sh  ut  eyes. 

A  j^J^-i^  tahshim,  A  vexing,  an  enraging. 
A  i|_  '^-^  tahassuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_-»«as>-)  Going 

forth  in  quest  of  food  (a  dove). 

A  i^jAii^  tahas-hus,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^ja^^^  Q) 
Cleaving  to  the  ground.    Being  even. 

A  ̂J<.2xs2  tahassul,  (v.  n.  5  of  jJ.*aL=»-)  Being  col- 
lected.   Remaining,  being  constant. 

A  f^Ha^  tahassun,  (v.  n.  5  of  f^j*as-)  Defending 

one's  self.  Being  chaste  (a  woman).  Retiring  to 
a  fortress.    Becoming  a  stallion  ((jlo,>-  hisan). 

A  ̂^Ja^  tahassi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j;0-=-)  Being  kept, 

preserved,  guarded. 
A  L-^A.g'g  tahsih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ■  )  Strewing 

with  gravel.  Flinging  gravel  at.  Turning  away 

the  face.  Lying  down  at  night  a  little  while  at  the 

place  called  u-a-aS^  muhassab. 
A  &Aj^3ls2  tahsiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^jos^)  Defending, 

guarding.    Giving  protection. 
A  i^j^Xto^  tahsis.  An  appearing,abeingmanifest. 

A  ̂J.A,*a^  tahsil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ yj&>-)  Causing  to 

come  to  pass,  or  to  be  realized.  Collecting,  gather- 

ing, gaining.  Summing  up,  getting  at  the  sum  and 
substance  of  (a  discourse).  Raising  gold  from  the 

mine  and  sifting  it.  Bearing  green  and  unripe 

dates  or  yellow  flowers  (a  palm-tree).  Collection, 

gain, acquisition.  j  Ijji-^  ̂ Jo^^  tahsil i  dimya' 
u  din,  The  acquisition  of  wealth  and  advancement 

of  religion,  e.  The  present  world  and  the  next. 

jd^P  ,Jjk*a^  tahsili  ̂ dum,  The  acquisition  of  the 
sciences,  tahs'llu'l  halam,  The 
sum  and  substance  of  the  discourse,  p  (J.  j>«a^ 

^^Oj^  tahsil  hardan,  To  amass,  gather,  gain,  ac- 
quire.   To  collect  (the  public  revenue).    To  pro- 



duce,  make  manifest. 

p      Jj^^^  tahsil-dar,  A  collector  of  revenue. 

p  ^y^^to-^  tahsil-dm'i,  The  office  of  re- venue-collector. 

p  ftiaiUa  ̂ yx^d  tahsil-zabita,  (in  India)  An 

account  shewing  the  daily  payments  of  the  ryots 
to  the  circar. 

A  i^jyad  tahs'in,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^/^as-)  Fortifying, 
defending,  surrounding  with  a  wall.  Strengthen- 

ing. Preserving,  keeping  (a  young  girl)  at  home. 
High  breed  in  a  stallion. 

A  t-*A2^  tahazzub,  (v.  n.5  of  u-».»as.-)  Entering 
on  a  rough  and  stony  road. 

Aj*&d  tahazzitr,(v.  n.5ofj.*a5-)Being  present. 
Coming  into  the  presence  of. 

A  tahzy,(y.n.2of  ̂ as»-)  Speaking  little. 
A  i^jaXjA-^  tahziz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_>ap-)  Making 

greedy^  Instigating,  exciting. 

A  j»J3^^flAa<iMTO,(v.n.  5  of  j«la5-)  Being  broken 
(through  age).  Burning  with  rage. 

A  laAi^  tahtit,  The  act  of  eating  food. 

A  tahiini,  A  breaking  violently. 

A  i^Jia^  tahazriih,(y.n.2ofi>-^JiAS'  Q)  Being 
filled  to  distension  (a  leathern  bottle).  Being  strung 

tight  (a  bow).  Being  filled  (with  enmity,food,&c.). 

A^la^^  zamanu't  tahzir,  The  time  when 
the  KhalifOmar  divided  the  territory  called  (_?<j\5 

J^^l  rcadVl  liurd  between  the  Mussulmans  and 

'ij^  ̂ >  hani  ̂ m-atafter  the  expulsion  of  the  Jews. 
(This  event  forms  an  epoch  with  Muhammadans). 

A  (_»a^  tuhaf,  (pi.  of  'ia^  tuhfat)  Presents,  va- 
luable gifts. 

A  X^la^  tahfayat,  (v.  n.  of  Treating  with 

the  greatest  respect.  Inquiring  minutely  into  a 

person's  state.  Rejoicing. 
A        tuhfat  or  tuliafat,  (pi.  i  Si^  tuhaf)  A 

gift,  present.  A  benefit,  favour,  kindness.  An  ex- 

cellent, rarething,  worthy  of  being  presented.  Tri- 
bute from  an  inferior  to  a  superior  ruler,  p  jta^ 

(^li^  J  tuhfa  dadan,  To  give  a  present.  (This  word 

is  used  as  a  title  to  many  books :  as,  (j^la^LJ^  'sSl^ 
tuhfatus  salafin,  (Present  for  kings)  Treatise  on 

politics. 

p  Ol:^^  tuhfajut,  Rarities.  Presents. 
A  tahaffuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofJa=>-)  Preparing,  has- 

tening to^rise.  Sitting  on  tlie  point  of  the  toe. 

A  (jSAi  tahaffush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (jiAs-)  Dwelling 
in  a  small  house,  box,  or  cell.  Shewing  love  to  a 

man  (a  woman). 

A  iaijfi  tahaffuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jai,s>-)  Being  vigi- 

lant, cautious  ;  taking  heed  to  one's  self.  Commit- 
ting to  memory.  Recollecting  one  by  one. 

p  ̂ .G^  tidfagi,  A  rarity,  treat,  present. 

A  J-fl^  tahaff'ul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-Ss-)  Meeting. 
Being  numerously  attended  (a  meeting).  Flowing 

together  (milk  or  water).  Dressing,  adorning  one's 
person.    Being  polished.    Weeping  bitterly. 
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A         taliaffi,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  bene- 
ficent; behaving  humanely  and  generously.  Striv- 

ing to  accomplish,  or  gain.  Inquiring  kindly  after. 

Caressing  much.  Doing  good.  Exulting,  rejoicing. 

A  i^J:>->^  tahfish,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂jiis-)  Dwelling 
in  a  small  house,  box,  or  cell  ((jii^»-  hifsh). 

A  {^jaJl^  tahf'iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_jksfl5^)  Throwing 
away.  Drying,  making  dry.  Leaving  behind.  Al- 

leviating:. Sowine. 

A  Jo-i^  tahfiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  lais-)  Giving  in  trust 
to  another.    Causins  to  commit  to  memory. 

A  i-_a-a32  tahfif  (v.  n.  2  of  (__fl*-)  Going,  turn- 
ing, or  carrying  round,  surrounding.  Being  pinched 

with  want,  poverty-stricken. 

A  J-i^*  tahfll,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji=-)  Collecting, 
bringing  together.  Omitting  to  milk  (a  sheep)  for 

some  days,  that  she  may  appear  to  greater  advan- 
tage when  exposed  to  sale  (she  is  then  called 

f^-S^  muliaff'uT).  Ornamenting. 
A  Sijd  tahakhud,  A  hating,  a  wishing  ill. 

A  tahahhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J>■)  Discovering, 
knowing  for  certain,  verifying.  Being  true  (news). 

Aj<H^'  tahh'ir,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ ^^)  Despising,  con- 
temning, treating  with  contempt.  Scorn,  disdain. 

A  ̂j^^  iahliiran,  (p  to\j^^)  Contemptuously. 

A  ̂ Hi^  tahhVc,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J*-)  Making,  do- 
ing what  is  right,  just,  and  true.     Rendering  ne- 

cessary. Ascertaining  the  truth,  verifying.  Veri- 
fication. Acknowledging  as  true,  believing, 

^J^Ji^jihli  tahhik,  Philosophers,  doctors. 
A  ULH;^  tahhihan,  Certainly,  verily. 

A  OULH^  tahh'ihat,  Certainties,  verities. 

A  '^juSl^  tahhihiy,^\ive,  certain,  confirming. 
A  j^a^  tahahhur,  (v.  n.5  of ̂ ^s-)  Hoarding 

grain  against  a  scarcity.  Sighing,  grieving,  sor- 
rowing after. 

A  uLlxsfi  tahahhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Strug- 

gling, opposing,  resisting. 
^^y^Sl.^  tahahkul,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ J^)  Squabbling, 

litigating  ignorantly. 

A  tahahhum,  (v. n.5  of  p^)  Command- 
ing, lording  over,  obtaining  the  ascendancy.  Bear- 
ing orders.  Dominion,  authority,  usurpation. 

A  tahhim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»^)  Putting  in  au- 
thority. Constituting  (prince,  lord,  or  judge).  Giv- 

ing power  over  (one's  estate).  Restraining  one  from 
doing  as  he  wishes. 

A  (_),s^  tahill,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jss-)  Loosing  or  mak- 
ing void  an  oath. 

A  Jjt^^  tahlah,  A  shaving  (of  the  head). 
A  i_J^  tahalluh,  (v.  n.  .5  of  u-*L>-)  Flowing 

(sweat  from  the  body,  spittle  from  the  mouth,  tears 

from  the  eyes).  Watering  (as  the  mouth  does  from 
desire  or  from  taking  any  thing  acid). 

A  &As£  tahlahat,  tihlibat,  tuhlahat,  tuhlihat,  tuh- 

lubat,  or  tihlabat,  A  ewe  having  milk  flow- 
ing from  her  dugs  (before  takingthe  ram). 

A  tahillat,  (v.  n.  2  of  J-^*-)  Making  lav/ful. 

Loosing,  getting  clear  off,  or  making  void  an  oath. 

A^sfi  tahalluj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  in  com- motion and  flashing  (clouds).  Entering. 

A  Js^  tahaUnd,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 
removed  (from  its  place). 

Aji^  tahalluz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjis*-)  Remaining,  en- 
during (any  thing).  Being  pained  (the  heart). 

Preparing  for  (business). 

A  ̂j^i^  tahallus,  (v.  n.5  of(j*«W)  Going  round, 
circumambulating.   Abiding  in  one  place. 

A  ̂ji^  tahalluh,(y.n.  5  of|^^li>-)Being encircled 
by  a  halo  (the  moon).   Sitting  inj;ircles  (people). 

A  tahalhd,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_y»-)  Making  an 

exception  (when swearing).  Makingsick.  Knock- 
ing one  up  (a  journey). 

A  tahalhim,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂\s^)  Being  patient, 
mild,  gentle.  Persevering  in  acquiring  the  habit 
of  mildness,  striving  so  to  be.  Dreaming.  Employ- 

ing a  dream.  Pretending  to  have  dreamed.  Be- 

coming fatandcoi'pulent  (a  child  or  Lybian  lizard, locust  or  cattle). 

A  tahlimat,  (pi.  jjl^  tahalivi)  (A  female 
kid)  infested  by  tikes. 
A  tihlis,  Hair  or  dirt  scraped  off  a  skin. 

Any  part  of  a  hide  injured  by  the  currier's  knife. 
A  tahalU,  (v.  n.  5of  !^  for_ji:>-)  Eating 

sweetmeats.  Finding  (a  thing)  to  be  sweet,  (v. 

n.  5  of  ̂ _^)  Being  adorned  with  bracelets  and 
other  female  ornaments. 

A  tahlbat,  (v.  n.  2  of  \L>-)  Driving  from 

water  (camels).  Giving  money.  Sweetening  a  pti- 
san. Tihlisat,  Hair  or  dirt  scraped  off  a  skin.  Any 

one  who  sticks  close  to  another  and  makes  him  sad. 

A  'iAd  tahlhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂U-  for  _5is-)  Sweet- 

ening (a  ptisan).  (v.n.2of  Dressing  (a  wo- 

man) with  jewels  and  other  ornaments.  Decora- 
ting the  hilt  and  sheath  of  asword.  Rendering  (a 

thing)  pleasant  to  the  eye.  Describing,  pourtray- 

ing  (a  man)  by  (his)  form  and  external  appearance. 
Procuring  ornaments  for  a  woman. 

A  ̂ A^tahUf  (v.n,2  of  u-ol*-)  Making  swear. 
Exacting  an  oath. 

A  JaSj2  tahllh,  (v.  n.  2  of  jL-)  Shaving  close 

(the  head).  Marking  (a  camel)  with  circles.  Soar- 
ing high  in  the  air  and  skimming  in  circles  (a  bird). 

Lifting  up  the  eyes  towards  heaven.  Being  encir- 

cled by  a  halo  (the  moon).  Becoming  two-thirds 

ripe  (a  date).  Making  the  belly  swell  (milk  and 

water).  Being  high  in  the  udder  (camel's  milk). 
Being  deeply  sunk  in  the  socket  (the  eye).  Being 

high  (a  star).    Flinging,  throwing  at. 

A  J-U'  tahRl,  (v.  n.  2  of  Js-)  Making  lawful. 

Untying  (a  knot).  Loosing,  getting  clear  of,  or 

making  void  an  oath.  Causing  to  alight  and  so- 

journ in  a  place.  Dissolving  or  discussing  (in  a 

medical  sense).  Inflicting  stripes  below  the  num- 



ber  authorized  by  law.  Digestion,  concoction,  so- 
lubility. Tihlil,  The  orifice  of  the  nipple  or  penis. 

A  taUrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ »-)  Rendering  pa- 
tient, tractable.  Enjoining  long-suffering  and  cle- 

mency. Esteeming  one  to  be  long-suffering.  Pick- 
ing grubs  out  of  a  hide. 

A  ̂^-A^  tahlis,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ »~)  Driving  away 
from  water.  Giving(money).  Sweetening  a  ptisan. 

A  ̂   tahm,  A  staining,  printing  of  stuffs. 

A  Jl^si  tihimmal,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J-i")  Bearing, 
carrying  a  load.  Enduring  patiently. 

A  &^  hihmat,  A  deep  black  colour.  TaJiamat, 

Stuffs  striped  with  yellow.  i_^L3  siyabu^t 
tahimmat,  Raiment  which  a  man  gives  to  a  repu- 

diated wife. 

A  CL/-^  taJimnmut,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ci.*-?*)  Being 
bright  (colour). 

A  tahamhum,,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Neigh- 

ing (as  a  horse)  on  the  sight  of  provender  at  a  dis- 
tance. A  noise  more  subdued  than  neighing.  The 

peculiar  sound  made  by  a  bull  at  rutting-time. 

A  tdhammud,{\ .VL.b of iX?" ) Being  praised ; 
deserving  it.  Upbraiding  with  a  benefit  conferred. 

A  tahammur,  (v.  n.  5  oi  j^)  Calling  (a 
man)  an  ass.  Speaking  in  the  dialect  of  the  Him- 
yarit  Arabs,  the  ancient  inhabitants  of  Arabia  Felix. 

A  ̂J^*^  tahammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  {j^)  Maintain- 

ing one's  ground.  Waxing  valiant  in  fight.  Being 
zealous,  firm,  unshaken  (in  religion). 

A  ̂ji.^  tahammusli,  A  being  angry. 

A  i^-i^  tahammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  o^i^)  Being 
contracted.    Drying  and  shrivelling  (flesh). 

A  (jJl»s2  tahamkus,  A  being  filthy  and  impure. 

A  ̂J.♦s^  taliammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J-?")  Bearing, 
carrying  a  load.    Enduring  patiently,  putting  up 

with.  Taking  up  one's  baggage  and  carrying  one's 
self  off.     Patience,  endurance,  long-suffering,  re- 

signation.   Truce,  peace.     Meekness,  humility, 

p  ti)<^;^(JX^  tahammvl  Itardan,  To  load.  To  bear, 

to  suffer,  taliammul- gudaz,  (Melting 

patience)  Impatient.    Intolerant,  na  ta- 
hammul,  Intolerable. 

A  taliammum,  (v.  n.  -5  of  ̂s»-)  Being  black. 

Going  into  a  warm  bath  (pl»a>-  hammam), 
A  C>y^  tahmut,  A  leathern  bottle  lined  with 

a  coating  of  inspissated  juice.   Very  sweet  (date). 

A  tahammi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^)  Abstaining 

from,  avoiding.    Protecting  one's  self. 

A  ̂ ^^^  tahmij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Half  closing  the 
eyes  to  see  better.  Looking  long  and  intently  at. 

Having  the  eyes  sunk  deeply  in  the  sockets.  Roll- 

ing the  eye-balls  from  fear,  or  when  threatening. 
Changing  colour  from  anger.  Beinglean,emaciated. 

A  ̂ i^xvsi  tahmM,  (v.n.2  of  li-?")  Praising  much. 
Thanking  God,  saying  al  liamdu  IVllali, 
God  be  praised  ! 

A^s^  tahmlr,  (v.  n.  2  of  jf")  Painting  red. 
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Reddening.  Calling  one  an  ass.  Using  the  dialect 

of  the  Himyarit  Arabs.  Dividing  with  a  blow  so 

that  a  part  falls  off.  Dressing  or  tanning  leather 

badly.  Tahamyur,  (v.  n.  2  of  jm?"  Q)  Speaking 
the  Himyaritic  dialect.    Being  bad-tempered. 

A  tahmts,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j"-*^)  Putting  in 
a  rage.  Making  (a  thing)  hard  and  rough.  Warm- 

ing or  heating  slightly  (any  medical  preparation), 

holding  it  over  the  fire  to  simmer. 

A  (^Uytf  tahmish,  (v.n.2  of  (ji-?")  Inflaming 
with  rage.    Collecting,  bringing  together. 

A  f^jax^  tahmis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_>aj^)  Hunting 

(deer)  at  mid-day.  Parching  vetches. 

A  i^jAX^  tahmiz,  (y.n.2of  ;j«34*")  Doing  little, 
andthatwith  indifference.  Diminishing,lessening. 

Holding  between  the  thighs  (modus  coeundi). 

A  Ixx^  tahmit,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ix?")  Shading  a  vine 
by  means  of  a  tree.  Diminishing.  Beating  in 
moderation. 

A  (3*^  tahmih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^)  Calling  or 

esteemingoneafool(|3^*W//7??rtZ^).  Drinking  wine. 

A  jjj^*^  tahmil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ■?')  Imposing  a 
burden.  Causing,  requesting,  or  commanding  to 

carry  (a  load)  or  convey  (a  letter). 

A  tahmim,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jt»-)  Making  a  pro- 
vision for  a  repudiated  wife.  Boiling  water.  Black- 

ening (the  face)  with  charcoal.  Becoming  black 
(the  head)  after  shaving.  Sprouting  (a  young 

man's  beard).  Becoming  black  with  hair  (a  head 
that  has  been  shaved).  Becoming  fledged  (a  young 

bird).  Growing  (grass  of  a  dark  green  colour). 
A  d\s^tahnaz,(Y.Ti.of  OJss-)  Roasting  (a  sheep) 

by  laying  hot  stones  upon  (it). 

A  (^^>j>^tahannub,  (v.n.  5  of  i_oc»-)  Being  bent 

(a  man's  back).    Pitying,  feeling  an  affection  for. 
A  tahambul,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J-J^  Q)  Stoop- 

ing, crouching,  lowering  the  head. 
A  t^>jk^  tahannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  lLoc"-)  Avoid- 

ing, shunning,  refraining  from  (sin).  Worshiping 

for  several  nights.    Putting  away  idols. 

A  tahandus,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^dJ-s-  Q  not 

used)  Growing  dark  (the  night).  Falling,  blun- 

dering.   Being  weak. 
A  lal^  tahannut,  (v.  n.  5  of  lais>-)  Being  buried 

with  sweet  herbs  (the  dead). 

Ajlala?  taJi.antur,  (v.  n,  2  of  jJajo-  Q  not  used) 
Going  to  and  fro.  Surrounding,  turning  round. 

Making;  a  circle. 

A  tahannuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-ais-)  Follow- 

ing the  true  religion.  Circumcisin<i  one's  self,  and 
renouncing  idolatry.    Inclining  towards. 

A  C^Ia^  tahannuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  U£ll>)  Passing 
the  turban-sash  under  the  chin. 

A  tahanmm,(Y.  n.  5  of  (js»-)  Being  moved 
with  pity  towards.  Inclination,  desire,  love,  pity. 

A  tahannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Us»)  Being  tinged 

or  coloured  with  ̂ Uvf  hinnas  (cyprus  or  privet). 
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A  tahanni,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^=*-)  Being  curved, 
bent.    Feeling  an  affection  for,  yearning  over. 

A  L^XA^  tahmh,  ( v.  n . 2  of  i_»*j>s»- )  Being  curved 
or  bent  in  the  loins  and  pastern  (a  horse).  Hav- 

ing the  hind-legs  wide  apart,  without  a  turning  in 
of  the  toe.  Bending  any  thing  that  is  firmly  put 

together.  Turning  upside  down.  Building  an  ob- 

long arched  edifice  or  corridor  called  a-zaj. 

A  'sM^  tahnisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Us>-)  Tinging  (the 

beard)  with  the  cyprus  or  privet-herb  and  dust. 
A  tahniyat,  A  bending,  a  twisting. 
A  iaJ>^  tahnit,  (v.  n.  2  of  \als>-)  Burying  (the 

dead)  with  odours.  Becoming  ripe  and  white  (the 
plant  rims). 

A  talinif,  A  making  bow-legged. 

A  tahnih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^)  Coming  out into  ear  (corn). 

A  (.iljo^  te7mi^,(v.n.2  ofi.jAi:>--)  Rubbing  the 

palate  (of  a  new-born  child)  with  chewed  date  or 

honey  to  induce  (it)  to  suck.  Putting  on  barna- 
cles or  a  kind  of  farrier's  twitch.  Tying  a  cloth 

under  the  chin  of  a  dead  person.  Rendering  ex- 
pert (age  or  trials).  Proving,  trying. 

A  (j^j^  tahnin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ r>-)  Blossoming  (a 

tree).  Causing  to  be  tenderly  affected.  Retreat- 

ing, being  cowardly.  Calling  out  <)w\  ̂ \  allah  .' 
allah  !  when  going  to  battle.  Charging  with  false- 

hood, treating  as  a  liar. 

A  i^i-^  iahnif,  (v.  n.  2  of  lis-)  Colouring  with 
the  herb  fKys-  hinnas  (privet). 

A  i"-*^^  tahawwui,(Y.n.  Sofu-jU^for  L-->_j^) 

Refraining  from  (crimes),  repenting.  Being  dis- 

tressed by  grief  or  bodily  torment. 

A  tuhut,  People  of  the  lowest  rank. 

A  tahawmij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Is-  for  ̂ j^) 
Seeking  things  needful. 

A taliawwuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjW  forJy>-)  Be- 

ing coiled  up  (like  a  serpent).  Absconding,  retir- 

ing, receding. 
A  i_>»»jl^  tahawwus,  ( v.  n.  5  of  for  ) 

Displaying  intrepidity.  Being  hindered,  or  halt- 
ing in  one  place  to  make  preparations  for  a  jour- 

ney. Being  pained,  grieving  for. 
A  taJiawwush,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ji>ls>-for ^^j*-) 

Retiring,  receding,  being  far  distant.  Blushing. 
Living  apart  from  her  husband  (a  woman). 

A  Isjsi  tahut,  A  barren  year. 

A  l?_jsi  tahawwut,  (v.  n.  5  of  IsU-  for  '^*»~) Guarding,  watching,  minding,  attending  to. 

A  1  tahamvvf, (v.  n.  5  of  i  s W  for  i  ) 

Lessening,  chipping  away  sides  or  edges. 

A  Jj:^  taharcwul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jls-  for  (J_js^) 

Being  changed,  turned,  converted.  Moving  from 
place  to  place.  Turning  away  from,  retiring  from. 

Leaping  from  horse  to  horse.  Seeking  a  favour- 
able opportunity  to  impart  seasonable  admonition. 

Sitting  upright  on  horseback.  Carrying  a  bundle 



of  clothes  on  one's  head,  packing  clothes  in  a  bun- 

dle and  carrying  them  on  one's  back.  Hatching 
mischief.    Craft,  wile,  shrewdness.  Power. 

A  jj^^i«AawwMW,Siibmission,subjection.  Ruin. 

A  (_?^^  tahawwi,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  col- 
lected, contained,  comprehended.  Being  drawn  to- 

gether. Being  round.  Coiling  itself  (a  serpent). 
Circumference. 

A  taJmiyat,  (v.n.  2of  ̂ jy^-)  Taking,  re- 

ceiving, grasping.  Being  drawn  together.  Con- 

tracting, drawing  together  in  a  circular  form.  Put- 

ting a  coarse  cloth  on  a  camel's  bunch  to  sit  upon. 
Forming  a  circle. 

A  tahrcij,  (v.  n.2  of  ̂ Is-  for  Caus- 

ing to  turn  aside.  Quitting  one's  road  through  af- 
fection for  one's  friend. 

Aji_^  tahroir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjW  forj^)  Making 
white  and  bright.  Making  (bread)  round.  Cau- 

terizing (a  camel)  round  the  eyes.  Bringing  back. 

Disappointing,  frustrating.  Lining  (a  boot)  with 
red  leather. 

y>.^  talmiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjU»-  forj^^)  Driving 
(camels)  to  water.  Bringing  within  the  margin, 

border,  or  edge. 

A  (ji^j^  tahwish,  A  collecting  with  care. 

A  tahwis,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  {J^^=>-) 
Sewing  (a  garment)  in  various  parts. 

A  tahnnz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^ls>-  for  i^_j»-) 

Making  a  pond.  Enclosing  any  place  after  the  man- 

ner of  a  fish-pond.  Making  a  small  ditch  for  wa- 

tering palm-trees.  Longing,  seeking  after.  Mov- 
ing round. 

A  liiyS  tah7mt,(j.  n.  2  of laW for  ifj*-) Build- 
ing a  wall.  Fencing  about.  Guarding,  preserving, 

minding.  Going  round. 

A  ̂-Ji>,^  iahnnf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  sU-  for  i—ij*-) 
Placing  on  a  brink.  Encircling  a  place  (the  plant 

j_^5^**jj  wasmiT/).  Changing,  turning,  setting  in  ano- 
ther direction. 

A  J^.^  tahnnk,  A  twisting,  a  perverting. 

A  ijj.^  tahwil,  (v.  n.  2  of  JW-  for  JjJ>-)  Turn- 
ing about.  Changing.  Causing  to  pass  to  another. 

Removing,  transplanting.  Causing  to  squint.  Sup- 

posing or  rendering  absurd  and  impossible.  Be- 

coming changed.  Becoming  in  the  middle  of  the 

sky  (the  galaxy).  Not  conceiving  though  covered 
(a  camel).  Migration. 

A  O^.^:^  tahmildt,  Revolutions. 

PjLvb.^  tahwil-dar,  Cash-keepei-,  treasurer. 

P  i^j"^.^  tahwil-dari,  Office  of  cash-keeper. 

A  j£js£  tahwim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»W  for  ̂ y^)  Being 
assiduous,  sticking  close  to. 

A  OIa^  taliiyat,  Salutations,  greetings. 

A  tahiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Creating  king. 

Saluting,  greeting.  Keeping,  preserving.  Consti- 

tuting possessor.  Approaching,  being  hard  upon, 

(pi.  Cj\1^  tahiyat  and        tahaya')  A  salutation, 
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compliment,  congratulation,  prayer,  benediction. 
Possession.  Permanency,  duration.  A  kingdom. 

'i^^  ̂   ha^a't  tahiyat,  After  compliments. 
A  CLaJ^^  tuhayt,  (dimin.)  Somewhat  below. 

A  tahayyur,  (v.  n.  5  oi iovj*»~^  Being 
astonished,  confounded,  disturbed.  Being  dazzled, 

overpowered  (the  eye-sight).  Whirling  in  an  eddy 
and  being  collected  together  (water).  Wandering, 

flying  in  no  fixed  direction  (a  cloud).  Being  filled 

with  water  (a  place).  Being  filled  with  meat  or  fat 

(a  dish).  Being  completed  (the  season  of  youth). 

AjJjitf  tahayyuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjU*  for J^)  Being 
coiled  up,  coiling  itself  up  (a  serpent). 

A  (ji^  tahayyush,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^^  for  (j^o- ) 
Being  scared  and  greatly  afraid. 

A  (^i^*  tahayyuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  for 
Abstaining  from  public  prayer  (a  woman)  on  ac- 

count of  ceremonial  uncleanness. 

A  iaJv^  tuhit,  tahit,  or  tihit,  A  barren  year. 

A  I  hl^  tahayyuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (  si*-  for  iwijks^) 

Lessening  by  paring  down  the  edge. 

A  i^juSj^  tahayfus,  A  moving  of  one's  self  in 
bed.  A  being  removed  from  one's  place.  A  being 
unloosed  or  untied. 

A  (J-i^  tahayyul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (JU^  for  (_)«*»-) 
Using  stratagems.  Craft,  wile,  sagacity.  Power. 

A  i^Xi^  tahin,  Time,  space  of  time. 
A  tahayyun,  (v.  n.  5  of         for  (Ji^*-) 

Waiting,  longing  for,  an  expected  time.  Fixing  a 
time  of  night  or  day  for  milking.  Being  destroyed, 

cut  off.    The  arrival  of  time,  its  being  at  hand. 

A  OkjjL^  tahyid,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  i^As-)  Mak- 

ing projections  or  knots. 
A  (^ju^  tahyls,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^l>-  for  ̂ j«^s^) 

Preparing  the  dish  called  (j*«Jk^  hays, 
A  (^AJLsi  tahyiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  i^jas^) 

Causing  to  flow.  Lyingwith  a  menstruous  woman. 

A  i^i^  tahy'in,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^1*-  for  lijj*-)  Fix- 
ing a  time.    Destroying,  cutting  off. 

p  ki  tahh,  Dregs  of  sesame. 

A  ̂   takJikh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   Fermenting,  turn- 
ing sour  (leaven).  Oil  expressed  from  sesame. 

A  sour  mass  of  paste. 

A  ̂J3li^  tahhatul,  (v.  n.  6  of  (Jj>=»-)  Deceiving 
each  other.    Being  deceived. 

A         takhatun,(v. -n.6  of  ̂Jij-  )Intermarry  ing. 
A^i>-\jii  takhajus,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^)  Walking 

slowly.  Delaying. 

A  tahhadu^  (v.  n.  6  of  Pretending 
to  be  deceived.    Deceiving  one  another. 

A  ̂jjVsi  tahhadun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^tii»-)  Acting 
sincerely  towards  one  another  in  friendship. 

A  JiiUi  takhazul,  (v.  n.6  of  Jji-)  Withhold- 
ing assistance  from  each  other,  deserting  one  ano- 

ther. Being  infirm  (the  feet).  Staying  with  her 

young  (a  doe). 

A  takharuj,  (v.  n.  6  of  jrj*")  Dividing 

amongst  themselves  (one  party  taking  the  house, 
and  the  other  the  land). 

A  i^J^  takharush,  (v.  n.  6  of  <^^)  Growl- ing and  fighting  (dogs). 

A  tahharib,{j^\.oi  t—*)^^  iaAAri&)Holes 

resembling  a  honeycomb  or  wasp's  nest. 

^jj^  tahhazur,  (v.  n.  6  ofjJ=»-)  Contracting 
the  eyelids,  in  order  to  look  more  accurately. 

A  tj*>li^  takhass,  (v.  n.  6  of  tj*i^)  Doing  any 

thing  alternately.    Making  haste  simultaneously. 

A  takhasus,  (v.  n.  6  of  L»i-)  Throwing 
stones  at  one  another. 

A  takhasi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ _^^)  Pelting 
each  other  with  pebbles. 

A  takhashu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^)  Being 

humble,  obsequious,  submissive. 

A  jfo\id  takhasur,  A  walking  hand  in  hand. 

A  ,J-««ls2  takhdsul,  (v.  n.  6  of  ij<*a=-)  Contend- 
ing with  one  another  in  throwing  the  javelin  (when 

the  stakes  are  deposited). 

A  takhdsum,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^as^  )  Altercating, 
being  at  variance.    Litigation,  squabble. 

A  tahhdtub,  A  conversing  face  to  face. 

A J^{ld  takhdtur,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^^)  Depositing 

the  bets,  and  then  disputing  or  contending.  Lay- 

ing down  the  stakes. 
A  i>_fll>ls^  tahhdtuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_ila=>-)  Carry- 
ing off  (a  ball  with  a  shinty). 

A  Jlsl^  takhatUf,  (v.  n.  6  of  jjja^-)  Erring, 

blundering  (a  man).  Imputing  to  any  one  an  error. 

A  tahhdfut,  (v.n.  6  of  Ois-)  Reading 

any  thing  in  a  muttering  low  voice.  Communi- 
catincr  secrets  to  one  another. 

A  u-oiU2  tahhdfuf,(Y.  n.  6  of  u.As-  )  Being  light. 

A  takhdluj,  (v.  n.6  of  ̂ )  Exciting  doubts in  the  mind. 

A  ̂jJls  takhdlus,  (v.  n.  6  of  ij*Ais-)  Snatching 

from  one  another.  Drawing,  tugging  to  one's  self. 
A  (.^aJl^  takhdlus,  (v.  n.  6  of  O'A^)  Acting 

sincerely  towards  one  another. 
A  laJUi  takhdlut,  A  mixing  in  society. 

A  ̂ IsJ  takhdluj  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂xli-)  Divorcing, 
separating  (as  husband  and  wife).  Dissolving 

partnership  (a  company).  Violating  an  agreement. 

A  takhdluf,  An  opposing  one  another. 

A  i^jaAiS  takhdmus,  (v.  n.  6  of  Being 

somewhat  dark  (the  night)  soon  after  the  setting, 

and  before  the  rising  of  the  sun.  Paying  a  debt 

and  receiving  a  discharge.  Being  lifted  off  and laid  on  one  side. 

A  ijl^  tahhdmuz,  A  stipulating. 
A  tahhdwuZjiy.n.Qof  (__^U>- for;_^y-) 

Considering  together.  Keeping  up  a  conversation 
together.  Agreeing. 

A  i_-a^j\^*  takhdwif,  Hobgoblins.  Scarecrows. 

A  ̂y>(d  tahhdyul,  (v.  n.  6  of  JU-  for  Jjji-)  Ap- 

pearing probable.    Being  vain  and  proud. 



A  tl/jJi?  takhabbus,  A  being  filthy  and  impure. 

A  i-^^  tahhabkhuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  t-Asr?"  Q) 
Being  soft,  flabby,  and  pendulous.  Becoming  lean 

after  being  fat.    Subsiding  (heat). 

A jli^  takhabbur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j<5-)  Inquiring, 
asking  news  or  information.  Being  acquainted, 

conversant  with,  ^Jji^  takhabbaru  khubrat, 
They  bought  a  sheep,  and  divided  her  (when 

slaughtered)  amongst  themselves. 

A  ̂j"fs2  takhabbus,  A  seizing  as  plunder. 

A  ui.J>^  tahhabbush,  A  carrying  off,  a  taking. 

A  takhabbus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ;_><afs-  )  Cooking 

the  preparation  called  ̂ jiajj^s-  khabis. 

A  laXstf  tahhabbut,  (v.n.  5  of  li*s-)  Losing  one's 
way.  Becoming  silly.  Pawing  the  ground  (a 

camel).    Hurting,  harming  one  (Satan). 

A  ̂ Jx^takhabbuk,(Y.n.5o{  ̂ ^xs-)  Being  high, 
sublime,  elevated. 

A  ̂_yJ>^  fakhabbi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^)  Erecting  a 

tent  called  ̂ Ui-  khibas.    Putting  out  (the  fire). 

A  i_-»_A_>i2  takhbib,  A  seducing,  deceiving. 

A  diof^  takhbisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  lxi>-)  Concealing. 
A  tahhbiyat,  The  pitching  of  a  tent. 

A  CLaaj^s^  toMAis,  (v.n.2of  ̂ ^aJc^)  Corrupting. 

A  jJJ^  takhbtr,  (v.  n.2  ofJ^^>-)  Giving  informa- 
tion,advising,imparting,communicating,certifying. 

A  (_j<ajj^  takhbts,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jaAj>-)  Cooking 
the  dish  (^jaxyi*-  khabis. 

A  iiAJj^  takhbit,  A  mistake,  blunder. 

A  (JsAAisJ  takhbil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Making  silly, 
insane.  Mutilating,  depriving  of  the  use  of  limbs. 

A  p  CL>^  takht,  (pi.  Oy2  tukhut)  A  royal 
throne,  chair  of  state.  A  seat,  sopha.  Abed.  Any 

place  raised  above  the  ground  for  sleeping,  sitting, 

or  reclining.  A  saddle.  A  capital,  the  royal  resi- 

dence, p  I  C*^  tahhti  abnusi,  Night. 

e^Lrfj^l  fa/i/iii  araste,  An  ornamented  throne.  CL*^ 

j^j>j\  takhfi  ardshir,  Name  of  a  musical  note. 
l^xi;<-fr  takhti  jamshed,  Persepolis. 

ij>y>-  takhti  chubi,  A  gun-carriage.  i^^iJ^jy^ 

^•S'yO yji j>  takhti  khwurshed  bar  sari  zirgham. 
The  sun  in  the  sign  Leo.  takhti  rahi. 

The  royal  road,  the  highway,  i^jj  tl-*^  takhti 

ravati,  (or  l^^jj  CL>J^  takhti  ravandd)  A  travel- 

ling-bed, a  litter  with  poles,  like  our  sedan-chairs, 
but  borne  by  mules.  The  throne  of  Solomon.  An 

easy-paced  horse.  The  sky.  Name  of  four  stars 
in  the  constellation  of  the  Bear.  takhti 

sarqj.  Name  of  the  college  of  Abu  Is-hak. 

ij\f\*t)  takhti  sulayman,  The  famous  fortress  of 

Kashghar.  |_^.^'Us>  d*s£  takht-takdisi,  Name 
of  a  throne  belonging  to  Faridun.  Name  of  a  note 

in  music.  8jj j^i  CJJ£  takhti  firoza.  The  firma- 

ment. Name  of  the  throne  of  Khusraw.  t'^i^^ 

takhti  kulah,  A  wooden  cap  worn  by  criminals  as 
a  punishment.  CL^  takhti  humayun,  The 
august,  royal,  or  imperial  residence. 
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A  CL*j^  takht,  (pi.  Oy2  tukhut')  A  wardrobe, 
clothes-press,  chest. 

A  ̂ l:^  takhtakh,  (or  j^li^  takhtakhaniy) A  stammerer,  a  stutterer.  One  who  speaks  Arabic 

unintelligibly,  being  a  barbarian  or  foreigner. 

p  ullwi  takkt-bakht,  Throne  and  fortune. 

A        takhtaj,  (from  p  aoi^  takhta)  (pi. 

takhatij)  Boards,  planks,  tables. 

A  ̂   ̂  tikh  tikh,  Said  when  driving  poultry. 

A  'iJ^  takhtakhat.  An  impediment  in  speech ; 
bad  pronunciation, 

Pj\j  ClAstf  takht-dur,  A  species  of  cloth,  either 
white  or  black,  which  the  kings  of  Persia,  espe- 

cially the  Daras  (Darius),  used  to  spread  over  their 
throne.  Bed-clothes. 

Pj~'Jj£  tukhtar,  (forjlS-ii)  A  daughter. 
A Ji^  takhattur,  (v.n. 5  of j-i>s»-)  Being  deliri- 
ous, intoxicated  (with  drink).  Flagging,  hanging 

down.  Going  at  a  lazy,  sluggish  pace.  Labour- 
ing under  a  fever.  Being  lazy,  slow,  weak,  relaxed. 

p  Tk\^:^  tahht-gah,  Royal  residence,  capital. 

p  dil^  takhtala,  A  walking-staff".  Shoes. 
A  takhattum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j'*^^)  Putting  on 

a  seal-ring.  Dissembling,  feigning  negligence.  Be- 
ing silent.  Covering,  enveloping,  wrapping  up. 

Wrapping  a  turban  round  the  head. 
A  toMiima^,  Dissimulation,  secresy.  The 

wrapping  a  turban  round  the  head. 

p  ̂ jLiJ  te/f/(^-«/.s/iart.  Throne-bestowing. 
p  takht-nishm,  Sitting  on  the  throne. 

A  reigning  prince.  ciJl>-  ̂ ^Uxij  LL^ii  takht-ni- 
shinani  khak,  Dwellers  upon  earth.  Kings.  Spi- 

rits. Devout  men. 

p  ̂ J^J^  takht-nishini.  Accession,  reign. 
p  &isi  takhta,  A  board,  plank.  A  table.  A 

table  upon  which  dead  bodies  are  stretched  and 

washed  before  interment.  Tablets,  memorandum- 

book.  A  single  sheet  of  paper.  A  little  bed,  couch. 

The  pedestal  of  a  statue.  Ix***!  t'Jid  taklitan  asya, 
J I  a32  takhtasi  avval.  The  ta- 

ble of  the  divine  decrees.  A  school-boy's  writing- 
board.  iCJd  takhtan  jama,  A  large  press ; 

a  calender,  beetle,  or  any  thing  similar,  by  which 

linens  are  beat,  pressed,  or  smoothed.  An  instru- 

ment  of  torture,  made  like  a  horse.  ̂ ^Jiby>■  tCii!. 
takhtan  jawharl.  The  colours  red  and  blue.  aCC^ 

cills-  takhtad  khak.  The  surface  of  the  earth, 

jti  takhtasi  dar.  The  panel  of  a  door.      '■^jj  ̂  
takhtasizarnikh,Alive  coa\.  L>jy^L»*iCisl  takhtasi 

sal-khwurd.  Stories  of  old  times,  ■^y^  takh- 
tan  shatranj,  A  chess-board.  takh- 

tan^ij,  A  throne  of  ivory.  Milk-white  hips.  Day. 
^lij^  takhta  kardan,  (or  j^Jj  takhta 
zadan)  To  clean  cotton.  takhtad  kishti, 

The  plank  of  a  ship.  jili*flSs>  iCi^-  takhtad  hafsh- 

gar,  A  shoemaker's  board,  upon  which  he  cuts  out 
his  leather,  (ji^      takhta-gardan,  Broad, thick, 

straight-necked  (horse).  t'JJ^  takhtad  gud. 
The  mace  or  club  with  which  the  ball  is  struck. 

^buuW*  iCafi  takhtad  muhasibun,The  earth.  eJ^ 
ioU*  takhtad  miyana.  The  sky.  Ua*  all^  takhtad, 

rnina.  The  firmament,  ^li  takhtad  nan,  A 

baker's  kneading-board.  A  plain  flat  table,  A 
large  flat  dish,  with  a  brass  rim  round  it. 

takhtad  nard,  A  dice-table,  backgammon-board. 

Jji  Aliafi  takhtad  nardi  abnusi.  The  zodiac, 

(jib  1  ahan-takhta,  A  plate  of  iron,  b 
ejJA  takht  yd  takkta,  A  throne  or  a  bier  (spoken  on 

engaging  in  a  desperate  enterprise)  (A  coronet  or Westminster  Abbey). 

p        tukhta,  Paid,  discharged. 

p  jJj  isjUi  takhta-band,  A  splinter  bound  upon 
a  broken  bone.    A  floor.    Confined,  guarded. 

p  takhta-bandi.  Boarding,  wainscot. 

p  takhta-posh,  Stage,  wooden  floor. 

p  i sxZJ^  njJii  takhta-kashida,  ̂ looreA;  floor. 

p  takhfi.  Becoming  a  throne.  A  board  on 
which  children  learn  to  write.  A  signet  of  stone. 

The  breast. 

AjilJ^  takhtir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji-^)  Inebriating, 

making  drunk.  Disordering  the  intellects. 

A  j*-J^  takhtlm,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*'-^)  Sealing  well. 
A jJLii  takkasstir,  A  being  thick  and  turbid. 
A  (-lAA-i-s£  takhsis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.^*5-  not  used) 

Collecting.  Repairing,  mending. 

A takks'ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  ji»-)  Allowing  or 

causing  (milk)  to  thicken. 

A  ft'i^  takhslm,  A  making  broad. P         takhjum.  Covetous,  greedy,  selfish. 

A  J-s:^  takhjil,  A  putting  to  the  blush. 
A  (--jSisi  takhaddub,  A  moderate  pace. 

A  takhaddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Us-)  Wrinkling, 

shrivelling.  Becoming  lean  and  emaciated. 

A         takhaddu^  A  striving  to  deceive. 

A  iV.tJi^  takhdld,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Being  ema- 
ciated, shrivelled  (flesh,  skin).  Being  meagre,  lank. 

Making  lean.  Splitting,  cleaving. 

A ̂ .J^  takhdir,  (v.  n.  2  ofji3i>-)  Keeping  (a 
woman)  concealed.  Occasioning  a  torpor  in  the 

limbs.  Being  concealed  behind  a  veil  from  the 

gaze  of  men  (a  girl).  Concealing  one's  self. A  takhdi^  (v.  n.  2  of  Deceiving 
remarkably.  A  blow  or  cut  that  does  not  penetrate. 

A  jgiiitf  tahhdim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ <^)  Having  a 
white  ring  on  the  lower  part  of  the  hind  legs(a  horse). 

A  i^jSs^  takhazruf,  (y.n.2  of  i — ijd^Q)  Strik- 

ing any  one  (a  date-stone). 
A  takhazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ii-)  Cutting. 

Being  broken  or  cut  off". A  takhzi^  (v.  n.  2  of  Mincing, 

hacking.    Inflicting  a  blow  which  penetrates  not. 

A  ̂y>,Ss^  tahhzil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jii-)  Alienating, 
causinfj  a  breach  between  friends. 

A  jCiis^  takhzim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ 'S^)  Cutting  well. 



A  <— Jj-stf  tahharruh,  A  corroding,  a  cankering. 

A  '^■J^  takharnij,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j*")  Acquiring 
polite  learning. 

Aj^j^  tahharkhur,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ J>-  Q)  Being 
big  and  rattling  (the  belly). 

A  djjS.  takharrud,  (v.n.5  of  J^s-)  Being  bash- 
ful. Being  silent  from  timidity,  or  speaking  low. 

A  (^jwjls^  takharrus,  (y.  n.  5  of  0*^=^)  Taking 
the  food  hhursat  (a  woman  in  child-bed). 

A  cj-aj-^  takharrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ;.,>«;»-)  Lying, 
speaking  falsehood. 

A  ̂SjJ^  tahharr'tit ,  (v.  n.  5  of  !»;!»■)  Extracting 
the  oily  matter  from  his  rump  (a  bird). 

A  fjj^  tahharruh,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂ jj^)  Being  torn, 
piercedfull  of  holes.  Sweeping  across(as  the  wind). 

Inventing  a  lie.  Being  profusely  liberal.  Being 

oppressively,  ridiculously  troublesome.  Rent,  cleft. 

A  jJ^taMarrMwi,(v.n. 5of  ̂ j»-)Being broken, 
bui'st  (as  sewing).  Being  pierced  (as  pearls,  beads, 
or  the  septum  of  the  nose).  Destroying  (him)  en- 

tirely (fortune).  Embracing  the  Khurramlyan  sect 

(See&A/«j»-  hhurraniiyat^.  Beingappeased  (anger). 
A  tahharmul,  A  being  torn  (a  garment). 

A j_j tuhhrur,  (A  man)  not  brisk  and  active, 
not  yet  thick  and  dense. 

A  {^ijid  takhrib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i—.^^)  Destroy- 
ing, demolishing,  razing,  devastating  far  and  wide. 

A         takhrij,  (v.  n.  2  of  Bringing  out, 

educing.  Instructing  in  learning  and  politeness. 

Writing  on  one  part  (of  a  tablet)  and  not  on  ano- 

ther. Doing  work  in  a  party-coloured  manner. 
Grazing  one  part  of  a  field  and  leaving  the  other 

untouched.  Being  in  some  respects  barren,  in 

others  fruitful  (a  season). 

A  takhris,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_j*j^)  Preparing 

and  giving  food  (to  a  woman  in  child-bed).  Mak- 

ing dumb  {(^j>-'\  ahhras). 
A  tahhrish,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Putting 

forth  the  ears  (corn). 

A  [^>J^  tihhris,  (or  iLa>j^  tihhrisat)  The 
gore  of  a  shift  or  other  garment. 

A  la^y^  takhrit,  (v.  n.  2  of  i*;*-)  Loosening  the 
belly  (a  cathartic). 

A  L_iJ^  tahhrif,  (v.  n.  2  of  <— ip-)  Charging 
(any  one)  with  dotage. 

A  Jj^;^  tahhrik,  (v.n. 2 of  jjjs-)  Tearing,  la- 
cerating very  much.    Telling  many  lies. 

A  jC tahhriw,,  The  bursting  (of  sewing). 
A  L^Jii^  tahhazzub,  (Y.n. 5  of  1—^}=-)  Swelling, 

being  fat.  Being  swelled  (the  udder),  and  thence 
a  contraction  of  the  teats. 

tahhazhuz,  (v.  n.  2  ofJ^js>-  Q  not  used) 

Carrying  one's  self  haughtily.  Scowling,  looking 
sour  and  grim.  Striking  with  his  foot  whatever 

he  meets  (a  camel). 

A  ̂ ^ji-  tahhzabub,  Excellent,  active  (camel). 

A  ̂ jstf  takhazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j=>-)  Remaining 
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behind, deserting  one's  associates.  Cutting  the  flesh 
off  a  slaughtered  camel.  Cutting  and  dividing 

(among^themselves). 

A  ̂}yd  tahhazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J}»-)  Proceeding 
slowly,  heavily  (as  a  cloud  charged  with  rain). 

A  tahhazluj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Ji-  Q)  Walk- 
ing fast,  proceeding  rapidly. 

A  ̂ .Jai  tahhazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Piercing  the 
foot  (a  thorn). 

Aj>.j^  tahhzir,  A  straitening,  compressing. 

A  tahhzi^(Y.n.2oi  ̂ Js-)  Hindering, de- 
taining, letting.  Cutting.  Remaining  behind,  de- serting. 

A  ̂ _yd  tahhzim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»Js>-)  Passing  a  hair 
ring  through  the  perforated  nose  of  a  camel. 

p  ̂ j-sS  tahhsov  toMas,  Anguish,anxiety,change 
of  temper  or  constitution,  from  grief  or  indisposition. 

A  tukhas,  A  dolphin  or  certain  marine 
animal  said  to  save  a  man  from  drowning  by  tak- 

ing him  on  his  back. 

A  takhsir/at,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^)  Playing 
at  nuts,  odd  or  even. 

A tahhsir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*^)  Causing  loss, 
ruining,  destroying. 

p  (jiii'<a/<s7i,  A  cross-bow.  Anarrow.  A  rocket. The  chief  seat. 

p  tahhsha,  One  who  tries  to  do  any  thing 
with  energy. 

A  (  i.Z^  tahhashshub,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^ts^)  Eat- 
ing sticks  and  dry  fodder. 

A  tahhashhhush,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^'^  Q) 
Rattling,  clashing,  rustling  (as  arms,  papers,  silks, 

dry  leaves,  &c.)  Entering  amongst  trees  and  con- 

cealing one's  self. 

A  tahhashshu^  (v.  n.  5  of  Hum- 
bling one's  self,  becoming  or  being  hum.ble. 

A  J-£^  tahhashsh  ul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-i-^)  Being 

rejected.    Being  vile,  abject,  depressed. 

a^J:j£  tahhashshum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Spoil- 
ing, stinking  (meat). 

A  (j-i-i^  tahhashshun, (v.  n.  5  of  ̂j-i-i-)  Becom- 
ingrough  (in  habit,  face,  converse,  or  mode  of  life). 

A  ̂ ^id  takhashsht,  (ym. 5 of  Dreading, 
standing  in  awe. 

A  &Jv-i^'  tahhshiyat,  A  striking  with  terror. 
p  ̂lisJwiii  tahhshidan,  To  sit  on  the  high  seat. 

A  I  ajj-i^  tahhshif,  (v.  n.  2  of  w-fl^s^)  Con- 
ducting others  boldly  (a  guide  in  the  night). 

A  fliJ^  tahhshim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^)  Intoxica- 
ting (the  fumes  of  wine). 

A  u^-i.^'  tahhshin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Making 
rough.  Irritating,  exasperating. 

A  'i^i^tahhissat,  (v.n.  of  o^i-)Marking  espe- 
cially, distinguishing  peculiarly. 

A  takhassur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j*:)^)  Putting  the 
hand  on  the  hypochondria  when  tired.  Taking  a 
staff  in  the  hand  to  lean  upon. 

A  tahhassuSjiy.    5  of  t^Jos"  Being  dis- 
tinguished. Peculiarity. 

A  tahhsib,  (v.  n.  2  of  l— *<as-)  Fattening. 

AjA*ais2  tahhsir,  Slenderness. 
A  (^jua^  takhsis,  (v.  n.  2  of  u^^)  Making 

peculiar  and  special.  Particularizing.  Playing 

with  a  lighted  reed. 

A  u_flJuaii  tahhsif,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_fl^a»-)  Making 

(the  hairs)  equally  white  and  black  (hoariness). 

Being  bad-tempered.  Making  great  pretensions 
to  what  one  is  not  entitled. 

A  ijji*<3i2  tahhsil,  (v.n.  2of  ,J.i»^xs»)  Cutting  in 
pieces.  Separating  into  pieces  (a  tree).  Cutting 
for  a  camel  the  tips  of  limber  twigs. 

A  tahhazzuj,  The  act  of  limping. 

A  i^ja<£^  tahhazhhuz,  (v.n. 2  of  i^ja^^:'^^  Q) 
Being  stirred  about  (water  or  a  ptisan).  Shaking. 

A  (^smS.  tahhazzud,  (v.  n.  5  of  iiw.A=»-)  Being 

broken  (a  green  stick).    Being  bent  dotible. 

A  ̂ aJd  tahhazzuj  A  humbling  one's  self. A  »  A*/a^  tahhaz^b,  Confusion  (of  business). 
A  t_-«Laii  tahhazlub,  (v.  n.  2  of  u.^-^  Q) 

Being  weak  and  confused  (a  business). 

A  jya^  tahhzur.  Green. A  i^XjA^  tahhzib,  A  tinging  beautifully. 

A  l^J^^  tahhzid,  A  splitting,  cutting  asunder. 

A ji^aJ^  tahhzir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*ai^)  Making 

green.    Blessing.  Green. 
A  {jiiX*a^  tahhziz,  (v.n.2of  (^j»-)  Adorning 

(a  maid)  with  beads  called  ̂ _^»a=-  hhazaz. 

A  ̂ ^-a^  takhzi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ =-)  Cutting  in 
pieces,  mincing  (meat).  Causing  to  stoop  (old  age). 

A  tahhattur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jhs^)  Missing  the mark  (an  arrow). 

A  '~^J^  tahhatrub,  A  telling  lies  of  any  body. 

A  uJ^k^  takhatruf,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-jPas-  Q) 
Walking  fast,  making  long  strides. 

A  t_ikisi  tahhattuf,  A  seizing,  carrying  off. 

A  Jkifi  tahhattul,  (v.  n.5  of  Walking 
with  a^swinging  air. 

A  ̂Ja^  tahhattis,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ =-)  Erring, 
blundering,  offending  lightly.  Imputing  a  fault  to 
another,  and  reproaching  him  for  it. 

A  (Jai^  tahhatti,  (v.  n.  5  of  Uai-  for  ̂jki-  )  Trans- 
gressing, passing  beyond,  overstepping. 

A  'ii^  tahhtuat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂Jai-)  Leading 
into  error.  Blaming  for  a  fault,  charging  with  error 
or  crime. 

A  KJoiS  tahhtiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Uai-  for  _jias-) 
Repelling,  averting  (evil). 

A  k-k^  tahhtit,  (v.  n.  2  of  ki-)  Eating  little. 

Weaving  or  marking  (cloth)  with  stripes.  Draw- 

ing lines  well. 

A  |^.ksi  tahhtim,  (v.  n.  2  of  pki-)  Putting  a halter  over  the  nose  of  a  (camel). 

A  ̂^jkitf  tahht'is,  A  charging  with  a  fault. A  j^kii  tahhziyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Iki-  for  ̂ ki-) 



Renderinp^  stout,  bulky,  and  fleshy. 

A  -iii*  tahhoffuj,  An  inclining.  A  deviating. 
A  j-SJ2  talihaffur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jfls-)  Being  ex- 

tremely bashful.  Imploring  protection  from  a  pa- 

tron. Recommending  one's  self  to  the  pi'otection 
of.  Protecting.  Excessive  bashfulness. 

A  ̂ jJu^  tahhaffus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j*^)  Being 
th  ro  wn  down,falling  or  lying  upon  the  ground,being 

spurned,  being  trampled  upon. 

A  L^Sjd  takhaffuf,  A  being  booted. 

A  takhajfi,  A  concealing  of  one's  self. 
A  tahhjiyat,  A  hiding,  a  concealing. 

A jJiJA  talihfir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjii-)  Protecting,  pa- 
tronizing. Actingasguide.  Causing  to  blush  much. 

A  (j«A2i2  takhfis,  A  diluting  vFine  with  water. 

A  (jiiJAi^  tahhfish,  (v.n.  2  of  ;jlas>-)  Throwing 
down,  levelling  with  the  ground.  Demolishing, 

making  desolate.  Trampling  upon.  Being  feeble 

(the  body).  Cleaving  to  the  ground. 

A  i^jaJi^  takhftz,  (v.  n.2  of  (^^s-)  Speaking 
or  doing  any  thing  gently,  submissively,  or  with 
ease.  Pressing  down  (a  camefs  head)  to  make 
him  kneel  down. 

A  ̂ fSUd  takhfif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_a5>-)  Making 
light,alleviating.  Abbreviating,  by  scratching  out, 

or  erasing  a  word  or  letter  (as  ̂Lo  zala^  into  zal^, 

j'ii  batar  for Jis>  badtar),  or  taking  off  the  tanivhi. 
Abatement,  alleviation,  relief,  remission. 

A  (J^fti^  takhkm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^ai-not  used)  Ap- 
pointing ^/ta^aw  or  emperor  (in  Turkistan). 

A ^  tahhalluj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Waving,  nod- 
ding, shaking,  or  tottering  from  side  to  side,  as  if 

the  joints  were  paralyzed. 

A  J^'  tahhalhhnl,  (v.  n.  2  of  Js^  Q)  Wear- ing: the  ankle-rinsr  hhallihal  (a  woman). 

A  {^\^  tahhollus,  A  seizing,  a  snatching. 

A  takhallus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Jxais-)  Being 

saved,  delivered  from  evil.  Saving  one's  self.  Ob- 
taining, gaining.  The  transition  from  the  descrip- 

tion of  one's  owns  feelings  to  the  eulogium  of  a 
person  inapoem.  Atitularnameassumed  by  poets. 

A  ̂iS  tahhalluj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ >)  Going  wide 
between  the  feet.  Sticking  close  to  the  bottle, 

di'inking  immoderately. 

A  t_i)i2  takhalluf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (__ais-)  Remain- 
ing behind.    Being  left  behind. 

A  |^s£  takhalluk,  (v.n. 5 of  Inventing  a 

lie.  Imitating  the  manner  of  another.  Perfum- 

ing with  a  spice  called  ̂ j^^  khaluk. 

A  takhallul,{Y. n.5  of (Ji>-)Passingthrough. 
Separating  with  the  fingers  (the  beard).  Picking 

(theteeth).  Perforating, boring.  Piercing  through 

with  thrust  after  thrust.  Entering  into  the  alleys 

about  a  house.  Entering  amongst.  Being  partial 

(rain).  Seeking  for  (ripe  dates)  amongst  unripe 
ones.    Being  finished,  exhausted,  annihilated. 

p        takhla,  A  staff.  A  shoe.   Bits,  scraps. 
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A(__jJ.-ii2  ti  or  fa/i!/J<j:,The  world.  Meat  and  drink. 
A  tahhalll,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _^)  Retiring. 

Abandoning,  leaving  empty  or  alone.  Being 
alone.    Being  vacant,  at  leisure. 

A  ivAliC  tahhlhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_^)  Vacating, 
abandoning,  leaving  empty  or  alone. 

A  i^As^talihlid,  (v. n.2  of  lils- )  Adorning  (with 

bracelets  or  ear-rings).  Abiding.  Growing  old  by 
slow  degrees. 

A  oa^lsi  tahhlis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^jaii-)  Showing 

sincere  love.  Saving,  delivering,  rescuing,  pre- 

serving from  evil.  Clearing,  freeing  from.  Tak- 
ing the  purest  and  best  of  any  thing. 

A  laJjH  tahhrit,  (v.  n.  2  of  kli-)  Mixing,  con- 

founding, disturbing,  perplexing  any  business. 

Spoiling,  marring.    A  clumsy  job,  a  mess. 

A  tahldi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Straddling 
much  in  walking.  In  the  metre  called  ̂ a^^  basit 

changing  the  caesura  j^^ai*-.*  mustaf^lun  into 

^ ytSU  ma f^Iu  n . 
A  (— RaIsS  tahhlif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-fiis-)  Leaving 

behind.  Appointing  a  substitute.  Tying  up  a  (ca- 

mel's) teat,  that  the  milk  may  not  run  out. 
A  ̂As£  tahhlili,  (y.  n.2  of  jji^)  Forming  well, 

completing.  Anointing  with  an  aromatic  called 

Jjjii-  khaluk,  or  with  saffron. 
A  takhlil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji-)  Turning  (any 

thing)  sour.  Exposing  unripe  dates  to  the  sun, 

sprinkling  them  with  vinegar,  and  laying  them  up 

in  a  jar.  Becoming  sour,  turning  to  vinegar.  Pick- 

ing and  cleaning  the  teeth.  Pinning  (clothes)  with 

a  skewer.  Letting  (water)  run  amongst  the  beard 
and  between  the  fingers.  Being  peculiar,  private, 
and  special. 

A         takhUm,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj^)  Choosing. 

A  ̂   takhm  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Suffering  from  indi- 
gestion. Tahhm  or  tuklim,  The  boundary  or  limits 

(of  a  province,  palace,  or  town).  A  march-stone. 

Tuhham,  (pi.  of  'i^)  Indigestions,  dyspepsies. 
p  ̂   tukhm,  Seed.  Sperm.  An  egg.  Origin, 

principle.  Cholera  morbus,  flux  and  vomit.  ̂  
(_)Jj«-  tukhmi  khalil,  (or  j!ik=»  hhilal)  Seed  of 

crow's  foot.  (jWj  ̂   tukhmi  rayhan,  Purslain. 
^li^  ̂   tukhmi  kuttan,  Lintseed.  v.^.^  pi£ 

tukhmihang,13.en\>&ne-see(\..  l^^J^  ̂ tukliviijd- 

rob,  Crow's  foot  (a  herb).  '^yi^T'  ̂   tukhmi  ju- 
hud,  Dispersed,  scattered,  ruined.  Jolujj  ̂   tukh- 

mi saj)ed,  White  seed.    Mustard-seed.  Mustard. 

^  tukhmi  mahi,  Fish-spawn,  ̂ jc  ̂   tukh- 

mi murgh,  A  bird's  egg.  ^  tukhm  niha- 
dan,  To  lay  an  egg.  Tuhham,  A  cloth  stretched 

upon  two  sticks,  in  which  they  catch  such  things 
as  are  thrown  to  the  people  upon  rejoicing  days. 

PjU^i  tukhmur,  A  dart  having  no  point. 
p  tukhm-bad.  Of  bad  stock,  low-bred. 

A         tukhamat  or  tukhmat,  (pi.  ̂   tuhham 
and  Ol»^  tukhamat^  Disagreement  of  food  with 4  N 

the  stomach,  indigestion,  dyspepsy. 

p  ̂J^S^  tukhmdan,  A  nursery-ground. 
Aji,i^  takhammur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Putting  on 

the  veil  or  coifjl»s»-  khimar. 

PjJj  tukhm-rez.  Sowing.  A  sower.  A  sown 
field.  An  omelet.  Hashed  meat,  upon  which  eggs 

are  poured  and  fried. 

p         ̂   ̂MA/t?ft-re^i,  Seed-sowing:  seedness. A  takhammut,  (v.  n.  6  of  lo^)  Spelling 

with  pride  or  anger;  being  furious,  enraged.  Being 

tempestuous  (the  sea).  Braying(as  a  stallion  camel). 

p  tukhmurjan,  Purslain.   The  testicles. 

Any  thing  growing  from  seed. 

A  ̂ 't^  takhammum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jl»-)  Eating  up the  orts  left  on  the  table. 

p  tukkma.  Flux  and  vomit,  cholera.  Ori- 

gin, principle.    Root,  stock. 
p  1>dj  6^  tukhma-zada,  Dyspeptic. 
A  takhimr,  (v.  n.2  of  Causing  to  fer- 

ment. Covering  (the  face,  or  a  vessel).  Suppress- 

ing (evidence).  Fermenting,  forming  into  leaven. 

iJL^'^^jX^za7nirimakabbat-takhnir,A  mind 
mixed  or  leavened  with  friendship. 

A  (j«x»3^  tahkmis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j-**-)  Dividing 
into  five  parts.  Making  a  pentagon,  or  any  thing 
of  five  angles. 

A  e^^'  takhvnn,  (v.  n.  2  of  f^j^)  Conjectur- 
ing, guessing.  Estimating,  judging.  Guess.  Ap- 

praisement, valuation. 

A  '^y^  takhminan,  (pi6Ujk^^)By  conjectureor 
guess,  by  appraisement,  nearly,  about,  more  or  less. 

^  jJIa^  takhmvii.  Conjectural. 
A  takhannub,  (v.  n.  5  of  i_J^i*)  Being 

proud,  haughty,  tossing  the  nose. 
A  (-liiii'  takhannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^^di-)  Being 

flexible,  limber.  Being  bent.  Becoming  a  catamite. 

A  (  Jiioisi'  tahha)uhtf,(Y.n.2oi\  5Ai=»)Claim- 
ing  relationship  with  the  tribe  of  i  id-i^  khi^idif. 

A  L>  'sx^  takhanzuz,  (v.  n.  2  of  <i3ai-  Q)  Becom- 
ing reprobate,  outcast,  and  turning  robber. 
A  takhannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^jJia-)  Slander- 

ing the  absent.    Concealing,  rendering  invisible. 
A  (^ja^  takhnh,  A  bending,  a  twisting. 

A  takkm^  A  cutting  with  a  hatchet. 
A  takhnik,  (v.  n.  2  of  Strangling. 

Overspreading  or  covering  almost  entirely  over. 

Being  hard  upon  (forty).  Filling  (a  vessel). 

Pjlyi'  fukhwar.  The  king  of  ̂ULjfcii  dahistan. 
A  LL>y2tuhhut,(]i\.of  C1as£ /a A ̂)  Wardrobes, 

chests.    Chairs  of  state,  thrones. 

A  Ojii  takhawrcut,  (v.  n. 5 of  C^\s-  for  O y»- ) 
Diminishing,  lessening  (wealth).  Stealing,  rob- 

bing, carrying  away  by  force.  Breaking  away  from, 

abandoning,  relinquishing. 

A  &s-^a2'  tukhukhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Turning  sour. 
A  Jjii'  tahhawrvud,  (v.  n.  5  of  oli-  for  liji-)  Be- 
ing bent  (a  branch). 



A  tahhawmush,  (v.  n.  5  of  for 

(___jiy9-)  Diminishing.    Becoming  lean. 
A  takhamwus,  (v.  n.  5  of         for  ) 

Receiving  presents  one  after  another. 

A  tahhaw7vvz,  (v.  n.  5  of  (ji>^5-  for 

Being  forced,  or  feigning  to  be  forced,  to  ford  a 
river.    Undertaking  to  cross  a  river. 

A  tahhawmut,  (v.  n.  5  of  laU-  for  Isji*-) 

Approaching  again  and  again. 

A         takkawwu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Vi-  for 
Being  diminished.    Diminishing,  weakening,  by 

taking  away  a  part.    Hawking,  vomiting. 

A I  5j^' talihawwuf,  (v.  n. 5  of  i — sli-  for  i — Sjs-) 
Being  terrified.  Dreading,  lest  any  evil  should  be- 
fal  another.    Diminishing.    Being  light. 

A  jj^^  takhannvuk,(Y.  n.  6  of  jVi-  for  ̂ j^s-)  Be- 
ing enlarged,  amplified.  Withdrawing  to  a  distance. 

A  J^iii  takhawwul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jl=-  for  Jjs-) 
Observing,  discovering.  Visiting,  frequenting. 

Visiting,  attending  the  sick.  Appointing,  choos- 

ing a  manager  of  property  ( JU-  hhal). 

A  takhmn,  (pi.  tukhmn  or  ̂   tiihlium) 
A  limit,  a  boundary.  Tukhum,  A  state  which  one 

desires.(pl.^M^/tM'»i  or  ̂   ̂M/i/«<??i)Limit,boundary . 
A  takhumat,  A  limit,  boundary. 

A  ̂ jii  tahhawmun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ li-  for  j^y^) 
Withholding  a  due.  Diminishing.  •  Minding,  at- 

tending to,  managing. 

A  'h^^takhwiyatjij.  n.  2  of  {j^)  Failing  (as 
stars,  when,  by  their  appearance  at  setting,  they 

prognosticate  rain,  which  does  not  happen).  Be- 

coming very  fat  (cattle).  Digging  a  hole  and  light- 
ing a  fire  in  it,  and  compelling  (diseased  cattle)  to 

lie  therein.  Having  the  belly  distant  from  the 

ground  when  reclining  (a  camel).  Stretching  the 

limbs  wide  from  one  another  (in  worship).  Ex- 

panding the  wings  (a  bird).  Giving  food  to  a 
child-bed  woman. 

A  takhwul,  (v.  n.  2  of  oU-  for  ̂ j>-)  Go- 
ing fast.  Turning  a  stallion  camel  amongst  the 

herd,  'faking  a  little  food. 
J^j>.^^  tahlmir,  Weakness,  feebleness. 
A  (jii^.jifi  takhwish,  The  act  of  diminishing. 

A  takhrcis,  (v.  n.2  of  for  (,J^3=»") 
Accepting  (a  present)  though  small.  Conferring 
honour,  first  upon  the  chief  guests,  and  then  upon 

the  rest.  Beginning  to  appear  (gray  hairs).  Adorn- 

ing (a  diadem)  with  plates  of  gold. 

A  {^>.^  takJmtz,  (v. n.2o^ {^{h-  for(^^_j=-) 
Plunging  into  and  crossing  (a  river). 

A takhn'i^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ s-  for  ̂ ^)  Less- 
ening, taking  from.  Eating  its  banks  away  (a 

stream).  Weakening  by  caning,  cudgeling.  Pay- 

ing off"  (a  debt). 

A  I  2>^^  taJihw'if,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_Jl=-  for  i^_j=-) 
Terrifying,  putting  in  fear.  Rendei'ing  formidable. 
A  bugbear,  hobgoblin,  scarecrow. 
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A  ̂.y^'"  tahlm'zh,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  En- 
larging, widening,  making  roomy. 

A  (J-?.ysi*  tahhwil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jls-  for  J^*-)  Giv- 
ing possession,  granting  a  request,  giving  one  a 

preference  to  others.    Appointing  king. 

A  takhrcin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jls-  for  (j^s-) 

Accusing  of  treachery,  declaring  any  thing  pei'fi- 
dious.    Diminishing.    Minding,  attending  to. 

A  u-aa^  tuliliuyyib,  i— (.^li^j  wadi  tuhhuy- 

yih,  Vanity,  disappointment. 

K  J^taliliayyur,  (v.n.5  ofjU- for^jki*-)  Choos- 

ing,selecting,prefeiTing.  Doing  aught  for  one's  self. 
A  laSii  talihayyut,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  laJp-) 

Beginning  to  grow  gray  (hairs). 

A  (Jjo^  takhay^il,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,Jjo^  Q)  Being 
dressed  in  a  sleeveless  shirt. 

A  I  hlid  takhayyuf,(Y.n.  5  of  i  sis-  for  i  BJp-) 

Being  changed  (in  colour).    Changing  (colour). 

A  Jas2  tcMiayyul,  (v.  n.  5  of  JU>-  for  Jj^s-) 

Passing  before  the  mind,  appearing  probable.  Ima- 

gining, fancying.  Judging,  susjiecting.  Being 
overcast  with  clouds  (the  sky),  portending  rain. 

Being  imagined,  fancied,  or  suspected.  Thinking 

vainly  of  one's  self.    Imagination,  fancy. 
A  Otik^sfi  tahhayyulat,  Imaginations. 

A  ̂^tahJiayyumjij.  n.  5of pU>-  for  ̂ i>-)  Pitch- 
ing a  tent.  Adhering  (as  perfume  to  a  garment). 

A  tahhyib,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  t-*Jp-) 
Prohibiting,  barring  from  hope,  disappointing, 
baulking,  frustrating. 

A  ijL>^j2.  taJihyis,  Bigness  and  flaccidity  of  belly. 

AjX*^  takhylr,  (v.  n.  2ofjli>-  for jJ^*-)  Giving 
the  option.  Preferring,  giving  the  preference  over 

others.  Choosing,  selecting.  Choice. 

A  f^xijd  tahhyis,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  (j«Ai-) 
Subduing,  mastering.  Forcing. 

A  iajjjji  tahliylt,  (v.  n.  2  of  la  Is-  for  la^s-)  Ap- 
pearing like  thre-ads  (the  beginning  of  grey  hairs). 

A  i_flja^  tahliyif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_ils-  for  i_^Ai-) 

Retiring  to,  or  alighting  at  (any  place).  Retreat- 

ing (from  battle).  Being  divided,  distributed. 

A  ̂ yxi^  takliyil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jli-  for  Jj^i- )  Fan- 

cying, imagining.  Suspecting.  Making  one  sup- 
pose or  fancy  ;  deceiving.  Pretending  to,  practis- 

ingdeception.  Threateningthunder  or  rain  (clouds). 

Putting  (for  a  she-camel)  any  thing  frightful,  re- 
sembling an  apparition,  near  her  colt,  to  frighten 

the  wolf.    Hanging  back,  being  timid,  cowardly. 

A  ̂^Jjtx^  takhyVly,  Imaginary,  imaginative. 

A  j^J;^  tahhyim, (^Y. n.2  0^ j^ls-  for  j»Jp-)  Pitch- 
ing a  tent  and  going  into  it.  Covering  with  any 

thing  (for  shade).  Stopping,  or  sitting  in  a  place. 

A  Si  tid,  (imp.  of  iVj)  Drive  (the  stake). 

A  ̂ Ad3  tadasum,  (v.  n.  6  of  j»)ti)  Being  piled 
(as  one  thing  upon  another),  weighing  down. 

Aji\s>  tadabu7;(v.  n.  6  of y^i)  Deserting,  neg- 
lecting one  another,  turning  the  back  on  each  other. 

A  j}i>}Si  tadabir,  (pi.  of  j^^SS  tadhlr)  Regula- 
tions. Counsels. 

A Ji\S>  taddsur,  (v.  n.  6  of j5ii)  Being  demo- 
lished, destroyed,  old,  or  worn  out. 

A  ,Ji-\tV  tadakhul,  (v.  n.  6  of  (Ji-^)  Entering 

partially.  Interfering  with  one  another. 

A  ji-^it>->  tadasdus,  (v.n.2of  Ub  Q)  Being  stir- 
red. Being  stilled.  Being  covered.  Being  turned 

over,  rolled,  revolved.  Uttering  a  cry  of  affection 

from  her  inmost  bowels  (a  she-camel).  Travelling 

slowly,  tarrying  (news).  Leaning  to  one  side  (a 
load).  Inclining  from  side  to  side  in  walking. 

Thronging,  pressing  (crowd).  Turning  awayfrom. 

A  (^j\Si  tadarus,  A  studying  under  another. 
A  ij}J\Si  tadaruli,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ jS)  Repairing, 

mending.  Following  one  another,  the  last  follow- 
ing close,  or  overtaking  the  first.  Remedy.  The 

instrument  or  means  to  procure  justice,  as  writing, 

lawyers  or  witnesses.  Provision,  ammunition. 

p  J>,^,  uiJjLvj  tadaruk-pazir,  Reparable. 

Ajj\Si  fa<^arM^,(v.n.6ofljiJ) Repelling,  thrust- 
ing each  other  back  in  strife,  litigation,  or  hostility. 

A  ̂jJ^Si  tadan,  A  sheltering  of  one's  self. A  {,..^\S)  tada^h,  A  jesting,  playing  together. 

A  &S-^;X>  tadd^t,  Quiet,  tranquillity,  comfort. 

A  Ldlff'\ti3  tadd^ih,  (v.n.  G  of  Ciilff-J)  Rubbing 

against  each  other,  being  scratched  in  battle.  Hat- 
ing bitterly. 

A  f^\Si  tadd^,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_^'i)  Striving  to- 
gether about  questions,  puzzling  one  another,  pro- 

pounding enigmas.  Challenging  each  other.  Ap- 

proaching (an  adversary).  Assembling  to  hold  a 
council.  Threatening  ruin  (a  wall).  Falling  down. 

A  (jiP^i^  taddyhush,  (v.n. 6  of  Mixing 
noisily  and  tumultuously. 

A  <^\s>  taddff,  A  riding  one  another's  back. 
A  taddfu^(Y.n.  6  of  ̂ ;5)  Thrusting  one 

another  back  in  battle.  Passing,  conveying  (a 

guest)  from  tribe  to  tribe. 
A  t-ii^i.^^  taddfuf,  A  riding  upon  one  another. 

A  ̂^\Si  taddfun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ 5J)  Doing  any 

thing  privately  together.  Concealing  among  them- 
selves. Being  concealed. 

A  ̂j\Si  taddfi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂li  for  y^i)  Follow- 

ing one  another,  the  last  being  close  upon  or  over- 
taking the  foremost.  Doing  any  thing  alternately. 

Rolling  from  side  to  side  (an  overloaded  camel). 
A  taddhuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  jJ)  Computing 

minutely  together. 

A  ̂\S>  taddlium,  (v.  n.  0  of  ̂ )  Thrusting 
one  another  back  in  battle. 

A^^tW  taddhuj:,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂0)  Thrusting, 

pressing  one  another. 

A^SS  taddluk,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^i)  Carrying  any 
thing  between  them,  as  upon  a  pole. 

A^\S)  taddmuj,  An  assisting  reciprocally. 
A  J,«o1  JO  taddmul,  A  being  reconciled  together. 



A  tadamir,  (pi.  of  j^j^'^)  Devastations. 

A  ̂\Si  tadani,  The  being  neighbours. 

A  tadawuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  (jiJb  for  tiJjii) 

Fighting,  crowding,  pressing  one  another  in  battle. 

A  Jj\ii5  todawMZ,(v.n.  6of  J^J  for  Jjii)  Hand- 
ing from  one  to  another.  Doing  any  thing  alter- 

nately. Takingturn  and  turn  about.  Bandyingtalk. 

A  ̂j^si  taddwum,  (v.  n.  6  of  j«b  for  pjO)  Fly- 
ing or  skimming  round  in  circles  (like  a  swallow) 

without  moving  the  wings. 

A  taddrvl,  (v.  n.  6  of  Medicating 

one's  self,  preparing  and  taking  medicine  one's  self. 
Preparing  a  medicine,  applying  a  remedy,  healing, 

curing.  Dressing  a  wound. 

A tadan'vr,  (pi.  of j!.^'^^)  Revolutions. 
A  tadald,  (v.  n.  6  of         Being  clever, 

shrewd,  crafty,  or  malicious. 

A  j^3'^'-'  tadayun,  (v.  n.  6  of  jj^J  for  (j^.ii)  Giv- 
ing mutual  credit,  buying  and  selling  on  credit. 

A  J>03  tadabhur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j>S}  Meditating 
upon,  understanding,  perceiving.  Deliberating. 

Looking  to  the  end  or  result  of  an  affair. 

A         tadabhuli,  A  being  taken  with  bird-lime. 

A  (_-*Jp.t>i'  tadhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Walking 
very  gently,  creeping. 

A  wJiiJ  tadbisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  bt))  Concealing. 

A  tadMyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   J)  Exercising  a 
trade.  Trade,  craft,  profession. 

A  ̂ J^i^  tadhij,  Ornament. 
A  tadhih,  (v.  n.  2  of         Bowing  the 

head  and  putting  it  forward  in  humility  and  sub- 

mission. Cleaving  the  ground  (mushrooms)  with- 
out protruding.  Keeping  within  doors.  Being 

mean  and  contemptible. 

A  tadhihli,  A  bending  forward. 

Aj^Si  tadhir,  (v.n.  2of ̂ J)  Setting  in  order, 
arranging,  disposing,  administering,  regulating, 

managing.  Planning,  plotting.  Looking  to  the 

end  or  result  of  any  affair.  Relating,  naming ;  quot- 
ing one  thing  after  another.  Giving  liberty  to  a 

slave  after  one^s  death.  taddb'ir)  Go- 
vernment, order,  disposition,  regulation,  able  ma- 

nagement. Deliberation,  council,  opinjon.  ji^Si 

uLaJU^^ jyc\  tadbiru  umuri'l  bayt,  Management  of 
the  affairs  of  the  house,  domestic  economy, 

CLAjiaL*!  tadhiri  stdtanat,  Politics.  \^ j^'^  tad- 

bmghizd,  Regimen.  (JjVl/« j^.'^  tadbiri  mandz'd, 
Household  economy.  Pj^_iX»5l5 jX>SS  tadbiri  dil- 
pazir,  An  opinion  agreeable  to  the  heart.  j^jSi 

{j'^^ tadbiri  har  Jiardan,  To  manage  an  affair. 

A  CLJ'\jiJ>Si  tadbirdt,  Regulations,  opinions, 

p  jy}'^  tadbir-sMnas,  Wise,  prudent. 

A  ̂ j^S'i  tadhis,  (v.n. 2  of  {j^i^)  Concealing. 
Lying  hid, being  concealed.  Strikinga  boot  against 
any  thing  so  as  to  make  a  noise. 

J?^*^  tadblk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ '^)  Rubbing  with 
bird-lime  and  catching  a  bird. 
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A  ̂y^^SS  tadhil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J>Jii)  Rolling  into 
a  lump,  making  up  into  mouthsful. 

A  i^Si  tadbth,  (v.  n.  2  of  eJO)  Lighting  on  a 

sandy  place.    Persevering  in  a  good  way. 

A  ̂ _^Sitadbl,s,  A  hiding,  covering,  concealing. 
A  iSi  tidat,  The  fixing  firmly  (of  a  stake). 

A JiSi  tadassur,  (v.  n.  5  otjid)  Wrapping  one's 
self  in  a  cloak.  Mounting  on  the  bunch  of  the  fe- 

male (a  he-camel).  Rushing  at  and  springing  up- 
on (an  antagonist). 

Aj^S>  tadsir,  (v.  n.  2  of j3t>)  Building  a  nest 
(a  bird).  Piling  a  heap  of  stones  over  a  slain  body. 

A  tadsin,  (v.  n.  2  of  fji^i  not  used)  Fly- 
ing and  hastening  to  alight  in  adjacent  spots  (a 

bird).    Making  a  nest  in  a  tree. 

A  ̂^-^'^  ̂(^dajjiij,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ li)  Casing  one's self  in  armour.  Being  cloudy  (the  sky). 

A  tadajduj,  Darkness  (of  night). 

A  ̂^■>-S>  tadajji,  Darkness  (of  the  night). 

A^>iil>  tadjij,  Cloudiness  (of  the  sky). 
A  (J^?-iV  tadjil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J-^-ii)  Gleaning. 

Covering  with  a  false  appearance.  Gilding  with 

gold  or  silver  so  as  to  have  the  appearance  of  those 

metals.  Anointing  with  pitch.  Lying,  falsehood. 

A  »As-^  tadfih,  (v.n.  2  of  «>s-4i)  Lying  in  wait. 

Aj^>-Si  tadahdur,  A  being  rolled  over. 

A  .^j^LiS  tadahruj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ y*"*^  Q)  Being turned  or  revolved. 

A  ̂Sitadahh7i,{y.\iS)oi\s-C>  for  j*^u>)  Am- 
bling, prancing  about  (a  horse),  (v.  n.  5  of  j_^ii) 

Being  extended  far  and  wide. 

A  ̂ iii- j'i  tadalihduhli,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Ji-ii  Q) 
Being  contracted,  shrunk. 

A^ys'Si  tadalilikhul,  (v.  n.  -5  of  J.=-ii)  Enter- 

ing. Getting  in  by  degrees.  Busying  one's  self 
gratuitously,  interfering  in  matters. 
A  tadakhkhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^t^)  Being 

troubled  with  smoke. 

A  tadhlnn,  The  emitting  of  smoke. 

A  tudras,  (and  slj^V  tudra^at,  The  means 

by  which  a  man  repels  an  enemy  without  assist- 
ance.   Power,  glory,  dignity. 

A  f^jSi  tadarriib,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j'^)  Becoming 
habituated ;  being  accustomed. 

A  i^juJijSS  tadarbus,  A  going  before. 

A  ̂̂ >jS>  tadarbtcs,  A  being  rolled,  turned. 
A  iJSi  tadirrat,  A  copious  flow  of  milk. 

A  tadarruj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^i)  Being  pro- 
moted, advanced.  Ascending  step  by  step.  Ap- 

proaching gradually. 

Aji^jSi  tadardur,  Quivei-ine;  of  flesh  or  muscle. 
A         ̂ arfaw^^,The  putting  on  a  coat  of  mail. 

AjjSi  tadarrtis,  (v.  n.  5  of  |jii)  Deceiving, 

circumventing,  surpi-ising  (game).  Getting  the 

superiority  and  insulting  over. 

A  tjSi  tudrih,  The  charge  of  driving  off  or 

protecting.  j'^  ̂   huwa  zu  tudjihim,  He 

is  their  defender  or  protector. 

A  (_fjSi  tadarri,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_Sjii)  Hiding  one's 
self  (in  order  to  seize  or  kill  game).  Combing  the 

hair  (a  woman),  setting  it  a  flowing. 

A  tadr'ib,  (v.n. 2 of  t— ̂ li)  Exercising, 
habituating.  Training,  teaching  to  hunt.  Display- 

ing patience  in  war.    Firmness  in  retreat. 
A  tadry,  (v.  n.  2  of  Advancing, 

promoting  by  degrees.  Folding  (or  rather)  rolling 

together  (a  book  or  cloth).  Oppressing  intolerably 
(as  business  or  meat). 

A  ̂ jSi  tadrtjan,  Step  by  step,  gradually. 

A  (^^jiV  tadris,  A  reading  attentively. 

A  ̂ .ji^  tadri^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ <.>)  Putting  ar- 
mour (on  a  man),  a  shift  (on  a  woman).  Advanc- 

ing.  Strangling.  Making  manifest. 

A  (3{j'^  tadrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j'^)  Softening. 
A  ̂ IjSS  tadrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Following 

in  close  succession  (drops  of  rain  in  a  shower). 

A  jCjiV  tadrvn,  (v.  n.  2  of  J)  Polishing  and 
smoothing  the  nails  after  paring  them. 

A  lO.jSi  tadrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  5j  J)  Augmenting, 
addino-  to.    Beino'  disagrreeable  to,  disliking;. 
A  tadassus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_>*»->)  Being 

concealed,  hiding  one's  self. 
A  B.xuisi  tadsiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^^)  Concealing. 

Seducing,  corrupting.  Repeating,delivering(a  say- 

ing) repeated  by  another. 
A  ̂,XiMSitadfim.,{y.T\.2o^ ^sud)  Making(meat) 

fat  and  greasy.  Wetting  (rain).  Blackening  the 

dimple  in  a  child's  chin  (as  a  charm  against  fasci- nating eyes). 

A  ̂jJms'>  tadashshm,  A  taking,  a  receiving. 
A  ̂^s-Si  tadald),  (v.  n.5  of  i  *ff'ii)  Bantering, 

in  pretended  love. 

A  'iS'SS  tud^it  or  tuda^t,  Quiet,  tranquillity. 
Easy  circumstances. 

A  (..i^PtW  tada^s,  (v.  n.  6o^lJL>^S)  BeingfiUed 
with  anger  and  hatred. 

A  ̂ ^"^  tada^lu^  The  pace  of  an  old  man. 
Aj-S-Si  tada^^ir,(y.n.  5  of^J)  Being  ofa  foul 

complexion  and  covered  with  spots. 

A  tada^is,  (v.  n.5  of  i^j^d)  Decay- 

ing (meat,  a  carcase). 

A  tada^tis,  (\.n.  2 ofj^^S- J  Q)  Danc- 
ing with  joined  hands  after  the  manner  of  the  Magi. 

A  (jmxPJO  tad^s,  A  piercing  with  a  spear. 
A  ̂ i'^  tadaffuh,  (v.  nSjof^sd)  Going  swiftly, 

taking  wide  steps.  Being  poured  forth  (water). 

A  ̂^sS.>  tadaffun,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  con- cealed.   Being  buried. 

A        tadaffuj:,  (v.  n.  5  Being  warmed. 
Putting  on  warm  clothing. 

A  L—fiJkSc^J  tadfif,  A  making  haste  to  kill. 

A  /^Si  tadfih,  A  pouring  out  properly. 

A  ̂ ^S^  tadhih,  (v.  n.  2of  j'O)  Making  thin, 
slender,  fine.  Pounding  small.    Considering  mi- 



nutely.  Speaking  abstrusely. 

tadahduk,  (v.  11.  2  of^^d  Q)  Be- 
coming hillocks  (mountains). 

A  ;J^i>3  tadahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  jJ^J)  Delaying, 

lingering.  Carrying  one's  self  haughtily,  disdain- 
ing, or  feigning  disdain.  Being  spread  out. 

A  ijX^^Si  tadhih,  A  mixing,  a  mingling. 

A  ̂ y^^SS  tadhil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J)  Allowing  (a 
horse)  to  wallow. 

A  tadkim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂,4^ i)  Putting  (one thing  in  another).  Striking,  giving  one  a  push 

upon  the  throat  with  the  head. 

A  i^x^'^  (v.n.  2of  (^;i^)  Piling(goods 
or  furniture)  one  upon  the  other. 

A  i^^d^  tadallus,(v.  n.  5  of  i^ii)  Falling  sud- 
denly in  or  upon  any  tiling.  Rushing  violently. 

A  Jti3^  tadaldid,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jii3ii  Q)  Fluc- 
tuating, hesitating.  Hanging  pendulous. 

A  (jJiV  tadallus,  (v.  n.  5  of  J)  Being  con- 
cealed (a  thing).  Taking  food  by  little  and  little. 

Licking  any  thing  for  pastime  (a  sheep). 

A  i»j3 tadalluf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  fi5  J)  Approach- 

ing. Advancing  by  degrees,  step  by  step. 

A  tadalluh,  (v.  n.5of  Jj^»i)  Overflowing, 

inundating  (a  mighty  stream). 

A  tadalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  LdJJj)  Rubbing 

one's  body  when  bathing,  or  perfuming  it  with 
uLl^J  daluh. 

A  tadallul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jii)  Toying,  fond- 
ling, caressing.  Being  forward  and  impudent. 

Pretending  anger  or  disdain  (like  lovers).  Hang- 
ing down  and  swinging  to  and  fro. 

A^si  tadalmuz,  (v.  n.  2  of j!^ J  Q)  Assembling, 
collecting,  agreeing  on  any  matter. 

A  {^jA^iSi  tadalmus,  A  being  bald  in  front. 

A  aJiV  tadalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  wJ)  Being  rendered 

frantic  (by  love). 

A  tadalli,  (v.  n.  5  of  j_Ji>)  Hanging  down 

(any  thing  from  a  tree).  Approaching.  Letting 

one's  self  down  by  a  pulley.    Abasing  one's  self. 

A  tadUyat,(Y.n.2of  ̂ ^Jj)  Pulling, draw- 
ing up  a  bucket.  Bringing  a  man  into  any  disa- 

greeable predicament,  and  keeping  him  there. 

A  {j^-^SS  tadlis,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂jJti)  Concealing 
the  faults  of  goods  on  sale.  Not  bringing  sufficient 

proofs  of  what  one  alleges. 

A  i^i^S^  tadlis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^^Jj)  Polishing, 

rendering  smooth  (a  coat  of  mail).  Copulating 
outside  the  female  organ. 

A  tadlih,  (v.  n.  2of  *.5j)  Rendering  care- 

less or  frantic  (love),  fascinating,  bewitching. 
A        tadmur,  Tadmor. 

A  l^jci^  tadmuriy,  A  small  short  field-mouse. 
Unworthy  of  respect,  base.  ^,.jt>SS  I* 
IjXo  ma  raMytu  tadmurvjan  ahsana  minha,  I 

have  seen  no  one  fairer  than  her.  Tadmuriy  or 
tudmuriy.  Some  man,  some  one. 
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A  'i^jicSi  tadmuriy  at.  Little  (ear). 
A  ;jJoi>j  tadammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  u**<i;i)  Being 

contaminated,  defiled. 

A  J^iCi^  to(jJamsAM^,  A  besieging  of  Damascus. 
A  tadammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J^J)  Being 

dunged  (land). 

A  Ciii/ctilj  tadamluk,  (v.  n.  2  of  tiAlo J  Q)  Be- 

ing round  (breasts).    Being  smooth  and  round. 

A  tadammu7i,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^li)  Being  de- 

filed with  dung  (any  place).     Being  manured. 

A  'smSS  tadmiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  J)  Wounding 
so  that  the  blood  flows,  causing  to  bleed.  Making 

access  easy,  opening  a  way.  Appearing. 

A  lIaA/CiX)  tadm'is,  (v.n.  2  of  i^-cJ)  Making  (a 
bed)  smooth  and  soft.   Relating  a  saying  or  action. 

A  tadtnih,  (v.  n.  2  of       not  in  use) 

Bending  the  back.  Standing  with  the  head  in- 
clined upon  the  breast. 

Aj>i«S^  tadmlr,  (v.n. 2  of  jcd^  Ruining,  utterly 

destroying.  Perfuming  his  hiding-place  (a  hunter) 

with  the  bui'nt  hair  of  wild  beasts,  that  they  may 
not  be  able  to  get  scent  of  him.  Perdition,  ruin. 

A  ̂ ijcSi  tadmis,  (v.  n.  2  of  t^j^td^  Burying, 

hiding  under  ground. 

A  (X^iV  tadmigh,  A  making  (a  sop)  in  the  pan. 

A  JjXiiiJ  tadmih,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^*"^)  Inserting  one 
thing  in  another.  Sprinkling  (a  mass  of  leaven) 

with  flour  that  it  may  not  stick  to  the  fingers. 

A  ij^iXj  tadmim,  (v.n.  2  of  j^ii)  Anointing  with 
a  medicinal  unguent  the  outside  of  a  child's  eyes. 

A  tJj'«iX>  tadviin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^*t))  Remaining 

close  to.  Dirtying  any  place  with  dung.  Relax- 

ing in  any  point.    Permitting,  allowing. 

A  (j-jjj  tadannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  y*Jti)  Becoming- 
contaminated,  nasty,  filthy,  blemished,  tarnished. 

A  tadannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  13 J)  Urging  on  to 

mean,  low,  or  vicious  practices. w 

A  jj,i\>  tadanni,  An  approaching  nearer. 

A  tadniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  13  J  for  _j3i5)  Caus- 
ing one  to  approach.  Pursuing,  examining  into 

trifles  as  well  as  matters  of  importance. 

A         tadnih,A.  being  humble  and  submissive. 

A  ̂-3ti3  tadnihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J)  Humbling  or 
letting  one's  self  down,  hanging  the  head,  becom- 

ing abject.  Keeping  close  (at  home).  Becoming 
shrivelled  and  uneven,  bumping  out  and  sinking 

in  (a  melon).    Being  mis-shapen  (hind-head). 

A  jOiX>  tadnir,  (v.  n.  2  of not  in  use)  Shin- 
ing (as  the  countenance).  Being  rich,  abounding 

in  gold  coin  (j^.^J  dinar'). A  tadnis,  (v.  n.  2  of  Staining, 

defiling,  sullying,  profaning. 

A  ̂ JJ^^  tadnih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Li)  Fixing  the 
eye  steadily.  Being  attentive  to  any  thing.  Cu- 

riously prying.  Being  sunk  in  the  socket  (an  eye). 

Descending  to  the  west  (the  sun).  Looking  negli- 
gently or  feebly. 

A  j^ijj  tadnim,  Vileness,  meanness,  baseness. 
The  twang  of  a  bowstring,  the  ringing  of  a  bason. 

A  {^X^Si  tadnm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^iS)  Buzzing  (as 

a  fly),  humming  (as  a  hornet).  Speaking  indis- 
tinctly, unintelligibly. 

p        tadav,  A  pheasant. 

A  SjjiV  tadmirat,  A  circular  heap  of  sand. 

A  ̂ "^Si  tadassum,  (v.n. 5 of  Covering  any 
thing  (water).  Leaping  on  the  female  (a  camel). 
Raining  continuously.  Rolling  over  any  one 
(waves  or  troubles). 

A  j»jiii>  tadawwum.  An, expecting,  waiting  for. 

A  (J J iV  tadarvrvun,{y.  n.  5  of  J  for  (.))Hav- 
ing  quite  a  competency.  Complete  independence. 

A  i'^i^  tadawwuh,(j .n.6oi  S^JforJj  J)  Chang- 
ing, becoming  spoiled.    Becoming  thick. 

A  iojtij  tadniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ti'j'^)  Braying 
in  a  low  tone  (a  he-camel).  Being  covered  with 
a  thin  scum  (milk  or  broth).  Giving  away  or 

causing  to  eat  such  milk  or  broth.  Being  co- 
vered with  whatever  is  brought  by  the  wind  (wa- 

ter).   Coursing  a  field,  traversing  a  desert. 

A  tadmih,  (v.  n.  2  of       for     J)  Mak- 

ing free  with  (one's  wealth). 

A  tad'icihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ 1 J  for  ̂ ^)  Mak- 
ing base  and  abject.  Subduing,  subjugating. 

Roamincr  through  cities. 

A  liJjiiJ  tadroid,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  lijii)  Being 

full  of  worms  (meat).    Playing  with  a  swing. 

A  jl.^Si  tadwir,  (v.  n.  2ofj^J  for^jii)  Causing 
to  turn  in  a  circle.  Making  round.  Revolution. 

Circumference.    Epicycle.  Rotundity. 

A  ̂ jiaJj  JO  tadyvis,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use) 

Descendingor  lettingone's  self  down  from  a  height. 

A  ̂ jdS  ta.dwim,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  pjii)  Re- maining fixed  in  one  place.  Stilling  (a  boiling  pot) 

with  cold  water.  Whirling  (a  wheel)  with  such 

velocity  as  to  give  (it)  the  appearance  of  being  at 

rest.  Making  (a  top)  spin.  Seizing  (the  drinker) 
with  a  reeling  giddiness  (wine).  Going  or  flying 

round,  whirling  in  circles,  orbits,  or  eddies.  Skim- 
ming the  air  in  circles,  without  moving  the  wings 

(as  swallows).  Raining  incessantly.  Having  cir- 
cles of  fat  floating  on  its  surface  (broth).  Rolling 

(as  the  eyeballs).  Revolving  (as  the  sun).  Mov- 

ing the  tongue  within  the  mouth  to  gather  mois- 
ture. Running  to  a  great  distance  (a  dog).  Mois- 

tening (safflower)  with  water. 

A  (jr'j'^  tadwin,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  (jji.>)  Col- 
lecting (poems)  into  one  book.  Inscribing  (names) 

in  public  books  or  muster-rolls  {i^^A  diwan). 

A  tadmih,  (v.n.2  of  SjJ  not  in  use)  Call- 
ing a  camel  to  her  colt  by  saying  dahi  dahi. 

p  iSi  tada,  Spun.    A  web. 
A  ̂ liJ&iV  tadahdum,,  A  falling,  dropping  out. 

A  8i^iX>  tadahduh,The\>e'mg  rolled  (a  stone). 
A  ̂ J'^Si  tadahdi,  A  being  turned,  rolled. 



A  ̂^^jj'  tadahhun,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 
constituted  head  man  of  a  village,  or  president  of  the 

board  of  agriculture.  Practising  farming  business. 

A j^JJta<ZaMMr,(v.n.2of^JQ)Beingrolled. 

Shaking  (a  woman).  Rushing  upon,  overcoming. 

A  tadahkiim,  (v.  n.  2  Q)  Preci- 

pitating one's  self  into  any  business,  engaging  in 
an  arduous  affair.  Opposing,  thwarting,  resisting. 

A  f^S^  tadahhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J)>'^)  Oiling 

one's  body.    Being  anointed,  greased. 
Aj^Si  tadahwur,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^t  J  Q)  Coming 

to  a  close  and  departing  (night). 

A  tadahlii,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂^fcii)  Acting  like  a 

shrewd,  cunning  fellow  ("ixfe^ii  dahii/at). 

A  'ijjbSi  tadhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_Jfcii)  Declaring 
one  to  be  ingenious  and  intelligent,  regarding  him 

as  a  shrewd,  clever  fellow  (&J^^ii  duhiyat).  Disho- 
nouring. Visiting  with  misfortune  (aJ^Jfe^-i  daldyat). 

A  (JiJJ^t5J  tadhish,  A  confounding,  astonishing. 

A  ̂iJtSi  tadhim,  (v.  n.  2  of  Blackening 
(as  a  jfire  the  pot). 

A  ij^iStV  tadhrn,  An  anointing,  an  oiling. 

A  CLtS,'^  tadayyus,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  '^L^,'^) 

Playing  the  bawd,  pimping.  Panderism. 

A  ̂J^„6S  tadayyun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂j^J  for  ̂ ^>,^)  Bor- 
rowing, getting  into  debt,  begging  a  loan.  Being  te- 

nacious of,  or  upright  andstedfast  in,  one's  religion. 
A  «-l«JO.iV  tadyis,  (v.  n.  2  of  ci^b  for  <-^^0) 

Rendering  abject,  enslaving,  subduingj  rendering 

tame.    Calling  one  a  cuckold  (cij^^.ii  dayyus). 

A  tadyikh,  (v.  n. 2  of  not  in  use)  Subdu- 

ing (a  country).    Taming,  rendering  submissive. 

A  i^.^  tadyid,  (v.  n.  2  of  iV.ii  obsol.)  Being 

troubled  with  worms,  breeding  worms  (meat). 

A  ̂ ..^  tadyim,  A  raining  incessantly. 
A  ̂^y^.Si  tadyin,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  j^^.ti)  Tole- 

rating one  in  his  religion.  Possessing,  controlling. 

A^liX>  tazabuh,A  cutting  one  another's  throats. 
A  ^fl^a^^M^jAvacillating  motion  in  walking. 

tazaku7',  A  remembering  each  other. 

A ̂ ^;Sjte0a?/iMr,An  exciting  each  other(tofight). 
A  tazamum,  A  blaming  reciprocally. 

A  tazafuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  t-T^lii)  Placing 

the  figure  of  a  wolf  near  a  camel  in  order  to  excite 

in  her  a  liking  for  another's  colt.  Blowing  from 
variousquarters(wind).Eating(food)at  stated  times. 

A  J5j^j>^  tazawuk,  A  crossing  (of  spears). 

A  Jj^iij  tazasul,  A  debasing  of  one's  self. 
A  (j^VSi  tazasun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂jli)  Gathering 

the  plant  ̂ ^yjii  zusnun. 

A  ̂yS}>  tazayul,  (v.  n.  6of  for  J-J.i)  Being 

slighted,  humbled  (state). 

A  ̂^h^  '^  tazabzub,(Y.  n.  2  ofu-J ioi  Q)  Shak- 
ing, waving,  flapping.    Uncertainty,  doubt. 

A  J."ij  tazabbul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^^i)  Walking  like 
a  man  (a  woman),  stepping  majestically. 

A  i_»a^iX)  tazbib,  (v.  n.  2  of  CLfi)  Drawing  near 
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to  a  close  (day).  Shrivelling  from  thirst  (the  lip). 

Passing  the  night  in  a  wearisome  search  for  water, 

withoutfinding  any,  exceptinthevicinity  of  a  town. 

A  tazbih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ i)  Bowing  the 
head  lower  than  the  haunches. 

A ji^S>  tazbir,  A  writing  or  inditing. 
A  tazahlmn,  (v.  n.  2  of      j  Q)  Being 

thrown  down  into  a  hollow.  Being  rolled  or  col- 
lected together. 

A I  >\jiSj  taz)-df,(y.-n.off  Sji)  Flowing  (tears). 
Shedding  tears. 

p  ,^<^  tazarj,  A  pheasant. 
A  tazarrii^  (v.  n.o  of         Being  talk- 

ative. Measuring  by  the  cubit.  Cutting  any  thing 

into  cubit-lengths.  Approaching  with  a  gift,  stu- 

dying to  recommend  one's  self.  Plunging  into  a 
pit  of  rain-water  with  the  fore-legs  (a  camel).  Split- 

ting palm-leaves  to  form  a  mat  (a  woman).  Mak- 

ing any  thing  a  cause,  motive,  or  occasion  (&*^4i 

zarl^t).  Excessive  talkativeness. 

A  'iijSS  tazrifat,  The  shedding  of  tears. 

A  ̂ JJ  '^  tazarruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  jj'^)  Bathing  the eyes  with  milk  and  water.  Anointing  the  eyes  with 

a  colly rium  made  from  trefoil. 

p  jjSS  tazarv,  A  cock  pheasant.  The  jungle 

cock.  3j*^  tazarvi  zarn'ihh,  A  live  coal. 

i^.jj  jj'^  tazarvi  zay-in-par,  Fire.  The  sun. 
A  ijjiSj  tazriivat,  (v.  n.  2  of  \ji  for  jji)  Rais- 
ing the  dust,  making  it  fly  about  (the  wind). 

A  L^ji^  tazarri,  (v.  n.  5  of  t/jii)  Getting  on  the 

top  of  a  mountain  or  camel's  bunch.  Forming  an 
alliance  with  a  family  of  the  highest  rank.  Being 

driven  before  the  wind  (dust),  sifted  (chaff"). 
A{.^_jSi  tazrib,(y. n,2ot  L-^ii)  Making  sharp. 

Carrying  a  child  until  it  eases  itself  (a  woman). 
Poisoning  (a  sword). 

A  j3  tazriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^i)  Ventilating. 

Sweeping  any  thing  away  (wind).  Sifting,  win- 

nowing. Marking  a  shorn  camel  or  sheep  by  leav- 
ing a  tuft  (of  wool)  uncut.  Praising,  extolling 

one's  own  condition. 

A  fa2?-i/t,(v.n.  2  of^i)  Poisoning  (food) 
with  cantharides.  Besmearing  a  new  (water-pot) 
with  mud. 

A  ̂ .j'^  tazri^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ i)  Tossing  the 
hands  in  walking.  Sti-etching  out  the  arms  and 
hands  (when  bringing  joyful  news).  Tying  (a  ca- 

mel's) fore-leg  by  the  end  of  his  halter.  Using  both 
hands  and  shaking  them  in  drawing  water.  Stretch- 

ing out  both  arms  in  swimming.  Strangling.  Con- 
fessing. Communicating  a  portion  of  intelligence. 

A  u_fl^j33  tazrlf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  Sji)  Exceeding 

(a  hundred  in  number).  Shedding  tears.  Bring- 
ing one  to  the  verge  (of  death). 

A  i_^i\>  taza^jub,  A  terrifying  (by  demons). 

A  ̂ i^PiV  taza^u^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^i^  Q)  Being 
scattered,  squandered  (money),  published  (a  se- 
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cret),  shaken  (a  tree  by  the  wind). 

A^S-iV  taza^^r,  A  being  terrified. 

A  taza^ub,  (v.  n.  2  of  (...Ji^'o  Q)  Ly- ing on  the  side.     Putting  on  a  light  garment. 

A  i«,fiji3j  tazfif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  ji)  Running  to 
despatch  a  wounded  man.  Making  light,  lightening. 

A  ̂)i<^jte2:aMM/i,Achargingwithacrimefalsely. 
Alxj'iiJ  tazakhut,  A  taking  by  little  and  little. 

A  (iiiji'^J  tazkin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂Jiii)  Resting  the 
chin  on  the  hand  or  the  head  of  a  staff". 

Aj^d3  tazlidr,  (v.  n.  of J^'i^)  Remembering. 
Recalling  to  one's  recollection.  An  attestation  of 
genealogy. !r/2:^ar,Remembrance.Help  to  memory. 

A  jSs'di  tazakkiir,  (v.  n.  5  of j^J)  Remember- 

ing, keeping  in  one's  memory.  Recalling  to  one's 
recollection.    Being  of  the  masculine  gender. 

A  ij^^  ̂a^^ /mm!;,  A  billet,  schedule,  obligation, 
hand-writing.  Biographical  memoirs  (especially 

of  poets).  Tazhirat,  Memory,  remembrance.  Any 

thing  that  aids  the  memory  (as  a  knot  tied  on  the 
pocket-handkerchief). 

A  i-^i^  tazhiyat,  (v.  n.  2of\^i  for_yS^)  Slaugh- 

tering. Stirring  a  fire.  Growing  old  (man).  Becom- 
ing fat  and  corpulent.  Rising  six  or  seven  (ahorse). 

A  jifdJ  tazhir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^)  Reminding,  ad- 
monishing. Putting  in  the  masculine  gender.  Fix- 

ing  steel  on  the  head  of  an  axe. 
A  JiSJiij  tazalzul,  (v.  n.  2  of  jS)<i  Q)  Being 

lax  and  flabby.  Shewing  submission.  Lamenting, 

groaning,  crying  for  help. 

A  ̂JJiSj  tazallul,{y.  n.  5  of  Jii) Submitting.  Sup- 

plicating.   Submission,  humility,  tameness. 

A  ̂^  'S>  tazallt,  A  being  humble,  submissive. A  tazUh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ h)  Making  any 

thing  sharp  or  pointed.  Making  lean.  Giving  a 

volubility  to  the  tongue.  Pouring  water  into  a  li- 
zard's hole  to  make  him  run  out. 

A  (J^^  tazlil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji)  Debasing,  degra- 

ding. Mastering,  subjugating.  Holding  in  con- 
tempt. Conciliating  and  coaxing  a  stubborn  camel 

by  picking  the  tikes  off  him.  Beating,  treading  (a 

path).  Having  its  clusters  hang  perpendicularly 

or  made  even  (a  vine).  Having  its  bunches  laid 

upon  the  branch  for  a  support  (a  palm-tree). 

Abasement,  depression,  p  ̂̂ ^^^lyi^  'Si  tazlil  kar- dan,  To  subdue.  To  despise. 

AySiSJ  fazammur,  (v.  n.  5  of^i)  Blaming  one's 
self  for  neglect,  or  anger,  or  for  allowing  a  thing  to 

escape.  Being  alienated  from,  slighting.  Being 

provoked  to  anger.  Threatening. 

A  tazamnmm,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ti)  Being  led  or 
induced  by  the  shame  of  any  thing,  fearing  censure. 

A  ji^Si  tazniir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^d)  Searching  the 
uterus  of  a  camel  to  ascertain  whether  her  foal  be 

male  or  female.  Measuring,  fixing,  disposing  in 
order,  arranging. 

A  ̂JJ^lSj  taziml,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^i)  Causing  to 



go  faster,  or  to  go  an  easy  pace. 

A  (_ji_>iiJ  tazannuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— Letting 

the  extremities  (of  a  turban  sash)  stream  down 

the  side  or  back  of  the  head.   Taking  a  road. 

A  t-.'yS!)  taznuh  or  Uiznuh,  (Dates)  ripening 
at  the  stalk. 

A  c—'JOiS!)  taznib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_-*>i)  Fixing,  or 

adorning  with,  a  train  or  tail.  Ripening  at  the  stalk. 

A  ijo'Si  taznvn,  (v.n.2of  j?,t^)  Being  snotty. 
p  jiij  tazav,  A  kind  of  winged  insect  propaga- 
ted chiefly  in  baths. 

A  i—^jiJ  tazassuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— -^li)  Becoming 
like  a  wolf  in  wickedness.  Placing  any  thing  re- 

sembling a  wolf  near  a  camel  that  she  may  take  a 

liking  for  another  camel's  colt.  Blowing  gently  and 
veering  about  (wind).  Taking  (any  thing)  in  turns. 

A  ̂J^  '^  tazawmuh,  A  tasting  repeatedly. 
A  tazasmn,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^i^)  Gathering 

the  plant  (j^ji  zumun. 

A  jjjiV  tazawwun,  A  being  rich.  Aflluence. 

A  t^jOjiV  tazrvib,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ \'^  for  (— -'ji) 
Melting,  causing  to  dissolve.  Making  the  hair  to 

flow  in  ringlets  (Sj\ji  zusabat). 

A  ̂   tazwih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^li  for  ̂ ji^)  Send- 
ing (camels)  into  different  directions.  [Scattering. 

Squandering,  dissipating  (money) 

A  (Jjj'i-*  tazml,  A  writing  the  letter  i5  zal. 

A  t_„^ii.3'  tazhlb,  (v.  n.  2  of  u^<i)  Gilding. 
A  tazayyid,  (v.n.  5of  3  for  J«^i)  Walk- 

inghaughtily  or  majestically,  with  the  train  sweep- 
ing the  ground.  Casting  a  shadow.  Laying  aside 

one's  gravity.  Being  impudent,  saucy.  Inclining. 
A  tazayyuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  bi  not  in  use) 

Being  overdressed  (meat).  Being  so  putrid  (a sore) 

that  the  flesh  falls  off".  Swelling  (the  face). 
A  tazyu,  (v.  n.  2  of      not  in  use)  Boil- 

ing, stewing  (meat)  so  as  to  cause  it  to  separate 
from  the  bone. 

A  c-*JOiij  tazsib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (— -^lo)  Adorning 

the  forehead  (of  a  boy)  with  forelocks.  Making 

a  vacant  space  under  the  pommel  called  'sJJdzisbat. 

A  ̂ _siiazytkh,(Y.n.2of  for  ̂ i)  Bringing 
under  subjection,  humbling,  subduing.  Not  re- 

ceiving the  fecundating  blossom  (the  palm-tree). 

A tazyir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^i  for ̂ ^i)  Rubbing 

with  dung  (a  camel's  teats)  to  prevent  the  colt  from 

sucking.  Tying  up  (a  camel's)  teats  to  prevent 
her  from  giving  suck.    Becoming  black  (teeth). 

A  Jjj^.i3'  tazyil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^i  for  J>i)  Mak- 
ing the  train  of  a  robe  long.  Amplifying.  Caus- 
ing to  shine.  Appendix. 

p jj  tar,  A  particle,  which,  added  to  the  Per- 
sian adjectives,  forms  the  comparative  degree :  as, 

JO.  bill,  Good,  JL^  bilitar,  Better ;  liJ  bad,  Bad, 

J)d^  badtar.  Worse. 

p j3  tar.  Moist,  wet,  juicy.  Fresh,  green.  Ten- 
der, soft.    A  small  bird  with  a  melodious  voice, 
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called  in  Arabic  iyi*o  sa^a.  A  restless  fellow. 
A  quarrelsome  gamester,  who  takes  up  what  he 
has  staked.  A  fornicator.  Polluted,  impudent, 

obscene.  A  stake.  ̂ ^d\^ytarni]iadan,'Yostee'^, 
to  soak,  jj  J  jj\!>  taza  u  tar.  Fresh  and  moist. 

t^'^^ "^j^  ̂  J>  tf^r  u  taza  kardan,T!o  refresh,  j  Ji 
l^XLs"  taru  hhushk,  Moistand  dry.  Much  or  little. 

w.. 

A  ji  tai'r,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Appearing,  being  dis- 
tinctly seen  (a  bone).  Being  cut.  Cutting.  Being 

remote,  distant,  absent,  retiring.  Being  full  (of 

flesh),  stretched,  distended.  Being  moist  and  juicy 

(a  bone).  The  casting  forth  of  what  is  in  the  belly 

of  the  ostrich.  A  well-paced  (post-horse)  that  picks 

up  his  feet  sharply.  Well-proportioned  (horse). 
Oppressed  withlabour  and  oppression.  Turr,  Root, 

origin.  A  plumb-line,  or  other  mason's  rule  for  mak- 

ing buildings  perpendicular  and  level.  tiilx!ci'^ 
la  uhimannaha  ^la^t  turr,  I  will  surely 

fix  thee  on  the  turr  (a  threatening  expression). 

p  \^  tara.  High  (wall  such  as  surrounds  a  pa- 
lace or  citadel).  Tura,  Thee,  to  thee,  on  account 

of  thee  (oblique  case  of  the  personal  pronoun  j5  tu). 

p  tarab,  (imp.  of  ̂ dM\y  tarabldan) 
Flow.  (Water)  flowing  or  oozing.  Oozy,  plashy. 

Elegance.    Address,  skill. 

A  '•~f>\yi  tirub,  The  root  of  the  fore  shank-bones 
of  a  sheep.  Turab,  (pi.  atribat  and  ̂ J^y  Ur- 

ban') Ground,  earth,  dust.  ̂ '^i^  turabi 
sayda,  Sidonian  earth.  turabu'l  hays, 

The  emetic  earth,  arsenic,  ttirabu  'I 
halik,  Arsenic.  u-J^  ̂ \  abu  turab,  Name  of  Ally. 

P[ji.J^y  tarabish,  A  flowing:  a  wave,  flow,  flux. 
A  tarasbul,  (v.  n.  2  of  J.^!;  Q)  Robbing, 

plundering,  marauding  without  a  leader. 

A  Jj]P  tarabul,  (v.n.  6  of  Jjj)  Bearing  a  re- semblance to  a  lion. 

A  turabiy,  Earthly,  earthen,  earthy. 
p  tarabidan.  To  flow,  ooze,  exude. 

A J>\^  taratir,  Great,  important  (aflPairs).  Ad- 
versities, distresses. 

A ji^^J^  taratir,  (pi.  of  turraf)  Handsome, 
foolish  (gii-ls). 

p  l^Jj3\j)  tara-tezak,  Rocket  (an  herb). 

A C^\y>turas,{Y. n.of j )Inheriting :  heritage. 
p         turaj,  A  woodcock. 

aJs-^  tarajuz,  (v.  n.  6  ofJ»-j)  Contending  in 
the  Yerse^j  rajaz. 

A  taraju^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j)  Turning  back. 

A  tarajim,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^  turjumdti)  In- 

terpreters, translators.  (pi.  of  'i^j>  tarjamat) 
Translations.  Tarajum,  (v.  n.  6  of  Throw- 

ing stones  at  each  other. 
A  tarajil,  Parsley. 

A         tarali.  The  beaver. 

A  tarahum,  A  pitying  of  each  other. 

p  (^s-^  ta  or  tirakhtan.  To  make  great  haste. 
A  tardkhi,  (v.  n.  6  of _js-j)  Proceeding 

5^ 

slowly,  becoming  remiss,  negligent,  indolent.  De- 

ferring (to  remedy  an  evil).  Raining  slowly.  De- 

lay, protraction,  procrastination. 

A  'S\J>  tara«^J,(v.n.6of  5,)Bandyingaboutfrom 
one  to  another.  Squabbling.  Dissolving  a  contract. 

A  I  io\J>  tardduf,  (v.  n.  6  of  i  Jiij)  Following 

each  other.  Helping  one  another.  Being  bi-nomi- 
nous.  Intermarrying.  Uninterrupted  succession. 

A  tardrat,  (v.n.  of  Jo)  Being  moist,  juicy, 

fresh  (a  bone),  and  tender. 

p         tardra.  Timid.  Fear.  A  dunghill. 

A  JOjI^  tardrih,  (pi.  of  'is>ji  turrahat)  Vain 
words,  foolish  things,  trifles.  Calamities.  Ani- 

malcules in  sand. 

pj^  tardz.  Raw  silk.  A  fir-tree.  Name  of 
a  city  in  Turkistan. 

Aj^  turdz,  Sudden  death.  A  fatal  distemper 
which  carries  off"  sheep  immediately. 

A         tardzun,  A  being  opposite  or  facing. 

p  jj\j>  tardzu,  A  balance,  scale,  weight.  Com- 
prehension, understanding.  The  sign  Libra.  Equi- 

librium, counterpoise.  Equity, justice,  s^t^  jj]/' 

(jjijjj^ii  tardzu  chashma  ddshtan.  To  outweigh  (as 

one  scale  the  other).  (ji^^*  jjlr'  tardzu  shudan. 
To  be  a  match  for  each  other  (two  antagonists)  in 

strength  and  valour.  psil\  f^^j\y>  tardzuyianjum, 
An  astrolabe.  i-^Jj)^  tardzMyipuldd- 
sanjdn,  A  short  spear,  dart,  pike. 

tardzuyi  charkh,  (or  (.ilii  t.S'jj]/  tardzuyi  falak) 

The  sign  Libra,  jj  t^jj^  tardzuyi  zar,  The  sun. 

^^^t/jj^  tardzuyi  kaldm.  Measure  of  a  verse, the  quantity  of  a  poetical  foot. 

p  (j^'ijj];^  tardzuddn,  The  scale  of  a  balance. 

A(^^  tirds,  (pi.  oi         turs)  Shields. 
A  <,^\j>  tarasfus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^^J)  Being  ap- 

pointed head  or  chief. 

A  tarrds,  A  shield-bearer.    A  target- 
maker  or  vender. 

A  tardss,  A  telling  one  another  secrets. 

A  'Lu»\y  tirdsat,  The  manufacture  of  shields. 
A  jj.**>^  tardsul,  A  sending  reciprocal  advices. 

p  {^]j>  tardsh,  Desire,  expectation.  Erasure. 
Pared.  A  razor.  A  penknife,  (in  composition) 

Shaving,  scraping,  erasing,  paring.  {^3^*^ 

mazmun-tardsh.  Scraping  out  the  meaning,  elicit- 

ing the  sense.  i^\y>  ̂   kalam-tardsh,  A  penknife. 

p  1^]^  tardsJi-hhardsk,  A  neat  form. 
p  f^jJ^\^  tardshish,  A  graven  image :  a  piece 

of  sculpture.    A  shaving,  a  paring. 

p  es^^  toras/m.  Pared.  A  shaving,  chip,  splin- 
ter.   Nail-pairings.    A  slice  of  a  melon. 

p  jjiijk/ii^  tardshtdan.  To  shave,  pare,  scrape, 
erase,  cancel ;  to  smoothe  (as  in  a  lathe),  cut,  hew ; 

to  make  a  pen. 
p  tardsliida.  Shaved,  scraped,  pared. 

A  tardss,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^j)  Standing  close 

together.    Being  set  in  close  array. 
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A  sjo\Ji  tarasat,  A  being  firm,  compact. 

A  {^jA>o\J>  tarasus,  (v.  n.  G  of  L>*j)  Being  set 
in  close  array  (soldiers). 

A  tarasu^  The  coupling  (of  sparrows). 

A  i_a.oJj!>  tarasuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  t— Ao,)  Being 

drawn  up  in  close  array.  Fitting,  joining,  adjust- 
ing one  thing  upon  another. 

A  ̂ \j>  tarazukh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j)  Throwing stones  at  each  other. 

A  (_^y>  tarazi,  (v.  n.  6of  Acquiescing, 
being  content  and  satisfied  with  each  other;  mu- 

tual satisfaction. 

A  (^yj  taratun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J^J)  Speaking 

Persian  or  any  languge  (not  Arabic),  talking  bar- 
barously ;  muttering,  murmuring. 

A  tarra^  (Waters  from  higher  grounds) 
filling  the  channel.    A  doorkeeper. 

A  tura^yat  or  tira^yat,  One  who  looks 
well  after  camels. 

A  f^)^  taraglii,  (v.  n.6  of  (_^)  Braying,  roar- 
ing, one  here  and  another  there  (camels). 

A  u_AxS-}j5  taraglnf,  Flat,  round  cakes. 
A  tarafud,  (v.  n.  G  of  dij)  Helping  one 

another.    Storing  up  food. 

A  (Jkai^  tarafus,  A  drawing  water  (in  turns). 

A  tarafu^  (  v.  n.  6  of  Referring  (any 
thing)  to  a  judge  by  mutual  agreement.  Raising 

any  thing  by  the  joint  effort  of  two  individuals. 

A  ̂J^)^  tarafuh,  (v.  n.  G  of  ̂ J)  Travelling  in 
company.  Verses  composed  in  such  a  manner  that 

any  two  hemistichs  thereof  may  be  taken  indiffe- 

rently, and  yet  form  a  complete  distich,  without 

the  poem  suffering  injury  either  in  signification, 
in  rhyme,  or  in  measure. 
fit.*  3 
A  tarafus,  (v.  n.6  of  lij)  Agreeingtogether, 

consenting  mutually.    Strengthening  each  other. 

A  i^jaf^Ji  tarahus,  A  dancing  together. 

A  ̂ ^j>  tarak'i,  (pi.  of  i^j^  tarkurvat  or  tur- 
huwat)  Collar-bones,  shoulder-blades. 

P  ufJ^  tarak,  A  crack,  split,  cleft.  The  noise 
of  any  thing  when  splitting  or  cleaving.  Thunder. 

A  udJ^  tarak,  Let  alone ;  meddle  not. 
p  tarakastan.  To  distil,  drop,  exude. 

tarakuh,  (v.  n.  Beingjoined, 

rivetted,  or  firmly  set. 

A  tarahuz,  (v.  n.  G  of  i^ji^j)  Running  to- 
gether, towards.  Making  (horses)  run  together 

towards  any  object. 

A  (J^^  tarakul,  A  kicking  one  another. 

A  tarahum,  (v.n.Gof  ̂ )  Being  collected. 
Being  heaped,  pressed  together,  condensed.  A 

crowd,  throng,  press.  Condensation, 

A  tarahimat,  (pi.  of  i^J^y  turhnan) 
The  Turkomans  who  rove  about  and  live  in  tents. 

p  &^  taraha.  Inheritance,  heritage. 

A  t_*A^1j3  tarakib,  (pi.  of  c-*a^)  Compounds. 

P  (jiijiljJ  taraliidan,  To  split,  cleave.   To  be 
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split.    To  make  a  noise  in  splitting. 

aJ*^*  turdmiz,  A  strong,  well-made  camel. 
Full-grown,  come  to  maturity. 

A  taramis.  Globes,  balls  of  silver. 

A  ̂^]^  tarami,  (v.  n.  G  of  ̂ ^J)  Darting,  throw- 
ing at  one  another.  Ejecting.  Railing,  scolding. 

Being  remiss,  relaxed  (any  business).  Being  ga- 

thered, heaped  one  on  another  (clouds).  Tending 

(as  a  wound  to  corruption).  Tending  (either  to 
triumph  or  disappointment). 

p  i^Xrt^-^'^  ancjubin.  Manna. 
p  ij\J>  tarana,  A  handsome  youth.  Modula- 

tion, voice,  song,  melody,  symphony,  harmony ; 

a  trill,  quaver,  shake.  A  tetrastic.  Jest,  sarcasm, 

bad  temper.  Slyness,  subtlety. 

pJ^Jj^.        tar  ana-par  daz.  Composing  songs. 

p  ̂jiijjyj  taranldan,  To  exude,  to  sweat. 

P  j\Ji  tarav.  An  oozing  forth. 
p  tarawanidan.  To  cause  to  flow. 

A  ^(^''"o.wuh,  (v.n.  6  of  for  ̂ jj)  Doing 
any  thing  alternately  or  by  turns  (first  with  the 

right  hand,  then  with  the  left). 

V{j^j\^  tom«;w/i,Exudation,trickling,oozing. 
A  tararvuz.  The  exercise  of  discipline. 

A  tarawugh,  (v.  n.G  of  ̂   for  ̂ j)  Go- 
ing round  (as  wrestlers). 

p  ijj]/  tararcil.  The  blade  of  a  certain  grass. 

A  ?a?'a7wi,Twenty-two  genuflexions  which 
the  Muhammadans  are  wont  to  make  after  the  last 

prayer  of  Ramazan. 

A  (sf.j^  tararcih,  (pi.  of     jj)  Perfumes. 
p  i^.j^i  tararmd.  Expressed  juice  flowing. 
p  taraimdan,  To  drop,  distil,  flow, 

exude,  trickle,  ooze. 

p  S^i  tarah.  Timidity,  terror. 
A  j^fc^i  tarahus,  (v.  n.  G  of  {.J^J)  Being  piled 

upon  each  other  firmly  (stones). 

A  j^fc^y  tarahun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ij^j)  Laying  a 

wager,  laying  down  the  stakes. 
p         fom/u,  First-fruits :  young  unripe  fruit. 

A  ̂ ^)^  tarak'i,  (v.  n.  6  of  l&j  for  ySj)  Making 
peace  together.    Reposing,  resting. 

A  t^ly  taraj:n,(\.Ti.  5  of  (^]j)  Beholding  one's 
self  in  a  mirror.  Appearing,  shewing  one's  self. 

A  tarasib,  (pi.  of'ix>J>)  Breast-bones. 
A  tai-asik,  (pi.         tarkuwat)  Shoulder- 

blades,  collar-bones. 

A  L^S\Ji  tarasih,  (pl.of  &^gJ  tori/sa^)  Things 
which  have  been  forsaken.  Women  who  have  not 

been  asked  in  marriage. 

p  (^W'^  tar  ay  man,  A  sash  worn  round  the 
loins.  Dysentery. 

A  ̂\Ji  taran,  (v.  n.  6  of  Seeing  each 
other.  Looking  from  over-against,facingeach  other 
so  that  the  fires  maybe  distinctly  seen  (two  houses). 

Looking  into,  examining.  Appearing  (a  spectre). 

Beholding  one's  self  (in  a  mirror  or  in  a  sword- 

blade).  Exposing  one's  self  to  be  seen.  Bearing 
dates  of  various  kinds  (a  palm-tree). 

P  ̂j6X;\y  tarayidan,  To  drop,  distil,  trickle. 
p  tori.  Deceit,  fraud.  Eloquence,  fluency. 

Turh  or  turuh,  A  radish. 

A  tarh,  (v.  n.  of  l-^)  Throwing  earth, 

covering  with  earth,  dusting,  sprinkling.  Acquir- 

ing or  possessing  (a  slave)  thrice.  Earth.  Tirh, 

(pi.  i—'^^  atrab)  A  friend,  companion,  equal,  co- 
eval, contemporary.  Turb,  Earth,  dust,  ground. 

Tarah,  (v.  n.  of  i— .^)  Having  much  earth.  Hold- 
ing earth  in  the  hand.  Lying  on,  cleaving  to,  the 

ground.  Becoming  poor,  suffering  loss.  Tarib, 
Earthy.  Poor. 

A^\jji  tarbas, Wild,  senna.  Ta  ov  turhas:,'EBxt\\. 
A        ji  tirbaz,  Saffi'on  in  the  flower. 

P  j_Jb y  tarbalt.  Name  of  a  large  inn  built  in 
one  of  the  cities  of  Persia  by  Ardeshir  Babgan. 

A  ̂J^^Ji  tarbdman,  Agrimony,  water-hemp. 
A      ji  tlrbdn,  (pi.  of  <^^)  Earths,  soils. 

A  *^  tarabbub,  (v.  n.  5  of  Accumula- 
ting, collecting.  Educating.  Claiming  a  right  to, 

pretending  to  lord  over. 

A  iOjj  tarbat.  Weakness.  T'Mr&af,Earth, ground. 
A  grave.  A  tomb.  A  monument;  or  rather,  a  mau- 

soleum open  at  the  top  (with  the  exception  of  a  brass 

grate  to  exclude  the  birds),  so  as  to  admit  the  rain 

to  the  shrubs  planted  about  the  grave.  ftJsAl?  CL>jJ> 

turbati  tayyiba.  The  city  of  Madina.  Taribat,  The 

tip  of  the  finger.  Taribat  or  tarabat,  Wild  senna. 

'iiji^  r'lh  taribat,  Wind  whirling  up  dust. 
A  iOjJ  taribbat.  An  educating,  a  bringing  up. 

p     Ji  tar  ba  tar.  Completely  wet. 

A  ̂ ^J>  turhat'iy.  Earthy.  Sepulchral. 
A  iJL^J)  tarahbus,  (v.  n.  5  of  lLOj)  Tarrying, 

delaying,  lingering.  Walking  at  a  snail's  pace. 
Being  divided,  separated. 

A  tarabbi/j,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Feeling  an  af- 
fection toward  her  offspring  (a  woman),  taking 

care  of  her  children. 

A      tarabbuh,A  being  bewildered,confounded. 

A  ̂ Ji  tarabbukh,  A  being  loose  and  relaxed. 
p  tiJy  tirbid,  A  hollow  pipe.  Name  of  a  ca- 

thartic medicine.  Name  of  a  city.  Turbud,  A  pur- 

gative Indian  root. 

A  ji  tarabbud,  (v.n.5  of  ̂iJ,)  Being  clouded 

(sky).  Having  an  austere  countenance,  and  chang- 
ing colour  from  anger. 

p  'ij>y  tarbara,  A  species  of  grape. 

Pj^Ji  tarbuz,  A  water-melon.  Turbuz,  A  radish . 

p  »JJji>  <or&;<;:'a, Water-melon.  TMr&M2:a,Radish. 
p  tarbasa.  The  rainbow. 

A  i^jai^  tarabbus,  (v.  n.  5  of  L>3J,)  Expecting, 

waiting  for.  Seizing.  Hoarding  up  grain  in  ex- 
pectation of  a  high  price,  regrating.  (A  woman) 

exacting  the  stipulated  time  (when  a  husband  does 
not  return  in  a  certain  period  the  wife  may  marry 



anotlier).  Being  upon  one's  guard  witli  respect  to. 
A  tarahluz,  A  making  of  a  pudding. 

A  tardbhu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J)  Being  quad- 
rangular. Sitting  in  a  quadrangular  form.  Fatten- 

ing with  spring  grass.  Having  a  long  bunch  (a 

camel).  Passing  the  spring  anywhere. 

A         tarabbuk,  A  suspending  from  the  neck. 

p  uti^  iurhah,  A  sort  of  grape. 

A  (J>-^'  tarhal  or  tirhil,  Name  of  a  place. 
A  J.? y  tarahlul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J.^)  Being  very 

fleshy  about  the  thighs  and  breasts.  Being  covered 

with  verdure  in  the  autumn  (the  earth).  Produ- 
cing leaves  in  autumn  (a  tree)  from  the  coolness  of 

the  atmosphere  without  rain.  Browsing  upon  such 

leaves.  Going  in  search  of  such  trees. 

p  (j-^  tarhun,  Very  hard  ground. 

A  f^>y>  tarahhun,  The  navigating  (of  a  vessel)- 
p         tar-hand,  A  wet  bandage  on  a  wound. 

p  %>j>  tarhu,  A  term  applied  to  cloth  which  is 
white,  thick,  and  fine. 

A  '^^y  tarabut,  Obedient,  tractable  (camel). 

Pj\ii        Hirha-dur,  A  keeper  of  a  mausoleum. 
A        tirhi,  A  female  of  the  same  age  as  another. 

A  tarahbi,  (v.  n.  5  of  b,  iov^j)  Feeding, 

rearing.  Fostering,  tending  upon.  Preserving 

(fruits)  in  inspissated  juice.  Being  reared,  brought 
up,  educated. 

A  t_>J;-? y  tai'bih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Educating, 
bringing  up.  Preparing  (oil)  with  new  wine  for  use. 

A  *&>.>y  f(2?-Jij:ai5,AcarryingofF,causingto  depart. 

A  ftjjjj*  tarbiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jj)  Educating. 
Nursing,  rearing,  feeding.  Relieving  (any  one) 
from  an  asthma,  giving  (him)  ease.  Seasoning, 

preserving.  Dressing,  compounding.  Education, 

instruction,  correction.  Improvement.  Composi- 

tion. Augmentation,  p  f^<^^ '^i^ tarbiyat 
kardan,  To  educate,  instruct.  To  inculcate.  To 

compose.  To  season.  To  mix. 

A  turhiyat,  A  reddish  kind  of  wheat. 

A  'JLtsi y>  tarbit,  (v.  n.  2  of  CL^j  not  in  use) 

Feeding  (a  child).  Educating,  bringing  up.  Put- 
ting to  sleep  by  giving  gentle  taps  on  the  side. 

p j>siCL/.i^j>  tarbiyat-pazir,T>ocS\.e,ie2ic\\sh\e. 

A  CL^i^^  i!a?'&is,Ahmdering,letting,  preventing. 

A  ̂ Ji  tarblh,  (v.n.2of  ̂ )  Gaining  by  mer- 
chandize. Giving  profit  or  advantage.  Taking 

an  ape  rubbah)  into  one's  house. 
aJa^  tarbiz,  A  filling  (of  a  leathern  bottle). 

A  ij^^Ji  tarbu,  The  filling  (of  a  bottle). 

A  u^J^  tarbiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^>j)  Putting  as 
much  into  a  vessel  as  will  cover  the  bottom  of  it. 

Giving  room. 

A  ̂ J>  tarbi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Making  a  quad- 
rangular or  square  figure,  squaring.  Multiplying 

any  number  by  itself.  Looking  at  one  another  from 

the  fourth  house  (stars).  An  angle  of  90  degrees. 

A  ij'h^y  tarblh,  (v.n.  2  of        Making  a  noose 
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or  loop  for  tying  a  lamb.  Interlarding  (a  story) 

with  lies.    Tirbik,  A  string  for  tying  up  a  sheep, 

p  L-^'  tarp,  Black  broth, p 
Cibjj  tarpak,  Black  broth. 

A  'ij)  tirat,  (v.  n.  of  j^j)  Avenging  murder. 
Prosecuting,  promoting  any  thing  bad.  Inflicting, 

any  thing  disagreeable  and  disgusting.  Defraud- 
ing. Terrifying.  Prompting  to  revenge.  Making 

an  even  number  odd.  Stringing  (a  bow).  Ill-will. 

A  turrat,  Handsome,  soft,  but  foolish  wo- 
man.   False,  vain,  trifling. 

p         turt,  Confused,  jumbled,  mixed. 

A     ̂ j;5  turtab.  Perpetuity.     A  bad  servant. 
Turtab  or  turtub.  Solid,  well-arranged  (business). 

Earth,  dust.  ̂ Siji  V^U-  jasu  tiirtuban.  They  all  came. 
A  tarattub,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂-J'^J)  Being  firm, 

solid,  well  arranged.    Being  motionless. 

A  HJ'ij!)  turtubbat,  Similitude  of  way  or  manner. 
The  likeness  of  a  beaten  path. 

p  (jiijjJ^  tartabidan,  To  tremble. 
A  turtat,  A  stuttering,  stammering. 

A  'iy^  tartarat,  (v.  n,  of Q)  Moving,  agi- 
tating, shaking  backwards  and  forwards.  Shaking 

a  drunken  man,  and  bidding  him  breathe,  to  dis- 
cover what  he  has  been  drinking.  Talkativeness. 

Languor  in  body  or  speech. 

p  tartarali,  A  sparrow  with  a  red  head. 

Tirtirah,  Light,  weak,  undignified.  Turturah, 
Name  of  a  pleasant  spot  near  Shiraz. 

p  til'iy  turtuh,  A  pheasant.  The  jungle  cock. 
A  partridge. 

A  JjjJ  tarattul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J3,)  Singing  or 
speaking  with  a  sweet  distinct  musical  voice. 

A  jCy  turtam  or  tiirtum.  Continual,  uninter- rupted (evil). 

A       tarattum,  (v.  n.  5  of  jfij)  Having  a  string 
tied  round  the  finger  as  a  memorandum, 
p  tartaud,  Vain,  useless. 

A  ̂^J^y  tartana,  A  girl.  A  whore. 

Ajj'iy  turtur,  The  turtle-dove.  A  revenue-col- 
lector, king's  officer,  collector's  servant. 

p  lLjijo^  tai'tumart.  Scattered,  dispersed. 
Topsy  turvy,  higgledy  piggledy. 

A  »— tart'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (— *Jj)  Making  firm, 
solid.  Arranging.  Observing  the  order  prescribed 

in  performing  one's  ablutions.  Composition.  Order, 
disposition,  arrangement,  method,  p  'T^y 

tarfib  kardan,  To  arrange,  to  put  in  order.  j3 

\^  i_j ̂  js~  i^^iy  bar  tart'ibi  liuruji  hija,  In  al- 
phabetical order. 

p         '-^•^j^  tarfib-dada.  Arranged. 

A  i^^y  tarfil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,Jjj)  Reciting  in  a 
clear  melodious  voice,  chanting,  singing. 

A  y  tarassun,  (v.  n.  5  of  Painting  her 
face  (a^ woman). 

A  ̂J,J}  tarassi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^)  Lamenting,  pane- 
gyrizing the  dead. 

A  sSiji  iars2!?/af,Alamenting,praising(thedead). 

A  ̂   tarj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  hid.  Name  of a  place  abounding  in  lions  ;  hence  the  proverb 

(__^^^  ajra-fmini'lmashi  bi  ia?^',  Bolder than  he  who  walks  in  Tai-j ;  i.e.  among  the  lions. 

Taraj,  (v.  n.  of         Being  obscure,  intricate. 

A  ̂  ji)  tarajjuh.,  (v.  n.  5  of  Palpitating, 
shaking.  Travelling  with  a  swinging  motion  (a  ca- 

mel). Being  moved  to  and  fro  (as  a  swing  or  any 
thing  suspended). 

A  'Zj^y  tarajruj,  A  shaking,  a  quivering. 
A y  tarajjuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  J?^)  Rumbling  (as 

thunder).  Being  moved  very  gently  by  the  wind 

(a  cloud  fraught  with  rain).  Singing  to  his  camels 

in  the  verse  called  rajaz  (a  camel-driver). 

A  ̂  y  tarajjii^  (v.  n.  6  of  Selling  (a  ca- mel) and  buying  another  with  the  proceeds. 

A  (J>>y  tarajjul,  (v.n. 5  of  J^s^)  Walking  on 
foot :  being  foot-sore  from  walking.  Placing  (liJj 

^anfZ)under  the  feet.  Going  down  into  a  well.  Alight- 

ing from  on  horseback.  Being  high  noon.  Comb- 

ing hair.  Shining  (sun).  Acquiring  masculine habits  (a  woman). 

A  i^^y  turjuman,  tarjaman,  or  tarjuman,  (pi. 

jts-^  tarajini)  An  interpreter,  translator.  A  pre- sent, bribe,  or  fine.  A  petition. 

A  ̂^l^^y  turjumani.  Interpretation. 

A  'iJeTji  tarjamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y  Q)  Interpret- 
ing, translating.  Tarjamat  or  taiyumat,  (pi.  j^]y 

tarajivi)  Interpretation,  translation. 

P  U**^.y         tarjuma-navis,  A  translator. 
A  ̂ ^^r=r y  tarajji,{Y.n.5oi\f>-j  iov y>-j)  Hoping. 

Supplicating.  Interceding. 

A  u-*J^ y  tarjib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— «»^)  Revering, 

honouring,  respecting.  Supporting  the  branches 
of  trees,  to  prevent  their  being  broken  down  by  the 

weight  of  fruit.Ty  ing  clusters  of  dates  to  the  branches 

of  palm-trees  to  prevent  their  being  broken  off  by 
the  wind.  Straightening  and  making  level  (the 

shoots  of  a  vine).  Fencing  a  palm-tree  with  thorns 

to  prevent  any  one  from  eating  the  dates.  Sacri- 
ficing in  the  month  Rajab. 

A  tarjiyat,  A  hoping,  desiring. 

A  ̂ s- y  tarjlk,  (v.  n.  2  of  Swinging  (any 
one)  causing  him  to  move  to  and  fro  in  a  swing. 

Preferring,  considering  as  more  valuable  or  impor- 

tant. Preponderance,  ̂ ^y*  ̂  ̂"-Z  tarj'ih  bila 
murajjah.  Unreasonable  preference. 

A  Si^Ji  tarjid,  A  trembling,  a  being  terrified. 

Ajjj>y  taijiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofJ=-j)  Composing  or 
reciting  a  poem  in  the  verse  calledj»-j  rajaz. 

A  ̂ ^~rj>  tarji^  (v.  n.  2  of  Making  a  noise 
to  and  fro  in  the  thi-oat,  warbling.  Playing  a  tune. 
Raising  and  falling  the  voice  alternate  (in^prayer, 

or  in  making  the  solemn  attestation,  <jJJ\  eiJ\  ̂  

<s3J\  (J^«*j  ̂ si*  J  la  ilah  ilia  allah,  wa  muliammad 
rasulu'llah.  There  is  no  god  but  God,  and  Muham- 



convex  and  shelvingr  at  both  ends. 

mad  is  the  apostle  of  God).  Repeating  the  ejacu- 

hition  from  the  Kur'an,  13\ 4J3 13^  inna 

U  Hah  wa  inna  ilayhi  rqji^na,  "  Verily  we  belong 
to  God,  and  verily  to  Him  we  shall  return,"  which 
the  Muhammadans  are  used  to  do  in  seasons  of 

perplexity  and  distress.  Ambling  (a  horse).  The 

bending  of  a  horse's  fore-feet  (in  ambling).  Draw- 
ing lines  upon  the  face  with  the  point  of  a  needle, 

which  they  rub  over  with  indigo  or  woad.  Retouch- 
ing a  faded  painting  or  lines  which  have  become 

faint.  In  rhythmical  prose,  a  parallelism,  of  which 
the  second  member  terminates  in  the  same  letter  as 

the  first. 

p  liJo  tarji^hand,  A  kind  of  verse  in 
which  the  same  line  recurs  at  stated  intervals. 

A  y  tarji^y,  Abounding  in  parallelisms 
(a  literary  composition). 

A  (Jj^ tarjil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ >-j)  Making  (hair) 
partly  crisp  partly  smooth.  Strengthening.  White 
on  one  foot  of  a  horse.    A  shade. 

A  ̂ti^ji  tarjim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Laying  a  stone 
over  a  grave, 

Speaking  with  consideration 

A  {^j:^ y  tarjin,  (v.  n.2of  j^^)  Keeping  a  horse 
in  the  stable  and  bringing  him  down  by  poor  food. 

A        tariha,  (fut.  ̂ Ji^.  yatrahu)  He  was  sad. 
A  tarh,  Poverty,  indigence.  Tarah,  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ y)  Becoming  sad  and  melancholy.  De- 
scending, alighting,  (pi.  atrah)  Melanclioly, 

grief,  anguish,  care.  Descent,  fall,  declivity.  Ta- 
rih,  Good  for  little. 

^  A  L^\=-y  tarhab,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— »i>-j)  Saying 
Uii-j^  marhaban,  Welcome. 

A  ijls>^  tirhal,  A  journey,  a  departure. 

A  t^.^Jiiarahhub,(Y .n.S of  (»^>j)Welcoming. 

A  ̂ ^-y  tarahruh,  (v.n.  2  of  Q)  Spread- 
ing his  legs  out  (a  horse)  when  about  to  stale. 

A  (J-*^  tar-ahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Js'-j)  Departing, 
emigrating,  travelling.  Compelling  one  against 
his  inclination. 

A  taralihuniy  (v.  n.  5  of  Pitying, 

commiserating,  feeling  a  tender  sympathy  towards. 

Saying  to  any  one,  "  God  have  mercy  on  you." 
Pity,  compassion. 

A  (_5>j^  tarahlii,  A  coiling  up  (as  a  serpent). 

A  L-^i.s-J)  tarhib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t-»=>-,)  Welcom- 

ing a  guest  by  saying  ̂ f?-^  marhaban,  God  bless 
you  !  you  are  welcome.  Inviting  to  whatever  is 

agreeable.    Enlarging,  making  spacious. 

A  (Jj^=>;^  tarhil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J^)  Sending,  or- 
dering to  depart.  Patiently  enduring  any  annoy- 
ance. Standing  over  one  with  a  sword.  A  gray- 

ness  or  redness  upon  the  shoulders. 

A  ̂=-j>  tarhim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^j)  Having  com- 
passion upon.  Saying  to  anyone  ̂ \  Ciiii^  rahi- 

maha''llahu,    God  have  mercy  on  thee  !" 
p        tarhh,  Dragon-wort.    An  orange. 
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p  ̂   tarhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Scarifying  slightly 
(a  cupper).     A  slight  incision.  Scarification. 

p  i^^Ji  tarhhan.  Free,  exempted  from  tribute 
or  taxes,  not  amenable  to  punishment.  At  large,  un- 

controlled. Dragon-wort.  Acertaintribeof Turks. 

G  (j^s^  tarhhan,  A  commander  of  5000. 
p  tsjc^Ji  tarahhta,  A  sort  of  flat  fish. 

p  tarahhcha,  A  vine-prop  ;  a  vine-shoot 

newly  planted. 

p _f^y  tarahhar,  Wild  cresses. 

A  (y^y  tarahhkhush,  A  being  moved. 
A  i^jii»'J>  tarakhkhus,  (v.  n.  5  of  („J^j  Being 

remiss,  easy,  slack.  Being  low-priced  (provi- 
sions.   Obtaining  leave. 

p  tarahh  or  tarhhafanj,  The  nightmare. 

A  turhham,  (turhhum,  tarhhamai 

or  tarhhumat)  Man,  mankind,  ̂ y       tij"^^  ̂  
ma,  adri  ayyu  turhhamin  huwa,  I  know  not 

what  man  he  is. 

p  i6j^j>  tarkhanda,  Fraud,  falsehood.  Con- 
tumely, taunt.   Vain,  fooHsh. 

p  i^\y>-y  tarhhwdna,  Thick  pottage,  frumenty, 
portable  soup. 

A  ̂ ^y  tarkhum,  A  male  pelican. 
p  \^^y  tar-hhun.  Blood-thirsty.  Dragon-wort. 

A  strolling  soldier.  A  daring  ruffian,  robber,  foot- 
pad, murderer.    Brazilian  wood. 

A  i^jA^y  tarhh'is,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^5>^)  Render- 
ing cheap,  lowering  the  market.  Permitting,  al- 

lowing, giving  leave,  conniving.  Freeing  from 
trouble  ;  rendering  easy,  remiss. 

A  ̂ if^y  tarhliim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Causing  (a 
hen)  to  sit.  Sitting  on  eggs  (a  hen).  Making 

thin,  fine,  delicate,  or  soft.  Cutting  off  (a  sylla- 
ble).   Abbreviation,  contraction,  apocope. 

p  t^^y  tarhhma,  A  sort  of  food. 
p  iij!>  turd.  Any  thing  thin,  delicate,  fragile. 

A  iS\t^J>  tardad,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj)  Causing  to  turn 
very  much.  Wavering. 

p  tar-daman,  Scandalous,  criminal, 

soiled,  polluted  by  every  kind  of  shameful  practice. 
A  whoremonger. 

p  jjjo^ii^  tar-ddmam,  Debauchery,  immorality. 

A  ̂ i^y  taradduh,  Grace,  elegance.  Affection. 
A  lilSp  taraddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  li^)  Going  to  and 

fro.  Wavering,  hesitating.  Refusal,  resistance, 

opposition.  Irresolution,  fluctuation  of  opinion, 

suspension  of  judgment.  Conversation,  correspon- 
dence. Application,  labour,  exertion,  endeavour. 

Conti'ivance.  Cultivation,  improvement.  p  ̂  

u_,g3^j  J  Ji3J>  bl  taraddud  u  fa AaZ/w/", Without  he- 
sitation or  dissimulation,  without  ceremony. 

A  OUiS^  taradduddt,  Labours,  exertions. 
O^tijj!)  taradduddti  dunyannya,W orldlj 

engagements. 

p  e^\jO  iiiiji  taraddud-zabita.  An  account 
shewing  the  species  and  quantity  of  seed  sown,  the 4p 

extent  of  land  under  cultivation,  and  the  quantity 

remaining  fallow  (a  term  used  in  India). 
A  taraddus,  (v.  n.  5  of  c_>»»ti))  Falling 

(into  a  well).  Falling  from  a  mount.  Putting 

on  a  cloak.    See  also  ̂ j^y  taraddi. 

p  CL^uiiy  tar-dast.  Adroit,  dexterous. 
p  tar-dasfi.  Dexterity,  adroitness. 

p  tardah,  (or  ui3jp  tazdak)  A  weevil. 

A  ̂SJi  taraddum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j»ii,)  Having  an  af- fection (as  a  mother  for  her  oflfspring).  Being  worn 

or  torn  (as  a  garment),  and  requiring  to  be  mended. 

Being  mended.  Mending,  patching.  Feeling  cattle 

if  fat.  Protracting  (a  law-suit).  Following.  Anim- 

adverting, noticing.  Observing  what  is  done  from 
an  eminence.    Punishing  for  a  fault. 

p  » Jj!>  tarda,  Title-deeds.  The  price  paid  for 
grinding. 

A  i^iy  taraddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  tJ''^)  Falling  (into 
a  well).  Tumbling  (from  a  mountain).  Putting 

on  a  cloak  or  long  robe.  Wearing  a  girdle  or  belt 
adorned  with  jewels  (a  lady). 

A  'i>dytardiyat,(y.n.'2of  (_fJ^)Clothing  another 
with  a  long  robe,cloak,or  upper  garment.  Throwing 

(into  a  well).  Destroying.  Pelting  with  stones. 

A  ta7-did,  (v.  n.  2  of  <S,)  Reiterating,  re- 

peating. Driving  to  and  fro.  Turning  over  in  one's 
mind.  Repelling.  Resisting.  Repulsion.  Oppo- 

sition, discord,     p  '^iAy  i  harfi  tardid,The 

disjunctive  particle  b  yd,  Or. 

A  jCiijJ  tardtm,  (v.  n.  2  of  pJ,)  Shutting  (a 
door).  Closing  (a  hole).  Mending  (a  garment). 

Completing  (a  discourse).  Being  affectionate  (as 
a  mother  to  her  offspring). 

Aj^.iijj  tardin,  A  putting  sleeves(to  a  garment). 

A  j^tarz,(j.T\.  ofjy)  Becoming  hard.  Throw- ing on  the  ground.  Eating  wet  grass.  Losing  the 

hair  (a  camel's  tail).  Hunger.  The  cholic,  to 
which  cattle  are  subject  by  eating  grass  wet  with 

dew.  Epilepsy.  Taraz,  (v.  n.ofjy)  Freezing,  con- 

gealing (water).  Hunger. 

p  ij^jy  tar-zabdn,  Moist,  glib-tongued.  An interpreter. 

!>  iJjJ)  tarzada  or  turazda.  Title-deeds. 

p  {^jy  tar-zafdn,  An  interpreter.  Eloquent. 
A  fine,  amercement.  A  bribe. in 

^  ujy  (v.  n.  5  of  (jjj)  Being  re- spected, honoured.  Being  modest,  mild,  gentle, 

grave,  sedate. 

A  ̂ y  tarzih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Fatiguing,  weak- ening, emaciating. 

^y..jy  tarziz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjj)  Strewing,  spread- 
ing. Making  easy,  arranging.  Smoothing,  level- 
ling. Polishing,  glazing  (paper). 

A  i^Ji>jy  tarzif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  ?jj)  Approach- 

ing, advancing. 

A  jCjjJ  tarzim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Jj)  Collecting  in  a 
bundle.  Knocking  one's  self  on  the  ground.  Ly- 



ing  on  the  ground  without  stirring  from  the  place. 

A  tarzm,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^j)  Rendering 
grave,  modest,  and  respectable. 

P  o**;^  tars,  Fear,  terror,  (imp.  of  ̂ ^6jMty 
tarsidati^  Fear  thou.  Turs,  Hard,  strong.  Turns 

or  tai'us,  Hard  soil. 

A  turs,  (pi.  atras,  dMiJi  tirasat, 

(^]^  tiras,  and  (^jjJ  turns)  A  shield,  target, 
buckler.  Hard  soil. 

p  \uij>  tarsa,  (from  ̂ s^y>  tarsidan)  Fearing. 
Timid.  A  Christian.  A  worsliipper  of  fire. 

p  tarsa-hacha.  Son  of  a  Christian. 

p^J^-k*M^  CJ^^y  tors-«s^MJaw,(Fearofthegrave) 
Certain  prayers,  or  portions  of  the  Zand,  which  the 

ParsTs  read  during  three  days  and  nights  at  the  ce- 
metery of  a  deceased  person. 

p  ̂jjUujJ  tarsan,  Timid,  fearful. 
p  tarsanidan.  To  frighten,  terrify. 

A  'iMij)  tirasat,  (pi.  of         turs)  Shields. 
P  CL^t*ij>  tirist,  A  kind  of  measure.  Three 

hundred.  A  weaver's  beam. 

A  ̂ y^y  tarassul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_)^)  Doing  (any 
thing)  softly,  easily,  gently,  smoothly,  deliberately. 
Being  deliberate  in  writing. 

A  tarassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j**^)  Reading  and 
committing  to  memory.  Observing  the  marks  of 

any  thing.  Tracing  the  outhnes  of  an  intended 

building.  Looking  for  the  vestiges  of  a  habitation. 

p  i^XximJ)  tarsnak,  Terrified,  afraid.  Timid. 
Terrible,  dangerous. 

p  ̂̂ ^jMiJi  tarsnalti,  Fear,  timidity. 

p  J^iijj-j^  tarsindagt,  Fear,  timidity. 
p  terstWa,  Who  fears.  Timid:  fearful. 

p  DMiJi  iarsa,  Fancy.  Tursa,  A  rainbow. 

A  tursiy,  Of  a  shield,  shield-like. 

p  (ji^xwjj!)  tarsidan,  To  fear,  dread,  apprehend. 

V  J(>  it^jMiJi  tarsida-har,  (ov gar-)  A  fearer. 
A  ̂ ^J^  tarsif^  (v.  n.  2  of  J*^)  Having  sore 

eyelids.  Being  glued  together.  Platting  (thongs). 

A  ̂ j^Ji  tarsigh,  (v. n.  2  of  ̂ m,)  Reaching  the 
fetlock  (water).  Enlarging,  making  wide.  Sprin- 

kling, moistening  ground.  Embellishing  (a  story). 

A  ijjuiij!)  temZ,  (v.n.2of  ,3AOj)Givingmilk  to 
weanlings.  Aboundinginmilk.  Reading  in  a  clear, 
melodious  voice. 

A  ̂ ^J>  tai-swi,  (v.  n.  2  of  Appointing 
(any  one)  to  mark  or  stamp.  Writing  well.  Mark- 

ing, painting  (a  garment  with  stripes).  Those  em- 
ployed in  sealing  corn  in  the  public  granaries,  or 

in  the  department  of  stamps  generally. 

A  (jiji)  tarsh  or  tarash,  (v.  n.  of  (_)w^)  Being 

light,  volatile,  unsteady.  Lightness,  levity.  Bad- 
ness of  disposition.  Tarish,  Light. 

p  tursli,  Acid,  tart,  sour.  Morose,  stern, 

cynical.  Hard-favoured,  ugly.  iJ^Ji^i  tursh 
gashtan,  To  become  sour. 

A  Ai^^  tirshcif,  A  rope,  the  rope  of  a  bucket. 

^tAs  iji^Ji  tursh-tab^  (or  ̂|j<  mizaj)  Sour- 
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A  tarshash,  A  sprinkling.     A  pain- 

giving  blow. 
P  turshanldan,  To  make  acidulate. 

P  ifMrs/iaj:i,  Sourness,  acidity,  harshness. 

P  ̂^^i^  tursh-ha.  Sour  gruel,  acid  broth. 
p  CL^Jjij^  turusht,  tirshit,  or  turshut,  A  gar- 

dener's sack. 

A  tarashshuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Sweating, 
exuding.   Being  fit  to  go  (a  colt)  with  (his)  dam. 

P  {ji^j^  tar  shudan,  To  be  played  upon,  ban- 
tered, molested. 

P  jj  tursh-ru,  Of  a  sour  countenance. 

P  (^y'jtj  tu7'sh-ruii,  Crabbedness,  austerity, sourness  of  countenance. 

A  {^J^j>  tarashshush,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^J)  Being 
sprinkled :  trickling,  dropping. 

tursh-shi7'm,'^om-svfee\.:  sub-acid. 

P^ 

tempered,  

harsh 

P  j**^  L^i?  tursh-ta^.  Acid,  sour-flavoured. A  ( — tarashshuf,  A  sipping,  a  sucking. 

p  Cii.^  turshak,  Name  of  a  bird ;  and  herb. 

Pli         tursh-giya,  A  sour  herb ;  wild  sorrel. 

p  ̂^jo  {_y>Ji  tursh-mazagi,  Acidity  of  flavour. 
p  ija  [jf^j>  tursh-maza.  Of  an  acid  flavour. 
p  turshnak,  Very  acid. 

p         turmsha,  A  sort  of  fruit. 

p  f^.j^»*»         tursha-sliirin.  Sub-acid. 

p  (_^-^  turslii,  Sourness.  Pickles.  Sad,  sor- rowful. Crabbed. w 

A  ,_^*»^  taj-ashslii,  An  acting  or  dealing  gently. 
P  ti''^V  turshi-hadi.  Acid.  Flatulent. 

^  U^^-  ̂ ^j^  turshl-pdlait,  Strainer,  colander. 
A  »Ju-J;J  tarsliiyat,  (v.n.  2  of  ̂ ^J)  Bribing. 

A  tarshlh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Administering 
well  (an  estate).  Educating  from  tender  years,  ren- 

dering qualified  for  any  office.  Licking  the  mois- 
ture oflT  a  fawn  just  dropt  (a  doe). 

p  ̂^d^ZiJi  turshidan,TotmnsouT.  To  ferment. 
p  ̂ jiijuujJ  tar  slash,  A  kind  of  stone. 

A  i.JixuiJS  tarsliif,  A  sipping,  a  sucking. 

p  AjkijS         turshi-girifta,  Turned  sour  (milk). 

A  ̂ i^y>  tarshmi,  A  writing.  A  painting. 
p  L^lXt^Ji  turshlnak.  Garden-sorrel. 
A  d^JoJi  tarassud,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^J)  Observing 

steadily ;  expecting,  waiting  for.  Hoping. 

A  tarassu^  (v.n. 5  of  ̂ j)  Being  cheer- 
ful. Joy,  gladness. 

A  i^jaytoy  tarsis,{y.  n.  2  of  i^J)  Joining  closely, 
pitching,  soldering,  glueing.  Laying  over  with  tin. 
Covering  the  face  with  a  veil,  the  eyes  only  seen. 

A  ̂ ■^y  tarsl^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Framing,  fa- 
shioning, constructing,  measuring.  Adorning  with 

jewels  or  gold.  Briskness,  cheerfulness.  When  the 
author  in  prose  or  verse  divides  his  sentence  into 

distinct  parts, and  assigns  to  each  word  another  cor- 
responding with  it  in  measure  and  in  rhyme. 

A  (_flA/oy  tarsif,{y.  n.  2  ofi^^/C,)  Joining  well 

together  (stones  in  pavements,  or  feet  in  prayer). 

Binding  a  macerated  nerve  round  an  arrow's  head. 

A  (JiV^  tarsin,  (v.  n.  2  of  {^j)  Mastering  (a 
subject), ^becoming  thoroughly  acquainted  with  it. 

AL^*Oj>  tam^^^M^,  Asuckingsalivalasciviously. 

A  ̂ OjJ  tarazzuh, (v.n.  5  of ̂ Oj)Being  bruised, 

pounded,^crushed. 

A  ̂ — ̂   tarazzukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Receiving 
uncertain  news.  Being  bruised  (a  serpent's  head). 

A  ̂_jaj>6Ji  tarazruz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.^-^  Q)  Be- 
ing broken  by  pounding. 

A  (_joy  tarazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^)  Satisfying. 
Striving  to  please. 

A  'i->:>oy  tarziyat,  A  satisfying,  a  contenting. 
A  f^jaXfOji  tarziz,  A  breaking  in  large  pieces. 
A  tarattuh,  A  being  very  moist. 

A         tarattum,  A  keeping  in  (of  excrement). 

A  tart'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_*i:?j)  Moistening, 
macerating.  Wetting  (a  garment).  Being  moist 

(dates).  Passing  from  the  state husr  to  that 

of  rutab  (a  date).  Eating  fresh  dates.  Feed- 

ing with  fresh  dates. 

A  tj-^ji  tartil,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj-i^)  Rendering  any 
thing  limber  and  soft  by  anointing  with  oil,  oiling 

the  hair.  Weighing  with  a  pound  weight. 

A  ̂   tar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Turning  one  away  from 
his  purpose.  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )Beingfull.  Hast- 

ening precipitately  into  any  thing  bad.  Plunging 

into  business  (with  eagerness  and  cheerfulness). 

Turning  away.  A  bottle,  a  vessel,  or  cistern  full. 
Tari^  Full.  Prone  to  anger.  Tura^  (pi.  of  &sy 

tur^t)  Gates,  doors. 
A  u-jISj!)  tar^b,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— *S^)  Terrifying. 

A  eols^  tir^bat,  Timid,  terrified. 

A  'o^\^J>  tur^yat  or  tir^yat,  One  who  looks well  after  camels. 

A  JvfSy  tara^ul,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J-i^Sj  Q)  Being 
torn  or  worn  out  (a  garment). 

A  'isy  tur^t,  (pi.  ̂   tura^  A  gate,  door.  A 
pleasant  garden  having  an  elevated  situation.  A 

step,  esjoecially  to  a  pulpit.  A  face,  appearance. 

An  open  place.  The  mouth  of  a  well  where  cattle 
drink.  A  fountain-head  or  spring. 

A  <l^y  tara^s,  A  putting  in  ear-rings. 
A  dS-Ji  tara^d,  A  shaking  (of  buttocks). 
A  tara^u^  (v.  n.  2  of  gjP,  Q)  Moving, 

growing  (a  lad).  Being  loose  and  shaking  (a  tooth). 

A  laPjJ  tara^z,  (v.n.  5  of  liSj)  Endeavouring 
to  make  the  camel's  load  equal,  when  it  leans. 

^  LflJ^  ('^^J>  tar^yat,  tir^yat,  tur- 
^yat,  or  &JkS^  tar^yat,  tir^yat,  or  tur^yat)  One 
who  feeds  well  and  takes  good  care  of  camels  (espe- 

cially about  the  house).  One  whose  own  and  whose 

father's  business  has  been  to  look  after  camels. 

A  tara^,  A  feeding :  a  going  to  pasture. 

A  vIl»jLJSy  tor^«&,(v.n.  2of  (._^)  Striking  with 



terror.  Cooing,  mourning  aloud  (a  dove).  Cut- 
ting a  (earners)  bunch.  Repairing  the  hole  in  a 

spear-staff  called  i— ru^. 

A  Wk-Sy  tir^bat,  A  slice  of  a  camel's  bunch. 
A  tir^yat  or  tur^yat,  One  who  looks 

well  after  cattle. 

A  iaAffy  tar^z,  (v.  n.  2  ofiai^j)  Rendering  lan- 
guid and  slothful.  Making  brisk.  Moving  (the  fin- 
gers, or  to  pull  up  a  stake). 

A  ̂t>S^  iar^m,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J)  Wiping  away 

snot  (p^^  ru^ui)  running  from  a  sheep's  nose, 
p  ̂   turuyh,  A  chesnut  or  bay  horse, 
p  1>j^y  targhaza,  Powerful.  Overbearing. 

Headstrong. 

p  Jj^-^  turghuk  or  targlirih,  A  (night)  watch 
against  an  enemy  or  a  robber. 

p  i^j>  taraghda  or  targhada,  A  joint  stiff, 
motionless,  and  unserviceable.  Bruised.  Squeezed, 

p  targhish,  A  sort  of  apricot. 

A         taraghghum,  A  being  angry, 

p        targho,  A  kind  of  vest  of  scarlet  silk, 

p  targhun,  A  royal  mandate. 

A  targhib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-*S^)  Exciting 
desire.  Making  wishful.  Stimulating,encouraging. 

Tempting,  (opposed  to  6.^y  tazliid)  Temptation. 

A  i^ji  ta7-gliiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ls>,  for_jSj)  Foam- 
ing, being  frothy  (milk).    Putting  in  a  passion. 

A  {^xpj>  targhif,  A  making  of  cakes. 

A  pAS>j3terr//«TO,(v.n.2of  j«ff^)Saying  to  another 
\f)  raghman  raghman,  i.  e.  Whether  you  like  it 

or  not,  nolens,  volens.   Exasperating,  mortifying. 

p  I  sj>  tarf,  Sour  clotted  milk,  strained  and 
dried  in  the  sun  for  winter  use. 

A  I  fj>  tm^af,  (v.  n.  of  (  s^i)  Enjoying  in  abun- 
dance the  conveniences  of  life.  Persistingf  in  inso- 

lence  or  disobedience. 

A  i^^Ji  turf  as,  (in  Moorish)  Toadstools, 

p        tarf  an,  Eloquent.  An  intei'preter.  A  fine, 

p  Lijj  tarf -ha.  Food  made  from  clotted  cream. 
A  ci^  turfat.  Any  thing  rare  presented  to  a 

friend.  Any  thing  elegant  or  gallant  presented  to 
a  sweetheart.  The  conveniences  or  luxuries  of  life. 

Delicate  meats.  A  little  protuberance  in  the  mid- 
dle of  the  upper  lip. 

A  C^J>  taraffut,(y.-n.5oi (Jl*ij)  Being  broken. 

v^j^^^  jj  to'-^aros/i,  A  hypocrite,  dissembler. 
A  (j>3_ij5  taraffuz,  (v.n.5  of  i^jaij)  Being  dis- 

persed. ^  Being  broken. 

A  ̂jjj!)  taraff'vgli,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Living  de- 
lightfully. Sitting  between  the  thighs  (of  a  woman). 

Being  in  danger  of  a  tumble  from  a  camel's  back. 

A         taraffuli,  (v.n.5  of  ̂j^j)  Being  benevo- 
lent,friendly.  Becoming  afriend  or  fellow-traveller. 

A  ,Jij3  tarafful,  A  walking  pompously. 

A  siiy  tarfalat,  A  walking  pompously, 
p         tarfanj,  A  narrow  pass,  difficult  way. 

p  d-^j)  tarfand,  A  falsity,  a  thing  totally  im- 
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possible.   A  vain,  idle  promise.    Fraud,  deceit. 

p»i^j,jj3!'ar/'ancZi3,Alie,falsehood.  Fraud.  Fear. 
p  Ijjy  tarf-wd,  Meat  prepared  with  the  milk 

described  under  i  iji  tarf 

A  eSj)  tarajfuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  sij)  Being  secure, 
quiet,  and  comfortable. 

A  tara^f)^^,  (v.  n. 5  of  \jj  for  ̂ j)  Saying  to  a 

newly-married  couple,  jj^JjJ^  j  \jj!b  hi'r  rafa  7va'l 
&awm,  With  concord  and  children  (may  you  live!). 

A  «Jk5^  tarfiMt,  (or  ta,rfVi.)  (v.  n.  2  of  iJj) 
Congratulating  new-married  people  by  saying, 

;j^ja5^  J  -^^^  H't  rafds  ma'l  hanin.  With  con- cord and  children. 

A  LJji)  tarfiyut,  (v.  n.  2  of  \3,  for  _jij)  Saying 

to  one,  (j^^^  _3  bi'r  rifds  rva'l  hanln,Wiih concord  and  with  children. 

A  <i^Ji  tarfid,(Y.n.2o{  Ji,)  Choosing  a  chief  or 
lord.  Reverencing,  exalting,magnifying.  Trotting. 

A  i^J^ji  tarfish,  (v.  n. 2  of  (j^)  Allowing  the 
beard  to  grow  until  it  becomes  like  a  spade  or  shovel. 

A  ijAjip  tarf'iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  o«^|)  Leaving  a 
little  water  (in  a  leathern  bottle).  Hanging  loose, 

dangling  (a  horse's  yard). 

A  taifi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J)  Exalting,  rais- 
ing. Going  one  while  fast,  and  at  another  time 

slow  (an  ass).    Retreating  from  battle. 

A  ̂ y^^  tarfil,  (v.  n,  2  of  ,Jjj)  Magnifying, 

making  great,  choosing  a  chief,  lord,  or  prince.  Put- 
ting in  possession  of.  Filling  (a  well  with  water). 

Debasing,  degrading.  In  the  measure  ha.mil 

adding  a  foot,  so  that  ̂ Ji^\sCyc  mutafd^Jun  be- 

comes ^^^ks-laXo  tmdafa^laiun.  (A  man)  who 
allows  his  garments  to  drag,  and  who  swings  his 
arms  in  walking:. 

p  eSsiy  tarfina,  A  kind  of  black  broth. 

A  s^J)  tarfih,  (v.  n.  2  of  «i,)  Making  easy  and 
convenient.    Enabling  one  to  live  peacefully  and 

comfortably.    Allowing  (camels)  to  drink  (their) 

fill  daily.  Using  lenity,  allowing  breathing  time  to 

(a  debtor).  Peace,  tranquillity, s-    .  ..  ? . 

A  tarfif  (v.  n.  2  of  \Sj)  Congi-atulating  a 

newly-married  couple  by  saying  ̂j^jkjJ^  j  •'^^^  hi'r 
rifds  Tva'l  bantn,  May  you  be  blessed  v/ith  concord 
and  children ! 

A  »\a^  taj^kdt,  A  hurting  of  the  collar-bone. 

A  u-*5,'i  taraliliub,  A  watching,  waiting,  hoping. 
A  tarahhuh,  A  providing  (for  a  family). 

A  ̂JiJ>  taraliruh,  (v.  n.  2  of  JjJ,  Q)  Moving, 

trembling  (vapour  over  a  plain).  Going  and  com- 

ing. Starting,  rolling  in  the  eye  (a  tear).  Shin- 

ing.    Appearing  to  revolve  (the  sun). 

A  (jii^  taraliliush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (,_^)  Being  po- 
lished, adorned.    Adorning,  decorating. 

A  i,jaSji  tarakkus,  A  being  moved  up  and  down. 

A  Wsj'i  taraklmt,  (v.  n.5  of  laj,)  Being  spotted 
(as  a  garment  with  ink  and  the  like). 

A         taralihu^  A  gaining,  studying  to  gain. 

A  ̂ 3~i^'  tarahhuh,  (v.n.5  of  ̂ Jj)  Being  ten- 
derly affected  towards. 

A  ̂ ^j>  tarahhim,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^)  Tinging  the 

palms,  nails,  or  hair  with  privet,  or  witli  saffi'on. 
p8tijjj!>terAawc?fl,Futile,vain.  Fraud,deceit:  lie. 
A  tarhuwat  or  turhuivat,  (pi.  i^^j>  tardhl 

and  tardnk)  The  collar-bone. 

A  ̂^ji  tora/i/«,(v.n.5of  (_^)Ascending.  Mak- 
ing a  progress  (in  learning)  step  by  step.  Ascen- 

dant, climax.  Promotion,  advancement.  Increase 

(of salary).     Augmentation.  Proficiency. 

A  OLj^  tarahkiydt.  Augmentations. 

A  'iJji  tarhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_^)  Causing  to 
ascend.  Reporting,  telling  that  which  has  been 
heard  elsewhere.  Informing  against,  denouncing. 

A  ̂ J>  tarhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Taking  proper 
care  of  an  estate,  making  a  right  use  of  i-iches. 
A  tarhid,  A  certain  manner  of  walking. 

p  i^dJij>  ta7'kldan,To  break,  split,  crack,  cleave. 
A  i^J-Mji  tarhish,  (v.  n.  2  of  {J^J)  Adorning, 

embellishing  (a  discourse).  Tale-bearing. 
A  t^jAyi^  fflr/».«,TheactofdandHng(an  infant). 

A  ̂ ^Jy  tarhi^  (v.  n.2  of  ̂ _5j)  Mending  a  gar- ment by  inserting  a  patch.  Taking  proper  care 

of  (an  estate  or  flocks). 

A  i^JJj^  tarhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj)  Reducing  to 
servitude.  Thinning.  Whetting.  Speaking  pro- 

])erly.  Proceeding  with  a  slow  step.  Turning  (any 

word  or  thing)  into  a  nickname  or  metonymy. 

A  pjJjJ  tarhim,  (v. n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Writing.  Point- 
ing orthographically,  placing  the  vowel-points  so 

that  the  meaning  may  be  plain.  Marking  with  the 

price  (cloth  or  goods).  Weaving  (a  garment)  in 

stripes.  A  mark  or  sign  employed  by  tax-gather- 
ers, revenue-collectors,  or  accountants,  to  fill  up 

any  blank  spaces  which  may  occur  in  their  arith- metical columns. 

p  i^j^Ji  tarh'in.  An  interlineation. A  ,j\sy>  tarh'in,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Tinging  (the 

beard)  with  privet.  Dyeing  with  saffron.  Mark- 
ing. Drawing  lines  near  one  anotlier.  Writing 

well,  decorating  (a  book).  Dotting  (letters).  A 
mark  (answering  to  our  dot  or  nought)  employed 

by  revenue-collectors  or  accountants  to  fill  up  any 

blank  spaces  occurring  in  their  columns  of  figures. 

A  u^J>  taraha,  (fut.  L^Ji>.  yatruhu)  He  left. 

p  ij}^  tarh,  A  helmet.  The  sash  of  a  turban. 
The  strings  of  a  tent.  Name  of  a  town  in  Azar- 

bayjan.  Tarak,  A  ditch,  trench,  moat.  A  kind  of 

sweetmeat.  A  virgin,  a  maid.  Thunder.  The  noise 

made  in  splitting.  A  split,  a  notch.  Name  of  a 

river,    (dim.  of y  tar)  Somewhat  moist. 

A  fJjji  tarh,  (v.  n.  of  uil^J)  Abandoning,  for- 
saking, leaving.  Putting,  placing,  making.  Keep- 

ing, preserving.  Marrying  a  neglected  woman. 

P  ̂ ^^J^  tarh  hardan,  To  abandon,  desert, 

leave,  quit,  forsake,  throw  off.  ^ark 



giriftan,  To  take  leave,  abandon.  tarki 

adah,  Rudeness,  impoliteness,  incivility.  Jop  i^J> 
fj'^j^  tarki  diyarhardan,ToahaudoTiouescountry. 

^1^^ jjm  '-^j>  tarki  sar  kardan,  To  risk  one's  life. 
A  p  Li}j>  turk,  (pi.  atrak)  A  Turk,  com- 

preliending  likewise  those  numerous  nations  of  Tar- 
tars between  Khwarazm  and  China,  who  all  claim 

descent  from  Turk,  the  son  of  Japhet.  (As  those 

people  have  in  general  fine  countenances,  with  large 

black  eyes,  the  Persian  poets  make  frequent  use  of 

this  word  to  express  beautiful  youth  of  both  sexes). 

A  Scythian,  barbarian,  robber,  plunderer,  villain, 

vagabond.  L^jiA  ghazdhi't  turk,  The  gazel 
roving  at  large.  ̂ ^J^\  i_iJj5  turkiashkar,  The  san- 

guinary Turk,  (met.)  The  planet  Mars.  ui3j3 

^Jy>■  turki  chin,  The  Chinese  Tartar,  (met.)  The 

sun.  ,_5jLffl=-  ̂   turki  hisari.  The  sun.  The 

moon.     ̂ jbljLwjjj  turki  rustayan,  Garlic. 

^^llaL*i  i-^iJy  turki  sultan-skukoh.  The  ma- 
jestic Turk,  (met.)  The  world-illuminating  sun. 

CiJi  y  turki  falak,  The  planet  Mars.  The  sun. 

iX> jXA  i^J^  turki  mu^rbid.  The  planet  Mars. 

jjjj^         turki  nlm-roz,  The  sun. 

A  CL^^Ji  tarikdt,  (pi.  of  tarikat)  Things 
left  after  death,  inheritances,  bequests,  legacies. 

H  i^j^Ji  tarkari,  Garden-stuff. 
A  (^^_j>  tirkan,,  An  abandoning,  a  leaving. 
p  turkan,(^\. of  udJy  turk)  Turks,  (figur.) 

Beautiful  women.  ^j:>-  i^^J^  turkdni  charkh, 
(Roving  Tartars  of  the  sphere)  The  seven  planets. 

p  i6^J>  turkana,  Like  a  Turk,  Turk-like. 
p  turkdrii,  A  kind  of  spacious  upper  gar- 

ment worn  by  the  women  of  Turkistan. 

A  u-*^  tarakkuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-»^)  Being  in- 
serted (one  thing  into  another,  as  a  stone  in  a  ring). 

Being  fixed  (as  the  head  upon  a  spear). 

A  'i^j>  tarkat,  A  square-bodied  woman.  A  hel- 
met. Tarikat,  A  legacy,  bequest.  An  inheritance. 

p  i^j^y  turk-tdzi,  A  plundering  excursion 
conducted  with  rapidity,  A  roving  about. 

p  (ji^  tiJy  turk-josh.  Coddled,  parboiled. 

p  ftsTj'j  turkcha,  Turkish,  like  a  Turk. 
A  taj-akkuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Delaying. 

Being  easily  contained.  Sitting  at  ease  in  an  assem- 

bly. Using  freely  ;  following  one's  discretion. 
p  ̂^1^^ J)  tar  kardan,  To  moisten,  bedew.  To 

steep,  dye.  ̂ bj  (J'^X/'  ̂ ^''^^^^  zahdn.  Speak- 
ing harshly.  Keeping  any  thing  in  the  mouth. 

A  ̂^J>  ta,rakruk,  A  shaking  (of  a  churn). 

pj^ssy  tarkaz,  A  field  sown  with  seeds  and 
reaped.  The  second  ploughing,  or  second  crop.  A 
furrow.  A  fallow  field. 

p        tarhaj,  Seed.  A  field  ready  for  sowing. 

p  fjCL^Sji  turkistan,  Turkomania,Transoxania. 

F  j\yt>  '-^y  turk-suwdr,  A  horseman,  cavalier. 
p  tarkash,  A  quiver.    Ijjj-  \^^J>  tar- 

kash-jawzd.  Name  of  a  constellation  in  the  sign  Ge- 
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mini  resembling  a  quiver.  The  wires  of  a  stringed 

instrument.  <-l*it;  (j^^  tarkash  rekht,  He  ex- 
hausted his  quiver,  i.  e.  he  was  conquered  or  sur- 

rendered, 

p  iAI) tarkash-hand.  Wearing  a  quiver, 

p  turh-ghari.  Name  of  a  cruel  peo- 
ple in  Turkistan. 
A  tarakkul,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂Ji,)  Striking  (a 

spade)  with  the  foot  to  make  it  enter  the  ground. 
turkman,  Turk-like.  A  Turkoman, 

p  jjU*mjU5^  turkmdnistdn,  Turkomania. 
turkmam,  Turkish,  Turkoman, 

p  ̂jfi         iMrA-mi^o/,  Wicked,  deceitful,  sly. 
A  ̂j^ji  tarakkun,(^y.  n.5  of  ̂j^)  Being  firmly 

established.  Being  grave  and  sedate. 

p  »Jo>^  tarkand.  Vain,  useless.  Fraud,  deceit, 

p  5t^j»Jy  tarkanda,  Foolish,  trivial  conversa- 
tion. Deceit. 

p  turki,  Turkish,  Turk-like.  A  porcu- 

pine. {^^^ (-S'y  turlii  kardan.  To  oppress,  injure. 
A  C->G»y  turkiydt,  Turkish  writings,  Turkish 

affairs  (which  are  considered  as  barbarous  by  the 
Arabians  and  Persians). 

A  tarkib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i—>^)  Composing. 
Setting  (a  stone  in  a  ring).  Fixing  (a  head  upon 

a  spear).  Causing  to  mount.  Lending  one  (a 

horse)  on  condition  that  the  owner  receive  half  the 

spoil.  Composition,  compound,  compost,  mixture. 

Make,  form,  mechanism.  The  body.  A  note  in 

music.  An  adjunct  epithet  in  composition,  an  ad- 

jective compounded  and  composing,  a  compound- 
ing particle  ;  the  contracted  Persian  particle,  used 

in  compounding  words ;  the  second  part  of  a  com- 

pounding word :  as,  jb  bdz  in  j\<fl'^.C-  ̂ shk-bdz. 
Sporting  with  love. 

p  iiJj  »— tarkib-band,  A  kind  of  poetry. 

A  tarkibl,  Compounded,  mixed.  Artful, 
artificial. 

p  ̂^S^y  tarkidagi,  A  splitting,  a  cracking. 
p  (jti-A^  tar  or  tirkidan,  To  cleave.  To  crack. 

AjjjSsSjj  tarkiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^)  Fixing  (a  hal- 
berd) in  the  ground.  (God)  fixing  in  the  earth 

mines  (of  gold  and  silver).  ̂  

A  C£i*^  tarkik,  (v.  n. 2 of  (^)  Raining  gently. 
Attenuating  much.  Folly. 

p  (j^^  targun,  A  strap  attached  to  the  fore  or 
hinder  part  of  a  saddle,  by  which  a  portmanteau  is 

made  fast.  A  thong  for  tying  a  captive's  hands. 

p  CiiJy  tirlik,  (or  CiXJ/  iw'Zi^)  A  short-sleeved 
garment  open  in  front. 

A  j»y  taram.  Pain  in  the  fundament  of  animals. 
A  Uj!)  (^  Id)  taramd,  Especially,  first  of  all. 
A  Ajt^  tarmds,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Contending  in 

shooting  or  throwing  the  javelin. 

p  ̂iiJol<^  tarmdnidan,  To  cause  to  throw. 

p  (_^\iej!j  turmtdy,  A  species  of  falcon. 
P  0-<P  tirmid,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  ̂ jAj>  taramrum,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jCj  Q)  Moving 
the  lips  to  speak  and  not  speaking.  Muttering. 

A^*;J  tarammuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  yoj)  Being  con- 
founded by  a  blow.  Being  in  commotion,  tumul- 

tuous. Preparing  one's  self,  girding  up  the  loins. 
Breaking  wind  violently. 

p  i^^j^j'  tarmazdan.  To  be  silent. 
P  tarmus,  A  certain  acid  vegetable. 
A  tar  or  turmus.  The  Egyptian  bean. 

A  tarmasat,  (v.  n.  of  [jmc^  Q)  Being  ab- 
sent, withdrawing  from  war  or  strife.  Turmusat, 

A  place  constructed  under  ground  for  cool  air  in 
summer,  or  for  preserving  provisions. 

p  au«/ej5  tarmasah,  A  weight  of  eight  grains,  or 
two  beans. 

p  tarmush,  A  certain  sour  vegetable. 

V  j^J^Ji  tarmashir,  A  species  of  elixir. 

A  (,jAicJi  taramynuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  c>^)  Hunt- 

ing(adoe)under thenoon-daysun,when  the  animal 
becomes  an  easy  prey.  Being  disturbed  (the  mind). 

A  tarammu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Trembling 

with  rage.  Wandering  in  error.  Defiling  one's 
self  with  one's  own  ordure. 

A  (3*/  tarammuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J)  Drinking 
(milk  or  water),  by  sipping  it  at  several  times. 

p  uiUp  tirmak,  Hardness  of  heart. 
A  tarammul,  A  being  stained  with  blood. 

A  taravimum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  sepa- 
rated, dispersed,  scattered. 

p  {JL^Jljj^Ay  tar-manisht.  Wickedness. 
p       tarmaor iwrma,  Asaddle-cloth.  Aradish. 
A         tarammi,  A  shooting,  throwing,  hurling. 

A  i.i«a/<j5  tarmis,(\.  n.  2 of  '-l^J)  Leaving  milk 
in  the  udder.  Exceeding  (fifty). 

A  tarmij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   not  used)  Eras- 
ing, scratching  out  (writing). 

A  Si^y  tarmtd,  (v.  n.  2  of  ii-«,)  Roasting  in  the 
ashes  (ii\^  ramdd).  Giving  milk  (a  ewe). 

p  jji^A*^  tarmMan,  To  shoot,  throw,  hurl. 
A  tarrriiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  t^J^j)  Tarrying 

(for  another)  some  time,  and  then  proceeding.  Pas- 

turing (flocks)  beneath  a  scorching  sun.  Purpos- 
ing to  fast,  or  observe  a  ramazdn. 

A  iarmi^,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Being  pale- 
faced  from  a  pain  in  the  vulva  (a  woman).  Pro- 

ducing an  abortion  (a  beast). 

A  tarmigh,  (v.n.  2of  ̂ -*))  Embellishing 

(a  story).  Anointing  (the  head).  Seasoning  (a 
flour-pudding)  with  fat  or  dripping. 

A  ̂ Ji^J>  tarmik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Turning  the 
face,  looking  all  round,  persevering  in  looking. 

Larding  (a  speech)  with  rhetorical  flowers,  embel- 
lishing with  fictions.  Sipping  milk.  Any  work  in- 

differently perforraed,but  with  which  one  is  satisfied . 
A  tarmil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jx,)  Tinging,  be- 

smearing with  blood.  Putting  meat  amongst  sand 

(by  way  of  preservation).  Weaving  (a  mat)  of  a 



:iiimsy  texture.  Becoming  a  widow  (^s^j\armalat). 

p        taran,  Dog-rose.  A  field.  A  desert. 

A        taran,  (for         darari)  Filth,  dirt, 

p  (^I3y  fanias,  The  twang  of  a  bow-string, 

p  e3\j>y  tar-7iana,  Condiment  eaten  with  bread, 
p        tar  an},  A  placing  together.    Turanj  or 

!f;^rw;y,Wrinlded,squeezed, drawn  together.  Hard, 
rough,  dry.  A  wrinkle,  fold,  plait.    Turunj,  An 

orange,  jj  ̂   turunji  zar  (or  ^  turunji 
mUirgmi)  The  sun. 

p  (j^y  turunjan,  Balm-gentle,  parsley. 

A  {^■^ji  tarunjulnn,  (from  Persian)  Manna. 

A         ttmmjai,  A  single  orange. 

A         tara?yi</6,  A  passing  round  of  converse, 

p  taranji,  A  squeezing  with  the  tips  of 

the  fingers,  and  the  impression  left  by  them.  Tu- 

runjl,  Orange-coloured. 

p  ̂ s^y  taravj'idagt  or  tururijidagi,  Corru- 
gation, wrinkle,  pucker. 

p  ̂ ^s^y  turunjidan  or  tai^anjldan,  To  be 
squeezed,  compressed,  drawn  together.  To  shrivel, 

pucker,  wrinkle.  To  become  rough  and  hard. 

p  is^^ji  taranjida  or  turunjida,  Squeezed, 
puckered,  wrinkled. 

A  tarannuh,{y.n.  5  of^)  Staggering  (with 
drink).     Sipping.  A  sip. 

A  ̂   tarannulih,  (v.  n.  5of  ̂ )  Being  weak 
and  contemptible.  Adhering,  sticking  the  claws 

into.  Cleaving  to. 

p  ̂ y  tarand,  A  very  small  yellow  bird. 

PjS>Ji  tarandar,  A  red-headed  sparrow, 
p  t.d3i>iji  tarau  or  tlrindah,  A  sort  of  wild  beast. 

A  tarannuli,  (Y.n.  5  of  Being  muddy, 

p  ̂jjjji  tarang,  The  twang  of  a  bowstring.  The 
snapping  of  a  sword.  The  noise  of  an  arrow,  mace, 

or  sword  striking  an  object.  The  sound  of  a  musi- 
cal cord  when  played  upon.  The  crown  of  the  head. 

A  whirlpool.  A  wound,  (in  comp.)  Stirring  up. 

T«Vare(7,  Handsome.  Good.  Ti/'/wY/,  The  twang  of 
a  bowstring.  Turang,  A  prison.  A  pheasant. 

P  i.L^iyl.Cjy  tarang-a-tarang,  The  twanging 
of  a  (bow)  string. 

p  j^'^y  tura7ujun,  Balm, 
p  ̂jJ^JoLCijJ  iaranganidan,  To  cause  to  twang, 

p  iar-anguhin,  Manna, 

p  (J  tarangidan,  To  twang.  To  be  parted . 

A  jCjj  tarannum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Singing,  modu- 
lating. Reading  the  Kur'an  with  a  pleasing  tone. 

Cooing  (as  a  dove).  Creaking  (as  a  locust's  wing). 
Twanging  (as  a  bow-string).  Song,  rhythm. 
A  tarnamut,  A  singing,  a  modulating. 

CJ^f'ji  haws  tarnamut,  A  twanging  bow. 
p  iarnand,  The  dashing  of  the  waves. 

A  ̂j>j>  tarannus,  A  tinging  with  privet. 

A  |jj3y  tarnuk,  {tumult,  or  turnuhat) 
Mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  river  or  cistern. 

A  tumuli,  Tile,  base.  Lean. 
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A  s^j^y  tarnumat  or  turnumat,  A  musical 
voice ;  melody,  rhythm. 

P  i^^\c^y  tarnihadagi, Amo\stenmg,so&]Lmg. 

p  (^^^  Ji  tar  nihadan,To  moisten,  steep,  soak. 
p  jji;ar?u7ia(^a,Moistened,soaked,steeped. 
A         turna  ,  A  maid-servant.  A  whore. 

lyj>  dm  turna  ,  The  son  of  a  whore. 
A  ̂j,Jj  taranni,  A  looking  intently  upon. 

p  i^^J>  tarniyan,  A  wicker  basket. 
A  S-oy  tarniyat,  (v.  n.  2of  lij  for_j3j)  Causing 

to  gaze  incessantly.  Singing  with  taste  and  exe- 
cution.   A  shrill  voice. 

A  ̂ J>  tar  mil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Throwing  into  a 
fainting-fit.  Being  seized  with  a  fit  of  shivering. 
A  tarnilih,  A  bringing  into  subjection. 

A         tarni^  A  moving  or  shaking  the  head. 

A  I  hx>j>  tarnif,  A  besmearing  with  blood. 

A  ̂ ji>y>  tarnVt,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Rendering  tur- 
bid. Making  clear,  clearing  away  a  mote  from 

the  eye.  Consulting  together.  Weighing  down 

the  eyelids  (sleep).  Continuing  in  one  place.  Re- 
taining, confining.  Fluttering  with  (his)  wings, 

yet  remaining  stationary  in  the  air  (a  bird).  Look- 
ing attentively,  gazing  a  long  while.  Weakness  (in 

sight,  body,  or  business).  A  fracture  in  a  bird's 
wing  disabling  it  from  flying. 

A  tarn'im,  (v.  n.2of  ̂ )  Singing.  Coo- 
ing (a  dove).  Creaking  (locust's  wing).  Twang- 
ing (a  bow-string). 

A  \^>y  tarmn,The  making  (of  a  bow)  to  sound. 

p  ij^jj^  tarwal,  A  blade  of  grass. 

A  ̂ jjj  taramvuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  ̂ jj)  Ob- 
taining currency.    Going  round  about  any  thing. 

A  ̂ jjj  tararowuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  ̂ j)  Ven- 
tilating, fanning.  Growing  luxuriant  (plants). 

Contracting  a  smell  from  any  neighbouring  sub- 

stance (water).  Doing  any  thing,  setting  out  or 

returning  about  sunset.  Visiting  in  the  evening. 

A^j^  tarurcwukh,  A  falling  into  the  mud. 
A  OjjJ  tarassud,  (v.  n.  5  of  d\j)  Shaking,  exult- 

ing in  riches.  Blustering,  blowing  (the  wind). 

Standing  and  being  seized  by  a  tremour.  Waving 

(a  branch).    Being  bent  (the  neck). 

AjjjJ  turur,  (v.  n.  of  j3)  Being  cut,  severed. 
Cutting.  Being  moist  and  juicy  (a  bone).  Being 

remote,  absent.  Appearing,  being  distinctly  seen 

(a  bone).    Falling  out  (seed  or  kernels). 

A  Jjj3  tuTuz,  Thickness,  coarseness.  Firmness. 

A  (_j*>j y  turns,  (pi.  of  (_j*^)  Shields,  bucklers. 

A  i^%ijitaraj:fus,  A  being  appointed  head. 

p  dJmjj)  turusha,  A  sort  of  fruit. 

A  ̂ Ji  tarawivu^  A  being  terrified.  Terror. 

A  eS-j j3  iarmi^,  The  blast  of  a  trumpet,  p  &S- 
tarwi^  zadan,  To  sound  taratantara. 
^  iam?vw?/r//«,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  yj)  Roll- 
ing, wallowing  (as  a  horse). 

A        tarassum,  (v.  n.  -5  of  ̂]j)  Pitying,  com- 
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miserating,  feeling  a  tender  sympathy  towards. 

Love,  tenderness,  compassion. 

A  ̂ jj>  tarawroum,  A  mocking,  a  ridiculing. 
p  tsy^o^Ji  taro  or  tiromida,  Mixed.  Gained. 

p  liJj jj  tarwand,  A  false  promise,  broken  faith. 
A  vain,  idle,  impossible  tale.  First-fruits,early  fruits. 

p  tarwanda,  Early  fruits.  First-fruits. 
Novelties.    Fraud,  deceit.    A  lie. 

p  tarwoli  or  tiruva,  A.  pair,  a  match. 

p         taruh  or  turwa,  A  pair. 

p  5  Jojft'j  j>  taro  or  tiroliida,  Mixed.  Gotten. 

A  (^'^J>  taramrm.,  (v.  n.  5  of  t/jj)  Slaking, 
quenching  one's  thirst.  Beingwellmoistened.  Being 
green  and  succulent  (a  tree).  Being  middling  and 

moderate.  Being  thick.  Reporting  a  story,  relat- 
ing the  words  of  another.  Reflecting,  meditating. 

A  bjjj  tamif,  (or  '>i^^j>  tarwisat')  (v.  n.  2  of  Ijj 
not  in  use)  Considering  with  attention.  Answering 
with  deliberation. 

A  (_-o._jy  tarwib,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  i-^jj) 

Thickening  (milk).  Wearying,  fatiguing.  Intoxi- 

cating, making  drunk. 

A  iOjj!>  tarmiyat,  (v.  n.  2of  (_$'j|j)  Carrying 

water  to  one's  family,  satisfying  their  thirst.  Wet- 
ting, moistening.  Compelling  one  to  repeat  the 

words  of  another.  Givins;  attention  to,  taking;  no- 

tice  of.  i^.jj^^  ̂ yyammii''t  tarwiyat,The  eighth 
day  of  ji  zu'l  h'Jjat,  whereon  certain  rites  are 
performed  at  Mecca. 

A  ̂  Ji  tarwy,  (v.n.2  of  for  ̂ jj)  Placing 
avalue  upon  (goods,  &c.),  making  them  to  be  sold. 
Blowing  about  from  nobody^ knows  where  (wind). 

Making  to  pass  or  go  current,  giving  currency. 

A^jjj'  tarmh,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ jj)  Still- 
ing, quieting,  causingto  repose,  giving  rest.  Fan- 

ning. Visiting  in  the  afternoon.  Driving  (camels) 

home  (in  the  evening).  Perfuming. 

A  J^.jji)  tarwlz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^  foijjj)  Thinking, 
exercising  the  judgment  on  one  thing  after  another. 

A  [_}ai_jj3  tarwiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  for 
Laying  out  a  garden  ;  making  any  place  pleasant 

by  planting  herbs  and  flowers.  Abiding  in  a  gar- 
den.     Training,  instructing,  exercising,  making 

tractable,  breaking  in  (a  boy  or  a  colt). 

A  ̂ .jy  tarwi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   for  ̂ j)  Terri- 
fying.  Soaking  (bread)  in  melted  butter. 

A^jji  tarnngli,  (v.n.  2of  ̂   for  ̂ j)  Season- 
ing (a  flour-pudding)  with  fat  or  dripjiiiig. 

A  ij^j y>  tarwik,  (v.  n.2  oi^\j  for  jjj)  Strain- 
ing off",  making  clear.  Stretching  abroad,  spreading 

forth  her  sablest  veil  (night).  Covering  the  ciel- 

ing  with  a  kind  of  matting.  Selling  oft'  common 
ware  and  purchasing  better.  Raising  the  price  of 

wares,  so  that  the  purchaser  will  not  buy  them.  Be- 

pissing  himself  (a  drunkard). 
A  tar  ml,  (v.  n.  2  of      for  J_jj)  Letting 

(his)  saliva  run  into  his  nose-bag  (a  horse).  Pre- 



paring  to  stale  (a  horse).  Buttering  (bread)  or 

soaking  (it)  in  fat.  Experiencing  a  seminal  effu- 
sion before  coition. 

A  jCjj^  tarwlm,  (v.  n,  2  of  for  j»jj)  Setting 
one  to  seek  for.  Delaying,  tarrying.  Turning  the 

attention  to  one  thing  after  another. 

p       tarh,  Wards  of  a  key.    Beards  of  corn. 

Tara  or  8^  tarra,  G  arden-herbs  in  general,  espe- 

cially beets,spinnage,cresse3,or  parsley.  fj^\j>-%y> 
tairisi  Jihurasani,  A  very  acid  kind  of  herb, 

jfMi  taran  sher,  A  very  bitter  kind  of  herb, 

i^Ji  taran  gurba,  Balm. 

A  8j5  ta7-h,  (v.  n.  of  ty)  Mixing  one's  self  up 
with  vanities  and  trifles. 

A  ij)  turrah,  (pi.  >^.j\J>  taranh)  Vain,  foolish, 
futile.  A  lie. 

A  0\j6^j  turrahat,  (pi.  of  Xfcj'i  turraliat)  Vain 
words,  foolish  things,  idle  tales,  trifles,  bagatelles. 
Calamities,  troubles. 

A  t_.**y  tarahhub,  (v.  n.  5  of  *fc,)  Devoting 

one's  self  to  religion,  embracing  a  monastic  life. 
Threatening  greatly.  Dreading. 

A  ijj^  taralibul,  A  walking  in  a  certain  mode. 

A&Jy  turrahat,  (pi.  Olifcji  turr ahdt and 
tararik)  A  foolish  word,  idle  story,  trifle.  A  nar- 

row by-road,  branching  from  a  main  road.  Mis- 

fortune, calamity.  An  animalculelivinginthesand. 
Wind.  A  cloud.  An  extensive  pieceof  level  ground. 

p  ciJjJ  tj)  tara-tezak  or cLltiJj'  tundah,  Rocket. 
P  tara-dogh,  Herbs  and  sour  milk. 

A  tarahruh,  (v.  n.2of  8^  Q)  Being  soft, 
Avhite,  and  shining  (the  body).  Glittering  (the 
vapour  sarab). 

Pj]j  5/  tarazar,  A  kitchen-garden. 
A  tarahhus,  A  being  moved,  agitated. 

P  i^jj'  ̂   tara-farosh,  A  green-grocer. 

A  JjRj'i  tarahhul,  A  being  soft,  loose,  flabby. 
p  ijijc  8j5  tara-mira,  Wild  mustard. 
p  tarhanda,  Fresh,  elegant,  delicate. 
A  turhut,  A  swallower  of  large  gobbets. 

A  <-^^  tarahwuk,  (v.n.2  of  Q)  Walk- 
ing with  a  swinging  motion. 

A  t-^Afcy  tarhlh,  (v.  n.  2  of  *ifc,)  Sitting  and 
refreshing  with  fodder  (a  camel  almost  worn  out 

upon  a  journey).  Making  one  a  monk  (i-^^  ra- 

hib).    Sti'iking  with  terror  :  deterring. 
A  wUfc^  tarhid,  A  displaying  of  egregious  folly. 
A  liAfcy  tarhit,  (v.n.2of  iaJ6j)  Devouring  vo- 

raciously, gobbling  down  large  mouthsful. 

A  JJi^'j  tarlnh,  (v.  n.  2  of  J&j)  Suspecting. Calling  (any  one)  unjust  or  oppressive. 

A  Jjjy  tarlnl,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^^J)  Making  (flesh) 
soft  and  flabby,  causing  (it)  to  swell. 

^  tarahyuf,  (v.  n.  2  of  U^^J  Q)  Meditating 
upon,  setting  about  (business).  Walking  with  a 

tottering  gait.     Being  disposed  to  rain. 

P  ij^tar'i,  Freshness,  moisture.  Tare,  A  high 
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wall.    A  mound,  a  dam. 

A  1/^  turra' ,  An  amputated  hand. 

A  ̂^\>j>  tiryaz,  A  woman's  name. 
A  ^2V?/a/<,Treacle,theriaca,  a  composition 

made  up  of  many  ingredients.  Antidotes  of  every 

kind  against  poisons.  Wine.  A  sovereign  remedy. 

(That  of  Baghdad  has  been  long  esteemed  as  an 

immediate  remedy  for  the  bites  of  the  most  veno- 

mous serpents).  ̂ J)  ̂..J>  tiryahi  turki,  Mum- 

my, p  ̂IwULjjjj  |J^/'  tiryalii  rmtasiyan,  Gar- 

lic. A  i^j^  3^1^  tiryukifarsi.  The  bezoar-stone. 
A  stone  in  the  corner  of  the  eye  of  the  mountain-ox. 

jjj^  i3^y  tiryakifdr'ukjTrea.cle  against  poisons. A  tirydkat,  Wine. 

^  ̂ ^.y  tiryahi,  Inebriated.    A  debauchee, 

p  uLlbjj'  tirydh  or  taryak,  The  bezoar-stone. 
O'pmm.ji^Si^Ki^tirydhiahbar  ^Jlhehezoai'-sione. 

p  j^^y  tar  or  tiryan,  A  wicker  basket  or  sieve. 

A  <,-^.Ji  tiryab  or  tarib,  Earth. 

A  XjOjJ  ̂ ania^,  (pi.  u-0^terajf&)The  four  up- 
per ribs  on  each  side,  or  on  the  left  only.  The  place 

above  the  collar-bone,  where  necklaces  and  other 
ornaments  are  suspended.  The  breast,  the  bosom, 

the  neck.    Hands.    Eyes.  Feet. 

p  Cl^Ji  tarit,  (or  iX>Ji  tarid)  Bread  crumbled 
into  milk  or  broth.    A  sop. 

A  t-L*5y  tarayyus,  A  delaying,  a  hesitating. 

A  ̂ j]>  tarij,  Violent  (wind).  Brawny  (man), 

p  [^^.^  taiidan,  To  extract,  draw  out.  Turi- 
dan,  To  be  greatly  afraid. 

p j>^^  tarir.  Terrifying.  A  threatener. 

Pj^.J>  tirez,  A  gusset.  A  bird's  wing. A  tarts.  Strong.    A  well-poised  scale. 

Any  thing  twisted. 

A  tai-i^  One  who  plunges  into,  or  enters 
upon,  business  cheerfully  and  with  alacrity. 

A  tarayyu^  (v.  n.  5  of      for  ̂ .J)  Mov- 
ing here  and  there  (a  floating  mist).  Being  con- 

vened (people).  Delaying.  Stopping.  Being  asto- 
nished.   Shining  and  shaking  (floating  fat). 

A  tarayyugh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  ̂ j)  Be- 
ing seasoned  with  fat,  or  dripping  (a  flour  pudding). 

A  I  ioy  tarayyvf,  (v.  n.  5  of        for  t  £U^) 
Coming  into  that  kind  of  country  called  i  io^  rif. 

A  tarayyiih,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^jfor  Jj^j)  Shin- 
ing on  the  ground  like  water  and  appearing  to 

flow  (a  vapour  floating  over  a  sandy  plain). 

A  uibji  ta7-ih,  A  stalk  stripped  of  its  grapes, 

(pi.  of  'i^Ji  tarihat,  q.  v.) 
A  tarihat,  (pi.  uil)\j!>  tarddh  and  ̂ >.y 

tarih)  A  helmet.  Any  thing  left,  neglected  (as  a 

woman  by  lovers,  or  a  field  by  cattle).  Water  re- 
maining after  a  flood.  An  egg  left  by  an  ostrich. 

An  eggshell  quitted  by  the  chick. 
A  tarim,  Submissive  to  the  divine  will. 

Stained,  defiled  with  dust  or  with  sins.  Tiryam, 
Name  of  a  place. 

p  ^ar"i«.  Moist,  fresh, recent,  good.  Added 
to  an  adjective  it  forms  the  superlative  :  as,  l.->js>- 
khub,  Good,  hhuhtarin.  Very  good,  best, 

p  ijj^Ji  tarindn,  A  wicker  basket, 

p  \j  ̂jiji  tar'in-rvd,  A  kind  of  Turkoman  food, p         tarina,  A  kind  of  food  or  sowings  eaten 

by  the  poor.  Pot-herbs. 
p        taryo,  A  flimsy  kind  of  garment, 

p  !S^.y  tarema.  An  up-and-down-hill  road. 
A  sS^  iarayyuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  t>\j  for  eJ>J)  Mov- 

ing to  and  fro,  appearing  and  disappearing  (the 

vapour  sardh). 

A  i^ji  tarsiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^^J)  Exposing  to 
view.  Holding  a  mirror.  Playing  the  hypocrite. 

Beauty,  elegance  of  looks. 
A  XiWjJ  taryisat,  (v.  n,  2  of  llj  for  bj)  Easing  of 

aquinseyorstrangulation.  Considering  attentively. 

A  <-l*J^^  taryis,  (v.n.2of  for  «-^j)  Soft- 
ening. Fatiguing.  Speaking  slowly.  Calling 

(any  one)  slow. 
A  '■^.j^  taryihh,  An  enervating,  a  relaxing. 
A  j*^.^  taryir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^  for^^)  Having  a 

plentiful  year.     Being  oppressed  by  fat  and  un- 
able to  walk.  Abounding  in  produce  (a  country). 

A  {j^j^  tariis,  (v.n.2  of  (^^j)  Giving  autho- 
rity, constituting  head  or  chief,  giving  precedence. 

A  ijijcijj'  taryish,  The  feathering  (of  an  arrow). 
A  taryi^  An  assembling,  being  convened. 

A  taryigh,  (v.  n.  2  of  '^j  for  ̂ J)  Season- 
ing (a  flour  pudding)  with  fat  or  dripping. 

A  j»J^jj"  tarytm,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ J)  Remain- ing in  one  place.  Augmenting,  increasing.  Being 
turbid  or  obscure. 

p  j3  taz,  A  small  bird  of  an  ash  colour.  The 
wards  of  a  lock.  Leaves  just  sprouted.  A  head 
marked  Avith  scars. 

A         tazdhi,  A  slow  and  self-important  air. 

A         tazdjur,  (v.  n.  6  of^^)  Exciting  each 
other  (soldiers). 

A  tazdhuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  t-is^)  Drawing 
near  each  other  to  battle. 

\yi  tazdhuh,  (v.  n.  G  of  uLlo-j)  Approach- 
ing one  another.    Retiring  from  one  another. 

A  jo*-^  tazdhum,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j)  Thronging. 
A  crowd,  mob,  pi'ess,  throng. 

Ajlp  tazasmr,  A  growling  inwardly  (of  a  lion). 
A  tazasziij:,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being  moved, 

terrified.  Being  shaken.  Being  concealed,  lying 

hid.    Yielding,  knocking  under  from  fear. 

A  tazd^vi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J)  Holding  with 
one  another  communications  on  which  no  reliance 

can  be  placed.  Opposing,  contradicting  each  other. 

Alajlp  tazdnut,A  thronging,pressing,crowding. 
p       tazdv.  Name  of  a  hero  of  Turkistan. 
A  tazdimj,  (v.  n.  6  of        for  ̂ jj) 

Marrying.  Intermarrying. 

A  jj\j!>  tazdnur,  (v.  n.  6  ofj^  f^r^jj)  Visiting 
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one  another.  Turning  away,  declining  from. 

A  I  fj\Ji  tazawuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂   >\j  for  <— ijj) 
Playing  at  a  certain  game  (boys). 

A  uL) tazamk,  A  blushing,  a  being  ashamed. 

A  Jj^  tazawul,  (v.  n.  6  of      for  Jjj)  Join- 
ing mutual  endeavours,  taking  joint  care.  Occu- 

pying, employing  one's  self.  Being  kept  employed. 
A  tazahud,  (v.  n.  6  of  d>Scij)  Despising,  re- 

garding as  contemptible. 

A  tazaijud,  (v.  n.  6  of  S\j  for  liJj)  Increas- 
ing.    Amplifying,  making  additions  to  a  story. 

J  jff.  s>^yi  tazaijudi  ̂ zz  u  manzilat,  In- 
crease of  glory  and  dignity. 

A        tazai/ugh, An  inclining,leaning,  tottering. 

A  (Jj.^  tazayul,  (v.  n.  6  of      for  ;J.^J)  Being 
opposed,  contrary  to  each  other.   Being  separate, 

distant  from  each  other.    Being  ashamed. 

A  I— tazabbub,  (v.  n.  5  of  Foaming  at 

the  mouth  ■when  speaking. 
Aj<vj  tazabtur,  A  walking  pompously. 

A  SSy  tazabhud,  (v.  n.  5  of  ;i.^)Foaming,  froth- 
ing. Swallowing.  Taking  the  choicest  part.  Mak- 

ing haste,  being  eager  to  swear. 

A  'ijiy  tazbiratjAn  autograph,  {^^y  \j\ 
ana  a^ifu  tazbiruti,  I  know  my  own  hand- 

writing. Tazburat,  (v.  n.  of  jJj)  Writing. 

A  tazabbu^  (v.  n.  5  of       not  in  use) 

Being  malignant,  of  a  bad  disposition,  irascible,  fu- 

rious, and  abusive.  Going  in  an  evil  way.  Becom- 

ing changed. 

A  jjjj  tazabbl,  The  digging  of  a  pit  for  a  lion. 

A  *--^y  tazbib,  (v.  n.2ofLl^)  Drying(grapes 
or  figs)  in  the  sun.  Foaming  (the  mouth).  Being 

near  setting  (the  sun). 

A  ij^y  tazbiyat,{Y.-a.2  of(3j)  Driving  away. 
Digging  a  pit  for  a  lion  and  strewing  meat  in  it. 

A  i^y  tazbid,  (v.  n.  2  of  liJj)  Separating  (cot- 
ton) with  strokes  of  the  bow-string.  Foaming, 

frothing  (at  the  mouth). 

^y^y  tazbir,  (v.  n.  2  o(yj)  Writing. 

A  ̂ y^y  tazbil,{Y.  n.  2  of  J^)  Dunging  land. 
A  C-Jp  tazattut,  The  being  adorned  (a  bride), 

p  i-iSJjJ  tuztak,  A  tube  for  shooting  clay  balls 
by  the  breath. 

A  CL*Jojj  tazttt,  The  adorning  (of  a  bride). 

A  f^^y  iazajji,  A  being  content  (with  a  little). 

A  'ij>:>y  tazjiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Driving 
gently,  thrusting  away.    Passing  time. 

A  ̂ fry  t^yVi  iy-  2  of  ̂ J)  Extending  in 
length  and  thinning  the  eye-brows  (a  woman). 
Making  (a  thing)  straight  and  even. 

^j=-y  tazahhur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjs>-j)  Being  griped 
(the  belly),  and  purging.  Breathing  hard.  Groan- 

ing in  travail  (a  woman). 

A  ̂ ^y  tazahziih,(Y.u.2 of         Q) Retiring, 
going  to  a  distance.    Being  distant. 

A  uj^JJ  tazahhuf,  (v.  n.5  of  (_a3-j)  Advanc- 
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ing,  going  towards. 
A  J.>j!>  tazahhul,A  departing,  goingawayfrom. 

A  i^Jii^y  tazahluf,  (v.  n.  2  of  v_flis-j  Q)  Being 
rolled,impelled.  Beingremoved;  retiring,  receding. 

A tj>^y  tazahluk,Ahemg  turned  over,revolved. 
A  Ldll=>j!>  tazahluk,  A  being  turned,  revolved. 

A  i^y  tazahhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^>j)  Advancing 

slowly.  Doing  any  thing  against  one's  will :  drink- 

ing, because  being  forced  to  it  against  one's  will. 
A  J^s^  tazahwul,  A  departing,  going  off. 

A  Jfy  tazliir,  (v.n.2of^p-j)  Groaning  (a  tra- 
vailing woman).   Stopping  the  nostrils  of  a  camel 

which  has  lost  her  newly-born  colt,  and  stuffing  a 

clout  into  her  matrix ;  which  after  remaining  there 

a  night  is  drawn  forth ;  when  she,  imagining  her- 

self to  have  been  in  foal,  readily  takes  a  liking  to 

another's  colt,  and  lets  her  milk  flow  freely. 

A  [^^y  tazJiil,  A  driving  to  a  distance. 
•^J^y  tazahhhhur,  (v.  n.  5  of^p-j)  Growing 

full,  overflowing  (a  channel).   Swelling  (the  sea). 

A  I  ̂ y  tazahhlihuf,  An  adorning  one's  self. 
A-jys-y  tazahlmur,  A  glorying  in  possessions. 

A  L-flA^  tazkhif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— ai-j)  Talking 
much  and  mouthing.     Taking  with  the  fingers. 

A  ̂ y  tazaddugh,  A  reclining  on  a  bolster. 

V  tdy  tazda.  The  miller's  hire.  Title-deeds. 
P  jjj  tazar,  A  summer-house,  country  seat. 

Kjyytazarrur,A  being  furnished  with  buttons. 

AjJjJJ  tazarzur,  A  being  moved;  moving. 

A  ̂ y  tazarru^  A  hasting  to  do  mischief. 
A  (j^J^  tazarnuk,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 

changed,  altered,  turning  sour,  becoming  rotten. 

Drawing  water  Avith  the  machine  zurnuh 

for  hire.     Putting  on  clothes,  concealing  one's 
person  therein, 

p  5j|j5  tazra,  The  iron  axle  of  a  mill-stone. 
A     jji)  tazarri,  A  defaming,  reproaching. 

A  <— A?^J^  tazrif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  sj)  Talking 
much.  Cleaning,  winnowing.  Removing,  putting 

to  a  distance.  Increasing,  augmenting.  Becom- 

ing putrid  (a  sore). 

A  ̂jji  tazrlm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jj)  Interrupting, 
cutting  short  (the  flow  of  urine,  or  of  tears,  or  of 

conversation).  Confining,  blocking  up,  reducing 

to  straits.    Appearing  as  a  miser. 

A  {..^y  taza^^b,  (v.n.5of(_»Sj)  Being  brisk, 
lively,  sprightly.  Raging  furiously.  Eating  and 
drinkingimmoderately.  Dividing  property  amongst 
themselves. 

A  ̂ j^y  taza^u^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ y-j  Q)  Being 
shaken  (a  tree  by  the  wind).  Commotion,  agitation. 

A  taza^^l,  A  being  brisk  and  cheerful. 

A  ̂ y  taza^im,  A  lying,  telling  a  lie. 
p  ̂   tazgh  or  tuzgh,  A  tree,  the  fire  of  which will  continue  for  a  week. 

A  ̂svj!)  tazacjlighum,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ j)  Sputtering 
the  foam  round  the  mouth.     Speaking  in  a  pas- 

sion.  Crying  with  a  shrill  voice  (a  camel's  colt). 

A  ̂ -^y  tazghib,  (v.  n.  2  of  *5j)  Having 
down  or  small  yellow  hair  (young  unfledged  birds). 

P  ' — y  tazf  or  tazuf,  Barley-sugar.  Freshness, 
moisture.  Ease,  affluence.  Rest. 

P  ij^y  tazf  an,  (for  (J^jy)  An  interpreter. 
A  y-^yy  tazafzuf,  A  diddering  (from  cold). 

A  (3j->  tazaffl,  (v.n.o  of  (_jj)  Frightening. 
A  cL»_A5jj  tazfit,  An  anointing  with  pitch. 

A  1 — ttjp  tazahhuf,  (v.n.o  of  L-Wj)  Snatching 

greedily^(as  a  starving  man  does  meat). 

A  p— ̂   tazahhum,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ ij)  Swallowing meat.   Seizing  and  devouring  greedily. 

A  t--*ASj!)  tazhib,  The  whistle  or  chirp  of  a  bird. 

A  ̂j^y  tazhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jjj)  Flaying,  skin- 
ning an  animal,  beginning  at  the  head. 

Aj^'  tazahhur,  (v.  n.  5  oi ̂ j)  Being  full  (a 
leathern  bottle).  Growing,  thriving  (as  a  child). 
Being  collected  (wine). 

A  '^^y  tazahzuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  uiJ^  Q)  Laying 

up  provisions  for  any  needful  occasion. 

A  i^y  tazahhl,  (v.n.Sof  ̂   for  ̂ )  Growing. 
Being  augmented.  Studying  purity  :  almsgiving. 

A  'i^y  iazhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  >^j)  Sancti- 

fying? purifying  (that  part  of  a  man's  wealth  which 
is  dedicated  to  pious  uses).  Receiving  alms.  Prais- 

ing (one's  self).  Causing  to  grow. 
A  C^i^y  tazhit,  (v.  n.  2  of  (-1*^)  Filling  (a 

leathern  bottle).  Relating  a  story  to  another  and 

causing  him  to  lay  it  up  in  his  mind. 

f^yfy  tazhir,  (v.n.2  of^)  Filling.  Thriving. 

A  pi^Tj'-j  tazkim,  The  giving  a  cold  (^^J  zukdm). 

A  tjr^^  tazhin,  (v.  n.  2  of  'Comparing, 
likening.    Soliloquizing.    Concealing  the  truth, 
cheating,  deceiving.  Opinion,  suspicion, 

p  I— tazlab.  The  fat  of  a  sheep's  tail. 

A  ̂   tazalluj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Sliding.  Gulp- 
ing, drinking  largely  (wine). 

A  jL_-»s^j3  tazaljub,  A  slipping,  sliding, 

^jl)  tazalluh,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ )  Tasting. 

Q)  Being 
A  ■_"<jj"'  tazalhuf,  (v. n.2'^f removed ;  retiring,  receding. 

A  Jj3jj  tozaZ^t<Z,(v.n.2of  Q)  Being  shaken 

(the  earth).  Commotion,  agitation,  trembling,  tre- 
pidation. An  earthquake,  (in  prosody)  Changing 

the  vowel-point  of  one  letter  so  as  completely  to 

alter  the  sense  of  the  word.  (Gladwin's  Dissert.) 

A  jJj!)  tazalluj  (v.n..5of  J-|j)  Being  cracked, 
chapped  (hands  or  feet).   Being  broken. 

A  ̂ y  tazallugli,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ j)  Being  chap- 
ped and  cracked  (the  foot). 

A  tazalluf,  (v.  n.  5  of  v__ft5j)  Proceeding, 

advancing,  preceding.  Being  dispersed. 

A  ̂ y  tazalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^j)  Being  so  highly 
adorned  and  in  such  good  case  that  the  surface  of 
the  skin  shines.    Sliding,  slipping. 

A         tazUj,  (v.n.2  of  Jj)  Leading  a  frugal 



life.  Uttering,  sending  forth  words. 

A  tazrihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Smoothing, 
making  smooth  and  shining. 

A  ftj3p  tazUf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— a3j)  Telling  a  long 
story,  being  talkative. 

A  (JJ^IP  tazlik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Shaving  (the 
head).  Making  slippery.  Anointing  (the  body) 

till  (it)  become  quite  slippery.  Being  a  long  while 

sharpening  (a  tool). 

A  tazlmi,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»5j)  Filling  (a  lake 
oi-  cistern).  Smoothing  and  making  straight  (an 
arrow).  Preparing  or  dressing  badly  (victuals), 

making  them  disagreeable  or  unwholesome.  Turn- 

ing (a  mill).   Taking  the  edge  off  a  millstone. 

p  joj'i  tazm,  A  mist,  a  fog. 
A  CL*'ajj"  tazammut,  Modesty.  i!S>*u\  l*  ma 

asliadda  tazammut  aim, Hovf  intense  is  his  gravity  ! 

A         tazamjur,  The  roaring  (of  a  lion). 

A tazamklmr,  Growl  of  an  angry  leopard. 

A  J^y  tazammur,The  crying(of  a  male  ostrich). 
A         tazamzum,  The  braying  (of  a  camel). 

A  ̂y^ytazammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-'oj)  Wrapping 

up,  or  hiding  one's  self  in  a  garment. 

A  ̂ y  tazmih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   not  used)  Killing the  bird  zummali. 

f^j^y  tazmir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^)  Piping,  playing 
the  flute.  Filling  (a  bottle).  Psalmody. 

A  ̂^y<y  tazmih,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.iUj  not  in  use) 

Iri'itating  (one  against  another).  Filling  (a  bottle). 

A  t^^y  tazmil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J,/«J)  Wrapping  ano- 
ther in  a  garment.  Following. 

A  tazmim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Fastening  a  rein 
through  the  nose  of  a  camel.  Being  tied  together 

on  account  of  their  number  (camels). 

AjOjj  toamiMr,  The  being  proud  and  haughty. 

A  y~^y  tazantur,  A  walking  proudly. 

A  ,^y  tazannuh,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Drinking  again 

and  again.  Carrying  one's  self  above  one's  situa- 
tion. Speaking  openly. 

A  ̂jj'  tazanmihh,  (v.n.5of^)Speakingfreely, in  a  dictatorial  and  dogmatical  manner.Being  proud. 

A  6^y  taza,nnud,  (v.  n.  5  of  lijj)  Being  puzzled, 
nonplused,  unable  to  reply.  Being  angry. 

PjtiJji  tazand.ar,  Name  of  a  small  bird. 

A  ̂ d^y  tazanduh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ JiVj  Q)  Embrac- 
ing the  religion  of  Zoroaster,  maintaining  the  doc- 

trine of  the  two  principles.  Entertaining  heretical 

or  atheistical  notions,  as  those  of  a  ̂.'^j  zindVi. 

^yy  tazannur,  (v.  n.  2  oi yj)  Putting  on  a  gir- 
dle. Being  thin,  slender.  Being  beaten,  pounded. 

A  I  a3p  tazannuf,  A  being  angry. 

A  '&y  tazniMt,  A  reducing  to  straits. 
A  L^y  tazniyat,  A  making  narrow,  (v.n.  2  of 

j3j)  Playing  the  whore.  Accusing  of  whoredom 
or  adultery.  Calling  one  a  whoremonger. 

A  ̂ y  taziiij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Giving  little. 
A  ̂ jp  taznili,  A  drinking  again  and  again. 
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A  ̂ y  taznikh,(Y.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Speaking  openly 
in  an  imperious  manner.  Raising  his  head  when 

sucking  (a  lamb)  from  suffocation  or  dryness. 

A  dJ^Ji  tazmd,  (v.  n.  2  of  iVj)  Lying,  telling 
falsehoods.  Punishing  above  desert.  Striking  fire 

with  two  pieces  of  wood.  Tying  and  skewering  up 

the  matrix  of  a  camel  which  has  suffered  a  prolap- 
sus uteri  after  foaling.  Filling. 

A  ij^y  taznih,  (v.  n.  2of  Jj3j)  Keeping  (ser- 
vants) on  short  commons  (from  avarice  or  poverty). 

A  ̂ y  tazimn,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use)  Rous- 
ing, stirring  up,  sending  any  one  to  annoy  and  pick 

up  a  quarrel. 

A  t,j^y  taznln,  (v.  n,  2  of  ̂ jj)  Eating  habitu- 
ally of  the  pulse  zinn. 

A  '^^y  tazwaj,  A  conjunction. 

p  J^jJ^  tazrcal,  (or  J^jjj'  tajwal)  The  leaf  or blade  of  a  plant. 

A  r^y  tazarowuj,  (v.n.Sof  for  ̂ J)  Mar- 
rying, taking  a  wife.  Stealing  upon,  overpower- 

ing (as  sleep). 

A  o't^y  tazawnmd,  (v.  n.  5  of  J>jJ  not  in  use)  Be- 
ing provided  or  providing  one's  self  with  necessa- ries for  a  journey. 

A  Jjj tazamruk,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj  Q)  Void- 
ing the  contents  of  the  belly. 

A  yjJ  tazawwu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  yj)  Be- 
coming separate  from  the  muscles  (flesh). 

A  Jlj^  tazawwid,  (v.  n.o  of  (J\j  for  Jjj)  Say- 
ing or  doing  any  thing  good.  Being  very  witty, 

clever,  and  sagacious. 

A  {j'^y  tazawn'i,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_S"j|J)  Retiring  into 
a  corner  (&^.j\j  zawiyat).    Becoming  contracted. 

A  XjjJ!)  tazwiyat,  A  retiring  into  a  corner. 

A  '^y  tazwijf  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ jj)  Joining, 
associating,  giving  in  marriage,  causing  to  marry. 

A  0>^jji  tazwld,  (v.  n.  2  of  JjJ  not  in  use)  Pro- 
viding with  travelling  necessaries  or  other  things. 

A y.^y  tazmir,  (v.  n.  2  of J\j  forjjj)  Giving  a 
false  colouring  to,adorning a lie,adulterating.Mark- 

ing,  stamping  with  falsehood.  Doing  well  and  up- 
rightly. Adorning.  Establishing,  setting  on  foot. 

Invalidating  evidence.  Causing  to  incline.  Adul- 

teration, deception.  Imposture,  fraud.  A  lie.  Ho- 
nour, respect  shown  to  a  visitor. 

A  la^jji)  tazwit,  A  making  up  large  mouthsful. 

A  ̂ .^y  tazwi^  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ jj)  Turn- 
ing (camels)  different  ways.  Scattering  (as  the 

wind  the  withered  parts  of  a  plant). 

A  tazwih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ JjJ  not  in  use) 

Overlay  ing  with  quicksilver.  Executing  well.  Doing 

elegantly.  A  painting  of  gold  impressed  on  iron 

by  means  of  quicksilver. 

A  iy^..^y  tazmil,  (v.  n.2ofJV;forJ_,J)M  ovmcra 
thingfromits  place.  Saying  or  doing  any  thinggood. 

A  Ss^y  tazahliud,  A  being  abstinent  and  devout. 

A  tazahhuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— ai^j)  Prohibit- 
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ing,  checking.  Turning  away  the  face. 

A  ̂ y  tazahlnj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂Jfcj  Q  not  used)Be- ing  projected,  going  straight  (a  spear). 

A^j^y  tazahluk,  A  being  white,  fat,  and  sleek. 

A  ̂j"*p  toa/mM^,  A  beingdressed,tired(amaid). 
A  &JJ^p  tazhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ifcj  for_jfcj)  Chang- 
ing colour  (a  ripening  date). 

A  tazhid,{Y.  n.  2  of;>>fcj)Makingor  striving 

to  render  abstinent  and  devout.  Diminishing,  mak- 

ing small.  Considering  as  small.  Holding  in  honour. 

Making  thin  and  spare.  Regarding  as  avaricious. 

A  i—*^  tazayyuh,(y .  n.  5of  u-'^  for  t--^)  Be- 
ing compact,  firm  (flesh). 

A^jJ  tazayyuhh,  A  being  separated,  dispersed. 
A  s>y  tazid.  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  i^Sytazayyud,  (v.  n.5of  jljfor  i^^) Increas- 
ing (the  price  of  provisions).  Adding  observations 

(to  a  narrative).  Yawning  and  stretching  himself 
when  roaring  (a  lion).  The  straddling  pace  of  a 

jaded  beast.  Dearness.  A  lie. 

p  ̂ ^^.y  tazldan,  To  draw  up.  To  extract. 

A  l^i^y  tazidly,  Alund  of  red-striped  garment. 

A  ̂ .y  tazayyugh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for Adorning  herself  (a  woman). 

A  jf"y  tazayyuli,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  J^j)  Or- 
namenting, dressing  herself  (a  woman).  Tinging 

the  eyes  with  a  black  collyrium. 

p  ̂ jLX>y  tazili.  One  neither  an  Arab  nor  Turk. 

A  (J-^  tazayytd,  A  being  separated,  dispersed. 

A  ̂ y  tazayyum,  (v.n. 5  of  for  j»^j)  Being 
dispersed,  scattered.  Being  cut  piecemeal.  Being 
stowed  very  compactly  (meat). 

A  ̂ yy  tazayyim,{y.  n.  5  of^j\j  for  (^)  Dress- 
ing, adorning  one's  person.  Being  adorned. 

A  tazayyi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (JJ)  Wearing  a  cos- 
tume. Assuming  a  dress.  \^y 

tazayya  hi  ziyi  s'sidahas.  He  clothed  himself  in  the 
garb  of  the  virtuous.  Being  invested  with  a  form. 

A  'ix>y  tazyiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J)  Investing  with 
shape,  figure,  habit,  garb,  or  costume. 

A  Cl^y  tazyit,  A  providing  with,  giving  oil. 
A  tU^JJ  tazyid,  An  augmenting,  amplifying. 

Ajjoji  tazyir,  (v.  n.  2  of not  in  use)  Mak- 
ing (a  horse)  to  stand  still  or  become  tractable  by 

twisting  his  upper  lip  with  a  twitch. 

A  '^y  tazyigh.  The  straightening  (of  a  curve). 

A  i_ijj}>  tazylf,{Y.  n.  2  of  uJV;  for  Adul- 
terating or  clipping  (coin). 

A  Jj^Ji  tazyil,  (v.  n.  2  of  JV;  for  J^)  Sepa- 
rating, distinguishing.  Dispersion. 

A  ̂^y  tazsim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»]j)  Frightening 

A  (j^y  tazyin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J\J  for  ̂ y,^)  Adorn- 

ing, dressing,  garnishing,  decking,  bedizening. 

vy  tij,  A  certain  small  bird  with  a  plaintive note.  A  new  leaf.  Young  grass. 

p  j\y  tajav,  Name  of  Afrasyab's  son-in-law. 
p  Jj\j3  tajamil.  The  leaf  or  blade  of  a  plant. 
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p  tajdak,  A  weevil  destructive  to  wheat, 

p  ii^ji  tajda,  The  miller's  hire  for  grinding. 
The  notching  of  a  mill-stone.  The  wards  of  a  key. 
A  rose-bud. 

p       tajm  or  tijm,  A  mist,  a  fog. 

p  J\jJ^  tajn-al,  The  leaf  or  blade  of  a  plant, 
p  iji  taja,  The  bud  of  a  flower.  The  beard  of 

rye  or  barley.   The  main  beam  of  a  house.  The 

wards  of  a  key. 

p  tas,  A  slap.  Tus,  Wind  which  escapes 

gently.  Spitting. 

A  J^L-i>  tasaml,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jl«*)  Asking,  in- 
quiring of  one  another. 

A  (Jl^LJ)  tasabh,  (v.  n.  6  of  Railing  at, 

reviling  one  another.  Being  cut  asunder,  severed. 

A  tasabugh,  Neck-armour,  a  texture  of 
iron  rings  hanging  from  the  helmet. 

A  Jj^^— ̂  tasabuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ 3^)  Running, 
throwing,  contending  in  any  manner  for  a  wager. 

A  tasabi,(y.  n.  6  of  (_^)Taking  one  ano- 
ther prisoners.  Captivating  hearts. 

A  ̂yi^^  tasatul,  (v.  n.  6  of  (Jj^)  Being  joined, 
connected,  following  one  another  (as  men,  tears, 

or  pearls  on  a  string). 

A  J^LJ>  tasajul,  A  boasting  to  one  another, 

p  a^L*j  tasacha,  A  crocodile,  an  alligator. 

A  tj^s-LJ)  tasahliin,  Boots.     A  kind  of  hood 
such  as  learned  men  formerly  wore  on  their  heads. 

A  jLJ)  tasarr,  A  telling  one  another  secrets. 
A  c  \^  tasaruf;  A  hastening  together. 

A tasassus,  (v.  n.  2  of  u*»w»  Q)  Being  di- 

vei'se,  discordant,  opposed,  contrary  (affairs). 

Aj^L-j  ̂ wsa^t?/,Consisting  of,  completing  nine. 
A  tasafuh,  A  whoring.  Debauchery. 

A  i^-iLJ  tasafud,  The  copulating  (of  beasts). 

A  aiLu.!)  tasafuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  &fl**»)  Being  light, 

foolish,  and  unsteady. 

A  u_A5L*j  tasahub,(\.  n.  G  of  i_-*H**j)  Being  near. 

A  lai'LJ)  tasakut,  (v.n.  6  of  laH<*»)  Falling.  Fall- 
ing step  by  step.  Throwing  one's  self  into. 
A  tasalii,  A  giving  drink  reciprocally. 

A  j&sl*J>  tasahur,  A  feigning  drunkenness. 
A  (Jl**J  tasml,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl»*»)  Asking,  praying. 

A  1  a5L-5  tasaluf,  (v.  n.  6  of  (wili**>)  Being  con- 
nected by  affinity  (as  the  husbands  of  two  sisters). 

A  jjl*^  tasalum,{y.  n.  6  of  jJ->*»)  Making  peace, 
being  reconciled. 

A  ̂■el*«j  tasamuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  Conniving. 
Reciprocal  indulgence,  the  exercise  of  mutual  kind- 

ness and  forgiveness. 

p  eJ^.  tasamuh-pesJia,  Easy,  pliable. 

A  |XsiL<J  tasamu^,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ **»»)  Listening 
(as  the  populace).  Hearing  from  one  another.  Be- 

ing spread  abroad  (news). 

A  tasdnu,A  contending  for  pre-eminence. 

A  ̂Tjl— ̂  tasann,  A  biting  one  another. 

A  tijUo  tasanud,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^m>)  Leaning, 
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staying  upon.  Assisting  one  another. 

tasawur,  (v.  n.  6  ofjl**»  ioVjy**)  Ap- 

pearing, shewing  one's  self  from  a  height. 
A  J  tasawuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  ̂ y**) 

Following  one  another  (camels),  being  tame,  quiet. 

Thronging,  tumbling  over  one  another  (sheep). 

A  uiJjL-J  tasawuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^U»»  for  uiJ_j**») 

Walking  weakly  (emaciated  cattle). 

A  tasaful,  An  asking  of  one  another. 

A  »j  tasawum,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  p^*")  Bid- 
ding one  against  another.     Setting  a  price. 

A  tasann,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_?^)  Being  equal, 

co-equal.  Resembling  one  another.  Being  even. 

Equality,  similarity,  sameness.  Neutrality. 

A  (JjfcLJ)  tasahul,  (v.  n.  6  of  (J-^)  Remitting, 

pardoning,  conniving  at.  Reciprocal  indulgence, 
the  exercise  of  mutual  kindness. 

A  j»fcL-!>  tasalmm,  (v.  n.  6  of  j«^*»»)  Casting  lots 
(amongst  themselves). 

A tasayur,  (v.  n.  6  ofjl**  forjju»»)  Walk- 
ing for  a  bet ;  going  together. 

A  u_fl)L*J  tasayvf,  (v.  n.6  of  u-sl*«»  for  c-gj>*n) 

Fighting,  fencing,skirmishing,  using  a  broadsword. 

A  ̂y>\^^  tasayul,  (v.  n.  6  of  JUu  for  ijj^) 
Flocking  from  all  parts  (troops). 

p  ̂jjj^lxx^  tasbamdan,  (trans,  of  ̂ ^liJUu-.^  tas- 

b'ldan)  To  cause  fissures  in  the  lips.  To  heat.  To 
suffocate,  strangle. 

A  tasabbub,  (v.  n.  5  of  u^*»»)  Causing, 

employing  means,labouring.  Being  caused,arising. 

A  ̂^tasabbuj, (Y.n.5  of  ̂ ^notin  use)Array- 
ing  one's  person  in  a  black  dress  called  'is^t***  subjat. 
A  tasabbukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ .■<*<*)  Being 

assuaged,  allayed  ;  subsiding  (heat). 

A  (^«.m)>^  tasabsub,  The  flowing  (of  water). 

A  tasbigh  or  tasbagh,  Neck-armour. 

A  tasbighat  or  tasbaghat,  (pi.  ta- 

sabigJi)  Neck-armour,  a  texture  of  rings  hanging 
from  the  helmet. 

A  u-^  vik^.>  tasbib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t!IL*>*»)  Causing, 

giving  cause.  Reproaching,  reviling,  cursing. 

A  tasbih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ **)  Celebrating  the 
praises  of  God.  Using  a  rosary  or  chaplet  for  that 

purpose.  Ejaculating  the  phrase  (j^***  subha- 
7ia'llah.  Purity.  Ahymn,the  praise  of  God,  when 

saying  4JJ\  p*i-J  b'ismi'Uah,  In  the  name  of  God  ! 
43j\  (jl^^  subhana'Udh,  O  holy  (Creator !  mercy 
on  us  !  deliver  us  from  !  or  such  similar  ejacula- 

tions). A  rosary,  a  chaplet  of  beads.  p 

(jiiyT  tasbih  kardan,  To  praise  God,  to  say  prayers 

by  the  telling  of  beads. 

A  Ol^**"^  tasbihat,  Hymns,  anthems, 

p  i^\}>-  tasbih-Jiltana,  A  chapel,  oratory. 
ises 

p  ^^-^  tasbih-khwdn,  A  singer  of  pra: to  God.  One  hired  to  pray,  a  private  chaplain, 

p  iJ>\j»-  ̂ rV^  tasbth-khwdm,  Chaplainship. 
A  tasbihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ *»»)  Making  light. 4  R 

Erasing  a  syllable  or  a  letter,  making  a  short  syl- 
lable instead  of  a  long  one.  Quieting,  stilling. 

Throwing  away  the  refuse  (of  cotton,  wool,  or  ca- 
mel's hair),  whilst  carding.  Being  assuaged  (heat), 

allayed  (the  throbbing  of  a  wound).  Rest.  Still- ness.   Deep  sleep. 

A  liJ^x-J  tasbid,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jo^)  Smoothing 

the  head  by  extirpating  the  hair,  either  by  shaving 

or  by  pulling  them  up  with  an  unguent.  Letting 

the  hair  flow  loose  and  moistening  it.  Leaving  off" 
unguent.  Growing  again  (hairs,  or  fresh  shoots  of 

the  plant  J[^<ai  nasiy  on  the  old  one).  Becoming fledged  (a  bird). 

p  tasbidan,  To  have  fissures  or  chaps 

in  the  lips.  To  strangle.  To  be  strangled,  suffo- 
cated.   To  grow  hot,  be  fierce. 

A  iajJoJ)  tasbit,  (v.  n.  2  of  kw)  Falsely  shew- 
ing herself  to  be  in  foal  (a  camel)  by  refusing  the 

male.  Bringing  forth  a  castling(a  camel orsheep). 

A  ̂^f—i)  tasbl^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ f«»)  Dividing  into 
seven  parts.  Making  septangular.  Washing  (a 

vessel)  seven  times.  Recompensing  sevenfold.  Sti- 

pulating with  one  that  he  read  the  Kur'an  through 
once  in  seven  days.  Remaining  with  a  wife  seven 

nights.  Making  up  the  number  seventy.  Com- 
pleting the  number  seven  hundred. 

A  tasbigh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ t^)  Casting  her 

foal  (a  camel)  already  covered  with  hair.  A  pour- 
ing forth.    A  certain  kind  of  prosodial  usage. 

A  tasblk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,3j-*>)  Receiving  the 
stakes  (a  winner).  Paying  the  stakes.  Casting 
her  young  before  the  time  (a  ewe). 

A  tasbih,  (v.  n.  2  of  e)j^)  Melting 

(gold  or  silver),  casting,  pouring  into  a  mould. 
A  (J.AJk*«i>  tasbll,  A  consecrating  to  God. 

p  tast,  A  cup,  goblet.  Tast  or  tust,  (for 

tu''st,  or  more  properly  tu  ast). 

Pj'i^  tustar,  Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan,  the walls  of  which  were  the  first  built  after  the  flood. 

A Jy*3  tasattur,  (v.  n.  5  of  JLa)  Being  hidden, 

veiled,  or  covered.  Concealing  one's  self,  abscond- 
ing.   Putting  to  a  distance,  avoiding. 

A  fj^^^  tustuk.  Base  coin  washed  with  silver. 

p         tustl,  Thou  ai't. 
Aj*.Ju*J  fasii7',Theveiling,concealing(a damsel). 

A  tasjdm,  A  causing  to  drop  or  flow. 

A  'ij^^  tasjiy at,  (y.n.2oi\^  for Cover- 
ing (a  dead  body)  with  a  winding  sheet,  or  the  like. 

A  tasjlh,  (v.  n.  2  of         Forgiving,  par- 

doning.   Speaking  ambiguously. 

A^^jvai*^  tasjlr,  (v.  n.  2  of^^s:^)  Causing  (water) 
to  burst  forth.    Letting  (the  hair)  fall. 

A  ^a.yw,AtroubIing,muddying(water). 

A  ̂^J?*^  ia.y'i^,Aspeakingorwritingin  rhythm. A  (  ftJk^*^  letting  fall  (a  curtain). 

A  tasjil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^^)  Confirming, 

ratifying.    Throwing  down  from  a  height.  Fill- 



ing  (a  cistern).  Signing  (any  thing)  judicially. 
Being  libidinous. 

A  tasj'im,  A  causing  to  drop  or  flow. 

A  (j^^*^  tasjin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^s^***)  Splitting. 
Digging  a  pit  round  the  root  of  a  palm-tree. 

A  tasahhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  j—j^s?***)  Feign- 
ing aversion  (lovers). 

A  tasahhvj,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being 

scratched,  clawed  (the  face). 

A  tasahJmh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Flowing 
(water),  falling  from  a  height. 

Aj%i^  tasahhur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Rising,  or 
setting  out  before  daybreak,  and  breakfasting  at 

that  early  hour. 

A  tasahsuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Flow- 
ing (as  water),  falling  from  a  height. 

A  1^^^  tasahhun,  (v.n.  5  of  i^^)  Examining 
the  exterioi',  or  the  softness  and  beauty  of  the  skin. 

A  ft-^''  tas-hiyat,  (v.  n.2  of  (^^^^)  Covering  or 
binding  (a  book)  with  the  membrane  of  the  papyrus. 

A  ̂ .s^  tas-Jiij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ *")  Excoriating. 
A^^**"*  tas-kir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Enchanting, 

fascinating,  deceiving. 

A  i^J"-^^  tashlian,  (for  taskhan)  (pi. 
^^^s-LlJ  tasakhin)  A  boot.  A  sort  of  hood  or  coif 
formerly  worn  on  the  head  by  learned  men. 

A  taskhar,  Irony,  raillery,  buffoonery, 

p  taskhar  ̂ ar^^a?^,  To  jest,  jeer,  ridicule. 

A  tasakhkhur,  (v.  n.  5  of  js:*")  Oppress- 
ing, compelling  one  to  work  for  nothing.  Making 

obedient  or  tractable.  Being  made  submissive, 

obeying,  yielding  to. 

A  Jas:*"^  tasakhkhut,  (v.  n.  5  of  las:**')  Consi- 
dering as  small  (a  present).  Being  discontented, 

disliking,  loathing,  detesting.  Being  enraged. 

Giving  at  an  improper  time  or  place. 

A  tasakhhhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being 
filled  with  hatred  and  malevolence. 

A  ̂^j^''  tasakhkhl,  (v.  n.  5  of  Diligently 
devising  liberal  things.  Striving  to  outdo  (one's 
companions)  in  acts  of  liberality. 

A  tashUsat,  (v.  n.  2  of  W*)  Making 
room  for  fire  to  burn  beneath  a  cauldron. 

A  iX-iS^"*  tasMnd,  (v.  n.  2  of  liii***)  Being  pale 
and  swollen.  Being  moist,  and  lying  one  upon 

another  (leaves  of  trees). 

Ajf^  taslihir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Subduing, 
conquering,  taking  (a  strong  place  or  prisoners). 

Oppressing,  compelling  to  work  for  nothing.  Mak- 
ing obedient  or  tractable.  Subjugation. 

A  J-s^-'  tashh'il,  (v.n. 2  of  J^)  Being  sickly 
(a  palm),  bearing  dates  with  soft  stones.  Possess- 

ing such  dates.  Casting  its  fruit.  Reproaching, 

reviling,  stigmatizing.  Regarding  as  weak  and 

contemptible.    Shaking  (a  palm-tree). 

A  ̂ i^^  faskJnm,  (v.  n.  2  of  Blackening 
(the  face).  Warming  (water).  Enraging.  Stink- 
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ing  (meat). 
A  i:X:^*^  taskJiin,  A  warming  (of  water). 
A  tasa(ifZMj,Alying;  aweavingfalsehood. 
A  i^iSm^  tasaddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  iW)  Being  pomted, 

levelled  (a  spear).  Being  stopped,  closed  (a  gap). 

A  (Ji^*«J  tasaddtd,  A  hangingdown(of  thehair). 

A  i^d^  tasaddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  iji^)  Ascending, 

sitting  on  the  top.  Following.  Stretching  the  warp. 

Weaving.    Riding  on  a  wide-stepping  she-camel. 

A  io.Juu."i  tasdhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^Js**>)  Stretch- 
ing the  warp.  Washing  (cloth  in  the  loom)  with 

size  or  gum-water.    Doing  a  kindness. 

A  ̂ tWJ  tasdih,  A  killing,  a  slaying. 
A  lii^.tWi  tasdid,  (v.  n.  2of  jL*»)  Directing  pro- 

perly, leading  in  a  right  way.  Pointing  (a  spear) 

well.  Directing  (an  arrow)  straight  at  game. 

Seeking  right  guidance.  Taking  the  middle  path. 

A  ̂ j^^S^i  tasdis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^d^n)  Making 
of  an  hexagonal  form.  Dividing  into  six  parts. 

An  hexangular  aspect  of  the  stars. 

A  tasdih,  (v.  n.  2  of  udJuW)  Piling 

(hampers  of  dates)  one  upon  another. 

A  tasarrub,  (v.  n.  5  of  (— -> ̂ )  Entering, 

creeping  into  a  hole- 

A  J^^-J  tasarhul,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj;"»  Q)  Being 

clad  with  a  coat  or  shirt  called  (J^J^  si7-hal. 

A  'ij^  tasirrat,  A  making  glad. 

A^*«!j  tasarruh,  A  being  carded  (flax). 

AjJJ^  tasarrur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jut)  Keeping  pri- 
vately (a  female  slave  as  a  concubine). 

A  jjMj^  tasarsur,(y.n.2  of juijutQ)  Weaving 
a  garment  closely.  Weaving  with  small  threads. 

A  \sj~>*li  tasarrut,  (v.  n.  5  of  la^)  Swallowing. 

A  gj'-*'  tasarru^  A  hastening,  making  speed. 

A  tasar^f,  (An  infant's)  being wellfed. 
A  j3j-*>  tasarruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J_/*»)  Stealing 

one  thing  after  another.    A  system  of  pilfering. 

A  ̂ ^j^  tasarrum,  A  falling  to  pieces. A  )ajajJi  tasarmut,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 
few,  scanty  (hairs). 

A  i^jj^JS  tasarwuk,  A  sluggish  gait  from  dis- 
ease or  fatigue. 

A  ijjj^  tasarrvul,  A  being  put  into  breeches. 

A  tasarrn,  (v.  n.  5  of      for_j Plum- 

ing one's  self  on  liberality.  Keeping  (a  female 
slave)  privately  as  a  mistress  (wj*^  surrtyat). 

A  ̂ ^j-^  tasrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-^)  Sending  in 
crowds  (camels).  Filling  a  leathern  bottle  with 
water  that  it  may  swell  at  the  seams.  Digging  (a 

well)  from  side  to  side. 

A  'iij^  tasrisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Laying  eggs 
(a  locust).    Bearing  many  children  (a  woman). 

A  tasriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  \j**>  ior  Ba- 

nishing grief  from  the  mind.  (v.  n.  2  of  uSj***)  Rais- 

ing or  sending  forth  a  detachment  (&>^  sariyat). 

A  ̂ ^j^  tasrij,  (v.  n. 2  of  ̂ _j**»)  Adorning,  dress- ing.     Plaiting  the  hair,  beautifying. 

A  ̂ j*^  tasj-ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ /*»)  Sending  (cat- 
tle) to  graze.  Repudiating  (a  wife).  Combing 

(hair).  Letting  hair  flow  loose  before  combing. Making  easy. 

A  tasrid,  (v.  n.  2  of         Sewing  (a  lea- 
thern bottle).  Perforating. 

Aj>_j^  tasrir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j**»)  Reaching  to  the 
navel  which  is  called        sur-rat  (water). 

A  (3^^-^  tasrih,  A  calling  one  a  thief. 

A  ̂ j'^  tasrim,  A  cutting  to  pieces. 
A  tusus.  Mean  origins  or  families. 

p  CiJ>*»»        tus-sah,  A  kind  of  medicinal  herb. 

A  ̂ ^3^  tasfih,  A  making  flat  and  level. 
A^j^la*Jj  tastir,  (v.  n.  2  of^la**>)  Writing  or  re- 

lating fables  or  romances.  Collecting,  bringing 

together.    Being  put  in  authority  or  installed. 

A  ̂la^wJ  tasti^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂la***)  Marking  (a 
camel)  in  the  neck  lengthwise  by  burning. 

A  (j^Ja-*M->  tastin,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^Ixwj  obsol.) 
Strengthening  (a  pillar). 

A  tas^  (v.  n.  of  J-**-j)  Taking  a  ninth  of 
one's  property.  Making  up  the  number  nine. 
Tis^  Nine  (females).  The  interval  between  two 
waterings  of  a  camel,  the  duration  of  his  thirst. 

Ob  I  tis^ayat,  Nine  signs,  i.e.  the  rod,  fa- 
mine, sea,  locusts,  lice,  blood,  white  hand,  frogs, 

and  flood.  Tus^  A  ninth  part.  Tusa^  The  7th, 

8th,  and  9th  nights  of  the  month. 

A  u-*KA*.'i  tasa^ib,  (v.  n.  5  of  u.>«a«)  Flowing 
in  long  threads  (as  honey,  syrup,  or  spittle). 

A         tis^t.  Nine  (males). 

A jJlp  'ix^  tis^t  ̂ shara,  (mas.)  Nineteen. 
A  tasa^id,  (v.n.  5of  i^**u)  Seeking  the 

plant 

sa^an.  Taking  a  favourable  omen. 
A^K— 3  tasa^ir,  A  being  kindled  (fire). 

A  tasa^u^  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Becom- 
ing old  and  decrepit.  Shrinking  and  leaving  the 

teeth  bare  (the  lips).  Decreasing  (a  man's  means). 
Waning  (a  month). 

A  'i>\n  ̂ *JS  tis^  misat,  Nine  hundred. 
A  tasa^in,  A  being  full  of  fat. 
A         3  tis^n,  (obliq.  tis^n)  Ninety. 

Aj^)i^i  tas^r,  (v.  n.  2  ofjsu**)  Kindling  (fire). 
Exciting  (war).  Fixing  a  price  (;«**>  si^')  upon 
provisions  or  commodities  of  any  kind,  assizing. 

A  u-flAx-J  tas^f,  A  mixing  of  perfumes. 

A  tasayhbul,  A  putting  on  a  coat  of  mail. 

A  tasaghsuffh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^Jum  Q)  Be- 

ingloose  (a  front  tooth).  Entering  into  the  ground. 
A  *J**-3  tasffhlm,  A  causing  to  drink  (water). 

A  sJlJ)  tasaffud,  A  going  in  a  narrow  road. 

Aji*J  tasaffur,  (v.  n.5of  JiMi)  Undertaking, 

beginning  a  journey.  Eating  fallen  leaves  (a  ca- 

mel). Feeding,  grazing  between  sunset  and  the 
first  watch  of  the  night  (camels).  Being  marked, 

impressed  (a  skin).  Obtaining  a  part  of  a  needed 

object.  Endeavouring  or  requesting  to  have  a  wo- 



man's  face  unveiled.    Asking  of  any  one  the  half 
of  a  thing  as  his  share  of  a  fine  for  damage  or  loss. 

A  ViA...)  tasaffut,  A.  drinking,  imbibing. 

A  tasaffif^  A  being  heated  by  the  fire. 
A  ,J-LJ  iasajful,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ji-**)  Descending. 

Being  in  the  meanest  or  lowest  place. 

A  eJu3  tasaffuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ed***)  Playing  the 

fool.  Bending  the  trees  (wind).  Deceiving,  cheat- 
ing, leading  astray,  befooling. 

A  tasfih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Doing  a 

work  productive  of  no  advantage. 

A  tiJii-J  tmfld,  (v.n.2ofiiijjj)  Putting  (meat) 

on  a  spit  (^^^Sua  saffud),  spitting  (meat). 

h  j^Su^  tasfir,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ f^)  Putting  a  curb 

of  iron  or  leather  across  a  camel's  nose.  Turning 
(camels)  to  pasture  between  sunset  and  the  first 

watch  of  the  night.  Kindling  (a  fire),  making  it 

burn.    Sending  (any  one)  upon  a  journey. 

Aia.^si^taxfit,A.  plastering  with  clay(acistern). 

A  ̂ ^ia*->  tasft^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂iu»*)  Blackening, 

swarthing  a  man's  face  (the  sun). 
A  i^^P-^  tasfil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,Jd***)  Depressing. 

A  &..A*<..>  tasfili,  A  charging  with  folly. 

A  laiU*.i  tasakkut,  (v.  n.  5  of  laiLwi)  Searching 

for  the  worst  part  of  any  thing.  Hunting  for  an 

error,  causing  one  to  blunder,  endeavouring  to  make 

one  blab  or  fall.  Receiving  information  by  little 
and  little. 

A  (-_fta*~'i  tasahkuf,  A  being  ordained  bishop. 
A        ̂   tasakki,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^i**»)  Imbibing, 

being  imbued  with.  Eating  the  plant  ̂ ^^ijs"  haw- 

■an  fi'esh,  and  growing  fat  upon  it  (camels). 
A  iLH*«^  tashiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_Ji*u)  Giving  to 

drink.  Watering  much.  Saying  <4iil  ui3Uu»>  saka- 

ha'llah,  May  God  water  thee  ! 
A  d>iSL^  taskid,  (v.  n.  2  of  tiJL**)  Extenuating, 

emaciating  (a  horse  that  had  been  fat). 

A  tashi^A.  departing  no  one  knows  were. 

A  i_0;_o  )  tashif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i«_Aii**>)  Covering 

(a  house)  with  a  roof,  roofing.  Creating,  ordain- 

ing, consecrating  a  bishop  (i  aa**»\  tiskuff),  eleva- 

ting to  the  episcopal  dignity.^ 

A  J  tuskim,  (v.  n.  2  of  pH**»)  Making  sick. 
A  taskab,  A  pouring  out  of  water. 

A  tasakku^,  (v.  n.  5  of  Contending 
for  trifles ;  and  being  solely  employed  about  them. 

Going  into  a  corner.  Wandering  about  distracted. 

A  I  a^M.)  tasaklaif,  (v.  n.  .5  of ;  cS^)  Making 

the  heel  of  a  door,  or  that  part  which  revolves  in 

a  socket  in  the  lintel  or  threshold,  and  serves  the 
purpose  of  a  hinge. 

A  {JjS^i  tasakktik,  (v.n.  5  of  (.iLw)  Humbling 

one's  self,  supplicating,  deprecating. 
A  tasakkun,  (v.n. 5  of  ̂J^)  Being  poor, 

weak,  wretched :  resembling  a  pauper. 

A  CLaa^mJ  taskit,  A  striking  dumb,  a  silencing. 

xj^L3  tes^ir,  (v.n.2of  j^)  Shutting  or  vail- 
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ing  the  eyes.  Dazzling,  overpowering  with  light. 
Strangling.  Making  drunk. 

A  t^^l-J  taskin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij^)  Quieting, 

stilling,  allaying,  assuaging.  Suppressing  a  vowel. 

Extinguishing.  Habitually  riding  a  swift  ass. 
Straightening  (a  spear)  by  fire. 

P  (jii*:  (^^1*^  taskin- bakksh,  Assuasive,  miti- 
gating, solacing. 

A  i._>L-^  tascdliib,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_»A«>)  Laying 

aside  her  ornaments  (a  woman)  and  putting  on 

widow's  weeds  (called  L_->!iL*»  silab). 
A         tasalluj,  A  drinking  a  great  deal. 

A  ̂ L»J  tasalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂-*>)  Arming,  ac- 

coutring one's  self,  wearing  arms  (^!iJ-*»  silali). 

A  ̂ M*>  tasallukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ m)  Being  exco- 
riated, from  disease  or  any  other  cause  (the  skin). 

A  ̂ yJL^  tasalsul,  (v.  n.  2  of  |J-«3-«*>  Q)  Being 

poured  out  (water).  Running  down  the  throat. 

Being  joined,  adhering  as  the  links  of  a  chain. 

Flowing  like  a  chain  (water  whose  sui-face  is  ruf- 
fled by  agentlebreeze).  Beingwornquitethin(agar- 

ment).  ̂ Concatenation  (of  ideas),  sequence,  series. 
.  A  iaL»J  tasallut,  (v.  n.  5  oflaL**)  Ruling,  bear- 

ing sway.  Exercising  absolute  dominion.  Being 
invested  with  authority.  Commanding  despotically. 

A  fjh\^'>  tasahun,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Be- 

coming^a  ̂ ^Uai**»  sultan  or  emperor. 
A  tasalluj  A  being  split,  cleft,  chapped. 

A  i__flL«J  tasalhtf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i_fiJ.*»*)  Borrow- 

ing, receiving  money  per  advance  for  goods  to  be 
afterwards  delivered. u 

A  tasulluk,  (v.n.  -5  of  j^J*")  Ascending  or 

standing  upon  the  top  (of  a  wall).  Tossing  about 
in  bed  from  care  or  pain.  Disquietude,  uneasiness. 

A  fasaUul,  (v.  n.  -5  of  (Jj^)  Advancing 

stealthily.  Withdrawing,  stealing  away  privately. 

A  j»_Lm-^  taslam,  (in  swearing)  Truly,  by  all 

means.    j»L*->  taslam,  By  God  ! 

jJ--J         izkab  hi  zi  taslam,  Go  in  peace  ! 
A  L^J  tasallum,(Y.  n.  5  of  jj«»*»)  Having  (any 

thing)  consigned  to  one  ;  receiving  a  consignment. 

Turning  Musulman.  Keeping  the  road  without 

missing  one's  way. 
A  tasalli,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J^^^'^)  Being  con- 

soled. Solace,  comfort,  p  ̂ J|^J^  i^-*^  tasalti  kar- 
dan.  To  calm,  soothe,  solace,  or  comfort. 

A  i_jaL-!>  to.sZi&,  (v.n. 2 of  c-*ii>*»)  Dressing  in, 

causing  to  put  on,  mourning  habits  (i— -J^w*  sildb). 

A  &AmJ  tasUyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  _jL*>)  Quiet- 

ing, contenting,  assuring.  Relieving  from  anguish, 
consoling,  solacing,  (v.  n.  2  of  ;_^)  Ridding  (a 

camel  or  ewe)  of  the  after-birth,  pulling  it  out. 

A  ̂ ^^>  taslth,  (v.n. 2  of  ̂ **»)  Causing  one  to 
arm  himself.  Causing  to  purge.  Anointing  a  lea- 

thern butter-bottle  with  inspissated  juice. 

p  '^^^  ̂asZi/i/i,  Acarpetforkneelingonto  pray. 
A  fj^A*JStaslis,Aii  arranging,stringing(pearls). 

A  JaJ-J  tasllt,  (v.  n.  2  of  k)j*»)  Giving  abso- 
lute dominion,  investing  with  paramount  authority. 

A  |*JfLJ  fasli^  (v.n. 2 of  ̂ «j) Tying  alighted 
branch  of  the  trees  ̂ L»>  sala^and j^S-  ̂ skar  to 
the  tails  of  wild  oxen  and  making  them  descend  the 

mountain  with  it  (a  rite  observed  by  the  Pagan 
Arabs  with  a  view  to  obtain  rain). 

A  i^JuL3  taslif,  (v.n.  2  of  (__flJ.**»)  Sending  be- 

fore. Paying  before  due  or  in  advance.  Break- 
fasting. Giving  a  breakfast.  Taking  any  kind  of 

victuals  before  dinner. 

A  taslih,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^iil***)  Causing  to 
thread,  walk,  or  pass. 

A  j^-J  tas/iw,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J.***)  Saluting,  pro- nouncing a  benediction,  by  saying  esjviff  as 

solum  ̂ layhi,  Peace  be  with  him  !  Preserving 
safe  and  sound,  rescuing,  delivering.  Delivering, 

committing,  consigning,  handing  over  (to  any  per- 

son). Submitting  to,  and  acquiescing  in,  the  judg- 
ment of  another.  Health,  safety,  security,  peace. 

Delivery,  consignment.  Resignation. 

p  iiJjLJ)  tasliya-bakksk,  Consolatory. 

A  d^l^  tasammut,  (v.  n.  6  of  C1a***»)  Keep- 
ing in  the  middle  of  the  road.  Walking  uprightly. 

A  tasammut,  A  being  suspended. 

A  j'  tasamjnu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ v*»)  Listening, 
hearing,  giving  ear.    Hearing  by  little  and  little. 

A  tas)ni^t,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Causing  to 

hear.     LdiJ  tasmi^tan  laka  or 

tasmi^iiaka.  For  tbee  to  hear  (I  did  it). 

A  ̂3-♦'^  tasammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_}-♦***)  Swallow- 
ing (wine).  Drinking  remains  of  water  (&iv^ 

samalai)  in  a  vessel,  cistern,  or  well. 

A  tasammun,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂ ^m*)  Being  fat- 
tened, becoming  fat. 

p  a.**-])  tasma,  A  raw  hide.  A  thong  of  un- 
dressed leather.    Hair  combed  over  the  forehead. 

A  ̂ _yv>- j  tasammt,  (v.  n.  5  of  for_jv*»)  Giv- 
ing one's  self  a  name.  Being  related  to,  called  aftei'. 
A  tasmiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  U***  for_j^)  Giv- 

ing a  name,  naming.  .Calling  by  name.  Pronoun- 
cing the  name  of  God.  Making  a  proper  name  of. 

A  CIiAJt»*«!)  fasmtt,  (v.  n.  2  of  C«»m>)  Blessing 

any  person  or  thing,  as  when  one  sneezes,  saying 

m\  \jXj^y>_  yarhamuka''llah,  God  bless  you  !  Ad- herence to  the  right  way. 

A  ̂ ^Jk«M^  tasmij,  A  making  deformed,  hideous. 

A  ̂ ^^y^  tasm'ik,(y.  n.2of^v**»)  Making  straight (a  spear).  Tripping  softly  and  easily.  Making haste,  flying. 

A  ̂ ,x^^  tasmid,  (v.  n.  2  of  Manuring 

(land)  with  dung  and  ashes.  Making  bald,  eradi- 
cating hair. 

A  j<**>*"j  iasmir,  (v.n.  2  of ̂ v«*)  Diluting  (milk) 
with  water.  Blinding.  Nailing,  fastening  with 

nails.  Sending,  despatching.  Discharging  (an  ar- 

row) rapidly. 
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A  lax»*-!>  tasmit,  (v.  n.  2  of  la^***)  Being  silent. 

Discharging  (a  debtor).  Fastening  (any  thing)  to 

thongs  attached  to  the  saddle  for  that  purpose. 

A  tasmt^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ v*»)  Ordering  or 
causing  one  to  listen.  Divulging,  making  known 

or  celebrated  (either  for  good  or  bad).  Defaming, 

disparaging,  slandering.  A  sermon. 

A  Jji*— J  tasmil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Being  very 

scanty  (water  in  a  cistern).  Bringing  up  a  small 

quantity  of  water,  or  bringing  up  mud  and  dirt  (a 

bucket).  Cleaning  out  (a  cistern).  Using  kind, 

soft,  bland,  and  conciliatory  language. 

A  (j^*'-^'  tasndn,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j;****)  Dressing  or 
preserving  with  butter.  Making  provision  of  but- 

ter. Fattening,  (in  the  dialect  of  Yaman)  Allow- 
ing (meat)  to  cool  before  eating  it. 

A  tasmih,  (v.  n.  2  of  a^****)  Sending  (ca- 
mels) pasturing  at  large  without  a  herdsman. 

A  <S.*\,„'>  tasannut,  (v.  n.  5  of  CJ^^  (A  rich 
man  but  of  mean  birth)  marrying  a  noble  lady 
without  fortune. 

A  tasannuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ -^)  Searching, 
inquiring,  investigating.  Going  round. 

A  tasannum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j»a**»)  Being  on 
the  top  of.  Taking  suddenly,  seizing  unawares. 

A  tasannun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (tj*»»)  Walking. 

Regulating  one's  self,  following  a  &juo  sunnat. 
A  &ju«u>  tasannuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  dj»*u)  Becoming 

mouldy  and  musty  (as  bread  or  wine,  from  age). 

Turning  and  becoming  bad.  Being  old,  and 

feeling  the  effects  of  age.  Sojourning  or  working 

for  a  year  with  any  one.  Suffering  from  a  year  of 

scarcity.  Becoming  old  and  worn  out  (a  palm-tree), 
and  bringing  no  fruit  for  many  years. 

A  jj— J  tasanm,  (v.  n.  5  of  U*»»  for  _)i*«)  Living 
a  year  or  many  years  with  any  one.  Suffering  from 

a  year  of  scarcity.  Satisfying.  Being  spoiled.  Fas- 
cinating. Ascending,  mounting.  Becoming  easy. 

A  &jum.n>  tasniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  U*a»  for  ji<*»)  Ex- 
alting, elevating.  Making  easy.  Opening. 

A  K^y'v.^)  tasnit,  (v.  n.  2  of  CL*ju**  not  in  use) 
Dressing  (meat)  with  cummin-seed  (Oyu*  sannut 
or  sinnawt).  Putting  cummin  (into  the  pot). 

A^*x<x*>  tasnihhjA  requesting,begging,seeking. 
A  i^ij^  tasnid,{\.n.2oi o.>**»)  Propping, shor- 
ing (a  wall).  Wearing  the  striped  stuff  tiju*»  sanad. 

A  ̂ xJi  tasnim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»-j«*»)  Making  (a 
grave  or  tomb)convex,shelving  at  both  ends.  Caus- 

ing a  camel  to  have  a  high  bunch  (fodder).  Being 

on  the  top  of  a  thing.  Filling  (a  vase).  Name  of 
a  fountain  in  Paradise. 

A  jj^A— >  tasnin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂**»)  Sharpening, 

whetting.  Discoursing  eloquently.  Directing,  le- 
velling (a  spear). 

p  tasu,  A  weight  of  four  barley-corns.  The 

twenty-fourth  part  of  a  weight,  measure,  or  day. 

A  ̂j*-^  tasawwuhh,  A  falling  into  the  mud. 
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A  tasawwud,  (v.  n.  5  of  jUn  for 

Marrying.  Being  dubbed  a  lord  (ti>X«*>  sayyid). 

AjJ*»i>  tos«j:jM?',A  drinking  the  remains  of  wine. 
Aj       tasawwur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjU**  forj_j*i*)  Putting 

on  bracelets.  Mountingandsitting  on(a  wall).  Fly- 
ing to  the  head  (wine). 

A  tasawnuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  u-sU*>  for  (_-Jj**») 
Remaining  firm,  enduring. 

A  ̂^-*>  tasawwuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂jl**>  for  ̂ y*») 
Buying  and  selling,  frequenting  market,  marketing. 

A  tasawwuk,  (v.  n.  5  ofudJL»  for  i-iJ_5**») 

Rubbing  the  mouth  and  teeth  with  a  kind  of  wood 
as  a  dentifrice  called  misrcak. 

A  tasawwum,  (v.  n.5  of  for  ̂ y*>)  Set- 

ting a  distinguishing  mark  upon  one's  self  in  battle. 
A  My,^  tasumat,  A  sandal. 
A  tasamwun,  Looseness  in  the  belly. 

A  ijy^  tasawwi,  (v.  n.  5  of  c?^***)  Being 
straight.  Being  level  with  any  thing  (the  ground), 
i.  e.  burying  it. 

A  iO^-*^  taswtsat,  (and  ̂ ^^y^i  taswis)  (v.  n. 

2  of  >L^)  Chiding  any  one  by  saying  "  You  did 

wrong"  (-*iy  sus').  Fixing  a  stigma  upon. 

A  'ily^  taswiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  c?^**»)  Making 
equal,lev el,  parallel.  Straightening.  Making  erect. 

Composing  differences.  Equalit,y,parity.  A  parallel. 

A  S>.^'*3  tasTvId,  (v.n.2of  oU*»  for  t^_j**»)  Black- 

ening. Begetting  black  children.  Making  a  plas- 

ter for  a  (camel's)  back  with  old  bruised  hair-cloth. 
Choosing  a  chief,  lord,  or  prince.  Begetting  a 

prince.  A  sketch,  plan,  delineation,  rough  draft, 

foul  copy.  Boldness  (especially  in  killing  a  prince) . 

A  tasw'ir,  (v.  n.  2  of)l*>*forj^)  Putting 
bracelets  (on  another).  Building  a  wall  round  a 

town  (jj**»  sur).   Climbing,  scaling  a  wall. 

A  iju^ly^  taswis,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  (^t^ui) 
Appointing  as  governor,  ruler,  or  chief.  Taking 

that  office  upon  one's  self.  Being  affected  by  the 

moth  (garments),  by  the  weevil  (corn).  Adorn- 
ing, rendering  attractive  and  inviting. 

A  ia^._j«-J  taswit,  (v.n.-SoflsU**  for  l^j***)  Mix- 
ing (especially  liquids,  by  stirring).  Confounding. 

Taking  ̂ j^^j  zamaRh.  out  of  the  stalk  of  garlic. 
A  tasTvlgh,  A  permitting.  A  giving. 

A  OljOj-«i>  taswighat,  A  magnificent  present 
especially  made  to  kings. 

A  i_ij^^wJ>  tasw'if,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— j^)  Promising 
again  and  again  sawf,  i.  e.  I  will  do  it  here- 

after; procrastinating, delaying.  Abandoning  one's 
affairs  to  another,  allowing  him  to  do  as  he  likes. 

A  5  taswik,(Y.T).2of  jl*ofor  ̂ J^)  Driv- 
ing well.  Committing  (business  to  the  management 

of  another).  Having  a  stem  or  trunk  (a  tree). 

A  ̂ji^lyJi  taswik,  (v.  n.  2  of  clJL*  for  cd3_j«>) 
Rubbing  the  mouth  or  teeth  with  a  certain  wood. 

A  taswtl,(v.n.  2of  JLo  for  J^)  Adorn- 
ing, garnishing.  Deluding,  beguiling,  suggesting 

evil.  A  fiction. 

A  O^^^— J  taswilat,  (pi.  of  J>-?.j*-^  tasmil)  Or- 
naments. Fictions,  ao^llaw  taswdati 

shaytaniya,  Diabolical  fictions,  Satanical  delusions. 

A  jC_5*»<J  taswim,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ j***)  Send- 
ing (cattle)  to  pasture.  Despatching  horse.  Set- 

ting at  liberty.  Making  an  excursion  (against  an 

enemy).  Making  depredations,  injuring,  damag- 

ing. Marking  (a  horse)  by  an  impression.  Com- 
pelling. Making  one  an  overseer  or  manager  of 

affairs.  Allowing  one  to  act  as  he  pleases. 

A tasahhur,  A  being  awake. 
A  tasahhul,  A  becoming  easy. 

A  tasahwuk,  (v.  n.  2  of  cLJ_ji^  Q)  Dy- 

ing.  Walking  softly.  Turning  the  back. 

A  Sx^i  tas-hid,  (v.  n.  2  of  liy-*)  Stimulating 
to  watchfulness,  allowing  (one)  to  take  no  sleep. 

A  Jj^.^— ̂   tas-hil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Loosening. 
Rendering  easy,  facilitating,  making  smooth,  (in 

grammar)  The  assumption,  by  hamza,  of  a  sound 
approaching  in  softness  to  that  of  alif,  rvaw,  or  ye. 

A  pJi^*-5  tas-him,  A  weaving  a  striped  garment. 
A  tasyar,  A  walking,  a  travelling. 

A  ̂ .■^  tcisoyyuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂U»»  for  ̂ s***) 
ing  fenced  about  with  a  hedge  (^^^  siyaj). 

A  JL3  tasayyur,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂l-*  ior  jXtji)  Being 
peeled  (the  skin).  Instituting,  adopting  a  certain 
mode  of  living  (^ij****  sirat). 

Aj)axJi  tasaytur,  (v.  n.  2  of  jiaJi"*  Q)  Presid- 
ing as  inspector.  Being  appointed. 

A  ̂Jiajw-J  tasaytul,  A  coming  empty-handed. 

A  ̂ ^>*^  tasi^  A  ninth  part. 
A^-J  tasayyus,  (v.  n.  5  of  bun)  Emitting  milk 

from  the  udder  before  milking-time  (a  camel).  Ac- 

knowledging (a  debt)  after  having  denied  it.  Be- 
ing discordant  and  contradictory. 

A  u-*JJu«i>  tasytb,  (v.  n.  2  of  u->U»  for  t_>,><^) 
Giving.  Allowing  to  go  free. 

A  &Lu«-3  tasyisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ua»>)  Milking  what 
is  in  the  teats  and  flows  spontaneously. 

A  ̂ -J^  io.^yV>  ̂   fencing  a  wall  with  thorns. 

A  ̂-i*-^  tasyih,  A  weaving  a  striped  garment. 
A ̂ ;Ja-J  tasyir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjl**>  for^*w)  Causing 

to  march  or  go,  sending.  Driving,  banishing  a 

great  way  off.  Spreading  abroad,  giving  circula- 
tion. Removing  (the  housing  or  covering  from  the 

back  of  a  horse).  Weaving  (cloth)  with  stripes. 
Putting  on  henna  in  streaks  (a  woman). 

A  tasyi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ U*  for  Be- 
daubing (walls)  with  mud  and  short  straw,  or  (a 

leathern-bottle)  with  grease. 

A  (J.AA««.'>  tasyll,  A  causing  (water)  to  flow. 
p  (jSj  task,  A  hatchet,  an  axe.  Fire.  Tish,  A 

louse.  Thirst.  Tush,  Grief. 

A  tashafum,  (v.  n.  6  of  j»U»)  Going  to 
the  left.  Considering  as  ominous,  and  sinister. 

A  jAzli)  tashabur,  (v.  n.  6  of  jJm)  Advancing 
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ose  to  one  another,  as  though  within  a  j^shihr, 

or  hand's  breadth  (in  battle  ari-ay). 
A  (.iblilj  tashahuh,  (v.  n.  G  of  (Jijul>)  Beingper- 

plexed,  intricate.  Leaping,  springing  (wild  beasts). 

A  ioliL)  tashahuh,  (v.  n.  G  of         Being  simi- 
ar,  bearing  a  striking  resemblance  to  each  other. 
Resemblance,  likeness. 

A  jC'li^  iasZta^wm,  (v.  n.G  of  piijJ)  Scolding.  Re- viling one  another.  Mvitual  reproach. 

A  tashajuh,  (v.  n.  6  of     *^*^)  Being 
mixed,  jumbled  (one  within  the  otjier). 

A  jf^^  tashajur,  (v.  n.  G  ofj^si^)  Contending, 
opposing  each  othei-.  Eating  up  all  the  grass.  En- 

tering (one  thing  into  another).  ^ 

A  j^a-Uij  tashaji,  (v.  n.  G  of  W**  for  _jS^)  Be- 
ing firm  and  strong.  Being  inaccessible.  Becom- 
ing sad.  Pretending;  to  be  sad. 

A  ̂^--^  tashalih,  (v.  n.  G  of  ̂ )  Keeping  (any 
thing)  close  amongst  themselves.  Displaying  ava- 

rice or  selfishness  (&^  shihhat). 

Ay^\JLi  tashakhuz,  (v.n.G  ofJa£^)  Falling  out 
together,  quari'elling. 

A  (j«5»-l-ij  tashakhus,  (v.  n.  G  of  (j-s^)  Grin- 
ning, uncovering  the  teeth  (an  ass  when  running 

to  bite).  Being  uneven  (teeth,  some  leaning  and 

others  falling  out).  Being  bent  or  inclined.  Being 

split,  cleft  in  twain  (the  head).  Being  discordant. 

A  tasharush,  A  carrying  on  hostilities. 

A (.i)jl-i3ias/tar2;7<,Being partners:  partnership. 

A  L»^Li<i>  iashazub,(Y,n.6  of  l_.^Jj^)  Waiting, 
expecting  amongst  themselves,  each  man  his  for- 

tune or  share. 

AjjLij  tashazur,  (v.  n.  G  of  jj^j)  Looking  at 
one  another  askance  through  half-shut  eves. 

A  _j*»iUL>  tashasshus,  (v.  n.  2  of  LSjIm*  Q)  Being 

separated,  divided,  scattered.  Coming  to  naught. 

Ajk>\J^  tashatur,(j.n.  6  of  jia**»)  Being  drawn 
up  in  two  lines  in  battle  array. 

aj^\Il3  tasha^r,  (v.  n.  G  of ̂ *^)  Professing 
or  pretending  to  be  a  poet. 

A  tashaff,  (v.  n.  G  of  (_A«jj)  Doing  any 

thing  diligently  and  accurately.  Drinking  all  that 

is  in  a  vessel.    Carrying  off  any  gain  or  overplus. 

A  tashakus,  (v.  n.  G  of  ̂j«5^)  Being 

hard,  cruel.    Opposing  each  other. 

A  ̂J^Lij  tashakul,  (v.  n.  G  of  ,J^)  Agreeing 
with,  suiting.    Resembling  one  another. 

A  tashahuh,  A  being  like  one  another. 

A  tashdhi,  A  complaining  one  to  another. 

A  jilii  tashamm,  (v.  n.  G  oi'^L)  Smelling  each other.    Coming  in  sight  of  the  foe. 

A  ̂Uij  tashamum,  (v.  n.  G  of  jH,^)  Smelling 
each  other.    Coming  near  or  within  scent  of. 

A  (jlij  tashann,  (v.  n.  G  of  Becoming 
dried  up  and  good  for  nothing  (a  leathern  bottle). 
Becoming  wrinkled  (skin).  Being  mixed,  diluted. 

A  ylo  tashanuf,  A  hating  of  one  another. 
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A tashawur,  A  consulting  together. 

A  tashdwus, (v.  n. 6 of for (^^y-j) 

Looking  through  half-shut  eyes  from  (pride  or 

anger),  and  screwing  up  one  cheek  in  so  doing. 

A  tashdwush,  A  being  mixed  together. 

A  lijLij  tashdwuz,  A  cursing  of  one  another. 

A  J_^Lii  tashdivul,  A  fighting  (with  spears). 

A  ̂^\zl>  tashdfum,  (v.  n.  G  of  Going  to- 
wards the  left.    Taking  a  sinister  omen. 

A  jJJfcLii)  tashahir,(^\.  of^.i.i)  Shining  marks. 

A  ̂}J^tashdijuhh,{\.n.Qoi ,^Jm  for  ̂ Jui»)As- 
suming  the  garb  or  appearance  of  a  shayhh. 

A  ia^.Lij  tashdyuz,  A  cursing  of  one  another. 

A  tashdi/u^  (v.n.6  of  ̂Jit  for  Pro- 
fessing one's  self  a  Shiite.  Associating  together, 

being  partners. 
A  tashdsi,  (v.  n.  6  of  j^)  Separating, 

going  in  different  directions.    Being  far  asunder. 

A  <— tashahhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  kJl*«*)  Praising 

the  beauty  (of  a  woman)  when  making  love.  The 

description  of  one's  feelings  in  love. 
A  dL^^  tashahhus,  (v.  n.  5of  t^juij  not  in  use) 

Seizing  and  holding  firmly.  Fixing  the  nails  or 

claws  in  any  thing,  p  ̂jii^j^^^J  Li.oLio  tashab- 
husi  ddman  hardan,  To  lay  hold  of  the  skirts  (of 

another's  garments). 

A  iashabbuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ **)  Stretching 
itself  at  full  length  on  a  bough  (a  chameleon). 

AjXZJ  tashabbur,  A  carrying  one's  self  high. 

A  i^jA^Z^  tashabbus,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^jAxZi')  Being 
thickly  entangled  (a  tree). 

A  ̂ JL>  tashabbu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ***)  Pretending 
to  be  satiated,  appearing  to  be  satisfied,  though  not 

really  so.  Being  ample,abundant.  Eating  repeatedly . 

A  uilxij  tashabbuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ciijui*)  Being 

mixed together,ravelled.  Being perplexed,intiicate. 

A  tasliabbuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  aJ^)  Imitating. 

Resembling,  being  similar,  appearing. 

A  i_-*AJwij  tashb'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J1*m>)  Praising 
the  beauty  (of  a  woman)  when  making  love  (espe- 

cially in  verse).  Commencing,  making  a  begin- 
ning about  any  object  aimed  at.  The  description 

of  one's  feeling  in  love. 

A  ̂ r^^  tashbih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^)  Expanding, 
raakinfj  wide.  Gi'owingc  old  and  seeing;  double. o  o  o 

A tashbir,  (v.  n.  2  of  ji^)  Measuring, 

defining.    Magnifying,  honouring. 

A  ̂ xZJtashbl^  A  being  almost  satiated. 
A  C^:tJ^  tashbih,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^iJ^)  Twisting. 

Intermingling.  Clasping,  locking  (the  fingers). 

Making  lattice  or  network  (&^Jui»  shabahat). 

A  j*^^**'  tashbim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»f*»»)  Putting  the 

stick  ̂ xJm  sMiamm  into  (a  kid's)  mouth,  gagging, 
muzzling  (him)  to  prevent  (him)  from  sucking. 

A  &:;J^  tashbih,  (v.  n.  2  of  &JuI»)  Comparing, 

likening.  Causing  to  resemble,  making  like.  Ren- 

dering doubtful,  intricate,  and  obscure.  Compa- 

4s  - 

rison.    Simile;  allegory,  metaphor.  Similitude. 

Likeness.  i  'tj^-  harji  tashbih,  A  particle 
of  similitude.     p  tashbih  hardan,  (or 

^XA'^  tashbih  dddan)  To  compare,  to  liken. 

A  Ol^-xil>  to/t6i/ta<,(pl.ofauf  .i3)Comparisons. 

p  (JL* .•':>?  tasht,  A  bason.   A  salver.    A  ewer- 

stand.    ̂ ^J:l>>\  CLiJ^  tasliti  dtlsh,The  svlu. 
liob  tashti  haland^The  sky.  The  sun.  ̂ ^y^  CL^^ 

tashti  hhwdn,  A  table-bason,  a  platter,  jj  (Jl*  > 
tashti  zar,  (or  tashti  zarvn)  The  sun. 

i^X^^t*  CLJ^  tashti  simin,  The  moon.  j\  j\ 

tashti  u  az  hdm  uftdd,  His  bason  fell  from 
the  cover,  i.  e.  His  secrets  were  discovered.  He 
was  disgraced. 

A  Oxij  tashattut,  (v.  n.  5  of  CU«*)  Being 

separated,  dispersed,  scattered. 

p  iolj^^  tasht-khdna,  A  place  where  bowls 
and  basons  are  kept,  a  scullery.  Bed-clothes, 
sheets.    A  wardrobe.    A  privy. 

p  ̂ ^^"^  tasht-hhwdn,  A  dining-table. 
p  fas/tf-(^a?'.  An  ewer-holder.  A  scullion. 

V  JJl>  tashtar,  Michael  the  archangel, 

p     ■  "  '■   >  tashtgar,  A  maker  of  basons, 

p  j^jw)  tashtan,  A  large  axe. 
p  eoli-  J  taslit  u  hhdya.  Filling  an  egg- 

shell with  a  fluid  (in  Persian  ̂ yxZi  shabnam,  Dew) 
more  rare  than  the  atmosphere,  and  setting  it 

(when  heated)  afloat  in  the  air  like  a  balloon. 
Heaven  and  earth.    Astronomy.  Magic. 

A        i'as/m^/!?!,  A  wintering,  passing  the  winter. 
A  iLLil>  tashtiyat,  (v.  n.2of         Passing  the 

winter.    Sufficing  for,  being  acceptable  in  winter. 
A  OAliJ  tashtit,  A  dispersing,  separating. 

Aj^xZJi  tashtir,  (v.n.  2  of  Ji:^)  Derogating,  re- 
proaching.  Rendering  (the  eyelids)  inverted  and relaxed. 

p^j^ tashtircdn.  Polypody.  Dog's  tooth. A(-_-»s^*^  tashajjub,  A  being  sad,  grieving. 

A  ̂ sT*^  tashajju^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ '^)  Boasting 
of  courage,  persevering,  taking  pains  to  acquire 
or  display  bravery. 

A  tashajjun,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂jS^^)  Recollect- 
ing, recalling  to  mind.  Being  entangled  (foliage). 

A  fashjtj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ) Wounding  much 
(the  head).  Resolving  deliberately. 

Aj.*-^*^  tashjir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j-^*^)  Painting  in 
the  foi'm  of  a  tree.  Supporting  a  bunch  of  dates 

by  a  palm-branch. 
A  tashjl^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Making  or 

calling  bold.    Inspiring  with  courage. 

A  J:3  tashah.  Firmness,  strength  of  mind. 

Avidity.    Wickedness.    Anger.  Fear. 
A  'i^^  tushhat,  Boldness,  firmness,  energy, 

strength  of  mind.  Avidity.  Wickedness.  Anger. 
Cowardice,  fear.  A  disease  in  the  leg  of  a  camel. 

AtXS. 

tashaiumz,  A  driving  away,  banishing. 

A  las£^  <as/m/t/iM/^,(v.n.5of  las^^)  Weltering 



in  blood  (a  wounded  man).  Being  besmeared  with 
blood.  Stirring,  shaking  in  the  secundirie  (a  child). 

A  tashahhi,  (v.  n.  5  of  U:^  for  ̂J^  ) 
Opening  the  mouth  wide  against  any  one. 

A  tash/az,  A  sharpening,^  whetting. 

A  1*:;^^  tashhit,  (v.  n.  2  of  ks^^)  Besmearing 
(with  blood).  Rolling  (a  wounded  man  in  his  blood). 

A  <^  tashahhkhus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_>aa^) 
Being  separated,  distinct,  distinguished. 

tashhhit,  A  causing  to  arrive. 

tashkhir,  (v.n.  2  of  js^)  Supporting 

a  bunch  of  dates  by  a  palm-branch.  Taking  the  coarse 

cloth  from  off  a  horse's  back  in  order  to  saddle  him. 

A  i_jA>j£^  tashlihis,  (v.  n.  2  of  Discern- 
ing, distinguishing.  Identifying,  particularizing. 

Knowing  perfectly  (a  word  much  used  by  physicians 
to  denote  their  having  ascertained  the  disorder  of  a 

patient).  Valuation,  assessment.  {^SjA  (^jax^^ 
tashklnsi  amraz,  Diagnosis  of  diseases, 

A  to.s/tMm,  Amarring,spoiling(ofmeat). 

A  ̂J>JL>tashaddukh,Aheing  broken(thehead). 
A  iijLiJ  tashaddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  j«jij)  Becoming 

hard.  Being  hard  and  difficult.  Seizing  and  hold- 

ing firmly.    Being  stingy,  covetous. 

A  JjS-i^  tashadduk,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂iXii>  not  in  use) 
Twisting  the  corners  of  the  mouth  whilst  speaking, 

mouthing.    Babbling,  prating  (pompously). 

A^^Xij  tasJuWih, (^w .n.2  o{  ̂ ti>^)Breaking any 
thing  not  solid  (as  the  head,  or  an  apple).  Bruis- 

ing soft  dates.    Bruising  the  head  (of  any  thing). 

A  ̂ ^sJiS  tashdid,  (v.  n.  2  of  l!w)  Corrobora- 

ting, confirming,  strengthening.  Pressing  heavily 
on.  Being  hard  and  severe.  Using  the  utmost 

caution,  abstaining  with  the  greatest  care.  Putting 

the  orthographical  mark  tashdid  (  ")  over  letters, 
which  denotes  that  they  should  be  doubled  ;  also 

the  name^of  the  character  itself. 

A  L^i.ii>  tashazzuh,  A  being  separated,  scat- 
tered, divided. 

Aj  '^JLi  tashazzur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j  not  in  use) 
Being  angry,  threatening,  putting  in  fear.  Disco- 

vering forage,  shaking  her  head  and  whisking 

her  tail  for  joy  (a  camel).  Leaning  on  one  side 

and  moving  (a  whip).  Being  brisk,  lively.  Mak- 
ing haste.  Preparing  for  battle.  Protracting  a 

war,  carrying  it  beyond  bounds.  Riding  behind 

another  on  horseback.  Passing  the  train  of  a  gar- 
ment through  the  legs,  and  tucking  it  up  to  the 

breast.  Clapping  the  tail  between  the  thighs  close 

to  the  belly  (a  dog).   Being  dispersed  (a  crowd). 

A  u^.ii*^  tashzib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-'i-itj)  Pruning, 

lopping,  unbarking,  peeling  (a  tree).  Trimming 

(the  trunk  of  a  palm-tree).  Hewing  out  roughly 

(an  arrow).  Dividing.  Impelling,  repelling.  Sepa- 
rating. Dispersing,  scattering.  Tearing,dissipating. 

A  j-ij  tashziz,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^)  Separating, 

dividing.    Putting  alone  and  by  itself. 
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A  ̂ Sjt^  tashrah,  A  drinking.    A  draught. 

A  L^^y^  tasharruh,  (v.n.oof  L--^^)  Imbibing, 
drinking  up.   Passing  from  one  thing  to  another. 

A^j-ij  tasharruj,  A  being  mixed  (two  things). 
A  i^jZ^  tasharrud,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^;^)  Suddenly 

taking  flight  through  fear.  Being  singular,  opi- 

niated,  wedded  to  one's  own  ideas. 

Aj jZ3  tasharruz,  A  stirring  up  of  mischief. 
A  l?JLi->  tasharrut,  A  considering  attentively. 

A  tasharruj  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j*^)  Being  open 
and  clear  (a  way).  Acting  in  conformity  to  the 

laws  of  Muhammad,  which  are  called  shar^ 

A  I  ijZ3  tasharruf,  (v.  n.  -Sof  (_>^)  Being  ho- 
noured, renowned,  rendered  glorious.  Being  or- 

namented with  pinnacles  (a  house).  Looking  out 

for  or  towards,  expecting.  Having  their  nobles 

killed  (a  people).  Being  at  the  top.  Esteeming, 

counting,  considering  as  great  and  noble.  Being 
proud  and  haughty. 

A  ̂ ^y^  tasharruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Sitting, 
walking  in,  or  being  exposed  to,  the  heat  of  the  sun. 

A         tasharrum,  A  being  torn,  lacerated. 

A  iSj*^  tasharri,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂Jj***)  Becoming  a 
heretic,  schismatic.    Being  separated,  scattered. 

A  i^^jJL)  tashrib,  (v.n. 2  of  L-i*^)  Giving  to 

drink.  Making  free  use  of  another's  property. 
Rubbing  a  new  leathern  bottle  with  a  kind  of  odo- 

riferous clay,  in  order  to  give  a  fine  flavour  to  the 
water.  Imbuing,  tinging,  staining. 

A  i^j^  tashriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jfj**')  Exposing 
to  the  sun  and  wind  in  order  to  dry. 

A  tashris,  (v.  n.  2  of  lL^^)  Not  being 
made  straight  (an  arrow). 

A  tashrij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^)  Shutting  a 
purse,  drawing  the  strings  close.  Sewing  with 
wide  stitches,  basting.  Embroidering.  Fastening 

a  leathern  strap  to  a  portmanteau. 

A  tashrih,  (v.n.2of^^)  Declaring,  ex- 
plaining clearly  and  minutely.  Cutting  (meat). 

Dissecting  (a  body).  Anatomy. 

A  S>,jJ^>  tashrid,  (v.  n.  2  of  li;-*)  Putting  to 
flight.  Dispersing.  Spreadinga  bad  rejjortjdefaming. 

hjljZli  tashrir,  (v.  n.2of^^)  Exposing  to  the 
sun  or  wind  (in  order  to  dry).  Promulgating,  ce- 

lebrating, magnifying,  rendering  glorious,  publish- 

ing the  praise  of  another. 

Aj>,j^  tashrtz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj— »)  Punishing, 
tormenting.  Cursing. 

A  tashrit,  A  scarifying.  Scarification. 

A  ̂ .j^  tashrij  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ y^)  Leading  (cat- 
tle) to  water,  no  pulley  or  bucket  being  needed. 

Making  (the  way)  clear. 
A  tashrif,  (v.  n. 2  of  u- i;^)  Ennobling, 

exalting.  Raising,  elevating.  Decorating  (a  house) 

with  pinnacles  or  turrets.  Ascending  a  watch-tower. 

P  t^*^ J  \  fc— gj^O  tashrif  aroardan,  To  honour  with 
a  visit.  This  word  is  much  used  in  speaking  of,  or 

to,  superiors,  as  more  respectful  than  he  and  you. 

A  C)''\k>jLi  tashrif  at,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^A>jZ3  tashrif) 
Honours,  dignities.  ̂   The  book  in  which  is  de- 

scribed the  manner  of  receiving  ambassadors,  with 

the  usual  expenses  allowed  to  them. 

A  i^\ojjZ^  /as/wi/'a^i.  The  keeper  of  this  book. 
A  fj^.j*^  tashrih,  (v.n. 2  of  (jj**»)  Drying  (flesh 

in  the  sun).  Tending  towards,  reaching  unto  the 
east.  Turning  the  face  eastwards.  Praying  on  the 

day  of  a  solemn  festival.  Being  fair  and  beautiful. 

^\  ayyamu't  tashrih,  Three  days  after the  feast  of  sacrifice  at  Mecca  (either  because  the 

flesh  of  the  victims  is  then  dried,  or  because  they 
are  not  slain  till  after  sunrise). 

A  tdJo^jO  tashrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ti)^)  Selling 
part  of  of  a  thing  purchased  for  as  much  as  was 
given  for  the  whole.    Putting  latchets  (to  shoes). 

A  ̂ ^j^  tashrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^;*^)  Tearing,  la- 
cerating, splitting.  Returning,  looking  back  (as 

wounded  beasts). 

A  Jj\  i^^.j^  tashrmi  arvrval,  A  Syro-Mace- donian  month,  answering  to  October.  ̂ 13 
tashrmi  sani,  November. 

A^jj^  tashazzur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jj*»*)  Being  an- 

gry ;  preparing  to  fight. A  tashazzun,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being 

hai'dy,  strong,  or  intense.  Standing  up  to  oppose 
(in  law,  &c.).  Throwing  prostrate.  Laying  (a 

sheep)  down  to  be  slaughtered. 

A  u^J-i.i>  tashzib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (— .^p»)  Making 
lean.  Rendering  dry  and  withered.  Weakening. 

A  i^^y^  tashzin,  A  prostrating  in  wrestling. 
A  tashsi^  A  putting  thongs  to  a  shoe. 

A j^foJ^i  tashsir,  (v.  n.  2  of fOM»)  Inserting  in 
the  nose  of  a  she-camel  the  woodjUaui)  shisar. 
A  tashtib,  (v.  n.  2  of  L_-»la^)  Cutting 

(leather  or  a  camel's  bunch). 
A  a  >Vi„^'/>'  tashtiyat  (v.  n.  2  of  j_Ja-*)  Flaying 

(a  slaughtered  camel),  and  cutting  up  (his)  flesh. 
Diminishing,  impairing. 

A jjdxij*  tashfir,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^a^t)  Tying  up  two 
teats  (of  a  camel).  Milking  (a  camel)  of  two  teats. 
Halving  (a  thing).  „ 

A  la*lxiJ  tashtit,  (v.  n.  2  of  lxi>)  Exceeding  all 

bounds  in  injustice  and  oppression. 

A  ̂^^^AaJ^  tashth,  (v.  n.  2  of  Uaji»)  Running, 

flowing^(the  two  sides  of  a  river). 
A  tashazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,_^a--*)  Being  split 

into  shivers.  Branching  out  in  many  directions 

(nerves  and  sinews). 
A  K.Vi  m.)  tashziyat,  A  separating,  scattering. 

A  )cJ^aJ^  tashziz,  A  scattering  (of  men). 

A  (_*jti3  tasha^ih,  (v.  n.  5  of  c— a*«»)  Being 

divided,  propagated.  Being  scattered.  Branching 
in  many  directions  (a  road  or  a  tree).  Removing 

to  a  distance.  Dying.  Making  peace  together. 

A  iJ^liLij  tasha^s,  (v.  n.  5  of  t^.Kw>)  Being 



scattered,  dispersed.  Branching.    Spreading  into 

separate  and  distinct  parts  and  subdivisions.  Tak- 

ing, seizing.  Eating  little  food.   Being  dishevel- 
led and  entangled  (locks  of  hair). 

A yJlJ  taslia^jur,  A  being  hairy. 

A  ̂ aZ.>  tasha^hu^(v.  n.2  of  ̂ ^^^  Q)Being 
nearly  expired,  having  little  remaining  (a  month). 

A  (JjtiL)  tasha^^l,  A  being  kindled. 

A  i^ifiZJ  tash^b,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— **«»)  Dividing 
into  branches.  Repairing  a  broken  vessel.  Part- 

ing from  friends  and  never  returning. 

A  tash^s,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ci/jtZt)  Separat- 
ing with  the  fingers.  Blaming,  reproaching,  slan- 

dering. Repelling,  averting.  Keeping  off. 

Aj^fuLO  tash^r,(y.  n.  2  Lining  (a  boot) 

with  hair  (  jjm  sha^').  Being  hairy  (a  fostus). 
A  (JjLui:.!)  tash^l,  The  kindling  (of  a  fire). 
AjsiJl3  tashaghbur,  A  veering  (of  the  wind). 

A j-kz3  tashaghghur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Going 
well,  travelling  vigorously  (a  camel).     Going  to 

gi'eat  lengths  in  any  thing  shameful  or  disgraceful. 
A  tashaghzub,  A  veering  (of  the  wind). 

A  i^)JJL>  tashghib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (—**«*)  Raising 

a  tumult,  exciting  any  thing  ruinous  to  another, 

stirring  up  mischief. 

A  tlkZJ  tashghiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Xk^i  for^jiwj) 
Suffering  from  a  continual  discharge  of  urine. 

A  ̂ £LiJ  tashaffu^  (v.  n.  5  of  Interceding, 
deprecating.  Being  even  (a  number). 

A  tashaffi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^j^)  Returning  to 
calmness  of  mind(after  anger),being  placid,pacified. 

A  'iJ>J:3  tashjiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^«*)  Being  pro- 
fitable. Increasing. 

A  jJiJ^  tashfir,  (v.  n.  2  of^iw*)  Being  consumed 
and  wasted  (property).  Being  near  setting  (the 

sun).  Being  at  the  brink  or  point  of.  Having  con- 

nexion with  a  woman  in  labris  vulvae  {^^l^  shufr). 

A  ̂ 2-15  tashfi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ a^)  Admitting 
the  intercession  of  one  person  (for  another). 

A  L  Q -Q  ■■■'>  tashfif,  (v.n.2of  u-Aii>)  Being  pro- 
fitable. Increasing,  augmenting. 

A  ̂j^SiziS  tashfih,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj-fi*^)  Making 
small.    Weaving  in  the  worst  manner. 

A  i^a-i^'  tes^aAAM^,(v.n..5of^_jwJ)Beingcracked, 
split.  Being  clearly,  distinctly  delivered  (a  speech). 

Flashing  most  conspicuously  (lightaing). 

A  HJLiU)  tashhiyat,  (v.n.  2  of  Isuj  for ̂ jH^i*)  Ren- 
dering miserable.  Overcoming. 

A  ̂ SlZJ  tashkih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^*m)  From  being 
yellow,  beginning  to  redden  (dates).  Bearing  such 

sorts  of  dates  (a  palm-tree). 

A  i^jaiSLf^i  tashkts,  (v.  n.  2  of  t^jaSiMi')  Divid- 
ingamong  partners  (joints  of  a  slaughteredanimal). 

A  (^..^ft-i^  tashklk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J**»)  Splitting. 

Bringing;  out  well  one's  words. 
A  aJLij  tashhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  used)  Turn- 
ing colour  (unripe  dates). 
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A  jxio  tashahkur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Returning 
thanks  for  favours,  being  grateful.  ̂  

A  Clfl.^^*>  tos/ta/i/jwA, (v.n. 5 of Cii-i») Doubting. 

A  ̂Ji-ij  tashahkul,(\ of  jj^)  Being  beau- 
tiful. Being  half-ripe  (grapes).  Being  pourtrayed, 

fashioned, figured, fancied.  Appearance,semblance. 

A  j_^wJ  tashakki,  (v.  n.  5  of  for^^^Jj)  Com- 
plaining (of  aches  and  pains).  Making  a  milk- 

bottle  from  the  skin  of  a  sucking  kid. 

A  'i^^Z*>  tashkiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂^-**) 
Making  a  milk-bottle  or  churn  (called  it^Mi  shak- 
wat)  from  the  skin  of  a  sucking  kid.  Restraining. 

Perfuming  one's  self  Contenting,  satisfying.  De- 
sisting, remaining  behind. 

A  ̂i^JLi  tashhid,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^^)  Giving. 

AjSJ^  taslilnr,{y.n.  2of^)  Giving  thanks. 
A  {JX^^JlS  tashhik,  (v.  n.  2  of  tijuii)  Creating 

doubt,  causing  to  doubt. 

A  tashh'il,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,J^)  Forming, 
framing,  figuring.  Fettering  (a  horse).  Tying  a 

string  to  (a  bird's)  foot.  Platting  (her)  hair  in  two 
braids  upon  (her)  forehead  (a  woman).  Being  half 

ripe  (grapes).  Being  obscure,  intricate. 

A  ̂^J^^ZJ>  taslialshul,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^Z^Zi  Q)  Scat- 
tering (urine)  here  and  there.  Letting  (water)  flow 

drop  by  drop.  Coming  drop  by  drop.  Trickling 
with  blood  (a  sword). 

A  tasldih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^t)  Stripping  na- 
ked, denuding,  making  bare. 

tashlihh,  A  cushion  for  kneeling  on. 

A  -^J:*}  tashllkh, (v. n.2  of ̂ -i»)  Killing.  Blood and  slaughter. 

A  Cl^t^  tashammut,  (v.  n.  5  of  tJl.**^)  Re- 
turning disappointed  of  booty. 

A jljil)  iashammur,  (v.  n.  5  of ̂ v^)  Preparing 

for,  being  ready  for  work.  Going  fast.  Walking 
with  nicety  or  a  haughty  air. 

Aj.^Jl3  tashammuz,  (v.n.5  ofjv«»»)  Being  con- 
tracted, knit  (brow).  Becoming  changed  (the  co- 

lour of  the  face). 

A  tashammus,  (v.n. 5  of  (j<*v«j)  Being 

exposed  to  the  sun.  Being  strong  and  powerful. 

Being  very  avaricious. 

A  i^ja.^^  tashammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  »»'*»)  Being 
contracted,  puckered,  wrinkled,  shrivelled. 

A  (J.«».^',.>  tasham^l,A  being  divided,  scattered. 
A  jft^  tasliamynuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^v-*)  Being 

brisk  and  lively.  Being  jealous. 

A  tashammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  tj-**^)  Being 

covered,  concealed.  Putting  on, or  being  possessed 

of  a  wrapper  which  encloses  the  entire  body. 

A  tashammum,  (v.  n.  5  of  pi»)  Smelling 
at  gently.  Getting  scent  of. 

A  H        tashmiyat,  The  act  of  smelling. 

A  Oo^-io  tashndt,  (v.  n.  2  of  tJl«»»«>)  Blessing 

any  one  (particularly  when  coughing  or  sneezing). 

Collecting.  Blasting  (one's)  hopes, disappointing. 

p^jv»^  tashmir,(ovy.i^  tashtmir)  Polipody. 

Aj^J^  tashmir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*«»)  Tucking  up 

the  garment.  Collecting,  drawing  together.  Be- 

ing ready,  alert ;  dispatching  business.  Expedit- 
ing, sending  away  (a  ship).  Purposing,  striving, 

aiming  at.  Walking  haughtily. 

p  ̂j<^.il>  tashmizaj,  A  black  shining  grain  re- 
sembling the  pippin  of  a  quince,  with  which,  when 

pulverized,  they  anoint  the  eyes,  by  the  natives  of 
Shiraz  called 

chashm. 

A  (jMX»iL>  tashmis,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂j-^v-*)  Expos- 
ing to  the  sun.  The  worship  of  the  sun. 
A  tashmis,  (v.  n.  2  of  („jaJ^)  Urging 

(a  steed)  forward :  poking  (him)  with  a  stick. 

A  ̂ ^v^'  tashnii^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ v«*)  Causing  one to  play.  Exposingtoridicule,makingcontemptible. 

Covering  (cloth)  with  wax,  making  a  cerement. 

A  Jj^*^  tashmil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Making 

haste,  being  expeditious.  Being  covered,  concealed. 

Gathering  in,  drawing  together  one's  skirt.  Pos- 
sessing a  wrapper  which  covers  the  whole  body. 

A  tashmhn,  (v.  n.  2of  Jl«»)  Smelling, 
p  tashan  or  tishan,  A  small  round  blackish 

grain  (larger  than  a  lentil)  with  which  camphor  is 

made  up  into  an  eye-salve. 

A  ̂ -iJ  tashannuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ *t>)  Being  shri- velled, puckered,  wrinkled  (leather).  Cramp. 

A  tashannuj  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ -»)  Making 

haste,  exerting  one's  self  much  in  running.  Mount- 
ing on  horseback.  Arming,  preparing  for  battle. 

Sending  out  detachments  of  soldiers  in  every  di- 
rection. Plundering,pillaging(amaraudingparty). 

Being  split,  falling  to  pieces  from  age  (a  garment  j. 

A  t_aj>i.>  tashannuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  Ow)  Adorn- 

ing one's  self,  or  being  adorned  with  ear-rings. 

p  cdJa.^'  tashnah,  The  part  of  the  head  which in  infants  is  soft. 

p  tishnagi,  Thirst.  A  hankering  after. 
A  (V/LiJ  tashannun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^)  Being 

wrinkled,  shrivelled  (skin).  Becoming  old  and 

dried  up  (a  leathern  bottle). 
p  f\ ■',,'>  tishna,  Thirsty,  parched  with  thii-st. 

Eager,  greedy,  insatiable.  ̂ JuyM>  «d-iJ  tishna  shu- dan.  To  be  thirsty. 

p ijJ:3  tishna-jigar,  (or  Jj  sjJLi  tishna- 

dil)  Thirsty,  desirous.  Desire,  wish. 
tishna-khun,  Blood-thirsty, 

p  tishna-lab, Thh-siy,  parched-lipped. 

A  ̂ JLi  tashnij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Wrinkling. 
A  tashnih,  A  reproaching,  a  defaming. 

A  ̂jLij  tashnlkh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Cutting  the 
prickles  off  a  palm-tree. 

A  jXiJLi  tashnlr,  (v.  n.  2  of  ji^)  Detecting  vil- 
lainies and  exposing  them  to  infamy.  Reproach- 

ing, disparaging. 
A  laJJj  tashnit,  A  roasting  (of  meat). 

A  ̂ jj^  tashnij  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂j-i>)  Reproaching, 



blaming,  disparaging,  taunting.  Running  to  ex- 
cessinwhat  is  shameful,  foul,and  odious.  BeingduU 

and  melancholy.  Regarding  as  filthy  and  hideous. 

Divulging, proclaiming.  Makinghaste,  goingwell. 

A  i^.SlAzj  tashnif,  (  v.  n.  2  of  u-ixw*)  Causing  one 

to  put  jev/els  in  the  ears.   Adorning  with  ear-rings. 

A  ̂ x)Jl^  tashnlk,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj-^)  Cutting 
(meat)  in  pieces.  Adorning,  dressing,  garnishing. 

Putting  the  cross-bar  jjjj^  slianih  into  a  bee-hive. 
A  Jij-i»)  tashatvwud,  (v.  n.  5  of  tiylJ*  not  used) 

Being  high,  culminating  (the  sun). 

A^^-i.)  tashawmuz,  (v.n.5of  liUufori^jIij)  Wear- 
ing a  turban,  wreathing  the  sash  round  it.  Sunrise. 

Aj^-i3  tashawwur,  (v.  n.  5 ofj\^  foi'jy^^  Being 
made  to  blush  (as  if  by  having  the  person  exposed). 

A  yLJ  tashamnmsh,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^y**  not  in 

use)  Being  disturbed,  discordant.  Disquietude,  dis- 
traction.   (Some  lexicographers  deny  this  word). 

A  tashawwut,  (v.  n.  5  of  IsUl*  for 

Fatiguing,  over-driving  (a  horse). 

A  (_«s^-i3  tasliamwuf,  ( v.  n.  5  of  for  (_-S_j«*) 
Being  dressed,  adorned.  Looking,  viewing  from 

a  height.  Fixing  the  eyes.  Listening  attentively. 

Being  wishful,  desiring  anxiously. 

A  ̂^.i-i  tashawwuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,JI«j  for  jj^) 
Discovering  or  manifesting  a  vehement  desire. 

A  (•l-i^^  tashassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j*'^)  Going  to 
the  left.  Takino;  an  unfavourable  omen.  Calling 

himself  a  Syrian,  native  of  Syria  (p^  shasni). 
A  tasltawwun,  Levity  of  mind. 

A  Tb^I^  tashawwuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  »_yi) 

Making  one's  self  so  altered  as  not  to  be  recognised. 
Hunting  wild  oxen.  Viewing  with  an  evil  eye. 

A  tashwib,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  i^^^) 

Repelling,  defending  one's  self  moderately. 

A  'o^.y^  tashwiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jy**)  Roasting. 
Giving  to  roast.  Serving  up  roast  meat.  Wound- 

ing, but  not  mortally. 

A  ̂ ^■^  tashw^h,  A  denying,  disavowing. 
A  L>.>y^  tashwid,  (v.  n.  2  of  liylij  not  used)  Be- 
ing high,  culminating  (the  sun). 

A  tushwiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  ii^!^  not  in  use) 

Causing  one  to  put  on  a  turban.  Rising  above  the 

horizon(the  sun).  Inclining  to  its  setting(the  sun). 

Covering  the  sun  (a  thin  cloud  without  rain). 

A j>.^^  tashimr,  (v.  n.  2  ofjli>  iovjyn)  Beck- 
oning, making  a  sign  with  the  hand  or  eye.  Caus- 

ing (another)  to  blush  (as  if  by  uncovering  his  na- 

kedness). Fattening  (a  horse).  Exercising  (ahorse), 

riding  (him)  backwards  and  forwards  to  shew(him) 

off  to  a  buyer.  Trying,  proving,  turning  about  (a 

horse  or  a  female  slave).  Raising  (fire).  Dyeing 

(a  gai'ment)  with  safii-on. 
A  tashwish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^yM  not  in  use, 

and  disapproved  of  by  some  lexicographers)  Mix- 

ing, confounding.  Disturbing,  troubling,  rendering 
uneasy  and  imcomfortable.  Confusion,  distraction. 
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disquietude,alarm,apprehension,annoyance,bother. 

A  [^ja>y^  fashwts,  A  rubbing  (of  the  teeth). 

A  ]a.>yLi  tashwit,  (v.  n.  2  of  IsL^  forls^Zj)  Be- 

ing long  (a  journey).  Making  a  pot  to  boil.  Stew- 
ing (meat)  till  it  dissolves.  Nipping,  pinching 

herbage  (the  frost).  Urging  (a  horse)  forward 
till  he  knocks  up. 

A  Jj^j^  tashwik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^Jm  for  ̂ Jy**)  In- 
flaming, exciting  (desire).  Filling  with  desire. 

A  Ldb.^>i.'i  taslmik,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  LdJj^^) 
Turning  white  (as  grain  before  it  fills).  Having 

thick  mustachios  (a  young  man).  Fencing  with 

thorns  (a  garden-wall).  Producing  side-teeth  (a 

camel's  jaw).  Breeding  the  rudiments  of  quills 
(an  unfledged  bird).  Putting  forth  hair  after  hav- 

ing been  shaved  (the  head).  Pointing,  swelling 
(the  breasts  of  a  girl). 

A  ̂ .^^  tashnnl,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jj^)  Having  a 
shrivelled  udder  without  milk  (a  camel).  Having 

little  water  in  it  (a  large  bucket).  Leaving  a  little 

water  in  a  bottle.  Having  their  bellies  drawn  up  to 

their  backs  (camels).  Being  diminished  (milk  or 

water).  Failing  (as  water)  in  a  leathern  bottle. 
Dangling,  being  flaccid  (penis). 

A  (^.y^  tasliwin,  A  cleaving  (of  skulls). 

A  s^„y^  tashwVi,  (v.  n.2  of  for  S yj*)  Mak- 
ing deformed,ugly.  Looking  with  a  malignant  eye. 

V  eJ^i  tashsha,  Name  of  an  oil-measure;  a  hin. 

A  tashhak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J■^(^)  Sighing,  sob- 
bing. The  braying  of  an  ass.   Noisy  (laughter). 

A  c-*^-^  tashahjui,  (v.  n.  2  of  t-^s^ir*^  Q) 
Being  mixed,  jumbled  together  (business). 

A  tashahhud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj-j***)  Making  a 

profession  of  religion,  saying  jiJJ^^l  is^\  ̂  

t3_j'^  \;i>»s^  ashhadu  an  Id  ildha  il- 
la'lldh,  wa  ashhadu  an  muhammadan  rasulu'- 
llaJi,  I  do  testify  that  (there  is)  no  god  but  God, 

and  I  acknowledge  that  Muhammad  (is)  the  apo- 
stle of  God ;  to  which  they  sometimes  add,  by  way 

of  amplification,  i^ynj  j  i^JS-  j 

wa  ashhadu  an  muha^nmadan  ^hduhu  wa  rasu- 
luhti,  And  I  testify  that  Muhammad  (is)  his  servant 
and  his  apostle. 

A  ̂j,'^^  tashahhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ jt*^)  Wound- 
ing deeply  with  a  malignant  eye. 
A         tos/ta/JmZ,  A  fading  (of  the  complexion). 

A  ̂^-^-i^ tashahhl, (v. n. 6 oiV^for y^) Wish- 
ing, desiring  eagerly,  having  a  continued  longing. 

A  i--*J^,t-i^  tashhib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i-jy^)  Changing 

a  person's  colour  (sun  or  wind).  Distressing  cat- 
tle (a  severe  season). 

A  'iy^  tashhhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j,-^)  Rendering 
desirable  and  appetible. 

tash-hul,  A  seminal  effusion. 

A jX.^  tashhlr,  (v.  n.  2  of  Divulging, 
proclaiming,  blazoning  abroad,  praising  the  merit 
of  another.     Drawing  a  sword,  and  flourishing  it 

round  the  heads  of  others. 

p  ̂^Jl>  tashi,  A  porcupine.    Tishi,  Lousy. 

A  tashayyuhh,  (v.  n.  -5  of  foi' 
Showing  old  age.    Assuming  the  character  of  a 

shayhh,  i.e.  an  elder  or  a  learned  man. 

A  i^J^^  tashayyud,  (v.  n.  5  of  j\m>  for  J^J^) 
Rubbing  the  body  with  perfumes. 

p  ijiJ^>  tashiru,  A  ball  of  coloured  stones. 

A  laXiU  tashayyut,  (v.  n.  -5  of  ialii*  for  laA-lIj)  Be- 
ing burnt,  scorched.  Becoming  emaciated  from 

indulging  too  freely  in  venery. 

A  j^lxk.ij  tasliaytun,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  De- 
porting one's  self  like  Satan,  by  being  stubborn, 

proud,  and  headstrong. 

A  jsiajwlj  ̂as/ta?/2;MTO,A  going  fast,  gettingbefore. 
A  ̂ vi^  tasliayyu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂\1*>  for  ̂ ^) 

Professing  to  be  of  the  sect  of  Ally  ('&*Ji*^  sht^t). 

p  tashayyu^mazhab,  Heretical. 

A  tashayyum,  (v.  n.  5  of        for  j»AiIo) 

Taking  after,  resembling  (one's  father).  Walking, 
going,  entering  into.    Appearing  (gray  hairs). 

A  ̂i-i^  tashayyUf,  A  being  appeased  (anger). 

A  i_,jjJLij  tashyih,  (v.  n.2  of  i^\Zt  for  u—*^-^) 

Making  gray  (sorrow).    Turning  loose. 

A  'ilxLi  tashyuat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^J^)  Making 

willing,  egging  on.  Making  deformed,  covering 
with  confusion. 

A  ̂jXi.^  tashyih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^J^  for  Ad- monishing, cautioning.  Frightening.  Watching  (an 

adversary)  narrowly,  hemming  (him)  in. 

A  tashyihh,  (v.n.2  of  ̂l^i!* for  ̂ w)Grow- 
ing  aged.  Calling  any  one  shayhh,  i.e.  doctor 
(a  title  of  respect).  Rendering  aged.  Reproach- 

ing, reviling  on  account  of  age. 

A  dMJ^  tashyid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ijUo  for  iXx.^)  Rais- 
ing high,  erecting.  Extolling  (a  name).  Plastering. 

A  JjjJlJ  tashyiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjA-l^*  not  used)  Mark- 

ing (a  garment)  with  stripes. 

A  (^AA^  tashyis,  (v.n.  2  of  for  i^jaxiM^) Punishing,  tormenting  annoying. 

A  ia*JuL)  tashyit,  (v.  n.  2of  for  lajui»)  Burn- 

ing up  the  wool  of  a  sheep's  head  and  trotters  that 
they  may  be  more  easily  cleaned.  Throwing  meat 
on  the  fire  till  it  frizzles  and  smells.  Victuals  dressed 

(for  the  people).    Any  thing  fetid.  A  bad  smell. 

A  tashyi^  (v.  n.  2  of       for  ̂ ^)  Ac- 
companying, following.  Coming  after  others  are 

gone,  and  then  following  them.  Going  out  with 
one  to  bid  him  farewell  and  bring  him  on  his  way. 

Burning,  scorching.  Blowing  his  pipe  (a  shepherd). 

Fasting  six  days  after  Raraazan.  Inspiring  with 

courage.    Feedine;  a  fire  with  fuel. 

A  I  ajuk^  tashyif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  jl^  for  i_AA*I*) 

Forming  (any  thing)  into  a  remedy  for  sore  eyes. 

A  pxLi3  tosAjim,  (v.n.2  of  j»\/ij)  Causing  to  go 
to  the  left.    Sending  to  Syria  (j»^  shafrn). 

A  j»J^i  tasJi.yiin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Jm  for  j»Ju»»)  En- 



(J5^
 tering  into.  Dividing,  apportioning.  Seizing  by 

the  head  or  garment  to  fight. 

A  (j^JwJ  tashyin,  A  writting  well  the  letter  (_ji>. 

A  L-oLo!)  tasabiih,  (v.n.  6  of  C^)  Drinking 

the  remains  (of  water)  in  a  pot. 

A  ijlwal)  tasaht,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j^)  Inflaming  (a 

woman)  with  love,  and  deceiving  (her).  Playing 

with  boys,  being  boyish. 

A  oLflj'  tasatt,  A  fighting  among  themselves. 
A  t_-»i^La>toaMM&,  ( v.n. 6  of  c-*^)  Calling 

out,  bawling  to  each  other.  Fighting,  squabbling. 

A  JiiLaJ  tasaduh,  (v.  n.6  of  ̂ •^^o)  Cultivating 

sincere  friendship.  Acting  with  fidelity  and  affec- 
tion towards  each  other. 

A  ̂d\j£3tasadum,(j.n.Qo?  j«iXo)  Dashing  one 
against  another.    Thronging,  pressing,  crowding. 

A  ̂.lil-a'i  tasadi^  Headaches.  Troubles. 
A  ̂ ^-o3  toan/M,Acrying  out  to  one  another. 
A  I  jjUa!)  tasarif,  (and  O^Iao)  tasarifat) 

Absolute  commands,  sovereign  mandates. 

A  j^l-ai'j  tasarum,  A  cutting  asunder,  disjoining. 
A  i_fl^jUfluj  tasarif,  (pi.  of  \^>_j^  tasrtf) 

Absolute  commands.  Conversions.  Revolutions. 

Changes,  vicissitudes,    (in  gram.)  Inflexions. 

A  ̂-.oWi  tasassuj:,  (v.  n.  2  of  UaU>  Q)  Fear- 
ing, apprehending,  cowering  down  to. 

A  ApI^  tosa^?<(Z,  A  being  difficult.  Ascension. 

A  jS-La'i  tasaghur,  (v.  n.  6  of  j^)  Debasing 
one's  self.    Becoming  contemptible. 

A  I  sl^  t(^s^^f;  i^-  "-6  of  i_Ji.o)  Being  drawn 

up  in  two  lines  in  battle  array. 

A tamfuh,  A  shaking  hands. 

A  (jiLiaJ tesa/ii7j,Astrikinghandsona bargain. 

A  (^l-a^  tasafun,  A  di viding( water)in  portions. 

A  ̂j^->a^  tasafi,  A  n  acting  sincerely  to  each  other. 

A  '^'O^  tasaluj,  A  feigning  deafness. A  tasaluh,  A  being  reconciled  together. 

A  ̂^^-o3  tasaluJih,  A  pretending  to  be  deaf. 
A  tasallb,  Pictures  of  the  cross. 

A  ̂\m33  tasamum,  A  feigning  to  be  deaf. 
A  I  2jjlo3  tasanif,  Literary  works. 

A  JjloJ  tasamil,  An  attacking  each  other. 

A j>.j^*ai  i'a«amr,(pl.ofy.^*aj)  Images, pictures. 

A  te.sa?/M/t,(v.n.6of  ̂ Iwsfor  ̂ -o)  Calling 
to  one  another.  Being  split  (the  sheath  of  a  sword). 

A  tasaii,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_flo)  Twittering 

(the  young  of  any  animal). 

A  tasabhub,  (v.  n.  5  of  lIao)  Being 

poured  out,  disembogued.  Flowing  from  a  heigh  t, 

falling  in  a  cascade.    Being  elapsed,  escaped. 

A  tasahbuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Slumbering 

in  the  morning.  Taking  breakfast.  Amusing  one's 
self  in  the  morning. 

Aj>*a"i  tasabhur,  (v.n.  5  ofjf>o)  Being  patient. 
Enduring  patiently,  making  an  effort  so  to  do. 

A  ̂   /^k^>  tasabsub,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_«A*aA<iJ  Q) 
Elapsing,  being  spent  (the  best  part  of  the  night). 
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Being  very  bold.  Being  intense  (heat).  Contra- 
dicting, disputing.  Being  scattered,  put  to  flight. 

Being  erased,  cancelled. 

A  |*f*aJ  tasabbugh,  The  embracing  a  religion. 

A  (_5-ajA>  tasabbi,  (v.  n.  5  of  j_^)  Inflaming 

with  love  and  deceiving  (a  woman).  Desiring,  in- 

clining to,  entertaining  an  affection  for. 

A  ̂ f*^  iasbih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ •^)  Saluting  in  the 
morning.  Coming  in  the  morning.  Giving  a  morn- 

ing draught.  Causing  to  arrive  in  the  morning. 
Breakfast. 

A  jJJk^'i  tasbir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Desiring  one 
to  have  patience.  Restraining  one's  self  or  another 
from  doing  any  thing.  Taking  by  the  gross. 

A  ̂ ^■^  tasbigh,  (v.n.2of  Having  dates 
ripening  at  the  stalk  (a  palm-tree).  Being  deli- 

vered of  a  hairy  abortion  (a  camel).  Colouring, 
dyeing  deeply. 

A  iasbin,  A  rubbing  with  soap,  soaping. 

A  ̂La'i  tasattu^(v.n.-5o{  ̂ La)  Going  back- 
wards and  forwards,  to  and  fro,here  and  there,  irre- 

solute and  uncertain.  Coming-  naked  and  alone. 
A  tasattum,  A  running  hard. 

A  tasfim,  (v.n.  2  of        obsol.)  Com- 
pleting (a  number).  Making  firm  and  strong. 

A  tastih,  A  rendering  vile,  an  abasing. 

A  („-*a£^*''^  tasahhub,  A  being  ashamed  of. 
A  ClJk^Jasahhul ,  A.  blushing, beingashamed. 

A  I  as:*^  tasahhuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  not  in 
use)  Committing  an  error  in  reading  or  writing. 
A  tasahhun,  A  questioning. 

A  tas-hih,  (v.  n.  2  of '^)  Amending, 
correcting,  making  sound.  Verifying,  illustrating. 

Putting  in  order,  arranging.  Correction. 

tas-hiha,  Muster.  daglii 

tas-hiha,  The  office  in  which  the  horses  entertained 
in  service  are  marked. 

A  I  i^^,^^  ias-Inf,  (v.  n.2of  l»-Bs^  not  in  use) 

Making  an  error  in  reading  or  writing.  An  ortho- 
graphical mistake,  an  error  in  spelling. 

^  (3^3^  ̂— ̂ ^i^^^  fas-/;I/-/;/m*awi,  Bad  reading. 

Kj<^^  taslih'ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  used)  Sub- 
duing, conquering.  Oppressing,  forcing  to  labour 

without  remuneration. 

A  tasaddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  S-^)  Opposing, 

presenting  one's  self  to.  Happening. 
A  jSs-io!)  tasadditr,{y.n.5  oij^)  Being  placed 

or  sitting  in  the  chief  seat.  Taking  the  lead  with 

outstretched  chest  (a  race-horse).  Precedency. 

A  (^^i  tasaddu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^^)  Becoming 
cleft,  split,  divided,  separated,  dispersed,  scattered, 

dissipated.  Being  lost,  disappearing. 

A  (  jlS^  tasadduf,  (v.  n.  -5  of  (  iS^o)  Declin- 

ing, receding,  turning  away  from. 
A  tasadduk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Ji^^)  Giving 

alms.  Bestowing,  giving  up  to  public  use  from 

religious  motives.  Alms  given  in  grain  at  the 4  T 

time  of  thrashing. 

A  jiXoJ  tasaddus,  (v.  n.5of  lJ*o)  Coming  up 
in  front  of.    Opposing,  disturbing. 

A  (_5!!>-ou>  tasaddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ijS'O)  Happen- 

ing, coming  to  pass.  Coming  before,  opposing. 
A  WiXxaJ  tasdisatjThe  polishing  (of  a  mirror). 

A  io.ii.*flL>  tasdiyat,  A  clapping  with  the  hands. 

A  tV.cV.^  tasdid,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^'«)  Striking  with 

vehemence,  clapping  the  hands  together  (so  that 
the  sound  is  heard).  Flapping  the  wings  (a  bird). 

Striking  (the  lyre).  Shaking  (as  the  wind).  Pour- 
ing (wine)  from  one  vessel  into  another.  Leading 

(cattle)  from  pasture  to  pasture. 

A tasdh-,  (v.  n.  2  of  jSta)  Causing  to 
spring  forth.  Leading  back  from  water.  Taking 

the  lead  with  a  stretched-out  breast  (a  race-horse). 

Yielding  precedence,  giving  the  highest  place  or 

chief  seat  at  table.  Beginning  a  letter  with  a  pro- 
oemium  or  exordium.  Passing  a  rope  fiom  the 

ring  in  a  camel's  nose  behind  the  callous  part  of 
his  breast.  Putting  the  breast-harness  on  a  horse. 
Breast-harness. 

A  ̂ ,Sja3  tasd'i^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Splitting, 
cleaving  asunder.  Separating,  scattering.  Suffer- 

ing from  a  violent  headache,  (pi.  ̂^.^Lai)  tasadi^ 

The  headache.  Perplexity,  trouble.  p  ̂ .>\^> 

(jii^ii  lasdi^dadan,  To  inflict. 
A  ̂ s.^  fasdigh,  A  branding  on  the  temple. 
A  ̂ Jii-«aL>  fasdik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂jvi>->fl)  Assuring 

of  the  truth  of,  proving,  attesting,  verifying.  Be- 

lieving, crediting,  acknowledging  as  true.  Receiv- 
ing contributions  for  pious  uses.  Naming  the 

amount  of  a  woman's  marriage-portion.  Running 

away  (a  wild  beast)  without  looking  behind  him. 

A  ([^.tisxai  tasd'tliiy,  Confirmatory.  (_^l\Iai<) eijkjb_ii>o3  matalibi  tas(Uhvja,  Confirmative  ques- 

tions (tending  to  prove  the  truth). 
A  tasarruhh,  (v.  n.  5  of  j,^ ̂o)  Crying  out, 

exclaiming  vehemently.  Endeavouring  to  cry  out. 

A  t_ij*a!>  tasarruf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i—i^)  Holding 

at  one's  own  disposal.  Using  one's  own  discretion. 
Using,  consuming.  Taking,  seizing,  claiming.  Be- 

ing skilled,  well  practised  in.  Employing  dexte- 
rity and  cunning.  Possession,  use,  occupancy, 

controul.  Expenditure,  embezzlement,  extrava- 

gance. Power,  influence,  art.  p  (jjulilti  u-sj-a^ 
tasarruf  dashtan,  To  possess,  enjoy,  usurp,  have 

in  one's  power.  u-i^^su)  tasarruf  hardan, 
To  use,  to  dispose  of.    To  spend. 

A  lI^^jjo.)  tasarruf  at,  Possessions.  Usages. 

Sum  total  of  expenses,  ^  CJ'^j>a)  tasarru- 

fati  ̂ ruz.  Poetic  licenses. A  ̂3J*a3  tasarrvfi,  Common  provisions  given 

to  dependents. 
A  f'j-'^  tasarrum,  (v.  n.  5  of  p'^)  Being  cut 

off.  Being  finished,  consumed.  Being  hard,  ro- 

bust, stubborn,  obstinate. 



A  i^^jjoS  tasrlb,  (v.  n.  2  of  i--^/^)  Drinking 
sour  milk.    Eating  red  gum. 

A  'i>j)&>  tasrii/at,  (v.  n.  2  of  j>o)  Taking  little 
or  no  milk  (from  a  sheep),  in  order  to  increase  it. 

A  '^j^  tasrij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j>a  not  used)  Plas- 
tering(a  cistern)  with  a  cement  called  ̂ jjLo  saruj. 

A  tesn/t,(v.n.2of  ̂ j^)Speakingopenly. 
Showing  plainly.  Being  open,  plain,  sincere,  pure, 

clear.  Losing  its  froth  (wine).  Evidence,  mani- 

festation. ^^jjoO  tasrihi  hahl,  Suffering  dis- 
tress from  dearth.  Becoming  pure  and  free  from 

admixture.  Shooting  but  missing  aim.  p 

f^d^ tasrih  kardan,  To  make  manifest. 

A  tasrid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _fO)  Giving  a  very 
little  to  drink,  not  sufficient  to  quench  the  thirst. 

Giving  a  small  present. 

Ajijtoi  tasrlr,  A  taking  the  lead. 

A  tasrij  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ 'O')  Overthrowing, throwing  completely  prostrate.  Putting  folding 

doors  to  a  gate.  Beginning  a  poem  with  a  hemi- 
stich, to  the  last  syllable  of  which  all  the  verses 

in  the  piece  must  rhyme. 

A  \,^j*au>  tasrif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-i;^)  Changing, 

turning.  Drinking  pure  and  neat  (wine).  Ap- 
pointing a  man  to  manage  affairs,  with  full  powers. 

Explaining,  making  clear  (verses).  Deriving  (one 

word)  from  another.  Spending,  disbursing.  Easily 

selling  one's  goods.     Shifting,  veering  from  one 
quarter  to  another  (wind),   (pi.  i  O^^LaJ  tasarif) 
Inflection,  conjugation,  etymology. 

A  tasrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  p'o')  Breaking, cutting  in  pieces.    Cutting  a  tree. 

A  ijlatoft.)  tos^aA, Afainting,fallingintoaswoon. 

A  tasa^ih,  A  rendering  difficult. 

A  ii^Aa5  tasa^^d,  (v.  n.  5  of  iij»^)  Being  im- 

portant, difficult,  above  one's  power.  Ascending. 
Ajst^  tasa^j^r,  (v.  n.  5  of  j*^)  Having  a  wry 

face.    Being  wry-necked. 

Ajj3>.jq:>  tasa^ur,  A  being  spherical,  globular. 

A  ̂ ^xjoJ  tasa^u^  (v.  n.2of  ̂ ^ajto  Q)  Mov- 

ing one's  self.  Being  moved.  Being  divided,  scat- 
tered. Being  cowardly.  Being  easy,  submissive, 

humble,  or  depressed.  Giving  way,  quitting  the 

ranks  (troops).    Scattering,  destroying. 

A jOjt^ai  tasa^ur,  A  being  bent  (the  neck). 

A  i^JjsjiaJ  tasa^uk,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Be- 
coming indigent.  Casting  their  coat  (camels). 

Poverty,  indigence. 

A(».«<iAjew^i{as^i&,Amakingdifficult,troublesome. 

A  iXxjKflt)  tas^d,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Ascending 
a  mountain.  Descending  into  a  valley.  Going  on 

a  declivity.    Melting;  distilling,  sublimating. 

A jA»<a')  ias^r,  (v.  n.  2  of  Making  faces 
ill  contempt.  Awryness  of  face  from  natural  causes. 

AjiktSki  tasffhir,  (n.  n.  2  of  j*^)  Diminishing. 
Rendering  contemptible,  despising.  Putting  (a 

noun)  into  the  diminutive  form.    Diminution.  A 
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diminutive  noun. 

A  CL^SLtoJ  tasaffut,  (v.  n.  5  of  d^<«)  Being 

strong,  powerful,  obstinate. 

A  d^-a-oi'i  tasaftut,  (v.  n.  2  of  cLijkfl^  Q)  Be- 
ing strong,  powerful,  hard,  stern. 

A  ̂ ~tA>  tasaffuh,  (y .n.Qof  ̂ a-o)Examiningmi- 
nutely,  considering  accurately.  Comparing,  re- 

vising page  after  page. 

A  tasaffuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ '«)  Moving 
from  side  to  side  on  the  back.  Going  to  and  fro, 

being  irresolute.  Opposing,  hindering.  Inversion. 

A  iLfl^i  tasfiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _J'^)  Straining, 
drawing  off  water.  Rendering  clear,  bright. 

A  ̂JifOJ  tasfih,  (y.n,2o{  ̂ .^)  Making  broad, 
expanding,  beating  out  (a  ploughshare  or  sword- 
blade).    Clapping  (the  hands). 

A  0>Afl*aj  tasfid,  A  fastening,  binding,  tying. 

A ji.h./A>  tasflr,  (v.  n.  2  of ji>fi)  Dyeing  yellow. 

Emptying,  stripping  (a  house  of  furniture).  Whis- 
tling, singing.  Calling  (an  ass)  to  water. 

A  ;»_fi-aAaj  tasfif,  (v.  n.  2  of  («_fl*o)  Arranging, 

drawing  up  in  order  of  battle.   Standing  in  a  row. 

A  ̂Jl>£i>  tasflli,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ 3^)  Shaking  a 

tree  (wind).  Clapping  (the  hands)  together.  Go- 
ing, passing  on.  Circumambulating.  Pouring 

(wine)  from  one  vessel  into  another.  Leading 

(cattle)  from  pasture  to  pasture.  Filling. 

A  jj^A-a.)  tasfin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^a^)  Laying  in 

order  side  by  side  (the  cells  of  a  wasp's  nest). 
A  jS.^  tasakhur,  (v.  n.  5  of Hunting  with 

the  bird jS-^a  sakr.  Being  lighted,  blazing  (a  fire). 
Delaying,  tarrying. 

A tashir,  The  kindling  (of  a  fire). 

A  ̂^^suai  taski^  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Swearing. 

A  u-Jjia'i  tesaZfeft,  A  being  hard,  firm,  inflexible. 
A  ̂y^a^.J£^i  tasahul,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J.*aLo  Q)  Re- 

sounding (as  thunder,  artillery,  a  smith's  forge,&c.), 
tinoflino'  ( as  bells  or  other  bodies  of  a  smaller  and 

shriller  sound).  Becomingdry  and  rattling(asclay). 

A  tasallu^  (v.  n.  5  of  Bursting  from 
behind  a  cloud  (the  sun),  reaching  the  meridian. 

A  L—cLaj'  tasalluf,  (v.  n.  5  of  s«_flLo)  Caressing, 
flattering.  Boasting,  gasconading.  Becoming  sa- 

tiated with  the  plant  &lj>-  khullat  (a  camel),  and 

longing  for  the  (^jaJ?"  hamz.  Coming  to  hard,rug- 

ged  ground. A  tasalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Crying  out 

(a  woman  in  labour).  Rolling  in  pain  (from  the 

bellyache).    Going  in  and  out  of  the  water. 
A  tasalU,  (v.  n.  5  of         Being  burnt, 

scorched,  singed.  Growing  hot,  being  heated  be- 
fore the  fire.  Straightening  (a  stick)  by  heat. 

A  u-«iLaJ  taslih,  (v.  n.  2  of  (— Ao)  Crucifying, 

gibbeting.  Impaling.  Making  the  sign  of  the 

cross ;  painting,  or  forming  in  the  shape  of  a  cru- 
cifix. Making  very  hard.  Becoming  hard  and 

firm.  Growing  hard  (a  soft  date).  Taking  the  fat 

from  meat.  A  mode  of  coveringthe  head  with  a  veil. 

A  tasliyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^)  Putting  any 

thing  into  the  fire  to  heat.  Roasting.  Making 

straight  by  heat  (a  stick).  Praying  to,  supplica- 

tingGod.  Being  propitious,merciful (God).  Bless- 

ing. Coming  in  second  at  a  race  (a  horse).  Driv- 
ing the  female  before  him  (an  ass). 

A  taslih,  The  doing  (a  thing)  well. 

A  (SAjoJ)  taslid,  A  being  very  covetous. 

A  laJjo.)  tasllt,  (v.n.  2  of  lal^a)  Giving  absolute 

dominion,  investing  with  paramount  authority. 

A  |«^l«a'i  tasli^  (v.n.  2  of  Making  an  apo- logy. Being  visible  and  uncovered  by  the  earth  (a 

grain).  Spreadingout,stretching(askin).  Stretch- 
ing both  hands  on  the  ground,  and  easing  nature. 

A  (itlJ^  taslik,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.dlLo  not  in  use) 

Tying  the  stringj^^  si}-ar  around  a  camel's  dugs. 
A  (J^^*a"->  taslil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Beginning  to 

stink  (meat).  Making  a  tinkling  noise  (a  bridle-bit). 

A  j»Al.flt>  tasllm,  A  cutting  up  by  the  root.  A 
maiming  (especially  in  the  ears  or  nose). 

A  ̂je3  tasammu^A  being  stained  (with  blood). 
A  tasrrat,  (v.  n.  2  of  LIa**^)  Keeping 

silence.  Ordering  or  putting  to  silence. 

A ̂ ■»*ai>  tasmtr,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Being  avari- 
cious. Preventing,  hindering.  Entering  on  the 

hour  of  sunset. 

A  ̂ ^*aj  tasmi^  (v.  n.  2  of  Heaping,  pil- 
ing up  to  a  point.  Intending,  designing,  resolving. 

A  tasmtgh,  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ o)  Gumming 

(any  thing).  Turning  to  gum. 

A  j^-a!)  tasviim,  (v.  n.2  of  ji>«)  Intending,  de- 
signing, resolving  deliberately,  determining  firmly. 

Proceeding  upon  a  journey,  going  on  briskly.  Pe- 
netrating to  the  bone,  or  hitting  a  joint  exactly  (a 

sword).  Biting,  fixing,  or  holding  with  the  teeth. 

Putting  (a  horse)  into  forage,  so  that  he  becomes 
fat.  Resolution,  determination.  Making  one  the 

repository  of  any  communication. 
A  {Jsx>a3  tasandul,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji^i'^  Q)  Talk- 

ing politely  to  the  ladies. 
A  ̂Jw<aJ  tasannu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^)  Adorning 

herself  (a  woman).  Making  a  display  of  art.  Stu- 
dying to  make  a  fair  appearance.  Showing  a  spe- 

cious outside. 

A  I  tasannuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i__ilo)  Being 

ready  to  burst  into  leaf  (a  tree).  Becoming  exco- riated (the  lip). 

A  (J.^  tasatim,  (v.  n.  5  of_ji*3)  Sitting  wist- 

fully nigh  a  cauldron. 
A  tastiij,  A  throwing  prostrate. 

A  ̂ .j^  tasnl^  (v.  n.  2  of  Dressing  ele- 
gantly (a  girl).  Feeding,  fattening, making  plump 

and  comely  (a  girl). 

A  ;_flJJwa>  tasnif,  (v.  n.  2  of  (»_flj^  not  in  use) 

Sorting,  ranging,  distributing  (in  classes).  Com- 
piling, composing  (a  book).  Leafing  (a  tree),  (pi. 



(_ijjU3u>  lasanif)  Invention,  literary  composition. 

A  j*Al.<aJ  tas7nm,  (v.  n.  2 of  jjwtf  not  in  use)  Form- 
inganidol.  Painting.  Leaving(a camel) unmilked 

every  other  time  that  the  milk  may  be  increased. 

A  L.-'^-oj  tasawwuh,(y.  n.  5  of  L--'l>«  for  L^y^) 

Falling,  descending  (rain).  Reaching. 

A  tasawrcuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ lo  for  ̂ ^) 
Becoming  divided  (hair  in  ringlets).  Being  split, 

cleft,  riven.  Being  dried,  withered,  particularly 

on  the  top  (herbage). 

Aj'yoi  tasawmur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjUa  forj^/o)  Be- 
ing painted,  pourtrayed,  framed,  fashioned,  formed, 

imagined,  conceived.  Imagining,  fancying.  Fall- 
ing under  a  blow.  Imagination,  fancy,  suj^position, 

reflection,  image,  idea.  p  ̂jii^j^jo!)  tasawwur 

kardan,  To  imagine,  to  picture  to  one's  self. 

A  ̂j'tj*CL>  tasawwuriy,  Imaginative. 
A  ̂ *cl)  tasawwu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Uo  for  ̂ y^) 

Being  dispersed  and  going  to  a  distance  (people). 

Being  withered  (a  plant).  Being  dirty,  dishevel- 

led, flying  about  and  falling  off"  (hair). 
A  tasawmvf, (v,  n.  -5  of i_>\-o  for  i^yo) 

Being  dark  and  mystical  (a  saying).  An  obscure 

and  enigmatical  mode  of  speaking  (peculiar  to  the 

Eastern  sophs  or  religious  devotees).  Jargon.  Con- 

templation.   Mysticism,  Suflism.    A  society  of 

men  (particularly  a  religious  order).  (  s^^"i 
ahli  tasawwuf,  An  anchoret,     i  J^-oJ  ̂ 5-  ̂Imi 
tasawwuf,The  science  of  mystery,theology.  (This 

word  is  not  found  in  the  Kamus). 

A  Jj^^  tasa7V7vuk,  Ahe'mg  dirtied  with  ordure. 
A  cD^.^  tasmvivuli,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^Lo  for  <-^_j*3) 

Being  bedaubed  with  one's  own  excrement. 
A  i^lyoS  taswib,  (v.  n.  2  of  l^Io  for  f^j^o) 

Regarding  (one)  as  a  correct  speaker,  or  as  saying 

what  is  right  and  true.  Approving,  praising.  Put- 

ting a  horse  to  the  gallop,  urging  to  full  speed. 
Lowering  the  head. 

A  'i>.ya3  taswhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_f^wo)  Leaving  a 
ewe  not  milked  dry,  in  order  that  the  milk  may 
thicken.  Exempting  a  stallion-camel  from  all  kinds 

of  labour.  Withering  (a  palm-tree).  Reserving 
a  son  for  a  widow,  or  a  daughter  for  a  widower. 

A  0^,_j*a3  tasw'ii,  (v.  n.  2  of  CL^Lo  for  0_j>i>) 
Resounding.  Exclaiming.  Causing  to  cry  out. 

A  ̂ y>Ai  taswih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Xo  for  .^yo)  Dry- 
ing up  (as  the  sun  or  wind).  Withering,  becom- 
ing withered  (herbs,  particularly  on  the  tops). 

A  6^,yai  tasm'id,  A  writing  the  letter  ̂   sad. 
A taswir,  (v.n.2  of,lo  for^^)  Form- 
ing, fashioning.  Painting,  limning.  A  picture, 

image,  effigy,  likeness,  p  ̂i>^ jye^  taswir  kar- 
dan, To  paint.  To  represent. 

A  ̂yoS  taswi^ (v.n.2  of ̂ Uj  for  ̂ -o) (Wind) 
drying  (plants).  Preparing  (a  place)  for  carding 
cotton.  Sharpening  (a  thing)  at  the  head  and  round- 

ing (it)  at  the  sides.  Jumping  to  the  right  and  left 
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of  the  female  (an  ass). 

A  (Jj.^«<aj  taswil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jlo  for  J_j'^>)  Car- 
rying or  upraising  any  thing  by  water.  Sweeping 

(a  barn  or  granary).  Burning  and  mixing  one 
thing  with  another. 

A  ^*o.>  tasahmum,  (v.  n.2  of  j^**^  Q)  Doing 

tlie  work  of  a  j»Ji*^-o  silmiim. 

A  ̂ *aJ  tasayyuh,  (v.  n.5  of  for  ̂ '^)  Dry- 
ing up  (herbs).  Being  divided  (hair). 
A  ̂A'oj  ̂ (2sa?/?/Mt?,  A  hunting,  looking  for  game. 

AjX^  tasayyur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjUa  forjj^)  Re- 
sembling, taking  after  (his)  father. 

Ajlajj^al)  tasaytiir,  (v.  n.  2  of jU>>/?  Q)  Being 

appointed  to  any  ofiice  or  post  of  authority.  Pre- 
siding as  inspector. 

A  tasayyu^  ( v.  n .  .5  of  ̂ Lo  for       )  Mov- 
ing  to  and  fro  on  the  surface  of  the  ground  (water) 
Withering  (a  plant). 

A  I  tasayyiif,  (v.  n.  5  of  (  9^*0  for  i»_ttJi>£') 

Livin  g  any  where  in  the  sura  mer  season,  sum  mei-ing. 
A  ̂l«ai  tasayyus,  A  washing  ( the  head)  slightly. 

A  tasyuat,  (v.  n.  2  of        not  in  use) 

Washing  (the  head)  slightly.  Bearing  dates  turn- 
ing to  a  purple  colour  (a  palm-tree). 

A  tasyih,  (v.  n.  2  of        for  Dry- 

ing (as  the  sun  or  wind). 

AjiSjdi  tasyir,  (v.  n.2ofjl<o  for^-o)  Effect- 
ing, causing  to  become,  placing,  constituting.  Send- 
ing back.  Causing  to  incline. 

A  i^ja^Xtai  tasyis,(Y.  n.  2  of  (^a<o)  Producing 

the  bad  dates  (_>3J;o  sis  (a  palm-tree). 

A  ̂ ^-^^  tasyujh,  A  saucing  (of  meat). 
A  (_flJkJjjAJ  tasyif,  A  sufficing  for  the  summer. 

A  J-*Uii  tazaiul,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^)  Being  thin, 

lean,  spare,  and  contemptible.  Concealing  (one's 

self)  by  sitting  down.  Making  one's  self  appear 
contemptible. 

A j&-Lol!>  tazaj^ir,  (v.  n.  6  of Appearing 
(in  truth  or  semblance  only)  wearied  and  disgusted. 

A  ij^UaJ  iazctju^{y.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^^)  Lying  down 
together,  each  on  one  side. 

A  tazajum,  (v.  n.  6  of  p^)Beingcon- 
troverted.  Being  wry-mouthed.  Disagreement, 

diversity.   An  obliquity  in  the  mouth. 

A  Cii»-Li>  tazahuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  tdis^)  Laugh- 
incr  at  one  another.  Laughing  amongst  themselves. 

A  lil/^LJ  tazadd,  (v.  n.  6  of  Being  enemies, 

opponents.  Contradiction,  contrariety,  opposition. 

Absurdity,  inconsistency. 

A  (— ̂ Laj  tazaruh,  (v.  n.  6  of  L»->^)  Being  in 
commotion,  distracted  among  themselves.  Fight- 

ing with  swords.  Squabbling. 

A  (_^l*3L>  tazarus,  (v.  n.  G  of  {^yo)  Being 
unequal,  consisting  of  uneven  projecting  parts. 

Making  war,  fighting  with  one  another. 

A  ̂^jl-ii!)  tazazun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ jj^)  Giving  to 
one  another.  Fighting  or  overcoming  one  another. 

A  I — ftS-La!>  taza^f,  (v.  n.  6ofi  ax*o)  Increas- 

ing, doubling.  Becoming  doubled.  Pretending 
to  be  weak. 

A  i^AxS-Lai  taza^f,  (pi.  of  i_Axit<a!>  taz^f) 

Augmentations. 
A  laS'Laj  tazayhut,  A  crowding,  pressing. 

A  tazaffhun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^*'«)  Hating 

one  another.    Feeling  a  tendency  to  hate. 

A  (  j'w^  tazaff,  (v.  n.  6  of  i  a*^)  Pressing, 

crowding  one  upon  another  (camels,  when  run- 
ning to  water  in  a  light  state). 

A ̂ Laj  tazafur,  A  helping  each  other. 
A  lasL^  ̂ «^a/'wf,  A  being  compact,  firm  (flesh). 

A  (^loi)  tazafun,  A  helping  one  another. 
A  13^-^  tazall,  (v.  n.  6  of  3-^)  Pretending  to 

have  lost  one's  way. 

A  jcLi)  tazamum,  (v.  n.  6  of  j*o)  Being  joined, 
accumulated,  drawn  towards. 

A  Jjl^aj  tazasul,  (v.  n.  G  of  J^)  Being  thin, 

lean,  spare,  and  contemptible.  Concealing  one's 

self  by  sitting  down.  Making  one's  self  appear 
contemj)tible. 

A  I  tt^.Ux)  tazdyuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  L_flJy<5)  Being 

narrow,  confined  (a  channel).  Coming  down  on 

both  sides  to  a  river.  Attacking  the  game  from both  sides  (dogs). 

A  ̂ \^>  tazayuh,  (v.n.Gof  ̂ 3^)  Being  nar- 
row (mind  or  place).    Being  crowded,  jammed. 

A  {.^X^i  fazabbub,(Y.  n.5  of  tJl^wo)  Becoming 
fat  and  short-necked  (a  boy). 

A  ]aljaL}  iazabbut,  (v.  n.  5  of  laxo)  Taking  by 

force  and  imprisonment.  Snatching  a  mouthful  of 

grass,  grazingquickly  and  becomingstrong  (sheep). 

A  i__AJkAo3  tazb'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jl<.o)  Fastening 
the  door.  Feeding  (a  boy)  with  butter  from  a 
leathernvase.  Hooping(avessel).  Comprehending, 

observing,  laying  a  thing  up  in  mind.  Making  fat. 
A  ciJawx)  tazbid,  (v.  n.  2of  i^xo  obsol.)  Calling 

to  the  recollection  of  another  something  which  puts 

him  in  a  passion. 

AjAAjo^  tazhlr,  (v.  n.  2  ofjJo^)  Collecting.  Be- 
ing firmly  knit(the  joints).  Compactness  or  square- 

ness of  the  animal  frame. 

A  ̂ j^Jwou)  tazbl^  (v.  n.  2  of  Being  pusil- 
lanimous. Preventing  a  sportsman  from  killing 

game,  by  coming  between.  Going  with  a  long 
trot,  throwing  out  the  fore-legs  (a  horse). 

A tazajjur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  op- 
pressed and  wearied  in  mind,  complaining. 

A  tazajju^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^^)  Doing  less 

than  one  ought,  being  negligent,  indolent.  Abid- 
ing in  one  place.   Remaining  fixed  (a  cloud). 

A  toy  Vt  (v.  n-  2  of  ̂ ^)  Going,  depart- 
ing.     Inclining.    Poisoning  (birds  and  beasts). 

Exciting  (any  one)  to  scream  aloud. 

A  ̂ sT^  toiy'i^)  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Doing  less 
than  one  ought,  being  negligent.  Being  near  set- 



ting  (the  sun),  inclining  to  set  (a  star). 

A^^A^^^  tazalizuh,  Undulation  (of  a  vapour). 
A  eil^^^flj-o/Jn/^,  (v.n.5of(^s:**)Laughing. 

A  tazahia,  (v.  n.  5  of       for _j5C^)  Din- 
ing, lunching.  Basking  in  the  sun.  Sacrificing. 

Praying  in  the  forenoon.  Beginning  to  graze  in 

the  forenoon  (camels). 

A  ̂ fS^  tazMyat,  (v.  n.  2of Isi^for^^)  Pro- 
ceeding slowly.  Sacrificing  a  sheep  (when  the  fore- 

noon is  far  advanced).  Leading  sheep  to  pasture 

between  sunrise  and  midday.  Causing  (any  one) 

to  eat  at  luncheon.  Entertaining  at  dinner. 

A  ciJ-^^'*  tazhih,  A  causing  to  laugh. 

A  jeJ^^^  tazkliim,  A  making  big. 
A  \^jj&>  tazarrnh,  (v.  n.  5  of  L-^*i)  Being 

moved,  stirred,  agitated.  Shaking. 

A  iazirrat  or  tazurrat,  Necessity,  want, 

indigence,  bad  plight,  evil  case. 

A  '^j3^Hazarruj,(Y.T\.5of^^)  Beingsmeared, 
stained  (with  blood).  Being  florid  (the  cheek). 

Expanding,  bursting  from  the  envelope,  bud,  or 

pod  (a  flower  or  fruit).  (A  woman)  dressing  her- 
self to  show  herself  to  men.  Shooting  (lightning). 

Ajj*2.i  tazarrur,  A  being  injured,  suffering  loss. 

A  tazarru^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^)  Humbling 

one's  self.  Surrendering  one's  self  up  to  the  divine 
disposal.  Supplicating,  deprecating.  Petitioning, 

makingknown  one's  wants.  Diminishing, contract- 
ing (a  shadow).  Running  with  short  steps.  Sub- 

mission, supplication. 

A  ̂ ^j'^  tazargluim,  (v.  n.2  of  Q)  Re- 

sembling a  lion  {^j*o  zirgJiam')  in  fierceness. 
A  )aSj*a>  tazarfut,  (v.  n.2  oi)aiyO  Q)  Riding 

upon  any  one,  and  withdrawing  the  feet  from  under 

his  arm-pit,  and  placing  them  on  his  neck. 

A  j6;*a"->  tazarrum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^)  Kindling, blazing  (fire  or  rage).  Being  fired  with  rage. 

A  i^ij^i  tazrib,  (v.  n.  2  of  L^j>6^  Striking. 
Stirring  up  debate.  Mixing.  Stitching  a  garment 

lined  with  cotton.  Di'inking  the  milk  of  several 
camels  mixed  in  one  bowl.  Being  deeply  sunk  in 

the  socket  (an  eye).  Going  in,  or  being  exposed 

to,  the  snow.  Tale-bearing. 

A  'i>.j*a.)  tazriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  t^^^)  Making 
greedy,  causing  to  hanker  after.  Setting  a  dog  in 

pursuit  of  game.  Training,  exercising,  habituating. 

Hemming  the  edge  of  a  wallet. 

A  tazry,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j>o)  Dyeing  (a  gar- 
ment) of  a  red  colour.  Imbruing,  smearing  (with 

blood).  Speaking  with  elegance.  Spurring  (a 

steed)  when  making  a  hostile  incursion.  Slacken- 
ing, unloosing  the  breast  of  a  garment. 

A  f^ijtio  tazris,  (v.  n.  2  of  {^j^o)  Making 
expert  (frequent  wars  or  travels). 

A  \3.>j*ai  tazr'it,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^)  Causing  to 
break  wind.  Making  a  noise  with  the  mouth  in 

contempt.    Holding  up  to  ridicule. 
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A  ̂ .j^  tazri^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j*s)  Being  about 
to  set  (the  sun).  Being  nearly  cooked  (meat  in  a 

pot).  Cooking  incompletely  the  inspissated  juice 

called  L_-^  rnbb.    Taking  short  steps  in  running. 

A  jfij*^  tazrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  p^)  Making  burn. 

A  |«*a"i  tuz^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Bringing  forth  a 
child.  Tuz'^ov  tuzu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Conceiving 
a  little  before  menstruation.    Travelling  quickly. 

A  ̂ axjaL>  taza^u^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ MAstjo  Q)  Be- 
ingdesolated,falling  in  ruins.  Becomingdepressed. 

Waxing  poor.  Humbling  one's  self.  Destruction. 

A  («_flj<««ij  taza^^f,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  hx^o')  Consi- 
dering as  weak.   Being  unknown,  obscure,  vile. 

A  (»JUA»aL)  taz^f,  (v.n.2of  I  h.st^)  Increasing, 
doubling,  multiplying.  Making  weak,  enfeebling. 

Esteeming,  i-egarding  as,  or  calhng  weak.  Redu- 
plication.   A  chemical  wash  or  adulteration. 

A  CUaA*!)  tazgluft,  Rain  moistening  the  earth, 

A  jiSuaS  tazfir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji>o)  Twisting,  plait- 
ing, braiding  (hair). 

A  uLLaSC^a'i  tazahzuk,  (v.  n.  2  oi  ijXJi.'Co  Q) 
Rejoicing,  exulting,  having  an  open  countenance. 

A  J^Li>  tazlal,(y.n.2oi (3>^)  Leading  astray. 

Seductbn.  ̂ y^^ii^y^zullahitazlalin,Y?i\n,^?A's,e. 

A  tazallu^  (v.  n.  5  of        Being  satiated 

(with  victuals)  till  the  ribs  zila^  swell  out. 

A  (J.i^'i  ̂JiOT  or  iM2;M//«7, Vain,  empty,  false,  silly. 
A  tazalU,  (v.  n.  5  of         Choosing  the 

society  of  the  lost  and  abandoned. 

A  tazli^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ji)  Embroidering 
(a  garment)  with  a  pattern  of  ribs  zilaQ. 

A  ̂y^•*^  tazlil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J^)  Seducing,  caus- 

ing to  wander.  Accusing  of  error.  Losing  (one's 
horse  or  camel).  Ruining,  destroying. 

A  ̂ y&>  tazammiikh,  (v.  n.  o  of  ̂ v^)  Being 
profusely  anointed  (the  body). 

A  u\.»jol>  tazammud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being 

bound  up,  di-essed  with  a  plaster  (a  wound).  Be- 
ing bound  with  a  fillet  (lilv^  ziynacV). 

A  Jij£ti  tazammur,  (v.  n.  5  of^v^)  Falling  away, 
becoming  lean  and  withered  (the  face). 

A  ̂^^*oi  tazamviun,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂ j*^)  Compre- 
hending, containing,  including.  Accepting.  Un- 

dertaking for,  becoming  security  (for  the  perform- 
ance of  any  thing).  A  bond  with  sureties. 

A  ̂ X->eO  tazammufiiy ,  Elliptical. 

A  ̂ff>aS  tazmVih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Anointing copiously  (the  body). 

A  i^x^*e3  tazmid,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^v^)  Binding  (the 

head)  with  a  fillet  of  any  kind  (excepting  the 

^mamat  or  sash  of  fine  linen).  Applying  a 

plaster  or  poultice. 

A ji^^  tazmir,  (v.  n.  2  of  jv<5)  Making  lean. 
Giving  (a  horse)  little  fodder. 

A  J>.»*a"i  tazmiz,  A  putting  to  silence. 
A  ij^voJ  tazmin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^■^)  Intrusting 

another,  causing  to  be  accepted.  Fining.  Putting 
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in  a  j)urse  or  strong  box.  Taking  under  protection. 

Comprehending  or  including  one  thing  in  another. 

Inserting  the  verses  of  another  in  one's  own  poem. 
An  ellipsis. 

A  ̂ ya.>  tazawwiij,  (v.  n.  5  of  for Meandering  greatly  (a  river). 

Aj^j£tJ>  tazawwur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjlo  forj^)  Flut- 
tering the  wings  round  the  mother  (young  birds 

when  wanting  food).  Howling  from  hunger  (a 

wolf,  dog,  lion,  or  fox).  Writhing  and  throwing 
himself  about  (as  a  boy  when  crying  from  a  blow or  hunger). 

A  ̂ *ai  tazawivu^  (v.n. 5  of  ̂ Ui  for  ̂ ys)  Dif- 
fusing odours  (any  thing  when  moved).  Flutter- 

ing (as  a  young  bird  when  about  to  be  fed).  The 
contortions  of  a  boy  when  weeping. 

A  t^^-iai  tazawnuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  LdJUi  for  til ̂ ^) 

Being  defiled  (with  one's  own  excrement). 

A  ̂yai  tazamhu^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^'O  Q)  Walk- 
ing heavily,  because  barefoot. 

A  t^J'yoJ  tazawwun,  Numerousness  of  offspring. 
A  (^^a3l)  tazamwif,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ yo)  Sitting  in 

a  dark  place  (in  order  to  get  a  sight  of  its  inhabi- 
tants by  the  light  of  a  fire). 

A  'i-i y&>  tazwisat,(j.  n . 2 of  1 yo )  Makin g br igh t, 
pellucid,  illuminating,  causing  to  shine,  shining. 

Declining,  turning  away  from. 

A  'ij>_yi&i  tazwiyat,  A  causing  to  incline. 

A  ̂ yt&>  iazwih,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ ■^)  Di- 
luting (milk)  with  water.  Giving  such  milk  and 

water  to  drink. 

A  Is^^yoJ  tazwit,  An  assembling,  a  collecting. 

A  i^Xf^joO  tazhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  e-*.^.^)  Broiling 
upon  a  hot  stone;  roasting,  but  not  quite  enough. 

Holding  (a  spear,  arrow,  or  stick)  to  the  fire  in 
order  to  make  them  straight. 

A  ey^-f^  tazhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  sJ>)  Resembling. 

A  tazayyuh,  (v.  n.  5  of        for  Bc- 
ingdiluted  with  water(milk).  Drinking  such  milk. 

AjX.^  tazayyur,  (v.n.  5  ofjlo  for^J^)  Roar- 
ing, crying  out  (a  wolf,  dog,  or  lion).  Howling 

with  hunger  (a  fox).  Crying  aloud  for  help. 
Writhing  from  hunger,  blows,  or  pain. 

A  tazayyu^  (v.  n.5  of       for  ̂ ^)  Dif- 
fusing a  perfume  (musk). 

A  t^slJii  tazayyuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  \  jUj  for  u-Ax<a) 

Declining,  inclining  (as  the  sun  to  the  west).  Bend- 
ing, inclining.  Being  received  hospitably  (a  guest). 

A  ̂JJi.^  tazayyuh,  A  being  narrow  and  strait. 
A  sijuai)  tazyisat,{y.n.2  of  Uui  not  used)  Hav- 

ing many  children  (a  woman). 

A^-xoJ  tazylh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ lo  for  ̂ *o)  Di- 
luting (milk)  with  water.  Giving  such  milk  and 

water  to  drink. 

A  tazyi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Uo  for  Los- 
ing, wasting,  consuming.  Destroying,  wasting. 

Allowing  to  be  lost,  suffering  to  sink  into  oblivion. 
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A  i_fljJLia3  tazyif,  (v.  n.  2  of  (  >\>o  for  i— i^) 

Receiving  and  entertaining  hospitably.  Causing 

to  incline  or  decline.  Fearing  for  one's  self.  Re- 
ducing to  shifts.    Inclining  westward  (the  sun). 

A  ,_jJkJui)  tazyili,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  J^Ji-^) 

Making  narrow.  Astricting.  Contracting  (expen- 
diture). Restraining,  compressing,  reducing  to 

straits;  hemming  in  (an  enemy).  Arguing  closely, 
putting  an  antagonist  to  a  nonplus. 

A  (j'AlaJ  tatabuh,  (v.  n.6  of  ̂ ji^)  Agreeing. 
A  iijlla5  tatarud,  A  repelling  of  each  other. 

A  (__jijllaj'  tatarnsh,  A  feigning  deafness. 
A  ̂ JJ^  tataruk,  (v.  h.  6  of  jj^^)  Following 

one  another,  treading  in  each  other's  steps. 
A  (_,a>jlla!)  tatarlf,  Tips  of  the  fingers.  Edging. 

A  _jli>\ix>  tatastuf,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being  in- 
clined downwards  (the  head).  Lowering  (the 

head).  Stooping,  crouching,  submitting  to  another. 

A  pS-lla3?rt<a^?m,(v.n.6ofj4,«li>)Billing(turtles). 
A  j^^Uai  taia^in,  (v.  n.  G  of  i^jf^)  Piercing 

mutually  with  spears. 

A  (JJlla!)  taialul,  (v.  n.  6  of  ,J.^)  Standing  on 

tiptoe,  and  stretching  out  the  neck  to  see  any  dis- 
tant object. 

A  ̂follai  tataimm,  A  depression. 

A  jUaj  tatdsu,  A  becoming  dear  (of  provisions). 

A  ̂j^iaj  fatawvh,  A  throwing  at  one  another. 

A  ̂ iWi  tatdwu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂lla  for  ̂ 5*)  Giv- 
ing application.  Showing  obedience. 

A  Jjlla!)  tatdwul,  (v.  n.  6  of  JUs>  for  J^l?)  Ex- 

alting one's  self  (especially  from  pride).  Stretch- 
ing out  the  neck  to  look  at  any  thing.  Boasting 

about  the  length  and  height  of  a  building.  Un- 

justly usurping  another's  right.  Usurpation,  ty- 
ranny, conquest,  extension  of  dominion.  Rudeness. 

p         Jjllx)  tatawul-j^eslia,  Used  to  domineer. 

A j^VWi  tatayur,  (v.  n.  6  ofjUa  for  ji^)  Be- 
ing dispersed,  scattered.  Being  long  (hair).  Co- 

vering the  face  of  the  sky  (clouds). 

A  u-»^l2.>  tatahhiih,  The  practising  of  physic. 

A  tatahhiij,  (v.n.5  of  ̂Jkl?)  Introducing 
variety  in  conversation. 

A  i_^la^la'i  fatahfub,  (v.n.2oft-*k.»l9  Q)  Dash- 
ing with  a  loud  noise  (a  torrent). 

A  ̂iaj  tatahlin^iy,  n.  5  of  ̂fis)  Being  agree- 
able to  nature.  Adopting  any  habit  until  it  be- 

comes a  second  nature,  imitating  nature.  Being 

completely  replenished,  filled  to  the  brim  or  top. 

^Ala:i\  i^-J^„  at  tab^yaghlibut  tatahhu^ 
Nature  overcomes  art. 

A  Jjjlla3  iatahhuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J^i^)  Being  con- 
gruous, consonant,  conformable.  Being  covered 

with  a  lid.  Being  folded.  Covering  any  thing 
fold  upon  fold,  layer  upon  layer. 

A  i_^jJaj  taibib,  (v.  n.  2  of  uLJa)  Shaking  (a 

bottle,  suspended  from  a  tent-pole,  in  order  to  churn 

butter).    Letting  in  a  gore  or  gusset  called  »a*b 
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banlJiaf,  in  order  to  enlarge  a  vest.  Covering  the 

seams  of  a  water-bottle  with  strips  of  leather. 

A  ̂Ju5a5  tatbihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ A>)  Growing  (a 
boy  or  a  lizard).  Growing  old. 

A  ;j«jL*lai)  tatbis,  A  bedaubing  with  clay. 

A  ̂ ia^  tatbi^  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ ^)  Filling  (a  bot- 
tle) till  (it)  runs  over.  Staining,  besmearing,  ting- 

ing, daubing,  defiling. 

A  JjJuWi  tatblk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,_^J^)  Covering  with 
a  lid.  Adapting,  laying  one  thing  exactly  over 

another,  doubling,  folding.  Putting  the  hind-foot 
into  the  print  of  the  fore-foot  when  walking  (a 

horse).  Overspreading  (as  clouds  the  sky,  or  wa- 
ter the  earth).  Taking  in,  comprehending,  com- 

prising. Placing  the  hands  upon  or  between  the 
thighs,  in  the  sacred  inclination  of  the  body  at 

prayer,  called  ruku^  Striking  exactly  at  the 
joint  (when  dividing  any  animal  with  an  axe  or 

sword;  samam  being  the  word  used  when  hit- 
ting the  bone).  Raining  universally.  Drawing 

the  fore-feet  near  to  the  hind-feet  when  going  to 

leap  (a  horse). 

A  ijji^ia^  tatbil,A.  beating  a  drum,  drumming. 

A  (j;^s£^-*  tathin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^^^)  Grinding. 
A  I— -^lai)  tatarnib,  (v.  n.Sof  ̂ Jio)  Singing. 

Causing  one  to  dance  for  joy. 

A  tatartum,  A  wallowing  in  the  mire, 

A  CJiJ^  tatarsus,  (v,  n.  2  of  iJL^iJ^  Q)  Cull- 

ing, picking  the  plant  or  j-oot  called  C^jjjls  iursus. 

Aj^laJ  tatari'uz,  (v.  n,  5  ofj^l?)  Being  em- 
broidered or  ornamented  (the  border  of  a  garment). 

A  tatarrus,  (v.  n.  5  of^^jwjl?)  Disdain- 
ing, abstaining  from.  Being  curious  ;  being  nice, 

dainty,  squeamish,  with  respect  to  food. 

A  (^_jiJ_Wi  tata.rrush,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^J^Jh')  Reco- vering from  indisposition.  Disagreeing.  Bringing 

(quadrupeds),  and  taking  (them)  away.  Opposi- 

tion, conti'adiction. 

A  I  5^Ja3  tatarruf,  (v.  n.  5  of  <— i^la)  Pastur- 

ing (a  she-camel)  at  the  extremity  of  a  field,  and 
not  mixing  with  the  others.  Acquiring  a  habit. 

A  iatarruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ JJ^)  Crossing 

(another)  in  the  road.  Thwarting,  injuring.  Tra- 

velling. Branching  out,  being  separated.  Oppo- 
sition :  division, distraction :  opposition  of  synonyms. 

A  ̂iai  tatarrvm,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Stammering 
in  speech.  Speaking  in  a  whisper. 

A  <^>Jk3  tatrib,{^.n.  2  ̂ Jio)  Causing  to 

leap  for  joy  or  writhe  in  pain.  Drawing.  Sing- 
ing with  great  taste  and  execution.  Lengthening 

out  the  voice. 

A  X^^la!)  tatrxyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂Is  for  j ̂ )  Fresh- 

ening. Damping  (a  garment).  Mixing.  Render- 
ing (musk)  more  fragrant  by  an  admixture  of  other 

perfumes, 

A  ̂ia'i  iatrih,  (v,  n.  2  of  .^J^)  Projecting 
greatly,  throwing  far.     Lengthening  out  (a  build- 4u 

ing  or  a  wall). 

A  tatiid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Jh)  Ordering  to 
be  driven  away  or  banished.  Holdintr  out  or  bran- 
dishing  (a  scourge). 

xyj^  tatriz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjjl?)  Embroidering, 
ornamenting  the  edge  (j^  tlrdz)  of  a  garment. 

A  ̂j^J^i  tatris,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^Jh)  Blackening. 
Tracing  the  pen  over  any  writing  a  second  time. 

A  (^jiJ^lo)  tatfish,  A  dispersing,  scattering, 
A  t^jijjai  tatrif,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^)  Fighting 

at  the  wing  of  an  army  when  attacking  the  enemy. 

Forcing  (an  enemy)  to  retreat.  Shedding  his  teeth 

(a  camel).  Driving  back  (the  foremost  horses  of 
a  troop).  Staining  the  tips  of  her  fingers  (a  woman). 

A  Jj-?jia3  tatrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jj^)  Opening  a 
way.  Being  in  labour  (a  woman,  also  an  animal) ; 

being  near  chipping  her  eggs  (the  bird  kata).  Ac- 
knowledging a  debt  formerly  denied.  Restraining 

a  camel  from  pasture;  permitting  him  to  pass  to  it. 

A  (j-Ju-W)  tatsis,  A  wandering  about. 

A  j»xiaj  tafa^nn,  A  tasting,  trying,  sipping. 

A  pjk»K>  tat^m,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»*i»)  Being  full  of 
marrow  (a  bone).  Engrafting  a  branch  of  one  tree 
upon  another  to  give  a  flavour  to  its  fruit, 

A  j»iii>  tataghgkum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Feigning 
ignorance  and  folly. 

A  (j^ala!)  tataffush,  Filth. 
A  ,_yilai  tatafful,  A  going  uninvited  to  a  feast. 
A  aaaV>?  tatjisat,  (v.  n. 2  of  lil?)  Extinguishing. 

A  tntfili,  A  filling  to  overflowing, 

A ̂ ^jufllaJ  tatfir,  (v,  n.  2  of ̂ fll?)  Turning  to cream  on  the  surface  (milk).  ^ 

A  uijik)  tatfif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_Ais)  Not  quite 
filling  a  place  or  vessel.  Expanding  the  wings  (a 

bird).  Approaching.  Leaping  with  one  (a  horse). 

A  t3^^  taffil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J~al»)  Being  near 

setting  (the  sun),  reddening  towards  the  west.  Be- 
ginning to  darken  (the  night).  Labouring,  ar- 

ranging a  discourse.  Driving  slowly  (camels,  to 
enable  their  colts  to  keep  pace).  Pondering  and 

understanding  (a  discourse).  Rearing  her  young 

one  well  (a  camel).  Going  uninvited  to  a  feast. 
Becoming  soiled  with  dust  (a  plant). 

A  L-^^la!)  tatlab,  Search,  quest. 

A  i_Ji3!>  tatallub,  (v.  n.  5  of  u.>*il»)  Inquiring, 

interrogating,  searching,  seeking  diligently,  re- 

questing^again  and  again. 

A  (jJlaJ  tatallus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ijSh)  Being 
erasedj^defaced  (writing). 

A  ̂lla!)  tatalhi^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 1?)  Being  filled 

(a  measure).  Looking  out  for,  expecting.  Look- 
ing at  attentively.  Knowing,  being  aware  of.  Stag- 

gering,^tottering,  going  with  a  swinging  air. 

A  (jilai  iatalluh,  (v,  n.  5  of  ̂ji^)  Flying  ra- 
pidly without  looking  behind  (a  doe).  Staling 

after  a  heat  (a  horse).  Causing  joy  to  be  lighted 

up  in  the  countenance. 



A  «)Ii>  tatalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  aiia)  Being  various, 
diversified,  discordant. 

A  tatalU,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂_ps>)  Being  anointed, 
besmeared,  bedaubed  (with  oil  or  pitch).  Being 
addicted  to  play  and  pastime. 

tollih,  A  seeking  leisurely. 

A  jLUa)  tatliyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^)  Anointing. 
Rendering  diseased.     Singing.  Reproaching. 
A  tatUs,  An  increasing,  an  exceeding. 

A  ^a^M,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Fatiguing  or 
even  killing  (a  camel).  Importuning,  urging. 
Being  jaded  (a  camel). 

A  (j^^ila.)  tatl'is,  Erasure  (of  writing). 
A  ̂ Wi  to^/i^,  ( v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Lifting  up,  caus- 
ing to  ascend.  Filling  a  measure.  Beginning  to 

put  forth  buds  (a  palm-tree). 

A  uijAWi  tatllf,  (v.  n.2  of  (_Jil»)  Superadding. 

^  J^^^'  (v.  n.  2  of  jila)  Dismissing, 
divorcing,  repudiating  a  wife.  Impregnating  the 

female  palm-tree  (by  sprinkling  over  it  the  male 

flowers).  Being  relieved  from  pain,  being  restored 

to  one's  self  (from  the  bite  of  a  serpent). 

A  ̂,j3ii3  tatUm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Forming  bread 
into  shapewith  the  hands;  baking  it  under  theashes. 

A  (j«JIla!)  tatammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j***!*)  Being 
obliterated,  effaced,  or  erased. 

A  |«^la'i  tatarnmu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ *i>)  Desiring vehemently,  being  greedy. 

A  (J.*la'i  taiammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-Ja)  Being 
smeared,  anointed,  or  defiled. 

tatmih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ -^ia)  Rearing, 
standing  on  his  hind-legs  (a  horse).  Scattering 
(urine)  in  the  air. 

A jJ^i  tatniir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Folding  toge- 
ther.   Loosing  a  veil. 

A  |*^!«k)  tatvii^  An  exciting  avarice,  tempting. 
A  J.JL»lx)  tatrriil,  A  scenting  with  perfume. 

A  tatmwi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂,1?)  Alighting  or 
hopping  upon  a  branch  (a  bird). 

A  jjJ^  tatansur,  (v.  n.  2  of  jiJ^  Q)  Being  op- 
pressed by  eating  fat  and  indigestible  things. 

A  u-Sila^  tatannuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_ilji>)  Being 

affected  with  a  strong  desire  (the  mind).  Being 

aware  of,  looking  for,  expecting.  Covering,  con- 
cealing.   Coming  unawares,  surprising. 

A  ̂laJ  tatanm,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Branding  (a 
camel)  on  the  side. 

A  i^^x^Xxi  tatnib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t_jJil>  not  in  use) 

Abiding,  continuing  (in  one  place).  Being  long 

in  the  back  (a  horse).  Stretching  out  (a  tent  or 

curtain)  with  ropes.  Tying  tight.  Covering  the 

seams  of  a  water-bottle  with  strips  of  leather. 

Barking,  howling  (a  wolf). 

A  SJda!)  tatniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^)  Curing  one 
of  a  distemper  of  the  spleen,  or  giving  medicine 

as  a  preventi-ve.  Branding  (a  camel)  on  the  side. 
A  tatnikh,  The  causing  an  indigestion. 
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A  i_ij.la5  tatnif,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂.Juls)  Suspect- 

ing. Applying  the  mind  to,  coveting.  Fencing 

(a  wall)  with  thorns. 
A  (J^jk)  tatriin,  A  sounding,  tinkling,  buzzing. 

A  I — i\^iiitatwaf,(Y.-a.oif  J \1?  for (_J_jl5)  Go- 
ing round  much  and  often.  Tatimf  or  titmaf,  The 

garment  in  which  the  sacred  perambulation  of  the 
Kaaba  is  made. 

A  ̂paJ  tatamwuh,  A  wandering  at  random. 
tatamwud,  (v.  n.  5  of  lills  for  tiji^)  Go- 

ing (about  mountains).  Wandering  o'er  the  world. 
A  (_j<JpaL>  ̂ rtiarowMs,(v.n.5of  ̂ j^ilis  for  (^_jl?) 

Dressing  gaudily,  like  a  peacock  (a  woman). 

A  tatawtvu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 11?  for 
Doing  a  good  action  to  which  one  is  not  obliged. 

Making  pretensions  to  a  power  one  does  not  pos- 
sess.   An  act  of  supererogation. 

tatamwu^t,  (pi.  of  ̂ k))  Sponta- 
neous actions,  works  of  supererogation. 

A  ( — J^lx>  tatawwiif, Going  roun  d(in  procession  ) . 

A  Jj^ia!)  tatawrvuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂jll?  for 

Adorning  one's  self,  being  adorned  with  a  chain, 
collar,  or  necklace  ;  wearing  it  round  the  neck. 

A  Jjli>  titwal,  A  long  tethering  rope,  a  fetter. 

A  J^lx>  tatawwul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Jll?  for  J_ji') 

Conferi'ing  benefits  and  obligations. 

A  (_5'5kj  tatamroi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Coiling  up, 
twisting  or  writhing  spirally  (as  a  serpent). 

A  ̂jiaj  toi/yiZs,(v.n.2of  ̂ ll?for  ̂^ii>)Throw- 
ing  stones.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Chasing,  driv- 

ing about  from  pillar  to  post.  Causing  to  wander 

about  in  astonishment.  Exciting  (one)  to  rush  into 

an  arena  of  danger.  Banishing  to  the  desert  or 

other  unknown  place.  Sending  one  to  a  place  from 

whence  there  is  little  chance  of  a  return.  Forcing 

to  love,  drawing  into  sensuality. 

A  ̂iJ.^lai)  tatmid,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^\i>  for  ̂ ^)  Wan- 
dering about.  Going  among  the  mountains. 

A  ̂j**>_^laJ  tatrcis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j*)^  not  in  use) 

Leading  away,  going  off"  with. 
A  (jiJ_jli>  tatwish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (ji>ll>  for  t^^) 

Castrating,  making  one  a  eunuch.  Giving  time  (to 
a  debtor). 

A  ̂.^lai  toiwi^,  (v.  n.2  of  ̂11?  for  ̂ J^)  Con- 
senting, agreeing,  complying  with.  Submitting  to, 

obeying.  Inspiring  with  courage.  Aiding,  assist- 
ing, rendering  capable  of  doing.  Making  feasible 

and  practicable. 

A  I  ajjla!)  tatrnif,  (v.  n.  2  of  (  for  i  jjls) 
Going  round  again  and  again,  circumambulating. 

A  ̂ .^^  tatwik,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ j^) 
Granting  one  his  desire,  consenting,  acquiescing. 

Enabling,  imparting  ability.  Ornamenting  with 
a  collar.  Appointing  to  a  government.  Making 

(any  one)  a  revenue-collector.  Compelling.  Im- 
posing a  heavy  burden. 

A  <aiwi/,(v.n.2of  Jliafor  Jjl9)Length- 

ening  a  (horse's)  tether.  Extending,  prolonging, 
stretching  out.  Proroguing,  giving  a  delay. 

JjUi>  J-?jk>  tatwil  hila  taAl,  Prolixity  with- out utility. 

A  tatwilan,  (p  «3!ib.^Wj)  Prolixly. 

Aj^ki)  tatahhur,  (v.n.  5  of ̂ ^i^)  Becoming  pu- 
rified, cleansed.  Being  pure,  abstaining  from  vice 

or  sin.  Purification,  cleansing,  sanctifying,  wash- 

ing (with  water). 
A  jJ.,;Ii);!ato/t/iM/,A  becoming  corrupted  (water). 

A  tatahhum,  (v.  n.  5  of        not  in  use) 

Loathing,  abhorring.  Being  afraid  of  or  scared  at. 

A  tatahmul,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J-vjk  Q)  Go- 

ing about  utterly  destitute  and  endeavouring  to 
circumvent. 

A tatUir,  A  purifying,  cleansing, 

A  j»Ji^i  tath'im,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*-^)  Being  terri- fied, scared,  running  away.  Thickness,  bulkiness. 

A  l-jUW  tatyah,  (v.  n.  of  (_^U»  for  (_^A>) 

Being  pleasing,  agreeable,  good,  elegant,  hand- 
some.  Abounding  in  pasturage  (land). 

A  c-*^lai>  tatayyuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  u-**!*) 

Being  embalmed,  anointed,  perfumed  with  aroma- 

tics  or  sweet  herbs.    Perfuming  one's  self. 

A^jklaJ  tatayyukhjA.  being  befouled,  bedaubed. 
A         tatayyur,  A  considering  as  a  bad  omen. 

A  &Lla,'5  tufila,,  Tudelah,  in  Spain. 

A  ̂yX^ai  tutaylik,  A  gentle  flux. 
A  jj^laJ  tatayyun,  A  being  bedaubed  with  clay. 

A  i„iAjUkla>  taiyih,  (v.  n.  2  of  L«.>\i>  for  c-aaI?) 
Making  pure  and  lawful.  Perfuming,  scenting. 

Finding  good  or  beautiful,  approving. 

A  ̂lai)  tatyih,(\.  n.  2  of  for  Throw- 
ing to  perdition, exposingtodestruction,losing,con- 

sumingf.  Causing  to  wander  about  in  astonishment. 

A  ̂Ji^k)  tatyikh,  (v. n.2  of  ̂ Us>  for  ̂ *1>)  Con- 
taminating, defiling.  Filling  any  one  (fat).  Pre- 

vailing over  and  destroying  (pain  or  torture). 

AjJ^ai  taiyir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjll?  iov Causing 
to  fly  or  move  with  rapidity.  Dividing,  appor- 

tionhig.    Impregnating  (camels). 
A  ̂jij;JaJ  tatylsh,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^11?  for  (j^iJ^) 

Rendei'ing  light,  vain,  and  trifling. 
A  i__fljuJx>  tatyif,  (v.  n.  2  of  (  s\l»  for  i— aA») 

Going  round  again  and  again. 

A  (JJ^k)  tatyin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^lls  for  ;j;\l>)  Be-  I 
daubing  with  clay,  plastering  (a  roof)  with  clay,  f 

A  jjllaj  tazalum,  (v.  n.  6  of  jJk)  Injuring  one  \ 
another.    Complaining  of  mutual  injuries.  | 

A ̂ Uaj  tazahur,  (v.  n.  6  of  Deserting,  \ 
neglecting  one  another,  turning  the  back( zahr)  \ 

on  each  other.    Assisting,  backing  one  another.  | 
A  L  -^  -W^'  tazahzub,  (v.  n.  2  of  ■_.  Q)  j 

Falling  easily.    Making  a  slight  impression.  If 

A  I  jjlk)  tazarrvf,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Affecting 

elegance,  gracefulness,  or  wit,  taking  pains  to  ap- 
pear witty  and  graceful  (i  aJ_^  zarrf). 



A  Ixojia!)  tazarmut,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Fall- 
ing (in  the  mire)  and  being  bedaubed. 

A  u-<v?^iai>  tazrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^)  Being  hard 
(hoof,  nail,  or  claw). 

A jiP^  tazjlr,  (v.  n.  2  of  jS^)  Praying  that 
victory  may  attend  one.  Wounding  with  the  nails 

or  claws.  Shooting  forth  excrescences  resembling 

nails  (a  plant).  Perfuming  (a  garment)  with  the 

perfume^lala^  azfar.  Bringing  forth  grass  which 
may  be  uprooted  by  the  nails.  Rubbing  a  skin 
till  the  nails  shine. 

A  lyi^tazallul,  A.he\xig  shaded,  seeking  shade. 

A  j».Uaj  tazallum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j»Ui>)  Injuring,  op- 
pressing, defrauding  of  one's  due.  Causing  op- 

pression to  recoil  upon  one's  self.  Exclaiming 

against  oppression,  p  ̂jii^^j3a3jl^^  izhari  ta- 
zallum kardan,  To  complain  of  an  injury. 

A  tazalU,  (v.  n.  5  of        not  used)  Re- 
maining quiet  in  the  shade. 

A  I  ajllaj' f«2'/l/',(v.n.2of i__ftllb) Superadding. 
A  (J-UaL>  tazUl,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij^)  Holding  up  a 

rod  or  whip  in  terrorem. 

A  j^A^isL)  tazllm,  (v.  n.2of  jJ^)  Charging  with 
injury  and  oppression  zulm). 

A  HiJaJ  tazmbat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Rendering 
extremely  thirsty.  Making  (a  horse)  lank  and  lean. 

A  ̂paJ  tazanni,  (for  (^laJ  tazannuii)  A  think- 
ing, deeming,  supposing. 

AjjlaJ  tazassur,  (v.  n.  5  of^Oi)  Nursing  the 
young  of  another,  shewing  affection  to  it. 

A^^lai  iazahhur,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^)  Being  pro- 
tected, backed,  supported.  Pronouncing  to  a  wife 

a  kind  of  formula  when  repudiating  her 

t^j^^ ̂ layya  anii  ka  zaliri  iivivii,  Upon  me 
thou  art  like  the  back  of  my  mother.  Going  any 
where  at  mid-day  ( zuhr). 

AjX^  tazJiir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Pronouncing 
words  importing  a  divorce.  Throwing  behind  the 

back.  Despising,  slighting, neglecting.  Forgetting. 

Entering  upon  or  travelling  in  the  noontide  heat. 

^^^^  tazyls,  A  vexing,  distressing. 

A  ̂   taf^  (for  ̂ Uo  ta^la')  The  Most  High. 
A  ̂   ia^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Stammering,  breaking- 

down.    Stumbling  in  a  sandy  road.    Ta^  (and 
ta^t)  Languor,  laxness.    A  vomiting. 

A         ta^hi,  A  siding  with  a  party. 

A  t_/!)ljO  ta^tub,  (v.  n.  6  of  u.>ukS^)  Expostu- 

lating with,  recriminating,  accusing  one  another. 

A  ta^ti^  Idle  words ;  fruitless  deeds. 

A  \^'>\fO  tarsus,  A  driving  hard. 
A  (J»-^«i>  ta^jul,  A  making  haste  together. 

A  (»->A&-U!>  ta^jib,  Wonders. 
A  (31*)  ta^dd,  The  exceeding  in  number  1000. 

A  ta^idi,  (v.  n.  6  of  \^  for  ji^P)  Car- 
rying on  mutual  hostilities.  Contending  in  run- 

ning. Going  afar  off.  Disagreeing,  differing.  Be- 

ing uneven  (a  place).    Dying  one  after  another. 
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Uneven  places.    Discord,  depravity.  Distance. 

A  JC}0  ̂j?-  jurhu7i  ia^^r,  A  wound  that  can- not be  stopped  from  bleeding. 

A  jUo  ta^rr,  (v.  n.  6  ofjls-)  Being  waked  from 
a  dream,  and  tumbling  in  bed  with  exclamations 
or  mutterings. 

A  ■^J^  ta^ruj,  A  going  limpingly. 
aJjIjO  ta^ruz,  (v.  n.  6  ofjjS')  Corrupting,  vi- 

tiating. Beingwrinkled,contracted,drawn  together. 

A  (^j{f3  ta^ruz,  (v.  n.  6  of  l^j^)  Opposing, 
contradicting  one  another.  Opposition,  resistance. 

A  I  JjliO  ta^ruf,  (v.  n.  6  of  t_-?;5-)  Knowing 
one  another.  Mutual  acquaintance.  Rule,  fashion. 

A  (JjljO  ta^zul,  A  retiring  from  each  other. 

A  ta^zi,(Y. (^^jjC-)  Condoling  with 
one  another,recommending  patience  to  one  another. 

A jjjAxi  ta^sur,  (v.  n.  6  of  Being  diffi- 
cult, perplexed.  Being  hard  and  firm.  Being 

mutually  difficult  and  troublesome. 

A  ju>\)3  ta^hur,  (v.  n.  6  of  ji^)  Associating 
together,  living  on  terms  of  intimacy. 

A  j_5^^  ta^shuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j^)  Being  in 
love  with  each  other. 

A  ta^sJti, (v. n. 6  of LiLS-  for^^) Feign- 
ing purblindness  or  ignorance. 

A  (_,ou»j\jO  ta^slnb,  Different  kinds  of  grasses 
and  plants. 

A  (^\jO  ta^zz,  A  biting  one  another. 
A  ii>/fllj6  ta^zud,  A  helping  each  other. 

A  (^1»\jO  ta^tus,  (v.  n.  G  of  lulls')  Making 
an  effort  to  sneeze,  sneezing  voluntarily. 

A  L-fti>l30  ta'^tuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  i_ftlaff-)  Having 
a  mutual  affection.  Walkins;  with  a  reeling-,  minc- 

er 

ing,  or  swaggering  gait. 

A  (_J9U>  ta.^fi,  (v.  n.  6  of  UaS-  for  _jlaS^)  Tak- 
ing any  thing  to  eat  or  drink.  Giving  reciprocal 

presents.  Taking  with  the  hand.  Giving  the  at- 
tention to,  courageously  attempting  any  thing. 

Taking  what  is  not  one's  due.  Perpetrating.  Do- 

ing a  good  and  noble  deed.  Raising  one's  self  on 
tiptoe,  and  holding  out  the  hand  toward  any  thing. 

Contending,  wrangling  in  taking. 

A  (J^IjO  ta^izul,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ y^)  Adhering, 
sticking  fast  when  coupling  (dogs  or  locusts). 

A  ̂ \)0  ta^zum,  (v.  n.  6  of  jja^-)  Appearing 
great,  weighty,  important  (business).  Increasing 
in  size,  and  beinsj  a  match  for. 

A  (  sUo  tariff,  (v.  n.  6  of  l-RS^)  Milking  (a 
camel)  twice.    Taking  medicine. 

A  ta^fur,  (v.  n.  6  of  JiS-')  Making  white 
(the  dish  saj'id). 

A  ̂j«jU!>  ta^fiis,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j^^)  Grasping 
one  another  in  wrestling. 

A  fj,^  ta^fi,  A  recovering  of  health. 
A  u.>5U!)  ta^kub,  (v.  n.  6  of  c-^flP)  Follow- 

ing, pursuing.  Overtaking. 

A  jil^o  ta^hud,  (v.  n.  6  of  dSS-')  Forming  con- 

federacies.   Adhering  (a  dog  and  bitch). 

A yKsC  ̂a^a/twr,  (v.  n. 6  of^afr)  Wounding, ham- 
stringing, or  killing  each  other.  Contending  to- 

gether who  is  the  most  expert  at  hamstringing. 

A  jJj'lsO  ta^hul,  (v.  n.G  of  (JiiS')  Pretending 
to  knowledge.  Contending  for  superiority  of  un- 

derstanding. Contributing  amongst  themselves  to 

expiate  the  shedding  of  blood,  taking  the  fine  up- 
on themselves. 

A  ̂'Ui>  ta^lium,  Succession  (of  day  and  night). 
a/^  ta^kur,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^)  Being  mixed 

together  (men)  when  quarrelling  or  fighting,  inter- 
mingling their  spears. 

fa^kuz,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂i^)  Contending 
for  glory,  boasting.  Playing  together.  Disputing, 

jarring,  fighting,  wrangling.  Lampooning,  sati- 

rizingone  another  in  verses  atthefairofli>\^^w^a2'. 

A  JlaO  ta^l,  Be  exalted.  Ascend  1   Come  ! 
a  ta^ll,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^)  Exhausting  (a 

camel)  towards  the  end  of  a  journey  by  excessive 

driving-.    Recovering:  from  childbirth, 

A  ta^luj,  (v.  n.G  of  ̂ )  Practising.  Be- ing employed  about  any  thing.  Striving  together. 

A  jJUj  ta^luin,  (v.  n.  G  of  ̂ Jp)  Knowing  an affair  universally  (all  people). 

A  ̂_JLjO  ta^li,  (v.  n.  G  of  ̂_^)  Being  high, 
ascending.  Coming,  approaching,  drawing  near. 

Elevation.  The  third  person  preterite  ̂ a^aZaX ̂ vhich 
serves  also  for  the  optative.  Be  he  exalted)  is  often 

joined  to  the  name  of  God,  and  explained  in  an  ad- 
jective sense :  as,  hhudasi  ta^da\ 

Tlie  most  high  God. 

ta^da'  llaliu  zdlika  ̂ duivan  habiran,  God  be 
raised  far  above  (such  an  imputation  as)  that ! 

A  ta^layna,  Come  along  (ye  women)  ! 

A  (j«j«lsO  ta^mus,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j--*^)  Feigning 
ignorance  or  negligence.  Leaving  any  one  in  doubt 
and  uncertainty. 

A  (ji^lao  ta^mush,  (v.  n.  6  of  (ji^S-)  Neglect- 
ing', slighting,  being'  inattentive. 

A&ioXiiita^muli,  (v.n.  6of  «i^)Wanderingin  er- 

ror :  being  bewildered  in  argument,losing one's  way. 

A  (_^^  ta^nii,  A  feigning  blindness. 
A  Jpl*)  ta^iiuh,  An  embracing  each  other. 

A  i^^lsO  ta^Tiih,  (pi.  of  JjjiiO)  Level  grounds. 

A  ta^iwud,  (v.  n.  6  of lils-  for  lijS-)  Run- 
ning in  a  tumultuous  manner  to  the  general  (an 

army)  ;  resorting  to  their  own  people.  Turning 
against  one  another  (parties).  Inclining,  leaning. 

A  ijlsO  ta^irvuz,  (v.  n.  6  ofilc-  for  'd^)  Flee- ing for  refuge  to  one  another. 

Ajjlo  ta^wur,(Y.n.QQ?JS'  for^jS-)  Borrow- ing from  one  another.  Speaking  by  turns. 

A  i^j\)0  fa^aw?</;,  A fightingamong themselves. 

A  ta^wvn,  An  assisting  each  othei*. 
A  i^j^  ta^mi,  An  assembling,  flocking  to. 

A  S^.j^jO  ta^a?ri2;,(pl.ofi>^._}ji>)Amulets,charms. 



Us 

A  ̂iJsljO  ta^hud,  (v.  n.  6  of  ti^)  Confedera- 
ting, covenanting,  conspiring.  Renewing  a  treaty. 

Managing  the  affairs  of  a  kingdom.  Writing  out 

a  treaty  or  covenant.  Seeking  for  something  lost. 

Visiting.  Doing  often. 

A  O^tiJsljO  ta^hudat,  (pi.  of  Conspi- 
racies, mutual  compacts,  leagues,  or  agreements. 

A j>\30  ta^i/ur,  A  reproaching  each  other. 

A  i^Ju>\)0  ta^yush,  A  living  together. 

A  jJUj  ta^yi,  (v.  n.  6  of  j_jp)  Being  difficult, 
hindered,  obstructed.  Hesitating,  being  unequal  to. 

A  {^)0  ta^h,  Trouble.  Labour.  Ta^b,  Tired. 

A  (jUsO  ta^an,  Fatigued,  tired. 

A  (_=-*jijO  ta^bbiib,  A  being  given  (to  wine). 

A  dliO  ta^bbud,  (v.  n.  5  of  lioS-)  Receiving  as 
a  servant.  Being  pious,  devout,  cultivating  devo- 

tional feelings.  Over-fatiguing,  overworking  (a 
camel).  Being  refractory  and  stubborn  (a  camel). 
Excess  of  devotion,  superstition. 

A  [j^'lxi  ia^bbns,  A  scowling,  looking  grim. 

A  ̂ ij3  ta^bshum,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Be- 
longing to  the  tribe  of  ^bd  shams. 

A  ta^ib^ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t--»*J^  Q)  In- 
vading the  whole.  Destroying. 

A  (j-iLsO  ta^bkus,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^S'  Q)  J oin- 

ing,  claiming  relationship,  or  tracing  one's  self  to 
the  tribe  of  (j«^flJ\  SxS'  ̂ bdul  hays. 

A  ta^iMf  ,  The  drawing  up  of  an  army. 

A  Xjujt'i  ta^iyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Us-  for  jJ^)  Ar- 
ranging (household  furniture).  Fixing,laying  up. 

Drawing  up  (soldiers)  in  array,    p  ̂ ^i^^ 

ta^iya  hardan,  To  fix. 

A  liaA*])  ta^id,  (v.  n.  2  of  AaS-)  Reducing  to 

slavery.  Going,  flying  all  over  the  country.  De- 

laying, hesitating.  Taming,  making  quiet  and  gen- 
tle. Despising.  Holding  in  honour. 

AjXKxi  ta^ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  jyS')  Crossing  (a  ri- 
ver). Causing  to  cross  (a  river).  Explaining,  in- 

terpreting (a  dream).  Telling  what  is  in  one's 
mind.  Relating  any  thing  for,  or  in  the  stead  of, 

another.  Reading  (a  book)  in  silence.  Ruining, 

destroying.  Shewing  to  another  the  heat  of  one's 
eyes.  Pressing  heavily  upon  one  (business).  Weigh- 

ing (gold  coins)  one  by  one.  Measuring  (grain). 

Explanation,  interpretation,  p  c.-'^ji- jJ;AjO  ta^ 
biri  hhivab,  The  interpretation  of  a  dream.  jA-jO 

juili  ta^ir-nama,  A  book  for  teaching  the  inter- 
pretation of  dreams. 

p  j^jo^i  ta^ir-f/o,  An  interpreter  of  dreams. 

A  (j«AJk«3  ta^ts,  A  frowning,  knitting  the  brows. 

A  ̂ _«JJkiO  ta^ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ji^)  Slaughtering. 
Kindling  (a  fire). 

A  (JjjjO  ta^il,  (v.  n.  2  of  (JaS-)  Putting  a  long 
broad  point  on  an  arrow. 

A  (jjJfaJ  ta^is,  (v.  n.  2  of  U&)  Drawing  up 
an  army  in  militaiy  array. 

A  l-->IIjO  ia^ab,  (v.n.  of  u^okff-)  Reproaching, 
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chiding.  Hopping  on  one  leg  (a  man),  halting  on 
three  legs  (a  camel). 

A  ta^ttub,  (v.  n.  5  of  l_»»^)  Reviling, 

reproaching.  Making  a  threshold  (Xj^J^  ̂ tabat) 
for  a  door.    Being  angry. 

A  ClkJkjO  ta^ttut,  (v.  n.  5  of  CLaS-)  Being  in- 
constant, not  persevering,  or  acting  up  to  what  one 

has  spoken. 

A  dJ^J  ta^ttud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Excelling  (in 

any  art),  displaying  great  skill  and  neatness. 

A  i^Ji^iO  ta^truf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^JiS'  Q)  Show- 
ing pride  and  haughtiness.  The  opposite  of  C^jOJo. 

A  ̂ >jO  ta^a^  A  stuttering  in  the  pronuncia- 
tion of  the  letter  O  or  i  i.    Perturbation,  (pi. 

ta^ti^  False  or  foolish  words;  trifling  ac- 

tions. ^  ̂  fti^tu^,  (imper.)  Abase  yourself. 
A  ta^a^t,  (v.  n.of        Q)  Stammering, 

stuttering.  Sinking  in  the  sand  (a  horse).  Mov- 

ing, shaking  from  side  to  side.  Forcing  one  to  do 

any  thing  against  his  will. 

Aj^jO  ta^twur,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^'is-  Q  not  used) Resembling,  taking  after,  or  being  related  to,  the 

tribe  of  'iJ\^iS'  ̂ twarat. 
A  iCksO  ta^ttuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  aoiS')  Being  furious, 

insane,  or  stupid.  Feigning  ignorance,  stupidity, 

or  insanity.  Going  to  excess  in  dress,  finery,  and 

eatinon.  Affectinsr  neatness  and  cleanness.  Mad- 
ness,  distraction. 

A         ta^itfi,  A  being  exorbitant,  proud. 

A  i__*J;i30  ta^'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u^J^)  Making  a 
threshold  (X-j^ff-  ̂ tabat).  Drawing  together  the 
waistband  and  folding  it  in  front. 

A  ̂ iJ^AjO  ta^id,  (v.  n.  2  of  d^S')  Preparing  for. 

A  ̂jxxjti  ta^ik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂jiff-)  Making  old. 
Keeping  long.  Seizing  with  the  teeth. 

A  j»jJjt>  ta^tm,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*^)  Delaying,  hesi- 
tating. Doing  anything  slowly  and  late.  Abstain- 

ing from  anything  to  which  one  had  been  addicted. 

Collecting  milk  in  the  udder  after  the  evening  milk- 

ing (cattle).  Travelling  late  in  the  evening.  Ho- 

vering over  a  man's  head  (a  bird). 
A         ta^tssur,  A  stumbling,  falling. 

A  (JiiiO  ta^shul,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J^^  Q)  Having 
many  and  entangled  branches  (a  palm-tree). 

A  (_vijjO  ta^slub,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 
lean,  in  a  bad  condition. 

A  i^yjjii  f«^«s,Ashaking,modulatingthevoice. 

A  jXKxi  ta^ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  jis-^  Causing  to  stum- ble or  fall,  tripping  up. 

A  i^J^xi  ta^in,  (v.  n.  2  of  e/^)  Perfuming. 
Emitting  smoke.  Mixing.    Stirring  up  mischief. 

A  ftJ^.^  ti^abat,  A  wonder-working  man. 

A  ta^jjub,  (v.  n.  3  of  i—^^)  Being 
struck  with  astonishment.  Inflaming  and  deceiv- 

ing with  love.  Amazement,  surprise,  admiration. 

A  ia^jjuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  full  of smoke  (a  house). 

0^ 
A  ta^jjur,(Y.Ti.5  ofj^)  Being  wrinkled 

(the  belly  from  fatness). 

A  ( — ij^  ta^ijy^uf,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 
troublesome, annoying, disgusting,  having  no  sense 

of  shame  or  reverence.  Makinor  haste.  Beinsr 

proud.  Precipitancy,  heedlessness. 

ta^jjuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofJsP)  Mounting  upon, 
or  riding  on  the  crupper  (of  a  camel  or  a  horse). 

Being  folded  and  twisted. 

A  (jmS*^  ta^jjus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j"S^)  Searching 
diligently,  considering  attentively  the  end  or  ten- 

dency of  an  affair.  Following,  dodging  any  one 

in  his  business.  (Rain)  continually  moistening  (the 

earth).  Going  out  after  midnight.  Detaining,  hin- 

dering, delaying.  Remaining  behind.  Putting  to 
the  blush,  reproaching.  Being  proud.  Causing 
one  to  fail  or  come  short. 

A  ̂J-^"*  ta^ijjul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J.^)  Making  haste. 
Exciting,  ordering  to  make  haste.  Paying  in  ad- 

vance.   Making  up  la.s\  ahit  into  pieces  called 

^ajaj'il.  Sending  the  new  milk jdlat.  Taking  quickly. 

A         ta^jjulan,{p »j'^^~')In  haste, hastily. 

A  lil^  ta^jlttd,  (v.  n.  2  of  .iAsP'  Q)  Being  im- portant and  difficult  (an  aflPair). 

A  (^s*^  ta^ijjun,  (v.  n.  -5  of  i^^)  Being  fat. 

A  A^*^  ta^jjuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  not  in  iise) 
Feigning  ignorance.   Being  intricate  (business). 

A  ta^jhun,  (v.  n.2of  ̂ ^^sP  Q)  Being 

a  servant,  cook,  sewer,  or  table-decker.  Wooing 
a  woman  until  her  consent  is  obtained. 

A  to,^if>f  A  filling  with  astonishment. 
A  L-xj^  ta^iyat,  A  turning  away  (of  theface). 

A  if^ffijy  iy-     2  of  ̂ )  Filling  with 
smoke  (a  house).     Raising  the  dust  (wind). 

aJas*^  ta^iz,  (v.n.  2ofJsP)  Growing  old  (a 

woman).  Having  large  buttocks.  Regai-ding  as 
weak,  charging  with  weakness,  imputing  imbeci- 

lity.  Hindering,  letting,  keeping  back. 

A  (  SUs.*^  ta^jif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  fl^)  Eating  not 
to  excess,  stopping  short  of  fulness.  Abstaining, 

though  hungry,  that  another  may  have  enough. 

X,  A  to^JI/,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J-^)  Making  haste. 
Hastening,  urging,  accelerating.  Outstripping,  get- 

ting before.  Givingin advance,  anticipating.  Dress- 

ing meat  quickly.  Making  up  the  new  cheese  lail 
into  pieces  called  Jj;»-lsP  ̂ fl7q;iZ._Haste,despatch. 

A  S)>-si^  ta^ilan,  (p  Hastily. 

A  ta^im,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*^)  Dotting,  point- 
ing a  letter  or  consonant. 

A  (j'     ~  of        not  in  use)  En- 
deavouring by  sarcasms  to  promote  a  quarrel. 

A  Asxi  ta^as,  The  act  of  running. 

A  O^tijO  ta^lad,  Numbering,  enumeration.  Com- 

putation, p  i^^yC         ta^ad  namitdan,To  count. 
A  li  jjO  ta^ddud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ip)  Exceeding  in number  (1000). 
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A  (j'lioo  ta^iddt,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  ji^S-)  Pass- 
ing from  one  to  another,  leaving.  Transgressing, 

being  unjust.  Finding  milk  which  renders  one  in- 

dependent of  wine,  or  pasture  that  saves  one  from 

purchasing  provender.  Receiving  a  dowry  with 

a  wife.  Being  active,  transitive  (a  verb).  Being 

infected  with  a  contagion,  and  communicating  it 

to  another.  Tyranny,  oppression,  excess,  violence. 

A  's-^.SiO  ta^iyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^i^  for_j  ̂^S-)  Caus- 
ing to  pass,  transmitting.  Averting,  diverting  from. 

Converting  a  neuter  into  an  active  verb.  The  tran- 
sitive or  active  signification  of  a  verb. 

A  iy>,d.)0  ta^id,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^S')  Counting  with 
the  utmost  accuracy  and  strictness.  Disposing  in 

order,  arranging,  preparing  (for  a  future  occasion). 

A  ̂ 3"'^  ia^ik,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj^ff")  Being  uncer- 
tain, irresolute  as  to  what  to  think,  do,  or  ask.  Let- 
ting down  into  a  well  a  crooked  instrument  for 

drawing  any  thing  out. 

A  J^.<^»«3  ta^il,  (v.  n.  2  of  {^dS-)  Rectifying, 
straightening,  adjusting.  Justifying.  Making  one 

(scale)  equal  to  another.  Having  one's  belly  as 
big  as  one  side  of  a  load  from  drinking.  Consider- 

ing as  lawful  (witnesses,  proofs,  &c.).  Equation. 

A  ̂ 2j>,SfO  ta^Mi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jiiiS-)  Dunging 
(ground).  Being  filled  (a  drinker).  Striking  the 

ground  with  a  pointed  hammer  or  pickaxe. 

Aji^  ta^zzur,  (v.  n.5  ofji^)  Being  difficult. 

Being  impossible.  Not  going  on  straight-forwardly 

(a  business).  Being  stained,  besmeared  with  dung. 

Being  defaced,obliterated.  Making  an  apology  for 

one's  self  and  running  away.   Remaining  behind. 
A jSSxi  ta^zfur,  A  being  provoked  to  anger. 

A  Jii>*'i  ta^zzid,  (v.  n.  5  of  JiS^)  Bearing  re- 
prehension, taking  reproof. 

A  ijJii^sO  ta^zluh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Shaking 

one's  self  in  walking. 
A  (__y*i_ij6  ta^ih,  (v.  n.2  of  u-^ii^)  Punishing, 

scourging,  tormenting.  Hindering.  Punishment. 

A  j>JS)0  ta^lr,  (v.  n.  2  of j 3.5-)  Making  an  apo- 
logy, advancing  a  false  and  inadmissible  excuse. 

Besmearing  with  dung.  Preparing  a  circumcision- 

feast,  and  inviting  guests  thereto.  Effacing  (the 

vestiges  of  a  house).  Beginning  to  appear  (down 

upon  a  boy's  cheek). 

A  ij^.iijO  fa  ̂s-i/e,  A  lopping  branches  (of  a  palm). 
A  (J^.tiv*,)  ta^ll,  A  blaming,  chiding.  Reproof. 

A  yb  ta^,  (v.  n.ofjjo)  Shouting,  crying  aloud. 
Ta^r,  Heat  of  war  or  battle. 

A  (— ta^rruh,(v.n.  5  ofi^j^)  Being  Ara- 
bic, or  Arabian.  Becoming  like  an  Arabian.  So- 

journing in  the  desert.  Talking  obscenely. 

A  ta^rruj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^)  Having  an 
oblique,  scalene,  or  irregular  form  (a  building). 

Tying  or  coiifining  (a  beast)  in  the  stable. 

AjjiO  ta^rruz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjjff-)  Being  obdu- 
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rate,  hardened.  Being  difficult,  hard,  painful  (bu- 
siness). Detaining  hospitably. 

A  ta^rrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^^)  Showing 
love  (for  a  wife).  Uxoriousness. 

A  t^Jlij^  ta^rrush,  (v.  n.  5  of  {^j^)  Fixing 
a  residence.  Being  addicted  to,  fond  of. 

A  t^jOj-x)  ta^rrus,  A  staying,  an  abiding. 

A  i^JfH  ta^rruz,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^^)  Happen- 

ing, occuring.  Coming  before,  presenting  one's  self. 
Beingexposed.  Opposing,  hindering, withstanding. 

Being  curved,  oblique,  crooked,  or  angular.  Walk- 
ing from  side  to  side  in  climbing  a  mountain  (a 

camel).  Going  in  the  footsteps.  Opposition,  obsta- 

cle, impediment.  Oppression,  injury, loss.  t>(^j)0 

{^'^^ ta^rruz  kardan,To  oppose,  hinder,  prevent. 
To  injure,  oppress. 

A j^j^  ta^r^ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being  af- 
flicted with  the  diseaseJIs-  ̂ ,rr  (a  camel). 

A  (  ta^rruf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (__i^)  Inquiring 
with  the  view  to  learn,  or  till  one  learns  any  thing. 

Seeking  knowledge. 

A  ̂jj^  ta^rruh,  (v.n.5of  ̂ J^)  Picking  the 
flesh  from  the  bone.  Getting  the  antagonist's  head 

imder  one's  arm  and  throwing  him  down  (in  wrest- 
ling). Being  benefited,  profited. 

A  L— **;sO  ta^rkub,  (v.  n.  2  of  \,^JS-  Q)  Walk- 
ing through  narrow,  winding  mountain-passes.  De- 

viating, turning  aside. 

A  fa^an'WTO,(v.n.  5 ofj*^)  Picking  a  bone; 
barking  a  tree. 

A  (^jjfi)  ta^rwush,  (v.n.2of  Q)  Be- 
ing fond  of,  addicted  to,  cleaving  unto.  Mounting 

upon,  riding  (a  horse). 

A  ta^rrt,  (v.n..5  of  (_^)  Being  naked, 

denuded,  or  free.   Stripping  one's  self. 

A  i-^jfii  ta^'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— .^)  Pronounc- 
ing Arabic  agreeably  to  the  rules.  Conforming  a 

foreign  word  to  the  Arabic  idiom.  Polishing,  ar- 
ranging a  discourse  accurately.  Speaking  plainly. 

Making  an  Arabian  bow.  Relating  words  as  spo- 

ken by  another.  Adducing  an  argument  in  favour 

of  any  one.  Speaking  indecently.  Reproving. 

Using  one  opprobriously.  Giving  earnest.  Mak- 

ing (a  squeamish  stomach)  sick.  Cutting  off"  the 
broken  branch  of  a  palm-tree.  Cutting  open  or 

lancing  and  cauterizing  (a  sore).  Inflaming  a  cow 

(as  a  bull).    Drinking  a  quantity  of  clear  water. 

A  'i~>.j)0  ta^-iyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  1^  for  j Put- 
ting ears  or  handles  to  (a  wallet),  (v.  n.  2  of  i^J^) 

Laying  bare,  exposing,  stripping,  denuding. 

A  ̂ j-^  ̂^'^''y'j  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^j^)  Being  intent upon,  attending  to.  Rearing  an  irregular  or  oblique 
structure.  Causing  to  lean.  Staying  (with  a  host, 

hospitably  entertained).  Detaining,  confining  at 

an  inn.  Reaching  the  hour  of  sunset. 

A  i^ijiO  ta^id,  (v.  n.  2  of  tJ^ff-)  Fleeing,  running 
away.  Piercing,  passing  through  any  thing  struck 
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(an  arrow).  Quitting  (the  road).  Rising  (a  star), 

being  at  its  highest  altitude,  and  declining  to  set. 

^  ji.j'^  ta^iz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^S-)  Hiding,  conceal- 
ing. Corrupting,  vitiating.  Being  wrinkled,  con- 

tracted. Being  ambiguous,  speaking  enigmatically. 

A  i^j^j)i>  ta^-'is,  (v.  n.  2  of  c^j^)  Alighting 
(travellers)  in  the  end  of  the  night  for  refreshment, 

and  then  pursuing  a  journey.  ̂ juJ>j^\  iL5  layla- 

tu''t  ta^is,  The  night  the  prophet  went  to  sleep. 

A  ̂^Ju>jf3  ta^'ish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^j^)  Making 
a  vine-arbour ;  propping  (a  vine).  Training  a  vine 
over  a  trellis.  Roofing  (a  house).  Proceeding 

slowly  in  an  affair.  Remaining  constantly  lighted 

(fire-wood).  Raising  the  head  when  braying  (an 
ass  about  to  cover). 

A  i^^ja^jxi  ta^'is,  (v.  n.  2  of  Putting rafters  on  a  house  in  order  to  roof  it. 

A  t^jaij)i>  ta^'iz,  (v. n.  2  of  Enlarging, 
extending,  making  broad.  Setting  a  broad  mark 

upon.  Giving  a  broad  hint.  Making  conspicuous. 

Rendering  obnoxious,  exposing.  Opposing.  Be- 
ing constant  and  unremitting  in  eating  yearling 

kids  ((j^-^S  ̂ rzan).  Giving  provisions  by  way 
of  reward.  Selling  goods  for  any  thing  except  mo- 

ney. Being  ambiguous  in  speech,  speaking  enig- 
matically. Being  possessed  of  eloquence.  Laying 

one  thing  upon  another  crosswise.  Making  writ- 
ing illegible.  Not  dressing  meat  enough. 

A I  ta^if,(y.n.2of  i__i^)Makingknown, 
signifying.  Giving  information  to  the  owner  of  any 

thing  lost.  Making  definite  or  determinate,  deter- 
mining. Imparting  an  agreeable  odour,  perfuming. 

Seeking  for  any  thing  lost.  Staying  on  Mount 

Arafat  from  religious  motives.  Affirmation,  asser- 

tion. Explanation,  notification,  definition.  A  ta- 

I'iff".  j^Jai)  i_A)yjO  ia^-tji  lofz'i,  Verbal  definition 
or  explanation  :  as  when  the  unusual  wordjiU^aP- 
ghazanfar,  meaning  A  lion,  is  explained  by  the 
more  familiar  term  asad. 

A  O         ta^'ifut,  (pi .  of  1  a^^x!>)  Definitions. 

A  '^Jojxi  fa^lfiy,  Commendable,  notable. 
A  ̂}jf3ta^'lk,(Y.n.2of  iJjS^)  Diluting  (wine) 

with  a  little  water.  Filling  (a  vessel)  not  to  the  brim. 

A  C^t'^jO  ta^ik,  (v.  n.  2  of  tiJ^)  Pinching, 
wringing  hard,  pressing,  squeezing. 

A  jfijjO  ta^im,  A  mixing,  intermingling. 

A  yo  ta^zz,  Name  of  the  capital  of  Yaman. 

A  ta^zzuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  <— ->}5-)  Being  in  a 
state  of  celibacy,  abstaining  from  matrimony. 

Ajjjt)  ta^zzuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjS')  Being  rendered 
powerful.  Becoming  rare  or  exquisite.  Making 

one's  self  inaccessible.  Being  firm  (as  flesh).  Hav- 

ing a  small  orifice  to  the  teat  (a  camel). 

A  JSjjO  ta^z^iz,  (v.  n.  2  ofJS^S'  Q)  Going  off" when  spoken  to  (a  goat). 

A  (J}jt>  ta^zzul, (v.  n. 5 of  (J}ff')  Being  removed 
from  office.  Receding,retiring.  Seceding,discarding. 
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A  ̂ Jxi  ta^zzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  jaJP)  Pursuing  with 
steadiness,  applying  the  mind.  Striving. 

A  'i^y^  ta^uwat,  Patience. 
A  (i^jaO  ta^a',  A  word  expressive  of  a  desire to  conciliate  affection. 

A  ta^zzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  \^  for  jjff')  Belong- 
ing, claiming  relationship,  professing  to  belong 

(vehether  truly  or  falsely).    A  being  consoled. 

A  ta^lh,  A  going  to  a  distant  pasture. 

A  H^JsO  ta^iyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij^')  Consoling. 
Enjoining  or  recommending  patience.  Mourning 
for  the  dead.  A  representation  of  the  shrines  of 

Hasan  and  Husayn,  sons  of  Ally,  p  ̂̂ d^  {^ij)0 

ta^iyat  hardan,  To  console,  condole. 

p  lIa^JsO  ta^iyaf-jyursi,  Condolence. 

p«^Ui^^Jj6^a^2^??/ai-na?tta,Noteof condolence. 

A  ta^ir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjjff-)  Reproving,  cen- 
suring. Assisting,  strengthening, reinforcing.  Ho- 
nouring, magnifying.  Beating,  inflicting  stripes 

belovc  the  full  number  appointed  by  law. 

A^JsO  ta^iz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjs-)  Rendering  power- 
ful, glorious,  victorious,  excellent,  rare,  precious, 

magnificent.  Strengthening,  backing.  Making 

difficult  and  painful.  Moistening  the  earth  suffi- 
ciently (rain). 

A  ̂yijsO  ta^il,  A  deposing  (from  office). 

A  jC  ta^im,  (v.  n.  2  of  Reading  verses 

of  the  Kur'an  as  preventives  against  enchantments. 

A  (jd^jO  ta^,  (v.n.  of  (j"«^)  Perishing.  Stum- 
bling, falling,  sinking,  descending.  Destroying 

any  one  (God).  Perdition,  ruin,  destruction.  A 

fall,  trip,  stumble.  Evil.  Distance.  ciU  L-jO  ta^ 
san  lah,  Perdition  catch  thee  ! 

sati'l  ̂ jalat,  Out  upon  haste!  Ta^s,  Perishing. 
Aj^Liii  ta^ssur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^^)  Being  difficult. 

Being  obscure,  inexplicable  (a  passage). 

A  (j**ju**30  ta^s^is,  (v.  n.2  of  f^x^  Q)  Hunt- 
ing for,  or  catching  (garne).    Smelling  out. 

A  ta^ssuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  2*«£^)  Straying, 

losingone's  way.  Oppressing.  Oppression,extortion. 
A  ,3^*5  ta^ssuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj—^)  Adhering. 

Being  assiduous,  keeping  close. 

A  ta^ssun,  (v.  n.  5  of  f^*^)  Resembling 

one's  father.  Searching  diligently  the  vestige  or 
place  of  any  thing.    Producing  some  vegetation. 

'  A jJk*<»*>  ta^vr,  (v.  n.  2  of  j-^ff-)  Rendering  dif- 
ficult. Opposing.  Cocking  (her)  tail  in  running 

(a  she-camel).    Coming  fi'om  the  left. 
A  i_«flJu-30  ta^y,  A  forcing  to  toil  and  drudge. 

A  Jjj— St)  ta^il,  (v.  n.2  of  J-—^-)  Giving  honey. 
Dressing  victuals,  or  making  sweetmeats  with 

honey.  Making  and  storing  honey  in  the  hive  (bees). 

A  i^Xr^  ta^in,  (v.  n.  2  of  S-)  Lightening 
(a  camel)  of  a  part  of  (his)  fat  (a  season  of  scarcity). 

A  {^^jJLfii  ta^shshub,  (v.  n.  5  of  (..xIkC-)  Pas- 
turing on  green  herbage.  Becoming  fat  (camels). 

A  ta^shsltuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ij-i-S-)  Mak- 
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ing  demonstrations  of  love. 

A         ta^shshum,  A  drying  up,  a  withering. 

A  ta^shshun,  (v.  n.  5  of  Seeking 
carefully  for  those  dates  which  are  gathered  from 
the  roots  of  the  branches,  after  the  clusters  are  cut  off. 

A  IsllLxi  ta^shnut,  (v.  n.  2  of  Islzs-  Q)  Conti- 
nually scolding  and  rating  her  husband  (a  shrew). 

A  i^^^J^  ta^ishshi,  (v.  n.  5  ̂ jps-)  Supping, 
eating  supper.  Pasturing  by  night.  Being  blind 

at  night,  p  i^'^^ ̂_J^>  ̂   ̂jdJo  taghaddiuta^sh- 
sln  hardan,  To  dine  and  sup. 

A  ta^liih,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^ZS'')  Being luxuriant  in  herbage,  producing  fresh  grass. 

A  &-iij6  ta^hiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^J^)  Giving  a 

supper.  Giving  (camels)  their  supper.  Dazzling 

the  eyes  of  birds  in  the  night-time  by  a  blaze  of 

light,  and  thereby  catching  them.  Proceeding 

slowly,  dealing  gently  with. 

A  j^LfO  fa^hir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^^)  Decimating. 
Dividing  into  ten.  Receiving  tithes.  Marking  or 

distinguishing  any  thing  by  tens  (as  the  verses  of 

the  Kur'an).  Emitting  ten  snores  when  braying 
(an  ass),  or  cawing  thus  (a  raven).  Being  already 
ten  months  gone  with  young  (a  camel). 

A  ta^Jnsh,  (v.  n.2  of  {^J^)  Having  a 

slender  trunk  and  few  branches  (a  palm-tree). 

Building  a  nest  (a  bird).  Becoming  dry  and 

mouldy  (bread).  Becoming  dry  (fodder  or  ground). 

A  t^iLiO  ta^hin,  A  conjecturing,  guessing. 

A  ta^is,  (v.n.  of  cjiisjo)  Having  a  cramp 
in  the  tendon  of  the  leg  from  over-walking.  A 

sjiasm,  cramp,  contraction. 

A  c-JojO  ta^ssub,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^^uaP)  Binding 

the  head  with  a  fillet.  Girding  one's  waist  tight 
through  hunger.  Being  content  (with  any  thing). 

Being  attached  to  one's  kindred.  Partiality,  attach- 
ment :  bigotry,  obstinacy  :  severity,  inflexibility. 

A jj&iO  ta^ssur,  (v.  n.5  of^P)  Beingsqueezed. 
Taking  refuge. 

AjS-MAfO  ta^sfur^,  (v.  n  .2  of^j^aS-  Q)  Being  dyed 

saff'ron-colour  (a  garment).  Being  bent  (the  neck). 
A  i^yOLfO  ta^snmd,  A  shouting  and  fighting. 

A  SLoj^aaO  iu^usat,  A  white,  shining  insect. 

A  (_^*-'  ta^ssi,  A  being  hard  and  difficult. 
A  i_^.«aiO  ia^ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_^*a5-)  Binding 

the  head  with  a  fillet.  Appointing  one  as  chief  or 

head  of  a  family.  Keeping  one  hungry,  famish- 

ing. Reducing  people  to  misery  (a  scarce  year). 

Destroying.  Causing  an  individual  to  inherit  what 
should  be  divided  amongst  those  relations  who  are 

included  in  the  term  'ixjo.^  ̂ sabat. 
A  Xa^jO  fa^iyat,  The  giving  of  a  stick. 

A  ji^xi  ta^ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*oS'')  Coming  in  the afternoon.  Bringing  forth.  Arriving  at  the  age 

of  puberty  (a  girl).  Staying  at  home  on  account 
of  menses.    Putting  forth  the  ear  (corn). 

A  i^jax>a3ti  ta^is,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^jaP)  Being  hard 

and  severe  (towards  a  debtor). 

A  (Jjj^ojO  ta^iljA  delaying.  A  being  crooked. 
A  J-ojO  ta^zzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J..otP)  Being  dif- 

ficult, perplexing,  and  baffling  (a  medical  case). 

A  [^yojo  ta^uz,  A  kind  of  black  sweet  date. 
A  ij0^jax>  ta^uzat,  Narrow  (woman), 

A  s-XjojO  ta^iyat,  A  dividing,  dismembering. 

A  tU^ijO  ta^ld,  (v.  n.  2  of  li-aS-)  Going  right 
and  left  (an  arrow). 

A  (.^^sOAaaO  ta^iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^ff')  Biting  the 

lips  in  anger.  Biting  hard.  Feeding  one's  camel's 
on  the  preparation  ^izz.  Drawing  water  from 

a  narrow  well.  Playing,  sporting  with  one's  maid. 

A  (J-^jO  ta^il,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^ioS')  Having  a 
difficult,  painful  birth.  Laying  with  difficulty  (a 

hen).  Being  too  narrow  for  its  inhabitants  (a  coun- 

try). Hindering,  straitening,  perplexing.  Tyran- 

nically ^hindering  (a  woman)  from  marrying. 

A  jJajO  ta^ttur,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^^)  Perfuming 

one's  self.  Being  perfumed.  Dwelling  in  her  fa- 
ther's house  (an  unmarried  girl). 

A  (jiiuo  ta^ttush,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂jiilaS')  Endur- 
ing voluntary  thirst. 

A  laiajO  ta^ttut,  (v.  n.  5  of  laS-)  Being  torn 
lengthwise  (a  garment). 

A  i_alajO  ta^ttuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  '_oV»c.)  Being  in- 
dulgent, propitious,  favourably  inclined.  Com- 

miserating.   Putting  on  (a  cloak). 

A  (Jia*)  ta^ttul,  (v.  n.  6  of  (J-iaS')  Being  idle, 
unemployed,  and  disengaged.  Having  no  brace- 

lets or  other  ornaments  (a  woman). 

A  ̂J^^  ta^ttun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ia^)  Lying  down 
near  the  well  (camels  that  have  drunk  their  fill). 

A  ̂_Ja30  ta^tti,  (v.  n.  5  of  Uiff-  for  jiaP)  Beg- 
ging a  present.  Making  haste.  Giving  attention 

to,  attempting. 

A  u-*Jila«5  ta^lb,  (v.n.  2  of  i_/la5')  Medicating 
wine  to  give  it  an  agreeable  scent.  The  appear- 

ance of  spurs  on  a  vine. 

A  ta^iyat,  (v.  n.  2of  Ikp  for ̂ jlaff-)  Work- 
ing for,  serving.  Bidding  to  hasten,  accelerating. 

Ajj)i3jC  ta^tr,  A  perfuming,  difi'using  odours. 
A  (jMjJa*)  ta^h,  A  causing  to  sneeze. 

A  (ji,Alajt'i  ta^tsh,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jiJks-)  Keeping 
long  from  drink.     Making  thirsty. 

A  lajJasO  ta^'it,  (v.  n.  2  of  laS-)  Tearing  (a. gar- 

ment) lengthwise  without  separation. 

A  (__2j;iajO  ta^y,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_alaP')  Bending 
(wood).  Converting  one  garment  into  a  covering 

for  another  person.  Regarding,  favouring.  In- 

ducing (a  camel)  to  take  a  liking  to  another's  colt. 
Doubling,  folding  (a  pillow). 

A  J>J;iijO  ta^il,  (v.  n.  2  of  J-iaP)  Causing  to 
be  unemployed.  Rendering  useless.  Taking  off 
her  ornaments  (a  woman).  Leaving  free,  vacant, 

and  empty,  emptying.  Leaving  out  every  letter 
that  is  marked  with  a  diacritical  point.  Laying 



waste.  Vacation,  holiday. 

A  jjrda^o  ta^'in,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^iaS-)  Macerating 
(a  hide)  with  dung  and  salt  to  bring  off  the  hair. 

Constructing  a  fold  for  camels  or  sheep  hard  by  a 

watering-place.  Drinking  theirfill  and  lying  down. 

A  laatlajO  ta^z^z,  (v.  n.  2  of  liuJaS-  Q)  Waver- 
ing, or  turning  in  the  flight  (an  arrow).  Wagging 

the  tail  and  travelling  uneasily.  Retiring,  retreat- 
ing from  battle,  swerving  through  cowardice. 

Going  up  (a  hill). 

A  ta^zzul,  (v.n.5  of  (jiaS-)  Assembling 
together  (people).  Riding  upon  one  another. 

A  jJ^*^  ta^zlum, Khem^  very  dark (thenight). 

A  jjiuo  ta^zzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Carrying 

one's  self  haughtily.  Accounting  one  to  be  great, 
dignified,  exalted.  Magnificence,  grandeur,  pride. 

A  u-AJ;5ajO  ta^ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_«AiaP)  Putting  off, 
delaying,  promising  again  and  again  to  do  a  thing. 

A  (J-aJo*^  ta^ll,  A  flowing  from  all  quarters. 

A  pJ^iiuO  ta^tm, (Y.n.  2  of  ̂laP)  Making  great, 
enlarging.  Magnifying,  honouring.  Cutting  up 

(a  sheep)  bone  by  bone.  Reverence,  respect,  ho- 
nour. Ceremonious  and  respectful  treatment, 

p  f^dji^^^oj^  ta^im  kardan,To  honour,  magnify. 
A  VcJiuO  ta^iman,  In  honour  of.  &iLi*5  lfJa.x_i 

ta^iman  li  shanihi,  From  respect  to  his  dignity. 

A^_fljO  ta^ffuj,  A  going  obliquely. 
A  ̂ jfljO  ta^ffur,  (v.  n.  6  of  JiS-)  Being  rolled 

in,orsoiled  with, dust.  Becomingfat(awildanimal). 

A  C^JijO  ta^frut,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Acting 
in  a  powerful,  independent  manner.  Doing  any 

thing  attentively,  artfully,  or  masterly.  Being  a 

demon.  Manifesting  demonical  propensities,  play- 

ing the  devil,  behaving  like  an  CLO.jSS-  fjfrit. 
A  i_ifljO  ta^ffuf,{j.  n.5of  u-flP)  Being  chaste, 

abstaining  from  what  is  forbidden,  and  from  ask- 

ing questions.  Taking  pains,  striving  to  shew 

purity.  ̂   Drinking  milk  remaining  in  the  udder. 

A  ,_^ft>t>  ta^ffuh,  (v.n.5  of  ̂ j^)  Fleeing  unto, 
taking  refuge.  Lying  hid  behind  any  thing. 

A  ta^jfun,  (v.n.5 of  Becoming  pu- 
trid, rotten,  and  falling  to  pieces  (a  rope). 

A  ̂^JljO  ta^ffi,  A  being  obliterated,  effaced. 

A  &JtfljO  ta^fiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  laff-  for  ̂ )  Obli- 
terating, defacing.  Amending,  restoring,  adjusting. 

Falling  upon  one  (any  thing  deadly). 

A  jjijO  ta^ir,  (v.  n.  2  of^P)  Rolling  (one)  in 
the  dust :  sprinkling  or  soiling  with  dust.  Bury- 

ing in  the  ground.  Rubbing  the  nipple  with  a  kind 

of  earth  to  wean  a  child.  Putting  (meat)  amongst 
dust  and  drying  it  in  the  sun.  Mixing  the  black 
cattle  of  a  flock  with  those  of  a  reddish  white.  Mak- 

ing white,  marking  of  a  white  colour.  Keeping 

the  teat  from  its  young  in  order  to  wean  it  (a  beast). 

A  (^jijo  ta^s,  A  dyeing  with  gall-apples. 

A  i_aAfl.»3  ta^lf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_aff')  Giving  one 
to  drink  milk  remaining  in  the  udder. 
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A  ̂ jSSljC  ta^ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Driving  back 
one  over  the  other  (a  flock  of  sheep). 

A  ̂y>SijC  ta^ll,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂}AS■)  Remedying  or 
treating  surgically  a  female  rupture  (Ji^  ̂ fal)- 
Ascribing  to  any  one  such  a  complaint. 

A  jj^flJt)  ta^in,  (v.  n.  2  of  Corrupting 
(meat),  tainting,  causing  (it)  to  stink. 

A  ta^kkuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  (__>ka5-)  Consider- 
ing the  end  or  tendency  of  any  thing.  Doubting 

the  truth  of  a  statement,  and  inquiring  a  second 

time.  Railing  against,  or  inquiring  into,  a  man's 
vices.  Punishing  one  for  a  fault.  Doubtintr  and 

tracing  intelligence.  Learning  the  happy  event  of 

one^s  good  advice. 

A  ̂_y_JiJO  to^a/i&iiZ,  A  following,  coming  behind. 

A  d^jO  ta^kkud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  arch- 
ed (the  rainbow).  Being  narrow  at  bottom  and 

wide  at  top  (a  well).  Being  knotted  and  entangled. 

Being  heaped  up  (as  sand).  Being  thick  and  con- 
crete (must  or  honey). 

A  ̂^jO  ta^liliur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjiiff-)  Continuing  (a 
widely-spread  rain).     Filling  up  every  part  com- 

pactly(faton  acamel'sbody).  Being long(aplant). 
A  t_ga;0  to^a^/iMy,Abeingcurved,bent,crooked. 

A yi^f^  ta^hfur,  Being  overwhelmed,  ruined. 

A  iJiijO  ta^kJiul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Jiis-)  Foreseeing, 

comprehending,  understanding.   Coming  to  one's 
senses.    Joining  the  hands  and  intermixing  the 
finerers.   Sittins  cross-lejrged. 

A  jJLo  ta^kJium.,  (v.  n.  5  of  jJis-)  Going  to 
and  fro,  prowling  about. 

A  (^.oHjO  ta^cib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t_-*Hff-)  Following, 
coming  closely  behind.  Looking  back,  waiting, 

expecting,  lingering.  Leaving  behind.  Doing  any 

thing  twice.  Delaying,  procrastinating.  Being  di- 

ligent, going  to  and  fro,  in  searching  after  any 

thing.  Having  finished  one  excursion  against  the 

infidel,  to  undertake  another  the  same  year.  Re- 
maining in  the  mosque  after  the  hour  of  public 

prayer  is  over.  Receiving  a  substitute  or  equiva- 
lent. Turning  yellow,  and  beginning  to  dry  (the 

fruit  of  the  plant  ^'"'f'^j)- 

A  'i^jo  ta^iiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_^)  Giving  a 
new-born  infant  something  to  make  it  void  its  ex- 

crement. Shooting  an  arrow  in  the  air.  Soaring 

high  (a  bird). 

A  iXJjftx)  ta^ul,  (v.  n.  2  of  Setting  (as 

fruit).  Building  an  arch  and  anything  which  con- 
nects the  different  parts  of  an  edifice.  Swearing 

with  due  consideration,  without  any  reserve.  Boil- 

ing (a  thing)  till  it  becomes  thick. 

A ta^iir,  A  wounding  desperately. 

A  v__ajJi*3  ta^af,  A  making  crooked  or  curved. 

A  ,J.iHjO  ta^Ml,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,J^)  Being  intel- 
lectual. Rendering  intelligent.  Ascribing  intellect 

to  any  one.  Tying  a  camel's  leg  near  to  the  knee. 
Bringing  forth  sour  grapes  (a  vine). 
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A  j^aHjO  ta^iim,  (v.n.  2  of  j,fl5-)  Commanding 
silence.  Rendering  (the  womb)  unfitfor  conception. 

A  ta^kkub,  (v.  n.  5  of  t— a^)  not  in  use) 
Crowding  upon  one  and  rendering  anxious  (cares). 

A  i^xCc  ta^libus,  (v.  n.2of  Q)  Being 
mounted  or  piled  (one  thing  upon  another). 

A  (jiJ^^  ta^kbush,(\.n.  2  of  (ji-J.^  Q)  Stick- 
ing, hojding  fast  (a  thorn). 

A.jXfO  ta^hJair,  A  being  turbid,  disturbed. 
ajCjC  ta^likuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^)  Leaning  upon 

a  ferruled  stick  or  crutch  (  sjKs-  ̂ikhdzai). 

A  ;j<A30  ta^hlius,  A  crawling  like  a  viper. 
A  ̂jii^  ta^likush,  (v.  n.  5  of  \J^^)  Being 

difiicult.  Being  contracted  and  entering  into  itself. 

Being  entangled,  curled,  and  heaped  together(hair). 
Contracting  the  legs  to  weave  his  web  (a  spider). 

A  ta^hkus,  (v.  n.  5  of  c.>a^)  Being 
avaricious  and  parsimonious  ;  refusing  to  give. 

ta^kkuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  la^)  Being  per- 
plexed, intricate,  and  difiicult.  Being  confined,  or 

confining  one's  self,  in  order  to  look  after  one's  af- 
fairs. Beinglong,toilsome,and  painful  (a  journey). 

ia^ahkuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  L-A^aS-)  Being 
curled  (hair).  Restraining  one's  self. 

A  (^j^-^  ta^hkun,  (v.n.  5  of         obsol.)  Be- ing wrinkled  (from  fat)  lying  fold  upon  fold. 

A  ta^fib,  (v.  n.  2  of  Smoking. 

A  iaSoO  ta^iiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  for^^)  Wrap- 
pinground  withafreshsinew  (the  handleofa  spear), 

(v.  n.  2  of  (_^)  Dying.  . 

A jX^^  ta^ur,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Making  dirty, 
rendering  impure,  feculent,  and  muddy. 

A  jA^=u"i  ta^fiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^^)  Strengthening 
the  end  (of  a  spear  with  a  ferrule  of  iron). 

Ai^J^^^  ta^tlfh,  A  becoming  mouldy. 
A  iaA^  ta^fiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Interrupting, 

diverting  from.  Preventing  the  execution  of  any 

business.  Enjoining  diligently,  enforcing  (an  ad- 

monition, will,  or  testament). 

A  c_flA5^  ta^iif,  (v.  n.  2  of  t_ft^=tff')  Being 
threaded  (pearls).  Being  plaited  (hair). 

Aj»xSo6  ta^im,  (v.  n.  2  of  p^)  Becoming  fat. 
A  JjO  ̂a^a/.  Violent  heat  in  the  throat,heart-burn . 
A  ft/o^)oO  ti^dmat,  A  very  learned  man.  A 

skilful  genealogist. 

A  «1)0  ta^llat,  Whatever  amuses  or  diverts  the 
attention  from  any  pursuit.  Any  thing  employed 

as  an  excuse  or  pretext. 

A  uLJjO  ta^llus,  (v.  n.  5  of  dLiS^)  Being  sus- 

pended, hanging.  Deceiving,  laying  snares.  Do- 

ing (any  work)  loosely  and  badly.  Delaying,  de- 
ferring to  enforce  the  statutes. 

A  j»iSjO  ̂fl^aZsMm,  Delay,  hesitation  in  speaking. 

A  ̂ jO  ta^iUuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  thick  and rough  (flesh).  Bearing  a  message.  Being  heaped 

together  (sands). 

A  (Js*^  to^aZ^wZ,  (v.n.2of  J.jtlff'  Q)  Tottering, 



shaking,staggering;beingiiTeso]ute.Beingrelaxed. 

A  ̂j-^fO  ta^lluk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^)  Being  sus- 
pended to,  dependent  upon.  Being  devoted,  wholly 

given  up  to.  Suspending,  putting  off.  Being  con- 
tent with  little.  Dependance,  connexion.  Paren- 

tage, relationship.  Property,  possession.  A  ma- 
nor, lordship.  A  lease  in  perpetuity.  A  small  za- 

mmdari,  a  talook  or  division  of  a  district. 

A  OUiiaJ  ta^lluhat,{j^\.oi ^^^^  ta^UuJi)T)e- 
pendencies,  connexions,  appurtenances,  estates,  sub- 

stance, attachments,  claims,  ̂ ^i^  C->lftlx)  ta- 

^llukati  jlimyaiviy,  Worldly  concerns. 

Pj\ J.aJjO  ta^Uuh-clar,  One  who  holds  a  talook. 

^  usA^  ta^lluka,  Connexion,  relationship. 
Lordship,  possession  of  land.  A  see,  manor. 

p  J\j  «jijj«3  ta^lluka-ddr,  Possessor  of  an  es- 
tate, lord  of  a  manor,  landlord,  feoffee. 

A  jJJjO  ta^llul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Recovering 

from  childbed  (a  woman).  Being  contented,  sa- 

tisfied. Being  occupied  with.  Amusing  one^s  self 
innocently,  beguiling  the  time. 

A  jJjO  ta^llum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂♦iS')  Submitting  to 
be  taught.  Learning.  Knowing.  Doing  any  thing 

well. .  j  ̂>i^  ta^im  u  ta^xllum,  Teaching 
and  learning. 

A  ti^imat,  A  very  learned  man.  A  skil- 
ful genealogist. 

A  ta^lwut,  A  hugging,  clinging  to. 

A  ta^lU,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ks-  for  ̂jis-)  Being 
high,  above,  over,  or  superior  to.  Ascending  by 

degrees,  slowly  and  softly.  Recovering  (from  child- 
bed labour,  or  from  sickness). 

A  *jJu3  ta^ib, (v.  n.2of  i_*>3^)  Signing, mark- 
ing, making  an  impression.  Cutting.  Scraping, 

erasinsf.  Aiming  at  the  nerve  of  a  camel's  neck 
with  the  sharp  part  of  a  sword.  Wrapping  the  si- 

new of  a  camel's  neck  round  the  haft  of  a  sword. 

A  XjAjO  ta^iyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Eleva- 
ting, raising,  pulling,  or  hoisting  up.  Unloading 

goods  from  a  beast's  back.  Ascending,  surmount- 
ing, being  superior.    Putting  the  title  to  a  book. 

A  (j«Jk-LjO  ta^is,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^-Is-)  Giving  to 
taste.  Increasing,  making  greater  inroads  (a  dis- 

ease). Being  clamorous  and  noisy. 

A  (^j^ajJjO  ta^is,  (v.  n.  2  of  tJolS')  Griping  the 
belly  (indigestion). 

A  lijJjO  ta^it,  (v.  n.  2  of  Wis-)  Making  a  deep 

transverse  mark  upon  a  (camel's)  neck.  Taking 
a  chain  from  off  the  neck.  Speaking  evil  of. 

A  i_ijJjO  ta^if,  (v.  n.  2  of  i»_fllff-)  Tying  a  knot. 
Being  scattered  (the  blossom  of  the  tree  talk). 

Beginning  to  put  forth  its  berries  (the  acacia). 

A  jJjJjO  ta^lk,  (v.  n,  2  of  Suspending, 
hanging.  Delaying.  Shutting,  fastening  (a  door). 

Captivating,  or  being  captivated  by  love.  Sending 

with  any  one  a  camel  for  carrying  provisions.  Giv- 
ing corn  to  a  horse.  The  Persian  character  called 
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talik  (properly  ta^ik). 

A  uiljAiO  ta^ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  uiJiis-)  Making  a  pro- 
per use  of  money,  managing  property  well.  Tanning 

well  (a  leathern  bottle).  Holding  fast  (money). 

A  (J-i*j  ta^ll,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jp)  Soothing,  quiet- 
ing, amusing,  diverting.  Quenching,  saturating 

after  being  saturated.  Gathering  fruit  time  after 

time.  Causality,  causation.  JjAjCi3\  harfu 't 
ta^il,  A  causal  particle. 

A  ̂ Axi  ta^im,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J-S-)  Teaching,  in- 
structing, informing.    Erudition,  instruction,  tui- 

tion.   Marking,  distinguishing. 

■  p  to\s-  ta^im-hhana,  A  school. 

Pji         ta^lmgai',  A  teacher,  instructor. 

A^fOta^mmuj,  (v.n.Sof  ̂ -»S5')  Writhing,  go- 
ing tortuously  (a  serpent).  An  obliquity  in  walking. 

A  ta^mmud,  (v.  n.  5  of  iX^ff-)  Doing  de- 
liberately.   Designing,  intending,  purposing. 

A  lti^*>  ta^mmudan,  Delibei'ately,  purposely. 

A  ta^mmuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  Speaking 
profoundly  and  mysteriously.  Being  elegant  and 

nice  in  one's  apparel.  Deepness.  Penetration. 
A  ta^mmid,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J-^)  Studying, 

applying  to,  labouring,  toiling,  taking  pains,  (in 

grammar)  The  application  of  the  radical  sense  of  a 
noun  to  a  verbal  use  ;  as,  from  turs,  A  shield, 

i^j^  tatarrasa,  He  armed  himself  with  a  shield. 

A  ta^mmU'in,  (v.  n.  5  of  pP)  Putting  on 
a  turban.    Calling  (one)  uncle. 

A  ta^mvii,  (v.  n.5of  (_g^)  Being  blind. 

A  ta^niyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^*S-)  Blinding. 
Making  obscure  and  enigmatical  (a  verse  or  sen- 

tence). Blindness.  Obscurity,  p  &J;«jO  (j^Jj<i 

dar  zdbuni  ta^iiya,  In  enigmatical  language. 

A  iJLf-x^i^  ta^riit,  (v.  n.  2  of  lH-hS-)  Clewing 
(wool)  round  the  hand  (preparatory  to  spinning). 

A  d'X^  ta^nid,  (v.  n.  2  of  Arresting, 
blocking  up,  damming  (a  current).  Baptizing. 

A ta^nir,  (v.  n.  2  of^S')  Repairing,  mend- 
ing. Rebuilding.  Making  habitable,  cultivated, 

and  populous.  Granting  long  life.  Praying  to 
God  to  bless  with  a  long  life.  Swearing,  adjuring. 

Ascribing  long  duration  to,  characterizing  by  per- 

petuity. Praising  God.  Studying,  reading.  Re- 

straining one's  self  from  worldly  conversation. 
Keeping  clean  and  pure.  Enlightening  with  a 

lamp.  Measuring  for  one's  self  a  fixed  measure. 
Granting  one  (any  thing)  for  his  life.  Excellent 
spinning  and  weaving. 

A  (jijyo  ta^iish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jJ^^^S-)  Being  pur- 
posely negligent  and  remiss.  Healing.  Making 

flit.    Removing  weakness  and  disease  of  the  eye. 

A  ̂ jx^  ta^ntk,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj*^)  Making  deep, 
deepening.  Penetrating  deeper,  pushing  farther. 

Being  far-sighted. 

A  ̂JJi^JO  ta^il,  (v.  n.  2  of  J.^^-)  Appointing 
one  governor  of  a  province  or  collector  of  revenue. 

Giving  an  employment.   Paying  hire  for  work. 

^  ta^mm,  (v.  n.  2  of  jls-)  Rendering  uni- versal. Comprehending,  reaching  all.  Crowning 

with  a  turban.  Setting  (any  one)  over  a  nation 

(particularly  the  Arabs).    Frothing  (milk). 

A  tannin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j*?-)  Travelling 
towards  ^tman  or  H^S-  ̂ mman.  Entering 
into  or  abiding  (in  one  place). 

A         ta^nih,  (v.  n.  2  of  n^^fi-)  Oppressing, 
treating  harshly  with  injustice. 

A  CIaaxJ  ta^nnut,  (v.  n.  5  of  Oj>g')  Seeking 
the  depression  or  destruction  (of  an  adversary). 

A  (^jiaflAX)  ta^nfus,  Lightness.  Boast.  Pride, 
arrogance,  vain-glory,  vanity. 

A  JjA*!>  ta^nnuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^^  Entering 
his  hole  (a  field-mouse).  Hiding  her  head  and 
neck  in  her  form  (a  hare).  Laying  the  hand  on 

the  neck(^jjkff-  ̂ nk,  ̂ nuk,  or  ̂ M/ia^)  of  each  other. 
A  (jijijoO  ta^nliush,  (v. n.  2  of  ̂J^ilS'  Q)  Being 

bent,twisted.Becomingstrong,robust,strengthened. 

A  (-iiiiO  ta^nnuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^Jip)  Being 
difficult  to  pass  (sands). 

A  cL^Sokx^  ta^nkus,  An  assembling  together. 

A  (jtiljt)  ta^nkush,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Be- 
ing contracted.  Being  matted  together  (hair). 

A  ̂ J^>JO  tu^iuk,  (pi.  ̂jjjljO)  Level  ground. 

A  (J*o  ta^nni,  (v.  n.  5of  ̂ S-)  Fatiguing.  Toil- 
ing, enduring  toil  and  trouble.  Enduring  evil  with 

all  its  consequences.  Beingtired.  Resistingroughly. 

Contending,  opposing,  litigating.  Bestowing  pains. 
Being  anointed  with  a  liniment  composed  of  urine 
and  dung  (a  scabby  camel). 

A  ta^ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-*!?-)  Bearing clusters  of  grapes  (a  vine). 

A  ftjJjJ  ta^iyat,  (v.n.  2  of  XiS-  for_jis-)  Afflict- 
ing. Taking  or  detaining  a  captive.  Smearing  a 

mangy  (camel)  with  a  mixture  of  dung  and  urine. 
The  mixture  itself.  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jP)  Fatiguing. 

Prefixing  a  title  or  frontispiece  to  a  book. 

A  LL^jJjO  ta^ilt,  (v.  n.  2  of  iJUx?-)  Leading 
(one)  into  trouble,  forcing  (him)  into  difficulties 
whence  he  cannot  extricate  himself. 

A  ia^iis,  (v.  n.  2  of  {j'^)  Remaining, 

or  being  detained  long  in  her  parent's  house  un- 
married (a  marriageble  girl).  Keeping  (her)  so 

(her  family). 

A  I— ajo*)  ta^if,  (v.  n.  2  of  uAxS')  Incommod-  ) 
ing,  molesting.     Reproaching  harshly,  blaming 
severely.    Inconvenience.  Reproach. 

A  (j^ijO  ta^ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  jjAff-)  Grasping  the 
neck  of  another.  Walking  or  ascending  on  high 

and  rugged  ground.  Disappointing.  SweUing 
and  being  almost  ripe  (dates).  Growing  long 

(flowers  of  the  palm-tree). 

A  ta^m,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^S-)  Putting  a  title 
or  inscription  to  a  book.  Fixing  a  rein  to  a  bri- 

dle. Being  impotent  (especially  declared  so  judi- 



cially).    Impotency,  aversion  to  women. 

A  &juijOte^«i«a^,Impotency,aversion  to  women. 

Ai^^sO  ta^wwus,  Being  astonied,  bewildered. 

A        ia^awwwj,  A  being  bent,  crooked,  curved. 

A  ta^wwud,  (v.  n.  5  of  lils^  for  ̂ ^j^)  Be- 
ing accustomed.  Making  a  habit  or  custom.  Be- 

ing angry.  Usage. 

A  ijso  ta^wwuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  i\p  for  t>_jS-)  Flee- 
ing (to  God),  taking  refuge. 

Aj  jjO  ta^wwur,  A  bon-owingfrom  one  another. 

A  ta^wwuz,  (v.n.Sof  for  ;_>a_jff-) 
Receiving  a  substitute  or  equivalent. 

A  Iflj^O  ta^wwuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  IjIp  for  1? ̂jP')  Not 
conceiving  for  several  years  (a  camel),  although 

not  barren.    Having  a  long  neck. 

A  u-j^3<5  ta^rowuf,  (v.  n.oof  i  t\S'  for  (  Jjff') 
Prowling  in  the  night  (a  lion). 

A  jJ^sO  ta^wwuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂jls-  for  jJ^P')  Be- 
ing hindered,  turned  away  from  :  hanging  back. 

A  5o._jj6  ta^iyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  {J^)  Twisting  (a 
rope).     Bending  (a  bow).  Calling  a  liar. 

A  CLo_yi>  ta^ts,  (v.  n.  2  of  (-IjIp  for  (-i->_}S-) 
Restraining,  keeping  back  even  to  bewilderment. 

A  tf^^y^  (j-     2  of  ̂ ^)  Bending,  mak- 
ing crooked.  Twisting.  Perverting.  Setting  in 

ivory,  inlaying  with  ivory  or  tortoise-shell. 

A  «V._jaO  ta^ul,  (v.  n.  2  of  tils-  for  "-^jS)  Habi- 
tuating, training  (a  dog  for  hunting).  Introducing 

or  prescribing  a  custom,  manner,  or  fashion.  Be- 

coming old  (a  camel).  Eating  victuals  the  second 
time  they  are  served  up,  or  after  others  have  finished. 

A  (V.jjO  ta^iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  tilff-  for  ijff-)  Forcing 
(one)  to  flee  for  refuge.  Wishing  to  imprison,  de- 

tain, or  keep  back.  An  amulet  or  charm  against 

sorceries  or  enchantments.  A  gold  or  silver  case 

inclosing  quotations  from  the  Kur'an,  some  mys- 
tical writing  or  vegetable  substance,  or  the  teeth  or 

nails  of  a  tiger,  &c.,  worn  by  the  Muhammadans 

on  the  neck,  arm,  or  waist,     p  1  <S.^j30  ta^ 
nizi  asman,  Gemini. 

A  j>.^  ta^ir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjlS'  for j^)  Depriv- 
ing of  an  eye,  rendering  blind.  Refusing,  reced- 

ing. Disappointing,  rejecting  (a  petitioner).  Stamp- 
ing weights  or  measures  with  standard  marks.  Ex- 

posing to  the  hyenas.  Bringing  a  ewe  to  the  ram. 

A  i^jaiyb  ta^ts,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^^lff-  for  {^J^^) 
Repeating  a  poetic  verse  or  employing  language 
difficult  to  be  understood. 

A  {^jaJ>,^fO  ta^iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^Is  for  (jo^S) 
Recompensing,  rewarding,  compensating.  Giving 

or  doing  in  exchange  or  return.  Substituting. 

A  ̂ y>.y<^  ta^ik,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ j^)  De- 
laying. Hindering,  preventing,  restraining. 

A  ̂y>yO  ta^'tl,  (v.n.2of  Jls-  for  JjS-)  Placing 
confidence.  Pouncing  upon,  attacking.  Laying  a 
burden  upon.  Crying,  wailing,  howling.  Dissem- 

bling, resisting  gently,  feigning  disdain.  Making 
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an  umbrella,  constructing  a  shelter  from  the  rain 

called  ids' ^aZa^.  Askingassistance,  imploring  help. 

A  |C_5«0  ta^im,  (v.n.2of  ̂   for  j»_jS-)  Laying 
down  corn  (when  reaping)  by  handsful.  Bearing 

fruit  every  secondyear(a  palm-tree).  Makingswim. 

A  (jlyi^  tu^m,  (v.  n.  2of  jjls  for  ̂ j^)  Reach- 
ing the  meridian  of  life.  Becoming  a  matron,  or 

mistress  of  a  family.  Entering  on  the  lot  of  another. 

Helping,  assisting. 

A  eo^jO  ta^i-ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  SjS-)  Stop- 
ping on  a  journey,  especially  at  the  end  of  the  night 

(for  rest).  Being  imprisoned.  Sufl^ering  fi'om  a 
murrain  amongst  cattle,  or  blight  in  corn.  Calling 

an  ass's  colt  by  saying  ̂ rvhi  ̂ wJii. 

A  oJJjO  ta^hhud,  (v.  n.  5  of  li-^)  Minding,  at- 
tending to,  looking  after,  tending,  taking  care  of. 

Seeking  for  something  lost  or  missing.  Making 

new.  Renewing  a  treaty.  Attacking  any  one  fre- 

quently (an  epileptic  fit).  Promise,  agreement. 
Lease,  contract,  engagement,  p 

ta^hhudi  taslvn  hard,  He  agreed  to  surrender. 

A  t^>st>  ta^yyuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  t-^ls-  for  i-^p-) 
Reproaching,  accusing,  defaming,  stigmatizing. 

A  ta^yyud,  (v.  n.  5  of  jls  for  i-I^^)  Look- 
ing intently  with  a  malignant  eye.  Keeping  holi- 

day        ^d).  Being  angry,  scolding. 
A  ta^yyus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^jmIs-  for  {j^ip) 

Becoming  white  with  a  mixture  of  black  (camels). 

A  (ji-^  ta^yyush,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  i^J^) 
Procuring  a  livelihood  by  labour  and  industry, 

labouring  for  a  living. 

A  JaAsO  ta^yyut,  (v.  n.  5 of  ialfr  for  IsAff-)  Emit- 
ting watery  exudations  (as  wood  or  stone).  Flow- 

ing (water).  Having  a  long  neck.  Noise,  clamour, 

shouts  of  exultation  or  insolence.    See  also  ia^jo, 

A  ̂ yyo  ta^yyul,  A  walking  gi-acefully. 
A  (j^**  ta^yyun,  (v.  n. -5  of  ̂jls-  for  t^S-)  Keep- 
ing a  sharp  look-out  upon  from  an  eminence.  In- 

fluencing (particularly  with  a  malignant  eye).  See- 
ing for  certain.  Feigning  ignorance.  Being  full 

of  small  circles  or  eyes  (a  skin).  Contemplating 

or  looking  continually  at  one  thing.  Waiting  de- 
liberately to  strike  with  the  eye.  Being  peculiar, 

special,  specific.  Being  necessary  and  obligatory. 

A  OULo  ta^yyunat,  (pi.  of  ta^yyun) 

Existences,  qualities  of  matter.  Appointment,  at- 
tendance, service. 

A ta^yhur,  A  playing  the  whore. 

A  ta^yyi,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Being  difficult. 
Being  embarrassed,  unequal  to  any  business. 

A  t-*AAjO  fa^ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  l.-'Is-  for  c-«iS-) 
Damaging,  making  faulty  and  vicious.  Fixing  a 

stigma,  reproaching,  accusing,  rendering  infamous. 

A  '&JJk30  ta^iyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Stammering, 
speaking  unintelligibly. 

A  CL/mjO  ta^ls,  (v.  n.  2  of  l^Is  for  t-L^Aff-) 
Searching  or  groping  with  the  hand.  Beginning, 4  Y 

setting  about  any  thing.    Being  mingled. 

A  li-AAx)  ta^id,  Celebration  of  a  festival. 

A  ta^ir,  (v.n.2ofjlff'  for^)  Putting  to 
the  blush,  reproaching,  reviling,  disgracing.  Weigh- 

ing (gold  coins)  one  by  one.  Being  covered  with 

weeds  (water).  sjvS-  ̂yyarahu'l  amra,  He 
reproached  him  with  the  affair. 

A  ̂jijJkaO  ta^ish,  A  supporting,  preserving  life. 

A  iaJOjO  ta^it,  (v.  n.  2  of  Isls-  for  ia^S-)  Crying 
out(either  when  drunk  or  in  a  tumult,  but  only  once). 

A  ̂ ^J^  ta^t^  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use)  De- sisting from  any  purpose(men  thwarted  or  fatigued). 

A  ̂ J■}:^JO 
ta^ik,  Vociferation,  crying  out. 

A  J.-J^  ta^il,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jls  for  Jj^)  Tak- 
ing into  a  family.  Setting  (a  horse)  loose  in  a  field. 

Feeding  poorly.  Missing,  losing  a  thing  without 
being  able  to  find  it.  Supporting  a  family,  pro- 

viding adequately  for  its  maintenacne. 

A  {j^i*^  ta^in,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^Is-  for  jjjS-)  Spe- 
cifying, particularizing.  Rendering  conspicuous 

and  plain.  Reproaching  a  man  with  a  fault,  set- 
ting his  misdeeds  before  his  face.  Keeping  up  hos- 

tilities. Appropriating,  determining  (the  property). 

Making  checkered  or  mosaic  work.  Boring 

(pearls).  Forming  the  letter  ̂   ̂ yn.  Selling 

goods  to  be  paid  for  at  a  given  time,  and  aftei'- 
wards  repurchasing  them  at  a  lower  rate  than  they 

were  sold  for.  Receiving  or  paying  money  in  ad- 
vance. Borrowing:  or  lending  without  interest. 

Filling  with  water  (a  new  leathern  bottle)  in  order 

to  close  up  the  eyes  or  holes  made  by  the  stitches, 

and  make  it  leak-proof.  Being  green,  blossoming 

(a  tree).  Deputation,  designation.  Daily  allow- 
ance to  ambassadors,  &c.,  out  of  the  treasury. 

AOUjax)^a^?/7??a<,(pl.of(jjA^ 

A  ̂   ̂  tiyh.  tigk,  The  sound  or  giggle  made by  continued  laughter.  Tittering. 

A  ̂ ji^  taghabun,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^y^)  Defrauding, 

cheating  one  another.  Peevishness,  fretfulness.  ̂ y>_ 

^UiJl  yawmu't  taghabun,  The  day  of  judgment. 
A  (^Ui  taghabi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_^-S)  Neglecting, 

taking  no  heed.     Shamming  negligence. 

Pjli!)  taghar,  A  provision-bag  hung  by  a  horse- 
man at  each  side  of  his  horse.  An  earthen  dish  or 

bowl.  Any  certain  allowance  of  provisions,  or 

stipend,^on  which  a  person  depends.   A  measure. 

A  jljO  taghghar.  Copiously  bleeding  (wound). 

A  SjUt)  taghgharat,  (A  she-camel)  running  with 
rapidity  straight  forward  and  foaming. 

p  8j\jt>  taghara,  A  measure.  A  wash-tub. 
A  S>,j^  tagharid,  (pi.  of  iV^«^)  Warblings. 

AjiJ^  taghariz,  Shoots,  slips,  offsets. 
ajUj  taghazz,  A  disputing,  contending  with. 
A  (JjUij  taghdzid,  (v.  n.  6  of  J}^)  Soothing 

each  other  with  blandishments,  entertaining  one 

another  with  amatory  verses,  sending  valentines. 

A  i^j^  taghdzi,  A  waging  mutual  war. 
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A  taghazi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^^aS')  Neglecting, 
being^careless ;  being  uninformed. 

A        faghatt  A  clucking  each  other  in  water. 

A  ijJ^\Jo  taghatus,  (v.n.  6  of  (j-JaP)  Feigning 
negligence.    Ducking  one  another  into  water. 

A  (jiisUt)  taghatush,  (v.  n.  6  of  (ji.la^)  Ne- 
glecting, not  caring  for.    Shamming  blindness. 

A  taghaful,  (v.  n.  6  of  (Jflff-)  Feigning 
negligence.     Being  intentionally  negligent,  con- 

niving.   Negligence,  inadvertency,  carelessness. 

A  taghalub,  An  overcoming  one  another. 

A  (_J^»tj  taghali,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂   for_jlff')  Grow- 
ing tall  (herbage),  or  becoming  entangled.  Losing 

flesh,  falling  away  (a  camel).  Exceeding  bounds, 

being  lavish  in  praise.  Being  dear  (a  price).  Con- 
tending with  each  other  in  shooting  an  arrow. 

A  taghamuj,  A  drinking.    A  sucking. 

Aj_/<iljt>  taghdmuz,  A  winking  to  each  other. 

A  {^ji^\3C  taghamus,  A  ducking  one  another. 

A         taghdm,  (v.  n.  6  of  j_^)  Being  able  to 
do  without  one  another,  giving  up  intercourse. 

Exciting  each  other  to  fight  (soldiers)  by  singing 
martial  songs. 

Ajjli)  taglidww-,  (v.  n.6  ofjlP  forj_jS')  Making 
inroads  upon  one  another  for  the  sake  of  plunder. 

A  Jojlij  taghamut,  A  ducking  one  another. 

A  taghami,  (j.n.Qoi  ̂ j^)  Assembling 

from  every  quarter  for  some  mischievous  design. 

Helping  and  joining  to  destroy  others. 

A  taghayub,  (v.  n.  6  of  L-->lff-  for  (— o^S-) 
Beingabsent.  Withdrawing.  Slanderingtheabsent. 

A  L>^\)0  tagliayud,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ils-  for  lioS-)  Be- 

'  ing  tender,  delicate,  extremely  flexible  (girl). 

A  taghh,  Doubt.  Taghah,  (v.  n.  of  («.>»ij') 
Perishing.  Corruption,  loss,  destruction.  Penury. 

Barrenness,  scarcity.  Hunger.  Vice,  defect,  ble- 
mish. Filth. 

A  &>«i>  taghibbat,  False  testimony. 

A jliii  tagkabbur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jAS-)  Milking  out 

the  remains  of  milk  in  a  camel's  udder.  Taking 

any  thing  that  is  left  and  remaining.  Having  off"- 
spring  of  any  woman  (particularly  if  she  be  of  an 
advanced  age). 

A  ̂j£»>*>  tagkahbush,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^^^ff-)  Injur- 
ing, oppressing.    Laying  a  false  claim. 

A  taghabbuk,  A  milking  in  the  evening. 

A  i^^kXiJo  taghbtb,  (v.  n.  2  of  il^S-)  Being  ne- 

gligent in  business,  taking  (a  matter)  easily.  Avert- 

ing, prohibiting,  beating  back.  Seizing  (a  sheep) 
by  the  throat  (a  wolf). 

A  aJjJ^  taghbiyat,  (v.  n.2  of  Hiding,  con- 

cealing. Clipping  very  close  or  uprooting  the  hair. 

A  taghbir,  A  raising,  or  soiling  with,  dust. 

Exciting,  stii-ring  up,  stimulating.  Reiterating  the 

phrase  ̂ \  ̂ )\  ̂ )  m  ildh  illa'lldh,  There  is  no 
god  but  God. 

A  i^xxJo  iaghb'iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^jaiS-  not  used) 
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Refusing  to  weep  (the  eye). 

A  \a^sjo  taghblt,  (v.  n.  2  of  ia^S-)  Making  (one) 
to  long  for,  causing  to  wish. 

A  (j^JjtJ  taghbin,  (v.  n.  2  of  Leading  into 
error,  causing  to  blunder,  misleading. 

A  taghatruf,  Pride,  petulance. 

pjjoO  taghtaz,  A  pancake,  a  fritter. 
p  taghtagli  or  tughtugh,  A  corn-measure, 

equal  to  four  ass-loads.    A  pancake,  fritter. 

A  'iiijJo  taghtaghat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Stammer- 
ing. Sound,  proceeding  from  the  collision  or  fall 

of  bodies  ;  also  the  sound  of  laughter. 

A  (.IajuuO  taghsis,  A  fattening  little  by  little. 

T  taghdari,  A  bustard. 

A  jjSio  taghaddun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ i^S-)  Leaning 
from  side  to  side.  Being  indulgent  or  favourable. 

A  (_s'S>jo  tagliaddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  jiiP)  Eat- 
ing early,  breakfasting.  Dinner. 

A  taghdiyat,  A  causing  to  breakfast. 

A  S>Si3  taghdid,  (v.  n.2  of  S.S')  Receiving  one's 
portion.  Being  troubled  with  the  plague  (a  camel). 

A  taghazrum,  (v. n. 2  of        Q)  Swear- 

ing flatly  without  qualification  or  hesitation. 

A  iSc-iiJt)  taghazghuz,  A  jumping,  a  leaping  on. 

A  piiJti  taghazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ <^)  Tasting. 
Devouring  voraciously.  Cutting. 

A j<sio  tagliazmur,  (v.  n.  2  of yf  '^  Q)  Vocife- 
rating. JTalking  confusedly. 

A  taghazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of       for  _ji^)  Be- 
ing nourished,  fed.  Eating. 

A  'i>sk>  ̂ a^^2??/a<, (v.n. 2  of  ̂i5-for_jiS.ff-) Main- 
taining, feeding.  Rearing,  bringing  up.  Restrain- 

ing urine ;  stopping  whilst  making  water.  Spurt- 
ing out  blood  (a  vein).  Cutting. 

A taghr,  (v.  n.  of  Jo)  Bleeding  copiously  (a 
vein).Issuingfromacreviceinawaterbottle(water). 

A         tagharan,  (v.  n.  ofj*3)  Boiling  (a  pot). 

A  (— -'jsO  tagharrub,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being, 
becoming,  or  pretending  to  be  foreign.  Going  to 

a  great  distance  and  being  separated.  Travelling 

to  foreign  parts.    Coming  from  the  west. 

A  'ijJc  taghirrat,  A  risking  of  one's  life. 
A  Ojio  tagharrud,  A  singing,  a  warbling. 

A  (.^aJ-Jt)  tagharruz,  (v.  n.  5  of  Kji^^)  Being 
broken  but  not  separated  (a  branch). 

A  tagharghur,  A  gargling  the  throat. 
Overflowing  with  tears  (the  eye). 

A  i^jio  tagharruf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-i;^-)  Stripping 
(one)  of  all  his  property,  carrying  off  every  thing. 

p  tughra\  An  emperor's  sign  manual. 
A  t— taglwtb,  (v.  n.  2  of  t-.^)  Banishing, 

expelling,  exiling.  Going  towards  the  west.  Being 
absent,  concealed,  invisible.  Travelling  to  foreign 

parts.  Bringing  forth  white  children  ;  also  black 

ones.  Collecting  snow  and  hoar-frost  and  eating  it. 

A  taghriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂i^- for  j^)  Anoint- 
ing, smearing.  Gluing.  Being  wholly  addicted  to. 

A  ti^^^yC  taghris,  (v.  n.  2  of  Starving, 
allowing  to  starve,  suffering  to  become  hungry. 

A  taglirid,  A  singing,  a  warbling. 

^j>..f^  taghrir,  (v.  n.  2  of^)  Exposing  one's 
self  todanger.  Beginningto  appear  (the  fore-teeth). 

Filling  (a  bottle).  Pasturing,  tending  (camels). 

Flowing,  running,  sinking  (as  water  into  the 

earth).  Eating  the  herb ghirghir.  Prepar- 
ing to  fly,  meditating  flight  (a  bird). 

Ajijib  taghriz,  (v.  n.  2  of J^)  Thrusting  the 
tail  into  the  ground  (as  a  locust  when  laying  eggs). 

Being  left  without  milking  (a  camel),  especially 

every  other  milking-time  ;  having  her  teats  bathed 
with  cold  water  to  prevent  the  milk  from  flowing. 

(pl.^jUj  tagharlz)  A  shoot  or  slip. 
A  i^jAijjo  tagliriz,  (v.  n.  2  of  O*^)  Exhaust- 
ing, emptying  (a  vessel  or  ocean).  Leaving  space, 

not  filling  (a  vessel).  Eating  tender,fresh,  or  young 

meat.  Eating  fruit,  enjoying.  Cutting  or  gathering 

any  thing  new  and  fresh.  Weaning  prematurely. 

A  ̂ j>^  taghrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Immerging, 
ducking, drowning.  Suffocating,  strangling.  Kill- 

ing.   Drawing  (a  bow)  with  all  one's  might. 
A  jCjjt)  taghrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  Compelling 

(one)  to  pay  (especially  what  he  does  not  owe). 
Bringing  into  debt.    Fining,  mulcting. 

A  (Jjji)  taghazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  JjS-)  Devoting  one's 
self  to,  bestowing  pains  in,  writing  erotic  poetry. 

A  tagliziyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   for  jJS-)  Send- 
ing or  compelling  (people)  to  go  upon  an  expedi- 
tion against  an  enemy. 

A j>.yo  taghzir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Omitting  to 
milk  (a  camel)  every  other  time,  that  the  milk 
may  be  increased.  Thickening  (the  hair). 

A  taghs,  A  small  cloud. 

AjLio  taghassur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  intri- 
cate, obscure  (business).  Being  twisted,  entan- 

gled(thread).  Having  sticks  fallen  into  it  (a  pond). 

A  ̂yL}0  taghassul,  A  washing  (of  the  body). 

A  Jji*-*j  taghsil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J— i^)  Washing  the 
members  very  much,  performing  ablutions  most 

scrupulously.  Cohabiting  much  to  no  purpose. 

A  j»iJt>  iaghashshujn,  (v.  n.  5  of  j*^)  Acting 
oppressively  and  iniquitously  . 

A  j*-i-A>  taghashtmir,  (v.  n.2  of Q)  Tak- 
ing forcibly.  Being  angry. 

A  ̂^-i^  taghashshun,  The  floating  (of  dung). 

A  j_5i<*>  taghashslii,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂ _^^)  Covering 
one's  self.  Covering.  Coming  on  one  unexpectedly. 

A  'iiJLic  taghshiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Cover- 

ing, veiling,  hiding.  Spreading  a  veil.  Causing 
to  come  on  one  unexpectedly.  Lashing,  scourging. 

A  jj^jJLi)  taghshish,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _^)  Deceiv- 

ing, being  insincere,  persuading  treacherously. 
A  ̂ _  -i         taghassub,  A  being  constrained. 

A  (_-*-iu>0  taghazzub,  A  being  provoked  to  anger. 

A  j-toio  taghazzur,  A  declining,  receding. 



A  (j«iU-*ai>  taghazghuz,  A  being  lessened. 

A  Uilki  faghazzuf,  (v.n.  5  of  ̂,ft^)  Falling 

in  ruins,  tumbling  in  (a  well).  Being  complicated, 

wrinkled.  Being  bent,  folded.  Inclining.  Being 

favourable,  propitious  (fortune).  Twisting,  coiling 

up  (a  serpent).  Breaking.  Covering  (night). 

A  ̂JJJo  taghazzun,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being 

wrinkled.  Having  a  wrinkled  face. 

A  ̂ yoJc  taghzuz,  A  sweet  sort  of  date. 

A  ̂^^^ixx^  taghzlz,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^S-)  Eating 

any  thing  fresh  or  green.  Being  fresh,  tender,  soft, 

delicate.  Sustaining  loss,  injury,  or  diminution. 

A  t_ftA-^i)  taghzlf,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ «a^)  Letting 

down,  allowing  to  drop.  Stealing  away  the  un- 
derstanding (love). 

A  taghzm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Wrinkling. 

Bringing  forth  an  abortion  (a  camel). 

A  »Jy^  taghzlh,  (v.  n.  2  of  JuaP)  Cutting  the 

thorny  plant  jl*aP  ̂ zah. 

A  taghatrus,  (v.  n.  2  ofi^^^  Q)  Be- 

ing inflamed  with  anger.  Walking  flauntingly  or 

pompously.  Being  avaricious.  Losing  one's  way. 

A  o^kiJ  taghatrush,  A  pretending  to  be  blind. 

A  uJ;lai3  taghatruf,  (v.n. 2 of  Q)  Be- 

ing proud,  self-important.  Walking  in  a  pompous 

manner.  ̂ Arrogance,  pride,  vanity,  folly. 

A  iji,ki3  taghattush,  A  being  dim  (the  eye). 

A  kiki)  taghatghut,  (v.  n.  2  of  laiks-  Q)  Rag- 

ing (as  the  wa^es).  Being  dispersed,  scattered. 

A  i_akij  taghattuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-flkS')  Shying, 

going  right  and  left  (a  horse). 

A  kJaiJ  taghatmut,  A  hoarse  gruff  voice.  The 

bubbling  of  a  boiling  pot.  Dashing  of  waves. 
Noise  of  mirth. 

A  Jiio  taghatft,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jaff-)  Being  co- 

vered." Covering,  concealing. 

A  iLkij  to^/i%a^,(v.n.2ofUaS-for_jks>)  Co- 

vering. Enveloping  in  its  darkness  (night).  Ris- 

ing above  and  hiding. 

A  u£.AkA5  taghfish,  (v.n. 2  of  ̂J^iS-)  Making 

open  and  plain  (a  road).  Contriving  or  suggest- 

ing a  manner  of  doing  any  thing. 

A  JJo  taghaffur,  (v.  n.  5  of^)  Collecting  cer- 

tain gummy  drops  called maghaflr. 

A  Jlk>  taghafuh,  A  drinking  (wine)  all  day. 

A  jlii)  <a<//ia^MZ,(v.n.5ofJi5')  Being  inten- 

tionally careless  and  negligent.  Rendering  negli- 
gent and  inattentive. 

A  jJJc  taghfVi,  (v.  n.  2  of  jis-)  Sleeping. 

Dozing,  yet  so  as  to  overhear  conversation.  Ap- 

plying a  remedy  to  one  bitten  by  a  snake.  A  nap 
in  the  midst  of  wakefulness. 

A  J-iio  iaghfil,  (v.  n.  2  of  JiP)  Reproving 

for  negligence,  calling  (one)  negligent  and  forget- 

ful, regarding  (one)  as  such.  Trusting  to  another 

and  neglecting  one's  own  affairs.  Supplying  the 
place  of  another,  sufficing  for  his  negligence  and 
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carelessness.  Covering,  veiling. 

A  c-^J.jt>  taglilib,  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  <_-*\x>  taghallub,  (v.  n.  5  of  c_-k^)  Subjugat- 

ing, taking  possession  (of  a  city).  Power,  supe- 

riority, predominance.  Tyranny,  oppression.  Pre- 
tence, cheating. 

A  taghlahijj,  (rarely  taghlibiy)  Of,  or  be- 
longing to,  the  tribe  of  Taghlib. 

A  <^'>^  taghaUictjA  receiving  with  indifference. 

A  taghalluj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  unjust, 
iniquitous,  disobedient,  and  rebellious.  Rolling 

the  tongue  from  side  to  side  in  drinking  (an  ass). 

A  ;j<Ai!>  tughullis,  Evil,  misfortune. 
A  k-lJo  taghallut,  (v.  n.  5  of  ials-)  Falling  into 

error.   Leading  into  error,  causing  to  blunder. 

A  (Jjtix)  taghalghul,  (v.n. 2 of  (jAls-  Q)  Flow- 
ing amid  trees  (water).  Making  haste.  Entering. 

Perfuming  one's  self  with  sS^'^  ghalii/at  or  civet. 
A  I  a)Jt>  taghalluf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^ftlp)  Perfum- 

ing one's  person  with  civet.  Having  a  foreskin. 

A  JJjt>  taghallul,{y.  n.5  of  ̂J^S-)  Perfuming  the 
beard  and  mustachios  with  civet.  Entering. 

A         te<7/iaZS,A  perfuming  with  iiJls-^//ta%a^. 

A  I— *aU!>  taghlib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t_/i5')  Rendering 
superior  or  victorious.  Prevalence. 

A  taghliyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ t-)  Causing  to 
boil.    Saluting  from  a  distance,  pointing,  nodding. 

A  ̂j«.aU3  taghUs,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj-lS'  not  in  use) 
Travelling  by  night.  Coming  to  a  watering-place 
towards  the  end  of  the  night. 

A  kJjt>  taghUt,  (v.  n.  2  of  kis-)  Accusing  of  an 
error,  charging  with  a  blunder. 

A  k.l»t>  taghltz,  (v.  n.  2  of  kis-)  Thickening. 
Making  a  thing  rough  and  oppressive  to  any  one. 

A  (— Axl>t>  taghlif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i«_ais-)  Perfuming 
(the  beard  and  mustachios)  with  civet.  Covering 

with  a  sheath  (u-S^S'  ghilaf),  encasing. 

A  j_^AUi>  taghlih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,_^)  Shutting,  slam- 
ming, or  fastening  (a  door). 

A  (J-JjO  taghlil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ijp)  Perfuming  with 
civet.  Accusing  of  fraud  or  treachery. 

A  taghmaz,  A  wink  of  sleep. 

A  d^!^  taghammud,  (v.  n.  5  of  ii>^)  (God)  co- 
vering with  mercy ;  saving  (a  sinner).  Covering, 

overspreading.  Filling  a  vessel. 

A  Jtio  taghammur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Tinging  the 
face  with  saffron  or  other  liniment.  Drinking  out 

of  a  small  cup  called  ghiimar.  Drinking  little 

(a  camel),  barely  sufficient  to  quench  his  thirst. 
Cropping  a  sort  of  grass  called  ghamir  (a 

sheep).  Pushing,  shoving, thrusting  away.  Throw- 

ing, darting,  shooting.  Giving  (a  horse)  to  drink 
from  a  small  cup  on  account  of  scarcity  of  water. 

A  kljao  taghammut,  (v.  n.  5  of  k»S-)  Throwing 
earth  upon,  covering,  hiding. 

A  taghamghum,  Shouting  of  conquerors. 

Roaring  of  an  affrighted  bull.  An  obscure,  unin- 

telligible  speech. 

♦jO  taghammuJ,  (v.  n..5  of  J.»&)  Sitting  wide 
in  an  assembly,  having  plenty  of  room :  roominess. 

p  &^  taghma,  A  badge  of  honour.  A  mark 
which  artists  put  on  their  productions.  The  device 
on  a  shield  or  medal. 

A  taghmiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_^&)  Covering 
the  roof  of  a  house  with  earth,  reeds,  &c. 

A  taghmid,{\.  n.2  of  A»ff.)  Hiding, keep- 

ing (one's  secret).  Concealing,  suppressing  (any 
thing  shameful). 

A-jiyO  taghmir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Tinging  (her 
face)  with  the  yellow  liniment  ghumra  (a  wo- 

man). Throwing  to  a  distance,  removing  afar  off. 

Giving  (a  horse)  to  drink  fi'om  a  cup  on  account 
of  the  scarcity  of  water. 

^  U**^^  faghmlSjA  drinking  little  and  seldom. 

A  c>aJi^  taghm'iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Half  shut- 
ting the  eyes.  Conniving  at,  indulging.  Passing 

over  an  affair  known.  Abating  the  price  of  an 

article,  allowing  a  discount.  Rushing  back  from 
the  cistern  with  closed  eyes  upon  the  driver  (a  ca- 

mel). Speaking  unintelligibly,  mysteriously,  pro- 

foundly. A  wink  of  sleep.  LaJk_»j«J  lIaJ^^^  U 
md  ihtalialtu  taghniizan,  I  have  not  slept  a  wink. 

A  1*^^  taghmim,  A  causing  to  cover. 
A  (.Iaax)  taghannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (jLoff-)  Cleav- 

ing, adhering.    Heaviness,  torpor,  sluggishness. 

AjLio  taghansur,  (v.  n.  2  oi JLS'  Q)  Drinking 
without  being  thirsty. 

A  ̂   taghannuj,  (v.  n.  -5  of  ̂ )  Darting  amo- 
rous glances  ;  walking  with  a  graceful  step  ;  em- 

ploying^alluring  airs  (a  woman).  Coquetry, 

A  j*-**^  taghannum,  A  considering  as  plunder. 
A  taghannl,  (v.  n.  5  of ̂ )  Singing.  Prais- 

ing. Satirizing,  ridiculing.  Being  contented,  able 
to  do  without. 

A  taghniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Singing. 

Cooing  (a  turtle-dove).  Celebrating  (a  lady)  in 
verse.  Speaking  in  praise  of.  Satirizing,  ridiculing. 

A  pAAxJ  !'a/7/iKm,Agivingawayspoil  or  plunder. 
A  (Ji^i^  taghmn,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Making  one 

speak  through  the  nose. 

A^^  taghawmuj,A.  being bent,doubled,folded. 
Aj^  highur,  (v.  n.  of  j6)  Boiling  (a  pot). 

Bursting  with  rain  (a  cloud).  Squirting  (urine). 

Ajyi)  tagliawmur,  (v.  n.  b  of^l^  for^^)  Go- 
ing into  any  low-lying  country  called  ghawr. 

A  \opo  taghammut, {j.  n.  5of  klff-  for  k^)  Go- 
ing down  into  a  low  place  to  ease  nature. 

A  JjIjo  togliawwid,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jlfi'  for  Jl_j^) 
Being  variously  coloured.  Assuming  different 
shapes.  Destroying. 

A  (jjj«t>  taghamwun,  (v.  n.  -5  of  jjjS-  not  in  use) 
Displaying  valour  in  war.  Pursuing  an  enemy. 

Persevering  in  crime. 

A  'i-lyO  taghwiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  uFj^)  Seducing, 



leading  astray.  Cheating,  deceiving.  Making 
(milk)  thick. 

A  taghwls,  (v.  n.  2  of  Calling 

for  assistance  by  the  word  i\>j^\j,  Help  !  help  ! 

taghwir,  (v.  n.  2  of forjjS-)  Being 
defeated  and  put  to  flight.  Attaining  the  hour  of 

noon.  Travelling  at  noonday,  or  alighting  and 

reposing  at  that  time.  Passing  by.  Coming  into 

a  low-lying  country.  Flowing  from  higher  grounds 
(water).   Sinking  below  the  horizon  (the  sun). 

A  la^jsO  taglmit,  (v.  n.  2  of  IslS'  for  ifjS-)  Dig- 
ging deep  (a  well).  Swallowing  well  (mouthsful 

of  meat),  taking  large  mouthsful. 

A        tigha',  (v.  n.  of  Bursting  into  a 
loud  laugh,  tittering  (a  girl).  Perishing  (a  man). 
A  loud  burst  of  laughter. 

A  I— iaghayyuT),  A  beingabsent  or  concealed. 

A  t^|jO  taghayyus,  A  becoming  fat.  Fatness. 

A taghayyur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjlff-  for^j^)  Being 
changed,  altered,  disturbed.    Turning,  becoming 

tainted  or  rotten  (meat  or  fruit).    A  change. 

A  CL>\Jii3  taghayyur  at,  Alterations,  changes. 

A  ia^i!)  taghayyuz,  (v.  n.  5  of       for  ia-ff')  Fu- 
riously raging.     Being  intense  (afternoon  heat). 

A  (__fl^_?o  taghayyuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-3ls-  for  i^Jkff') 
Nodding,  waving  from  side  to  side  (branches).  In- 

clining, going  from  side  to  -side  (a  horse). 
A         taghayyuh,  A  being  dark,  dim  (  an  eye). 

A  ̂y^io  taghayyul,(Y.  n.  5  of  Jiff-  for  (Jj^ff^)  Be- 
ing thick,  entangled,  and  shady  (trees).  Being 

numerous.    Having  numerous  flocks. 

A  ̂tio  taghayyum,  (v.n.5  of  for  ̂ sS-^  Be- 
ing overcast  and  misty  (the  sky). 

A  ̂ J^,  jo  taghayhuk,  (v.  n.2  of  ̂ji^yp"  Q)  Being 
weakened  by  darkness  (the  sight). 

A  i_«»JOii!)  taghyib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t-^lff'  for  i^iS-) 
Causing  to  be  absent,  removing.  Concealing  (in 

a  tomb,  burying). 

A  ̂ujkio  taghyiyat,  A  raising  of  a  standard. 

A jXxsO  taghyir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjls-  for^^^)  Altering, 
making  a  change  (either  for  the  better  or  the  worse). 

Dismissing  from  office.   Provoking  to  jealousy. 

A  {^jaxyk>  tagliyiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  ̂ ^Aff-) 
Diminishing.    Restraining  (tears).    Haunting  a 

forest  (a  lion). 

A  ̂oxyjo  taghyiz,  An  enraging,  putting  in  a  fury. 

A  I— tf^g^wfi  (v.  n.  2  of  I  i\s-  for  i— a^S-) 

Being  pusillanimous,cowardly :  fleeingjrunningoff". 
A  ̂jyyfi  taghylk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂jlff-  for  JaS-)  Be- 
ing confused,  distracted ;  inconstant,  irresolute. 

Making  dark  (the  eye).  Squandering,  dissipating 

(one's  property). 

A  |«JuJ«3  taghyim,  (v.  n.  2  of  plp  for  ̂ iS-')  Being clouded  (the  sky).  Coming  on  like  a  mist  (night). 

p  (»_fli  taf,  Flame,  heat,  warmth.  Brightness, 

eff"ulgence.  Vapour,  exhalation.  Corruption,  rot- 
tenness, stink.  Tuf,  Spittle. 
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A  (_i>  tuff,  (pi,  'isso  tifafai)  Nail-parings. 
Dirt  under  the  nails,    (pi.  <.  sl£>\  atfaf  and  L_ij£> 

tufuf\K  shred  of  meat  sticking  between  the  teeth. 
A  l£>  tiiffan,  Fie  !  for  shame  ! 

A  ̂Is'i  tafatuh,  A  holding  private  conversation. A  uJjlil)  tafdtif,  (pi.  of  L-jbiij  taf  taf)  Idle, 

sauntering  fellows,  who  pick  up  and  retail  the  say- 
ings of  women.   Short  poems,  scraps  of  verse. 

A  tafatl,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J>)  Being  noble,  ge- 
nerous, liberal.     Appealing  to  a  man  learned  in 

the  law  (a  ̂̂ Si<,  mufti)  to  determine  any  point. 
A         tafajj,  A  straddling  in  walking. 

A  ̂ s-lw  tifojh  (v.  n.  6  of  Is*  for  _j:S?)  Being 
distant  (time)  or  space).    Being  cleft.  ^ 

A  ̂la'i  tvffah.  An  apple.  ^^f' 
fahu  'I  arz,  (Earth-apple)  The  camomile  or  anthe- 

mis.  ^la'j  tuff'ahi  armani,  (Armenian  apple) 
The  apricot.  i_^>         tuff  aid  harri,  The  medlar. 

^Ifli  tuff'ahu'ljinn,(Gemi  or  demon's  apple) 
The  mandrake.  C     tuff  aid  farsi,  (Per- 

sian apple)  The  peach,  p  tuffahi  mahi, 

(Moon-apple)  The  orange  or  lemon. 
A  &_»-L£j  tuffahat,  A  single  apple.  The  head 

of  the  thigh-bone. 

A  jji»-ltt!>  tafahush,  (v.  n.  6  of  [J^^)  Abusing 
one  another  with  filthy  words.  Speaking  obscenely. 

Being  shameful.  Exceeding  bounds  in  wickedness. 

A  ilAa-lflj  tuffahtyat,  A  costermonger. 

A y>-\AS  tafakhur,  A  mutual  boasting. 
A  ij^[sj  taf  adz,  (v.  n.  6of  (_sSi)  Rescuing  or 

ransoming  one  another.  Avoiding,  shunning,  be- 
ing ware  of.    Keeping  clear  of.    Retiring  from, 

seeking  escape. 

A  Jli'i  tafdrr,  A  fleeing  from  each  other. 
Ajjlw  tafarur,  A  fleeing  from  each  other. 
A  i^j^SO  taf  arm,  A  doing  any  thing  by  turns. 

A  tafarut,  (v.n.  6  ofla^i)  Preceding,  get- 
ting the  start,  contending,  striving  to  get  before. 

Existing,  happening,  or  taking  place  late.  Over- 
taking, befalling  one  (sudden  and  heavy  afflictions. 

A  tafdrij,  Openings,  interstices. 

A  ̂j>..J^  tafdrih,  (pi.  of  taffih)  Inter- 

vals, distinct  parts.  ̂ J^jlftllUj  hVt  ia/"ari^,  In  parts, 
in  divisions.  By  instalments.  ^ 

A JjlflJ  tafdzuz,  (v.  n.  6  of Js)  Marching  forth 
against  each  other. 

A  ̂ lij  tafdsuh,  ( V.  n.  6  of  ̂ ~i)  Extending,  en- 
larging, making  room  (as  people  at  a  public  assem- 

bly). Sitting  at  their  ease  without  being  crowded. 
A  twl£>  tafdsud,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ wi)  Violating 

friendship.  Being  alienated,  refractory,  rebellious. 

Breaking  oflp  all  connexions  (relations). 

A  tafdsi,  (v.  n.  6  of  U-i  for^j— i)  Rais- 
ing the  hinder  parts  in  order  to  break  wind. 

A jA**jlaJ  tafasir,  (pi.  of yu-£))  Commentaries. 

A  ̂ Ifli)  tafdsuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂toi)  Being  rheto- rically affected,  striving  to  be  eloquent. 

A  Jjk^la!)  tafdsil,  (pi.  of  Jjyaa'i  tafsiT)  Divi- sions into  sections,  distinct  disourses.  Assortments. 

Clothes,  p  Jjuslii) j>  bar  tafdsil.  In  detail. 

A  (J^l£>  tafdzul,  (v.  n.  6  of  J-Ai)  Contending 
for,  or  pretending  to,  pre-excellence. 

A  piali!)  tafdtum,{\.  n.6of  plai)  Havingwean- lings  that  long  for  their  dams. 

A  jialii)  tafdtus^,{y.  n.6  of  Uai)  Hanging  back, 

retreating.  Being  routed,  put  to  flight.  Having  a 

depression  of  the  back  with  a  prominence  of  the 
breast.     Refusing  to  work,  being  refractory, 

p  ̂ ai  iifdgh,  A  cup. 
A  ta  fdhuh,  A  joining  backs. 

A  i>  JliJ  tafdkud,  (v.  n.  6  of  liiii)  Missing  each 
other.   Seeking  for  one  another  in  vain. 

A ji'lfl!)  tafakur,  (v.  n.  6  of  jHi)  Pleading  po- 
verty, abasing  one's  self.  Glorying  amongst  them- selves in  their  poverty. 

A  ̂j-j'U'i  tafdkus,  (v.  n.  6  of  [j-^)  Pulling each  other  by  the  hair. 

A  tafdku^  Whiteness  (of  the  eye). 

A  ̂  — tafdkum,  A  being  important. 
A  s^\s3  tafdhuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  s^i)  Jesting  toge- 

ther, bandying  jokes  with  one  another. 

A  Jl£>  tufdl,  Spittle,  saliva.  Froth,  foam. 
A  Jlii>  tafassul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jls  obsol.)  Taking 

a  good^omen  from  a  name  or  other  circumstance. 

A  !s)lflj  tafasmlan,  A  prognosticating  well. 

A  tafdluj,  A  pretending  to  be  paralytic. 

A  ̂^jJlii  tafdR,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ )  Lousing  each 
other.    Wanting,  requiring,  needing  to  be  loused. 

A  ̂jVai>  tiffdn,  A  seasonable  time.  eS[sC>  hi 

t  ffdnihi,ovio\so  ̂ Js-^la'  tffdnihi,Op]portunely. 

A  jj,la.)  tafdni,"A  destroying  each  other  (in  war). 
A  OjVa'i  tafdmut,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  Oji) 

Being  absent,  far  asunder.  Tafdmat,  tafdwut,  or 

taf  droit.  Difference,  distinction,  separation,  dispa- 

rity, discrepancy,  contradiction.  Distance,  space. 

Absence.    Defect,  gap,  flaw,  blemish. 

A  tafdwud,  (v.  n.  6  of  ii\s  for  liy)  Bene- 
fitting one  another  in  learning  or  skill. 

Ajjlij         shirkatu  tafdmuz.  Copartnership. 

A  i^^\so  tafdwus,  Separation,  distinction,  dis- tance from  each  other. 

A  (^jlii>  tafdwuz,  (v.  n.  6  of  (jc^  for  ) 
Being  reciprocally  the  equal,  peer,  associate,  help 
of  each  other.  Consulting  together.  Partnership. 

A  JjlflJ  tafdml.  An  auguring,  foreboding. 

A  !J_jl£j  tafdwuh,  A  speaking,  a  talking. 

A  JO.lfl!)  tafdyud,  (v.  n.6  of  li^  for  Jji)  Avail- 

ing, helping  one  another. A  «£>  <M/a^,  A  contemptible,  despicable  woman. 

A  &i3  tuffat,  A  slighted,  despised  woman.  The 

siyah-gosh,  an  animal  of  the  lynx-kind,  having 

the  ears  tipped  with  long  black  hair.    &)  &£>  tuf- 

fat lahu.  Fie  on  him  ! 
lA  p  tlAfl!)  to/i!,  Warm,  hot.  Heat,  warmth.  Rage. 
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manner.  Name  of  an  intoxicating  root 
Waving,  walking  in  a  stately 

Name  of 

a  place  in  Persia. 

A  (_JlUfl!>  taftaf,  (pi.  t^y^  taftafun  and 
t».ijL>\ij  tafdtlf)  An  idle  sauntering  fellow  (who 

picks  up  and  retails  the  sayings  of  women). 

A  CljJjJii  tafattut,  A  being  broken  or  crumbled. 

A         tafattuh,  A  being  opened,  unlocked. 

Aj'lio  taftar,  (for Jxs J daftar)  A  book,  journal. 
A  Jisii  tafaftur,  (Y.n.  5  of ̂ )  Being  delirious, 

intoxicated  with  drink.  Going  at  a  lazy,  sluggish 

pace.  Being  lazy,  slow,  weak,  relaxed.  Labour- 
insr  under  a  fever. ^  ... 

A  ̂jki.i  tafattugh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  bi-oken 
between  the  teeth. w 

A  ̂isH  tafattuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 'ii)  Being  split, broken,  cleft,  unsewed. 

A  (.dliflij  tafattuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  (-dJci)  Setting  about 

business  without  consulting  anybody. 

p  ̂J^^  ̂o/ffl^^i.  Heat,  warmth.  Anguish,  teen. 

A  (J"^  tafattul,  The  being  twisted  (a  rope), 

p  t^ySLi  taftan,  To  burn,  to  be  hot.   To  warm, 

to  heat.    To  put  in  a  rage. 

p  jci>         Hot.  Melted.  Twisted.  Displeased. 

Weighed  down.  Disturbed.  A  maddening  root. 

p^^<5w^to/i;a-j?^ar,Hectic.Inflamedwithlove. 

p  (Jj  i.'^  tafta-dil,  Heart-sick,  desponding. 
A  ̂fli  tafattt,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ji)  Being  noble,  li- 

beral, generous.    Becoming  a  grown  girl. 

A  'i-^fSO  taftiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Being  consi- 
dered as  a  grown  girl,  and  kept  confined  at  home, 

not  being  allowed  to  romp  with  boys. 

A  CLiS^  taftit,  A  breaking,  a  crumbling. 

A         taftih,  An  opening  wide,  an  unbarring. 

A  taftihh,  Contraction  and  expansion  of 

the  fingers. 

p  f^^Sji^  taftldan,  To  wax  hot. 

A jiPS^  taffir,  (v.  n.2of ̂ )  Rendering  weak 
or  relaxed.    Causing  to  slacken  and  flag.  Being 

scattered  and  remaining  immoveable  (a  cloud) 

and  threatening  rain. 

A  (j^Jj^  tafttsh,  (v.  n.  2  of  (ji^)  Investiga- 
ting, examining,  searching  diligently.  Inquiry,  ex- 

amination. Inquisitiveness. 

A  i^^ju^  taftuhi,  Investigation,  research.  An 
inquisitor,  commissary,  investigator,  examiner. 

A  ̂ ji^  taftih, (Y.n.2  of  ̂ ^)  Splitting, break- 
ing, bursting  (any  thing  sewed).   Opening,  loosing. 

P  i^^lsii  taftih,  Goats'  hair  resembling  silk, 
growing  at  the  roots  of  the  long  hair,  and  often 

more  valuable  (of  whicb  shawls  are  made). 

A  ciJa'jij  taftih,  A  carding  of  cotton. 
A  ̂ Jj^  taftll,  The  twisting  (of  a  rope). 

A  (j^iaj  taftin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jii)  Exciting  sedi- 
tion, raising  tumults.  Bringing  into  trouble.  Se- 

ducing or  infatuating.    Trying,  proving  (gold  by 
fire,  or  man  by  temptations). 

A  (.Lkii  tafas,  (v.  n.  of  ijL^sii)  Purifying,  before 

performingthe  sacred  ceremony  at  Mecca,  of  throw- 
ing stones  at  the  devil  or  Mina  (when  the  devotee 

cuts  off  his  hair,  shaves  his  beard  and  the  rest  of 

his  body,  pares  his  nails,  and  cleanses  himself  from 
all  filth).  Filth,  dirt  in  the  head.  Tafis,  One  Viho 

has  neglected  hair,  or  a  squalid  beard. 

A  t<\f^h  ̂   bearing  heavily. 
A  i^JCflJ  tafsid,  (v.n.2of  4iJki)Lining (a cuirass). 

A  tafajjuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Straddling. 

AjS?^  tafajjur,  (v.  n.  5  of j^)  Being  set  a  flow- 
ing, burstingoutandrunningrapidly(water).  Send- 
ing forth  its  first  glimmering  (the  dawn).  Being 

diff'usive  (in  munificence).  Suppuration. 
A  t<^Swus,  A  being  lofty,  haughty,proud. 

A  J-s^  tafajjuj  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^)  Being  af- 
flicted, shewing  marks  of  grief.  Condoling,  la- 

menting the  fate  of  another. 

A  tafjiyat.  An  uncovering :  a  displacing. 

A^y^  tafj'ij,  A  making  raw.  Straddling. Ajjks^  tafjir,  (v.  n.  2  01^^)  Causing  to  burst 
forth,  setting  a  flowing,  permitting  (water)  to  run 
or  diff'use  itself. 

A  ̂if^  ̂^Jj^^  ̂   giving  of  pain. 
A  taffd,  (v.  n.  2  of  J:^)Makingbroad. 

Exposing,  rendering  conspicuous. 

A  tafhah,  The  hissing  of  a  serpent. 

A  tafahhiij,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Sitting  with the  toes  turned  inwards. 

A^^Jis^  tafahhush,  (v.  n.  5  of  Speaking 
obscenely  or  foolishly. 

A  i^je^^  tafahhus,  (v.n.5  of  i^ja^)  Inquiring 
diligently.  Investigation,  disquisition,  search. 

A  (J.^^  tafahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,J^)  Living  well 
(in  meat,  drink,  and  clothing).  Living  or  cloth- 

ing roughly.    Resembling  a  stallion  (^y^  fuhl). 

A  tafldyat,  (v.  n.  2  of       for  ̂   not  in 

use)  Meaning,  having  a  tendency  towards,  point- 
ing to  any  thing  (a  speech).  Seasoning  properly 

(a  pot)  with  herbs  and  spiceries. 

A  ̂^^^  icf>^ji  ("v-  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Sitting  with  the toes  turned  inwards. 

A  tafhim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Making  (the 
face)  black;  Letting  the  first  shades  of  night  pass. 

A  0.si^  tafahhhhut,  (v.  n.  5  of  cIas^)  Being 
struck  with  astonishment.  Walking  like  the  «jks.-^ 

fdhhita  or  ring-dove. 
A  tX^^  tafahhhhuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  Delaying, 

tarrying,  remaining  behind. 

A  tafahhhhur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Being 

proud,  boasting,  and  vain.     Pride,  arrogance. 

A  '^"^ tafalihhhuz,A  being  proud ;  haughtiness. 
A  ̂Jii^  tafahhhhul,  (v.  n.5  of  jj^)  Being  grave 

and  modest.    Putting  on  one's  best  clothes. 
A  lij^^^  tafhhiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^ss*)  Separating 

(men)  and  distributing  (them)  into  families.  Call- 

ing them  by  their  families.  Comprehending.  Scat- 
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tering.  Disappointing.  Sitting  knee  to  knee.  Put- 
ting, or  holding  between  the  thighs  fahhiz). 

A jiJ^  tafhhir,  (v.  n.  2  of  jisS)  Considering 
as  excelling  in  glory,  preferring. 

A  tafhhim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ s^)  Magnifying, 
honouring.  Pronouncing  (a  letter)  full  or  open 

(opposed  to  &5l«^  irnalat).  Awe,  solemnity.  i_ftM 

^.JLi^^  aUfu't  tafhhvn,  The  broad  swelling  alif 
insuch  wordsas5^)u3sa?af,Prayer,5^5.-/ia?/a^,Life. 

A  'i),^A>  tafdiyat,  (v.  n.-2  of  ̂ j^)  Saying  to 
another  tiJ^iii  CLAta*  ju^ltu  fddha,  For  thee  I 
devote  my  head. 

A  JJ.,^£>  tafdld,  ( V.  n.  2  of  ISi)  Walking  proudly, 

swaggering,  strutting.  Calling  out,  speaking  loud 

(people  buying  and  selling). 

A  j>_ss3  tafdir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjii.i)  Breaking  stones. 
Becoming  languid  and  turning  away  (a  stallion). 

A  ij^.Aflj  tafdi^  (v.  n.  2of^)  Distorting  the wrist  or  ankle-joint. 

A  (.db.iisiij  fff/Ji/i,  A  carding,  separating  cotton. 

A  ̂ iUSO  tafdim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j.^5)  Covering  (the 
mouth).  Making  a  stopple  or  plug  for  any  vessel. 

Placing  a  lid  or  stopple  on  or  in  a  water-pot. 

A  ̂^,6.sii>  tafdin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^si)  Fattening  (ca- 
mels).   Extending  far,  lengthening  (a  building). 

A  '^jtSO  tafazzuh,  A  preparing  to  stale. 
A  iji'i  taf azzuz,  (v.n.b  of  'oi)  Being  alone, 

singular.  Choosing  any  thing.  Contending,  quar- 

relling.    Finishing  and  completing  business  by 

one's  self  Claiming  as  one's  own  exclusive  right. 

A  Jo  tafir,  (or  Dirty,  squalid  (man). 
A  &i>-^a]>  tifrajat.  Weak,  pusillanimous. 

A  tafrah,  A  being  divided,  scattered. 

A  'ijii>  tifrat,  tnfrat,  tafirat,  or  tufarat,  The 
small  furrow  from  the  nose  to  the  upper  lip.  Ta- 

firat, Whatever  begins  to  sprout  or  bud.  Grass 

which  cattle  cannot  crop  from  its  shortness.  A 

species  of  plant.  Any  thing  growing  under  a  tree. 

A  tiyftij  tafarrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  CjJ)  Fainting 

(to  which  pi-egnant  women  are  subject). 

A  tafarritj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Enjoying  so- 
cial intercourse.  Relaxation,  recreation.  Amuse- 

ment, fun.  p  tj'^^jl^"-'  tafarruj  hardan,  To  be amused,  delighted,  entertained. 

A  f\srj^  tifrijcif,  Weak,  languid.  A  coward. 

A  xs-jiW  tifrijat,  (pi.  ̂ \s6  tafarij)  An  open- 
ing in  a  garment.  An  interstice  (between  the  fin- 

gers or  lattice- work).   Weak,  cowardly. 

p  j^i  ̂ Ji)  tafarr-uj-gah,  A  delightful  place  for 
recreation  (as  a  garden,  meadow,  or  theatre), 

p  '^^rj^  tafarchdfjh,  Finished,  prepared. 
A  S^so  tafarrud,  (v.  n.  5  of  J,i)  Accomplishing 

(a  work)  alone.  Singularity,  separation  (from  the 

rest  of  the  world).   Pertinacity,  obstinacy. 
i6  tafarrur,  (v.  n.  5  of  ji)  Laughing. 

A  'ijJV  tafrizat,  (v.  n.  2  ofjy)  Prescribing  to 
Cutting  out  work  for  any  one. anv  one. 



A  gjj^  tafarzu^  (v.  n.  2  of        Q)  Being  di- 
Yided  into  handsful  (fodder). 

A  {^yo  tafarrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^_/)  Judging 

from  physiognomy.  Looking  steadily  at.  Shew- 
ing firmness  and  stability.  Wishing  to  be  thought  a 

good  horseman .  Shewing  one's  self  off  on  horseback. 
A  tafarmhh,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 

checked  (cold);  allayed  (fever) ;  dispelled  (grief). 

A  f^jS>  tafarrush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j^)  Hover- 
ing with  expanded  wings  and  remaining  in  the 

same  place  (a  bird  in  the  air). 

A  tafarshuh,  A  straddling  to  be  milked. 

A  ̂ ii)  tafarru^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  propa- 
gated, multiplied  (branches),  branching  out,  be- 

coming evolved  (as  propositions  from  a  root). 

Marrying  the  chief  woman  of  a  tribe.  Excelling, 

being  superior  to,  or  at  the  summit. 

A  u^ji^  tafar^n,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^j>  Q)  Resem- 
bling Pharaoh  in  pride  and  tyranny. 

A  ̂fl.>  tafarrii(jh,  (v.n.5  of  ̂ i)Beingvacant, 

atleisure,havingfinishedwork.  Reserving  one's  self 

in  order  to  give  one's  whole  attention  to  any  thing. 
p  &S«^  tafragha  or  tafrigha,  A  city  in  China. 

A  Jjjfl^  tafarrult,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ JJ>)  Being  sepa- 
rated, divided,  scattered,  terrified,  routed.  Be- 

coming dispersed.    Discrimination,  separation. 

A  '&sJo  tafrihat,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj^)  Scattering, dis- 
persing, dissipating.  Distinction,  discrimination. 

Discord,  disunion,  misunderstanding.  Dispersion. 

A  tafarht^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J^s  Q)Making  a 
cracking  noise  when  pulled  (the  fingers). 

A  i^jJo  tafarruk,  (v.  n.  5  of  td)^)  Trembling, 
stumbling  (in  walking).  Blundering  (in  speech). 

A  ̂>j^  tafarnuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q  not  in  use) 
Being  spoiled.    Being  high  and  tall  (the  ear). 

A  tufruk,  The  stalk  of  a  date. 

A  tafarri,  (v.  n.  5  of  i.^)  Being  split, 
divided, cut.  Being  parted  (night  from  itsmorning). 

Flowing  (as  water  throughfissures  of  rock  or  earth). 

A  tafnb,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— ̂   not  in  use) 

Laving,  bathing,  washing  (herself)  with  constrin- 
gent lotions  (a  woman). 

A  'i-i.Jo  tafriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^)  Splitting. 
A  CLA^_^£j  tafris,  (v.  n.  2  of  C-^)  Loosening, 

letting  out  the  bowels.  Striking  (the  liver)  of  an 
animal  whilst  yet  alive. 

A  i^fi'Vi  (j-  2  of  ■^j^)  Banishing  grief, 
dispelling  care.  Carrying,  bearing.  Making  wide, 

widening.  Dividing  asunder.  Becoming  decrepit, 

A  tafrili,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ *)  Exhilarating, 
rejoicing.    Diversion,  recreation,  amusement. 

A  to/ri^A,(v.  n.2of  ̂ yi)  Hatching(birds). 
Producing  a  chick  (an  egg).  Shooting  forth 

branches  (a  plant).  Being  about  coming  into  ear 

(corn).  Being  pusillanimous,  cowardly,  chicken- 
hearted.  Departing,  being  surmounted  (fear). 

A  i^.^  tafnd,  (v.  n.  2  of  li^i)  Retiring,  lead- 
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ing  a  solitary  life  (on  account  of  devotion).  Be- 
ing learned  in  law  and  divinity. 

Aj^jij  tafr'iz,  (v.n.2  ofjji)  Prescribing  a  mode 
to  any  one.  Cutting  out  work  for  any  one.  Sub- 

traction in  arithmetic. 

A  tafrish,  (v.  n.  2  of  Spreading 

(a  carpet  or  the  like).  Paving(a  house  with  stones). 
Extending  branches  along  the  surface  of  the  ground 

(a  plant).  Getting  into  the  broad  leaf  (growing 

corn).  Fluttering  (a  bird  when  desirous  of  pounc- 
ing on  its  prey  or  of  alighting). 

^  LJ'^.j^  tafrts,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^j^jS)  Making  dots 
(on  the  sole  of  a  shoe)  with  a  pointed  iron. 

A  i^ja>,j!Li  tafnz,  (v.  n.  2  of  [^^)  Cutting  (in 
notches).  Ordering  any  thing  to  be  observed  (as 
an  article  of  religion).  Rendering  necessary  by 

little  and  little.  Separating.  Cutting  off.  Display- 

ing, making  public.  Being  due,  obligatory  (tithe). 

A  tafrit,  (v.  n.  2  of  Is^)  Acting  care- 
lessly, failing  in  the  performance  of  any  duty,  for- 

getting, relinquishing,  losing  an  opportunity.  Leav- 
ing behind.  Preceding.  Sending  an  ambassador. 

Averting,  warding  off"  evil.  Putting  to  a  distance. 
Praising  beyond  bounds.    Displaying  weakness. 

A  ̂..J^  t('f''^l2  ̂   Drawing  forth, 
bringing  out,  evolving  propositions  from  an  origi- 

nal principle.  Climbing  a  mountain.  Descending. 

Sacrificing  the  firstlings  of  sheep  or  camels,  called 

^^ara^  (as  practised  by  the  pagan  Arabians). 

A  '^j^  tafrigk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Emptying  a 
vessel.  Giving  a  vacation,  causing  a  cessation  from 

work  or  study.  Pouring  forth,  causing  to  gush  out. 

A  ̂Jift^  tafrik,{\.  n.  2of  Jji)  Separating,  dis- 
criminating. Scattering.  Receiving  (a  debt  or  due) 

by  instalments.  Intimidating.  Division.  Distri- 

bution, partition.  Jealousy,  suspicion,  misunder- 
standing. Schism.  Subtraction.  Department. 

A^ijii  tafrikan,  (p  j6lfl>jij)  Separately. 
A  tafrih,  (v.  n.  2  of  S^i)  Bearing  a  lively 

colt  (a  camel). 

Ajj£>  iafazztcr,  (v.  n.  5  of  jji)  Being  split, 
burst,  rent ;  falling  to  pieces  from  age  (a  garment). 

Ajyo  tafazzuz,  A  prevailing  against. 

A  ̂ flJ  tafazzu^  A  being  terrified. 

A  ̂ >J^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Striking  with 
terror.  Delivering  from  fear  or  apprehension. 

p  (j-ji-'i  tafs,  Heat,  warmth. 
p  (jl*>*CJ  tafsan,  Hot. 

A  tafassuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ «i)  Being  ample, 
capacious  (place).  Making  plenty  of  room  for  any 
one  in  a  public  assembly.  Sitting  at  ease,  not  be 

ing  crowded. 

A  JL&i  tafassulih,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Falling  in 

pieces  (a  dead  mouse  in  water).  Dropping  ofi" 
(hair  from  a  dead  body).  Falling  under  a  load  (a 
four-year  old  camel). 

Ajlso  tafassur,  (v.  n.  5  of     i)  Being  ex 

pounded,  rendered  plain  and  intelligible. 

A  'ij^^M  tafsirat,  The  urine  of  a  sick  person ; 
or  rather,  the  inspection  of  it.  A  symptom.  A 

medical  prescription. 

A  yLsii  tafassus,  (v.  n.  5  of  UJ)  Being  rent  (a 

garment).  Spreading,  being  propagated  (an  epi- 
demical disease).  Striking  on  the  back  with  a  stick. 

p  iafsa  or  tufsa,  A  mole  on  the  face.  Grief, 

uneasiness,  restlessness.  An  inclination.  A  long- 

ing (as  in  pregnant  women  or  opium-eaters). 
G  Uj,-£>  tafsiya,  The  deadly  carrot,  thapsia. 

A  iu«-ii>  tafsisat,  A  tearing  by  over-stretching. 

A  a5  tafslj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂s-J)  Standing  with 
the  legs  apart  when  making  water. 

A  ̂ *-ai  tafsth,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ -i)  Making  room 
for  any  one  in  an  assembly. 

A  liJu-ij  tafsid,  A  destroying,  overthrowing, 

p  tafsulan,  To  grow  warm, 

p  tafsida,  Burned,  warmed, 

p  ̂^IJ  »ii.Ju-i3  tafsida-laban,  Chapped-lipped. 

A  tafiir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Explaining,  ex- 

pounding. Discovering  the  meaning  of  a  difficult 

passage.  Inspecting  the  urine  of  a  sick  person  (a 

physician).  (pl.jyj*lflJ  tafasir)  Explanation,  com- 

mentary ,paraphrase;aninterpretationoftheKur'an. 
A  JJi— te/ii/j,(v.n.2of  ̂ ^>)  Making  crooked 

or  unjust,  perverting. 

p  idju*^"i  tafsila,  A  kind  of  rich  silken  stuff, 
p         tafsh,  Reproach.  Tajish,  Heat, warmth. 

Foam.  ̂   Spittle. 
A  JJi>  tafashshuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Sitting) 

with  the  legs  wide  asunder.  Opening  the  legs  (when 
makino;  water). 

A  ̂LK>tafaslishuh,(j.n,6oi^)  Straddlingin 
walkine-.orwhen  about  to  stale.  Lying  with  a  woman. w  .    .  • 

A  ̂ zjii  tafashshugh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being 

scattered  (grey  hairs  on  the  head).  Being  diffused 

over  the  body  (blood).  Entering  amongst  the  houses 

and  hiding  one's  self.  Concealing  one's  self  under 

any  thing.  Putting  on  one's  smartest  clothes  not- withstanding old  age  and  grey  hairs.  Clinging  to  a 

tree  (bind-weed).  Overcoming.  Forcing  (a  wo- 

man). Laxness.  Slowness. 
A  tafashsJmk,  (v.  n.  5  of  JJLi)  Putting 

on  a  vest  after  the  fashion  of  a  sword-belt. 

A  tafashnhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J.ii)  Flowing 

(waters).  Marrying.  Sitting  on  the  ̂ jJiijisJil  in 
a  camel-litter  (a  woman). 

p  edla'i  tafshila,  A  dish  of  meat,  eggs,  carrots, 
and  honey.  ^ 

A  tafashshu^,  (v.  n.  5  of  Us)  Spreading, 

being  propagated  (a  contagion).  Laughing  at, 

turning  into  ridicule. 

p  hJlso  tafsha,  (or  J-ii'i  tafshal)  A  reproach, curse,  chiding,  railing. 

A  tafashshi,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ui  for_j^i)  Be- 

ing propagated  (as  a  contagion).  Being  large,  open 



(an  ulcer  or  sore). 

A  'ixLso  tafshiyat,  A  causing  to  spread. 

A  ̂^Jui*2.)  tafshij,  A  standing  with  the  legs  apart. 
A  tafshih,  (v.  n.  2  of  Stretching 

wide  the  legs.  Turning  away  from. 

A  ̂ Jy2*W  tafshikh,  A  relaxation  in  the  joints. 
A  ̂xL.h  tafshigh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂^i**)  Overtopping 

and  covering.  Overcoming,  conquering.  Over- 
powering one  (sleep). 

A  (J.JbiLfl3  tafsh'd,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_}>^)  Putting  un- 
der (her)  that  part  of  the  camel-litter  called  (J,iJ 

jishl  (a  woman).  Milk  remaining  in  the  udder. 

p  AyJ^  tafshila,  A  dish  of  meat,  eggs,  carrots, 

and  honey. 

A  ̂^sso  tafassuli,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ oi)  Taking  pains 
to  be  eloquent.  Talking  Arabic  (a  foreigner).  Be- 

ing an  eloquent  speaker  (an  Arabian). 

A  ii»«aflj  tafassud,  (v.  n.  5     ̂ t&s)  Flowing. 

A  (^jiaij^aj'  tafasfus,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^jak^ai  Q)  Be- 
ing dispersed,  flying  in  disorder.  Assembling,  be- 
ing met. 

A  j»-iaij  tafassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j»*ai)  Being  bro- 
ken,bruised,  without  separation  of  the  parts. 

A  ̂^^SO  tafasfi,  (v.  n.5  of  Lai  for  j-oi)  Being 

separated.  Being  liberated,  freed.  (v.n.-5of(_^i) 
Liberating.  Separating. 

A  ̂ ^asa  tafiih,  Freedom  (of  milk)  from  froth. 
A  i^hX^oSD  taffid,{-v.  n.  2  of 4i>.oil)Dividing, trench- 

ing. Macerating,  dissolving  with  a  small  quantity 

of  water.  Being  saturated  with  a  very  little  water. 
A  trench,  a  gutter. 

A  (,^x.aiu  tafsis,  An  opening  wide  the  eyes. 

A  iJ^.'^flJ  tafst^,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,«-ai)  Drawing  or 
leading  out.  Farting  aloud,  or  breaking  wind  gen- 

tly.  Drawing  the  nut  out  from  within  the  prepuce 

(a  boy).  Giving  a  part  of  one's  pi'operty. 

A  (Jo^'i  tafiil,  (v,  n.  2  of  J-^i)  Separating 
or  distinguishing  one  thing  from  another.  Dissect- 

ing (a  sheep),  dividing  any  thing  into  joints.  Cut- 

ting out  (a  garment).  Dividing  (a  book)  into  chap- 

ters, or  (a  speech)  into  sentences.  Making  distinct, 
clear,  evident,  (pi.  ̂ x>o\s6  tafasil)  Separation, 
Distinction,  division  (into  chapters).  Analysis, 
detail,  particulars.  Dissection.  An  assortment. 

Statistics.  Prolixity.  Wearing  apparel. 

A  tafsilan  or  Jj^-oiliM        ̂ la't  tafsil, 
p  ts^'^iaoSO  taffilana)  Distinctly,  at  full  length, 
learly  explained  in  detail. 

A  ̂ aSL>  tafazzuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ai)  Having  the 
cots  of  the  hair  wet  (with  sweat).  Being  filled 

vith  fat  (a^body).  Being  extended. 
A  (^>a^A2j  tafazzuz,  A  being  scattered. 

A  J,*a£>  tafazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J.^)  Excelling, 

)eing  eminent,  assuming  a  superiority.  Conferring 

favour,  favouring,  obliging.  Wearing  the  same 
garments  every  day  (especially  when  at  work  or 

Lt  home).  Extracting  much.  Wearing  a  garment 
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and  throwing  the  ends  over  the  shoulders.  Extract- 
ing much.  A  favour,  obligation. 

A  C^'^—^aSO  tafazzulat,  Favours,  kindnesses. 

A  ̂ i*aa>  tafzij,  (v.n.2of  ̂ ai)  Having  sweat 
at  the  roots  of  the  hairs  of  the  head,  but  not  run- 

ning. Having  fat  well  distributed  (the  body).  Be- 
ing wrinkled.  Being  lean.  Being  open  and  wide. 

A  ̂ ^oSO^  tafzih,  A  disgracing,  a  shaming. 
A  {^jai^H)  tafziz,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.^ai)  Beating  sil- 

ver. Covering  or  ornamenting  by  inlaying  with 

silver  {'L>ai  fizzat). 

A  (Jjk^oi)  tafzil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J-oi)  Preferring, 

exalting.  Passing  a  judgment  on  the  excellence 

of  any  one.  Becoming  proud,  elevating  one's  self. 

Preference.  ,_)jk^a£j  ̂ \  ismi  tafzil,  A  compara- 
tive or^superlative  noun,  noun  of  comparison. 

A  tafattuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ai)  Being  broad. Being  wide  open. 

A ̂ _ka.>  tafattur,  A  being  split,  cleft,  divided. 

A  taftih,  A  making  bi-oad. 
hjy-^aSO  taftir,  A  causing  to  breakfast. 

A  ̂j<*jkkij  taftis,  A  speaking  to  one's  face. 

A  (j^lafl'i  taffin,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^^^)  Making  one 
to  understand,  to  look  at,  or  to  consider  (any  thing). 

A  ̂ iSO  tafazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  Finding  (a 
thing)  to  be  disagreeable  and  shameful. 

A  ̂Oxflj  tafa^fu^,  A  making  haste. 

A  j_5-*i,>  tafa^,  A  being  viperous,  malicious. 

A  j,^jd'i<a/a^/<^//««??i,Theexpanding(ofa flower). 
A  'isJii  iifafat,  (pi.  of  c-a!>  tuff)  Dirt  of  the 

nails.  Tiifafat,  A  worm  that  eats  leather. 

A^^fll)  tafakhuh,  An  expanding,  being  blown. 
A  ,:)SiSO  tafakkud,  (v.  n.  5  of  liiii)  Searching  for 

any  thing  lost,  seeking  for  in  vain.  Inquiring  di- 
ligently, wishing  to  know.    Inspecting  a  wound. 

A  ̂ HflJ  tafahku^  A  being  split,  cleft  in  pieces. 

A  i^JLa'i  tafakhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Hi)  Taking  by the  jaw.  Laying  hold  of  by  the  end  of  the  nose. 

A  tafakkuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ub)  Being  torn  out 

(an  eye),  burst  (an  imposthume  or  pod).  Opening 
and  pouring  forth  water  (a  cloud). 

A  «Ji£>  tafakhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  issj)  Studying  di- 
vine subjects.  Being  skilled  in  jurisprudence. 

A  &la£j  tafhisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  lai)  Tearing  out  the 

eye,  blinding,  gouging.  Bursting  by  squeezing 

(an  imposthume). 

A  tafhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Opening  the  eyes 
for  the  fii'st  time  (a  whelp). 

A  j&io  tafhir,  (v.  n.2  of yii)  Digging,  excava- 

ting. Digging  a  furrow  for  planting  palm-trees. 
Piercing  beads. 

A  tafki^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ i)  Moving  the  cor- 
ners of  the  mouth  in  speaking.  Pulling  the  fingers 

till  the  joints  crack.  Striking  (a  rose-leaf)  on  the 
palm  of  the  hand  and  making  a  smacking  noise. 

Making  (goat's  leather)  red. 
A  tafhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  isiii)  Teaching,  in- 
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structing  in  law  and  jurisprudence  (&iii  fih-h). 

p  iJJij  tufak,  A  tube  for  shooting  clay-balls 

through  by  the  force  of  the  breath.  A  musket. 

A        tafakkur,  (v.  n.  5  of ̂ )  Thinking,  re- 
flecting, meditating,  considering.  Anxiety,  p 

t^<^^ tafakkur  kardan,  To  consider 
A  Ciiifl3  tafahkuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  CLli)  Being  dis- 

joined, dissolved,  separated,  broke  open.  Being  re- 
laxed behind  and  large  uddered  (as  when  about  to 

foal).   Being  debilitated  by  insanity. 
A  tafakkun,  (y.  n.5  of  j^^)  Being  peni- 

tent. Wondering.  Penitence.  Meditation.  Vexa- 
tion from  losing  hope  of  possession. 

A  tafakhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Admirinsf, 

beingfilled  with  astonishment.  Being  penitent.  En- 

joying. Eating  fruit.  Abstaining  from  fruit.  The 
use  and  enjoyment  of  (any  thing). 

A j^^so  tafhir,  A  considering,  reflecting. 
tafhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ JM)  Disjoining. 

Liberating,  releasing.  Futility. 

A  s-^^  tafkih,  (v.  n.  2  of  n^)  Delighting  with 
amusing  stories.  Bringing  fruit  to  any  one. 

A  (Jij  tafl,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^)  Spitting,  ejecting 
small  saliva  from  the  mouth.  A  bad  smell  from 

leaving  oflf  perfumes.  T"?/^,  Spittle,  saliva.  Froth, 
foam.  Tafal,  (v.  n.  of  Being  disagreeable 

(a  smell),  stinking.  Tafil,  Smelling  disagreeably, 
stinkino^-breathed. 

A         tuffal,  A  fox.    A  fox's  cub. 
A  &ii>  tafilat,  Stinking-breathed  (woman). 
A  CIaIa)  tafallut,  (v.  n.  5  of  ClAi)  Escaping. 

Desiring,  having  a  propensity.  Leaping  or  rush- 

ing upon.  Fighting. 

A  ̂fli)  tafalluj,  A  being  cracked,  chapped. 

A  (jmS^^*  tafalhus,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j**^'  Q  not  used) 
Going  uninvited  to  a  feast,  playing  the  part  of 

the  beggar  ̂^.^J^  falhas. 
A  {^\s3  tafallus,  A  being  saved,  escaping. 

A  taf alius, 'BroQ.Aness  (of  a  man's  nose). 

A  ̂iaj'  tafalluj  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  cut, 
split,  cleft,  cracked,  or  chapped. 

A  JiJLa"ite/rt^MZ,(v.n.2of  Ji3iQ)Being  black 
(a  teat).  Walking  with  a  starched  air,  taking  short 

steps.    Cleaning  the  teeth  with  a  kind  of  wood. 
A  tafalluk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  split, 

cut,  cloven.  Being  separated  into  particles.  Ex- 

citing one's  self  to  admiration  in  running. 

A  ̂ fli  tafalhuh,  A  bringing  good  news. 
A  (.iUa5  tafalluh,  A  being  round,  orbicular. 

A  (Jlai  tafallul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J.i)  Being  broken, 

blunted,  or  notched,  in  the  edge  or  point  (a  swoi'd 

or  spear).    Being  routed  (an  army). 

A  'sAzi  tafiiyat,  A  lousing  the  head. 

A  ̂ li)  tafJ'y,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Dividing. 
A  ,^Sso  tafiih,  (v.  n.2  ̂ )  Deriding,  jok- 
ing, sneering.  Plotting.  Cheatmg,  cozening. 

A^Jo  taflihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Striking. 
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A  iSaIA!)  tafftz,  A  cutting  in  pieces. 

p  ̂_;«iJJU  tajiis  or  tijlis,  A  city  in  Georgia. 

A  (j«jAiU  taflis,  A  declaring  one  a  bankrupt. 

A  i^joAxi  tofils,  The  act  of  liberating. 

A  tajii^  A  dividing,  cutting,  breaking. 
A  JjjAi>  tajillt,  A  cleaving,  splitting,  dividing. 

A  ta/i/;,  (v.  n.  2  of  Swelling  (the 

breasts  of  a  maiden).  Having  swelling  breasts  (a 

virgin).  Being  in  heat  (a  bitch).  Wrangling, 
quarrelling  about  any  business.  Making  a  muzzle 

of  hair  or  wool  to  prevent  a  camel's  colt  from  sucking. 
A  <a/7iZ,  (v.n.2  of  Jfi)  Breaking,  notch- 
ing (a  sword).  Breaking  the  line,  and  putting 

(soldiers)  to  flight. 

A        tafan,  Dirt. 

p  tafnak,  Stinking,  ill-smelling. 

A  i^ia)  tafannud,  (v.  n.  5  of  liJi  Urging,  press- 
ing, wishing  one  to  do  something.  Repenting  of, 

regretting.  Repentance. 

A^-SAaj  tafanshukli,  A.  spreading  open  the  legs. 
A  Jj-JA)  tafannuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _^)  Being  deli- 

cately brought  up.  Living  delicately  and  luxuriously. 

p  uL^-ai  tnfang,  A  musket :  an  iron  war-rocket. 

T  tufancjcKi,  A  musqueteer. 

A  ̂^/lij  tafannun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (|^s)  Being  of  dif- 
ferent sorts.  Diversion,  amusement,  fun. 

p  t^ySO  tafnud,  Courage,  fortitude. 

p  &jso  tafnciy  (or        tafni)  A  spider's  web. 
A  tafnihli,  An  overcoming,  conquering. 

AiijJv£>  tafnid,{y.  n.  2  of  liJi)  Accusing  of  false- 

hood. Urgingto  the  performance  of  anact.  Charg- 
ing with  error.  Making  (a  horse)  lean.  Tarrying 

long  at  wine.  Sitting  on  the  summit  of  a  moun- 

tain. Pronouncing  one  to  be  insane  or  weak.  De- 

spising, treating  with  contempt. 

A  (jijiiij  tafnisli,  A  being  remiss,  languid. 

A  |jja£>  tafmh,  (v.  n.  2  of  jjjj)  Treating  in- 
dulgently, pampering. 

A  {^}so  tafnin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Dividing  into 
different  sorts,  distributing  into  classes.  Mixing. 

Finding  (cloth)  to  be  stout  in  one  part  and  thin  in 

another.  Being  worn  out  without  any  rent  (a 

garment).  Inequality  in  the  substance  of  cloth. 
Lines  in  cloth  different  from  the  rest. 

p ^  tafu,  Pho!  fie!    Tufu,  Spittle. 

A  Ojijio/awwMf,  A  passing  beyond,  escaping. 

A  iijw  tafassud,  A  being  kindled,  burning. 

A  ;i^fl3ia/aTOreM(^, (v.n.Sofiijinotused)  Stand- 

ing perched  on  an  eminence  (a  mountain-goat). 

Pj^  tafur,  (orJ_jflJ  tafu:^  Clay. 
A  L_i_jW  tufuf,  (pi.  of  ti^ff)  Shreds  of 

meat  sticking  between  the  teeth. 

A  tafamrouh,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  Jj^)  Liv- 
ing at  ease.  Doing  a  thing  by  degrees.  Milking 

(a  camel)  at  intervals.  Drinking  milk  at  inter- 
vals.   Reading  small  portions  at  a  time. 

A  J;^£>  tafatiid,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jli)  Taking  as  a 
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good  omen,  augering.  „ 

A  (Jji^  tafawwul,  (for  tafassul,  (v.  n.  5  of 

(Jl>)  Presaging  happily,  taking  a  good  omen  from 
a  name.  Presaging  from  a  passage  in  a  book 

opened  by  chance ;  bibliomancy. 

A        /a/awwM/i,  Abundance,  increase,  growth. 

A  5j£>  tufuh,  (v.  n.  of  Bsb)  Being  little,  mean, 
vile.    Being  silly,  sottish.   Being  tasteless  (food). 

A  2SjIij  tafawwuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  »\s  for  J_ji)  Speak- 
ing, pronouncing,  delivering  (a  speech).  Being 

talkative.    Entering  into  a  mouth  or  entrance. 

A  <Jl>o.j£>  tafrvit,  A  letting  escape  or  pass  by. 

A  tafimj,  A  cooling,  allowing  to  cool. 

A j^..^  tafwir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj\s  forj_ji))  Making 

a  preparation  of  fenugreek  and  dates  (called  "kj^i 

f'lrat)  for  a  woman  in  childbed. 

A^.^"  tafiviz,  (v.  n.  2  of forjy)  Departing, travelling  through  the  desert  (with  camels,  &c.). 

Dying.    Appearing  clear,  open,  patent  (a  way). 

A  {^jki^^  tafwiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  [jio^  for  (^^)  Re- 
commending, enjoining,  committing,  consigning, 

resigning,  confiding,  referring  to  another.  Giving 

(a  woman)  in  mai-riage  without  a  dower. 

A  L_A>.^  tafn'if,  The  printing  (of  a  stuff). 
A  ̂ jl^  tafivik,  (v.  n.  2  of  j\s  for  Jy )  Mak- 
ing a  notch  (to  an  arrow).  Allowing  (a  camel's 

colt)  to  suck  at  intervals. 

A  jC^jflj  tufroim,  A  baking  of  wheaten  bread. 

A  w^'i  tafwih,  (v.  n.2  of  for  Sy)  Making 
large-mouthed.  Making  (one)  to  have  long  and 

projecting  teeth  (God). 
A  ISO  tafh,  (v.  n.  of  ai3)  Being  little,  mean, 

vile,  filthy,  contemptible.  Being  insipid  (meat). 

Tafih,  Foolish.  Contemptible.  Insipid  (food). 

Tufah  or  asii  tuff  alt,  An  animal  of  the  lynx-kind. 

aJ^su  tafahkur,  (v.  n  5  of  j^)  Being  wealthy. 
A  tafahhuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Spreading  or 

extending  wide,  being  abundant.  Flowing  (blood). 

A  ̂^£>  tafahhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Understand- 
ing by  little,  perceiving  one  thing  after  another. 

A tafJiir,  A  being  fatigued,  breathing  hard. 

A  tafhhn,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Giving  to  un- 
derstand.   Teaching,  instructing. 

A  tafhlh,  (v.  n.  2  of  d^)  (God)  making 

speechless,  visiting  with  an  impediment  of  speech. 
Causing  to  forget.  Weakening. 

A  'i\^  tafi/asat,  The  casting  a  shade. 

A  ̂j-.^.^  tafayhus,  A  walking  pompously. 
A  ̂ AflJ  tafayyud,  (v.  n.  5  of  li^  for  lijJ)  Re- 

ceiving profit.   Walking  pompously. 

p  (jii>Jj2J  tafidan,llo  crack  or  chap  (as  the  lips). 

To  scrape  (money)  together.  To  sit  in  the  sun,  to 
expose  to  the  fire  or  sun. 

A  (ji^£>  f.afayyusli,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  (ji^i) 
Pretending  to,  making  a  false  claim.  Turning 
from  one  thing  to  another. 

A  iajii^  iafayyuz,  A  breathing  forth  the  soul. 
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A  J.iA".>  tafayyul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J\s  for  (J^)  Being 
weak  or  wandering  (the  mind),  ening  in  opinion 

or  conjecture.  Being  full  grown  and  flowering  (a 

shrub).    Increasing  (youth).    Growing  (fat). 

A  (jLij  tafayluh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 

bulky  and  fat.  Exerting  one's  self  to  admiration in  running. 

A         tafaylum,  A  being  fat  and  bulky. 

A  ̂Aa!)  tafayyuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  IJ)  Doing  any  thing, 
sitting,  in  the  shade.   Turning  itself  (a  shadow). 

A to^a3/AMr,(  v.n  .2  of^^  Q)Being  fatigued, 

breathing  hard  (a  horse).  Abounding  in  riches. 

A  tafayJmh,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Being 
talkative,  diffusive  in  speech  or  prayer. 

A  &^-a>  tafyisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  *\s)  Casting  a  sha- 
dow. Causing  to  wave  (wind).  At  the  heels  of. 

^^^^1  tajisatu'sh  shays,  The  proper  season 
for  a  thing. 

A  tafyid,  (v.  n.2  of  djj)  Drawing  an  ill 
omen  from  the  note  of  the  owl. 

A  J-;»A£j  ta/Al,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jli)  Presaging  hap- 

pily, taking  a  good  omen.  Causing  to  take  an  omen. 

A  J-joij  tafytl,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jls  for  J^)  Accus- 
ing one  of  silliness  or  weakness  of  mind.  Render-, 

ing  imprudent.  Perverting  the  judgment. 

A  ̂}SOtaf.nm,(vM.2of  j»li)Enlarging(acamers 
saddle).  Having  his  mouth  full  of  grass  (a  camel). 

A  ̂lft"i  tikas,  (v.  n.  of  jji3)  Fearing. 
A  ̂y>\si>  tahubul,{r. n.6  of  Encountering, 

standing  face  to  face,  looking  at  one  another. 

A  'i\s3  tultut,  Abstinence,  piety,  religion.  The fear  of  God. 

A jjla'i  tahatur,  (v.  n.  6  oijsi)  Deceiving,  cir- 
cumventing each  other. 

A  j3^Ui'i  tahatik,  Swift,  rapid  (nocturnal  jour- ney in  quest  of  water). 

A  JjlflJ  to^a^wZ,  A  fighting,  slayingone  another. 

A  ̂ la'i  takddu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ )  Piercing  one another  with  spears  in  battle.  Treading  close  one 

upon  another  in  pursuit  of  any  thing,  trying  who 

shall  get  first.  Flying  to  the  flame  (a  moth).  Dy- 

ing one  after  another. 
A  taliadim,  (pi.  of  mSSO  taJidimat)  Pre- 

sents. Tahadum,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ Ss)  Being  ancient, 
antique,  old.  Preceding,  going  before.  Fronting 

each  other,  (in  law)  Such  a  distance  of  time  as 
suffices  to  prevent  punishment. 

A  tahadir,  (pi.  of  ji.i^)  Fates,  decrees. 
A  takazu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ )  Reviling, 

abusing.    Bandying  ribaldry. 

A  takazuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  uJii')  Throwing 
stones  at  one  another.  Abusing  each  other.  Gal- 

loping (a  horse). 

Aj^ai  taJidrr,  (v.  n.  6  ofy)  Standing  firm. 

Stopping,  staying,  being  established  in  any  place. 

A  <^Js3  takdrub,  (v.  n.  6  of  u-y )  Approach- 

ing one  another.  Being  near.  Being  few  in  num- 



ber  and  galled-backed  (camels).  Approaching 
maturity  (fruit  or  corn). 

A  ̂j^la!)  tahdmsh,  (v.  n.  6  of  (j^*)  Mixing  in 
battle.    Being  intermingled  in  battle  (spears). 

A  (^^la'i  takaniz,  (v.  n.  6  of  \^^)  Retaliating 
(either  good  or  bad).  Praising  or  censuring  each 

other  in  "verse.  Looking  at  one  another  askance. 
Sending  to  one  another  any  thing  good  or  bad. 

A  J^Ui'i  takaruz,  A  praising  one  another. 
A  takaru^  A  casting  lots. 

A j>.j^'>  takarv',  (pi. of j>Js^i  takrir)  Recitals. A  takaziJi,  Seasoning  for  victuals,  herbs 

for  the  pot. 

A  p*k)lii'i  takasum,  (v.  n.  6  of  j»*-5)  Dividing, sharing  among  one  another.  Swearing  to  each  other. 

A  (^Uij  takuss,{\.n.Qo( {^s^'i)  Retaliating  upon 

one  another.  Equalling  numbers  (in  calculation). 

A  j>o\s3  tahasur,  (v.  n.  6  of  j*Q^>)  Pretending  to 

be  short.  Drawing  one's  self  together.  Being  un- 
equal to  the  performanceof  anything,  anddesisting. 

A  I  '%i0^takasuf,{Y.n.Qc>iy  a.«flj>)  Assembling, 
flocking  together.  Being  dashed  to  pieces  (a  ship). 

xj^\si>  tahash-,  (pi.  ofjljoK!)  ̂ 27?«ar  or  S^Laiii 
tiksaraf)  Collars,  short  and  close,  (pi.  of jJuaHi) 

taksii')  Deficiences,  failures,  short-comings. 

A  tahaza,  (for  (_^^  takazT)  (v.  n.  6  of 

i^jos)  Dunning,  exacting.  A  demand.  Exaction 
by  means  of  a  suit  at  law.  Urgency,  importunity. 

^jui  (_f  Irf^Ui!)  tahazad  sinn,  The  customs  or  habits 

of  different  ages,  as  of  childhood,  youth,  manhood, 

&c.  ^_^LoUi3  takdzad  shadid,  Inexorable 

dunning,    p    J^lola'i  takaza  kardan,  To  exact. 

Aj^^\ii'i<a7,'a^i,(v.n.6ofj_^oj)Receiving(adebt). 

A  '^\Ki  tahdtur,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^)  Being  conti- 
nuous. Arrivhig  in  bands,  following  one  another. 

Facing  each  other  (sides,  tracts,  or  quarters). 

A  ̂lii3  taJtdhi^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ai)  Being  dis- 
united, alienated,  giving  each  other  the  cut, 

A  \^\s3  takd^d,  (v.  n.  6  of  Not  forego- 

ing one's  claims  (upon  another). 

A  ̂jM^'lHi)  takd^s,  (v.  n.  6  of  (j<*«5)  Receding, 
hanging  back,  lagging  behind.  Being  refractory. 

A  jilaj  takdfuz,  A  leaping  together. 

A  ̂j«jla!j  taltdfus,  (v.  n.  6  of  \j>*sl>)  Jumping 

together.  Lugging  each  other's  hair. 
A  ̂_j<a5lH5  talidfus,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^jasii)  Being  in- 

termingled.   Being  interlaced  like  network. 

A  iaila!)  to/to/wif,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jaii")  Assisting  each 
other  to  generate  (applied  especially  to  animals 

which  part  the  hoof). 

A  i^\s3  tahdfi,  (v.  n,  6  of  Ui'  for  _jfl5)  Slander- 
ing, accusing  falsely.  Inventing  a  lie. 

A  JUi'j  takdll,  (v.  n.  6  of  J,j')  Considering  as 
small,  trifling.  Ascending,  rising  high  (the  sun). 

A  Jvlla'j  tahdlud,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^Aa)  Observing  ro- 
tations, taking  one's  turn  in  drawing  water. 

A  takdlib,  Changes,  revolutions. 
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A^la'i  takdmur,  (v.  n.  G  of  j^)  Playing  to- 
gether at  dice  or  games  of  chance :  wagering,  betting. 

A  lijlii!)  tukdwud,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  tiy)  Guid- 

ing, directing,  pointing  the  way.  Being  tractable. 

A  (JjUL)  takdmuly  A  conversing  together. 

A  takdrvum,  (v.  n.  6  of      for  ̂ y)  Ris- 
ing one  against  another,  getting  up  to  fight.  Op- 

posing an  enemy. 

A  Sjla'i  tahdwuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  »\a  for  sy)  Shout- 
ing together,  A  watchword. 

A  ijji^  takdfvi,  (v.  n,  6  of  ̂ s^)  Increasing 
(partners).  Passing  the  night  fasting.  Money 
advanced  to  tenants  to  pay  for  seed. 

A  jC_5^->  tahdwim,  (pi.  of  jCyi)  Almanacks. 
A  tahdijul,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^a  for  JJ)  Dis- 

solving mutually  a  contract,  releasing  each  other. 
A  tahdiji,  A  vomiting,  a  throwing  up. 

A  c-AfHi  takabhvb,  (v.n.Sof  dJS)  Entering  a 
vaulted  building  (&jj>  hubbat), 

A  i^tsj  tahabbus,  A  flocking  around. 

A  {^jaisL>  takahbuz,  (v.n.5  of  (.>3A3)  Being  col- 
lected, contracted,  wrinkled  (the  skin).  Drawing 

one's  self  together.  Beingfrightened.  Leapingupon. 

A  J.Xa'i  taltabbid,  (v.  n.  2  of  JJ>  irregular)  Caus- 
ing a  workman  to  woi-k.  Accepting  from  a  work- 

man or  a  revenue-collector  a  surety  or  sponsor, 

(v.  n.  5  of  ,J.*i)  Receiving  favourably,  admitting, 

accepting.  Going  or  turning  to  the  south. 

A  ̂̂ jJ^flij  takabbl,  (v.  n.  -5  of  ̂Ji)  Putting  on  a 
short  tunic  open  before,  called  l-!l-J  hahd.  Stealing 
on  one  from  behind.  Resembling  a  cupola  or  dome. 

A  (_.*AJAi  takhlb,  (v.  n.  2  of  CL*s)  Making  an 
arch  or  cupola.  Drying  up  (a  date). 

A  &-;»-xL'i  takhiyat,  (v,  n.  2  of  j_^')  Adjusting, 
adapting,arranging,preparing,  Makingthe garment 

or  tunic  called  Li'  habd. 

A  ̂ Sii  talibih,  (v.  n.'2  of  ̂ )  Exposing  a  foul 
deed.  Doing  (any  thing)  in  a  coarse  and  ugly 

manner.  Making  ugly.  Opening  a  boil  and  letting 
out  the  matter.  Breaking  (an  egg).  Reprobating 
and  abandoning  (God). 

A  ;_>3Afft'i  tahbis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (,J«ajj>)  Taking  up 
with  the  tips  of  the  fingers. 

A  i^XiSLi  tahbiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  tJii-J)  Collecting 

in  a  heap.  Causing  one  to  take,  putting  within  his 
grasp.   Seizing,  grasping. 

A  la^-iii  tahbit,  A  frowning,  a  looking  austere. 

A  ̂y^^  toJtbll,  (v.  n.  2  of  JvJ)  Kissing.  A  kiss, 

(v.  n.  5  of  ̂yiS  irregular)  Doing  work,  managing 

an  affair.  Giving  surety  (a  workman  or  collector). 

A  ̂l^ai>  taktdk,  Swift,  rapid  (nocturnal  journey 
in  search  of  water). 

A  ̂ydsii  taktdl,  A  killing.   Slaughter,  murder. 

A  J^>  takattur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Preparing  for 

any  business.  Retiring,  remaining  behind.  Being 

angry.   Breathing  hard.  Circumventing  by  fraud. 

A  'is:j33  taktakat,  A  hard  trot,  uneasy  motion. 
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A  JlH'i  takattul,  (v.n..5of  J:i')  Going  slowly, 
deliberately,  and  patiently  about  a  thing.  Walk- 

ing with  a  graceful  air  (a  woman). 

•  A  OA^'i  taktit,  (v.  n.  2  of  C^')  Publishing 
and  censuring  the  ojjinions  of  others.  Collecting 

and  cooking  herbs  for  the  pot.  Imbuing  (oil)  with 

the  scent  of  fragrant  flowers.  Whispering,  tale- 

bearing. Perfuming  by  boiling  (unguents). 

A  liJuo!)  taktid,  (v.  n.  2  of  S^)  Cutting  the  shrub 

goat's  thorn,  burningit,  and  giving  it  to  camels  to  eat. 
AjC^i  takilr,  (v.  n.  2  ofjis)  Sijaring  expense, 

keeping  domestics  at  short  allowance.  Sending 
forth  a  flavour  (meat  when  roasting).  Putting  a 

piece  of  meat  in  a  hole,  to  allure  wild  beasts,  or  fu- 

migating a  place  with  burnt  camel's  hair,  that  they 
may  not  scent  the  hunter.  Throwing  any  one  into 

the  dust.  Drawing  near,  bringing  together.  Short 

commons,  a  bare  sustenance. 

A  J.Jua.>  iakiiI,(Y.  n.  2  ofjli')  Killing  numbers. Wholesale  slaughter. 

Aj^ai  takassur,  (v.n.5  ofji*  not  in  use)  Being 

timid,  fearing.  Being  irresolute  and  undecided. 

Ajs^  takakk.uz,(v.n.5ofJ^)  Speakingrudely, 
harshly,  and  roughly. 

A  (•J*^  takakzum,  A  sticking  (to  business). 

A  i^j^  takakzun,  (v.n.2of  Q)  Falling- 
down  when  struck,  being  levelled  with  the  ground. 

A  (J-s^  takakkul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J^)  Having  wi- 
thered flesh  upon  the  bones  (an  old  man).  Being 

old  and  full  of  years. 

AjW^  takakluz,(\ .x\.2oi^^^  Q)  Being  thrown 
down,  falling  down  from  the  effect  of  a  blow. 

A  j»s^  takakkum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Throwing 
his  rider  (a  horse).    Rushing  violently. 

A  K^.'^-^  tak-lnb,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_.*s^)  Coughing, 

being  seized  with  a  fit  of  coughing. 

Ajx^  iak-kiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjs?)  Striking  with 
a  stick  ;  making  the  (person)  so  struck  to  jump  or 

spring.    Using  harsh  (language). 

A  i^jAX^  tak-kis,A  removing,  placing  far  off". 
A  l^s^  tak-h'it,  (v.  n.  2  of  k^)  Making  the 

female  palm-tree  fruitful  by  sprinkling  the  flowers 
of  the  male. 

A  c»Jis^  tak-kim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Precipating, 
thrusting  one  into  another.  Throwing  his  rider  on 
his  face  (a  horse). 

A  talikliiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of        not  in  use) 

Spitting  out  rheum.    Throwing  aAvay  mucus  in  a 

dirty  manner. 

A  'i<^i  tik,  iak,  or  lakidat,  Coriander-seed. 

A  i)ds3  takaddud,  (v.n.-5  of  Si')  Being  split  or 
cut  into  several  parts.  Being  cut  lengthwise.  Be- 

ing divided  and  dispersed  (people).  Being  dry  or 

dried.  Being  partially  lean  (a  camel). 

AjlSHi  takaddur,  (v.  n.  5  of,iii")  Preparing  for 
any  thing,  being  prepared. 

A  (_)*»!I>.ai  takaddasa,  (3d  pers.  sing.  pret.  of 
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^jadJ  in  the  fifth  conjug.  used  optatively)  May  he 

be  sanctified !  j       jlS!)  takaddasa  rva  ta- 

^la',  May  (He)  be  sanctified  and  exalted ! 
A  takaddus,  A  being  pure  and  holy. 

A  ̂Siu  takaddu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Ss)  Preparing 
(mischief),  becoming  prepared  (for  mischief). 

A  j«S«a'i  taltaddum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Ss)  Preceding. Stepjjing  forward,  advancing.  Being  afore-men- 

tioned. Being  bold  and  intrepid.  Laying  a  state- 
ment or  narrative  before  any  one.  Commanding, 

giving  a  charge.  Projecting  beyond,  jutting  out. 

Standing  before.  Precedence,  pre-excellence,  pre- 
ference, priority.    One  high  in  authority. 

A  OUiS^ft!)  teAac?f/Mr«a^,  (pi.  of  j»S«aj)  Premises. 
A  takdimat,  The  proposition  of  a  syllo- 

gism. A  government,  lieutenancy.  Final  adjust- 
ment of  an  account.  Tukdamat,  A  going  before, 

a  leading  of  the  van. 

A  AA^iiiij  tukdumiyat,  A  going  before,  a  lead- 
ing of  the  van. 

A  (_ji!>iu  takaddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  liij'forjji)  Keep- 
ing the  middle  of  the  road. 

A  ̂ liiu  takdih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ji')  Making  (a horse)  slim  or  gaunt.  Sinking  in  its  socket(theeye). 

A  iV.ii^'i  takd'id,  (v.  n.  2of  lli*)  Cutting  or  tear- 
ing(agarment)the  long  way.  Cutting  up  by  theroot. 

A  J>,^i  talidir,  (v.  n.  2  oijSs)  Measuring.  Di- 
viding, apportioning  subsistence  or  daily  bread.  Or- 

dering. Thinking,  considering,  supposing.  Con- 

fining, reducing  to  difiiculties.  Making  one  a  pro- 

fessor of  the  doctrine  of  free-will.  Thinking  about 
doing  a  thing  evenly.  Predestination,  inevitable 

decree,  fixed  fate,  p ^ftariaMir,  On  the  sup- 

position. A j>,<^>  ̂ \  ̂ a?a'  ayyi  takdirin,  In 
every  possible  case,  on  every  supposition.  ̂ J^- 

fji^jiSs^^  ̂ la''t  takdirayn,  In  both  cases. 
A  Cj\j>C>^ii  tahdirat,  (pi.  of  ̂ .'^)  Decrees. 

O^.tiiii  takdirat  ilahiyat,  Divine  decrees. 

A  !^j>_^  tahdiriy,  Having  the  efficacy  with- 
out the  sensible  or  material  part  j  real,  virtual. 

A  takdis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^lii)  Purifying, 

sanctifying,  consecrating,  calling  holy. 

A  ̂ SSO  takdlm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Si)  Giving  pre- 
cedence ;  preferring,  promoting.  Serving  up,  set- 

ting (food)  before  any  one.  Presenting.  Preparing. 

Causing  to  proceed  boldly.  Sending  forward,  send- 

ing on  before  (virtuous  or  vicious  deeds).  Stand- 
ing before.  Swearing.  Prefixing.  Transposing, 

putting^one  before  another. 
A         takazzuh,  A  stirring  up  mischief. 

A  jiSiu  takazzur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjiSi')  Abhorring, 
detesting,  considering  as  sordid  or  filthy.  Regard- 

ing (food)  as  impure. 

A  eiiiii  takazzu^  A  preparing  (of  mischief). 

A  (ij'iSiu  takazkuz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Ascend- 
ing a  mountain.  Fallinginto  a  well  and  perishing. 

Following  one's  own  inclination. 
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A  'wiiiij  takziyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_f iSi)  Taking  a 
mote  out  of,  or  throwing  one  into,  the  eye. 

A  j>,t^i  tahzir,  (v.  n.  2  of,  jj)  Soiling,  dirtying 

(a  garment).  Charging  with  filthy  practices. 

A  ̂.liiii  takzt^  A  dirtying,  a  soiling. 

A  L_i^.3ji!>  tahzif,  (v.  n.  2  of  (  jii')  Cursing. 
A  Jib  takir,  Herbs,  roots,  spiceries,  seasonings. 

A  L—'Vj'-ai  tikirrab,  A  striving  to  draw  near. 
Aj^ii  takrar,  Stability,  firmness,  constitution. 

A  (—.^5  takarrub,(v.  n.  5  of  (--^')  Seeking  ad- 
mittance, striving  to  draw  near.  Hoping  to  render 

(the  Deity)  propitious  by  sacrifices.  Placing  the 
hands  upon  the  hypochondria  or  space  between  the 
haunches  and  short  ribs.  Being  quick,  making 

haste.  Propinquity,  nearness,  p 

hasM  taharruh  hardan,  To  gain  admission,  to  get 

the  ear  (of  a  great  man),  to  procure  favour,  a  Ta- 
karrab,  (imper.  of  the  5th  conj.)  Make  haste. 

A  TiJsJ  takirat,  Caraway. 

A  "Sj-ai  tahirrat,  (v.  n.  of^*)  Remaining  still. 
Being  established  in  a  place. 

A  takarsu^  (v.  n.  2  of  J-^'  Q  not  in  use) 
Assembling,  flocking  together.  Having  his  hair 
standing  on  end  (a  goat). 

A  taharruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^*)  Being  cor- roded with  ulcers,  becoming  raw  and  sore.  Being 

ready  and  prepared  for. 

A  Jjiij  tikrid,  Spiceries,  seasonings.  Caraways. 

A  liyii  taharrud,  (v.  n.  5  of  d^)  Being  crisp 

and  curly  (hair).  Being  matted,  impacted  (wool). 

Ajjai  taharrur,  (v.  n.  5  of^')Being  made  fast, established.  Being  imposed  (taxes).  Staling  on  his 

legs  (a  camel).  Eating  dry  meat  and  voiding  tur- 
bid urine  (a  camel).  Confirmation.  Approbation. 
A  taharzum,  A  writing  bad  poetry. 

A  (^jjsb  takarrush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_)^*)  Collect- 
ing, wrapping  one's  self  in  a  garment.  Being  col- 

lected, assembled  from  all  quarters.  Being  pure, 

free  from  vice  or  stain.  Taking  any  thing,  first  one 

part  and  then  another. 

A  IsJ-Wte^ajTM^,  A  beingadorned  with  ear-rings. 

A  (j**l3jfl3  toAariMS,(v.n.2  of(j*.ls^'Q)Perishing. 
A  (ji^j  takartuk,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^Ji  Q)  Being 

clad  in  the  vesture  called  ̂ j^Jf  hurtak. 

A  ̂jsi.>  taharru^,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ *)  Turning  and tossing  one's  self  about  in  bed  all  night. 
A  i,^^sj&i  iahar^s,  A  being  collected  together. 

A*__assyuto/ear^My,Adrawingone'sselftogether. 
A  i^JSi  taharruf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  fji)  Being  laid 

bare  (a  wound  or  sore). 

A  (joijo  taharfus,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^jai^  Q)  Wrap- 
ping (herself)  up  in  her  garments  (an  old  woman). 

A  ̂ jib  taharfu^  A  drawingone's  self  together. 

A  taharhuf,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-SSji'  Q)  Trem- 
bling.   Gnashing  the  teeth. 

A  ̂Jali  tixkarrum,  (y.n.  5  of  ̂ ')  Eatinggently  (as an  infant),  nibbling  the  herbage  (as  a  young  camel). 

....  ^ .. 
A  jjii  taharrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Reading  the 

scriptures.  Being  pious,  religious,  devoted  to  the 
service  of  God.  Understanding. 

p  ijo-i  tahira,  Caraway-seeds. 
A  taharri,  A  following  of  the  stream. 

A  i^^Jsii  takrib,  (v.  n.  2  of  L-^'s)  Giving  ac- 
cess, causing  to  approach.  Complaining  of  a  pain 

in  the  hypochondria.     Saying  to  any  one  uLJVa*- 

hayyaka' lldhu  wa  karraba  da- 
raha.  Cantering  (a  horse).  A  gallop,  a  mode  of 
running  in  which  the  forefeet  are  raised  together. 

Appearance,  probability.  Pretence,  motive.  Re- 
commendation, mention.  Occasion,  conjuncture. 

A  tahriban,  Near  to,  about. 

A  ̂-JJ.jfti  tahribiy,  Conjectural,  probable. 

A  tah'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^*)  Causing  a  sore, making  raw  and  sore.  Encountering,  meeting  any 

one  (with  the  truth). 

A  takrid,  (v.  n.  2  of  d^)  Being  silent 

(especially  from  any  impediment).  Picking  tikes 

off"  cattle.  Soothing,  cajoling,  amusing,  deceiving. 

Humbling,abasing,bringinginto3ubjection.  Hum- 

bling one's  self,  being  submissive  and  depressed. 
A j>Js^>  tahrir,  (v.  n.  2  of  JJi)  Fixing  in  a  place, 

confirming.  Constituting,  appointing.  Imposing 

(a  tribute).  Forcing  to  confess.  Extorting  the 
truth  by  torture.  Staling  at  one  gush.  Relating, 

explaining.  A  narrative,  relation,  recital,  account, 
detail.  An  ofiicial  report.  Pleasure,  deHght. 

A  (j-J^  takris,  A  chilling,  a  congealing. 
A  iJ^.J^>  tahrish,  (v.  n.  2  of  {^^)  Acquiring. 

Irritating,  setting  by  the  ears. 
A  ta^iris,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^y)  Washing, 

squeezing,  or  pressing  any  thing  out  with  the  tips 

of  the  fingers.  Cutting  (dough)  into  several  pieces. 

Making  up  (paste)  into  balls. 
A  u^^y*^  tah'tz,  (v.  n.  2  of  {jajs)  Praising  (a 

companion),  exalting  with  praise.  Censuring. 

A  ia^jii'i  tahrit,  (v.  n.  2  of  Isji)  Putting  in  ear- 
rings on  any  one.  Bridling  (a  horse).  Cutting 

(scallions)toseasonapot.  Snufiing  a  candle.  Giv- 

ing little.    Putting  (a  horse)  to  his  utmost  speed. 

A  ̂Jl>  tahriz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Praising  the 
living  (justly  or  unjustly). 

A  ̂ jfli  tahri^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Reproaching, 

reviling,  reproving,  chiding.  Striking  the  head. 

Incommoding,  molesting,  disturbing,  disquieting. 

Curing  a  camel's  colt  of  pustules  called  ̂   hara^ 

Exciting  a  stallion  to  mount.  Wetting  the  head 

of  her  colt  with  the  milk  of  the  other  teat  (a  camel). 

A  ̂jaS  tahrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ y)  Teaching  to  eat. 

A  ̂ J&>  tahrin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j^)  Joining  toge- 

ther many  captives  with  one  chain. 

A  ̂.J^  takrh,  (v.  n.  2  of  1/)  Being  confined 

at  hom'e  by  menstruation  (^Ji  hars  or  hur^). 

A  ̂ 3  te^az^w/t,  A  spreading  into  many  branches. 

A  J^a^  tahazzuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofji')  Hating  impu- 



rity,  regarding  as  unclean. 

A  ̂jH!>  takazzu^  A  being  ready  to  run. 
A  iojo!)  tahziyat,  A  throwing  down  and  killing. 

A  ̂jiii  takzVi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ji")  Seasoning  (a  pot) with  herbs.    Decorating  (a  story).    A  substance 

on  the  head  of  a  plant  or  tree,  branching  out  like 

the  soft  parts  under  the  claws  of  a  dog. 

A  takzl^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ")  Making  (a  horse) gallop  or  leap.  Shaving  (the  head,  but  leaving 

some  places  hairy).  Preparing  (a  horse)  to  run. 

Keeping  (any  one)  purposely  disengaged  that  he 
may  be  employed  on  a  certain  work.  Sending  (an 

ambassador  or  messenger).  Running  violently. 

A  ia^assMs,  Aseeking,pursuing,desiring. 

A  JaJli)  takassut,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ja*-i)  Dividing 

equally  amongst  themselves.  Receiving  one's  share. 
A  u^Jum^d  tahaskus,  A  listening,  a  hearing. 

A  ̂»Jlai)  tukassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Dividing, 
separating.  Scattering.   Being  divided,  scattered. 

A  ̂ jt*i.M*s.:i  taksis,  A  feeding  (camels)  well. 

A  laju-ii  takslt,  (v.  n.  2  of  lx>J>')  Dividing 
equally  among  themselves.     Sparing  expense, 

keeping  domestics  on  short  allowance. 

A  ̂ju«.a!)  taksvn,  (v.  n.  2of  j»*J>)  Distributing, 
dividing,  scattering,  dispersing.  Giving  to  be  di- 

vided. Division  in  arithmetic,  ^-•H'i  tak- 
simijam^  An  assessment  of  land.  A  rent-roll. 

P  {^'^^  [•i***^''  tahsim  namudarijTo  distribute,  allot. 
A  ̂ _<u<*fl^  takstml,  An  assessment  of  taxes  in  lots. 

A  jj^)  takashshur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jZJ)  Being 
peeled,  unbarked,  excoriated. 

A  lawi^JU  takashshut,  Serenity  (of  the  sky). 

A  ̂ iii  takashshu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ i)  Being  dis- 
pelled, separated,  scattered,  dispersed.  Disappear- 

ing, vanishing. 

A  (  takashshuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   kzJs)  Living 

poorly.  Being  scantily  fed  and  coarsely  clothed. 

Becoming  dry. 

A  (jiiLiLfl'i  tahashkush,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jla-ia  Q) 
Recovering  from  measles.    Being  healed  (skin). 

A  takshib,  (v.  n.  2  of  l  ■  ■•'-■''<)  Contami- 
nating, defiling.  AflFecting  one  (the  poisonous 

smell  of  any  thing). 

A  'ijjLs.i  takshiyat,  (v.n.  2  of  \Ji3  for  Un- 
barking  or  chipping  (wood).  Skinning,  stripping 

off  a  snake's  slough.     Preventing,  hindering. 
AjxLso  tahshir,  (v.  n.  2  of j-ij)  Peeling,  un- 

barking,  excoriating. 

A  (jl^ia'j  taksKish,  (v.  n.  2  of  Eating  (up- on every  occasion). 

A  tihsar,  (or  'jjLoa'j  tihsarat)  (pl.jXolfl'i 
tahaslr)  A  collar  or  necklace  (short  and  close). 

A  ia*afl!>  taksibat,  A  lock  twisted,  not  plaited. 

A  ;\*aa*i  takassud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Juai')  Being  broken in  pieces  (a  spear).    Dying  (a  dog). 
tahassur,(Y.  n.5  of        Amusing  one's 

self,  beguiling  the  time.  Keeping  (any  one)  amused, 
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quieting,  contenting, 

A  (_>a«aflj  taka.isus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_>aa)  Following 

(the  steps  of  another).  Preserving  in  memory 

(the  speech  of  another). 

A  j^ofli  taliossu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^ai)  Being  full 
of  matter  (a  boil). 

A  i_tt-«aiL>  tahassuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  ■  o^'i^  Being 
broken,  dashed,  bruised.  Assembling,  flocking 

together.    Joking,  playing  at  meal-time. 

A  |»*aiu  tahassum,  A  being  broken,  torn  asunder. 

A  ̂_^aj^'>  takassi,  (v.  n. 5  of  ̂ _^^)  Curiously  pry- 
ing, using  every  effort  to  get  at  the  knowledge  of. 
A  taksib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-*^)  Coming 

into  stalk  (corn).  Curling  (hair),  twisting,  but 

not  plaiting  it.  Accusing,  blaming,  reproaching. 

Tying  the  hands  to  the  neck. 
A  iujuoia^  taksibat,  A  lock  twisted,  not  plaited. 

A  'ixiOSLS  taksiyat,  (v.n.  2  of  Lai' for  _j^')  Cut- 
ting the  nails ;  cropping  the  tips  of  the  ears. 

A  JJuaS!)  taksicl,  A  breaking,  splitting  (wood). 

A^Aaai  tahslr,  (v.  n.  2  of  jjoJ)  Subsiding  (as 

anger  or  pain).  Being  deficient,  unequal  to.  De- 
sisting from  what  one  cannot  perform.  Doing  less 

than  one  ought.  Falling  short.  Proceeding  slowly. 

Abridging.  Making  a  scanty  gift.  Shortening 

prayers  (by  performing  two,  instead  of  four,  incli- 
nations). Bleaching,  fulling  (a  garment).  Mark- 

ing (a  camel)  on  the  neck.  (pi. ̂ Ajolai  tahaslr) 

Defect,  failure,  deficiency,  short-coming.  Abbre- 
viation. Error,  guilt,  fault.  A  mark  or  caiitery 

branded  on  a  beast. 

A  C^Vj*<afl'i  taksirat,  Errors,  failings. 

Pj^j^^jyoa'i  taksirwur,  Faulty,  culpable. 
A  (^jaJ^toki  taksis,  A  plastering  with  mortar. 

A  ̂^*a33  taksi^  (v.  n.  2  of  Quenching 
thirst  (water).  Emerging  from  a  mountain-pass. 

Wrapping  one's  self  up  in  a  garment.  Throwing 
the  soil  out  of  his  hole  (the  jerboa).  Keeping 

close  at  home.  Appearing  above  ground  (wheat). 

A  u-**afli  takazzub,  (v.  n.  5  of  i_>was)  Being 

lopped,  pruned  (a  vine).   Emitting  rays  (the  sun). 
^  ,  w.. A  i,jA>aAi  tahazzuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^J)  Sousing 

on  prey^(a  hawk). 

A  j*aflita7i:a2;zi<^,Abeingcut,separated,divided. 

A  {^jiSit^Li  takazkuz,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂_^aiLai*  Q)  Be- 
ing separated,  divided,  scattered, 
Ayasl>  tahazzus,  (v.  n.5  of  (^joJ)  Seeking  to 

sully  a  person's  character,  regarding  as  mean. 

A  ̂__^aSili  tahazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  j_^*)  Vanishing. 
Being  ended.     Pouncing  upon  prey  (a  hawk). 

A  L  .^i^Q  <  takzib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t—A/ai)  Lopping 

off"  branches,  pruning.  Darting  forth  rays  (the  sun). 

A  'ix*asii  takziyat,  (v.  n.5oi ^jos)  Performing, 
finishing,  consummating,  executing.  Constituting 

a  judge.    (God)  sending  calamity  among  men. 

A^^afti  takzi^  Great  aching  (of  the  teeth). 

A  cUaii"i!!i/«Y?a^,Acutting,amputating,dividing. 

A  Aaiu  takattub,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— ̂ iai)  Being 

grim,  truculent,  and  austere. 
Ajka!)  iahattur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jias)  Dropping, 

being  ready  to  drop,  trickle,  or  distil.  Being 

thrown  down  (the  trunk  of  a  palm-tree).  Pre- 

paring for  battle.  Throwingone'sselffromaheight. 
Falling  on  one's  side.  Throwing  one  on  his  side. 
Perfuming  herself  with  wood  of  aloes  (a  woman). 

Retiring,  remaining  behind. 

A  i_>>jl^a"i  takatrub,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Mov- 

ing the^head  and  resembling  the  kutrub. 

A  i^aa'i  takattu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ s)  Being  cut into  several  parts.  Being  dissolved.  Falling  in 

pieces.  Being  diluted  (as  wine).  Dividing  (de- 
partments of  business  among  one  another). 

A  k.i)'k.o"5  tahatkut,  (v.  n.  2  of  kHlaa  Q)  Being 

let  down  (a  bucket).  Taking  short  steps,  and  go- 

ing fast.  Travelling  through  a  country.  Follow- 
ing one's  own  way, 

A  Jlafl'i  takattul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^')  Being  cut  up 
by  the  root  (a  palm-tree).  Throwing  on  the  side 
or  prostrating, 

A  takatti,  (v.  n.  5  of  Uai'  for  _jlai')  Being 
drawn'up  very  gently  from  a  well  (a  bucket).  Be- 

ing slow.  Turning  away  the  face.  Deceiving,  cir- 

cumventing. Riding  behind  on  a  horse's  rump. 

A  i^A^'i  takfib,  (v.n.  2 of  >iai')  Knitting  the 
brows,  scowling,  looking  austere.  Mixing  (wine). 

A  ji^si)  tahtir,  (v.  n,  2  oijlsii)  Causing  to  drop, 
or  to  come  away  drop  by  drop.  Piercing  with  a 

spear,  and  levelling  with  the  ground.  Throwing 

(one)  on  (his)  side.  Perfuming  (a  garment)  with 
the  wood  of  aloes.  Tying  (camels)  in  a  string. 

Distillation.    A  diabetes.    A  gonorrhoea. 

A  takt'it ,{y .11.2,  of  lai')  Cutting,  turning, 
shaping  a  little  box. 

A  ̂^asii  takt'i^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂lai*)  Cutting  in  se- veral pieces,  hacking,  hashing,  mincing.  Dissect- 

ing. (In  prosody)  Scanning.  Stopping,  breaking 
off  (as  one  does  in  making  water).  Inflicting  pu- 

nishment of  diverse  kinds  (God).  Diluting  (wine 

with  water).  Leaving  another  behind  (a  horse  in 

a  race).  Being  sufficient  for  one's  stature  (cloth 
for  a  garment).  The  cesura  or  pause  in  verse. 
The  stature  of  man.  Gripes. 

A  L-ttAkai  taktif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u_fllai')  Gathering 
grapes.  Scratching. 

A  J-laiu  taktil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jki*)  Cutting. 
Throwing  (one)  down  on  (his)  side,  or  prostrating. 

A  ̂J^laiu  takt'in,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Putting  forth shoots  or  buds  (a  vine). 

A  ̂ "i  taka^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  hungry. 

Hunger.  ^'i  taka^m  tahi^n.  Hunger  of the  keenest  kind,  starvation. 

A  J-i*fl'i  taka^ul,  (v.  n.  2  of  JS^J  Q)  Moving 
heavily  (one  overloaded). 

A  ̂is!)  taka^id,  (v.  n.  5  of  SfS)  Attending  to. 



minding  business.  Delaying  (business).  Prevent- 
ing, hindering.  Being  unable,  or  unwilling,  to  do 

any  thing.    Hanging  back. 

Ajxii  taha^j^r,  (v.  n.  5  of  jje)  Being  deep 
(well  or  ditch).  Making  efforts  to  be  eloquent. 

Mouthing  the  words  much  when  speaking. 

Ai_^SHjte/2a^^«{/",Abeingmoved(from  its  place). 

A  jijta'i  taka^uz,  (v.  n.  2  of  jije  Q)  Kneeling. 
A  ̂xflxH!)  taha^tu^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Ese  Q)  Being 

removed  with  noise  (as  the  poles  of  a  tent  when 

preparing  to  migrate).  Being  shaken.  A  noise 

made  by  the  joints  of  the  feet  in  walking. 

A  (^_j3«aj  taha^cus,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Be- 
coming decrepit  (an  old  man).  Being  destroyed, 

tumbling  in  ruins  (a  house). 

A  i^^yCLi  taha^tish,  The  same. 
A  t_-*Aaiii>  tak^b,(Y.  n.2of  i— -«»5)  Making  deep. 

Being  shaped  like  a  cup  (the  hoof  of  a  horse).  Be- 
ing carried  far  (in  an  argument). 

A  OarJu  tak^s,  A  pulling  up  by  the  roots. 

A  ii.A*fl!j  taJi^d,  (v.  n.  2  of  Sfts)  Attending,  serv- 
ing, waiting  upon.  Praying  that  God  may  pre- 

serve. Satisfying,  being  sufficient  in  point  of  gain 
or  advantage. 

A  tali^r,  (v.n.2of;«)>)  Going  to  the  bot- 
tom. Being  carried  on  (in  a  speech).  Moving  the 

mouth  much  when  speaking.  Shouting. 

A  laA*a"i  taJt^t,  (v.  n.  2of  la**)  Being  obscene 
in  talk.  ̂ Straitening,  narrowing.  Driving  forcibly. 

Aj—fla!)  tahaffw,  A  following  (the  steps). 

Ajii'i  tahaffuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjii')  Drawing  on  a 
glove.    Tinging  the  (hands  or  feet)  with  privet. 

A  tahaffuSyA  leaping,  hopping, skipping. 

A  i^joASO  ta/^o^M.*,  A  being  collected,  assembled. 

A  jaiii  tahaffu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂fli')  Being  con- tracted, or  becoming  wrinkled,  shrivelled. 

A  (_ja'i.o"i  tahafkvf,  (v.  n.  5  of  Q)  Trem- 
bling (especially  with  cold),  chattering  (the  teeth). 

Withering  (as  a  plant). 

A  ̂JiSO  taliaffi,  (v.  n,  5  of  Ui'  for  ̂ ')  Follow- 
ing the  steps.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Exulting, 

rejoicing.  Shewing  extraordinary  kindness  and 

benevolence.   Making  many  inquiries  about  one. 

A  cUaa'j  tahfiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  IflS  for  _jAs)  Order- 
ing or  causing  to  follow,  sending  in  the  track  of. 

Tracking,  tracing,  following  the  steps. 

A  tali  fir, (j.  n.  2of^')  Collecting,  heap- 
ing together  (earth). 

A  ̂fl^  taf^fi^  ( V.  n.  2  of  ̂ *)  Preserving,  lay- ing by,  taking  care  of. 

A  J^.ia'i te^/iZ,(v.n.2of  Jii')Locking(doors). 
Becoming  dry  (the  skin).  Keeping,  guarding,  pre- 

serving. Collecting,  hoarding  (grain). 

A  tahfin,  A  decapitating. 

A  takalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of    *)j')  Rolling,  toss- 
ing one's  self  (as  a  snake  writhing  on  hot  sand). 

Carrying  on  one's  business.    Being  expert  in  bu- 
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siness,  handling  dexterously.  Change. 

A  OlAfti  talialluhaty  Changes,  turns. 

A  takallvh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ')  Making  immo- derate^profits  during  a  season  of  scarcity. 
A  liJii  takallud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  adorned 

with  a  necklace  (a  woman),  with  a  collar  (an  ani- 

mal). Being  preferred  to,  or  confirmed  in,  an  of- 
fice. Receiving  an  investiture.  Putting  a  sword- 

belt  round  the  neck,  or  over  the  shoulder.  Putting 

on  a  necklace  (Sii^'  hiladat). 
Ajiiii  tahalluz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjl^)  Being  sprightly, 

brisk,  and  cheerful.  Running  (the  mountain  goat). 

A  takalzmn,  (v.  n.2  of       Q)  Swallow- 

ing.   Dying  from  avarice. 
A  takallus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ij-li)  Putting  on 

the  high-crowned  cap  'iyJAs  kalansuwat. 

A  takalsi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂_^--3j'  Q)  Being 
coifed  with  a  hat  or  cap  (»_j*<J«i5  kalansuwat^. 

A  ̂joJiu  takallus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Contract- 
ing, shrinking  (a  shadow  or  clothes  in  washing). 

Being  shrivelled  (the  lips). 

A  takallu^  (v.n.5of  ̂ ')  Being  torn  up. Moving  about. 

A  Li^^laij  iakal^is,  (v.  n.  2  oiCL^  Q)  Walk- 
ing as  if  impeded  by  adhesive  mire. 
A         tiklik,  Name  of  an  aquatic  bird. 

A  Jiii^  takalkul,  A  being  moved,  shaken. 

A  (j«jJiii'i  iakalnus,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j-ili'  Q)  Being 
coifed  with  a  hat  or  cap  (Sj*«>lj>  kalansuwat). 

p  |_^fli  tukli,  A  lamb  six  months  old. 

A  i^Ji^i  takalli,  A  shewing  hatred. 

A  OjJiu  taklib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i-^')  Revolving, 
inverting,  turning  upside  down.  Turning  inside  out. 

A  ̂Aa'j  tahlih,  A  cleaning  the  teeth. 
A  ̂ *Jiu  taliVihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Striking  a 

severe  blow.  Thriving  (a  plant). 

A  taldid,  (v.  n.  2  of  d^)  Adorning  (a  wo- 

man's neck)  with  a  chain.  Putting  a  wreath  rouud 
the  neck  of  a  victim  destined  to  be  slain  at  Mecca. 

Putting  a  belt  to  a,  sword.  Investing  with  autho- 
rity. Imitation,  representation.  A  counterfeiting. 

lijAiu  ̂ JJ^\  ahli  tahlld,  A  mimic,  comedian,  buf- 
foon, p  taklid  kardan,  To  represent, 

counterfeit,  feign.  To  imitate  the  voice,  manner, 
or  hand  of  another. 

A  (jS^'i  to/tZirfi,  Imitated,  forged,  counterfeit. 

A  jii'i  taktiz,  (v.  n.  2  oijki)  Causing  one  to 
empty  a  cup.  Fixing  its  tail  in  the  ground  to  lay 

its  eggs  (a  locust). 

A  u-jJji'i  taklis,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂_ySs)  Beating  a  kind 
of  Arabian  drum,  called  daff,  and  meeting  or 

going  before  kings  and  other  great  men,  with  that 
and  other  musical  instruments,  on  triumphant  and 

other  public  occasions.  Placing  the  hand  on  the 

breast  and  making  a  reverential  salutation. 

A  taklis,  (v.  n.  2  of  U^')  Drawing  one's 

self  together.  Tucking  up  (a  garment).  Continu- 

ing,  persevering.  Being  tucked  up  (a  garment). 

A  takU^  (v.  n.2  of  ̂J.i')  Removing,  tear- ing up.  Extracting. 

A  LJu)iu  takUf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i-JiJj')  Caulking  (a 
ship).  Dates  stoned  and  laid  up^in  hampers. 

A  ,J.Aft"i  taklil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ y>)  Diminishing, 
causing  to  look  less.  Giving  little.  Paucity. 

A  taklhn,  A  paring  (of  the  nails). 

A  takammuh,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ ^)  Raising  the 
head  when  refusing  to  drink  (a  camel). 

A^^iii  takammur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Gaining  at 
dice.  Visiting  one  by  moonlight.  Going  out  a 

hunting  by  moonlight.  Prowling  forth  at  that 
time  (a  lion  in  quest  of  prey).  Bringing  home  (a 

wife)  by  moonlight.  Marrying  a  woman.  Steal- 

ing upon  a  woman  unawares. 
A  tahammush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (jS~*5)  Eating 

whatever  one  can  get  hold  of,  although  refuse. 

A  (.jia!iai  takammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^jo^)  Putting 

on  a  shirt  or  shift  (^^_Jax^  kamis'). 
A  ̂ SL>  takammu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Taking  the 

best  part  (of  any  thing).  Sitting  alone  in  astonish- 
ment.   Shaking  the  head  to  drive  away  the  flies. 

A  takamkum,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ JU*  Q)  Being 

on  the  top  of  any  thing.  Being  plunged  under  wa- 
ter. Mountingthefemalewhen  recumbent(a  camel). 

A  (J.«iii  takammul,  The  smallest  perceptible 

degree  of  fatness. 

A  pljfl'i  takammum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jli*)  Ascending 
to  the  highest  part.  Copulating  (beasts).  Search- 

ing, examining  things  swept  together. 
A  tahammun,  (v.  n.  5  of  not  in  use) 

Endeavouring  (to  accommodate  one's  self  to  the humour  of  another). 

A  _^^fli  takammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ui)  Collecting, 

scraping  together.  Taking  the  best  part  of  any 
thing.  Agreeing  with  any  one  (a  place). 

A  s^sii  takammuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ««*i)  Wandering 

no  oneknows  where,  in  uncertainty  and  irresolution. 

A^l«i.'i  takmih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ♦i)  Putting  one  off with  a  little  instead  of  much  which  was  due. 

A  jjijk^  takmish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^)  Raking  to- 
gether (small  things)  from  any  place. 

A  i^jAK^i  takmis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.>a»3)  Putting  a 

shirt  ((^joj^  kamls)  upon  any  one. 
A  takmit,  (v.  n.  2  of  li**)  Binding  the 

hands  and  feet  (of  a  captive),  or  the  four  feet  (of 

a  sheep).  Swaddling  an  infant. 

A  ̂ ^"i  takmi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ *)  Taking  the stalk  (from  a  date). 

A  ̂^s3  tikn.  Nature.  Skilful  (man).    Clay  or 
soil  at  the  bottom  of  rivers,  wells,  or  ditches. 

^Js3  ibn^tikn.  Name  of  a  famous  shooter. A  t— AiHi  takannub,(\.n.5  o{(^^/ji)  Setting  (the 

sun).   EeingSOor  40  in  number  (a  troop  of  horse). 

A  takannuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Refusing  to 
drink.     Retiring  from  water  after  being  filled. 



Drinking  short  of  repletion. 

AjiaJ  tahannuz,  A  hunting,  seeking  for  game. 

A  tuhansur,  (v.  n.  2  of  j>Jys  Q)  Growing 
old  and  contracted  (a  man). 

A  (^jJij  tahannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  {^jAii)  Hunting. 

Looking'  for  game. 

A  ̂ -ik)  tahannu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Putting  on  a 

coif  or  cap  called  ̂ Ui'  kina^  Wrapping  one's  self up  in  a  garment.  Striking  on  the  head  with  a  whip. 

Erecting  his  neck-feathers,  about  to  fight  (acock). 
A  i^sCio  tahanfuz,  A  striking  with  a  staff. 

A  J-ia;  tahannus,  (v.  n.  5  ofUi')  Dyeing  (the 
beard)  with  privet.  Being  intensely  red. 

A  (Jii  takanni,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ui*  for  jjJ>)  Living 
within  one's  income,  and  laying  by. 

A  (_jtxia,.j  tahnih,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_^')  Putting 
forth  the  broad  leaf  (corn).  Being  30  or  40  in  num- 

ber(a  troop  of  horse).  Being  owner  of  such  a  troop. 

A  sj^O-i  tahnhat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ui)  Tinging  with 

a  very  red  colour.  Dyeing  (the  beard)  black. 

A  SaIo!)  takniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ua  for  yii)  Stick- 
ing close  to.  Keeping  up  a  sense  of  modesty. 

A  ̂jJu  talmth,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Fitting  a  long 
crooked  key  to  the  lock  of  a  door. 

A  (jixisu  tahnlsh,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jiJj'  not  used) 
Being  frugal  in  housekeeping. 

A  iajjlai  taknit,  A  driving  to  desperation. 

A  ̂ ^'i  takni^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ')  Making  con- tented. Putting  on  a  head-dress,  veiling,  hooding. 
Wrapping  a  whip  round  the  head.  Ruffling  up  the 
feathers  of  his  head  even  with  his  neck  (a  cock). 
Making  or  assisting  (a  woman)  to  put  on  her  coif. 

A  L-jjuH'i  tahnif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-iw)  Cutting  in pieces  with  a  sword. ....  9  „ 
A  tahiis,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ui)  Tinging  with  a 

very  red  colour.    Dyeing  black  (the  beard). 

A  tahrm  ,  (for  l$^io  tahwa')  Piety.  The 
fear  of  God. 

A  Ai^i  tuhawas,  (pi.  of  ̂ a'j  talmj)  Religious, 
God-fearing  men. 

A         taliwad,  The  act  of  leading. 

A  sJ^jHi  tUiwalat,  Loquacious,  talkative. 

A  takawmuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  l-J^'  for  u->y) 
Being  excoriated,  unbarked.  Being  broken,  torn, 
or  pulled  up.  Being  hollow  (ground).  Being 
broken  (an  egg). 

A  Oyii  tahawwut,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  Oy) 
Supporting  one's  self,  subsisting  upon. 

A  ̂ s.)  takawwuh,  Suppuration  (of  a  wound). 

A j^H!)  takawwur,  (v.  n.  5  of for  j^a)  Twist- 
ing, coiling  (as  a  serpent).  Being  elapsed  (the 

best  part  of  the  night). 

Aj^'j  takawrvuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^  forjy)  Being sprightly,  brisk,  and  cheerful.  Falling  fr  om  the 
top  to  the  bottom.  Being  pulled  down,  demo- 

lished, destroyed,  disjointed,  and  falling  to  pieces. 
Running  (the  mountain-goat). 
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A  (^^H'i  taliawwus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_j>>^  for  (_)*»y) 
Beingcrooked,curved,bentlikeabow  {{^^kaws). 

Arming  one's  self  with  a  bow. 

Kjto^  takawsur,  (v.  n.  2  ofj^oji'  Q)  Pretend- ing to  be  short.  Entering  (one  part  into  another). 

A  5,0^  takawsarat,  The  making  an  appear- 
ance of  being  short. 

A  i^'t^  takawmuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^ja^  for  1^^) 
Being  disjointed,  demolished,  falling  to  pieces. 

Going  and  coming.  Breaking  up  and  dispersing. 

A  ̂ ii  taku^  Tekoa  (noted  for  its  honey). 

A  ̂yii  takawwu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  ̂ *)  In- clining to  one  side.  Walking  as  if  treading  upon 

thorns.    Climbing  (a  tree  as  the  chameleon). 

A  i__s_jiu  takawwuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (__a\a  for  u- jy) 
Checking  one  when  speaking,  desiring  him  to  say 
this  or  that. 

A  (J^ai  takaivwul,  A  telling  a  lie  of  another. 

A  aJ_jaj  ilkmilat,  Loquacious,  talkative. 

A  ̂^jjH!)  takawwun,  Transgression  with  the 
tongue.  Full  praise. 

A  J^yij  <a^wa'.  Fear  of  God,  piety.  Abstinence. 

]_$^  ̂ \ ahli  takroa' ,  One  who  fears  God;  pious, 
devout.   God  (as  worthy  of  being  feared). 

A  (_?^ai>  takawrvi,  (v.  n.  -5  of  i^^i)  Becoming 

powerful,  strong.  Being  withheld  (rain). 

A  (._^.jfl!>  takw'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-J^a  for  (--'y) 
Digging.  Tearing  up,  eradicating.  Making  an 
impression,  penetrating. 

A  'i>,^  takrciyat,  (v.  n.2of(_^y)  Strengthen- 
ing. Reinforcing.  Suspecting.  Reviling.  Aid. 

A  ̂ y!">  takidih,  The  sweeping  (of  a  house). 
A  iVyu  takwid,  The  act  of  leading. 

A  j>.<j^'>  tahw'ir,  (v.  n.  2  of  forj^)  Paring 
(an  apple).  Cutting  (any  thing)  in  the  middle  in 
a  circular  form. 

AjJ.yii  taknnz,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^*  for  Jy)  Being great  in  quantity  (vegetation). 

A  ̂juJ^^  takwis,  (v.n.2  of(^\s  for  ̂j*>ji')  Be- 
coming crooked,  decrepit  (old  men).  Becoming 

crooked,  curved,  bent  like  a  bow  ((^^  kaws). 

A  ̂jnit^>  takwtz,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^jo^  for  i^jo^) 
Demolishing  a  structure  (such  as  pulling  up  the 

pegs  and  ropes),  but  not  utterly  destroying  it. 

Ai_fl^yb  takw'if,  Tracking  footsteps,  following. 

A  (J-?.yi3  takw'il,  (v.  n.  2  of  J\3  for  Jy )  Report- 
ing that  another  said  so  and  so  (generally  falsely). 

A  jCyi  tahrvlm,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  Making 
straight,  straightening.  Setting  in  ordei-,  fixing, 
adjusting.  Putting  a  price  upon.  Estimating,  rat- 

ing, A  calendar, almanack,  (^*~5«-^  ̂ ^J^  ̂lu' 
aksana  takwimin,  In  the  most  perfect  symmetry. 

A  s^l^  takwih,  (v.  n.  2  of  5 y  not  in  use)  Mak- 
ing a  clamour.  Driving  (wild  beasts)  into  (a  net). 
p  esb  tuka,  A  button,  buckle,  clasp. 

Ajft^  takakkur,  A  retiring  back. 
A  J-^flj  takahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^.^a)  Drying, 
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j  withering  (the  skin).  Having  diy  and  withered 
flesh  upon  the  bones  (an  old  man).  Unaccustom- 

ing  the  body  to  the  use  of  water,  keeping  one's  per- 
son squalid.  Being  of  a  horrible  figure.  Being 

poor  and  miserable.  Speaking  in  a  shrill,  feeble 
tone  of  voice.  Walking  or  proceeding  slowly. 

Complaining  of  want. 

A  {^y^taka.hKus,{y.T[\.2  o^i^y^  Q)  Mak- 

ing haste,  going  fast.  Bending  and  tottering  as  one 
goes.  Celerity.  A  trembling,  tottering  gait. 

A  j^Ju  taki,  (fem.  imperative)  Fear  thou  (wo- 
man). Tw/^a',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^i)  Fearing.  Piety,  the 

fear  of  God.  Jj^i!)  as-habi  tuka,  The  pious. 

A  takiy,  (pi.  -*Ua.>^  atkiycu  and  tu- 
kawuf)  Pious,  God-fearing. 

A  AAiij  takiyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Jb)  Fearing.  Fear, caution.  Piety. 

A  i^^pj  takayyus,  A  collection.  Prohibition. 

A  ̂a!)  takayyuli,  Suppuration  (of  a  wound). 
A  c>.-lai  takayyud,  A  binding  one's  self.  Su- 

perintendence, oversight.     Attention,  diligence, 

application,  assiduity. 

A  i^j>^^  takayyus,  (v.  n.  -5  of  for  (j-jj) 
Resembling,  or  adhering  to,  the  tribe  of  Kays. 

A  (.jiaXflJ  takayyus,  (v.  n.  5  of  \^jo^  for  (.>3Ai) 

Braying  (a  camel).  Falling  in  (a  well). 

A  (.Jxa^a!)  takayyuz,  (v.  n.  -5  of  (^^3  for  (_>aJka) 

Being  broken  (an  egg),  demolished  (a  wall),  fall- 

ing, crumbling  in  ruins.  Resembling(one'sfother). 
Beinsf  caused,  arisincj. 

A  iaxai)  takayyuz,  (v.  n.  .5  oflb^a  forlaAs)  Sum- 

mering, passing  the  summer  (ia*a  kayz). 

A  takayyul,  (v.  n.  5  of       for  J.-a)  Re- 

sembling, taking  after,  one's  father.  Sleeping  at 
mid-day  ;  also  drinking  then.  Being  assembled, 
met,  flowing  (water). 

A  cjjia'i  takayyun,  (v.  n.5oi  ̂ Ji  for  eJ^')  Be- ing adorned  (a  bride). 

A  »^  takayyus,  (v.  n.  -5  of  La)  Vomiting.  Pre- 
tending or  striving  to  vomit.  Throwing  herself  in 

her  husband's  way  (a  woman). 

A  ̂^Ji!)  takyisat,  A  causing  to  vomit. 

A  takyik,  (v.  n.  2  of       for  ̂ a)  Making 

purulent  (a  wound).  Making  or  yielding  matter. 

A  d-yysiii  takyid,  (v.  n.  2  of  0^  for  ii.jj')  Bind- 
ing, restraining,  repressing.  Securing  (her  hus- 

band) by  charms  and  amulets  (a  woman).  Fet- 

tering, shackling.  Pointing  a  book.  Measuring. 

Making  the  'Cs^j  rawiyof  a  poem  quiescent.  A  tax. 

A ̂ fJu^ib  taky'vr,  The  pitching(aship  or  wine-jar). 
A  (_jk3JuJu  takyiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  i^j^ii) 

Determining,  defining.  Predestinating.  Giving 

birth  to  a  cause.  Exposing  for  sale  or  barter.  Ex- 

changing, bartering.  Marking  (camels)  with  a 
hot  stone  or  iron.  Bringing  and  preparing. 

A  iajoaj  takyiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji>^*  for  liiJJ)  Passing 
the  summer  (any  where).  Sufficing  for  the  summer. 



A  ̂J^JkHi)  tahj'il,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^s  for  ;J-J;s)  Giving 
drink,  drinking,  or  milking  a  camel  at  mid-day. 

A  e^.^  tahyin,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  lij;^*)  Adorn- 
ing, dressing  (a  bride).  Putting  a  house  in  order. 

p  uiAi  ̂ft/i,  A  species  of  grass  growing  among 

w  heat.  Name  of  a  plant  growing  in  the  water,  of 

which,  in  Egypt,  they  make  papei-,  and  which,  in 
Arabic,  they  call  C^i^j^  hardly.  The  bottom  of  a 
well.  A  stroke.  The  pace  of  a  horse.  Little,  small, 

moderate  in  quantity.  The  full  speed  of  a  horse,  a 

gallop.  A  heat,  race.  A  smart  blow,  a  rap.  Strik- 

ing the  dice-box  to  make  the  dice  lie  even,  (im- 

perative and  participle  of  ̂ ^t^i^^i  tahtdan)  Run 

thou.  Running.  ijSi  asb-tuh,  (Fleet)  as  a 

horse.  j  (^i  tak  u  j^v,  Hun  and  search.  Di- 

ligent inquiry,  t^'^j^jlj  '-^  i^"/'  ̂   hardan, 
To  search  or  examine  carefully.  Tik,  A  mouth- 

ful, morsel.  Before.  Near.  Tuh,  The  beak  of  a 

bird.  The  point  of  a  dagger  or  spear.  A  small 
lamp  which  gives  but  little  light. 

A  Lil'i  tahk,  (v.  n.  of  (^i)  Cutting.  Treading, 
trampling.  Breaking.  Overcoming,  intoxicating. 

A  (i-S'Ki  ialiUfud,  A  being  difficult, troublesome. 
p  tak-ah,  A  channel  hollowed  out  by  a 

tori  ent.  A  pass  between  two  mountains.  Uneven 

grounds,  pai'tly  underwater,  partly  dry,  partly  ver- 
dant, partly  sterile.  A  funnel.  Name  of  a  country. 

AjjK3  iahahurj^Y.n.  GofjA^^Playingthe  great 
man  upon  one  another,  behaving  superciliously. 

p  ̂j^>}^itah-a-2my ,  Diligent  search.  A  run- 
ning to  and  fro.  A  bustling  about  here  and  there. 

A  slio  tuhaMt,  A  prop,  support.  A  walking- 
stick.  A  cushion,  pillow.  One  who  reclines  much 

upon  his  side. 

A  takatuh,  (v,  n.  6  of  (  S'^)  Writing  to 
one  another.  Writing  off  his  slavery,  engaging  to 

give  his  master  a  certain  sum  for  his  ransom  (a  slave). 

A  ̂^•>  takaiu^  A  following  in  succession, 

A  jCKi  tahatum,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂i^)  Concealing 
among  themselves. 

A  ̂K'i  taJidsuh,  A  fighting  (with  swords). 
A  takasur,  (v.  n.  6  oi Ji^~)  Disputing  for 

superiority  (in  number,  affluence,  or  offspring). 

A  tahasvf,  (v.  n.  6  of  (__si^)  Being  thick, 
compressed,  condensed.    Thickness,  density. 

AjtiKi  takadur,  A  fixing  the  eye  stedfastly. 
A  takadum,  A  biting  each  other. 

A  tahcizub,  (v.  n.  6  of  L^^)  'Ljing, 
deceiving  each  other.  Lying  for  one  another  in 
friendship. 

Pj^i  tak-ar,  Running.    A  swift  horse. 
A  taliarum,  A  being  honourable,  pure. 

A  taJiaruh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ij^)  Disliking,  de- 

testing, disapproving.  ̂ ^iff-.  Reluctantly. 
A  ijj^  taharljA  hiring,renting,  taking  on  hire. 

A  taJidshuf,  (v.  n.  6  of  Disclos- 

ing each  other's  faults. 
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Aj^^i  takdss,  A  thronging  (of  men). 
A         tahuzz,  A  persecuting  one  another. 

A  I  jK)  takciff,  (v.  n.  6  of  („a^)  Repelling, 

keeping  back  one  another. 

A  Js\^  tahcifus,  (v.  n.  6  of  \s^)  Answering  ex- 
actly.   Equality.  ̂  

A  tuhMh,  (pi.  of  tij\j  tdMt)  Foolish,  dull, 

stupid.    Thin,  emaciated.  Perishing. 

tahahirat,  (pi.  of         takkuri)  Ge- 
nerals, leaders. 

A  j^tSo  taha^lnu,  (v.  n.  2  of  W\/q)  Being 

weak,  cowardly.  Retiring  from  fear.  Congrega- 

ting, being  collected  together.  Stammering. 
A  u^Ki  takdlul),  A  rushing  on  one  another. 

A  jj^'i  talidhm,  (v.n.6  of  ̂ )  Revisiting,  con- versing after  a  separation. 

A  tahaUf,  (pi.  of  L_a>K3  taldlf)  Trou- 
bl es.  Impositions,exactions,  lev ies,  burdens,  taxes. 

A  j<>^  taliamiir,  (v.  n.6  ofj*i^)  Inspecting  each 
other's  'ij.^  hamarat,  to  see  which  is  the  biggest. 

A  J~*K5  tahamul,  A  being  perfect,  complete. 
p  tahdnidan,  To  brush  or  shake  off. 

p  tali-av,  A  channel  hollowed  by  a  torrent. 

Uneven  grounds,  partly  under  water  and  partly  dry. 

A  ̂j^j  tahdmuh,  A  treating  one  another  ill. 

Pjj^  tak-dwar,  Swift,  running.  An  ambling 
horse.  A  camel.  tak-dnari  ablali,l^\\e 

world.    Day  and  night. 

A  (^j^  takdwus,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  {^^) 

Being  compressed.  Being  firm  in  flesh  (youth). 
Being  thick  (herbage). 

A  JjKj  takdwul,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  ̂}^)  Pre- 
tending to  be  short.    Hanging  back. 

A  liJ.K'i  talidyud,  (v.  n.6  of  l>%  for  )  Laying 
snares  for  one  another.  Being  arduous  and  diffi- 

cult.   Stinginess,  covetousness. 

A  tahdyus,  A  being  sharp,  clever. 

A  Jj.\^'i  taJtd.yul,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  j/)  Mea- 
suring to  one  another.    Reviling  each  othei-. 

A  takahhui,  (v.  n.  5  of  JL^^)  Breaking 

down  from  disease  (a  camel).  Being  shrivelled 

or  contracted  (from  disease  or  cold). 

A  ci.jISo  takabhud,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ioS  )  Being  in  the 

meridian  (the  sun).  Being  in  the  highest  altitude 

(a  star).  Becoming  thick  (milk).  Pursuing,  aim- 
ing at  any  object. 

Ajl^  takahhur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Being  proud. 

Being  stubborn  and  rebellious.  Pride,  haughti- 

ness, arrogance,  loftiness,  presumption,  grandeur. 

A  tahbirdniyat,  The  height  of  glory. 

A  (J"JI5o  tahabhus,  A  being  trodden. 

tahabkvb,  (v.n.2of  c-*^^Q)  Break- 
ing down  from  disease  or  leanness  (a  camel). 
A  tahabbun,  A  becoming  fat. 

p  A.o>5o  tak-band,  A  silken  or  woollen  girdle 

with  a  hook  and  eye  at  the  ends.  ̂  

A  Jio  tahabbl,  (v.  n.  5  of  Iji"  for  ̂ )  Being 

perfumed  (clothes).  Holding  (a  garment)  over  a 
censer  that  it  may  become  scented.  Squatting  over 

a  censer  or  chafing-dish. 

A  t— tahbib,  (v.  n.  2  of  Cutting  meat 
into  bits  for  roasting,  making  a  habdb. 

A  Xaa^o  takUyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  l/'for ̂ i^)  Perfum- 
ing (garments).  Covering  up  (live  coals)  with  ashes. 
A  CL^yy^  takbis,  (v.  n.  2  of  CLi^)  Heeling,  as 

a  ship  when  unloading  her  cargo  or  transferring 
it  on  board  another  vessel. 

A  Sxy^i  takbid,  (v.  n.  2  of  Attaining  its 

highest  altitude  above  the  horizon  (the  sun  or  star). 

A jxj^i  takKir,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ )  Making,  calling, 

or  esteeming  great.    Magnifying  God  by  saying 

alJah  akbar,  God  is  greatest. 

A  ̂̂ i^i  takbi^  A  cutting,  hacking,  hashing. 
A  (J-^J^  takbil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Fettering  (a 

captive).  Mixing.    Deferring  payment  of  a  debt. 
A  &X>  takkat,  (v.  n.  of  Cii^)  Litoxicating  (wine). 

Cutting.  Trampling,  bruising  under  foot.  Tikkal, 

(pl.Ci)^'  <^7^6eA)Stringsforlongdrawers  ortrowsers. 
pjli:^  tak-tdz,  Haste,  speed.    Be  quick  ! 
A  I— takattub,  A  being  drawn  up  in  troops. 

A  L-i^x!)  takattuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  Walking 

with  high  shoulders. 
taktakat,  A  treading.  A  breaking. 

A  CLaSjSo  takatkut,  A  taking  short,  quick  steps. 

A  ̂yi^  iakattul,  A  going  like  a  dwarf. 

A.-i^  tuktam,  The  well  Zamzam  at  Mecca. 

A  i^^i!^  taJtfib,  (v.  n.  2  of  Wi'iting. 
Teaching  or  causing  to  write.  Assembling  or  draw- 

ing up  (an  army)  in  divisions  or  squadrons. 
A  takii^  (v.  n.  2     ̂ )  Cutting  small, 

chopping,  mincing. 
A  L-ftJk^i  takfif,  (v.n.  2  of  ̂Si^)  Hooping  (a 

barrel).  Pinioning.  Being  high  in  the  withers  (a 

horse).  Moving  his  shoulders  in  walking  (a  horse). 
Mincing,  hashing  (meat). 

A  JaI^So  taktil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J.::^)  Working  (dough 

or  clay)  with  the  hand. 

A^t^i  takt'im,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂  )  Concealing,  co- 
vering, hiding.    Causing  to  conceal. 

A  j^i>  takassuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  struck 

(with  gravel).     Putting  (gravel)  in  motion. 
A takassur,  (v.  n.  5  of  ji^)  Boasting  of, 

pretending  to  abound. 
A  takassum,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ )  Stopping  short, 

delaying,  halting.  Being  astonished.  Retiring, 
withdrawing,  lurking,  crouching. 

A  c_/JuI5o  taksib,  Paucity,  fewness,  smallness. 

A  'i^>  taks'hat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ia^)  Gathering 

cream  (milk).  Throwing  up  fat  or  scum  (a  pot). 

Floating  on  the  surface  of  whey  (milk).  Grow- 

ing long,  spreading  (as  plants,  the  beard,  or  ca- 
mels' hair).    Eating  cream. 

A  .<iJ;So^a/£si/;,  An  uncovering  (one'sposteriors). 
XiSo  taksir,  (v.  n.  2  of  jiT)  Multiplying, 

A 



augmenting,enlarging.  Doing  too  inuch,overcloing. 

A  ̂ f^^i  taJtfi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂xl^  Having  aflux, 
voiding  liquid  stools.  Gathering  cream  (milk). 

Throwing  up  scum  (a  pot).  Skinning,  healing 

over  (a  wound).  Growing  long  (plants,  the  beard). 
Eating  cream. 

A  i^Ji>S:^i  tahsif,  A  rendering  thick,  condensing. 

A  Js^j'  tahahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Js^)  Tinging  the 
eyes  with  crude  antimony,  or  lead-ore  reduced  to 

an  impalpable  powder.  Beginning  to  look  green 

with  young  herbage  (ground). 

A  tak-Jnb,  (v.  n.  2  of  l_ .<ss^)  Produ- 

cing unripe  grapes  (a  vine).  Being  numerous  (un- 
ripe grapes). 

A  u^J^-^  tak-his,  (v.  n.  2  of  u^sf)  Erasing, 
defacing,  obliterating  (a  book). 

A  St^^  tak-hil,  An  anointing  with  collyriura. 

A  ̂ ^=3  takadduh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^'^)  Being scratched  with  the  nails. 

Ajllio  takaddur,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^^^  Being  turbid, 
impure,  dark  (colour  or  liquour).  Being  disturbed, 

troubled  (life).  Dregs.  Dulncss. 

A  (^S.5o  tahaddus,  (v.  n.  5  of  {^:>^ )  Travel- 

ling as  if  over-loaded  and  fatigued  (a  horse  or  ca- 

mel). Making  haste,  running  well,  shaking  the 

shoulders.  Going  with  the  chest  much  raised  up. 

A  :^6^>  takadkud,  (v.  n.  2  oi  S^<^ Q)  Driv- 
ing away,  thrusting,  pushing  with  violence. 

A         takadduh,  A  being  broken  in  pieces. 

A  tahdisat,  (v.  n.  2  of        (Cold)  nip- 
]jing  (a  plant),  making  it  lie  flat  on  the  ground. 

Producing  herbage  slowly  by  reason  of  the  cold. 

^a/fc?i/i,A  scratching  violently  (theface). 

A  d^„i^  tahdld,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ii^Driving  away, 
thrusting,  pushing,  persecuting  with  virulence. 

A tahdlr,  (v.  n.  2  ofjd^)  Rendering  tur- 

bid, tarnishing.  jLlsa- ̂ ,<^^  takdlri  hhatir,  Per- 
turbation of  mind. 

A  takdhn,  (v.  n.2of  j»i^^)  (A  sheep)  bit- 
ing gently  without  cropping  (herbage). 

A  s^d^i  taluUh,  (v.  n.  2  of  )  Scratching, 

disfiguring(theface).  Striking,  wounding.  Break- 
ing. Combing  and  parting  the  hair. 

tikizzah,  A  liar. 

A  i_^ii.So  takazzuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  L^  'd^)  Feign- 
ing a  lie,  inventing  a  poetic  fiction,  taking  pains  to 

tell  a  lie.  Considering  as  false. 

A  t— ̂ .i^  takzib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— -J^i^  Accusing 

of  falsehood,  giving  one  the  lie,  treating  as  a  liar. 

Denying  stoutly,  disapproving.  Taking  the  male 
and  not  conceiving  (a  camel).  Diverting  any  one 
from  his  purpose.  Skipping  and  looking  back  (a 

wild  animal).  Delaying,  hesitating,  desisting. 

Failing,  going  off  (a  camel's  milk). 

"  A  fa/jra?',  (v.  n.  of  ji^)  Returning.  Attack- 
ing, rushing  upon.  Causing  to  return  time  after 

time.  Inclining  to,  shewing  kindness.  Repetition. 
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Tautology.  Altercation,  dispute,  strife  :  objection, 

p  1^^^ taltrar  Itardan,  To  repeat,  reiterate. 
A  tahrar  lahl,  A  doubtful  balance, 

a  balance  objected  to. 

A  ̂j^>  taharruh,  A  gathering  dates  called  i^^^- 

A  {J^^j^  taharlnsh,  A  being  wrinkled. 

A  !SjfewtoAm'a?,(v.n.2ofj^Causing  to  return 
time  after  time. 

A  i^i^  tahartub,  A  being  turned  upon. 

A  ̂ ^=i"i  tahai-tuh,  A  going  swiftly. 
A  takarsus,  Closeness,  thickness  (of  hair). 

A  ̂^j^  iahan-vj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂j^)  Being  musty and  mouldy  (bread). 

A  takarduh,  (v.  n.  2of  Rolling. 

Reeling.  Going  swiftly. 

A  ̂J^^iJ^  takardus,  (v.  n.  2  of  {^^^ Q)  Be- 
ing contracted,  compressed. 
A  takardum,  A  running  in  terror. 

tahar7ur,(v.n.5  ofJ5^)Beingi'epeated,re- 
iterated.Being  uncertain  and  irresolute.  Repetition. 

Ai_Aw>j^=u  takarsvf,{y .  n.2ofL_A«^Q)  Being 

inserted,  entering  (one  part  into  another). 

A  {^j^>  taliarruslt,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_jj^_/)  Being 

drawn  up  (the  face).  Assembling,  meeting  (men). 

A  taharru^iy.  n.  5  of  ̂j^)  Washing  and 

purifying  before  pi'ayer. 
A  {j^^  taharfus,  (v.  n.2of  jj-i^Q)  Being 

contracted,  compressed. 

A  ̂-j;^  takurfus,  Bushiness  (of  the  haii'). 
A^J^i  takarkur,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 

driven  to  and  fro  in  the  air.  Hesitating,  being  ir- 
resolute in  business.    Flowing  back  (water). 

A  j^^i  taharrum,  (v.  n.  5  of  )  Being  liberal, 
disdaining  every  thing  base.  Making  pretensions 

to  generosity,  striving  to  be  liberal.  Being  far  re- 
moved from  every  thing  censurable.  Honour, 

glory,  nobility,  dignity.  Liberality. 
A  tahrimat,  A  cushion  placed  for  a  man 

fo  do  him  honour. 

p  tah-unif an,(zand  and  Paz. )To  twist. 

A        taharruh,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^)  Loathing,  de- 
testing, disliking,  disapproving.  Esteeminglightly. 

Giving  inopportunely.    Putting  on  a  sour  face. 

^^Js-  ̂la'  taharruhin,  Reluctantly. A  tuhhuri,  (pi.  Sj^Kj)  a  general,  leader. 
A  taharri,  (v.  n.  5  of  Sleeping. 

A  tahrib,  (v.  n.  2  of  Eating  the 

dates  called  kur-abat.  Tying  a  short  rope  to 
the  cross-bar  (of  a  bucket).  Making  a  noise  (a 

baker's  rolling-pin). 

A  C^l^i  talu'it,  A  city  and  fortress  in  Mesopo- 
tamia, the  birth-place  of  SalahuVl  din  (Saladin). 

)      A  ■^^i  iakry,  Mouldiness  (of  bread). 
A  jij^i  tahrlr,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Repeating,  reite- 

rating. Causing  to  retui-n  time  after  time.  Repe- 

tition, reply,  revisal,  renewal. 

Ay>^>  tahrtz,  The  moulting  (of  a  falcon). 

A  takrls,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^ja^  not  in  use) 
Laying  the  foundation  of  a  house  (with  a  row  of 

stones).  Dedication. 

A  t^J:^^^>  takrish,  (v.  n.  2  of  )  Frowning, 
knitting  the  brows.  Dressing  the  tripe  or  paunch 

of  an  animal  chewing  the  cud.  Making  a  haggess. 

A  L^jSo  tahrishat,  Meat,  &c.,  stuffed  into  the 
maw  of  a  beast,  and  dressed ;  a  haggess. 

A  takrls,  (v.  n.  2  of  [^y)  Eating  the 

preparation  of  milk,  &c.,  called  i^joi.^  karis. 

A  takrivi,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^^) Honouring, re- 

vering. Calling  (one)  generous  and  noble.  Keep- 
ing clear  from  vices  and  blemishes.  Pouring  rain 

(a  cloud).  Honour,  respect,  reverence,  salutation. 
A  cushion  placed  for  a  man  to  do  him  honour. 

A  jSo  tahrimat ,  {^\.  Reverences. 

A  eo^Jo  tahrVi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij^)  Rendering 

hateful^and  abominable. 

A  ̂JSo  tahazzum.  The  eating  of  unpeeled  fruit. 

A  jC^^  ̂a/;2'm,(v.n.2of  |«ji^) Preserving, laying by,  taking  care  of.  Contracting,  causing  to  shrivel. 

i>j^i  tahaj,  tahiij,  or  tahij,  A  grape-stone, 
p  (j^ki^i  takaj-dan,  (or  tahaj-dana) 

The  membrane  which  envelops  the  grape-stone. 
The  husk  of  the  grape. 

p  ̂J>J^>  tahas,  Grape-stones. 
A  c-^So  /a/m«(/j,(v.n.5ofu-A>-/)Ga  inino'.col- 

lecting:  seekingalivelihood:  studyinghardto gain, 

takassur,  (v.  n.  5  of       )  Being  broken, 

spent,  debilitated.    Being  dashed  to  pieces.  Car- 

rying (figures  in  arithmetic). 
A  f^jtJl^  tahassus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂^JL^ )  Taking 

trouble  upon  one's  self  gratuitously.  Undertak- 

ing any  thing  spontaneously. 
X  u_fiJ15o^«A'a5S?/f,  A  cutting  intomany  portions, 
p  (.iJu»io  tahask,  (tihask  or  J—^i  iakasV)  A 

grape-stone  or  husk. A 

Being  clothed,  clad,  invested. 
j_^.!lSo  takassi,  (v.  n.  5  of  L-^for  yJi)  Put- 

ting on  apparel. 
A  taksih,  A  barking,  skinning,  peeling. 

A jX^i  tahslr,  (v.  n.  2  o{j^)  Breaking  in 
pieces.  Making  and  declining  (a  noun)  as  a  broken 

or  irregular  plural.  Carrying  (in  arithmetic).  Di- 
viding so  as  to  produce  a  fraction.  Superficial 

measure.  jK^'i^\  ̂   jam^'t  takslr,  The  irregu- 
lar plural  (in  which  the  singular  is  often  changed 

into  a  word  of  a  very  different  form). 

A  1  fljj— tahsif,  A  cutting  in  pieces. 

p  (^;\*-5o  taksin,  Name  of  a  Turkish  chieftain, 

p  (^_^^5o  tahash,  Grape-stones.  Name  of  a  king. A  -Zj.^  tahashsliuh,  A  lying  with. 

A  jJLij  takashshur,  (v.  n.  5  of  jZ^  )  Putting 

on  a  crabbed,  austere  countenance. 

A  i_fl£io  tahashshuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  k__S-ii^ )  Being 
uncovered,  unveiled,  revealed,  exposed.  lUunji- 
nating  the  whole  heaven  (lightning). 

A  t-i^  tahashshiu,  (v.  n.  5  of  US)  Being  filled 



with  food.    Being  peeled,  skinned,  unbarked. 

A  {„^t^  toAs/i«&,Agreedy  devouring(ofmeat). 

A  takshih,{y .n.  2  of^-i.-^  Applying  the 
canteiy  under  the  short  ribs.    Peeluig  off  (bark). 
A  takshtkh,  A  calling  one  a  cuckold. 

KjxL^i  talishlr,  A  shewing  the  teeth,  grinning. 
A  u_2Jui^  taksliif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-i-^*^  Revealing, 

uncovering,  disclosing.  Apocalypse.  Forcing  (any 

one)  against  his  will  to  make  a  disclosure. 

takazliuz,  A  sitting  bolt  upright  at 
meals  from  having  the  stomach  overcharged. 

A  tahazzi,  A  swelling  (with  fat). 

A  (jS.ji*So  taka^vsh,  A  being  wrinkled. 

A  u-«i*^  taka^ub,  Roundness  (of  a  sack). 

A  ̂jt5o  taka^u^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂o»$^Q)  Being timid,  cowardly,  weak.  Being  checked,prohibited. 

A  ,3*^  taJta^^l,  An  adhering  closely. 

A  (j^A«5o ^«/M^?M<s/t,(v.n.2of  ̂ jiii*i^Q)Plung- ing  into.    Sticking  fast  in  a  net  (a  bird). 

A  tak^b,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-**^ )  Having 
swelling  breasts  (a  girl).  Making  of  a  cubic  form. 

A  CL^i.^  iahaffut,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  con- 

tracted or  draM'n  together. 
A  ,fl5o  takaWur,  A  being  covered  or  cased. 

A  v_aix'i  takaffuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  ;_fl5)  Asking 
with  a  stretched-out  hand. 

At_i5!l5j  takafkvf,(j.  n.  2  of  i__2Si!^Q)  Going 

(from  a  place).    Hanging  back,  desisting. 

A  ̂ Axi  tahafful,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J«2^)  Becoming  se- 
curity, giving  caution  for  another,  undertaking. 

tahaffus,  (v.  n.  5  of        Walking  in  a 

stately  manner,  without  looking  at  the  right  or  left. 

A  tahaffi,  The  growing  tall  (of  a  tree). 

A  OaO^  talifit,  (v.  n.  2  of  CjSi^)  Heaping 

up,  receiving.    Grasping,  clutching. 

A jAfl5o  taliflr,  (v.  n.  2  ofjfl^)  Covering.  Ex- 
piating a  crime  or  the  breach  of  an  oath  (doing 

penance  or  paying  a  mulct  as  atonement).  Hum- 

bling one's  self  before  another  (putting  the  hand 
upon  the  breast,  and  inclining  the  head),  shewing 

distant  respect.  Crowning  (a  king)  with  a  diadem, 

at  the  sight  of  which  prostration  is  required.  Mak- 
ing one  an  unbeliever.  A  name  for  a  royal  diadem. 

A  JjiSo  talifil,  (v.  n.  2  of  JiT)  Maintaining, 

supporting,  educating.  Giving  surety.  Causing 

to  be  accepted.  Attending  to,  managing.  Putting 

ti'ust  in,  giving  management  to. 
A  tahfin,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^^)  Shrouding  (the 

dead).    Making  a  winding  sheet  (f^S^ kafan). 

A  tikah,  (pi.  of  &^  tikkai)  Drawer- 
strings.  Tukak,  (pi.  of  uiJl3  takk)  Foolish,  dull, 
stupid.    Thin,  emaciated.  Perishing. 

A  'mS3  takakat,  (pi.  of  LdJl!>  takk)  Foolish,  dull, 
stupid.    Thin,  emaciated.  Perishing. 

A  Jl'i  takal,  (v.  n.  of  jji^)  Relying  on. 
p  ̂^JL>  takil  or  tikil,  A  handsome,  unbearded 

youth,  A  horned  and  pugnacious  sheep.  A  dolt. 
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Disproportionate. 

taklab,  A  rushing  upon  one  another. 
A  iikilldm,  A  speaking,  conversing. 

A  ewi        taklamat,  (&*^}.^  taklammat, 

taklam,  or  jl^)io  taklamm^  Eloquent.  Talkative. 
A  fJ^^^Ss^  tuklan,  Trust,  confidence  (in  God). 
A  dlK!)  tuklat,  Trust,  confidence  in  God.  Tu- 

kalat,  One  who  trusts  his  affairs  to  others,  and  de- 
pends upon  them. 

p  takaltu,  Felt  cloth  placed  under  a  saddle 

to  prevent  the  gallingof  the  horse's  back.  Whiskers. 

A  takalluh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Looking  aus- 
tere and  grim,  shewing  the  teeth.  Flashing  inces- 

santly (lightning). 

A  ii^-K^  takallud,  A  being  thick  and  hard. 

A  (j«)ao<a/?a/Zws,  A  being  moist,juicy,  succulent. 

A  ̂   takallu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  assem- 
bled. Conspiring,  entering  into  alliance,  leaguing. 

takallvf,  (v.  n.  5  of  t_JiK)  Taking  any 

thing  upon  one's  self  without  being  commanded  to 
do  it.  Taking  trouble  on  one's  self.  Attempting, 
undertaking.  Enduring,  undergoing.  Striving, 

taking  pains.  Pains,  attention,  industry,  perseve- 
rance. Inconvenience,  trouble.  Ceremony,  dissi- 

mulation, insincerity,    p  i__s^ j>  i  n)^  takalluf 

bai'  taraf,     &Vmg  ceremony. 

A  OliJ^  takalluf  at,  (pi.  of  i— aKi  takalluf) 

Troubles,  inconveniences.  Ceremonies,  compli- 

ments. Elaborations,  t^j^j  ̂-^^-^K)  takalluf  ati 
rasmi,  Ceremonious  attentions,empty  compliments. 

(jJ^  Oli3^  takalluf  ati  majlis,  The  ceremonies 
of  society,  etiquette. 

A  takltfat,  A  laborious  enterprise,  a  pain- 
ful exertion,  difficulty. 

p         I  s3^  takalluf-miza') ,  Ceremonious. 
A  J«Ji^  iakallul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^)  Being  crowned. 

Being  destitute  of  i-elations.  Gleaming  (a  cloud). 

Surrounding,  enclosing,  holding,  comprehending. 

ApKj  takallum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂.i^)  Speaking,  talk- 
ing. Conversation,  p  i^i^J^  takallum  kar- 

(lan,  To  converse,  speak,  relate,  tell. 

A  _jKj  takallus,  (v.  n.  5  of  \K)  Receiving  ear- 
nest. Asking  for  a  delay.  Receiving  part  of  a 

price,  and  granting  a  delay  for  the  remainder. 
p  ai^  tukla,  Mad,  insane.  Name  of  one  of  the 

Atabaks  who  reigned  in  Shiraz. 

A  j_J^  takalli,  (v.  n.  5  of  j_^)  Staying  in  the 
rear,  or  standing  in  the  rear  rank  (of  the  army). 

A  t_-»JkK>  takllb,  A  training  dogs  for  the  chace. 

A  taklhat,  (v.  n.  2  of  iK)  Moving  to  the 

bank  of  a  river ;  getting  to  shore,  keeping  a  vessel 

in  port  (especially  in  stormy  weather).  Getting  to 
a  place  sheltered  from  the  wind.  Detaining  (a 

man).  Proceeding  towards  or  against.  Looking 

steadily  at  any  person.  Receiving  part  of  a  price, 

and  granting  a  delay  for  the  remainder.  Taking, 
or  causing  to  take  food  before  dinner. 

A  &-Ki>  takUyat,  A  coming  to  a  hiding-place. 
A  lijJ^  taklld,  A  heaping,  accumulating,  piling. 

A^J*K->  takliz,  A  collecting,  assembling. 

A  takUs,  (v.n.2  of  [j-^)  Making  an  at- 
tack, impression,  or  assault.  Losing  courage,  fly- 

ing. Being  moist  and  succulent. 
A  i_aJ^i  taklif  (v.  n.  2  of  (__fl)^)  Proposing  to, 

or  obliging  another  to,  undertake  any  thing  diffi- 
cult or  above  his  strength.  Imposing,  laying  on  a 

burden.  The  imposition  of  a  burden,  (pl.i— fljJl^ 

takalif)  Trouble,  difficult}^,  molestation,  distress, 
inconvenience,  annoyance.  ^ 

A  ij.;^^  taklil,(y.  n.2ofJ^)Cr  owning.  Being 
blunt  (a  sword),  dim  (the  sight).  Being  dispirited, 
unable  to  do  any  thing.  Proceeding  or  striking 

boldly,  springing,  assaulting  (a  wild  beast).  Sti-iv- 
ing.  Going  away,  deserting  friends,  leaving  them 
to  ruin  and  perdition. 

A         to/iZim,  A  wounding  much.  Speaking. 

A  ̂^i)^  taklis,  (v.  n.  2  of  iK)  Receiving  ear- 
nest. Bringing  (a  ship)  near  shore,  or  mooring  it. 

tukmar,  (or  j^^so  tukmar)  An  arrow 
without  a  point,  but  with  a  button  in  its  place. 

A  (ji.*^  takammush,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^J^)  Hasten- 
ing. Being  wrinkled,  shrivelling  (the  skin). 

takamhwn,  (v.  n.  2  of  jX^Q)  Wrap- 

pingone's  self  (ina  garment).  Wearingaroundcap. 
A  takammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-^  Being  en- 

tire, perfect,  finished.  Completing,  perfecting. 

A        takammum,  (v. n.  5 of  ̂i')  Being  covered. A  takammus,(j.n.  5 of  W^)  Being  averse, 

loathing,  disliking.  Hidingfrom  view  (the  earth). 

Pis^^^^^M^ma,  A  button.  (jOUvfs3i.-.AAe»  &»i=3; 
tukmadjayb  hushadan,  To  unbutton  the  pocket. 

A  «.«^  takammuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  s^)  Being  self- 

willed,  departing  (he)  knows  not  where.  Wander- 

ing, roaming,  rambling. 

A  J.^^  takamhul,  A  being  collected. 
A  takammi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂^)  Aiming  at. 

Minding,  attending  to.  Hiding,  concealing.  Over- 
whelming (as  a  sudden  misfortune).  Being  killed 

(armed  warriors). 
takmuat,A  givingonemushrooms  to  eat. 

A  takmit,  (v.  n.  2  of  C^^)  Tinging  (a 

horse)  of  a  dark  red  or  bay.    Restraining  anger. 

A  J-i^i  takmid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂)  Fomenting  a 

distempered  limb,  and  applying  warm  bandages  to 
the  affected  part. 

A  i^J-i^i^  takmish,  (v.  n.2of  (ji^)  Spurring, 

driving,  impelling,  urging  onwards  vigorously. 

A  Jj^i  takniil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J.^ )  Finishing,  com- 

pleting, perfecting.  Performing,  satisfying. 

A  j»A*io  tahmrn,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂L^)  Putting  forth 

buds  {^{ Mmni)  before  flowering  (a  tree). 
A  (Jlajio  takambus,  A  being  drawn  together. 

A  {J^i^i  takambush,  Mixture  of  people. 

A  jSi  takansur,  (v.  n.  2  oiJj^Q)  Being  thick, 



large,  corpulent.  Having  the  hairs  or  feathers  erect 

(a  cat  or  a  bird  from  fright). 

p  ixxio  ta  or  tikand,  A  poultry-yard.  A  nest. 

A  i^jJi^  takannus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ij>^)  Hiding 

among  foliage  (a  doe).   Entering  a  tent  (a  man). 

Mounting  and  riding  in  a  camel's  litter  (a  woman). 
tahannuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  Annoymg, 

teazingj^vexing.  Filling. 

A  ̂ jio  takannu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂j^)  Being  con- 
tracted, shrunk.  Being  kept  closely  chained  (a 

prisoner).   Being  suspended  to,  dependent  on. 

A  takannuf,  A  surrounding,  hedging  in. 

A  tahannl,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂Ji  )  Being  described 

by  a  hiimjat  or  iS}^  hinayat,  i.  e.  a  word 
which  has  properly  another  meaning. 

A  &JvJ<5o  takniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Calling  (a 

person  or  thing)  by  another  name,  dubbing :  as, 

j>\>-  ̂ \  ahujabir,  Father  Restorative  (i.e.  bread) ; 

ti/jLii  p\  uniDiu  'I  khabasis,  Mother  of  evils,  i.  e. 

wine;  ,Jjju*J\  ibnu''s  sahil,  Son  of  the  way, i.  e.  a  traveller. 

A  takms,  A  moving  the  nose  sneeringly. 

A  ̂^^i  takm^  (v.  n.  2  of  Contracting. 
Maiming,  by  disjointing  or  mutilating  (the  hand). 

Wounding  with  a  sword.  Deviating,  turning 

away  from.  Tying  the  feet  with  a  strap. 

A  i_fl>jk^j  tahiif,  A  surrounding,  enclosing. 

A  taltnin,  (v.  n.2  of  ̂S^)  Covering.  Pre- 
serving. Screening  from  (the  sun). 

p  1^  tahu,  Curly,  entangled  hair.  Cakes 
baked  with  butter. 

p  tah  upuy,  Run!  search!  Inquiry. 

V  ̂ ^'^^4:  J  uii)  tak  u  taz  namudan,To  run. 
To  search  diligently. 

A  takawsur,  (v.  n.2  of  J>^Q)  Being  plen- 
tiful, and  piled  up,  stifling  (dust). 

A  t>j5o  tMhcufud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Applying  di- 

ligently to  some  arduous  business.  Becoming  cal- 

lous to  evil,  and  bearing  it  with  all  its  inconve- 

niences.   Being  difficult  and  troublesome. 

A         takawwuz,  A  putting  on  a  girdle. 

A  j^^i  taharvKur,  (v.  n.  5  ofj^  iovj^)  Being 
gathered  in.  Distilling,  dropping.  Falling.  Be- 

ing thrown  down,  dejected,  confounded.  Setting 

about,  preparing  to  do  any  thing. 

A  tahawwus,  A  being  inverted. 

A  taltawwu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  Be- 
ing distorted  in  the  wrist  (a  hand). 

A  I — s^i  tahawwuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  5^  for  i  Sj^) 
Being  round  and  circular  (a  heap  of  sand  or  a 

crowd  of  people).  Removing  (a  sand-hill).  Being 
one  of  Kiifa  in  Chaldea,  studying  to  resemble,  or 
persevering  in  imitating  the  manners,  or  calling 
one's  self  a  native  of  Kufa. 

taholi,  A  cup  made  in  the  form  of  an 

animal.  Glass.  Tuhuk,  A  large  parlour  or  upper 
room.    A  butt  for  shooting  at  with  arrows. 
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tukuk,  (v.  n.  of  udJo)  Being  out  of  one's senses.    Being  lean.  Perishing. 

A  Jj^  takawwul,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  )  Be- 
ing assembled  (against  any  one).  Overwhelming 

with  blows  or  reproaches. 

A  ̂̂ 3^  iahawwun,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  )  Be- 
ing, becomings.  Deriving  existence.  Being;  moved. 

A  taltawwuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  » y  )  Being 

divided,  diffused,  scattered,  or  extended. 

p  (^3^  takarci,  Thin  cakes.    Curly  hair. 

A  (_53^  takanm-i,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J}^)  Entering  or 
squeezing  one's  self  into  a  narrow  place.  Being 

contracted,  drawn  together.  Drawing  close  (hus- 
band and  wife  for  reciprocal  warmth). 

A  i—>^.3^  takwib,  A  braying  with  the  stone fihr. 

A  (-i^o.^So  tahwis,  (v.  n.  2  of  l1>\^  for  l1>jS^) Putting  out  four  or  five  leaves  (corn).  Voiding 

exci-ement  resembling  hares'  heads. 
A  takrmh,  (v.  n.2  of  for  )  Conquer- 
ing in  tight.  Repelling.  Depressing,  dishonouring. 

A  i^^j^  takwid,  An  accumulating,  heaping  up. 

takrvtz,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  i/)  Reach- 
ing the  middle  of  the  body  (an  apron).  Stabbing 

in  the  groin.  Whipping  the  posteriors. 

A j^.j5o  tahvir,  (v.  n.  2  ofj\^  fov  j^)  (God) 

ordering  (darkness)  to  succeed  (the  day).  Caus- 

ing to  cover  or  hide.  Throwing  one  down.  Pierc- 
ing one  with  a  spear,  and  throwing  (him)  down 

gathered  in  a  heap.  Wrapping  the  turban  round 
the  head  in  a  spiral  form.  Increasing,  augmenting. 

Heaping  goods  together  and  tying  them  in  bales. 

A  takrvis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_j*»\^for(^ Turn- 
ing, inverting.  Throwing  down,  causing  to  fall  upon 

the  head,  precipitating  head  foremost  into  the  fire. 

A  taktvl^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   for  Wounding 
with  a  sword,  so  as  to  distort  the  wrist-bones. 

A  (— tahyv'if,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  for  i— '3^) 
Cutting  (leather).  Writing  the  letter  ufJ  kaf. 
Going  to  Ki^ifa  (a  city  of  Chaldea). 

A  jCj^  tahvmi,  An  accumulating,  heaping  up. 

A  i^.j^  tahrnn,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  )  Giv- 
ing a  being  {^^^  kawn)  or  beginning  to,  causing 

to  exist,  originating,  creating.  Genesis. 

taka,  A  he-goat  that  leads  the  flock.  A 

single  volume.  Dry  cow-dung  flattened  into  cakes 
used  for  fuel.  ̂ ^7^«,  A  mouthful,  piece,  i^b^tika 

tiha,  Piecemeal.  Tuha,  The  string  of  the  drawers. 

An  arrow  without  a  point,  but  with  a  knob  at  the 
end.    A  little  hill,  an  eminence. 

A  takahhuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  1  not  in  use) 

Having  caverns  and  grottoes  (a  mountain).  En- 
tering a  cavern.  Eating  into  the  sides  of  a  well, 

so  that  a  commotion  and  noise  occur  (water). 

A  J."^  tahahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^)  Resembling 
a  middle-aged  man  (^^^ J/ahl).  Claiming  rela- 

tionship to  the  tribe  of  ̂J^^^  kahlan. 
A         tahahhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  f^ji^)  Predicting, 
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presaging.Turning  augur  or  soothsayer.  Divination. 
A  tak-hif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u_i^)  Making 

in  the  form  of  a  cave  or  grot  {^^Jl^  hakf). 

A  ̂ >  tikkiy,  A  vender  or  maker  of  strings  for 
long  drawers. 
p  takidan,  To  shake  (a  carpet).  To  run 

to  and  fro. 

pJa^  tulilz,  A  grape-stone. 
A  iakayyus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂jw^  for  (ji^) 

Shewing  sagacity  or  cunning.  Being  anxious  to 

display  cleverness  i^^^^tJ^ hays  or  &**>  hiyasat). 
A  I  a^So  tahayyuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (  for 

Being  described,  defined,  as  to  form  and  quality. 

Disgracing,  affronting,  blaming.  Diminishing. 

A  ̂3^i  takayyid,  A  standing  in  the  rear, 

p  (j^^  tah'in,  A  grape-stone.  Lower,  inferior. Name  of  a  king. 

p  euio  tahja,  A  place  of  repose.  An  alcove. 

An  elbow-chair.  A  pillow.  Any  thing  upon  which 

one  leans  :  a  prop.  The  reserve  of  an  army,  is-io 

^j'S^  tuhya  zadan,  (or  ̂jti^c'  &Ji^  fahya  namudan) To  recline,  lean.    To  rest.  ^-i^^  takyasi 

masihi,  A  Christian  monastery. 

p  tahya-dar,  A  monk.    A  dervish. 

tahya-halam,  (or  iuifi  ̂ ^j^ sukhun- 
tahyd)  A  cant  word  introduced  into  conversation 
without  any  meaning  (merely  to  rest  upon). 

iahya-fjoh,  A  resting-place.  A  sola. 

takya-nishin,  Sitting  in  a  monas- 
tery (i.e.  a  monk  or  dervish  who  never  goes  out). 

A  OjJkio  tahyit,  (v.  n.  2  of  for 

Filling  (a  purse),  stufiing  (a  sack).  Facilitating. 

Preparing,  expediting  (furniture). 

A  (^jmJoSo  fa/i'?/w,Amakingsharp,clever,shrewd. 
A  \  QAjio  tahyif,  (v.  n.  2  of  1  for  1  h.^) 

Describing  by  a  certain  quality  or  form.  Cutting 
into  several  parts.    Cutting  (leather). 

A  Jjuio  tahyil,  A  being  timid,  pusillanimous. 
p  tag,  Bottom.    Earth,  ground.    A  cry 

for  help.  A  race  or  heat.  Running,  (in  zand  and 

Pazand)  A  ripe  date.  bjJ  tagi  darya,  The 
bottom  of  the  sea.   j_Jw-i*)  ha  tag  nishastan, 

To  sink  to  the  bottom. 

p  u-jIO  tag-ab,  (or  tag-av)  Verdant 

patches  of  sloping  ground  from  which  the  water 
has  retired.  A  flagon  with  a  spout.  A  funnel. 

Enmity,  strife.  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  Name 
of  a  village  dependant  on  ganja. 

p  ̂^lijjlCi  taganidan,  To  shake  off"  (dust). 
PjjlO  tag-awar,  A  running  horse,  one  hav- 

ing good  paces. 
p       l^Xj  tag-bun,  A  shallow  well. 

pjIjLCj  to^z-^a^;.  Running.   Searching,  seeking. 

p  J  J  tfXj  tag-dav,  Running  about  on  business, 
or  in  search  of  employ.  Inquiry,  search.  Fatigue. 

p  LL.^£j  tagarg,  Hail,  sleet,  storm,  tempest. 

^jiVjb  ̂ ^Ji3  tagarg  bdndan,  To  hail.  Tagrag, 



The  foundation  of  a  wall. 

p  ̂y^^.>  tagl,  A  troop  of  soldiers.  Tigl,  A  patch 
to  put  on  a  garment.  A  handsome  youth. 

p  ̂'A^  tagaltu,  Dorsers.  Felt  cloth  used  to 
prevent  the  saddle  from  galling  the  beast's  back. 
Whiskers,  mustachios. 

p j^X^  tugmar,  An  arrow  with  a  wooden  head. 
p  tigin,  Name  of  a  wrestler.  Fire. 

p^  to/,  Any  thing  poured  out  into  a  heap.  A  hill. 

A  beardless  youth.  Tul,  A  tailor's  bag  for  needles, 
thread,  and  thimble. 

A  J.J  taU,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj)  Throwing  one  prostrate, 

the  cheek  touching  the  ground.  Giving,  delivei'- 
ing,  or  throwing  into  the  hand  of  another.  Hum- 

bling one's  self,  supplicating,  deprecating.  Fall- 
ing. Pouring  forth  sweat  from  the  forehead.  Let- 

ting down  (a  rope  into  a  well).  Making  (a  camel) 

lie  down.  Causingto  besuspectedofsomethingbad. 

(pi.  tilal)  A  little  hill,  hillock:  a  heap  of  sand, 

(pi.  J'i}o^  a<Za/)  A  cushion.  A  sort  of  garment.  ̂  

tallu'  ssafiyafdH^s"  ̂   tall  hhalid,^  amesof  fortresses. 

A  ̂Vi  tola',  (fut.        yatlit)  He  followed. 
A  >^  talas,  A  treaty.  Protection,  guard.  A 

portion,^lot. 

A  -s^^  tallas:,  A  great  reader  (of  the  Kur'an). 

A  j*-*^^  talasiim,  A  being  restored  to  favour. 
p  L-.>^  ti  or  <aZa^),Poured  out  as  water.  A  pond. 

A  'ixxi"^  tulasblbat,  Well-ordered  business. 

P(  a'i^  talatuf, (or  1^ Ji"^)  Dirty, nasty, sor- 
did, filthy,  shunned  by  society.  Clamour,  riot,noise. 

A  Jj!^  talatil,  (pi.  of  tal'il)  Necks.  Mis- 
fortunes. Tulatil,  Fat,  sleek,  coarse,  and  thick. 

p  talatin,  Perfumed  or  Russia  leather. 

p         tala)  or  tilaj,  Noise,  tumult,  shout. 

A        talajjjA  quarrelling,wranglingmutually. 

A  talahuz,  (v.  n.  6  ofj^)  Vying  in  recit- 
ing verses.  Contending  clamorously. 

A  jjf^  talahuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂j^)  Following 
successively,  the  one  touching  the  other. 

A  uii=-!i^  talahuk,  A  sticking  close  together. 

A  talahum,  (v.  n.  6  of^)  Being  joined. 
The  juncture  or  joint  (of  bones). 

A       ̂   talahi,  A  disputing,mutuany  blaming. 

p  Ci"^  talad,  A  large  city  bordering  on  China. 
A  0^  tilad,  Hereditary  wealth. 

A  ̂<^'i^  tiladli/,  Vernacular,  domestic. 
A  talazum,  (v.  n.  6  of  j»j5)  Being  inserted 

within  one  another. 

A  (jj^  talazun,  A  thronging,  a  crowding. 

p  (^t^'i  talas,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 
p  talash,  Dispersion.  Search.  Study. 

p  talaslian,  A  grove  in  Ispahan. 
p  talashidan,  To  be  scattered.  To 

perish.  To  seai^ch. 
A  i^la^  talatus,  (v.  n.  6  of  t^Ja5)  Dashing 

^waves).  Striking  one  another  with  the  hands. 
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A  I  al>^  talatuf,(y.  n.6of  i  akJ)  Shewingfa- 
vour  mutually.  Benevolence.  Reciprocal  kindness. 

A  jjf  ̂  talatum,  (v.  n.  6  of  jj^)  Fighting,buf- 
fetting,  slapping,  or  cuffing  one  another,  pi?^ 

^yo\julatumi  amwaj,  Dashing  of  waves. 
A  talazz,  (v.  n.  6  of  la3)  Repelling  each 

other,  rushing  on  one  another. 

A  tila^  (pi.  of  tal^it)  High  grounds. 
Streams  flowing  from  high  lands  into  a  valley. 

A  l-aC'^  tala^,h,  A  playing  often,  trifling. 

A  tala^t,  Length  of  neck. 

A  (^S-^  tala^m,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂^«^)  Cui'sing  one 
another.  Being  mutually  impudent,  indecent. 

A  talafuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ s.))  Having  their 
affairs  well  arranged  and  consolidated.  Compos- 

ing differences.    Being  reconciled. 

A  talafi,  (v.  n.  6  of  for_jfi])  Obtaining, 

trying  to  obtain  ;  discovering  a  remedy.  Amend- 

ing one's  ways.  Arriving  at,  or  comprehending. 
Compensation,  amends. 

A  l-Aas^  talafif,  Luxuriant  entangled  grass. 

A  talali,  Meeting,  intercourse. 

p  t  'dak,  Long  drawers.  The  clitoris. 
A  talahns,  A  calling  bad  names. 

A  talalil,  (v.  n.  6  of         Meeting  each 

other.  Encountering  in  battle.  A  meeting,  re- 

union, interview.  ̂ ''!^\  yawmu't  talaJil,The 
day  of  meeting  i.e.  the  day  of  judgment. 

A  (J^^  talakun,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^^)  Stammering 
on  purpose  for  the  entertainment  of  a  company. 

A  J^'  tildl,  (pi.  of      tall)  Hills. 
p         talala,  Sound  of  singing  or  reading. 
A         taldlat,  An  error. 

A  5)^)3  tala^lu^,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Flashing, 

gleaming,  glittering  (lightning  or  a  sword). 

A  taldm,  (contraction  of  Sm'^^)  taldmiz') 
Scholars.  TeVam,  (pi.  of  ̂ i!?7m)  Boys.  Servants. 
Husbandmen-  Goldsmiths.  Tubes  through  which 

the  air^passes.  umm  tildm,  Fever. 
A         talasmm,  A  being  restored  to  favour. 

A  »S^o^  taldmizat,  (pi.  of  i^>Jh  tilmiz)  Scho- 

lars, pupils,  disciples. 

A  i!aZawjI?/,(forijy«^k!j)Disciples,scholars. 

A  i*^/*^  taldnii^  Bright  streaks. 
A  (j!i)>3  taldn,  (for        al  an)  Now. 
p         taldnqj  or  taldnj,  Vociferation,  noise. 

A  tUawat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for_jJj)  Reading, 

meditating.  Saying  prayers  omitted  before.  Buy- 

ing a  colt.  Tuldwat,  A  balance  of  debt,  a  re- 
mainder of  any  thing. 

A  taldfum,  (v.n.  6  of  p^)  Healing,  grow- 
ing well  (a  sore). 

A  taldwum,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂•'5)  for  ̂ ^)  Accus- 
ing, blaming  one  another.  Mutual  accusation. 

A  i_$y^>  taldwi,  An  agreeing,  being  of  accord. 
A  talahi,  (v.  n.  6  of     iov  Playing, 

beguiling  the  time.    Lying  with. 
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A  taldyus,  (v.  n.  6  of        for  (J"a5)  Be- 
ing of  an  excellent  disposition.  Being  indulgent, 

merciful,  overlooking;  faults. 

A  talb,  Loss,  destruction.  j  &!  \j3  tab- 
ban  lahu  Tva  talban,  May  perdition  overtake  him  ! 

p  Li!)  talbd,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Fat,  grease. 
A  c— »A)i>  talabbub,  (v.  n.  5  of  05)  Tucking  up 

the  garments.  G  irding  one's  self  round  the  mid- 
dle.   Preparing  for  work. 

A  (^1)3  talabbus,  A  delaying.  Pause,  delay. 

A  ̂ 6  talabbukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ jJ)  Being  per- 

fumed, or  perfuming  one's  self  with  musk. 
A  talabbud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Sii)  Adhering  to 

the  ground.  Sitting  (as  a  bird  upon  eggs).  Stick- 

ing closely  together.  Being  clotted,  impacted,  or 
feltered  (hair,  leaves,  or  wool). 

A  i^ji^ji^  talabbus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j*>jJ)  Being  co- 

vered ;  clothing  one's  self.  Being  engaged  in,  and 
mixed  up  with  (business).  Sticking  to  the  hands 

(fat  or  grease). 

A  laXli)  talabbut,  (v.  n.5  of  laJ)  Running.  Be- 

ing agitated,  afflicted.  Lying  down,  rolling  on  the 

ground.    Tending,  going  on,  turning  towards. 
A  cdij^  talabbuh,  A  being  confused,  intricate. 

A  (,J^b  talabbun,  A  delaying,  deferring,tarrying. 

A  (— talbib,  (v.  n.  2  of  «5)  Seizing  by  the 

throat  and  dragging,  collaring.  Containing  a  ker- 

nel (a  berry).  Being  irresolute  and  uncertain. 
Garments  worn  about  the  throat. 

A  jii*b  talbisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  \J)  Having  biest- 

ings  in  her  udder  (a  ewe).  Suckling  a  young  one 

with  biestings.  Acquitting  one's  self  of  the  obli- 
gation of  going  on  pilgrimage  (to  Mecca). 

A  &JuJj'  talbiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^)  Saying,  What 
is  your  command  ?  Here  I  am.  Going  a  pilgrim 

(to  Mecca).    Staying  in  a  place. 
A  (-^AJUkii  talbts,  (v.  n.  2  of  <-l*j3)  Delaying,  re- 

tarding.   Bidding  one  delay. 
A         talbih,  A  growing  old. 

A  d-iJ^  talbid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂XjJ)  Covei'ing  the 
2:round  thick  (dew).  Putting  any  glutinous  sub- 

stance upon  the  head  to  prevent  the  hair  from  flow- 
ing about.  Carding  wool,  and  putting  it  when 

moistened  about  the  head  of  a  swoi'd-sheath  to  pro- 
tect the  belt.  Mending,  patching.  Trampling  on. 

A  (j«JjJo  talb'is,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^j^)  Concealing 
(the  truth,  the  faults  of  goods  on  sale,  &c.),  cheat- 

ing, deceiving.  Mixing.  Misrepresentation.  Fraud, 

fallacy,  imposture.  Mixture,  confusion,  p 

f^i^!^ talb'is  hardan,  To  adulterate,  falsify,  corrupt. 

A  (JJ^jJ^  talbik,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Softening  (crum- bled bread  with  soup). 

A  (_dljjJo  talhik,  A  mixing  (wheat  with  honey). 

A  (j<J^5.3  talbin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^5)  Making  bricks. 

Transacting  any  business  undertaken  from  gene- 
rous motives.  Transacting  grave  and  important 

business.  A  kind  of  pottage. 
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A  iulhviat,  Soup  of  bran,  milk,  and  honey. 

A  'i^  /aZ/a^,  A  drinking-cupmacleout  of  a  palm- 
tree.  One  pouring  out.  One  lying  down.  Tillat, 

Sluggishness,  indolence.  A  mode  of  lying  down. 
State,  condition.  Moisture.  «1)  tillat  sunn, 

A  disagreeable  affair. 

A  ̂ Xij  talattulih,{Y.  n.  5  of ̂ )  Being  stained, 
defiled,  or  contaminated. 

A  Xili)  taltalat,  (v.  n.  of  JJo  Q)  Moving,  shak- 

ing, agitating.  Driving  violently.  A  hard,  disa- 

greeable trot  or  other  pace,  (pi.  talatil)  Hard- 
ship, adversity,  intenseness,severity.  A  cup  made  of 

a  palm.  Aj^  sJd.)  taltalatu  hahras,  The  inflecting 

of  the  O  ta  of  (^^iati)  taf^luna  •w\i\i  kasr, 
pronouncing  it  tif^luna. 

A  taltih,  (v.  n.  2  of  f^i^)  Tying  a  horse- 
cloth upon  a  horse. 

A  talaslus,  (v.  n.  2  of  l1*U5  Q)  Waver- 

ing, being  inconstant.  Being  thrown  down  or  rolled 
in  the  dust  or  the  sand. 

A  j^aI)  talassum,  A  veiling  the  mouth. 
A  ̂^J^  talassi,  A  gathering  of  gum. 

A  Jjxib  te/ii^,  (v.  n.2  of  Spoiling. 

A  ̂         An  eaglet. 
A  ^^^WV>  ̂   '^^ish  to  claim  for  one's  self. 

A  iji^  talajjiif,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— As^)  Digging 

■ound  the  sides  of  a  well.  Being  dug  in  the  sides 
(a  well). 

A  talajluj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   Q)  Being  agi- 
tated, moving,  shaking.  Hesitating,  vacillating. 

Taking  from  another.  Being  irresolute.  Stammering. 

A  ̂   /a/oyMTO,  Atying  onamenstruous  cloth. 
A  taiajjun,  (v.  n.  5of  ̂^sP)  Washing,  yet 

not  cleaning  (the  head).    Feeding  (camels)  with 
eaves  of  trees  mixed  with  meal,  barley,  and  date- 
stones.  Being  viscous  (plants). 

A  taljib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i--*s^)  Being  quite 

dry  (a  ewe).  Having  much  milk  (a  sheep  or  goat). 

A  taljisai,  (v.  n.  2  of  Is^)  Forcing  against 
the  will.  Lying  at  a  sale. 

A  taljij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Launching  into, 
sailing  through  the  mighty  deep  (a  ship). 

A  (— flAsi^  ioJjy,  (v.  n.  2  of  t^jJ.)  Digging  in 
the  sides  of  a  well.  Working  at  the  sides  in  coitu. 

(•W^  talj'im,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂sl)  Coming  up  to the  mouth  (water). 

A  i^a&m,  (v.  n.  2  of         Feeding  (ca- 
mels) with  leaves  mixed  with  meal  or  barley.  Strik- 

ing (mallows)  to  thicken  (them). 

Ajs.  talahhuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^)  Being  avari- 
cious, narrow-minded.  Retiring,  staying  behind. 

Preparing  one's  self  for.  Tucking  up  the  garments 
preparatory  to  fighting  or  travelling.  The  water- 

ing of  the  mouth  (from  desire  or  any  thing  acid). 
A  ks^*  talahhuz,  Narrowness.  A  sticking  to- 

gether.  Anguish,  affliction,  toil. 

A  L_fls.^'  talahhuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u_a:s))  Taking,  or 
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making  up,a  sheet  or  outer  garment  lihdf). 

A  ̂ —s.-*  ialahluh,  A  remaining  in  one  place. 
A  ̂̂ '^  talahhi,  (v.  n.  -5  of  . 

.1; 

Luiumuii,  r\.  rejuaiiiiii 

Passing  the 
end  of  the  turban-sash  under  the  chin. 

A  L-*:*^  talhib,{v.  n.  2  of «— »^)  Striking  with 
a  sword.  Makins:  an  impression. 

A  talhij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Involving,  con- 
fusing, not  making  one's  meaning  sufiiciently  clear. 

A  ̂jojk^  taUns,  (v.  n.  2  of  L>a^)  Asking 

straitly,  seeking  news.  Detailing  one  thing  after 

anothei'.  Corroborating,  strengthening.  Making 

(a  place)  narrow. 
talhtz,  A  brand  under  a  sheep's  eye. 
talliif,  (v.  n.  2of;_is^)S  weeping  the 

ground  pompously  with  the  train. 

A  {^x^  talhin,  (v.  n.2of^s^)  Speaking  badly, 
pronouncing  the  vowels  with  impropriety.  Speak- 

ing melodiously,  reading  with  a  sweet  or  tender  in- 
tonation of  voice  lahn).  Accusing  one  of 

error  in  pronunciation  (^s^  lahn). 

p  Jj  talhh,  Bitter.  Acrimonious,  malicious. 
Sad.  Bitterly. 

talkha,  Grain,  parched  and  pulverized, 

and  afterwards  mixed  up  with  water  into  paste. 

talhh-ah,  Bitter  water.  Salt  water, 

p  ^  talkh-artij,  A  live  coal.  A  porta- ble stove,  a  brasier. 

PjIas^  talhh-har,  Wild,  unwholesome  fruit. 

talkh-jukuk,  (or  tdJ_j!>-  ̂   talhh- 
juk)  Wild  succory. 

p  ^  talkh-jwan,  Poison.  Death, 
p  ̂   ̂   tulhh-hho  or  hhu,  Of  a  bitter  temper, 

p  f^^^—s"  ̂   talhh-hhrvan,  The  gall-bladder, 
p  iO^J  ̂     talhh-dana,  Darnel,  tares, 

p  jj  ̂  — >  talkh-ru,  Morose,  crabbed,  sullen, 
p  Jtijj       toZ/e/t-rwf/a,  The  dung-holding  guts, 

p  (^jiaS-  ̂   talhh-^i/sh,Onevfhose  life  is  bitter. TalkhaJi,  Somewhat  bitter.  Thecolo- 

cynth  or  bitter  purging  apple.  Endive.  Name  of 
a  favourite  of  Sultan  Mahmud. 

p  ̂   talhh-kam,  Having  a  bitter  taste  in  the mouth.      Disappointed,  baulked. 

p  (_^^  ̂   talhh-kdnu,  Bitterness  of  taste.  Dis- 
appointment. J3  talkh-Jiirdar,  Stern. 

p  jlUfl^  >.JI)  talkh-gvftar,  Bitter-spoken  (man). 
4. 
^  talhh-fju,  Speaking  bitterly.  Harsh, 

^  talhh-mizdj,  Splenetic,  peevish. talkhnak,  Very  bitter.  Bitterly. 

_j       tdlhh  u  tH7'sh,  Bitter  and  sour. 

een,  sharp,  sarcastic, 
p 

p 

p 

talkha,  Tares,  da)'nel.   Bile.  Bitter, 

styptic  food. 

p  (_^^  talkhi,  Bitterness.  Endive. 

viSxL.sr  t^_^  talhhi-chashula,  Tasted  sorrow. 
A  {^ja—y—^  talhhts,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^ss^)  Declar- 

ing, making  public.  Explanation,  declaration,  re- 
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port  or  abstract  of  state  affairs  presented  to  the 

king  by  referendaries. 
talkJdna,  Milk  soured  and  dried. 

A  Jsl)  talada,  (fut.  ilXh^yatlu  or  ladu)  He  abode. 

A  liJj  tald,  tuld,  or  talad.  Hereditary  wealth. 

Cattle  bred  under  the  master's  eye.  Tuld,  An 
eaglet.  Talad,  Born  in  foreign  parts,  but  brought 

up  at  home  (as  slaves  among  the  Arabians).  ' 
A  taldarjh,  The  act  of  stinging,  biting. 

A  taladdud,  (v.  n.  5  of  33)  Looking  right 

and  left.  Delaying,pausing,standing  in  amazement. 

A  pSJj  taladdum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Mending  (a 

gai-ment),  patching  (a  shoe).  Being  worn  and  re- 
quiring mending  (a  garment). 

A  (jL>>ii  taladdun,  A  delaying,  tarrying  at. 
A  tV.iili  taldid,  A  publishing,  revealing. 

A  (j-^  jJj  taldis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^ti3)  Shoeing  (a 
camel)  for  hard  ground.  Mending,  patching 
(shoes  or  slippers). 

A  laldim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ d^)  Mending  (a  gar- 

ment).   Uniting,  cementing. 
A  taldin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Moistening 

(cloth).     Making  (a  spear)  limber. 
A  iijdi>  zla/a^'^M^,  (v.  n. -5  of  33)  Taking  plea- 

sure, enjoying  one's  self. 
A  ialazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂i.!)  Walking  ele- 

gantly and  expeditiously.  Looking  right  and  left. 

A         talazzvj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂  )  Going  in  search 

of  grass  (cattle).  Being  viscous  (plants).  Re- 
maining dirty  after  being  washed  (the  head). 

A  talazzuh,  Secretion  of  spittle  from  eat- 
ing sour  fruit. 

A  |Jjl!>  talazzuh,  A  sticking,  an  adhering. 
Aj5}Vi  talazluz,  A  being  moved,  a  moving. 
A        talazzus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  filled. 

A        'Si  talz'ib,  An  adhering  firmly. 

A  wpJ  talzisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ]p)  Giving.  Feed- 

ing (camels)  well. 
aJ^J)i3  talzlz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji)  Giving  a  strong constitution  (God). 

p  uiLJj  tilisk,  A  small  bunch  of  grapes,  part 
of  a  larger. 

A  f^j^'ii  talassun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂^--3)  Being  lent  (a 
camel's  colt)  that  the  camel  may  give  milk  plen- 

tifully. Giving  out  flame,  flaming  (live  coals). 
A  tulsi.  Sweet  basil. 

A  talsin,  A  making  a  tongue  or  latchet. 

A  {^Ja^  talassus,  A  robbing,  plundering. 

A  ;jwax*ab  tahis,  A  joining  closely,  making  firm. 

A  ̂-ki!)  talaftuhh,  (v.  n.  5of  ̂ W)  Being  con- taminated, defiled.   Being  anointed.  A  liniment. 

A  lak)3  tolattut,  A  denying  a  debt  legally  due. 

A  tilti^  (A  camel)  toothless  from  age. 

A  ̂ kJJ  talattu^  A  being  toothless  from  age. 
A  t_Akl!>  talattuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (__ftla3)  Favouring, 

shewing  kindness.  Attaining  gradually  (to  the 
knowledge  of  any  thing). 
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A  \s^^  talattufan,  (p  jolfliab)  By  favour. 

A  OValaJj  talattufat,  Caresses,  favours. 

A  jjai!>  talattum,  (v.  n,  5  of  jja))  Being  of  a 
dark,  ashy  colour  (the  face). 

A  (^Jaii  talatti,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^)  Waiting  for 
(an  enemy).  Taking  advantage  of  the  negligence 

of  others.    Denying  a  debt. 

A  ̂la)j<a/^iM,Abedaubing,dirtying,anointing. 
A  I  aAiSj  ̂ aZ/i/',  A  making  elegant  or  delicate. 

A  j»JkiaIj  taltlm,  The  sealing  (of  a  letter). 
A  laiisJij  talazluz,  (v.  n.  2  of  laikJ  Q)  Turning 

or  shaking  the  head  in  a  rage.  Twisting,  writh- 

ing (as  a  serpent). 

A  (_^a)j  tnlazzi,  A  burning,  flaming. 
A  XaIoIl)  talziyat,  A  causing  to  burn  or  flame. 

A  ̂   tala^,  (fut.  ̂ lyatla^)  (The day)  ad- vanced. He  stretched  out  his  neck  to  see  and  hear. 

A  ̂   tala^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  long-necked. 
Being  full.  Length  of  neck.  Tali^  One  who  looks 
about  or  turns  his  head  often.    Full  (vessel). 

A  L-^UJo  tal^b,  A  playing :  sport,  play.  Til^b, 

tal^b,  (or  L-->l»li>  <?7»^^a&) Given  to  play,  sportive. 

A  lL>\n]3  til^bat,  (to/^aiai,  or  &jl*b  tili^bat) 
Given  to  play,  sportive. 

A  tala^b,  A  playing,  trifling,  toying. 

A         tcd^d,  (pi.  tilaQ  High  ground. 
Low  ground.  A  river  flowing  from  a  rising  ground 

into  a  valley.  The  channel  of  such  a  stream.  ̂  

^jJi)  ̂yiM>  ̂ <  L-ils-^  la  ahhafn  ilia  min  sayli 

falf^tl,  I  have  no  fear  except  from  my  own  kin. 

A  ̂ Xi^  tala^um,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   Q)  Delaying, 
hesitating.  Not  daring.  Considering  attentively. 

Being  deficient. 

A  Jtlo  tala^ij,  Lust  (in  a  woman). 

A  tala^um,  An  eating,  devouring. 

A  jjJ^J3fa/a^^ws,A  beingvoracious,eatingmuch. 

A  (_>ax^  talaris,  (v.  n.  6  of  not  in  use) 

Becoming  difficult,  pressing  hard  upon. 

A  L_i^  <flZfl^^w/,(v.n.6  of  v_AjJ)  Preparing  to 
leap  in,  on,  over.  Preparing  to  be  restive  (a  camel). 

A  ̂ WJ  tala^u^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   Q)  Moving. 

Shining  (as  a  vapour  over  the  plain).  Being  bro- 

ken (a  bone).  Writhing,  being  in  commotion  from 

hunger  or  thirst.  Lolling  the  tongue  from  thirst 

(a  dog).  Being  weak  (from  sickness  or  fatigue). 

Saving  til)  W  la^n  laka,  May  you  rise  from 

your  fall  (a  formula  of  sympathetic  benediction, 

used  when  any  one  stumbles). 

A         tala^um,  A  delaying,  hesitating. 

A  tala^,  (v.  n.  5  of  Concreting,  be- 
coming candied  (honey).  Licking.  Gathering  or 

grazing  the  young  herbage  called  ̂   lu^^ 

A  tal^h,  (v.  n.  2  of  c_a*5)  Playing, 

sporting,  jesting,  joking,  trifling. 

A  til^bat,  Given  to  play,  sportive. 

A  jjjjOj  tal^n,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Imprisoning. 
Tormenting,  torturing. 
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A  v_.,»Ab  talaghghub,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-m»5)  Remov- 
ing, driving  away.    Fatiguing,  tiring,  wearying. 

A  ( — 2iii>  talaghghuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i_A»tJ)  Prepar- 

ing to  leap,  spring,  or  become  refractory. 

A  j»xb  talaghghum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Anointing 
the  parts  round  the  mouth  (with  perfumed  un- 

guents).   Moving  those  parts  (in  speaking). 

A  talghib,  A  fatiguing,  wearying  out. 

A  ia^itb  talgliit,  (v.  n.  2  of  lajJ)  Making  a  mur- 
muring noise,  or  a  confused  unintelligible  jargon. 

p  1  ob  tulf,  Repletion  from  eating  gi'apes. 
A  1  fiJI)  talaf,  (v.  n.  of  u_flb)  Perishing.  Pro- 

fusion, waste,  prodigality,  consumption.  Ruin, 
destruction,  loss. 

A  lib  talaf  an,  With  impunity. 

A  ij^ib  tilfdk,  Two  garments  sewed  together. 
A  CL^iXS  talaffut,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ll*fl3)  Bending, 

turning^away  (the  face). 

A  laib  talaffuz,  A  pronouncing,  articulating. 

A  ̂ ii)  talaffu^  {y .  n.  5  oi  |Xfli)  Being  covered 
with  a  cloak  (man  or  woman) ;  with  leaves  (a  tree) ; 

with  grey  hairs  (the  head).  Wrapping  a  garment 

about  one's  body  or  head.     Buining,  flaming. 
A  i_aa\3  talaffuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  a5)  Wrapping 

one's  sel^f  up  (in  a  garment). 
A  ̂Jfll)  talaffuh,  A  being  joined,  reaching. 

Pjllcjj  talaf-har,  Prodigal,  lavish ;  spendthrift. 

p  id^ i__Ab  talaf-harda,  Wasted,  squandered. 

A  ̂ —ob  talaffiim,{y.  n.  5  of^al) Binding  or  co- 
vering the  tip  of  the  nose  or  the  mouth  with  a  fillet 

or  veil  called        lifdm.  Veiling  the  head. 

A  X-ai3  taljiyat,  A  withholding,  a  defrauding. 

A  ia.»ji3  talflz,  Pronunciation,  articulation. 

A  talfi^  (v.  n.  2  of  |«i3)  Covering  the 
head  (grey  hairs).  Eating  plentifully.  Drawing, 

pressing  to  one's  self.  Turning  a^wallet  inside  out. 
A  c-Qjkfljo  talfif,  (v.  n.  2of  v_i3)  Involving,  co- 

vering up,  folding,  wrapping.  Procuring  false 
witnesses).  Bringing  together  from  various  places. 

A  ̂iSt!3talflk,{\.Ti.2o{^)  Sewing  together. 
Dressing,  adorning.  Adulterating,  falsifying. 

A  -*UiJ3  tilkdf,  (v.  n.  of  (_^a5)  Arriving  at,  meet- 

ing with,  falling  upon,  encountering.  A  meeting, 

encounter.  jUl\  ̂Ki^  tilhdta'n  ndr,  Towards  the 
fire.  &-.23  ̂ IHJJ      mm  tilkdf  nafsihi,  Of  himself. 

A  ̂ lib  tililikd^  A  babbler,  a  prater. 
A  ii^-lflJo  tilikha^t,  A  babbler,  prater.  A  fool. 

One  who  calls  nicknames. 

A  j»Vfl]o  tilhdm,  (or  iUUilj  tilltdmat)  One  who 
swallows  large  mouthsful. 

A  u.*Hb  talakhub,  (v.  n.  5  of  *--*flj)  Assuming 

a  surname  or  title.  Being  styled,  titled,  dubbed. 

A  3i3talakkuh,(v.n.5of^) Accusing  falsely. 
Makiny:  motions  with  the  hands  whilst  speaking. 

Spurning  the  male  (a  she^camel)  and  thus  intimat- 

ing that^she  is  pregnant  when  she  is  not  so. 
A  kib  talahhuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  ks3)  Collecting 

everywhei'e,  picking  up  here  and  there.  Carrying 
from  place  to  place. 

A         talakku^  The  using  abusive  language. 

A  I  oab  talakkuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_ftfll)  Swallow- 

ing, devouring,  snatching  greedily  (like  a  starving 

wretch).  Falling  ruinous  (a  wall),  bursting  at  the 
lower  part. 

Aj^-iab  talakluk,  A  being  moved,  agitated. 

A  jjib  talakkum,  (v.  n.-5  of^)Eatingor  swal- 
lowing(any  thing)  leisurely.  The  murmuring  noise 
of  a  i-apid  stream. 

A  (^-ab  talakkun,(Y.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^)  Being  taught. 
Learning  by  heart. 

A  talakJfi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Meeting,  en- 
countering. Learning  (from  one).  Conceiving. 

A  ̂.AjJib  talkib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_Ji5)  Giving  a  sur- 

name, style,  title,  or  nickname. 

A  'i^i  talkiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _jp)  Throwing 
(one  thing  into  another),  adding.  Throwing  to  any 

one,  injecting  (a  divine  inspiration).  Administer- 

ing (an  oath). 
A  CI.Aj>ib  talliis,  A  mixing.  Mixture. 

A  ̂ b  taVnh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Making  the  fe- male palm  fi  uitful  by  sprinkling  the  male  flowers. 

A  i»_fljJib  talkif,  (v.  n.  2  of  t_afl3)  Swallowing. 

Causing  to  swallow,  giving  a  mouthful  of  meat. 
Raising  and  throwing  the  feet  forward  (a  horse), 

not  lifting  them  towards  his  belly.  Striking  his 
brisket  when  he  travels  (a  camel). 

A  ̂•^'^  tallfim,  A  causing  to  swallow. 
A  tj;iftb  talhln,  (v.  n.  2  of  Instructing,  in- 

forming, making  to  understand. 

p  udb  talk,  Gold  leaf.  A  kind  of  stuff",  (for 

^  talkh)  Bitter.  Tilh,  Green  ginger.  Tulh,  A 
bean.  Talak,  One  whose  beard  has  fallen  off.  A 

man  with  large  mustachios.  Tilak,  The  medlar- 

tree.  A  sleeveless  gai'raent.   ,  A  gown.  A  shoe. 
A  tdlb  tilha,  (fem.  of  t^5i)  She.  That. 

A  ̂   talahhnd,  (v,  n.  5  of  Jk>J)  Embracing  or 

hugging  one  another  in  friendship  or  in  battle.  Be- 
ing joined,  firm,  compact.  Being  fleshy,  thick, 

plump,  fat,  gross.  ^ 

A_j^=»b  talahhui,  (v.n.Sof  \55)  Stopping,  de- 
laying. Desisting,  deserting.  Being  sickly,  ailing. 

A  j*^^  talkim,  A  patching,  mending. A  Jb  tokZ,Moisture.  TMZMZ,(pl.of,JJ5)Necks. 

A  j,b  talm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Ploughing.  Talam, 

(pi.  ̂"^S  alld)n)  A  trench,  furrow  (in  corn-fields). 
Tilam,  (pi.  tilam)  A.  boy,  servant;  a  plough- 

man. A  goldsmith.  A  long  tube,  an  air-pipe. 

A  -*^^b  tiUnnnds,(y.  n.  5 of  ̂_^)  Turning,  chang- 

ing (colour),  becoming  of  a  dark  and  tawny  colour. 

A  ̂ Xio  tahndh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Shining,  twin- kling (a  star),  flashing  (lightning). 

A  ii>Oj  tilimmdz,  Inconstant  in  friendship. 
A  &li>l!ib  tilimmdzat.  Talkative  (woman). 

A  ̂ !Jb  talammuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Taking  a 



whet  before  dinner,  tasting. 

A  ̂JJb  talammuhh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Speaking 
obscenely,  using  foul  language. 

A  jljb  talammuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofj\)  Asking  repeat- 
edly.   Haste  in  walking. 

A  ̂j«Xb  talammus,  An  asking  repeatedly. 

A  (jL^^  tilimsan,  The  capital  of  Morocco. 

A  iaXlj  talammuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  lot)  Rolling  the 

tongue  about  the  mouth  to  clean  the  teeth  after 

eating.  Licking  the  lips.  Rolling  food  about  in 

the  mouth  to  taste  the  flavour  of  it.  Darting  out 

the  tongue,  and  moving  it  swiftly  (a  serpent). 

A  ̂i!>  talammu^  A  snatching,  catching  at. 

A  J^^b'  talammuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J^)  Tasting. 
A  (jjJ!|15 talammuh,{y . n .5 of LiiIt)Tasting.  Twist- 
ing his  jaws  or  rolling  his  tongue  about  (a  camel). 

A  (JJJb  talammul,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J^)  Rolling  the 

tongue  about  the  mouth  (after  eating). 

p  talmin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)The  nose, 
snout,  beak. 

A  y,^  talammut,  (v.  n.  5  of  1^)  Covering,  con- 

cealing (as  the  earth).  Taking  or  laying  by  any 

fragments  (of  meat)  in  a  dish. 

A  ,_J-♦btaZam??^^,  A  fading,vanishing(of colour). 

A  ̂^"■>  tahnij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Breakfasting. 
A  <aZwii/<.,(v.n.2of^)Indicating,shewing. 

A  glance.    An  illusion. 

A  tUm'iz,  (pi.  p^l!)  talam,  '^'^  talamiy, 
Sijo'ih  falamiz,  and  talamiz'ai)  A  scholar, 
student.    A  disciple. 

A  iaJ;^  talmiz,  The  paying  of  a  debt. 

A  talmt^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Having  spots  on 
his  body  differing  in  colour  from  the  rest  (a  horse). 

A       tu  or  talunnat,  Delay.  A  thing  necessary. 
p  »ti^L>  talanda,  A  stutterer,  a  stammerer. 

p  i^^JAi  talnag,  A  fruit  resembling  a  peach. 

T'dang,  Name  of  a  country  in  the  Dak'han.  Ti- 
linxj,  The  beating  of  a  tarabourin.  A  small  bunch 

of  grapes.  Tulang,  Need,  occasion.  Inclination, 
wish.  Supplication. 

P  (J:V^^  talayiguhin,  (for  (jjxGjj)  Manna. 

p  i'w/ara^/i,  Indigent.  A  supplicant,  a  sturdy 
beggar.  Tuhiigi,  A  beardless  youth.  Large,  cor- 

pulent.   Fearless.    A  murderer. 

p  euJj  tulna,  Poverty.  Want,  wish,  desire. 

A  jb  talw,  (v.  n.  of  i}3  for  _jb)  Purchasing  a 

young  mule.  Tilw,  (pi.  atlai)  Consecutive. 

High,  exaUed.  Any  thing  following  another  (as 
the  colt  the  dam).    An  ass-colt. 

p  jb  talu,  A  briar.    Tulu,  Shaft  of  an  arrow. 

A  ̂  taluw,  One  who  follows  without  intermis- 

sion. Tnluw,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^  for  ̂ i)  Following. 
Abandoning ;  withholding  assistance. 

A  li^^l!)  talwaz,  A  mutual  seeking  of  refuge. 

p  'i^^  talwaza,  A  wooden  house. 
p  a-«>^ji!)  talwasa,  Commotion,  restlessness. 

Grief.  Inclination. 
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A  tilrvat,  A  kid  more  than  four  months  old. 

A  she-ass  colt.  Lambs  or  kids  dropt  before  the 
rising  of  the  star  Canopus. 

A  talawwus,  A  being  stained. 

P (JlJji!)  talawmus-pazir,  Dirty,  soiled. 

A  J_jb  tulud,  (v.  n.  of  tiJ3)  Being  old  (a  pos- 
session), descending  by  heritage. 

p  &**>ji!>  talawsa,T\ie  sheath  in  which  the  date 
is  enveloped.  A  hatchet.  Talwasa,  Commotion, 

restlessness.  Grief.  Talusa  or  tulusa,  A  scabbard. 

A  f^jo^  tulaimvus,  A  being  twisted,  inverted. 

A  \yy^S  talawmut,  (v.n.  5  of  ia^  for  l>j3)  Com- 

mitting an  unnatural  crime,  doing  as  Lot's  people. 
A        tulu^  Advance  (of  the  day). 

p  ti)^  taloh,  A  butt  for  shooting  at.  A  drink- 
ing vessel  made  in  the  shape  of  an  animal. 

A  J_jl3  talul,  Sluggish,  led  with  difficulty  (beast). 

A  talasmm,  (v.  n.  5  of  p'i))  Healing,  be- coming well  (a  wound). 

A  ̂ yO  talawwum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  Being 
slow,  dilatory.  Waiting,expecting.  Being  blamed. 

A  (j^jlj  tulun,  (and  f  ulunat)  Necessary  bu- siness. Delay. 

A  jjjlC)  talawwun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  (j^!)  Being 
coloured. Changingcolour :  versatility,variableness. 

A  Ol3jb  talawwunat,  Changes. 

p  fG?arwwMre-ifoZ'^,  Capricious,  whim- 
sical, fitful,  fretful. 

p  ̂^^>■^y>  (jjb  talawwun-mizaji,  Caprice. 
p  &i_jb  taluna,  A  blossom. 
A  SjJj  talawwuh,(Y.n.5of  »^for8_jJ)  Shining 

(the  vapour  i— -j]^  sarab).  Trembling,  wavering. 

A  jl^^b  talawwa',  A  small  kind  of  ship.  Ta- 
laivwi,  (v.  n.  5  of  )  Being  bent,  distorted,  twisted. 

Turning  away.    Playing  zigzag  (lightning). 

A  t-o.jb  talwlb,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂«->^)  for  i»^_}3)  Mix- 
ing a  perfume.    Smearing  with  saffron. 

A  ft^jJj  faZ/y^?/a/,  (v.n.  2  of  ;_j'j)) Twisting,  bend- 
ing, shaking  the  head. 

A  <JLA^._jb'  tabvis,  (v.  n.  2  of  l1>^  for  l1>_j!)  Be- 
fouling. Imprisoning,  detaining.  Mixing.  Mace- 

rating, dissolving.    Sucking  his  finger  (a  child). 

A         tahvy,  Crookedness  (of  a  road). 

A  talrvlh,  (Y.n.2  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Causing 
to  change  colour.  Making  tawny,  yellow,  or  fiery- 
coloured  (as  the  sun,  fire,  or  thirst).  Making  the 

head  white  (hoariness).  Heating.  Shining  in  glis- 

tening garments  or  with  a  sword.  Making  (a  gar- 

ment) glossy.  Making  (a  sword)  glitter  and  gleam. 

Giving  (a  child)  any  thing  to  eat  (which  it  can 
hold  in  its  hand). 

AjJ._}b  talwiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofj!i)  forj^)  Stuffing 
(dates  or  figs)  with  almonds  (Jj5  larvz). 

A  (_>a^.jb  talwis,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  [^y>) 

Eating  pure  honey,  called  lanm. 

A  ̂ y>,^  talwik,  (v.  n.  2  of       for  j^5)  Pre- 
paring, preserving,  or  dressing  (meat)  with  butter. 

5d 

Dressing  soft  as  butter  (meat). 

A  jC^'  talwvn,(\.  n.2of  p>)for|4j))  Reprehend- ing, blaming,  reproving.  Writing  the  letter  J  Zam. 

A  ̂.jb  talwin,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use)  Co- 
louring. Varying,  diversifying.  Beginning  to  co- lour (dates). 

p  «1>  tala,  A  gin  for  catching  birds.  A  place 

where  cattle  are  tied  up.  A  hot  iron  with  which 
stains  are  taken  out  of  cloth.  Tila,  Drawn  gold. 

The  step  of  a  stair,  the  round  of  a  ladder. 

A  talah,  (v.  n.  of  «Jj)  Perishing.  Being  sad, 

distracted.  Being  made  to  forget,  being  rendered 

unmindful.  Ruin,  destruction.  Mental  perturbation. 

p  &Jj  talla,  Step  of  a  stair;  round  of  a  ladder. 
A  I— talahhuh,  A  burning,  flaming. 

A  ̂-Sf'^  talahjum,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Being 
greedy  of,  addicted  to.  Lying  open  (a  beaten  road). 
Thrusting  the  muzzle  into. 

A  j«i\J->  talahzum,  A  cutting  off.  An  eating. 

A         talahhu^  Diff"useness,  verbosity. 
A  I — ftljlj  talahliuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i— fl^)  Lamenting, 

regretting  (any  thing  neglected,  missed,  or  lost). 

A  JjPl)  talahhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Being  of  a dead  white  (linen). 

A  talahlus,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q  not  in  use) 
Retiring,  desisting  through  timidity. 

A  tulahluh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ai^  Q)  Searching 

diligently,  exploring  the  smaller  particles  of  forage. 
A        talahhum,  A  devouring,  gulping  up. 

A  j^^b  to/a/t/mw,  A  breakfasting,  taking  a  whet. 
A  talahivuh,  (v.  n.  2  of         Q)  Speak- 

ing or  acting  carelessly. 

A  talahhi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Play- 

ing, sporting,  unbending.  Forgetting,  dismissing. 

Being  negligent  and  careless. 
A  (— ^flZ/tiZ*,  A  setting  on  fire,  making  blaze. 
A  talhhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  l^J  for  y^)  Causing 

to  love  or  delight  in.  Inducing  one  to  unbend  the 
mind  or  take  amusement  (in  order  to  forget  grief). 

Any  thing  by  which  time  is  beguiled. 

A  ̂ ^1^  talhij,  A  giving  breakfast  or  a  whet. A  d'X^  talhid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ii.p)  Pushing  away 

(in  contempt).  Accusing,  reproaching. 

Ajx^  talhiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Striking  on  the 
breast  with  the  fist. 

A  falJn^(v.n.2of  ̂ _j5)Prating, babbling: 
discoursing  fluently.    Making  pretension  to  wit. 

A  t— flXjb  talhlf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i— a^)  Ciying  out 

in  anguish  sL-i^  \j  wd  nafsdhu,  Alas !  my  soul. 

A  {^x^  talhin,  (v.  n.  2  of  Giving  break- 
fast orawhet.  Bringing  a  presentfrom  offa  journey. 

A  tily,  One  who  swears  much.  Wealthy. 

Tala',  Remaining  (part  of  a  month). 

p  ̂   till.  Gold.  Tuk,  An  artificer's  tool.  A 
barber's  case  of  instruments.  A  bag  wherein  a  tai- 

lor keeps  his  needle,  thread,  and  thimble. 

A  ̂JS  talla  ,  (pi.  of       /aiiZ)Prostrate.  Tulla\ 



A  slaughtered  sheep. 

Fj[xA>  talehar,  A  house  for  keeping  silkworms. 

A  &Jj  tilyat,  (or  taliyat)  Remainder  (of  a  debt). 

A  tl.*A>  talis,  A  date-tree  growingin  salt  ground. 

A  talayyus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂-^^  obsol.)  Being 

bold,  strenuous,  resembling  a  lion  in  gracefulness. 

A  ti.jX>  talid,  Born  in  foreign  parts  and  educated 

at  home  (as  slaves  among  the  Arabians).  Heredi- 
tary wealth. 

A  »*«Alj  ieVZzsa^,  A  sack.  A  testicle.  A  basket. 

A       iall^  Long-necked.  Long,  erect  (neck). 
A        talayyugh,  A^feigning  to  be  foolish. 

^  A  (JJj  talil,  (pi.  J^Vi  talla)  Prostrate,  (pi. 
iiX>^  atillat,  JI>  ̂mZwZ,  and  talatil)  The  neck. 

p  (jlcXj  tallman,  Name  of  a  hero  of  Iran. 

A  f^)3  talayyun,  (v.  n.5  of  for  t^)  Being 

softened,  smoothed.  Making  professions  of  regard, 

caressing,  blandishing, 

Pj\yi^  talen-ar,  A  house  for  keeping  silkworms. 
A  <^.ouI>  talyis,  (v.  n.  2  of  l2->^  for  »-l«jJ)  Re- 

sembling a  lion  in  greediness  and  voracity. 

A  iajkAll>  talyit,  A  joining,  glueing. 

A  I  a>jj,'i  taly'if,  (  V.  n.  2  of  i  for  i  ttjJ)  Using 
(the  bark  of  the  palm).  Being  thick  and  having 

much  bark  (the  shoot  of  a  palm-tree). 
A  ̂Jub  talnm,  A  bringing  again  into  favour. 

A  talyin,  The  act  of  smoothing. 

p  jC  tarn,  A  disease  in  the  eye,  the  web  or  ca- 
taract on  the  pupil,  which  causes  blindness. 

A  I'i  tamma, (fut.  Jk>_yatimmu)Itwas  finished. 

A  ̂ >  tamm,  (v.  n.  oi  ̂ )  Bemg  entire,  com- 
plete, full,  finished.  Completing,  making  up  the 

number.  Amulets  of  camel's  hair.  This  word  (or 

pi  tamma'l  hitab,  The  book  is  finished)  is 
generally  written  at  the  end  of  a  book,  similar  to 

our  Finis,  or  The  End.  ^^yo  l-^\:;^=0^  ̂  

i_j->lj6jl^  tamma^l  kitab  hi  ̂ wni'l  malihi'l  wah- 
hab,  The  book  is  finished,  with  the  assistance  of 

(God)  the  munificent  king.  Timm,  A  hoe,  spade, 

axe,  or  mattock.  Timm,  tamm,  or  tumm,  (v.  n.  of 

"j»'i)  Becoming  perfect  and  complete.  Completing. Persisting,  persevering.  Perfection,  accomplish- 

ment, end,  complement.  jl^'i)  sJi^j  waladathu  li timmin,  She  brought  him  forth  perfectly  formed. 

Aj-*W)  taniasur,  A  boasting  against  each  other. 
A^il»J  tamatur,  (v.  n.  6  of/!*)  Flying  here  and 

there  (sparks  of  fire).  Being  dispersed  or  scattered. 

Dragging,  pulling  one  against  another. 
A  ajl^  tamatuh,  A  being  very  far  asunder. 

A  tamatln,  (pi.  of  ̂jIa^)  Tent-strings. 
A  tamasul,  (v.  n.  6  of  jXo)  Being  conva- 

lescent (an  invalid).  Being  equal,  like  each  other. 

A  J^W?  tamasll,  (pi.  of  Jlx^)  Pictures. 

p         tumdj,  Goat's  leather.  A  purse. 
A  tamajud,  (v.  n.  6  of  Rehearsing 

the  glory  of  one.  Contending  for,  parading  glory. 

A  tamaju^  (v.  n.  6  of  J^)  Sneering,  ri- 
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diculing ;  being  petulant,  impudent,  saucy  ;  talk- 
ing obscenely  among  themselves. 

A  ̂ ^W>  tamajun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ jS*)  Talking  ob- 
scenely together  among  themselves. 

A  uiL>-l^  tamahuh,  A  litigating,  wrangling. 
p  tamalihra,  A  word.   Tamakhara,  A 

joke,  jest.    Wit,  humour.  Buffoonery. 

A  ̂"^W?  tamaduh,  A  praising  one  another. 
A  ̂i^U^  tamadukh,  (v.n.  6  of  ̂ d^)  Weighing 

down,  oppressing.  Shrinking  from,  hanging  back. 
Insolence,  rebellion. 

A  (_5'JUj  tamadi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^i^o  not  in  use) 
Continuing;  a  Ions  time.  Perseverance. 

Ajl^  tammar,  A  date-seller. 
A  tamarr,  (v.  n.  6  of  jf)  Being  broken  off 

(friendship).  Wrestling. 

p         tamaralih,  An  excellent  kind  of  grass. 

A  tamarus,  A  being  in  commotion,  dis- 
tracted among  themselves,  fighting,  squabbling. 

A  tamaruz,  The  feigning  a  disease. 

A  i^j^^  tamaj-un,  Failure  of  a  camePs  milk. 
A  tamdri,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ Jjo)  Doubting  (of 

any  thing).    Contending,  quarrelling. 

A  a^J^  tumariy,  A  sort  of  tree. 
A  tVjW)  tamdrld,  (pi.  of  timrdd)  Small 

houses  within  dove-cotes  for  pigeons  to  lay  in. 
A        tamdzz,  The  being  wide  apart. 

A  tamdzuh,  A  jesting  together. 

A  tamdss,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ J«<)  Touching  one 

another.  Copulating. 

A  tamdsuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ««o)  Acting  fair- 
ly towards  each  other.  Joining  hands  on  a  bargain. 

A  uiJu*»l^'  tamasuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  uil-*«)  Holding 

together.    Repressing,  containing  one's  self. 
A  tamdsi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ _^-»*)  Being  dis- 

solved, falling  in  pieces.    Accidents,  misfortunes. 

A  ̂ Mt^  tamasih,  (pi.  of  ̂ L*^)  Crocodiles. 
A  tamdsha^,  (for  tamdshi)  (v. 

n.  6  of  j_^iwe)  Walking  abroad  for  recreation.  Be- 

holding." Looking  at  any  thing  comic  or  tragic. 
An  entertainment,  show,  theatrical  representation. 

Sport,  amusement,  pleasure,  p  ̂jiiji^l^lv  tama- shd  kardan,  To  behold,  to  enjoy  a  sight. 

p  (jrO.  Liilfc!)  tamashd-hin,  A  rake,  epicure. 
p        Liil«!>  tamdshd-bini,  Libertinism. 

p  tamashd-gdii,  A  place  of  amuse- 

ment.   A  theatre,  amphitheatre. 

p  ̂_$J^J^\^  tamdshdffari,  A  debauch. 
A      W>  tarn  dshuk,  Asn  atch  in  gfrom  one  anoth  er. 

A  j_^l*3  tamdshi,  A  walking  abroad  together. 

A  1^1^  tamdsu^  A  fighting  together. A  tamdzz,  A  quarrelling,  a  wrangling. 

Aj^\^  fumdzir,  Name  of  a  woman. 
A  lalil^  tamdzuz.  An  opposing,  contending. 

A  biting  one  another  with  the  tongue. 

A  Ji'l^  tamdhid,  A  ducking  one  another. 

A  ̂j«i1^'fa?«a/»<.<t,  A  biddingagainst  each  other. 

A         tamdluffh,  A  laughing  at,  ridiculing. 

A  (-i)3V!|!)  tamdluk,A  maintainingself-possession. 

A  y^tamdlus,(\.n.Qoi  ̂ L«)  Mutually  agreeing 

and  aiding.  Collecting  together,  forming  a  crowd. 

A  tamdm,  Entire,  perfect,  complete,  con- 
summate. All.  Whole.  Conclusion,  end,  termi- 

nation. Finished,  accomplished, performed.  Com- 

pletely, totally,  absolutely,  entirely.  The  supple- 

ment of  a  hemistich  in  poetry.  j^J^^^^  tamd- 

mu    ̂ ydr,  Of  full  weight,     p  j»W>  tamdm 
shudan,  To  be  completed.  To  die.  ATamdm,ti- 

mdm,  or  tumdm,  (v.  n.  of  p)  Being  full,  complete, 
finished.  Terminating.  Completing.  Persevering, 

persisting.  ̂ i^<^^ tamdm.  kardan, To  complete. 

A  S/ol^v^  ̂ i^j**  shays  bi  timdmihi,  The  entire  thing. 

j»lcv5  eo  jJj  waladathu  li  timdmin,  She  brought  him 
forth  fully  formed.  hamari  timdm,  Full 

moon.  layli  timdm,  The  longest  night 
in  the^year. 

A  tamdman,  (also  bi  tamdmihi, 

p  jol'd*!)  tamdmdnd)  Wholly,  entirely,  in  toto. 

Pj»^iij\  j»W>  tamdm-anddm.  Fat,  full  of  flesh. 
A  '5jo\^  tarndmat.  End,  completion,  perfection. 

Tamdmat  or  timdmat,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Being  com- 

plete ;  finishing.  Persevering,  persisting.  Tumd- 
mat.  Remains,  reversion,  remainder. 

PjUff-        tamd7n-^ydr,  Of  full  standard. 

A  j_^W>  tamdml.  Perfection.  Conclusion,  end. 
A  ^y>^  laylun  timdniiy,  The  longest  night in  the  year. 

AjiA^  tamdmir,  (pl.of '5,!^!)  tummarat)  Cer- tain birds  smaller  than  sparrows. 

A  tamdnu^(y.r\.Q  of  ̂ i<)  Receding  from 
each  other  (two  squadrons  in  battle). 

A  tamdm,  (v.  n.  G  of  _jl<)  Gambling  with 

the  fingers,  playing  at  the  game  called  la  morre. 

A  Ojl»3  tamdwut,  A  feigning  to  be  dead. 

Ajj W>  tamdsur,  A  boasting,  a  glorying. 

A  ̂ ^jU  tamdsun,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^U)  Arriving. 

A  tamdhat,  (v.  n.  of  jO')  Being  corrupted, smelling  (meat). 

p  tamdhcha.  Meat  well  dressed. 

A  C4ij6l»J  tamdhuh,  A  litigating,  wrangling. 

A  tamasii,  (v.  n.  5  of  \U>)  Being  spread 

(evil),"  being  propagated  (sedition).  Being  wide 
by  stretching  (a  skin).  (v.  n.  5  of  i^^)  Being 
stretched  (a  skin). 

A  tamdyuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  for  ̂ )  Stag- 

gering, reeling  (a  drunken  man). 
A j>\^  tamdyur,  Interruption  (of  friendship). 

A  li?.W>  tamdyut,  (v.  n.  6  of  IsUi  for  kx«)  Be- 
ing far  distant,  absent,  retiring.  Being  estranged 

from  each  other,  sundering  the  ties  of  friendship. 

A  Jj.lt!>  tamdyul,  (v.  n.  6  of  JU  for  J^)  In- 

clining, leaning  from  side  to  side  in  walking.  In- 
flection, declination. 

Apjlp  iamdnm,  (pl.ofX*^)  A  mulcts,  charms. 



A  slip  tammat,  A  charm  against  enchantments, 

made  of  camels'  hair.  Tummat,  A  present,  (pi. 

^  tumam  or  timam)  A  little  hair  or  the  like 
iven  to  one  to  finish  withal  his  blanket. 

A  CLi^  tamt,  Name  of  an  uneatable  herb. 

A  tamtam,  One  who  stutters,  and  pro- 

nounces with  difficulty  the  letters  p  mlm  and  O 
One  who  speaks  indistinctly. 

A  »/elx»!>   tamtamat,  A  diificulty  in  pronoun- 

cmg  O  ta  and  ̂   niim. 
A  timtan,  (pi.  e^^)  tent-string. 

A  tamattuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Reposing. 
. —  A  tamattu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Le)  Using,  en- 

joying, reaping  advantage.    Assisting  at  the  so- 

emnities  of  Mecca.  Performing  the  ^mrat 
and  the        hajj  together.    Delight,  enjoyment. 

A  tamattuh,  A  sipping  (wine  or  water). 

A  j»Xv>  timtim  or  tumium,  The  plant  sumach, 

p  j»jL,5  tumtum,  The  tail  of  the  wild  ox. 
A         tamtamat,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Hesitating, 

■onouncing  indifferently  the  letters      i« or  j» mm. 
A  tamattun,  A  being  firm  and  solid. 

A  euU^  tamattuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ao/c)  Commending 

one's  self,fishingfor  applause.  Walking  very  stately. 
Suffering  toil,  trouble,  and  misery.  Intensity,  ex- 

aggeration, hyperbole.  A  secret.  Error,  mistake. 

A        tamatti,  (v.  n.  5  of        Drawing  a  bow- 

string. Being  lengthy.  Leaning  on  a  rope  in  order 
cut  it  in  two. 

A         tamtih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Fixing  her  tail 
the  sand  when  laying  her  eggs  (a  locust). 

A  tamti^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ u)  Permitting 
eely  to  enjoy.  Bestowing,  conferring,  granting, 

rolonging,  extending.  Giving  a  divorced  woman 

present.  Granting  a  long  life.  Causing  to  grow, 

pplying  growth.  A  favour. 

A  ij^jU^  tamtin,  (v.  n.  2  of  tjvo)  Pitching  a 

ent  with  its  cords.     Saying  to  any  one,  "  Go  on 
oefore  to  such  a  place  and  I  will  overtake  you." 
Strengthening  the  skirting  of  a  tent  that  the  ends 

f  the  tent-poles  may  not  tear  it.  Whipping  a  bow 
ound  with  asinew.  Seasoning  a  leathern  bottle  with 

nspissated  juice,  (pi.  tema^jw)  A  tent-string. 
A  Jli«j  tamsal.  Comparison,  similitude.  Tim- 

dl,  (pi.  J.*jl^)  Image,  effigy,  portrait,  semblance. 

p^x_5lx^  timsdhjar,  A  portrait-painter,  limner. 

A        tamassu^  The  trotting  (of  a  hyena). 

A  iji^  tamassul,  (v.  n.  5  of  JXo)  Resembling, 

mitating.  Appearing  before,  standing  in  the  pre- 

ence.    Punishing  by  way  of  example,  as  eye  for 

ye.  Applying  or  employing  a  fable  or  proverb. 

A  ̂JJCV  tamsil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (J-a*)  Making  an  ex- 

mple  of  (a  homicide)  by  mutilating  (him)  in  the 
ose,  ears,  lips,  or  extremities.  Taking  a  portrait. 

)escribing  accurately,  giving  a  lively  representa- 

on  of.  Likening,  comparing,  applying  an  alle- 
ry.  Comparison,  similitude,  resemblance.  Ex- 
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emplification.  An  allegory,  parable,  fable,  apo- 

logue. Impression. 
A  O^LdjJ  tamsildt,  Examples,  allegories. 

A  tamajjuh,  A  boasting,  a  being  proud. 

A  tamajjus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Q'*^  not  in  use) 
Embracing  the  Persian  religion  of  the  Magi,  or 

the  worship  of  fire. 

A  (*^^  tamajju^  (v.  n.  5  of  J^)  Eating  dates 
and  milk  togethei',  or  drinking  the  milk  afterwards. 
Taking  a  sip  of  milk  and  eating  dates. 
A  tamajmuj,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Shaking 

(the  buttocks  of  a  horse).  Endeavouring  to  dis- 

parage, wishing  to  disgrace. 

A  f^j^  tamajjun,  Impudent,  random  talk. 
A  tamjij,  A  reproaching,  disgracing. 

A  J>Jk^*^  tamjid,  (v.  n.  2  of  <^^)  Satiating,  or 

nearly  satiating  (camels)  with  green  pasture.  Giv- 
ing abundantly.  Giving  glory  to,  glorifying.  The 

glorification  of  God. 

A  (jwJLs:*'  tamjis,  (v.  n.  2  of  {j^^  not  used) 
Making  one  of  the  Magi,  proselyting  to  the  reli- 

gion of  the  fire-worshippers. 

A  i^s:*^  tamahhuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^si*)  Being  ef- 
faced, abolished.    Being  burned. 

AcLl^y  toma/(/iM/<,Abeingraorose,quarrelsome. 

A  (J>a^  tamahkul,  (v.  n.5  of  (Jj?^)  Deceiving, 

betraying, laying  snares.  Trying  to  recover  (debt). 

A  tamahmuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ s!*  Q)  Alight- 

ing at  a  place,  settling,  taking  up  one's  abode. 
Occupying  the  middle  of  a  house.  Being  near 

delivery  (a  woman). 

A  ;^sr*^  tamahhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J^)  Toiling,  un- 
dergoing trouble  and  vexation  (&j^  mihnat). 

A  SAs:*^  ta7nhiyat,  An  erasing,  defacing. 

A  tamhis,  (v.  n.  2  of  L^^s^*)  Proving, 
trying,  making  an  experiment.  Lessening,  pull- 

ing the  nerves  out  of  meat. 

A  laAatf^  tamhit,  (v.  n.  2  of  ks;:*)  Making  (a 
bowstring)  smooth  and  even  with  the  fingers. 

A  ̂ jJ^  iamhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^)  Erasing,  ef- 
facing, annulling,  destroying. 

A  ta7nhil,(v.  n.  2  of  ,J^)  Strengthening, 

A  (j^s^  tamhvi,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^^)  Taking  off  the 
bark  or  any  thing  similar.    Smoothing  (leather). 

A  tamakhhhuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Shaking; 
agitating  (water)  in  a  well  with  a  bucket. 

A        tamahhhhuhh,  The  extracting  of  marrow. 

Aj.s£f^  tamahhhhur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Facing 
the  wind  and  snuffing;  it  up  (a  horse).  Turning 

one's  back  to  the  wind,  ^iSs'\  Li\j\  \d\ 

^Ji\  iza  ardda  ahadukumu'l  haml,fa'l  ijatamahh- 
hliari'r  Tih,  When  any  one  of  you  wants  to  make 
water,  let  him  turn  his  back  to  the  wind. 

A  (j-sJ*"*  tamakhhhus, (or  ̂jiif^  tamakhkkush) 
Violent  motion. 

A  (^s;*^  tamahlihhuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^ja^^  Being 

agitated  (milk)  in  churning.  Being  taken  with  the 

pains  of  labour.  Bringing  trials  and  difficulties 

(fortune).  Shaking  a  churning-bottle.  Stirring 
(as  a  foetus).    Conceiving  (a  ewe). 

A  tamahhhliut,  (v.  n.  .5  of  lai^*)  Blowing 
the  nose.  Drawing  ujj  water  into  the  nostrils,  and 

discharging  it  again.    Vacillating  in  one's  walk. 
A^jST^  tamahhhlii,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _^)  Being  free, 

quit,  clear.  Abstaining,  refraining  from.  Excus- 

ing one's  self,  apologizing. 

A  kiJ^  tamhliiyat,  A.Yemov'mg,  carrying  away. 
p  tamhhisd.  An  ejaculation  on  an  emer- 

gency. Name  of  one  of  the  seven  sleepers  in  the 
cave  near  Ephesus. 

A  tamhhihh,  The  extracting  of  marrow. 

A  i^jai^  tamhhiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  Being 
taken  with  the  pains  of  labour.  Seizing  a  female 

(the  pangs  of  labour). 

A  \3.i^  tamkhit,  (v.  n.  2  of  ks^*)  Taking  oft' 
the  caul  from  the  nose  of  a  newly-born  lamb  or  kid. 

A  tamadduh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^Vo)  Commend- 
ing one's  self,  fishing  for  applause,  glorying  in 

what  one  does  not  possess.  Being  ample,  suffi- 

ciently extensive  (a  town  or  country).  Praising. 

A  tamadduhli,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ii>*)  Crawling 
onwards  (a  camel).  Being  proud  (a  man).  Being 
filled  Avith  fat  (camels). 

A  lili^  tamaddud,  (v.  n,  5  of  !!x«)  Being  ex- 

tended. Yawning,  stretching  one's  self.  Extend- 
ing,lengthening  out.  Walking  with  self-importance. 

A  ta7nadru^  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ li.*  Q)  Putting 
on  a  woollen  jerkin. 

A  tamaddul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J.,^/«)  Wiping 

one's  self.   Folding  a  fillet  or  sash  (called 
?wjw6?iZ) round  the  body,  and  the  fillet  (calledjU-j^ 
dastdr)  round  the  head. 

A  f^S^  tamaddun,  A  residing  in  a  city. 
p  "iS^  tamda,  A  stammerer,  a  stutterer. 
A  tamadduli,  (v.  n.  5  of  iS<)  Boasting, 

courting  applause.  Praise,  eulogium. 

A  f^^S^  tamadhim,(Y.  n.  2 of  (^fc-Vo  Q)  Using 

or  making  an  oil-bottle  (^^tVi  mudhuii). 
A  tamdih,  A  praising  greatly. 

A  tamdid,  An  extending,  lengthening. 

A tamd'ir,  (v.  n.  2ofjii.«)  Covering  witli 
clay  ;  cementing  the  chinks  of  a  bath,  pond,  or  re- 

servoir. Voidinsr  excrement. 

A  jjiJ.J^  toTOf/is/t,(v.  n.2of(^ii>/o)Givinglittle. 

A  i^ip-^  tamdin,{v.n.  2o^ ^Sio)  Building  (ci- 
ties). Establishing  and  settling  in  a  jjlace,  Ta- 

madyun,  A  being  brought  up  delicately. 

A^(i-«5  ta7nazzuj,{N.w.^o'i  Ripening  (a 
melon).     Becoming  filled  (a  vessel).  Swelling. 

Being  ample,  extended. 

A  ̂ <^^  tamazzuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ '^)  Rising, 
swelling  (the  sides  with  drink).  Sucking. 

A  '^■^  iatnazzuhh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 3»«)  Sucking 
thehoney  of  pomegranate-flowers.  Walking  against 



each  other  (a  camel  and  a  man). 

AjS^  tamazzur,  (v.  n.  5  ofji-*)  Being  indis- 
posed. Being  scattered,  dispersed.  Falling  into 

cheesy  particles  (milk),  the  serous  particles  being 

separated.  Being  rotten  (a  nut). 

A temff2;7jMr,Aturning,stinking (of water). 

A  ^ ̂   t  >  tamazhub,_{Y.  n.  2  of  Q) 

Embracing  a  sect, 

A  'i>,^  tamziyat,  A  sending  (a  horse)  to  pasture. 
A  tmnzij,  An  enlarging,  amjjlifying. 

A  tamzir,  A  scattering,  dispersing. 

Pj^'i  tamr  or  thnr,  A  pearl  in  the  eye.  Tumr, 
Ii'on.  Timir,  Darkness,  obscurity. 

Aj^  tamr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Giving  away  dates  to 

eat.  (pi.  jy^  tiimur  and  i^j^  tuvirmi)  A  ripe 
date.  The  various  names  for  the  date  whilst  grow- 

ing are,  tal^  The  spathe,  bud  or  flower :  (— ̂ Vli*> 

sayyab,  when  set :  (J^ti.>-  jadal,  saracl,  or 

(J^Jvs-  khalal,  when  round  and  green  :  jii  laghw, 

middle-sized :  husr,  come  to  its  full  size.  Af- 

terwards, through  the  different  stages  of  ripening, 

it  is  called  ̂ Vr^  mukhattam,  iZ^^ya  muwahkit, 

tuznub,  'L^^sSr  jamisat,  iStti  sa^at, 

khali^  and  'ixi\s-  kkali^t.  When  fully  ripe, 
ruth  and      ma^  :  last  of  all,      tamr.  i^^Sj^i 

tamru'l  hind,  A  tamarind. 
A  tamarat,  (pi.  of        tamrat)  Dates. 

A  <S\j^  tamrad,  (v.  n.  2  of  djo)  Making  a 

timrdd.    Timrad,  (pi.  0>>^W>  tamarul)  A  small 
house  within  a  dove-cote  for  pigeons  to  lay  in. 

A         tamrcigh,  A  dipping,  a  soaking. 

A  i^j^  tumran,  (pi.  of^  tamr')  Dates. 
A  ij^  tamrat.  One  date.  Lively  spirits.  Tum- 

rat,  A  slender  string  for  the  notch  of  an  arrow.  A 
sinew  thin  at  the  notch  of  an  arrow.  Tummarat, 

(or  'ij!^  ibn  tumma7-at)  (pl-jyeW>  tamamir) 
Name  of  a  bird  smaller  than  a  sparrow. 

•  A  tamarrud,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^^e)  Being  refrac- 
tory, stubborn,  obstinate,  disobedient,  insolent. 

Continuing  beardless  beyond  the  usual  time  (a 

youth),  and  afterwards  getting  a  beard.  Laying 

siege  to  Mardin  (Timiir). 

A  u?'^^  tamarrud^,.  Obstinacy,  stubbornness. 

aJjV  tumariz,  (or  tu7nmariz)  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  tamarrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_>*>/e)  Rubbing 

one's  self,  or  being  rubbed  against. 
a  (_>«;-v>  tamarrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  L>^)  flying 

off  (the  husk  of  a  barley  called  suit).  Un- 
barking  any  thing. 

A  i^joj^  tamarruz,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^jo)  Being 
weak,  deficient  in  business. 

A  laj^  tamarrut,  The  dropping  off  (of  hair). 

A  tamarru^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ jc)  Hastening, 
walking  fast.  Being  moved,  quivering  with  rage 

(the  nose).  Seeking  for  a  cultivated  place  full  of 

green  herbage. 

A        tamarrugh,  (v.  n.  .5  of  ̂ ^)  Being  tum- 
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bled  or  turned  over.  Tumbling  or  rolling  (as  a 

horse  upon  the  ground).  Writhing  with  agony. 

Delaying,  pausing,  wavering,  hesitating.  Sliding 

(the  foot).  Remaining  long  at  pasture.  Being  pure, 

free  from  vice  or  stain.  Anointing  one's  self  with 
oil.  Spitting,  sputtering,  shedding  slaver. 

A  ̂jir^  taviarfuh.  The  using  a  cushion. 

A  Jjj'J  tamarruli,  (v.  n.Sof^jj/o)  Coming  forth. 
Being  plucked,  falling  off  (hair). 

T  ̂ yij^  tamir  or  tainur  kazak,  The  word  of 

God,  the  glorious  Kur'an. 
A  j^j^  tamarmur,  (v.  n.  2  of  jyo  Q)  Shaking, 

quivering.  Trembling,  tottering,  moving  (sand). 

A  ̂^J^^'>  tamarrun,  (v.  n.  5  of  t^jo)  Behaving 
elegantly.  Excelling,  being  eminent.  Being  ac- 

customed, acquiring  a  habit. 

A  jj^)  tamarrus,  (v.  n.  5  of  \j6)  Shewing,  pre- 
tending to,  humanity  or  fortitude.  Building  repu- 

tation on  the  disparagement  of  others. 

A  {jj^  tamarrijAxi  adorning,dressing  one's  self. 
A  tamriy.  Fond  of  dates. ■      ..  ^ 
A  tam  fis,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj*)  Saying  to  any 

one  "  May  your  food  digest,  and  do  you  good  !" 
A  (-Loj^  tamris,  (v.  n.  2  of  C-^)  Causing  (a 

lamb  or  kid)  to  smell  offensively,  so  as  to  excite  the 

dam's  aversion.   Breaking,  crumbling  minutely. 

A  tamrVi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jwj)  Filling  (a  lea- 
thern bottle)  with  water,  to  close  up  the  holes  or 

stitches.  Cleaning  (wheat)  from  rubbish  with  a  be- 
som. Oiling  (the  skin).  Going  to  battle. 

A         famrikh,  An  anointing  the  body  with  oil. 

A  tam7id,  (v.  n.  2  of  0^)  Smoothing  (a 

wall),  making  a  building  smooth  and  shining.  Prun- 
ing. Constructing  within  a  dove-cote  the  small 

house         timi-dd,  for  pigeons  to  lay  in. 

A  j>.j^  tamrir,  (v.  n.  2  of J-o)  Making  bitter. 
A  tamrlsh,  A  little  rain. 

A  tamriz,  (v.  n. 2  of  (^j<9^)  Weakening, 

enervating.  Taking  care  of,  tending  the  sick.  Be- 
ing deficient  (in  business),  doing  less  than  one  ought. 

Winnowing  corn. 

A  tamnt,  (v.  n.  2  of  l?yc)  Pulling  (hair) 

off  the  body.  Making  (a  dress)  with  shoi't  sleeves. 

A  ̂ .j^  tamrigli,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jc)  Allowing  to 
wallow  (a  horse).  Buttering  much  (a  dish  of  food). 

A  ̂ >.j^  ta^nrih,  (v.  n.2  of  ̂ jj^)  Singing  (im- 
plying that  of  afemale  slave,  or  man  of  mean  rank). 

A  tamrin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jj*)  Smoothing, 

softening  (leather).  Looking  sternly.  Accustom- 
ing. Being  familiar.  Striking  on  the  ground,  (in 

grammar)  Testing  the  proficiency  of  a  student  by 

proposing  all  sorts  of  difficult  questions  relating  to 

the  form  assumed  by  a  given  root  when  carried 
into  a  o  iven  measure  of  inflection. 

A  tamazzur, (y.  n.  5  ofj^*)  Sipping,  suck- 
ing. Drinking  once.  Milking  theremains  of  milk. 

AJJ^  ta7nazzuz,(Y.n.5  of  jo)  Sipping,  suck- 

ing.  Milking  out  the  remains  of  milk  in  the  udder. 
Drinking  once.  A  moderate  draught. 

A  tamazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j*)  Growling, 
grumbling,beingenraged:  trembling,quivering  with 

rage.  Being  torn  up,  off,  away.   Dividing  between. 

A  ̂ jj^  ta7)iazzuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  jj*)  Being  torn 
(cloth  or  garment).  Being  burst  (skin).  Being disbanded  (an  army). 

Aj*Jv>  tamaz7)iuz,  (v.  n.  2  otjcjc  Q)  Moving 

up  and  down.  Being  driven  here  and  there.  Flee- 
ing,scampering,being scattered.  Preparing(to  rise). 

A  (jij^  tamazzun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^y>)  Pretending 
to  too  much.  Conferring  favours.  Affecting  ele- 

gance. Diligently  devising  liberal  things.  Acquir- 
ingr  a  habit.    Goins:  where  one  likes. 

A  ̂ Jy^  tamazzi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^J*)  Conferring 
favours  or  obligations. 

A  'i>_y^  ta7nziyat,  A  bestowing  praise. 
A  tamzij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j*)  Turning  yellow 

(corn).   Giving,  presenting. 

A  tamzih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ -c)  Putting  forth 
its  fruit  (the  vine).  Beginning  to  colour  (grapes). 

A j>.j*i  tamzir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjj-o)  Filling  (a  lea- 
thern bottle)  so  as  to  leave  no  bump  on  the  surface. 

A  tamzij  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jo)  Dispersing, 
sepai'ating.  Teazing  (cotton). 
A  tamzik,  A  tearing.  A  dissipating. 

A  ̂Ji.y^  ta7nzin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jj*)  Confening  fa- 
vours.  Filling  (a  bottle).    Praising,  eulogising. 

p  8^  ta7nja,  A  flat  roof  or  platform. 
A  ̂L*ti>  ta^nsdli,  A  lie.    Timsali,  (pi. 

tamd^h)  A  crocodile.    A  liar.  Bad-tempered. 

A  timsah,  A  liar.    Contumacious,  stub- 

born, base,  wicked.    A  crocodile. 

A  tamassuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ w«)  Passing  the 
hand  over  any  thing  liquid.  Rubbing  one  thing 

against  another.  Wiping  one's  self.  Blessing  ano- 
ther for  any  excellence.  B  ei  ng  poor,  naked,and  bare . 

AtZ*^  ta7nassukh,  A  being  metamorphosed. 

Aj^^  tamashhur,  Ridicule,  buffoonery. 

A  Ci).-!^  ta7nassuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  C^^)  Hold- 

ing, keeping  fast  hold.  Striking  the  claws  into. 

Hanging  back.  Perfuming  with  musk.  An  obli- 

gation, bond,  note  of  hand,  writing,  instrument,  re- 

ceipt. fJio\jO ta7nassuki  hazir-zdmim, 
A  recognisance  for  personal  appearance. 

A  C^^l^  ta7nassukat,  Obligations,  bonds. 

A  tamashuTi,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Grow- 

ing poor.  Resembling  a  pauper.  Being  base  and 
contemptible. 

AjJw  tamaslum.  The  being  called  a  Muslim. 
Ayl^  tamassus,  (v.  n.  5  of  L.*)  Being  old, 

and  falling  to  pieces  (a  garment). 

A  ̂Jl-^  tamassi,  A  falling  into  different  pieces. 

A  tainshjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Iwo  for  _j*<*«)  Mak- 

ing it  evening.  Saying  "  How  do  you  do  this  even- 
ing?" or,  *'l  wish  you  a  good  evening." 



A  tarnsih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ *-*)  Passing  the 
hand  over  any  dirty  object,  that  the  dirt  may  be 

removed,  or  over  a  liquid  surface.  Fatiguing  and 

extenuating  by  overwork.    Flattery,  cajolery. 
A  tamsikh,  An  altering,  a  spoiling. 

A  Lji^T****  tamsikha,  Name  of  a  prayer. 
A  (■iJiA^..»!>  tamsik,  (v.  n.2of(Jj— «)  Holding, 

keeping,  preserving.  Perfuming  with  musk.  Giv- 
ing earnest. 

A  (Jl»!>  itomsA,  A  collecting,  bringing  together. 
A  timshas,  A  mode  of  walking;  step,  gait. 

AjL^tamashshur;  (v.n.5  ofyL/«)  Putting  forth 
leaves  and  young  green  branches.  Appearing  to 

be  rich.  Clothing  itself  with  green  (a  leaf).  Cover- 

ing, clothing  one's  self.  Striving  to  earn  where- 
withal to  clothe  one's  family. 

A  (ji-i^3  tamashshush)  (v.  n.  5  of  Gnaw- 
ing the  end  of  a  bone,  and  sucking  out  the  marrow. 

A  iamashshu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ mc')  Remov- 
ing filth  from  one  (particularly  excrement  with  a 

flint).  Eating  the  entire  contents  of  a  dish. 

A  (j-iv  tamashshuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _^wo)  Being 

torn.  Retiring  (night).  Being  stripped  of  its  bai-k. 

A  ̂ ^J^  tamashsln,  (v.  n,  5  of  Exhilara- 
ting (wine).  Walking. 

A  isJu^  tamshiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^gi-*)  Walking. 
Causing  to  walk.  Passing,  voiding.  Furthering 

(business).  Promotion,  preferment,  advancement. 

AjJl^^  tamshir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j-i**)  Shooting  forth 
branches  or  suckers.  Dividing,  scattering  (any 

thing).  Clothing.  Disclosing,  making  manifest. 
Briskness,  ardour  for  copulation. 

A  tamslnsli,  A  taking  out  marrow. 

A  \:ixiL^  tamshif,  (v.  n.  2  of  ixiUi)  Combing. 

Having  collops  of  fat  on  her  sides  resembling  a 

comb  (a  camel). 

A  tmnshlgh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Tarnishing 

(the  reputation  of  another).  Staining,  dyeing  with 

reddle,  ruddling. 

A  ̂ A/iv  tamsinh,  A  tinging  with  vermilion. 

A  tamshil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂yz*ic)  Giving  little 

milk  (a  camel).    Drawing  (a  sword). 

A  (jrv-i<^  tamshin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^-i"*)  Giving 

milk  unwillingly.    Milking  (the  udder)  dry. 

A  tamassukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^Qj^)  Stripping 
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ments.  Founding  cities,  and  bringing  people  to 

!  people  them. 

A  ̂ Ma.«!>  tamsi^  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Cutting 
green  wood,  and  letting  it  lie  with  the  bark,  which 
seasons  and  prevents  it  from  cracking. 

A  <ama2'^M//,,Anoozing,orbeingextracted. 

tamazzur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j*<i«)  Being  in- 

the  leaves  off  the  plant  called  ̂ ,1^  sumam. 
A  j*a.^  tumassur,  (v.  n.  5  of j.»a«)  Milking  with 

the  tips  of  the  three  fingers  or  the  tip  of  the  fore- 

finger and  thumb.  Being  little  or  few.  Search- 

ing diligently,  exploring.  Following,  imitating. 

Being  divided,  scattered.  Milking  out  the  remains 

in  the  udder.    Becoming  a  city  (a  place). 

A  {.^jaJo.^  tamassus,  A  sucking,  sipping. 

A  tamsth,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ oio)  (God)  re- 
moving (a  disease). 

A  tamsir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j>a>o)  Giving  little 

milk.  Diminishing.  Giving  by  vei'y  small  instal- 

flamed,  enraged.  Being  related,  or  claiming  re- 

lationship, to  the  tribe  of  jiO/c  muzar. 

A  (^^»<a»>  tamazmuz,  (v.  n.  2  of  ;_^va<«  Q) 

Being  oppressed  with  sleep  (the  eye).  Performing 

the  sacred  ablution  of  the  mouth.  Flowing  into 

the  mouth  (water  for  the  performance  of  an  ablu- 
tion). Barking  after  any  one  (a  dog). 

A  ̂ _5-xaV  tamazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^joio)  Being  trans- 
mitted, passing  through  or  beyond. 

Aj^Ji^  tamzir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjjA/o)  Afflicting,  de- 
stroying. Referring,  relating,  or  allying  (any  one) 

to  the  tribe  of yojc  muzar.  jJ!i\  (_j  Us j^a^  maz- 

zaraha'Uah  fi'n  nar,  God  tormented  her  (or  may 
God  torment  her)  in  the  fire. 

A  j^jAijQ^  tamziz,  A  drinking  brackish  water. 

A J^a^  tumattur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Exposing  one's 
self  to  the  rain,  going  out  in  a  cold  rain.  Travel- 

ling, perambulating  a  country.  Flyingdownwards, 

pouncing  rapidly  (a  bird).  Coming  along  at  full 

gallop  ̂ (horses). 
A^li»)  tamattut,(\.n.5o{  ia/«)  Being  diffusive 

in  discourse,  using  circumlocution.  Being  ex- 
tended. Being  raised  (the  eyebrows).  Becomhig 

thick  (water).  Yawning. 

A  (_^la.^  famattuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  not  in  use) 
Tasting,  licking.  Making  a  noise  with  the  tongue 

against  the  palate. 
A  la_*lx»J  tamatmut,  Thickness,  muddiness. 

A  lamatfi,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ua«  for_jia<i)  Yawn- 
infj.  Stretchingf.  Beincc  extended.  Beinjx  louir 

(the  day).   Walking  with  a  haughty  air. 

A  \aA:L<^>iumiit,  (v.n.2  of  Is/o)  Affronting,  out- 

raging,^treating  with  disrespect.  Extending. 

A  tamazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  |*^)  Licking  up 

all.  Following  a  shadow  fi'om  place  to  place.  Re- 
maining behind  (in  grazing). 

A  tumzi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^)  Softening  a 
bowstring.  Cutting  down  green  wood,  and  letting 

it  lie  with  the  bark,  which  seasons  and  prevents  it 

from  cracking.    Anointing  with  butter  or  fat. 

A  tamu^^j,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  bent, 
doubled,  folded.  Going  fast.  Running  rapidly  (a 

stream).  Going  with  a  writhing  motion  (a  serpent). 

A  lAx^  tama^^d,  Freshness  (of  a  date). 

A  Oti>5«^  tamu^ucl,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jl3>jw)  Q)  Being 

related  to  the  tribe  of  6^  ma^dd.  Aping  their 
manners,  adopting  their  costume.  Being  scantily 

fed  and  poorly  clad.  Recovering  health  (a  sick 

person).  Growing  fat  (a  lean  person).  Waxing 
strong  (a  boy). 

5  E 

A  tama^^r,  (v.n.5  of jxo)  Being  changed 
(colour  of  the  face)  from  anger.  Falling  off  (hair). 

A  tama ^^z,  (v.n .  5  of^^)  Being  contracted 
(brow).  Being  furious  or  swift  in  career  (a  camel). 

A  I^JAK^  <ama^^Ms,A  making  (the  bowels)  ache. 

A  lajiti  tavia^j^t,  (v.  n.  5  of  laaw)  Losing  the 
hair  (from  sickness).    Falling  off  (hair). 

A  iama^^k,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ y^)  Going  deep 
or  far  into  any  place.  Speaking  profoundly  and 

mysteriously.  Being  bad  (the  disposition). 

A  i-d)jlv>  tama ^k,The  wallowing  (of  a  horse). 

A  tama^^,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _^)  Stretching 

one's  self,  yawning.   Being  divulged  (a  secret). 

A  tavi^r,  (v.  n.  2  of  jua)  Having  no  tra- 
velling necessaries.  Causing  (the  countenance)  to 

undergo  a  change  when  enraged. 

A  {^^jAAjL^  tam^iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ _>a**)  Enraging, 

vexing,  grieving.  Rendering  (a  business)  difficult 
and  troublesome  to  any  one. 

A  CiL*^  tam^h,  (v.n.2of  CdU«)  Allowing  to 
tumble  or  wallow. 

p  tamgha,  A  wooden  seal  for  sealing  the 

doors  of  public  granaries.  A  stamp.  A  stamp-tax 

generally  for  imports.  An  impression  burnt  upon 

the  thigh  (of  a  horse).  Tribute. 

p  j^^li^  tamxjhachi,  A  revenue-collector,  a 
tax-gatherer. 

Ajii*J  tamaghsvr,  (v.n.2  of Q  not  used) 

Gathering^the  juicCj^jiA^  j/iyghaur. 

A  i^ja-ii^  tamagJigliusjiy  .n.[)  of  ̂_j>ajwi)  Caus- 
ing (the  bowels)  to  ache.  Aching,  being  griped 

(the  bowels). 
A  laiv>  tamaghghut,  (v.  n.  5  of  lo^o)  Stretching 

out  greatly  the  fore-feet  in  running  (a  horse  or  ca- 

mel). Stifling  any  one  under  a  ruin  (dust). 

AjSLk^  tamaghfur,  (v.n.  2  of^jijU  Q)  Collect- 

ing certain  gummy  di'ops  called j^iUve  maghafir. 

A  jj-^  tamughgliul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Ji«*)  Imita- 
ting the  manners  of  a  Mogul. 

A  jt^>^  tamaglmugh,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Tak- 
ing a  littje  fodder.  Being  in  prime  condition  (a  flock). 

A  tamaghglii,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^)  Being  soft 

(leather).  Inventing  a  tale  of  another  (good  or  bad). 

A^joO  tamghir,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ )  Reciting  the 

poetry  of  AjM        ihn  inagltras. 

pJ^fl-V  tamfoz,  The  parts  round  the  mouth. 
A  iJLj-Sl^  tamukkut,  A  hating  one  anotiier. 

A  j_^-sE^  <a«ia/i-/<«s.  Disturbance  of  the  mind. 
A  ̂j«iL»J  tamahhus,  (v.n.  5  of  (^j«ii*)  Being  in- 

disposed from  eating  (the  mind). 

A  j^^iv  tamahhuli,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Sipping  at 
several  times.  Receiving  a  wound,  but  not  sus- 

taining any  injury  fi'om  it. 
A  C*:tH^  tamldt,  (v.  n.  2  of  Oiu)  Hating. 

A  i^j-*^^  tainlns,  A  pouring  out  much  (water). 
A  iaJL»>  tamJdt,  A  throwing  down. 

A  ̂jfSL^  tamkik,  (v.  n.  2  of  J*)  Stinting  (do- 



mestics).  Feedingher  young  (a  bird).  Preparing 

her  young  for  flight  (a  bird). 

A  Ci)^  tamk,  (v.  n.  of  Cil^)  Being  long  and 

high  (a  camel's  bunch)  ;  also  being  close-grained 
and  succulent. 

A  tamnTthus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ll*^)  Delay- 

ing. Being  tedious,  slow,  dilatory. 

A  Ciiii^'  tamahhih,  (v.  n.  5  of  (i^)  Sucking 
the  whole  (marrow  from  a  bone).  Being  severe 

to  a  debtor,  taking  his  all. 

A  fj^^  tamahhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂̂ ^')  Having  in 
one's  power.  Possessing  authority.  Being  firmly 
fixed  and  well  established. 

A  {^i^^  tamak-hul,  (v.  n.  2  of  Q)  Mak- 
ing or  procuring  a  collyrium-box. 
A  tamakhi,  (v.  n.  5  of  K/«  for  ̂a)  Being 

wet  with  sweat.  Rubbing  his  eye  upon  his  knee 

(a  horse). 

Ajf^i^  tamlfir,  (v.  n.  2  of J^)  Laying  up  corn 
against  a  scarcity,  regrating. 

A  ij^^  tamkin,  (v.  n.  2  of  f^^)  Establishing, 
confirming.  Investing  with  authority,  giving  power, 

enabling,  affording  opportunity.  Rubbing.  Ma- 

jesty, dignity,  authority,  power,  p  u;^^  UJ'^j^ 
gardun-tamliin,  (equal  to)  Heaven  in  dignity. 

A  ̂ ^)^  tmnlak,  Demonstration  of  love. 

A  ̂ ^Uj  timillah,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jjl*)  Making  pro- 
fessions of  love ;  flattering,  fawning. 

A  (j^^  timlan,  (pi.  of  «L«3)  Cats.  Badgers. 
A  tamalluh,  A  being  fat.  Fatness. 

A  tamalluhh,  A  tearing  out,  extracting. 

A  tamulluz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjl/e)  Going  along 
with  another.  Being  saved,  rescued,  delivered. 

Remaining  behind. 

A  tamalhis,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j*»wi)  Escaping, 

getting  free.  Becoming  smooth  and  shining.  De- 

sisting, receding. 

A  i^jai^  tomallus,  An  escaping,  getting  free. 

A  ia-L^  tamalliit,  (v.  n.  5  ofJai*)  Being  unfea- 

thered  and  shining  (an  arrow). 

A  tamallugh,  (y.u.  5 of  ̂   obsolete)  Feign- 
ing foolishness. 

A  ̂ji^  tavialluh, {y.xi. 6 of  J^)  Flattering,fawn- 
ing.  Making  professions  of  love.  Blandishment. 

A  (jiJl^  tamalluh,  (v.n.  5  of  Taking  for- 

cible possession  of.    Reigning.  ̂  
A  tamallul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J/o)  Tossing  and 

tumbling  in  bed  (from  heat  or  indisposition).  Mak- 

ing one  perspire  (a  fever).  Being  hot  within  one's 
bones.  Making  the  wooden  part  of  a  sword  hilt, 
or  the  handle  of  a  bow.  Embracing  a  particular 

religion  or  sect  (&)>«  millat). 

A  (J-J^  tamalmul,  A  rolling  about  in  bed. 
A  tamallut,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Being  filled, 

satiated(with  meat).  Being  glutted  (with  wealth). 

Swelling  (with  rage). 

A  uiJjW>  tumluk,  A  species  of  wild  olive. 
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p  (J^U^  tamlul,  Name  of  a  wild  pot-herb. 
A  J^l*!j^M?w,Zj/Z,Nameof  an  early  springpot-herb. 
A  tamalU,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Living 

long.    Enjoying  long  (the  society  of  a  friend). 
A  iui^  tamlhat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Filling  full. 

Drawing  tight  (a  bowstring). 

A         tamliyat,  A  permitting  to  enjoy. 

P  CIaJjJv  tamlit,  A  light  load  laid  on  the  back  of 
abeastofburden,  on  which  therider  sits.  Haifa  load. 

A  tamWi,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ *)  Over-salting  (the 
pot).  Producing  any  thing  elegant  (a  poet). 

Being  fit  for  killing  (a  camel).  Fatness. 

A  d^y^  tamlid,  A  softening  of  leather. 

A  jjJ^  tamliz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjLo)  Setting  at  liberty, 
saving,  delivering. 

A  (j«jJ>-»3  tamlis,(v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jAo)  Smoothing, 
making  sleek  and  smooth. 

A  laA^  tamVit,  (v.  n.  2  of  laU)  Plastering  a 

wall.  Shaving.  Repeating  half  a  verse,  which 
another  finishes. 

A  ̂JjJv  tamUh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂jlo)  Plastering  and 
smoothing  (a  wall).  Levelling  (ploughed  ground). 

A  C^XjAv  tamlih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ti^U)  Constituting 

possessor.  Appointing  master  or  chief.  Giving 

in  perpetuity.  Making  a  king.  Taking  a  wife. 

Kneading  well  (dough).  Following  the  dam  (a 

full-grown  colt).  Drying  in  the  sun  the  wood  of 

the  tree  Xxjo  nab^t,  from  which  they  make  bows 
and  arrows.  Possession. 

A  j_^«W>  tamUliiy,  Possessory.  Hereditary, 

special,  private. 
A  ftA^jJv  tamVilmjat,  Hereditary  right. 

A  JoUj  tamUl,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Causing  one  to 
makehaste.  Making  one  restless  in  bed(any  thing). 

A  tamam,  Perfectly  formed.  Tumam  and 

timam,  An  amulet  of  camels'  hair.  (pi.  of  iX^  turn- 
mat  or  tu?nma')  Bits  of  hair,  &c.,  given  to 
any  one  to  finish  therewith  his  blanket. 

p       taman,  A  mist,  a  fog.  Tuman,  Ten  thou- 

sand.^ The  sum  of  five  thousand  aspers. 

\  All»j  tamanna,  (for  ̂♦l)  tamannl)  Wishing, ask- 

ing for.     P  Ji^    W>  f  amannad  dil,  Hearts'  wish, 
p  B-ft^  tamancha,  A  pistol. 

A  tamannuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j/«)  Feeding, 
giving  victuals  or  refreshment  to  any  one. 

p  j^Jok^  tuman-dar,  Commander  of  a  tuman. 
p  tuman-dari,  Command  of  a  tuman. 

A  Jtij^  tamandul,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ji.xi/c  Q)  Using 

a  towel.  Wrapping  a  sash  round  the  body. 

p  8ti.l*5  tamanda,  One  who  hesitates  in  pro- 
nouncing fe. 

A  tamantuk,  A  putting  on  a  girdle. 

A  tamannu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ lo)  Being  hin- 
dered, prohibited,  excluded.  Being  inaccessible. 

Abstaining  from.  Being  strong,  firm.  Prevailing 

against.    Fortifying  one's  self. 
p  t.L^v>  taming  or  timing,  The  oxyacanth-tree. 

A  tamannun,  A  debilitating,  fatiguing. 

A  tamannl,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Wishing  for. 

Making  known  one's  wishes.  Reading  (a  book). 
Interweaving  with  lies.  Inventing,  dealing  in  fic- 

tions.    Petition,  request,  supplication. 

A  CJljJk^  tamanniyat.  Prayers. 

A  iis^  tamniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Causing  to 

wish  or  request.  Giving  the  option.  Filling  with 

hopes.  Requiting.  Spilling  sperm  (^  mariiy). 

A  ̂ ^♦>  tamni^  (v.  n.  2  of  ji»«)  Hindering, 
driving  away.    Refusing,  denying. 

p  tamudan,  Turks. 

tumur,  (pi.  of      tamr)  Dates. 
Aj  tamammur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjU  forj^*)  Going 

to  and  fro.  Falling  right  and  left  (the  hair). 

Falling  (wool  or  hair  from  the  body). 

p  [^■^  timur  lilian.  Son  of  the  Persian 
historian  Mirkhond,  whose  works  he  abridged. 

A        tainuZjThe  Syrian  month  July :  summer. 

p  tamuli,  A  butt  for  archers.  Broad- 

headed  arrows  used  in  shooting  at  marks.  An  ar- 
row ditEcult  to  be  extracted. 

A  uiJj^  tumuh,  (v.n.ofijduS)  Being  high  and 
broad  (a  cameFs  bunch)  ;  also  being  full  and  juicy. 

A  Jjl^  tamawwul,  A  being,  or  becoming,  rich. 
A  tamawll,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^yo  Q  not  in  use) 

Making  himself  a  great  man,  pretending  to  be  so, 
or  looking  like  one. 

A  tamammn,  (v.  n.  5  of        for  j^y) 

Bestowing  much  on  one's  dependants  (as  provi- 
sions and  other  necessaries. 

A  (JLk^.j^  tumniit,  A  killing,  putting  to  death. 

A  {^j^^^  tamwis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^Ui  for  {^y>) 
Washing  or  cleaning  clothes.  Dealing  in  straw. 

A  ̂y>.y^  tamwil, An  enriching,  making  wealthy. 

A  eo__j^  tamwih,  (v.  n.  2  of  i\<  for  8 yc)  Becom- 
ing full  of  water).  Pouring  much  into  a  pot  (when 

cooking).    Gilding  or  silvering  (brass  or  iron). 
Adulterating,  falsifying  (intelligence),  p  ̂ l, 

eo.^  dalili  Intamrmh,  Arguments  without  fallacy. 
A  tamah,  (v.  n.  of  b^)  Being  corrupted, 

smelling  (as  meat). 

A  tamahhud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jye)  Being  broad 
and  level  (the  bunch  of  a  camel).  Applying,  ac- 

customing (the  mind)  to  any  thing.  Having,  or 

acquiring,  power  and  ability. 
tamahhur,A  being  penetrating,  ingenious. 

A  (.>3^*i>  tamahhus,  A  being  plunged  in  water. 
A  tamahhuk,  A  drinking  every  hour. 

A  CiJ^  tamahhuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  C^Jy*)  Doing 

(work)  neatly  and  well.  Painting,  pourtraying. 
Embroidering. 

A  ̂y^^^  tamahhul,  (v.n. 5  of  ,J^)  Proceeding 
slowly,  being  tedious  in  business.  Asking  a  delay. 

A         tamahmuh,  An  abstaining,  desisting. 

A         ̂ amAvyfli,  A  whetting  (acobbler'sknife). 
A  Jsx^ij  tamhid,  (v.  n.  2  of  Oyo)  Spreading 
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equally  (a  bed).  Making  smooth  or  level.  Ar- 

ranging, disposing,  adjusting.  Pleading  an  excuse. 

Receiving  an  apology.   Arrangement,  settlement. 

A  tamh.tr,  (v.  n.  2  of  Asking  for,  or 

receiving,  a  dower  ( mahr). 

A  L^aA^  tamhts,  A  cleaning,  a  whitening. 

A  Jx^  tamh'ik,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^)  Drinking 
much  milk.  Giving  much  milk  to  an  infant. 

A  uilx^  tow/tt^,  A  pulverizing  (of  ̂romatics). 
A  tow/iiZ,  A  giving  time,  granting  delay. 

A  JjJi3  tumma',  (pi.  ̂   tumam  or  timam)  A 
little  hair  given  to  any  one  to  complete  therewith 

his  blanket.  A  present. 

A  JL^  tamyal,  An  inclining,  a  leaning  to. 

A  cJt^  tamayyus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ti^U)  for  dLt^) 

Being  softened  and  cooled  by  rain  (ground). 

A  ̂   tamayyuh,{Y.  n.  5  of  for  ̂ )  Walk- 
ing pompously  (a  woman). 

A         tamayyuhh,  A  strutting. 

—  ̂ Jx»i>  tamiz,  Discernment,  discretion. 

Aji^  tamayyuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjl«  forjA*)  Being 
separated.  Being  distinguished.  Being  discerned. 

Bursting  with  rage. 

A  tamayyus,  A  walking  flauntingly. 
p  tammesha.  Name  of  a  city  in  Iran, 

formerly  the  residence  of  Faridiin.  Name  of  a  fo- 
rest near  the  city  of  Amul. 

A  tamayyu^  (v.n.5  of  ̂   for  ̂ ^)  Flow- 
ing. Being  rendered  fluent. 
p  tamik  or  timik,  A  kind  of  bramble. 

A  Xlx»i>  tumaylat,(^\.  timlan  or  O^Jjl^) 

An  animal  like  a  cat  found  in  Hijaz.  A  badger. 

A  ̂»jL»!j  <«mm.  Well-formed,  solid,  firm.  Name 
of  a  tribe,  (pi.  of        tamimat^  Amulets. 

A  tamimat,  (pi.  tamim  and  j^l^  ta- 
mafim)  An  amulet  or  charm  against  witchcraft 

(hungroundchildren'snecks,bridlesofcamels,&c.). 
A  taniimiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  Taralm. 

A  &AJ^  tamsinat,  (v.n.2ofjjU)  Directing  pro- 

perly, amending.  Informing,  certifying.  Think- 

ing. Seeing,  viewing. 

A        t^"^  tamyit,  A  putting  to  death. 
A  i^xy^hamyts,  A  dissolving(in  water).  Dying. 

AjJkXv>  tamyiz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjU  forjj^/o)  Separa- 
ting, distinguishing.  Judgment,  discernment,  dis- 

crimination, distinction,  discretion. 

A  (ji*JiJ^  tamyis,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  (j*»a/«) 
Making  (the  train  of  a  garment)  long. 

A  (Jju^  tamyil,  (v.  n.  2  of  JU  for  (_)-*/«)  Caus- 
ing to  incline,  giving  a  bias.  Doubting,  hesitating 

between  two  things.  Complaining. 

p  tan,  Body,  stature,  person ;  the  whole 

man.  Matter.  The  thing  itself.  Silent.  This,  that, 

(ji)  jii  du  tan,  Two  persons.  ^J)  tan  dar 
dadan,  To  consent,  acquiesce,  ̂ ^lij  tan  zadan. 

To  be  silent.  To  be  patient.  To  rest.  To  escape. 
To  aress.  \u»  I  tani  muhrim-asa,  A  naked 

body.  jj!>  tane  chand,  Several  persons. 

p  (jl)  tun,  (a  ̂   tumi)  The  thunny  fish  (which 
when  dried  is  used  as  an  antidote  to  the  poison  of 

serpents).  A  hot  furnace  (as  in  baths  or  glass- 
houses). A  yellow  flower  used  in  dyeing. 

A  tinn,  (pi.  (jl^^  atnan)  Alike,  resembling. 
A  companion,  fellow,  peer.  Equal  (in  dignity,  age, 

ability,  or  wealth). 

tunnas,  (pi.  of        tanu)  Villagers. 
A  jj^Uj  tinasat.  Residence,  stay. 

A  (^A^  tanatush,  (v.  n.6  of  ;ji»y)  Remaining 

or  loitering  behind.  Retiring,  being  absent. 

A  JjU!)  tanabuz,  (v.  n.  6  ofJJJ)  Calling  one  ano- 
ther names.  Reproaching  each  other. 

A  (Jji>^  tanab'd,  (pi. of  JUi)  timbaland  J^Juo 
tumbui)  Dwarfs. 

A  (  fliljb  tanat^^f,(Y.n.Q  ofi_-ftjo) Being  plucked 

up  (hair).  Flowing. 
A  tanatid,  (v.  n.  6  of  (J>^)  Being  thick, 

entangled  (herbage). 

A  (^li)  tanass,  A  communicating  of  secrets. 

A  Ji\Jj  tanasur,  (v.  n.  6  of^ii)  Being  dispersed. 
Falling  here  and  there  by  disease  and  death  (men). 

A  ̂ lij  tanasul,  (v.  n.  6  of  ,J^)  Rushing  upon 

or  into  any  thing.  Running  out  in  crowds  (men). 

A  jjUo  tanasi,  A  remembei'ing  each  other. 
A  tanajus,  (v.  n.  6  of  (-Ias^)  Scatter- 

ing, dispersing.  Solitude.  Sadness,  care. 

A  tanajiih,  (v.n.  6  of  ̂ si)  Being  verified, 
falling  out  true  (a  dream). 

A  ̂s'X^tanajuhh,  A  boasting  against  each  other. 
A  J»-U!>  tandjuz,  A  fighting  among  themselves. 
A  ̂ji.»-lj3  tanajiish,  (v.  n.  6  of  (j2^)  Praising, 

or  bidding  for  goods,  in  order  to  enhance  the  price 

to  others,  without  any  intention  of  purchasing. 

A  Jj»-UjiJawq/?J,  A  disputing,fighting  together. 

A  ̂_5^U!>  tanqji,  (v.  n.  6  of  ls2  for  y^)  Com- 
municating secrets  to  one  another,  speaking  pri- 

vately together. 
A        Do  tanahub,  A  fixing  a  time  (for  battle). 

A j>-\j3  tanahur,  (v.  n.  6  of  j^)  Flying  at  one 

another's  throats  (in  battle).  Flying  greedily  to- 
gether at  any  business,  as  if  they  would  cut  each 

other's  throats.  Going  out  of  the  way.  Being  op- 

posite (two  houses). 
A  liU!)  tanadd,  (v.  n.6  of  S3)  Being  struck  with 

horror,  alarmed.  Being  dispersed,  flying  in  dis- 
order from  one  another. 

A  (jjjJUJ  tanadus,  A  reviling  one  another. 

A  ̂liUi  tanadum,  (v.  n.  6  of  j»tS3)  Conversing 
familiarly,  sitting  together  at  a  convivial  party. 

A  (_5'iiU3  tanadi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ Ji^)  Calling  to 
one  another.  Sitting  together  in  council  or  con- 

versation. iiUjC^  ̂ j^.  yawmu't  tanadi,  The  day  of 
calling  upon  one  another,  i.  e.The  day  of  judgment. 

A  liJ.iiUJ  tanadid,  Scattered  (birds).  Flying  in 
disorder  (men). 

AjiUj  tanazur,  (v.  n.  G  of  jjj)  Mutually  ad- 
monishing or  deterring. 

A  jU!)  tannar,  A  builder,  constructor,  or  fixer 
of  ovens  or  furnaces. 

A  tanazub,  A  calling  one  another  name?. 

A  tanazu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ )  Disputing, 

litigating.  Receiving  (victuals  and  drink).  Eat- 
ing and  drinking. 

A  ̂ Jj^  tanazuk,  A  reproaching  one  another. 
A  (JjUo  tanazul,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jp)  Rushing  down 

into  a  plain  against  each  other  (two  bodies  of  men). 
Decline  (of  price),  loss  (of  rank). 

P  jjl**iU3'  tan-asan.  Quiet.  Healthy  in  body. 
p         !       tan-dsani.  Bodily  ease,  indulgence. 

A  tandsub,  (v.  n.  6  of  u.a*«j)  Resem- 

bling. Being  proportionate  to  each  other.  Being 
related.  Conformity. 

A  tandsukh,  The  death  of  one  heir  after 

another  before  the  partition  of  the  inheritance.  The 

death  and  uninterrupted  succession  of  heirs  to  an 

inheritance,  unimpaired,  undivided.  The  revolu- 

tion or  succession  of  ages.  ̂ «»IJj3\  at  tandsuh/t, 
The  metempsychosis,  or  Pythagorean  system  of 
the  transmigration  of  souls. 

A  ̂II^^Uo  tandsuhliiy,  A  believer  in  metempsy- 
chosis, or  transmigration  of  souls. 

A  5i>is**'Uci\  at  tandsulthiyat,  Metempsychosis. 

A  I  a**»ll>  tandsiif,  (v.  n.  6  of  uJl-j)  Commu- 

nicating privately,  whispering  togetlier. 

A  Jj*n\jL>  tandsuk.  An  adhering,being arranged. 

A  ,J,>*»ljj  ̂ a?ia.«/Z,  A  begetting.  Generation.  &!l 

,J-wjUj3\  dlatu''t  tandsul,  The  organ  of  generation. 
A  tandst,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ _^)  Pretending 

to  forget.  Forgetting. 

A  i^uA^J  tandsJiub,  (v.  n.  G  of  c-^-ii)  Adher- 

ing, being  connected,  hanging  together. 
A  iiji»li>  tandshud,  (v.  n.6  of  liJij)  Repeating 

verses  together.  Satirizing  one  another.  Asking, 

or  being  asked,  to  recite  verses. 
\jM>\l^  tandshir.  Writing-copies  for  boys. 

A  j/ol'J  tandsur,  (v.  n.  6  of  j>oJ)  Assisting  one 
another.  Mutually  confirming,  corroborating  each 
other  (news). 

A  (_i*olJL>  tandsuf,  (v.  n.  G  of  i_tt*aj)  Acting 

equitably  towards  each  other. 
A  (.-.kJuslx) tandsib,  Mile-stones,  direction-posts. 

A  J-obi>  tanazul,  (v.  n.  6  of  J-a3)  Throwing 

or  darting  at  one  another.  Contending  for  supe- 
riority in  darting. 

A  ̂U!)  tandtuh,  The  butting  (of  rams). 
A  (^JflUi)  towa^i,  (v.  n.6  of  Hx)  for^li>)  Reme- 

dying, curing.  Contending,  trying  to  outstrip. 
Pulling  one  another  about.  Exchanging  (words). 

A jJi»\JL>  tandzur,  (v.  n.  6  of  Jhi>)  Facing  and 
looking  at  one  another.  Being  opposite  (as  palm- 

trees).  Exercising  discipline.  Undergoing  trouble 
and  labour. 
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p  ̂ljL>  tuna^  (and  ̂ llJ  tunagh)  The  stirrup- 
cup,  last  bottle  when  a  company  is  just  going. 

A  (j-ff'Uitowa^MSjA  feigning  sleep;  somnolency. 

tana^m,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ )  Being  blessed 
with  the  conveniences  of  life. 

A  (_^^  tana^,  (v.  n.G  of  ,_^)  Animating  one 
another  to  vigorous  exertion  in  battle,  by  announ- 

cing the  death  of  their  comrades. 

A^pljLj  tewa^/Ztwr,  A  shewing,  feigningignorance. 
A  tanaffhuSjThe  thronging  (of  camels). 

A  oi\jL>  tanafud,  A  going  before  a  judge. 

A         tanafuz,  (v.  n.  6  of  iSa))  Going  to  law. 

Carrying  a  cause  before  the  judge,  adducing  argu- 
ments on  either  side. 

A ̂ ll)  tanafur,  (v.  n.  6  of Flying  from  one 
another  in  a  panic.  Going  together  upon  business 

before  a  judge, 

AjiljL)  tanafuz,  A  leaping  together. 
A  tanafus,(\.  n.  6  of         Wishing  for, 

aspiring  or  panting  after.  Envying  one  another. 

A  laiU!>  taiiafut,  (v.  n.  6  of  laij)  Plucking  hair 

and  eating  it  in  a  time  of  famine.  Casting  up  scum 

(a  boiling  pot). 

Pj^jill)  tanafur,  A  certain  measure  of  crimes. 

A         tanafi,  (v.n.6  of  ̂ _^)  Expelling,  pur- 
suing, persecuting,  seeking  to  ruin  one  another. 

A  tandflj,  Gores  of  shifts. 

A  (^,>ai'li>  tancikuz,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^^a^)  Being  dis- 
solved, loosened,  slackened.  Being  discordant. 

Breaking  an  agreement.  Demolishing  a  building. 

Untwisting  a  rope.  Contradiction. 

A  ijj'l^  tanahul,  A  communicating  together. 
A  i^jAij\SS  tanahis,  Defects,  deficiencies. 

tanakus,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^S^3)  Violating 

promises  or  treaties. 

A         tanahuh,  An  intermarrying. 

tanaliud,  A  being  severe  to  one  another. 

A j^U!>  tanakur,  (v.  n.  6  of ̂ )  Pretending  ig- 
norance. Not  knowing.  Hating  each  other.  Hos- 

tility, discord. 

A  t^^tju)  tanahuf,  A  speaking  in  turns, 

p  ̂^lijJli)  tanalidan,  To  pour,  or  to  be  poured. 
To  clean  by  washing,  rubbing,  or  polishing. 

A  pUi  tanannn,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ 3)  Increasing,  be- 
ing numerous.  Sleeping. 

A  J3U!>  tananus,  (v.  n.  2  of  \iO  Q)  Being  weak 

in  mind  and  confused.  Being  impotent, unequal  to. 

p  i3li>  tanani,  Corporeal. 

P  ,.)ti.j3^j!>  tananidan,  To  cause  to  weave. 

A  jJjlii  tananrr,(])\.  ofjyj  tannur)  Stoves,  fur- 

naces.   Ovens.  jjolJ3^  Olb  bandtu't  tandnt/; 
Cakes  baked  in  the  oven. w 

A  i^i\JS  tandnm,  (pi.  of  {^xi^i  tinniti)  Dragons. 

A  (— ̂ jli)  tandwuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  (--^13  for  (--^y) 

Observing  rotations,  keeping  time,  or  turn  and  turn 
about.  Watering  in  turn. 

A  JjU)  tinmcat,  Neglect  of  conference  or  study. 
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A  tanaimh,{j.  n.  6 of  ̂ 13  for^j3)  Blow- 
ing from  adverse  quarters  (wind).  Being  opposite, 

facing  one  another  (mountains). 

P tan-dwar,  Corpulent.  Incarnate. 

A  (^jljL>  tanafUsh,{\ .n.Q  oi {^K>^  Receiving. 
Remainingorloiteringbehind:retiring,beingabsent. 

A  (^jVJ  tandwush,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_jwl3  for  (^_j3) 

Stretching  forth  the  hand  in  order  to  take  some- 
thing. Returning. 

A  JjU3  tandwul,  (v.  n.  6  of  JU  for  Jy )  Carry- 
ing off:  taking  (meat  and  drink) :  receivingpresents. 

A  pj^'  tandwum,  A  feigning  to  be  asleep. A  tanahuh,  The  raising  of  a  dust. 

A  ̂^J^U!>  tandhud,  (v.  n.  6  of  liw^)  (Travellers) 

making  a  joint  purse  (for  road  expenses). 

Ajifcl-L)  tandhuz,  (v.  n.  6  otj^)  Hastening  in 
emulation  (towards  the  attainment  of  any  object), 

trying  to  get  the  start  of  each  other.  Pre-occupy- 

ing,  preventing. 

A  (_jk3ifcU3'  tandhuz,  (v.  n.  6  of  L>3^)  Rushing 
against,  assaulting  each  other  (hostile  parties). 

A  tandhi,  (v.  n.  6  of  (_^)  Extending, 

reaching  to  the  end.  Arriving  (intelligence).  Be- 

ing brought  to  a  termination.  Abstaining.  Pro- 

hibiting, forbidding  one  another.  Being  prohi- 
bited. Stagnating  (water),  (pl.of  tew/wya^) 

Water-marks  of  torrents. 

A  wU3  tindyat,  Neglect  of  conference  or  study. 

Ai^^{^  tandsif,  (pi.  of  sj^xi  tanufat~)  Exten- 
sive deserts.  («_Rjj  i  a;U3'  tandAf  tunnaf,  Deserts far  and  wide. 

A  cil^Ui)  tandyuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  udJU  for  <^JuJ) 

Being  overcome  by  sleep.  Overcoming  one  (sleep). 
Being  closed  (the  eye-lids). 

A  tandsi,  (v.  n.  6  of  Retiring  far, 
or  being  distant  from  each  other.  Absence. 

A  ̂IaJ3  tambdh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3)  Barking  (a  dog), 
bleating  (a  sheep  or  deer),  hissing  (a  serpent), 

p  j^Ujj  ta7nl)dku,  Tobacco. 

A  (Jl*jj  iimbdl,  A  dwarf. 

timhalat,  Dwarfishness.  A  dwarf, 

p  ̂jLjk-iJj  tumhdn,  Short  breeches.  Drawers. 
Wrestlers'  leathern  breeches. 

A  tanahhub,  (v.  n.  5  of  C^>)  Being  set 

a-flowing,  running  (water). 

p  ̂ jAj  ̂"j  tan  ba  tan,M.&n  by  man :  manfor  man. 
A         tanabbuj.  The  swelling  (of  a  bone), 

p  i^sxy)  tambad,  Silence.     A  fit  of  shivering. 

Tam-hud,  Universal  matter. 
p  ta7nbasa,  A  small  carpet,  rug. 

p  ̂ jtM.ujJo  tanibasidan,  To  twist  a  rope. 
A  la^jo  tanabhut,  (v.  n.  5  of  la;.3)  Making  water 

to  flow  or  spring  up.    Drawing,  eliciting  speech. 

Resembling,  or  being  related  to  a  Nabatbean. 

A  ̂ jo  ̂awaiZ'M^,  A  flowing,  coming  by  degrees, 
p  (-iJujo  tambaJi  or  <2«miaA!,Theflap  of  a  saddle. 

Tumbah,  Taking  food  with  the  fingers.  Bagpipes. 

P  tambal.  Lazy,  sluggish.  Unemployed. 
A  buffoon,  Tambul,  Betel-leaf,  paan.  Tunihid, 
Fraud.  Necromancy, 

A  ̂JJJJ  timbal,  A  dwarf. 
A  tanahbul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jjj)  Excelling, 

being  ingenious,  of  a  noble,  generous  disposition. 

Displaying  dexterity.  Taking  whatever  one  has, 

choosing  the  best.  Pretending  to  excellence.  Be- 
ing possessed  of,  or  carrying  (arrows).  Taking 

thick,  rough  arrows  one  by  one.  Dying,  Clean- 

ing one's  self  with  a  flint  (after  voiding  faeces). 
P  (JIaAo  tom^aZi^,  Any  thing  placed  on  a  pack- 

saddle  on  which  the  rider  sits.  Half  a  horse-load. 

A  ̂ f*J  tanahhus,  (v,  n.  5  of  U>)  Commencing 
prophet.  Pretending  to  be  prophet,  laying  claims 
to  the  prophetical  office. 

Pj^^  tambur,  A  lute,  lyre,  guitar.  A  drum. 
P  *^_jfx>  tambuk,  A  weak  bow.  The  flap  of  a 

saddle.  A  saddle-tree.  A  stirrup-leather. 

P  Jy-^  tambul.  Betel-leaf,  A  weak  bow. 

A  J_ja1>  tmnbul,  (pi.  ,Jjc)_l)3)  A  dwarf, 
p  Mli  tamba.  The  bar  of  a  door. 

A        tanabbuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  sSi)  Awaking  from 

sleep.     Being  awake,  keeping  a  sharp  look  out. 

Having  one's  wits  about  one.  Allowing  one's  at- tention to  be  directed  to. 

A  (_5-*j^  tanahbi,  A  pretending  to  prophecy. 
A  L^xxX)  tamlnh.  The  jointing  (of  a  cane). 
A  s.xxij  tambhat,  A  prophesying,  announcing. 

A  tambit,  (v.  n.  2  of  CLaJO)  Causing  to 

grow.  Educating,  nourishing,  bringing  up.  Plant- 

ing (trees).  Tamb'it  or  timbit,  Any  thing  that  ger- 
minates, large  or  small. 

P  1^^^^^  tambidan,  To  lay  snares.  To  trem- 
ble. To  palpitate,  to  be  restless.  To  plait,  spin. 

A  d.ixy>  tambiz,  (v.n.2  of  ijo)  Throwing  away. 

Pressing.  Making  malt-liquor  or  beer. 

Ajxxjj  tambiz,  (v.  n.  2  of^)  Reviling.  Call- 
ing names.  Giving  a  surname  or  title. 

A  ̂j^xx.h  tantbis,  A  speaking,  uttering, 
p  tambisa,  A  small  carpet,  a  rug. 

A  laAjjj  tambit,  A  making  (a  spring)  to  flow. 

A  tom&I/e, (v.n.2 of  ̂^a3) Planting(palni- 
trees)  in  a  line.  Breaking  wind  gently.  Writing, 

p  t^Jjox)  tumbik.  Bagpipes.  A  saddle-flap. 

A  (J^J^jj*^  ̂ aOT&iZ,  (v.n.2 of (Jy)  Giving  one(vic- 
tuals)  by  little  and  little  at  a  time  (and  thereby 

coaxing  him).  Providing  any  one  with  flints  (J-J 

nabal)  (for  cleaning  his  person).  Giving  an  arrow. 

A  B-iMO  tamb'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  &a3)  Awaking,  rous 
ing  from  sleep.  Rendering  attentive.  Teaching, 

insinuating,  putting  in  mind,  calling  attention  to. 

Raising  from  obscurity.  Calling  by  name.  Ad- 
monition. An  edict,  advertisement,  p  j  fJ^f*^ 

(jJj^tSASt!)  tamb'ih  u  tdhid  ka7-dan.  To  admonish 
repeatedly  and  severely. 

A  Ol^jaii  tambilidt,  Admonitions. 



p  <JLm*»j>,  tan-]mrast,  A  pamperer  of  his 
belly.    Sensual.  Lazy. 

Pjjji      tan-parrvar,  Self-indulgent.  Nice, 

p  tan-parwari,  A  pampering  of  the 

body.  ij'^J^  '^jJj^.-  (j^  tan-parwari  hardan,  To 
pamper  the  flesh. 

p  tiiLjj'  iumpah,  A  mould.    A  crucible. 
A       tinat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ /j)  Running  continually 

(water)j^    Striking  on  the  vein  roat'in. 
A  wo  tunnat,  The  thunny. 

A  ̂__ji>llx>  tantash,  A  traducing ;  secret  slander, 
p  uilUjj  tantah,  Name  of  a  man ;  and  a  king. 
A  &)llix>  tintalat,  A  dwarf. 

A  (JUiu)  tanattut,  (v.  n.  5  of  d*.))  Becoming 
dirty  after  being  clean. 

A        tanattuj,  A  groaning  in  travail. 

A   (Jljo  tintal,  A  dwarf, 

p  &ju>J  tantana,  A  cry,  shout,  uproar,  fray, 
p  iCS>  tanta,  A  cobweb.    Tunta,  A  red  bee. 

A  ̂ jX>  tanatti,  (v.  n.  5  of  w  for_jjj)  Leaping, 
being  spurred  on.    Leaping  on  the  female. 

A  lIajujo  tanfit,  An  explaining,  a  detailing. 

A  tantif,  A  plucking  up  much  hair. 

A  ̂Jjujo  tanfil,  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  tanfin,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jO)  Rendering  fe- 
tid, causing  to  stink. 

AySJ  tanassur,  A  being  dispersed,  scattered. 

A  jJ^iio  tansir,  A  scattering  abroad  very  much. 

A  iaJviii  tansit,  An  appeasing,  quieting, 

p  ̂   to?y',  A  fixing,  a  planting.  A  twisting  or rolling  together.    A  squeezing  or  pressing.  A 
coming  in  the  rear. 

p  sjoK^  tan-jama,  A  garment,  vest,  doublet. 
A  tanajjus,  A  scrutinizing,  examining. 

A         tanajjuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Despatching 
easily,  successfully.    Wishing  for  success. 

A  ii.s;"^  tanajjud,  A  being  high,  elevated. 

Ajs:^  tanajjuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofj;^)  Expediting  any 
thing  properly  and  successfully.    Demanding  the 

fulfilment  of  a  promise.    Pressing  to  drink. 

A  [j>^  tanajjus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^')  Being  pol- 
luted, defiled.  Doing  (any  thing)  to  remove  de- 

filement from  one's  self 

A  tanajju^,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Going  in  quest 
of  provender.  Coming  to  any  one  to  obtain  a  benefit. 

A  |»sr  tanajjum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Observing 
the  stars.  Lying  awake,  star-gazing. 

A         tanajnuj ,(j .n.2of  ̂ -^Q)  Beingmoved. 
Being  astonished,  stupefied.    Being  sound,  hale, 

and  healthy.    Being  haughty,  contumacious. 

A  ̂s-^  tanajjus,  A  looking  (with  an  evil  eye). A 
tanajjuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  &a2)  Repulsing,  af- 

fronting, treating  cavalierly. 

A  ,_5^  tanajji,  (v.  n.  5  of      for  ̂ )  Seeking 
the  highest_ ground.    Eyeing  malignantly. 
A  tunjiy,  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  V^i^H  tanj'ih.  The  unbarkhig  (of  a  tree). 
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A  tanjiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Setting 
free,  rescuing,  saving.  Escaping,  being  liberated. 

Casting  or  causing  to  fall  on  high  ground.  Rais- 

ing (a  mound  of  earth)  against  inundations. 

A  l^A:S^^  tanjid,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^ai)  Ornamenting  a 
house  with  tapestry  or  painted  cloths.  Exercising, 

teaching,  proving,  trying  (as  misfortune).  Running. 

p  ̂ji^JL^  tanjulan.  To  squeeze.  To  twist,  to 
roll  together.  To  draw  tight. 

p  tS^^  tanjida.  Drawn  tight.  Squeezed, 

pressed.  Twisted. 

A  tanjis,  (v.  n.  2  of  {j^^^)  Polluting, 

defiling.  Amulets  against  the  fascination  of  ma- 

lignant eyes  (composed  of  dead  men's  bones,  fetid 
rags,  or  other  species  of  filth,  and  hung  round  the 

neck),  fetiche,  p  ̂jii^jj^Jk^  tanjis  hardan,  To 
pollute.    To  profane,  to  desecrate. 

A  tanji^  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ ')  Being  salutary, 
doing  good  (as  medicine  or  exhortation). 

A  I— flAs:^  tanjif,  (v.  n.  2  of  ftsi)  Sloping  off, 
or  carrying  away  parts  of  high  ground  (the  wind). 

Putting  by  a  little  milk  for  anybody.  Milking 
partially  (a  sheep). 

A  tanjlm,  (v.n.2of  ̂ )  Prognosticating 
or  calculating  any  event  by  the  aspect  of  the  stars. 

Paying  at  stated  periods. 

A  a^As:^  tanjiya,  Tangiers. 

P  tancha,  (or  &sr^  tamclia)  A  wallet). 

Ajl^  tanhar,  A  hurting  the  throat. 

A  (j"SS*^  tanahhus,  (v.  n.  5  of  {j^^)  Examin- 
ing (especially  a  messenger  with  news).  Bearing 

hunger,  fasting  ;  also  making  (any  one)  fast  (me- 
dically). Abstaining  from  flesh  (in  Lent). 

A  (Js?^  tanahhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,J^)  Falsely  ar- 

rogating to  one's  self  (sayings  or  verses  of  another). 
Professing  to  belong  to  this  or  that  rel  igious  society. 

A  tanahnuh, (v. n.2of  ̂ ^Q)Hemming 
and  hawing.     Rumbling  (the  belly). 

A  tanahhl,  (v.  n.  5ofl^  for^')  Being 
removed.  Retiring-  to  a  distance,  receding.  Tend- 

ing  to,  inclining,  purposing,  (v.  n.  5  of  Be- 

ing moved  from  one's  place. 
A  i_aas;:^  tanlnh,  (v.  n.  2  of  c^^^)  Being  dili- 

gent (in  business).  Travelling  expeditiously  to 
reach  water.  Being  near  water.  Harassing,  tiring. 

A  H-Jus^*  tew/i2?/a<,(v.n.2  of  l^for^)  Setting  at 
liberty,  freeing.  Removing.  Putting  to  a  distance. 

A  i^Lkij^  tanlut,  The  act  of  paring  (a  hoof). 

A  ̂   tanahh,  A  suffering  from  indigestion. 
A  3. — kf^  tanahhhhuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  3*^1  not  used) 

Being  a  's^i^i-U  nakliuzat,  e.  Commander  or  su- 
percargo of  a  ship. 

A  (ji.^  tanakhhhush,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ Ji^)  Mov- 

ing one's  self,  being  moved  ;  inclining  towards. 
A  tanakhkhu^  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ )  Spitting 

out  phlegm.    Raining,  emptying  itself  (a  cloud). 

A  (Jii*^  tanahhkhul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Ji*^)  Choosing 
5  F 

Ju3 
the  best.  Sifting. 

A  j»as*^  towa^M/tMm,Aspitting,blowingthenose. 
A  tanakhnuhh,  A  reclining,  a  kneeling. 

p  i>\yi^  tan-hhwah,  An  assignment  on  lands, 
or  order  on  the  treasury  for  the  payment  of  a  sti- 

pend, salary,  and  the  like. 

Pj\j  t>\yd^  tan-khwdh-ddr,One  who  receives 
a  salary.    A  holder  of  an  order  for  wages. 
p  tan-hhrcdh-dari,  A  receiving  pay. 

AjJk^  tanhhir,  Speech,  discourse. 
p  t>jj  <MMc?,  Rough,  fierce,  severe,  stern,  austere, 

hot-spirited,  choleric,  quarrelsome.  Acrid,  astrin- 

gent. High,  tall,  lofty.  Fat.  Anger.  Bold,  im- 
petuous, strong.  Swift,rapid,  brisk,  active.  Height. 

The  summit  of  a  mountain.  Any  thing  prominent 

or  projecting.  The  devil.  A  demon  of  the  woods. 

J^_j^.  liJj  shahhazi  tund-parivdz,  A  falcon  of 
rapid  flight. 
p  tan  dddan,  To  consent,  acquiesce. 

p  lib        tund-hdd,  A  hurricane,  whirlwind. 

Pjb  i^'iS  tund-har.  Noxious,  destructive. 
pjb  dji'i  tund-bdz.  Name  of  a  rapacious  bird. 

Pjy  tiJj  tund-bor,  A  leaping,  a  dancing. 

pj\j^.  Sj3  tund-parwdz,  Flying  swiftly. 
p  Jjo  liJj  tund-tez,  Choleric,  contentious.  Met- tlesome. Swift. 

A^Sjj  tanadduh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ (^3)  Becoming 
fat  or  distended  with  feeding  and  straying  (sheep). 

A  ̂l!kjo  tanaddukh,  (v.n.5  of  ̂ iV)  Being  vain, 
arrogant,  pretending  to  what  one  does  not  possess. 

p     y>-  Osi!)  tund-hhoy,  Hasty,  obstinate. 

V jd^yi  tan  or  tundar,  Thunder.  A  nightingale. 

p  Cij.tMj^  tan-durust,  Healthy,  vigorous. 
p  tan-durusti.  Health,  bodily  vigour. 

p  JCSj  jjo  tund-raftdr,  Swift,  fleet. 
P  liJO  ̂ Mn6?-mi7,  Swift,  a  quick  goer.  Tund- 

ru,  Austere,  crabbed,  passionate.  Avaricious. 

p  jjbj  liJo  tund-zaban,  Eloquent,  fluent. 
p  tan-das.  An  image,  a  portrait.  Tan- 

das  or  tandis.  Like  a  body. 
A  (_)*»3Jo  tanaddus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ;_>»*jj)  Falling. 

Inquiring  strictly  (news  of  a  messenger).  Putting 
the  hand  upon  the  mouth.  Exuding  (water  through 
the  side  of  a  well). 

p  SMi^jS  tan-dasa,  Resemblance,  portrait.  Tan- 

disa,  Resembling,  like. 
p  tiji)  tund-^ndn.  Fast-going  (horse). 

A  J!ljj'  tanaddul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J.^3)  Wiping  one's 
self  (with  a  cloth).  Rolling  a  turban,  fillet,  or  sash 
round  the  bodJ^ 

p         lioi)  tund-lijdm,  Hard-mouthed  (horse). 

A  ̂SJo  tanaddum,  A  being  penitent,  repenting. 

p  ijc  i^jo  tund-maza.  Astringent,  styptic. 

p  jjjj  tandu,  A  spider. 
p  J  djo  tund  u  lihund  or  tand  u  hhand, 

Scattered.  Topsy  turvy. 

Pjji^jJ  ia«f/iir.  Thunder.  The  nightingale.  Twre- 



du7',  Thunder. 

p  tan-dih,  (Giving  the  body)  Diligent. 
p         tunda,  Bud,  follicle,  pod.  A  red  bee. 

p  1^1^       tan-dihi,  Application,  exertion. 

P(_$'ii«ij??mfZi,Aprominence,protuberance,bump. 
Violence.Sharpness,smartness.Ruggedness.Quick- 
ness,  swiftness.    Astringency,  stypticity. 

A  ̂ jSJ^  tanaddi,  (v.  n.  5  of  \iW  forjtii)  Shew- 

ing one^s  self  liberal  (beyond  others).  Feeding  (ca- 
mels) between  their  two  drinkings. 

A  io.jj>i>  tandiyat,  (v.  n.  2  oi\do  forjiij)  Feed- 

ing (camels)  between  their  two  drinkings.  Lead- 

ing (camels)  from  a  bitter  or  salt  to  a  sweet  pas- 
ture. Wetting,  moistening,  soaking. 

A  '^^.J>jj  tandtd,  (v.  n.  2  of  ISj)  Declaring,  di- 
vulging, publishing.  Tearing  (a  veil).  Defaming. 

Dispersing  (camels). 

p  (jiV.tiJO  timdidan  or  tandidayi,  To  thunder. 
To  murmur,  mutter.  To  be  in  a  rage.  To  chide. 

To  put  forth  flowers,  buds,  or  leaves  (trees). 

p^j*o.tijj  tandes,  (^  tan,  Body,  and  [j^^pdes, 
Like)Body,figure(ofmanorbeast).Apicture,efBgy. 

p  iiM*>^6J^  tan-desa,  A  picture,  portrait,  effigy, 
A  tandlgh,  A  sprinkling  dough  with  flour. 

p j^.iiJo  tundiwar,  Jumping,  leaping. 

p  eOiiJo  tan-dih,  The  human  shape  or  figure. 

p  (ji^jjo  tan  zadan,  To  be  silent,  modest. 

p  tii'^iS  tan-zada,  Taciturn,  modest. 

Aj^i  tanazzur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjjj)  Becoming  small 
or  few.  Resembling,  associating  with,  or  being  al- 

lied to  the  tribe  o{J\y  nizar. 

A  ̂ji'i  tanazzu^  A  hasting,  a  making  speed. 
A  Jjjj  tanazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_}p)  Descending 

slowly,  softly  and  gently.  Sinking,  submitting. 

p  »po  tunza,  (equiv.  to  A  bud,  a  pod. 

A  »po  tanazzuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ij>)  Being  far  (from 

water  and  pasture).  Being  pure,  keeping  one's 
self  free  from  vice  or  stain.  Being  modest,  chaste, 

(incorrectly  used  in  the  sense  of)  Walking  in  plea- 

sant gardens.  Going  abroad  to  ease  nature.  Pas- 
time, diversion. 

A  ijyS  tanazzi,  (v.  n.  5  of  t/}>)  Making  haste. 
Leaping,  being  excited.  Causing  to  leap. 

p  c-oj  tan-zib,  (Ornament  of  the  body)  A 
sort  of  fine  cotton-cloth  rather  thicker  than  muslin, 

in  Bengal  commonly  called  tanjibs  (the  z  not  exist- 

ing in  any  Hindu  language).  Anunder-waistcoat. 

A  tanziyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Vjj  for  jj3)  Leap- 
ing upon,  mounting.  Causing  to  leap. 

A  tanzlr,  (v.  n.  2  of,ji)  Slighting,  giving 

a  trifling  present.  Importuning,  dunning. 

AjJ^  tanz'iz,  (v.n.2ofji)  Removing.  Keep- 
ing one  away  from.  Nourishing,  rearing. 

A  i_fl^jj3  tanzif,  (v.  n.  2  of  t-jp)  Emitting 
blood,  flooding  (a  woman). 

A  ̂Ij^  tanzik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J>)  Making  (a 
horse)  leap  or  win  a  race. 
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A  (J->jjj  tanzil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jp)  Sending  any 
thing  down  (especially  as  God  does  from  heaven). 

Causing  (a  traveller)  to  alight,  or  come  into  your 

house  ;  lodging  and  treating  him  hospitably.  Ar- 

ranging, setting  in  order.  Revelation  from  hea- 

ven. The  Kur'an. 

A  B^.yyi  tanzih,  (v.  n.2  of  »p)  Purifying, cleans- 

ing, keeping  one's  self  at  a  distance  from  every 
thing  unclean.  Declaring  (God)  to  be  without  an 

equal,  and  free  from  every  kind  of  mixture. 

A  (__j»iL<*l>  tansas,  (v.  n.  of  (jl>)  Approaching, 
coming  to  water.  Flowing  rapidly.  A  quick  pace. 

p  jjL<Jj  tan-san,  Quiet,  tranquil. 

A  tanassub,  (v.  n.  5  of  i-.***>)  Pretend- 
ing to  or  claiming  relationship. 

p  &i*»i!>  tanasta,  A  spider's  web. 

p^i^  tansukh,  Curious,  precious,  rare. 

AjJljo  tanassur,{Y  .n.  5of j-*>)  Being  untwisted 

(a  rope).  Being  torn  from  one  and  scattered  (for- 
tune). Falling  in  pieces,  going  away  bit  by  bit 

(a  garment  or  paper). 
A  towassMS,  A  perceiving,  getting  wind  of. 
A  I  iuLh  tanassuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  tt*»j)  Seizing 

the  (adversary's  hands),  and  with  the  foot  throw- 
ing down  (in  wrestling). 

A  ̂-^^  tanassuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J-<3)  Being  ar- 

ranged (an  oration).  Being  disposed  in  order,  con- 
nected together. 

A  CiJJljj  tanassuk,  The  being  devout,  pious. 

A^jj  tanassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  p*-i)  Breathing. 
Exhaling  an  odour.  Smelling  any  thing  fragrant, 

snuffing  up  a  breeze.  Perceiving,  getting  wind  of. 

A  &><».J0  tansis-at,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-,;)  Drivmg,  urg- 
ing onward.  Shouting  (at  camels). 

A  »ju^  tansiyat,  A  causing  to  forget. 

A  tansis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^i)  Inducing  (an 

infant)to  ease  nature  by  crying  is  is.  Causing  to  walk. 

A  tansi^  Looseness  (of  the  teeth). 

A  ̂ ^-jj  tansiffh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ -*>)  Being  loose 
(teeth).  Sprouting  afresh  (a  tree  that  has  been 
cut  down).  Producing  branches  closely  set  (a 

young  palm-tree). 
A  JjA-»l>  tansik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J-*^)  Arranging, 

disposing  in  order  (a  speech),  stringing  (pearls). 

A  j»x«Jo  tanstm,  (v. n.2  of  Beginning  any 
business.  Quickening,  reviving.  Letting  out  a 

refreshing  breeze  or  pent  breath. 

A  sJLjo  tanashshud.  An  inquiring  after  news. 

A^.iJj^areasAsAMr,Abeingunfolded,  spread  open. 

Aj-iJo  tanashshuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofj-io)  Being  pre- 

pared. ^Opposing. 
A         tanashshut,(Y. n.Sof  laiD) Beingbrisk, 

lively,  active,  alert.    Cheerfully  doing  any  thing. 
Travelling  well.    Traversinsr  the  desert. 

.  "  ... 

A  jt^xi  tanashshugh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^)  Groan- 
ing inwardly,  sighing. 

A  u_ftijj  tanashshuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i_P  ■':.))  Imbib- 

ing,  sucking  up.    Wiping  one's  self. 
A  Jj^^  tanashshuk,  A  snuffing,  a  smelling. 

A  ̂ JLj^  tanashshum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j»-ij)  Making 
a  beginning.  Attaining  gradually  to  the  know- 

ledge of  a  thing. 

A         tanashshus:,  A  rising  up  to  begin. 

p  ̂_fyJLi3  tan-shuy,  A  table  on  which  dead  bo- 
dies are  washed.  A  cistern,  fountain,  or  brook. 

A  ̂ ^J^  tanashsht,  (y.n.  5  of  ̂ _^)  Perceiving  a 
smell.  Being  overcome  with  wine,  getting  drunk. 

A  L-..*.V'"'o  tanshib,  (v.  n.  2  of  t_* .'':.'>)  Attack- 
ing, beginning  (any  thing).  Causing  a  colour  to 

change.  Fixing. 

A  tanshisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Lio)  Causing  to 

grow.  Educating. 

A^jv,iJo  tanshzr,  (v.n.2  of^-ij)  Displaying,  dif- 
fusing, extending.  Writing  an  incantation,  pre- 

paring an  amulet  or  charm  {ij^  nushrat). 

A  lajuijo  tanshit,  (v.  n.  2of  ixiu)  Making  cheer- 
ful, lively,  brisk.  Fattening  (a  horse).  Tying 

knots  (upon  a  rope). 

A  L-ftJCJo  tanshif,  (v. n.  2  of  i»o.'':.>)  Imbibing 
(water,  as  cloth,  the  earth,  &c.).  Wiping,  suck- 

ing up  (water  with  a  cloth).  Drying  up.  Giving 
frothy  milk  (a  camel). 

A  jjxij^  tansJiil,  The  giving  a  breakfast. 
A  tanshim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ■^)  Beginning, 

and  adhering  tenaciously  (especially  to  any  thing 

bad).  Having  water  springing  up  (ground).  Rais- 
ing (the  fame  of  any  one).  Making  a  beginning. 

Beginning  to  corrupt  (meat). 

A  {^^^axi  tanassub,  (  v.  n.  5  of  ■  ̂ ^i^  Rising  on 

the  feet.  Being  erect.  Being  raised  (dust).  Stand- 

ing about  the  male  (she-asses), 

A  ̂ ajj  tanassuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ flu>)  Resembling 
a  faithful  monitor.  Being  well  watered  (camels). 

Sewing  a  garment. 
A jjaj3  tanassur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j-aJ)  Becoming  a 

Christian  (Nazarene).  Endeavouring,  striving, 

attempting  to  assist  another. 
A  (_-B-iax>  tanassuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  («_fl*a3)  Being  a 

servant.  Wanting  or  receiving  as  a  servant.  Veil- 

ing (a  woman).  Recovering  the  whole  of  one's due.  Asking,  begging.  Submitting,  being  obse- 

quious. Demanding  justice  at  the  hand  of  the 

magistrate.  Covering  the  head  (hoariness).  Re- 

ceiving any  one  amongst  themselves. 
A  J./<a>3  tanassul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-*a3)  Being  ab- 

solved (from  a  crime).  Taking  away  every  thing. 

Taking  or  drawing  out,  extracting.  Choosing. 

Losing  its  dye  (a  beard). 

A  ,_^JiJ  tanassi,  (v.  n.  5  of  j_^a>)  Curling  (her) 

long  flowing  locks  (a  woman).  Combing  her  hair 

(a  woman).  Being  closely  united.  Marrying  into 
a  noble  tribe. 

A  u^Juajj  tans'ib,  (v.  n.  2  of  c-jwa^)  Pricking 
his  ears  (a  horse).    Laying  by  a  portion  for  any 



one.  Setting  up  a  column.  Laying  snares, hatch- 
ing mischief.    Putting  down.    Taking  up. 

A  jX*aj3  tansir,  (v.  n.  2  of yo^)  Converting  to 
Christianity,  christianizing. 

A  (_><9J«aja  tansis,  The  harassing  (a  debtor). 

A  i_flJyajo  tansif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^AoJ)  Dividing 

in  the  middle,  or  into  two  equal  parts.  Being  half 

white,  half  black  (the  beard  or  hair).  Bearing 

dates  half  red,  half  green  (a  palm-tree).  Covering 
(the  face  of  a  girl)  with  a  veil. 

A  Jjuifljo  tansil,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_}-xa^)  Taking  the 

head  (off  a  spear).  Putting  the  head  on  a  spear. 

Piercing  with,  or  fixing  an  arrow  into. 

A  ̂\-oub<an^a/i,Exudation(of  a  leathern  bottle). 
A  JlrfflUJ  tanzal,  (v.  n.  3  of  jJ-<^)  Contending 

in  throwing  the  javelin. 

A  <_A«ni'o  tanzub,  A  thorny  tree,  of  which  ar- 
rows are  made. 

A  ̂»al>  tanazzuh, ( v. n.5  of  ) B eing  repulsed, 
removed;  retiring.  Pouring  forth  tears  (the  eye). 

A  {^ja^Ai^  tanazzuz,  (v.n.  5  of  i^ja>)  Despatch- 
ing (business).  Getting  by  little  and  little  what 

another  owes  him.    Instigating,  urging. 

A  J>-ajo  tanazzul,  A  drawing  forth. 

A  ̂ ^aXi  tanazzi,  An  emaciating,  consuming. 
A  L-^jLi^ojo  tanzib,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ «**iL>)  Giving 

little  milk  (a  camel).  Flowing,  sinking  (water 
into  the  ground). 

A  ̂ *«ajo  tanzy,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ eo)  Going  over 
the  year  without  foaling  (a  camel). 

A  Sxtojo  tanzid,  (v.  n.  2  of  d^')  Laying  in  or- 
der one  on  another,  or  one  by  the  side  of  another. 

A  jjuauj  tanzir,  (v.  n.  2  of  (God)  blessing 
with  beauty  and  every  ornamental  excellence. 

A  {^jaXtox^  tanzlz,  (v.  n.  2of  i^i)  Having  abun- 
dance of  gold  and  silver  coin.  Disturbing,disquietin  g. 

A  ̂j«Jfal)  tanattus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ jmId)  Being 
curious,  inquisitive,  accurate ;  nicely  attentive  to 

dress,  speech,  or  victuals. 

A  ̂lal>  tanattu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂la3)  Being  atten- 
tive, considering  attentively.  Shewing  subtilty, 

cleverness,  and  tact.  Speaking  profoundly,  mys- 
teriously. Serving  up  broken  victuals.  Pronoun- 

cing from  the  palate. 

A  i_flla>3  tanattuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u_flia3)  Putting 

rings  in  the  ears  (a  girl).  Abstaining.  Looking 

for,  expecting  news.  Considering,  understanding. 
Being  contaminated,  defiled. 

A  JjlajJ  tanattuk,  The  putting  on  a  girdle. 
A  kdal>  tanatnut,  A  being  distant,  retiring. 
A  \,JiAxiS  tantlf,  (v.  n.  2  of  i_ftlaj)  Adorning 

(another)  with  ear-rings.    Accusing,  impeaching. 

A  ̂jAijj  tantlk,  (v.  n.  2  of  jki)  Putting  on 
a  sash,  belt,  or  girdle.  Rising  to  the  middle  or 
waist  of  the  bank  (water). 

A jUajj  tanzar,  A  looking,  a  viewing. 

A jkjj  tanazzur,  (v.  n.  5  of^Jai)  Granting  a 
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delay,  waiting.  Looking  at,  beholding,  viewing, 

Waiting^foi",  expecting. 

A  >_al^.'o  tanazzuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  u-oiaj)  Cleaning, 
purifying  one's  self.  Being,  affecting,  studying, 
or  striving  to  be  neat,  spruce,  nice,  and  clean. 

A  jjib  tanazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  j»3a5)  Being  ar- 
ranged, strung  (pearls). 

A ̂ J^iab  tanzir,  A  selling  on  credit. 
A  v_juiajj  tanzif,  A  purifying,  cleaning. 

A  ̂i^xi  tanzim,  (v.  n.  2  of  jja^)  Composing 
(verses).  Threading  (pearls).  Ordering,  arrang- 

ing. Having  the  lines  (jUUaJ  (a  fish  or  a  lizard). 

A  L->lia'i  tan^h,  A  croaking.  A  crowing. 
A  ,J>>tj3  tana^l,  A  putting  on  of  shoes. 

A  ̂ ftji3tana^im,{Y.  n.  5  of  j^)  Being  blessed 
with,  enjoying  in  abundance  the  conveniences  and 

comforts  of  life.  Becoming  soft  and  enervated.  Suit- 

ing, agreeing  with,  being  salubrious  (a  country). 

Walking  barefoot,  takingno  care  of  the  feet.  Search- 

in  g,  seeking.  Urging  forward  (a  beast).  Happi- 
ness, enjoyment.  Prosperity. 

A  ̂ jjOJ  tana^m^ij. ^a.2o^ ^jjoQ)  Being  dis- 
tant. Nodding,  tottering,  leaning  from  side  to  side. 

A_^joot)  tan^r,  (v.  n.  2  of yo')  Turning  (an  arrow on  the  nail  to  try  its  smoothness  or  straightness). 

A  (jmAsOj  tan^s,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j»**>)  Putting  to 
sleep,  causing  to  sleep. 

A  ̂J^iJu^jJ  tan^sh,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^jo)  Exalting. 

Saying  to  any  one  ̂ \  (_1.'miO  Jia^^shaha'lluh, 
May  God  exalt  you  ! 

A  (v.n. 2  of  Jjo)  Shoeing  a  horse 
(with  iron),  or  a  camel  (with  leather). 

A  tan^m,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Bestowing 
plenty.  Pampering.  Rendering  soft,  delicate,  and 

effeminate;  enervating.  Saying j,>o?«a^fl?ft,  "Yes," in  confirmation  of  any  assertion. 

A  tan^mat,  A  kind  of  tree  having  a  de- 
licate leaf. 

A  jijj  tanaghghur,  (v.  n.  5  of^ii)  Boiling  with 
rage,  taking  offence.  Being  changed,  transformed. 

Putting  the  finger  down  any  one's  throat. 
A  ̂ jijoJ  tanaghghush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j^)  Trem- 

bling,nodding(asthehead),beingtremulous(abird). 

A  {^jakjJ  tanaghghus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ;,jiax>)  Being 

unhappy,  wretched,  and  uncomfortable  (life). 

A  (^_ix>toHa^%/iM2;,Abeingmoved(thehead). 
A  tanaghghum,  A  reading  or  singinglow. 

A  joul)  tanghir,  (v.  n.  2  of^o)  Calling  to.  Tic- 
kling (a  child). 

A  tangJns,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_>3«^)  Making 
life  wretched,  annoying,  vexing. 

A  (»_fljo  (i_A)U3  tananji)  tunnaf,  Vast  deserts. 

A         tanaffuj,  A  boasting  vainly  and  falsely. 

AS—sXi  tanaffuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  3^3)  Entering. 

Passing  through  and  leaving  behind. 

A ̂ |flj5  tanaffur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jl>)  Avoiding,  shun- 
ning. Aversion,  disgust. 

u 

A  (^j-ijj  tanaffus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂J«i.^)  Breathing. 
Fetching  a  deep,  cold  sigh.  Breaking  (the  dawn). 

Drinking  at  three  draughts ;  also  at  one  draught. 

Diffusing,  throwing  spray  about  (a  wave).  Being 

split  (a  bow).  Respiration. 
A  (jiiJt)  tanaffush,  (v.  n.5  of  (jii3)  Bristling 

up  from  fear  (as  a  cat  her  pile,  or  a  bird  her  fea- 
thers). Being  teazed  (wool  or  cotton). 

A  (,^>aajj  tanaffuz,  (v.  n.  5  of(_>afl3)  Explor- 
ing, examining  well  (a  place)  to  see  if  (it)  be  safe. 
A  liaJj  tanaffut,  (v.  n.  5  of  laij)  Boilingwith 

rage.  Having  hands  blistered  from  hard  labour. 

A  ̂iJo  tanaffugh,  (v.  n.5  of  ̂ SD)  Swelling  or 
having  ̂ pustules  (the  hand  from  hard  labour). 
A  tanaffuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^^)  Dragging  the 

jerboa  out  from  its  hole.  Being  entirely  consumed. 

A  ,Jijt>  tanafful,  (v.  n.  5  of  ,Jij)  Doing  more 
than  the  law  requires :  saying  prayers  of  supere- 

rogation. Receiving  a  larger  share  of  booty  (than 
one's  associates). 

A  tanflkh,  A  blowing,  a  puffing. 

AiiwAfljj  tanfiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  jij)  Transmitting. 

Causing  to  pass  or  penetrate.  Sending  (an  ambas- sador). 

A ̂ ajj  tanfir,  (v.  n.  2  of  ji))  Terrifying,  caus- 
ing to  fly.  Pronouncing  one  victor.  Giving  (a 

man)  an  opprobrious  epithet,  and  marking  (him) 

as  an  object  of  aversion. 

A  J:*ttl)  tanfiz,  (v.n.2  ofjij)  Dandling  (a  child). 

Trying  (the  straightness  of  an  arrow)  on  the  nail. 

A  (^jwJAb  tanfis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j*^)  Consoling, 
comforting,  easing,  refreshing.  Treating  gently, 

grantingrespite,orbreathingtime.  (j*Jkajj3\  i— ip- 

harfu't  tanfis,  An  optative  particle. 
A  (jSofljj  tanfish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jiA>)  Teazing 

(cotton  or  wool).  Bristling  up  (angry  dog  or  cock). 

A  {^jaiSu>  tanfiz,  (v.  n.  2  of  tjiai!))  Shaking 

violently  (trees  or  garments). 

A  ̂ Afljo  tanf'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ y^>)  Selling  fast 
(goods).  Quitting  its  hole  (a  field-mouse).  Mak- 

ing a  hole  (a  field-mouse). 

A  J-Ai.jj'  tanfil,{y.n.  2of  Jij)  Presenting  with 
a  gift  or  with  plunder.  Defending  a  companion. 

Adjuring.  Driving  away. 
A  Jliui)  tankad,  (v.  n.  of  tiiii)  Separating  (good 

money  from  bad). 

A  ̂_^liu>  tankas.  Detriment,  deficiency,  loss. 

A  j»lo  tinihham,  (v.  n.  2  of  |«H3)  Punishing. 

Avenging^one's  self.  Punishment. 
A  tanahhub,  A  veiling  of  the  face. 

A  ̂jL^nJi  tanakkus,  (v.  n.5  of  c^.*k>)  Caressing, 

conciliating,  gaining  the  good  graces  of  any  one. 

Makingjiaste. 

A  J«_i;*i  tanalthud,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂jJu)  Separating 

good  from  bad  coin. 
A  (SiO  tanahhuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  iia3)  Receiving. 

Pulling  (out  of  a  ditch),  rescuing. 



A j-^^  tanahkur,  An  examining,  scrutinizing. 

A  i^je^i^>  tanakkus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (^jo-Ej)  Dis- 
gracing, dishonouring,  reproaching.  Diminishing. 

Deficiency,  diminution. 

Ai^jasSC^  tanakkuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j^afl.))  Being 

burst,  split  (the  earth)  by  mushrooms  springing  up. 

Being  split,  divided  in  parts.  Falling  in  drops 

(blood)^  Making  a  cracking  noise  (the  bones). 
A  laiu3  tanakkut,  (v.  n.  5  of  lai))  Containing 

patches  of  grass  (a  place).  Getting  hold  of  (any 

intelligence)  bit  by  bit). 

p j\Wi.li  tunkutar,  tunhatar,  or  tunJitar,  A 
watchman.  A  taper,  rushlight. 

A  ̂ysu>  tanalihul,  (v.  n.  5  of  [jS-i)  Travelling, 

being  transported  from  place  to  place.  Turning. 

Eating  sweet  cakes  after  having  drunk  a  glass  of 

wine.  Migration. 

A  jjjil)  tanakki,  A  choosing,  selecting. 

A  ̂ jJu.)  tanlfih,  (v.  n.  2  of  s_  i-'"^)  Examining 
(a messenger).  Sapping,  undermining.  Goingfrom 

place  to  place  (as  merchants).  Flying  for  refuge. 

A  &Aii>  tanhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^)  Cleaning,  win- 
nowing (grain).  Cleaning  (a  well).  Gutting  (an 

animal)  preparatory  to  cooking  (it). 

A  (jL.»jJi.i>  tanlils,  (v.  n.  2  of  «^H3  Making 

haste,  doing  any  thing  quickly. 

A  tanlnh,(Y.  n.  2  of  ̂ b)  Extracting  (mar- 
row). Lopping  (a  branch).  Cleaning,cutting  off 

superfluities.  Polishing  (verses).  Investigation, 

examination,  search,  inquiry. 

A  S>sl1>  ianldz,  (v.  n.  2  of  liib)  Setting  at  li- 

berty, freeing,  rescuing.  Pullingone  (out  of  a  ditch). 

A jJiHi>  tanliir,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jii)  Examining,  in- 
quiring into,  scrutinizing.  Whistling,  singing  (a 

bird).  Making  a  place  suited  to  lay  her  eggs  (a 

bird).  Naming,  calling  by  name. 

AjxsJi  tanKiz,  (v.n.  2of}flj)  Causing  to  dance. 
Dandling  (an  infant).  Making  (a  deer)  bound. 

A  jj*.j>H;j  tanhis,  (v,  n.  2  of  (j*iiu)  Putting  ink 
(into  a  standish).  Giving  a  surname  or  title. 

A  (jiijiiil)  tanJiish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jiiu)  Painting  in 

colours,  printing,  staining. 

A  i^jaxiS)  tanhis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.jaib)  Diminishing. 

A  i^jaifC^  tanJiiz,  An  allowing,  letting  dangle. 

A  iaJvO  tankit,  (v.  n.  2  of  laib)  Marking  with 

points,  dotting:  putting  a  diacritical  point  to  a  letter. 

A  ̂JjvHj3  tankil,  (v.  n,  2  of  jj-flj)  Transporting 

from  place  to  place.  Mending  (a  garment  or  shoe). 

Shoeing  (a  camel)  with  leather.  Breaking  or  shi- 
vering a  bone  (a  blow). 

p  Li^Ji  tunuli  or  tunah,  Thin,  slender,  slight, 
weak,  delicate.  Effeminate.  A  thin  cake  or  fritter. 

A  tanha^  A  milking  (cattle)  hastily. 

A  L-*5oii>  tanaklmh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ )  Turning: 

(out  of  the  way).  Shunning,  avoiding.  Slinging 
(a  bow)  across  the  shoulder. 

P  (^^j5-(^joiM/iJi/t-/<aw5a.ss,Sensible :  sensitive. 
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p  (^^^j"  udlli  tunuk-hawassi,  Sensibility. 
A  j^:s.j3  tanakkur',  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  dis- 

guised, travestied,  transformed.  Disguising  one's 
self,  making  one's  self  unknown,  becoming  incog- 

nito. Disliking.  Being  indefinite,  indeterminate. 

Being  intense  (darkness).  A  transition  from  a  state 

which  is  agreeable  to  one  which  is  disagreeable. 

p  i^t^  tankara,  A  copper  boiler,  cauldron. 

p  (ji^j  (-dli)  tunuh-risli,  Thin-bearded. 
A  ̂ ^.B^M  tanakkus,  A  being  inverted. 

p^^  tunuk-sdbr,  Imoatient. 
tanakkuz, (r.n. 5  of  laSo) Twisting  one's 

self.  Enduring  hardships  on  a  journey.  Avarice. 

p  u-i^i  uiAjj  tunuk-zarf,  (A  weak  vessel)  A 
tale-bearer,  tattler,  simpleton.  Smooth,  simple, 
unblemished.  A  tabula  rasa. 

p  ̂ jia  uLSJo  tunuk-mizaj ,  Whimsical,  peevish. 
p  i^y>  LdijJ  tunuk-muy  or  moy.  Thin-haired. 
p  u^^Soo  tankub,  A  dish  of  sour  milk,  garlic, 

and  walnuts. 

p         tanka,  Gold.  Money.  A  certain  coin. 

A^^  tankib,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_>^)  Misguiding, 

misleading.  Diverting,  averting.  Retiring,  desert- 

ing, letting  alone.  Distressing. 

A  rJi*jo  tankir,  (v.  n.  2  Jo)  Altering,  trans- 
forming, disguising,  rendering  incapable  of  being 

recognised.    Making  indefinite  or  undetermined. 

A  i^juj^  tank'is,  (v.  n.  2  of  ;j<*^)  Turning  up- 
side down,  capsizing,  inverting, 
A  tanklz,  (v.  n.  2  of  ia5o)  Accelerating, 

causing  to  make  haste. 

A  tanki^  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ p)  Annoying,  vex- 

ing, over-hurrying. 
A  (  ftA^  tanklf, (y.  11.2 of  i^S>^)  Havingapro- 

tuberance  behind  the  ears  called  nakafat(si  camel). 

A  tankil,  (v.  n.  2  of  |J^)  Treating  oppro- 

briously,  tormenting.  Giving  an  example.  Pro- 
hibiting, restraining,  diverting,  turning  (any  one) 

aside.  Punishing,  chastising. 

p  tang,  Narrow,  strait.   A  strait,  defile, 

narrowpass.  (met.)Themouthofamistress.  Scarce, 

rare ;  incomparable,  unattainable.  A  swallowing. 

Numerous,  many.  Near,  neighbouring.  A  con- 

cealing, a  putting  out  of  sight.  Strong,  hard.  Bar- 

ren. Languid,  melancholy,  sad.  Anger,  indigna- 

tion. The  press  of  an  oil-mill.  An  ass-load  of  su- 

gar. A  horse-girth.  A  strap  for  fastening  a  load. 

A  package,  bundle,  sack.  Half  a  horse  or  camel- 
load,  as  much  as  is  carried  upon  one  side.  A  body 

of  troops.  A  plain  surface,  either  of  canvas  or 

wood,  on  which  painters  or  sculptors  trace  their 

first  sketch.  A  pavilion.  Name  of  a  book  written 

by  the  heresiarch  Mani.  Name  of  the  tenth  book 

of  the  works  of  Zardusht.  Name  of  a  place  in 
Turkistan.  Name  of  a  district  in  Badakshan.  i^^jjo 

^j^J  tang  kardan,  To  confine,  block  up,  reduce 

to  difiiculties.  {j'^^         tang  namudan.  To  con- 

tract,  (ji^j'  lLnJj^  ha  tang  awardan,  To  annoy 
greatly,  to  reduce  to  distress.  ̂ ^JSi  fiiJ^ii  d^idan 

tang.  An  avaricious  eye,  JL»  soli  tang,  A 

barren  year.  Ting,  A  bird's  beak,  Tung,  A  nar- row-necked vessel, 

p         uiXl)  tang-ah,  Shallow, 
p  cL^lG!)  tangutang,  Straits,    A  throng, 

p j^SS>  tangar,  Borax, 

p  jLXl)  tang-bar,  A  narrow  way.  Half  a  horse- 
load,  a  package.  One  who  will  not  give  place  to 
another;  inaccessible.  Rare,  scarce,  invaluable. 

An  epithet  of  God. 

^ji^^  ̂^^ff  or  tanug-hez,  A  fine  sieve,  strainer. 
p  iiiyix>,  i^jU^  tang-j)aygkula.  The  world. 
P  CL^i^i  tingit,  Name  of  a  place. 

P  tL^^  tangi  turkan,  Name  of  a  place, 
the  inhabitants  of  which  are  remarkable  for  the 

comeliness  of  their  persons. 

p  cfXiJ  tang-chashm,  One  with  narrow, 

close  eyelids.  Insatiable,  covetous,  devouring  all 

with  the  eyes.  A  Turk.  The  eye  of  a  mistress. 
A  woman  who  has  had  but  one  husband. 

tang-kal,  Straitened,  poor. 

P  ^  tang-hdli.  Poverty,  distress,  straits, 
narrow  circumstances,  adversity. 

P  ̂ s-  tiX^  tang-kho  or  khu,  Bad-tempered. 

p  jj,->3=-  tang-khosi  or  kMm,  Ill-temper. 
p  CL^idSjo  ia??v7-c?as^,Tight-handed.  Poor.  A 

cushion. 

p  ̂ j*adJ^  tang-dasti.  Parsimony.  Poverty. 
Weakness. 

p  Ji^Xjj  tang-dil,  Heartsick,  desponding.  Com- 

passionate.   A  miser. 

p  ̂iiXl>  tang-dill.  Heartache,  grief.  Compas- 
sion. Niggardliness, 

p  ̂ JsJ  tang-dakan,  Small-mouthed.  A 
sweetheart. 

p  Lfjjj  ti/'-j*  tang-rozi.  Poor. p  LLCb  ̂ aw^z-rM^jTender-cheeked.  Tanug- 

ruy, One  who  accepts  a  petition  wi  th out  importunity. 

pjj^  tangiz.  Name  of  a  thorny  tree. 

p  ij^j^ij  ijjX)  tang-zist,  Pinched,  distressed. 
p  tangis.  Name  of  a  thorny  tree. 

PjL«,.Oj  tow<7-sar,Weakness  of  intellect.  Trans- 
Ijiigration,  metempsychosis. 

p  (JLm^jJ  tang-sal.  Scarcity.  A  barren  season. 

p  ̂Ij-*  lLXI)  tang-sdli.  Dearth,  scarceness. 
p  tangast.  Name  of  a  place  famous 

for  its  beautiful  crystal. 

p  L_->^  lLXjo  tang-shai-ab,  (or  tlXij 
tang  zarf)  Soon  drunk  (as  holding  little). 

p        lLXjo  tang-skahar,  A  mistress's  mouth. 

P  LT^^  tang-^ysh.  Poor.  Melancholy. 
Pjj6  tang-gir,  One  who  presses  hard  or 

squeezes.    Parsimonious,  frugal, 

p  ̂JJ^  cL/jk.)  tang-giri,  Parsimony,  frugality, 

p  ̂^^iSSi  tanglosh,  (or  sZt^  sXjJ  tanga  losha) 



Name  of  the  works  of  a  famous  Grecian  artist,  as 

celebrated  in  the  East  as  those  of  the  painter  Mam. 

The  study  or  workshop  of  a  Grecian  painter. 

p  (_fUXl)  tang-nay,  A  difficulty.  A  defile. 

(^U-  4_^lxCl>  tang-nayi  khak,  The  world.  The 
body.    The  grave. 

p  (.f^i^  i^^e^  i^Jjj  tang-nishimani  nalmng, 
The  world.    The  sky.  Time. 

p  _jX>!>  tango,  The  king  of  Khata  or  Khutan. 

p  is-Cj3  tanga,  Cash,  gold  or  copper  coin.  Thin 
paste,  macaroni. 

P  tangi,  Narrowness,  closeness,  strait- 

ness,  tightness.  Difficulty.  Anguish.  Constraint. 

Poverty,  want.    A  sack. 

p  (_»>LXij  tang-yob.  Difficult  to  be  found,  rare. 
Care-crazed. 

p  iji^^  tangira,  A  brazen  kettle,  cauldron. 

tanm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jo)  Eating  of  the  tree 
tannum  (a  camel). 

A  tanmds,  (v.  n.  2  of  Pulling 

the  hairs  from  the  face  with  tweezers  or  unguents. 

Aj!ixi  tanammur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Being  angry, 
ill-humoured.  Threatening  with  a  long  growl. 
Resembling  a  male  panther  when  enraged.  Be- 

|Coming  changed. 

A  (.>altjj  tanammus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Giving 

one's  self  up  to  have  the  hairs  plucked  out.  Be- 
ing plucked  up  (hairs). 

A         tanammul,  A  moving  to  and  fro  like  ants. 

A  j_5.«J^  tanammijThe  soaringabout(of  ahawk). 

A  'ix^  tanmiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Adulterating 
(intelligence),  spreading  false  reports,  calumnia- 

ing.    Throwing  wood  upon  a  fire,  and  making  it 
urn  fiercer.    Growing.     Swelling,  increasing. 

Causing  to  swell,  increase,  or  grow  up.  Refer- 

ing  (to  an  author,  (quoting  his  authority). 

A  j^«x>  tanmir,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^)  Being  of  an 
angry,  ill-humoured  disposition. 

^  U"f*j^  tantms,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^)  Covering. 

Imposing  upon.    Concealing,  cheating. 

A  u^^i^JJ  tanniish,  (v.n.2of  (j£v)  Keeping  a 
ecret.  Whispering,  telling  tales. 

A  iannus,  A  plucking  (hair  off  the  face). 
A  tanmit,  A  pointing  out,  shewing. 
A  tannngh,  A  mixture  of  black,  red,  and 

rt'hite. 

tanrai^,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Writing. 
Writing  a  fine  ornamented  hand.  Inditing. 

P  (Xll>  tanand,  A  spider.    Slow,  sluggish. 
PjiiajL)  tanandu,  A  spider.    A  cobweb.  A 

veaver's  instrument  (round  which  the  warp  is 
oiled,  and  then  carried  over  the  comb), 

p  tss^  tananda,  A  spider.    A  cobweb, 

p  yi  tanu,  Power,  strength. 

A  f^yj  tuniu,  An  abiding,  dwelling  (in  a  town). 
A         tanwas,  (v.  n.  of      for  ̂ y)  Rising  with 

ifficulty,  and  endeavouring  to  get  up  with  a  heavy 
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load.  Oppressing  (any  one)  and  making  (him) 

stoop  (a  heavy  load).  Falling  down  (especially 
when  heavily  laden). 

A  ^awwa^.  Whatever  is  hung  round  a  ca- 

mel's litter  (for  ladies)  by  way  of  ornament. 

A  I— -'jjj'  tannuh,  The  pitch-tree,  the  pine. 
p  fawwras,  Learned.  A  man  of  business. 

A  tanawwuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 13  for  Vi- 
brating (any  thing  pendulous). 

A  ̂ jl)  tanuhli,  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe.  Tu- 

nukh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ x))  Abiding,  staying.  Indigestion. 
A  ̂^Jl)  tanawwuhh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ 13  for  ̂ y) 

Obliging  (a  she-camel)  to  lie  down  to  receive  him 

(amale).  Lyingdown  for  this  purpose  (ashe-camel). 
A  tanukhly,  Of  the  tribe  of  Tanukh. 

A  0^33  tanawwud,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  Jy )  Be- 
ing shaken  (a  branch). 

p  f^^^^  tanudan,To  draw.  To  twist,  plait,  spin. 

Ajy3  tannur,  (pl.jjoUij  iananir^  An  oven. 
The  surface  of  the  earth.  Any  place  where  water 

gushes  out,  or  collects  together  in  a  valley. 

Ajji>  tanawwur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjli  for^y)  Seeing 
a  fire  at  a  distance.  Shining.  Turning  the  back, 

being  put  to  flight.  Anointing  one's  body  with  an 
unguent  which  pulls  up  hair  by  the  roots.  Being 
bedaubed  with  a  liniment  of  pilch  for  the  scab. 

p  L-^^<lol  jy!)  tannur-ashuh,  A  coal-rake. 
p  «jli-jy3  tannur-hhana,  A  bakehouse. 

p  Jj  yj  tannura,  A  part  of  di'ess  (like  a  furnace, 
of  leather)  worn  by  dervishes,  from  their  middle. 

A  sort  of  armour.  A  tunnel  through  which  water 

rushes  on  a  mill-wheel.  Forming  a  ring  or  circle. 

A  (_f)yj  tannur ly,  A  maker  or  fixer  of  iron 
furnaces  or  ovens. 

A  (^jij  tanamwush,  (v.  n.Sof  (_)«u  for  (_>«y) 

Wiping  (the  hands)  with  a  napkin. 
A  tunamwit  or  tanawwut,  A  certain  bird 

which  constructs  a  hang-nest  suspended  like  a  flask 

from  the  branch  of  a  tree.  isjJli  asna^ 
min  tunawwit,  More  of  an  artist  than  a  Tunawwit. 

A  tanawwu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂   for  ̂ y )  Being 
shaken  (branches  by  the  wind).  Being  divided  into 
distinct  parts  or  species.  Getting  before,  preceding, 

A  «iy>  tanufat,  ov'e.'tiy^  tanuflyat  (pi.  u-floLi 
tanasif^  A  dangerous  desert,  without  water  or  in- 

habitant, though  grassy.  A  widely-extended  region . 

A  tanamwuli,  (v.  n.  5  of  for  jjy )  Be- 

ing elegant  (in  apparel),  nice  (in  eating),  neat  (in 
doing  a  thing).   Doing  a  thing  properly,  wisely. 

A  ̂ yj  tannum,  A  tree  growing  in  Arabia,  pro- 
ducing specifics  for  worms  and  warts.  Hemp-seed. 

A  tanawwwn,(Y.T\.5of  j»uforj»y)  Sleeping. 

Dreaming.     Browsing  on  the  tree  j»y)  tannum. 

A  jUyj  tanwamat,  (v.  n.  of  j«y>  Q)  Eating  of 

the  tree  j»yi>  tannum  (a  camel). 

p  ii..i<y;'i  tonMma?!f/,  Robust, corpulent.  Strong, 
powerful.  Tall,  Broad,  fat.  Contented,  cheerful, 
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in  good  case, 
p  (_5't>-i«y>  tanumandi.  Robustness,  corpulence. 
P  {J^^  One  whose  eye  is  fixed  upward. 

A  {j'^^  ̂ awawwl, An  intending, purposing:  aim. 
A  ioyj  tanmiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_5y)  Executing 

(business).  Causing  one  to  propose  or  endeavour. 

Throwing  away  (date-stones).  Beginning  to  have 

stones  called  '!s\y  namat  (ripening  dates). 

A  ̂ y->  tanmiliK,  A  forcing  to  lie  down. 
A tanwir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjl3  forjy)  Shining. 

Illuminating,  giving  light.  Flowering  (a  shrub), 

blossoming  (a  tree).  Ripening  (corn).  Producing 

a  kernel  (a  date).  Pricking  figures  upon  the  arm 

with  a  needle,  and  then  rubbing  over  the  punc- 
tures with  indigo,  leaving  an  indelible  impression. 

Appearing  (the  light  of  day).  Covering,  falsify- 

ing, misrepresenting,  rendering  obscure  and  diffi- 
cult. Frightening  (a  female),  causing  (her)  to  run 

away  with  terror.    Fascinating.  Illumination. 

Ay.^jo  taniv'iz,  The  act  of  making  little. 
A  (^j*rw)yj  tannns,  A  remaining  (in  one  place). 
A  tanwtsh.  The  giving  of  a  present. 

A  (^^Jji>  iamviz,  A  dyeing  cloth. 
A  la^ji)  tanmt,  (v.  n.  2  of  laU  for  isy)  Turning 

out  (a  leathern  bottle)  in  order  to  anoint  (it). 

A  tannn^  (v.  n.  2  of      not  in  use)  Dis- 
tinguishing, making  different  kinds.  Shaking  the 

branches  of  a  tree  (wind). 

A  ij->.yj  tamvll,  A  giving,  bestowing. 

A  jC^-ii  tanwim,  A  lulling  to  sleep, 

A  ij>.y^  tanw'm,  (v,  n.  2  of  ̂ y  not  in  use) 
Marking  the  final  letters  of  nouns  with  the  nasal 

vowels  —  un,  —  an,  or  —  in.  Nunnation. 

p  iO.yj  tanmh,  Greatness,  grandeur. 
A  io.jl)  tammh,  (v.  n.  2  of  »\3  for  »y  )  Praising. 

Exalting.  Calling. 

p  sXi  tana,  A  web.  The  body.  The  trunk  of  a 

tree.  Acceptance,  Content, satisfaction.  ̂ ^dJ^  ijj 
tana  shiidan,  To  accept.  To  be  pleased  or  satisfied. 

uSi  tanad  fankahut,  A  spider's  web. 
p  s.'x>  tunna,  The  thunny  fish. 

p  \^  tanha,  (pi.  of  ̂   tan')  Bodies.  Alone, 
solitary.  An  odd  number. 

A  ta7ihas,1he  greatest  height  to  which  wa- 
ters, rivers,  or  torrents  rise  in  channels  or  vallies. 

p  djlSljj!)  ianhdgana,  Solitary. 

P(_^l^'i^aw/mj:i,Solitude,loneliness,so]itariness. A         tanakhud,  (v.  n.p5  of  li^)  Sighing. 

Pj\j  &jo  tana-ddr,  Trunked  (tree). 
A  tanhihat.  Punishment,  torture. 

A  tanahnuh.  An  abstaining,  desisting. 

A  tanhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j__j.^)  Prohibiting, 

forbidding.  Bringing  to  an  end.  Reaching  the 

bottom,  summit,  end,  or  extremity.  Coming  to. 

(pi.  tandhi)The  greatest  height  to  which  wa- 
ters, rivers,  or  torrents,  rise  in  channels  or  vallies. 

A  S.}^  tanliid,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^)  Having  round 



plump  breasts.  Rising,  being  plump  (the  breasts), 

p       tarn,  Corporeal,  bodily, 

p  ̂jlo  taniyan,  Material  (substances). 

A  I— ̂ .Jli>  tanayyub,  The  sprouting  (of  a  plant), 
p  tiJu)  tamd,  A  web. 

p  (ji^JuJ  tanidan,To  twist,  weave,  spin, involve. 
To  deceive.  To  effect.  To  be  silent.  To  be  twisted. 

p  SiiJu;  tariida,  Woven.  Silent.  A  cobweb. 

A  ̂ Jb)  tanayrub,(Y.  n.  2  of  (—-^^  Q)  Sweep- 
ing, marking  (as  the  wind  does  sand  or  water,  with 

long  furrows  or  waves). 

p  S^jO  tamza,  A  side,  border,  skirt,  edge. 

A  ̂j-J^j^  tinnis,  A  city  in  Lower  Egypt. 

A  jJXJi!)  tanayyuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  jt3  for  ,^J0)  Be- 
ing elegant  (in  apparel),  nice  (in  diet).  Doing 

any  thing  properly  and  wisely. 

A  i^Ai  tinin,  Alike,  resembling,  equal. 

A  u^jo  tifinm,  (pi.  ̂J^^Uj  tananin)  A  large 

serpent,  a  dragon.  at  tinnin,  The  constella- 

tion of  the  dragon.  A  shark.  ̂ J^jj'  ̂ ^ih  zandbi 
tinnin,  The  dragon's  tail,  a  star.  diAis  (j^x>  tinmni 
falah, {in  astronomy  )The  head  and  tail  of  the  dragon. 

A  (v.  n.2of(_->\3  for  i_^jo)  Bit- 

ing (an  arrow)  to  try  the  quality  of  the  wood.  Be- 

ing aged  (a  she-camel).  Sprouting  (a  plant). 
A  tanyisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Li)  Leaving  (meat) 

half-dressed,  or  (business)  half-finished. 

A  t(myih,(\.  n.  2of  ̂   not  in  use)  Making 
solid  (bones  which  were  before  soft).  Debilitating, 

bruising  (bones).  Giving,  bestowing. 

A ji^Zi  tanyir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjli  forjjj)  Marking 

(cloth)  with  a  different-coloured  border. 

A  I  fl>^>3  tanyif,  (v.  n.  2  of  i  iX>  for  i  ajo)  Ex- 

ceeding, going  beyond,  being  upwards  of.  Aug- 
menting, adding  to. 

p  j!)  taw,  Heat,  warmth.  Twist,  turn.  A  fold. 

A  ditch,  pool,  or  hole  where  water  stagnates.  To, 
A  curtain.  A  fold.  A  skin  formed  on  the  surface 

of  milk.  In,  into,  within,  (in  India)  Thou.  tii)o. 

y  yak  to,  One  fold,  single.  ̂   du  to,  Two-fold, 

double.  ̂ >j>  y  to  bar  to.  Fold  upon  fold.  Tu, 
Thou.  A  feast,  an  entertainment.  Self.  When 

followed  by  d.****^  ast.  Is,  \  and  j  are  sometimes 

omitted:  as,  (J1a*J>  (jI     az  ani  tust,  It  is  thine. 

A^  taww,  (pi.  atmas')  Alone,  single.  A 
rope  of  a  single  twist.  A  careless  man  (of  here  and 

hereafter).  A  troop  of  1000  horse.  A  tent  set  up. 

An  edifice.  \p  jam  tatvwan,  He  came  post- 
haste without  delay. 

p  \J>  tamd.  Ruin.  Ruined,  destroyed,  lost. 

A  taivdf,  (v.  n.  of  (_^y)  Perishing.  Tiwaf, 
A  cross  made  on  the  neck  and  thigh  of  an  animal. 

A  i^A^  iawa^MS,  (v.  n.  6 of(^l_j)  Assembling, 
thronging  about  a  pit. 

A  i—J^y  tarowaS,  Penitent,  contrite.  Relenting. 
A  ioly  tusahat,  Disgrace,  shame,  ignominy. 

A         tawdbi^  Dependences,  appurtenances. 
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Adjuncts,  appositives.  Words  following  each  other : 

as,         i^)**^  hasan  basan, 

A  (Jj^y  teroaHZ,  (pi.  of  (Jj\j*  tdbiV)  Seasonings for  meat,  herbs. 

p  aJ^j5  tawaba,  A  champion  of  Turan. 

A  lIajoJj!)  te?ya&i^,(pl.of  Oyl3  ia&M<)  Planks, 
boards.  Arks,  chests.  Coffins. 

Ajjly  tarodtur,  (v.  n.  6  of  jJj)  Following  in 
succession,  with  or  without  intervals. 

A  tawdsub,  A  rushing  on  one  another. 

A^ly  tawdsh;  (pi.  of^yji  tussur)  Officers  or 
beadles  under  the  collectors  of  revenue. 

A  &»-)y  tawdjuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  s^j  )  Looking  back 

on  each  other.  Turning  the  face  towards  one  ano- 
ther, encountering,  standing  face  to  face. 

A  tawdjuhan,  Opposite,  over  against. 
A        taivsad,  A  slow,  gentle  pace. 

A  i>^y  tawddd,  The  loving  of  one  another. 

A  ̂^jj'  tawddu^{\.  n.6of  ̂ ii»j)Making  peace. Being  reconciled.  Releasing,  or  forgiving  mutually. 

A  i^t^ly  tamddi,  (pi.  of  &>.iiy  tamdiya£)  Pieces 
of  wood  (put  beneath  the  udder  to  prevent  a  ca- 

mel's being  sucked).  Dwarfs. 

Pj^y  tawdr,  A  rope  for  tying  on  a  load. 

A  tawdru^  (v.  n.Gof^j)  Making  peace 
together.  Reposing,  resting. 

A  (.^^y  tawdruh,  A  reclining  on  the  hip. 

p  Sj\y  tarcdra,  A  straw  hut,  in  which  the  keep- 
ers of  the  vineyard  take  shelter.  Tuwdra,  A  struc- 

ture of  reeds,  under  which  is  the  dunghill,  the  privy, 
and  such  like.  Thorns  fixed  on  a  wall. 

A  t/jV'^  ̂^w^?"*}  (v.  n.  6  of  (^j)  Lying  hid,  con- 

cealing one's  self. 
A  ̂ \ytawdrikh,  (pi.  of  tasrikK)  Epochs, 

dates.  Histories,  chronicles,  ̂ j^y  ahli  ta- 
wdrikh,  A  historian.  Chroniclers. 

A  I  jj^y  tamdzuf.  An  expending  equally  with. 

A  ijj^^  tawdzun,  A  being  equal  in  weight. 

p  ,_^\y  tiwdsi,  A  carpet,  embroidered  rug. 
A  iaui*^y  tawdshuz,  (v.  n.  6  of  lailij)  Rubbing 

against,  pressing  each  other's  belly  (two  lewd  men). 
A  i3*i*^y  tawdshuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  J^«»j)  Drying 

oblong  strips  of  meat.  Cutting. 

A  {,,,Ji>o\Ji  tawdsuf,  (v.  n.  6of  i  a^^j)  Mutually 

praisingj  describing,  recounting,  or  relating. 
A  tawdsul,(v.n.6  of  ̂yjOj)  Being  joined 

together.  Acting  in  concert.  Conjunction. 

A  C->^Lo\j5  tamdsiddt.  Conjunctions. 

A  (_^^y  tawdsi,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ ^^j)  Command- 
ing, enjoining,  charging  one  another.  Being  united, 

allied,joined.  Growingthick  andtangled(herbage), 

A  tawdzukh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ _j)  Striving 
about  drawing  water.     Contending  in  walking. 

A  ̂ \3^  tamdzuf^  (v. n.6  of  Humbling, 
abasing  one's  self.  Being  remote,  distant.  Humi- 

lity, submission.  Pretended  kindness,  empty  com- 

pliment.   (_5'i^jJfV*>  i^^y  tawdzu^  samarhandi, 

False  politeness,  p  ̂ ^y  (J-J^i*"' y  bar  sabili  taivd- 

zu^,  By  way  of  submission. 
A  tawdtuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j)  Fighting. 

Bandying  mischief  to  and  fro.  Flocking  in  crowds 
(as  camels  to  a  watering-trough). 

A^^^tawdtukhjA  handing  from  one  to  another. 
A  jj-Ja^y  tawdtus,  (v.  n.  6  of  (j<*^j)  Rushing. 

Being  high  (billows),  dashing  (waves).  Slapping, 
boxing.  Agreeing. 
A  tawdtus,  A  consenting,  agreeing. 

A  ;i^^y  tawddd,  (y.  n.  6  of  <^j)  Promising  to 
one  another.  Appointing  a  time  and  place. 

p  ̂^^y  tuwdghaj.  The  bark  of  a  certain  tree. 
A  (ji^y  tawdfuk,  (v.  n.  6  of  (j'j)  Agreeing  to- 

gether. Helping  one  another.  Concord,  good  un- 
derstanding. League,  conspiracy,  (in  arithmetic) 

Being  divisible  by  the  same  quantity  without  leav- 
ing a  remainder ;  commensurability. 

A  (_5^y  tawdfi,  A  coming  in  great  numbers. 

A  ̂\'^  tamwdk,  Wistful,  most  prepense. 
A  tjia>\y  tawdkus,  A  being  short  in  the  neck. 

A  i._  Qi'^y  tawdkuf,  A  facing  one  another. 

A  ̂ s^y  tawdki^  (pi.  of  ̂ i*y  )  Royal  letters. 
A  ia$1y  tawdkuz,  Intricacy  (of  business). 

A  i__ftS»\y  te7m^«<f,  A  declining,  turningaway. 

A  ij^ly  tawdkul,  (v.  n.6  of  ij^_j)  Trusting  to 

each  other's  support.  Deserting,  forsaking.  Mu- 

tual confidence.  ̂ \^\  &K\y  tawdkilatu'' I  karvd- 
dm,  Wanting  feet. 

A  i^JkSa^y  tawdkid,  Girths,  belts,  surcingles. 

Straps  with  which  the  fore-parts  of  a  camel's  saddle 
are  held  together,  (pi.  of        tawhid)  Emphases. 

A  i>,5\y  tamdlud,  (v.  n.  6  of  iXSj)  Begetting,  pro- 

pagating. Becoming  numerous  (offspring).  Ge- 

neration, birth.  Succession. 
A  (j«.5\y  tawdluSfiy.  n.  6  of  (j^^j)  Helping  one 

another  to  deceive.  Abetting  each  other  in  fraud 

and  mischief. 

A  (_J^y  tawdU,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂-^_j)  Following  in 
succession.  Beginning  to  dry  (fresh  dates).  Con- 

tinuation. (_^^y^^  ̂ la't  tarodli,  In  succes- 
sion, (pi.  of  tdiiyat)  The  extremities,  the 

hinder  parts  (as  the  feet  or  tail).  The  last  beasts 
of  a  herd,  those  in  the  rear. 

A  j»ly  tawsam,  (pi.  tawdnm  and  ̂ ^y 
tuMtn)  A  twin.  The  sign  Gemini.  The  second 
lot  or  throw  at  dice.  The  second  gaming  arrow, 

^ly ja^y  ̂   ̂lami  zafar-tawMm,  The  twin-bro- ther of  victory,  i.e.  A  victorious  standard. 

A  ̂ \y  tufdm,  (pi.  of  j»ly  tawsam)  Twins. 
A  (j'-^i-^y  tawtamdn,  A  certain  small  plant. 

A  ̂ toly  tawsamdni,  (dual  of  ̂ ly)  Twins. 

A  iwily  tawmviat,  (fem.  of  ̂ .ly  taw f am)  A  twin. 
A  kind  of  litter  for  women  open  at  the  top. 

A  &^^y  tusdmiyat,  A  pearl. 
^"^"'^  01"  to,i^^i^}  Power,  strength.  It 

is  possible,  one  may.  A  cloud,  (in  comp.)  Able, 



powerful.     ̂ j^y  La5         farmani  kaza-tuwan, 
Commands  powerful  as  fate,  i.  e.  irresistible, 

p  I3^y  tawana,  Powerful,  strong,  able, 

p  (_/^\5^  tumanafi,  Power,  strength.  A  hand, 

p  a«^^y  tawancha,  A  slap, 

p  (O-i-ii  (j^^  tuwdn-dukht,  Name  of  the 
daup-hter  of  Khusraw  Parvez. 

p  tuwanistan,  To  be  powerful,  able, 

equal  to.    To  get  the  mastery. 

p jX_>^j5  tuwdngar,  Great,  powerful.  Rich, 

p  ̂^\J^\l|S  tuwdngaran,  The  rich  and  powerful, 
p  tundngari,  Powerfulness.  Wealth, 

p  tuwdngi,  Riches,  goods,  wealth. 

A  tawdni,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j)  Coming  short. 

Being  toi-pid  and  languid.  Delay.  Slowness,languor, 
lassitude.  ^  bild  tawdni,  Without  delay. 

p  ,.j;iJO^»J  tuwdnidan,  To  be  able. 
"ft  ■•       _  ^ 

A  ̂ jojiy  tawasus,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ j^lj)  Assem- 
bling about  a  drinking-place. 
A  tawdhuhjA.  making  presents  mutually, 

p  &si*^y  tawdhcha,  Meat  well  dressed. 
A  (j<J&ly  tawdhus,  A  quickening  of  the  pace. 
A  tawdhuh,  (v.  n.  6  of  Doing  any 

thing  alike.  Travelling  together  at  the  same  pace, 

p  s&\^  taivdha,VriedL.  An  omelet.  Roast  meat, 

p  tawdhi,  Destroyed.  Incomplete. 

A  ̂y>\ tawdyul,  A  crying  to  one  another,  woe ! 

A  tawdsim,  (pi.  of        taw^am)  Twins. 

\^^^  1*^^-^  towa-timM'n  nu'jum,  Stars  intermingled. A  j^^y  tawdsi,Kxi  assembling,flocking  together. 

A  C-.>y  tawh,  (v.  n.  of  for  i— ->y)  Repent- 

ing, returning  (from  sin  to  God).  Turning,  relent- 
ing, becoming  gracious  (God  to  man). 

p  t_^y  ̂o&,  A  fold,  twist.  Multiplicity.  Power. 
The  eye. 

p  SjVj^  tubdra,  A  he-goat, 
p  Jby  tubdl,  (or  ij^.y  tupdl)  Filings.  Brass. 

Copper.  A  J V y  tubdlu  7  hadid,  Particles  of 
heated  iron  that  fly  off  under  the  stroke  of  the  sledge 

hammer,  p  ̂J^a  J^y  tuhdli  miss,  Blue  vitriol. 
G  tuhdmulun,  Name  of  a  plant  yielding 

a  milky  juice.    A  sort  of  broom. 

P  ̂;^y  tuhdn,  Wrestler's  breeches,  very  short, 
and  besmeared  all  over  with  oil  or  grease. 

A  &jy  tmvhat,  (pronounced  ioy  toba)  (v.  n.  of 

for  L«->y )  Vowing  to  sin  no  more  {i.  e.  to 

drink  no  more  wine).  Repenting.  Repentance. 

Conversion,  p  ̂̂ ^^  lO y  toba  hardan.  To  repent. 

{^^*^J^»~&>^  toba  shikastan,  To  break  a  vow. 
A  *^y  tusabat,  Shame,  disgrace. 

P  y  to  bar  to,  Fold  on  fold.  Step  by  step. 

At  the  tail  of  one  another.  Sheep's  tripe.  A  sweet- 
meat. Self-willed.  A  scoundrel.  A  term  of  abuse. 

P  *;^y  tubra,  A  huntsman's  bag.  The  nose- 
bag of  a  horse. 

p  »yy  tobaza,  The  root  of  a  water-melon. 

P  (-^y  tubak  or  tarobak,  A  treasury,  raaga- 
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zine,  strong  box.    A  larder. 

p  ,_^y  tubln,  A  coin  formerly  current. 

A  (Jjy  tawbal,  (pi.  (Jj^y  tawdbiV)  Herbs  or 
spiceries  for  seasoning  the  pot. 

A  &by  tawbalat,  The  seasoning  (of  a  pot). 

p  wy  tuba,  The  rainbow. 

vJ6  wy  toba-hdr,  (orjU  iOy  toba-ddr)  Pe- 
nitent. Restrained  by  a  vow. 

p  ajy  toba-kdri.  Penitence.  A  vow  of 
abstinence. 

A  &^y  tawbisat.  An  arranging,  drawing  up. 

A  ̂ x)y  tawbihh,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use) 
Threatening,chiding,rebuking.  A  reproach,  p ̂ ^y 
^^^J^ tarvbikh  hardan,  To  blame.  To  threaten. 

A  \j^^y  tarobikhan,  (p  wli^y)  Invectively. 

A  (l^l^s^y  tawbikhiy.  Objurgatory. 
A _^y  tawbir,  (v.  n.2of yj)  Running  to  hard 

ground  (a  hare,  badger,  or  fox,  that  their  footsteps 
may  not  be  seen).  Fleeing  through  fear.  Being 

alienated, entertaining  aversion.  Staying  at  home, 

not  stirring  abi'oad.  Sprinkling  the  male  flowers 
on  the  female  palm-tree.  Producing  down,  be- 

coming callow  (a  young  ostrich). 

A  (jii^y  tawbish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^j)  Blowing 
(a  coal  alive)  till  (it)  flames.  Flocking  to  a  place 

(people  from  all  quarters). 

A  (^A^y  tawbis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^^j)  Giving  lit- 
tle.   Opening  the  eyes  (a  whelp). 

A  |*^j^y  tatvbi^  A  breaking  wind. 
T     ̂ y  top,  A  cannon.    A  division  of  troops, 

a  band,    p  jjiij  i-->y  top  zadan.  To  cannonade, 

jj  L— AMi^  '-r'y  ̂ '^pi  ash-rav.  Horse-artillery. 
p  by  tupd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  An  apple. 

p  (Jby  tupdl.  Bits  of  gold,  silver,  iron,  copper. 

T  pj^tjjby  top-anddz.  An  artillery-man. 

T  (_5-s5y  topcht.  Commissary  of  ordnance. 
T  p  ioli-  ̂ jfi  top)-hhdna.  An  arsenal.  A  park of  artillery. 

P  *^^.y  tupah  or  tawpak,  A  magazine  or  store- 
house.   A  money-chest. 

P  ij,^y>  '-s-'y  to2)-haivdfi.  Blank  shot. 
A  sy  tawrvat,  An  hour  (of  the  day  or  night). 

A  C-Jy  tut,  A  mulberry.    The  mulberry-tree. 
tuti  wahslii,  (p  C^y  tuti 

sih  gul)  The  blackberry. 

Ayy  ̂ a7m^^?<r,Abeinghard,stifi^(nerveorneck). 
p  cLby  tawtak,  A  money-chest.  A  pantry, 

storehouse.  Totah,  A  parrot.  A  sort  of  bread.  A 

shepherd's  pipe.  A  street  in  Shiraz. 

p  ■^^'^  tutmdj,  Vermicelli-soup. 
T  (^->y  tutan,  Tobacco. 
p  yy  to  to,  Covering  each  other  (as  the  coats 

of  an  onion). 

p  «jy        Asty  ontheeyelid.  Toto,  A  parrot. 

p  (_3y  tuft,  A  parrot.  A  ship. 
A  -^V'^'y  tutiyds,  Tutty.  iSW^y  tutiydsi 

akbar,  A  shell  whence  they  make  tutty.  j^^y 

CIaHjO  tutiydsi  danlat,  State-tutty,  a  remedy  for 

national  affairs.  » ^^^^  tutiydn  dlda,  A  col- 

lyrium  or  medicine  for  the  eyes.  Jjj  i^'^^  tuti- 
ydn  zard,  The  Basrah  stone,  ̂ u*  tutiydfi 
sabz.  Green  vitriol. 

p  (Jli«  Li y  tutiyd-misdl.  Like  tutty. 

A  ̂ y  tawtih,  The  making  a  small  present. 

A  ̂ JOy  tawttkh,(\.  n.  2  of ̂   ) Striking  a  palm- branch  or  a  date-stalk. 

A  Jjoy  tawtid,  (v.  n.  2  ofiVj)  Fixing  firmly  (a 

stake).  Planting  (one's  feet)  firmly.  A  priapism. 

A  jj3y  tamtir,  (v.  n.  2  of^j  )  Putting  on  a  bow- 
string. Drawing  (a  bow)  vigorously.  Placing  sin- 

gly, one  by  one.  Repeating  prayers  separately. 

A  i-l.>y  tus,  (for  Oy  ̂M^)  A  mulberry.  Cl^y 
jis«.  iwsi  AaZw,  The  sweet  or  white  mulberry.  L^y 

(_j«>el5>-  tusi  hdmiz.  The  acid  or  black  mulberry. 

A       y  tawassub,  A  seizing  unjustly  an  estate. 

Ajyy  tUfSur,  (pl.y6\y  tawdsir  or  ta- 
fdsir')  A  beadle,  officer,  or  attendant  upon  the  col- 

lector of  revenue.  The  iron  with  which  they  mark 

the  soles  ofthe  camel's  feet  (to  know  their  footsteps). 

A  I— *i>y  tawsib,  (v.  n.  2  of  i--*>j)  Placing  a 
cushion  for  another,  desiring  or  causing  him  to  sit. 

A jii^tawsir,K  softening  by  beating  or  treading. 
A  L_ ttJOy  taivsif,  The  underpropping  (a  pot). 

A  ̂ y^^y  tan-s'ih,  (v.  n.2of  j3j)  Establishing, 
strengthening,  making  fast.  Declaring  or  esteem- 

ing any  one  to  be  trusty  and  worthy  of  confidence. 

A  J^y  tawsil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J5j  not  in  use)  J oin- 

ing.  Strengthening,  rendering  powerful.  Ac- 
quiring (wealth  or  cattle). 

A  ̂ y  tanj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b  for  ̂ y  )  Sinking  into a  soft  substance  (the  finger). 

p  ̂ y  iuj,  A  quince. A  ̂ y  tarowaj.  Name  of  a  place  abounding  in 
lions  ;  also  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

p  &f>y  tujaba.  An  inundation.    An  angel. 

A  ̂ >-y  tatvqjjud,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being  in- 
disposed from,  and  complaining  of,  want  of  sleep. 

Lamenting  (the  fate  of  another).  Being  ravished, 
entranced,  rapt  in  extacy  wajd). 

Aj»-y  taivajjur,  (v.  n.  5  of^»-j)  Swallowing 
(medicine).  Drinking  (water)  unwillingly. 

AjS-y  tawajjuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofJ>-j)  Performing 

expeditiously.  Asking,  petitioning,  or  wishing  one's 
business  might  be  expedited. 

A  i^jJ^^  tawujjus,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j*?'^  obsol.) 
Hearing  a  low  sound,  and  turning  the  ear  to  it. 

Tasting  a  little  at  a  time.   Becoming  afraid. 

A  ̂ y  tawajju^iv.  n.  5  of  )  Being  pained, 
shewing  mai'ks  of  grief.   Grieving  for,  condoling. 

A       y  tawajjun,  A  submitting,  supplicating. 

A^t- y  towa;}'Mj:,Astriking(withhandor knife). 
A  &»-y  tawajjuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  «j9-j)  Turning  to 

go  any  where.  Proceeding  towards.  Fleeing  away. 
Being  routed.    Approaching.    Bending  through 



old  age.  Conversion.  Kindness,  favour,  obliging- 

ness. ^^Is-  y  tanajjuhi  khdss,  A  turning  (of 

the  face)  God-ward,  p  y  tawajjuh  na- 

mudan,  To  set  out.  Jx«l  jLi  j5  tarvajjuhi  niT/az- 
a»ie2:,Prayersmixedwithhumility,ahumble  prayer. 

A  ,_5^y  tatvajjl,  (v.  n.  5  of  Having  a 

pain,  or  being  hurt,  or  worn  in  the  hoof. 

A  L-AAs-y  tawjib,  (v.  n.2of  Rendering 
necessary.  Imposing  a  necessity.  Declaring  to  be 

obligatory.  Accustoming  one's  self  to.  Eating 
once  in  a  day.  Milking  (camels)  every  twenty-four 
hours.  Curdling  in  the  udder  (biestings).  Being 

fatigued  (camels). 

A&ls-y       i'j^a;;,  A  finding(awell)without  water. 
A        j!>  tawjm,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J>■  j)  as,  \k> 

liJp'  ma  adri  ayyu  man  wajjana'l 
jilda  hurva,  I  know  not  who  he  is. 

A  &Ji»-y  tawjih,  (v.  n.  2  of  s^j)  Turning  to- 

wards. Planting  (a  palm-tree)  and  inclining  it  to- 

wards the  north.  Sending  one  to  another  (on  bu- 
siness). Setting  in  order,  arranging.  Promoting 

to  honour.  Appointing  to  a  government.  Send- 

ing, wafting.  Countenancing  (in  wickedness).  Giv- 
ing an  uniform  appearance  to  the  earth  (rain).  Am- 

biguity of  speech,  double-facedness.  Manumission 

promised  to  a  slave  after  his  master's  death.  A 
closeness  of  the  thighs  in  a  horse  with  a  straddling 

of  the  feet.  The  penultimate  consonant  at  the  end 

of  a  verse,  usually  inflected  with  the  vowels  —  u 

or  —  a.  The  vowel  itself.  Adjustment.  Assess- 
ment. A  description-roll. 

p  (j**^^  e4.s>- y  taivjih-navts,  A  keeper  of  de- 
scription-rolls, clerk  of  the  pipe. 

A        tawh,  A  being  prepared. 

A  t^-S-j'i  tawahhud,  (v.  n.  5  of  li^-j)  Being  sin- 
gle, sole,  unique,  unparalleled.  Taking  (any  one) 

under  his  special  and  sole  protection  (God). 

A  ;jiS-y  tamalihush,  (v.  n.  5of  ij^s^j)  Being 
desolate,  deserted  (a  city).  Clinging  with  hunger. 

Fasting  before  taking  medicine.  Aversion,  horror. 

A  (_)^y  tawahhul,  An  abounding  in  thin  mud. 

A  ij^^>  tanahhun,  Largeness  of  belly.  Base- 
ness, meanness  of  spirit.     Ruin,  destruction. 

A  y  tarrahwuh,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ J**"J  Q)  Shew- 
ingaffection  for,  sitting  upon  (her  eggs, an  ostrich). 

A  j_j=-_3*.>  tanahln,  A  making  haste. 
A  i^s'^  tarchiyat,  A  causing  to  make  haste. 

A  Si»'^>  tawhld,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^s- j)  Making  one. 

Declaring  to  be  one.  iiJ.»-^jkJ\  at  iawhid,  A  belief 

in  the  unity  of  God  ;  unitai'ianism,  anti-trinitari- 

anism.  p  ̂̂ 6^^ ̂s-^i  tanliid  hardan,  To  make 
one.  To  acknowledge  one  God. 

A  \J^^>-^>  tawhish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j^s-j)  Throw- 
ing away  (cloak  and  arms)  in  flight.  Desolating. 

A  tan  Jnf,  (v.  n.  2  of  t_isy)  Striking 

with  a  stick.  Throwing  one's  self  on  the  ground, 
lying  down  (a  man  or  a  camel).     Making  haste. 
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Cutting  up  (a  slaughtered  camel)  into  large  joints. 

A  j^»-y  tarvhim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^j)  Giving  a 
pregnant  woman  what  she  longs  for.  Sacrificing, 

slaughtering.    Exuding  (sap  from  a  green  stick). 

A  tawkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂l!>  for  ̂ y  )  Being  thrust, 
sinking  (the  finger  into  a  soft  mass). 

p  ̂ J^»-y  tokhtan,  To  pay  a  debt.  To  return 
any  thing  borrowed.  To  acquire,  gain,  collect  by 

degrees.  To  wish,  want :  to  search,  seek.  To  draw. 

To  shew,  spread,  display,  let  off".  To  sew,  stitch. 
p  ajkis-y  tolihta,  Paid.  Collected,  gained,  ac- 

quired. Drawn.  Spread.  Sewed. 

p  (j^j^y  tawakhsh,  Drawing. 

A  tawahhkhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Being- 
unhealthy,  unwholesome  (as  a  country,  meat,  &c.). 

Being  unable  to  digest  (heavy,  unwholesome  food). 

A       y  tajvakhkhun,  Tending  to  good  or  bad. 

A  (_^y  tawahhlihi,  (v.  n.  5  of  Purpos- 
ing. Seeking  the  right  way.  Having  rather. 

A  &f.s>-y  tawkhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_^j)  Sending 
towards.  Designing,  seeking,  striving  after. 

A  (ji.Jks»-y  tawkhish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (ji^j)  Giving 
little.  Throwing,  casting.  Obeying. 

p  liy  tud,  (for  Oy  ̂Mif)  The  mulberry.  Tod, 

A  hill.  Top,  summit.  A  heap.  A  camel's  bunch. 
A  liy  tud,  Name  of  a  tree. 
A  Sjji  tuMdatov  tusdat,  Slowness,  sedateness. 

A  liSy  tawaddud,(Y.  n.  5  ofOj)  Shewing  love. 

Gaining  the  love  of  another.  tlL^s*  j  lii^y  taivad- 
dud  u  mahabbat,  Love  and  friendship. 

AjSy  tawaddiir,{y.  n.  5  ofjiij)  Plunging  head- 
long into  (business).  Being  squandered,  dissipated 

(property).  Bringing  one's  friend  to  ruin. 
p  ijiiy  todara,  A  bustard. 

p  i^j^^  tudari,  Mallows.  Sumach. 

G  (^^.j^*^  todaryun,  Hellebore. 
A  (_>«5y  tawaddus,  (v.  n.5  of  (j*>Jj)  Pastur- 
ing upon  early  herbage  called  (^jw^iij  midas. 

p  jjAwOy  tudasti,  Aid,  assistance. 

A  ̂ y  tarcaddii^  (v.n.  5  of  ̂ i^j)  Being  depo- 
sited, put  away  safe,  given  in  charge.  Depositing, 

laying  by.  Being  careless  in  preserving, neglecting. 

A  (_JiJy  tamaddvf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i_-Si^j)  Inquir- 
ing (news).  Appearing  on  the  top  of  a  hill  (a  goat). 

A  ̂jSy  tamaddun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ji5j)  Being  soft 
and  smooth  (a  skin). 

A  Joy  tamaddus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ijj)  Carrying  de- 
struction among  those  who  suspect  no  danger.  Be- 

ing prevented  from  arriving  (news).Being  equalled, 

levelled,  thrown  down  (earth).  Taking  one's  mo- 
ney and  keeping  it. 

p  JjiJy  toduh,  A  pair,  a  brace. 

p  ioji  toda,  A  heap.  A  rick,  stack.  A  hil- 
lock, tumulus.  The  butt  or  mark  at  which  arrows 

are  shot.  ui3l="  Ijy  todan  khdk,  A  mound  of 

earth,  jy^  todad  hafur,  A  lieap  of  snow. 

A  fair  skin.    uiJls-  ̂ IfcJy  todahdd  Ithdk,  Tro- 

pics,  climes,  degrees  of  latitude.  The  human  frame. 
A  Wiiy  tawdisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Ijj)  Levelling  the 

ground  (over  any  thing). 

A  io.iiy  tawdiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ij'^y)  Voiding 

something  after  having  made  water.  A  dwarf, 

short  of  stature,  (pi.  (_5'<.5^y  tawadi)  A  piece  of 

wood  put  on  the  udder  to  prevent  a  camel  from  be- 

ing sucked. 
A  ̂ liy  tawdij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ lij)  Bleeding  (a 

horse)  in  the  vein  wadaj. 

A  j^.iiy  tarvdir,  (v.n.  2  ofjJij)  Driving  (one) 
into  danger  or  destruction,  or  exciting  him  to  what 
will  prove  his  ruin.  Seducing.  Being  prodigal, 

extravagant,  squandering  one's  property.  Sending 

an  envoy.  Removing,  warding  off  (evil).  Turn- 
ing away  (the  face  from  any  one). 

A  (j*i^.iiy  tawdts,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^l>j)  Being 
hidden,  concealed.  Beginningto  look  verdant  with 

young  herbage  (ground). 

A  ̂ .liy  tawdij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Laying  up  (a 
garment)  in  its  place.  Leaving.  Bidding  adieu, 

taking  leave.  Rearing  a  stallion.  Suspending  a 
small  white  shell  to  any  thing. 

A  uib.Jy  tawdlk,  (v.  n.  2  of  tdltij)  Placing  in 
fat  or  dripping,  making  greasy. 

A  (^.'-I'y  tawdin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^lij)  Moistening, 
dissolvinginwater.Shortening.Strikingwithastick. 

A(  Jiiy  tawazzuf,  A  walking  fast,  but  proudly. 

A  Jiy  tawazzul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jij)  Cutting  flesh, 
but  not  dividing  it. 

A  ̂ ^iy  tanazzun,  Conversion,  change.  Admi- 
ration of  one's  self. 

A  j^.iy  tawzir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjij)  Cutting  (meat) 

in  pieces.    Putting  a  lancet  into  a  wound. 
A  (_i^.t^y  tawzlf,  A  walking  fast,  but  proudly. 

A  jCiy  tawzim,  (v.  n.  2  of  pij)  Exceeding  fifty in  number.  Cutting  in  pieces.  Curing  (a  camel) 

of  warts  in  the  uterus  called  pt>j  rvazam.  Putting 

a  collar  round  a  dog's  neck. 

Ajy  taw7^,  (v.  n.  of  jy)  Running,  flowing. 
aiwdr)  An  internuncio,  mediator,  ambas- 

sador (sent  to  conciliate  diff"erences).    A  vessel 
(out  of  which  water  is  drank,  or  the  hands  and  face 
are  washed).    A  cake  of  wax. 

Pjy  tier,  Name  of  the  eldest  son  of  Farldun. 
The  country  of  Tijran.  A  Turk.  A  sturdy  wrestler, 

a  champion.  Bold,  warlike,  brave.  A  sweetheart. 
Beloved.  Search,  inquiry.  Hospitality.  Alarm, 

terror.  Departure.  A  certain  acid  culinary  herb. 

A  little.  Name  of  the  daughter  of  Iraj,  and  wife 

of  Minuchihr.  Taivar,  An  axe,  hatchet.  A  jewel. 

p       tord,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  An  ox.  A  cow. 

A  u^^y  tawrab,  (better  i^)/  turab)  Earth. 

A  »^y  tarvrdt.  The  Pentateuch. 

p  ̂^^y  turdn,  Turkomania,  Turkistan,  Trans- oxania,  so  named  from  Tur,  eldest  son  of  FaridQn, 

to  whom  his  father  gave  it  for  an  inheritance. 



p  CIAS- J  jj^y  turan-dukht,  Name  ofthe  daugh- 
ter of  Khusraw  Parvez,  who  reigned  in  Persia 

sixteen  months. 

p  »\-i3\jy  turan-shah,  The  king  of  Turan.  The 
proper  name  of  many  distinguished  men. 

p  turan'i,  A  Scythian,  Turkoman. 
A  i-r^y  tawrah,  Earth,  dust. 

A  »jy  tawrat,  A  girl  sent  between  two  lovers, 

p  jA^^y  turfiz,  Ease,  comfort,  competency, 

p  ̂ y  turaj,  Name  of  the  eldest  son  of  Farl- dun,  who  obtained  from  his  father  the  empire  of 
Turan.    He  is  also  called  Tur. 

A  ̂ y  tawarrukh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Being 
soft  and  thin  (a  mass  of  paste).  Being  irrigated, 

moistened  (the  earth). 

A  tJ^y  tawarrud,  (v.  n.Sof  Ojj)  Blushing  like 

the  rose.  Entering  by  troops  (horsemen).  Going 
into  water  in  order  to  drink.  Seeking  a  halting 

or  watering-place. 

p  t/j^y  tawarzi,  (or  i^.jj^)  A  battle-axe. 
A  (,,>»*y  tawarrus,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.^j)  Staining 

one's  self  with  the  plant  {^j^  wars. 
p  (_j^y  tursh,  (for  tursli)  Acid,  sour. 

A  l>Jy  tawarrut,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^j)  Falling  into 

difficulty  or  destruction  {'^j^  wartat). 
A  ̂ y  tawarru^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Abstaining; 

being  restrained. 

A  ̂ 3jy  tawarruk,  (v.  n.  5  of  jjj)  Plucking 

and  devouring  leaves  (^j  warak). 

p  <-i|jy  ̂ wm^  or  tuvurh,  Purslain.  A  hero. 

A  *-i|jy  tawarruk,  (v.  n.  6  of  i^jj)  Reclining 
on  the  hip.  Sitting  (at  prayer)  with  one  buttock 

upon  the  right  foot  and  the  other  on  the  ground 

(prohibited  by  the  Muhammadan  law).  Turning 

up  one  leg,  and  sitting  upon  one  hip  on  horseback, 

either  when  sore  with  riding,  or  when  going  to 

alight.  Carrying  a  child  on  one  hip  (a  woman). 

Delaying,  hesitating,  suspending  business.  Stay- 

ing in  a  place.  Bedaubing  one's  self.  Being  equal 
to  any  business,  succeeding. 

A  j»^y  towarrm/i, A beingseized with aswelling. 
A  (jjy  tawarrun,lihe  frequent  use  of  unguents. 

A  pampering,  a  rendering  soft  and  effeminate. 

P  ̂ y  turunj,  An  orange. 
P  '^^y  torang,  A  pheasant.  A  jungle  cock. 

P  ij^-^y  turangan,  God,  the  creator  and  be- 
stower  of  life. 

A  jjy  tamarrus,  A  being  levelled  (the  earth). 

A jjjy  tusrur,  An  assistant  to  a  police  magi- 
strate, an  unpaid  militia-man. 

P  *jjy  to  ruh,  A  pair,  a  brace. 

P  »jy  tawra,  Beloved  (son  or  daughter), 

p  »jy  tora,  Law,  regulation.  Custom,  rite.  A 
jackall.  A  fetter.  A  law  instituted  byChangizKhan. 

A  Jj  y  tawarruk,  A  being  ignorant,  unskilful. 

A  L5jy  tawarri,  A  withdrawing,  a  lurking. 

P  ̂l)^Jy  turiyan,  (pi.  of  i^y )  Turkomans. 
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A  I— A^^y  tawrib,  A  withdrawing,  avoiding. 

A  »Jjy  tawrisat,  A  knowing,  being  aware. 

A  io^y  tawriyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jjj)  Concealing, 
dissembling.  Receiving  private  intelligence,  and 

publishing  something  different.  Wishing  one  thing 

and  pretending  another.  Turning  away  (the  face 

from  one).  Striking  fire  with  a  steel  or  from  two 

pieces  of  wood.  Bringing  on  a  disease  of  the  lungs 

(called  ivara').  Ending  with  similar  conso- 

nants (the  periods  of  an  oration,  *&J^^  hafiyat  ex- 
pressing poetic  rhymes).  Baffling  medical  skill 

(an  ugly  wound).    An  enigma. 

A  taw7~it.  The  books  of  Moses. 

Clo^y  aldi  tawrit.  Those  who  adhere  to  the  law 
of  Moses,  the  Jews. 

A  CJ^.j^  tawr'is,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jy)  Appointing 
an  heir  {CLfJ\^  waris).  (equiv.  to  iJL>^j\3  tasris) 
Stirring  (the  fire)  to  make  (it)  burn  brisker. 

A  ̂ y  tawrlhh,  The  dating  (a  letter). 
A  iVjy  tawrid,  (v.  n.  2  of  j)  Blossoming  (a 

tree).  Painting  the  cheeks  of  a  rose-colour(women). 

p  {^<^.ji^  toridan,  To  be  very  much  ashamed. 
To  run  away,  retire,  depart. 

p^^y  tawriz,  The  capital  of  Azarbayjan. 

A  {j^.j^  tawris,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_)>*jj)  Dyeing 
(cloth)  yellow  with  the  plant  ̂ _j>^j  wars. 

A  ̂ ji^^y  iawrls/t,  (v.  n. 2  of  (_^j)  Instigating 
one  against  another.  Exciting  dissensions,  tumults. 

A  i,_jA>^j^  tawris,  (v.  n.  2  of  (.J^j)  Laying  an 
egg  at  once  (a  hen).  Easing  nature  without  difficulty 

(an  old  man),  the  ring  of  the  anus  being  relaxed. 

A  {,_jaij^  tawriz, (y  (.^j)  Going  round 
a  country  in  quest  of  forage.  Resolving  to  fast. 

Laying  an  egg  with  ease  (a  hen).  Easing  nature 
without  difficulty. 

A  ia^^y  tawrit,  (v.  n.  2  of  1?^^)  Precipitating 
to  destruction.  Concealing  (his  camels)  among 

others,  so  that  they  cannot  be  distinguished  (when 

the  tithing-nian  comes  to  number  them). 

A  ̂ ^y  tawri^  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ j)  Checking,  re- 
pressing, driving  away  ;  abstaining,  keeping  off. 

A  \.^Jl>j^  tawrif,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-ijj)  Being  long, 

broad,  and  ample.  Extending  a  great  way  (a  sha- 

dow). Pressing  with  the  lips  in  order  to  suck. 
Dividing  (land). 

A  ̂ 3^Jy  tawrik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ jjj)  Being  full 
of  leaves  djjj  warah),  very  leafy  (a  tree). 

A  ciJj^jy  tarvrik,  (v.  n.  2  of  Placing 
(any  thing)  near  the  haunch.  Being  equal  to  any 

business,  succeeding.  Turning  up  one  leg  and  sit- 
ting on  one  haunch  on  horseback.  Going  by  the 

side  of  a  mountain.  Leaning  to  a  side.  Rendering 

necessary.  Accusing  of  a  crime.  Swearing  with 
a  different  intention  from  what  the  oath  purposes. 

A  |*^jy  tawrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^j)  Making  swell. 
Making  angry.  Being  high-nosed,proud,  haughty. 

pjy  ioz,  (imp.  and  participle  of  tJ^>-y  tokh- 
5h 

tan)  Gain.  Draw.  Seek.  Pay,  restore.  Collect- 

ing, gaining.  A  collector,  gainer.  Paying,  refund- 
ing. Sewing.  Drawing.  A  drawer.  Searching, 

seeking.  The  thin  bark  of  a  tree,  like  the  papyrus, 

which  is  wrapped  round  bows  by  way  of  ornament, 

or  to  make  them  more  smooth.  Spoil,  plunder. 

Heat,  study.  Assault.  Name  of  a  city. 

Ajy  tawz,  (v.  n.  of  j\!>  forjy)  Being  thick, 
rugged,  coarse.  Tuz,  Nature,  quality.  Origin, 
root.  Name  of  a  tree.  A  stick  used  in  a  game 
called  6.^ kujja,  a  bandy,  a  shinty. 

Ajy  tawwaz.  Name  of  a  place  in  Persia. 

A  ̂^^y  tiwzdn,  (or  &3Uy)  Opposite. 

Ajjy  tawazzur, {y.n.5of J jj)  Beingchosen  to, 
or  exei'cising,  the  office  of  vazir  or  prime-minister. 

A  ̂ y  tawazzu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ _j)  Dividing 
among  themselves.  Distraction,  perplexity,  grief. 

P  (-^jy  tuzah,  Institute,  regulation. 

A  (^^jy  tawzala',  (or  -*^y)  Calamity,  evil. 
A  jjy  tawazziis,  (v.  n.  5  of  jjj)  Being  filled 

(a  leathern  bottle). 

p  Sjy  toza,  A  thin  bark  put  on  a  saddle  or 
over  the  handle  of  a  bow. 

P  L^jy  tozi,  A  light  summer-garment,  manu- factured at  Toz.    A  ship. 

A  (]jjy  tamziy,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,_/j\)  Making  a  con- 
duit called  ̂ V,\  izas  to  a  cistern. 

A  ̂ y  tamwazvj.  Made  at  Tawwaz  (cloth). 

A  Wjy  taifzuat, (or  i^j^  tawzij:){Y.\i.2oi\j^) 
Throwing  his  rider  (a  camel).  Filling  (a  leathern 

bottle).  Shutting  (a  pui-se)  and  tying  firmly  what 
is  in  (it).    Binding  (one)  by  oath. 

p  (ji^Jy  tozldafi.  To  pay.  To  gain,  collect. 
To  draw,  spread.  To  sack,  plunder.  To  shew. 

A  ̂ jy  tawzi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Dividing,  dis- tributing amongst  several.  Guarding,  rendering 

inaccessible.   Scattering.  A  schoolboy's  picnic. 

A  ̂ Jy  tawzigh,  (v.  n.  2  of  gjj)  Forming,  or 
being  formed,  in  the  womb. 

A  i__i^jy  tarvzlf,  A  going  fast. 

A  p^jy  tarvz'im,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^j)  Restraining one's  self  to  one  meal  a  day. 

pJy  toj,  Thin  bark  resembling  the  papyrus. 

P  u^Jy  tuji,  A  schoolboy's  picnic. 
^    A  ̂ _jjy  fMs,  Nature,  disposition.  Origin.  U*>y 

lua^s- J  e.As-tusan ^layhi  wajusan,A  n  imprecation. 

P  Cw-jy  tu'st,  (as  Ll««»)y      J^)  It  is  thine. 

A  ̂ y  tawassukh,  The  being  dirtied,  soiled. A  jkrfJy  tawassiid,  (v.  n.  5  of  iWj)  Leaning, 

reclining  upon  a  cushion.  Putting  (any  thing) 

under  the  head  for  a  pillow.  Laying  the  Kur'an  un- 
der the  pillow  (implying  both  neglect  and  study). 

A  la«jy  tawassut,  (v.  n.  5  of  la**»j)  Being  tha 
middle.  Becoming  a  mediator  or  umpire.  Sitting 

in  the  midst.  Penetrating  into  the  marrow  of  any 

thing.  Taking  the  medium  between  good  and  bad. 

A  tarvassu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^j)  Sitting  "wiih 



ease,  not  crowded.  Width,  roominess.  Extensive 

and  profound  (literary  attainments). 

A  tawsi^t,  Amplitude. 
A  u-flAwy  tawassuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  O***})  Being 

excoriated  or  peeled.  Becoming  fat.  Casting  the 

old  and  getting  a  new  coat  (a  camel). 

A  (Jj*»y  tawassul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (Jj>*»j  not  in  use) 

Endeavouring  to  recommend  one's  self  to  the  no- 
tice and  favour  of  God.  Attaining  (to  any  thing 

by  the  help  of  another).  Thieving,  taking  away 

by  stealth.  Reliance.    Introduction,  conjunction. 

A  j^jJ  tawassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  Discover- 
ing by  physiognomy,  and  prognosticating  good. 

Seeing.  Imagining,  fancying.  Painting  or  dyeing 

one's  self.  Pasturing  upon  early  spring  forage. 
p  ̂^jiiarosaw.  Wild, unmanageable.  Ayoung 

unbroke  horse.  A  high-blooded  steed.  JJL) 

tawsani  tund-^nan,  A  hard-mouthed,  un- 
manageable steed. 

A  ̂̂ *>J_ji  tawassun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (;/*>j)  Stealing 
upon  (a  woman)  asleep. 

p  LLOjyoj!)  tosang,  Contentment. 

p  fj*>*^  tawsani,  Refractoriness,  restiffness. 

A  ̂ j^y  tawslkh,  A  dirtying,  soiling  (clothes). 
A  i>A«ij5  tawsid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ii>**>j)  Placing  a 

cushion,  or  causing  one  to  recline  on  a  cushion. 

A  tamslt,  (v.  n.  2oflxMJij)  Placing  in  the 
middle.  Dividing  in  the  middle,  into  two  halves. 

A  tawsi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^j)  Enlarging. 
Making  room.  Making  wide.  Giving  facility, 

affording  opportunity.  Investing  with  power.  En- 

I'iching.  Amplification,  development.  0^  i*^^ 
tarvsi^  hilud,  The  extending  of  the  territories. 

A  ̂ Ja*»j3  (v.  n.  2  of  Jj**>j)  Dividing  into 
distinct  loads  called         wash  (corn). 

A  (Jjyjjy  tawsil,  (v.  n.2  of  (J-^j  obsol.)  Striv- 
ing to  obtain  nearness  and  access.  Seeking  the  fa- 

vour of  God  by  good  works. 

A  j»Jy*»y  taws'im,  (v.  n.  2  of  j*^j)  Assembling from  all  quarters  to  celebrate  the  festival  of  Mecca. 

p  ;_>ijJ  tosh,  Power,  strength,  vigour.  Body. 

Food  sufficient  for  a  meal,  (for  ̂   tu  ura) 

Thou  to  him.  Tavish,  (for  {^J^)  Heat,  warmth. 

p  CL>-Zi^tawskat,AspSide,hoe.  Tarvisht, Heat. 

A  tawashshuh ,(v .n.  5  of ̂ ^Jij  obsol.) Put- 
ting on  the  sash  or  belt  wisliah.  Girding  on 

a  sword.  Putting  on  a  vest.  Embracing,  hugging. 

p  toshddn,  (or  ̂^^J  «»I*y  toshaddn)  A 

beggar's  wallet.  A  traveller's  provision-bag.  A 
pouch,  j;artouche-box. 

Aj-wjy  tarvashshuz,  Preparation  for  mischief. 

A  tawashshu^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^j)  Climbing 
a  mountain.  Commencing  to  ascend  right  and  left. 

Appearing  in  a  great  quantity  (gray  hairs). 

A  tawashshugh,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Disgra- 
cing one's  self  (by  any  thing  base,  as  a  lie). 

p  (jAii>y  tushak,  A  kid.  A  cat.  A  small  car- 
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pet  with  a  short  pile.  Bedding.  A  mattress  for 

sleeping  on. 

p  ej\s-  LdJuwy  tushak-khana,  A  wardrobe. 

)3  toshkmi,  The  stove  of  a  bath. 
A  tawashshun,A  paucity  of  water. 

A  (ji^jiy  tawashwush,  (v .  n.  2  of  (^y^j  Q) 

Being  mingled,  confounded.  Being  agitated,  in 
commotion.  Much  talking. 

p  iuljj!)  fos/m.  Provisions,  necessaries,  ji 

tosha  bar  ddshtan.  To  set  out  upon  a  jour- 

ney. ^"^^  *«*y  toshad  chashm,  A  wistful  look. 
i\j  aJjy  ̂ osAa^iraA,  Provisions  for  the  road.  &M>y 
aJji^  ̂   tosJia  u  goslia,  Food  and  lodging.  t.!^^ 

(J>  ffo^^'O'd  Vi  tosha,  A  nook  barren  of  provi- 
sions :  a  barren  district. 

p  j6li>-«ji»yto.s/ta-Mawa, Wardrobe:  storeroom. 

p  (jUeuuy  toshaddn,  A  wallet,  provision-bag. 

p  (_j*»»y  toshi.  Children's  picnic. A  ̂ _5*»»y  tawashshi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_^_j)  Being 
conspicuous.  Shining  (as  gray  hairs  amongblack). 

A  iij^y  tawshhjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_^j)  Dyeing, 

printing,  painting,  or  embroidering  (cloth)  well. 

A  tawshij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Connecting 

firmly  (propinquity).  Binding  a  thing  with  ropes 

or  straps,  so  that  it  cannot  fall  off. 

A  ̂ -«>y  tarvshih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ -*«»j)  Putting  a 
girdle  upon  a  lady.  Adorning.  (In  poetry)  Ar- 

ranging the  verses,  so  that  the  initial  of  each  line 

being  put  together  may  form  some  word  or  verse. 

An  acrostic.  Putting  a  belt  on  another. 

A  ̂ ^y  tan-shi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Winding 
(cotton-wool)  into  clews  fit  for  weaving  or  spin- 

ning :  rolling  in  spiral  hanks  round  the  thumb  and 

little  finger.  Marking,  printing  (cloth).  Appear- 

ing (as  gray  hairs). 

A  ̂ "»y  tawshigh,  (v.  n.2of  ̂ *>j)  Staining  gar- 
ments with  blood. 

A  jjA-^y  tawshih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ,3^j)  Drying  par- 
boiled flesh  cut  into  long  slices.  Dividing,  separa- 

ting, scattering. 

A  udJjuijy  tawshih,  A.he\n^  swift,  expeditious. 

A  te7('s/«m,(v.n.2ofj»(i>j)Pricking(the 
skin)  with  needles  in  various  figures,  and  rubbing 

the  punctures  with  woad  or  indigo  (thereby  mak- 
ing an  indelible  impression).  Producing  herbage. 

A         y  tawassub,  A  being  sick,  ailing. 

A  (Joy  tawassul,  (v.  n.  5  of  J-*oj)  Being 

joined.  Arriving.  Obtaining  any  thing  by  strata- 
gem or  cajolery. 

A  j^-Sy  tawassum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j^j)  Being  bro- ken down  (by  fever). 

A  (__juoy  tawsib,  A  being  sick,  ailing. 

A  &**9 y  tawsiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ ^^j)  Recommend- 
ing. Admonishing,  charging.  Making  a  will  or 

testament.  &*^y       bUd  tawsiyat,  Intestate. 

A  iW>y  tawsid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Threatening, 
putting  in  fear, admonishing,  warning,  prohibiting. 

A  {^jomo^  tawsis,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use) 
Veiling  (her)  face  (a  woman),  so  as  to  leave  no 
part  visible  except  (her)  eyes.  Doing  (a  thing) 

firmly  and  well. 

A  I  y  tawsif,  A  describing :  a  qualifying. 

A  ̂ \^*oy  tawsifly.  Significant  of  an  attribute. 
A  ̂ oy  tawsil,  A  joining,  connecting  closely. 

A  |i»:woy  tawsim,  (v.  n.  2  of  p-o>j)  Weakening, 
breaking  down  the  body  (as  a  fever).  Torpor, 

languor,^debility. 

A  ̂ ^i^  tawazzuh,A  being  manifest,clear,plain. 
A j*^>p  tawazzur,  A  being  nasty  and  dirty. 

A^ji  tawazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of         Lying  with. 
A  f^^^  tawazztm, (v. n.  5  of  ̂ ^^a^j)  Being  low, 

base,  and  vile.  Submission,  supplication, humility. 

A  _5*3y  tawazzuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  U«j)  Performing 
ablutions  before  prayer.  Bathing,  washing  the 

body.  Arriving  at  the  age  of  puberty  (boys  or 

girls),  when  ablutions  must  be  observed. 

A       y  tawzih,  A  making  clear,  manifest. 

A^j^y  tawzir,  A  being  dirty,  nasty,  greasy. 

A  J^y  tawzi^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Depressing, 
humbling,  putting  down.  Laying  her  eggs  side  by 

side  (an  ostrich).  Quilting  a  garment  with  cotton. 

^  A  |j_x.oy  tawzu,  A  washing,  cleaning. 
A  liilSy  tawaitud,  (v.  n.5  of  olsj)  Being  firm, 

established.    Being  heavy. 

A  ̂Jh^ta7Dattun,{Y.n.5  of  ̂^i»j)  Fixing  one's residence  anywhere.  Applying,  accustoming  (the 
mind)  to  any  thing. 

A^lsy  tawattUf,{Y.  n.5  of  ̂_^j)  Treading  upon, 

trampling  on,  compressing.  Agreeing,  consent- 

ing.   Repeating  the  last  syllable  of  a  verse. 

A  la^y  tawatwut,  The  cries  of  an  infant. 
A  &il?y  tawtuat,  (v.  n.  2  of  U^j)  Treading 

upon,  trampling  on.  Allowing  or  causing  to  be 
trodden  or  trampled  on.  Expanding,  rendering 

soft  and  level,  making  a  bed.  (God)  making  (the 

ground)  low.  Arranging,  disposing  in  order.  Ly- 
ing in  wait  for  an  ambuscade.  Repeating  the  last 

syllable  or  rhyme  of  a  poem. 

A  J'-lay  tawt'id,  (v. n.2  ofii.l?j)  Putting  one's 
foot  on  a  place.  Making  firm.  Making  heavy. 

A  i^j^^  tawtJsh,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jil>j)  Repuls- 
ing, warding  off,  striking.  Opening  or  referring 

(any  thing)  to  another.  Speaking  obscurely  and 
indistinctly.  Relating  any  thing  in  part.  Giving 

something.  Making  an  impression, leaving  a  mark. 
A  tawtin,(v.  n.2  of  i^j)  Choosing  as  a 

place  of  residence.  Habituating  the  mind  to,  fix- 
ing the  heart  on  (any  thing).  Giving  rest. 

A  I— A^iy  iaivzif,  (v.n.2ofu-fl5i>j)  Assigning, 

writing  an  order,  paying  (any  one)  a  daily  stipend. 

A  ̂   taw^  A  dipping  bread  in  cream  or  butter. 
A  tX^y  tawa^d,  A  menacing,  a  terrifying. 

A^Sy  tawa^ir,  (v.  n.  5  of  jS-j)  Being  rough, 

uneven  (a  path).  Being  bewildered,  embarrassed 



(in  speaking).  Being  difficult,  at  a  stand-still  (bu- 
iness).  Being  hard,  morose  (man). 

A  J^y  tawa^l,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J*j)  Climbing, 
or  standing  on  a  hill. 

A  ̂^_5^  tawa^^n,  (v.  n.  5  of  not  in  use) 
Taking  the  whole.    Becoming  very  fat  (camels). 

A  CLjsp-^  tav)^s,  (v.  n.  2  of  <-i^j)  Detaining, 
imprisoning.  Changing,  turning,  converting. 

AjS-^  taiv^r,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ j)  Making  rough 
or  difficult.  Preventing,  prohibiting.  Bewilder- 

ing, embarrassing,  perplexing. 

^j*p-^  taw^z,  (v.  n.  2  ofjff-j)  Commanding. 
Making  a  sign  to  another  to  do  any  thing. 

A  Jji^y  tan-^h,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj^-j)  Playing,  tri- 
fling. Calling  one  morose,  refractory,  stubborn, 

or  ill-tempered.  Delaying,  protracting.  Oppos- 
ing, thwarting,  hindering,  preventing. 

togh,  A  wood  which  burns  several  days. 

G^\^y  tughaj,  A  bark,  white  and  very  bitter. 
A  jJ^^tawaghghur,A.  burning,firing  with  rage. 

A  J.^y  tawaghghul,  (v.  n.  5  of  (J^j)  Travel- 
ing to  a  distance.  Going  deep  into  learning. 

A  tawaghghum,  A  being  enraged  against. 

A  (jff-y  tawaghghun,  Intrepidity  in  battle. 

Ajiv&y  tawghir,  (v.  n.2of ̂ S-j)  Stimulating  to 
latred.  Heating  milk,  by  putting  into  it  a  hot  stone. 

A  ̂ jia^ff'y  tawghiz,  The  filling  (of  a  vessel). 
A  (  jy  tow/.  Bewilderment  (of  the  sight). 

P  (  jy        Echo,  clamour,  noise. 

A  j\sy  tawfak.  The  time  when  any  thing  hap- 
)en9,  or  takes  its  rise.    Season,  opportunity. 

p  tj^y  tufan,,  Noise,  sound,  din  ;  the  con- 
used  hum  of  men  or  animals.  The  roaring  of  the 

ea.    A  storm.    Name  of  Wamik's  friend. 

A  &iy  tawfat,  (pi.  O^sy  tarvfat)  A  trip, 
tumble,  blunder,  fault,  crime.     Tufat,  Vice,  de- 

ct,  blemish.    Necessity,  need,  lack.  Excess. 

)elay,  hesitation. 

A  liiy  tawaffud,,  (v.  n.  5  of  tXJj)  Overtopping, 
verhanging,  excelling. 

A  yy  tawaffur,  (v.n.  5  of y_j)  Respecting,  re- 
erencmg.    Paying  every  thing  which  one  owes. 

A^y  tawaffuz,  A  preparing  to  commit  evil. 

A  J^y  tawfak,  The  time  when  any  thing  hap- 
cns.  A  convenient  season. 

^  <3l?i^  tawa^w/j,  A  being  happy,  prosperous. 

A  (^*ytowa^'M?i,Defect,deficiency,diminution. 
A   ̂ jy  tawaffi,  (v.  n.  5  of  (jj)  Receiving  the 

hole  of  what  is  due.     Receiving  to  himself  (as 
iod  the  souls  of  the  just). 

A  &Jy  tawfiyat,  A  paying  in  full. 

A  t^Jy  tawfid,  A  sending,  despatching. 
P  U'^n^y  tufidan,  To  cry  aloud.    To  call  for 

^Ip.    To  roar,  to  bray.  To  raise  a  tumult. 

Ajf.}^tawfir,  (v.  n.  2  of^jij)  Making  complete 
perfect.    Multiplying,  increasing.    Cutting  (a 

irment)  sufficiently  large.  Exacting  and  receiv- 
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ing  the  whole  of  what  was  due.  Paying  a  debt 

completely.  Sparing  (a  person's  reputation),  not 
reviling.  Permitting  to  grow  long.  Increase, 
abundance,  surplus  revenue. 

/^"a  Jj^^jy  tarrfik,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Causing  to 
happen  prosperously  (Divine  Providence)  ;  mak- 

ing events  to  conspire  happily ;  seconding,  pro- 

spering. The  guidance,  grace,  or  favour  of  God. 

Agreement.  The  completion  of  one's  wishes.  The 
time  when  any  thing  happens,  j  ̂Asy5\  jJJb  j 

iiwJ\  S-'y^  'fvcL  hi'llahi't  tawfik  7va  atubii  ilayhi, 
Success  is  from  God  :  to  him  I  return  by  repentance. 

A  J^y  tavrfil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jij)  Multiplying. 

A  kind  of  fi-agrant  herb. 

A  Jjy  taich,  (v.  n.  of  jl!)  for  ̂ y)  Desiring 
ardently,  being  anxious  to  accomplish.  Inclining 

to,  favouring.  Compassionating,  commiserating. 

Being  light.  Flowing(tears).  Turning  up  favour- 

ably (a  gaming  arrow).  Spending  one's  strength 
willingly  in  the  service  of  another.  Drawing  (a 

bow)  with  one's  whole  might.  Desire.  Tuh,  The 
crookedness  of  a  stick. 

A  ̂ Jy  tumh,  A  desiring  ardently. 

A  (j^y  tawahan,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ Jy)  Desir- 
ing, longing.  Favouring.  Being  anxious  to  ac- 

complish. Being  lavish  of  life  for  another.  Shed- 

ding (tears).  Drawing  a  bow.  Being  light.  Com- 
passionating, commiserating.  Desire. 

A  s-*y  taymhat,  Convalescents. 

A  tiiji  taipahhud,  (v.n. 5  of  liJj)  Burning, blaz- 

ing.   ^Kindling  a  flame,  lighting  a  fire. 

Ajiy  tawakkur,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jsj)  Being  modest, 
mild,  gentle,  sedate,  grave.    Respect,  honour. 

A  t^J^i^  fawakkush,  A  being  moved,  agitated. 

A  (jks'iy  tarvakkus,  (v.  n.  5  of  i^J^s^)  Going  at 
a  pace  so  as  to  break  whatever  he  treads  upon  (a 

horse). ̂   Going  at  a  middling  pace. 

A  ̂ y  tawahlm^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Expecting 
any  thing  to  be  done,  to  fall  out,  or  happen.  Re- 

quest, hope.    Reliance,  expectation. 

A  I  ajJy  tawahhuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  i  ftij)  Stopping, 

delaying.  Being  firm,  patient,  persevering.  Ex- 

pecting. Delay,  stoppage,  pause,  p  i— wy 
taivahkuf  namudan,  To  pause. 

A  Jjy  tawakJiul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jj>j)  Ascending, 
standing  on  a  hill. 

A  &)j>y  tawlmlat,  A  horse  that  goes  well  over 
rocks  and  stones. 

A  ̂jy  tamak1mm,(Y .  n.  5  of  j»ij)  Killing  (game). 

Rememberinganother's saying.  Threatening.  Pur- 
posing.^ Going  far  and  wide.  Walking  pompously. 

A  (^y  tawahhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^j)  Taking  pi- 
geons from  their  nest.  Ascending,  standing  on  a  hill. 

A  (_Jy  tawahlii,  (v.  n.  5  of  j_Jj)  Fearing,  being 

afraid  of, shunning.  Protecting,clefending one's  self. 

A  X-jy  tawlihjat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Jsj)  Pi'eserving, 
guarding  from.  Custody,  guardianship. 

A  tl^^jy  tawlnt,  (v.  n.  2  of  CJi^)  Appointing 

a  time  (for  any  thing),  limiting  to  a  time. 

A  ̂ y  tawhih,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Repairing  (a 
pond  or  a  well)  with  clods,  turfs,  boards,  or  stones. 

Hardening  the  hoof  by  anointing  it  with  grease. 

A  dJs^  tawldz,  A  leaving  one  indisposed. 

A  ̂ y  tamh'ir,  (v.  n.  2  of yj)  Honouring,  re- 
vering, respecting.  Regarding  as  grave  or  sedate. 

Trying,  proving.  Making  grave,  modest,  respect- 
able. Quieting,  making  steady  (a  horse).  Leaving 

scars  and  marks.  Wounding.  Reverence. 

A  ;_>aJjy  tawhis,  A  throwing  billets  on  the  fire. 
A  laJJy  tarvklt,  (v.  n.  2  of  iaij)  Abounding  in 

hollows  where  water  collects.    Making  a  hollow 

in  the  ground  (running  water  or  water  dropping from  a  height). 

A  ̂ ^y  tawlii^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Making  sharp, 
or  giving  a  high  jiolish  to  (a  sword,  spear,  knife). 

Beating  the  hoof  of  a  horse  (a  rugged  road).  Hurt- 
ing the  back  (of  a  horse  or  camel).  Signing  (a 

letter)  with  the  royal  signet.  Imagining,  turning 

the  thoughts  to.  Erecting  a  vine-arbour  or  prop. 
Raising  and  throwing  the  feet  forward  (a  horse). 

Raining  gentlj',  hardly  wetting  the  ground.  The 
glittering  polish  of  a  sword.  The  royal  signet  put 

to  diplomas,  letters  patent,  and  other  public  deeds 

(of  an  intricate  formation,  containing  the  king's 
name  and  titles).  Opinion, conception,idea,thought. 
The  shooting  of  an  arrow,  or  any  thing  similar, 
so  as  to  fall  near  the  mark. 

jiiy  tawkif,  (v.  n.  2  of  l-Wj)  Causing  to 
stand.  Retaining,  detaining,  preventing,  prohibit- 

ing, restraining,  causing  one  to  remain  in  a  place. 
Standing  one  behind  another  (a  regiment).  Be- 

queathing a  horse.  Making  a  saddle  so  that  it  will 

not  hurt  the  horse's  back.  Causing  one  to  under- 
stand, making  him  acquainted.  Adorning  with 

bracelets  (a  woman) ;  putting  something  similar 

round  the  feet  of  a  horse.  Strengthening  the  ex- 
tremities of  a  bow,  by  twisting  round  the  nerve  of 

a  camel's  neck  steeped  in  the  blood  of  a  stag. 
Making  punctures  on  the  hands,  and  rubbing  them 
with  mendlii  (lawsonia  inermis).  Going  to  Mount 

CJ^^  ̂ rafat  to  celebrate  the  festival  of  Mecca. 
The  make  of  the  part  where  a  bracelet  is  fixed. 

The  adjusting  of  the  saddle,  so  as  not  to  hurt  the 

horse's  back.  The  expounding  of  sacred  writ.  A 
mark  set  upon  arrows. 

p  tuh,  The  eye.  A  clew  of  wool.  A  lock 
of  hair.  Forelocks. 

A .  'i^^iaivhaf,A  dropping  of  rain  from  a  house. 
tawakkud,  (v.  n.  5  of  0^)  Being  con- 

firmed^ Being  closely  connected  or  drawn  together. 

A  jiy  tawakkur,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Being  filled 
with  meat  and  drink  (the  belly  of  a  lad).  Being 

crammed  (a  bird's  crop). 

Aj?y  tawakkuz,  (v.  n.  5  of  jij)  Being  filled. 



Preparing  (for  evil).  Leaning  (on  a  staff).  Be- 
ing marked  with  black  spots. 

A  tamaklmf,(\.  n.5  of  t_fl^)  Expecting, 

looking  out  for  (a  person,  or  some  advantage). 

Visiting^ (people)  often  relative  to  (their)  affairs. 

^  A  J^y  tawahkul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jij)  Depending 

upon,  trusting  to,  any  one  v^hen  unable  to  act  for 

one's  self.    Confidence  in  God. 

A  tamakhun,  (v.  n.  5  of  (j^)  Being 

firmly  fixed  and  well  established. 

A  tawakkuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  l^)  Leaning  (on 

a  staff).    Crying  (as  a  camel  in  labour). 
A  tawakwuh,  An  ambling  pace. 

A  ̂ ««^iy  tawhib,  (v.  n.  2  of  u-«5ij)  Turning 
blackish  (ripe  dates).    Gathering  dates. 

A  tmvhiyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Filling  (a 

vessel).    Shutting  one's  mouth,  keeping  silence. 
A  CL^^  tawhit,  (v.  n.  2  of  lI^^j  )  Becoming  co- 

vered with  black  specks  (ripening  dates).  Filling. 

A  i>-^  tawhld,  (v.  n.  2  of  0>^)  Confirming, 

strengthening,connecting strongly.  Energy.  Mak- 

ing a  league,    (pi.  (J^y  tawaltid)  Emphasis. 

A  tarokir,  (v.  n.  2  of j^)  Giving  a  feast 
on  the  finishing  of  a  building.    Filling  (a  bottle). 

A  (j"Ji^  tawhis,  (v.  n.  2  of  (j«^)  Terrifying. 
Reproaching,  reproving.    Deficiency,  decrease. 

A  I  tawhif,  The  putting  on  a  pack-saddle. 

A  J:t^  tatvkil,  (v.  n.  2  of  J^!j)  Appointing  a 
lieutenant,  deputy,  substitute,  factor,  or  agent  (^y^J 

wahil).    Entrusting  a  business  to  any  one. 

A  Jy  tawl,  A  practising  magic. 

p  Jy  iwZ,  War,  contention.  The  circumference 

of  the  mouth.  Wry-mouthed.  T£<Z,Flight,elopement. 

A  ̂ y  tula,  (or  O^y  tulat)  Misfortunes. 

A  t_^y  tarvlab,  A  wild  (or  tame)  ass's  colt.  A 

calf.        y    M?«y?^  tawlah,  (Colt's mother) An  ass. 
A  &!!y  tuwalat,  tawlat,  or  tulat,  A  misfortune, 

a  dreadful  calamity.  Tuwalat  and  tiwalat,  A  phil- 

tre or  charm  used  by  a  wife  to  conciliate  the  affec- 
tion of  her  husband.  A  fascinating  blandishment, 

or  any  thing  which  deceives  and  ravishes  the  heart. 

Magic,  enchantment. 

A  Jy  tawlaj.  The  lair  of  a  wild  beast. 

p  6—Sfy  tulcha,  Name  of  a  weight. 
A     J  tawallud,  A  being  generated,  born :  birth. 

A  ̂ y  tamallu^  A  being  eager,  intent  upon. 

A  ̂ — 5y  tawallugh, (v .  n.  5  of  )  Forcing  one's 
way,  getting  a  footing. 

p  Cii3Jy  iulak,  Ingenious,  quick,  intelligent. 
Moultinon.  tulali  hardan.  To  moult. 

A  ̂ jSy  tanallun,  A  wailing,  a  lamenting. 

p  ii.5y  tula,  A  hound  that  hunts  by  the  scent. 
Name  of  a  plant.  A  whelp.  Name  of  an  Indian 

weight  of  2^-  mishals. 

A  &Jy  tarvalluh,  (v.  n.5  ofaJj)  Being  amazed, 

stupid  (with  love,  sorrow,  or  fear).  Being  dis- 
tracted at  the  loss  of  her  child  (a  mother),  (ji^^j 
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iOy  7i-adi  tuwullihin,  Destruction. 

A      5y  tula',  A  misfortune. 

A  (^p^y  tan-alli,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^^j)  Being  ap- 

pointed to,  or  assuming,  or  being  "confirmed  in,  an 
office.  Turning  the  back,  taking  flight.  Cultiva- 

ting friendship.  Choosing  a  friend,  taking  for  one's 

lord,  master,  or  protector.  Attending  to  any  one's 
concerns.  Conferring  an  appointment.  A  right 
still  retained  over  a  freedman  by  his  emancipator, 
or  by  one  who  has  furnished  him  with  the  means 

of  obtaining  his  manumission.  Government,  ju- 
risdiction. Recession. 

A  &Jy  tawliyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Appointing  to 
a  government,  setting  over.  Turning  the  back,  fly- 

ing, retiring,  going  off".  Shunning,  deserting.  De- 
clining (the  day).  Turning  towards.  Assisting. 

Causing  (one)  to  turn  (himself).  Selling  at  a  price 

originally  fixed,  without  any  increase.  Withering 

(a  date).  The  superintendency  of  the  affairs  of 

mosques,  churches,  or  other  religious  foundations. 

A  ̂ y  tawllj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ j)  Causing  to  enter. 

J^— ^5y  tawUju'l  nial,  A  father  assigning  his estate  to  his  son  during  his  own  life,  that  people 

may  no  longer  importune  him  for  legacies. 

A  iXJy  tawlid,  (v.  n.  2  of  ii3j)  Procreating,  be- 

getting, engendering.  Playing  the  midwife,  assist- 
ing at  a  birth.  Producing.  Educating,  bringing 

up.  Generation,  birth.  Any  action  which  produces 

another  action  (as  opening  a  lock  with  a  key). 

P  (ji^y  tolidan,  To  flee,  depart,  retire. 

A  ̂ y  tawllj  (v.  n.  2of  ̂ j)  Causing  one  to 
be  intently  eager.  Being  marked  with  long  black 

and  white  spots  (a  bull  or  pack-horse). 

A  iiuJy  tawl'ih,  (v.  n.  2  of  &!ij)  Rendering  (a 
mother)  distracted  by  taking  (her)  child  from  (her). 

A  |«y  tmn,  and  j«y  tusam,  (pi.  of  ̂ l»«y  tuniat) 
Pearls.  Ear-rings  distinguished  by  large  pearls. 
Ostrich's  eggs. 

p  l/cy  tuma,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Garlic. 

PjUy  tumdr,  A  book,  volume,  roll.  A  dooms- 
day-book. An  amulet-case  (of  gold  or  silver)  which 

they  suspend  round  the  necks  of  children. 

A  ̂ U.yJ\  (^Ji-J^Mtfu  't)  tawman,  Name  of  the sixth  lunar  mansion  in  the  Zodiac. 

p  i^^y  toman,  A  myriad,  10,000.  A  sum  of 
money  equal  to  10,000  Arabic  silver  drachmas 

(which  are  about  one-third  less  than  those  of  the 
Greeks  ;  also  a  sum  equal  to  fifteen  dollars  and  a 

half).  Districts  into  which  a  kingdom  is  divided, 

each  beingsupposedtofurnishlO,OOOfightingmen : 

when  the  city  of  Samarkand,  for  example,  there- 
fore, is  put  down  for  seven  tomans,  it  implies  that 

she  must  hold  70,000  men  ready  on  the  requisition 

of  her  sovereign.     A  large  division  of  a  tribe. 

Pj^^iloy  to7ndn-dar.  Commander  oi  a  toman. 

p  ̂jTj^iVUy  tomdn-ddri,  Command  of  a  toman. 

A  a>iey  tumat,  (pi.  j»y  tum  and  ̂ ^i  tusani)  A 

pearl.  An  ear-ring  distinguished  by  a  large  pearl. 

A  substance  resembling  pearls  found  in  silver-mines. 

An  ostrich-egg.  &/<y  umini  tumat.  Mother  of 
pearl.  An  ostrich. 

A  tl^yey  tusmuriy,  Some,  any  one. 
Aj^y  taKa7mnuz,  (v.  n.  5  of^j)  Springing 

forward  in  order  the  sooner  to  reach  or  catch  an  ob- 

ject.   The  motion  of  the  glans  beginning  to  rise. 

A  Jj^y  taivammuk,(v.n.  5  of      )  S  hewing  love. 

p  i^'Ojj^  toman,  A  district  of  a  hundred  villages. 

A  ̂ ^y  iamammun,  A  multitude  of  children. 

Ajyc^i  tusmur,  Any  one.  (pl.j^^  tasdmir) 
A  direction-stone  set  up  in  the  desert, 

A  (^*y  tuma',  Thomas. A  &i«y  tawmisat,  (v.  n.  2  of  Uj)  Making  a 
sign.    A  nod,  a  sign. 

p  ̂ ^y  tun,The  stove  of  abath.  Thewomb.  An 
intestine  not  cleaned.  Name  of  a  country  in  Khu- 

rasan.   Tawan,  The  body. 

A  j^y  tun,  A  leathern  chess-board. 
p  tiiy  tiCrid,  (for y  tu,  do\  and)l!:hej  are  thine. 

A  ̂J«»iy  tunus,  Tunis  in  Africa,  built  on  the ruins  of  Carthage. 

A  (^-«3y  tunusly,  Native  of  Tunis. 
p  tiiliy  tunak  or  tawnak,  (or  t^ji  tunalia  or 

tawnaha')  A  store-house. 

p j^y  tawangar,  Rich,  powerful.  A  barber. 
p  ijii  j^y  tawangar-dil,  (or  himmat^ Liberal-minded. 

p  ;^^Jy  tawangari.  Wealth.  Power. 
p  j£_)y  tawangu,  A  barber.  A  wardrobe.  A till.    A  halter. 

p  j6y  tuna.  Fringe,  edge,  border,  selvage. 

p  jjy  turn.  One  who  takes  care  of  the  fur- 
naces in  a  bath.  One  who  comes  from  afar,  and 

has  no  home  :  a  beggar,  a  gipsy.  A  thief,  rogue, 

footpad.    A  native  of  Tun  in  Khurasan. 

A  u-*s>y  tanmib,  A  reproaching,  accusing. 

A  jLiy  tawniyat,  (v.  n.  2  of  (Jj)  Discovering 

(one)  to  be  slothful  in  business. 
A^Jy  tamnir,  An  exalting,  raising. 

A  ̂|y  tawassud,  (v.  n.  5  of  iSlj)  Proceeding 

gently,  easily.    Concealing,  hiding  from  view. 

p  »jy  tuwa,  A  pair,  a  brace. 
A  »y  tawh,  (v.  n.  of  sli  for  »y)Perishing.  Be- 

ing proud.  Being  confused  in  the  intellect.  De- 

parting, (pksy  iuh,  atwdh,anA  atd- 
jvih)  Astonished,  bewildered.  Tawh  or  tuh.  Ruin,, 
destruction. 

p  »y  toh,  A  pair,  a  brace.  A  fold,  plait.  Ta- 
iva,  (for  «J0  taba)  Destroyed,  ruined. 

A  ui** y  tawahhus,  An  advancing  far. 

A  ̂ y^a?MMi{;, (v. n.5  of  ̂ _j) Being  kindled; 
burning.  Sparkling  (gem).  Being  strong  and 
diffused  (perfume). 

A  i3.fcy  tawahhud,  (v.  n.  5  of  ii*j)  Lying  with. 

AjSy  tawahhur,  (v.  n.  5  ofy»j)  Interrupting, 



confounding  (any  one)  in  speaking.  Beginning 

to  abate  in  darkness  (night).     Becoming  milder 

(winter).  Beginning  to  diminish  (hills  of  sand). 

A  Lfj^y  tawhariy,  A  long  camel's  bunch. 
A  J,&y  tawahhuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjftj  )  Treading  heavy 

on  the  ground  (a  loaded  camel).    Rushing  upon. 

A  j!>  tawahhus,  (v.  n.  5  of  ;j«*j)  Treading 

heavy,  striking  the  ground.  Travelling  fast  and 

well  (camels).    The  pace  of  any  one  overloaded. 

A  y  tawahhush,  Bare-footedness.  The  step 

(of  any  one)  ovei-loaded. 
A  laicy  tawahhuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  la&>_j)  Being  sunk 

(in  clay).  Makingequal,  smooth,  and  easy  (a  bed). 

A  Jyi>_jJ  tawahliiik,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ jS>^~)  Disturbing, 
interrupting  (any  one)  in  speaking,  urging  him 

until  he  becomes  bewildered.  Being  extremely 

hot  (gravel  or  pebbles). 

A  ̂ 3*^  tarvahhul,  A  causing  (one)  to  err. 

A  jjby  tawahhum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ j)  Thinking, 
suspecting,  imagining,  supposing.   Suspicion,  ima- 

gination, doubt. 

A  tawahhun,  A  being  weak  and  languid. 

A  J^ysy  tawakwuh,  The  growling  (of  a  lion). 

A  1^ y  taw/tii,  Aspreading,making  soft  (a  bed). 

Ajjfcy  tarolilr,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ j)  Bringing  (one) 
into  a  disagreeable  affair  from  which  he  cannot 
extricate  himself. 

A  jj-^fcy  tmvhil,  A  terrifying,  frightening. 

A      y  tarvhtm,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»fcj)  Causing  to  err. 
Throwing  into  doubt.  Persuading. 

A  (^fcy  tawhin,  An  enervating,  relaxing. 
' ..  .  ̂   ., 

P  (_5'y       or  to)/,  Fold,  ply.  Inside.  jw>  jj'y 
ton  or  tun  shl?',  Cream.  Toy,  Feast,  entertainment. 

A  J^y  taiva',  (v.  n.  of  (^y)  Perishing.  De- 
sti'uction.    Tawi,  One  who  perishes  or  falls. 

A         tarc'iy,  Standing  fast,  steady.  One  who 
abides  in  a  place. 

A  i^y  tuwayhi^  The  star  Aldeberan. 

1'  ̂ y  ̂"J/aj,  Ivy. 
P  <-^^.y  tuyah,  The  inside.    A  store-room. 

P  (J-^y  tannl,  Bald  on  the  forehead.  Tamil, 

The  crown  of  the  head.    The  top  of  the  forehead. 

A  sign  which  hunters  set  up  in  the  fields  with  a 

view  to  drive  the  affrighted  game  into  theii-  net. 

A  (_J-?y  tawayyvl,  An  imprecating  woe. 

p  li)^.y  ttmin,  Friendly,  affectionate, 
p  ioy  tuyu,  The  rainbow, 

p  (_y3J  iwji,Thouart.  Thouism.  Nameofabird. 

^  Jt-^i^  tamUr,  A  drawing  (one)  into  mischief. 
A  (Js^y  tawytl,  A  denouncing  of  woe. 

A  ̂i^3  tawsim,  (v.  n.  2  of  j»lj)  Making  (one) 
urge-headed  and  deformed  in  person. 

P  «j'  tah,  A  fold,  ply.  Single,  odd.  Rust, 
'nder.  The  bottom,  deep,  or  inner  part,  a5 
ahi  db,  Bottom  of  water.  tahi  dil,  The 
leep  of  the  heart.    Tuh,  Spit. 

A  c6  tih  and  tiki,  (for      ̂ //i  and  zihi)  (fern,  of 
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\3  ;2;a)  She.  This. 

Aji>l^  tahatir,  (pi.  of  tahtar)  Contradic- 
tory testimonies.  Testimony  which  convicts  both 

parties  of  falsehood.  Tahatur,  (v.  n.  6  of j^)  Con- 

tending, disputing  about  trifles.  Convicting  each 

other  of  uttering  falsehood.  Laying  false  charges 
against  each  other. 

A  jC^^  tahatum,  (v.  n.  6  of  Stickling, 
contending  about  trifles. 

A  (j^^-^  tahdtun,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^jiii )  Pouring  down 
continued  rain.    See  (JiJ6  hatn. 

A         tahatih,  Vain  things,  trifles. 

A  tahajur,  A  separating  from  each  other. 

A  tahdji,  A  satirizing  one  another. 

A  Sl^  tahadd,  A  coming  behind  one  another. 

AjOljj  tahadur,  (v.  n.  G  of  jiiA)  Permitting 
slaughter  with  impunity,  or  passing  it  over  with- 

out punishment. 

A  ̂'^^  tahddum,  A  leaving  blood  unrevenged. 
A  i^^^  tahddun,  (v.  n.  6  of  J**)  Being  right, 

well  arranged  (any  thing).  Cultivating  peace  and 

amity  amongst  themselves. 

A  ̂ ^'^  tahadl,  (v.  n.  6  of  e^ti*)  Offering  re- 
ciprocal presents.  Leaning  from  side  to  side  in 

walking  (a  woman). 

A  (^J^  fahdrush,  A  growling  and  fighting. 

A  ̂j^'^  tuhdf'ut,  A  reviling,  chiding  one  another. 

A  j*)^  tahdrum,  A  feigning  extreme  old  age. 
A  tahdfut,  (v.  n.  6  of  (JL^afc)  Falling  one 

part  after  another  (as  leaves).  Throwing  one's  self 
into.  Rushing  consecutively  (a  crowd).  Waxing 

old  (a  garment).    Flying  to  the  flame  (a  moth). 

A  {^^i(>  tahdhid,  A  disputing,  a  striving. 
P  J^'^^  talidi,  A  cave,  cavern,  grot. 

A  tahdluk,  (v.  n.  6  of  uiAifi>)  Running 

headlong  (to  ruin).  Tumbling  (into  bed).  Walk- 
ing trippingly  (a  woman). 

tahdiit,  (pl.^ycl^)  BelongingtoTihamat. 

A  iUl^'  tihdmat,  Mecca.  An  adjacent  province. 
A  tall  aniuSj  W  hisper,  private  conference. 

A  ̂J:^\^  tahdmush,  (v.  n.6  of  (ji>^)  Mixing, 
entering  one  within  another,  being  in  commotion. 

A  (__^^  talidmi,  A  native  of  Tih  am  a. 
A  ̂ ^i^  tikdnny,  A  native  of  &<il^  tihdmat, 

P  j^i3>Juip'  talidndnidan,  To  make  empty. 
A  i_fljLj  tahdnuf,  A  smiling  ironically. 

A  j.>V^  tahanus,  (v. n.6  of  ua>)  Congratulating 
one  another.  Provoking,  challenging  each  other. 

H  wl^i  riidna,  A  small  fort.  The  head  station 
of  a  district. 

H  p  j\d  if'/mftfl-fZd/-,  Commander  of  a  small 
fort.  A  man  who  has  the  management  of  a  district. 

A  ij}^  tahdnl,  (pi.  of  *i^^*)  Congratulations. 
A  (^jl^'j  tahdwish,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji>\^  tahwdsh) 

Multitudes,  crowds.  Tumults,  mobs.  Tahdwush, 

(v.n.6  of  (^Ifc  forays)  Mixing  (a  crowd,  mob). 

A  (jj^  tahdnnin,  (v.  n.  6  of       for  (jyt)  De- 
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spising,  neglecting,  slighting.  Negligence,  care- 
lessness, sloth  ;  neglect,  contempt,  p  i^"^^ t^^^ 

tahdwun  hardan,  To  despise,  slight,  neglect. 

A  ci'jV^  ̂*^*^'"^>  ̂   falling  one  after  another. 
A  (jiJ.j  ̂ij^  tahdwish,{  pi .  of )C  ro  wds,mobs. 

A  (J^.j^if5  iahdwll,  (pi.  of  ij.^^  tahwU)  Appa- 
ritions, ghosts.  Objects  which  strike  with  terror. 

Things  of  various  colours.  Painted  robes.  Brace- 
lets, jewels,  or  necklaces  (as  striking  with  surprise, 

or  dazzling  the  eyes  of  beholders). 

A  taJidyuj,  (v.  n.  6  of  ̂ Ifc  for  ̂ i^)  Rush- 
ing on  each  other,  fighting  hand  to  hand. 

A  l3.>\'i  tahdyut,  (v.  n.  6  of  Islfc  for  la.**)  As- 
sembling together  to  adjust  any  business  (ia)l»i  ta- 

mdyut  implying  Meeting  to  disturb).  Arranging. 

A  yA^  tahdyus,  A  consenting,  agreeing. 

p  L^j^J^  tah-hdzdri,  Ground-rent  of  a  stall in  the  market. 

A  takalbub,  A  being  worn,  rent. 
p  O      tah  ba  tah.  Plait  by  plait,  every  fold. 

A  ̂ ^tahabbujjA  beingtroubled  withaswelling. A  tiJl^  iahabbud,  (v.  n.  5  of  S^)  Extracting, 

bruising  and  boiling  the  seeds  of  the  colocynth  or 

bitter  purging  apple  (i^JJs  habd  or  tXJ^a>  habid), 

A  i^J<^  tahabrus,  A  walking  pompously. 

A  (j^^"^  tahabbush,  (v.  n.  5  of  (ji.xfc)  Assem- 
bling. Being  collected.  Collecting,  scraping  to- 

gether for  one's  family. 
A  laAijj  tihibbit,  Name  of  an  ash-coloured  bird 

said  to  suspend  itself,  and  cry  iJL>jc\  ̂ \  C^yc\  K>\ 

ana'  amut,  ana'  amut,  I  shall  die,  I  shall  die ! 

A  (J-J^  tahabbul,  A  providing  (for  a  family). 

p  0^     tah-band,  A  strip  worn  round  the  loins. 

A  u^jJ^  ̂ a/wMwi,  A  being  shaken:  tottering. 
A  tahabbi,  (v.  n.  5  of  bjs  for_jJkfc)  Shaking 

the  hand.  Being  empty  or  out  of  work. 

A  I  *Jkx.jj'  tahhib,  (v.  n.  2  of  cIa^)  Calling  (a 
he-goat).  Tearing  much. 

A  ̂ ^yy^  tahb'ij,  A  causing  to  swell. A_^f^  tahbir,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ fc)  Cutting  (meat) 
so  that  a  part  falls. 

A  ̂ Juyx^  tahbish,  A  gaining  industriously. 

A  (J-ifjj  tahh'il,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂J^S))  Oppressing  any 
one  (corpulence).  Gaining  with  industry  provi- 

sion (for  a  family). 

p  ̂ A^.  «3  tah-pech,  A  cap  worn  under  a  turban . A  tahtar,  Foolishness,  impertinence. 

A  Jllj3<a/t<a/,  Arainingwithlittle  intermission. 

A  tahtdn,  (v.  n.  of  (.^j^fc)  Raining  for  se- 
veral days,  at  least  for  a  third  part  of  the  day  or 

night.  Continual  gentle  rain,  unaccompanied  by 
thunder  or  lightning. 

Aj<j!>  tahtar,  (phy  V)  Contradictory  evidence. 
A        tahattur,  Folly. 

A  tahattuk,(\ .n.5  oi \jXis>)  Being  torn, 

rent  (as  a  veil  or  a  covering).    Being  disgraced. 

Haste,  precipitancy.    Disgrace,  dishonour. 



Aj»Jy>  tahattum,  A  being  broken  (front  teeth),  j 
A  yy)  tahattus,  A  being  torn,  cut,  worn. 

p  &'i  e3  tall  tall,  Multiplied,  crowded. 
A  eLjjk^  tahtahat,  (v.  n,  2  of  al^  Q)  Giving 

one's  self  up  to  trifling  pursuits.  Stammering,  pro- 
nouncing Arabic  improperly. 

Aj^Xf^  tahth;  (v.  n.  2  of  Tearing  any  one's 
reputation,  slandering,  defaming. 

A  uiLj^5  tahttk,  (v.  n.  2  of  uilija)  Tearing  (a 

veil  or  a  curtain  so  as  to  expose  those  who  are  con- 
cealed by  them). 

A  j^J^j^tf  i'^^i't^^)^  disabling,  enfeeblingby  blows. 
p  LsUr*  tahja,  Expressing  the  juice  of  grapes. 
A  Asf^  talijds,  A  satirizing,  lampooning. 

A  tahja^  A  light  slumber,  a  nap. 

A  C^t'  tahajjud,  (v.  n.5  of  Being  sleep- 
less, walking  at  night.  Sleeping  sound  in  bed. 

Sleep.    A  prayer  repeated  during  the  night. 

Aj^'i'*  tahajjur,  (v.  n.  5  of  J^)  Looking  like 
one  who  has  left  his  countiy  (on  account  of  perse- 

cution). Goingabroadin  the  hottest  partoftheday. 

A  ̂t^^  tahja^  Wide  (road). 
A  takajju^  A  going  to  sleep. 

A  Jsrt"*  tahajjus,  (v.  n.  5  of  Is?)  Repeating  the 
letters  of  the  alphabet.    Syllabing,  spelling. 

A  ̂st^  fahajjl,  (v.  n.  5  of  Is?  for  Spell- 
ing. ^3 J"  tahajjl,  The  letters 

of  the  alphabet. 

A  w^t"*  tahpyat,  The  act  of  spelling. 

A  t^jks^t'  tahjld,  A  causing  to  sleep  or  awake. 

AjAS'c^  tuhjir,  (v.  n.  2  of  jS?)  Travelling  in 
the  heat  of  the  day.  Making  haste,  coming  early, 

arriving  before  prayer  begins.  Magnifying. 

A  J^f"*  tahjil,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ )  Allowing  or 
desiring  to  sleep. 

A  Jast!;"'  ?a/yt/,  (v.n.2of  Jjs?)  Reviling,  slan- 
dering. Talking  obscenely.  Striking  with  a  stick 

or  scourge. 

A  {j^^  tahj'in,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂j^)  Disgracing, 
exposing  a  foul  deed,  reprobating.  Rendering  (off- 

spring) base  and  mongrel  ((J^s?  hajin). 

p  eoUnir'  to/j-^Aawa,  Acave,cavern,cellar,vault, 

A  j\^tahdar,{\.n.o^ j^)  Being  hot  (wine). 
Cooing  (a  dove). 

A  ̂ S.^  tahadduj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ >^fc)  Crying  to 
her  colt  in  a  shrill  and  affectionate  tone  (a  camel). 

Failing  (the  voice  from  fear). 
A         tahaddud,  A  terrifying,  threatening. 

V  jjS^  tah-darz,  New. 

A  i^s^  tahadduk,(y. n.5  of  cdJ^iJb)  Reproach- 
ing, reviling,  using  hard  words,  frightening. 

A J^S^  tahadhur,  (v.  n.  2  of  j^J*  Q)  Being 
satiated  with  milk,  so  as  to  occasion  drowsiness. 

Being  contented  and  cheerful.  Trembling,  shaking 

in  going  (flesh  and  bones).  Rushing  upon  (men). 

A  tahaddul,  (v.  n.  5  of  JtiJs)  Hanging 

down,  dangling  (the  scrotum,  a  camel's  lip,  or  the 
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branches  of  a  tree).    Laxity,  pendulousness. 

A  taliaddum,  (v. n.5  of  ̂ '^^  Being  pulled 
down,  destroyed.  Rushing  upon  (any  one)  in  a 
threatening  manner. 

A  tahaddi,  (v. n.5  of  (^iiJ&)  Being  con- 

ducted (by  God)  into  the  way  of  righteousness.  Be- 
ing guided,  finding  the  way  (to  a  house,  in  a  road). 

A  io.ii^  tahdiyat,  (v.n.2of  ̂ j'^)  Separating, 
dispersing.    Offering,  presenting. 

A  tahdid,  (v.  n.  2  of  tk*)  Terrifying. 

Threatening.  Letting  (sheep)  follow  one  another, 

pjyel  tW.ti^  ̂ \y>-  jawabi  tahdid-amez,  An  an- 
swer mixed  with  menaces,  i^'^j^  '^..<^  tahdid 

liardan,  To  threaten,  menace,  alarm. 

A  OltiJ.j^  tahd'tdat,  (pi.  of  iV.i\i>)  Threats. 
A  j>.i^  tahdir,  (v.  n.  2  ofjiiA)  Roaring  (as  a 

lion).  Cooing  (a  dove).  Making  a  muttering  noise 
inthethroat(like  a  he-camel  when  tied  up  in  a  pen). 

p  tah-degi,  Scrapings  of  a  pot;  the 
burnt  part  of  victuals  stickingto  the  bottom  of  a  pot. 

A         to/irfim,  An  overthrowing:  adestroying. 

A  ̂jJiX^  talidin,  (v.  n.  2  of  Soothing  (an 
infant).  Hindering, 

Aj\iS.^faA?ar,Adoting,raving,talkingnonsense. 

A  J>'^  tahazkhur,  (v.  n,  2  of ̂ ^Jb  Q)  Walk- 
ing with  a  graceful  air  or  flauntingly  (a  woman). 

aJ^S^  taliazkur,  (v.  n.  2  of ̂ '^^  Q)  Rejoicing. 
Being  satiated  with  milk,  so  as  to  be  overcome  with 

sleep.  Trembling,shaking  in  going(flesh  and  bones). 
Being  contented  and  clieerful.    Rushing  upon. 

A  ̂ <\>  tahazzus,  The  bursting  (of  an  ulcer). 

A  i— tahz'th,  (v.  n.  2  of  (_-'iSJ£>)  Purifying. 
Adjusting,  adorning.  Correcting,  amending.  Walk- 

ing or  flying  fast  (a  man  or  bird). 

A  {^j-^  taharrush,  A  being  dispelled  (mist). 

A  I  hJluj^  taharshuf,  (v.  n.  2  ofk_Ai-i^  Q)  Sip- 

ping by  little  and  little. 

A         iaharru^  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ jJt)  Being  levelled 
(a  spear  at  a  foe). 
fit,  ^ 

A        faharriu,  (v.  n.  5  of  ]y&)  Being  boiled  to 
dissolution  (meat), 

K  j^j^  taharwuz,  A  perishing,  a  dying. 
A  L^ijJ  taharri,  A  beating  (with  a  great  stick). 

A  <^>j-^  tahrib,  A  putting  to  flight. 

A  io^^  tahrisat,  A  boiling  to  dissolution  (meat). 

A  'i>_j^  tahriyat, (Y.n.2of  (jr J>)  Beating  (with 
a  great  stick).  Making  or  dressing  cloth  like  that 

of  'i\j!C'  harat  (a  city  in  Khurasan).  Dyeing  yel- 
low (the  sash  of  a  turban  or  tiara). 

A  CL^i.jf^  tahrit,  A  boiling  to  dissolution  (meat). 

A  tahrtj,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ fc)  Urging  forward 
a  camel  until  he  becomes  stupefied.  Overcoming 

a  man  (wine).  Frightening  by  cries  (a  wild  beast). 

A  S>j^  tahrul,  (v.  n.  2  of  (i,fc)  Putting  on  a 
garment  dyed  yellow.  Boiling  till  soft  (meat). 

A  tj^^  ialms,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^j^)  Cooking 
(meat)  till  it  falls  to  rags. 

A  {J^.j^  tahrish,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^^^  Setting  by the  ears  (men  or  dogs). 

A  {^jaij,^  tahi-is,  (v,  n,  2  of  Being  cor- 
roded by  the  dry  scab. 

A  ̂ ji^  tahri^  A  levelling  a  spear  (at  a  foe). 
A  tahrif,  (v.  n.2  of  (__jy6)  Making  haste 

(to  prayer).  Producing  eai-ly  (a  palm-tree). 

A  ̂..jii->  tahrik,(Y.  n.  2  of  ̂ Js>)  Keeping  close, 
tarrying  long  (at  wine). 

A  jC tahrim,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Ji)  Making  decre- 
pid  (age).  Cutting  into  small  portions.  Magnify- 

ing, exalting. 

A  tahazzuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ J*)  Singing,  war- 
bling, shaking,  trilling.    Twanging  (a  bowstring). 

Ajy^  tahazzuz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjft)  Being  shaken  (a 
tree  byjhe  wind). 

A  tahazzuj  (v.  n.  5  of  gjft)  Making  haste, 
being  swift.  Walking  with  a  tottering  gait.  Scowl- 

ing, looking  austere  and  grim.  Making  one's  self 
unknown.  Being  broken  (a  stick).  Shaking,  vi- 

brating^(a  spear  or  sword). 

A  (J/t^  tahazzul,  A  being  jocose,  facetious. 

A  j«Jtj3  tahazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ y^)  Twanging  (a 
bowstring).  Thundering.  Being  broken  with  a 

crash  (a  stick).  Drying  and  bursting  (a  leathern 

bottle).^  Falling  with  noise  (rain). 

AjJ^  ta/ia0j;2<j:,A mocking,exposingto ridicule. 
aJ&^  tahazhuz,{y.  n.  2ofJfcJ*Q)Being  moved. 

Exulting,  being  joyful.' 
A  tahzij,  A  warbling,  a  quavering. 

A^J^  tahziz,  (v.  n.  2  of^)  Shaking  a  tree. 

A  ̂ .y^  tahzij  A  breaking,  bruising, 
A  ̂ y>^  tahzil,  An  extenuating,  emaciating. 
A  ̂ J.^,f^^^  tahas-hus,  (v.  n.  2  of  {^ju.^^^  Q) 

Whispering,  muttering,  grumbling.  Clashing,  jin^ 

gling,  rustling  (as  coats  of  mail,  or  necklaces). 
A  tahashshum,  (v,  n.  5  of  j*^)  Being 

broken,  bruised  (any  thing  dry,  hard,  or  hollow, 

as  the  head,  the  nose,  a  bone,  or  an  egg).  Break- 

ing. Breakingany  dry  or  withered  vegetable  (wind). 

Honouring,  praising,  magnifying.  Milking  with 

the  whole  hand.  Making  weak  and  languid.  Be- 

ing weak  and  languid  (camels).  Having  an  aff"ec- tion  for.  Conciliating  the  love  of  another. 

A  (jiJ:-^3  tahshish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jS.i>)  Making 
cheerful.  Esteeming  or  finding  weak, 

A  jftX^i)  tahshim,  An  honouring,  praising. 

A  (^^^'  tahsis,  (v.  n.  2  of  i^fc)  Having 
bright  eyes.  Opening  the  eyes  and  looking  sharp. 

A|*«i_jJ  tahazzum,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ *ai&)  Injuring, 

defrauding,  oppressing.  Keeping  back  (another's 

due).   Submitting,  Coming  off"  with  loss. 

A  ̂ ^ifJ  tahz'ij,  A  pasturing  (flocks)  poorly. 
A  tahtdJ,  (v.  n.  of  Jiais)  Raining  inces-j 

santly.  Incessant,  small  rain. 

A  Ja-i^  tahattur,The  falling  to  ruins  (of  a  well). 

A  (^J^  tahatrus,  A  pompous  manner  oi 



walking,  or  a  waving  from  side  to  side. 

A  J-la^  tahattul,  (v.  n.  5  of  JJafc)  Employing 

stratagem  (as  a  thief).    Recoveringfrom  sickness. 

A  ̂JJ]^L^tahatlus,{v.n.2of^JJ^AS>Q)Thes&me. 
A  tahatlus,  A  recovering  from  sickness. 

Pj_^5\j jS-iO  tah-ghirbali,  Siftings:  small  grain. 
A         tahakku^  (v.  n.  5  of        Lying  down 

when  wanting  the  male  (a  camel).  Going  off  (a  dis- 

ease). Behaving  proudly,  playing  the  fool.  Flock- 
ing to  a  watering-place.  Acting  basely. 
A  tahakhul,  A  going  as  if  heavily  laden. 

A         tahakkum,(j.  n.  5of^*Hi>)Taming,  sub- 
duing,overcoming.  Swallowing  by  large  mouthsful. 

p  t^-t^  tahali,  Empty,  naked.  Earth,  loam. 

A^if^Jahahkur,  A  beingstupefied  with  wonder. 

A  (Jiix^  tahakkuk,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ciljt')  Being  large- 
breasted  and  relaxed  about  the  haunches  (  a  wo- 

man near  labour). 

A  tahakkum,  (v.  n.  5  of  obsol.)  Be- 

ing inflamed  with  rage.  Strutting  pompously.  Fall- 

ing in  (a  well).  Singing  (to  one)  by  way  of  ridi- 
cule. Being  content.  Contempt,  mockery,  deri- 
sion. Pride.  Repentance.  Incessant  rain  which 

cannot  soak  in.  Continued  stabbing  or  reproach. 

A  tahahkun,  Penitence,  repentance. 

A  Si^^  tahhid,  Heavy  pressure  (on  a  debtor). 

A  Jj^SC^  tahJiil,  The  pace  of  a  war-horse ;  and 
a  haughty  woman. 

A  j^^-^  tahhim,  A  singing  to  one  in  derision. 
A  tahalluh,  (v.n.5  of  i_-<ii&)  Being  strip- 

jied  of^(his)  bristles. 

A  j).^  tahalliiz,  (v.  n.  5  ofjli>  not  in  use)  Pre- 
)arii)g  for.  Tucking  up  the  garment.  Strutting. 

A  jjJ^  tahalluh,  A  making  haste,  going  fast, 
-ill^  wadi  ̂ M/mZZi^,a,False,vain,  idle,  trifling. 

A  X^ai^  tahluhat,  tahlahat,  or  tahlikat,(-v.n. 
f  uiiJi>)  Perishing,  dying.  Tahluhat,  Any  thing 
anding  in  destruction.  Ruin,  perdition. 

A  Jl,jJ  tahallal.  Vain,  foolish  (thing).  Tahal- 

lul,  (v.  n.5  of  Jjfc)  Brightening  up  (the  face).  Shin- 
ng,flashing  (lightning).  Beingtransparent (cloud), 

lowing  from  the  eyes  (tears). 

A  ul3j_^j  tuhluk,  A  dying,  a  perishing. 
A  tahalhul,  A  weaving  of  a  garment 

jlosely.  ̂   Weaving  with  small  threads. 
A  tahalli,  The  going  fast  (of  a  horse). 

A  u-oiji  tahUh,  (v.  n.  2  of  i-J^)  Pulling  out 

lairs  or  bristles  (L_>i*  hulb);  plucking  an  animal. 
Treating  contumeliously,  satirizing. 

A  ̂J^^-^  tahlis,  Leanness,  meagreness. 

A  tahlih,  A  ruining,  a  destroying. 

A  (JA^  iahUl,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jjb)  Being  timid,  pu- 
illanimous.  Flying,  retiring,  remaining  behind, 

anging  back, departing,  receding.  Praising  God, 

y  saying  ̂ \  ̂)\  e]\  ̂   Id  ilaha  ilia'  lldh,  There  is 
o  god  but  God.  Calling  out  jdll  ̂ \  allah  alldh, 

vhen  going  to  battle.  Making  in  the  form  of  the 
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new  moon  ( hildl),  gibbous  or  curved.  Writ- 

ing (a  letter).    Joy,  exultation,  cheerfulness. 

A  ̂   tahvi,  A  district  on  the  sea-coast.  Taham, 
(v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  fetid  (as  flesh  or  oil).  Being 
impotent,  confounded.  Disliking  his  pasture  (a 

camel).  Excessive  heat.  Want  of  wind,  a  calm. 

Tahim,  Fetid.    Tuham,  A  girl's  name. 

p  ̂   taham  or  tahm,  Brave,  warlike.  Incom- 
parable, unrivalled  in  stature  or  courage. 

A  tahnid^,  A  pouring  forth,  a  shedding. 
A  &^  tahmat,  Mecca  and  the  neighbouring 

province.  A  city.  Tuhmat,  Evil  opinion,  suspi- 

cion, p  (j'^^^  Cl^^  tuhmat  nihddan.  To  suspect. 
To  charge  with  a  crime,  to  lay  an  accusation. 

A  Tahamat,  Fetidness.  The  sea-coast. 

p  tahamtara,  Name  of  Rustam. 

p  SJJ  (-1*^  tuhmat-zada,  Suspected. 

p  isiiti  8Jjj  LL*^  tuhmat-harda  shuda,  Ren- 
dered suspected. 

p  taham-tan,  Powerful,  mighty,  formid- 
able. Incomparable.  A  general,  commander.  A 

title  of  Rustam.    Name  of  Bahman.  Obedience. 

J  f^f^  tuhmati,  Suspicious.  Ignominious. 

A  ̂ ^j^  tahamrtish,  A  being  set  in  motion. 
A  jji*^  tahammush,  A  flowing  softly. 
A  tahammut,  (v.  n.  5  of  la^)  Seizing  by 

violence  (any  thing  to  which  one  has  no  right). 

A         tahammu^  A  feigning  to  weep. 

p  CiJ^3  tahmah.  Naked,  empty,  bare. 

A  Cil^^i  tahammuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ci)<^  Q)  Giving 

one's  whole  attention  to  (any  particular  object). 

Precipitating  one's  self  into  folly  or  mischief. 

A  lahammum,  (v.  n.  5  of  pfc)  Seeking  for 
Endeavouring  to  find  by  groping.  Striking  with  a 

sword  (the  head).  Hunting  lice  in  any  one's  head. 
^  u  •• A  ̂ -^->  taliammus,  A  being  torn  or  worn. 
p  tahmuras,  The  third  king  of  Persia 

of  the  Peshdadian  dynasty.    The  rational  soul. 

p^jW^  talmiir,  A  hero  of  Rustam's  family. 
p  tahmisJia,  Name  of  a  forest. 

A  talmiim.  Gentle  rain. 

A  (^j^  tahan,  A  sleeping.    Tahin,  Asleep. 
A  tahambus,  An  inquiry  after  news. 

A  tahannuj,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ fc)  Beginning  to 
quicken  (a  foetus). 
p  ^  tah-nishdn,  Inlaid  (iron  with  gold). 

p  jj^^  «J  Sitting  below.  Sediment. 

A  j-^'  taha.nniij:,(Y.Ti.5  of  Ufc)  Beuig  refreshed 
with  food,  digesting  easily. 

A  'iSxf^  talmi-af,  (v.  n.2  of  \jj&)  Congratulating. 

Saying,  "  May  it  do  you  good  !"  Congratulation. 
A  Sij^  taJmld,  (v.  n.  2  of  liJjb  not  in  use)  Al- 

luring, ravishing  the  senses,  distracting  the  soul 

(a  woman).  Being  deficient,  unequal  to  any  thing. 

Lagging,  loitering,  remaining  behind.  Hooting 
like  an  owl.  Reviling  opprobriously.  Accusing  of 

falsehood,  treating  as  a  liar.    Bearing  reproaches 

and  making  no  return.    Whetting  (a  sword). 

A  t__ftjJt^  tahnif,  A  making  haste. 
A  tahnis,  A  congratulating. 

p  tihu,  A  bird  resembling  a  small  partridge, 

a  quail.    Tuhu,  Spittle. 
A         taliwas  or  tihwas,  Part  of  the  night. 

A  tahwdd,  Low,  gentle  (voice  or  speech). 
Gentleness  of  articulation. 

A  (j^^^  tahwdsh,  (pi.  (^j^  tahdroish  and 

IjSJjI^  tahdwish)  A  multitude,  mob.   A  tumult. 
p  J  tah  u  bald.  Above  and  below,  up 

and  down.  Topsy-turvy.  Commotion,  perturba- 
tion, restlessness. 

A  tahawwud,  (v.  n.  5  of  tiVfc  for  J_jfc)  Be- 
ing converted  to  repentance.  Returning  to  duty. 

Embracing  Judaism.  Articulating  gently.  Seeking 

reconciliation  with  one's  kindred.  Good  conduct. 

Aj^  tahawnur,  (v.  n.  5  ofjlfc  forjys)  Being 
ruined,  fallen  down.  Plunging  inconsiderately 

into  any  business.  Being  gone,  the  greater  part  (of 

night).  Seizing  and  overpowering  (as  hot  and 
mortal  winds).  Rashness.  Military  ardour,  impetus. 

A  i^yt^  taharvwush,  (v.  n.5  of  (^Ifc  for  i^^) 
Being  mixed.  Assembling. 

A         taharvwu^  A  vomiting  by  force. 

A  uiJf^  tahan-wuh,  (v.  n.  5  of  foruiJjfc) 

Being  astonished,  stupefied.  Falling  into  difficul- 
ties from  inattention.  Falling  down,  being  ruined. 
A  tahawwul,  (v.  n.  5  of  Jlfc  for  J^*) 

Placintr  near  a  camel  the  resemblance  of  a  wolf, 

to  induce  her  to  take  a  liking  to  another's  foal. 

Looking  (at  t!ie  flock)  with  an  evil  eye.  Adorn- 

ing one's  person. 

A  pjl^  tahawwum,  Nodding  (of  a  drowsy  man). 
A  C^,yi^  tahwlt,  A  calling  aloud,  hooting. 
A  tV.^^  tahwid,  (v.  n.2  of  tilfc  foriS^)  Singing 

with  a  soft  voice.  Answering  one  another  (the  ̂^s- 

jinn).  Singing  with  taste  and  execution  to  the  neg- 
lect of  other  things.  Eating  the  bunch  of  a  camel. 

Walking  gently.  Intoxicating  (wine).  Sleeping. 

Proselyting  to  Judaism.  Gentleness  of  articula- 
tion.   Low,  gentle  (voice  or  speech). 

A  j>_^  tahmr,  A  throwing  down,  prostrating. 

aJ>_^^  tahmz,  (v.  n.  2  ofjy»)  Dying. 
A  tahwish,  (v.  n.  2  of  (^Ij^  for  ̂ji>_jfi>) 

Being  mixed  together  (as  men)  in  a  tumultuous 
manner.  Driving  soil  about  in  different  directions 

(wind).    Confounding,  complicating. 

A  tahiv'i^  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂   for  y2>)  Mak- 
ing (one)  return  by  vomit  (what  he  had  eaten). 
A  tahn'ih,  The  act  of  digging. 

A  Jj.^j^  tahwll,  (v.  n.  2  of  for  J_jfc)  Ter- 

rifying. Making  (a  thing)  become  ugly  and  fright- 
ful. Adorning  herself  (a  woman).  A  solemn  oath 

made  (among  the  Pagan  Arabians)  before  a  sacred 

fire  called  &5jS>  hawlat,  into  which  they  privately 

threw  a  kind  of  salt,  which,  by  making  a  sudden  ex- 



plosion,  surprised  and  frightened  the  person  sworn, 

and  sometimes  detected  perjury,  (pi.  (J-?j^  tahu- 

n-tl)  Any  thingwhich  terrifies,  astonishes,  or  dazzles 
the  eyes.    A  hobgoblin.   Defamation,  detraction. 

A  ̂^^^tahrvim,  The  nodding  (of  a  sleepy  man). 
A  tahwm,  (v.  n.  2  of  (jla  for  Mak- 
ing light  and  easy.  Despising. 

P  t  'thi,  tahi,  or  tuhiy  Empty,  void,  vacant. 
nani  tlhi,  Dry  bread,  [^^'^  iniyan- 

tihl,  Ho'low.    TiJn,  Name  of  a  city. 
A         iihi,  (fem.  from  Vti  za)  She.  This,  that. 

A  OlS^  taliiijat,  (pl.of  iiu^)  Preparations. 
A  tahayyub,  A  fearing,  a  being  afraid. 

r  ij^.         tahl-pay,  Barefoot. 
A         taliiyat,  Preparation,  arrangement. 

A  CL>-y^  tahayyus,  A  giving,  bestowing. 

A  tahayytij,  (v.  n.  5  of       for  Be- 
ing raised  (as  dust  or  anger). 

p  tilii-chashm,  Greedy,  covetous. 

p  O*»j0  ̂ ^^^  tihi-dast,  Poor.  Avaricious. 
p  ̂jiiA^^  ̂'7;  or  tahuIan,To  become  empty,  void. 

p  tihi-dav,  Idle,  sauntering  about. 
A        tahayyur,  A  falling  in  ruins. 

p        ̂ ^^j.^  tiJii-rasy,  Unable  to  advise. 
p  ̂ J^SJ  i^^i^  raftan,  To  travel  alone  :  to  go 

empty-handed,  or  without  information.  To  lose 

one's  way.    To  go  on  a  fruitless  errand. 

p  jj  ̂^^^  tihi  rav,  Deviating  from  the  road. 

p  )!?7«-?-am.  Deviation.  A  journey. 

P  tihi-shikam,  Empty-bellied. 

A  tahayyuz,  (v.  n.  5  of         for  L>^i^) 

Being  broken  again  before  consolidated  (a  bone 

M'hich  had  been  fractured  and  set). 

A         taliayyu^  A  being  expanded. 

A  tahay^r,  (v.  n.2  of  jso^  Q)  Being  rest- 
less, unable  to  remain  quiet  in  one  place. 

A  I  al^'i  tahayyuf,  (v.  n.  5  of  (_JU  for  i— flJkS>) 
Being  blown  on  by  thehotdryingwind  i-_2JJfc  ̂ Myf- 

p  tihi-gdh,  The  hypochondria,  the  slen- 
der part  of  the  body  under  the  short  ribs. 

A  ̂yl^  tahayyul,  A  being  poured  out,  flowing. 
A         taliim,  Suspected. 

A         tahayyum,  A  studied,  elegant  walk. 

I'Ji*         tiJii-maghz,  Empty-brained. 

p  ̂jjlxo         tihi-miyan.  Hollow. 
A  tahayyii-f,  (v.  n.  5  of  Lfc)  Preparing  for. 

Being  right,  straight,  easy,  feasible,  in  one's  power, 
p  uiXjJ  J         ̂ a/n  w  taliali,  Empty.  Naked. 
A  fa%ij,Adirectingproperly, amending. 

A  Ojo^'  taliyib,  A  making  awful,  venerable. 
A  &iJiij3  tah,yisat,A.  directing  properly,amending. 

A  OJa^  tahyit,  A  calling  to  any  one. 

A  ̂ iiijJ  tahyij,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ Ifc  for  ̂ J^fc)  Ex- citing, provoking,  stimulating.  Withering,  drying. 

A  ̂ AA-^  tahyikh,(Y.n.2  of  ̂ \s»  for ̂ kJb)Putting 
fat  (into  pottage).  Exciting  (a  goat)  to  copulate. 

A  (^J^J^  tahyid,  (v.  n.  2  of  lilfc  for  4>JJt)  Repuls- 
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ing,  prohibiting,  checking.  Putting  in  motion,  stir- 
ring. Frightening.  Amending,correcting,restoring. 

Oppi'essing  the  spirits.  Rebuking.  Making  haste. 

A  1^^^  tahyigh,  (v.  n.2  of  not  in  use)  Wa- 
tering plentifully  (the  earth  with  rain).  Dressing 

(paste)  with  fat. 
A  t^JjJj^i  tahyili,  A  making  haste.  Digging. 

A  (Jjo^  tahyil,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jlfc  for  JjJ*)  Pour- 
hig,  causing  to  run  over  (earth  or  sand). 

A  taltyif,  A  setting  in  order. 

p  (3  fi,  (for         ̂ zVii  or  tain)  Empty,  vacant. 

A  j3  ti,  (fern,  from  )i  ̂a)  She.  This. 

A  IS!)  ̂«?/?/a,  (dim.  of  l"i  i!a)  The  little  she. 

A  ̂^-^  tayyah,  (A  horse)  going  sideways  with 
a  sprightly  air. 

Pjlii  tayyar,  Ready,  prepared.  jji^^jUi' tayyar  kardan,  To  make  ready,  prepare. 

Ajlp  tayyar,  A  wave,  billow,  surge.  (A  vein) 
pouring  forth  blood.  Astonished.  Puffed  up  with 

pride,  disdainful. 

P  lSj^}  ̂ oyym'i,  Readiness,  preparation. 
Ajl>.>  tayyaz,  Thick,  short,  compact.  Strong. 

A  dwarf.  A  sower. 

A  tiyas,  (v.n.  3 of  {ju^})  Repelling.  Ma- 
naging.  Assaulting  one  another. 

A  (^'•^  tayyas,  Keeper  or  trainer  of  he-goats. 
A  ̂^IwilSjkJ^  at  tayyamni,  Name  of  two  stars. 

Aji*>\i^  tayasur,  (v.  n.  6  ofj-»<^,)  Playing  at  dice, 
or  drawing  lots  together.  Dividing  into  portions 

the  joints  of  a  slaughtered  camel.  Being  mutually 

easy  (  ^Ju.-^.  yasir).  Going  to  the  left  {J^,  yasar). 

A  wlJ  tiyahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ Jy )  Desiring, 

favouring.  Wishing,  longing.  Being  anxious  to 

accomplish.  Being  light.  Compassionating. 

A  (^IX)  tayyah,  (dim.  of  ti^lj  taha)  The  little 
she  or  that. 

A  j»w  taysam,  A  twin-brother. 
A  tayamun,  (v.  n.  6  of  (^)  Going  to  the 

right  (tj^  yamm).    Arriving  in  Yaman. 
P         tiyan,  A  large  cauldron. 

A  ̂jl^'i  tayyan,  A  dealer  in  figs. 

A  tayyaniha,  (dim.  of  uibl!)  tanika') Those  little  two. 

A  »U!>  te^?/aA,  Proud, haughty.  One  who  loses 
his  way  and  wanders  about. 

Aj<^lj3)'fl?/a/iir,(oijfcl^)(pl.of,j.jjLjte^/tM/',q.v.). 
P  lib.  Astonished,  confounded.  Hasty, 

impatient,  restless.  Teh,  (for  (_ajuu  seV)  An  apple. 

p  \iSi  tiba,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  doe. 

p  (_ji>lxj  ii&as/i.  Wink,  amorous  glance.  Deceit. 

p  (»-«^Ji*»' J         i?i&?is/<i&,Astonied, confounded. 

A  ̂j^jjoj  taylns,  A  drying,  placing  to  dry. 

A  -''Ui^j  taytas,  fitus,  or  ̂^1:^5  tistaj:,  One  who 
experiences  an  effusion  before  coition. 

p  jUx)  /ifaZ,  Deceit,  flattery. 

p  t'ltuli,  Deceitful,  insincere. 

^  l3  i3    <i, Gingerbread-figures  for  the  amuse- 

ment  of  children.  A  bird's  call.  The  wives  of  the 
kings  of  Gilan.  Quickly. 

A  taytim,  A  making  of  orphans. 

A  t^}Si  tayt'in,  (v.  n.  2of  tJiJ.)  Bringing  forth with  the  feet  foremost  (a  female). 

p  ̂   (ij,  Raw  silk.  Picked  cotton.  The  flue of  cotton.  An  arrow.  Twisted,  squeezed. 

A  tijan,  (pi.  of  ̂ Ij)  Crowns,  diadems. 

A  ̂         Abeingpre-determined.  Staggering. 
A  (j^^''  tayyalian  or  tayyihan,  Talking  about 

what  concerns  him  not.  (A  horse)  going  sideways 

with  a  sprightly  air. 

A  ̂   tayhh,  A  striking  with  a  Sss^**  mittikhat. p        tekh,  Any  thing  sharp,  pointed. 

A  s^i  teyf/.  Lenity,  softness,  gentleness,  i^i^ 
taydaha,  Gently  you  !  go  softly  ! 

p  tiddki,  Jewish,  Hebrew. 

A  ̂.i^x)  taydl^,  A  dyeing  with  saffron. 
A  j~t3  tisar,  (pi.  of  ijo  tdrat)  Times,  turns, 

many  times,  frequently. 

p  jK>  tvr,  An  arrow.  The  river  Tigris  (from  its 

rapidity).  The  planet  Mercury.  A  bullet,  musket- 
ball,  cannon-ball.  Lightning  with  loud  thunder. 
Quicksilver.  Splendour.  Pomp,  grandeur.  The 

beam  of  a  house  in  which  the  joists  are  fixed  ;  also 

a  perpendicular  pillar  rising  from  the  main  beam, 

which  supports  the  roof.  A  scale-beam.  A  rolling- 
pin.  A  measuring  yard.  An  oblique  piece  of  wood 

with  which  they  press  the  oil  from  olives.  A  ma- 
chine with  which  they  squeeze  the  cotton  from  the 

pods.  A  ploughshare.  The  mast  or  yard  of  a  ship. 

Name  of  an  angel,  the  guardian  of  cattle.  Security. 

The  choicest  species  of  any  genus.  Power,  strength. 

Thread.  Hair.  The  spring,  beginning  of  summer, 

fourth  month  of  the  Persian  year  when  the  sun  is 

in  Cancer,  and  thirteenth  day  of  every  month.  Au- 

tumn. The  blossoms  and  incipient  fruit  of  the  palm- 
tree.  The  narcissus.  Hem  or  border  of  a  shirt  or 

other  garment.  Any  kind  of  flounce  tacked  to  robes, 
&c.  Fine  linen,  cambric,  lawn.  A  certain  bird 

resembling  a  peahen.  A  storm,  tempest.  Anger. 

Lot,  portion.  A  desert,  plain.  A  sort  of  serpent. 

Rank,  degree.  Any  thing  equal  to  another  in  bulk 

or  quality.  Generosity.  Politeness,  humanity.  Nar- 
row, confined.  Turbid,  dark.  (jciJkO\jj^  iir  af- 

handan,  To  revile,  to  abuse.  fjfv>-\s>\ jJO  tlr  an- 
ddkhtan,  To  shoot  with  bow  and  arrow,  t^jj^  ji? 

firi  hdzuyi  charJth,  The  planet  Mercury,  jj^ 

^J^ZJs'iSi  tiri  hadalihshdn,  A  two-headed  arrow. 
An  excellent  arrow,  jjji^j^? ji^  tiri  bundult,  A 

musket-ball.  ji^^  t'lri  tutmaj,  A  rolling-pin. 
f^^jxi  firi  tahhsh,  A  meteor.  A  rocket.  ̂  

firi  tazallum.  The  groans  of  the  oppressed. 

ji  jijjii  firi  tez-par,  A  swift  ari-ow.  ji^  firi charhh,  A  rocket  or  shell.  The  planet  Mercury. 

^\s^ jX>  tirihhah'ijA  light,  small-headed  arrow. ^;X> 
ajli-  (iri  kkdna,  The  main  beam  of  a  house.  jX> 



j^**  ttri  sahar,  Daybreak.  A  sigh.  A  curse,  im- 

precation. I  'j'aui  jX>  tiri  sahf,  The  main  beam  in 
the  roof.  sS-^  jjj  tiri  kur^,  Arrows  for  draw- 

ing lots.  (.iUi  jjj  tirifalah,  The  planet  Mercury. 

^^^ZJ^ ji^  tiri  kishtlf  The  mast  or  rudder  of  a  ship. 

jii>  firi  gar  dun,  The  snn.  Mercury.  Provi- 
dential dispensations.  tiri  mihnat,  The 

arrow  of  affliction.  (j\3  ji^  tiri  nan,  A  baker's 
rolling-pin.  cdJjl3^jL>  tiri  nawuk,  An  arrow  dis- 

charged through  a  tube.  jX>  iiri  yak- 
dast,  A  handful  of  arrows  thrown  at  once, 

^lji>  tiri  hawcLfi,  A  rocket. 

Aji^  tir,  Pride,  haughtiness.  The  main  beam 
of  a  house.  A  desert,  a  wilderness.  Tiyur,  A  bird 

resembling  a  peahen. 

p  fij^ji^  tiraja,  The  rainbow. 

P  Cl-w-*^  tirast,  (in  Pehlevi)  Ten.     One  or 
three  hundred. 

p  J^4>j^^  tir-andaz,  An  archer. 

P  c^j^*^^ ji^  tir-anddzi,  Archery, 
p        tirdh,  Name  of  a  certain  bird  with  beau- 

tiful plumage. 

A  ̂ji^  tayrah,  (or  <-->^)  Earth,  soil. 

P  i^j^jf^  tir-hardn,  A  shower  of  arrows.  A 
punishment  in  which  the  culprit  is  shot  with  ar- 

rows.   ^  ̂ J^Jo  jSi  tir-harani  sahar,  A  sigh, 
groan.  ̂ ^>i;£=>  fir-haran  hardan.  To  let 
fly  a  shower  of  arrows. 

P  '^■^ji?  fir-band,  A  girdle  with  a  pocket  in  it, 
worn  by  couriers,  and  with  little  bells  hung  to  it. 

p  L.-'Vj^.^  Ilr-partdb,  Bow-shot  distance. 
P  tir-khwurda,  Hit  by  an  arrow. 

P  (j^'^*'  tirdan,  A  quiver. 

^  D^jji?  tlr-ras,  Bow-shot  distance. 
P  i>Z.****j^  tirist.  Three  hundred. 

P  '^j^  tirah,  (dim.  of tir)  A  small  arrow. 
The  bubbles  of  a  boiling  pot.    Steam.    A  throb- 

bing pain,  ̂ ^lij  tiJ j3  t'lrak  zadan,  To  cast  up  bub- 
bles (a  boiling  pot). 

^  LT^ji^  iir-hash,  A  quiver.  An  embrasure, 

p  !!ir^5w,  The  13th  day  of  the  month  Tir; 
also  a  festival  which  the  ancient  Persians  used  to 

observe  on  that  day,  in  commemoration  of  peace 
established  between  Minuchihr  and  Afrasyab. 

P  J'ji^  tir  gar,  An  arrow-maker. 

P  ̂sj'jir'  tirgar'i.  Arrow-making. 
^  {Jji?  firagi,  Darkness,  obscurity.  Gloom. 
P  CJ^  ii-ravi  or  tlrum,  A  great  lady,  matron. 

^J^ji?  tir-mar,  A  viper.  Viper's  teeth, 
p  tir-mdh,  The  first  summer-month. 

P  i^^j^  tir-mdhi.  Summer.  Autumnal.  A 
sort  of  grape.  A  carrot.  A  kind  of  medicine. 

p  j3  tir-nishdngi,  A  place  for  military exercise. 

p  joU.^  j2  tir-niihdna,  A  butt  for  archers. 

^  ij'Jj^  iirwdn,  {(or  tirdan)  A  quiver. 
P  ij^  tira,  Turbid,  muddy.    Obscure,  dark. 
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Sad, sorrowful.  8^  shabi  <im,  A  dark  night. 

(jkX^  8^  fii'a  shudan.  To  be  dark.  To  become 
muddy  or  turbid. 

P  ij^jfptlra-chihra,  Beclouded-countenanced. 

Sj-j  tira-khakdan.  The  world, 

p  8^  tira-dast.  Black-handed.  World, 

p  (Jii  5^  tira-dil.  Ignorant,  dark,  stolid. 

F  cLOj  Sjjk'i  tira-rang.  Muddy-coloured.  A 
bay  horse. 

Pj^^jj  ij^  tira-rozgar,  Unfortunate. 
Pj^^  ij^  tl.ra-zamir,  Cloudy-minded. 

ijfP  fira-hamil.  The  moon. 
Pjjisj-jrtra-fjf/ZjMuddy  water  :feculent,dreggy. 

P         ij^  tira-gun,  Muddy,  turbid, 

p  j»\iJ  8 {ira-ligam,  A  part  of  the  bridle,  the 
throat-piece.    A  ring  suspended  from  a  horse's 
neck  (in  Persia). 

P  \.1m>\j     j*^  tiriy-rast,  A  note  in  music. 

P  J^^*5  ierlz.  Gore  of  a  shift.  A  bird's  wing. 
A  jx3  tasiz,  Strong-nerved,  brawny  (ass). 

Aj^  tayz,  (v.  n.  of j\I>  for  J^)  Piercing  and 
trembling  in  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Contending  for 
victory  or  superiority. 

pjx>  tcz.  Sharp,  cutting,  acute,  pointed.  Bold, 
impetuous,  vehement.  Swift.  Tart,  acrid. 

^^iVi*  tez  shudan,  To  be  sharp.  To  be  stimulated. 

To  be  inflamed  with  rage,  (^'^^ji^  ̂^•^  hardan. 

To  sharpen,  to  give  an  edge.  To  animate  to  battle. 

(j^iiJii  (J*^^  kardani  danddn.  To  sharpen 
the  teeth,  to  have  a  longing  desire  for.  ̂ jt^.^.cy,S^ 
tez  gardidan.  To  fly  in  a  rage.  y3  ̂   teghi  tez, 

A  keen-edged  sword.  J-O j^=^  hhanjari  tez,  A  sharp 

dagger.  Tlz,  A  fart,    (j'-^bj-*)  iiz  dddan.  To  let 
a  fart^  To  express  contempt  for,  to  break  wind  at. 

tiyaZ'-,  Strongly  planked. 
P  (— ̂ 1 tez-db,  Aquafortis. 

A  ̂J^^  tayazdn,  (v.  n.  ofjlii)  Dying. 
.>\^  tcz-bdl,  Swift-winged. 

^j^jip  tez-basar.  Sharp-sighted. 

^  U^j^  tez-bm.  Sharp-sighted. 

^  i^^'^.ji?  tez-bindsi,  Sharp-sighted, 
p  U tcz-pd,  Swift- footed. 

'^j!,ji->  tez-par.  Swift  of  wing. 

P  <Jj'jj^,.jt}  tez-parrcdzi,  Swiftness  of  flight. 
Pjli^  tez-tdz,  Swift  (courser). 
P  tez-tdy.  Keen  edge  (of  a  sword). 

P  ̂ S^y>^  tez-chashm,  Quick-sighted, 
p  i^L^J^J^  tez-chang,  Griping.  Brave. 

P  ̂^^JJ^j^  tez-changi,T\^\\iness  of  grasp,  sharp- ness of  claw. 

P  tez-dast,  Clever-handed.  Strong, 

p  ̂ MiiiJ^  tez-dasti,  Manual  dexterity, 

p      J^o  tez-dil.  Bold  of  heart. 

P  jjji^  tez-rav.  Swift-paced,  rapid, 

p  (^jji^  tez-zahdn,  Glib-tongued,  eloquent. 

vC^y^yi^  to-s/mA7i"ai,Hot,lascivious,lustful. 

P  ̂l>jJ>  tez-tah^  Of  an  acute  genius. 
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p  CL-i^x-iJ^s  j3  tez-tab'i^t.  Impatient,  choleric. 

p  ̂ j^^  tez-fahm.  Of  quick  understanding. p  tiJ^  tezak,  Somewhat  sharp.  Water-cresses. 
Tizah,  A  contemptuous  noise  with  the  mouth. 

jjiS^ii  (^J}a>  tizah  dddan,  To  make  such  a  noise. 

pJ6jJ  tez-hdr.  Active.  Immediately. 

p  ̂   ji^  tez-kdm.  One  who  quickly  obtains  the object  of  desire. 

p  ̂   j'^  tez-gdm.  Swift  of  foot.  A  fleet  horse. 

P  (^'^Aj^ji^  iez  gardidan.  To  become  angry. 

p  ̂ ycj3  tez-mizuj.  Hot,  choleric. 
p^JicjJ  tez-maghz,  Hasty,  touchy,  peevish. 
p  UjJi  tez-nd,  The  prominent  part  of  the  edge 

of  a  sword,which  does  the  work.  A  horse's  gambrel. 

p  ̂js^\jj3  to-Ma/i/<M?j, Sharp-clawed, rapacious. 
p  tez-ndy.  Edge  of  a  sword  or  hatchet. 

p      y3  tez-wir,  Acute,  quick  ingenious. 
I-  tez-hosh.  Sharp,  intelligent. 

p  tez'i.  Sharpness.  Pungency.  Ardour, 

impetuosity.  Tip,  point.  Arabic.  An  Arabian 

steed.  Ginger,  ̂ jy>.  ̂^'j^  ̂czisi  hirCi,  The  tip  of 

the  nose.  3  ̂{j'j^i  tezifi  darydft,  Sharpness 
of  apprehension. 

V  jj>-\i  ij'j^  tezi  bdhharz,  A  note  in  music. 

p  ̂ jS>,^  iezidan,  To  make  haste.  To  be  angry. 
Tizidan,  To  break  wind  upwards  or  downwards. 

p  tez'i  rdst,  Name  of  a  musical  mode. 

pjJ  tij.  The  green  sward  of  a  sown  field.  A 
declivity.  Rumbling  of  the  belly,  breaking  wind. 

p  ijJS  tija,  A  beam,  joist.  An  exhalation  (in 

Arabic  called  sardb)  made  by  the  sun  in  the  de- 

serts, resembling  a  sea. 

A  lays,  (pi.  [j^^^  tuym,  atyds, 

iL-jJ  tiyasat,  and  AMt^xM  matyusds)  A  he-goat 

(especially  one  old  and  rank).  Tayas,  The  charac- 

teristics of  a  he-goat  (as  horns).  The  resemblance 

of  the  female-goat  to  the  male  in  that  particular. 

A  >l~JL>  taysd^,  Long-horned  (she-goat). 

A      JO  tiyasat,  (pi.  of  ̂jJj>  tays)  He-goats. 

A  JLiS  tayassur,  (v.  n.  5  of  ̂ ^.)  Being  easy, 

happily  despatched  (business).  Being  prepared, 

arranged.    Being  chilly  (the  day). 

Ajy^  taysur,  The  movement  of  the  feet  (of 

horses),  jy^'^  (^y^  hasayiu't  taysur,  Moving well  (the  feet).    Fat  (beast). 

A  'el»>y^  taysusiyat,  Goatishness.  Unplea- sant and  offensive  manners. 

p         t'lsa,  A  certain  bird  like  a  pigeon. 

A  fisa',  A  particle  of  contempt,  used 

when  a  thing  is  rejected  as  false  or  trifling.  One 

whom  every  body  reviles  or  makes  game  of. 

Aj\*^  tmja^ri,A  particle  of  contempt, 
used  when  any  thing  is  rejected  as  false  or  trifling. 

j\k>-  tis'i  ja^rin,  A  hyena. 

A  'sl^  tayslyat,  Goatishness :  offensiveness. 

A  ̂ jwo  tayslr,  (v.  n.2  of ̂ .)  Rendering  easy, 

facilitating.  Favouring,  assisting.  Teeming,  being 



prolific,  and  yielding  much  milk  (flocks).  Hav- 
ing flocks  or  herds  which  bring  forth  with  ease. 

The  movement  of  the  feet  of  horses. 

p  isJ^  iisha,  A  hatchet,  axe,  adze.  A  mattock, 

pick.  A  halbert, battle-axe.  (jJj  ̂ ^^.j>  i^-i^ 

tisha  harpad  khwud2adan,To  marone's  own  work, 
jjiij  tijs*  {Jy^  fisha  ha  suyi  lihmud  zadan, 

To  grasp,  to  be  greedy,  i^^^ji?  '^^^  ti- 
shasifarhad  tez  hardan,  To  fall  in  love  in  earnest. 

Pj^         fisha-kar,  A  ditcher,  delver. 
A  {^jaXjo^  taysis,  (v.  n.  2  of  not  in  use) 

Opening  the  eyes  (a  whelp).  Putting  forth  herb- 
age (ground),  or  flowers  (a  plant).  Making  an 

assault  (upon  people). 

A  (^Xj&jS  tayziz,  The  peeping  (of  a  whelp). 

A  ̂   tay^,  {taya^OY  (jIs«j3  taya^n)  (v.  n.  of 

^  for  ̂ )  Issuing  forth  (vomit).  Flowing,  being 
fluid.  Going  away,  making  haste.  Infesting  the 

road,  robbing.  Taking.  Dipping  bread  in  butter. 

A  ̂   tayyi^  (or  jjUX>  tayya^n)  Swift  to  do 
any  thing  bad. 

A  &>tJ  ti^t,  A  herd  or  flock,  of  forty  or  under, 
out  of  which  one  is  due  for  religious  purposes. 

A  Kjkttji?  tay^t,  (v.  n.  2  of  Jax^.  not  in  use)  Cry- 

ing, "the  wolf."  Giving  warning  of  the  approach 
of  an  enemy. 

p  ̂   tcgh,  A  sword,  cimeter,  glaive,  faulchion. 
A  knife.  A  razor.  A  lancet.  An  awl.  A  ray  of 

the  sun.  A  moonbeam.  Point  of  a  spear.  Peak 

of  a  mountain.  Any  thing  erect  and  lofty.  Ridge 

of  a  house.  Bridge  of  the  nose.  Lightning.  Bright- 

ness. Heat.  Flame.  Wavy  appearance  on  a  sword- 

blade.  j^iVl  teghi  ah-dar,  A  sword  with  a 
Damascus  blade.  I        teghi  dfish-bdr,  A 

flaming  sword.  l-^IiJ  I  ̂   teghi  dftdb,  The  sun's 
rays.  i«_^Ia**>^^  teghi  afrasynb,  The  reflection 

of  the  sun's  rays  from  a  vessel  of  crystal.  ̂  

US^  O**^^  ̂e(//<?  almas-gun,  A  sword  shining  like 

a  diamond,  teghi  by  ada-gun,'Blood- 
stained  sword.  ̂ _jd  ̂3  ̂>  teghi  hi  diregh,  A  re- 

morseless cimeter.  y>-  SMi^  ̂   teghi  khoshasi 
jaw,  Beard  or  awn  of  an  ear  of  barley.  SxZij^ 

teghi  khwurshed,  A  sun-beam.  Sunrise.  jJ  ̂  
(J*>iii  teghi  du  dasti,  A  two-handed  sword.  Giving 

or  taking  a  large  quantity.  Hard  fighting.  ̂  

^jU^i  ̂  tls-  J  tegh-zandn  ujang-kunan.  Strik- 
ing and  fighting  with  swords.  ^>  teghi  sitam. 

The  sword  of  oppression,  ^  teghi  sahar. 
Break  of  day.  Morning-prayer.  A  sigh  of  grief. 

^  tegh  shudan.  To  be  opposite,  or  face  to 
face.  teghi  ̂ smdniydn.  The  Ottoman 

sword.  ̂ J\jJlJ^^^  teghi  goshtin,  (  Sword  of  flesh) 

The  tongue,  ̂   teghi  hoh.  The  peak  of  a  moun- 
tam.  ^  teghi  nuth,  An  eloquent  tongue. 

AjU*!)  tigJiar,  A  water-pot.  A  wound  dis- 
charging blood  copiously. 

Pjjji\  ̂   tcgh-afroz,  Polishing  swords.  A 
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sword-cutler. 

V  Jl**>  tighdl.  The  lair  of  a  wild  beast.  A  nest. 
Honey-dew  found  on  certain  trees. 

p  sh  ̂   tegh-band,  (Sword-girding)  Esquire. 

Pj\j        tegh-dar,  A  sword-bearer.  Brilliant. 

p  ^  tegh-zan,  A  swordsman.  Name  of 
the  thirteenth  day  of  the  month  according  to  the 

seraof  Yazdajird.  ̂ l**"!  (jj  tegh-zaniasman, 
Sunrise.  The  sun.  The  planet  Mars. 

p  iji^ ̂   tegh-kash,  A  swordsman. 
p  d-k^  tegha,  Blade  of  a  sword  or  knife. 

pjb  aJj^  tegha-bdz,  A  sword-player. 
P  »— ttf.  Rubbish  of  sticks  or  thorns. 

A  ̂J^;•>  tayfah  or  tifdk.  Opposite,  over  against. 
Tifdh,  A  time  when  any  thing  happens  or  takes 
its  date.    A  convenient  season. 

A  &aA.>  tasiffat.  Time,  season. 

A         tayaffu^  The  climbing  (of  a  hill). 

p  ̂   I— Ajl>  tifganj,  (or  ̂ ^-^  '|f%«'y)  Name of  a  note  in  music. 

A  ̂ A->  tasih.  Hasty,  passionate  (opposed  to 
maAh).  Sharp,brisk.  Malignant.  Sprightly(horse). 

A  ̂^SLA}>  tayyihdn.  Impetuous  (man). 
A  laL3  to?/aMM2:,(v.n.5  of  laib.)  Being  excited, 

roused,  awakened.  Vigilance.  Lucubration. 
A         to?/a7Jmn,Aknowingfor certain, prying. 

AjjiL'i  tayhur.  Modest,  grave,  prudent. 
A  iaJiJ  tayh'iz,  (v.  n.  2  of  lasb.)  Rousing. 
A  tdlJ  tayk,  The  being  a  fool.  Tiha,  (for  uiUj 

tilha,  fem.  of  <.^\i  zRliha)  She.  That.  cdiJ  Ifc 
ha  tiha,  There  she  is  !  behold  her ! 

pJ^iCj  tihoz.  Sour  milk  dried. 
p  ̂ 3  til,  A  speck,  spot,  mole. 

p  tayld,  A  speckled  beetle.  Tild,  A  reel 
around  which  yarn  is  wound. 

p  j^-=^l^J  tihnachi.  An  interpreter. 

p  i2i-J^:^  (il'ih,  A  garment  with  short  sleeves. 

A  ̂   taym,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ )  Enslaving  (as 
love).    A  servant.    Name  of  a  tribe. 

A       tism,  A  twin-brother. 

p  j»J  t^m,  A  large  caravansera. 
p  l,J  tima,  A  desert. 
A  J  ̂a?/mai,  A  desert,  solitude, plain.  Name 

of  a  place  south  of  Syria.  -^1^:5^  at  ia?//?mj,Gemini. 

p^l^  timaj.  Butt  for  arrows.  Goat's  leather. P  timdr.  Defence,  custody,  preservation, 

guardianship.  Care,  attendance  on  the  sick.  Sym- 

pathy. Thought,  meditation.  Consideration,  at- 
tention. A  military  pension.  {^'^^ jW'  ̂^'^^^ 

hardan.  To  curry  or  groom  (a  horse).  J^} 

(_Jw>\j  tmar  ddshtan,  To  attend,  manage. 

Pj^O)l»jJ  timdr-dar,  A  manager  of  property. 
p  iimar-dari.  Attendance,  care  of. 

puL«^^i^Uj^>  t~imd7^-ddsht,  Grooming  of  horses. 
p  SjUj^  timara,  Thought,  care.  Sympathy. 
p  tlitids,  A  grove,  forest,  wild,  unculti- 

vated country.    A  brake.    A  reed-bed. 

p  tlmdv,  Stupidity.  Stolidity,  inactivity 
of  the  reasoning  powers. 

A  e^ii  t  ismat,  (or  s^x)  timat)  A  sheep  of  a  su- 
perior kind,  never  allowed  to  go  with  the  rest,  but 

milked  at  home,  and  only  killed  in  scarce  seasons. 

A  sheep  which  makes  a  flock  exceed  the  number 

of  forty.    An  amulet  worn  by  children. 

p  &s:*^  timcha,  A  small  caravansera. 

p        taymuz,  (in  the  Tartar  dialect)  Iron. 

PjL<*»x)  temsar,  Honour,  worship,  majesty. 

A  tayammuvi,  (v.  n.  5  of  ji^_)  Intending, 
proposing,  or  searching  for  any  thing.  Purifying 

or  rubbing  the  hands,  face,  and  other  parts  of  the 

body  with  sand  or  dust  (agreeable  to  the  Mussul- 
man law),  where  water  cannot  be  got,  before  per- 

forming religious  duties. 

A  ijti^  tayammun,  (v.  n.  5  of  j^)  Considering 
as  fortunate.  Relating,  belonging  to  Yaman  or 

Arabia  Felix.  Invoking  a  blessing.  Placing  a 

corpse  in  a  tomb  on  the  right  side.  Success.  Death. 

li^jO  J  ̂-jj'  tabarruhan  wa  tayammunan,  In  a 
happy  hour,  under  the  auspices  of  God  and  fortune. 

p  tilli^JO  thniidh,  Condoling.  Assisting. 

A         taymaniy,  Southern  Arabia  Felix. 

Pjj^jp  timur,  A  proper  name.  cLXJiJ jj^x)  ti- 
mur  lang,  TTmiir  the  lame,  the  famous  Tamerlane. 

pJj<j3  taymuz,  (in  Tartar)  Iron. 
p  (^_5^  timuh.  Austerity,  sternness. 

A  j*A»JO  taymvn,{y.  n.  2  of  jL^.)  Intending.  Pick- ing out  an  individual  with  the  intent  of  spearing 

him.  Teaching  another,  or  assisting  a  sick  person 

to  rub  his  hands  or  face  with  sand,  by  way  of  ab- 
lution before  prayer. 

A  (j^^rJ;^  taymin,  (v.  n.  2  of  ̂ JC)  Arriving  in  Ya- 
man (Arabia  Felix).  Taking  any  one  to  the  right. 

Blessing  another,  praying  for  his  prosperity. 

p        tin,  (in  Zand  and  Pazand)  A  fig. 

A  tjo  tin,  A  fig.         (jjJ  thii  ahmar,  (or 
ahmah)  The  wild  fig. 

p  llo  tina,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Clay. 

A  -f^UJ  t'lna:,  (for  Ux»*>  sina)  Mount  Sinai. 

p  i-->UJ  t'lndb,  (equiv.  to  l^IIjo.)  A  vision. 

A  j^lv  findn,  A  wolf.  Likeness. A  XJ;jJ  tinat.  One  fig.  Podex. 
p  »jJ.>  tina.  Spittle. 

p      tev.  Strength,  power.  That  is  to  say. 

pj^^  tiwdz,  Unjust,  unlawful  gain. 

p  ij^^  <OTa?/,  A  plunging  inconsiderately  into. 
tayur,  A  bird  resembling  a  peahen. 

p  tivrak.  Envy,  jealousy. 

A  {^yi}  tuyus,  (pi.  of  (j-J^  tays)  He-goats. 

p  Jj*»j^  tivsul,  Joy  at  another's  misfortune. 

A  tayyu^  Any  plant  yielding  a  hot,  exco- 
riating milky  juice,  as  scammony,  sea-lettuce,  &c. 

A  t/jjj'  taynny.  Ending  in  ̂15  tat  (verses). 
A  es.J  tayh  or  tih,  A  desert,  a  deserted  country. 

Tayh,  tih,  or  {^J^  f^yahan)  (v.n.of  »\!>  for  »J) 



iBeing  proud.  Being  lofty  and  overhanging  (a  pa- 

llace).  Straying,  being  lost.  Wandering  like  a  lu- 

Inatic  or  bewildered  person.  Tih,  Pride,  haughti- 
Iness,  vain  boasting,  (pi.  atyah  and 

lai'awt/i)  A  desert,  where  people  wander  bewildered. 
|dJkJ\  at  fih,  The  desert  of  the  Israelites. 

A  iu^j^  «'~)  tayhas,  A  desert  land. 
A  tayhan,  One  who  wanders  bewildered. 

A  1^}^  tayya  or  tayyihan,  Proud,  haughty, 
p        tlhu,  A  bird  smaller  than  a  partridge,  a 

Iquail.    A  ditch,  a  hole  full  of  stagnant  water. 

Ajj^  tayliur,  (pl.j<S>ljO  tayaliir  and jifcLj  ta- 
\yahir)  An  extensive  plain.  A  desert  replete  with 

Idanger.  Hill  and  dale.  A  proud,  bewildered  man. 

I A  billow,  surge.  A  sandbank  eaten  into  by  a  river. 

I  Sand  which  has  flown  down.  Low-lying  ground. 
A  taytam,  A  twin  brother. 

A         tayyiyat,  A  writing  the  letter  ya. 
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L^J  sa,  called         ̂ Ki  sad  musallasa,  Trebly 

[dotted,  or  iifi  (_?u  sad  sakhiz,  The  fourth  letter  of 

Ithe  Arabic  alpliabet  (never  used  in  words  of  Per- 
Isian  origin).  In  arithmetic  it  expresses  500.  The 

[legitimate  power  of  this  letter  appears  to  be  that 
f  of  th  in  the  English  word  think;  but  in  tbe  mouth 

of  a  Turk,  Syrian,  Egyptian,  Persian,  and  native 

of  Hindustan,  it  is  either  pronounced  like  an  s 

slisped,  or  not  to  be  distinguished  from  that  cha- 
Iracter.  In  a  few  instances  it  is  pronounced  like  t, 

as  in  the  word  ijjC  samin,  (pronounced  tannn  or 

\thami7i)  Precious,  which  might  otherwise,  in  con- 

jversation,  be  confounded  with  (J>**»  samin,  Fat. 
A  >u  sas,  Name  of  the  letter  The  Per- 

jsians  call  this  letter  se. 

A  5t>\\3  sasadat,  Fatness,  plumpness. 

A  sasalil,  (pi.  of  J^y  sudvl)  Nipples, 
I  teats,  dugs.  Warts. 

A  t_->u  saba,  (fut.  ̂ ^^yasuhu)  He  returned. 

A  I— -'u  sash,  (v.  n.  of  (— Being  negligent, 

[lazy,  slothful.  Yawning,  gaping.  Being  torpid,  as 

[one  asleep.  Sasah,  A  gaping.  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  a.j\3  sabbat,  (for  wIiSj)  Any  young  female. 

A  (JIaJO  sabit,  Firm^  fixed,  stable,  coji^stant,  ira- 

I  moveable,  invariable.  Proved,  confirmed,  certain. 

Of  vigorous  intellect.    Rigid,  stiff  from  disease. 

Steady-paced.  ^  ̂/Aa^/r  sdi?'^,  Uncertain. 
y  U'^;^ tlolS  sabit  kardan,To  confirm,  establish, 
render  durable.    To  prove  (by  witnesses). 

A  'sjjK>  sabitat,  (fem.)  Firm.  A  fixed  star. 
1*^  ̂jj?  buruji  sabita,  The  signs  Taurus,  Leo, 
lAquarius,  and  Scorpio. 

A  ̂ uV*  C.o\5  subit-hadam,  Steady.  Resolute. 

^  (_j<^  lLou  sabit-kadami,  Firmness. 
A  JjJU  sabift,  Overflowing.  Profusely  liberal. 

A  5U0  sassasat,  (v.  n.  of  \5G  Q)  Satisfying  (ca- 

mels) with  water.  Preventing  (them)  from  drink- 

ing. Drinking  enough  (camels).  Thirsting.  Driv- 

ing away.  Removing  one  from  his  place.  De- 

taining, imprisoning.  Resting  quiet.  Extinguish- 

ing (a  fire).    Calling  (a  he-goat), 
A        sas],  The  bleating  (of  sheep  or  goats), 

A  tiu  sasad  (v.  n.  of  liXo)  Being  affected  with 

cold.  A  shameful  thing.  Unripe  dates  softening. 

A  soft  plant,  easy  to  eat.    An  inconvenient  place. 
Sasad  or  sasd,  Dew.    Cold.  Earth. 

A         sasdas,  A  servant-maid.  A  foolish  girl, 

^liil'i       ibn  satdas  or  sasadas,  Weak,  impotent. 
A  Jiili  sasadat,  Fatness, 

A  Sc)\j  sasdat,  Fleshy  (woman). 

A  iJJO  sadik,  Flowing,  fluent,  fluid.  Raining 
(cloud).    Name  of  a  horse. 

A  jU  sa^r,  (v.  n.  ofjb)  Taking  revenge,  reta- 
liating, killing  one  for  the  murder  of  another,  (pi. 

assar,Jo  1  asar,  andjji  susur)  Blood  for  blood. 
A  homicide  for  whose  blood  inquisition  is  made. 

Inquisition forblood.  Onewhoappeasestheavenger 

ofblood.  S^^^,13^  C^jKi'^lasasaratfulananyada- 
/(.M,  Both  of  so-and-so's  hands  were  useless  to  him. 

p  (ji^/j^^        althzi  sasr  hardan,  To  take  revenge. 
A      C^\Jo\>_yasaratizayd,  O  slayers  of  Zayd ! 

A  jjU  sarrat,  A  talkative  woman. 

A  ia'^  sad,  (pi.  of        sastat)  Certain  stinging 
insects.  Black  muds.   <S«j^af,  (v. n.  of  lal>)  Stink- 

ing (meat).  Being  troubled  with  a  rheum  or  cold. 

sastas,  (equivalent  to  Aiii^  sasdas)  A 

foolish  girl.    An  epithet  of  a  maid-servant. 

A  *ili>u  sadat,  (pi.  is>u  sad)  Thin  black  mud. 
A  certain  insect  which  stings  severely.   OS-o  iilali 

^W"  sadat  miiddat  hi  madn,  Mud  augmented  by 
water  (spoken  of  an  excessively  stupid  fellow). 

A  'isXi  sa^t,  A  vomiting.    A  vomit. 
A  sa^.  One  who  abuses,  reviles,  or  ac- 

cuses of  something  bad. 

A         saghiin.  White,  a  whitish  colour. 

A  saghi.  Bleating,  a  bleater.  fj,  './c 

ji)  ̂  -J  ̂  mdfi'd  da?'  saghin  wa  la  7-aghin,T!here is  nothing  in  the  house,  there  is  no  bleating  and  no 

braying,  iip^j  !i)  j  '^^^  ̂   ̂   '"^  lahu  saghiyat 
)va  la  raghiyat,  He  has  neither  sheep  nor  camel. 

A  Jiu  sajil,  Sediment,  that  which  subsides. 
Excrement,  feculent  matter. 

SY  L-JkJU  safisa,  Gum  of  mountain-rue. 

A  sahib.  Whatever  is  burning.  Glitter- 

ing (star).   The  planet  Saturn.    Penetrating.  A 

mendicant.  (A  camel)  abounding  in  m  ilk. 

u^'^^  bi''l  fihri^s  sahib,  Of  penetrating  judgment. 

A  (Jib  sahil,  (pi.  (Jj^jJ  sanahil)  Heavy,  of  a 
proper  weight  (money).  Overloaded  (stomach). 

Weighed  down  with  disease. 

A  ,J^u  sahil,  Deprived  of  a  friend;  bereaved. 
A  ftJusa^i&aiit  Vts/«arm\(fem.)Chapped 

in  the  feet. 

A  (.^u  salis.  Third.  An  arbitrator,  umpire, 

jjk^b  (JlOIj  salis  bi'l  khayri,  An  unprejudiced 
person.  Si)^  i«^u  salisu  salasatin.  Third  of  three. 

t^ljj         hadlun  hi  salisi  salasatin,  A  Tri- 

nitarian, p  (J J;^  (-IaJu  sUlis  hardan.  To  arbitrate. 

A        salisan.  In  the  third  place. 

A  salisat,  (fem.)  Third.  An  arbitress,  me- 
diatrix. A  third;  i.e.  A  sixtieth  of  a  second  of  time. 

p  &*13  salis-nama,  A  deed  of  award. 

A  (j^^  salisuna,  The  thirtieth. 

A  jJilS  sdlis'i,  Arbitration,  mediation. A        sdlij,  Cold,  frigid,  gelid  as  snow. 

G  ,^^a--5\3  sdlashis,  Seed  of  wild  rue. 
A  '^'^  sadalat,  A  being  affected  with  warts. 

A  i^^lj  sdlUs,  A  Trinity  in  the  Godhead. 

A  J\S  saR,  (for  sdlis)  Third. 

A  Jc^  sdmir,  (A  tree)  bearing  fruit.  Pulse, 

pease.    The  flower  of  wild  sorrel. 
A  samil,  An  old  rusty  sword.  A  delight- 
ful residence. 

A^(^\j  samin.  The  eighth. aU^\j  sdminan,  In  the  eighth  place,  eighthly. 

A  ̂jlS  sdnl.  Who  or  what  turns  or  bends.  Se- 
cond. Double.  tJl*'^^  ti^  sdnil  isnayni,  One 

of  two.  j«y.  jj,^  (3  fi  sdiii  yawni,  On  the  second 
day,  on  the  morrow.  ̂ Xs-^j  sunt  imhidin,The 

second;  making  two.  JlU  V /iaZ, Hence- 

forward ;  in  future,  u-fllaS'  (ju  sdni  ̂ tfin,  Turn- 

ing the  side,  i.e.  Proud, 
A        sdniyan,  Secondly,  in  the  second  place, 

A  sdniyat,  (fem,  of  (ju  sani)  Second.  A 

sheep  whose  neck  is  bent,  though  not  from  disease. 

(pl.^_^\jj  sa  warn)  A  second,theGOth  part  of  a  minute. 
A  *0  .msw,  Thinness,  weakness,  imbecility. 

A  iijVi  sasTvat,  A  lean  old  sheep.  A  fold  for 
cattle.  A  little,  the  remainder  of  a  deal. 

A  ij^^  sdwi,  One  who  alights  at  a  place  or  who 
makes  a  long  stay. 

A  t/j^  sdwiy.  Belonging  to  the  letter  lLj  .m. 

(A  poem)  the  verses  of  which  end  in  that  letter. 
A  'eJt>\'i  sadiat.  The  uvula.  The  gum. 
A  dAfi>l5  sdhat,  The  throat.  The  wind-pipe. 

The  pericardium. 
A  (_?^  sasy,  (v.  n.  of  Is^i)  Being  broken,  burst 

(as  stitching).  Sa^y  or  sasa'.  Mischief,  the  per- 
petration of  any  thing  bad.  A  killing,  or  wound- 

ing. Sata',  Scars  of  wounds. 
A  u-«^\^  sddh.  Wind  blowing  fresh  before  rain. 

(A  sea)  swelling  and  dashing  upon  the  beach.  Wa- 
ter which  collects  again  in  a  place. 

A  wlS  sdyat,  A  fold  for  cattle.  A  heap  of  stone* 

set  up  for  way-marks. 

A  sadjat,  (pi.  OWb  sdsijdt  and  sa- 

wadj)  Lowing  (cattle),  bleating  (sheep). 

A yKi  saj^iV,  Anger, malevolence,  vindictiveness. 

iji'd  Jo  sdra  sdsiruhti,  His  anger  was  roused.  One 



v.  lio  rages  for  the  revenge  of  a  murdered  friend. 

(_>»*|^\ Ji'd  sa-t/rw'r  r«js,Havingthehairfull  of  dust. 
A  u-<5  sib,  (in  the  Himyar  dialect)  Sit  down. 

A  sabb,  (v.  n.  of  Sitting  firmly ;  be- 
ing able  to  do  (something).  Being  completed. 

A  OU)  sabat,  (v.  n.  of  CL^i)  Being  firm.  Per- 

manency, durability,  firmness,  stability,  fixity,  im- 
mobility. Perseverance,  constancy.  Proof.  pOUj 

(jiJ^(_^b  sabati  pay  (or  ̂Si  kadam)  kardan,  To 
keep  one's  footing,  remain  constant,  ;jiV>Jj_j 
sabat  marzidan,  To  persevere.  A  Sibat,  (v.  n.  3 

of  (Jloo)  Knowing  certainly.  A  belt  for  fastening 

a  camel's  saddle  or  a  woman's  veil.  Subat,  A  dis- 

ease disabling  one  from  moving,  (pi.  of  'iSi  snbat) 
Herds,  flocks,  troops. 

A  'iS\jO  sabatat,{\ .n.o?  ulAj3)Possessingstrength 
of  mind  and  prudence.  Being  vigorous,  invincible. 

A jljo  sibar,  (v.  n.  3  ofjO)  Persevering,  being 

assiduous.  JJ^        _jj>  huma  ̂ la'  sibari^l 
<Z7?(7%Heisonthepoint  of  accomplishingthe  business. 

s'ibaf,  Fools,  drivellers.  Languid. 
A  siban,  (v.  n.  of  (j;0)  Putting  any  thing 

in  a  packet,  and  carrying  it  before  one.  Gather- 

ing up  in  front  the  waistband  of  one's  breeches. 
Folding  and  hemming  a  garment.  A  bag,  basket, 

or  skirts  of  garments  in  which  they  gather  dates. 

A  'iii  subat,  The  middle  of  a  pond  or  cistern, 

(pi.  OU'i  subat  and  i^^>  subun)  A  herd,  flock 
(especially  scattered),  a  body  of  (of  ten  or  eleven 

horsemen).  A  crowd,  troop,  body. 

A  sabt,  Firm,  resolute.  A  brave  cavalier. 

j<Si^i\  CL>xi  sabtu^l  ghadar,  Persevei'ingly  malig- 
nant. One  who  keeps  not  silence  a  moment  in 

wrangling,  p  ̂ Jj£=>  ul^jo  sabt  hardan.  To  fix. 
A  Sabat,  Stedfastness  (in  battle).  Argument,  proof. 

A  trusty  man. 

A  XfS^)  sahsabat,  A  sitting  firmly. 

A  ̂   sabaj,  (pi.  ashaj)  The  middle.  The 
greater  part  of  (a  heap  of  sand).  The  back  be- 

tween the  shoulder-blades.  The  breast  of  the  bird 

called  Uai  kata.  Indistinctness  in  speaking  or  writ- 

ing.   A  kind  of  bird.  Name  of  a  king  of  Yaman. 

A  ̂Ist'  sabjas.  Large-bellied  (woman). 

A  'ij^^  sibjarat,  A  channel  made  by  water 
running  from  a  spout. 

A        sabajat.  Mean  between  good  and  bad. 

AjO  sabr,  (v.  n.  ofjO)  Checking,  restraining, 

prohibiting,  driving  away.  Cursing.  Receding. 

Ebbing  (the  sea.  Disappointing,  baulking.  Sa- 

har,  (v.  n.  of  jO)  Opening  itself  (a  wound). 

A  SjO  sabrat,  Plain,  level,  soft  ground.  Earth 

resembling  quicklime.  A  furrow,  trench,  ditch. 

Subrat,  A  heap  of  corn  on  the  threshing-floor  un- 
weighed  and  unmeasured. 

A  )aSi  sabt,  (v.n.of  kjJ)  Hindering  (from  bu- 

siness). Standing,  stopping,  pausing  over  (any 
thing).  Swelling  (the  lip).  >Sa&a<,  (v.  n.  of  kjo) 
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Being  languid,  torpid.  Swelling  (the  lip).  Sa- 

bit,  (pi.  asbat  and  isljS  sibat)  Foolish,  stu- 

pid. Languid,  torpid  (man  or  horse).  Weak. 

A  sabk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ xi)  Flowing  quick  (wa- 

ter, or  tears).  Being  abundant  (water  in  a  rivei-). 
Shedding  tears  fast  (the  eyes). 

A  (J.>"i  subl  and  sabal,  Remains  at  the  bottom of  a  vase. 

A  (jO  sabn,  (v.  n.  of  jj^'i)  Putting  any  thing 
in  a  packet  and  carrying  it  before  him.  Folding 

up  and  hemming  a  garment.  Gathering  up  in  front 

the  waistband  of  one's  breeches.  Suban,  (pi.  of 
&AX>  subnat)  Bags  or  baskets  for  gathering  dates. 

A  subnat,  (pi.  ̂ jO  suban)  A  bag,  basket, 
or  skirt  of  a  garment,  in  which  they  gather  dates. 

A  subut,  (v.  n.  of lL*-o)  Beingfirm.  Prov- 

ing by  evidence.  Firmness.  djO  baza's 
stibut.  After  proof. 

A  &.>_jf>  subutat,  A  being  unshaken  :  firmness. 

Aj_jfJ  subur,  (v.  n.  ofjO)  Ruining,  destroying. 
Ruin,  perdition.     Alas  !  woe  ! 

A         subun,(ji\.  of 'ixi  subat)  Bodies  (of  men). 
A  ̂ j~>  saby,  (v.  n.  ofj_^5)  Collecting. 
A  sabit,  Fixed  ;  brave  (horseman). 

A  subaytat,  A  woman's  name. 
A  tjj^  sabin,  That  part  of  a  garment  which 

being  held  up  before  is  used  in  carrying  dates,  &c. 

A        satt,  A  fissure  in  stone.  See  \>y)diS'. 

A  satm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Bursting,  marring  (a 
seam  or  stitch).  Casting  forth  what  is  in  the  belly. 

A  satan,  (v.  n.  of  t^i)  Stinking  (meat). 

Being  soft  (gum).  Satin,  Soft  (gum). 

A  C^y^i  sutut,  (pi.  of  (JL«"i)  Fisstires  in  land. 
A  j^l>  Date-skins.  Refuse  of  rotten  dates. 

Straw,  or  chaff",  with  which  they  stuff  sacks. 

A  ̂sfl^;',  (v.  n.of^)  Flowing  plentifully.  Pour- ing out.  The  flowing  of  the  blood  of  a  victim. 

A  ̂las  sajjaj.  Rain  falling  in  torrents. 
A  iL.^  sajjat,  (pi.  Olji  sajjat)  A  pleasant  gar- 

den or  mead,  with  fish-ponds,  &c. 

Aj:i^  sajr,  (v.  n.  ofji^)  Mixing  ripe  dates  with 
the  refuse  of  unripe  ones.  Pouring  out  (water). 

Sajr  or  sajir.  Broad  and  thick.  Sujar,  Scattered 
multitudes.  Arrows  with  large  broad  heads. 

A  'ij^  sujrat,  The  middle  or  broadest  part  of  a 
valley  or  of  a  river.  The  throat,  breast.  A  valley, 

hollow.  Hair  on  a  camel's  upper  lip.  A  detached 
group  of  plants.  A  scattered  company.  The  part 

where  the  upper  portion  of  the  bowels  is  collected. 

A  sajal,  (v.  n.  of  J.fi)  Having  a  flagging, 

loose  belly,  swelling  round  the  hypochondria. 

A  -s^^ai'  sajlttf,  (fern,  of  (J^^  asjal)  Large-bel- 
lied (woman).  Capacious  (wallet). 

A  sajm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Raining  heavily. 
Sajm  or  sajam.  Hasty  retreat  or  departure. 

A  (jSi  sajn  or  sajan,  A  road  over  rough  ground. 
A       sajw,  A  being  silent,  speechless. 

1> 
A         ̂ '"fij)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Flowing  (water). 

A  sajy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Flowing  (water).  Wa- ter flowing.(from  a  height). 

A  eessi-  sajijat.  Butter  adhering  to  the  churn. 

AjX^  sajir,  Dregs  subsiding  or  expressed. 
A  sahsah,  An  expeditious  nocturnal  jour- 

ney in  search  of  water. 

A  B.^^  sahsahat,  A  hoarse  sound  in  the  throat. 

A  sihf  and  sahif,  (pi.  as-haf)  The 
tripe  of  cattle  (where  the  dung  collects). 

A         sakhunat,  A  being  hard  and  thick. 
A  Isyii  sikhrit,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A^^i2sikhan,  (v.n.  of  fj^)  Beinghard  and  thick. 
The  diameter  of  a  planet's  orbit. 

A  'ij>^  sukhunat.  Hardness  and  thickness. 
A  ̂j*Jd  sahhln,  Thick.  Hard.  Firm  (in  mind 

and  judgment.  ̂ ^L-)\  i^jyd  sakhtnu's  silah,  A heavy-armed  man. 

A  -*\!S."i  suddas,  Name  of  a  plant  about  whose 
root  fungi  gfrow. 

A  sidam,  A  strainer ;  any  cloth  (put  over 
the  mouth  of  a  vessel  for  that  purpose). 

A        sadgh,  A  breaking  (the  head). 

A  ̂ Si  sadJi,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Si)  Flowing,  falling  in 
torrents  (rain  or  a  river).  Sending  (horsemen). 

Ripping  up  (a  sheep's  belly). 

A  ̂ Si  sidkim,  A  stammerer,  a  stutterer. 
A  ̂ Si  sadm,  A  stammerer,  a  stutterer.  Thick, fat.     Dull,  stupid. 

A  sadan,  (v.  n.  of  (j^V)  Stinking  (meat). 

Being  fat  and  heavy-bodied.  Sadin,  Corpulent. 

Heavy.  One  who  labours  under  any  bodily  defect. 

A  ijSi  sady  or  sidy,  (pi.  asdl,  su- 
diy  or  sidly)  The  breast  (in  man  and  woman),  ̂ yf 

\y^S'>  (J^^  ̂   J  'ij^  taju^'l  hurratu  wa  la  ta^- liulu  sadyayhd,The  woman  of  a  generous  spirit  will 
famish,  but  will  not  eat  her  own  breasts  (will  not 

condescend  to  suckle  for  hire).  Sada',  (v.  n.  of 

j^j'iV)  Having  a  large  breast.  Largeness  of  breasts. 
A         sudiy  or  sidiy,  (pl.of  ;_^iy>)  Breasts. 
A  ̂\>S>  sadyas.  Large-bosomed  (woman). 

A  wJii  sudayyat,  A  case  in  which  a  horse- 
man carries  gut  and  feathers  (for  mending  his  bow 

and  arrows). 

A  JJ  sarr,  (v.  n.  of  j-i)  Separating,  scattering, 
dispersing.  Abounding  in  milk  (cattle),  in  water 

(a  spring).  (A  horse)  going  a  great  pace.  Large, 
open.  A  wound  pouring  forth  blood  copiously. 
Talkative.  A  cloud  charged  with  rain.  (fem.  S^i 

sarrat)  (pkjjj->  surur  and  j^i  sirar)  Overflow- 

ing (fountain). 
A  Ay  sarcLf,  (v.  n.  of  for  j ji>)  Becoming  nu- 

merous (people),  abundant  (riches).  Being  supe- 
rior in  numbers  (one  tribe  to  another).  Making 

numerous.  Possessing  much  wealth.  Being  con- 

tent, having  enough.  Rejoicing,  being  glad.  Opu- 
lence, abundance. 



A  L^]/  sirab,  Tails,  or  the  fat  thereof. 

A        saratim,  Remains  (of  meat)  in  a  dish. 

Aj\J>  sirar,{]A.  ofJJ  )  Places  abounding  in  water. 

A  'ij\Ji  sardrat,  (v.  n.  of  Jo)  Jetting  out  water 
(a  fountain).    Abounding  in  milk,  and  having  a 

large  orifice  (cattle). 

A  sai-rdrat,  An  overflowing  fountain. 

A  L-^  sarb,  (v.  n.  of  u-^  Blaming,  reproach- 

ing loudly,  upbraiding.  Taking  off  (a  sick  person's) 
clothes,  (pi.  (-y^jy  surub,  (— asruh,  ̂ J^^ 
asdrib,  and  Oby  sarabat)  The  thin  caul  of  fat 
covering  the  intestines  of  animals,  the  omentum, 

(pi.  of  'iij>  sarbat)  Tails,  or  the  fat  thereof. 
A  sarbds,  Fat  (ewe). 

A  sarabat,  The  fingers. 

A  sarbat,  (pi.  (— ̂   sarb  and  i— -J^^J  sirdb) 
A  tail,  or  the  fat  of  it. 

A  Jj,j5  sarbiy.  Pertaining  to  the  omentum. 

A  jjjj  sarrat,  (fern,  of  Jo)  A  woman  who  pours 
forth  a  torrent  of  words.  (A  camel  or  sheep)  having 

a  large  orifice  to  her  teat,  and  abounding  in  milk. 

A  surtum,  (pi.  ̂\Ji  sardtim)  Remains  of 
meat  (in  a  dish). 

A  sarsdr.  Talkative,  chattering,  blabbing, 

talker  of  nonsense,  dotard.  Name  of  a  river  in 

Mesopotamia,  between  Sinjar  and  Takrit. 

A  sarsdrat.  An  overflowing  fountain.  A 
talkative  woman. 

A  'iyji  sarsarat,  (v.  n.  ofJij3  Q)  Talking  much 
and  idly.  Eating  largely  of  a  variety  of  meals. 

Scattering,  dispersing. 

A  jjj^  sursurat,  An  overflowing  fountain. 

A  sard,  (v.  n.  of  i^Ji)  Crumbling  (bread). 

Bruising  (the  testicles)  instead  of  castrating.  Dip- 
ping (a  garment)  in  dye.  Slaughtering  (cattle) 

without  touching  the  jugular  vein.  Slight  rain. 

Name  of  an  herb.  Sarad,  A  fissure,  crack  in  the  lips. 

A  *8i5j5  surdat.  Crumbled  bread. 

A  ioj'i  sarata,  (fut.  \>^_  yasrutu  or  yasritu)  He 
rebuked.    He  despised. 

A  sart.  Liquid  dung  (of  a  camel).  Shoe- 

maker's glue.    Folly,  stupidity. 
A  xilap  sartalat,  (v.  n. of  ̂ y^y  Q)  Being  loose, 

flagging.  Drawing  the  train  of  one's  garment 
along  the  ground. 

A  'i^Ji  sartamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Looking 
on  the  ground  (without  pride  or  anger).  Being  as 

fat  as  he  will  be  (a  wether). 

A&ilsy  sirtifttt,  Heavy,  short  (man  or  woman). 

A  ̂   sari^,  (fut.  ̂ jj,  yasra^)  He  came  un- invited to  a  feast. 

A  JaSy  sur^t,  (or  lalaS>p  suru^ut)  Thin  clay; 

also  eliS'Ji  sur^iat,  (iaiaS>j"i  suru^ut,  'elalaffji  su- 
ru^utat,  or  &, 

sura^itat')  Thin  broth. 
A  'ils-Ji  sur^dat,  Feathers  in  a  cock's  neck. 
A  ̂   sargh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  a  large  mouth 

(an  urn),   (pi.  ̂  J>  surugli)  The  interstice  between 
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the  cross-bars  at  the  mouth  of  a  bucket. 

A  m\S'J>  sirghdmat,  A  wife.    A  woman. 
A  surkubiyat.  An  Egyptian  linen. 

A  p3  sarm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  any  one  on 
the  mouth,  so  that  the  teeth  fall  out  in  consequence. 

Knocking  out  a  tooth.  Saravi,  (v.  n.of^Ji)  Hav- 
ing a  tooth  knocked  out. 

A         sarmdf,  Broken-toothed  (woman). 
A  sarmdn,  A  shrub  which  camels  like. 

A  iStc^  sarmadat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Cooking 
(meat)  carelessly,  or  not  enough  ;  soiling  (it)  with 
ashes.    Name  of  a  bitter  plant. 

A  la*p  sirmit,  A  large  ewe,  making  a  crash- 

ing noise  whilst  eating.  Suramit,  (or  'i^^  sur- 
7nutat)  Thin  mud  or  clay. 

A  &ia/«^  sarmatat,  (v.  n.  of  la*y3  Q)  Abounding 

with  soft  and  watery  mud  or  clay  (land).  Eating 
with  noise  (a  sheep). 

A  (Jj«;5  surmul.  Name  of  a  certain  animal,  p 
^J/Ojij  umvi  surmul,  The  hyena. 

A  &i/0j5  sarmalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^c^  Q)  Voiding  ex- 
crement. Eating  ill-dressed  meat.  Serving  up 

hastily  for  a  guest,  victuals  not  sufficiently  cooked, 

or  dirtied  with  ashes.  Eating  in  a  slovenly  man- 
ner, smearing  the  beard  or  fingers.  Doing  (any 

work)  carelessly.  Surmulat,  A  bitch-fox.  A  fox. 

The  groove  between  the  nose  and  mouth.  The  re- 
mains of  any  thing  in  a  vessel. 

A  yj)  sarn,  The  injuring  a  companion. 

A  saranta'.  Heavy-bodied  (man).  A 

great  fool. 

A  ̂\jj)  sarrvds,  (fem.  of  ]j;J>\  asra')  Wealthy. 
A  sarwdn.  Opulent,  rich,  wealthy.  Co- 

pious, plentiful.  Sarawdni,  (du.  of  sara') 
Land  and  flocks. 

A  (-^j)j5sMrMi,(pl.of t_->j5)Caulsof  fat.  Deaths. 
A  ijj^  sarivat,  A  night  on  which  the  moon  and 

Pleiades  ai-e  in  conjunction.    Number,  multitude. 

A  St)_jj5  sarudat.  Crumbled,  grated,  or  sliced 
bread  for  putting  amongst  milk  or  broth. 

AjjJ>  sarur,  (A  camel)  abounding  in  milk, 
Surur,  (v.  n.  of  Ji)  Jetting  out  water  (a  fountain), 

abounding  in  milk  (cattle).    Flowing  fountains. 

A  'ij^j^  surur  at,  (v.  n.  of  Ji)  Flowing.  Pour- 
ing forth  (as  a  fountain).  Abounding  in  milk,  and 

having  a  large  orifice  in  the  teat  (cattle). 

A  '^Ji  surugh,  {\>\.oi  ̂   sar^//t)  The  interstices between  the  cross-bars  at  the  mouth  of  buckets. 

A  (Jf_jj3sa9'/m'',(fem.of  ̂ j\^J>  sarndii)  Opulent. 
A  l$y  sara',  (v.  n.  of  (jr y )  Being  moist  (the 

ground)  ;  from  being  dry  and  hard  becoming  soft, 

(pi.  asrds)  Moisture.  Moist  dust,  not  uniting. 
Dust,  earth.  Ashes  of  the  grave.  Sweat.  Goods, 

riches.  tahta's  sara\  Under  ground. 
Sari,  Content,  rich  enough. 

A  (jTjS  sariy,  Rich.    Much  wealth.  Moist. 
A         sarydf.  Moist  earth. 
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A  surayya',  (^iim..  of  (_ffjj>sarwa')  Rich  in 
a  moderate  degree.  A  brilliant  gem.  The  pleiades 

(the  third  lunar  mansion),  (met.)  Well-set  teeth. 
Name  of  a  woman.  Name  of  a  well  in  Mecca,  and 

of  certain  buildings  in  Baghdad.  pliU  ̂Ji  5j-*» 

suddasi  surayya'-makdm,  A  throne  exalted  as  the 

Pleiades.  ^tihu's  surayya'.  The  in- 
terscapulium  of  the  Pleiades  ;  y^J^\  ̂ ^olm  mi^a- 

mu's  surayya',  The  wrist  of  the  Pleiades ;  l-AI* 

mankibu's  surayya'.  The  shoulder  of  the Pleiades  :  names  of  stars. 

A  &if  bj3  sirydtat.  Mud,  clay  mixed  with  water. 

A  i^^Ji  sarydn,Wet,  moht.  Saraydni, [dual) 
The  hair  of  the  pubes,  and  the  fur  of  a  garment. 

The  moisture  of  rain,  and  the  moisture  already 
within  the  earth. 

A  Siji  sarld,  A  pellicle  floating  on  the  surface 

of  wine.  Sarid,  (and  i^,^  sai'tdat)  (pi.  Jjly  sa- 
rdsid)  Crumbled,  grated,  or  sliced  bread  for  put- 

ting among  milk,  or  broth,  and  under  meat,  p  S>,y 

[^^^ sarid  Jiardan,  To  steep  bread  in  wine. 
A  ̂ jiJ  sashsh.  The  squeezing  of  wind  out  of  a 

leathern  bottle. 

A  iai  satt,  (v.  n.  of  lai)  Being  thin  of  hair  (on 

the  beard  or  eyebrows).  Being  heavy-bellied. 
Voiding  thin  dung.  (pi.  l?lli>\  asfdt,  sutf, 

suttan,  laUaJ  sitat,  and  &lala3  sitatat)  Thin- 
bearded,  or  thin-eyebrowed.  Heavy-bellied.  Dung. 

(jj^UL.rft-OA  ]a>^sattu'l  hdjibayn,  Thin-eyebrowed. 
Sutt,  (pL  of  laS  sati)  Thin-bearded. 

A  -^Ua!)  sattdf,  A  woman  having  no  hips  (i.e. 

who  cannot  sit  at  home  nor  attend  to  work).  A 

spider  or  other  stinging  insect. 
A  i''^  sutsat,  A  kind  of  insect. 

A  l>llx>  sitdt,  (pl.of  laJsafi)  Thin-beardedmen. 
satatat,  (v.  n.  of  la3)  Having  a  thin 

beard.    Being  heavy-bellied. 

A         sufd^,  Rheum,  catai'rh,  snivel. 
suta^y.  Troubled  with  a  rheum. 

A  ̂jllai'.SM<i'aM,(pl.of^Wi)  Thin-bearded  (men). 
A  lala!)  satat,  (v.  n.  of  ]a3)  Having  a  thin  beard. 

Being  heavy-bellied, 
A  &lala5  sitatat,  (jjI.  of  Hi  satt)  Thin-bearded. 

A  ̂la>  saf^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i>)  Being  polluted  by 
the  filth  of  the  body.    Appearing  clear. 

A  &v<la)  sat^mat.  Superiority  to  one's  fellows 
(in  speaking). 

A  L_flWiA«Yfljf,  Enjoyment  of  delicacies  and  luxu- 
ries of  all  kinds.    A  plentiful  year.  Affluence. 

A  &l?jla3  sutufat,  (v.  n.  oflx))  Having  a  thin 

beard.    Being  heavy-bellied. 

A  (_Ja,"i  saty.  Madness.  Satt,  Foolish,  insane. 
Suta",  Spiders. 

A  ̂   sa^,  (fut.       yasi^c)  He  vomited. 
A  c--»Jj>.^  sa^ibib.  Pure  flowing  water. 

t_jaJ.\jO  (_<r fulm  yajri  sa^btb.  His  mouth  runs 
with  clear  spittle  in  strings. 



A  (jol30sa^a&m,(pl.of^jljk)t>sM^&aw)Longbulky 

serpents.  (J<jU^\  ij^^j  rasisu's  sa^bin,  The basilisk  or  cockatrice. 

A  sa^i-ir,  A  kind  of  asparagus.    A  fis- 
sure in  the  nose. 

A  JU^  su^l,  A  bitch-fox. 

A  (._>k5l»)  sa^lib,  (pi.  of  i^^sO  sa^ah)  Foxes. 

A  &i\jO  su^lat,  A  bitcli-fox.  Nightshade.  Dry 
grass,  hay,  forage.  A  name  for  a  fox  (as  reynard). 

A  (_J^*^  sa^li,  (for  sa^lib)  Foxes. 

A  &*Ir"5  su^mat,  A  shameless  adulteress. 
A  i„-*3t>  sa^,  (v.  n.  of  (_*jO)  Setting  a  running. 

Shedding(blood  or  tears). (pl.^^U30sM^?m?i)A  chan- 

nel through  which  water  runs.  Sa^  OYsa^b,Vlow- 

ing  (water).  Su^b,  (pi.  of  su^at  and  su^- 
bat)  Green-headed  lizards. 

A  (j^fJt)  su^an,  (pi.  (jj^Wi  sa^bin)  A  large 

male  serpent,  a  dragon,  or  cockatrice,  (pi.  of(_^o6' 
«a^&)  Channels  (in  a  valley). 

A  'isxi  su^at  or  m^bat,  (pi.  su^b)  A venomous  lizard  having  a  green  head.  A  mouse. 
A  dormouse.  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  sa^a^  A  pearl  or  its  shell.  Scarlet 

wool.  ̂   ̂  sw^sM^,  A  command  to  spread  through 
the  country  in  the  cause  of  God. 

A  &*L6  sa^a^t,  Speech  of  a  stammerer. 

A  ̂   sa^j,  A  crowd  of  travellers. 

A         sa^arat,  A  pouring  out. 

A  i^jO  sa^,  Sour  moist  dates.  Soft  (earth). 

Fresh  (pot-herb).  Sxi  sa^  ma^,  Fresh  and 

ripe  (dates).  6^  "i)  j  »3  lijO  Za  sa^a  laJm  wa  la 
ma^,  He  has  neither  little  nor  much. 

Ajj6  sa^,  su^,  and  sa^r,  A  deleterious  juice, 
exuding  from  the  root  of  the  plant  samur.  Sa- 

^ar,  Many  warts. 

A  ij\jx3  Sudani,  (and  j)6  su^-urani)  Two 
warts  on  a  horse's  sheath  ;  and  the  udder  of  a  ewe. 

A  'ijj^  sa^-arat,  (v.  n.  o^jj^  Q)  Being  cleft. 
Aj J jib  su^'ur,  A  short  man.  A  wart.  The 

plant  Cl> tursus  and  the  point  of  it.  The  fruit 

of  the  herb  j^yjii  zusnun.  The  root  of  the  sea- 
onion.  A  small  cucumber. 

A  kjO  sa^t,  (v.  n.  of  lasO)  Stinking  (meat  or 

water).  Falling  in  pieces  (a  rotten  hide).  Swell- 

ing and  cracking  (the  lip).  Sa'^t,  Corrupted,  pu- 
trid (meat). 

A  iilajO  sa^tat,  An  addle  egg. 

A  JjO  su^  or  sa^l,  A  superfluous  tooth  grow- 

ing out  before  or  behind  another.  Sit^,  sa^,  and 
sa^l,  (pi.  su^l)  An  excrescence  on  the  ud- 

ders of  cattle  resembling  a  dug.  Su^,  A  kind  of 
insect  to  be  found  in  putrid  leathern  bottles.  Ig- 

noble, despicable.  Sa^l,  (v.  n.  of  JjO)  Growing 
out  before  and  behind  the  others  (a  tooth).  Name 
of  a  certain  family  in  the  Arabian  tribe  of  Tayy. 

A  fi'i^sa^a^,  (fem.of  Jjo\  as^l)  Superfluous- toothed,  or  irregular-toothed  (gum). 
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A  sa^ab,  (pi.  sa^lib  or  ̂_JVo  sa- 

^aZi)  A  fox.  The  upper  extremity  of  a  spear-staff" 
upon  which  the  head  is  fixed.  A  gutter  or  sink  in 

an  area.  The  mouth  of  the  aqueduct  which  feeds 

ponds  or  cisterns.  The  root  of  a  palm-shoot.  A^i 

ddsu's  sa^ab,  Baldness  (Alopetia). 

^nabu's  sa^ab,  Nightshade.  i^jtOA  ̂ .JjO 
sa^abi  misrl,  Salep. 

A  (jIjAjO  su^uban,  A  dog-fox.  (j^J^  j'd  zu 
su^uban,  A  kind  of  disease. 

A  wJjO  sa^abat,  A  bitch-fox.  Rump-bone. 
Buttocks.  Name  of  a  man  ;  and  tribe,  and  king. 

A  iujJjj  sa^abiyat,  A  horse's  pace  resembling the  trot  of  a  dog. 

A        sa^at,  A  wart  upon  the  udder. 

A  (JjijOstf^ZMZ,  A  superfluous  tooth.  Passionate, 
angry.  A  sheep  (which  may  be  milked  from  three or  four  dugs). 

A  yii  sa^w,  Soft,  unripe  dates. 
A  (— su^b,  Gall,  bile,  bitterness. 

A  f^yO  sa^l,  (An  army)  encumbered  (with 
baggage).  (Cattle)  having  excrescences  upon  the 
udders  resembling  dugs.  Su^l  (pi.  of  ̂ JjO  su^) 
Excrescences  on  the  udders  of  cattle. 

A  su^yjir,  (dim.  of^sr*** mus^njar) The middle  of  the  sea. 

A  liJ^  sa^t,  Moveable  sands  blown  about. 

A  ̂   sugh,  An  idol. 
A  sugliaf,  (v.  n.  of  lit>  for  yo)  Bleating. 

The  bleating  of  sheep,  goats,  or  deer ;  the  cries  of 

animals  in  labour.  The  fissures  in  the  lips  of  cows, 

sheep,  or  other  animals  which  part  the  hoof. 

A  t-->ljt>  sighab,  (pi.  of  t_-oO  saghb)  Cold,  lim- 
pid streams,  flowing  in  deep  and  shady  glens. 

A saghdrir^  A  small  melon  beautifully 

streaked  with  red  and  yellow.  In  Egypt  and  Sy- 

ria, where  it  grows,  it  is  used  like  a  nosegay,  on  ac- 
count of  its  beauty  and  fragrance,    (pi. of  j^J^ 

sughruf)  Warts, excrescences  (on  ahorse's  sheath). 

A  j»Vjo  saghdm,  (pi.  ■^1»j6\  asghima/)  A  certain 
mountain-plant  resembling  the  anise. 

A  ̂ .AJii  saghb,  (v.  n.  of  Jo)  Digging.  Pier- 

cing. Slaughtering.  Saghb  or  saghab,  (pi.  (_->U5 

sighab,  asgliab,  ̂ j^J^  sighbdn  or  sughban) 
Pure  cold  water  gliding  in  the  bottom  of  a  valley. 

Saghab,  (v.  n.  of  ;_jJt>)  Perishing.  A  reservoir 
of  cool  water  in  a  shady  part  of  a  mountain.  The 

melting  of  ice  in  the  shady  part  of  a  mountain. 

A  (jlf*>  sighbdn  or  sughban,  (pi.  of  ̂ <«)  sa- 
ghab) Lakes  of  cold  water  in  the  shady  parts  of  a 

mountain.  Meltings  of  ice. 

A  ̂ JUj  saghsdgh  (or  ^oJo  saghsdghu  'I 
hald'in)  A  stammerer. 

A  ̂ lii  saghsagh,  A  stammerer,  a  stutterer. 

A  &*Ai3  saghsaghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jo  Q)  Stam- 
mering. Trembling,  chatteringunintelligibly.  The 

bite  of  an  infant  before  it  has  got  teeth.  Incohe- 

rent  speech.  Search,  scrutiny. 

A jjt>  saghr,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j*>)  Notching.  Being 
chipped  (the  edge  of  an  earthen  vessel).  Being 

notched  (a  sword).  Breaking  (any  one's  front 
teeth).  Closing  (a  chink  or  breach).  Saghar  or 

saghr,  (pLj^t)  sughur-)  The  fore-teeth.  The  mouth. A  set  of  teeth.  A  large  opening,  fissure,  or  gap  in 

a  mountain ;  a  narrow  pass  between  hills,  border- 
ing on  a  hostile  country.  A  tree  bearing  white 

blossoms.  The  best  grass.  Sughar,  (pi.  of  iyt) 

sughrat)  Throats.  Fissures,  chinks,  gaps. 

A  U-^iJ  sighrab,  Yellowish  teeth  :  small  teeth. 

A  'ijo  sughrat,  (pi- j*>  sughar)  The  pit  of  the 
stomach  or  the  throat  (the  place  where  they  slaugh- 

ter camels).  A  fissure,  gap,  opening.  A  tract  of 
country.  A  plain,  level  way. 

Aj_jj*>  sughrur,  Confines  of  a  hostile  country. 

A  ̂   saghim,  A  hunting  dog. 

AjyO  sughur,  (pi.  of^o  sagha?')  Passes,  straits,  | frontiers.  Front  teeth.  Scattered,  dispersed. 

A  XjJo  saghyat,  Hunger.  Desert,  empty  place. 

A  la'i  safa',  A  kind  of  wild  cat. 

A        suffds,  Mustard.  Mustard-seed.  Nose- smart  (a  plant). 

A  &»-la^  'i^\s3  safdjat  viafdjat,  Very  foolish. 

A  ̂jlj^  safdrik,  (pi.  of  J_j^2^  sufruk)  Grape or  date-stalks. 

A  lijJliS  5a/a/i(i,  Whitish  clouds,  the  one  over- 

topping another.  Linings  of  garments.  A  kind  of 

garment.  Concealed  things  (as  being  the  subor- 
dinates or  linings  to  others). 

A  Jli3  safdl.  Slow-paced  (camel).  Sifdl,  (v. 

n.  3  of  JiS)  Sitting,  conversing  with.  Whatever 

is  placed  under  to  receive  the  flour.  A  water-pot 

with  a  spout.  Sifdl  or  sufdl,  The  lower  mill-stone. 

A       sifat,  A  making  a  trivet  for  a  kettle. 

A  i5  safj,  (v.  n.  of  Jo)  Being  foohsh. 

A^_flJ  safr  or  suf/;  Vulva  aut  vagina  ferae. 

Safar  or  safr,  A  horse's  crupper. 

A  'iijL>  s«/m/fa^,Thenotturningsour(of  milk). 

A  ̂ jjo  sufruh,  (pi.  J^^^  safdnk)  The  s
talk 

of  a  date,  or  the  hollow  place  of  the  fruit  to  which 
it  is  joined. 

A  JiS  safl,  (v.  n.  of  Ji5)  Scattering  at  once. 

Keeping  a  hand-mill  off"  the  ground  by  spreading 

something  under  it.  Sufi,  Dregs,  sediment,  ca- 

put  mortuum.  Corn.  Pulse.  Any  thing  spread 

under  a  hand-mill  to  receive  the  flour.  Safal, 

Slow-paced  (camel).  Safl,  One  who  eats  corn, 

pulse,  or  sediment. A  safn,  (v.n.  of  fjo)  Following,  coming 

behind.  Pushing,  thrusting  away.  Striking  with 
the  callous  parts  (a  camel).  Safan,  (v.n.of  ̂ ) 

Becoming  hard  (the  hand).  A  soreness  on  a  ca- 
mel's knees  and  breast.  Sufun,  The  sewed  sides 

of  a  purse,  scrip,  or  bag. 

A  'ejJo  sifnat,  The  handle  of  a  date-hamper. 



Safinat,  (pi.  (^a3  sufun)  The  callous  part  of  a  ca- 
mel, upon  which  he  reclines,  viz,  the  breast,  knees, 

and  corresponding  joints  in  the  hind-legs.  (Hence, 

the  word  Ollai5\  ji  zu's  safinat  is  metaphorically 
applied  to  one  whose  breasts,  hands,  and  knees  ai-e 
become  callous,  from  his  zealous  mode  of  perform- 

ing his  prostrations  at  prayer).  The  groin  of  a  ca- 
mel. The  joining  of  the  thigh  and  leg  in  a  horse. 

The  lower  hem  or  border  of  a  robe.  A  number. 

A  crowd.  A  camel  striking  with  her  knee  whilst 

being  milked. 

A  s^£>  sufrvat,  A  saucer  or  small  dish. 

A        safy,  (v.  n.  of         Driving  away. 

A  ̂   sik,  (imp.  of        wasaka)  Trust  thou. 
A  u-^Uii  sihab,  Chips,  straw,  stubble,  fuel. 

A  ioVH3  sakabat,(\.  n.  of  v-^iiu)  Being  very  red. 

Yielding  milk  plentifully  (a  camel).    Being  kin- 

dled ;  burning  (a  fire).    Glittering  (a  star).  Be- 
ing fragrant,  pungent  (an  odour).  Penetrating, 

obtaining,  being  generally  received  and  observed 

(as  an  opinion,  saying,  or  command). 

A  OUu  sikat,(j^\.o?'eso  sihat,voot  ̂ jij) Trusty 
friends.  The  companions  (of  Muhammad). 

A  (  sakaf,  (A  woman)  of  an  excellent  ge- 

nius. Sikaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  t_fl'a3)  Disputing  (for  su- 
periority of  genius).  Litigation.  Fencing,  (pi. 

( — aai  sukuf)  A  wooden  instrument  for  straighten- 

ing spears.  A  figure  in  the  geomancy  or  enchant- 

ment called  (J.*P^  ar  rami,  resembling  ==. 
A  «iUi5  sakaf  at,  A  being  quick,  acute,  intelligent. 

A  (JUi5  salial,  Heavy.  Grave.  Large-hipped 

(woman).  Quiet,  modest,  retiring.  Slow  (camel). 

Sikal,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jii  saJfil)  Heavy ;  grave.  Morose, 

unamiable.  Quiet.  Slow,  sluggish.  Oppressed 

with  indisposition,  sleep,  or  guilt.  Sukal,  Heavy. 

Men  shunned  by  society. 

A  &5la'i  sahalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-H"i)  Being  heavy. 
Becoming  weighed  down.  Being  pregnant  (a  wo- 

man). Being  slow,  sluggish.  Being  dull  of  hear- 

ing (the  ear).  Being  full  of  sap  (the  stalk  of  a 

thistle),  p  ul^JUiS  b  ha  sakalat,  Gravely.  Mo- 

rosely, unwillingly,  importunately. 

A  u-»fl"i  sakaha,  (fut.  i»— yaskuhu)  He  bored. 
A  t_«*ai  sahh,  (v.  n.  of  i  *ai)  Perforating.  Fly- 

ing high  (a  bird),  (pi.  c_^ai^  asTtiib  and  ̂ ^'> 
suhub)  A  hole,  perforation.  p  ̂ ^^^  sahh 
hardan,  To  bore  a  hole,  a  Suhub,  (pi.  of  (_->lfl$  si- 

hab)  Chips  for  fuel.  Suhab  or  suhh,  (pi.  of 
mhbat)  Holes. 

A  &jji5  sukhat,  A  hole. 

A  sikat,  (v.  n.  of  j5j)  Trusting,  confiding, 

•elying  upon.  Confidence.  Trusty,  worthy  of  con- 
idence.  A  trusty  friend,  one  to  be  relied  on. 

A  ftiuaS  saksakat,  A  talking  folly. 
A  u_niu  sakf,  (v.  n.  of  i»_aH3)  Conquering  (by 

iddress,  ingenuity,  or  cunning).  Finding,  hitting 
ipon,  perceiving.  Taking,  receiving,  getting  pos- 
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session  of.  Sakf  or  sakaf,  (v.  n.  of  i«Jia5)  Being 

quick,  acute,  intelligent.  Sakf,  sikf  sakif,  and 

sakuf.  Intelligent,  ingenious,  acute,  active. 

A  (l^l^iu  sakafiy.  Of  the  tribe  of  v— ftJ^iw  saklf. 

A  ,Ja)  sakl,  (v.  n.  of  (J^i)  Feeling  the  weight  of 

(any  thing)  by  holding  it  (in  the  hand).  Prepon- 

derating. Sikl,  (pi.  JUi"i\  ashal)  A  burden,  load, 
weight.  Suhl,  (pi.  of  Jj^ft!)  sa^lZ)  Heavy.  Sakal, 

(v.  n.  of  ,Ji5)  Being  weighed  down  by  disease  or 

sleep.  (pi.  JUi'i\  askal)  Baggage  for  the  road. 
Followers,  family,  domestics.  Every  thing  of  su- 

perior value  and  carefully  preserved,  jj^^i)^  as 

sakalani.  Men  and  demons.  The  Kur'an  and  the 

family  of  Muhammad.  ^jOiai)^  iJ^*"j  rasulu's  sa- 
kalayni.  The  prophet  of  men  and  demons  (Mu- 

hammad). Sikal,  (v.  n.  of  Jii5)  Being  heavy. 

Weight.    Gravity,  heaviness. 

A  -^^"i  sukaldj:.  Men  shunned  by  society. 
A  iisLi  saklat  or  sakalat.  Heaviness.  Indiges- 

tion.  Saklat,  Languor,  lassitude,  torpor,  dulness. 
Sakilat,  sikalat,  or  sakalat,  Baggage,  luggage. 

A  i^_jH,"i  sahub,  (pi.  c^iu  suhub)  Fuel.  Su- 
hub, (v.  n.  of  (_>S"i)  Being  kindled  (a  fire).  Shin- 

ing (a  star).  Diff"using  itself  (an  aromatic  smell). 
Prevailing,  being  observed  (an  aphorism  or  com- 

mand). Abounding  in  milk  (a  camel),  (pi.  of 
(--Aai  sakh)  Holes,  perforations. 

A  sydi  sukwat,  (pi.  O^yii)  An  earthen  dish. 

A  t--»^Hj'  sakih.  Milch  (camel).  Very  red. 
A     ft^ai  saklf.  Very  sour.    Acute,  intelligent 

(man).  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe,  i—flxai  ̂ \ 

abu  sa/<7/',^(Father  acid)  Vinegar. 

A  I — aAa"i  sikkifVerj  acid.  Intelligent,  acute. 
A  ̂yJpjsak^l,  Heavy.    Indigestible.  Morose, 

saturnine,  phlegmatic.  Lazy,  dull,  inactive.  Op- 

pi-essed  with  indigestion,  sleep,  disease,  or  guilt. 

(J.^'i  Jji'  hawli  sakil,  A  hard  saying,    ̂ y^^  ̂y!. 
yarvmt  sakil,  A  heavy  day.  The  day  of  judgment. 

A  tili  sakk,  A  flowing  (of  water)  on  the  ground. 

A  k^i^i  saksakat,  (v.n.of  uili^o  Q)  Being  fool- 

ish. Being  of  a  bad  disposition.  A  foolish  woman. 

A        sukl  or  sakal.  Bereavement.  Death. 
A saklan,  Bereaved,  deprived. 

A  Xi^So  saklanat.  Bereaved  (woman). 

A  Jt,K-3  sakla',  Bereaved  (woman). 
A  j»5o  sa/iw,  (v.  n.  of        Following  footsteps. 

Sakm  or  sakam,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Persisting,  perse- 
Sakam, 

A  road-guide< 
titude. 

vering.   Stopping,  remaining,  dwelling, 
The  middle  of  the  road  or  of  a  mul- 

Sukam,  A  guide,  conductor. 
A         sakan,  The  middle  of  a  road.  Name  of 

a  mountain.    Sukan,  (pi.  of  suknat). 

A  iuio  suknat,  (pi.  (^^^  sukan)  A  flock  of 
birds).  A  necklace  of  pearls  or  other  gems.  An 

ornament  of  coloured  wool  hung  round  a  camel's 
neck.  A  tomb.  A  pit  in  which  fire  is  lighted  (for 

cooking).    Any  bole  dug  of  a  size  just  sufiicient 

to  hold  what  is  put  into  it.  Zeal  in  religion,  true 

or  erroneous.  A  place  where  soldiers  rally  round 

a  standard ;  also  where  no  standard  is.  A  stand- 
ard, an  ensign. 

A  (J^^  sakul.  Bereaved  (mother).  Trackless. 
A  sail,  (v.  n.  of  J3)  Pouring  (earth  into  a 

well).  Fetching  up  mud  out  of  a  well.  Pouring 

out  (money).  Moving  (a  heap  of  soil  or  sand). 

Breaking  (a  heap)  on  one  side.  Destroying.  Pull- 
ing down  (a  house).  Perishing.  Subverting  (a 

throne  or  tent).  Ruining.  Voiding  excrement 

(a  solid-hoofed  animal). 

A  silab,  (pi.  of  u-«*w)  Defects,  blemishes. 
A  l1>^5  salas.  Three  (females).  Silas,  The 

third.  (SwZas,  Three  and  three ;  in  threes,  i-i^^ji 

zu  suldsin,  The  rope  with  which  they  fasten  the 
woman's  litters  on  camels. 

A  -f^U^  sal  or  sulasas.  Third  day,  Tuesday. 

A  OljU!il3  saldsdwdt,  (pi. of  ̂\S^) Tuesdays. 
A         saldsat,  Three  (males).  &3!i>J  j<i 

zu  saldsat  arkdnin.  Firm,  p  aJL-ff'  S3^i  saldsasi 

ghusdla.  Three  cups  of  wine  taken  on  an  empty 

stomach,  for  purging  out  corrupt  humours. 

A         l2->^  saldsu  miMtin,  Three  hundred. 

A  (^y^  saldsuna,  (oblique  i^">^)  Thirty. 
A  (1^^  suldsiy,  A  three-letter  Arabic  root, 
A  suldsiyat.  The  prince  of  princes,  or 

lord  of  lords;  (it  implies  the  second  man  in  the 

kingdom,  next  in  dignity  to  the  sovereign,  as  the 

vazir,  the  governor  of  a  province,  and  the  like). 

A  salldj,  A  seller  of  snow  or  ice. 

A  suldjiy,  Bright  as  snow  (blade). 

A  (J^i  saldl.  Destruction.  Sildl,  (pi.  of  'sXi 
sallat)  Flocks  of  sheep. 

A  salb,  (v.  n.  of  i_-*li>)  Reproaching.  In- 

juring. Repulsing.  Overturning.  Breaking, knap- 

ping. Silh,  (pi.  I— ->^\  asldh  and  5a\"i  silabat)  A camel  toothless  and  rat-tailed  (from  age).  An  old 

wolf.  An  old  man.  (pi,  («->^  sildb)  A  defect, 

blemish,  vice.  Silh  or  salih,  A  man  reproached 
with  vices.  Salab,  (v.  n.  of  i_-A!))  Being  wrinkled, 

puckered.  Being  dirty  and  filthy.  Being  notched, 

broken.  A  griping  (of  the  belly).  Filth.  Salih, 
A  spear  broken  at  the  extremity.  Suluh,  (pi.  of 

>_jii>  salub)  Those  who  reproach  much  with  vices. 
A  silhat.  Toothless  and  rat-tailed  (she-ca- 

mel). Silabat,  (pi.  of  silh)  Worn-out  camels. 
Old  men. 

A  &i5  sallat,  (pi.  ,J)3  silal  and  sildl)  A  large 
flock  (of  sheep,  or  mixed  with  goats).  A  notch, 

crack,  or  chink.  Wool,  Wool  mixed  with  goats^ 

or  camels'  hair.  ̂ pl.  sulal)  Mud  thrown  out 
of  a  well.  Much  money.  A  kind  of  tower  af- 

fording shade  in  a  desert.  Watering  places  for  ca- 
mels at  intei'vals  of  two  days.  Sillat,  (pi,  jJJo 

silal)  Death,  destruction.  Sullat,  A  crowd  of 

people.    Much  money. 



A  sals,  (v.  n.  of  Taking  a  third.  Be- 
coming a  third.  Making  the  thirtieth.  Tyingthree 

teats  of  a  camel.  Ploughing  land  thrice.  Twisting 

a  rope  of  three  threads.  Sils,  The  third  day's  wa- 
tering (of  a  palm-tree).  The  third  colt  (of  a  camel). 

Suls  or  sulus,  A  third. 

A  jUri  saJsal,  A  kind  of  salt,  bitter  plant. 

A  ̂l^'i  salisan  and  salasan,  Nightshade.  Su- 
lusani,  Two-thirds. 

A         sulsul,  Destruction,  ruin. 

A  ̂^iiUsMZsM  or  s^7s^7a?^,  Nightshade.  Dry  hay. 

A  &iii!>  salsalat,  (v.  n.  of  ,Ji)3  Q)  Breaking 

down  (a  heap  of  sand)  on  one  side. 

A  Ll^jiJj  salasv.s,  (A  camel)  filling  three  pails 
with  milk ;  having  three  dugs  dried  up  and  milked 

at  the  fourth,  or  which  has  a  teat  cut  off  and  is 

milked  by  three, 

a^jja13  salasuna,  (oblique  {^J^^  Thirty. 

A  sulusi,  Name  of  a  hand-writing,  or  en- 
grossing used  in  diplomas  or  letters  patent. 

A  ̂   salj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Snowing.  Rejoicing. 

Steeping  in  watei*.  (pi.        suluj)  Snow.  ̂  
masun  saljun,  Gelid  water,  p         ̂   salji  chiiii, 
China-snow,  a  soft  white  stone  used  as  a  collyrium. 

A  Salaj,  A  being  cheerful  and  quiet.  Salij,  Cold. 

A  SC'W^I/}     vender  of  snow. 

A  ̂   salkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Scouring  in  the  spring 
(an  ox).    Salakh,  A  being  smeared,  daubed  over. 

A  lil)  saW,  A  voiding  thin  dung  (by  an  elephant). 

A  la)i3  salt,  (v.  n.  of  ialj)  Voiding  liquid  dung, 

scouring  (a  bull,  camel,  sheep,  boy).  Bedaubing, 

pelting  with  the  same.  Thin  dung  (of  an  elephant). 

A  ̂ 3  sal^  (or  ̂ )  A^breaking  the  head. 

A  JlS  salal,  (v.n.  of  J3)  Perishing.  Destroy- 
ing. Destruction.  A  shedding  of  the  teeth.  iSi- 

lal,  (pi.  of  sallat)  Flocks  of^sheep.  (pi.  of  si) 

S'illat)  Deaths.  Sulal,  (pi.  of  &ii  sallat)  Particles 
of  earth  brought  out  of  a  well.  Deaths. 

A  j»U  salm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b)  Breaking,  notching, 
nicking  the  edge  (of  a  sword  or  an  earthen  vessel. 

Salam,  A  breach  (in  the  bank  of  a  river).  Sulam, 

(pi.  of  &^  sulmat)  Notches  (in  a  sword). 

A  sulmat,  (pi.  ̂53  sulam)  A  fissure,  crack, 
breach,  nick,  notch,  indent. 

A  la^  sahnat  (or  la^^^  suhnut)  Thin  mud. 
A  iila^i  salmatat,  A  being  loose  and  flaccid. 

A  t^jW  salub,  (pi.  sulub)  One  who  re- 
proaches much  with  vices. 

A  l2^_5«  salus,  (A  camel)  filling  three  pails  with 
milk ;  having  three  dugs  dried  up  and  milked  at 
the  fourth,  or  which  has  a  teat  cut  off  and  is 

milked  by  three. 

A  suluj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 5)  Being  quiet,  cheerful, 

(pi.  of  ̂   saZ;)  Snows. 
A  ̂_5-^  sulla\  Fallen  greatness,  departed  glory. 
A  salib,  Forage.  Dark-coloured  hay,  of 

two  years  old.    A  certain  kind  of  plant. 
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A  <-1*a13  sails,  A  third  part. 

A  c^aX)  srtlayyis,  A  little  trio. 

A  ̂ySi  salil,  The  noise  of  water  poured  out. 

A  p  samm,  (v.  n.  of  p)  Treading,  trampling 
on.  Adjusting,  adapting.  Restoring,repairingwith 

sumam.  Wiping  (the  hands)  with  the  grass 
sumam  or  with  earth.  Tearing  up  grass  by  the 

root  with  her  mouth  (a  sheep).  Devouring  vora- 

ciously (meat)  of  every  sort  and  of  all  qualities. 

Collecting  things  of  all  kinds  good  or  bad,  heap- 

ing up  and  carrying  off  (herbage).  Sweeping  the 
house.  Summ,  Utensils,  bottles,  cups.  Samma, 

In  that  place;  there,  p  ̂̂«« mis  samma, Thence- 
forward. Therefore.  Hence.  Summa,  (or  {^^> 

summat)Knd,t\\en,  therefore,  after,since.  J 

p  zahai^a'l  awwalu  gumma's  sanl,  The  first 
appeared,  and  then  the  second. 

A  W>  samam,  (fut.  Ijb.  yasmam)  He  fed  with 
fat  meat.  He  dipped  (mushrooms)  in  sauce.  He 

broke  (the  head).  He  crumbled  (bread)  small. 

He  stained  (with  privet).  He  voided  what  was 
in  the  belly. 

A        simad.    See  <^  samd. 

Ajl«5  samar,  Fruit.  Various  kinds  of  wealth. 

Simar  or  samar,  (pi.  of     samar-)  Fruits,  products. 
A  Jl^  srmal,  An  assistant,  one  who  manages 

the  aflFairs  or  redresses  the  wrongs  of  his  friend  and 

family.  Sumal,  Deadly  poison,  (pi.  of  aJl^  su- 
malat)  Froths. 

A  &JW>  sumdlat,  The  remains  of  any  thing,  (pi. 

Jl»j  sumal)  Froth. 
A  sumam,  A  kind  of  plant,  used  for  the 

removal  of  a  white  speck  from  the  eye,  and  for  the 

covering  of  houses.  i^J^  ̂Js-  ̂la'  tarafi's 
sumam,  On  the  tip  of  the  sumam  (spoken  of  any 
tiling  within  easy  reach). 

A  ̂^jy^'*^  samanuna,  (oblique  ̂ jol^)  Eighty. 

A  jjl»3samawi,  Eight  (women).  A  sort  of  plant. 
A  iSi^  samaniyat,  Eight  (males). 

A  'ijZS'         samani  ̂ shrata.  Eighteen. 
A  tiJ^U^  samamna.  Eighty.  The  city  of  Noah. 

A  'l^^'^  samaninly.  Of  the  city  of  Samanm. 
A  samasil,  (pi.  of  &Jav>  samllat)  Grains. 

Fried  barleys.    Dates  in  baskets. 

A  'sX>  sammat,  There.  Simmat,  An  old  man. 
Summat,  A  handful  of  grass. 

A  samsZim,  One  who  breaks  a  thing  whilst 
taking  it  up. 

A  ̂X*^  samsam,  A  hunting-dog. 
A  &<v  samsamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Covering 

the  head  of  any  vessel.  Being  badly  done  (work). 

Bending,  trembling,  when  striking  (a  sword). 

Staying  behind.  Hanging  (a  milk-bottle)  to  a 
post  that  the  milk  may  drop  out. 

A  ̂   samj,  Mixture,  confusion. A  samd,  (v.  n.  of  6^)  Impoverishing  (a 

man)  by  incessant  begging.    Draining  (a  man) 

by  excessive venery(women).  Waxing  fat.  Samdor 

samad,  A  small  quantity  of  water  cut  off  from 
every  source  (whence  it  could  be  increased) ;  the 
remains  of  water  in  a  bottle ;  water  which  appears 

in  winter  and  disappears  in  summer. 

A samr,  (v.n. of j^)  Bearing  fruit  (a  tree). 
Gathering  fruit  for  cattle.  Growing  rich.  Samar, 

(pl.jl^  simar,  samar, sumur,  andjljl  asmar) 
Fruit.  Profit,  advantage.  Various  kinds  of  wealth. 
Gold.  Silver.  Knots  at  the  ends  of  a  lash.  Sa- 

mir.  Great  quantities  of  fruits  or  goods.  Sumur, 

(pi.  of      samar)  Riches. 
A  samras,  A  tree.  Fruit-bearing  (tree). 

Fruitful  (soil),    (pi.  of       samarat)  Fruits. 

A  'ij^  samarat,  One  fruit.  One  fruit-tree.  Pro- 
fit, advantage.  Recompense.  Progeny,  offspring. 

A  knot  at  the  extremity  of  a  lash.  The  tip  of  the 

tongue.  Sincerity,  honesty  in  making  a  bargain. 
The  skin  of  the  head.  Samirat,  Sweetness.  U 

ij^  Clil)  ̂ j^x*al>  ma.  bi  nafsi  laka  samirat.  There 
is  nothing  in  me  agreeable  to  thee. 

A  io^  samt.  Thin  mud,  or  very  thin  dough. 
A  &ila^  samtalat,  (v.  n.  of  ,Jli«5  Q)  Becoming 

relaxed,  flaccid,  and  pendulous. 

A  S)t^  sam^d.  Beautiful  of  face. 

A  ̂   samgh,  (v.  n.  of  jt^)  Mixing  white  (silk) 
with  black.  Dyeing  well,  ingraining  (cloth). 

Anointing  (the  head)  ;  tinging  frequently  (the 
head  with  privet),  dipping  the  head  among  (it). 

Breaking  (the  head).  Certain  funds  which  the 
KhalTf  Omar  left  in  Madina  for  pious  uses. 

A  'ik^  samghat.  The  top  of  a  mountain. 
A  saml,  (v.  n.  of  J.*3)  Giving  to  eat  and 

drink.  Eating  before  drinking.  Managing  (peo- 

ple's) affairs.  Redressing  the  wrongs  of  (one's 

people).  A  delay,  a  stay.  Saml  or  samal,  The 
conveniences  and  luxuries  of  life.  Suml,  A  little 

intellect  or  prudence.  Samal,  (v.  n.  of  Jv)  Get- 

ting drunk.  Drunkenness.  A  staying,  a  commo- 

rancy. A  shadow,  shade,  (pi.  of  XUo  samalat) 

Menstruous  cloths.  Samil,  Drunk.  Inclined  to, 

in  love  with.  Sumal,  (pl.of  &)-^  sumlat)  Grains. 

Fried  barleys.    Dates  in  baskets. 
A  ei^  sumlat  or  samlat,(p\.  Jv  sumal)  Grains. 

Fried  barley.  Dates,one  half  of  which  are  in(the  bas- 

ket), and  the  other  half  above.  A  little  water  re- 

maining at  the  bottom  of  a  cistern  or  a  vessel. 

Sumlat,  A  little  intellect  or  prudence.  Sumlat  or 

samalat.  Mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  well.  A  lock  of 

wool  made  use  of  in  anointing  a  camel  (for  the 

scab).  Samalat,  Water  remaining  at  the  bottom 

of  a  vessel,  (pi.  J-t3  samal)  A  menstruous  cloth. 

Dates  remaining  at  the  bottom  of  a  basket. 
A  samlatat.  Laxity,  flaccidity. 

A  sumum,  (pi.  of  samum)  Sheep  which 

tear  up  grass  by  the  roots. 

A        samn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Taking  the  eighth 



part  of  a  man's  effects.    Being  the  eighth  person, 
or  making  up  the  number  eight.  Simn,  The  eighth 

day  from  a  camel's  drinking.  An  eight  days'  thirst 
of  a  camel.   Suvm  or  sumun,  (pi.         asman)  An 

ghth.  Saman,  (pi.  (jl«3^  asman,        asmun,  and 
\y^\  asminat)  Price,  value.     (JJj  samani 
(iRl,  A  small  price. 

G  (jt^  samnush,  A  shrub,  briar,  bramble. 

A  C->_j^  samut.    See  ^zyawt. 
A  i^y^  samud  or  sumud,  The  old  Arabians,  to 

hom  they  say  the  prophet         salih  was  sent. 

A  J_jV  sumul,  Stay. 

A        samum,  (pi.  |*»!>  sumum)  (A  sheep)  tear- 
g  up  grass  with  her  mouth. 

samlr,  (or  5^  samirat')  Butter  swimming 
the  milk,  or  sticking  to  the  sides  of  the  churn. 

Butter-milk,       ^^^V;Z)?isa?/iir,  A  moonlight  night. 

A  'ij^  samirat,  Fruitful  (soil). 
A  &^JL^  samigliat.  Liquid  food  mixed  with  the 

fat  of  meat.  Moist  ground.  A  wound  in  the  fleshy 
part  of  the  head. 

A  J->^  samil,  A  composition  of  cream  or  sour 

milk  with  bread.  A  place  containing  water.  Wa- 
ters remaining  in  cisterns. 

A  aIa^  samilat,  (pi.  Jjl^  samasil)  "Water  re- 
maining in  a  vessel.  A  residue,  remainder.  That 

part  of  the  belly  where  the  remains  of  meat  and 

rink  lodge.  Dates,  of  which  one-half  are  in  the 

basket  and  the  other  half  above.  A  grain  or  berry. 

Fried  barley.  A  building  wherein  are  beds,  couches, 
and  household  furniture.    A  stone  structure  for 

olding  water.  Name  of  a  bird. 

A        samimat.  Covered  (head  of  a  vessel). 

A  jj^Vi  samin,  (pi.  ̂^■^\  asman)  Valuable,  pre- 
lous.    An  eighth  part.    {^■^  ji^  durri  samin,  A 

•ecious  pearl. 

A         sumayyinat,  (dim.  of  s-^w>)  Eight. 

A  'ii'^y^  sumayniyat,  (dim.  of  ̂^^U^)  Eight. 
A  ̂>  sinn.  Dry  hay  stacked.  Blackish  wood. 

A  -*l.i>  sanaj, Salutation, congratulation;  awish- 

"g  joy>  a  returning  of  thanks.  Praise,  eulogium. 

Blame,  disparagement,    p  ̂li^lo  sana  hardan, 
Co  congratulate,  pray  for.  a  Sinas,  A  fetter,  cow- 

and  for  cattle.     A  rope  made  of  goat's  hair  or 

vool.  Melody,  song.  sinasu'd  dar,  The 

ourt  or  quadrangle  of  a  house,  (pi.  of  ̂   san'iy) 
Camels)  shedding  their  front  teeth.  Suna^,  In 
wos  ;  two  and  two. 

a  AJ)  ̂ U5  suncis  sunas,  Two  and  two. 

sana-Jthwan,(^or^^\j^  sana-liar)  An 
rator,  one  who  praises  or  pronounces  eulogium. 

sa7ia-7ihwani,  Returning  of  thanks. 

P  ijj^  ̂   sana-han,  An  oration,  prayer. 

P  i^J'^  sanagari.  Praise,  eulogy, 

p  i^jf  \ii  sana-guy,  Praising ;  an  encomiast. 
A         sinan,  Many  and  entangled  plants. 

a  \>}J3  sanaya',  (pi.  of       samyat)  The  front- 
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teeth.    Arduous  undertakings,  bl^ii^ 

la^'s  sanaya'.  One  who  aspires  to  great  things. 

A  's^}j3  shiayat,  A  rope  of  goat's  hair  or  wool. 
sunasiy,  Biliteral  (word). 

A  &JU>  sunnat,  (pi.  sunaii)  The  fetlock  of  a 
horse.  The  abdomen.  Pubes. 

A  sanat,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl*^)  Stinking  (meat). 

Being  flaccid  and  bloody  (the  lip).  Sanit,  Stink- 
ing (meat).  Flaccid  and  bloody  (lip). 

A  (jlljo  smia?z,  (for  ̂llj6W'snaiam,fem.  of  ̂jUo^ isnani)  Two. 

A  ̂jb^  ij^^  sintani  sintani,  Two  and  two. 
A  io.lijo  sintayat,  Obscene,  ill-disposed,  bad- 

tempered  (man). 

A         santal,  A  rotten  egg.  Slntil,  Short. 

A  santalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Becoming 

squalid  after  being  neat.  A  rotten  egg. 

A  sinjarat,  A  channel  made  by  water. 

A  sundusat,  (SjiiJo  siinduwat  or  sandu- 

n'at')  The  protuberance  of  flesh  upon  the  chest  of  a 
man;  also  the  nipple  (in  women  called  ̂ jSSsady). 

A  \x5  sant,  A  fissure,  chink. 

A  ■       '"i  suntub,  A  cage-maker's  knife. 
p  ijJJ3  sang.  Book  of  the  impostor  Mani. 

A  sunan,  (pi.  of  iuo  sunnat)  Long  hairs  on 
the  fetlock  of  a  horse. 

A  sanwa',  An  exception.  The  head  and 
feet  of  a  slaughtered  camel. 

A  C^yiS  sanawiy.  One  who  holds  the  doctrine 
of  the  two  principles,  one  of  the  sect  of  the  Magi. 

A  &"._5-i  sananiiyat,  The  sect  of  the  Magi  (which 
asserts  the  doctrine  of  the  two  jn'inciples). 

A  sany,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji)  Bending.  Folding. 
Doubling.  Repeating.  Averting,  turning  aside. 

Becoming  added,  being  second.  Tying  (a  camel) 

with  the  rope  (JlaS-^/Z^aZ.  Ploughing  ground  twice. 
Sbiy,  (pi.  asnas)  The  coiling  of  a  serpent  or 
rope,  the  winding  of  a  river.  A  plait,  a  fold.  A 

bend  in  a  sheep's  neck,  but  not  from  disease.  The 
second  colt  of  a  camel.  A  second  child.  A  wo- 

man or  camel  bringing  forth  a  second  time.  An 

hour  (of  the  night).  Siny,  suna,  or  sina'',  (pi. 
Xju)  shiyai)  The  lieutenant  or  substitute  of  a  king ; 

a  chief  magistrate.  Sina',  Any  thing  doubled,  any 

action  repeated.  ^j,       ̂   la  sina'  ft' s  sa- 
dakat,  Tithes  are  not  to  be  demanded  twice(in  one 

year),  (pi.  asnai)^londQ.j ,  as  the  second  day 
of  the  week.  (A  camel)having  twice  brought  forth. 

Secondary,  inferior  to  another  in  dignity  or  virtue. 

A  ̂   sajiiy,  (pi.  (j^J^  sunycin  and  sinas) 
Shedding  the  first  teeth  (hence  implying  the  time 

when  it  happens  to  different  animals,  as  six  years 

for  a  camel,  4  for  a  horse,  and  3  for  an  ox  or  ram). 

A  Ijp  sunya',  An  exception.  The  head  and  feet 
of  a  slaughtered  camel. 

A  (jIaJL)  sunyan,  (pi.  &Ju3  sinyat)  Secondary, 
next  in  rank,  or  the  substitute  of  a  prince.  Tlie 
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head  of  a  family.  Second  in  dignity,  authority,  or 

excellence.  Deficient  in  understanding.  Perverse 

(judgment),  (pi.  of  |^  sanly)  (Camels)  which 
shed  their  front  teeth. 

A  sinyat,  (pi.  of  ̂jVjyS  sunyan)  Secondaries. 
The  most  despicable. 

A  il^  saniyat,  (fem.  of  '^j^  sanly)  (A  she-ca- 

mel) shedding  the  front  teeth,  (pi.  bU5  sanaya') 
One  of  the  four  front  teetli.  The  declivity  of  a 

mountain ;  also  the  road  by  it,  or  to  the  summit. 

A  narrow  pass.  A  mountain.  An  arduous,  diffi- 
cult undertaking.  An  exception,  any  thing  ex- 

cepted. A  palm-tree  not  allowed  to  be  sold.  Wit- 
nesses for  God,  whom  He  bids  the  lightning  spare. 

Praise,  eulogium.  Blame,  disparagement. 

A  Ay  satcas,  A  remaining,  dwelling  in  a  place. 

 A  1—^^)3  Recompense,  reward,  premium. 
Punishment  for  evil.  A  good  work  (as  worthy  of 

reward).  Honey.  A  bee.  A  crowd,  multitude. 
Name  of  a  man  who,  in  discharge  of  a  vow  made 

by  his  wife,  on  his  return  from  a  military  expedi- 
tion, submitted  to  be  led  to  Mecca  with  a  ring 

through  his  nose  :  hence  the  adage,  L-->^j5  ̂ 3^^ 

atwa^min  sawab,  More  obedient  than  Sawab. 
A  sawwab,  A  vender  of  garments,  a  slop- 

seller.  One  who  has  charge  of  a  bather's  garments. 

A  &^lj!>  sawabat,  A  work. 
A  sawabit,  (pl.of&jou)  Fixed  stars. 

A  ̂ y  suscij,  The  bleat  of  a  sheep  or  goat. 
Aj\y  sircar,  A  leaping,  rushing  upon. 

Aj\j>  sawwar,  A  herdsman. A  sawwdrat,  The  fundament  or  intestines 
of  a  horse. 

A  Is^ji  suMt,  Rheum,  a  cold. 
A  <--»5^j3  sandliib,  (pi.  of  suliibat)  Bright, 

twinkling  stars. 

A  Jj"\j"i  sawdkil,  (pi.  of  Jju  sdMl)  (Monies) 
of  good  weight. 

A  iO^y  sawn-dlat,  A  swarm  of  locusts. 
A  tiJ^y  sa/ra/w.  Of  the  third  generation.  The 

third  scruple  (amongst  astronomers). 

A  p^ji  sarvrvdm,  A  seller  of  garlic  (j»j"i  sum). 
A  ij)\y  sawdni,  (pi.  of  Xjoli  sdniyat)  Seconds. 

A  ̂ y  samdsij,  (pi.  of  sdsijat)  Bleating 
(sheep),  lowing  (kine). 

A  j"i  sawb,  (v.  n.  of i_->u  for  L-^j^)  Returning. 
Being  or  becoming  filled  (a  well,  vase,  or  cistern). 

(2^1.  \  aswub,  I— ->y^  asfUb,L^\y  \  aswdb,  and 

i_->lo  siydb)  A  robe,  vest,  garment.  The  heart. 

Works,  actions.  Clientage,  protection.    A  work. 

^y  sawbu'l  md^,The  secundine;  whatever 
comes  along  with  the  fcetus. 

A  sluub,  (v.  n.  of  L-->l5  for  ̂ y)  Return- 

ing. Assembling.  Being  filled,  or  nearly  so  (a 

well).  Collecting  after  having  flowed  off" (water). 
A  ̂by  susbdf,  Yawning.  Susabds,  Lazy,  torpid. 

A  ̂ j^y  sawabdn,  A  recovering  (of  health). 



A  j'oj5  jfi  IVllah  sanhahu,  May  God  abun- 
dantly reward  him ! 

A  *S^3  so,wwai  or  suwatyA.  low  heap  of  stones  or 
cairn  in  the  desert  to  serve  as  a  direction-post.  Su- 

wat,(^p[.  suwa' )  Househ old  furniture.  A  piece 
of  cloth  put  under  the  churning-bottle  on  the  ground. 

A  bit  of  cloth  wrapped  round  the  churn-stickto  pre- 
vent it  tearing:  the  leathern  churning-bottle. 

A  ̂ j'i  saivj,  A  kind  of  basket  made  of  palm- leaves,  for  carrying  earth  and  lime. 

A  ̂ J)  sawhh,  (v.  n.  of  for  Sinking 
into  any  thing  soft  (the  finger). 

Ajy  sa7vr,  {y>\.J\^\  aswar,JJi  siyar,  'ijip  si- 
wai^at,  SjJO  siyarat,  sirat,  and  sirmi^  A  bull. 
Taurus,  the  Zodiacal  sign.  A  prince,  lord,  master. 

The  ruddiness  of  twilight.  A  whiteness  at  the  root 

of  the  nails,  (pi.  j\y \  aswar  and  ij^i  siwaraf)  A 
large  piece  of  the  coagulated  milk  called  \is\  akit. 

Green  scum  upon  standing  water ;  weeds  growing 

in  pools ;  any  thing  floating  on  water.  A  fool. 

Frenzy,  madness.  A  mountain  near  Mecca,  in  which 

is  a  cave,  celebrated  in  the  Kur'an.  Name  of  a 

man,  the  father  of  a  tribe.  i^j^  ̂ ynu's  sa7vr, 
The  bull's  eye  (name  of  a  very  brilliant  star),  (v.  n. 
ofjU  foi  jy  )  Being  raised  (dust),  excited  (tumult). 

Breaking  out  (pimples).  Appearing(blood).  Rush- 

ing, springing  upon.  Rising  up  from  the  dust  (lo- 
custs or  the  bird  UaS>  hata). 

A  J  y  sutur,  (pi.  ofj  u  safv)  Homicides  for  whose 
blood  inquisition  is  made. 

A  ij^j^>  san-arm,  (v.  n.  of jVi  forjy)  Spring- 
ing up,  assaulting.  Breaking  out  (pimples).  Ap- 

pearing (blood).  Being  raised  (dust,  or  a  tumult). 

A  'ij^i  sarvrat,  A  great  number  of  men.  Much 
wealth.  Vehemence  of  the  passions.  Siwarat,(p\. 

ofjji  saivr)  Bulls.  Large  pieces  of  coagulated  milk. 

A  'ij^i  susrat,  (v.  n.  ofj\3)  Taking  revenge,  re- 
taliating, killing  one  for  the  murder  of  another. 

Delighting  in  revenge.  Susrat  or  suMrat,  A  thirst 

for  revenge  or  retaliation. 

A  j_5jy  susrur,  An  assistant  to  a  police-officer, 
a  peon.  An  unpaid  militia-man. 

A  y'i  sawfr,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Flowing  (as 
water).  Suma^  A  mountain-tree,  always  green, 
having  a  large  trunk,  and  branches  resembling 

the  turpentine-tree,  but  useless. 

A  Jy  sawl,  (v.  n.  of  J\5  for  Jy )  Being  foolish, 
displaying  madness,  shewing  a  want  of  firmness. 

Pouring  out  the  contents  of  a  vessel.  A  cameFs 

pizzle  or  sheath.  A  male  bee.  A  swarm  or  hive. 

A  tree  of  a  bitter  salsuginous  species.  Samal  (v. 

n.  of  JVi  for  Jy)  Having  the  staggers  (a  sheep). 
A  torpor  in  the  limbs  of  a  sheep ;  also  a  vertigo  or 

staggers  to  which  they,  as  well  as  goats,  are  some- 
times subject,  making  them  to  fly  from  the  flock. 

Sul,  (pi.  of  Jy^  asmal)  Sheep  or  goats  affected  by 
a  vertigo.  Foolish,  insane.  Lazy,  slow. 
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A  >^5y  sawlas,  (fem.  of  Jy\  aswal)  A  ewe  or 
she-goat  distempered  as  above.  Mad.  Lazy. 

A  J_j5y  suslul,  (pi.  JJVi)  A  nipple.    A  wart. 

A  j»y  sum,  Garlic.  ^.y  sumu'l  iiayyat, 
Mountain-garlic  (because  spotted  like  a  serpent). 

L  ̂ Uy  sumald,  (Thymelsea)  Spurge-laurel. 
A  &Aoy  sumat,  A  single  clove  of  garlic.  The 

pom  el  of  a  sword.  S'mamat,  Name  of  a  tree,  bear- 
ing no  fruit,  and  more  fragrant  than  myrtle. 

A  {^x^^  sawmafm,  Spleenwort. 

G  ̂ j-^y  sumus,  Thyme. 
AL-^ jpsusub,(\.n.  of  L-^u  for  (_>jy)  Returning. 

Being,  becoming  full  (well,  vase,  cistern). 

Ajj^suivii?-,  (or j^^sufur)  (v.n.ofju  for^y) 
Being  raised,  flying  (dust).  Being  excited  (a  tu- 

mult). Springing  up  in  a  rage  to  assail  (a  man) ; 

attacking.  Breaking  out  (small-pox  or  other  erup- 
tions). Appearing  (blood).  Coming  out,  shaking 

themselves  from  the  dust  (locusts). 

A  ̂ JJy  sumrat,  Hatred,  desire  of  retaliation. 
A     y  sawhad,  A  plump,  jolly  boy. 

A  lj^>  su7va',  (pi.  of  sy)  Household  utensils. 
A  sawiy,  (pi.  Aj>^^\  aswiyaf)  A  guest, 

stranger.  A  captive.  A  house  prepared  for  a 

stranger.  Simiy,  (v.  n.  of  c^y)  Abiding  a  long 

time  at  a  place.  Alighting.  Dying.  Being  interred. 

A  piece  of  cloth  wrapt  round  the  churn-stick,  to 
prevent  it  tearing  the  leathern  churning  bottle. 

A  t_»»^.y  suwayh,  A  work. 

A  Hj^^.y  suwayhat,  Name  of  the  foster-mother of  Muhammad. 

A  wy  sarvlyat,  A  place,  a  spot.  A  heap  of 
stones,  about  the  size  of  a  man  seated,  raised  as  a 

sign-post  in  the  desert.  Awoman.  Asheep-cote,fold. 

A  &by  s«roi/ai,Aheapofherbs.  A  miscellaneous 
assembly  of  men.  A  multitude  of  scattered  houses. 

A  Ij^.y  siiwayna,  Flour  which  the  baker  sprin- 
kles under  his  leaven. 

A  Ol^  sahat,  (v,  n.  of  O^'i)  Vociferating. 
A  sahat,  Vociferation,  making  a  noise. 

A  ̂ jA^  sahsaliat.  The  melting  (of  snow). 

A  J-^'i  salial,  A  being  spread  on  the  ground. 
A  J,i^  J^.o  zalalu'hnu)  sahlala,suhlala, 

or  suhlula,  A  lying,  trifling,  idle  fellow. 

A  ̂.♦j'i  sahmad,  A  large,  fat  woman. 
A  dy^  sahwad,  A  plump  boy  near  puberty. 
A  (--'IaS  siyab,  (pi.  of  L«^y  saivb)  Garments, 

robes,  vestments,  clothes,  dresses. 

A  siyabiy.  One  who  takes  care  of  (the) 
clothes  (of  the  bathers  in  a  bagnio). 

Ajlo  siyar,  (pi.  of^y  sawr')  Bulls. A  sayyib,  A  woman  who  departs  from  her 

husband  after  having  but  once  conversed  with  him. 

(The  term  is  also  applied  to  a  man  by  way  of  re- 
proach). A  man  and  woman  come  together  for 

the  first  time,  depucelated.  ti^vfAjJl  waladu's 
sayyibayni,  A  son  born  under  such  circumstances. 

A       siyat,  A  sheep-cote. 

A  ̂y^>  saytal,  An  aged  he-mountain-goat.  A 
mountain-ox,  or  the  species.  A  fat,  jolly  man, 

supposed  to  have  some  good  about  him.  Impotent. 

A  ̂   sayhh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ )  Sinking  in- to any  soft  substance  (the  finger). 

A       saAd,  Moist  (place).   Affected  by  cold. 
A  idXi  saddat.  Full  and  fleshy  (thigh). 

A  jii  sir,  A  coating  of  the  eye. 
A  siran  or  s^jo  si7'at,  (pi.  ofjy )  Bulls. 

A  J-o  sil,  (pi.  of  J^^  asyai)  Large-sheathed  (ani- 
mals). Sil  or  sayl,  The  sheath  or  penis  of  an  ani- 

mal. Sil,  (or  J^'i  sayyil)  A  certain  plant.  A kind  of  artichoke. 

A  j»5«o  saymicm,  An  herb  resembling  wheat. 
A  i^j^  sin,  The  place  in  the  sea  where  they  fish 

for  pearls.  The  instruments  with  which,  or  the 

place  where,  they  pierce  them. 

A  *Jy3  suyHbat,  Widowhood. 

^jim,  called  jimi  abjad,  j*J^ 

jimi  ̂ rabi,  or  j*J^  jivii  tazi,  The  sixth  let- ter of  the  Persian  and  Arabic  alphabets ;  and  the 

character  for  three  in  arithmetic.  It  represents 

Tuesday  and  Cancer  in  astronomical  books,  and  is 
also  the  contraction  of  the  sixth  lunar  month,  called 

ji>-5^  i^t^y^  jamadi''l  akhir.  This  letter  is  some- times mterchangeable  with  O  te,  ̂ che,  j  zayn, 

J  j^i  <— gof}  8-nd  ̂ J  ye ;  and  has  the 
power  that  is  given  by  us  to  the  letter in  James, 

p  W  ja,  A  place.     Stead,  room.  ei^/ 

ja  giriftan,  To  take  hold,  find  a  place, 

bajdsifulan,  In  lieu  of  such  a  one.    U;  Is-  jd  ba 

jd,  From  place  to  place.    Here  and  there.  Scat- 

teredly.    ̂ jii^l  ls|  bajd  dmadan.  To  come  to  its 

place,  to  come  to  pass.^To  return  to  itsformer  state. 

A  A:>-  jisds,  (or  S>W  jisdMf)  A  cover  (of  lea- 

ther or  wicker  work)  for  a  kettle. 

A       jdM  (fut.        yaji^u)  He  came. 

^i)^\ijnj.a  bi  awldd,  He  came  by,hebegat  children. 
A  P\.'>-jassdf,  Coming,  approaching,  on  the  way. 

A  (_->V  3°'^^^  C^-"-  '-r'^^)  Acquiring  wealth. 
Selling  red  earth  or  clay.  (pi.  "-r'j^^  jumb^  A 

strono'  ass,  wild  or  tame.  Red  clay  or  earth.  The 

naveL    Thick,  robust.  ^\s>' ja^bu' s  salr, 

Hardy,  patient. 
A  i«^Z)a<,  (fem.)  Thick,  strong.  Fierce. 

The  hypochondria  or  short  ribs.  'ii\>-jasba- 

tu'l  midra\  or  ̂ j^A^  jdbatu'l  midra',  A  doe 
whose  horns  begin  to  shoot  forth  (which  are  then 

thick).  'il\:>- jasbatu'l  batn.  The  abdomen. 

A  «J  V  jabat.  An  answer.  Obedience.  Power. 
A  S^ls-  jdbiz,  Drawing,  attracting. 

A       jabir,  A  setter  of  broken  bones ;  a  re- 



pairer  of  any  thing  broken.  A  proper  name.  ji\ 

^Is-  abu  Jabir,  (or  j}\j>-jdbiru''bn  habbat) 
Bread  (as  the  staff  of  life). 

A  'ij>\»-  jabirat,  The  city  of  Madina. 

A  'i^\>-  jasbazat,{y  .n.o^^\>-  Q)  Fleeing  away. 
Study,  effort,  exertion.  Flight. 

A  'i^\s>'  jabizat,  Flight.  Endeavour,  purpose, 
p         jabah,  The  lash  of  a  whip, 

p  \.J:>S^  jabulsa,  (a  jabalas)  The  west. 

Name  of  a  city  in  the  west,  beyond  which  there 
is  no  habitation. 

p  \s^\>-  jabulka,  (or  ̂ji^ V  jubalaJi,  The  east. 
Name  of  another  city,  the  limits  of  the  world  to- 

wards the  east.  (These  are  only  to  be  met  with 

in  fabulous  authors.) 

p  (_j»>^-LjLs>- ja&ZMS,Flatterer,  coaxer,wheedler. 

{ji^j^  (^^^■>-jablus  kardan,  To  flatter,  to  fawn, 
p  j^^^W  jablusi,  Flattery,  adulation. 
A        jabih,  (Any  bird  or  beast)  which  meets 

one,  and  whose  encounter  is  considered  ominous. 

A         j^i^}  (for  t3 V  jo-bu)  A  locust. 

A  f^\s>-  jabi,  Revenue-collector,  tithe-gatherer. 

A         jabiyat,  (pi.  {^^^  jarvdbi)  A  large 
stone  reservoir  for  watering  camels.    A  crowd. 

Name  of  a  village  in  the  vicinity  of  Damascus. 

P  jdbidan,To  be  lazy,  cowardly, fright- 

ened. To  be  loth,  unwilling.  To  be  vexed,  to  re- 
pent.   To  be  broken. 

P  ̂_j^.V  japurba,  A  city  in  Turkistan. 

Pj^.V  jccpuz,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 
H  OU- ja^.  Name  of  a  Hindii  tribe. 

P      V  jatdgh,  Bit  of  wood  on  a  tent-pole, 

p  i^i^  jdtan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  God. 

P  f^j^^\!>-jatunitan,(\n  zand  and  Paz. )To  come. 

A  Ll.>\»-  jass,  (v.  n.  of  i.^V)  Being  heavily 

laden,  or  travelling  as  if  overloaded  (a  camel).  Re- 

lating news.    Jasas,  (v.  n.  of  L^<a»-)  Being  slow 
in  rising  ov  carrying  a  burden. 

A  jasms,  Bad-tempered, 

p  ̂jA>\>-  jdsaWi,  A  prelate,  doctor,  or  Chris- 
tian priest,  in  Muhammadan  countries.  The  chief 

is  the  bitrlli,  in  Antioch.    Below  him  the 

Jj^iiU-  jdsalik ;  next  to  him  the  ̂^]jia/«  viatran  ; 

tben  the  i_-i.a'^^  tiskuff;  afterwards  the  ̂J.*x!!!J  his- 
sis;  and  last,  the  shammds. 

A  jC^r  jo.sim,  Unconscious  and  motionless. 
Seated,  squatting. 

A  j»yV»-jasMm,  The  nightmare.  A  sleeper,  one 
who  indulges  in  bed,  and  sets  not  out  with  his 
fellow-travellers. 

A  (jV  jdsi,  (pi.  '^J^jusiy  or  jisiy)  A  kneeler. 
HH^j  i^J^  ̂ la'  rukbataylii,  Kneeling on  both  his  knees. 

A  jdsiyat,  A  chapter  in  the  Kur'an. 
A  s^^\»-  jasjas,  Rout,  flight,  dispersion. 
A  jdjat,  A  glass  bead,  a  small  necklace, 

p  jdjarm,  Name  of  a  city. 
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p  sjJjOj:>-\s>.  jdjarmina,  Name  of  a  fountain 
which  dries  at  sunrise  and  is  replenished  at  sunset. 

P  ̂ ^^jajim,  A  fine  bedding  or  carpet. 

A  Ja^a;?^,  (pi.  of  j>-^_yMj^'M^)  Breasts. 
Ships'  bows. 

A        jdh,  A  veil,  a  covering. 

A  6s-\s>-  jdhid,  Any  one  denying  or  obstinately 

resisting.    A  deniei-,  opponent. 

A  j>-\s^  jaJiir,  Left  behind,  unable  to  overtake. 
A  )as^\>'  jahiz,  (pi.  juhhaz)  One  who  has 

prominent  eyes.    Prominent  (eye). 

A  ̂j\i;^is>-\s»-  jdhizatdni,  Pupils  of  the  eyes. 
A  Hottest  part  of  a  battle.  Staring 

(man).  A  very  hot  place.  Glowing  (coal).  Death. 
A  jdhimat,  Fixed,  staring  (eye). 

A       V  jdhi,  Clever.    Able  at  prayer. 

A js-l>-  jdhhir,  A  wide  valley. 

p  L^y^\>-  jdhhsuh,  A  sickle. 

A  tiU-  jdda,  (fut.        yajudu)  He  was  liberal. 
A        jdd,  (or        ̂ \  abujdd)  Vain. 
A  jddin,  (with  tan  win,  for  (^ki^  jddi)  One 

who  asks  or  begs  as  a  gift. 

A  SU-  jddd,  Diligent,  industrious,  laborious, 
striving.  Serious,  in  earnest.  Rapid  (nocturnal 

journey  in  search  of  water). 

p  (iUW  jd-ddd,  Place,  employment.  Assets. 

p  ̂jti^ii  V  jd  dddan,  To  give  an  appointment. 
To  protect. 

A  L-.JiiW  jddib,  False.  A  liar.  A  railer,  accuser. 

A  'ii)\>-  jdddat,  (usually  pronounced  as  if  written 

t>^\^  jdda)  (pi.  'S\y^ja7vddd)  A  highway,  a  straight 
or  beaten  path.    The  middle  of  the  road. 

jddasi  ̂ dl,  The  due  administration  of  justice. 
A  ;_)*>iils-  jddis,  Obliterated  (trace).  Untilled 

land.    Any  thing  firm  and  hard. 

A '&Mid\:»- jddisat,  {\>\.  jaivddis)  Un- 
ploughed,  uncultivated  land. 

A  I  id\>-jddif,  (pi.  I  'id\^s^  jaivddif)  A  wild 
buck  which  takes  short  steps. 

A  i^d^^jddiljA  wrangler.  Robust(youth)arrived 

at  puberty.   A  camel's  colt  able  to  follow  the  dam. 

p_jX_)iiU»  jddanrjo,  (or  ̂J^^^\s>■  jddangoy') 
(in  old  Persian)  One  who  embezzles  jDroperty  en- 

trusted to  him  for  pious  uses. 

p jiiWjac/M,  Juggling,  conjuration, magic.  The 
eye  of  a  mistress.  Black,  ̂ ^i^j^ jddu  kardan, 

To  bewitch.  ^  zidfijddu,  Black  hair. 

p  jddu-hhaydli,  Spectre,  illusion. 

p  j^s:^^  jd\»-  jddu-suhhaii,  A 'poet.  Eloquence. 

p  Ui^jiiW  jddu-kund,  A  practiser  of  magic. 
p j^jiiW  jddugar,  A  juggler,  conjurer. 

p  j^j^jiiU-  jddugari,  Magic,  conjuration. 

p  ̂J,^6^  jdduti,  Necromancy,  witchcraft. 

A  jddi,  (pi.  'i\Ss>~  juddt^  One  who  begs 
as  a  gift.    Saffron.  Wine. 

A  A}  ii\p-  jddiyds,  Saffron. 
A  iiW  ja^z,  A  drinking,  swilling,  guzzling. 

> 

A  (— jiU-  jdzih,  A  puller,  plucker.  Drawing 

(plaster).  Alluring;  attractive.  Anallurer.  (pi. 

L-^iil^  jawdzib)  A  camel  giving  little  milk. 

A  'ii^\s»-  jdzibat,  Attractive.  A  camel  giving 
little  milk.  Attraction,  charm,  allurement ;  grace, 

beauty,  Joveliness. 
A  jiW  jasdzir,  (pi.  ofji^)  Wild  calves. 

A  JiW  jdzil,  (pi.  fj^^  juzldn)  What  stands 
erect  and  firm  (an  elevated  place  or  thing),  (poeti- 

cally) Cheerful.  (A  leathern  bottle)  which  turns 
the  flavour  of  milk. 

p  jiW  jdzu,  A  wizard,  necromancer. 

A  (_$'iU-  jdzl,  (pi.  As^-  jizdf)  One  who  stands 
on  tiptoe.    Short  in  the  arm. 

A  'i>h\>-  jdziyat,  (fern,  of  ijL)\>-jdzi)  Standing 
on  tiptoe.  Short-armed.  (Sheep)  giving  little 
milk  soon  after  the  birth. 

AjW  jasr,  (v.  n.  of  j\s>-)  Lowmg  (an  ox). 
Groaning  in  prayer.  Asking  with  a  loud  voice. 

Being  long  (grass).  Producing  such  herbage. 
Copious  rain.  Luxuriant  herbage.  A  corpulent 

man.  Jasar,  (v.  n.  ofjX>-)  Suffering  a  choking 
sensation  in  the  chest. 

A       jdra,  (fut.j^:^!  yajuru)  He  was  unjust. 

AjW  jd7\  (pi.  ̂ ^J^  jirdn,  'ij(ff  j'lrat,  and j^_j:>-\ oyn-ar)  Neighbouring.  A  neighbour.  A  near 
or  adjacent  inn  or  halting-place.  One  who  im- 

plores protection,  a  refugee.  One  taken  under 
protection  from  oppression.  A  partner  in  trade. 

Bound  by  oath.  An  assistant.  One  who  protects 

against  oppression.  A  husband.  (The)  nakedness 

(of  a  wife).  The  arse,  jaru'ljunub, 

Neighbours.  j^\j\>'jdru'n  ?ia/ir,Name  of  a  water- 
plant.^  p  \Sj  jdri  bd  wafd,  A  faithful  friend. 

Ajls-  jasfd?',  A  corpulent  man. 
A  JU- Ja?7',  Who  or  what  draws,  drags,  or  at- 

tracts. (_Jj>-/tar^jarr,  A  particle  which  gives 

(to  a  noun)  a  termination  in  kasra.  ̂ ^-o3^  jU-  (J-Aai* 

sa?/ZMW_;arr?<'^2:aiM^a,  A  swollen  torrent  that  draws 
a  hyena  (from  his  den). 

A  jdrdt,  Female  neighbours. 

A  5jl»- _;'«?■«  A  wife.  A  female  neighbour.  The 
arse.  Tyrants,  oppressors,  unrighteous  judges,  (for 

ijdrat)  (v.  n.  4  of  jU-  forj^)  Protecting, 
shielding  from  oppression.  See  bandnj. 

A  jdrrai,  Camels  led  by  the  halter. 
The  way  leading  to  the  watering  place, 

A         jdrih,  Who  or  what  wounds. 

A  &i>-j\>-  jdrihat,  (pi,  ,^J\^  jawdrih')  A  rapa- cious animal.    A'member  of  the  body, 

Ajjls-  jdriz,  One  who  coughs  violently.  A 
barren  woman,    A  severe  cough, 

A  'ijjjs'  jdrizat,  (i-)\.Jj\^:>'jawdriz)  Hard,  dry 
ground  surrounded  by  sand.    Level  ground. 

A  (^jijW-Jar^Vi,  (pl.(^]J=-)  A  sinner, criminal 
A  jdrif,  A  destructive  murrain,  a  gene- 
ral mortality.  A  certain  grievous  pestilence  which 



raged  in  the  time  of  Ibn  Zabir.  A  scavenger. 
Trouble,  calamity. 

p  ̂j^U-  jargim,  Envelope  of  nutmeg,  mace. 

A  jarim,  (pi,  jurram  or  j»Vp9-  jurrani) 
One  who  gathers  in  the  produce  of  the  palm-tree. 

Delinquent.  jjj  hanujarim,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  jdrin,  A  serpent's  brood.  An  old  obli- 
terated path.    Clothes  old  and  threadbare. 

P  ja-rob,  A  besom,  broom,  brush.  A 

sweeper,  i^'^ ̂^\^j<>j\^jj^ja-robazmujgan 
hardan,  To  behold.    To  worship. 

inferior  servant.  A  sweeper  of  a  mosque  or  mauso- 

leum (a  situation  both  lucrative  and  honourable). 

P  ,^J^ ̂  jj[!>'jdroh-hasJn,SweeTpmg.  jjV 

fjiijSs  jm^ob-hashi  hardan,  To  sweep. 
A  jdrud,  Very  dry  (season).  Unfortu- 

nate, unlucky. 

A  w  Jjjls"  jdrudiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A jdrur,  A  stream  formed  by  waters 

flowing  from  high  grounds  during  excessive  rains 

or  the  melting  of  ice. 

A  {^jti^^s-  jdrus,  A  glutton. 

A  i^^J^  jaruf,  Lecherous.  Sprightly.  Un- 
fortunate.   A  glutton.  Sweeping  (torrent). 

A  (^U-  jdri,  Who  or  what  runs,  or  flows ;  pro- 
ceeds, passes,  happens,  or  becomes.  Current.  >l« 

madjart,  (p  t5j^=»         dbijdri)  Running 

water,  p         Lfj^j^^'''^  buda^i,  To  flow,  to  run. 
To  occur,  happen,  become. 

A  Hj>jW  jdri^/at,  (fem.)  (pi.  ̂_fJ\^  jawdri) 
Flowing,  running.  Happening.  A  ship.  The  sun. 

A  girl,  servant,  female  slave,  wench.  A  boon,  fa- 
vour from  the  hand  of  God. 

AjXs^jasz,  A  stifling  sensation  in  the  breast 

fi'om  rage,  thirst,  or  suffocation  when  under  water. 

J amz,  (  V.  n.  of^»- )  Being  affected  by  that  sensation. 

Aj<:=~jaza,  (fut.J_j^  yajuzu)  He  passed  by. 

A  ̂ \»-  jazih,  A  giver.  Great  (gift). 
Ajj\»-  jdzi?;  A  camel-butcher. 

A  ̂ \s^jdzi^  The  prop  of  a  vine  or  a  palm-tree. 
A  prop.  Impatient,  querulous. 

A         jdzim,  (pi.  jawdzim)  Who  or 

what  deprives  a  consonant  of  its  vowel,  so  render- 
ing it  quiescent;  gezmating.  Aresolver,concluder. 

Conclusive.  A  camel  sated  with  drink :  full(bottle) 

A  jdzis,  (A  doe)  which  satisfies  thirst 

with  grass.  (j*  LiioJ'a-jdzisuka  mir  raju- 
lin,  That  man  will  suffice  you. 

A  ;jrjlj»- ja^ri,  (or  with  tanwinj Is- ja^m)  Who 
or  what  suffices.  Sufficient.  Value,  equivalent. 

A  'i^jXs-jdzisat,  (pi.  ti'jlj*')     ̂ il^  beast. 
A         jdziyat,  Recompense,  compensation, 

p  CLA*»»lis- jas<,  A  wine-press. 

A  iXui'o^jdsid,  Dry  (blood)  adheringto  thebody. 
A  juA:^  jdsir,  Bold,  hardy,  daring. 

A  ̂*ti\s^jdsi^  Distant  (journey). 
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A  P  {_y>y*i\s»-jdsus,  (pi.  fju.J^Mi\^»-  jawdsis)  A 
spy.  The  white  poppy. 

P  Ja««i,  Spying,  secret  intelligence, 

espionage.  ̂ ^'^^ y^'T' i"^^^*  hardan,  To  play 
the  spy.  To  seek  intelligence. 

A'kxMyM' :>-  jdsusiyat,  Duty  of  aspy,  espionage. 
F\J^>y^\s~jdsunitan,{m  zandandPaz.)Tohold. 

A  ̂ ^\s^jasis,  Hard  and  rough. 

A  ̂jui\>~jdsi.  Hard,  cruel,  inhuman.  Obsti- 
nate (tumour). 

A  Axui\->.  jdsiyds,  Hardness,  roughness. 
.  ̂      *  ? 

A  (^\»-jassh,  (v.  n.  of  (^^*-)  Being  inclined 
towards.  Being  disturbed ;  palpitating,  drooping, 

faintmg  (the  heart  from  grief  or  terror),  (pi. 

{^jjs-  ju.iush')  Heart,  mind,  soul. 
rdbitu''ljassh.  Intrepid,  firm,  bold,  steady. 
P  jdsh,  A  heap  of  winnowed  wheat  (on 

the  threshing-floor).  A  granary,  (an  affix  im- 

plying distribution)  Two  parts,  three  parts. 

Aj^\^  jdshir,  (]A.  jJLf-  jushshd?-)  One  who abides  in  the  fields  v.'ith  his  camels. 

A  'i^jZi\s>-  jdshinyat,  Mid-day.  Dawn.  A  sort 
of  food.  A  morning  draught,  of  camel's  milk  only. 

A  ̂[:>~jajz,  (v.  n.  of  ii>^-)  Being  oppressed 
with  heavy,  unwholesome  water. 

A  dS\^  jd^t.  Hungry,  famished  (persons). 

A  ijSXs^jd^rat,  The  anus.  Dung  of  wild  birds 
or  beasts.  jd^ratdni,  Buttocks  of  ass, 
horse,  or  man. 

A  i__£ff'Wja^?/",(A  torrent)  that  sweeps  all  away. 

A  ^Is-  ibnujd^  hamluhu,  The  son  of 
him  whose  louse  was  hungry  (a  low  nickname  of 
a  certain  sorry  fellow). 

A  ̂y^^f^  jd^l,  Who  or  what  puts  or  places.  A 
maker,  framer,  fixer,  doer.  A  giver. 

A  'Mp\»-  jd^yat,  Foolish  (woman). 
V          jdghar,  A  bird's  crop. 
p  i^^^sX:^  jdghsuh,  A  sickle. 

A  (  i\s^jasf,  (v.  n.  of  1— »l*-)  Throwing  pro- 
strate. Uprooting  (a  tree).  Terrifying.  Jasaf, 

(v.  n.  of  (_ij=>-)  Being  tenified.   Being  hungry. 

p  1  jU-ja/",  Wandering,  travelling  (fond  of  va- 
riety, not  contented  with  one  thing).  A  harlot. 

A  i_J  \s' jassdf,  A  caller:  vociferous. 

A  I  h\>~  jdff,  Withering,  drying  :  dry,  husky. 

A  (  s\js£\^  jdfjdf,  A  harlot. 

Ajs\s^  jafir,  Languid  from  much  covering. 

A  ̂ ^\^jdfil,  Disturbed  (in  body  or  mind).  Di- 
shevelled (hair).  Displaced,  removed. 

A  'i]3\s^jdjilat,  (A  wind)  blowing  strong. 

A  (jls-  jdjl,  Injurious,  vexatious.  Cruel,  sa- 

vage, unfeeling,  unjust.  Uncomfortable  (bed). 

p  jdhsho,  A  grain  resembling  a  lentil. 

p  (Ji3y^  jdhuniian,  (in  zand)  To  bring. 

P        j/a/«,  Wood  whence  tooth-picks  are  made. 

p  I^^V  jd-garm,  A  warm  place.  Stability. 
Repose.  Observation,  contemplation. 

P  [^Ijf^  j^-guzin.  Choosing  a  residence. 
P jff  W"  fi-gir.  Holding,  occupying  a  place. 

An  assignment  of  the  government-share  of  the  pro- 

duce of  a  large  tract  of  country  to  an  individual. 
A  possession  in  land  granted  either  in  perpetuity 

or  for  life,  as  a  reward  for  services  or  as  a  fee. 

Jtf^  jd-giri  tan  or  C^\h  jd-giri  zdt,  As- 
signment of  land  for  personal  support.  j»-l5- 

jd-giri  hashm,  Lands  granted  for  the  support  of 

troops.  jtjij^\:s^  jd-giri  sar,  An  assignment  of 
land  for  the  support  of  an  establishment  of  officers 
and  servants. 

'Pj"^  Jtf^r~  jdgir-ddr,  A  holder  of  a  jaglr. 
A  ̂y^jasala,  (fut.        yajtalu)  He  went  and 

came.  He  gathered  (wool).  (Wool)  was  collected, 

p  C^jdl,  The  tooth-pick  tree.  Net,  snare,  gin. 

A  Jla- JaZ,  A  wall,  parapet,  or  fence  to  a  well. 
The  interior  of  a  well  from  the  top  to  the  bottom. 
Sea-side.  Side  of  a  mountain. 

A  JWjaZ,  Forged,  counterfeit. 

A  ,y:^'\>~  jufldl.  Fear,  di*ead. 

A  ̂ j'y^s-jasalan,  A  limping,  a  walking  lame. 
A  i„^\s-  jdlib,  Who  or  what  attracts  or  draws. 

An  author,  mover,  exciter,  causer.  A  merchant 
who  travels  from  country  to  country  (with  slaves, 

cattle,  cloths,  or  other  merchandise),  (pl- <— 

jawdlib  or  {....As^jullab)  Healing  (wound).  <--^Ij>- 

i^j\3.]\jdlibu'l  /«<ZM&,Attracter,ravisher  of  hearts. 
Ae3W  jdllat,  (by  some  's^\s^  jdlat)  (pi.  J^_5=»- 

jarodlV)  People  which  have  left  their  home ;  exiled. 

A  (jwJl^JaKs,  (pi.  i^^^julus)  Sitting,  seated, 
sedentary.  One  who  comes  into  a  high  country. 

A  companion,  chum,  ti^jj  jj**!^  jdlisi  bunud, 

A  camp-follower. 

p ̂ *<.SW  jaZ%ar,  Waving,  swinging,  walking 
with  a  pompous  air. 

p  ̂^\s^  jdlish,  Coition.  Venereous. 

v^z2\»-jdlishgar.  Addicted  to  venery.  One 
who  waves,  swings,  or  walks  with  a  pompous  air. 

A  jdli^  Impudent,  immodest,  obscene. 
Unveiled  (woman).  Conspicuous,  resplendent. 

A  '&fi\s-jdli^t,  Immodest  (woman). 
A  L-fi5ls-  jdlif,  Who  or  what  pulls  up,  tears 

out,  breaks,  cuts,  or  unbarks.  (A  blow)  grazing 

the  skin, but  not  going  deep.  A  fatal,  deadly  season. 

Fjjj][s^jdlandar,  A  church,  chapel,  shrine. 
Name  of  a  district  in  Somnath. 

A  Cj^\:>~  jdlut,  Goliah. 
p  aJW  jdla,  A  raft  made  of  leathern  bottles. 

p         jdU,  The  tooth-pick  tree. 

A  J^la-  jdl'i,  Detergent.    Shining.  Polished. 
Evident. 

A  'i^\»-jdliyat,  Exiles.  Tributaries.  Tribute 
exacted  from  tributaries. 

■p ̂ \s-  jdliz,  A  kitchen-garden.  A  melon- 
ground.  A  meadow. 

PjM,}ii\:>-  jdlesar,  Jellasore  in  Orissa. 



A  P  jalinus,  Galen  the  physician. 

p  Jd7n,  A  cup,  chalice,  goblet,  bowl.  Glass, 

particularly  when  coloured  and  used  in  the  win- 

dows of  baths.  A  looking-glass,  a  mirror.  Name 

of  a  district  in  Khurasan.  <-iJ)^  ̂ ^jaini  lurak, 

A  dish  of  macaroni.  j^jw>j\J^.  ̂ \»-jami  pm^ 
az  shir  u  may,  A  goblet  of  milk  and  wine.  The 

lip  of  a  mistress.  Elegant  poetry.  ̂   ̂\j>-jami 
jam,  (or  Q^xL^y  jami  jamshed)  The  cup  or 
mirror  of  Jam,  Solomon,  or  Alexander  j  which, 

according  to  the  Eastern  fabulists,  represented  the 

whole  world  (whence  it  is  also  called  W  V?" 

jami  jahan-nama  or  V  ^\»-jami  gitl-nama, 
A  mirror  shewing  the  universe ;  and,  metaphori- 

cally, a  pharos,  or  light-house,  particularly  that  of 

Alexandria),  |»Wja?ni&iZZa?yr,  A  crystal  glass. 

A  crystal  coach-glass.  (_J^J  jami  zibahl, 

A  crystal  goblet,  ̂ \»-jami  sahar.  The  sun. 

l*Ju»»  ̂\»-jdmi  sim,  A  silver  goblet.  The  chin  of 

a  mistress.  ̂ J^__J^  ̂ »-jami  shahr-ydri,  A  royal 

goblet.  jMi  ̂\»~  jami  shir,  A  teat  yielding  milk. 

A  bed  of  canes,  yt^^  ̂[»-jdmi  gohar,  A  crystal 

cup.  (met.)  The  lip  of  one's  mistress,  jyij 

j ami malikisJiark, The  sun's  disk.  ̂ J'^  ̂^-s^jdmi 
hildli,  An  oblong  dish,  resembling  a  ship  ;  a  tu- 

reen ;  also  a  drinking  cup.  lIXIuo j>  ̂^jmn 
bar  sang  zadan,  To  dash  the  goblet  in  pieces  (met.) 
To  leave  off  wine. 

A        jam,  (pi.  ajsum,  ajndm, 

Ol«W/a?«a<,andj»_j»-Ja7ywi)Asilvercup.  Aglass. 

A  jsla-  jamm,  Much,  abundant,  inexhaustible. 
Rested,  refreshed,  recruited  (horse). 

A  C^\jc\^jdmat,  (pl.of  ̂ ^»~)  Silver cups,goblets. 
P  L-^\^\»^jdmdsb,(i^Jiui[r6\s^jdmdsf, 

jdmds,  or  jdmat)  The  son  of  the  prophet 

Daniel,  celebrated  in  the  East  as  a  skilful  physi- 

cian, jdmdsb-numa,  Name  of  a 

book  written  by  him,  a  copy  of  which  Castellus 

says  he  had  in  his  possession. 

p  jdmtunitan,  (in  zand)  To  arrive. 

^  ̂^'^jo^mih,  Stubborn,  vicious  (horse). 

^  ̂^s^jdmikh,  (pi.  ̂ s^)  Proud,  boastful. 
P  jdm-khdna,  A  room  with  mirrors. 

Ai^WjamzcZ,(pl.iX»s..Jaj??a(i)Concrete,congeal- 
ed.  Consistentjsolid.  Rigid,stiff.  Styptic,  (in  gram.) 
Underived,  primitive  (noun).  A  noun  or  verb  from 
which  another  cannot  be  derived.  Inanimate,  un- 

organic  (as  fossils).  Fat.  A  boundary.  ̂ i-cU 
mdnjdmid,  Dead  or  stagnant  water. 

jdmidu'l  ̂ yn,  Tearless,  dry-eyed  (man). 
^Js^S  jdmiduH  liaff,  Close-fisted, stingy, parsimo- 

nious.   Jl\\  Sto[:>- jdmidu'l  mdl,  Dead  stock  (op- 
posed to  J\\  zd^ihul  mdl,  Live  stock). 

p^U(«U-  jd7iia-ddr,  A  keeper  of  a  wardrobe. 
A  musqueteer. 

p  loKs"  j\<y<\^  jdmaddr-hhdna,  A  wardrobe. 

P  iJj>sA=^jdma-ddri,  Protection,  defence. 
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P  ̂^S'o\^>~  jdmaddn,  Wardrobe,  clothes-bag. 

p  ̂3b^•W  jdmddrii,  A  species  of  fine  cotton 
cloth  with  spots  or  fiowers  wove  in  the  loom. 

A  ̂^JMe\»-  jdmis,  (for  Sio\e^jdmid)  Frozen  (wa- 
ter). A  plant  that  has  lost  its  freshness. 

A  &^^\s>-  jdmisat,  (A  stone)  fixed  in  its  place. 
p  s,mmc\»~  jdmisa.  The  Egyptian  bean. 

A  jdmi^  Who  or  what  collects,  compre- 
hends, assembles,  unites,  or  joins.  A  collector.  All, 

whole,  universal.  A  great  mosque,  temple,  duomo, 

or  cathedral,  where  the  prayer  called  aJkis^  hhutba 

is  repeated  on  Fridays.  An  ass  in  foal  of  her  first 

colt.  A  beast  adapted  for  a  pack-saddle  or  a  saddle. 

A  camel  failing  to  breed  the  fore  and  side  teeth.  A 

proper  name.  (pi.  jum^  A  large  cauldron. 

(^_ajLi*^\  jj«o  ̂ \>'jdmi^  bayna'l  musktahk'ina, Uniting  those  who  had  been  separated. 

i^lj>-'^'^  J  jdmi^  ̂ lumi'l  awwalin  rva'l 
dkliirin,  Compi-ising  the  learning  of  the  ancients 
and  the  moderns.    O^U^\  O^i  zdtijd- 

mi^'l  kamdldt,  Containing  the  essence  of  all  per- 
fection, i**^*-  du^4  jdmi^  An  universal 

prayer,  in  which  is  included  whatever  the  suppli- 
cant wishes  for,  in  this  world  and  the  next. 

jdmi^''ljdr,  Name  of  a  certain  coasting-place 
for  the  people  of  Madina.  ^\s-  jdmi^i'l 
^dum,  An  encyclopaedia.  „ 

A  i^\xK\i>-  jdmi^ni,  equiv.  to  eS^d-^J^\  SiU  al 
hillatu^l  mazidiyat. 

A  &*_«l=>-jami^af,  (pi.  jamdmi^  A 
large  cauldron.  A  pillory  (as  comprehending  the 

neck  and  the  hands).  A  necklace,  chain,  collar. 

A  'is^^ft^\»~  jdmi^yat,  Universality,  generality. 
p  (J^i/«W  jdmghol,  A  bastard  :  an  arch  rogue. 

P  f^j^\>-jdm-kdn,  (^^iv«\;5.-Jawia-7<awor  slX^W 
jd>n-gdh)A  wardrobe  in  baths, where  people  undress. 

A  &J^\»'jdmakiyat,(p^^^\^)Agift.  A  salary. 
P  tdlCoW  jdmagak,  A  little  garment. 

P  jdmagi  or  jdmgi,  A  piece  of  cotton 
cloth,  sufficient  for  a  garment.  A  salary,  stipend, 

wages,  daily  allowance  of  provisions.  Victuals, 

livelihood.    A  gun-match.  Sediment. 

Pj^_ji-  ̂ _^U-_;ama^i-Mroar,  A  stipendiary.  A servant.    A  wine-drinker. 

V  J\J  (_^^-  jdrnagi-ddr,  A  matchlock-man. 
A  jdmil,  A  troop  of  camels  with  their 

owners  and  keepers.  A  large  part  of  a  tribe,  (pi. 

of        jamaV)  Full-grown  camels. 

p  ̂J^J^jlcW  jdmnunitan,  (in  zand)  To  speak. 

Fj\yi>\>-  jdmandr,  (or  ̂J\yc\:>-  jdmawdri) 
Fit  or  intended  to  be  made  up  into  a  garment. 

p  isX> jdmutala,  An  orator,  a  speaker. 

AjycX^jdmur,  Pith  of  the  palm-tree. 
A  t^jtiy<i^jdmus,{jp\.  i^ju^\^»-jamdmis^  (from 

p  tjiJ^jl^  gdo-mesJi)  A  buffalo. 
p  M\:>-jdma,A  garment,  robe, vest,  gown,  coat. 

Stuff"  for  a  dress,  but  not  yet  made  up.    A  bed, 5  N 

couch,  sofa.  Cotton,  linen  cloth.  A  wrapper.  A 

patch.  A  half-burnt  fire-brand.  A  poker.  A  poem 

of  any  kind  (exceeding  nine  verses).  Eulogium, 

panegyric.  History.  Power, dignity.  Protection. 
Stipend,  salary,  (for  *W  jam)  A  cup,  goblet, 

flagon  with  a  long  crooked  neck.  ^  1  sj<i\»- 
jdmasi  dkhirat,  A  winding-sheet.  ̂ J^Si «/oW 
1  jama  bar  kadash  tang  dmad,  His  vest 

became  tight  upon  his  body,  i.  e.  He  swelled  with 

rage,    '-r'^j*-  jdmasi  khwdb,  Bed-clothes. 
Sxiiij^  a,(«\s>-  jdmasi  khwurshed,  Leaf  of  a  tree. 
Dust,  or  a  cloud,  or  whatever  obscures  the  sun. 

The  earth.    Pupil  of  the  eye.    The  human  body. 

Isi  I  M^jdma  dar  dnjd  nihdd,  He  there 
left  his  clothes,  i.  e.  He  died  in  that  place. 

t^j  {y^pj'^jdma  darnilzad,  He  threw  his  garments 
into  the  Nile,i.e.He  put  on  mourning.  (^S>^0  6j<>\s^ 

jdma  daridan,  To  tear  or  rend  one's  garment, 
(met.)  To  make  a  violent  exertion.    To  joke,  jest. 

%/c\s>~  jdmasi  saJiar,The  sun.  The  east  wind. 

lXaC-  &-ol»-  jdmasi  ̂ d,  Holiday-clothes.  A  scarlet 
vest.  Blossoms,  flowers,  jdmasi  ghok, 

A  green  film  seen  to  float  on  stagnant  water.  A 

rivulet.  A  pond.  n^c^  jdmasi  failu,  A  fine 

als ̂   »^\»-jdmafuta  kardan, 
silken  robe. 

To  tear  one's  clothes  into  strips. 
jdma  habd  kardan,  To  let  out  a  secret.  ̂ ^J^ 

jdmasi  Jtatrdn,  Garments  of  pitch,  i.e.  Mourning. 

jC'U  e.As-  jdmasi  mdtam,  Mourning-habiliments. 
Tkdjo  a-ols^  jdmasi  murda,  Grave-clothes.  a.'ol>- 

jamasi  nahhchuwam,  Scarlet.  */<\:s- 
jdmasi  navam,  My  new  garment. 

p         B^[s>.  jdma-bdf,  A  weaver. 

p  ̂jb  aA>-  jdma-hdjl,  The  art  of  weaving. 

p  j)  j.^oW^'awa-jMr,  A  pair  of  scissors;  shears. 
p  s^^s-jdma-j)osh,  Clothed,  clad,  dressed. 
p  ioli-  s^\s-  jdma-hhdna,  Wardrobe,  press. 

p  jjlj  e^\>-jdmadd!ii  A  portmanteau.  A  chest 

of  drawers,  clothes-chest,  wardrobe. 
p  jdma-dardn,  Garment-rending. 

p  i>-*>J  i^\i>-  jdma-zib,  Becoming  one's  dress. p  sjcKs^  jdma-shijiy ,  Washer  of  clothes. 

P  i^jji  iWils-  jdma-farosh,  A  slopseller. 

^jl?  s^'^^'^  jdmamdr,  Fit  to  make  clothes  from. 
A  flowered  sheet  or  shawl.    A  kind  of  chintz. 

p  jdmi,  Name  of  a  celebrated  Persian 

poet,  native  of  Jam,  and  a  Sufi. 

A  ̂ {s^jdmiy,  Native  of  Jam  in  Nisabur. 

■—   P  u^^i^^j  Soul,  vital  spirit,  mind.  Self.  Life. 
Wind.  The  mouth.  Arms.  The  father  of  demons. 

Name  of  a  race  said  to  have  inhabited  the  world 

before  Adam,    ̂ ^^^b  ^^U- ja/i  ba  das- 

tdrcha  dddan.  To  tender  one's  life.  To  advance 

money.  ̂ tio^J j>  j^'^  damidan.  To  re- 
store to  life,  (j^b  ij\^JM  ji  ̂U>-  jdn  bar  shuh- 

rdna  dddan.  To  advance  money.  j^Jc)  ̂jU-  ̂J\  ay 

jdnipidar,  O  soul  of  (thy)  father !  O  my  dear  son  ! 



(J^:/v  {j^'f'jani  pariyan,  Wine,  i^i^  ̂fi}^  (j^*" 
jdn  taslim  karda7i,  To  give  up  the  ghost,  to  die. 

t:)^?"  J  {jV'i^'**  fujani  u,  His  life  is  as 
dear  to  him  as  thine  to  thee.  (It  implies  also)  Una- 

nimity.   (_ji>l»*^  ̂ j\s^  jani  jajndsh,  Wine,  i^^'?- 
jdnijalidn,  Life  of  the  world.  (j^^ 

jdni  hayawan,  Milk.  Butter-milk.  Butter,  Flesh. 

Honey,  ̂ ;^s- jjS  iij5»-  ̂ >-jdni  khwud  farokhtan, 

To  sell  one's  liie,  i.  e.  to  expose  one's  self  to  danger. 

i^^!^jdn  dddan,  To  resign  one's  life.  To  kill 

one's  self.  ̂ ^Jj^J  i^\»-jan  ddshtan,  To  wish,  de- 
sire, aspire  after,  to  have  an  ambition  for,  to  en- 

deavour with  eagerness.    ̂ J^flo^ J  '  j'^  (J^^ 

jdn  dar  dstin  ddshtan,  To  risk  one's  life,  jii 
jaw  iZar  miydn,  Though  one's  life  be  at  stake. 

UiiVtj  zamin,  Herbage,  flowers,  and  fruits. 

f^^jiMi  (jWj'are  sipurdan,To  resign  one's  breath. 

^Is-  jdni  ̂ lam,  Life  of  the  world,  i.e.  Mu- 
hammad, (j'^^  kardan,  To  be  in  the 

agony  of  death.  f^»-jdn  kandan,  To  labour 
hard.  To  die. 

jann,  (pi.  ̂ jM^jinnan)  A  demon,  the 
devil.  A  kind  of  large  snake,  with  black  eyes, 

harmless,  and  allowed  to  go  about  the  houses  in 

the  East,  (pi,  of  ̂ »-jinn)  Demons.  j^^'t^_5^^ 
abujdnn,  Father  of  demons. 

p  J\j  I         jdn-dzdr,  Inhuman,  tyrannical. 

p  LijV; T  f^s^  jdn-dzdri,  Cruelty,  tyranny. 

p  j^^jS  I  ̂^Is-  jdn-dfinn,  Creator  of  the  soul. 

p  \y\        jdn-afzd,  Soul-reviving. 

s~janan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^-jaii)  Souls.  Hand- 
some, lovely.  A  mistress,  sweetheart. 

p  jaHatta,'A  beloved  object. 
Pjj  I  jdn-dwar,  Alive  (spoken  chiefly  of 

winged  animals).  An  imprudent,  injudicious  man. 

p  I  jdn-dhani,  Iron-hearted  ;  merci- 
less, cruel.  Brave. 

A  u-oU- j«j^wa&,  Short  and  fat  (man  or  horse). 

A  u-ols- jarei&,  (pi.  L_-*3^_}?-  jarvdnib)  A  part, 

side.  (pi.  1— ->li>-  junndh)  Strange,  foreign.  A  fo- 

reigner. Shunned,  despised,  scorned.  Distant  be- 

tween the  feet  (a  horse).  (_-*.> li^  ̂r;^  ghalizu'l 

jawi&, Rough, coarse-mannered.  (jjJ  linu'l 
jdnib,  Amiableness  of  manners.  (J,_^^  al 

jdnihu'l  gharhiy,Thewestevnside  of  Mount  Sinai 
(where  God  appeared  to  Moses). 

jan-baz,  Playing  with  life,  i.  e.  expos- 

ing one's  self  to  danger;  venturesome.  A  rope- 
dancer,  tumbler,  or  other  person  who  follows  a  dan- 

gerous calling.  A  horse-dealer. 

p  ̂j-jIa) W  jdn-hdzi,  Intrepidity.  A  swing.  A 
slack  rope. 

A  's^\>-  jdnihat,  A  side. 
P  (J^'^^  jdn-lahhsh,  Life-bestowing.  Soul- 

refreshing.  God.  The  forgiver  of  a  capital  crime. 

P  jdn-hakhsht,  Animation.  Vivifi- 
cation.  The  pardon  of  a  capital  offence. 
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Fj\sxi\»'jdnib-ddr,  Partial.  A  supporter,  a 
second.  An  advocate,  a  defender. 

P  e^^iXjW  j'am&-cZari,  Partiality.  Support. 
P  j>  jdn-bar,  One  who  escapes  with  life. 

f^d^ji  f^^^  jdn-bar  sliudan,To  escape  with  life. 

P  ti)^*  j^.  j^^^        miydn,  Ready,  pre- 
pared. One  in  expectation  of  death. 

P  ̂ ^^>-  i^^j^n  b  in  jdn.  The  name  of  an 
imaginary  being,who  makes  a  great  figure  in  East- 

ern fabulous  ti'adition.  He  is  supposed  to  have 
been  the  monarch  of  that  race  of  creatures  called 

by  the  Arabians  "  Jann"  or  Jinn,"  (by  the  Per- 

sians "  Janniyan"  or  "  Jinniyan,")  and  also  of  the 
Paris  or  Fairies,  both  of  whom  inhabited  the  earth 

before  Adam's  creation,  but  were  then  banished  to 
a  corner  of  the  world  called  Jinnistan,  for  disobe- 

dience to  the  Supreme  Being. 

A  jdnib ly,  Collateral.  Foreign. 

p  ̂i^jjol*-  jdmbidan,  To  dislike,  nauseate, 

A  jdnibayn.  Both  parts,  each  side, 

p  ̂ ^^.7^  jdn-jdn,  God.  The  Great  Spirit. 
Bread.  The  scrapings  of  the  pot. 

A  ̂ s-  jdnih.  Inclining,  inclined.  A  sinner. 
A  jdnihat,  The  lower  front  rib. 

Pj^jjW  jdn-ddr.  Animated,  having  a  soul. 
Powerful,  active.  A  daily  stipend,  A  guardian, 

preserverof  life.  An  executioner.  A  sword-bearer. 

PjjU        jaw-c?arM,  Theriac.  Opium. 
p  ij;J\d^\»-  jdn-ddrl,  Life,  animation. 
p  io\^o{s>-  jdn-ddna,  The  bregma  of  the  skull, 

which,  in  an  infant,  is  soft  and  moving. 

Pjd^\s^  jdn-dar,  Animated.    An  executioner. 
p  jd.n-dihi,  Opposition,  resistance. 

A  sacrifice  or  suiTender  of  life.  Death. 

p  jdn-rubd,  Soul-ravishing,  Killing. 

p^jlfcj        jdn-rahdn,  A  saving  of  one's  life. 

PjL**>  i^\>-jdn-sipdT;  Exposing  one's  self.  Re- 
signing one's  self  into  the  hands  of  another  (an  epi- 

thet of  a  lover).  Devoted. 

p  fj!j\j.^{»-jdn-sipdri,  Exposure  of  life.  Death, 

p  ̂j\jM^\»-jdn-satdn,  Soul-ravishing.  Allur- 
ing. Killing,  murdering. 

p  ̂j^CLJiKs^  jdn-satdnl,  Allurement.  Murder. 

pJ^*«3\s-yare-so2r,Soul-inflaming:beloved  object. 

A  i^J:ji\^  jdnish,  Near,  adjacent  (place). 

p ̂ ^Jl>\»- jdn-shihar ,  A  hunter  (of  wild  beasts). 
The  angel  of  death.  Amistress.  Nervous  language. 

p  i^^J^  ij^s-  jdn-shikari.  Place  of  execution. 

p  (j]^Jk«»  ̂J^s^  jdn-shirdn,  (or  j^^a^  i^'r~  j 
shvnn)  Sweet  life  !  Life  itself. 

p  i^^^jLA^-jd-nishin,  A  lieutenant,  locum  tenens. 
A  successor.  An  associate. 

p  IjjJyi  jdn-farsd.  Wearing  out  life,  dis- 

pleasing, disgusting,  irksome, 

p^i  ̂j\s~jdn-fazd,  (or  ̂j\j>  ij{s~  jdn-fazdy) 
Enlarging,  refreshing  the  soul.  Cheering,  welcome 
to  the  spirits.  The  water  of  life.  The  23d  day  of 

the  month  in  the  year  of  Yazdagird. 

p  ̂l-ii  ̂jWjaw-j^s/taw,  Ready  to  sacrifice  one's 
life;  zealous. 

p  jJ,^»i<J  f^^^^  jdn-fishdni,  Hard  labour.  Ex- 
treme diligence.  A  waste  of  life  in  another's  service. 

A  ̂\:^jdn  ik,  A  hurler  of  stones  from  a  balista. 

T  i^Jo\»-  jdnki,  A  council,  consultation. 
p  »^^^li>._;aw-AaA,  Soul-exhausting.  Pathetic. Afilicting. 

p  (jiio\s^'an-^asA,Quarrelsome,contumacious, 
p       f^K»- jdn-han,  Soul-harrowing. 
p  5\XjIp-  jdn-gdh,  Dangerous, 

chdhijdn-gdh,  A  dangerous  pit.  A  labyrinth. 

fJ\o^^  jdn-guddz,  Soul-melting,  weaken- 
ing, consuming. 

j>j\d^\»-  jdn-guzdr,  Penetrating  the  mind  or 
the  heart.  dJ\3  ndla/i  jdn-guzdr,  A  heart- breaking sigh. 

p  \^  ̂̂ U-  jdn-gazd,  Deadly  (poison),  noxious 
(beasts).  Any  thing  prejudicial  to  life. 

p  ̂ ^^\^  jdnagi,  Name  of  a  country. 
V  jSSk:>-  jdn-gir,  The  angel  of  death. 

PjU3  ̂ Wjaw-m'sar,  Scattering  life :  devoted. 
V  Ji^\=>-  jdnrvdr,  (or  jji W  jdnrvar)  Living, 

quick.  An  animal.  An  animalcule.  A  fierce 
beast.  A  wild  boar.  A  bird. 

p  ̂j^Ks^jdnwarak,  Small  animal, animalcule. 

V  J^^\s-jdnusdr,  Name  of  the  courtier  who 
killed  Dara  (Darius  Codomannus)  the  last  king  of 
the  Kayaniyan  dynasty. 

Pj\MMyi[»-jdmspdr,  Name  of  a  learned  Magi. 
p  jdnunitan,  (in  zand)  To  be,  exist. 
p  ioU-  jdna,  The  vital  spirit.  The  young  of 

any  animal.  The  pith  of  a  tree.  Arms,  armour. 

An  island.  The  cheek.  i6\».  u-w^^  asb-jdna,  A 

foal,  horse's  colt.  gdm-jdna,  A  calf. 

Pj\i5  i6\s^  jdna-ddr,  A  daily  pension.  Food 
which  preserves  life.  A  preserver,  guardian.  One 

who  has  the  charge  of  instruments  of  war. 

p  f^\s^  jdrii,  Soul.  Cordial,  ti^^-ji^^  ij^ 

ay  birddari jdn'i,  O  dear  brother!^ 

A  ̂ ^^jdni,  (pi.  'i^y^-  jundt,  A!y»^  junndh,  dji^ ^U*.\  ajndi)  A  gatherer.  Sinning;  a  sinner, 

p  ̂^yJ^^  ̂j^:^  jdm-dushman.  An  enemy  desi- rous of  one's  life, 

A  jam',  (v,  n,  of  (^la-)  Sewing,  mending 

(a  garment).  Guarding,  tending  (a  flock).  Cover- 
ing, concealing,  veiling.  Confining,  Keeping  in 

(spittle).  Wiping.  Patching, 

p  j\»-jdw,  (in  the  idiom  of  Turkistan)  A  place, 

A  Aj  {a-jasmds,  (fem,  of  \  ajj=a')  Dark  ches- 
nut  (mare).  Dark-coloured  (crowd  or  troop,  from 
their  bucklers), 

p  aj^jljls-  jdwdddna,  Eternal, 

A  i^^^^f  jdwdn,  A  tribe  in  Kurdistan, 

p  jjtJjj^jW  jdwdnidan,  To  hawk,  spit.  To 

chatter  (as  birds  terrified).  To  be  perpetual,eternal. 



p  Jj\i>.  jdwid,  Eternal,  perpetual. 

p  ̂J\tij^\s>-jawidan,  (or  ̂i^^\i>~jamdani)  Eter- 
nally, for  ever.  Eternal,  everlasting.  Next  world. 

p  f^\i^j^jawidan-khirad,^ ame  ofabook 
on  practical  science  composed  by  Hosliang. 

p  ^^\Oj\j>-jawidan-sarai/,  Paradise. 
p  jdwiddna,  Eternal. 

PjjW  jarvar,  State,  condition. 

jdmar  kardan,  To  change.  &»■  chi  ja- 
rvar ddri,  How  are  you  ?  how  do  you  do  ? 

p  tijj\s-  jdward,  (or  White-thorn, 

p  (_>>jjj^  jdwars,  Millet. 

A jdwshlr,(from.  p jXuij\§ gdm-sh~ir)The 
opoponax-tree. 

p  »,U  jaroa,  The  interior  of  the  mouth.  Name 

of  a  stinging  insect.  The  island  of  Java, 

p  dJ>j\=^  jdwid,  Eternal.  Eternity, 

p  jdwiddn,  Eternal,  perpetual, 

p  iiy>-  ̂^^■>,^\>-jdKlddn-hhirad,  (Eternal  wis- 
dom) The  title  of  a  book,  whose  author  is  said  to 

have  been  Hoshang,  second  king  of  Persia, 

p  ej\si,^\^  jdwiddna,  Eternal, 

p  ̂^s>^\»-  jdwiddni,  Eternity, 

p         ty>_j\c>~  jawid-tirdz,  Eternity-adorning, 

p  ̂jS:>j\£>-jdividan,  To  scream  (like  birds).  To 
hawk,  spit. 

p  ̂^J>,J\s-  jdwtzan,  A  stone  found  in  the  gall- 
bladder of  an  ox. 

p  i\»-jdh,  Place,  rank,  olEce.  Dignity,  gran- 
deur, magnificence.  Honour,  reputation.  Fortune, 

prosperity.  The  world.  sU-ji  z'Mja/i,  Dignified, 

exalte^.    sW  ^h-jdh,  Exalted  in  dignity. 
A  \jJi\»-  jdhiban,  Publicly,  openly. 

A  'ii>\j>-  jdkat,  Dignity,  power. 

A  lisifcW^'aZtii/,  Desirous  of  eating,  hungry.  Stu- 
dious, diligent,  industrious,  active.    A  seeker.  A 

warrior  in  defence  of  religion  against  infidels. 

V  j\mci\»~  jdh-ddr,  A  holder  of  a  public  station. 
A  jdhisliat,  A  crowd  of  men. 

A  (jofeWja/u'^,  Penetrating,  keen,  acute.  High 
(camel's)  bunch. 

A  'ijaSi>\»-  jdhizat,  (pi.  (^jaSt\j»-  jawdhiz^  A 
yearling  colt  (of  an  ass  or  a  mare). 

pC£).fc  Wja/mA,The  breast-bone  next  the  throat. 

A  y^\s-  jdhil,  (pi.  ̂ y^juhljjuhul,  ̂ y^»-juh- 

hal,  \Ji\"»-juhhdl,  ̂ "^^^^  juhalds,  Jl^^j-^  ajhdl,  and 
i^-^jahalaf)  Ignorant.  Barbarous.  An  idiot.  A 

lion.  aJk*  (J-JfcW- ̂ fc  huwajdldl  minliu,  He  is  igno- 
rant of  that. 

^  jahilt,  Ignorance.  Paganism. 

A  '^^\»-  jdlbiliij,  A  pagan  Arab,  who  lived  in 
heathenism  prior  to  the  appearance  of  Muhammad. 

A  &lifcWj'a/«'Zi?/ai,  Ignorance.  Paganism,  hea- 
then darkness  (as  prevailing  in  Arabia  before  the 

time  of  Muhammad).  '^-ii'^^i^  «^  jdhtUya- 

iu'l  jahlds,  The  grossest  ignorance  or  Paganism. 
P  J^i>-  J  i\s-jdh  ujaldl,  Dignity,  grandeur. 
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A  jdhl,  Ruined,  dilapidated  (house). 

a\^\»'  jdhiyan,  Publicly,  openly. 

A  ̂j^ja-ta',  (fut.  L^^^yaj-'a')  He  bit. 
A  ij:^  ja^y,  (v.  n.  of  t^^)  Biting,  fixing  the 

teeth.  Retaining,  holding,  containing  (as  a  jar, 

water).  Keeping  in  one's  slaver.  Mending  (a 
garment).  Being  of  a  chesnut-colour  (a  horse). 
A  dark-bay  colour. 

p  jdy,  A  place.  An  abode.  Name  of  a 

flower.  8ljJuI»\  L^W"  i^-*^"  ishtibdh  nist, 
There  is  no  room  for  doubt.  ^/V"  i"-** 

i^i7-dz,The  place  or  time  of  opposition,  (^W" 

jdsi  zarur,  The  necessary.  jW"  jd.fi  namdz, 
A  carpet  to  kneel  on  at  prayers. 

p  (j*>V  i_$\»~jdy-hdsli,K  mansion,  house,  palace. 

A  ij;vx]\     olii  aljdsihu'l  ̂ yn,  A  lion. 
jdsihat,  (pi.  jamdsib^  News 

which  spreads  from  country  to  country. 

A  !s>^\>-  jdsihat,  (pi.  jawdfili)  Damage, 

injury,  corruption,  calamity ;  any  thing  destroying 

cattle  (as  old  age,  or  the  malignity  of  the  air). 

A  iiS[»-jdAd,  (pi.  jawc?)  Plentiful  (rain). 
Beneficent,  liberal. 

p  jdy-ddd,  An  assignment  in  land 
(for  the  maintenance  of  an  establishment  of  troops). 

Assets,  fund,  source. 

p  (jjwU  jdy  ddslttan,  To  be  probable. 
To  happen. 

A yi\s^jd4r,  (pi.  'ij^>'jawarat,  'ij^jdrat,  and 
jdsirun)  One  who  deviates  from  the  right 

way.  Unjust,  cruel,  tyrannical.  Heat  in  the  breast 

(from  drought,  hunger,  or  anger).  Acidity  in  the 
mouth  or  stomach,  heartburn  (from  eating  any 

thing  (fat).  A  sycophant.  Many,  much. 

p  t-r^jj  LS^joy-rol),  A  besom. 
A^l>-  jdiiz,  Passing,  current.  One  who  passes 

by  thirsty.  Lawful,  legal,  allowable,  warrantable, 
authorized,  permitted,  tolerated.  Metaphorical. 

Indifferent.  (pl.J^»-\  ajwuz,  Sjj*-^  ajwizat, 

juzdn,  i^j^j^  j'lzdn,  andjj^j:>- Jari-aj?z)  The  beam 
of  a  house  (as  passing  from  side  to  side).  A  gar- 

den,   p  jdsiz  hi,  It  is  possible  that. 

jdsiz  dushtan,  To  allow,  to  hold  lawful. 

A  'iy\>-jdyizat,  Benignity.  {^\.^\^s^jawdiiz) 
A  gift,  a  present.  One  draught  of  water.  The 
place  at  a  well  where  the  waterer  stands. 

A  1>yi\»~  jdAza,  Examination,  review.  Trial, 
proof,  confirmation.    Signature.  Muster. 

A  'iJLi\:>-  jddshat,  The  mind,  spirit,  soul. 

A  ̂»-jdd^{j^\.  ̂ x»-  jiyd^and  jmva^ 

Starving,  hungry,  famishing.  ̂ ^^^  Ja^/^a- 
tu'l  wishdh,  Slender-waisted  (female). 

A  i,^\s-  jddf,  Penetrating  (blow).  A  pene- 
trater.  Name  of  several  places  in  Arabia. 

A  Sijlr-  jdsifat,  A  stab,  a  deep  wound  penetra- 

ting to  the  belly,  (pi.  (_flj)jr>-_;an'aj://')A  low  hill. 
p  eJ^y^jdy  hi,  Where,  the  place  that. 

•  • 

p  l\fj)\i>-  jdy-gdh,  A  habitation,  dwelling.  Any 

place  where  a  thing  stands,  or  wherein  it  is  con- 
tained. A  birth-place,  b ̂   jdy-gdhi  ghu- 

rdbd,  A  hospice  for  travellers,  a  caravansera,  inn. 

S^.V  jay-gdhi  latif,  A  pleasant  dwelling. 

i_Sy*  i\ii>\>-jdy-gdhi  moy  or  muy,  Edge  of  eyelid. 

p  L?W"i"y*5'"'i/''^5'^j  Residence,  stay. 
p  JiXi\.s>-  jdy-gir.  Possessing,  occupying  a  place, 

fixing  a  habitation,  making  a  settlement.  Effica- 

cious, ^ji^  jdy-gir  shudan,  To  be  respect- 
able, venerable.  To  be  in  an  exalted  station. 

A  JjU-  jdsil.  Moving,  loose  (girdle,  ring). 

A  s^\»-jdsilat,  AnaWair  on  which  one  is  engaged. 

p  »  ̂ j[»-jdy-mdnda.  Remaining  in  a  place; 
incapable,  impotent. 

p       ̂ _$\>-  jdymand,  Lazy,  idle,  unemployed. 
p  'i  "  ■  ■■■  ■"  ̂          jdy-nishast,  Station,  situation. 

p  ^J:\s-  jdy-nishin,  A  successor,  locum 
tenens.  An  officer  of  government  appointed  to  in- 

spect the  conduct  of  a  governor. 

A  ij,^  jdyis,  Coming,  approaching;  on  the 
road  ;  ready  to  arrive.    A  comer. 

p  ̂l*.  jdye.  One  place.  A  kind  of  flower.  eO 

jJ,W  ha  jdye.  Wherever. 
A  jdtiyat,  Pus,  matter.  Blood. 
p  jdyidan,  To  take  up  a  fixed  abode. 

A  iJL's.  jahh,  (v.  n.  of  tJl*?-)  Castrating.  Fruc- 
tifying the  female  palm-tree.  Overcoming  (by  ad- 

dress or  bravery).  Excelling  in  beauty.  Juhh,{jp\. 

i^\x^\  ajhdh,  L^\x=^  jibdb,  and  'ixxa^jibabat)  A well  (especially  a  deep  one,  without  a  parapet  or 

cover).  Name  of  a  place  whence  giraffes  are  pro- 
cured. A  larse  water-bottle  made  of  a  double  skin. 

An  interior.  jubh  yusuf,  Joseph's 
well,  twelve  miles  from  Tiberias. 

A  ̂ u-'s^  jal)^,  (pk  jJ't^^  ajhut,  jibasat, 

jabrnt,  and  ̂ s-jaba^)  A  kind  of  mushroom.  A 
hillock.    A  hollow  place  in  which  water  collects. 

A  jabs:,  (v.  n.  of  Ias^)  Abhorring.  Abstain- 
ing. Remaining  behind,  far  distant.  Lying  hid. 

Selling  red  earth.  Bending  the  neck.  Crawling 

out  (a  serpent  from  his  hole).  Being  dull  (the  eye- 

sight), blunt  (the  edge  of  a  sword).  Jabas:,  (pi.  of 

jabs)  Mushrooms.  High  grounds.  Hollow 

places  wherein  water  collects. 

A  \yo-jaba\  (pi.  ajbds)  A  cistern.  Earth 
round  about  a  well.  The  brink  of  a  well,  the  place 

where  the  drawer  stands.  A  going  a-head  of  a  herd 

of  camels  a  day  before,  and  getting  water  ready 

for  them.  Yes,  very  well.  Jaba',jiba,  or  juba', 

(v.  n.  of  Ifs-  for_jf=^)  Collecting  water  in  a  cistern. 

Jiba\  Water  collected  in  a  cistern. 

p  \js-jihd.  Tribute,  revenue. 

A         jahhds,  (fem.  of  ajabh)  Bunch- 

less  (she-camel).  Meagre-hipped,  flat-breasted(wo- 

man).  The  point  of  a  cow's  horn.  Jubbdf,  A  kind 
of  arrow.    Cowardly,  dastardly. 



A  S^b  :>-  juhhasat,  A  woman  whose  appearance 
pleases  not. 

A  \^\xc>'  jahab,  Dearth,  a  sore  famine.  Jibah, 

(v.  n.  of  lL**-)  Castrating.  Overcoming.  Excel- 

ling, (v.  n.  3  of  (JL^)  Boasting,  exaggerating 

(about  food  or  beauty),  (pi.  of  {H^o^juhb)  Wells, 

(pi.  of  'ilo-  jubbat)  Cotton  Avaistcoats.  Jubab,  A 
fluid  resembling  froth,  swimming  on  the  surface  of 

camel's  milk.  Scarcity.  Bloodshed  withimpunity. 
A  L-.>lf;>-  jabbab,  A  maker  or  vender  of  the 

waistcoat  or  doublet  jubbat. 

p  iJL^\is^  jibdbat,  Collection  of  revenue. 

A  'ij^\j:*-jababirat,(pl.o{j\j'!>-)Tjrants:  giants. 
A  l^[j^jibabiy, Seller o{thedouhlet&l:>-jubbai. 

A jXi\s>-  jababir,  (pi.  of  Fat  she-camels. 

A  (^Aij>-jababm,  (pi.  of ̂ ^>■jabban)  Cheese- 
mongers. Cemeteries. 

A  i\xs>-  jabsat,  A  shoemaker's  table  or  board 
on  which  he  cuts  his  leather.  The  termination  of 

the  short  ribs  in  the  umbilical  or  mammillary  re- 

gion (of  a  camel).  Jihasat,  (pi.  of ^"aJj^) 
Mushrooms.  Hillocks,  rising  grounds.  Hollow 

places  where  water  collects. 

A  jabajib,  The  mountains  or  streets 

of  Mecca.  A  place  for  slaughtering  sacrifices  at 

Mina.  Stout  and  fat  she-camels,  (pl.of  &*^.^^'m&- 
jubat)  Bits  of  minced  meat,  partly  dressed,  dried,  or 

larded  with  fat.  Dirt-baskets.  Julajib,'^1xic\i  water. 
A  iiU:>-  jabaz,  Death.  An  intention  which 

draws  one  towards  any  thing. 

A  jabar,  The  area  of  a  jDlain.  Jibar,  (pi. 

of  SjUs"  Jiiarai)  Bracelets.  Splints.  Jubar,  A 
shedding  of  blood  with  impunity.  A  war  without 

retaliation.  Vain,  false,  frivolous.  Free,  quit,  clear. 

A  current.  Any  thing  spoiled  or  destroyed.  Ju- 
bar or  jibar,  The  old  name  for  Tuesday. 

Aj^s>'jabbar,GreQX.  Strong.  Powerful.  Om- 
nipotent (a  title  of  God).  Proud,  haughty,  who 

admits  of  no  superior.  A  tyrant,  oppressor.  A 

giant.  Tall.  A  heart  an  entire  stranger  to  pity. 

One  who  puts  to  death  unjustly.  Orion.  Jabbar 

or  jubbar,  A  tall  palm-tree. 

A  'ij\j.:>-jibdrat,(Y.u.o{ j^)  Setting  (a  broken 
bone).  Eepairingthe  broken  fortunes  of  a  friend. 

A  bracelet.    Splints  bound  round  a  broken  bone. 

A  'ij^:>-  jabbarat,  (pl-^^-)  A  fat  she-camel. 
A  jabbari,  Tyranny,  despotic  sway. 

A  {^^^  jabbash,  A  shaver. 

A  jubbd^  A  woman  inelegant  in  walk  or 
dress.  Short  (man  or  woman).  A  short  arrow 
without  a  head. 

A  'e^^t>-  jabbd^t,  The  fundament.  Jubbd^t, 
A  woman  ungraceful  in  walk  and  dress. 

A  Jl*»-  jibdl,  The  body.  (pi.  of  J-a:?-  jabal) 

Mountains.  j  JW?"  j'i'bdl  u  tildl,  Mountains 
and  hills.  iAibUo  Jlxs-,  Lofty  mountains. 

A  jabdn,  (pi.  -^^Ujcs-  juband/)  Pusillani- 
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mous,  fearful,  abject ;  a  coward,    t— ^jV*"  J^- 

bdnu'l  halb,  Exceedingly  generous. 

A  jabbdn,  (pi.  (JJ^^a?-  jabdbin)  A  seller 
of  cheese.  A  coward.  Dastardly.  A  cemetery. 

A  desert.  High  level  ground.  A  rich  meadow. 

A  place  where  festivals  are  held  in  a  desert. 

A  aSU>- Jaiawa^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ;^9-)Beingcowardly 
and  dastardly.    Cowardly  (woman). 

A  'ijKx^jabbdnat,  A  desert.  High  level  ground. 
A  rich  meadow.  A  burying-place,  a  cemetery, 

(fem.  of         jabbdn)  A  cheesemonger. 

A  'il>\x»-  jabdmyat,  Cowai'dice. 
jlbawat,  (v.  n.  of  Us-  for  _5f>-)  Draw- 

ing (water  into  a  cistern).  Collecting  (tribute). 

Water  collected  for  watering  camels. 

A  sU^-  jibdh,  (pi.  of  »^J^  jabhat')  Foreheads. 
A  i]^lf>-  jubsa',  Large-breasted  (woman). 

A  \^\x>'jabdt/a',  Clean  wells  dug  and  stuck  with 
branches  of  the  vine. 

A  &^.Ia:>-  jibdyat,  (v.  n.  of  (_$?-)  Collecting  (tri- 
bute, or  water  into  a  reservoir). 

A  jJUs>  jfliajir,(pl.of  S_ja>-)Splints,  bandages. 

A  I— «A5"  jabab,  The  cutting  off  a  camel's  bunch, 
or  the  wounding  of  it  by  the  pack-saddle.  White 

tipon  a  horse's  legs  as  far  as  the  knees  or  houghs. 

The  knee  of  a  quadruped.  Jubab,  (pi.  of  'ij^-jub- 
bai)  Cotton  waistcoats,  doublets. 

P  L-«»!>-  jab-bdj,  A  royal  robe  worn  on  cer- 
tain state-occasions. 

A  i^!>-  jibabat,  (pi.  of  uL**-  jubb)  Wells. 

A  Xf=-  jibaf,  (v.  n.  of  i__>o-j)  Being  necessary. 
Behoving  to  do  or  suffer.  Being  ratified  (sale), 
made  over  (purchase). 

A  ej.>-  jubbat,  (pi.  jubab  and  L^\is>-  ji- 
bdb)  A  waistcoat  or  doublet  with  cotton  quilted 

between  the  outside  and  lining.  The  hollow  part 

of  the  head  of  a  spear  (into  which  they  fix  the  staff). 

The  wrist.  The  joint  of  the  fore-foot  (of  a  camel 

or  horse).  The  bone  surrounding  the  eye,  the  eye- 
brow. Armour,  mail.  The  upper  part  of  the  hoof, 

the  coronet.  The  middle  of  a  house.  White  on  the 

fore  and  hind  leg  of  a  horse. 

A  jibt,  An  idol.  A  false  deity.  A  magi- 
cian, a  soothsayer.  A  worthless  man.  Magic. 

Soothsaying. 

A  j(ibj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ?")  Waxing  fat  after 
having  been  lean. 

A  (—jl^'?'  jabjdb,  Much  water. 
A  u-*^^  jabjab,  Level  ground. 

A  X-^^JaZy'a&a^,  A  travelling,  journeying.  A 
stone  in  the  water,  whose  upper  part  appears  above 

the  surface.  Jubjubat  or  jabjabat,  (pi.  u«*>-U»- 

jabdjib)  Tripe  (stuffed  with  minced  meat  and  fat). 

A  piece,  of  a  camel's  hide  cut  round  and  filled  with 
meat.  Jubjubat,  A  leathern  basket  used  for  carry- 

ing away  earth  or  mud.    A  drum. 

A  l^^^  jubjubiy,  A  tripe-seller. 

A  'ilx^^  jubjubiyat,  A  dish  of  tripe. 

A  ̂ ^_;aM,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Throwing  dice.  Jabh, 
jibh,  or  jubh,  (pi.  ̂ >-^  ajbuh  and  ajbdh) A  bee-hive. 

A  jabkh,  (v.  n.  of  •^-)  Throwing  dice,  or 
shaking  them  in  the  hand. 

A        jabz,  A  drawing,  a  pulling. 

A  ii^^jabzatjij.n.  of  3>>=-)  Drawing  (a  bow). 

J abazat,  The  pith  of  a  palm-tree  with  roughness  in  it. 

A  jX>-  jubr, (j.-n.of j^)  Setting,  uniting  firmly 
(a  broken  bone).  Repairing  the  broken  fortune  (of 
a  friend).  Being  set  (a  broken  bone).  Forcing 

against  the  will.  Wholeness,  soundness.  Predes- 

tination, irreversible  decree.  A  king.  A  slave. 

A  man.  An  intrepid  hero.  A  youth.  A  splint 
laid  on  a  broken  bone.  Reduction  of  dislocations 

and  fractures.  Reduction  of  parts  to  a  whole  or 

fractions  to  integers  in  ai-ithmetic.  jfii  al  jabr, 

(or  &bliui  J  jAst-jabr  u  nmhdbala)  Algebra,  p jfs- 

1^^^ jabr  hardan,  To  force,  compel,  to  use  vio- 
lence. A  ̂ Laiu  jabri  nulcsdn,  Making  good 

a  deficiency  (as  if  two  horses  are  to  be  given  to 

two  persons,  one  to  each  :  if  they  are  not  equally 

good,  the  saddle  and  bridle  are  then  given  with 
the  worst). 

A  \jij>- jabran,(v  eo|^»-)  By  force,  oppressively. 

A  \y^\ji^  jabrd^l,  (or  (_)j^];f*-)  Gabriel. 

A  J^fs-  jibrdl,  Gabriel. 
p  tf^jkSi  I  jX>-  jibr-dhang,  Name  of  a  certain thorn.  Wild  sesame. 

A  ̂yi^JX^  jibrdAl,  (or  (J^^^;J^)  Gabriel. 

A  ̂y^j^  jabra^l,  ,J^jX:>-jabra^!l,  or  ̂Jj^S^as- 

jabra^l,  Gabriel. 
A  'ijjis>-  jabaruwat  or  jabruwat.  Pride,  pomp. 
A  C^jjis>-jubrut,T?omp,Tpride.  Jabaruf, Vomp. 

Omnipotence.  Dominion.  Heaven.  Unity  ofGod. 

Ojj^  jjl^-  ̂a^amija&ar-ii^,  The  highest  heaven. 
A  J^-'jjfs-  jabaruta'  or  jabaruti,  Pomp,  pride. 

p  J_j jabruz,  (orjj ji^)  A  porcupine. 

A  L^j^?-i^iZ(ri,  Forced,  compelled.  Oppression. 
A  -^bjf?-  jibriyds.  Pride,  haughtiness. 
A  lL^\^^jX>'  jabriydt,  Algebraical  problems. 

A  ̂J^ji^  jabaj-iydn,  (with  Pers.  pi.)  Fatalists. 
A  'i^jX>- jibriyat,jibiriyat,jabariyat,jabriyat. 

Pride,  pomp,  haughtiness.  Jabariyat,  Name  of  a 
Muhammadan  sect  which  denies  the  freedom  of  the 

human  will  (in  contradistinction  to  the  sect  which 
asserts  its  power,  and  is  called  hadarlyat), 

A  (J^^J^*-  jabrayl  or  jibrll,  Gabriel. 

A  ̂ j>jj'j>-  jabrin  or  jibrin,  Gabriel. 
A  jabranl,  Gabriel. 

Ajfs-  jabz,  (v.  n.  ofjj^)  Assigning  a  portion 
of  one's  property.  J^«'i2,  Covetous.  Thick,  coarse. 
Cowardly.  Mean.  Weak. 

A  ij^i^jibs,  (pi.  ajbds  and  j^- 
bus)  A  coward.  Heavy,  stupid.  Ignoble,  sordid, 

vile,  worthless.  Impudent.  A  bear's  cub.  Plaster. 



V  (j^--A:>-  jabsin,  Lime. 

A  (ji>f»-  jabsh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ji<A>■)  Shaving  (hair). 

1'  C^j3ts>-  jab  ovjuhghut,  Cotton  or  wool  used 
for  quilting.  An  old  counterpane  torn  in  pieces. 

A  jabl,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj^)  Creating,  forming, 
moulding,  firmly  setting.  Being  soft  (iron).  An 

opening  or  space  between  houses.  A  dry  tree. 

Great  of  stature.  Jabl,  jubul,  or  jubl,  A  crowd  of 

people.  Jibl  or  jubl,  Many,  numerous,  copious. 

^yK>■  ̂ j-  hayy  jibl,  A  numerous  tribe.  Jubl  or 

jubvl,  A  dry  tree.  Jabal,  (pi.  Jj^?-^  ajbul, 
ajhal,  and  iy^jibal)  A  mountain.  A  lord,  prince. 

Learned.  A  miser.  A  court.  (^\Ji\  ̂y*^>' jabalu'r 
rass.  Of  little  sweetness  of  temper,  (^y^ 

jabali  sus,  Mount  Atlas.  ̂ J^\  (Jj**-  jabalu  't  td- 
rik,  Gibraltar.  tJ'H?'  i^^^^*  karim.  Mount 

Olympus.  jubalu'l  kamar,  (Mountain 
of  the  moon)  A  mountain  in  Africa.  J^_ye 

jabal  wusa\  (Moses'  mount)  Mount  Sinai.  &JJ\ 

(J-i^  ibnatu'ljabal,  (Daughter  of  the  mountain) 
A  serpent.  A  misfortune.  A  bow  made  from  the 

tree  nab^  tj'^^  bilddu'l  jabal,  Media 
(Persian  Irak).  Jabil,  Thick,  gross.  A  spear- 

head of  soft  iron. w 
A         jubull  or  jibill,  A  crowd.  A  dry  tree. 

p  jibldj,  A  big,  cowardly,  base  fellow. 

p  i^JJSt*:^^  jibldhang,  Wild  sesame. 

A  'e\^  jablat,  Coarsely-made  (woman).  The 
bunch  of  a  camel.  Jahlat  or jiblat,  Large-bunched 

she-camel.  The  skin  or  its  surface.  Coarsely-made 

(woman).  Vice,  blemish.  Strength.  Hardness  of 

ground.  Jiblat,  The  face  or  the  external  skin. 

Coarseness.  A  root.  Texture  (of  a  garment).  Jib- 

lat, jablai,  or  juhlat.  Form,  creation,  nature,  dis- 

position, temperament,  constitution.  Jiblat  or  jub- 
lat,  A  crowd,  company,  nation,  people.  Jublat, 
The  bunch  of  a  camel.  Jabalat,  Form,  creation, 

nature,  disposition,  temperament,  constitution.  Ja- 
balat or  jibalat.  The  face  or  outward  skin.  A 

thick,  coarse  woman.  Vice,  blemish.  Hardness 

of  the  ground. 

A  jabullat,  jubullat,  or  jibillat,  A  great 

number.  Jibillat,  Form,  creation,  nature,  disposi- 

tion, temperament,  constitution.  A  dry  tree.  Off- 

spring, creatures.  A  crowd,  company,  nation,  peo- 

ple. Jubullat,  Scarce,  barren  (year).  Created 

beings.  A  root.  Texture  (of  a  garment). 

pC£il*»-ja&ZaA,Roughness,hardness.  A  strength- 
ening of  one  thing  by  means  of  another. 

p  i^'xf^Lk^-  jiblahany,  Wild  sesame.  A  kind of  thorn. 

A  ̂^>-jabali'i/,  Of  or  belonging  to  a  mountain, 
mountainous.  Native  of  Media,  or  Persian  Irak. 

A  ̂ >>- ̂ j'^'^^^'^y i  Natural,  original,  innate,  es- 
sential. sjAj^  amrdzi  jibilliya,'Di^edu?:es 

inherent  in  the  constitution. 

A  {jr^rT-  jubn  or  jubun,  (v.  n.  of  ij^>')  Being 
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cowardly.  Cowardice,  fear.  Cheese.  Jubun, 

of  {^X^  jab  in)  Temples;  foreheads. 
A         jubunn,  Cheese. 

jubanas,  (pi.  of         Ja&iw  or 
jabdii)  Cowards. 

A  jabandn,  A  coward. 

A  'ij<x>-  jubtiat  or  jubunnat,  A  slice  of  cheese. 
A  jubniy,  A  cheesemonger. 

A  jubuf,  (v.  n.  of  Us-)  Being  dazzled  (as 

the  eye).  Disliking.  Arising,  coming  on  one  sud- 
denly. Selling  red  earth. 

A  L^^^  jabicb,  Hard  soil.  Earth's  surface. 
A  io_jjc>-  jabubat,  (pi.  l_.*_jx>-  jabub)  A  clod, 

lump  of  dry  clay. 

A  'i^i:>-  jibimt,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Collecting  water in  a  cistern.  Water  collected  in  a  stone  reservoir 

for  watering  camels. 

Aj^ijfjubUr,  (v.  n.  ofjo^)  Setting  a  broken 
bone.  Repairing  the  broken  fortunes  (of  a  friend). 

Being  set,  bound  up  (a  broken  bone). 

A  'ij^i>'  jabburat  or  \)^^  juburat,  Pride. 
A  {^^^  jabus,  A  worthless  man.  A  vine- 

tendi'il.  Jub^lS,(p].o{^J^is>^jibs)Cowards.  Worth- 

less, low  fellows.  Bears'  cubs. 
A  ejj:>' jabh,  (v.  n.  of  *J*»-)  Arriving  at  a  well 

and  finding  nothing  wherewith  to  draw.  Striking 

on  the  forehead.  Driving  back.  Annoying,  dis- 

gusting. Coming  on  whilst  peojole  are  unprepared 

(winter).    Jabah,  Width  and  beauty  of  forehead. 

p  jaba,  Inspissated  juice,  rob,  marmalade. 

Name  of  a  drug.  Juba,  (from  tlie  Ar.  'kx^  jub- 
bat^  A  coat  of  mail,  a  cuirass  ;  any  kind  of  iron  ar- 

mour. An  upper  coat  or  cloak,  a  surtout. 

!sl/«  J  iiju»ijj5»-  jubttfi  lihicurshed  u  mdh,  Day  and 

night.  i^>_^jd6-x»-jubandarweslL,A.c\oudL.  Night. 

O^^j)}*  jubad  hazar  mehhi,  The  starry  sky. A  starlight  night. 

A  eus-  jubbah,  A  coward. 

A  A^s>-  jabhdf,  (fem.  of  ajbaK)  Possessed 
of  a  large  or  high  forehead. 

p  ̂^^>.  li-i^  juba-posh.  Clad  in  armour.  A 
cuirassier.  dildwardni juba- 

poshan,  Brave  cuirassiers. 

A  'i^>-  jabhat,  Forehead,  front.  A  troop  of 
horse.  A  body  of  men.  A  prince,  lord,  chief,  head 

of  a  family.  Contempt,  indignant  treatment.  Tax- 
collectors.  Bumbailiffs.  Name  of  an  idol.  The 

moon.  i><*)^l  'i^ys>-jabhatu  'I  asad,Th.e  lion's  front, 
i.  e.  four  stars  forming  the  tenth  mansion  of  the 
moon  in  astrology. 

p  j61s>-        juba-khdna,  Armoury,  arsenal. 

A  (J-f     jabahl.  Rude,  stupid,  brutal,  uncivil. 
p  jabha-srui.  Earnest  entreaty,  (lit. 

The  rubbing  of  one's  forehead  on  the  ground). 

A  ̂ j>-  jaby,  (v.  n.  of  (_^!>-)  Collecting  water  in 
a  cistern.  Jiba',  Water  collected  in  a  cistern  for 
camels.  Money  collected  together. 
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A  jJJ'?-  jibbir,  Proud,  haughty,  oppressive. 

A  'ijJc>-  jablrat,  {^I.^^jj^-  jabdj^i?-)  A  bandage 
or  splint  for  broken  bones.  A  bracelet. 

p  jabvra.  An  assembly  of  men  (convened 
for  some  important  purpose). 

Aj(j^  jabiz,  Dry  bread,  unleavened  bread. 

A  {jt^i^jabis,  A  bear's  cub.  A  low,  base,  cow- 
ardly fellow. 

A  (jiJ^  jdbish,  Shaven  privities. 
A  J>>A»-  jabtl,  A  crowd  of  people.  Ugly.  A 

dry  tree.  Jubayl,  (dim.  of ,_)-:»-  jabal)  A  little 
mountain.  Name  of  a  city  in  Syria. 

A  ii>Jju^  jabilat,  A  tribe. 

A  (j;^A>-  jabin,  (pi.  ajbun,  iJ-i^^  ajbinat, 

and  (^:»-  jubun)  The  temple,  the  side  of  the  fore- 
head, (pi.  fKi^  jubands)  Pusillanimous,  p  t^Xr^^ 

f^dS^  \*njabm-sd  shudan,To  rub  theforehead  upon 
the  ground,  to  make  a  profound  reverence. 

A  ̂jljua>-  jabindni,  Sides  of  the  forehead. 
A  f-\.^^yis>-  jubayhds,  (dim.  of  jabhds)  A 

little  woman  with  a  large  forehead. 

p  (Jlo- Jai,Nameof  a  despised  race  called  Jauts 
in  Hindustan. 

ACL<>-,;a^^,(for^Jl»-)Feeling,handling(sheep) 
to  ascertain  whether  (they)  be  fat  or  the  contrary. 

p  {^jOy3^  jatbunitan,(\n  zand  and  Paz.)To  sit. 

p  ij^  jutra.  Stained,  polluted. 

A  jass,  (v.  n.  of  ci*?-)  Cutting,  amputa- 
ting. Striking,  putting  in  fear.  Being  frightened. 

Humming  loud  (a  bee).  Rooting  out  of  the  ground. 

Juss,  Wax,  and  such  parts  of  the  bodies  or  wings 
of  bees  as  are  found  amongst  honey.  High  ground. 
A  dead  locust.  Husks  of  fruit. 

A  U:>-  jasa',  (fut.  jJ^^  yojau  or  ycljsi)  He 
collected  (camels)  together. 

A  fM'>-  jasds,  Compensation.  Power.  Num- 
ber, amount.  Jasds  or  jusd^,  A  person,  body,  fi- 

gure. Jisds,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^)  Sitting  together  with 
the  knees  joined. 

jusdjis.  Entangled  (hair  or  plants). 

A  ̂yds--  jusdl,  A  lark. 
A  &)u>- JasaZa^,  (v.  n.  of  ,Ji>-)  Being  thick  and 

entangled.  Jusdlat,  Fallen,  scattered  leaves. 

A  j*^-*^  jusdm,  The  nightmare. A  «/oU»-  jassdmat,  A  sleeper,  who  indulges  in 

bed,  and  sets  not  out  with  his  fellow-travellers.  A 

mild, gentle  prince.    Stupid,  doltish. 

A  euu>-  jissat,  Misfortune,  calamity.  Jussat, 

(pi.  CL/S:>-  jusas)  The  body  of  any  large  animal. 
The  figure  of  the  human  body  (standing,  sitting,  or 

reclining).  A  dead  carcase. 

A  lL>\^'^  j(isjds,  A  bitter  plant  found  on  the 
banks  of  the  Nile.  Entangled,  bushy  (hair). 

A  il:^'^  jasjasat,  (v.  n.  of  i^*sr*^  Q)  Darting 
like  a  chain  (lightning). 

A  jls-  jasir,  (A  place)  covered  with  stones,  sand, 
and  salt  water. 
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A  lai>-  jast,  A  voiding  of  liquid  excrement. 

A  ,Ji>-  jasl,  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Carrying  away  (as 
the  wind).    Many.    Thick,  entangled  (foliage  or 

hair) .    (  Hai  r)  short,  bushy,  -and  black .  J asal,  A 
mother.  A  wife. 

A  &ii>- _;'asZa<,  Hair  hanging  over  the  forehead. 
A  tree  full  of  foliage,  (pi.        i««0    large  ant. 

A  jasm,  (v.  n.  of  j*-?")  Reclining  on  the 
breast.  Remaining  in  a  place.  Large-dated  (clus- 

ter). J asam  ovjusam,  Corn  risen  above  the  ground. 

Jusam,  One  who  oversleeps  himself. 

A  (j^<i>-  jusman,  The  body.  Any  thing  resem- 
bling the  human  figure  when  erect  (as  a  vapour, 

spectre,  and  the  like).  A  form,  a  figure. 

A  jilil<i>-  jusmariiyat,  Corporeity,  bodiliness. 
The  thing  itself;  middle,  heart,  principal  part. 

A  ksi»-  jusmat,  A  collection  or  heap  of  earth, 
clay,  or  ashes.  Jasamat,  A  hillock.  Jusamat, 

One  who  oversleeps  himself.  Sedentary. 

Ayjx>-jusuw,  A  kneeling.  A  standing  on  tiptoe. 

A  2ji>-  jas,  jis,  or  jusmat,  A  heap  of  stones. 
The  body.    A  burning  coal  or  billet. 

A  'siji^  jusulat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-if)  Being  thick  and 
entangled.    Thickness,  bushiness  of  the  hair. 

A  ̂^>s>-  jasum,  A  sitter,  squatter.  Seated,  lying 
on  the  breast  (as  a  bird).  Jusum,  (v.  n.  of  j*j^) 
Reclining  on  the  breast  (a  bird,  shepherd,  or  tra- 

veller). Remaining  (in  a  place).  Sticking  in,  in- 

hering. Dying,  perishing.  Reaching  to  the  mid- 

dle (night).  Having  large  dates  (a  cluster).  Col- 
lecting earth,  clay,  or  ashes.  Rising  erect  above 

the  ground  (corn).    A  hillock. 

P  JU>-Jiissa-(Zari,  Bulkiness, corpulency. 

A  ̂j^-  jusa'  orjisa',  Stones  forming  the  enclo- 
sure of  the  sacred  precincts  of  Mecca,  and  on  which 

sacrifices  are  offered.  ^J^-  jusa'  (orjisa)  I 
harmni,  Stones  heaped  together  when  flung  at  a 
sacred  festival  at  Mecca. 

A  '11^  jusiy,  (v.  n.ofli*-  foryls-)  Kneeling. 
Jusiy  ovjisiy,  (pi.  of  ij,^  jasl)  Kneelers. 

A  C-ois-  jasis,  A  young  palm  or  sucker. 

A  (Jji^'s-JasiZ,  Thick,  entangled  (foliage  or  hair). 
(Hair)  short,  bushy,  and  black. 

jaja,  An  eagle. 

A  '^»-jahh,  (v.  n.  of        Stretching  out.  Eat- ing a  small  shrivelled  melon.    Juhh,  A  small 

shrivelled  melon.    A  colocynth. 

A  W?"  jaha',  (fut.         yajhu)  He  eradicated. 

A  ̂ ^W?"  jahqjih,  (&_s^'W?'  jahajihat  or 
^-?-^-s^,/a/«qyi/t)  (pi.  of  jalijah  or  ̂l:a?^ 
jahjah)  Chiefs  of  the  people. 

A  jihad,  (pi.  of  i>s^  jahid)  Thick  and 
short  (horses). 

A  liW?"  jahhad,  Slow  (in  consummating). 
A  i^jdKs^  juhadiriy,  Large,  great. 
A  OfiiVs:^  julmdly,  Thick,  large. 
A  BJ,d\srr  juliadiyat,  A  bottle  full  of  milk,  or 
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a  sack  full  of  dates  or  corn. 

A  u-^'-as?"  juhdrib,  Large-bodied  (horse). 
A  juharim,  Bad-tempered  (man). 

A  (_)*jlsr"  jahas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j-s^  )  Fighting  hand 
to  hand.  Striving,  exerting  one's  self.  Jihas,  (v. 
n.  3  of  (j«s^)  Thronging,  pressing  (as  a  crowd). 
Preventing,  obstructing. 

A  f^\sr^  jihash,  (v.  n.  3  of  (ji^)  Pushing, 
squeezing.  Striving,  labouring,  (pi.  of  (ji.^ 

jahsh)  Asses'  colts. 
Aj^^sr^  juhashir,  Short-ribbed  (horse).  Stout, 

firm-jointed. 

A  ̂yL»\^  juhashil,  Swift,  nimble,  quick. 

A  iils^  Ji/ta^,  Socket  of  the  eye.  Oraglandis. 

A  jihaf,  (v.n.  3of o^?")  Thronging. 
Battle.  When  a  (leathern)  bucket,  striking  against 

the  side  of  a  well,  is  either  torn  or  spills  the  water. 

J uliaf,  Death.  An  universal  mortality  sweeping 

ofl^  numbers.  Agreatdeluge.  The  flux  or  diarrhoea. 

A  ̂ilsT?"  jahafil,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^L^  jahfo,l)  Troops, 
crowds,  (pi.  of  jahfalat)  The  lips  of  solid- 
hoofed  animals. 

A  (Jls^  juhal,  Poison,  venom. 
A  juham,  A  distemper  causing  a  swelling 

in  the  eyes.    A  disease  in  a  dog's  head. 

A  pis?"  jahhdm,  Avaricious. 
A jffX^  jah'dmir,  (or  ̂^W?"  jaJidmir)  (pi.  of 

(^j^^  jahmarish)  Decrepit  old  women. 
A  juhdiiib,  Dwarfish. 

A  jahjah,{oY jahjah)  (pl.^U^ 
jahajih)  A  prince,  chief  amongst  the  people.  A 
worthless  man. 

A  'L^^^  jahjahat,  (v.  n.  of  u^kS*^  Q)  Destroy- 
ing, exterminating  (an  enemy).  Wavering  from 

side  to  side,  going  to  and  fro. 

A        ■  juhjuh,  A  large  ram. 

A  a>sS"  jahjahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Curiously 

prying  into,  using  every  effort  to  get  the  know- 
ledge of.  Making  haste,  outstripping.  Dashing 

on  the  ground.  Retiring  from  (a  rival).  Hinder- 

ing, warding  off. 

A  jahd,  (v.  n.  of  ,^^)  Denying,  disown- 
ing. Meeting  with  a  miser.  Jahd  or  jahid,  Sc&nty 

in  acts  of  charity.  ̂  ̂tiL-^!  jahdu  7  mustagh- 
rak,  An  absolute  negative.  Juhd,  jahd,  or  jahad, 

Little  good.  Jahad,  (v.n.  of  i^sr?")  Faring  hard. 
Being  barren  from  drought.  Being  stunted  in  (its) 

growth  (a  plant).  Being  scant  in  acts  of  charity. 

Jahid,  (fem.  jahidat,  (pi.  liLsr?"  jihad) 
Thick  set  and  short  (horse). 

A  L-Ji^^  jahdab,  A  dwarf.    A  lion. 

Ajd^  jahdar,  Short.    A  dwarf. 
A  ijS^  jahdarat,  A  throwing  down. 
A  t^d^  jahdal  or  juhdul.  Fat,  compact. 

A  'eid^  jahdalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^Xsr?"  Q)  Throw- 

ing  prostrate.  Letting  out  camels  on  hire.  From 

being  poor,  becoming  rich.  Tying.  Filling  a  bottle. 
Collecting  (wealth).  Bringing  (camels)  together. 

A  jahdamat.  Swiftness  in  running. 

jahr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Being  sunk  deep  in 
the  socket  (the  eye).  Remaining  behind.  Enter- 

ing his  hole  (a  hzard).  Driving  (a  lizard)  into 

his  hole.  Being  far  advanced  towards  the  meridian 

(the  sun).  Being  disappointed,  and  unvisited  by 
the  vernal  showers.  A  deep  cavern.  Juhr,  (pi. 

ijS^  jiharat,  j^^^  ajhar,  and  juhrdn) The  den  or  hole  of  an  animal. 

A  jahr  as,  Sunk  in  the  socket  (eye). 

A  juhrdn,  The  den  of  a  beast.  The  pri- 

vities of  a  woman.  'i^j^  C^to\s-  \i\ 
izd  hdzati'l  manat  haruma^l  juhrdn  (a  proverb). 

A  jahrdb.  Large-bodied  (horse).  Jah- 
rah  or  juhrab.  Short,  thick-bodied.  ^Jo jd^  juh- 

rabdni.  Two  veins  about  a  horse's  ears. 
A  jahrat  or  jaharat,  A  season  severe  and 

barren.  Jiharat,  (pi.  of  juhr)  The  dens  or 
holes  of  beasts  or  reptiles. 

A  {j^j^  jahrash.  Thick,  compact  (horse). 

A  \aj^  jihrit,  A  decrepit  old  woman. 
A         jahram,  A  man  of  bad  disposition. 

A  'iit^j^  jahramat,  Poverty,  difficulty.  Bad- ness of  temper. 

A  jihzit,  A  decrepit  old  woman. 

A  i^sr^  jahs,  (v.  n.  of  (j-^)  Fighting  hand 
to  hand.  Scratching,woundingwith  the  nails.  Kill- 

ing. Entering.  (j«j9-Jj  jahsu  dahs,Fraud, 
stratagem,  cunning,  art,  finesse. 

A  ̂jS^^  jahsh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Grazing  the 
skin  without  making  a  wound,  scratching,  (pi. 

i^^^-s^  jihdsh  and  ̂ J^L^  jihshdn)  The  colt  of  a 
horse  or  ass.  Thickness,  coarseness.  Cruelty,  se- 

verity. War  against  infidels.    Endeavour,  effort. 
A  buck,  a  cheveril.  A  name  of 

;  zaynab, cdlleA. 

(^vo^j^l  p  ummu'l  musminm.  Mother  of  believers. 
A  (jLi^  jihshdn,  (pi.  of  )  Asses'  colts. 
A  'it^  jahshat,  An  ass's  colt  (a  filly).  Wool 

(which  a  shepherd  winds  on  his  fingers  to  be  em- 
ployed in  spinning). 

Ajt^jah  or  juhshar,  Short-ribbed  (horse). 
A  ̂y^^'^  jahshal  or  juhshul.  Swift,  nimble. 

A  ̂ Z.^  jahsham,  A  camel  whose  sides  bulge. 
A  lasT?"  jihit,  A  word  for  driving  sheep. 

A  Jasr?"  juhhaz,  (pi.  of  las-W)  Prominent-eyed. 

A  ̂ hj^  jahzam.  Large-eyed. 
A  j'^^'fi  i^-     of  i_is:^)  Peeling,  bark- 

ing. Carrying  off  the  ball  at  shinty.  Kicking  (any 

thing)  away.  Drawing  (water)  and  carrying  (it) 

away.  Sweeping  orremovingwith  a  shovel.  Bring- 
ing out  food.  Collecting.  Excavating,  searching. 

Inclining.    The  game  of  bandy. 

A  'is^jahfat,  A  slice  of  butter.  A  little  water 
left  in  the  sides  of  a  cistern.  The  gripes.  A  game 



of  ball ;  shinty  or  bandy.  Juhfat,  Water  remain- 

ing in  the  sides  of  a  cistern  or  well.  A  little  pud- 

ding in  a  bason.  A  handful  of  victuals.  A  patch 

of  ground  fit  for  grazing  on  a  hillock  in  a  desert. 

A  jo-hfal,  (pi.  J-jW?"  jahafil)  A  large 
army.   (A  man)  of  great  dignity.  Large-sided. 

A  'i^jis^  jahfalat,  (v.  n.  of  JasS"  Q)  Throw- 
ing on  the  ground.  Rebuking,  upbraiding.  As- 

sembling an  army.  (pi.  Jil^  ;a/ta^Z)  The  lip 

of  a  solid-hoofed  animal  (as  a  horse  or  ass). 

A  fj\Ais^  jahfalatani,  Two  excrescences  on 
the  fore-legs  of  a  horse. 

A  Ji?"  jahl,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Throwing  (one) 
upon  the  ground.  Large-sided.  Small  camels.  A 

large  water-bottle.  The  queen-bee.  A  chameleon, 

(pi.  juhul  and  (j^W?"  juhlan)  A  beetle  or 
may-bug.    A  large  Lybian  lizard. 

*     A  -^^J^?"  jahldf,  Large  (she-camel). 

A  jj^W?"  juhlan,  (pi.  of         jahl)  Beetles. 
A  W^r"  jahlamat,  A  throwing  on  the  ground. 
A        jahm,  (v.n.of  Kindling  (a  fire). 

Staring.  Jaham  or  juhm,  (v.  n.  of  |*^)  Being 
kindled,  blazing.  Juham,  A  kind  of  bird.  Ju- 

hum,  Shameless  persons.  (pi.  of  ajham) 

Large  and  red-eyed. 

A  jahmas,  (fem.)  Large  and  red-eyed. 
A  k,»^  jahmat,  (in  the  Himyarit  dialect)  The 

eye.    Jahmat  ovjuhmat,  Fire  piled  up. 

A  jahmarish,  (^pl.jxX^  jahamir)  A 
decrepit  old  woman,  or  ugly,  hideous,  disgusting. 

A  hare  having  a  suckling.  A  rough-skinned  viper. 

A  (ji-^^"  jahmash,  A  decrepit  old  woman. 

A  aJa-^s?"  jahmazat,  (v.  n.  of  la^sf?"  Q)  Bind- 
ing, confining.  Running  with  full  speed.  String- 

ing (a  bow).  An  infant's  swaddling-bands.  A 
cord  with  which  they  tie  an  ox  or  a  sheep  when 

about  to  kill  it.  (A  slave)  having  his  hands  tied 

to  his  knees  (to  be  flogged).  Pace  of  a  dwarf. 

A  (^^.^^  juhmush,  An  old  woman. 

A  Jjvsr?"  jahma',  (pi.  of  jahmat)  Large 
and  red-eyed  females. 

A  jahn,  (v.n.of  j^^^^)  Stinting  (a  house- 
hold) through  indigence  or  avarice.  Jahan,  (v.  n. 

of^s?")  Being  fed  with  unwholesome  food  (a 
child).  Ja/tm,(  An  infant)  badly  nourished.  Alad 

of  slow  growth.  The  tike.  Small  and  weakly(plant). 

A  i_-*is?^  jahnab,  (or  jahannab)  A 

dwarf.    Powerful,  strong.    Rank,  dignity. 

AjUis^  jihimbar,  A  sort  of  plant.  Jihimhar, 

{juhumhar,  SjljosS"  jihimharat  or juhumbarat)  A 
big-bellied  corpulent  man.  A  swag-bellied  dwarf. 

A  ijxx^  jahambarat,  A  female  dwarf. 
A  lis^  juhnat,  A  tike. 

A  (jij.sT?'  jahnash,  Thick. 

A  iLlisr?"  jahnashat,  (v.  n.  of  (jSjssr?'  Q)  Be- 
ing big  (the  belly  of  a  child). 

A  ijils^  jahanfal,  Thick-lipped. 
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A  jahw,  (v.  n.  of  for  )  Eradica- 
ting, extirpating.  Stopping  still.  Walking,  step- 

ping.   Going  out. 

A  jj^^^^  j  ah  wan,  Name  of  a  man. 
A         jaliwat,  One  pace  or  step.  The  face. 

A  1^^^  juhud,  (v.  n.  of  li.s?')  Denying,  dis- 
owning, disavowing.    Meeting  with  a  miser. 

A  ̂j^^jsr?"  jahwash,  A  boy,  ere  he  has  attained his  strength. 

A  )i>^^  juhuz,  (v.  n.  of  laW?")  Being  large 
and  prominent  (the  eye).  Criticising,finding  fault. 

A  jahuf,  A  bucket,  drawing  or  carrying 
water.  Crumbled  or  grated  bread  left  upon  a  plate. 

A  Jjs^?"  juhul,  (pi.  of  (J-s^?"  jahl)  Beetles. 
A  juhum,  A  being  kindled  ;  blazing. 

p  ̂ ^^^  julii,  Name  of  a  buffoon. 
A  (jSJi^  jahish,  A  part.  A  side.  A  half.  A 

man  who  keeps  alone.    Juhaysh,  (dim.  of 

jahsh)  A  little  ass.    iSs^^  juhayshu  wah- 
dihi,  (A  man)  wedded  to  his  own  opinion. 

A  jahlm,  A  large  hot  fire,  kindled  in  a 

deep  place.    A  very  hot  place.  Hell. 

A ji.'S^  juhaymir,  (dim.  of  jahmarish) 
A  little  old  woman. 

A  ̂ UW?"  juhayncLf,  Hope,  desire,  expectation. 

p  ̂ >-Ja/;/«,  Quarrelsome,  contentious.  Strife. 
A  ̂ ^jaM,  Bravo!  well  done! 

jahhkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Scattering  (urine). 
Kicking  (dirt)  about.  Lying  with  (a  concubine). 

Raising  (the  belly),  stretching  forth  (the  arms). 

Lying  on  the  side  at  full  length,  stretched  out. 

Movingfrom  place  to  place.  Gross,  foolish,  worth- 
less (man).    Noisome,  unhealthy. 

A  'ii^^  jakhabat,  (Jlkhabat  or  &>ls£^  jakh- 
khdbat)  A  fool.    Gross,  heavy,  fleshy. 

p  ̂ Ur?"  jakhdjakh,  A  clashing  of  swords. A  J:\kr^  ̂ \  abu  juhhdd,  A  locust. 

A  L^d\^  juhhdd  lb,  (or  i^<A^  ̂ Sabujuhhd- 
dib)  Large-bodied  (camel,  locust,  or  beetle).  A 

long-legged  green  locust. 

A  A>S\^  juhhddibds,  (or  ̂^{s^  jukhddiba' 
Thick,  large,  bulky.    A  sort  of  locust  or  beetle. 

A  iOiilsr?"  jukhddibat.  Thick,  large,  bulky.  A 
sort  of  locust  or  beetle. 

A  j^jJtiUr?"  ̂ \  abu  jukhddiba'.  Thick,  large, 
bulky.    A  sort  of  locust  or  beetle. 

A jiilsr?"  juhhddir,  Large-bodied. 
A  ̂ L>\^  jukhddiy,  A  milking-pail.  Large- 

bodied  (camel). 

A  I  jUr?"  jahhkhdf.  Proud,  arrogant. 
A  i_-*s^  jakhb.  Extenuated,  lean,  hollow. 

A  tl^ksi?'  jihhabb,  A  large  camel.  A  prince, 
commander.  Weak. 

p  ̂ s?"  jakhj,  (or  ij^-sr?"  jahhsh)  A  species  of bat,  but  as  large  as  a  kite,  which  suspends  itself 
to  the  branches  of  trees,  and  is  said  to  eat  its  own 

ordure.  A  wen  on  the  neck  without  pain ;  a  goitre. 

A&^  jakhjakhat, (v.n.of  ̂ a*^Q)  Throw- ing prostrate.  Calling  out,  proclaiming  aloud. 

Calling  out  ̂   ̂   jahh  jahh.  Keeping  close 
(one's  counsel).  Lying  with  (a  girl).  Entering 
into  the  greater  part  of  any  thing. 

P  i^ji*s^^  jahhjas,  (or  jakhijn,jahhjan, 
or  jukhj an)  A  sort  of  small  black  seed  used  as  a 
salve  for  sore  eyes. 

A  i-^i^^  juhhdab,  A.\ion.  Jukhdub,  A  Won, 
A  sort  of  locust  or  beetle.    Thick,  large,  bulky. 

AjiSs^  jakhdar,  (or  (^J^^i^?')  Large-bodied. A  (__J.^s:^  jahhdaf.  Great,  large,  corpulent. 

A  (J-Xsr?"  jahhdal  or  juhhdul.  Fat,  compact. 

A  A^i^sr?"  jahlbdamat.  Speed  in  walk  or  work. 

A  jsr^  jakhr, (v.n.of ̂ ^af^)  Widening  the  mouth 
(of  a  well).  Jakhar,  (v.  n.  of  jss^)  Being  wide 
(a  well).  Being  empty  (the  belly).  Becoming 

stale  (meat) ;  stinking  about  the  privities  (a  wo- 

man). Being  wide  (the  bottom  of  a  well).  Drink- 
ing on  an  empty  belly,  so  that  the  water  makes  a 

rattling  noise  on  the  stomachand  renders  (the flock) 

feeble.  Jakhir,  A  glutton,  one  soon  hungry.  A 

coward.  Feeble.  Lank  about  the  thighs.  Weak- 

brained,  addle-pated.    Hideous,  stinking. 

A  jahhrds.   Stinking,  rank  (woman) ; 

also  wide.   Narrow  (eye),  and  dirty  with  flux. 

p  f^i^Jui^  jakhshidan,  (or  i^Sx.^*^  jakhsi- 
dan^  To  be  wrinkled,  shrivelled,  twisted,  curled, 

complicated.  To  labour  hard,  employ  every  en- 

deavour. To  distinguish  by  a  mark.  To  be  startled, 
frightened  suddenly  (a  colt). 

A  I  6V?"  jahhf,  (v.  n.  of  i  Qs»?')  Being  proud. 
Boasting,  laying  claim  to  merit  when  undeserved. 

Sleeping.  Terrifying.  The  snore  ofany  one  asleep. 
Levity, inconstancy.  J uhhuf, (^^l.of i^^x^  jahhlf) 

Souls,^spirits.   Large  armies.  Dwarfs. 
A  lai?"  jahhf  an  jahhf  an,  Boastingly. 

A  &flsr'_/a/i/A/fl^,  Dwarfish  and  meagre(woman). 

juhhnat,  A  tike. 
A  's^x^  jukhunnat.  Bad  in  coitu  (woman). 

A  jahhw,  (v.  n.  of  Uf?"  for  ̂ ^)  Turning 
bottom  upwards  (ajar).  A  looseness  of  the  skin, 

a  leanness  about  the  thighs. 

A  jahhwds,  Lean-thighed  (woman). 

A  idy^  jakhwazat,  A  running  pace. 
A  I  ttA^  jahhtf,  (v.  n.  of  L-i^ )  Boasting 

falsely,  making  unjust  pretensions.  Sleeping.  Ter- 
rifying. Proud,  haughty,  lofty.  The  snoring  of 

any  one  asleep.  A  rumbling  noise  in  the  belly. 

Levity,  inconstancy,     (pi.  juhhuf,)  Soul, 

spirit.    A  numerous  army.    Short,  dwarfish. 

A       jadda,  (fut.  IS^  yaji  or  uddu)  He  strove. 

A  jadd,(v.n.of'Ssr)  Lopping  (a  palm-tree), 
gathering  its  fruit.  Stripping  a  stalk  of  its  dates. 

Cutting  off"  as  much  cloth  as  will  suffice  to  make 
a  garment.  Being  happy,  fortunate.  Being  great 
in  dignity  and  wealth.  Running  (ahouse  with  rain). 



^     A  '^jadd,  (pi.  ajddd,         judud,  and 

'iiijd^  jududat)  A  grandfather  (paternal  or  ma- 
ternal), an  ancestor,  forefather.  Dignity.  Gran- 

deur. Happiness,  prosperity,  good  fortune.  Riches. 

Bank  of  a  river.  Happy,  fortunate.  The  surface  of 

the  ground.  jaddi  sahlh,  A  paternal 

grandfather.  Juwls  d-^-  jaddi  fdsid,  A  maternal 

gi-andfather.     p  >^  jaddi  buzurg,  An  an- 

cestor. A J-/JiZ,(v.n.of3>»-)Speakingtruth.  Run- 

ning (a  house  with  rain).  Endeavour,  study,  ef- 

foi't,  labour,  industry,  application,  diligence,  pains. 
Seriousness,  gravity.  Haste,  velocity.  Any  thing 
elaborately  ascertained.  The  bank  of  a  river. 

jjiy«jiddi  mamfur,  A  great  effort,  tysi  bijiddin, 

Plainly,  clearly.  ̂ Jlff^  dsa-  ^limun  jidda  ̂ a- 
limin,  One  who  has  attained  the  highest  point  of 

learning.  SAi  &iju*>j  lii^  aljidd  wasilatu'l jadd, 
Labour  is  the  way  to  wealth.  Judd,  A  well  in  a 

place  plenteous  in  forage.  A  well  having  much, 
also  little  water.  An  ancient  well.  A  well  on  the 

border  of  a  desert.  Little  water.  A  sort  of  fruit. 

A  side.  Fatness.  Happy.  The  coast  off  Mecca. 

A  lii*-  jada',  Common  good,  free  to  all.  Uni- 
versal, genera],  widely-diffused  (rain).  The  end  of 

an  age.  A  gift,  a  present. 

F       judu,  Separate,  distinct,  divided.  Apart, 

^li*-  judd  judd,  One  by  one,  separately.  \s:>- 

f_^<^  judd  shudan,  To  be  sejiarated.  t^'^^ 
judd  kardan,  To  part,  divide,  disunite,  dissolve. 

A         jaddj,  A  benefit,  advantage.  Jidds, 

(pi-  of  (_fd^  jc-dy)  Kids.   Judds:,  The  product  of 
any  number  multiplied  by  itself  (nine  being  the 

judds,  or  square  of  three). 

A  \3j>-  jiddan,  Plainly,  clearly.  In  no  shape. 

In  earnest,  seriously,  attentively,  eagerly,  exceed- 
ingly, strongly. 

A  ̂\S.s-  jadddf,  (fem.  of  ajadd)  Small- 

breasted  (woman).  Crop-eared  (animal).  (A  de- 
sert)without  water.  (A  sheep)  without  milk.  Jid- 

dds,  (or  •*\!S5J  bijiddds)  Plainly,  clearly. 

A  jiddb,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_->tJ>»-)  Experien- 
cing (a  season)  destitute  of  provision  (a  camel). 

A  i\iy>-jtiddt,(p\.  of^ijl5»7a6^?)Askers  of  gifts. 

A  jaddjid,  (pi.  ofJo-ii»5")  Crickets. 

A  C)\i^jaddd  ovjiddd,  Loppings  of  palm-trees. 

Jiddd,  (v.  n.  3  of  Js-)  Disputing  a  point  of  right. 

Co-operating  diligently  with  another,  (pi.  of  Jj 
jadud)  Fat  asses. 

A  ̂S^i)-  jadddd,  One  who  sells,  or  who  doctors 

wine.  Judddd,  (from  p  J^^il  guddd)  Worn  gar- 
ments. Entangled  branches.  Ravelled  threads. 

Low  mountains. 

^ j^'^  jiddr,  (-pi.  j^judr  axxd  judur)  A  wall. 
^  t)^*^  j^(i^rat,  (v.  n.  ofjsijj-)  Being  worthy, 

proper,  suitable,befitting.  Shootingforth(theheads 
of  plants)  as  if  they  were  pimples  or  pock-marks. 

p  uiJjUs"  juddrak,  Name  of  a  certain  game. 
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P  (^'^  judd-shudagi,  Separation,  sepa- 
rateness,  the  state  of  being  separate. 

p  ts^       judd-shuda,  Separated. 

A  jadd^  A  severe  year  (for  cattle).  Ji- 

dd^  (v.  n.  3of^ii^)  Reviling,  abusing.  Disput- 
ing, wrangling.  Judd^  Pastures  where  the  her- 

bage is  burnt  up.  Unwholesome  fodder.  Death. 

A  ̂\j\.>.=-  juddfds,{^\d»-  juddfa'  or  js\j\tij>- jw- 
ddfdt)  Prey,  spoil,  booty. 

p  iOo^^ijs-  juddgdna,  Separately,  apart. 

A  J^^?-  jaddi,  Unripe,  green  dates.  Jiddl,  (v. 

n.  3  of  Jii*-)  Debating,  wrangling.  A  warm  al- 
tercation, violent  contest,  battle,  conflict,  p  lLXIs- 

J^i^=-  _}  jang  u  jiddl,  War  and  strife.  ̂ ^J^  J\j>^ 
jiddl  kardan,  To  fight,  quarrel,  wrangle. 

A  (J\3^  jadddl.  The  owner  or  seller  of  a  dove- 
cote (called  ivb.ii.?-  jadilat). 

A  i0^jj>-Jac?aZfl^,  Ground  especially  sandy.  Un- 
ripe dates  when  green  and  round.  Small  ants  fur- 

nished with  feet. 

A  juddmdt.  Laden  with  fruit  (palm). 

A  iU^L^s-  juddmat,  Cliaff  of  wheat. 

A  j^^4X>-  juddma,  A  sort  of  fruit. 
bil jiddan,  Plainly,  clearly. 

p  jid  ov  jaddnah,  A  kind  of  game. 

A  (Jjliij»-jat^a7yz7,(pl.  of  Jj tj*-Jat?/«aZ)  Brooks. 
Columns.  Astronomical  tables. 

p  (^j\>^>-jaddw'i,  Servants'  wages,  salary,  pay. 

A  {>\^s>-jaddi/a',  (pi.  of  'iS,^  jadiyat)  Stuffings 
(of  camel's  saddles). 

A  i^}^  jaddyat  or  jiddyat,  A  doe,  roe,  gazel. 

A  jaddfid,  (pi.  of  Jjii>=>-  jadud)  Sheep 

giving  little  milk. 
A  ̂lii^  jaddsil,  Locks  of  braided  hair. 
p  juddii,  Separation,  disunion,  desertion, 

^jii;^  ̂\i^juddsikardan,T!osep?LVB,\.e{vora,  desert. 
p  C-^i^  jadb,  The  pith  of  the  palm-tree. 

A  1^1^  jadb,  (v.  n.  of  L-^iX>-)  Charging,  ac- 
cusing of  a  fault.  Being  barren  and  scarce.  Ste- 
rility. A  severe  season.  Barren  (place  or  places). 

A  jidabb,  Sterility.  A  severe  season. 

A  A>^^^jadbdf,(^eva.o^L^,^\ajdab)'Deso\zte. 
A  BJS^-jadbat,  (fem.  oft_->ii*-)  Barren  (place). 

p  S^,  d'>-  jad  bajad,  From  father  to  son. 

A  jidat,  (v.n.  ofiis^-j)  Discovering,  pro- 
curing, finding,  recovering  (any  thing  lost  or  sought 

for).  Being  rich,  having  enough.  Being  enraged, 
taking  occasion  to  quarrel  with,  or  chide  (another). 

Money,  wealth,  opulence. 

A  'i"^  jaddatfA.  grandmother  (paternal  or  ma- 

ternal). sS?-  jaddasi  sahiha,  A  paternal 

grandmother.  StW^i  iS^jaddanfdsida,  A  ma- 
ternal grandmother. 

A  'icy^f-jiddat,  (v.  n.  of!S>-)  Being  new.  New- 
ness. A  dog's  collar.  The  surface  of  the  ground. 

Jiddat  or  juddat,  A  rag.  The  bank  of  a  river. 
Juddat,  A  streak  on  the  back  of  an  ass.  (pi. 

judad)  A  way,  track,  path.  A  mode,  method,  sys- 
tem. A  sign,  signal,  or  distinguishing  mark.  Name 

of  a  town  situated  on  the  Red  Sea,  the  port  of  Mecca 

(generally  pronounced  Jidda)  ;  also  of  a  mai'itime 
tract  of  country  where  the  Arabians  suppose  Eve 
to  havefallen  when  banished  from  Paradise ;  Adam , 

according  to  their  belief,  being  thrown  upon  the 

island  of  Ceylon.  'i"^  '-r^j  fakibajuddata'l 
ami'i,  He  took  the  line  proper  to  be  pursued. 

p  (jjOii^  jadtin,  Embroidered  (purse,  wallet). 

A  Ll^iijv  jadas,  (pi.  lL>^9-\  ajdus  and 

ajdds)  A  tomb. 

A  '&>S>-  jadsat,  The  sound  (of  a  horse's  hoof 
or  camel's  foot)  ;  also  that  of  masticating  meat. 

A  ;ac//(2f7.  Hard  and  level  ground.  Jud- 

jud,  (pi.  iij9-^i^s>-  jaddjid)  An  insect  which  resem- 
bles a  locust,  or  (according  to  some)  a  beetle,  and 

utters  a  shrill  noise  during  the  night ;  a  cricket.  A 

large  female  pudendum.  A  pimple  or  sty. 

A  ̂ d^jadh,  A  stirring  up  a  draught  or  ptisan. 
A  liJo-  jadad.  Hard,  even  ground.  Fine  sand. 

A  tumour  or  wen  on  a  camel's  neck.  The  surface 

of  the  ground.  Judad,  (pi.  ofi%>-  juddat)  Ways, 

tracks,  paths.  Judud,  (pi.  of  jadid)  New. 
Pieces  of  cloth  fresh  cut  from  the  loom. 

Pj jjs-  jadr,  A  four-year-old  camel. 

AjS^jadr,  (v.  n.  ofji\>-)  Having  tke  small- 
pox, (pl.j  J«9-  judr,judur,  and  (j^i^?-  judrdn)  A 

wall.  The  wall  surrounding  the  temple  of  Mecca. 

A  breaking  out  of  the  small-pox.  The  bottom  or 

foundation,  also  the  side,  of  a  wall,  (pl.jj  J*,  ju- 
dur)  Name  of  a  herb  (growing  in  the  sand).  Jidr, 

A  sort  of  plant.  Jadar,  (v.n.  of Breaking 

out  on  a  man  (pimples  and  pocks).  Having  a  mind 

to  put  forth  leaves  (a  vine).  A  swelling  in  the 
throat.  A  kernel  in  the  flesh.  A  pimple,  a  pock. 

The  mark  of  a  bite  on  an  ass's  neck.  The  berry 
or  seed  of  a  palm-branch.  Jadar  or  judar,  (pi. 

j^^ijs-^  ajddr)  A  wen  on  the  body,  either  natural  or 

caused  by  a  blow  or  wound.  Jadir,  Worthy,  suit- 

able. Judur  or  judr,  (pi.  of  jS:)- jadr  and ji- 

ddr)  Walls. 
A  -S'^Jo-jaimj:,  Scabby  (sheep).  Judards,{p\. 

of  j>,^  jadir)  Places  enclosed  by  walls.  Worthy, 
suitable.  Pock-marked. 

p  uiJ\jiXs-  judrdk,  A  kind  of  game. 

A  (j]j^>>=-  judrdn,  (pi.  ofj  J*- jat^r)  Walls. A  J^s-  jadarat,  An  unnatural  excrescence  on 

the  body,  a  wen,  a  blotch.  Name  of  an  Arabian 

tribe,  so  called  because  they  built  the  wall  ( Jj?- 

jiddr)  of  the  temple  of  Mecca. 

A  lSj'^  jadariy  or  judariy,  Small-pox,  pits. 

A  jadas,  An  offset  of  the  tribe  ̂   lahm. 

A  {J^6c>-  jadasha,  (fut.  ijiti^  yajdishu)  He 
had  a  mind  to  take. 

A  (J^^  jadash,  (pi.  ̂jii^>i*-^  ajddsh)  Coarse, 

rough,  rugged  ground. 



A        jad^  (v.  n.  of  Mutilating  in,  or 

depriving  of  (car,  hand,  nose,  or  lip).  Giving  un- 
wholesomefood  to  a  child.  Carrying  off.  Destroy- 

ing. Imprisoning.  Ja<7a^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ti^)  Taking 
unwholesome  aliment  (an  infant).  Unwholesome- 
ness  of  pasture.  Amputation.  A  mutilation  of  the 

ear,  hand,  nose,  or  lip.  A  prison,  Jadi^  Poorly 
fed  (child). 

A  ̂\s-i^jad^f,  (fem.  of ajda^  Mutilated 
in  the  hand,  &c.  Name  of  Muhammad's  camel. 

A  *\^^  jad^n  lahu,  May  his  nose,  ears, 
hands,  and  lips  be  cut  off! 

A  'iS'Ss>-  jada^t,  That  which  remains  of  an  am- 
putated nose,  ear,  lip,  or  hand  ;  the  stump. 

A  I — >S>-  jadf,  (v.  n.  of  i  id^)  Amputating, 
cutting.  Snowing.  Striking  with  both  fists.  Row- 

mg  (a  vessel).  Pausing,  breaking  off  in  his  song  (a 

camel-driver).  Jaf/a/',(pl.  i  j\4ijs-\a;(/q/")  A  grave. 
Wine  not  covered  up.  A  kind  of  hei'b  found  in 
Arabia  Felix,  which  has  the  property  of  quench- 

ing the  thirst,  when  masticated.  Any  thing  thrown 

off  drink  (as  froth,  motes,  &c.).  A  kind  of  wine. 

A  jadfas,  Crop-eared  (ewe). 

A  &5tX>-  jadafat,  Sounds.  Clamours,  mixed 
murmurs.  The  noise  made  in  running. 

p  ij^^  jadgdra,  Different  roads.  Contrary 
ways  or  opinions. 

A  J;ic>-  jadl,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Twisting  (a  rope) 
tight.  Throwing  prostrate  on  the  ground.  Grow- 

ing, increasing  in  strength  (as  a  youth,  fawn,  or 

grain  in  the  ear).  The  grave.  Jadl  ovjidl,  (pi. 

J\->c»-\  ajdal  and  (Jj>^»-  judul)  Strong  and  hard 
penis.  The  hollow  bones  of  the  hands  or  feet.  A 

coarse,  thick  bone.  The  limb  or  member  of  an  ani- 

mal. Judl,  (pi.  of  f-'^Ss)-  jadldi)  Strongly-woven 
(coats  of  mail).  Jadal,  Altercation,  contention. 

Energy,  ability  for  disputation.  p  ̂ j'-^^ 
jadal  kardan,  To  dispute.  To  fight,  a  Jadil,  Li- 

tigious, contentious,  disputatious.  Judul,  (pi.  of 

{y>.'^  jadlV)  Bridles  of  twisted  thongs  or  hair.  La- 

dies' girdles. 

A  -^^Jj?-  jadlas,  (pi.  Jiics-  judl)  Well-formed 
(woman  or  leg).  Strong  (coat  of  mail)  of  a  firm 

texture.  Bent-eared  (ewe),  curved  (substance 
i^sJLSm*  shikshikat).  Name  of  a  bitch. 

A^^'^^j>-jadldn,a.ss!>*^i^  {.^h zahaba^la 
jadldnihi,  (or  jadla4hi)  He  went  his  way. 

A  'iiiSsf  jadlat,  A  pestle. 
A  ̂S»-jadalii/,  A  disputant,  controvertist,  po- 

/emic.  Of  the  tribe  of  &b.4^»-  jadilat. 

A        jadni,  (v.  n.  of  Bearing  fruit  and 

withering  (a  palm-tree).  Jadam,  A  bird  resem- 
bling a  sparrow  with  a  red  beak.  A  kind  of  date. 

A  jadamat,  (pi.  ̂ 6s^  jadam)  Short-sta- 
tured(man).  Sheep  of  a  bad  kind.  Unripe  dates. 
Unthrashed  wheat.  ChalF  of  wheat. 

A  ̂yo^  jadmal,  A  plant  (stapelia  dentata). 
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A  ̂ jtKs-  jadan,  Sweetness  or  elegance  of  voice. 
Name  of  a  dreary  waste  in  Yaman  (Arabia  Felix). 

A  jadm,  (v.  n.  of  \^  for  jii.»-)  Asking 
for,  seeking  some  benefit. 

A  Pj\jd^  jadivdr,  Zedoary. 
A  L^j  jadub,  Barren,  sterile  (spot),  scarce 

(year).  Judub,  (pi.  of  L^Ji>i>-jadb)  Barren  places. 

A  'i^^i\>-  judubat,  (v. n.  of  l^S^)  Being  bar- 
ren. Scarcity,  dearth,  sterility,  barrenness. 

A  jadud,  (pi.  dS\s»-  jadddd)  A  ewe  giv- 
ing little  milk  (but  not  from  disease),  (pi. 

jiddd)  A  fat  she-ass.    Judud,  (pi.  of  jadd) 
Grandfathers. 

A  iiijSta'jududat,  (pi.  of  >^  jadd) Grandsires. 

Ajj  Jis-  judur,  (v.  n.  ofjii^)  Having  the  mark 
of  a  bite  on  his  neck  (an  ass).  Rendering  worthy. 

Putting  forth  fruit  like  tubercles  (a  tree).  Shoot- 

ing forth  as  if  they  were  pimples  or  pock-marks 
(the  heads  of  a  plant).  Blistering  from  labour  (the 

hand).  Building  a  four-square  wall.  Lying  con- 
cealed behind  a  wall.  (pi.  of  jadr)  Herbs 

growing  in  the  sand. 

A  I  9jd^  juduf,  (v.  n.  of  I  j^s*-)  Flying  with 
the  wings  clipped,  as  if  turned  back  (a  bird).  Paus- 

ing, breaking  off"  in  his  song  (a  camel-driver). 
Shortening  his  steps  (a  wild  buck).  Flying  fast. 

Snowing,  casting  flakes  of  snow  (the  sky).  Strik- 
ing with  both  fists  (a  man). 

A  p  i^ji^jadwalorjidwal,(p\.i^j\s»'jaddwil) 
A  rivulet.  An  astronomical  table.  Marginal  lines 

on  the  page  of  a  book  drawn  with  gold  or  silver. 

A  Jjii^  j«f/MZ,  (v.n.  of  J^)  Being  hard.  (pi. 

of  (Ji^5-_;acZ/  ovjidl)  Limbs  of  animals. 

p  sj^jt^^jadumand,  equiv.  to  mafdrik. 

A  jadwa' ,  General  rain.  Common  good. 
Gift,  present,    d/ji^?-        akhu  jadwa\  Liberal. 

A  cfjilx!-  jiddawiy,  A  native  of  Jidda. 

A  {J>^  jady,(y.  n.  of  L^t>>>-)  Seeking  a  benefit, 

(pi.  {j^^  ajdi,  Adi^  jiddf,  and  f^_S»-  jidydn) 
A  kid.  The  sign  Capricorn.  The  polar  star.  A 

lamb  until  it  be  a  year  old.  (pi.  of  'i>,^  jadyat) 
Stufiings  of  saddles. 

A  '^J^  judayya',  My  little  kid. 
A  1^,^ jaddi.y,A.nce?>tYQ\.  Juddiy, Fortunate. 

A  jidydn,  (pi.  of  iji^  jo-^^u)  Kids. 

A  i^y^d^  jadib,  Severe  (year).  Desolate  and 

barren  (country).  Jt>-  jadibu'l  janab, 
Every  way  distressed. 

A  io.j*-  jadyat,  (or  jadiyat)  (pi. 

jady  and  \>}^  jaddya')  Felt-cloth  pannels  or  dor- 
sers  for  laying  under  saddles  or  beneath  loads,  on 

camelsor  horses.  Blood  flowing.  Dry  blood  stick- 
ing to  the  body.  A  tract  of  country.  A  particle 

'•  of  musk.  Colour  of  the  face. 

A  dJi^S^-  jadid.  New,  modern,  fresh,  (pi.  JJe>- 
judud)  New  cloth  recently  cut  from  the  loom. 

Death.    Happy,  fortunate.    The  surface  of  the 

..."  " 
ground,  'idi  tiJ.A?-  Ji^  li  kullijadidin  lazzatun, 
Every  novelty  aff'ords  delight. 

A  ̂J\s>,S>-  jairiddni,W\^\taT\d  day  (ever  new). 

A ji,<^  jadir,  (pi.     j^.'^  jadirun  and 
judardf)  A  place  surrounded  with  walls.  Proper, 

fit.  Worthy,  suitable.    Gadira,  a  town  in  Spain. 

A  'i>j>.<^  jadirat,  A  stone  sheep-cote.  Nature. 

A  i^.Ssr  jadis.  Name  of  a  ti'ibe  (now  extinct). 

A  J.^.i\»-  jadll,  (pi.  J  Jo-  judtd)  A  bridle  of 

twisted  thongs  or  hair.  A  lady's  girdle  (of  leather, 
frequently  adorned  with  jewels).  Prostrate  on  the 
ground.  Name  of  a  certain  stallion. 

A  jadilat,  Mode,  manner,  state,  condi- 
tion. A  tract  of  country,  a  quarter.  A  tribe,  fa- 

mily. Leathern  drawers  worn  by  boys  and  men- 
struous  women.  A  pigeon-house.  Name  of  the 
mother  of  a  ti-ibe. 

A  jazz,  (v.  n.  of  3^)  Breaking  oflT.  Cut- 
ting up  by  the  roots.  Making  haste.  Breaking  in 

pieces,  (pi.  3^3*- \  ajzdz)  A  bit,  a  piece. 

A  jizdf,  (pi.  of  (J- j  V  i«^*)  Standers  on 

tip-toe.  (pi.  oi'i\  'dc>-  jazdt)  Roots  of  large  trees, 

(pi.  oi  'i^i^  jaz,jiz,ov  juzwat)  Glowing  billets. 
jazzds.  Broken  (tooth).  Disconnected, 

broken  off  (friendship  amongst  relations). 

A  (— jazab,  Death.  Jizdb,  (v.  n.  3  of 

L_->i^»-)  Turning  away,  diverting.  The  medullary 
substance  growing  on  the  top  of  a  palm-tree.  (pi. 

of  i^ii^ ^jdzib)  (Camels)  which  yield  no  milk. 
A  jazzdb.  Drawing,  pulling,  dragging. 

A  'iAspfjazzdhatyAhorse-haivspvinge  for  larks. 

A  'i\^s>^  jazdt,(^p\.  A^^)Therootoi'alarge  tree. 
A  jazdz,  The  excellence  or  superiority  of 

one  thing  to  another.  Juz,jaz,  ovjizdz,  A  frag- 

ment, particle.  Juzdz,  A  stone  containing  gold  ore. 

A  juzdzdt,  Particles  of  gold. 

A  'Sii^3>5»  jazdzat,  The  superiority  of  one  thing 
to  another.  Juzdzat,  (Gold)  filings. 

A  ̂i^s^  jizd^  (pi.  of        jaza^  Youths. 
A  ji~dl,  (pi.  of         jizl)  The  roots  of 

very  large  trees.  Trunks  of  trees  (stripped  of  their 

branches),  pollards. 

A  ̂      juzdm,  The  leprosy. A  iwi\cS^/Mzamai,Stubble(after harvest).  Chaff. 

p  ^\s:fjuzdm-khdna,'Lazavetto,Tpest-hovLse. 
A  jm\s>-  juzdmir.  One  who  breaks  a  contract. 

Aj(f>\^  jazdmir,  (pi.  ofjl*3^  jizmdr  or  of 

jyo'^  juzmur)  Stumps  remaining  on  a  tree  strip- ped of  its  branches.  1>^\  ahhazahu  bi 
iazdinirihi.  He  took  it  all. 

A  ̂j^i^s-  jazzdn,  Soft  stones. 
A  'i^Vi^  jazzdnat,  A  soft  stone. 
A  i_-*3>>-.7fl2^Z>,(v.n.ofi— ->3^)Stretching.  Draw- 

ing (as  a  plaster  or  the  loadstone).  Overcoming  In 
pulling.  Turning  a  way,di  verting.  Weanlng(acolt). 
Giving  little  milk  (a  camel).  Drawing  to  a  close 

(a  month).  Cutting  off  the  medullary  substance  on 



the  summit  of  a  palm-tree.  Sucking  in  water  (with- 

out using  a  cup  or  the  hands).  Allurement,  at- 
traction. Dryness  in  the  mouth.  Swift  (march  or 

journey),  p  l^Is>-  jairb  hardan,  To  draw, 

attract.  i\J>  L-^i^s-  jazbi  giyah,  Attraction  of 
straws.  A  Jazah,  The  medullary  substance  which 

grows  on  the  summit  of  the  palm-tree. 

A  Obj.»-  jazahat,  Attractions,  allurements. 

C-JbiSs*-  3.5»-l  akhaza  ft  rvadijazabat, lie 
missed  the  mark,  he  lost  his  way. 

A  ̂^^S>-  jrzihhan,The  strap  or  latchet  of  a  shoe 
passing  between  the  great  toe  and  the  next  to  it. 

A  jazbat,Parto£a  long  journey,  distance. 

Disjunction,  sepai'ation.  One  silken  thread.  Pas- 
sion.   Strong  desire. 

A  iS>-  juzzat,  A  strip  of  cloth,  clout,  rag. 

A  'i  'i^:>-^>-  jazjazat,  A  cutting  up  by  the  roots. 
Pji^s-  jazr,  The  square  root  of  a  number  or 

quantity,  or  that  which  being  multiplied  into  itself 

produces  the  given  number  or  quantity.  Thus  3  is 

the ji^^  jazr  of  9.  A  camel  four  years  old. 

A  jazr,  (v.  n.  ofjSs-)  Cutting  up  by  the 

roots.  Jazr  ovjizr,  (pl.jjiS^s-jMXMr)  Root,  origin. 
Root  of  the  tongue  and  penis.  The  square  root  of 

any  number:  as,  3  is  the j'ssf  jazr  of  9,  11  that 
of  121.  The  veil  or  tapestry  of  the  Kaaba.  The 

nape  of  the  neck. 

A  jaza^,  (fut.  yajza^)  He  kept  (a 
horse)  without  food.  He  overcame  the  journey. 

He  passed  rapidly  by, 

A  jaz^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ?-)  Keeping  (a  horse) 
without  food.  Tying  two  camels  with  one  rope. 

Imprisoning.  Treating  contemptuously.  Jiz^ 

(pi.  ̂ ^juzu^The  trunk  (of  a  palm-tree).  Name 

of  a  man.  Jaza^,  (pi.  ̂   j»- j?Va^and  (jIs-3^Jm2- 
^n)  A  young  man.  A  raw  recruit.  The  young 
of  cattle  (as  a  bullock,  heifer,  or  sheep,  two  years 

old ;  a  horse,  three ;  a  camel,  five).  The  year  that 

a  quadruped  sheds  his  milk-teeth.  ̂ i-U  jJj^^  al 
azlamu'ljaza^  Time.  Fortune.    A  lion. 

ad'dahrjaza^T'imeisewerjoung.  ̂ ^>^  p 
ummu'l  jaza^  Misfortune. 
A  jiiz^n,  (pi.  of        jaza^  Young 

(men  or  animals).  Small  mountains. 

A  s^SiSs-  jaz^mat,  Little.  A  little  one. 

A  jiza^  miza^,  In  all  directions. 

A  I — >iS»-  jazf,  (v.  n.  of  I  si.?-)  Cutting.  Fly- 

ing with  clipped  wings  (a  bird).  Flying  fast.  Tak- 
ing short  steps.  Rowing  (a  boat). 

A  JiS.>-  jazl,  A  large  root.  Boughs  hke  clus- 

ters of  dates.  Jizl,  (pi.  J^iij>-\  ajzal,  Jlij?-  jizal, 

Jji*- jm^mZ,  and  «3 juzulat)  The  root  of  a  great 
tree ;  the  trunk  after  the  branches  are  lopped  off, 
a  pollard.  The  side  of  a  shoe.  A  little  wealth. 

Boughs  resembling  clusters  of  dates.  The  scrub- 

bing-post,  put  up  near  wells  where  camels  water. 
The  summit  or  projecting  part  of  a  mountain.  J3^ 

(     422  ) 

jjlj&j  jizlu  rihanin,  One  who  lays  wagers,  ij ii^>- 

jizlu't  ti^n,  Name  oi'LS^  ̂ Ikamat,  an 
Arabian  noted  for  his  skill  in  the  use  of  the  spear. 

Jl«  jizli  mal,  A  skilful  manager  of  property. 

Jazal,  (v.n.  of  J3>5-)  Rejoicing.  Jazil  and^^3>:»- 

jazlan,  (pi.  j iizldn)  Glad,  cheerful. 

A  jj^iSjs-jM^Zaw,  (pl.of  JiW)  Erect.  Cheerful. 

A  'e^  'd'S^  jazilat,  (A  vine)  luxuriant  in  branches. 

A  j»3>5-  jazrn,  (v.  n.  of  j»3^)  Amputating,  lop- 
ping, mutilating.  Jizm  or  jazm,  (pi.  ajzam, 

j«j3>»-  juzum)  A  root,  dafinatu'l  jizm, 
(A  cow)  having  teeth  worn  out  and  almost  hid. 

Jazam,  (v.  n.  of  j«i>?-)  Having  the  hand  cut  off. 
Suffering  from  the  leprosy  or  elephantiasis.  Ja- 

zim,  Swift.  Jizam,  (pi.  oi  m  '^s*-  jizinai)  Whips. 

A  jazmas,  (fem.  of  ̂ '^\  ajzam)  (A  wo- man) having  the  hand  cut  off.  Amputated  hand, 

(for  is/cji>js?  majzumat)  Leprous  (woman). 

Ajl/«3>?-  jizmar,  The  stump  left  on  the  trunk 
of  a  palm-tree  after  lopping  off  a  branch. 

A  ̂J^Kd'if  jiizman,  Membrum  virile,  or  its  root. 

A  'ijc^  jazmat  or  jazamat,  The  place  of  ampu- 
tation. Jizmat,  (pl.j»Ss-  jizam)  A  scourge,  whip. 

A  piece  cut  off  any  thing.  Juzmat,  Mutilation. 

Jazamat,  The  medullary  substance  on  the  head  of 

the  palm-tree. 

Ajyods>-juzmur,(p\.j(jo\d'^jazamh')Thesturap 
left  on  the  trunk  of  a  palm-tree  after  lopping  off  a 

branch.  Root,  origin,  principal.  S^^/OiS^  sii-^ 
akhazahu  bi  juzmurihi.  He  took  it  entirely. 

A  l^'^  jazma',  (pi.  of  ajzam)  Those whose  hands  have  been  cut  off. 

A  ̂3-i>-  jazarniy  or  juzamiy,  Belonging  to  the 

tribe  'ic^  jazimat. 

A  ̂^ha>-  jizn,  (equiv.  to  jizl)  A  root ;  ori- 
gin.   The  trunk  of  a  tree  without  branches. 

A  j^jazrv,  (and  juzwv)  (v.  n.  of  for 

j(>»-)  Standing,  or  rising  on  tiptoe.  Sticking  to  a 

camel's  side  (a  tike).  Carrying  fat  (a  camel's  bunch). 
A  (_..'j3j9-_7a2:M&,  Attracting.    Dry  (camel). 

A  'ij^>-jaz,jiz,orjuzivat,(Tpl.^iS:s-jiza',jusa', 
and  jizas)  A  burning  coal  or  billet,  A  thick 

piece  of  firewood. 

Ajj  'd.s^juzur,  (pi.  ofji>5-  jazr)  Roots,  origins. 
Square  roots.  Napes  of  necks. 

A^'6s>-  juzu^  (pi. of  ̂ S^)  Trunks  (of  palms). 
A  Jj3>p- JmsmZ,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^)  Being  placed, 

beingerect.  Beingfirm.  Juzul,{m^'ii!)yd»-juzv.lat^ 

(pi.  of  [^  'd^  i'^^O  Lopped  trunks  of  trees,  pollards. 

A  /tj  'd-^  juzum,  (pi.  of        jizm)  Roots. 
A  (_f  (i-s-  i^^'y,  (v.  n.  of  ij  's>-)  Hindering,  pre- 

venting. Jizy,  Root,  origin.  Jiza'  or  juza',  (pi. 

of 'ijd^-  jaz,jiz,  or  juzmat)  Glowing  billets. 
A  Xj.iis-  jizyat.  The  root  of  a  tree. 

A  jj.i^  jaziz,  (or  5ii«J.iXj»-  jazizat)  Bruised 

wheat,  or  barley-meal. 

A  Jj.(Sj»-  juzayl,  A  little  scrubbing-post. 
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A         jazlm,  Cut  off,  mutilated. 

A  if  j^jazimat,  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

^j^j^'>^}  Crack,  cleft,  rent,  fissure;  particularly 
in  the  ground.  Cracked  ground.  Jur,  A  saddle. 

Aj^jarr,  (v.  n.  ofj-s-)  Drawing,  dragging, 

haling,  hurrying  away,  pulling  about.  Going  over 
her  time  (a  woman,  mare,  or  camel).  Grazing 

and  walking  about  (camels).  Being  mounted  on 
a  camel,  and  allowing  her  to  graze.  Slitting  (the 

tongue  of)  a  camel's  colt  (that  he  might  not  suck). 

Driving  gently.  Drawing  upon  one's  self  guilt. 
Marking  the  last  letter  of  a  word  with  the  vowel 

ijJ^ kasra  — .  The  base  or  foot  of  a  mountain. 

A  valley,  hollow,  declivity.  A  basket.  A  lizard's 
or  fox's  hole.  Something  made  from  the  hough  or 
tendon  Achilles  of  a  camel  into  which  a  woman 

puts  meat  dressed  with  sweet  herbs,  and  then  sus- 

pending it  at  the  hinder  part  of  a  portmanteau  it 

keeps  in  continual  motion.  A  rope  tied  to  the 

plough-gear.    (pi.  of        ja7-rat)  Water-pots. 

A  \j>-  jara',  Female  beauty,  youthful  bloom. 
A  jar  as  or  jiras.  The  bloom  of  youth  (in 

the  female  sex.  The  corn  or  grain  of  a  plant.  Ji- 

ras,  (v.n.  of  j>-)  Running,  (v.  n.  3  of  j>-) 
Running  or  going  (along  with  another).  Consent- 

ing, agreeing,  (pi.  of  j j>-  jarw,  jirw,  or  jurw) 
Whelps.    Small  cucumbers  or  colocynths. 

A         ju7-asaf,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j»-)  Strong,  brave. 
A         jai-ras,  A  good  runner ;  fleet,  swift. 

A  'iAj>'jarasat,  Boldness,  bravery,  hardihood. 
A  <— jirab,  (pi.  ̂ y?"  jurub,  jurb,  and 

ajribat)  A  kid-leather  bag,  in  which  travel- 
lers or  shepherds  carry  provisions.  The  scrotum. 

That  space  in  a  well  between  the  brink  and  water, 

(pi.  of  <-r^»- ̂ anJ)Scabby.  Jurab,An  empty  ship. 
p         jaraba,  A  sock. 

A  5 1^  jardsat,  (v.  n.  ofjj^)  Being  bold,  cou- 
rageous.   Bravery,  boldness,  hardihood. 

A  i\j>-  jursat.  Boldness,  bravery.  Rashness. 
A  jardsim,  Earth  heaped  around  a  tree. 

A  jardjib.  Large,  fat  (camels). 

A yf]j'^  jardjir,  (pi.  ofj_j»- jurjur)  Large, 
bulky  camels.  Jurdjir,  A  loud,  noisy  camel  that 
drinks  much.    Water  which  rushes  with  noise. 

A  j^l;?-  jardjim,  The  noise  of  milk  shaking in  a  bottle. 

A  s^^^"  jardjimat,  A  people  in  Mesopotamia. 

A  '^j'r  ji'>^^h,  (pi.  of  'is-\j»-  jirdhat)  Wounds. 

A  ̂Ij?"  j«-f">^^^^>  A.  surgeon. X  A  'i>-^>-  jirdhat,  A  wound.  The  pus  of  a  sore. 
p  (Jl*5-^>-  jirdhat-band,  A  bandage  for  a 

wound. 

A  ̂^^j>-  jarrdhiy.  Surgical,  chirurgical. 

A  'c>\j>-  jardd,  A  locust  (m.  or  f.).  Men. 
jarddu'l  bahr,  (Sea-locust)  A  shrimp. 

A  d'\j:>'  jarrdd,  (pi.  ̂j^i)\j->-  jarrddun)  A  po- 
lisher or  scourer  of  copper  vessels. 
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A  "idS^  jayadat,  One  locust.  Juradat,  Skin. 
A  leaf  stripped  off  a  branch.  * 

A  ̂J3J\j>-jaradatani,  Name  of  two  female  mu- 
sicians who  lived  at  Mecca  in  the  days  of  paganism. 

A  ̂S\j>-  jaradili,  (pi.  of  &j*->^)  Cakes. 
A  f^d\^  jaradin,  (pi.  of  jurddri)  The 

yards  of  solid-hoofed  quadrupeds. 
A  jarazin,  (pl.of  Sorts  of  dates. 

Aj\f>-  jirdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^)  Vexing,  annoying. 
Delaying,  putting  oflF  (any  one),  (pi.  of  jar- 

rat)  Water-pots,  earthen  jugs. 

A  jarrdr,  Drawing  (a  thing)  to,  with,  or 

after  one.  (An  army)  numerous,  and  loaded  with 

incumbrances.  A  seller  of  water-pots  or  buckets. 

A  beggar.  j\ y>-  J^L^S'  ̂sharijarr-dr,  A  numerous 

and  warlike  army.  v  '^'^J^J^  jari-dri  ̂ a- 
c?M«;-s/wAar, Victorious  soldiers,  j^^j  J^J-^ 
jarrdri  kucha  u  bazar,  A  beggar  in  the  streets  and 
markets. 

A  jarrdrat,  A  numerous,  encumbered 

army.  A  scorpion  of  a  small  species  with  a  heavy 

tail,  wliich  he  drags  after  him. 

p  jarrdra,  A  large  species  of  deadly  scor- 
pion found  in  Ahwaz.    A  ringlet  of  hair. 

Ajlfr  jardz,  Name  of  a  plant.  j\j>-  jd  zu  ja- 
rdz,  Hard  and  thick.  Jurdz,  Sharp  (sword).  Vo- 

racious (camel). 

A  ''ij\f>-  jardzat,  (v.  n.  ofjjs^)  Eating  quick, 
p  uLLu^s-  jardsak,  A  kind  of  grasshopper. 

G  \yM>\j>-  jardsii/d,  A  cherry. 

A  i^\Jj>-  ju7'rdsh,  (pi.  of  (jjj^W")  Criminals. 

A  'i^\j>-  jurdshai,  Coarsely-pounded  particles. 
A  jardshi^  Spacious  valleys.  Stunted 

and  rugged  mountains.  (pi.  of  jurshu^ 
(Horses  or  camels)  fat  with  inflated  sides. 

A  ,J-o\^jMras27,  A  mountain.  Ahollow,avalley. 

A  'ij.jo\j>-  jurdsiyat,  Lusty.  A  strong  camel. 
A  jirsdz,  Big-bellied.  Thick  and  strong. 

A  lion.    Afflicted,  sad. 

A  (^)j>-jirdz,  Thick  and  strong.  A  lion.  Ju- 
rdz, (A  camel)  soft  and  gentle  towards  her  colt. 

A  thick-necked  camel. 

A  ̂\j>-  jurdzim,,  A  glutton,  gormandizer. 
A  (  j\js-  juraf  or  jirdf,  A  large  measure  for 

dry  goods.  Jurdf,  (A  flood)  sweeping  every  thing 
before  it.  One  who  thrusts  the  hand  into  any  thing, 

especially  a  dish,  and  devours  greedily.  Lecherous. 

Cheerful,  sprightly. 

A 1  iX^jarrdf,  A  sweeper,  scraper,  t  f^j^  p 

ummu'l  jarrdf,  A  shield,  a  buckler.    A  bucket. 

A ̂ \j>-  jurdjiz,  Thick,  large-bodied. 

A  (j^\j>-  jurdjis,  Thick  and  hard.     A  large 
camel.    A  lion  breaking  his  prey. 

A  jurdfish,  Large-sided.  Large  (man). 

A  i^jas\j>-jurdfiz,  Unhealthy, noxious,  noisome. 

A  (j«ji\j9-  ;arq/'is,(pl.of  t^^j*- jirfds)  Large- bodied.    Thick  and  hard. 
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A  'bj\^  jurdkal ,  Lean  (man).  ̂   f^)^  ̂  
md  ̂ layJii  jurdhatu  lahmin.  He  has  almost  no 
flesh  upon  his  bones. 

A  '^'\y>-  min)  jardha,  (or  jari'okd)  On 
thy  account. 

A  j»^^^'ara?re,  Date-stones.  Jardm  and  jirdm, The  gathering  of  dates  or  grapes.  Jirdm,  (pi.  of 

^  j>-  jarim)  Gathered  dates.  Date-stones.  Large- 
bodied.  Jurdm  or  jardm,  Dry  dates.  Date-stones. 
A  jurrdm,  A  fish.  (pi.  of  jdrim) 

Gatherers  of  dates. 

A  iw]^  jurdmat,  Dates  or  grapes  which  fall 
when  being  gathered.  Chaff. 

Aya\j>-  jardmiz.  The  legs  and  body  of  a  quad- 
ruped.   The  body  of  a  man. 

A  i^jatoS^  jurdmiz,  Unhealthy,  unwholesome. 

A  'ijii«\j>-  jardmikat,  A  kind  of  thorn.  Name 
of  a  tribe  of  strangers  settled  at  Mawsil  at  the  be- 

ginning of  Islam. 

A ̂ jy^j>-  javdmiz,  (^.oi jy<ij>-  jimnuz)  Cisterns 
with  high  sides.  Small  reservoirs.  Small  houses. 

Wells.  Young  he-wolves.  The  feet  of  a  beast. 

Human  bodies,    t^^ji.^  akhazahu  bijard- 
mizilii.  He  took  all. 

A  JjA*^  jarami^,(pl.of         )  Leaf  hern  hose. 

A  i_J)j>-  jirdn,  (pi.  ̂ ^J>'  jitr-un)  The  fore  or 
curved  part  of  the  neck  of  a  camel  or  horse. 

i^^)d\jh-dnu'l  ̂ rvd,  Name  of  a  cei'tain  poet. 
vJ^Sjf  jardnghdr,  The  left-hand  side,  the  se- 

cond line  of  the  left  wing  of  an  army. 

A  [^j)\fr  jardwil,  (pi.  of  Jj^s-)  Stony  grounds. 

A  j»fc^jM?-a/w'TO,  A  large-bodied  robust  camel. A  lion.    A  large  mountain. 

A  jardhhjat,  A  high-toned  voice.  Noise, 
clamour.  Important  (affair).    Excellent  (horse). 

A  jardhiyatan,  Plainly,  evidently. 

A  \>\j>-  jardya  ,  (for  ̂^j>-  jardst)  (pi.  of  ej>lf>- 
jarhat)  Lurking-places  where  hunters  lie  in  wait. 
A  jardyat,  A  course.     Bloom,  female 

beauty.  The  ofEce  of  attorney  or  deputy.  Bravery, 

valour,  courage.  Jardyat  or  jirdy at,  Embassy, 

agency.  Jirdy  at,  A  fixed  stipend,  current  salary. 
Youthfulness. 

A  '^_^'\fr  jardfihiy,  A  surgeon. 
A  jardyiliiyut,  Surgeons. 

A  iy>\j>-  jardsid,  (pi.  of  S(J.>^»-)  Books,  tomes. 

A ji\y>-  jardnr,  (pi.  of  Sj^^s-)  Faults,  crimes. 
A  i^^\fT  jurdsish.  Thick,  large,  bulky. 

A  jurdsiz,  (p\.jardj:iz)  Voracious,  leaf- 

devouring^(camel).  Thick,  fat,  strong.  A  lion. 

A  i.d}j\j>-  {i^io  min)  jarrdnha,  (ov  i,^Xi\jS>- ja- 
raAka)  On  thy  account,  for  thy  sake. 

A  ̂\js>-  jardsim,{T^\.oi'i4' j>-  jai-imat)  Crimes, 
aiulwi  ̂ ^j'r  jard^mi  sdhika,  Past  offences. 

wdli'ljardsim,  A  magistrate,  police-officer. 

A  'i^\j!>-  jarddyat.  Bravery,  valour,  courage. Youthful  bloom. 

A  L^js^  jarb,  (v.  n.  of  l-^)  Scraping,  hew- 
ing (a  stone).  Jurh,  (pi. of  ajrdb)  Scabby. 

Jurb  ovjurub,  (pi.  of  ̂ \y>-  jirdb)  Wallets.  In- 
sides  of  wells.  Jarab,  (v.  n.  of  i-— )  Being  scabby. 

Having  scabby  camels.  Being  destroyed  (a  coun- 

try). Scab.  Rust  in  the  scabbard  of  a  sword.  A 

roughness  under  the  eyelid  causing  water  to  flow. 

Jarib,  (pi.  ̂\j>-  jirdb  and          jurb)  Scabby. 

p  ̂ j>-  jurab,  The  heath-cock. 
A  ̂ j>-  jarabb.  Short  of  stature.  A  deceiver, 

flatterer,  cheat. 

A  jarhds,  (fem.  of  (--^^^  ajrab)  Scabby. 
Heaven.  Barren  (ground).  A  beautiful  girl.  The 
orbit  of  the  sun  and  moon. 

A  ̂^j^  ji  or  ju7'!bbds,  The  breast  of  a  shirt. 

A  ̂^^J>^  jarbdn,  (pi.  j>-  jaj-ba')  Scabby. 
Jirbdn,  The  edge  of  a  sword ;  a  scabbard  or  belt. 

Jurbdn,  (pl.of  i^^^jarib)  Certain  corn-measures. 
A  jurubhdn.  The  collar  of  a  garment. 

The  breast  of  a  shirt.  The  edge  of  a  sword.  The 
scabbard.    The  belt. 

A  'i^^j>-  jiribbdnat,  Grossness,  obscenity.  An 
obscene,  noisy  woman. 

A  eJ^  jirbat,  (pi.  L-.^  jirab)  A  sown  field, 
or  one  ready  for  sowing.  A  piece  of  leather  fixed 

on  the  brink  of  a  well  to  prevent  the  water  from 

falling  in.  Land  without  water  or  grass.   A  tree. 

A  'bS j>-  jarabbat,  A  body  of  strong  men.  A 
herd  of  asses.  An  expensive  unproductive  family. 

A  jarbazat,  (or  iihj>-  jirbdz)  A  heavy 
pace,  with  a  hanging  of  head  (in  horse  or  camel). 

k ^ j>-  jm-buz,  (pJJ j^)  Arch,  sly  ;  a  deceiver. 

A  'iy>j>- jarbazat,{j.n.o{j>j>-(^GiOm^.  Be- 
ing contracted,  drawn  together.  Falling.  Being 

arch,  sly  (like  -a.  j)j>-  jurbuz). 
p  tdJlb^s-  jarabndh,  Scabby,  mangy. 

A  ̂j^-  jarba',  (pl.of  jarbdn)  Scabby, 

mangy.  ̂   J^j\  awbdru'l  jarba',  Name  of  a plant,  which,  when  dried,  becomes  green. 

A  ̂Ijl> _y>-  jirbiydf,  A  south-east  wind.  The 
north  or  its  cold.  A  weak  man. 

A  'ij>-  jurat,  Bravery,  courage,  valour, 

A  'ij>-  jarrat,  (pl.^s-Jarr  andj\^  jirdr)  A 
water-pot.  Bread  baked  in  the  ashes.  A  loaf. 

Jirrat  or  jarrat,  (pi.  ajirrat)  That  part  of 
food  which  cattle  bring  up  when  chewing  tlie 

cud.  The  cud.  A  toil  for  taking  deer,  a  buckstall. 

Jirrat,  A  mode  of  drawing.  A  company  who  halt 

and  start  afresh.  J^M?'ra^,  A  buckstall.  A  box  with 

many  holes  in  the  bottom  for  drilling  wheat:  adrill. 

A  'i^_fr  jarsalat,  A  flinging  (of  earth)  about. 
A  'i/p-  jursumat,  Root,  origin. 
p         jarsum.,  Firmly  rooted :  of  noble  origin. 

A  'iAjf)j>-  jur&umat,  (pi.  ̂yi\j>-  jardsim)  Root, 
origin.  Soil  collected  about  the  root  of  a  tree. 
An  ant-hill.  The  top  of  the  wind-pipe. 

A  I^JT  jurasiy,  A  kind  of  grape. 



A  SlJ^  jarsisat,  The  wind-pipe. 

A  j?^);;,  (pi.  of  '&^j>-  jurjat)  Wallets,  sad 
die-bags.  Jaraj,  (v.  n.  of  ,^j>-^  Moving  in  a  cir- 

cle, turning  round  (a  wide  ring  upon  the  finger). 

Wavering,  tottering,  on  account  of  the  roughness 

of  the  ground.  A  high  road.  The  middle  of  the 

road.  Jarij,  Loose  (belt)  which  moves  round. 

A  J  V/?-  jarjar,  A  camel  braying  in  the  throat. 
A  kind  of  fragrant  herb.  Roar  of  thunder. 

A  'ij^>'j>-  jarjai-at,  A  mill. 
p  f^^ys-  jurjan,  A  province  and  city  in  Persia. 

A  L^>-yf  jurjubb,  The  belly.  Inside  cavity. 

A  i^}^^  jurjuhan,  The  belly.  Inside  cavity. 

A  &J^>-  jarjabat,  An  eating.  A  taking  the 
contents  of  a  vessel. 

A  jurjat,  (pi.         jurj)  A  cloak-bag, 

portmanteau.  &>^»-  jjo  banu  jurjat,  The  inhabi- 
tants of  Mecca.  Jarajat,  A  straight  road.  A 

beaten  path. 

A  j^-j^-  jarjar,  An  iron  instrument  for  thresh- 
ing corn.  J itjir,  A  camel  which  makes  a  loud  bray- 
ing noise.  Rocket.  Jirjir  or  jamjar,  A  vetch,  bean. 

Pj'fj'T  ji^j  't'^'}  A  bean.  The  herb  rocket. 
A  \>\j>-j>-  jarjaraya  ,  Name  of  a  city  in  Ara- 

bian Irak.  A  great  drinker.  Water  which  makes 

a  loud  gurgling  noise. 

A  'ij>-j>-  jarjar  at,  (v.  n.  ofjs-^  Q)  Making 
a  gurgling  noise  when  descending  the  throat  (li- 

quor). The  noise  made  by  a  camel  in  the  throat 

when  braying ;  that  made  by  liquor  flowing  down 

the  gullet.  Causing  any  one  to  drink  so  as  to  make 

a  gurgling  noise. 

A  (j«»-js-  jirjis,  Wax.  Clay  used  to  seal  with, 
A  book.  A  leaf,  a  page.  Small  gnats. 

A  ij^j>-  jurjuman,  A  glutton. 
A&^r 

Eating.  Prostrating.  Demolishing. 

Kj^j>-  jurjur,  {'^^•j>-)fr  jarujir)  A  large, 
bulky  camel.  A  noble,  generous  camel.  A  crowd, 

a  troop.  Complete  (hundred). 

A  ̂ ^!>-j!>-  jurjum,  Saffron.  Prostration. 
A  Jt=rj>-  j'rjir,  Rocket. 

^  LT^^^j?" George,  particularly  St.George 
of  England,  whom  the  Muhammadans  rank  among 

the  prophets,  and  confound  with  the  prophet  Elias, 

as  the  name  Khizr  Elia  implies,  by  which  they 
also  distinguish  him. 

A  jarli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fr^  Wounding.  Re- 
viling. Confuting,  convicting  (a  witness)  of  false- 

hood. Being  disproved  (testimony).  Acquiring, 

purchasing.  Receiving  a  wound.  Jurh,(p].  ̂ j>- 
juruh  and  ,^^f>■\  ajrah)  A  wound. 

A  &=^»-  jurhat,  A  wound. 

A  l^^jarha',  (pi.  of  ̂ ^s-  ja7'ih)  Wounded. p  C*-«i-j».  jarkhast,  A  wine-press. 
P  'il*-  J<^fd,  A  royal  throne.  A  certain  blue 

bird.  A  kingfisher.  Jar  ad,  Wounded. 

.j^  jarjamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂  Q)  Drinking. 
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A  iij>-  jard,  (v.  n.  of  ".^y?-)  Scraping,  shaving, 
erasing.  Denuding.  Making  (a  country)  bare. 

Carding  cotton.  Eating  up  herbage  (locusts).  Be- 

ing sleek  (a  horse).  Being  bare  of  vegetation  (a 

country).  Having  excoriations,  pimples,  or  gripes 

from  eating  locusts.  Begging  and  receiving  a  de- 
nial, or  gift  unwillingly.  A  shield.  Barren  (spot), 

(pi.  i^\j>'\ ajrad)  Threadbare  (garment).  Remain- 
der, residue,  balance.  Horses  or  horsemen  without 

footmen.  Penis.  Vulva.  Ju7-d,(j)\.  o?i^y>-\ ajrad) 
Horses  with  fine  coats,  sleek.  Hairless  (men). 

ahlu'l jannat  jurd  murd, The  inhabi- 
tants of  Paradise  are  hairless  and  beardless.  J a- 

rad,  (v.  n.  of  ii;»-)  Being  bald ;  baldness.  Having 
excoriations  or  pimples  on  the  body  from  eating 

locusts.  An  open  country  exhibiting  no  appear- 
ance of  vegetation.  The  back.  A  kind  of  disease 

in  a  horse's  leg,  stringhalt.  Jarid,  Bare,  barren 
(field).  Griped  (from  eating  locusts). 

A  A^j>-jardas,  (fem.  of  ajrad)  Bare,  bar- 
ren (country).  Pure,  neat  (wine).  Hard  and 

shining  (stone).    Hairless  (shoe). 

A  jij-dab,  (p        i^)  Midst  of  the  sea. 

A  ̂i^j^"  jirdah,  (or  &^\(i,s»)  Rising  grounds. 
p  i^^ji^-  jardan,  A  plate  (for  receiving  contri- 

butions for  the  poor).  A  staple,  hasp  of  a  padlock. 

A  ̂^dj>- jurdan,  (pi.  ̂   Jarac^iw)  The  yard 
(of  any  solid-hoofed  animal). 

Aj\j  jar  dan-far,  A  dormouse. 
A  i^dj^-  jardahanoYjurduban,Onevf\io  claps 

his  hands  upon  meat  on  a  table  (to  prevent  it  from 

being  carried  off).  Jardaban,  (from  p  i^ji 

girdaban)  Keeper  of  the  bread. 
A  jardabat,  (v.  n.  of  (-^JfS-  Q)  Eating 

with  an  insatiable  appetite.  Laying  his  left  hand 

on  the  meat  to  prevent  any  one  from  taking  it 

(whether  he  use  the  right  hand  in  eating  or  not). 

A  ̂J,<^j>'  jardabiy,  A  feast-hunter.  One  who 
claps  his  hands  upon  meat  on  a  table  (to  prevent 

it  from  being  carried  off").  One  who  eats  from  his 
right  hand,  and  uses  the  left  in  repelling. 

A       t>j5»  jardabil,  A  feast-hunter. 
A  ij\i^5-jarc?a^,  A  threadbare  garment.  Jurdat, 

Nakedness.  Jaridat,  Bare,  barren  ground. 

ASs-Jjs»;'ar£?aAa/,Astretchingout(oftheneck). 

A  ̂ys^'^J>■  jirdahl,  A  large  camel,  male  or  fe- 
male.   A  valley,  channel. 

A  ̂ ^yf  jardakat,  A  thin  cake,  cheesecake. 

A  s^i-j*-  jardalat,  A  threatening  to  fall. 

A  jsi^s-  jardam,  A  black  locust  with  a  green 
head.    A  great  talker. 

A  'iiCiij^jardamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  past 
sixty.  Making  haste.  Talking  much.  SeeaJJ^. 

A  ̂^^dj:>'jirdarvn, (or^^jiJ^ ) Rat, field-mouse. 
p  8  Jj».jar<^a,  Acream-coloured  horse.  Jurda, 

A  horse  bred  from  an  Arabian  sire,  but  not  an 

Arabian  dam.    A  gelding. 

A  sijs-  jarz,  (v.  n.  of  i^s-)  Granulating,  becom- 

ing knotty  (as  a  sore).  Jaraz,  Any  tumour  about 
the  houghs  of  horses  or  camels.  A  wrinkle.  Ju- 

raz,  (pi.  i^hj>'jirzan)  A  species  of  the  field-mouse. 

A  ij^'i^j>-  jirzan,  (pi.  of  hj>-  juraz)  Field-mice. 

i^  '^j — >■  "f^  ummu  jirzan,  A  species  of  date. 
A  'i>\dj>-  jai'zmiat,  (pi.  f^.i^'^)  A  sort  of  date. 

A  'ii^f^  jarizat,  (Land)  full  of  field-mice. A  jarzakat,  A  thin  cake. 

A  Md^-  jarzamat,  A  making  haste. 

p  \jj>-  jarra,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  portion, 
a  share.    A  stone. 

Pjj>-  jarz,  A  bustard. 
^jj>-  jarz,  (v.  n.  ofjjs-)  Cutting  off,  amputa- 

ting. Lopping.  Striking,  wounding.  Killing. 

Eating  with  haste.  (pl.j\^\  ajraz)  Bare,  sterile 

(ground),  parched,  having  no  rain.  Jirz,  (pl.J  j 

juruz  andj^^  ajraz)  A  kind  of  female  garment 
made  of  camel's  hair ;  also  a  coarse  one  made  of 
sheep-skins.  Ju?'Z  or  juruz.  Bare,  burnt-up  land, 

(from  Pj^  fjurz)  (pl.j|ijs-l  ajraz  and  'ij^  jira- zat)  A  mace.  Jaraz,  Parched  (land).  Barren 

year.  Body,  breast,  or  waist  of  a  man.  Flesh  of  a 

camel's  back.        j4i  zu  jaraz,  Hard  and  thick. 

A  i^jj'f  jurzan.  Name  of  a  country  in  the Greater  Armenia. 

A  ijj>-  jarzat,  A  complete  extirpation.  Jur- 
zat,  A.  bundle  of  hay  or  grass.  Jarazat,  Ruin, 

destruction.  Jirazat,  (pi.  oijj>-jurz)  Iron  maces. 

A  j»j j>-  jarzam  or  jirzim..  Dry  bread. 
p  {^j>-  jars.  Echo.  Jaras,  A  bell  hanging 

from  (a  horse's)  neck.    A  prison,   ̂ ^j^  O^?" 
jaras  dar  gulu  bastan.  To  tie  a  bell  to  the 

throat,  (met.)  To  sing  melodiously,  jj 

jaras-hdsi  zar,  The  stars. 

A  jars,  (v.  n.  of  f^J>-)  Licking  with  the 
tongue.  Sipping,  sucking  (a  bee).  Speaking. 
Humming.  A  part  of  any  thing.  Jars  or  jirs,  A 

gentle  sound  (as  that  of  a  bird's  bill  when  peck- 
ing). Part  of  the  night.  Jirs,  Root,  origin.  Jurs, 

(v.  n.  of  (^j^)  Culling  (as  a  bee  among  flowers). 
Speaking  in  a  low  tone.    Singing.    Jai^as,  (pi. 

a.iras)  A  bell  (especially  one  appended  to 
the  neck  of  a  camel  or  mule).    Name  of  a  dog. 

A  jirsdm.  Pleurisy.  Deadly  poison. 

p  iJLiMij»-  jarrast.  The  noise  of  gnashing  of 

the  teeth  or  tearing  calico. 

V j^S^iif^  jaras-ddr,  A  bellman:  courier,  post. 
A  jarsa7nat,  A  fixing  the  eye  intently. 

A  {^jT  jarsh,  (v.  n.  of  (^_j^^)  Combing  (the 
head),  clearing  it  of  the  dandruff.  Pounding  into 
coarse  particles.  Rubbing  (a  hide)  to  render  it 

soft  and  supple.  Scratching,  rubbing.  Peeling. 

Running  slowly.  The  noise  made  by  a  snake  quit- 
ting its  slough.  A  part  or  watch  of  the  night ;  the 

close  of  the  night.  J arsh,  jursh,  jirsh,  jarash,  or 

jurash,  Any  part  between  the  first  and  third  part 



of  the  night.    Jurash,  Name  of  a  district  in  Ara- 
bia whence  they  bring  leather. 

A  jurshub,  A  dwarf,  short  of  stature. 

A  'LyJ^j>-  jai'sliahat,  (v.  n.  of  \^^^y>-  Q)  Being 
lean,  meagre.  Falling  sick,  and  afterwards  reco- 

vering. Bending  double  with  age  (a  woman).  At- 
taining to  the  age  of  fifty  (a  woman),  when  the 

courses  are  dried  up. 

A  jurshu^  (pi.  jaraslii^  A  large 
fat  camel  or  horse  with  inflated  sides.  A  river  with 

a  large  bed.    A  mountain  small  but  rugged. 

p  CLiStM>j>-  jarshaft,  Lampoon,  pasquinade. 

A  i^jj-  jarshamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J>-  Q)  Reco- 
vering from  sickness.  Beholding  stedfastly.  Put- 

ting on  a  grim,  forbidding  look. 

A  Ij*'^  jirishsha,  The  soul.  Breath. 

A  '^^j>- jurasliiy ,  Of  the  town  of  {j^j>- jurash. 
K  i^j>-  jarz,{y.n,oi  i^joj>-^  Strangling.  Ja- 

raz,  (v.  n.  of  Having  the  throat  obstructed 

by  spittle  almost  to  suffocation  (from  anguish  or 

vexation).  Being  sad.  Saliva  kept  in  the  throat 

from  chagrin,  so  as  to  cause  a  partial  suffocation. 

A  jarzajn,  A  lean,  tottering  old  man. 

Jurzum,  A  guttler,  glutton,  gormandizer. 

A  "^tOjS).  jirzamm,  A.  ̂ ution.  A  sheep  old  and  fat. 
A  ̂^j>-  jarza' ,  (pi.  of  (^^j?-)  Afflicted,  sad. 
A  \>j>-  jart,{j.\\.oi  la^)  Being  almost  choked 

with  meat,  or  rage.  Trouble,  anguish,  suffocation. 

A  ̂ j>-  jara^,  (fut.  ̂ jssi  yajra^)  He  sipped. 

A  ̂ j>'  jar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Drinking,  gulping 
(water).  Being  twisted  more  than  the  rest  (one 

thread  of  a  rope),  t/aro^,  A  collection.  An  over- 
twist  in  one  of  the  threads  (of  a  rope).  Jari^  (A 
rope)  of  which  one  of  the  threads  is  overtwisted. 

Jura^  (pi.  of'iS'j>-jur^t)  Single  draughts. 
A  ̂^j>-  jar'^fy  A  sand-hill.  A  sandy  desert. 

A  sandy  place  where  vegetation  thrives. 

A  {^^j>-  jar^h,  Gross,  rude,  stupid.  Thick. 
A  severe  misfortune. 

A  jar^bat,  A  drinking  (water)  well. 

A  (Jj^fS^  jar^lU,  Thick. 

A  jar^t  or  jara^t,  A  sand-hill  where 
vegetation  thrives.  Rugged  ground  resembling 

sand.  A  sand-hill  yielding  no  herbage.  Jur^t, 

jar^t,  or  jir^t,  (pi.  ̂ =")  One  draught  or  gulp. 
A^^S-j>'jiir^liu]i, (orudl*Si^»-)Thick  milk. 

A  L-JjC^  jur^ib,  A  great  drinker  of  water. 
Large-bodied. 

p  bSj^  jur^,  Remains  of  (wine)  at  the  bottom 
of  a  vessel. 

p  jur^dan,  A  drinking-glass.  A 
leathern  pouch  wherein  travellers  stow  their  vic- 

tuals and  their  flask. 

P  j^-j  ̂ Jr  jnr^-rez,  A  vessel  having  a  spout, 
either  for  pouring  any  thing  down  a  child's  throat, 
or  for  pouring  water  on  women's  heads  in  a  bath. 

^  ̂ "T^^jT  jir^b,  Coarse,  rude,  hard,  stupid. 
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p  j^^j>-  jarghatu,  (or  ̂i^j>-  jarghatu)  A  cup 
which  has  a  spout  (to  drink  out  of). 

p  [^}^J>-  jarghan,  A  cipher  or  character  used 
amongst  the  worshippers  of  fire. 

p  iioS^  jarghand,  A  sheep's  haslet.  A  lamp. 
A  lamp-stand. 

p  i^^j>-  jarghun,  (or  J^Pj»-)  A  plantane. 
A  i^j:)-  jurf,  (v.  n.  of  u- j^)  Taking  every 

thing.  Digging,  ploughing.  Sweeping  or  remov- 
ing (with  a  shovel).  A  plentiful  year.  Goods  or 

effects,  both  live  and  dead  stock.  Luxuriant  herb- 

age. Dry  grass  or  hay  in  which  a  snake  is  found. 

A  mark  (on  a  camel's  thigh  or  body).  Jirf, 
The  corner  of  the  mouth.  Jirf  ov  jurf,  A  place 

which  a  torrent  does  not  take.  Jurf,  A  mark  on 

(a  camel's)  thigh  or  body.     Jwf  nwdijunif,  (pi. 

I  'i\j>-\  ajraf  and  'si^  jirafat)  That  which  the 
current  carries  along  with  it.  A  bank  eaten  into 

by  the  stream.  A  precipice.  Jiraf  (pi.  of  iif^ 

jirfat)  Sand-hills.    Crumbs  of  bread. 

A  {^^j>-  jirf  as,  (pi.  (jmAJ^  jarafls)  Thick 
andhard.  Alargecamel.  A  lion  crushing  his  prey. 

A  'i^j^  jarfat,  (v.  n.  of  u- i;*-)  Taking  much, 
carrying  off  all.  Sweeping,  shovelling.  Diversi- 

fied (soil).  Jirfat,  (pi.  jiraf)  Writhed  sand 
presenting  the  appearance  of  a  rope.  A  piece  of 

bread.  A  cutting  but  not  a  separating  of  a  bit  of 

skin  on  a  camel's  thigh.  Jurfat  ov  jarfat,  A  bit 

of  a  camel's  skin  cut,  but  not  detached,  and  left  as 

a  mark.  Jirafat,  (pi.  oi  i^j:>-  juruf)  Particles 
of  earth  eaten  or  carried  away  by  the  stream. 

A  'L^j>-  jarfasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^j^j>-  Q)  Throw- 

ing prostrate.  Taking  every  thing,  sweeping  off". 
Eating  voraciously. 

p  '^y^  jurh,  A  desert,  a  plain, 

p  sii^jargah,  A  circle,  ring  (of  men  or  beasts). 

A  {Jij^  jaral,  (v.  n.  of  ij;?")  Being  rough  and 
hard  (a  place),  (pi.  (J\^\ f//;  aZ)  Stones.  A  rough 

hard  place.  Jaril,  (pi.  ̂y^j>-\ajrar)  Stony  (ground). 

A  ̂ j>-jarm,  (v.  n.  of  j^/?")  Cutting.  Divesting, 
stripping  (a  palm-branch  of  its  dates).  Shearing 

(sheep).  Guessing  at  the  produce  of  a  palm-tree. 

Taking,  bearing  off".  Gaining,  acquiring.  Com- 
mitting a  crime,  trespassing,  (from  p  ̂J>  gar  in) 

Warm,  hot.  (pi.  ̂ ^j>-  jurum)  A  warm  country. 
A  kind  of  boat  or  barge.  Jirm,  Sound,  voice. 

Colour,  (pi.  ajrdm,  jurum,  and  ̂ j>- 
jurum)  A  body.  A  globe.  The  throat. 

jirmi  subh,  The  light  of  the  sun.  ^j>-  jirmi 
kamar.  The  body  of  the  moon.  Jurm,  (pi.  ̂j>-^ 

ajram  and  ̂ .j j>-  jurum)  Sin,  crime,  fault,  j 
i^>\jc>-  juryn  ujinaijat.  Sin  and  guilt.  Jaram, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Eating  dates  which  fall  at  gathering 

time,  j^a-  ̂  la  jaram,  ̂ j>-  \  ̂   la  za  jaram,  ̂  

p!>-  la  an  za  jaram,  or  ̂ j>-  \h  ̂^ff-  ̂  la 
za  jaram.  Of  necessity,  assuredly,  unquestionably, 

by  all  means:  therefore.  J^wrMW.,  (pi.  of^^js-)  Bodies. 
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P  1^  jiram,  Name  of  a  place  in  Iraa. 

A  ̂ jurram,  (pi.  of  ̂ jW)  Gatherers  of  dates. 
A  jirmak,  Gut  whipped  about  a  bow. 

A  f^\iCj>-  jirman,  A  body. 

A  'Lo^  jirmat,  (pi.         jiram)  A  number  of 
men  gathering  dates  or  grapes.    A  herd  of  thirty 
camels.    Those  who  guess,  estimate,  or  appraise 

the  produce  on  a  palm.  Jarimat,  A  crime,  fault. 

A  iyy^-jarmazat,  (v.  n.  oSjOj>-  Q)  Being  drawn 
together.  Departing.  Retiring  from  fear,  fleeing, 

p  'ky6j>-  jarmuza,  A  journey. 

A  (jVo/*^  jarinahamy,  One  of  those  foreigners 

called  'BSbc\y>-  jaramihat,  who,  at  the  beginning  of 
Islam,  settled  at  Mawsil. 

A  ̂^^j>-  jirmikuj,  A  garment  worn  by  those 
persons  who  are  called  'iSLA\j>-  jaramihat. 

p  L^l'd^o^s-  jurmnak,  Guilty,  criminal,  faulty, 

p  ̂̂ \x«j>-  jurmnahi,  Guiltiness,  criminality. 

Ajyc^  jurmuz,  (pl.Jjk*!^  jararniz)  A  cistern 
with  high  sides.  A  small  reservoir.  A  small  house. 

A  well.    A  young  he-wolf,  jj*^       banu  jur- 
muz. Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂ yOj>' jurmuk,  (from  pij^<jui  sarmTiza)  (pi. 

^jk-e\^  jaranuh)  A  kind  of  leathern  hose,  worn 
over  boots  to  keep  them  clean. 

p  »Mj>-  jarnia,  A  white  or  gray  horse. 

A  ̂ ^j>-  jam,  A  place  where  dates  are  dried.  A 
stone  hollowed  out  and  used  as  a  bason.  Jaran, 

Coarse,  uneven,  and  stony  ground.  Jurun,  (pi.  of 

i^fr  jiran)  The  fore  or  curved  parts  of  the  neck 
in  camels  and  horses,  (pi.  of  (^.JT"  j^''^'^)  Thresh- 

ing-floors. Places  where  dates  are  dried. 

A  'i^j>-  jarambat.  Multitude  of  men  or  asses. 
A  d-i^j>-  jarambaz.  Thick,  gross. 

A  i  '^^  jarambazat,  One  whose  mother  has a  husband. 

p  ̂ ^j>-  jiranda,  Gristle. 
Pjlii^  jaranghar,  The  left  wing  of  an  army. 

A  i^juS^j>-  jaranfas,  Large,  thick-set  man. 
A  (jia3^_/am?{/a*7t,Large-sided  (thing).  Large 

(man).  One  who  has  a  long  and  thick  beard. 

p  cL^^^  jarang  or  jiring,  Jingling  or  tinkling 
of  bells.  Rattling  of  chains.  Clashing  of  arms. 

p  jjiijk^i^  jarangidan,  To  jingle,  tingle,  rattle, 
make  a  noise  like  the  clashing  of  swords  or  the  like. 

A  ji ̂   jaruM,(fui.  •)j:^yajrusu)  He  was  brave. 
Ajjs-  jarm,  jirw,  or  jurw,  (pi.    j>-\  ajri, 

^\\j>-\  ajriyas,  ̂ ^j>'\  ajrttf,  and  Aj:>-  jiras)  The 
whelp  of  a  lion  or  a  dog.  (pi.         ajruf  Ajs>-  ji- 

raf) The  young  of  any  thing  down  to  a  small  cu- 
cumber or  colocynth.  A  capsule,  a  seed,  or  a  pod. 

Fruit  just  appearing.  A  swelling  in  the  bunch  and 
throat  of  a  camel.  Jirw,  A  dwarfish  she-camel. 

P  uiJuw^j j>-  jarwasah,  A  cricket. 
A  JM'wa^^,  Gross,  thick,  strong.  A  lion 

A  \>\j  j>-  jirrcat.  Long,  tall. 

A  ̂J\jj>-  jirman.  Wine 



A  u-^j ̂   jarvb,  A  hewn  stone. 

A  'i^j>-  jirwat,  A  dwarfish  she-camel.  Jj-^-^^ 
eOjj>-  alha  jirmatahu,  He  was  patient. 

wattana  ̂ layJii  jirwatahu,  He  fixed 
his  heart  upon  it. 

A  juruh,  (pl.of        JwA)  Wounds. 
A  jarud,  A  threadbare  garment. 

K  j^j>-  jarur,  Stubborn  (horse  or  camel),  re- 
fusing to  follow.  Very  deep  (well).  A  camel  that 

eats  much.  A  woman  that  is  unable  to  rise  from 

her  seat  from  torpor  or  some  physical  defect  in  her 

constitution.  A  camel  which  has  gone  a  month, 

two  months,  or  forty  days  over  her  time  (a  year). 

A  Jjj»-  jaruz,  Voracious,  eating  fast  (man,  wo- 

man, or  camel).  Juruz,  (pi.  of  Jj»-  jirz)  Female 

garments  made  of  camels'  hair,  or  of  sheep-skins 
of  a  coarser  kind. 

A  (_>>*_jj>-  jarus,  Name  of  a  country  between 
Herat  and  Ghazna. 

A  Jj^Jar?^/,  (pi.  Jj^JamTOZ)  Stones.  A 
complete  handful.  A  certain  beast  of  prey.  Ju- 
rawil,  Stony  ground. 

A  'i^^j=r  jurawilat,  Stony  ground. 
A  j4jj>-  jurum,  (pi.  of  jarvi)  Warm  coun- 

tries, sultry  regions.  Boats,  vessels,  (pi.  of  ̂ j>- 

jirm)  Bodies,  (pi.  of ̂ j»-jurm)  Crimes,  trespasses. 

P  ̂^jj»-j'arMW,  The  ancient  name  of  the  city  of 
Ormuz  in  the  Persian  gulf. 

A  (v.  n.ofj^ys-)  Grinding  (corn). 
Being  trained,  exercised,  accustomed  to  (man  or 

beast).  Applying  earnestly  to.  Being  calendered, 

mangled,  smoothed  (linen).  Being  polished  (a 
coat  of  mail). 

P  iVj jarwand,  A  lamp.  A  candle. 

A  tj>-  jarah,  Unripe  dates  on  one  stalk. 
P  jarra,  A  jar,  earthen  water-vessel,  ewer. 

Jurra,  Active,  quick.  Moderately-sized,  neither 

large  nor  small.  A  common  name  for  any  male 

bird  or  beast,  but  particularly  of  a  male  falcon  ; 

and  it  is  used  metaphorically  for  a  hero  or  brave 

man.  Any  thing  small.  Name  of  a  musical  instru- 

ment. Name  of  a  village  near  Shiraz. 

A  {^^js^  jirhas,  Corpulent.  A  strong  lion. 

A  jirham,  (A  man)  keen,  active,  dili- 
gent in  his  affairs.  A  lion. 

A  S^^JS-  jm-hat,  A  side.  Jarahat,  Several  un- 
ripe dates  in  one  pod. 

A  li'fcjs-  jarhad  ov  jmhud,  An  active  traveller. 

A  jarhadat,  (v.  n.  of  tifc^s-  Q)  Going 
fast.  A  water-pot.  Jarhadat  or  jirhadat,  Swift- 

ness, haste,  expedition  in  travelling. 
A         jurhiim,  Name  of  an  ancient  tribe. 

^  ̂ j'rj^'^yj  n-  of  L5y?-)  Flowing,  running, 
proceeding;  moving  (as  ships,  winds,  sun, moon, 
or  planets).  Declining  or  conjugating.  Happening. 

A-  (^jr  jar'iy,  (pi.  A>^>-\ ajriycu^)  An  ambassa- 
dor. A  hired  servant.  Surety,  bail.  A  substitute. 
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representative,  procurator,  agent,  factor,  manager. 

A  l!?;=-  jiri  'iy,  The  sheat-fish.  An  eel. 
A  jari.s,{j)\.A^\  ajras,  ajriyas:, 

and  f- 1 j>-  jurasas)  Bold,  strong,  brave.  The  leader 
of  the  van.  A  lion. 

A  ̂^.j>-  jiriyds,  Nature,  course  of  proceeding. 

A  {^^.j>-jiryaz,  Big-bellied.  Thick  and  strong. 
A  lion.  Afflicted,  sad. 

A  J^jS"  jiryal,  A  certain  red  tincture.  The 
expressed  juice  of  safflower.  Any  bright  colour. 

The  redness  of  gold.  Wine,  or  its  colour. 

A  jiryalat,  Wine,  or  its  colour. 

A  ̂j^/?-  jiryan,  A  red  tincture.  Wine.  Jara- 
yan,  (v.  n.  of  <_?;?-)  Flowing,  running,  proceeding. 

Issuing,  arising,  springing.  Happening,,  becom- 
ing. Flux  of  (blood  or  urine),  p  ̂ jU/?"  U^f^ 

farmani  kaza-jarayan  (pronouncedj/ryan),  Man- 

dates flowing  like  fate,  i.  e.  irresistible,  u-.'  1  ̂j^;^ 
jirydni  ab,  Fluor  albus.  jirydni 

shiham,  Dysentery,  a  ̂'sa  ̂ ^^^j^  jirydni  maz'iy, 
Fluor  albus.  jirydni  mani^  A  gleet. 

A  {..^js-jar'tb,  (pi.  iOyS"^  ajrihat  and  (j^=" 

jurhdn')  A  corn-measure  equal  to  ioiirj^  hafiz. 
As  much  sown  ground  as  will  produce  that  quan- 

tity. A  certain  measure  of  land,  144  yards.  A  val- 

ley, (in  India)  Horticultural  produce  (such  as 

tobacco,  chilli,  turmeric,  garlic,  onions,  &c.). 

p         i„^,j:>-  jarib-amin,  A  land-surveyor. 

p  iso\xij£>~  jarihdna,  A  rate  imposed  for  defray- 
ing' the  cliarges  of  measurement. 

p  jarib-Jiash,  A  land-surveyor. 

p  ̂^^^ {^>_j:>-  jarib-Jiaslii,  Land-measuring. 
A  &^j5»  jiryat,  (v.  n.  of  c?j»-)  Running,  flow- 

ing. Flux  of  water.  Mode  of  flowing.  Purling 
of  a  stream. 

A  'iijs-jirriyat,  A  bird's  crop. 
A  CLo^j^-jirns,  An  eel.  A  turbot. 

A  ̂ ^>-  jurayj,  (dim.  of  iis>-j>-)  A  little  sack. A  jarih,  Wounded  (man  or  woman). 

A  ̂s-jMra?/?/'//i  (dim  .of^j&-)Slightly  wounded. 
A  Jv_)^_>-  jarid,  A  palm-branch  stripped  of  its 

leaves.  (A  tree)  despoiled  of  its  branches,  leaves, 
and  bark.  A  lance,  spear,  rod,  wand.  Entire 

(day).  i^>.J^  &//a(^M7jaric?,  Numidia  (Bile- 
dulgerid),  so  called  from  the  abundance  of  palm- 
trees  growing  there.  (.^^^  juraydvJl  main, 
The  middle  of  the  back. 

A  jai'iddni,  Two  days  or  months. 
^^tiJtjS^  muzjariddni,  Two  days  or  months  since. 

p  f^^j^ i^j^  '^..j^jO'f'^d  l>(iz^  hardan,  To  fight in  sport,  or  by  way  of  exercise  or  discipline. 

A  'iSi_j:>-  jaridat,  (pi.  ̂\j»-jardfid)  A  branch 
of  a  palm-tree  stripped  of  the  leaves.  A  number 
of  horsemen  or  horses  (part  of  a  larger  body).  A 

remainder,  surplus  (of  property). 

p  ̂ SijS-  jarida,  An  account  of  receipts  and  ex- 
penses,a  cash-book.  A  roll,volume,  register.  Only, 

alone.  A  short  spear.  Desolate.  Deprived  of 

relations  and  friends.  Expeditious.  f^^J^  '^<^.j^ 
jarida  shudan,  To  be  expeditious,  unencumbered. 

A y>^j>-  jarir,  (pi.  ajirrat)  A  halter,  lea- thern rein.    A  headstall  for  a  camel. 

A  "iji^^jarlrat,  (^^\.ji\j>-  jarddr)  Fault, crime. 
CHJoj^.j*-  ((^  min)  jarv^atika,  On  thy  account, 

p  ijij^-jarira,  The  daughter  of  Piran  Visa. 
A  iS.  Ay"-  jaririyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  ,s- Ijs-  jartsat,  Cattle  stolen  in  the  night. 

A  f^Ji^^j^  jarlsh,  Bruised,  brayed,  coarsely 
pounded.  Salt  of  a  bad  flavour.  An  intrepid,  pe- 

netrating man  who  gets  through  and  executes  bu- 

siness. Juraysh,  Name  of  an  idol  formerly  wor- 

shipped in  Arabia. 
A  i^ja^j!>'  jurasiz,  Large,  thick,  stout.  A  lion. 
A (_^_^s"jaH2, Suffocation.  Anguish,  grief,  (pi. 

■  jarza'^  Afilicted,  sad. 

A  'ifC>_^  juray^t,  (dim.  of  &S>^  jur^t)  A  lit- 
tle draught.  'i^^^y>-  jiiray^tuz  zakan,  (or 

AjOj^  juray^iu'z  zahmi)  The  last  breath. 
A  (  h.>js-  jarlf,  Dry  trees.  Dry  grass  or  hay. A  kind  of  fig. 

A  jarim,  (pi.  ̂\j>-  jirdm)  Gathered  dates 
or  grapes.  Dry  dates.  One  who  gathers  or  col- 

lects.  Date-stones.  Large-bodied.  Guilty.  Old. 

p  jarimdna,  Fine,  penalty,  forfeit. 

A  'i^j>-  jarhnat,  ja7^ds{m^  A  crime, 
fault.  A  fine,  mulct,  pecuniary  punishment.  A 

gainer,  acquirer.  A  provider  for  a  family.  A 

youngest  child.  Large-bodied  (woman). 

A  jarln,  (pi.  f^j>-  jurun)  A  place  where 
dates  are  dried.  Ground  (corn).  A  threshing-floor. 

A  'il>_j»-jarisat,  (pi.  ̂}j>-  jardya')  A  lurking- 
place  wherein  the  hunter  awaits  his  prey. 

A  'ij^^^  jirrisat,  A  bird's  crop. 
Fj>-jaz,  An  island.  Jiz,  Fat  of  a  sheep's  tail 

fried,  and  poured  over  a  dish  of  flour.  Juz,  Besides, 

except,  other,    (jl  J^J^ jw^;  az  an,  Besides  that. 

A  j>-  jazza,  (fut.j:^  yajuzzii)  He  cut,  reaped. 

Aj>-  jazz,  (v.  n.  ofJ=>-)  Having  dates  fit  for 
cutting  (a  palm-tree).  Mowing,  cutting,  reaping, 

shearing,  clipping.    A  part  of  the  night. 

A  ̂Js-jazs,  (v.  n.  of  ]j3-)  Having  enough,  being 
content.  Being  satisfied  with  fresh  grass  and  re- 

quiring no  water  (camels).  Dividing  in  parts. 
Distributing  portions.  Binding.  Dropping  one 

complete  part  of  a  poem.  Juzs  ovjazs, 

ajzdf)  Part,  portion,  particle.  An  ingredient.  A 

quire  of  paper.  A  section  of  a  book  (the  Kur'an, 
for  example,  being  divided  into  thirty  ̂ J-^juz-f,  as 
the  psalms  are  with  us).    A  metrical  foot. 

^  juzs  la  yutajazzas.  An  indivisible  atom. 

^Js^  J  ij^  ̂̂ ^^^  ̂   j^^-"}  (o^  ̂j'^  3  tJ^  kuUi  u 
juzsi^  In  whole  and  part ;  totally,  entirely,  in  every 

part.    Juzs,  The  female  part  (of  slaves). 

A  A^i>-jazdf,  (v.  n.  of         Compensating,  re- 



quiting.  Sufficing,  Satisfying.  Recompense,  re- 

tribution. AJ^j\^  duru'l  jazcLf,  The  next  world, 

p  )/rjjj  ro2:ya^a,  The  day  of  retribution.  A  Jizdj:, 

(v.  n.  3  of  ijjs-)  Requiting,  (pi.  of  'i>^s~  jizi/at) 
Tributes,  contributions  levied  upon  J ews  and  Chris- 

tians.   Revenues  accruing  from  the  soil. 

A  jazdb,  Orchis  flava  (a  plant). 

A  l^jf  juzMt,  The  handle  (of  an  awl  or  knife). 

A  vine-prop. 

A  \S!-\ ■      jazajiz,  Penes. Testicles. 

p  juzs-hhwdn,  One  who  reads  the 

Kurgan  in  parts. 
A J^^»-  jizar  or  jazdr,  (v.  n.  of  jj^)  Cutting 

clusters  of  dates.  The  season  for  so  doing. 

Kj^j>-  jazzdr,  A  camel-butcher. 

A  »j^»-j?2'a?-ai,The  business  of  a  camel-butcher. 
Juzdrat,  The  neck  and  feet  of  a  slaughtered  (ca- 

mel), which  become  the  slaughterer's  perquisite, 

t)]}^  J-JkP  ̂hlii'l  juzarat,  Strong-legged  (horse). 
A jazaz  or  jizdz,  Harvest.  Date-cutting. 

Jizaz,  Sheep-shearing.  Juzdz,  Any  thing  which 

falls  in  cutting  leather,  paper,  &c.,  clippings. 

A  juzdzat,  (pl.y>yjs^  jazdyiz')  Any  thing 
which  falls  in  reaping,  shearing  sheep,  gathering 

in  dates  or  other  produce.  A  cut,  chip,  shaving. 

Clippings,  clip. 

A  ̂^/^  j^^^^  Impatient. 
A  jtizaf,  jazaff  or  jizaf,  (from  p  u->Vj^ 

guzaf^  Guess,  conjecture  in  buying  or  in  selling. 

Random  (sale  or  purchase),  one  made  without 

weighing^or  measuring.  Conjectural. 

A  I  'i\y>-  juzzaf,  A  fisherman. 
A  juzafat,  jazafat,  or  jizafat,  Guess, 

conjecture  in  buying  or  selling. 

A  i^^J^-  ji^dl  or  jazdl,  The  in-gathering  of  ripe 

dates,  the  date-harvest.  Jizdl,  (pi.  of  (Jj»-  jazl) 

Billetsfor thefire.  (pi. of ̂ ,y>-jazil)Gre^t,co])\o\is. 

A  's^\y>-jazaJat,  (v.  n.  of  (J^=«-)  Being  great,solid. 
Being  endued  with  an  excellent  understanding. 

A         jizayat,  Tax,  tribute. 

A y\y>-  jazasiy-,  (pi.  o^ j^'y>- jazur)  Camels  des- 

tined for  slaughter,  (pi.  of  'ij>j>-  jazirat)  Islands. 
Peninsulas.  aljazdsir,  Barbary.  Algiers. 

al  jazfdnru'l  khalidat,  {or  ji\y>- 

Siil*»J\  jazdsini's  sa^dai)  The  fortunate  isles, 
tbefirst  meridian  of  Ptolemy.  (They  are  six  islands 

in  the  Western  ocean,  off  the  coast  of  Africa,  pro- 

ducing in  abundance  all  sorts  of  fruits,  flowers, 

herbs,  and  grain). 

P  (jji\j>-jazasiri,  King  of  Persia's  body  guard. 
Ajj]}5-ja2:aj:?2:,(pl.of5j^)Clippings,shearings. 

A  ̂y^y^  jazdnl,  (pi.  of  Jjjs-  jazil)  Copious. 
Numerous.  Eloquent.  A  A  large  musket,  wall- 
piece,  swivel.  A  rifle  used  with  a  prong  or  rest, 

pj^i^j^  ̂yi^y>■  jazasil-andaz,  Who  fires  a  rifle. 

A  ̂ ^j^-jizh,  Part,  portion.  Juzb,  Servants. 

P  iJ<^^  juz-handi,  The  binding  of  a  book. 
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p  ̂ ^|^J^  i>->j>-  jo.zaha  kardan,  To  enrage. 
A  5J-»-  jazzat,  Name  of  a  country  whence  Anti- 

christ is  expected  to  proceed.  Jizzat,  One  year's 

wool,  a  year's  clip.  (pl.JJ»-  jizaz^  Wool  shorn and  laid  up. 

p  ̂ j>j=f  juz-tan,  (Part  of  the  body)  a  limb. 
V  j>-j»-jizjaz,  The  hissing  of  a  frying-pan. 

A  'iy»-ys~jizjizat,  A  lock  of  pelt  wool.  A  flock 
of  coloured  wool  appended  to  a  camel-litter. 

A  ̂ s>-jazh,  (v.n.  of  ̂ =^)  Going  about  one's business.  Giving  liberally  without  consulting  any 

one.  Entering  a  covert  (a  deer).  Striking  a  tree 

that  the  leaves  may  fall.  Assigning  part  of  one's 
property.  A  gift,  a  boon.  Jazah  or  jazih,  Quick- 
sighted,  shrewd  (boy). 

p  dj»-  jazd,  A  cricket,  a  grasshopper. 

p  ̂^iyj»~  juzddn,  A  portfolio. 
Vj^j»~jazdar,  (jizdar,  or  ij^ya-  jazdara)  A 

fried  sheep's  tail. 

Ajjs-  jazr,  (v.  n.  ofjj^)  Cutting  (bunches  of 
dates).  Slaughtering  or  skinning  (a  camel).  De- 

creasing, subsiding  (water).  Taking  honey  from 

a  hive.  Reflux,  ebbtide.  The  sea.  ̂ \^\%j6jjjs- 
J  jazr  u  maddi  ikddm  u  i/ijdm,  The  reflux 

and  flux  of  resolves,  i.e.  irresolution.  Jazar,  A 

fat  sheep.  Land  from  which  the  tide  ebbs.  Jazar 

or  jazrr,  (from  Pj^^  gazar)  A  carrot.  &jkS-^\jj3>- 

jazaru'r  rd^yat,  A  plant  (scabiosa  columbaria). 
(^AaJ)  jjs-  jazari  hindi,  A  species  of  pumpkin. 

Juzur,  (pi.  ofjjjs-)  Camels  destined  for  slaughter. 

A  C^\jj»~  juzurdt,  (pi.  ofjjj^jazur)  Camels 
destined  for  slavierhter. 

A  ijj»-jazrat,  One  sheep  destined  for  slaughter. 

P  (^jj'?-  jtiz-ras,  Sagacious.  Frugal. 

p  ̂ ^j*>jy>-  juz-rasi,  Penetration.  Frugality. 

p  jjj=^  juz-rav,  A  privy,  a  jakes. 
A  jazariij,  Native  of  Mesopotamia. 

A  jj^  jazaz,  Wool  or  grass  which  has  been  cut 

or  clipped.  Jizaz,  (pi.  oi'ijs~  jizzat)  Wools  shorn and  laid  up. 

A  ̂ s^jaz^  (v.n. of  ̂ ■^)  Crossing  (a  country, 
valley,  or  river).  Being  impatient.  A  wide  part 

of  a  valley  producing  trees  ;  or  a  part  in  which  are 

no  trees,  but  sandy,  and  used  as  a  halting-place. 

High  ground.  J^ac^  or  jfe^,  A  kind  of  Arabian 
shell,  black  and  white,  compared  often  by  the  poets 

to  the  eyes.  (pi.  ̂ fr^  ̂i^^^)  place  where  a  val- 
ley bends  :  the  centre  of  it :  a  place  where  it  breaks 

off"  abruptly.  A  bee-hive.  Juz^  Saffi-on.  Certain 
dyeing  roots.  Juz^orjazi^  The  axis  of  a  pulley. 

J a2'«^,Lamentation,  complaint,  sorrow,  impatience, 

^ji  J  ̂ji^-Ja^rt^wya^a^,  Lamentation  and  groans. 
Jazi^orjazu^  Impatient. 

A  'is-js^  jiz^t  or  jaz^t,  A  part  of  a  flock.  A 
portion  of  the  night ;  the  darkness  at  the  two  ex- 

tremes. A  clump  of  trees.  A  shell.  Jiz^t  or  juz- 

^it,  A  small  quantity  (of  wealth,  water,  or  milk). 

A  little  water  in  a  bottle.  Juz^t,  A  knife-handle 
^  ^  cricket.  A  locust.  Jizigh,  The 

fat  of  sheeps'  tails  fried  and  poured  over  a  dish 
made  of  flour. 

P  ̂̂ j'^f-f/^i-^h  (or  «^^?-)  Fat,  dripping, 
A  i^js^jazf,  (v.  n.  of  ( — j^)  Buying  any  thing 

rashly,  at  random,  uncertain  of  weight,  quantity, 

or  quality.    Taking  a  thing  easy. 

A  'iiys-  jizfat,  Part  of  a  herd  feeding. 
P  ̂j^-jazali,  A  distemper  peculiar  to  fowls, 

affecting  the  roots  of  the  quills  and  feathers,  and 

causing  them  to  drop  off". 
Pj^^}»-  juz-gh;  An  instrument  for  keeping  a 

book  open  when  reading  or  writing.  A  portfolio. 

A  (_);•?-  jc-^h  of  Cutting,  paring, 

clipping.  Galling  the  back.  In  the  measure  ̂ 3^1^ 

hdmil,  which  is  ̂ ^c-liXo  mutafd^lun  thrice  re- 
peated, a  making  of  the  O  t  quiescent,  and  a 

dropping  of  the  \  d.  Copious,  large  (present).  Li- 

beral, generous.  Prudent,  firm  in  mind.  Sound, 

sensible,  eloquent  (discourse).  The  cooing  of  a 

dove.  A  kind  of  plant,  (pi.  Ji^j^  jizdl)  Dry  fire- 

wood, especially  large  and  thick.  Jizl,  A  cutting 
or  lump  of  dates.  Juzl,  (pi.  of  ajzal)  Galled 

in  the  back  (camels).  Jazal,  (v.  n.  of  J}=^)  Be- 

ing galled  in  the  back  or  shoulder  (a  beast  of  bur- 
den), so  that  the  bone  is  laid  bare.  A  galling  of 

a  camel's  bunch  caused  by  the  saddle. 
A  jazldr,  Prudent,  intelligent  (woman). 

Sore-backed,  galled  (she-camel). 

A  'b!ij!s~jazlat,  A  prudent  woman.  Large-hipped 
(woman).  Remains  of  a  cake.  A  leathern  milk- 
bottle.  A  date-basket  made  of  palm-leaves.  Jizlaf, 

A  part, segment,  portion,  quantity,  lump  (of  dates). 

A  ps^jazm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s^)  Cutting,  amputa- 

ting. Breaking  off".  Marking  a  letter  with  Ja^ta 
or  jazm.  Deciding,  determining,  concluding,  re- 

solving. Having  a  partial  stool.  Reading  slowly 

and  distinctly.  Rendering  necessary,  or  imposing 

any  thing  upon  another.  Giving  currency  to  a 
vow  or  oath.  Filling  (a  bottle).  Estimating  from 

a  survey  the  produce  of  palm-trees,  &c.  Being 
pusillanimous,  weak.  Keeping  silence.  Drinking, 

satisfying  thirst  (a  camel).  Eating  sufficiently  (a 

man);  eating  once  in  twenty -four  hours.  Anything 
occurring  before  the  time.  The  orthographical 

character  Ja^rma  — ,  which  is  placed  over  a  letter 
in  pointed  books  to  shew  that  it  has  no  vowel  (see 

Grammar).  Any  thing  stuff"ed  into  the  matrix  of 
a  camel  to  induce  her  to  like  another's  colt.  Even- 

ness of  the  characters  in  writing.  The  common 

Arabic  character.  A  pen  nibbed  (and  not  slant- 
wise, as  is  the  case  with  the  jjj  kalam).  p  j  ̂j>- 

j^Oj^^  Ji;^  jazm  u  tasdik  kardan,  To  confirm 
one's  self  in  a  resolution,  a  Jizm,  A  part,  portion,  lot. 

AUj5>^'a^?naw,(p&3l«j5>-)Resolutely,definitively. 

A  .^rj^J^  jazmdzaj,  Fruit  of  the  tamarisk. 



A  'i^Jis^jazmat,  One  meal  (for  a  man),  or  one 
feed  (for  cattle)  during  the  day  or  night.  Jizmat, 

A  part  of  any  stock,  separate  from  the  rest.  A 
herd  of  camels,  a  flock  of  sheep.  A  herd  from 

100  upwards,  or  from  10  to  20. 

A  ̂ ^y>-jazn,  Firewood  large  and  thick. 

A  ̂ ^j:>~juzuf,  (v.  n.  of  ]j»-)  Being  able  by  green 
grass  to  do  without  water  (camels). 

A  j^j^jazur,  (pi- y]/?"  i^^^-'^'^'j  jjT^  jnzur, 
and  CL>\jj:>-juzurat)Kcame\  orsheep  slaughtered, 
or  destined  for  slaughter. 

\j^j»-jazuz,  A  sheep  shorn,  or  ready  for  shear- 

ing.   Juzuz,  (v.  n.  ofJ>-)  Becoming  dry  (dates). 

A  'ij^je>~jazuzat,  A  sheep  for  shearing. 
A  yj*-  jO'^u^  Impatient.  Lamenting,  queru- 

lous.   Juzu^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ T")  Being  impatient. 
A  i^jjs^jazvf,  A  pregnant  animal  going  over 

her  time. 

A  {j^js^  jitzwe,  A  part.  A  little,  few  :  a  trifle. 

A  C^^,^j^juzwiyat,{^\.o?  (_fjj»-)  Parts. 
p  1>J»-jaza,  A  circular  tent. 

A  {JJ^jizy  or  jiza',  (pi.  of'ii^^jizyat)Taxes. 
A  juzsi,  (or  ̂j-^-  jyzn)  A  particle, 

part.  A  little,  a  few.  j        kulli  u  juzA, 
In  whole  and  in  part,  entirely. 

A  ̂ ijj»-jaz^s,  Sufficient,  satisfying  (food). 

zds)  Tribute,  capitation-tax  (paid  by  Jews  and 

Christians).  Produce  of  the  soil,  e^.j^  jCU^  khd- 
timu'ljizyat,  A  part  of  the  throat  so  called, 

p  {j'^.y>-  jazidan,  To  change 

Arabian  Irak)  A  person  selected  by  the  inhabitants 

of  a  district  to  do  the  honours  and  defray  the  ex- 

penses incidental  on  receiving  a  visit  from  the  mon- 
arch or  his  representative. 

A ̂ .J>-jfe2:?r,  A  butcher,slaughterer(of  camels). 

A  "^.Js"  jazh'at,  (pl.jJ^Js-  jazdsir)  An  island. A  peninsula.  Land  from  which  the  tide  recedes. 

aljazirat,  Mesopotamia.    AjJ^  Ir^J^ 

jazu-atu''l  hhazrds,  Algeziras  in  Spain.  ̂ j^-j'T' 
jaziratuH  ̂ rah,  The  peninsula  of  Arabia. 

jaz'iratu'l  ̂ shshdk,  Synope. 
A  (Jj^.j>-  jaziny,  Of  Algesiras. 

A J^J=-  jaziz,  Clipped,  cut,  sheared,  mowed. 

A  i^yf  jazlzat,  A  lock  of  wool. 

A  i^.yf  jazi^t,  A  part  of  a  stock  separated 

from  the  rest.  Juzay^t,  A  flock  of  sheep. 

A  v__fl^J»-  OO-^'^fi  -A-  fishing-net.  A  purchase  or 
sale  made  by  guess,  without  weighing  or  measuring. 

A  (J->J>-  jazil,  (pi.  jizal)  Much,  many, 
numerous,  copious.  Great.  Eloquent.  <Jj.j?- j*-^ 

ajri  jazil,  A  gi-eat  reward. 

p  joli-  iOjs-  jizya-khdna,  A  custom-house  or 
other  place  where  tribute  is  collected. 

A  K^X^js-  juzfiydt,  Trifles,  particles. 

A  (Jl»-  jass,  (v.  n.  of  \^J^)  Touching,  han- 

jazir,  (in  the  language  of  the  people  of 
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dling ;  feeling  (the  pulse).  Seeking,  fishing  for  in- 
formation. Looking  intently  at. 

A  ̂ U^r-jasj:,  (v.  n.  of  l«^)  Becoming  hard 
(the  hand).  A  rough  skin.  Frozen  water,  ice. 

A  -^L-a-  jassds,  (A  hand)  hardened  by  labour. 

A  jussat,  (v.  n.  of  L*=-)  Becoming  hard 

(the  hand).  Hardness  of  the  hand. 

A         jMac?,Saff'ron.  Jusdd,  A  pain  in  thebelly. 
A  SjLms-  jasdrat,  (v.  n.  of  Daring.  Ex- 

celling in  vigour  of  mind  and  intrepidity.  Pene- 

trating, passing  through.  Crossing  a  desert.  Build- 

ing a  bridge.  Boldness,  presumption,fool-hardiness. 

jassas,  Curious,  inquisitive,  a  great 
searcher.  A  lion  digging  his  claws  into  his  prey. 

A  &M»\*^^jassasat,  A  beast  living  in  the  islands, 

and  which  spies  out  and  brings  news  to  Antichrist. 

A  jisdm,  (pi.  of  j*Ju*»»- Jasim)  Large-bo- 
died. Jusdm,  Large-bodied. 

A  &/«U.*«-jasamai,  Abeingcorpulentjbig-bodied. 

>-jussan,  Tambourin-players,  drummers, 

p  (^jx^  jashos,  (or  ̂ ^jx^')  Hypocrisy. 
p  cllws-j asi.  He  leaped.  He  escaped.  A  leap, 

jump.  J^MS^,  He  sought.  Search, inquiry.  <  " 
Lfj>  ujoy  (or  just-joy) 

kardan,  To  search  diligently. 

p  fj^^L^jastdn,  Leaping,  springing,  bounding. 
p  jj;i.joU— j>-  jastdnidan,  To  cause  to  leap.  To 

cause  (wind)  to  blow.  To  make  (a  limb)  palpitate. 

p  (Jw9-^'asfaw,  To  jump,  leap,  bound,  spring 
forward.  To  fly  (as  sparks).  To  assail.  To  run 

away.  To  rise  or  blow  (as  the  wind).  To  palpi- 

tate, leap,  or  beat  (as  the  heart  or  pulse),  to  shake 

or  tremble  (a  limb).  J  J  ̂ Jws-  jastani  dil,  Pal- 
pitation of  the  heart  (a  disease).  Justan,  To  search, 

seek,  inquire,  ask  for,  examine,  investigate.  To 

heap  up,  accumulate. 
p  aa**^  jasia,  Escaped. 

A  i^»-jasad,  (v.n.ofiW*-)  Clotting  or  stick- 
ing to  the  body  (blood),  (pi.  ajsdd  and 

J  v-»=>-  jusud)  The  body  (of  men,  genii,  or  angels). 
Saffron,  or  any  thing  of  that  colour.  Blood.  The 

calf  of  the  children  of  Israel.  Jasad  ovjasid,  Con- 

gealed, coagulated  blood  adhering  to  the  body. 

A  jasadiy,  Corporeal,  bodily. 

A        jasara,  (fut.  of  j**^  yajsuru)  He  dared. 

A jasr,  Lai'ge,  strong  (camel).  Brave, 
courageous.  Tall.  Large,  bulky.  A  long-bodied 
camel  stepping  rapidly  over  the  ground.  Jasr  or 

jisr,  (pl.jj*.j>-\  ajsur  and  j^*i»>- jiiswr)  A  bridge. 

Jasr  or  jusur,  {jg\..o?jyMi>- jasur)  Bold,  brave. 

A  L^jj^  jasrab,  Long. 
A  jasrat,  Large,  swift  (she-camel). 

A        jj^^  jusraw-ddru,  Galangale. 

A  jas^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -«>-)  Throwing  up  (a 
camel  chewing  the  cud).  Vomiting. 

p  uLL«j»-  jask,  Trouble.  Extreme  enmity. 

A         jism,  (pi.  j»U*»s-^  ajsdm  and  ̂ ^f~ju- 

sum)  A  body.  A  mathematical  solid. 
jismijamddi,  Metallic  body.  ̂ J^y>■  jismi 

jawhari,  Constitutional  parts.  ij^y>^  ̂ m*^  jismi 

haywdni,  Animal  body .  t—^^  jismi  murak- 
hab,  A  compound  body,  u-ijji^  jismi  hasif, 

(The)  opake  body  (of  a  planet).  ̂ 3U3  jismi 
nabdfi,  Vegetable  body. 

A  ̂^U-*5-  jusmdn,  A  body.     Habit  of  body. 

I— a_*sJ  naldfu' I  jusmdn,  Slender-bodied. 
A  ̂^'^M^  jismdniy  ov  jusmdniy,  Corporeal. 
A  jis  ov  jusmdniy  at,  Materiality. 

A  jusmur,  That  part  of  the  back  or  body 
of  a  man  whereon  any  thing  rests. 

p  f^gr>*>i>-  jasmt,  A  triangular  thorny  plant. 
A  i^*— jisniiyat,  Corporality,  materiality. 

A  jusnat,  A  species  of  round  fish  pos- 
sessed of  antennfE  like  a  scorpion. 

A  yt*s>-  jasm,  (v.  n.  of  for_j*->-)  Beinghard. 

Becoming  stiff'  and  crazed  inhis  joints  (an  oldman). 
Freezing  (water). 

A  -^j— jusuf,  A  becoming  hard  (the  hand). 

A  liy*"*'  jusud,  (pi.  of  i^M^  jasad)  Bodies. 

AjyM>-jasur,  (pi.  jusr  andj^j^^f-  jusur) 
Magnanimous,  brave.  Tall.  Jusur,  (v. n.  of j^^) 

Building  a  bridge.  Passing,  penetrating.  Cross- 

ing a  desert.  Being  bold.  (pi.  ofj*«j>-Jis?')  Bridges. 

A  jusu^  Tenacity,  close-handedness. 
A  jusum,  (pi.  of        jism)  Bodies. 
A  i>Ji*«*»-  jasid.  Congealed  (blood). 

A  (j«Jk*«j9-  jasis,  A  spy. 

A  ̂ i^s-jasim,  (pi.  ̂ \^^jisdm)  Great  (in  dig- 
nity). Gross,  corpulent.  Sore,  disastrous.  High 

ground  with  water  on  the  summit. 

p  i^s-jash,  A  kind  of  blue  bead  made  of  glass, 
in  colour  approachingtothat  of  the  turquoise  (worn 

by  common  people  in  rings  and  necklaces,  and  by 

the  children  of  the  rich  as  a  charm  against  acci- 
dents and  evil  eyes). 

A  [J^^jashsli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J£>^>•)  Breaking,  bruis- 
ing, pounding.  Grinding  coarsely.  Beating,cud- 

gelling.  Pouring  forth  (tears).  Drawing  out. 
Sweeping.  Cleaning  (a  well).  A  rough,  stony 

place.  The  middle  of  a  desert.  The  waist  of  a 

quadruped.  Jushsh,  (pi.  ̂^^»-jishdsh)  A  moun- 
tain. An  hour  of  the  night.  The  resemblance  of 

a  lip  in  which  there  is  thickness  and-height. 
A  f-f^J^»- jashf,  (v.  n.  of  li»-)  Migrating,  (pi. 

M  .^^^^  ajshdf  and  jashsdt)  A  light  bow. 
A  bi-anch  of  a  tree  (of  which  such  bows  are  made). 

Much,  abundant. A  AJUff^  jushds,  A  belch.    A  rush  (of  water), 

a  sudden  approach  (of  night). 

A  -^Li^  jashshdf,  Loud-twanging  bow.  Level 

and  gravelly  land  (good  for  palm-trees). 
A  jushasat,  A  belch,  ructation. 

A  O\-i<05»-7"as/Ma<,  (  pi .  of-^  ̂ jiij5>^'as/t  j)  Ligh  t  bo  ws. 

Aj\J:^jushdr,  A  cough,  hoarseness. 
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A  J^^!*=^  jashshar,  The  owner  of  a  field  (where 
horses  pasture).  Master  of  the  horse.  Jushshar, 

(pi.  of  jashir)  Those  who  abide  in  the  fields 
with  their  camels. 

A  ̂j^^'jashshariy, One  who  leads  horses  and 
camels  to  pasture  and  stays  out  all  night  with  them. 

A  jishdsh,  (pi.  of  Mountains. 

A  i^\JLj>-  jashshash,  A  coarse  grinder. 

A  m\^£>-  jashamat,  (v.  n.  of  Labouring 
hard,  achieving  with  diflficulty. 

p  (jl-i^  jashan,  A  yard  for  measuring  cloth. 

A  jjU^*»-jMsAs/<a«  ,  Middle  (of  a  horse  or  desert). 

A  L  ■■'■■■^  j^ofihj  (v.  n.  of  i_-w>-)  Being  coarse 
(fare).  Pounding  or  grinding  coarsely.  Causing 

(youth)  to  pass  away  (God).  Assisting,  strength- 
ening. Despising.  Eating  coarse  fare  without 

sauce,  ij^^i^  {^^iJL>-  jashbu'l  maskal,  One  who 
fares  hard,  a  coarse  feeder.  J ashb  ovjashib,  Coarse 

fare,  food  without  sauce.  J^Ms/t&,  Pomegranate-rind. 
A  eJl^jashshat,  Brothers,  brethi-en,  relations, 

kinsmen  servants.  Jaskshat  or  jushshat,  A  crowd 

of  persons  advancing  together.  A  simultaneous 

rising,  march,or  departure.  Jushshat,  A  loud  noise. 
A  hoarse  sound  emitted  from  the  nostrils. 

A  'iJ:.^^  jashjashat,  (v.  n.  of  (jij^^  Q) 
Sweeping.  Cleaning  (a  well). 

jashr,  (v.  n.  of         Turning  to  grass. 

Remaining  all  night  in  pasture  (camels).  Remain- 
ing with  their  camels  all  night.  Leaping  (a  horse). 

Allowing  (a  horse)  to  graze  in  fi-ont  of  the  house. 

Leaving.  Jashar,  (v.  n.  jLs>-^  Being  hard  and 
rough  (dry  mud  on  the  shore).  Men  who  pass  the 

night  in  the  fields  with  their  camels.  Flocks  graz- 

ing at  liberty  without  coming  home  at  night. 

Spring  vegetables.  A  bachelor.  A  roughness  in 
the  breast.  A  thickness  or  hoarseness  of  the  voice. 

AAjL»-jashraj:,  (fern.  o(jLss^  \  ajshar)  Hoarse. 

A  '&jZ,»'jushrat,  Cough,  irritation  in  the  throat. 
A  jasha^  A  fear  of  the  loss  of  a  friend. 

Cupidity,  greediness.  Jashi^  Desirous,  longing 

after,  greedy  of  (another's  share). 

A  jashm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -i**-)  Labouring  hard. 
Jasham  or  jashm,  A  heavy  burden.  Affliction.  Ja- 

sham,  Fatness.  Jusham,  The  breast  and  ribs.  The 

belly.  Weight.  A  fish.    Jushum,  Fat  persons. 

A  ̂  t « t.y  jashmizaj,  (from  p  uiJjA»i:^)Name 
of  a  medicament  for  the  eyes. 

P  (iT-*"  jashn,  A  feast,  social  entertainment, 
convivial  meeting.  A  solemn  feast.  CJj^  (iT^ 
jashni  huzurg,  The  sixth  day  of  the  month  Farwar- 

dm.  fj^'^jy>^.  i^jt^  jashni purdagan,  Five  interca- 
lary daysaddedtothePersianyear.  Jashan,  Fever. 

A  MZ^jushnat,  (or  jushunnat)  A  kind  of  bird, 

p  jU»  fjLs>-  jashn-saz,  New  year's  day  (of  the 
sera  Malik). 

P  jashni,  Fond  of  feasting ;  epicure, 
p        jashm,  (pi.  ̂ \^^)  A  light  bow. 

A  ̂ yL».jushus,  (v.  n.  of  ll:>-)  Being  distressed 

(the  mind),  boiling  from  sadness  or  terror.  Emi- 
grating. Retching,  preparing  to  vomit.  Growing 

dark.    Bleating  (a  sheep).  Impending. 

A  L^yLsf  jashitb.  Short  and  coarse  (woman). 

A  ioj-i^  jushubat,  (v.  n.  of  u-*-''"7-)  Being 
coarse  and  homely  (food,  &c.).  Feeding  coarsely. 

Aj^^^  jushur, The  breaking  forth  (of  the  dawn). 
p  s.^^  jashsha.  An  oil-measure.  Jushsha,  A 

sleeve. 

A  i^AyJ'.y  jashib,  Thick.  Disagreeable,  offen- 
sive :  coarse,  homely  (food,  raiment).  Afoul  feeder. 

V         jashir,  A  weaver. 

A  jfJL»-  jashir,  A  large  corn-sack.  A  leathern 
quiver.  A  bachelor. 

p  Sjj-i*-  jashira,  A  weaver.  Milk-pottage. 

A  ̂jJSjLij>-  jashish.  Barley  deprived  of  its  husk, 
pounded  and  made  into  balls ;  ptisan.  Wheat 

coarsely  ground  and  cooked  in  a  pot  with  meat 
and  dates. 

A  iLixi*-  jashishat.  Pollard,  grout. 

A  j*Ji^»-  jashtm.  Thick,  coarse. 
A  i^j^s^jass,  (v.  n.  of  (^»-)  Groaning,  crying 

ah  !  alas  !  Jass  or  jiss,  (from  p  ̂   gach)  Plaster. 
A  jusajis.  White  and  level  (place). 

A  {^\Ja.>-  jassas,A  maker  or  vender  of  mortar. 
A  OLoLo*-  jassasat,  Places  where  plaster  is 

made. 

A  <LoLaa«-;<sasai,Plastering,  working  in  plaster. 

A  (_jiax«<3L>-  jasts,  A  cry,  clamour,  complaint. 
A  &AaAAa>  jasisat,  A  company  of  persons.  A 

tumultuous  noise. 

A  i^ja^  jazz,  (v.  n.  of  Walking  pom- 

pously. Rushing  upon  (any  one)  with  a  sword. 
A  Oy>£is>-  jazd,  Hard.  Quick,  active,  brisk. 

A  j'*'^?'  juzum,  A  glutton. 

A  j<»*i>-  jizamm,  Thick-waisted. 

A  ̂a^jitih,  A  word  used  in  quieting  a  she- 
goat  at  milking-time.  ̂  

A  )as>-  jazz,  (v.  n.  of  ias-)  Propelling.  Oppress- 

ing, indisposing  (grief,  anguish,  or  any  thing  stick- 
ing in  the  throat).  Throwing  prostrate.  Being  fat 

and  short.  Running  fast.  Coition.  Corpulent. 

A  ̂*:^^ix»'  jazlcLf,  A  weak  and  flabby  old  she- 
camel  unable  to  masticate. 

A  ̂^Ja^^,  An  eating  mud.  A  hitting  with  mud. 

A  i^\jtS'ji^b,  (pi.  of  'ixjtif  ja^at)  Quivers. 
A  L^\it:>-  ja^^b,  A  quiver-maker  or  vender. 
A  ej\jij^ji^bat.  The  art  of  making  quivers. 

A jAjub-  ja^bir,  (pi.  ofjot>-)  Short  and  thick. 

A  ij\>^  ji^bir/,  A  quiver-maker. 
A  i^^>\fu>-  ja^blb,  (pi.  of  L-->_jA«>-  ju^ub) 

Weak  and  worthless.  Mean-looking. 

A j>-^\jti>-  ja^jir,  (pi.  of  ij^^)  Pies,  pasties. 
A  lilxs-  ji^d,  (pi.  of  Jjcf  ja^)  Short,  dwarf- 

ish.   Curly-haired  (men). 

A  ij\ft»-ja^dat,  (v.  n.  of  iJo«>")  Being  crisp, 
5  R 

curly  (hair).    S^iljca-  ̂ \  abuju^dat,  The  wolf. 

A  ̂.liU*-  ja^did,  A  yellow  substance,  thick, 
soft,  and  dry.  Moisture  issuing  from  the  teat  of  a 
ewe  before  the  biestings. 

A j\jt:>-ja^r  orjl*>-  ̂   umtn  ja^r,  A  hyena. 

Ji^r,  A  rope  which  a  camel-waterer  fastens  to  a 
stake  and  ties  round  his  middle  when  going  down 
into  a  well  lest  he  should  tumble  in.  A  mark  made 

on  the  thigh  of  a  horse  or  ass. 

A  ̂JuXuJ^J^:>■ja^s^s,  (pl.of (_)»j^-.Jt>' )  Short,viIe. 

A  L— sUs- jM^a/,  A  torrent  that  sweeps  all  away. 

A  iJ^J«?- ,?/^a^,  (pi.  ju^il)  Any  cloth  with 

which  they  lift  a  boiling  kettle  off"  the  fire.  Hire, 
price.  A  nest  or  any  thing  in  which  a  bird  de- 

posits her  eggs. 

A  'ei\3t>-  ja^lat,  A  bribe.  Ja^lat  ovji^lat, 
(v.  n.  of  ,_).*&-)  Making.  Rendering.  Ji^lat,  A 
cloth  used  as  a  kettle-holder.  Ju^lat,ja^lat,  or 

jl^lat,  (pi.  (JjU>-  ja^sil)  Hire,  price,  fare.  The 
price  of  a  substitute  soldier. 

A  jit^m,  A  disease  incident  to  camels, 
&c.,  from  eating  young  herbage. 

A  i^jM<>\^  ju^mis.  One  who  voids  ordure  once. 
A  ja^mis,  (pi.  of  (^^^v^  ju^nus) 

Excrements,  (in  thedialectofHuzayl)  A  palm-tree. 

A  i^j4x>\ji>-  ja^nis.  Beetles. 
A  ,Jj\^  ja^fil,  (pi.  of  iOlx>- ja^aZai)  Wages. 
A  (— >kx>-  ja^,  (v.  n.  of  o«>-)  Throwing  pro- 

strate. Turning,  inverting.  Making  a  quiver.  A 

small  heap  of  sheep  dung.    Ju^,  The  abdomen. 

A  Ax*>-  ja^Rf,  Large,  thick  (woman).  Fun- 
dament. Ji^as,  A  throwing  on  the  ground. 

A  'i^\jM>-ji^aj:at,  The  fundament. 

A  ja^asat,  A  throwing  prostrate. 

A  ji^bbat,  Ring  of  the  fundament. 

A  'i^*=>'  ja^at,  (ill.  i^\fu>- ji^b)  A  quiver. 
A  j<K>-  ja^ar,  (])\.j>\».»'  ja^bir)  Short  (man). 

Thick,  shallow,  and  roughly  hewn  (wooden  bowl). 

A  ijfu>-  ja^arat,  (v.  n.  ofjvst>-  Q)  Throwing 
prostrate.  Short,  dwarfish  (woman). 

A  's^jM>-  ja^a7~iyat.  Short,  ill-made  (woman). 

A  (^juJot>-  ju^us.  Stupid,  silly,  foolish. 
A  «Aax>-  ja^alat.  Haste,  expedition. 

A  1^^9'ju^ub,  (pi.  L— *x>.U>- Jfl^a/;i6)  Weak 
and  worthless.    A  little  mean-lookinfr  man. 

A  ju^us,  Stupid,  mad,  foolish. 

P(_$^ B^y^ja^agari,  The  artof makingquivers. 

A  ̂^^xx^  ju^a' ,  (pi.  C^\xyjts>-')  A  red  ant. 
A  ̂̂ ^^1^:>-  ji^bba',  (or  Aj!«L&-)The  fundament. 

A  '^'^  ja^iy,  (pi.  OIaaxs-)  a  red  ant. A       ji^t,  Beer. 

A  &JUkx>  ja^abat.  Avidity,  greediness. 

A  'ijiM>-ja^arat,  A  collecting  (of  goods,  stuff"). 

A  ,Jjjt>-^'a^A'aZ,Rough,ill-tempered.  Big-bellied. 

A  i*^^*?"  ji^i'^n.  Roots  of  the  ̂ IxLo  sUliyan. 
A  C^^*^*?-  ju^uniiyat,  Bows. 

A  e/^?"  J^^^^f       ̂ '^^^  °f  ''he  plant  j^^jJ^  sil- 
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Ki/an,    Name  of  the  sister  of  Farazdak. 

A  ju^mn,  Veretrum  equi  crassum. 

A  ̂ Is^  ja^a^  A  confined  bad-smelling  place 
(such  as  a  prison).  A  field  of  battle.  Roughground. 

A  stallion-camel  braying  aloud.    Land,  earth. 

A  S^s??'  ju^urrat,  (pl.^s-lxs-ja^q/ir)  A  paste 
or  cake  (boiled  and  eaten  with  inspissated  juice). 

A  ja^a^  Rough  ground.     A  narrow 
rugged  place.    Level  ground. 

A  'i*Sf^  ja^ja^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Throw- 
ing into  a  dungeon.  Straitening,  reducing  to  dif- 

ficulties. Making  (a  camel)  kneel  down  or  rise 

up.  Sittingdown uncomfortably.  Exactingadebtri- 

gorously.  Sticking,  slaughtering  (a  camel).  Kneel- 
ing down  (a  camel).  Steeping  sliced  bread  in  broth. 

The  sound  of  a  mill.  The  noise  of  camels  collected 

together,   lis-  ^^\as7?io^  ja^ 

ja^tan,wa  la  ara'  <i/man,  I  hear  the  clatter  of  the 
mill,  but  I  see  no  flour.  (Great  cry  and  little  wool). 

A  ,^jt»-ja^,  Crisp,  curly,  short  hair.  A  ringlet, 
a  lock  of  hair.  Curly-headed  (man),  curly-haired 
(camel).  Avaricious.  Moist  ground.  Liberal, 

generous.  A  round  face  with  few  pretensions  to 

beauty.  Short,  dwarfish.  Froth,layer  upon  layer. 

d'*s>-  ja^ul  yad  or  ^ji^  ja^u'' I  ana- 
mil,  Illiberal,  avaricious.  ̂ lo^\  Ssi>-  ja^u'l 

asahi^  Short-fingered.  \ii!3\  ja^u'l  hafa' , 
Ignoble,    p  CL^y^\  Sx>-ja^i  angusht,  Avarice. 

ja^i  shutur,  Hairiness  (of  the  human 

body).  A  pii  i^Rs-  ja^i  halam,  Clotted  ink  ad- 
hering to  the  pen.  Pleasing,  amiable  words.  Curved 

letters.  ̂ UD\  ,^x>-  Ja^u'l  lugham,  (A  camel)  the 
foam  of  whose  mouth  accumulates,  layer  upon 

layer.  S)i>-  ja^i  girih-gh;  Curling  ring- 

lets. A  Jwxs-  (^As-  haysja^,  Thick  and  slab  (dish 

hays),  '^yxs'-  i>=-  hhaddija^,  A  cheek-bone  nei- 
ther small  nor  smooth  (the  opposite  to  Jj^***^  asll). 

A  jw^cZaJa^,  Abubbleof  water.  A  spider's 
web.Biestings(inthemouth  ofakidnewlydropped). 

A'isK>- ja^at,  Kcvlv\.  A  ewe  lamb.  Strong- 
limbed  (she-camel).  Curly-haired  (woman). 

t'^ft^-  abuja^at,  (Father  of  curly  hair)  The  wolf. 

A  jii.»>-  ja^ar,  Short.    A  dwarf. 

A  ̂^Sk>-  ja^al,  Hard.    Robust  (camel). 
p  Sjjcs-  ja^la,  A  sort  of  drug. 

A  Lfj^^  ja^ariy,  A  glutton. 

AjXfja^',  (v.  n.  of  j»»-)  Dunging  (a  wild 
beast).  (])\.j^»-ju^r)  Dung  of  wild  beasts  and 

birds  of  prey.  abuji^^an,  A  beetle.  ̂ \ 
^^^j*>-  umm  ji^-an,  A  pelican. 

A  Ajti»-  ja^-as,  The  fundament.  A  crowd  of 
persons.    Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  ju^-at,  A  mark  left  on  the  waist  by  the 
ropejl«s-j{^a7\  A  kind  of  barley  large  and  white. 

Ajj)^*»-  ju^ur,  A  worthless  kind  of  date.  A 
sort  of  insect. 

^  ̂J*^  j«^'rm',  The  fundament.    A  term  of 

reproach.    A  kind  of  boy's  game. 

Aj*:>-Ja^2,  A  stifling  sensation,  from  rage,  thirst, 
or  when  under  water.  Ja^z,  One  so  troubled. 

A  Ja^,  (v.  n.  of  (_;<*^)  Voiding  excre- 
ment. Excrement,dung.  The  place  where  dungfalls. 

A  j_j*>j*m*:>-Jm^ms,  (pi.  jj«ju*»ljis>-Ja^asis)  Short 
of  stature,  mean,  contemptible. 

A  \^^jZ*3ts»-  ja^hab,  Tall  and  thick. 

A  p-i.«s-Ja^s/ia?«,The  middle.  Ju^ham  or ju^ 
shuvi,  A  thick,  stout  dwarf.   Tall  and  corpulent. 

A  (^^^^3t»-  ju^hush,  Short.  Long.  Vile. 
Meagre,  slim,  slender. 

>■  ja^,  (v.  n.  of  ia«?-)  Pushing,  thrusting 
away.  Thick-bodied.  Self-important.  Bad-tem- 

pered, dissatisfied  with  one's  food. 

aJ^  ji^ar,  A  thick  dwarf.    A  boaster. 

A  'ij(^3u>-ji^arat,  Weak  in  mind.  A  boaster. 
A  dwarf  who  adds  to  his  stature  by  art. 

A  ioUaj(is-_;«^2areai,(or  j^Ua*>-)  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  J)a3ts>'  ja^ar,  One  with  large  swagging  hips. 

A  'ijajo--  ja^arat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ f^-  Q)  Retreat- 
ing, running  back.   The  pace  of  a  slow  man. 

A  ̂J^ix>-  ja^arty,  Thick.  Rude,  rough,  in- 
human. Voracious.  A  dwarf  who  adds  tp  his  size 

by  art.  (Hence)  one  who  boasts  of  what  he  has 
not,  or  assumes  a  false  consequence. 

A  i__a«?-  ja^,  (v.  n.  of  i_fl*5-)  Cleaning  out  (a 
well).  Plucking,  rooting  up.  Throwing  prostrate. 
A  bare  subsistence. 

A  ja^ar,  A  little  stream.  A  large  river, 
or  one  brimful.  (A  camel)  abounding  in  milk.  A 

man's  name,  jfljis- jj\  abuja^ar,  A  fly. 

p  lib  I  jfl«>-  ja^ar-abad,  A  place  near  Shiraz. 

A  jjw^^ J,a*>-Ja^ar^sa^^^^,NameofanImam. 
p  Ji*s^  ja^arl,  The  finest  kind  of  gold.  A 

kind  of  cupola.  A  sort  of  screen  (the  interstices 

of  the  frame  being  lozenged).  Lattice- work.  Name 
of  a  yellow  flower.  Name  of  a  fortress. 

A  'iS^^Lft^  ja^ariyat,  Name  of  a  sect.  Name 
of  a  quarter  in  Baghdad,  and  of  a  village  in  Egypt. 

A  'iisjtsfja^alat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ySJ^  Q)  Unhorsing 
any  one  speared.  Saying  tdJliii  ju^lltu 

Jidaka,  For  thee  I  devote  my  head. 

A  ̂^^Asjts-  ja^alik,  A  big  woman. 

A  ̂yAsLn»-  ja^alil,  Killed  and  swollen. 

ju^ty,  Name  of  the  founder  of  an 
Arabian  tribe.  A  water-carrier.  A  cup-bearer. 

A  ja^la,  (fut.  Jjc^  yaj^lu)  He  placed. 

A  Jjw>-  jdf^,  (v.  n.  of  ,_y*s-)  Causing,  effecting, 
rendering.  Constituting,  appointing,  instituting. 

Making,  creating.  Constructing,  building.  Be- 

ginning, setting  about.  Nominating,  naming ;  cal  1- 
ing,  declaring.  Putting,  placing;  laying  (one  thing 

upon  another).  Seeming,  pretending.  Fancying, 

supposing.  Ennobling.  Stipulating,  bargaining. 
A  dwarf  palm-tree.  A  palm  watered  by  rain,  not 
by  art.    A  heifer.    Counterfeit,  forgery,    (pi.  of 

'ii^s^ja^at)  Young  palm-shoots.  Dwarfish  and 
worthless  palm-trees.  Ji^  or  ja^il,  Water  swarm- 

ing with  dead  beetles.  Ju^,  (v.  n.  of  ijj*;*-)  Mak- 

ing. Causing,  rendering.  Nominating,  constitu- 
ting, instituting.  Beginning,  setting  about.  Fancy- 

ing, supposing.  Bargaining.  The  hire  or  reward 
for  any  work.  A  bribe  (to  a  governor  or  judge). 

A  reward  of  forty  dirhams,  to  which  a  person  is 

entitled  for  having  brought  a  fugitive  slave  from 

the  distance  of  three  days'*  journey  and  upwards, 
and  delivering  him  up  to  his  master.  Ja^l,  (v. 

n.  of  (_)>«>•)  Swarming  with  beetles.  Quarrelsome, 
disputatious.  Shortness.  Fatness.  Jw^aZ,  (pi. 

ji^ati)  A  beetle.  Black  and  mean  (man).  Liti- 
gious, quarrelsome.  A  watcher,  a  keeper. 

^y^^  haba'  ju^l,  A  certain  boy's  game.  Ju^l, 
(pi.  of  (Jl*:>-  jifOLV)  Cloths  (with  which  boiling 
kettles  are  taken  off"  the  fire). 

A  ji^dn,  (pi.  of  |Jjc>-_;w^aZ)  Beetles. 

A  Ja^at,  (pi.  (_}-*>■  Ja^)  The  young  shoot 
of  a  jJalm-tree.  A  dwarf  and  worthless  palm-tree, 
or  one  which  the  hand  cannot  reach. 

^         j^^j  Forged,  counterfeit,  artificial. 

A  ja^i,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ •*?')  Keeping  back. 
Muzzling  (a  camel).  Wanting  an  appetite.  Ja^n 

orji^i,  Greedy,  craving.  Ja^m,  (v.  n.  of  j«*>) 
Desiring  greedily.  Having  a  foul  appetite  (a  man, 

camel,  or  dog).  Wanting  an  appetite.  Speaking 

thick  through  a  wide  throat.  Losing  all  his  teeth 

(a  camel).  Ja^m,  Destitute  of  appetite. 
A  ̂\-»«»-  ja^tat,  A  doating  old  woman.  An 

old  she-camel.  The  backside. 

A  'ij^f^  ja^narat,  (v.  n.  of Q)  Drawing 
himself  together  (an  ass  ready  to  rush  and  bite). 

A  'L,**^3a>-ja^nasat,A.  voiding  of  excrement  once. 

A  ju^iuz,  A  miserly  old  man,  glutton- ous and  greedy. 

A  (^y^a^  ju^US,  (pi.  ̂JuS^e\^)  DuUg. 

A  ijxs^  ja^,  Languor  of  body.  A  shrinking and  flaccidity  of  the  skin  and  body. 

A  jaf^ab,  Short  of  stature.  A  dwarf. 

A  J^alx^ji^nzar,  Gluttonous,  greedy.  A  cor- 

pulent glutton. A j}aj>»>-  ja^nzar,  A  corpulent  glutton. 

A  yts»-  ja^v,  A  heap  of  camel's  dung  piled  up 
with  the  hand. 

A  'ii^y^  ju^daf,  The  being  crisp  or  curly. 

Ajya>-ju^r,  (pi.  of  jxa-)  Excrements  of  wild 
birds  or  beasts,  j^*?-     Mmw.Ja^?mr,  The  hyena. 

A  ̂^y»-  ja^val,  A  young  ostrich. 
A  'iJyu>~  ju^Mut,  A  contraction  of  the  skin. 

Languor  of  body.  Short  and  fat. 

A  ja^lat,  (pi.  (JjW-  ja^fil)  Hire. 

p  ̂ jagh,The  ebon-tree.  A  churn-stick.  Jugh, 

A  yoke  for  oxen. 
p  i^^\3i»-  jaglidza,  A  certain  esculentroot.  Bread 

made  of  millet.  A  red  paint  used  by  ladies.  The 



navel  of  any  beast.  Name  of  a  town  in  Persia. 

p  s^\ks>-  jaghala,  A  flock  of  birds.  Unripefruit. 

A  {^%M>  shaghibjaghib,  Tumultuous,  se- 
ditious. 

p  iJL^jJt:>-  jaghbat,  Raw  cotton.  Quilting. 

p  C^^iJtt^  jaghbut,  A  gut-pudding.  Raw  cot- 
ton for  quilting. 

p  Sxs- jughd,  An  owl.  Battlements.  Hair 
knotted  at  the  back  of  the  head. 

p  jk>-  jaghr,  A  frog. 

p  io\jk:>-  jaghr-dha,  A  kind  of  water-moss, 
p  jughrdt,  (in  the  dialect  of  Samar- 

kand) Sour,  coagulated  milk. 

G  esjJjjAs-  jughrafiyo.,  Geography, 

p  iif^  jughard,  Verdure, 

p  ej>**ij)u>-  jaghrista,  A  spinning-rope.  A  reed 
made  use  of  by  weavers  to  wind  their  thread  upon. 

p  jag  hash,  {or  A  particular  es- 
culent vegetable  which  appears  very  early  in  spring, 

p  C^^iJof-  jaghnut,  Cotton  used  in  lining, 

p  dj>k>-  jaghna,  A  large  yellow  bird. 

A  i^Jisf'  jaff  or  juff,  A  troop,  body  (of  men). 
•Tuff,  An  old  man.  Any  thing  hollow.  The  half 

of  an  old  leathern  bottle,  which  they  convert  into 

a  bucket.    The  branch,  dug-up  root,  or  envelope 

of  the  flower  of  a  palm-tree.    A  sheath  or  case  of 

leather.    An  obstruction  which  one  perceives  be- 

tween one's  self  and  an  opposite  object. 
uffu  mdlin,  A  skilful  manager  of  property. 

A  f^\^Sis^  jafs,  (v.  n.  of  la:>-)  Throwing  down, 
prostrating.  Oversetting  (a  cauldron  into  a  dish). 

Casting  up  scum  (a  torrent  or  boiling  pot).  Wip- 
ing off  the  scum  of  a  boiling  pot,  clearing  away  the 

ubbish  carried  down  by  a  stream.  Shutting  (a 

door).  Opening  (a  door).  Uprooting  a  (potherb). 

A  jafdf,  (v.  n.  of  la>-  for  _ji»-)  Oppress- 

mg,  treating  cruelly.  Taking  no  care  (of  one's 
property).  Not  staying  in  (its)  place.  Taking  (the 

saddle  off"  a  horse's  back).  Cioielty^opgression^ 
miquity,  injustice.  Jufds,  Whatever  a  torrent  car- 

ries along  with  it.  An  empty  ship.  Vainly,  use- 
lessly. Scum,  foam. 

p  iii^^.lfls- J a/"a-pesAa,  Tyrannical.  A  mistress. 
A  8  la>-Ja/!pa<,  A  year  in  which  camels  are  prolific. 

A  slia- jM/ai,(pl.of  (jV  jq/t)  Cruel,  stern, fell, 
hard,  austere.  Unjust,  ungodly.  Restless.  Sinners. 

A  jafajif,  Form,  external  appearance. 

P  jo-ff^-joy,  One  seeking  to  oppress. 

A  ̂lis-  joffdhh,  Vain-glorious ;  a  boaster. 

^ j^^Jifar,  Clean  wells.  Camels  abounding 

in  milk.  Horse's  middles,  (pi.  of^as- ja/r)  Lambs 
fourmonthsold.(pl.of»^jM/m<)Middles,centres, 

A  'i^tAst^-jafdsat,  A  suffering  from  indigestion. 
A  uJlfls-  jafdf,  (v.  n.  of  i«fls-)  Being  dried  (a 

washed  garment).  Jufdf,  Any  thing  dried. 

A  'i3\sL^  jufdf  at,  Scattered  bents  of  hay  or  grass, 
p j%\sts>-  jafd-hdr,  A  tormentor,  oppressor. 
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p  (ji^li*.  jafd-kash,  Oppressed,  belaboured. 

p  |_ji:.iXa»-  ;a/'a-/iaA7«,Endurance  of  oppression. 
PjjSjilis-  ;a/'a-/jcs/t,Cruel,severe :  a  persecutor. 
A  (Jli»-  jufdl.  Whatever  a  torrent  sweeps  along 

with  it.  Froth  of  milk.  Much  wool ;  an  entire 

fleece  carefully  picked  up.  Any  thing  characterised 

by  abundance. 

A  &3la>-  jufdlat.  Scum,  which  is  taken  off"  the 
surface  of  a  boiling  pot,  slush.  Whatever  a  torrent 

sweeps  along  with  it.  A  multitude,  a  concourse  of 

people  running  away. 

p  eJlis-  jafdla,  A  flight  of  birds. 

A  (jli>-  jifdn,  (pi.  of  &Ia>-  jafnat)  Trenchers. 
Noble,  liberal  men.  Small  wells. 

A         7M_^arti,Tribes  oi^bakrz,vA^tamim. 
A  'i-i^Scf-  jufdyat,  An  empty  ship. 

A  'isic*'  jaffat,  The  noise  of  the  motion  of  a  ca- 
valcade. Jaffat^or  juffat,  A  multitude,  crowd  of 

people.    All.  'sSL>-  jaffatan  wdhidaian, 

(They  came)  in  one  body.  Juff'at,  A  large  bucket. 
p  \Z,/Ss>- jaft,  Crooked  (old  man)  bent,  doubled. 

A  trellis.  The  roof  of  a  house.  Skin,  rind.  Wrin- 

kled.  Toasted.  A  bunch  of  grapes.  i3_jb  ulAfl:s- 

jafti  ballut,  The  inner  rind  of  the  acorn.  Juft,  A 

yoke.  A  couple,  a  pair,  a  yoke  (of  oxen).  An  even 
number.  A  fellow, a  match.  A  mate.  <^li  CL^Qy 

jufti  falak,  The  sun  and  moon. 
p  lia^  joftd,  Inclined,  bent,  curved. 

p  d^iiy  jvfat-dfarid,  Satyrion. 

pjIm*  lIaO:*-  juft-sdz,  One  of  the  kindsof  music. 
p  '.^}^iSi>-  jaftak,  A  heron.  Juftah,  A  sort  of 

bird  that  is  said  to  have  but  one  wing ;  on  the  op- 
site  side  to  which  the  male  has  a  hook,  and  the 

female  a  ring,  so  that  when  they  fly  they  are  joined, 

and  separate  only  when  they  are  on  the  ground. 

p  ̂̂ ^^^^Sj>-  jaftagi,  Curvature. 
p  (j^fl^  jaftan,  To  turn  the  mind.  To  be  in- 

clined, bent,  curved,  or  crooked.  To  prop  (a  vine). 

To  grow  worse  and  worse  (an  afiliir). 

p  &jkfl5>-  jafta,  Bent,  curved.  A  cupola,  vault. 

A  prop,  vine-arbour.  The  roof  of  a  house.  A 

young  vine-shoot.  Jufta,  The  buttocks,  the  space 
between  the  haunches.  A  kick  made  by  an  animal 

with  his  two  hind  feet.  A  knot.  ̂ ^iSj  iCisis>-  jufta 
zudan,  To  wince. 

p  ̂^Ls>- juftl,  Parity,  equality.  Coupling,  pair- 

ing; copulation.  ^  ham  jufti,  Conjunction, 
union,  equality. 

p  f^SSJ^  jaftidan,  To  bend.  To  prop  (a  vine). 

A  <^s^^  jafjaf.  High  ground,  though  not  very 
steep.  Low  land.  An  extensive  flat.  A  violent 
wind.    Delirious,  raving,  doting. 

A  ftis^  jafjafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Collect- 
ing. Confining,  retaining.  Driving  camels  off  in 

haste  for  fear  of  a  marauding  party.  Urging  for- 

ward a  drove  of  cattle,  so  that  one  is  riding  on  ano- 

ther. The  noise  of  a  company  of  horsemen  travel- 

ling  leisurely  along. 

A        jofMi,  A  being  haughty,  boasting. 

P        jfrf'^i  Doe-skin  parchment  for  writing. 

^jp^jofi',  (v.  n.  of^  )  Being  spacious.  Grow- 
ing (a  lad  or  lamb).  (pl.^Us-^  ajfdr, jlfdr, 

and  8ji»-  jafarat)  A  lamb  four  months  old  (when 
it  begins  to  ruminate).  An  infant  when  his  flesh 

begins  to  swell  and  he  eats.  ̂ ^aU  j«Jy>*  munha- 
dimu'l  jafr.  Stupid,  unintellectual.  '^j^  ̂  
minjafarika  or  jafriha,  On  thy  account.  J  afar. 
The  art  of  making  amulets  or  charms.  Jufar, 

(pi.  of  'ijLy  jufrat)  Horses*  middles. 
A  ijSty  jafrat,  A  well  not  filled  up,  or  par- 

tially filled,  (fem.  of  Jls^jafr)  A  she-lamb  or  fe- 
male child  when  able  to  eat.  (-ilj^As-  mm  ja- 

fratiha.  On  thy  account.  Jufrat,  Middle,  centre, 

inside  of  the  breast.  A  cavity.  A  large  circum- 

ference, circuit  of  country.  (j)\.J>s>-jifar  andjla*- 

jifdr)  The  belly  of  a  horse.  Name  of  a  place  in 
Basra,  famous  for  a  battle  in  the  year  70.  Jafa- 

rat, (pi.  ofjij-  jafr)  Lambs  four  months  old. 
p  jafrasta.  Spinning  thread.  Tongs. 

A  Iff^  jvfurra',  {or  jufurrdi)  The  en- velope of  the  bud  of  the  female  palm. 

A  '^J^  jufar ly.  Maker  of  amulets  or  charms. 

A  'iS^Jiyjafariyat,  A  city  founded  by  Mutawak- 
kil,  the  tenth  of  Abbaside  khalifs;  a  palace  there. 

A^Jfls-  jafz,  Quickness  of  pace. 
A  {j"^  jifs  or  jafis.  Degenerate,  weak,  dull, 

stupid,  unworthy.  Jafas,  (v.  n.  of  (j-i?-)  Being 

pained  at  the  stomach,  suffering  from  indigestion. 

A  jafasha,  (fut.  (jSiatf  yajfishu)  He 
gently  pressed  with  tips  of  the  fingers  (in  milking). 

A  )a.hs>'  jafz,  Fulness,  repletion.  A  ship's  I'ope. 

A        jafa^,  (fut.  ̂ af:)  He  threw  down. 
A  i^S^jafl,  (v.  n.  of  Ji»-)  Passing  lightly, 

swiftly  by.  Hastening,  expediting.  Voiding  dung 

(an  elephant).  Peeling,  stripping.  Picking  (a 
bone).  Shovelling  away  (dirt).  Casting  up  (fish) 

on  the  shore  (the  sea).  Driving  (a  cloud)  about 

(wind).  Stirring  up  and  driving  off"  (an  ostrich). 
Timid  (ostrich).  A  cloud  raining  water.  (pl.J^a*- 
juful)  A  black  ant.  A  ship.  Jiff,  or  jaf  I,  (pi.  JU;?- 

ajfdl)  Elephant's  dung.  Jvff,  (pi.  of  J_ja>-  juful) 
Strong  (winds).    Large  (women), 

A  aias-  jaffat,  Leafy  (tree).  Jiff  at.  One  fleece. 

A  jaflah.  Very  fleshy  (old  woman). 

A  Xalas-  jaflakat.  Hypocrisy  in  walk  or  talk. 

A  JjJ-as"  jafala  ,  Promiscuously. 

A  i^^>^jaf)i,  (v .  n.  of  ̂^Jis>- )  Serving  up  (a  slaugh- 
tered camel)  in  a  lai'ge  dish.  A  vine.  A  sort  of 

grape.  A  vine-shoot,  (pi.  ojfun,  ̂ ^■^\  aj- 

fdn,  and  f^^L»'  jufmi)  An  eyelid.  A  kind  of  fra- 

grant tree.  A  keeping  of  one's  self  from  unclean- 
ness.  Jafn  or  jifn.  The  sheath  (of  a  sword.) 

A  MSiyjafnat,  (pi.  jifdn)  A  large  dish. 

(Jafnat  is  the  largest  dish :  next,  &x^'  has^t, 



'iz^sikfat,  iO^A*  mikalat ;  lastly  'iSL^^ suhayfat). A  liberal  man.  A  small  well. 

A  jafm,  (v.  n.  of  for  Injuring, 

treating  harshly.  Wrong,  injury.  Cruelty,  iniquity. 

A  j^is-  jafwat  ov  jifwat,  Cruelty,  iniquity,  in- 
justice, oppression. 

Aj^h.>-  jvfur,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ^^),  Beconiing  lan- 
guid (a  stallion).  Being  four  months  old  and  ceas- 

ing to  suck  (a  kid).  Being  wide  across  the  flanks. 

Becoming  distended  (the  sides  of  the  body).  Re- 
coverins:  from  sickness. 

A  (  s^h^jvfuf,  (v.  n.  of  (  Cs-)  Being  dried  (a 

garment  that  had  been  washed).  Collecting,  ga- 

thering together,  and  going  off"  with. 
A  Jjfla- (pi.  {^isf  jvft)  Cloud-impelhng 

(wind).  Large  (woman  or  crowd).  Juful,  (v.n.of 

,_}-fl»-)  Passing  rapidly  along  (an  ostrich).  Driving 
(the  clouds)  along  (wind).  Throwing  prostrate. 

Being  disordered  (hair),  (pi.  of  J-as- Joy?)  Black 
ants.  Ships. 

A  ̂ ^jSL>-  jitfun,  (pi.     i^h^  jafn)  Eye-lids. 

A  (_J^  j(ify,{y.n.  of  (_^)  Throwing  prostrate. 

A  's^P->-  y'fyat,  Cruelty,  injustice,  oppression. 
A  j'SLs>-jaJir,  A  quiver  of  leather  without  wood ; 

or  of  wood  without  leather.  A  sheath. 

A  i^iSL»-  jofis,  Degenerated.  Weak,  stupid. 
A  iaxfls-  jcfi^,  Swollen  (carcase). 

A  I— iji=-  jafif,  Dry  (herbage). 

A  ̂yp.^  jaf'il,  Green  corn  cut.  Much  wool. 
A  ̂-s-  jahk,  (v.  n.  of  Js-)  Muting  (a  bird). 
A  &_a».  jihkat,  An  old  worn-out  she-camel. 

p  C^s-  jak,  Churning.  The  sentence  signed 

by  the  judge.  The  fifteenth  night  of  the  month 

^J^XfM  shaman,  called  C^]j>  t--*^  shabi  barat. 

p  eoi>^5-  jakdsha,  A  porcupine. 

p  tdl^is-  jakdk,  Grapes  of  an  inferior  quality. 

jahjakat,  The  ringing  noise  of  pieces 

of  iron  falling  on  one  another. 

p       jahar,  Earth. 

A        jahar,  The  being  necessitous. 

A  ifsr  jakrat,  A  thing  necessary  to  be  done. 

A  'ijf.Cf  jiihayrat,  (dim.  oi'ij^»-  jahrat)  Any 
little  matter  necessary  to  be  done. 

p  jagdra,  Different  ways  or  opinions. 

p  ̂^^^jjXs''  jagttpunistan,  (in  zand  and  Pa- 

zand)  To  write. 

jigar, The  liver.  The  diaphragm.  The  heart. 

Middle  of  any  thing.  Sadness,  sorrow.  Pity,  com- 

passion, sympathy.  Expectation,  i^^jy- ji- 
gar khwurdan,  To  grieve,  be  sorrowful.  To  toil, 

drudge.  \^  jigari  gil,  Bowels  of  the  earth, 

(metaph.)  the  grave.  ̂ 3j"^  ddruA  jigar, 
Medicine  or  cure  for  the  liver. 

p        jts>-  jigar-dgand,  Sheep's  guts  stuffed, 
p  ̂         jigar-band,  The  liver,  lungs,  and 

heart.  A  son.  Any  thing  lean  and  weak. 

p  u->\3       jigar-tdb,  Diseased  in  the  liver. 
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p  &I^li>^=«-j2</ar-ita/"to,  Deeply  in  love.  Hectic. 
p  ftjyij jigar-tishna,  Thirsting,  longing. 

p  T  j'iffC-'Ki^)  A  seller  of  livers,  &c. 

p  Sj^js*"  jigar-khmdra,  A  magician,  sor- 
cerer. A  fabulous  being.  Deeply  afflicted. 

p  \uijS^  jigar-sd,  Wearing  the  liver,  afflictive. 

Fjj**>j.Cs..j?^7a?--so2;,Liver-inflaming,tormenting. 
p  (_/iiL**J jigar-fasddl,  Disease  of  liver. 

p     j^js~jigar-garm,  Hectic.  An  ardent  lover. 

p  dJ^^j^»-jigar-gosha,  A  corner,  lobe  of  the  li- 
ver. The  heart.  A  son.  ^  dJ^^ jfj>-  jigar-goshasi 

man,  An  affectionate  mode  of  addressing  a  child. 

p  jigrana,  A  kind  of  crane. 

p  ij^jj^s-  jagrunitan,  (in  zand)  To  strike. 
p  Jis^  )igari,  Of  thenature  ofliver  (as  colour); 

livid,    (jy-?"  ̂ 3^^  ̂hiki  jigari,  Acornelian. 

^  J^j'S'^j  'Sh  A  cry  of  fear. 
p  a^J^f^  jagija,  A  pot  for  holding  gi'ease. 
p  ̂y>~  jal,  A  lark.  The  inside  or  (according 

to  some)  the  outside  of  the  mouth.  The  midst  of 

the  sea.  A  handle,  hilt,  haft.  Thread.  JwZ,  a  horse- 
cloth. A  veil  (hung  before  a  sanctuary). 

i-dXijuU  bah,  (or  [^^rjuli  rvazagh^A  green  film 
which  floats  on  stagnant  ponds. 

A  J-s-  jalla,  (fut.  ̂^ir.^  yajillu)  He  was  great. 

A  Ij^-  jail,  (v.  n.  of  iJ-»-)  Departing,  emigra- 

ting. Collecting  (camel's  dung).  Clothing  (a  horse). 

Drawing  to  one's  self.  Great,  glorious.  Contempt- 
ible. Jail  or  jvll,  (pi.  ̂^^s^  juluT)  The  sail  of  a 

ship.  A  stalk  of  ripe  corn.  J^aZ/a,  He  shone  in  ma- 

jesty or  glory,  an  epithet  frequently  alluded  to  in 

the  name  of  God,  as,  ̂Is-  j  (J»-  <iJJ\  alldh  jalla  ma 

^la',  God  the  glorious  and  most  high;  (synony- 
mous to  which  are  ,J»-  jalla  jaldluhu  and 

ajliij  hahk  jalla.  shdnuhu).  Jill,  A  male 

camel  shedding  the  front  teeth.  Stalk  of  corn.  A 

gut.  Coarse,  rude.  Great,  glorious,  illustrious.  A 
carpet.  Clothes,  garments.  Jull,  The  site  of  a 

house  or  tent.  minjulliha,  On  thy  ac- 

count. Jull  or  jail,  (pi.  ij^*-  jildl  and  J^f-^ 

ajldl)  A  housing,  covering  for  a  horse.  A  stalk^of 

ripe  corn.  Principal  part  of  a  thing,  t^^^  J>.s- 

julli  ̂ sdkirihi,  The  greater  part  of  his  army,  (from 
p       gul)  A  rose.  A  jasmine. 

A  "^o-jala'j  (v.  n.  of       for  ̂ »-)  Being  supe- 

rior to,  above,  on  the  upper  part.  A  man's  name, 

(v.  n.  of  (_^T^)  Being  bald  on  the  forehead.  Bald- 
ness on  the  forehead.    A  collyrium.  ̂ ^>- 

ibnjala',  A  chief.  One  whose  business  is  clear. 
A  jalds,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ »-)  Throwing  down, 

prostrating.  Casting  off,  flinging  away.  (v.  n.  of 

^Ls-  for  _5^>-)  Leaving  one's  country.  Driving  into 
exile.  Establishing,  confirming.  Scouring,  clean- 

ing, wiping,  polishing.  Making  clear.  Being  clear. 

Banishing  care.  Clearing  one's  vision  with  colly- 
rium. Smoking  a  palm-tree  in  order  to  collect  honey. 

Casting  aside  (a  garment).    Any  thing  clear  and 

distinct.  Em igration,  exile.  ̂ '^^jaldsuyaw- 
min,  The  clear  part  of  a  day.  p  t?*^ 

jaldfi  rvatan  hardan,  To  quit  one's  country.  Jilds, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂Is")  Presenting  a  bride  to  her  husband 
adorned  and  unveiled.  Presenting  a  female  atten- 

dant to  his  bride  (a  bridegroom).  Polishing  (a 

sword),  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ Ijj-)  Opposing,  with- 

standing openly.  A  collyrium  which  gives  a  lustre 
and  clearness  to  the  eyes.  A  style  or  title  of  honour 

by  which  any  one  is  addressed. 

A  jallds,  A  polisher,  scourer.  Detergent, 
detersive,  cleansing. 

A  'i^'!^jaldsaf,(\.ii.oi'^^)  Throwing  down, 
prostrating.  Casting  off,  flinging  away. 

A  ̂^^^jildb,  A  wallet.  A  sword-case, 
p  i^'!^s-juldb,  Name  of  a  poet. 
A  L^'^^  jalldb,  One  who  draws  or  drags  very 

much.  One  who  goes  about  with  slaves  or  cattle, 
who  hawks  things  about  from  place  to  place. 

A  L^"!:)^  julldb,  (from  p(_j1  ̂  gul-db)  Rose- water.  Sherbet. 

A  ̂J^^'^^  julabdn,  Name  of  a  plant. A  jalldbat,  A  noisy,  clamorous,  raving, 

and  bad-tempered  woman. 

A  {..^^^-jaldbib,  (pi.  of  1^1:*-)  Ladies'  veils. 

A  ̂i*.  jildj,  (pL  of  'i4rr  )  Skulls.  Bubbles. A  juldjib,  Old  and  bald  (man), 

p  ̂ys-'^s^'  jaldjil,  A  horse's  poitrel  hung  with 
little  bells.  Little  bells  suspended  from  Arabian 
drums.  A  drum.  A  certain  melodious  bird. 

A  (J^^^-  jaldjil,  (pi.  of  (J^^^  j^D^^)  Bells, 
small  globular  bells  hung  about  the  heads  and 
necks  of  cattle,  or  round  the  rims  of  Arabian  drums 

or  cymbals.  Juldjil,  (An  ass)  braying  loud  and 
clear.  Light,  airy,  cheerful.  Any  thing  stirring 
in  the  mind. 

A  ̂!iJ>i»- jt7a/i,  (v.n.Sof  ̂ is-)  Being  proud  and 
severe  towards  each  other.  Contending  with  ve- 

hemence. Shewing  hatred.  Juldh,  A  torrent  un- 
dermining and  carrying  off. 

A  ,^^»-juldkh,A  river  filling  its  bed  and  sweep- 
ing away  all  before  it. 
A  li^Jo-  jildd,  (v.  n.  3  of  ti>^)  Fighting  with 

swords,  (pi.  of  ̂ils-j/'aZc?)  Quick, active,  brisk,  (pi. 
of  .ii^jalad)  Hard  and  level  grounds.^  (pi.  of  2ij)». 

jaldat)  Camels  yielding  very  rich  milk.  Large 
and  hard  palm-trees.  Camels  which  neither  breed 

nor  give  milk. 
A  t>^=f  jalldd,  A  skinner.  A  dealer  in  hides. 

An  executioner,  or  whipper.  Flagellant. 

p  Sii^ii       jald-ddda,  Polished,  burnished. 

A  'i^i^jalddat,  (v.  n.  of  ;>!=-)  Being  hard  and 
strong.  Hardness.  Activity.  Bravery.  C 

J^tJji  ansdri  jalddat-shi^r,  Brave  auxiliaries. 

A  ̂'^et'  julddili,  (^pl.  jalddih)  Long, 
p  ii^d'^»-jald-dihinda,  A  polisher, furbisher. 

^  ijd':^jallddi,  Executioner's  office.  Cruelty. 



A  i^  'd^s^  jalaziy,  (pi.  of  julziy,  q.v.). 
Julaziy,  Robust,  thick  (camel).  A  swift  pace.  A 
workman,  an  artificer.  A  servitor  in  a  church ; 
a  Christian  monk. 

Aj'^S'jilaz,  Nerves  of  a  camel's  neck  (which 
they  twist  round  bows,  knife-handles,  and  the  like). 

A  'ij*:^  jilazat,  (pl.Jj!^  jaladz)  The  nerve 
of  a  camel's  neck  whipt  round  the  handle  of  abow,&c. 

A  (^^s^  ji7a.9,  A  sitting  with  another. 

A  {^'^^-  jullas,  (pi.  of  julis)  Sitters. 
A  (]A.jald^d)  A  strong  camel. 

A  1 — i'^^julaf,  Mud,  clay. 

A  'ii"^  jalafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  aL»-)  Being  severe, 
hard,  unjust.  Meanness. 

A  julafiz,  Hard  and  strong. 

A  !^'^»-  juldfly ,  Large  (bucket). 
A  i».3^=»  juldkat,  Flesh  (upon  the  bones). 

p jaldffar,  A  book-binder.    A  polisher. 

A  glass-grinder.  A  smoother,  glazer,  cloth-presser.  ! 

A  [y:^»'jalul,  (v.  n.  of  Jt")  Being  great,  illus- 
trious, exalted  in  dignity  and  majesty.  Growing 

old.  Being  proved,  tried,  experienced  in  business. 

Being  contemptible.  Majesty,  glory,  dignity,great- 

ness,  power.  A  pretext.  j  i\s-  jah  ujaldl, 

Dignity  and  eminence.  J"^  j"^  zuljalal 

ma'likrdm,  Glorious  and  honourable.  ̂ J>.<S>^ 
jaldlu'd  <^m,(Gloryofreligion)nameof  acelebrated 
king  of  Persia,  from  whom  the  new  Persian  gera 

called^_J^L?-ja?a%  takes  its  name,  uiil^js-  ̂ j<niin 
jaldlika,  From  reverence  or  regard  to  you.  Jildl, 
The  sail  of  a  ship,  (pi .  of  ,^^jtiU.)  Housings,  horse- 

coverings,    (pi.  of  'ils^juUaf)  Hampers  made  of 
palm-leaves.  Juldl,  (v.  n.  of  Js-)  Being  great  and 
llustrious.  Great,  illustrious.  Large,  bulky.  The 
principal^  part  of  any  thing.  An  ass  braying  loud. 

A  i}"^  jullal,  Great,  illustrious. 

A  'i^'a^jaldlat,  (v.  n.  of  J-s-)  Being  great  and 
llustrious.    Growing  old.    Having  much  expe- 

ience  in  business.    Juldlat,  A  large  she-camel. 
Great,  illustrious  (woman). 

A  'di%>-  jalldlat,  A  cow  that  eats  dung  and 
spoils  her  milk.  Julldlat,  (fem.)  Great. 

A  'ii^':^^  jaldliyat,  Name  of  a  sect  who  wor- 
ship the  more  terrible  attributes  of  the  deity.  The 

followers  of  ijj\si  sayyidjaldl  buklid- 
riy.    A  kind  of  pigeon. 

A  ̂'^s^jildm,  (pl.of       ja/a?ft)  Kids. 
A  ̂"^s-  julldin,  Shaven  he-goats. 
A  'i^'^s^  juldmat,  Shearings  of  wool. 
A  |3*^U-  jaldmih,  Tartar  vestments. 

A  0>ifO%^jaldmid,  Weight,  heaviness,  (pi.  of 

^_)^^juhnud)  Rocks,  large  stones.  Harsh  men. 

p  jaldnak,  A  certain  game.  A  beetle, 
p jildngar,  A  locksmith. 

A  jaldwizat,  (pi.  ofj^s-  jilwdz)  Ser- 
geants or  attendants  on  revenue-collectors. 

A  i%s^jildh,  (pi,  of  'i^s^)  Banks  of  rivers. 
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A  i^jaS^'^^-  juldhiz,  Unwholesome,  unhealthy. 

A  ̂ ^:>-  juldhik,  A  musket-ball.  A  weaver. A  reel  of  thread. 

A  (__>o^=^^"a/aj:z&,  Female  slaves  carried  about for  sale. 

A^'^ss-jaldsiz,  (pl.of  ̂ j^^^j^7a^a^)  Nerves  of 
camel's  necks  twisted  round  the  handles  of  bows. 

A  L^':^^»-jaldsif,  (Years)  destructive  to  cattle. 
A  Jj^j*.  jaldsil,  (pi.  of  jnlil)  Great 

(things).    The  plants  sumdm. 

A  i,.^As-jalb,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^>-)  Drying  up  (blood). 

Healing  (as  a  wound).  Threatening  mischief. 

Committing  a  crime.  Collecting,  convoking.  Shout- 
ing to  a  horse.  A  crime.  Jalb  or  jalab,  (v.  n.  of 

t-^)^)  Drawing,  attracting.  Bringing,  fetching. 

Raising  a  clamour,  making  a  hubbub.  Following 

(a  horse)  behind,  and  driving  him  up.  Gaining, 

providing  for  a  family.  Scheming,  practising  fraud. 

J^tVZ),  A  small  camel's  saddle.  A  saddle-cloth.  The 

curved  timbers  of  a  camel's  saddle.  Julb,  Dark- 
ness of  night.  Julb  or  jilb,  A  thin  cloud  without 

rain.  An  opposing  obstacle  (such  as  a  mountain). 

Jalab,  (v.n.of  i_-*i»-)  Assembling  together,  (pi. 

ajldb)  (Cattle)  driven  from  place  to  place 
for  sale.  Sounds,  clamours,  mixed  murmurs  of 

men  and  other  things.  A  drover,  cattle-dealer. 
A  slave-dealer. 

p  t_/i=>-Ja?aZ),  A  courtezan.  Noise,  tumult,  ci'y. 

A  (_-A&-_;w7/a6,  (pi. of  4__<Jl*-)  Healing( wounds). 

A  -^UU-  julabds,  (pi.  of  (— jallb)  Slaves 
carried  to  market. 

A  <^{A»-  jilbub,  (or  {^XS^^s-  jilibbdb)  (pi. 

jaldbib)  A  long  veil,  a  shift,  or  pelisse 
worn  by  the  Eastern  ladies.    Power,  dominion. 

A j^t\i>-  julubbdr,  A  sheath.  Edge  of  a  sword. 
p  t^jS^^  t^\As>- julbdji  shangarf,  Red  tulips. 

Roses. 

julban,  Pease. 

A  f^^^A»-  jullabdn,  Name  of  a  herb. 
A  julubbdn,  Pease.  Beans.  Chicklings. 

Julubbdn  or  jillbbdn,  A  noisy  fellow. 

A  'ij\A»-jiUhbdnat  or  julubbdnat ,  A  termagant. 

A  'i..^^  jalbabat,  (v.  n.  of  (— t^J'f*-  Q)  Putting  a 
veil  called  jilbdb  on  any  one. 

A  'iA^  julbat,  The  cuticle  which  grows  over  a 
wound  when  healing.  Leather  used  for  or  in  ca- 

mels' saddles.  Part  of  provender  or  of  a  cloud 
separated  from  the  rest.  A  flourishing  shrub.  A 

pot-herb.  A  heap  of  stones  (blocking  up  the  way). 

Adversity.  Scarcity.  Hunger.  Sour  milk  poured 

upon  new  milk  to  curdle  it.  A  brace  put  round 

the  handle  of  a  knife.  An  amulet  enclosed  in  lea- 

ther. A  bit  of  iron  for  mending  a  bowl.  Iron  in 

a  camel's  saddle.  A  place,  country,  district.  Ja- 
labat,  Sounds,  clamours,  mixed  murmurs. 

A  jilhih,  A  deformed  little  old  woman. 
A  serious  mishap. 
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A  'io^^if  jalbadat,  The  neighing  of  horses. 
A        julahiz,  Strong,  robust. 

A  'i^aAsa'  jalbasat,  (for  &«aJ>Ji>-)  Flight. 

A  'sslAc*-  jalbahat,  Mixed  voices,  noise  of  a  mob. 

A  's^\jAc>-  jilib  or  julubndnat,  A  scold,  shrew, 
p        jalbu,  A  plant  resembling  mint, 

p  (^^jJjs-  jalbub,  Ivy. 

p  ̂^J^i^As-  jilbahang,  Seed  of  a  yellow  flower. 

A  ̂^s^jalba',  (pi.  of  ̂.-jAs>.  jaVib)  (Slaves, 
male  or  female)  carried  to  market. 

pjjk_jJi>.77Z&(?2;,Aninformer,make-bate.  Ahalter. 

A  ei:>-jallat,  (v.  n.of  Js-)  Collecting  (camels') 

dung.  Jillat,  (A  she-camel)  until  she  breeds  the 

teeth  Jjb  bdzil.  (A  male  camel)  shedding  the 
front  teeth.  Old  (man  or  men,  camel  or  camels). 

Great  personages,  lords.  Jillat,  jallat,  or  jullat, 

The  orbicular  dung  (of  camels  or  sheep).  Jullat, 

(pi.  iy:^»- jildl  or  ̂y>»-jular)  A  date-basket  (made 
of  palm-leaves),  a  hamper. 

A  CJ^s-jalata,  (fut.  CJjr  yajlitu)  He  struck, 

p  \A^jalid,  (in  zand)  The  skin  of  man  or  beast, 

p  ̂ \A^  Jalfdk,  Wild  sorrel. 

A  ̂   jalaj,  (pi.  of  'iJrr  jalajat)  Skulls.  Bub- 
bles of  water. 

A  i^\J^jiljdb,  (and  jiljabat)  Old  and 

decrepit,  large  and  bald  (man).  Stout  (he-camel). 
A  ̂y^^^  jaljdl.  Clattering  (shower). 

jaljab.  Old,  large,  and  bald  (man). 

jiljabb,  Long,  tall. 
A  &s  .  jalajat,  (pi.       jalaj  and  ̂ ^)^  ji^y) 

The  head,  the  skull.   A  bubble  of  water. 

p  ̂y.^^  jaljal  or  jiljal,  A  bell.  The  bells  of  a 
tambourine.   A  certain  melodious  bird. 

A  ̂̂ ^^  juljul,  (pi.  ̂y^-*:^^  jalaj il)  Little  bells ,  appended  to  tlie  neck  (of  a  camel);  also  those  which 

are  hung  round  about  the  rim  of  a  tambourine. 

Light,  airy,  cheerful,  ratujuljulin, 
Name  of  a  place. 

jidjulan.  Coriander-seed.  Sesame- 
seed.  Heart-strings,  innermost  recesses  of  the  heart. 

f^_J^>-  i^"!^^^  juljiildni  liabashi.  Seed  of  the  black 
poppy,  j*aj<s  jj^^^  juljuldni  misri,  A  certain 
poisonous  plant.    The  Egyptian  lotus. 

A  bX^t^  jaljalat,  (v.  n.  of  ,J-s^  Q)  Striking 
witli  the  hand,  touching  with  the  fingers  (cymbals, 

castanets,  or  a  tambour  de  basque).  Roaring 

(thunder),  Neighing  clearly  (a  horse).  Putting 

in  motion.  Twisting  (a  cord)  tight.  Mixing.  Me- 

nacing, threatening.  The  noise  of  little  bcHs.  A 
loud  rumblins:  noise. 

A  ̂ ^jalh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Is^)  Cropping  (as  cattle 
the  leaves  of  trees).  Peeling.  Julh,  {-^X.  oi  ̂ \ 

ajlali)  Bald.  Jalah,(v.n.of  ̂ »-)  Being  bald  oii'the sides  of  the  head.  Baldness. 

A  jtdlah,  (An  ox)  without  horns,  dodded. 
A  ~\^^  jilhds,  Land  wdiich  produces  nothing. 
A  »^l^^  /?7/<aja<,  Land  which  produces  nothing. 



Ajls^  jilhaz,  Narrow-minded,  covetous. 
jilhaz,  Hairy,  shaggy,  and  large. 

A  jilhan,  Narrow-minded,  covetous. 

jalahat,  Forehead  and  temples,  as  be- 
ing the  part  most  subject  to  baldness. 

A  J_js^  jalhaz,  Narrow-minded,  covetous. 
A  -f-^li^^  jilhitas,  A  country  destitute  of  trees. 
Ak>  jilhiz,  Large-bodied  and  hairy. 

A  ̂̂ ^a^^  jilhizaf,  Hard,  rough  ground.  Large 
and  shaggy. 

jalhamat,  The  twisting  of  a  rope. 

A  jalahmad,  Thick,  coarse,  gross. 

A  fj^^  jilhan,  Avaricious,  narrow-minded. 

A  ̂»-jalkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Filling  its  bed  (a 
river).  Cutting  (a  piece  of  flesh)  with  a  sword. 

Throwing  prostrate.  Striking  the  belly.  Lying 

with.    Lengthen  in  o". 

A  jilkhaz,  Hairy  and  large. 

A  Jfi^^^ jaZaMiZa',  Useless,  good  for  nothing. 
A  ̂̂ ^r^  jilkhitaj:,  A  country  destitute  of  trees. 

Hard,  rugged  ground. 

jilkhiz,  Hairy,  and  bulky  withal. 

p        jald,  Quick,  swift,  brisk.  Onanism. 

A  o\s^jald,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S^)  Striking,  lashing, 
whipping.  Forcing  against  the  will.  Biting  (as 

a  serpent).  Lying  with.  (p\.(_fi^s^jalda')'H.ard, 
strong  (man).  Penis,    (pi.  ajlad,  0^*-  ji- 

lad,  and  julud)  Quick,  active,  brisk.  Jild, 

(pi.  ajlad  and  li^^julud)  A  skin,  hide,  lea- 

ther. Penis.  A  volume.  Juld,(ji\.o?  O^'^ojlad) 
Hard.  Jalad,  (v.  n.  of  t>i=-)  Being  strong  and 
active.  Being  covered  with  hoar  frost  (ground). 

Strength.  Hardness.  Hard  level  ground.  Camels 

or  sheep  that  neither  breed  nor  give  milk.  Large 

camels  without  any  mixture  of  small  ones.  Julud, 

(pi.  of  0^s>-  jald)  Quick,  active,  brisk,  (pi.  of 
O-^s^  jalid)  Hard,  strong.  A  sheep  whose  fostus 

died  in  the  birth.  Skin,  hide.  The  skin  of  a  ca- 

mel's colt  (stuffed  and  placed  before  the  mother, 
who,  thinking  it  alive,  gives  milk  plentifully,  oi- 
suckles  the  young  of  another  camel). 

A  juladas,  (pi.  of  0^^^)  Hard.  Active. 

A     jJ-^  bijildana,  (or  Ao^jUdas)  Plainly. 

A  i^O^jaldab,  Hard.  Strong. 

pjb        jald-haz,  Expeditious,  fleet,  hasty. 
p         jAs-  jald-hazi,  Haste,  speed,  despatch. 
p  jald  ha  jald,  Quickly,  speedily. 

A  'iO^»~jaldat,  (p\.  d"^^  jildd)  A  large  hardy 
palm-tree  which  can  dispense  with  watei-.  A  ca- 

mel yielding  very  rich  milk.  (A  camel)  neither 

breeding  nor  giving  milk.  A  very  fat  she-camel. 
Jildat,  A  single  skin.  A  cuticle.  Jaladat,  Hard, 

level  ground.  A  sheep  whose  foetus  died  in  the  birth. 

Strong  and  active  (she-camel).  Lightness,  activity. 

P  j.i^i  Ol>-  jald-kadam,  Swift  of  foot,  fleet. 
Pj^O^  jildgar,  A  bookbinder. 

P         OJjf  jald-mizaj,  Hasty,  precipitate. 
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A  IjO^  jalda\  (pi.  of  0^  jald)  Strong. 

P  f_fS^jaldi,  Speed, haste,quickness,swiftness. 

A  lils"  julz,  (pi.  manajiz)  A  mole. 
A  >\ii):>-  jilzat,  Hard,  rough  ground. 

A  iAd^  jilzasat,  A  particle  of  such  earth. 

A  Cs  '^y>^  julzly,  ((pi.  ̂'lii':^  jaldz'vj)  Robust, 
thick  (camel).  A  swift  pace.  Workman,  artisan. 

A  servitor,  minister  in  a  temple  or  church,  a  monk. 

Aji^jalz,  (v.  n.  of^U-)  Folding,  enveloping, 
twisting  round.  Extending,  stretching,  pulling. 

Whipping  the  sinew  of  a  camel's  neck  round  a 
knife-handle.  The  thicker  part  of  a  whip.  The 

semicircle  on  the  lower  part  of  the  teeth.  Expedi- 
tious travelling.  The  handle  of  a  whip.  A  sinew 

wrapped  round  the  handle  of  a  whip. 

A  i^jAifjals,  Remains  of  honey  in  a  vessel.  Hard, 

rough  (ground,  tree,  or  honey-comb).  Compact 

(camel).  (A  woman)  keeping  close  at  home.  A 
noble  lady.  High  (ground).  The  country  of 
najd.  The  members  of  an  assembly,  congregation, 

or  convivial  meeting.  A  ditch,  a  pond.  Time, 

season.  A  long  arrow.  Wine.  A  high  hill.  Jils, 

A  companion,  comrade,  messmate.  Dull,  stupid, 
stammering. 

A  -^LJjs-  julasas  (pi.  of  ̂j*«*i=>-)  Companions. 

A  CL>\m1s-  jalasat,  (pi.  of  &*J.:>-)  Sittings. 

A  ̂_^>la5»-  \^»~  jalsa-khafibi,  The  sitting  down 
of  the  khatib  (preacher)  between  the  readings  of 
the  first  and  second  khutbah. 

A  jUsam,  (equiv.  to  ̂ ^j>)  A  pleurisy. 

A  fj\*As-  jullasa7i,  (p  j^IjL.w)  A  rose-garden. 
A  iL*As»  jaJsat,  A  sitting,  meeting;  society. 

Posture,  situation,  seat,  post,  state,  bearing.  Jil- 
sat,  A  mode  of  sitting.    Julasat,  Very  sedentary. 

A  i^\S^=^jullastan,(p  ̂ ^IjLi^)  A  flower-garden. 
A  iX*J>»-  jalsad,  (or  ti-«L*-)  Name  of  an  idol. 

A  ̂^^[:>'  jilsit/,  The  iris  which  encircles  the  pu- 
pil of  the  eye. 
A  ]iAs^ja.lata,  (fut.  Jalsi  yajlitu)  He  lied. 

A  \A»-jalt,  (v.  n.  of  Jai^)  Drawing  (a  sword). 

Voiding  excrement.  Swearing ;  lying.  Shaving 

(the  head).    Flaying  (a  doe). 
A  A^ia^^  jaltas,  Loose  (tooth). 

A  's)ia\js-  jidtat,  Thick  milk. 
A  lM»-j272^aj,Hard,coarse,uncultivated  (land). 

A  ̂j>-  jal^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Pulling  off"  clothes. Jala^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  open  (the  mouth). 
Being  shameless  (a  woman).  Jali^  One  whose 

privities  are  exposed.  Obscene.  Inverted-lipped, 

open-mouthed. 

A  i_^lj»ii>-  jal^b,  Long,  tall. 

A  iol*L=-JaZ^«&a^,  Precipitate  (camel).  Cruel, 

savage,  wicked. 

A  u-*J»ii>-  jal^b,  (-^Ia»1*-  jala^as  or  ̂^^jj^s>- 

jala^a')  Cruel,  savage,  wicked.  Precipitate  and fearless  (camel). 

A'i\jAe^jala^dt,  Strong(3he-camel).  Decrepit. 

A  &jlx*i:s-  jili^dnat,  A  scold,  a  shrew. 

A         ̂ ^^X3t>^:f-jala^a'  al  f^yn,  Sharp-sighted. 
A  6^s>-  jala^t,  The  part  where  the  teeth  are 

seen  in  laughing.    Jali^t,  Immodest  (woman). 

A  Oyfi^jal^d,  Hard,  Arm  (thing).  Dwarfish 

(ass).    Aged  (woman).    Name  of  a  place. 
A  isA>-  jaladat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ijdis-  Q)  Laying 

(one)  prostrate  at  full  length.  Swiftness  in  flight. 

A  la^lassLs-  jula^it  or  jal^tit,  Thick  milk. 

A         jala^a^  (jula^a^or  julu^a^  An  un- 
tractable  camel.  A  hedgehog.  A  beetle.  A  hyena. 

A  'iAA>-  jala^a^t  or  jula^a^t,  A  beetle.  A 
beetle  half  clay  and  half  a  living  insect. 

A         jal^m,  Impudent,  obscene. 

A  i^s-  jalgh,  A  cutting  (with  a  sword). 
A  AA>-  jalghas  Old,  toothless  (she-camel), 

p  ijy^  jalghoza,  A  nut  resembling  the  pista- 
chio.   (_f  Jufi>  ijjii^  jalghozasi  hindi,  A  kind  of 

wild  fruit.    Seed  of  onion. 

A  1  jalf,  (v.  n.  of  i  ai»-)  Peeling.  Strik- 
ing with  a  sword).  Plucking,  tearing  up,  uproot- 

ing. Scraping,  shovelhng  (mud  from  off  any  thing). 

Jilf,  (pi.  juluf)  A  vessel,  case,  repository. 

Any  empty  vessel,  pot,  or  pan.  The  lower  half 
of  a  broken  vessel.  An  animal  embowelled,  and 

skinned,  with  the  head  and  feet  cut  off.  A  skin 

bag  without  head  or  feet.  (pi.  ( — s^k&-\  ajldf)  Se- 

vere, hard,  unjust.  A  kind  of  bird.  A  male  palm- 
tree.  Coarse,  dry  bread.  Bread  without  meat  or 

fish.  The  edge  of  a  loaf.  Juluf  or  jtdf,  Years  de- 
structive to  cattle.  Jalaf,  (v.  n.  of  i—fli*")  Being 

severe,  hard,  unjust. 

p  jilf,  Silly,  trifling.  Fearless. 
A  islAis-  jilf  at,  (or  Ibliiis-  jilfdz)  The  caulker 

of  a  new  vessel. 

A  iiAis-  jalfat,  A  bit  of  camel's  skin  cut,  but 
not  separated,  and  left  for  a  mark.  Jilfat,  A  bit 
of  bread,  hard  and  dry.  A  slice  or  piece  of  any 

thing.  Jilfat  or  jalfat,  The  portion  of  a  pen  or 

writing  reed  lying  between  the  point  and  the  part 
where  the  first  cut  is  made.  Julfat,  A  bit  of  skin 

peeled.  Jalaf  at,  A  kind  of  goat  having  little  hair 
and  of  small  value. 

A  Sibils-  jalfadat,  Sounds,  unmusical  noises. 

flW  jalfariz,  A  wrinkled  old  woman  ;  one 

having  some  remains  of  strength.  A  hardy  old 
she-camel.    A  misfortune.  Heavy. 

Ajiis^  jalfaz,  A  she-camel  hard  and  thick. 

Strong  and  hard. 
A  slaflAs-  jalfatat,  The  careening  (of  a  ship). 

A  jalfazat,  The  careening  (of  a  ship). 

A  ̂\i>-jalh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji:>-)  Shaving  (the  head). 

Making  conspicuous.  Shooting  with  a  balista. 

Laughing  with  wide-open  mouth.  Peace,friendship. 
T  jalk,  Mastupration,  onanism,  p  JjV 

^^dj  jalk  zadan,  To  onanise,  pollute  one's  self. P        julh,  The  thousand  and  eightieth  part 



of  an  hour,  or  25920th  part  of  a  night  and  day. 

A  ̂^^jillih,  A  sort  of  grain  grown  in  Yanian. 

A  word  used  in  calling  to  a  camel.  Jillik  or  jil- 
laky  Damascus,  or  the  adjacent  country. 

A  'sS^s>-  jalakat,  The  part  where  the  teeth  are 
visible  in  laughing.  Jilihat,  An  old  woman.  A 

decrepit  she-camel. 

A  '&al»-  jillikat  (or  jilikkat)  An  old  wo- 
man.   A  decrepit  she-camel. 

p  {J}\»'  jalak,  A  small  melodious  bird, 

p  jalhara,  Opposite  ways  or  opinions. 

A  JIs-  jalal,  A  vast  and  momentous  affair.  A 

light  and  trifling  concei-n.  udiii*-  minjalaliha, 

On  thy  account.  Julal,  (pi.  of  ̂J^julla')  Dif- 

ficult and  important  affairs,  (pi.  of  'ii^  jullat) 
Date-hampers  made  of  palm-leaves. 

A  jj*-  jalama,  (fut.        yajlimu)  He  cut. 

A  ̂c>-  jalm,  (v.  n.  of         Cutting  (flesh  off 
the  bones).  Shaving.  Shearing.    Jilm,  The  tal- 

low of  sheep.  Jalam,  Shears.  Any  cutting  instru- 

ment,   (pi.  ̂^^>-  jilam)  A  buck.  A  kid.  A  flock, 
species  of  sheep  with  long  legs,  and  without  hair 

(frequently  met  with  in  Taif  in  Arabia).   A  tike. 

A  mark  made  upon  a  camel  (by  burning).  The 

moon  (particularly  new  moon  first  appearing), 

p       jilm,  Name  of  a  country  in  the  Panjab. 

SY  jahnasa,  A  cucumber. 

A  jilmaz,  Greedy,  wishful,  hankering 

after  every  thing. 

A  ̂^-^  jihnali,  The  sinew  of  a  camel  (which 
they  twist  round  a  bow  to  strengthen  it). 

A  ̂J'-^  jalamani,  (dual)  A  pair  of  shears. 
A  &^j9-  jalmat  or  juhnat,  The  entire  carcase  (of 

slaughtered  beast).  Jalamat,  (A  sheep)  skinned, 
drawn,  with  the  head  and  trotters  cut  off. 

jalmaliat,  A  shaving  the  head. 

A         jalmad,  A  huge  stone.   A  cow  or  ox. 

A  stern  man.  A  large  herd  of  camels.   Aged  ca- 
mels. Upwards  of  100  sheep.  Jilmid,  A  stone  in 

water,  the  upper  part  appearing  above  the  surface. 

A  ii^J^  jalmadat,  A  hard,  rough,  severe  man. 
Stony  ground. 

A  j>,ji^  jalmariz,  A  she-camel  hard  and  thick. 
A  alx^  jalmatat,  A  shaving  (of  the  head). 

A  ̂ji^jalmak,{T^\,  ̂ <'ih^  )  A  tunic  open  in  front. 
A  aSi^jalmahat,  A  warping  (a  bow)  with  gut. 

A  julmud,  A  great  stone.  Aged  camels. 

A  sj^»-jalan,l^\xe  sound  of  a  pair  of  folding-doors 

when  striking  against  each  other  (the  one  called 

^rs-  jalan,  the  other  ̂   halak). 

Aj\j\»-jullandr,  (PjUI)  Pomegranate-flowers. 
A  CfJ^-^s~  jullanariy,  Pomegranate-coloured. 
A  slxi:*-  jalambat,  A  fat  woman. 

A  iaxll&-  jalambat,  A  lion. 

^  i3^"f^  jalambalak.  The  noise  of  opening  or 
of  slamming  together  of  large  folding-doors. 

^  ij^.-*'-^^  julanjabin,  (from  p  gul 
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angulnn),  Conserve  of  roses  made  with  honey. 

A  ss>-^^^  jalanjuja.  Pennyroyal. 

A  ,^^6S!>s>-  jalandah.  Heavy,  unwholesome. 

A  'ist-s^  julandahat,  Hardy  (she-camel). 
A  J  Jjis-  jalandad,  Mischievous,  worthless. 

A  ̂'jXs-  jalanza' ,  Strong  and  coarse  (camel). 

A  f^>j,J}^ jidnisi'in,{p ^j>,j*>4^  J.^)  Sweet-briar. 

A  ̂^^3^^  jalanza',  Broad-shouldered. 
A  iyoAs^jalan/dt,  Dry  bread  without  meat. 

A  WJiAs^  jilinfdt.  The  caulker  of  a  new  vessel. 

A  jalanfa^  Weak  in  mind,  dull,  stupid. 

A  jalanfa^t.  Corpulent,  big-bellied 
(she-camel)  ;  also  one  aged,  with  some  remains  of 
strength  ;  or  one  whose  nose  has  been  perforated. 

p  i,^Jj\»-jiling,  Jingling  of  chains  and  the  like. 
A  kind  of  silken  stuff  wrought  with  gold  and  silver 

or  not.  Stalk  of  cucumbers,  gourds,  melons,  and 
the  like.    A  shrimp. 

A  jalw,  (v.  n.  of  for  jl*-)  Leaving  a 

place,  emigrating.  Polishing,  scouring,  furbish- 
ing. Driving  away  care.  Making  clear.  Being 

clear.    Driving  into  exile. 

p  jalav,  A  horse-bridle.  A  horse  led  for 

parade.  JaZw, Ji7m,  orjwZz<,  A  roasting-spit.  Brisk, 

saucy.  Ill-tempered. 

A  A^»-  jahvdf,  (fern,  of  Jj^^  ajla')  Unclouded 
(sky).  Bald  about  the  forehead.  Wide  (forehead). 

A  jihvdh,  A  widely-extended  country. 

A  '^^^  jilwdhh,  A  wide  valley  full  of  water. 
p  jalmad.  Ill-temper,  bad  disposition. 

Ai\^i»-j7Z/ya2,(pl.5ij^L>-Ja/aw«caf)  Asergeant 
or  attendant  on  the  collector  of  tribute  or  revenue. 

P(^fi>  I  ̂Is-  jalu-dlian,  An  iron  spit. 

A  'ii^i^  jalubat,  Any  thing  brought  from  any 
place  for  sale.  Male-camels.  Camels  employed 
in  the  transport  of  goods. 

A  ̂jii^  jalawbah.  Clamorous,  noisy  (man). 

A  'ij\>-  jihvat,  julwat,  or  jalwat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂I;>- 
for ̂ >-)  Presenting  a  bride  to  her  husband  adorned 
and  unveiled.  Presenting  a  female  servant  to  his 

bride  (a  bridegroom).  A  female  servant  presented 

by  the  bridegroom  to  the  bride.  The  nuptial  bed ; 

also  the  place  where  the  bride  sits  adorned  and  un- 
veiled (in  which  situation  she  is  seen  only  by  her 

husband).  Splendour,  p  J  i jilwa  dddan, 

To  dress  (a  bride).    To  adorn,  adjust,  polish. 

p  I— -'^s-       jalu-chob,  A  wooden  spit. 
p  i^^lsa-  jalud,  A  city.    A  village. 

A  ii^W  julud,  (pi.  of  iii»-)  Skins,  hides.  Penes. 

Pj^tijLs-  jalav-dar,  An  attendant,  a  groom. 
A  iL^^i^  juludat.  Strength,  agility. 

A  L^iijii-  juludiy,  A  skinner,  tanner,  currier. 
A         jillawz.  Hard  and  thick. 

V y>^j^i^  jalav-rez,  Full  speed,  great  expedition. 

pJ^_»-jaKs!,(or»jjL9-JaZMza)Tlie  pistachio-nut. 

Aj^^  jillarvz,  A  filbert-nut.  Bold.  Robust. 
A  ij^c^  jalwazat,  Lightness,  expedition. 

A  i^y^  julus,  (v.  n.  of  (j<J*-)  Sitting.  Sit- 
ting down  to  table.  Beginning  of  a  reign,  acces- 
sion to  the  throne,  coronation.  (Men)  sitting  toge- 

ther, (pi.  of  (jJU-  jaZis)  Sitters.  Oiilxwi 

(^^Xmjulusi  sa^dat-mamuSjUhe  august  and  glo- 
rious accession,  p  i^<^J^ (^^^  julus  Itardan,  To 

sit,  to  sit  down.  To  ascend  the  throne. 

A  I^Ijm^^  julusiy,  Of  the  beginning  of  a  reign. 
A         jalut,  Impudent  (woman). 

A  julu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂is")  Unveiling  herself. Drawing  the  foreskin  back  behind  the  gland  (a  boy). 

A  ( — f^jLs-  juluf,  (pi.  of  ̂.Jdcf  jilf)  Magazines. 

Empty  butts. 

A  julul,  (v.  n.  of  |_y?-)  Being  banished, 
living  in  exile.  Taking  the  greater  part  or  heart 

(of  any  thing),    (pi.  of  J*-  jail)  Sails  of  ships. 

A  ̂"^ji^^-  jalawldf,  Name  of  a  Persian  village. 
p  iXJjis-  jalwand,  A  lamp,  a  candle. 

p  i^X>^^  jalunak,  Melon  or  cucumber-stalks. 

A  t^i^  jilwa,  Splendour.  (See  'ijjh>-  jilwat). 
p  »o  Hjj^  jibva-gdk,  A  bride's  apartment,  in 

which  she  is  unveiled  by  her  husband.  The  world. 

jilwagar.  Manifest,  conspicuous. 

p  ̂ jji  8j1j>-  jilwagari,  Conspicuity,  splendour. 
Blandishment,  loveliness. 

p  jabvi,  A  mincing  gait.  Suite. 

p  y>_^^  jihv'iz,  A  bridle-rein.  Picked,  chosen. 
A  sycophant,  informer. 

A  lA^  jalh,  (v.  n.  of  &1^)  Carrying  away  (gra- 

vel). Driving  or  turning  one  back  from  any  ar- 
duous affair.  Laying  open  to  view.  Raising  the 

turban  from  off  the  forehead.  Jalah,  ( v .  n.  of  ) 

Experiencing  a  partial  loss  of  hair  on  the  forehead. 

p  julla,  A  fungus.  A  basket,  canister.  A 

ball  of  thread.  A  date-tree.  A  jar,  drinking-vessel. 

A  t-jl^i*-  jilhdb,  A  low  place,  a  valley. 

A  jalhat,  (pi.  i'^}^  jildh)  A  large  round 
rock.  A  street  or  quarter  of  a  city.  An  encamp- 

ing-place  for  travellers.  Side  of  a  valley.  Partial 
baldness  before.  Dates  dressed  with  milk  and  butter. 

A  jalhazat,  (v.  n.  ofJi^Ls-  Q)  Being  silent 
on  a  subject  with  which  one  is  acquainted. 

A         julhum,  A  large  mouse. 

A  jul  or  julhamat.  The  side  or  course  of 

a  river  or  valley.  Affliction.  A  great  thing.  Im- 

portant affair. 
A  julhum,  A  great  body  of  men. 

A  jaly  (v.  n.  of  ̂»-)  Polishing.  Jily,  A 
small  window  in  the  roof  of  a  house. w 

A  julla',  (pi.  ̂_^i>■  julal)  An  important,  mo- 
mentous affair.  ibnu'l  jalla\  Name  of 

an  eminent  man  amongst  the  Sufis. 

A  ̂)>»-  jaViy,  Clear,  manifest,  evident.  Bright, 
shining,  resplendent.  Large,  plain  (hand- writing). 
Distinctly-sounded  (letter),  ̂ ^s^  fasli  jaU, 
A  season  before  the  commencement  of  the  rains  in 
which  a  crop  of  rice  is  cut  (in  India).         j  t,.^^ 



hhafl  ujaR,  Hidden  and  discovered. 

jallyu's sadr,  Most,  eminent,  supreme. 
A  i^y^^  jilliyan,  Plain,  manifest,  clear,  open. 

A  i-^U-  jalib,  (pi.  ̂^^i^  jalba'  and  ju- 
lahas)  (A  slave)  carried  about  for  sale.  (pi.  ̂ ^^i^ 

jalba'  or  u-^o^l*- )  A  woman  carried  about  for  sale. 
A  &J>_*L9-  jaUhat,  Cattle  driven  about  for  sale. 

A        jaUyat,  (fem.  of  '^^^  jo-^^y)  Clear,  ma- 
nifest. Lucid.  True  intelligence. 

A  (JL^-As-  jalif,  (for  i^As-)  Hard  and  active. 

julayhas,  The  distinctive  symbol  used 

by  the  tribe  of  ̂ S-  ghnnayy. 
jaWiat,  A  shaking  of  a  churn  in  order 

to  extract  the  butter. 

A  i^As^  jalid,  (pi.  juladas,  li^ks-^  ajlad, 

i^'!)^jilddf  and  d^julud)  Hard, strong.  Nimble, 
active.  Frost,  hoar-frost,  ice. 

A  8ii.-L>-  julaydat,  A  pellicle,  membrane. 
A        jilsiz,  A  dwarfish  woman. 

py}^  jaliz,  A  halter.  A  mischief-maker. 

AjjX>-  jaliz,  Expeditious  travelling.  ^ 
A  {j^i^  jalis,  (pi.  AmS^  julasuf  and  (^^»- 

7?/^Zas)  A  compamon,comrade, guest,  chum.  j_^lft]^ 

al  hazi'l  jalis,  Name  of  J-^J_j{J\ 

u-jljlsi-  ̂ hdu'l  ̂ zizu  'hnu  juhhah. 

A  's!^^^jalitat,  A  sword  fallingfrom  the  sheath. 
A  ̂^jali^  A  woman  who  does  not  screen  her- 
self when  lying  with  her  husband. 

A  i—PJi^  jalif,  A  kind  of  pulse.  Peeled.  Se- 
vere, liard,  unjust. 

A  'is.A:>-  jalifat,  (pi.  i.JiS':^  jalasif,  i.^si!h>-ju- 
Jvfovjulf)  A  fatal,  deadly  season. 

—  A  ,JjA»-  jalil,  Great,  glorious,  illustrious.  The 

plant  j»V  sumam.,  used  in  covering  houses  or  fenc- 
ing tents.  A  tsle-bearer.  Coarse,  rough,  gross, 

(pi.  jillat  and  ajillat)  Old,  aged,  expe- 

rienced. j(^a5\  ̂yA:>-  jaUlu''l  kadr,  High  in  dig- 
nity, august,  illustrious.  (JjJ:»-  jalilu'l 

i^ibar,  Greatly  revered. 

p  JjA?-  julayl,  A  horse-cloth.  A  covering  for 
a  camel-litter.  Name  of  a  man  who  kept  many  cats. 

A  'e^jAsf  jalilat,  (A  camel)  which  has  brought 
forth  once.    (pi.  ̂yA^-jalil  and  J %>-jilal)  A  large 

palm-tree  laden  with  fruit.  Illustrious  (woman). 
A  isS^  jalih,  Clear  of  gravel,  sand,  or  grit. 

A  &fAL>-  jalihat,  Dates  dressed  with  milk  and 
butter.  A  place  whence  gravel  has  been  removed. 

p  ̂ jam.  Name  of  an  ancient  king  of  Persia, 
whom  they  confound  with  Solomon  and  Alexan- 

der the  Great.  A  monarch,  a  great  king.  The 

pupil  of  the  eye.  The  second  of  the  ten  intelligences. 

Pure,  free,  exempt.    Essence,  nature,  person. 

A  jamm,  (v.  n.  of  Jls-)  Resting,  recruiting 
his  strength  (a  jaded  horse).  Leaving  (water)  to 
collect.  Being  fleshy  (a  bone).  Filling  (a  mea- 

sure), augmenting  its  volume.  Water  collected,  or 
flowing  into  a  well.  A  mass  of  water.   A  heaped 
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measure.  (pl.j»l»*«-Jmam and ^tj^jumum) Much, 
abundant,  inexhaustible.  The  larger  portion  of 

noontide.    Name  of  an  ancient  king  of  Persia. 

al  jammu'l  ghafir,  A  great  multitude. 
J^im???,  A  devil  or  devils.  J2<m?«,  A  kind  of  shell-fish. 

A  \^  jamas,  (v.  n.  of  (__5»>-)  Bemg  angry  at. 
A  person,  body,  individual. 

aW^  jama!  or  jtima',  The  swell  of  the  breasts, 
or  other  parts  of  the  body.  A  little  swelling,  pim- 

ple. A  stone  rising  above  the  surface  of  the  ground. 

The  back,  surface.  A  quantity,  measure.  Motion 

(of  an  embryo).  A  collection. 

A  \^»-  jamman,  In  a  heap,  crowd,  pell-mell. 

A         jamas,  (or  'iA^  jamasat)  Body,  indi- 
vidual existence.  A  swelling. 

A  f^!>-javimds,({em. of  '^»-\ajamm)  Unadorned (woman).  Smooth,  bare.  A  helmet.  (A  sheep) 

without  horns,  dodded.  (A  woman)  having  round 

elbows,  fleshy-boned. 

A  jamdjim,  (pi.  of  jumjumat) 
Skulls.  Chieftains.  Tribes  to  which  families  trace 

their  origin.  Beams  of  ploughs. 

A  '^^j^\^^jamdjimiy,A  maker  of  plough-beams. 
A  jimah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ v>-)  Being  restive, 

refractory  (a  horse).  Running  fast.  Eloping  from 

(her)  husband  (a  woman),and  goingto  (her)  friends. 

Being  self-opiniated.  Throwing  (one  hock-bone 
against  another)  so  as  to  drive  (it)  from  (its)  place. 

A  jummdh.  Soldiers  flying  (from  battle), 

(pi.  j amdmih  and ^\^jamdmih) A  round- headed  arrow  with  which  boys  learn  to  shoot.  A 

knob  on  the  top  of  a  stick,  for  boys  to  play  with. 

Spikes  growing  from  the  heads  of  withering  grass. 

A  i-^lv?"  jamad,  A  dry  season.    (Ground)  un- 
watered  with  rain.  (A  camel)  wanting  milk.  Any 

thing  not  growing  or  increasing,  inorganic ;  a  fos- 

sil.   v_«a^\  lilvf  jamddu'l  haff,  Frozen-handed, 
stingy.  Jamdd  or  jimdd,  A  sort  of  garment.  Ji- 
mdd,(j}\.  of       jumd  and  jumud)  High  places. 

Jamddi,  A  term  of  reproach  addressed  to  a  miser. 

aJ  olv?-  jamddi  lahu,  May  ill-luck  attend  him  ! 
A  (il^Ja- Jamma(Z,Sharp(sword).  A  vender  of  ice. 

A  C-»\jlv?-  jamdddt,  Minerals,  fossils. 

A  (^t-^Wr  jumdda',  (pi.  ObiiU*-  jumddaydt) 
Name  of  two  months  (the  fifth  and  sixth)  of  the 

Arabian  year.  Jj^^  ̂ d\^jumddal  arvmal^^j] 

ula'  or  f  t  sT-  hhamsat)  Jumada'  the  first,  d^iil**- 

^\ jumdda' I  dhhir,  {^J'-^  ukhra'  or  'slu»  sittat) 
Jumada'  the  second.  S^i/oW  c^i^W  jumdda' jdmi- 
dat,  A  tearless  eye. 

A  (^lilv?-  jamddiy,  Inanimate,  inorganic. 
A        jamdr,  A  crowd.  Jimdi;  {^\.  oi  ij^) 

Small  stones  (thrown  in  the  solemnities  of  Mecca). 

A  jlXs-  jummdr,  The  pith  of  a  palm-tree.  ̂ Us- 

j^\jdmmdru'nnahr,(equiYa\enttOj^\j^i>-jdru'n 
nahr)  Name  of  a  plant  resembling  the  water-lily. 

A  l^J^  jamdra  or  jamdran,  All,  the  whole. 

Aj\^jammdz,  Quick  (camel).  Capering  (ass). 

A  'ij^  jummdzat,  A  woollen  waistcoat.  Quick travelling  (she-camel). 

p  ̂J^*!^^^jammdzwdn,  Camel-keeper  or  leader. 

p  ̂ j^^  ̂   jam-isparm,  A  creeping-plant. A  jumdsiy.  Cold  and  frosty  (night). 

p  (_j*>W>-  jamdsh,  Cheerful,  sprightly.  A  de- 
ceiver, cheat.  Deceit.  Drunken.  Jollity,  mirth, 

impudence.  Drunkenness,  revelry,  riot.  Fierce- 

ness, roughness.  Decorator,  adorner.  ̂   ̂jIj^jI**- 

jamdshdni  gul.  Flower-gatherers. 
A  jimdsh,  The  part  between  the  top  of 

a  well  and  the  parapet. 

p  (^l!J>-  jammdsh.  An  amorous  glance. 
A  jammdsh.  One  who  toys  with  women. 

A         jimdz,  Coarse,  thick,  rugged,  cruel. 

A  ̂V?"  jimd^  (v.  n.  3  of  Jjs-)  Consenting, 
agreeing.  Concubitus,  coitus.  All,  universal.  A 
multitude,  sum  total,  whole.    A  large  cauldron. 

jimd^'l  ism,  Wine. 
A  ̂ils-  jammd^  One  who  indulges  much  in 

venery.  Jummd^  Any  thing  heaped  and  piled  to. 

gether.  A  mixed  crowd  of  men.  u-ft5^^  ̂ lv>-jwm- 

ma^M  'I  kaff,  A  handful. 
A  '&s\^^  jamd^.t  A  crowd,  troop,  body.  A 

heap,  collection.  A  meeting,  assembly,  senate,  mote, 

council,  congregation.  A  faction. 
»^  A  ̂y^jamdl,  ( V.  n.  of  ,J.»s-  )  Beingfair,  comely, 
becoming.  Elegance,  beauty,  grace  (of  body  or 

mind).  Handsomeness  of  nose  or  features.  t—^s-Uo 

sdhibijamdl,  Beautiful.  jamdlalia, 

Take  care  of  your  behaviour.    (Jj<a!>  ̂   ̂   uilJU*- 

jamdlaha  an  Id  taf^la  hazd.  Mind  your  cha- 

racter and  do  not  act  thus.  Jimdl,  (pi.  of  ̂Jv>-  y'a- 
maZ)  Full-grown  camels.  Jumdl,  Very  handsome 

A  jammdl,  (pi.  ̂^\X>'  jammdlun)  A  ca- 
mel-owner or  driver.    Jummdl,  Very  handsome. 

A  jam,  jim,  or  jumdldt,  (pi,  of 

jamal)  Full-grown  camels. A  jimdlat,  A  troop  of  he-camels  without 

females,  (pi.  of  jamal)  Full-grown  camels. 

Jum,jam,  or  jimdlat,  A  herd  of  she-camels  with- 
out any  males.  A  portion  of  a  tribe.  Horses, 

(pi.  of        jamal)  Full-grown  camels. 
A  's^\Xs^  jammdlat.  Camel-owners. 
p  cL^Jlv?"  jimdlug.  Name  of  a  famous  robber. 

A  l^^^jumdliy,  Large,  strong  (camel  or  man). 
A  jumdllyat  Strong  (she-camel). 

A  jamdm,  (v.  n.  of  )  Resting  (an  eX' 
hausted  stallion).  Recruiting  his  strength  (a  jaded 

horse).  Rest.  A  heaped-up  measure  of  corn.  Ja- 

mdm, jimdm,  or  jumdm,  (v.  n.  of  jia-)  Filling  full 
(a  measure).  Jimdm,  Fulness  (of  a  cup  of  water) 

Tribes,  the  parents  of  families,  (pi.  oi^^^-jamm) 

Much.  (pi.  of  'e^  jam^nai),  Reservoirs.  Jumdm 
or  jimdm.  The  spermatic  lymph  of  a  stallion  col 
lected  in  his  loins.    A  heaped-up  measure. 
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A  ̂\!^  jammam,  A  heaped-up  measure. 

A  ̂ L«>-  jamamih,  (poet.  ̂ W?"  jamumili) 
of         jummah)  Round-headed  arrows  with 

which  boys  learn  to  shoot.    Knobs  on  the  heads 

of  sticks  with  which  boys  play.    Spikes  growing 

from  the  heads  of  dry,  withering  grass. 

A  jamamls,  A  kind  of  mushroom, 

p  '^uman,  A  kind  of  wood,  the  exterior  of 
which  is  black,  and  the  inside  of  a  pistachio-green. 

A  juman,  A  pearl.  A  globule  of  silver 

resembling  a  pearl.  A  belt  or  girdle  of  leather 

adorned  with  gems  or  beads. 

A  ̂J^ts^jamman,  Heaped-up  (measure). 

p  ;3l»?-  jamani,  A  cup-bearer. 

A  '^^s>-  jummamy,  Long-haired  (man). 
jamaliir,  (pi.  of  jumhur)  Re- 

publics, commonwealths.  \J^^  jamahiri 

nasara',  The  Christian  republics. 
A  (_)5l»s-  jamaAl,  Full-grown  camels. 
A        jammat,  A  reservoir  of  water.  A  well 

full  and  overflowing.  A  crowd,  troop,  (pi. 

jumam)  The  hold  of  a  ship,  in  which  bilge-water 
collects.    A  great  part  of  noonday.    Jammat  or 

jummat,  A  crowd.  He  who  demands  the  pretium 

sanguinis  for  a  slaughtered  kinsman.  Jummat, 

Hair  flowing  over  the  shoulders.  The  part  of  the 

head  where  the  hair  is  collected  or  tied  up,  espe- 

cially the  forehead.    The  knotty  parts  of  plants 

whence  the  flowers  spring.  , 

p  ̂ ^i^  jamtud,  Exulting  in,  reviewing  with 

complacency  good  deeds  done  by  one's  self. 

A  jyL^»-  jumsur,  Earth  or  dust  heaped  up. 
jam-jah,  Place  of  assembly.  Imperial. 

A  jamjam,  A  sort  of  rustic  shoe, 

p  j*^^  jumjum,  A  kind  of  shoe,  the  under  part 
made  of  rags,  the  upper  of  string. 

A  'i^^^  jamjamat,  (v.  n.  of  j*^*^  Q)  Mutter- ing. Keeping  concealed  in  the  breast.  Destroying. 

Jumjumat,(^Tp\.  jumjum  and  jamajhii) 

The  skull.  A  wooden  cup.  The  beam  of  a  plough. 

A  kind  of  measure.  A  well  dug  in  a  brackish  place. 

A  ̂ jamh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^»-)  Being  refractory, 
vicious  (horse).  Being  self-opiniated.  Running 
away  (as  a  wife  from  her  husband  to  her  relations, 

without  leave).  Throwing(one  huckle-bone  against 
another).  Running  fast. 

A  s^a^i^  jamJiazat,  An  infant's  swaddling- 
bands.  A  rope  for  tying  the  legs  of  an  animal  about 
to  be  slaughtered. 

A  jummahl,  The  meat  inside  a  shell. 

^»^j«'«^/ijAbeingproud.  Pomp,pride,glory. 

A  ̂^juvimahh,  (pi.  of  voW)  Proud,  boastful. 
A  j-^  jamkhar,  Large  and  hollow  (reed). 

A j.)^^  jumkhur,  Hollow  (reed,  or  like  thing). 

A  d^jamd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Freezing,  congeal- 

ing (water  or  blood).  Being  frozen-hearted,  un- 

feeling, stingy.    Being  due,  necessary.  Cutting. 
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Congealed.    Jumd,  jumud  and  jamad  (pi. 

ajmdd  and         jimad)  High  ground.  Jamad, 

Ice.  Snow.  (pi.  of        jdmid)  Congealed,  con- 
sistent.   Rigid.    Fossils,     p  j^^i*-  li-**-  jamadi 

chirii,  Native  alkaline  salt. 

p ji^^  jamdar,  (said  to  be  derived  from  u.Aj^ 

Jaw&,  Side,  andjJt^ar,  Rending)  A  kind  of  weapon. 

K j\s>-  jamr,  (v.  n.  of jV?-)  Giving  (one)  alive 

coal.  Putting  away.  Warding  off".  Assembling, 
flocking  together.  J umping  in  fetters  (a  horse). 
Live  coals. 

jamardt,  {^\.o{  'ij^»- jamrat^  Live coals.  Name  of  three  tribes. 

A  iy,^  jamrat,  (pi.  jamr  and  C^\j^ 
jamarut)  One  live  coal.  Gravel,  or  small  pebbles. 
Heat  from  the  ground.  A  troop,  especially  a  body 

of  1000  horse.  A  tribe  made  up  from  several,  or 
which  contains  300  horsemen.  A  sacred  solem- 

nity or  peregrination  performed  in  the  valley  of 

Mina,  near  Mecca,  in  which  they  defy  and  throw 

stones  at  a  figure  representing  the  devil.  It  is  per- 

formed thrice,  and  is  Jjj^^  'ij^  jamratu'l  ula'' , 

J^a*>»j)\  'ij^  jamratu^l  wusia',  and  *j;V>- 
jamratu'l  ̂ kahat,  First,  middle,  and  last. 
p  jumra,  Vapours,  warm  exhalations  ris- 
ing out  of  the  earth  in  the  spring. 

p  {Jtj*'^  jam,  jum,  or  jimri,  Poor,  mean. 

Ay^jamz,  (v.  n.  ofjv?-)  Travelling  quick  (a 
camel).  Travelling  (a  man).  Deriding,  joking, 

sneering.  Jamz  or  jmnz,  {j^\.jy^  jumuz')  The  re- mains of  a  cluster  of  dates. 

A jumzdz,  A  lump  of  dates  or  of  iai'\  ahit. 
The  seed-pod  or  capsule  of  a  plant. 

A  f^j'^  jumzdn,  A  species  of  the  date. 

A  'ij^»-jumzat,{^\.y^jumaz~)  Alumpofdates 
or  laj\  akit.  Tlie  seed-pod  or  capsule  of  a  plant. 

A  ijjv?-  jamzarat,  (v.  n.  of  jj^s-  Q)  Retiring 
through  timidity,  running  away. 

A  ijy^jamza' ,  (v.  n.  ofy^)  Travelling  quick 
(man  orcamel).  JaTOa2:a',Fleet(ass,camel,orhorse). 

Ajy>,y^  jamztnar,  A  horse  white  on  the  face, 
belly,  and  two  fore-legs. 

p  ̂ ju^  jams,  Ice.  ' 
A  'i,**>^  jamsat.  Fire.  Jumsat,  (pi.  i^ju^jums) 

Half-ripe  dates.  A  dry  date.    A  herd  of  camels. 

A  • ''  -■■^yjnmnfif^  A  kind  of  turquoise  or  coarse 
blue  gem,  found  near  Madina,  cups  of  which,  it  is 

alleged,  have  the  singular  property  of  preventing 

those  who  drink  out  of  them  from  being  intoxicated, 

and  also  of  causing  jjleasant  dreams.  A  low  illi- 
terate man. 

A  (jlv?-  jamsh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji-*?-)  Shaving  (the 
head).  Milking  with  the  tips  of  the  fingers.  Mak- 

ing for  a  well  the  part  called  jimdsh.  Flat- 

tering, soothing ;  trying,  playing.  A  low  voice, 

soft  sound.  Wd\  ^♦--i.  ̂  Idyasma^fu- 
Idnun  uzunan  jamshan.  Such  an  one  listens  not  to 
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a  word  of  advice. 

P  jamash,  An  eye-glance.    The  turn  of 
the  eye,  and  outstretclied  neck  (of  rapacious  birds 
when  going  to  seize  their  prey). 

p  L-ZA^jl-iv*-  jamshdub,  Solomon.  Jamshed. 

p  jam^hdk,  (or  uii^s-)  A  shoe. 
p  ̂ iJL^  jamshed,  (Splendid  king)  Name  of  a 

Persian  king.  t.V->. jamshedi  mdlii,  (or 

(_^^  SxL^  jamshedi  mdhi-gir')  The  sun  in Pisces.  Solomon.  The  prophet  J onas. 

p  ̂ ^jSxiL^  jamshedun,  Solomon.  Jamshed,  a Persian  king. 

A  i^ja^  jams,  A  sort  of  plant. 

^  A  jcim^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ v>-)  Collecting,  assem- 
bling, bringing  together.  Putting  (a  word)  in  the 

plural  number.  Joining ;  conjunction.  A  collec- 

tion, congregation,  (pi.  ̂ ^V?-  jumu^  A  crowd, 
multitude.  Amount,  sum  total, aggregate.  Rental. 

Price,  value.  Name  of  a  place  (called  also  Si3  JJ/« 

muzdalifai)  near  Mecca,  so  named  from  the  great 

concourse  of  people  occasionally  assembled  there. 

Bad  dates.  The  phiral  number.  A  palm-tree  which 

has  shot  out  of  the  stone.  A  palm-tree  loaded  witli 
fruit.  The  milk  of  any  quadruped  whose  dugs  are 

tied  up.  Red  gum.  jama's  siydh, 
A  taking  to  wear  a  veil  (a  grown  up  girl), 

^^jam^'ljam^  Plural  of  a  plural :  as, buy utdt ,(p,o{ C^^biiyutp. of  CL^,hayt)Houses  ; 

(jA^l^  ghardbin,  (pi.  of  (jl^  ghirbun  pi.  of  t_j\^ 

ffhu7-db)Cro-ws.        Jv?"  jam.^ijam^'ljam^ 
Plural  of  a  plural  of  a  plural:  as,  j»LaS-\  a^dm, 

(pi.  of  'i^^aS'  ̂ samat  which  is  pi.  of  ̂ jojs-  ̂isam, 
which  is  pi.  of         ̂ smat)  Collars. 
jam^  hillat,  Plural  of  paucity.  ̂ C^y^  jam^ 

kasrat.  Plural  of  multitude.  ̂ 3^^  jam^'l 
mii^aA/iar,  Masculine  plural.  jam^i 

musahhah,  Sound  plural.  ^>-jam^  muhus- 
sar,  Broken  or  irregtilar  plural.  i,^,/^yX\ 

jani^ musannas,  Feminine  plural.  yaw- 

mu'l  jam^,  The  day  of  judgment.    The  dav  of 

sj^  ̂ rafat.    ̂ v?-        ayydmi  jam.^,  The  days 

of  j_y«<i  mina'.  jam^  abwdb,  Rent  of 
land  in  India,  fixed  at  a  subsequent  period  to  the 
time  of  the  Emperor  Akbar.  ,J^\  j^m^  asl, 
Original  rent  of  land  as  rated  in  the  reign  of  Akbar, 
or  at  some  more  ancient  period,  p  ̂ ^J**  I  jam^ 

dmadan,  Coire.  jam^bi'd  durusfi, 
Revenue  accruing  from  fines.  i^iiJJ  jam^ 

bandi,  An  account  of  the  quantity  of  land  and  num- 
ber of  houses  in  a  district.  The  settlement  of  an 

assessment.  A  rent-roll.  (jdJ^  ̂ ^jam.^shudan, 
To  be  tranquil,  secure.  jam^tumdri, 

A  rent-roll,  a  ̂ y<>6  jam^  hdmil,  Revenue 
that  has  remained  unaltered  for  many  years. 

yj^ jam^  kasir,  A  great  multitude,  p  ̂j^^^^^ 

jam^  hardan.  To  assemble,  bring  together. 

^^OJJ£sa jam^  lashkar  hardan.  To  muster  an 



army,  i^^^ J*?-  jam^  mdl  hardan,  To  ac- 
quire riclies,  a  (J-.aa<  jam^  mufassal,  The 

aggregate  amount  of  the  different  sources  of  reve- 

nue, whether  of  rent  or  custom.  ,_}..>^\5 

jam^  wasil  hahi,  An  account  stating  the  rental, 

collections,  balances,  and  arrears  of  a  district  or  pro- 

vince, p  J  javi^u  kharch,  An  account 
of  receipts  and  disbursements,  account  current. 

A  Jum^  (pi.  ̂U?-^  ajma^  A  clenched  fist.  (pi.  of 

^l^j'am?'^)  Large  cauldrons.  Jum^jam^  or  jim^ 
The  death  of  a  pi-egnant  woman,  or  of  a  virgin. 
JMTO^or  J m^,  The  clenching  of  the  fist.  All.  A 

virgin.  Concealed,  clandestine  (business).  Juma^ 
(pi.  of        jiim^t)  Fiidays. 

A  jam^f,  (fem.  of  ajma^  All, 
every,  universal.  Sound,  whole  (mare  or  beast  of 

burden).  Old  decrepit  (she-camel). 

A  O W?-  jum^t,  jumu^t,  or  juma^t)  Fri- 
days. Jama^t,  (pi.  of  jam^  Companies. 

Accounts. 

A  jum^t,  A  handful.  Friendship,  inti- 

macy. Jum^t,  jumu^t,  or  juma^t,  (pi.  ̂ -♦->- 
juma^  Friday,  the  day  of  worship  among  Muham- 
madans  when  they  assemble  in  the  great  mosque. 

A  ii.j5v>-  jam^id,  Stones  collected  or  piled  up. 

p J\,^x^  jama^ddr,  A  native  officer  of  the 
army  so  called.  The  head  of  any  body,  as  guides, 
harkaras,  &c.  (in  India). 

p  jama^dari,  Rank  of  Jama^dar. 

p  jama^lan,  A  traveller's  scrip. 
Aj)^  jam^r,  Yellow  mud  (just  dug  out). 

A  'ij3i<t»-  javi^rat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Turning 
round  a  sphei'e  at  the  end  of  a  stick.  Stones  piled 
up  high.  A  high  and  rugged  hill.  A  high  heap  of 

stones.  Endeavouring  or  longing  to  bite  (an  ass). 

^  i^J-*-^  jum^gi,  The  weekly  allowance  to 

■schoolboys  paid  on  a  Friday;  also  the  present 
then  given  by  them  to  their  tutor. 

A  iiW?-  jum^lat,  A  lump  of  honey  or  fat  the 
size  of  a  nut. 

A  (JJ,*^  juma^il,  An  amassei',  a  collector. 

A  fiiA*v?-  juma^tlat,  A  hyena.  A  she-camel 
old  and  hard. 

A  jum^r,  Great  crowd,  large  company. 

A  'ij^x..^  jum^rat,  A  sphere  whirled  round  at 
a  stick's  end.  A  lump  of  the  new  cheese  \s3\  ahit. 

^  i_ftr>-  jam^,  A  total,  assembly,  a  many. 
A  jam^yat,  A  collection.    A  collected 

state.  Composure,  tranquillity. 

jam^yati  khatir,  Peace  of  mind. 

p  e^'iyi-CJyK^  jam^iyat-hhana,  Audience-hall. 
P  »Vi  L^xti^  jam^yat-gah,  A  rendezvous. 
P  iijL^  jamgard,  Name  of  an  earthly  paradise 

mentioned  in  the  Saddar,  written  by  Zardusht. 

A  jaml,  (v.  n.  of  J*=-)  Collecting.  Melt- 
ing (fat).  Juml,  A  cable,  (pi.  of  J^r  jamal) 

Full-grown  (camels).  Jamal,  A  cable.  Jamal  or 
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jaml,  (pi.  (Jlv?-^  ajmal,  (JxW  ja??iz7,  (_)-♦>■  juml, 
fj)\^ji7nal,  jam,jim,jumalat,  0^l*»-_jam, 

jim,  jmnalat,  ̂ ^\^  jamasil,  and  ̂ J>*^^  ajdmil) 

A  camel  (of  full  growth).  A  palm-tree.  A  kind 

offish,  thirty  cubits  long,  called  jama- 

lu'lbahr,Thesea-came\.  ^Xv?-  ̂ y^^\j>j2\ittakhaza'l 
layla  ja.malan,Tie  travelled  all  night,  or  spent  the 
night  in  devotion.  Jumal,  A  cable.  Addition, 

(pi.  of  jumlat)  Totals.  Jumul,  A  crowd  of 

people.    A  cable. 
A         jummal,  A  cable.  Addition. 

liisabu'l jummal,  Addition.  The  reckoning 
of  the  alphabet  by  abjad. 

A  ■^'^k^  jamlds,  Handsome,  perfectly  formed 
(animal).  Handsome,  perfectly  formed  (woman). 

A  (j^Us- jm/aM,  (pi.  of  (Jjj^)  Species  of  birds. 
A  io^)^  jumldnat,  A  nightingale. 

A  'e^^  jumlat,  (pi.  jumal)  Sum,  whole, 
total,  aggregate.  A  complete  proposition,  a  sen- 

tence. Totality.  CLj\jS^  jundasi  hdsindt. 

The  universe,  all  creatures,  every  thing,  p  IU?- 

J^J^i  jumlasi  lashkar,Th.e  whole  army. 
bil  jumla,  In  substance,  upon  the  whole. 

^la''l  jumla.  On  the  whole. 
jumla,  In  short,  in  substance.  A  little.  &\*=- 
min  jumla,  From,  out  of  the  whole. 

A        jumlatan,  Universally,  on  the  whole. 

p  ̂XA^^  jumlagi,  Universality,  totality.  All. 

A  jamam,  (v.  n.  of  p>-)  Having  no  spear 
(a  man).  Being  dodded,  without  horns  (a  sheep). 

Being  very  fleshy  (a  woman).  Being  without  pin- 
nacles or  battlements  (a  house).  Being  crowded. 

A  heaped-up  measure  of  corn. 

p  i^j^  jamand,  (originally  ̂ SjC^  jdymand') 
A  slow  horse.    Slow,  weak,  languid. 

A  ̂ j_»_i>-  jamuh.  Refractory,  unmanageable 
(horse).  Obstinate,  self-willed  (man).  Jumuh, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ T")  Being  refractory  (a  horse).  Run- 
ning away  (as  a  wife  from  her  husband  to  her 

relations  without  leave).  Throwing  (one  buckle 
bone  at  another). 

A  jamud,  (An  eye)  imable  to  weep.  Ju- 
mud,  (v.  n.  of  i>.v>-)  Becoming  frozen  (water). 

Being  cold-hearted,  unfriendly,  unkind. 

J^jy^  jumuz,  (pi.  of  jamz  or  juviz)  Re- 
mainders of  bunches  of  dates. 

A  (^y^  jumus,  A  becoming  hard  (said  of  fat). 

A  (,J**_5V?-  jamusli.  Barren  (season),  destructive 
to  vegetation.  Depilatory  (lime).  A  well  leak- 

ing at  the  sides. 

A  y^^'amw^.  One  who  collects  much.  Wealthy. 
JumM^  (pi. of  ̂ ^jam^  Troops,  crowds.  Plurals. 

aksa'ljumii^  Jj-ii^'*  tnuntaha'l 

jumu^  or  ̂^J^  J**"  jam^'l  jumu^  The  last  of plurals,  the  extreme  boundary  of  the  plurals,  the 

plural  of  plurals:  as,  huyutdt,  (pi.  of 

Jmyut  which  is  pi.  of  cIl^J^  '•'^^O  Houses. 

A  (Jjv?-  jamul,  A  melter  of  fat.  A  fat  woman. 
A  jamum,  (A  well)  full  of  water,  and  run- 

ning over.  A  horse  that  runs  again  as  soon  as  the 

first  race  is  ended.  Jumum,  (v.  n.  of  '^>- )  Abound- 
ing (water  in  a  well).  Flowing  afresh  (water  after 

having  failed),  (pi.  of  jamm)  Much.  Draw- 

ing near,  being  at  hand  (arrival),  (pi.  of  '&!^ 

jammat)  Reservoirs. 

A  'iji^^  jamharat,  (v.  n.  of  j^^^  Q)  Collect- 
ing. Drawing  the  earth  over  a  grave,  but  not 

plastering  it  with  clay.  Communicating  a  portion 

of  intelligence,  but  suppressing  the  most  important 

part.    A  heap  of  sand. 

p  _ji^fV>-  jamhalu  or  jamahlu,  A  kind  of  grain. 

Ajy^^^  jumhur,  jamdhir)  A  high 
heap  of  sand.  The  greater  or  principal  part  (of 

men  or  things).  A  noble  or  generous  woman.  A 

republic.  Grandees.  All,  universal.  jy^^ 

umurijumhur.  Public,  state-affairs. 

A  ̂ jy,^  jumhuriy,  An  intoxicating  wine  or drink  three  years  old.  Must  boiled  down  to  a  half. 

A  ̂ ^^jamisa,  (fut.      yajma^ii)  He  was  angry. 

A  ̂ ^jama^  or  juma'.  The  swell  of  the  breasts, 
or  any  other  parts  of  the  body.  A  little  swelling, 

a  pimple.  A  stone  rising  above  the  surface  of  the 

ground.  The  back  or  surface.  A  quantity,  mea- 
sure.   Motion  (of  an  embryo). 

A  jamma' ,  Overflowing  (vessel).  Jum- 

ma\  A  bean. 
p      ̂ xx,^jamttunitan,(^zand  and  Paz.)  To  die. 

A         jumayh,  A  man's  yard. 
p  ̂ .j^jamid,  A  register  of  the  kings  of  India, 

(for  (_5'L>lv?-  jumdda')  The  fifth  Arabian  month. 
A  jamlr,  A  place  of  public  meeting.  1-1;^ 

ibnajannr.  Night  and  day.  ihni 

jamir,  A  dark  night. 

A  H/vf  jamirat,  A  braided  lock,  hair  twisted 

or  plaited. 

A^x»3-  jamiz.  The  wild  fig.  Acute,  intelligent. 

A  JJi*s-  jummayz,  (or  clfJJiV?'  jummayza')  The 
male  fig  (sweet  and  of  various  kinds). 

A  jamish.  Shaven  smooth,  deprived  of 

hair  (privities).  (A  place)  destitute  of  herbage. 
Depilatory  (lime). 

A  jami^  Collected,  assembled.  An  army. 

A  family  of  Arabs  mustered  together.  A  man  ar- 

rived at  maturity,  with  his  beard  full  grown.  The 

milk  of  every  animal  whose  teats  are  tied  up.  All, 

whole,^universal.  Crowds.  A  proper  name. 

A  Uj^vt  jaml^n,  In  whole,  altogether. 

A  (Jv?"  jamll,  Melted  (fat).  Beautiful,  ele- 

gant. Good,  fair.  Jjjv?-  alu  jamll,  A  pot- 
herb. Jumayl,  (or  Ja^Is-  jiim.mayl)  (pi.  (j":^ 

jimlan)  The  nightingale  (little  beautiful). 
A  'sj'^kk^  jumayldnat,  A  nightingale. 

A  'i^J^  jamilat,  (fem.  of  ̂ yx^  jamll)  Beauti- 
ful.   Elegance.    An  excellent  thing.    A  flock  .of 



wild  deer  or  pigeons.     sJj^  jy^  umurijamila, 
Good  things.  aJj^v?-  i  awsafijamila,  Good 
qualities,  excellent  talents. 

A  j^||^Ji»»-JaTOi%,Ame]ter,vendor  of  meltedfat. 
A         jatnlm,  (pi.  ajimmas)  A  plant 

widely  spreading.  Much. 

A  i-i^  jamimat,  The  plant  ̂ ^oi>  nasty  fifteen 

days  old,  when  large  enough  to  fill  a  horse's  mouth, 
p  jan,  A  side,  part,  quarter.  Towards. 

A  ̂tfr  jann,  (v.  n.  of  !^»')  Covering,  veiling 
(darkness).  Burying.  Lying  hid  in  the  womb  (an 

embryo).  Being  demoniacal.  Jinn,  (vulg.  ̂ "ira) 
A  demon.  An  angel,  spirit,  genius.  Concealment. 

Darkness.  A  blossom.  Ardour  or  precipitation 

of  youth.  Beginning  of  any  thing.  A  great  crowd. 

^\  dbujinn,  (Father  of  demons)  A  kind  of 
large  snake  with  black  eyes,  quite  harmless,  and 

allowed  to  go  about  the  houses  in  the  East.  ^ 

lajinna,  No  concealment. 

A  ll>-  jana',  The  fruit  or  other  produce  (of  a 
tree).  Gibbosity,  (pi. cywaj:)  Gold.  Shells, 
conchas  veneris.    A  fresh  date.  Honey. 

janas,  (v.  n.  of  U>-)  Falling  prostrate 
upon,  or  leaning  over  (any  thing),  (v.  n.  of 

Being  hump-backed.  Fruit  gathered.    Jincu:,  (v. 

3  of^lis-)  Falling  flat  upon. 

jansas,  (fem,  of  Us>-\  ajnas)  Hump- 
backed. (A  sheep)  whose  horns  bend  backwards. 

A  Ass>.junnaf,  (pi.  of  j^ls-)  Gatherers.  Sinners, 
p  (_->U»-  Ja«a/),  A  threshold.  A  contract.  Ja- 

ab  or  junab,  A  saddle-cloth.  The  flap  of  a  saddle, 

stirrup-leather. 

.  A  janah,  (pi.  &jas»\  ajnibat)  An  inner 

court,  vestibule.  A  threshold.  Side,  margin,  part, 

ink.     Power,  dignity,  dominion,  sovereignty. 

Majesty,  highness,  excellency.    A  mountain.  A 

standard.     L-'U  O^S^ks-  (— janahi  jalalai- 

asab,  Glorious  and  august  majesty.  u-^U^-  (_J^ 

janabi uiJjU*  (— ->U>-  janabi  mubarak,  Expres- 

^lijandb,  Of  high  dignity 

^aZi  or 
sions  used  for  you  in  addressing  persons  of  high 

nk.    Jinab,  (v.  n.  of  u-o^)  Going  a  great  way 

fl",  retiring,  shunning,  avoiding.  (v.n..3  of  t^i*-) 
eing  at  the  side.    Tractable,  easily  led  (horse), 
brand  on  the  side  of  a  camel,  (pi.  of  u-*jj^  J«- 

'&)Tractable,  easily  led  (horses).  Junab,  Pleurisy. 
A  junnab,  A  fellow-traveller. 

A  A>\:^  janabas,  (or  junab  a')  A  kind 
f  boy's  game. 
A  janabani,  (du.  of  i-->l^ff^)  Both  sides. 

A  'iS^  janahat,  (v.  n.  of  u-«a»-)  Being  a  fo- 
eigner  or  stranger;  coming  amongst,  or  living 
with,  strangers.  Sperma.  Ceremonial  uncleanness. 

camel^sent  with  money  to  procure  provisions. 
A  h\j.s~  jannabat.  Name  of  a  city. 
A  janabiz,  (pi.  of  s3>jkis-  jumbuzat  or 

umbazat)  Domes,  cupolas. 
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p  s^\l»-  junaba,  A  twin. 

A  sUs-  jandt.  Plucked,  newly-gathered  (fruit). 

J^Mwa<,(pl.of^'u>-^'arei)Gatherers,pluckers.Sinners. 

A  C^Us- y'awwa^,  (pi.  of  &A^>-Ja?^/^a^)  Gardens, 
groves.  oU»-  janndtu  ̂ dnin,  Gardens  of 
permanent  abode. 

A  jJIxs-  janasir,  (pi.  of  j^m>-^  Large  fat  camels. 

A  (^lis- Jano/m,  (pi.  of  ̂ ,^^)  Breast-bones. 

A  ■^^y*^  janah,  (j^X.'iJi^^^  ajnihat  and  ̂ r^cj' ww/t)  Wing  or  pinion.  Ahand.  The  whole  arm.  The 
armpit.  The  side.  A  fin.  The  flap  of  a  saddle. 

Wing  of  an  army.  A  black  ewe.  A  pinnacle. 

The  soul  or  essence.  A  string  of  pearls.  Margin, 

coast,  edge,  side.  A  window.  Melancholy.  Name 

of  several  horses,  ̂ *»JJ\  ■^^^  jandhu'n  nasr, 
(Eagle's  wing)  A  thistle,  teasel.  ja- 

nahi ba^zatin,  A  gnat's  wing.  A  very  small  thing, 
p  ti^^^  rozanasi  kushdda-jandh,  A 

window  having  the  valves,  casements,  or  shutters 

open.  A ^^j^  ̂la'  jandhi  safarin,  On 
the  wing,  i.e.  point  of  a  journey.  Jundh,  A  crime, 

sin.  A  coast,  margin,  edge,  side.  Inclination. 

p  .^^j'f-  jundh,  Elephant's  ears  (a  flower). 
A  f^S'\!y>-  jandhdni,  (obi.  f^t>Xy:>-  jandliayni^ 

Both  wings.  iL«l«J\  ̂ ^lis-  i—*^  rakiba  j ana- 
hay  Vn  na^mat.  He  gave  all  his  attention.  \jJ^ 

yUaJ\  j^Ua-  rakibu  jandhayhV t  tdf  ir,  They  have left  their  home. 

A  <^d\i»-  janudib,  Kinds  of  locusts. 

A  'id\j^junddat.  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe; 
also  of  several  reporters  of  traditions. 

A  ̂[j>s>-ja7iddi^  Subterraneous  reptiles  which 
creep  into  the  holes  of  dormice,  and  come  out  when 

disturbed  by  the  spade.  Beginnings  (particularly 

of  evils).  Cutting  language,  (pi.  of  Aff-Axs- ^"wra- 
du^t)  Bubbles.  A  calamity. 

A  i_JijU»-  junddif,  Short  and  thick.  Gross, 

corjjulent,  rough  (man  or  camel).  One  who  moves 
his  shoulders  in  walkinsr.  Fat  and  strong-backed. 

A  «ijUs-  junddifat,  Fat  and  strong-backed 

(she-camel).  'm\  amatun  junddifatun,  A 
free-born,  noble  woman. 

A  Jtills*.  junddil.  Strong  and  great. 

A  jUo-  junndr,  A  plane-tree. 

A  'i^s-  jindzat  ov  jandzat,  jandsiz') 
A  corpse.  A  bier.  The  funeral  solemnity  and  rites. 

Any  thing  which  weighs  heavily,  and  induces  sad- 

ness and  gloom.  A  sick  person.  A  wine-bottle, 

a'ijlis-  rumiya  (or  j^^is  tu^7ia)  fi  jind- zatihi.  He  died. 

p  t>j\is>-  jindza,  A  bier. 
A  jinds,  The  being  akin,  resembling. 

A  'sjjt*>\le>.  junasiriyat,  A  kind  of  date-tree 
which  is  later  in  bearing  than  all  others. 

p  ̂U»-Ja«a^//,  A  contract,  bargain.  The  breast- 
bone of  a  bird.  The  bow  or  pommel  of  a  saddle. 

Jundgh,  An  outside  covering  of  a  saddle  (made  of 

a  leopard's  skin).  A  surcingle.  A  stirrup-leather. 
The  flap  of  a  saddle.    A  cup.    A  sturgeon. 

A  I — f\j^  jindf,  Alienation,  desertion  of  kindred. 

A  '^\j>^jundfiy,  Cunning,  crafty,wily.  Proud. 

A  jandfir,  (pLof^yu?-)  Ancient  tombs. 
p  jundh.  The  flap  of  a  saddle. 

p  ̂j\j^jandn,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^jan)  Women. 

A  ̂jIa?"  jandn,  (v.  n.  of  (tj&-)  Growing  dark, 

(pi.  ajndn)  A  dark  night.     Darkness,  ob- 
scurity. The  heart,  or  that  part  of  it  which  fears. 

A  garment.  A  great  crowd.  A  sanctuary.  Wo- 

men's apartments.  The  spirit.^  The  fear  of  an  ob- 

ject unseen.  Jindn,  (pi.  of  'ms^  jannaf)  Gardens 
with  trees :  paradises.  Jundn,  A  shield.  Darkness. 

A  ̂^^3^  jinndn,  (pi. of  '^^^jdnn^  Demons,devils. A  's^\!y>-jundnat,  A  shield. 

A  jindydt,  (pi.  of  &>.U»-)  Faults,  sins. 
A  i,^^\!ys»- jandsib,  (pi.  of  \^^}j>i>-  janib)  Led- 

horses.  (p\.of 'iM^janabat)  Sides,  (pi.  of  u-Jy^s- 

janub')  South  winds. 
A  'i>}S£»-  jindyat,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Committing  a 

crime.  Seeking  to  criminate.  Gathering  fruit.  A 

crime,  iniquity.  Taxes.    Extortions,  p 

f^i^j^  jindyat  hardan,  To  commit  a  crime. 
p  jindyat-satdii,  A  tax-gatherer. 

A jandsiz,  (pi.  of  iJ^J^)  Corpses.  Biers. 
A  caIs- (v.  n.of  L_-^i>-)  Breaking  on  the 

side.  Alighting  as  a  stranger.  Removing  from, 

shunning,  repelling.  Longing  for.  Causing  one 

to  remove  or  shun.  (pi.  L^^'x>-junub  and  u-'U>-^ 
ajndb)  A  side,  part.  A  tract  of  country,  coast, 

boundary.  The  greater  part  of  any  thing.  An  ac- 
cident, battle,  engagement.  Contumely,  reproach. 

i_>k*iijl>'  jdru'ljamb,  A  familiar.  A  neighbour. 
kiii         zdtu'l  jaml),  Pleurisy.  ji  zu'l 

jamb.  Pleuritic,  saldb  bi'ljamb, 
A  fellow-traveller.  Janab,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -aas-)  Lead- 

ing at  the  side  (a  horse  of  state,  or  a  captive). 

Halting,  limping,  hobbling,  or  leaning  to  a  side  in 
walking.  Adhering  to  the  side  (the  lungs  from 

thirst).  When  in  a  race  the  rider  leads  a  spai>e 

hoi'se  by  his  side,  on  which  he  may  spring  in  case 
the  one  on  which  he  is  mounted  is  likely  to  be 

beaten.  When  the  collector  of  the  V^hzahdt  alights 

at  the  border  of  a  district,  demanding  the  contri- 

butions  to  be  brought  to  him  from  the  remotest 

parts ;  or  when  the  proprietor  sends  his  flocks  to 

a  distance  to  escape  the  importunities  of  the  col- 

lector. Led  (horses).  Short,  (pl.of  c-Ajj^^-^'awJi) 
Led  horses.  Janib,  One  who  keeps  out  of  the  way 

to  avoid  meeting  and  inviting  a  stranger.  One 

who  limps  or  leans  to  one  side  in  walking.  Junub, 

(pi.  (—-jU^-^  ajndb)  A  stranger,  foreigner,  guest. 
One  who  will  not  allow  himself  to  be  led,  refrac- 

tory. Polluted  man  or  men.  J^s-- jar  junub, 

A  stranger  in  the  neighbourhood. 

p  t-A*?-  janab,  A  city  where  swords  are  made. 
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A jKi^  jimhar,  (orjlXx*-)  A  young  bustard. 
p  jumbaTiy  Trembling,  shaking,  stirring, 

moving.  Melting.  ̂ ^^J^  lA)*^  dosh-jumbdn, 
Moving  or  shaking  the  shoulders. 

A  ̂J^x)^  junubdn,  (pi.  of  t— Polluted. 

p  jjiiJL)Ui>.  jumbdmdan,  To  cause  to  move,  to 
shake,  to  wag.  To  rock  (a  cradle).  To  shake  or 

churn  (milk). 

A  janibat,  A  side,  tract  of  country.  A  bit 

of  skin  from  a  camel's  side.  A  tree  becoming  green 
after  withering  in  the  summer.  A  withdrawment, 

secession.  The  being  a  stranger.  A  shrub.  &Ju*^ 

zujambat,  A  seceder,  one  who  withdraws  from  men. 

J anabat,A  side,  part.  Junabat,  Any  thing  shunned. 

Aj^xxk>-  jamhatur,  Name  of  the  young  Egyp- 
tian who  was  slain  by  Moses. 

A  iXk^  jumbasat,  A  black  or  ugly  woman. 

A  &Sjjjj>-  jumbashat,  Disgusting  (woman). 
A  &jixis»  jumbasnat,  Black  woman  (in  abuse). 

A  -.^^  jumbukh,  Large-bodied,  long  and  lofty. 
A  large  louse. 

A  'i^-^  jumhuhhat,  A  large  louse. 

p  d^'x>-  jumbad,  A  vault,  arch.  A  caper.  J um- 
bid,  A  rose. 

A  SM>-jumbuz,  Pomegranate-flowers.  An  un- 
blown bud.  A  dome,  or  cupola. 

A  'iSKk>'  jumbuzatovjumbazat, (pi.  'dS\j^jana- 
biz)  (from  p  Jaii  gumbad)  A  vault,  dome,  arch. 

A  jus-  jambar,  A  large  short-bodied  camel.  A 
young  bustard. 

p  \^iSs>-  jumbish,  Motion,  agitation.  Gesture. 

Workjoccupation.  [Juxis>' jumbish  amadan, 

To  bestir  one's  self.  \>  \  i^J:>jj^  jumbishi  dbd,  The 
motion  of  the  planets ;  namely,  Saturn,  Jupiter, 

Mars,  the  sun,  Venus,  Mercury,  and  the  moon. 

iJj^  LT^^  jumbishi  avval,  The  movement  of  the 
pen  upon  the  tablet  of  the  Divine  decrees.  The  first 

motion  of  the  planets  setting  out  from  the  sign 

Aries,  {jiyj  (j^J^  jimbishi  zamm,  An  earth- 

quake. ^^>J<^ darin jumhisli,AXt\i\sm?,iaxii. 

1^^^ {JiM^  jumbish  kardan,  To  move,  creep. 

A  'iSMcf  jumbuhat,  Ugly  bad-tempered  woman. 
A  (Jjj**-  jumbul,  A  large  wooden  bowl. 
p  idJM>^jumbanda,  Any  moving  thing,  living 

creature:  creeping  thing,  reptile;  venomous  insect. 

A  ̂Ai>-  jambiy,  Lateral. 

s  Y  i>Ji>j>:>-  jumbid,  Origany,  marjoram. 

p  jji^jjkis-  jmnbidan,  To  move,  stir,  shake,  vi- 
brate, swing.  To  beat  or  throb. 

p  iSxxjs>'  jumbida,  Shaking. 

p  &-Jf*»-  jambiya,  A  kind  of  arms  or  armour. 
A  e-is- 

jannat,  (pi.  ̂ J^^jindn  and  OlL^-  jan- 
ndt)  A  garden,  set  with  trees.  A  grove  of  palm-trees. 

Paradise,  heaven.  jannatu  'I  bildd,  The 
paradise  of  regions  ;  title  of  Bengal.  -^jjlfc^ 
ahaUnjannat,  The  inhabitants  of  paradise.  ̂ J;Uk) 

iUs.'  butndnu'ljannat,  The  middle  of  paradise. 

A  jinnatj'Demons.  Angels.  Insanity, fury. 

'b!x^^  CysS'  ̂ bduH  jinnat,  (Slave  of  devils)  The 
nightmare.  Junnat,(Tp\.  junan)  A  covering. 
A  shield.  A  kind  of  veil. 

F^fj^  jantar,  A  kind  of  musical  instrument 
used  in  India. 

P         iJLXy>-  jannat-mahdn,  (or  jJ,Ijli^1 

jannat-dshydm)  Placed  or  nestled  in  paradise  (a 
mode  of  speaking  of  deceased  princes. 

G  iOjyij<>-  janturiya,  Centaury. 

A  ̂-is-  jannatiy,  Paradisiacal,  heavenly. 
L  liUHs-  jantiydnd,  Gentian ;  bitter-wort. 

A  ijLi^  jins,  Race,  stock,  kind,  sort,  root. 

A  J<y»-  jansar  or  junsiir,  A  large  fat  camel. 

A  'ijyjj^  junsurat,  Earth  or  dust  heaped  up. 
A  jinsiy  or  junsiy,  A  best  kind  of  iron. 

Junsiy,  One  who  weaves  coats  of  mail.  A  sword. 

p       janj,  The  lowing  of  oxen. 

p         jimjar,  Shepherd's  staff  (an  herb). 
A  ̂y^^  junjul,  A  pot-herb  like  asparagus. 

A  f^i^  janjan  qv  jinjin,  The  breast-bone. 
A  eS^^  jinjinat  or  janjanat,  The  breast-bone. 

A  1^^^^  junjUn,  Breast-bone.  A  water-wheel. 
A        janh,  (y.n.  of  Breaking  or  disa- 

bling a  bird  in  the  wing.  Having  the  ribs  broken 

from  a  heavy  load  (a  camel).  Jinh,  A  side,  mar- 
gin, shore,  coast.  Junh  or  jinh,  A  part  or  watch 

of  the  (night). 

A  L-^l^?"  jinhdb,  Short,  compact,  closely  set. 
A  (JiiJ^  jaiialidal,  Short,  dwarfish. 

p  Jijkp-  jand,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 

A  yj^jund,  {])\.  lij'ij^- junud  Siud  ii\j>>-\ ajndd) 
An  army,  militia,  body  of  troops,  legion.  Allies, 

auxiliaries,  confederates,  comrades,  fellow-soldiers. 

A  city.  Genus,  species.  Janad,  Rough  ground. 
Stones  resembling  mud.  Name  of  a  city  in  Yaman . 

p  jyl*k»^i>l>-  junddsdhur,  A  city  in  Persia. 
p  J^iiJ**-  janddl,  The  vulgar.  A  trifling  fel- 

low.   A  toper. 

A  L_.>jjo-  jundubfjundab,  or  jindab,  A  kind  of 

locust.  I— >iia>-     ummu  jundabin,  An  accident, 

misfortune,  calamity.  Perfidy.  Oppi'ession. 

i_->4J>A>-  p  f^waka^ifi  ummi  jundabin,They  fell into  trouble. 

A  CL^d^(^j^jundbidast,(^orJiM)Sx>iyj^jujid- 
bidastar)  The  testicles  of  a  beaver. 

A  ̂ ii>>5-  junduhh,  A  large-bodied  locust. 
Pj^jst-jandar,  Clothes,  garments. 

A  ijd^  jandarat,  (v.  n.  ofji^is-  Q)  Tracing 
the  pen  over  letters  which  are  nearly  obliterated. 

Renewing  faded  embroidery. 

p  &iU«- jiijc>-  jandar-khdna,  A  wardrobe. 
p  jandara,  The  bar  of  a  door.  Two 

pieces  of  wood  used  for  smoothing  linens :  a  ca- 
lender, mangle.  Clownish,  boorish,  unpolished. 

A  'is-i^j^  jundu^t,  (pi.  janddi^  A  bub- 
ble floating  on  the  water.  The  silent  beginning  of 

evil.    Any  noxious  reptile. 

p  (Jt>a>-  jandal,  Name  of  the  messenger  sent 
by  Faridiin  to  the  king  of  Yaman  to  demand  his 
daughter  in  marriage. 

A  (J^iJiS"  ja?<cZaZ,  Stone.  A  man's  name.  Jan- 
dal or  jandil,  A  stone  which  can  be  taken  or  lifted 

up.    (JtijA^  dawmaiu^l  jandal,  Name  of  a 
place.  Junadil,  A  stony  country. 

A  'iii^jj>-jandalat, (y.n.of  ̂ ^liJ€>■  Q)  Trampling, 
treading.  Junadilat  or janadilat,Astony  country. 

p  ̂ ^d^  janduh,  Name  of  a  medicine. 
A  (jfi^is-  jundly,  One  soldier,  a  soldier. 

Pj^l***  ̂ ^Siifjandi  sa&wr,  (in  Arab.j^l*->,J«i>- 
jundaysdbur)  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

A'J^janz,  (v. n. of j^)  Covering.  Gathering, 
collecting.    A  mud-hovel. 

A  i'y-^  janzat,  Name  of  a  town  and  village. 

A  jins,  (pi.  (j*)Us»^  ajnds  and 
junHs)  Genus,  kind,  stock,  sort,  mode  (more  com- 

prehensive than  naw^  which  means  species). 
Gender.  Goods,  moveables,  articles,  things  (any 

estate  not  in  money).   (^Us-^l  jinm'l  aj- 
nds, A  general  species,  [j"^  jinsi  bashar, 

The  human  race,  ^j,^  jinsi  kamil,  (in  com- 

merce) An  article  that  fetches  a  full  price  (as  su- 

gar, paan,  or  cotton).  f^jujc>- jinsi  adna' ,  Any 
thing  that  fetches  a  low  price  (as  maize).  ̂ \ 

(j-jtfs-  ismijins,  A  generic  or  indeterminate  noun, 

p  jfc  harjins,  Every  kind,  a  Janas,  The 
freezing  (of  water,  &c.). 

p  f^\Xj^>-  jinistan,  Fairy-land. 
p  (jTj^^j-J^s-jmsreiari,  Separately.  Specifically. 

a  ji'^-^^Vi  Generic,  generical. 

A  'it*Jy»'  jinsiy  at,  Correspondence  of  kind, 

race,  or  genus,  a  generic  state. 

A  jansli,  (v.  n.  of  (j^a»-)  Being  barren 
and  destitute  of  provisions  (a  place).  Being  dis- 

tressed (the  soul  in  the  prospect  of  death).  Being 

wishful,  longing  for.  Fearing.  The  emptying  of 

a  well.  (Men)  approaching  to  one  another.  A 

neighbouring  place.  Terror,  cry, lamentation.  The 

twilight  just  before  daybreak.  Thickness,  coarse- 
ness.   'iJLy»- bisrijanishat,  A  gravelly  well. 

L  UljJaji>-  jintiydnd,  The  herb  gentian. 

A  ̂j*-  jana^  Small  plants. 
A  ii>Vxi»-jm^a2,  Ill-tempered :  a  fool.  A  glutton. 

A  &iil>o>»'  jin^zat,  A  glutton,  gormandizer. 

Ill-tempered  at  meals. 

A  JiivJOis-jaoi'Jwwa^rfaZ,  Hard  and  strong.  /«- 

na^al  or  junadil,  Athxck,  fat,  and  smooth  man. 
A  ii«sl>-  jin^z.  Coarse,  rugged,  gross.  Mad, 

foolish,  crazy.    A  greedy  old  man. 

A  jin^z,  Short-footed.    A  glutton. 

A  i^Jij^jan(^,  (v.  n.  of  c-flJo-)  Deviating  (from 

the  right  way).  Swerving.  Acting  unrighteously 

in  regard  to  a  precept,  command,  will,  or  testament. 
Deviation  from  the  truth.  Unevenness,  inequality 



in  the  breast-bone.    Janif,  Unjust,  biased. 

A  ̂jAhjc*-  janfalik,  A  big  fat  woman. 

A  j^i!y>-  junfur,  (pl.^^)  An  old  tomb. 
A         jank,  A  throwing  stones  from  a  balista. 

T  (_Jij»?-  janlii,  A  consultation,  council, 
p  LLXl5-ja?i^, War, battle,  combat,  engagement, 

fight,  skirmish,  rencounter.  Brawling, squabbling, 

litigating.  ̂ ^J^\u>  ̂ zS^jangi  sakhtagi, A  sham- 

fight.  (ji^j^  tfX^  jang  hardan,  To  make  war, 

tofight.  tiX^  OJ!^jaZac?ai;yaw^,The strength 

of  the  battle.  j^'^-^dil-awarijang,Tlh.e\ie.vo 
of  war.    cLX^  <-^V  fnahabatijang,  The  terror 

of  war.   Jung,  A  large  ship.  A  camel  which  has 

never  borne  a  load.    A  large  white  spot.  Dice. 

PjlCls-  jang-ar,  A  warrior.    A  crab, 
p         1  ijjj:>'  jang-azmuda,  Ayeteran  in  war. 

p  ̂   \y^i\t:^janganidan,'^o  wage  war.  To  thirst. 

Pjj  1  ̂̂ Jjs>-  jang-awar,  A  hero.  Quarrelsome, 

p  1>\^  jangah,  (for  sl^  ̂ iXi?-)  Battle-field, 

p  t_irjb  \jjs>-jang-bazl,  (or      jj)  Mock  fight, 
p  (— ^^Jjsfjang-jaldb,  Stratagem.  A  vain 

attempt ;  the  washing  a  blackamoor  white.  Pro- 

crastination.   An  ear-ring. 

jang-jo,  Quarrelsome,  contentious, 

p  (_^^sA?"  jang-jost  or  jusi,  A  quarrelsome,  li- 
tigious turn  of  mind,  quarrelsomeness. 

p,J.Ci9- jan^aZ,Awood,forest,thicket;  a  country 
overgrown  with  wood,  reeds,  or  long  grass;  ajungle. 

p  jangWii,  (or  ,3^X-i>-)  A  kite. 

^  (J-^*?"  jangal-huri,  Clearing  of  jungles. 

jiiiijO  ̂ i^ji  jangal-burifi  ta^lluka,  A  spot 
of  ground  brought  into  cultivation  by  the  possessor. 

p  ciJ^i.Cl;>-  jangaluk,  Lame  in  the  hands  or  the 

feet.  An  invalid  beginning  to  recover  from  sick- 
ness, but  still  unable  to  walk. 

p  ̂^^^  jangall,  Wild,  untilled,  jungly, 
p  janguwan,  Name  of  a  city  in  India. 

P  janguk,  Convalescent,  but  not  yet 
able  to  walk. 

P ;«nf/i,Brave,warlike :  fighti ng :  a  fi ghter. 

P  i^d-^^  jangidan,llo  war,  battle.  To  thirst. 

PjjJlj>-  jinglz,  The  famous  Mogul  conqueror 
GengizKhan.  (The  Tartar  Khans  of  Precop  claim 

descent  from  this  monarch.) 

A  jan  ov  janamat,  The  whole  of  a  thing. 

^  janan,  (pi.  (jUs-^  ajnan)  A  grave.  A 

winding-sheet.  A  corpse.  Junan,(j)\.  oi'ij^  jun- 
nat)  Veils.  Shields.  Junun,  Madness. 

^  ̂ ^junus,(y.n.  of  Uo-)  Falling  prostrate  on, 
3r  bending  down  towards.  Being  hump-backed, 

^  ̂^J^  janwas,  Hump-backed  (woman).  (A 
:heep)  whose  horns  turn  backwards. 

^  "-Hj^  jO''nub,  (pi.  (_>jlls-  janasib)  The 
outh.  The  south  wind  which  blows  from  that 

part  of  the  heavens  where  Canopus  rises  to  that 
3art  where  the  Pleiades  rise.  Junub,  (v.  n.  of 

?-)  Blowing(south  wind).  Being  blown  on  by 
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the  south  wind.  (pi.  of  e-*jk:>-  jamb)  Sides,  parts. 

A  ̂yy^  janubiy,  Southern.  Sultry  (day). 

A  iyc^  januwat,  Genoa. 

A  ̂ y>-  junuhj  (v.  n.  of  ̂   )  Inclining,leaning. 
Arriving  near  the  ground  (a  bird).  Inclining  to 

its  setting  (the  sun).  Causing  to  incline.  The  ap- 
proach of  night. 

A  JjIs-jM«Mc?,  (pl.of  ii>ls-)  Troops.  Chess-men. 
A  jannur,  A  floor  where  wheat  or  barley 

is  trodden  out. 

A  (jii^jis-  ju7ius,  (pi.  of  (jM^?-)  Kinds,  sorts. 

A  u-jy^  junuf,  (v.  n.  of  u_ix»-)  Deviating, 
swerving,wandering,straying:  deviation  from  right. 

A  (jy^  _;a?iM«,  A  demon.  A  harmless  kind  of 
snake.  Junun,  (v.  n.  of  Covering.  Being 

dark(night).  Burying.  Growing  luxuriant  (grass). 

Being  covered  with  flowers  (the  earth).  Flying 

round  and  humming  (flies).  Being  a  demoniac, 

possessed  of  a  devil.  Insanity,fury,phrensy.  Dark- 

ness. 'IxiJl  (ijy^  jununush  shabdb,  Madness, 
or  wildness  of  youth.  (J^^  ̂ ^^i^  junumi  I  layl, 

Darkness  of  night.  A  little  darkness  at  nightfall. 

Tj^^yks-  janaiviz,  Genoa.  A  Genoese. 

A  '^^_^.^^3c>-  janaliiy, Indian  cane.  Delicate  branch. 
A  ̂ j^jany,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^-)  Gathering,  plucking 

fruit.  Authorizing  to  gather  fruit.  Jana',  Fruit 
newly  gathered,  (pi. cyna^)  Gold.  A  shell. 
A  fresh  date.    Honey.    Grass,  mushrooms,  &c. 

A        janiy,  Newly-plucked,  fresh-gathered. 
A        jmw«2/,  Demoniacal.  One  demon,  spirit. 

A  janib,  (pi.  {^^\^  jandf  lb  and 
janah)  Led  by  the  side.  Tractable,  easy  to  be  led. 
An  excellent  kind  of  date.  Pained  in  the  side. 

A  'ixxx>-  jambat,  A  led  camel.  A  camel  sent 
with  money  to  fetch  provisions.  The  wool  of  a 

six-year  old  camel.  {ikA:^  jambatd'l  ba^r, 
The  load  on  both  sides  of  a  camel. 

p  i^J:^ CL^j.^j>»- jariibat-kash, Master  ohhe  horse. 
The  leader  of  a  sumpter  horse  or  horse  of  state. 

A  'ijMf  janiyat,  A  silk  cloak. 
A  ;j-ju>-  jams,  Homogeneous. 
A  jinms,  A  yellowish-white  fish. 

A  t^jaijj>-  jams.  Dead,  defunct,  deceased. 

A  ̂ 3c>-  jani^  Small  plants.  A  yellow  berry. 

_  A  i^^^j^janln,  (pi.  ajinnat  and  aj- 
nun)  An  embryo,  a  foetus.   Concealed,  buried. 

A  Lujo-jawi?ia;f,  Akind  of  cloak.  Inner  parlour. 

p^yos-  janiivar,  The  horse-hair  bridge  across 
the  eternal  fire,  over  which  the  Muhammadans  fancy 

they  must  pass  into  heaven. 

p  _5»-  jam  or  jav,  Barley,  a  grain  of  barley.  The 
alloy  of  four  grains  of  silver  in  ninety-six  of  gold. 

mSsj}  javi  barahna,  Barley  without  husk.  j=» 

(—->  I  Jaw-aJ,  Barley-water.  CJ*'Jj^3?'J^^"- 
faroshi  gandum-namd,  One  who  sells  barley  and 
shows  wheat ;  a  cheat.  Ju,  A  river.  A  yoke.  Jo 

or  ju,  (in  comp.)  Wishing,  desiring. 
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A  ̂i^^'^'^'j  (pi-  ajn)ds  and  f-\y>-  jiwdi) 
Air,  sky,  atmosphere;  space  between  heaven  and 
earth.  Low  ground.  Width,  space,  openness.  Inte- 

rior of  a  house.   Yamama,  a  province  of  Arabia. 

A  Ay>-  jiwaf,  A  sewing  up  of  the  uterus  of  a 
camel.  Low  ground.  Wide  (valley).  A  space  be- 

tween houses,  (pi.  io._j»-^  ajwiyat),  A  wide  valley. 
A  leathern  cover  for  a  pot  or  kettle.  A  kind  of 

shepherd's  wallet,  (pi.  oi'^^  jawm),  Low  grounds. 

Ai^\y>-jawab,  (pi.  'i>y>-  \  ajwihat)  An  answer, 
reply.  Talk.  A  proposition.  '^\^jawdbi 
khitdb.  An  answer  to  a  question,    i  sLo  ̂ ^y^ 

jawdbi  sdf,  A  clear,  positive  answer,  '—-'^j.o 
(_-^l*-u>/an;aZ>i5aroa&-?imZ*,  A  rightand  true  answer. 

j_^la'5  i-^^js"  jawdbi  kat^,  A  categorical  answer. 
P  (ji^;^ L^\y>-  jarcdb  Jiardan,  To  answer,  t^^j*" 
L^\yoy>  jawdbi  nd  sawdb,  An  impertinent  answer. 

A  I— -'^^  jtoKs-  hdzir-jawdb.  Echo.  Of  ready  reply. 

A  ̂\^^>-  jawKob,  (or  io\^)  A  traveller. 
p       L^\^  jan-db-bd.ld,  Prevail  your  advice  ! 

Pj\Si\y>-  jarvdb-ddr,  A  person  responsible. 
p  »i.>  L-j\y>-  ja7vdb-dih,  Respondent.  One  who 

makes  an  obstinatedefence :  amenable,  accountable. 

^  (J^^  '-r'V?'  j(i^^ab-su7vdl,  Questions  and  an- swers :  talk. 

yl  f^^y^  '^\y>-  jamdb-suwdU,  Reply,  rejoinder, 
p  '-r'\j='  jamdb-ndma.  Letters  of  reply. 

A  writing  fixed  to  the  winding-sheet  or  the  breast 
of  the  deceased,  which  it  is  intended  the  angels 

Munkir  and  Nakir  should  read,  should  the  poor  soul 

be  too  much  flurried  to  answer  their  questions. 

p  L-^^ yr  jaTvdb-nav'is,  A  writer  of  orders 
or  replies. 

A  fj,\y>-  jawdbi,  Ponds,  cisterns. 

^  f^'^y*'  jawdbi,  A  respondent.  A  kind  of  bill 
of  exchange, which  is  not  paid  till  notice  is  received 

of  the  bill's  having  been  taken  up.  A  chorus,  espe- 
cially in  repeating  a  marsa  or  elegy. 

A  i_^y^  jawdbi-suwdU,  A  mediator,  at- torney, envoy. 

A  'i\y>-  jarodt,  A  place  or  trivet  for  a  kettle  or 
pot.    The  case  or  cover  of  a  pot. 

A  C^\y>-  jiwdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  0_j=»  obsol.)  Call- 
ing camels.  Juwdt,  The  word  used  in  calling  ca- 

mels to  water ;  or  for  checking  them. 

A  ̂\y^  jusdsa',  Rough  tripe. 
A  j5.-\jj9- ja?i-a/i/r,  (Reptiles)  creeping  into  holes 

and  corners.  Those  who  sneak  into  their  houses. 

A  ̂\^:>-  ja^vdd,  (pi.  ajjvdd,  i^^\>-\ajdwid, 

A(^y>-  juwadds,  t^^^-  jud,  and  'ii^y>-  juwadat)  Li- 
beral, beneficent.  ̂ j^^^  i^^yf  janddi  mutlak, 

(God)  the  universal  benefactor,  (pi.  i^^^"  jiydd) 

(Ahorse)runningswiftly.  Juwdd,  Excessive  thirst. 

A  '^\j:f-jawddd,  (pi.  of  i'^^jdddat)  Highways. 

A  {^S\y'-  jawddis,  (pi.  of  'iM»d\p>-  jddisat)  Un 
ploughed,  uncultivated  grounds. 

A  L^J\y>-jawddif,  (pi.  of  \^i^\:>- jddif)  (Wild 



bucks)  taking  shoi-t  stepe. 

A  ̂h\y>-jawazih,  (pl.ofL-^(iU-ja2;/i)  Camels 

vrhich  give  no  milk.  (pi.  of  'aj  'd\^  jazibat)  At- 
tractive qualities,  allurements. 

A  (_^d\y>'  jawdzi,  (Camels)  swift-going,  whose 
feet  touch  not  the  ground. 

^  Aj\_j»-Ja?i-ar,  Water  plentiful  and  deep.  The 
area  of  a  house,  the  space  which  it  occupies,  (for 

(_fj\^s-  jawari)  Ships.  Jiwar,  (v.  n.  3  ofjU-  for 
j^) Becominganeighbour.  Remainingconstantly 

in  the  mosque  (for  prayer).  Receiving  under  pro- 

tection, giving  security  from  oppression.  Neigli- 

bourhood.  Juwdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  irre- 

gular) Becoming  a  neighbour. 

A ju^dr,  (v.  n.  of  jl>-)  Lowing  (an  ox). 
Groaning  in  prayer.  Imploring.  A  vomiting, 
evacuation  of  any  kind. 

p j^yf  juwdr,  Leave,  permission. 

A j^j?-  jamwdr,  A  farmer,  agriculturist. 

A  L^j\j^ja7vdrib,  (and'iij\j^jarvdribat)  (pi. 
of  I— ̂ _j>-  jamrab)  Nether  socks,  hosen. 
A  jandribiy,  A  maker  of  nether  socks. 

A  ̂ y>-  jawdrih,  (pi.  of  jdrihat)  Birds 
and  beasts  of  prey.  Members  of  the  body  (by  which 

a  man  earns  his  livelihood,  particularly)  the  hands. 

Mares.  She-asses  and  camels  (especially  young 
and  prolific). 

Ajj\y>-  jawdriz,  (pi.  of  'ijj^  jdrizaf)  Hard or  dry  lands  under  which  lie  strata  of  sand. 

A  {jiij\y>-  jamdris,  (pi.  o^'i^ij^  jdrisa{)  Bees. 
A  jandrish,  (from  p  guKarish^ 

(pi.  Cij\J*ij\y>- jarvdriskdi)  Whatever  is  used  in 
the  dressing  of  meat,  or  assists  in  digestion. 

A  ̂ j^^  jamdri,  (pi.  of 'iij^^^  jdriyat)  Ships. 
Female  slaves,  servant-girls,  lasses,  girls,  damsels. 

Wandering  stars  or  planets.  j  '^j'^  3^' 
ndri  u  ghilmdn,  Girls  and  boys.  Maid-servants 

and  men-servants.  OLia/c  jamdrin 

munshaidt,  Ships  under  full  sail. 

v^^:>'  jaivdz,  A  mortar.  Jimdz,  ( 'i^^>-juwdza, 
or  juwdzdn)  A  large  wooden  or  stone  mor- 

tar for  pounding  grain.  Oil-press,  sugar-mill. 

V  A.j\^:>-jawdz,  (v.  n.  of  jU-  forj^)  Passing 
along,  through,  or  beyond.  Being  allowed,  per- 

mitted, lawful,  or  allowable.  A  passport.  Water 

with  which  cattle  or  ground  is  watered.  Perrnis- 

sion,  lawfulness,  propriety.  Jhcdz,  (v.  n.  3  ofjW 

forj^)  Transgressing,  exceeding  bounds,  going 
beyond.  Forgiving.    Jtmdz,  Thirst. 

Kj\<f^ja7vwdz,  A  seller  of  nuts  (j^i:>'jawz). 
A  jarcdzim,  (pi.  of  jdziin)  (Camels) 

satiated  with  drink.  Particles  which  deprive  a 
consonant  of  its  vowel.    Full  milk-bottles. 

A  jawuzis,  Wild,  desert.  A  wild  beast. 

A  (^\t>-  jarvwds,  A  spy,  scout.    A  lion, li)  •  . 
A  jarcdss,  Senses. 

A  [juiM*\y>-  jamdsis,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^yt»\>-)  Spies. 
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juwaz,  Impatience,  ennui. 
^  jawwdz,  Thick,  corpulent.  A  hinderer, 

preventer.  One  who  walks  with  a  haughty  air, 

proud,  haughty.  Melancholy.  A  great  talker, 

clamorous,  noisy.  One  who  accumulates  and  holds 

fast  what  he  has  got.  Weak,  impotent.  Coarse, 

unfeeling.  Sounds,  clamours,  seditious  murmurs. 

A  's^\y>-  jawwdzat,  Melancholy.  Unsteady. Gluttonous. 

A  I  i\y>-  juwdf,  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  ̂y\^  jawdl,  (pi.  of  J^JwZ)  Herds  of  horses 
or  camels.  Jhrnl,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jls-  for  [^^^  Going 
round  about  (one  another  in  fighting),  (pi.  of 

jul)  Walls  or  parapets  (of  wells). 

p  J^_ji>-  jimdl,  A  sack,  bag.  Half  of  a  (horse) 
load.  The  human  body.  Deceit,  fraud.  Any 

thing  open,  uncovered. 

A  ̂j\^>-  jawwdl,  One  who  travels  about  much. 

A  '^\tjs>-  jawdll,  {jpX.  oi 'sS^  jdllaf)  Exiles. 

A  \^\^jawdlib,(^\.  of  \^J^\»-jdlib')  Healing 
(wounds).  (pl.ofiiJl»-jaZ/&a^)  Things  attractive, 
conciliating,  agreeable ;  whatever  banishes  grief. 

A  'i^\^>-  jarcdlat,  The  best  part  of  any  thing. 
Jin-cilat,  (pi.  of  Jj>- Jm/)  Parapets  of  wells. 
A  jmvdWi,  The  flying  down  of  bulrushes 

and  the  like,  gossamer. 

v  jjS!>\y>-  jmvdl-doz,  A  large  packing-needle. 
A  sack-maker. 

p  juwdl-dozi,  Sack-making. 

A  ̂ \^jawdlik,  {-pl.of  ̂ \y>- juwdlik,')  Large corn-sacks.  Jirvdlih,  jwcdlah,  or  juwdlik,  (pl.ja- 

rvdlik,  jan-dlik,  or  OUOlj*-)  A  sack. 

p  ̂\y>-  jurcdlik,  A  religious  tunic,  a  dervish's mantle  of  a  blue  colour. 

A  C^^\^>-  jawdlihdt,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^_^)  Sacks. 

A  jatvdUk,  (pi.  of  ̂ \^)  Sacks. 
p        juwdm,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  day. 

A  jawdmih,  (pi.  of  ̂ W")  Stubborn. 
A  i^\y:>-  jawd77iid,  Boundaries. 

A  ̂js--  jawdmi^  (pi.  of  ̂ \»-  jdmiQ  Com- 
prehensive, full.  Temples,  mosques,  (pi.  of  wwW 

jdmi^t)  Pillories.  Necklaces,  chains,  collars. 
Few,  but  most  comprehensive  words.  ^Ij^ 

jawdmi^'l  halhn,  Comprehending  many  signifi- 

cations :  the  Kur'an. 
A  l^ic\yf  jawdmik,  Gifts,  salaries. 

A  ̂jmJ;/*^ ̂ jamdmis,  (pi.  of     _5'«V )  Buffaloes. 
p  jmvdn,  Young.  A  young  man,  youth, 

lad.  A  catamite.  (Jl^(^ji-  ̂ J\y^jarvdni  khwush- 
shahl,  A  youth  with  a  fine  figure.  Rice. 

p  j^-V^^  U^J^  jamdn-isijaram,  Name  of  an odoriferous  herb  of  the  class  called  ̂ J^l?lx^J\ 

rayhdnu'sh  shaydtin. 

p  y>\^jawdnd-mar(j,  Death  in  the  flower 
of  youth. 

jawanan,  (pi.  of  Youths, 
p  jayvdndna,  Manly,  gallantly. 

A  i^\y>-  jamdnib,  (pi.  of  jdnib)  Parts, 
sides.  Boundaries.  j  '^\J^a\  atrdfu  ja- 

wdnib,  Surrounding  or  adjacent  parts,  environs. 

jawdnibi  a7-ba^,  The  four  sides, 
parts,  or  quarters,  i.  e.  the  whole. 

P  CL^^\y>-  jawdn-bahht,  Young.  Fortunate, 
promising ;  a  brave,  noble,  generous  youth. 

A  'i^y^f  jawwdnat,  The  fundament. 

A  ̂y»-  jawdnih,  (^\.of 'i:d\>-jdnihat)  The  lower ribs,  the  ribs  which  meet  on  the  breast  (those  which 

join  the  back-bone  being  called  zulu^. 

T j\k>\j)  J  J^\y»-  juwdnghdr  u  bardnghar,  The left  and  right  wings  of  an  army. 

p  t>^^^Jawa«-ma/'fZ,  Ayoungman.  A  generous 
youth.  Brave,  generous,  manly.  A  master-butcher. 

P(_j't5^'^^5-Jawan-mart^«,Generosity,manliness. 
A  jawdnu,  Germander,  saw-wort. 

p  sj\ ̂   jamdna,  A  young  man.  Youth. 

p  ̂Jl»*>  sS\^»-  jaivuna-sdl,  Young  in  years. 

p  (J,\_j»- Jawawi,  Youth..  Youthful.  A  young 
man.  Aniseed. 

A  i^j>-  jawdTii,  (for  u-O^^js-)  Sides,  parts. 
A  jaTvivdiiiy,  Internal.  An  inner  court. 

Aji>\y>-  jarodhir,  (pi.  of  JS>^>-  jarvhar')  Ores, metals.  Jewels,  gems.  p  Ji\^  jawdhiri 

sukhan,  Chosen  words,  elegant  phrases. 

A  t^ja.i>\^>-  jarvdhiz,  (pi.  &*afcls")  Yearling  colts. 

A  i_-0^j*- J^^waj^ii,  News  travelling  from  coun- 
try to  country. 

A         jamdiih,  (pi.  of  ii.^U-)  Calamities. 

A  J-J  ̂ ya-jaTvdslz,  Verses  or  proverbs  which  pass 
current  from  country  to  country,  (pi.  ofJjWjaj2>) 

Beams,    (pi.  of  s}^U-  jdnzat)  Gifts,  rewards. 

A  I  aj[j>-  jarvdsif,  (pi.  of  iLbU-  jdsifat)  Low 

hills.  ̂ jMflJ\  ̂ ^jo\^  jarvdMfu'Ti  nafs,  The  inner- 
most or  deepest  recesses  of  the  soul. 

A  jawb,  (v.  n.  of  (— -jIs-  for  (—-Jj*-)  Cut- 

ting. Cleaving.  Splitting.  Teai'ing.  Traversing 

(a  country).  Making  the  collar  or  breast  of  a  shii-t 
or  other  garment,  (pi.  i-— '^j?-^  ajwdb)  A  shield. 
A  shift  without  sleeves.  A  fire-grate  or  chafing- 

dish.  Alarge  leathern  bucket.  Jun-ab,  (pi.  of 'iiy^- 
jawbat)  Gaps,  breaches.  Openings  (between  moun- tains or  clouds). 

p  Jbjs- jiM&aZ,  (in  zand)  A  wallet,  sack,  bag. 

A  &>j^jMj^aor^'M^«fZ^a^,  Ahideous,frowningface. 
A  io y>-ja7vbat,  (pi.  '^^>-juwab)  A  gap,  breach, 

interval,  or  opening  (between  mountains,  clouds, 

or  houses).  A  pit  or  hole  in  hard  ground.  A  flat 

betwixt  two  countries. 

p  ̂   ̂   jaw  bajarv,  Grain  by  grain,  a  little 
at  a  time,  by  degrees.  Piecemeal,  to  atoms. 

p         joba,  A  market-place. 
A       jusat,  A  dark  bay  colour. 
A  jamvat,  A  low-lying  place.  Juwat, 

Rough  ground.  A  cavity  or  hollow  (in  a  moun- 
tain or  elsewhere).  A  yellowish,  tawny,  or  brown 



colour.  A  patch  upon  a  leathern  bottle. 

p  ijiy>-  jawtara,  A  minaret,  a  lofty  turret. 
A  CL^^  jusus,  A  being  frightened. 

A  jaws,  Rough  tripe.  Jamas,  A  promi- 

nence in  the  upper  part  of  the  belly  with  a  lank- 
ness  below. 

A  jawscLf,  (fem.  of  l^j?-^  ajmas)  (A  fe- 
male) as  is  described  above.  Rough  tripe. 

p  juj  ovjawj,  A  cock's  comb.  A  crest. 
A  pennant,  vane.  JvJ,  (In  the  Malay  language) 

Draughts,  backgammon. 

p  jtil^- y>-  jaw-jadu,  A  bitter  grain  like  an  oat. 

p  ij^yf'  jojira,A  dirham  weighing  48  grains. 
p  jawja-gali,  A  field  of  battle. 

p  ̂ y>-  jqjam,  A  branch  with  flowers  and  fruit. 
p  ̂^s>-y»-jujin,{\\\  zand  and  Pazand)  A  drachma 

of  48  grains.  Jojan,  (in  Hindee)  A  yojana  or  dis- 
tance of  5  or  9  miles. 

p  y>-y>- jaw-jaw,  Bit  by  bit,  in  pieces,  to  pieces. 
Name  of  a  city  famous  for  musk,silks,and  camphor. 

A  jujju-f,  (pi.  j^s-ls-jftj^aj/j:)  The  breast. 

A  bird's  breast.  A  ship's  prow. 
p  tu>-^  juja,  A  chicken,  a  poult. 

A  ̂ ^jawh,  (v.n.  of  for  ̂ ^)  Eradica- 
ting, destroying.  Deviating  fromtheway.  A  Syrian 

melon.  Juh,  (pi.  of        ajwali)  Ample,  spacious. 

A  y>-  jawham,  A  red  rose.  The  hundred- 
leaved  rose. 

p         junhh,  A  troop. 

A  ,^^y>-  jawkh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^)  Carry- 
ing away  the  banks  (a  rapid  stream). 

p  ̂li- ̂   jawkhan,  A  drying-place  for  dates. 

A  'is'^'-  jukhat,  A  pit,  hole  in  the  ground. 

A  ̂^y>-  jawkha' ,  A  name  for  handmaids. 
A  3j»-  j'UMd,  (v.  n.  of  tiW  for  i.>j?-)  Shedding 

tears  plentifully  (the  eye).    Being  saturated  with 

rain  (a  field).  Being  near  to  death  or  sleep. 

A  jawd,  (v.  n.  of  jU-  for  i5^)  Failing  in 
abundance  (rain).  Shedding  tears  plentifully  (the 

•  eye).  Doing  any  thing  excellent ;  praising  or  pro- 
claiming the  same.  Assailing  and  overcoming  one 

(love).  Exceeding,  excelling  in  liberality.  Being 
near  to  sleep  or  destruction.  Heavy  rain.  (pi.  of 

<^i\>-  jadd)  Copious  (showers).  samaA 

jawd,  A  rainy  sky,  Jud,  (v.  n.  of  for  ;i^) 
Being  liberal,  beneficent.  Liberality.  A  present. 

Hunger,  (pi.  of  Ci\^  jawad)  Liberal,  beneficent, 

(pi. of  liJjs-^  ajyad)  Long-necked. 

A  A>i^^  juwadas,  (pi.  of  li^js- Jmaad)  Liberal, 

p  jarvdan,  (or  t6\j^:>-  jajvdana')  A  fra- 
grant species  of  camphire.  A  kind  of  pomegranate 

having  dry  seeds.  A  bird's  crop.  The  mark  in  a 

horse's  tooth,  resembling  a  barley-corn,  indicating 
his  age.  A  species  of  willow.  ̂ J^'^yr  tj^j^  f^'^t- 
ratani  jawdani,  Two  bountiful  showers. 

A  judat  orjamdat,  (v.  n.  of  JW  for  dy>- ) 
Being  good,  excellent.    Speaking  or  doing  well. 
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Ingenuity,  quickness  of  apprehension.  Excellence. 

A  single  thirst.  Slumber.  Judat,  (v.  n.  of  oU-  for 

tijs-)  Being  fleet  (a  horse).  Fleetness.  Juwadat, 
(pi.  of        Jaroat?)  Liberal,  beneficent. 

Pj  i^y^jawdar,Acow.  A  herb  growing  in  wheat. 

p  iji^yf  javxlara,  A  herb  growing  amongst 
wheat.  Name  of  a  certain  general. 

A  !^^^  judiy  or  (_fiiy>- judt,  Mount  Ararat  in 
Armenia  (where  thearkis  supposed  to  have  rested). 

A  judiycLf,  A  garment,  an  upper  cloak. 

A  '^\'i^^juzab,A  dish  of  sugar,  rice,  and  meat. 
Pjii^s>-jaw-zar,  In  morsels,  piecemeal. 

A  jdy:>-  jawzar  or  jawzir,  The^vild  calf. 

A  j  juszur  or  juszar,  (p\.j  'd[^jasazir^  The wild  calf. 

A  !^h^  juziy,  A  garment.  A  short  cloak. 

A  Ajd^  juziyaf,  A  sailor's  woollen  jerkin. 
p  jawr,  A  bumper  of  wine  presented  to  any 

one.  One  of  the  lines  upon  the  famous  cup  of  Jam- 

shed.  J^Jjj;^  » hada  hajawr  dad.  He  plied 
him  with  wine.  eTwroar,  Height,  summit.  Above. 

Ajy>~jufar,  A  copious  rain. 
/  Aj^jamr,  (v.  n.  ofjU-  forj^s-)  Going  out 
of  theway,deviatingfrom  truth.  Tyrannizing  over. 

Imploring  protection.  In[ustice,  violence,  iniquity, 

oppression,  tyranny.  Severity,  austerity.  A  ty- 

rant, oppressor.  jy>-  ̂ la'  jawr,  On  a  wrong 
road,  p  ̂^d^ jawr  kardan.  To  injure.  A  Jur, 
Firozabad,  famed  for  its  roses. 

Aj^  jiwarr.  Copious  rain  accompanied  by 
loud  thunder.  Strong-voiced  (camel). 

A  f^j^s-  jawrah,  (pi.  'ki J\^=-  jawarihat  or 
i^J\^>~  jawarih)  A  shoe,  sandal.    A  stocking. 

A  B^jy>-  jamrahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Putting 
socks  (on  any  one).  A  sock. 

V  j^>jy>-  jurhur,  A  pheasant.   A  jungle-cock. 

p  !sJl*i^_jys-  jawi'-peslia,  Oppressive.  A  tyrant. 
A  ij^s-jawarat,  Tyrants,  unjust  judges. 

A  {^jys^  ja7V7-af,  An  ass.  A  male  ostrich.  A 
quick  gelding.    A  flood  that  sweeps  all  before  it. 

A  jawrah,  A  male  ostrich. 
p         jura,  Equal  in  size,  weight,  colour,  &c. 

kjt.>-jawz,  (v.  n.  of  J  Is-  forJ»»-)  Passing  by 
or  beyond.  Thepartof  Arabia  called  Hijaz.  (from 

PjJ>  ganiz),  A  nut.  (pi.  j\js-^  ajwaz),  Middle, 
centre,  or  marrow  of  any  thing.  \j>Jy:^jawzi 

hawwa,  (or  lO^^  j^»-jamzi  buy  a).  Nutmeg.  Jj*- 

V>J>  jawzi  surayya',  The  middle  or  cluster  of  the 
Pleiades.  'yJ>-        jawzi  khaniz.  An  unsound  nut. 

j^s-  jawzu' r  rat,  A  saponaceous  nut.  J_5^ 

f^jj  jawzi  rwra,  A  walnut.  j^j*<J\j^  jawzu's 

sarv.  Fruit  of  the  cypress-tree.  U^oi^J^  jawzu''t 
tarfa,  The  tamarisk-nut.  {^^}a}i\j^>'  jawzu't  fib, 

A  nutmeg.  ̂ ^\j^»-jawzu'l  hayy,  Nux  vomica. 
jy>-jawzu'l  hawsal,  The  physic-nut.  pjj»- 

jawzi  gandum,  a  ̂ dS^  jawzi  jandum, 

Sandix-gum,  juniper,  ̂ il** J ̂!>-jarvzi  masal,  The 

thorn-apple.  ̂ ,^J:,\j^jawzul  marqj,  The  win- 

ter-cherry. (^>\'iS>  jawzi  hindl,  A  cocoa-nut. A  walnut. 

A  A\jy>-  jawzas,  A  star,  Gemini.  A  sheep  white 
in  the  middle  of  the  body.  aljawzat,  Orion. 

A  Olj^_yaraza^,(pl.ofj_j»-Jaw^)Nuts.  Knots betwixt  the  outer  and  inner  barks  of  trees. 

p  ,^>j&\jy>-  Jamz-aghand,  A  peach  stuffed  with walnut-kernels. 

p  uLl^j     jawzak.  Sorrow.  Sorrowful. 

A  juzan,  (pi.  of^U-  ja.fiz)  Beams. 

A  ̂ib\^y>-  jawzahanj.  An  Indian  medicine. p  Syj^  jawz  bar  gumbad,  (Throwing)  a 

walnut  upon  a  cupola,  (a  phrase  employed  to  sig- 
nify labour  in  vain). 

A  ijy>-  jarvzat.  One  watering,  or  one  draught 
of  water.  A  single  nut.  A  sort  of  grape.  A  sheep 
white  in  the  middle  of  the  body. 

p  i>^Jyf  jawzagha,  A  cotton-pod. 

A  ̂ jjy^  jawzak,  A  cotton-pod. p  jawz-girih,  A  coat-button. 

A  (Jj^  jawzal,  A  young  pigeon.  Poison.  A 
youth,  boy.  A  camel  that  falls  downfrom  leanness. 

F  jy>'  jawz-maghz,  A  walnut-kernel.  Any 
hard  substance. 

p  ̂ ^jy>-  jaw-za7i,  Blight,  mildew  (as  smiting 
the  corn).  Name  of  certain  magicians  in  India, 

who  are  said  to  bewitch  people  by  means  of  bar- 

ley-corns steeped  in  saffi'on,  over  which  certain  in- 
cantatory  verses  have  been  muttered.  A  Brahman 

(?.e.  one  of  the  sacerdotal  caste)  who  pours  clari- 
fied butter  into  the  fire,  which  he  strikes  with 

stalks  of  barley  (as  a  religious  rite). 

-p  jS>jy>-  jawzahr,  The  dragon's  head  and  tail. 
The  sphere  of  the  moon.    A  comet. 

A  jawziy,  A  vendor  of  nuts. 

p  i^'^ljfi'  jawzidan.  To  be  sad,  melancholy. 

A  ̂ j^ij^  jamzmah.  Nuts  and  sweetmeats. 
p  d>Ji>J_j:>-  ;a/y2mfl,  Sugared  almonds.  A  syrup. 
p  ijy>-jula,  A  chicken.  ciJjti  i>jyf  j^jad  dull, 

A  notch  in  the  top  of  the  spindle. 

p  bj  »j_5="  jyja-ruha,  (\^  luwa  or  liwa)  A  kite. 

A  i^jii^  jaws,  (or  ̂^\*n^  jajvasan')  (v.  n.  of 
for(^_}»-)  Searching  for  with  anxiety,  per- 

severing in,  and  repeating  the  search.  Rummag- 

ing a  house  (as  a  thief  for  plunder).  Catching  in- 

telligence (a  spy).  Going  the  rounds  during  the 

night  (a  watchman). 

p  i^\jMy>-  jarvsak,  Adam's  apple. 

p^jAj^jk*»ijs--j/Ms&2m2to??,(zandandPaz.)Totake. 

A  ̂jij)y>-jawsak,{{rom  V'.dS^^hushk)  A  lofty 

building,  a  palace.    The  zodiac. 
jawsali,  A  button.    Adam  s  apple. 

p  jawsan,  A  cuirass  made  of  leather. 

p  i^j>MJiy>-  jaw-sang,  In  weight,  a  barley-corn, 

p  s^y>'  jaivsu,  A  balcony.  A  kiosk,  a  villa. 

A  i^y>-  jarvsh,  The  breast.    The  middle  of  a 



man.  Midnight.  A  large  section  of  the  night,  or 

the  latter  part  of  it.  A  march  during  the  whole  of 

the  night.    Jush,  The  breast. 

P  (^yf  josli,  Ebullition,  effervescence ;  agita- 
tion (of  mind  or  body).  Heat,  lust.  The  ring  of 

a  coat  of  mail.  The  fourteenth  day  of  the  month, 

(in  comp.)  Boiling,  raging,  (^yr  joshi 
hhun,  Ebullition  of  blood  (a  disease).  ̂   ̂  

joshi  tufan,A.  deluge.  0*'_jf:  bajosh  ama- 
dan,  (or  ̂ ^JJ  (jS*^  josh  zadari)  To  boil,  ferment, 
chafe,  rage,  be  agitated  (the  waves  of  the  sea). 

p  i^\J^y>-  joshdk,  Heat,  ebullition,  agitation. 

p  ̂^\Zl^:>■  joshan,  Boiling,  foaming  (waves). 

p  iji  (jl<ij ̂   joshan-bara,  A  savoury  dish. 

p  ̂jjLSjjs-  joshandan,  (and  ̂ ^dX>\Z»^  josha- 

mdan)  (trans.  o{  ̂ ^Csi.Zi^>-  josludmi)  To  cause  to 
boil,  to  seeth.    To  cook. 

p  %6>\^tj>-  joshanda,  A  decoction. 

p  tjJ^^  josh-para,  A  kind  of  food,  vermicelli. 

Pj^^^  jawshir,  A  weaver. 

p  ̂ ^Juny>-  joshish,  A  boiling,  ebullition.  Heat. 
A  cooking,  dressing.  An  eruption.  Thrush  (a 
disease).    A  violent  desire. 

p  l,d^J^y>^  jawshah  or  jushah,  A  sort  of  bottle 
made  of  earthenware,  having  a  spout  to  it.  Ju- 

shah, A  button-hole. 

A  i^^y^  jawshan,  A  coat  of  mail.  The  breast. 
Midnight. 

p  ̂^i!i>^  joshan,  A  cuirass.  A  crabbed  look. 

p  i^^>.  ̂ ^y>'  joshan-posh,  A  cuirassier. 
A  j^^^jUo^  jawshaniy,  A  weaver  of  coats  of  mail. 

A  f^^j>-jusshush,The  breast,  or  the  middle 
of  it.  A  coai  se,  rude,  rough  man.  Part  (of  the 

night).    A  portion  (of  the  people). 

p  ijSiMij>-  joshidan,  To  boil.  To  shoot  forth. 

p  iSi^y>-  joshida,  Boiled.  ̂ ^SJ^  ii\}Miy>-jo- 
shida.  shudan.  To  be  boiled,  dressed,  cooked. 

pJa/«  SiiJujjjs-Jo.sAic^a-ma^/iZyPassionate.  Wary. 

p  jf-Zi^  jaw-shir,  Barley-gruel.    A  weaver. 

p  ijJMy>-  jawslilra,  A  weaver.  A  kind  of  food. 

A.  )b^jawz,  (or  ̂^^^  ja^vazan^  (v.n.of  ibls- 
for  ̂  )  Walking  proudly.  Choking,  suffocating. 

A  jaro^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s-  for  ̂ p>-)  Feeling 
hungry,  famishing.  Longing  for,  desiring.  Jii^ 

Hunger.  ju^i'l  baha?;  (or  t_«*K3\ 

ju^'lhalh)  Insatiable  hunger,  canine  appetite. 
A        jjiwa^)  (pl-  of  iJ^W"  i"-''^)  Starved. 

A  (j^j?-  jaw^n,  Hungry,  famished,  starved. 

A  &ff-j»-jaw^a^,  A  being  hungry,  a  hungry  mood. 

A  If-^'r  (fern.)  Hungry,  famished. 
p        jugh,  A  yoke. 

p  i^tjsr  jarcghan,  A  thrashing  instrument  of 
wood  drawn  by  oxen. 

A  I  i^s>'jawf,{\.x\.o^ I  jU»-fori  jjs») Wound- 
ing in  the  belly  with  a  spear,  reaching  the  inside. 

A  wide-extended  plain,    (pl.  ajwaf)  The 
belly.  Interior  cavity  (of  any  thing).  The  tent  of 
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a  revenue-collector.  A  third  part  of  the  night.  The 
fifth  of  the  six  parts  of  the  night.  Juf,{^\.  of  I 

ajwaf)  Hollow,  concave,  (in  gram.)  "Verbs  which 
have  for  their  medial  radical  j  waw  or  ̂ J  ya.  Ja- 

ij-  of  >— j^)  Being  hollow  and  roomy. 
Amplitude,  capaciousness. 

A  ̂'^^  jawfat,  (fem.  of  ajmaf)  Hol- 
low (reed  or  tree).  Capacious  (bucket).  Extensive. 

A  jyfan,  The  yard  of  an  ass. 

A^y>-  jawfar  (equiv.  to         jamhar,  q.  v.). 
A         j^fi,  A  sort  of  fish. 

A  fif^l/f  Hollow,  wide,  roomy  within, 
capacious.    A  sort  of  fish. 

A  jawh,  A  troop,  a  body.  Jamah,  (v.  n. 

of  J5^)  Being  distorted  (the  face).  Jawih,  One 
who  has  a  down-looking  distorted  countenance. 
Distorted  (face). 

A  Kijs-  jawhat,  A  crowd,  multitude. 
A  jawh  jawh,  In  troops. 

P  ̂j^y>-  jawhan,  A  club  of  an  arched  form  used 
in  the  Eastern  game  of  horse  shinty. 

juhah,  A  bird  like  a  sparrow. 

p  L-J^SjS"  jaw-hob.  Bruised,  coarsely  ground. 

p  fj^y^  jawgan,  Maize. 
A  jawl,  (v.  n.  of  JU-  for  J^)  Going 

round.  Choosing,  electing.  Earth,  dust.  A  large 

flock  of  sheep.  A  numerous  troop.  A  herd  of  ca- 
mels or  horses,  30  or  40.  The  choicest  camels.  An 

aged  mountain-goat.  A  sort  of  ti'ee.  A  mountain. 
Jul,  (v.  n.  ofjls-  for  J^)  Going  round,  surround- 

^"S"  (P^'  iJ^j?"^  ajwal,  fji\y>-ji7val,  and  '<ii\y>-jiwd- 
lat)  A  wall,  parapet,  or  fence  to  a  well.  The  inte- 

rior part  of  a  well  from  top  to  bottom.  Dust.  The 

sea-side.  The  side  of  a  mountain,  (pl.  J^^jawaZ) 

A  herd,  flock.  Wisdom,  prudence.  Design,  pur- 

pose. A  stone  at  the  bottom  of  a  well  or  river. 

p        jul,  A  kite. 

p  (^'^yf  jawldn.  Wandering  up  and  down. 
Moving,  springing  from  side  to  side  (as  comba- 

tants or  competitors  in  amphitheatres). 

A  jawldn.  The  commencement  of  cares. 
Dust.  Gravel  or  dust  driven  about  by  the  wind. 

A  dusty  day.  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Syria.  Ja- 

fvaldn,  (v.  n.  of  for  (J^js-)  Walking  round. 
Motion,  agitation.  (Cattle)  of  the  smallest  and 

worst  kind,  pj^^^  (J^^  jawaldnu'l  humum,  Be- ginning of  sorrow  or  cares,  p  (j^^ ^  jawaldn 
hundn.  Moving,  leaping,  springing. 

p  jlX-J^ji-  jawaldti-gdh,  A  champ-de-mars. 
p  jawld7igari,  A  gallop,  fleetness. 
p  jawldm.  Strength  (of  mind  or  body), 

quickness,  apprehension.  Fleetness. 

A  '^'^y>- jawldniy,  A  man)  of  universal  use- 
fulness. (A  day)  when  clouds  of  dust  are  flying. 

p  i'!^^>-  juldh,  (or  eiJ6^_j>-)  A  spider.  A  weaver. 
p  l!^St'^j>-  juld/cah,  A  little  weaver;  a  spider. 

p  ̂*^^s^  juldlii.  Weaving. 
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A  'i^^  jawlat,  (v.  n.  of  JU-  for  J^)  Going 
round  (an  enemy).  Being  separated  and  dispersed, 
and  then  returning  to  the  attack.  Flying  about 

(dust).  Choosing. 

p  jolahh,  A  woollen  cloth  worn  by  reli- 

gious mendicants. 

p  ̂^y^-jolahhi,  A  mendicant  clad  in  a  jolakh. 

A  ̂  y>-  jawlak,  A  kind  of  thorny  tree. 
p  jolah  or  jawlih.  The  dress  of  a  monk. 

p      js^jolaki  orjawlihi,A  religious  mendicant. 

p  jJ_j=>-jMZa,  A  quiver,  case  for  bows  and  arrows. 
Beaten  (wool  or  cotton).  A  porcupine.  Julah, 

(for  »^)_j>-jMZaA)  A  weaver.  A  spider.  J"oZa,  Grass of  which  animals  are  very  fond. 

p      ii}y>-  jola-gdh,  A  field  of  the  grass  ̂ j*. 

p  s^y>-  julaha,  A  spider.    A  weaver. 

p  ̂^S^y>-  julldan,  To  be  confused,  scattered. 

A  ̂ y>-  jawm,,  (v.  n.  of  for  j«^)  Seeking, 
searching  (aught,  good  or  bad).  Shepherds,  whose 
flocks  and  interests  are  united.  (pl.  of  jdrn) 

Goblets. 

p  <JljiMcy>-  jawmist,  A  prophet  of  the  magi. 

p  jarvn.  The  Jumna,  a  large  river  in  In- 

dia(in  Sanscrit  called  Yamuna).  Jawan,  A  thrash- 

ing instrument  drawn  by  oxen. 

A  f^js-  j awn, 'Wh'iie.  Black  (camel  or  horse). 
Red.  Day.  An  herb  becoming  black  from  ver- 

dure. Name  of  many  horses,  y>>  banu'ljawn. 
Name  of  a  tribe.  Jun,  (pl.  of  ̂ Jys~jawn)  Black. 

Days.  Juwan,  (pl.  of  io^=-  junal^  Spice-boxes. 

A  f^^^-juMU,  (pl.  of  ̂ s^jusnat)  Canisters  co- vered with  leather.  Vases  for  holding  spices. 

A  f-Xiy>-  jamndf,  The  sun.    A  cauldron. 
A  ,.Xi^  ja.mndni.  The  two  ends  of  a  bow. 

A  '^i^s-jumat,  (pl.  jusan)  A  canister  co- 
vered with  leather,  where  a  druggist  keeps  perfumes. 

A  '&>^  jawnai,  The  sun,  or  his  disk  (when  set- 
ting). A  butt  smeared  over  with  pitch.  Red.  A 

coal.  Junat,  (v.  n.  of  (j^»-)  Being  black  (the  face). 
Blackness  (of  a  horse),  pitchy  blackness,  (pl. 

juwan)  A  box  covered  with  leather  (for  spicei-ies). 
A  small  mountain. 

p  ̂jSi^».junh,  A  bird's  bill. 
A  '^^^jumy,  A  bird  resembling  a  grouse,cal]ed 

Iks  liatd.    Of  the  tribe  of  ̂^»j>■  jawn. 

p  i^j^s-jiwwdyi,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  youth. 

A  ̂^^jusuh,  (pl.  of  t-^  Wja^?;)  Strong  asses. 
A  *r'jj*'  jusubat,  (v.  n.  of  (-r^W^)  Being  of  a 

crabbed,  grim  countenance. 
A  juswat,  A  dark  bay  colour.  Rugged 

and  black  ground. 

A  (-i-Jj j5»  (v.  n.  of  lLius^)  Being  afraid. 

Aj_j^  juwuz,  A  passing  by  or  beyond. 

A  (^jtf^  jusiish,  (pl.of  Cj^l»-)  Hearts,  minds. 

A  Jj  js-yitTOMZ,  A  going  round,circum  ambu  1  ating. 
A  i^>- ja.7vh,(\.n.  of  s\=>- for  J  js-)  Looking  at, 

or  receiving  ungraciously.  Juh,  Look,  aspect,  coun- 



tenance.  ^yi»  8jSl  Jijit/wsaw^iw,  With  displeasure, 

p  iy>-  juh,  A  yoke. 

A jS>^jawhar,(JroTa  v ̂  ̂  gawhar\(^\.^\y^ 
jaivdhir)  A  jewel,  gem,  pearl.  Matter,  substance, 

essence,  staple  (distinguished  from  accident).  Any 

kind  of  mineral  whence  something  valuable  is  ex- 
tracted. Quicksilver.  Pith,  marrow.  The  wavy 

appearance  on  some  Oriental  sword-blades.  Worth, 

excellence.  Skill,  knowledge,  intellect.  A  guide, 

director.  Brave,  intrepid.  Cf\iiyby>'  (^jA^mahzi 
jawhari  2^a^,Unmixed  original  essence,  ̂ j^^^ 

jawhari  ̂ Im,  Heaven.  Spirit.  Fire.  t>;i  jSci ̂  
jawhari  fard,  An  indivisible  atom.  A  person  un- 

rivalled or  unequalled. 

p^y^  jlihar,  When  in  a  siege  the  men,  feeling 
unable  successfully  to  resist  their  assailants,  destroy 

their  wives  and  children  and  save  themselves  by 

flight  (a  practice  which  prevailed  among  the  Raj- 
puts in  India).  A  place  abounding  in  streams. 

U'^X-J* 3'^  juhar  hardan,  To  sack  or  plunder. 

A  'sys ̂   jawharat,  One  gem,  a  single  pearl. 
p jawhar-dar,  A  bright,  glittering, 

or  well-tempered  cimeter,  possessing  the  blackish 
marks  called jawhar. 

p  (j^j ^3^^  jawhar-faroshf  A  dealer  in  pre- 
cious stones,  a  vender  of  jewels. 

A  (^jfc^s-jaw/mri?/,  A  jeweller.  Substantial, 
essential.  Name  of  a  celebrated  lexicographer,  and 

compiler  of  an  Arabic  dictionary  called  ̂ ^^^ 
hah,  i.  e.  Accurate,  free  from  faults. 

p  jawhariydn,  (pi.  of  jarolLa- 
riy)  Jewellers.  A  sect  who  attribute  materiality 

to  the  Deity  ;  materialists. 

p  juld,  (jr  i3j»-)  Name  of  a  flower. 

A  Ijf^  jawa',  (v.  n.  of  t/^)  Continuing  a 
long  time  (a  disease).  Being  powerfully  affected 

by  love  or  sadness.  Loathing,  detesting.  Stinking 

(water).  Warmth,  ardour,  heat.  A  decay  of  the 

vitals,  consumption.  Heart-felt  love  or  grief.  A 
dark  bay  colour.  Consumptive.  Jawi,  Fetid  water. 

Unwholesome  (place).  Afilicted  with  a  disease  of 
the  chest. 

P  til)*'  ̂   grain  of  barley.  Joy,  (Juy,y>- 

jo  or  ju  imperative  and  participle  of  j^iio^^^Joyi- 
dan  or  justan)  Seek  thou.   Seeking,  desir- 

ing, wishing,  asking.  (J^=;~  ul^jO  dawlat-joy, 
Wishing  the  happiness  or  prosperity  of  another, 

affectionate.    ̂ J^s>■  jihan-joy,  Attentive  to 

worldly  affairs ;  a  vv^orldling.  Juy,  A  running 
stream,  rivulet.  A  canal  or  gutter  cut  for  the  pur- 

poses of  irrigation.  A  groove  in  the  back  of  a 

sword.  u«.»l  A  running  stream,  {jy^ 
jXi  juyi  taz,  A  rapid  stream,  mighty  torrent. 

A  Is^jo^rniy^  Disagreeable,  inconvenient.  Un- 

wholesome (place).  Narrow  and  tight  in  the  chest, 
and  unable  to  speak  plainly. 

P  ̂.yrjoya,  Searching,  inquiring,  seeking.  A 
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diligent  inquirer.  Wishful.  Name  of  a  champion 

killed  by  Rustam  (the  Persian  Hercules). 

P  {^..fr  joydn,  Seeking.  Wishing,  ambitious, 

(pi.  joy~)  Wishers,  seekers,  tiii^ 
ydnimadad,  Petitioners,  supplicants  for  assistance. 

p  ̂^l^\>,^joydn^dan,  To  inquire,  investigate. 

P  ̂^..^  joydii,  Search,  diligent  inquiry. 

p jl>j_y>-  juy-hdr,  A  great  river  formed  by  the 

confluence  of  many  smaller  streams.  A  river's  bank. 
A  place  abounding  in  springs  or  running  streams. 

iJ^Z^J^_y>-juy-bdri  bihiskt, The  river  of  paradise. 

A  ̂>,y>-  jawiyat,  (or  'sS_^  jawiyat)  A  disagree- able, unhealthy  country. 

p  juycha,  (or  (.dbj»-  juyah)  A  rivulet, 
brook.  A  groove,  a  furrow. 

A  (J^^  jawil,  Whatever  is  driven  about  by  the 
wind  (as  dust,  fallen  leaves,  and  the  like). 

p  i^,y>'  jaw'm,  (or  isJj^)  Made  of  barley. 
A  ̂ J^,y^ju7vayn,l!^ameo^  a  place ;  also  of  a  man. 
p  ijj^iyf  joyinda,  Searching.    An  inquirer. 

lSx>_y>-  joyinda  ydbinda,  Who  searches, 
finds ;  seek  and  you  will  find. 

A  t0^j»-jun-ayh,  (dim.  of  iX^-jdh)  A  little  rank, 
petty  rank,  or  dignity. 

p  joyidan,  To  seek,  search  for,  hunt 
after.  Juytdan,  To  set  water  a  flowing. 

p  dOuJ^sk-^Mj/irta,  Aquatic.  A  swan. 
p  sc*-  jah,  A  place.  Rank,  office,    (imper.  of 

jastan)  Leap  thou,  (in  compos.)  Leaping. 

p  «->■  jih,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Courtezans. 

A  jahh,  (v.  n.  of  &>-)  Repelling  shamefully, 

keeping  back. 

A  'is>\^jahdbizat,  (pi.  of  >i>x^jihbiz)  Acute, 

intelligent  money-changers.  dA^\  'is>^^i^jahdbi- 
zatu'n  nalid,  Money-brokers.  Able  critics. 

A  Ll^l^  jllidt,  (pi.  of  i^:>-  jUiaf)  Faces,  sur- 
faces. Superficies.  Goods,  effects,  p  (jiLwi 

jihdti  shasJi,  Six  surfaces,  a  cube. 

A  t^l^  jahdd,  Hard  ground  without  grass.  The 
fruit  of  the  Ld3|j\  ardlt.  Jihdd,  (v.  n.  3  of  >\^) 

Waging  war  (especially  against  infidels).  Battle, 

combat.    An  exploit.    Endeavour,  effort,  tilj^ 

jikddi  ahbar,  The  greater  warfare,  war  against 

one's  own  lusts.  jk^\  til^s-  jihddi  asfjhar,  The 
lesser  warfare,  war  against  infidels,  p 

iCJO.  miibdrizijihdd-pcsha,Aso\dier  inured  to  war, 

a  veteran,  a  ,_)jiSU  ̂ \  juhdddka  an  taf- 

^la,  Your  utmost  endeavour  should  be  to  do. 

A jikdr,  (v.n.  3  of^^)  Carrying  on  open 
hostilities.  Fighting  face  to  face.  Name  of  an  idol. 

jihdran  or  jahdran,  Publicly,  in  open  day. 

A  jahdrat,  (v.  n.  of  Having  a  hand- 
some face  and  a  loud  voice.  Being  loud  (voice  or 

sound).  A  loud  voice.  Elegance  of  form  and 
beauty  of  face. 

Ajl^  jahdz,  A  camel's  saddle,  or  the  saddle- tree. Pudenda mulieris.  A  ship,  '-rir^ 
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zaraba /iJaAa^JtVii,  He  fled  anddid  not  return.  Ja- 

hdz or  jihdz,  (pi.  ajkizai)  Paraphernalia,  or 

portion  given  with  a  daughter,  effects  in  the  dis- 

posal of  a  wife,  whatever  a  bride  brings  to  her  hus- 
band's house,  her  trousseau.  Travelling  equipage. 

Funeral  apparatus. 

p  ij^Jjjl^  jahdz-shihani,  A  shipwreck. 

A  Csj^-<(^  jahdz'iy,  A  sailor.  A  kind  of  cimeter. 
A  i^^^f^  jahdz,  The  unripe  fruit  of  the  tooth- 

pick tree  (called  uiJ^\  ardk^.  Jihdz,  (v.  n.  3  of 

^jo^)  Keeping  back,  preventing.  Causing  to make  haste. 

A  '6^\^  jahdzat.  Shrewdness,  cleverness. 
A  '&*6\!^  jahhdzat,  Old,  decrepit  (she-ass). 

A  iji^^juhhdl,  (pi.  of  ̂ fcW)  Ignorant, foolish. 

A  'ii\^jahdlat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  ignorant, 
not  knowing.  Feigning  ignorance.  Ignorance. 
Barbarism.  Brutality. 

A        jahdm,  A  cloud  without  rain. 

A  jahdmat,  (v.  n.  of  j»f?-)  Being  of  a 
harsh,  austere  countenance.  Receiving  sternly  and 

ungraciously. 

p  jahdn  or  jihdn.  The  woi'ld.    An  age. 
Worldly  possessions.  Any  sublunary  object.  Leap- 

ing, bounding.  (jV^  ̂j!  j  ̂̂^\  in  u  dnjahdn,This 
and  the  other  world.        j  l— '  I  jahdni  dh 
M  ̂/«7,  The  human  body.  The  world. 

jahdn  ddshtan,  To  possess  much  property,  ̂ ^^■s"- 
jahdni fdni,  The  perishable  world,  (j^V?" 

jalidni  hadlm,  Eternity.   iJJ^(j^^  ji/iarti  hihin, 

A  little  world,  i,  e.  man.  i^j  '^  (jV?"  J^^*"'*'*' 
rdn,  Transitory  world,  ij;^^  jalidni  mihin. 

The  world, universe,  ̂ llxtf'l^s-  jc\  amrijahdn-mu- 
id^A  mandate  obeyed  by  all  the  world,  ̂ j^-^?- 

W'  partavijahdn-namd,  A  world-illuminating  ray. 

A  f^\^jahdn,  A  river  (formerly  the  Pyramus). 
P  jahdn-drdy,  World-adorning. 

Name  of  the  sixth  month  of  the  year  of  Yazdagird. 

p        I  f^.^^  jaJidn-drdii,  World's  ornament. 

pjjjji^  ̂ ^\^jahdn-afr•oz,  World-enlightening. 
p        1  (jlj»-,/a/tara-a^rift,Creator  of  the  world. 

p  J  J  1  jahd7i-d7va7;Yaliant.  Learned. 

p  (jb  ti)^*"  jahdnbdn,  Keeper  or  protector  of the  world.  God  Almighty.  A  powerful  monarch. 

p  (_^ljo^j>-ja/iare?>a«i,Govei'nment  of  the  world. 

Royal. p  {j\i.i\^jahdn-bin.  Seeing  or  comprehending 
the  whole  world  (an  attribute  of  God).  The  eye. 
A  traveller.  Offspring. 

p  aljj  ̂ J^»-ja]idn-2')andh,  Asylum  of  the  world. 

p  jJ^.  uV?"  jcihdn-pahlawdni.  Name  of  a 
post  of  honour  to  which  the  bravest  men  were  for- 

merly advanced  in  Persia. 

A  '&>\^  jiihdnat,  A  young  handmaid. 
p  {^\S>\^  jahd7i-tdb,  World-inflaming.  The 

fifth  month  of  the  aera  of  Yazdagird. 

p  y^\^s^jahdn-jo  or  ju.  Ambitious  of  subju- 



gating  the  world. 

p  f^\^  jahanjahan,  Much,  man}'. 

p j\s>\^  jahan-dar,  Possessor  of  the  world. 
A  king,  an  emperor.  Name  of  a  Mogul  emperor, 

gi'andson  of  Awrangzib. 
p  ja/<an-(Zan,Monarchy,empire,  rule. 

Imperial.  ̂ _^J\Jo\^  (_->lf«*»\  asbabi  jaliandan, 
Means  of  acquiring  rule. 

p  ti^t^  jahan-dlda,  Seeing  the  world; 

knowing  mankind.  A  traveller.  l>i^.A  ijV?" 

^jii  iV.^  jahan-dida  hisyar  goyad  durogh,  One 
who  has  seen  the  world  tells  many  lies. 

p  jjV?"  jo^>^^n-f'^'>^^^^^}  Rule  of  the  world. 

p  j'iijj  jahan-zinda,  A  perennial  flower. 
Pj^lwj  i^^^^jahan-salar,  A  powerful  monarch. 

A  general. 

p  ̂^li**>  (jl^  ;a/m«-5a?a«,  World-conquering, 

p  (^Uu**  tijV^  jahan-satanif  Conquest  of  the 
world. 

pjj*»>  f^\^»-jahan-soz,  An  incendiary;  a  tyrant. 
p  liiol^  jahan-lmsha,  World-subduing. 

p  j^Li.S=  jahan-kushaii,  Conquest. 

p  ̂   ̂J^^  juhan-kay,  King  of  the  world. 

p  i})Ji  jahan-gard,  A  great  traveller. 

vjS  ̂j\^jahan-gir,  Seizer  or  conqueror  of  the 
world  (the  name  which  Salim,  the  son  of  Sultan 

Akbar,  adopted  on  succeeding  his  father  as  Em- 

peror of  Hindustan  in  the  year  1605).  A  woman's 
bracelet.    Short  breeches  woi-n  by  soldiers. 

p  i^jf         jahan-giri,  Universal  sway. 

p  lijy  ̂ ^\^  jahan-navmrd,  A  great  traveller. 
p  jaham,  Worldly.    A  mortal. 

p  ̂\jjl^ja/<awi^aw,  Mortals.  Worldly  people. 

p  ̂jj'.x>\^s>-jahanidan,  To  cause  to  leap.  To 
attack.    To  shoot. 

A  (..^s^  jahb,  A  heavy  dull  countenance. 

A  ̂^.x^jihbiz,  (pi.  'is>\^:^jahabizat)  An  acute, 
intelligent  money-changer,  who  knows  at  once 

good  money  from  bad. 

A  'isx^  jahbazat,  Banking,  the  business  of  a 
banker  or  money-changer. 

A  jahbal,  Large-headed.  Aged.  Large 
(mountain-goat).  Name  of  the  individual  who  first 

brought  the  news  of  Muhammad's  death  to  the 
people  of  Hazramawt. 
A  jahbalat,  An  ugly  woman. 

A  'i^jihai  or  juhat,  Side,  face,  surface ;  form, 
fashion,  manner,  mode ;  reason,  regard,  respect. 

Wages,  p  CJ^ji  azjihati,  For  this  reason,  be- 

cause of.  On  the  side  of.  ̂ ^^3  i^i^is-J^  azji- 
hati in  ki,  Because  that.  charjihai, 

Four  sides  (of  a  solid).  Four  qualities  or  quantities. 

A  jahs,  (v.  n.  of  t^^?-)  Moving,  agita- 
ting, renderinglightandairy  (anger,  terror,  or  joy). 

A  iX^'^  jahjah,  Name  of  the  man  who  broke 
Muhammad's  stick  on  the  knee  of  Othman  ;  also 
of  one  who  is  destined  to  rule  the  world. 
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p  f^^^f^^  jahjahan,  Skipping,  prancing.  Hop- 
ping.   Swelling,  rushing  (water). 

A  'it^p^  jahjahat,  (v.  n.  of  s.^^  Q)  Shout- 
ing at  a  wild  beast  in  order  that  he  may  retire. 

A        jahada,  (fut.        yajhadu)  He  strove. 

A  6^jahd,  (v.  n.of  tJ>^)  Striving,  struggling, 

exerting  one's  self.  Overloading  (a  beast).  Long- 
ing for(food).  Churning,  fetching  out  butter.  Try- 

ing, examining,  proving.  Eating  much  and  often. 
Wasting,  pulling  down  (disease).  Labour,  study. 

^^LJ\  S^:b.jahdu  'I  balds,  A  numerous  family.  In- 
digence. Any  condition  to  which  death  is  prefera- 

ble. liJfcW  (X,^  jahdijahid,  Intense  labours  or 

pains.  (jU*^^  jahdu'l  aymdn,  The  most  so- 
lemn of  oaths.  Jahd  or  juhd,  Power,  strength, 

vigour.  Jahad,  (v.  n.  of  (li^)  Being  wretched 
and  uncomfortable  (life). 

A  jahr,  (v.  n.  of  j-^)  Raising  the  voice, 
speaking  loud.  Revealing,  declaring,  publishing, 

discovering,  disclosing.  Beholding,  perceiving, 

seeing  clear  without  a  veil.  Cleaning  out  (a  well); 

or  exhausting  it ;  or  reaching  water.  Being  public, 

divulged.  Visiting  one  in  the  morning  unexpect- 
edly. Magnifying,  honouring.  Looking  at  any 

one  whose  mien  or  comeliness  is  striking  and  over- 

powering. Dazzling  the  eyes  (the  sun).  Appear- 
ing great  and  respectable ;  regarding  as  numerous 

(an  army).  Shaking  (a  bottle)  in  order  to  churn 
butter.  Measuring.  Guessing.  Travelling  incog- 

nito over  a  country.  High  and  rugged  ground.  A 

year.  A  portion  of  an  age.  A  loud  voice.  Juhr, 

An  elegant  form.  A  beautiful  face.  Face,  counte- 

nance, air,  mien,  ̂ j^^  ti;*'*^^  ̂   ahsana  juh- 
rahu,  How  fair  his  countenance  is !  Jahar,  (v.  n. 

of jii^^)  Being  weak  and  unable  to  bear  the  glare 

of  the  sun  (an  eye).  Jahir,  Loud-voiced;  a  clear 
speaker.  Comely. 

a\j^  jahran,  (p  jahr  ana')  Publicly, evidently,  clearly.  j       sirran  wa  jakran, 
Privately  and  publicly. 

•  A  ̂)j-fr  jahrds,  (fern,  of  ajhar)  Unable  to 
look  at  the  sun.  Prominent  (eye).  Beautiful,  hav- 

ing a  slight  squint.  A  crowd,  multitude.  A  level 
country  without  tree  or  hill.  The  most  excellent 

persons  of  a  tribe.  Jukardf,  (pi.  of j^jahlr)  Fail-, 
handsome. 

A  C^\j\j^:f~j a hrdn-at,  A        outside  of  Shiraz. 

A  'ij^  jahrat,  Open,  conspicuous. 
A  iji^  jahraian,  Publicly,  visibly. 
A         jaliram,  Name  of  a  town  in  Persia. 

p  jahr  ami,  Native  of  Jahram.  The  cele- brated musician  Barbud. 

A  'i^f>j^jahramiyat,A  kind  of  linen  cloth(called 

from  ̂ j^i>-  jaliram,  the  town  above-mentioned). 

p  ij^:>-  jahra,  A  yarn-reel. 
Aj.^jahz,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Rushing  upon  (a 

woimded  man)  with  intent  to  kill  (him),  giving 

the  coup  de  grace,  despatching. 

A  -^J}^ja/<-ra^,High(ground).  Prominent(eye). 

A  fJ^»^jahsh,(y.n.o{  (jS>f?-)  Raising  a  scream 
and  running  frightened  (as  a  child  to  its  mother). 

Preparingtoweep.Runningfrom  country  to  country. 

p  jahish.  Nature.    Exterior  form. 
A  jahashdn,  (v.  n.  of  ij^-f?-)  Fearing, 

dreading.  Running,  fleeing  away.  Running  cry- 

ing (as  a  child  to  its  mother). 

A  'kL^:*-  jahshat,  A  tear  starting.    A  crowd. 
A  jC'^'-^j  {y-  n.  of  (^,>a^)  Overcoming, 

conquering.  Removing,  carrying  off".  Setting  at 
liberty,  rescuing.    Jahiz,  An  abortion. 

A  j»*<a.f=>-  jahzam,  Large-headed  and  broad- faced.    Wide-chested.    A  lion. 

A  ja/iZ,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Being  ignorant, 
foolish.  Feigning  ignorance.  Ignorance,  {^x^ 

lax*J  jahli  basit.  Simple  ignorance,  artlessness. 

i^'^y  {^1^  jahli  murakkdb,  Complicated  igno- 
rance, confirmed  error.  Juhl,  (juhul,  or  ̂ y^juh- 

hal)  (pi.  of  jdhil)  Ignorant. 

A  f^^jahlds,  ({'or'ij)^\>-jdhiIiyat)Vaga.nism. 
A  f^'^kfi^  juhalds,  (pi.  of  J_5^)  Very  ignorant. 
A         jahalat,  (pi.  of  ̂^\s>-  jdldl)  Fools. 

A  jahm,  (v.  n.  of  j*^)  Receiving  sternly 
and  ungraciously.  Weak.  A  lion.  Jahm  and 

jahim,  Austere,  sour,  crabbed,  surly. 

A  'k,^^  juhmat  or  jahmat.  Beginning  of  the  lat- 
ter portion  of  the  night,  or  remains  of  its  darkness. 

Alarge  kettle.  Jw/ma^,  A  troop  of  about  80  camels. 

T-  jj^i^  jih-marz.  An  associate  of  harlots. 
A  jahmiyat.  Name  of  a  sect. 

p  f^j^jahn,  Spirit.  Jahn  or  jihn,  Name  of  the 
son  of  Afrasyab.    Jihan,  (for  ̂^^f^)  The  world. 

A  f^»-jahn,  Sourness  of  face.  Julin,  A  cur- 
rent in  the  sea  about  a  bow-shot  distance  from  land. w 

A  ̂Xj^jahann,am,jihinnam,orjuhanndm,T)eeT^ 

(well).  Juhunndm,  The  familiar  spirit  of  ̂^JlA'^S 

al  a^ha  .  Name  of  (^^ia*      -3/*^  amru  'bni  hatun. 
A  «JL^>-  juhnat,  The  beginning  of  night. 

p  ft^?"  jahanja,  A  kind  of  shoe  or  slipper. 

AjiXl^  juhandar,  A  species  of  date. 
p  ̂ yl^  jahandagi,  A  cantering  pace. 

p  i's'xii^  jahanda,  (Ahorse)  going  sideways  and 

skipping  along  the  road.  Elastic. 

A  p".Y»-  ;a/ia7wa??i,  Hell,  the  infernal  fire.  Deep 

(well).^  (**^  "-^^  «/;/iJ«/ta?t?2am,  The  damned. A  Ja/mwwa??ii?/,  Infernal,  hellish. 

A  &U  /a?//«!'M'Zjw/<?%,  The  23d  night  of 

Ramazan  (esteemed  fortunate  for  those  wbo'pray). 

A  Sy^jahwa',  Naked  posteriors. 
A  Ay^jahrcdt,C\eav2Lndi  cloudless(sky).  Naked 

posteriors. A  i ̂i^jahwat,  Naked  posteriors.  A  hill,  a  hil- 
lock. A  decrepit,  old  she-camel. 

A  iiy^>-  jahud,  Laborious,  diligent, 
p         juhud,  A  Jew. 



p  si\dy^  juhudana,  Judaically.  The  ventricle 
of  a  sheep  stuffed  with  meat  and  herbs.  Name  of  a 

gum-bearing  tree. 

p  (_^t)j^jM/tMcZi,One  Jew,  Judaism.  Judaical. 

A jy^jahur,  Loudjcleai'-voiced  (horse).  Jah- 
loar,  Bold,  courageous. 

A  Sj^^  _;M^Mra<,Loudness  of  voice.  Comeliness. 

A  ̂ jy^jahwariy ,  Handsome,  comely.  Loud, 
clear,  distinct  (speech  or  tone  of  voice), 

lL> yo!i\  jahwanyu's  sarot,  Loud-voiced. 
A  f^y^  jahush,  Swift,  flying  from  region  to 

region,  unable  to  abide  in  one  place.  Juhush,  (v. 

n.  of  (ji^)  Raising  a  cry  and  running  frightened 

(a  child  to  its  mother). 

A  'i^y^s-  juhuzat,  Cleverness,  shrewdness. 
A  ijyt^  jaJiul,  Extremely  ignorant. 

A  ̂^y^  jahuli,  Ignorance,  folly. 

A  's^y^  jahuliyat,  Extreme  ignorance. 
A  jahum,  Weak,  silly,  impotent. 

A  'iKy^s~juhumat,(Y,  n.  of  p^*-)  Having  an  aus- tere, forbidding  countenance. 

A  ̂ ^y^  juhun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^■^)  Approaching. 

A  Ijyf^  jahwa' ,  Naked  posteriors. 
A  iSXf^  jahtd,  (A  pasture)  flocked  to  by  cattle 

as  being  agreeable  to  them.  Laborious,  pains- 
taking. Toilsome. 

p  ̂ j4\jt^  jahidan,  To  leap,  spring,  dance.  To 
gallop.  To  be  stimulated  to  running  or  flight  To 

recreate,  divert  one's  self.  To  drop.  To  grow  cold. 
To  blow  (as  the  wind). 

A  l^Sx^  juhayda' ,  Diligence,  labour. 
Aj^jahir,  Loud-voiced,  a  clear  speaker.  Loud 

(speech  or  tone  of  voice),  (pi.  ̂\j^juhara^)  Beau- 
tiful in  the  face.  Behaving  with  propriety,  acting 

honourably.    Unadulterated  milk. 

F  Jx^jahiz,  Vestments  and  furniture  of  every 

kind  which  a  bride  brings  to  her  husband's  house. 
A  dowry.    Minced  meat. 

A  jahlz,  Light,  nimble,  swift  (horse). 

Quick,  sudden  (death). 

A  jahtzat,  A  wolf.    A  she-wolf.    A  fe- 

male hyena.  A  she-bear  or  her  cub.  Name  of  a 
certain  foolish  woman. 

A  jaliiz,  Abortive.    A  castling. 

A  ftw^J^  juhaynat,  Name  of  a  large  tribe. 

p  (in  Zand  and  Paz.)  Pure.  Name  of  a 

village  dependentuponRay.  J^i,Thecity  of  Ispahan. 
Name  of  a  district  in  the  dependency  of  Ispahan. 

A  j(^y^j  iy-     of  -^^)  Arriving,  happen- 
ing, coming  to  pass.  A  word  used  in  calling  to 

eat  or  drink.  j         hiysa  wajiysa,  Meat 
and  drink,  or  the  call  to  them. 

A  f-\l>-  jiMs,  (pi.  of  ji^aroai)  Reposito- 
ries for  kettles. 

A  f-\y»- jiyar,  (v.  n.  3  of  -*^l»-)  Endeavouring  to 
conquer,  or  vying  with,  by  coming  often.  Confer- 

ring together.    Agreeing  coinciding.    A  wicker 
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basket  or  a  trivet  for  a  pot  or  kettle. 

A  -^lla-  jayyas,  Approaching,  about  to  arrive. 

A  i— jayyab,  A  maker  of  shirt-collars. 
A  fXyst-  jaysaty  (v.  n.  of  -^W)  Coming.  Pus. 

Blood.  Mud.  JiMt,  Arrival.  A  standing  pool. 

A  'is^\xs>-  jiyahat,  (v.  n.of  for  •^Jf^)  De- 
stroying.   Tearing  up  by  the  roots. 

A  d\xz^  jiyad,  (pi.  of  ii^ls>-  jayyid)  Good,  excel- 

lent, (pi.  of  d\y>-  jamad)  Swift, excellent  (horses). 

A  L^\d\j^jiyddat,  (pl.of  t>,A»-)  Good,excellent. 

Aj\!Sf>-jayya.r,  A  heat  in  the  stomach  from  thirst, 
hunger,  or  rage.  Quick  lime,  or  an  unguent  made 

with  it  and  arsenic  for  pulling  out  hairs  by  the  roots. 

A  jayyash,  A  horse  curvetting  when 
pricked  with  a  spur. 

A         jayyaz,  (A  man)  who  walks  pi'oudly. 
A         jiya^       o{  jjW)  Hungry,  famished. 

A  u-sIa>-  jayyqf,  A  digger-up  of  dead  bodies. 

p  ̂\^\        jay-afram,  Name  of  a  prophet. 
A  ty^^  jay  sal,  (pi.  (Jj^J^?- i«2/"-'*0  hyena. 

A  {J\if-jiyal,  A  going  round,  circumambulating. 

A  'i^Ktsf  jaysulat  The  pus  of  a  wound. 

A  'ij'Ss-  jisatvat  or  jiyawat,  (pi. 
jiMs)  Any  thing  (made  of  leather)  into  which  a 
pot  or  kettle  is  placed. 

A  ii>^Vjks-  jayasul,  (pi.  of  ii>>:f)  Good,  excellent. 

A  jayasil,  (pi.  of  {^^-t^jay-fal)  Hyenas. 

A  ̂ ^.t^jayh,  (v.n.of(_->l»-  for  c-^)>g-)  Cutting 
(a  shift  or  garment)  for  the  purpose  of  making  a 

collar  or  breast.  A  sine  (in  geometry).  The  en- 

trance into  a  country,  (pi.  ̂ yi»-  juyub)  The  col- 
lar of  a  shirt.  ̂ \  {..^^jsi-jaybi  ufk,  The  sky. 

nasihu''ljayh,  Faithful  and  sincere. 
T  jayh  or  jeb,  A  pocket,    ̂ _^l5►  '"^"^ 

jayhi  khas,  A  privy  purse. 

pU  :>-jtba,  (or        jtpa)  Fuel,  firewood. 

A  'L^ij>' jlbat,  (v.  n.  of  L-'W  for  i— *_j»-)  An- 
swering.   Answer,  response. 

PjOks-  jibar,  Gardens.  Paradises. 
A  sJ.»-  jisat,  A  place  where  water  collects.  A 

patch  on  a  shoe.  A  thong  for  sewing  shoes  with. 

A  jiyat,  Stinking  water.  A  place  whei'e fetid  water  collects. 

A&>=»^'I?/a^,Fetid  water.  A  place  where  water  col- 
lects. A  patch  on  a  shoe,  or  a  thong  for  sewing  with. 

A        jaytar,  A  man  of  a  short  stature. 

A  \oyil:yi>-jaysalut,  A  term  of  reproach  invented 
by  women  and  untranslated,  but  seeming  to  mean, 

A  lying,  relaxed  woman,  apparently  coined  from 

the  roots        jalata,  )al^  jasata,  and  lab  salata. 

A        jij,  A  word  for  calling  camels  to  watei-. 
A  jayhal,  A  large  stone.  The  skin  of  a 

fish  from  which  shields  are  made.    Large,  bulky. 

p  A  t^^^v"  jayhu7i,  The  river  Jayhun  or  Bac- 
trus.  p  (^^--.-Ij  Oi^'  j'^y^''^'"'  nishastan,  To 
cross  the  Jayhun.    To  weep. 

A  jayhuiiiy,  Belonging  to  the  Jayhiin. 

Name  of  a  river  whose  waters  are  very  sweet. 

A        jaylih,  (v.  n.  of  '"^j"^  Carrying 
away  (a  rapid  stream). 

A  dJ^jid,  (pi.  iiljk>-\  ajyad  and  (^yis>-juyud)  A 
long,  slender,  beautiful  neck.  The  lower  or  front 

part  of  the  neck,  on  which  jewels  are  suspended.  A 
kind  of  short  shirt,  (pl.of  t^^^  ajyad  and 

jaydai)  Long-necked.  Jayad,  The  length,  slen- 
derness,  and  beauty  of  the  neck. 

A  jayyid,  {^\.  i^\y»-jiyad,  jiya- 
ddt,  and  dS\ij>-  jaydsid)  Good,  excellent.  Elegant. 

A  Asx=^jayddj:,  (fem.  of  Sy>-\)  Fine-necked. 

Aj\,yjc»-  jayddr,  Short,  dwarfish.  Jiddr,  The holm  oak. 

A  'io\sis>-  jayddnat,  Fine-necked  (woman). 

A  (j^ti>A»-  jaydardn,  Short,  dwarfsh. 

A  Ijj^ys'-  jaydara! ,  Short,  dwarfish. 
Ajiijks-  jayzar,  The  wild  calf.  A  camel  fleshy 

about  the  ends  of  his  bones.  Short  (man). 

A  '8jii>A=»  jayzarat,  Name  of  a  thick  black  fish. 
p jir,  Declivity.    A  kind  of  leather. 
A       jasir,  Corpulent  (man). 

A ̂ jjkp-ja?/?'.  Quick  lime.  Jayri,jaynn,ovja,y- 
ra,  Certainly,  indeed.  Jayar,  Shortness,  brevity, 

contemptible  littleness. 

Ajy^juarr,  Copious  (rain). 

A  ̂\jic=-jirdn  or  'ijfff,  (pl.of^U-)Neighbours. 
p  k^^jj^jiruft,  Name  of  a  city  in  Karmania. 

A      jisf-  jayrun,  Name  of  a  gate  of  Damascus. 

p  "bjXs--  jlra,  A  daily  allowance. 
Ajjif  jasiz,  Troubled  with  a  stifling  sensation in  the  chest. 

A^^  jiz,  The  margin  of  a  valley.  A  grave. 

Jiz  and  jiyaz,  (pi.  of  'ijs^  jizat)  Sides,  tracts. 
A  jizdn,  (pi.  of       jdiiz)  Beams. 

A  'ijxs-jizat,(j)].^^x>- jizandjiyaz) Aside, coast. The  skirt  of  a  valley.  Name  of  a  village  in  Egypt 

situated  on  the  bank  of  the  Nile. 

p  i,^Jjs>-  Jx>-  jizjanc/,  A  leathern  dildo. 

p  i^^x>-  jestan,  To  leap.  A  small  purse  ele- 

gantly adorned. 
A  i^\y^*jj>-jaysuwdn,  (from  p  gisuwdn) 

A  very  choice  kind  of  palm-tree. 

A  jy^^j^jaysur, The  youngman  slain  by  Moses. 

A  ̂ ^J:^  jaysh,  (pi.  i^yi-T  juyusli)  An  army, . 
soldiery.  A  legion.  Jaysh,  (or  ̂j\.Lx>-  jayashdn) 

(v.  n.  of  tjiV  for  LT^)  Boiling  (apot).  Raging 

(as  the  sea).  Swelling,  overflowing  (a  river). 

Flowing  with  impetuosity  (as  a  fountain).  Being 

greatly  moved,  excited,  disturbed  (the  mind).  Cf\ii 

(jijAi  zdtu'ljaysli,{oViJiJ}^  uldtuljaysh) 

Nameof  avalley  nearMadina.  J'i5/j,Name  of  along 
tufted  plant,  the  head  of  which  is  filled  with  seeds. 

A  jishat,  A  single  ebullition. 

p jayshgar,  A  general.  A  maker  of coats  of  mail. 

A  {^jAXj^jays,  (v.  n.  of         for (^joJk*-)  Swerv- 



ing,  turning  aside.  Jis,  A  sort  of  game  played 

with  seven  camel-dungs. 

A  ij^i^jayz,  (t.  n.  of  tjoW  for  )  Turn- 
ins:  away  from,  declining. 

A  L->*^i*V^^^;(or  i^^^^oAs- )  A  liaugli  ty  air  or  step. 
A  ij^^»^jayazan, (v.n.ofii>U-foriiiAs-)Walk- 

ing  proudly  .Walking  with  difficulty  under  a  burden. 

A  i^^Ms>-  jay^n,  Hungry,  famished,  starving. 
Xj^ss>-  jay^r,  A  hyena. 

A  j**As>-  jay^m,  Hungry,  famishing. 
jayghut,  Palm-tree  fibres. 

p  0_jAA»-  jayghut,  An  ill-stuffed  pillow,  hard 
in  the  middle.  Basketmadeof  palm-leaves  or  fibres. 

p         fighc-}  A  jewel  worn  in  the  turban. 

A^i£^jayf(y.n.  of  i  >U-  for  Stinking 

(a  carcase).  Jiyaf,  (pi.  of        ji/a^)  Carcases. 

A  (j^i?-7Vare,(pl.  of  I  io\s^jasif^  Penetrators. 

A  'iJiis>-jifat,{j^\.  [^i£>- jiyaf  and  (  i\i:>'\ajyaf) 
A  carcase,  corpse,  which  has  begun  to  stink,  carrion. 

A         jayfar,  A  strong  lion. 

A  ̂J^>-ii>-jayfal,Th.e  month  8  JjtflJlji  ̂ii'Z  ka^at. 
Pj^ji»-  eji^  jifa-hhmar,  A  feeder  on  carrion. 
P  ciA>»-  jik,  The  noise  of  fowls. 

P  Lf.^>»-  fig  jiQ,  Cry  of  birds  and  beasts. 
A  jayl,  The  side  of  a  well,  sea,  or  moun- 

tain. iTiZ,  (pi.  JU»-\cy?/aZ)  A  race,anation.  Greeks. 
Turks.  Jayal,  A  hyena. 

A  J^*?-  jaflal,  Terror. 
P  ̂J^-r  fiilan,  The  juleb-tree.  Sesame. 
A  (J Ja^/Za??,  A  dusty  day.  Gravel  or  dust 

blown  about  by  the  wind.  Dust.  Jllan,  The  coun- 

try called  GTlan,  to  the  S.-W.  of  the  Caspian  Sea. 

A  ̂i^ij^  jaylanly,  Very  dusty  (day). 

p  fitJ-^'^>-filahang,  A  purgative  Indian  root. 
p  fil-daru,  A  wood,  black  without  and 

green  within. 

A  pbk*-  jaylam,  The  moon  (especially  new.) 

A  pjks-  fim,  The  letter  ̂ fim.  A  silk  robe  em- 
broidered with  gold.  Libidinous  camels. 

P         fin,  Unamiable,  detestable  qualities. 

p  uiJ^UJk*-  firiak,  A  place. 

pjjslj^  finari-ar,  The  bridge  across  hell-fire. 
p  i^\^:>-  jayn-ad,  Chastity,  continence. 

A  juyuh,  (pi.  of  i_-*J;»-  j'«3/6)  Shirt-col- lars. Pockets. 

A  'i^i^  jhawat,  Dearth,  scarceness. 
A  JjAs- jM?/McZ,(pl.  of      ) Long,  graceful  necks. 

A  fiiyush,  (v.  n.  of  (jiU-  for  (J^s-) 
Boiling  (a  pot).  Raging  (the  sea).  Flowing  with 

impetuosity  (a  fountain).  Swelling,  overflowing  (a 

river).  Being  greatly  moved  and  excited  (the  mind), 

(pi.  of  [^p^  jaysli)  Armies,  forces,  troops.  j.Ki\ 

(ji^jJ^  amii-u''l  juyush,  Commander  of  the  forces. 
^  O^^-  (J^'  '^SirT'  juyushi  ahan-posh,  Troops 
cased  in  steel. 

P  i^if^  fiiva,  (in  Ar.  ̂ ji^.j  zlbak)  Quicksilver. 
A  Axs-  fih,  Look,  aspect,  countenance. 
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A  jj^x^JLS"  jayhahuk,  Mouse-dung. 

Ajifypf  jayhar,  A  fly  tainting  meat. 
A  (J.^i*-  jayhal,  Huge  (rock).  Jayhal  (or 

jayhalat),  A  stick  for  stirring  new  wine.  Ig- 
norant. A  lion. 

A  jayhuman,  Safli-on. 

A  J        jayhur,  A  fly  tainting  meat. 
A  _ya2/j:ai.  Pus,  matter,  blood.  Mud.  Ji- 

tat,  A  place  wherein  water  collects.  A  patch  on 

a  shoe.  A  thong  for  sewing  with.  Arrival. 

^  che,  or,  as  it  is  sometimes  called,  ̂ /^^  j^-?" 

fimi  farsi  or  j^?"  ̂ jami,  is  the  sixth 
letter  of  the  Persian  alphabet,  and  is  never  met  with 

in  Arabic  words.  Its  power  is  that  we  express  by 

ch  in  "  church".  A  few  words  are  indifferently 

spelt  with  ̂   che  ovjje ;  as  hack  0Vj6  kaj  ; 

and  also  with'^  che  or  i^^yt  shin  ':  as,  lahhcha  or lahhsha.  Ignorant  writers  are  also  very  apt 

to  confound  it  with  ̂   fim. 

p  U-  cha,  Tea.    ̂ j^^^W  chadan,  A  tea-pot. 

p  t.^^-  chabuk,  Quick,  swift,  active.  Inge- 
nious, sharp,  acute.  Beautiful.  A  horsewhip, 

jjiij  uibW  chabuk  zadan,  To  whip. 

p  i^j^  chabuk-bazi,  A  whipping. 

p  ̂\j>-  uibW  chabuk-khiram,  Swift-paced. 
p  (jLbl^c/iceZ'M^-das^,  Dexterous,  adroit, 

light-fingered,  nimble,  expeditious.  Beautiful. 

Pj^y^  '-^^W-  chabuh-suwar,  A  horse-breaker, 
jockey,  rough  rider.  A  horse-dealer.  A  flogger. 

p  i^J\yn  uiJjW  chabuk-suwari,  Jockeyship. 

p  j^SoU- cAa&wAi,  Agility.  In  need  of  the  whip. 
p  Ci^y)\j>-  chabuk,  Quick,  nimble,  acute. 

p  (_3bU-  chajMfi,  A  thin,  unleavened  cake. 

p  f^^\sr  chaplos,  A  flatterer.  Flattery. 

p  ̂_^^}■!>■  chaplosi,  Flattery,  adulation. p  siW  cltapa,  A  seal,  stamp,  print. 

p  yU-  chatu,  A  halter,  rope  to  hang  felons. 

p  cAac/i,  Aheap  of  corn  thrashed  and  win- 
nowed. Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan  famed  for  the 

bows  made  there :  hence,  e;^-*^  kamani 

chach'i,  Bows  brought  from'  that  place,  which  were 
neither  affected  by  heats  or  damps. 

p  chachala,  A  rustic  shoe  of  raw  leather. 

p^jlss-  chadir  or  chadar,  A  tent,  pavilion.  A 

mantle,  scarf.  A  veil.  A  sheet.  A  table-cloth.  A 
cascade.  chadiri  ihram,  (according  to 

some  afiam)  Snow,  l&iiji^ j'-^V  '■'^'■"'diri  aj- 
daha.  The  four  elements,  lil^-s^l  jOU-  chadiri  aj- 

sad.  The  four  elements.  U»y  jOU-  chadiri  tarsa, 

The  sun.  The  sun's  rays.  Light.  A  blue  and  yel- 

low garment.  ̂ lil*-  chadiri  khwab.  Bed- 

curtains.  jOU-  chadiri  shab,  Bed-sheets. 

(jTj^xJJJjjOU-  chadiri  kalandart,  A  sort  of  tent. 

> 

{jfjy  jtiW  chadiri  kafurl,  The  dawn.  J^^j<^^ 
chadiri  kuhU,  The  heavens.  A  dark  night.  jiiW 

chadiri  lajaward,  The  azure  sky.  A  ver- 

dant meadow.  {Ji^.ji^^  chadiri  yazdi,  A  kind 

of  woman's  veil. 

p  jW  char,  (contractedfromjVj.*-  chahar^  Four. 

A  potter's  kiln.  Able,  (for  8j^>-)  Remedy,  cure. 
p  char-abru,  A  kind  of  dervish  who 

shaves  his  eyebrows  and  whiskers. 

p ̂   'jW  char  akhur,  (orj  jU>  madar')  The  four elements.  Four  stars  in  the  Great  Bear. 

p  ̂Ji^^jls-  char  akhshij,{^^j^  arkan, 

ustdd,  ovj^ojS'  ̂ tisur)  The  four  elements. 
p  IfeJj^jU-  char  ajdaha,  The  four  elements. 
p  ̂.«au\jW  char  asb,  A  team  of  four  horses. 
p W c/taras&a&,Thefour faculties:  viz. 

of  attraction,  retention,  digestion,  and  repulsion. 
The  four  elements. 

p  iJoJ.I  jU-  char  aytna,  A  kind  of  armour. 

p  char  bagh,  A  palace.  Name  of  a  cele- 
brated royal  garden  in  the  environs  of  Ispahan. 

p  (jSiJbjUj-  char  balish,  (or  ClA-iJbjW  char  bd- 
lisht)  The  four  elements.  A  kind  of  large  cushion, 

on  which  great  men  sit  or  recline.  A  throne.  The 

world,  (j^^  (j^^VjW-  char  bdlishi  arhdn.  Heat, 
cold,  dryness,  and  moisture. 

p  tL^b  jW  char  bang,  Sensible,  quick,  alert. 

p      jW  char  bard.  Name  of  a  city. 
p  char  band.  The  world. 
p  ch.dr  bandi,  A  wallet.  The  world. 

p  ̂ x)  jW  char  bekh,  Endive-root,  fennel-root, caper-root,  and  parsley-root.  The  four  elements. 

p  bjW  chdrpd,(i_ff\>.j\>-  char  pay,  or  »jbjU- 
chdrjydya)  A  quadruped.  A  bedstead.  Castanets. 

p  SjbgW  char  para,  Foursquare,  in  four  parts. 
A  pair  of  castanets  or  virginals.  The  patch  of  ashoe. 

p  ̂liuii ̂ Lf^^j\>-  chdrpahlu  shudan,  (To  become 
four  square)  To  guttle,  gormandize.  To  lie  supine. 

p  VijU-  char-td,  {Jo  tdr,  or  iJ3  tdra)  A  four- 
stringed  lute.  A  drum.  The  four  elements.  The  world. 

p     jj^jh'i^^J^  ^  ̂̂ ^5  He  de- 
serted him,  he  abandoned  him,  as  if  dead  (a  mode  of 

expression  borrowed  from  the  four  Takbirs,  or  prais- 
ings of  the  names  of  God,  which  are  repeated  by 

way  of  burial  service  over  the  dead). 

p  Mils- jW  char  jama,  A  saddle  without  a  tree. 

P  iOy»'j\>-  chdrjupa,  A  window-blind. 
p jfii y>-  chdr  jawhar,  The  four  elements. 

Name  of  four  stars  in  the  Great  Bear. 

p  C-J^ai  chdrjuyi  Jitrat,  Four  con- 
stitutional habits  in  man ;  viz.  sanguine,  choleric, 

phlegmatic,  and  melancholy. 
P  (Jl*.^       chdrjihat.  Four  sides  :  the  whole. 
P  Jj>-  chdr  chashm,  Four-eyed  (a  dog  or 

sheep) ;  i.  e.  having  a  black  spot  over  each  eye.  One 
who  wears  spectacles.  A  meeting,  interview,  eye  to 

eye.  Full  of  desire,  anxious. 



p  char  had,  East,  west,  north,  south. 

p  &3l>-jl»-  char  khana,  A  large  cauldron  di- 
vided into  four  compartments.  Checker-work.  A 

kind  of  cloth.  Any  one  who  assumes  more  than  his 
condition  entitles  him  to. 

p  jols-jU-  char  Maya,  (Four-testicled)  Bold, 
brave,warlike.  Addicted  to  women,potentinvenery. 

p  t^-ibjU-  char-dmig,  The  four  quarters  of 
the  globe. 

p  (J^jtijU-  char  dawal,  An  ox-goad. 
p  chardah,  Fourteen.  The  full  moon. 

p  pJ6t)^W  chardahum,  Fourteenth.  Full  moon. 
Pj\^pjU>-  char  dircar,  Four  walls.  The  four 

quarters  of  the  world.  char  diwari 

nafs,  The  body.  The  world. 

p  (_5jly.i.>jW  char  diwari,  A  court-yard,  area. 

p  ji^jW  char  zanu,  A.  tailor's  mode  of  sitting. 
p  Jl**»jU- c/mrsaZ,  A  space  of  four  years.  Four 

years  old. 

p  |_^Jl**)jU-  char  sulagl,  Space  of  four  years. 

p  jW  char-su,  A  square.  A  market-place. 
A  cross-road,  two  roads  crossing.  Expectation. 

p  ̂liijjU-  char  shahh,  A  pronged  implement 
for  winnowing  grain. 

p  ajl-jjla-  char  shana,  A  dwarf.  Tough,hardy, 
fat,  lusty. 

p  ̂ sZi ji^  du  char  shudan,  To  meet  another. 

p  ioJuIi  jW  char  shambih,  Wednesday. 

p  l-J>jjOj\^  char  zarb,  Sensible,  shrewd  (slave). 

p  8 JJ  {^jiO  char-zarh-zada,  One  whose 
beard,  mustachios,  eyebrows,  and  eyelashes  have 

been  all  cut  clean  away. 

p  jW  char  tah,  Four  columns,  i.  e.  a  prin- 
cipal room  on  the  top  of  Eastern  houses,  open  in 

front  and  supported  by  four  pillars.  A  kind  of  quad- 
rangular tent.  The  elements. 

p  chm'ugh,  A  kind  of  rustic  shoe. 

p  (^JjW  charah,  A  military  commander,  a  ge- 
neral. The  leader  of  a  caravan. 

p  js/ol^jW  char  gama,  An  ambling  nag.  Tu- 
multuous mirth. 

p  sm»^ char-gosha,  Four-cornered.  Athrone. 
A  bier. 

p  i_J**^j^  char  goshi,  K  four-handled  ewer. 

p  ̂Tj^jU-  char  gun,  Mace.  A  saddle-tree. 

p  charum  or  charam.  The  fourth.  j^jW 
L_^^^yiko\  charum  usturlab,  The  sun.  The  fourth 
climate. 

p  ij^s-yc  j\=-.  char  marchara,  An  inn.  A  stage. 
Learned. 

p  char  maghz,  (Four-kernel)  A  walnut. 

p  L^\l^  pW  charum  kitab, The  fourth  book, 

i.  e.  the  Kur'an  (the  other  three  being  the  Penta- 
teuch, Psalms  and  Gospels). 

p  ̂ x<ij  W  char  mekh,  The  rope  upon  which  rope- 
dancers  walk  or  tumble ;  also  the  poles  by  which 
it  is  stretched  and  supported.   The  wooden  frame 
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of  saddles,  or  of  pack-saddles.  A  cross,  a  gibbet. 

Sodomy.  The  four  elements.  C>lx>-  ̂ j^jW  char 
mekhi  hayat.  The  four  elements.  ^ j^rT 
char  mehh  shudan.  To  stand  bolt  upright. 

char  mehh  hardan.  To  stretch  a  cord  for  rope- 
dancers  to  dance  upon.  To  crucify. 

P  c7ta?"mmorcAarMmm,Relating  to  four. 

One  or  four;  fourth.  i^>ej\>- j-f^^  jj,^  khusravi 
sipihri  chmmln,  The  monarch  of  the  fourth  sphere, 
i.  e.  the  sun. 

P       (J:Vf  ̂   charmin-bam.  Fourth  heaven. 
char  na  char.  Inevitable.  Of  ne- 

cessity, whether  willing  or  not  willing:  nolens  volens. 

p  jj^-  chm-u,  Plaster,  mortar. 
p  ̂jj^-  charwa,  A  quadruped. 

vj^d  \ J chmiva-dar, One -who  lets  out  horses. 

Pj      J  jW  c/tarMc/(a(iar,  Remedy,  treatment. 

P  charugh,  (or  Jijj W)  A.  peasant's  shoe. 
p  »jU-  chara.  Remedy,  cure.  Help,  succour. 

Escape.  A  knavish  trick,stratagem,scheme.  Separa- 

tion. Mode,  mean, manner,  method.  Once.  SjW 

bi  cAam, Without  remedy,  incurable.  Poor,  misei  a- 

ble,  destitute  of  help.  8jW  chi  chara.  What 
remedy?  what  is  to  be  done?  how  can  it  be  cured  ? 

what  mode  is  to  be  pursued?  what  would  you  have? 

^  ij\>-  chara  dadan,  To  apply  a  remedy,  cure, 

repair,  restore.  »j W  ̂  harimi  chara-saz, 
(God)  the  great  Provider  of  remedies. 

'P chdra-jiarddz.  One  bringing  or 

applying  a  remedy. 

P(_^L»>»jWc/mra-sa2l,Applicationofaremedy. 

Pj6  »jW  chdra-kdr.  Applying  remedies,  a  re- 
storer.   Aid,  assistance.    Means,  manner. 

p charagar,  A  knave,  deceiver,  cheat. 

P  (_^jS  8jW  charagari,  Remedy,  cure.  Roguery. 

p  JjW  jn>  8jW  chara  mar  chara,  Treachery. 

Open,  clear. 

p  i^j^.j^  67(ar?/ari,Nameofasectwhich vene- 
rates especially  the  four  successors  of  Muhammad. 

p  tib.jW  char  yah.  One  of  four,  a  fourth. 

PjU-  chaz,  A  frog,  a  paddock. 
P  chdsh,  A  heap  of  winnowed  corn.  Lint- 

seed.    A  lunch. 

p  (JLa*«1>-  chasht,  (sIXJojjW  chdsht-gdh,  or 

jh^ILJjW  chdsht-gah)  The  middle  hour  between  sun- 
rise and  the  meridian,  at  which  time  they  generally 

eat  what  is  by  some  called  dinner,  by  others  break- 

fast ;  also,  what  is  then  eaten,  breakfast,  early  din- 
ner, luncheon.  A  fourth  of  the  day.  ̂jii^ii 

chdsht  dddan.  To  give  a  breakfast. 

p  chdshddn,  A  bread-basket. 

p  ̂̂ sCIjAs--  chdshakddn,  A  bread-basket.  A 
lady's  workbox. 
p  chdshm.  Taste.    Relish.    A  taste  by 

way  of  a  sample.  A  specimen.  Proof,  trial.  Qua- 

lity. The  first  stroke  or  two  on  a  drum.  ̂ ^jJ^Ks-- 

(Jii  chdshnhi  dil,  Kind  words,  ̂ i^^ chdshni 
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hardan.  To  assay  (metals). 

jif-t^^^"*^  chashrii-gir,  A  taster  to  a  prince,  a 
sewer,  cupbearer.  A  carver.  (In  India  the  term 

(JjK^  bahdwul  is  generally  used.) 

p  chdgh.  Time,  season,  an  hour  (or  the 
twelfth  part  of  every  civil  day).    A  spider. 

P         chdh.  Time.  Health.   Healthy,  well. 
P  chdh,  A  fissure,  rupture,  cleft,  crack, 

rent.  A  bond  or  note  of  hand.  Title-deeds.  Day- 

break. The  sound  made  by  the  blow  of  a  sword. 

A  loop-hole,  fan-light.  Ready,  prepared.  uiJW 

(jO,^  chdh  hardan,  To  tear.  ̂ ti^udJU-  i^dJU- 
chdh  chdh  hardan.  To  tear  in  pieces.  ui)U-  ;i«o 
sad  chdh.  Torn  in  a  hundred  pieces. 

chdhdchah.  Noise.  Din  of  swords. 
Full  of  cracks,  chinks,  or  clefts. 

p  chdhdnidan,  To  drop,  distil. 

p  d« ''>■>.  ciJU-  chdk-pusht,  (A  horse)  high  in 
the  withers  and  rump,  and  depressed  in  the  girth. 

PtiJW  uiJU-  chdh  chdh,  Acl&sh  ofswords.  Cleft. 

Pjit»- c//a/m?",  A  servant :  apprentice:  maid. 
chaharan-zamin.  Lands  appro- 

priated to  the  maintenance  of  public  servants. 

p  ̂\s^  chdhari.  Servitude.  Apprenticeship. 

^^i^^ i^^\s-  chdhari  hardan,To  serve,  to  do  service. 
chahsu,  (or^jdi^W  chahshii)  A  small 

black  shining  grain  mixed  up  with  camphor  into 
an  ointment  for  the  eyes. 

p         chdku,  A  clasp-knive,  a  penknife. 

p  ̂_5^^  chdkoch,  A  mallet,  hammer. 
p  JW  chdl.  Grizzled.  A  sorrel  horse.  A  hole 

in  which  weavers  put  their  feet.  A  hole  wherein 

one  may  stand  upright  without  being  buried.  A 

bird's  nest.  A  wager,  a  stake  at  play.  A  bustard. 
A  beautiful  kind  of  partridge.  Name  of  a  certain 

water-fowl,  a  moorhen.  Name  of  a  town  in  the  dis- 
trict of  Kazwin.  dial  kardaii,  To  win, 

to  carry  off  the  stakes. 
p  clidldh.  Ingenious.  Vigilant.  Quick, 

nimble,  clever-handed.  Active,  smart,  laborious, 

hard-working.  Skittish.  A  lofty  dwelling-place. 

A  highwayman,  a  cut-throat. 
p  j_/^V  Alacrity,  quickness,  speed. 

Skittishness.  Vigilance.  Smartness,  ingenuity. 

p  chdldn.  Invoice,  bill  of  lading.  Trans- 

portation. 
Pd»-i..>  JWcAaZ-pMs/i^,Swayed,ho]low-backed. 

p  (^_5^W  chdlpos,  A  flatterer.    A  muleteer. 
p  chdlish,  Elegant  gait,  graceful  motion. 

Stateliness.   Coition.    Mannei-,  conduct.  Battle. 

Pj^Z,)\^  chdlishgar,  A  swinger.  A  warrior. Lecherous. 

Pj\.^  (JW  chdl-humdr,  A  stake,  bet. 
p  jSU-  chdlu,  (or  e^iU-  chdla)  A  vault,  a  repository 

for  gi-ain,  not  more  than  two  or  three  yards  deep. 

p  ̂^J^2\=--chdUsh,A  pompous,stately  walk.  War. 
p  uLLJW  chdVih,  The  game  of  tip-cat. 



P        cham,  Bent,  curved,  twisted. 

P  c/mwc/ta7?i,  Tangled,  intricate,mazy. 

p  (^yoW  chamosh,  A  kind  of  shoe. 

p  chama,  A  poem  not  exceeding  seven- 
teen couplets.    A  word. 

p  ̂^^Js-eW  chamadan,  Eloquent.  An  orator. 
p        iwils-  chama-goy ,  Singer  of  odes.  A  poet. 

p  ̂;Ja*U-cAamic?aw,To  make  water.  To  blow. 

p  (i^W"  chamin,  Urine.  Excrement. 

p  (jSjU-  chaniah,  A  pompous  walk.  War. 

1'  aiU-  c/tana,  The  lower  jaw-bone.  The  chin. 

Jaw,  jabbei',  talk.  A  dropping,  distilling.  A  lump 
of  dough,  enough  to  make  a  cake. 

p_jU-  chaw,  (In  Tartar)  Paper-money. 
p  jW  chaw  c/taw,  The  chirping  or  noise  of 

sparrows  or  other  birds  (especially  when  terrified 

for  themselves  or  young  by  a  hawk).  The  first  re- 
lators of  bad  news. 

p  (jV"?"J^^  chawchnwan,  Indirect,  swerving. 
p  chdwush,  A  sergeant,  a  beadle. 

p  i^jW  chawah,  A  lark. 

p  eOjW  chuKala,  A  hundred-leaved  rose.  Un- 
even, awry. 

p  chamli,  A  winnowing  fan  of  reeds. 

p  (^jj\>-  chdwush,  A  chief,  a  leader. 

T  (^jjW  chdwush,  A  sergeant,  a  beadle ;  any 
officer  that  precedes  a  magistrate  or  great  man ;  a 

herald,pursuivant,messenger.The  head  of  a  caravan . 

p  JJ'jW  chdivid.  Chirping  of  sparrows. 

p  ̂Jo,jl>-  chdwidan.  To  chirp  (as  frightened 
sparrows).  To  cry  aloud.  To  masticate,  chew. 

p  »U-  chdh,  A  well,  pit.  A  dimple.  Jjb  sU- 
chdhi  hdbil.  The  pit  of  Babel,  i.  e.  of  magicians  ; 

also  the  well  where  two  fabulous  angels,  called 

Harut  and  Mariit,  are  said  to  hang  with  their  heads 

downwards,  aoaj  chdhi  j)ukhta,  A  bricked 

well.  »W  chdhi  past,  The  world.  ̂   sU- 
cAaAi  zanakh.  The  pit  of  the  chin.  j^lJJi*  2  W  cAaAi 

zulmdni,  (The  dark  pit)  The  world.  The  body. 

y^^.L'i-  sl^.  c/m/w  nahhshab,  Name  of  a  well  in 
Turkistan.    The  face  of  a  mistress. 

p  chdh-jo.  An  instrument  for  drawing 
out  any  thing  fallen  into  a  well. 

p  j5ii  sU-  chdh-dalv,  Aquarius.    The  world. 

PjL^W  chdh-sdr,  A  well's  mouth. 
p  uiij>U»-  chdhah,  A  little  well.  A  pit  or  dim- 

ple on  the  chin.  t^JjbU-  chdhaki  sarid,  A 

hollow  in  a  pudding  into  which  sauce  is  poured. 

i^J>  ciJjfcU-  chdhaki  gosh.  The  ear-hole. 

.^^»U-  chah-kan,  A  digger  of  wells.  An 

m- 

strument  for  dragging  a  well. 

p  aJbW  chdha,  A  deep  ditch, 

p  (jiiJJbW  chdhtdan.  To  feel  cold.  To  chatter 
(as  the  teeth). 

PJ_jJkfcU-  chdh-yuz,  An  instrument  for  cleaning 
out  a  well.  A  grappling  iron  for  drawing  out  any 

thing  that  has  fallen  into  a  well. 
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P  t/V  (equivalent  to  W  chd^  Tea. 
P  tif-f?-  chahtan,  A  purse. 
P  chahghut,  (or  C^yas-  chabghut)  A 

bed.  A  couch.  A  pillow,  cushion.  Old  faded  ta- 

pestry or  hangings  ;  worn-out  clothes.  Quilting. 

PO**_)^^c^''^^^os,Aflatterer,wheedler,deceiver. 

p  SjAAs- c7iaZ)im,  Ready,  prepared.  Assembled. 
An  assembly,  congregation,  meeting. 

P  (J:i^=r  chabbm  or  chubbm,  A  bread-basket. 
P  c/ifl;/?.  The  left  side.  Discordant,  inhar- 

monious, t^asii  c/tajj,  The  left  hand, 

(jiil.)  *»-  chap  dddan.  To  sew  on  a  patch.  To 
deceive,  betray,  forsake.  c/tap  shudan. 

To  rebel,  decline,  turn  away.  j  '-r*?'  cAop 

M  ras^,  (lit.  Left  and  right)  Unsteadiness,  careless- 
ness, want  of  principle. 

p  U».  cha2)d,  The  left  side.  Leftward. 

p  chapdt,  (or  CjIjJ;*-)  A  slap  on  the  face. 

p  j3l-:»-  chapdtl,  A  thin  cake :  a  fritter. 

P chapdr.  Spotted,  speckled,  mottled. 

p^l^  cha  or  chipdgh,  A  shad,  sheath,  thunny. 
p  ̂jV^  chapdn,{ovchuppdn)  Tattered  garments. 

pj\;^i^         chap-anddz.  Fraud,  stratagem. 
P  (3l-i>-  chapdni,  (or  chappdm)  A  knave.  Clad in  rags. 

p  ̂ji\JL)L>.  chapdnidan.  To  squeeze,  compress. 

p  (JjL:>-  chajjdwal.  An  attack,  a  charge. 

p  L-.>\^?"  chapchdj),  A  smacking  kiss. 

p  i^p"  chajjchala.  Clayey,  slippery  ground. 
A  boy's  slide  down  a  slope.    A  swing. 

Pj\s-^  chij)ddr,  (or  A  boot-stocking. 
p  CLau*!^  '-r^rT  chap-dast.  Left-handed. 
p chapar,  A  circle,  ring.  A  thong  put  under 

a  seam  to  strengthen  it.  A  palisade.  A  wooden  hut. 

p  jij     *»-  chap-rav.  Going  to  the  left. 
p  chapsidan,Toadhere,  stick  together. 

p  ̂J^Jt*  » jaA*r-»&-  chajosida  shudan.  To  adhere. 

p  i^jy,*^  chapsin.  Plaster,  mortar. 

p  jjLo-  chapish,  A  yearling  kid. 

p  (^^=u».  chap-han,  A  sort  of  short  coat. 
p         chajml.  Filthy,  nasty,  disgusting. 

p  ̂j^^a-  chapldn.  Hose  worn  over  boots. 

p  ̂^Jjsi'^s^  chajAdhang,  Bark  and  seed  of  the 
purging  root  turpethum.  A  lopped  branch  of  a  tree. 

p  tiDus-  chiplah,  Indecent :  defiled,  polluted. 

p  chaplos,  A  flatterer. 
p         chaj)la,  A  blow,  a  box  on  the  ear. 

p        chapu,  Plunder,  pillage,  sack. 

V        chapa,  A  sagacious  dog.    An  oar. 

p        chappa,  (or  s^)  Left-handed. 

p  ̂ ^tiJus-  chajndan,  To  lean  to  the  left  side.  To 
turn  completely  over. 

p  f^x^  chuppin,  A  wicker  bread-basket. 
p  Jii>.  chatr,  An  umbrella,  parasol.  A  tent.  A 

tuft  of  hair  on  the  crown  of  the  head. 

chatri  ab-gun,  (orliA*  mind)  The  firmament.  Ji^ 

Jjjj  chatriroz,  zarin,j^  sahar,  or nur) 

The  sun.  (^jjl^wjyis.  chatri  samdwi,(^,^^^t^»  s'lmdhl 

or  ijjc^  simln)  The  full  moon.  ̂ ^.y^J'^rr  chatri 
^mbarin,  Night.  i^^Ji^  chatri  kuhli,  The  sky. 
A  dark  cloud.       Jis--  chatri  mar,  A  toad-stool. 

chatr  zadan.  To  walk  on  the  hands  with 
the  feet  in  the  air. 

p  (J^J^  chatrmdn,  A  governor,  basha. 

p  ̂ y^xa-  chatldku),  A  certain  fruit  called  ̂ J> 

ban  or  -^\^<aii•  !.i--.j>-'7     — ~- '■\j)a.^  a>As>-  habbatu'l  khazrdt 
p        chatu,  A  veil,  a  covering, 

p  uiJjI>-  chutuk,  A  sparrow, 

p       chach,  (or       c/tcy)  A  kind  of  sieve.  A 
pronged  instrument  for  winnowing  corn. 

P  uils:?"  chachak,  A  rose.  Chachak  or  chuchuk, 
A  lovely  cheek.  A  mole,  a  spot. 

p  es)^?"  chachala,  A  slippery  place.    A  boy's slide.   Chuchula,  Lingula. 

p  y^  chuchu,  A  nipple, 

p  ̂   chakh,  Labour,  attention,  active  exertion. 
War,  enmity,  opposition ;  a  flying  in  the  face  of  any 
body.  A  scabbard.  Dross,  filth, 

i'    p  ̂las?"  chahhdchakh.  Clash  of  swords.  Strife, 
p  ̂ ^^\^  chahhdchahhi,  Wrangle,  dispute, 

p  (j^?"  chahhdn.  Squabbling.  Striving, 
p  (jiii?"  chaksh,  A  swelling  in  the  throat  giving 

no  pain,  a  goitre. 

p  L^XkT  chakhak,  A  mole,  freckle.  The  cheek, 

p  ̂l^as?  chakhmdkh,  A  little  bag  in  which  sol- 
diers carry  their  comb,  needles,  &c.    A  fire-steel 

or  tinder-box.  A  battle-axe  fastened  to  the  saddle, 

p  ̂ as?"  chakhmdgh,  A  fire-flint, 
p  ̂ JSx^  chakhidan,  To  strive,  endeavour.  To 

contend,  quarrel.  To  breathe, 

p  iSxsS?"  chakhida,  Stricken, 

p  tj^v"  cha  or  cAzMi?j,Filthy,mattery,purulent. 

Pj^L^-r  chiddr.  Cord  or  silk  fetters  for  horses. 

Pjii>>-  chadr,  A  four-year  old  she-camel.  Cha- 
c?ar.  Remedy,  cure.  A  sheet:  a  table-cloth :  a  veil, 

p  chudurwd.  The  aloes- plant, 
p  chidan,  (for  (jii>^)  To  collect,  gather, 

p  iSs^  chida,  Gathered. 

p j>-  char,  A  song.  Music.  Chur,  The  organ 

of  generation. 
p  \j>-  c/ia?-a,Pasturing,grazing.  ̂ jii;^ ̂   chard 

hardan,  To  pasture.  Chird,  Why  1  Wherefore  ? 

p  S'iSj>-  chardba.  Cream. 

p  \s^\j>-  chard-jd,  A  field  for  grazing. 

p  ̂ J>-  chardhh,  (equiv.  to  '^^j>-)  A  lamp. 
Pj|^\^  chard-khwdr,  A  meadow  for  grazing. 
p  chirdhh-wdra,  A  candlestick. 

Pj^^f>-  chard-khwur,  A  meadow.  A  pasture. 

(An  animal)  grazing. 

^jlil'v'  (^hardzdr,  Grazing  ground. p  K^Xu>\j>-  chardsak,  A  noisy  grasshopper :  the 
corn- cricket. 

j      p  chardsyd,  A  cherry. 
i      p  '^ij>-  chdragh  or  chirdgh,  A  lamp.  Light. 



The  wick  of  a  candle.  A  horse's  rearing.  A  pas- 
ture. A  guide,  director.  A  client,  dependant. 

(jlv*>  I  charaghi  asman,  (Lamp  of  heaven,  or 

^Ji^  ja/ian,  Of  the  world)  The  sun.  Moonlight. 

^Z.'>-  ̂}y>-  charaghichashm,  (Light  of  the  eye)  OfF- 
spring.j^-***  charaghi  sipihr,  Sun,  moon,  and 
stars,  charaghi  sahar,  The  sun.  The 

morning-star,  jjii^  charagh  shudan,  To  shine, 

be  bright.  To  become  a  client.  ^j>- 
charaghi  ̂ lam-afroz,  A  lamp  illuminating  the 

world,i.(?.  Athingknownto  all.^J^-ii'^^  charagh 
hushtan,  To  extinguish  a  candle.  '^}y>-  chi- 
raghi  mughan,  Wine. 

p charagh-akhur,  Affluence,  plenty. 

p  (^}^]j'?r  charaghan,  Lamps  :  an  illumination. 

p  i>^[>S-\j!>.  charagh-hana,  A  lamp-stand:  a  can- 
dlestick. 

p  ij>  charagh-bara,  A  lamp.  A  stand  or 
vessel  for  a  lamp.  A  horse  rearing. 

p\^\j>- char  agh-2}a, {or  to\>_paga)Foot  ofalamp. 
Portable  lamp.  Candlestick.  A  horse  rearing. 

p  iji,         charagh-para,  A  candle-moth. 

vJiJbji  ̂\j>-  charagh-2)arhez,  A  lantern,  a  screen to  a  candle  from  the  wind. 

p  T  (_5^];=-  charaghchi,  A  lamp-lighter. 

P  ij^^\f>-  charaghdaii,  A  stand  for  a  lamp. 

p  ij^}S'\j>-  chiraghakjA.  little  lamp :  glow-worm . 

p  (ji,^as-\^  charagh-hush,  Engaged  in  any 
shameful  work  that  shuns  the  light. 

p  f^^^tl^ charagh-kusham,  A  dark  deed. 

p  i^\j=r  chiraghla,  A  glow-worm. 

p  '&djs\j>-  charaghanda,  A  lamp-stand. 
p  l^^\j>-  charagh-wara,  A  lamp-stand.  A 

screen  to  preserve  a  candle  from  the  wind. 

p  M>\j  charagh-wasa,  A  moth  flying  round 
a  candle. 

p  ij^S^  c/tara^A-roara,  A  candlestick.  A  horse 
rearing.  A  moth  flying  round  the  candle. 

p  ̂ \f>-  charaghi,  Land  bestowed  for  the  light- 
ing up  of  a  Muhammadan  mosque  or  tomb.  A 

present  made  to  a  MuUa  for  offering  up  oblations 

at  the  tomb  of  a  saint.  Alms  given  to  beggars  who 

walk  the  street  at  night,  as  the  class  called  Naksh- 
bandi.  A  present  to  soothsayers. 

chiraki,  Because  that. 

p  l>^]y>-  chara-gah,  (or     gah)  A  pasture. 
charagar,  A  grazer.  Alone,  single. 

p  charam,  (or  (J^*];=r  chardmin)  A  mea- 
dow, pasture,  field  for  grazing.  Forage. 

P  ;j  0^^]^  charamandan,  To  allow  to  graze. 

p  i^j>'  chardn,  (A  beast)  grazing.  Grazers. 

p  ̂J^]J>^  charandan,  To  graze. 
p  ii^^\j=r  chardnda,  A  shepherd. 

p  i^i^i^^}^  chardnidan,  To  cause  to  graze,  lead 
to  pasture. 

p  Tl,s^)y>-  chardyinda,  Grazing.  A  grazier, 

p  (_^^  chardsi,  Price  paid  for  pasturage,  agist- 
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ment.   Chirdsl,  Wherefore  art  thou  ? 

^  (J'^-l;?"  chardijidan,  Pasturing.  A  pasture. 

P  ̂ J>-  charh,  Fat,  greasy.  Viscous,  glutinous. 
Thick,  gruraous.  Smooth.  Corpulent.  Conquer- 

ing, overcoming.  Prevailing.  A  kind  of  water. 

U'i'^ '^J?'  hardan,  To  anoint,  rub,  make 
supple  and  sleek. 

P I  charb-dhhmur,  A  full  cratch. 

P       "-r^  charb-bdld,  Tall,  handsome. 

P  t^^.  ̂ J>-  charb-pahlu,  Fat.  A  man  from 
whom  one  gains  profit  and  advantage. 

Pjj  charbtar,  Better,  preponderating. 
P  i-lL***>i>  charb-dast,  One  who  has  a  nice 

hand  at  work;  expert, dexterous:  wise,  intelligent. 

p  charb-dasti,  Manual  dexterity. 

p  i^^j>j>-  charb-rud,  Fat  upon  the  entrails. 

P  ̂jbj  ̂ j>-  charb-zabdn  or  ̂   ̂J>-  charb-go, 
One  who  has  a  smooth  tongue  to  persuade,  whee- 

dle, or  deceive,  glib-tongued.  Agreeable, conversa- 
ble, entertaining.  Eloquent. 

p  i^bj  \^j>-  charb-zabdni,  Persuasion, flattery. 

p  (_^^*^  ̂ J?"  '^harh-sukhani,  Coaxing,  flattery. 
p  i^^j>-  charbish,  Fat,  fat  of  broth.  A  neigh. 

Pj\j  i^^j>-  charbish-ddr,  Fat,  greasy. 

p  (_^^^  U^ir?"  charhish-giriftagi,  Greasiness. 
p  sjjiji  i^>j>-  charbish-girifta,  Fat,  greasy. 

p  i^^jkZi  I— charb-shii'm,  Savoury  food. 
charb-ghizd,  Dainties,  viands. 

p  1—-^  charb-hdmat,  Tall  and  elegant. 

p  Lil^ j>-  charbak,  A  thin  cake  or  wafer  fried 
in  oil  and  given  away  at  funeral  obsequies.  Cream. 

Thin  paper  for  tracing  drawings.  Churbak,  A  plau- 
sible lie.  Slander,  evil  surmise.  Sarcasm,  cutting 

irony.  Jesting.  Buffoonery.  Shame.  An  enigma. 
charbndh,  Rich  (milk). 

Pj\jjjj>-  charb-nizdr,  Fat  and  lean  (meat). 
p         charbu,  Fat.  Fatness.  Glue.  Starch. 

p  ̂i^Lsf^  't^^  charb  m  khushk,  Good  and  bad. 
Moi-e  or  less.  Liberality  and  avarice.  Liberal  and churlish. 

p  i>jj>-  c/iar-Ja,  Thin  paper  used  for  tracing  writ- 
ing or  drawing.  Fatness.  Cream.  A  spinning- 

wheel.  A  lathe. 

p  ̂Jf  j>'  c/mr&i.  Fat,  grease :  suet.  Mildness,  soft- 
ness. Rectitude.  Facility,  ease :  success,  prosperity. 

pj\i^  L^r?"  charbi-ddr,  Fat,  sleek,  or  pursy. 

p  jj^>JO j>-  charbidan,  To  prevail,  be  victorious. 
To  dip,  preponderate  (as  a  scale).  To  abound. 

p  eo^  charta,  (or         charda)  Colour,  hue. 

p  charkh,  The  celestial  globe,  sphere.  For- 
tune. Circular  motion.  Every  thing  revolving 

in  an  orbit,  as  a  wheel,  wheeled  carriage,  pulley, 

watch-wheel,  mill-wheel,  water-wheel,  spinning- 

wheel,  turner's,cutler''s,orother  artificer's  wheel.  A 
wine-press.  A  reel.  The  circular  dance  of  the  Mu- 

hammadan dervishes.  Cupola,dome.  A  cart.  A  cross- 

bow. A  bow  in  a  very  tense  state.  Amachineforsepa- 

rasan.  j^i*ioT 
drawing  water.  ^= 

rating  cotton  from  the  seed.  Collar  of  a  garment. 

A  shirt.  A  white  falcon.  Name  of  a  city  in  Khu- 
charhhi  db-kashi,  A  pulley  for 

charkhi  asir,  The  ethereal 

sphere,  or  that  of  the  moon.  (Synonymous  to  which 

are  j^i>-\  akhzar,  Green,  iwiW  tarsd-jdma, 

Christian's  garb,  f^^>o sufi-libds,Sa{\s  dress, 

^s'xi  gandand-gun,  Leek-colour.)  (j«U»\ 
charkhi  atlas,  The  crystalline  sphere  (where  the 

Muhammadans  imagine  thethroneof  God  isfixed). 

(Also,j\^  akbar.  Greatest,  ̂ ^.^  barm,  Upper- 

most, nuhum.  Ninth.)  ̂ Jji'^rr  charhhi 

chamburi,  (i3*^jii  doldbi,  and  mudarvmar) 
Celestial  sphere,  j^j^^  charhhi  dammdr.  Re- 

volving heaven.  Changeable  fortune.  ry?" 

SMi^  charkhi  zarvi-hdsa,  Fourth  heaven,  i.e.  solar 

sphere.  J  J  lL^^  charkhi  sang-dil.  First  and 
fourth  sphere,  i.e.  those  of  the  moon  and  the  sun. 

jAp  ̂ =>.  charhhi  ghalla,  A  corn-cart.  Ci>Jj 
charkhi  falah,  The  passion-flower.  .^j^- 

charhliihabud,{pv\^y<i  mind) Lzvive  sky.  sJ.^ ,^y>- 

j^charhhikina-sdz{J^iiM»sitam-kdrovjV:>S'ghad- 
ddr)  Fortune,  preparing  misfortune,  i.e.  unhappy 

fate,  (^^ii*  charkhi.  muhamwas,  The  celes- 
tial orb.     The  Zodiac. 

pj\^^\  '^J^  charkh-anddz,  Archer,  bowman. 
"J         charkh  risak,  Name  of  a  noisy 

chirping  insect ;  also  of  a  bird. 

p  charkh-zan,  A  spinner.   A  dancer. 
A  traveller. 

pjL»*  charkh-sdz.  Moving  in,  or  forming 
a  circle.  Circular. 

vCL>»^^j>-charkhust  ov  charkhast,k.vf'me-'pre&%. 
p  ̂JL>>Ls^j>'  charkhusht,Wme,  oil,  or  other  press, 

p  aJj>-^s-  charkhala,  Succory;  also  its  flower. 
A  thistle. 

p  uLl^js-^  charhhuk,  A  spinning-top. 

p  &5-j.>  charkhd,  A  wheel  of  any  kind.  A  reel. 
The  axis  of  a  pulley.  An  Arabian  thorn  or  thistle. 

A  nag, jade.  ̂ jJJ  '^j^  charkha  zadan,  To  spin. 

Pjjki  !ii^j>-  charkha-tir,  An  axle-tree. 
-j>.  charkha-zan,  A  spinner. 

p^^i-^  t7mr^/«.  Spherical.  Celestial.  Voluble. 
A  kind  of  fire-works,  catharine-wheel.  A  dumb- 

waiter. A  pulley.  Soaring  in  a  circle.  A  machine 

for  separating  cotton  from  the  seed.  A  silken  vest. 
Satin.    A  privy. 

p  i^j>-  chard,  A  sill.    Charad,  A  bay  colour. 

p  Sj>-  charrad,  A  fray,  broil,  battle. 

p  1>'^j^  char  da,  A  bay  horse.  A  blackish  lo- 
cust. Skin.  When  added  to  nouns  of  colour,  it 

denotes  an  approach  to  the  tint  which  such  noun 

expresses  :  as,  'ii^j>-  siydh-charda.  Blackish, 
tending  to  black.  <^jj  zard-charda.  Yel- 

lowish, of  a  straw-colour,  somewhat  yellow. 

pj  j>-  charz,  A  bustai-d.  A  bird  of  game, whose flesh  is  delicate  and  tender.    A  lark. 



P  ijj>-  charza,  Skin  of  the  face  or  body. 
p  charas,  A  prison.  Confinement.  Pain. 

The  rack.  A  vat  in  which  they  press  out  the  juice 

of  grapes  by  treading.  A  field  for  pasture.  Alms. 

Kij>-c7i<Z'ris^,Gnashingof teeth.  Weakness, 

p  ̂ ^dMMij>-  charas  or  chiristulan,  To  gnash, 

p        O*^;?"  cliarasdan,  A  mendicant's  scrip, 
p  (^j=r  charish,  Pasture.    Taste,  flavour, 
p        chargh,  A  bird  of  the  hawk  kind, 

p  ̂J^j>-  charghdn,  A  seal  for  public  deeds,  a 
royal  signature. 

p  '^^j>-  charghand,  (or  td^^  charghandd) 

Sheep's  guts  filled  with  meat.  The  standish  of  a  lamp. 

p  y>^j=r  charghanu,  A  wine-vessel.  A  musical 
instrument. 

p  i^j^^j^"  charghul,  (or  ̂^^J>■^  Lamb's  tongue. 
p  ̂j=r  c^iai'lt,  A  bird  which  hangs  by  its  claws 

and  chirps  during  the  night.  Chirk,  Dirt,  filth. 

Matter.  Spittle,  jjfc  1  uiJ^  chirki  cihan,  Dross 

of  iron,  chirhi  gosh,  Ear-wax.  Cha- 
rah,  A  wound,  sore. 

p  cMrh-ab,  Dirty  water.  Hogwash. 

p  i^JjJI  '^j=r  chirh-alud.  Filthy,  dirty,  squalid. 

p  ̂^j>-  charkas  or  chirhas,  A  Circassian. 

p  C£3>.»Ss^»-  charhamah,lS! ame  o{  a  small  bird. 

p  i^^j>-  chirhin,  A  running  sore.  Temporal 
goods.    Nasty,  dirty. 

p  uiJU  i-^j!>-  chirknak.  Dirty,  filthy. 

p  ̂̂ X>     1;?"  cMrhnxiki,  Dirtiness,  nastiness. 

p  {^xfj>-  cliirlan.  Nasty,  filthy,  slovenly.  Sor- 

did. Rusty,  mouldy.  Defoi'med,  ugly,  unsightly. 

Dung.  'd^J^r  chirkm  shudan,To  be  dirty, 
base,  disfigured. 

p  (_§Ji^»-  chirhtm.  Dirtiness,  nastiness. 
p  c/iar^ar,Amusician.  Asinger.  Churgar, 

A  mufti.  A  priest  presiding  at  prayer.  A  prophet, 

p  ii^j>-  chargah.  An  immense  ring  made  by 
huntsmen,  converging  inwards. 

p  ̂ js>-  charm,  Leather ;  skin,  hide.  Cow-leather, 
for  making  sandals,  or  soles  of  shoes  and  slippers. 

Coarse  camel-leather.  charmi  sher,  A 

thong,  a  lash.  ^jsj- c/taraw^av,  A  thong,  lash, 
scourge.    Charam,  Name  of  a  place. 

p  (j^<^jy?^  charmdan,  A  leathern  purse  or  bag. 
pjl^*j>  charm-saz, Wovl^er  in  leather,  currier. 

P  ̂i«j!>-  charmah,Hhe  ball  on  a  spindle.  Chur- 
mah,  A  riddle. 

p  j^'^=r  charmgar,  A  leather-dresser,  currier. 
p  charm-gur,  A  bow-string. 

p  iijoj>-  charma,  Ahorse.  A  white  or  grey  horse. 
Hire  of  infamous  boys.    Leathern.    A  dildo. 

p  S^y>,         charma-pulad.  Iron-grey  horse. 
p  &>Jk<«j=?-  charmina,  Leathern.    A  dildo. 

pjjj  &j«Ji*,:>-  charmma-doz,  A  shoemaker. 

p  (jwj J)  &j.J.iCj».  charmina-farosh,  Shoe-vender. 
p  (>i)S>- (7t«ra?2<Z,  Grazing.  Aquadruped.  i^ijs^ 

charanduparand,  (Grazer  and  flier)  Beasts 
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and  birds. 

p  L_->  I  i^j>-  charand-ab,  A  place  in  Tabriz. 

P  jiVj*-  charandu,  Gristle.  Grazing. 
p  charanda,  A  grazer,  grazing  animal. 

A  reptile,  or  whatever  creeps  on  its  belly.  Gristle. 

P  ̂^J^js--  chmng,  The  jingling  or  tinkling  of 
bells.    The  clash  of  swords.  Echo. 

p  diXo ̂   char^angah.  Name  of  a  small  bird. 
p  (J^^JkXJy>■  cAmw<7ltZaw,Toj ingle, tinkle, rattle. 

p       j>-  charniish,  Fat  seen  under  the  skin. 

P  ijL}jj>-  charuh,  Bread.  Crumbs  of  bread  left 
in  a  wallet.  Charuh  or  charwak,  Crumbled  bread. 

Churuk,  A  ply,  fold. 

p      js^  charm,  The  old  name  of  Ormuz. 

p  '^jj^-  charwand,  (or  'iSi^j>-  charwanda)  A 
sort  of  lantern  or  case  for  a  lamp  :  a  lamp-stand. 

p  id^jj>-  charrvanda,  Running,  Going.  Im- 
ploring help. 

p  (jtJ^.jjs-  charwidan,  To  seek  help.  To  go. 
p  tSij j>-  charmida.  Seeking  aid.  Running. 

p  1>j>-  chura,  A  beardless  youth. 

p  f^i^>,jsr  chai'ida7i.  To  graze,  pasture. 
p  (3ti0j»-  charidani.  Fit  for  grazing,  grazeable. 
p  charlh,  Auxiliary  forces.  A  man  sent 

to  a  zamlndar  to  supply  forage  for  an  army.  Ori- 

gin, beginning. 

p  &i>^>-  c/mriwa, Ventricle  of  a  ruminant,  tripe. 

p  J»-  chaz,  An  ape. 

p  Liy>-  chazd,  A  noisy  insect  resembling  a  lo- 
cust, abounding  in  hot  weather,  and  which  the 

poor  sometimes  eat.    A  hiss. 

p  'ij'^Jrr  chazdara,  (or  ii^sr  chazda)  Bits  of 

fat  or  fried  sheeps'  tails. 

p  ̂ j>-  chizgh,  A  porcupine.    A  hedgehog. 
p  ̂ j>-  chizak,  A  porcupine.    A  hedgehog. 

T  e^j^  chizma,  A  boot,  the  outer  part  or  lining. 

Pj_jJ»-  chizwar.  The  scum  of  melted  fat. 
p  '^y>-  ckijak,  A  hedgehog. 

p  (jM*-  chus.  Wind  that  escapes  without  noise. 
p  (hi  saw,  How  ?    In  what  manner  ? 

p  ̂L*«>-  c/ias|;aw,Coherent,attached.  Addicted. 
Viscous,  adhesive.  Meet,  suitable.  A  kind  of  up- 

per garment. 
p  ̂ji3,iL«.&.  chaspandan,  (or  ̂jii.joL*M>-  chas- 

pan'idan)  To  fasten,  glue,  fix,  cause  to  stick. 
p  J^3L»«5>-  chaspanda,  Pastedor  glued  together. 

p  (j,L,«<&-  chaspam.  Adhesiveness,  viscosity. 

p  |^ti.>J.*»^  chaspindagi,  Adhesiveness. 
p  icyy^s^  chaspinda,  Adhesive.    A  snail. 

p  ̂jA^sj.  chaspidagi.  Adhesion,  attachment. 

p  j^ii,Ju*«.>-  chaspidan,  To  adhere,  stick.  To  in- 
cline, have  a  propensity  to  unite.  To  be  affixed  to 

the  ground.  To  be  dwarfish.  To  grasp  any  thing 

firmly  in  the  hand. 

p  ̂ sxx^=-■  chaspula,  Joined,  glued,  cemented, 
attached.    Inclined,  addicted  to,  fond  of,  liking. 

p  CIa*-*-  chust.  Quick,  brisk,  active,  fleet.  Fit, 

suiting.  Narrow,  tight.  Strong.  Elegant,  beautiful. 

Accumulation,  aheaping  up.   A  kind  of  laced  shoe. 

p  \1>^  chasta.  Tripe.  The  straight  gut,  rec- 
tum.    Chusta,  Tight,  sitting  well  (as  clothes). 

p  ̂jIaa.^  chistan.  An  enigma,  riddle. 
p  ui3^U-  chust  chalah.  Active,  alert. 

p  chustan.  To  be  accumulated,  heaped. 

p  8Jm^  chasta,  Harmony,  harmonious  sound. 

The  skin  of  a  horse's  fundament.  Chusta,  The 
ventricle  of  a  kid,  rennet. 

p  chustl.  Agility,  alertness,  activity,  ve- 

locity, fleetness.  Narrowness. 
p         chasm.  Meaning,  signification. 

p  chasang,  One  who  is  without  hair, 
and  is  marked  with  wounds  and  scars.  A  mark 

on  the  forehead. 

p  (jii?-  chash,  Taste  thou,  (in  comp.)  Tasting, 

partaking  of  the  flavour :  as,  (ji^"*^  namak-chash, 

Salted,  (for  ̂,^*=r  chashm)  The  eye.  Chush,  A 
word  used  for  making  (an  ass)  stand  still. 

p  tlLiA***^         chi'sh  ast,  What  ails  him  ? 

p  ̂ \J^  chasham.  Eye-salve  from  a  black  grain. 
p  jjl.^;<^^  chashan,  A  mace  of  iron,  silver,  or 

gold.    A  passage. 

p  ̂ ^JjJLi^  chashanidan.  To  cause  to  taste. 
chashpar.  The  track  of  a  wild  beast. 

p  ulA-i^  chisht.  Name  of  a  place. 

p  e^'SJL>-  chashta,  A  taste,  whet.  Breakfast. 

p  j»l^v'  chashhham,  A  remedy  for  sore  eyes. 

p  ̂   chash-zahh,  (An  abbreviation  of 
chashm-zakhm)  A  misfortune  attributed 

to  witchcraft  or  an  evil  eye. 
p  chashish.  Taste,  a  tasting.   A  frog. 

p^fl-iL».  chaskfar,  The  track  of  wild  beasts, 
p  uili.s»- cAM^,  Overflowing,  Prevailing  over. 

Pj^JL^  chashgar,  A  taster.  Frumenty. 
chashm,  The  eye.    Hope.    An  amulet 

or  charm  (particularly  of  holy  writ)  against  fasci- 
nation or  enchantment.  The  individual  himself  (as 

^ayw  in  Arabic).  Chashn  or  chashum.  An 
eye-salve  composed  from  a  black  seed  pulverized. 
c>\j  chashmra  ab  dad.  He  gave  his  eyes 

water,  i.e.  He  looked  at  an  amusing  sight. 

(jiXAs- 1  chashm  aghilidan.  To  dart  a  side-glance. 

j^*-  chashm-andaz  shudan.  To  disre- 
gard, overlook,  be  unmindful  of.  Si  chashmi 

hud.  An  evil  eye.  jj^^  chashmi  had  dm; 
Avaunt  malicious  glances  !  i\j>  chashm  ha 

rah.  Expectation,  ij^'^^'^  chashm  har 
rah  dashtan,  To  be  looking  out  for,  to  be  impatient 

for.  ̂ ^y^^-S^  Uy^jj'^  chashm  bar  zamin  af- 
gandan.  To  cast  the  eyes  on  the  ground.  To  blush. 

To  worship,  f^'y^  ̂   Ji         chashm  bar  ham  za- 
chashmi  bulbul. 

To  wink  the  eyes.  J-b 

Name  of  a  certain  stuff. 

hi  ab,  Shamelessness,  eflTrontery 
himar.  An  eye  that  looks  half-closed  (from  mo- 

chashmi 

l^tT  chashmi 
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desty  ;  an  epithet  of  beauty).  ^jiL^-i^  chash- 

mash  parul,  His  eyes  twinkled  or  winked,  p*-^ 

Ll^wJ.  chashmipusht,  The  anus.  {^/^^  U"iv  j***^ 
chashm  pesh  (jiriffan,  To  veil  the  eyes.  To  blush. 

chaskmi  M?<ros,  (Cock's  eye)  an  herb. 

Wine.  ^Ls--  chashmi  khun-alud,  Eyes 
tinged  with  blood,  fiery  eyes,  or  murderous  looks, 

jjwb         chashm  dashtan,  To  hope.  To  expect. 

Jjj  cJiashyni  roz,  The  sun.     ̂ ji^i**^  j****?" 
chashm  ras'idan,  To  be  affected  by  an  evil  eye,  be- 

witched, chashm-roshan  shu- 

dan,  To  be  rejoiced.  chashmi  zanu,  The 

knee-pan.  ̂ ^tij  chashm  zadan,  To  make  a 
signal  with  the  eye.  To  be  awake.  To  fear.  To  muse, 

to  cogitate.  To  blush.  The  twinkling  of  an  eye. 

^(>jSss  chashm-zani  liardan,  To  impede, 

obstruct,  confine.  J^SvU-J  ̂ ».i*>>  chashmi  sama^l, 

A  rolling  eye.  i^jy**  p-**-  chashmi  sozan,Tl\\e  eye 
of  a  needle.  Narrowness.  (jt>j^slx*«  chashm 

siyah  kardan,  To  covet,  hanker  after.  ̂ J^^ 

chashmi  sayl-zan,  A  tear-shedding  eye. 

chashmi  shah,  The  moon  and  stars,  j*-^^ 
{j^,  u-wi»  chashmi  shah-p>aymaii ,  An  eye  measur- 

ing the  night-watches. cJiaslim  shudan, 

To  become  plain,open,manifest.  J^^S-j^-i^c/ias/mi 
fjhazal,  A  bumper  of  wine,  (j,^-^*  chashmi 

Jiringi,  (European  eyes)  Spectacles.  {^^^  I****?" 

chashm  (or  ̂ ^-^^  chashm)  har'dan,  To  wound 

w'ith  malignant  eyes.  To  wink,  jl^  j*^?-  chashmi 
gdv,  Ox-eye  (a  plant).  chashmi  ga- 

vana,  A  large  open  eye.    ̂ ^lijSa  chashm 

garm  kardan,  To  take  little  sleep.  i^<^^ 
chashm  namudan,  To  reprove,  reprehend. 

^u>^  J  chashm  u  gosh  shudan,  To  be  all 

eye  and  ear,  to  give  strict  attention  to.  ̂ .^■^  ̂   I 
ahu-chashm,  Having  the  eyes  of  a  fawn  or  gazel ; 

gentle,  soft-eyed.  Chashum,  A  medicine  for  weak 
or  sore  eyes. 

p  jj\  ̂r^js>-  chashm-dro,  A  remedy  or  charm 
against  sore  eyes,  witchcraft,  or  the  accidents  called 

j^-i**"  chashyn-zahhm. 
p,Ji>l  chashm-dghil,{[^^\  dghidov ^y^\ 

dghiV)  A  glance  from  the  corners  of  the  eyes. 

p         I  p-i*?-  chashm-alus,  Looking  askance. 

p jjl  ̂^.i-s-c/ias/m-awar,  An  amulet  (suspended 
in  gardens  to  preserve  the  fruit  from  malignant  eyes) . 

A  wall-eyed  liorse. 

p  JJj  I  ̂i^^  chashm-dwez,  A  kind  of  net- work 
made  of  horse-hair,  worn  by  women  as  a  veil.  A 

fly-net  put  over  a  horse's  head. 

p  j*---?-  chashm-band,  Fascination  of  eyes. 
A  woman's  veil  (of  fine  black).  A  lady's  slipper. 

p  ^!>-  chashm-handak,  Blind-man'sbuff. Hide  and  seek. 

p  chashm-bos,  Kissing  the  eye  (a 
friendly  salute  and  nearly  synonymous  with 

(Zasi-Sos,  Kissing  the  hand). 
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p  Ux>.         chashm-bind.  Quick-sighted :  acute, 

j*-!^  chashm-panam,  An  amulet  worn 
against  witchci-aft,  or  chashm-zakhm.  A 
sword-belt  worn  obliqirely  over  the  shoulder. 

p  (^^l        chash7n-posh,  A  winker,  conniver. p  chashm-poshl,  A  turning  away  of 

the  eyes ;  the  affecting  not  to  see  or  hear  (a  peti- 

tioner). Connivance.  ij'^yC  t^J^.  j*--*?-  chash.m- 
2)oshi  namudan.  To  connive,  to  wink  at. 

p  (j^.x>         chashm-pesh.  Modest,  bashful. 

p  J>         clMshm-tar,  Moist-eyed.  A  weeper. 

p  ̂ j^?-  chashm-chidan,  A  charm  for  ma- 
lignant eyes. 

p  eoli-         chashm-hhdna,  Socket  of  the  eye. 

p  CLwi\u>^».i.^c/<as/m-(iaA7<<,Hope,trust:  desire. 
p  jo\ J  chashm-ddiia,  A  certain  grain  used 

as  an  eye-salve. 

p  5ii>^jii         chashm-da^nda,  Impudent. 
p  8t>j6lA«ij  chashm  rasdnanda,  One  who 

strikes  with  a  malignant  eye. 

p  "iSXiMj  chashm-rasida.  Viewed  with  a 
malignant  eye,  bewitched. 

p  ̂   fi,^^  chashm-zdgh,Ti\ue-ejed.  Shameless. 

p  (J^  p-i^  chashm-zdl,  Just,  equitable. 

p  j»j>-j  j<,-i*>-  chashm-zahhm,  A  fatal  misfortune 
in  consequence  of  witchcraft. 

p  ^,L=--  chashm-zad,  An  amulet  of  glass 
beads  to  counteract  the  influence  of  malignant  eyes. 

p  chashm-zada.  Struck,  or  hurt  by  a 

malignant  eye.  Balked,  disappointed. 

p^J  c7ta.s'/<m-2:a?«,A  small  black  grain  good 
for  sore  eyes. 

PjLo  j»wi.>  cliashm-sdr,  A  fountain-head. 
p       fCi^rT  chashm-fisd,{ov  ^■>-  chashm- 

Jisdy)  One  who  pretends  to  stop  the  effects  of  witch- 

craft (or^»-j  ̂ iLs^chashm-zahhn)  by  counter-spells. 
p  i^-J:^  chashmak,  A  small  eye.  Apeep-hole. 

Spectacles.  A  wink.  A  black  shining  grain  made 

up  into  an  eye-salve.  Hire.  Dog's  tooth  (an  herb). 

A  shoe.  jjJj  Q^Ls>-  chashmak  zadan.  To  wink, 
make  a  sign  with  the  eye. 

p  ̂^i^^ chashm-kardagl,  Witchcraft. 

p  si^j»i<^  cAa.s/m-/ja?'cZa,Fascinated, wounded by  a  malignant  eye. 

p  l^^y,^JLs'-chashmah-zan,Wixik.in^.  A  wink, 

leer,  side-glance. 

chashm-gashta,  Squint-eyed. 

chashmaldn.  The  eye-ball,  or  pu- 

pil. Black  grain  used  as  a  remedy  for  weak  eyes. 

p  ̂   j^-i^  chdshm-nai-m,  A  beardless  boy  of  a family  in  easy  circumstances. 

X 
chashm-naman,  Reproof. 

p  '^]f>-  J  ch^^h''^^  ̂   chirdgh,  Beloved, 
p  j»lft>j  j^-i^  chashm-wahdm,  (or  j»--*=f 

chashm-wahm)  An  amulet  worn  against  the  effect 

of  witchcraft  or        j*-!?^  chashm-zakhm. 
chashma,  A  fountain,  source,  spring. 

5z 

The  sun.  Spectacles.  Eye  of  a  needle.  s^Ls>- 

sari  chashma,  A  source,  a  spring-head.  j**> 

^j\jAs-  sari  chashman  haywdn,  Head  of  the  foun- 

tain of  life.  jiO»-\  chashman  ahhzar,  Foun- 
tain of  immortality.  Mouth  of  a  mistress.  Wine. 

(jik>  1  e^t^  chashmasi  dtish,  Fire  of  a  smithy.  The 

sun.  jOiV  chashmasi  tadhir,  The  brain.  A 

thinking  mind.  A  prudent  man.  chash- 
mcisl  tardzu.  The  eye  in  which  the  tongue  of  the 

scales  plays.  chashmad  tegh.  Lustre  of 

a  cimeter.  ^jp-  chashmad  haywdn.  Foun- 

tain of  life,  u^j^  chashmad  khdwar-l,  (or 

khwur)  The  sun.  jtos-  &v-»>  chashmad  khizar, 
The  fountain  of  life.  The  lip  of  a  mistress. 

chashmad  khun,  The  heart,  (^^j*^ 

chashma  dar  mdhi,  The  sun  in  Pisces.  (^**>jj 

cliashmad  roshan.  The  sun.  e^^^^-chashjnad 
sdr,  Name  of  a  fountain  in  Kohistan.  C->W*" 
chashma  si  si  mab, The  smi.  The  moon.  Day. 

Ol^li>  chaslimasi  zuliimaty  Fountain  of  darkness. 

chashviad  kir-gun,  A  night  dark  as 
pitch.  chashmad  garm,  The  sun.  e>*-i^ 

chashviasi  gulasb,  Name  of  a  fountain  in 

Khurasan. j,^?^  ts^Z^  chashma-iimunfajir, 'Name 
of  one  of  the  lunar  mansions.  ^♦->'?-  chash- 

mad nur-bakhsh,  Thesun.Thewater  of  immortality. 

The  mouth  of  a  mistress.  (_J>»y  chashmad 
7i0.s7i,  Fountain  of  life.  Mouth  of  a  mistress. 

Jis']  Cl^SJt  chashmasi  haft  akhtar,  The  Pleiades, 

ft^-i^  chashmad  hor,  The  sun. 

p  l(j^^>-  chashvihd,  (pi.  of         chashm)  Eyes. 

8  J^.  chashmhdsi parda,  Holes  and  chinks. 
c/tai7ima-sa;",Aboundingin  springs; 

a  fountain. 

p  ̂j<^lL->-  chashmizak,  A  black  shining  grain 

resembling  a  pippin,  with  which,  when  pulverized, 
they  anoint  the  eyes. 

p  1>dJyZ^'>-  chashanda,  A  taster.  i^>ji.l*>  'i>:^iJJl^ 

^^^^  y  chashandaH  shirin  u  talkh'i,  A  taster  of sweet  and  bitter. 

p  ̂ JZ^  chashnl.  Taste,  savour :  trial,  essay. 
p  chashidan,  To  taste :  to  experience. 

p  (ji^AZ^s-  chashidani,  Fit  to  be  tasted.  A  taste. 

{^SxjL'?r  ̂ <^i^^  na  chash'idam  chashidani,  I  have not  tasted  a  taste. 

p  S  JkjJ;.^-  chashida,  Tasted.    Who  has  tasted. 

p  cliashtra,  A  kind  of  frumenty. 
p  sJ^yL.^  chashisha.  White,  grey. 

p  ̂oxi**-  chashma.  White,  grey. 

Pj^lis-  cln-tawr,  How?  in  what  manner? 
H  a>-la:>-  chitta,  A  rough  daily  account. 

p  ̂ s-  chagh,  A  spider.  A  churn-staff.  A  spin- 
ning-wheel, Cliigh,  A  sort  of  screen  made  of  split 

bamboo,  used  as  blinds.  Chiigh,Ayoke.  A  draught- ox.  Ebony. 

pjU>-  chaghdz,  A  brawling,  abusive  woman. 
p  jJUs-  chaghdla,  Unripe  fruit. 



p  sio\x>-  chaghama,  Poetry.  A  poem,  an  ode. 

p  (J Vis-  cliaghan,  An  instrument  for  preparing 
cotton.  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  Striving  to  the 

utmost.  Industrious,  diligent.  Name  of  a  city. 

p  B^\k>-  chaghana,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  kind  of  staff  like  a  sceptre,  to  which  are  fixed 

sundry  little  bells,  which,  by  motion,  make  a  kind 

of  music,  and  are  generally  used  as  an  accompani- 
ment to  other  instruments.  A  poem.  Active,  indus- 

trious. Name  of  a  water-plant. 

p  j^Lilxs-  chaghani^/an,  A  part  of  Samarkand. 

p  CL^xits^  chaghbut,(or  i^^xs--  chaghbut)Wad- 
ding  of  cotton  or  the  like  for  quilting  or  stuffing 
cushions.  Stuffed  with  cotton  or  wool. 

p  chaghhulugh,  Moan,  cries  of  sorrow. 

p  chaghtay,  Name  of  a  Turkish  nation. 

p  d3ts--  chuglid,  An  owl.  A  knot  of  hair  tied  on 
the  back  of  the  head.  A  niched  battlement.  Cha- 

ghad,  A  falcon's  roost. 
p  (Jjl;ii>.  chaghdmval,  (ijii'i?-  chaghdul,  also 

chaghdul)  Rear  of  an  army,  camp-followers. 

p  jisj-  chaglir,  A  turning  towards.  Honour,  re- 
spectful attention.  Inquiry.  Fear.  A  looking  be- 

hind.  Chughr,  A  frog. 

p  chaghrishta,  An  oval  ball  of  thread. 

p  »iVj«a.  chaghj^anda,  A  fearer:  timorous,timid. 
p  chaghridan,  To  fear,  suspect.  To 

turn  towai'ds. 

p  id^jk^  chagh  ida,  Affrighted.  Feared,  sus- 
pected. Honoured,  esteemed. 

pji>-  chaghz,  A  frog.  The  croak  of  a  frog.  A 
wound  whose  lips  being  closed  the  foul  matter  is 

confined  within  it.  A  groan.  Fear.  Chaghaz,  A 

very  white  grass  growing  in  a  tuft  like  a  broom. 

p  !o\\x>-  chaghz-aba,  A  frog.  Water-moss. 
p  chaghzamdan,To  croak  (as  a  frog^ 

p  ijO_  jk>-  chaghz-j^ara,  (chaghaz-jjai^a,  or 
chagliz-wara,  or  Xj^^^i*-  chaghz-ldwa). 

Green  filth  or  scum  floating  on  stagnant  water. 

p  fjSljk^  chaghzidan,  To  fear.  To  suspect. 
To  honour.  To  lament,  to  groan. 

p  (-di«5>-  chughuk,  A  sparrow. 

p  ̂_}k>■  chaghal,A  plait,  fold,  wrinkle.  A  lea- 
thern vessel  having  a  spout,  whence  they  pour  water 

in  making  ablutions.  Chughal,  A  coat  of  mail. 

Chughul,  An  informer. 

Pj^  J.«>-  chughul-hhwur,  Tale-bearer,  back- 
biter, calumniator,  slanderer. 

p  (_?)^-5-  (J--*-??"  chughul-hhwun,  Back-biting. 
p  chvghuli,  Tale-bearing,  back-biting. 
p  chaghmunidmi,  (in  zandandPaz.) 

To  stand. 

chaghnat,  (or  0-*>iisr)  Wadding. 
p  i^ks^  chaghand  or  chughand,  Hair  tied  in  a 

knot  at  the  back  of  the  head. 

Pjiij*»-  chughundur,  Rape.  Beet. 
p  edA>  chaghna,  A  note  in  music.  Chughna, 
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A  sparrow.  Chaghana,  A  musical  instrument. 

P        chughu,  An  owl.    A  sparrow. 

P  chagh-n-ara,  Water-moss.    A  frog. 
P  chughuk,  A  sparrow.    A  water-bird. 

p  ̂ ^S>k^  chaghidan.  To  seek,  try,  aspire  to. 
p  &Jla>  chafala,  A  flight  of  birds. 

P  CL.>^  chaff,  A  saloon  built  of  wood  and  sup- 
ported on  columns.  A  prop,  a  trellis.  Cilli  Ois>- 

chaftifalak.  The  celestial  vault.  Chift,  The  chain 

of  a  door.  Chtift,  Narrow.  A  tight  garment.  A 
beam  placed  to  shore  up  a  building. 

p  tHiiia.  chufov  chaftak,  A  kind  of  crane. 

P  (i?^  chaftan,  To  understand. 
p  eua»-  cliafta,  A  sheep's  head.  A  prop  for  a 

vine.  A  bat.  Avaultedroof.  Curved,bent.  Injurious 

suspicion,  malignant  imputation.  An  equal,  peer. 

p  idSi^  chafda.  Bent,  curved.  A  bunch  of 

grapes.    A  sheep's  head.  Suspicion. 
p  chafrasta,Tongs.  Chafrusta,  A  reed 

used  by  weavers  to  wind  their  thread  on.  Raw  thread. 

p  ̂L«as-  chafsam.  Viscosity,  adhesiveness. 

p  ̂^iXx^hs^  chafsidagi.  Adhesiveness. 

p  ̂ ^i^x^s^■  chaftfidan,  To  stick,  to  adhere,  ji 
bar  chafsidan,  To  clot  together,  to  felt. 

p  !JJ»Ju».fl&.  cliafsida,  Sticking,  adhering. 

p  l^ia*.  chvf  or  chafriuh,  A  heron,  crane. 

p  chifud,  (or         jifud)  A  Jew. 
p  chak,  A  churn-staff.  Chik,  A  Venetian 

blind.    Chuh,  A  yoke.    A  draught-ox. 

p  ̂U-\ii>-  chahachah,  (or  Jj^Ui»-  chahachak) 

The  clashing  of  battle-axes. 

PAj\d^chi-kadar,Whatquanthj'i  how  much  ? 
p jHs-  chakar,  A  tavern. 
p  chahmachi,  Sarcasm,  scoff,  jeer. 

T  ̂j^^.^s~r  chakmak,  (or  Flint,  fire-steel, 

T  ̂V»fl».  chakmahi,  A  firelock. 
PjjaSa-  chukundur  or  chukandar,  Beet-root. 

p  ̂jtJ.jJis.  chahidan.  To  fix  a  spike,  drive  a  nail. 
To  dash,  strike  together,  or  become  tumultuous. 

To  litigate.    To  be  deficient. 
p  uLU-  chah,  The  written  and  signed  sentence 

of  a  judge  or  magistrate.  Title-deeds.  A  draught 
or  check  for  a  salary  or  pension.  An  obligation, 

deed,  bond,  note.  A  wooden  mallet  used  in  taking 

cotton  out  of  the  pods.  A  kind  of  wooden  fork 

with  several  prongs  or  branches,  with  which  they 

agitate  corn  that  the  wind  may  clear  it  of  the  chaff. 

A  cart.  The  noise  made  in  breaking  a  stick,  strik- 

ing with  a  sword,  or  in  masticating  a  crust.  The 

lower  jaw  and  chin.  A  word.  Vine-pruning.  Drop, 

(in  compos.)  Dropping.  ̂ L-<«  (.^ii*-  chahi  musa- 

fir,  A  traveller's  passport.  Cliik,  A  walnut,  the 
kernel  of  which  is  not  easily  got  from  the  shell. 

A  drop.  One  side  of  four.  An  eighth  part  of  a 

thing.    Chuh,  Penis.    The  knee. 
p       chaha,  A  lark. 

p  uL!U-\^  chakdchdk,The  clashing  noise  made 

by  swords  or  maces.  Drawing,  a  draught. 

chahachah,  The  clashing  of  swords 

and  maces.  The  chattering  of  the  teeth.  Chuhd- 

chuk.  Any  thing  whispered  about. 

p  oK>-  chakdd,  Top,  crown  of  the  head.  Sum- 
mit of  a  mountain.  Top  of  the  forehead.  A  shield. 

p  chakdda,  Crown  of  the  head.  Top  of 
the  forehead.    Summit  of  a  mountain.   A  shield. 

p»j\^c/«iAara,(«i»-What?j\^Business)Useless. 

p  (^j^>-  chihdri,  Useless,  worthless. 
p  eu*»\^  chakdsa,  A  hedgehog,  urchin. 
p  chahdh.  Forelocks.    A  conveyancer, 

notary-public.    A  borer  of  pearls,  bead-piercer. 
p  s^Ks-  chakdma,A  poem  exceedinglS  couplets. 

p  chahdn,  (in  comp.)  Dropping,  distil- 
ling, hhun-chakdn,  Dropping  blood. 

Chikdn,  What  thing  ? 

p  liKs»-  chakdnd,  Besprinkling,  wetting. 

p  (jtijl^  chakdndan.  To  drop,  trickle,  distil. 
p  chahdnidan,  (from  chahi- 

dan) To  make  drop,  to  let  fall  in  drops,  or  trickle. 
p  chahdv,  A  kind  of  musical  instrument. 

See  eoUs-  chaghana.  A  certain  water-bird.  A 
lark.    Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  chahdwah,  A  lark.  A  note  in  music. 

p  sl^jKs-  chahdv-gdh,  (or  sl^5jK»-)  A  notch 
at  the  end  of  a  bow  into  which  the  string  goes. 

p  ZijKs>-  chahdna,  A  lark. 

p  chahdh,  A  mountain's  top.  The  crown 
of  the  head. 

chakchak,  The  clash  of  swords. 

p  uii^^  chahchah.  The  noise  made  by  water 

in  dropping.  The  chattering  of  the  teeth  from  cold. 
The  clashing  of  swords.  Chikchik,  The  crackling 

noise  made  by  the  damp  wick  of  a  candle.  Chuk- 
chuh.  News  spreading  on  every  side. 
p  chak-ddn.  Eloquent. 

p  ajj^sia.  chiharna,  A  heron,  a  crane. 
p  »;Jo-  chahra.  Drops  sprinkled  about  when 

water  is  poured  out.  A  bubble.  Froth. 

P  (_?;^  chukri.  Sorrel. p  chahas,  A  roost.    Shame,  modesty. 

p  2Um5o-  chahsa,  A  perch  or  roost  for  birds. 
Little  niceties.  A  bit  of  paper  for  wrapping  up 

powders,  and  the  like. 
p  jji^JuJ^  chahasidan,  To  blush,  be  confused. 
p  (jii5o-  ckakish,  An  oozing  or  dropping.  Li- 

quefaction.    Chahush,  A  brazier's  hammer. chuhuh  or  chukuk,  A  silken  band  or 

girdle.     Chuhuh,  A  sparrow. 
p  aiKs-  chahla,  Whatever  falls  from  its  place. 

A  drop.  A  district,  the  jurisdiction  of  a  Fawjdar ; 

as  the         chahla  of  Hugli  in  Bengal. 

p  i^JxS^r  chak-mezah,  Suppression  of  urine, 
strangury.  A  coming  away  of  the  urine  drop  by 

drop.    Unable  to  retain  one's  urine. 
p  Jiij  (.iJjjttSo-  chah-mezak  zada,  Troubled  with 



6trangury,"when  the  urine  comes  away  drop  by  drop. 

p  ̂^fet>- chakini{chikin,or  ̂ -j^^^chikin)  A  kind 
of  cloth  wrought  with  the  needle  in  flowers  and 

gold.    Embroidery,  needle-work. 
p  chak-nama,  A  roll  descriptive  of 

land-boundaries.  A  grant  issued  to  individuals, 

authorizing  them  to  hold  alienated  lands,  and  spe- 
cifying the  limits  thereof. 

Pjjj*^  chukundur,  Beet-root. 

pjj^ijk^  chikin-doz,  An  embroiderer. 

p  (^Jji^  (ij^^**-  chikin-dozi,  An  embroidered 
robe ;  needle-work. 

p  (j*Jji^  chak-navis,  An  actuary,  a  registrar. 

p  ̂j-^l^  chakuj,  (or  chakuch)  An  iron 
tool  for  notching  mill-stones.  Notching  a  mill- 

stone.   A  brazier's  hammer. 

p  ioW  J  tdis-  chak  u  chana,  Prating,  babble. 

p  tiJj^siij- c/mAo/j,  A  lark.  Purslain.  Name 
of  a  note  in  music.    Chukuk,  A  sparrow. 

p  a^-s^  chaka,  Small,  minute. 

p  A^a*-  chakka,  A  drop. 

p  (_^»-  chahi,  The  hole  in  which  the  pivot  of  a 
mill  turns. 

p  ̂̂ dJ^>-  chahidagi,  A  drop.  Distillation. 
p  jjiiJ>^  chakidan,  To  drop,  distil,  trickle. 

p  ibs^o--  chahida,  Dropped,  oozed  out.  A  mace. 
Chuhida,  Sucked. 

p         ii^>>i^»-  chahida  hhun,  Red  wine. 

p  1^^^  chihin,  Name  of  a  country. 

p  (Jl^  chagal,  Thick,  compact,  and  heavy. 

p  ewl^  chagama,  A  poem  of  more  than  eight- 
teen  couplets. 

p  chaggam,  A  kind  of  melon. 

p  u^A^  chuguk,  A  sparrow. 

p  chigil,  A  city  in  Turkistan,  famous  for 

handsome  men  and  expert  archers.    Clay,  dirt. 

Y'jiX>Xs^  chugundar,  Beet-root. 
p  1^^^  chaguk,  A  lark.   Chuguk,  A  sparrow. 
p  chigunagi,  Nature  or  manner  of  a 

thing.    Circumstance,  matter,  quality. 

p  chiguna,  How?  of  what  kind?  In 
what  manner  ?  in  what  state  ? 

p  chal,  An  embankment,  dam,  weir.  (imp. 

of  jjii>Ji^-  chalidan)  Go  thou.  Chil,  Half-witted, 
fool.  A  horse  white  on  the  off  fore-foot  and  hind 

stirrup-foot,  (for  (J-f»-  chihal)  Forty.  Chul,  Penis. 

p  ̂s>-  chilla,  The  forty  days  of  Lent,  during 
which  the  religious  fraternities  in  the  East  shut 

themselves  up  in  their  cells  or  remain  at  home. 

Quarantine.  The  period  of  forty  days  after  child- 

bed, during  which  a  woman  remains  unclean. 

p  ;^!i)>»-c/iafe,  Fondof  tid-bits:  trencherman. 

p  cij^a.  chalah,  A  black  beetle,  tumble-dung. 

P  chil  or  c/iaZaZi,  Awoman's  work-basket. 
P  ̂j^c^aZaw, Current.  Aletterof  advice  from 

a  Zammdar  to  government  that  his  rents  are  ready 

to  be  paid,  sometimes  accompanying  a  remittance 
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of  the  amount.    An  invoice. 

p  Ci)oi^.  chalanak  or  chulanah,  A  beetle.  Chu- 
lanak,  A  game. 

p  j^^.  chulaw,  Plain  boiled  rice. 
p  chuldh,  A  weaver.  A  martial  dance. 

Cymbals. 
p  isiJ^  chulhula,  Haste,  unsteadiness.  A  gift. 

P  chalap,  Two  broad  plates  of  brass  used 
as  a  musical  instrument,  cymbals.  Noise,  clamour. 

p  juuLis.  chalpdsa,  A  small  venomous  lizard. 

p  Cii-iis-  chalpak,  (or  ̂ J_xL^.  chalpaT)  A.  ca^\e 
fried  in  oil  or  butter. 

p  '^\j>-  chil  chardgh,  Brilliant  illumination. 
chilchila,  A  tortoise.   A  kite. 

p  «Jl«A»-  chil  sdla,  Forty  years  old. 

p  (ji.^-  chulush,  Name  of  an  acid  vegetable. 

Pj^  ajLiA^-  chalishta-khwur,  A  troublesome 
hanger-on. 
p  chil  5M6A,The  forty  m  ornings  employ  ed 

in  mixing  up  the  clay  for  the  formation  of  Adam. 

p  ij^^  chilghoza,  The  cone  of  a  fir  tree ;  the tree  itself. 

p  tiiiis-  chilk,  A  ladle,  skimmer.  The  little  fin- 

ger. Chulk,  A  spoon,  C/iaZw/f,  The  game  of  tip-cat. 
C/iM?a7i,  A  silken-band.  A  ball  of  packthread  or  silk. 

H  p)j>-  chilam,  The  round  plate,  cup,  or  bowl, 
to  which  is  stuck  the  tobacco  in  a  hukah,  generally 

a  thin  bit  of  unglazed  tile,  and  upon  the  contrary 
side  of  which  the  fire  is  put. 

P        chilum,  The  fortieth. 

p  ̂ j^i^*  chil  marddn,  The  leather  fixed  to 
the  vacant  part  of  a  saddle. 

p  «J-^»-  chalmala,  Gratuitous,  without  labour 
or  purchase. 

p  ijCxic  jja-  chil  manara,  The  throne  of  Solo- 
mon. The  famous  ruins  which  are  generally  re- 

garded as  the  remains  of  Persepolis. 

P         chalanchHyWho  dirties  himself;  sloven. 

P  chaluj  or  chuluj,  A  tool  for  notching mill-stones. 

p  '-r'^*-       chalu  or  chulu-chuh,  A  spit.  , 

p  ulJj\».  chalawh,  A  halter  round  a  horse's  neck. 
p  Ldb_ji».  chalunak,  Melon-seed  and  flowers. 
p  c/«7Za,  A  bow-string.  A  selvage.  Aqua- 

dragesimal  fast,  the  forty  days  of  Lent,  during  which 

the  religious  fraternities  of  the  East  shut  themselves 

up  in  their  cells,  or  remain  at  home.  Forty  days 

of  winter,  during  which  the  weather  is  most  severe. 

Forty  days  after  childbirth. 

p  chaTipa,  A  cross.    Any  thing  crooked 

or  bent.  A  ringlet.  A  triangular  bit  of  gold  or 

silver  worn  in  the  girdle  by  some  Hindus.  ̂ Lalrj- 

eilli  chalipaAfalak,  A  cross  formed  by  the  colure's 
intersecting  the  equinoctial. 

p  jji3.jJc»-  chaUdan,  To  walk,  go,  move.  Wor- 
thy, fit,  suitable.  To  champ,  gnaw. 

p  SiijJ*-  challda,  A  bone-ring  worn  by  archers 

on  the  thumb. 

p  j,»-cAaTO,Aneasyair.  A  vacillating  motion  in 
walking.  Gained.  Prepared,  arranged.  Curved, 
crooked,  bent.  A  lane  full  of  windings.  Eating 

and  drinking.  Signification,  meaning, soul, energy. 

The  eye.  The  breast.  A  disk  made  of  platted  reeds 

used  to  winnow  corn.  Alarge  wooden  ladle.  Name 

of  one  quarter  of  the  town  of  Yazd.  A  summer- 

garment.  Sin,  crime.  Chim,  A  green  film  which 
floats  on  stagnant  water.  Chum,  Boast,  bluster, 

gasconade.  A  living  creature.  Grape-stones  or 

husks,  the  residuum  after  the  juice  has  been  ex- 

pressed. Intense  cold.  An  eye-salve  prepared  from 
a  black  shining  grain. 

p  cham  or  chumdchum,  The  forelocks. 

p  ̂ jj^^  chumah,  An  iron  mace.  A  wooden  club with  a  knob  on  the  head. 

P  tjU*-  chamdn,  Walking,  giving  one's  self 
haughty,  swinging,  or  gi-aceful  airs  in  walking.  A 
goblet  of  wine.  A  party  of  friends. 

p  (_5^^*?r  chamanchijAvessel  for  holding  wine, 
having  a  narrow  mouth  and  a  large  belly. 

p  c/iamawa,  A  vessel  made  of  the  rind  of  a 

gourd,  especially  carved  or  chased.  The  cup  of  king 
Jamshed.   Chuindna,  An  animal,  a  living  being. 

p  chamdni.  Walking  pompously.  A 

cup-bearer. 

p  ̂^JkJol»»-  chamanidan,  To  walk  gracefully. 

p  ^  cham-pareshi,  Distinct,  separate. 
Ambiguous. 

p  (-i3ll»»-  chamtak,  (or  uiijU^-)  A  shoe. 

p^l^?"  chamcliahh.  Bent,  curved,  crooked. 
p  a>5^^?"  chamchurgha,  A  scourge,  a  lash. 

p  j*^^  chumchum  or  chamcham,  An  easy  air, 
a  swinging  gait.  Chumchtim,  A  cotton-shoe.  An 
old  soft  shoe.    A  hoof. 

p  a-*^^  chumchuma.  The  sound  made  by  the 
feet  in  walking. 

p  ft:^?'  chumcha,  A  spoon,  ladle,  skimmer. 
T  iJJs^  chimdik,  A  nip,  a  pinch. 

p  chamrds,  A  sign,  a  miracle. 

p  chamsh,  (for  ̂ L:>-  chashm)  The  eye. 
A  portly  gait  in  walking.  A  small  grain  used  as 
a  remedy  for  the  eyes. 

p  uiJLi.**-  chamshdh,  (or  L:i\JL^)  A  shoe. 

chamsha,  (equiv.  to  s-^Z^)  A  fountain. 

p  uiX»=>-  chamah,  Power,  strength.  Increase. 
Abundance.  Authority,  influence.  Pomp,  dignity. 

p  chaman.  An  orchard,  fruit-garden.  A 

meadow,  green  field,  verdant  plain,  garden  plot  or 

bed,  raised  border,  parterre,  avenue.  An  easy-paced 

horse.  jfcJ        chamani  fZa/rr,  A  terrestrial  abode. 

p         chimnd,  A  mule. 
p  tjLi\X^  chamndk,  (or  CdJ-J^)  A  shoe. 

p  iXb  (^♦f  chaman-hand,  A  gardener.  A  foun- 
tain.   A  youth. 

p  \jj         chaman-payrd,  A  gardener,  pruner. 



p  i^x^  chamand,  A  horse  that  travels  slowly. 
An  idle  lazy  fellow. 

pSj^^67i.aTOawc?a,Stately,pompous  in  walking. 

PjV;v»»-  chamanzar,  (or  ̂jULJk^s-  chamani- 
stdn)  Verdant  meadows. 

p  s-ilo  1^^^  chaman-suffa,  A  garden-seat. 
p  fAamMs/;, Vicious  horse.  Sort  of  shoe. 

p  ̂ 5>5-  chami,  Real,  true,  significant. 
p  ̂ jtJa»s-  chamidan,  To  walk  proudly,  waving 

from  side  to  side.  To  twist,  turn,  bend,  curve.  To 
incline  the  mind. 

p  f/ta??iic?a,Walkingeasily,stately, pom- 
pously, or  gracefully.    Bent,  curved. 

p  f^-^  chartiin,  Urine.  Excrement. 

p        chun,  (for  ̂ jy>-  chun)  When. 
p  I— -J^s-  chinab,  A  board  having  a  circular 

hole  through  which  the  tent-pole  passes.  Name 

of  a  large  river  in  the  Panjab. 

p  j^j=-U»-  chanuchan,  The  whiz  of  an  arrow. 
PjU^  clianar,  Circles  which  women  paint  upon 

their  hands  and  feet  with  privet.    A  plane-tree. 

p  ̂^lX«j,U»- cha7ia7'istan, Agro-veof plane-trees. 

p  ̂U»-  chanagh,  A  mullet. 
p  iJUs-  chanal,  The  plantain-tree. 

P  j^^j*-  chanan,  Striving.  Name  of  a  place. 
Chunan,  Like  that,  resembling  that,  to  such  a  de- 

gree, in  that  manner,  so.  (for  cltun  nan) 

Like  bread.  (J;i>»-  ̂ J^><=r  chunan  chuntn,  In  this 
and  that  manner.    Evasion,  subterfuge. 

p  s^^j^  chunanchi,  According  to  what.  As, 
just  as.   So  that.  When.  Would  it  were  so  ! 

p  is^lte-  cJiundnki,  As,  as  for  example.  Inso- 
much that,  so  that.  As  much  as,  so  much  as.  To 

such  a  degree. 

p  ̂^^lis-  chandnhan,  (or  ̂ybUo-)  Well  done  ! 
P^>»-  chambar,  A  circle,  hoop.  The  pit  of  the 

throat.  The  collar-bone.  A  kerchief,  collar,  neck- 

lace. Acover  for  the  c/u7am  of  a /tw^Aa.  Aspider's 

web.  Bondage,  captivity.  Revolving.  ̂ s^jSs-- 
c/ta??i&aHc/ia?7;/t,Circleof theheavens.  iSjaSs 

chamhari  hahud, 'Nether  sky,  ̂jii/ chanibari 
gardan,  A  necklace.  A  dog's  collar.  The  pillory, 
stocks.  Ua*jO^  chamhari  mind,  The  sky. 

p  i^xy^.  chumhah,  Assault,  leap.  Magnet. 
p  (J-^A*.  chumhul,  A  beggar. 

p  i^is-  chumhull,  Need,  lack.  Mendicity. 

Pj_jJ^  chatn  or  chumiuj;  A  rein,  halter. 
p  chumha  or  chamba,  A  large  bar,  spar, 

or  boom.  A  shepherd's  staff.  A  fuller's  beetle. 
Grape-stalks.    Morose,  perverse. 

P  ̂ J^^XJJ>■  chumbidan,  To  jump,  leap,  bound. 
To  run  away. 

H  Las-  chamjjd,  A  very  fragrant  yellow  flower. 

H  chanchuU,  A  swing,  a  see-saw. 
P  chinhh,  One  from  whose  eyes  a  gummy 

substance  is  perpetually  running. 

p         chand,  How  much?  how  many?  how 
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long?  To  what  length?  Whither?  So  many. 

Several,  some,  a  few,  sundry.  Any  indefinite  quan- 

tity, jb  O'j^  chand  bar,  How  often  ?  Sometimes, 

frequently.  ̂   chand  tan,  How  many  per- 
sons? Jki^  ba  chand,  For  how  much?  ^ji 

tane  chand,,  Some  people.  Many  men.  Jjj  i^S=^ 

chand  roz,  A  few  days.  How  many  days  ?  i\j 

ijjj  ijj^sr  rdhi  chand  roza,  A  journey  of  several 
days.  eJUo  chand  sdla,  Of  few  years.  Jb 

JvA>  har  chand,  (or  ai^  Jo>»-j*  har  chand  hi)  Al- 
though, nevertheless,  notwithstanding,  however, 

how  much  soever,  with  all  that,  so  much  the  more. 
Often.  Every  time  that. 

p  \  chandd,  How  much  ?  how  many  ?  A 
contribution. 

s  J^iJas-  chanddl,  A  nightman,  sweeper. 

P  ̂J\Si<>■  chanddn,W.2iny ,  much,  numbers,  more, 
as  many  as,  how  many  soever,  so  much,  so  greatly. 

Some,  any  indefinite  quantity.  So,  in  that  man- 
ner. How  long?  Until  then.  Sandal-wood.  Name 

of  a  city  in  China.  (j^Jos-  0^  sad  chanddn,  A 
hundred  times  more.  JJ»-  chanddnchi.  How 

much  soever,  notwithstanding.  s^\0^  chanddn 

hi,  As  oft  as,  as  much  as,  as  many  as,  as  soon  as, 

as  long  as.  Insomuch.  How  much  soever.  Al- 
though, notwithstanding  that. 

T  Jj^lXj^s-  chanddwul,  The  rear  of  an  army. 
Camp-followers. 

PjjJ^  chundur,  (forjJoJt*-)  Beet-root. 
p  chandfand,  Fear,  dread,  terror. 
p  8o  Ja>.  chand  gdh.  Sundry  times. 

P  (J^j^  chandal.  Sandal-wood. 

p  ii^jc  <jj>>- chand mai-da,^nough  for  many  men. 

p  i^O^sr  chandan,  Sandal-wood. 
p  8(ji»-  chanda.  Some. 

P  chande.  An  indefinite  quantity.  Some. 

iJvsO  ba^  chande,  After  a  while. 
p  i^>Oj^  chandin,  So  much,  so  many 

these,  such  as  these.  How  many  ? 

p  i^ytss^  clianghub,  Quilting,  wadding. 

p  u^j^a-  chunah,  A  bird's  beak. 
p  tL^.^  chang,  The  hook  for  guiding  an  ele- 

phant. The  expanded  hand,  the  fingers  somewhat 
hooked.  The  claw  of  a  wild  beast ;  talon  of  a  bird. 

A  harp,  lute.  Any  thing  crooked  or  bent.  Crip- 
pled in  the  hand  or  foot.  Name  of  the  shop  of  the 

impostor  Mani ;  also  his  book  of  paintings. 

^jc  changi  maryam,  The  herb  sow-bread. 
»j  J*  changi  muza,  The  point  or  turned-up  toe  of  a 

boot.  i,:x\f  '-^-^^  ̂   chang  giriftan,  To  twitch 

with  the  fingers.  Ching,  The  horny  beak  of  a  bii'd 
of  prey.  The  point  of  a  spear.  Chung,  A  kind  of 

large  ship.  A  word,  speech,  talk.  A  picking-up 

of  grains. 

PjlCla-  chang-dr,  A  crab. 
p  JIC;»-  c/taw^raZ,  Fingers,  claws,  talons,pounces. 

A  dish  made  of  dates  with  hot  bread  and  butter. 

All 

Slender-waisted.  A  target. 

P  u1aa*»\^^ICi»-  changdl-khwdsi,  LlA**>ji»l^^ 
changdl-khwust,  or  changdl-khwush, 

Hot  bread,  syrup  or  honey,  and  butter.  A  mix- 
ture of  any  kind. 

P  changdli.  Hot  bread  dipt  in  butter. 

p  tlA-iJ.  i>LnI»-  chang-pusht,  Crook-backed. 

p  changdu,  Name  of  a  city  in  China. 

p  chingish,  Name  of  a  hero  of  Turk  i- 
stan  killed  by  Rustam. 

changak,  A  hook  for  an  elephant. 

p  ̂y^!>■  changid,  Fingers,  claws.  A  hook. 

p  j^^LC^-  changldhi,  A  kite. 
p  tiJ^JXia-  changalok,  or  ((^^.C*.  changuk)  A 

man  debilitated  by  disease,  having  his  hands  and 
feet  contracted,  lame,  maimed,  mutilated  ;  unable 
to  walk  by  himself. 

p  changala,  A  psaltery,  a  lute.  Bird's 
claws.  Bentfingers.  A  hook.  C/^^V^^7^7a,  Curly  hair. 

p     y^*-  changwdn,  Name  of  a  city  in  India. 
p  sXli>-  changa,  Name  of  a  luxurious  king. 

p  changi,  A  harper,  lutanist.  An  actor. 

p     lXa£i>-  cJiangidan,  To  speak,  act  in  a  play. 

p  jxCls^  chingiz,  The  Mogul  king  Gengiz  Khan. 

p  _ji>-  chunu,  (for  (Ji^  chun  u)  As  he,  like 
him.  A  request. 

p  chunud-jyid,  The  bridge  over  hell. 

p  iucf  chana,  The  lower  jaw,  the  chin.  China, 

Grain,  bird's  food. 
p        auc>-  chinaddn,  The  crop  of  a  bird. 

p  ̂liJkis-  chinidan.  To  gather.  To  admonish. 
p  SiNJ^Jo-  chinida,  Gathered,  culled,  picked  up. 

p  chunin,  (for  (^.\  jjj^  chun  in)  Thus, 

such,  so,  in  this  manner.  Such  as  this.  \jb 

chunin  bddd,  Amen,  so  be  it ! 
p  cAm,  When.  Then.  Thus,  as,  in  the  same 

manner,  like,  since.  If  so  be ;  for  as  much  as. 

Chu,  A  stick. 
p  chuwdk,  Flour  dressed  with  oil  and 

honey. 

p  <— .'j^  chub,  (by  some  chob)  A  log.  Wood. 

A  tree.  A  staff",  rod,  baton,  stick.  A  drum-stick. 
A  beam.  A  plough-tail.  A  shoot  of  a  tree,  sucker. 

(.dLii>-  hhushh-chob,  Dry  wood.  <-r^_j»- 

^jiVjb  chob  bdzidan.  To  lance  a  spear  or  the  like 

in  sport.  ̂ ji~r  '^^rr  chobi  chini,  China  root. 

f^'^j^j>-  c/iO&  khwurdan.  To  devour  the 
rod,  i.  e.  to  be  thrashed.  ̂ J^^J  '-r'^  ̂ ^^^^  zadan,  To 

thrash.  ̂ ^>_j  y>- chobi  zin,  A  sd^Mle-tree.  A 
covering  for  a  saddle.  ^y>-  chobi  surkh, 

Red-wood,  logwood,  '-r'j?-  chobi  hdr,  A  yarn- 
beam,  chobi  ndn,  A  rolling-pin.  ̂ y>- 

dij^  chobi  nawarcl,  A  weaver's  beam. p  \>y>-  chobd,  A  stake,  a  post. 

p  (_J^*/ils»-  j)  y>'  chu  bad  bar  khastdn,  To 

rise,  leap,  start  up  like  the  wind. 

p  ̂^^y>■  chobdn,  A  shepherd.  A  horsekeeper. 



p  (.fX-u  (j^^  chohan-sag,  A  shepherd's  dog 
p  (3^^  chohani,  The  pastoral  office. 

p  1— -Jj^  chuh-handi,  A  scaffold. 

p  Sjb  I— chob-para,  A  chip,  lath,  shaving, 
piece  of  wood.  An  instrument  for  levelling  the 

earth,  a  hai-rovv. 

Pj\_j.s>-  chob-khn-dr,  A  timber-worm. 
Beaten,  drubbed. 

p  iji}j\j-i~y>-  choh-hhwarak,  A  timber-worm. 

Pj\ii  choh-ddr,  A  mace-bearer. 
p  ajliVjs-  chob-ddna,  Jujube-tree  and  fruit. 

p  (J*«Jl-J^  c/to&-c?as<t, Walking-stick:  goad. 

p  j^j'U*!  i—^jrr  chob-say,  A  rasp. 
p  '-r'^  chob-shihaf,  Cleaving  wood. 

A  wedge. 

p  j^^Swi  t--> chob-shikan,  A  woodpeckei-. 

p  ̂ yLi^s--  diob-shuwi,  A  fuller's  beetle. 

p  Li}^y>-  chubak,  A  little  stick.  A  watchman's 
rattle.  A  stick  for  separating  cotton  from  the  pods. 
Red-wood. 

p  ̂jj^^s--  chob-hd?i,  A  drubbing.  A  kind  of 
embroidery. 

p  ̂jU^\  edb ̂ chobah-ushndnyVearl-ashes,  lye. 
p  <-^i>_j»-  chobah-zan,  A  bead  watchman. 

A  drummer. 

p  ̂Ji,So^  chob-hash,  An  instrument  for  clean- 
ing cotton. 

p  ^  chobahi,  Timber  of  a  saddle.  Patrol, 
nightly  watch.  Commander  of  the  nocturnal  guard. 

Pjj^io ̂   chubaJnn,A  wooden  or  iron  instrument 

for  sepai'ating  cotton  from  its  seed.  A  watchman. 
p  chubina,  A  heron.    A  bustard. 

p  chuba,  A  rolling-pin.    A  wand.  A 

scourge.  A  walking-stick.  A  fiddle-stick.  A  title 
of  Bahram  chiibin.  The  white  poplar,  jw* 

cliubaA  shutur,  A  quilted  cloth  laid  upon  a  camel's 
bunch  to  prevent  the  load  from  hurting  it. 

chohi,  {^X:^^  cku,  or  chobln,  Wooden. 

p  |jL«J.    Jjs-  (•Ao&-?/asa^,A  mace-bearer's  staff. 
p  jjO y>-  chobin,  ((.diijo_^5>.  chobinah,  or  »Xx>y>- 

chobma)  A  red  kind  of  kerchief  tied  over  the  head. 
A  bustard,  a  crane.  A  name  of  Bahram  chiibm. 

p  (j^.j*-  cli02idn,  A  shepherd. 
p  cliaw-pdya,  A  quadruped,  beast. 

p  ijj^j^,^  chawpar-bdzi,  An  Indian  game. 

P  ̂ J^^.^  chopgin,  A  stick  for  cleaning  cotton. 
A  little  stick. 

p  CiLi).^  choplank,  A  fillet  for  the  head. 

p  iJj.^  cliawpala,  A  covered  sedan  or  litter. 

p  ̂ ^^jb^  chupalin,  An  instrument  for  clean- 
ing cotton. 

H  CL^y>-  chawt,  A  fourth :  a  fourth  of  the  re- 
venue formerly  claimed  as  a  right  by  the  Marhattas. 

p  ij>y>-  chawtara,  A  raised  square  place  either 
in  a  garden  or  before  a  house. 

p  ii^y>-  chuja,  A  chicken. 
p  chucham,  A  shoe  worn  by  dervishes. 
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p  y>-y>-  chuchu,  A  sparrow. 

p&».^c/tMcAa, A  rolling-pin.  Aswan:  chicken. 

P  \»- y>-  chukhd,  A  woollen  garment.  A  monk's 

garb. 

^  (J'"^^^  chohhldan,  To  stumble,  fall.  To 
come  to  an  end.  To  quarrel.  To  labour,  strive. 

Pjy^  chor,  {ovj^i  j^s^  chorpor)  A  pheasant. 
p  chordba,  Water  flowing  from  the  bot- 

tom of  a  dam. 

pjjj  y>-  chu  roz,  (As  clear)  as  day. 
P  ̂ jy>-  chora,  A  distaff. 

H  {Jjy>-  chawri,  An  instrument  made  of  the 
long  hair  of  the chdmar,  or  Thibet  cow,  used 

to  chase  away  flies.    Churl,  A  bracelet. 

P  i^jji  i_^jy>-  churi-farosh,  Ahracelet  seller. 
Pj_j»-  chuz,  Pudenda  mulieris.  A  falcon  able 

to  catch  game  before  he  is  a  year  old.  A  pheasant. 
A  certain  thorny  plant. 

P  \^y>-  chuzd,  A  kite. 
p  ijy>-  chuza,  (or  chujd)  A  chick,  a  young 

bird.  A  notch  at  the  end  of  a  spindle  to  hold  the 

thread.  ̂ ^j^\<  '^jy?'  chuzasi  mdkiydn,  A  chicken. 

pjb  chuza-bdz,  (Playing  with  chickens) 
An  old  woman  fond  of  young  men. 

p  bj  chuza-rubd,  A  kite. 
p  \^         chuza-luvd  or  livd,  A  kite. 

p  ̂ ^sxui^  chavsidan,  To  stick,  adhere. 
p  ti^jj^^a-  chushak,  A  vessel  with  a  spout  to  it. 

p  chushtdan,  (or  {^<^y>-)  To  suck. 

p  ̂ y>-  chugh,  A  yoke.  A  trench  or  canal  cut 
through  gardens  or  meadows.    A  dam,  weir. 

p  i^^y>-  ckughari,  Sour  milk  which  remains 
in  a  linen  cloth  after  the  water  is  strained  off.  A 

horse  of  a  partridge  colour, 

p  cliok,  A  profound  inclination  or  genu- 
flexion beforea  king.  Name  of  a  bird.  Penis.  Knee. 

H  cJiok,  A  market-place.  A  daily  market. 

A  market  principally  for  second-hand  apparel. 
H  chuklah,  A  district  under  a  Fawjdar. 

H  cJiawki,  A  raised  seat,  chaii'.  A  guard. 

A  place  for  collecting  customs.    A  watch-house. 

Pj^  J  t./W'  (^hawh'i-ddr,  The  ofiicer  of  a  guard. A  watchman. 

p  chawhi-gulu,  A  square  ornament 

of  gold,  &c.,  worn  on  the  throat. 

p  »3J!h\^  chawki-gumdshta,  A  subordi- 
nate custom-house  ofiicer. 

p  (j^.y  chawkt-nar'is,  One  who  keeps account  of  outposts  and  guards. 

p  chawgdn,  A  stick  with  one  end  bent, 

used  in  a  game  at  ball.  The  game  of  horse-shinty. 
A  crooked  drum-stick.  A  stick  having  one  end 

arched,  to  which  is  suspended  an  iron  or  steel  ball, 
carried  as  an  ensign  of  royalty.  (J-H^  O^)^ 

chawgdni  sumbul,  The  ringlets  of  the  fair.  Chugdn, 

How  ?  Time,  an  hour.  If.  Like,  resembling. 

p  jL3\iy».  charvgdn-bdz,  Player  at  chawgdn, 
6  a 

P  (JjV  i^'^S^  chari'gan-bazi,  A  playing  at  the 
game  of  horse-shinty. 

p  i^^y>-  chawgdin,  A  horse  suited  for  playing 
at  the  game  of  chawgdn.    A  straight  hooka-pipe. 

p  lL^_j»-  chugag,  An  owl :  a  large  kind  of  owl. 
p  chawl  or  chul,  Bent.     Choi,  Penis. 

Chul,  A  desert. 

p  chulah,  A  weaver.    A  spider. 

p  ̂ y>-  chum,  Fat,  tallow.    The  oxyacanth. 
p  chomdh,  A  club,  an  iron  mace. 

p  ̂ ^y>-  chun.  How  ?  Like,  in  the  manner  of, 
as.  Because,  forasmuch  as,  whereas,  seeing  that, 

since.  When,  after  that.  If.  Manner,  quality. 

1^^^^-  (j^?-  cliuni  bi  chigun.  Without  likeness,  in- comparable (an  epithet  of  the  Deity).  \j>-  j  i^^- 

hi  chun,  u  chird,  Without  why  or  wherefore. 

p  b y>-  chun  d,  How  do  you  do  ? 

p  ̂^b_j>-  chundn,  So,  hke  that.  Just  as  if.  A rolling-pin. 

p  Cibbj):*  (7tM«aHa^,  After  whatmanner:justas. 
p  jb y>.  chundh,  In  this  manner,  thus,  like,  so. 

p\j^^  chun-chird,  Wrangling,  altercation. 
p         chuna,  A  lump,  a  mass. 

H  ib_j»-  chunah,  Quick  lime. 
p  ̂j,y>■  chum.  How  art  thou?  Quality. 

p  (j^i y>-  chunin,T\ms,  in  this  manner,  like  this. 

p  ̂\-0j>-  chuygdn,  (for  (^^y>-)  A  bandy,  club. 

p  6^  (7ta,anaflax  to  form  diminutives ;  as,  »i?^b 
&a(7/(c/K2,Littlegarden,  d^^Jwyc/ifl,  Rivulet.  CAa^, 

(for»Uc/m/i)Awell.  C'/a,Who?  What?  Which? 
In  what  manner  or  kind  ?  Why  ?  Since,  because, 

seeing  that.  Every,  all.  Whether.  Or.  Fifteen. 

What !  How  great !  JjCo  &=-■  chi  manzil,  What 

a  mansion  !  (_f  s-r  chi  bud'i.  Would  to  God  ! 
I  wish  it  were  !  chi  chdra,  What  remedy  ? 

{^y>-  iwr  chi  hhwush,  How  delightful ! 
chi  dil,  What  heart  ?  what  courage  or  ability  ?  a*- 

chi  sdn,  (or  ̂       chi  naw^  Of  what  sort  ? 
C*A»il»i  a.»-  chi  sag  ast,  What  dog  is  he  ?  i.e.  what 

can  he  do  ?  (  ij^      chi  taraf  bast,  What 

did  it  avail  him  ?  i.  e.  it  availed  him  nothing. 

5L>j\i  f /^^/a^^V/a,  What  advantage?  for  what  pur- 

pose? aj_j^  chi  guna,  How?  in  what  shape  or 

manner  ?  ̂ '<^  chi  ma^ia'.  What  is  the  mean- 

ing? To  what  end?  ̂ /jj  jJ  &^  ̂ u>^  Osi'^  &»- uL)Is«-  chi  bar  tahht  murdan,  chi  bar  ruyi  khdh, 

What  matters  it  (or  it  is  all  the  same  thing)  to  die 

on  a  throne  or  on  the  bare  ground  1  '^j'^ 

(  JiXo  chi  durr  chi  sadaf.  Whether  a  pearl  or  an 

oyster-shell,  j  '^Ij^       chi  sharlf  u 

chi  wazi^  As  well  high  as  low,  gentle  and  simple. 

p  \^  chihd,  (pl.of      chi)  What  things? 

H  iO.l^a-  ch'hdpa, Stamp,  seal ;  chop, impression. 
p         chahdd,  A  mountain-peak.  Forehead. 

Fj\=r  chahdr,  Four.    A  crab. 

P  J^^j^r?"  chahdr  dhhuri  sang'in,  The four  quarters  of  the  world.    The  four  elements. 



p  [J^j^ chahar  arkan,  The  four  points  of 
tlie  compass.    A  kind  of  quadrangular  tent. 

p  (j^^^j^t*-  chahar  akran,The  fourfirst  khallfs. 
p  chahar  imam,,  Four  religious  chiefs. 

p  jj^^o\jl^  chahar  amin,T\ie  four  khallfs,  Abu 
bakr,  Omar,  Othman,  and  Aliy.  The  four  Mu- 

hammadan  lawyers,  Shafi^,  Abii  Hanifa,  Malik, 
and  Hambal. 

p  jsjj.l  jlj*.  chahar  ayina,  A  kind  of  armour. 
p  chahar  ayin,  A  quadrangular  tent. 

The  four  immediate  successors  of  Muhammad. 

The  four  principal  sects. 

P  u-sljjl^  chahar  haf,  A  kind  of  rich  silk. 

p  (jiJbjlj^  chahar  halish,  (or  CLi^^  halish€) 

A  royal  thi'one  (or  place  spread  with  four  cushions). 
The  four  elements.  The  four  quarters  of  the  globe. 

The  world.  ̂ J^J\  fji^\>  chahar  halishi  arhdn, 
The  four  khallfs.  A  quadrangular  tent. 

p  laju«J         chahar  basit,  ( JCs"  hammal, 

hekh,  or jarvhar^  The  four  elements. 

p  bjl^  cAa/ia?*  pa,  A  quadruped.  A  bedstead. 
p  a^bjl^  chahar  para,  Four  parts;  divided 

into,  or  consisting  of,  four  parts.  The  quarters  of 
shoes.    A  musical  instrument. 

p  uibb.jlj^  chahar  payah,  A  kind  of  disease. 

p  wbjl^  chahar  paya,  A  quadruped. 

p  J^.jl^  chahar-para,  Four-winged  (arrow). 
p  Sjb         chahar  tara,  Four-stringed. 

p  uilijl^  chahar  tah,  Canter,  easy  gallop. 

p  jxyi^so  j\>-  chahar  tahhir  zadan.  To 
abandon  the  world.  To  repeat  the  burial  service. 

p  i^ti>-  chahar  juy,  The  rivers  of  Para- 
dise. The  elements.  Name  of  a  province  in  Khu- 

rasan. O^lai  chahar  juyi  Jitrat ,  The 
four  elements. 

PjtiWjl^  chahar  chadar,  A  cloth  surround- 

ing a  woman's  grave.    A  kind  of  hoi'se-cloth. 

p  ̂jii-ii  pi-ij-jVf^  chahar  chashm  shudan,  To 
see  or  look  for  earnestly.    To  meet  face  to  face. 

p  chaJiar  chaman,  The  world. 

P  !>j,ZA>-  chahar  hashiya.  Having  four 

borders;  having  its  four  edges  embroidered. 

p  ioVs- chahar  hhana,  The  ventricle  of  a 

sheep  ;  also  a  pudding  of  it  stuffed  with  meat,  rice, 

butter,  herbs,  and  spiceries.  Thin  cakes  dressed 

with  soup  ;  a  species  of  macaroni. 

p  tfXj^ii j^ic^  chaJiar  dang,  The  four  quarters. 

Pjl^  jjjljjft-  chahar  dar  chahar,  Four  times 
four ;  on  all  sides. 

p  ufj'^jV?'  (chahar  dari.  The  world. 
p  chahar  daricha,  The  four  windows 

(of  the  body),  i.e.  eye,  ear,  nose,  and  mouth. 

p  ti^J^  chahardah.  Fourteen. 

p  j»fcL>_jlj».  chahardahum,  The  fourteenth. 
p  jl*  tt^J^f^  chahardah  mah.  The  full  moon. 

A  mistress. 

p  ̂ jjajw  tJ>j\^j>.  chahardah  ma^um,  The  pro- 
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phet  Muhammad,  his  daughter,  and  the  twelve 
first  eminent  khalifs. 

P  tijV?"  J^J^-'^jW?'  chahar  diwari  jahan,  The 
four  quarters  of  the  world.    The  four  elements. 

P  chahar  ruhn,  (or  (j*^  rans)  The 
four  elements. 

P  Sjjj        c/m/iar-roza,  Of  four  days  duration. 

P  y  ̂jl^  chahar-zanu,  A  tailor's  way  of  sitting. 
P  chahar-zabdn,  (Four-tongued)  an 

incessant  talker.  One  who  does  not  stick  to  his 

word  :  a  quibbler,  prevaricator. 

p  chahar-sdla,  Of  four  years.  Four 

years  old. 
P  chahar-su,  A  square,  market-place. 
p  cliahdr  suwdra,  A  place  where 

four  ways  meet. 

p  Jjyjjjl^s-  chahdr-suk,  A  market-place. 
p  chahar-shdhh,  A  winnowing  fan. 

p  chahar-shamhih,  Wednesday. 

p  ti-o         chahar  sad,  Four  hundred. 

p  ijUsjl^  chahar  tak,  A  kind  of  tent. 

p  ^j^^jV?"  c/ta/tar  tdh  afgan,  A  bed. 

p  jiis-jlj*.  chahar  ̂ lam.  The  four  ensigns  (of 
the  faith),  viz.  Abii  bakr,  Omar,  Othman,  and  Aliy. 
The  four  elements. 

p  JLs^jl^  chahar  ̂ ydl.  The  four  elements. 
p  chahar  hargas,  The  four  elements. 

Thethroneof  J^(^-i»s/tacZfZac?,or(accordingtoothers) 

that  of  (j*>j^  hams. 

Piw^jl^  chahar gmna,  Swift.  Anamblingnag. 

p  i^^j\>-  chahdrgan.  Four  and  four.  In  fours. 

p  «j  lij  c/<fl/ia/'</ana,  Of  four  modes.  Square. Fourfold. , 

p  chahar  gulkhan,  The  four  quarters 
of  the  world.  The  four  elements. 

p  sJ^^jLf^  chahar  gosha.  Quadrangular.  A 
bier.  A  small  table.  A  turban. 

p JSi^ cAff/mr<7an.7iar,  The  four  elements. 
Pj^lJ        chahar  langar,  Legs  of  quadrupeds. 
p  chahdrum,  The  fourth. 

Pj  jUjI^  cliahdr  mddar.  The  four  elements. 

p  djfclcjl^  chaJidr  mdha,  Of  four  months.  Four 
months  old. 

p  ̂̂ SC-jOjI^  chahar mashun,Yi^h\id\Ae  world. 

pjA/Ojl^f7ta/<arma^/t2:,(Four-kernel)Awalnut. 

V  J^AfU  ̂ J^^  chahdrum  manzar.  Solar  sphere. 
p  a-ifl ̂ slic  chahdr  mankuta.  The  orbit,  of 

the  Zodiacal  signs. 

p  ̂  chahdr  mehh,The elements.  Sodomy. p  chahdr  nazm,  The  four  elements. 

p]jj\^  chahdr-rvd,  A  quadruped. 

Pj\d  c/m/(a?'wa-dar.  Leader  of  acaravan. 
p  loJlSbJ^  chahdr  hafta,  A  trifling  silly  thing. 

Non-existent.  ^J-^  chahdr  u  haft,  The 
four  (elements)  and  seven  (planets). 

p  t^^j^jbjljs-  chahdr ydriguzin,'Po\xvc\iosen companions,viz.Abiibakr,Omar,Othman,andAliy. 

P  L^J^.j^  chahdr  ydrl.  Name  of  a  sect. 
P  s-db  jlj*-  chahdr  yak,  One  of  four.  A  fourth. 
P         chahdnfManj.  C/«7taw,(pl.ofii*-)Who? 

p  lu^^  chah-bacha,  A  cistern,  a  vat. 
P chihr,  Face,  visage.  Original  essence. 

A  map.  Small  shot,  shdhi  mdh-chihr, 

A  prince  beautiful  as  the  moon. 
p  cA«/ir-a2ac?,  Name  of  Humay,  daugh- 
ter of  Bahman  and  mother  of  Darab. 

p  chihr-zdd.  Name  of  Humay,  daugh- 

ter of  Bahman.  Name  of  Isfandyar. 

p  iji^  chihra.  Face,  countenance.  Air,  mien. 
Colour  of  the  face.  Original  essence.  A  descrip- 

tion-roll. A  wheel, yarn-reel.  Shot.  V  1 

chihrasi  dtish-naind,  A  face  flushed  (with  drink  or 

anger).  {^'>-j ji^ j>  "^j^  chihra  bar  afrohhtan. To  collect,  assemble.  JW  chihraA  hdl.  The 

circumstance  of  the  case.  uiJjiJ  chihrad  doh, 

A  wheel.  A  yarn-reel.  ^i^c?  chihra  shudan, 
To  be  before  or  in  the  presence  of,  confront,  be  op- 

posed to.  To  dispute.  To  prepare.  _j 

\^  chihra-kushd  u  jilma-namd.  Uncovering 

the  face,  and  displaying  its  attractions  (a  lady  lift- 
ing up  her  veil).  Chulira,  A  youth,  stripling, page. 

A  beardless  boy. 

pj^^.  l>ji(>-  chihr a-parddz,  A  portrait-painter. 
The  sun.  (j^v^J^'^.  chihr a-parddzi  jahdn, 
The  world-illuminating  sim. 

p  {^^j=>-  "iji^  chihr a-khardsh,l?&ce-scratchmg. 
p  bi*^  ̂ jt^  chihra-kuslid,  A  portrait-painter. 
p  chihra-kushdH,  A  display. 

p  ijif*-  chihal,  Forty. 

Pj_^b        chihal-pdy, (Fortj-iooi)  A  centipede. 

p  ̂Ji  (J.-f»-  chihal  ̂ aw.  Forty  persons  whom  Moses 
is  afiirmed  to  have  slain  and  brought  to  life  again. 

p  to         chihal  tah,  A  coat  of  mail. 

p  j«,  J  L)-f^  chihal  diram.  An  ounce. p  chihal  had,  A  sort  of  armour, 

p  ̂ ^dJ  (J^t^  chihal  kadami,  A  walk.  A  cus- tom at  the  funerals  of  Musalmans  of  stepping  back 

forty  paces  from  the  grave,  and  again  advancing 

towards  it  before  reading  the  service  over. 
p  chahlam,  A  sort  of  armour.  Chihlum, 

The  fortieth. 

Pjllo  chihal  mandr,  (Forty  towers)  A 
name  of  Persepolis. 

p8iiJ^c/ifl/mn^^a,Dropping,distilling,Leaping. 

p  (jJuLjsj-  chaliidan.  To  drop,  distil.  To  leap. 
V        chahir.  Face,  countenance  :  complexion. 

p  "iji^  chahira.  Face,  countenance.  "^ji^ 
chahira-navis.  One  who  writes  down  a  de- 

scription of  the  countenance  (an  officer  so  called). 

vj^i^  chah-yuz.  An  iron  instrument  with  four 
hooks  for  pulling  any  thing  lost  out  of  wells  or  rivers. 

A  pulley  or  block.  A  shovel,  a  pick-axe,  a  hoe. 

P  ̂   cKi,  Something.  Who?  What?  Which? 
A  Turkish  affix  to  form  words  denoting  the  agent. 
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p  (jiiJoU*-  chiyanldan,  To  collect.  To  cut  up. 

p  chaypu?-,  A  highway.  Name  of  a  fort. 

Pj^-jk>-  clupur,  The  iron  head  of  a  spear, 
p  ̂ ;;j;Oi>-  chayptn,  Interval,  intervening  space, 

p  iJl*ocr  cJiit,  Painted  Indian,  Persian,  or  Turk- 
ish silks,  and  other  cloths.  Chintz. 

H  chltal,  A  small  coin,  25  of  which  make 
a  A^ii  dam. 

H  &J0^  chita,  A  sort  of  panther  with  which 

they  hunt  deer.  Estimate  and  measurementof  lands, 

p  chichab,  Sound  of  the  lips  in  kissing, 

p  cll^u*-^:.?  chlchisi,  (in  zand)  A  mountain, 

p  i-ii^  chichah,  The  small-pox.    S->3  (.ii;**?" 
chichak-zada,  Diseased  with  small-pox. 

p         diichala,  Sickness,  pain, 

p  ̂ ^J^  chihli,  Blear-eyed.   Humour  in  the  eye. 

p  j^iX»=j-  ch'idar,  A  shoe, 
p         P ̂ Sjs>-  chidagifi  naA;/mn,Nail-parings. 

p  (J  Jus-  cliidan,  To  gather,  collect.  To  select, 
pick,  choose.  To  imbibe.    To  swallow.    To  pare 

the  nails.  To  pluck  up  (hairs).  To  spread  a  car- 
pet. To  ascend. 

p  chida,  Gathered,  picked.  Pared  (nail). 

The  dwarf-pine.  chidasi  nakhun,  Nail- 

parings. 

p cAir,  Valiant,  courageous.  A  conqueror. 

A  highway.  Victory,  mastery.  A  part,  a  portion. 
A  bull.  Name  of  a  town. 

p  ̂.tSSs^j^  chlrchang,  A  dildo. 

p  f^^j't-rr  cliiragi,  Victory,  triumph.  Valour, 
fearlessness,  fortitude.  Anger.  Severity  of  lan- 

guage. A  fault.  {^'^^ cliiragi  hardan,  To 
be  petulant,  violent. 

p  J^xs-  cliira,  Brave.  Strong,  powerful.  Vic- 
torious. High.  Pointed.  Eloquent.  Impudent, 

unpolite,  rude,  uncivil.  Spiteful.  Wise.  Victory, 

superiority.  A  part,  portion.  End,  extremity.  A 
turban,  cJiira  shudan,  To  wax  valiant. 

To  win,  beat.  To  prevail,  conquer.  To  prepare  for. 

P  uLkwjJ  '^jirr  ch'ira-dast,  Ready-handed,  skil- 
ful, succeeding  in  whatever  one  takes  in  hand. 

Strong,  brave.  Boldness. 

p  (J**iJ  iji^  chira-dastl,  Victory. 

P  ̂J^j  »^A^c7(im-^a&a«,Eloquent.Free-spoken. 

P  ij\>j  ijx>-  clnra-zdbam,  Eloquence. 

Pj>j»-  chiz,  A  thing,  any  thing.  Existing.  Pre- 

cious. Food.  JJi»-li  nachiz,  Nothing.  Not  exist- 

ing, ^ji^jliijjis-ij  nacliiz  shudan,  To  be  annihilated 
or  defaced,  to  perish. 

P  '^jt^  chizah,  A  little  thing.  A  porcupine. 

Pj^3i=r       fo.  Small  capital,  trifling  concern. 

p  _jjj>.»-  cliizu,  A  porcupine. 

^J^3J^  cAi2;M-<^ir,  Irritable,  hot-brained. 

p  1>^»-  chiza,  Tweezers  used  chiefly  by  the  wo- 
men for  pulling  out  hairs.  sjjo-  chiza-buz, 

Cause,  motive,  reason.  cKiza-buzgar, 
The  agent  in  any  cause. 
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P  cfce.  One  thing.  Something.  A  little, 
few,  somewhat. 

P  tlA—As-  cJiist,  (for  chi  ast)  What 

is  it  ?    Who  is  ?  As-         hdl  cliist,  What's 
the  matter  ?  what  now  ? 

p  (jljL»*Ji>.  chistan,  An  enigma.  Quality,  es- 
sence, state. 

P  ̂ ^'>-^»-  chisti,  What  art  thou  ? 

P  chigh,  A  projecting  roof,  a  screen  before 
a  door. 

p  chiga-zan,  A  warrior. 
P  clielan,  A  forest  haunted  by  wolves. 

Iron  rings,  bridle-bits,  &c.  The  jujube-tree. 

p  eo^La-  cltelana,  The  jujube-tree. 

^  p  (jy>-  chin,  A  fold, plait,  wrinkle.  China.  jj^=>. 
f^^jsij]  chin  afgandan,  To  contract  into  wrinkles. 

(jtijXjl  ̂ j>^j^.  (^»-  chin  bar  abru  afgandan,  To 
grow  old.  To  frown.  {^'^^ \^Xr^  ̂ ^^^  kardan,  To 
gather,  collect,  pull,  pluck,  choose.  To  join,  unite. 

To  reconcile,  make  peace.  To  knit  the  brows. 

Ch'in,  (in  compos,  from  ̂ JSJJ>■  chldan)  Collecting. 
i^j^  suhhan-chin,  Collecting  words,  i.  e.  an 

informer,         (J^  ̂/?<Z-c/«?«,Gathering  roses. 

UiS'j^.J'^^*'*^  pur-chin,  A  frowning  or  wrinkled 
brow.  1  zulfi  jmr-chin.  Curling  locks. 

P        china,  (participle  of  ̂ ^iV»-)  Gathering. 
p  chlnd-ndan,  To  bring  together. 

p  ewLf^  l^X^  chln-hamdma,  Cinnamon. 
p  sji\s^  (J;^?-  chln-hhdna,  A  cupboard  for  china. 

p  ijSx^  chlndara,  A  fabulous  fountain,  where 
instruments  are  said  to  be  constantly  playing. 

p  (j^lo-  chlndan,  Gleaning  corn-fields. 
p  chlnda,  A  collection. 

P chlnwdr,  Right,  straight. 
P  L> chlnawad,  The  bridge  over  the  eternal 

fire  which  the  Muhammadans  believe  they  shall 

be  forced  to  cross  on  the  day  of  judgment. 

p  &L>  china,  A  gin,  grain,  or  any  snare  by 

which  birds  are  caught.  A  course  of  bricks  or  stone 

in  a  wall.  Grain  in  general.  chlnasi 

dinar,  Layers  of  large  stones,  bricks,  or  turfs,  in 

building  walls. 

p  chlnaddn,  The  crop  of  a  bird. 

P(j.-»-  c/a«i,Chinese.  White  sugar-candy.  China- 
ware,  porcelain ;  called  also  i_-> chlnl-zuruf. 

^  ha  or  he,  The  sixth  letter  of  the  Arabic  alpha- 
bet, is  a  strong  aspirate  generated  deep  in  the  throat. 

It  is  the  character  to  represent  eight  in  arithmetic, 

and  Sagittarius  in  astronomical  books.  It  is  called 

(_Jas>-  hdsi  huttl,  to  distinguish  it  from  ̂ \s> 

J^fc  hdsi  hawwaz  or  5  he ;  and  i^\>-  lidti  muh- 
mala,  Undotted  hd  in  contradistinction  to 

hdfi  mu^ama  or  ̂   hhd.    ̂   hd  is  written 

&
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for         /nw,  When,  or  for  hlnasizin.  Then. 

A  f-\s-  has  or  W  hd,  The  Arabic  name  of  the 

letter  ̂ hd.  A  good  man.  A  shrill-voiced  woman. 
Name  of  a  man.  ̂ Lji  ̂   j  -^U-  ̂ )  Idhds  rva  Id  sds, 
He  does  neither  good  nor  harm.  He  is  neither 

man  nor  woman.  He  can  neither  call  out  to  sheep 

nor  to  an  ass  (spoken  of  a  man  a  hundred  years  old). 

A  <— hdba,(fiit.  yahubii)  He  sinned. 
A  I— lidb,  A  sin,  crime. 

A  CL>^  hdbb,  (pi.  hawdbb)  (An  arrow) 

going  beyond  the  mark. 
A  ioW  hdbat,  A  court-yard.  A  crime. 

A  (^j*ol>-  hdbis,  Astringent.  A  detainer. 
A  (_>ajl>-  hdbiz.  An  arrow  which  falls  before the  archer. 

A  (JjW  hdbil.  One  who  binds  with  a  rope.  A 
magician.  One  who  lays  a  net.  Feeding  on  the 

fruit  of  the  thorny  shrub  ^zdh.    A  lizard 

feeding  on  the  esculent  herb  ilL>-  huhlat.  A  warp 
in  the  loom.  Name  of  a  country.  ^^X^-  Jo 

sdra  hdbiluhum  ^la'  7idbilihim,  They  stirred 
up  mischief  among  themselves.  iJjl:*  Jj>- 

«Jju  hawwala  hdbilahu  ̂ la'  ndbilihi.  He  turned him  topsy  turvy. 

A  eX>\>-  hdbiJat,  (pi.  &L>-)  Pregnant  (female). 

A  jjjIs-  lidhur,  A  meeting  of  a  gang  of  rogues. 

A  J^J^  lidbul,  A  rope  for  climbing  a  palm. 

A  {j\>-  hdbl,  A  giver,  bestower.  Near.  High- 
shouldered.  (An  arrow)  bounding  to  the  mark. 
Whatever  meets,  encounters,  or  comes  across  any 

one.  A  plant  growing  in  the  sand.  *__aJu*»^^.iJ^  13^*" 

habVsh  shardslf,  Prominent-sided. 
A  &J^.W  hdbiyat.  Ground  which  produces  the 

plant  j^W-  hdbl. 
A  JwjW-  lidt'd,  Likeness. 
A  jfiW  Jidtim,  (pi.  hutuni)  Who  or  what 

renders  necessary.    A  judge.  A  black  crow.  A 
crow  with  red  legs  and  beak,called  also  jj^^^ 

ghurdbu'l  bayn.  hdtim  tdsl,  Name  of 
a  man  celebrated  among  the  Arabs  for  his  liberality. 

«a^'ls»-  &A35j^  arihlyat  hdtimlya.  Liberality  equal 
to  that  of  Hatim. 

A  (_^^  hdfiml.  Boundless  liberality. 
A  hdtin,A  day  equally  warm  in  the  morn- 
ing and  evening;. 

A  ̂JSs-  hdtl,  A  great  drinker. 
A  hdsiyds.  The  hole  of  the  field-mouse, 

or  the  earth  thrown  up  against  it. 

yahljii)  He  needed. 
,tiy,     ni^/w.j  plant  resembling  wild  as- 

paragus from  which  they  gather  manna,    (pi.  of 

to-U-  hdjat)  Things  needful. 

A  !^t^hdjj,  (pi.  ̂Isf*  hiijjdj,  hdjij,  and 

^  hujj)  A  pilgrim  to  Mecca. 
A  Ols-^  hdjdt,  (pl.of  &»-W)  Necessities 

A  I.,  -^s-la-  hdjib,  (pi.  ̂fs^*"  hajabat  and  l-jVs^ 
hujjdb)  A  chamberlain.  A  margin,  extreme  part. 

A         haja,  (fut. 

A  Z\j>-  hdj,  A  thorny  pi 



& 

The  sun's  track,  (pi.  t_^^_j5»  hawajib)  The  eye- 
bi'ow.jb  ;_^ls»-  hajibibai',Thearch&x]gel  Gabriel. 

A  fj^^  hajibi,  Chamberlainship. 

A  hajat,(j)\.  ̂ Is-  Aqy,  OU-W  hajat,  '^jj>- 
hirvaj,  and  haica^ij)  Necessity,  need,  lack. 
Unavoidable  business.  A  call  of  nature.  Hope, 

wish.  j>.yf  Cli*s»l5>-  liajati  tajrviz,  Any  thing  which 
requires  investigation,  as  an  account,  p  CLds-ls-- 

j_Jw»\^i>-  hdjat  khwastan,  To  pray,  state  one's  wants. 

A  &>-l5»-  liajjat,  (pi.  1  \^  lianaj'f)  A  female 
pilgrim  to  Mecca.  <iUl(Jl»^.&=»l^  hajjatbaytu'llah, 
A  female  pilgrim  to  the  house  of  God  (Mecca  or 

Jerusalem). 

P(_/W  Os- Is- /<a;ai-Ja?/,(or8l^<7a/i)A  necessary. 

p  i^iiis-W  /(q/afmawfZ, Indigent, needy:  hoping. 

P  (j-iioiJs-W  hajatmandi,  Indigence. 

p  i\>^^is^\s>-  hajatumand,  Needy,  necessitous. 

A  ̂ \s-  hajij,  A  pilgrim  to  Mecca. 
A  hajir,  (pi.  hujraii)  A  wall.  A 

dam,  dike,  causey.  High  ground  depressed  in  the 

middle.  The  place  where  the  plant  t^*^  rms grows 
in  a  circular  mass. 

Aj>-ls"  hajiz,  (pi.  Sj^^  hajazaf)  Intervenient, 
intervening  (as  a  curtain).  A  hinderer,  preventer. 

An  oppressor. 

A  (Js- W  hdjil,  One  who  goes  by  jumps  or  leaps, 

a  hopper.  Fettered.  J-s-l^  al  hajil,  A  crow. 

A  0^)^ls-  //a;/Za^,  Houghed,limping(camels). 
A  hajim,  A  scarifier,  cupper:  a  barber. 

Aj^W  hajur,  A  dam,  dike.  Illicit. 

A  jj^W  hajurat,  Blindman's  buff.  A  game. 
A  d^^j-s"^  ̂^ojty,  A  Christian  who  has  performed 

the  pilgrimage  to  Jerusalem,  or  a  Muhammadan 

that  to  Mecca.  A  pilgrim. 

A  liU-  hadd,  Sharp,  bitter,  sour,  acrid,  ardent, 

fiery,  poignant.    (A  woman)  laying  aside  her  or- 
naments when  mourning  the  death  of  her  husband. 

(Sl*-  haddu'n  nazar,  Sharp-sighted. 
A  u^jW  Mc?is,  New,  just  appearing.  Casual, 

p  ̂ ji^  L^iiW  hadis  shudan,  To  appear,  happen. 

A  ftijls-  hadisat,  (pi.  hawadis)  A  no- 

velty, event.  An  accident  rendering  a  person  cere- 
monially unclean.  A  misfortune. 

Ajtils-  hadir,  Firm,  compact-bodied  (man). 
Full,  plump  (wheat).  Fat  and  handsome  (youth). 

Fleshy  (eye).  A  lion. 

A  ̂^jjOU-  hddiruna,  Persons  expert  in  war, 
powerful,  active,  going  forth  equipped. 

AjjL>W  hddur,  A  pendant,  drop,  ear-ring.  A 
descent,  declivity.  Destruction,  ruin.  A  cathartic. 

A  SjjOW  hddurat,  A  flood  of  tears. 

A  (^liW  hdd'h,  A  defender. 
A  hddl,  A  driver  of  camels.    One  who 

lets  out  asses  and  brings  them  to  be  loaded .  A  male 

ass  driving  the  female  before  him. 

AjZ^  jl:-  hadiya  ̂ shara,  (mas.)  Eleventh. 
A  ils"  hdz,  Middle  of  a  horse's  back.  Back  of 
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a  man.  Name  of  a  plant  and  a  tree.  ilU  u-flAfls- 

hhafifu'l  hdz,  One  who  has  little  property  and  a small  family. 

hazani,  (dual  of  jls-  haz^  The  backs 
of  the  thighs  against  which  the  tail  strikes. 

A  Siils-  hdzat,  State,  condition.  Oneils-  hdztree. 

Ajiils-  hdzir,  Avoiding,  shunning.  Ready. 

A  ̂_^ii^=-  /ta^:?^, Cutting:  sharp, acute.  Tart, sour. 
Ingenious,  skilful,  clever,  penetrating,  excelling. 

A  XJiW  hdzilat,  (An  eye)  red,  bare  of  eye-lashes. 

A  'jjjiW  hdzurat,  Timid,  cautious,  wary. 
AjW  /tarn,  (fut.j_j3i  yaJiuru)  He  returned. 

A  jU-  //a/T,  Warm,  hot,  sultry.  Difficult,  labo- 
rious, painful  (work).    Hair  in  the  nostrils. 

A  'ij\s-  hdrat,  (or  HJW  hdrrai)  A  street.  Any 
quarter  where  the  houses  adjoin. 

A  CL>J^:-  hdris,  (pi.  Li->Vj!>-  hurras)  A  farmer, 

ploughman.    lI^I^-      abu'l  hdris,  The  lion. 
A  hdrij,  A  criminal,  an  offender. 

A  Jjlp-  hdrid,  (pk*^^^  hawdrid)  Passionate, 
warm.    Separate,  remote,  solitary. 

A  (_>»jj^  hdris,  (pi.  {j^j>-  haras,  {^\j>\  ahrds, 
and  (_>wV^5-  hurras)  A  keeper.  A  governor,  de- 

fender, guard,  watchman. 

A  i^j^  hdrish.  One  who  scratches ;  a  scratcher. 

A  'ktoj^  hdrisat,  A  blow  on  the  head  penetra- 
ting through  the  skin.  A  cloud  pouring  forth  rain 

so  as  to  break  up  the  ground. 

A  (_>9)^  hdriz.  Vicious,  bad,  rejected.  Sick. 
At  the  point  of  death. 

A  'e^j^s-  hdrizat.  Vicious,  bad.  Sick. 

A  Jjj^  hdrik.  Burning,  ardent.  The  tooth  of a  wild  beast. 

A  Wjls-  lidrihat.  Fire.  (A  woman)  vigorous, 

hot,  and  wanton.  Narrow  (woman).  A  woman 

reproachful  to  her  neighbours.  Modus  coeundi. 

A  ̂\'^j\s-  hdrihaid?ii,  (du.)  Both  hip-joints. 
A  uiljW  hd7-ik,  The  withers  of  a  horse.  The 

interscapula  of  a  man. 

A  hdrim.  Name  of  a  small  city  in  Syria. 

^SS-pX^^  ̂ tihuwabihdrimi^klin,Tie\smte\\ige-nt. 
A  j3jij^=^  hdruk.  Agreeable  in  coitu  (woman). 

A  WjjW  hdruhat.  Sharp  (sword). 

A  t/jW  hdriy.  Native  of  Hirat  in  Mesopota- 
mia.       !^J^  hdnya  dahrin.  At  any  time,  never. 

A  'i^^\=-  hdriyat,  An  old  and  dangerous  viper 
(having  only  the  head,  soul,  and  venom  left). 

Ajls-  hdza,  (fut.Jjsi  yahuzii)  He  collected. 

A  jls«-  hdzz,  An  excrescence  on  the  callous  part 

of  a  camel's  breast,gallingandexcoriatingtheelbow. 

A  hdzib,  (pl.(--^  hjuzb  and  ̂ j^^  ha- 
rvdzib)  Severe,  difficult  (affair). 

A  Jjls-/ia2:2ai,(plj\_j=-  /(awa^'^;)  Whatever  ren- ders the  mind  uneasy,  ̂ ^j^^:/* 

zat  hdzzatun  min  ku^hd,  A  phrase  denoting  The 

people  were  busy  about  their  own  affairs  exclusively. 

A  jjls-  hdzir.  Sour  milk  or  wine.  An  austere. 

crabbed  countenance.  Barley-meal  with  an  un- 

pleasant smell. 
A  ̂3J^  hdzik,  Pinched  by  a  tight  shoe. 
A  'iJj[s-  hdzihat,  A  multitude. 

A  j^ls-  hdzim,  (pl.«-«j5-  hazamai)  One  who  pur- 
sues a  right  course.  Wise,  provident,wary,  prudent. 

A  &XcjW  hdzamiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  ijj^  hdzi,  A  fortune-teller,  a  palmister. 
A  i^u>\»-  hdsib,  A  reckoner.  An  accountant, 

A  paymastei*. A  iuils-  hdssat,  (pi.  (^\y>-  hawdss)  A  sense  (of 
which  there  are  five,  viz.  ̂ ^♦**»  sam^  jto>  basar, 

shamm,  ̂ jhzawk,  and  lams).  Destroy- 
ing (herbage) ;  as  cold,  hail,  wind,  locusts,  and 

cattle  :  which  are  called  {^J^\  L)*"^^  haivdssu'l 

arz.  The  (five)  senses  of  the  earth.  zu'l 
hdssat,  Endowed  with  sense  and  feeling,  sensitive. 

ewlS'  raIjIs-  hdssasi  ̂ mma,  Common  sense. 

A  SmA^  hdsid,  (pi.  iX-H^  hussad,  iil.!l=>-  hussdd, 
and  is*>^  hasadat)  Envious.    An  enemy. 

A jim\>-  hdsir,  (pl.jIU-  hussar)  Naked,  unarmed, 
not  having  helmet,  mail,  or  shield.  A  stallion 

which  tui'ns  away  wearied  from  covering. 

A  hdsin.  Beautiful,  elegant.  The  moon. 

A  (^y*>\s-  hdsus,  A  spy  (in  a  good  sense, 

(^yji^  jdsusheing  used  in  a  bad  one).  An  un- 
lucky wight.    A  year  of  scarcity. 
A  hdsVz  zahab,  Name  of  an  in- 

dividual who  used  to  drink  out  of  gold. 

A  (j^jU*-  hash,  (or\jiil:>-  hdshd)  Besides,  except. 
God  forbid  !  let  it  not  be  !  in  no  shape  !    p  Uols- 

hdshd  hi,  Heaven  forbid  that  .... 

hdshdhum  or  hdshd  lahum,  Saving  or  ex- 

cepting your  reverence,  with  submission  to  you. 
A  ̂Uiils"  hdshdf.  Thyme. 

A  ii«-^L»-  hdsliid.  Ready,  prepared  (for  any 

thing).  A  loaded  bunch  of  dates  or  grapes.  One 

who  is  continually  milking  his  camel. 

Ajj^ls-  hdshir,  A  collector.  jZt^  al  hdshir, 

Muhammad. 
A  iJ^^\s'-  hdshih,  (A  palm-tree)  abounding  in 

produce.  Hard  (bow),  (pi.  uiJji^^  hawdshik) 

Consecutive,  coming  one  after  another. 

A  pjijls-  hdsliavi,  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂ J^^  hdsha',  Let  it  not  be!  God  forbid! 
A  ftjuiils*-  hdshiyat,  (pk{_^\j»-  hawdshi)  A  mar- 

gin, brink,  edge,  border.  The  hem  of  a  garment. 
A  marginal  note.  Men  of  inferior  rank.  Small 
camels.  Intimate  friends.  Family,  kindred.  A 

tract,  side,  quarter.    A  shadow.  Protection. 

A  ̂JCiMiKs-  hdshiyatdni,  A  two-year  old  camel, 
and  one  entering  the  second  year. 

A  jjix/iils-  hdshlsh,  A  species  of  euphorbium. 

p      ̂   csjuIjIs"  hdshiya-bos,  Kissing  the  skirt. 
A  u-w^^  hdsib,  (Wind)  scattering  gravel  or 

flakes  of  snow.  A  pimply  eruption  from  a  fulness 

of  blood.  (A  cloud)  discharging  a  storm  of  hail. 



A  'sJo\>'  hdssat,  A  disease  which  causes  the  hair 
to  fall  off.    Bare  (relationship). 

A  i^ols-  hasid,  (pi.  »i^*a»-  hasadat  and  tiljias" 
hussad)  A  reaper,  mower. 

A yo\»-  hasir,  Who  or  what  blocks  up.  A  re- 

strainer.  An  astringent.  A  calculatoi',  numberer. 
A  mat.    A  mat-maker. 

A  (JjoIs-  lidsil,  (pi.  ̂yjo\y>-  hawasil)  AVhatever 
remains  over  and  above ;  a  residue.  Appearing, 

manifest,  clear.  Produce,  whatever  is  gathered  (as 

corn  or  fruits).  Profit,  gain,  advantage,  utility. 

Tax,  duty,  due,  custom,  revenue.  Sum,  end,  conclu- 
sion, result.  A  locker  or  bin  in  a  caravansary. 

^j'O  ̂JJ6l>■  hasili  ̂ arft.  The  product  of  multipli- 
cation. (^,»^  ̂ y>o^  hasili  kismat,  The  quotient. 

,J><^ls>-  luis'du'l  amr,  The  short  or  sum  of  the 
matter,  hasilu'l  kalam,  Upon  the 

whole.  In  short,  briefly.  jS^o/o  (_}..^l5»-  hasili  mas- 
dar,  A  verbal  noun.  An  abstract  noun,  p  (J^ls*- 

I  liasil  amadan,  To  be  produced.  J\jO  ̂y^o\=- 

hdsili  bazar,  Market-dues,  toll.  ̂ ^^^  (J>^^  hdsil 

shudan,  To  be  gained.  {^^^ (Jx^^  hd&il  kardan, 

(or  ̂J^i»-Lk>  sahtan)  To  acquire,  gain,  collect.  To 
indulge. 

A  C-J^Lols*-  hasildt,  Proceeds,  results. 

Pj^J  ̂y^o\s^'  hdsil-ddr,  A  collector. 
A  hdsin,  (pi.  j^/oL^)  A  chaste  woman. 
A  hdsinat,  A  chaste  female. 

Aj>o[^  hdzir,  (pl.jjojs-  huzzar  andjy>a>-  hu- 
zur)  Any  one  come,  or  M'ho  is  before.  Present, 
ready, prepared.  (ingram.)Thepresenttense.  The 

second  person.  Ready  money.  {^\. J^ja»- huzzdr 

and  'ijias-  hazarat)  An  inhabitant,  near  neighbour 
or  borderer :  a  townsman,  having  a  settled  resi- 

dence. A  tribe  or  cantonment  of  wandering  Arabs. 

A  large  family,  ̂ j^li*  jo\  amrul  lidzir,  Second 
person  of  the  imperative.  nahyul  hd- 

zir, Second  person  of  the  prohibitive.  j  jio\»- 
hdzir  u  ndzir,  Present  and  seeing  (one  of  the  at- 

tributes of  God),  p  hdzir  shudan.  To 

appear  before,  to  be  present.  To  be  prepared, 

ready,  in  order.  ̂ ^Ci^ hdzir  kardan.  To 
prepare,  make  present,  or  ready. 

■<*,0\jiol5-  hdzirdt,  Commanding  or  imprison- 

ing demons,  &c.,  raising  the  devil. 

A  ̂\j>o\s>'  hdzirdtl,  Com.manding  evil  spirits. 

P  (j]/^^  hdzi7-dn,  (pi.  of  Ajjo^s-)  Present. 
p  (^\ij>6\^  hdzir-bdsh,Content.  An  attendant. 
P  hdzir-hdshi,  Constant  attendance. 

A  hdzirat,A  city, afixed residence,  (fem.) 

Ready,    (pl.j^)^  harcdzir)  An  elephant's  ear. 
'-r'Wj^^  hdzir-jawdb,  Ready  at  an  an- 
swer, pert.  Echo. 

^  (J-W  hdzir-jawdb'i,  A  repartee. 
A  ̂juXjo  j>o\s>-  hdzir-zdmin,  A  surety  for  per- 

sonal appearance. 

A         jjO^  hdzir-zdmini,  A  bond  for  per- 
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sonal  appearance. 

A  ijj*a\s^  lidziri,  Presence,  readiness,  atten- 
dance. Audience.  Muster-roll.  Breakfast.  Des- 

sert.   An  offering  made  to  a  saint. 

A  (^.oU-  hdziu,  (pi.  jj;^=-  huzzdn)  Afondler. 
A  &l»ols»-  hdzinat,(^p^.i^jjo\^  hawdzin)  A  nurse, 

foster-mother.  A  date-tree,  whose  bunches  have 

come  out  and  quitted  the  flowers  :  also  one  whose 
stalks  are  short. 

A        lidta,  (fut.  Is^j^  yahutu)  He  surrounded. 

A  (^J!h\>-  hdtib,  A  collector  of  good  and  bad. 

iJ-J  c^isW  hdtibu  laylin,  One  who  talks  in  a  con- 
fused manner.  One  who  collects  wood  in  the  night. 

A  pisls-  hdtim,  Who  or  what  breaks. 
A  hdturaf.  Penetrating  (sword). 

A  ̂^\s-  hdtum,  (pi.  ̂ D^s-  hawdtim)  A  scarce 
season.   Any  thing  which  promotes  digestion. 

A  i_j*iils-  hdzib,  Fat. 

A  hdff,  Surrounding, encircling.  Coarsely 

ground  (meal).  Scurfy-headed  (lad).  Dry  (cough). 
One  who  wounds  grievously  with  a  malignant  eye. 

A  ̂j\s^=-  hdfdni,T'wo  greenish  veins  under  the 
tongue. 

A  iiiW  hdfat,  A  coast,  shore,  biink,  bank.  Ne- 

cessity, adversity,  affliction.  An  ox  treading  out 

the  corn,  and  the  farthest  from  the  one  that  occu- 

pies the  centi-e  of  the  circular  threshing  floor,  (pi. 

of  ujJlf  hdsif)')  Sides,  margins,  edges.  Unjust, 
unrighteous,  oppressive. 

A  ̂sKs^lidfid,  (pl.tXas"-  hafad')  A  servant.  An assistant,  helper. 

A hdfir,  A  digger,  excavator.  J\y>- 
hawdfir)  A  hoof,  nail,  claw.    A  foot. 

A  'iji\s-  ltdjirat.  Beginning  (of  business),  ex- 
ordium (of  a  speech).    Original  form.    A  way. 

^S-  raja^,  ̂ da  hdjiratihi,  He  re- 
traced his  footsteps.  J^lii  i^^^jo  mardud  fi'l 

hdfirat,  Restored  to  (its)  former  condition. 

AyiKs"  hdjiz,  A  part  where  the  corner  of  the 
mouth  bends. 

A  &^ls>-  hdjishat,  (pi.  j^jii^^)  A  water-course. 

A  lails>-  hdJiz,  (pl.lj>la>-/«i^axr  and  iJias-  hafa- 
zat^  A  keeper, preserver,  guardian.  Acommander, 

governor.  One  who  h as  by  h eart  (the  whole  K ur'an, 
who  is  also  styled  ̂ .^l^lajls-  hdfizu  haldniVlldli, 
A  rememberer  of  the  word  of  God).  A  perfect 

poet  («.  e.  one  who  has  composed  a  series  of  odes 

or  other  poems,  in  classes  equal  to  the  number  of 

letters  in  the  alphabet ;  the  first  class  rhyming  with 

\  alif,  the  second  with  be,  and  so  on,  which  is 

called  a  Dlwan,  and  gives  the  poet  a  claim  to  the 
title  of  Hafiz,  which  has  been  almost  exclusively 

enjoyed  by  the  celebrated  Anacreon  of  Persia,  Mu- 

hammad Shamsu'd  din.  A  straight  open  road. 

jL*=-^\  laiU-  hdjizu''l  ajsdd.  Wild  garlic.  laiU- 
(JI>JuJ\  hdfizu  'I  bayt.  Guardian  of  the  house.  JaiU- 

hdfizu' I  haramayn,  Defender  of  the  two 
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sacred  cities,  i.  e.  Mecca  and  Madlna.  ̂ J^*5^  iails- 

hdfizu'l  ̂ yn.  Not  overcome  by  sleep,  able  to  keep 
his  eyes  open.  kiU-  hdfizu'n  nahl,  Euphor- 
bium.  ^^Uailjs.  hdfizdni  kild^  (Pers.  pi.  of 

laiW  hdJiz')  Governors  of  forts. 

A  ̂jUaiU  hdfi  zdni.  Hunger  and  nakedness. 

A  hdfizat,  Female  guardian.  aJlaiW  Oji* huwati  hdfiza,  A  retentive  faculty,  good  memory. 

A  ̂jils-  hdfil,  (pi.  ,Jils>-  huffal)  (An  udder  or  a 
ewe)  full  of  milk,  (a  channel)  filled  with  water. 

A  &iiU-  hdfilat,  (A  camel)  full  of  milk. 

A  hdfi,  (pL  iila^  hufdi)  Barefoot.  Worn 
in  the  hoof.  A  cazi  or  judge.  One  who  inquires 

minutely  into  another's  concerns.  Benevolent,  kind. 

Joyous,^glad.    A  proper  name. 

A  hdffirat,  A  certain  black  fish. 

A  ̂Is-  hahh,  Middle  (of  winter,  a  road,  or  the 

head).  ^U- /taMM'^_7M^,  Real  hunger.  ̂ JU- 
^l^*^^  ltdkku'sh  shiijd^  Perfect  in  bravery.  (3*^ 

(3^-j3\  Jjls»-  rajulun  hdkku'r  rajuli,  A  thoroughly 
manly  person. 

A  i^i\s^  hdkib.  Constipated,  costive. 

A  d.Jf\>-  hdhkat,  (pi.  Jj^j:>-  hawdkk)  Sure,  im- 
pending, descending  (calamity).  Day  of  judgment, 

ijjso Ji\  'i.Ji\s-  ̂ ^s>-jra;)idun  hdkkatu'r  rajuli,A  truly 

brave  man.  'ij[s-  hakkatu'sh  shujd^  Per- 
fect in  bravery,  really  brave. 

A  lii'U-  hdhid,  Rancorous,  malevolent. 
A  (  fljiU-  hdhif,  Curved,  bent.  (A  buck)  lying 

down  on  a  sand-hill,  with  his  head  and  feet  drawn 

together,  and  being  crooked. 

A  (j^iW  hdkin,  Troubled  with  diabetes.  One 
suffering  under  a  retention  of  urine.  A  new  moon 

lying  on  its  back  with  its  horns  vertical. 

A  'i^\s-  hdkinat,  (pi.  i^'^^y>-  liawdhin)  The  sto- 
mach. The  lower  part  of  the  belly.  The  hollow 

between  the  collar-bone  and  the  tendon  of  the  neck. 

A  Sjji'l>-  hdkurat,  The  fourth  heaven. 
A  (Jy^:>-  hdkul,  A  long  gi'een  fish. 
A  &£=U-  hdhat,  (pi.  of  Cil.)!*-  hdrik)  Weavers. 

A  ii^W  hdhkat,  A  tooth. 

A  ,J^l>-  hdkil.  Difficult  and  obscui'e. 

A  1*^^  hdkim,(\)\. ^^6^  liuhkdm)  A  governor, commander.  A  judge,  magistrate.  A  name  of  God. 
paJ         /m^mawa.  Judicially,  with  authority. 

hakiniat,  A  princess,  lady,  governess. 

A  (_^^  hdkl,  (pi.  V^c^  Inikdt)  A  relator,  nar- 
rator, author,  historian. 

A  JU-  hdl,  (pi.  (J^_j>-^  ahwdl  and  ahwi- 
lat^  State,  situation,  condition,  mode,  manner.  An 

affair,  thing.  Time  present.  A  wife.  Milk.  Pro- 
sperous circumstances.  Ecstacy.  Black  stinking 

mud.  Soft  earth.  A  child's  go-cart.  Hot  ashes. 
A  bundle.  Any  thing  carried  on  the  back.  The 

middle  of  a  horse's  back.  Name  of  a  town  in  Ya- 
man.  The  leaves  of  the  thorny-tree  samur 
shaken  into  a  cloth. 



lial  ̂ la'  hal,  Time  after  time.    JU-  ̂ J^ 

^aZa'  AwZZ  hdl,  In  every  way.  Jli^  ijif^'^  ̂ *"^>  I™" 
mediately,  forthwith,  anon,  hdl  anki. 

Whereas,  seeing  that,  now  that,  even  whilst  that. 

Though,  yet,  however,  even,  although,  notwith- 

standing. jjJj$^Jl^/mZ^arc?flw,Tobeinanecstacy. 
^  A  JU-  hdll,  (pi.  J^is-  hnlul,  J^=-  htiUdl,  and 

(Jirs-  hullal)  Descending.    Due  (debt). 

A  '5)ls>-  hdlan,  Now,  at  present. 
A  O^U-  /mZa<,  (pl.of        hdlaf)  States,  con- 

ditions.   Changes,  vicissitudes. 

A  u-<)ls»-  hdlib,  (pi.  &aL»-  halabat)  A  milker, 

(dual  ̂ IjJls-  hoMhdni)  A  vein  in  the  region  of  the 
root  of  the  thigh  by  which  the  urine  passes  from 

the  kidneys  to  the  bladder. 

p  ̂^j^  (Jl=»-  hdl  banjin,  An  anticipation  of  the 

revenue  by  bringing  part  of  the  next  year's  rents 
to  the  account  of  the  present. 

A  ̂Jls-  lidlihiy,  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant. 

A  hdlat,  (pi.  Jls-  hdl  and  O^U-  lidldt) 
State,  quality,  condition.  Posture  of  affairs.  One 

of  the  stages  of  the  mystical  progress  of  the  Sufis, 

ecstasy.  A  thing.  Action.  Afuller's beetle.  Ptib 

Jo  &J'vs-  yak  hdlan  hdr,  One  half  of  a  load,  as much  as  a  beast  carries  on  one  side. 

hal-hasil,  Present  produce. 

AjJU-  hdliz,  Narrow,  close,  covetous. 
A  hdliSf  (pi.  i_;«5\_j=-  harcdUs)  A  square 

or  circle  in  a  certain  boy's  game. 

A  (jS^  hdlih,  (-pl/istl^-  halahat)  A  shaver.  De- 
pilatory. Unfortunate,  (pi.  ̂^1*- AwZZa/i and  ̂ ^^^ 

hawdlik)  A  full  udder.  High  (place).  Lofty 

(mountain).  A  vine-tendril  curling  round  a  branch. 
A  Xii]U-  hdlihat,  Unfortunate.  Separation  from 

kin.  A  woman  who  shaves  off  her  hair  in  sorrow. 

A  ̂)\s-  hdlih,  Pitch  black.  Dismal :  unlucky. 

A  jJU-  hdlim,  A  dreamer.  A  sleeper.  Arrived 

at  the  age  of  puberty  (jj>=»  huluni).  Cresses. 
A  /iaZil/m^,  Penetrating  (sword).  Sharp, 

keen  (man). 

A  fkyi\>-  hdlum,  Coagulated  milk. 

Alfej5ls>-  /taZM?na,The  ̂ \ar\t  iijc  ̂j*nsurhh  mard. 
p         hale,  Now,  at  this  instant,  at  this  time. 

A  (_J^  lidVi,  Sweet.  One  dressing  or  adorning 
himself  with  jewels  of  gold  or  silver. 

A  hdl'iy,  Belonging  to  the  present  time. 
New,  modern.  Current  (coin).  Now,  soon.  De- 

scriptive of  a  state,  ̂ ^l^-  ̂ \  ismi  hdUya,  The 
Persian  participle      d.n:  as,  joydn  or  ju- 

ydn,  Seeking :  a  seeker, 

p  L5ls-  hdlyd,  Present. 

A  S.i5U-  hdluat,  A  noxious  serpent.  A  woman 
whose  business  it  is  to  clean  hides. 

A  hdliyat,  (fem.  of  ̂J^^-  hdR)  (pi.  i^y>- 
hawdli)  Adorning  herself  with  gold  or  silver  jewels. 

A  il^W  hdliyat,  The  present  participle.  Condi- 
tionality. 
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A  hdm,  Son  of  Noah,  from  whom  they  say 

the  Negroes  are  descended.  ^J^ss>■jayshi  hdm, 
(The  host  of  Ham)  Darkness. 

A lidmmafj'H ohles.  Relations.  Children. 
The  best  (of  the  flock).  iiiSW^j  aJSlU  al  hammat 

wa'l  ̂ mmat.  Nobles  and  commonalty. 
A  cIIasiW  hdmit,  Very  sweet  (date). 

A  ltdmid,  One  who  praises :  a  praiser. 
A hdmir,  The  owner  of  an  ass. 

A  'iyXs'  hdmir  at,  Drivers  of  asses. 
A  Jj«l>-  hdtniz.  Strong,  firm.  Sour,  acid,  acrid, 

pungent.  ̂ s]]jc\s^  hdmizu  'Ifusdd,  Light,  cheer- 
ful, brisk.  Ingenious,  witty. 

A  {^jaA\s-  hdmiz.  Bitter,  salt,  sour,  acid  (vege- 

table). i,^_^t\s-  labani  hdmiz,  Very  thick  milk 
madesour  by  boiling,  and  addition  of  a  strong  acid. 

j\^s]\  i^jaro\j>-  hdmizu'lfusdd,  Yicious,  depraved. 
A  lLaj<i\s^  lidmizut,  (pi.  i^jAi«\y>-  harvdmiz)  (A 

camel)  feeding  on  bitter  herbage. 

A  J^W-  lidmil,  (pi.  hamalat)  A  porter,  car- 

rier, (pi.  jj^\_j=>-  hawdmil)  Pregnant.  jljiAW^  (J^^ 
hdmili  asfdr.  An  ass.  An  ignorant  workman  or 

reader.  ^Jve  ̂ \s-  hdtnili  main,  A  commentary 
rehearsing,  or  annexed  to,  the  text,  ij^^ 

hdmili  maktub,  A  letter-carrier.  (J^^  hdmili 

wahy.  The  bearer  of  revelation,  Gabriel. 
zikri  hdmil,  Mental  prayer. 

A  hdmilat,  (pi.  ̂yo\y>^  harvdmil)  Preg- 
nant. Laden  with  fruit  (a  tree).  A  basket  in  which 

grapes  are  carried  to  the  drying-house,  (pi. 
hawdmil)  The  foot.  A  sinew  in  the  arm  or  foot, 

p  (jiiJi>  hdmila  shudan.  To  become  pregnant, 

to  conceive,  f^^i^ e\/c\s-  hdmila  hardan,  To  ren- 
der pregnant,  to  impregnate. 

A  hdml,  Burning,  hot.  (pi.  sl?"  humdt) 
A  protector,  defender.  A  he-camel  emancipated 

from  labour.  A  lion.  'i3.J^  lidmi'lhahihat, 

A  defender  of  the  truth.  IS^U  hdml'l  huviay- 

ya'.  The  protector  of  a  district.  jUiS^^  hdmVz 
zimdr.  One  who  maintains  his  right,  p  jjl**Vs» 

(j^/oj  fj^^j  humiydni  riiyi  zamin,  Vxoieciovs  of  the face  of  the  earth. 

A  (^U-  hdmiy,A  son  of  Ham :  an  Ethiop,  negro. 

A  'LAs-  hdmiyat, (f em.of  hdmt) 

hawdml)  A  protectress.  One  who  protects  his  com- 
panions. A  protective  body ;  defenders,  protectors. 

A  she-camel  exempted  from  labour.  A  trivet. 
Stones  filling  a  well.  Name  of  a  fountain  in  which 

the  sun  is  said  to  set.  ̂ Jif^^D^  ̂ «^«'  hdmiyati. 

About  my  business,  where  I  pleased.  fJCije^js- 

hdmiyatdni,  The  right  and  left  of  a  horse's  hoof. 
A  U-  ( Jl  )  (dl)  hd  mim,  (pi.  ̂   W  0\ji 

zawdt  hd  mim)  One  of  the  seven  chapters  of  the 
Kur'an  which  begin  with 

A  hdnn.  One  who  covets  or  lusts  after. 

Greedy.  One  under  strong  emotion. 

A  iiUU-  hdndt,  A  shop.  A  vintner's  shop. 

A  ioW  hdnat,  (pi.  OUW  hdndt)  A  wine-shop. 

A  'i^\s-  hdnnat,  A  camel  crying  for  her  colt. 
A  hdnis,  A  false-swearer,  perjurer. 

A  ia3ls»  hd>iit,  Red  leather.  One  who  bears 
intense  hatred.  Possessed  of  much  wheat.  The 

fruit  of  the  l.aff'  r/haza'.  kiW  hdnitu's  sur- 
rat.  One  who  has  a  long  and  well-lined  purse. 
lail=-  ahmar  hdnit,  Intense  red. 

A  Jj^W  hdnik,  Enraged. 
A  uLliU  hdnili,  (for  CiiJU  hdlih)  Very  black. 

A  CL>^\s-  hdnut,  A  tavern.    A  vintner,  (pi. 
hawdnit)  A  shop. 

A  ̂   hdnavny,  (or  ̂^^U-  hdnly)  A  vintner. 
Relating  to  a  tavern.  Officinal. 

A  ,        hdnis.  Intense.  ̂ \s^j^\  Intense  red. 
A  hdiii,  A  sheep  or  wild  cow  in  heat.  Name 

of  a  town  in  the  district  of  Diyar  bakar  celebrated 

for  its  iron-mines. 

A  hdniyat,  (A  woman)  who  refuses  to  re- 

marry for  her  children's  sake.  A  sheep  or  cow 
greatly  in  heat.  Wry-necked  (sheep).  A  shop. 

A  hdniyat,  Vintners.  Wine. 

A  (.jjls-  hdwi,  One  who  collects,  contains,  or 
comprehends.  A  collector.  A  snake-catcher. 
A  hdwiyat,  (or  -^l^jW-  hdwiyds)  (pi. 

liawdwi)  An  entrail. 

A  u-ols-  hdfib,  A  sinner,  offender,  delinquent. 

A  (JLajW  hdsit,  A  great  reprover  or  chider. 

A  ̂Is-  lidsij.  Necessary,  indispensable.  Name 
of  a  certain  thoi'ny  tree. 

A  iXjUs-  lidfid,  One  who  declines  or  turns  from. 
A  wanderer. 

A  jjls-  ltddr.  Low-lying,  secure,  snug  (place). 

A  garden.  Emaciated,  lean.  Fat  of  meat.  The 
burial-place  of  Husayn  son  of  Ally.  (pi.  {Jj^ 

hurdn  and  ̂ Jj^  hirdn)  A  conflux  of  water,  or  tlie 
place  into  which  it  runs.  J>\=-  hdsir  bdnr, 
Perishing,  ruined.  Astonished,  stupefied. 

A  'iji\>-  hdsirat,  (A  woman  or  sheep)  that  never 
attains  maturity.  (pl.^\^  hawdsir)  Worthless. ' 

A  ̂^[>-  lidsiriy,  A  native  of  Hair. 
A  i^Ji^\=-  hdsish,  A  plantation  of  palm-trees,  &c. 

A  i^^ja^\s-  hdds.  Impervious  (she-camel). 
A  ̂jkajW  hdsiz,(j)\.  i^ji^is'  huyyaz)  Menstruous. 
A  Lii^U-  hdsizat,  (pi.  (_>3jljs>-  harvdsiz)  A 

menstruous  woman. 

A  lajU-  hdsit,  (pi.  (j^^:^  hitdn  and  IfLs-  hi- 

?/ai!)  Wall,  inclosure,  fence.  A  garden.  lajU- 
ta^m  hdsit.  Food  which  causes  the  belly  to  swell. 

A  i  E^U-  hdsif,  (pi.  'sJ^hdfatov  i— flAf  huyyaf) 
Side,  margin,  edge,  brink.  Unjust,  cruel,  tyrannical . 

A  uiJols-  hddh.  One  who  walks  with  a  strut, 

(pi.  'i^\s-  hdhat  and  'i^^  hawakat)  A  weaver. 
hufihat,  (pi.  uib^js")  A  female  weaver. 

A  ̂^\>^  hdsil,  (pi.  jUa-  hiydl,  ̂ Jy>■  Itul,  Jjs- 

huwal,  and  (_P_js>-  hUlal)  Who  or  what  restrains, 
detains,  or  intervenes  (as  a  curtain  between  two). 



Changing  colour.  A  female  not  conceiving.  A 

female  camel  colt  just  dropped.  A  camel  not  con- 

ceiving, or  one  not  conceiving  for  one,  two,  or  se- 

veral years.  A  palm-tree  bearing  one  year  and 

not  another.     (J^>-  hanlu  hulin,  (or  ̂l*- 
hanlu  Itulalui)  (A  camel)  not  conceiving  for 

two  years.    ,JjU-  ̂   iimmi  liaAl,  A  she-camel. 
A  hdfim,  (pi.  Jbuivam)  Anxiously  de- 

sirous. (A  bird)  skimming  in  circles.  Thirsty. 

A  (^^l*-  hdsin,  A  fool. 

A  ejj[>-  hadnat,  Wine.  (pi.  i^^y-  hawdsiri) 
A  destructive  calamity.  ^ 
A  hdyl,  Living.  ^j<>  ̂ j>o 

zaraha  zarbatan  laysa  bi  hayin  minhd,  He 
struck  a  blow  such  as  no  one  could  survive. 

hub,  A  grape-stone. 

habba,  (int.  lL*^  yahibbu)  He  loved. 
He  stopped.  He  fatigued. 

A  (JIas"  habb,  (pi.  (--JjJc-  Imbub  and  hub- 

hdri)  A  grain,  berry,  seed.     A  pill.  ,.,L!\ 

habbu'lbdn,Thehen-nvit. 

Turpentine-berries,  jti^ 

lacca  bean-seed.  ̂ LJJl 

habbu'lbutm, 

Jiabbi  balddir,  Ma- 

■habbu''lbalsdn,Carpo- 
bal  sam.  habbi  tahaynil,  Suppository 

pills.  ijSi^ jC  (4-**"  habbi  temr-Amdi,  Tamarind- 

seed.  J^-Jji^         habbu'l  lihardal,  Mustard-seed. 
'-r**"  habbi  kharwa^  Spurge-seed. 

jL=-  /miiiA/ti?/ar,  Cucumber-seed.  ul 

habbu'z  zahab,A  grain  of  gold.  d.'>j\j 
rdwand,  Rhubarb-pills.    liUjp)  (^1*=-  habbu'r  ra- 

shdd,  Nose-smart^  iJlo-  habbu'z  zurkat,¥lea- 

bane  seed.    JfH}^^  habbu'z  z'lbah,  Mercurial 
pills.  S-**"  habbi  sijistdnl,  Cardamom- 

bean  seed.  iJijt^l^  tl/s-  habbu' s  su^at,  Cough- 
lozenges,  tl^s-  habbu' s  scddtin,  A  pur- 

gative seed.  ̂ 26^  (-!1*5-  /ta&iz  shdhtaraj,  Fumi- 
tory-pills, habbu  ssaf rat,  Antibilious 

pills,  habbi  sanaivbar,  Fruit  of  the 

pine-tree.  JIas-  habbu  I  farMS,Cubeb-seed. 

j>.^  t- /<a&k"  ̂ a^is;,  A  berry,  black  without, 
white  within,  soft,juicy,  and  delicious. 

habbi  ̂ mmni,  Pills  in  common  use.  i-^*" 

habbu''!  ghdr,  Laurel-berries.  Bay-tree.  (Jl»s- 
habbu'l ghamdm,  A  hailstone.  J^xl^  "-r^ 

habbu'l  ghul,  Fruit  of  the  mastic-tree.  SsAW 

habbu'lfakad,Seedof  theagnuscastus.  Ll*ifl)\(Ji*5- 

habbu'l  kilt,  A  sort  of  vetch,  b^y  CLs-  habbi 
kuhdyd,  Officinal  pills.  CL*s^  habbi  kdkanj, 

The  winter  cherry.  ̂ \  habbu'l  kalkh,  Am- 

moniac  pills.  i_-*KJ\'^LJ  Cl^>.  habbi  Usdni'l  halb. 
Seeds  of  hound's  tongue.  l!L*5.  habbu' llahf. 
Red  night-shade  berries.  'i^\x^\  habbu'l 
masteAa^,  Mastic-pills.  habbu' I  mi ̂ at, 
Stomachic  pills.  Jiii\  J^s^  habbu'l  muhl,  Bdel- 

lium-pills. CIj^  habbu'l  muluk,  a  cherrj. 

^'^^  '-r*^  ̂ '(ibbun  nisd,  Anti-hysteric  pills.  \1^>- 
Jja!\  habbu 'n  mZ,Woad.  J\jfc  CLjo-  habbi  hdl,  Car- 
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damoms.  lij^^  CLk^-  habbu'l  yahud,  The  winter- 
cherry.  Ilibb,  (v.  n.  of  CL^)  Loving.  Wishing, 

desiring.  Love,  affection.  The  seed  of  any  pot-herb 
or  fragrant  plant.  A  small  plant  growing  among 

grass.  An  ear-ring  of  a  single  grain,  (pi. 

ahbdb,  ̂ ^IjU-  hibbdn,  hubbdn,  t^^xs-  hubub,  XjUtf* 
hababat,  and  hubb)  A  lover,  friend.  Hubb, 

(v.  n.  of  t.l*>-)  Loving.  Wishing.  Pleasing,  being 

agreeable.  Love.  Precious,  dear.  (pi.  l--' Us- \  a/i- 

bdb,  hibabat,  and  (— ->Us-  hibdb)  A  wine-jar. 

A  grape-stone.  t^\d^  j  (Jl>»-  hubb  u  widdd,  Love 
and  friendship,  benevolence  and  charity.  lLc- 

{^y>^  hubbu'lwatan,  Love  of  country ;  patriotism. 
Habba,  O  excellent !  <4-**"  habba  bihi,  How 

dear  is  he  to  me !  ̂ ^a^  t-l^s-  /mi&a  bifuldnin, 
How  amiable  is  such  an  one ! 

A  Us>-  liabas,  (pi.  alibds)  A  royal  favou- 
rite, the  familiar  companion  of  a  king. 

A  Ij^  haba',  A  cloud  piled  up  like  a  mountain. 
A  -^Ixs-  liibds,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ijc-  for  _jJ^»-)  Shewing 

respect  of  persons,  winking  at.  Aiding.  Leaning 

towards.  A  gift.  Sibds  or  hubdf,  A  mode  of  sit- 

ting with  the  legs  and  thighs  contracted,  and  a  sash 

wrapped  about  them. 
A  (— .jIas"  habdb,  A  bubble  of  water.  Dew.  A 

wished-for  event.  A  large  quantity  of  water  or  sand. 
Four  pieces  of  wood  on  which  they  place  a  water- 

pot.  Ilibdb,  (v.  n.  3  of  tllo-)  Loving,  cultivating 
friendship.  An  ear-ring  of  a  single  grain,  (pi.  of 

iJIas-  hubb)  Jars.  Hubdb,  Love,  friendship.  Be- 

loved. The  object  of  one's  affections  or  efforts.  A 
species  of  serpent.  Satan.  A  bubble.  i_->Ls- 

umm  hubdb,  (Mother  Bubble)  The  world. 

A  i^\ls-  habbdb,  A  seller  of  wine-jars  or  pots. 

A  hubdbat,  (pi.  L-^Vf>-  hubdb)  A  certain 
small  black  reptile  or  insect. 

^Jt^^^  habdblr,  (pi.  ofj^ls-)  Young  bustards. A  Axs-  habsat,  Black  mud. 

A  Olf»-  habbdt,  (pi.  of  &j!=-)  Corns,  grains. 

AjiUa-  habdth^,  (pi.  ofjilxa-  habtar)  Short-bo- 
died. Foxes.  Hubdtir,  One  who  abandons  his 

parents  or  kindred. 
A  ijX>\y»-  hubdtih,  Small-bodied. 

A  (JjU»-  hubdtil.  Small  and  lean. 

A  '^=>-  habdj,  A  kind  of  tree.    A  vine. 
A^lxs-  hubdjir,  Thick.   A  male  bustard. 

^  e;|;A*^^^  habdju^yzdn,  Name  of  a  plant. 
A  J>=-ljj>-  hubdjil,  Short,  compactly  built. 

A  j^^yS-Us-  habdja\  (Camels)  swelled  from  eat- 

ing of  the  plants  ̂ S-  ̂rfaj  and  'ix^  za^t. A  (_^La-s-  hubdhib,  (pi.  of  L-->Uf  habhdb) 
Small,  short.  Swift,  active. 

A  t_-M>-U^  hubdiiib,  Name  of  a  very  avaricious 

man,  who  was  afraid  to  light  a  fire,  lest  it  should 

invite  guests  to  visit  him.  A  weak  and  useless  fire. 

Sparks  from  a  tinder-box,  or  of  a  horse-shoe  strik- 

ing the  stones.    j_«<o-lf»-  ̂ \  aba  hubdhib,  A  glow- 

worm. ■U=>-  p  umm  hubdhib,  A  sort  of  locust. 
A jUs-  habdr  or  hibd?;  Mark,  vestige,  sign. 

A  OljUs-  habdrdt,  Signs,  forms,  vestiges. 

A  habdrij,  (and  ̂ lx2«-  habdnj)  (pi.  of 

^j<>-  hubruj)  Certain  aquatic  birds.  JELubdrij, 

(for  u?jU»-  hubdra')  A  male-bustard. 
A  Is hubdra',  (pi.  Obj\jc»  hubdraydt, 

(JTjIas-  habdri,  and^jUs-  habdsir)  A  bustard. 

A.j>J^  habdrlr,  (pi.  ofj  jj^^as-)  Young  bustards. 
A  'sJmKx^  hubdshat,  (v.  n.  of  (j^J^)  Collecting, 

gaining,  getting.  A  mixed  multitude.  Name  of  a 
place  near  Mecca,  where  an  annual  fair  of  eight 

days  is  held :  also  of  another  in  the  tribe  ̂ ^^^ 

kaynukd^  ̂ {xlxW  C^\J^\xs-  hubdshdtu't  ta^m, Food  which  is  taken. 

A'slZ>\j^hubdshiyat,  An  eagle  (specially  black). 

A  (^{x>-  htibdz.  Weakness. 
A  l>ljk»-  hubdt,  A  disease  arising  from  eating 

too  freely  of  the  herb  ̂ ji^  zurah. 

A  JjlaUs-  habdta',  (pi.  of  laJp-  habit)  Griped, 
swollen,  and  constipated.  Habdti,  (pi.  of  J^laAJ^ 

habanta')  Short  and  big-bellied. 

A  ̂Us"  hubdh,  (v.  n.  of  ,^^fs>-)  Farting.  A  fart. 
^Ias-  b  yd  habdhi,  An  exclamation  of  reproach 
to  a  maid-servant. 

SY  habdhd,  The  lot-tree. 
A  ul)lx=>-  Black  above  a  pigeon's  wings, 

(pi.  dJuo-  hubak  or  hubuh)  A  thong  whereby  a 

pack-saddle  is  fastened  on.  (pi.  C^Ias-  hubuh)  The 

string'  of  a  girdle.  The  summit  of  a  sandhill.  A 

track  through  the  same.  The  path  of  the  stars.  A 
cuii  on  the  water.  A  ring  in  a  coat  of  mail.  A 

curly  lock  of  hair. 

habahir,  (pi.  of^^J^  habawkar)  Slen- 
der men  who  take  short  steps. 

A  ̂^\x>-  hubdkiriy,  Bulky,  close,  compact. 
A  (Jbs-  hibdl,  The  muscles  of  the  legs.  Roots 

of  the  penis,    (pi.  of  Jj^s-  habl)  Ropes.  Hubdl, 

Fulness,  j-epletion. 

A  JIas-  habbdl,  A  rope-maker. 
A  hibdlat,  (pi.  (J-^bs-  habdsil)  A  net,  gin. 

Warp  of  cloth.    A  vine-shoot. A  is3lxs-  habdilat,  A  fit  time,  a  proper  oppor- 

tunity. Dismissal,  divorce,  departure.  Weight. 

Cheerfulness. 

A  ̂bs-  habdla',  (pi. of  ̂^-^^  laibla')  Pregnant. 
a^^Ias-  /<»i&a7i,(pl.of  tI-*=>-  /'(^i)Lovers,friends. 

Hubbdn,  (pi.  of  CL/»-  habb)  Berries,  grains,  pulse. 

A  \aji\x=-habdnit,  (pi.  of  ̂ JaM^ habanta')  Short 
and  big-bellied. 

A  habdf  ib,  (pi.  of  t_^JU^  habib)  Lovers. 
Mistresses. 

A^.>Vjp-  habdsir,  (pi.  of  (_jj\i^)  Bustards. 
A  liabdfis.  Best  camels  kept  at  home. 

A  (_i)oU»-  habdsik,  Tracks  in  the  sand. 

A  J.jbs-  habdsil,  (pi.  of  silfs-  hibdlat)  Nets, 

snares,  gins.  Name  of  a  demon  which  tempts  wo- 



men  :  as  (j<*_jkb^  iblis  is  said  to  be  the  tempter  of 

men.  ̂ jUaA^\  i^\x^Jiahasilu' sh  shaytan,  Satan's 
nets,  i.e.  women.  J-jUs-  habasilu'l  hislus, 

Strings  of  pearls.  J^^^  hahasilu'l  marvt, 
The  snares  of  death. 

Jtahab  or  hibab,  A  bubble  of  water. 

A  large  quantity  of  water  or  sand.  Freshness  and 

brilliancy  of  teeth.  A  row  of  teeth  (like  unto 

pearls).  Spittle.  Mibab,  (p\.  of  sis- hibbat)  Seeds 

of  plants,  berries.  HuJjab,  (pi.  of  hubbat)  Ob- 
jects of  desire. 

A  hababat,  (pi.  of  CL*.^  hihh)  Lovers, 

friends.    Hibabat,  (pi.  of         Imbb)  Jars. 

A  'ixs-  Jivbat,  (pi.        Jiuba'^  A  grape-stone. 

A  'its-  habbat,  (pi.  OIas-  liabbui)  One  berry, 
grain,  or  seed.  A  grain  (a  weight).  A  botch.  A 

particle,  part.  Necessity,  occasion.  ̂ y>^\  'ix>-  hab- 
hatu 's  smyi,  A  clove  of  garlic.  8 ̂iii  iols-  habbaiu  'I 
hahva,  Aniseed.  &>U  al  habbatu  'I  hhazra^, 
A  kind  of  fruit  (in  Persia  called      ban  or  van). 

&-ju5»-  habbatu' s  sawdas,  Coriander-seed. 

'ils-  habbatu''l ghamam,  ((jjl^  almuzn  or jHl^ 
al  hurf)  Hailstones.  u-*iaJ\  liabbatu'l  halb, 

The  heart's  core.  Heart's  blood.  Original  sin.  ji\>- 
^^>\  jdbi?-  ibn  habbat,  Bread.  Hibbat,  (pi. 

t_.rfa5>-  hibab)  A  wild  berry.  Uxibbat,  (pi. 
htibab)  Beloved.  An  object  of  desire.  Friendship. 

A  grape-stone. 

Ajiis-  habta?;  (])\.J>\x»-  habatir)  Short  of  body 
or  stature.    A  fox. 

A  2S/fs>-  hahtarat,  (v.  n.  ofj<Jo-  Q)  Being  lean 

and  slender-bodied.  Slenderness,smallnessof  body. 

A  SallAs-  habtakat,  Anguish  from  avarice  or  care. 
A  ̂jL^s-  habtak,  Small-bodied. 

A  ̂y^J^  habtal,  Small  and  bare  of  flesh. 

A  CL^J^  habis,  A  kind  of  serpent  without  a  train. 

A  habj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Appearing  suddenly. 
Encircling.  Travelling  rapidly.  Approaching.  Go- 

ing into  a  corner.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Break- 

ing wind  either  with  the  mouth  or  armpit.  Mabaj, 

(v.n.  of  ̂ r")  Appearing.  Being  griped  from  eat- 
ing of  certain  plants  (camels).  A  cautery  on  the 

flank  of  a  camel.  A  kind  of  tree.  Sibj,  A  crowd 

of  people.  Hibj  or  hahj,  A  place  where  a  tribe  is 

convened  together.  Uabij,  A  camel  griped.  One 
■who  breaks  wind. 

A  X^T*"  habj  at,  A  single  blow  with  a  stick. 
hibajr,Thick.  Hubjur,  A  mole  bustard. 

A  habja',  Camels  swollen  from  feeding 

on  the  plants         ̂ '>'faj  and  'ix*o  za^t. 
A  L-^l^  habhah,  (...^'ixs-  habdhib)  Short, 

mean,deformed,minute,small.Slendei'(man,camel). 
A  habhab,  Slender  (man,  camel).  Gentle 

flow  of  water,  (pi.  of  'ix^)  Syrian  melons. 
A  Xf^f"  habhabat,  Lean,  slender,  emaciated 

(she-camel).  Aslow  flux  of  water.  Debility.  Heat 
or  kindling  of  fire.    The  driving  of  camels,  (pi. 
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i^/^*"  habhab)  The  Syrian  melon. 
A  habhably,  Slender  (man  or  camel). 

A  Vsxs-  habbazd,  O  excellent!  brave !  how  charm- 

ing! ^ias-  habbazd  idli^,  O  what  luck! 
AjXs-  habr,  (v.  n.  of  jis-  habr)  Beautifying, 

adorning.  Doing  good,  acting  beneficently.  Put- 
ting ink  into  an  inkstand.  Making  glad.  Remain- 

ing (the  mark  of  a  blow).  Joy,  gladness,  cheer- 
fulness. Yellowness  of  teeth.  Jlib?;  Ink.  Beauty, 

embroidery.  A  vestige,  sign,  trace.  Signs  of  joy. 

Yellowness  of  teeth.  Like,  equal,  i-esembling. 

Hibrovhabr,  (pl.jlx»-\  ahbdr  andj^Jc-  hubur)  A 
learned  man,  J ewish  doctor.  A  man  of  probity  and 

honour.  Hubr,  (pi.  of^jOis-  habir)  Speckled,  dap- 

pled clouds.  Striped  stuffs.  New  garments.  Ha- 

bar,  (v.  n.  of  ji-s-)  Making  glad.  Being  healed  of 
wounds,  but  having  a  scar  left.  Being  raw  (a 

wound) ;  also  being  healed  and  leaving  a  scar. 

Being  healed  (a  hand),  but  having  a  knot  on  the 

bone.  Being  yellow  (the  teeth).  Abounding  in 

grass  (land).  A  mark,  sign,  vestige.  Joy,  cheer- 

fulness, blitheness.  Hibar,  (pi.  of  'iji^  hibarat) 
Striped  stuff's  of  Yaman.  Habir,  Soft  and  new. 
Hibir,  A  yellow  concretion  on  the  teeth.  Hubur 

hubur,  A  word  used  in  calling  a  sheep  to  be  milked. 

Aj^As-  habarbar,  A  young  bustard.  A  little 
camel.  A  thing,  any  thing.  Short,  dwarfish,  mean. 

A  ̂ ji jJo-  habarbarat,  A  single  hair.  A  small 
and  contemptible  woman 

Aj^jXs-  ha  or  hibarbur,  A  young  bustard. 

A  'ij^  habrat,  (v.  n.  of  jf*-)  Making  glad,  de- 
lighting. Song,  dance,  and  heavenly  minstrelsy. 

Melody,  harmony.  Joy,  delight.  Habrat, hub7-at, 
or  hibirat.  Yellowness  of  the  teeth.  Hubrat,  A 
knot  in  wood  out  of  which  vessels  are  turned.  Hi 

or  habarat,  (pl.jjc«-  hibar)  A  striped  Arabian  stuff". 
A  hubruj,  (pi.  habdrij,  and  ̂ ^J'S' 

liabdrij)  A  kind  of  water-bird. 

A  ̂ ^Ji»■  habarjal,  Thick-lipped. 

A  i^j^jXs-  hibrish.  Very  malevolent. 
A  (j*»5^As»-  haharhas,  A  small  camel  or  ram. 

A  t^jJijXs-  habarhash,  A  small  camel. 
A  i^J^ji^  habarkas,  A  dwarf.  One  whose  flesh 

is  compact.  Small  camel.  Young  ffea.  Vile  fellow. 

A  i^atjXs-  liabarhasat,  A  dwarfish  woman. 

A  i^j^s-  habarhdt,  (fern. of  j^J.;>-)A  female  tike. 

A  (V^>s>-  habarha',  Men  ruined  or  perishing. 
The  tike  (an  insect).  Clouds  piled  on  clouds.  Sands 

heaped  up.  Weak  in  the  feet,  small-bodied  and 

long-backed.  Thick-necked. 

A  iwjfs"  hahramat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jXs-  Q)  Making 
a  preserve  from  pomegranates. 

Aj^jis>.  hubrur,  (pl.j^jUs-)  A  young  bustard. 
A  i__5j^A»-  hubruf,  Who  labours  to  feed  a  family. 

A  ̂ )j^Jk=>-  habrun,  Hebron,  the  city  of  Abraham. 

A  ̂jXs-  habra',  Hebron,  the  city  of  Abraham. 
A  Csj^  hibriy,  A  seller  of  ink.    Hibariy,  A 

seller  of  striped  stuffs  of  Yaman  called  'ijXs-  hibarat. 
A  C^jXs-  h  ibrit,  A  plain,  open,  downright  lie. 

^j^jb^  fiil>rir,  A  young  bustard. 
\A  ij^xs-  habs,  (v.n.  of  ;j-J^=-)  Retaining;  de- 

taining, imprisoning.  Bequeathing  (a  horse)  to 
pious  uses  (prohibiting  alienation).  Displaying 

courage  in  danger.  Covering  (a  bed)  with  bed- 
clothes. A  prison.  A  mound,  dike,  dam,  for  con- 

fining water.  Courage,  bravery.  A  high  moun- 

tain. J5jl**>^  (j**f=*  habsi  asdra',  Imprisonment  of 
captives.  ^j^x^  habsi  bawl,  Strangury.  (j«J^ 

habsu^i  nafas,  Suffocation,  p  (j*^ 

habsi  dam.  Retention  of  the  breath,  which  some 
fakirs  do  for  a  very  long  time.  Asthma,  f^d^f^j.^ 

habs  hardan,  To  arrest,  put  in  prison,  a  Hibs, 

(pi.  ̂_j»>L>>-^  ahbds)  A  dam  for  confining  water  (for 
the  use  of  men  or  cattle).  A  pond,  reservoir,  tank. , 

Water  collected  but  receiving  no  augmentation. 

Bed-clothes.  The  middle  girth  of  a  camel-litter. 

A  pin  of  silver  fixed  in  the  centre  of  an  embroi- 
dered veil.  Hubs,  Any  bequest  for  pious  uses. 

Hubus,  Ax\j  thing  whatever  dedicated  to  pious 

uses,  (as  the  produce  of  a  vineyard  or  palm-plan- 
tation). Men  on  foot. 

a  [J'^xs-  Imbbas,  Men  on  foot. 

A  'smjSs-  hubsat,  Silehce.  Self-imposed  restraint. 
Impediment  in  speech.  Strangury. 

A  (jiifs-  habsh,  {y.n.ot i^J^s-)  Collecting,  gain- 

ing, getting.  Habash,{p\. ^JJLxs-)  An  Abyssinian. 
A  jjLcUas>-  hubshdn,  A  species  of  locust,  (pi.  of 

(ji.^  habash)  Ethiopians. 
A  s^xs-  habashat,  Ethiopia.   Natives  of  Ethio- 

pia or  of  Southern  Arabia. 

p  ̂.iJk=»/iaZ*aA7«,  Ethiopian  :  Ethiopic:  a  slave. 

A  ̂\f*xs-  habashiy,  A  name  of  two  mountains. 
A  &X.i.>s>-  hubshiyat,  A  species  of  large  black 

ant.    Habashiyat,  The  plant  buhma\  when 

abundant  and  luxuriant.    Habashiyat  or  hubsht- 

yat,  Camels  black  and  strong. 
A  (^Jaxs-  habz,  (v.n. of  i^jax:-)  Dying.  Making 

(a  bow-string)  twang.  Falling  into  the  archer's 
hand  (an  arrow  discharged  carelessly  or  unskil- 

fully). Alow,  weak  noise.  Habaz,(Y.n.oi  i^jaxs-) 

Moving,  beating  (as  an  artery).  Vibrating  and 

twanging  (a  bow-string).  Being  defrauded  of  one's 
right.  Moving  one's  self,  being  moved.  Beating 
and  then  stopping  (the  heart).  Falling  into  the 

hands  of  an  archer  (an  arrow,  when  shooting  care- 

lessly or  unskilfully).  Being  exhausted  (water  in 

a  well).  Failing,  not  happening  according  to  wish. 
Motion.  Noise.  A  weak  voice.  Power,  strength. 

Remains  of  life. 
a1x*s>-  habt,  (v.n.  of  Jap-)  Being  shed  with  im- 

punity (blood).  Being  done  in  vain  or  without  re- 
ward (work),  being  lost.  Habat,  (v.  n.  of  ia-»-) 

Being  cicatrized  (a  wound).  Swelling,  becoming 

constipated  from  too  much,  or  unwholesome  food 



(cattle).  A  swelling  in  the  udder  or  elsewhere.  A 

swelling  from  eating  of  the  herb  ̂ J^i  zurak.  The 
cicatrized  scar  of  a  wound  or  scourge.  The  vestiges 

of  a  swelling  that  has  not  burst  or  bled.  A  pain 

in  a  camel's  belly  from  unwholesome  food  and  con- 

tipation.  Habit,  (pi.  haba(a')  Griped,  con- 
stipated, and  swollen  from  over-eating. 

A  sli*5»  habtat,  Remains  of  water  in  a  cistern. 

A  ̂ia^5-  habafiy,,  Belonging  to  the  Arabian 

tribe  of  jofy  ̂   OUa^^^  habatat  bam  tamim. 
A  &laJa^  habatltat,  Small,  mean  (thing). 

A  hahk,  (v.  n.  of  i^f^)  Farting.  A  blow 
with  a  stick,  rope,  or  scourge.  IIibk,Afa,rt.  Habak, 

Mint.  Pennyroyal.  HasH. jsJi\  ̂jif  habaku' I  ba- 

kar,  Camomile.  ̂ j^J^\  ij'^*"  ̂^'^^^^^^'^  turunjan, 
Baum.  (3^*"  ftabaku't  timsdh,  Water-mint. 

/<flia/£«  khurasdm,  Sorrel.  i^^f^ 

habaku'r  ra^,  Mugwort.  '^^^^J^ 
al  habaJmr  rayhdriiy,  Esculent  bdellium  of  Mecca. 

^yf-  habaku'sh  shuyuklt,  The  plant  ̂ jc 

marv.  !^j<)>.jo!>\  al  Jiabaku's  sa^ariy,  Sweet 

basil.  jj^s-  habaku'lfll,  Marjoram.  Jj-=» 
1^^^  habaki  haranfuli,  (or  ̂^^^ karmdni)  Sweet 

basil.  \^\  yjc>- habahu  I  liana\yi-d.x]ov^m. 

habaku^ 1 7na.f,  Water-mint.  habaki 
nabti,  Basil.   Habih,  (v.  n.  of  Farting.  A 

fart  (of  camel  or  sheep).  Hubah,  Weak-minded. 
A  hibihh,  Long. 

A  hubukbuk,  Sweet  basil  (in  Yaman). 

A  "iiLs-  habkaf,  One  fart.    Habakat,  Ignorant. 
A  hibikkat,  A  dwarf. 

A  jiLs>-  habahurr,  Hail.  JSl^  abrad 
min  habakiirr,  Colder  than  hail. 

A  Jj^'^s-  hibihka',  A  quick  journey. 
A  t^-^  kabh,  (v.  n.  of  eil->)  Weaving  well 

(a  garment).  Doing  any  thing  firmly  and  well. 

Cutting.  Decapitating.  Farting.  Repelling,  re- 

sisting, opposing.  Habah,  A  vine-root.  Hubah, 

(pl.of&SCs'  /twZ*/ia^)  Waistbands  of  breeches.  Pack- 

saddle-straps.  TZ^mZ^mZ;,  A  fragment.  A  lock  of  hair, 

(pi.  of  ciJl->-  hibdk,  Girdle-strings.  Summits  of 

sand-hills.  Tracks  through  the  same.  Paths  of 
the  stars.  Curls  on  water.  Rings  in  coats  of  mail. 

Ringlets  of  hair.  Hubuh  or  hubah,  (pi.  of 

hibdh)  Thongs  wherewith  pack-saddles  are  secured. 

A  IHJ-Jvs-  hibahk,  Vile,  abject,  base,  sordid.  Hu- 
bukh,  Strong,  intense. 

A  '&^ss-  hubkat,  (pi.  (..iljo-  hubah)  The  waist- 
band of  breeches,  the  fastening  place  of  a  girdle. 

A  strap  whereby  a  pack-saddle  is  made  fast.  Ha- 

bakat, A  vine-root.  Barley-meal. 

A*j;^l>-Aa6Aarai,Acollecting,bringingtogether. 
A  (J^As-  habkal  or  hubkul,  Short-bodied. 

A  hibihka',  A  rapid  march. 
A  ̂yy=-  habl,  (v.  n.  of  (J.Js»)  Laying  a  net  for 

game,  or  catching  game  in  a  net.  Binding  with  a 

rope.    Making  a  treaty.     Acting  hypocritically. 
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dissembling,  (pi.  J.f=-\  ahbul,  JU=«-^  ahbdl,  and 

J^As>-  hubul)  A  rope,  cord,  halter.  A  tendon.  A 
vein.  Sand  writhed  into  the  resemblance  of  a  rope. 

Union,connection.  League,  confederacy,  compact. 

Security,  protection.  A  continued,  uninterrupted 

work.  The  starting-post  at  a  horse-race.  A  name 

of  Arafat.  A  grape-tree.  The  part  between  the 
neck  and  shoulder.  A  vein  in  the  upper  part  of 

the  arm  and  in  the  back.  ,Jjk»-  habluz  zi7-d^, 
A  tendon  of  the  arm.  CtLp^ji  JsJo-  ̂   huwa 

^la'  habli  zird^.ka.  He  is  nigh  thee.  (J.f»- 
hablu'l  ̂ tik,  A  tendon  of  the  neck.  ̂ J^j4^  (J"^^ 
hablu'l  matin,  A  strong  rope,  i.e.  a  firm  alliance. 

AaZ)ZM7  masdhin,  White  ivy.  (Jj^ 

hablu'l  /I'anc?,  The  jugular  vein.  Hibl, 
Wise,  clever,  intelligent.  Very  shrewd  and  skilful 

in  the  management  of  property.  Hibl  or  habl,(p]. 

JljJ^  hubul)  Evil,  misfortune.  Hublor  hubal,  (pi.  of 
hublat)  Fruits  of  thorny  trees.  Habal,  (v.  n. 

of  (J.f>- )  Conceiving,  being  pregnant.  Being  filled. 
Conception,  pregnancy.  Anger,  sadness.  A  vine. 

A  ̂^)a=»  /ta6/a?i  or /tM&/aw,  (A  man)  filled  with 
liquor.   Angry  (man). 

A  &i^lA=»  liabldnat,  Angry  (woman).  Preg- 
nant (woman). 

A  ,^j^Lj>-  /iwiZawi^y,  Relating  to  one  pregnant. 

A  (_^f«AL>-  habalbas,  A  brave  man.  One  who 
moves  not  from  his  place.  A  lion. 

A  &Us"  /ta&Zaif  or /iftJaZa^,A  vine-branch orshoot. 
Hublat,  A  necklace.  An  ornament  for  the  neck. 

A  ceitain  esculent,  (pi.  Jj^  huil  or  hubal)  The 

fruit  of  any  prickly  tree  or  shrub.  Hublat  or  lia- 

balat,  A  vine  or  a  vine-root.  Habalat,  (pi.  of  &bU- 

hdbilat)  Pregnant  (females).  Hahalat  or  hablat, 

A  shoot  of  a  palm-tree.  &Jji3.  ̂ yxs-habalu  I  habalat, 
A  foetus,  embryo.  Unripe  grapes. 

A  J^l^  haballah,  Slender,  small  and  mean  sheep. 
A  {J^^^  hnblawiy.  Relating  to  one  pregnant. 

A  JjU^  habla'  or  hubla',  (A  woman)  filled  (with 

liquor.  Hubla',  (pi.  OljJa>-  hublaydt  and 

habdla')  Pregnant  (woman,  also  all  animals  that 
have  claws).    Name  of  a  certain  big-bellied  man. 

A  hubViy,  Belonging  to  pregnant  women. 

A  (_JjJj*-  hublil,  A  certain  animalcule,  which 
can  be  resuscitated  by  the  rain  after  it  is  dead. 

A  ti^w*  habn,  Rhododaphne.  Hibn,  A  monkey. 

Hibn,  (or  'ij^s-  hibnat)  (pi.  (j^-s-  hubun)  A  boil, 
a  pimple.  Habii  or  haban,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Being 

dropsical.  Being  filled  with  rage.  Haban,  Dropsy. 

A  -*lJu»s»-  habnds,  (fem.  of  ij^s-^  ahban)  Drop- 

sical (woman).  Big-bellied  (woman).  A  pigeon 
which  does  not  lay.    Fleshy  (foot). 

Aj<xxs-  habambar,  A  thing,  any  thing. 

A  Uajjc-  habantas,  habantcisat,  or 

i\laja>-  habanta\  (pl.j_^Us»- /mJaZi,  or  liiljk=»  ha- 
bdnit)  Short.    Corpulent,  fat,  and  big-bellied. 

A  sUajos-  habanidt,  A  woman  of  a  small  and 
6c 

contemptible  stature,  and  big-bellied. 

habanta'.  Big-bellied.  Full  of  rage. 

A  _jA=-  habw,  (v.  n.  of  Ias-  for  _jfs>-)  Creeping 
along  the  ground  on  his  backside  (a  boy).  Graz- 

ing the  earth,  then  rising,  and  hitting  the  mark 

(an  arrow).  Being  imable  to  rise  from  leanness 

(cattle).  Meeting,  encountering,  coming  across. 

Scuddingalong(aship).  Giving,  presenting.  Re- 
fusing, withholding.  Guarding,  defending.  Being 

near,  approaching  (to  fifty).  Being  high,  raised  up. 

A  ̂ y>-  hubun,  (v.  n.  of  Ias-  for ̂ as-)  Approach- 
ing, drawing  near.  Being  long  and  approximating 

to  each  other  (cartilages  of  ribs).  Being  joined 

to  the  back-bone  (ribs).  Going  on  hands  and  belly. 

A  (— -'jJ^  hubUb,  (pi.  of  l!1*>-  habb)  Grains,  ber- 
ries,   (pi.  of  CLu>-  hibb)  Lovers,  friends. 

A  0\j_jA>-  hububdt.  Vegetables,  pot-herbs. 

A  i'_jJk=-  hab7vat,(v.n.  of  for  _jJp-)  Giving, 
presenting.  Habwat,  hibwat,  or  hubmat,  A  gift. 

Habtvat  or  hubrvat,  (pi.  l^s-  huba')  A  mode  of  sit- 
ting with  the  legs  and  thighs  contracted,  with  the 

sash  or  garments  wrapped  round  them. 

Aj^-f_5-  hubur,  (v.  n.  of  j<-s*)  Making  glad. 

Cheerfulness,  joy.  (pi.  of  ys-  hibr)  Yellow  con- 
cretions on  the  teeth,  (pi.  of  hibr  or  habr) 

Learned  men,  Jewish  doctors.   Men  of  probity. 

A habbur,  (pl.^ljc*  habdbir)  A  young 
bustard.    Hubbur,  Joy,  cheerfulness. 

A  ij^^  huburat,  Jewish  learning,  knowledge 
of  Hebrew  law. 

A  hubush,  Negroes,  Ethiopians. 

A  t^^is-  hubuz,  (v.  n.  of  {^jax^)  Being  ex- 
hausted (water  in  a  well).  Diminishing,  decreas- 

ing. Failing,  being  null  and  void.  Disappointing 
favourable  expectations  (a  youth  growing  up). 

A  is^Ji"-  hubut,  (v.  n.  of  iaA>-)  Being  done  in 
vain  (work)  or  shed  with  impunity  (blood). 

h^ys-  habawhar,  Bulky,  close  and  compactly 

built,  (pi.  jil^  habdhir)  A  man  slender  and  tak- 

ing short  steps.  ̂  j*^  umm  habawhar,  A  kind 
of  bird.  Misfortune.  Habawhar,  (^or^Ji ̂xs-  ha- 

bawkal)  A  sandy  desert,  dangerous  to  travellers. 
A  misfortune,  a  sore  disaster. 

A  'i\^^xs-  habawhardt.  Large  (she-camel). 

A  habuwkara'.  Large-bodied  (camel). 
Misfortune.  A  battle-field  after  the  close  of  a  war. 
A  little  lad.  }^ 

umm  hahankara',  A  sort 
of  bird.    A  dreadful  misfortune. 

A  J^As«-  habal,  Evil,  misfortune.    Hubul,  (pi. 

of        habl)  Ropes,  cords,  halters,    (pi.  of 

hibl)  Evils,  misfortunes. 

A  hubun,  (pi.  of  f^s-  hibn  and  'iZ^  hib- 
nat) Biles,  pimples. 

A  (]_54s-  huba',  (pi.  of  SjAs-  habwat  or  hubwat) Peculiar  modes  of  sitting  down.  (pi.  of  iic  hu- 

bat)  Grape-stones. 

II  umm  habawkardn,  A  sort  of  bird. 



A  hdbiij,  Whatever  meets,  encounters,  or 

comes  across  one.  Clouds  piled  on  one  another,  re- 

sembling mountains,  immediately  before  night-fall. 

A  i_-*JiAr»-  hah'ih,  {j>\.^^\^\ahbab,  Ax^\ahib- 
bds,  and  S.jI:»-\  ahibbat)  Beloved.    A  lover,  (pi. 

habdsib)  A  mistress.  (_>juo-  habi- 

bu's  sayr,  A  friend  to  travelling.  abu 
habib,  Roast  kid.  p  ̂iX=>-  u-*JJ^  habibi  khuda,  The 

beloved  of  God,  i.e.  Muhammad,  a  Hubayib, 

(dim.)  A  little  darling. 

A  «JkJif>-  habibat,  An  object  of  desire.  Madina. 
A         hibyat,  A  mode  of  sitting  with  the  legs 

and  thighs  drawn  together  and  tied  with  a  sash. 

A^Jk»-  habir,  New.  Soft.  A  leathern-bottle, 

(pl.jw-  huh-)  A  dappled  cloud.  A  kind  of  striped, 
embroidered  stuff.    A  new  garment. 

A  (.iVjUs^  huhayrik,  (dim.  of  l^Jf  habarka') 
A  little  weak-footed,  long-backed  (man). 
A  habis,  Dedicated  to  pious  uses. 

A  hubaysh,  A  Guinea  or  Numidian  hen. 

A  j^^J^fs"  hubayk,  A  bad  species  of  date. 
A  Liljjo-  habik,  Firmly  done.  Well  woven. 

A  X^Ij^  Jiabihat,  (pi.  Ciiij^  hubuk)  The  path 

of  the  stars,  (pi.  i-iljup-  habik,  tiUUs"  habdsik, 

and  (.dUs-  hubuk)  A  curl  on  water,  or  in  a  lock 

of  hair.  A  ring  in  a  coat  of  mail.  A  path  through 

a  sand-hill.    A  row  or  line  of  hair  or  eggs. 

A  habil,  (or        ̂ y*^  habilu  bardhin) 
A  lion  or  hero  fearlessly  remaining  in  his  place. 

A  i^X:ys'  habin,  Dropsical.  Rhododaphne. 

A  &lJUk>  iiubaynat,  (or  e^^i^  p)  A  chameleon. 
hatt,  (v.  n.  of  C^s-)  Scraping  dry  dirt 

from  a  garment.  Falling  (as  leaves  from  the  trees), 

Rubbing  in  the  hand.  Peeling.  Ordering  (a  hun- 

dred lashes)  to  be  administered.  Shaving,  graz- 

ing. Throwing  down.  Scattered  dates.  Aught, 

anything,  (pi.  OUs-^  a/i^a^)  Fleet  (horse),  swift 
(camel).  A  male  ostrich.  Noble,  generous.  A 

dead  locust.    Mutt,  Fried  barley  bruised  small. 

A  •^'tll^  hats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s-)  Plaiting,  twisting, 
puckering  the  border  of  a  garment.  Sewing  (a 

coat).  Tying  (a  knot).  Propping  or  strengthen- 
ing a  wall.  Striking,  knocking.  Marrying,  lying 

with.  Fixing  the  eyes  stedfastly,  gazing  awhile, 

upon  any  object.  Unsaddling  (a  camel),  taking 
wares  off  his  back. 

A  Olia-  hatdt,  Noises,  clamours.  Sutdi,  A 

shaving,  chip,  splinter.    A  man's  name. 
A  j\jk9-  hiidr,  (pl-j<^  hutur)  The  foreskin.  An 

edge  or  hem.  The  circumference  of  the  nail.  The 

helix  or  circle  of  the  ear.  The  head  of  a  purse,  the 
part  which  is  drawn.  The  circumference  of  the 

haunches.  The  sphincter  of  the  anus.  The  peri- 
nasum.  The  seam  between  the  testicles.  Water  of 

the  eye.  A  fleshy  substance,  like  a  tooth,  in  a  ca- 

mel's mouth.  Rings  of  cord  round  the  skirt  of  a 
tent  to  which  the  pegs  are  fastened. 
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A  [^j^'i^  hatdrish,Motiox\s  of  a  boy  when  at  play. 

A  pV_jk&-  hattdma,  (for  U  hatta'  ma)  How 
long  ?  till  when  ? 

A  'ii^G^  hutdmat.  Remains  of  meat  on  a  table. 

A  haitdn,  (as,  ̂J^io-  'is^j  rimdat  hattdn) The  smallest  particle. 

A  Ol^*"  hathdt,  Swift,  hasty.  Covetous. 

A  ̂I^*"  hathatat,  Speed,  haste,  swiftness. 
A  tijks-  hatad,  (v.  n.  of  (>,jk=-)  Being  of  a  pure 

root.  ̂ a<ic?.  Of  pure  origin.  IIutud,Tlhe  essence 

or  root  of  a  thing,  (pi.  of  iXas-  hatad  and  J^jtf- 
hatud)  Eyes  alFected  by  a  hard  substance  which 
corrodes  the  lashes  and  edges. 

A  hatr,  (v.  n.  of  ji^)  Sparing  expense,  be- 
ing frugal.  Tasting.  Eating  voraciously.  Sewing 

a  border  on  the  skirt  of  a  tent.  Feeding,  giving 

victuals.  Looking  sharply.  Tying  tight,  making 

fast.  A  small  matter.  A  dog-fox.  Hair  or  hitr, 
Land  high  and  long.  Hitr,  A  present.  Any  thing 

sewed  to  the  lower  part  of  a  tent  to  keep  it  close 

to  the  ground.  A  fixing  of  a  border  to  the  skirt 
of  a  tent  to  which  the  pins  are  fastened.  Hutur, 

(pi.  ofjlis"-  hitdr)  Fringes,  outer  edges. 

A  L^Jif  hatrab,  Short. 

A  'ijjo-  hatrat,  One  suck  (of  milk).  Hutrat, 
A  house-warming.  A  small  matter.  (pl.jljU-^  a/t- 

tdr-)  Any  thing  sewed  to  the  lower  part  of  a  tent 
to  keep  it  close  to  the  ground.  The  corner  of  the 

mouth.    The  place  where  the  mustachios  are  cut. 

A  (_^jk=-  hitrish.  Short  and  small  bodied. 

A  'iJ^Jic^  hatrashat,  Sound  of  a  locust  eating. 

A  'iijks-  hatrafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  ijis-  Q)  Remov- 
ing from  (its)  place.  A  roughness  and  redness  (in 

the  eyes). 

A  (^jjis"  hutrush,  Short.  Small-bodied.  A 
smart,  active  lad;  also  one  hard, strong,  and  lean. 

A  (jiJ>5-  hatsh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jijk>-)  Assembling  to- 
gether (people).   Fixing  (the  eye)  long  upon  one. 

A  hatf,  (pi.  I  j ̂Is-  hutuf)  Death.  OU 
s.Ki\  I  2l=-  ma^aAa(/aa«j^/;?,  (and  sometimes  L_iis- 

S.XS  hatfafihi  or  »Afli\  i__ala-  hatf  a  anfayhi)  He 

died  a  natural  death.  &i-ks>-  'sl>-  hayyatun  hatfa- 
tun,  A  deadly  serpent. 

A  ̂fljtf>-  hutful,  Remains  of  broth  or  meat  in  a 
pot.  Mother  or  sediment  of  oil.  Dregs  of  people. 

Dirty  stuff  from  the  uterus.  Refuse  of  property. 

A  CiJOks-  hath,  (v.  n.  of  C^Jas>-)  Going  with  a 
quick  short  step.  Preparing  the  sand  for  her  nest 

(an  ostrich).  Smoothing,  planing,  shaving.  Turn- 

ing one's  self  to,  tending.  Hatah,  Young  ostriches. 
A  (^Kis-  hatahdn,  A  light,  short,  quick  step. 

A  J^fejks-  hitihha',  The  pace  of  a  dwarf. 
A  (Jjo-  hatl,  A  gift.  Similitude.  The  refuse 

(of  any  thing).  Hitl,  Likeness. 

A  pjk=-  hatama,  (fut.  ̂ si  yahtimu)  He  inspired. 

A  pjtf-  hatvi,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a^)  Rendering  neces- 
sary. Doing  firmly  and  solidly.  Exercising  legal 

authority.  Passing  sentence,  (pi.  hutum) 

Jurisdiction.  Decree.  Supplement  to  a  discourse 

or  a  fast  which  had  been  broken  off.  Pure,  sincere. 

A  s^s-  hutmat,  Blackness.  Hatamat,  A  flask 

broken  into  fragments.  Blackness. 

A  ̂ ^j\>-  hatn  or  hitn,  (pi.  ahtdn)  Like, 

equal.  Hatan,{Y.n.  of  tj^>-)  Being  hot  (the  day). 
Mountain-peaks. 

A  -fUis*  hutnds,  Bald  (she-camel). 

A  (J'Jos-  hatndl,  Flight,  escape. 

A  (jlxk>-  /<a<nart,Escape,flight.  Hatndni,  (dual) 
Equals  (in  archery,  &c.). 

A  hatana',  Even,  level  (arrows  shot  and 
fallen).  Equal,  straight,  parallel. 

A  ̂•s-  hatw,  (v.  n.  of  Us-  for  _jJ^)  Turning  in 

and  hemming.  Twisting  tight  (the  fringe  of  a  gar- 

ment). Running  hard. 

A  C^^is"  hatut,  A  palm-tree  whose  dates  are 
scattered  about. 

A  lii^'is"  hatud,  An  eye  affected  by  a  disease 
which  corrodes  the  eyelashes  and  eyelids.  HutvA, 

(v.n.of  Aa>-)  Remaining  (in  a  place).  Broadways. 

Aj^is-  hutur,  A  being  frugal  in  one's  expense. 
A  (  jjA=»  hutuf,  (pi.  of  hatf)  Deaths. 

I — f^x>-  suyufi  hutuf  Death-giving  swords. 

I  5_^5»  (  j^ki'  kutufi  hutuf  Vintages  of  death. 
^yj>-  hdsdti  hutvf.  Chalices  of  death. 

A  j«^Jv=»  hutum,  (pi.  of  ̂ iis-  hatm)  Decrees,  ju- 
risdictions,  (pi.  of        hdtim)  Judges. 

A  SjOijks-  hutumat.  Acidity,  bitterness. 

A  (_f ̂x^- hattarviy, Hel-dt'ingto^^^^ hatta', \Jnt\[. 
A  ̂j^s-  hatis,  The  fruit  of  the  dwarf  palm-tree 

deprived  of  its  husk. 

A  haty,  (v.  n.  of  j_^=-)  Sewing.  Twist- 

ing.     Making  firm. A  hatta%  To,  until,  even  to,  as  far  as.  In 
order  that,  so  that.  And.  Unless,  except.  Toge- 

ther with.  Ij\  hatta'  izd,  To  when.  i^-=^ 
}j<K)  hatta'  mata.  How  long?  till  when? 

Lj^U  } 'm-  &x»JU1  ahaltu's  samahata  hatta'  ras- 
sahd,  I  ate  the  fish,  headland  all.  j^S^ 

hatta'' I  makdur,  ((j^^\  hatta' I  imkdn  or 

al  rvus^  To  the  utmost  of  one's  power. 
A  j^As»  hatiy,  The  produce  of  the  dwarf  palm- 

tree.  The  husks  and  refuse  of  dates  or  of  a  date- 

basket.  A  bad  kind  of  dry  wild  date.  Dung  col- 

lected in  a  heap.  Flies'  wings  left  in  honey. 
A*S._wJk>-  hafirat,  A  feast  on  finishing  a  house. 

A  (.^^  hass,  (v.  n.of  (.Lvs-)  Instigating,  excit- 

ing, stimulating.  Rendering  greedy.  Huss,  Chaff, 

chopped  straw  scattered  about.  Dry,  hard,  glitter- 

ing sand.  A  ptisan  not  moistened  or  rendered  fluid. 

Dry  bread  (without  other  victuals). 

A  Us»-  hasa'.  Chaff.  Husks  and  refuse  of  dates. 

A  l^Ia^  hands  or  hisds,  Sleep.  iSlis-  (J^^^  U 
md  ihtahala  hasdsan  or  hisdsan.  He  slept  not  a 

wink.  Hisds,  (pi.  of  <^aa5>-  hasls)  Swift. 



A  Sjlis"  husarat,  Chaff.  A  bent  of  straw. 

A  husarim,  Thick  upper-lipped. 

A jAjU:"-  hasaftr,  The  end  or  latter  part. 
A  aJlis-  husalat,  The  worst  part  of  any  thing 

(as  tlie  chaff  of  corn,  the  husk  and  refuse  of  dates). 
Tares,  darnel.  Sediment  of  melted  fat. 

A  j»l5s>-  hisam,,  (pi.  of         Young  horse-colts. 
A  ,Jou>-  hasasil,  (pi.  of  (J-;'^  Imyal)  Dwarfs. 

Lazy,  slothful. 

A  has-has,  Swift,  making  haste.  A  con- 
stant watering  without  intermission. 

A  esorf^  has-hasat.  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Insti- 
gating, exciting,  stimulating.  Putting  in  motion. 

Vibrating,  flashing  (lightning). 

A  hus-hus,  Many.  Swift.  Incitement 

(to  activity).  A  troop,  squadron.  An  ugly  she-goat. 

A  ji=>-  hasr,  A  little  food.  Despicable.  Ilasar, 

(v.  n.  of ̂ 5-)  Having  a  pimple  or  sty  (the  eye-lid). 
Being  covered  with  blotches  (the  skin).  Candying, 

granulating  (honey).  Being  thick  and  ample.  An 

unripe,  sour  grape.  A  grape-stone  just  appearing. 
Dregs,  sediment,  mother  of  oil,  lees  of  wine.  The 

early  fruit  of  the  aruk  tree.  A  kind  of  mush- 

room resembling  concreted  earth  with  sand  beneath. 

A  '—^J^  husTiib,  A  sort  of  plant  found  only  in 
hard  soils.  Dirty  water  at  the  bottom  of  a  kettle. 

A  i^Ji^  hasrabat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being 

turbid,  muddy  (water).  Having  muddy  water  (a 

well).  Ilisribat,  An  excrescence  on  the  upper  lip. 

A  ij^  hasai^at,  One  globule  of  concreted  earth. 
A  \iOjts-  hasarma,  A  kind  of  mint. 

A  'ijcjxs-  Ztasm?Kaf,  Thickness  of  lip.  Hhrimat, 
The  tip  of  the  nose.  The  groove  below  the  nose. 

The  middle  of  the  upper  lip, 

A  I.  2i>-  hasif  ov  /nsf,  (another  way  of  writing 

i^/Sis-  hafis  or  i^s^  faltis)  The  rough  tripe. 

AjhZs'  husfur,  Dregs,  sediment :  waste,  refuse. 

A  'ijtls'  husfurat,  Sediment,  deposit  at  the  bot- 
tom of  a  water-jar. 

A  Jii=-  liuaful,  Remains  of  broth  or  meat  in 

a  pot.  Mother  or  sediment  of  oil.  Dregs  of  people. 

Dirty  stuff  from  the  uterus.    Refuse  of  property. 

A  aiais-  hat^falat,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^s-  Q)  Drinking 
the  remains  of  broth  from  a  pot  or  cauldron. 

A  hasl,  Unwholesome  pap.  Bad  condition, 

evil  case.  The  worst  part  or  refuse  of  any  thing. 
Hisl,  Lean,  thin,  slender.  Hasal,  (v.  n.  of  Ji;-) 
Being  gorbellied. 

A  u-*U=-  hulib,  (or  plis-  hisliw)  Sediment  of oil  or  ointment. 

A  &iis-  hislat,  A  little  water  left  in  a  cistern. 

A  ̂   hasm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S=-)  Giving.  Rubbing: 
rendering  soft  and  pliable. 

A         hasmas:,  Remains  of  sand  in  ariver'sbed. 

A  'i^  ha.smat,  The  tip  or  ridge  of  the  nose, 
(pi.  plis-  hisam)  A  young  horse-colt.  Hasmat  or 
hasamat,  A  reddish  or  blackish  hillock.  Husmat, 
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That  part  of  a  wa(cr-dam  through  which  it  runs  out. 

A  yb»  hasn',  (v.  n.  of for^Is*)  Giving  little. 
Scattering  earth.  Sprinkling  dust  upon  the  face 
of  a  dead  relation.  Flying  about  (dust). 

A  A^'io-  has)vas,  (A  place)  having  much  earth. 
A  SjJkS"  huswat,  (pi.  J^^)  A  portion  of  earth. 
A  CJijis-  hasus,  Spurred  on.  Swift.  Avaricious. 

A  (_^^  hasi/,  Whatever  causes  a  man  to  raise 
his  hands  (as  when  he  is  about  to  pour  water  on 

his  head).  A  handful.  Hasa  , (v.  n.  ̂ >-)  Scat- 
tering earth.  Flying  about  (dust).  Giving  a  little. 

Sprinkled  earth.  Husks  of  dates.  Chaff.  Straw, 

particulaily  after  it  has  been  thrashed. 

A  ̂jlxis»-  hasyan,  A  flying  about  of  the  dust. 
A  hasyat,  A  single  handful. 

A  iJL.^'S'  /tasis,  (pi.  /i^sa-s)  Greedy.  Spur- 
red on.  Swift. 

A  (^J^is-  hissisa',  Impulse,  stimulation. 
A  ij-y-ts-  hasirat,  A  feast  on  finishing  a  house. 

A  ̂yyys^  hisyal,  (pi.  ̂ 3Jl^  hasanl)  Dwarfish, 

short.  Lazy,  slothful.  Unwholesomely  fed  (suck- 

ling). A  sort  of  mountain-tree. 

A  ̂   ̂>cjj}  (y-  n.  of^)  Setting  out,  tending  to- 
wards. Prohibiting,  restraining,  averting.  Arriv- 

ing, approaching.  Probing  (a  wound),  preparing 

(it)  for  the  reception  of  a  tent.  Overcoming  in  ar- 

gument. Going  on  pilgrimage  to  Mecca,  and  per- 
forming the  ceremonies  there.  Violent  opposition, 

dissension.  ^  amiri  hajj,  The  chief  com- 
mander of  the  pilgrims  (an  office  of  great  dignity 

during  the  splendour  of  the  khilafat,  and  generally 

filled  by  the  son  or  declared  successor  of  the  reign- 

ing sovereign).  ̂   liajji  fai'z,  The  pilgrim- age to  Mecca  ordained  by  law.  Sijj  or  hajj,  A 

pilgrimage  to  Mecca.  Hitjj,  (ph  of  ̂ Xs-  hajj) 
Pilgrims  to  Mecca. 

A  \^  haja',  (fut.        yf^^j^)  He  stood  still. 
A Isr" haja', Conflict, combat,  (pi. -'^l^ ̂  ah jas) 

Side,  part,  quarter.  Bubbles  of  water.  Haja"  or 
hija',  A  whispering,  buzzing  sound. 

A  W*"  hajasa,  (fut.  l^^-  yahjam)  He  rejoiced. 
He  restrained  or  prevented.  He  took  refuge. 

A  -^IsT"  hajas,  A  whispering,  buzzing  sound, 

-ffjj'a^,  (v.n.3of  Is:*"  for^sr*")  Ovei'coming  in  any 
suit  or  question.     Contending,  conflicting.  Pro- 

pounding riddles  to  one  another. 

A  i_jlsr"  hijab,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ .j^sr*")  Veiling,  con- 
cealing. A  partition.  The  diaphragm.  Any  se- 

parating bar.  Idolatry.  The  track,  or  light  of  the 

sun.  (pi.  c-*sr"  htijub)  A  veil,  curtain.  A  long 
streak  of  sand.  The  place  where  a  stony  country 

breaks  off.    The  projecting  part  of  a  mountain. 

Name  of  a  mountain  below  the  mountain  i  haf. 

ijabi  huhh,  Heaven.  A  black  cloud. 

Dust,  p  ̂li^^L-^lsr*"  hijab  kardan.  To  veil,  draw 
a  curtain,  cover,  hide. 

A  L-->V5r" /twjya&,  (pi.  of  (_-*>■  U-  Aq/^6)  Porters, 

chamberlains  of  the  king's  apartments  (as  having 
charge  of  the  door-way). 

p  eoblsr*  hijabana,  A  concealing,  hiding. 

A  ioUr"  hijabat,  The  office  of  chamberlain. 
The  charge  or  custody  of  a  temple. 

p  ̂ ^>'  hijab-chashmi,  Sheep's-eyed. 

A  hajdt,  (pi.  haja')  A  bubble  formed 
on  the  water  by  rain.    (pi.  ̂Is:*"^  ahjds)  A  side. 

A  ̂ W*"  or  hijaj,  (pi.  'i^^  ahijjat)  The 
bone  surrounding  the  eye ;  the  eyebrow.  A  side. 

The  margin  of  the  sun's  disk.  IHjdj,  (v,  n.  8  of 

^)  Pleading  a  cause,  bringing  proofs. 
A  ^^W^!  ̂   litigious  man,  a  squabbler. 

One  who  makes  frequent  pilgrimages.  A  tyrant, 

oppressor.  i—Aa**^.  ̂ \  ̂'sJ  ̂   hajjdju'brt sahafiy  ibn  yusuf,  Name  of  a  notorious  tyrant. 

Htijjaj,  (pi.  of  ̂ U-  ltdjj)  Pilgrims  to  Mecca. 

Ajl^  hija)',  (pi.  ofj^  hajar)  Stones. 
A jls^  hajjdr,  A  lapidary.  A  stone-mason. 
A  ij^-^  hijdrat,  (pi.  of hajar)  Stones. 

5j)i>oj  'ij^sf'  hijdrat  u  tniddrat, Stones  and  clods. 
AjUr*"  hijdz,  (v.  n.  3  oij4^)  Prohibiting,  tak- 
ing one  from  another  (to  prevent  fighting).  A  rope 

for  drawinof  a  camel's  legs  too;ether.  A  sti-ino-, 

wherewith  one's  clothes,  when  tucked  up,  are  tied 
round  the  waist.  A  waistband.  A  barrier,  or  any 

thing  similar,  by  which  two  things  are  separated. 

Mecca,  Madina,  and  the  adjacent  territory,  Arabia 
Petrasa.  One  of  the  principal  species,  modes,  or 

styles  in  the  Persian  music,  of  which  there  are 

twelve ;  viz.  '^jji  buzurg,  ^  bu  salih,^^ 

hijdz,  (_^Ju-a>-  husayni,  rdst,  i^j^  ruhdwi, 

si^j>j  zangTda,  ̂ iblifclio  sifdlidnak,  ^rdk, 

^Liiff'  ̂ shdk,  [^^X=r^ huchah,  and  \y  nawd. 
A  SjW*"  hijdzat,  A  hindering,  restraining. 

A  Lfj^^  native  of  Hijaz. 
A  CibjUs?"  hajdzayka,  Separate,  part  them. 
A  ;  'W*"  f^'V^ff  ̂   flii^j  diarrho3a, 

A  Jls?"/r/;a/,(pl.of  &)^*'Aq7aZa<)Bed-chambers 
of  brides.  ^^-^j  rabbdtul  hijdl,  Women. 

A  (J\-^  ̂ 'cjjdl}  Flash,  gleam,  glitter. 
A  hijdm,  A  rein,  bridle,  bit,  muzzle. 
A  hajjdm,  A  barber.  A  bleeder,  cupper, 

scarifier,  phlebotomist.    A  sucker. 

A  Lois?"  liijdmat  or  hajdmat,  (v.  n.  of  j*^) 
Applying  the  cupping-glasses,  bleeding,  scarify- 

ing. Hijdmat,  The  profession  of  a  barber,  wliich 
consists  in  shaving,  cupping,  pairing  nails,  pick- 

ing ears,  and  the  like. 

^j^ls?"  /ifl^jawiijProfesssion  of cupper  or  barber . 
A  i^^s^  hajb,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s^)  Veiling.  Cut- 

ting off  (an  heir)  from  his  portion,  bai'ring.  Hajab, 

Windpipe.  ̂ rfl;/&,  A  hillock,  heap  of  stones.  I£u- 

jub,  (pi.  of  (-r^^^  hijab)  Veils.  Curtains. 
A  &Asr^  hijbat,  The  office  of  chief  porter  or 

chamberlain.  Hajabat,  The  top  or  projecting  part 

of  the  hip  (in  the  dual  ̂ UasP"  hajubatdni).  (pi. 



putation, 
Kur'an. 

of  u->M>U-  hajib)  Chamberlains,  porters. 

A  ̂bjk:^ hajabatdni,'£wo  bones  above  the  pubes. 

A  Jj'Sr*'  hajahiy,  A  chamberlain,  a  porter. 

A  X^f"  hajjat  or  hijjat,  The  lobe  of  the  ear.  An 
ear-ring,  drop,  pendant.  A  pilgrimage  to  Mecca 

(hence  <iJJ)  as?"  hajjattVllah,  A  form  of  swearing). 

Hijjat,  (pi.  js*"  hijaj)  A  year.  A  single  pilgrim- 

age  to  Mecca.  iL-sr' ji ̂^mV Aiya^,  (pl.O)ji 

'e^^  zaivatn  'l  hijjat)  The  last  month  of  the  Ara- 
bian year  (because  upon  the  tenth  day  a  solemn 

feast  is  celebrated  at  Mecca).  Svjjat,  (pl.^?"  hu- 
jaj)  Argument,  proof,  reason,  demonstration.  De- 

ci'ee,  decision.  The  sentence  of  a  judge  :  a  legal 

testimonial.    Pi-etence,  excuse.   Altercation,  dis- 

hujjati  usturvar,  The 
hujjat  hardan,  To  decide, 

pass  sentence.  To  make  use  of  argument  or  excuse, 

p  jollls?"  hujjatana,  A  voucher. 

A  (_^^  hujjati,  A  sound  reasoner.    A  dispu- 
tatious person,  a  sophist,  wrangler. 

A        hijaj,  {^\. oi'i^  hijjat^Yeavs.  Pilgrim- 
ages to  Mecca.    Lobes  of  ears.     Ilitjaj,  (pi.  of 

hujjat)  Proofs,  demonstrations.  Hitjuj,  Ex- 
cavated roads.    Probed  wounds. 

A  hajhaj,  A  worthless  fellow. 

^  'l;^^  hajhajat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Retiring 

(in  battle  after  having  made  an  impression).  Re- 

straining one's  self  from  expressing  the  wishes  of 

one's  mind.  Stopping,  standing  still. 
^  A /tajr,  (v.  n.ofj^)  Choosing  a  spot,  erect- 

ing a  tower  to  denote  occupancy  to  the  exclusion 

of  others.  Illicit,  forbidden.  Confinement,  durance. 

A  sand-hill.  The  socket  of  the  eye.  Genitalia.  A 

town  in  Yamamah.  (pi.  of  hajrat)  Courts, 

sides  of  houses.  Hajr,  hijr,  hujr,  (v.  n.  of  ) 

Prohibiting,  preventing,  hindering,  barring,  inter- 

dicting, (pl.j^^  AwJm?')  An  embrace,  the  bosom. 
Hajr  or  hyr.  Custody,  protection,  A  veil,  cur- 

tain. Hijr,  Illicit,  forbidden.  The  northern  wall 

of  the  temple  of  Mecca.  Interdiction  of  an  action 

against  an  idiot,  infant,  or  slave.  Intellect.  The 

skirt  of  the  garment  held  up  by  the  hand.  Hem 

or  border  of  a  shirt.  Genitalia.  Propinquity,  re- 

lationship, (pl.jjjs?"  hujur,  'ij^^  hujurat,  and 
jU?"^  ahjar)  A  mare.  The  country  of  the  Tamiid- 
ites.  jii  zu  hijr,  Intelligent.  Hujr,  Forbid- 

den. Confinement,  durance.  Hajar,  (pLjlrsr"^ 

ahjar, ahjur,  'ij^^  hijarat,  andjl^  hijdr) 
A  stone.  Silver.  Gold.  Sand.  i^J^\  haja- 

ru  7  arz,  A  misfortune,  calamity.  ̂ ^^\  hajar i 

Lapis  lazuli.  Bole  armoniac.  Oyi3^\j^ 

/(oJarM'ZasjwacZ,  The  black  stone  (at  Mecca), 

^^y^Mi\  hajari  asiyus.  Saltpetre.  ̂ ^'^\ ha- 
jaru'l  afruj,  Pumice-stone.  hajari 

bahri,  Coral.  JsJA  hajaru'l  bakar,  A  stone 
found  in  the  gall-bladder  of  an  ox.  ha- 
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jaru'l  billawr,  Crjstdl.  j»ii3\  hajaru'd  dam. 
Bloodstone.  hajaru's  sa^nvi,  Astone  dis- 

covering poison.  {Jj4^ hajari  shajart,  Coral 

(from  its  branching  like  a  tree).  jj-ds\jJL5\ ha- 

jaru^sh  shayatin.  Adamant,  loadstone,  diamond. 
hajari  kibtl,  Coptic  stone :  a  kind  of 

fuller's  earth.  C^_,jf  hajari  kibrit,  Sulphur, 

i-i)}^!^ hajaru'l  kazak,  (or  kirk)  Name 
of  a  white  stone  found  on  the  banks  of  the  Indus. 

iSjjJ^ hajarilaziward,'LaT^\i\di.2,\)\\.  'io^J^jsi^ 
hajaru'l  tnasdnat.  Bladder-stone.  ha- 

jaru'l misann,  A  whetstone.  &>_^^  hajari 

mashwiya.  Lime.  jsf  hajaru'l  matar,  A 
fabulous  stone  supposed  to  produce  rain, 

(j^olsUiiil  hajaru^l  7nikndtis,  The  loadstone, 
hajaru'n  nur,  The  marcasite.  '^y^^i^^ ha- 

jaru'l yahud.  Lapis  Judaicus.  Hujar,  (pi.  of 

Sjjs?"  hujrai)  Chambers,  closets.  Camel's  stables. 
Hujur,  Flesh  surrounding  the  nails. 

p hujr.  The  waistband  of  the  drawers. 

A  hajardt,  (pl.of         hajrat)  Courts, 
sides  of  houses.  Hujrdt,  hujardt,  or  hujurat,  (pi. 

of         hujrat)  Stables.  Closets,  cells. 

hvjardti  talaba.  Student's  cells. 

A  (-^j^  hujrdn  or  hijrdri,  (v.  n.  of       )  Hin- 
dering, preventing,  barring,    (pi.  of hdjir) 

Walls,  mounds,  dikes.  Hajardnl,  Gold  and  silver. 

A  'ij^  hajrat,  (pl.^s?"  hajr,  hajardt, 
and j^^^  hawdjir)  A  court-yard,  the  side  of  a 

house.  A  fold,  i^jsf^  Of^\  &5Ui j\5^\i^  l^?!^^ 
ar'rajulu  izd  kasura  mdluhu,  intasharat  hajratu- 

hu,When  a  man's  stock  becomes  numerous,  his  pre- 

mises become  enlarged,  'ij^  LJ^j^  arzun  hajra- 
tun  or  hajaratun,  A  very  stony  country. 

''^j^  rabaza  hajratan.  He  lay  down  on  one  side. 

Hujrat,  (pl.j:E*"  hujar,  Cj>\j^  hujurdt,  hujardt, 
and  hujrdt)  A  stable  (for  camels).  A  chamber, 

closet,  cell.     (,J^^  ̂ j^j  ̂  secret  apartment. 

A  u-ijj^^s?"  hujruf,  A  certain  long-legged  insect 
bigger  than  a  pismire. 

A  ̂  hujriy  or  hijrty,  Truth.  Honour,  re- 
putation.   Hajariy,  Made  of  stone,  stony. 

A  hajar-iyat,  Stoniness. 

hajz.  (v.  n.  ofjsf" )  Prohibiting,  prevent- 
ing. Interrupting,  interposing,  intervening.  Mak- 

ing (a  camel)  lie  down,  and  tying  his  fore-legs,  as 
a  farrier  does  when  he  wishes  to  dress  his  sore  back). 

Hijz  or  hujz,  Root,  origin.  Kindred,  brethren.  A 

side,  margin,  quarter.  Hajaz,  (v.  n.  of Jsf )  Be- 
ing diseased  in  the  intestines  from  thirst.  Thirst 

caused  by  a  pain  in  the  bowels. 

A  hijzdwiy,  A  native  of  ̂ j'j^  hijza\ 

A  ijf^  hiijzat,  (pl.J,sr"  hujaz)  The  waistband of  the  breeches,  or  tlie  place  where  the  waistband- 

string  is  tied. shiddatu'l  hujzat.  Pa- 

tience, 'ij^  ̂ K)  natisu'l  hujzat.  Bulky- waisted 
(considered  a  blemish).    Hajazat,  (pi.  of 

hdjiz)  Hinderers,  interceptors.  Oppressors, 

A  ts'j^  hijza',  A  village  near  Damascus. 
A  I  a,:^  hajaf.  Leathern  shields.  Breasts. 

A  HijS"  hajafat,  (pi.  t— fl^  hajaf)  A  buckler 
of  leather.    The  breast. 

p  (^)jf*  hajak,  A  rose. 

A  hajl,  (v.  n.  of  ,J^)  Jumping  with  bound 

feet.  Hopping  (a  crow).  Hijl,  (pi.  JW?"^  ahjdl) 
Whiteness.  Hijl,  hajl,  or  hijil,  A  Mter,  or  the 
ring  of  a  fetter.  Hijl,  {hajl,  hijil,  or  hijill) 

(pi.  Jl:^^  ahjdl  and  J^^^  hujul)  Any  ornament 
for  the  ankle.  Hajal,  A  partridge  with  red  feet 

and  beak.  Young  camels,  (pi.  of  hajalat) 
Ornamented  bridal  chambers.  l)"^  hajal 

hajal,  A  word  used  in  checking  sheep,  or  in  call- 

ing them  to  be  milked.  J^d  dibb'i  hajal, Name  of  a  game. 

A  f'i^^  hajlds.  White-legged  (sheep). 

A  ̂j^:^  hajaldn,  (v.  n.  of  J-^ )  Jumping  with 
bound  feet,  hopping.    A  certain  bird. 

A  'sl^  hajalat,  A  single  partridge,  (pi. 

hajal  and  J^s?"  hijdl)  The  ornamented  chamber, 
where  the  bride  sits.   A  kind  of  tent  or  canopy. 

p  hajla,  (or  (_^iil«\o  hajlad  ddmddl) 

A  curtain  drawn  before  the  bride's  chamber. 

A  JiJ^  hijla',  (pi.  of  'ii^  hajalat)  Partridges. 
A  ̂ ^hajm,  (v.  n.  of  f^)  Cu_pping,  bleeding, 

scarifying.  Sucking  (the  teat).  Swelling  (the 

breast).  Keeping  (one)  back  (from  any  thing).  A 
sharpness  or  prominence  (of  the  elbow),  (pi. 

Jiujum)  A  swelling.  A  rising  beneath  the  touch. 
Thickness,  bigness. 

A  hajn,  (v.n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Bending  (a  stick). 

Drawing  any  thing  towards  one's  self  with  a  stick curved  at  the  extremity.  Hindering,  turning  away. 

Hajan,  (v.  n.  of  (^rs?*)  Being  avaricious,  parsimo- nious. Remaining  at  home.  Decay  from  age  and 

labour  in  a  beast  of  burden.  Crookedness,  curva- 
ture. Hajan  or  hajin,  A  tike.  Hajin,  (Hair) 

hanging  straight. 

A  ̂'^^  hajndf,  (fem.  of  ̂   ahjan)  Crooked, 
curved,  hooked.  An  ear  leaning  down  towards 
the  forehead. 

A  XJc^  hijnat,  Crookedness.  The  notch  in  the 
spindle  into  which  the  thread  goes.  Hujnat  or 

hajanat.  The  leaves  of  the  plant  ̂   sumdm. 

A  ̂   hajiv,  (v.  n.  of  U?"  for  ̂ )  Stopping, 

standing,  remaining.  Recognising  the  stallion's 
voice,  and  going  to  him  (a  she-camel).  Being 

avai'icious.  Hindering.  Keeping  a  secret.  Ex- 

celling in  propounding  and  solving  enigmas.  Con- 

jecturing. Falsely  claiming,  though  not  sure  of. 
Thinking  well  of  any  one.  Driving  (as  the  wind 

a  ship).    Sufficing,  satisfying,  requiting. 
A  hajrvat,  A  man,  a  thinking  being. 

A  hajawwaj,  A  zig-zag  road. 

Aj^  hujur,  (pi.  of       hijr)  Mares. 



A  'ij^^  hvjurat,  (pi.  ofj^  hijr)  Mares. 
A  Sj^s^  hajjurat,  Blindman's-bufF.    A  game. 
A  J_j^  hajul,  Distant.  Hujul,  (v.  n.  of  (J^) 

Being^sunk  (the  eye),  (pi.  of  hijl,  hajl,  hijil, 
and  (J-^  liijiU)  Ornaments  for  the  ankles. 

A  hajum,  A  drawer  of  blood,  a  cupper. 
One  who  sucks,  a  sucker.  Pudendum  muliebre. 

Iltijum,  (pi.  of  j,:^  liajm)  Swellings.  The  ends 
of  bones  (as  the  tips  of  the  elbows). 

A  (j^iS^  hajun,  Lazy,  slothful.  Remote  (moun- 
tain-top).   Distant  (military  expedition). 

A  is^^  liajwa',  A  riddle. 

A  ̂ sf*  hajisa,  (fut.  Is-  -  yahjasu)  He  was  te- 
nacious of,  enslaved  by,  or  addicted  to.  He  held 

fast  by,  he  stuck  close  to.    He  rejoiced. 

A  (^2?"  haja',  (v.  n.  of  (_^^)  Being  diligent, 
earnest,  eager ;  addicted  to.  Running  away.  A 

tract  of  country.  A  whispering,  buzzing  sound, 

(pi.  of  sld?"  hajat)  Bubbles  of  water.  Haji,  In- 
telligent, sensible.  Haji  or  haja\  Worthy.  Hi- 

ja',  (^\.  ahjas)  Intellect,  genius ;  shrewdness. 
Quantity, space, measure.  A  muttering,  a  buzzing. 

A  J^s^  ̂'^ojvj,  Worthy.  Intelligent.  Greedy. 
A  /tajij, Fit,  suitable,  worthy.  A  refugee. 

A  Ijws?"  liujayya',  A  riddle.    An  enigmatist. 
A  ^tcjyj  One  who  has  had  his  wound 

probed.  One  who  adduces  proof,  argument,  or  de- 
monstration,   (pi.  of         hajj)  Pilgrims. 

A_^j<^  hajir,  Stony  (ground). 

A  (^Jjjs;^  hijjiza',  (v.  n.  ofjrs")  Hindering, 
preventing,  restraining.  A  mutual  retreat,  reced- 

ing, or  cessation  of  hostilities. 

A  u-OAS?"  hajif,  Wind  in  the  bowels. 
A  (Jjk^  hajll,  (A  horse)  white  on  three  feet. 

A  ̂tilv^s?"  JivjT/alasjW&tev  unreached  by  the  sun. 
^=^A  hadd,  (v.  n.  of  t>5-)  Setting  bounds.  De- 

fining. Whetting  (a  knife).  Mourning  the  loss  of 

a  husband,  and  laying  aside  her  ornaments  (a  wo- 

man). Being  angry,  (p  had)  (pi.  u^As-  Imdud) 
Boundary,  limit,  term,  verge.  Definition,  distinc- 

tion. Discrimination.  Impediment,  check.  A 

shove,  push.  Punishment,  chastisement  by  sen- 

tence of  a  judge  (especially  the  inflicting  of  eighty 

lashes).  A  goal  for  racers.  Point  of  a  thing :  edge 

(of  wit  or  of  steel).  Strength,  fortitude.  Sti-ength 
(of  wine).  Power.  Dignity.  Rage,  fury.  A  fit  of 

anger, precipitancy.  Severity, sharpness. 

kaddi  bulugh,  The  term  of  puberty,  youth.  Jo- 

L-Su}^3  hadi  taklif,  The  age  previous  to  puberty 
(during  which  a  lad  is  permitted  to  enter  the  wo- 

men's apartments).  ijyc\<  S!>-  haddi  masmura,  At 
the  time  or  limits  prescribed,  p  •^s^jS  az  had 
lirun,  Beyond  bounds,  without  the  limits ;  enor- 

mous, excessive,  exorbitant.  ̂ Jw^ii  J*»-J^  az  had 
quzashtan,  To  exceed  just  limits,  to  be  exorbitant. 

j__^i^s>-  Xi  ta  hade  hi,  (or  j\  \!>  ta  az  had 
ki)  So  that,  until  that,  a  Hudd,  Excluded  (from 
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good),  kept  (from  evil). 

A  \^  hads,  (v.  n.  of  !tij>-)  Turning.  Remov- 

ing.  A  journey.  Ilada^,  (v.  n.  of  Jo")  Succour- 

ing, pi'otecting.  Sticking,  cleaving  to.  Seeking 
refuge.  Being  incensed  at.  Being  broken  off  and 

remaining  in  the  sheep's  belly  (the  secundine).  Be- 
ing incommoded  thereby,  and  complaining,  (pi.  of 

i\d->-  hada^at)  Two-headed  hatchets.  Axe-heads. 

Arrow-heads.  Sidas,  (pi.  of  5  Ias-  hidafat.)  Kites. 

A  \:Ss>-  hada ,  A  remaining  fast  in  a  place. 

A  Ast-  haduf,  (pi.  of  S \y>-  hadasat)  Two-edged 
hatchets.  Heads  of  axes.  Arrow-heads.  Hidds, 

(pi.  of  » \Ss>'  hidasat)  Kites.  Hildas  or  hidas,  (v. 

n.  of  \i^2«-  for  jJ**-)  Impelling,  rousing,  driving, 
making  camels  to  travel  with  alacrity  by  singing 

to  them.  Following  (as  night  follows  day,  or  as  a 
male-ass  the  female). 

A  Ad.»-  haddas,  A  camel-driver. 

A  (»_.J^ii«5>-  hadah,  A  scarce  season. 

A jX>\ss-haddbir,  (pLofj^J^s-AiftZiar)  Lean  (ca- 
mels). Bunchless camels.  Barren  years.  Hillocks. 

A  i  hadasat,  (pi.  l<.^s-  hadas  and  A^  ha- 
ddf)  A  two-headed  hatchet.  An  axe-head.  The 

head  of  an  arrow.  Hidasat,  (pi.  ̂l>s>-  hidas,  A^ 

hidds,  and  f^\Ss^  hidsdn)  A  kite.  The  fore  part 

of  a  horse's  neck. 

A  CL>\s>-  huddds,  A  company  of  persons  dis- 
coursing together. 

A  s3^»-  haddsat,  (v.  n.  of  lL^Ss")  Being  new, 

fresh,  and  young.  Youth,  tender  age.  Hidasat, 

Beginning,  novelty,  freshness  of  any  thing. 

A  'isf^iSs-  hiddjat,  (pi.  haddsij)  A  camel- 
litter.    An  instrument,  utensil,  apparatus. 

A  d\iSs-  hi  dad,  (v.  n.  of  s^)  Mourning  (the 

death  of  a  husband).  Abstaining  from  perfumes  or 

ornaments.  Mourning-habits.  Hiddd  or  huddd, 

(pi.  of  liJ.J'*-  hadid)  Sharp.  Eloquent.  Hard,  in- 
exorable. jEfiic^ae?,  Sharp  (sword).  (i>].Ai^\ahid- 

das  and  i<ys-\  ahiddat)  Fluent  (in  speech),  sharp 

(in  intellect),  severe  (in  wrath). 
A  <j1j>^  hadddd,  a  smith,  a  worker  in  iron.  A 

porter  or  keeper  of  a  gate.  One  who  sets  bounds 

or  limits,  or  who  sets  an  edge.  A  jailor.  The  sea. 

A  'ij>\s=-  hadddat,  A  woman,  a  wife.  Hidd- 
dat,  The  trade  of  a  blacksmith,  smithcraft. 

A  i5\i^i>-  hadddi  huddihi,  An  expression 

used  towards  one  whose  aspect  is  repulsive. 

A  ̂y»SJ  1^  ufJii^ haddduka  an  taf^la,  Your 

great  object  is  to  do. 
/I  i^LiSss-  haddddi.  Trade  of  a  blacksmith. 

A  Sj^As-  haddrat,  Fatness,  with  a  firmness  and 
compact  habit  of  body. 

A  ̂J>>\l^5«-  hidds,  End,  extremity. 

A  hiddk,  (pi.  of  5i*ti.5-)  Pupils  of  eyes. 
A  (J\  J5»  haddl,  A  sort  of  tree.  Huddl,  Curved 

at  the  extremity  (a  bow).  Smooth,  bare. 

A  Jj^iijs-  haddla',  (pi.  of  Jii^  hadil)  Partial, 
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unjust.  High-shouldered. 
A  ̂^\Ss-  hidsdn,  (pi.  of  sljjs-  hidasat)  Kites. 

A  haddsij,  (pi.  of  'is-^Jo-  hiddjat)  Ca- 
mel-litters. Loads. 

A  Jjlii*^  haddsid,  (pi.  of  had'id)  Irons, 
(pi.  of  hadidat)  Sharp  swords. 
A  haddsik,  (pi.  of  &sb.,^)  Gardens. 

A  ̂ ^^^  hudh,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^Ss-  hadbds)  Hunch- 
backed (camels).  Difiicult  affairs.  Hadab,(y.n.  of 

(— ->ii^)  Beinghigh.  Being  convex  or  hump-backed. 

Being  favourably  inclined,  benevolent.  Declining 

a  second  marriage  in  order  to  look  after  her  chil- 

dren. High  ground,  hilliness.  A  heap  of  thistle- 
down. Gibbosity,  a  roundness  of  back  with  a  cor- 

responding concavity  in  the  breast.  A  heaping  up 

of  waters.  A  declivity.  A  mark  on  the  skin.  A 

kind  of  white  thistle.  Severity  of  winter.  Hadib, 

Kind,  benevolent.  Hump-backed.  Land  abound- 

ing in  white  thistles. 
A  Aoi^  hadbds,  Lean-hipped  (camel).  Hump- 

backed (woman).  A  difiicult  affair. 

Ajbiitf"  hidbdr,  (pl.^jj^  haddbir)  A  bunch- 
less  camel.  A  barren  year.  A  hillock.  Lean- 

hipped  (camel). 
A  'hs=-hadabat,Gihhos\ij.  Swelling  (of  liver). 
A  4iOii>s»  hudabid.  Thick  (milk). 

A  (j,i>.^i>>-  hadabdaba' ,  The  game  of  leap-frog. 
A  hudbuh,  Short-bodied,  compact. 

A  j^^.t^  hidbir,  Lean-hipped  (camel). 
A  Si^s-  hidat,  (v.  n.  of  li^j)  Being  alone,  sole 

and  unique,  j_^ls-  ̂la'  hidatin,  Separately. 
Separate,  distinct.  *J^»-  ̂ \lS'  ̂ la'  hidatihi, 
Apart,  alone,  by  himself.  lOd^  C^\h  min  zdti 

hidatihi,  (iOii.5-  O^i  ^la'  zdti  hidatihi  or 
eJ;^       ^  min  zi  hidatihi)  Of  his  own  accord. 

A  iss-  hiddat,  (v.  n.  of  Ss-)  Taking  an  edge, 

becoming  sharp.  The  edge  (of  a  sword).  Passion, 

vehemence,  impetuosity,  fury.  Huddat,  Remains 
of  water  or  milk  in  a  vessel. 

A  \JL>i^  hids,  One  who  converses  with  kings, 

a  royal  favourite.  An  entertaining  story-teller. 

Hadas,  A  beginning,  commencement,  invention. 

A  novelty.  Any  thing  contingent  or  accidental. 

Any  thing  which  comes  out  of  the  body  and  causes 

defilement,  (pi.  CJ^^i^*-^  ahdds)  A  young  man. 

Hadis  or  hadus,  One  who  speaks,  relates,  or  de- 
scribes well. 

A  Ol3i\&-  hadasdt,  Accidents. 

A  ̂ Ui^  hidsdn,  Beginning,  novelty,  newness, 
first  and  fresh  appearance.  Accidents,  events. 

Young  men.  Traditions.  Hudsdn,  {-pl.oi  CL^,^s- 

hadis)  Young  men.  Traditions. 
A  &ij>s»  hadasat,  A  young  woman. 

A  hadasiyat.  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  hadj,  (v.  n.of  ̂ i>.-*-)  Loading  a  camel 
(particularly  with  a  litter  called  hidj,  in  which  wo- 

men travel).    Loading  (a  man  with  accusations, 



or  suspecting  of  cheating  in  a  sale).  Shooting  at,or 

wounding  (with  an  arrow).  Sidj,  (pi.  hu- 

duj  and  <^<^^  ahdaj)  A  burden.  A  camel's  litter 
in  which  women  ride.  Hadaj,  The  wild  gourd. 

The  squash.  A  small  melon.  Hadaj  or  hudaj,  A 

prickle  of  the  plant         huth  when  fresh. 

A  'i>-i^  hadajat,  A  kind  of  bird. 
A  huduhhat,  Short,  dwarfish  (woman). 

A  1^'^  hadad,  (v.  n.  of  tii>-)  Waxing  angry. 
Impediment,  check.  A  shove,  push.  Prohibited, 

forbidden  (thing).   Vain,  foolish  (pretension). 

Aj,^  hadr,  (v.  n.  ofjj^)  Being  fat,  robust, 
of  a  firm,  compact  habit  of  body.  Being  fleshy 

(the  socket  of  the  eye).  Making  haste.  Swelling 

from  a  blow  (the  skin).  Causing  a  swelling.  De- 

scending. Flowing,  falling  (tears).  Setting  or 

throwing  down.  Relaxing  the  bowels  (medicine). 

Depressing,  removing  from  ofiice,  precipitating  to 

destruction.  Sinking  (a  ship).  Hemming,  lacing, 

ornamenting  the  edge  of  a  garment.  Enclosing, 

embracing,  comprehending.  A  cast  of  the  eye. 

Hadar,  (v.  n.  oi Shedding  tears  (the  eye). 
Squinting.  A  declivity,  descent. 

Ajiic*-  hudurr,  Thick. 

A  Aj,:>a-  hadraj:,  Squint-eyed  (woman).  Fleshy 
about  the  thighs,  but  lank  higher  up  (a  good  qua- 

lity in  a  horse).  Jludaras,  A  descent,  declivity. 

A  Sji^j*  hadrat,  A  hard,  compact  eye,  or  one 

large  and  sharp-sighted.  A  pimple  or  sore  inside 

the  eyelid.  Hudrat,  A  troop  of  camels.  A  multi- 
tude, concourse. 

A  '^'^  hadraj,  Any  one  (is  not  at  home). 
A  (jWji>s>-  hidrijan,  Short  (man). 

A  'is'-jdc-  hadrajat,  A  twisting,  making  strong. 
A  L>ji^  hadrad,  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  ifj'^  hud urra\  An  eye  large,  hard,  oris een. 

A  (j*Ji>j»-  hads,  (v.  n.  of  (_>m0.s-)  Thinking,  con- 

jecturing, suspecting,  imagining.  Giving  it  as  one's 
opinion.  Wandering  without  a  guide,  uncertain  of 

the  way.  Going  fast,  making  haste.  Going  in  a 

steady  course.  Overthrowing,  levelling  with  the 

ground.MasteringjOvercomingin  vvrestling.Tramp- 

ling  upon,  treading  down.  Striking  on  the  throat 

(a  camel).  Throwing  (a  sheep)  down  to  slaughter 

it.  Making  (a  camel)  lie  down.  Shooting  (an  ar- 

row), throwing  (a  javelin).  Intending,  aiming  at. 

u-A'^pl  'i-ipViC  ̂   ;_)*»4^5>-  hadasa  lahum  hi  mut- fiiatir  razfi,  He  slaughtered  for  them  a  lean  sheep 
which  extinguished  the  fire  and  was  not  cooked. 

Hadas,  Name  of  a  people  in  the  time  of  Solomon. 

A  ̂ jt^  hadh,  (v.  n.of  ̂ tijs-)  Surrounding.  Be- 
holding. Hadah,  The  brinjal  or  egg-plant,  (pi.  of 

hadahat)  Pupils  of  the  eyes. 

A  wj^>-  hadahat,  (pi.  hadah,  ̂ Ss-\  ah- 
dah,  and  hiddh)  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

A  CM i^hadhalat, Kvo]\m^  the  eye  when  looking. 

A  J>A»-  hadl,  (v.  n.  of  J^^s-)  Being  unjust.  Un- 
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just.  Sidl,  The  waistband  of  the  breeches,  or  the 

place  of  tying  the  drawers-string.  A  crick  in  the 
neck.  Hadal,  (v.  n.  of  (Jti**)  Being  partial,  unjust. 

Having  a  high  shoulder.  Curvature,  wryness.  A 

side-glance.  Hadil,  (pi.  J^^^  haddla')  Partial, 
unjust.  High-shouldei'ed.  Wry-necked.  Hudul, 
Juice  of  the  box-thorn.  Wry-necked  persons. 

A  ̂'^1^  hadlds,  (A  bow)  crooked  at  the  extre- 
mity. Oblique  (well). 

A  XiOiis*-  hadlahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^s-  Q)  Fasten- 

ing the  eye  upon.  Hudalikat,  The  eye,  or  the  pu- 
pil. A  joint  of  mutton. 

A        hadm  or  hadam,  Fierce  heat  of  fire. 

A  hadamat,  The  crackling  sound  of  a 
fire.  A  rumbling  noise  in  the  belly.  Hadimat  or 
hudamat.  Quick-boiling  (pot). 

A  l^sx>^  hadamhada' ,  A  wonderful  thing. 
A  jiifi-  hadw,  (v.  n.  of  ̂iiv=>-  for_j;ij>-)  Impelling, 

rousing,  driving,  making  (camels)  travel  with  alac- 
rity by  singing  to  them.  Following  (as  night  day). 

A>\jii>»-/iacZ?mj:,Northwind(cloud-compelling). 

A  lI^jJis"  hudus,  (v.  n.  of  iJL^Ss-)  Appearing, 

re-appearing,  emerging.  Being  new,  fresh,  young. 

Novelty,  originality,  invention. 
A  &Jj  Ss-  hudusat,  Youth,  early  age. 

A  ̂ ti^  huduj.  Camel-litters.  Loads. 
A  tijiXa-  hudud,  (pi.  of  lXs>-  hadd)  Boundaries, 

confines,  metes, limits.  Rules,  definitions.  Hudud, 

(or  tf^i^jZi  lijd^  hududi  shar^ya^  Penal  laws. 

Aj^Ss-  hadur,  A  declivity,  descent.  Hudur, 

(v.  n.  ofjiics-)  Swelling  with  a  blow.  Descending, 
falling  down.  Causing  to  swell  from  a  blow. 

A  ij^'^  hadiirat  or  hudurat,  A  flood  of  tears. 

A  ̂ J^'^  huduh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^Xs-)  Opening  the 
eyes,  starnig  (a  dying  man).    Hurting  the  pupil. 

A  Jji^  hudul,  (v.  n.  of  Jtio-)  Being  unjust. 

A  &3ji\>.  hudulat,  Curvature  at  the  extremity 

(of  a  bow). 

A  (35jti«=-  hadamlah,  Short  and  compact  in  body. 

A  t^tXs-  hida\  (v.  n.  of  (_5'iXs-)  Remaining  con- 
stantly fixed  in  one  place.  Ji>d^\  Ever. 

A  ̂Il>s-  hudayya',  Contention,  opposition.  One 
of  the  people. 

A  (-iJb  Js*  X>\  ana  huddayaha,  I  present  myself 

as  your  antagonist,  come  out  to  meet  me. 

A  wjJ.tius-  hudaybiyat,  Name  of  a  well  near 
Mecca.    A  sort  of  tree. 

AtlA^.tys./tatiw,New,newlymade.  (^^.li^ 

hadisu's  sinn.  Of  a  youthful  age.  (pi.  uIa^.i^U-^ 

ahadis)  Event,  accident,  novelty.  History,  tradi- 

tion (particularly  with  regard  to  the  sayings  and  ac- 

tions of  Muhammad.  Jg»4^  hadis  hi'l 

tna^a',  A  mystical  saying.  (.Loi^U  al  hadh,  A 

word  implying  "  See  the  language  of  the  prophet." 
A  hiddis,  Talkative  (man).    A  agree- 

able talker. 

A  hiddlsa',  A  fable,  tale,  narrative. 

A  cibu)  hudayj,  The  stork. 
A  hadid.  Contiguous,  adjacent,  (pi. 

hidad  or  huddd,  Acute,  sharp,  pointed.  Pungent, 

(pi.  ti\i\>-  hiddd)  Fluent  (in  tongue),  acute  (in  in- 

tellect), keen  (in  ire),  (pi.  i^jL^o-  haddnd)  Iron. 

A  helmet.  j^,A^b  hi'l  hadid.  In  armour.  iiJ.i^£>- 
hadidi  afranj,  Steel.  ;V.ii>5»  ̂ ^<i>^  ma^ani 

hadid,  An  iron  mine,  iron  ore. 
A  Si^^tic*  hadidat,  (pi.  tW^^i^  haddsid)  Sharp 

(sword).  A  weapon,  tool  (as  a  spade  or  pickaxe). 

CLJ>J^  'is>,Ss-  hadidaiu'l  hars,  A  ploughshare. 
p  hadida,  A  machine  for  drawing  wire. 

A  {^'y>.6s>-  hadidiy.  Made  of  iron,  iron. 

A  Sib.iio-  hadtkat,  (pi.  ̂\ss'  haddfUi)  An  in- 
closed garden.    A  palm-plantation. 

A  ̂̂ JJ.l^>•  hidyal,  Short,  dwarfish. 
Adc-  hazz,  A  cutting  up  by  the  roots,  a  break- 

ing off.  Huzz,  (pi.  of  ahazz)  Difiicult,  ar- 
duous, ungrateful  (affairs). 

A  A'd^  hizds,  (v.  n.  of  Vdc-  for_j jtf>.)  Measur- 
ing by  fitting  one  thing  to  another  (as  shoe  to  shoe). 

Making  a  shoe.  Putting  a  shoe  on  any  one.  Scat- 
tering dirt  on  the  face.  Biting  the  tongue  (wine). 

Giving.  (  V.  n.  3  of  for  j  6o- )  Being  over  against, 

facing.  One  thing  opposite  another.  A  shoe.  The 

hoof  or  sole  of  a  horse's  or  a  camel's  foot.  The 
vintage.    Opposite,  over  against.  ̂  

\A'^hazzds,  A  shoemaker,  (fem.  of  litf*^  ahazz) 
Rat-tailed  (camel).  Thin-plumaged  (bird).  Irre- 

parable (alienation  of  kindred).  Lightly  and  hastily 

made  (oath).  Slender-bodied,  small-handed  (wo- 

man). Swift,  rapid,  transient.  Perfect,  faultless 

(poem).  A  poem  in  which  the  hazaz  metre  occurs ; 

i.e.  ̂ J^S-'^'Jij'jfimutafd^lun  is  changed  to  ̂\jtifa^lun. 

Aj^io-  hizdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  j3o-)  Being  cautious 
of  each  other.    Sazdri,  Beware  ! 

A  ii/<,^iSi>-  huzdrhnat.  Talkative,  loquacious. 

A  hazdra\  (pi.  oij^  hazir^vA  hazui") 
Timid,  cautious.  Hazdra  or  hazdri,  (pi.  of  Ihjd^ 

hizriyat)  Hackles  of  cocks.  High  grounds. 

A  Ob^^j*"  huzdriydt,  Alarmists. 
A  &i^3>s»  huzdfat,  A  shaving  or  paring  of  lea- 

ther.   A  bit  of  meat,  a  morsel,  mouthful. 

A  hazzdfat,  Podex  :  ring  of  the  anus. 

Aj3\d»-  hazdfir,  (pi.  ofj^ti^  huzfur)  Sides, 
parts,  extremities.  (Men)  ready  equipped  for  war. 

i^jiV^  mlidud  hazdflraha,  Make  ready. 

A  i^d^  hazdh  or  hizdh,  (v.  n.  of  jj"^*-)  Learn- 

ing (the  Kur'an)  by  heart  (a  boy).  Being  clever  at 
any  work.  Hizdh,  (pi.  of  hizhai)  Parts,  sec- 

tions. Hizdh  or  huzdh, (pi. of  siiS*-  /i«0^a^)Pieces. 

A  ̂ ^3^  huzzdh,  (pi.  of  ̂ liW  hdzih)  Ingenious, 

expert,  clever. 
A  is5\iS.s-  hizdhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji^)  Learning  (the 

Kur'an)  by  heart.  Being  clever  at  work ;  quick- 
ness, sharpness.  Cutting  or  stretching  (any  thing) 

to  cut  (it)  with  a  sickle.    Huzdhat,  A  mouthful. 



A  huzalny,  Eloquent,  speaking  well.  A 
sharp  knife.  The  colt  of  an  ass. 

A  (J\ lie-  hazal,  An  ant.  Hazal  or  huzal,  A  sub- 

stance resembling  blood  issuing  from  a  certain 

thorny  plant.  A  sort  of  gum  proceeding  from  the 

tree  ̂ Ja  talk.  Hizal,  A  substance  like  saffron 
in  the  flower  of  the  pomegranate. 

A  huzalat,  The  hem  or  border  of  a  shirt. 

A  sort  of  red  gum.  Chaff,  bits  of  broken  straw. 

A  huzam,  Slow,  sluggish,  lazy. 

Aj^\^  hazamir,  All,  the  whole. 

A  w^iss-  huzayat,  A  share  of  plunder. 

A  Hiis-  hizatan,  Over  against,  facing,  opposite. 
A        huzzat,  A  slice  of  meat. 

A  <iWi^>-  hazhaz,  A  quick  nocturnal  journey 
in  search  of  water. 

A  (ij^  hazaz,  Mobility,  a  wagging  of  the  tail. 

Shortness  of  tail.  In  the  measure  (J^^  hamil,  a 

dropping  of  a  ̂ y*^  S^^watad  maj^nu^  whereby 

(jIpIojU  mutafd^lun  becomes  ̂ ^^J^>  fa^lun. 

—  Ajii>s>-  Jiazar  or  Mzr,  (v.  n.  ofj3c»)  Avoiding, 
shunning.    Fearing.    Caution,  prudence.  Fear. 

(-iJjiS*"  hazaraha  (or  (.ibj^3w>-  hazaraylta) 
zaydan,  Beware  of  Zayd.  ^\  aim  hazar, 

( Father  timidity)  A  chameleon,  p  ̂jii^  hazar 
hardan,  To  beware.  A  Hazir  or  hazur,  (pi. 

hazara')  Fearing  ;  timorous.    Cautious,  wakeful, 
wary,  heedy.    Ilazari,  Beware  ! 

A  (  Sj(3e»  (^  ummii)  hizrif,  A  hyena. 
A  ( — >_5^i^»-  hazrafuf,  (or  O^iss-  liazrafuf) 

A  date-stalk.  A  nail-paring  (a  thing  of  no  value). 

A  'iijdc-  huzruhhat,  A  stewed  dish,  soup. 

A  'itHjd'S-  hazramat,  Loquacity,  talkativeness. 

A  Isj  '"^  huzurra,  False,  vain.  Falsehood. 
A  -*b^i£>-  h'izi'iyas,  A  rough  hill. 
A  ij^.j^^  hizriyan,Yerj  timorous  or  cautious. 

A  WjiW  hizriyat,  (pi.  Lfj'^  hazam'  and  ha- 
zari)  A  cock's  hackles.  A  rough  piece  of  land. 
A  rough  hillock. 

A  i^Jiio-  hazf,  (v.  n.  of  (  j3o-)  Taking  away 
(part  of  any  thing,  as  the  hair  of  the  head  or  tail 

of  an  animal).  Rejecting,  eliding,  cutting  off  (a 

syllable  of  a  word,  by  apocope).  Throwing  or 

striking  (with  a  stick).  Hitting  a  blow  (on  the 

head  with  a  sword),  and  cutting  off  a  part.  Mov- 

ing the  hips  or  shoulder  (in  walking).  Taking 

short  steps.  Conferring  a  favour,  making  a  pre- 

sent. Addressing  in  few  words.  Making  a  brief 

salutation.  The  grammatical  figure  apocope.  Ha- 

zaf,  Small  black  sheep  (without  tail  or  ears).  A 

small  species  of  duck.  A  kind  of  jackdaw  which 
they  eat.    A  blade  of  corn. 

A  fi^'^  hazf  as,  Little  and  short  (ear).  Hu- zafas,  An  institution,  mode  of  life,  manners. 

A  huzafat,  Short,  dwarfish  (woman). 

A  'iji'd^  hazfarat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Filling. 
Ajyitf-  huzfur,  Noble,  illustrious.    A  large 
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meeting  or  congregation.  Huzfur,  (ov Ji'dts-  hiz- 
far')  (j^l.jiiV^  hazafir)  A  side,  part,  or  district. 
Sj^iii^  akhazahu  hi  huzfurihi,  (or  ij^^^ 
hi  hizfdrihi)  He  took  it  all. 

A  ̂J^>■  hazh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂'^■^)  Cutting  (a  rope). 
Binding  hard,  and  hurting  by  the  violence  of  the 

pressure.  Biting  (as  any  thing  acid  or  astringent). 

Being  pungent,  sour.  Hizk,  (v.  n.  of  j'io-)  Ex- 
celling in  any  art.  Learning  (the  Kur'an)  by  heart. 

Cutting  or  stretching  (a  thing)  to  cut  (it)  with  a 

sickle.  Being  pungent,  sour  (vinegar).  Quickness, 
cleverness,  sharpness. 

A  BiSs>-  hizhat,  (pi.  J)^i*»  hizah  or  huzah^  A 
part,  section,  segment. 

A  J  Jo-  hazl,  Inclination,  affection,  love.  Hizl, 

A  heavy  load  oppressive  to  the  bearer.  IIuzl,  The 
hem  or  border  of  a  shirt  or  a  veil.  IIuzl,  hizl,  or 

huzal,  A  root.  IIuzl,  (or  &5  huzlat)  The  lower 

part  of  the  female  garment  called  ̂ jUaj  nituh.  The 
lower  part  of  the  waistband  of  the  breeches.  Ha- 

zal, (v.  n.  of  J  jo-)  Being  thin  of  lashes  (the  eye). 
A  redness,  swelling,  or  watering  of  the  eye.  A 

flowing  of  tears.  A  falling  off  of  the  eyelashes.  A 

species  of  berry  which  they  smoke  or  burn  as  per- 
fume, or  make  bread.  Huzal,  The  waistband  of 

drawers.  Huzal  or  huzl,  Hem  or  border  of  a  shirt. 

A  ̂3^1^  hizldh,  Sharp,  acute. 
A  aiOjc»-  hazlakat,  (Y.n.  of  ,^5^0-  Q)  Claiming 

above  one's  due.  Making  groundless  pretensions 
to  cleverness. 

A  jJiSo-  hazlam,  Short  and  compactly  built. 
A  &^jo-  hazlajnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jjo-  Q)  Walking 

fast,  rolling  on.  Filling  (a  bottle).  Grooming  (a 

horse) well.  Chipping,shaving,sharpening(astick). 

A  ̂^  '^  huzlum.  Light  and  swift. 
A  J,  jo-  hazm,  (v.  n.  of  j»3o-)  Cutting.  Making 

haste,despatchingbusiness,travellingexpeditiously. 

Reading  or  calling  quick.  Hazam,  The  flight  of 

a  bird  with  clipped  wings.  Hazim,  Keen,  sharp. 
Huzam,  Short  of  stature.  One  who  takes  short 

steps.    Huzum,  Swift  hares.    Sharp  thieves. 

A  (j^jo-  hazaman,  Celerity.  Slowness. 
A  S/ojo-  huzamat.  Short.  Short-stepped. 

A ̂ Jo-  hizmir.  Short-bodied. 
A  (j3s5»  huzn,  The  waistband.  The  corner  of 

one's   gai'ment.    A  chamber,  closet,  cell. 
A&3  jo-/iM^MWwai!,Small-eared.  Short.  Mounted, 

ridden  (young  camel)  till  his  belly  becomes  big  and 

his  hump  disappears.  ̂ ^^  '^=-  huzunnatani,  The two  ears.    The  testes.    Vulvas  labra. 

A  J  Jo-  hazro,  (v.  n.  of  \j,s--  for  j  jo-)  Measur- 
ing by  fitting  one  thing  to  another  (as  shoe  to 

shoe).  Patting  a  shoe  on  any  one.  Sitting  oppo- 

site. Strewing  dirt  on  one's  face.  Biting  the  tongue 
(wine).    Giving.    Hazwa,  Opposite. 

A  Sjjo-  hazrvaf,  hizrvat,  or  huzwat,  Bits  of 
leather  cut  off  when  makins;  shoes  and  collected 

in  a  heap.  Hizwat,  A  share  of  spoil.  A  gift.  A 
slice  of  meat.  Any  thing  opposite.  Hizwata,  On 

the  opposite  side,  over  against. 
A  huzuk,  Pungency  (of  vinegar). 

A  ̂^jo-  hazy,  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Being  pungent, 

bitingthe  tongue  (vinegar).  Tearing  (a  hide)  much. 

Cutting  (the  hand).  Reviling,  reproaching.  Hizy, 

A  sort  of  tree.  Opposite,  over  against.  Haza', 
(v.  n.  of  jo-)  Suffering  pain  (a  ewe)  from  the 
secundine  being  burst. 

A  b  j.>-  huzya'.  Part  of  booty  given  to  another. 

A  l^.jo-  huzayya',  A  present  made  on  the  re- 
ceipt of  agreeable  news.  A  voluntary  gift.  A  share 

of  plunder.         jo-  huzayydha,  Opposite  thee. 

A  io  jo-  hizyat.  An  oblong  slice  (of  meat).  U\o- 

(j^JO_Jo-  jdsd  hizyatayni,  Both  came  side  by  side. 

A  &"jo-  haziyat,  A  share  of  plunder  given  one. 

A  j>,Ss-  hazir,  One  who  cautions  or  bids  beware. 

A  ̂_*^.jo-  haz'ik,  Cut  (with  a  sickle). 
A  jC  jo- A22_y«'»,Cutting,  sharp  (sword).  Clever. 

A js^hir,  {Cor ̂ s-hirh)  (pl.^^s-^a/«-a/()Vulva. 
A  j=»  harr,  (v.  n.  of  js-)  Being  hot.  Boiling, 

making  (water)  hot.  Cooking  the  pap  ''ij>j^  ha- rirat.  A  word  used  in  checking  a  camel,  (pi.  of 

'ijs-  harrat)  Stony  places.  (pl.jj^>-  hurur  and 
jJij\o-\  ahdrir)  Heat,  warmth.  Hirr,  Pudendum 
mulieris.  Hurr,  (pl.j|j5>-\  ahrdr  andj^s>-  hirar) 
Free  (not  a  slave),  liberal,  true  (not  spurious),  gen- 

teelly born.  A  young  pigeon.  A  swift  horse.  A 
fawn.  The  foetus  of  a  serpent.  Pure,  unmixed 

(clay  or  sand).  A  good  action.  A  fresh  date.  A 
hawk,  falcon.  A  part  of  the  countenance  which  is 

exposed.  The  centre  of  a  sandhill.  Blackness  on 

the  outside  of  a  horse's  ears.  ̂ ^^\js- hurru'l 

bald.  Pot-herbs  eaten  raw.  L-.'Ui]^  JU-  hurru's  si- 

3/a&,  Costly  raiment  or  furniture.  j\jJ\Js-  hurru'd 
ddr,The  middle  of  a  house,a  court.  ,y'oJi\j>-  hur- 

ru'r  rami,  Fine  sand.  «o- y>\j^  hurru'l  wajh.  The 
most  prominent  part  of  the  cheek.  jti- 

maylii  hurrin.  Name  of  a  bird.  sdhu  hur- 

rin,  A  male  turtle-dove.  JU-  tj^ls  tin  hurr,  Pure, 

unmixed,  free  (clay).  j!ls2  (.dii*  \  j»  lo  md  kazd 
minha  hi  hurrin,  This  is  unworthy  of  you,  it  does 
not  become  you. 

A  \j>-  hara',  (pi.  Aj»-\  ahrds)  A  side,  quarter. 

Noise,  cry,  sound.    A  deer's  lair.    A  nest. 
A  ̂\j=-  hirds,  Name  of  a  mountain  near  Mecca. 

A  I— -'l^s-  hirdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  l_^jo-)  Fighting. 

Opposing,    (pi.  of        harhat)  Short  spears. 

A  eSSjs-  harrdbaf,  Bearers  of  implements  of  war. 

A  hardbis,{p\.  ofCL^ ̂ )  Certain  plants. 

A(3^Aara&a',(pl.of-«=bjs»/t<riaj^)  Sun-flowers. 

A  ^^5*  hardblyu'l  main,  The  flesh  on  the 
vertebrJB  of  the  back. 

A  'i\j>-  hardt,  An  open  space,  an  area,  or  court. 
A  side,  a  quarter.  Sound,  noise;  the  crackling  of 

a  fire,  rustling  of  the  leaves  of  trees.  A  deer's  lair. 



Flame,  flaming  heat. 

harat,  The  crackling  of  fire. 

A  /mrra/, (pi. of  sJU-  harrat)  Stony  places. 

A  CL^\js-  haras,  A  notch  at  the  extremity  of  a 

bow  to  receive  the  string.  Hiras,  (pi.  ali- 
risat^  An  unfinished  arrow.  The  lower  part  of  a 

spear-head. 

A  (^^s-  harras,  A  farmer,  ploughman.  Hur- 

ras, (pi.  of  C^U-  hdris)  Farmers,  ploughmen. 

A  'i3\j=-  hirasat.  Agriculture,  tillage. 

A  ̂js-  hiraj,  Thick  darkness,  (pi.  of  f'-'>f'j) 
Toils  set  to  catch  wild  beasts,  (pi.  of  isf-js--  Jiara- 
jat)  Troops  of  camels.    Thickets,  brakes. 

A  ̂^^^y>■  harajif,  (pi. of  u_A»-^=»)  Cold  blasts. 

A  (Ji»\j5-  harajil,  (pi.  of  (J->^  hurjul)  Long. 
Swift^  Hurajil,  Long. 

A  'e\:>-\j>-  harajilatan,  They  (came  in  a  troop). 
A  hardjij,  (pi.  of  hurjvj)  Long, 

fat,  strong  camels. 

A  tj\jj>-  hirdd,  (v.  n.  3  of  lip-)  Being  scarce  of 

milk  (a  camel),  of  rain  (a  season),  (pi.  of  lM;=" 
harid)  Living  far  from  friends. 

A  l^i^\j>- harddiy,{^\,o^  l!^i^j>-hurdit/') 'Reeds. Rushes  with  which  houses  are  thatched. 

A  ij^.ii^jfl-  harddid,  Mountain-peaks. 

A harar,  (v. n.  of  j=-)  Becoming  free  fi-om 
being  a  slave.  Freedom.  Jlii  dr,  (pi.  ofjp-  hurr) 
Free.    (pi.  of         harrdn)  Thirsty,    (pi.  of 
harrai)  Stony  places. 

A  hararat,  (v.n.ofjs"- )  Being  hot.  Warmth, 

heat.    Pustules  breaking:  out  from  heat.  ̂ ^J\j:>- 
jjpJii  harhrati  dim,  Fanaticism. 

hardrati  tah^ya,  Natural  heat. 

Aj[f>-  hirdz,  (v.n.  3  ofjjs-)  Jesting  or  joking 
in  a  manner  bordering  on  reviling  and  abuse. 

A  'ij]j=-  hai-dzat,  A  being  guarded,  fortified. 
A  (j*>]j5-  hurras,  (pi.  of  hdris)  Keepers, 

guardians.  The  king's  guards. 
A  hirdsat,  (v.  n.  of  i^jnj^-)  Guarding. 

Custody,  guardianship.  LI*'!*  j  CitiLo  iS.^m>\js-  hi- 
rdsati  viilh  u  millat,  The  government  of  kingdom 

and  people,  p  ̂̂ t^^  CL^tM\j>-  hirdsat  hardan.  To 
guard,  preserve,  govern. 

A  ̂JtM\J>■  hardsin,  A  species  of  fish. 
A  /tarasiw,  Lean  camels.  Barren  years. 

A  ̂J*»];^  hirdsh,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^j>')  Exaspera- 
ting, setting  (men  or  dogs)  by  the  ears.  (pi.  of 

l^js-  harsh)  Signs,  vestiges. 
A  o^V^s-  harrdsh.  An  old  black  serpent. 
p  liardsJidsi  ruml,  Wild  mustard. 

A  {^^'^^f-  hardshin,  (pi.  of  (j^-ip-  hai'asliun) 
Thistles  or  burs  sticking  to  the  wool  of  a  sheep. 

A  i^VJs*  hurrds,  (pi.  oii^ja>j>-  haris)  Covetous, 
greedy,  eager. 

A  (^\js-  hirdz,  (v.  n.  3  of  {^j^)  Continuing 
at,  dwelliijg  upon,  any  work.  Shooting  at  one 

another  wilh  arrows  unshaven  and  pointless. 
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A  (.>»^="  harrdz,  One  who  prepares  ashes  of 
alkali.  A  maker  or  burner  of  lime,  plaster,  or  cement. 

A  '&^\js-  hardzat,  (v.  n.  of  t.,>^>-)  Being  at  the 
point  of  death  (from  love  or  sickness).  Being  care- 

worn. Being  weak,  cowardly,  slothful.  Fainting 
from  desire. 

A  &*fiiVJ»-  harrdzat,  An  alkali  or  barilla-market, 

A  I  >\js-  hirdj]  (v.  n.  3  of  i_-jp-)  Recompens- 
ing evil.  Being  hindered  from  doing  anything,  or 

cut  off  from  all  enjoyment. 

A  'i»\j='-  //  a?'a/t<^ ,  Bi  tterness,sh  arpn  ess,mordacity . 
A  hardjid,  Camels  of  a  generous  breed. 

A  Ss\j^  harajiz,  Fine  slender  camels. 

A  (ji^l^  hwcifish,  A  viper. 

A  (^ij^/irtr«yz'2,Lean,slender,tractable  camels. 
A  ̂ j>-  Itirdh,  Coition.  All-devouring  (fire). 

Violent  (shot).  Hurdh,  Fuel.  Tinder.  (Water) 

extremely  salt.  (A  horse)  full  of  fire,  running  at 

full  speed.  That  by  which  the  palm-tree  is  impreg- 

nated. Hur  dh  or  hirdh.  An  incendiary,  a  mis- 

chief-maker. The  agency  whei-eby  the  fructifying 
pollen  of  the  male  palm  is  imparted  to  the  female. 

A  ̂j\^:>- AarraZf,  Burning;  a  burner,  incendiary. 
Hurrah,  Inflammableness.  Tinder.  Water  ex- 

tremely salt. 

A  'i^i\j>-  hurdkat,  Tinder. 

A  'ss\j=-  harrakat,(^\.  harrdhdt)A&re- 
shi  p  loaded  with  naptha  or  missile  brands.  A  place 

for  making  charcoal,  burning  lime  or  ashes  of  al- 
kali. Hurrdhat,  Sharp  (sword).  Tinder. 

A  i_fl5^s*  hardhif,  Projecting  hip-bones. 

A  ̂ ^f"  hardhim,  A  kind  of  red  colouring  for 
shoe-latchets.  Red,  reddish-brown  (skin  or  wine). 

A(.jKajJ^^/<arafc,(pl.of;^jip.)Winged  fleas. 

A  ulJj^s-  hardh,  Motion. 
harahih,  (and  harakih)  (pi. 

of  'i^^  harhakat)  The  upper  parts  of  the  thigh 
(on  which  people  sit).  Prominent  parts  of  buttocks 
(in  camels  and  the  like).  Leannags.  Certain  reptiles. 

A  hardm,  (v.  n.  of  j^^)  Being  unlawful. 
Unlawful,  forbidden,  prohibited.  Holy,  venerable, 

sacred.  (pi.  ̂ j>-  hurum)  A  Nazarite  clad  in  the 

garment  ̂ j>-  harim.  ̂ j>-  (^\ihn  hardm,  An  ille- 
gitimate son,  a  bastard,  bilddu  I  haram, 

Mecca.  ash'  shaliru'l  hardm,  The  sa- 

cred month  Muharram.  ^j>-  JU  mdl  hardm.  Ill- 
gotten  wealth,  masjidu'l  haram,  (or 

haytu  'I  hardm),T!he  temple  of  Mecca, 

jyl  hardmu  'lldh,  So  help  me  God  1  Jiis- 

bi  hardmi  ̂ a^ZiTi, Intelligent,  judicious,wise.  p 

f^d^  hardm  hardan.  To  make  unlawful,  to  inter- 
dict. To  prohibit  or  prevent  from  sleeping. 

la  hardm  raftan.  To  go  astray,  to  commit 

adultery.  A  Hirdm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Wanting  the 
male  (a  cloven-footed  beast),  (pi.  of  ̂ s-  hirm) 

Forbidden  things,  (pi.  of  l^lf^  harma')  Libidi- nous (sheep). 

A  ̂^\f>■  hardmdni,  Mecca  and  Madina,  the 
two  sacred  cities. 

p  iwjy  ̂ j>-  hardm-tosha,  A  term  used  in  abuse. 
fXf^  haram-zada(ji.  Illegitimacy. 

p  5jVj*^  hardm-zdda.  Illegitimate,  spurious. 
A  bastard.  A  villain,  thief,  robber,  rogue. 

A  i^j^\j>-  hardmis,  Severe,  barren  (years). 

Pj^         hardm-hdr,  A  fornicator,  adulterer. 

P  ijj^  ̂ js-  harum-hdri.  Any  forbidden  act 
(but  especially  adulteiy  and  fornication). 

A  (Jlo  ̂ js-  hardm-mdl,  lU-got  wealth. 

P       ̂ '\j=-  hardm-maghz,  The  spinal  marrow. 
A  C-J^-o         liardm-mawt,  Suicide. 
p  uLi-^        hardm-namah,  Idle.  Ungrateful. 

A  ̂\j>-hardma\(^^\.oi j^^op.)Libidinous  (ewe). 

A  !^\^  hardmiy,  A  robber,  an  assassin. 

A  ̂jri<\f-  hardmayn,  Mecca  and  MadTna. 
A  [^j>-  hirdn,The  obstinacy  of  a  restive  (horse), 

restiff'ness.  Hii'dn  or  hurdn,  (v.  n.  of  (2)j>-)  Being 
obstinate  and  restive  (a  horse). 

A  j^^j5»/iar?-are,Stony  ground,  (fem.^/^  Aarra', 

pl.j^s-  hirdr)  Thirsty.  Harran  in  Mesopotamia. 

A  'ij]j=-  hardwat.  Heat.  Sharpness  in  the  taste of  mustard. 

A  ̂}js-  hardya\  (pi.  of  'i^js-  hariyat)  Worthy, 
fit,  proper  (women). 

A  I.  S\js-  hai-dsih,  (pi.  of  haribat^  Spoils, 

plundered  effects. 

A  iJL^\^  hardsis,  (pi.  oi'ili^^)  Gains. 
A j^\f>-  hardsir,  (pi.  of  i js-  hurrat)  Noble  la- dies. Pure  sands. 

A^\js-  hardAz,  Choice  camels  not  to  be  sold. 

A  ̂j^\j>-  hardsis,  (pi.  oi'k^_^  harisat)  Sheep stolen  by  night. 

A  |3^^  hardtik,  (pi.  of  &fl^^)  Hasty  puddings. 

A  i^j=-  harh,  (pi.  ̂ ^jjs-  hurub)  War,  battle. 

An  enemy,  u-^i^j^ii  ddru'l  harb.  Hostile  coun- 
tries, the  country  of  the  infidels.  ̂ j>-  I  dlati 

harb,  Arms,  weapons.  Jlli'  j  ̂-r^J^  harb  u  kitdl, 
Battle  and  slaughter.  Harab,  (v.  n.  of  u-^j*-) 

Spoiling,  plundering,  reducing  to  poverty.  Being 

very  angry.  The  buds  and  flowers  of  the  palm- 

tree.  Harib,  (pi.  ̂ 3 j>-  harba')  (A  man  or  lion) 
burning  with  rage,  furious. 

p  hirab.  Buds  and  flowers  of  the  palm. 

A  b j!>-  har-ban,  Forcibly,  with  an  armed  force. 
A  hirbds:,  A  chameleon.  The  rings,  but- 

tons, pins,  or  joints  of  armour,  bridles,  and  the  like. 

The  back  or  heads  of  the  vertebrae.(pl .  lj^j>-hardba') 
The  sunflower,  ifwra i a (pi.  of  e-*^j>-)  Robbed. 

A  Obp-  hara  or  harbdt,  (pi.  oi'hj>-)  Fridays. 

A  '^^^  hirbdj.  Thick,  gross,  corpulent. 
p  iji}\^[^js-hirbdndk.  Full  of  chameleons  (spot). 

A  'i>js-  harbat,  (pi.  ̂ ]js-  hirdb)  A  hunting- 
spear,  javelin,  dart,  dagger.  Friday.  A  corruption 

or  degeneracy  of  religion.  Stabbing.  Plunder,  ra- 

pine. Hirbat,  (pi.  harabdt)  Warlike  ap- 



paratus.  Hurhat,  A  sack. 

A  (-^aJ^  hurhus,  (pi.  (^^\^  harabis)  A  cer- 
tain herb  which  causes  the  cattle  that  feed  thereon 

to  yield  good  milk. 

A  ̂ j>-  hurhuj,  Thick  and  large-bodied. 
p  i-r^  harh-jay,  A  place  of  combat. 

A  ̂ jiJ> j>'  hirbish,  A  rough  old  woman.  Ilir- 

Msh,  {'sJlJjS-  hirbishat,  f^JuS j>-  hiribbish,  or  'iJLJj>- 
hiribbishat)  A  large  venomous  serpent.  A  viper; 

one  that  crawls  with  a  rasping,  grating  noise. 

A  'ijaijs-  harbasat,  The  irrigating  (of  a  field). 

A  'kt3^ja>^  harbafisat,  A  woman's  ornaments. 
A  X]aJ  f»-  harbazat,  The  stringing  tight(of  a  bow  ) . 

A  jj, js-  harba' ,  (pi.  of  '~^j>'  harib)  Furious, 
(pi.  of  u-»^j=*  harib)  Robbed,  plundered. 

A  ̂ y>-  harbiy,  Warlike,  hostile.  Near  to,  or 

bounded  by  an  enemy's  country.  Sounding  or 

calling  to  arms.  '^it^j>'  kila^  harbiya,  Gar- 

risons on  the  enemy's  frontiers. 
A  (j^-> ̂   hirbish,  Rough. 

A  'ij>-  hirat,  Pudendum  mulieris. 
A  sji"-  liaiTat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  thirsty,  (pi. 

]iarr,j\j>-  hirar,  C^V^  harrat,  hirr'm, 
and  i^!j=-^  aharrin)  A  stony  country.  A  small 
pimple.  Thirst.  Pain,  torture,  punishment.  Gross 

dai-kness.  Hirrat,  (v.  n.  of^)  Being  thirsty. 

Thirst,  excessive  drought.  »j3  J^iS'  'ijs-  hirrat 
^la'  hirrat,  Thirst  on  a  cold  day  (is  the  most  pain- 

ful). Ilurrat,  (pl.jj\^  haranr)  Free-born,  noble 
(woman).  A  fine  she-camel.  The  back  of  the  ear 

where  the  ear-ring  plays.  A  cloud  abounding  in 

rain.  Sj=»  &L5  laylatu  hurratin.  The  night  a  bride 
preserves  her  virginity.  First  night  of  the  month. 

A  hart,  (v.  n.  of  C^=")  Rubbing  hard. 
Being  of  a  bad  disposition.  A  circular  segment. 

The  noise  of  cattle  eating. 

A  'i)j>-  /mrtai.  Tickling  the  nose  (as  snuff,  pep- 
per, and  the  like).  Huraiat,  A  glutton. 

A  cLbp-  hartah,  Small-bodied. 

A  ̂ j>-  hars,  (v.  n.  of  CL^f-)  Tilling,  sowing. 
Ploughing.  Gaining  (money).  Marrying  four 
wives.  Indulging  much  in  venery.  Reading  (the 

Kur'an)  with  attention  and  meditating  upon  it. 
Stirring  the  fire,  making  it  burn.  Making  a  notch 

in  the  end  of  a  bow  for  the  string.  Making  lean 

(a  beast)  with  over-work.  Tillage,  (pi.  (-l^j^ 
hurus)  The  produce  of  a  field.  The  root  of  an  ass's 
yard.  Reward,  recompense.  A  woman,  a  wife.  A 
beaten  road.  Haris,  A  lion. 

A  iop-  hursat,  The  space  between  the  extre- 
mity of  the  penis  and  the  place  of  circumcision.  A 

notch  at  the  extremity  of  a  bow  to  receive  the  string. 

A  ̂   hirj,  (pi.  ̂js>.\  ahrdj)  The  shell  called 
concha  venerea,  of  the  small  white  species,  hung 
round  the  neck  to  avert  the  effect  of  malignant 

eyes.  A  dog's  collar.  Narrowness.  Part  of  the 
deer  (given  to  the  hounds),     (pi.         hiraj)  A 
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snare  for  a  wild  beast.  Clothes  hung  over  a  line 

or  spread  on  the  ground  to  dry.  Haraj,  (v.  n.  of 

j^jS")  Being  dazzled  (eye).  Being  forbidden.  Be- ing kept  from  labour  (a  she-camel)  that  (she)  may 
fatten.  Narrow.  A  narrow  place.  A  bier.  A  sin, 

fault,  crime.  Lean  (he-camel).  Long  (she-camel). 

Narrowness.  A  camel-litter,  (pi.  of  ̂ '^j>-  hara- 

jat)  Troops  of  camels.  Shrubberies,  bushes.  Ha- 
raj  or  harij.  Narrow.  (A  place)  impenetrable  from 
the  closeness  of  the  trees.  Harij,  One  incessantly 

engaged  in  fighting.    A  criminal. 

A         y>-  harajat,  (pi.  of  Shrubberies. 

A  fts-^  hurjat,  A  small  bucket,  urn.  Hara- 

jat, (pi.  ,^js>-  haraj  and  hiraj')  A  troop  of camels.     A  thicket,  shrubbery. 

A  I  tt»-^  harjaf,  (pi.  L-a>-]^)  A  cold  blast. 

A  ̂y^J>^  harjal,  A  troop  of  horses.  Hurjul, 

(pi.  (J'?'^/"  harajiT)  Long.  Swift. 
A  e^js-  harjalat,  (v.  n.  of  iJ^^js*  Q)  Being 

long.  Running  right  and  left  from  skittishness. 
Filling  up  a  row.  A  flight  of  locusts.  A  troop  of 
horses.    Pure,  unmixed  soil.  Lameness. 

A  'i^j>-  harjamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _f^  Q)  Driving 
(camels)  against  each  other.  Crowding. 

A  ̂^j»-harjuroan,  A  kind  of  wingless  locust. 

A  ,^^j>-  hurjuj,  (pi.  ̂>-\j>-  harajij)  A  long, 
fat,  and  strong  she-camel.  A  cold  biting  wind.  A 

lean,  lank,  intelligent  she-camel. 

A  ̂ s-  harh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Striking  (a  wo- 
man) on  the  pudendum.  Hirli,  (pi.  ̂j>-^  ah- 

rah)  Pudendum  mulieris.  IlariJt,  Belonging  to 

the  pudendum  muliebre.  A  man  addicted  thereto, 
a  habitual  fornicator. 

A  hirahiy.  Belonging  to  the  vulva. 

A  ̂ j>-  hard,  (v.  n.  of  i^y)  Intending,  propo- 
sing. Being  angry.  Hindering,  keeping  back. 

Perforating.  Cutting  off  a  piece.  Iia,rd  or  harid. 

Separate,  solitary,  remote.  Hird,  A  camel's  stable, 

(pi.  tJ_5^  hurud)  A  piece  of  a  camel's  bunch.  The 
intestine  of  a  camel.  Hurd,  Swift  (kata  birds). 

Harad,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y-)  Being  angry,  enraged.  Be- 
ing spavined  (a  camel).  Having  a  contraction  of 

the  muscles  of  the  fore-leg  caused  by  the  tether. 

Oppressing,  cramping,  shackling  (a  coat  of  mail). 

Being  of  unequal  lengths  (the  threads  of  a  bow- 
string). Harid,  Passionate.  Shackled,  hampered 

by  a  tight  coat  of  mail. 

A  AJjS-  hardas,  (fem.  of  ahrad)  (A  she- 

camel)  having  the  tendon  of  the  fore-foot  com- 
pressed and  lamed  by  the  fetter.  Huradds,  (pi.  of 

harid)  Separate,  alone,  remote  from  friends. 

A  ij^'^j>'  hard  an.  Angry,  enraged,  furious. 
A  I— -'1^/=*  hardab.  Seed  of  nightshade. 

A  i^L)j>-  hardabat,  Lightness,  agility. 

A  idjs-  hirdat,  A  camel's  stable.  A  piece  of  a 
camel's  bunch.    The  intestine  of  a  camel. 

A  «/oJ,;>-  hardamat,  Obstinacy,  stubbornness. 

6  E 

A  (jji^  hirdawn.  The  male  Lybian  lizard. 

A  ZS'lf  hurd'iy ,(oY'iSdj>-  hurdiyat)  (pi.  i^i^\f 
harddiy)  A  reed.  A  girdle  of  rushes  tied  round  a 

fence  of  reeds. 

A  "i<iip-  harzamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Cursing 

any  one  (God).    Filling  (a  vessel). 
A  hirzawn,  The  male  Lybian  lizard.  A 

salamander. 

Ajj>-  harz,  (v.  n.  ofj^>-)  Guarding,  preserving, 
taking  care  of  jealously.  Hirz,  A  fortification, 

garrison-town,  castle.  An  amulet  or  charm  against 

fascination  or  enchantment.  j.^\jjs-hirzu'z  zahr, 
The  spine.  Haraz,  (v.  n.  of  J^s-)  Being  timid, 
cautious,  scrupulous.  Imminent  danger,  jeopardy, 

risk,  hazard.  Dignity,  nobility.  Any  thing  kept 

back  and  preserved,  (pi.  ahrdz)  Polished 

nuts,  used  by  children  at  play.  Any  thing  pre- 

served with  jealous  care. 

A         harazat,  (pi.  harazdt)  An  ex- 
cellent thing  worthy  of  being  preserved,  the  choicest 

of  one's  property. 

A  **^^  harzahat,  A  shutting  up,  a  confining. 
A  (j>i^Aars,(v.  n.of^j*»^)  Guarding.  Steal- 

ing. Living  a  long  while,  (pi.  (^j>-^  ahrus)  An 
age.  Hirs,  Guardianship,  custody,  protection. 

IIaj-as,{p\.o('(^j^haris)Guards:  king's  guards. 

A  ̂ j>-  harsam,  A  corner.  Hirslm  or  hirsam, Poison.  Death. 

A  harasiy.  One  life-guard  man. 

A  i^j^"  harsh,  (v.  n.  of  l^^)  Hunting  the 
Lybian  lizard  (by  moving  the  hand  at  his  hole ; 

when  he,  supposing  the  motion  to  be  thatof  a  snake, 
thrusts  out  his  tail  and  is  taken).  Scratching.  Ly- 

ing with  (a  girl)  on  (her)  back.  Springing  up  (en- 

mity). (pl.(_ji^AM-a.5A)  Mark, vestige.  Acrowd, 
company.  Harash,  (v.  n.  of  i^j>-)  Being  rough- 
skinned.  Ilarish,  Unable  to  sleep  from  hunger. 

Hurush,  (pi.  of  {J^.y^  har-ish)  Voracious  camels. 
A  *Liij»-/tar5/iaj=,  Rough  (coin).  Rough-skinned 

(snake).  Unbesmeared  (scab).  Scabby  (she-ca- 
mel). Wild  mustard. 

A  i_«jL2jp-  /iari'/to/',  A  lean  and  voracious  locust. 
A  'iZi^  hurshat,  Roughness.  Ilarasliat,  (pi. 

OUijp-  harushdt)  Any  small  creeping  thing. 

A  o  harshaf,  Scales  of  fish.  Silver  studs 

(upon  armour  and  the  like).  The  rings  of  a  coat 
of  mail.  Weak  persons.  Old  men.  Footmen.  An 
artichoke.  A  small  bird,  ostrich,or  any  thing  small. 

Hurshvf,  Rough  and  hard  ground. 

A  'iaJ^j>-  harshafat,  Rough  and  hard  ground. 

A  ̂ J^J>^  harashun,  (pi.  (j^Vf^  harashin)  A 
thistle,  bramble,  or  bur,  sticking  to  a  sheep. 

A  ̂ JaJ!^hars,{\.\i.o^ (_>tf;s^)Splitting,tearing. 
Peeling, skinning.  Afissure.  nirs,{Y.r\.oiijaj>-) 

Desiringeagerly.  Avidity, avarice,cupidity,greedi- 

ness.  ̂ Hurus,  Greedy,  ravenous  fellows. 
A  lo^  hirsan,  (p  joI^)  Greedily,  eagerly. 



A  sKto^  hurasas,  (pi.  of  (^ja>^  harts)  Cove- 
tous, greedy,  eager,  earnest. 

A  'i>Oj>-  harsat,  A  blow  on  the  head  breaking 
only  the  skin.  A  falling  of  the  milk  into  the  pail 

in  a  scattered  manner  in  consequence  of  the  width 

of  an  injured  teat.  Harasat,  The  fixed,  settled 

spot  of  the  centre  of  every  thing. 

A  ̂ jbuo^  Jiii'siyan,  The  inside  of  the  skin  of 

the  belly.  The  interior  of  an  elephant's  hide.  A 
red  pellicle  which  peels  off  a  hide  after  it  has  been 

stripped  off. 

A  harz,  (v.  n.  of  {^j>-)  Corrupting,  de- 

stroying (one's  self).  Hurz  or  huruz,  The  herb 
alkali  or  its  ashes,  with  which  they  wash  clothes. 

Haraz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  at  the  point  of  death 

(from  love  or  sickness).  Being  worn  down  by  in- 

cessant anxiety.  Being  cowardly,  slothful.  Ga- 

thering saffron,  and  having  the  body  distempered. 

Being  unarmed,  fearing  to  fight.  Edge  of  a  gar- 

ment. Wicked  (man).  Blasphemous  (language). 

Lean  (camel).  Unsoundness  (of  mind,  body,  or 

creed).  Lean  (from  love  or  grief).  At  the  point 

of  death.  Unarmed.  A  coward,  one  afraid  to  fight. 

Good  for  nothing.  {^\.^^\JS-\ahraz,  ̂ J^js>'kw- 

zan,  and  'ito^  harazat)  One  from  w  hom  nothing 
is  hoped  or  feared.  Haraz  or  hariz,  Unsound, 

vitiated,  depraved  in  body,  mind,  or  principles. 

Sick.  Unable  to  rise.  Hiraz,  (pi.  of  'i*6j>-  hir- 
zat)  Lean  (men). 

A  hurzan,  (pi.  of  haraz')  Those 
from  whom  nothing  is  hoped  or  feared. 

A  'ijOjs-  hirzat,  (pi.  i^joj^  hiraz)  Lean  (man). 
Hurzat,  One  who  throws  dice  for  others,  but  is 

afraid  to  play  himself.  One  who  neither  buys  meat, 

or  eats  any,  except  at  another's  expense.  A  kind 
of  arrow  not  shaved  and  without  a  head.  Hara- 

zat, (pi.  of  (^j^j>-  haraz)  Those  from  whom  no- 
thing is  hoped  or  feared. 

A  '^joj>-  hurziy,  A  seller  of  alkali  or  the  ashes. 
A  '-J^  harf,  (v.  n.  of  i__Sj,>-)  Changing,  in- 

verting. Scratching.  Shaving  smooth.  Provid- 

ing for  (a  family).  Gaining,  (pi.  i— huruf 

and  ( — ?js»\  ahruf)  A  letter  of  the  alphabet.  A 
particle  (as  an  adverb,  preposition,  conjunction,  or 

interjection),  (pi.  v-JjS-  hiraf)  Side,  edge,  extre- 
mity, margin,  border.  The  peaked  summit  of  a 

mountain,  a  promontory.  Edge  (of  a  sword).  A 

camel,  large,  lean,  and  raw-boned.  Way,  mode, 
manner.  A  channel,  a  stream  of  water.  A  dialect 

of  Arabia,  seven  of  which  they  say  can  be  detected 

intheKur'an.  A  mode  of  worshipping  God. 

uiJ^(>Iu»»^^  harfii'l  istidrah,  Adversative  particle. 
^1:^jLmi^\  'Sj^  harfu'l  istiftah,  Inchoative  par- 

ticle. I  jjs-  harfu'l  istifham,  (or  J^^*o 
su^al)  Particle  of  interrogation.  UiL*>^\ 

harfu'l  istisna,  Particle  of  exception.  <^j~>- 
u-iUJjLo^l^  harfu'l  istunaf,  (or  ihtidcis) 
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Inchoative  particle.  ^'^'^'^^"'^  \fti- 
rak,  Particle  of  disjunction.  t—^W^^  '-"tr" 

ful  yah,  Particle  of  affirmation  or  assent.  ̂ j>' 

haifu't  iashid,  Particle  of  injunction  or 

emphasis.  Oajt»j3^  ̂ r"  f''^'>'f^'i  tah^d.  Particle 

of  removal.  J^aH^^  '-^J^  harfu't  tahkik.  Par- 

ticle of  affirmation.  {^Xjo^^  i^js-  harfu't  tah- 
ziz.  Particle  for  exciting;  the  attention.  u-i»>- 

(^jAXio^  harfu't  takhsis,  Particle  of  identity  or 

specification.  (^^J^^  '—'tf  harfu't  tarajfi,  Op- 

tative particle.  iJo.ii;d\  u— jf"  harfu't  tardld.  Par- 

ticle of  disjunction.  »ja.ij3\  i— harfu't  tash- 
Inh,  Particle  of  similitude.  i_-9j>-  har- 

fu't tashhik.  Particle  of  doubt.  (»_flJ»jjo3\  u- sp- 

harfu't  ta^'if,  (or  'iijxA  mafrifat)  The  definite  ar- 
ticle. ,JJi*j3\  I— ip-  harfu't  ia^ZiZ,  Particle  of  cause 

or  reason.  ̂ __jSui\  i— sp-  harf  at  tafrVi,  Particle 

of  separation.  Jjuaflj3\  '~-\f  harfu't  tafzil,  Par- 

ticle of  comparison.  ^^^'^'"''^ 

rib.  Particle  of  drawing  nigh  unto.  i — 'ij>- 
harfu't  tamanni.  An  optative  particle.  <— ̂ Z*- 

harfu't  tamyiz.  Particle  of  discrimination. 

I— jp-  harfu't  tanfis.  Particle  of  breath- 

ing-time. J^^\  (_j^s-  harfu't  tanhir,  The  inde- 
terminate article.  harfu' t  tawakku^ 

Particle  of  expectation.  ir"  harfu''ljizas, 
Particle  of  consequence.          '—h^  haifulhal, 

Particle  of  the  present,  j^o^  (  ij=-  harfu'l  hasr. 
Particle  of  restriction.  L-^UaU  i— ip-  harfu  'I  hhi- 

tah,  Particle  of  address.  ( — \f-  harfu'd 

du^.  Particle  of  invocation.  ̂ j>\  i — ij>-  harfu'r 
rad^  Particle  of  reproach  or  indignation,  i — s^s- 

Jo|j  harf  zasid,  Expletive  particle,  j'rj-^^  ' — \f 
harfu  'z  zajr,  Particle  of  reprimand.  (^^^  i — \f 

harfi  sahin,  A  quiescent  consonant. 

harfu' s  sahab.  Causative  particle 

harfu'' sh  shart.  Conditional  particle.  iP" 

harf  sahih,  A  consonant.  &La)^  harfu'' s  si- 

lat,  Particle  of  conjunction.   ̂ jla)\  (  'ijs-  harfu't 
tar-h,  Particle  of  method.  c_akRj\  <—^j=^  harfu  I 

^ff  Copulative  particle.  CLA^  '—tf  ̂'■^'''fi  ̂ "^^^^7 

A  long  vowel,  as  \  ,  j,  or  jj-.  'iAiii\  harfu'l 
ghayat,  Particle  of  extremity.  OWfA^  1 — 

harfu'l  mubharnat,  Demonstrative  particle,  ̂ —^j^ 

eiJj^*  harf  mutaharrah,  A  consonant  inflected 
with  a  short  vowel.  1  5;=-  harfi  majhul,  An 

obscure  letter,  as  j  in  J_jj  roz,  A  day,  and  in 

sher,  A  lion.  '  If^  harfi  masruk,  A 
letter  written  though  not  pronounced,  as  j  in 

^jiJb^ji-  khrvahish.  Desire,  chu,  Like,  ̂   tu, 

Thou,  to.  He,  jii  du,  Two,  &c.  ( — ijj**  < — 

harfi  ma^if,  An  open  or  broad  letter,  as  ̂ J  in 

j.Jl>i  shir,  Milk,  ijj-)''^  ip"  ̂'"'^  ma^iarvt,  A 
postposition.  esXwi  t— Jjs-  harfi  rna^ya,  Particle 

of  society.  \Si^\  <^j>-  harfu'n  nida.  Vocative 
particle.  &J  Jsi5\     i)*"  nndbat.  Particle  of 

lamentation.    ̂ iJ^  '—if  harfu'n  nafy,  Particle 

of  negation.  ^  \  i-jjs-  harfi  ahhwi  abjad, 

The  letter  '^gharjn,  which  denotes  1000 ;  hence. 
The  nightingale.  i-Jp:     Ip"  ̂'^'Z  ̂ «  ̂ ^'/j  (^^^^ 

\sp-  harfan  harfan)  Literally.  <— jp- 

^la' harfin,Jnoneraode.  Partially.  P^jiiji  
harf  zadan.  To  speak,  converse,  a  Hurf,  Cresses 

(or  the  seed).  Misfortune,  the  making  no  money. 

hurfi  babili,  Babylonian  cresses.  Hi- 

raf, (pi.  of  ̂ Sj>-  harf)  Edges,  margins.  Moun- 
tain-peaks, (pi.  of  &ip-  hirfat) Trades, arts,  crafts. 

p  1 1— harf-ashna.  Acquainted  with  one's 
letters,  just  able  to  read. 

a  ̂^J>^  hirfan.  Misfortune,  ill-luck. 
I  'if-  harf-andaz,  Cunning,  artful. 

P  '""Ir'  harf-aridazi,  Cunning,  artifice. 
A  iiap-  harfat,  (v.  n.  of  t— J^)  Anointing  (the 

eyes)  with  antimony.  Losing  a  part  of  one's  property. 
7ir//yai,Atrade,craft,art,business,profession.  Skill, 

ingenuity.  Cunning.  A  corporation,  company,  or 

body  of  artificers.  A  meal.  ul.*ip-  ̂ Jj*^  ahli  hirfat, 
An  artisan,  trader,  craftsman.  Hiifat  or  hurfat, 

Misfortune,  ill-luck. 

p         t-L<Jp-  hirfat-hazi,  Witchcraft. 

A  is't^ip-  harfazat,  A  fine  slender  he-camel. 

A  i^J^j"  hirfish,  A  viper. 
A  &*aip-  hirfizat.  An  excellent  she-camel. 

p  f^^ijs^  harfhan,  Ratsbane. 
p         ir"  harf-gir,  Censurer,  caviller,  critic. 

p  t^jif    ̂ p"  harf-giri.  Cavil.  Criticism. A  harfiy,  Relating  to,  possessing  the  na- 
ture or  property  of  a  particle.  Hurfiy,  A  dealer 

in  cresses,  or  in  the  seed. 

A  'i^j>-  harfiy  at.  The  quality  of  particle. 
A  ̂ j>-  harh,  (v.  n.  of  (3^)  Burning.  Filing. 

Grinding  the  teeth  (in  a  rage).  Rubbing  one 

against  another.  Hirh,  That  by  which  the  female 
palm-tree  is  impregnated.  Harak,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj^-) 

Having  a  burnt  appearance  from  too  much  beating 
of  the  fuller  (cloth).  Dropping  off  (the  hair). 

Fire,  flame.  That  by  which  the  fructifying  pro- 

perty of  the  male  palm-tree  is  imparted  to  the  fe- 

male. ^J^^  Jijj^^  harah  rca'l  gharah,  By fire  and  flood.  Harik,  Losing  the  hair,  bald.  A 
man  whose  hands  and  feet  are  cracked.  (A  cloud) 

sending  out  vivid  lightning. 

A  (j^*p-  hurkdn,  A  chafing  (of  the  thighs). 
A  harahaniy.  Coloured  as  if  singed. 

A  wp-  harhat  or  hurhat.  Ardour,  heat.  'Uj>- 
hurhatu  'I  barvl,  Chaude-pisse,  clap.  Hurhat, 

Flame,  fire.  Hurakat,  Sharp  (sword). 

A  (Jv*p-  hirhid,  The  root  of  the  tongue. 
A  jj  Js5p-  harhadat.  Head  of  the  wind-pipe. 

A  'i&)Jij>'  hurahrViat,  Acute,  sharp. 
A  &*a5;5-  harhasat,  (v.  n.  of  c>^»ip-  Q)  Taking 

short  steps.  Speaking  gently.  Talking  quick  and 
incessantly. 

A  Jj'fl''^*"  haraksa',  Name  of  an  animalcule. 



A  'iSLSf  harhafat,  (v.  n.  of  u_ij;s>-  Q)  (One  ass) 
biting  (another)  on  the  top  or  the  projecting  bone 

of  the  buttocks  (which  touches  the  seat  when  one 

sits  down).    The  part  itself. 
A  harhalat,  A  manner  of  walking. 

A  harkuwat,  The  upper  part  of  the  uvula. 

The  hip-bone. 

A  i^^j>-  hurhus,  (pi.  harahis)  A 
winged  flea.  A  crab-louse.  Stone  of  a  green  date. 

A  hurkuf,  Lean  nag.   Certain  reptile. 

A  ̂ _^_f  harka',  (pi.  of  ̂ J>J>■  harth)  Burning. 
A  harh,  (v.n.of  (^J^)  Striking  (a  horse) 

on  the  withers.  Moving.  Withholding  a  debt. 

B^j^,  hi  harkihi,  On  his  account.  Harak,  (v.  n.  of 

ci)^)  Being  impotent.  IlariJt,  Nimble,  quick. 
Ingenious.  Industrious. 

A  cJ^^  harakat,  (pi.  of  's^js-  harakat)  Mo- 
tions. Vowel-points.  j  0\^s-  harakat 

u  sakanat,  Proceedings.   Vowels  and  consonants. 

A  X^s-  harakat,  (v.  n.  o{'J^}j>-)  Moving.  Mo- 
tion, movement,  act,action,  conduct,  behaviour,  pro- 

cedure. Misbehaviour,  impropriety  of  conduct. 

Agitation.  Disturbance.  Prevention.  A  vowel, 

^/j^  jiLo  harakati  mikdart,  The  expanding 
or  shrinking  motion  (in  bodies  capable  of  growth 

or  decrease).  f^J^j  CL^j>-  harakati  waza^,  The 
rotatory  motion  (of  the  heavenly  bodies),  p  ClS^ 

^^d^  harakat  kardan,  To  move,  proceed,  behave. 
To  commit  an  improper  action. 

A     j>-  harakati,  An  interrupter. 
A  Xifesjs-  harkasat.  Commotion. 

A  'i^y  harkakat,  (pi.  uii^s*-  harakik  and 
hardktk)  The  upper  part  of  the  thigh,  (by 

others)  the  nether  part  on  which  one  sits.  The  but- 
tock (of  a  camel).  A  lean  nag.  A  certain  reptile. 

A  B^^js*-  harkalat,  (v.  n.  of  jj^^  Q)  Taking  no 
game  (a  hunter).  A  pompous  mode  of  walking. 
Men  on  foot. 

A  hurkuk,  The  space  betwixt  the  shoul- 
ders of  a  beast,  the  withers. 

A  ̂ j>-  harm,  (v.  n,  of  jy=")  Beating  at  a  game 
of  hazard,  ̂ firm,  (v.  n.  of  j»j»-)  Prohibiting,  (pi 
^jS"  hurum)  Forbidden.  Unlawful.  Necessary 

Expedient,  proper.  Hurm,  (v.  n.  of  j^/^)  Beinj 
prohibited.  A  wife.  Any  thing  guarded  with  care, 

or  that  must  be  kept  inviolate.  Hurm  or  /wVm, 

The  pilgrim's  mantle.  Ilaram,  (v.  n.  of  j^/*")  Be- 
ing forbidden,  unlawful.  Being  beaten  at  dice. 

Brawling,  squabbling.  The  most  sacred  and  most 

retired  place  of  a  temple  or  palace.  The  haram  or 

women's  apartments.  A  wife.  A  daughter,  a  ward. 
A  right,  privilege  ;  any  thing  worth  defending, 

(pi.  ̂j>'^  ahram)  The  sacred  enclosure  at  Mecca, 

or  precincts  of  the  temple  which  is  called  ̂ \  ̂js- 
haraviu  'Uah.  al  haram,  Mecca  and  its  temple. 
The  precincts  of  MadTna.     p  ^y  harami 
hiimayun,  The  seraglio  of  a  monarch,    a  Harhn, 
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(v.  n.  of  ̂ J>-^  Prohibiting.  Disappointment,  re- 
pulse. Huram,  Prohibited,  inviolable,  (pi.  of 

ii/op.  hurmat)  Wives.  Hurum,  (v.  n.  of  Be- 
ing prohibited.  Four  months  during  which  it  is 

unlawful  to  fight  (viz.  the  first,  Muharram  ;  se- 

venth, Rajab ;  and  two  last,  Zu'l  ka^dat  and  Zu'l 
hijjat.  (pi.  of  hirm)  Forbidden  things,  (pi. 

of  ̂ y  haram)  Clad  in  pilgrim's  attire,  (pi.  of 
jC;5-  harim)  Things  which  a  person  keepswith  care. 

A(_)*>'>/«P"/i2>TOas,Smooth,even.  Hard(ground). 

A  ̂^^'*J>■  hir^man,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Prohibiting, 
making  unlawful.  Deprivingof  hope.  Repulse,  dis- 

appointment, mortification,  p  i^'^^ j 

ghahn  u  hirman  kardan,Ho  deceive  and  disappoint. 

A  (j^p-  haramaiii,  (dual)  The  two  sacred 
cities  of  Mecca  and  MadTna. 

'^.Jl  MjS-  hirmat,  (v.n.of  j^^)Depriving  of  hope, 
disappointing.  Disappointment,  ill-luck.  Hirmat 

or  haramat.  Desire  of  copulation  (in  cloven-footed 

beasts).  Disappointment,  ill-luck.  Hirmat  or  ha- 

rimat,  (v.n.  of  j»^)  Prohibiting.  Hurmat,  (v.n. 

of  j^/')  Being  unlawful,  forbidden.  Impropriety, 
indecorum.  Hurmat,  Ivuramat,  or  hurumat,  A 

wife.  A  family.  A  divine  command.  Guard,  pro- 

tection. Honour,  reputation,  chastity.  Reverence, 

respect,  veneration.  Dignity  commanding  respect. 

A  part,  portion,  lot. 

A  'i>cj>-  harammat.  Hills  where  nothing  grows. 
A  ;>/«p-/iarTOacZor/iirmz(^,Blackmud.  Changed 

in  hue  or  scent. 

A  'iy>j>-  harmazat,  (v.  n.  ofj>«^  Q)  Cursing. 
Acuteness  of  genius,  penetration. 

A  {^jMcy  Jdrmis,  (pi.  A  barren  year, 

p  ̂**>  ̂j>-  haram-sard.  Women's  apartments. 
A  ̂y<j>-  harmal,  Seed  of  wild  rue. 
A  harmalat.  Name  of  a  tree  which  emits 

fire  when  rubbed,  the  milky  juice  of  which  is  a  good 

liniment  for  the  scab.  Name  of  many  traditionists. 

A  karma',  (pi.  ̂ j>-  hirdm  and 
/(ara?«a')Libidinous  (ewe  or  cloven-footed  animal), 

(pi.  l_^)j'>-  hardma')  Hot  (bitch).  jti^\ j  Ijtf^ 
ma'  wa'lldh.  By  God! 

A  '^j^  hirmvy.  Prohibitive.  (A  man)  con- 
nected with  Mecca,  or  the  sacred  enclosure  of  the 

Kaaba.  Haramiy,  (Cloth  or  a  garment)  made, 
or  worn  at  Mecca. 

A  (JJ^=>-  haramayn,  Mecca  and  MadTna. 

A  ̂ jjS"  ham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j^)  Asking  a  fair,  just 
price.    Dividing  (cotton). 

A  1j^j>-  /ia?'na?i??/,OfHarran  in  Mesopotamia. 
A  ̂ jiJU^  haranfash.  Coarse,  rough.  Unfeel- 

ing.   Large,  great. 

A  's.iiSL>j>-  hurankifat,  Short  (woman). 
A  L_-'_jj5»  huruh,  (pi.  of  (_.>^)  Battles,  wars. 

A  'ijj>-  harwat,  Heat  in  the  throat,  breast,  or 
head  (from  angeror  pain).  An  acrid  stench.  Sharp- 

ness in  the  flavour  of  mustard. 

A  ̂ jj>-  hurus,  (pi.  of  ̂ J>-  hars)  Produc- 
tions of  the  fields ;  agricultural  labours. 

A  harud,  (A  camel)  yielding  little  milk. 

Hurud,  (v.  n.  of  Jp-)  Living  alone.  Mountain- 

peaks,  (pi.  of  hird)  Pieces  of  camels'  bunches. Intestines  of  camels. 

^j^J>-  hariir,  A  warm  nocturnal  wind.  Solar 
heat.  Fire.  Lasting  heat.  Jfwrwr,  Heat,  warmth. 

A  Hjj harurat,  Heat,  ardour.  Freedom. 

A  lJj  J j=»-  haruriy,  One  of  the  sect  called  Ha- 
runyat.    Of  or  belonging  to  heat,  calorific. 

A  'sJ^j^y  haruriy  at.  Name  of  a  sect.  Haru- 
riy at  or  hururiyat.  Freedom. 

A  i^jo^j>-  kuruz,  (or  'i^o^y  kuruzat)  (v.  n.  of 
(,j«ip-)  Being  ready  to  die  (from  love  or  grief). 
Being  worn  by  long  vexation.  Being  cowardly, 

inactive,  slothful.    Wasting  from  intense  desire. 

A  I— (pi.  of  I— jp-  harf)  Letters.  Cha- 
racters.Points,edges,salientangles.ParticIes. Moun- 

tain-peaks. (Jljju*J^\  'Z  istikbdl.  Fu- 

ture particles.  'i>L*»^\  js- hurtifu'l  asliyat,  Sibi- 
lant letters.  &Xi.»£>^\  i_-Sjj=»  Inirufu'l  asliyat,  Radi- 

cal letters.  (__? ̂  j>- hurufu'l izdfat, Particles 

of  annexion.  i^jjs-huiufu't  ta.<<dik,Var- 
ticles  of  affirmation.  i__2AJvaj3\  hurufu't 

taz^f.  Letters  of  reduplication.  iL>J,iJ^  i__Si)js»-  Jiu- 

rufu't  tamhili.  Particles  for  awakening  the  atten- 

tion, jii  (_->jj=>-  hurufu'l  jarr.  Particles  of  the 
genitive.  ̂ Afliii  hurufu'l  halkiyat.  Gut- 

tural letters.  i_Jj^>-  hurufu'z  zaKand, 

Servile  or  redundant  letters.  'eSj^^^  (_ijjs>-  hic- 
rufu'sh  shajriyat.  Palatal  letters.  <^^j>- 

hurufu^sh  shafahiyat,  Labial  letters.^  u-jj js>- 

^^^^  hu7-ufu''s  saklh,  Sound  letters.  ̂ IaJI  (_Jijjs- huruful  ̂ llat.  Infirm  letters.  jJ,W\  u-ij y  hu- 

rufu''l  ̂ lal.  Accidental  letters.  u-ijjs*  hu- 

rufu''l  lisniiyat.  Gingival  letters.  &^il.>JJ^  <^^j>- 
hurvfu  llisdniyat,  Lingual  letters.  i^^js- 
huruful  lahimjat,  Letters  pronounced  from  the 

uvula.  i_-Jjj:>-  huruful  layniyat.  Soft  let- 

ters. i_-ij)j="  huruful  madd.  Letters  of  pro- 

longation. j\y*Q!^  (  huruful  masdar,  Par- 

ticles serving  for  the  infinitive.  'i^J^^^^ 
hm'iiful  muzdra^t,  Letters  forming  the  aorist. 

pisf^^i  jji^s-  huruful  mu^am,T\\e  alphabet  ar- 
ranged in  order  contrary  to  the  ahjad.  (__ijjs»- 

J^k^s/o  hurufi  ma^a  ,  Particles  which  influence  the 
sense.  ftRlaflil  i__ijj5».  huruful  mukta^t,  De- 

tached letters,  such  as  occur  in  certain  chapters  of 

the  Kur'an.  'iij^s^  u_5jj5»-  huruful  mamkufat , 

Quiescentletters.  ̂   c-i ̂ j>-hurufu  1  hijdj:,The 
letters  of  the  alphabet. 

A  ̂ jj^  haruh  or  huimk,  The  pollen  by  which 
the  female  palm-tree  is  fructified.  Tinder.  A  hoof. 

Huruh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JJ=^)  Gnashing  the  teeth  in  rage. 

A  ̂ jjS'  harruh,  (or  -*^j)j=»-  karukdi)  Tinder. 
A  harukat,  Pottage,  gruel. 



A  harum,  A  camel  that  does  not  bear  for 

several  years,  although  not  barren. 

A  i^^j'>-  harun,  Refractory,  restive  (horse). 
Game  which  does  not  come  down  from  the  sum- 

mit of  a  mountain.  Hirun,  (pi.  of  ̂   kir)  Pu- 
denda mulierum.  Hurun,  (v.  n.  of  Being 

stubborn,  restifF,  refractory  (ahorse).  Asking  a  fair, 

just  price.  Dividing  (cotton). 

A  ijijj''  harum,  Refractoriness,  stubbornness, 
p  8^  hira,  Nightshade. 

A         hary,  (v.  n.  of  c^/")  Being  defective, 

diminished.  Waning(the  moon),  ifam',  A  court, 
an  open  space  or  area.  Name  of  a  mountain  near 

Mecca.  The  spot  where  the  ostrich  lays  her  eggs. 

Worthy.  2rari,(pl.  ■*\;s>-\  a/tra^) Worthy,fit,proper. 

A  ijj>-  liarra,  (pi.  ̂ ^J»^)  Thirsty  (woman). 

A  ̂  jS"  hariy,  (pi.  ̂\>,j>-\ ahriya/)  Worthy,fit. 
Hiriy,  Belonging  to  the  pudendum  muliebre. 

A  ijf;*"  harriy,  (A  camel)  pasturing  in  a  stony 
place.    Relating  to  a  stony  place. 

A  I— ̂ ji>-  harib,  (pi.  ̂J, js>-  harha  and 
/t «ra Z) aj:)  Spoiled ,  pi und ered .  Hurayl,  A  little  war. 

A  'i^.js-  liaribat,  (pi.  ̂>-^\f  haraAh)  Effects, 
of  which  one  is  plundered,  or  on  which  he  subsists. 

A»5js^  hariyat,  (pi.  b|^)  Worthy,  fit  (woman). 

A  '&>js-  hurriyat,  (v.  n.  of  J».)  Becoming  free, 
from  being  a  slave.    Freedom,  frankness.  Soft, 

sandy  soil.    Nobles  of  the  Arabians. 

A  C^ljs-  harit,  The  char  (a  kind  of  fish). 

A  Sa^^  harisat,  (pi.  i^tj^\j>-  haraAs)  Gain.  A 
she-camel  worn  out  with  labour. 

A  S>,j>-  harul,  (p\.i^\js-  hirad  and  Ai^j>-  hura- 
da/)  Solitary,  single.  Living  alone,  at  a  distance 

from  a  friend.  Fish  cut  in  slices.  S>j>-  hayy 
haind,  A  tribe  living  alone,  from  pride  or  poverty. 

A  ̂\ii.^j5»  huraydcLf,  A  tendon  compressed  by 
the  fetter. 

^j^J^"  harir,  Silk.  Silken  cloth,  a  silken  gar- 
ment.   Warm,  choleric. 

A  har  irat,  One  silken  garment.  A  kind 

of  pap  made  from  milk  or  fat  and  flour.  Caudle, 

(fem.  ofj^jS"-  liai'ir)  Warm,  choleric. 
p  usiMi  j>js>'  harir-sina,  Soft,  tender-hearted. 

A  ijj^.j'-  haririy,  A  silk-merchant.  A  thin 
kind  of  paper. 

^y.J^  /ia?7Z,Guarded,strongly  fortified.  Highly 

prized.  A  preservative  from  the  effects  of  poison. 

A  hai'isat,  (pi.  ̂J«^^^-  harads)  A  sheep 
stolen  by  night.    A  stone  enclosure  for  sheep. 

A  ijHj*'  ̂'■'^I'^sh)  A  serpent  speckled  white  and 
black.  A  rhinoceros.  An  earwig.  Name  of  a 

marine  animal,  (pi.  {^j=-  hurush)  Voracious  (ca- 
mel). A  camel  whose  lips  are  cracked  by  brow- 

sing on  thorny  shrubs. 

A  'iJL>j>-  harishat,  A  kind  of  fish.  Whatever 
is  in  one's  hand  or  possession.  Hawkweed. 
A  haris,  (pi.  (^VJ»-  hurras  and  ?\*o^ 
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hurasds)  Covetous,  greedy,  eager,  earnest.  Rent 

(garment).  harisi  mansih,  Ambi- 
tious of  honours  and  appointments. 

A  'L>a^js-  harisat,  A  cloud  pouring  forth  rain 
so  as  to  break  up  the  ground. 

^  ,^j^lj>'  harm.  Greediness. 

A  (^j^_j>-  har'iz,  Unable  to  rise. 
p  (_A^j="  harif,  A  companion,  messmate.  An 

antagonist  at  play.  j^^iiOii  j  i— fl^^  harifi 

ab  u  dandan.  Whatever  is  agreeable  to  one's  dis- 
position. Delicious  as  sweetmeats.  A  faithful  lover. 

j>  ̂  <^^_js-  harifi  gulu-bur,  {orj^ ̂   («_ftJ^  ha- 

rifi gidu-gir')  Deceitful  fortune.   Pride,  vanity. 
A  Jiar'if,  A  man  (used  in  a  contemptible 

sense),  a  fellow.  An  adversary  in  a  law-suit.  A 
rival.  One  with  whom  you  do  business,  a  partner. 

A  fellow  workman.  Clever,  cunning.  Pleasant, 

facetious.  Impudent,  audacious. 

A  u_2^js-/«'rri/",  Acrid,sharp,biting  (to  thetaste). 

p  i^..j>-  harifi,  Stratagem,  fraud. 
A  harik,  (pi.  ljj>-  harha^  Fired,  burnt. 

Flame,  fire.  Borage.  Noise  of  gnashing  of  teeth. 

^.j>-  '^\  'l>&'  ̂ zabi  harih.  The  torments  of  hell. 
A  '6Sl>j>-  liarihat,  (pi.  hardsik)  Pottage, 

gruel.  Heat,  warmth. 

A  LiJo^  harih,  Weak  in  the  waist,  or  who  tot- 
ters when  he  walks.  Impotent. 

A  harini,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j'^)  Disappointing, 

(pi.  ̂]j>-^  ahrdmaud  hurmi)  Sacred,  inviola- 
ble, unlawful  to  touch.  A  sanctuary.  The  sacred 

enclosure  at  Mecca.  Woraen^s  apartments.  Any 
thing  that  lies  roundabout  another  and  belongs  to 

it.  Honour,  dignity.  A  right,  pi-ivilege.  A  com- 
panion, partner.  A  place  where  earth  is  thrown 

out  of  a  well.  The  coarse  garb  of  a  pilgrim. 

A  'i^ j>-  harlmai,  (v.  n.  of  (^=»-)  Prohibiting. 
Depriving  of  hope,  disappointing.  ̂ _}^  *v js- 

har'imatu'r  rabb,  That  which  the  Lord  has  prohi- 
bited to  whom  he  will. 

p  joU*-       harim-hhdna,  A  woman's  apartment. 

A  "ilv ̂   huraymilat,  A  tree  containing  a  light, 
soft  cottony  substance,  used  in  stuffing  the  pillows 
of  the  wealthy. 

A         hirrin,  (pi.  of  ijs-  harraf)  Stony  places. 

A  js-  hazz,  (  V.  n.  ofjs-)  Cutting,  making  an  in- 
cision, notching.  Excelling,  exceeding  (in  nobility 

and  generosity),  (pl- Jj)/"  huzuz)  A  notch,  inci- 
sion. Low-lying,  depressed  ground.  Reproachful, 

cutting,  severe  in  language.  Time,  season. 

A  hazj:,  (v.  n.  of  \j»-)  (Vapour)  raising  up 

(athing).  Collecting, driving  (camels).  Lyingwith. 

A  \y-  haza\  (or  -^Vj*-  hazds)  Wild  anise. 

A  Aj»-  hazzas,  An  astrologer,  palmister. 

A  ̂\j>-  hizdb,  (v.  n.3of  i-^s-)  Confederating. 
A  huzdbat,  A  perplexing  business. 

A  hazdbi,{ov'i^\^hazabiyat){j^\.\^\j>- 

hazd'sib)'i:\\ick  and  short,  (pi. of  'iAojs-  hizbdMt) 

Rough  grounds. 

A  'i\^s-  hazdt,  (or  iAjs-^  One  anise-plant. 
A  jUs"  hazdz,  Scales  on  the  head.  Diligent,  la- 

borious, active,  bustling.  A  furious  driver.  j]}=" 

^^*aJ\  /iazdzu''s  sahhr,  Lichen.  Ilizdz,  (v.  n.  3  of 

)  Earnestly  endeavouring  after  any  thing,  curi- 

ously prying,  using  every  effbrtto  get  at  the  know- 

ledge of  a  thing.  j\y>-  'i^ shirhatu  hizdzin,  Part- 
nership wherein  mutual  confidence  exists  not. 

pj\j»-  huzdz,  Dry  scab,  ringworm, 

Aj\js>.  hazzdz,  Food  which  turns  acid  on  the 
stomach.  A  man  who  drives  vehemently.  An  ac- 

tive, bustling  fellow.  Hazzdz  or  huzzdz,  Any  thing 
which  harasses  and  worries  the  mind. 

A  ijif  hazdzat,  Scurf.  Ringworm,  dry  scab. 
Indisposition  of  mind  from  anger. 

A  hazdziy,  A  violent  driver.  An  active, 

bustling  man. 

A^^j>-  hizdh,  A  thick  bracelet. A^\y>-  hizdha?i,  Necessaiily,  by  force. 

A  ei\y>'  hazdltat,  A  multitude. 
A  'i^\y>-  hazdhilat,  The  lowest  (rank  of  men). 

A  jjj=-  hizdm,  (pi.  huzum)  A  belt,  girth, 

surcingle.  Swaddling-bands. 
A  'i<i\j>-  hazdmai,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  provi- 

dent, firm  in  mind.  Bringing  together,  adjusting. 

Hizdmat,  A  belt,  girth,  sui'cingle. 

A  J^^y>-  hazdmir,  (Taking)  the  whole. 

A  ̂J\j>■  hizdn,  (pi.  of  Grieved,  sad. 
A  ̂ Vp-  hizzdn  also  huzzdn,  (pi.  of  J^J»-  haziz) 

Rough  places. 
A  huzdnat,  A  family,  domestics  (a  source 

of  care).  The  commencement  of  the  invasion  of 
Persia  by  the  Arabs  and  of  their  laying  claim  to  the 
houses  and  fields. 

A  lj\f-  hazdna ,  (pi.  of  i^..j>-  hazin)  Sad. 

A  jj\f  hazdmir,  (pi.  of  '^j^j")  Hillocks. 
A  'ij^^y>-  hazdmirai,  (pi.  of  '^jj»-)  Hillocks. 
Aj>j|}=-  hazdrvir,  (pi.  of  Vj^j^)  Hillocks. 
A  \,^\y>-  hazdfib,  (pi.  of  hazdbiyat) 

Strong  and  short  (men). 

A  ̂)f>-  hazdsih,  (pi.  of  'i^,.j>-  hazikat)  Mul- titudes (of  men  or  palm-trees).  Parts,  sections. 

A  i^y>-  hazb,  (v.  n.  of  i—^)  Happening,  oc- 
curring, befalling.  Pressing  upon.  A  perplexing 

business.  Hizb,  (pi.  i-r>^^  ahzdh)  A  troop,  le- 
gion, cohort,  crew.  Associates,  auxiliaries,  confe- 

derates.  Arms,  armour.  Rugged,  uneven  ground. 

A  part  (particularly  a  sixtieth  of  the  Kur  an).  ̂ j>- 

yj^j^  hizbi  mushrihln,  Crowds,  bodies,  gangs  of 
infidels.  Huzub,  (pi.  of  i— .^W  huzih  and  \—^.j>- 

hazib)  Severe,  difficult  affairs. 
A  f\ij>-  hizbdf,  (pi.  oi'iAiy^  hizbdfat)  Rough, 

uneven  grounds. 
A  'iA^js-  hizbdfat,  (pi. 

ged,  uneven  ground. 

hazdba)  Rug- 

A  'iy>-  hazzat,  A  single  incision.  Time,  season. 



A  5jJ> 

Huzzat,  The  waist.  The  waistband  of  the  drawers. 

The  neck.  An  oblong  slice  of  meat  or  of  a  liver. 

A  *»Js^  hazhazat,  Indisposition  from  grief  or 
fear.  A  transposition  of  soldiers  when  drawn  up 

in  battle-array. 

A  l)J>-  hazd,  (for         hasd)  Harvest. 

Ajjs-  hazr,  (v.  n.  ofjjs-)  Guessing,  estimating. 

Being  wrinkled  (the  forehead). 
.  hazras,  A  draught  of  sour  milk. 

hazra.t,  (pi.  i^];^  hazarat)  The  best 

part  of  flocks,  or  any  kind  of  wealth.    Name  of  a 

certain  bitter  or  salt  tree.  The  bitter  lot-tree. 

A  'eJ>jy>-  hazrakat,  A  shutting  up,  a  confining. 
A  jy>-  hazaz,  Vehemence,  violence,  severity. 

Ilizaz,  Swaths  of  cut  corn.     Huzuz,  (pi.  oiy>j^ 

haziz)  Steep,  rugged  places. 

A  S hazfarat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj=^  Q)  Filling. 

Tying  up  furniture  or  wares.  Preparing,  getting 

ready.  Smooth,  level  ground,  with  stones  in  it. 

Hizfarat,  A  hard  place. 

A  ̂ Js-  hazh,  (v.  n.  of  Fastening  with  a 

rope.  Pulling  tight  (a  cord).  Pressing,  compress- 

ing, squeezing.  Breaking  wind.  Hizk,  A  kind  of 

vehicle  resembling  a  small  pack-saddle.  Hizh 

(and  Mp-  hizkat),  (pi.  JJs-  hizak)  A  multitude, 

a  swarm.  Hazak,  Avarice.  Hizak,  (pi.  of  Hibj=>- 

hazikat)  Multitudes  (of  men,  birds,  or  palm-trees). 

A  }mzzah,(^^\.oi'^__j>-hazilmtyM.vi\t\t\x.(\.e.s. 

A  ̂js-  hazukk,  (or  dJjs*  hazuhkat)  Short  of  sta- 

ture, taking  short  steps.  Close-fisted.  Bad-tem- 

pered. Huzukk,  (or  huzukkat)  Narrow.  Short  of 

stature,  going  with  short  steps.  Weak.  Big-bellied. 

a'&sJs- hazukat, 'Narrow.  Big-bellied.  Dwarfish, 
taking^short  steps. 

A  'eijs-  huzukkat,  A  kind  of  game.  A  word  used 
by  women  when  dandling  children. 

A  (J>J;=-  kizkil,  Narrow,  avaricious.  Ezekiel. 

A  Jj;5}f  hizkil,  Ezekiel. 

A  ̂ j>-  kazk,  (v.  n.  of  '^j")  Girding  (with 
a  rope).  Pressing,  squeezing.  Twisting  hard. 

A  ̂ js-  hazm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ js-)  Binding,  fastening 
(a  load).  Girthing  (a  beast).  Bringing  together, 

adjusting.  Being  provident,  vigilant,  steady,  firm 

in  mind.  A  firm  resolve.  Vigilance,  wariness,  in- 

dustry, (pi.  pjjs-  huzum)  Rough  and  hard  ground. 

Hazam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ js-^  Having  an  oppression  in 
the  breast.  Having  something  sticking  in  the  throat. 

Thickness  round  the  middle.  Iluzum,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^y^ 

hizam)  Girths.  Swaddling-bands,  (pi.  of  jCja- 
hazim)  Breasts,  pits  of  chests. 

A  ̂^js-  huzamaf,  (pi.  of  jfij*-  haz'im)  Provident. 
A  mJs^  huzmat,  An  armful  (of  wood  or  corn). 

A  bundle  of  paper.  A  truss  of  straw.  Ilazamat, 

(pi.  of  i^ls-  hazini)  Provident,  careful 
A huzummat.  Short,  dwarfish. 

A hazmar,  A  king. 

A  \y^y>-  hazmarat,  Vigilance,  foresight.  Full- 
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ness.  The  bursting  of  the  leek-flower. 
A  hizmil,  A  despicable  woman. 

Ajyoy>-  huzmur,  (Taking)  the  whole. 

A  <i1Ij1  J  l^y*'  kazma  wa''llah,  By  God! \  A  hazn,  Rough  ground.  Huzn,  (v.  n.  of 

^y=-)  Grieving,  making  sad.  Being  sad.  Huzn 
or  Kazan,  (pi.  ̂^j>-\  ahzaii)  G;rief,  sadness,  afflic- 

tion, sorrow.  ^mu'l  huzn.  The  year  of 

grief,  i.e.  of  Muhammad's  death,  or  that  in  which 
Khadija  or  Abu  Talib  died.  Hazan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jjs-) 
Being  grieved  and  sad.  Hazin  or  hazun,  (pi. 

hizdn  and  ̂ u^s-  huzauRi)  Sad.  Huzan,  (pi.  of 

iojs-  huznat)  Rugged  mountains. 
A  -^I3j=-  huzands,  (phof  ̂ ^Js-)  Sad,  grieved. 
A  hazndn,  Grieved,  sad. 

A  hazamhal.  Short  and  compact  of  body. 

A  foolish  female.  An  old  woman.  Thick-lipped. 
Prominent  (pudendum  muliebre).  A  species  of 
sweet  herbs. 

A  iojs"-  haznat.  Rugged  ground.  Huznat,  (pi. 

i^j>-  huzan')  A  rugged  mountain. 
A  jjs-  hazw,  (v.  n.  of^  for  jjs-)  Guessing 

at,  measuring.    Divining,  presaging. 

A  \)^jj='  hizwdrat,  (pl.j^j|^=>)  A  little  hill. 
A jjj^  hazwar,  (orjjj^  hazawmar,  (pi.  \)j^j>- 

hazdwirat)  A  lad  arrived  at  the  age  of  puberty, 

strong,  and  fit  for  service.  Weak,  feeble.  Huzur, 

(v.  n.  ofj|^>-)  Turning  sour. 

A  ̂ jjj'^  hazwarat,  (pl.^j^:*-  hazdwir,  'ij^j>- 
hazdwirat,  and^^.j\^s-  hazdwir)  A  little  hill.  An 
obedient,  tractable  camel. 

Ajjjs-  huzuz,  (pi.  of  Js-)  Notches,  incisions. 
A  hazawkal.  Short  of  stature,  a  dwarf. 

A  ̂  jj!>-  liazawlak,  Short  and  compact  in  body. 

A  j»_jj='  huzum,  (pi.  of  ̂ y^)  Hard  grounds. 
A  MjJ^-huzumat,  (v.n.of  p^)  Being  vigilant, 

steady,  firm  in  mind. 

A  (jjj^  hazun,  Vicious  (sheep). 

A  «>^_jj=»  huzunat,  Ruggedness  of  ground. 

A  hazy,  (v.  n.  of  ij'js-)  Divining,  augur- 
ing. Measuring,  guessing  at.  (Vapour)  raising 

up  (any  thing). 

A  I— 4}5>-  hazib,  (pi.  ̂ y^")  Difficult  (affair). 

A  [^y..j>-  hazirdn,  The  Syriac  month  of  June. 

A  JJjs-  haziz,  (pi.  ̂ ^y-  huzzdn,  hizzdn,  *5Js-\ ahizzat,  and  huzuz)  An  active,  busy  man.  A 

steep  rugged  place. 
A  haztk,  A  multitude  (of  men,  birds,  or 

palm-trees),    (also  pi.  of  siwjs-  hazlkat). 

A  'isLij^hazlkat,(jj\.^\j>'hazdMk,  ^>_y>-hazik, 
and  ̂ jj>-  htizzak)  A  multitude.  An  inclosed  gar- 

den. A  palm-plantation.  A  section,  portion. 

A  hazim,  (pi.  Aioy>-  Imzamdf)  Provident, 

(pi.  'kAy>\  ahzimat  and  huzum)  The  breast, 
pit  of  the  chest. 

A  (^j^  hazin,  (pi.         hazna  and  hu- 
zands)  Sad,  afflicted,  melancholy,  grieved,  doleful. 

6  F 

A  (jm5>.  hass,  (v.  n.  of  (j">-)  (Cold)  nipping 

(plants),  or  killing  (locusts).  Destroying,  killing. 

Shaking  off"  the  dust.  Being  touched  with  pity  or 
sympathy;  loving.  Currying  (a  horse).  Broiling 
(meat)  on  the  coals.  Laying  (fire  upon  dough). 

Toasting  (a  locust).  Eradicating.  Tearing  from 

house  and  home.  Perceiving,  knowing  for  certain. 

Cunning,  tact,  shrewdness,  skilful  management. 

Hiss,  (v.  n.  of  t_p>-)  Being  touched  with  pity  or 
sympathy ;  loving.  Perceiving,  comprehending, 

discovering,  understanding,  receiving  certain  in- 
telligence. Hearing  the  sound  of  one  passing  by, 

but  not  seeing  him.  A  low  murmuring  sound. 
Pains  following  the  birth.  The  nipping  of  plants 

by  cold.  Motion.  A  nipping  cold.  Sense,feeling. 

Sympathy.  \J^'>-  hissi  bdtin.  Internal  sense. 
jfcUb  hissi  zdhir,  External  sense.  t^J/ii**  (j***- 

hissi  mushtarik,  Common  sense.  Hassi,  The  sud- 
den cry  of  pain  upon  touching  unexpectedly  any 

thing  burning  hot,  or  being  pricked  with  a  thorn. 
min  hassiha  wa  bassika,  From 

wheresover  you  please. 

A  l-.>-  hasa\  Soup,  broth,  pottage. 

A  -^L-s-  hasds.  Soup,  broth,  pottage.  Hisds, 

(pi.  of  hasy,  hisy,  or  hisa)  Hard  substrata 
of  stone  or  clay,  on  which  water  which  has  per- 

colated through  clay  lodges. 

p  L-->V«.i>-  hi  or  husdb.  Business,  trade,  traffic. 

A  t-^L-s"  hisdb,  (v.  n.  of  u-a*>»>-)  Reckoning. 

Computation,  calculation.  Number.  Arithmetic. 

A  numerous  throne.  Sufficient.  u_a-*5>-  -^UaS- 

^tds  hisdb,  A  sufficient  gift.  jS-  ghayr 

hisdb.  Not  reckoned.  (_-.jL-U  ̂ ^^yawmu''l  hisdb, 
The  day  of  reckoning,  p  J,»=-  u-.>l«*5^  hisdbijum- 

mal.  The  reckoning  by  abjad  (where  |»*aC.  means 
1840).  {^'^^ i--.>l-»5>-  liisdb  hardan,  To  keep  ac- 

counts, calculate.  ^J,  hi  hisdb.  Innumerable. 

A  t-jlws*  /tassaZ;,  An  arithmetician,  an  account- 

ant. Hussdb,  (\A.of  u^fculs"- /mA'iZ*)  Accountants. 

Receivers.  Paymasters.  ̂ y-oJ>\  l^[!Ls- hussdhu'r 
rami,  Geomancers. 

A  'iA^s-  hasdbat,  (v. n.  of  (_-*--*=«-)  Having  good 
reputation.  Hisdbat,  (v.  n.  of  u-**-a-)  Computing. 

A  sj\,.hc-  hassabat,  Aconsummate  arithmetician. 

p  hisdb-ddn.  An  arithmetician. 
P  l-^Ii^l-jL-j--  hisdb-kitdb.  Accounts. 

P  (j*^.y  I— hisdb-nains.  An  accountant. 
A  (^jJI-*^- /tisaii?/.  Accountable,  accurate,  just. 
A  d^Zs-  hussdd,  (pi.  of  4^**iU-)  Envious,  haters. 
A  it^K^^  kasddat,  An  envying,  a  wishing  ill. 

Ajlws-  hasdr,  A  plant  like  a  carrot  or  cress. 
A  (_)*»l*<*s»- /tMsas,  Malignity,depravity.  Asmall 

fish  which  is  generally  dried.  Small  fragments  of 

stones,  or  any  thing  else.  Hasdsi,  An  interjection 

of  regret  when  a  lost  article  cannot  be  found. 
A  kassds,  Endued  with  the  five  senses; 

acute,  shrewd.    An  animal. 



A  (^j|UoVu^  hasasin,  Name  of  a  warlike  nation 

in  Kurdistan,  of  whom  frequent  mention  is  made 

in  the  history  of  the  Crusades. 

A  ( — sL-:*  husaf,  (v.  n.  of  Reaping. 

A  &iL«»-  /iMsa/ai,  Refuse  of  I'otten  dates.  Silver- 
filings.  Anger,  rage,  indignation.  Hatred.  A  little 

water.    Remains  of  food.    (^Ul  XiL*=»-  husaf a- 

tih^n  nas,  The  refuse  of  the  people. 
A  isit-*»-//.asa/m<,Asperity  of  amalevolentmind. 

hasakik,  The  small  of  any  thing. 

A  hasakil,  (pi.  of  (Ji,*«i»- )  Young  animals. 
A  hasaliilat,  The  smaller  and  inferior 

part  of  an  army. 

A  isJLu**-  husdlaf,  Chaff,  husks,  parings.  Bran. 

Silver  oi'  silver-filings. 
A  husam,  A  sharp  sword ;  also  its  edge. 

Wholly  rainy  (night),   p  ̂ ,1.^*1  j»l-~s-  husami 
khun-ashcmi,  A  blood-drinking  cimeter. 

A  (j^— =>■  hisan,  (pi.  of  (^**.s-  hasan  or  ̂ LL<^  ha- 
sawai!)  Good,  excellent.  Beautiful,  elegant.  Husan, 
Beautiful,  elegant. 

hussan,  Very  good,  beautiful,  elegant. 
A  hussanat,  Beautiful  (woman). 

A  liash,  (v.  n.  of  i_-»«.s-)  Computing, 

calculating,  counting.  Burying  a  corpse  amongst 

stonesorinawinding-sheet.  Asufiiciency.  Enough. 

sjU-^\  t^..^hasJ)u''l  /yazfl^,  According  to  license. 
hashu''l  isharat,  In  conformity  to 

the  signal  or  hint.  j\JlAt6*^\  c«**«=«-  liashu''l  izUrar, 
Necessarily.  (  liashul  ihtizuj:,  As 

occasion  may  require.  i_^*«s>-  hashu''l  im- 
kan,  As  far  as  possible.  JW  (_-»— s-  hasli  /ia^,  Ac- 

cording to  exigency,  from  the  state  (of  affairs,  &c.). 

p^aii  (»_^»-  hashu''l  huhn,  According  to  the  or- der :  a  patent  or  order  under  the  seal  of  the  Vazir. 

p  c_>**,s-  hashi  dil-khwah,  Agreeably  to  one's 
desire.  ̂ j^UaL>J  ̂ ^^jS  c-*— =>■  ji  bar  hashi  farmani 
sultan,  According  to  the  commands  of  the  em- 

peror. A  8j;i«ft!\  hashul  kudrat,  To  the  best 

of  one's  abilities.  v__a*.S:  bi  hashi,  According  to. 

(Jj*«i^\  ̂   J  aJJ\j*\  hasbuma  amara'llah 
wa  hallac]ha''r  r-asul,  As  God  commands  and  the 
prophet  explains.  jy>^^  ■_  •  liashul  ma^mur, 

Agreeable  to  command.  u-***»>-  hashu''l 

mudda^^.  According  to  wish.  u-**^  ̂ ms- 
bu  V  maravi,  Agreeable  to  my  desires. 

J_5.^\  hashul  ma^vl,  Agreeable  to  custom. 

I— s»-  hasbu^l  maw^d,  According  to  pro- mise, 

fact. 
hashi  n-aki^,  According  to 
hashul  wusuti,  According 

to  the  produce :  revenues  to  be  afterwards  settled 

according  to  the  crop,  c-'—s^  J^S-  ̂aZa'  hashi.  In 

respect,  on  account  of.  (J?^  tiiAdu.s>-  vj*^  ̂  '^^ 
haza  rajulun  hasbuka  mir^rajulin,  This  is  a  man 
sufficient  for  thee  without  any  one  else,  edu^-s* 

jjftjii  hashuha  dirhamun,  A  dirhem  is  enough  for 
thee.  W*».^/tas&Mma,  According  to  which.  Hasab 
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or /msJ, Quantity, measure, proportion,value.  Num- 
ber. Way, mode, manner.  Hasab, (^v.n, of 

Having  a  good  reputation.  (pi.  (--.jL-s-I  ahsah) 
Reputation,  estimation.  Dignity,  nobiHty,  some- 

times from  ancestry,  sometimes  not.  Pedigree. 

Opulence.  Heart,  mind,  soul.  A  good  action. 

Religion.  Numbered, counted.  IIisah,{^\.o{'s.x.^ 
hishat)  Rewards,  remunerations.  Administrations. 

A  ̂̂ •Jkj^»-husabas,(p].of  i_«*A..**>-/<rtsi&)Esteemed, 
valued ;  conspicuous  for  worth,  dignity,  or  merit. 

A  hishan,  (v.  n.  of  i_-v«&-)  Reckoning, 

counting,  supposing,  esteeming,  thinking.  Thought, 

imagination,  supposition,  notion.  Husban,  (v.  n. 

of  („*.>.->- )  Computing,  reckoning.  A  short  arrow. 
Punishment.  Cold.  A  calamity.  Wickedness.  A 

small  pillow  or  cushion.  Any  thing  striking  terror 

(as  lightning).  Dust,  smoke.  A  cloud.  A  small 
ant.  Locusts,  (pi.  of  l_-'L-s>-  hisah)  Numbers, 

crowds,   p  (jlxu-^        daftari  husban,  A  register. 
A  C-'blx*-*-  husbanat,  Calculations. 

A  'iAx^s-  husbanat,  One  short  arrow.  A  small 
pillow.  A  pismire.  A  thunderbolt.  A  cloud. 

A  'iy,^^  hisbaf,  (v.  n.  of  '  ̂ — —)  Reckoning, 
(pi.  t— hisab)  Reward,  hire,  price.  Admini- 

stration of  affairs,  police.  The  duty  or  office  of 

the  Muhtasib.  A  mode  of  reckoning.  Buriaj  of  a 

corpse  among  stones,  or  in  a  winding-sheet,  jou*^* 
^  hisbatan  lillah,  For  the  love  of  God.  ^^;*-s>- 

X^Awii  hasanu'' I  hishat.  Skilful  in  administration. 
Husbat,  A  whiteness  of  skin  from  disease ;  leprosy, 

baldness,  scall.  A  mixture  of  red  and  white  in  the 
colour  of  a  camel.  A  reddish  whiteness  in  the  hair 

of  a  leprous  man. 
A  aJju-s-  hashalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Saying 

aiJ\  Ijju-s-  hashuna'llah,  God  is  sufficient  for  us. 

A  (_^-*^  hasabiy.  Belonging  to  nobility. 

A  'iJLs-  hassat  or  hissat,  State,  plight,  case. 

A  ̂ ^^l^*"  has-has,  Liberal,  generous.  De- 

structive (sword).  i^jtiKstt"^  ̂ 'y>  hanu'' I  has-has, Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  has-has,  Loss  of  all  one's  property. 
A  a**.^^*"  has-hasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jmSJ""  Q)  Lay- 
ing (meat)  upon  the  embers.  Forgiving.  Being 

pained,  and  complaining. 

A  d-Mts-  hasad,  (v.  n.  of  tJ>*<.i>-)  Envying,  wish- 
ing ill.    Envy,  malevolence.  Malice,  emulation. 

(_3iW>-  hasadani  allah  in 
huntu  ahsuduka,  May  God  give  me  the  reward  of 

envy,  if  I  envy  thee,  p  i^i^j^  (X«.s>-  hasad  burdan 
To  envy,  a  Husud,  (pi.  of  hasud)  Envious. 

A  S^>-  hussad,  (pi.  of  SuAs-  hasid)  Envious. 

p  \j  1  i^s-  hasad-ara.  Malevolent. 

A  is'ii.*^*.  hasadat,  (pi.  of  SmAs-  hasid)  Envious. 
A  Ja*-»-  hasdal.  The  tike. 

A  ̂^5ii.**.s-  hasdaliy,  Insincere  in  friendship. 
A  hasr,  (v.  n.  of  j-<>-)  Removing  (a  veil). 

Sweeping  (a  house).   Baring  a  limb.  Peeling  (a 

branch).  Wearying,  tiring,  vexing.  Hasar,  (v. 

n.  of^f— *-)  Becoming  fatigued.  Sighing  for  grief. 

A  hasar  at,  (pi.  of 'ij^^  hasrat)  Sighs. 

\  A  'ij^^hasrat,  {y.n.oi ̂ ,-*=-)  Sighing  for  grief. 
Grief,  regret.  Impatience,  passion.  Strong  desire, 

emulation,  ambition.  Envy.  tiJ^\  'Sp**-  hasi-a- 
tu''l  muluh,  (The  envy  of  kings)  A  gut- pudding 
stuffed  with  meat  and  rice,  Jo  j  has- 

rat  u  nadamat.  Regret  and  repentance,   p  Oj*->- 

(jt),^  hasrat  hhivurdan,  To  sigh  for.  C->j<-*- 
hasrat  ddshtan,  To  sigh  after,  to  regret  (the 

absence  of  any  one),  to  w  ish  anxiously  to  see  a  person. 
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liasratd.  Oh  the  pity  ! 

C^^*-s-  hasrat-angez,  Perplexing, 

p  !5iJj  C^jms-  hasrat-zada,  Woebegone,  sad. 

A  jj^A»=»/iasra',Tired,  jaded,  (she-camel),  (pi. 
of^*»s>.  hasir)  Tired,  jaded.  Dim-sighted. 

A  u—O  ■>,-»•  hasf,(v.  n.  of  i_g...->-)  Cleaning  (dates), 
throwing  away  the  bad  ones.  Driving  (sheep). 

Moving,  floating  (a  cloud).  Crawling  (a  serpent). 

Reaping.  Modus  coeundi.  A  thorn.  The  noise 
made  by  a  serpent  in  quitting  its  slough.  Sasaf, 

(v.  n.  of '  _  p — ■)  Becoming  changed  in  taste  and 

colour,  stinking.  Being  rough.  Conceiving  ha- 

tred, being  hostile  and  vindictive.  Being  con- 

temptible, reprobated,  discarded. 
A  *fl«-«2-  hasfat,  Anger,  rage.  Enmity,  hatred, 

A  thin,  flimsy  cloud. 

A  (JAa-s*  hasfal  or  hisjil,  Puny  (children).  Mis- 
fil,  Whatever  is  small  and  contemptible  in  any 

thing.    Hisafl,  Large-bellied. 
A  jjii«*5>-  hishil,  A  tiny  young  one. 
A  C£).*«c>.  hasah,  (v.  n.  of  uil*«»-)  Being  rough 

and  angry  towards  (any  one).  Conceiving  hatred. 

Having  the  nose-bag  full  of  barley  hung  round  his 

head  (ahorse).  Envy,  enmity,  hostility.  A  prickly 

plant  which  clings  to  the  wool  of  sheep.  Caltrops 

for  keeping  off  cavalry,  being  made  in  the  shape 

of  this  prickly  plant.    Hasih,  Angry,  inimical. 
A  hashat.  Envy.    Hatred.  Hasakat, One  caltrop. 

A  i.iliCu»=>-  hishih,  A  hedgehog. 

A  (Jiwa-  hashal.  Any  thing  bad  of  its  sort. 
Hishil,  Sparks  of  fire  flying  from  red  hot  iron 
whilst  hammering,   (pi.  hasakil)  A  small 

young  animal. A  hashalat,  A  slaying  a  young  camel. 

Hishilat,  Any  thing  bad  of  its  sort. 

A  ̂^b"K***s-  Imhilatdni,  (dual)  The  testicles. 
A  ̂J***"  It^cisl,  (v.  n.  of  J-u»s«.)  Despising,  hold- 

ing in  contempt.  Descending  to  meanness,  lower- 

ing one's  self.  Leaving  a  portion  which  is  useless 
and  unserviceable.  Driving  violently.  Green  fruit 

of  the  sidr  tree.  Hisl,  (pi.  JL<-^\  ahsal,  Jj**>-  /tM- 

sul,  ̂^Lo»s»-  hisldn,  and  &L<»s»-  hisalat)  A  young  Ly- 

bian  lizard  recently  hatched.  Jw-*!)  ̂\abu'l  hisl, 

The  crocodile  or  Lybian  lizard.  (^r*^  sinnu'l 
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Msl,  Never.  Husul,  (pi.  of  Jj«ms»  hasil)  Worst 

parts  of  things. 

A  ̂^L«s>-  hislan  or  &L-s»  Imalat,  (pi.  of  J— 

/twZ)  Land-crocodiles  newly  hatched. 

A  /mm,  (v.  n.  of  j^vrf-)  Cutting.  Searing 
(a  limb  or  vein)  to  prevent  it  from  bleeding.  Check- 

ing the  progress  of  a  disease.  Forbidding,  hinder- 

ing, keeping  back. 

A  ̂ j^^  hisma',  A  plain  in  the  desert,  the  moun- 
tains liear  to  which  are  scarcely  ever  free  from  dust. 

A  ̂*-!>-  husa7tmj,  Very  hairy  (man). 

A  J?,— a-  husn,  (v.  n.  of  »-)  Being  comely, 

fair,  and  handsome,  (pi.  ̂ j^mX^ rnaliasin')  Beauty. 
Goodness,  elegance.  J^i^i^^  CiT^  htisni  ihlitiyar, 

(or  Oii\j^  iradat)  Free-will.  I  husni 

adab,  Good  manners.  t3  (j-**'  ̂lusni  hi  na- 

zir,  Incompai-able  beauty,  aj^  Jo         husni  tad- 

Good  management,  prudence,  p  J''*-  jj*-s-jJ 
dar  husni  hal,  In  an  excellent  manner.  A 

l-jUos-  husni  khitab,  Eloquence.  J)\s-  ̂j*-*-  husni 
khulh,  A  good  disposition.  husni  rasy, 

Prudent  counsel.  tdJji***  {j*^  husni  suluh,  Up- 
right conduct.  t.yO  husni  zann,  A  good  opi- 

nion, favourable  judgment,  tjij^  liJ*"*"  husni 
^riyati,  Borrowed  beauty,  i.e.  such  as  is  supplied 

by  antimony  or  ornaments.  Oii>-fl^  (j****"  husni 

^hidat,  Loyalty,  fidelity,  li^^  husni  ̂ hd, 

G  ood  faith.  (J t^^*^         ̂ ^'''^^^  husni  habul, 
Agreeable,  acceptable,  ed^l* husni  mu^- 

mala,  Good  correspondence.  ^-2**^^^.  (^*-*-  husni 
yusvf,  A  sponge.  Hasan,  Any  thing  good  and  fair. 

A  certain  beautiful  tree.  A  high  sand-hill,  p  (j-*<s* 
(_^i>i*/o  hasan  mayvmndi.  Name  of  the  vazir  of 

Mahmilid  SabaktagTn.  a  Hasan,  (or  ̂ ^^i  ̂ j**^ 

hasan  basan)  (pi.  j^V*<*s>.  hisan)  Beautiful,  elegant. 

Hasan  or  husun,  A  bone  adjoining  the  elbow.  7?^?- 
san,  (pi.  of  &jkj«*&.  hisnat)  Salient  parts  of  moun- 

tains. Husan,  (pi,  of  Good  ends  or  deeds. 

A  ̂U**^  hasnas,  Beautiful  (woman). 

A  OUw**-  hasanat,  (pi. of  hasanat)  Beau- 

tiful, good.  Public  foundations,  p  ̂jt-^i^OU^*,*- 
hasanat  hardan,  To  perform  good  works,  build 

mosques,  colleges,  inns,  hospitals. 

A  &>M>s>-  hisnat,  (pi.  ̂ ^*-s"  hisan)  The  salient 
part  of  a  mountain.  Hasanat,  A  good  work,  bene- 

fit. Goodness,  (pi.  Olju*.5>-  hasanat  and  ̂ ^^s- 
hisan)  Beautiful  (woman).  j  id**.5«-  hasana 
u  si-fa.  Good  and  bad. 

A  j[^*-!>-  husna',  (fem.  of  ahsan)  More  or 
most  beautiful,  excellent;  fairer,  fairest,  better,  best. 

Paradise.  Victory,  or  where  one  dies  a  glorious 

death.  The  Muhammadan  faith,  (pi.  ̂^*-s-  hu- 
san) A  good  end.  A  regard  to  God.  J^*^s»- 

asmaA  husna',  The  excellent  names,  i.  e.  the  ninety- nine  attributes  of  God. 

A  hasamyat,  Beauty,  beautifulness, 

p        hasu.  Pap,  gruel,  hasty  pudding.  Broth. 
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A  y^s^  hasw,  (v.  n.  ofl*~>"  for  j*«»-)  Sipping 

(soup  or  broth).  Drinking  (a  bird).  jAi)^  y*^^^ 
ha  haswit  tayr.  Like  the  sipping  of  a  bird,  brief, 

(pi.  iy^^S  ahsiiwat  or  &Ju«i>-\  ahsiyat)  Broth. 
A  ̂*«="  hasuw,  One  who  sips  much.  Broth. 

haswat,  One  sip.    Huswat,  What  is 
drank  at  one  sip ;  a  single  sip. 

A  iSyx-a-  hasud,  (pi.  husud)  Envious.  Hu- 
sud,  (v.  n.  of  0^M»-)  Envying. 

Aj^--5«-  husur,  (v.  n.  of  j— =►)  Becoming  dim 
from  gazing  a  long  while  (the  sight).  Being  in- 

disposed, pained,  tired,  or  fatigued.  Being  disco- 
vered, revealed,  disclosed. 

A  (_j*>_j*~s>-  hasus,  Dry,  burnt  up,  barren  (year). 

A  (J^*-s»-  husul,  (pi.  of  (_}—•>■  hisl)  Young  land- 
crocodiles. 

A  ̂ j— 5-  /msMW,  Continued  unfortunate  (nights). 
Fatigue  from  unsuccessful  labour.  Ill-luck.  Di- 

ligence in  work. 

A  hasy,  (y.n.o{  ̂ _^-^)  Perceiving,  know- 
ing. Excavating  sand  from  any  place,  that  the 

water  which  lodges  there  may  be  drawn  out.  Hasy, 

hisy,  or  hisa'',  (pi.  -f^L-s"-^  ahsas  and  -*L«s>-  hiscis) 
Loose,  level  ground  whereon  water  lodges.  A  hard 
substratum  of  stone  or  clay  covered  with  sand  and 

holding  water,  and  as  fast  as  one  bucket  of  water 
is  drawn  out  another  collects.  Hisy,  (pi.  A^s-\ 

ahsas)  Water  absorbed  in  sandy  ground,  and  col- 
lecting on  a  solid  stratum  of  stone  or  clay  below ; 

also  the  stratum  itself. 

A  ̂[[^5»-  hassiy,  Sensual.  Sensible. 
p  has'ib,  Roast  meat.     ̂ ^^^  c-*Ju.^ 

hasibi  huzcjltala,  A  gut-pudding  of  rice  and  minced 

meat.  Hiseb,  (a  Uj-jL-a*-  hisab)  An  account. 
A  i_-*Jum>-  hasib,  (pi.  ̂U*«s»  husabas)  Estimated, 

esteemed,  valued.  Conspicuous  for  birth,  dignity, 

or  merit.  A  revenger  or  resenter  of  an  injury. 

A  reckoner  (a  name  of  God). 

p  Ciidi-JUwa*  hasibak,  Sheeps'  chitterlings  soaked in  sour  milk. 

A       >■  hasiyat,  Broth,  or  any  thing  sipped. 

A  LLkJ;—*-  hasit,  (for  CL^^^)  I  comprehend. 
A  J ja*-s-  hasidat,  An  envying,  a  wishing  ill. 

A ^.-*="  has'ii',  (pi.  {jj*^  hasra^)  Tired.  Sigh- 
ing. Dim-sighted. 

A  i^A^s-  hasis,  Alow,  obscure  sound.  Killed 
by  cold  (locust). 

A  I  hasif,  The  noise  made  by  a  serpent 

rubbing  itself  in  order  to  cast  its  slough.  A  well 
excavated  from  a  rock  and  never  drying  up. 

(  raja^  bi  hasifi  nafsihi.  He  returned 
without  accomplishing  his  business. 

A  &aA-*s-  haslfat,  Anger,  rage,  indignation,  ha- 
tred. Whatever  is  thrown  away  as  vile  and  despi- 
cable (as  rotten  dates,  &c,). 

A  Ciijw-s"-  hasih,  Short,  dwar  fish,  el, 

jii.wa5^  hasihu''s  sadr,  Rancorous,  malevolent 

A  hasikat,  The  unfeelingness  of  a  male- 
volent mind,  hatred.  A  hedgehog.  Barley  given 

to  horses. 

A  (_)^**«>-  hasil,  Calves,  stirks,  runts,  (pi.  ̂J— 
husid)  The  refuse  of  any  thing.    (J-J^-^s-  ahu 

husayl,  A  small  crocodile  or  Lybian  lizard. 
A  hasilat.  Bad  dates,  dried,  macerated, 

and  sweetened  with  water  from  sweet  dates.  The 

dregs  of  the  people,  (fem.  of  hasil)  A  calf. 
A  hasin,  Beautiful,  elegant.  Husayn, 

(dim.  of  s>-  hasan)  Beautiful.  Good.  Name 
of  a  son  of  the  khalif  Ally. 

A  ̂\JX*^s-  husaynas,  Name  of  a  small-leaved 

tree.  ,J.*i^.  ̂   sUa*<*>-  husaynah  an  yaf^la.  The 
best  thing  for  him  to  do. 

p  j_<fi***>-  husayni.  Relating  to  Husayn.  Any 
vessel  made  of  leather.    Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  (j£»5-  hashsh,  (v.  n.  of  yiis>-)  Lighting  (a  fire). 

Withei'ing,  becoming  dry  (a  young  palm-shoot). 
Drying  up  in  the  womb  (a  foetus).  Withering  (the 

hand).  Cutting  or  mowing  (hay).  Feeding  with 

hay  or  dry  grass ;  holding  it  out  (to  a  horse).  Giv- 
ing (a  camel).  Feathering  (an  arrow).  Bettering 

any  one  in  his  circumstances.  Multiplying,  aug- 

menting one's  wealth).  Enclosing  (game)onboth 
sides.  Going  swiftly  (a  horse),  (pi.  t^^^^  hlsh- 
shan)A  dwarf  palm-tree  neither  watered  nortended. 

Hashsh  or  hushsh,  (pi.  (^^^^  hishshan)  A  gar- 
den. Afire.  Hashsh,  hishsh,  or  hushsh, 

liushush  and  (jj-i-s*  liushshwi)  A  privy  (as  being 

generally  in  a  garden).  Hishsh,  Something,  any- 

thing.  Hushsh,  A  foetus  diying  up  in  the  womb. 

hasliasa,  (fut.  l-i^sj  yahsha.su)  He  struck 
with  a  whip  on  the  side  or  belly.  He  hit  (with 

an  arrow).  He  lighted  (a  fire).  He  had  an  asthma. 
He  lay  with. 

Ituslia',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^>-)  Being  short- 
winded,  pursy,  and  asthmatic.  Being  filthy  and 
nauseous  from  the  pellicle  or  greasy  particles  of 

milk(a  leathern  bottle).  (pl.^^-ls-\o!As/mj^)Bowels, 
viscei'a,  intestines.  A  side,  quarter. 

A  hashat,  Black  ground  of  little  value. 

A  jI^s"  hashdd,  (Ground)  over  which  water 

does  not  flow  except  after  an  abundant  showei",  or 
which  flows  after  a  very  scanty  shower. 

A  f^^-Ls-  hishash,  A  large  sack  wherein  fod- 

der is  put.  Hushash,  (and  'iZiXsLs-  hushashat)  Re- 
mains of  life,  last  breathings  of  a  dying  man. 

A  (^\JLs-  hashshash,  A  forager,  a  grass-cutter. 

A  haymaker.    Hushshdsh,  Foragers.  <^\J^\Jls- 
hushashaka  an  taf^la  haza,  Your 

great  point  is  to  do  so. 

A  ̂JJmKJLs-  hishdshani,lioih  sides  (of  a  thing). 
A  i_Jl.i.s»  hishaf,  (pi.  of  &fl.i.5-  hasliafat)  Nuts, 

glands.  Ulcers  in  the  throat.   Rocks  in  the  sea. 

A  hushafat,  A  little  water. 
A  ti!Li.=>-  hishdh,  A  muzzle  to  prevent  a  calf 



from  sucking.  Hashshah,  Name  of  a  river. 
hushakat,  A  muzzle  for  a  kid. 

{j«5»-  hashsh)  Dwarf A  (jl-lf  hishshan,  (pi.  of  ̂  

palm-trees  neither  watered  nor  attended  to.  (pi. 
of  (ji^  hashsh  or  hushsh)  Gardens. 

Abl^i^  /taA7mj/a',(pl.of&>,i»»-)Stuffed  couches. 
A  ̂jSjl>^s>-/«as/iajM,(pl.of(_ji.*.ij»-  )Dry  grasses. 

A  (I^^Lis-  hashanslay,  A  forager. 
A  &_ijk.i.i>-  haslibalat,  A  family,  household. 

A  k,ii>-  hushshat,  (pi.  /tMs/tas/t)  A  large 
cupola,  vault,  or  dome. 

A  liashhashat,  (v.  n.  of  i^Jit,^t^  Q) 
Being  divided,  scattered.  Shaking. 

A  ti,-i.s"  hashd,  (v.  n.  of  Assembling, 

bringing  together.  A  never-failing  fountain.  Grow- 

ing to  the  full  (corn).  Congregating,  flocking  to- 
gether for  mutual  assistance.  Assembling  for  one 

object.  Collecting  much  milk  in  her  udder  (a  ca- 

mel). Hashd  or  hashad,  A  troop,  crowd.  Ha- 
shid,  A  valley  which  flows  after  abundant  rain.  A 
fountain  which  never  dries.  One  who  does  not 

spare  himself  in  labour,  assistance,  or  wealth, 

AjZ^S'  hashr,  (v.  n.  of^-i»s-) Assembling,  bring- 
ing together.  Sharpening,  making  thin,  making 

elegant.  Destroying  (as  a  severe  season).  Driv- 
ing, rousing,  exciting.  Banishing.  A  light  feather 

put  on  an  arrow,  (sing.  du.  and  pi.)  Delicately- 

formed  (ear,  or  hind-head  between  the  ears). 

Sharp  (spear).    Banishment  from  one's  country. 

^y>^yawmu'l  hashr,  The  day  of  resurrection. 
Hushr,  Sharp  (spears  or  arrows).  Hushr  or  hu- 

shur,  Bran.  Scurf.  Hashar,  (pi.  of  'ijLs-  hasha- 
ra<)  Husks.  Hashir,  Moderated-sized,  well-shaped 

(leathern  bottle).  Dirty  (leathern  milk-bottle). 

p jLs"  hashar,  A  congregation,  concourse. 

A  C^\y^  hasharat,  (pi.  of  'ijt^  hasharat) 
Creeping  things, animalcules,  little  beasts.  0|^-ie»- 

i^j"!^^  hasharatu^l  arz,  Reptiles  of  the  earth. 
hasharat,  (pl.j-i^  hashar^  A  reptile, 

a  stinging  or  biting  insect.  Chaff,  husk.  The  ex- 

crescences of  trees  (as  gum).  The  di'egs  of  a  milk- 
bottle.  Game,  or  the  nicest  and  ch  oicest  parts  thereof. 

A  i^y^^  hashraj,  A  small  jug  or  cup.  A  well 
in  a  gravelly  situation.  A  proper  name.  Soft 
stones  like  chalk.  A  hole  or  crevice  in  a  mountain 

(through  which  water  subsides  and  becomes  clear). 

A     jLs-  hashrajat,  (v.n.  of  Q)  Making 
a  rattle  in  the  throat  (a  dying  man,or  an  ass  braying). 

A  (_«Jj-ii-  hashraf.  The  serrated  fig-tree. 

v^^\^jt^hashar-gay,A\NoraiiT].  of  many  lovers. 

A  i^J:J^  hushash,  (pi.  oi'iz^  hushshat)  Large 
cupolas,  vaults,  or  domes. 

A  \->  :).">■  hasht,  (v.  n.  ofla>i^)  Removing  from 

its  place,  taking  off  (cover,  horse-cloth),  denuding. 
A  iwii-s-  hash/,  Dry  bread.  Hashaf  or  hasliif, 

Very  bad  dates,  or  small-stoned,  dry,  and  worth- 

less. A  dried-up  udder. 
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A  'ikt^  hashafat,  (pi.  hishaf)  Glans 
penis.  Stubble.  A  decrepit  old  woman.  Dry 
leaven.  An  ulcer  in  the  throat,  quinsey.  A  smooth 
rock  in  the  midst  of  a  plain.  A  rock  in  the  sea. 

p  f^Akz^  hashfalil,  The  wild  carrot. 

A  ̂JXLs-  hashh,  (v.  n.  of(^i.5-)  Being  full  of 

milk  (an  udder).  Being  loaded  with  fruit  (a 
palm-tree).  Assembling,  coming  together  (people). 
Pouring  down  rain  profusely  (the  clouds).  Being 
out  of  breath  with  exercise.  Eatingbarley(ahorse). 

Being  hard  (a  bow).  Becoming  weak  and  whif- 

fling (the  wind).  Leaving  (a  camel)  unmilked 
until  her  udder  be  completely  filled.  Hashah,  A 

rapid  filling  of  the  udder  with  milk ;  also  a  rapid 

drawing  of  it.  Having  the  nose-bag  full  of  barley 
tied  about  the  head  (a  horse). 

A  &^1^>-  hashkat,  Small  rain.  Sashakat,  A 
crowd,  troop,  body. 

A  ̂yz^  liashl,  (v.n.of  J-i=>-)  Despising,  discard- 
ing. Whatever  is  vile  and  worthless  of  any  thing. 

A  jJLo.  hashm,  (v.  n.  of  Using  offensive 
language  in  the  hearing  of  another,  firing  him  with 

rage.  Putting  to  the  blush.  Hasham,  (v.  n.  of 

j»-i^)  Being  angry,  enraged,  (pi.  j»ULjs-\  ahsham) 
Train, equipage, suite.  Family,  relations.  Domes- 

tics. Seekers,  inquirers.    Hushum,  Very  bashful. 

A  -^l^s-  liashmas,  Neighbours.  Guests. 

hishmat,  Anger.  Shame,  bashfulness. 

Humanity.  Reverence.  Pomp,  magnificence. 
Hushmat,  A  woman.  Patronage.  Propinquity, 

affinity,  neighbourhood.  Mashamat,  Servants,  at- 
tendants, clients,  retainers,  persons  ready  to  avenge 

a  quarrel.    Pomp,  equipage,  magnificence. 

A  i^ji^  hashan,  (v.  n.  of  (^•i»>-)  Smelling  fe- 
tidly, from  being  unwashed  (a  milk-bottle).  Grime 

sticking  to  a  milk-bottle. 

A  '\kLs'  hishnat,  Malevolence,  hatred. 
A  ̂JLs^  hashtv,  (v.  n.  of  l-i.*-  for ̂ ^>-)  Quilting 

(a  garment  with  cotton).  Hurting  in  the  viscera. 

Stuffing  (a  pillow,  cushion,  or  bed)  ;  also  whatever 

they  are  stuffed  with.  People  of  the  meanest  con- 
dition. Small  camels.  Redundant  words.  The  in- 

termediate feet  of  a  hemistich.  The  human  soul. 

Ijlo  ̂^is"  liashm  minha,  Subtraction,  deduction. 
The  quantity  deducted. 

A  'i^.Ls-  hishmat,  People  of  the  meanest  condi- 
tion. Luxuriant  herbage.  Hushmat  or  hishwat, 

Intestines,  bowels. 

/tas/m(i,  (A  camel)  collecting  milk  soon  : 
and  which  fails  not  to  conceive  at  one  covering. 

Ajy^  hashmar,  (singular  of  'ijy^  hashma- 
7'at)  Firm-fleshed  (horse  having  swollen  sides). 

hashmarat,  An  avaricious  old  woman, 

shrewd  and  sagacious.  A  large-bellied  woman.  A 
compact-bodied  mare.   Swollen-sided  (horse). 

A  ̂ ^yLs-  hushush,  (pi.  of  (j^i^s-  hashsh,  hishsh, 
or  hushsh)  Necessaries,  privies,  ivy-bushes. 

A  tdJ hashuk.  Milk  collected  in  (a  camel's) 
udder.  A  camel  that  soon  collects  milk  in  the 

udder.  JIushuk,  (v.  n.  of  eiLi^)  Collecting  milk 

in  the  udder  (a  camel).  Being  full  of  rain  (a  cloud), 

of  fi'uit  (a  palm).  Assembling,  flocking  together. 
Being  breathless  with  exercise.  Being  hard  (a  bow). 

A  hushum,  (v.  n.  of  j^-i^)  Recovering 
his  flesh,  becoming  plump  (a  horse),  after  having 

beenlean.  Eating.  Takingno  game.  Fatigue, weari- 
ness. Contraction,  shrinking.  Seekers,  inquirers. 

A  hushshun,  (pi.  of        hushsh)  Privies. 

A  Olj.^il**-  hashmiyat,  Unmeaning,  insignifi- 
cant words,  such  as  are  employed  merely  to  fill  up. 

A  ̂jt^hasha',  (v.n.ofj_^-i.>-)  Having  an  asthma. Breathing  hard.  The  liver,  spleen,  or  rough  tripe. 
The  bowels.  Whatever  lies  between  the  lowest  rib 

and  the  hip-bone.  Asthma.  A  side,  margin.  Pro- 

tection, guardianship.    Hashi,  Short-winded. 

A  (l^-i-s-  hashiy.  Dry,  marred,  rotten  at  the  root. 
A  -^Ij^io-Ztas/fj/aj^,  Short-winded,  pursy(woman). 

A  hashyan,  Short-winded,  asthmatic. 

A  hashib,  A  I'ough,  coarse  garment. 
A         hashyat,  Short-winded,  pursy  (woman). 

A  hasliiyat,  (pl.blws>-  hashaya^)  A  stuffed 
couch  or  bed.  Any  stuffing  which  gives  a  false 

prominency  to  the  breasts  or  hips. 
hashish,  Dry  herbage,  hay,  or  grass. 

The  powder  of  the  leaves  of  hemp,  from  which 

they  prepare  an  inebriating  electuary.  An  abor- 

tion. ^^^aS^\j^  hashishi  hazrVl  kitund, 
Leaves  of  fleawort.  i^xj^  hashishi  khu- 

rasani,  Worm-seed.  ,^\>-Ji\  i^tJ^>-  hashlshu'z 

zajdj,  A  water-plant,  f^jijid]  jji./  ""' 
faraz.  Perennial  darnel 

A  &ZJ^ 

ahu  hashishat,  The  gullet  of  beasts  which  graze. 

hashishatu'l  barrak,  Name  of  an 

herb  which  shines  at  night,  u^fcii^l  'dJLiJLs>-  ha- 
slashatu'z  zahab.  Name  of  an  herb  which  turns 

sheep's  teeth  yellow.  'i.LxLs-  hashishatu'r 
rih,  Pellitory  of  the  wall. 
A  hashlf,  Old,  worn-out  clothes. 

k's^iy^Ls-hasliihat^^rlej  given  in  a  bag  to  horses. 

A  'i^t^  hashilat,  A  family,  domestics. 

A  pxi^  hashim,  Having  a  retinue.  Feared. 
A  (_>a»-  hass,  (v.  n.  of  ij^=*)  Rubbing  off  the 

hair  (a  helmet).  Shaving  the  head.  Receiving 

one's  share.  Giving  one's  share.  Thinness  of  hair. 
Docked  (tail).  Huss,  A  pearl,  (pi.  (^j*a»-  hu- 
sus)  Saffron.  The  plant  i^j^j  mars.  The  yellow 

chives  of  flowers,  (pi.  of  (^»-\ a/iass)Thin-haired. 
A  -^(_>a=»-  hass,  (v.  n.  of  U^is")  Quenching  (thirst). 

Sucking  tillhis  belly  is  filled  (an infant).  Breaking 

wind.  Eating  and  drinking  plentifully  (a  camel). 
A  AJa:>-  hassas,  (fem.  of  i^JksA  ahass)  (A  bird) 

thinly  feathered  on  the  wing.  Clear,  free  from  dust 

(wind).    Barren  (year).    Unfortunate  (woman). 

hash'ishu  7 

hashishat,  Qne  herb,  'i^x^^ 



A  (_jl*fls».  hisah,  The  place  where  pilgrims  fling 
pebbles  in  the  valley  of  Mina. 

A  jUo^  hasat,  (pi.  ̂^^as-  liasa  or  OU*a!>-  /««- 
sayut)  One  pebble.  A  stone  in  the  bladder.  Un- 

derstanding, intellect.  sLos-  liasatul  mish, 

A  particle  of  musk.  sLas-  hasat,  Endowed 
with  understandinor. 

A  liljios*  hasad,  Harvest,  p  Ci^^ji^  dar 
wahti  hasdd,  In  time  of  harvest.  A  Hasad  or  hi- 

sad,  (v.  n.  of  i>,*a=-)  Reaping. 

A  jLflLs.  hassad,  A  reaper.  Hussdd,  (pi.  of 

tXol^-  hasid)  Reapers. 

A50Ua>-/i«sa<?«^,Cut  corn.A  plant  which  makes 
sheep  swell.  Hasddat  or  liisadat,  Harvest-time. 

A  Jy^as-  hasar  or  /w'sar,  A  small  saddle  or  rid- 
ing-cushion. Hisdr,  (v.n.  3  jjas-)  Besieging.  A 

fortified  town,  a  fort,  castle.  A  fence,  inclosure. 

p J\ij'Lm\J^^»-  hisdri  usturvdr,  A  strong  fortifica- 
tion, j^^l"^  (j^ifcl  jLas-  hisdri  dhamn-diwdr,  A 

castle  having  walls  like  iron.  ̂ ^^^^  jUas-  /maH 
bavin,  The  highest  heaven.  J^y.jUos-  hisdri 
puldd,  A  fort  hard  to  take.  A  thimble.  A  chafing- 

dish.  The  lower  heaven.  Sjj^A^.jLa*.  hisdri  fi- 

roza,  (also  J^jw  viu^llak)  The  sky.  jjS5yjLa»- 
/<2saH  tarhash,  A  quiver.  Name  of  a  fortress  in 

the  island  of  Malakha.  ̂ J^lO^^ J^^as-  hisdr-shdd- 
mdn,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan.  (jJ^^lwas- 

hisdr  kardan,  To  lay  siege  to.  j\yi>  J^s-  hi- 
sdri hazdr  mekhi,  Heaven.  The  zodiac.  The  eighth 

heaven,  that  of  the  fixed  stars. 

PjLa»-  hisdr,  Name  of  a  town  in  the  north- 
west of  India.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  JJa>-  hassdr.  Name  of  a  sect. 

P  {Jj^""^^  hisdri,  A  soldier  in  garrison.  Siege, 
blockade.  Belonging  to  the  town  of  Hisar.  Name 

of  a  note  in  music.    Strongly  fortified. 

A  i^K^as-  hisds,  (v.  n.  3  of  ;^s.-)  Dividing  any 
thing  with  another,  giving  him  his  share.  Husds, 

Velocity,  speed.  The  scab.  The  full  speed  of  an  ass 
running  with  ears  laid  down  and  tail  erect.  A  fart. 

A  >'«oLas-  husdsds,  Earth,  dust. 
A  ijo\»as-  husdsat,  Gleanings  of  grapes. 

A  &iLa»-  hasdfat,  (v.  n.  of  i»_a-^s..)  Being  en- 
dued with  a  sound  mind  and  judgment. 

A.jtas!'\  (jLlUas"  hasdlbdn  ahhzar,  Rosemary. 
A  ftSLas"  husdlat,  Wheat  or  barley  remaining 

on  the  floor  after  the  darnel  and  chaff"  have  been 
driven  away  by  the  winnowing  fan. 
A  hassdm,  One  who  breaks  wind  often. 

A  ̂jUis-  hasdn,  (pi.  OliLas^  hasdndt  and 
^^*a.s^'  husun)  A  chaste  woman.  A  matron.  A 
scourge  made  of  twisted  thongs.  Hisdti  or  hasdti, 

(pi. t^y*^^  husun)  A  beautiful,  strong,  entirehorse. 
A  »i\.«as»  hasdnat,  (v.  n.  oi i^*as^)  Beingstrong 

and  impregnable.  Being  chaste  (a  woman),  keep- 
ing close  at  home.  Chastity.  Firmness,  stability. 
A  cl^il^s-  hasdniydt,  A  sort  of  bird. 
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A  iijl>oj>-  hasdsid,  (pi.  ofiSi^jaa-  hasidat)  Har- 

vests. iyS[^,>'  hasdj^idu'l  alsinat,  Sayings 
for  which  the  tongue  is  cut  out. 

A  ̂ La5>-  hasdfil,  (pi.  of  &L*a>-)  Residues. 
A  c-.<*T9-  hash,  (v.  n.  of  i_»**as>-)  Throwing 

pebbles.  Strewing  with  gravel.  Retiring  from, 

turning  one's  back  upon.  Hasah,  (v.  n.  of 
Having  an  eruption  from  fulness  of  blood.  Fuel 

thrown  upon  the  fire.  Twisting  a  bowstring  off" 
the  bow.  Pebbles,  small  stones.  Fuel,  chips. 

sib,  (A  place)  full  of  gravel.  (Wind)  scattering 
gravel.  Milk  which  froths  not  through  cold. 

A  Amos'  hasbdf,  Gravel,  pebbles. 

A  &*<a5>-  hasbat,  Stones.  KlJ  laylatu'l 

hasbat,  The  night  after  ^\ ayydmxCt  iash- 
rih.  Hasbat,  hasabat,  or  hasibat,  Measles.  Spot- 

ted fever.  Hasabat,  A  single  stone  or  pebble. 

A  'i^f  hissat,  (pi.  i^jajos-  hisas)  A  lot,  por- 
tion, share,  part.  Division.  a^U-  %^>-  hissasi 

khdlisa,  Crown-dues.  t^os-  liissad  wasi- 

yat,  A  legacy,  bequest. 

A  {^{^^'^  has-hds,  Swift,  not  languid  (noc- 
turnal journey  in  search  of  water).  Earth. 

A  (^ja^^^  his-his,  Earth  and  stones. 

A&/As£"^  has-hasat,(y.Ti.  of (^s^^Q) Walk- 
ing fast.  Appearing,  becoming  manifest  (truth 

from  falsehood).  Moving  one  thing  against  ano- 
ther so  as  to  fit.  Scratching,  examining  soil  right 

and  left.  Sticking  close  to  one,  importuning  and 

boring  him.  Fixing  the  knee  firmly  on  the  ground 

when  about  to  rise  (a  loaded  camel).  Walking  in 

fetters.  Voiding  excrement. 

A  tX*a5»  hasd,  (v.n.  of  S^s-)  Reaping.  Dying. 

Hasad,  (v.  n.  of  S*as-)  Being  twisted  tight  (a 

rope).  Being  closely  woven  (a  coat  of  mail).  Corn 

cut  down.  A  dried  plant.  Tight,  close  workman- 
ship in  twisting  of  ropes  or  in  weaving  coats  of 

mail.  Hasid,  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 

A  As*a.!>'  hasddj:,  (A  coat  of  mail)  of  close 

rings.  Leafy  (tree),  of  dense  foliage. 

A  'is^s-  hasadat,  (pi.  of  1X/0U-)  Reapers. 
A  jtas-  hasr,  (v.  n.  of  j^5>-)  Closely  besieging, 

blockading,  straitening.  Detaining,  hindering, 

confining.  Restricting.  Putting  on  a  camel  a 

housing,  or  the  cushionjl<a>-  hisdr.  Having  the 
orifices  of  the  teats  narrow  (a  camel).  Taking  the 

whole,  p  ̂̂ di^jtat-  hasr  hardan,  To  surround,  be- 
siege. A  Husr,  Costiveness.  Hasar,  (v.  n.  of 

Being  avaricious.  Beingnarrow-hearted  or 
chested.  Abstaining  from  commerce  with  a  woman. 

Keeping  close  a  secret.  Faltering,  stammering, 

hesitating  (when  reading).  Straitness  or  tight- 
ness in  the  chest.  Covetousness.  Hasir,  One  who 

keeps  a  secret ;  close,  trusty.  Avaricious.  Husur, 

(pi.  of ̂ *a.>-  hasir)  Assemblies.  Prisons.  Kings. 
Roads.  Surfaces  of  the  ground.  Rows,ranks.  Mats. 

Sides.  Narrow,  tight  in  the  chest. 
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A  Aj,a>-  hasrds.  Close,  impervious  (woman). 

A  'bJjjos-  hasrabat.  Anxious  tenacity,  avarice. 

A  ̂ j'Os-  hisrim,  Sour  and  green  grapes  or  other 
fruit.  A  date  which  has  not  yet  fallen.  Close,  co- 

vetous. An  iron  for  drawins  a  bucket  from  a  well. 

A  dwarf.    Fruit  of  the  tree  ia-o  mazz.  Refuse. 

A  'iiOj*as-  hasramat,  (v.  n.  of  j^****-  Q)  Draw- 
ing (a  bow).  Twisting  (a  rope)  very  tight.  String- 

ing (a  bow)  very  tight.  Filling  (a  leathern  bot- 
tle).   Mending  (a  pen).  Avarice. 

A  t_>3jia>-  hasas,  Thinness  of  hair  on  the  head. 
Hisas,  (pi.  of  ILasf  hissat)  Lots,  shares,  portions. 

A  hasf,  (v.  n.  of  i_i*a=>-)  Removing 

far  off",  placing  at  a  distance.  Hasaf,  (v.  n.  of 
i_i*as-)Havingthedryscab.  Ringworm, dry  scab. 

A  ̂/fltf*-  hasl  or  hasa.1.  Unformed,  immature 
dates.  Yellow  date-flowers.  Darnel  and  whatever 

is  driven  away  by  the  winnowing  fan.  Hasal,  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ y^cs')  Having  the  cholic  from  eating  grit 

(horse).  Having  gravel  (boy).  Chaff",  sweepings. 
A  {^JLas-  hislib,  Earth,  dust. 

A  'iLas-  hasalat,  A  single  unripe  date. 
A  hislim,  Earth,  dust. 

A  •^l«w>a>-  hasmds,  A  she-ass  that  farts  often. 

A  ̂ J*a>■  hasn,  Itisn,  or  husn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^*as-) 
Being  chaste  (a  woman).  Female  chastity.  Hisn, 

(pi.  f^^^>-  hiisun,  ahsdn,  hisanat) 
A  castle,  fortification,  fort.  Custody.  Arms,  ar- 

mour. Perdition,  destruction.  Name  of  twenty- 

one  places,  p  SJjjs^  e;"«as-  hisniflroza,  The  sky. 
Name  of  a  city  and  fort.  Jj^***  (^■•^^  hisni  mu- 

^llak.  The  sky.  t^'^ Ci)*^*"  ̂ ^sni  hazdr  me- 
khi, The  eighth  sphere.  A  abu'l  hisn, 

(Father  of  the  fortress)  A  fox.  (j^-as»  (j'O^  hisni 

hasin,  An  impregnable  fortress.  Husn,  Chas- 

tity,modesty.  Husun,  (pl.of  ̂ ^La*-  /tasa??)  Chaste 

(women),  (pi.  of            hisd?i)  Stallions. 
A  ̂lJuias>-  hasnds,  A  modest,  chaste  woman. 

\'s.l,a>-  ]tisanat,{^\.oi i^;-^'-)  Forts,  fortresses. 

A  _j*a»-  has7v,  (v.  n.  of  \^as^  for yAS")  Prevent- 

ing, hindering,  keeping  back.  The  cholic. 

Ajyos-  hasur,  Strait,  tight  in  the  chest.  A  ca- mel the  orifices  of  whose  teats  are  narrow.  Chaste, 

pure  from  all  commerce  with  women.  Castrated. 
Avaricious.  Timid,  fearful,  retiring  from  any 

thing.  One  who  keeps  a  secret.  al  hasur, 
John  the  Baptist  (The  chaste  one,  or  eunuch). 

A  i^^*as-  husus,  (pi.  of  (Jkas"  huss)  Saff"rons. Plants,  called  (.j^j  rears. 

A  J_j*as>-  husul,  (v.  n.  of  (J-a^)  Remaining 
over.  Coming  forth.  Existing,  appearing  clear. 

Reerainino-  health,  recovering  from  sickness.  Pro- 
duce.  Collection,  acquisition.  Profit,  gain.  Jj*a»- 

^\jft>  husidi  nmrdm.  The  obtaining  of  one's  wish, 
p        j>i^..  Jj*^*"  husul-jyazir  shudan,To  appear. 

A  j^j-^s*-  hasum.  One  who  breaks  wind  much. 
Husum,  (v.  n.  of^.*a>-)Breaking.  Breakingwind. 



A  i^yos^  husun,  (pi.  of  i^'Os-)  Forts,  castles. 
p  ̂ J^^  &«a>-  hissa-bakhsh,  Distributor  of  lots. 

Pj\i  e^j'as-  hissa-dar,  A  participator,  partaker, 

sharer.  ̂ ^J^^iJ  &/a>-  hissa-dar  kardan,  To  im- 
part, communicate,  distribute. 

p  &*a>-  hissa-da7'i,  A  title  to  a  share. 
p        Xvios-  hissa-rasad,  An  equal  share. 

p et<as>-  hissa-glr,  One  who  takes  his  share. 

A  ̂ j^=-  liasy,  (v.  n.  of  Hitting  with  a 

pebble.  Hasa',  (v.  n.  of  j_^*a=»)  Making  an  im- 
pression. Aboundingin  gravel  (land).  Number,mul- 

titude.  Gravel,  small  stones:  gravelin  the  kidneys. 

A  hasiy,  Of  a  capacious  intellect.  Su- 

siy,  (pi.  of  ̂ *as>-  hasa)  Pebbles,  small  stones. 

A  OUifiLs-  hasayat,  (pi.  of  (_^>-)  Pebbles. 
A  u-«x«ais»-  Imsayh,  Name  of  a  district  in  Ya- 

man  famed  for  the  beauty  of  its  women. 

A  i^A*as»  hasid,  Reaped.  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 

Closely-woven  (coat  of  mail).  Overthrown  and 
utterly  destroyed.  Harvest,  corn  piled  up  in  ricks. 

A  jiii^jyas-  hasidat,  (pi.  tijl/a>-  hasasid)  Any 
thing  cut;  harvest.  Stubble.  A  sown  field.  Low, 

short,  dwarfish  stalks  which  escape  the  sickle. 

V  jXiOs-  hasir,  A  mat.  A  case  for  a  musical  in- 
strument. 

A  haslr,  Narrow-minded  ;  avaricious. 

One  who  from  parsimony  abstains  from  wine.  (pi. 

ahsirat  andj*a>-  husur)  A  row,  rank,  file. 
The  face  of  the  ground.  A  king.  A  prison.  Strait, 

tight  in  the  chest.  A  mat  on  which  one  sits.  The 

side.  A  vein  or  muscle  passing  by  the  side  to  the 

belly  (of  a  horse).  An  assembly.  A  road.  Water. 

Glittering  surface  of  a  sword.  Any  thing  woven. 
An  embroidered  garment  dazzling  to  the  beholder. 

A  'ijX>as-  hasirat,  A  house  for  storing  dates  in. 
A  muscle  extending  along  a  horse's  side,  easily  dis- 

cernible when  he  is  lean. 

A  ̂|^A*a>-  hasir'iy,  A  seller  of  mats. 
A  i^jA;..>£i=-  hasis,  Shaven  (hair).  Thin  ofhair 

about  the  fetlock  (a  horse).  Number. 

A  i^f-ios-  hasisat,  Any  thing  on  a  horse's  coat. 
A  I  kx*a^  hastf,  Firmly-woven  (garment). 

Firm,  sound  in  judgment. 

A  ̂3t^«a^»-  hasil,  Name  of  a  certain  plant. 

A  's^tos-  hasilat,  (pi.  ̂yi\^as-  /tasaj^z'Z) Remains, rest.  A  relic. 

A  hasim,  Small  gravel. 

A  ;j^>- /tasrn,  Fortified,  guarded.  Strong.  A 
strong  coat  of  mail.  A  fortification.  Husayn, 

(dim.  of  ̂ ^^a^-  hisn)  A  little  fortress.  ^\ 

abu' I  husayn,  Father  of  the  little  fortress,/,  e.  a  fox. 

A  'iXyjOiS-  hasinat,  Strong  (coat  of  mail). 
A  (^s»  hazz  or  huzz,  (v.  n.  of  t>3»-)  Instiga- 

ting, exciting.    Huzz,  Incitement,  instigation. 

A  hazasa,  (fut.  yahzasu)  He  stirred 

(the  fire).  (The  fire)  burned. 

A  j-^*as»  hizaj,  A  leathern  bottle  propped  up. 
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Huzaj,  One  whose  back  bends  in,  and  belly  out. 

A j»-Uas>-  hazdjir,  A  hyena,  (pi.  oij^'^  hi- 
zajr)  Capacious  (milk-bottles).  Camels  swollen 
from  eating  bitter  plants. 

A  S^;>-Ua:»-  hazdjirat,  (Camels)  scattered  about 
their  keeper. 

A  j»=>-Las»  huzdjim.  Coarse,  thick-fleshed. 
Ajl*as>-  hazdr,  Name  of  a  star.  ha- 

zdri  hazdri.  Make  haste!  make  haste!  come  hither! 

Hazdr  or  hizdr,  Excellent  camels,  white  or  red. 

Hizdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  j*as>-)  Appearing  against  ano- 
ther; pleading  against,  or  arraigning  one  (before 

a  judge).  Trying  to  outdo  in  number  or  in  strength. 

White  camels.  A  kind  of  aromatic  on  a  girl's 
cheek.  A  strong  swift  she-camel.  Huzdr,  A  dis- 

ease incident  to  camels. 

Aj\.jas-  huzzdr,  (pi.  of  j*o\s-  hdzir)  Those  pre- 
sent.   Spectators,  auditors,  assistants. 

A  SjLas-  hazdrat,  (v.  n.  of  j*a>-)  Being  pre- 

sent. Hizdrat,  (v.n.  ofj*(a5«-)  Residing  habitually 
in  towns.  Hizdrat  or  hazdrat,  Town  residence,  a 
fixed  abode. 

A  &*)l^s-  hazdriinat,  Natives  of  Hazramawt. 

A  (jUas-  hizdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j-^)  Sitting  (on 

eggs).  Having  one  teat  longer  than  the  other  (a 
ewe,  camel,  or  woman). 

A  ̂J^^>^^  huzzdii,  (pi.  of  (^/^^  hdziii)  They 
who  fondle  in  their  arms,  fondlers. 

A  &3lj«i>-  liazdiiat,  (v.n.  of  ̂ <a>-)  Turning  one 

away  from  any  thing,  and  claiming  it  for  one's  self. 
Keeping  back,  hindering.  Hizdnat,  (v.  n.  of  jj^») 

Fondling  in  the  bosom,  embracing,  caressing.  Sit- 
ting on  eggs.    Educating,  bringing  up. 

A  bl*a»-  hazdya',  (pi.  of  «.A*as>-)Favourite  wives. 

A  J>\^->-  hazddr,  (pl.of  *j_j^>'  hazirat)  Small 
bodiesof  men  making  excursions  against  the  enemy. 

A  L^^s"  hazb,  (v.  n.  of  u-*/a>-)  Raising  a  fire 
or  throwing  fuel  upon  it.  Being  let  down,  till  it 

falls  into  the  well  (a  rope).  Twisting  a  rope  till 

it  snaps.  Becoming  stuck  between  the  pulley  and 

the  cheek  (a  rope).  Closing  the  snare  the  instant 

the  bird  pecks  the  grain  (a  fowler).  Hazb  or  hizb, 

A  male  serpent.  The  foot  or  side  of  a  mountain. 

Hizb  or  huzb,  (pi.  u->l-as-\  ahzdb)  The  twanging 

sound  made  by  a  bow-string.  Hazab  or  hazb.  Fuel . 

A  ̂ as-  hazj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ o^)  Kindling  (a  fire). 
Striking.  Dipping  (into  water).  Running,  pass- 

ing over.  Putting  into  the  belly  what  made  it  well 

nigh  burst.  Dashing  on  the  ground.  Striking 

clothes  with  a  beetle  when  washing  (a  washer- 

man). Hizj  or  hazj.  Water  left  by  camels  in  a 

trough.  Hizj,  A  tract,  quarter,  side,  part. 

Kj^^  hizajr,  (pl.^Las>-  hazdjir)  A  large 
capacious  milk-bottle  or  churn.  Large-bellied. 
Lean,  meagre-hipped.  Big. 

A  'ij^^  hazjarat,  (v.  n.  oij4^  Q)  Filling, 
Hizajrat,  Camels  scattered  about,  and  too  nurae- 

rous  for  the  keeper  to  count  them. 

A  j*^^^^  hizjim,  Coarse,  thick-fleshed. 
Aj^s?***"  huzjur.  Large  and  fleshy  (breast). 
A  i^jA^!^^  huzhuz,  A  sort  of  plant. 
A  ii.<^>-  huzad  or  huzud,  J  nice  of  the  boxthorn. 

A  (XoL>-  huzuz,  Juice  of  boxthorn. 

A jja>-  hazr,  Fat  in  the  abdomen  or  above  it. 
Genitalia.  See  also  (J-^&la)  fa^fiZ.  Huzr,(\.n.of 

^ywis")  Running.  Lifting  his  feet  high  in  running 
(a  horse).  A  race,  a  course.  Hazar,  Town-resi- 

dence, a  settled  abode,  home.  Presence.  ^\ 

aJdu'l  hazar.  Townsfolk,  p  {^jjci^  dar  haza- 
rash.  In  his  presence.  A  Hazir,  One  who  does 
not  travel.  The  inhabitant  of  a  settled  residence. 

Hazir  or  hazur,  One  who  waits  for  the  hour  of 

people's  eating,  that  he  may  be  present.  Hazur, 
Eloquent.  Versed  in  the  knowledge  of  religion 

and  law.  Huzur,  One  who  goes  uninvited  to  a 
convivial  party. 

A  AjJtfi-  hazrds,  (A  camel)  eager  to  eat  or  drink. 

A  C^\jJl>-  hazardt,  (pi.  of  ijto^  hazrat)  Pre- 
sences. Majesties. 

A  'sJjjtaf  hazrabat,  (v.  n.  of  L--yas>-  Q)  Bend- 
ing much  (a  bow).  Twisting  tight.  Cramming. 

A  'iyos-  hazrat,  Presence.  Dignity.  Majesty. 
Dominion,  power.  An  epithet  often  joined  with 
the  names  of  the  Deity ;  also  a  title  by  which  kings 

and  great  men  are  addressed,  similar  to  majesty, 

highness,  lordship,worship,&c.  A  town-residence,  a 

settled  abode.  43J\  'ijja.i>-  hazratu'lldh,  The  Lord 
God.  C^j^as"  hazrat  ̂ i,9a',The  Lord  Jesus. 

jCj^e  hazrat  maryam.  The  Virgin  Mary, 
p  sl^jb  C^jtos-  hazrat  j^ddshdh,  His  majesty. 

(J^jJ  hazrat  khuddn  bi  zawdl, The  Lord  God  without  end.  a  Hizrat  or  huzrat, 

Presence.  ^j«,s-  hasanu'l  hizrat,  One  who. 
speaks  well  of  the  absent.    Hazarat,  Presence. 

A  s^yas-  hazramat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ■>ats>-  Q)  Pro- 
nouncing vowels  badly.  Stringing  tightly  a  bow. 

Stripping  the  fibrous  bark  off"  a  tree.  Mixing. A  hazramawt  ov  hazramut,  Name  of 

a  province,  tribe,  and  city  in  Arabia.  (Gen.  x.  26.) 

A  hazrarmy,  (pi.  &/OjL<i>-  hazdrimat) 

Sharp-pointed  (shoe).  A  native  of  Hazramawt  in 

Yaman.  &xc^>-  ,JjC  na^  hazramiyat,  A  kind 
of  sharp-toed  shoe  worn  by  tliose  of  Hazramawt. 

A  'il<jja^hazram'iyat,An  impediment  of  speech. 
A  ̂  hazariy.  Belonging  to  a  town.  A 

townsman.  City-bred. 
A  (^i*as>-  hazaz,  Something,  any  thing.  l« 

i^jA*cO  ̂   J  {^_^A>as-  XiiJ^  md  ̂ ndahu  hazazun  rva 
Id  hazazun,  He  has  nothing.  Huzaz,  (pi.  of  ;jnaJuai5- 

haziz)  The  lower  parts  of  any  thing.  Low  grounds. 
Huzuz  or  huzaz.  Juice  of  boxthorn.  A  certain 

plant.  A  medicament  prepared  from  camefs  urine. 
A  ̂*Qs-  huzuz,  A  medicament  prepared  from 

the  urine  of  a  camel. 
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A  L-A«a>'  hizf,  A  serpent. 

A  J-as«-  hazal,  (v.  n.  of  J-^)  Being  rotten 

at  the  place  where  the  branches  shoot  (a  palm-tree). 

A  f^yixs-  hazn,  (v.  n.  of  (j-^s-)  Fondling  (an 
infant)  in  the  arms.  Sitting  (on  eggs).  Turning 

(one  away  from  any  thing)  and  claiming  (it)  for 

one's  self.  Witholding  neighbourly  kindness.  Keep- 

ing back  (from  business).  Sizn,  (pi.  jjUaa-^  ah- 
zan)  A  side.  The  breast,  the  body  from  the  arm- 

pits to  the  short  ribs.  The  den  of  a  hyena.  Hizn 

or  huzn,  The  base,  or  what  surrounds  a  mountain. 

Hazan,  Ivory.  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Najd. 

A  ̂ yn  &x*<i>-  huznatu  sandn,  Injury,  oppres- 
sion, or  shameful  defeat,  and  no  aid  against  it. 

A  '^^j^jo^hazaniy,  Very  black  or  red  (she-goats). 

A  yai*-  liazrv,  (v.  n.  of  ^ov yos-')  Stirring 
(the  dying  embers  of  a  fire). 

Kjyos"  huzur,  (v.  n.  of  j*o^^  Being  present. 
Being  at  hand,  approaching  (death).  Turning 
aside  from  a  haunted  place.  Presence,  appearance. 

Attendance.  Court,  government.  Rest,  quiet,  ease, 

(pi.  of  jto\>-  hazir)  Persons  present,  p  ̂bj_jAa>- 
huzuri  bala,  The  exalted  presence. 

A  c-aDs*  j^/<a>-  Imzur-talab,  Being  called  to  the 
presence,  summoning  attendance. 

p  i^ju^_y>jyas^  huzur-navis,A  secretary  at  court 
who  keeps  copies  of  all  firmans,  orders,  and  letters. 

J  ̂ jj^*cL>-  huzurl,  An  attendant.  Privilege  of 
paying  the  revenues  direct  to  government. 

A  (^_j.«a>-  hazuz,  Name  of  a  mountain  in  the 
sea  which  serves  the  Arabians  as  a  place  of  exile. 

A  'i\j6yos'-haza'wzat,Yoc\^erQXion  of  combatants. 
A  ̂ ^yof  hazawza',  Distance.  Fire.  Name  of 

a  certain  moimtain  in  the  sea  used  by  the  Arabians 

as  a  place  of  banishment  and  transportation. 

A  i^yos^  hazun,  A  sheep,  camel,  or  woman 
with  one  teat  longer  than  another.  A  man  whose 

testicles  are  of  unequal  size.  Huzun,  (v.  n.  of 

e;^)  Sitting  (on  eggs). 

A  '^jos*-  huzziii/,Astone  at  a  hill's  foot,  a  boulder. 
A  -^j_^a>-  hazis,  Pure  white. 

A's!xta>-  haziyat,  (pi.  bU^s^  hazaya)  A  be- 
loved wife  or  favourite  concubine. 

Aj^tas>-  hazir,  Thick  blood  in  a  secundine.  The 

pus  of  a  wound.  Low  ground  into  which  the  over- 

flowings of  a  well  fall,  (pl.of  S^j<jas>-/tfl^ira^,q.  v.). 

A  ijKto^  hazirat,  (pl,^*a^  liazir  and jjLas- 
hazadr)  A  small  body  of  soldiers  from  four  to 

nine  (employed  in  excursions).  The  van  of  an 

army.  Water  and  matter  which  accompany  the 
birth.    A  store-room  for  dates. w 

A  (_>axoj>-  haziz,  (pi.  'i*a^\ahizzat  and  t^j^.tos" 
huzuz)  The  lower  extremity  of  any  thing.  The 

foot  of  a  mountain.  Abyss.  Low  ground.  A  stone. 

(In  astronomy)  the  lower  apsis  in  an  eccentric  or- 

bit (opposed  to  «wj).  P  (j^*3  i^i.*ss>- 
hazizi  lia^i  zamin,  The  centre  of  the  earth. 

A  'LtA*ia>-  hazizat,  What  one  possesses  in  hand. 

A  Jjj*a«a»-  hizziza'  or  huzztza  ,  (j.n. of {^ja>-) 
Excitjng,  instigating.  ̂  

A  Ins-  hatt,  (v.  n.  of  las-)  Unsaddling  or  un- 
loading (a  horse  or  a  camel).  Unstringing  (a 

bow).  Descending  from  an  eminence  (into  a  hol- 
low). Having  the  spleen  sticking  to  the  side  from 

thirst  (a  camel).  Rubbing  the  side  to  detach  the 

spleen  therefrom.  Being  swollen,  fat,  or  pimpled 

(the  face).  Putting  or  laying  down,  depositing. 

Removing  a  burden.  Remitting  a  debt.  Polish- 
ingf  leather  and  drawing  figrures  thereon  with  the 

instrument  called  mihatt.  Abatement  of  pjice. 

Softness  and  delicacy  of  body,  p  1*=^  Jidtt 
harclan,  To  throw  down,  depress,  precipitate.  To 
beat  down  a  price. 

A  llas>-  hafasa,  (fut.  VlasS  yahtasu)  He  struck 

(especially  on  the  back  with  the  open  hand).  He 

threw  prostrate.  He  brake  wind.  He  turned  (him) 

away  (from  his)  design.  (The  boiling  2>ot)  cast 
up  scum.   He  lay  with.  He  voided  excrement. 

A  Has-  hata',  A  large  louse. 
A  Aas>-  liitf,  The  remains  of  water. 

A  L-->lla»-  hitab,  A  pruning  away  of  the  dry 
wood  of  a  vine.  Loppings,  prunings. 

A  L-jllas-  hatiab,  A  seller  of  wood.  A  camel 

feeding  on  dry  wood. 

A  iollas- /ta^iajai,  Woodmen.  Fellers  of  wood. 

A  Jsllas-  hatat,  Pimples  or  pustules  on  the  face 

and  other  jsarts.  ̂ The  froth  of  milk.  Ora  glandis. 

Hitat,  (v.  n.  of  las-)  Pulling  at  the  bridle,  and 

going  towards  a  declivity  (a  camel).  Eating  food. 
liuiat,  A  stench.   A  small  man. 

A  &l»lia>-  liatatat,  Abatement,  remission.  A 

small  man.  A  little  girl.  Any  thing  regarded  as 
small  and  trifling. 

A  j»lla>-  hutam,  Any  thing  dry,  brittle,  and  re- 
duced to  bits.  Rubbish,  trash.  A  scanty  share  of 

worldly^goods.  Any  thing  small,  minute,  paltry. 

Ajsl-ias-  Jtaftdm,  A  lion. 
A  S/«\.la5-  Jmtamat,  A  broken  bit,  a  fragment. 

A  ̂jUas-  hiitan,  A  he- goat.  A  man's  name. 
A  lajUas-  hutasit,  A  little  man,  a  dwai-f.  A 

small  red  ant.  Abatement,  remission,  laillas- 

lajlla^  hutasit  hutasit,  Large  and  coarse  (vulva). 

Au->»la5-  hath,{y.n.  of  L_»la»-)  Collecting  wood. 
Fetching  wood  for  another.  Abounding  in  small 

wood.  Striving,  attempting.  Whispering,  tale- 

bearing, traducing.  ̂ ■^^  »_-»las-  Jtataliafi 
hablihim,  He  helped  them.  Hatah,  Firewood. 

Whispering,  tale-bearing.  Hatib,  Very  lean,  thin, 
and  lank  (like  a  stick). 

A  ̂Uklas-  hathcif,  (fem.  of  c-*las-^  aAtoZ')  Very 
thin.  Unfortunate. 

A  jilas-  liittat,  Remission  of  sins,  taxes,  or  bur- 

dens. A  prayer  for  a  remission  (of  sins).  The 
month  of  Ramazan. 

A  las-  las-  hut  hut,  Cultivate  intimate  union 

with  youi'  kindred. 

hathatat,  (v.  n.  of  \a.^^  Q)  Descend- 
ing. Making  haste. 

A  jlas- /tair,  (v.  n.of^las-)  Lying  with.  String- 

ing (a  bow). 
A  'sjj^x>-  hatrahat,  (v.  n.  of  L_^la=-  Q)  Living 

hard,  faring  meanly.  Stringing  (a  bow)  tightly. 

Perplexity,  narrowness,  straits. 

A  lalas-  hutut.  Soft,  delicate  bodies.  Descend- 

ing degrees. 
A  Jks-  hitl,  (pi.  JHas-^  ahtal)  A  wolf. 

A  ̂kis-  hatm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂.las-)  Breaking  (any 

thing  dry).  Being  broken  (through  age).  Break- 

ing (a  horse)  down  (old  age).  Hatam,  A  disease 

in  a  horse's  legs.  Hatim,  (A  horse)  broken  down 
(with  age).  Hitam,  Any  dry  substance  broken. 
The  pellicle  of  an  egg.  Hutam,  Unmerciful  to 

one's  cattle.  A  cruel  shepherd.  Hutuvi,  (pi.  of 

j»^s-  haturn)  Breakers. A  &»l3s-  liatmat,  Barrenness.  The  force  of  flow- 
ing water.  Hatmat  or  hufmaf,  A  barren  year. 

Whatever  promotes  digestion.  Hltmat,  A  broken 

piece.  Hutamat,  Intense  fire.  The  first  of  the  se- 

ven hells.  A  cruel  shepherd.  Unmerciful  to  one's 
cattle.  A  troop  of  robust  camels.  Aged  (camel  or 

sheep).  A  glutton.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  S^^las-  hatviarat,  (v.  n.  of ̂;Ja;>-  Q)  Filling. 
Stringing  (a  bow). 

A  la«la=-  hitmit,  Small,  weak,  puny. 

A  OU^las-  hutamiyat,  Coats  of  mail  made  by 
the  celebrated  armourer  Hutamat. 

A  _jla>-  iiatw,  A  moving,  agitating,  stirring. 
A  >^^ias-  hativas,  Red  (shee^i). 

A  'i>^la&-  hutubat,  An  armful  of  wood. 
A  la _jlas-  hatut.  Sloping.  Depressed,  low-lying. 

Swift,  excellent  (camel).  Hutut,  Abatement  of 

price.  Softness  and  delicacy  of  body. 

A  j^lj^jlas-  hatawta\  Light,  flighty,  rash. 

A  j»_jli*'  hatiim,  (pi.  j«.la>-)  A  breaker.  A  lion. A  i_^-las-  haflb,  Woody  (place). 

A  &>la»-  liutasat,  Short :  a  dwarf. 

A  la-las-  hatit,  A  dwarf. 

A  iila-ias-  liafitat,  Abatement  in  a  price. 

A  iLlailas-  hutayyitat,  A  shipworm. 

A  JJaJas-  hitttta'.  Abatement,  remission.  A 
small  man,  a  dwarf. 

A  ̂a1i»-  /ta<i?«.  The  wall  surrounding  the  tem- 
ple at  Mecca  on  the  west.  Last  year's  herbage. 

A  tj^das-  hitiin,  Name  of  a  place  in  Syria,  tlie 
burial-place  of  {^^mZ>  shu^yb  (J ethro). 

A  (^jlas-  hatis,  (Men)  of  the  baser  sort. 
A  &>-la5-/iM<a?/ja^,Shortofstature,contemptible. 

A  ]a>-  hazz,  (v.  n.  oflala;-)  Being  blessed  with 

prosperity,  enjoying  abundance,  favours,  or  privi- 

leges. (pl.^5-\  almzz,  aliazi,  li,Ua>  hi- 
zaz,  ̂llas-  hizzas,         huzz,  ii>j.la_s-  huzuz,  and 



'^^hs-  huzuzat)  Good  fortune,  happiness.  Plea- 
sure, delight.  A  part,  portion,  chance,  lot.  Happy, 

fortunate,  rich.  Ill-fortune,  ias^  hazzifanl, 

The  fading  pleasures  (of  the  world).  (j*»flJ\  las- 

hazzu'n  nnfs,Jdne's  own  pleasure,  whim,  or  ca- 
price. (^^U^ii  liazzi  nafsam,  Sensual  pleasures. 

Huzz,  (pi.  of  ]a>-  hazz)  Good  fortunes,  successes. 

hiza',  (or>Uas>-  hizai)  (pi.  of  SjJas"  liuz- 
Tvat  and  hizwat)  Dignities.  Good  fortunes. 

hizas,  (pi.  of  ijjla>-  hazivat)  Short 
pointless  arrows. 

A  >Ua>-  hizzas,  (pi.  of  las-  liazz')  Good  fortunes. 
A  sllss-  hazat,  A  single  louse. 

A jC^-s-  hizar,  A  shed  for  camels  made  of 
boughs  to  protect  them  from  the  cold.    Hizar  or 
hazar,  A  wall. 

hizaz,  (pi.  of  ia;»-)  Good  fortunes. 
A  JUa=>-  /*a2;2:aZ,  Attentive  to  domestic  economy. 

A  j^jUos"  hazala',  (pi.  of  (JJas-  /msi/)  (Camels) 
eating  colocynths. 

A  l^.lia*-  hazaya',  (pi.  of  A^Jap-  haziyat)  (Wo- 
men) possessed  of  influence  and  dignity.  Concu- 
bines of  married  men. 

AjjUas-  hazafi7',{^\.  of  S^j^las^  hazirai)  Folds 
for  camels  constructed  of  boughs  to  shelter  them 
from  the  cold  and  wind. 

A  L_>las-  hazih,  Shoi  t  and  big-bellied. 

A  C-^zs-  hizabb,  Hasty,  choleric.  Iluzuhb, 

Short  andpaunchy.  Hard, cruel, severe, avaricious. 

A  SjI^s-  huzublat,  Hasty,  choleric  (man). 

A  ̂iaa-  Jnizubba',  The  back  or  body. 

Itizat,  (v.  n.  of  Ua»-  for^jias-)  Being  in 
high  favour  (with  the  sovereign,  or  a  wife  with  her 

husband).  A  portion  of  goods.  Felicity.  Dignity. 

Ajiaa-  hazr,  (v.  n.  of^las-)  Prohibiting,  inter- 
dicting, secluding.  Constructing  a  sheep-cote.  Pen- 

ning a  flock  in  the  fold.  Collecting,  bringing  to- 
gether. Hazir,  A  tree  from  whose  boughs  a  hovel 

is  constructed  to  shelter  camels  from  the  cold.  A 

fresh  green  thorn.  Jui^  ̂ J,  waha^fl'l 
haziri'r  rath,  He  fell  into  what  was  above  his 

strength.  (_j  J^j^  awhada fil  ha- 

ziri'r  ratb,  He  acted  the  tale-bearer,  jia^^  -^'V 
i^,J^ji\jaia  bi'l  haziri'r  i^atb,  He  brought  many 
men  or  much  wealth.  He  brought  a  hateful  lie. 

A  'i-ijas--  hazrabat,  (v.  n.  of  t-^ias.-  Q)  String- 
ing (a  bow)  very  tight.  Filling,  distending  (a  lea- 

thei'n  bottle). 

A  lalas>-  Imzaz  or  huzuz,  A  medicine  prepared 

from  camel's  urine.  The  juiee  of  the  boxthorn. 
A  Jia>-  Itazl,  (^j^Uas-  hizlan  or  hazalaii)  (v. 

n.  of  (JJiLs-)  Restraining,  hindering  in  the  use  of 
liberty,  in  moving  or  walking.  Ilazal,  (v.  n.  of 

ijias*)  Feeding  plenteously  on  bitter  gourds  (a  ca- 
mel). Being  decayed  where  the  branches  spring 

(a  palm-tree).  Limping  and  changing  her  colour 
(a  ewe  with  a  diseased  udder).    Hazil,  Jealous. 
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Attentive  to  business ;  desiring  from  domestics  an 

account  of  what  provisions  are  delivered  out  to  them, 

(pi.  ̂Uas-  hazala')  (A  camel)  eating  the  colocynth. 
A  (j^Uas»-  hizlan,  Parsimony,  domestic  economy. 

Hazalan,  (v.  n.  of  J.ias-)  Checking  his  steps  (a 

man  in  a  passion).  The  gait  of  an  angry  man. 
A  hazlabat,  Swiftness,  speed. 

A  j^-^Jas"  huzumba',  The  back  or  body. 
A  _jks>-  hazw,  (v.  n.  of  Ua»-  from  ̂ j^s-)  Walk- 
ing slowly,  leisurely.  Good  fortune. 

A  O^^las-  hazawat,{f\.  of  s^lai»-)  Short  arrows. 
huzub,  A  becoming  fat. 

A  Jjlas-  hazwat,  A  shoot  or  sucker.  Hazwat 

or  huzrcat,  (pi.  ̂Uas-  hizar  or  CJ>\^>as^  hazawai) 
A  small  arrow  without  a  point,  used  by  boys.  Hiz- 

wat or  huzwat,  (v.  n.  of  Ua>-  for  _}ia5-)  Obtaining 
rank  and  esteem,  being  in  high  favour.  Acquiring 

influence,  prevailing,  (pi.  Uas-  hiza'  or  ̂Uas-  hizat) 
A  portion  of  worldly  goods.  Happiness.  Dignity. 

^  A  lijlas-  huzuz,  (or  Hia^jlas-  huzuzat)  (pi.  of 
ias».  hazz^  Good  fortunes,  successes.  Portions. 

A  J^la*-  hazul,  Attentive  to  domestic  economy. 

A  JJa=*  haza\  A  big  louse.  Hiza' ,  Good  luck. 
A  (2^a5-  haziy,  Fortunate.  Happy.  Comforta- 

ble. The  eighth  horse  at  a  race. 

A  VSia>-  huzayya',  A  slow  pace. 

A  &jla5»-  haziyat,  (fem.)  (pi.  bUas»-  hazaya') 
Fortunate.  Invested  with  dignity,  comfortable.  A 

married  man's  concubine.  A  share,  a  portion.  Hu- 

zayyat,  (dim.  of  s_jlas-  hazwat)  A  small  arrow 

without  a  point.  ̂ jU^  C->lAla»-  ̂   ,^{^s>-\  ihda' 

min  huzayyati  luhman,  One  of  Lockman^s  small 
pointless  arrows ;  spoken  of  one  notorious  for  wick- 

edness, and  from  whom  some  good  emanates. 

A  'iji^xs-  hazwat,  Aho-^el  constructed  of  boughs 
to  protect  camels  from  the  cold.  A  fence,  enclo- 

sure. A  place  for  drying  dates  in.  A  parapet. 

»j>iaii  nakidu'l  hazlrat,  A  covetous,  worth- 
less man.  j^O>aM  ij^^as-  hazlratuH  kuds.  The 

chief  place  in  paradise. 

A  ]a_Jas"  haz'iz.  Favoured  by  fortune,  happy. 
A  I  c»-  haff,  (v.  n.  of  i  Cs-)  Going,  turning  or 

carrying  round,  surrounding.  Cutting  or  dressing 

the  beard  and  mustachios.  Serving,  giving  attend- 
ance. Making  smooth  (the  face)  by  pulling  out 

the  hairs  (a  woman).  ̂ Weaving  a  garment  with 
the  instrument  called  i  Os-  haff.  Urging,  pressing 

one  (want,  necessity,  or  unavoidable  business).  A 

weaver's  instrument  for  stretching  the  web  when 
working.  A  vestige,  trace.  A  white  prickly  fish. 

A  Ifls-  hafa ,  (v.  n.  of  (jfi»-)  Going  barefoot. 
Having  the  hoof  rubbed  and  worn.  Wear,  friction 
of  the  foot  or  hoof.    Bareness  of  the  feet. 

A  la»-  hafasa,  (fut.  yahfasu)  He  threw  pro- 
strate.   He  tore  up  by  the  root. 

A  Uts"  hafas,  The  Egyptian  papyrus,  especially 

when  green  and  growing.    The  root  of  the  papy- 

rus  fresh  and  esculent. 

A  hafas,  (v.  n.  of  (_^»-)  Being  barefoot. 
Having  a  worn  hoof,  or  sore  feet  from  walking. 

A  slas-  hufat,  (pi.  of  jU  hafi)  Barefoot. 

A  L^lfl;-  huff  as,  A  kind  of  hissing,  harmless 

snake  (larger  than  t^fl-*-  hajis). 

A  &^'ia>-  hafasiyat,  Thick,  large,  corpulent. 

A  jli*-  liifar,  A  piece  of  v,^ood  in  the  hole  of 
which  the  central  pole  of  a  tent  is  fixed. 

A         haffar,A  grave  or  well-digger. 

A  hafasiy.  Thick  and  worthless. 
A  ilolfl^  hufasat,  A  collection. 

A  (^Ias-  hifaz,  (pi.  of  {^joSis-  hafaz)  House- 
hold goods,  or  camels  carrying  them.  Hair-tents. 

Standard-bearers.  Weak  camels.  Tent-columns. 

A  \>\ks-  hifaz,  (v.n.3  of  lais-)  Persevering  in. 

Repelling,  warding  off".  Shame,nicesenseof  honour. 
Alalas-  hvffaz,  (pi.  of  JaiU-  hafiz)  Commanders 

of  garrisons,  protectors.  Rememberers.  Learned 

in  the  Kur'an. 
A  iiJilfls-  liifazat,  Custody,^care.  Memory. 

A  Jiif^f,  (v.  n.  of  (»_a>-)  Making  smooth 
(the  face)  by  plucking  out  the  hairs  (a  woman). 
The  side  (of  any  thing),  (pi.  ahffat)  A  curl- 

ing lock  round  a  bald  head.    A  vestige,  track. 

A  (_ila>-  haffaf.  Soft  flesh  below  the  uvula. 

A  hufafat.  Stubble.    Remains  of  straw 
or  clover. 

A  Jla>-7i?</'aZ,Alarge  collection.  Milk  collected. 
A  sJlis"  hufalat.  Worthless  (man  or  thing). 

Thin  (mother  of  oil  or  froth  of  milk). 
A  ^''df^^V)  (pl-  of         hafallaj)  Young 

camels.  ̂   Hufalij,  Bow-legged. 

A  ̂jVfls>-  haff^an,  (A  vessel)  filled  to  the  brim.  A 
young  ostrich  or  camel.  A  household,  domestics. 

A  Sjlas-  hafawat.  Importunity.  ijlas»  ̂  
marubat  la  hafawat,  Necessity  is  not  importunity, 

Hafawat  or  hifawat,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Wishing  well 

to,  favouring.  Exhorting  forcibly.  Exulting,  re- 

joicing. Inquiring  minutely  into  another's  condi- 
tion. Urging,  asking  with  importunity.  Having 

a  worn  hoof.  Honouring  exceedingly.  Benevo- 

lence, kindness. 
A  hifayat,  (v.n.  of  j_^5»)  Treating  with 

great  respect.  Inquiring  minutely  into  one's  state. 
Exulting,  rejoicing.  Being  barefoot.  Soreness  of 

feet,  thinness  of  hoof. 

A ̂ lis«-  Aa/aj:i>,  (pi.  of  ij<i»-)  Graves.  Ditches. 
A  Jajlfls-  hafasiz,  (pi.  of  Xlsufl^-  haflzat)  Feel- 

ings of^zeal  or  anger. 
A  sSu)-  haff'at,  A  weaver's  beam.  Perfect  gene- 

rosity or  nobility.  A  kind  of  white  prickly  fish. 

Caresses,  blandishment,  kindness. 
A  C^>-  haft,  (v.  n.  of  Cl^-fi-s-)  Destroying. 

Pounding.  Bruising  the  back.  Hafit,  Tripe. 

A  cjL*fl=»-  hafis,  (hifs, or  Xifls.-  hafisat)  (pl.Li.jlfl>-\ 

ahfas)  The  rough  tripe.  A  large  kind  of  serpent. 



A  i—fts"       haf,  Used  in  driving  poultry. 

A  'kh^^  hafhafat,  (v.  n.  of  u-fls^  Q)  Being 
scanty  (subsistence).  Making  a  noise  (the  wing  of 

a  bird  flying,  or  a  beast  in  I'unning). 

A  J>fls-  hafd,  (oVi^SSLs-  liafadan)  (v.  n.  of  ̂fls-) 

Making  haste  (in  any  work).  Going  fast  (an  os- 
trich or  camel).  Serving.  Hafad,  A  pace  slower 

than  i—o^  khahab.  (pi.  of  liils-  hajid)  Servants, 
domestics,  retinue,  assistants. 

A  f^\ssj>-  liafadan,  A  pace  slower  than  L- a^. 

A  Jtiis- /«a/a«?a^, Companions ;  attendants,  ser- 
vants. Children.  Sons-in-law.  Nephews.  Daugh- 

ters. Grandchildren.  Progeny.  Painters,  limners. 

A  (jJiiA:-  hafadlas,  Melancholy,  gloominess. 

A  jfls>-  hafr,  (v.  n.  of ̂ a*-)  Digging,  cleaning  out 
(a  well).  Hollowing  out.  Engraving  (a  stone). 

Searching,  prying  into,  and  getting  a  knowledge 

of.  Losing  the  milk  teeth  (a  child).  Lying  with. 

Making  lean.  Knowing  the  extent  to  which  a 

shower  of  rain  reaches.  A  wide  pit.  Rottenness 

of  teeth  or  gums.  Yellowness  of  teeth,  p jX>  jO:>- 

^ji>^(J^kS-l  hafri  hisri  ikhtildl  hardan,  To  dig  a 

pit  in  another's  way,  to  injure  him.  a  Hafar,  (v. 
n.  of  jtts-)  Being  hollow  (the  teeth),  (pl.jlfl*-^ 

a/ifarand ̂ ls-\a/ia/'ir)  A  wide  pit.  Earth  thrown out  of  an  excavation.  Rottenness  of  the  teeth  about 

the  roots.  A  yellowness  on  the  teeth.  Mufar, 

(pi.  of  'jjii--  liufrai)  Ditches,  pits,  excavations. 

A  'i\^Ls-]iifrat,  (^X.l^^^us-lafra')  A  kind  of  plant. 
A  pronged  instrument  for  winnowing  wheat. 

A  ij^s-litifrat,  (pl.__jfl,>-  hufar)  A  ditch,  pit,  ex- 

cavation. A  grave.  S^ii  <JIB^la^.-\  ahhtat  is- 

tuhu  'I  hufrat,  (a homely  expression  signifying)  He 
missed  the  mark. 

A  li^is-  liifrid,  A  pearl-bead  or  other  gem. 
Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ̂J^>-  hifra' ,  (pi.  of  »^fl»-)  Certain  plants. 
A  ja»-  hajz,  (v.n.of^^fls-)  Pushing,  shoving  for- 

ward, driving  up  behind.  Repelling,  causing  one 

to  desist.  Following,  driving  on  (as  night  does  the 

day).  Piercing  (with  a  spear).  Lyiiig  with  (a  wo- 

man). JZa/a2;,End,extremity,boundary,limit,term. 

A  ̂ J«^  hafs,  An  eating,  devouring. 

A  (jS.£is-  liafsh,  (v.  n.of  (jifls-)  Flowing  or  run- 
ning from  all  quarters.  Running  one  course  after 

another  (a  horse).  Going  at  full  speed  (a  horse). 

Abrading  the  surface  of  the  ground  (a  torrent). 

Peeling,  unbarking.  Extracting,  causing  to  come 

forth.  Collecting,assembling.  Banishing, driving 

away.  Flowing  to  one  reservoir  (streams).  En- 

deavour, effort,  pains.  Sifsh,  (pi.  i^\s^\ ahfasli) 
A  small  house  or  closet.  A  hair-tent.  The  case 

for  a  spindle.  Any  thing  worthless,  as  worn-out 

furniture,  or  goods  of  a  perishable  nature.  A  ca- 

mel's bunch.  Genitalia.  A  little  box  or  casket. 

Old,  cast-off  vessels.  A  large  worn-out  sack.  Ha- 

fash,  (v.  n.  of  (jii>-)  Eating  into  a  camel's  bunch 
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(a  sore),  working  from  the  base  upwards  in  front, 

the  hinder  part  remaining  sound.  Manifesting  love 

to  (her)  husband  (a  woman).  Raining  heavily. 

Hafish,  Diseased  as  above  mentioned  (a  camel). 

A  hafshas,  A  she-camel,  whose  bunch 
is  eaten  away  before,  and  unhurt  behind. 

A  tjkaas-  hafs,  (v.  n.  of  (.j^oi^)  Collecting,  ga- 

thering. Throwing  from  the  hand,  (pi,  j_^las-\ 

ahfds  and  \^^^  hufus)  A  leathern  sack  with 

which  they  di'aw  earth  out  of  wells.  A  lion's  whelp. 
A  name  given  to  Omar  by  Muhammad.  Ilafus, 
The  stone  or  kernel  of  the        nahli  or  medlar. 

A  'k^oSis-  liafsat,  A  female  hyena.  Name  of 

Omar's  daughter,  and  one  of  the  wives  of  Muham- 

mad (frequently  called  (j;^.**^^  j*^  ummu'l  mufmi- 
nin,  Mother  of  the  believers).  X^aas-  p,  A  hen. 

A  AA^fls-  liafiiyo  t,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  (^jois-  liafz,  (v.  n.  of  (_>ii»-)  Twisting,  bend- 
ing. Throwing  away.  Hafaz,  (pi.  ̂ ^U^  hifaz 

and  ;^^lfl5"l  ahfdz)  Household  furniture  when  pre- 
pared for  removal ;  or  a  camel  carrying  it.  A  tent 

of  hair  with  its  poles  and  ropes.  A  standard-bearer. 
A  weak  camel.  The  column  of  a  tent. 

j^^^  t^jaS^yawm  hi  yawmi'l hafazV I inujawwar, 
An  expression  used  when  a  man  meets  the  same 

treatment  he  formerly  gave  others. 

A  ̂ qSls'  hifzij,  (^K^oAs-  hifzdj,  or  ̂ \hs-Jtnfd- 
zy)  Fleshy.  Flagging-bellied,  loose  and  pendulous. 

A  'i-^P^  liafzajat,  A  growing  fat. 
A  laa>-  hifz,  (v.  n.  of  laij-)  Preserving,  guard- 

ing. Committing  to  memory.  Feeding,  tending 

(cattle).  Custody.  Memory.  Care,  circumspec- 

tion, caution.  t^jO^  lais-  hifzi  mat'dtib,  Obser- 
vance of  etiquette,  attention  to  the  rank  of  persons 

addressed.  ;_yjU\  Jo^  Uai*-  h  ifzan  min  aydVn 
?ias.  For  the  sake  of  guarding  from  the  hands  of  men. 

A  X^aAs"  hifzat,  Zeal  (especially  in  defence). 

Anger,  warmth.  Hafazat,  (pi.  of  laJU-  Jtdjiz) 
Guards,  garrisons,  keepers.  Observers,  inspectors, 

watchmen.  Angels  (as  inspecting  and  recording 
the  actions  of  men). 

A  I  ksLs"  hafaf,  Poverty,  hardship.  Margin, 

brink,  edge.    Trace,  footstep.    Short  and  strong. 

A  jjis-^  hajl,  (v.  n.  of  (J-a*-)  Being  assembled 
(people).  Collecting  or  flowing  together  (milk  or 

water).  Pouring  forth  rain  (the  sky).  Filling  its 

bed  (a  river).  Polishing,  making  bright.  Fearing. 

Turning  the  mind  to,  minding,  attending  to.  Shed- 

ding tears  copiously  (the  eye).  Collecting,  bring- 

ing together.  An  assembly,  synod,  council,  con- 

gregation. Numerous  (assembly).  (J-i**-  ~m 
liajiin,  Studious,  diligent. 

A  ;J.i>-  Imffal,  (pi.  of  ;Jil>-  hafil)  Full  udders. 

A  "jifls"  hajlat,  All,  the  whole  of.   Study,  dili- 
gence. Hnjlat,  A  synod,  council,  general  assembly. 

A  Ji^  liajiaj,  One  who  moves  his  body  much  in walking:. 
6h 

A  hafallaj,  Bow-legged,  (pi.  hafd- 

l/j)  A  young  camel. 
A  hajlah  or  hafallak,  Enervated,  foolish. 

hafalha',  Weak. 

A  J^ij>-//«/aZa',Promiscuously,indiscriminately. 

A  ^^iflV>  Slior'^j  dwarfish. 
A  ̂jis-  hafn,  (v.  n.  of  (^^as-)  Taking  up  with 

both  hands  (meal  or  sand).  A  small  gift.  «J  ̂^ij>- 
sifis-  hafana  lahu  hafnatan,  He  gave  him  a  little, 

a  handful.    Hafan,  (v.  n.  of  Turning  the 
feet  in  walking  so  as  to  kick  up  the  dust.  Hufan, 

(pi.  of  iUa»-  Imfnat)  Ditches.  Handsful. 

A  'kAs-  hufnat  or  hafnat,  (pi.  ̂^as"  hufari)  The 
measure  of  both  hands.  A  small  quantity.  A 

mouthful,  handful.    A  ditch,  pit,  well. 

A  ̂ a>-  hafannaj,  Short  of  stature. 

A  i^jf^  hafatya',  Languishing,  numb,  stiff. 
A  Si^Csis>-  hafandad,  Rich  and  careful. 

A  (j«jvas>-  hifnis,  Impudent,  obscene  (woman). 
A  man  of  short  stature. 

A  U«la5»-  hafansas,  Short,  thick,  and  big-bellied. 

A  ̂l-*3,.J>-i.  r*-  hijinzdj,  Fleshy.  Flag-bellied. Brawny. 

A  hafanha',  Weak. 
A  ̂SL>-hafw,  (v.  n.  of  lis-  for^jis-)  Giving.  With- 

holding.   Honouring.    Shaving  the  whiskers. 

A  A^'>-  hufawds,  (pi.  of  '^^^^  ̂^^f^y^  Know- 
ing, intelligent.    Curiously  inquisitive. 

A  jj^jfls-  hafwat  or  Jdfwat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^.a-)  Being 
barefoot.  Having  a  worn  hoof  (a  horse).  Huf- 

wat  or  Jiifwat,  Tenderness  of  hoof  or  foot. 

A  tJjas-  livfud,  (v.  n.  of  SS^)  Going  fast.  Serv- 
ing. Beingquick  and  ready  in  obeying  and  serving. 

A  i^jo^i>-  livfus,  (pi  of  {^jahs-  hafs)  Leathern 
sacks  used  in  cleaning  out  wells. 

A  j_jas>-  hufuf,  (v.  n.  of  t»Jis»-)  Being  awhile 
unoiled,  uncombed,  matted,  and  entangled  (a  wo- 

man's hair  neglected).  Having  withered  vegeta- 

bles (ground).  Being  entirely  lost  (one's  hearing). 
Shaving  and  trimming  (the  head  and  mustachios). 

Injufing  with  a  malignant  eye.  Poverty.  Hard  fare. 

Any  thing  short  and  strong.  The  side  of  a  thing. 

A  J^j^s-  haf  ill,  (A  camel)  full  of  milk.  -Sf^j/- 
wal,  A  certain  tree  which  bears  a  bitterish  fruit  re- 

sembling a  plum.  Suful,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Flow- 
ing together  (milk  or  water).  Raining  plentifully. 

Filling  its  bed  (a  river).  Weeping  profusely.  Po- 
lishing. Collecting,  bringing  together.  ̂ ^^^ 

hufulu'zzir^  Fulness  of  teats ;  (met.)  Opulence. 

A  (_^S5"  hafi,  (A  beast)  worn  in  the  hoof.  (A 
man)  beat  in  the  feet. 

A  '^^J»'  hafiy,  (pi.  AJ^s-  hufawds:)  Knowing, 
intellisfent.  One  who  dives  to  the  bottom.  Im- 

portunate  in  asking  questions.  One  who  in^quires 

carefully  into  other  people's  affairs.  Benevolent, 
kind.    Joyful,  glad. 

A  S^s-  ̂>'ifj<-''t>  ij-     of  i_J'^)  Being  barefoot. 



Tenderness  of  foot,  thinness  of  hoof. 

A  uAfl5>-  hufaytas,  A  short  squat  man. 

Aji^jtflp-  liafaytar,  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  ^^'f  Vi  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  i^-2.:»-  hafid,  A  grandson.  Daughters.  Chil- 
dren. Grandchildren. 

A^i=»-  liaflr,  A  grave,  a  tomb. 

A  'i^f^  liafirat,  A  ditch,  excavation.  IJufay- 
rat,  (dim.  of  J^Ss-  hiijrat)  A  little  hole. 

A  U«jJl5>-  haj'aysas,  Short,  squat,  mean,  base. 
A  ̂^^xis-  hafayfiy,  Thick  and  good  for  little. 

A  ̂iSL>-  haflz,  A  guardian,  keeper.  A  grazier. 
A  governor.  One  who  has  learned  by  heart.  God. 

A  &]aJL9-  hafizat,  (pi.  lioUs-  hafaslz)  Zeal 
(especially  in  defence).  Anger.  A  keeping  back 
from  whatever  is  unlawful. 

A  ^^ofif;  (v.  n.  of  u-fls")  Making  a  noise 
when  travelling  (a  horse) ;  (a  bird)  flying ;  (a 
tree)  shaken  by  the  wind  ;  (a  serpent)  crawling. 
The  sound  of  a  serpent  crawling  forth  out  of  its 

slough;  also  its  hissing.  The  noise  of  a  fire  burning. 

^dif^  (v.  n.of  Jis-)  Collecting,  flow- 
ing together  (milk  or  water).  Using  diligence, 

straining  every  nerve.  Studious,  diligent  in  busi- 
ness.   Numerous  (assembly). 

A  pj^djvisJ  hi  hafilatihhn,  All  together  (came). 
A  ̂ ^p^  hafaylal,  A  certain  kind  of  tree. 

A  Jjs"-  hahli,  (v.  n.  of  Jjs-)  Accruing,  happen- 
ing unto.  Coming  to.  Being  necessary.  Becom- 

ing, befitting.  Rendering  necessary.  Overcoming 
at  law.  Being  sure  of,  knowing  of  a  truth.  Act- 

ing justly,  uprightly.  Discharging  an  obligation. 

Travelling  in  the  middle  of  the  road.  Striking  on 
the  crown  of  the  head  or  in  the  hollow  at  the  head 

of  the  shoulder.  Vas-  8,3c>-  CaKHs-  hakaktu  haz- 
rahu  liakkan,  I  did  to  him  what  he  was  avoidincr. 

A  liahh,  (in  Persian  hah  without  tashdid) 
God.  An  attribute  of  God.  Truth.  Justice,  equity, 

(pi.  ̂ jjfls-  hukuk)  A  just  claim,  right,  due.  Cer- 
tainty, sure  proof.  Law.  Reason.  Rectitude.  Stea- 

diness, vigilance.  The  Kur'an.  Muhammadism, 
Islam.  A  thing  decreed.  Riches,  wealth,  effects, 

possessions.  Death.  Litigation,  altercation.  The 
crown  of  the  head.  Name  of  a  bird  which  is  said 

to  suspend  itself  by  the  claws  by  night  and  conti- 

nually cry  hah  hah.  A  disease  in  a  camel's  lungs. 
Right,  just,  true,  genuine.  Necessary,  expedient, 
fit,  proper,  worthy,  suitable.  Firm,  constant.  Ex- 

isting, extant.  j<  JjU  al  hahhu  murrun,  Truth  is 

bitter,  p  ̂aUm* I  Jjs-  hahi  ashndn,  The  rights  of 

friendship.  ij=-  hah  bar  sar,  A  debt,  claim, 

obligation,  a  ̂y*ta^^  hahhu't  tahsil,  A  me- 
rited remuneration.  A  sixth  of  the  actual  collec- 

tions made  in  Bahar  (in  India)  to  the  person  in 

charge  of  them.  <JJ^,y>  Js^  haU  tarUyat,  Gra- 

titude for  education,  ̂ ijljj  hahk  ta^la\  God 
Almighty.  J^)Js-  j  J?"       hahk  jail  wa  jaldl,The 
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Deity  in  all  his  glory.  hahhi  jimdr, 

Right  of  pre-emption.  s>-  hahhu' Ihimdy  at, 

A  present  for  protection.  (JLvoi>=^  hahhi  khid- 

m«^.  Reward  of  service.  eo^Js-  ̂y>- hahhi  hhizdna, 
A  duty  or  fee  of  two  per  cent,  claimed  by  the  in- 

ferior treasurer  upon  all  monies  paid  into  the  royal 

treasury.  e^\S'J^\  hahhu'r  ri^yat,  Duty  of 
respect,  ̂ ^<^\j  ̂y>-  hahi  zadagi,  Birthright. 

A  hahhu' s  sa^,  Wages  for  labour,  re- 

compense for  trouble.  ̂ 0^\  ̂js-  hahhu'l  ha- 
dam,  The  reward  of  a  messenger.  Any  thing  set 

before  a  guest.  hahhu'lldh,  The  rights  of 
God  ;  punishment  inflicted  for  religious  offences. 

^^l^Ui       hahhi mal-zdmin,lxyteresi,nsxxYY. 

hahhu' n  nds,  The  rights  of  man  ; ̂ punish- 
ment for  crimes  against  society.  (j^^iiU5\  Jj=>-  hah- 

hu'fi  nazirm,  Something  left  after  a  banquet  for 
the  servants  or  spectators,  p  Ldl^  hahi  na- 

mah,  Fidelity.  {J>j^j  ̂Jf^  hahi  wdrisi,  Right  of 
heirship ;  reversion.  CL>j\j^  hahi  wizdrat, 

The  vazTr's  fees.  A  jji-^^  hi'l  hakh,  Of  a  truth, 
p  fj>.j^  ha  tarihi  hah,  In  equity.  For  the 

J  dar  hah,  In  regard  to,  in  re- 
love  of  God. 

spect  of,  in  right  of.  a  i>JlS-  ̂ nd  hahk,  At 
the  time  of.  la  hahhu.  Really,  truly,  verily, 

p  li  nd  hah.  Unjust.  {^"^^  ̂   ''f*  har- 
dan.  To  err.  a  Ilihh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Js-)  Entering  his 

fourth  year  (a  camel).  Going  over  her  time  (a  ca- 

mel in  foal),  (pi.  ,_^fli»-  hihah,  huhuh,  and  Jjlfls^ 

liihdh')  A  camel  just  entering  into  the  fourth  year 
(when  he  or  she  is  fit  for  labour  or  breeding).  A 

she-camel  that  has  lost  her  teeth  from  age.  Truth, 

certainty,  positive  proof.  Huhh,  The  socket  of  the 
thigh-bone,  or  of  the  shoulder-blade,  (pi.  Jj^^ 

hulmh)  A  spider's  web.  (pi.  of  ̂ a*-  hukkat)  Cups, 
bowls.  Boxes. 

A  lfls>-  haka',  (v.  n.  of  Uis-  for_jHs-)  Suffering 
in  the  side,  waist,  or  hypochondria.  Being  griped 
from  eating  meat. 

A  las-  halihan.  By  God  !    Really,  truly. 

A  *Ui>-  hahdf,  Breeches.  The  waistband.  Jlihds, 

The  gripes  from  eating  meat.  (pi.  of  _jHs.-  hahrv) 
Waists.  Waistbands.  Rugged  places  elevated 
above  torrents.    Notched  ends  of  arrows. 

A  t_-jlH»-  hikab,  (pi.  t_-*a=-  huhuh)  A  girdle  or- 
namented with  jewels  (worn  by  the  Arabian  ladies). 

The  white  at  the  root  of  the  nail.  A  white  string 

(tied  round  the  loins  of  infants,  to  guard  them  from 
enchantments). 

A  Sjlas-  hahdrat,  (v.  n.  of  Jis')  Despising. 
Being  despicable.  Hahdrat,  hikdrat,  or  hukdrat, 

Vileness,  baseness.  Scorn,  contempt,  affront,  dis- 

grace, p  ̂jii^OjUis-  hahdrat  hardan.  To  de- 
spise, affront,  disgrace. 

A  1  jla=»-  hikdf.  Waving  sand-hills. 

A  jla=-  hihdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ js-)  Litigating,  con- 
tending for  one's  rights.   Enmity,  hostility.  Alter- 

cation.  Small  plants  of  the  kind  called  ^zdh. 

(pi.  of  J^s-  hikk)  Camels  rising  four  years  old.  (pi. 
of  &is-  huhkat)  Bottles.  Boxes,  laijri]  ̂jliia-  hi- 

hdhu'l  ̂ irfut.  Suckers  of  the  plant  laijS-  ̂ rfut. 
nazihu  'I  hikdk,  A  disputer  about  trifles. 

A  JjlJLs-  hakhdk,  A  box  or  casket-maker. 
A  JUii»  hiihdl,  A  watery  humour  in  the  bowels. 

A  hahhdniy,  True,  pure,  disinterested. 
diA^s^  mahahhati  hakkdniya,  (or  simply 

&^Ui>-Aa/f/iaHiyai()Thelove  of  God,  perfect  charity. 

A  L  -tlii^  hahdsih,  (pl.of  »a*Hj..)  Portmanteaus. 

A  Ji^Uis-  hahdsid,  (pi.  of  J^Ks-  hihd)  Hatreds. 

A  I  a^Uis.-  hahdsif,  (pi.  of  i__aas"  hihf)  Wind- 

ing sand-hills. 

A  hahdfih,  (pi.  of         hikk')  Camels 
rising  four  years  old.  (pi.  oi'i^i^  hahlkat)Tr\iths. 

i^las-  ji^S-  ̂ lumi  hahdsih.  Theology. 
AjJ-jVas-  hakdsil,  (pl.of  &iJii>.  /ta/ii/ai)  Watery 

humours  in  the  intestines. 

A  u-aSs-  hiikh  or  hukuh,  (pi.  u->liL>-\  ahhdh  and 
'.  ̂   ahkuh)  A  period  of  eighty  years  or  upwards. 

A  year.  Space  of  time.  Hahah,  (v.  n.  of  uvtH'a-) 
Having  his  sheath  so  squeezed  by  the  hind  girth 

as  to  be  unable  to  stale  (a  camel).  Being  destitute 

of  minerals  (a  mine).  Being  barren  from  want  of 

rain  (a  year).  The  hind  girth  of  a  camel's  saddle. A  girdle  ornamented  with  jewels.  Hihah,  (pi.  of 

iij>a;>-  liihhat)  Years.  Muhuh,  (pi.  of  («»>\ii>-  hi- 

hah) Ornamented  girdles. 
A  -*La=^  hahhdf,  (fem.  of  ahhab)  The 

wild  ass  (because  white-flanked).  A  hillock  whose 
lofty  head  shoots  upwards  and  girded  all  round 
with  earth.  A  tall  hillock,  in  the  middle  of  which 

there  is  whitish  shining  earth,  al  hahbdf. 
The  milky  way. 

A  'kiSu>-  hihbat,  (pi.  t„*as»-  hihah  and 
huhub)  A  year,  a  space  of  time.  Hukhat,  A  calm. 
Hakibat,  A  cloak-bag,  portmanteau. 

p        ̂ y>-  hak-hin,  Having  a  regard  to  justice. 

p  ^js^  hak-parast,  Devoted  to  truth  ;  a 
worshipper  of  God  (a  name  which  the  old  Per- 

sians assumed  to  themselves). 

p  t>j.*-J.  ̂ j>-  /m/i-jjasanf?,  Approving  truth;  just. 

A  'iSLs-  hahhat,  (v.  n.  of  ,3*')  Being  necessary. 

Happening  indubitably.  Truth.  Sure ;  descend- 

ing, impending  (judgment).  Ilikhat,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^i*-) 
Entering  on  her  fourth  year  (a  camel).  A  she- 

camel  i-ising  four  years  old.  The  age  of  a  camel 

fit  for  breeding.  A  just  claim,  right,  or  due.  ̂  
Xas-  um7H  hikhata,  Name  of  a  woman.  Huhhut, 

(pi.  ̂s-  huhh,  jyi^  huhuh,  ̂ jiis-  hukak, 

uhkdk,  and  ̂ j's^  hihdh)  A  round  box  in  which 
pearls,  jewels,  or  electuaries  or  pastils  are  kept ;  a 

vase,  cup,  bowl.  A  spider's  web.  The  socket  of 
the  thigh-bone  or  shoulder-blade.  Low-lying  and 

circular  ground.  A  hole  in  the  ground.  Huhkat 

or  hahhat,  A  misfortune.    A  woman. 



p y>-  ̂ ^js^  haJi-jo  or  ju,  Truth-seeking. 

A  ̂ L^*^  hak-hak,  A  swift  nocturnal  journey 
in  search  of  water. 

A  *iis^  hak-hakat,  (y.  n.  of  Q)  Lifting 

his  feet  high  when  ti'avelling  (a  horse).  Travelling 

in  the  early  part  of  the  night.  Riding  one's  beast 
till  it  breaks  down.    Hard,  back-breaking  riding. 

A  iXOs-  hikd,  hahad,  or  hahd,  (v.  n.  of  ii.ft»-) 

Wishing  ill, hating.  Sikd,(^p\.  iii\^\ahkad,  u>yi»- 
hukud, and dj\^hakand)Ila.tred, rancour. 

i^fls"  arbabi  hihd,  The  malevolent.  Saltad,  (v.  n. 

of  t\as»)  Being  withheld  (rain).  Yielding  no  ore 

(a  mine).    Being  full  of  fat  (a  camel). 

VjS^si^-  hah-dar,  Rightful  owner,  proprietor. 

A  jiis-  hah',  (v.  n.  of         Despising,  treating 
with  contempt.  Being  contemptible  and  despicable. 

Contempt,  slight,  scorn.    Vileness,  baseness. 

A  'iSjS^  hukriyat,  Contempt,  scorn.  Vileness. 
Ajiis>-  hahz,  (v.  n.  ofjHs-)  Kicking,  spurning 

with  her  foot  (a  woman). 

p  i^\jJLhs-  hak-shinas,  Knowing  and  perform- 

ing one's  duty.  Rendering  to  every  one  his  due. 
Able  to  appreciate.  Grateful. 

p  j^^lx-iJi^  hah-sliinasi,  Gratitude.  ̂ ^^KyzJ^ 
hak-shinasi  kardan,  To  appreciate. 

A  Lata*-  haksan,  INimbly,  quickly. 

A  liHs"  hakat,  Agility  of  body,  motion,  activity. 
Hililt,  A  word  used  in  driving  a  horse. 

A  ̂jllaH*-  hiJiittan,  (or  iollaH:?-)  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  iulaiis>-  hahtabat,  The  cry  of  the  pheasant. 

A  &laii»-  haktat,  Short,  light-bodied  (woman), 

pj^l?  ̂y>-  hali-tiraz,  Observing  truth. 
A  L-flHs*  Mhf,  (pi.  1  slH=»\  ahhaf,  i  iUis-  hihaf, 

t__jjii5-  Imhuf,  (_flSlfl»-  hahanf,  and  &aHs»  hihaf  at) 
Sand  heaped  up  in  long  waving  hills ;  also  round 

tumuli  of  sand.  Foot  of  a  sand-hill,  mountain,  wall. 

A  A^Aa/a^,  (pi.  of  i_,.Aii=«- )  Waving  sand-hills. 

A  hakak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^>")  Placing  his  hind 
foot  in  the  track  made  by  the  fore  foot  (a  quadru- 

ped). Not  sweating  (a  horse).  Hikali  or  hukuk, 

(pi.  of  Jiikk)  Camels  rising  four  years  old.  Hu- 
kak,  (pi.  of  &as>-  huhkat)  Caskets,  boxes.  Pots. 
A  huhkali,  Sound  discourse.  Cloths  of  a 

firm  texture. 

V  J\  'd^  ̂js-  hali-guzar,  Administering  justice. 
P  ^j>-  hak-guzart,  Discharge  of  obliga- 

tion, fulfilment  of  duty,  acknowledgment  or  re- 
quital of  favours. 

P  hak-guzin,  Approving  justice, 

p  (_j'yla>-  hah-goy,  Speaking  truth.  The  es- 
sence of  a  thing.  Name  of  a  bird  that  hangs  by  a 

tree  and  vociferates  all  night. 

A  (Ja>-  hald,  (v.  n.  of  iji=")  Tilling,  sowing 
(land).  (Corn)  in  the  blade.  Rich  arable  land. 

Hihl,  A  camel-litter.  The  gripes.  A  watery  hu- 
mour in  the  bowels. 

A  XiHa-  haklat,  (v.  n.  of  Jiis")  (Cattle)  swal- 
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lowing  earth  with  the  grass,  and  being  thereby 

griped.  A  disease  in  camels,  (pi.  Jl'a»-^  ahhal) 
The  gripes  in  horses  from  eating  earth.  Rich  ara- 

ble land.  H'lhlat,  Remains  of  milk.  Refuse  of 
dates.  Whatever  is  wanting  to  complete  the  filling 

of  a  cup.  Hiklat,  liahlat,  or  hulilat,  Clear  water 
remaining  in  a  cistern. 

A  ti^tSLs-  Idklid,  Evil,  bad.  Heary,  dull,  torpid. 

A  tiJiis>-  hakallad,  Avaricious,  stingy.  Weak. 

A  sinner,  culprit.    Hatred,  ill-will. 

A  jJL>-  hakm,  A  sort  of  pigeon  or  other  bird. 
A  j^;^  hahn,  (v.  n.  oi  ̂ ^^s-)  Putting  milk  in 

a  bottle  in  order  to  make  butter.  Keeping  blood 

or  urine  from  being  spilled.  Retaining,  confining. 

Pouring  fresh  milk  upon  thick. 

hmia  damfulanin,  He  preserved  such  an  one  from 

being  slain.  Hukan,  (pi.  of  iLlHs-  huhnat)  Clysters. 

p  ̂ ^js-  13  ̂js>-  hah  na  hah,  Right  or  wrong. 

A  'iJsu>-  hahnat,  (pi.  (jUi:>-\  ahhan)  The  cholic. 
Huhnat,  A  clyster,  p  j^Oj^aJiis>-  hiikna  hardan, 
To  exhibit  an  enema.  [^>Ji  s^is-  huhna  giriftan. 
To  take  an  injection. 

A  _jHs»-  hahw,  (v.  n.  of  la>-  for  j^)  Striking  on 
the  side,  waist,  or  hypochondria,  (pi.  ahhi, 

^\sj>-\ahhds,  ̂ ^^^s"  huhvj,  and  ̂\iis»-  /t</eaj:)Breeches. 
The  waistband  or  place  where  the  drawers  are  tied. 

The  waist,  side,  hypochondria,  (pi.  -^ULs-  hihas) 

A  rugged  place  overhanging  a  stream.  The  side 
of  a  diflicult  and  narrow  pass.  The  notched  end 
of  an  arrow.  Hihm,  Breeches. 

A  i^j^  huhub,  (pi.  of  &.Jk_a_>.  hthbat)  Years. 
Spaces  of  time. 

A  i^Sj>-  hahmat.  The  belly-ache  from  eating 

meat.  A  disease  in  a  camel's  lungs.  Breeches.  The 
waistband.  Huhwat,  The  gripes  from  eating  meat. 

A  li^fls"  lialiud,  Malevolent.  Suhud,  (pi.  of 

dSLs-  hihd)  Hatreds,  enmities. 

A  I  JjSs-  huhuf,  (v.  n.  of  i_aas«-)  Lying  on  a 
sand-hill,  or  squatting  awry  like  a  sand-hill  (a  doe). 

Crookedness,  (pi.  of  s_aa».  liihf)  Winding  sands. 

A  ̂ 3j^  huhuh,  (pi.  of  ̂Js-  hahh)  Rights,  dues. 

Duties.  Laws,  statutes,  (pi.  of  ̂ js-  hnhh)  Spiders' 
webs.    (pi.  of        huJihat^  Cups,  bowls.  Boxes. 

^^0^  huhuhi  ildhl,i/a,The  divine  laws, 
sji>\*n  hukuhi  sabiha,  Old  debts,  former  obligations. 

A  {^^Ss-huhul,  (v.  n.  of  (Jiis-)  Swallowing  earth 
with  grass,  and  being  griped  thereby  (a  horse). 

p  ssu>-  huhha,  A  round  box  for  holding  jewels 

or  drugs :  a  casket.  A  gallipot.  The  glass,  metal, 

or  earthen  water  vessels  through  which  the  fumes 

pass  when  smoking  tobacco;  ahookah.  (jSJ  I  %sl>- 
huhkasi  atish,  A  kind  of  rocket  used  in  war.  IH^ 

Jjw  ̂ hukhasi  ftiwrny/Az,  Abi'ainlesSjSenselesSjheart- 
less  man.  j<*>»  t&s-  Jiuhhan  sabz,  The  firmament. 

^j*jjK^d.fl»-  hukhasi  hdrvus, 'Name of  anote  in  music. Uaao  huhhasi  mind.  The  sky.  Cs^^'^ 

hvhkahdn  mind-fdm,  The  celestial  orbs. 

pjb  &as-  huhha-bdz,  A  player  at  cups  and  balls. 

Pjliij^  aiis-  huhha-barddr,  The  man  who  pre- 

pares the  hookah. 
p  huhha-parddza,  A  sky-rocket. 

p  jS  a.a=-  huhkagar,  A  turner  of  cups  and  balls. 

A  jjHs-  hah'i,  One  who  hurts  the  side,  waist, 
or  hypochondria. 

A  i^Oa-  liuhiy,  (pi.  of  _ja»-  hakm)  Waists.  Waist- bands. Breeches. 

A  ̂a>-  hukhiy,  A  sort  of  date. 

A  XfJ^as"  lhahibat,  (pi.  i_-A.>^ji>-  hakdf'ib)  A  pad 
or  any  thing  similar  tied  behind  a  saddle.  A  cloak- 

bag,  portmanteau.  Profound  learning. 
A  i^Ss-  hahhiyat,  Reality,  right. 

A  !ii\jJis»  hahidat,  A  hating,  a  wishing  ill. 

^  A^Os-  hahir,  Base,  contemptible.  Little,  small. 

Thin,  lean.  ̂ jU-i-^^^jis*  hahiru'sh  sliamdAl,  Of 

base  qualities.  J \i.>ii^j^a>-  hahiru  'I  mihddr,  Of  little 

value,  p  [^'<^\^  js»-  hah'ir  ddshtan,  To  despise. 
A  hah'ik,  (pi.  ̂las-^  aluhkds)  Worthy, 

deserving  of.  ̂ ^i^^  C^\^>  handtu'l  huhayh,  A 
sort  of  date. 

A  &iLxi>-  liahikat,  (pi.  hahdslk)  Truth, 

reality.  Sincerity.  The  real  state,  circumstance,  or 

statement  of  a  thing.  Any  thing  which  must  be 

defended  (as  a  standard).  A  speech  without  trope 

or  figure,  iJL*aAa>-  hahlhati  jam.^  A  general 

statement  of  the  public  revenues.  iaAaU  ij^fi'l 
hakikat,  In  truth. 

A  &iua>-  hahihatan,  Truly,  certainly. 

p  ClAOAa*-  hah'ikat-shind.'^,  Intelligent. 

A  j^jka>-  hahVfiy,  (p  ̂̂ Jiiiis-  liahutl)  True,  un- 
feigned, real.  Accurate.  Radical,  essential.  'Pji>)j> 

^xi^  birddari  hahihi.  One's  own  brother. 
A  (J-JjHs-  hakil,  Land  not  sufiiciently  elevated 

to  be  called  mountainous.  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  'Hms-  hahilat,  (pi.  J^Uis-  hahdsil)  A  watery 
humour  in  the  bowels.  The  refuse  of  rotten  dates. 

A  (jl»*as»-  hahimdn,  The  outer  angle  of  the  eye. 
A  /<a/«»,Retained,  confined,  kept  in.  Milk 

poured  into  thick  milk  to  make  butter. 
A  (..dls.-  hahh,  (v.  n.  of  Ldi=-)  Scratching,  rub- 

bing. Scraping,  erasing.  Rubbing  one  substance 
against  another.  Itching,  requiring  to  be  scratched 

(the  head).  (_fjS^  (_j  (.iU-  U  md  hakha  fi  sadri, 
It  did  not  occur  to  my  mind.  It  gave  me  no  plea- 

sure. *s^a)\  (_j  a3  udJls*  hahha  lahufl'd  dabarat, He  scratched  his  back;  he  coaxed  him.  Hihk, 

Doubt,  suspicion.  A  powerful  opponent.  CLis- 

'yiti  Ibihhu  sharrin,  Bold  in  mischief. 
A  -^Ks"  hihds,  (v.  n.  3  of  j__^=^)  Relating,  tell- 

ing. Imitating,  resembling,  taking  after,  mimick- 
ing, mocking. 

A  huhsat,  {liuhaMt  or  5>Ks>-  huhdsat)  A 

certain  reptile  bigger  than  a  lizard. 
A  !iK=>-  huhdt,  (pi.  of  ^'^''p  Narrators. 
A  ufJK^  hikdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  Cii*-)  Resisting, 



opposing,  ciJKs»-  hihdJiu  sliarj'in,  A  bringer 
of  mischief.  Hukak,  An  itching  sensation,  a  need 
of  scratching.  Borax. 

A  LdJKs-  hakkuk,  A  jeweller.  A  polisher  of 
precious  stones.  A  borer  of  pearls.  Itching,  prurient. 

A  0\^\^  hakkakat,  Suggestions,  temptations. 

A  &£=K=-  hukakat,  Whatever  falls  off  in  po- 

lishing,filing,  rasping,  sawing,  planing,  shaving,  &c. 

A  collyrium  produced  by  the  friction  of  two  stones. 
A         hikam,  A  citing  before  a  judge. 

A  liuliham,  (pi.  of  hakim)  Princes, 

lords,  nobles,  governors,  judges,  magistrates  (the 
names  of  fifteen  who  ruled  during  Pagan  times 

have  been  preserved).  ̂ eVr^-^^  L5_jii  pKs-  huhkami 
zawi'l  ihtirmn,  Most  worshipful  magistrates. 
A  hakamat,  (v.  n.  of         Being  learned, 

wise,  philosophical.  Being  skilful,  able  to  effect. 

A  liakaya',  (pi.  of  ioKs-  hikayat)  Stories. 

A  hihayat,  (v.  n.  of  (_^^)  Telling,  relat- 
ing. Tying  firm  a  knot.  Being  like  unto,  resem- 

bling. Imitating,  mimicking.  History,  heroic  ro- 
mance,fable,  tradition,  relation,  narrative.  An  affair, 

p  f^d^  1^^%^  hihayat  hardan,  To  relate,  narrate. 
To  imitate,  to  mimic  exactlv. 

aX^  hihhat,  (pi.  ihah)  Itch,  scab : 

an  itching  sensation  that  induces  scratching.  A 

kind  of  boy's  game.  j  raji^  hik- 
ha  ujarah,  Antiscorbutic. 

A liahr,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Keeping  back(grain) 

till  a  time  of  scarcity,  regrating  behaviour.  A  mix- 
ture of  butter  and  honey.  Hahr  or  huhr,  A  small 

cup  or  bowl.  A  small  matter,  a  trifle.  Hahar, 

(v.  n.  of^)  Having  absolute  authority,  being 
alone  in  any  business,  monopolizing.  Grain  laid 

up  in  store  against  a  season  of  scarcity.  A  dispute, 

quarrel,  litigation.  Water  collected  together.  Ha- 
hi?;  One  who  stores  up  grain  against  a  time  of 

scarcity,  a  regrater,  forestaller.  One  who  acts  alone, 

sole  in  authority.  Muhar,  Things  laid  up  against 

want.  Corn  stored  up  to  be  sold  when  markets  rise. 

A  S^So-  liuhrat,  Whatever  is  hid  or  laid  up 
against  a  time  of  scarcity. 

A  tji.^  hahsh,  A  collection.  A  contraction, 
wrinkling,  or  shrivelling.  \J^^  u^*^  hahish 

^Msh,A  wrestler,  one  who  twists  and  exerts  him- 
self to  get  the  better  of  his  adversary. 

■   A  hakak,  (v.  n.  of  )  Being  worn, 
scratched.  A  scratch,  rub.  A  certain  white  stone  like 

marble.  The  waddling  pace  of  a  dwarfish  woman. 

Hikak,  (pi.  of  hihhat.)  Itches.  Scabs.  Mu- 
huk,  Mischief-makers.  Importunate  (persons),  ur- 

gent in  the  prosecution  of  (their)  necessary  affairs. 

A  ̂J1=-  hiihl,  Any  thing  giving  no  sound  (as  an 
ant).  A  cutting  or  chafing  of  one  leg  against  the 

other  (in  a  horse).  A  shrivelling  of  the  nerve  or 
tendon  extending  from  the  hip  to  the  heel  in  a  horse. 
A  weakness  in  the  ankle.  A  name  of  Solomon. 
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A  ft)is>-  huhlat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Being  obscure 

and  doubtful  (speech).  Being  dumb,  tongue-tied. 

Straightening  (a  spear).  Striking  with  a  stick. 

A  ̂s-  hakm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *-)  Bridling,  or  put- 
ting a  curb  on  (a  horse).  Restraining  (a  fool). 

/Hukm,  (v.  n.  of  j,Sc>-)  Exercising  authority,  com- 
manding. Restraining  from  mischief.  Passing 

sentence,  giving  judgment,  whether  to  absolve  or  to 
condemn.  Command,  absolute  power,  dominion, 

(pi.  ahham)  An  order,  permission.  Judg- 
ment, sentence,  decree.  Relation.  Wisdom,  know- 

ledge, hukmi  hiyazi,  A  royal  mandate 

issued  with  secrecy  and  despatch.  hukmi 

shar^  A  judicial  decree.  A  decision  according  to 

law.     L<ai'  ̂ Svs>-  hukmi  kaza,  The  decree  of  fate. 
al  hukm  li'llah,  God  is  the  judge,  hea- 

ven must  determine,  p  ̂ ^^^  hukm  hardan, 

To  judge,  decide,  sentence,  decree,  determine,  order. 
command,  rule  over,  regulate.  ha  hukmi,  By 

way  of.  For  the  sake,  or  purpose  of.  C^jj^ 

ha  hukmi  zarurat,  Through  necessity.  3.^=3  ̂ ^ 

ha  hukmi  an  hi,  Forasmuch  as,  seeing  that,  by  rea- 
son that,  because.  To  the  degree  that,  a  Hakam, 

A  prince.  A  judge.  A  governor,  commandant. 

An  umpire,  mediator,  arbitrator.  An  aged  man. 

liikam,  (pi.  of  kt^^  hihmat)  Sciences.  Vj>_ 

halami  pur-hikam,  Words  full  of  wisdom. 

A  A,^^  huhamcis,  (pi.  of  ̂t,)^^  hakim)  Wise 
men,  philosophers.  Doctors,  physicians. 

i^lsl  huhamasi  afah.  The  wise  men  of  the  age. 

pJ^Lj>i^         huhm-andaz,  A  skilful  archer. 

pj^dji  j»5o-  /m^m-Z;a?YZa?',Executing  commands. Obedient  to  orders. 

A  hihmat,  (pi.  hiham)  Wisdom, 

science,  knowledge.  A  wise  saying.  Prophecy. 

Justice,  equity.  Mildness.  The  Kur'an.  The  Go- 

spel. jftiP  ^Imi  hihmat.  Philosophy,  phy- 
sic, medicine.  hihmati  ilaht,  (or  i.^^ 

hihmatu'Uak)  Divine  mystery.  By  the  per- 
mission of  God.  (This  is  also  expressed  by  p 

hihmati  kltuda  and  A  (j,^^  CL*-^s-  kik^nati 
rahbdni).    isJi\j  hihnati  haUglia,  Mature 

wisdom,  (^^.j  >^*«^  hikmati  riydzl,  Mathe- 
matics, hikmati  ̂ mali,  Practical 

knowledge,  i^j^  CL**^  hikmati  tah^,  Natural 
reason  or  instinct  (in  contradistinction  to  intellectual 

or  spiritual  wisdom),  p  Cl^u-X*^  &»-  ji^  dar 

an  cki  hikmatast,  What's  the  wit  of  that  ?  A  Ha- 
kamat, A  bridle,  halter.  An  iron  ring,  or  other 

check-rein  for  a  horse.  The  chin  of  a  sheep.  The 

fore  part  of  the  head  or  face.  A  thing,  affair, 

business.    Power,  dignity,  station,  -f 

p  ̂;oT  uL/.*:^  hihmat-asin,  Mirror  of  wisdom. 
hikmati,  Clever. 

p  kukm-rani.  Sway,  dominion. 

p  iji^Ss         hukm-kash,  Obedient  to  orders. 
p  ,»S^/mAm-^M^an,Empire,sovereignty. 

p  sJd  ̂ a-  hukm-ndma,  A  written  order. 
A  1^^^  hukmi,  Obedient  to  directions  (applied to  medicine). 

A  u-J^^3>-  hukuf,  Languor  in  work. 

A  ui)jio>-  huhuk,  (pi.  of  hakk)  Erasures 
(of  books  or  deeds). 

A  kicit^^  hukmnat,  Dominion,  sovereignty,  ab- 
solute power.  Jurisdiction.  A  principality.  The 

sentence  of  a  judge. 

P  ̂^^J  CIa^j^  huhum,at-ran,  Reigning  power. 
psUT.Artj^  hukumat-gdh.  Seat  of  government, 

metropolis,  royal  residence.  A  province,  princi- 

pality. Controul. 

J  i^^J^  hakki,  An  erasing-knife. A  (]^,^  hakiy,  Tattling,  whispering  (woman). 
A  hakts.  One  of  whom  a  bad  opinion 

is  entertained :  suspected. 

hahih,  Smooth,  polished  (die).  Pared 

(hoof).  A  horse  whose  hoof  is  pared. 

\  A  jftji^s-  hakim,  (pi.  hukamni)  Le9.rned, 
wise,  prudent,  judicious.  A  doctor,  philosopher.  A 
physician.  One  who  does  any  thing  well,  firmly, 

and  effectually.  Firmly  joined  (chain).  A  name 

of  God.  ̂ ^iia*         hakimi  mutlak,  Omniscient. 
A  X^ySCs-  hakimaty  (pL  CL^\s^s-  hahimat)  A 

learned  woman.  A  female  magistrate  (of  whom 

the  names  of  four  have  been  preserved). 

^  hahimi,  The  practice  of  medicine. 

^  A  hall,  (v.  n.  of  (J*-)  Untying,  unloosing. 
Unfurling  a  sail.  Descending,  alighting  on  a  jour- 

ney, resting,  staying,  remaining  with.  Running. 

Causing  one  to  alight  and  sojoui-n.  Diluting,  dis- 
solving, discussing.  Lighting,  falling  on  (as  anger). 

Being  deserved,  proper  to  be  inflicted  (punishment). 

LayingasideaNazarite'svow.  PuttingofFher weeds 
(a  widow).  Solution.  Oil  of  sesame  or  rape-seed. 

Sti^  J,s-  halli  ̂ hda.  The  untying  of  a  knot. 

J  hall  u  raht,  Loosing  and  tying,  p  jlS 

^tijSss  8o  (Js-  rjah  hall  gali  skadd  hardan,  To 
tie  and  unloose,  unloose  and  tie.  a  Hill,  (v.  n.  of 

(Jp-)  Being  lawful.  The  dissolution  of  an  oath.  A 
lawful  thing.  A  butt  or  mark  for  archers.  Hill 

or  hull.  The  laying  aside  of  a  Nazarite's  vow.  One 
who  has  laid  aside  his  Nazarite's  vow.  Hull,  (pi. 

of  Js-^  ahall)  Weak-legged  (horses). 
A  -'^       kah,  (v.  n.  of  !iL»-)  Pounding,  braying, 

mixing  a  collyrium,  and  anointing  the  eyes.  Pull- 
ing off  the  skin  from  a  fleshy  part  (a  currier)  ;  re- 

moving the  dirt  and  filth  from  a  hide.  Throwing 

prostrate.  Marrying  a  wife  and  going  in  unto  her. 
Striking  (with  a  sword).  Giving  (money).  Halas, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂>')  Being  marred  by  the  knife  in  di'css- 
ing  (a  hide).  Being  covered  with  an  eruption  after 
illness  (Hps).    Pustules  on  the  lips  after  a  fever. 

A  %^  hala' ,  Pounded  medicines. 
A  ̂^ls>-  hallds,  Feeble-legged,  weak  (female). 

A  S^^s»-  halasat,  The  middle  of  the  hind-head. 

) 



Halasat  or  hilamt,  A  place  abounding  with  trees. 

Hulasat,  (v.  n.  of  Pulling  off  (the  skin)  from 

a  fleshy  part  (a  currier).  A  thin  pellicle  that  comes 

from  a  hide  in  tanning.  Any  thing  pulled  off 

by  flaying.  Any  thing  pounded  or  rubbed  small 

(especially  a  collyrium  for  the  eye). 

A  hiiab,  (v.  n.  3  of  »_J^)  Milking  to- 

gether (with  another).  A  milking-pail.  Newmilk. 
A  c_->!iLs-  hallab,  A  milker.  A  day  of  public 

convocation.    Name  of  a  horse. 

A  liulahis,  A  brave  man. 

A  's^L*-  halat,  An  ornament  (especially  on  the 
hilt  and  sheath  of  a  sword). 

A  XJ^Xs"  Imlatat,  Whatever  falls  in  picking 

wool,  wool-pickings.  The  cleanings  or  after-birth. 
A  hallaj,  A  dresser  of  cotton,  one  who 

sepai-ates  it  from  the  seed. 

A  fts-^ks-  h'ilajat,  The  art  of  dressing  cotton. 

J  j^^^^)^  hallaji,  The  art  of  dressing  cotton, 

p  ̂jii,^  ̂ ^»-'!^  hallaji  kardan,To  card  or  tease 
(cotton  or  wool).    To  abuse,  revile. 

A  halahaljA.  sort  of  wild  onion.  IIu- 

lahil,  (pi.  halahil)  A  prince,  a  chief  of  a  tribe.  A 
man  endued  with  bulk  and  valour. 

A(^^)^  /mZ/as,  Aseller  of  coarse  woollen  carpets. 

A  (  s^s*  hilaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  L_iU-)  Entering  into 
an  agreement  and  confirming  it  by  an  oath. 

A  i_-i^s»  hallqf,  One  who  swears  much. 

A  ̂   tile- /mZa/"i«/,Fruitful  in  the  planti  cis-  lialaf. 
A  ̂ y^^  lialah  or  lialald,  Death.  Hilah,  Ra- 

sure,  shaving.  A  line,  row.  Sx>-  jayyidu'l 
hilah,  Well-shaved  (poll).  Iliilah,  A  sore  throat. 

An  insatiable  desire  for  the  male  without  conceiving. 

A  hilakan,  In  a  row  (tents  pitched). 

A  j^=»  hallak,  A  barber,  a  shaver. 
A  &3i)v5-  hulahat,  That  which  falls  when  clip- 

ping or  shaving,  especially  goat's  hair ;  pollings. 

A  ̂ii%>-halahlm,  (pi. of  pj^ls-)  Throats,  gullets. 
^  A  J^s-  halal,  iy.  n.  of  Js-)  Being  legal,  le- 

gitimate. Fulfilling  the  term  of  a  Nazarite's  vow. 
Laying  aside  mourning  for  the  death  of  her  hus- 

band, at  the  expiration  of  110  days  (during  which 

time  she  is  not  by  law  allowed  to  marry)  (a  wo- 

man). Being  discharged  (a  debt).  A  lawful  thing. 

Any  thing  indifferent  (in  rehgion).  A  lawful  hus- 
band or  wife.  One  who  has  fulfilled  the  term  of 

a  Nazarite's  vow.  Mastic,  al  huhvu^l 

halal,  Words  free  from  doubt.  j!i)>3»>b  bi'l  halal. 
Legitimately,    p  ̂ ^SZt  halal  shudan,  To  be 

legal,  legitimate.  f^'^J^  J^*-  halal  hardan,  To 
make  pure  or  lawful.  To  slaughter  cattle.  To  give. 

To  marry.  halalam,  My  lawful  (wife  or  hus- 

band). A  Hilal,  (v.  n.  3  of  Js-)  Lighting  and 

resting  in  a  place.  Those  who  alight  and  stay.  A 

lawful  thing.  A  travelling-carriage  for  women. 

Goods,  furniture,  (pi.  of  'iSs>-  hillat)  Groups^of 
houses.  Assemblies,  places  of  meeting,  (pi.  of  &ls» 
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hullaf)  Cloaks.    Sti'iped  stuffs. 
A  (J^)<^  hallal,  A  looser,  solver,  dissolver,  or 

resolver.  0!iLa*/e  J^)o-j  O  ̂5<^  (  i\zJ^  hash- 

shafi  mushkildt,  u  halldli  mu^dldt,  Resolver  of 
doubts  and  solver  of  difficulties.  Hulldl,  (pi.  of 

Jls"  hall)  Those  who  alight  and  stay. 

p  jy>-  (J^ls»-  haldl-khmur,  An  epithet  applied  to 
the  lowest  and  vilest  classes  of  the  people,  parti- 

cularly such  as  are  employed  in  the  meanest  offices, 

the  removing  of  carrion  and  the  like ;  so  called  be- 

cause every  thing  is  lawful  food  to  them. 

P(_f)^  J^ls-  /<aZaZ-A/tWMri,Business  of sweeper. 

Pj_^iilj  J^=-  /(faZaZ-2'a6?a</i,  Legitimacy  of  birth. 
p  5ii^  J^J^  haldl-zdda,  A  legitimate  son. 
p  uii^  J^}^  haldl-namak.  Faithful,  true. 

J  iJ^ls-  haldla,  A  woman  married  again  with 
her  first  divorcer,  after  she  had  been  divorced  from 
her  second  husband. 

p  (_Jiis'-  halaU,  Fresh.  Legitimate.  Lawful- 
ness. Freedom. 

p  haldm,  A  lamb. 

A  j«^s-  hilldm,  (v.n.2  of  jj^)  Rendering  meek 
and  tractable.  Enjoining  meekness.  Hullam,  A 

kid  taken  from  the  mother's  womb.  A  lamb. 
Blood  shed  with  impunity. 

A  ̂ ^^^  Imllan,  A  lamb  or  kid  taken  from  the 
belly  of  its  dam.  Whatever  releases  from  an  oath. 

The  Lybian  lizard.  Blood  shed  with  impunity. 

A  ̂^j'^'>-  halatvas.  Middle  of  the  hind  head. 

A  'ij'^^  halarvaf,  (v.n.  of^s-  for  jL>-)  Being 
sweet.  Pleasing,  affording  pleasure.  Receiving 

good.  Sweetness.  Sweetness  in  the  expression  of 

the  eye.  Land  which  produces  vegetables  strong 

and  thick.  Haldwat  or  huldwat,  (pi.  (.j'j^^  ha- 

Idiva')  The  middle  of  the  hind  head,  p  Cj^^ 
;jiiS;/;aZawa^-&a/Jw/i,Sweetening,givingsweetness. 

A  (Jy^  haldwa',  Sweetmeats,  (pi.  of  5j^L>- 
haldwat  or  huldnat)  Middles  of  hind  heads.  Su- 

Idwa',  (pi.  haldn-a')  Middle  of  the  hind  head.  A 
certain  small  tree  and  thorny  plant. 

A  t_^^^L>-  /iaZa-ti&,  Crowds,  congregations.  Un- 

cle's children,  (pi.  of  &^ jis*  haluhat)  Animals  which 
are  milked,  (pl.of  R*i»-/<aZia<)  Race-horses  brought 
from  different  stables.  Heats. 

A  (Jj^ks*  halddl,  (pi. of  «)J*«-  halilai)  Wives. 
A  (._Jj>-  halb,  (v.  n.  of  t— *is»)  Making  (one) 

the  possessor  of  milch  camels  or  sheep.  Squatting 

on  the  hams.  Flocking  together.  A  milking.  Al- 

lowing another  to  milk.  Halab,  (v.  n.  of  t_Jtf>-) 

Being  black  (the  hair).  A  milking.  New  milk. 
A  voluntary  contribution  to  the  state.  Aleppo  in 

Syria.  tiJ>U*5\  i^Jis-  halabu'l  ̂ tndkid,  Wine. 
Ilulub,  (pl.of  halubat)  Animals  which  are 

milked.  ̂  Black  (animals).    Intelligent  (men). 
A  hullab,  A  milky  plant  of  which  hinds 

are  fond,  and  which  is  used  in  tanning. 

A  &31J»-  halbdnat,  (or  sIjAs-)  A  milch-camel. 6i 

A  i—A^*"  liulbtd).  Name  of  a  certain  fruit. 

A  &Jj>-  halbat,  (pi.  haldsib)  Horses  as- 
sembled from  different  stables  for  running  races. 

A  race-course.  A  heat.  A  single  milking.  Helpers, 

allies,  flocking  from  all  quarters.  Mulbat,  Fenu- 

greek. Thetragacanth.  Gross  darkness.  A  troop. 

Malabat,  A  horse-race.  (pi.  of  i^J^Xp'  hdlib)  Milk- 
ers. Hulubat,  Food  made  of  dates  and  fenugreek, 

given  to  women  in  labour.  A  troop. 

A  ̂JcAs-  halbatdni,  Morning  and  evening. 

Aj^juL-  /taZ&a^Mr,The  Egyptian  slain  by  Moses. 
A  i^*is>-  hilbid,  A  dwarf  camel. 
A  isAs'  hulabidat,  A  large  sheep. 

A  ;j-j1s-  halbas,  A  lion.  Addicted,  affixed. 
Halbas  or  hulabis,  A  gallant,  brave  man. 

A  &*<*jAs-  halbasat,  A  going  away. 

A  &laA>-  hulabitat,  A  hundred  or  more  camels. 
One  or  two  hundred  sheep. 

p  L-->^Lis>-  halibldb  or  hilibldb,  Ivy. 

A  L-^_jjJo-  hulbub,  Black  (hair). 

A  O^aIs-  /(«Za&M^,  Amilch  camel  for  thesaddle. 

A  ̂^i^j  Ij^i^  halabuta'  rakabuta',  (A  she- camel)  milch  and  fit  for  the  saddle. 

A  ̂jJ^jJi"  hulbus,  Many  (sheep  and  camels). 

A  ̂I^U-  halba',  (A  she-camel)  fit  for  the  saddle. 
/taZ&a'  rahba  ,  (A  camel)  fit  for  milking 

and  for  the  saddle. 

p  (_g3j>-  halabi,  Belonging  to  a  milch  cow. 

A  1^J>^  halabiy.  Native  of  Aleppo. 

A  ([[yJkls"  Indlabiy,  A  leathern  bottle  tanned  with 

the  plant  t_-*^  hullab. 
A  i_aJu^  halbib,  A  species  of  hermodactyls. 
A  hilbis,  Addicted  to,  affixed.    A  lion. 

A  'kSs-  hallat,  A  large  reed-basket.  An  inn. 
A  street,  a  quarter.  Hallat  or  hillat.  Form,  fa- 

shion, mode.  Intent,  design,  aim.  Hillat,  (v.  n. 

of,Jj>-)  Coming  to  the  place  of  sacrifice  (a  vic- 
tim). Putting  off  her  weeds  (a  widow).  Alight- 

ing and  staying.  Those  who  alight  at  a  place, 

guests.  The  mode  of  alighting.  Weakness,  lan- 

guor, debility.  A  number  of  dwellings,  a  hundred 

houses,  (pi.  (J^^  hildl)  An  assembly,  congrega- 

tion, place  of  meeting.  A  certain  thorny  tree  of 
which  camels  are  fond.  A  piece  of  a  mat  made  of 

split  reeds.  Hidlat,  (pi.  JIs"  hulal  and  Jiks»-  hilal) 
A  cloak  or  covering  for  the  body.  Arms. 

A  cJ^halt,  (v.  n.  of  d*)tf>-)  Shaving  (the  head). 

Sorting  (wool).  Sitting  long  on  horseback.  Paying 

(a  debt).  Giving.  Whipping.  Voiding  excrement. 

A  ClAXds>-  hilt'it,  (or  t^oCds-)  Assafostida. 
A  ̂.*ii>-  halsab,  A  miser.    A  proper  name. 

A  ̂ s*  halj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Carding  wool  or  cot- 
ton, separating  cotton  from  the  seed.  Travelling 

during  the  night.  Striking.  Breaking  wind.  Roll- 
ing paste  in  an  orbicular  form.  Proceeding  step 

by  step.  Running  towards  the  hen  with  extended 



wings  (a  cock).    Huluj,  A  voracious  eater. 

haljat,  An  interval,  distance. 
A         haljaz,  Covetous,  a  miser. 

p  (J*^  halhal,  The  wild  onion. 
halhalat,  (v.  n.  of  Js^  Q)  Moving 

(men)  from  their  place.  Calling  out  hal  to  a  camel. 

P  hal-dari,  A  collection  for  marriage 
licences;  licences. 

A^pii>-  halz,  (v.  n.  ofjis-)  Stripping  bark  off  (a 
tree).  Taking  the  hair  off  (a  skin).  Haliz,  Dis- 

eased, ulcerated  (liver). 

Ajl*-  Mlliz,  Of  a  bad  disposition.  Covetous. 

Short.  ̂   An  owl.    A  sort  of  plant. 

A  'i^s^  hillazat,  Name  of  an  insect. 
A^jjjii*  halazun,AsnsLil :  a  sea-shell :  horn-beetle. 

A  hals,  (v.  n.  of  (j-l»-)  Covering  (a  ca- 

mel) with  the  saddle-cloth  ̂ j^>-  hils.  Raining 
incessantly.  Receiving  tithe  in  moiiey  instead  of 
in  kind.  Hals  or  hils,  A  covenant,  a  treaty.  Hils, 

A  great  man.  Mils  or  halas,  (pi.  ̂_J»>^)^>-l  ahlas, 
liulus,  and  &*J,i>-  hilasat)  Dorsers  put  un- 

der saddles  to  save  the  camels'  backs.  Carpets  and 
things  similar  laid  under  rich  garments  or  furniture. 

inis  or  halts,  Name  of  the  fourth  gaming  arrow. 

uJj>-  ummu  hilsin,  A  she-ass.  «>jLj,  (jm^  hilsu 
haytihi,  One  who  does  not  stir  from  his  house. 

Halas,  (v.  n.  of  (jJ^)  Cleaving,  adhering  to.  A 
saddle-mark  on  a  camel  s  back  of  a  different  co- 

lour from  the  rest  of  his  body.  Halis,  A  strong 

brave  man.    Covetous,  greedy. 

A  A^J^s-  halsas,  A  ewe  black  on  the  back  with 
a  mixture  of  red. 

A  &aJ*-  hilasat.  Camels'  saddle-cloths. 

A  Ji*Jc"  hilsamni,  An  avaricious  man. 
A  laU-  halt,  (v.  n.  of  laW)  Swearing.  Con- 

tending obstinately.  Being  angry.  Being  quick, 

hasty  (in  any  business). 

A  i_aU-  half,  hilf,  or  hallf,  (v.  n.  of  L_ii=>-) 

Swearing.    Hilf,  (pi.  (  9^ls-\  ahlaf)  A  compact, 

confederacy.  Faith  in  keeping  agreements.  A  re- 
ligious observer  of  compacts.  Halaf,  Name  of  a 

plant.  Halif,  A  covenant  confirmed  by  an  oath. 

Huluf,  (pi.  of  -^lals-  halfds)  Clamorous  (maids). 
A  -flflis*  half  as,  A  reed  on  which  grapes  and 

melons  are  hung  to  dry.  Shameless  and  noisy  (girl). 

A  certain  water-plant.  Hulafds,  Name  of  a  plant, 

(pi.  oft_AAs>-/t«?«/")  Associates.confederatesjfriends. 
A  Xals«-  halifat,  halafat,  or  halfat,  A  single 

one  of  the  plant  halaf. 

A  ̂juS^s"  hilafs.  Proud,  and  full  of  flesh,  whose 
flesh  appears  prominent  in  d  ifferent  parts  of  his  body. 

A  ̂fli*-  hulfuk,  Any  place  for  resting  on, a  sofa. 

A  halk,  (v.  n.  of  Jjl*-)  Shaving  (the  head). 
Shearing  (a  goat).  Filling  a  cistern.  Measuring, 

guessing.  Hurting  one  in  the  throat.  lU-Iuck. 
Name  of  a  medicinal  tree.    (pi.  hululi  and 

ahldli)  The  throat,  the  gullet.  ̂ jlU  i-JjjS" 
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huruful  halli,  The  guttural  letters  \  ̂  ̂  
Hilk,  The  royal  signet.  A  silver  ring  without  the 
bezel.  A  numerous  flock.  Hulk,  Bereavement  of 

a  son.  Halah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j>^)  Having  an  exco- 
riated pizzle  from  covering  often  (a  horse  or  ass). 

Camels  branded  with  the  mark  sHJo-  halakat.  Ha- 

lak,  halik,jiv  hijak,  (pi.  of  &Sis»  halkat)  Rings. 

Circles.  UiL-  ^hran  halkan.  May  God  af- 
flict (her)  with  a  sore  throat ! 

A  ̂^^hullah,  (pi. of  ̂_^U-/taZiA'.)Teemingudders. 
A  C->lais>-  halakat,  (pi.  of  &H\i"  halkat')  Rings. 

p  fjJJLs\  Jjls-  halk-afshari,  Pressure  of  the 
throat,  strangulation. 

A  j»lfllj»  halkdm,  Half-ripe  (date). 
A  ̂̂ liii!"  hulkan  or ioliiis»-.  Dates  two-thirds  ripe. 
A  isiiis>-  halkat,  (pi.  halak,  halih,  hilak,  or 

OlSL"  halakat)  A  ring,  hoop,  circle.  A  rope. 

The  ring  or  knocker  of  a  door ;  the  link  of  a  coat 
of  mail.  A  mark  branded  on  a  camel.  A  kind  of 

fireworks.  An  assembly,  circle  of  friends.  A  word 

used  to  children  when  belching.  Arms.  A  vessel 

left  empty  after  having  been  full.  Fulness  of  a 

cistern  or  something  less  than  fulness,  p  tal>- 

halkan  ab-gun.  The  sky.  {^"^jj^ ji  'i'^^ 

halka  bar  dar  zadan,  (^jiij  jj^Aa***  j>  &al»-  halka 
bar  sindan  zadan,  or  jjiij  aiiL*-  halka  zadan)  To 
knock  at  the  door.  ss^s"  halka  bastan.  To 

form  a  circle.    (^J^^>  a>His-  halka  ba  gosh,  (also 

eJils"  halka  dar  gosh)  Having  a  ring  in 

the  ear  (which  formerly  distinguished  a  slave).  A 

servant,  a  slave.  halkan  dam,  A  horse- 
hair snare.  A  kind  of  veil.  JuJ  tllA**>t>  e31>-  hal- 

kan dast-band.  The  horizon.  The  earth,  a^ai^- 

ijSMt  halkasi  sufra.  Rings  sewed  round  a  leathern 

table-cover.  t^X^'^  halkan  sirnin,  The  full 
moon.  Ice  formed  on  a  circular  cistern.  &ais». 

f^Ci^ halka  kardan.  To  bend,  curve,  form  into  a 

ring,  loop,  or  link,  iiJiL>-  halkasi  7iosh,  The 

lip.  The  mouth,  a  sHis^  CL^^j6\  intaza^u  halka- 
tahu,  I  outstripped  him.  Hilkat,  A  mode  of  shav- 

ing. Halakat,  (pi.  of  (_^5v5-  halik)  Shavers. 

p  jjy^?^  halkachl,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
A  iiii\s»-  hilkid.  Of  a  bad  disposition.  Heavy, 

dull,  torpid. 

A  »,*Hii»-/taZ/ea??ia^,Thecutting(another's)  throat. 

A  halka^iat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jHL>.  Q)  Being  two- 
thirds  ripe  (dates). 

A  ̂  ̂HL»  hulkum,{-pl.  j^'^J-*-  haldktni)The  throat, gullet,  windpipe, 

p      ̂   aiiL>-  halka  ba  goslii.  Servitude. 

p  ̂ jjs>.         halka-chin,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
Pjb  ««iii=-  halka-dar,  (An  ear)  having  a  ring, 

i.  e.  attentive  and  obedient. 

p  ftHis"  halka-zan.  One  who  raps  at  the  door. 
A  schoolmaster,  preceptor. 

Pj^jdkfti>.  halkawdr.  Like  a  ring. 

A  ̂^^^^tc"  halkiy,  Guttural.  ^'■^'''fi 

halki,  A  guttural  letter  (of  which  there  are  six). 

A  &^ais>-  halkiyat,  Gutturality.  Halakiyat,  A 

she-ass  much  followed  by  the  males,  and  diseased 
in  the  uterus  thereby. 

A  Lill>-  halah,  (v.  n.  of  (.ilL»-)  Being  very 

black,  (pi.  tdJ^^^  ahldk)  Blackness. 

A  ̂^^\=-  halkds,  A  worm  that  burrows  in  the 
sand.  Hulkas,  halkds,  halakds,  or  hulakds,  A  sort 
of  covering  or  veil. 
p  halkdri,  Gilding. 

A  kulkat,  Intense  blackness.  Obscurity, 

ambiguity.  Dumbness.  A  certain  animalcule  that 
burrows  in  the  sand.  A  sort  of  covering  or  veil. 

hulaklik.  Black,  pitchy. 

halkani  or  kulkum,  Black. 

a  'L^X>-  halkamat,  Jettiness  (of  a  raven). 
hala  or  hulkuk,  (A  thing)  very  black. 

A  ̂^^^sOl>-  hulukka',  A  sort  of  covering  or  veil. 
A  (Jis-  halal,(v.  n.of  Js»-)Descending,alighting. 

Weakness  in  the  hough  or  pastern.  A  pain  in  the 

haunch-bones  or  knees.  Lankness  of  hips.  Hulal, 

(pi.  of  ids-  hullat)  Cloaks.  Striped  Arabian  gar- 
ments.    Habits  of  paradise. 

A  hullal,  (pi.  of  JU-  hdll)  Those  who 
alight  and  stay. 

A  j»ls>-  halm,  (v.  n.  of  j*l>-)  Picking  worms  out 
of  a  hide,  or  tikes  off  a  camel.  Hilm,  (v.  n.  of  j»ls»-) 

Being  mild,  gentle,  clement,  (pi.  j«^>-^  ahldm  and 

jajis-  hulum)  Understanding.  Mildness,  meekness, 
clemency,  long-suffering.  ji  zu'l  hilm,  En- 

dued with  clemency,  meek.  A  proper  name.  Hulm, 

(pi.  j,^).>-\  a/iZa?;i)  A  dream.  Hulm  or  hulum,  (y . 

n.  of  jJ^)  Dreaming  in  sleep,  seeing  in  sleep.  Noc- 
turnal pollution.  Halam,  (v.  n.  of  j«^)  Being 

corroded,  fretted  by  worms  (a  hide).  Being  infested 

by  tikes  (a  camel).  The  tike.  Halim,  Full  of  tikes 

(a  camel).  Hulum,  A  dream. 
A  hulamds,  (pi.  of  halim)  Mild, 

gentle,  meek,  clement. 
A         kalamat,  (pi.  ̂J~s-  halam)  A  single  tike ; 

another  worm  which  infests  a  hide.    The  nipple. 

Blood  shed  with  impunity.     The  prickly  plant 

sa^dn.    Name  of  another  plant.  Hali- 
mat.  Infested  by  tikes  (female  kid). 

A  'i^i^  hilmiyat,  Mildness,  gentleness. 
A  halw,  (v.  n.  of  iJ.s»  for  _5ii>.)  Being  sweet, 

pleasant  (to  the  eye,  mind,  or  taste).  Receiving 

good.  Giving  something  sweet.  Sweetening.  De- 
corating (a  woman)  with  jewels.  Hihv,  A  certain 

small  implement  used  in  weaving.  Hulw,  (v.  n.  of 

^L»-  for  _j)^)  Giving  something  by  way  of  recom- 
pense or  douceur  above  the  hire.  Sweet.  Plea- 

sant, agreeable.  Hulw,  (or  jla-  huluw)  (v.  n.  of 

*^  for  ̂)^5»-)  Giving  in  marriage  (a  daughter  or 

sister)  with  a  fixed  dowry  on  condition  that  the  hus- 
band return  to  the  giver  a  certain  part  of  the  dowry. 

A       haluw,  Sweet,  pleasant,  agreeable. 



A  ̂jU-  halus,  Antimony  or  a  similar  substance 

brayed  betwixt  two  stones  to  be  applied  as  a  col- 

lyrium  to  the  eye.  A  stone  rubbed  upon  the  eye 

to  remove  Weariness.  Hulus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ »-)  Rub- 

bing one  stone  upon  another. 

A  halwds,  Any  kind  of  sweet  cake  or  paste 

made  with  flour.  Sweetmeats.  The  middle  of  the 

hind  head,  p  lij^i-J  (^^j^  halwad  bl  dud,  An 

esteemed  kind  of  confection.  ejJ*>j  i^^j^  halwad 
rishta,  A  kind  of  vermicelli. 

A  hulnan,  (v.  n.  oi%--  for_5l=")  Being 

sweet,  pleasing,  agreeable.  Giving  (a  daughter  or 

sister)  in  marriage  on  condition  that  the  husband 

refund  to  him  a  certain  part  of  the  dowry.  Claiming, 

and  receiving  the  marriage-portion  of  a  daughter 

(due  on  the  death  of  her  husband  or  in  case  of  a 

divorce).  Giving  something  above  the  stipulated 

hire.  The  fee  of  a  broker.  A  woman's  dowry ; 
also  what  is  given  her  when  divorced.  A  present 

to  a  soothsayer.  A  bribe,  douceur,  sweetener. 

A  /mZn;a?«  I?/,  A  confectioner.  Hulmamy , 
Sweet. 

p  halwad,  A  confectioner. 

A  halub,  One  who  milks.    A  hot  day 

that  draws  the  sweat.  (An  animal)  milked.  IIu- 

lub,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jc-)  Flocking  together. 

A  SJjJo-  halubat,  (pi.  ̂-O^U-  haladb  and  t_^ls>- 
hulub)  An  animal  milked,  milch.  One  milked. 

A         haluwat,  (fem.)  Very  sweet-tempered. 
A  halvj.  Flashing  (cloud). 

A  {^^^  hulus,  (pi.  of  ̂j-As"  hils)  Saddle- 

cloths or  things  put  on  (a  camel's)  back  to  prevent 
galling.  Carpets  laid  under  rich  furniture. 

A  ̂JjJ^  huluh,  (pi.  of  jjis-  haVi)  Throats,  gul- 

lets. [^J^^  ij^'^  huluhu'l  arz.  The  throats  of  the 
earth ;  i.  e.  its  rivers,  valleys,  and  straits. 

A&ijJ^ AM?M^a^,(v.n. of tjilis>-)Being  very  black. 

A  JjJ*-  hulul,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Descending,  alight- 
ing, remaining,  resting  in  a  place.  Lighting  upon 

(as  anger).  Arriving  at  the  place  of  sacrifice  (a 

victim).  Putting  off  her  weeds  (a  widow)^  Being 

due  (a  debt).  Transmigration,  (pi.  of  (JW  hall) 
Those  who  alight  and  stay. 

A  haluliyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  p^c-  hulum,  (pi.  of  j«L>-  hilm)  Clemencies. 

A  Jj'jU-  halrva'  Confectionery  made  of  honey 

or  sugar,  sweetmeats.  Hulwa',  Sweet  (thing). 
A  0\j_j)e>-  halwiyat  or  hulwiyat,  Sweetmeats. 

A  ̂^s>'  holy,  (v.  n.  of  (^^)  Decorating(herself) 
with  jewels  and  other  ornaments.  Pleasing  to  the 

mind  or  eye.  An  ornament  of  a  sword,  especially 

on  the  hilt  or  sheath,  (pi.  ̂[[^=»-  huliy')  Jewels,  fe- 
male metallic  ornaments,  p  I  halyi  ab, 

The  rippling  of  water,  a  Hila'  or  hula',  (pi.  of'eJh- 
hilyat  or  huhjat)  The  ornaments  of  a  sword.  Ex- 

ternal forms  or  descriptions  of  a  man. 

A        haliy,  (pi.        ahliyai)  A  white  thistle. 
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hard,  dry,  and  beginning  to  wither.  Sweet  in  the 

mouth  (a  word).  Ilutiy,  (pi.  of  ,_^>-  haly^  Wo- 
men's ornaments  or  trinkets. 

A  IaL-  hulayycC ,  A  kind  of  plant  and  food. 

A  t—^uU-  haVib,  New  milk.  Sweet  milk.  Fresh 
blood.  Date-wine. 

A  halyat,  A  jewel  or  a  woman's  metallic 
ornament.  Name  of  a  place  in  Yaman  abounding 

in  lions.  Hilyat,  (pi.  hula'  or  hiUi)  An  orna- 
ment (of  a  sword,  especially  on  the  hilt  andsheath). 

The  external  form,  bearing,  or  quality  of  a  man. 

A  &Xis-  hallyat,  A  woman  dressed  in  her  orna- 

ments.   Perfectly  sweet-tempered  (she-camel). 

A  &aL>-  hilliyat,  Lawfulness. 

A  i^^As-  halit,  Frost,  hoar-frost.  Hail. 
A  O^J^  hillit,  AssafoBtida. 

A  ̂ \s-  halij.  Carded  or  dressed  (cotton). 
halyat,  Milk,  in  which  dateshave  been 

dissolved.  Butter  sticking  to  the  churn.  Butter 

squeezed  out  of  a  leathern  bottle.  Cream  or  butter 

on  which  milk  is  poured. 

A  I— halif,  (pi.  -*^\iis>.  hulafas)  A  confede- 
rate, partner,  conspirator.  Sharp-pointed  (spear). 

Frisky  (horse).  >_gJ^>-  haXiji  iflas,  Poor. 

L_ftjd>-  haJifu''l  lisan.  Eloquent. 
A  'istAi-  haViJat,  Name  of  a  place. 
p  iii^W  hulayfa,  Name  of  a  medicinal  seed. 

A  ̂-is-  halih.  Shaved  (on  the  head  or  chin). 
Shaven  (beard). 

A  (J>J^  halil,  A  husband.  A  wife.  (A  man  or 

woman)  alighted  at  a  place.  A  lawful  thing. 
A  halilat,  A  wife. 

A  j^^5«-  halim,  (pi.  hulamas  and 
ahlam)  Mild,  meek,  gentle,  affable,  clement.  A 

title  of  God.  A  fat  animal.  Fat,  grease.  A  kind 
of  food  dressed  in  the  Muharram.  Infested  with  tikes. 

A  ilfJa*  halimat.  Name  of  Muhammad's  nurse. 
A         halimu,  Garden-sorrel. 

A  j»s»  ham,  (pi.  A^^\  ahmaf)  A  husband's  or 
wife's  father  or  brother.    A  wife's  relation. 

A  hamm,  (v.  n.  of  J!U-)  Making  hot  (water). 
Heating  (a  furnace).  Kindling.  Exciting,  encou- 

raging, hastening  (a  departure).  Tending  towards, 

designing,  purposing.  Determining,  defining.  De- 

creeing. Measuring.  Rendering  anxious.  Melt- 

ing the  fat  from  a  sheep's  tail.  That  which  re- 

mains (of  a  sheep's  tail)  after  the  fat  of  it  has  been 
melted  away.  Anxiety,  care.  Escape,  j  ̂  

^  md  lahu  hammun  wa  Id  sammun,  (or  humm 

wa  sumiii)  He  has  neither  little  nor  much.  Ic 
«ji^B  md  U  minhu  haimmin,  I  cannot  avoid  it. 

Humm,  (pi.  hamddm)  The  best  part  of  any 

thing.  Mid-day  heat.  A  choice  camel,  (pi.  of 

^\  ahamm.)  Black,  (pi.  of        hammd/)  Podices. 
A  hams,  (v.  n.  of  W»-)  Cleaning  (a  well). 

Mixing  with  black  mud  (water),  and  becoming 

turbid.  Becoming  angry.  The  heat  of  the  sun.  (pi. 

ahmd/)  The  father  or  brother  of  a  husband 

or  wife.  A  wife's  relation. 

A  l»s»  hamas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^»s>- )  Mixing  with  black 
and  fetid  mud  and  becoming  turbid  (water).  Being 

angry.    Black,  thin,  stinking  mud. 

A  U>-  hama',  A  husband's  father  or  brother. 

A  himds,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_«>>■)  Prohibiting, 
commanding  to  abstain.  Repelling,  guarding,  de- 

fending. Paying  attention  (to  a  guest).  A  thing 

guarded  and  inaccessible  (as  pasture-land).  >l»5>- 
himasan  laka.  Health  to  you  !  I  sacrifice  my- 
self for  you. 

A  ̂l^*-  hammds,  (pi.      humm)  Podex. 

^l*>.  shafat  hammdf,  A  black  lip. 

A  sUs>- /iim^a^,  Thin,  fetid,  black  mud.  A  sort 

of  plant. 
A  'alv»-  hamdt,  A  wife's  or  husband's  mother, 

(pi.  hamawdt)  The  calf  of  the  leg.  Ha- 
math  in  Syria.  Ilumdt,  (pi. of  ̂ _^^)  Protectors. 

A  Ol»s>-  humdt,  (pi.  of  &♦»-)  Venoms.  Stings. 

A  (j\3l»i>-  hamdtdni,T-wo  nerves  in  a  horse's  leg. 

Aj»»-lv>-  hamdkhn,  A  kind  of  garden-mint. 
Sumdhim,  Name  of  one  of  the  kings  of  Himyar. 

A  lil^  hamddi,  (Interjec.of  applause)  Bravo  ! 

A  L>llll>.  hammdd,  A  great  and  frequent  praiser. 

A  tjfL>l^  humdda',  (pi.  Obc^U*-  liumddaydt) 
End.         jlv>-  humdddha.  Your  ultimate  object. 

A  (ll^iU*-  humdziy.  Intense  heat. 
Ajl^  himdr,  (pi.  ahmirat,j^  humur, 

hamir,  j^*=*-  humur,  CJ\j^  humurdt,  and 

^^^^s^f  7?!.a/mMra-t)  A  male  ass.  The  wild  ass.  A 
board  upon  which  swords  are  polished.  A  piece 

of  wood  in  the  fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle.  A 
kind  of  fetter.  Idmaru  I  hddf.  The 

game  of  leap-frog.  ̂ U's  himdri  habbdn.  An 
insect  resembling  a  locust  without  wings. 

^_^*>^J  himdri  ivahslii.  The  wild  ass.  jU^" 
CiiJUi  himdr  ibn  mdli/i,  Name  of  a  man  who  main- 

tained a  consistent  profession  of  religion  for  forty 

years ;  until  having  lost  his  ten  sons,  who  were 

killed  by  a  thunder-storm  whilst  hunting,  he  apo- 
statized from  the  faith,  saying,  I  will  not  worship 

Him  who  hath  done  this  to  my  sons :  hence  the 

proverb,jU="  ahfar  min  himdr.  More  in- 
fidel than  Himar.  ji  zu^l  himdrVl 

aswad,  Name  of  Ansi,  a  pseudoprophet. 

Ajlljis-  hammdr.  An  ass-driver. 

A  (j^U=*  himdrdni,  (dual)  Two  stones  placed 
in  an  upright  position,  across  which  a  third  is  laid 

for  drying  the  new  cheese  called  lail  akit  upon. 
Name  of  two  stars  in  the  constellation  Cancer. 

A  *i,l*s>-  himdrat,  (plyjl^s-  hamddr)  A  female 
ass.  A  large  stone.  Stones  erected  round  a  hun- 

ter's lurking-place.  The  upper  part  (of  the  foot, 

the  instep).  A  piece  of  wood  in  a  camel-litter.  A 
broad  stone  placed  over  a  niche  in  a  grave. 

A  'iXis-  hammdrat,  A  sluggish  beast  of  burden. 



A  mean  pack-horse.  Ass-drivers, 

A  haman-at,  (poet,  hamarat)  The  hottest 
part  of  the  summer. 

A  ̂j*jjl»s»  humaris,  Strong.  Bold,  dauntless, 
brave.    A  lion. 

^  <!!!?) W»  himariy,  Asinine.  Shared,  common 
to  many. 

A  Mmarlyat.  See  s^^wo  'LJx^^. 
A  5jl^  hamazat,  (v.  n.  ofjv>-)  Being  strong, 

stout,  firm.    Tartness,  sharpness,  pungency. 

A  iLoUs-  hamasat,  Valour,  bravery.  Epos,  epic 
poetry.  The  anthology  of  the  ancient  Arabian 

poets  ;  also  modern  poetry  (after  the  Arabians  be- 
came mixed  with  strangers). 

A  (^Us>-  himash,  (pi.  of  (J^i^)  Slender  (legs). 

A  i^\!!is-  hummaz,  Wild  sorrel.  ̂ ^^^  (^C=- 

htmviazu'l  utrujj,  Orange-juice,  u-'i,^^  ̂ J<^lSs► 
hummazu'l  amah,  Dodder.  hum- 

mazu^l  amir,  A  small  creeping  plant.  jHJ\  {^^s- 
hummazu'l  hahir,  Wood-sorrel,  p  ̂ll**.^ 
hummazi  bustanl,  (a  i^j^  nahriy)  Garden-sorrel. 

A  \s>\^  hamat,  Dry  grass,  hay  in  which  lurks 

a  snake,   (pi.  of  XJaUft-  hamaiai)  Kinds  of  figs. 

A  iilsl^sfc  hamutat,  Dry  herbage.  A  secret  of 
the  heart.  The  black  blood  of  the  heart.  A  heat 

or  roughness  of  the  throat.  Straw  of  millet,  (pi. 

Js>l*s>-  hamat)  A  tree  resembling  the  fig,  most  grate- 
ful to  snakes.  The  mountain-fig;  the  small  black  fig. 

A  laJs>\^!>.  hamatit,  (pi.  of  Llls^S"  himtat  and 

Jf  jla^  humtut)  Worms  found  in  grass. 

A  JjUs-  himak,  (v.  n.  3  of  Joining,  coun- 
tenancing in  folly.  Foolish  (persons).  Ilumak  or 

hamak.  Small-pox,  measles. 

A  wl.»s»  hamdkat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \s-)  Being  silly. 
Being  flat  and  dull  (a  market).  Folly,  stupidity. 

A  JjiUs-  hamaka'  or  hnmaha',  (pi.  of 
ahmah)  Fools.  Foolish  women. 
A  hamahis,  Misfortunes,  ills. 

A  Jl^  hbnal,  (pi.  huvivT)  A  fine  exacted 

from  a  people,  (pi.  of  J.^  haml)  Foetuses  in  the 

womb.  (pi.  of  J-vs-  haml  or  himl)  Fruits  of  trees. 

A  (JVJs-  hammal,  (pi.  ̂^_j5^Is>-  hammalun)  A 
porter,  carrier  of  burdens.  Himmal,  (v.  n.  2  of 

J^s-  irregularly  formed)  Imposing  a  burden. 
A  hamalat,  (v.  n.  of  J*s-)  Taking  upon 

one's  self,  undertaking  for.  Shewing  anger.  Being 
mild  and  patient.  Whatever  any  one  undertakes 
for.    (pi.  humuT)  Tribute  exacted  from  the 

people.  Amulet,  a  fine.  IIhnalat,(jA.  ha- 

maM)  A  sword-belt.  The  vocation  of  a  porter. 

A  hamalij,  (pi.  of  humlvj)  Gold 

smiths'   bellows.  Cows'  horns. 

A  iJt^U*-  hamalih,  (pi.  of  JiUi>)  Internal  parts 
of  the  eyelashes  which  they  anoint  with  antimony. 

P         hamam,  A  warm  bath. 

A  j»l*:>-  hamam,  A  dove,  a  turtle:  any  bird  with 

a  ruff.  Himam,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Decreeing  death. 
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Decree.  Destiny.  Death.  oi 'eH^  hummat) 
Decrees.  Humam,  The  camel  fever.  A  prince, 
a  noble.  Feverish  (camel). 

A  hammam,(Y)\.C^W^>')  A  warm  bath. 
A  ULv="  hamama,  Stone-parsley,  amomum. 

A  hamamat,  (pi.  of  |«U»-)  Ringdoves. 

A  OUl^s-  ham7naniat,(])l.of^\!is>- )  Warm  baths. 

A  hammnat,  (pi.  p^Ua-  hamanm)  One 
dove.  The  area  of  a  palace  neat  and  clean.  A  pul- 

ley. A  ring  on  a  door.  The  brisket  of  a  horse. 
The  middle  of  the  breast.  A  fair  woman.  Choice 

camels  or  sheep.  rijlu'l  hamamat, 

(Dove's  foot)  The  herb  J'^r    shinjar  (melilot). 
A  hammamiy,  A  bagnio-keeper,  a  keeper 

of  a  warm  bath. 

A  'i->\^  himayat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Protecting, 
defending.  Forbidding,  debarring.  Guardianship. 

Patronage,  countenance,  support,  defence,  protec- 

tion, p  (jiiU  <Ji/A^  himayat  dadan.  To  give  pro- 
tection, to  defend.  To  patronize. 

Pj^  CL»^.l»s»-  hi7nayatgar,Vrotectixe:  a  protector. 

A  hamasid,  (pi.  of  *jt>.A*s»  hamidat')  Laud- able actions  or  qualities. 

Ajjlv>-  hamasir,  (pi.  of  Vjl^s-  himarat')  She- asses.  Broad  stones  laid  over  a  grave. 

A  (^jl»5»  hamaAs,  (pi.  of  iLoj^^s-)  Stolen  sheep. 

h^yi\^hamafil,{Tp\.  of  liimalat)  Shoulder 

sword-belts.  A  small  Kur'an  suspended  from  the 
neck  as  a  preservative.  Veins  in  the  root  or  skin 

of  the  penis.  A  necklace  of  flowers.  VjxL,^  iJ^U^- 

hamasili  shamsJar,A  sword-belt,  a  C^ii(Jjl»s>-  ha- 
masilifalah,  The  inclination  of  the  sphere. 

p  (^U="  hamaAli,  A  planet's  elliptical  motion. 

a  |«jU>-  /mjrta^im,  (pi.  of  jls- Awwrn)  Best  parts 
of  things.  Mid-day  heats.  (^\.  o{'&jo\.^  hamamat) 
Pigeons,  doves,  (pi.  of  *<^>-  hamimat)  Warm 
baths.  Noble  she-camels. 

A  il»s"  hamat,  A  species  of  eagle.  Humat,  (pi. 

OUs*  humat  and  j^jj^s-  huma)  The  venom  of  a 

scorpion.  A  sting.  Intense  cold.  L_-^jiu!\  /m- 

matu'l  ̂ a/ira&,(Scorpion''s  sting)  Name  of  a  sword. 
A  sl^s-  /mmmai,  A  hot  medicinal  spring;  thermal 

water.  Mimmat,  Sweat.  Death.  Hummat, 

(pi.        humam  and  himam)  Warmth,  in- 
tense heat.  Fever.  Blackness.  A  colour  between 

chesnut  and  black.  A  scorpion's  venom.  ̂ ^\'iX=' 
hummatu'l  Jirah,  The  decree  of  Providence,  death. 

A  CI.*^  hamt,  (v.  n.  of  0»s>-)  Being  hot  (the 
weather).  Pouring  out.  Hot,  sultry  (day).  Very 

sweet  (date).  Hamat,  (v.  n.  of  CL*^)  Becoming 

rotten  (a  nut).  Humut,  (pi.  of  C*^**-  hamit)  Lea- 
thern h  airless  bottl  es  (for  keepin  g  butter  and  honey ). 

A  j*^^^*"  hamhami,  Nothing  was  left. 

A  J****"  himhim  or  humhvm,  Very  black.  A 
kind  of  bird.    Ilumhum,  Borage.  A  bramble. 

A  'i^^y^  hamhamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Neigh- 
ing (as  a  horse  when  he  sees  his  fodder).  Making 

a  noise  lower  than  neighing.  The  peculiar  sound 

made  by  a  bull  at  rutting  time.  Himhimat  or 
humhumat,  Ox-tongue  (a  plant). 

A  hamd,  (v. n.  of  i\^)  Praising.  Return- 
ing thanks  to  God,  thankfully  acknowledging  his 

benefits.  Finding  a  laudable  country.  Seeking  to 

please,  or  to  discharge  a  debt.  Praise.  Praised, 
commendable  (man  or  country).  ̂ \ 

hamdi  hamidi  ahram.  Praise  (to  God)  worthy  of 

praise.  ̂   jJJ  WMhi'l hamd,  (il  dj^  al  hamdu 
li'llah)  Praised  be  God  (to  which  they  sometimes 

add  (JjVW\^l!1>j  rabbVl  ̂ lamm.  Lord  of  the  uni- 
verse). <jjJ  hamdan  li'llah,  By  the  grace  or 

favour  of  God.  Hamad,  (v.  n.  of  )  Beingangry. 

p  {^'^^  himdan,  (or  {^^^^  hamdun)  Penis. 
A  hamdat.  Commendable  (woman).  Ha- 

madat.  The  crackling  sound  of  fire.  Humadat,  A 

fulsome,  unblushing  flatterer,  extremely  laudatory. 

A  hamdalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj>*s>-  Q)  Pro- 
nouncing the  formula  al  hamdu  IV  llah. 

Praise  be  to  God  ! 

AeJjd^hamdunat,Jlarun  Arrashid's  daughter, 
p  &3jA«=>-  hamduna.  An  ape,  baboon. 

hamr  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Paring  (the  inside  of 

a  thong),  and  making  it  supple  with  grease.  Skin- 

ning (a  sheep).  Shaving  (the  head).  Excoriation. 
hamru ' I  arz.  The  earthworm.  Humr, 

(pi.  of^\  ahmar)  Red.  Unarmed  (men),  (pi. 

of,U»-  Ama?-)  Asses.  Ha7nar,{y.  n.  of^)  Stink- 
ing from  eating  too  much  barley  (the  mouth  of  a 

horse).  Burning(with  rage).  Becoming  as  stupid 

as  an  ass  from  repletion.  Humar,  Tamarinds.  Bi- 
tumen of  Judea.  (pi.  of  /iMmm<)  Rednesses. 

Humar  {or^s-  hummar)  A  small  red-headed  bird. 

Humur,  (pi.  ofjlv>-  himar)  Asses.  ̂ JilC-^\J^ 
Iiumuru  'I  nahsh,  Wild  asses. 

A  j*s»  himirr.  Violent  rain.  The  hottest  part  of 
summer.  The  wickedness  of  man. 

A  hamrof,  (fem.  o{j^\  ahmar)  Red. 
New.  Recent.  White,  fair  (woman).  Barbarian 

(not  Arabian).  A  barren  season.  Mid-day  heat. 

A  lL>\j^  humurat,  (pi.  ofjl^  himar)  Asses. 

A  (J^j^  humrdn,{pl.  of j^l)  Red.  Unarmed. 
A  hamrdmiy.  Belonging  to  a  red  or  fair- 

complexioned  female  (Aj^  hamr^ds). 

A  'ij^  humrat.  Redness.  A  kind  of  tree  of 
which  asses  are  fond.  Pestilential  carbuncle.  Ery- 

sipelas, 'ij^      2;m  humrat,  A  sweet  date. A  hummarat,  A  single  bird  of  the  species 

J^s^  hummar.  'ij^  ihn  Usdni'l  humma- rat, Name  of  a  celebrated  preacher  and  genealogist. 

A  JSi^t^s"  himridat.  The  slime  of  a  cistern. 

A  'sJij^  himrakat.  Wool. 
aJ*»-  hamz,  (v.  n.  of^«>)  Sharpening.  Grasp- 
ing, seizing,  griping.  Biting  the  tongue  (anything 

bitter  or  sour).  Acritude,  bitterness  of  taste. 

p       humz.  The  tamarind. 



A  5}« hamzat,  The  herb  rocket.    Name  of  a 

brave  man,  uncle  to  Muhammad.  A  lion. 

A  ij-*^  hams,  (v.  n.  of  Frying  (meat). 

Provoking,  enraging.  A  noise.  A  gentle  noise  of 

a  camel's  saddle.  Hums,  (pi.  of  (j«*s>-^  ahmas) 
Strong,  bold,  unwavering.  Hard  places.  Barren 

(years).  Name  of  the  tribes  Kuraysh,  Kinanat, 

and  Jadilat  (from  their  constancy  in  religion).  Ha- 

mas, (v.  n.  of  (j«*»-)  Being  stedfast,  immoveable 

(in  the  faith  and  in  battle),  (pi.  of»-«v>"  hamasat) 
Marine  animals ;  tortoises.  Hamis,  Strong,  bold, 

hard,  firm,  unblenching  (in  the  faith  and  in  battle). 

A  >L«<-«j>-  hamsas,  The  Kaaba.  Barren  (year). 

humsat,  Honour,  reputation.  Hama- 

sat, (pi.  (j"*^  hamas)  A  marine  animal,  turtle. 

A  (j£.«s«-  hamsh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji>*»-)  Collecting, 
bringing  together.  Inflaming  with  rage.  Driving, 

pursuing  in  anger.  Being  angry.  Waxing  fierce 

(evil).  Slender-shanked,  (pi.  (_jilv>-  himdsh) 

Slender  (leg).  Hamsh  or  hamash,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^) 

Having  slender  legs.  Hamish  or  hamsh.  Slender 

(bow-string).  Slender-shanked. 

A  hamshat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji**-)  Being  an- 
gry. Himshat,  Anger,  indignation.  Hamishat  or 

hamshat,  Fleshless  (gum). 

A  (ja.^  hams,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^)  Subsiding  (a 

swelling).  Ceasing  to  vibrate  (a  swing).  Easily 
extracting  a  mote  from  the  eye.  Moving  to  and 

fro  (a  child  in  a  swing  without  any  one  setting  it 

in  motion).  Passing  off"  from  a  horse  (water). 
Hims,  Name  of  a  famous  town  in  Syria  (Emessa). 

A  (^JA.^  AzVftm«5orA.jmm?s,  Vetchlings,chiches. 

A  (,joJk*2L»s»  hamasis,  (or  (,ji<aJk^s»  hammasis^ 
A  sour  kind  of  vegetable  growing  in  sandy  places. 

A  (^JA^  hamz,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^i^')  Being  acid. 
Feeding  on  a  salt,  bitter  plant  (a  camel).  Loath- 

ing. Desiring,  (pi.  /mmw^)  A  salt,  acrid, 

bitter  plant.  Sorrel.  Humuz,  (pi.  of  i^^x^  hamiz) 

Lands  abounding  in  salt  and  bitter  herbs. 

A  k.«a«>  hamzat.  Desire.  Name  of  a  family. 

A  [^jA^^a^  humuzmuz.  The  herb  stork-bill. 

A  hamziyat.  Camels  feeding  constantly 
on  the  bitter  herbs  called  i^ja.^  hamz. 

A  (^jun»->-  hamziz,  Wild  sorrel. 

A  lav>-  hamt,  (v.  n.  of  Ja^s-)  Peeling. 

Alalia^  himtdt,(f\.)aA3\^  hamdtlt^  A  worm 
found  in  grass. 

A  ij^^  hamtarat,  (v.  n.  of^Jav  Q)  Filling 
(a  leathern  bottle).  Stringing  (a  bow). 

A  i>pa»5»  humtut,  (pi.  laJal**-  hamdtit)  A 
worm  found  in  grass. 

A  )aJ^£L^  hamtit,  A  certain  plant.  A  serpent. 
A  caterpillar.  A  cankerworm. 

A  ia^  hamz.  The  act  of  pressing,  squeezing. 
A  hamzal.  The  bitter  purging  apple. 
A  ftiiav>  hamzalat,  A  gathering  of  colocynths. 

A  Jfv>-  humk  or  humuk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s")  Being 
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foolish.  Foolishness,  want  of  understanding.  Wine. 

Ci^jLff-  J  ^^'^^  ̂   ghdbawat.  Folly  and  stu- 
pidity. Hamah,  Fluor  albus.  Hamik,  A  fool. 

Thin-bearded.  Humuh,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^\ahmah)  Fools. 

A  hamkds,(?eva..  of^^^^^  a/iTOa^)Foolish. 

al  haklatu'l  harnhds,  Purslain.  Hu- 
makas,  (pi.  of         hamih)  Blockheads,  fools. 

A  J^»s"  hamka',  (pi.  of         hamik)  Fools. 
A  ̂ -H^  himhik,  A  sort  of  plant.  Hamaklk, 

Small-pox  or  measles. 

A  (.iiv>-  hamk,  (v.n.of  Ldi»>-)  Going  in  the  ca- 
pacity of  a  guide.  Hamah,  Lice,  nits.  A  minute 

thing.  The  young  of  the  kata  or  osti'ich.  Root, 
origin,  nature.  The  canaille.  A  lamb.  A  guide 

through  the  desert.  A  colt.  Boys.  Pismires. 

hamahat.  Short, contemptible  (woman). 

A  hamala,  (fut.  ,J.*2tf  yahmilu)  He  bare. 

A  haml,  (v.n.of  ,J-»5»)  Carrying.  Being 

pregnant  (a  woman).  Bearing  fruit  (a  tree).  In- 

stigating, urging,  inducing,  (pi.  (Jl»>-  AmaZand 
ahmdl)  Fruit  borne  in  the  womb,  or  on  a 

tree,  p  ̂̂ i^^ij^  haml  hardan,  To  impose  a  bur- 
den, to  load.  To  charge,  impute,  ascribe,  accuse. 

ijii^ ̂ y>>s-  waz^  haml  kardan,To  lay  down 
a  load.  To  be  delivered  of  a  child,  ei^^  (J^ 

haml  giriftan.  To  conceive,  to  become  pregnant. 

A  Haml  or  liiml,  (pi.  JV^\a7maZ,  ijj*s>-  humid, 

and  (Jlv>.  himdl)  The  fruit  of  a  tree.  Html,  (v. 

n.  of  (3*s>-)  Lifting,  taking  up  a  burden  on  the  head 
or  back.  Sustaining.  Bearing  patiently,  (pi. 

(Jl»s>- \  a^maZ)  A  load.  Baggage.  Hhnl  or  haml, 

(pi.  humul)  A  camel  which  bears  the  wo- 

men's litter  haivdaj :  also  the  litter  itself. 
Hamal,  (pi.  humldn  and  ahmdl)  A 

full-grown  lamb.  The  sign  Aries.  A  cloud  fraught 

with  rain.     jj-^  lisdnu'l  hamal,  Lamb's 
tongue  (an  herb).  Humul,  (pi.  of  aJI*"  hamdlat) 
Fines  exacted  from  the  people. 

A  ̂ ^J^  himldj,  The  bellows  of  a  goldsmith. 
A  cow's  horn. 

A  |jlL»e-  Idmldh  or  humldh,  (pi.  ̂Jl.^^-  hamd- 
lik)  The  inner  part  of  the  eyelash  or  red  part  of  the 

eyelid  which  they  anoint  with  collyrium.  The 
white  of  the  eye. 

A  ̂j^U*-  humldn,  (v.  n.  of  J-»s«-)  Carrying.  A 
beast  of  burden  employed  in  carrying  provisions. 

A  wash  or  any  thing  similar  with  which  base  coin 

is  overlaid,  (pi.  of  J.*!-  hamal)  Full-grown  lambs. 

A  &l«j>-  hamlat,  (v.  n.  of  J-»>-)  Making  an  as- 
sault. Stirring  up  war.  An  attack,  charge,  assault. 

p  f^d^ hamla  hardan.  To  charge.  kHivilat, 

A  burden,freight,  or  load  of  goods.  Humlat  or  him- 
lat,  A  going  or  a  transporting  from  place  to  place. 

Hamalat,  (pi.  of  hdmil)  Carriers,  bearers. 
A«^  hamlajat,  A  twisting  (a  rope)  firmly. 

A  &ii,s»-  AamZaAai,  A lookingstedfastly,  staring. 

A  ̂_5U»-  humluj,  (pi.  hamdlij)  A  gold- 6  K 

smith's  bellows.    A  cow's  horn. 

A  huvduk.  The  inner  part  of  the  eyelash, 

which  they  anoint  with  soorma.  White  of  the  eye. 

A  hamliy,  Categorical. 

A  j»»5>-  hamam,  (v.n.of  j***")  Being  black.  Be- 
coming white.  Being  charred  (a  burning  coal  or 

billet).  Becoming  heated  (water).  Blackness.  Hu- 
r/iam,  (pi.  of       Awmmai)  Decrees.  Coals.  Ashes. 

A  &v»=>-  humamat.  Coal. 

A  (j*>-  hamn.  The  smaller  species  of  tike. 
A  hamndn.  The  smaller  species  of  tike. 

A  certain  small-stoned  grape  growing  at  Taif.  A 

small  grape-stonefoundbetweenlarger  grape-stones. 

A  j*s»  hamw,  Heat.  Hamu  or  hamtv,  A  hus- 
band's or  wife's  father  or  brother.  A  wife's  relation. 

Human),  The  venom  of  a  scorpion. 

A  humuw,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Being  hot  (a  day, 
or  furnace,  or  iron). 

A  0\j*s-  hamamdt,  (pi.  of  Xl**-  hamdt)  Mo- 
thers-in-law. The  calves  of  the  legs. 

A  »j*s>-  hamwat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ v>-)  Defending, 

guarding.  Himwat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s^)  Commanding, 

enjoining  to  abstain  from. 

A  'jj^  humuwat,  A  paroxysm  of  pain. 

A  '^ry^  hammuj,  A  little  fawn. A  hamud.  Praised,  lauded. 

Aj^*>-  humur,  (pi.  ofjU>-  himar)  Asses. 
A  ^jy^  ho.muz  limd  hamazahu.  One  who 

keeps  fast  hold  of  what  he  has  got. 

A  &^_j«s»- /i«'wiM«/*«*>Thinness,slenderness(of  leg). 

A  \^y^  humus,  (v.  n.  of  i^jA^)  Subsiding  (a 

swelling,  or  boiling  pot).  Ceasing  to  vibrate  (a 

pendulum  or  swing).  Extracting  easily  a  mote 
from  the  eye). 

A  humuz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jo**-)  Feeding  on 

salt  and  bitter  plants  (a  camel),  (pi.  of  (^v*-  hamz) 

Salt,  bitter  plants. 
A  &rfOjv>-  humuzat,  (v.n.of  (^v>-)  Being  acid. 

The  pulp  of  an  orange.  Acidity,  acridity,  bitterness. 

A  &5ji!s>-  hammukat.  An  excessive,  arrant  fool. 

A  (Jjv»-  hamul,  A  carrier.  Mild,  gentle.  One 
who  bears  injuries  with  patience.  Humul,  (pi.  of 

(J,^  haml  or  himl)  Camels  which  carry  women  in 
litters  called  hawdaj  ;  the  litters  themselves, 

(pi.  of        hand  or  himl)  Fruits  of  trees. 
A  5i3^«5>-  hamulat,  A  beast  of  burthen.  A  load. 

Humulat,  Horse  or  camel-loads. 

A  ̂♦s-  hamif,  Muddy.  ^jt>-  hami^u'l 
^yn,  One  who  looks  much  with  a  malignant  eye. 

A  (_jts-  hamy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Protecting,  de- 
fending, guarding.  Forbidding,  debarring.  Wax- 

ing hot  and  angry.  Becoming  hot  (a  day,  furnace, 

or  iron  nail).  Heat.  _ffa7wa', Verily,  truly,  indeed. 

Hima',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  hot  and  sweating  (a 
horse).  (jA.  a//?Haj)  Inaccessible,  forbidden. 

Guarded.  hima'l  hhilafat.  Name  of 

Baghdad.   Huma',\^\.  ote^humat)  The  poisons 



of  scorpions'  stings. 
A^Jis-  humma,  (pL  Cj\j^  hummai/at)  Fever. 

A  ̂ _5»=>-  hamiy,  Sick  and  debarred  from  every 
thing  hurtful.  Guarded,  protected.  Impatient  of 

insult  or  injury.  Hot,boiIing,fervent.  '^j^ 
hamiyu'l  anf,  Sensitive,  disposed  to  resent  an  in- 

sult. Humiy,  (j.n.o?  ,_^)  Being  hot  (sun  or  fire). 

A  ̂̂ ♦s*-  humayya' ,  Fierceness  of  anger.  Begin- 
ning of  rage.  Strength  of  wine,  its  inebriating  and 

maddening  property.  The  fierceness  or  intenseness 

of  any  thing.  The  flower  or  sprightliness  of  youth. 
A  OlI^  hummayat,  Fevers. 

A  himyata',  A  name  of  Muhammad. 
A  ix^  himyat  (v.  n.  of  Prohibiting,  for- 

bidding, interdicting.  Guarded,  inaccessible  thing. 

A  hamiyat,  (y.  n.  of  ̂ s-),  Defending, 
guarding.  Modestly  abstaining.  A  sense  of  honour. 

A  <-1aX»s»  hamit,  Extreme  (rage),  (pi. 
humut)  A  small  leathern  bottle,  or  one  without  hair 

(for  keeping  milk  in).    A  leathern  bottle  rubbed 
over  with  a  coating  of  inspissated  juice.  Very 
sweet  (date).  Any  thing  firm  and  strong. 

A  Jj-^**"  liumayhih,  A  white  sort  of  bird. 
A  hamld,  Praised.  Laudable.  Glorious. 

I — sl^j^  awsqfi  haviida,  Laudable  qualities. 

A        haniir,  A  leathern  strap  or  thong  with 

which  they  fasten  loads,  (pi.  of,l»»-  MmaT)  Asses. 
Himyar,  Name  of  a  place  west  of  Sanaa.  Name 
of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

^  '*)^**'  /'Mwayraj, Whitish  (woman).  Melilot. 
Name  of  Ayisha.  Name  of  a  place  near  MadTna. 

^  ^^amlrat,  A  thong  for  fastening  saddles. 

A  ̂  himyariy,  Of  the  tribe  of  Himyar. 

^  '^Ijt:^  ̂ ^^'myariyat,  The  Himyaritic  Arabic. 
Ajx»9-  /tami2:,  Strong,  firm.  C^^\jy^  liami- 

zu'l futad,  Light,  cheerful,  brisk:  ingenious,  witty. 
A  (j*>.f«>-  harms,  Bold,  brave,  intrepid.  Strong, 

vehement.    An  oven. 

A  iL^Av^  hamisat,  Any  thing  fried. 

A  (jSx*s>-  haniish,  Fat. 
A  &*ax^  hamisat,  (pi.  ;jtfoU=-)  Stolen  sheep. 

A  L>Hi-»-^  haniiz,  (pi.  (ja-t-s-  humuz)  Land 
abounding  in  salt  and  bitter  herbs. 

A  hamih,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  >Vajj^  humaykas,  (or  J/a^)  Small-pox. 
A  'iSii^  hummayhat,  An  arrant  fool. 
A  Jjs^4^  humayklk,  A  white  kind  of  bu-d. 
A  AamiZ,  Carried,  A  bastard.  A  stranger. 

A  surety.  Sticks,  carried  down  by  the  stream.  A 

child  in  its  mother's  belly  when  she  is  broughtfrom 
an  idolatrous  country.  A  foundling  reared  by 
strangers.  The  bed  of  a  torrent.  A  shoe-latchet. 

Black  and  withered  (plants  sumam  and 

mashlj).    A  slave  brought  young  from  abroad. 
A  *^A^  hamila  t.  Domestics,  those  maintained, 

(pi.  Jjlv=-  hamadl)  A  sword-belt,  a  baldrick. 

A  ̂ .♦>-  hamim,  Warm  water.  Cold  water.  A 
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hot-bath.    The  heat  of  summer.    Summer  rains, 
the  rainy  season.  Afflicted  with  fever.  Sweat,  (pi. 

ahimmai)  A  relation,  especially  in  your  care. 

A  C->1^»>-  humaymat,  A  live  coal. 

A  &ffw*5>-  hamimat,  (pi.  pjl*^  hamashn)  The 
choicest  part  of  property.     Hot  water  or  milk. 

A        hanna,  (fut.        yahinnu)  He  pitied. 

A  ̂tp-  hann,  (v.  n.  of  (tp-)  Averting,  withhold- 
ing. Commiseration,  tenderness,  pity.  Hinn,  A 

certain  tribe  of  demons.  Dogs  black  and  dumb. 
The  meanest  and  feeblest  of  the  demon  race  :  also 

their  dogs.  A  creature  between  a  demon  and  a  man. 

A-^^^  hans,  (v.  n.  ofU=»)  Being  green  (a  spot), 
having  thick  and  luxuriant  herbage.  Lying  with. 

A  U;>-  hanas.  The  act  of  bending.  Hinat,  Lust. 

A  >U>-  hmias,  (pi.  jjll>-  hunmti)  The  dyeing, 
colouring  shrub  henna  (Lawsonia  inermis). 

al  Mnnam'l  ahmar.  The  fruit  of  the  wild 

strawberry.  Ajc-  hinnafu'l  ghulat,  Boi-age. 

i^J^Jf  -^lLs>.  hinnasi  karish,  Moss  growing  upon 
stones,  li  chen .  ^lis-  hinnan  majnun,Woad. 

A  H-^'Us-  hinndsat,  A  well  (especially  clean). 

■  A  handbij.  Small  ants.  Hunabij,  Large- 
bodied,  fleshy, 

A  hunabil.  Strong  and  thick  (cord), 

A  SbUs-  hanabilat,  (pi.  of  ̂ [Jjus-  hambaliy) 
Hambalites,  followers  of  Ibn  Hambal. 

p  Us"  hina-handan,  (or  (^d'J-i  U=>-  hind- 
hand^)  A  marriage-feast. 

A  |CUs«-  handtim.,  (pi.  of  pxis*  hantam)  Black 
clouds.  Green-coloured  water-pots. 

A  ̂^^f-  hindj,  (pi.  of       hinj')  Roots,  origins. A  ̂ ^j^  hanndj,  Effeminate,  infamous. 

A js-lis-  handjir,  (pi.  of  J^*"  hanjarat  and 

jj4^  hunjur')  Gullets. A  u-flrs-Uo-  handjif,  (pi.  of  '^^f  hunjuf) 

Heads  of  the  ribs  joining  to  the  back-bone. 

A  (_y>-^-i>-  liundjil,  Short  and  compact  of  body. 

A ji.>-\lys-  handjir,  (pi.  ofj^p*")  Gullets. 

A  handdij,  (pi.  of  •^'^^^  Large  camels. 
Ajt^lis.-  hunddir,  Sharp-sighted. 

A  (_j»>jli»-  handdis,{p\.  of  i^^jc-  hindis)  Dark 
nights.  Darknesses.  Three  nights  after  those 

called  jjii  zulm). 

A  ̂ -^^  handdy,  (pi.  of  ̂ i^ie-  hunduj  or  of 
&i>-j  Joa-  hundujat)  Oblong  tracts  or  heaps  of  sand: 
also  short  ones. 

A  ilis"  handz.  The  sun. 

aIsIjo-  hindt.  Sweet,  aromatic  herbs  with  which 

they  perfume  the  dead. 
A  IjUs-  hanndt,  A  seller  of  wheat  (&iaxs»  /tm- 

te<) ;  or  of  sweet  herbs  for  the  dead  (i^y*-  hanut). 
A  XlsVxs"  hindtat,  The  art  of  embalming.  A 

vending  of  sweet  odours  for  the  dead  (l»_j^  hanut). 

Corn-dealing,  traffic  in  wheat  (&lals-  hintat). 

A  ̂'^s-hanndf^y,  Corn-chandler,  wheat-seller. 
A  L-*5i>U>-  handzib,  (pi.  of  c— hunzub  or 

hunzah)  Male  locusts.  Beetles. 

A  (j^j^  hindh,  Furious  passions. 
A  uillis*  hindh,  Certain  stuff"  with  which  the 

palate  of  a  new-born  child  is  rubbed.  A  strap,  or 

a  part  of  the  timber  of  a  camel's  saddle.  A  bit  of 
wood  tied  under  a  camel's  chin  to  which  is  fastened 
a  rope  tied  round  the  neck  of  the  colt.  (pi.  of  &5oo- 

hunhat)  Straps  of  a  saddle. 

A  ̂̂ Mxs^hundltil,  Despicable, rude, coarse,  thick. A  dwarf. 

A  ̂jlxs-  handn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ f^)  Pitying.  Pa- 
rental or  filial  affection.  Pity,  compassion.  Suste- 

nance. Daily  bread.  Abundance,  blessing,  pro- 

sperity. Respect,  reverence.  Sedateness,  gravity. 

Tender-heartedness.  Long-continued  evil.  (jVjc^ 

hananu^llah,  God  forbid  !  heaven  forefend  ! 

A  ̂jUo-  hunsdn,  (pl.of  >U».  Idnnds)  Colouring 
or  dyeing  shrubs,  privets,  hennas. 

A  (jl-As-  hanndn,  Most  compassionate  or  affec- 
tionate (one  of  the  epithets  of  God).  Tenderly  af- 

fected- Open,  clear  (way).  Beating,  throbbing. 

Twanging  (bow-string).  Hinndn,  The  dyeing 
or  colouring  shrub  henna  (Lawsonia  inermis). 

A  ioU=»  hanndnat,  A  bow.  A  twanging  bow. 

A  widow  anxious  of  marrying  again.  A  woman 

who,  with  grief  and  lamentation,  recals  to  mind  a 
deceased  husband. 

A  CfAJUc-  handnayha,  (or  CiioUs*  handnaka) 

Shew  pity  on  me  time  after  time. 

A  b.Us-  handya!,  (pi.  of  *>a»-  haniyat)  Bows. 

A  X^.Uo-  hindyat,  (v.  n.  of  (J.:-)  Bending,  twist- 
ing.   Peeling.    Flexure,  bending,  curvature. 

A yi\jo-  handfir,  (pi.  of  S^jjo-)  Arched  works. 

A  ̂̂ S\ls-  handsin,  (pi.  of  ̂j;^j>>-hanin  or  hinnm) Months  of  Jamadi. 

A  ̂j^>/\jc-  hinndfiyun,  (pi.  of  hinndny) 
Venders  of  henna. 

p  (Jlte-  hindsi,  Of  the  colour  of  henna. 

A  l^^Uo-  hinndsiy,  A  seller  of  henna. 
A  handb,  (v.  n.  of  l-»as>-)  Being  curved 

or  bent  in  the  loins  or  pastern  (a  horse).  Having 

the  hind  legs  wide  apart. 
A  J^-AAS"  himhdl.  Fleshy. 

A  himbdlat,  A  babbler,  prater.  The  sea. 

A /tm&a<r,Vehemence,hai-dness, severity. 

A         hiinhij,  A  louse.  Humhnj,  Big-bodied. 

Aj*.-is«-  hambar.  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  j<is»  himbarr,  Assiduity.  Magnitude.  Hard- 

ness, force,  strength. 
A  "^j^  havibarat,  Excessive  cold. 
A  hambarit.  Pure  (water).  Sheer 

(falsehood).  Feeble  (light). 
A  'e..Lxi»-  hambashat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Leap- 

ing. Applauding,  clapping.  Walking.  Dancing. 

Laughing.  Playing.  Talking,  narrating.  Receiv- 

ing familiarly. 

A  tj^jjAi  ( ̂\  ahu'l)  himbis,  (Father  of  strata- 



gems)  The  fox. 

A  ftrtOAAs-  hambasat,  Stratagems  (in  war). 

A  J«*is>-  hambal,  A  short,  dwarfish  man.  Lai'ge- 
bellied,  fleshy.  A  garment  made  of  skins.  A  worn- 
out  boot.  The  sea.  Name  of  an  eminent  Muham- 

madan  lawyer,  and  head  of  one  of  the  four  chief 
sects  in  Muhammadism.  I£umbal,The  flowers  of 

the  Egyptian  thorn.  Humhul,  French  beans. 

A  &L1>>  hamhalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-J^  Q)  Eating 

French  beans.  Putting  on  a  pelisse  of  fur. 

A  '^^_^*ys-  hambaliy,  (pi.  &bUs>-  hanabilat)  A 
follower  of  Hambal  (one  of  the  four  chief  Muham- 
madan  lawyers). 

A  L._^_^Joo-  hnmbub,  Very  black. 
A        hinat,  Hatred,  rancour,  malevolence. 

A  HJtf-  hannat,  A  wife.  The  froth  of  a  camel. 

The  affectionate  longing  of  a  camel  for  her  colt.  A 

woman's  name  (Hanna).  Hi  or  hannat,  Madness. 
A  tJo-  hantas:,  A  dwarf. 

A  ̂lljo-  hantas,  Short,  dwarfish.  A  dwarf. 

A hintar,  Short,  dwarfish.  Small. 

A  (Jlijtf*  huntal.  Escape,  flight. 

A  'ijijo-  hanta?'at,  Difficulties,  straits. 
A  hantaf,  Picked  clean,  ready  for  roast- 
ing (locust).  Name  of  a  man. 

A ̂ alx"*-  hintafr,  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  huntal,  Escape,  flight. 

A  hantam  (pi.  jC^s-  hanatlni)  A  green 
bucket  or  water-pot.  A  colocynth.  Black  clouds. 

A  i__i_jjuo-  huntuf,  One  who  plucks  his  beard 
from  the  violence  of  a  bilious  attack. 

A  ̂ ^A-~  hins,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jLtjc-^  Swearing  false- 
ly. A  sin,  crime.  Obedience.  A  bias  (true  or  false). 

A  j£*s»  hansar,  (or  c?j^=")  Foolish,  A  fool. 
A  hansarat,  Straits,  difficulties. 

A  (Jii»-  hansal,  Weak,  feeble. 

A  ̂ s-  hanj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *")  Inclining,  giving  a 
bias.  Twisting  a  rope.  Occurring  (a  necessary 

business).  Necessity,  necessary  business.  Hinj, 

(pi.  ̂'^j^  hinaj)  Root,  origin,  stock. 
A  s_         hunjub.  Dry. 

A  Ojs^*"  hunjud,  A  tract  of  sand  writhed  into 
the  resemblance  of  a  rope. 

Ajji*"  hanjar.  The  gullet.   Shepherd's  staff. 

A  ij^!^  hanjarat,  (v.  n.  ofjjsP"  Q)  Slaughter- 
ing. Being  deeply  sunk  in  its  socket  (eye),  (pi. 

j>-\^s-  hanajir)  The  gullet. 

p  fJ^SL^  ij^'^  hanjara-ghaltan,  A  warbler. 
A  i^Jj^  hanjariy,  Guttural. 

A  (««a^^  hanjaf,  Qiinjif,  hunjufy  or  'iSL^^ 
hunjufat)  The  top  of  the  haunch  or  thigh. 

A  J-s^  hinjal,  A  large-bodied  woman.  Cla- 

morous.   Hunjul,  A  wild  beast,  especially  a  lion. 

A  hunjud,  The  windpipe.    The  throat. 

An  oblong  vessel,  jug,  cruet,  smelling-bottle. 

AjjjS^  hunjur,  The  gullet.  A  bottle  wherein 
they  preserve  scented  powder.  A  clothes-hamper. 
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A  u-s^:?**'  hunjuf,  (pi.  hanajif)  Head 
of  the  ribs  joining  to  the  back-bone. 

A  ̂ s-  hinh,  A  word  used  in  calling  to  sheep. 
A  S—lv^*'  hanhanat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Commi- 

serating, compassionating. 

A  Sio-  hunud.  Waters  absorbed  in  sand. 
A  handas,  A  dwarf. 

A  hindarat,  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

A  ̂ JOk»-  hunduj,  Sands  producing  odoriferous 

herbs  and  flowers.  A  name.  (pi.  ̂ ^'^^  hanadij) 
An  oblong  tract  or  heap  of  sand ;  also  a  short  one. 

Aj  jJo-  hundur,  (^0VjjiJ>j^  hundur)  (pLjiilis*- 
hanadir)  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  &j^J^^  j  i>i>-  jS> 

huwa  ̂ la' hunduri  ̂ ynihi,  (oraJukS'  Sjj  Joc»-  hun- 
durati  ̂ ynihi)  He  is  an  offence  to  his  sight. 
A  hindis,  A  dark  night,  darkness. 

A  ̂ ^S^  handa,(^hindakuk,^^^yls'-handaor 
liindahuka')  The  lot  tree.    A  tall  foolish  fellow. 

A  Ji>jk=.-  handal.  Short.    A  dwarf. 

A  ̂jJjas«-  hayidalis,  (A  camel)  fleshy,  flabby, 
and  slow-paced.  Excellent  (camel). 

A  j»;>i5-  handam.  Name  of  a  red-rooted  tree. 
A  hunduwat,  A  cleft  in  a  mountain. 

A  &>-ji,>J>s>-  hundujat,  (pi.  ̂tilis-  hanadij^  An 
oblong  tract  or  heap  of  sand  ;  also  a  short  one. 

Aj^^yjo-  hindawr  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

A  'ijji^jks-  hundurat  or  hindurat,  The  pupil  of 
the  eye.  Hundurat,  (or  S^)  i^ls-  hindirat)  The  ob- 

ject of  vision.  'ijj  J^i^  ^la'  hundura- 

tVl  ̂ yn,  (or  5^.jjtf»-  J^lff-  ̂da'  hindirati'l 

^yri)  In  full  view. 
A  &Jji>is»-  hundukat.  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

KjijSj^  hindir,  (or  »^|jJo-)  Pupil  of  the  eye. 

A      J.is>.  hind'ikat,  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 
A  lisis-  hanz,  (v.  n.  of  liJo-)  Roasting  (a  sheep 

by  laying  it  on  a  hot  stone).  Scorching  (the  sun). 

Making  (a  horse)  sweat  by  exercising  him  a  heat  or 

two,  and  exposing  him  with  housing  on  to  the  sun. 

A  hunzat.  Intense  heat. 

A  (jl«jjkS"  hinziman,  A  people,  nation,  tribe. 

A  ̂jbSis"  hinziya?i,  Egregiously  wicked. 
A  ii>^,iJc>-  hinztz,  One  who  sweats  profusely. 

A jic"  hanr,  A  bending,  an  arching. 

A  L^\jj-»-  hinzab,  A  stout  middle-sized  ass, 
short  and  thick.  A  strong  dwarf.  A  wild  carrot. 

A  flight  of  the  birds  liai  kata.  A  species  of  the 
kata  bird.    A  cock. 

A  hanzarat,  A  cleft  in  a  mountain. 

A  jiy^-  hinzahr.  Dwarfish,  despicable. 

A  Oyijis-  hinzakrat,  (pi.  of  s^5jjo-)  Serpents. 
A  /<m2'a^?'a!', Dwarfish, mean.  Aserpent. 

A  ̂ y^-  hinzdlm,  (or  S_j5jis»-)  Dwarfish. 

A  L.^_j^»-  hunzub,A  bevy  of  the  birds  Uai'  kata. Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ̂ J*>A5>-  hanas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j*a5»)  Pushing  coura- 
geously into  the  hottest  of  the  battle.  Hunus, 

Pious,  chaste  (people). 

A  (ji.is«-  AansA,(v.n.of  (j£j^)  Hunting  (game). 
Bending.  Driving  off,  averting.  Hanash,  (pi. 

(^U*«-\  ahnash)  A  serpent.  Any  thing  whose  head 
resembles  that  of  a  serpent.  A  reptile.  A  fly,  an 

insect.  Any  bird  that  is  hunted. 

A  {,jAis-  hans,  (v.  n.  of  {^jcixs-^  Dying. 

A  Uajtf"  hinsaf,(ov ^\ja!i->-  hinsasTv)  Weak  and 
small.  Hinsas,  Weak,  feeble  (man). 

AjLais-  hinsa?;  Slender  and  large-bellied. 
A  (Jl-Kii:*  hinsal,  (or  «3l.ai»-)  Large-bellied. 

A  Mnzij,  Poor,  weak,  feeble. 
A  hanzal,  A  small  pond. 

A  &Lai>-  hanzalat,  A  cavity  in  a  stone ;  also 
water  collected  therein. 

A  Ills-  leant,  (v.  n.  ofliIs»-)  Being  red  (lea- 

ther). Braying.  An  arrow.  Hanat,(y.n.  oi\aZs-) 

Coming  to  maturity  (the  herb  <^<j  rims).  Hinat, 

(pi.  of  &laJj>-  hintat)  Wheats. 
A  jlla-b"  hintasm,  (or  Sjllals-  hintasmat)  Short 

and  big-bellied. 
A  (__^laJ>»-  hantab,  A  goat  of  Hijaz. 

A  'kxhZs^  hantabat.  Courage,  valour.  Coura- 
geous. A  kind  of  venemous  reptile. 

A  iilaJjs-  hintat,  (pi.  lils-  hinat)  Wheat. 

A  'ij>J^'^  hantarirat,  A  cloud. 
A  I  akia-  hantaf.  Large-bellied. 

A  ̂^ia^  hintis,  Short  and  big-bellied. 
A  ̂ia-Is"-  liintiy,  One  who  eats  abundance  of 

wheat  and  grows  fat.  Swollen. 
A  &ilaJl>-  hujiaiisat,  A  broad,  fat  ewe. 

A  S-*Uaj>s»  hanzasat,  (v.  n.  of  j_Jai>-  Q)  Revil- 

ing shamefully.     Talking  obscenely. 
A  (_^Ua^=-  hinzab.  Dwarfish,  ill-tempered. 

A  jllaJb-  hinzasrv,  Short-bodied. 
A  ',_  hunzab  or  hunzub,  (pi.  i_-«iii>U>-  ha- 

nazib)  A  male  locust.    A  beetle  or  similar  insect. 

A  hunzuba'  or  ̂UlaJj>-,  A  beetle. 

A         --^  hanzaf,  Big-bellied. 
A  Jia-^  hanzal.  The  wild  gourd,  colocynth. 

A  u-.'^laJ^ /iM?«AM&Large,gross,  worthless  woman. 

A  ̂Llsus-  /t/w^/^/aw, Wicked,  obscene,  indecent. 

A  i__a-b-  hanf,  (v.  n.  of  i  aJc>-)  Inclining,  lean- 

ing. Hanaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  Lis-)  Being  bow-legged. 
Walking  limpingly  on  the  outer  edges  of  the  feet. 
Rectitude,  uprightness  in  religion.  Orthodoxy. 

A  ̂liJo-  hanf  as.  Crooked,  wry  (foot).  Capri- 

cious (handmaid).  A  chameleon.  A  tortoise.  A 

sea- tortoise,  turtle.  A  bow.  A  razor.  A  kind  of  tree. 

Hunafas,  (pi.  oi^^SLijs-  hanif)  Orthodox  believers. 

A  (j«al>-  hinfis.  Impudent  (woman). 

A  (^jLajo-  hinfish,  (or  yi.J>ai»-  hinfish)  A  viper. 
A  large  serpent  with  a  great  head,  and  when  irri- 

tated swells  and  hisses. 

A  i^jahisi-hinfis,  Slender,  small-bodied. 
p  hanafi.  Orthodox.  maz- 

habi  hanafi,The  true  religion,  (for  ̂_Juk>■  hanrfi) 

The  sect  of  Hanifah. 



A  is^Axs^  hanaflyat,  Trne  religion,  orthodoxy. 

A  Jjis«-  hanak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Being  angry, 

indignant,  (pi.  ̂^Us>-  hindh)  High  indignation. 
Hanili,  Enraged.  Hunuk,  Fat  (persons). 

Alaiiis.  A  bird  like  a  woodcock  or  snipe. 

A  (.i)uks>-  hank,  (v.  n.  of  tdJus-)  Putting  a  curb 

or  check-rein  under  a  horse's  chin.  A  bridle,  the 

chin-strap,  curb,  or  chain.  Perceiving,  understand- 

ing. Confirming,  or  doing  firmly  and  well.  Ren- 
dering expert  (age).  Chewing  a  date  (a  child). 

Rubbing  the  palate  of  an  infant  with  chewed  date 

or  honey  (in  order  to  induce  it  to  suck).  Sunk  or 

hink,  Experience.  Firmness.  Hanak,  (v.  n.  of 

udUs")  Teaching  a  man  wisdom  (trials).  (pl.tdJUs-l 
ahnali)  The  palate,  and  the  under  part  of  the  mouth 
which  is  opposite  to  it.  The  beak  of  a  crow.  A 

heap  of  white  and  softish  stones.  Blackness,  jetti- 
ness.  A  foraging  party.  Hunuk,  Experienced, 

tried,  prudent,  intelligent. 

A  /twn^ai,  Strength,  firmness.  Experience, 

(pi.  ijJUs*  hinak)  A  strap  or  timber  of  a  saddle. 
A  piece  of  wood,  one  end  of  which  is  tied  under  a 

earners  chin,  and  the  other  end  round  the  neck  of 

her  colt.  Hanakat,  High  and  rugged  ground. 

Hvnuhat,  Prudent,  intelligent  (woman). 

A  d/^ais-  hankas,  A  sort  of  plant. 

A(Jiis»-/iflw^«Z,Despicable,rude,coarse.Adwarf. 

A  hankalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jiis-  Q)  Walking 
heavily.  Short,  contemptible  (woman).  Black. 

Rough,  unfeeling. 

A  sio-  lianamat.  Sleep. 

A  jj^*-  hanan,  A  beetle. 

A  ji:>-  hanw,  (v.  n.  of  U>-  for  ji>-)  Bending, 
twisting.  Making  crooked  and  curved.  Making 

a  bow.  Hinw  or  hanw,  (pi.  f\!is-\  ahnas,  ̂ ^^jc- 
haniy  and  huniy)  The  crooked  timber  of  a  saddle. 

Crookedness,  curvature.  The  side  (of  a  mountain). 

A  kind  of  plant.  Any  part  of  the  body  possessed 

of  curvature,  as  the  bone  which  surrounds  the  eye. 

The  chin.    The  ribs.    A  hill  of  waving  sand. 

Ajis>-  hunuw,  (v.  n.ofUs«-  for_jj»-)  Being  affec- 

tionate, loving  (as  a  mother  who  for  her  children's 
sake  rejects  a  second  marriage).  Wanting  the  ram. 

A  A^io-  hanwa^,  (fern,  of  ̂_^^)  Crook-backed. 

A  i^\^.j^>-  hin7vani,  Two  curved  timbers  over 
which  is  laid  a  net  for  carrying  corn  to  the  stack. 

A  'iyy>-  hunwat,  A  sort  of  odoriferous  herb. 
A  JjJo-  hanud,{^\.  dj>>-  hunud)  Water  absorbed 

in  a  sandy  soil,  and  resting  on  a  solid  stratum  below. 

A  ijy-ys'  hinnawrat,  Name  of  an  animalcule. 
A  i9y>>-  hanut.  Sweet  herbs  which  they  are 

wont  to  sprinkle  or  strew  over  dead  bodies.  Hu- 

nut,(v.  n.ofJai*-)  Being  fit  to  reap  (wheat).  Com- 

ing to  maturity  (the  plant  i^^j  rims).  Strewing 
sweet  herbs  on  the  dead 

p  1^ J ̂   ]ojjs-  hanut-farosh,  A  vender  of  sweet 
herbs  for  the  dead. 
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A  (jy^  hanun,  Tender  towards  (her)  offspring, 
and  taking  a  second  husband  that  he  may  look 

after  them.  Howling  (wind).  Hunun,  (pi.  of 

(jAjc-  hanm  or  hinmn)  Months  of  Jamadi. 

A  i^y^  hannun.  Privet-blossom.  A  blossom. 
A  ̂ js-  hany,  (v.  n.  of  Us>-  for  ̂ i>-)  Bending. 

Hina',  The  dyeing  shrub  henna. 

A  '^S"  haniy,  (pi.  of  haniyat)  Bows. 
Haniy  or  huniy,  (pi.  of  hinm)  Crooked  timbers 
of  saddles.    Curved  things. 

A         hany  as,  (fem.of  Jys-\)  Crooked-backed. 

A  haniyat,  (pi.  ̂s»-  haniy  and  bUs»  ha- 
naya')  A  bow. 

A  d-uosv  hams.  Perjured,  wicked. 

A  d-Ms-  haniz.  Hot  roast  meat  whose  dripping 

falls.  Roasted  thoroughly  under  heated  stones 

(mutton).  Thrown  into  a  sweat  by  being  exercised 

in  the  sun  (a  horse).  Scalding  (water).  A  kind 
of  ointment.    A  perfumed  lotion  for  the  head. 

A  hanirat,  (pl.^^Ls-  hanasir)  An  arch, 
the  key-stone  of  arched  work.  A  bow  without  the 
string.  A  bow  for  separating  cotton. 

A  O  u-a-  hanif,  (pi.  AsC>-  hunafai)  One  who 
leans  from  Judaism  and  Christianity;  any  one 

sincere  in  his  inclination  to  Islam.  Whoever  per- 

forms the  pilgrimage  to  Mecca,  (so  proving  himself 

of  the  religion  of  Abraham).  Circumcised.  An 

orthodox  Musulman.  Firm,  unshaken  in  his  reli- 

gious profession.  Short,  dwarfish.  A  shoemaker. 

A  isii^  ahu)  hanifat.  Name  of  twenty 
learned  doctors ;  the  most  celebrated  of  whom  was 

CL^iXi  (jUsO  nu^ian  bin  sabit,  One  of  the  four 
chiefs  of  the  principal  Muhammadan  sects. 

A  ̂ %is»  hanifiy,  A  kind  of  sword  first  intro- 
duced and  worn  by  i^Jus-\  ahnaf.  (The  regular 

form  would  be  ahnaf  ly). 

A  &Aajki»-  Aa«?/z?/ai,  Sectof  HanTfa:  orthodoxy. 

A  i^j^j^  hanik.  Enraged. 
A  dLis»-  hanik,  Experienced,  tried,  expert. 

A  i^^^j^  hanikat.  Heartily-feeding  (horses). 

A  tJi^j^  hanin,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >')  Experiencing  and 
exhibiting  strong  emotions  (whether  of  pleasure  or 

of  pain).  Making  a  twanging  noise  (a  bow-string). 
Love,  affectionate  yearning.  The  affectionate  cry 

of  a  camel  to  her  colt.  Hanin,  (or  ij^is>-  hin- 

nin)  (pi.  &is^\  ahinnat,  hunun,  and  (jJ'^ 
handsin)  The  months  J amadi,  the  former  and  latter. 

Hunayn,  A  certain  boot-maker  whose  name  has 

passed  into  a  proverb. 
A  handf,  Voice,  sound,  noise.  Hiwds, 

(pi.  9^.y^\  ahwiyat)  A  tent  of  wool  or  goat's  hair. A  number  of  those  tents  adjoining  to  one  another. 

A  A'^»-  hawwdf,  Eve  the  mother  of  mankind, 
(fem.  of  ahrva)  Black  or  dusky-lipped. 
Reddish-black  (lip).  A  blue  colour.  Name  of  a 

plant  resembling  the  wolf  in  colour.  A  collector 
of  serpents,  a  catcher  of  snakes  (iiX>  hayyai). 
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A  'iA^  huwwasat.  Name  of  a  pot-herb  that 
cleaves  to  the  ground.  One  who  never  leaves  home. 

A  I— -J"^  han'sab,  An  open  place.  A  wide  val- 
ley. A  capacious  bucket.  A  hoof  in  shape  like  a 

cup.  A  watering-place,  or  the  name  of  one. 

A  hawabb,  (pi.  of  l!1>U-  habb)  Arrows 
flying  wide  of  the  mark. 

A  'ii  |^s»  hawsabat, The  largest  milkpail  or  bucket. 
A         hajvdt,  Noise,  sound. 

A  ij}j>\y-  hawdtik,  Cattle  poorly  fed,  or  that 
will  not  fatten.  A  young  ostrich. 

A  ̂Ij*-  hawdjj,  (pi.  of  &?-W)  Female  pilgrims. 
A  \„^^\^ hawdjib, (pi.  of  t-<«>-W) Eye-brows. 

A  j>-'^^  hawdjir,  (pi.  of  'ij^  hajrat)  Court- 
yards, sides  of  a  house,  premises. 

A  (J^^y*  hawdjil  or  J-a.\js»  hawdjil,  (pi.  of 

&L9-_js>-  hawjalat)  Cruets.  Flasks,  decanters. 

A  L^ii\js«-  hawddis,  Accidents,  events. 

p  idj  Ll^ii^js"-  hawddis-zada,  Unfortunate. 
A  {Jl)\^  hawddt,  The  hind  legs  (as  following the  fore-legs). 

A  Ci\y>-  hiwdz,  Distance. 
A  hawdr  or  hiwdr,  A  reply.  Hiwdr, 

Idiom,  phraseology.   Huwdr,  (j^\.'ij^\ahwirat, 

(jljt*"  ̂"''^"j         (^ilJ*"  ̂   camel's  colt from  the  hour  it  is  foaled  until  it  is  weaned. 

A  '^\5>-  hawdrid,  (pi.  of  li;^)  Hot,  passionate. 

A  Isj^"^  hUn-dra',  The  finest  and  whitest  flour. White  bread. 

A  ijj^y>-  hawdriy,  A  washer  of  garments.  A 
fuller.  A  disciple  or  apostle  (of  Jesus  Christ).  An 

assister.  A  staunch  supporter  of  the  prophets. 

A  C^\i_j\y>-  hawdriydt,  Women  who  reside  in 
towns  (and  thus  keep  their  complexions  fair). 

A  i^yij^y^  handriyiin,  Apostles,  particularly 
those  of  Jesus  Christ. 

AjVjs-  hawwdz.  An  instigator. 
hawwdzu^l  kulUb,  Whatever  gains  the  ascendancy 
over  hearts,  and  impels  them  to  the  commission  of 

what  they  dislike.   Hun-dz,  Large  beetles. 

Aj'js-  hanazz,  (pi.  of  t>y^  hazzat)  Things 
which  fill  the  mind  with  anxiety  and  misgivings. 

A  hawdzib,  (pi.  of  L^J^  hdzib)  Severe, 
difficult  (affairs). 

A  hawnds,  (A  watchman)  who  goes 

the  rounds  during  the  night. 

A  harvdss,  (pi.  of  'iZAs-  hassdf)  Senses. 
«>*->i*  {^\^  hawdssi  hhamsa,  The  five  senses. 

L>^^_j='  hawdssi  barrdrii.  The  external  senses. 

t3i)^^  (_Jl\jS"  hawdssi  andarHni,  Internal  senses. 

p      ̂   O^'^j*'  hawds-bdkh  to,0  ut  of  one's  senses. 
A  iLo\_js«-  huwdsat.  Inquisition  for  blood.  A 

mixed  assembly.  A  hostile  invasion.  Relationship. 

A  Juw^ja-  hawdsid,  Enviers. 
A  Xjii^js*  huwdshat,  Any  thing  against  which 

one  takes  exception,  saying,  hdshd  li'lldh, 
God  forbid !  Any  thing  whereof  one  is  ashamed. 



Relationship,  kindred.  The  womb.  Need,  neces- 
sity. A  criminal  affair.  Separation  from  kindred. 

A  tii)>-Sj\^  harvashik,  Violent  winds.  Light 

winds.  (Winds)  blowing  from  different  quarters. 

A  harvasht,  (pi.  of  &x^\s-  hashiyat) 

Margins,  borders,  hems,  marginal  notes  or  observa- 
tions. Followers,  attendants,  domestics.  Common 

soldiers.  (_^^^  j  ̂)y^^  umardsuhawdsht,  Princes 

and  people,  grandees  and  plebeians,  f^^^  ̂jt?j 

rakiku''l  hamdshi,  Easy  (life). 
A  ̂J^»\3»-  hiwds,  A  stick  or  skewer  for  sewing. 

A  i^io  \ y>.  hamdsib,  (  pl.of       Is-)  Violent  winds. 
A  hiwdsat,  A  strap  for  fastening  a  girth. 

A  ̂ y^\y- harvdsil,(Tp\.o{^yja\>- hdsil)  Lockers 

in  caravansaries,   (pi.  of  SLa^)  (Birds')  crops. 
A  hawdsin,  (pi.  of^^W  hdsin)  Preg- 

nant women.  Chaste  women. 

A yo\^  hawdzir,(p\.  of'ijjoXs-)  Ears,  handles. 

A  ̂J^\y>'hawdzin,{p\.o^''LJ6[s>'hdzinat)'Nurse3, 
foster-mothers.  (Trivets)  stickingfast  intheirplace. 

A  hawwdt,  Superior  to. 

A  'd^s\y>.  huwdtat,  A  place  for  keeping  grain. 

A  ̂^\y>-  hawdttm,  (pi.  of  ̂j)^'^  haturri)  Bar- ren years.    Things  which  promote  digestion. 

A  'sjS^  huwdfat,  Leaves  of  clover  remaining  on 
the  ground  after  it  has  been  carried. 

A  hawdjir,  (pl.ofjiW  hdfir)  Feet,  hoofs. 

A  (jii^^Aari;a^s/t,(pl.of  &-iJU-)Water-courses. 

A  hawdhk,  (pi.  of  isj'la-  hdkkat)  Sure,  im- 
pending, descending  (calamities). 

A  '&i\y>-  huwdkat,  Sweepings,  rubbish. 
A  hawdkin,  (pi.  o{eSf\s-  hdkinat)  Sto- 

machs. Lower  parts  of  bellies.  Hollows  between 

collar-bones  and  lower  parts  of  necks. 

A  (J^_js"  hawdl,  A  circle,  circuit.  Change,  revo- 
lution, zu  hawdl,  Name  of  a  king  of 

Himyar.  I£iwdl,(v.  n.  3  of  Jls>-  for  Wish- 

ing. Seeking.  Sharpening  one's  look,  gazing 
steadily.  Intervenient.  Hawdla,  Round  about. 

Over  against. 

A  hawdlib,  Springs  (of  water  or  tears). 

—  A  e]\y>-  hawdlat,  A  turning  of  one  river  into 
another.  Security,  caution,  bail,  bond,  note  of  hand. 

Commission,  charge.  Custody,  deposit  of  property. 

Mjj  rvarakatu  hawdlatin,  A  draft,  a  cheque. 

P(jjw»  «3\^  hawdla  shudan,To  be  entrusted,  to 

be  transferred,  (jii;^  b^\^  hawdla  kardan,To 

transmit,  transfer  one's  power  to  another,  to  era- 
power  one  to  demand  a  debt.  To  give  in  charge, 
recommend.  To  brandish.  To  aim,  strike. 

Pj\i^  (J^j*"  hawdl-ddr,  (in  India)  A  native  mi- 
litary officer  of  inferior  rank,  a  havildar. 

A  ̂^\y>^  hawdlis,  (pi.  of  ̂JJl»■  hdlis)  Squares 

or  circles  in  a  certain  boys'  game. 
A  ̂^^=»  hawdlih,  (pi.  of  jj^W)  Full  udders. 

p  s\i  s^\y  hawdla-gdh,  A  public  walk  in  the 
environs  of  a  city,  an  esplanade. 
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A  J^^^  hawdla',  Round  about.  hamd- 
layhi.  Around  him,  round  about  it.  Over  against  it. 
Hamdli,  Environs,  outskirts,  parts  adjacent,  (pi. 

of  hatiyat  and  hdliyat)  Women  dressed 
in  their  ornaments. 

A  ̂ y>-  hawdtiy,  (pi.  oi  '^^y-  hawliy)  Year- 
ling solid-hoofed  animals.  HawdUy  or  huwdtiy, 

Prolific  in  stratagems  (iOu»-  hilat),  astute. 

A  (J^^^  hawdmil,  (pi.  of  ̂_)-«l^>-  hdmil)  Preg- 
nant, (pi.  of  &l/«l>-  hdmilat)  The  feet.  Tendons 

in  the  arms  and  feet. 

A  j^^^js*-  harcdml,  Right  and  left  sides  of  a  hoof. 

A  {,jy^^y>-  hawdniin,  (pi.  of  '&>\k^  hawmdnat) 
Steep  and  rugged  places. 

A  (j,\js«-  hawdni,  The  long  ribs. 
A  Ll*Jo\j»-  hawdnit,  (pi.  of  OyU-)  Shops. 

A  (Jj^js"  hawdwil.  Shrewd,  penetrating. 

A  t/j^js"  hawdmi,  (pi.  of  'i>jW)  Intestines. 
A  \>\^  hawdya\  (pl.of  hawlyat)  Circles 

of  stuffed  cloth  put  over  the  bunches  of  camels  to 

prevent  the  loads  from  hurting  them.  Intestines. 

A  'i>\^  hawdyat,  (v.  n.  of  cS"^)  Collecting. 
Comprehending,embracing.  Occupying.  Guarding. 

A  ̂\}»"  hawdfij,  (pi.  of  Xs-U-  hdjat)  Affairs, 
necessary  matters. 

A hawdnr,  (pi.  of  5y U-  hddrai)  Worth- 
less, good  for  nothing. 

A  (.j«aj\j»-  hawdsiz,  (pi.  of  X^a^U- )  Menstruous. 
A(.iJjl^»-/mwaj:i7i(pl.of&5o\5«-)Female  weavers. 
A  hawdfim,  Thirsty  camels. 

A  {^^y  Aaroa^m,  (pi.  of  LjU.)  Sore  calamities. 
A  I— ->_j»-  harvb,  (v.  n.  of  i—'U-  for  (— J^)  Call- 

ing out  to  camels.  Sinning,  offending.  Father 

and  mother,  parents.  A  sister.  A  daughter.  Grief, 
sadness.  Solitariness.  Species,  kind,  sort,  form, 

manner.  Effort,  endeavour.  Poverty,  humility. 

Pain.  A  camel.  A  word  used  in  driving  he-ca- 

mels. Hawb  or  hub,  Crime,  sin,  wickedness,  pro- 

fligacy. Hub,  Affliction,  grief,  destruction,  death. 
Solitariness.    Disease.    The  soul. 

A  -^bjs-  hawbds,  (pi,  Ll>ljbj2.-  hawbdwdt)  The 
soul.    A  body  (thing  or  person). 

A  Oljbj*-  hawbdwdt,  (pi.  of  -*^_js«-)  Souls. 
A  hawbat,  (v.  n.  of  u-.'ls"  for  (_^^)  Sin- 

ning. Want,  necessity.  State,  quality.  Father  and 

mother,  parents.  A  sister.  A  daughter.  An  in- 
firm, helpless  man.  Maternal  affection.  Maternal 

kindred.  Any  great  and  important  affair.  Hubat, 
A  mother.  A  wife.  A  concubine.  A  beast  of 

burden.    A  weak  man.    A  court.    A  crime. 

A  Sjp-  humat,  (v.  n.  of  i^y*)  Being  of  a  dark 
red.  Brownness,  duskiness  of  lip.  Black  inclin- 

ing to  green.  Red  inclining  to  black.  The  side 
of  a  valley. 

A  0_js>-  hawt,  (v.  n.  of  OU-  for  0_js>-)  Fly- 
ing round  any  thing  (a  bird).    Hut,  (pi. 

ahwdt,  's^y  hiwata.t,  and  ̂ jljuis».  hitdn)  A  large 6  L 

fish.  Pisces.  (_-*»-^  sdhibu'l  hut,  (Lord 
of  the  fish)  Jonah,     p  ̂ ^jji^/  gar  dun, 

(The  fish  of  the  firmament)  The  sign  Pisces. 

A  ̂ yiy  hawtdf,  Thick-waisted  (woman). 

A  hawatdn,  (v.  n.  of  for  0^s>-) 
Flying  round  any  thing  (a  bird). 

A  ai)^  hiwatat,  (pi.  of  fi-ut)  Fishes. 

A  dLbjs*  hamtah.  Short.  Lean. 

A  e.£sojs>'  hawtakat,  A  dwarf's  pace. 

X  !^^^soyhawtakiy,^\iOYt.  Lean.  A  glutton. 

A  &IS=o^  hawtakiyat,  A  sash  which  the  Ara- 
bians roll  round  their  heads  or  turbans,  (so  called 

from  a  man  named  ̂ dX>y  hawtak). 

A  ̂yiy*-  hamtal,Ajouih  near  puberty.  Ayoung 

Uai'  katd  (a  kind  of  grouse  or  bittern).  Weak. 
A  ei3y>-  hawtalat,  A  dwarf. 

A  ̂ y  haws,  A  vein  or  artery  oj the  liver  and 
its  appendages.  Wheresoever.  There,  ̂ ^^y- 
tarahahum  hawsan  bawsan,  He  left  them  dispersed. 

A  >Uj>-  hawsdf.  The  liver  with  its  appendages. 
A  fat  woman. 

A  hawsarat,  Glans  penis. 

A         hawsam,  Middle-sized  (man  or  camel). 

A  ̂ y>.  hawj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ U-  for  ̂ ^)  Having 
occasion,  being  in  want  of.    Peace,  safety. 

Ld3j  hawjan  laka,  Peace  be  unto  thee  !   Huj,  Po- 

verty.   Hiwaj,  (pi.  of         hdjat)  Necessaries. 

A  ̂\s>-y>-  hanjds.  Necessity.  An  affair,  busi- 
ness. A  doubt,  scruple.  Hope,  desire,  any  thing 

wished  for.    A  reply  (good  or  bad). 

A  hawjalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J<>-_js«-  Q)  Having 

the  eye  sunk.  JIawjalat,(^or'iis>-y>-  hawjallai)  (pi. 

^y^-Sy  hawdjil  or  ,Jjk>-^^  hawdjil)  A  flask,  a  de- 
canter, especially  one  large  at  the  bottom. 

A  ̂  hawjam,  An  anti-venereal  plant. 
A  &l?r y>-  fiawjamat,(p\ .  ̂  hawjam )  A  red  rose . 

A  i^fri^  hawjan,  A  red  rose. 
A  'i\s>-y>-  hawhdt,  A  calling  out  to  goats. 
A      -  hawd,  An  inclining,  a  leaning  to. 

A  {^^y  hawdal,  A  male  ape. 
A  a3j_j>-  hawdalat,  A  hill,  hillock. 
A  iiy>-  hawz,  (v.  n.  of  jU-  for  lijs-)  Driving 

(camels)  fast.  Keeping,  preserving  with  care.  Con- 

tracting, drawing  in. 

A  (j^i^j*-  hawzdn,  The  water-lily. 
A  S3>ijs>-  hamzalat,  A  leaning  on  one  side  of  a 

camel's  hoof. 

A  t/ij=>-  Aiizly,  Urgent  in  pushing  on  his  way. 
A  Itawr,  (v.  n.  ofjU>-  for^^)  Returning. 

Being  astonished, bewildered.  Unloosing,  opening 

the  folds  of  a  turban-sash.  A  reply.  Something  or  any 

thing.  Washing  or  making  white  (a  garment). 

Deficiency.  Depth,  profundity.  That  which  is 
under  the  turban-sash.  Hur,  (v.  n.  ofjla-  forj^) 

Returning.  Produce  (especially  flour  from  grain, 

as  it  falls  when  grinding).  Ruin,  destruction.  Di- 
minution, decrease,    (pi.  ofj^^  ahwar  and  ̂ ^jy^- 



hawrcii)  Beautiful-eyed.  'ij^  {J>  jf^  '^^'^  C^'" 
harv7-')fl  muharat,  Loss  upon  loss  (when  one's  af- 

fairs are  becoming  desperate),  ^jys- 
huwa  fi  liurin  roa  hurin,  He  has  no  craft,  trade, 

nor  income.  He  is  in  error.  Harcar,  (v.  n.  ofj^) 

Being  extremely  bright  (the  white  and  black  of 

the  eye).  Being  quite  circular  (the  pupil  of  the 

eye).  Extreme  whiteness  of  the  eye  with  intense 
blackness.  Total  blackness  of  the  eye  (as  that  of 

a  doe)  :  this  word  frequently  expresses  the  beau- 
tiful black  eyes  of  women,  but  never  those  of 

men,  excepting  sometimes  in  a  metaphorical  sense. 

Astonishment,  amazement,  bewilderment.  (pi. 

^^Jy>■  huran)  A  species  of  red  leather  with  which 
they  cover  wicker  baskets.  The  white  poplar.  The 

third  star  of  the  lesser  Bear,  (pl.j^^^  ahivar) 
A  cow.  A  plant.  A  preparation  of  burnt  lead 
with  which  women  anoint  their  face,  4\ajO 

ba^du'l  hawr,  Intelligent.  Knowing,  clever. 
p  T  hur,  (or  ̂ -i*^  huri  bihishtV)  A 

virgin  of  paradise,  black-eyed  nymph,  houri.  uLI^ 

(^X^^jS'^  ̂''^^Mii  liuru  'I  ̂ yn,  The  envy  of  the  black- 
eyed  virgins  (of  Paradise),  i.e.  surpassing  them  in 

beauty,  v  a\*J^\j^  ]iuru''n  m'sa, The  most  angelic 
of  women,  jjl^  j  j_j='  ̂'M'"  w  r/Jdlmdn,  Girls  and 
boys  of  paradise. 

A  hawwar,The  (white)  poplar  (tree),  j  j>- 
j^jj  hawwari  ruml,  The  black  poplar.  Huwar, 
A  certain  mountain  in  Yaman,  wherein  is  a  cave 

where  magic  is  learned. 

A  ̂\j^>-  hamras,  (fem.    j^s>\  ahwar)  Black- 
eyed.  A  circular  brand.  A  sea-port  near  Madina. 

p  SiSun\j^  hawr-isfand,  The  anemone. 

A  (j];^  hawrcin,  The  southern  regions  of  Da- 
mascus.  The  herb  tarragon.   The  skin  of  an  ele- 

phant.   Hm-an,  (pi.  of y\s-  hcuir)  Places  where 
waters  stagnate.  Low-lying  places.  Gardens,  (pi. 

o{j\^  hu7var)  Sucking  cameFs  colts,  (pi.  ofj_js«- 
ha7var)  Red  leathers  for  covering  wicker  baskets. 

Pjiiojij^  hwr-jyayhar,  Angel-faced, 

p  li^jjjs-  hur-zad,  Born  of  a  celestial  nymph. 

A  pjs»  Jiawi-am,  Plenty  of  live  and  dead  stock. 
^j^j^  hawarnar,  Something,  any  thing. 
A  haimrwarat,  A  fair,  white  woman, 

p  iSj^  hure,  One  virgin  of  paradise,  one  black- 
eyed  nymph,  or  houri. 

A  ll^jy  haroariy,  Red-skinned  (ram). 
Ajy-  hawz,  (v.  n.  ofjW  forj^s*)  Collecting, 

accumulating,  acquiring.  Urging  vehemently  for- 

ward. Driving  (camels)  slowly.  Coming  back, 

returning.  Drawing  (a  bow)  with  all  one's  might. 
A  gentle  pace.  A  place  surrounded  by  a  mound 

or  bank.  A  king.  Conjugal  intercourse.  iiJu) 

laylatu''l  hawz,  The  first  night  on  which  ca- mels are  led  forth  to  water, 

A  -*]3^  harvzas,  A  war  which  brings  together 
all  the  people. 
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A        hawzat,  Tract,  side,  part ;  middle  (of  a 

kingdom).  Sortof grape.  Nature  (of  a  man).  Vulva. 

A  hawzal,  (or  '«3jjs>-)  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  (jrj  ̂   hawziy,  Clever  in  driving.  One  who 

lives  alojie  and  mixes  not  with  others.  A  man  of 

sound  judgment  and  intellect.  Black. 

A  '^>jy^  huziyat,  A  she-camel  that  retires  from 
the  herd.  A  she-camel  which  has  a  peculiar  com- 

pactness in  her  make  and  gait,  and  is  different  and 
superior  to  the  rest  of  the  herd. 

A  ̂ J*>J»■  /taros,(v.  n.  of  i^\s-  for^j*j>js»-)  Search- 
ing anxiously  for  any  thing.  Sweeping  the  ground 

with  one's  garments.  Flaying,  skinning.  Sansa, 
Amidst,  among.    Hus,  Slow  camels. 

A  humas,  Adversities,  or  misfortunes  be- 

falling people  and  entering  into  their  houses. 
A  hawscif,  A  she-camel  that  eats  much, 

and  is  full  of  life  and  spirit. 

A  harvsa',  Numerous  camels. 

A  ̂ J*>^ /i«wsA,(v.n.of  (_)wWfor^Jj*>_J>•)Beat- 
ing  up  (game)  on  all  sides,  and  driving  (it)  into 
the  net.  Collecting  and  urging  forward  (camels). 

Eating  away  the  sides  of  food.  A  hovel  constructed 
of  boughs  to  protect  camels  from  the  cold.  Mush, 

A  country,  desert  or  inhabited  by  demons.  Wild 

quadrupeds.  A  demon  (who,  according  to  popular 

belief,  covers  cattle,  and  makes  them  fierce  and  un- 

tractable).  ti\ja]\  O**^*"  hushu''lfuMd,  Keen,  acute. 
A  i_  -">j—  hmvshah,  A  crowd,  a  company.  A 

hare.  A  calf.  A  dog-fox.   Gaunt-bellied.  Full- 

sided,  blown  out.  Fetlock-joint.  The  pastern. 

A  'kyuiy  hawshahat,  A  crowd,  a  company. 
A  &5w^^  hawshahat,  Any  thing  heard  in  any 

quarter  of  the  house. 

A  ̂J^y>'hushiy,  Any  thing  foreign  or  strange. 

Fierce"  wild,  untractable.  One  with  whom  nobody 
associates.  Obscure,  unintelligible.  Dark  (night). 

A  hush'iyai,  Savageness,  misanthropy. 
A  haws,  (v.  n.  of  \^jo\»-  for  i^^)  J oin- 

ing  close.  Sewing  up.  Going  round.  Covering 

(the  eyes  of  a  falcon).  l1*uJ  (^J*"  CJi*^ 

■^u^**  ̂   ̂   ta^ntufi  hawsi  (or  husi)  ami-in  lastu 
minhu  ft  shay  An,  I  laboured  at  a  work  I  could 

not  accomplish.  IIus,  (pi. of  ahwas)Those 

whose  eyes  are  narrow  at  the  coi'ners.  Hawas, 

(v.  n.  of  (^_5s-)  Being  close  at  the  angles  (the 

eyes).  Narrowness  at  the  outer  corners  of  the 

eyes,  or  in  one  of  them. 

A  ̂y^Oy>■  hawsal,  A  bird's  crop.  A  certain  vo- 
racious bird  with  a  large  crop.  The  very  bottom 

of  a  cistern.  A  large-naveled  sheep. 

A  >^ko_j:>-  hawsalas,  A  bird's  crop. 
A  &)»£>j».  hawsalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-«_js-  Q)  Stuffing 

its  craw  (a  bird).  Hawsalat  or  hawsallat,  (pi. 

Jjo\j»-  hawasil)  The  stomach,  maw,  or  crop.  The 

abdomen.  The  very  bottom  of  a  cistern.  Resolu- 
tion, ambition.    Capacity,  spirit.  Endurance. 

jy 

p  JOM  sLo ̂   ̂arosaZamawt^,  Ambitious,  aspiring. 

A  {j/o^  hamz,  (v.n.of  \^\>-  for  ;^_j»-)  Con- 
structing a  tank.  Collecting  water,  (pi.  (^Vjlk- 

hiyaz  and  t^SjsA  ahwaz)  A  large  reservoir  of 
water,  bason  of  a  fountain,  pond,  tank,  vat,  or  cis- 

tern. The  abdomen.  ¥  ̂ \  hawziah,The 

sky.  {jfif-  hawzi  ah,  (or  hawzi 
mahV)  The  sign  Pisces,  l-y  (3*^  hawzi  tarsa 
A  vessel  in  which  the  juice  of  grapes  is  pressed  out 

Ajlji  hawzu'lhimar,  A.  term  of  reproach 

j5^S=  hawzi  hawsar,  A  reservoir  of  nec 
tar  in  paradise.  hawzi  nu^an,  Name 

of  a  pond  whose  water,  which  was  very  salt,  be- 
came sweet  at  the  advent  of  the  prophet. 

p  y  hawzcha,  A  small  reservoir,  cistern, 
p  uLLc^  hawzak.  Small  reservoir.  Big  dish. 
A  hamt,  (v.  n.  of  ials-  for  ̂ y)  Keeping, 

preserving,  taking  care  of.  Minding,  attending  to. 

Contracting,  drawingin.  A bicoloured thread,  black 

and  red,  strung  with  beads  and  pieces  of  silver,  worn 

by  women  to  avert  malignant  eyes.  Jfiroai,  What  is 

given  to  make  up  for  deficiency  of  weight  in  coins. 

A  'i^y  haivtat.  Intelligence,  prudence  in  busi- 

ness. Hutat,  A  kind  of  game  called  'ij^i^  darat. 

A  uJy-  hawf.  Something  resembling  the  camel- 
litter  hawdaj.  A  large  leathern  water-bag. 

A  leathern  girdle  worn  by  menstruous  women  or children  under  age. 

p  f^Jy  hawf ar an.  Tarragon. 
A  ̂^y  hawfaza',  (v.  n.  of^^  Q)  Holding 

(a  child)  and  raising  (it)  on  tip-toe. 
A  &Ji_j9-  hamfalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Swelling, 

enlarging  itself  (glans  penis).    Glans  penis. 

A  ̂ y  hawh,  (v.  n.  of  jW  for  ̂ jy)  Sweep- 

ing. Rubbing,  smoothing.  Surrounding,  encom- 
passing. A  great  multitude.  Having  the  stumps 

of  lopped  branches  left  on  the  stem  (a  palm-tree). 
Huh  or  hawk,  Margo  glandis. 

A  ̂ ^y  hawkas,  Large  (glans  penis). 

A  e3y  hawhat,  A  crowd  scattered. 

A  {^y  hawkal,  Penis. A  'is^y  hawkalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^y  Q)  Being  im- 
potent (an  old  man).  Pushing,  thrusting,  driving 

away.  Withered  (penis).  A  long-necked  flask  or 
decanter.  A  quick  pace  with  short  steps.  Fatigue, 
weariness.  Weakness.  Sleep.  Retrogression.  A 

resting  with  the  hands  on  the  sides  (as  is  the  way 

of  a  feeble  old  man).  See  'is^y  hawlakat. 

K^y  hawk,  (v.  n.  of  tJ^\s-  for  '^y)  Weav- 

ing. Arranging  (a  poem).  Being  firmly  fixed  in  the 
breast.    Basil  royal.    Parsley.  Purslain. 

A  'e^y  hawakat,  (pi.  of  uiJjU-)  Weavers. 

A  'i^i'ZJ^y  hawhashiyat,  Camels  originally  bred 

by  one  ̂ ^^y  hawkash,  of  the  tribe  mahrai. 

A  i^y  hawkal.  Dwarfish.  Covetous. A  hawkalat,  A  mode  of  walking. 

A  J^p.  huj:ul,  (v.  n.  of  JW-  for  J^)  Departing, 



going  towards.   Receding  from  an  agreement. 

A  hawl,  (v.  n.  of  JU-  for  J^)  Changing. 

Elapsing,  passing  by.  Departing,  turning  towards. 

Being  of  one  year's  growth  (an  animal).  Leaping 
on  horseback.  Intervening,  hindering,  preventing. 

Revolving  (the  year).  Having  years  pass  over  it 

(a  house).  Being  agitated,  shaking,trembling,  wa- 
vering. Receding,  departing  from  (an  agreement 

or  custom).  Squinting.  Being  altered,  turned, 

changed  (colour).  Being  crooked,  bent  (as  a  bow). 

Fraud,  deceit,  craft,  wile,  sagacity,  (pi.  J^^^  (ili- 

wal,  J j_^>-  husul,  and  Jlj^  huwul)  A  year.  Power. 
Id  hawla  wa  la  kmvata  illd 

hilldh,  There  is  no  power  nor  strength  except  in 

God.  Hul,  (pi.  of  ̂^\s-  hasil)  Camels  not  con- 

ceiving in  the  first  year.  (pi.  of  &5 js-  hulat)  Won- 
ders. Disagreeable  and  iniquitous  affairs.  Hawal, 

The  being  squint-eyed.  Intervenient.  Ilawil,  A 
squinter.  Hawla,  Round,  round  about.  Over 

against.  Hiwal,  Obliquity  (of  eye).  A  turn,  return. 

Change,  departure.  Transportation,  passage.  Craft, 

wile,  sagacity.  Power.  A  wonder,  prodigy.  A 

trench  wherein  palm-trees  are  planted  in  a  row. 

(pi.  of  hilai)  Tricks.  Hunal,  Whatever  intei-- 
venes,  or  stands  between  two  objects.    Very  sly. 

A  (Jji>-  huwal,  Prudent,  fore-sighted.  Versatile, 

fruitful  in  stratagems,  (pi.  of  |Jjl>-  hasiV)  Camels 
which  do  not  conceive  the  first  year. 

A  hawlas,  Squinting  (eye).  Squint-eyed 
(woman).    mU5\  hiKoldfun  ndhat,  An  ex- 

pression employed  to  denote  fertility  and  abun- 
dance of  water.  Miwalds  or  hmvalas,  A  membrane 

coming  along  with  the  foetus. 

A  ̂^y>■  hulan  or  hawalan,  A  wonder,  prodigy. 
A  hawlat,  Craft,  wile,  sagacity.  Power, 

strength.  Hulat,  (pi.  J_js-  hul)  Very  sly.  Misfor- 
tune. An  unpleasant  or  iniquitous  affair.  A  pro- 
digy. Astonishment,  wonder.  Humalat,Yery  sly. 

A  Jj5 y»-  hawlak,  Pain  in  the  throat.  Misfortune. 

A  Jfi^_j=-  hawlakat,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ ^y>■  Q)  Saying 
wa  la  huwata  ilia 

bi'llah,  Neither  power  nor  strength  except  in  God. 
A  hulal,  A  camel  not  conceiving  in  the 

second  year.  (pi.  of  JjU-  hdfW)  Camels  which  do 
not  conceive  the  first  year. 

A  ' J_j5js- /taryaZ/yaZ,  Very  sly.  Ugly.  Swift. 

A  Jj5_5»-  hawla'.  Very  sly  (man). 
A  ̂ js'  hawUy,  (fem.  hawlvjat)  A  year- 

ling animal  (of  the  solid-hoof  species). 

A  ;_5-'j^  huwahy,  Versatile.  Prudent,  clever. 

A  i-^^^hawlayhiy'RoymdilYwa.  Over  against  him. 
A        hawm,  (v.  n.  of        for  p_j=*)  Going 

round.  Skimming  in  circles  (as  a  bird).  A  large 

herd  of  camels.    Hawm  or  hawam,  (v.  n.  of 

for  ("J*-)  Anxiously  desiring.  Vertigo. 

A         huwam,  (pi.  of  ̂\s>-  hdsirri)  Anxiously 
desirous.    Thirsty  (camels). 
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A  jjl<_j=>-  hammdn,  A  certain  wild  plant.  Ha- 
waman,  (v.  n.  of         for  Moving  round. 

Skimming  in  circles  (a  bird),  (pi.  of  &iUj»-  haro- 
mdnat)  Rugged  places. 

A  iolc^  hammdnat,  (pi.  ̂ ^^l*^  hawmdn  and 
hamdmin)  A  rugged  place.  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  &fO^  hawmat,Th.e  greatest  quantity  or  power 

of  any  thing.  A  field  of  battle.  A  thronged  street. 

Jl:^\  'i<y>.  hawmatu'l  kitdl,  The  chief  strength 
of  the  battle.    Humat,  Beryl. 

Ajoy-  humar  or  hawmar,  A  tamarind. 

A  (j*Ju-«ji>-  hawmasis,  Emaciated. 

A  (J-<j»-  hawmal,  A  current  of  pure  water.  The 
first  of  any  thing.  A  cloud  black  with  rain.  Name 

of  a  penurious  woman,  who  starved  a  bitch,  that 

kept  watch  at  night,  until  it  bit  off  its  own  tail : 

hence,  (J-ojs-       (j*        ajwa^min  kalbati  haw- 
mal, More  famished  than  Hawmal's  bitch. 

A  U  -•ojs-  hawmalat,  A  carrying  of  water. 

A  f^juiys-  hamannas,  Immoveable;  one  whom  it 
is  impossible  to  oppress  or  move  from  his  place. 

A  jj y>-  huwur.  The  act  of  returning. 
A  Jjj>  husul,  (v.  n.  of       for  (J^)  Elapsing, 

passing  by.  Changing,  turning.  Husul,  (or  Jj_5=" 

huwul)  (pi.  of         liawl)  Years. 

A  Jjj*-  huwul,  (v.  n.  of  (JU-  for  J_5»-)  Not 
conceiving  for  one  or  two  years  (a  camel).  Pass- 

ing, elapsing  (a  year). 

A  pjj*"  husum,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ j^")  Anx- iously desiring. 

A         hawa\  (v.  n.  of  (_?^)  Being  of  a  black 
colour  inclining  to  green,  or  red  inclining  to  black. 

A  t/j*"  hawwa'.  Eve,  the  first  woman. 
A  hawiy,  An  occupant  or  possessor  after 

having  deserved.  A  small  cistern.  Any  thing  cir- 
cular and  coiled. 

A  £s^_js>-  hawlyat,  (pi.  hawdya')  An  intes- 
tine, or  the  fat  adhering  to  it.  A  quilted  cloth  put 

over  a  camel's  bunch,  to  prevent  the  load  from  hurt- 
ing it.  Circumference.  A  small  kind  of  bird, 

p  hawlj,  Pot-herbs,  seasonings.  Sweets. 

A  -^^af-j*-  huwayjds,  Necessity,  want.  A  call  of 
nature.  Hope,  wish.  Scruple,  doubt.  A  contrary 
and  zig-zag  road. 

p  (_5^j»-  hawiji,  Sweetmeats. 
A  iV._js>-  /taw/i^.  Nimble,  clever,  active  in  business. 

^Jl.^^  hawir,  A  reply.  Enmity,  mutual  injury. 
A  Sf^.j^  hawirat,  A  reply. 

A  ̂^j>.y>-  huwayzds,  A  treasure,  deposit,  hoard. 

A  f\^_y>-  huwaysds.  Relationship,  kindred. 

A  ̂y>.^  haw'il,  Any  thing  longed  for,  desired. 
A  witness.    A  surety.    Transportation,  passage, 

change.    Aim,  search,  design,  purpose,  intention. 
Cleverness,  quickness,  sharpness. 

A  &i^._j>-  hawilat.  Craft,  wile,  finesse.  Power. 
A  t^.^  hawlli,  A  house,  dwelling,  habitation. 

The  districts  attached  to,  and  in  the  vicinity  of,  the 

capital  of  a  province.  Government-lands. 

A  hayy,  (v.  n.  of  {jy>-)  Collecting,  com- 
prehending, embracing.  Occupying.  Guarding, 

protecting,  (v.  n.  of  (_jjjtf>-)  Living.  Being  plain 

and  open  (a  road).  Approaching  (fifty),  (pl.^l^s-^ 
ahyds)  Alive.  A  family,  part  of  a  tribe.  Plain, 

open  (road).  Pudendum  muliebre.  Name  of  a 

tribe.  hayyu'l  ̂ lam,  Houseleek. 
C^y-C  ̂   hayy  Idyamut,  Ever-living,  eternal. 

hayyu'l  mds,  Quicksilver,    j*^^' j  ̂^c-yy 
u  Jeayyum,  Living  and  immortal  (epithets  of  the 

Supreme  Being).        ̂   t^^^^'^ldya^iful 
hayymmillayy,Yi.e  knowsnot  truth  fromfalsehood. 

Hayy  or  hiy,  (pl.of  >Ias>-  haydf)  Womens'  privi- 
ties. Hiy,  Life.  Hayy  a,  Come  hither !  approach  ! 

hayyfulan.  Hallo!  Such  an  one. 
A  Iap-  liaya',  Rain.  A  plentiful  year.  Vulva. 

^A  Ais-  haydi,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Living.  Blushing. 

Being  plain  and  open  (a  road).  Shame,  penitence. 
Rain.    Plenty,  (pi.  -^V^^  ahyds,  ahyiyat, 

hayy  and  hiy)  Vulva,  uterus.  ^^As  ha- 
lilu'l  hayds,  Shameless,  unblushing. 

A  &J^Jp-  hiyabat,  The  act  of  sinning. 

A  (originally  8_j;«.>-  haydt).  Life.  Life- 
time. *— -'W'  haydti  abadi,  Eternal  life, 

salvation,  p  ijo  Oljp-  haydti  tdza,  New  life, 

(used  to  express  recovery  from  severe  illness,  or 
the  pleasure  derived  from  meeting  a  friend). 

A  OV>>-  hayydt,  (pi.  of       liayyat)  Serpents, 

p  ̂ jiisl  Olxs-  haydt-bahhsh.  Life-giving. 
A  Jbks-  hiydd,  (v.  n.  3  of  liW  for  JJp")  Turning 

aside,deviating.jljp-  i^0^hidihayddi,Makewa.y\ 

A  liVAs-  hayydd,  Any  thing.  A  sup  of  milk. 

Pj\j  \jtf>-  hayd-ddr,  Modest. 

A  Isj^  hayara'  or  huydra\  (pi. of  ̂ ^J^hay- 
rdn)  Astonished,  startled,  amazed,  dazzled. 

A  Sjljp-  hiydzat,  (v.  n.  ofjW  forj^)  Collect- 
ing, gathering.  Accumulating.  Driving. 

A  ̂^^Ji=-  hiyds,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  {^jass") 
Laying  snares.  Overcoming  by  stratagem. 

A  'LtoS^  hiydsat,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^y-) 

Sewing  together,  joining.  Root,  origin.  A  girdle. 

A  (^^J^  hiydz, (jpLof  f^^)  Large  reservoirs. 

A  is^Ji*-  hiydt,  (pi.  of  IdU-  hdiit)  Walls. 
A  slaUs-  hiydtat,  (v.n.  oi)o\s-  for  ia^)  Keep- 

ing, preserving.  Watching.    Drawing  in.  Sur- 
rounding. An  enclosure  in  which  corn  is  kept.  A 

vineyard  surrounded  by  a  wall.  Space  within  the 
walls  of  towns,  not  allowed  to  be  built  upon,  lest 

it  might  endanger  the  defence  of  the  place. 

A  tiJUf-  hiydh,  The  act  of  weaving. 

A  iJjV>&.  hayydh,  A  weaver.  Strutting  fellow. 

hiyakat,  Art  of  weaving.  Basil  royal. 

hayyahat,  Strutting  (woman). 

A  (JUs>-  haydl,  A  string  tied  to  the  hinder  girth 
of  a  camel  to  prevent  it  from  pressing  his  sheath. 

Opposite,  over  against.   Hiydl,  (v.  n.  of  JU-  for 



Jjks*)  Not  conceiving  (camels)  though  covered,  or 

a  palm-tree  though  fecundated.  Opposite,  contrary, 

(pi.  of  ̂ Is-  hasW)  Camels  not  conceiving  the  first 

year.  JT??/afa,(or  Jlxs^&^A^?/aZ^)Near.  Over  against. 

A  hiyalat,  A  failing  to  conceive. 

A  j»U».  hayam,  A  desiring  anxiously. 

A         ̂ \  ahu  kai/ydn,'Nameo{ a  grammarian. 
A         hihat,  Maternal  kindred.  Want,  neces- 

sity. State,  quality. 

A        hayyat,  (pi.  hayyat  and  C.f\jis- 
hayawaf)  A  serpent  (said  never  to  die  except  from 

accident).  A  fertile  country.  Name  of  a  constella- 

tion called  the  Serpent.  \  'i!is-  kayyatu'l  warli, 
(Serpent  of  the  valley)  A  lion.  Hayyatu'l  rvadi, 

(l.^^^  hayyatularz,  or  Isl^ii  &as».  hayyatu'l 
hamat)  A  cunning  and  malignant  fellow.  ji 

zu""!  hayyat,  Name  of  a  king  who  reigned  a  thou- 
sand years.  XX*-  Cii**<»  samak  hayyat,  An  eel. 

A  (j^^^Ji^  hitan,  (pi.  of  ftut)  Large  fishes. 
A  d.*Jtf»'  haysa,  (^haysu,or\^Js-  haysuma)Where. 

Wheresoever,  to  whatever  place  (you  go  I  will  fol- 

low). l1*a>-  ̂ \  ila'  hays,  Whither  ?  To  whatever 
place.  c^A^  hi  hays,  So  that.  Ii^aAs*  ̂ «  min  hays, 
Whence?  From  what  place.  Seeing  that,  because. 

i^ax>_  i-l*Jtf>-  haysa  haysa,  Scattered,  dispersed. 

A  XjiiA*-  haysiyat.  Position, locality.  Ubiquity. 

Universality  (in  science).  Quality.  Capacity,  abi- 
lity, merit.  A  conditional  proposition.  Examina- 

tion. L^AAixs-  1— arhabi  haysiyat,  Contempla- 
tive, scientific  (persons). 

A  ̂l^f*  hthas,  hayhas,  or  hayhat,  (v.  n. 
of  l/^  Q)  Calling  (goats). 

A  tJJks".  /m?/^^,  (v.  n.  of  ol>-  for  J«As>-)  Turning 

aside  from,  swerving,  (pi.  huyud,  i51a>-^ 
yadov  Sj^  hiyad)  A  transverse  knot  upon  the  horn 

of  an  ibex  or  mountain-goat.  A  projection  from  a 

mountain's  side.  A  bump  or  inequality  in  a  hoi-n  or 
mountain.  Any  thing  much  curved  like  a  rib.  The 

conspicuous  part  of  any  object.  Hayd  or  Kid,  Alike, 

similar.  liayad,  The  sticking  fast  of  a  lamb  when 

yeaned,  and  not  coming  out  easily.  Food. 

A  6^  hayyid.  Startled  at  his  own  shadow  (ass). 

aJ\6ss>'  haydar.  Hard  gravel. 
A  (jIAjis*  haydun,  Gravel  (thrown  about  by  a 

horse).  IIayadan,(y.  n.  of iiJc>- )  Turningaside from. 

A  SJ^A*-  haydat,  (v.  n.  of  liW  for  Ajls»')  Turn- 
ing aside  from.  An  evil  glance. 

Ajiisis-  haydar,  (or  "8jiiJtf>-  haydarat)  A  lion. 
(3^jt>.As-  haydar  ̂ di,  First  sultan  of  Mysore, 

p  u^bl  jiios-  haydar-abad,  Two  cities  in  India. 
A  jjiiJp-  haydarat,  Destruction,  ruin.  A  Hon. 

A  name  of  Aliy  son-in-law  of  Muhammad. 

A  ̂^^l^Jp-  haydalan,  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  Siijiias-  haydudat,  A  turning  aside  from. 
A  hayada  ,  (An  ass)  that  startles  at  his 

own  shadow.  A  pompous  strut. 

A  i^^hs>-hayzuman,  A  ring-dove,  wood-pigeon. 
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AjAS"  hayr,  (v.  n.  of;Jk>.)  Being  driven  to  and 
fro.  A  low-lying  place  where  water  lodges.  A 
garden.  A  refuge.  Kerbela.  A  fold  for  cattle. 

Hayr  or  hayar,  (v.  n.  ofjU-  for jXo-)  Being  asto- 
nished, confounded,  disturbed.  Being  dazzled  (the 

sight).  f^fi  hira  hira,  (or  hirin  hirin)  In 
error.  Without  craft,  trade,  or  income.  Hiyar  or 

hayar,  Numerous  (cattle  or  people).  ̂   J hi- 
yara  dahrin,  At  any  time,  ever. 

A hayyir,  A  cloud  or  mist  covering  the  sky. 

A-^^^Jk9-Aayraj=,Astonished,bewildered(woman). 

A  [J^ji^  hayran,  (pi.  ̂  hayara'  or  huya- 
ra')  Astonished, confounded,  confused,  bewildered, 
dazzled,  amazed,  astounded.  Hlran,  (pi.  of yU- 
ha4r)  Places  into  which  waters  flow.  Low-lying 

(places).  Gardens,  (pi.  ofj\y>-  huwar)  Young 

sucking  camels.  [^jas-  ̂ hrahu'l  hiran, 
Intense  cold,  hurtful  to  camels'  colts,  Hayaran, 

(v.n.  ofjU-for ji^^  Being  astonished,  confounded. 

^  [jf^ji^  hayrani,  Astonishment,  perturbation. 
A  ijip-  hayrat,  (v.  n.  ofjU>-  for ̂ *-)  Being  as- 

tounded, confounded.  Being  dazzled(eyes).  Amaze- 
ment. Hlrat,  A  city  in  Mesopotamia.  A  reply. 

A  hiratani,  (dual)  Hirat  and  Kufa. 

v^if->\  C^jis-  hayrat-angez,  Exciting  wonder. 

A  jyi*"  hayram.  An  ox.  A  cow. 
A  '^'f'j^  hayrama.  Sometimes,  often. 
A  {Jjir"  hayra\  Astonished,  amazed  (woman). 

A  jir^  hlrly,  Native  of  Hirat  in  Mesopo- 

tamia.jfcjJl  ̂  ̂ys^haynya' ddahr,  hiriya'd  dahr, 

jbd  hiri  or  hira'  dahrin.  At  any  time,  ever. 
A^jb»-  hayz,  A  vehement  driving  forward.  A 

gentle  driving.  Hayz,  (or  j|s»  hayyiz),  (pl.jU»-\ 

ahyaz')  A  place,  portion,  tract  of  ground.  A  court- 
yard, area.  Hayzi,  A  word  used  in  driving  an  ass. 

pjjtf"  Ai^^,  A  vessel  used  in  baths,  either  for  drink- 
ing or  pouring  water  upon  the  body.  A  catamite. 

Aj^yys"  hayzahur,  A  decrepit  old  woman. 

A  jj^^}i>-  hayzdbun,  A  decrepit  old  woman. 

A  ̂ jjii>-  hayzum,  The  breast,  or  the  middle  of  it. 
The  parts  round  the  back  and  belly,  the  heart-ribs. 

High  and  rugged  ground.  The  steed  on  which  the 

angel  Gabriel  is  said  to  ride, 

p  {Jji^  hizi.  Sodomy. 
A  (j"As>.  hays,  (v.  n.  of  j^U-  for  (j<*a>.).  Twist- 
ing a  rope.  Mixing  or  preparing  a  kind  of  dish 

made  from  dates,  butter,  and  coagulated  milk.  Food 

thus  prepared.  A  bad  business.  Hayas,  (v.  n.  of 

;j«jtf«-)  Approaching,  coming  near  one  (death). 

A  ̂ jU— JP"  haysumdn,  Thick  and  brown  (man). 
A  (jiJ^a-  hay  ash,  (v.  n.  of  (J^W  for  (j^^) 

Quaking  from  fear.  Inspiring  with  terror.  Making 
haste  in  going.  Increasing,  overflowing  (a  river). 

A  hayshdn,  (fern.  Sil-ijtf-'  hayshanat) 
One  who  trembles  greatly  and  dreads  suspicion. 

A  ioli.j^/ia2/s/ia?iai,Womandreading  suspicion. 

A  'iJUis>-hishat,  Reverence.  Shame.  A  shrinking. 

A  {,JAij>-  hays,  (v.  n.  of         for  (_>ajks>.)  Turn- 
ing away  from,  swerving.     Flying,  escaping,  re- 

treating.     Difficulty,  perplexity,  straits.  (.joAs*- 

tj>ajL>  haysa  haysa,  A  perplexed  business,  a  mis- 
fortune. Perplexity,  hesitation,  suspense. 

A  -^UoA*-  haysoLf,  Narrow  in  the  vulva. 

A  jjLoAs".  hayasan,  A  turning  aside.  A  fleeing. 
A  &oJi>  hay  sat  (v.  n.  of(_^ls»-  for  i^jass-^  Run- 

ning away.  Turning  aside  from,  swerving. 

A(J«oJis>-  hay  sal,  The  egg-plant. 

A  (_>aJkSi-  hayz,  (v.n.  of^_^l>-  for  (_>**»•)  Hav- 
ing the  courses  (a  woman),  and  on  that  account 

abstaining  from  prayer.    Emitting  a  humour  re- 

sembling blood  (the  thorny  shrub  *5jv*>  samurat). 
The  menstrual  discharge,  p  ̂jiijj  I  l.J'^i**  hayzdrvar- 

dan,Tohe  menstruous.  a  (^jAi  i^yvaladu'' I  hayz, Aterm  of  reproach .  p<i,JLui  (,,ja>^  hayzi  safed.  Semen 

genital  e.jj  j ̂   tJ**A^  hayzi  ̂ rusi  raz,  Red  wine. 
A  Hiyaz,  (pi.  of  hizat)  Catamenia. 

a  {.jojs-  huyyaz,  (pi.  of  {^j^\s>-^  Menstruous. 
A  'Lai»-hayzat,  One  menstruous  turn.  Hizat, 

(pi.  {,jaS£>-  hiyaz)  A  menstruous  cloth.  The  menses. 

A  hayzi,  A  wicked  brat. 

A  J^lia*i>-  hitdn,  (pi.  of  lajls>-  iMsit)  Walls. 
A  ftlaJ^  haytat  or  hitat.  Intelligence,  prudence. 

Hitat,  (v.  n.  oflsW  forlsy"-)  Guarding,  keeping, 

preserving,  minding.  Drawing  in.  A  court,  palace. 

A  barn.  An  enclosure.  Affection, inclination.  ^ 

uLU  ma^fulanin  hitatun  laha.  Such 
an  one  is  much  inclined  towards  thee. 

A  's^i*^  hay^lat,  (v.  n.  of  J.*Ai>-  q)  Pronoun- 
cing the  formula  5^La)\  J^is-  hayya  ̂ la's  sa- 

Idt,  Come  to  prayer!  (or  ^la'l  falah) 
To  safety  or  happiness ! 

A  (_gAs>  hayf,  (v.  n.  of  i  t\s-  for  (__aA>-)  Prac- 
tising injustice.  Injustice,  violence,  oppression.  A 

male  owl.  The  edge  of  a  stone.  Hiyaf,  (pi.  of 

'isiijs-  hifat)  Sides,  quarters. 
A  I  ftxp-  huyyaf,  (pl.of i  ttjU-  hdtif)  Sides,  mar- 

gins, edges, brinks.  Unjust,  tyrannical,  oppressive. 

A^liji=»/m?(/'a^,(Afield)notrainedon.  Ah!  alas! 
A  'isss-  hifat,  (pi.  (— ftJp-  hiyaf)  A  side,  edge, 

margin,  quarter.  A  piece  of  wood  used  in  polish- 
ing bows  and  arrows.  A  patch  in  mending  a  shirt. 

A  (j<*ais-  hayfas,  Provoked  to  anger,  irritated. 
Hiyafs,  A  bloated  glutton.  One  angry  or  pleased 

at  nothing.  Hiyafs,  (^l— hiyaf  sat  or 

hiyofsly)  Thick,  good  for  nothing  (man). 

A  |_^A=»  hayk,  (v.n. of  for  Jji=-)  Surround- 
ing, girding.  Lighting  upon,  overtaking  (as  afflic- 
tion or  a  snare).  Whatever  befals  a  man  as  the 

result  of  his  own  misconduct.  Penetrating  (sword). 

A  J^iij^  hihdl,  (v.  n.  of  )  Being  impotent 

(an  old  man). 
A  ̂̂ ^jij^s"  hayakdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jW  for  ̂ ji^-)  Sur- 

rounding. Penetrating  (a  sword).  Descending, 

lighting  upon. 



A  &iu>-  haykat,  A  certain  plant  like  wormwood. 

A ̂ ajp-  Jiayhar  or  Jiayhur,  Vile,  contemptible, 
abject,  mean.  Weak. 

A  iatUs-  haykut,  (or  jjllaKjp-)  A  woodcock. 
A  (JiiA>-  haykal,  Worthless,  good  for  nothing. 

A  cJji.jp-  hayk,  (v.  n.  of  foruiJlxa-)  Strut- 

ting. Sinking  into  the  mind  (a  word).  Cutting,  pe- 
netrating (a  sword  or  large  knife). 

A  ̂j^^Jp-  hayakan,  (v.  n.  of  uiiU-  for  uilvs-) 
Shaking  his  body,  and  walking  wide  (a  short  man). 

Strutting.  Penetrating  (a  sword  or  a  speech). 

A  fti^^^Jp-  haykanat,  Strutting  (woman),  strad- 
dling (lizard). 

A  (]^Jp-  hayaka',  Strutting  (woman). 
A  (Jjp-  hayl,  Power.  Craft,  wile,  sagacity,  (pi. 

Jljp-^  ahyalzxiA.  J|^x>-  AMywZ)  Water  stagnating  in 

the  bed  of  a  river.  Hiyal,  (pi.  of  sbp-  hilai)  Frauds. 

A  (j^J>JiS>-  hildn,  A  thrashing-instrument. 
A  &^i=>-  Jiaylat,  A  trip  or  flock  of  goats.  Stones 

rolled  from  the  top  of  a  mountain  to  the  bottom. 

Craft,  cunning,  shrewdness.  Power.  Hilat,  (pi. 

(J-jp-  liiyal,  or  liildt,  or  hiyalai)  Machi- 
nation,fraud,  treachery,  stratagera,finesse,  knavery. 

Disguise.  Art,  invention,  cunning,  knack.  Power, 

p  (j(i;^iilA>-  hila  kardan,  (or  ̂ji^^'  namudan)  To 
use  art,  to  deceive.  To  lay  snares. 

A  ,3^^  haylah,  Misfortune. 

A  j'*^^  haylam,  Certain  small  reptiles. 

A  'i^^^liaylulat,  (v.  n.  of  JU-  for  J_js»)  Com- 
ing between,  intervening. 

pjb  aJjp.  hila-bdz,  (orj%)  A  knave,  cheat. 

p  i^jO  sAjp-  hlla-bdzl,  Villainy,deceit. 
pj\tj»  aIa*-  hlla-sdz,  A  cheat,  deceiver. 

V  i^jji  h'da-farosh,  A  dealer  in  deceit; 
a  crafty  fellow.  Sly,  malicious,  crafty. 

p j^aJjp-  Idlacjar,  A  cheat.  Subtle,  crafty. 

p jj&bp-  hllawar,  A  cheat,  a  deceiver. 
p  hilawari,  Deceit,  roguery. 

A  hayn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^U-  for  ̂ ;j»-)  Arriving 
(time).  Perishing.  Drying,  withering  (an  ear  of 

corn).  Being  near  to.  Destruction.  Death.  A  sore 

trial.  Hin,  (pi.  ahydn  and  tj;^.^^  alidyin) 

Tim  e,an  age,forty  y  ears,seven  years,  half  a  year,  two 

months,  eve  and  morn,  any  given  period  of  time. 

A  fit  or  proper  time.  The  hour  of  milking  a  camel. 

UlV*"  ̂ ^z**  haydt,  Life-time. 
A  hman,  Sometimes,  in  some  time.  For  a 

time,  season,  or  limited  period. 

A  eSi^  haynat  or  hinat,  A  fixed  period.  X-jAi 

al  liinat,  Once  in  the  day  or  night.  Hmat,  The 
hour  for  milking.  The  quantity  given  at  a  milking. 

A  »3jijp.  haynunat,  (v.n.of  for  (J^»-)  Being 
near  (time).  Proximity  of  season. 

A  0^^^  hmasizin,  Then,  at  that  time. 

A  0\_jAs-  hayawdt,  (pl.of&As-Aa?/2/ai)Serpents. 

A  t^^^^jJp-  haywdn,  (v.  n.  of  (_5Ji»-)  Living.  Life. 
An  animal.    A  brute.  haywdni 
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ffhay7'  natih,  An  irrational  animal,  a  brute,  t^^^ 
haywdni  ndtik,  A  rational  being.  Hayarvdn, 

A  living  being,  an  animal.  Life. 

A  C->l3^^x>-  haymdndt,  (pi.  of  haywdn) 
Cattle,  brutes. 

p  ̂j)\^y»^  hayivdnt,  Brutal.  Sensual. 
A         /tayai.or  simply         hayat,  Life, 

jUxlai^  al  haydtuH  tayyibat,  Lawful  wealth.  Para- 

dise.    l1I->^-=-         ruhi  haydt,  The  spirit  of  life. 

F\ji\  O^i^-jj^isi        ruh-bakhsh  u  haydt-afzd, 
Giving  spirits  and  prolonging  life. 

A  O^X5>.  hayyut,  A  male  serpent. 

A  ̂ ^yp-  hayud,  One  who  inclines  much.  Hu- 
yud,  (v.  n.  of  for  i>a»-)  Declining,  turning  from, 

swerving.  (i)l.  of  Jjp-  liayd)  Projections  from  the 
sides  of  mountains.  Knots  in  the  horns  of  moun- 

tain-goats. 

A  hayus,  Timid,  frightened,  fleeing  (ani- 

mal). Iluyus,  (v.  n.  of  for  i^jAk>-)  Turning 
aside.   Fleeing  away.  Retiring. 

A  ̂ ^Jp"  huyuh,  (v.  n.  of        for  i^"*") 
rounding.  Descending  on.  Penetrating  (a  sword). 

A  (J^Jp-  huyul,  A  being  changed,  altered,  (pi. 

of  (J-Jp-  hayl)  Stagnant  waters  in  a  river's  bed. 
A  ̂ jjir^  hayawiy,  Serpentine.  Related  to  the tribe  of  hayy. 

A  (_)-^^  hayhal,  ((J-^-^s-  hayyahal  or  hayyihal) 
Name  of  a  dwarfish,  salt,  and  leafless  plant. 

A  jJ-j-X>-  hayyahal,  hayyahala,  (^^^^Jp-  hayya- 
halan  or  j^Xa-  hayyahalan)  Help !  come ! 

A  (_^-i>-  hay'iy,  Bashful. A         huyayyat,  (dim.  of  &^>-)  A  little  serpent. 

A  ̂ A>.  huyayj,  (dim.  of       Aq/)  Small  thorny 
plants  called  ̂ U-  /taj. 

A  'i^'SA^huyayhat,  Short,  compressed  (woman). 

A  (^^gJ^Jp-  hayyiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  ^i«3/y. 

^  hhd,  (called  j^itf  ̂ U*-  7</m^?'  sakhiz,  (j?ls>- 
s^^ij^hhdfimanhuta,s^^^  ^ysf-  hhdA  7nu^ama, 
Dotted  hhd)  The  seventh  letter  of  the  Arabic  alpha- 

bet, and  the  ninth  of  the  Persian,  expressing  in 

arithmetic  600.  Its  power  is  generated  by  a  gentle 
vibration  in  the  throat.  The  sound  is  not  familiar 

to  the  English,  but  is  used  by  the  Scotch  in  the 

word  loch.  In  this  edition  it  is  represented  by  hh. 

In  Persian  it  is  called  hhe.  It  represents  Tuesday 

in  almanacks.  It  is  interchangeable  with  ̂   ghayn 

and  8  he,  as  ̂^>ju»>  sitegh  for  ̂ *J>**»  sitekh,j^  hi- 
jir  iorj(j^  hliijir. 

p  li- Ma,  The  shoulder.  A  sewer,  sink.  (part,  of 

^^Sx>\s-khdyidan,u6ed  in  comp.)Chewing.  ^ 

[ifj^siZi  iutisi  shahar-khd,  A  sugar-eating  parrot. 
p  As^  hhds,  Crines  ani. 

A        khdj^,  The  letter  hhd.     Ua)^  CiJj 
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hhdsi  biha  ̂ laynd,  Come  to  us  quickly. 
p  t—*^  hhdb,  Cast  back,  rejected.  Sleep. 

A  iols.-  hhdbbat,  (pi.  CLAys-)  Affinity,  kindred. 

A  (.i>ol>'  hhdbis,  Impure,  wicked,  base,  deceit- 
ful.   A  subtle  harlot. 

A  'itAs"  hhdbisat,  Wickedness,  impurity. 

A ji\}>-  hhdbir.  Knowing,  informed,  certified. 
Aj^li-  hhdbiz.  Possessed  of  bread  ( j<s*  khubz). 

A  ̂jM^ls"-  khdbis,  A  lion. 

aIojIs"-  A/ta6zV,  a stumbler.  J<^5\laJli-  hhdbitu''l 
layl,  A  spectre,  night-walker.  A  person  in  general. 

A  ̂y>\»^  hhdbil,  Demoniacal  madness.  Mis- 
chievous, pernicious,  corrupting.    The  devil. 

A  jj^li-  hhdbin,  Intense,  strong,  severe.  One 
who  lays  up  lies  in  store. 

Aj^>li»-  hhdbur.  Name  of  a  river  in  Mesopota- 
mia.   A  sort  of  plant. 

A  (J,^  hhdbh,  Unsuccessful,  foiled  (plot). 
A  iLx)l=-  hhdbhat,  A  jar  (for  wine,  oil,  &c.). 

p  ̂   j,_*jIs»-  hhdbldan,  To  trample  on, tread  down. 
To  make  equal,  adjust,  (for  i^^J'}'^^)  To  sleep. 

p  Oli-  klidt,  A  kite. 

A  j«\3ls»-  hhdtdm,  (pi.  ̂i\^h>')  A  seal,  signet. 
A  Ji\s>-  khdtrr,  A  deceiver.  Perfidious. 
A  ̂y^\s>■  hhdtil,  Insidious  (wolf).  A  deceiver, 

cheat.  Bold. 

A  j<;ls>-  hhdtam,  End,  conclusion.  The  hollow 
at  the  nape  of  the  neck.  The  smallest  quantity  of 

white  on  the  foot  of  a  quadruped.  Khdtim,  Who 

or  what  seals,  a  sealer.  The  joint  of  a  horse's  limb. 

Khdtam  or  hhdtim,  (pi.  jC^^s-  hhawdtim)  A  ring, 

seal-ring,  seal,  or  signet.  The  last.  jfls^ 

hhdtimu'l  ambiydi,  The  seal  of  the  prophets  (?'.  e. 

the  last  of  the  prophets,  Muhammad),  p  ̂ •>- 
khdtami  jam,  The  seal  of  Solomon  (to  which  many 

wonderful  qualities  have  been  attributed  by  the  Mu- 
hammadans).  A  cabalistic  charm  so  called  (See 

^  and  jjlcJ-w*  sulaymdn).  The  liver.  (Jj^^  jC\i»- 

^^Li*)  khdtamisuhayl-nishdn,  (or  jCls-  hhdtami 
goyd  or  guyd)  The  mouth  of  a  mistress. 

F  ii«x>  |Cl=-  hhdtam-band.  An  inlayer.    A  seal 

engraver. 
p  {j<^  ̂ \s-  khdtam-bandi,  Inlaid  work.  Seal- 

en^ravino;. 
A  e>^'\s-  hhdtimat,  (pi.  hhawdtiyn)  An  end, 

conclusion.    An  epilogue. 

v         hhdtmar  or  khdtmir,  (in  zand)  A  sister. 

p  {^0>j>i  e^'\i>-  hhdtima-bandi,  A  kind  of  work- 
manship of  which  they  make  bows.  Ceiling  of  a  roof. 

^  hhdtami  or  ti7ni,  A  ring  or  seal-maker. 

p  {^X:C^  hhdtimin,  A  sister. 

A  (j^^  khdtin,  (fem.  *Ji>l>-)  A  circumciser. 
p  «Jj]>li-  khdtula,  Fraud,  deceit, seduction.  Vile- 

ness,  meanness  of  condition.   War,  battle.  Full. 

p  (jy^  hhdtun,  ( Ar.  pi.  {J^^^  khawdt'in)  A lady,  matron.  LlL*i>?-  ̂ jj^^  hhdtumjannat,  Queen 
of  Paradise  (a  title  given  to  Fatima,  daughter  of 



Muhammad).  (J^^'^  hhatuni  jahan,  The 

sun.  (_->ltf^  i5^s>-  ̂ ^y^  hhatuni  hhargah-sinjah, 

The  sun  and  moon,  ^  (j^^  hhatuni  hhu7n,  A 
jar  of  wine.  Wine.  liiiJi  ̂ ^ULjulij  ̂   hhatuni 
shabistanifalah,  The  Sim.  The  moon.  The  planet 

Venus.  t_-^l^  c^y^  hhatuni  tayycih,  Mecca. 

(_-^  e^y^  hhatuni  ̂ rah,  (or  OUj^  (jy^ 
hhatuni  kasinat)  The  Kaaba,  or  fane  at  Mecca. 

Fatima.  t_^.jL^  t^y^  hhatuni  ̂ nab,  Wine, 

l**^.  ̂ ^y  ̂   hhatuni  yaghma,  The  sun. 

Piiljl  (jyli-/^/<ai'MW-a&atZ,  A  quarter  in  Ispahan. 
A  hhatiyam,  A  seal,  a  seal-ring. 

A  &*>U>-  hhatiyat,  An  eagle. 

A  y  Is-  hhasir,  Thick  (milk).  Mixed,  jumbled. 

A  Jjils"-  hhasirat,  A  body,  troop,  company  of 
people.  (A  female)  slightly  affected  with  pain. 

p  ̂Is-  khaj,  The  cross.  The  soft  part  of  the  ear. 
A j>-\s-  khdjir,  The  noise  of  water  purling  at 

the  foot  of  a  mountain. 

p  tiVs-  hhacl,  A  kite. 

A  hhadir,  Seated  behind  a  curtain.  (A 

lion)  entering  his  den.  Confounded.  Torpid,  lazy. 

A  ftjllijlj*-  khadishat,  Extremities  of  a  thorny  tree. 

A  ̂^'^  khadi^  (pl.&ff- Js-  hhada^t')  A  deceiver. Capricious,  variable,  changeable,  fluctuating.  (A 

road)  sometimes  plain,  sometimes  disappearing. 

Clipt  (money)  less  than  standard,  ̂ tili-  ha^- 
run  hhadi^n,  A  camel,  the  tendon  of  whose  leg 
moves  from  its  place  when  he  lies  down. 

A  Kff-iJli-  hhadi^t,  A  small  door  within  a  larger 
one ;  or  a  small  house  within  a  larger  one.  Flat, 

dull  (market). 

A  j,<iU>-  khadim,  (pl.j»\3s»-  hhuddam,  ̂ S's^  hha- 
dam,  and  «(«ii.s>-  hhadamat')  A  domestic  servant 
(male  or  female).  A  slave.  An  eunuch. 

^lJla!\  hhadimu't  tulahas,  A  public  teacher,  pro- 

fessor (of  a  college),  v  j^>,  j«iils»-  khadimi  pir,  (or 

jf^ui  sipihr)  The  planet  Saturn.  sll,J  j»jli>-  kha- 
dimi dargah,  A  servant  who  has  the  charge  of  a 

tomb  or  mosque. 

A  &(«iils-  hhadimat,  A  female  servant. 

A  Xaaji^Is-  hhadiniiyat,  Service,  servitude  ;  act 

of  serving;  condition  of  a  servant  (pii^=-  hhddim). 
p  id\s--  khdda,  A  straight  branch.  A  broom- 

stick.   An  oar.    A  coal-rake.    A  eibbet. 

A jd\s>-  hhdzir,  A  hider.  One  who  hides  him- 
self from  the  officers  of  justice,  or  from  a  creditor. 

A  fugitive. 

A  JiU-  hhazil,  One  who  denies  assistance  to  a 

friend.  Solitary  (doe).  A  doe  staying  with  her 

young.    Routed,  put  to  flight. 

Pjli-  khdr,  What  scratches.  A  thorn,  thistle, 
bramble.  Pile,  awn,  or  beard  of  barley.  The  quills 

of  a  porcupine.  A  sting.  An  enemy.  Full-moon. 

An  amorous  gesture  or  blandishment.  A  very  hard 

stone.  A  cock's  spur.  Vile.  Name  of  a  town  in 

Pej'sia.  ̂ jii\j\s-  hhdri  dham,  An  iron  spike,  jli- 
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(ji^ hhdri  dalv-kash,  A  hook  for  drawing  up 

a  bucket.  ̂ \J^  hhdri  rah,  Thorns  in  the  way. 

j-^^jls-  hhdri  sipilir,  A  misfortune.  Sxm» 
hhdri  saped,  White-thorn ;  a  thorny  plant.  jU» 
Ji^  hhdri  shutur,  A  plant  of  which  camels  are 

fond.  A  thistle,  teasel.  ̂ ^^J^ khdr  shudan, 

To  be  despised.    {^'^'^J^  khdr  kardan,  To  vilify. 

j)j  jl^-  hhdri  wdz  guna,  The  inverted  thorn, 
(jjljj  jU-  hhdr  nihddan,  To  disobey.  To  oppress, 

^y  J  khdr  u  turunj,  (Thorns  and  oranges,  or 
\ioJ>-  J  jls»-  hhdr  u  khurmd,  Thorns  and  dates) 
Trouble  and  repose.  Indigence  and  afiluence. 

Jljf  J  hhdr  ujamdl,  A  species  of  date. 
p        hhdrd,  A  very  hard  stone.  Waved  silk, 

p  {_y>'\Ji  \j\i>-  khdrd-tardsh,  A  stone-cutter, 
p  \JJJm»  ̂ li-  khdrd-sang,  Marble, 
p  khdrd-shihdf,  Stone-splitting. 

v^6ji\j^s-  hhdr-anddz,  A  porcupine, 

p  ̂jtJjJ^ls-  khardnidan,  To  cause  to  scratch, 
p    !       khdr-dmar,  Thorny  :  a  thorny  brake, 

p  (J.]j^  hhdrdsi,  Extreme  hardness. 
A  I— ̂ ^i-  hhdrib,  A  thief.   A  camel-stealer. 

p  Cl^^>  j\'s-  khdr-bast,  A  hedge  of  thorns. Thorns  fixed  on  a  wall. 

p  ̂^li^jli-  hhdr-bundn,  Roots  of  brambles, 
p  khdr-jmsht,  (Thorn-back)  A  por- 

cupine, a  hedgehog.  Name  of  a  fruit.  CL^i.J^ 

lL^J^  khdr-pushti  huzurg,  {oXj\^\ ji3 
hhdr-pvshti  tir-anddz)  A  porcupine. 

A  'ij\'s>'  hhdrat,  (pi.  ofJJs-  hhayyir')  Virtuous. 
A  -.j^  hhdrij,  External.  Outside.  One  who 

rebels  or  comes  forth  in  a  hostile  manner, 

ila''l  hhdrij,  Without,  on  the  outside.  ^< 

^jlii  mini  7  hhdrij,  From  without,  p  \ 
hhdrij  dhang,  Discordant,  repugnant,   a  ̂ ^f^ 

hhdrij  jam^  Alienated  from  the  rental.  Allodial 
j\s»-  hhdrij  hltasi  shumdr, 

kkarij  kismat,  In- 
hhdrij  marhaz,  Eccentric. 

ands 

Innumerable,    a  lIL 

divisible. 

pj^j\.i-  hhdr-jd,  A  thorny  place. 
aIs-jIs-  hhdrijan,  Out  of  doors. 

A  &=-jl»-  hhdrijat,lS!ameof  a  certain  man,  whose 

mother  is  called  i^J^s"  p  umm  hhdrijat,  who  is 
also  mother  of  several  tribes. 

P  tiXls-jls-  hhdrjang, {or &>-j^ khdr cha') Name 
of  a  thorny  plant,  preserved  in  vinegar  like  capers. 

A  «s^^=-  hhdrija,  The  word  at  the  bottom  of 
the  page,  which  is  repeated  at  the  beginning  of  the 

next,  an  asterisk,  a  catch-word. 

A  j^s»j\»-A:/<ar?}'ij/,A  pretender,  outlaw.  Upstart 
nobility.  Belongingtothe  people  called  Kharijlyat. 

> 

the  Chinese  make  mirrors :  also  arrow-heads,  a 
wound  from  which  is  mortal. 

PjU>-j\i»-  khdr  hhdr,  Scratching.  Scrubbing. 
Disquietude,  anxiety.  Affliction,  anguish.  Love, 

desire ;  the  impulse  of  the  heart.  A  wound,  fissure. 
Heat.  Itch. 

p  Ci)«->-i»- khdr-khasak,  A  triangular  thorn. 

A  Jj\s^  hhdrid,  Silent  from  modesty. 

Pj^Jjli.-  khdr-ddr,  Thorny.  Barbed.  Trou- blesome, arduous. 

Ajjli-  hhdriz,  A  leathern-bottle  stitcher. 

Pj^Jjls*  khdrzdr,  A  thorny  place. 

p  "^j^  hhdr-zad,  Name  of  a  thorny  shrub. 
p  ̂jCLiij^  hhdristdn,  A  thorny  place,  a  brake. 
p J*** hhdr-sar.  Any  thing  pointed.  j*>^ 

j>  hhdr-sar-hur,  A  thorn-cutter.    An  instrument 
for  cutting  thorns,  a  bill. 

p  {^j^  khdrish,  A  sore,  scratch.  Scab,  itch, 

mange.  Itching.  Scratching,  jjii;^  CJ*^^*"  khd- 
rish kardan,  To  itch. 

p  (^li  {^J^  hhdrishndk,  Itchy,  scabby. 

A  (_^ls»-  hhdris,  (pi.  khurrds)  One  who 
estimates  or  guesses  at  the  fruit  on  a  tree  or  the  pro- 

duce on  the  ground.  Hungry  and  cold. 

A  isjls-  khdrit,  Purged  or  scoured  by  green  food. 

A  I  jjls>-  khdrif.  The  keeper  of  a  palm-planta- 
tion. Name  of  a  tribe  in  Yaman. 

A  ijj^  khdrih,  A  tearer,  splitter.  '&sji-  (^\^\ 
(_J_ji<a)^  afrdsi  hhdrikatii's  sufuf.  Cavalry  pierc- 

ing the  ranks.  Otilff-  ̂ J^'^  khdrih  ̂ dat,  Con- 
trary to  custom,  uncommon. 

p  edJjls-  hhdrak,  A  little  thorn.  Name  of  an 
island  situated  in  the  Persian  Gulf ;  also  of  a  spe- 

cies of  dates  which  grow  there. 

p  (jiJi^li-  khdr-kash,  A  wood-cutter.  A  poor 
man  who  for  want  of  an  ass  is  obliged  to  carry  thorns. 

Name  of  a  note  in  music.  Khdr-kush,  A  kind  of 
leathern  hose  worn  over  boots. 

p  i^j^  hhdr-han,  A  digger  up  of  thorns.  A 
basket  for  carrying  them  in.  A  bush  full  of  thorns. 

A  nursery-man.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
A        hhdrim.  Cold.  A  cold  wind.  A  deserter. 

(•J  _  ' 

A  mischief-maker. 

p  ̂ Ujli-  hhdr-mdhi,  A  fish-bone.  A  sword- fish.    A  sturgeon. 

p  tii^^li-  hhdr  mahh,  A  certain  mountain-herb. 

p  tdJUjls-  khdrndk,  Thorny. 

A  &JiS- 

kkarijiyat,  Name  of  a  people 

p  hhdr-chang,  A  crab.  Cancer. 

p  «jo.=s-j\s-  hhdr-china,  Small  forceps,  tweezers. 
The  nails  of  the  thumbs  and  finger  with  which  a 

pinch  is  inflicted. 

p fj^srj''=^  hhdr-chim,  A  hard  substance,  whence 

p  jjls«-  khdru,  A  fish-bone.  A  beard  of  corn. 

Pj^jj^  hhdi-wdr.  Thorny  :  pointed  as  a  thorn. 
A  hhdtuj,  A  kind  of  palm-tree. 
P        J khdru  khas,  Rubbish,  sweepings. 

A  u-ijjl5>-  khdruf,  A  lamb. 
p  (jjj^  /i/iarM?2,  Restive.  What  is  scratched. 

p  Sjj^s-  hhdrna,  A  sailor. p  »j\s-  khdra,  A  hard  stone.  A  kind  of  rich 
waved  silk.  A  broomstick.  A  broom  fixed  on  the 

end  of  a  long  pole.  A  woman. 



> 

A  hharis,  One  voiding  excrement. 

p  hhari,  Meanness.  Ignominy. 

p  jjJOjls-  hharidan,  To  scratch,  itch.  To 

curry  (a  horse).  To  provoke,  irritate. 

p  (^^li-  kharin,  Restive.  What  is  scratched. 

pjli-  khaz,  Dirt  of  the  body,  garments,  and  the 

like.  A  kind  of  linen  garment.  A  pumice-stone 

for  rubbing  the  heels  in  the  bath. 

Ajb  jU-  hhaza  baza,  (or  -^bjli-  hhazibai)  Flies 
in  a  meadow ;  also  their  buzzing.  A  disease  in  the 

neck  of  camels  or  men.  A  name  of  two  sorts  of  herbs. 

Ajjls-  khazir,  Extremely  shrewd,  subtle. 

p  ̂^^Is-  hhazyhan,  Brass. 

A  khazik,  A  spear-head.     Hitting  the 

mark  (arrow).  hhaziku  warahatin, 

Bold,  clever,  whom  no  one  dares  molest. 

A  pjU-  hhazim,  Cold  (wind). 

A  (jj^  hhazin,  A  treasurer.  The  guardian  of 

paradise.    The  tongue. 

p  j\cijj\i>-  hhazin-dar,  (Ar.  pi.  khazin- 
darat)  A  treasurer. 

p  ajjls^  hhazana,  A  wife's  sister. 
p  ̂jli-  khazam,  Name  of  a  famous  physician. 

A  JijJ^  khazuk,  A  stake  for  impaling  men. 

p  8jl^-  hhaza,  Mixed,  kneaded.  Stucco. 
A  hhazi,  A  shamer,  disgracer. 

p  hhdjghan,  A  kettle,  a  pipkin. 

p  (_^/jU-  hhasip.  An  apple. 

p  C^utVs-  hhast,  Rising.  Rise. 

P  ̂̂ ^^ZiSi\s-  hhdsiagi,  Risingorswellingof  dough. 

P  '(\j^*pjl>.  hhdstan,  To  rise,  arise,  get  up.  To 
excite  an  insurrection.  To  set  out.  (for  (JijJ^ji- 

hhwdstan)  To  ask,  petition. 
p  «du*jlj»- Risen.  Raised  up.  Leavened. 

A  riser.  a>i«»ls-  naw-hhdsta.  Newly  risen,  A 

youth  whose  beard  begins  to  appear, 
A  hhdsir,  A  loser.  One  who  has  lost  his 

way,  a  wanderer.  5j*>Jli-  ij^  harratun  hhasira- 
tun,  A  losing,  unprofitable  turn,  A  useless,  ineffec- 

tual assault  or  storm, 

A  ̂ Is-  hhasip  Vilest  (of  the  people). 
A  I  Bwils-  khdsif,  (pi.  khusiif)  Lean, 

Discoloured,  Light  (lad).  Weak  after  sickness.  A 

fountain  flowing  into  low  grounds. 

A  ̂u>\s>-'hhasik,  A  spear-head.  Piercing  the 
mark  (arrow). 

A  ̂ ^li-  khdsis,  A  driver  away  (of  dogs  or 
swine).  Driven  away  from  the  society  of  men  (dog 

or  swine).  Keeping  aloof  from  the  society  of  men. 

p  ̂j;i.J«ili>-  hhasidan.  To  wax  old. 
p  (_jiil5>-  hhdsh,  Rubbish,  chips,  parings,  A 

bent  of  hay  or  straw.  War,  battle,  strife.  Vehe- 
mence, impetuosity.  Immoderate  in  love  or  in 

friendship.  Quarrelsome,  squabbling.  Avaricious, 

Doting,  silly.  Weak,  cowardly.  Abject,  vile,  A 
mother-in-law.  Mastication.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  ̂j*>l>-/;/ias/*.fA,(pl,(jii>-/i/ias/ts/t)  A  pedestrian. 
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p  uiJlji»ls-  khdshdk,  Chips,  leaves,  sprigs,  shoots, 

suckers,  young  grass,  small  bits  of  wood,  shavings, 

parings,  or  refuse  of  any  kind ;  also  dust,  motes, 

straws,  or  any  thing  similar  which  gets  into  the 

eye,  or  Hquors,  Rubbish,  siftings, 

p  j^[i>-  khdsh-jo  or  jM,  Warlike,  pugnacious, 

A j^\s>-  khashir,  A  moh.  (Barley)  with  no  meal. 

A  hhdshi^  Humble,  modest,  peaceable, 
bowing  the  head.  Low  (place)  covered  with  dust, 

uninhabited,  and  pathless,  i  ai'  huffun  hha- 
shi^n,  A  low  hillock,  nearly  level  with  the  ground, 

A  i^JiZAs^  khdshif.  One  who  travels  through  a 

country.  One  who  travels  boldly  in  the  night-time. 
One  who  enters  into  an  affair.  Piercing  (sword). 

p  uiLlils*-  khdshak.  Sticks  and  straws  :  siftings. 

p  ̂̂ \i^^J^\s>-  khashahddn,  A  shop-till.  A  bread- 
basket. A  little  box  or  basket  wherein  women  keep 

any  little  odds  and  ends. 

A  hhdsh-mdsh,  or  hhdshi  mdshi, 

or  ̂ ^\^  J  ̂j**^  khds  u  hhamdsh)  Furniture, 
utensils,  mean,  common,  and  of  little  value. 

p  ̂jSi>-  J  hhdshuhhash,  Sticks  and  straws. 
Chips,  filings.  Scraps,  bits  of  leather. 

p  ̂_ji.^l5»-  hhdshush,  A  reaping-hook. 
p  ̂^^[s^  hhdsha,  Sticks,  straws,  bits  of  dung,  &c., 

mixed  together.  Envy,  jealousy. 

A  hhdshi,  One  who  fears :  timid,  fearful. 

S.  A  (^li-  hhdss.  Particular, ^private,  special. 

Own,  proper,  peculiar.  Pure,  unmixed.  Fine,  ex- 
cellent. Single.  Gentle,  (pi,  (^_j^]y>-  hharvdss) 

Noble,  patrician.  A  royal  favourite.  Whatever 

(the  king)  enjoys,  as  his  own  domestic  or  private 

property.  Holiness.  (^Is*  hhdss-bahr,  The 
royal  fleet  of  vessels  sent  every  year  to  the  king, 

Pj^iijJ  ̂_^ls»-  hhdss-harddr,  A  soldier  whose  arms 
are  furnished  by  his  employer.  The  bearer  of  the 

betel-box,  A  servant  who  in  a  great  man's  retinue 
carries  a  firelock.  ̂ j^.^LJ^^^"  hhdss-pura.  Apart- 

ment for  servants.  A  (^li-  hhdss-ta^lluh, 
Lands  exclusively  belonging  to  government,  from 

the  original  proprietors  having  died  without  heirs. 

An  imposition  of  a  tax  to  defray  the  expense  of  pre- 

sents made  to  the  king,  p  U-  i^j^\s-  khdss-jd,  A 

sanctuary,  a  (,jo\_jii  (^jc,\=-  hhdssul  klian-das, 
Most  highly  distinguished,  p  (^1=-  khdxs- 

ddm,  A  tax  for  providing  the  king's  wardrobe. 

jj  (.^als-  hhdss-zar.  Fine  gold.  hhdss- 

;i'amiw,  Quit-rent  estates,  a  i^J^'^  hlidss-ta- 
ZaJ, Retinue, suite.  hhdss-hattdn,Vme 

linen,  muslin.     p  (ji^J^  hhdss  hardan,  To 

apply  to  any  particular  use.  To  consecrate,  to  sanc- 
tify. A  hhdss-mahall,  A  private  apart- 

ment. The  apartments  of  married  women.  First- 
married  wife,  p  khdss-navis,  The 

office  where  the  king's  accounts  are  recorded,  {^\i>- 

i_j*M^y  hhdss-navlsi,  A  cess  for  presents  made  to 

the  king.  p\p  _j           hhdss  u  ̂ mm,  Noble  and 

plebeian,  gentle  and  simple,  all,  every  body.  Pri- 

vate and  public,  a  a-oli-  J^^^  amwdli  hhdssa, 

Private  (royal)  chattels.     p  c?]/^  sardsi 
hhdss.  Inner  apartments. 

P  (j^*^^  hhdssdn,  (pi.  of  A  (joli-)  Men  of  rank. 
A  t-Aol^  hhdsib,  Red-thighed  (ostrich). 

A  'iJa\s-  hhdssat,  (fem.  of  (.joli-  hlidss)  Special, 

private.  Excellent,  good,  pure.  Charming,  vir- 

tuous. Property.  Peculiarity,  (pi.  t^\y>-  hha- 

rvdss) Noble,  patrician.  An  intimate  friend.  &*Sls»- 
Jls-j  hhdssan  rijdl,  Chiefs  of  the  people  ;  nobles. 

A  iloU-  hhdssatan.  Especially,  chiefly.  But, 

yet,  still.  Only,  at  least.  Entirely,  quite,  however. 
Truly,  certainly. 

A  'ij>o\~-  hhdsirat,  (pi.  jjio^y*-  hharvdsir)  The 

hypochondria,  waist. 

p  j^lCols"-  hhdsagdn,  Nobles. 

P  i^J^^\!>-  hhdsagi,  Peculiarity,  speciality ;  ex- 
cellence, nobility.  Any  thing  choice  and  jJrecious. 

A  king's  favourite.  A  royal  page.  A  treasurer. 
p  iijols-  khdsa,  Fine  cotton  cloth  of  a  close  tex- 

ture, called  cossaes.  An  intimate,  confidential 

friend.  A  private  secretary.   The  king's  victuals, 
A  hhdsi,  A  castrator,  a  gelder. 

A  &Jyal=-  hhdss'iyat.  Specific  or  peculiar  pro- 
perty, innate  quality,  natural  disposition,  intrinsic 

virtue,  principle. 

p  (J  J.*-ols>-  hhdsidan,  To  suppress. 
A  ;_A«5ls»-  hhdzib,  A  young  male  ostrich  with 

reddish,  green,  or  yellow  legs,  from  eating  certain 

herbage,  or  from  a  desire  for  the  female. 

A  hhazi ^  Humble,  obsequious. 

A  jj^ls-  hhdzil,  Moist,  dewy, 
A  idU-  hhdt,  A  tailor. 

A  hhdtib,(p\.  U-^Ufls>-A/iwi<a&)  A  public 
speaker.  A  preacher.    One  who  betroths  or  asks 

in  marriage,  (in  gram. )Thesecond  person,  u-iials- 

hhdtibu''l  ambiyds.  The  prophets'  preacher 

(Jethro,  father-in-law  to  Moses). 
,.-  A  jlsli-  khdtir,  (p\.J\o\js-  hhawdtir)  Heart, 

mind,  soul.  Conscience.  Marriage.  Prayer,  aspi- 

ration. Affection,  propensity,  inclination.  What- 
ever occurs  to  or  passes  in  the  mind.  Account, 

sake.  Will,  choice.  Memory,  remembrance.  A 

man  who  walks  with  a  stately  or  airy  gait,  a  strut- 

ting fellow,  p  I  hhdtir  dsudan,  To 

satisfy,  appease,  ̂ ^•s^^  \  Jh\h-  hhdtir  dwehhtan, 
To  be  in  love,  jjjwb  ̂ [s-  hhdtir  ddshtan.  To 

like,  have  a  mind  for.  jlsUu  b^i j1jU>-  hhdtiri 
daryd-mahdtir,  A  comprehensive  mind. 

jlals-  hhdtiri  ̂ tir,  Gracious  mind. 
hhdtir  hardan,  To  reconcile,  satisfy. 

p         I  jl?lj>-  hhdtir-dzdri.  Displeasure, 

p  Ji'^J  I  J^^s-  hhdtir-dzurda.  Melancholy,  sad. 
p  *JLi/ij|  Jis\j>-  hhdtir-dshvfta,  Discomposed, 

p  \^'x^>__Jh\s'-  hhdtir-pasand,  Agreeable,  liked, 

A  ̂  jis>ls>-  A/ia<«V-^'a?«^,  Collected,  composed^ 



comforted,contented,assured,tranquil,  at  one's  ease. 
Satisfactory.  Content,  assurance,  encouragement. 

A  i^f^ Jh^J>-  khatir-jam^,  Comfort,  ease. 
p  sli-^U-  hhatir-khah,  A  beloved  object. 

A J^^^ Jh\s-  hhatir  khafir,  Noble  mind. 

p        JhXif  /<Aa<w'-Mwa/«,  Agreeable  to  wish. 

P(_jiiji»-  J^\}>-  khatir-khwush,  Contented. 

p        Jh\ir'  hhatir-dar'i,  Confidence,  comfort. 
p  Jla\s-  hhatir-ddsht,  Complaisance. 

p  lAj  Jio^  hhatir-zadaf  Offspring  of  the  mind. 

p  (— Jh\s-  hhatir-firib,  Stealing  the  heart. 
p  hhatir-kusha,  Heart-breaking. 

p  a.'^^ jials-  khutir-girifta,  Displeased. 
Pj*^ jials^  ̂Aaiir-^ir,  Heart-captivating,  mind- 

possessing  ;  enchaining  the  affections. 

r  » Jsil* J^o\s-  hhatir-mdnda ,  Offended.  Jh\j>- 
kliatir-manda  kardan,  To  disgust. 

A  J^l*         khdtir  malul,  Heart-sick,  sad. 

A  Jh\s-  khatir-ndkis,  Defective  mind. 

p  ̂^l^  J^?^  hhatir-nishdn,  By  heart.  Any 
mark  of  remembrance.  An  instance  of  memory. 
A  memorandum-book. 

p  (j^-i3 Jio'\s-  hhdtir-nishin,  Fixed  in  the  me- 
mory. Chosen,  beloved.  (^^^{u3  (j^^iLJ^lals-  khd- 

tir nishm  sdkJitan,  To  reconcile  to,  incline  to- 

wards, impress  favourably,  conciliate,  dispose. 

p  i^^^  JhXs"  hlidtir-nigardn,  Anxious. 

pj^y^ljls-  khdtir-namdz,  Affable,  gracious. 

p  t/J^y J^\is'  hhdtir-nawdzi,  Politeness. 
p  tJ^aXs"  khdfira,  (for  A  J^^)  Mind,  thought, 

design,  intention,  will,  resolution,  purpose. 

A  L-iiiali-  khdtif,  (pi.  \^S^\y>-  khawdtif)  A 
seizer,  snatcher.  Striking,  blinding  (lightning). 

A  wolf.  «iij>  L-aisls-  khdtifu  zillihi,  A  certain 
bird,  which  upon  seeing  its  own  shadow  reflected, 
endeavours  to  catch  it. 

A  u-jjisls--  hhdtuf,  Toils  for  catching  deer. 
A  khdtif,  Sinning:  a  sinner.   One  who 

does  wrong  intentionally.    Deviating  (arrow). 

A  XHsU-  khdtis:at,(Y.n.4o{  ̂ ^as^)  Committing 
a  fault,  making  a  blunder,  falling  into  an  error. 

A  I  jU"-  khdf,  Very  fearful,  timorous. 

A  &i\i>-  hhufat,  A  short  leathern  garment  (worn 
by  those  who  gather  honey).  A  leathern  bag,  in 
which  honey  is  put.  A  round  sheet  of  leather 

(which  is  used,  when  spread,  as  a  table,  or  con- 

verted into  a  travelling-sack,  by  the  contraction  of 

purse-strings  round  the  edges). 
A  hhdjit,  Silent,  ceasing  to  speak,  mute, 

dumb.  The  dead.  Rainless  cloud.  Dwarfish  corn. 

A  (joils-  hhdjiz,  A  depressor ;  hence  one  of  the 

attributes  of  God  (as  depressing  the  proud).  Easy, 

quiet  (life).  (A  particle)  requiring  the  following- 
word  to  be  inflected  with  jj^ kasr.  (A  night)  in 

which  one  travels  commodiously.  Ufl-Jl  <^jh.'i\s- 
Jihdfizu's  suhya,  Easily  watered  (field).  i^jas\}>- 
^J^la5\  khdjizut  tayr,  Submissive  and  obedient. 
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A  iLai\i»-  hhdfizat,  A  female  circumciser  of  girls. 
Low  ground. 

A  J^ls-  khdjih,  Trembling,  palpitating.  The 

norizon.  ayydmu'l  khafihat,  Cer- 
tain days  whereon  the  stars  were  favourable  to  the 

fortunes  of  Abu  Abbas  and  Abu  Jafar.  j^lail=- 

hUdfikdni,  (oblique  case  ;jAiLj\i>-  khdjikayni)  The 
two  horizons,  the  east  and  west. 

A  &Ia5l»-  hhdfikiyat,  A  large  drinking-cup. 

A  lihdfil,  A  fugitive. 

A^y  li-  khdfur,  A  certain  plant  resembling  tares. 

A  j^U-  khdfi,  (pl.(_j^_js»  hhawdfi)  Occult,  con- cealed.   A  demon. 

A  -^^Is*  khdfiyds,  A  demon  or  fairy. 

A  khdjiyat,  (pi.  {j^y^  hhawdfi)  A  secret, 
concealment,  secrecy.  A  demon  (possessing  a  man 

orhauntingaplace).  Ahaunted  place.  Theshortest 
feather  in  the  wing. 

A  (j^*^  A/ia/<an,  Emperor  (of  ChinaorTartary). 
p  (3^*1^  khdhdrii,  Imperial.    Name  of  a  poet. 

p  (jLo\al=>-  khdkdniydn,  Emperors. 

Pjjb  Jj'^  Ma/f&a^,  A  slang  name  for  the  vulva. 
A  'e^^i\s>'  hhdhuniyat,  A  kind  of  veil. 
V  khdh,  Earth,  soil,  mould,  dirt,  ground. 

The  grave.  Any  thing  of  little  value,  or  useless. 

Quiet,  mild,peaceable,obedient,submissive,humble. 

Humility,  lowliness,  ̂ j^;^*^  ̂   '-^'^  hlidh  hd 

khun  sirishtan,  To  make  a  general  massacre.  tdJls- 

^j4j>y  khdh  budan,  To  be  lowly  and  submissive. 

J^}  ijJ^hhdkm  wiar,Puregold.  j_^_y«li  ui)li>- 
khdki  hi  ndmusi,  Freedom,  immodesty,  indecency. 

(_yb  LdJls"  khdki  pdy,  The  dirt  or  dust  of  the  feet. 

Ground  beat  by  the  feet.  CiJj'jb  tdlli-  khdki  tdrik 
The  human  body.  cSXli  tiJls-  khdki  tang,  A  grave 

jjii.>iLw-i>.  ba  khdk  chaspdnldan,  To  subdue, 

abase,  degrade,  (^^ks"-  uL31s»-  khdk  khalds,  Metal 

reduced  to  a  powder.  jSs^^i  i^\j>-  khdki  ddman- 

gvr,  Mire,  adhesive  clay,  ̂ j^^ii  udJU-  khdki  za- 
tildn,  The  bodies  of  infidels,  i^'^j^j'^  ui}\l>-  khdk 

dar  budan,  To  remain  in  one  place.  j^^.<^  (.i)ls>- 

^^lijjs-  khdki  diwdr  khwurdan.  To  practise  con- 

tent. (JJ^^  tiJls-  khdki  rangin.  Gold.  Silver. 

A  bed  of  flowers,  Man.  ̂ ^dj  cdJls"-  khdk  zadan, 

To  sweep  the  ground,  f^^^  uiJU-  khdk  shudan, 
To  turn  to  earth.  To  die.  To  be  despised,  tills^ 

\sJ^  khdki  shafd,  Earth  of  the  plain  of  Karbala 

worn  in  rosaries,  &c.,  and  greatly  venerated.  ciJls- 

1  ajk*^  khdki  za^f,  Man.  j_^J>lx«         khdki  mu- 

tahbak,  (or         mu^llak)  The  terrestrial  globe. 
1  ,  (JJli-  khdk  u  ab,  The  human  body.  uiJl>- 

J  khdk  u  bdd,  Earth  and  air.  A  footboy.  A 
courier.    A  slave.  Obedient. 

p        khdkd,  A  plan,  sketch,  draft,  outline. 

p  f_J-^^  1  uLlls^  khdk-dludagt,  Defilement  with 
dirt,  dirtiness. 

p  SJi^l  uiJ\5»-  khdk-dluda,  Soiled,  dirtied. 

p  j\ jj\  uiJ\i-  kkdk-anddz,  A  shovel.  Loop-hole. 

A  sling.  Fringe  or  skirt  of  a  tent.  A  magician. 
khak-bdz,  A  kind  of  game. 

pj;V  (^U>-  khdk  ba  da?',  (Dirt  at  the  door) 
Grieved.  Dead.  Distress,  poverty. 

p  ̂ tiJ  (^l^  khdk  ba  dahan,  May  you  perish  ! 

may  you  have  dirt  (or  earth)  in  your  mouth ! 

p  BjJ^\j  ji  khdk  bar  ddshta,  Lifted  from the  mire. 

p ji  khdk  bar  sar,  (Earth  upon  the 
head)  Distress,  poverty.    Grieved.  Dead. 

khak-bez,  One  who  sweeps  the  streets 
and  sifts  the  dirt.  A  large  sieve  for  screening  gra- 

vel or  lime.  One  who  braves  difficulties  to  gain  his 

point.  Quick-sighted,  discerning,  intelligent. 

p  ̂Jjx^\s:'■  khdk-bezi,  Condition  of  a  stranger. 

Travel,  peregrination.  Sti'eet-sweeping. 
p  5  ulJli-  khdk-tuda  ovtoda,  A  heap  of  earth. 

A  butt  to  shoot  at. 

p  &Ju^  ui)'^  khdk-khusba,  Name  of  a  bird. 
p  Cl^a^  Li)li>-/Jm^-M?</if,  Kissing  the  ground. 

p  uiJls-  khdhddn,  A  place  where  rubbisli 

is  deposited ;  also  a  sack  in  which  it  is  carried. 
The  world.   >.>  khakdanidev.  The  world. 

hhak-dil,  (Earth-hearted)  An  unbe- 
liever. Ignorant.  Adulterous. 

p       ciJls"  khdk-rand.  Dust. 

p  i-r'jjj  <-i)\i>-  khdk-rob,  A  sweeper. 
p  aJ*j)^plis-  khdk-roba,  Sweepings.  A  dunghill. 

p ji  khdk-roba-bar,  A  sweeper. 

p  eOjj^ti-  khdk-roba-kash,  A  sweeper. 

p  JJj  (_dJli>-  khdk-rez,  The  foot  of  a  wall. 
khdk-zdd,  Earth-born. 

p  ijrj^tsi-  khdkji,  Name  of  a  certain  seed  used 
as  an  eye-salve. 

khaksdr,  Earth-like.  Mixed  with 
earth,  covered  with  dust.  Base,  mean,  low-born, 

abject.  One  who  sits  in  the  shoe-hole. 
p  khdksdri.  Vile,  abject.  Dirtied, 

overspread  with  dust.    Humility.  Meanness. 

kkaksdn,  Contemptible,  wretched. 

pJL^\i>-  khdkistar,  Ashes.  f^sZt  y.^^^  kkd- 
kistar  shudan,  To  be  reduced  to  ashes.  To  be  cal- 

cined, khdkistar-nishm  shu- 

dan. To  sit  in  ashes. 

p  (j^jwiti-  hhdkistar-gun,  Ash-coloured. 
p  |_3^^_^^L-ils>-  khdkistar-gurii,  An  ashy  colour. 
p         ili"  khdkistari.  Ash-coloured. 

p  khdkash,  A  rake,  harrow. 

p  ̂   khdk-sku,  A  person  in  the  mint  who 
washes  the  ashes  to  recover  any  particles  of  bul- 

lion that  may  have  fallen.  The  man  who  prepares 

earth  for  brick-making  or  pottery.  A  certain  black 

grain  from  which  an  eye-salve  is  prepared. 

Pjy^J^^  khdk-shor.  One  who  prepares  earth 
or  clay  for  building.  One  who  washes  the  earth 

in  which  gold  and  silver  have  been  fused,  to  dis- 

cover if  any  particles  remain. 



p  khaksht,  A  weight  for  gold.   A  red 

bramble.  A  small  seed  used  as  an  eye-salve. 

p  CIaO^  i^\i>-khak-sifat,  (Earth-like)Humble, 
khak-kash,  A  rake,  harrow. 

p  sXS  udJU-  khak-(jina,  A  white  mineral  earth 

used  in  smelting,  refining,  or  casting  gold  or  silver. 

p  ijj-ij  ciJU>- AAaA-mVtm,Sittingon  the  ground ; 
humble. 

p  uiV  ui)ls«-  khak-namak,  Salt-soil.  A  salt- 

mine. A  boy's  game,  in  which  they  hide  some- 
thing under  one  of  many  heaps  of  sand,  he  that 

hits  upon  the  right  heap  gaining. 

khaka,  A  plan,  a  sketch. 
p  khaki,  Earthen,  terrestrial.  Shameless, 

base,  contemptible.  Name  of  a  tribe.  The  constel- 

lations Taurus,  Virgo,  and  Capricorn,  ̂ ^d^ 
khaki  kardan,To  surrender,  submit.    To  be  un- 

steady, khaki-nihad,  Earth-born,  hum- 
ble. Worthy.  Humility,  Worthiness. 

khakiydn,M.ixed  with  earth.  Mortals, 

terrestrials.  Abject,  destitute  of  all  spirit  or  honour. 

khakin,  Earthen. 

p  uL/ls"-  khag,  An  egg. 
p  khagina,  A  fried  egg,  omelet. 

p  Jls^  khal,  A  mole,  freckle.  An  eatable  bird 

resembling  a  crow.  A  standard.  An  arrow.  A 

large  black  camel.  A  vestige.  An  ambassador.  A 

fountain,  spring.  Irksomeness,  wearisome  impor- 

tunity. A  pair,  couple.  Black.  ̂ ^ jXlSj 
hhalhayi  shangarfi,  Teara  of  blood  trickling  down 

thecheek.  ̂ ^13  (JU-MaZiwaw,Seeds  sprinkled  upon 
bread.  Blisters  raised  on  a  loaf  by  the  fire. 

Jli>-  mushkin-khdl,  Having  a  musky  or  black  mole 
(on  the  face). 

A  Jl^-  khdl,  (v.n.of  Jls«"  for  Imagining, 
fancying,  thinking.  Being  proud.  Limping  (a 

horse).  Haughtiness,  self-importance,  conceit, 

pride,  arrogance.  Proud,  haughty,  conceited.  A 

mask.  A  cloud.  The  disposition  of  the  clouds  to 
rain  when  much  wanted.  A  sort  of  herb.  Lisht- 

ning.  A  rainy  cloud  which  does  not  disappoint.  A 

cloud  without  rain.  A  large  horse  or  camel.  A 

winding-sheet.  A  liberal  man.  A  man  free  from  the 
ties  of  love.  A  bachelor.  A  detached  hill.  One 

who  sticks  close  to  a  thing.  A  bridle.  A  man  weak 

of  heart  or  of  body.  A  man  free  from  suspicion. 

An  imaginative  or  fanciful  man.  (pi.  j^^Ls-  khl- 
Idn)  A  mole  on  the  face.  Soft  cloth.  A  striped 
Arabian  garment.  A  garment  worn  by  proud,  silly, 
vain  persons.  Natural  aptitude.  Any  thing  good 
which  one  imagines.  The  standard  of  an  army.  An 
excellent  administrator  or  manager,  (pi.  J^js-\ 
akhwdl,  &5ji.\  akhwilat,  Jji-  khuj^ul,  Jji-  khuwal, 
and  *Jj_55-  khuwulat)  An  uncle  by  the  mother.  A 
black  stallion  (especially  acamel).  A  master,  owner. 

A  Jls.-  khall,  Scattered,  disbanded  (army). 
P  ̂l*"  khdld,  An  aunt. 
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P  (ijj^^  khdlamun,  Name  of  a  medicinal  seed. 
A  t— kkdlib,  Deceiving;  a  deceiver. 

A  aJU.-  khalibat,  A  lying,  deceitful  woman. 

A  ftJls^  hhdlaty  A  maternal  aunt.  Proud  (wo- 

man or  women),  (pi.  of  Jjls-  khdnl)  Proud. 

P  Jli-  (Jls-  khdl  khdl,  Spotted  very  much, 

A  khdlid.  Eternal,  perpetual.  liJl^  ̂ \  ahu 

khdlid,  A  dog.  al  jazdnru'l  kha- 
liddt.  The  fortunate  isles,  in  the  western  ocean. 

p j^tiJli-  khdl-ddr.  Marked  with  moles. 

P  cSjJ^  khdlari.  Salt  works. 
A  ̂joJU"-  khdlis.  Pure,  unsullied.  Uncorrupt, 

genuine,  unadulterated.  Best.  White.  A  friend. 

^^Uii^(,j*a5l5-  khdlisu'l  jandn.  Sincere  of  heart. 
A  Lailj."  ̂ /i!aZwan,(Piijl<flJli-)Purely,  sincerely. 

A  iua3l>-  khdlisat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jaSi-)  Being  good, 

choice,  excellent.  Being  pure,  uncorrupt.  Friend- 

ship. Special,  peculiar.  Marrow,  (fem.)  Pure, 

A  khdlisa,  (or  ah-ijut  auaJls^  khdlisa  sha- 
rifoi)  The  principal  court  of  exchequer,  where  all 

matters  touching  the  revenue  are  transacted.  Land 

held  immediately  from  government. 

A  khdli^  (A  man  or  woman)  who  sues 
for  a  divorce.  A  dry,  withered  tree.  Bearded, 

come  into  ear  (corn).  An  ever-green,  of  the  tree 

called  sLolS'  ̂ zdh.  A  very  ripe  date,  A  camel  un- 

able to  rise.  A  twisting  of  a  quadruped's  hough. 

A  »*5li-  khdli^t,  A  woman  utterly  shameless. 

P  Jli-  khdl  ̂ flsi.  Sin,  transgression. 
A  <lfl)U-  khdlif,  A  successor,  follower.  Who 

lurks  in  the  rear.  One  who  sits  behind.  The  latter 

part.  Wicked,  perverse,  foolish.  A  water-drawer. 

Spoiled  (wine).  Opposition,  contrariety,    i  ftJli- 

(Jjsi\  khdlifu  ahli  bay  tiki.  The  last,  lowest,  or 
worst  part  of  the  family. 

A  XiJlp-  khalifat.  The  same  as  i  ft5l=«-  khdlif 
above.  Foolish.  Posterity.  A  very  refractory  and 

perverse  man  or  woman,    (pi.  i  khawdlif) 

Tent-pole.  Opposition,  contrariety,  jto  siJli-  !^\ 
ayyu  khdlifatin  AMwa,Whatmanheis(I  know  not). 

A  Jpls"- ̂ /taZiA,  The  Creator,  Aworker  or  cutter 

out  of  leather.  (jijU\  ̂   ̂jJli-  khdliku'ljinn 
wa'n  nds.  Creator  of  demons  and  men, 

A  &XS3\i>-  khdlikiyat.  Creative  power. 

A         khdlim,  Equal,  equiponderant, 

p  ̂U-  khdlum,  A  serpent, 
Pt2JUls>-MaZ«aA,Coveredwithmoles,Freckled, 

p  jJli-  khdlu,  A  maternal  uncle,    A  trumpet, 
khdlulinjan,  Galangale. 

A  f^y>^  khdlun,  (pi.  of        )  Reapers,  mowers. 
p  eJli-  khdla,  A  maternal  aunt, 

p  ̂   (3  aJU-  hhdla-bibi.  Barley-broth, 
A  khdlis.  Stubborn,  that  will  not  stir. 

p  khdli,  A  large  carpet.  A  maternal  un- 
cle. A  garment.  Arched  eye-brows.  A  banner, 

streamer,  Khdle,  One  mole  (on  the  face). 

A         khdli.  Free,  vacant,  empty,  void.  Idle, 6n 

unemployed.  Proud.  Pure,  mere,  unmixed.  Only, 

(pi,  -p^ks»-\  akhlds)  Unmarried  (man  or  woman). 
A  bachelor.  Uncultivated,  uninhabited.  The  time 

past.  Past,  bygone.  A  reaper.  A  grass-cutter. 

^jv«J\  (_^^  khdlVs  sayr,  Travelling  alone,  p 
Jsjj*  khdli  shudan.  To  be  free,  exempt  from ;  to 

be  empty,  void.  {^'^^  khdli  kardan.  To  eva- 
cuate.   To  abandon,  reject,  throw  away. 

A  khdliyat,  (fem.  of  ̂ ^)  Unemployed. 
&JU>-  kurunun  khdliyatun.  Past  ages. 

G  ̂^^ji>J\i«-  khdUduniyun,  Swallow-wort, 
p  tL^^  khdUg,  A  servant  who  has  care  of  a 

nobleman's  table, 

p  j.ls*'  khdm,  Raw,  undressed,  crude.  Unripe, 
immature.  Unburnt  (brick).  A  badly-executed 
business.  Inexperienced.  Aheadstall.  Aleathern 

garment.  Wine.  The  silken  cord  of  a  musical  in- 
strument. A  bungler.  A  voluntary  cuckold.  Ahorse 

that  has  been  long  in  the  stable,  (for  ewls-  khdma) 
A  pen.  A  white  reed.  khdm  kardan, 
To  cancel.    To  throw  aside. 

A  j«ls-  khdm.  An  untanned  hide,  or  one  par- 
tially tanned.    Unwashed  linen,    A  stallion, 

A  |»ls«-  khdmm.  Stinking  flesh, 
G  i^^sls]  Aj6\»-  khdmdsi  aktl,  Dane-wort. 

G  ̂^jJ»j<il/«l>-  kJidmddaryus,  Germander, 
G  j_^^iUls-  khdmdzdki,  Dwarf  laurel, 
p  khdmdrwdn.  The  Egyptian  willow. 

G  ̂loli*-  khdmdld,  Mezereon, 

A  t_-o3J\  ̂ *^\a\s^  khdmdldnahu'z  zisb,Wolfa- bane, 

G(jj^l«\i>-^Aa?waZaroaM,Mezereon.  Chameleon. 

p  13^^^        khdm-dmadani,  Gross  receipts. 

G  (^-Jk.jcUils'  khdmdmilin.  Camomile. 

G  (jj^^  khdmdman,  Mezereon. 
pjL*li>-  khdmbdz,  A  wide-mouthed  kettle, 
p  Sjb  khdm-pdra,  A  term  of  abuse  applied 

to  a  woman  who  has  been  cohabited  with  before 

the  age  of  maturity. 
A  LeU^  khdmat,  An  unhealthy  region.  Green, 

succulent  grass,  corn,  or  shrub.  Dried  grass.  The 

duty  of  a  stallion. 
A  iVoIp-  khdmid,  Resting.   Stupid.  Dead, 

P  a^i^  khdm-dast,  Raw-handed,  unaccus- 

tomed to  labour.  Lazy,  idle,  barbarous,  unskilful. 

p  jjuJjj  ̂ /ia»t-ro^wa,Parchmentofadrura. 

A^(j*»/«\^  Mam?s,  The  fifth. AL-/«\i»-  khdmisan,  In  the  fifth  place,  fifthly. 

pj^*«*l>-  khdm-soz,  A  raw  hide.  The  leather 
covering  a  saddle,  A  pancake,  or  any  thing  similar 

roasted  on  the  coals,  or  on  an  iron  plate.  Meat 
roasted  black, 

p  (ji^jyM<)\s>-  khdmsuk,  (or  ̂l/y^As-  khdmsug) 
Unleavened  bread. 

p  jjiUU-  khdmush,  Silent.  Dead.  Extinguished. 
A  LiuoW  khdmishat,  A  small  stream. 

p  ̂ y*»       khdm-shob,  Half-washed,  rinsed. 
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p  »JLk\s''  khdmisha,  Fumitory. 

p  j^i-ols-  khamushi,  Silence,  taciturnity. 
A  ̂ja*U>-  hhamis,  Extenuated,  tliin-bellied. 

A  Ixoli"-  khamit,  Bitter.  A  bitter  plant.  One 
which  yields  little  fruit.  A  kind  of  tree  called 

arah  producing  little  fruit.  Sour  milk.  Good 

milkhavingapomaceoussmell.  Milkwhich,though 

it  have  lost  its  sweetness,  retains  its  smell.  Sweetly- 

smelling  (leathern  bottle)  :  also  a  stinking  one. 

p  hham-tab^  Foolish,  dull. 

p  ̂^•ti*        lihaiii-tab^,  Ignorance,  rawness. 

p  ̂-♦l?  j,l=-  khmn-tama^  Of  vain  desires. 
A  iwt/olj-  khami^t,  (pi.  The  hyena. 

p  (_Jiis^        kham-^akti,  Folly,  imbecility. 

Pj^\-9-  kham-har,  Unskilful,  inexperienced. 

p  (jTjK^'j*-  kham-hari,  Awkwardness,  rawness. 
p  uilXioli-  khamagah,  A  little  pen. 

A  (J^ls^  hhamil,  (pi.  khamal)  Mean,  ob- 
scure, unknown. 

p  (j*ls»-  khamin,  Mean,  obscure,  unknown. 
p  kham-nosh,  A  drinker  of  new  wine. 

p  j_j*>j<lj>-  khmnosh,  Silent,  dumb.  Silence. 
Extinguished.  Dead.  A  disease  in  horses.  Hush  ! 

e)*^^  U**J^^  ̂ /tawios/t  budan,  (or  shudan) 

To  be  silent,  to  keep  silence,  f^^^j^  (_)i_yoli-  hhd- 
mosh  hardan,  To  silence.    To  keep  silence. 

p  ̂^^yc\~>'  khdmosJii,  Taciturnity,  silence. 
p  ̂JajjJ^li-  hhdmoshidan,  To  keep  silence. 

To  be  modest.  To  pacify.  To  be  wrinkled.  To 
be  wearied.    To  wind  about. 

p  (J^'^j        hhdm-wusul,  Gross  produce. 
p  Sj6^  khama,  A  pen,  writing  reed.  Ink.  A 

heap  of  sand.  A  heap.  A  liagon  with  a  long  neck. 

A  tent  made  of  goat's  hair.  Any  thing  of  one  co- 
lour. Jj\  Lois.-  hhdmafi  azal,  The  pen  of  the  divine 

decrees. lyjo^  hhamasi  zarin,  A  golden  pen ; 

letters  illuminated  with  gold. &«\j>-  hhd- 

masi  sihr-saz,  An  enchanting  pen.  Jci  js^^  i^As- 

khdman  gawhar-nisdr,  A  pearl-scattering  pen,  i.  e. 
an  elegant  writer. 

p        jwils»-  khdmaddn,  A  pen-case. 

p  s^Vs-  khdma-zan,  A  bit  of  wood  or  horn 

for  nibbing  pens  on. 

p  «/ols»  khmna-kash,  Pen-drawing.  Obli- 
terating. 

p  j^li*"  hhdnii,  Rawness,  immaturity.  Loss.  A 
noose.  A  toil  for  ensnaring  game.  A  heap  of  sand. 

A  j_^ls*  khdnii,  (for  ̂j,j.k\s>-  hhamis^  Fifth. 

pjIa<«\5-  khawyaz,  (or  SjU/eli-)  Gaping. 
p  khdmiz,  Broth  strained  and  left  to  jelly. 

p  ̂^\s^  khan,  A  caravansary,  inn,  place  of  public 
reception  for  travellers.  A  prince,  nobleman,  lord. 
The  khan  of  the  Tartars.  A  house.  A  hive.  A 

family,  domestics,  furniture,  any  thing  in,  or  be- 

longing to,  a  house.  A  tray  or  table.  A  shop- 
keeper. A  shop.  An  exchange,  market,  or  any 

other  place  where  merchants  meet.  ij>  ̂̂ \>■  khdni 
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ba7-a,  The  sign  Aries.  '-^^  ̂^\s^  khdni  kharah, 
A  halting-place  for  a  caravan.  J  J  ̂^li-  hhdni  dil, 
The  Kaaba.  Jii  khdni  dih,  (or  f^J^i^  dih- 

khdn)  A  judge  of  a  village  or  small  town. 
A        khan,  A  tavern.  A  vintner, 

khdnu't  tujjdr,  A  caravansary. 

p  Siiljl*-  khdndda,  (in  Gilan)  An  officer  who 
communicates  the  orders  of  the  general  to  the  array. 

A  K3li»-  khdnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^U-  for^^^)  Acting 

perfidiously,  betraying,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji^  khdsin,  (jj^=- 

khasun,and  i^^y^  khawmdn)  Faithless,  treacherous. Deceivers. 

p        hhdnj,  Ah.o\e  into  which  boys  throw  nuts. 

p  a-^ls"  khdncha,  A  tray,  salver.  A  small  inn. 
p  khdn  hhdndn,  Lord  of  lords.  A 

prime  minister. 

P  Maraac^ara,  A  family;  house.  House- 

hold. The  court,  king's  household.  Of  noble  blood. 
The  master  of  a  family.  (j^jols-  khdnaddni 
nubuwat.  The  depository  of  the  prophetical  office. 

p  khdndes,  A  province  in  the  Dak'han. 
A  J>\!>-  khdnir,  (pl.jw>-  khunnm-)  A  real  friend. 
Pj^L*jli-  hhdn-sdldr,  A  taster  of  provisions. 

p  jjl_*Lujl»-  khdn-sdmdn,  A  house-steward, 
whose  business  is  to  furnish  and  regulate  the  table 
of  the  great.    Rich,  wealthy. 

p  ̂UL«3li-  Maw-sa/«awi,The  department  which 
generally  includes  every  household  expense. 

A  ̂ li-  khdnif^  (pi.  iwo>s>-  kliana^t)  Doubtful, 
suspected,  scandalous.  An  adulterer,  a  whore- 
master,  a  wicked  man.    Submissive,  abject. 

p  hhdn-ghard,  A  summer-house. 
A  1  flils-  khdnif,  Fastidious,  tossing  the  nose. 

(A  camel)  tender-footed,  and  turning  the  feet  out. 

A  jj3\i>-  khdnih,  A  strangler.  A  narrow  pass 
through  mountains.  A  narrow  street,  alley.  Jj^ls- 

L_-OiS31  khdniku'z  zi^b,  Wolfsbane.  Jj^^ 

khdniku'l  halh,  Dogsbane.  khd7iihul 

malik,  Gall-apple.  jst^\  khdtiiku'n  namr,A 
species  of  nightshade  which  destroys  panthers. 

p  sULils-  khdnahdh,  (&BU>-  khdnahah,  jlXjls- 

khdnagdh,  or  khdnagah)  A  monastery,  or 

religious  structure,  built  for  the  Eastern  sophs  or 

dervishes.    A  convent,  chapel.    A  baiting-place. 
»liul=-  khdnahdhi  bdld,  Heaven. 

p  _jHili-  khdnhu,  The  city  of  Canton. 

p  ̂__^ls^  khdnagi,  Belonging  to  the  house,  do- 
mestic'.' Home-baked  bread.  A  kind  of  cake.  A 

hen.  A  sparrow.  A  prostitute. 

P  Jl^  i^^^  khdnagi-mahdl,  A  brothel. 

p  jg'ls-  khdnam,  A  lady. 
p  jjWli-  khdnmdn,  hhdniimdn,  or  ̂ jU>  j  ̂̂ U- 

hhdn  u  man.  Household  furniture.  A  domestic 

animal.  Riches,  and  especially  hereditary  posses- 

sions, moveable  and  real.  The  house,  family,  do- 

mestics. ijSi^ j>  o^^j^  azhhdnmdn  bar  kan- 
dan,  To  eradicate,  to  tear  up  from  house  and  home. 

p  Sii^yls^-  khdnwdda  or  khdnumdda,  A  family, 
house.  A  great  tribe,  an  illustrious  family.  Noble, 
of  an  ancient  family.  The  mistress  of  a  family. 

p  eoU-  hhdna,  A  house,  dwelling,  habitation. 

A  tent,  pavilion.  A  spider's  web.  A  receptacle. 
A  socket.  The  square  of  a  chess-board.  A  point 

of  the  table  in  the  game  of  liy  nard.  A  drawer, 

partition,  compartment.  Department.  The  arm 
from  the  shoulder  to  the  elbow.  A  field.  A  wo- 

man. A  page  of  letter-paper.  A  heap  of  corn.  A 
hillock  of  sand.  A  plasterer.  Verse,  poetry.  ji> 

ioli"  dar  khdna.  At  home,  in  the  house.  ̂ _  ̂-J^^ 
^6lj►  sdhibi  khdna,  Master  of  the  house, 

ijU-  kitdb-khdna,  A  library.  j>j  CL^'s  I  &iU>-  khd- 
nad  dfat-rcz,  The  world,  &jli>-  hhdnaA  bad, 
An  airy  house.  The  signs  Gemini,  Libra,  and  Aqua- 

rius. C1**«J  ijl=-  Mawa^jpas^,  Nether  world.  &ils" 

jj^  khdnad  tardzu.  The  sign  Libra. 
hhdnan  khuddy,  The  house  of  God,  i.  e.  the  Kaaba 

or  temple  at  Mecca.  fJ^'Ln\j  aj\i-  khdnan  rdstdn, The  Kaaba. 

1^ 

ioli-  khana  roshan  kar- 

dan,  To  come  to  a  conclusion,  jj  khdnad 
zar,  The  sun.  The  fourth  heaven.  The  sign  Leo. 

»il»-  khdnad  zainn,  The  sun.  The  stars.  The 

eighth  heaven.  ̂ Xl^^J^^  &il=-  khdnad  zam'm-kand, A  subterraneous  excavation  wherein  men  shelter 

themselves,  &3\j>-  khdnad  z'm,  The  seat  of  a 

saddle.^j  (J"ji***  ̂ -'^  khdnad  sayl-rez,  Wine.  i6l»- 
j(5  i^J^iMi  khdnad  shash  dar,  (Six-doored  house)  The 
world,  eoU-  khdnad  shir.  The  breast.  The 

udder.  Khdnad  sher.  The  sign  Leo.  IflJ^  ioli- 

khdnad  ̂ nkd,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
khdnad  gkul,  The  world,  coU-  khdnad 

fardd,  The  future  world,  khanad  ka- 

\  mdn.  The  curved  parts  of  the  bow  between  the 

handle  and  the  ends  (the  upper  being  called  jolj»- 
kkdnad  bdld,  and  the  lower  ioU-  khd- 

nad shihin').  ̂ ja  &i\i^kkdnad  7nurgh,A  bird's  nest. 
Ijii  lO  &3ls«-  khdnad  niih  da?;  (Nine-doored  house) 
The.  world.  The  human  body. 

p  khdnahd,  (pi.  of  eols*-  kkdna^  Houses. 

The  squares  of  a  chess-board. 
p  lib  I  t6\j>-  khdna-dbdd.  Flourish  your  house  ! 

p  jb  joIs-  khdna-bdz,  One  who  stakes  his  all. 

p  i^^^,  khdna  ba  dosh,  A  traveller,  pil- 

grim, gipsey  (whose  house  is  on  his  shoulder). 
pj\ii3^ ajl^  khdna  bar  anddz,  A  traveller. 

A  wandering  monk.  A  prodigal,  spendthrift.  A 

beloved  object. 

p  i^jii^jl  khdna-parddzi,  Domestic  eco- 
nomy, attention  to  household  matters. 

Fjjj>  ioli-  klidna-parrvar.  Brought  up  at  home. 

p  i^jj^.  khdna-parward.  Brought  up  in 
the  house ;  cade,  cosset. 

p  \,^JZt>-  xils-  khdna-jang.  Quarrelsome,  ready 

to  wrangle  and  fight  about  any  trifle. 

p  j_^is>-        Mana-;;an^i,  Civil  war,  bickering. 



p  eoli>-  io\s^  khana  khana,  Cellular. 

p  j6\i»-  khdna-khuda,  Master  of  the  house. 

An  oratory. 

PL^\j>-  eoU"-  khana-kharab,Ya\n,einpty, lying. 
p ej\s>-  hhana-dar,  Frugal,  economical.  A 

housekeeper. 

p  (^^ti  ioU»  khana-dari,  Housekeeping. 
p  i6ls>-  khana-ddmdd,  A  domesticated  son- 

in-law. 

p  khdnaddn,  A  great  tribe,  family. 

p  vJ_V^j.N  ioli-  khana-dost,  Fond  of  home  (a 
term  of  abuse). 

p  «.jls>'  khdna-ras,  Unripe  fruit  falling  from 

the  branch,  and  coming  to  maturity  in-doors. 

p  sJ^j  e6\i-  khdna-roha,  Sweepings  of  a  house. 

p  d\j  i6\s»-  khana-zdd,  Born  in  the  family.  The 
child  of  a  slave. 

vjyM  &.)ls-  khdna-soz,  Disgracing  one's  family. 
p  (_f,lvSj  io\i>-  Jihdna-shumdrt, House-counting: 

a  house-tax. 

p  {^j^  khdna-farosh,  Renouncing  the 

world,  solitary.  ̂ Li*^  ajls«-  khana-faroshan,{-p\.) 
Pure,  devout.  Hermits.  Loose,  abandoned  fellows 

who  frequent  taverns  and  stews. 

p       ajli-  khdna-han,  Spendthrift.  Prudent. 

p  klidna-gir,  Possessing  a  house.  The 

fourth  of  the  seven  games  or  rounds  of  the  game 

of  J!j>  nard.  The  first  is  iijifdrd ;  the  second,  Jbj 
ziyad  ;  third,  XjIjuo  sitdra ;  fourth,jv^  ajls-  khdna- 

gir ;  fifth,  jj^^  tawil ;  sixth,  hazdrdn ;  se- 
venth, iOytoJ^A  mansuba. 

p  (j,ls>-  hhdrii,  A  fountain,  pure  water.  A  vessel 
wherein  they  cool  water.  A  bath.  Gold.  Impe- 

rial rank,  khanship.  Name  of  Humay  daughter 
of  Dara._    Name  of  a  coin  current  in  Turkistan. 

p  khdmcha,  A  small  fountain  or  cistern. 

P        hhdv,  Pile  of  velvet.  Down,  soft  hair. 

P jj^  khdwar,T\\e  west,  but  often  used  by  the 
poets  for  the  east.  The  sun. 

P  ̂jIjJ^  khdrvardn,  East  and  west.  A  district 

in  Khurasan,  birth-place  of  the  poet  (_?,y ̂   anwarl. 

P  ij^^iii-jjls-  khdwar-khuddy,  Lord  of  the  East 
(a  title  of       salm,  son  of  Farldun). 

P  {Jj^^  khdwari,  Western.  Eastern.  The 
sun.  Title  of  the  poet  anwart. 

p  ̂jwjU-  hhdwush,  A  cucumber  kept  for  seed, 

p  Jjls-  hhdwul,  A  biting  ant. 

P  u  '        hhdrcalinjdn,  Galangale. 
p  lijjls-  hhdrvand,  A  master.  Superior.  The 

west.  Definite. 

p khdwandagdr,  A  lord,  a  master. 

p  t/'ijj^i-  khdwandl,  Taste.  Western.  Mas- 
tery, dominion. 

p  t/j^  hhdwi,  Flavour.  Deliglit. 

A  iJ'j^^  khdwi,  Uninhabited,  ruined,  or  fallen 
down.  t/j^  khdwi'l  hatn,  Empty-bellied. 
^_>a\jj5\  c/j^s-  MtiwrZ  TO?Ja2r,  With  empty  purse. 
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A  ioj^  khdwiyat,  Empty  (house).  Deserted 
(country).  Hollow  (palm-tree). 

F Jt>\}>-  khdhar,  (for  jfi)\j5»-  khrvdhar)  A  sister. 
P  (_?^  khdy,  Taste  thou,  (in  compos.)  Chew- 
ing, gnawing,  biting.  Pleasure,  any  thing  grateful 

to  the  sense.  Ground  dug  up,  or  trenched.  Low- 

lying  land. 
A  t.^Jls*'  hhdnb,  Unsuccessful.  Disappointed. 

Impoverished. 
A  khdfitat,  Pouncing  (eagle). 

A  (Sj^  (ijls-  khdsiz  Idfiz,  Arduous  (affair). 

AjjU-  hhanr,  Well  off.  Weak,  debilitated. 
p  e!uLwJ,\i>-  hhdyista,  Masticated.  Divulged. Absurdity. 

p  ̂^^\s-  khdyish,  A  smith's  hammer.  Malle- 
able, (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  prison. 

A  hhdsis,  A  small  present,  if  accepted. 
A  khdsiz,  One  who  enters,  fords,  wades, 

or  passes  (through  water).  One  who  exposes  him- 
self to  danger.  Wandering. 

A  lajljs-  khdsit,  A  tailor. 

A  lihdyif,  (pi.  1—2^  hliuyyaf,  hhiyaf, 

(_-Sjj>-  Idiuwaf,  and  (__ijs«-  kharvf)  Timid,  fearful, 
pusillanimous,  afraid. 

p  uib.li-  hhdyak,  (or  lL6.U»-  khdyag)  A  locust. 
p  &<;aXj_Is-  khdy(jina,  A  fried  egg. 

A  klidfil,  (pi.        hhawal)  An  imaginer 

(especially  falsely  or  foolishly).  An  administrator, 

manager,  factor.  A  guardian,  keeper.  An  atten- 

dant, servant,  or  handmaid.  (pl.aJlj>-  /Jmte)  Proud. 

A  ̂li-  hhdnm,  Deceitful.    A  coward. 

A  hhasin,  (pi.  'i>\s>-  hhanat,  io_j=»-  khawa- 
nat,  and  ̂ J|y>■  khurvdn)  A  deceiver,  traitor,  rebel. 

Faithless.  t:;^^  kJiddnu'l  ̂ yn,  The  lion. 

Pudlc'j  ̂ 13  t^^^  lihdf  'mindn  u  namak,  A  bread 
and  salt  traitor,  (met.)  A  domestic  villain  who  be- 

trays his  master. 

A  'iX>\s>'  khdsinat,  A  deceiver,  traitor.  aJjls- 

i^XP'*^^  hhdsinatu'l  a^/un,  A  stolen  glance. 
P  iS^}^  hJidyanda,  A  masticator. 
^  hhdsini,  Treachery. 

P  e^>\s>'  klidya,  An  egg.  A  testicle.  A  eunuch. 

^j-*^^  klidyaA  iblis,  Name  of  a  certain  stone. 

A  rogue,  jj  b.>\s-  khdyan  zar,  The  sun.  sjls- 
t^X^  khdyaA  sag,  Testicles  of  the  beaver ;  castor. 

^^U^ks-  hSks-  lilidyad  gJnddmdn,  A  soi't  of  grape. 

f^,^'^  to}^  hhdya  kardan,  To  lay  eggs. 
Pj^Jr>  s^}^  Jthdya-barddr,  A  cringer. 

P  U*^.*^         fihdya-dis,  A  mushroom. 

^j"J         hhdya-rez,  A  fried  egg,  omelet. 
p  Si^xi^  iO_U^  khdya-Jiasliida,  Castrated. 

p  t^J^         Jihdya-hun,  (A  hen)  laying  eggs. 
p  Si\x^eo.li-  khdya-kanda,  A  eunuch. 

p       wli-  Ithdya-gir,  Venomous  sort  of  spider. 

p  aJj^         hhdya-gina,  Fried  egg,  omelet. 

p  ̂^i-^^j         lilidya  nikddan,  Shameful  crime. 
p  |_^tWU>-  khdsidagi,  A  chewing,  a  masticating. 

« 

p  lihdyidan,  To  chew,  gnaw. 

p  » Ji^.ls"  khdyida,  Chewed,  gnawed. 

A  uIas"  hhabb,  (v.  n.  of  l!1>c>-)  Going  with  an 

ambling  pace  (a  horse).  Standing  with  one  foot 

alternately  up  (a  horse).  Lifting  his  right  and  left 

feet  together  (a  horse).  Keeping,  withholding. 

Absconding,  getting  out  of  the  way  (a  miser).  Be- 
coming fraudulent.  Growing  (as  a  plant).  Being 

agitated  (the  sea).  A  wave,  surge.  A  low  hillock 
of  sand.  A  plain  between  two  rough  pieces  of 

ground  abounding  in  mushrooms.  A  deceiver, 
fraudulent  man.  Khibb,  Perfidy,  fraud,  treachery, 

dissimulation.  A  seducer,  deceiver.  The  raging 

of  the  sea.  Klmbb,  (pi.  (_^Ls>-^  akhbdb  and  (_-.>_jJc» 
khubub)  The  bark  of  a  tree.    Low  ground. 

A  khabs,  (v.  n.  of  1*=-)  Concealing.  Con- 

cealment.   Concealed.    Any  thing  hid.  f- 

Oljlv-J^  hhabsu  's  samdmdt,  Rain.  {^J^  \  -*'-r-^ 
Jthabsu'l  arz,  A  plant. 

A  >Us»  hliibdf,  (v.  n.  3  of  \jc>-)  Teazing  by  ask- 

ing questions,  (pi.  akhbiyat)  A  rustic  Ara- 
bian tent  of  wool  or  camel's  hair,  supported  by  two 

or  by  three  poles.  A  pod,  a  capsule.  The  enve- 
lope of  wheat  or  barley  coming  into  ear.  Certain 

stars  disposed  in  a  circular  form.  A  box  for  oint- 

ment, (pi.  'ils^]  aJihbisat,)  A  private  mark  made 

(by  burning)  on  an  excellent  she-camel. 
A  1— khibab,  The  raging  of  the  sea. 

A  (_-.>Ui>-  hhabbdb,  Name  of  a  sword-maker. 

A  j^V'"  hhabdbirat,  The  descendants  of  jii 
zujabalat  bin  suwdd,  the  father  of 

an  Arabian  tribe. 

A    j^^J^  lihababiriy,  One  of  the  Khababirat. 

A  sUs-  khabsat,  A  plant.  Khubasat,  A  wo- 

man who  just  shews  her  face  to  men,  and  then 
withdraws  or  covers  herself.  A  woman  who  keeps 

close  at  home. 
A  L^ljki-  \>,yd  hhabdsi,  O  infamous  (woman)! 

A  &'iUj>-  khabdsat,  (or  s-jV*"  khabdsiyaf)  (v.  n. 
of  lLo^s.-)  Being  wicked.  Wickedness,  infamy, 

baseness,  depravity,  impurity. 
A  ̂l»-lji5«-  khabdjdf,  Foolish.  A  stallion  in 

great  request. A js-Ias-  khubdkhir,  Loose  and  large-bellied. 
p         khubdd,  A  broomstick. 

Ajlj^  kliabdr,  Soft  and  loose  earth.  Soil  col- 
lected about  the  root  of  a  palm-tree.  The  holes  of 

field-mice.  ^  man  tajan- 

naba  'I  khabdr,  amina  'Z  ̂ sdr,  He  who  avoids  loose 
ground  is  safe  from  stumbling.  Khibdr,  (v.  n.  .3 

ofj<i-)  Letting  land  to  another  for  part  of  the  pro- 

duce, (pi.  of  ̂]ff'  hhabrdf)  Soft  loose  soils  where 
the  lot-tree  grows. 
A  khabdrat,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Knowing,  being 

aware  of. 

p  Sjlp-  khabdra,  Quick,  active,  intelligent. 

A  ijj^  khabdra'  and  hhabdn,  (pi.  of  ̂]fj>- 



A/ia&m^)Softloose  grounds  where  thelot-treegrows. 

Ajlfs"  khabbaz,  A  baker.  Khubhaz,  ((_^l*5- 

khuhdza,  Xjlfs-  hhubhazat,  or  Isj^)  Mallows. 
A  »jlfs»  khibazat,  Business  of  a  baker,  baking. 

p  i^l-s"  khubazi,  Mallows. 

^  (_^VXs-  khabbazi,  Baking,  business  of  a  baker. 
A  (^IjIs"-  khabbas,  Plunder,  booty.  A  captive. 

Fond  of  game,  and  killing  much.  A  lion. 

A  khubdsas,  Plunder,  booty,  spoil,  prey. 

A  &*>iUj>-  khubdsat,  Prey,  game,  spoil,  plunder. 
A  place  of  plunder. 

A  Ci'\j^\jk5>-  khubdshdt,  Provisions  fetched  from 

different  quarters.  A  multitude  of  men  from  diffe- 
rent tribes. 

A  IsLki-  khabdt,  Dust.  Khibdt,  (pi.  laji-  khu- 
but)  A  long  and  broad  mark  on  the  thighs  or  face 

of  cattle,  impressed  with  a  hot  iron ;  also  the  iron 

with  which  the  mark  is  made.  Gendering,  cover- 

ing. Klmbdt,  Madness,  demoniacal  insanity. 

khubbdt,  A  young         kan^d  fish. 

A  ̂ Xi^  khibd^  A  tent. 
P  hhabdk,  Four  roofless  walls  use(^  as  a 

stable  or  fold  for  cattle.  The  precincts  of  a  mosque. 

A  JIas-  hhabdl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JJ«^►)  Being  mad. 
Withering  (the  hand).  Fatigue,  toil,  trouble.  A 

heavy  burden.  Deadly  poison.  Corruption  (parti- 

cularly that  putrid  matter  supposed  by  the  Muham- 

madans  to  flow  from  the  damned).  A  family,  domes- 

tics. Decrease,  deficiency,  damage,  loss,  destruction. 
The  condition  of  an  old  well  whose  sides  have  be- 

come honey-combed  and  tear  the  leathern  bucket. 

A  hhibdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^.i-)  Doubling  and 
sewing  up  a  garment  to  shorten  it.  Laying  up  a 

secret  store  of  provisions  against  a  scarcity. 

A  tJ.3U^  khabdnid,  (pi.  of  [jdJ^  Jihabanda') 
Full-grown  (men). 

p  ̂^OJoUi*-  khabdnidan,  To  make  trample  on. 

A  bUs"-  khabdya,  (pi.  of  khahuai)  Se- 
crets.   Concealed  things. 

A  c_^^Us»  L-.'ji  sawbi  hhabdsib,  Tom  garment. 

A  khabdfis,  (pi.  of  iCJ^  khabisat)  Im- 
purities, wicked  things.  Evil  spirits.  Female  de- 

mons. ji\  ummu'l  khabdsis,  Mother  of 
mischief,  i.  e.  wine.  <JjS\j^  J^f-^  a^dli  khabdsis, 
Wicked  or  shameful  actions. 

khabab,  (v.  n.  of  tll^s«-)  Ambling  (a 
horse).  Standing  with  one  foot  alternately  up. 

Lifting  up  his  right  and  left  legs  together  (a  horse). 
Speed.    Khibab,  A  torn  garment. 

A  ws^  khabbat,  khibbat,  or  hhubbat,  A  long 
track  or  stripe  (of  sand  or  of  clouds).  A  long  roller 

of  cloth.  j^^/iwiJa^,  A  kind  of  sweet  herb.  Apond. 

A  cL*J>>-  hhabt,  {T^\.CJ'\yi>'\a]ihbdt  and  OjJi5>- 
khubut)  Plain  ground,  large  field,  sandy  ground. 

A  iCJi-  khabtat,  Humility,  submission. 
A  hhahtal,  A  short  woman.  Khubtul, 

Foolish,  hasty.  An  improper  meddler. 
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A  &hjtf>-  hkabtalat,  (v.  n.  of  ,J^^  Q)  Being 
hasty  and  foolish,  and  impertinently  busy. 

A  <-1aj^  khubs  or  khabs,  (v.  n.  of  lLaj^)  Being 

perfidious  and  impure.  Fornicating.  Khubs,  Ma- 

lignity, malice,  brutality,  perfidy,  malevolence. 
Male  demons.  Impurity,  fornication.  Khabas, 

Nastiness,  impurity.  Dross  of  metal.  Khubas, 

Impure.  Impurity.  ».L«Jc>-  b  yd  khubas,  O  filthy 
fellow !  O  shame !  O  infamous  !  Khubus,  (pi.  of 

khabis)  Impure,  wicked,  malicious. 
A  ̂ ujc- AAm  Jasaj,(pl.of<^^A»- )Impure,wicked. 

A  'iXyi*-  khibsat.  Unlawful  slavery,  unfair  ser- 
vitude.   Impurity  and  dishonesty. 

A  khabj,(r.n.of  ̂ ^)Strikingwithastick. 
Breaking  wind.    Lying  with.  Khabij,  Foolish. 

p         khabja.  Tamarind.    Indian  date. 

A  i_->li^  khabkhdb,  Looseness,  flabbiness. 
A  hhabkhabat,  (v.  n.  of  l-J^  Q)  Doing 

aught  in  the  cool.  Abating,  declining  (heat). 

Hanging  down  (the  belly).  Becomingthin  after  be- 
ing fa  t.  Deceiving.  Name  of  a  certain  tree. 

baki^'l  khabkhabat,  Name  of  a  place  nigh 
to  Madina  where  these  trees  grow. 

Aji^  khabkhar,  Loose  and  big-bellied. 
A  jia^  khabura,  (fut.^^Jkij  yakhburu)  He  knew, 

understood,  was  acquainted  with. 

A  khabr.  Seed  sown.  A  place  where  water 

lodges  on  a  mountain.  Khabr  or  khibr,  (pl.jjA5»- 
khubur)  A  large  bag  or  wallet.  (A  camel)  that 

yields  much  milk.  Khibr,  (v.  n.  of  jfi")  Going 

partners  in  the  cultivation  of  a  field.  The  know- 
ledge of  a  thing.  Khubr,  (v.  n.  of  j}^)  Knowing, 

understanding,  being  well  aware  of.  Trying,  prov- 

ing. Making  (food)  fat  and  greasy.  The  know- 
ledge of  a  thing.  Khobar,  (v.  n.  of^ji")  Producing 

the  lote-tree.  Being  loose  and  stony  (ground).  Be- 

ing full  of  holes  of  the  field-mouse.  (pl.jLi-\  akh- 

bdr  zxidi jol5-\a/e/taZ;i/')  News,  advices.  Report, ru- 
mour, fame,  story.  Prophecy,  prediction,  (in 

grammar)  The  predicate.  ̂ Jyos>^  hhabari  khi- 
zarl,  Report,  sudden  news,  guessing  what  is  to  hap- 

pen. ( khizarwas  a  prophet  skilled  in  divi- 
nation, and  hence,  when,  from  certain  symptoms, 

the  public  guess  at  the  intentions  of  government, 

&c.,  intellisence  of  such  intentions  is  called  khabar- 

khizarT).  j  ̂i^llv*  mubtadd  u  khabar,  Subject 

and  predicate.  P  {^y^Jij^  khabar giriftan,  To  get 
information, to  inquire  orascertain.  AKhabir,  Soft 

and  stony  (field).  The  lote-tree.  (Ground)  pro- 
ducing lote-trees.  Khabir  or  khubr,  Knowing, 

informed,  acquainted  with. 

A  *-^Jk»-  hhabrdf,  (pi.  i^sj^  khabdra',  khabdri, 
0^j\^  kkabrdwdt,  andjUi-  khibdr)  Soft,  loose, 
stony  soil  producing  the  lote-tree.  A  pit  where 
water  collects  at  the  foot  of  the  lote-tree.  A  large 

bag  or  wallet. 

A  ̂J|]Ji=^'  khibrdh,  One  who  farts  much. 

A  kkabrdwdt,  (pi.  of  khdbrdi) 
Soft,  loose  soils  where  lote-trees  grow. 

A  khabarbaj,  A  soft  delicate  body. 

A  i^jis"  khabarbajat,  Excellence  and  whole- somfeness  of  food. 

A  kkibrat,  (v.  n.  of  jf=-)  Proving.  Mak- 
ing (food)  fat  and  greasy.  The  knowledge  of  a  thing. 

Experience,  experiment,  trial,  proof.  0;As»  (Jj&\ 
aldi  kkibrat,  A  maker  of  experiments,  censor,  critic. 

An  assay er  of  gold  or  silver.  Khubrat,  The  know- 

ledge of  a  thing.  A  sheep  bought,  and  when  slaugh- 
tered, divided  amongst  a  number  of  persons.  Thick 

porridge.  A  portion  or  ration  of  meat  or  fish.  Bread 
or  meat  purchased  for  a  household.  Food  served 

up.  Travelling  provisions.  A  dish  of  meat  sufficient 
for  four  or  five  persons.  Khabirat,  A  soft  plain 
where  the  lote-tree  grows. 

A  ̂y>-jii>-  khabarjal,  A  crane. 
p  J^As-  khabar-ddr,  Informed,  apprised,  certi- 

fied. Aware.  Careful,  cautious.  An  informer,  scout, 

spy.  Take  care !  beware  !  ̂ ^s^J\^i jXs-  khabar- 
ddr  shudan.  To  be  conscious,  to  have  intelligence. 

To  be  aware  of.  ̂ J^^Ji khabar-ddr  kardan, 
To  inform,  give  intelligence,  assure.  To  caution. 

p  ijj^'^ jis^  khabar-ddri.  Care.  Information. 
A  i^jis-  khabra^t,  Information  against  any 

one,  espionage. 

A  i^jys"  kkabrakat,  A  tearing,  slitting. 

Pj^ jjc-  khabar-gir.  Taking  cognizance,  atten- 
tive.   A  spy,  informer.    A  protector,  patron. 

p  i^jif  khabar-giri,  Spying,  informing. 
Attention.  Aiding,  protecting.  Allowance,  main- 

tenance, establishment. 

p  (jM^jj jij>-  khabar-navls,  A  news-writer. 

A  ̂ ji^  khubru^  An  informer,  sycophant. 
p  iji^  khabra.  Solid,  firm,  twisted.  Khabra 

or  khibra.  Reckoning.  Weighing. 

p  S/olj  khibra-ndma,  A  mariner's  compass. 
A  sun-dial. 

A  Csji^  khabariy,  Predicatory.  An  historian. 
Ajis-  khabz,  (v.  n.  of^_jAs»-)  Baking.  Giving 

bread  to  eat.  Pawing  the  earth  (a  camel).  Urg- 

ing, driving  vehemently.  Beating.  Khabaz,  Yel- 
low water  accompanying  the  foetus.  Depressed, 

low-lying  ground.    Kkubz,  Bread. 

A  'jjjki-  kkubzat.  One  loaf.  A  mass  of  dough 
ready  for  the  oven.  Darkness. 

p  jii}As-  khabazdu,  (or  ul3jJjjkP-)  A  beetle. 
A  khabazun.  One  with  a  swollen  face. 

A  (^is-  kkabs,  (v.  n.  of  [j'^is-')  Taking  in  tlie 
hand.  Defrauding.  X/tJ&s,  A  space  of  time  between 

the  drinking  and  watering  of  camels. 

A  (jiiJ^  kkabsh,  (v.n.  of  (jSj^)  Collecting  here 
and  there,  taking. 

A  c>aAs»  khabs,  (v.  n.  of  (jiaji-)  Mixing.  Cook- 

ing the  dish  {^jais^  khabts. 
A         khabt,  (v.  n.  of  iaJ**")  Striking  hard,  or 



trampling  upon.  Pawing  the  ground  with  the  fore- 

foot (a  camel).  Striking  the  leaves  off  (a  tree)  with 

a  stick.  Smiting  with  a  sword.  Conferring  a  fa- 
vour upon  an  unknown  person.  Conferringa  favour 

without  claim  or  previous  acquaintance.  Throw- 

ing one's  self  down  upon  any  place  to  sleep.  Mark- 
ing a  camel  on  the  thigh.  Hurting,  inflicting  mad- 

ness (Satan).  Travelling  by  night  without  direction. 

Rising,  standing  up.  A^^S'  ]ais-  kkabta  ̂ shwas, 

(A  camel)  pawing  the  ground  when  she  cannot  see. 

(met.)  An  imprudent,  heedless,  improvident  man. 

Kkubt,  (pi.  of  )a.i£>-\  ahhbat)  Strikers  with  the  feet. 
Khahat,  A  leaf  shaken  from  a  tree.  Leaves  shaken 

from  a  tree,  and  when  dried,  pounded,  and  mixed 

with  meal  and  moistened  with  water,  are  poured 

down  a  camel's  throat.  Leaves  trodden  and  crushed 

under  the  feet  of  cattle.  Khibat,(jA.  of  &iiX5-  khih- 

tat)  Bands,  troops.  Khuhut,  (pi.  of  IsLs-  hhibat) 
Long  and  broad  marks  on  the  face  and  thighs  of 

cattle,  (pi.  of  laAJtf-  hhalii)  Cisterns  trampled  and 

broken  down  by  camels. 

A  eiiaJc-  Jihabtat,  A  rheum  which  occurs  before 

the  cold  weather  setsin.  Copious rainfallinggently. 

A  small  matter,  a  little.  Khabtat,  hhibtat,  or  khtib- 
tat,  Milk  remaining  in  a  vessel  or  food  in  a  dish. 

Khabtat  or  khabatat,  Remains  of  water  in  a  pond 

or  vessel.  Khibtat,  Half  a  cistern  or  half  a  leathern 

bag  full  of  water.  Milk  or  water  reaching  to  a 

third  or  half  a  vase  or  cistern.  Little  (milk  or  fod- 

der). A  portion  (of  the  night).  (pL  \^is-  lihibai) 
A  number  or  cluster  (of  men  or  houses). 

A  'i^s^£>-  iilaji-  khibtatan  khibtaian,  In  parts, 
groups,  or  companies. 

A  khab^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Conceahng.  Abid- 
ing. Entering. 

A  khuba^t,  (A  woman)  concealing  and 
uncovering  herself. 

A  t^.r^tAs'  hhuba^in,  Fat  and  juicy.  Khuba^ 

sin,  (Jihaba^an,  or  aJJsAs-  hhuba^inat^  Bulky 
and  strong.  A  lion. 

A  'i^^  khab^jat,  A  short,  cautious  tread. 
A  khabk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Breaking  wind. 

Rendering  one  contemptible  in  his  own  sight.  Kha- 
bah,  A  noise  made  by  a  woman  in  coitu. 

A  ̂ _•J>5-  khibakk  or  khibikk,  Long  (man  or  horse). 
Swift  (horse).  Jumping,  springing  (man). 

A>l_iiji>.  /i/w6i/{/;aj:,Bad-dispositioned  (woman). 
A  khibihkat,  A  camel  taking  long  steps. 

A  lihibihka' ,  Swift  (horse).  Impetuous 
(man).  Quick  pace  of  a  horse  (with  wide  steps). 

(A  she-camel)  swift  and  taking  long  steps. 

p  uiijs.-  hhabah,  Strangulation,  suffocation. 
p  (J\^J^  liha  or  khibkal,  Butt  for  archers.  Hole. 

A  hhabl,  (v.  n.  of  Jj>i>-)  Disturbing,  de- 
ranging the  mind  (grief).  Falling  short  of  the 

deeds  of  one's  father.  Mutilating  (the  body).  Im- 
prisoning. Denying,  forbidding.  Hindering,  pre- 
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venting.  Borrowing.  Amputation  of  the  hands  or 

feet.  Any  thing  given  (to  a  porter)  over  and  above 

j  the  sum  stipulated,    (pi.  J_jfs-  hhubul)  An  affec- 
I  tion  of  the  limbs.     Hemiplegia.    Syncope  of  the 

letters        s  and  O  t  in  ̂ ^al-.*  mustaf^lun  of 

j  the  two  kinds  of  verse  called  laA«*JkM  al  basit  and 

|j=>^l  ar'rujaz.     Khubl,  Mind,  heart,  thought. 
Khubl  or  hhabl,  Madness.    Khabal,  An  affection 

of  the  limbs.  Hemiplegia.  Epilepsy.  Demoniacal 

madness.  A  disease  in  the  legs  of  quadrupeds.  A 
certain  bird  which  seems  to  vociferate  all  night  the 

words  iJ.A>-  (JI-o\/o  matat  hhabal,  Khabal  is  dead. 

A  large  leathern  water-bag  filled.    Khabil,  Op- 

pressive, overwhelming  (adverse  fortune).  Mad. 

A  (j^=>-  khabn,  (v.  n.  of  i^Xf')  Doubling  up  and 
sewing  part  (of  a  garment)  to  shorten  it.  Laying 

up  (a  secret  store  of  provisions)against  scarce  times. 

A  poetic  licence  in  which  the  metre  ̂ y^&^S  f^^' 

latun  becomes  (jJliljti  fa^ldtun.  Kluibn,  The 
space  between  the  ear  and  mouth  of  a  leathern  wa- 

ter-bottle. Khuban,  (pi.  of  ilji-  hhtibnat')  Armsful. 
A(2ri=-/i'/tM&M«?z,(Aman)shrunk,drawn  together. 

A  OUji-  j'^  zu  hhabanat  or  khubunat,  A  de- 
ceiver. A  liar.  One  who,  if  he  by  chance  act  right, 

defeats  immediately  the  effect  by  acting  wrong. 

A&JJkP-  M;(J«a^,  An  armful.  The  fastening  place 
of  the  drawers. 

A  khabandat,  (pi.  Obii.iJti-  khaban- 

dayat)  A  fine  full-grown  girl ;  or  one  heavy-hip- 
ped. A  leg  full  and  round. 

A  ;^iXlji>-  hhabanda' ,  (pi.  lioUs-  khabanid)  Full, well-made  (man). 

A  Xiajji-  khabanfasat,  The  anus. 

A  lihabiv,  (or_^j»i>-  hhubuw)  (v.  n.  of  Ip- 

for  ̂ A»-)  Being  extinguished  (fire,  war,  or  anger). 

A  hhubub,  (pi.  of  iJl*s»-  hhubb)  Barks 
of  trees.  Low  grounds. 

A  O^i-  khubut,(pl.o(  OJii-)  Soft  level  fields. 

Aj^ji-  hhabur,  A  lion.  Khuhur,  (pi.  of jis' 
hhabr)  Large  bags  or  bottles. 

A  8)^J»s-  khuburat,  (v.  n.  4  of  jAs-  irreg.)  In- 
forming, giving  intelligence.  Finding  (a  milch  ca- 

mel) to  be  full  of  milk. 

A  (^j^ji=-  hhabus,  Oppressive,  unjust,  tyranni- 
cal. (A  lion)  seizing,  and  tearing  his  prey. 

A  i^jJ^  hhahut,  A  Iiorse  that  paws  the  ground. 

A  ̂ j^^  hhubu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  choked 
with  weeping  and  unable  to  speak  (a  child). 

A  J}^=-  hkabuh,  A  woman  by  whom  a  noise  is made  in  coitu. 

p  cL]_jf5-  hhabuk, (^ijSs-hhabuh or  khubuh)Fhm. 

A  Jjfs*-  /jAwSmZ,  Amputation  of  hands  and  feet, 
(pi.  of         hhabl)  Diseases  of  the  limbs,  palsies. 

A  (j^fso  hhabun,  (as  i^y^  hhabanathu 
hhabunun)  He  died. 

p  »^f5«-  hhabrva,  Firm,  solid. 
p  dios-  hhaba,  Strangulation,  suffocation.  A 
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difficulty  in  breathing ;  a  sob.  (j'^J^  *J*=-  khaba 
hardan,  To  strangle,  suffocate. 

A  (^-J^  hhabis,  Concealed.    Any  thing  hid. 
A  aVXp-  hhabib,  (v.  n.  of  lI.*?-)  Going  witli 

an  ambling  pace  (a  horse)  ;  standing  with  one  foot 

alternately  up.  Lifting  his  right  and  left  legs  toge- 

ther (a  horse).  A  farrow  or  fissure  in  the  ground. 

A  &>>^J^  khabibat,  A  track  of  sand.  A  strip  of 
cloth.  A  slice  of  meat.  The  lowest  part  of  a  valley. 

A  ̂ AAs-  /J<a&iya^,  Hidden.  A  treasure.  A  lurk- 

ing-place. A  ij^kii"  khabit,  Any  thing  despised.  Impure. 

A  CU^ji"  hhabis,(p\,{^*»-hhubusa.ndf-\i>^hhu- 
Jasaj)Iinpure,  wicked,  base,  malignant.  One  whose 

companions  are  impure  and  malignant.  CLaJjJs- 

^a5\  J  khablsu'l  batn  wa'lfarj,  Aglatton 
and  fornicator,  careless  of  reputation.  &aaa»-  ̂ ^jj^ 

arivald  hhabisa,  Foul  spirits.  s^J^'^  ij'^ ̂  ask ' 
shajaratu'l  hhabisat,  The  colocynth.  Dodder. 

A  (^xXs-  hhibbis,  (pi.  ̂jyjjj!s-  khibbisun)  Ex- 
tremely depraved  or  impure. 

J  hhahisi,lm purity.  A  malignant  woman . 

A  ̂jUxj>- M/W;isa',  Malice,  perfidy.  Impurity. 
p  ̂^xjks-  hliabidan,  To  chew.  Totrample  upon, 

beatorwear  with  the  feet.  To  be  crooked.  To  grow 
old  or  inveterate.  To  seize,  snatch.  To  roast,  boil, 

fry.  To  break.  To  abscond.  To  retire. 

■p  "iSxis"  hhabtda,Cvo6k.edL.  Strangled.  Klm- 
bida,  Name  of  a  thorny  plant. 

p^AAi-  khabir  ov  hhibyar,  Weighed.  Counted. 

Prepared.  Twisted. 
A khabir,  Knowing,  acquainted  with,  in- 

formed. One  acquainted  with  God.  Skilful,  in- 

telligent. A  farmer.  A  tiller  of  the  ground.  A 

digger  of  wells.  A  plant,  grass,  herbage  (as  the 

produce  of  the  earth).  CaineFs  hair.  The  foam  of 
a  cameFs  mouth.  Baldness. 

A  iji^  /i/iaJimi,  A  sheep  purchased  and  slaugh- 
tered amongst  a  number  of  people.  Excellent  woo], the  first  clipping. 

p  S^joi-  hliabera,  Sum  total.  Arranged.  Twisted. 
A  sand-hill.    ̂ ^^^  khabera  shudmi,  To 
arm  one's  self    To  muster. 

Ajjoi-  A/iafe,Tlie  purple  mallow.  Baked  bread. 
Crumbled,  grated,  or  sliced  bread  put  among  milk, 

broth,  or  under  meat. 

p^Jjoi-  hhubbayz,  Mallows. 
p  2^Jif=-  khabiza,  Ivy.  A  winding,  twisting. 

Coiled  together.  ̂ ^'^  ̂ f=*  hhahiza  shudan, 
To  arm  one's  self. 

A  &**ijji>-  hhabisat,  Plunder,  booty. 

A  {^j'^&xis'  hliabis,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat  made  of 
dates  and  butter. 

A  JajJii-  hhablt,  A  horse  that  paws  the  ground, 

(pi.  laJs-  hhubuf)A  cistern  or  reservoir  pawed  down 
by  the  feet  of  camels.  Thick  milk;  or  churned 

milk  on  which  fresh  milk  is  poured. 



p  (J^fi»  lihuhin,  (or  {^-t^)  A  wooden  dish, 

p  Ijyuh'  khahyura,  A  sum  total.  A  sand-hill, 
p  8_jJ^Jii-  hhabma,  A  sum  total.    A  sand-hill. 
A  slxxs'  hhahuat,  A  thing  hid.  Secrecy, 
p  <— khap,  Silent.    Hush  ! 

p  8jl^  hliapara,  Active,  nimble,  dexterous, 
p  tiJLp-  khapah,  A  fold  for  cattle. 

P  et^i^  hliap  or  khipcha,  A  straight  branch, 
p  (^J^  hliapak,  A  large  loaf.  Strangulation. 

Vexation. 

p  khapa,  Strangulation,  suffocation.  &J>- 

^^ti^ khaj)a  hardan,  To  strangle,  to  suffocate. 

p  ̂ ^SXfj>■  kkapidan,  To  be  crooked. 
p  8t>>>-i>-  kliapida,  Bent. 

A  iJl/i-  khatt,  A  home-thrust. 

A  ̂ Os-  hhats,  A  hindering,  keeping  back. 
p  Kis"  hhata,  Name  of  a  city  in  China. 

PjUs-  Ithatar  or  khutar,  Weeding  (a  garden). 

A  jljc>-  hhattar,  Great  deceiver,  arrant  knave. 

A  i^jCis^  khatarish,  Motions  of  an  infant. 

A  ̂ Ss-  lihita^  A  glove,  a  gauntlet. 
A  JlSi-  khattal,  One  whose  air  is  stately. 

A  ̂Gi>-  hhatum,(y. n.  of  j*^^)  Sealing.  Khitam, 
Wax  or  clay,  with  which  any  thing  is  sealed.  The 

end  of  any  thing,  (pi.  hhutuni)  The  joint  of 

(a  horse's)  limbs. 
A  (J lis-  khitan,  A  convivial  meeting  on  account 

of  a  marriage  or  a  circumcision.  The  place  of  cir- 

cumcision in  a  boy.  Circumcision.  ^;l>="  Oi*" 
sunnati  hhiian,  The  rite  of  circumcision-feasts. 

A  ̂^^!>■  lihattan,  A  circumciser. 

A  '&>\ji-  hhitanat,  The  profession  of  a  circum- 
ciser. Circumcision. 

A  hhatiam,  Business  of  a  circumciser. 

A  ̂Is"  hhaiasi^  (pi.  of  X^jJp-)  Thumb-stalls. 

A  ij^'is-  hhatat,  Languor,  enervation  of  body. 
A jls-  hhatr,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^)  Deceiving  perfi- 

diously. Being  wicked,  depraved,  corrupt.  Per- 

fidy, deceit,  fraud.  Khatar,  A  stupor  caused  by 
medicine  or  poison. 

A  'iiJi^Tthatrahat,  Kcnitmg'm  pieces  or  portions. 

A  'iZij'i'^  Jtkatrashaf,  Noise  of  a  locust  eating. 
A  &i;>i>- /Jm^ra/fli,  A  striking.  Cutting,  paring. 

A  ̂jj'ii*-  lihutrah,  Wormwood  of  Pontus.  A 
kind  of  mugwort. 

A  'iiojis-  Jthatramat,  AkeeTp'mg  silence  from  fear. 

A  ̂ h-  Jihaf^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '^)  Travelling.  Go- 
ing right  in  the  dark  (a  guide  with  travellers).  At- 

tacking, rushing  upon.  Fleeing.  Making  haste. 

Limping  (a  hyena).  Walking  close  after  the  female 

(a  camel).  Clearing  off  (the  vapour  i-->]j*>>  sarab). 

Khuta^  A  female  hyena.  Khuta^  or  hhati^ 
Skilful  (guide). 

A  'ijiih'  khuta^t,  A  female  leopard. 
A  ijiCii-  hhat^rat,  A  vanishing,  disappearing. 

p  ̂^i"=»  hhatafraj,  Purslain. 
p  L^i'i-  khatak,  A  daily  allowance,  supplied 
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by  the  people  to  the  governor's  table. 
p  ̂Jjtf"  khatl,  Deceiving.  Name  of  a  district 

in  Badakhshan  whence  excellent  horses  are  pro- 
cured.   Seed  of  fleawort. 

A  ̂yis-  khatl,  (or  ̂j^Joi-  kliatalan)  (v.  n.  of 
(Jjkj»-)  Deceiving,  circumventing.  Seizing  by  stra- 

tagem (as  the  wolf  his  prey).  Khitl,  A  covering. 

The  form  or  lurking-place  of  a  hare. 

A  jjjks-  hhuttal,  A  city  in  Transoxania. 

p  j^^^J*"  hhatlan,  A  district  in  Badakhshan. 
p  khatlam,  (or  ,_^J^  hhatli)  Belonging 

to  jj^^J^  hhatlan.  An  excellent  horse  bred  there. 

A  'it^jc"  khatla^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ss-  Q)  Appear- 
ing, becoming  manifest.  Going  forth  to  the  desert. 
A  X-^oi-  khatlamat,  A  taking  clandestinely, 

A         hhatliy,  A  horse  bred  in  Khatl.  A  rogue. 

A  pji-  khatm,  (v.  n.  of  Sealing.  Con- 
cluding. Finishing,  reading  the  entire  Kur'an. 

Covering  the  inside  of  the  hive  with  the  finest  wax 

(a  bee).  Giving  the  first  watering  to  corn.  Honey. 
The  mouths  of  beehives.  J-^^ 

hhatama'llah  ^rcahihahu  bi'l  khayr,  May  God 

end  his  days  in  happiness !  p  ̂ ^SM>  ̂ is-khatm  shu- 
dan,To  be  stamped  or  sealed.  AKhatam,  Sealing- 

wax.  Sealed  clay.  End.  A  seal,  seal-ring.  Khu- 

tum,  (pi.  of        khitani)  Joints  of  horses'  limbs. 

A  Olfls-  hhatamat,  (pi.  of  pi's-  khatam)  Ter- 
minations, ends,  j^ly  Cy^si-  khatamnti  kur'an, 

Recitations  of  the  whole  Kur'an  (for  the  souls  of 
the  dead,  or  in  any  other  act  of  devotion). 

A  Xii-  kkatmat,  A  sealing.    An  epilogue. 

A  i^s"  khatn,  (v.  n.  of  {j^)  Circumcising  (a 

male).  Cutting.  Diminishing.  Acting  unjustly. 

Khatan,  (pi.  ̂ J^^  akhtan)  The  nearest  male  re- 
lation to  a  woman  (as  father  or  brother).  A  son- 

in-law.    A  circumcision-feast. 

p  [^s-  lihutan,  Tartary ;  also  a  certain  district 
of  that  country. 

p  jujk>-  khatambar,  A  miser  who  complains  of 
poverty.  A  trifling  vain  fellow,  who  boasts  of 
wealth  and  affects  distinctions  which  he  has  not. 

A  &ajIs>-  khutnat,  Circumcision.  Circumcision- 

fees,    p  (j0^&jjl5>-  khutna  kardan.  To  circumcise. 
»jj3-  khutna  na  karda,  Uncircumcised. 

A  Khatanat,  A  wife's  mother. 
A  ̂jks-  khatw,  (v.  n.  of  l:^  for_jAs>-)  Becoming 

broken  with  grief  or  indisposition,  becoming  hum- 

bled. Restraining  or  prohibiting.  Twisting  or  plait- 

ing the  fringe  of  one's  clothes  by  way  of  ornament. 
p  yi-  khutu,  A  reed.  The  horn  of  a  rhinoceros. 

The  tooth  or  bone  of  a  viper.  A  Chinese  bird,  of 

whose  bones  they  make  handles  to  knives,  which, 

being  dipt  into  any  victuals  suspected  to  be  poisoned, 

are  said  to  have  the  very  singular  virtue  of  imme- 
diately discovering  it. 

p  i^>\^ii-  hhatwana.  Garb  of  a  religious  beggar. 

Vj^s^  khatur,  A  reed,  a  cane. 

Aj^is^  khatur,  A  deceiver.  Perfidious.  Khu- tur,  Deceit,  fraud,  perfidj\ 

A  ̂^^is-  hhatu^  Skilful  (guide).  Khutu^,  (v. 
n.  of  ̂ ^)  Travelling.  Going  right  in  the  dark  (a 
guide  with  travellers).  Attacking,  rushing  upon. 

Fleeing.  Making  haste.  Limping  (a  hyena).  Walk- 
ing close  after  the  female  (a  camel).  Clearing  off 

(the  vapour  L^\j*^  sarab). 

A  ijy^  kkatul,  Insidious,  perfidious. 

A  (j^^  khutitn,  Relationship  on  the  wife's  side. 
A  eJj'S^  khutunat,  Relationship  on  the  side  of the  wife.  The  taking  of  a  wife. 

is>-  khatit,  Base,  vile.  Deficient. 

Ajjaj»-  khatir  or  hhittvr,  A  deceiver :  treacherous. 

p  tiji^  khath-a,  A  shepherd's  double  scrip. 

A  ̂ ^ji-  khati^  Calamity,  misfortune,  trouble. 

A  eMJ->-  khati^t,  An  archer's  thumb-stall. 
A  khatm,  Circumcised. 

A  lL*s»-  Mmss,  Any  rubbish  carried  down  or  left 

dry  by  a  stream.  Dry  pond-weed. 

Ajlii-  khusar,  Remains  of  food  upon  a  table. 

A  'ijCi>-  khasarat,  (v.  n.  of j^)  Being  thick 
(milk).  Kkusarat,  Remains,  leavings,  residuum. 

Aj^Us-  khusarim,  Onewhoforbodesevil.  Thick- 

lipped.^ 

A  Sis-  khussat  or  khassat,  A  handful  of  sticks, 

a  faggot.  Khussat,  Dung  and  mud  mixed  together 
to  anoint  the  teats  of  a  camel. 

A Jy>-  khasr,  (v.n.of^i'»-)Becomingthick(milk). 
Being  confounded,  disturbed  (mind).  Being  mixed 

(folk).  Khasar,  (v.  n.  of  Remaining  in  a  ru- 
ral abode,  and  not  going  out  with  the  others  in  quest 

of  provisions.  Being  ashamed. 

A  Ajii>-  khasraj:,(^or^Jis-  /i/iflsm')(Men)mixed 

together. 

A  (j];^  khasaran,  Thickness  of  milk. 
A  iU^iS-  hhasramat,\Ji\ski\fn\ness  at  work.  Khis- 

rimat,  A  keeping  silence  from  fear. 
A  ftljoi-  kkas^lat,  A  walking  slowly. 

A  khas^m,  A  lion.  A  certain  mountain. 

A  s-^jC^  hhas^mat.  Reddish  (she-goat).  Stain- 
ing the  body  with  blood  (applied  particularly  when 

people,  entering  into  any  important  agreement,  kill 
and  eat  together  some  animal,  and,  mixing  sweet 

herbs  with  the  blood,  dip  their  hands  into  it  by  way 

of  solemn  confirmation). 
A  &)as>-  khaslat,  Big-bellied  (woman).  Khaslat 

or  khasalat,  (-pi.  0^s>-  khaslat  and  khasaJai)The 
lower  part  of  the  belly  between  the  navel  and  the 

pubes,  the  abdomen. A  'i^'JJ>-  khaslamat,  Mixture.  A  taking  of  any 

thing  clandestinely. 
A  ̂ s-  kliasm,  (v.  n.  of         Bruising  the  nose. 

Khasam.,  (v.  n.  of  pSs>-)  Having  the  top  of  the  ekr  j 
and  nose  broad.     Being  flat  (a  pickaxe).  Being 

closed  (orifices  of  camel's  teats).  Thickness  ofnose 
or  top  of  ear.  Khasim,  Thick-nosed,  or  eared. 
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A  ̂Icsi-  khasmas,  Round-hoofed  and  narrow- 

soled  (she-camel). 

A  's-ii"  khusmat,  Shortness  in  a  bull's  nose. 
A  ̂jip-  khasw,  The  lower  part  of  a  belly  relaxed. 
A  A^i^  khasmas,  Relaxed  in  the  lower  part  of 

the  belly  (woman). 

Aj^ii-  hhusur,  (or  ''ijy^  khusurai)  (v.  n.  of 
jjii"-)  Becoming  thick  (milk).  Thickness,  consis- 

tency of  any  liquid :  cream. 

A  'ijy^  khusurat,  (v.  n.  of^ii-)  Remaining  with 
his  tribe,and  not  going  out  with  others  for  provisions. 

A  hhasy,  (v.  n.  of  (_y*-)  Dunging  (an  ox 

or  elephant).  Khisy,  (pi.  >lis»-\  ahhsas,  '^^^  kha- 
siy,  or  khusiy)  Dung  (of  an  ox  or  elephant). 

A^i^  hhasim,  Broad  and  prominent  (vulva). 

A  ̂   lihajj,  (v.  n.of  ̂ )  Driving.  Cleaving. 
Voiding  dung.  Being  twisted.  Striking  the  foot 

on  the  ground.  Raising  a  dust.  Coition. 

A  M(7;j^,(v.n.  of  \j^)  Striking.  Coming  on 

(night).  Lying  with.  Entering  (a  house)  secretly. 

A  sUr  khajat,  (pi.  ̂ s^"  khaja')  Dirt,  filth ; 
sordidness,  meanness.   Sordid,  filthy. 

A         khujatat,  A  man  addicted  to  venery.  A 

woman  greedy  of  venery.  Corpulent,  heavy,  stupid. 

A  &>-lsf  khojjajaf,  Stupid  (man). 

P  ij^:^  khajdra  or  klmjdra,  A  little.  Weak. 
Buffoonery. 

A  (pl-  of  u-SJwsr")  Thin,  slender. 

a's^X^  khijdlat,  (v.n.of  J:^)B  eing  ashamed, 
confounded.  Shame,  bashfulness,  modesty, 

p  khijdtidan,  To  embrace,  encircle. 

A  khyam,  Wide  (woman). 

'      hhujdv,  A  voice,  a  sound. 
khajt  or  khujt,  Concupiscence. 

khajaj,  A  bird's  crop. 
A  khajkhdjat,  Stupid  (man). 

^  -^^^  khajkhajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Q)  Blowing 

5iard(wind).  Lyinghid.  Concealingone'sthoughts. 
Shrugging  from  fear.  Walking  fast.  Coition. 

A        Jthajar,  The  smell  of  the  nether  parts. 

a'^^^ khijirr,(Y>\.  (jjj^  khijirriin)Y orac'ious. Cowardly. 

p  ̂ l^g"  khujastagi,  Auspiciousness. 

p  il^^sf^  A^?yas<a,Happy,fortunate,auspicious, 
blessed.  A  flower  yellow  without  and  black  within. 

A  woman's  name. 

p Jii>-\  ikL^^  J{hujasta-akhtar,'HapY>j-starredi. 
F  ̂ 3  aj^sf  khujasta-pay,  Happy  arrival, 

p  ̂ J\J  isJL.^  lihiijasta-rasy,  Name  of  a  vazir. 

P         sL^s?"  hhujasta-farjdm,  Having  happy 
conclusion  :  happily-terminating,  ending  well. 

'  khajsh,  (or  ̂   khajch  or  khujch)  A swelling  in  the  throat. 

A  1— ftsr"  kliajf,  Lightness.  Levity.  Pride. 
P  IHJs.^'  hhajah,  A  hole  made  with  the  point 

of  the  finger  or  a  stick.  A  pearl  in  the  eye.  A  dot, 

p  I. 
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speck,  or  spot.  A  flea-bite. 

PjU  tiiisT*"  khajak-ddr,  Spotted,  speckled. 
A  ijsf  hhajal,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  modest, 

bashful,  ashamed,  confounded,  silent,  and  motion- 
less. Gettingintothemudandremaining  astonished 

(a  camel).  Being  over-loaded.  Growing  long  and 

luxuriantly  (a  plant).  Being  intricate  and  perplex- 

ing (an  affair).  Being  insolent,  purse-proud,  and 
incapable  of  bearing  prosperity.  Languor,  torpor, 

laziness.  Corruption,  perversion.  A  number  of 

slits  in  the  lower  part  of  a  shirt.  Khajil,  Modest, 

bashful.  (A valley) luxuriant withherbage.  Worn 

out  (garment)  when  long  and  wide.  Long  (grass). 
Loosely  sitting  on  a  horse  (housing). 

A  iis?"  khajlat,  Bashfulness. 
p         CLA^  khajlat-kash,  Very  bashful. 

A  i^y^  khajilvyat,  Shame,  shamefacedness. 

p  <}>J^  lilmjand,  Mallows.  Fortunate.  Name 
of  a  town  in  Turkistan. 

p        hhvjn,  A  lark, 

A  khajwds:,  Wide  (woman). 

A  ̂ j:??"  hhajuj,  A  violent  wind,  a  whirlwind. 
A  »l=-j^  hhajaivjdt,  A  whirlwind.  Perpetually 

blowing  (wind). 

A  j^j-s.-jS?'  hhajawja',  (or  As^j^  hhajmvjds) 
Long-footed,  long-legged.  Tall,  large-boned,  and cowardly. 

p  khijawla,  A  blister  on  hand  or  foot, 

p  Ithijulidan,  To  embrace. 

A  Idiajum,  Wide  (woman). 

A  ^hajy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Kicking  up  the 

dirt  in  walking.  Khaja',  (pl.  of  hhajdt)  Sor- 
did, filthy.  Filths,  meannesses. 

?"  khajidan,  To  assemble,  to  meet. 
hhijir  or  khvjir,  Handsome,  comely. 

A  I  B-:^  /('Aq;*/',  Lightness,  levity.  Pride,  (pl. 
I  jW?"  khijdf)  Thin,  slender. 

hhachkul,  A  beggar, 

p  ̂   ̂   khakh  khakk,  Study,  labour,  or  en- deavour thou.  Well  done  !  bravo!  A  pulsation. 

j^A  ISp-  hhadd,  (v.  n.  of  Ss-)  Cutting  furrows, 

trenching,  (pl.  i^s"]  akhiddat,  d\i^  khiddd  and 
Idddddn^  A  road.  A  furrow  in  the  ground. 

A  rivulet.  A  crowd,  company.  The  exterior  surface 

of  a  camel-litter.  An  impression,  (pl.  i^^^  khu- 

dud)  A  cheek.  Ji-  hhaddu'l  ̂ zrds,  (The 
maidens'  cheek)  The  anemone.  The  city  of  Kufa. 

A        hhada' ,  Horse-worms,  bots. 
p  \ys^  hhudd,  (from  i>j>-  hhwud,  Self,  and  ̂ \ 

a?/.  Coming)  God.  Master,  owner.  {_$\^s- \^j^os>- 
(3  ̂lO.'^i'O't  hlmddsi  II  zaredl,  The  Almighty 

God  without  end. 

p  khudd-dgdh,  Knowing  God. 

A  i_->^ti,s-  khadddb,  A  liar,  an  imposter. 

p  dji  \^  hhudd-hurd,  Whither  bound  ? 
p 5 uvjo       khudd-banda,!^ ame of aPersian  king. 

p  i^t^iji  \i^i>-  hhudd-parasti,  Divine  worship. 

P  lihudd-tars,  God-fearing,  godly. 

A  hhiddj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Casting  her  foal 
(a  camel).  Imperfect  (work  or  prayer). 

p       \^  khudd-jo  or  ju,  Seeking  God. 
p  lail:>-        khudd-hdjiz,  God  preserve  you ! 

P  hhudd-lihwdn,  The  fore-finger  (be- 

cause they  hold  it  up  when  confessing  their  faith). 

A  S\6j>-  khiddd,  A  mark  burned  on  the  cheek, 

(pl.  of  1^  khadd)  Furrows,  trenches. 
p  lib  Ws"  khudd-ddd,  (Deodatus)  granted  by 

God;  a  proper  name.  Name  of  the  state  governed 

by  Tippoo  Sultan,  late  sovereign  of  Mysore.  Name 
of  the  founder  of  a  sect. 

p        \^s-  khudd-ddni,  Knowledge  of  God. 

Aj^iXj>-  hhaddr.  Name  of  a  shrub. 

p  \j\si>-  khuddrd,  For  God's  sake. 
A  'iJ\Si'-  khaddrat,  Modesty,  chastity. 

A  ̂ J\^  khaddrin,(^\.  of  ̂jij^ji-)  Male  spiders. 
A  ijj^iii-  Mwc^arl?/,  Black  (hair);  dark  (night); black  (camel). 

A  khuddriyat,  An  eagle. 

A  khiddsh,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^^)  Excoria- 
ting. Scratching,  wounding  with  the  nails.  ̂ \ 

f^\i^abu^l  khiddsh,{Father  of  scratching)  A  cat. 
p  \s=''  khudd-shinds,  God-knowing. 

A  ̂ Si"  hhiddj  (v.  n.  3  of  Deceiving, 
studying  to  circumvent.  Abandoning,  forsaking. 

Preventing,  withholding.  Fraud,  deceit,  perfidy. 

A  ̂ ■^  '^  khadda^  An  egregious  impostor.  (A 
year)  producing  little  grain,  and  disappointing. 
A  khaddjir.  Old  threadbare  garments. 

p  (j^«Jj)y  ̂-^s-  khudd-Jiroshdn,  Hypocrites. 
A      \ ii.=-  /ta t?a^Z, Old ,  w orn ,  every-day  cl oth es . 

A  JL^s-  khiddl,  (pl.  of  «3iii=-  hhadlat")  Fleshy, 
fat  (legs  or  women). 

A  khaddlat,  Plumpness  of  arm  and  leg. 

A^^  khiddm,  (pl.  of  iwii^s-  khadamat)  Circles of  leather.  Leathern  ornaments  worn  on  the  ankle. 

A  |,\!li-/Jmc?c?am,  Expert  in  serving.  Khudddm, 

(pl.  ofj»t>ls>-A/<a(^/m)  Ministers,  domestics,  servants. p  khuda-mashrab,  Pious,  godly. 

A  (j^i>=-  hhiddn,  A  being  friendly  to. 

A  ̂J^S=^  hhidddn,  (pl.  of  iSi>-)  Furrows,  trenches. 
p  jjUj^^  \^  khuddna  khn-dsta,  God  forbid  ! 

p  (j^j^J^  khuddmdn.  The  fore-finger. 
Pjj\js>-  hhuddwar.  Lord,  possessor,  prince. 
p  lijj^Jis-  khuddwand,  A  king,  prince.  A  lord, 

master.  A  possessor,  man  of  great  authority. 

(J\/c  khuddrvandi  nidi,  Possessor  of  riches.  iVj^s- 
khuddrvandi  khdna,  The  master  of  the  house. 

u1*.»jO  jjjltii-  khuddrvandi ni^?iat,  (litBene^cent 

master)  A  form  of  address  to  superiors.  Rich. 

p  t>|j  lijj^iii-  khuddrvand-zdd,  A  prince. 
p  jOiijj^J*s»-  khuddrvandigdr.  Creator  of  the 

world.  The  Lord,  author  and  perfecter  of  every 

thing.  A  king,  a  great  man. 
p  ̂l^JCij^i^p"  ̂ AwJawawrfr^a^  i,  A  sovereignty, 



principality.  Royal,  regal,  imperial,  princely. 

p  ̂Js:>J]^i>■  hhudawandi,  Ownership,  lordship. 
p         \^  kkuda-himmati,  Religious  zeal. 

P  hhud-ay,  (Self-existent)  God. 
p  hhudai/a,  O  God  ! 

P  y  Mwc?a?/5ariM,  A  form  of  admini- 
stering an  oath. 

p  JJlo^Ai-  khuday  ia^la',  Most  high  God. 
A^^3j-7JiaJajv^,(pl.of  6j0.i^s-)Frauds,deceits. 
p  lihudayagan,  A  great  lord.  Happy. 

p  i3l^3j>j»-  lihudayagani,  Great,  lordly. 
p  khudati,  Godship,  divinity.  Divine. 

An  object  of  worship.  The  honour  due  to  God. 

p  ̂J^\<^khudanyan,  Followers  of  Khudadad. 
p  khuddsl  rahm,  A  kind  of  food 

given  to  the  poor  in  completion  of  a  vow. 

p  ij^^^  ̂^S^lihudafi-Jiroslimi,  Hypocrites. 
A  khadb,(\.  n.  of  l^iSs-)  Striking  (with 

a  sword),  cutting  through  the  skin  and  flesh.  Strik- 

ing on  the  head.  Biting  (as  a  serpent).  Lying,  de- 
ceiving. A  plentiful  milking.  Khadab,  Tallness 

and  stupidity.  Haste,  precipitation  Khadib,T-d\\ 
and  slim.  A  fool.  Cutting,  dividing ;  decisive. 

A  iJl>tii«-  khidabb,  An  old  man.  Large  (ostrich). 

Strong-backed  (camel). 
A  lihadbuj:,  Tall,  foolish  (woman).  A 

blow  on  the  belly  or  concavity.  (A  spear)  which 
makes  a  wide  wound.  A  coat  ofmail  soft  and  roomy. 

A  &J  Jss-  khadibat,  A  spear  which  makes  a  wide 

wound.  Obi^i"-  i_^->^j  nadi  khadibat,  J) es,txi\c\\on. 

A  departure  from  one's  purpose. 
A        khuddat,  A  cheek,  (pi.  liiii-)  A  furrow. 

A        khudad,  (pi.  of  SJvs-)  Furrows,  trenches. 
A  i^^^khudhhudorkhudakhid,  A  sort  of  insect. 

Ajiii-  khad}',  (v.n.  of,t\=-)  Remaining  behind 
and  being  separated  from  the  bevy  (a  hind),  and 

being  bewildered.  Sitting  behind  the  veil  or  cur- 
tain (as  women  in  the  east,  concealed  from  the  view 

of  men).  Abiding  in  a  place.  KJiidr,  (pl.jjiii»- 

khudur,J\i^\ akhddr,  and j}d\s'\akhdd'ir)  A  veil, 
curtain,  behind  which  women  sit.  The  back  or  in- 

terior of  a  house.  A  piece  of  wood  on  a  camel's 
saddle  covered  with  housing.  A  lurking-place, 

lion'sden.  Khadar,  (v.n.  ofjii>s»-)  Being  benumbed 
(the  limbs).  Toi'por  of  the  limbs.  Rain.  Dark 
(place).  Intenseness,  severity  (of  heat  or  cold). 

A  weakness  or  heaviness  in  the  eye  caused  by  a 

mote.  Sluggishness.  Dark  (night).  Khadar  or 

Mirfcer,  The  darkness  of  night.  Khadir,  Wet  (day). 

Benumbed.  Dark(night).  A'/iaiZw?-,  Dark  (night). 
A  Sjti^  hhudrat,  Thick  darkness.  A  certain  she- 

ass.  Khadirat,  An  unripe  date  fallen  from  the  tree. 

A  'iS'y^  khadra^t,  A  making  haste. 
p  khadrah,  A  burning  coal  or  billet. 

A  ̂3b'^  khadarnak,  (pi.  (jj^t^  khaddriii)  A 
large  spider.  Large  (penis). 

A  (j,^^^  khadarna\  A  spider. 
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P         khadra  or  khudra,  A  siya.rk.  Bit,  scrap. 

A  c?)'^  khudrty,  Black  (ass)  ;  dark  (place)  ; 
black  (cloud). 

A  ;j*>3i>-  kkadsh,  (v.n. of  (^^)  Excoriating, 
scratching  with  the  nails,  (pi.  kkudush) 

Vestige,  mark,  scratch.    Kkadhh,  Alarm. 

A  kkadska,  Fear,  alarm.  Danger.  Doubt, 

question.    Apprehension,  solicitude. 

A  kkad^or  khid^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^i^)  Deceiv- 
ing, circumventing,  leading  astray,  insidiously  in- 

juring. Entering  into  a  hiding-place,  withdrawing 

(into  a  den).  Not  meeting  with  a  ready  sale  (mer- 

chandize), being  flat  (a  market).  Folding,  dou- 

bling up.  Withholding,  being  parsimonious.  Be- 
ing discordant,  contrarious.  Being  deeply  sunk  in 

the  socket  (the  eye).  Setting  (the  sun).  Drying 

in  the  mouth  (spittle).  Being  scanty  (rain).  Be- 

ing small  (stock  or  property),  ̂ Si  j  (J^'^ 

af^li  khad^u  bad^  Acts  of  fraud  and  innovation, 

Kkada^  Wily  (dragon),  Khadi^  A  deceiver,  be- 

guiler.  Sly  (lizard),  Kkudu^  (pi,  of  kJiu- 

du^  Very  deceitful. 
A  &S-.^5-  khud^t,  One  easily  cheated,  a  gull,  a 

dupe.  The  means  by  which  a  person  is  imposed 

upon.  Fraud,  imposture.  Xff'L^i-  i-r^  al  karbu 
kkud^tun,  (Jthad^tun,  khid^tun,  or  khuda^tun) 
War  is  fraud,  i.e.  stratagem  is  necessary  in  war, 

Khada^t,  (pi.  of  kkudi'Q  Deceivers.  KIm- 
c?a^fl^,  A  deceiver.  Time.  Fortune.  Nameof  atribe. 

A  'ijiS'^i-  khad^nat,  A  slice  of  a  gourd. 
V j^iS'^  kkud^gar,  An  impostor. 
A  I  JJc"  kliadf,  (v.  n.  of  i  s^s-)  Cutting  out  (a 

garment).  Walking  fast,  with  short  quick  steps. 

Enjoying  the  luxuries  of  life.  Snowing.  A  rudder, 

a  helm.  _S7«'(ia/5(pl.of  Si lii-^/tiii/ai)  Rents  in  shifts. 
A  &ijt^i>-  khadfalat,  A  putting  on  an  old  shirt. 

p  t^i^i-  kkadak,  A  biidge.  Khudak,  A  ma- 

gistrate. A  kkadl,  Plump,  full,  fleshy.  Kkadal, 
Plumpness  in  the  arms^and  legs. 

A  f^^^  likadlds,  (Xi-i^  khadallajat,  or  je!ui>=- 
kkidlim)  A  woman  plump  in  the  arms  and  legs. 

A  ftlji-  khadlat,  A  small  grape-stone.  Kkad- 

lat  ovkkidlat,  (pi.  J^..ij>-  /i;/i/6Z(7/)Plump-legged  (wo- 

man). Small-boned  and  fleshy-limbed  (woman). 
Kkadlat  or  khudlat,  The  stem  of  the  \^\>o  sab  tree. 

A  j»i-Vs-  khadavi,  (pi.  of  jo-^i-  khddim)  Servants, 

domestics.  Khidam,  (pi.  oi'sso^  kkadamat)  Cir- cles of  leather.    Ornaments  worn  on  the  ankle. 

A  ̂ Ui^  khadinds,  White-legged  (ewe). 

^  A  Hxiiii-  khad)nat,  An  hour  of  the  day  or  night. 

Khidmatovhhadmat, {y.xi.of |»L>j-)Serving.  Kkid- 

mat,  Service,  employment,  office,  ministry,  'i^^ 

i^'b/i/i<c??Jia<&a/i;i,Theserviceremains(inmy  heart), 
i.e.  I  shall  never  be  unmindful  of  the  favour.  Khud- 

mat,  Whiteness  of  (a  sheep's)  legs.  Kliadamat, 

(pi.        khidam  and  Jj^-  khidain)  A  lady's  brace- 

let,  also  an  ornament  for  the  ankle,  made  of  leather, 

and  adorned  with  gold,  silver,  or  jewels.  A  circle 

or  congregation  of  men.  The  leg.   A  strap  which 

ties  a  leathern  shoe  on  a  camel's  foot,  (pi,  of 
hhadiin)  Servants,  domestics.  Khidamat,A.  thong, 

Pj\jii«J>5»-  khidmatgdr,  A  serving-man, 
p  khidmatgdrl,  Service,  ministry, 

Pj)i^"e,ji»-  khidmat-guzar,  A  servant.  For- 
ward, obliging,  ready  to  serve. 

p kkidmatgar,  A  servant, 
P  (JLA-etii*-  kkidmat-guzari,  Ministry, 

A  khidmati,  A  magnificent  present,  such 

as  is  presented  to  great  men. 

A  khidn,  (pi,  ̂j^ii*'^  aklulaii)  A  friend.  A 
girl,  servant.    A  lover.  Loved. 

A  'i>^  khudanat,  A  friend  to  mankind, 

A  Jj^i^s-  MacZa?Hia^,  A  big  spider,  A  large  penis. 
P  i-L^J>5»-  kkadang,  The  white  poplar,  a  tree 

from  which  they  make  arrows  and  saddle-trees.  A 
bow  or  arrow  made  of  it.   A  hedsrehos;,    A  crab. 

p  kkudu,  Spittle.  (J\j>-\^1  jdi-  kkudu 
andakhtan,  To  spit,  to  spawl. 

A     .^5-  Mac%',  A  camel  producing  an  abortion. 
A  t>jA=>-  khudud,  (pi,  of  Si>-  khadd)  Cheeks, 

AjjAi-  Itkudur,  (pi,  ofjiii"  khidi-)  Curtains, 
A  (^j^  kkadush,  A  S.y.  A  flea,  Kkudush, 

(pi,  of  khadsk)  Scratches,  marks. 

A  khadii^  (pi.        khudu^  Capricious 

(camel),  allowing  her  milk  to  flow,  and  then  with- 
holding it.  (A  road)  in  some  parts  plain  and  in 

others  disappearing.    Very  deceitful, 

p  LdJjJki-  khuduk  or  khaduk.  Weariness,  irk- 
someness,  vexation,  plague.  Anger,  indignation. 

Envy,    Shame,  contempt. 
A  kkudulat.  Plumpness  of  arm  and  leg, 

A  jtjii^  khadum,  A  servant  (male  or  female), 
A  khady,  (or  ̂j^.-Ns-  khadayan)  (v.  n,  of 

ij<^)  Travelling  fast  (a  camel).  The  running  of 
an  ass  from  his  tethering  post  to  the  place  where 

he  rolls  himself,  going  in  a  kind  of  trot,  Klbada,' 
Horse-worms,  bots. 

A  kkadij.  An  abortion  (of  a  camel).  A 

camel  producing  an  abortion. 

A  iLsijks-  hhadijat,  Muhammad's  first  wife. 
p  J>,^^  khadir.  Beauty,  goodness,  amiableness. 

A  j^.Ai"-  khadirat,  A  modest,  retired  woman. 
p  (jl).ii>i-  hhadesh  or  hhudesh,  A  king.  A  mighty 

man.    A  householder.    The  mistress  of  a  family. 

A  ̂ J^.^Vs-  khadlat,  (v.  n.  of  Deceiving. 

Fi'aud,  deceit,  trick,  cheat.  A  kind  of  food  (or 

wheat)  amongst  the  Arabians. 
A  (^.'^  lihadin,  A  friend.    Loved.    A  lover. 
p  ̂ l<^  hliidw,  A  king,  great  prince,  sovereign. 

A  benevolent,  excellent  man.  Mastei-,  possessor, 
rich  man.  A  friend.  j-?,^^  khidlvi  hind,  The 

king  of  India. 
Pjy.iii-  /Jn'diwar,  A  prince.  Phoenix  of  the  age. 



p  khidya,  Annexed,  added,  joined. 

A  jtf-  khuz,  (imper.  of       akhaza)  Take  thou. 

A        hhazf,  A  being  humble  and  submissive. 
A  \^  khazas,  Weakness  of  soul. 

A        khaza,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being  flaccid  at 

the  root,  and  falling  forwards  (an  ear), 
p        khuza,  God.  Master. 

A  khazuf,  (v.  n,  of  lie.-)  Being  humble 
and  submissive.    Lightness  of  hearing. 

A  ̂jj^'^  hhuzarih,  A  purgative  salt  water. 
A  khazarif,  (pi.  of  i  hhuzruf, 

q.v.).  Pieces, fragments,  '^y^^  '—j^.-j*'^  hhaza- 
rifu'l  hawdaj,  Timbers  with  which  a  camel-litter 
is  made  quadrangular. 

A  ̂j^'^  hhazar'im,  Rags,  bits  of  cloth. 
A  jj^3*>-  khazzak,  A  kind  of  fish  (cuttle-fish  ?). 
A  hhuzamat,  A  slice,  cut,  morsel. 

A  ajj\ii»-  khuzdniyat,  Large  and  strong  (camel). 

A  iOj^ii»-  hhuzawiyat,  Light  of  hearing  (ear). 

A  kMz7'af,  A  certain  salt,  bitter  plant. 
A  khizrdk,  One  with  a  fit  of  purging. 

A  'ij^  khuzrat,  Any  thing  fastened  to  the  end 
of  a  string,  which  boys  whirl  round  with  velocity, 

and  cause  to  make  a  hissing  or  whizzing  sound. 

A  &ij3tf>-  hhazrafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  jj3i>-  Q)  Walk- 
ing fast.  Knocking  the  pebbles  about  (a  fast-going 

camel).    Filling  (a  vase).    Whetting  (a  sword). 

Mutilating  in  the  extremities.  A  piece  of  a  garment. 

A  sij  '^  khazrakat,  A  voiding  of  dung. 
A  ̂ ^j^  khazarnak,  A  large  spider  or  penis. 

A  u-jjjiSi*-  hhuzruf,  {j^\.\^jL>_j\'^hhazarif)A.UY 
thing  fastened  to  the  end  of  a  string,  which  boys 

■whirl  round  with  velocity,  and  cause  to  make  a 
hissing  or  whizzing  noise.  Swift  of  foot.  A  troop 

of  camels.    A  camel  separated  from  the  herd. 

Flashing  lightning.     Kneaded  clay  with  Avhich 

children  play.    Any  thing  scattered  from  the  rest. 

A  ̂ ds-  khaz^  (v.  n.  of  Cutting,  mincing, 
hashing,  hacking. 

A  'iiS'Ss-  hhaz^bat,  The  act  of  cutting. 
A  f^^s"  khiz^l,  A  foolish  woman.  Leathern 

drawers  worn  by  menstruous  women  and  girls. 

A  eiis-ii-  hhaz^lat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Walk- 
ing in  a  certain  way.  Slicing  (a  melon)  very  small. 

A  ̂ ic>-/Jii2a^aw«';r«^a,Dispersed,scattei"ed. 
A  w ̂ c^is-  khuz^bat,  A  segment,  a  slice. 
A  MM?^?/.Zaf,  Sliceof gourd orcucumber. 

A  i_jic>-  hhazf,  (v.  n.  of  i_j3i>-)  Throwing  (a 

pebble  or  date-stone  taken  up  between  the  thumb 
and  fore-finger). 

A  ̂J^^^  khazafdn,  A  certain  camel's  pace. 
A         hhazk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j<^»-)  Muting  (a  bird). 

Voiding  turbid  matter  (the  cuttle  fish).  Egging, 

spurring,  goading  forward  (a  beast).  Dung. 

A  (Jiic>-  khazl,  (and  hhizldn)  (v.  n.  of 

JiSi>-)  Disappointing,  withholding  assistance.  Re- 
maining behind  the  herd  (a  doe).    Staying  with 
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her  young  (a  beast). 

A  iJ^Si>-  hhizldn,  Weakness.  Abandonment, 
desertion,  failure. 

A  hkizlib,  An  old,  relaxed  she-camel. 

A  &Jii^»  hhazlabat,  A  weak,  languid  pace. 

A  khuzalat,  A  deserter  of  friends.  aJii- 

-^Uiuj^  J  hhuzalat  u  ashhiydf,  Robbers  and  tramps. 
A  hhazlamat,  A  walking  fast. 

A  ̂ dc>-  kliazm,  (v.  n.of  |«i,=«-)  Cutting.  Striking 

with  his  talons  (a  hawk).  Being  broken,  cut  off". 
Being  drunken.  Khazam,  (v.  n.  oi ̂ di-)  Going 
fast.  ̂ /ta2;m,  Swift(horse).  Sharp  (sword),  (pi. 

(j^J>j>-  hhazimun)  Liberal. 
A  khazmds,  Slit-eared  crosswise  (sheep). 

A  Ma2;??ia<,Amark  on  a  camel.  An  hour. 

A  jjlliii,^  hhuzunnatdni,  (dual)  The  lips  of  the 
pudendum    The  testicles.    The  ears. 

A  's^3i>-  hltazanfarat,  A  woman  speaking 
through  the  nose. 

A  khazw,  (v.  n.  of  13i>-  for_jiii»-)  Being 
loose,  flabby,  pendulous.    Being  compact  (flesh). 

A  ̂ ^d^  hhuzui,  (v.  n.  of  liii>-)  Humbling  one's 
self,  submitting  to  (another). 

A  >\j3i>'  hhazwds,  Flagging-eared  (she-ass). 
Light  of  hearing  (ear).    Flabby  (ear). 

A  u-ijiSi"  hhazuf,  (A  she-ass)  going  fast  and 
scattering  gravel ;  also  very  fat,  the  navel  almost 
touching^  the  ground. 

p  eiJjivs-  khazuh  or  hhuzuh,  Anger.  A  threat. 
Terror  inspired  from  threats.  Passionate. 

A  (Jj  j>5-  khazul,  (A  doe)  remaining  behind  the 
rest.  A  mare  seized  with  the  pains  of  labour  and 

not  stirring  from  the  place. 

A  pji^  hhazum,  (An  ostrich)  going  swiftly. 
Sharp  (sword). 

A  J^^J*-  khaza' ,  (v.  n.  of  (_?i^=-)  Being  loose,  or 
hanging  down.    Being  humble-minded,  subdued. 

A  ̂lii-  hhuzayy,  (Little  flap-ear)  An  ass. 

A  ii>^.iii»-  A/ita2'i^,Tlierunningofasorewithmatter. 

A  iU^.3i»-  hhazi^t,  A  dish  of  hashed  meat. 

A  jC"^  hhaz'im,  Cut  off".  Drunken. 
p  _j^.iii>-  khiziv,  A  great  prince.  Name  of  God. 

p  j>-  hhar,  An  ass.  A  stupid  fool.  Black  vis- 
cous clay.  Sediment.  The  bridge  of  a  violin, 

(imp.  of  (j'^.^  kharidan)  Buy  thou.  The  com- 
monest, ugliest,  largest,  or  coarsest  of  its  kind  (as 

with  us  the  word  "horse"  occurs  in  certain  com- 

pounds, as  horse-laugh,  horse-play,  horse-chesnut) : 

as,  tf-^Xu* ̂   hhar-sang,  A  rough  stone,  '^jj^'^^ 
AAar-amrwt?,  An  ill-flavoured  pear.  j^aJJ^  khari 

taynhur,  The  pegof  a  guitar.  j=-  kkari  dashti, 

Thewildass.  J^j— j=>- MaH  ̂ W,The  ass  of  Jesus, 
(met.)  A  solitary  hermit.  b ̂   khari  bd 
tashdid,  Doubly  an  ass,  very  stupid.  Khir,  (imp. 

of  i^i^.J>-  hhiridan)  Buy  thou.  Khur,  The  sun. 
Convenient,  proper,  worthy. 

p hhir,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Plappiness, 

6  p 

cheerfulness.    A  pleasant  condition. 

p  j=>-  kharr,  Black  mud. 

A  y-  kharr,  (v.  n.  of  Ji-)  Falling.  Falling  down 
in  worship.  A  fall  from  a  height.  A  fissure,  crack. 

An  impetuous  rush  from  an  unknown  place.  Death. 

Khurr,  The  hole  in  the  mill  through  which  the 

corn  drops.  A  i*ound  serpent.  The  root  of  the  ear. 

(pi.  'ijj>-  khirarat)  A  channel  worn  by  a  torrent. 
A  ̂ J>-  khars,  (v.  n.of  [j^^  Voiding  excrement. 

K}iurt,{j^\.  M«rMj  and  ̂ ^1 j>-  khurMn)T)u.ng, 
excrement,  turd. 

p  \^  khird,  (part,  of  ̂ jLiJ>^^  M/ric?aw)Buying. 
A         khirdf,  Dung,  excrement. 

A  'iAj>-  khardsat,  (v.  n.  of  (jSj^^)  Abhorring, 
detesting.  Khardsat  or  khirdsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂  ̂ ) 

Going  to  stool,  voiding  excrement. 

p  ̂ \f^  hhardb,  Deserted.  Overcome  by  wine. 

A  ̂ \j>-  hhardb,  (v.  n.  of  i-— ̂ )  Being  ruined 

and  desolate,  (pi.  'iij>-\  akhribat  and  (-r^ 
rab)  Ruin,  desolation.  Destroyed,  deserted,  depo- 

pulated, spoiled.  Debauched.  Reprobate.  Noxious, 

vicious.  Indecent.  Miserable,  p  ^]f^  hha- 

rdb shudan,To  be  spoilt, ruined,  or  desolate,  i— 

^li^ hhardb  hardan,To  spoil,  ruin,  mar,  corrupt, 

blight,  taint.  A  Khirdb,  (pi.  of  l-.^^  /£/<ara&)Male 
bustards.  Inverted  hairs  on  the  crown  of  the  hu- 

man head  or  flank  of  a  horse. 

A(— .^V^Mwrai,  (pl.of  L_^U-/j/taH6)  Thieves, 
carael-stealers. 

p  tS\S\^  khurdbdba,  Water  strained,  or  oozing 

through  any  dike,  bank,  or  mound. 

p  LL>\i\^  khardbdt,  A  tavern.  A  gaming- 
house.   A  brothel. 

A  CJ^Sf"  khardbdt, {'pi. of  )Devastations. 

p  ij,^\j>-  hhardbdti,  A  haunter  of  taverns,  &c. 

A  (^i^b  L^\j>-  kha?'db-bdtin.  Evil  disposition. 
A  io\^  Mara&a^,  Devastation.  A  ruin.  PiijJ 

duzdi  khardba-nishin,  A  robber  skulk- 
in  f  amono"  the  ruins,    a  Khirdbat  or  khardbat, 
no 

(v.  n.  of  t-^jS")  Stealing  (camels).  Khurdbat,  A 
rope  made  of  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree.  A  slate 

or  slab  with  a  hole  bored  in  it.  A  needle's  eye. 
The  fissure  of  the  anus. 

A  ioljS>-  hharrdbat  or  khurrdbat,  A  needle's 
eve.  The  fissure  of  the  posteriors.  KJdrrdbat,  A 

side  of  the  nose.  Khurrdbat, {^\.  of  '^j^  khdrib) 
Camel-stealers. 

p  «uL-j>-  ̂ \f^  khardb-kkasta.  Ruined. 

A  ̂y>]/>■  khardbil,  (pi.  of  J^J^  kharambal) 
Silly  women.    Decrepit  old  women. 

p  aj\js-  khardba,  Desolate,  waste.  Khurdba, 
Water  leakino-  from  a  cistern.  A  small  stream 

drawn  from  a  larger  one  for  purposes  of  irrigation. 

A  draught  of  water.    Name  of  a  root. 

p  khardbahd.  Ruins. 

J  ̂\J>-  A/iara&i,Ruin,  desolation.  Depravity, 

corruption,  mischief.  Debased. 
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A        kharat,  Name  of  a  star. 

A  u^]/'  kharatani,  Two  stars  so  named  :  they 
are  ii*<J^\       zuhratu'l  asad. 

p  fji^X->\j>-  hharatagin,  A  kind  of  armour, 
p  hharatin,  Earth-worms. 

A         kharaj  or  khuraj,  (pi.  akhrijat) 

Tribute,  tax,  revenue.  Capitation-tax.  p ju» 
kharaji  sar,  Poll-tax.     a  Jl«  khardji  rndl, 
Tax  upon  effects.  khardji  misr,  Sugar. 

Sugar-candy.    A  kiss.    Khurdj,  An  eruption, 
pimple,  sore,  blotch.  An  issue.    Khardji,  Bring 

out.    A  word  used  in  the  game  kharij. 

A  ̂ j'-  kharrdj,  Ingenious,  crafty, 

p        ̂ [}^  khardj-guzdr,  Tributary. 
A  khardja,  Leading  word  in  a  sentence. 

A  ;_5^^  khardji,  (Land)  subject  to  taxation, 

p y^\f-  khardkhar,  Snoring.   The  noise  of  one 
being  throttled. 

p  £i\^  khardd,  A  kite.  Khardd  or  kharrdd. 

Name  of  a  certain  king,  <5VJs-  kharrdd-mihr, 
Name  of  a  fire-temple. 

A  i^\jh^  khardd,  A  lathe.    See  )a\j>-. 
A  jj^.t>|^  kharddil.  Chopped  small  (meat). 

A        khirdr,  (pi.  of  SjV^s"-  kharrdrat)  Certain 
birds  larger  than  li^-o  surad. 

AjV^s-  kharrdr,  Murmuring,  noisy  (stream). 
■  khirrtt)  Skil- i-^^s-  khardrit,  (pi.  of 

ful  road-guides. 

A  8jVjs»-  kharrdrat,  A  piece  of  wood  fastened 
to  the  end  of  a  string,  and  making  a  noise  when 

whirled  round.  (pl.j\js>-  khirdr')  A  sort  of  bird. 
A|Jj\jS>-A7iaran^,(pl.of^j>-)Kindsof  sparrows, 
p  khardra,  A  sob.  Noise  of  a  waterfall. 

A  jV^>-  kharrdz,  A  cobbler. 

A  'ij\f^  khirdzat,  A  stitching  with  an  awl. 
p  khardza,  Membrum  virile. 

'  p  (_)>>5;^  khar-as,  An  ass-mill. 
khardsi  khardb,  (or  ̂^MXM.s>^  (j*>^=^  kharcisi  hlia- 
mdn)  The  firmament. 

A  (^\j5«-  kharrds,  A  maker  or  seller  of  jars, 

p  ̂ J^\f^  hhurdsdn,  An  extensive  and  noble 
country,  the  ancient  Bactriana,  lying  to  the  north 

of  the  river  Jayhiin.    Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

P  j_^l*»J^s^  hhurdsdn'i.  Of  Khurasan.   The  sun. 
A^l*>j\js>-  khiirdmmy,  Native  of  Khurasan, 

p  ji'*>>^s>-  khardstar,  Noxious  reptiles. 
A  ̂^^\j>-  khurdsiy,  A  native  of  Khurasan, 
p  (Jii^f^  khardsh.  Any  thing  torn,  destroyed, 

and  useless.  Rotten  fruit.  Excoriated,  torn.  Fallen, 

abject,  rejected,  (in  compos.)  Piercing,  scratching, 

tearing  (with  the  nails  or  thorns).  {j^\j>-  Jii  diJ- 
kkardsh,  Heart-piercing. 
A  AAzVas/;,Anoblongmarkor  brandmade 

upon  camels.    (_>^>^s»-  c- -'J^  kalbi  khirdsh,  A  dog 
excited  and  ready  to  fight.  Khurdsh,  A  scar, 

p  ̂^\^Ji\L^.s'■  khardshdnidan.  To  make  scratch. 
A  khurdshat,  A  scale  or  filing  (of  iron). 
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A  small  debt. 

p  (jiwui^y>-  hhardshish,  A  scratch. 

A  khardshi^  (pi.  of  'ixZi^  kharsha^it) 
Small  mountain-peaks. 

A  '!jp*\f'  khardshiy,  Thick  saliva  or  phlegm. 
P  j^t>JuI*|^  khardshldagi,  A  scratching,  tear- 
ing or  grazing.  A  scratch  or  slight  wound. 

p  (J  O^Jm\j>-  khardshidan,  To  scratch,  to  lacerate, 
irritate.  To  shave,  smooth. 

A  (^VJs*  kharrds,  (pi.  ̂^yo\^s^  kharrdsun)  A 
liar.  Khnrrds,  (pi.  of  t^j^  khdris)  They  who 
estimate  the  fruit  on  trees,  or  growing  crops. 

A  'ijo\^  khirdsat.  Emendation,  restoration. 
A  \a\j>-  khirdt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^-)  Being  stubborn 

and  unmanageable  (a  horse).  Khurdt,  {khardt,  or 

li>r=»  khurrdt')  A  pulpy  substance  issuing  from  the root  of  the  papyrus. 

A  laVJ^  kharrdt,  A  turner. 
A  khirdiat,  Art  of  turning,  turnery. 

A  khurdtim,  An  elderly  woman. 

A  hhardii,  A  turner.  Turned  in  a  lathe. 

A  ̂ \f^  khurdta',  A  pulp  oozing  from  the  root of  the  papyrus. 

A  /^/i«/'m?i.  Business  of  a  turner;  turning. 

A  khardtim,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^y^  khurtum) 
Noses,  snouts.  Trunks  of  elephants.  Chiefs  of  the 

people.  Wines. 

A  (j^a^  khardtm.  Earth-worms. 

A  ̂ s-  khurdj  The  raging  humour  of  a  she- 
camel.  A  fracture  in  the  back  of  a  she-camel  by 
which  she  is  not  able  to  rise. 

A  &p\js>-  khard^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ =")  Being  lax  and 
flabby.  Looseness,  wickedness,  frowardness,unru- 
liness.  Liberty,  immunity. 

A  'is-\^s-  Mwrra^a/,  The  smell  of  the  she-camel. 
A  i_-j]js»-  khardf  or  khirdf,  (v.n.of  (_-J,s>-)  Ga- 

theringfruitin  autumn. The  season  of  gathering  fruit. 

A  0\i^s»-  hhurdfdt,  (pi.  of  W^s>-  khurdfat)F3L- 
bles,  stories,  romances,  ludicrous  sayings,  farrago, 

nonsense,  mythological  stuff. 

A  B.i\j>-  khurdfat,  A  fable,  an  entertaining  tale. 
Mythology.  Name  of  a  man  supposed  to  be  pos- 

sessed of  an  evil  spirit,  and  accustomed  to  tell  of 

strange  things  he  had  seen.  Autumnal  fruit. 

A^^i-  khurdfaj,  Affluence,  comfort. 
A  ̂j^j''  kkurrdk,{p\.  of  Jjjj"  khirh)  Extremely 

liberal.  Handsome  youths  of  a  generous  disposition. 

A  'i^i\Js-  khardkat,  Ignorance,  unskilfulness. 
khardk  (or  uiJV^j>-  kharrah)  kar- 

</ara,To  snore.  To rattlein  the  throat  when  strangling. 

p  ̂\jh-  khirdm.  Good  news,  joyful  tidings.  J oy, 
gladness.  A  waving,  walking,  easy  air.  Handsome, 

comely.  A  beautiful  woman.  Hospitality.  j»\^i£*'_js>- hhwvsh-khirdm,  Walking  elegantly,  i^ijy^ 

(j/ii,  man-zun  khirdm  raftan.  To  walk  with  a  mea- 
sured step,  with  gravity  and  dignity. 

A  j»VJs«-  khurrdm,  Persons  bold  in  wickedness. 

p  {^\f'  khirdmdn,  Walking  pompously. 
p  khirdmdmdan.  To  cause  to  strut. 

A  iU^s>-  kliardmat,  Insolence  and  licentiousness. 

p  ̂jliu\^  khardmakdn,  A  fragrant  plant. 
A  khardmil,0\d,  worn,every-day  clothes. 

p  J(jj<«^js>-  khirdmanda,  A  pompous  or  stately 
walker.  A  graceful  walker.  Airy,  jaunty. 

p  ̂0^\f^  khirdmidagi,  A  stately  or  graceful 
carriage.    Airiness,  jauntiness. 
p  khirdmidan.  To  walk  gracefully. 

To  strut,  to  go  with  a  jaunty  air. 

p  (J;V*1p^  khirdmin,  A  kind  of  provender. 
A  I js»-  khursdn,  (pi.  of  Excrements. 
p  hhardn,  (pi.  of  J>-  khar)  Asses,  i^^f" 

khardni  gur  or  gor.  Wild  asses.  Khirdn  or 
khirrdn,  Obedient. 

Pjlo^  khar-amhdr,  A  meeting  on  business. 
A  number  of  men  assembled  at  the  house  of  one. 

Tumult,  contention,  discord.  A  culprit  who  is  made 
to  ride  on  an  ass  through  the  city. 

A I  Qi^jS.-/<Aa?-awf/)(pl.of  Siijp- AAirwi/at)Fruits 
of  the  tree  jLoff-  ̂ zdh,    Khurdnif,  Long,  tall. 

A  khardnik,  (pi.  of  J^^/*  khirnik)  Le- 
verets. Tanks. 

p  ̂ jO^\f^  khirdmdan,  To  cause  to  buy. p  khardhin  or  han,  A  kind  of  provender. 

p  i^j^^j^  MaraAire,  Earth-worm.  Mawworm. 
A  khardfih,  (pi.  of  »J,»-)  Desolate  places. 

A  ^Aaraj/rf,(pl.  of  2  i>^jS>-)Modest virgins. 

A  kj^P-  khardiit,  (pi.  of  Xlajjs-)  Purses.  Pods. 

A  (_Sj\jS>-  khardsif,  (pl.of  &ijjs>-  kharufat  a.nd. 

'i!OjS>'  kharlfat)  Palm-trees  whose  produce  is  es- 
timated by  guess  (generally  in  theCth  or  7th  month). 

A  ̂ ^If"  khardsik,  (pi.  of  ̂ .J^  hharik)  Winds 
blowing  continuously.  Wells  whose  parapets  above 
the  water  have  been  broken. 

A  ̂ J*"  kharh,  (v.  n.  of  i— ̂ s-)  Striking  the 
socket  of  the  hip-bone.  Piercing,  perforating. 

Splitting,  tearing.  Turning  robber.  Laying  waste, 

demolishing,  razing.  Stealing  (camels).  A  needle's 
eye.  A  round  hole.  Kharh  or  khurh,  The  fissure 

of  the  posteriors.  Khurh,  The  edge  of  a  sand-hill. 

Degeneracy  in  religion.  The  socket  of  the  hip- 
bone. A  round  hole.  Khardb,  (j.  n.  oi  i^J>-) 

Lying  waste,  ruined,  uncultivated.  Being  pierced, 

bored  (as  an  ear).  Degeneracy  in  religion,  A 
male  bustard,  (pi.  akhrdh,  ̂ ^J^  khirab, 

and  fj-^J"  khirbdn)  A  male  bustard.  The  in- verted hair  on  the  flank  of  a  quadruped,  or  on  the 
crown  of  the  human  head.  Kharib,  (pi.  of 

kharibat)  Desolate  (places).  A  projection  of  a 

mountain.  A  trench  or  channel.  Khi?'ab,  (pi.  of 

L— »^s«-  khardb)  Ruins,  desolations,  (pi.  of  SJjS«- 

khirbat)  Desolate  places.  Khurab,  (pi.  oi'ii^ 
khurbat)  Wallet-handles. 

A  >b,s-  kharbds,  Slit  (ear).  Pierced  in  the 
ear  (a  she-goat). 



ACy^J>-  kharibat,  (pi. of»J;S»-)Desolate places, 

p  ^  hhar-hazan,  A  game  like  leap-frog. 
A  hJiirhash,  Confusion.  Large  (fungus). 

A      J>-  khirhak,  A  tall  and  large  woman.  A 
quick  walker.  A  fast  pace.  Farting.  A  proper  name, 

p      J>'  hharban,  An  ass-driver  or  owner. 

A  t^^^  Mirtara,  (pi.  of  L-^)  Male  bustards. 

A      j>-  khiribban,  Pusillanimous.  A  coward. 

A        kharbat,(pL  C^^j>'  kharabai)  A  sieve. 
Kharbat  or  hhurbat,  A  hole  made  in  the  ear.  The 

fissure  of  the  posteriors.  Khirbat,  (pi.  khi- 
rab)  A  desolate  place.    The  form  or  bearing  of  a 

destroyer,  thief,  or  camel-stealer.  Khurbat,  A  wal- 

let-handle.   A  shepherd's  wallet.    A  round  hole. 
The  eye  of  a  needle.  Degeneracy  in  religion.  Kha- 
rabat,  A  blemish,  flaw,  defect.  A  vulnerable  part. 

Baseness,  vileness.  Kharibat,  (pi.  Obj»-  khari- 

bat, ^j*-  hharib,  and  i^)f^  hharaAb)  A  ruined, 
desolate  place. 

A  i>^=-  khurabid.  Thick,  clotted,  sour  milk. 

P  j^J>-  khar-buz,  A  water-melon.  A  plant  re- 
sembling the  herb  alkali. 

A  j> J*"  khirbiz,  A  melon,  a  pumpkin, 

p  8^ J9-  hharbuza,  A  water-melon,  sbjj^  titf^ 
kharbuzan  rubah,  The  bitter  purging-apple.  iy> js- 

JuJb  kharbuzan  hindi,  The  squash.     ̂ \  \}>J>- 
[^i^  kharbuzan  abujahl.  The  colocynth. 

p  i,y>J>-kharbuza-farosh,Kvae\on-ie\\ev. 
kharbasis.  Hard  (land).  Something. 

A  'iSl^J-  hharbashat,  A  spoiling  (of  a  book). 

A  's^J>'  kharbasat,  (v.  n.  of  i^jA>f^  Q)  Light- 
ing upon  a  pasture,  and  falling  to  with  greediness. 

Carrying  away  money  received.  A  young  woman, 
handsome  and  accomplished.  Discrimination. 

A  i^jAX*aiJ>-  kharbasis.  Particles  glittering 
amongst  sand.  A  small  lean  camel.  An  ear-ring. 

A  gold  knob.  A  kind  of  grain. 

ALi<x«a,^^AA«7'&asisai,Something.Aglassbead. 
p  la^s.-  khar-bat,  A  fat  goose.  An  idiot.  Stu- 

pid. A  wild  man,  a  hairy  demon  resembling  the 
human  form.  Dishonest. 

p  «Ja^s>-  khar-bata,  A  goose.  Facetious,  one 
who  promotes  laughter. 

A  ̂ j>-  kharbak,  (Pers.  kharbuk)  Hellebore 
(which  is  of  two  kinds,  white  and  black),  p  ̂ j^^ 

1^^^  kharbuki  saped,'Wh.\te  hellebore.  S^J;***  ̂ j^f^ 
kharbuki  siyah.  The  black  poplar.  Khirbih,  A 
place  where  water  rises. 

A  kharbakat,  (v.  n.  of         q)  Rending, 

slitting  (a  garment).  Cutting  (any  thing)  piece- 

meal. Cracking.  Spoiling  (one's  work).  Calling 
out  to  goats.  A  quick  pace. 

A  i^Hjji-  kharbakat/n, ^he  two  hellebores, 
p  iijjs-  kharbala,  A  water-wheel.  A  chest,closet. 

p  iJJ^js^'  khar-banda,  An  ass-owner,  muleteer. 
The  game  of  leap-frog. 

pj\jjjs>-  kharbiwaz  (or J^jjJ kharbervaz)  A 
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large  bat. 

Pj^J^  khar  or  khurbur,  A  large  bat.  An  owl. 

p  »jy ̂   kharbuza,  A  water-melon. 
p  JO J>-  kharaba,  Desolate,  laid  waste. 

A  js>-  hhirbtl,  Name  of  a  certain  believing 
man  of  the  family  of  Pharaoh. 

p  j<Xi»).js>-  khar-pushta,  (Ass's  back)  A  sharp 
roof.  A  tomb  (from  its  shape).  Any  thing  elevated 

in  the  centre  and  sloping  downwards  at  each  end 

(called  likewise  Ll^^ilJ.j_^\/«ma/«-2?2^s/t^,Fish-back). 
A  tent.    A  breast-plate. 

p  iCIO. khar-pasha,  A  fly,  a  gadfly. 

Pj^^y»-  hharpur,  A  large  bat. 
P(j,  js>-  khar-pay.  The  tendon  Achilles. 
A  khart,  (v.  n.  of  Boring,  perfora- 

ting, drilling.  Travelling  over  a  country,  the  roads 
of  which  are  not  dangerous.  Khart  or  khurt,  (pi. 

Ojj5>-  khurut  or  ahhrat)  The  eye  of  a 
needle,  or  in  the  head  of  an  axe.  A  hole.  The 

orifice  of  the  ear.  A  small  rib.  Swift  (wolf). 

Khurt  or  khurat.  The  breast-button  of  harness. 

A  s^js-  khurtat,  A  single  ring  or  buckle  for 

fastening  on  breast-harness. 

p  Libjs>-  hhartak,  Glass  beads  for  amulets. 

P  lLXi^^  Martew^/,  a  village  near  Samarkand. 
p  oyip-  khar-tut,  A  large,  insipid  mulberry. 

A  ̂\3jj»-  hharsas,  A  woman  loose-fleshed,  and 

large  round  the  hypochondria  or  short  ribs.  Khir- 
sas,  A  reddish  ant. 

A  &/js>-  hharsamat  or  kharsimat,  The  fore  part 
or  toe  of  a  shoe. 

A  I^J>-  khursiy,  Utensils  of  the  meanest  sort. 
Spoil,  booty. 

A  ̂ js>-  kharj  or  khurj,  {pi.  ̂ \^\ akhraj ,  <^J^^ 

akharij,  and  'is^y^Sakhrijai)  Revenue,  tribute,  tax, 
duty.  Outgo,  charge.  Expense,  cost.  A  cloud  just 

appearing.  (J^^^  ̂ --'^  kharji  ̂ yal.  Family-ex- 

penses. ^ySi  ̂ 5>-  kharji  halil,  Parsimony,  fru- 

gality. ^s«-  ji\j  7fa^r  Mar;',  Great  expense,  ̂ y^f^ 
^-s>-  wahili  kharj,  A  steward,  a  maitre-d'hotel. 

p  ̂'^^ ̂^j*-  kharj  kardan.  To  expend.  To  go  or 
rush  out.  ̂ 1^,  kharji  yaragh.  Horse-appa- 

ratus. A  Khurj,  (pi.  'L.s»-j^  khirajat)  A  cloak- 
bag,  portmanteau,  wallet,  saddle-bags.  Kharaj,  A 
mixture  of  black  and  white.  Khuruj,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jj^ 

kharuj')  Long-necked  horses.  Camels  lying  apai-t from  the  others. 

A  -^W^  kharjas,  (fem.  of  akhraj)  Black 

and  white.  White-legged  (ewe).  Name  of  a  sta- 
tion between  Mecca  and  Basra,  remarkable  for  its 

black  and  white  stones. 

A  khirajat,  (pi.  of  ̂ js-  khurj)  Wallets, 
saddle-bags.  Khurajat,  One  who  goes  much  in 
and  out  of  doors. 

p  s-'L^jS"  hharjasta.  War,  strife.  A  republic. 
p  kharjal,  A  sort  of  bird.    A  locust 

without  wings. 

p  t_5-?^  kharji.  Travelling-expenses. 

P  f^Xr^J^  khurjin,  (or  &J.J>»-^  khurj'ma)  A portmanteau,  saddle-bags. 

p  SjU-^  kharchara,  An  ass's  head  placed  upon 
a  pole  in  a  garden,  to  guard  it,  as  they  suppose, 
from  malignant  eyes. 

p  (JU-^  kharchal,  A  blue-coloured  water-fowl. 
A  bustard. 

kharchaluk,  Name  of  a  herb  (the 

use  of  which  increases  women's  milk). 
khar-chang,  A  crab.    Cancer.  A 

kind  of  herb. 

p  iS->-J>- 
kharcha,  A  marginal  note. 

p  jCJk»-js>-  khurchlna,  The  comb  of  a  bird. 

Aj\s-J>-  kharkhar,  Flowing  water, 
p  J>-  khar  kkawind,  Master,  owner,  pos- 

sessor (spoken  contemptuously). 

p  i^^^^j^  khurkhujevan,  The  nightmare, 
p  J>-^  kharkhar,  A  doubling.   Doubled.  A 

cupola.   An  upper  parlour.    Khar  khar  or  khur 

khar.  The  purring  of  a  cat.   Snoring.  A  noise  in 
the  throat,  caused  by  strangulation. 
kharkhar  namudan,  To  snore. 

A  kharkhar.  The  noise  made  by  the  wings 

of  an  eagle.  Khirkhir,  (A  camel)  abounding  in 
milk.  Soft,  delicate  (man). 

A  \js' ̂  kharkhara,  Snoring. 

A  \f>'J>-  kkarkharat,  (v.  n.  of Q)  Snor- 
ing. Rattling  (one  strangled).  The  purring  of  a 

cat  or  of  a  leopard. 

p  kharkhara,  A  curry-comb.  "^J^J^ 
arkhara  kardan.  To  curry  (a  horse). 

A  (jr f'J^-  khirkhiriy,  (or  &^^js>-  khirkhii-iyat) 
Weak,  feeble,  spindle  (shank). 

p  «-x*i>-^  kharkhasa,  A  bird  tied  as  a  lure, 
p  I  "^A-^^a.  kharkhusht,  A  wine-press. 

A/tarMw^a,  A  tumult,  a  crowd.  A 

boxing-match.  A  dispute,  quarrel,  wrangling  with- 

out cause.  A  dispute  regarding  boundaries.  Anx- 

iety, agifation,  mental  distress.    A  decoy. 

A  L^yiy*-  khurkhUb,  Acamel  giving  milk  plen- 
tifully, but  soon  ceasing. 

Aj^ji>-kha7'khur,  A  camel  yielding  abundance 
of  milk.  (A  man)  delicate  in  his  clothing  and  diet. 

PjL>-  js»-  khar-khiydr.  Cucumber :  ass-radish. 
PjAi>-^  kharkhiz,  (or j^js-  kharkhir)  Name 

of  a  city  in  Kbatay  ;  also  of  a  stuff". 
p  Jj>-  hhard  or  kharrad.  Black  viscous  clay 

A  muddy  place.  Khurd,  Minute,  little,  small 

Young.  Khirad,  Understanding,  judgment,  intel 

lect,  wisdom.  f^jO  Sii^  df-  khiradi  khurda-bin 
A  quick  genius,  a  mind  seeing  minute  objects. 

bi  khirad,  Uninformed.         (_flj3^ jjiS  dan 

danhayi  khirad.  Wisdom-teeth. 
A  Ojs-  kharad,  (v.  n.  of  t^)  Being  bashful 

keeping  silence,  or  speaking  in  a  low  tone  from 
modesty.    A  long  silence.    Khurud  or  khurrad, 



(pi.  of  0^lj>-  kharid  and  iO^.j^'  khandat)  Modest 
women.  Virgins. 

p  jljp-  khur-dad,  (Light-giving)  Name  of  the 
third  Persian  month;  also  of  the  sixth  day  of  the 

month.    Name  of  an  angel. 

A  i^'i^\i^y>-  hhardazii/,  Wine. 
p jjj^.  '^y>-  khirad-parwar,  Fostering  wisdom. 
p  lip-  khirad-pasand,  Commendable. 

Pjiii^  hhurdtar,  Smaller. 

p  j»ls>-  iij>-  khurd-khdm,  Being  ground  small. 
Trituration. 

p  (j\i>-  i^j>-  khurd-khan,  Dispersed,  scattered. 
p  lip-  khurd-dast,  The  wrist.  Fraud. 

A  cut-purse.  A  kind  of  children's  play  of  joining 
hands,  and  other  manosuvres. 

p j'^j^  hhardar,  A  kite. 
p  &5l  Jihar  dar  gala,  An  independent 

tribe.    A  republic. 

p  (JU»J  khurd-sal,  A  youth  of  tender  years. 

ij^o  J  khurd-sal  u  buzurg-ma- 
nish,  In  years  a  youth,  in  judgment  an  old  man. 

pj^*»»  lip-  lihirad-soz,  Consuming  the  under- 
standing or  reason  (grief,  study,  love,  or  beauty). 

Name  of  a  fire-temple. 

p  ̂ ^Jiji-  hhar-dashti,  The  wild  ass. 

A  ̂ j-j'^  hhardali,  Broth, 

p  i^^J>-  khurdak,  Well-bred.  Clever, 

p  ̂̂ if<^J>-  khirad-keshi,  Practice  of  wisdom, 
p  sl^  Op-  Jihurd-gah,  A  small  tent  enclosed 

within  a  larger  one.   That  part  of  a  camel's  breast 
which  touches  the  ground  when  he  lies  down.  The 

pastern  of  a  quadruped. 

p  (^/lip-  khurdagi,  Diminution  by  wear. 
A  Jip-  lihardal,  Mustard.  Mustard-seed, 

p  f^^i^hhar-dil,  (Ass-hearted)  Cowardly,  base. 

A  «J  Jp-  khardalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jt>p-  Q)  Chopping 

small  (meat).   Eating  the  best  part  of  food.  Be- 

ing greatly  shaken  (a  palm-tree),  and  having  large 
unripe  dates  remaining  upon  it. 

p  Uiip-  Ithurdama,  A  bird  with  a  sweet  voice, 

p  lij*  liyi-  hhurd  mu7'd,  Trifles,  minutiae, 
p  i^^iijh'  hhiradmand,  Wise,  sensible. 

P  f^\y^i^J>-  khiradmandan,  The  wise, 
p  i6^^>j,-o  JyS"  hhiradmandana,  Wisely. 

P  ijO-^i^J^  /.7/*VafZ//ia?i<^i,  Wisdom,  prudence, 
lip-  liliirad-vianiski,  Prudence, 

jiip-  hhurdawdf,  Small  wares,  trifles. p  Ol 

p  L>j*  J  djh-  hhurd  u  murd,  The  under  side  of 
a  carpet  or  covering.  Any  thing  small,  trifling, 

insignificant,  or  easy. 
hhiradutnand,  Wise. 

p  8Jp-/J(w?Y/a, Small, fine, minute.  Anything 
small.  Crumbs.  A  chip.  The  teeth.  That  part 

of  (a  horse's  leg  round  which  the  fetter  passes). 
Quickness,  smartness  of  wit.  Criticism.  Fault, 

blemish.  A  thorn.  The  rainbow.  A  spark  of  fire. 

Thefifth  chapter  of  theZand.  8  Jjs- J*-^i^p- 
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hhiradmandi  hhurda-shinas,  A  man  of  the  most 

acute  understanding.  si^Jf  hhurdan  almas, 

Diamond-filings.  J  » tip-  khurdan  dast.  The 

wrist.  A  cut-purse,  lal^w*  s  Jp-  khurdan  sumat, 

Crumbs  fallen  from  the  table,  Slip-  hhur- 

dad  hafur,  (Crumbs  of  camphor)  The  stars.    8  iij»- 
j^>^ hhurdad  kuiidur,  Particles  of  frankincense. 

» Jp-  khurdan  mind,  Brayed  glass.  Wine. 
khurdaha,  Fractions.    Small  things. 

p        » Jp-  khurda-hin,  Acute.  Critical. 

p  ̂ j^.  8-ip-  khurda-bim,  Subtilty  of  genius. 
p        Slip-  khurda-ddn.  Sagacious.  A  critic. 

P  o**J^  » khurda-farosh,  A  vender  of 
small  wares,  a  piece-broker. 

p  So  iiij>-  khurda-gdh.  The  part  round  which 
the  fetter  passes,  the  pastern  (of  a  horse).  That 

part  of  a  camel's  breast  that  touches  the  ground 
when  he  lies  down,  »\i J  Jp-  khurda-gdhi  sdk. 

The  thinnest  part  of  the  leg:  shank,  or  cannon-bone. 

rjS  Slip-  khurda-gir,  Fault-seeking;  caviller. 
p  Siij-e  Sii;i>-  hhurda-murda,  In  pieces.  Topsy- turvy. 

p  khurdahi,  A  kind  of  bird. 

p  (_fiip-  khurdi,  Smallness.  Infancy. 
khurdikak,  Less,  smaller. 

p  j^.i-Jp-  hhurdin,  The  smallest,  most  minute. 

^^^.Jp-  angushti  khurdin,The  little  finger. 
A  &3iip-  hharzalat,  A  cutting  (of  meat)  small. 

p  LX^iip-  khirazmand.  Wise,  learned. 

A  '8j_p-  hhirarat,  Channels  worn  by  torrents. 
A-jJ"  kharz,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Sewing  (leather) 

pierced  with  an  awl,  stitching.  Uniting  closely 

(the  planks  of  a  vessel).  Kharaz,  Small  pearls, 

glass  beads,  coq-de-perle,  or  things  similar  (espe- 

cially such  as  are  hung  round  the  neck  to  avert  ma- 

lignant eyes).  ̂ j^^\jj5>-  hharazii'z  zahr,  Joints 
in  the  back-bone.  Klmraz,  (pi.  of  ̂ jj^  hhurzat) 

Stitch-holes  (in  a  shoe  or  leathern  bottle). 

A  0|jj»-  hharazdt,  (pi.  of  Sj^i-  hliarazat) Shells.  i-^iLr arazatul  malik,  Pearls 

or  other  gems  in  the  royal  crown  (to  which  one  is 
added  for  every  year  the  king  reigns). 

A  khirzdfat,  One  who  sits  ungracefully 

in  an  assembly.  One  who  talks  much.  Light, 

feeble,  and  relaxed. 

'P  fJ^JJ*-  kharzdn,  The  first  day  of  the  Persian 
year,  i.e.  the  vernal  equinox.    Seejjjj  roz, 

A  SJjs^  hhurzat,  (^pl.  J J>-  khuraz)  A  stitch,  a 
hole  made  with  an  awl.  Kharazat,  A  single  shell. 

A  gem,  a  jewel.  A  pearl,  a  glass-bead,  or  any 
thing  that  is  strung.  Name  of  a  plant  set  thick 

with  berries  from  the  top  to  the  bottom.  jsJ\  ijj^- 

khurazatu'l  bakar,A  stone  growing  in  an  ox's  gall. 

p  ̂^^^JJ>■  kharazddn  or  kharizddn,  Name  of  a wrestler  of  Turkistan. 

p  Siijjs-  hhar-zada,  A  beetle.  Name  of  a  fly- 
ing insect  which  bites  the  nosti'ils  of  cattle. 

A  hJiarzafat,  A  walking  tremulously. 

P  8Jji»-  kharza,  A  yai-d  long  and  stout. 
P  khar-zahra,  A  poisonous  shrub  or  fruit. 

The  colocynth  (as  being  poisonous  to  asses,  dogs, 

and  other  animals).  Rododaphne.  A  venomous 

earth-worm  about  the  size  of  the  finger,  and  of  a 
blackish  red  colour. 

u 

P  L^jj^  kharazi,  (a  cfjj^  kharaziy')  A  seller of  beads  or  small-wares. 

P  ̂^J^=>-Mar-2;i?i,  (Ass-saddle)  A  shelf.  A  sort 
of  wooden  horse  for  hanging  saddles  and  bridles 

upon.  A  bench  for  reclining  upon.  A  pack-saddle. 

A  i^J>-  khars,  (^p\.  (^j^  khurus)  A  wine-jar. 
Khirs,  A  wine-jar.  Khurs,  Meats  prepared  on  the 
birth  of  a  child,  (pi.  of  (_>^\  akhras)  Dumb. 

Kharas,  (v.  n.  of  (_j*ip-)  Drinking  out  of  a  wine- 
jar.  Being  dumb.  Dumbness.  Kharis,  Sleepless 
at  night. 

P  (^J^  khirs,  A  bear.    A  rough  fellow. 
A  ̂\^j'-hharsdf,  (fem.of  (_j*i_p-\ a/iAra.s)  Dumb, 

(woman).  Still,  noiseless  (squadron).  A  misfor- 
tune, calamity.    Thunderless  (cloud). 

A  khursdn, (pi. of akhras) Dumb 
persons.    Natives  of  Khurasan. 

P  Lfj^  L^^*"  hhirs-bdzi,  Romp,  bear's  play. 
A  iuup-  khursat.  Food  prepared  for  a  woman 

in  childbed.    A  woman  in  childbed. 

p  ul*»<*p-  hharast,  Filled  with  drink,  drunk. 

p  (jliwJp-  kJiuristdn,  A  grove  of  palm-trees. 
p  slui^  khirista,  A  leech. 

p  uLIm^p-  hhirsak,  A  little  bear.  A  quilted  co- 

verlet. A  game  like  blindman's-buff" ;  hot-cockles. 

p  sUi  (_)*^  kkirs-giydh.  Name  of  a  herb. 
p  C£J^**ip-  hhar-saldk,  A  muleteer.  One  who 

lets  out  asses  on  hire. 

p  jdiMp-  kharsala,  A  kind  of  medicine. 

p  Siil*  (__^'*p-  kliirs-jndda,  A  she-bear. 
p  khirsndk,  (A  place)  full  of  bears. 

p  d^J>-  khursand.  Content,  satisfied,  pleased. 

p  %X>MiJ>-  khursanda,  Contented. 
p  ̂siMiJ>-  khursandi.  Content,  pleasure,  mirth, 

contentment,  satisfaction.  Tranquillity. 

p  LlX^wwip-  kkar-sang,  A  large  rough  stone. 

Heaps  of  gravel  (rendering  a  road  disagreeable  to 

travel  on).  Obstacle,  stumbling-block.    A  rival. 

A  '^J>*nj>-  kliurasariiy,  A  native  of  Khui'asan. 
A  Ij}^j=^  khiirsa\  Dumb,  not  braying  (camel). 
A  khursvj.  Belonging  to  Khurasan. 

A  (j^p-  kharsh,  (v.  n.  of  (^j^)  Scratching, 
tearing.  Searching  for,  or  procuring  victuals  for 

one's  family.  Drawing;  (a  camel)  towards  one  with 
the  crooked  stick  ,^\^  mikhrdsh.  Kharsh  or 

kharish,  Sleepless  (m^).  Kharash,  (pi.  iji^jj>- 

khu7'ush)  The  worst  part  of  household  furniture. 

p  (_>jp-  kharash,  A  wild  ass.  Kharish,  A  butt 
for  ridicule.  Khurush,  Cry,  uproar.  Rubbish  of 

sticks  or  thorns. 



p  himrsha,  or  0\!*iJ>'  khurshad,  (in  zand 
and  Pazand)  The  sun. 

A  AZ)J>-  khirshas,  Spittle.  Foam.  Dust.  A 

snake's  slough.  The  outer  shell  of  a  broken  egg. 
A  pellicle  formed  upon  the  surface  of  milk.  Any 

thing  empty  and  blown  out.  Phlegm. 

A  (  jlj^jji-  khirshaf,  Rugged,  uneven  ground. 

A  i_^u!j;j>-Mw/'sAM&,  Tall,  thick,  and  fat.  Rough, 
coercive. 

A  XjuJip-  hharsliahat,  A  working  carelessly. 

A  iwjjs»-  kharashat,  A  fly. 

p  aXJjyi-  kharashta,  Any  airy  kind  of  walking 
with  a  vacillating  gait.  Kharislda,  An  arched  roof. 
A  kind  of  armour. 

A  kharsha^  (pi.  of  'ixMi^  hharsha^i) 
Small  mountain-peaks. 

A  sajSj^  hharslia^t,  (pi.  ̂ ^j^  kharsha^and 

^^]^  ?iharashi^  A  small  mountain-peak. 

A  'iJiZi^  kharshafat,  Rugged,  clayey  ground. 
Motion.  Confusion  in  speech. 

A  's!^jS'  hhirshanunat,  Hard  and  rugged  soil. 
A  ̂ y^J>-  ̂/mrs/tMTO,  A  promontory  beetling  over 

a  valley.  A  large  mountain.  Thick  hard  soil. 

p  /f/mras/ta,  Enmities,  tumults.  A  cause- 

less quarrel.  Anxiety.  Scratched. 

p  khur-shed,  The  sun.  Sunshine. 

P  i^'^j^  hJiarshin,  An  airy,  swinging  mode  of 
walking :  oscillation,  vibration.  Name  of  a  tribe 

of  Afghans,  who  claim  descent  from  Muhammad. 

A  khars,  (v.  n.  of  Obstructing 

(the  course  of  a  river).  Guessing  by  the  eye  the 

produce  of  palm-trees.  Guess,  conjecture.  A  lie. 
Branch  of  a  palm  without  leaves.  Khars,  khirs, 

or  liliurs,  A  cane-spear,  especially  the  head  of  it. 
Khirs,  The  estimated  or  guessed  produce  of  a  field. 

Strong,  firm-sided  (camel).  A  slender  spear.  A 

basket.  A  wallet.  Khirs  and  khurs,  (pi.  (jLa^s- 
khirsdn)  A  gold  or  silver  ring.  A  branch  of  a  palm 

without  leaves.  A  bit  of  wood  used  as  plug  to  a 
leathern  bottle.  Khurs,  A  branch.  A  wallet.  U 

Usp-  Ciili^  mayamliku  hhursan.  He  possesses  no- 

thing. K haras,  (v.  n.  of  \^j=-^  Enduring  hunger 
and  cold.  Kharis,  Hungry  and  cold.  Khuras, 

khuriis,  or  khurs,  (pi.  ahhras)  A  stick  with 

which  they  take  honey  from  the  hive. 

A  hhirsan,  (pi.  of  khirs  or  kkurs^ 

Rings  of  gold  or  silver.  Leafless  palm-branches. 

A  &jajS'  khursat,  Indulgence,  leave,  pei'mission 
(to  depart).  A  portion  of  water.  Food  given  to 
women  in  childbirth. 

^  (j^-*^^  kliirsiyan,  (Another  mode  of  writing 
hirsiyan). 

A \sj>.  khart, (v.  n.  of  Isji- )  Unbark ing.  Smooth- 

ing,especially  in  a  turner's  lathe.  Stripping  a  bi'anch 
of  its  leaves,  or  a  cluster  of  the  grapes,  by  drawing 
the  hand  from  one  end  to  the  other.  Making  any 
thing  long  and  taper.    Lying  with.    Purging  (a 
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cathartic  medicine).  Letting  (a  bucket)  into  a  well. 

Turning  (camels)  loose  to  pasture.  Allowing  (one's 
servant)  to  annoy  people.  Letting  loose  (a  falcon) 

after  game.  Breaking  wind.  Khirt,  Milk  coagu- 
lating in  the  udders  of  sheep  from  disease.  A  male 

partridge.  JT/mr ^,( pi.  of  Ja-jj^  /i/mriti)  Unmanage- 
able (horses).  Kharat,  A  disease  in  a  camel,  in 

which  the  milk  comes  away  in  a  clotted  state,  or 

mixed  with  yellow  water,  caused  by  a  malignant 

eye  or  by  the  camel  lying  in  a  damp  place. 

A  Jllap-  khartal,  Oats. 

p  ijll?;*-  khirtal,  A  kind  of  purse  made  of  an 

ox's  skin,  or  the  skin  of  a  camel's  neck,  and  filled 
with  gold  or  silver. 

■p^^J>-  khar-tah^  Stupid.  Stubborn. 
A  ̂_f>-  khurtuni,  The  nose.  Snout,  proboscis. 
A  ̂j\^\:yj>-  khurtuman.  Long. 

A  (ji^Ui*^  khurtumaniy.  Large-nosed  (man). 

A  'i.^j>-  khartaviat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J>-  Q)  Strik- ing on  the  nose  or  snout,  or  making  it  awry. 

A  khurtum,  (pi.  ̂:^\j>-  kharattm^  The 
proboscis  (of  an  elephant).  A  snout.  The  nose. 
Wine  that  speedily  intoxicates  or  which  runs  before 

the  grapes  have  been  trodden. 

A  la*l>j5>-  khirtit,  A  moth  with  painted  wings. 

A  gjj>-  khar^  (v.  n.  of  Cleaving,  splitting. 
Being  lax  and  flabby.  Khara^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Be- 
ingbroken.  Being  weak(the  root  of  a  palm-branch). 
Perishing.  Languor,  flabbiness.  Laxity  of  the 

joints.  Astonishment.  A  mark  in  a  sheep's  ear, 
made  by  two  slits,  so  that  the  ear  being  divided  into 

three  parts,  the  middle  one  hangs  down.  Khari^, 
Languid,  flabby.  Weak. 

A  t-^S^jS'  khar^b,  A  branch,  young,  tall,  vigo- 
rous and  flexible.  Tall  and  full  of  flesh.  See  also 

L_->_jPji-  khur^b. 

A  (^^5^  khur^b,  (and«J_jff^  khur^bat),  A 
beautiful  girl,  delicate,  plump,  with  a  fair  complex- 

ion, small  bones,  and  smooth  skin.  Long  and  flexi- 

ble (branch).  Khur^h,  Long  and  large  (camel), 
and  which  yields  abundance  of  milk. 

p  (J^S^=>-  khar-ghid,  The  plantain-tree.  A  plant 
called  ass's  ear.  Seed  of  fleawort. 

p  «3_jff^  khargliula,  The  plantain-tree. 
p  khargun,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  I  Jjj-  kharf,  (v.  n.  of  i— ip-)  Gathering  fruit 
(in  autumn).  Picking  for  any  one.  Kharuf,  (v. 

n.  of  (_-?;=-)  Doting.  Being  greedy  of  autumnal 
fruit.  The  dotage  of  old  people.  A  species  of  bad, 

sour  date.  KJiarif,  An  old  dotard.  Kliurvf,  The 

season  of  gathering  fruit,  autumn. 

p  I  Jjs- /i'/i/r/,Purslain.  JT/wV//",  Languid,  weak 
(neither  seeing,  hearing,  nor  knowingwhathedoes). 

A  (j^=-  kharf  an,  An  old  dotard.  Kldrfan,  (pi. 

of  u-5jj=*-  kharuf^  Lambs. 

A  'i.!j>-  khm-fat.  Autumnal  fruit.  Khurafut, 
A  fable,  an  agreeable,  merry  tale. 

0  Q 

p  hharifov  ruftan.  To  murmur :  to  snoj'e. 

A  ̂  js»  khurfaj,  (and  Wiirfij~)  Affluence, comfort.  Khurafij,  Fat. 

A     J>-  kharfajat,  A  taking  much  of  a  thing. 
A  khirfi^  Carded  cotton.  Khurfu^ 

Fruit  of  the  ̂ shar  tree.  Carded  cotton.  Cotton 
rotten  in  the  pods. 

p  ̂jfij>-  hharfak.  Seed  of  wild  rue. 

A  ̂J^J>■  kharfak,  A  kind  of  cress. 
A  'iisij>-  kharfahat,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj;i>-  Q)  Skulk- 
ing (a  suspicious  person),  cleaving  to  the  ground. 
p         khurfa,  Purslain. 

A  Ijj^  kharfa\  Pease. 

A    j=»  kharif'i.  Dotage. 
A  '^J^  khar,  hhir,kharafiy,  Autumnal  (fruit). 

A  ̂J>-  khirftj,  Fresh,  tender,  soft,  delicate. 
A  ̂ ^A/tar/c,(v.n. of Jjji-)Tearing(a garment). 

Coming  with,  bringing.  Framing  a  lie,lying.  Cross- 
ing a  desert.  A  fissure,  round  hole.  A  passage. 

The  vest  or  tunic  of  a  mendicant  or  religious  man. 

(pi.  ̂ jjj'^  khm^uk)  A  widely-extended  plahi  swept 
by  the  wind,  a  desert.  A  shrub  resembling  the 

costus.  CLJd\s-  klmrki  ̂ dat,  Contrary  to  na- 
ture, a  miracle.  Khirk,  (pi.  ̂J);^^  akhrak,  ̂ ^Ijf^ 

khurrah,  and  ̂ jj>-khuruk)  Extremely  liberal,  or 
ingeniously  so,  A  handsome  youth  of  a  noble  dis- 

position. Jir/m/7<,Inexpertness,  unskilfiilness.  Folly, 

stupidity.  Asperity,  unfeelingness  (of  heart),  (pi.  of 

^J^\ahhrak  and  >\a,j=-  kharhas)  Inexpert,  clumsy, 
unskilful.  Kharak,  (v.n.of  Jji*-)  Being  struck 
with  astonishment.  Being  frightened  and  staring. 

Keeping  close  at  home,  not  quitting  the  house. 

Being  unskilful,  ignorant,  and  foolish.  Sweating 
and  being  unable  to  rise  (a  fawn).  Being  unable 

to  fly  (a  bird).  Asperity,  unfeelingness  of  heart. 
Inexpertness,  unskilfulness.  Stupefaction  (from 

shame  or  feai-).  Kharik,  Fearful,  bashful.  Ashes. 
A  fawn  weak  on  the  legs.  Kharik  or  kharuk.  Ig- 

norant, unskilful.  Kkirak,  (pi.  of  '^j>-  khirkat) 
Clouts,  rags,  patches.  Khuruk,  (pi.  of  ̂ ..J>-  kha- 

1-ik)  Level  grounds,  sprouting  fields, 

A  ̂ j>-  khurrak,  (pi.  ̂Jj]/^)-^  sort  of  sparrovr. 
A  .^^Sj*-  kharkuf,  (fem.  of  jj*"^  akhrak^  Inex- 

pert, unskilful.  Untidy,  slovenly.  A  slattern.  Un- 
settled, open  to  discussion  (question).  (A  sheep) 

bored  in  the  ear.  Violent  (wind).  A  desert,  a 

widely-extended  plain  swept  by  the  wind.  Name 

of  the  woman  who  used  to  sweep  Muhammad's 
mosque,  A  she-camel  which  does  not  tread  evenly. 

&J,&  ^^!kS  ̂  la.  ta^kmiu'l  kharkas  ̂ Uatan, The  slattern  is  never  at  a  loss  for  an  excuse. 

X  A  khirkat,  A  garment  made  of  shreds  and 

patches  ;  a  religious  habit,  (pi.  jji-  khirak)  A 

patch,  rag.  A  piece  of  a  locust,  (^JlU  &5^s^ 

khirkatu'l  kaAz,  A  menstruous  cloth.  p  a^Js- 
^^J^J>■\Jo\  khirka  andukhtan,  (met.)  To  confess  a 
fault.  To  surrender.  To  be  lost  in  extacy.  i^ij^ 



(jj^5-Ui»  khirka  sakhtan,  To  rend  in  pieces.  A  Khur- 

hat,  Folly,  stupidity,  ignorance.  Xharikat,  Timid, 
bashful  (woman). 

p  ̂jUaip-  hharkatan,  Dodder. 

A  'i^ij>-  hharkalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ yif'  Q)  Shooting 
deliberately,  transfixing  with  an  arrow. 

P  lihirha-poshan,  (Clad  in  shreds 

and  patches)  Religious  mendicants,  dervishes. 

pjjii  a.5j=«-  liliirlia-doz,  A  botcher.  Poor. 
P         kliarhi,  A  grain  of  which  bread  is  made. 

A  hldrhiy,  Name  of  several  Imams  and 

reporters  of  traditions  or  sayings  of  Muhammad. 

P  '-^^  hharak,  A  little  ass.  A  reptile  which 

has  the  fore-legs  long  and  the  hinder  ones  short. 
The  septum  of  the  nose,  that  which  divides  the  nos- 

trils. The  bridge  of  a  musical  instrument.  A  child's 
go-cai  t.  A  three-legged  stool.  A  plank  whereon 
culprits  are  made  to  lie  to  receive  castigation.  The 

rack.  An  instrument  for  separating  the  seed  from 

the  cotton.  A  chopping  or  sawing-block.  A  kind 
of  date.  An  unripe  date.  An  instrument  for  stock- 

ing or  pecking  a  wall.  Hot  coals,  embers.  Name 

of  a  village  near  Shiraz.   A  breast,  nipple. 

P^j-^=^;=-  hkar-liahxdar,  A  wood-pigeon. 

p  lihar-hurra,  An  ass's  colt. 

P  tj;^'^  '^J^  Itharak  (or  ?■«/«)  zam'in,  Reptiles. 
P  /,'Aar-/iws,  Idle  babbler,  silly  fellow. 
P  kliarkush,  A  shoe,  slipper,  galoshe, 

patten,  or  c]og,worn  above  boots,  to  keep  them  clean 

when  walking.  (Ass-killing)  A  multiped  insect  re- 
sembling a  beetle,  met  with  in  cemeteries. 

P  (jl^s-  hliar-haman,  A  large  bow.  A  machine 
forstringingbows.  A  spring-gun  set  in  gardens.  An 
arduous  and  unprofitable  concern.  Durance,  deten- 

tion in  any  painful,  toilsome,  or  ruinous  business. 

p  i_-Sj^=-  lihar-kuf,  A  kind  of  large  owl. 

p  S0j>-  hhargah,  A  tent,  pavilion,  tabernacle. 
A  wide,  spacious  place  of  residence.  A  cottage  or 

moveable  Turkoman  hut  or  tent,  formed  by  flexi- 

ble poles,  and  covered  with  felt-cloth,  j^as"  t^J>- 
hhur(jahi  hhuzr,  (j^*^  sahz,  or  Ua*  mina)  The  sky. 

sl^XL^  I  diji  jl^s-  hhargald  falali-ishtibah,  A  pa- 
vilion high  as  heaven.  »U)  Uhargahi  mah, 

A  halo  round  the  moon.    A  mole  on  the  cheek. 

^  J>J>-  hJiargar,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 

P  J^i-  lihar-gaz,  A  large  wasp,  hornet.  The  pa- 
rading of  a  culprit  mounted  on  an  ass. 

p       ̂   hliar-garcaz  or  gumaz,  An  ox-goad. 

P jy  khar-gur  or  gor,  (or  ij^ ̂   khar-gura 
or  gora)  The  onager  or  wild  ass. 

P(jiij^  khar-gosh,(Ass-ear)  Ahare. Khar-gosh 

(or  C£i^^^j=-/;/mr-5'0sAoA)Lamb's  tongue  (a plant). 
p  LiXZi^^  hhargoshah,  A  leveret. 

p  iSjp-  hluir-gah,  A  large  tent :  a  spacious  place. 

a?--<7a/ii  azrah,{T\\e  azure  ten  t)The  sky . 
sU)  sSji-  lihar-gahi  mah,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 

A        kharm,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Bursting  (sewing). 

(   5iB  ) 

Cutting  off.  Piercing  the  septum  of  the  nose.  Re- 
ceding. Diminishing,  withholding,  (in  poetry) 

The  elision  of  i— in  fa^dun,  and  of  ̂  

mim  in  i^\s>'\L<i  mvfa^datun.  Kliarm  or  hhurm, 
The  brow  or  projecting  summit  of  a  mountain. 

Kharam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j'^)  Being  pierced  in  the  sep- tum of  the  nose. 

p  f^j>-  hhurm,  Vapours,  exhalations.  Name  of 
a  certain  plain,  where  there  is  a  mountain  that  an- 

swers any  question  put  to  it. 

^  P        hhurram,  Cheerful,  smiling,  glad.     A  i 

pleasant,  delightful  place.  Name  of  the  tenth  solar 
month ;  also  of  the  eighth  day  of  every  solarmonth. 

p  hhurma,  A  date.  J.t^,=-  (^^p-  hhur- 
mayi  abujahl,  A  sort  of  date.  (^l/«,=-  hhur- 

maA  hind'i,  A  tamarind. 

A  Aaj^  hliarmuf,  (fem.  of  ̂^js»-\ aMram)  Slit- 
eared  crosswise  (she-goat).  Pierced  (ear).  High 

ground  sloping  into  a  hollow.  Precipitous  (hill). 

p  \jay>-  hhurma-hun,  A  palm-tree.  The  pith 
or  mari'ow  of  the  palm-tree. 

p  (j^iil^Oji-  hhurmadZm,  A  store-room  for  dates. 

p  j^Ia**>1*j=>-  hhurmastan,  A  grove  of  palms. 

A  f^^>-  khurmun,  A  lie,  a  falsehood. 
A  hharamat,  The  part  of  the  nose  which 

is  pierced,  the  septum. 

A  'i'^->-  hhurramat,  A  kind  of  pulse  or  bean. 

Pjjjj  hhurram-roz,Tl\\e  8th  day  of  every  so- 
lar month.  A  celebrated  festival  formerly  held  on 

the  8th  day  of  the  month  day. 

A  hhirmis,  A  dark  night. 

pCI>*-*j=»-/<;/iar-wias^,Stupid,obstinate.  Athletic. 

A  &JLkJ^  hharmashat,  (v.n. of  ̂ jiUji-  q)  Spoil- 

ing (a  work).  Obliterating  (writing). 

p         ̂ i-  hhurram-faza,Y\\e.  sky. 
p  hharmah  or  hhurmah,  See  1ij^J>-. 

p  1>^SjaJs'hhurram{o\hhuram')gah,A  grass-plot. 
p  f^j.XioJs'  hhar-magas,  A  gad,  ass,  or  meat-fly. 
p  aX«^  hhurram  {ovhhuram) gah,A  large  tent. 

p  hhai'mul,  A  large,  tasteless  pear. 

A  (J"<j='  hhirmil,  A  foolish  woman.  A  decrepit 
old  woman.  A  multitude  of  men. 

p  (^<f^  hhir  or  hharmaii,  The  harvest.  Reaped 
corn,  but  unthrashed,  and  piled  up  in  a  large  cir- 

cular stack.  A  halo  round  the  moon.  A  parhelion 

or  mock  sun.  ij^j'^  hhirmani  gadd,  A  heap 

of  corn  gleaned.  jUi  ̂ ^J>■  hhirmani  mah,  A  halo 
round  the  moon.  A  mole  on  the  cheek. 

p  ̂ js^  hhar-munj ,  A  gad^j .  A  paralytic.  A certain  colour  in  a  horse. 

p  s^^Mi  i^j>-  hhirman-sohltta,  A  bankrupt. 

p  (z/'J^  hhirman-hob,  A  corn-thrasher. 

p  i^'t)^  hhirman-hohi,  Corn-thrashing, 

(^^j^rt^  ̂ /a/fani  hldrman-hohi,  Oxen  for 
treading  put  the  corn. 

p       (i)'^;^'  hliarman-gdh,  A  thrashing-floor. 
p       [j'^J^  hhirman-gadd,  Harvest-beggar. 

p  (_?^  1:^1/^  hhirman-girdy ,  Avaricious. 
P  J'j'j^  J  ̂J>-  hhurram  u  hhanddn,  Cheer- ful and  laughing. 

p  (^_y«j5-  hliar-mosh,  A  large  mouse  or  rat. 

p  Js'  hhar-muhra.  Any  little  stone  marked 
with  points  by  nature  or  art,  small  shells,  coq-de- 

perle,  or  glass  beads,  fastened  round  the  neck  or 

arms  of  children,  as  fancied  protection  against  ma- 

lignant eyes ;  also  beads  of  glass,  with  which  they 
ornament  bridles  and  harness.  A  trumpet.  A 

pearl  in  the  eye. 

p  ^Awn-awu,  Gladness,  cheerfulness,  plea- 
santness. A  set  of  voluptuaries,  the  sect  of  Babak. 

A  hJnirramiyat,  Name  of  a  sect  which 
maintains  the  doctrine  of  the  metempsychosis. 

A  '^>^j>-  hhirndbat.  The  side  of  the  nose. 
p  Uji-  hhar-ndy,  (Throat  of  an  ass)  A  brazen 

trumpet.   Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

PjlJij,s-  hharambdr,(ov^^J>-  hharamhdz)  The 
ceremony  of  leading  a  criminal  through  the  street, 
mounted  upon  an  ass.  A  meeting,  concourse,  crowd, 

p  (_ji>L3j5-  hharambdsh,  Name  of  a  medicinal 
plant.  A7twra??iias/;,  The  medicinal  plant 

A  (J.f^=-  hharambal,  (pi.  ̂\j^hhardbir)  A&iWy 
woman.    A  decrepit  old  woman. 

p  ̂wlsijs-  hhirnajas,  Name  of  a  wrestler. 
p  Jvijs-  hharand,  An  herb  used  in  washing.  A 

low  garden-wall.    The  parapet  of  a  gallery. 

p  !St>.jj5-  hharanda,  A  purchaser. 

A  u-ii;*-  hliirnif,  Cotton.  A  milch  camel.  The 

fruit  of  the  thorny  shrub  sLaS-  ̂ zdh. 

A  'isOjs-  hliarnafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  8^=-  Q)  Striking 
(with  a  sword).  Kliirnifat,  (pi.  i_Ju\_j5-  hhai'dnif) 

The  fruit  of  the  thorny  shrub  jLaS-  ̂ zdh. 

A  i^j;*-  khirnik,  (pi.  hhardnih)  A  leveret. 
An  artificial  pond.    Name  of  a  poetess. 

A  'd^'>y>-  hharnahaf,  (v.  n.  of  ,3^=^  Q)  Having 

lumps  on  her  sides  as  big  as  leverets  (a  she-camel). 

p  L_-'j3j=»-  hharnub  or  hhurnub.  Bean-pods,  ca- 
robs.  The  locust-tree,  bread  of  St.  John  or  of  the 

prodigal  son.  (_^^  l^^^  hhariiubinabatijCa- 

Tpers.  ̂JsjJt>  (.^ ^'ijS'hharnubihindljCassiar&stularis. 
A  ;j^_j3,5-  hhirnawit,  A  young  pig,  a  porker. 

A  I  jj3p-  hhurnuf,  Pudendum  muliebre. 

Pjji-A7tM'M  or /Jm?'M, Garden-mallows.  Khuru, 

(for  i^jj>-  hhuros)  A  cock. 
A         hlmrus,  (pi.  of  ̂ i-  hhin-j:)  Excrements. 

A  'i^jj^'  hhuruMt,  A  voiding  of  excrement. 

Pj^jji"  hharmdr,  An  ass-load.  The  measure 
of  a  hundred  Tabriz  maunds. 

A  (-jJijjs-  hhurub,  (v.  n.  of  <— ̂ ^)  Stealing  (ca- 

mels),   (pi.  of         hhurbat)  Wallet-handles. 

A  (--J 

hharruh,  See  L_-'_5^s-  hlinrnuh 

A  Xjijs-  hhurwat,  The  eye  of  an  axe's  head. A  hhuriit,(p\.  of  Oj=-)  Eyesof  needles. 

A  -^J^  hliaruj,  One  who  departs  from,  who 
goes  out  of.  (pi.        hhuruj)  Long-necked  (horse). 



A  camel  lying  apart  from  the  others.  Khuruj, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ =')  Going  out,  issuing.  Rushing,  sal- 
lying forth  in  a  hostile  manner.  Disobeying.  An 

exception  from  a  general  rule.  Egress.  Exodus. 

Excretion.  Defection,  rebellion.  The  day  of  re- 

surrection, (in  poetry)  the  \  aZj/"  which  follows 

^3-OJ  rvasl  (^ov 'iLa  silat),  as,  for  example,  in  ̂^.jj 
zaiviluha,  where  J  lam  is  called  the  ijfjj  rarviy, 

»  he  the  tJ-^j  wasl,  and  \  al if  the  ̂   j>-  hhuruj. 

V  ̂ j>-  khuroj,  (for  i^jj-'^)  A  loud  cry. 

p  ̂ J>-  hhuroch  (for  i^^j>-  hhuros)  A  cock. 
A  4>jj»-  khar-ud,  Very  modest  (woman). 

p  jj^^j J>-  hharu-daru,  A  species  of  herb. 

Kj^y>-  kharur,  (^Av/oman)  whose  privities  are 
Tcry  watery.  Khwur,  (v.  n.  ofjs-)  Falling.  Fall- 

ing down  (in  an  act  of  adoration).  A  fall  from  a 

height.    The  purring  of  a  cat  or  of  a  leopard. 

Ajjj=»-  /(/tM?'M;:;,Marks(asbitsof  pearl,&c.)onan 
ell  or  yard  dividing  it  into  half,  quartei',&c.  Seams 
between  the  planks  or  timbers  of  a  ship,  through 
which  the  water  leaks. 

p       ̂   Wiurozan,  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

A  liharus,  (A  woman)  conceiving  for 
the  first  time.  A  woman  in  childbed.  One  who 

has  little  milk  flowing  from  the  nipple.  Kliurus, 

(pi.  of  cj*>;j»-  hhars  or  hliirs)  Earthen  wine-jars. 

p  (^^y>-  hhuros,  A  dunghill  cock.  A  ball,  a 
dance.  The  Greek  chorus.  A  slave  to  his  passions. 

(j^jjlla  (j^J hhurosani  tawus-dum,  Goblets 

of  wine.  (Jjip  tj^^  ̂J>-  khurosi  kingiran  ̂ ihl, 
The  breath.    Weighed,  measured  words. 

p  ^J>-  hhurosah,  A  cockerel.  A  red  animal- 
cule found  in  baths.  Lingula  vulvffi.  The  fore-skin. 

V  B^tfjfhhurosa,  Lingula  vulvae.  The  fore-skin, 

p  (_jijj5>-  hhurosh,  A  loud  cry.  A  lamentation, 
crying  O!  making  an  exclamation,  sighing, 

A  ̂^jj>-  hhui  usli,  (pi.  of  i^j^  kharash)  The 
worst  parts  of  household  furniture. 

p  ̂ii>JoUljijj=-  hhiiroshanidan,To  raise  a  tumult. 

p  i^i^JmjjS'  hhitroshidan,  To  cry  aloud,  shout. 

a1?jjj=.-  A/iflrSf,  (pi.  Isjs-  ̂/mr-i)  Unmanageable 

(horse)  that  pulls  the  reins  out  of  the  rider's  hands. 
Headstrong  (man),  who  will  have  his  own  way. 

Whorish  (woman). 

A  hharu^An  adultress.  Soft-bodied  (wo- 

man). Khirrca^  The  plant  called  Palma  Christi. 

Any  withered  plant.  Khuruj  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _p-)  Being 
relaxed,  lax  and  flabby. 

A  I — jjjs-  hharuf,  (pi.  ahhrifat  or  (^^^) 
A  lamb.  A  colt  six  months  old,  or  till  a  year  old. 

A  '^j^  hhariifat,  A  palm-tree  whose  fruit  any 
one  engages  to  gather. 

P  uL^j^-i"  hharuk,  Name  of  a  herb  which  in- 

creases women's  milk.    Khurn-ah,  A  beetle. 
A  &3Ujj=-  hharumanat,  A  sort  of  weed  found 

imongst  cotton. 

A  Jj^s-  hharuh,  A  cold  violent  wind.  KImruh, 
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(v.  n.  of  ̂jj>-~)  Keeping  close  at  home,  not  quitting  j 
the  house.    Holes,    (pi.  of  Jj=-  khark)  Deserts.  ! 

Widely-extended  plains  swept  by  the  winds,  (pi.  of 

jjj5»-  hhirh)  Extremely  liberal.  Handsome  youths 

of  a  genei'ous  disposition,    (pi.  of  ̂ >.j>-  hharih) 
Winds  blowing  continually.  Wells  whose  parapets 
as  far  as  down  to  the  water  have  been  broken. 

P  ̂ jj^  khuroli,  A  bird's  comb.  A  cock, 
p  LiiX^jJs-  hhuroliah,  Coral.  j 

p  ̂ ^J>-  hhuroha,  The  comb  of  a  bird.  A  lure,  i 
call,  or  decoy  usedincatchingbirds.  Lingula  vulvae, 

p  iJ^jjji-  hUarn-ela,  A  shout,  loud  cry. 

p  tj>-  hhara,  A  heap.  Lees  of  wine,  sediment. 
Mud  sticking  to  the  bottom  of  a  cistern.  Assault, 

attack,  throng,  medley.  hharad  clioh, 

Scaflbldlng.  A  wooden  frame  for  turning  an  arch 

upon.    Beams  for  supporting  the  roof  of  a  house. 

1>J>-  hharasi  hlnsht,  A  pile  of  bricks.  An 

oil-press.  l^^j-J  ibj>-  hharad  sang,  A  heap  of 

siones,  a  cairn,  Khara,  (or  »JJi-  hharra)  Grains 
of  sesame  remaining  in  the  hair-cloth  after  the  oil 
has  been  expressed,  which  they  give  to  the  poor; 

residuum,  caput  mortuum,  Kharuh  or  hkura,  Di- 

vine illumination,  the  light  of  reason.  Light.  A 

district  or  division  of  the  Persian  empire,  of  which 

there  were  five,  Khura,  The  white  ant,  A  disease 

which  causes  the  hair  to  fall  off",  or  which  destroys 
the  nose  and  lips.  Khurih,  Divine  illumination, 

light  of  reason,    Khiiruh,  A  cock.    Wild  beasts. 

p  5ji-  khurra.  The  noise  of  one  being  suffocated. 

A  snore.  J;*^i^J\  hhurrasi  ardshir,  One  of  the 
five  divisions  of  Persia.  Name  of  a  city. 

P  L^jh-  hhuruhah.  Coral. 

P  hhari,  Stupidity,  the  property  of  an  ass. 

Khiri,  Name  of  a  yellow  flower.  Unlucky,  in- 

auspicious. A  gallery,  portico,  verandah. 

A  t!jj>-  hhurnij.  The  hole  in  the  mill  through 
which  the  corn  falls. 

A  t^lj^  hldrriyan,  A  coward, 

A  <-l*^Ji>-  hhirrit,  (pi,  C^j^f-  hhararit)  An 
intelligent,  skilful  guide, 

A  hharij,  A  game  where  they  cry  ̂l)*" 

■^j^  hharaji  kharaji,  i.  e.  Tell  what  is  in  my  hand. 
A         hkirrij,  A  scholar,  instructed  in  learning. 

F  iy)J>'hharid,  He  bought.  Purchase.  _j  1^?^=- 

(JL*»-_j;i^/ian<:ZMyaroA/if,Buyingandselling,trafiic. 

A         Mo/7c?,(and  hhartdat)  (pl.tXJ^s- 

hharasid,        khimid,  and  liji-  hhurrad)  An  un- 
blemished virgin,  a  modest  woman,  silent  or  speak- 

ing in  a  low  and  gentle  voice.  An  unbored  pearl. 

Kharid,  A  low  voice  (an  indication  of  modesty), 

Pj^i^^j=»-  hltaridar,  A  buyer, 

P ̂ jW.j=-  /^//«riJar-^ir,  A  marketable  article. 
P  ̂jj\iy>Js'  hliaridari,  Purchase, 

A  "(x^i.^  hharldat,  A  pearl  not  perforated. 
P  1^'^^.^  hharidagi,  A  purchase. 

P  (^'^j*-  hhai-idan  or  hhiridan,  To  buy.  jb 

> 

haz  kharidan.  To  re-purchase.  To  buy  off. 

p  iSij!>-  A/«flrii/a,  Purchased, bought,  Thechild 
of  a  purchased  slave.  An  immature  virgin. 

Aj>j>-  hharir.  The  murmuring  of  running  wa- 
ter. Snoring.  The  sound  (of  wind),  or  of  an  eagle 

when  flying,  (pi.  *5^=-\  ahhirrai)  A  beaten  track between  two  hills, 

p  i^juijs^  hharish,  A  butt  for  ridicule,  A  laugh, 
Kharesh,  Scratch  thou.  A  scratch.  Thin  parings 

that  fall  from  leather  in  the  currying.  The  dress- 
ing of  leather,  (in  compos,)  Scratching.  Khirish, 

A  lady,  matron,  Khurish,  A  king.  The  master 
or  mistress  of  a  family, 

p  ̂ ^^sZ^>_J>-  hhareshidan.  To  scratch,  tear,  bite, 

pull,  crop,  or  break  with  the  teeth, 

A  t^^lj^  hharis,  The  point  or  head  of  a  spear. 
Hungry  and  cold.  Cold  water.  Water  lodged 

about  the  root  of  a  palm-tree.  Filled,  full.  A  large 
cistern  or  reservoir.  The  bank  of  a  river.  An  island 

in  the  sea.    A  gulf,  bight,  or  bay. 

A  'L>a:>J>-  hharizat,  (or  &*aJ>_^  hltarisat)  A 
beautiful  girl,  full  of  health  and  animal  spirits. 

A  &lx)^5>-  hharifaf,  (pi.  ]aj\^  hharcisit)  A  purse. 
A  small  bao;.  A  letter-ba<;,  mail.  A  wallet.  A 

reticule.  A  letter.    A  pod.  A  volume. 

A  hhurrayta' ,  Bitter  weeping.  A  pulp 

oozing  from  the  root  of  the  papyrus. 

A  ̂^^>J>-  hharitii/,  A  wallet-maker. 
A  ̂ j=^  hharij  Flaccid,  withered,  flabby.  Pen- 

dulous (camers  lip).  A  bad  woman,  an  adulteress. 

Raging  (she-camel).   Soft,  pliant  of  body.  Weak. 

A  ̂ j=^  hhirr'i^  Saffron  in  the  flower, 
A  'ij<->.j='  /.7(a?'I^«f,  An  adulteress.  Soft  (woman), 
A  I  a^^=-  hharif.  The  first  crop  in  the  year  (in 

India),  consisting  chiefly  of  rice.  Gathered  (dates). 
Autumn.  Harvest.  Autumnal  rain.  Fall  of  the 

leaf.  Weak,  doting.  A  canal,  trench,  A  year, 

A  'iso.J"  hharifat,  A  palm-tree,  whose  fruit  any 
one  undertakes  to  gather.  In  the  planting  of  a 

palm-tree,  a  digging  out  the  hard  clay,  and  put- 

ting sand  in  the  place, 
p  hhartfijThe  autumnal  harvest.  Grown 

in  harvest. 

A  |j-?j=-  khai'ih,  (pi.  ̂ j5-  hhvruh)  Level  ground on  which  there  is  vegetation,  A  cold,  violent  wind, 

(pi.  ij^^i-  hharasih  and  ̂ jjj^  Ithnrult)  A  soft, 
gentle  wind,  or  one  blowing  continually.  A  well 

whose  parapet  has  been  broken  down.  A  womb 

injured  by  the  foetus,  and  not  conceiving  in  conse- 
quence. Shallow  (canal  amongst  trees).  The  ex- 

tremity of  a  valley  opening  out, 

A  j3.?Js-  hMrrih,  Very  liberal.  Ingeniously  li- 
beral.   A  handsome  youth  of  a  noble  disposition, 

A         hhai'im.  Licentious,  insolent. 
vj^  hhaz,  A  bump  outside  the  thigh,  Crawl- 

ino-  on  the  hams  like  boys, 

A  Js-  hhazz,  (v.  n.  of  J»-)  Stabbing,  transfixing 



(with  adart).  Fencing  (a  wall)  with  thorns.  Silk, 

raw  or  spun.  (pl.Jj^  khuzuz)  Silken  stuff.  The 
beaver.    The  fine  hair  of  the  beaver. 

A  ̂   hhaza',  A  falling  into  trouble  or  disgrace. 
vyf\y>-  khazakhaz,  Creeping,  crawling. 

Aj=-|j=»  khuzdkhiz,  Strong,  robust. 

Ajlj=»-  Jthazaz,  (or  il^J^  hhazuza')  A  moun- 
tain upon  which  the  Arabians  were  wont  to  kindle 

a  fire  the  night  they  undertook  an  expedition. 

ajI^  khazzaz,  A  raw-silk  merchant. 
A         hhuza^  Death. 

A  'iS'\j>-  khuzd^at,  A  section,  segment.  An  off- 
set from  the  tribe  of  dj\  azd. 
A  (  khazzaf,  A  seller  of  earthenware,  or 

coarse  ci'ockery. 

A  ̂j^f^  ̂.  yd  hhazdhi,  A  term  of  reproach, 

A  ̂j>-  khizdm,  A  nose-ring  worn  by  women, 
(])!.  of  &x>\j=-  hidzdmat)  Hair-rings. 

A  ̂!>-  khazzdni,  A  maker  or  a  vender  of  ropes 
made  of  the  fibrous  bark  of  trees. 

p  U^Js-  khazdmdjA  plant  promoting  pregnancy. 

A  'i^\y>-  kJdzdmat,  (pi.  khazdnm)  A  ring 
made  of  hair,  put  through  a  camel's  nose,  to  which 
the  bridle  is  tied.  A  thong  for  tying  a  shoe-latchet, 

A  ̂^j'^  hhuzdma',  A  wild  fragant  herb,  with 
a  loncj  stalk,  small  leaves,  and  red  flower, 

A  ̂j^yoVjil  ̂ j^t^  suhu'l  hhazzdmvn,  Name  of  a bazaar  in  Madina. 

p  Ma~art,  Creeping.  Autumn.  The  sear 

and  yellow  leaf.  The  tenth  day  of  every  month. 

Name  of  the  eighth  month  of  the  sera  of  Jalalu'd 

din.  {j^J>-  ti^J  hddi  hhazdn  or  hhizdn,  The  autum- 
nal wind,  which  blows  during  the  fall  of  the  leaves. 

A  i^j>-  hhazzdn,  A  hoarder.  The  tongue.  Rot- 
ten (date),  and  black  at  the  core,  Khizzdn,  (pi,  of 

JJs>-  hhuzaz)  Male  hares,  Khuzzdn,  (pi.  of  ̂jjli- 
khdzin)  Treasurers. 

A  aJ^s-  khizdnat,  (pi.  j^]}="  Ithazdsin)  A  trea- 
sury, treasure,  magazine,  granary,  repository.  Pub- 

lic revenue.  The  chamber  of  a  gun.  Office  of  trea- 

surer. The  heart.  j»l!«=-  &3|^=-  khizdnasi  hammdm, 

The  reservoir  of  a  bath.  ̂ ^L-J\  «3^=-  khizdnatu's 
sildh,  An  armoury,  tjo^  kldzdnad  ̂ mira, 
The  imperial  treasury, 

T  j^^ljs-  khazdncht,  Treasurer,  cash-keeper. 

Pj\j  jo\Js»  hhizdna-ddr,  A  gun  with  a  chamber. 

A  b3j='  hhazdya,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^js-)  Ashamed. 

A  io.^s-  Ma2'a_yai,  A  blushing:  shame,ignominy. 

A  ̂^j>-  hhazdnm,  (pi.  of  &^o|ji.  khizdmat)  Nose- 
rings for  camels,  (pi,  of  iUjJs.-  hhazumai)  Cows, 

A  {^^j^-  khazddn,  (pi.  of  aJ^Js>-  khizdnat)  Trea- 
suries. Treasures.  Divine  secrets,  p  j^\f  (3  i^^]f^ 

khazdiini  hi  girdn,  Immense  treasures, 

A  (-r^s-  hhazab,  (v,  n.  of  u -^)  Swelling,  being 
fat.  Having  a  swollen  udder,  and  thence  a  con- 

traction of  the  teats  and  a  deficiency  of  milk  (a 

camel).  A  flower-pot  or  earthen  vessel.  Khazih, 
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Soft  (flesh).  A  camel  or  sheep  with  a  swollen 
udder.  Fat,  bloated. 

A  ̂\>j>-  khazhdf,  (or  khazibat)  (A  she- 
camel)  swollen  in  the  udder  or  troubled  with  warts. 

Ajbjia-  kldzhdz,  (or  ̂^y>-  hldzhdi)  Flies  in  a 
meadow,  also  their  humming.  A  disease  in  the  neck 
of  camels  or  men.  A  cat.  Name  of  two  sorts  of  herbs. 

A  kldzb'd,  A  foolish  or  an  old  woman. 

A  J>-J=-  khuzhhuz,  Thick  in  the  muscle.  Khu- 
zakldz,  Strong,  robust. 

p  ui3jJJj>-  hhazduh,  An  insect  like  a  beetle. 

Ajj5>-  khazr,  (v.  n.  ofjji-)  Running  away.  Be- 
ing shrewd,  clever,  deep,  crafty,  and  malicious.  A 

side-glance.  Khuzr,  (pi.  of  jjis-^  akhzar)  Small- 
eyed,  purblind.  Khazar,  (v.  n.  of  jj=-)  Looking 
through  half-shut  eyes,  or  with  one  eye  only.  Nar- 

rowness, smallness,  or  weakness  of  the  eye.  Name 

of  a  nation  near  the  Caspian  Sea,  whence  it  is  called 

jjiij^  bahru''l  khazar.  Fat  broth. 
PjJ=-  khazar,  (or  khazrdri)  Name  of  a 

district  in  Turkistan.  Name  of  a  province  in  GTlan. 

A  ̂i\jj5>-A/tM2:m«iA,  White  garment  orgarments. 
A  khazrabat,  Confusion,  indistinct  com- 

bination of  words. 

A  khazrat  or  hhuzarai,  A  pain  in  the  ver- 
tebra; of  the  back,  lumbago. 

A  ̂ jj=>-  Wiazraj,  The  wind.  The  south-wind. A  lion.    Name  of  a  tribe. 

AX»-j^/i/ia2:/-a;a^,Limping,halting(ofasheep). 

p  ui)jj=>-  khazrah,  Cowardice. 

A  ̂ ^jj^  hhazarnaJi,  A  large  male  spider. 

p  ij'jjj^  khazarwdri,  The  Caspian  Sea.  Name 
of  a  country.  Name  of  a  warrior ;  also  of  a  demon. 

A  khazariy,  A  turban  made  of  silken 
stuff  unravelled  and  rewoven. 

Aj^  khuzaz,  (pi.  (jIJ^  khizzdn  and  Jji-l 
akhizzaf)  A  male  hare. 

A  khaz^  (v.n.  of  g^)  Rescinding,  restrain- 
ing, preventing.  Impeding,  detaining.  Cutting. 

Distributing.    Separating  from  associates. 

A  ̂ y^^  khaz^l,  A  limping,  halting,  lameness. 
A  name  of  Gabriel. 

A  'e^\s-j>-  hhuz^dat,  Jest,  play,  sport, 

A  ̂ y^^y^  khuzu^al,  New  and  strange  stories. 

Khuza^il,  Any  thing  false,  vain,  and  trifling. 

A  'i^jSy>-  hhuza^alat,  Wonder,  admiration.  A 
marvellous  thing. 

A  J-A^ffji"-  khuza^il,  False,  vain,  trifling  thing. 

A  &Ljk&ji>-  khuza^fdat,  A  jest,  laughable  tale. 

A  &ff^s>- A/ta;?^a<,  Lameness  in  one  foot.  Khiz^t, 

A  piece  of  meat.  Khuza^t,  One  who  restrains  or 
detains  another  (from  any  thing  good). 

A  (Jffjs-  khaz^d,  A  hyena, 
A  &isij^  hhaz^laf,  A  limping,  a  halting  gait. 

A  I— j/-  khazf,  (v.  n.  of  i— jji-)  Swinging  the 
arms  in  walking.  Khazaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  5j:>-)  Draw- 

ing.   Earthenware,  crockery. 

P  f>y>.j  I — jji-  khazaf-reza,  A  potsherd. 

A  '^f'  khazafly,  A  potter.  A  seller  of  pottery. 
A  khazk,  (v.  n.  of  jj=-)  Reaching  the 

mark  (an  arrow).  Transfixing  (with  a  spear). 
Reviling,  reproaching.  Voiding  dung  (a  bird). 

Ploughing  the  ground  with  her  hoof  (a  camel). 

A  '^J=-  khazk  A  quarrelling,  wrangling:  strife. 

A  khazl.  (v,  n.  of  (_)}=-)  Putting,  Hinder- 

ing, keeping  back.  The  rejection  of  the  letter  \ 
and  the  quiescence  of  the  CD  in  the  prosodial  foot 

^l^-liXe  mutafd^lun.  Kliazal,  (v.  n.  of  Jr") 
Walking  heavily.    Having  a  broken  back. 

A  'i-yf>-  khazlabat,  A  quick,  sharp  cut. 

A  a.lj=>-  khuzlat,  A  dropping  of  the  \,  and  a  be- 
coming quiescent  of  the  O  in  the  foot  i^^\sCa 

miitafd^lun.  A  fracture  in  the  back.  Khuzalat, 
One  who  restrains  another  (from  doing  as  he  wants). 

A  j^i-  khazm,  (v.  n.  of  Perforating  the 
bridge  of  the  (camel's)  nose,  and  passing  a  ring 
through  it.  Spitting  locusts,  running  them  through. 
Borinij  the  nostrils.  Piercins:.  An  addition  at  the 

beginning  of  a  verse,  and  not  taken  into  the  ac- 
count in  scanning.  This  pleonastic  word  may  con- 

sist of  one,  two,  three,  or  four  letters :  as, 

ushdud  haydziitiaka  li.'l  mawti, 

fa  inna'l  mawta  IdkVia; 

rva  la  tajza^mini'l  marcti, uiJo  lil 

izd  kalla  yunddika. 

In  scanning,  no  account  is  taken  of  ushdud. 

Khazam,  A  tree,  of  whose  bark  ropes  are  made. 

A         khazamat,  Leaves  of  the  wild  palm-tree. 

A  ̂*Ji>-7f/ia£?«a',Perforatedinthenose(camels). 

p  (j'.*«j=»-  hliazndydn,  Beaver's  testicles. 
A  khazn,  (v.  n.  of  i^'f^)  Laying  up  in  a 

storehouse  or  treasur}'.  Keeping  (a  secret).  Stink- 

ing (meat).  Khazan,{\.n.o^ ^^^)  Stinking(meat). 

A  'i^'Jf  kliazunai,  (pi,  of  (jj^)  Treasurers. 
p  (.^3}s.-  khazand,  An  herb  used  in  washing. 

p  8i>i_J=>-  khaziiida,  Creeping.  Reptiles. 

Ajjiji»-/f/<a2'^iK2'(2r,Cross-gi'ained, bad-tempered. 
A  khazw,  (v.  n.  of  Ijs-  for  j^)  Subduing, 

reducing  to  order  or  discipline  (men),  breaking  or 

exercising  (horses),  rendering  obedient.  Prevent- 
ing, divertingfrom  a  project.  Opposing  (an  enemy). 

Slitting  a  young  camel's  tongue. 

aJ  jjj-  khuzuz,  (pi.  ofj=-)  Coarse  silken  stuffs. 
A  ̂ jjs*  khazuk,  A  camel  impressingor  grooving 

the  ground  with  the  sole  of  her  foot. 

A  tiJj^  khazuk,  A  beetle,  a  tumble-dung. 

p  'MjJ^khaziimat,(p\.  ̂ \^s'-  khazddrn  and 
kliazum)  Acow(particularlyoneo]d  anddwarfish). 

a  (jjiji-  khuzun,{\.n.oif^jh>')  Stinking  (meat). 
p  Sjs-  khaza,  Rudder  of  a  ship.  A  paddle,  oar. 



p  "i^^  Wiazalira,  Asses'  bane  (an  herb). 
A  ̂ Jy^l^hazy,(Y.  n.  oi^jjs-)T>hgvacm'g.  Khizy , 

(v.  n.  of  c^js-)  Being  base,  abject,  afflicted,  dis- 
graced. Ignominy,  shameful  notoriety.  Khaza! , 

(v.  n.  of(_fJ=>-)  Blushing.  Falling  into  trouble.  Ac- 
quiring infamous  notoriety. 

A  (jU/"  hhazyan,  (pi.  Blushing,  modest. 

A  hhiizayhat,  A  gold-mine. 

A  'i>,y>-  Jihazyat  or  khizyat,  Affliction, 

p  (jj^^js-  khazidan,  To  cree-p.    To  slide  along 

the  ground  on  one's  hams  (like  a  child), 
p  » jojs"-  lihazida,  Concealing,  lying  hid. 

p y>,y>-  lihazir,  Ashes  beneath  which  ai-e  latent 
sparks.  Fire. 

A j>j>-  lihazir,  (or  'ij^.J>-)  Any  kind  of  broth. 
Aj>js-  khaziz,  Brambles  set  as  wall-fences. 
A  e^l^  lihuzayfat,  A  bit  of  broken  ware,  a  sh  erd . 

A  i^lj^  khazin,  Bad,  stinking  (meat), 
p         /i^a^iraa,  A  treasury;  magazine.  Tribute. 

PjU  iJi)J=«-/i/<a~i?«a-iar,Treasurer:  robe-keeper. 

A  [J,j>-  lihazya,  Blushing,  modest  (woman), 
p  i^j^  hhas,  Bad,  wicked.    Mean.  A  rustic, 

mountaineer.    Name  of  a  tribe  of  mountaineers, 

inhabiting  between  India  and  Tartary.     A  miser. 

A  weed.  Rubbish  of  sticks  or  thorns.  A  chip  of 

wood.  A  kind  of  large  white  crane.    An  animal- 

cule that  runs  on  the  surface  of  water.   (^fcO>J  (j«=- 

khas  ha  dahan  gir-iffan,  To  be  weak.  To  sue 
for  protection,  hkas  u  lihasliah, 

Rubbish,  sticks  and  straws.  A7«<s,  A  mother-in-law. 

A  (Ji«»-  khass,  (v.  n.  of  ij"=»)  Rendering  mean 

and  vile.    Lettuce.  U***"  ̂^^'^^'^w'^  himdr, 
Melilot;  bugloss. 

A  -^(j*!*-  khass,  (v.  n.  of  U-,5-)  Driving  away  (a 
dog).  Being  driven  away  (a  dog).  Being  dim  and 

weak  (the  sight). 

A  LJs-  hliasa',  (pl.^^«jl=>-W«/^«a.«  irregular)  Un- 
equal, odd  numbers.  j\  \*^liliasan  aw  zakan, 

Odd  and  even  (a  kind  of  game). 

A  hliisuj:,  (v.  n.  3  of  V**J»-)  Pelting  each 
other  with  stones. 

A  jl*<*5>-  khasar,  (or  5jl-*=-  khasarat)  (v.  n.  of 

j*-s»-)  Sustaining  a  loss.  Perishing.  Straying  from 
the  road.    Fraud,  perfidy.    Sordidness,  baseness, 

p  (ji^^  Ojls-  J  Ojl—s-  liJiasarat  u  ghdrat  har- 
dan,  To  ravage  and  plunder. 

p  ij\^=-  Jihisdra,  The  clearing  of  a  garden  or 
vineyard  of  weeds.  Khisdra  or  hliasdra,  The  act 

of  lopping  superiiuous  branches. 

A  (_j>>l*<*>-  /i/i?sas.  Changing,  circulating  things, 
(pi.  of  Jihasis)  Small,  paltry,  trifling. 

A  &*uL«j-  khasdsat,  (v.  n.of  ij^s--)  Being  close- 
fisted,  covetous,  mean,  ignoble,  low-born.  Parsi- 

mony. Meanness.  A7<Msa.sa!;,  A  horse-race.  Any 
thing  with  which  a  horse  plays.  A  little  wealth. 
A  Jthassdk,  A  liar. 

A  JU-i-  Jthisdl,  (pi.  of  J-J^=-  hhasil)  Mean. 
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Worst,  vilest. 

A  JlJls-  kJmssdl,  Vile,  abject  (men). 

A  js3L«s»-  hhusdlat,  Silver,  or  silver  filings.  Chaff", 
husks,  parings. 

p  (jl*«*=-  hhasdn,  (pi.  of  [j^)  Mean  persons. 
A  hhussdn,  Certain  stars  which  never 

set  (as  the  polar  star.  Bear,  &c.). 

p  khasdndan,  To  grind,  to  triturate. 

p  5l)^1.«*s-  khisdiida,  An  infusion  (in  medicine). 

p  khasdmdan,To  woundwith  the  teeth. 

A  JjL-i-  khasdAI,  (phot ,J.A--j-)  Worst.  Mean. 

p  (ji^^jl«<*s^  kliasdsidan,  To  chew.    To  eat. 
^  klMSjJdiiidan,  To  cause  to  kick  or 

trample  upon.  To  cause  to  extinguish.  Khusjjdni- 
dan,  To  cause  to  lie  down  ;  to  cause  to  rest  or  sleep. 

p  (^jiJt*-p-  hhuspisli,  A  lying  down  :  rest,  sleep. 

p  l^^'^  khuspan-jd,  A  bed,  a  couch. 

^D^^-U"^  khas-poshfCoYexedL  over  with  thorns. 
Varnishing  over,  giving  a  false  colouring  to. 

p  khusjfi,  The  planet  Jupiter. 

p  (jj.-A-**-  kkaspidan,  To  beat  with  the  feet, 
trample,  kick.  To  extinguish.  Khuspldan,  To 
lie  down,  to  sleep. 

A  'i^^  khissat,  (v.  n. of  ̂ JlL^)'Bemgmean,  base, 
and  despicable.  Vileness,  meanness  :  avarice. 

p  u1a-*s-  kkast,  He  wounded.  Colour.  Utility. 

Desire,  violent  itching  (of  a  sick  person).  A  rep- 
tile, an  insect.    Kkust,  Rest,  repose.    A  sleeve. 

p  i6ll*-i>-  khastdna,  The  patched  garment  of  a 

religious  mendicant. 

p  jwis-  kkastar,  Reptiles,  noxious  insects. 

p  ̂^^^Js'  khastagi,  Wound  :  sickness  :  fatigue. 
p  ̂ ^^wi-  kliastan,  To  wound,  pierce.  To  prick. 

To  be  indisposed,  sick,  ail.  To  be  wounded,  broken, 

split.  To  make  an  attack.  To  cut  in  pieces.  To  fear. 
p  kkastu,  The  stone  of  fruit.  Kkustu, 

Confessing:.  A  noxious  animal.  Name  of  a  Chi- 

nese  grandee. 

p  ̂jl_jjw.5>-  lihustuwdn,  Those  who  confess. 
kkastuwdna,(Jihustuwana,  or  zo^L^ 

kkustuna)  A  patched  woollen  or  camelot  garment, 

worn  by  fakii's,  dervishes,  and  other  religious  men- 
dicants (especially  ragged). 

p  ajL.j>- Masia,  Wounded.  Sick,  infirm.  Fruit- 

stone.  Ground  prepared  for  sowing.  Excited, 

roused.  ^^)'^^^  eok—p-  kkasta-lidl  ludan,  To 
be  in  a  bad  situation,  to  be  afflicted.  Khusta,  The 
foundation  of  a  wall. 

p  dS^  aa*A-i>-  khasta-band,  A  bandage,  roller  for 
fractured  limbs.  A  plaster.  One  who  binds  up 
broken  bones. 

p  Jj  eijlu^  hkasta-dil,  Sick  at  heart. 

p  ̂ jf>  sl^h-  khasta-mizdj,  Weak,  sickly. 
p  (j**s-  (j**i>-  kJias  khas,  A  sweet-scented  root 

of  a  sort  of  grass,  of  which  tatties  are  made. 

A j^J>-  khasr,  Loss,  damage.  Khasr,  khusr, 
khasar, or  khusur,  (v.  n.  ofj^^)  Losing, sustaining 
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a  loss.  Losing  the  way.  Khusr,  (v.  n.  ofj--i>-) 
Losing,  missing.    Damage,  loss,  detriment. 

Pj^s-  kkasar.  Ice.  Khusur,  A  father-in-law. 
A  mother-in-law. 
A  khusrdn,  (v.n.of  j**>s^)  Suffering  loss, 

losing.  Missing  the  way.  Perishing.  Damage, 
detriment.  Perfidy. 

p  khtcsarjmra,  A  wife's  brother. 
p  kkiisrav,  khusraw,  or  klmsrau,  A  great 

king.  A  celebrated  Persian  king.  A  royal  sur- 
name in  Persia.  khusravi  akhtardn. 

The  sun.  Jt;"^  khusrawi  ikUmi  cka- 

hdrum  or  ̂ \           khusrawi  anjum.  The  sun. 
J khusravi  khdwar.  The  sun,  the  monarch 

of  the  west.  {JL^Z^}  ̂ iJUi  j^*-^  khusravi  hash- 
turn  hihisht.  Title  of  Muhammad.  Khusuru,  A 
father  or  mother-in-law. 

P!!3\jj^>-  khusra7vdna,l^'mglj.  Like  Khusraw. 
p  ̂j,\JJ^^  khusrawdm.  Any  thing  grand,  ele- 

gant, or  regal.  A  kind  of  song  of  rythmical  prose 
in  honour  of  king  Khusraw.  Aspecies  of  old  money 

(coined  by  king  Khusi-aw). 

A  ̂ ^^j^^  khusrawdniy,  A  sort  of  wine.  A kind  of  cloth. 

p  s^\y'  jj^s"  khus7'aw-khwdja,Fathev-in-law. 

p  jj^J  Jj*"*"  khusrarv-ddru,  Galangale. h  usraw-nishan,  A  maker  of  kin  gs. 

Possessed  of  the  marks  of  royalty.  Imperial  signet. 

p  (_5'jj*»="M?<sran;i,Belongingtoaking.  Royal. 
Imperial.    Monarchy.    A  sort  of  brandy. 

7i/(;«ra,Amother-in-law.  Afather-in-law. 

p  dJj>j*us-  kMisrina,  A  father-in-law. 
A  khasj]  (v.  n.  of  i«Jl— .=»)  Keeping  (a 

hoi'se)  without  provender.  Treating  with  indignity 

or  contempt,  forcing  one  to  do  what  he  dislikes. 

Digging  in  a  rock  a  well  which  runs  perpetually. 
Causing  to  be  absent,  hiding.  Recovering,  rising 

up  from  sickness.  Abounding  in  milk  (a  camel), 

but  soon  stopping  in  the  winter.  Making  (her)  so 

(God).  Being  lessened,  diminished.  A  defect,  im- 
perfection, bad  quality.  A  place  where  water  issues 

from  a  well.     A  cloud  rising  in  the  west. 

1  ^da'l  khasf,  (He  took  it)  upon  an  empty 
stomach.    i_i--JA  hdta'l  khasfa.  He  passed 

the  night  famishing.  (»_fl/.»ii-  skarihnd 

^dtt'l  khasf,  We  drank  without  eating.  Kkasf  or 
khvsf.  Depth  of  water  in  the  ground.  A  walnut. 

Kliisf,  Risen  up  fraught  with  rain  (cloud).  ̂  

I  jsi^\  da^ 'I  amr  hi  khusfin.  Leave  the  matter 
as  it  is.  Klmsiif,  (pi.  of  (»^*>jU>-  klidsif)  Lean, 
emaciated.  Weak  after  sickness.  Discoloured. 

Light,  nimble  (lads),  (pi.  of  i_-ij-~=>-  khastif  and 
I  aA-*i-)  Wells  dug  in  rocks  springing  continually. 

p  I  a*j9-  khasaf,  A  walnut. 
A  khask,  (v.  n.  of  Jj-^-i"-)  Penetrating, 

hittingthe  mark  (an  arrow).  Ploughing  the  ground 

with  her  hoof  (a  she-camel). 



p  ̂ j*>^  khasak,  Saffron  in  the  flower, 
A  Ola*<-i-  Jdiasahat,  Fairness  at  one  time,  and 

unfairness  at  another,  in  dealing.  OliU-i>-  jiS  zu 
khasakat,  One  Avho  bids  for  a  thing,  differs,  and 

breaks  off,  and  then  offers  again. 

p  Cil*-5- ^/(M,  Bastard  saffron.  Khtish,Time. 

Delay,  repose.  Khasak,  (dim.  of  (j«5>-  khas)  Chips, 
sticks,  rubbish.  A  triangular,  prickly  herb.  A 

caltrop  against  cavalry. 

p  ̂jUK*-j>-  hhashaiiaji,  Strict  investigation,  di- 
ligent search. 

p  j6\tiil-i>-  khasah-dana,  Seed  of  saflBower. 

A  (J.*~5»  khasl,  (v.  n.  of  Rejecting,  banish- 
ing.   Clearing,  freeing  from  what  is  useless. 

A  (J-^=-  lihussal,  Vile,  abject  (men), 

p  j«*<-=»-  JiJiism,  A  wound,  a  sore, 
p  Sii.ju»,s-  khasanda, Insects  (as  flies,gnats,&c.). 

A  ̂ ^=-  liJiusits,  (v.  n.  of  L-s-)  Being  dull  and 

weak  (the  sight).    Being  driven  out  from  the  so- 
ciety of  men  (dogsand  swine).  Drivingaway(a  dog). 

P(^ls-j  i^'s"  khasuJ{hdsh,lB\tsof  cloth. Twigs, 
p  ̂ J>jj^s-  lihusudan,  To  reap.  To  praise, 
p  khusur,  A  father-in-law.    A  mother- 

in-law.  Harvest. 

>-  hhusurdan,  To  reap.  To  enter.  To 

hhusura,  Husband's  or  wife's  father. 

A  t__j j*«   ̂  /( fliMf,  (  pi .  'isu^s'\  a  hhsifatan  d  (  2*..5>- 
hhusuf)  A  well  dug  in  a  rock,  which  springs  per- 

petually. Khusuf,  (v.n.  of  I  Cw^)  Thrusting  in- 

ward (the  eye),  blinding.  Being  sunk  (or  lying  con- 
cealed) under  ground.  Sinking  inwards  (the  eye). 

Tearing, cutting.  Beingtorn.  Undergoing  aneclipsc 

(the  moon).  Cutting.  An  eclipse. 

A  ̂ y^=-  hhasuh,  A  camel  that  furrows  the 
ground  with  the  sole  of  her  foot. 

salute. 

klum,  Baseness,  vileness,  meanness. 

-A  (^3**='  /^/iflA/?/,  A  woollen  cloak,garment,ortent. 

A  ̂ f^^  hhasij,  A  woollen  tent  or  gai-ment. 

p  ̂ jAJwu-j-  Jihas'idan,  To  chew.  To  grow  old. 
Ay.^:^  hliasir,  Suffering  damage.  Straying 

from  the  road. 

-     A  (j«j>*M=-  Jthasis,  (pi.  hhisas)  Low, 
base,  ignoble.  Trifling,  paltry.  Avaricious,  sordid, 

penurious.  ̂ J«J^*«=-  (^iU         /Jmsls,  Amean  soul. 
A  hliafisat,  Meanness,  despicableness, 

avarice.  Teeth  projecting  beyond  the  fore  teeth  in 

a  camel  (when  about  six  years  old). 

A  XxA**^  hhasi^t,  The  vilest  of  the  people. 

A  I  S^s*  khaslf,  Blinded  (eye).  A  well  dug 

in  a  rock  and  springing  perpetually.  (A  camel) 

abounding  in  milk,  but  soon  ceasing  to  give  it  in 
winter.  Risen  up  fraught  with  rain  (cloud). 

A  ="  Jihasil,  (pi.  ̂^L-i-  hliasasil  and  (J\-J>- 
hhhal)  Most  vile,  worst.  Mean,  base. 

A  j_jj«-s-  khash,  The  worst  kind  of  wool. 
p  kiiash,  The  arm-pit.    Running  fast. 
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Kkash  or  /i7n«.5/t,Husband's  or  wife's  mother.  Khush, 
(for  khushk)  Dry. 

A         khush,  (from  p  (^^s-  khmush^  Good. 

A  (jii»"/i/ias/ts/«,(v.n.of ^ji,s»)Passingawooden 

ring  through  (a  camel's)  nose.  Interfering,  entering, 
or  descending  (in  any  thing).  Hating.  Blaming, 

accusing  privately.  Pouring  forth  a  little  rain  (a 

cloud).  A  little  rain.  A  fissure,  cleft,  split.  A  ca- 

mel with  a  wooden  rino- in  his  nose.  Rough.  Black, 

(pi.  of  (_)i>lis-  kkashsh)  Men  on  foot.  Khushsh,  A 
hillock  of  sand. 

A  khashd ,  Black  growing  corn.  Khasha' 
or  kkisha',  (v.  n.  of  (_^i«=-)  Fearing. 
A  khaslias,  ilard  ground  without  grass. 

Khishas,  (v.  n.  3  of  Being  afraid  of  each 

other,  vying  with  one  another  in  fearing  (two  men). 

A  Aji^  kkashshas,  Gravel  and  clay  ground.  A 

bee  or  hornet's  nest.X/iw/isAaj:,  A  scarecrow.  XAws/i- 
shcLf,  A  bone  projecting  behind  the  ear. 

A  (_->li-j>-/f/(as/ia&, Land  flooded  by  the  least  rain. 

A  i^K^'s'  khashshdb,  A  seller  of  wood. 
A  sLi^  hhashdt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J^)  Fearing. 

p  iL>\Li>-  khushdda,  A  prepared  sown  field. 

AjLls-  khuskar,  (or  'iJJU:-  khushdrat)  The  re- 
fuse of  any  thing  ;  as  fragments  of  meat,  or  crumbs. 

Tlie  dregs  of  mankind.    Barley  destitute  of  meal. 
A  khusharim.  Sounds.  Thick  (nose). 

A  kha,  khi,  or  kkuskdsh,  Insects  flying 

or  creeping.  Sparrows.  A  sharp,  bold  fellow.  Kki- 

shdsh,  A  wooden  ring  on  a  camel's  nose,  to  which 

the  reins  are  fastened ;  (if  copper  it  is  called  'iji 
bti7'at;  it  hah; khizdmat).  A  sack.  Wrath, 

rage.  Aside.  A  mountain-serpent  very  venomous. 
Birds  or  reptiles  without  brain  (or  the  means  of 

annoyance).  Khushdsh,  Bad,  cori'upt,  naught.  A 
raging  stallion-camel. 

A  khishdf,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_a-ii-)  Driving 
(camels)  all  night.  Emitting  a  sound  (an  arrow). 
Making  haste  to  break  a  compact. 

A  i_-jl^=>-  hhashshdf,  A  man's  name.  ( — sLii- 
umm  khashshdf,  A  calamity.    Khushskdf,  A  bat. 

A  sills-  hhashdfat,  (v.n.  of  k_i.ii-)  Leading 

people  rapidly  on  (a  guide  in  the  night). 

A  j»li.s-  khushdm,  (v.  n.  of  Failing,  giv- 
ing way,  losing  their  powers  (the  olfactory  nerves). 

Large  (nose  or  mountain).  A  lion. 

A  jel£i-  khaskshdm,  Large-nosed  (man). 

p  ̂^l^=-  /J<a  or  A/tMsAmnaw,  A  mother-in-law. 
A  khishdn,  (v.n.  3  of  ̂ ^-ii-)  Behaving 

roughly  towards,  (pi.  of  ̂ -1=-)  Rough,  coarse. 
A  ioLii-  hhaskdnat,A  being  rough;  roughness. 

p  Jol>i.i"  khashdnidan,  To  bite,  to  wound 
with  the  teeth. 

p  l^\SLh>-  khishdwa,  A  clearing  of  land  of  the 

stones  and  weeds,  and  a  preparing  of  it  for  culti- 
vation. Pruning  and  lopping  of  trees. 

•  p  t^l-ii-  khushdy,  (for  ̂^T  {J^^)  Welcome. 

Abl.li-^7tas/ia?/a',(pl.of-fUli-)Timid(women). 

A  \,^\Ls-  khashdsib,  (pi.  of  c-*ilj-  hhashib) 

Roughly-hewn  (bows  and  arrows). 

A  u^l.^  khashb,  (v.  n.  of  <  o.'»^)  Mixing  (one 
thing  with  another).  Polishing  (a  sword).  Forg- 

ing (a  sword)  in  a  rough,  unfurbished  state.  Choos- 
ing,picking.  Hewing  out  roughly(a  bow  or  arrow). 

Writingoff-hand (a poem).  Khishb,  as  l-  '--^  ̂ _ ' kishb  khishb.  Good  for  nothing.    Khushb,  (pi.  of 

tr-  khashab)  Timbers.  Khashab,  (pi.  t^xls- 

khashab,  khushub,  khushb,  and  fj\x^^  khushbdn) 
Wood,  timber.  Lean,  scraggy  cattle.  Kliashib, 

Rough,  thick,  raw-boned,  and  hard.  Coarse  (fare). 

Khushub,  (pi.  of  t  o.'m^  khashab)  Timbers,  (pi.  of 
{^ytJ>-khashib)  Roughly-hewn  (bowsandarrows). 

A  f^xZJs'  khashbds,  (fem.  of  \_  ■■'■■'■^^  akhskab) 
Rough.  Wooden.  Detestable,  abominable.  Dry. 

A  ̂Ujli-  khushbdn,  Rugged,craggy  mountains, 

not  large  or  small,  (pi.  of  l  ■■  - ^  A/ias/ia&)  Timbers. 
A  'ixZ^  kkashabat,  A  stick. 

A  ̂J-A-l5»-  kkashball,  A  hard  hillock. 
A  'sliJLi-  hhashabiyat,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

p  iCk^'^  khish-pukhta,  (forsiitf  l  - ■'■■'■^  khishti 
pukhta)  A  burnt  brick. 

p  CL^JLs"  khisht,  A  javelin,  dart,  spear,  halberd, 

pole-axe.  A  brick.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  The 
twelfth  chapter  of  the  Zand.  (JL^S^  khishti 

2)uhhta,  A  burnt  brick,  jj  C^Z^  khishti  zar.  An 

ingot  of  gold.  The  sun.  ̂ ^dj  CLJ^  khisht  zadan. 
To  make  brick. 

p  ̂foUi^.S'  kha  or  7J(?isAi'«OT,an,Amother-in-law. 

pjj.  {.^.J^s-  khisht-paz,  A  brick-maker. 
p        iJL/-Jl=^  khisht-tdba,  A  brick-kiln. 

p  a,^^^  khishtcha,  A  square  piece  of  cloth  put 
under  the  arm-pit  of  a  shirt.  The  knee-pan. 

p  CLaJLs^  iJL^Z^  kkiskt  khiskt.  The  rattling  of 

paper ;  the  rustling  of  new  clothes. 
p  iJiLs'  khishtara,  A  gusset.  A  brick-maker. 

p  ̂ ^j  iJl^Ji^  khisht-zan,  AlsiXicer :  brick-maker. 
p  ijiJ^  khishtja,  A  sort  of  cloth  (so  called  from its  texture). 

A  ̂^i-ii"  kkashtak.  Flax.  Silk.  A  gusset  under 
the  armpit  of  a  garment. 

p  uiijLii-  khishtak,  A  small  brick.  A  gusset. 

The  knee-pan.  jJ  (jiiili-  khishtaki  zar,  The  sun. 

p j^'Jj:^  kkislitgar,  A  brick-maker. 
PjLiJjLli-  kkasktanskdr,  A  water-bird. 
vijJ^xL^kha  or  7i!/ms/t^M^,Bastard,thief,rogue. 

p  BjJ^h^  kkaskta.  Poor,  moneyless. 

p  ̂IW^^  khaskjdn.  The  four  elements. 
A  ̂ U?"^  kkashkkdsh,  Poppy.  Atroopof  men 

inarmour.  shm  kkashkkdsh.  Poppy- 

juice,  opium.  {^1^^  (jJjI^*"  khashkkdisk  kardati. 
To  break  in  pieces. 

A  'iL^^  kkaskkhashat,  (v.  n.  of  (ji.^''  Q) 
Making  a  noise  (hard  bodies  clashing  together). 

The  noise  made  by  such  colHsion.  Entering  into. 



p  tlU^i-  (jii5>-  lihish  hJiisht,  The  rattling  of  pa- 
per, the  rustling  of  new  garments. 

A  jts-  khashr,  (v.  n.  of  Cleaning  from 

rubbish.  Leaving  orts  upon  the  table.  Being  dis- 

gustingly greedy.  Khashar,  (v.  n.  ofj-ii-)  Flee- 

ing, running  away  (a  coward). 

A  'iijJ^  kJiashrabat,  Adoing(any  thing)loosely 
and  carelessly. 

khashram,  The  knocker  of  a  door. 

khashram,  (pi.  khasharimat) 

Bees  and  wasps :  also  their  nests  or  swarms.  The 

queen  bee.  Soft  stones  for  making  plaster.  A  rug- 

ged hill  composed  of  pebbles.  The  soft  cartilagi- 
nous parts  of  the  nose  in  the  head.  Khushrum, 

Voices,  noises.    Thick  (nose). 

A  'i^jtJ>-  liliashramat,  An  eating  with  noise. 
A  ̂ ^.^JLs-  hhashasbaram,  Basil  royal. 

khasliash,  A  little  fawn. 

A  ̂Llyii-  khushashdsfliuin  p  behind  a  horse's  ear. 
A  fJ\j\JiJ^  hhushashawani,  (dual)  Two  bones 

behind  the  ear. 

A  hhnslia^  (pi.  of  'i»J^  Ithush^t)  Low 
hills.  Bits  of  rugged  ground. 

A  ̂^j^  lihushslia^  (pi.  of         )  Modest,  quiet. 

A  ijiJ^  hhish^t,  A  child  cut  out  of  its  mother's 
belly.    Klmsh^t,  (pi.         hhushaQ  A  low  hill. 
A  bit  of  rough  ground. 

Ai^Z^khashf,{y.n.of  u_i.i;.5-)Moving  gently ; 
also  the  noise  caused  by  such  motion ;  a  low  voice, 

a  sound  (as  that  of  the  feet  among  half-frozen  snow, 

or  the  crawling  of  serpents).  Breaking  (the  head 

withastone).Travellingquickly.  Sounding.  Bring- 
ing forth  (a  woman).  Baseness,  meanness  of  spirit. 

Khashf  or  hhushf,  Wool  of  no  value.  Khashf, 

khishf,  or  hhushf,  A  young  hind.  A  sort  of  green 

fly.    Khushf,  (pi.  of i»_fl-ii-\  ahhshaf)  Mangy  all 

over.  Khashaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  hJLs^)  Walking  badly 
by  reason  of  the  mange.  Snow  lightly  frozen.  Thin 

ice.    KJiVshaf,  A  sort  of  green  fly. 

A  I  i-Z^  hhushshaf,  (pi.  of  hltashuf 

and  t_0 x^.^ khashif)  (Camels)  travelling  by  night. 

A  hhashufan,  (v.  n.  of  \  Q,.^,^  )  Travel- 

ling through  a  country.  Journeying  by  night.  Be- 

ing absent.  Being  bold  in  the  night.  Meddling  in. 

Freezing  (water).    Becoming  intense  (cold). 

A  aaii"  MasA/a^,  Sound  (of  reptiles,  serpents, 

frozensnow,and  the  like).  A  hyena's  voice.  Rugged 

ground  become  soft.  Movement.  Khashaf  at, 'Move- 
ment. A  gentle  noise.  Khishafat ,  ^^JlL^ 

khishf  or  khushf)  Young  fawns. 

p  uLLIs-  khushk.  Dry,  withered.  Pure,  mere, 

genuine.  Avaricious,  tenacious.  (j>^jj'\  Cii-i.> khushk  awardan.  To  keep  silence  from  bad  temper, 
dislike,or  aversion.  ijr^\>  uduLi-  khushk  hcikhtan, 

To  play  for  nothing.  To  play  away  all  one's  pro- 
perty. jjJ^Uls.  iJIJLs'  khushk jumbamdan,  To 

move  about  without  motive  or  ad  vanta  o-e.  LiLkLs^ 
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Ji  J  khushk  u  tar.  Dry  and  moist.  Day  and  night. 
Bad  and  good.     Khashak,  A  mountain. 

p  (--^K-i^  khashhab,  Hindering;  a  hinderer. 

Pj^^  uiLls-  khushk-dbzar,  Dry  sweet  herbs. 
1  i^-ii-  khushk-akhwur,  (Dry  or  empty 

stall)  A  barren  year.    Penury.    A  miser. 

PjK.i^  hhushhar.  Coarse,  unsifted  flour,  full 
of  bran.    A  fried  eg<r. 

Pj^^  K^ZJ>-  khushk-afzar,Cond.imexits.  Pulse, 
lentils,  beans,  and  the  like. 

Pjl*\^l.i^  khushhamar.  Diligent  inquiry.  Es- 

timate, calculation.  Dropsy.  A  receiving  of  the 
whole  of  what  is  due. 

p {^^XILs-  khushk-amar.  Dropsy. 

p  ̂K.l=-  hhushkauij,  Dry  in  body. 

Pj»l  \S^\  uLl-i^ /i/iMs/i/e-fl!?jc?am,Lean,meagre,dry. 
p  (Ja^jC_)\  uLLii-  khicshk-angubm,  Dry  honey. 

P  f^\}^^6jLs-  khushkdmdan.  To  cause  to  dry. 
Pj\jj\  Ldli.*-  hhushk-amdr.  Dry  condiments. 
p  »jb  tiLiJs- /J<ws/;/i:-Z;a2^a,Tree-loppings:  bark. 
p  ^.^XLs-  hhushh-fusht,  A  tortoise. 

p  (3  ̂dXL^  khuslik-paij.  Unlucky,  ill-omened. 

fJ>  i^lLh-  khushh-tar,  Melancholy;  fool,  idiot. 

khushk-jan,  (Dry  soul)  Ignorant, 
unskilful.  Lukewarm,  indifferent  to  the  claims  of 
love  or  friendship. 

khushk-jumbdn,  Idly  busy. 

khushJi-jahdn,  An  age  barren  in 
distinguished  men. 

Pj»-^  '^Lh"  khushk-chashm,Tearless,drj-eyed. 
P jls-  C^i-ii-  khashk-khar,  A  caltrop. 

khushk- daman,  Pure,  chaste,  vir- 

tuous (the  contrary  of        ji>  tar-ddman'). 
p  CL^Mid  tiLis-  khushh-dast.  Avaricious. 

P  ̂fOii  (.dl^s-  khushk-dirndgh.  Grievous, 

p  i^^'^  khushh-dbndgki.  Grief, 
p  C^Jvi^  hhushk-dahdn,  (Dry-mouthed) 

Fasting.    A  tyrant,  oppressor. 

p  khushk-randa.  The  dry  scab, 

p  {J^.j  '■^.•'*»^  khushk-resh,  A  dry  scab  or 
wound.  Subtilty,  fraud,  stratagem,  deceit,  false- 

hood.   A  vain  excuse. 

p  C£)wii»-  khushk-resha,  Crust  of  a  wound. 
An  excuse. 

khushk-sdr,  Arid  land  far  from  water. 

P  JU/*  i^Z^  khushk-sdl,  A  year  of  drought,  a 

general  dearth.  Scarcity.  Oil  Jlwi  l^Iz^ 

khushh-sdli  dfat.  The  present  evil  world. 

p  j_JL-iJ;.i-  khushk-sdli,  Drought :  dry  season. 

p jjji  f^Z^  khushh-sar,Addle-pated.  A  bab- 
bler.   Irascible.  Melancholy. 

p         tiAiL5«-  kkushk-skdna.  Proud,  haughty. 

p  ^JXzJ>-  khushk  -^nan.  Unmanageable. 

p  khuskk-fd,  Unfermented  bread. 

p  (jii;^  (^\.f:,'->-  khus!th-garda?i,  Stifl"-necked. 

P  jj'^.f^izs'  khushk-mdzu,  (or  HJ^^CL's^  khushk- 
mdza)  Withered  or  broken  branch.  Bark  of  a  tree. 

khushk-mdnd.  Any  thing  cold  eaten 
after  meat,  to  moderate  the  heat  of  the  stomach, 

p  Ji*  ̂dXzs-  khushk-maghz,  Testy.    A  fool, 
p  i^dXz*!^  hhushk-maghzi.  Rage.  Folly, 

p  ̂^13  ̂i^XsLs-  khushk-ndn.  Dry  bread,  biscuit, 
p  eoU  uiLiio  hhushk-ndna,  Bread  eaten  with- 
out meat  or  condiment. 

p  (_fU^lils-  khushk-ndij.  The  throat.  The  wind- 

pipe.   The  gullet. 
p  \^Z,s-  khushk-wd,  Unleavened  bread, 
p  s^Zs''  khushka,  Boiled  rice  without  butter. 

Flour  not  sifted. 

p  ̂̂ ^Zi^  khushkl,  Dryness.  Scarcity  occasioned 
by  drought.  Dry  land.  By  land  (in  opposition 

to  (j;Ji  tari,  by  water).  Horse-dung  dried,  used 
instead  of  straw  as  litter.  Dry,  arid, 

p  ̂d^^fjl^  khushkidan,  To  dry  up. 

A  J-i^  hhashl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ yZs^)  Rejecting  as 
worthless.  Refuse,  offal.  An  eggshell.  A  certain 

plant,  yellow,  red,  and  green.  Kliashl  or  khashal, 

The  dry  fruit  (also  the  stone)  of  the  dwarf  palm. 

The  top  of  a  woman's  cloak ;  also  her  bracelets, 
and  the  rings  or  ornaments  of  her  ankles.  Khashal, 

(v.  n.  of  (J^.i^)  Being  worn  out  (a  vest).  Bad, 
corrupt,  naught. 

p  ,Jwi.=»-  khashal.  Bdellium,  an  Arabian  gum. 
A  a.Lii»-  khashlat  or  hhashalat,  A  single  dry 

fruit  or  stone  of  the  dwarf  palm. 

A  ̂yZ3  |J.-i<i>-  khashilfasJiil,  Weak. 

A  ̂ .Zs^  khashiu,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Zs-)  Striking,  hurt- 
ing, or  breaking  the  bridge  of  the  nose.  Failing, 

giving  way  (the  olfactory  nerves).  Intoxicating. 
Having  a  wide  nose.  Khasham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   ) 
Having  no  smell  (a  nose).  Stinking  (meat).  Hav- 

ing a  wide  nose.    A  defective  sense  of  smelling. 

p  ̂ Zs'  kliishm  or  hkasltm,  Anger,passion,  rage, 
indignation, fury.  ̂ ^_J'  khishm giriftan,To 

become  angry.  '  khishm  dwardan, 
To  provoke,  make  angry. 

A  A^t^s'  khashmds,  (fem.  of  akhshatn) 
Defective  in  the  sense  of  smelling:. 

P  f^fp-\^Zi»-  khishmdghil,  Arigry  glance:  squint, 

p      I  ̂Zs-  hkishm-dlud,  Tainted  with  anger. 
A  'i^ZJ>-  khusk7nat,  Ebriety  from  fumes  of  wine, 
p  i^Si^Z^  khishm-gm.  Full  of  rage,  angry, 
p  khishm-gmi,  Angriness,  anger, 

p  ̂ J■^ZJ>■  hhishmin,  Angry, 
p  Li)lx.»-li>-  khishmndk.  Passionate,  furious, 

p  ̂\^Z.s-  hhishmndki,  Angei',  angriness. 
p  hhashma,  Travelling  utensils. 

A  i^^^Z^  hhashn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^)  Being  rough. 

Khushn,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^^^  akhshan)  Rough.  Armed 

(legions).  Khashin,  (pi.  (j^-i'S-  khishdn)  Rough, 

coarse,  thick.  u^lU  ̂ Z^  khashinu''l janib,  (A 
man)  of  rough,  unpolished  manners. 
p  khishn,  A  kind  of  falcon.  Khashan, 

A  kind  of  grass  from  which  coarse  garments  are 



made. hhashan  posKidan,  To  wear 

a  rough  garment.    To  play  the  hypocrite. 

A  ̂\xts-  khashnas,  (fem.)  Eough.  A  certain 

green  herb,  rough  to  the  touch,  smooth  in  the  mouth, 

adhesive  like  purslain.  Lean  (she-camel).  Heavily- 
armed  (legion). 

A  pU-ii-  hhushnam,{^p  ̂   (_ji)js-)  Proper  name, 
p  jjlLi.*-  hhushnan,  Happy,  prosperous, 

p  i^^j^>  f^^=''J(hashn-hdrdm,Theskj:  a  cloud. 

A  e-'xLs-  lilmshnat,  (v.  n.  of  y.ii>-)  Being  rough. 
Asperitj',  roughness. 

p  s^'^*'  Jthashanja,  A  gusset,  gore  of  a  shift, 
p  S'As-  hhashan-hhdna,  A  house  con- 

st! noted  of  reeds ;  also  a  house,  the  doors  and  win- 
dows of  which  are  lined  with  the  roots  of  a  certain 

grass  (Andropogon  muricatum),  which  being  kept 
continually  sprinkled,  a  circulation  of  cool  air  is 

thereby  maintained  within  ;  tatties. 

p  hliiishnud,  (for  tSji^ii-)  Content. 

Pjl*«jJ.i-  liliashansdr,  (Jihushansdr,  ovJ^Z^yLs^ 
hJiashanshdr)  A  kind  of  white-headed  aquatic  bird. 

A  (J.fl>-i.5-  hhasJtanfaljThe  privities  of  a  woman, 
p  <^ULs'  hliashang,  A  scar.  Bald.  Baldness, 
p  khvsJtnu  or  khashnu,  Content,  pleased, 

p  i^y.Ls'  lilaislinud,  Content,  pleased,  happy, 

p  ̂jdji.lLs'  lihushnudi,  Contentment,  satisfac- 
tion, resignation,  acquiescence.  Reconciliation, 

p  (j-i-s-  hhvslnd,  An  unchaste  woman,  harlot. 

A         J/hashw,  A  small,  bad  date.  Kliashn-, 

(ov'^ILs^  hliusltiav)  (v.  n.  of  1-1=-  for  Pro- 
ducing small  bad  dates  (a  palm-tree), 

p  yLi>-  hhnsliu,  A  mother-in-law. 
p  &3\j-i.5>-  liliuftliKana,  Wool,  spun  and  wound, 

p  (jils-  J  (ji-i-  hhash  u  hhash,  Trifles.  Chips, 
scraps,  rubbish. 

p  i5_j<i.s-  hhashud,  The  pruning  of  yoimg  shoots, 
p  hliush  or  hhashudan,  To  prune  a  tree. 

A  Miushu^  (v.n.of  ̂ j-)  Being  hum- 
ble. Being  quiet,  modest.  Lowering  the  voice,  cast- 
ing down  the  eyes.  Setting  (a  star).  Spitting  out 

viscous  saliva.  Disappearing  all  but  a  very  little 

(a  camel's  bunch).  Humility,  submission. 

A  u-j j^'s-  hhaslmf,  (A  man)  who  travels  through 
a  country.  (A  camel)  travelling  by  night.  (A  man) 

traversing  a  country  boldly  by  night.  Piercing 

(sword).  One  who  enters  or  meddles  in  an  affair. 

Khiisliuf,  (v.  n.  of  I  ni-i"-)  Entering  into  any  busi- 
ness. Travelling  through  a  country. 

p  LiJ^i.5»  Itha  or  hJnishuk,  A  bastard,  miscreant. 

A  ̂ j-i^  hhuslnm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i>-)  Having  a 
broad,  Hat  nose. 

A  «.i_j.i,=-  khushunat,(y.n.  of  ̂^^s-)  Being  rough. 
Roughness,  ruggedness.  Asperity,  severity.  Ri- 
gidness,  fierceness.    Indignation,  disdain. 

p  ̂ _J^  khasJn,  Very  white.  Ash-coloured. 

lihasliy  or  hh.isliy,  (v.  n.  of  tj^'^^)  Fear- 
ing,  dreading.  KhasJn,  Timid. 

A  ̂\xs:^ 
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hhashiy,  A  dried  herb. 
hhashyds,  (fem.  of  khashydn) 

(pi.  UULs"  khashdya')  Timid  (woman), 
A  khashydn,  Timid,  fearful.  Khasha- 

ydn,  (v.  n.  of  j_5i-s-)  Feai'ing.  Fear. 
A  ̂ ^„^ILs-  hhashib,  (pi.  i^^^s^  hhushub  and 

(_»*^Lis»  hliashdsll))  Rough-hewn.  Rough,  unfur- 
bished  (arrow  or  sword).    Polished.  Thick,  hard, 

raw-boned  (camel).  Tall.  Bad,vile.  Picked,selected. 

A  'L^xLs"  hhaslnhat,  Nature,  temper. 

A  "^iSLs^  A'/<fls7/iZ)2?/,Tall, thick, hard, raw-boned. 
A  X^iLs-  khashyat,  (v.  n.  of  ,^J^=')  Fearing. 

Knowing.  Abhorring,  hating,  objecting  to.  Fear, 
terror,  awe,  dread. 

p  ̂ J;--^  A7«as/iy,Opposed,  opposite.  An  element, 

p  (jW^^  hhashijdn.  Contraries.  Elements, 
p  i^xt^  khashish.  Victory,  superiority. 

A  ̂ji>A.i.=-  khushaysh,  A  little  fawn. 
A  .^^JLxLs^  hhushayshds,  A  lump  behind  the  ear. 

Pj[^xL's'  hhashishdr,  Name  of  an  aquatic  bird, 
p  »J:^^/i^  hhishtsha,  A  bird  that  frequents  gar- 

dens in  spring. 

p  ̂ ^JlxLs-  khashisht,  A  kind  of  garment. 
A  Cj-xLh-  hhashif.  Snow.  Thin  ice.  (A  guide) 

travelling  boldly  in  the  night.  (A  man)  who  tra- 

vels thi'ough  a  country.  A  meddler  in  any  business. 
Dry  (saffron).  Sharp  (sword). 

A  ,_yj>.-i^  hhashil,  Dry  leaves  or  pieces  of  wood 
carried  away  by  a  torrent. 
p  khashin.  Of  the  colour  of  ashes,  of  a 

darkish  white ;  of  a  black  and  blue.  Blue.  A  fal- 
con with  a  black  back. 

p  iS^,  U^.-^*"  hhashin-pand,  A  kite. 

Pj\^i.Z,s'  lihashinsdr,  Name  of  an  aquatic  bird 
with  a  black  back  and  white  spot  on  the  head. 

p  ftJjkiLi-  hhashina,  Of  a  black  colour  inclining 

to  blue.  A  species  of  falcon.  A  kind  of  water-fowl. 
Ash-coloured. 

A  {^s-  hhass,  (v.  n.  of  Marking  espe- 
cially, distinguishing  peculiarly.  Khiss,  Deficient, 

defective.  Khuss,  (pi.  hhisds,  \^yas-  kliu- 

sus  and  ̂ jo\^as''\ahhsds)A\iouse  of  reeds.  Atavern. 
Good  wine.  A  house  or  portico  roofed  with  shingle. 

A  Ams.'^  hhisds,  A  castrating:  orchotomy. 
A  i_^lxa=-  khhdh,  A  loaded  palm-tree. 

A  jLfiis-  hhisdr,  (v.  n.  3  ofj*a:>-)  Taking  (a  com- 

panion) by  the  hand,  and  walking  together.  Walk- 
ing by  the  side.  Going  different  ways  and  meeting 

at  the  same  place.  Breeches,  trowsers. 

A  ̂ ^\*a^  hhasds,  (or  X^cLas-  khasdsat)  Po- 

verty. A  hole,  gap,  chink,  ci-ev ice.  The  space  be- 
tween the  feet  of  a  trivet.  Khisds,  (pi.  of  i^i>- 

hhuss)  Houses  of  reeds.  Taverns. 
A  hhasdsdf.  Poverty.    A  gap,  chink. 

A  X/ol^s-  hhusdsat,  (pi.  {^\*a»-  hhusds)  The 
gleanings  on  a  vine.  A  small  quantity,  some. 

A  (  jl*aj»-  hhisdf,  (v.  n.  of  L_i*a=-)  Casting  her 

young  in  the  ninth  month  (a  camel),  (pi.  of  'iSaoi- 
hhasafat)  Baskets  for  dates  made  of  palm-leaves. 
Coarse  garments.  Name  of  a  celebrated  stallion, 
which  the  owner  castrated  when  a  certain  prince 

had  sent  to  beg  the  loan  of  him ;  hence,  the  saying, 

(_jLas>-  j^^j-oli>-  i^.iQ  ajras  min  hhusl  hhisdf, 
Moredaring  (or  defying) than  the  gelder  of  Khisaf. 

A  I  jUas>-  hhassdf,  A  liar.  A  shoe-maker. 

A  JLa^  hhisdl,  (v.  n.  of  J>-as-)  Conquering 

at  darting.  Cutting  away  (a  piece)  of  meat.  (pi.  of 

«Laj>-  hhaslat)  Good  manners,  habits,  properties, 

or  qualities.  »  <^m^  JUas-  hhisdli  haniida,  Praise- 
worthy virtues. 

A  iOLflLs-  hhusdlat.  Chaff,  refuse,  sweepings. 

A  j«^«ck=>-  hhisdm,  (v.  n.  3  of  j**^^)  Litigating. 
A  (jliSui-  hhissdn  or  khussdn,  Grandees,  nobles, 

patrician  orders.    Royal  favourites. 

A  (.jxajLai"  hhasdfis,  Properties. 
A  ,J.^L«flL»-  hhasdfil,  (pi.  of  &L«a»-  hhasilat)  Large 

joints  of  meat.  Mannei-s,  customs,  usages:  morals. 

A  i_-A*a>-  hhasb,  A  palm-branch.  A  fruitful 
palm-tree.  Kliish,  (v.  n.  of  i_-*.«a>-)  Being  very 

plentiful  (the  year) ;  possessing  in  rich  abundance 
the  comforts  of  life.  Circulating  (as  sap).  Fruit- 
fulness.  Plenty.  Plentiful(year).  Fruitful(country). 

Khush,  (pi.  L.^l*as»-\  ahhsdb)  A  side.  A  white 
mountain-snake.  Khasib,  Fruitful  (country). 

A  Xjv^s-  hhasbat  or  hhisbat,  (Earth  or  a  tree) 

fruitful  in  produce. 

A  j*as-  h/iasr,  (pl.jyo^  khusur)  The  middle, 
the  waist.  The  under  part  of  the  sole  of  the  foot, 

that  which  does  not  touch  the  ground.  A  road  be- 

tween the  highest  and  lowest  part  of  a  sand-hill. 

The  space  between  the  root  of  the  notch  of  an  ar- 
row and  the  feather.  A  place  where  Arabian  tents 

are  pitched.  Kliasar,  Coldness,  chillness.  Khasir, 
Cold  (water). 

A  'ijjoi-  hhusrat,  Shortness. 
A  ̂ jKa«a=-  hhasas,  (v.  n.  of  i^s-)  Being  poor. 

A  I  d^as-  hhasf,  (v.  n.  of  i««ft<ai>-)  Doubling  and 

sewing  together  (a  sole).  Covering  (the  body  with 

leaves).  A  shoe  or  slipper  made  of  several  folds, 

layers,  or  lamina.  Khasaf,  (pi.  of  'iSL^a^  khasa- 
/«?)  Date-baskets  of  palm-leaves.  Coarse  garments. 

A  Xioi-  khasfat,  One  fold  or  layer  of  shoe-lea- 

ther. Khusfat,  A  stitch.  A  hole  made  with  the 

point  of  an  awl.  Khasafat,  (pi.  uJuai-  hhasaf  and 

(__il<as>-  /iAisq/)  A  basket  for  dates,  made  of  palm- 

leaves.  A  very  coarse  garment. 
P  hhasl,  A  stipulation  or  condition  at 

archery.  A  stake  at  play.  A  stake  upon  seven 

at  the  game  of  liy  nard.    See  ̂^Ixji^ ka^atayn. 

A  Jwi^^  hhasl,  (v.  n.  of  J-^)  Conquering  at 
shooting  or  darting ;  also  the  prize  gained  by  the 

winner.  Cutting  off  (a  piece)  of  meat.  Hitting  the 

mark  (an  arrow)  or  falling  by  the  side  of  it.  A 
throw  of  the  discus.  Khiisal,  Entangled  branches 



hanffins  down Locks  of  hair. 

^  A  'iLai-  lihadat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^oi")  Hitting  the 
mark  (an  arrow)  or  falling  by  the  side  of  it.  (pi. 

JLas-  hhisal)  Quality,  property.  Temper,  humour, 
disposition,  nature,  haJWt,  custom.  An  excellent 

ivork.  A  worthless  thing.  Khaslat  or  khuslat,  A 

cluster  of  grapes.  A  thorny  stick.  Khaslat  or 

khasalat,  The  extremity  of  a  limber  twig.  Flexible 

branches  of  the  tree  Jai^  ̂ rfut.  Khuslat,  En- 
tangled hair.  A  cluster  of  grapes.  A  lock  of  hair. 

A  little  hair.    A  joint  of  meat. 

^toi-  khasm,  (v.  n.  of  |«-«as>-)  Overcoming  at 

law.    (pi.  ̂ yos-  hhusum)  An_enemy,  antagonist, 
adversary  at  law  or  game,  p 

khasmi  yak  chashm,  The  devil.    Antichrist.  The 

heart.  The  sky.   a  Khusm,  (pi.  ̂\jai-\ahhsant  and 
^yas-  khusum)  Side,  mai'gin.  The  corner  of  a  sack 
or  portmanteau.  Khasam,  A  husband.  Khasim, 

(pi.  f^y^^as-)  Engaged  in  a  law-suit  or  altercation. 

T  p*ia5-  khism,  A  friend,  relation.    An  owner. 

A  -«=U*a5-/'/iMsawia-«,(pl.of  pJ^s-)  Antagonists. 

A  (jlv«ai>-  khusman,  (pi.  of  ̂ ,*as^  khasm  or  j.Ji'fls*" 
khasim)  The  opposite  parties  in  a  law-suit.  Anta- 

gonists, adversaries.  ^^l^-os-  kkusmuni  suJU, 
The  elements. 

p  iOl**a»-  ̂ Aasmaraa,  Inimically.  Housewifery. 

A  'k^^ai"  khasmat,  An  amulet  or  preservative 
which  a  man  puts  on  when  going  forth  to  battle 

or  to  appear  in  the  presence  of  a  king. 

p  u^^^ias*-  khasm-kush,  The  slayer  of  a  foe, 

^<.^vias>-  hhasm-kushi,  Slaughter  of  a  foe. 

A  ^■•as-  kltasam-mali,  A  woman  whose 
husband  is  living. 

khusun,  (pi.  of  (j^*a^)  Small  axes. 

A  j^'A^-  khusur,  (pi.  oi  jtoh-  khasr)  Middles, 
waists.  The  hollows  of  the  soles  of  the  feet  not 

touching  the  ground.  Roads  between  the  highest 

and  lowest  parts  of  sand-hills.  Spaces  beneath  the 
roots  of  notches  and  the  feathers  of  arrows.  Places 

where  Arabs'  tents  are  pitched. 
A  i^y/oi^  MwsM,5,(v.  n.  of  ;,jos»-)  Marking  espe- 

cially, distinguishing  peculiarly.  A  thing,  business, 

particular.  Name  of  a  place  in  Kufa,  where  jars 

were  made.  Name  of  several  places,  (pi.  of  ;_>ai- 

^/twss)  Houses  of  reeds.  Taverns,  ^S- 

^la'ljihusus,  Chiefly,  especially. 
A  \tOya.i>-  hhususan,  (or  UdO^^as-  khususiyan) 

(p  eoLo^.<ij»)  Particularly,  especially,  chiefly. 

■A  OU.oj<aj>-  hhususiyat,  Peculiarities. 

A  sji^jxas-  hhasusiyat  or  hhususiyat,  (v.  n.  of 

(^s»)  Being  peculiar  to.  Doing  for,  or  bestow- 
ing upon,  peculiarly,  and  specially.  Marking 

especially,  distinguishing  peculiarly. 
A  iw^oj^ai-  hhususiyat,  Particularity,  speciality, 

lingularity.    Attachment,  intimate  friendship. 

A  I — f^Aas-  hhasuf,  (A  camel)  casting  an  abor- 
ion  in  the  ninth  month;  (according  to  others) 
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foaling  in  the  thirteenth  month. 

A  j»_j->a5-  hhusum,  (pi.  of  ̂ ,^as-  khasm)  Enemies, rivals.    Roots.    Mouths  of  rivers. 

A  OV*j/As»-MMsymai,(pl.of&<ij/a^)  Law-suits. 

a'Lc^aos-  khusumat,  (v.  n.3of  j»*a=>-)  Trying  to overcome  at  law.  Litifration,  a  law-suit.  Alterca- 

tion.  p  ̂ liji  CL^^tos" J^^Sizliarihhusumatkar- 
dan,  To  declare  war,  to  denounce  hostilities. 

A  i^j^os'  khusy  or  hhtsy,  A  testicle.  Khasi,  One 
who  has  a  pain  in  the  testicles.  Khusa',  (pi.  of 
&Aja=>-  hhusyat)  Testicles. 

A  '^jo^  hJiasiy,  (pi.  &Jwaj»-  hhisyat  and 
hhisyan)  An  eunuch.   A  gelded  animal.  Poetry 
destitute  of  erotic  sentiments,  castrated. 

A  (^-OLs-  khussiy,  (Ajar)  made  at      ̂ >a>- khusv.s. 

A  (jLoi-  khisyan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^as-)  Eunuchs. 
A  (jL*a5»  khusyani,  The  two  follicles  of  the 

scrotum.    Two  testicles. 

A  (..AA^flLs-  khasih.  Rich,  affluent  (man).  Cul- 

tivated, inhabited,       AJua>-  ̂ \  ahu  khasih.  Flesh. 

A  &A*aj>-  hhisyat,  (pi.  of  ̂*aj»-  hhasiy)  Castrated. 

Eunuchs.  Khisyat  or  khusyat,  (pi.  ̂̂ ^oj>-  khusa') 
A  testicle.    Khusyat,  An  ear-ring,  drop.  Xa/os- 

hhusyatu'l  hahr,  Castoreum.    (_>\3c3\  ̂ .'^^ 

hhusyatu's  sa^ab,  Satyrion.  'kxiO^  khus- 
yatuH  kalb,  (Dog's  stones)  Ragwort. 

A  '^Ijo^  khussiy  at,  (v.  n.  of  {,^>-)  Marking 
especially,  distinguishing  peculiarly. 

A  ̂jlliA^j-  khusyatani,  (dual)  The  testicles. 

A  l^^ioh-  hhusayriy,  One  who  cuts  off  super- 
fluities.   An  abridger,  an  epitomist. 

A  ;_><3>*a^  hhasis,  Peculiar,  private. 

A  X^Aioi-  khusayssat,  (dim.  of  Lois-  khassat) 
Minor  nobles.  Squireens. 

A  ̂j*a.y.j!os'  hhissisa  ,  (or  -f'waA-ia=»-  hhissisuf)  (v. 
n.  of  0'^=')  Marking  especially,  distinguishing. 

A  i__flA*ai>- /fAaii/',  Well-made  (shoe).  Of  a  sound 

judgment,  (fem.  'ikk^a^ khasifat)  Blackandwhite, 
or  of  any  two  colours.  (A  legion)  of  the  colour  of  iron, 

in  armour.  New  milk  mixed  with  old.  Ashes. 

khasl-harda,  Gelded,  castrated. 

A  ̂ Xtos"  khasil,  Beaten  at  play.  The  tail. 

A  'i^Mas-  khasilat,  (pi.  i^-^ao^  hhasil  and 
khascisil)  A  piece  of  meat,  particularly  the  coarse 

joints,  as  the  thighs,  shoulder,  or  leg.  Any  muscle 
thickly  clothed  with  flesh.    A  little  hair. 

A  j»JyA^  kk  asim,  {p\.^\.^ja»'  hh  usamai  an  djjl*<as>- 
khusman)  Litigating,  opposing;  an  opponent. 

A  (j;v-as-  khasin,  (pi.  i^*o^  khusun  and 
akhsun)  A  small  axe. 

A  l»a5»-  khaza',  A  bruising  of  any  thing  moist. 
A  i_->l-a5^  hhizab,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ .^waj-) Tinging  (the 

nails  or  hair  with  privet,  safli'on,  or  indigo).  Tinc- 
ture, colouring  matter.    A  dye  for  the  hair. 

A  ̂jii)p-Lias>-  hhuzahhiz,  (A  place)  abounding 

with  wood  and  water.  Fat,  large-bellied  (man  or 
camel).  An  east  wind.  A  wind  blowing  between 
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east  and  west. 

A  khuzakhizat,  Fat,  large-bellied. 

A  iiLa>-  hhazad,  A  soft  tree  without  prickles. 
A  sort  of  tree.    A  pain  in  the  limbs. 

A  j\^as-  khazar,  Milk  thinned  with  water. 
Herbs  sprouting.  Greens. 

A  J^jo^  khuzzar,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  L— ̂ Uaj>-  hhuzarih,  A  pond  or  river  whose 
water  is  in  a  violent  commotion. 

A  SjLos-  khuzarat.  Greenness.    The  sea. 

A  ̂ Lai-  hhuzari^  Avaricious. 
A  ̂ j^'^  khazarim,  (pi.  of  khizrim) 

(Things)  large  and  copious.  (Men)  extremely  ge- 
nerous.   Khuzarim,  A  gentle  prince. 

A  &/«)Laj>-/{/ta.e'a/7OTa<,(pl.of  ̂ j^ai^khizrimry) 
Strangers,  persons  of  Persian  origin.  Certain  people 

of  foreign  origin  located  themselves  in  various  parts 
of  Arabia  at  the  beginning  of  Islam.  Those  who 

settled  in  Basrah  were  called  »j  jUu^  asdwirat ; 
those  in  Kufa,  ahamirat ;  those  in  Syria, 

Mj^jiO^  khazdrimat;  those  in  Mesopotamia, &.?r|^ 

jardjimat ;  those  in  Yaman,  f\jS\  abnas ;  and  those 

in  Mawsil,^isiu^^  jai-dmi.hat. 

A  (JfjUii-  hhuzzdra' ,  Name  of  a  herb. 
A  4^l*aj»-  khuzdny,  Name  of  a  bird.  Naval. 

A  (^_^Las>-  khazdz,  Writing  ink.    The  meaner 

kind  of  women's  apparel  or  ornaments.    A  collar 
or  neck-ornament  for  a  cat  or  doe.    The  pillory. 
A  foolish  man.    Khizdz,  Ink. 

A  'La\jas>-  khazdzat,  A  foolish  man. 

A  j|->^  hhizd^  A  speaking  gently  (to  women). 
A  (  jV*as>-M?>q/',(v.n.of  i__a*ap-)  Eating(meat). 

Breaking  wind,    i  sUii-  I),  yd  khazdji,  O  slut ! 

A I  slo,»-  /e/ia^^a/".  One  who  breaks  wind  much. 

A  ̂Uai^  hhazzdm,  Sharp  (sword). 
A  'i<\jA>'  hhuzdmat.  Any  thing  eaten  with  dis- tended cheeks. 

ai-  khazh,  (v.  n.  of  v_*>aj»-)  Tinging  (the 

nails  or  hair  with  cypress  or  saffron).  Growing 

green  (a  palm-tree).  Shooting,  budding  (herbage). 
Herbage,  vegetation  refreshed  by  rain.  Incipient 

foliage,    (pi.  u-'^wias«-)  Greenness  of  a  palm-tree. 
A  Xjwol=-  khuzabat,  (A  woman)  who  paints  (her- 

self) excessively,  and  dyes  (her)  hair. 

A  khazkhdz,  A  liniment  of  tar. 

A  i^jA^^  khuzkhuz  or  hhuzahhiz,  Fat,  large- 
bellied  (man  or  camel). 

A  khazkhazat,  (v.  n.  of  {^jii^^^  Q) 
Ploughing.  Turning  topsy-turvy.  Stirring  about 

water,  meal,  &c.    Polluting  one's  self. 
A  Jvxas-  khazd,  (v.  n.  of  i.^*ap-)  Bending  (the 

branch  of  a  tree).  Cutting.  Trimming  a  tree. 

Breaking  (a  green  stick)  without  its  being  appa- 

rent. Bending  another's  neck  (a  camel).  Eating 
much ;  or  something  moist  (as  a  cucumber).  Kha- 
zad,  Branches  recently  broken,  or  new  cuttings  of 

a  tree.  The  shrivellingof  fruits.  A  pain  in  the  limbs. 



Weakness  in  a  plant.    Khazid,  Unable  to  rise. 

A jjQ^  khazr,  (v.  n.  of^j^^s-)  Cutting  (a  palm- 
tree).  Khizr  or  khizar,  Name  of  a  prophet,  who, 

according  to  Oriental  tradition,  was  vazir  and  ge- 

neral to  an  ancient  king  of  Persia,  called  Alexan- 
der, or  Kaykobad  (not  Alexander  of  Macedon). 

They  say  that  he  discovered  and  drank  of  the  foun- 
tain of  life,  and  that  in  consequence  he  will  not  die 

till  the  last  trumpet.  He  is  by  some  confounded 

with  the  prophet  Elias,  and,  which  is  somewhat  sin- 
gular, likewise  with  St.  George  of  England,  whom 

they  call  Khizr  Elias,  imagining  that  the  same  soul 

animated  both  by  transmigration.  p^^S>p^  i\j  jjo^ 
khizri  rah  gardidan,  To  guide,  to  lead  the  way. 
A  Khuzr,  Name  of  a  certain  tribe  renowned  for 

archery,  (pi.  oi'ijtos-  khuzrat^Greemesses.  jtoi^ 
Jilmzru''l  manakib,  Possessed  of  the  com- 

forts of  life  in  abundance  (pei-sons).  Kliazar,  (v. 

n.  of  j>o»-^  Being  green.  Greenness.  Softness, 
flexibility.  A  green  palm-branch  stripped  of  its 
leaves.  Khazir,  Green,  verdant.  Fresh.  A  ver- 

dant, pleasant  spot.  A  kind  of  tree  which  becomes 

green  after  withering  in  the  summer.  Khuzar, 

(pi.  oi  'ij^os"  khuzrai)  Greens,  fresh  pot-herbs, 
A  Ajjoi-  khazras,  (fem.  of^*3^ \  akhzar)  Green . 

Heaven.  Greenness.  A  multitude,  great  mass  of 

people.  Large  troop,  squadron,  battalion.  A  bucket 

which  has  become  green  by  use.  Tame,  gentle 

(pigeon).    Leeks  and  onions.    Apples  and  pears. 

hhazrdfu'd  dhnn,  A  comely  woman, 
but  of  a  low  family. 

A  O^j^j-as"  likazrawat,  (pi.  o^AjiOs^  khazrds) 
Leeks  and  onions.  Apples  and  pears. 

A  iOjjOi:>-  khazrabat,  Commotion  of  water. 

A  "bjtas'  hhuzrat,  (pl.^^->ais>-  khiizar  znA  kJiuzr^ 

Greenness,verdure.  Softness, flexibility,  'ij*^^ 
ddfimu'l  hhuzrat,  Evergreen.    Khazirat,  Green 
(branch,  corn,  or  pot-herb).   A  name  of  Khaybar. 

A  &ij*a5»-  hhazrafat,  Decrepitude  of  an  old  wo- 
man, and  flabbiness  of  skin. 

A  ̂ yoi^-  khizr imfiyA-^J^tos-  hhazdrim,'i/Cj\,tas>- 
hhazdrimat,  and  (j^'^-'^^  hhizrhnun)  Overflowing 
(sea,  or  well).  Any  thing  large  or  copious.  A  gentle 

prince:  agenerousman.  A7tM2a?'m,  Sweet  or  sweet- 
ened water. ̂   A  young  (Lybian)  lizard  or  crocodile. 

A  \jjafi>  \jjaj>-  hhizran  mizran  or  hhaziran  mazi- 
ran,  With  impunity  (his  blood  was  shed).  With- 

out paying^(he  took  it).  Fresh  and  green  (he  ga- 

thered it).  \j*ajci  \jtos!-  (-dU  _jfc  hvwa  laha  hhizran 
mizran,  It  is  yours  and  welcome. 

A  "^j*^^  khizriniiy,  (pi.  il«jLa5«-  hhazdrimat^ 
One  of  a  foreign  nation  that  inhabited  Syria  at  the 

beginning  of  Islam. 

A  'iijto^  hkuzriyat,  A  kind  of  palm  that  pro- duces a  delicious  date. 

A  ̂ j^a^  khizrij,  A  melon-ground,  cucumber- 
bed,  garden  of  pumpkins  or  gourds. 
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A  {^jajai>-  khazaz,  Small  beads  and  other  orna- 
ments, with  which  girls  in  Arabia  adorn  their  wrists. 

Different  kinds  of  food. 

A  ̂Ls»-  khuzu^  (pi.  of  ̂ \s-  khdzi^and 
hhazH^  Humble,  submissive,  obsequious. 

A  *l*>ai-  hhaz^s,(fem. o{ ̂ ^as>-\ak]iza^  Hum- 
ble, obsequious. 

A  &JkX*a&-  khaz^bat,  Weakness.  Fat  and  weak 

(woman). 

A  hhaz^t,  The  sound  of  a  scourge.  Khu- 
za^t,  Submissive  to  every  one.  A  tyrannizer  over 
equals.  A  palm-tree  from  a  date-stone. 

A  i_A*3i>-  khazf,  (v.  n.  of  u-i«^)Breaking  wind. 
Eating  meat.  Kliazaf,  A  small  or  large  melon. 

A  ,J->a=>-  khazl  or  khazal,  A  pure  pearl.  Coq- 

de-perle,  beads,  or  other  inferior  female  ornaments. 

Khazal,  (-v.n.  of ̂ yMas")  Beingmoist.  Khazil,  Moist. 
Tender  (plant).  Roast  meat  from  which  fat  drips. 

A I  j^Loi-  khizldf,A  wild  palm.  Bdellium-tree. 
A  HLos-  khuzullat,  Affluence,  the  pleasures  of 

life.  A  wife.  A  delicate  modest  woman.  The  rainbow. 

(•^"  ?/awm2<  khuztdlatin,  A  pleasant  day. 
A  XiLai-  hhazlafat,  A  small  crop  of  dates. 

A  j»*ai-  hhazm,  (v.  n.  of  j»«<a*-)  Eating  with  the 
mouth  full,  chewing,  cutting  with  the  grinders, 

especially  any  thing  soft,  as  cucumbers.  Giving 

away  a  portion  of  one's  property.  Breaking  wind. 

A  pjAs-  hhazzam,  A  great  assembly  of  men. 

A  jl^as"  hhizamm,  A  lord,  a  great  and  generous 
man.  The  sea.  A  plump  horse.  A  great  assembly 

of  men.  A  sharp  sword.  A  whetstone. 
A  hhuzummd7i,  The  collar,  opening,  or 

breast  of  a  shirt. 

A  'i^^^ah-  hhazmat.  An  amulet  or  preservative 
which  a  person  wears.  Khuzamat,  A  great  eater. 

A  'C^ai"  hhuzmnmat,  The  thicker  part  of  the 

arm  next  to  the  elbow.  Middle.  Flower  of  one's 
people.  The  most  important  part  of  any  business. 

A  (^-as-  hhazn,  (v.  n.  of  (^-as-)  Rushing  upon, 
attacking  (a  she-camel),  and  biting  (her)  body. 

A  (_^_j*a=-  hhazub,  Herbage  or  vegetation  re- 

freshed and  made  green  by  rain.  Fii'st  rudiments 
of  foliage.  Khuzub,  (v.  n.  of  c--^)  Being  green, 

(pi.  of  i^jaj>-  hhazb)  Greennesses  of  palm-trees. 

Ajj^as-  hhasiir,  Green,  flourishing. 

A  <^yi>^  hhazu^  (pi.  ̂ ^ai-  hhuzu^  Humble, 
submissive,  obsequious.  A  woman  from  whose  in- 

side a  rumbling  noise  is  heard  to  proceed.  KhuzH^ 

(v.  n.  of  ̂-flL5-)  Being  humble,  submissive.  Being 
quiescent,  motionless.  Stilling,  quieting.  Setting 

(as  a  star).  Travelling  at  a  smart  pace.  Inviting 

to  any  thing  bad.  Causing  one  to  stoop  (old  age). 

Submission,  humility,  respect,  veneration. 

A  1  j_j*ai-  hhazuf,  One  who  breaks  wind  in 
presence  of  others.  ^ 

A  L-»Ji-oij>  hhazib.  Stained,  dyed,  imbued.  l-S^^ 

t^x-oii  al  haffu'l  hhazib,  The  name  of  a  star,  at 

the  zenith  of  which  the  Muhammadans  believe 

every  prayer  to  be  favourably  heard. 

Ajya5«-  khazir,  Green,  flourishing. 

A  Ajf^toif  khuzayrds.  Name  of  a  bird. 
A  i'j^'i^  khazirat,  A  flourishing  palm-tree, 

whose  dates  fall  off  when  half  ripe. 

A  i^jAXios-  khaziz.  Ground  abounding  in  loose 
earth  moistened  by  the  rain. 

A  Xj(jua=-  khazi^t.  The  rumbling  of  (a  horse's) 
belly.    The  noise  of  a  torrent. 

A&L>A^/f/iaziZai',Pleasantgarden,verdantmead. 

A  &swAi>-  khaz'imat.  Wheat  softened  by  boiling. 
Soft  soil.    Green,  tender  plants. 

A  khatt,  (v.  n.  of  lai-)  Drawing  lines  in  the 
sand.  Drawing  a  line,  marking  out  the  foundations 

of  a  house.  Writing.  Delineating,  painting.  Eat- 

ing little.  Occupying  a  place  for  the  first  time. 

Copulating  after  a  certain  fashion.  Hindering, 

preventing,  keeping  back,  (in  Persian  lai-  khat) 

(pi.  yos-  hhutut  and  \}'^^as^\ahhtdt)  A  line,  stripe, 
lineament.  Down  upon  the  cheek.  The  beard. 

Mustachios.  A  figure  drawn  on  the  sand  by  con- 

jurors when  making  their  incantations.  A  charac- 

ter. A  letter,  note,  epistle,  hand-writing.  A  street, 

road,  highway.  A  faint  path  over  soft  land.  Mo- 
dus coeundi.  Name  of  a  place  in  Yaraamah.  The 

coast  of  Bahrayn.  Any  coast.  P(_fii\j  1  lai- Mafi 
dzddi,  A  deed  of  manumission,  (jjw y  t^y^j^ 

khat  az  khtm  navishta^i.  To  implore  help  in  a  great 

emergency,  ̂ jjj^  i^s-  kliati  azrah,  A  black  line. 
The  fourth  line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  \as- 

khati  istircd.  The  equator.  uLL*>^  lai-  khati  ashk. 

The  fifth  line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  a  Jj\  lai- 
khati  awivdl.  The  letter  \  alif.  The  throne  of  God. 
Mecca.  khati  bdtil.  Sin,  wickedness, 

p  ̂lixii^j^l^  las-  khat  ba  jahdn  kashldan,  To 
renounce  the  world.  ̂ ^Sx.t.f^jt^ y>  las»-  khat  bar 
sar  kashldan.  To  disgrace,  a  5;*aJ  kkati  hasra, 

The  third  line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  ̂ ^UaJ  \ah- 

hkati  butldn,  (or  llai>-  la=-  khati  kkatd,  las- 

khaii  naskh,  p  ijj'j^.  khati  bizdri)  Cancelling, 
scoring  out.  d\sk>  lai-  kliati  baghddd.  The  second 

line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  p  jt^  lai-  khati  tegh, 
A  gash  with  a  sabre,  a  {ji^  las-  khati jady.  The 

tropic  of  Capricorn.  las-  khati  jali,  A  stout, 

plain  written  character,  Ws^  kkati  jan-r.  The 
first  line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  las-  (^^*-5»-  husni 

Ma^,(orplas-  (_>*>js-  Mrows/t-Mai)  Beautiful  writ- 
ing. An  elegant  mustachio.  hkatikkafi, 

A  thin  character,  p  lAj  las-  kliati  rdh,  A  passport. 
las-  khati  sabz,  First  appearance  of  a  beard.  An 

anonymous  epistle.  A  black  line,  a  ̂^Wsjui  las- 
khati  saratdn,  The  tropic  of  Cancer,  p  j^UjwJ  las- 

khati  sawddJi,  An  interest-bond,  slju**  lai-  khati 

siydh,  (or  i^Zi  las-  khati  shab)  A  black  line.  The 
fourth  line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  A  lai- 

khati  sharif,  (or  p  ij^J^<  Ool*<*»J  ̂ ^y.UiS  lai-  khati 



humayuni  sa^dat-makruri)  Royal  letters,  diplo- 
mas, mandates,  signed  or  superscribed  by  the  sove- 

reign's own  hand,  p  ̂   j^L^  ks-  hhati  sham- 
shlr-band,  An  appalling  letter.  A  (J^Ui  las-  khaii 

zamim,  A  security -bond,  a  las-  hhati  ̂ mud, 
A  perpendicular  line.  A  las-  hhati  ghulami, 

A  contract  for  servitude,  indentures,  p  sl>i^j ̂   lai- 

hhati  farodina,  (orjjj*  muzawwar)  The  seventh 
line  on  the  cup  of  J  amshed.  a  las-  hhati  ha- 

ti^  A  secant,  p ̂   las-  hhati  hasagar,  The 

sixth  line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  jlj^ki-  hhati 
kirddr,  The  register  of  the  divine  decrees,  las- 

^4^xi^ khat  hashidan,  To  draw  a  line  or  lines.  To 

draw  a  line  through  a  word.  To  erase,  obliterate. 

A  las-  hhati  mutawazi,  A  parallel  line,  las- 

'^^6^  hhati  mahdud,  A  definite  line.  jS-  lai- 
i^jSs^  hhati  ghayr  mahdud,  An  indefinite  line, 

jjsi*  las-  hhati  mihwar,  A  longitudinal  line,  las- 
( — ohs^  hhati  muhhtalif,  An  unequal  line,  las- 

hhati  mustadlr,  A  circular  line.  ̂ .AfljL**  la>- 
khati  mustahim,  (p  Cl**^  J  durust)  A  right  line, 

w-^;**  J  (jj-^  mashrik  u  mayhrih,  A 
longitudinal  line.  las-  ̂ ^a<i  mushhin,  A 

mole  upon  the  cheek,  ̂ ^x*  lai-  hhati  mu^wwaj, 
A  curved  line.  (^yiVJu  loi-  ̂ Aa^ j  m,ihyas,  A  gra- 

duated line.  (jliU  las-  hhati  muldhJ,  A  tangent. 

^ii^  lai-  A/iait  munhani,  A  curved  line,  las- 
A/ta^i  nashh,  A  kind  of  writing  invented  by  ̂..>\ 

i&M  muklat.  J^]  u_fl-aj>  ki-  Ma^i  nisfu'n 
nahar,  A  meridional  line.     The  equatorial  line. 

las-  hhati  watar,  A  diagonal  line.  O^ll^j  las- 
«  hitdhat,  Epistolary  correspondence.  Khatt 

or  ̂Ai^i,  Name  of  a  port  in  Bahrayn.  Khitt,  Land 
not  moistened  by  rain.  Land  occupied  for  the  first 
time.  Kkutt,  One  of  the  mountains  at  Mecca  called 

ahhshabani.  The  residence  of  a  family,  or 
part  of  a  tribe.    A  highway. 

A  ̂'las-  hhatf,  An  error,  blunder.  Khits,  (and 
»\las-  hhitsat)  (v.  n.  of  j^las-)  Sinning,  offending. 
Erring  in  matters  in  religion.  Khitf,  A  sin,  crime, 
purposely  committed. 

A  \l3i-  hhatas,  (or  >llai-  hhatds)  A  fault,  error, 
miss,  inadvertency,  trespass,  blunder,  crime  unin- 

tentionally committed.  A  misfortune,  j  ̂^yo 
Uai-  saKob  u  hhatd,  Right  and  wrong. 

A  Uai-  hhata',  An  error,  blunder.  Khuta\ 
(pi.  of  hhutwat)  Steps. 

A  ̂ Uai-  (pl.of  »jlai>  hhatwat)  Steps. 
A  ̂Uai-  hhattds,  One  perpetually  blundering. 
A  (—^llai-/JM'i;5Z),  A  discourse.  Correspondence 

by  letter.  Title,  address.  The  second  person  sin- 
gular. L->llail\  J^i  faslul  hhitab,  A  judicial 

sentence  founded  on  conclusive  testimony  and  oath. 
The  phrase  Siti  \Ji\  ammd  ba^  at  the  beginning 
of  letters,  after  the  preamble.  i^\y>-  j  («.^lki- 

M  jffw5Z;,Conversation,question  and  answer. 

Pu'^'-r'^="'^^""<«^^«?-t/aw,Tospeak.Tosay,talk. 
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A  u-.'llas-  hhattab,  One  employed  in  contract- 

ing a  marriage,  a  match-maker.  Eloquent.  Khut- 

tab,  (pi.  of  khdtib)  Public  speakers.  Those 
who  betroth  or  ask  in  marriage,  suitors. 

A  bUas-  khitdban,  Directly  to  the  point. 

A  ioUas-  hliaidbat,  The  act  of  preaching. 

p         Has-  hhatd-bahhsh,  Sin-forgiving. 

A  ci^-^^p"  khitdbi,  Verbal,  by  speech. 
A  iul^.Uas-  hhattdbiyat,  A  heretical  sect,  oritji- 

nating  with  L->Vksr'y^  abu'l  hhattdb. 
p  (^y>\\x>-  7iAa<a-2?os/i,Sin-covering,merciful. 

Ajllas-  hhitdr,  (v.  n.  3  of^la^)  Putting  at  risk. 

Throwing  one's  self  in  the  way  of  danger,  (pi.  of 

jlas-  hhatar)  Dangers.    Bets,  stakes,  wagers. 

A  jllas-  hhattdr,  Tremulous  (spear)  ;  also  he 
who  brandishes  it.  (A  camel)  which  whisks  his 

tail.  A  sling:  a  balista  or  catapulta.  A  lion.  A 

man  having  his  hand  raised  or  hurt.  A  dealer  in 

perfumes.    An  aromatic  unguent. 

A  C-->jlla5-^/«/<ari&,0ne  who  tells  lies  of  another. 

A  Sjlias-  hltattdrat,  A  fold  or  stable  for  camels. 

A  l?Ua^  hhaljdt,  A  fine  writer,  penman,  caligra- 

phist,  0!iL3^  l3ll33-7Jt«i!fa<w7^?7ac?,Ageographer. 

A  {jd'!^2\  kills-  hhattdtu''l  bilddi,  Geography. 

A  t__a_Ajllai-  hhaidt'if,  (pi.  of  uJHai-  hhuttdf) 
Swallows.  HooksjCrookedironSjCramps.  u_2-kUaj>- 

^U*J1  hhatdtifu 's  sibd^  Claws  of  wild  beasts.  &ia^ 
bahlatu'l  hhaiatif,  Swallow-wort. 

A  i__sllas-  hhattdf,  A  ravisher.   Satan.  Khut- 

tdf,  (pi.  I  ajklkja-  hhatdiif,  A  swallow.  A  hook; 
a  crooked  iron  (particularly  on  each  side  of  a  pul- 

ley, through  which  goes  the  axis),  a  grapple. 

P_j^)la  »-^/tate-Aar,(or^<7ar)Asinner,criminal. 

A  (Jllas-  /Jta^/'ttZ,  Parsimonious  in  housekeeping. 
A  aJllas-  hhattdlat,  An  immodest  woman,  or 

one  suspected  to  be  so. 

A  |«llas-  hhitdm,  (v.  n.  of  jJas-)  Suspending  a 

bow  by  the  string,  (pi.  ̂^las-  hhutum)  A  halter. 
A  bridle.  A  mark  on  the  nose  or  across  the  face 

of  beasts  of  burden.  Suspended  by  the  string  (a 

bow).  ̂ A  bowstring. 

A  ̂llas-  hhattdm.,  Musk  which  fills  the  olfac- 
tory vessels  with  its  fi-agrance. 

Pj_j  I  las-  hhat-dwar,  A  beard  beginning  to  ap- 
pear. A  youth  whose  beard  and  mustachios  be- 

gin to  appear. 

A  {_/llaj>-  hhatdy,  Khatay,  a  large  country  in 

Scythia  or  Tartary  beyond  mount  Imaus.  Nor- 
thern China. 

A  bllas-  hhatdya\  (pi.  of  wJas-  hhatiMt  or 

&^_las-  hliat'iyat^  Sins.     Faults,  errors. 
A  la^llas-  hhatdfit,  (pi.  of  skj^las-)  Lands  not 

watered  by  rain  (lying  between  others  which  are). 

A  (3 Has-  hhatdsi,  (pi.  oi"i.J^'^  hhatiMt)  Sins. 
A  t,_  ik;-  hhatb,  (v.  n.  of  u^las-)  Asking  in 

marriage, betrothing.  (pl.L.-'jlas-  hhutub)  Aih'mg, 
work,  affair,  matter,  til-laj-  \icmd  hhathuha,llo-w 

(or  what)  do  you  do?  ^zuma'l 
hhatb,  The  affair  became  serious.  Khitb,  Betrothed 

(man  or  woman).  Khitb  or  hhiUb,  The  word  used 

by  the  betrothing  party  amongst  the  Arabians  in 

contracting  of  raarrigaes,  and  to  which  the  be- 

trothed party  replies  ̂   nih-h,  if  consent  be  given. 
Khutab,  (pi.  of  &-k_i-  hhutbat)  Sermons. 

A  ̂Uks-  hhatbdf,  (fem.  of  i_j^ki-^  ahhtab)  (A 

she-ass)  striped  with  black  down  her  back.  Brown- 

streaked  (gourd).  (A  hand)  losing  the  colour  with 
which  it  has  been  tinged.  Khutabds,  (pi.  of  c-^kli- 

hhdtib  or  u^ks-  hhatVi)  Preachers. 

A  ̂^Lks-  hhutbdn  or  hhitbdn.  Gourds  marked 
with  brown  streaks.  Khutbdn,  A  sort  of  aspara- 

gus.   The  brown  leaf  of  a  certain  thorn. 

A  jl^Lki-  hhutbdniy,  Intensely  brown. 
A  &*k»-  hhitbat,  (v.  n.  of  (.^k»-)  Asking  (a 

woman)  in  marriage  (for  a  son),  betrothing.  (A 

woman)  asked  in  marriage.  Khutbat,  (v.  n.  of 

t_-*k3-)  Preaching,  (pi.  u-^ks-  hhutab)  An  ora- 

tion delivered  every  Fi'iday,  after  the  forenoon- 
service,  in  the  principal  Muhammadan  mosques 

(in  which  they  praise  God,  bless  Muhammad  and 
his  descendants,  and  pray  for  the  king).  This  was 

generally  pronounced  formerly  by  the  reigning 
Khalif  or  the  heir  apparent.  A  speech,  harangue. 

Betrothed  (woman).  A  dusky  red  and  yellow  co- 
lour, brownness. 

A  a>ks-  hhittat,  (pl.kks-  hhitat)  A  boundary  or 
foundation-line  of  a  house.  A  country,  territory, 

region,  city.  Land  occupied  for  the  fii'st  time.  A 
street.  A  habitation,  p  cIlA^t^j^.  es,ks-  hhittasi 

pur  bahjat,  A  place  full  of  delight,  a  Khuttat, 

A  line.  A  game  in  use  among  the  Arabs.  An  of- 
fice, function.  An  affair  (especially  one  of  impor- 

tance). Design,  aim,  enterprise,  endeavour.  A 
history.    Name  for  a  sorry  she-goat.  Ignorance. 

A  ki-  ks-  hhut  hhut,  A  word  used  in  command- 

ing one  to  attack  suddenly  with  a  spear, 

A  &ks^=^  hhathhatat,  (v.  n.  of  k^^="  Q)  In- 
clining from  side  to  side  through  languor.  Scat- 

tering, squirting  (urine). 
Pj^ii  ks-  hliat-ddr.  Having  stripes,  striped. 

A^ks-  hliatr,  (v.n.of^ks-)  Vibrating,  brandish- 
ing (a  sword  or  spear),  striking  (with  them).  Trem- 

bling (a  lance).  Swinging  the  arms  in  walking. 
Lashing  (his)  sides  with  (his)  tail  (a  stallion).  A 
number  of  camels,  from  40  to  1000.  A  pompous, 

stately,  also  a  graceful,  walker.  A  certain  large 
measure  for  dry  goods  or  liquids.  A  large,  heavy, 

low-hanging  cloud.  Nobility,  dignity.  Khatr  or 

hhit7-,  Dung  or  urine  adhering  to  the  thigh  of  a  ca- 
mel. A7i?7r,Aspeciesofdyeingherb;  indigo, woad. 

A  branch.  Thin,  watery  milk.  (pl.jlks-\  a/f/i<ar) 

Many  camels.  Khutr,  (pi.  of^ks-  hhatir)  Nobles. 
Khatar,  (v.  n.  ofjk^)  Being  in  danger.  Laying 

wagers  at  horse-racing  or  archery.  Throwing  the 



die  of  uncertainty.  Selling  what  one  has  not  (as  a 

bird  in  the  bush).  A  large,  heavy,  low-hanging 

cloud.  Imminent  danger,  jeopardy.  Dignity,  no- 
bility, court-favour.  Risk,  hazard.  Misfortune. 

Like,  equal.  (pl.^Ua^  khitar  and Jhs-  hhutur)  A 
bet,  stake,  wager,  p  ̂ lai-  khatarijdn,  The 

hazard  of  life,  a  \sl^Jkts^  \ss>  haza  khatar  li  haza, 
This  is  equal  in  value  to  that.  Khatir,  Great,  high 

in  authority.  Hazardous,  perilous.  Khutur,  (pi. 

of ̂ aj>'  khatar)  Bets,  stakes,  wagers. 

P jlai"  Jihafar,  VYoad,  indigo. 

A  J\,v^ji^  C^\jlas-  khataratu'l  wasmiy,  Parts 
of  a  meadow  beginning  to  wither. 

A  jj\^lai»-  khatardn,  (v.  n.  ofjlai-)  Lashing  (the 
sides)  with  the  tail  (a  stallion).  Brandishing  (a 

spear).  Walking  tremulously.  A  trembling  step, 

p  Bj\^as-  hhatrciya,  A  kind  of  dervish's  mantle, 
A  (_->jla=-  khutruh,  One  who  tells  lies  of  another. 

A  'i>Ja^  khatrahat,  (v,  n.  l-jJ^  Q)  Tell- 
ing lies  of  any  one.  Living  hardly,  faring  meanly. 

Narrowness,  straits, 

A  ij^as-  liliatrat,  A  species  of  grass,  A  scar  or 
brand  on  a  camel.  Touch  of  the  devil. 

la^ibu'l  khatrat,  Shaking  a  wreath,  with  which 
they  ̂ playfully  strike  each  other  when  dancing. 

A*»Pai»-  khatratan,  Sometimes,  now  and  then. 

A  'iij^ai-  khatrafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  Jjlai-  Q)  Walk- 
ing fast,  taking  wide  steps.  Striking  (with  a 

sword).  Being  loose-skinned  (a  woman), 

p  LdJUylas-  khatarndk,  Dangerous,  perilous, 

p  ̂K>J^as'  /J(!afar?ja/«,  Danger, jeopardy,peril, 

A  iL_Jjjla=-  hhutritf,  Swift,  wide-stepping, 

A  L_2^^^jla5-  hhitrif,  Swift-paced, 
A  laks-  kJiitat,  (pi,  ofel^khittaf)  Land  marked 

out  for  building  upon.  Streets,  Habitations,  Khu- 

tat,  (pi,  of  &la5-  khuttat)  Lines,  Affairs,  Designs. 

A  i__aia=>-  Ithatf,  (v.n,of  L-ilai-)  Seizing,snatch- 
ing,  carrying  off,  Khutf,  Possibility  of  cure. 

A  (jlalai-  kliatafan,  A  travelling  fast. 
A  iialai-  khatfat,  A  limb  or  joint  cut  off  (by  a 

butcher),  or  torn  away  by  a  wild  beast. 

A  (^iai-  hhatafa',  A  rapid  pace. 
p  (ji^kp-  khat-kash,  A  ruler  (to  draw  lines). 

Pj^O>^la=>-  /Jmi-^?//rar,  A  scribe,  A  javelin-man. 
A  (J-las^  kliutl,  (pi.  of  ̂J-las-^  akhtal)  Bangle- 

eared  (sheep  or  dogs).  KJiatal,  (v.  n.  of  (J^kia-) 
Speaking  much  nonsense.  Being  bent,  distorted. 

Walking  with  a  swinging  motion.  Levity  of  con- 

versation, obscenity.  Length  and  limberness  (in  a 
man,  bow,  or  spear).  Obscenity,  or  occasion  for 

suspicion  in  a  woman.  Lightness.  Quickness.  Kha- 

til,  Long  and  waving  (spear).  A  foolish  man.  A 
munificent  man,  one  who  gives  freely  and  readily. 

Piercing  quickly,  (An  arrow)  missing  the  mark, 

(A  garment)  sweeping  the  ground.  The  edge  of  a 

tent.  A  gin  or  rope,  (A  man)  having  rough,  hard 
hands.    A  talker  of  much  nonsense.    Hard  and 
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rough  (clothes  or  body), 

A  .^iUai-  khatlas,  (fem,  of  ,J>las-^  aklitaV)  Pen- 

dulous (ear).  Coarse  and  flabby-breasted(woman). 

Flap-eared  (ewe  or  bitch), 

A  XJ.3ai»-  khatlahat,  Verboseness  and  confusion 
in  speech. 

A  j*^^  khatrn,  (v,  n,  of  pias»-)  Smiting  on  the 
nose.  Haltering  (a  camel  or  horse).  Suspending 

(a  bow  by  the  string).  Preventing  one  from  speak- 
ing. Sewing  the  edges  of  leather  called  adim. 

Bringing  under  by  words.  Beak  (of  a  bird),  snout 

(of  an  animal),  A  nose,  ness,  A  weighty  matter. 

Khutuin,  (pi.  of  j»llai-  khitam)  Halters.  Marks 
on  the  nose  and  face  of  beasts  of  burden. 

A  X«las>-  khuimat,  The  summit  of  a  mountain. 

A  ̂♦ks-  khatmiy  or  khitrmy,  Marsh-mallows. 
A  _^=-  khatrn,  A  stepping,  a  proceeding. 

A  O^^lai-  /£/mi!«;a^,(pl.of  8jlai>-A/m^wai)Steps, 

paces.    Khatandt  (j^.  oi'i kkatrvat)  Steps. 
A  ̂ yla's"  khutub,  (pi.  of  L  ̂k4»  Ma<&)Things, 

affairs,causes. Heavy  calamities, severe  misfortunes. 

A  'i^^as"  khatwat  (v.  n.  of _jiai>-)  Stepping,  (pi. 
CL^\y\3s-khatarvdt  and  >\lis-  khitdi)  A  single  step. 

Khutrvat  or  khatwat,  (pi,  O^^^iai-  khutwdt,  khu- 

tawdt,  khutuwdt,  and  ̂ ^^ai-  khuta')  The  space  be- 
tween the  feet  in  stepping ;  a  step,  a  pace, 

Aj^lai-  khutur,  {v.n.of Jhs")  Entering,  occur- 
ring, or  i-ecurring  to  the  mind, 

A  "jj^lai-  khuturat,(y.  n,  of,iap-)Being  elevated 
in  dignity  and  high  in  favour, 

A  l?_jlai-  A/m^M^,(pl,ofla5»  khatt)  Lines, streaks. 
Letters,epistles.  Handwritings,manuscripts. 

&X^[xZj  hhututi  shi^^ya,  Radial  lines,  sun's  rays, 

A  ̂l^jlai-  khututly,  Linear  (demonstration), 
A  Jj\  tslas'  khittasi  arvjval,  {or  ̂   elas-'khittan 

kuU)  The  throne  of  God, 

A  JJas-  khuta',  (pi,  of  *jjlai>-  khutrvat)  Steps. 
Spaces^between  the  feet,  when  stepping  out, 

A^J^i-  khattiy,  (A  spear)  grown  at,  or  brought 
from,  la=>-  khatt. 

A  e-*-la»-  khattb,  A  preacher,  A  reader  of 

prayers  at  a  mosque.  An  able  orator,  . 

khat'ibi  ildhi,  A  revealer  of  secrets.  One  engaged 
in  rehearsing  the  praises  of  God,  A  reader  of  tlie 

Kur'an,  A  professor  of  belief  in  the  unity  of  God, 

c-*-ias»-  khatlhti'lambiydf,  J ethro,  Moses' 
father-in-law.  uiiSi  l— khatibi  falak,  Jupiter. 

A  t— khitfib.  Betrothed  (man). 

A  &J»-.ia=-  hhittibat.  Betrothed  (woman). 

^  (_^-la»-  hhatibi,  Preaching,  P  ̂^li^^lap- 
khatiln  kardan.  To  preach, 

A  J^-ks-  khittiba',  (v.  n,  of  l-J^os-)  Betrothing 
(a  woman).  Betrothed  (woman). 

A  &ikp-  kkat'iMt,  (or  'il}as>'khat'iyat  (pi.  bUas- 
kkatdya'  or  (lUas-  khatd/i)  A  sin,  fault,  crime.  A 
little  of  any  thing. 

A^lai-  khatir,  (v.  n.  of  J^>-)  Lashing  the  sides 

with  the  tail  (a  stallion).  Pitch.  {^p\.Jh->-  khutr) 
Great,  honourable,  dignified  (man).  High,  lofty. 

A  camel's  halter,  a  rope.  Dangerous,  hazardous. 
Alike,  equal.  Gossamer  floating  in  the  air  on  a 

hot  day.  Darkness  (of  night).  A  threat.  Cheerful- 

ness, liveliness.  j<iaj>-  ja\  amri  khatir.  An  impor- 

tant, doubtful, or  dangerous  affair.^ia^  Jh\s>-  khd- 
tiri  khatir,  A  penetrating,  comprehensive  mind. 

A  laJas-  khat'it.  Snoring :  a  snore. 
A  klaJas-  Ma<z<tti!,(pl.lajUas-/f/taifaJi7)Ground 

not  watered  byrain  (though  situated  between  others 
which  are),  or  only  partially  rained  upon. 

A  t_julaj»-  khat'if,  Swift  (dromedary).  A  martin. 
A  iiflJais-  khatifat,  A  kind  of  milk-pottage. 

A  'ilAa}>-  khathat,  (pi.  l^.^ias-  khatdya)  A  sin, 

fault,^crime  purposely  committed.  A  little,  some. 

A  )ix>-  khazz,  (v.  n.  of'!i£ij>-)  Being  unnerved  and swaggy  (man). 

A  ̂Uas-  khazds,  Compactness  (of  flesh). 

A  Ui)  Uas-  kkaza  baza',  Firm,  compact  (flesh). 

A  ftijlixs-  khazrafat,  (v.n.of  i_-Sjlai»-  Q)  Walk- 
ing with  wide  steps  (a  camel), 

A  jla5-MM2MW,Firmness,compactness(offlesb). 

A  ̂j^^las-  kliazawdn.  One  who  gains  flesh,  or 
grows  plump, 

A  ̂_^aJ  ̂_Ja=>-  khazi  hazi,  (fem,iLJaJ  s^^^os^  kha- 

ziyat  baziya't)  Firm-fleshed, 
A  ̂   hha^  (v,  n,  of  ̂ )  Making  a  rattle  in the  throat  when  out  of  breath  in  running  (a  cheeta). 

A  khu^hu^  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant. 

p  i—fls^  khaf  or  khuf.  Tinder,    The  fire-emit- 
ting tree       markh.  ^ 

^  A  (»«tt5- /</(a^,(v.n.ofL_2s-)  Crying,barking(a 

hyena).  Obeying.  Departing  in  haste.  Sprightly 

(horse).  Khiff,  (v.n.  of  i  £=-)  Beingjiglit.  Light 

(of  weight  or  morals),  undignified.  Nimble,  dex- terous. A  small  number  of  people.     Khuff,  (pi. 

(  slii-  khifdf)  A  boot.    The  sole  of  the  human 
foot.  (pl.(  i\s>h-\  akhfdf)  The  foot  of  a  camel  or 
ostrich.  An  aged  camel.  Rough,  coarse  earth. 

A  -Pt_Ji5«-  khafs,{\.  n,  of  lis--)  Tearing  up.  Strik- 

ing to  the  ground.  Taking  to  pieces  (house,  tent). 

Cutting  open  (a  leathern  bottle)  and  laying  it  on  a 
cistern  that  the  earth  maynot  imbibe  the  water  ofit. 

A  lai-  khafa',  A  secret. 
A  -^lis-  khafdf,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ _^)  Being  concealed. 

The  concealment  of  a  trace.  Rough  ground. 

^Iflii  barihaH  khaf  as,  The  secret  escaped,  the  cat 

got  out  of  the  bag.  Khifds,  (pi,  e-^P^^  akhjiyat)  A 

veil,  cover,  wrapper,  A  curtain.  A  thing  concealed. 
A  C^lai-  khitfdt,  A  dying  suddenly. 

A  Jolai-  khafdsil,(Tpl.  ofjifli*-  khaf  sal)  Weak 
in  mind  or  body.  Khvfusil,W eak  in  body  or  mind. 

A  ̂^\s^s-  /y/i-w/qy/Z,  Tongue-tied, 

p  khafdcha,  (or  &»-Ui>-  khaffdcha') 
A  certain  banditti  of  plundering  Arabs. 

A  u-Cs-Vap-  Uiafdhhif,  (pi.  of  khuf- 
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hhuf)  Male  hyenas,  making  hideous  yells. 

A  liiilii-  khafddid,  (or  iX>d\as>-  hhafadicl)  (pi. 
ofiijaai-  liliafaydad)  Swift.  Young  ostriches. 

A  Sjlfli-  khafarat,  Extreme  bashfulness.  Re- 
ward of  labour,  hire.  Whatever  preserves  palm- 

trees  from  corruption.  Kha,  hhi,  or  hhuf  aval,  Pro- 
tection, safeguard:  price  of  patronage  or  protection. 

A  (_ji>lai-  hhuffash,  (pi.  (jijilai-)  A  bat. 

A  S^lis-  /;/ta/'a2;ai,Theleading(ofaneasy  life). 
A  I  jlai-  khifaf,  (pi.  of  u_fl=-  hhuff)  Boots. 

(pi.  of  Miafif)  Light.  Khufaf,  Light  (of 
conduct  or  weight),  undignified.  Nimble,  agile. 

A  (  jlas-  hhaffaf,  A  boot-maker  or  vender. 

A  (jSjJlai-  hhafafish,  (pi.  of  ̂jSjUp-)  Bats. 

A  ̂Ifis-  hhifah,  (pi.  of  hhafih  or  hhuf  ah) 
Gaunt-bellied  (horses). 

A  ̂ 3^^  hhaffah,  Broad-footed  before. 
A  hhaffahat,  Lank  (woman).  Podex. 

A  (jlai-  hhaffdn,  A  vessel  filled  to  the  brim. 
Household,  domestics.  A  young  ostrich. 

p^jJ«jlfli-Mfl/a/«<:Za«,Tomake(aneedle)prick. 

A  blii>-  hhafaya',  (pi.  of  ̂^jii-  hhafiy)  Secrets. 
A  ji\s^  Ithafddr,  Very  bashful  (women). 
A  aAs^  hhiffat  or  hhaffat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ —fis-)  Being 

light  (in  weight  or  in  dignity).  Lightness,  levity. 
Agility,  nimbleness.  Insult. 

A  Ofls*  khaft,  (v.  n.  of  CL/Sis-)  Speaking  in  a 
whisper.  A  whispering  speech.  IC  haft  or  hhnft, Hue. 

AjCsij>-  hhaftar,  The  title  of  the  king  of  Meso- 
potamia or  Ethiopia. 

p  ̂ JCSi^  hhaftan,  A  vest  worn  under  armour. 

p  jjjjjl::fls>-  hhuftaiiidan,  To  cause  to  roll.  To 
cause  to  sleep.  To  render  (the  limbs)  torpid. 

p  Cikai-  Mmftah,  The  night-mare.  A  heron. 
p  hhiiftagi,  A  lying  down. 

p  j^j^fis-  hhuf  tan,  To  sleep.  To  lie  down.  To 

sleep  (as  the  limbs)  from  a  stoppage  of  the  circu- 
lation of  blood.  To  be  blunt  (the  edge  of  a  sword). 

To  become  thick;  congeal,  clot.  To  kiss.  j^ai-jV 
namdzi  hhuftan,  The  prayer  before  going  to  sleep. 

P  l^-^*"  hhuftan-jd,  A  bed.  A  bed-chamber. 
p  ̂ J^isic^  hhiftani,  Fit  to  be  lain  upon. 

p  _jjkai»-  khuftu,  The  night-mare. 

p^jvi-  J  khuft  u  khez,  Slowness.  A  de- 

liberate progress.  Agitation,  commotion.  Rest- 
lessness, inconstancy.  Coition. 

p  ajkfli-  hhufta,  Sleeping,  asleep.  Extended  on 
the  ground.  Curved,  bent.  Buried.  Thick  (milk). 

The  game  of  tipcat.  ̂ j^jJ  is3sij>-  hhufta  daividan, 
To  run  swiftly. 

p  ̂ j;iJua>-  hhuftidan,  To  roll,  wallow.  To  be 
asleep.  To  kneel.  To  kiss  each  other.  To  become 

thick  and  clotted  (milk). 

A  (J-ifl^  hhafsal,  (pi.  ,_y>lfls»-  khafasil)  Weak  in 
mind  and  body. 

p  hhajj  or  khafaj, The  nightmare.  Khafaj, 
Wild  mustard. 
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A  ̂Ei>-  hhafj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ =')  Copulating.  Com- plaining of  a  pain  in  the  leg  from  fatigue.  Kliafuj, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ b»)  Having  a  tremor  in  the  fore-legs  be- 
fore raising  them  up  from  the  gi-ound  (a  camel). 

A  kind  of  disease  in  a  camel.  A  whitish  kind  of 

plant  growing  in  the  spring. 

p  Irsfy*  khafajd,  The  night-mare. 
P  ^'^ififi'^)  -A-  tree  bearing  a  red  fruit. 

P  t^^"^^^  hhafchdh,  Noble.  Name  of  a  desert in  Turkistan.  Nomade  Tartars. 

P  hliafcha,  Jixi  ingot  of  gold  or  silver. 
Flowing  ringlets.  A  straight  branch  shooting  up. 

A  SiU:^  hhafhlidfat,  (A  woman)  speaking- 
through  the  nose. 

A  'i-kk?^  hhafkhafat,  The  noise  made  by  a  hyena 
or  dog  whilst  devouring  their  food.  The  rustling 
of  new  clothes. 

A  hhufhhuf,  A  bird  clapping  its  wings. 

A  Aai-  khafd,  (Jtliafad,  or  hhafadan) 

(v.  n.  of  liij-)  Going  fast  (an  ostrich). 

p  jj\-\A>-  hhafddn,  A  garment  worn  in  battle. 
A  di^h^  hhuf  dud,  (or  J^,^Sis>-  hhuf  dud)  A  bat. 

Another  winged  animal. 

p  ii^Sii-  hhafda.  Bent,  curved,  crooked. 

A ̂ fli>-  hhafr,  (v.  n.  of  J>^)  Protecting,  patro- 
nizing. Guarding.  Guiding.  Khafar,(\.n.oijSs-) 

Being  very  bashful.  Excessive  modesty.  Failing 

to  afford  protection,  breaking  a  promise,  betraying. 

Khafir,  Bashful  (woman). 

A  S^as"  A/«///-a<,  Patronage,  protection.  Kha- 
firat,  Bashful  (woman).  Khufarat,  A  protector. 

p  ̂ l^^fla-  hhafraj  or  hhafarj,  Purslain. 
A  hhafrajat,  Delicate  fare,  good  cheer. 

p  (jj^  hliafrah,  A  word  used  in  abuse. 

p  ̂^^r^  hhafran],  The  nightmare. A  hhafarnaj,  Soft,  tender,  delicate. 

p  jii^fli-  hhafuzdu,  (or  ̂d^^dyis-)  A  beetle. 

A  ;jMa=>-  hhafg,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^kh-)  Deriding,  ridi- 
culing. Overthrowing,  demolishing.  Speaking 

obscenely.  Eating  little.  Conquering  at  wrestling. 

Putting  much  or  little  water  in  wine. 

A  i^J^S^  hhafih;  (v.  n.  of  (jiai-)  Throwing. 

Khafash,  (v.  n.of  (jiAi-)  Being  weak,  feeble.  Be- 

ing small  (the  front  of  a  camel's  bunch),  compact, 
and  elongated.  Smallness  of  the  eye,  weakness  of 

sight  (such  as  see  in  the  night  not  in  the  day,  and 
in  a  dull  not  a  clear  medium). 

A  ALsis-  hhafihds,  (fem.  of  ̂ jS^l  ahhfash) 

Small-eyed, weak-sighted.  Small-bimched (she-ca- 
mel).  Seeing  more  clearly  by  night  than  by  day. 

A  (^jAS-if  hhafz,  (v.  n.  of  (,j«afli>-)  Abasing  (the 
proud).  Lowering  (the  voice).  Dropping  (the 

wings  to  him),  i.e.  yielding.  Putting  the  vowel 

hasra  (— )  under  the  last  letter  of  the  oblique  case 

(called  likewisej's-  jarr).  Doing  with  ease.  Liv- 
ing easily,  quietly,  agreeably.  Abiding  in  a  place. 

Circumcising  (a  girl).  A  low  tone,  a  whisper.  A 
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gentle  pace.    Quiet,  tranquillity. 

A  ̂is-  hhaf^  (v.  n.  of  )  Being  giddy  (from 
hunger,  or  other  cause).  Striking  (with  a  sword). 
The  motion  of  a  veil  or  a  curtain.  Khafaj  (or 

^jlKfl=>-  hhafa^n)  Looseness  in  the  joints. 
A  ̂J^ks-  hhafh,  (v.  n.  of  J^As^)  Palpitating  (the 

heart),  trembling,  waving  (a  flag).  Floating,  un- 

dulating (the  vapour  sardb).  Nodding  the 
head  when  sleeping.  Vibrating  (lightning).  Com- 

pletely burying  (tlie  yard  in  the  matrix).  Making 
a  whistling  noise  (the  wind).  Creaking  (as  shoes). 

Flying  (a  bird).  Tapping  with  any  thing  broad  (as 
a  slipper  or  the  flat  of  a  sword).  Khafik  or  hhu- 

fah,  (pi.  jlai-  hhifah)  Slender-bodied  (horse). 
A  ̂Vafli>-  hhafahdn,  (v.  n.  of  ,3^)  Palpitating, 

trembling,  waving,  floating  (flag  or  the  heart).  A 

palpitation  of  the  heart. 

A  '^Kiki-  hliafahaniy,  Subject  to  palpitation. 
A  &aij>-  hh  fhat,  Any  thing  flat  with  which  one 

is  beaten.  A  level,  bare  plain,  over  which  the  va- 
pour sarah  floats.  Khafihat  or  hhufakat, 

Gaunt-bellied  (horse). 

A  i^J>^  hhafn,  Laxness  of  belly. 

p  ̂Sij>-  hhafanj,  Profit,  advantage.  Pleasure, 
delight.  Blandishment,  coquetry.  Klmfunj,  Monu- 

ments, especially  of  martyrs. 

A(_ysi^  hhafanjal,  Overloaded  at  the  stomach. 
One  who  walks  slowly,  with  distorted  legs.  One 
who  turns  in  his  toes. 

A  Jj^^"^  hhafanja\  Needy,  short  of  money. 
Weak  and  unprofitable. 

p  ̂ijjij-  hhafandan,  To  sprinkle.  To  cough, 
breathe  hard. 

p  ̂L^>iiJvii9-  hhafandidan,  To  be  suffocated. 
A  hhafanshal,  One  who  walks  slowly 

with  distorted  legs,  with  his  toes  in  and  heels  out. 

A  hhafm,  or  ̂2i>-  hhufum,  (v.  n.  of  Vai-  for 

^0=-)  Flashing  (lightning).  Appearing,  being  mani- 
fest. Lio-htningr  which  flashes  from  the  side  of  a 

cloud,  and  diff'using  itself  widely ;  (when  it  glances 
slightly  it  is  called  o^^-oj  waniiz,  and  when  it 

darts  perpendicularly  it  is  named  'i^^  ̂ hihat). 

Aji^^  hh  fmat,  A  secret. ASjfls'A/tj/wa^aWjSurreptitiouslyjclandestinely. 

A  O ̂ ai>-  hhafut,  A  lean  woman,  one  who  looks 
deformed  in  comparison  with  others.  Khufut,  (v. 

n.  of  CjS»-)  Being  subdued  (tone).  Ceasing  to 

speak,  becoming  mute. 
A  iJjis-  hhafud,  (A  camel)  casting  an  abortion. 

Aj^ai-  hhufur,  (v.  n.  of _^)  Failing  to  afford 
protection,  breaking  a  promise,  betraying. 

A  f^ySLP"  hhafush.  Bread  made  from  millet. 

A  (_i_jai»-  hhufuf  (v.  n.  of  u-fts-)  Being  litlle 

and  few.  __^Walking  fast. 
A  i_i^a=-  hhaffuf  A  hyena. 
A  hhafuh,  Farting  (camel),  Khufuh, 

(v. n.of  ̂ ^)  Setting  (a  star).  Being  almost  past 



(the  night).  Flying  (a  bird).  Farting  (a  camel). 
Shaking  the  head  of  any  onewho  is  nodding  through 

sleepiness.  Lankness  of  belly  in  a  horse. 

p  iJis-  hhafa,  A  cough.  Suffocation,  strangling. 

Sneezing.  ̂ ^J^&ii-  khafa  kardan,  To  strangle. 
Khufa,  A  cough. 

A  ̂ s-  hhafy,  (v.n.of  (_/=-)  Hiding,  conceal- 
ing. Making  manifest.  Drawing  out,  causing  to 

come  forth.  Driving  out  of  their  holes  (mice). 

A  '^Jti-  hhafiy,  (pi.  ̂,lfli»-  hhafaya')  Clandes- 
tine, concealed.  Fine,  thin  writing  (opposed  to  (_^»- 

jaUy).  Slightly  sounded  (letter  (j  nun).  The  voice 

and  footmarks.  Khufly,  (v.  n.  of  j_/^)  Hiding, 

concealing.  Making  manifest.  Drawing  out,  caus- 
ing to  come  forth.  Driving  (mice)  out  of  their  holes. 

A  khaflyani,  Voice  and  step  of  a  woman. 

A  *Jkflj>-  lihifyat  or  hhufyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^^)  Con- 

cealing one's  self.  Concealment.  ftJ;^  i3f^  hlinf- 
yatin,  Secretly,  clandestinely. 

A  '^pi-  hhaflyat,  (pi.  lj.Vas»-  hhafaya)  Any 
thing  hidden.  Maniacal  madness.  A  thicket,  brake. 

A  well  which  has  been  often  dug  (the  waters  hav- 
ing sunk).  Name  of  a  place  abounding  with  lions. 

A  ̂ iP^  khafij,  Swollen  with  water,  and  weak 
in  the  leg. 

A  Jiiaaj-  hhafaydad,  (pi.  iijli=-  khafadid, 

liJ.olfl^  khafadid,  and  0\J^^J^C*■  khafaydadat) 
Swift.  A  nimble  ostrich. 

p  ̂ liAfls-  khafidan,  To  breathe,  breathe  hard, 
pant.  To  cough.  To  sneeze.  Khufidan,  To  cough. 

p  td^hh"  hhaflda,  Strangled, suffocated.  Sneez- 
ing. Khifida,  Troubled  with  a  cough.  Known, 

published,  blazoned  abroad,  celebrated. 

AjSi^  khafir,  A  protector,  guardian,  keeper. 
Protected,  sheltered,  secure.  Very  bashful  (woman). 

Toll  paid  for  protection  of  the  roads. 

A  (j»Aas>-  khafts,  Much-diluted  (wine). 

hhafif,  (pi.  hhifdf,  uJUi-\ 

aJihfaf,  and>lfli»-W/J«(^aj:)  Light  (of  weight).  Un- 
dignified,immoral,  weak  in  understanding.  Nimble, 

dexterous.  Lightly  sounded  (letter  A  species 

of  verse  formed  upon  the  measure  jj!>^)^\s 

^^"^^  fa^Jatun  musiaf^Iun  fd^latun  six  times. 

pj^j  I  (__flJ;fl»-  /;/ta/i/'-a?m2:,  Babbling,  a  babbler. 
Aiy\t^  {_/^^  f^haftfi  dasira,  Centre  of  a  circle. 
A  hhafih,  Murmuring  of  the  wind. 

A  (Jlsi*  *Ji^  hhvfya-mahal,  Lands  hid  from 
government. 

p  (jw^.y  klMfya-navis,  (also  iufls- 
hhufya-nigar)  A  writer  of  secret  intelligence,  em- 

ployed by  government. 

A  jjs-  hhakh,  {^\.^^'sj>\akhkak  and  ̂ ^i^  hhu- kuk)  A  fissure  in  the  ground  in  which  one  may  hide 

himself.  Khuhh,  A  pond  or  other  reservoir  full  of 

cracks  (from  the  drying  up  of  the  water). 

A  Mlai>-  khakkakat,  A  woman  whose  farj 
makes  a  noise  from  leanness. 
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A  ̂jUis-  hhakan,  A  king  of  the  Turks. 

A^=-  ̂ o-  khuh  khuh,  Put  ear-rings  on  the  girl. 

A  hhukunat,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^^  hhakan)  Turk- 
ish emperors. 

A  ̂ jj^  khahuh,  (A  horse)  making  a  noise  with 
his  sheath.  A  she-ass  with  a  wide  anus.  Khukuh, 

(pl.of  ̂ s-  hhahk)  Fissures,  cracks  in  the  ground. 

A  ̂ j^P^  khak'ik,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >-)  Making  a  noise from  leanness  (sheath  of  a  beast).  Murmuring, 

simmering  (a  pot  over  the  fire).  Creaking. 

p  j^s-  hhakdv,  Name  of  a  country. 
khakushk,  An  earthen  painted  jar, 

in  which  the  Persians  put  sweetmeats,  &c.,  and  pre- 
sent them  to  their  friends  at  the  festival  ofjjjj  ̂  

naw  roz,  or  new-year's  day.  These  jars  are  also 

used  as  children's  play-things. 
p  khakidan,  To  trample  under  foot. 

p         khagdv,  Name  of  a  country. 

p  ̂ys-  Ithal,  Arrival.  Kh.il  or  khul,  Snot.  Khul, 
Bent,  curved,  crooked.  Mad.  Ashes.  Thefundament. 

A  (Js-  khall,  (v.  n.  of  J-^)  Being  diminished, 
extenuated, lean.  Becoming  poor.  Being  peculiar 

and  private.  Slitting  the  tongue  of  a  young  camel 

to  prevent  its  sucking.  Turning  (camels)  out  to 

feed  on  the  sweet  herbage  'i^i>-  hktdlat.  Pinning 
(clothes)  with  a  skewer.  Perforating,  boring,  pass 

ing  quite  through.  A  track  through  sand.  (A  ser- 
pent) creeping  (over  the  sand).  A  worn  garment. 

A  rent  in  a  garment.  Thinly-plumaged  (bird).  A 
vein  in  the  neck,  and  back.  A  camel  entering  into 

the  second  year.  Fat.  Lean.  Weak  (man).  A 

salt  and  bitter  plant,  (pi.  ,Ji»-\  akhull  and  J^U- 
khildl)  Vinegar.  Evil,  wickedness.  A  weanel.  (pi. 

of      khallat)  Sour,  pricked  wines. 

md  lahu  khallun  rva  Id  khanirun,  He^has  nei- 

ther vinegar  nor  wine,  i.  e.  any  thing.    ,Ji(J  ̂   \k 

^  J  ma  huwa  hi  khallin  wa  la  hhamrin,  He  is 
neither  vinegar  nor  wine ;  there  is  neither  harm  nor 

good  about  him.  jBT/h'ZZ,  Intimate  friendship.  Poor, 
in  want.  Khill  or  khull,  (pi.  J^i-^  akhldl)  A 

friend,  particularly  a  sincere  and  intimate  one. 

A  ̂5-  khah,  (or  ̂̂ Ji"  khildf)  (v.  n.  of  ̂}.i-)  Be- 

ing unmanageable  (a  she-camel),  lying  down  with- 
out a  cause.  Leavin  g  one  thing  and  taking  to  another. 

A  ̂:>-  khala',  (^^S'  ̂U>-  hhala'  ̂ n  or  ̂U-  U  md 

kkala'')  Besides,  except.  ̂ li-  hhala  an  Saving, 
unless  that.  Khala',  (or  S^)i>-  hhnldt)  Green  forage. 
A  hhalds,  (v.  n.  of  for  _jli>-)  Being  va- 

cant, deserted  (a  place).  Being  free,  clear  of.  Loos- 

ing, letting  go.  Granting  a  private  interview,  re- 
tiring to  consult  in  private.  Departing,  receding, 

abstaining  from.  Lighting  upon  a  solitary  place. 

Passing  by  (time).  Jesting,  ridiculing.  Free,  clear 

of.  A  privy.  Empty,  solitary  (place).  uiU*  131 
-*^iJi>-  ana  minka  khalds,!  am  independent  of  thee. 

p  L-.>^)^  hhaldh,  Mud.  Water  mixed  with  mud. 

A  miry,  slippery  place.    Soft  earth  or  mii-e  into 

which  the  feet  sink. 

A  L-J^^  M<7a&,  A  deceiving,  stealing  the  wits. 
A  L--'^l^  khalldbjA  deceiver,  liar,  claw-back. 

A  io^j»-  khildhat,  (v.  n.  of  Deceiving 
with  words,  disappointing.  Tongs,  forceps. 

A  io^s^  khalldhat,  A  deceitful,  lying  woman, 

p khaldhar,  (or  (jSSJ^}i>-  khaldbash)  A 
boarded  servant. 

A  ̂j^^^khaldbiSjA  dispersed  multitude.  Vain. 
Khuldhis,  Artful,  fine-spun,  vain  discourse.  A  lie. 
A  ^/<aZaZ>is,  Vain,  false.  Alie,  fabulous 

tradition,  romance.  Separated  (from  the  flock). 

Scattered,  dispersed.  An  affairwithoutmethod  or 
arrangement.  Worthless  men. 

A         khaldt,  A  fresh  and  tender  plant. 

A  khildj,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂Jj-)  Affecting  with 
anxiety.  A  sort  of  striped  gairaent. 

p  (_jl=>-^)vs-  khald-jdy,  A  privy. 

A  ,Js»^l=-  hhaldkhil,  (pl.of  (J.^*")  Ankle-rings. 
A        '^^khaldkhll, ( pl.of  Jl^*" )  Ankle-rings. 
A  j^=>-  khulldr,  Name  of  a  place  in  Persia  re- 

nowned for  its  honey. 

A  ̂_j>>^i>-  /j/iaZZas,  A  robber,  plunderer,  snatcher. 

A  1^'^  khildsiy,  A  mulatto  boy.  A  fowl  of a  cross  breed. 

A  ftlkJ^U-  khaldsiyat,  A  woman  half-gray. 

P  ̂J!^^^ks-  khaldsh  or  khildsh,  Tumult,  strife. 
Khildsh,  Muddy  water.  A  miry  place. 

p  is>v*»^)vs»-  khildshma,  A  disease  from  indiges- 
tion. A  sore  throat. 

p  eiMj^ls-  khaldsha,  A  rudder.  A  stick  used  as 
a  dentifrice.  Rubbish  of  sticks  or  thorns, 

p  j^^ls^  khaldshi,  A  mariner,  a  sailor. 
 A  ;J^^l5-/i/taZa5,Liberation,release,deliverance. 

Redemption.  Liberty.  Health,  p  ̂^Jji*  (^iU" 

khalds  shudan,  To  be  rescued.  (^"^^  hha~ 

las  kardan,  To  set  at  libei'ty.  a  Khilds,  (v.  n.  3  of 

;jkali>-)  Acting  sincerely  or  candidly  (towards  ano- 
ther). Safety,  health.  Gold  or  silver  refined  in  the 

fire.  Inspissated  juice  of  the  date.  Clarified  butter. 
Thebest  and  purest  part  of  any  thing.  Thesecundine. 

A  (^^^  khallds,  A  saviour,  deliverer.  Khul- 
Ids,  A  chink,  crevice,  flaw. 

A  hhtddsat,  The  purest  and  best  part  or 

substance  of  any  thing.  Abstract,  conclusion,  in- 
ference, moral.  Khuldsat  or  hhildsat,  Purified  or 

clarified  butter.    The  essence  of  a  thing. 

p  (jlCotils-  khuldsagdn,  (pi.  of  a  a^o^U-  khu- 

Idsa)  Choice,  pure,  selectest. A  khaldsi,  Freedom,  liberation,  escape, 

redemption,discharge.  Sailor.  Native  artilleryman, 

p  la'^'s-  khildt,  The  capital  of  lesser  Ai-menia. 
A  khildf,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jais"-)  Intermixing, 

intermingling.  Involving  in  distress.  Being  per- 

plexed in  mind,  losing  one's  wits.  A  miscellaneous 
herding  of  men,  camels,  or  sheep.  Coition. 

A  ala^l*-  khaldtat,  Folly,  stupidity. 



^ 

A  lihula^  Epilepsy, 

A  'is-'^s-  hhala^t,  (v.  n.  of         Putting  forth 
leaves  and  flourishing  (the  tree  called  sUaP  ̂ zali). 

Casting  off  all  regard  for  one's  parents.  Being  dis- 
carded by  relations,    Unruliness,  disorder! iness. 

p  (_.J^)i>-  lihalaf,  A  ■willow,  an  osier. 
A  khilaf,  (v.  n,  3  of  u_fll^)  Opposing, 

contradicting,  rebelling  against.  Counteracting. 

Visiting  (a  woman)  in  the  absence  of  her  husband 

or  her  master.  Accompanying,  keeping  close  to. 

Contradiction,  opposition.  Contrariety,  reverse. 

Lie,  falsehood  (as  opposed  to  truth).  A  sleeve.  A 

kind  of  willow  or  osier.        i  j^)ss>-  Ithllafi  inha, 
A  false  relation,  lie,  fiction,  i  hhilafi 

hakk,  Contrary  to  truth  or  justice,  Iniquitously. 

hhilafi  shar^  sh.arif,  Against 

law  and  justice.  ̂ ^Loj         '  '^^^  hhilafi  sulk 
u  saZa/«,Repugnantto  the  spirit  of  thepeace.  (__j^ls>- 

CL*»>>i^  hhilafi  tablet,  Against  nature,  contrary 

to  custom.  (  j^Ls-  hhilafi  ̂ hl,  Contrary  to 

reason.  i_J^U>-/i/ii''Zq^/«i?/as,Ungrammatical. 
til::*/*  u-J^U"  hhilafi  mu^ad,  Contrary  to  ordinary 

practice.  (j**^^  i— hhilafi  nafsu""!  amr, 
Against  the  soul  of  the  thing,  i.  e.  contrary  to  truth. 

min  hhilafi,  From  the  opposite  side, 

A  \j^ls>-  /j/wZa/an,  In  contradiction, in  opposition, 
A  hhallqf,  Q  uarrelsome,  contentious, 

A  «,5^ks»-  khalafat,(y.T\.  of  i_gij»-)  Being  foolish. 

Degenerating  from  the  qualities  of  one's  father. 

Supplying  another's  place.  Vice,  defect,  blemish. 
Folly,  stupidity.  Khilafat,  (v,  n.  of  («_fl)i>-)  Fol- 

lowing, coming  behind.  Succeeding,  supplying 

another's  place.  Appointing  (one)  to  supply  ano- 
ther's place.  Compensating,  making  amends.  Cali- 

fate,  vicegerency,  lieutenancy.  Imperial  dignity, 

pjjj  hhilaf-warz,  Contradictious. 

P  L?jjj  (— hhilaf-marzi,  Opposition,  con- 
tradiction, contradictiousness, 

A  hhalah,  A  plenteous  portion  of  good 

fortune  or  happiness,  'iji>^\  (j  ̂ J^U-  ̂   la  hha- 
laha  lahu  fil  dkhirat,  No  portion  for  him  in  the 

next  life,  Khilah,  (v.  n,  3  of  ̂ _^)  Shewing  kind- 
ness or  good  will  (to  any  one),  A  species  of  aromatic, 

^  A  j^>-  hhallah,  Creating,  forming  well.  The 
Creator.   OUj\^  hhallahi  hadndt,  Creator 

of  the  universe.    ̂ Jlp  c-oU?  hhallahi  ̂ a- 
jdsibi  ̂ lam,  Creator  of  the  wonders  of  the  world. 

A  si'^ks-  hhaldhat,  (v,n,  of  ̂jli>-)  Being  smooth. Being  worthy,  fit,  suitable.  Being  of  an  excellent 
disposition  (a  woman).  Smoothness, 

A  hhaldl,  Sour  dates,    Khildl  or  hhaldl, 

(v.n.3  of  Jj>-)Shewing  affection,  cultivating  friend- 
ship. Khildl,  (pi.  ahhillat)  A  toothpick,  or 

any  thing  similar,  as  a  wooden  bodkin,  skewer,  pin, 
or  peg,  A  skewer  passed  through  the  tongue  of  a 
young  camel  to  prevent  him  from  sucking.  Shreds 

of  meat  sticking  between  the  teeth.  A  space  or  in- 
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terval  between  two  things.  A  chink,  fissure,  open- 

ing, (pi,  of  Jj» /;/(«//)  Vinegars.  Tracks  through 

sands,  ̂ (pl,  of  aJi-  hhallat)  Qualities,  properties, 

(pi.  of  &ij>-  hhillai)  Rich  sword-sheaths.  (pLof  iiis"- 

hhullat)  Friendships,  (pi.  of  ̂y>s-  hhalal)  Infirmi- 
ties. Distractions  of  mind.  Dispersions,  Interstices, 

intervals.  J^U-  hhildlu'd  dor,  The  precincts 
of  a  dwelling,  spaces  or  alleys  between  the  out- 

houses, J^kU  z-mV  hhildl,  Abu  bakr,  so  called 
because,  after  having  given  away  all  his  substance, 

he  was  under  the  necessity  of  pinning  his  dress  with 
skewers,  huwa  khildluhiim  or  hhald- 

luhum.  He  is  amongst  them,  Khiddl,  Ripe  dates 

sought  amongst  unripe  ones.  A  tartness  or  a  turn- 
ing sour  of  any  thing  sweet. 

P  J^ki-  hhildl,  A  toothpick.  J^^p-  hhildl 

hardan,To  leave  off  eating,  jj, (J^U-  hhildli  md- 
muni.  Sweet  rush,  fromiwhich  toothpicks  are  made, 

A  (Jik>-  hhalldl,  A  vinegar-merchant. 

Aei*:^ hhal,hhil, or  hhuldlat.  Sincere  friendship, 
candour,  sincerity,  Kliuldlat,  Bits  of  meat  picked 

from  between  the  teeth.  Ripe  dates  sought  amongst 

unripe  ones. 

P  (jW^ks-  hhildlddn,  A  tooth-pick  case. 

P  hhaldlush,  (or  (^^'^)^  hhaldhush') 
Multitude, tumult:  hubbub, uproar,  riot,  sedition. 

A  ̂   ̂)j>  hJiald  maid.  Unfeigned  friendship. 

A  ̂j-jwi^)i>-  hhaldmis,{\>\.  o? (^y^  hhulmus) 

Pastui'ing  cattle  for  four  days,  and  watering  them 
morning  and  evening  at  different  places, 

p  (j^^  hhaldn,  Mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  cistern. 
A  (j^ks-  hhulldn,  (pi.  of  ,JJi- )  Intimate  friends, 

A  hhaldnij,  (pi,  of  ̂ s>-  hhalanj)  Trees from  which  arrows  or  trenchers  are  made, 

P  ̂j|i>y^Jc>-  /e/taZawM67i,Tumult,contention.  The 
clamour  of  a  mob.  The  water-lily.  A  medicine. 

p  ̂jtJ.jjiJi»-  hhaldnidan,  To  iuBert,  to  thrust  or 
stick  in,  to  fix,  infix, 

p  5j^k»-  hhaldwat.  Free,  quit,  clear. 

p  (jij^Ji-  hhaldfvush.  Busy  hum,noise,  tumult. 

p  Jj^ii*-  hha  or  hhildrva,  Astonished,  Clamour. 

A  (_fj^k5«-  hhaldrci,  (pi.  of  S_jli»-)  Closets, 
A  b^li-  hhaldija\  (pi.  of  XXls-  )  Ships,  Beehives, 

A  (  aj^s"  hhaldsif,  (pLof  aAaIs-  hhaVifaf)  Vice- 

gerents, califs.    Pregnant  camels, 

^  A  jjJiks-  hhalddh,  (pi,  of  &SjIs«-  hhallhat)  Na- 
tures, tejnpers,dispositions,  Creatures,men,peoples, 

Summits  of  hills  adapted  for  retaining  showers. 

p  sU>.  ̂ ^ki-  hhalddh-pandh.  Asylum  of  men. 

A  ijj^ks-  hhaldsil,  (pi.  of  &Li>-  hhalilat)  Sincere 
and  intimate  female  friends. 

A  c^nii-  hhalb,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ ^li-)  Seizing  with  the 

talons.  Wounding  with  the  nails,  clawing,  scratch- 

ing, tearing.  Biting,  Deceiving,  cajoling,  Khilb, 
A  nail,  claw,  talon.  The  pericardium.  The  envelope 

of  the  liver.  The  diaphragm.  A  radish.  A  vine- 

leaf,  (pi.  ̂Lli-  hhulahds)  A  man  fond  of  women. 

.     .    .  ̂  ^l«J3^  hhilhu'n  nisds,  A  favourite  of  women. 
Khulh  or  hhulub,  Fibres  of  the  palm-tree,  of  which 

they  make  ropes.  A  rope  made  of  the  same.  Heart 

or  pith  of  the  palm-tree.  Clay,  black  and  stiff, 
Khalab,  (v,  n.  of  i_-Ai-)  Being  foolish, 

P  u-ii-  khilb.  Snot,  Khulb,  A  powder  for  the 

eyes,  Khalab,  A  reed  not  yet  wrought  into  a  pen. 
A  (_.a\s>-  hhullab,  Clouds  without  rain. 

(_-»Ji«-  barhi  hhullab,  Lightning  when  not  followed 

by  rain,  (proverbially)  a  vain-promiser, 

A  -^Lii-  hhalbds.  Foolish  (woman).  ̂ \--J>5^  A^s>- 
hhilbdsu'n  nisds.  Beloved  by  women.  KJmlabds, 
(pi.  of         hhilh)  Men  fond  of  women. 

G  hhalbdij,  Galbanum,  benzoin. 

A  'sJyi*-  hhalibat,  A  female  deceiver. 
A  hhalbasat,  A  flattering. 
A  &xa-li>-  hhalbasat,  A  running  away. 

A  (^^i^s-  hhalban.  Foolish  or  thin  (woman), 
A  i_.>^jii>-  hhalabub,  (com,  gen.)  A  deceiver. 
A  O^Aip-  hhalabut,  A  liar,  deceiver,  cajoler. 

A^_;k^^JA^  hhalabus,  A  bird  less  than  a  sparrow. 
A  hhallat,  (pi,  J^k^  hhildl)  Nature,  pro- 

perty, quality  (good  or  bad).  Poverty,  (pi.  ̂y>■ 

hhall)  Sour,  pricked  wine,  or  wine  losingits flavour 
without  becoming  tart.  A  quantity  of  vinegar.  A 

detached  heap  of  sand.  A  male  or  female  camel 
entered  into  the  second  year.  Light  (woman).  A 

small  hole,  chink,  gap.  Space,  interval.  Need,  po- 

verty, A  vacancy  caused  by  a  person's  death. 

&LJ^  (j)^ ̂ '^al  hhallat  tad^ila's sallat,  Poverty 
prompts  to  thieving,  KhUlat,  (pi.  ,JJj-  khilal  and 

Jik>-A;Ai/aZ)  A  rich  sword-sheath  ofleather  adorned 

with  jewels  and  gold,  A  camel's  sinew  whiptround 
the  horns  of  a  bow,  A  bow-case.  Bits  of  meat  picked 
from  between  the  teeth.  Sincere  friendship.  A  sin- 

cere friend  or  friends  (male  or  female).  Khidlat, 

(pi,  (Jiki-  hhildl)  Friendship  sound  and  sincere,  A 
friend,  A  plant  of  which  camels  are  fond.  (pi. 

(Jls-  hhulal)  A  certain  thorny  tree.  The  habitat 

of  the  plant  ̂ ^fuj.  Any  plant  which  has  an 
agreeable  flavour.  A  country  not  producing  salt 

and  bitter  plants.  CL>^  khullati  mahh- 

susa,  Most  intimate  friendship. 

A  ̂   hhalj,  (v,  n,  of  ̂ )  Drawing  away,  car- 
rying off.  Tearing  up,  removing  forcibly.  Wean- 

ing. Moving,  shaking;  brandishing  and  piercing 
with  a  spear.  Making  a  signal  by  a  wink  of  the 

eye.  Engrossing,occupying(care).  Coition.  Kha- 
laj,  The  aching  of  the  bones  from  excessive  labour, 
lassitude.  Corruption,  fault,  blemish.  Khuluj,  (pi. 

of  hlialij)  Small  ships.  Bays,  gulfs.  Docks. 

Canals  leading  from  the  main  stream.  Wooden 

platters.  Name  of  a  people  in  Arabia,  People  of 

uncertain  origin.  Quakers,  tremblers,  shakei-s. 

A        hhilijj.  Remote,  distant, 
khalajan.  Love,  desire.  Inclination, 

propensity.  Name  of  a  village  adjacent  to  Shiraz. 



khalajan,  (v.  n.  of  Ji-)  Throbbing, 

beating(alimb);  winking, twinkling(the  eye).  Oc- 
curring to  the  mind.  Going  about  the  earth  like  a 

madman.  Agitation,  commotion,  anxiety.  Curio- 
sity. 

to  be  agitated 
khalajan  shudan,  To  tremble. 

A  j,s^  hhaljam,  Long,  large,  corpulent, 
p        lihalack,  A  horde  of  Turkomans. 

khulcha,  A  stick  with  a  curved  head, 

p ̂   khalluhh,  A  large  city  in  Khatay  remarka- ble for  the  comeliness  of  its  inhabitants.  Fragrant. 

khalkhal,  Name  of  a  large  city  between 

Gilan  and  Kazwin.  An  ankle-ring,  jj  lihal- 
khali  zar,  khalJ{}iaUfalak)The  sun. 

A  jJ^  hhalkhai,  (pi.  Jji-liU-  hhaluhMl)  The 
ring  (of  gold  or  silver)  worn  by  the  Arabian  ladies 
round  their  ankles.  Fine  thin  cloth. 

khalkhan,!!^  ame  of  an  herb  from  which 

potash  is  made,  found  near  Balkh. 

A  (Ji^  khalkhal,  Fine  thin  cloths.  Khalkkal 

or  khulkhal,  (pi.  ,Ji-^U>-  kkalakhW)  An  ankle-ring 
(of  gold  or  silver). 

kkalkhalat,  The  stripping  of  a  bone. 

A  khuld,  (v.  n.  of  liis-)  Abiding.  Having 
a  green  old  age.  Eternity,  perpetuity.  Paradise, 

everlasting  bliss.  A  green  old  age.  A  kind  of  lark, 

(pi.  SiiJi-A/w7ac?a^)  An  ear-ring.  A  bracelet.  Khuld 

or  hhald,  (pi.  i^s-li^o  maticijiz)  A  mole.  Klialad, 

Mind,  heart,  thoughts,  (pi.  of  Jii-ls-  khaladaf)  Ear- 
rings. Bracelets. 

A  kkallad,  (in  prayer)  May  he  cause  to  en- 

dure for  ever!  a^^U-  ̂ \  ii>\:>-  khallada'  llah  kki- 
lafaiahu,  May  God  perpetuate  his  empire  ! 

A  i^'s-  khuldat,  One  mole.  Khaladaf,  An  ear- 
ring. A  bracelet.  Khiladat,  (pi.  of  liJi^  khidd^ 

Ear-rings.  Bracelets. 

^  i^^fo        likuld-makani,  Exalted  to  heaven. 

V  Jii>-  hhidar  or  kkullar,  Pease.  Beans. 

A  ̂j<i5»-  khals,  (v.  n.  of  (j-is-)  Seizing,  drawing 
away,  carrying  off.  Ripe  hay,  at  the  roots  of  which 

green  herbage  is  sprouting  up.  Khuls,  (pi.  of  ̂l-«As» 

MaZsa^  and  /;/«a/a«?/a^)(  Women)half-gray . 
A  -^LJi*  khahcLf,  Half-gray  (woman). 

A  L>Ji>-  khulsat,  Rapine,  plunder.    A  mixture 
of  herbage,  partly  dry,  partly  green. 
p  kkaliish,  A  wounding.  The  sinking  (of 

a  thorn)  into  the  flesh.  Stop,  interruption.  Solici- 
tude, suspicion. 

p  khaluskk,  The  feet  of  long  drawers. 

See  ■  khakushk.  Khulushk,  Spittle. 

A  {^ja^  khils,  (pi.  ̂l/oii-  khulasas  and  ̂ ^\M3li>■ 
khulsan)  A  sincere  friend.  Kkalas,  (v.  n.  of  (^jyais-) 
Being  handsome  and  agreeable  (the  bones  within 

the  flesh,  and  especially  those  of  the  hands  and  feet). 

A  kind  of  sweet-smelling,  berry-bearing  parasite. 

A  (.^als-  khullas,  (pi.  of  (^^\i>-)  Pure,  sincere. 
A  khahas,  A  place  in  a  desert  where  there 
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is  a  fountain.  Kkulasas,  (pi.  of  ̂jois-  khils)  Friends. 

A  khalsa'sh  shannat,  A  strap  sewed 
over  the  seams  of  a  leathern  bottle.  Pure  water 

that  leaks  through  the  sutures  of  a  leathern  bottle. 

A  ̂jLfld>- ̂ ^wZsara,  Afriend.  (pi.  of  (,jais- )Friends. 
A  iixaJi"-  khalasat,  A  certain  idol  once  worshipped 

in  Arabia,  in  the  temple  of  H*a,       j  zu''l  khalasat. 
A  laii*  khalt,  (v.  n.  of  laii-)  Mixing.  Confu- 

sion, mixture,  p  ̂ ^i^  \s^s^  khalt  skudan,  To  be 
mixed.  To  be  astonished,  ̂ i^la^  khalt  kardan, 

To  mix,  blend,  confound,  a  Khalt,  khalit,  or  khu- 
lut,  One  who  mixes  in  society,  who  flatters  and 

caresses  people,  and  makes  his  women  and  goods 

common  property.  Khilt,  (pi.  i?^k=>-\  akklat)  A 
mixture,  miscellany.  Dirt.  A  humour,  of  which 
there  are  four  in  the  human  body.  Chyme.  A  man 

of  mean  or  mixed  origin.  Dates  of  different  sorts 

mixed  togethei-.  A  fool,  li^ls  lali-  khiltifdsid. 
Canker  of  a  sore.  Khilt  or  khilit,  A  bow  or  arrow, 

which,  from  the  curved  nature  of  the  wood,  cannot 

be  made  straight.  Khalit,  A  fool.  Khulut,  (or 

^'^\^khulatds)  (pl.of  la^Ai-  khalit)  Mixed,  blended. 
Partners.  Neighbours. 

A'ilalj>-/J«7to<,Awomanwhomixeswithmen. So- 
ciety, company, intercourse.  Khultat, Partnership. 

a  '^^^^^  khiltiy,  Relating  to  any  of  the  humours 
of  the  body  (as  phlegm,  choler,  melancholy,  &c.). 

A  jj^lais-  khaltln,  Water,  wherein  dates  or  rai- 
sins have  been  steeped,  until  they  ferment  and  an 

intoxicating  liquid  is  formed. 

A  ̂^khal^(Y.n.  of  ̂ i»-)Drawingout(slowly). 
Pulling  off  (clothes  or  shoes).  Deposing,  remov- 

ing from  ofHce.  Repudiating  a  wife,  when  desired 
by  herself  from  an  aversion  to  her  husband  (on 

which  account  she  resigns  all  settlements,  and  the 

presents  made  to  her  at  marriage,  which,  had  the 

divorce  taken  place  at  his  motion,  must  have  been 

kept  by  ordeliveredtoher).  Disinheriting  a  son  and 
turning  him  out  of  doors.  Putting  forth  the  beard 

(an  ear  of  corn).  Putting  forth  leaves  (the  tree 

sV^aS-  ̂ zdh).  Waxing  strong,  exhibiting  signs  of 
virility  (a  youth).  Investingwith  a  robe  of  honour. 
Meat  dressed  with  sweet  herbs ;  also  flesh  dried  in 

the  air,  and  cooked  with  fat.  Khul^  Divorcement. 

Khila^{T[)\.  of  Sisiis-  A:/«7^ai)  Robes  of  honour,  with 
which  princes  invest  those  they  mean  to  dignify. 

A  Msili-  khal^s,  A  hyena.  Khula^s,  (pi.  of 

ij^is-  khali^  Dissolute  (youths),  outcasts. 

A  iwJj-  /iM^ai,  The  most  valuable  part  of  one's 
estate  or  effects,  (pi.  khila^  A  robe  of  honour 
with  which  princes  confer  dignity  upon  subjects,  a 

khelaiit.  ij^^  O^ii-  khil^ti  fakhira,  A  royal 

robe,  a  caftan.  Khulut,  A  divorce  granted  at  the 

request  of  the  wife.  The  best  part  of  one's  property. 

A  ̂Jjdp-  khala^a^  A  female  hyena. 
A  i__fiii-  khalf,  (v.  n.  of  i_ils>-)  Coming,  after 

or  behind,  succeeding  (as  day  to  day,  or  as  people 

to  people).  Piecing  or  mending  a  garment.  Di'aw- 
ing  water.  A  successor.  Offspring,  progeny.  The 

latter  or  hinder  part.  The  back.  Posterity,  gene- 

ration after  generation.  A  wicked  saying.  A  ca- 

mel's stable.  A  place  where  dates  are  dried.  Com- 
pensation, retribution,  reward.  A  vicious  son.  A 

worthless  fellow.  Absent  (tribe)  ;  or  after  being 

absent,  now  present.  A  worn-out  leathern  milk- 
bottle.  The  head  of  a  razor.  A  large  one-headed 

hatchet.  The  head  or  edge  of  an  axe.  (pi.  u-J^is- 

kkuluf)  A  short  rib.  !kx>\  ̂ J'^'"  ftlj"  ̂   huwa 
hhalfu  (or  khalafu)  sidkin  min  alnlii.  He  occupies 
the  place  of  his  father,  edii-  khalfahu,  Behind  him, 

after  him.  Khilf,  A  camel's  dug,  or  the  tip  of  it. 
The  hinder  dug.  A  short  rib.  Diverse,  different, 

discordant.  Litigious,  quarrelsome.  A  draught  of 

water,  what  is  drawn  at  once.  Summer-herbage. 
zatu  khilfayn  or  khalf ayn,  (pi.  lO^ji 

i^X^  zanatu  'I  khilf  ayn)  A  hatchet.  sLiJl  OiiJj 
f^^s^ivaladatt  sh  shdt  khilf  ayn,The  sheep  brought 
forth  a  male  one  year  and  a  female  the  next.  Khxdf, 

Breach  of  promise.  (pl.ofi_-AA=-/;/ta^2/',q.v.).  Kha- 
laf  (v.  n.  of  (_fl)a-)  Succeeding  to  the  place  of  ano- 

ther. Being  pregnant  (a  camel).  Being  difficult 
and  disastrous.  Leaning  to  one  side  occasioned  by 

a  distorted  limb  (a  camel).  Being  left-handed  or 

squint-eyed.  A  successor.  Posterity,  descendants. 

Any  thing  left  behind.  An  heir,  favourite  son.  A 

pupil,  an  apprentice,  (pi.  of  u_A*li»-  khalif,  q.  v.). 

Khali f.  Pregnant  camels.  Khuluf  (pl.of  o kkal\lq.  v.).  ^ 

A  laii-  khulafan,  Successively,  u-ii"'*  lais- 

khalafan  ba^a  (or  j^S-  ̂ n)  salajin.  Successively, uninterruptedly. 

A  ̂laii-  hhidafcii  (pi.  of  khaVifat)  Vicars, 

substitutes,  lieutenants,  khalifs.  Emperors,  kings, 

princes.  ̂ \s^s- khulafcai  ̂ ismdniya,T\xv\- 

ish  emperors.  ̂ ^^si^^^  ̂ lilii  al  khulafdsur 
rdshidun,  The  four  lawful  khalifs,  i.e.  Abubakr, 

Omar,  Othman,  and  Ally,  the  immediate  succes- 

sors of  Muhammad.  (The  Persians  do  not  acknow- 
ledge the  three  first,  being  of  the  sect  of  Aliy). 

A  C'laii"'  khalifat,  Pregnant  camels. 

A  khilf  dni,  Two  persons,  one  tall  and 
the  other  short,  or  one  white  and  the  other  black. 

A'isli^khalfat, (Y.n.of  k_ili»-)  Mending  (a  shift). 

Khilfat,  (v.  n.  ofc_ai=-)  Opposing.  Succeeding. 
A  succession.  A  succedaneum,  substitute,  one 

thing  following  another.  The  vicissitude  of  day 

and  night.  Opposition,  contrariety.  Offspring  of 
different  sexes.  Plants  growing  up  after  others  are 
withered.  Autumn  or  summer  herbs  or  fruits  suc- 

ceeding those  of  the  spring.  Fruits  of  two  colours, 

i.  e.  green  and  ripe  upon  the  same  tree.  Something 
tender  and  green  put  forth  by  a  vine  after  the  grape 
is  black.  That  which  bursts  forth  from  a  tree  at 

the  commencement  of  cold  weather.  Food  remain- 



ing  between  the  teeth.  A  patch,  A  drawing  of 

water.  Any  thing  suspended  behind  a  rider.  A 

leading  of  a  camel  to  water  after  the  people  are 

gone  away.  Diverse,  discordant,  various.  A  flux 
in  which  various  humours  are  ejected.  A  frequent 

visiting  of  the  water-closet.  A  union  of  two  colours. 

A  place  for  drawing  water.  Khulfat,  Vice,  fault, 

blemish.  Folly,  stupidity.  Opposition.  (pl.i_ais«- 
hhulaf)  Loss  of  appetite  from  sickness.  A  piecing 

of  a  garment.  Khulfat  or  hhalfat,  (pi.  i  sds*-  khu- 
laf)  The  last  taste  of  food.  Khalifat,  A  pregnant 

camel.  'is^  khalfatunjadudun,  A  she-ass, 
A  hhilfatani,  Two  persons,  one  tall  and 

the  other  short,  or  one  black  and  the  other  white. 

A  1—0 alia-  hliulfif  Foolish  (man  or  woman). 

umm  hhidfuf  or  hliuJfaf,  A  sore  calamity. 

A  &aaJi»-  khulfufat,  Foolish  (woman). 

A  iUflJi>-  kliilafnat  or  'sllaJi*-  khilafndt,  Repug- 
nance, pertinacity,  opposition.    Exceedingly  per- 

verse and  contradictory, 

p  *flis-  hhulfa.  Purslane. 

A  i^J^  hhalafi,  Successive. 

A  jjis-  hhalh,  (v.  n.  of  ,3^)  Measuring  accu- 
rately, defining  the  dimensions  (of  leather  before 

it  is  cut).  Producing,  creating.  Feigning,  invent- 

ing (a  lie).   Straightening  (a  stick).  Smoothing, 

polishing  (an  oration).  Created  things,  creatui'es. 
Creation,  production.  People,  nation,  folk,  popu- 

lace. The^world.   Some  one.  Much,  many,  i^ls- 

hhalhullah,  God's  creatures,    p  {^y^  I 
hhalhi  atiskvn,  Devils.  j^..J^^         khalhi  clia- 
har  yar,  An  appellation  which  the  Turks  give  unto 

themselves.     A        ̂ ^1=-  hhalhi  ̂ lam,  Mortals, 

people.  hhalhi  ̂ dalat,  An  appella- 

tion which  the  Persians  give  themselves,  p  ̂i*- 

ijiij^  khalk  kardan,  To  create,  a  Khulh  or  khu- 

luh,  (pi.  jj^^^  ahhiah)  Nature,  quality,  property, 
custom,  manner  (generally  in  a  good  sense).  Dis- 

position, temper.  Religion.  Humanity.  Polite- 

ness. Fortitude,  r  (j;^  t  khulM  atishin,  An- 

ger, rage,  fury,  a  Khalah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jii-)  Being 
threadbare  (a  garment)  ;  made  smooth  (the  side  of 

a  horse,  by  rubbing  off  the  hair).  Being  smooth 

(a  stone),  (pi.  jjliii=-  hhulhan)  Worn-out  clothes. 
Freedom  from  a  crack  or  flaw  in  a  stone.  Khalih, 

Of  an  excellent  disposition. 

A  Jjli-  fe/mZZa^,Preternaturally strait(woman). 

A >Uili-  khalhas, (fem.  of  ̂ji^\ahhlah)  (A stone) 
smooth,  equal,  free  from  fissure  or  flaw.  The  side 

(of  a  camel).    The  interior  (of  a  cavern).  The 
smoothest  part  of  the  forehead.  Free  from  cracks 

(a  camel's  hoof).    Impervious  woman. 
Pjy         hhalh-azar,  Man-oppressing. 

A  ̂jlttis-  hhulhan,  (pi.  of  |jl=-  hhulh)  Thread- 
bare garments,     p  hhulhan-farosh, 

A  seller  of  old  wares. 

A  'isi\h-  hhalkat,  (v.  n.  of  jji*-)  Measuring  ac- 
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curately,  defining  (leather  before  cutting  it).  Kliil- 
hat,  Creation.  Exterior  form,  shape.  Khulhat, 

Creation.  Disposition,  turn  of  mind.  Khalahat 

or  khalihat,  (A  cloud)  disposed  to  rain. 

A  kiiij>-/;/«7/«tte«,Naturally,asformed  or  created. 

A  J]^!*'  hhalhiy,  Natural. 
A  k^iiis*-  hhalliiyat.  Creation. 

A  (JJj-  Ithalal,  (v.  n.  of  (Ji>-)  Being  marred, 
thrown  into  confusion  (business),  by  fault  or  negli- 

gence, (pi.  hhilal)  Rupture,  breach,  gap,  in- 

terruption, chink,  flaw,  or  leak.    Defeat,  danger. 
Change  for  the  worse.     Disturbance,  disorder  of 

the  spirits,  infirmity,  weakness.    Division,  disper- 

sion.        (JJj>.  khalali  dimagh,  A  disturbed  brain, 

madness,  melancholy.  ̂ ^^^^     hurva  hhalaluhum, 
He  is  amongst  them.    Khilal,  (pi.  of  al»-  hhillat) 
Rich  sword-sheaths.  Shreds  of  meat  picked  from  be- 

tween  the  teeth.  Khulal,  (p].of'i^hhullat)Thornj 
plants  (of  a  pleasant  flavour). 

pj\Si\  fJls-khalal-andaZjIntrodLacing confusion. 
P  hliilm,  Anger,  indignation.  Adhesive 

mud.  Khilm  or  hhulm,  Snot,  ̂ ^i-^^-^  hhilm 
dadan,  To  run  with  snot.  Khulum,  Name  of  one 

of  the  dependencies  of  Balkh,  on  the  confines  of 

Badakhshan,  and  called  (j^^  Sii  dihi  f  r^ivii, 
Pharoah's  village. 

A  j»Jj»-  hhilm  (pi.  j»^li>-\  ahhldm  and  -f^l.^  khu- 
lavias)  A  friend,  a  companion.     The  covert  of  a 

deer.  A  bone.  The  tallow  upon  a  sheep's  entrails. 
A         hhilmat,  Camels  feeding  plenteously. 

P  iS,}^  hhilm-dih.  Snotty  (nose). 

A  hhulmus,  (pi.  (j*ij;<^kj>-  hhaldmis) 
Pasturing  cattle  four  days  and  nights,-and  driv- 

ing them  to  water  morning  and  evening  at  diffe- 
rent places. 

p  e^s-  hhulma.  Head  of  a  mace  or  club, 

p  ̂ ^Sx^  hhilniidan,  To  blow  the  nose.   To  be angry. 

P         khulin,  A  snotty-nosed  fellow. 

A  (^yC\s>-  hhalambus,  Marcasite ;  a  fire-flint. 

p  ̂ i^hhalanj  or  hhilanj,Tii-co\omed.  Piebald. 
Khilanj,  A  black  pigeon  with  mottled  wings.  Khi- 
linj,  Torpor  of  the  limbs.  A  pinching  with  the  nails. 

A  ̂ s-  hhalanj,  (pi.  hhalanij)  A  tree 
from  which  they  make  beams  or  wooden  bowls. 

A  (jl^^^  lihalajijun,  The  root  galangale. 
V jdJ^s-  hhalandar,  Origany,  a  root. 
p  iS.^)^  hhalanda,  Penetrating,  wounding. 

p  tL^)i»-  hhalang,  Bi-coloured,  piebald.  Khi- 

lang.  Pinching  the  skin  with  the  nails. 

A  hhihv,  (pi.  ̂'^\  ahhldf)  Vacant,  at  lei- sure, free.  Empty. 

p  jls-  hhulu,  A  large,  well-formed  damascene 
plum.    Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  ̂is-  khuluw,  (v.  n.  of  iU-  for  jii*)  Being 
empty,  vacant,  deserted  (a  place).  Being  free, 

clear  of.  Going  away,  receding,  abstaining.  Light- 
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ing  on  a  solitary  place.  Granting  a  private  inter- 
view, retiring  to  consult  in  private.  Loosing,  let- 

ting go.  Ridiculing,  laughing  at.  Freedom.  Be- sides, except. 

A  hJtalus,  Stubborn  (camel)  that  will  not 

quit  her  place.  Khulum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ U»-)  Being  ob- 

stinate (a  she-camel),  lying  down  and  not  stirring 

from  (her)  place.    Not  stirring  from  (one's)  place. 

p  ̂ ^^^  hhalwaj,  A  carnivorous  bird  ;  a  kite. 
A  hhalub,  A  deceitful,  lying  woman. 

A  2jSi»-  hhalwat,  (v.  n.  of  for Granting 
a  private  interview,  retiring  to  consult  in  private. 

Laughing  at,  jeering.  Retirement, solitude,privacy. 

(pi.  hhalann)  A  closet,  private  apartment. 
A  private  audience.  C^^i^  hhalmati  sahih, 

Complete  retirement,  where  is  no  legal  or  natural 

impediment  to  the  commission  of  the  carnal  act  of 

marriage,  p  hhalwat  hardan,  To  re- 
tire. To  evacuate.  To  dismiss.  A  Khilwaf,  Free, 

at  leisure  (woman). 

p  ajlii^i>-  hhalwat-hhdna,  (^or\j^^i>-hhalmat- 

sara)  The  women's  apartment,  or  any  other  private 
apartment.    An  oratory,  place  for  private  prayer. 

p  iJL'^tji^d'^^i'  hhalwat-dost,  Fond  of  privacy. 

p  alCJ^ii-  hhalwat-gdh,  (or  i^f^li^i^  hhalwat- 

gah^A  solitary  place,one  of  retirement  and  seclusion. 

p  (^j^  C^^is-  hhalmat-guzin,  A  solitaire. 
p  {^j\^>^\i>-  hhalwat-nishin,  Sitting  in  solitude. 

p  (3^is«-  hhalwati,  Solitary;  a  solitaire.  Name 

of  the  poet  Ismail  Jamalu'd  din. 

A  '^J>^  hhaluj,  Scattered  clouds  full  of  rain.  A she-camel  losing  her  milk  when  her  sucking  colt 

istakenaway.  Swift-paced  (camel).  Khuluj,{Y.n. 

of  ̂ 5-)  Flying  about  (the  eye). A  lijis-  khulud,  (v.  n.  of  6^)  Being  perpetual, 

enduring.  Having  a  green  old  age.  Eternity.  Du- 
ration.   A  fresh  and  vigorous  old  age. 

A  hhulus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jais>-)  Being  good, 

choice,  excellent,  pure,  unmixed.  Reaching  to, 

arriving  at.  Sediment  of  butter  when  clarified.  Pu- 

rity, sincerity,  candour,  integrity.  Friendship. 

A  C>Uf^)i>-  hhulusat,  Purities.  Extracts. 
A      jii-  hhulusiyat,  Purity,  candour,  honesty. 

A  is>_jij=-  hhalut,  Mixing.  A  mixer,  mingler. 

A  (_j_yl5-  hhuluf,  (v.  n.  of  uji»-)  Remaining 
behind.  Succeeding,  coming  behind.  Taking  hold 

of  behind.  Supplying  the  place  of,  making  amends. 

Ascending  a  mountain.  Fixing  a  pole  in  the  hinder 

part  of  a  tent.  Drawing  or  drinking  water.  Becom- 

ing very  offensive  (the  breath  from  fasting).  Turn- 

ing (as  milk  or  wine).  Being  corrupted  by  vice.  Be- 

ingsilly.  Degeneratingfrom  the  qualities  of  one'sfa- 
ther.  Repairing  a  garment.  Discarding  an  old  gar- 

ment and  taking  a  new  one.  l'<^yy  hhu- 

luf, Arabs  absent  from  their  dwelling-place,  not  one 
remaining  behind.  Present  after  having  been  ab- 

sent, (pi.  of  i_ais-  hhilf)  The  short  ribs. 



A  w_jli>-  hhulufat,  (v.  n.  of  t-flii-)  Becoming 
very  offensive  (the  breath  from  fasting).  Turning 

(milk  or  wine).  Becoming  corrupted  by  vice  (a 

man).  Ascending  a  mountain.  Taking  hold  behind. 

Supplying  the  place,  making  amends.  Fixing  a 
pole  in  the  hinder  part  of  a  tent. 

A  khaluk,  A  kind  of  aromatic. 

A  khuluhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3^)  Being  worn 
threadbare  (a  garment).  Creation. 

p  idji^  hhulu-gurda,  A  kind  of  large  plum. 
A  Jjis"  lihulul,  The  being  diminished,  lean. 

A  &]_j).=>-  hhululat,  Amity. 

p\^j\s^  khuloliya,  Common  to  all.  Melancholy, 
gloom.  Shameless,  barefaced.  Mad. 

p  Sjlia-  khuhva,  Disgraced,  infamous. 
p  i.\s-  khala,  A  helm  or  rudder.  An  oar.  Any 

sharp,  piercing  thing  (as  a  needle  or  awl).  Void, 

empty.  Lost.  Trifles,  silly  discourse.  Any  thing 

that  goes  off  by  degrees.  Wind  in  the  bowels  causing 

acute  pain.  A  writing  signed  by  a  judge,  confirm- 
ing any  mercantile  transaction.  &^  hhulaA 

c/«as/«m.  Dirt  in  the  eyes.  A7mZa,  Ahelm.  An  oar. 

p        khulla,  Snot. 

p  I— -Jj??-        khala-chob,  A  rudder.  An  oar. 

A  khaly,  (v.  n.  of  (_^i=»-)  Cutting,  mowing. 
Giving  grass  to  cattle.  Pulling  up.  Putting  a  bit 

in  a  horse's  mouth.  Drawing  the  bit.  Putting  fuel 
under  a  boiling  pot,  or  throwing  meat  into  it.  Put- 

ting barley  into  a  horse's  nose-bag.  Khala  ,  (pi. 
-^^li-l  ahhlaJ)  Fresh,  tender  (plant).  Any  pot-herb 
plucked  up. 

A  '^^^  hhaliy,  (pi.  ̂^yl)^  hhaUyun  and 
akhliyai)  Free,  unbound.  At  leisure.  Owing  no- 

thing, clear  of.  Void  of  care.  A  bachelor.  A  bee- 
hive. A  jar  for  keeping  honey  in.  The  lower  part 

of  the  trunk  of  a  tree. w 

A       IthuU'iy,  (A  camel)  feeding  on  sweet  herbs. 

A  Iji^  khilliha',  A  woman  that  steals  the  heart, 
a  deceiver,  cajoler. 

A  xJs-  khallyat,  (pi.  b^is-  hhalaya')  A  large 
ship  (as  being  free  from  the  impulse  of  oars).  A 

bee-hive.  A  jar  for  keeping  honey  in.  The  lower 

part  of  a  tree.  (fern,  of  ̂ Js-  lihaliy')  A  camel  tak- 
ing a  liking  for  another's  colt.    A  camel  allowed 

to  go  free  and  unfettered  for  milking.     The  divor- 

cing of  a  wife  (in  the  following  manner)  :  wis-  kZ^>\ 

i^Kanti  hhaliyat  m'm«i,Thouartatliberty  from  me. 
A  O-is-  hhilltt,  Name  of  a  fort  in  Tayma. 

p  JsjuJs-  hhalita,  A  purse,  a  linen  bag. 

A  khaltj,  (pi.  ̂ 5-  JiJiulvj)  Bay,  frith,  gulf. 
A  bason,  or  dock.  A  river  or  its  banks.  The  canal 

which  they  open  for  the  discharge  of  the  Nile,  when 

it  swells  too  high.  A  small  ship.  A  wooden  plate. 

Arope.  Atremb]er,shaker.  Oneof obseureorigin. 

A  j.sfl^  hhalayjum,  Long,  large,  corpulent, 
p  ̂^sAs-  lilialidacfi,  Puncture  (of  a  needle), 

p  ̂)iiJ^=»  hhaltdan,  To  prick.    To  pierce  into 
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the  flesh  (a  needle  or  thorn)  fusing  pain  thereby. 

To  sting  (as  a  scorpion).  To  sew. 

p  id-i^  hhalida,  Punctured,  pricked.  Stung. 

A  puncture. 

p  {jt^^i"  lihalis,  A  mixture  of  two  things,  as  of 

dry  and  fresh  grass,  rubies  and  pearls.  A  beard  of 
two  colours. 

A  (j-i^j-  hlialis,  Half  gray.  A  white  man  whose 
white  is  mixed  with  black.  Ripe  hay,  at  the  roots 

of  which  herbage  is  sprouting.   A  withered  plant. 

A  khillisa',  A  seizing,  carrying  oflp. 
p  (ji^^J^  hhalisli,  A  tumult,  a  crowd.  Yielding, 

adhesive  mud. 

A  (^jajJi-  hhulays,  Any  thing  white. 

A  laJs.-  khalit,  (pi.  lais-  hhulut  and  -f'Uais-  lihu- 
latcis)  Mixed.  A  mixed  crowd.  A  partner,  a  co- 

partner. One  who  has  a  right  in  common  to  a  road 

or  watering-place.  A  husband.  A  first  cousin. 
A  neighbour.  A  mixer.  Any  mixture  (as  corn  and 

chaff,  clay  and  straw,  hay  and  grass,  or  sweet  and 

sour  milk,  fat  and  butter).  Date-wine,  or  date-wine 
and  raisin-wine  mingled  together. 

A  ̂i.la;^li-  hhal'itat,  A  mixture  of  camels'  and 
sheep's  milk,  or  that  of  sheep  and  goats. 
A  cla-Js-  hhalitad  tufan,  An  exciter  of 

disturbance,  a  calumniator,  Vv'icked  person. 

A  Jjiajs-  khilliia',  A  mixer.  KhuUayta\  (or 

^JaJs>-  khtilayta')  Confusion,  disorder,  a  pei-plexed 
business.  A  mob,  miscellaneous  company. 

A  hhaliy  Wicked  (youth,  and  therefore 
deserted  by  his  friends).  A  hunter.  A  worn-out 

garment.  A  blank  arrow,  of  those  formerly  em- 
ployed in  sortilege.  A  wolf.  An  antagonist  at  play. 

A  demon,  called  also  Ghiil,  supposed  to  feed  on 

dead  bodies.  hkali^i'l  ̂ zctTj  Simple, 
fi-ee  from  every  kind  of  accession  or  encumbrance 

(as  a  face  without  a  beard,  a  camel  without  a  halter, 

or  a  road  without  a  barrier).  Unmanageable,  un- 

governable.   Khaly A  wolf.    A  fool. 
A  (  BjJj-  hhalif,  (pi.  I  2).5«-  khuh/f,  khalaf,  and 

hhtilf)  A  road  or  valley  between  two  mountains. 

Any  place  through  which  water  flows;  a  canal.  A 
road.  Milk  after  the  biestings.  An  arrow.  Sharp. 
A  trarment  torn  in  the  middle  and  united  at  both 

ends.  A  camel  the  second  day  after  foaling.  A 

woman  whose  hair  hangs  down  behind.  The  part 

under  the  armpit  of  a  camel. 

A  'is.A'^khaIifat,(pl.i^S':^i>-  hhalcuifand  Asli>- 
hhulafai)  A  successor.  A  lieutenant,  vicegerent, 

deputy.  An  emperor,  sovereign.  This  was  the  title 

(calif)  given  to  the  Muhammadan  sovereigns  or 
successors  of  their  prophet ;  to  which  was  annexed 
the  most  absolute  authority  both  in  religious  and 

civil  government.  'i-O-^  hhalifatu'llcih,  The 
vicegerent  of  God,  i.e.  Adam.  p  (jj^ej  *^^i>- 
hhaUfasi  samin,  Emperor  of  the  world,  i.e.  the 
reigning  king. 

A  khillifat,  Extremely  contradictory  and 

perverse  ̂ (man,  woman,  or  people). 

A  J_jaJj>-Mi7Zi/a',Deputyship:  succession:  im- 

perial power. 
A  jjJ.5-A7ta?i7j,  Worthy, fit,  suitable.  Well-pro- 

portioned. Disposed.  Habituated,  accustomed. 

Klmlarjh  ,{A\ra.  of  ̂^ii*-)  Somewhatworn(garment). 

A  ̂"^^sJ^  khulayha^,  The  tip  of  a  horse's  nose. 
The  interior  part  (of  a  cavern).  The  smoothest 

part  of  the  forehead. 

A  &SJj-  khalikat,  (pi.  ̂^is*-  hhalufik)  Nature, 
disposition.  A  creature  (man  or  animal).  Newly- 

dug  (well).  (A  cloud)  disposed  to  rain.  e-HjiJ^ 
^\  hhaUhatu'llah,  God's  creatures. 

A  ,3^5-  khalil,  (pi.  akhillas  and  ̂ J^^ 
hhulldji)  A  sincere  and  intimate  friend. 

khalilullah,  (or  ̂liiaZ  MaHZ)  The  friend  of  God, 
i.  e.  Abraham.  The  town  Hebron,  where  the  tomb 
of  Abraham  is  venerated.   The  heart.   The  nose. 

Perforated,  bored.    Lean.  Indigent. 

A  ̂^^ijJvi»-  khalilan,  Name  of  a  famous  singer. 
A  &iAi=-  khalilat,  (pi.  khalilat,  Jj^li- 

hhalasiV)  Friendship.    A  sincere  female  friend. 

p     v>AcJj«-  khiUmidan,  To  blow  the  nose. 

A  ̂^^jjJi"  hhatiwaj,  A  kite. 
p  jfcj-  kham,  Crooked,  bent,  twisted,  curled, 

curved.  A  curl,  knot,  ringlet.  Crookedness,  cur- 
vature, convexity.  A  ply,  fold.  A  row,  rank.  A 

house  for  the  wintei'-season.  Flight.  That  part  of 
a  noose  which  encircles  the  neck ;  also  the  eye  or 

ring  through  which  the  rope  runs  to  fojm  or  draw 
tight  the  noose.  A  convex  or  sharp  roof  (en  dos 

d'ane).  ̂   jO^\  ̂   kham  andar  kham,  Twist 
within  twist ;  curling  locks,  (jii^ii  ̂   kham  da- 
dan,  To  bend.  To  give  an  inclination.  To  repel. 

To  resist,  ̂ ^lyj  ̂   hham  zadan.  To  flee  away.  ̂  

f^i)_^  kham  kardan.  To  bend,  crook.  To  twist, 

curl.  i^ij>  j»=-  kham giriftan,To  be  bent.  Khim, 
A  painful  wound.  Pus,  matter.  Nature,  disposi- 

tion. Snot.  ^  hhimi  chaskm.  Dirt  in  the 
eye.  Khum,  Ajar,  large  vessel.  An  alembic,  still. 
A  trumpet.  A  cymbal.  A  drum.  Silence.  An 

arch,  dome,  vaulted  roof.  Silent,  ̂ ^j^  (ji>  I  ̂  

khumi  alian-gun,  (or  <^jyj^  ̂   khumi  lazuviard) 

The  firmament.  ^  im^^j  royma-khum,  A  brazen 

drum.  f^d-Zijii  j,ssi  ha  khum  dar  shudan.  To  sit  in 
ajar;  importing,  to  watch, contemplate,  observe. 

A  jti-  /i/iamTO,(v.n.ofps»)  Stinking  (as  meat). 
Contracting  an  unpleasant  smell  (a  milk-bottle). 

Cleaning  out  (a  well  or  a  house).  Milking  (a  ca- 
mel). Cutting.  Congratulating.  Wishing  joy. 

Weeping  sorely.  Being  confined  in  a  coop  (a  hen). 

Stale  (dressed  victuals).  Khimvi,  An  empty  gar- 
den. Khumrti,  A  crib  or  hutch  for  fowls.  Name 

of  aplace.  (pl.**»s-^/imawmi)  A  pit  in  the  ground 
wherein  are  laid  ashes  for  young  lambs  to  lie  on. 

A  hamper  for  hens  to  lay  in. 



A ̂ Us'  klmmajir,  Brackish  water.  Coiled. 
A  khumah,  A  plant  found  in  Yaman. 

p  jjj^  \^  khama  khusrav,  A  note  in  music. 

Ajl^  kJdmdr,  (v.  n.  3  of j^)  Hiding  one's 
self,  lurking.  Residing  constantly  (at  a  place). 

Selling  a  free  man  as  a  slave.  Mixing  with,  inter- 

fering in.  Being  near  one  another.  Altering,  dis- 

turbing (the  mind).  Bringing  on  a  dizziness  in  the 

head  (disease),  (pi.  akhmirat,j^  khumur 

and  hhumr)  A  woman's  veil  or  head-dress.  A  veil 

or  covering  in  general.  (jJjUs-  JU*  ̂  '"^^  shamma 
khimaraha,  What  has  befallen  you  ?  Khumar, 

Headache,  crop-sickness  after  drinking.  The  pain 

or  headache  of  a  fever.  A  languishing  appearance 

of  the  eyes,  the  effect  of  love,  drowsiness,  or  drink- 
ing. Khamar  or  hhumar,  A  great  crowd. 

Pjl^  khumar,  Crop-sickness  after  drinking. 
Name  of  a  city  in  Khata. 

„  A  jlip-  khammar,  A  vintner,  a  wine-merchant. 
p  hhumar-dlud,  Intoxicating  (eyes). 
p  ajli- khumdr-khdna,  A  tavern. 

p  ciJl3,l^  khumdrndk,  Dim  (eye). 

A  \j\:>'jdsu]ihumdsa, They  came  in  fives. 

A  (I^^U*-  hlmmdsiy,  A  word  of  five  letters.  A 

boy  of  fi  ve  spans.  Belonging  to,  or  consistingof  five. 

p  (jil^  khamdsh,  {or  e.M»^  khamdsha)  Shav- 
ings, parings,  rubbish. 

A  Ol«»Us-  khumdshdt,  Old  hatreds,  grudges. 

A  *«»l»5-  khumdshat,  A  wound  or  any  injury  for 
which  there  is  no  fixed  punishment. 

A  (_><9U»-  Mimas,  (pi.  ̂ jax^s-  kharnis)  Lank- 
bellied.  Famished. 

A  iw>l»^  hhamdsat,  Lankness  of  belly. 

A  lal!^*-  khammdt,  A  roaster  of  meat. 

A         khumd^  A  limping,  halting  pace. 

A  JW>-  khumdl,  A  limping  gait,  or  a  disease 
the  cause  of  it.  A  sincere  friend. 

A  O^l^  khimdldt,  (pi.  of  &i^)  Secrets. 

A  (_JW'  hhumdliy,  A  sincere  friend. 

G  ̂ j^l^  Jihamdliyun,  A  kind  of  mezereon. 
Hellebore. 

A  Uil»»-  khamdmd.  The  elder-tree. 

A  &«l»s»-  khimdmat,  A  decayed  feather  amidst 

plumage.  ̂ Awmama^,  Sweepings  or  filth  ofahouse; 
mud  taken  out  of  a  well.  Offal  or  crumbs  which 

one  eats  from  motives  of  piety,  that  nothing  be  lost. 

p  (jW^  khamdn,  (equivalent  to  ̂^l^Ss  kamdn) 
A  bow.  Bending.  Bent,  curved. 

A  f^V^>-  hhumdn.  The  elder-tree. 

A  (j^*s»  hhammdn,  A  limber  spear.  Dregs  of 
the  people.  Khimmdn  or  hhummdn.  Dregs  of  the 

people.  Mean  furniture.  A  worthless,  useless  tree. 

p  Ul»:»-  hhamdnd,  A  rival.  Emulous. 

p  jj,lil»5-  hhamdndn.  Similitude. 

p  (J  Jojl^  khamdmdan.  To  bend.  To  be  bent, 
curved,  twisted.  To  distort  the  mouth, make  mouths 

at,  ridicule.  To  mimic  another's  words  or  motions. 
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p  jjlfcl^  khumdhdn,  (or  khumdhan) 
A  kind  of  hard  stone,  which  when  brayed  and  dis- 

solved in  water  makes  a  reddle. 

p  j^fcl**-  lihmndhan,  A  species  of  black  shells 
inclining  to  red. 

A  (^jI»s>-  khamdfis,  (pi.  of  e.*ax^  hhamisat) 
Lank-bellied  (women). 

A  khamdsil,  (pi.  of  aJjt^s-  khaviilaf)  Soft 

sands  producing  trees.  Low-lying  grounds  rich  in 

vegetation.    Trees  growing  thickly  together. 

P  hhumh,  A  large  jar.    A  trumpet. 

P       ̂ ■s-  liham  ha  kJiam,  Coiled  up  together. 
p  hhum-hara,  A  small  jar.    A  rocket. 

Name  of  a  bird. 

A^s-  hhamaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *')  Stinking  from 
long  stagnation  (water).  Weakness.  Perversion 

(of  the  mind),  corruption  (of  religion).  Rotten- 

ness (of  dates),  taint  (of  meat).  Khamij,  De- 
praved in  morals.  Languid. 

P  lihamjdj,  A  large  painted  globular 
glass  vessel.  A  purse.  A  travelling  bag  for  combs 
and  tinder-boxes. 

A  Xjs?*'  hhamijat,  (A  she-camel)  abstaining 
from  water  through  disease. 

-A  jS?*"  kliamjar,  (or  khmnajir)  Brackish  water, which  none  but  cattle  will  drink. 

Aj^^j^f'^  khamjarh'.  Bitter.    Brackish  water. 
A  "bjij^^  hhamjarirat,  A  disturbance. 
A  iiLJjS?^  khamjaRlat,  A  tumult. 

p  lihumcha,  A  small  wine-jar. 

p  iolst**'  khum-khdna,  A  wine-vault :  tavern. 

A  j*^^  khimkhim,  A  thorny  plant.  A  full 
udder.  Khumkhum,  A  certain  marine  animalcule. 

p  j**'^  lihumlihum,  A  red  bramble. 

A  &.»s£*^  hhamhhamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *^(^^  Speak- 
ing through  the  nose,  muttering  (from  pride).  De- 

vouring ungracefully,  so  as  to  make  a  noise. 

A  ij*s»-  liJiamd,  (v.  n.  of  i>«=»-)  Becoming  low 

(fire).    Allowing  (fire)  to  get  low. 

Pj\o  ̂   hliam-ddr,  Twisted,  curled,  bent. 
P  i^'^'^  klmmddn,  A  repository  for  jars.  A 

wine-vault.    A  potter's  kiln. 
p  khamda.  Curved,  bent.  Asleep. 

A hhamr,  (v.  n.  of  Covering,  hiding, 

suppressing  (evidence).  Fermenting,  leavening. 

Allowing  (dough)  to  leaven.  Feeling  ashamed, 

blushing.  Clouding  the  reason  (fermented  liquor). 

Drinking  wine.  Wine.  A  grape.  liham- 

rul  hividr,  A  species  of  soap-ashes.  Kliimr,  Male- 
volence, hatred.  Inexperienced,  unversed.  Khumr 

or  Itlmmur,  (pi.  ofjl«s«-  khimdr)  Women's  veils  or 
eoifs.  Jr/mj?iar,  (v.  n.  of^«5-)  Lying  hid.  Being 
sewed  a  second  time.  Being  concealed  (news). 

Change,  alteration.  Anything  which  obstructs  the 
view  (as  a  veil,  mountain,valley,  ditch,  roof,  crowd, 

heap  of  sand,  or  clump  of  trees).  A  great  crowd. 
Name  of  a  mountain  at  Jerusalem,  U^U- 

jdsand  ̂ la'  kliamarin,  He  came  to  us  privately. 

^  J  (3^  ̂   ̂   huwa  hi  hhallin  wa  Id  kham- rin,  He  is  neither  vinegar  nor  wine  (neither  bad 

nor  good).  Khamir,  (A  place)  abounding  in  wine. 

Crop-sick  from  ebriety.  One  who  experiences  a 
similar  sensation  on  the  approach  of  death. 

A  JI»s>-  hhimirr,  A  woman's  veil. 
-  A         hhamrat.  Wine.    A  great  multitude. 

khamratun  sirfun,  Pure,  neat,  undi- 
luted wine.  Khimrat,  A  pod,  hull,  husk.  A  mode 

of  covering  the  head  with  a  veil,  'ij^  Jj^ff-  U>1>- 
jdsand  ̂ la  kkimratin,  He  came  upon  us  secretly 
or  unexpectedly.  5^.^  ̂JjO  ̂  ̂^\J*5^  ctl  ̂ wdnu 

Id  tu^llamu'l  hhimrata,  The  middle-aged  matron 
wants  no  teaching  how  to  put  on  a  veil.  Khumrat, 

A  cosmetic  for  the  face.  Wine  dregs  or  lees.  A 

small  wine-jar,  or  vessel  in  which  perfumes,  oil,  or 

sweetmeats  are  preserved.  A  feverish  headache. 

Headache  or  crop-sickness  after  hard  drinking. 

Leaven.  A  small  mat  of  palm-leaves,  on  which 

they  kneel,  or  prostrate  themselves  at  prayer.  The 

herb  (_>»jj_)  mars.  KJiumrat  or  hhamarat.  Odour 
or  fumes  affecting  the  head.  Khamarat,  A  great 

multitude.  Kha,  khi,  or  khumarat,  Fragrance,  a 

grateful  smell. 
p  !s!>\s-        hhamr-hhdna.  Wine-house,  tavern. 

p  hhamr-farosh,  A  vintner. 

A  Jl^^^s-  hhamr-mahcd.  Places  at  which  ar- 
rack and  spirituous  liquors  are  sold ;  also  a  branch 

of  revenue  arising  from  the  sale  of  arrack  and  other 

spirituous  liquors. 

p         hhumra,  A  small  wine-jar.    A  bomb. 

A  CSj^P'  khamriy,  Red,porphyry-hued.  Vinous. 
A  [j.^  lihams,  (v.  n.  of  ij^=-)  Taking  (from 

the  people)  a  fifth  of  their  property  by  way  of  tax. 

Making  five  (by  going  into  a  company  of  four  peo- 

ple), (fem.)  Five.  The  hand.  Khims,  A  water- 
ing of  camels  every  fifth  day.  Camels  thus  watered. 

Name  of  a  certain  king  of  Yaman  ;  also  a  striped 

stuff,  of  which  he  is  said  to  have  been  the  inventor. 

5^  faldtun  khims,  A  desert  whose  water 
lies  so  far  off  as  only  to  allow  cattle  to  drink  on 

the  fifth  day.    Khiims  or  khumus,  A  fifth. 

A  »*-«5-  khamsat,  (masc.)  Five.  'isj.^<  'L^^ khamsat  mustarikat,  Five  supplementary  days 

added  unto  the  Pei'sian  year. 

p  ̂ JCL,^  khumistdn,  A  cellar  in  which  wine- 

jars  are  stowed.    A  potter's  kiln. 
A  khams7m,{oh\.i^.^.<^khavisvi)P\^ij. 

(j^*«,^Ji  li.AS'  ̂ du'l  khamsin,  Feast  of  Pentecost. 
A  (ji.«s>-  khamsh,  (v.  n.  of  (j^^)  Scratching 

(the  face)  with  the  nails.  Giving  a  box  on  the  ear. 
Mutilating  in  a  limb. 

p  (jii^P-  khamush,  Silent.    Broke  in. 
A  khamashtar,  Base,  mean,  avaricious. 

A  (jia*s-  khams,  (v.  n.  of  \„ja^')  Emaciating 
(hunger).    Khums,  Going  down  (as  the  swelling 
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of  a  wound).  Khamas,  (v.  n.  of  L^a^s-)  Falling 

away  (the  belly).   Being  slender-waisted  (man). 

A  ̂L<x»5»-  lihumsan,  One  who  has  the  hollow 
of  his  foot  slender.  Khumsan  or  khamasan,  Exte- 

nuated (in  the  belly). 

A  La«>-  lihamsat,  Hunger.  A  small  tract  of 
soft  beaten  ground. 

A  la^  khamt,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Roasting  (meat, 

but  not  thoroughly).  Skinning  and  roasting  (a 

kid).  Putting  (milk)  into  a  leathern  bottle.  Be- 

ing well-flavoured  (milk).  Stinking.  Any  thing 
bitter  or  sour  (especially  a  tree  yielding  but  little 

fruit,  as  the  <-dJ|j\ara/f).  Any  poisonous  tree.  Good 
milk  of  an  apple-flavour.  Milk,  which,  though  it 
have  lost  its  sweetness,  has  a  good  odour.  Sour 

milk,  Khamat,  (v.  n.  of  li»i>-)  Being  well-flavoured 

(milk);  also  stinking.  Swelling  with  pride  or  anger. 
Khamit,  Tempestuous  (sea). 

A  &lx»j>-  hhamtat,  The  odour  of  vine-flowers. 

Wine  which  has  acquired  a  perfume;  or  acid  with 

a  certain  odour.  Apple-flavoured  (milk).  Khamtat 

or  khamatat,  The  odour  (of  milk)  when  sweet  or 
otherwise.  Kham  or  hhamitat,  Fragrant  (land). 

Aj>_Jh^  kJiamiarir,  Brackish  water. 

A  ̂ -»^  Jtham^  (or  (j^*=»-  khama^n)  (v.  n.  of 
^^)  Limping  (a  hyena).  JT/t/m^,  A  wolf:  arobber. 

P  C^-»=>-  khumali,  The  noise  made  in"  clapping 
the  hands.    Beating  time  in  music. 

P  uLi«s- /f/tM»ima/?,The  noise  made  in  clapping 
the  hands.  Beating  time  in  music.  A  small  jar 
or  pot.    A  drum  with  a  brazen  rim. 

p  »i>^»5-  hhum-kada,  A  wine-house,  tavern. 

Pj^      khumgar, KmskevoTseWeroi wine-jars, 
p  eki-ilX^  hham-gashta,  Crooked, 

p  i^^L^  kham-gosh,  (or  sSm kham-gosha) 
The  horns  or  extremes  of  a  bow. 

p  hJiaml,  Wild  satfi'on,  dogsbane. 

A  ̂Jv="  khaml,  (v.  n.  of  J-»i>-)  Putting  (unripe 
dates)  into  a  jar  for  a  night  or  two.  A  kind  of  fish. 

The  eyelids.  A  carpet  with  a  long  pile.  The  vil- 

lous part  (of  tripe).  Pile,  plush  (of  velvet  and  the 

like).  A  cushion  placed  upon  a  saddle.  The  plu- 
mage of  an  ostrich.  Khiml  or  hhuml,  A  sincere 

friend.    Khamal,  (pi.  of  hhamil)  Obscure, 
unknown,  contemptible. 

A  hhamlat,  Trees  growing  close  and  inter- 
twining their  branches.  A  place  thick  of  trees.  The 

plumage  of  an  ostrich.  Khamlat  or  khimlat,  Ca- 
melot,  silk  and  camefs  hair;  also  all  silk  or  vel- 

vet, especially  pily  and  plushy.  Khimlat,  A  se- 

cret. Ignominy.  The  inner  spirit.  s.\^^  la- 

simu^l  khimlat,  Inwardly  base. 

A  khimamat,  (pi.  of  ji=«-  /;/m?nm)  Pits  con- 
taining ashes  for  young  lambs  to  lie  in.  Hampers 

for  hens  to  lay  in. 

P  iji^  ̂ s-  hhum-muhra,  A  musical  shell,  conch. 
A         hhamn,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ j^)  Conjecturing, 

guessing.  Khaman,  A  stink. 
p  hJiimnak,  Sick,  diseased. 

A  jJLx^  hhamanshar,  Base,  vile,  despicable. 
A MamWjTliickness  and  hardness  (of  milk) . 

A  li^^  khumud,  (v.  n.  of  Abating,  going 

out  (flame  or  fire).  Being  assuaged,  abated  (fever). 

Being  cooled,  quieted  (in  mind).  Fainting,  dying. 

A  Idyls'  khammud,  Any  place  where  fire  is  co- 
vered up  and  preserved. 

Ajj^  khamur.  Leaven,  ̂ /mmw?'.  Wines. 
p  khamosh,  Silent,  taciturn.  Dumb. 

Tame,  broke  in.    The  extinguishing  of  a  candle. 

A  (^j«s>-  hhamush,  Gnats.  Khumush,  (v.  n. 

of  (ji.^)  Scratching  with  the  nails. 

p  ̂ ^SiMiy^  hhumoshtdan,  To  keep  silence. 

A  [^^^  A'/(M?«MS,Thesubsiding(ofaswelling). 
A  i:>3v»-  khumut,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Being  well- 

flavoured  (milk).  Stinking. 

A         hhamU^  A  whore,  ̂ ^^wtom^,  A  limping. 

A  Jj^i-  hhumTd,  (v.n.of  (_)-»»-)  Being,  or  ren- 

dering one's  self  mean,  despicable,  or  of  little  note. 
Being  obscure,  dull,  indistinct  (sound).  Obscurity, 

contempt,  p  !s.'L^Z^  nishasta  la  hunji 
khumul.  Seated  in  the  nook  of  obscurity. 

A  j»j«s-  khumum,  (v.  n.  of  jl^)  Becoming  stale 
(dressed  victuals). 

p  j_jti>-  hhami,  Crookedness,  curvature,  -^^j,**- 
hharnisi  zanu,  The  inner  bend  of  the  knee. 

p  SJ^Jt^s-  khamyaza,  Yawning,  stretching. 
A  khamit,  Thick,  gross,  plump,  fat. 

p  ̂ Sx^  khamidagi,  Curvature,  crookedness. 
A  limping,  halting  pace. 

p  ̂ ^wU*5-  hhamidan,  To  be  crooked.  To  limp, 
halt.  Khimidan,  To  blow  the  nose. 

p  8i>>A*5>-  hhannda,  Crooked,  curved,  bent. 

Aj<^  kliamir,  Dough,  leaven,  or  any  thing  put 

into  a  mass  of  paste  to  ferment  it.  Leavened. 

Aj^  khimmir,  An  habitual  drunkard. 

A  S^^s-  khamirat,  Leaven. 

p  «J,Ui ̂«5>-  hhamlr-maya,  Leaven. 
p  » khamira,  Dough.  Conserve  of  roses 

or  violetF. 

A  (j"f.«=-  hhamls,  A  fifth.  Any  thing  consist- 
ing of  five  parts  (especially  an  army  composed  of 

van,  centre,  rear,  and  two  wings).  A  garment  oi' 
piece  of  cloth  of  five  cubits  ;  also  a  spear  of  those 
dimensions.  A crowd,company,clan. 

yawmu'l  hhamis,  (pi.  aMmwa^  and 
akhmisat)  Fifth  day,  Thursday. 

A  {jaxj>-  hhaniis,  (pi.  t^jo\^  khimas)  Exte- 
nuated in  the  belly.  Famished. 

A  X*3Ji^  khamisat,  (pi.  (^.>V^  hhamasis)  A 

black  garment  four-square.  Black  hair.  Lank- bellied  (woman). 

A  JaA^i- A/mrwt^,  Sour  milk.  Roasted  meat, espe- 
cially when  skinned  (when  the  hair  only  is  singed 

off'  it  is  then  called  )aJit»**»  samii'). 

A  ij-i^  khamil,  Soft  meat.  Thick  clouds. 
Pily,  plushy  (garments). 

A  'ii^i^  hhamilat,  (pi.  hhamaAl)  Soft 
sand  producing  trees.  Low-lying  ground  rich  in 

vegetation.  The  plumage  of  an  ostrich.  Soft  cloth 
of  the  silk,  velvet,  satin,  or  camelot  kinds. 

A  ̂ -♦-s*-  hhamvm,  Praised.  Heavy-spirited. 
Milk  newly-drawn. 

p  khamina,  Heavy,  continued,  and  un- 
seasonable rain. 

P  hhan,  (for  e6lj>-  hhana)  A  house.  The 

hold  of  a  ship. ,  ̂ ^s-  lib  bad-khan,  A  summer- 

house,      ti)^  gul-hhan.  The  furnace  of  a  bath. 
A  i^s-khann,  (v.n.of  (2;=')Lopping(branches). 

Seizing  (property).  Emptying  (a  basket),  taking 
out  one  thing  after  another.  Being  admitted  to  the 

sacred  rights  and  privileges  of  a  people.  Khinn, 

A  ship  in  ballast.  Khunn,  (pi.  of  akhann) 

Persons  who  speak  through  the  nose. 

A  -^(^s^  lilians,  (v.n.of  uj>-)  Cutting  (the  trunk 
of  a  palm-tree). 

A  \^  khand' ,  Calamities  of  fortune. 
A  u->U^  hhanab  or  hhinnah.  Long,  foolish,  and 

going  as  if  loose-jointed.  Khinnab,  Thick-nosed. 
A  X^li.?-  kkanabat,  Infamy,  wickedness. 
A  iblxs"  hhinnabat  or  khunnabat.  The  side  of 

the  nose.  Khinnabat,  (or  eolis-  khinnasbat)  A 

large  tip  of  the  nose. 
A  uLojIas-  khunabis,  Despicable.  Deceitful. 

A  (_j<*^Uc-/J«<wa&/.s,(pl.(j«jli^/iAa«a?>i5) Squat, 
dwarfish.  Extremely  dark  (night).  Of  a  disagree- 

able aspect.  Ancient.  Solid,  strong.  A  lion. 

A  (j^*<*jUj>-  khunabisun,  Short,  dwarfish  men. 
A  ̂ lis-  khinas,  (pi.  of  cLoks-  khuns)  Folds. 

v..l^Ui-  khiridsu'd  dalw,  The  parts  by  which 
water  comes  out  of  a  (leathern)  bucket,     (pi.  of 

J^ixi-  khimsa)  Scrats.    Lijixi-  b  ya  hhanasi,  O 
shameful  (woman)  ! 

A  ̂iUs-  khunasat,  A  rank  old  catamite. 

A  ̂\lyh-khandsa' ,( pl.of    ap-)  Herm  aphrodites. 
aJjoUs-  khanasir,  Misfortunes,  evils.  House- 

hold utensils. 

Ajs-Ui-  khanajir,  (pl.ofjji^  khunjur)  Milch 

camels,  (a  pi.  ofPj:^*"  Mctwjar)  Daggers, hangers. 
AjiiUs-  khanadir, (pl.of  ̂ J*lJ^.>jc>-)  Old  wines. 
A  ̂oUs*-  hhanadih,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^'J^  hhandak) 

Fosses,  moats,  ditches. 
p  8  jUc*  khanada,  (in  Gilan)  An  officer  who 

communicates  the  general's  orders  to  the  army. 
A  (ViUj>-  hhandziz,  (pi.  of  d^S^  khinziz)  Ex- 

cellent horses  (stallions  or  geldings).  Prominent 

mountain-tops.  Lords,  courteous  heads  of  families. 

AjUjo  khanaz.  Stinking  (woman). 

A  jUi>-  hhunndz,  A  lizard.  Jews  who  keep 

meat  till  it  stinks. 

A  ̂J^j^  khandzir,  (pi.  ofj)J^  khinzir')  Pigs, 
hogs,  swine.  Swellings,  wens  in  the  neck. 
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A  (^Us-  khannas,  The  devil.  A  wicked  man. 

A  5j**»ljc>-  khanasirat,  (pi.  of^—ip-  khansarov 

^^j^hJ^  khansariy^  Wanderers  in  the  path  of  er- 
ror and  destruction.  Weak,  perfidious  (persons). 

A  '^^Kia^  lihannasiy,  Diabolical,  devilish. 
A^«*»lis>-  Mowasir, Destruction.  Urineof moun- 

tain-goats voided  upon  the  corn  or  trees.  Devia- 

tion from  the  road.  Perfidy,  over-reaching.  The 
lowest  or  weakest  of  men.   Sordidness,  baseness. 

Aj*oUi-  hhanasir,  (pi.  of  jjojs^)  Little  fingers. 
A  S^Up-  khunasirat,  Name  of  a  city  in  Syria. 
A  ia^\»Uc»  klianatit,  Scattered  crowds. 

A  (J-aIjUs-  hhanatll,  (pi.  of  &5 ̂lais*-  khuntulaf) 
Herds  of  camels  or  oxen.  Scattered  (camels).  Parts 

of  clouds.    Viscous,  stringy  saliva. 

A  &S-Ui»-  khuna^t,  The  founder  of  a  tribe. 
A  I  sUs-  khinaf,  (v.  n.  of  i_,ajtf-)  Striking  her 

breast  with  her  hand  (a  woman).    Twisting  the 

nose  (a  camel)  when  finding  the  reins  painful.  Hav- 
ing the  fore-feet  tender  and  weak,  and  turning  them 

outward  (a  camel).  Cutting  up  (an  orange). 

A  khunafij,  Very  fleshy. 

A  (j^Uc>-  kha7idJisor^j^\x>-hhanafis,^eei[es, 
May-bugs.  Khunajis,  A  lion. 

A  jjUs»-  khinak,  A  halter  with  which  any  liv- 
ing creature  is  strangled.  The  throat.  Khundk, 

That  place  of  the  throat  where  they  usually  strangle. 

Quinsey,  inflammation  in  the  throat.  Strangulation. 

Palpitation  of  the  heart. 

A  jUs-  khannak,  A  hangman. 
A  wlis-  khundkat,  Quinsey. 

A  &AiUs»-  khundkii/at,  A  disease  affecting  the 
crops  of  birds  and  thropples  of  horses. 

P  cLlUtf"-  khundk,  The^quinsey. 

p  [•^j^  khundm,  (or  ̂^j^  khunndm)  A  disease 
to  which  horses,  asses,  and  mules  are  subject. 

A  (j^j^  khandn,  The  pleasures  of  life.  Kkindn, 
Circumcision.  Khundn,  A  rheum  at  the  nose  (in 

camels).  A  disease  in  the  throat  or  eye  of  birds. 

A  (^jjU>-  Ma?2a7«Is,(pl.of(_^^Ai-)Youngpigs. 
A  i_»>s>-  kkinib,  (pi.  L-.'Us'-^  akkndb)The  back 

parts  of  the  joints  of  the  legs  and  thighs,  the  hams. 

Kkanab,  (v.  n.  of  (  *ap-)  Being  out  of  joint  and 

weak  (the  foot).  Being  lame.  Perishing.  Suffer- 
ing from  a  cold  in  the  head.  A  running  at  the  nose. 

A  kkinnah,  Long,  foolish,  and  going  as 

if  loose  in  the  joints. 

p  kkuvib,  An  earthen  vessel  (for  holding 

wine  or  water).  Khanah  or  kliainb,  An  arched 

building,  cupola,  or  portico. 
A  OUj^  zu  kkunuhdt  or  kkanabdt,  A  liar. 

One  who,  if  he  by  chance  acts  right,  defeats  im- 
mediately the  effect  by  acting  wrong. 

p  i^^M^s-  khumhdn,  Moving,  shaking,  wagging, 
p  khamhanldan,  To  mock,  mimic. 

A  iUiif  A/tamZ(a<,  Corruption,  villainy,  mischief. 

Khanibat,  (A  girl)  having  a  beautiful  cast  with 
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the  eye,  and  a  sweet  voice ;  lovely,  fascinating.  (A 

doe)  having  the  neck  bentback,and  remaining  fixed 
in  one  place. 

khumbus,  Impure,  base,  malignant. 

A  i^f^  kkumbajat,  (from  p  ajos-  kkumba)  A 
large  vessel  of  earth  or  wood  hollowed  and  incrusted 

with  clay  (in  which  they  lay  up  corn).  Kkum- 

bitjat,  A  small  ja:-. 
p         kkum-bara,  A  small  earthen  pot. 

L^^i^ji^  kkunibarasi  dudndk,  The  sky.  Kliumbura, 

A  water-pot  having  a  small  mouth. 

A  (jmA>p-  kkambas,  A  dwarf,  a  short  man. 

A  i^^ja-  khambasat,  (v.  n.  of  (j«jJtf>-  Q)  Di- 
viding (s])oil).  The  gait  (of  a  lion). 

A  (jijjks-  kkam  or  kkimbash,  Who  moves  much. 

A  khumbu^  Fruit  in  its  envelope. 

A  'ijojc-  kkumbu^t,  A  small  veil.   The  space 
between  the  mustachios.    The  upper  lip.    A  little 

protuberance  in  the  middle  of  the  upper  lip. 

A  kkumbuk,  Avaricious,  closefisted. 

p  L^Xxtc"  khmnbak,  A  small  jar  or  other  vessel. 

The  noise  made  by  a  horse  when  drinking.  Mock- 
ins,  ridiculing;.  The  rim  of  a  drum.  Striking  one 

hand  against  the  other  in  beating;  time  in  music. 

The  dress  of  a  dervish.  Kkumbuk,  Name  of  a  vil- 

lage in  Badakhshan. 

A  (^^jjos-  khcmbus,  Sparks  from  flint  and  steel, 
p  djos"  kkamba,  A  vine-arbour,  trellis.  A  gal- 

lery. Kkumba,  A  large  vessel  (in  which  they  lay 

up  corn)  of  earth  or  wood  hollowed,  and  crusted 
over  with  clay.    A  dome. 

p  khamb'ulan,  To  be  celebrated.  To  be 
bent.  Kkumbidan,  To  leap,  spring.  To  beat  time, 

p  5;iojJc»-  khambida,  Celebrated,  notorious. 

Pjj-jc>-  kkampur  or  kku7npur,The  bridge  across 
the  eternal  fire.  ̂ /tm?ipMr,The  resurrection.  Asower. 

A  dop-  kkunnat,  A  sound  made  through  the 
nose.    The  foreskin. 

p  ulrAAp-  hkant  or  kkanat,  Lightning,  gleam, 
coruscation.  The  celestial  orb.  A  brazen  pot. 

Ajllji>-  kidntdr,  (^ovjySs-)  Excessive  hunger. 
A  *Ua5>-  kkuntab  or  khuntub,  An  uncircum- 

cised  clitoris.  Weak,  impotent.  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  iUCUs-  kkuntu^t,  A  bitch-fox,  a  vixen. 
kkuntuf,  Rue. 

been  encamped. 

A  &Jk)uj«>  kkinsa^at,  (kkansa^at,  or  hhunsa^ 

bat)  A  camel  yielding  plenty  of  milk. 

A  kkunsu^t,  A  bitch-fox,  vixen, 
A  kkansal.  Weak.  Flabby  woman. 

A  iJL.Kk>-  khans,  (v.  n.  of  u^Aii-)  Bending  out- 

wards (a  leathern  bottle)  at  the  oi-ifice,  in  order  to 
drink  therefrom  commodiously.  Deriding.  Khins, 

A  dispersed  crowd.  The  inner  part  of  the  cheek 

nearest  to  the  grinders.  Khuns,  ( pi.  Li*>l>i»-  kliinds) 

A  ply,  fold.  Kkanas,  (v.  n.  of  u^Ai*-)  Being  flexi- 

ble, flaccid.  Khanis,  Flexible,  pliant.  LL*i5»-  b 
9/d  khunas,  O  shameful  (man)  ! 

A  iaiis-  kkansahat,  kkunsabat,  kkinsabat,  and 

kkunsubat,  A  good  camel  full  of  milk. 

A jiis^  kkunsar,  (kkanasir,  kkansar,  khinsir,  or 
khunsur)  Rubbish  and  filth  left  where  men  have 
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A  khunsa',  Asphodel,  (pi.  kkand- 

sa',  kkandsi,  and  i^Us-  kkinds)  A  hermaphrodite. 

p  kkanj,  Lost.  Vain,  unprofitable.  Inter- 

est, profit,  gain,  advantage.  The  pleasures  and  com- 
forts of  life,  delight,  festivity,  song,  dance,  mirth. 

A  leer,  amorous  glance.  Kkanj  kkanj,  Breathing 

hard  through  the  nose.  Kkunj,  An  owl.  Name 
of  a  country  in  Persia. 

p  is^^  kkanjda,  Flesh-glue.  Kkunj ada,'R,eA- dle.  Venery.    Kkunjida,  A  butterfly. 

p  kkanjar,  A  dagger,  poniard,  hanger.  A 

sword,  jj  kkanjari  zar,  (or  jjlij^ jj  j^'^ 
kkanjari  zar-afskdn)  Sunrise.  A  morning-beam. 

^iM)  kkanjari  sim,  A  morning-beam,  j^'^ khanjari  subk.  Sunrise.  The  morning-breeze. 

{J^^j^:^  khunjarifalak,  A  morning-ray.  Sunrise. 
A  kkanjar  or  khinjar,  A  large  knife, 

hanger.    Kkanjar,  A  milch  camel. 
A  kkanjarat,  A  camel  abounding  in  milk. 

^  ̂ J kkanjari,  A  mode  of  printing  or  stain- 

ing silk  (^jii>4^  gulbadan).  A  small  tambourin. 

A  i^j^^  kkanjarli/,  An  ugly-bearded  man. 

A J>..j^^  kkanj arir.  Salt-water. A  (  khanjaf,  A  camel  full  of  milk. 

p  (^I:S?^  kkanjak,  A  triangular  thorn.  Cori- 
ander-seed. A  kind  of  grain.  Kkinjak,  An  escu- 

lent berry  from  the  tree  van.  Kkunjak,Worm.- 
wood  of  Pontus. 

A  (JjS^  kkinjil,  A  foolish  woman.  A  corpu- 
lent woman.  A  clamorous  and  obscene  woman. 

A  iOjS^  kkanjalat,  A  marrying  a  silly  woman. 

Ajy^  khunjur,  A  camel  full  of  milk. 
A  ij^^'  kkunjurat,  A  camel  abounding  in 

milk.  Large  (she-camel). 

peij<^MMra;aorMa?ya,Breathing  hard  through 
the  nose. 

p  kkanjida,  A  balsam.  Kkunjida,  A 
butterfly. 

p  j^;^  kkanjir  or  kkinjir.  Any  smell,  the  ex- halation of  fried  bones,  boiling  oil,  or  melted  fat, 

or  an  extinguished  lamp.  The  point  of  a  spear. 

Sharp,  rough,  acrid. 
A  &Jj^^  kkankkanat,  A  muttering  nasally. 

p  kkand,  (in  compos.)  Laughing,  smiling. 

A  laugher.    JsJi-  [J^.j  risk-kkand,  A  flatterer. 

{J^.j  rish-kkandl.  Flattery,  adulation.^j^ 
ijj«s>-  skakar-kkand.  Sweetly-smiling. 

p  khand-d-kkand,  A  continual  and 
hearty  laugher. 

P  (j^  kkanddn,  Laughing.  Blooming,  blos- 

soming. Bloom,  blossom. 

p  |jjjj\j>As»-  khanddnidan,To  cause  to  laugh. 



To  laugli. 

A  L^tJ'Jc-  kimndvb,  A  bad-dispositioned  man. 

A  ̂jl^jj^i-  hhunduhan,  Fleshy,  corpulent. 

P(j^j=»-  i^^khand-hharish,T)ev\B\on,mockeYy. 
p  J»ls»-J>is-  khandalihand,  A  continued  and 

hearty  laugher. 

G  hhandarus,  Frumenty. 

A  Ithandaris,  (pl.jiilii-  khatiadir) 
Old  wine.  Old  wheat. 

G  (^c'jO'j^  hhandarili,  A  kind  of  succory. 
p  (j\XjJjJ>j.-A/iaw(Zas<an, Vexation.  Jeer, taunt, 

raillery.  Ludicrous  entertainment.  A  playhouse. 

The  lip  of  a  mistress. 

p  ̂lL*>i>jc-  khandastam,The  lip  of  a  mistress. 

A  ̂ O'-'^  hhunda^  A  kind  of  locust.  Khundu^ 
A  frog.    Intrinsically  vile. 

A  hhindif,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  sitXis.-  khandafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  Q)  Turn- 
ing the  toes  out  with  a  strut.    Making  haste. 

p  ̂s'i^  khandagi,  Laughter. 
A  XJii.ii'  hhandalat,  Fulness  of  body. 

A  ̂j«,5tiJj»-  hhandalis,  (or  (^j«jJi^>j»-  khandalis) 
A  fat  and  flabby  she-camel. 

P       J  ti.j.=-Ma?2fZwto?jf/,  Ruined,  topsy-turvy. 

A        iXis-  hhunduf,  A  proud,  strutting  fellow. 
p  A/tawJa, Laughing.  Alaugh.  Laughter, 

Stijvs-  kJiandasi  jam,  (or  ̂   f liii-  khandan 

may)  The  smile  of  the  bowl,  {^fj  8i>j«j>-  hhandaA 

zamm,  Verdure  and  flowers.  C-jJ-**  j  jj  I  StXjc>- 
khanda-awar  u  tnasarrat-angez,  Promoting 

laughter  and  exciting  mirth,  i.e.  a  facetious  man. 

^jiiji  StiJis-jii  tiar  khanda  shudan,  To  laugh. 

p  (jiJ^  Slide-  khanda-hhmish,  A  laughing- 
stock, jeer.  Laughter.  A  jeerer.  A  flatterer. 

p  (jiiJ^  »oj>5-  khanda-7'ish,  A  laughing-stock. 
»iiji>-  hliandu-rish  hardan,  To  flatter, 

cajole.    To  ridicule. 

p  khandidan,  To  laugh. 

A  S^tkis-  hhamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j'iJc-  Q)  Talking 
obscenely.    A  wicked  saying. 

A  hlmnzu^  Intrinsically  vile. 

A  ̂3'ij*=*■  hhanzak,  (p  isj^J{anda)Aditch  round 
fortified  towns,  gardens,  or  fields ;  a  fosse,  moat. 

A  khanzakat,  The  digging  of  a  ditch. 

A  Sji^ji>-  khunzuwatfThe  peak  of  a  mountain. 

A  ̂jbiios-  khinzhjan,  Obscene,  foul-tongued. 
A  j.^.;io>^  hhinziz,  (pi.  iSjilii-  khanaztz)  The 

highest  peak  of  a  mountain.    An  excellent  stone- 

horse.    A  gelding.    A  brave,  in-vincible  warrior. 
A  mild,  afllible  nobleman.  An  excellent  poet.  An 

eloquent  orator.  Obscene  in  talk.  One  thoroughly 

versed  in  the  annals  and  poetry  of  the  Arabians. 

Long,  tall.    Liberal,  generous.    A  hurricane. 

A jj>i-  hhunnar,  (pi.  of  j^^s>-)  Sincere  friends. 

Ajjc»-  khanaz,(r .  n .  ofji =►  )  B  ecomin  g  stale,  stink- 
ing(meat).  Khanaz or  khaniz,  Stinking, corrupted. 

A  L^^^JO"  khinzab,  Bold  in  villainy. 
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A  i—^jii-  hhanzab,  Satan.    Bold  in  villainy. 

A  'i^ji.h'  kJianzajat,  Pride,  haughtiness. 
A  ̂j^y>-  khanzarat,  A  pointed  instrument  to 

break  stones  with.  Thickness. 

A  ̂ijji^  hhanzawan,  A  boar.    A  male-ape. 
KhunzuKan,  (ioU)^j>-  klmnzurcanat, 

hhunzumaniyat,  and  hhunzwvat')  Pride,  ji 
0\3^_jj>5»-  zu  hhunzuKanat,  Proud. 

A  t_..>jjis»-  khunzub,  Bold  in  wickedness. 

A^jji-  khinzir,  (pl.j^jlj>s«-  hhanazir)  A  boar, 

hog,  pig.  p  JU-  !i!x^s-  Ji.'j^  kliinziri  hhasta-hal, 

A  wounded  boar.  A  J>.j^  shahmu'l  Itkin- 

zir,  Hog's  lard. 
A  l>j>..ji^  hhinzirat,  (fern,  of  j>..y^^  A  sow. 

V ̂ jjl^^hhinzirijYioggisYi.  Ahog-stie,piggery. 
A  (j-^Ai-  hhans,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji*i.h-)  Returning,  re- 

tiring, receding,  remaining  behind,  withdrawing. 

Concealing.  Keeping  back,  hindering.  Seizing 

hold  of  the  thumb.  Whispering  any  thing  bad  of 

some  one  absent.  Klams,  (pi.  of  ̂j«is"\  akhnas 

and  -^L^oi-  khansas)  Ape-nosed.  Cows.  Khanas, 

(v.  n.  of  (j^^ii")  Having  a  turned-up  nose.  Khu- 
nus,  Deer  and  their  haunts.  Cows. u 

A  (j"ij>-  khunnas,  Stars,  planets  (especially  Ve- 
nus and  Mercury). 

A  ̂L*Jc»-  khansas,  (fem.  of  ̂J*^i5"^  akhnas')  Pug- 
nosed  (woman).  A  wild  cow.  Name  of  a  poetess. 

Pjl-Jc9-  Ithansar,  Name  of  an  aquatic  animal. 
p  jjljLJk="  khunistan,  Fortunate,  happy. 

Aj^is-  khansar,  (or  (j^**iji>-  khaiisariy)  (pi. 
Sjjwilis"-  lilianasirat)  One  who  frequents  the  ways 
of  error,  the  road  to  perdition.  Khinsar,  Low, 

mean,  base.    A  misfortune,  a  calamity. 

Aj^'ic"  khinsir,  Worthless,  base,  vile. 
p  \.Ljs^  khunsha,  (^jliJyi-  khunshan  or  khin- 

shan)  Happy,  fortunate. 

Ajdit.'ys'  khanshafir,  A  heavy  calamity. 
khanskal,A  swift  camel,  thick  and  hard. 

A  &LiJj»  khanshalat,  A  tottering  (from  age). 

A  (J-jkLi.jk=-  khanshalil,  A  swift,  thick,  and  hard 
camel.    Swift,  fleet,  expeditious. 

A  ̂^^JL^s-  hhanshush,  The  residue  of  property. 
Some  camels. 

A  jjCiJ^  khinsir  or  khinsar,  (pl.jjoU^  khanasir) 

The  little  (or  middle)  finger.    The  little  toe. 

A  (_^J>*sii-  khinsls,  A  young  tiger. 

A  u^l*a>?-  khinzab.  Pulp  of  the  wild  date. 
A  Wi-^ii-  khunzubat,  Fat  (woman). 

A  I  ijjo^  khanzarif,  A  jolly,  corpulent,  full- 
breasted  woman. 

A  khant,  (v.  n.  of  kis-)  Pressing  heavily, 

weighing  down  the  spirits. 

A  Sllxjis-  khantasat,  (v.  n.  of  L^laji-  Q)  Walk- 

ing with  a  proud  step  or  haughty  air. 

A(_Jjk'->p-Mawfari/',Decrepit,tottering,woman. 
A  J-lajki-  kkantal,  A  misfortune.    A  dealer  in 

perfumes.    A  flight  of  locusts. 

A  XLilaJi-  kkantalilat,  A  herd  of  camels  or  of 
oxen.    Part  of  a  cloud. 

A  (J^laj;j>-  kkuntul,  A  long  horn  or  yard. 

A  iC^jlaJis-  khantulat.  Part  of  a  cloud.  Khuntu- 

/ai,(pl.  J-^kLS-  Mana^iZ)  Aherd  of  camels  or  oxen. 
A^iaJi-  khinfir,  A  wrinkled  hag. 
A  klianzasat,  A  talking  obscenely. 

A  sUaJi"  khanzat,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^iaJl=-  Q)  Defaming, 

disparaging,  slandering.  Mocking,  laughing  at. 

Spoiling,  damaging.    Impelling,  exciting. 
A  eijJaJi-  khunzubat,  A  sort  of  reptile. 

A  i_jpiu=»-  khanzarif,  A  decrepit  woman. 

A  ajkji-  kkunzuwat.  Summit  of  a  mountain. 

A  (jLlals"-  khinziyan.  Obscene,  impudent. 

A  ̂jj>-  khan^,  (v.  n.of  |«j^)  Whoring.  Talk- 
ing with  the  ladies.  Being  wicked.  Softness. 

Khunu^  Submissive,  abject  men.  (pi.  of  'i^Ch^ 
khan^t)  Doubts,  suspicions,  scandals. 

A  Kjljwis-  khin^bat,  A  mean,  vile,  contemptible 
fellow.    Lightness,  levity. 

A  L.^xl>-  kkan^h,  Long  hair. 

A  'kijCs-  khun^ibat,  Any  thing  protuberant  and 
pendulous  from  the  upper  lip.  The  groove  which 

separates  the  mustachios. 

A  iUjo-  khan^t,  (pi.  khunuQ  Doubt,  sus- 
picion, scandal.  Adultery.  An  empty  place.  Kha- 

na^t,  (pi.  of  khani^  Doubtful,  suspicious. Submissive,  abject. 

A  jj«al=>-  khanas,  A  hyena. 
A  u_a^  khanf,  (v.  n.  of  i«_a^)  Cutting  (an 

orange).  Striking  (her)  breast  (a  woman).  Kha- 
naf,  A  contraction  in  one  side  of  the  breast  or  back. 

Khunuf,  Vestiges,  impressions,  (pi.  of  i — Sjii-  kha- 
jim/)  Weak  in  the  feet,  and  tvirning  them  outwards, 

(pi.  of  1  ttA^i-  khanif)  Coarse  linen  cloths.  Roads. 

A  XflJli-  khanfat  or  khinfat,  A  shameful  busi- 
ness. Khanafat  or  khinafat,  A  slice  of  an  orange. 

A  'izk^  khunfusat,  A  certain  small  animal. 

p  ̂ -=-  khinjij,  A  black  grain  mixed  up  into 
an  eye-salve. 
A  khunfuj,  Very  fleshy. 

A  (j^ils-  khtmfas,  (kkinfis,  or  ̂ L-i-ls-  khun- 

fusai)  A  beetle.  ̂ J^aJ^i^•  ja^.  yawmu'l  khanfas,  A 
certain  memorable  day  with  the  Arabs. 

A  'L^h.^  khanfasat,  (v.  n.  of  (j-^als-  Q)  De- 

parting, turning  away  from,  abhorring.  Khun- 

fasat  or  khunfusat,  A  beetle.  Khunfasat  or  khuna- 
fisat,  A  camel  content  with  the  poorest  pasture. 

Pjl^flJi-  khanfashar,  A  large  species  of  duck. 
A  iXflJ^P-  klivnfu^  Foolish,  silly,  stupid. 

A  ̂Jss>Js>'khanfakik,  Calamity,  evil, misfortune. 

A  spirited,  lively  woman.  Very  swift  (she-camel). 
A  ̂ y>-  khanik,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^i^)  Strangling. 

Strangled.  Khunuk,  Nari'ow  (intervals),  small 

(chinks  or  crannies). 
ptil>i«-  /</;www^.  Good,  excellent, well.  Happy. 

Cold.  Cool,  temperate.   Ease,  facility.  Self.  A 



kinsman.     I^jc"  l-'I  abi  hhunuh,  Cold  water, 

uiiis-  (_f  \jJ6  harvasikhumk,  Fresh  ortemperate  air. 

p\^js-  lilmnha,  O  how  happy!  how  good! 

V  j^js-  hlmnhar,  An  cmpei'or. 
P  Clii'^  lihunuh-jan,  Of  a  cold  soul  or  tem- 

perament. Chaste.  Vindictive. 

p  \^  uiliia-  khunuk-hawa,  Salubrious,  fresh. 

P  hliunulti,  Temperature,  coldness.  Pro- 

sperity, j^fcii  P^^J^  khunulad  dahan,  Coldness 

or  sweetness  of  the  mouth.  \^  ̂^^J^  hlmnuldn 
hawa,  Temperature  of  the  air,  somewhat  cooled. 

P  hhang,  Depravity.     Khing,  White. 
Gray.  White  raiment.  A  bowstring.  A  gray  horse, 

j^jfc^  i^Js^hhingi  ralmai^An  amblingnag.  i.iJSs- 

jj  khingi  zar,  The  sun.  lL^I  idJ^  hhingi 

shab-ahang,  The  moon.  Break  of  day.  A  piebald 
horse.  The  quadruped  on  which  Muhammad  is 

said  to  have  gone  to  heaven  on  the  night  of  ̂ ^j^ 
mi^-qj.  Khung,  An  angle,  corner.  Deeply  in  love. 
Intense  love. 

plCs>-  /«/MK^jra,  An  athletic  clown.  Able-bodied. 

p  JlXls-  khingal,  A  perforated  mark  to  shoot  at. 

P  CI^  i-fX^  hJting-but,  (Gray  image)  Name 
of  one  of  two  huge  idols  in  Bamian.  The  other 

is  called  CLo         surhh  but,  Red  image. 

p       tiX^  hhing-bid,  A  thorn.  White  thorn. 

Pj^J  f^J^  khing-zimar,  A  piebald  horse. 

p hhing-sar,  Gray-headed.  Saltpetre. 
P  (JXis-  khangal,  A  kind  of  armour. 
P  khingu,  A  sort  of  dodder. 

p  hh  ing  u  lull,  Weak,  unskilful. 

A  'ii^  khanamat,  A  difficulty  of  breathing  in 
blowing  the  nose. 

A  XJj^  hhunanat,  A  large  aged  bull. 

A        klianw,  A  being  obscene  in  speech. 

A  t>^ys-hhanrcat,A.  chink, crackin  asmallhouse. 
Human  excrement. 

A  Oyc"  khinnawt,  A  kind  of  marine  animal. 
Ignorant,  stupid.  An  active,  restless  fellow,  who 

does  not  sleep  upon  a  mattrass. 

A  khanukh,  The  prophet  Enoch. 

P  khanur,  A  sower,  cultivator.  Khanur, 

hJmnur,  or  hhunnur,  Household  utensils,  as 

pots,  pans,  knives,  or  hatchets.  An  earthen  vessel 

for  keeping  money  in.  Two  packs  thrown  across  a 
horse,  between  which  the  rider  is  seated.  Tillap-e. 

Jihanawmar  or  jyis-  hliinnawr,  The 

world,  j^s-  ummu  lihannurin  or  khinnarvrin, 
A  hyena.  A  cow.  Prosperity.  Adversity.  The 
fundament.  Egypt.  Basrah.  Khannur  or  hha- 

nawwar,  A  reed,  of  which  they  make  arrows.  Any 
soft  or  withered  plant.  Prosperity,  favour,  comforts. 

A J^is-  hlmnvz,  (v.  n.  ofJ^s-)  Stinking,  becom- 
ing stale  (meat). 

A  Jy^  khannuz,  A  hyena.    The  rear  rank. 

A  ijfi^  hhunus,  (v.  n.  of  (j«ii-)  Staying  be- 
hind.   Lying  hid.    Setting,  withdrawing  (stars). 
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Concealing.    Keeping  back,  hindering.  Seizing 

hold  of  the  thumb.  Traducing  the  absent. 

A  (_>*i_jis>-  khinnaws,  A  lion. 
A  {^^s^  khinnaws,  (pi.  i^jAfA^  hJianariis)  A 

porkling.  _^Any  young  animal. 
A  iLiojjc-  Jihinnawsat,  A  young  tiger.  A  palm- 

tree  within  hand's  reach. 

A  khanu^  A  deceiver,  a  promise-breaker. 
Khunu^  Submission,  humility. 

A  < — s_ji>-  hhanuf,  (pi.  (__ai=-  lihunuf)  Weak- 
footed,  turning  outwards  (camel).  Khimuf,A.Tigev. 

A  liho.ny,  (v.n.of  (_^)  Cutting  (the  trunk 

of  a  palm-tree).  Khana'  (v.  n.  of  Ruining, 
destroying.  Abounding  in  herbage  (a  place).  Be- 

ing full  of  eggs  (a  locust).  Speaking  obscenely. 

Bearing  hard  upon  one  (fortune).  The  injuries  of 
time.  Khani,  Obscene  talk. 

p  Ui=-  khunya.  Modulation,  melody,  song. 

p^Lli-  khunyugar,  A  musician,  singer,  bard, 

minstrel.         j^^<^=-  khumjagari  falak,  Venus. 

p  ̂JJ>^J^o>■  khunyagari,  Minstrelsy. 
A  &Ja=>-  khaniyat.  Obscene  talk. 

A  'ilxih"  khunaysat,  An  old  catamite. 

p  khan'td,  The  ringing  noise  made  by  a 
goblet.  Fame,  celebrity.  Khinid,  Sucked.  Khu- 

?iid,  Approbation.  Approved,  acceptable. 

p  f^^yij^s-  khanidun,  To  twist.  To  echo.  To 
obtain  celebrity.  Khinidan,  To  suck. 

p  Si>,jas-  khanida,  Sound,  echo.  Celebrated. 

A  skilful  musician.  Agreeable,  chosen,  approved. 

Khimda,  Sucked.  Kkun'ida,  Celebrated,  praised 
by  every  one. 

Aj^ii*-  khaniz,  Unleavened  bread  broken  into 
pieces  (upon  which  they  pour  liquor). 

A  L-ftAJv^  kha7iif,(^p\.  i_Ax>-  khuniif)  The  worst 
flax.  Coarse  hempen  cloth.  A  road.  The  part 

under  the  armpit  or  oxter  of  a  camel.  Cheerful- 

ness, sprightliness.    Abounding  in  milk  (camel). 

A  J^^^  khanik,  Strangled. 

r  cdlAAs-  khunik,  A  gray  dervish's  garment. 
A  (j;ji5>-  khamn,  A  sound  resembling  laughing 

or  crying  through  the  nose. 

p  j^jas-  lihmiewarov  hhunewar,K  narrow  bridge 
across  the  infernal  fire.  A  cultivator,  sower.  The 

general  resurrection. 

p  ys-  khav.  Ivy.  Tares,  darnel.  The  palm  of  the 

hand.  The  sole  of  a  beast's  foot.  Any  parasitical 
plant.  A  plank  upon  which  masons,  plasterers,  or 

painters  stand  when  at  work.  A  framework  for 

tui-ning  an  arch  upon.  A  plucking  up.  A  lopping 
away  of  branches.  The  fundament  of  a  horse.  A 

handful.  Kku,  (Jdm  or  kko)  Habit,  nature,  custom. 

A  j5»  kkamm,  Hunger.  A  wide  river  or  valley. 
Khuw,  Honey. 

p  \y>'  khava,  Flesh,  meat.  .X'^iwa,  Taste,  fla- 
vour, relish,delight.  Khima,Voo(i  enough  foraday. 

A  ̂ji-  khawa',  Emptiness  of  belly  from  hunger. 

1> 
A  hemorrhage. 

A  Ay>-  khawas,  (v.  n.  of  l^^s-)  Falling  down 
and  being  deserted  (a  house).  Being  empty  and 

clinging  (the  belly).  Failing  to  strike  fire.  A  he- 
morrhage fi'om  the  nose.  The  space  between  the 

fore  and  hind  legs  of  a  horse.  Space  between  any 
two  things.  Empty. 

p  ̂^y>-  khwab,  Sleep.  A  dream.  Nocturnal 
pollution.  Pile,  plush.  iVjW  '^^^'^  khwabijd- 

wid,  Eternal  sleep,  death.  i^^J>-  khwabi 

khargosh,  A  hare's  sleep,  (met.)  negligence,  inad- 
vertency. Feigned  negligence.  i^'^A  '-r'lf* 

khwab  didan,  To  see  in  sleep,  i.e.  To  dream.  To 

be  polluted.   ̂ J^i,  ba  khwab  raftan,  To  go 

to  sleep.  (^A*>J  ̂ \if-  khwabi  sabuk,  A  light  slum- 
ber, i— khwab  shudan,  To  sleep,  to  be 

asleep,  ̂ ^s^  L->lj3-j  J  dar  khwab  shudan,  To  be 
in  bed,  to  be  asleep.  To  sleep  standing,  to  be  stu- 

pid. (^^^ ̂^y^  khwab  kardan,  To  sleep,  to  take 

a  nap.  ̂ ^Z^y  khwabi nosh'in,  Sweet,sound 
sleep.  J  ̂3-  J  (— A/troa&  wMyyWjBed  and  board. 

A  CL>\y>-  kliawabb,  (pi.  of  io\j>-)  Kindreds, 

p  1  '^^^  khwab-alud,  Stained  or  drowned in  sleep,  sleepy. 

P  '-r'\j=-  khwah-uludagi,  Drowsiness. 

P  jji^b^^i-  /i/twaira?f/a«.  To  cause  or  put  one 
to  sleep.  To  cause  to  kneel.  To  tump  or  cover 

with  earth  (unripe  fruits)  in  order  to  mellow  them. 

To  oppress,  beat  down.  To  thicken  (milk). 

pUx>_l_^1^  /;/i?raJ-Ji?ia,Dreaming :  a  dreamer, 

p  ̂JJ^__J>_\^\y>■  khicab-j)areskan,Hovvid.  dream. 

p  ew) j=>-  khwab-jama,  A  sleeping-dress, 

p  e6l^\jj>-  khwab-khana,  (^'i\X.>\^  khwab-gah, 
or  khwab-gnh)  A  bed,  couch.  A  chamber, 

dormitory.  5\Xj\^:>-Mwai-(7aA«^/dMZ,The  world. 

P(JIa=-  L-^^y>-/{/(wa6-^/w'?/a/,  Aspectre,phantom. 
PjbL-.>^^/;/m'a&-c?ar,Pily,plushy(velvet,&c.). 

p  5*^J  J  L-J^^  /Jm'aZ)-f/Ic/a,Dreaming.  Polluted. 

^(_5^*t)  '^^^'^'^''^^^^'^^''^^^jTorporjUumbness. 
.  p  &isj  (— -'^^s-  M»?'a&-ra/i!fl,Torpid,asleep  (limb), 

p  ̂^IjL-J^^  khwdbistan,  A  dormitory. 

Tj\j>^  i_^^^=-  khwdb-guzdr,  Somnolent, 
p  i^i^  13  I— khwdbna  dida,  Under  puberty, 

p  uDl-l^l^s-  khwdbndk,  Sleepy,  drowsy.  Pily, 

plushy  (velvet  or  silk). 
p  khwdb-nosh,  Sleeping, 

p  f^J^y^^^y^  khwab-noshi,  A  doze,  a  nap. 
p  jjJi>jj\^j>-  khwdbanldan,  To  put  one  to  sleep, 

p  i-i\ys-  khwa.ba,as  aJ^js?*^  ham-khwdba,  A  bed- fellow. 

A  khawdhi,  (pi.  of  &l)lj»-)  Jars  (for  wine), 

p  ̂ sx>\^  khwabidagi,  Negligence, 
p  khwdbidan,  To  lie  down.  To  sleep. 

To  kneel. 

p  tsx>\f>-  khwdbida,  Asleep.  Dormant. 

A  O^jis-  khawdt,  (v.  n.  of  Oli>-  for  0_j=>-) 
Pouncing  upon  (his)  prey  (an  eagle).  Impairing, 



diminishing.  Breaking  an  agreement.  Noise  of  a 

flying  bird  of  mighty  wing,of  tliunder,  or  a  torrent. 

A  0\js»-  hhamwat,  An  intrepid  man.  One  who 

eats  evei-y  hour,  but  little  at  a  time. 

A  jf       kJiawathn,  (or  kJiawaitm)  of 

jCls^  hhdtam,  hliatim,  j»ljks»-  Ithutam,  hhatam 

and  j«liAs»-  hhaytam)  Seals.  Conclusions,  endings. 
A  ̂ jo^^  khawatln,  (pi.  of  p  ̂jj^^)  Ladies, 

p  jjl^l^   khwajarjan,  Masters, 
p  hlnvajagi,  A  wealthy  merchant. 

Chiefship,  mastership. 

p  &*-^jj>-  hh)vdja,A  man  of  distinction.  A  rich 
merchant.  A  doctor,  professor,  teacher,  preceptor, 
schoolmaster:  a  pedant.  Lord,  master,  owner.  The 

master  of  a  family.  A  bird's  comb.  A  venerable 

old  man.  Heart,  soul.  An  eunuch.  ̂ ^\j<i-\t:>'\y^ 
khwdjan  ahhtardn,  (Lord  of  the  stars)  The  planet 

J upiter.  The  sun.  jJLi  j  i^ajO  «>»-\)5-  khwajasi  ba^ 
u  nashr,  Lord  of  the  resurrection,  i.  e.  Muhammad. 

(JJJ^  ̂ ^'l^^  fihii^djaA  charhhi  azrakjThe  sun. 

jt^^^  %:>'\y>-  khwajasi  sipihr,  The  sun.  juJ  «>>-\j=* 

^^^b  khwdja  sih  ydran,  Name  of  a  place  of  recrea- 
tion close  to  Kabul.  a^^^i-  hkmdja-sard,  A 

domestic.  A  eunuch.  uLUi  himdjadfalak, 

The  sun.  Jupiter,  f^i^^ !u>\^  khwaiakaj-dan, 
To  castrate.    sLS  hhwaja  giydh,  Name  of  a 

shrub.  ̂ ^*«**  &>-^j5-  khwdja  massdh,  Muhammad, 
p hhwdja-hdr,  Enough  to  support  life, 

p  dc^\y>-  hhndja-tdsh,  A  fellow-servant. 
The  master  of  a  family.  A  scholar,  school-fellow. 

p  ̂jii>A>-\js»-  khwdjtdan  or  khuwdjidan,  To  see 
badly  from  an  infirmity  in  the  eyes.  To  water,  to 

be  hot  (the  eye). 

A  khiwdz,  (v.  n.  3  of  ijj>-  not  in  use)  Dis- 
senting from,  resisting.  Consenting  to,  agreeing. 

A  flying  fever,  the  fits  of  which  are  uncertain  in 

point  of  time. 

Pj^y-  hhwdr,  Contemptible,  abject.  Poor,  dis- 
tressed, aban doned, frien dless, wretched.  Few, small, 

little.  Easy.  Soft,  tender.  Erect,  sti-aight.  Name 

of  a  place  near  Ray.  (in  comjj.)  Eating  or  drink- 

ing. (Jw\jj\ji>-  hliwdr  ddshtan,  To  hold  in  con- 
tempt, despise.  j\ ̂   muft-khndr,  Eating  for 

nothing,  i.  e.  a  parasite.  Khuwdr,  Victuals. 

A  khuwdr,  The  lowing  of  oxen,  bleating  of 

sheep,  goats,  or  fallow-deer.  The  whiz  of  an  arrow. 

A J\^>-  hhawwdr,  (pi.  hhur)  Weak,  soft 
(manorwood).  Sensitive  (camel).  Slender(spear). 

Low  or  sloping  (ground).  A  fire-steel.  A  skilful 

genealogist.  ̂ ^U*i^ J^^*"  khawwdru'l  ^ndn,  Obe- 
dient to  the  rein  and  going  well  (horse). 

V  Jo  khwdr-hdr,  VooA..  Provisions  carried 
from  town  to  town.  A  small  competency.  Taste, 

relish.  A  place  near  Ray.  A  district  belonging 
to  Bokhara. 

p  jbj^^  khwdrhdi--dmttda,Apurvejov. 
P  \J^'^^ j^.j^f'  hhmdrhdr-kask)  A  transporter 
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of  provisions. 

A  'Sj^j5»-  khawwdrat,  Hips,  buttocks.  A  palm- 
tree  bearing  abundantly,  (pl.jji-  khur)  (A  ca- 

mel) abounding  in  milk. 

A  khawdrij,  (pi.  of  '^^^J^  khdrijiy) 
Heretics,  schismatics.  Those  who  rebelled  against 

Ally.  Strangers  (of  a  different  religion).  Rebels. 

l3^^  '^y^  hhaivdriju  7  7ndl,  Mares,  she-asses,  and 
handmaids.  &5-j^^  C^J>-  kharajat  khawdri- 
juhti,  His  generosity  or  nobility  appeared.  He  pro- 

ceeded for  the  settling  of  his  affairs. 

P  Lfj^j^y^  khwdr-khwuri,  Base  treatment. 
p  Mmdrdan,  To  eat.  To  drink. 

P  ̂jji^  khuwdrazmoi'khwdrazm,  Khorasmia, 
the  ancient  Chorasmu,  lying  along  the  banks  of  the 

great  river  Oxus  or  Jayhun,  and  extending  to  the 

Caspian  Sea ;  part  of  it  belonging  to  Iran  (Persia), 
and  part  to  Turan  (Parthia). 

P  i^jj^y^  khwdraznii,  A  Khorasmian.-  Thin slices  of  paste. 

A  jjl?*"  khawdrik,  (pi.  of^Jjl>-  Mari^)  Pene- 
trating, tearing  (spears).  Miracles,  unusual  things. 

P j^j\y>- A/i?var-Aar,  An  oppressor.  A  scorner. 
p  hhivdr-kdra,  A  reviler. 

P  {Jj^  Jj>-  khwdr-kdrt,  Reproach.  A  reviler. 
P(_?  jjk'ej^^ /'/iwan»a?2(Zi,Humility ;  abjectness. 

p  ijO'i^J^  khwdranidan,  To  give  to  eat  and drink. 

p jlj  J  j\5="  khwdr  u  zdr,  Abject  and  distressed. 

p  Sj^j*-  M??;ara,  Stipend,  every-day  allowance. 
Victuals.  Kkuwdra,  Established  order.  Mode, 

manner.  Strengthening  food.  A  frame  for  turn- 
ing an  arch  upon.  A  scaffold. 

p  i^J^  hhwdrl,  Baseness,  meanness.  Distress. 

{^<^^ lSj^^  hhwdn  ha7-dan,  To  revile.  To  injure, 

^jii y»-  khwdri  namudan,  To  abase  one's  self. 

Pj\_^  <-5j\j^  hhwdri-khwd?',  Reviled,  abused. 
A  (j^j^^  kliawdrin,  (pi.  of  khawrdn) 

Fundaments  of  animals. 

pj^_j=-  khawdz,  A  goad.  A  clothes-horse. 
p  5iijj\jj>-  khwdzanda,  A  bride. 
p  Mmdza,  A  triumphal  arch.     A  vine- 

arbour.  A  plank  on  which  masons  or  plasterers 

stand  when  at  work  :  a  scaffold.  The  inner  apart- 

ment, alcove,  or  bower,  surrounded  with  tapestry, 

where  the  royal  bi  ide  awaits  the  arrival  of  her  hus- 
band. A  benediction.  Praise,applause.  Desire,wish. 

Kharvdza,  An  arch,  bower,  or  alcove  decorated 

with  flowers,  under  which  the  bride  awaits  the  ar- 
rival of  her  husband. 

p       ̂   khwds,  A  petitioner.  Kliawds,  Fear. 
p  LlA*>J^ji-  khndst,  Petition,  request,  begging, 

solicitation,  desire,  wish.  Will.  He  desired  or  asked. 

A  beaten  road.  An  island.  Gold.  Riches.  Furni- 

ture, ^i^s-  CL^^^s^  hliwdstikliudd,  ThewillofGod. 

p  ^  khwdstdr,  A  petitioner,  asker.  Those 
whose  son  and  daughter  have  married  together. 
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p  (jJ'!Lji\y>-  khwdstdri,  Wedlock. 

p  {^J^^^  khwdstardn,  Small  worms, 
PjU2wJ>\j>-  khwdstfjdr,  Petitioner,  candidate. 

p  (_5jUi**»\_js-  khwdstgdri,  Request,  wish.  A 
matrimonial  suit.  (^'^^C  (_fj\^^^y>-  khwdstgdri 

namudan,)  (or  (ji^j^  hardari)  To  betroth. 
p  {^^uJi\y*-  khwdstan,Tlo  desire,  wish,  demand, 

require,  need,  petition,  beg,  or  pray.  To  will,  to 

want.  To  wed.  To  mean,  intend.  ̂ ji*>j\js-jip 

^zr  khwdstan,  To  beg  pardon. 
p  khwdsta,  Desired,  wished,  willed, 

wanted.  Meant,  intended.  Wedded.  Meaning,  sig- 

nification. Riches,  possessions.  The  needful  for 

travelling,  requisites  for  carrying  on  war. 

p  &*A^  khwdsa,  A  scarecrow  (in  a  field). 

A  f^jo)'^  khawwds,  A  vender  of  palm-leaves 
((^^  khus);  one  who  covers  baskets  with  them. 
A  khawdss,  (pi.  of  kltdssat)  Pro- 

perties, qualities.  Virtues.  Attributes  (of  deity). 
Grandees,  ministers  of  state,  royal  favourites,  or 

domestics;  attendants  on  the  king's  person.  i^Jo\y>- 

J  kharodss  u  ̂ wdmm,  Noble  and  ignoble,  the whole  people. 

khawdsir,(^p\.of'ij>c\s''khdsirat)Waists. 

A  (^\^  khawdsi,  The  place  where  one  sits behind  a  great  man  upon  an  elephant. 

A  i^jo\^>-  khawmdz,  One  who  plunges  into  or 
encounters.   Whatever  recurs  to  the  mind. 

A^l3\j=-^/iaroa<i/',(pl.of,i;>li-)Thoughts,minds. 
A  khawdtif,  (pi . of ) Ligh tnings. 

A  khawdtis,  (pi.  of  khdtu)  De- 

linquents. (Arrows)  which  deviate  from  the  mark. 

i_>olo  ^ma^al  khaivdtis  sahm  sdsib, 
With  the  (many)  arrows  that  miss  one  that  hits 

(said  of  any  one,  who,  though  often  blundering,  is occasionally  right). 

A  ̂y>-  kkuwd^  Stupor,  astonishment.  A  noise made  through  the  nose. 

A  '6S'\y-  khuwd^t,  Phlegm.  Mucus. 
A  (  ilj5-  khawdf,  Tumult,  murmur,  noise. 
A  khanafik,  The  four  cardinal  points. 

A  (j\)=-  khawdfi,  (pi.  of  hhdfl)  Demons. 
( pi  of  Wkils-  khdjiyat)  Secrets.  The  shortest  fea- 

thers of  the  wing  (the  ten  nearest  the  body).  The 

branches  of  a  palm-tree  nearest  to  the  pith. 

A  hhawdkin,  (pi.  of  (j^U-  khdhdn)  Em- 

perors, kings,  (j^jii  J  {J^j  (j;4>^L«J  sa- 
Idtdni  zamdn  u  khawdk'mi  dawran,  The  kings  of 
the  times  and  monarchs  of  the  age,  i.e.  The  reign- 

ing princes. p  t^ljs-  khwdg,  A  hen.  An  egg :  a  fried  egg. 

P         khwdl  or  khuwdl,  Lamp-black.  Food. 

A  li.i^y-  khawdlid,  Trevets.  The  base  and  solid 

parts  of  a  rock.  Huge  stones  or  mountains  which 
resist  the  violence  of  the  winds. 

p  |jVjLJ^_j»-  khwdlistdn,  An  inkstand, 
p  6i*J\j»-  khwdlista,  Silk  put  into  an  inkstand. 



An  ink-horn. 

A  (  Qi\y-  khawdlif,  (pl.of  AaJli-  khalifat)  Tent- 
poles.    Women.    Grounds  which  bear  late. 

ai/l/u'l  hhamalif  huwa,  What  manner 
of  person  he  is  (I  know  not). 

A  Jj^^js"  hhaivdlik,  Smooth  mountains, 

v^\y>-hhwdlgar,A.co6k :  asewer,table-decker. 

i>-khwalinj'a,n,  (or  ̂̂ ■^\y>-)  Galangale. 
P  kJmdliorkJimalijFood.  A  river's  bed. 

A  kitchen.  Beautiful,  adorned.  Congratulated. 

p  ̂jiia5\j5»-  khwdlidan,To  spread, expand,strew. 
To  taste.  KhawdUdan,  To  come.  To  eat.  To  sleep. 

PjXjJ^_js»  Idrndligar  or  khiwdligar,  A  cook.  A 
sewer,  a  table-decker. 

p  %ya\^->-  hhwd-maza,  A  competency. 

A  ̂jMi\y>-  hharodmis,  Camels  drinking  on  the 
fifth  day. 

A  (ji/o^^  khawdmish,  (pi.  of  &.i-<il»-)  Rills. 

A  ̂ ^y^  hhcmdmi^  (pi.  of  ibwli-)  Hyenas. 
P  hhivdn,  A  table,  covered  table,  and  the 

meat  upon  it.  A  spacious  tray.  Household  furni- 
ture. Rubbish  of  sticks  and  straws.  Weeds,  tares, 

(in  compos.)  Reading  :  a  reader.  Asking,  begging. 

A  chanter.  A  crier,  invoker,  inviter.  Jii  f^y^ 
khvdni  dil,The  temple  at  Mecca.  khwdni 

yaghmd,  A  public  feast  to  which  all  are  invited, 

an  open  table.  M  C^zJij)\  anrjushti  alldh- 
khwdn,  The  finger  that  appeals  to  God,  namely, 

The  fore-finger.  zikr-kliwdn,  A  praiser 

of  God.  ̂ j\j=»-  /JiTO2«/t-i^/i7«a?i,  Reading  well. 

A  (j^_j=-  hliiwdn  or  hhuwdn,  (pi.  akhwinat 

and  (jy-  khun)  A  dinner-table. 
A  kJiawwdn,  A  deceiver,  traitor.  A  lion. 

Pj^«^la-e  i^y>-  hhawwdnimazlama-lidr,A.Yi\\-dm, 
cruel  betrayer,  a  Khawwdn  or  khuwdn,  (pi.  &3jj>-\ 
akhwinat,  khawn  and  khun)  Name  of  the 

third  month  with  the  Pagan  Arabians.  Khuwdn, 

(pl.of  (^Ip-  hhdsin)  Faithless,  perfidious.  Traitors. 

P  U^_js«-  khwdnd  or  khund,  Legible. 

P  JO.^  ij^y>-  khwdn-pdya,  A  table-cloth. 
p  khwdn-posh,  Coverlid  of  a  tray. 
A  khawwdnat,  The  backside. 

p  a^^^  khwdncha,  A  tray,  a  salver,  jj  ̂̂ '^ji- 
khwdnchaA  zar,  (ovj^iji  sipih?-)  The  sun. 
P  khwdndagi,  Reading,  recital.  In- 

vocation. Calling.  Adoption. 

p  khwdndan  or  khundan,  To  read,  to 

recite.  To  invite,  invoke,  convoke,  call.  To  sing, 
to  chaunt.    To  decipher. 

p  ̂s>\^  khwdndunl  or  khundani,  What  ought 
to  be  read  :  a  Jjb  ̂   si  para,  or  a  portion  (a  thir- 

tieth) of  the  Kur'an  appointed  for  daily  reading. 
p  khwdnda,  Read.    Sung.  Called,  in- 

vited. Knowing  how  to  read  and  write.  id^\y>-  \3 
nd  khwdnda.  Unable  to  read :  unread. 

PjLily*  khwdn-sdr,  A  sewer,  table-decker. 

p j^LJly-  ̂ ^wa?i-5aZa?',A  table-decker.  A  cook. 
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p  ̂lel*-^^^  khwdn-sdmdn,  A  house-steward. 

A  (3^^y-  Mawam/j,(pl.ofp  sloils")  Monasteries. 

'P^^ hhwdn-karam.  Open  house,  or  table. 
Pj»C_)ly>-  hhwdngar,  A  cook.  A  table-decker. 
p  khwdnan  or  kkunandagi.  Singing. 

p  khwdnanda  or  khunanda,  A  reader. 

A  crier  or  convoker.  A  caller.  A  singer.  A  student. 

p  i^^\y>-  khwdntdan  or  kliunidan,  To  read. 
To  make  read.    To  call,  convene.    To  sing. 

A  ̂ ^\y>-  khawdnih,  Quinseys. 
A  ̂^>\y>■  khawdmn,  (pi.  of  ̂jli-  khdn)  Lords. 
p  j^^s-  hhwdv,  (equiv.  to  khwdh)  Sleep. 
p  » \ ^/twa/t, Wishing,  desiring, needing,  want- 

ing, requiring,  calling  for.  Desire,  petition.  Either, 

or,  whether.  S^jsa^SjJ  ̂ araMi-Mwa/<,  Wishing  in- 

crease. l>\f^  jk3^  kJtdtir-khwdlL,  The  desire  of 

one's  heart.  tJlJjii  dawlat-hhwuh.  Wishing 
prosperity,  benevolent,  kind.   t>\^  niaram- 
mat-hhwdh,  Needing  repair  (a  house).  5^^^ 

khwdh  ma  hkwdh.  Willing  or  no.  Certainly,  posi- 

tively, at  all  events.  13  j  2^j=»-  khwdh  u  nd 
khwdh,  Nolens  volens,  against  the  inclination. 

p^^\J&\Ji-/^/i?^)a/m?^,Willing,desiring:  petitioners. 

p  ̂j}^\J='  khwdhd)ii,Wish,  desire,  longing  for. 

p  ̂sx>\sti\y>'  khwdhdn'tdan,  To  wish.  To  ask. 
To  cause  to  petition.  To  cause  to  wish,  will,  want. 

p  Mroa/iar,  A  sister.  j6^,ji>\^s- khwdhari 

jjic?ar,  Aunt,  father's  sister,  t^y**  khwdhari 
shuy.  Husband's  sister.  kJiwdliari  md- 
dar,  Maternal  aunt. 

P  ̂ ^^\y»-khwdkardn, 'listers,   ̂ yx^  i^Ji>\^ 
khwdhar^dni  suhayl.  Two  stars,  called  by  the  Arabs 

Kii>-\  ukhtd  suhayl. 

v khwuhar-andar,  A  half-sister. 

p  8^\^5-^fc\y>-  kkwdhar-hhwdnda,  (or 

jS  khwdhar-gir)  An  adopted  sister. 

p  khwdhar-zdda,  Sister's  son. 

p  ̂^Ji'\yj>■  khwdhish,  Will,  wish,  inclination. 
Petition,  suit.    Riches.    Intercession,  advocacy. 

(jiiifc\y>-  khwdhishi  ildhi.  The  divine  will. 

Pj5(jt>&\^  khwdhislbgar.  Intercessor,  advocate. 

p        (jifc^^  hhwdhishgari.  Intercession. 

p  ̂ysc>\y>-  khwdkil,  khuhil,  khuwdhil,  Crooked, 

curved.  A  shoemaker's  strap,  with  which  he  binds 
the  last  to  his  knee;  also  the  piece  of  wood  upon 
which  it  is  bound. 

p  8iJ>jj6^_js»  khwdhanda,  One  who  asks,  wills, 
wants,  or  wishes  :  a  beggar,  petitioner. 

p  iiib\y>-  khwdha,  A  petition.    Desire,  intent, 

p  (jJ^J^Si^^  hhwdhidan,  To  petition,  intercede. 
To  will,  want, 

p  j_^^^/i/t?m;/,Taste, flavour:  pleasure,delight. 

A  dj\y>-  hhawdyat,  (v,  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Falling  and 
becoming  deserted  (a  house).  Seizing,  carrying 
off.  Being:  reduced  and  fallen  in  (a  woman  who 

has  recently  brought  forth).  The  hollow  part  of  a 

spear-head  into  which  the  staff"  is  inserted.  Large 
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within  (man).  Swift,  light  (horse).  Swiftness  in 
a  horse.    Width  or  space  inside  a  packsaddle. 

A  ̂ ^y>-  khawb,  A  being  reduced  to  poverty. 
P  khub.  Good.  Beautiful,  elegant,  plea- 

sant, graceful,  lovely,  amiable,  charming,  excel- 
lent, or  gracious.  Beautifully,  excellently.  Firm, 

strong.  0_^«»  '-^^  J  ̂ jy^  khub-surat  u 
pdk-sirat,  Elegant  in  form  and  pure  in  mind. 

PjOy>-  khub-dr,  Convenient  and  inconvenient. 
Carrying  any  thing  to  be  eaten.  Provisions  trans- 

ported from  place  to  place. 

P  {^"^j^j^  y>-  kho  bdz  kardan,  To  quit  a  habit. 
P  f^y>-  khubdn,  (pi.)  The  fair.    The  good, 
p  {_jb^i>-  khubdni.  Apricots  stuffed  with  almonds, 

Pjljl  <-^_j^  kkub-dwdz.  Charming-voiced, 
A  &^_j=»-  kliambat.  Ground  without  rain  (be- 

tween fields  that  have  rain);  likewise  without 
herbage;  barren.  Hunger. 

PjO^  khubtar,  Better,    More  beautiful. 

p  i^-^.^y>-  khubtarm.  Best,  fairest, 
p         <— kkub-i-dsiha,  Pleasant-scented. 

P  jj  u-> hhub-7-ii,  (or       7-uy)  Lovely-faced. 

p  (M^jj  '^r'y'  khub-Tuydn,  (plur.)  The  fair. 
c     —  _        _  _ 

p  ̂ ^JJ  khub-rusi,  Comeliness  of  face. 
p  ̂ ^iso^  kkubkald,  (or  (j^^_js»-  khubkaldn) 

Name  of  a  seed  of  a  cooling  quality. 

p J^i^  (-r*^  hJiub-manzar,  Handsome,  fair. 
p         hhubi,  Goodness,  excellence.  Beauty. 

p  i^si ̂   kkupk]iin,T!\ie  substance  called  mum- 
my, whether  human  or  mineral. 

Vj>S>^^  kJiu  or  kho-j)azir,  Accustomed  to. 
p  &b.^  khwapla,  Foolish,  ignorant. 

A  s^5»  kkuwat.  Adversity.    Waste  ground. 

A  0_j5-  khawt,  (v,  n,  of  OU»-  for  0_ji-) 
Pouncing  on  his  prey  (a  falcon).  Breaking  a  pro- 

mise. Diminishing,  lessening  (provisions).  Seiz- 

ing, carrying  off".  Impairing.  Growing  old.  Driv- 
ing, impelling,  pursuing. 

A  |^^=>-  khawta^  A  skilful  guide.  A  leveret. 
A  sort  of  yellow  fly  found  in  grass.  Cupidity, 

Vile,  base,  ignoble, 

A  iUi^p-  khawta^i,  A  dwarf.  A  man's  name. 
A  ij^y>-  kkawtal.  Elegant,  graceful,  witty, 

A  i^j^  khawtala  ,  A  clandestine  step  behind 
a  curtain,  or  behind  whatever  else  conceals  a  per- 

son from  view. 

A  (J1j_js-  khawas,  (v.  n.  of  ClJ^  for  C->j»-) 
Having  a  flabby,  pendulous  belly.  Being  filled, 
satiated.    Familiarity,  intimacy, 

A  f\>y-  khawsdf,  Swag-bellied  (woman),  A tender  virgin, 

A  kliawsa^  Base,  vile,  ignoble. 
p  khoch.  The  comb  or  the  crest  of  a  bird. 

Cock's-comb  (a  flower).  Tuft  of  a  helmet.  Peak  of 
a  house.   A  red  silk  neckcloth.  A  fighting  ram. 

p  s^y-  kkocha,  The  comb  of  a  cock,  crest  of 

a  bii'd.    The  flower  called  cock's-comb. 



A  As- Wiawkhas,  (fem.  S^ls-js-  hhawhhasat) 

p  J^A>.j>-  hhochldan/Yo  see  badly  from  weak- 
ness in  the  eyes.  To  water,  to  be  hard,  dry,  and 

hot  (tlie  eyes). 

A  hhanlth,  A  peach 

(pi.  (jj^^s^j*^  hhawkhamna)  Foolish. 
p  khokh  akra^  Indian  leaf. 

A  ss>-j5»-  hhawhJiat,  A  window,  skylight,  little 
window.  The  backside.  A  space  between  two 

houses,  unenclosed  by  a  door.  A  kind  of  green 

garment,  (pi.  ̂ ^_5^  hhawkh)  A  peach. 
p  hhawhhaw,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Rite, 

custom.  A  sword.  Power,  strength.  A  branch. 

A  bricklayer's  scaffold. 
A  (J>js-  hhamd,  (pi.  Obji-  hhandat  or 

A  beautiful  young  girl. 

p  t)j5>-  A/tiiiZ,  A  helmet,  ̂ f-  lij*-  A/iwc^i  A/m- 

roch,  (or  khuroli)  A  cock's  comb.  The  ane- 
mone. Khwud,  Self.  Himself,  herself,  itself.  But. 

i^y>-  kkrvud-ihhtiT/ari,  Self-controul,  self- 

government,  self-possession.  Jjs"-  khrvud- 

aray,  Pride,  arrogance,  conceit ;  display  of  one's 
own  merits,  lijsi  iiy>-  khmudba  khwud, Of  himself, 
spontaneously.  CL^jSi  Ci^khwudbadarvlat, Yon, 
your  worship.  Sir.  khwud  ha  soz,  Name 

of  a  fire-temple  in  Azarbayjan.  khwud- 

bahasi,  Yanitj.  ̂ jo  iijs>-  khwud-bm.  Seeing  him- 

self, i.e.  Proud,  self-conceited.  (j.x>,  i^y>-  khwud- 

hviii,  Arrogance, presumption.  tL**iJj^.  li ̂   khwud- 

farast,  A  worshipper  or  admirer  of  himself.  0^*- 

^j'^j^.  khwud-parastl,  Self-conceit.  Selfishness. 
iiJu«^.  J_js>-  hhwud-pasand,  Self-approved,  vain,  con- 

ceited, opiniated.  i_ftij^,Oy>-khwud-pasandl,  Self- 

complacency.  (_^|^^.J}5-^/iro««Z-2?eraji,Ostentation. 

\j5  liji-  khwud-sana,  A  boaster.  An  egotist.  Oji- 

khwud-hukm,  Obstinate.  t>j»-  khwud-kho, 

Uneducated,undisciplined.  Capricious.  »^j=«- 

khwud-kkwdk,  Selfish.  tiji-  khwud-dar.  Con- 

tent. Patient.  Master  of  one's  self.  Jji- 
MwMc?-ra3/,Self-opiniated.  Afantastical,capricious 

humourist.  liji-  khwud-raii,  Self-conceited- 
ness. 

(j*a5»-j  kkwud-rukhsatl.  Leaving  a  ser- 

vice of  one's  own  accord,  in  which  case  it  is  custo- 
mary to  deduct  something  from  wages.  eOuwj 

khwud-rnsia,  Self-grown,  wild,  spontaneous.  0j5>- 
khwud-rang,  Preserving  the  natural  colour, 

unchanged;  also  yellowish  colour,  jj  ̂iji^kkwud- 
ru,  With  her  own  face,  i.  e.  unpainted,  adorned  with 

native  beauty.  Khwud-ro,  Spontaneous,  self-grow- 

ing,unplanted.^/jj  t>jj>-A/iro»i(^-rM?/,Ill-discipIined. 
Spontaneous  growth.  ̂ ^JJ  kliwud-roJi,  Spon- 

taneous growth.  k^j!^  khivud-sitafi,  Self- 

applause,  vain-boasting,  jut^^khwud-sar.  Bold, 
fearless.  Self-opiniated,obstinate,whimsical.  Head- 

strong. J  <^_)>-  khwud-soz,  Name  of  a  fire-temple 
in  Azarbayjan.  i^jojS'  Jji-  khwud-gharaz,  Self-in- 

terested, laip  Jji-  khwud-ghalat,  Wrong-headed. 
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i^jj^  Oji- A/iWMc?^aros^,Sellinghimself,  i.e.  boast- 

ing, vaunting,    ij^  Jyt-  khwud-kara,  Acting  for 
one's  self,  trusting  to  none. 

kkwiid- 
kaskt.  Cultivation  of  one's  own  soil,  ej^v 
khwud-kashta,  Self-cultivated  {i.e.  by  the  farmer 

himself).  ̂   Jjs-  khwud-kam,  Self-will.  Living 
like  a  libertine,  following  his  own  fancy  ;  arrogant 

ew^  tijj»-7</<?i-Mc?-/(:amfl,  Self-willed,  opiniated.  Gain^ 

ing  the  object  of  one's  desires.  Growing  sponta- 
neously. iJ^i-  khicud-kami,  Self-interested- 

ness  ;  wilfulness,  id^ i^j=^  khrvud-karda,  Done 
of  himself.  iiy>-  kJnvud-nama,  Vain,  arrogant. 

Growing  spontaneously.  '^y^  khwud-na- 
masi,  Ostentation.  Kkwud  is  sometimes  afiixed  to 

pronouns  :  as,  t)^s>-  f^t>man  khwud,  I  myself  (ego 

ipse).  Jjs-  ba  hhwudl  kkwud,  Of  one's  self, of  one's  own  accord. 

pjlu*  Jjs-  khud-saz,  A  maker  of  helmets. 

p  (j?jU>»  Jjs-  kkud-sazi,  Helmet-making. 

p  ̂J\3aJi^iy-  kkwudistaT)  ov  khwudustcm,  Vine- 
shoots  which  are  eaten  young. 

p  » khuda.  An  arch,  a  vault.  Truth. 

p  Ufciijs-  kkwudha,  Selves. 

p  {j^y-  khwudl,  Selfishness,  conceit,  egotism. 

vjy^d^  kkwudi-soz,  A  fire-temple  in  Azar- 
bayjan. 

A  iji-  khuwaz,  (pi.  of  *j Jj5»-  khuzai)  Helmets. 
A  ̂^i^y>^  khawzan.  Servants,  domestics.  t-^Jbii 

^J,<\ii  i^'i^y^  f^zahabafl  khawzani'l  khdmil,  He was  ranked  in  a  low  grade  of  society. 

A  'i  'djs-  kkuzat,  A  helmet.  Headache. 
Ajjs-  khawr,  (v.  n.  of  for Striking 

or  piercing  (an  animal,  especially  about  the  podex). 

A  valley,  low  ground.  A  bay,  gulf.  Mouth  of  a 
river ;  an  estuary,  frith.  Kkur,  Women  suspected 

of  vice.  (pi.  of  Sj^js-  khanwarat)  (Camels)  full 
of  milk.  Khawar,  Weakness. 

A        khusur,  A  becoming  weak  and  languid. 

Pjjs^  khwur.  Despicable,  contemptible,  abject, 
mean,  vile,  base,  infamous.  Worthy,  proper,  agree- 

able to.  The  east.  A  partner,  consort.  Light,  ra- 
diance. The  sun.  Name  of  an  angel.  The  eleventh 

day  of  every  solar  month.  Food  sufiicient  for  the 

support  of  life.  Meat.  Flavour,  relish,  taste.  A 

chameleon.  A  palace,  villa.  The  famous  palace 

of  Khawarnak.  j jjs-  hkrour  u  kakir 
ddsktan.  To  render  despicable  and  hapless,  (in 

compos.)  Eating  or  consuming ;  as,j^s>-  ̂ '^mar- 
dum-kkwur,  Devouring  men,  i.e.  a  fierce  warrior. 

j^s-  miras-khwur,  Inheriting. 
p  kkwurd.  Worthy,  suitable.  Few  pro- 

visions. Eating,  voracious.  A  gangrene,  cancer. 

p  L-J^y>-  khwur-db,  Impure  water.  A  cataract. 
The  dam  of  a  sluice.  An  itch  for  drinking. 

p  eo^js-  A/iWMr-aJa,  Alittlestream  brought  from 

a  larger  river  for  the  purposes  of  cultivation.  Wa- 
ter to  drink.  A  farmer  furnished  with  all  the  means 

and  appliances  of  cultivation.  A  little  water  oozing 
through  an  embankment. 

P  uiJ\jj5^  khwurak,  Food,  victuals,  provisions. 
Daily  bread,  eatables.  One  meal.  One  dose  of  me- 

dicine, (in  India)  A  kind  of  batta  given  by  villagers 

to  peons  sent  to  collect  the  circar-duties. 

P  khwurdki,  Daily  allowance  of  food 

or  money  to  purchase  it,  subsistence-money. 

A  khawrdn,  (pi.  OU^js-  khawrdnat  or 

U^}}^^'  hkawdrin)  The  podex  of  quadrupeds. 
p  khwurdn.  Name  of  one  of  the  cham- 

pions of  Kay  Khusrav  son  of  Siyavash.  Eating, 

devouring.  Voracious,  gluttonous. 

A  Ol3|jj5»-  khawrandt.  Fundaments. 

P  {^i^]jj='  khwurdndan,  To  eat  or  drink. 
p  ftfi>|jj^  khurdha  or  khwardka,  A  cock's  comb. 
p  L?]jy^  A/twMray,A  few  provisions.  Arranged. 

Elegant. 
p kkwur-bdr.  Serving  up  a  repast.  A 

hamper  of  provisions.    Suitable  and  unsuitable. 

P  kkwur-pdra,  Bits,  fragments,  orts. 

P  CL>'iMj>jy>'  khwur-2')arast,  A  sun-worshipper. The  sunflower. 

A         khurat.  Best,  choicest  of  any  thing, 

p  ̂ J^»-J^  kkwur-chm,  A  portmanteau,  wallet. 

{J^^ Uy^Tj^  khwur-ckin  kardan.  To  glean,  lease, 

p  f^^y^jy>-  khwurkhajiwan,  Nightmare, 
p  <i)^  kkwurd.  Little,  sraall,minute,  petty,  tiny. 

Short.    Suitable,  proper.    A  meeting.  A  public 

address.  Meat,  victuals.  Eating.  He  did  eat.  He 

met.  He brakein  pieces,         sJ^^pashasi  kkwurd, 

A  little  gnat,         ji^  skiri  kkwurd,  Skim-milk. 

U^J^'^}'^  /i/m'MrcZ  kardan,  To  bruise  small.  '^jy>- 
t)yc  kkwurd  murd.  Minutiae  of  any  kind,  j  ̂j^^ 

U-^^ kkwurd  u  khwdb,  One  who  does  nothing  ex- 

cept eat,  drink,  and  sleep,  (^^^j  ̂jy^  kkwurd  u 

kaldn,  (or  ̂'■^-(jji  j  '^ji^  kkwurd  u  buzurg)  Small 
and  great,  all. 

p  li^-^y*-  khwur-ddd,  Name  of  the  third  month. 

Pj^Jj^ji-  kkwur-ddr,  A  boarded  domestic, 
p  jjiijjs-  khwurdtar.  Smaller,  younger, 

p  JU  Jjji-  kkwurd-sdl.  Of  tender  years, 

p  ̂^^Ik"         kkwurd-sdldn,  Young  ones, 
p  ̂^UauJjjs-  kkwardustdn,  (also  ̂ ^Ijuuji^^ 

kkwardustdri)  Yong  vine-shoots  which  are  eaten 
for  their  freshness.    Any  young  shoot. 

p  (j^'^js*'  khwurdagdn,  Juniors,  inferioi-s. 
p  ̂djjh"  kkwurdagi.  Corrosion.    A  draught. 

An  eating  or  drinking. 

p  '^jy^  kkwurd-mahal,  The  apartments  of 
the  concubines  of  great  men. 

p  u^jjs-  kkwurdan,  To  eat.  To  gnaw.  To 
drink.  To  hit.  To  nip.  To  strike.  To  devour,  de- 

stroy. To  take.  To  grate.  To  suffer.  fj>^y- 

sktr  kkwurdan.  To  drink  milk.  t^'^_5»-  ̂   gkam 
kkwurdan.  To  devour  sorrow,  to  be  afflicted.  ̂ yu» 

sawgand  kkwurdan,  To  swallow  an  oath, 



to  swear,  ̂ ^^j^  l^Vl^  ̂ zab  Umurdan,  To  suffer 

torment.  i^yf-khanifkhwurdanflofeav. 

U'^-J*'  ̂ "■^^  khwurdan,  To  be  gulled,  cheated, 
hoaxed ;  to  swallow  a  gudgeon. 

p  {ji^y-  hhwurdani,  Fit  to  be  eaten,  edible, 
esculent.  Provisions,  victuals,  food.  A  repast.  A 

beverage,      JjjJ>-  sahzid  klmurdanl,  An 
esculent  vegetable ;  greens. 

p  S'^y-  hhnurda,  Eaten.  Devoured,  corroded. 

Eating.  A  spark.  Quickness,  acuteness.  A  bit, 

scrap.  A  crumb.  A  speck.  A  fault.  That  part  of 

a  (horse's)  leg  which  is  enclosed  in  the  fetter.  Mi- 

nute, slender.  S^^j^-  dard-hhwurda,  Affected 

with  pain,  ii^jj'^- Ji'}^  hhinziri  tir-khwurda, 
A  boar  wounded  by  a  dart.  ̂ ^-^^  khwurdan 

am&aw.  Crumbs  in  a  wallet,  (j'^  lJ)jy>-  hhrvurda 
kardan,  To  change  money. 

V  ̂   "i  ̂ jjS"  hhwurda-ad'im,  An  acorn  £ortan- ning  leather. 

Pjj\J»  J^ji-MwMrc?a-&m,Caviller.Microscopic. 

p  j_^*>  i^jy^  hhrvurda-hmi,  Criticism.  Cavil. 
Microscopy. 

Vj>.  S*^^  hhwurda-paz,  A  cook. 

p  (j^js^  hhmurda-klman,  A  small  table. 

p        ̂ -ijj^-  khwurda-dan,  Critical. 

p  ̂^J)Ji  i'^jy>-  hhwurda-farosh,  A  huckster. 

p        ̂ '^j^  khwurda-1ian,lAa\)\.eio  criticism. 
p  lihwurda-gir,  A  criticiser,  critic. 

p  SJ^  ̂ '^3*'  khmurda  murda,  Minute  objects. 

F fjUj^khwurdl, Broth,juicy  meats.  Eatables. 
Smallness,  littleness. 

pj>.  (_f iijji-  khwurdi-paz,  A  cook,  broth-maker. 

P(_)^j) ji  i^L>j  ̂   lihmurdi-farosh,K\)\'o\!n-'&^&e. 

Gjjy>-  khrvuraz,  Greek  dance  or  chorus. 

p  {J)jj=^  khwurzi,  (or  »-L?Jjji-)  Barn,  granary. 

PjlhJ,  ji-  hhwursar,  (orjlXiJjji-)  A  refectory. 
p  hlmuristan,  A  pantry,  larder,  but- 

tery.   Name  of  a  country  in  Persia. 

p  jJo^js-  hhwursand,  Contented,  happy. 

p  (^i>ju>Jj^s>-  MiTVursandi,  Gladness:  content. 

P  {j^jy>-  hhwurish,  Eating  and  di  inking ;  food. 

A  father-in-law.  (jijii^.  j  {j^j^^  hhwurish  u 
poshish,  Food  and  raiment.  (_)*»LjL*>Jii  ̂ _jiijj_s^ 
khwurishi  dast-as,  A  handful  of  wheat  which  the 

miller  throws  into  the  hopper. 

p  O'jSiij^  khwur-shed,(oYi)\M»j^hhwur-sha.d^ 
The  sun.  The  animal  spirit.  Name  of  the  mistress 

of  Jamshed.  \y*M>j^  hhwur-shedija- 
han-tab,  The  sun  illuminating  the  world. 

P  ^.Xj^js"  hhwurshed-j)arastan,  Wor- 
shippers of  the  sun. 

Pj^.  O^jy-  hhwurshed-payhar,  Handsome. 

P  i^j^y*^  '>^i*^j*"  hhwurshed-suwaran,  Early- 
risers.  Christian  monks.  Those  who  ride  in  the 

heat  of  the  day.  The  favourites  of  a  king.  Angels. 

P  f^\yiJ*>j^s-  khwurshtdan,  To  collect.  To  suit. 

To  happen  agreeably.  To  carry  one's  victuals.  To 
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crack  (lips  with  heat). 

p  ̂L<5jjS"  hhwur-sala,  A  store,  barn,  cellar. 

A  j^j*"  hhawram,  A  stone  full  of  clefts. 
P         hhwurram,  Joyful,  pleasant. 

p  jl/Cjji-  /iAwwr-maAjNameofasummermonth. 
A  hhawramat,  Soft  part  of  the  nose. 

P  til«jj5»-  khwarmah,  (or  <^Xoj^  hhwarra- 
mak)  Shells  worn  as  amulets. 

Pjifj^  hhwur-mihrj'Nameof  Solomon  ssword. 
p  O^jy^  khwarand,  Worthy,  suitable,  proper. 

The  twelfth  day  of  every  solar  month. 

p  »  Js^,^  hhwuranda,  An  eater.  One  who  ob- 
tains the  property  of  another  fairly  or  dishonour- 

ably. A  family,  domestics,  household. 
A  khawarnak,  The  palace  built  by 

^Ji  nu^ian  bin  munzir  for  King  Bahram  in 
Babylonia,  and  alluded  to  often  to  imply  any 

magnificent  edifice. 

p  tX^j^  hhwarangah,  (or  sf~>j^  khwaran- 

gah)  Bahram's  palace.    A  portico. 
p  hhawarna,  The  palace  of  Bahram. 

p  cj**^.         khwuruposh,  Food  and  raiment. 

p  ijy^  khwara,  Any  thing  that  eats  or  corrodes 

(as  rust,  moth,  leprosy,  or  gangrene).  Divine  illu- 
mination, the  light  of  reason.  A  division  of  the 

Persian  empire,  of  which  there  formerly  were  five : 

namely, ̂ juI>(>jT  hhwaraAardshir,J^^  tj^i- 
khwaran  istakhr,  L^\J\^  hhnaran  darab, 

jy>}^  l>j^  hhwarasisha2mr,  and  iii\J>%jjs-  hhica- 
ran  hubad.  Khawra,  The  plant  called  ̂ j^j^ 
hhar-zahra.  Trodden.  Kliura,  A  corn-sack. 

p  i^^jy^  khwurhag,  Shells  suspended  from 
children's  necks. 

A  (^jj=^  hhura,  Good  and  pleasing  (woman). 
(A  man)  abounding  in  good  things. 

P  cJjj*^  hhwuri,  Baseness.  A  kind  of  cloth. 
p  jbj^  hhwuryad,  A  peasant,  clown,  lout. 

p  (^/jbj^  hhwuryadi,  Rusticity,  rudeness. 

p  ̂ ^'^.J^  hhwurldan,  To  invite  to  nuptials. 

Aj^jj*-  hhawz,  Enmity,  hostility. 

pj^  hhuz,  Sugar-cane.  The  country  called 
Khuzistan  (anciently  Susiana),  the  capital  of  which 
is  Shustar.  Inhabitants  of  hhuzistan,  the 

ancient  Susiana,  between  Persia  and  Babylonia. 

p  f^jy^  hhuzan,  Name  of  a  celebrated  Persian 
hero.  Name  of  a  city. 

Ai--^^/t/iaw2:a&,Aswellingof(acamers)udder. 

p  uiJj  Jjj^  hhawazduh,  An  insect  resembling 
a  black-beetle.  The  scolopendra. 

p  iii)^  hhuzda,  A  beetle,  a  chafer. 

PjJ^  khuzar,  Name  of  a  tree. 
A  khawzara'f  The  gait  of  one  whose 

joints  are  out. 

p  fj^^jy^  hhuzistan,  Susiana.  A  sugar-planta- 
tion. Sugar-growing  country.  Sugar-manufactoi'y. 

A  hhawza^  An  old  woman. 
A  hhawzahat,  The  act  of  impaling. 

A  l^jy^  hhawzala\  A  slow,  tottering  pace. 
p    ̂ hhwazam,  Aio^.  Khawzam,  Carpenter. 

A  i^js"-  hliawzamat,  (in  Hudaylish)  A  cow. 

p  tjy/'  hhanza,  Trampled  upon,  ruined.  Khu- 
za  and  hhwuza,  A  triumphal  arch.  The  inner 

apartment  where  the  royal  bride  awaits  the  arrival 

of  her  husband. 

A  ̂ jfcj_j^  khawzahraj,  (the  Arab,  of Ma/'-za/trfl)  Asses' bane  (a  certain  poisonous  plant). 

p  ijjy>-  hhuzi,  Pounded,  beaten  (meat).  A  na- 
tive ofj^  hhuz. 

Pj\j5-  fj^jy^khUzi-khmar^A  contented  cuckold. 
An  eater  of  pounded  meat. 

p  (jii^J^  hlmzidan,  To  call  to  a  marriage. 

p  8j_js>-  hhuja,  A  cock's  comb.  Chitterlings. 

A  (jtiy-  hhaws,  (v.  n.  of  {jtt^  ior^ja^')  De- ceiving. Stinking  (carrion).  Breaking  a  promise, 

disappointing.  Being  flat  and  unsaleable.  Khus, 
Fraud,  deceit. 

p  hhwus,  A  brother-in-law. 

p  (j(JcjL»»js»-  khusamdan,  To  desire,  wish.  To 
excite  desire.   Khosanidan,  To  cause  to  moisten. 

V CLi'Miy-khwust, Amelon,  Rubbed.  Wearied, 

tired.  A'Aosi  or  Mwas^,  An  island.  A  beaten  road. 

PjUun^s-  hhwastar,  A  petitioner,  candidate. 
p  hhwastan  or  hhustan,  To  ask. 

p  slu*^  hhwasta,  Dug  up,  extirpated.  Fetid. 

p  tjui^hhusra,  A  husband's  or  wife's  brother. 
p  ̂ Miy-lihosa,  A  scarecrow  in  fields  or  gardens. 

M>y>-  hhosa  shudan,  To  be  in  heat  (a  bitch). 

p  ̂ iiju*>j5-  hhustdan,  To  dry  up,  shrivel.  To 
be  wrinkled.  To  be  moist.  To  flow  from  the  eyes 

(humour).    To  collect. 
A  y>-  hhawsh,  The  hypochondria,  the  waist 

under  the  ribs.  A  stab.  Matrimony.  Conjugal 

intercourse.  A  taking,  seizure.  Ascatteringof  earth 
into  a  vessel. 

p  jji> hhwush,(hy  some  hhwash)  Good,  sweet, 
excellent,  beautiful,  fair,  charming,  pleasant,  de- 

lightful, agreeable,  cheerful,  amiable,  lovely,  deli- 
cate, tender,  kind,  gentle,  humane,  mild,  meek,  ele- 

gant. Healthy,  wholesome,  temperate.  Happy, 

well,  pleased.    Willingly.  (^y>-  hhwush 

ispai^am,  The  shrub  basil  royal,  j'^'^  L^y^ 
hJiwush-atKar,  Well-bred.  O*^^^  hhwush- 

alhan,  (orj^j  1  i^y>-  khwush-awaz)  With  a  sweet 
voice.  _j5-  hhwush  amma,Y ery  well,  be  it  so. 

But.    lixol  hliwush-amad,  Flattery.  Wel- 

come. Gratification.  (^y-  ura  hhwush 

aniad,  It  is  agreeable  to  him.  _j>  tX«  I  ̂   khwush- 

d7nad-go  ov  gu,  A  batterer.  ̂ ^'^\  hhwush 

amadan,  To  please,  become  agreeable.  To  suc- 
ceed well.  To  agree  with  (as  meat  or  drink).  To 

be  welcome.  J^*  I  {j^y^  hhnush-amadi,  Flat- 
tery. Assenting.  You  are  welcome.  (_5j\^iViT(_jwijs» 

hhwush-amad-kari,  Content,  satisfaction,  {j^^ 

iZ^J:S~^\  hhwush-angusht,  (Good-fingered)  A  skil- 



ful  player  on  an  instrument,  ti-^l  (^y>- UmusJi- 

altang,  Having  a  melodious  voice.  iiJ>J  ̂ j*"^ 

hhwush-ayand,  Flattering  (endearments).  Grate- 
fuljwholesome,  amiable,  agreeable,  pleasing,charm- 

^"o*  i^'^-^  1^ khwush-ai/a7ida ffiySpruceness, 
neatness,  elegance,  oi'nament.  Pleasingness,  agree- 
ableness.  i^SJ>\  khwush-dyanda,  Aimahle, 

agreeable  to  all.  Elegant,  neat,  spruce.  Grateful, 

agreeable.  Wholesome.  tS^}  U^y^  Olflis^ 

mulatafati  hhwush-ayanda,  Flattering  caresses, 

blandishments.  O**^^  khwush-bash,  Free  to 
stay  or  to  depart.  Lands  granted  to  favourites  at 

low  rents  on  condition  of  serving  the  government 

when  called  upon.  Independent.  ̂   (^^  khivusli- 

bu  or  ho,  Sweet-smelling.  Perfume.  j\j  ̂  O^J*" 

khwush-ho-dar,  Fi-agrant,  aromatic.  L)^_J*" 

hhwush-boy,  Fi-agrant,  odoriferous.  ^xZi ̂  
khwusli-huynah  or  &o?/waA,Well-flavoured,  savoury 

(boiling  pot).  ijjy>,  (j^^  khvush-pozi,  A  kiss. 
uL)\ji|^.(^^i>-/f/<n'i«/<-j90iV(.a/;,Well-dressed.^_)^_5i- 

^^./'/iWMs/t-pec/i,  Intelligent,  wise.  A  distinguished 
gentleman.  ̂ ^KiJ^^  khrvush-taman,  A  mother- 

in-law.  o**^  D**^  khwush-tarash,  Of  a  good 
shape,  graceful.  L>^J^  khwush-tahrir,  Elo- 

quent. Jl>-  (^_j=-  khmush-hal,  Happy,  fortunate, 

in  pleasant  circumstances.  O^^*"  ̂ ^hwush- 

hdll,  A  pleasant  condition.  CLt^j^'  (^J^^hhwmh- 
harakat,  One  who  acts  with  propriety,  or  who  does 

good  actions.  Jh\s-'  y>-  hhwusli-khatir,  A  cheer- 
ful mind,  a  gladsome  heart.  Jls-  {j^^  hhwush- 

hhdl,  A  mistress,  sweetheart.  {JJf^  ̂   khwush- 

hhahari,  Exhilarating  news.  LJ^^  hhwush- 

lihirdm,  One  who  walks  elegantly.  Jo^i- 

hltwush-hliarid,  Paying  in  ready  money,  buying  in 

a  private  sale.    JLo*-  khwush-liliisdl,  (and 

i^y>-  ijf^^  khwush-khoy)  Of  an  excellent  dispo- 
sition. Well-bred.  Affable,    lai-  (^js-  khwush- 

7?//a^,  Elegant  writing.  A  handsome  youth. 

^s-  kJmush-khalh,  Affable.  {^y^  hhwush- 

^/mZ/fi,  Affability.  i^^^  khwush-khwdr,  A 

good  liver,  one  who  lives  well.  (^^lihivusli- 
hlmdn,  Singing  delightfully,  melodious,  o^-?^ 

*j>-Mn'Ms/i-^/iWMra^,One wholiveswell.  ^ 
^^J:>Jb]j^kh7vush-khwdhish,Yehementdes\re.  s^y>- 

j»=>-  hhwush-hhwur,  A  fortunate  petition.  Subacid. 

i_S*^  LJ^y^  hkwush-hhuii  or  kliosi,  Goodness  of 
temper,  (^^^i  O*'^^  hhwush-daman,  Mother-in- 

law.  O**^  hhwush-dil,  Cheerful,  contented, 

gay.  (_Jt)  LJ^J*"  khwush-dili,  Cheerfulness,  gaiety, 

^ti  (^j*-  hhwush-dam,  A  sweet  breath.  Fine  air. 
L>^J^  khivush-dimdgh,  Pleasant,  mirthful. 

iiwHj^i  C_>*>j='  khwush-zdsika,  Well-flavoured,  sa- 

voury. i\j  {j^^  Jthrvush-rdh,  A  good  roadster. 

Jdj  (^^s-  liliwush-raftar,  Graceful  in  walking. 

Proceedingproperly.jU^  jjjMsarvikhwush- 

raftdr,  A  sweetly-waving  cypress,  L^J^  ̂  
kalami  hhwush-rqftdr,  A  good  pen  which  moves 
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easily.  J^j  (^js-  nigdri  Ithmush-raftdr,  A 
beautiful  woman  walking  gracefully ;  also  of  good 

conduct.    cLOj  lilmush-rang,  Of  a  lively 

colour,    jj  hhwush-rav,  Pleasant-paced. 

Khwush-ru,  Beautiful.  Jjj  C_>^J^  kliwush-roz, 

A  holiday,  ̂ jbj  (^J^^  hhwush-zahdn,  Speaking 
well,  having  a  sweet  or  clear  voice.  Plausible. 

LJ^j*"  khwush-sdy,  The  box-tree.  i^_}=^ 
hhwush-sahhra,  A  pleasant,  humorous  fellow. 

jiMi  i^Jii^  ay  mdda7'i  kJmush-siyar,  O 
mother,  of  excellent  virtues!  or,  O  most  virtuous 

mother  !  L>**J^  hhwush  shudan,  To  be  well. 

To  be  in  good  health.  C^yfl  U^y^  khrvush-su- 
rat,  Handsome-faced.  O^^^  khwush-tab^ 

Jocular,  good-natured.  {j^^  O^Lxf-'  tam- 
sildii  klmusk-iab^,  Apologues  of  an  entertaining 

nature,  j^^^fi*  L)^_5*'  hhmush-tab^,  Pleasantry, 
mirth,  (jl-^  O*'^*'  khwush-^ndn,  (A  horse)  of 

an  agreeable  pace,  gentle,  ̂ ai'  c_>«>_j=-  khwush- 
kat^,  Well-shaped,  nicely  cut  out.  i^'^^ 
Jihwiish  kardan,  To  cure.  To  benefit.  To  do  good. 

To  rejoice.  jUS^(_^^  hhwush-kandr,  A  beloved 

object.  ̂   i^^khwusk-gdm,,'We\\-^2Lced. (_^**^_jS  khwush  giristmi,  To  weep  abundantly. 

^jJckS  ̂ j^^khwusk-guftdi~i,^\oq\i.ence. kJiwush-go,  Eloquent.     Melodious.  (JL^ ̂  

sharbati  kk7vush-guwd7',  A 'pleasa.nt  beve- 
rage, easy  of  digestion.  khivusk-lahn, 

Melodious,  "-Hj^  7nutribi  khwush- 
lalija,  A  musician  having  a  tuneful  voice, 

j^'e/i/<7«2<s/<-ma2a</8,Pleasantnessofflavour. 

'ijc  khrcusk-maza,  Agreeable  to  the  palate,  well- 

flavoured,  delicious.  aJjc'owi  klmusk-Tnu^- 
mala,  An  upright  dealer,    yi-j^  khwush- 

7nanisk,  Having  a  good  heart  (ethically),  or  ex- 
cellent spirits  (physically).  Satiety,  glut,  languor. 

^_J^i^  0*»^  kkTvusk-maniskt,  Joke,  pleasantry, 
sprightliness,  cheerfulness,  joYousness.  ̂ J^^im^ 
kkTvusk-manza?;  Of  a  goodly  aspect,  j^i.xijs- 

kkwusk-TiisJiin,  Sitting  easily,  having  room  enough. 
A  new  comer. A  stranger. 

kkrvush- 
niskinijArojal  guard  for  which  lands  are  assigned. 

J^'iJlj js>-  kkwusk-nazar,  Sociable,  familiar.  A  spe- 
cies of  red,  yellow,  and  white  rose.  l^Xc  (_P^=- 

kkrousk-T^amak,  Well-salted.  Witty.  A  beloved 

object.  j\_j3  (^J*"  kkwusk-narvdz,  A  musician. 
Name  of  the  governor  of  the  city  of  kaytdl. 

^  kkmusk-navis,  A  caligraphist.  (_P_5=- 

i^iy  kktvusk-Tiavisi,  Caligraphy.  |«J_j='  j  LJ^y^ 
tikmush  u  kkwurram,  Happy  and  cheerful.  (_>^y»- 

CJi^  kkwusk-rcakt,  In  happy  circumstances. 

\^  kk7msk-karcd,  A  pleasant  air.  Kliroash,  A 
husband's  or  a  wife's  mother.  A  kiss,  (for  i^J^.^ 

khwesk)  Self.  Kkosh,  (for  i^J^J^-  kkuskk)  Dry. 

(for  iJ^^  kkoskd)  A  bunch  of  grapes. 

p  I—' I  (^y*-  kkosk-db,  kkrvusk-db,  ovkkrvask- 
dh,  Fresh,  juicy,  full  of  water.    Water  in  which 

grapes,  figs,  prunes,  or  dried  apricots  are  boiled  to- 
gether. Fresh,  tender  pot-herbs.  Moist.  Waving. 

Clear,  pellucid.  A  pearl,  a  jewel. 

p  kkwuskdb-danddTi,  One  who ' 
has  clean  and  brilliant  teeth. 

P  (3'  L>**J^  kkrvusk-dbi,  Freshness. 
p  \^y>-  kkrvuskd  kkrvushd  or  kkmaskd 

kkwaskd,  Very  well ! 

p  dKui^  kk7viiskdd,  A  clearing  of  a  garden. 

p  ̂ Li>^  kkmaskdman,  Husband's  or  wife's 
mother. 

A  ̂^^Jm^  kka7vskd7i,  A  species  of  orach. 
p  (_fV«j_jj>-  Mos/ia^/jCluster  of  grapes:  ear  of  corn. 
p  diwij^  kk7miskt,  Stark  naked. 

-pJ<Ziy>-  kkwuskta7;  Sweeter,  pleasanter. 

PLdJjwjji-  kkwusktarak,  Somewhat  pleasanter. 
p  a>s:^ khwuskcka,  Good  (girl).  Prettily. 

p  Jjl  kkrcuskka-drd,  Flour  not  bolted. 
p  \i,uiy>-  khivusk-narTid,  Of  good  appearance. 

Elegant,  specious.  Neat,  pretty  . 
p  kkwusknud,  Content.  Pleased. 

p  (_j(J»yJjy>-  kkrvuskTiudt,  Mirth.  Contentment. 
p  iZi^  kkoska,  A  cluster  or  bunch  of  grapes 

or  dates.  An  ear  of  corn.  The  constellation  Virgo. 

Name  of  a  bird.  Gleaning.  The  rainbow.  Sepa- 

rately.  ,^j>-  nJ^ys-  kkoskasi  c/mrA/t,  The  constel- 
lation Virgo.  sJ^yf  kkoska-ckin,  Gathev'mg 

grapes,  reaping  or  gleaningcorn.  Aplagiary.  dJ^y>- 

(J  Jjj  \  ̂jMioska  dar gulu  d7varda7i,To  be  coming 
into  ear.    Kkrvaska,  Husband's  or  wife's  father. 

p^«ij^/{Aw2<s/ii,Happiness,cheerfulness,gaiety, 

pleasure,  enjoyment,  delight.  Consolation,  comfort, 
diversion.  Voluntariness.  Goodness,  excellence, 

benignity.  i^J**y^  kk7vusk'i  namudan,  To  dis- 
play excellence  or  benignity,  ̂ ^^ji^  dai'  kkwushi, 

In  pleasantry.  Kkoski,  Name  of  a  bird. 

PjjiJsJ  j_^^MroMsAl-&a7e/ts/«,Affordingdelight. 
p  ̂^i^iJ^y-  kkoskida7i,To  grow  dry.  To  collect, 

contract.  To  wrinkle,  shrivel,  chap  (as  the  lips). 

To  burn,  fry,  parch.  To  bring  in  or  lay  up  provi- 
sions. To  be  busy.  To  love.  To  congratulate  a 

stranger.  To  happen  well,  to  succeed.  To  jest,  play, 

represent  in  the  manner  of  theatrical  entertainments 

or  public  spectacles. 
p  X iJouIjy»-  kkoskula,  Dried.  Dry. 

A  {^y>-  klius,  Leaves  of  palm-trees,  of  cocoa- 
nuts,  and  the  like  (whether  woven  or  not).  ̂ /<a- 

was,  (v.n.of;^^=>-)Beingsunkinthehead(theeye). 
A  ̂^'^^  kkarvsds,  (fern,  of  (^^s-\  akkwas)  A 

sheep  with  one  eye  white,  and  the  other  black.  A 
hot  wind,  hurting  the  sight.  A  deep  well.  A  high 
hill  of  sand.  Intensely  hot  (noon-day). 

A  &<fj=-  kkusat,  A  leaf  (of  a  palm  or  cocoa-nut). 
A  kkarvz,  (v.n.of  (^U-  for  i^y-)  En- 

tering, wading,  fording,  or  crossing  a  river.  Plung- 

ing (into  danger),  entering  precipitately  (into  busi- 
ness). Resolving,  purposing,  deliberating,  taking 



;ounsel.  Stirring  (wine)  with  a  stick.  Acting  in- 

lumanly,  piercing  with  a  sword  and  turning  it  in 

:he  wound.  Making  (one)  ford  a  river. 

A  'ijoy>-  khawzat,  A  pearl. 

A  khut,  (pi.  ̂Jl^^=-  hhitan  andi)a\^\ akh- 

rvat)  A  limber  twig.  A  corpulent  man,  yet  hand- 
some and  active. 

A  &ill?j5-  khutanat,  (also  l^Wa^  hhutaniyat) 

Long  and  slender  like  a  twig  (man  or  woman). 

A  ^Aan;^,  Name  of  a  whitish-coloured  moun- 
tain. The  winding  of  a  river,  the  bend  of  a  valley. 

A  field  producing  the  plant  rims. 

A  Xiffjs-  hhaw^lat,  (v.  n.  of  J-C-y-  Q)  Con- 

cealing one's  self  on  account  of  suspicion. 

X  ̂ p>-  hhawf^m,  A  fool. 
,  jy-  lihuwf,  (v.  n.  of  ( — »ls-  for  i— s_js-)  Fear- 

ing. Surpassing  in  timidity.  Knovi'ing  for  certain. 

Fear,  dread,  terror.  Murder.  Red  leather,  cut  into 

straps.  Timid,  fearful  (persons).  pUi-  i — khawfi 

hhuda,  The  fear  of  God.  a  Khuf,{-^\.  of  i.Jui-S  akh- 

yaf)  Wall-eyed  (men). 

A  I  jjji-  kkuruaf,  (pi.  of  u-OjU"  hhadf)  Timid. 

A  kharvfa^  Sad,  silent,  melancholy.  Si- 
lent, and  drowsy. 

p  udJUiy-  khawfndk,Tem&ed,  timid,  timorous. 
Frightful,  terrifying. 

A         khawk,  (v.  n.  of  jU-  for  J^)  Putting 

on  ear-rings  (a  girl).  Making  the  noise  Jjb 
khak  ball.  A  ring  for  the  ear  or  nose.  Kliuk,  The 

sheath  of  a  horse.  Kliawah,  Spaciousness,  roomi- 
ness. The  scab. 

A  kharvkas,  (fern,  of  akhwah)  Wide, 

deep,extensive.  Scabby  (camel).  Foolish  (woman). 

p  ui)y>-  khuk  or  khok,  A  pig.  Scrofida.  uLljs- 

Ijjii  khuhi  darya,  (orj^^Ui  i^^khuki  malii)  (Sea- 
hog  or  Fish-hog)  A  porpoise. 

p        ui)j5>-  khuhhan,  A  swineherd, 

p  &^  uiJ_j=>-  khuk-bacha,  A  young  pig,  a  porkling. 

P(_^i>ySsy.-  khu-kardagi,  Habitude,  practice, 

p  idyyf-khu-karda,  Habituated,accustomedto. 

p  »^S=^  hhuhiza,  A  large  duck,  a  goose, 

p  cL/^i-  /j/iM^7,  A  hog.  Khawag,  A  servant, 

p _^y>-  khugar  or  khogar,  Accustomed  to,  habi- 

tuated. Sociable,  familiar.  ̂ <^^y^  hliogar  shu- 
dan,  To  be  used  to.  To  become  tame. 

p  (_^^^ ̂   khu-gmftagi,Fami\iarity,  habitude. 

Pid^  y>-  khu-girifta,  Accustomed,  habituated, 

p  lihu-gir,  khu-g'ir,  or  kho-glr,  The  stuff- 
ing of  a  saddle.  A  pad.  A  pack-saddle,  ^ 
liho-gir-doz,  A  saddle-maker. 

A  J_js»  khawl,  (v.  n.  of  Jlj>-  for  J_j=")  Keep- 

ing, preserving.  Turning  one's  attention  to  the  jjro- 
per  management  of  an  estate.  Khawal,  The  bit  of 

a  bridle.  Wealth  in  servants  and  handmaids,  (pi. 

of  Jjls-  hhanV),  Servants,  domestics  (male  and  fe- 

male), followers.  Shepherds,  (pl.of  j|[^5j=»  kharvl'iy) 
Excellent  mana";er9. 
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p  Jy>-  MloI,  a  lark.  A  kite.  A  white  wood- 
cock. Khamal,  Lean.  A  white  woodcock. 

A  Jj=»  hhusul,  (pi.  of  ij^)  Maternal  uncles. 

A  (Jy-  hhuwal,  (pi. of  (JIp-  khal)  Maternal  uncles. 
p  (j^^  lihawalan,  Buckthorn.  A  (J-^ 

kuhlu'l  hhawlan,  Juice  of  the  box-thorn. 

A  hliUsulat,  Relationship  by  the  mother's 
side.    (pi.  of  Jl^  khar)  Maternal  uncles. 

A    ̂   hltawlat,  A  female  deer,  doe. 

A  ̂ ^5^  khatvla^  Terror,  sudden  fear.  A  wolf. 
A  wild  man  of  the  woods.  A  skilful  guide.  An 

unlucky  gambler.  Awicked,  dissolute  youth.  A  fool. 

p  hhulalu,  Cummin-seed. 

p  jjl^^  khulanjan,  The  herb  galangale. 
p        Mar!;Za,A  quiver.  A  lamp.  /sr/to^a,Empty. 

A  hhaivUij,  (pi.  (J_5*'  hhawal)  A  good  ma- 
nager. An  able  shepherd.  The  keeper  of  a  garden. 

p  ̂ys'  khuliya,  Common  to  the  use  of  all. 
A  khawn,  (v.  n.  of  (jli-  for  (j^)  Being 

perfidious,  deceitful,  breaking  a  promise,  betraying 

a  trust.  Languor  of  countenance.  Khawn  or  hhun, 

(pi.  of  khawwdii  or  hhuivdn)  Third  months. 

Khun,  (pi.  of  hhirvdn  or  hhurvari)  Tables. 

p  (jji-  khwun, {for hhicdn)  A  table.  Food. 
Khun,  Blood.  Bloody.  Killing.  A  shedder  of 

blood.  Selfishness.  Pride.  A  table.  Reading. 

Singing.  ̂ 1*^1  ̂j^*  khun-dshdm,  Blood-thirsty, 
ferocious,  cruel.  laJ  (J^^  hhuiii  hat,  (j»U-  jdm,  or 

Jj  raz)  Red  wine.  (J^.**-  hlmni  j ihdl,  Rubies, 

cornelians.   jCj-  hhurd  jigar,  (or  (J  J  d  'd) 
Deep  affliction,  (j^?"  khuni  jahdn,  A  rud- 

diness in  the  sky.  fj)^khuai  hai/wdn,M-\l\i, 

butter,  or  honey.  i^j>^j)J>-  hhuni  hhuros.  Red 

wine.  ̂   t^y^  hhuni  khmn,  (or  (j^^*  karbdn) Wine.  J  J  khuni  dili  hhdh,  Flowers. 

Rubies,  ̂ ^i^j  I  l)-^  (J^''  hhuni  dil  ha  nd- 
khun  dwardan,  (or  raiidan)  To  tear  the 

breast,  to  cry  bitterly,  tj^^  (jy*"  rehhtan. 
To  shed  blood.   5iiU*»        /Jm/u  sacM,  Pure  blood. 

^^_j=-  siydwush.  Dragon's  blood. 
^^Liijljuo  hhuni  siydwushdn,  Dragon's  blood. 
Brazilian  wood.  The  fruit  of  a  tree  growing  in 

Hazramawt.  A  sort  of  gum  produced  in  Abyssinia. 

Grape-wine.  A  ruddiness  in  the  sky.  ̂ ji^ 

Mw/is/mc^aw, To  perish.  J>y^  khuni  kabutar, 
Wine.  khun  kardan.  To  kill,  murder. 

Khon,  A  house,  hotel,  palace,  mansion. 

p  L-->13 ̂   hhun-db,(^a.ndej\'>j='  hhundbd)  Bloody 
water.  Blood,  a  toi'rent  of  blood.  Tears  of  blood. 

Vermilion.  Breathing  hard.  i^^jJL:>-'^Xi^khun- 
db  chaslndan.  To  die. 

p  i^jl  I  i^^hhun-dlud,  (or       I  )  Blood-stained. 

PjL)j=«-  khun-hdr.  Shedding  (or  raining)  blood 
(generally  spoken  of  the  eyes  of  a  lover). 
p  khun-hahd,  A  fine  for  blood-shedding. 

A  Hi ̂   hhawanat,  (pi. of  ̂^j\i»-)  Rogues, traitors, 
p  Sti^js-  hhunjada.  Gum  for  closing  wounds. 
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P  ulisi^^  khwanjah.  Coriander-seed.  A  kind 
of  corn. 

p  Sii^sly-  hhunjida,  A  kind  of  eye-salve. 

P  Ldiai^  khunchak,  Fruit  of  mastic.  Trefoil. 

p  f^^^^  khun-chakdn.  Blood-dropping. 
p  hhmuncha,  A  small  table,  like  a  tea- 

board  ;  a  tray.  Meats  sent  from  a  marriage-feast 
to  an  absent  friend. 

p  ̂j^^ y>-  khun-chin,  (Blood-gathering)  A  bitu- 
minous liquor  of  the  consistence  of  wax,  found  in 

tombs  wherein  embalmed  bodies  have  lain. 

p  >sS\J>-  (j^i>-  hhun-khardba.  Bloody  work. 

Pj\yi^  hhun-hhwdr,  (or  'ij'^^^  hhun-khwd- 
ra,  Devouring  blood,  cruel,  blood-thirsty,  murder- 

ous, destructive. 

p  (_5-^^_j='  i^y^  hhun-hhwdr agi,  Murder,  de- struction.   Ferocity,  blood-thirstiness. 

p  — ■^yJ>-  khun-hhwdri,  Blood-shedding, 
blood-thirstiness.  Sorrow. 

p  khwand,  Lord,  prince.    Sharp,  brisk. 

p  iJl/,«Jii         khwun-dast,  A  sort  of  table. 

p J6s>^  khwund-kdr.  The  Turkish  emperor. 
A  king,  lord 

p  (jSi^s-  hhundan,  To  read. 

Vj-ljJys^  hhun-7-ez.  Blood-shedding,  blood- 
thirsty. An  executioner.  An  amorous  glance. 

p  fjy>,^^  hhun-rez/i.  Blood-shedding. 
p  hliunish,  Reading.  Intercession. 

p  i^^^k'i^  hhun-fislidn,  Blood-shedding, cruel. 
pj^ ̂   hhun-kur,  A  killer.  A  king  (as  having 

the  power  of  sentencing  to  death;  hence  used  as  a 
title  of  the  grand  Turk). 

p yL>y>-  khwungar,  A  tanner,  currier.  A  cook. 

pJCijLii^  khun-giriftdr,  Dull,  stupid. 

p  B.'Ji^  khun-girifta,  Whose  blood  is  taken, 
condemned  to  die,  at  the  point  of  death. 

p  iS^^  hhunanda,  (for  ii^\y>-  khivdnanda) 
A  reader.  A  singer,  musician.  A  crier. 

p  ii.iy>-  hJiuna,  A  rolling-pin,  a  roller. 
p  khuni.  Bloody.   A  murderer. 

p  J ys-  khunydn,  An  assassin,  cut-throat. 

p  jj0^s>-  hliunin.  Bloody,  bloody-coloured. 

Ajjjs-  khiuur,  Weakness. A  hhuwurat,  Debility. 

A  H!j^  klmwulat.  The  relation  of  a  maternal 
uncle,  (pi.  of  Jli-  hhdV)  Maternal  uncles. 
A  hhamn.  Perfidious,  treacherous. 

p  »_js- Sweat,  A7io/<,  Tares,  darnel.  A 

sister.  Kliava,  Strangulation,  suffocation.  Stran- 
gled. A  servant.  A  narrow  pass  between  two  hills. 

p  Ifcjs-  khuhd,  (for  U\js^  hhwdhd)  Wishing. 

p  ̂jS^\!>^h-  khuhdnidan,  To  cause  to  beg. 
p  Afcji-  khwahad,  (for  He  wills. 

p khuhar,  (for Jto^y^  hhiodhar)  A  sister. 

p  (^jiJ6^  khmahish.  Petition,  entreaty. 
p  Jjf^s-  khohal  or  khwahl.  Crooked,  bent.  A 

crooked-legged  animal.  A  shoe- stretcher. 
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p  ̂̂ ^^As>y>-  khwahlagi,  Crookedness,  curvature. 
p  isifc_js-  hhwahla,  Crooked,  bent. 

P  ̂^_j>-/tAM/m«,Oil-venderorpresser.  Afunnel. 
A  lihamy,  (v.n.of  Being  reduced, 

fallen  in,  or  collapsed  (a  woman  who  has  recently 

brought  forth).  Khawa\  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being 
reduced,  fallen  in  (a  woman  who  has  recently 

brought  forth).  Being  empty  (the  belly),  and  col- 
lapsing with  hunger.  Failing  to  emit  fire  (the  stick 

O^j  Zand).  Seizing,  snatching,  carrying  off.  A 
hemorrhage  from  the  nose. 

P  hhway,  Sweat.  Filth,  rubbish.  A  sown 

field,  a  meadow,  herbage  just  sprouting  above  the 

ground.  A  saddle-cloth,  or  dorsers  below  the  sad- 

dle. Ahelmet.  Rust.  Mildew,  ̂ ^i^j^ Miway 
awavdan,  To  sweat.  To  make  sweat. 

hhway  hardan,  To  sweat.  Khoy,  Manner,  custom, 

mode,  humour,  habit,  nature,  disposition,  temper, 

principles.  ciJUuiiT  hhoyi  dtishnak,  A  fiery 

temper,     (^i^j^  hhoy  hardan,  (also  fjy- 
hhoy  (jiriftan)  To  contract  a  habit.  Si 

bad-khoy,0{  a  bad  temper,  (^js-  hhwush- 
khoy,  Of  an  amiable  disposition.  Khawi,  Spittle, 
Khawe,  A  helmet. 

-'^  hhan'iy,  Firm,  fixed.  A  tract  of  level 

ground  between  two  hills.  Soft  ground.  Khuw'iy, 
(v.n.of(j'_j=>-)  Being  ruined,fallen,deserted  (house). 

^  '^^y^  hharviyat,  Food  prepared  for  a  woman 

in  childbed.  Khawiyat,  hhimiyat,  or  ̂15". ji-  hha- 
wiyafjTlhe  space  between  a  ewe's  udder  and  matrix. 

P  CL>^,y-hhoyat, khuyat, or  hhuyatjThjtermper. 

^  l^?"  i-J3^  hhmay-chin,  (or  cS'J*'  hhway- 
hh7mrd)  A  shirt,  sock,  or  under  waistcoat  (as  im- 

bibing the  sweat). 

P  lS^^  hhmay-hhwura,  A  saddle-cloth, 

and  the  flaps  of  a  saddle  between  the  horse's  sides 
and  the  legs  of  a  rider. 

P  t/_5*'  c5'j=^  hhmay-khoy,  Funk.  Shame. 
A  hhuwayhhiyat,  Calamity,  trouble. 

P  "^^.js"  hhanld,  hhiwid,  or  hhwayd,  A  sown 
field.    Green  corn,  wheat  or  barley  not  yet  in  ear. 

P  liji^  L^3^  khiwe-dard,  A  whitlow. 

A  ̂ i^^ji-  hhunaydi^  A  moving  away  from  its 

place  of  the  tendon  of  a  (camel's)  leg,  lying  down. 
P  uiJi>.^.ji-  hhn-aydak,  A  kind  of  melon. 

P  {j'^.y^  hhawidan,  To  chew  the  cud.  To  sell 
corn  in  the  ear. 

p  B-^„y-  hhawesa,  Disputing,  contention. 

p  (ji^.js-  hhwesh,  Self,  himself  Body.  Ex- 
istence, presence.  A  plough.  A  species  of  linen 

cloth.  A  kinsman,  (for  (^js-  hhwvsh)  Good, 
well,  pleasant. 

p  i^yjLiys"  hhweshan,  (pi.  of  (ji^js.-) Relations. 
p  iSij^Kj^i^^s"  hhmeshawand,  A  kinsman. 

p  t^j-iWjLiij^  hhrveshanandi,  Consanguinity. 
P  [^^..^hhneshtan,Onesie\{:  self  \j3^i^ 

hhneshtanrd  utdxtanjTo  adorn  one's  self 
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p  (jo  hhweshtan-bln,  Self-important. 

p  fJ^.ij^^.y^khweshtan-hmi,Se\f'im\wrtance. 
p j^ii  i^^J^l^  hhmeshtan-ddr,  Abstinent,  keep- 
ing clear  of  evil.  Feeding  well,  loving  ease,  and 

taking  care  of  one's  self. 

p  ^^^JLly>■  hhweshtan-ddri,  Self-preser- 
vation. 

p  ̂ KLu  ̂ JwJ',^  hhweshtan-sitaJi,  Self-com- mendation. 

p  j_^Vlvij  f^yjLi y>-  hhweshtan-shindsi,  Conceit. 
p  lL>[:>\Js  (jijji-  hhivesh-hurahdt,  Relations. 

PjK.io_j5-  hhwesh-hdr,  A  farmer,  husbandman. 

p  ̂ ^^y-  Mn'es/ti,  Relationship, consanguinity. 

A  eJa.>^  hhumayssat,  (dim.  of  &JoU>-  hhdssat) 
The  minor  nobility,  squirearchy,  gentry. 

Pj^y-  hhoygar,  Habits,  customs,  manners. 

r  hhmay-gir,  A  saddle-cloth  which 
imbibes  the  sweat.   Khoy-gir,  Familiar,  sociable. 

A  (J-?._55-  hhuwayl,  (dim.  of  JVp-)  A  little  mole. 
p  «l>.j5-  hhwayla,  Foolish,  ignorant  (employed 

chiefly  in  abuse). 

p  iil3(_5ji-  hhKuyndd,  An  earth-worm. 

pj^^_^=-  hhuyuz,  A  bat. 
p  eOjs-  hhuya,  A  shovel.    An  oar. 

p  ̂ jiiA>._js>-  hhwayidan,  To  sweat.  To  be  col- lected.   To  live. 

p  6.S-  hhah,  Ridicule,  derision.  »s»-  khah 

hhah,  (or  (_5t^  hhah'i  hhahi)  Well  done ! P hhuhr,  Native  soil,  residence,  abode. 

p  hhahl,  hhuhl,  (or  hhahla)  Crooked. 
Khvhal,  A  last  for  stretching  shoes. 

P  (ji-  hhl,  A  bottle,  skin,  bag. 

A  hhayy,  (v.  n.  of  ijy^)  Falling,  trem- 
bling in  ruins,  and  being  deserted  (a  house).  Set- 

ting (a  star)  without  being  followed  by  rain.  In- 
tention, aim,  design. 

A  (— '^i^  hhayyab,  (A  flint)  not  striking  fire. 
L—^ljIfc       c-.>Ia»-  hhayydbu  bnu  hayydbin,  Loss. 

p  ̂1>U=-  hhiyabdn,  A  parterre,  flower-bed. 
A  'ii\is-  hhaydbat,  Desperation,  hopelessness. 

Ajljs-  hhiyar,1he  citrul.  The  resemblance  of 
a  cucumber.  Any  thing  choice,  excellent.  The 

choicest  part  of  one's  property.  The  better  classes 

of  society,  (pi.  of  hhayi-)  Good,  abounding 

in  good  things,  (pi.  of  Jvs-  hhayyir)  Good,  reli- 

gious men.  Is^iJ^jUs-  hhiydru 'sh  shart,  Optional 

condition.  jUi-^^  CL>)\a7(ta  bi'l  khiyar, Itisjoa 
to  choose,  the  option  rests  with  you. 

A  SjU^s^  hhiyarat,  Any  thing  soever  exquisite. 

Pj^y=rj^^^  hhiydr-chambar,  (ovj>i^  shambar) Cassia  fistularis. 

p  ̂J\C>J\ys^  hhiydrdan,  A  cucumber-bed.  An avenue  of  trees. 

Pj^^U^  khiydrzar,  A  cucumber-bed.  ■ 

p  »JjV.^  hhiyarza,  A  small  cucumber. 
JsJU***  hhiydrzan  sipand,  Wild  cucumber, 

A  hhaydri,  A  kind  of  violet. 

AjjLi-  ̂Aa?/a2;ir-,(pl.of(j\jJJc«-)  Canes,  rattans. 

p  iOjU=»-  hhaydzana,  A  wife's  sister. 
A  ̂^^ts-  hhayashtm,  (pi.  of  ̂ y^^  hhayshum) 

Roots  of  noses.  Gristly  parts  about  the  upper  ex- 

tremity of  the  nose  and  the  brain ;  veins  inside  the 

nose.  The  projecting  parts  of  mountains. 

A  (^^Li'Mzj/aa:, (v.n.of  ;_;iil5>- for  (_^^)  En- 
tering, wading,  fording  (a  river).  Plunging  (into 

business  or  danger).  Making  one  ford  a  river. 

Stirring  (wine)  with  a  stick.  Acting  inhumanly 
towards  a  wounded  man. 

hhiyat,  A  needle.  A  passage,  a  way, 

path,  track.  IsUU  (j  hatta'ya- 

lija'l  jamal  fl  sammi'l  hhiyat,  Until  a  camel 
enter  into  the  eye  of  a  needle. 

A  i*^>,s^  hhayydt,  A  tailor. 
A  K1?L.s-  hhiydtat,  Art  of  sewing:  tailoring. 

^  A  Jl-s-  hhaydl,  ahhyilat)  A  \)hantom, 

ghost,  spectre,  apparition,  vision.  Imagination, 
fancy,  sentiment,  idea.  Meditation,  reflection.  The 

exterior  form, appearance,  aspect.  The  resemblance 

of  a  man,  with  which  they  frighten  birds,  a  mal- 

kin  or  scarecrow.  Name  of  a  plant.  Name  of  Le- 

bid's  horse.  (Jis^  J^tP"  hhayali  bdtil,  A  foolish 
imagination,  p  ̂ jwJ  J^^p-  hhaydl  bastan,To  ima- 

gine, fancy,  dream  of.  t^^.  iJ^^s"  hhaydl puhhtan, 

To  desire,  hanker  after.  j»U>-  (J^^  hhaydli  khdm, 
A  vain  imagination,  ridiculous  idea.  AslaiW  (J^-i>- 
/J<a?/a/iAa/?2'a,The  retentive  faculty,  memory.  (JL>- 

hhaydli  khildfat,  Ambition.  (JU=>- 
huwati  Ma?/aZ,The  powers  of  the  imagination, 

JlJsi  warahu'l  khaydl,The  inebriating  leaf  bang. 

hhayal  hardan.  To  imagine,  a  Khi- 

ydl,  (v.  n.  of  JVs*  for  (Jj=-)  Turning  one's  atten- 
tion to  the  proper  management  of  an  estate. 

A  hhayydl,  A  horseman,  cavalier. 
A  -*^^Jk5>-  hhiiydlds,  Arrogance,  pride. 

A  C'^Ias"  hhaydldt,  (pi.  of  '&^U=»-  hhaydlut) 
Phantoms,  imaginations,  p  Jy^wi  O^Ias"  hlta- 

ydldti  bi  ma^a',  Absurd  ideas.  A  ^  O^ljp- 
hhaydldti  Id  tdsil,  Ill-grounded  expectations. 

P  Cl^*^.  J^Jp-  hhaydl-parast,  A  bard.  A  vi- 
sionary.   A  lover. 

A  is3Us»  hhaydlat,  (pi.  aijp-^  ahhyilat)  A  phan- 

tom, spectre.  The  external  form  of  a  thing.  Ima- 
gination, fancy. 

A  &3 h h ayydla i,Troopofhorses,or horsemen . 

A  ̂^ij>-  /^/<«2/aZi?/,  Imaginary,  ideal, capricious. 

A  j»^As-  hhiydm,  (v.  n.  of  j»J.»-)  Having  recourse to  fraud.  Lifting  the  feet.  Fearing,  acting  cowardly, 

(pi.  of  i-s^  hhaymat)  Tents,  pavilions. 

A  hhiydnat,  (v.  n.  of        for  De- 
ceiving. Violating  an  agreement.  Perfidy,  trea- 

son, disloyalty.  Dishonesty,  embezzlement.  Rape, 

p  f^Cs^  iSL^^^^  hhiydnat  hardan,  To  betray. 
p  isJ^yi.  hhiydnat-pesha.  Perfidious. 
p  .^Us»-  khiydnatgar,  A  traitor. 



Pj^jljkP-  khiyanar,  (orjjUs.-^Ai?/awar)Labour. 

p  ̂^0^J>)^  khayayidan,  To  chew. 

A  iLjks--  khaybat,  (v.  n.  of  for  Be- 

ing disappointed,  baulked,  frustrated.  Being  un- 

believing and  ungrateful.  Disappointment.  Hope- 

lessness. *fJp-  *^^Ji^^  haybat  khaybat,  Fear  is 
despair.  X-j^  khaybatun  lahu.  111  luck  to  him ! 

hhayhar,  A  fort  near  MadTna. 

p  khayhar-satan,  The  calif  Ally. 
A  khaybariy,  A  native  of  Khaybar.  A 

black  serpent. 

A  (-l*is-  khayt,  (v.  n.  of  Ols-  for  Di- 

minishing, impairing,  lessening,  seizing  (any  one's 
property).  The  causing  a  sound,  exclamation. 

p  ̂yc^  khttal,  AVie.  A  joke,  jest,  pleasantry. 

Temperament,  habit,  natural  constitution. 

A  j»^J^  khaytam,  A  seal-ring :  a  seal,  signet. 

A  ̂ jiis'  khaytaru^  A  restless  woman. 

Aj^CJp-  hhayia^r,  Any  thing  that  soon  dis- 

appears. The  semblance  of  water  called  L- ->|^  5a- 
rdb.  Filaments  in  the  air  in  hot  weather,  gossamer. 

The  world.  Any  thing  suddenly  attacking  a  man, 

and  destroying  or  depriving  him  of  his  senses ; 

death,  calamity.  The  imaginary  demon,  called  also 

Ghul,  which  is  said  to  devour  both  man  and  beast. 

A  lion.  A  wolf.  A  little  animal  that  moveth  con- 

stantly on  the  surface  of  water.  A  woman  of  a  bad 

disposition.    Satan.    A  departure  to  a  distance. 

p         khwech,  A  ploughshare. 

p  iXyi"  kJiid,  Wheat  or  barley  in  the  blade. 

A  c^iias-  hliaydab,  A  straight  open  road. 

A  ii-^i^s"  hhaydahat,  Former  habits,  opinions, 

or  pursuits  :  as,  C£):DiiJij>-  ̂   ahbil  ila'  khay- 
dabatika,  Return  to  your  old  affairs. 

A  khayda^,  A  deceiver,  a  knave.  A  sly 

wolf.  Wrong,  misleading  (road).  A  vapour  float- 
ing over  the  plain.  An  imaginary  sylvan  demon 

of  different  shapes  and  colours,  supposed  to  devour 
men  and  animals. 

p  jjJ'As-  kliidan,  To  be  bent  or  curved.  To 
tease,  to  card  (wool  or  cotton). 

p  iSiios-  kliida,  Curved,  crooked.  Carded. 

A  ̂ 3a^  hhayza^  Vice,  fault,  defect,  blemish. 

A j>s-  liliayr,  (v.  n.  ofjls-  for^Jc-)  Being  kind, 
favourable  to.  Being  well  off,  enriched  in  goods. 

Excelling  (others),  especially  in  what  is  good.  (pi. 

ahhyar  andjl**-  hhiyar)  One  who  abounds 
in  good  things.  Good.  Goods,  riches,  (pl.j^s^ 
hhvyur) GooA.  Any  desirablemoral quality.  Better, 

best.  Handsome,  comely.  Well,  happy.  jXs- 
hJiayru  7  bariya,  The  best  of  men,  i.  e.  Muhammad. 

A'^i jisf  hhayr-bawwas,  Common  cardamoms,  jjp- 
hhayru's  siyab,  A  fine  whitish  linen. 

^jila*  hhayri  mv.tIak,The  chief  good,  summum  bo- 

num.         J  j-th  khayr  u  sharr,  Good  and  bad. 

AJi\s-jjis>-  kliayr  u  ̂ fiyat,  Wealth  and  health. 

lpa*»>j^jj*\jjk=«-  hhayru  umurin  awsatuha,  In  the 
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medium  is  virtue.  »jA=-  1o\  abniyaA  khayra,  Ge- 

neral goods,  public  edifices,  p  Xff-^jis"  lihayr- 

du^  guftan,  To  salute,  congratulate,  bless.  A  U 

jif>-  ma  khayra,  How  excellent !  Kkir,  Liberality, 
nobility.  Root,  origin.  Form,  figure.  Kliiyar, 

(v.  n.  of^li-  for jis"  )  Preferring,  choosing,  selecting. 

PjAs-  Zt/iir,  A  darkness  in  the  eye,  a  mote  or  dust 

playing  before  it.  The  herb  ox-eye.  Astonished,  be- 
wildered. Bare-faced,  impudent,  dissolute,  insolent. 

Brave.  Vain,  useless,  trifling,  absurd.  Causeless. 

A       khayyir,(pl.  Sjl*-)  Agood,  religious  man. 

A  O^Jp-  khayrat,  (pi.  of  kliayrai)  Good 
things.  Good  works,  charities.  Sacred  edifices, 

charitable  foundations.  Land  given  in  charity,  prin- 

cipally to  Musulmans ;  it  is  by  custom  hereditary 
and  alienable. 

J  ,Jf\ji»-  hhayrali,  Intended  for  charitable  pur- 
poses, given  (or  to  be  given)  or  received  in  charity. 

A  J>\ jXs"  khayr-asar,  Excellent,  edifying. 

p  ̂J£^^_^^3\ khayr-andesh,  A  well-wisher. 

p  jisf  khayr-andeshi,  Well-wishing. 

p  (ib jis"  khayrbddj'PaTeyveW.  May  he  prosper ! 
p  \j)jii>'  khir  buvd,  Lesser  cardamoms. 

A  'ijJ^  khayrat,  A  good  thing,  any  thing  ex- 
cellent of  whatever  species.  The  best  (of  men). 

Khayrat  or  hhiyarat.  Good,  pleasing  (woman). 

Kldrat,  The  favour  or  blessing  of  God.  ij^s^ 

<ll)\  ̂ la'  hhirati'lldh,  With  the  blessing  of  God. 
Khirat  or  khiyarat,{y.  n.  ofj\i»-  forjjis>-)  Prefer- 
ing,  choosing,  selecting.  Any  thing  choice,  exqui- 

site. Election,choice.  khirat  (or  khiyarat) 

alldh,  Muhammad.  Khiyarat,  A  choice  woman. 
Good  :  chosen,  selected. 

A  *ijA5-  khayyirat,A  good  and  religious  woman. 
The  city  of  Madlna. 

p  t\^i>jxs>'  khayr  A//??;a/<,  Well-wisher  :  kind. 

p ̂ .s-  j>j>-  A;/(ir  A/m-,  Idle,  futile  words.  Dark. 
Groundless.  Sprightly,  saucy. 

Pj*j»jA^  klnr-sar.  Vain.   Shameless.  A  trifler. 

p  sV^;Jp-  hliayr-gahjThe  interior  (of  a  house). 
p  khiragi,  Malevolence,  malignity.  Ob- 

scurity, dimness. 

p jj^p'  hhiru.  Ox-eye.  Mallow-flower. 
p  SjAs-  khira,  Malevolent,  malignant,  quarrel- 

some,moody,  contumacious,  froward,  perverse,  ob- 

stinate, headstrong,  unwilling  to  hearken.  Impu- 

dent, shameless,  dissolute.  Brave,  daring.  Asto- 

nished, confounded.  Broken  down,  helpless.  Daz- 

zled, fatigued.  Dark,  cloudy.  Causeless,  ground- 

less. Clear,  manifest.  Torpid,  sleeping  (limb).  Va- 

cant, indolent,  idle.  Much,  many.  Stupor,  asto- 

nishment. A  mote  or  dust  playing  before  the  eye. 

The  herb  ox-eye.  i**-?"  khira-chashm 
raftan,  To  walk  with  half-shut  eyes,  careless  and 

inattentive  to  surrounding  objects.  t^'^^'ij^>-  hhira 
kardan,  To  dazzle, 

p  t/]jii  2;Jp-  khira-dardy,  Simple,  silly. 

P  khira-dast,  Refractory,  stubborn, 

headstrong.  Awkward,  slow,  unskilful.  Unlucky. 

P  tijjj  khira-ruy.  Shameless. 
p jtji  ijif-  khira-sar.  Stupid,  blundering ;  silly. 

p  (ji.^  ̂ ji^  khira-kush,  Fearless.  Tyrannical. 
An  oppressor  of  the  weak.  One  who  puts  to  death 

without  a  cause.  A  beloved  object. 

P  {^i^        khira-kosk,  Crazy.  A  lover. 
A  hliayra  or  kliira',  Abounding  in  good 

things.  Kldra',  Good,  pleasing  (woman). 

P  {jj^  khiri,  A  portico,  a  balcony.  An  apart- 
ment on  the  top  of  a  house  from  whence  any  object 

is  viewed.  Red  colour.  Mallows.  Name  of  a  cer- 
tain flower  of  which  there  are  several  species  ;  one 

black,  called  j^liaj>-  ̂ tjj^  kliirin  hhatan ;  anc- 
tlier  violet,  called  ̂ jJii^  ̂ ijjih  khiriA  nnrdini,  or 

I  f  tjj  CL*sSb  haft-rang,  Seven-coloured  :  another, 
red  and  white,  which  is  wild,and  called^_^Vjj>-^(_^^^ 

khirifi  khazdmi:  and  anotheryellow, called -^j,yjAs>- 

f_^j\jX^khirMshirdziorj\^  aJLt^hamesha-bahdr. 

A  i^j'!^  khayriyat,  Welfare,  safety. 
vjii-  khez,  Impatient,  pettish.  The  wantonness 

of  the  female  pigeon.  A  spring,  leap.  Assault, 

shock,  brunt.  A  wave,  (in  comp.)  Awaking,  ex- 

citing. Rising;  a  riser.  Leaping,  bounding,  caper- 

ing. Jjks- sahar-khez.  An  early  riser. 
Jap-  shab-khez,  Rising  in  the  night,  leading  sleepless 

nights,  jxs-  &'yjj  Jitna-khez,  Exciting  a  tumult. 
p  («j^T jAj-  hhez-db,  A  wave,  surge,  billow. 

p  fj^jys'  hhezdn,  Rising,  leaping.  A  wave.  A 
root  running  far  and  wide,  i^j^  j  cj^^  uftdn  ti 

hhezdn,  Falling  and  rising. 

A  <— -Jjp-  khayzab,  Soft,  tender  (flesh). 

A  (j^J^As-  khayzabdn.  Soft,  tender  (flesh). 

A  young  ostrich. 
A  i^>s>-  khayzabat,  A  piece  of  flesh. 

A  (j^jjJiS*-  khayzurdn,  (pl.jjLs-  khaydzir)  A 
reed,  cane,  rattan.  The  root  of  the  cypress.  A  cer- 

tain Indian  tree  with  long  roots.  Any  limber  stick. 

Spears.  Oar.  Rudder.  Name  of  a  house  at  Mecca. 

lS<^  ̂^V|Jji».  khayzurdni  baladi,  Wild  myrtle. A  khayzurdnat,  A  rudder,  helm. 

A  Isjj^F"  khayzara\  (or  Jy!jJ;5-)  The  gait  of 
one  who  walks  as  if  his  limbs  were  out  of  joint. 

A  khayzahat,  A  sort  of  pot-herb. 

V ^s-  khez-gir,  (oVjiS  5Jji>-  kheza-gir)  Rise 

and  catch  (children's  game,  somewhat  like  blind- 

man's  buff).  A  pigeon  intoxicated  with  love. 

A  (JjJp-  khayzal, {or  ̂J-ys"  khayzala'' )A'heayy, sluggish  pace. 

p  iiijjjs-  khezanda.  Rising,  leaping.  Sliding. 

A  boy's  game  of  slidingfrom  high  ground.  A  sledge. 

p  ̂j^jJa*-  khizwdn,  Name  of  a  country. 

Aj^jjjp.  hhayzur,  A  reed,  cane,  rattan. p  (j(>^JJ5-  hhezulan.  To  rise,  leap.  To  totter, 
slide.  To  go  softly.  To  creep  on  all  fours. 

A  (j-Ai-  khays,  (v.  n.  of  for  (j<*Ai.)  Ex- 



haling  a  disagreeable  smell,  stinking,  corrupting, 

being  putrid  (carcase).  Being  neglected,  despised 

(meat  upon  a  table,  as  not  fresh).  Being  flat  (a 

market).  Violating  a  treaty,  breaking  a  promise. 

Being  fixed  (to  a  place).  Grief,  trouble.  Sin, 

crime,  error.  A  lie.  Kins,  (pi.  o**^^  akhyas) 

A  thick  forest,  den  (of  a  lion).  Thick,  entangled 

reeds.  Milk  flowing  copiously.  A  good  thing.  Khi- 

yas,  (pi.  of  i^if-  khisat')  Lions^  dens. 
p  {j"^  khis,  A  coarse  linen  counterpane. 

A  hhayasan,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ jujf-) 
Neglecting,  dissolving,  breaking  (an  engagement). 

P  i^S^^^js-  hliisamdan,  (or  (jii>*^.L«Jp-  hhlsa- 
yidan)  To  cause  to  moisten.  To  mix.  To  creep 

forward  (as  a  child). 

A  A'^^Jp-  khisat,  (pi.  (j-AJtf*-  khiyas)  A  lion's  den. 

A  jj^i^-jk^-  khaysara',  Destruction.  Error.  Per- 
fidy. Sordidness,  baseness. 

A  {^jM^ii-  hhaysariy,  Losing  the  way.  Suffer- 
ing loss. 

A  ̂jla*-jp-  khaysafan  or  khaysufan,  A  worthless 
date.  A  palm  that  bears  little,  and  whose  dates  spoil. 

A  ̂ yi*-A=»-  khaysafvj,  Cotton-seed.  Rotten 
wood,  particularly  of  the jZS'  ̂ shar.    A  rudder. 

A  &>-_ja*.*jp-  hhaysafujat.  The  rudder  of  a  ship. 

A  ̂ «-J^  khaysah,  Deep  (well  or  grave). 

p  »tiju*ijks-  klnsinda,  Moistening.  A  cold  in- 
fusion. 

p  &-*Jp-  hhisa,  A  coarse  coverlet  or  garment. 

p  ̂ ^sy^^>■  khlsidan,  To  moisten,  dissolve,  or 
mix  (an  electuary).  To  knead  a  mass  of  paste  with 

hands  or  feet.  To  chew.  To  start  back  (as  a  horse). 
To  dread,  to  be  terrified. 

Ai^JiJs>'hhaysh,(^p\.(^jM:\ji>'\akhyashand  (^j*t  ̂ a=«- 
khuyusli)  Coarse  linen  cloth  of  an  open  texture,  can- 

vas. A  mean,  contemptible  man.  ̂ y^,^\  s^ys^hhay- 

shuH  ̂ mal,  Expeditious  in  business. 

p  (jS>Ji»-  hliesh,  A  sort  of  linen  cloth.  Wadded, 

lined(garment).  A  yoke.  Aploughshare.  A  plough- 

beam.  j^Q.<  (^jj^Jp-  hheshi  misr,  Egyptian  linen. 

(jSjp-  1^  hunt  kesh,  The  plough-tail  or  handle. 
p  tj\JLti>-  hhisharva.  Land  prepared  for  sowing. 

p  iol^^!*"  hhesh-kJidna,  A  kind  of  tent  con- 
structed of  reeds  or  linen  cloth.  A  tent  with  tatties 

to  exclude  the  heat.  Alinen  shirt  or  shift.  Puregold. 

p  ̂ ^a^Ai-  khaysfiafuj,  Cotton-seed. 
A  ̂ y^ii-  khayshum,  (pi.  hhayashvn) 

The  nose.  The  bridge  and  the  interior  of  the  nose : 

the  root  of  the  nose.  The  olfactory  region.  A  pro- 

montory, the  projection  of  a  mountain. 

A  khayshiy,  Maker  of  the  ca  n  vas  khaysh. 

A  tJ^Jp"  hhays,  (v.  n.  of  {^\^  for  (jojp-)  Be- 
ing few.  Small  (thing)  either  given  or  received. 

Khayas,  Inequality  of  the  eyes,  one  being  larger. 

A  ̂1*305-  kliaysas,  (fern,  of  (,jkaA»-\  akhyas^  (A 

she-goat)  having  one  horn  erect,  the  other  close  to 
the  head.  Having  an  inequality  in  the  size  of  the 
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eyes.    Large  and  weak  (woman). 

A  ̂LoAi-  kkaysan.  Little  (money). 

A  ̂ j^^  kkaysa,  Any  thing  or  people  sepa- 
rated, scattered.    A  small  quantity  (of  herbage). 

A  khayyiz,  (A  sword)  made  of  male  and 
female  iron. 

A  khayza^t,  A  helmet.    A  diversity 
of  sounds.  A  clashinff  of  swords.  Shouts  of  war. 

Dust.    A  battle-field. 

A  L_A«aLAs-  khayzaf,  One  who  breaks  wind  in 
the  presence  of  others. 

A  lajp-  khayt,  (v.  n.  of  IsU-  for  5a*5-)  Sewing. 

Gliding  swiftly  upon  sand  (a  serpent),  (pi.  ̂liaAs- 
kkitan)  A  herd  of  ostriches.  A  swarm  of  locusts. 

(p1.1?Ias>-\  akhyat,  lajAs-  khuyut,  and  khu- 
yutaf)  A  thread,  string,  twine.  A  small  rope.  A 

herd  of  ostriches.  A  swarm  of  locusts.  J^**>^\laj^ 

al  khaytu'l  aswad,  The  black  thread,  i.  e.  the  dark- 
ness of  the  night,  or  the  first  appearance  of  twilight. 

i,jA^^^\  laJjU  al  khaytu  7  abyaz,  The  white  thread, 

i.  e.  the  dawn  when  diff"used  all  around. 

khaytu'r  rakahat,  Spinal  marrow.  (J-i^l^  ̂^^i*" 
khayti  hatil,  Threads  of  vanity  (i.e.  an  exhalation 
in  warm  weather,  like  threads  of  cobwebs  floating 

in  the  air ;  also,  rays  of  light,  resembling  threads, 

passing  through  crevices  in  window-shutters  into  a 

dark  place).  Kh'it,  A  herd  of  ostriches.  A  swarm 
of  locusts.    Khayat,  Length  of  neck. 

A  -^llaAs-  khaytrit,  Long-necked  (she-ostrich). 

A  ̂Uajks-  kh'itan,  (pi .of  i> ̂  khut)  Limber  twigs, 
(pi.  oflajp")  Herds  of  ostriches:  swarms  of  locusts. 

A  i>>iajp-  kkaytat,  (v.  n.  of  Isli-  foriaJp-)  Pass- 
ing quickly,  and  at  once.  One  thread.  A  pole, 

pin.  (in  the  dialect  of  Hudayl)  A  slender  rope 
made  of  the  bark  of  a  tree.   A  woollen  jerkin. 

A  I  aiax»-  khaytaf.  Swift-going  (dromedary). 

A  j^alajp-  khaytafa',  A  rapid  pace. 
A  (J-laA»-  khaytal,  A  cat.    A  dog. 

A  ̂^lajp- /j/ta_;/ta',  A  herd  of  ostriches.  A  swarm of  locusts. 

A  &<1>U5»-  kkay^mat,  A  nobody,  worthless  man. 
An  infamous  catamite. 

A  khay^rat,  Levity,  poverty,  and  bar- renness of  mind. 

A  kkay^l,  A  sleeveless  shift.  A  garment 

of  skin.  A  garment  open  at  the  sides.  A  woman's 
shift  open  on  one  side.  Wicked  (youth),  and  there- 

fore deserted  by  his  friends.  A  wolf  A  hobgoblin. 

A  'iisof-  hhay^lat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Putting 
(upon  another)  a  sleeveless  shirt  or  shift. 

A  kliayf,  (v.  n.  of  i_Jl=>-  for  t—QJp-)  Fear- 
ing. Terror,  fear.  The  declivity,  the  lower  part  of 

a  mountain.  Higher  ground,  whence  water  flows. 

A  camel's  sheath.  The  skin  of  a  camel's  udder. 
A  side,  tract,  quarter,  u- flJiU  al  hkayf,  A  temple 
on  the  declivity  of  mount  Mina  near  Mecca.  Kkif, 

(pi.  of  kkif  at)  Fears,  (pi.  of  t^Jui-S  akkyaf) 

Wall-eyed  (men  or  horses).  Wide-sheathed  (ca- 
mels). Kkayaf,  (v.  n.  of  i— ajp-)  Being  wall-eyed 

(a  horse).  A  variety  in  the  colour  of  the  eyes  (the 
one  being  blue  and  the  other  black),  wall-eyedness. 
Roominess  in  the  sheath  of  a  camel. 

A  I — ttii-  khlyaf  or  kkuyyaf,  (pi.  of  i  ajlj>-  kka- 

srf)  Timid,  fearful. 
A  Ak^kkayfas,  (fem. of u_ftA»-\  a^A?/a/) Wall- 

eyed (woman),  (pi.  0^j\ijLj>-  hkayf  awat)  (A  ca- 
mel) having  a  large,  loose  bag,  but  destitute  of 

milk.  A  composition,  in  which  the  words  occur 
with  and  without  diacritical  points  alternately. 

A^jli^Ma?//"oitt,Locusts  diversified  with  white, 
yellow,  or  green ;  or  whose  wings  are  not  yet  formed. 

Excellent,  swift  (horse).  Amultitude  of  men.  Name 
of  a  mountain-herb. 

A  kkayfat,  A  knife.  The  den  or  haunt 

of  a  lion.  Khifat,  (v.  n.  of  (  »li>-  for  t— Sj*-)  Fear- 

ing, (pi.  i—ftJp-  khlf)  Terror,  fear. 

A  i^^t-y^  khayfak,  Very  swift  (young  ostrich, 
camel,  or  horse).  A  woman  with  long,  small- 

boned  legs,  and  taking  long  steps.  An  accident, 

misfortune.  A  prodigy.  A  widely-extended  plain. 

A  (jlflijtf-  khayfahan,  Name  of  a  certain  homi- 
cide, who,  whilst  fleeingfrom  the  avenger  of  blood, 

met  his  own  cousin ;  who,  to  aid  him  in  his  flight, 

gave  him  one  of  his  camels  and  half  his  travelling- 
provisions  ;  in  return  for  which  the  ungrateful 
wretch  slew  him,  and  took  the  remaining  camel 

and  provisions  :  hence,  to  express  base  ingratitude, 

(jlaaAii  ̂ lli  pili>  zalama  zulma^l  khayfahan,  He has  perpetrated  the  villainy  of  Khayfakan. 

A  ̂ j^aajk>-  hkayfakin,  Very  swift  (camel  or  os- 

trich). A  misfortune.  The  noise  of  a  horse's  trot. 

A  |*aj;:»-  kkaykam,  A  particular  kind  of  noise. 
p  ̂ ^is'  hhik,  A  leathern  bottle,  bag.  A  hide. 

Spoils  of  animals  (as  their  skins). 

P  khikcha,  (dim.  of  t^Ajp-  hliih)  A  small 
bag  of  Russia  leather,  holding  about  20  English 

pints  of  water,  which  the  Persian  cavalry  tie  un- 

der the  horse's  belly  or  hang  at  his  side. 

pjjti  uLijp-  hhik-doz,  A  stitcher  of  bottles. 
F  &KAj>-  hhaykala,  Name  of  an  herb. 

p  L_->'<-Cjks-  hhig-ah,  A  leathern  water-bottle. 

p  ;J-x=>-  khayl,  A  body  of  men,  a  troop.  Fol- 
lowers. An  encampment,  body,  tribe.  ICkil,  Snot. 

^  A  jjjp-  kkayl,  (v.  n.  of  JU-  for  (J^i-)  Imagin- 

ing, thinking.  Supposing,  entertaining  a  vain  no- 
tion. Being  proud.  Halting,  limping.  Eating  fre- 

quently of  rue.  Proud,  self-important.  Assafoe- 
tida.  Rue.  (pi.  (J^=»\  ahhyal  and  Jl^J^s-  khuyul) 
Horses.  Horsemen,  cavaliy.  Thick,  squat  (ca- 

mels or  horses).  A  black  stallion.  A  horse-bridle. 

A  possessor,  owner.  A  military  standard.  A  hil- 
lock. Not  disposed  for  love,  unmarried.  Liberal. 

Beyond  suspicion,  of  an  excellent  disposition.  Sus- 
picion, doubt.    Name  of  a  flowering  shrub  found 



in  Najd.  A  place  without  a  companion  or  friend. 

Weak  in  mind  and  body.  Attentive,  assiduous.  A 

good  steward  or  administrator.  A  winding-sheet. 

Khil,  (v.  n.  of  iJU-  for  ̂ J-Jp-)  Imagining,  suppos- 

ing. Assafoetida.  Rue.  (pi.  of  Jjp-W/j%cf?)  Per- 
sons who  have  many  moles  on  the  face.  Green 

magpies.    Khayal,  Arrogance,  pride. 

A  -^^Jop-  hliayluf,  (A  woman)  marked  with  many 

moles(a  great  beauty).  jK7iM?/aZaj:,Arrogance,  pride. 

A  ̂^^^Jp-  hliilan,  (pi.  of  ̂}\s-  hlial)  Moles  on  the 
body.  Khayalan,  (v.  n.  of  Jli-  for  )  Thinking, 
entertaining  a  vain  or  false  notion.   Being  proud. 

A  &1jc>-  khaylat  or  hhilat,  (v.  n.  of  Jlis-  for  Jj^) 

Think'',     fancying.  Khayalat,  Arrogance,  pride. 

p  ̂jiilJ^jp-  hhayltash,  A  fellow-soldier,  com- 
rade.   A  general. 

khayl-khana,  An  illustrious  family. 

A  ̂ijp-  khayla^  Terror,  sudden  fear.  A  wolf. 
An  imaginary  sylvan  demon.  Ashift  without  sleeves. 

p^jIas"  khilu,  Mallows. 

A  jO_jijk5- /i/<a?/ZMZa^,  (v.n.of  Jli"- for  (Jjp-)  Ima- 
gining, fancying.    Being  proud.  Pride. 

p  khayli,  Many,  very  much.  Very  long. 

A  hJiaym,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ U-  for  j^Jp")  Lifting 
(the  feet).  Fearing,  acting  the  coward.  Having 

recourse  to  fraud.  Khaym,  lihayam,  or  hliiyam, 

(pi.  of  &ei»-  khaymat)  Tents.  Khim,  Tlie  glitter- 
ing surface  of  a  sword.    Nature,  innate  property. 

P  i^Jc-  lildm,  Nature,  disposition.  A  bad  dis- 
position. Excrement  of  the  eye,  snot,  spittle,  vo- 

mit, scrapings  of  the  intestines.  A  wound.  A  large 

sack,  woven  from  cotton-thread.  Afool,  a  madman. 

A  ̂jVc^  khayaman,  (v.  n.  of  for  j,jp-)Hav- 
ing  recourse  to  fraud.  Fearing,  acting  the  coward. 

A  'iei-  khaymat  or  hldmat,  (pi.  Ol<i>-  khay- 

mat, p^Jp"  khiyam,  ̂ Jp-  Ithaym,  khhjam,  and  kha- 
yam)  A  tent,  tabernacle,  circular  pavilion.  Any 
hut  framed  of  trunks  and  branches  of  trees. 

khimad  azrak,  The  sky.  ̂ li^ 
khima  ba  sahra  hurdan,  To  be  absent  or  invisible. 

To  be  public  or  exposed  to  view.  {J,]/^  ̂ ^s' 
khtma  dar  kharahi  zadan,  To  be  fearless  or 

shameless,  ^^dj  s.^  khima  zadan,  To  pitch  one's 
tent,  to  alight.  To  lead  an  army.  To  stand  erect. 

To  be  vain  and  proud.  j4>ii  khlmasi  dahr, 

(tijW^Jj  ruhaniydn,  ̂ jjJij>j  zancjdri,  or 
kahud)  The  sky. 

A  khayvia^  An  adultress. 

p  ̂j^Vj<o-  khtmndkdn,  Wounded  (men). 

p  JjJ  s^i"  hhima-doz,  A  tent-maker. 

P  j^J  &<s=«-  kkayma-zan,  A  pitcher  of  tents,  an 
officer  who  has  the  direction  of  encampments. 

p        &c=»-  klnma-sara.  The  sky. 

p  sis         hliima-ciah,  A  camp. 

A  (2s-*>=-  kkaymly,  A  tent-maker. 

p  l.op-  khina,  Sweet  voice,  song,  modulation. 
Pj^^-*^  khinar/ar,  A  musician,  minstrel. 
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Pj^Jijp-  khmawar,  The  bridge  across  hell-fire. 
p  i^\iJjf-  khinidan,  To  adorn,  to  decorate. 

p  _jA>-  khayu  or  kliiv,  Spittle,  saliva. 

A  C^Jtf--  khuyut,  Making  a  noise,  exclamation. 

A j^Jp-  khuyur,  (pi.  oijfs"  khayr)  Goods,  good 
things.  Desirable  moral  qualities. 

A  khmjmh,  Coarse,  flimsy  linens. 

A  Lliijjp-  khuyushat,  Subtilty.  Minuteness. 

A  is^Jp-  khuyut,  (or  xla^jp-  khuyuta€)  (pi.  of 

la^p-  khayt^  Threads,  twines,  strings. 

p  jj^Jp-  khirvak,  A  country  in  Persia. 
A  J_jJp-  hhuyul,  (pi.  of  ij-^j")  Horses.  Troops. 

A  j»^Jp-  khuyum,  (v.  n.of  j»l5»-  for  j*J^)  Fearing, 
acting  the  coward.  Using  fraud.  Liftino;  the  feet. 

A  i^jJp-  khuyumat.  The  act  of  fearing. 

A  J^aia^jkj>-  khayahfa<^ ,  (or  ̂Ixi^jp-  khayahfa- 

^aj^)  A  mongrel  whelp,  from  a  dog  and  a  she-wolf. 

A  ̂Jp-  khuyayyat,  A  small  letter  .^'Is-  /Jmj:. 
A  (J-Jop-  kliuyayl,  (dim.  of  Jls*  /j/taZ)  A  little 

mole  or  freckle. 

ii  dal,  (called  J^ii  dali  ahjad,  jS-  (J\ii 

ddli  ghayr  mankuta,  or  J  cZaZi  mw/t- 
mala,  Undotted  dal)  The  eighth  letter  of  the  Ara- 

bic and  tenth  of  the  Persian  alphabets,  denoting  4 

in  arithmetic,  and  the  fourth  day  in  the  week,  or 

Wednesday ;  also  the  planet  Mercury  in  the  Ephe- 

merides,  and  the  sign  Leo  in  the  Zodiac.  It  cor- 
responds to  the  letter  d,  by  which  it  is  represented 

in  thisedition.  It  is  sometimes  interchangeable  with 

O  te,  d  ze,  orj  ze :  as,  Ol^  khat  for  i^\s>-  khad, 

ddar  ioY j6\  dzar,j\j>iidi.zdr£orj\si,i^dtdar. 
p  \d  dd,  The  groundwork  of  a  building. 

A  \d  das,  (imp.  of  liij  wadas)  Leave,  let  alone. 
dasJii,  Let  me  go,  leave  me  alone. 

A  Ai^  daf,  (v.  n.  of  lb  for  Ijii)  Being  sick.  (pi. 

A^i^\  adivdi)  Disease,  sickness.  Sick,  indisposed. 

iVJ^^  Ad  ddsu'l  asad.  The  lion's  disease,  i.e.  any 

thing  corrosive.  u«*Lti3\  Ad  ddsu''s  sa^ah.  The 

fox's  disease,  ̂ .  c.  scald,  loss  of  hair,  'b^^  Ad  ddsu''l 
hayyat,  The  serpent's  disease,  i.  e.  a  disease  in  the 
head  causing  the  skin  and  hair  to  fall  off.  Aj 

(_-Oi3>S\  ddm''z  zish,  The  wolf's  disease,  i.e.  hun- 

ger. J.*a)Wb  cZa^w'Z/iZ,  Elephantiasis.  (_.^K]\ -^b 
ddml  kalh,  Canine  madness,  hydrophobia.  Ad  eo 

hihi  ddsu'z  zahy,  He  has  the  disease  of  the 

gazelle  (a  beautiful  kind  of  deer),  ?'.<?.  he  is  faultless; 
that  creature  being  supposed  to  have  no  distemper. 

A  (^_J\b  dasdlik,  (pi.  of  L^^^d  duduk)  Im- 
portant affairs.  Alternately.  A  walking  on  tip-toe. 

A  (J-^^b  dasdrd,  (pi.  of  (J_ji_54i  dudul)  Calami- 
ties. Confusions. 

A  'jL^\^d  dasdsis.  Roots,  origins. 

A  i_-Jb  dash,  (or  dasah,(\.  n.  of  i— Jb)  Striving, 

exerting  one's  self.  Being  fatigued.  Thrusting  vio- 
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lently  forward.  Custom,  habit,  manner,  mode.  Con- 

dition,  state,  situation.  '  "  u-Jb  dasbi  suhhat. 

Good  manners,  civilization.  jC^ii  i_->b  dasbika- 
dim.  Ancient  custom. 

p  L^\d  dab.  Magnificence,  pomp ;  ostentation. 
p  bb  ddbd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Gold. 

p  (jAjUbb  ddbdhdnitan,  (in  zand)  To  laugh. 
p  ddbdhdnida,  Laughing. 

A  wb  ddbbat,  (pi.  (-l>\5t>  dawdhb)  Whatever 

creeps  upon  the  earth,  a  reptile.  A  beast  of  burden. 

A  saddle-horse,  a  nag,  hack,  cob.  t,J^^^  i^'^'^  ddb- 
batu'l  arz.  The  second  beast  mentioned  in  the  Apo- 

calypse (which,  according  to  a  Muhammadan  no- 
tion, is  to  come  forth  from  Mecca). 

A ji\d  ddbir,  A  follower.  The  end,  extreme  part, 
remains,  last.  An  arrow  passing  through  the  mark. 

An  unlucky  drawing  of  a  gaming  arrow.  A  build- 

ing on  marshy  ground,  which  totters  from  the  elas- 
ticity of  the  foundation.  The  arch  or  vault  of  a  build- 

ing. Root,  origin.  ji\d^  mdta  haddbii;YLe 
neglected  his  friend's  business.  j>^d^\  i^j^^  amsa\l 
ddbir,  Yesterday. 

A  *S^b  ddbirat,  The  latter  part,  extremity  (of 
a  sand-hill).  The  tendon  of  the  foot.  A  horny  sub- 

stance growing  inside  a  horse's  leg.  A  bird's  spur. 
The  heel.  Flight  in  battle.  The  art  of  tripping  up 

the  heels  in  wrestling.  Unlucky  (woman).  The 

point  of  the  fetlock. 

p  ̂ LS\d  ddbishUm,  Name  of  a  dynasty  that 
reigned  in  Somanat.  It  is  said  to  signify  Great 
Kinsf  in  the  lanfruag:e  of  India. 

A  i^b  ddblk,  Name  of  a  town. 
A  Jjb  (J.Jii  dibli  ddbil,  A  severe  calamity. 

A  ̂>^i^  ddbugh,  A  water-melon. 

A  ̂j^^^ii  ddbuh,  Birdlime. p  fj^^\d ddbunitan, (in  zand  andPaz.)To give. 

p  tjj^^d  ddparza,  A  swallow. 
p ̂ ^b  ddtu-bar.  Administering  justice,  just. 

p  S^yb  datura,  The  thoi'n-apple. 
A  C->!ii  dttfds,  (pi.  of  -*ob)  Handmaids. 
A  Li^lO  daj:s,  (v.n.  of  Li^lti)  Eating.  Dirtying, 

defiling.  Filth.  Heaviness.  i>/>s.  Implacable  hatred. 
A  *13  bcZaj^.sa^or  fZaj:asaj,  A  female  servant,hand- 

maid.  G  b       ibn  dassas.  Foolish,  silly. 

A j3b  fZc7i7>,  Dirty  (garment).  Rusty  (sword). 
Perishing.  Lost.  Inattentive,  negligent,  forgetful. 

p  ̂ b  ddj,  Darkness,  obscurity.  A  dark  night. 

A  ̂ b  ddjj.  Those  who  go  softly.  Companions, 
associates,  helpers.  Those  who  let  out  on  hire  asses, 

camels,  &c.    Partners  in  trade.    Tradei'S.  -^'^^ 

j  ̂'^^  ha}uldm\l  ddj  wa  laysu  bi'l hdjj,  Those  (are)  traders,  and  are  not  pilgrims. 
A  Xs-b  ddjat.  The  followers  of  an  army,  or  those 

who  go  on  pilgrimage  to  Mecca.  Mlnutize,  trifles. 
&3-b  hdjat  ddjat,  Minutige,  trifles. 

A  (^s-b  ddjin,  (pi.  (^s-^jii  dawdjin)  Tame,  do- 
mestic, cade  (animal).    Water-drawing  (camel). 



Incessantly  raining  (cloud). 

A  &<j>-^i>  dajinat,  A  tame  sheep  or  pigeon.  An 
incessant  gentle  rain  overspreading  a  whole  country. 

Rainy  clouds  piled  one  upon  another. 

A  daji,  Dark.  Humble,  obscure  (life). 
Exuberant  (benefit). 

A  %>-^i5  dajiyat,  (pi.  dawaji)  Dark 
(night).  Ample  (wealth),  easy  (circumstances). 

p  t-iiivb  dachak,  An  ear-ring, 

A  ̂^(5  dah,  A  painted  toy  or  plaything  for  chil- 
dren. A  platted  bracelet.  A  kind  of  sweet  herb. 

Oniamental  figures  on  garments  or  on  the  body. 

Streaks  on  a  bull.  ad  dunya'  dahat, 
The  world  is  a  pageant  (or  garish  toy). 

A  js-lii  dahir,  One  who  thrusts  back,  or  rejects. 

A  (jws^^ii  dahis,  An  abscess  at  the  end  of  the 
fingers,  a  whitlow.  Name  of  a  celebrated  horse. 

A  Jjs^^ii  dahili,  (pi.  ̂jHs-^ii  dahihun)  (A  ca- 
mel) whose  uterus  falls  after  birth.  Passionate. 

Silly,    (pi.  ̂J»■^J|^)  A  sort  of  thick  yellow  date. 
A  dahus,  An  imposthume  under  the 

nail,  a  whitlow. 

A  Jj>-^(i  dahul,  (pi.  jJjks-^jJ  darrdJnl)  A  trap 
for  wild  asses,  a  buckstall. 

A  jej^-^ii  dahum,  A  net  for  catching  foxes. 
A  ̂^\|^  daJii,  (God)  who  spreads  abroad. 

p  (jj\i>-b  dakhtan,  To  know. 

A  ,J->-^l)  dakhil,  Who  or  what  enters,  penetrates, 
or  arrives.  Accruing  (profit).  Inner,  internal.  The 

interior,  ̂ 3.5^b  mm  6?aA/«7,  From  within,  ̂ .s-^ti 

dakhilu^l  huhh,  Sincere  love,  (according  to 

some)  Purity  within  the  jar.  j*J\  Ji>-LvZa/</«ZM's 
sirr,  In  the  secret,  a  confidant,  p  ̂jCJ**  (_y»-^ii  da- 
khil  sliudan,  To  belong,  to  be  referred  to. 

p  ,_)->■  \j  dakhul,  A  king's  court. 

A  &ii>-U  dakh  'dat,  (pi.  ,Ji-^jti  dawahhil)  Low 
(ground).  Custom,  fashion,  habit,  rule.  Intention, 

purpose,  mind,  heart.  The  part  of  the  breeches 

which  touches  the  body  on  the  right  side. 

A  dahhila,  Receipt  for  goods  or  money. 

^  dahhili,  Contained,  belonging  to. 

p  ̂0'\d  dalihvm,  Sustenance,  daily  bread. 
p  (Jj>-\ J  daldiol,  A  kind  of  seat  or  bench  at  the 

entrance  of  a  palace.  Figures  set  up  at  the  corners 

of  fields  to  frighten  wild  beasts  into  the  toils.  A 

scarecrow.  A  king's  court. 
P  ̂^l^t^^l^  dahhidan,  To  open  the  eyes,  to  stare. 

To  separate,  divide  one  thing  from  another. 

P  lib  dad,  He  gave.  A  gift.  Justice,  equity. 
Redress  of  grievances.  Complaint,  lamentation 

(under  oppression).  Measure.  A  part,  portion. 

Revenge.  A  ringworm.  Life.  Age.  A  year. 

\l>s^  dadi  khuda,  Gift  of  God.  i^jji\ys-  d\d  dad 

/Jwastow,  To  demand  redress,  (jtib  dad  dadan, 
To  administer  justice,  to  decide  a  cause.  Jti  liU 

dddi  diljHeavt's  desire.  ̂ ^ii.iU>j3  d\ddddsatandan, 
To  take  vengeance.  ̂ ^Dj^ob  dad  hardan,  To  do 
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justice,  decide  a  law-suit,  adjudge.  ;ib 

dad  u  Jirydd  hardan,  To  implore  justice,  to  call 

aloud  for  vengeance,  lib  j  t^^^dlu  dad, 'Eqmiy 
and  justice. 

p  bb  dada,  A  female  servant,  particularly  an 

old  one  who  has  attended  upon  any  one  from  her 

youth.    A  handmaid. 

A  Ad\d  dadas,  (pi.  dasddu)  The  latter 

part  of  the  month.  The  night  of  the  25th,  26th, 
27th,  28th,  or  29th  of  the  month.  The  three  last 

nights  of  the  moon.  A  wide  channel  of  a  river. 

A  JSblii  dasdasat,  (v.  n.  of  bb  Q)  Galloping 

at  full  speed  (a  camel).  Following  the  traces  of  any 

one.  Urging  forward  at  full  speed.  Being  present. 

Stirring  (a  thing).  Stilling  (a  thing).  Covering  (a 
thing).  The  noise  of  a  stone  thrown  into  a  torrent; 
also  that  of  the  rocking  of  a  cradle.  A  throngr 

press^  ̂liib  SLS  laylatun  dasdas,  (isbb  dasda^at 
or  S-f  bb  dafdas^sai)  A  dark,  moonless  night. 

p jbb^  daddr,  (for^j  1  jb  dad-awai^)  Distri- 
butor of  justice.    One  of  the  epithets  of  God. 

p  ob  dad  istdd,  iiJ/J        dad  sitad,  or 
iilXwi  u>b  dad  sitdd,  Giving  and  taking,  buying 
and  selling;  commerce. 

p  I  lib  ddd-afarid,  (or  !^>J\  lib  dad-dfa- 
riii)  Name  of  God.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  &!bb  dddala.  The  handle  of  the  bat  at  the 

game  of  hockey. 

p  (jbb  dadan,  A  title  of  the  kings  of  Persia, 
from  CLJjc^^ itayumars  to  u-iuwljLi.^  gushtdsp. 

p  LfjV       f/ac?-Z;a2i,  A  game  played  with  dice. 
p  jj^is?  kib  ddd-bakhsh,  Justice-dispensing. 

P  i^jl  i^b  dad-purs,  Demanding  justice. 

P  (_^*^.  lib  ddd-j)urst,  A  demand  for  justice. 
A  sjb  dddat.  An  elderly  female  servant. 

p  l\^s-        fZar/-/i;/<7ra/i,  A  petitioner  for  justice. 
P  iibcZac?-/Jm-a/<«,  Requisition  of  justice. 
A  SJtjb  dasdadat,  (v.  n.  of  tiob  Q)  Playing. 

1'  2  J  j\j  ddd-dih.  Distributing  justice  (name 

of  God).  The  fourteenth  day  of  the  month,  ac- 
cording to  the  sera  of  Yazdagird. 

p  (_^fcii  lib  (Zarf-fZi/iis/i,  Munificence:  a  present. 
p      J  Jb  ddd-diJd,  Administration  of  justice. 

Pjiib  dddar  or  dir.  Brother,  dear  friend.  God. 
p  iJl/wi^  tib  ddd-rdst,  Just,  upright. 

Pjiij^j  Jb  dddar-andar,  A  brother  uterine. 
p         obiZatZ-jmi, Redress,  retributive  justice. 

p  lixijiib  dddarand,  An  elder  brother. 

p  ̂jli*<3iib  dddistdn.  Being  a  partner.  Being 
contented  and  satisfied.  Ddd-satdn,  An  avenger. 

A  king.    A  judicial  decree. 

p  ̂̂ jbc/acZ-sz/A/^aw,  Appreciation  of  aspeech. 
p  lib  ddd-talab.  Seeking  justice. 

p  (^Uji       ddd-farmdy,  God.    A  just  king. 
p  dddak,  A  lord  chief  justice.  Ddduh, 

An  old  servant.    An  ofiicer  of  justice. 

p  sl^  ob  ddd-gdh,  A  judgment-seat.  A  sepul- 
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chral  monument. 

p^l5\  J  dddgar,  An  administrator  of  justice.  A 
superintendant  of  the  markets,  who  puts  a  price 

upon  provisions.  Name  of  a  certain  feast.  God 
Omnipotent.    A  just  king. 

P  dddgat'i.  Administration  of  justice. 
V ddd-gustar,3\xst.  God.  The  heart. 

p^  lib  rfacZ-^ir,  Just.  An  avenger.  Custom. 

p  (^<.>b  dadan.  To  give.  To  command.  To 

play  the  whore,  j^jb  jb  (— jawdb  bdz  dd- 
dan.  To  give  a  reply. 

p  4ijti\j  dddand,  An  elder  brother. 

PjiiJtib  dddandar,  A  uterine  brother. 

P  tjiib  dddarCi,  Worthy  to  be  given,  h.  pre- 
sent. Place  of  gifts,  i,  e.  where  presents  must  be 

offered.    Advance  of  money  for  work  or  goods. 

p  J  jb  dddu.  An  aged  servant.  One  who  has 
served  from  his  youth.    A  tutor.    A  youth. 

Pjjtib  d.ddrcar,  A  name  of  God. 
p  Sijji  J  lib  ddd  u  sitad.  Giving  and  taking, 

lending  or  borrowing. 

p  liJjiib  dddwand,  Equal,  even,  just. 

p  J  jb  ddda.  Given,  delivered.  Giving. 

Xiib  tdh-ddda.  Inflamed.  »iib  \j>-jazd-ddda.  Re- 
warded, requited,  or  chastised  according  to  desert. 

(jiAwsl  Stib  ddda  dmadan,  To  be  given. 

A  ;^ii  I  li  da-fddis,  (pi.  of  Jb  dasdds,  Asii^  dl- 

das,  or  jjj  J  dusdus)  The  latter  parts  of  a  month, 
the  three  or  four  last  days  of  the  moon. 

p  (_5'iib  dddl.  Name  of  a  small  bitter  grain. 

Pjib  ddzar,  A  brother.    A  friend.  God. 

PjJ»3^jiib  ddzar-andar,  A  uterine  brother. 
A  (j'lib  ddzty,  A  certain  beverage  in  use  among 

reprobate  fellows. 

Pjb  ddr,  A  gallows,  gibbet.  A  beam.  The 
roofing  of  a  house.  A  tree,  stake.  Wood.  Rope- 
dancing  ;  also  the  rope  on  which  they  perform.  A 
die  for  coining  money.  Long  pepper.  Name  of  a 

city  in  Malwa,  or  central  India.  Name  of  God. 

(in  comp.)  Holding,  possessing,  keeping:  a  keeper. 
Possessor,  lord,  master,  dh-ddr.  Watery. 

Waving.  A  water-keeper.  Resplendent.  Fresh, 

jb  ̂^Jl*i^_peshdni-ddr,  Having  a  front;  impudent, 
obstinate,  jb  &-ois-  hissa-ddr,  A  partaker,  partner, 

jb  (jiJj  rish-ddr.  Having  a  beard,  jb  J.^  ̂a- 
mal-ddr,  A  tax-gatherer,  jb  CaJ^^  gosht-ddr, 

Fleshy.  j\ii3Uma/-(/ur,0pulent.  ̂ .^wdm-ddr, 
A  debtor.  jjtibj\i.>  ddr  dadan.  To  impale,  jb 

^J^I:^xZi  ddr  shlsliaf^n.  An  aromatic  bark  of  a 

prickly  tree. 
A  jbf/ar,  (pl.jjii\  adsur,jii\  ddur,jjS\  adwur, 

JoCi  diydr,  ijo,^  diydrat,  O^bii  diydrdt,  ̂ ^^.J 

dh'dn,  ;^^jii  durdn,  J  durdt,  j^jii^  adndr, 

and  'ij^'^'^  adwirat')  A  house,  dwelling,  mansion, 
habitation,  inhabited  place.  A  city.  A  tribe.  A 

camp.  Paradise,  (poet.)  Fire.  Hell.  Name  of 

an  idol.  (_->J!il\jb  ddrul  addb,  A  seat  of  learn- 



ing,  university.  daru^l  aman,  House  of 
safety.  A  country  in  which  there  is  peace. 

u-*^  daru'lhaj'b,  An  enemy's  country.  ̂ ^LJ^jb 
daru's  salam,  The  mansion  of  peace.  Paradise. 
The  Ottoman  Porte.  Baghdad.  Damascus.  jU 

XJaLJ^  daru's  5MZiawa^,(&i^kUjb daru'l khildfat, 

'iiAfi^\j\^ddru''ssa^dat,  Qvijy^\j\>idaru'lmillt) 

Royal  residence,  metropolis.  j»iiT&iiiU J,^ddru'l 
khilafati  adam,  (or^jo  &i^)4ijb  daru  I  hhilafati 
pidar)  The  world.  jjj*^jb  ddri  surur,  (House 

of  joy)  Paradise.  AsJ:}\j\i^  ddru''sh  shifdi,  (jb 
{^Ji^  daru'l  maraz,  or  J^^^jb  daru'l  inarza') 

An  hospital,  infirmary.  Lj>j>£>!>\ j^tJ  ddru'z  zarh, 

(or  u^ii  zahab)  The  mint.  ail-«a5\j^J  ddru'z 

ziiiaj'cLt,  Banqueting-house.  j^\J\i^  dciru'l  ̂ ydr, 
Assay-office.  daru'l  hazd,  Judgment- 

seat,  tribunal  of  justice.  J^iS  daru'l  kuiub, 

A  library,  jj^j^'^  ddri  ghurur,  (House  of  delu- 
sion) The  world.  j  jjj^j^*^  ̂ ^^^  ghurur 

u  mihnat,  The  dwelling  of  pride  and  wretchedness, 

i.  e.  The  world  (called  also  '!^\  J  ddri  ibtild, 

House  of  temptation  ;  j^^^  J^^  ddru'l  bawdr, 
Dwelling  of  perdition  (likewise  hell) ;  j^"^ 

ddru'l  huzn,  Valley  of  tears,  or  house  of  sorrow  ; 
Ua  jU  ddrifand,  The  frail  house ;  andjii  ̂j^j^iij^  J 
ddri  shush  dar,  House  with  six  doors.  \iL)l 

ddru'l  bakd,  Life  eternal:  synonymous  to  which 
are,               ddrul  ah/drat,  The  last  home ; 

daru'l  hhuld,  House  of  eternity  ;  j\^\j\Li  dd- 
ru'l kardr,  House  of  permanency  ;  and  jj^aJ\j\j 

ddru'l  yah'in,  Sure  abode.  j»jljOj\j  ddri  na^m, 
Mansion  of  glory,  Paradise.  j\^\ad  ''c?ar,MadTna. 
j^l^^iiJl  ad  'ddrdni,  (or  (^j^ii>5^  ad  'ddrayn)  The 
present  and  future  life. 

A  jL>  ddrr,  Bright,  shining  (lamp).  Giving 
much  milk  (camel).  Milky  (plant).  Frequently 

paid  (tribute). 

p  ddrd,  Holding  fast.  A  possessor.  God. 

Darius,  son  of  Darab.  The  Darii,  kings  of  Persia. 

A  sovereign.  Lees,  sediment,  ddrdd 
rum,  Alexander  the  Great. 

P  ddrdb,  Pomp,  pride.    The  noise  of 

combatants.    A  supporter,  protector,  preserver. 

Name  of  the  eldest  daughter  of  Bahman.  Name 

of  the  eighth  king  of  the  Kayanian  dynasty. 

CiT^.'^^b  ddrdbzin,  A  settee,  settle,  sofa. 
P  ddrdt,  Magnificence,  pomp,  state. 

A  ddrdt,  (pi.  of  *5j\j  ddrat)  Houses. Circular  places. 

P  S\J\d  ddrdd,  A  name  of  God. 
P  ddrdddr  kardan,  To  abide,  be 

firm,  fixed,  permanent.  ^^^^  ddr-d-ddr 
namudan.  To  delay,  defer,  put  off. 

P  I  jb  ddr-dfrm.  Any  thing  upon  which 
one  leans.  A  screen,  lattice.  Name  of  a  dru"-.  A 

person  in  whom  one  reposes  confidence.  An  epi- 
thet of  God.    A  raised  bench,  a  sofa. 
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p  ddrdnidan.  To  cause  to  hold. 

P  (_f]jb  ddrdy,  A  keeper,  a  supporter.  God. 
Lord  of  the  species.    A  king. 

p  eOjS  ddrdd  guna,  Lord  of  the  species. 

P  ̂^1;^  ddrdd,  Belonging  to  Darius.  Sove- 
reignty. A  red  silken  stuff  (when  waved  |jl^7«/<am). 

A  ̂ —-^j"^  ddrib,  Accustomed  to  hunt,  trained. 

p  bjU  ddr-bd.  Necessary,  needful. 

Pj^j^t^  ddr-bdz,  A  rope-dancer. 

p  ̂^j^^  ddr-bdm.  The  principal  beam  for  the 
support  of  a  roof. 

AiOj^Jc?a?'»'i>a^,Clever  woman.  Female  drummer. 

V j3 j\j  ddr-bur,  A  woodpecker. 

p  jb  ddr-bazln,  A  screen  or  lattice-work 
in  front  of  a  door.    A  thing  on  which  one  leans. 

p  ddr-buy.  Odoriferous  wood,  aloes. 

p  ̂jL3f>j\j  ddr-parniydn,  Brazil-wood. 
p  ddr-para,  (orj^.jlj)  A  chaffinch. 

p  5}^.jb  ddr-jmja,  A  linnet,  a  goldfinch. 
A  ddrat,  (pi.  C->^\j  ddrdt  andjjii  dur^  A 

house.  A  halo  round  the  moon.  A  circular  place. 

A  round  heap  of  sand.  Whatever  encompasses  a 

thing,  a  circle,  a  circumference.  Land  lying  be- 
twixt mountains.  An  Arabian  tribe.  Misfortune. 

The  word  ddrat  is  prefixed  to  more  than  a 

hundred  places  in  Arabia,  for  which  room  cannot 

be  found  here  :  as,  (J^^        ddratu  jidjulin,  &c. 

A  ̂\ti  ddrij.  Moved  by  the  wind  (dust),  and 
obliterating  the  vestiges  of  habitations.  (An  in- 

fant) beginning  to  walk. 

P  ̂y>-j\^ddrchob  or  chub,  A.  three-legged  piece 
of  wood  on  which  they  hang  clothes,  a  clothes-horse. 

P        j^i^  ddr-chini,  (a  ̂ji^)  Cinnamon. 
P  ddr-hhdl,  A  branch,  sucker,  sapling. 

A  tree  not  grafted. 

p  k>j\j  ddrd,  A  name  of  God. 

p  ̂'^^ J^-^^^  ddrddr  hardaii.  To  remain  firm. 

p  (j^ii)^  ddrddn,  A  nursery -ground. 
p  0.*»Ji^b  ddr-dast,  Nightshade. 

P  '^Jj^-^  ddr'-zard,  Turmeric. 
A  ddris,  Menstruous  (woman).  Obli- 

terated, illegible  (book),  effaced  (foot-step). 

p  u-*i'^j^ti  ddr-sumb,  A  wimble,  gimblet.  A 
woodpecker. 

p  ̂ '^jb  ddr-sanj.  The  world. 
p  (,jj^b  ddrish,  Retention,  custody,  guardian- 

ship, protection. 
A  (_)w,b  ddrish,  A  black  hide  or  leather. 

A  ̂ b  ddri^  Armed  with  a  coat  of  mail. 

p  ijj^.j^j^'^  ddr-farin,  A  platform  on  which  they 
place  cushions  to  sit  on,  particularly  at  shop-doors. 

p  ,J.iijj\j  ddr-Jilfil,  Long  pepper. 
A  ddrikat.  The  understanding. 

p  ji^i^b  ddr-hadu,A.  post  whence  they  suspend 
cups  of  gold  as  marks  and  prizes  for  archers,  who 
shoot  riding  full  speed. 

F  ddr-hob,  A  woodpecker. 

ddr-kisa,  A  follicle,  a  pod. 

p  {j^tf      ddr  gosh.  Preserve,  take  care  of. 

A  ̂J\^  ddrim,  One  who  goes  with  short  steps. Who  smooths  the  nails.    A  kind  of  tree. 

A  ddrimat,  A  hedge-hog. 

ddr-maddr.  Adjustment  of  a  dispute. 
p  ddrmah,  A  kind  of  fragrant  grass. 

p  (^^<J\i  ddr-mush.  Arsenic. 
Pj^St^jUc?amwc?a^i,Possession,tenure,holding. 
p  itVj^J  ddranda.  Having,  holding.  Keeper, 

possessor.  A  bearer,  carrier,  messenger.  JJsVjiJ 

i^yjLj^\ff'^J\^ddra7idadfa7-mdni^ti-shdn,^earer 
or  messenger  of  theking's  orders.  l-J ^J^Jj>J\^ 
ddrandagdni  mahtub.  Letter-carriers. 

p  \tJ>>j\d  ddring,  A  butcher's  tray. p  ddr-namak,  A  woodpecker. 

p  (Jlfijlii  ddr-nihdl.  Logwood. 
p  J  f/arm,Name  of  a  place  in  India  abound- 

ing in  idol-temples. 

p  j5j\j  (Zarw,  A  medicine,  drug.  Aremedy.  Oxy- 
mel.  A  preparation  of  vinegar  and  honey.  Spi- 

rituous liquors.  Gunpowder.  An  inferior  order  of 

priests  (amongst  the  fire-worshippers).  A  good 

man.     ̂ j'^  ti"j5j^'^  ddruyi  bunduk,  Gunpowder. 
jj\^ddruyi  hihosh,A.  maddening  draught, 

j*-^  L$jj^-^  ddruyi  chashvi,  An  eye-salve,  colly- riura.  sju^^Jm  J  lSJJ^"^  ddruyi  degi  shikdsta, 

A  composition  of  sand  and  blood  for  mending  bro- 

ken pots  and  pans,  ̂ 'i^j  lSJj^^  ddi-uyi  rehhtam, 
An  injection,  clyster.  ddruyi  garm, 

Hot  spices,  cloves,  cinnamon. 

p  dji  J  ddr  u  bard.  Power,  strength.  Pomp, 

pride,  strut.  Battle,  conflict.  Anarch,dome,cupola. 

Pj\ Jjj^  J  ddru-ddr,  A  foolish  talker.  One  who doubles  his  stakes  at  play. 

p  {^^^J^i^  ddruddn,  A  medicine-chest. 

p  ̂ ^Xm         ddru-shindsi,  Pharmacy. 

p  lj-^^j^<^  ddroghagi,  A  superintendency. 

p  sS-^JiJ  ddrogha,  Head  man  of  an  office,  pre- 
fect of  a  town  or  village,  overseer,  or  superinten- 

dant  of  any  department. 

p  ddru-farosh,  A  vender  of  medi- 
cines, apothecary,  pharmacopolist. 

p  jj^-J  f/aj-M-yarosAi,  Trade  of  an  apothe- 

cary. 

p  1>y^ ddru-hunanda,  K  medical  man. 

p  L_..Jj^^jjjb  ddru-hob.  One  who  brays  medi- cines in  a  mortar.  A  mortar  in  which  drugs  are 

pounded.  Ddr  u  /toZ>,(Hold  and  beat)Pomp,  pride. 

p_^  J  j^-^  ddr  u  gir.  Hold  and  take.  Tumult, bustle,  conflict:  noise  of  combatants.  Pomp,  pride. 

p  »jb  f/am,  A  scythe,  sickle.  A  circle.  A  halo round  the  moon.  A  stipend,  salary. 

A^d^\  OUfcjb  ddrihdtud  dahr,  The  assaults of  fortune. 

P  ̂jj^'^  ddri.  Thou  hast  or  boldest.  Superin- 
tendant  of  the  public  granaries.    A  court,  palace. 
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A  bell  in  the  Christian  churches  in  the  East,  for 

summoning  the  people  to  worship.  A  certain  mea- 
sure of  wheat. 

A  (^^J  dart,  Conscious. 
A  darif,  Troubled  with  buboes. 

A  dariy,  One  who  keeps  close  at  home. 

Delicate,  enjoying  the  luxuries  of  life.  (A  camel) 

remaining  in  the  fold  after  the  others  have  gone. 

Some  one,  any  one.  The  seaman  who  directs  the 

sails.  Belonging  to  the  town  of  i^.J^'^  ddrm. 
Musk,  brought  from  Darin.  A  seller  of  perfumes. 

A  io^^t)  ddriyat,  A  man  who  stays  at  home. 

A  ij>.j\'^  darayn,  The  present  and  future  life. 

Darin,  A  sea-port  in  that  part  of  Arabia  called 

(j?^  l>ahrayn,  an  emporium  for  Indian  spices. 

P  (ju^^\ J  ddr-yunan,  Name  of  a  medicine. 
pj\j  ddz.  Beards  (of  corn).  Bones  (of  fish), 

A  plasterer.  Plaster.  A  plastered  wall.  A  building. 

P jJ^J  dazar,  A  builder.   An  epithet  of  God. 
p        ddza,  A  perch,  hen-roost.  A  word. 

pj\j  daj.  Sweepings  :  those  of  a  barn. 
p  das,  A  sickle,  reaping-hook.  A  long- 

handled  bill,  used  as  a  weapon  of  war.  Destruc- 

tion. Potters' earth.  A  beard  of  corn.  A  fish-bone. 
A  noose,  toil,  snare.  Rue.  A  pot,  pan.  jj  [^^^ 

ddsi  raz,  A  vine-dresser's  hook,  {ji^.^j  O*'^'^  dad 
zarin,  The  new  moon,  {^^d  j  das  u  dalus, 

Broken  in  pieces,  destroyed.  Foolish,  base.  Prun- 

ings,  trifles,  rubbish. 

p j\M>\d  ddsdr,  (orj\l*ji\d)  A  crier,  broker. 

p  ̂jlju*i\t>  dastdn,  Plistory.  A  theme,  fable,  ro- 
mance, tale,  story,news.  Notoriety.  Snares,ambush. 

p  &JLi^***\ii  ddsthhala,  (dJLi_jk**jb  ddstghdla, 
es.!KL*)\ J  ddsthdla,  ddshhala,  a^lxwiU  dds- 

(jhdla,  daslmla,  si\^Mi\ii  das  gala,  oraJXwi^ii 

ddsgala)  A  smaW  sickle,  pruning,  or  weeding-hook. 

A  lopping-instrument.  A  hooked  stick  for  pulling 
down  branches.  A  mistress. 

p  jjii  dds-dirav,  A  sickle.  Harvest. 

A  'ijiM\i^  dasirat.  Swift  (she-camel). 
A  ddsim,  A  friend,  companion  in  travail. 
V         ddsa,  A  sickle.  A  beard  of  corn. 

A  ddsi,  Impure,  unholy. 

p  dash,  A  potter's  furnace,  A  repository 
for  ashes.  A  present,  (added  to  a  noun),  A  com- 

panion, as  (^^J  khwdja-ddsh,  (or  ̂Ja**> 
sabak-ddsh)  A  school-fellow. 

p  L-.'V^^ii  ddshdb,  A  present,  free  gift. 
p  ddshdd,  A  donative.  Remuneration, 

amends.  A  kiln.  Cheerfulness,  glee.  An  apothe- 

cary, perfumer. 

p  (Jl^^ii  ddsht.  He  had,  he  held,  A  bringing 

up,  breeding,  taking  care  of,  patronage.  The  groom- 

ing ofa  horse.  Service.  A  potter's  furnace.  A  pre- 
sent. jCib  ddshti  neku-ydfta,  Well- 

groomed  (horse). 

p  ddshtan.  To  have.  To  hold.  To  pos- 
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sess.  To  profess,  maintain.  To  treat.  To  owe. 

i^^fj^\^i  j>  bar  ddshtan.  To  exalt,  raise  up.  To 

bear,  carry.  t/^.^  har  2'>dy  ddshtan,  To 
erect,  to  place  upright. 

p  iOwJ^ii  ddshta,  Had,  holden.  Old,  worn  out. 

!sjS*i\d  dushmam  ddshta  shudan,  To 
be  held  in  abhorrence. 

Pj\^\dddsh-khdr,  (or  Jl^b)Di  •OSS  of  iron, 
p  f^jZ>\;^  ddshan,  A  present,  free  gift.  Wages, 

recompence,  A  largess  in  money  or  clothing  dis- 
tributed amongst  the  poor  by  the  ancient  kings  of 

Persia  on  certain  days  of  public  rejoicing, 

A  ̂^\dddshin,Ane\Y  house,  not  yet  inhabited, 
A  new  garment,  not  yet  worn, 

A  dasas,  (v.  n.  of  (.jw3,>J)  Exulting,  re- 
joicing, being  petulant,  insolent  with  joy.  Being 

fat  and  well-liking  (cattle). 

A  &/£>^J  ddsat,  (pi.  of  Robbers,  pirates. 
A  dasaz,  Fatness.  Fulness. 

A  blj  dasz,  (v.  n.  of  isu)  Suffocating,  stran- 

gling. Filling  (a  bottle).  Being  fat.  Squeezing 
matter  from  a  sore.  Angering,  insulting. 

A  J  dd^b,  A  player,  a  jester.  Water  muddy 
in  its  curi-ent. 

A  dd^  dd^,  Used  in  calling  to  sheep. 

A dd^r,  Impure.  A  whoremonger.  Worm- 
eaten  and  worthless  wood.  Name  of  a  certain  ca- 

mel of  an  illustrious  race. 

A  'j^^i^f/a^u'a^.  Impure,  wicked,  depraved  (wo- 
man), (pl.j^'^ -X*  madder  or^ff-^J,*  madder)  An 

unfruitful  palm-tree. 

A  dd^riyat.  Camels  descended  from jff'^J 
dd^r,  A  celebrated  sire. 

A  C^5-b  dd^k,  Foolish,  silly. 

A  'i^\'^dd^hat,  Foolish.  Fool-hardy  (woman). 
A  dd^l,  Who  or  what  flees  away. 

A  dd^,  Who  or  what  invites  or  stimulates 

(others)  to  any  thing.  An  author,  cause.  Affec- 
tionate (servant),  wishing  well,  invoking  blessings. 

The  muezzin  who  calls  to  prayer.  Who  or  what 

urges  the  necessity  of  any  thing.  An  orator,  A 

plaintiff.  ̂ \  dd^  alldh,  Muhammad.  Dd^, 

(or  »J^b  dd^'yat)  Remains  (of  milk  in  the  udder). 
A  dd^yat,  The  neigliing  of  a  war-horse. 

Petition,  desire.  Claim,  pretension.  Necessity,  fa- 

tality. Cause,  reason.  Purpose,  intention,  resolution. 
p       ddgh,  A  mark.    Scar,  spot,  freckle.  A 

blemish.  Cautery.  A  spot  upon  a  garment,  iron- 
mould.  A  mountain.  Name  of  a  poet,  ̂ j^^i^ 

ddghi  balanddn,  A  mark  made  upon  the  forehead 

by  frequent  prostrations.  ddgh  shudan. 
To  be  scarred.  To  acquire  celebrity.  To  be  old 

and  worn.  (jJ^^J  ddgh  hardan,To  mark.  ̂ 0 

ddghi  gdzurdn,  A  mark  made  on  linens  sent 
to  be  bleached,  that  they  may  not  be  changed.  An 

indelible  mai'k. 

p  jjj^        ddgh  bar  ru,  Mark  of  servitude. 

ddgh-ddr.  Spotted,  striped  :  a  slave, 

A  jff-b  ddghir,  Abject,  \^\^^  \^\>o  za- 
haba  sdghiran  wa  ddghiran,  He  became  abject  and 

despicable. 
Pjj^\j>  ddgh-sar.  Bald.  Name  ofa  sweetly- 

singing  bird.  A  cock-sparrow. 
A  XAaff-lo  ddghlsat,  Knee-pan.  Pure  water. 

A  ddghilat,  A  secret  grudge.  Those  who 
narrowly  watch  the  faults  and  failings  of  others. 

A         ddghim,  A  black,  swarthy  man. 

p&i^\i5f/a7/7t-ni7i,Shaming,disgracing,branding. 
p  (Jjff-\ii  ddghol,  A  cheat,  knave,  impostor. 

p  jj^^ii  ddgholi.  Knavery,  fraud,  imposture. Bastardy.  Name  of  a  spy. 

p  ddghi.  Spotted,  stained,  i^i^' 

ddghi  shudan,  To  bear  a  mark.  To  acquire  noto- 
riety. To  wax  old,  wear  out. 

p  &-^b  ddghina,  Old,  used,  worn  out.  The 
hot  iron  with  which  they  perform  the  cautery. 

A  ddffdt,  An  army  gradually  approaching the  enemy. 

Aji\ii  ddfir.  Stinking. 
A  ddji^  One  who  drives  back,  averts,  or 

hinders.  A  protector.  (A  camel  or  a  sheep)  having 

biestings  in  the  udder  before  bringing  forth. 

A  'ixs\j  ddfi^t,  (pi.  damdfi^  (A  camel 
or  a  sheep)  having  biestings  in  the  udder  before 
brinmns:  forth.  A  river,  a  running;  stream.  Low 

ground.  Repellent.  iij>i\d  lLj ̂   kuKati  ddJi^,ThQ 

repelling  power,  or  that  of  expulsion. 
A         ddfik,  (Water)  poured  out. 
A  Aji\i.>  ddfindf,  The  arcana  (of  business). 

A  ddfinat,  (A  cow)  whose  teeth  are  worn down  with  age. 

A  &ib  ddfih,{iov  \^d\Si)  A  stranger,  traveller. 

A  ̂\dddhh,{^\.'s^iidahakat)One  who  knocks, 
a  knocker.  One  who  pries  into  or  publishes  the 

failings  of  Musulmans. 

A  ̂̂ iirfa/.'?"^Poor,abject.  One  who  pursues  trifles. 
A  ̂jM^J  ddhis,  (for  kddis)  An  omen  or 

portent  drawn  from  sneezing,  &c. 
A  dasl,  Fraud.  A  wolf.  A  kind  of  weasel. 

Daj:l,  (dasal  or^^b  dasala)  (v.  n.  of  Jb)  Going 

slow  (as  being  heavy  laden),  A  short,  quick,  and 

lively  step.  Dasal,  (or      1 J  damldn)  Deceiving. 

p  Jb  ddl,  A  large  black  eagle.    A  huge  fish. 

Thick  and  fat  (woman).  (forJL^  ddr)  Hold.  JL^ 

jiyjuo  ddli  minufar.  One  chapter  of  the  one-and- 

twenty  composing  the  Zand. 
A  J\ J  ddl,  Name  of  the  letter  J.  Crooked,  curved, 

(pi.  of  &Jb  ddlat)  Fames,  celebrities,  publicities. 
A  Jb  d.dll,  Who  or  what  indicates,  points  out, 

directs,  shews,  signifies,  denotes,  or  implies.  Sig- 
nificant, indicatory,  expressive,  typical. 

p  eo'ilb  ddldba,  (Pickets)  on  guard, 

p  (j^b^  ddldn,  (or  aj^)b  ddldna)  A  hall,  ves- 
tibule.   A  covered  wav. 



A  (J       dasalan,  A  jackal.  A  sort  of  gait. 

A  i_^5b  dal'ib,  A  live  coal,  firebrand. 
p  iy^\^ddlbuza,  A  yellow-hammer(asmall  bird). 

p  ddlbuz,  {ij^Jl^d  dalbuza,  or  ddl- 
puza)  A  kind  of  swallow. 

p  (j^i     J  ddl  parniydn,  Brazilian  wood. 

p       J^ii  ddl  para,  A  chaffinch. 

A  c^aZa^,  (v.  n.  of  Jb  for  Jjt^)  Becoming 
public,  famous,  notorious,    (pi.  J\ii  ddl)  Fame. 

A  &]b(ZaZZa^,  An  amorous  blandishment.  Bra- 

very, boldness,  gallantry. 

A  ddlij,  One  who  pours  water  from  a  well 

into  a  cistern.    One^who  carries  milk  in  a  pail. 

A  ̂ b  ddlili,  (pi.  dullah  and  0  dawdliK) 
(A  cloud)  full  of  rain. 

A  ddlUih,  (pi.  ̂j^^ii  ddlikhuna)  Enjoying 
a  plenteous  year. 

p  (Jls-  (Jb  ddl-hhdl,  A  shrub  transplanted. 

A  ddli^  (Foolish)  in  the  highest  degree. 
Useless,  profitless  (aflPair). 

A  1  aJ^ii  ddlif,  (pi.  I  aJ  J  dullaf  and  v_a5  J  cZm- 

Ziif)  Heavy  laden,  going  slow.  (An  arrow)  falling 
near  the  mark,  and  then  bounding  off  to  a  distance. 

A  JjJb  ddlih,  (A  sword)  easily  drawn  or  drop- 

ping out  of  the  sheath.  Fiercely-rushing  (troop). 

p       (J\t)  ddl-man,  A  black  eagle. 

A  •*^_jJb  ddluldc,  Affected  disdain  in  a  woman. 

A  &3b  ddlih,  (or  &^1j)  Weak  in  mind. 

A  j^lJc^a^aZa', Aweakkindofgait.  Arunning 
pace  with  short  steps.  The  pace  of  a  joyous  person. 

A  ddU,  (pi.  S^O  duldi)  One  who  draws  up 
water  in  a  bucket. 

A  'iy\tiddliyat,  (ph  ̂_J^j  dawdli)  A  water-wheel 
turned  by  oxen.  Ground  watered  by  such  wheels. 

A  vine.  A  thing  made  of  palm-leaves  tied  on  the 

tops  of  the  palm-branches. 

A  da^m,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ij)  Shoring  up  (a 
wall).    A  veil,  covering. 

p  dam,  A  snare,  trap,  gin,  or  net.  Creeping 

things.  A  winged  thing.  Every  kind  of  quadruped 

that  is  not  rapacious,  a  deer,  roe,  gazelle.  Worldly 

illusions.  The  fortieth  part  of  a  rupee.  ̂ J^^ 

dam  gaslttan,  To  spread  a  net.  To  cheat,  gull. 

To  escape  from  a  snare. 

A      ddma,  (in  prayer)  May  it  endure  for  ever ! 

A^ii  ddma  fazluhu,  May  his  virtues  be  perpe- 

tual !  plii  dama  ̂ zzuhu,  May  his  glory  be 
eternal !  (and  in  the  feminine)  iJI^b  ddmat 

mafdllhu,  May  his  excellency  live  for  ever ! 

A         da^mdf,  (or         ddmdi)  The  sea. 

A  ̂1*1  J  dafmds,  (or  d,dmmds)  (pi.  p^jt^ 
darcdmm)  The  hole  of  a  shrew ;  earth  scraped 
out  of  it.    The  sea. 

p  (iUb  ddmdd,  A  son-in-law.  A  father-in-law. 

Husband  of  the  king's  sister.    A  near  ally. 
p  j_5LiUib  ddmddi,  Affinity,  the  relation  of  a 

son-in-law.    (j*^;^  t^oUb  ddmddi  hardan,  To 
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contract  an  alliance,  to  marry. 

p  ̂^LcU  ddmdn,  Skirt,  hem :  foot  of  a  mountain, 

p  (_^(X»iUi\j  ddmdnidan,  To  cause  to  ventilate, 
p  uJLolii  ddmbdk.  Name  of  a  king,  who,  ac- 

cording to  Eastern  belief  reigned  over  the  Ante- 
adamites.  These  beings  were  supposed  to  have  had 

flat  heads,  for  which  reason  they  are  called  by  the 

Persians  Niin-sar  (half-heads). 

A        ddmij,  Dark  (night).    Strong  (man). 

A  ̂lii  ddmihh.  Temperate  (night), 
p  ̂ ^J\^\^  ddm-ddri,  The  laying  of  nets.  A 

branch  of  revenue  arising  from  bird-catchers,  play- 
ers, and  musicians. 

A  ̂JMc\^  ddmis.  Dark  (night). 

P  (j^jlA*       ddm-tirdzdn,  Hunters.  Fowlers. 
Contrivers,  schemers.  Cheats,  knaves,  impostors. 

A         ddmi^,  Wet  with  dew  (earth. 

A  Kiwl  J  ddmi^t,  (A  wound  or  fracture  in  the 
skull)  letting  blood  flow  (if  the  blood  only  appear 

or  drop,  the  wound  is  then  called  &Jk*\j  ddmiyat). 

p  ddmaglidn,  Name  of  the  metropolis 

of  a  province  of  Persia  called  (j^'Oji'  hums. 
A  iwwb  ddmighat,  A  wound  in  the  head  pene- 

trating the  brain.  Ten  kinds  of  wounds  may  be 
received  on  the  head  with  a  different  fine  for  each : 

viz.  'ijZid  hdahirat  (or  hdrisat),  'ini6\>  bd- 

zi^t,  X^^ii  ddmiyat,  mutaldhimat,  ̂ W.**** 
simhdh,  muzihat,  hdshimat, 

munahkilat,M\  d7rmmt,an(\'ik/<>\d ddmighat.  (Some 

insert  'i>w\t^  ddmi^t  between  'ix>o\i  bdzi^at  and 

^a
 

ijui^ii  ddmiyat).  Long  hard  flowers  shooting  forth 

from  the  medullary  substance  of  the  palm-tree,  and 

which,  if  not  taken  away,  destroy  it.  An  iron  plate 

on  the  back  of  a  saddle.  A  cross-stick  (from  which 
is  suspended  a  leathern  bottle). 

p  ij^wi^ti  ddm-ghol,  Scrofulous  humour ;  swell- 
ing in  the  glands,  wen.  A  sylvan  demon. 

A  j_^b  ddmik,  Bad,  worthless. 
p  ddmah,  A  rabbit,  hare,  or  any  small 

animal  not  carnivorous.  A  sort  of  veil  for  the  head. 

p  J  ddm-hashi,  The  spreading  of  a  net. 

Cheating,  gulling.  Escape  from  a  snare. 

A  'i£su\i^  ddmihat,  (pi.  tilo^jJ)  A  misfortune. 
p  y>i^  slXob  ddm-gdhi  dlv,(^jy^  sutur,  or  "-^-Jj^ 

gurg)  The  world. 
p  ̂/o^ii  ddman,  A  skirt,  tail,  hem,  border.  The 

sheet  (of  a  sail  on  ship-board).  The  foot  or  skirt 

of  a  mountain.  i^S>\JLi\j>  daman  bar  afshdn- 
dan,  To  travel,  to  migrate.  To  abandon,  turn  away 

from,  ys-d  i^'^y)  (ir*^  ddman  chdk  budani 
c?MMtor,  The  marriage  of  a  daughter.  Ciii;.?- 
ddmani  hhushh,  Want  of  probity  and  piety.  ,^\^ 

SxZtjjs^  ddmani  hhwurslied.  The  fourth  heaven. 
The  light  of  the  sun.  [^j^ji  ,^S>S3  ddman 

ba  danddn  giriftan,  To  humble  one's  self,  to  sub- 
mit. To  be  weak.  To  flee  away,  t^^jii 

jjijUJ^  ddman  dar  pay  uftddan,  To  be  disturbed 
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and  to  run  away.  ^^\^  ddman  darchi- 
dan,  To  draw  in  the  skirt,  (met.)  To  relinquish. 

{^T^j  j'^  (^^li  ddman  dar  rehhtan,  To  disgrace. 

ji3  ̂y<^ii  ddman  dar  hasliidan,  To  draw 
in  the  skirt,  to  turn  away  from,  shun,  quit,  avoid, 

(jt)^  f^J^ji^  1^^^  daman  dar  miydn  hardan,  To tuck  up  the  garments,  to  prepare  to  do  any  thing. 

i^iji  1^*^^  ddmani  bdghe  giriftan,  To  seize 
the  skirt  of  a  garden,  i.  e.  to  court  retirement.  t^^<^ 

ddmani  hoh,  The  skirt  of  a  mountain. 

p  1^^'^  ddman-bos,  Kissing  the  skirt. 
fZ«??iaw-(iar,  Wide  (cloth).  Skirted. 

p  i^yj^'Ss  ddman-hashdn,  Sweeping  the 
ground  proudly. 

Pj(f  ̂ b  ddman-gir,  Seizing  the  skirt,  i.  e. 
attaching  one's  self  to  a  patron.  Supplicating  jus- 

tice. Silencing,  quieting.  A  refuser,  denier. 

p  ̂J:Jf  (^^b  ddman-giri,  Attachment,  friend- ship.    An  applying  for  justice,  arraignment. 

p  ddmani,  A  woman's  veil  or  mantle. 
Ddmim,  A  scrap  of  the  shroud  kept  by  the  rela- 

tions of  the  deceased.  A  saddle-cloth,  furniture, 

housings.  An  ornament  worn  on  the  forehead. 

p  dyc\d  ddmud,  The  forgiveness  of  a  fault. 

pj^b  ddmwaz,  A  mattock  or  snow-shovel.  A kind  of  basket  carried  on  the  shoulders  by  a  pole 

passed  through  two  handles,  for  removing  dung. 

A  ̂_j>Jy6b  ddmus,  A  hunter's  lurking-place. p  ddmugh.  Complaint,  cry  for  help. 

A  J  ddmugh,  One  who  breaks  the  head  and 
reaches  the  brain. 

A  dS'yc\i^  ddmughat,  (A  stone)  which  fractures 
the  skull  and  injures  the  brain. 
A  ddmuh,  Hot,  sultry  (day). 

p    ̂ o\l>  ddrni,  A  sportsman,  hunter,  fowler. 
A  ddmi,  Bleeding,  bloody. 

ddmVsh  shafat,  (Bleeding-lipped)  Poor. 
A  ddmiyds,  A  good  thing,  a  blessing. 

PjL*\ J  ddm-ydr,  A  huntsman.  A  fisher's  net. A  &*«b  ddmiyat,  A  contusion  or  wound  on  the 
head  in  which  the  blood  appears,  but  does  not  flow. 
See  'ijtjo\j  ddmi^t. 

p  ̂^J>Jk«9\0  ddmidan.  To  fan,  ventilate,  winnow 
(grain).  To  carry  away  (as  wind  the  dust).  To 
mix  boiling  liquor  that  it  may  not  overflow.  To 

appear,  become  known.  To  be  equal  to  a  thing. 
To  mount.    To  tear  up. 

p  dan,  (for  ddna)  Grain,  (an  affix 
denoting)  What  holds  or  contains  any  thing  :  as, 

a  vessel,  sheath,  purse,  ̂ ^li.^  I  dhddn,  A  pond,  cis- 
tern, bath,  or  reservoir  of  water,  jjij  I  dtish 

dun,  A  fire-hearth.  J_j?  bawlddn,  A  urinal. 

J  ̂ ^Li  shama^dn,  A  candlestick,  ^  ha- lamddn,  A  pen-case,  ̂ ^b  mayddn,  A  tun,  pipe, 

butt,    (impera.  of  ddnistan)  Know  thou, 

(in  compos.)  Knowing,  intelligent:  as,  ̂ ^b^ji' hadar-ddn,  Knowing  the  quality  (of  persons).  iC^ 



nukta-ddn,  Subtile,  penetrating. 
p  b\ J  6?a«a,  Learned.  A  learned  man.  A  name 

of  God.  (./^b  danasi  Iran,  The  wise  man 
of  Iran,  i.e.  Jamasb,  the  astrologer,  ,ffUb 
danan  rum,  The  wise  man  of  Greece,  i.  e.  Plato. 

O**^  damn  tus,  An  epithet  of  Firdawsl 
and  of  klmaja  nasir. 

A  ̂ ub  danaj,  (from  p  Ijb  fZana)  Learned. 
p  Jj  \3b  dana-dil.  Wise-hearted. 

A  Jl3b  denial,  Daniel. 

p  ̂j^bbf/a«a/zi6?flw,(tr.of(^^--Jb)  To  inform. 

P  t:j^.^b  ddnaydn.  Men  of  wisdom.  Sages. 
p  eobub  ddnaydna.  Learnedly.  Learned. 
P  t/a«aj^i,Learning,knowledge, wisdom, 

i^^b  ddndsiyi  zayd,  The  wisdom  of  Zayd. 

A  ̂ b  c^awy,  (Dust)  raised  by  the  wind. 

A  ■^j^y  ̂ b  ddnaj-dbruroaj ,  Name  of  a  grain. 
jJj  ̂ b  ddnuji  rcahar,  Name  of  a  bitter  yellow  seed. 

p  iks^b  cZa?ye,  (or  Xjib  ddnja)  A  lentil. 
p  lijb  ddnad,  It  is  possible.    He  is  able. 

p  CLwjb  ddnist,  Knowledge,  Opinion. 

P  (j^^i^b  ddnistagi.  Knowledge. 

p  (jjwjbc?ams<aw,Toknow.  To  acknowledge. 
To  consider,  to  regard. 

p  ̂iA*M^b  ddnista,  Known.  Having  known. 
Wittingly.  iuL-Jb  ddnista  shudan,  To  be- 

come known. 

p  ;jJijb  ddnish.  Science,  knowledge,  learning, 
(ji^b  Jjb\  ahli  ddnish,  A  man  of  letters,  a  learned 
man.  Learned. 

^1)' U^^'^^^^'"'^^*-^''«jKnowledge-embellishing. 

(jJiib c?araM-«/';ra,Knowledge-increasing. 
pjj'ol  (^_^b  ddnish-dmoz.  Wisdom-teacher. 

Pj'?.'^.  i^J^^i^ddnish-paztr,  Fond  of  knowledge. 

^jjji  (j^ib  ddyiish-parwar.  Fostering  science. 

P  5 jj^  (jijb  ddnish-pijuh,  Seeking  knowledge. 
P  i^^.  (j^b  ddnish-pandh.  Asylum  of  wisdom. 

p  yL)b  ddnish-kotdh,  Short-witted. 

p  ddnishgar,  (or  ii«l»-ijb  ddnishnand) 

Learned,  skilful,  scientific,  wise,  intelligent. 
p     J.x«.ijb  ddnishmandl.  Wisdom,  sense. 

p  m\'>  (jl)b  ddnish-ndma,  Book  of  wisdom. 
Pj_j-^b  ddtiishrvar,  A  learned  man. 

P  e5j_j--"ib  ddnislirvari,  Wisdom,  learning. 
p  iii/ej-:i,i\ii  ddnisliumand.  Wise,  learned. 

P  j_^Jb  ddnishi,  A  learned  or  wise  man. 

A  ̂ b  ddni^  Covetous.  Voracious,  hungry. 

Lowering  one's  self.  Without  judgment,  silly,stupid. 
A  jjjb  ddnali,  {ddnih,  or  jU\j  ddndh)  (pi. 

j'^lj  J  darvdmh)  The  sixth  part  of  a  dram,  or  two 
carats ;  also  a  small  silver  coin.  Ddnik,  Lean. 

Abject,  contemptible.    Foolish.  Thievish. 

p  (-di3b  ddnk.  The  fourth  part  of  a  dram,  (ac- 

cording to  some)  The  fourth  part  of  a  Jliii*  mis- 

hdl.  Ddnak,  A  small  grain.  The  fourth  part  of 

a  dram.  A  sixth  of  any  thing.  !5J  tdlib  ddnahi 

dih,  The  sixth  part  of  a  village,  jji.^  shash 
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ddnak,  The  whole  manor.  Ddnuk,  A  particular 

kind  of  food  sent  by  the  parents  of  an  infant,  upon 

the  first  appearance  of  its  teeth,  round  to  the  houses 
of  their  friends  and  relations. 

p  £6\-C)b  ddngdna,  A  contribution  made  by 

travellers  or  others  for  their  common  expenses. 

Necessaries,  implements ;  ingredients. 

P  jX_ib  ddngu,  A  kind  of  grain.    A  kind  of 
pottage  made  of  seven  sorts  of  grain  or  pulse, 

p  ̂dS>\i^  ddnindagt,  Knowledge, 
p  ddninda,  Knowing,  wise.     He  who 

knows.  J^ibvo  8iiJib  ddnindaA  ma^ul.  An  ori- 
ginal or  natural  genius.  Jj^-*  SiiJj\i5  ddnindad 

manhul,  A  copyist. 

p  b  ddnush,  Name  of  the  person  who  sold 

^azra,  the  mistress  of  Wamik.    A  kidnapper. 
p  iob  ddna.  Grain.  A  berry.  Stone  of  fruit, 

seed  of  grain  or  fruit.  A  pimple.  Grain  or  bait 

scattered  for  catching  birds.  A  cannon-ball.  Know- 

ledge, science,  learning.  Learned,  j^-^^  ̂ b  dd- 
naA  angur,  A  grape,  grape-stone,  (ji^j  I  ̂̂ b  ddna 
dwardan.  To  bring  forth  grain,  to  go  to  seed,  eob 

(jtUa-  ddna  chidan.  To  pick  up  grain.  To  beg.  To 
make  obeisance.  ^J^**.*  cob  ddna  hastan,  To  form 

the  stone  (as  a  grape).  eob  iob  ddna  ddna 

shudan.  To  be  scattered  piecemeal.  Jii  iob  dd- 

nasi  dil.  The  heart's  core.  Original  sin.  'j^  es.i\i3 
ddnasi  sahz,  Seed  of  the  pine.  &ib  danasi  sir, 

A  clove  of  garlic.  ̂ ^Jif-  a.3b  ddnad  ̂ mali.  Arti- 
ficial pearls,  i^'^^  i'^b  ddna  hardan.  To  scatter. 

«3b  tSMi  sih  ddna.  Three  grains,  three  pieces. 

Pjb  &jb  ddna-ddr.  Granulated.  Of  a  granu- 
lated appearance.    Containing  grain. 

p  ̂^b  eob  ddnaddn,  A  garner.  Sown  land.  A 
nursery-ground.    Scattered,  dispersed. 

p  ̂ jj  eob  ddna-zan,  A  sort  of  juggler. 

p  ̂jU:.*  ajb  ddna-fishdn,  A  sower  of  grains. 

p  (j^.Ai^es.ib  ddna-hesh,  A  kind  of  embroidered 
neckcloth,  worn  in  cold  weather  over  the  cloak. 

p  eob  ddna-gdna,  Necessaries,  furniture, 
worldly  goods. 

A  ̂ b  ddni,  Approaching.  Near,  within  reach 

(fruit  on  the  tree).  Low,  vile.  ^b  fZawi'ra 
nasab,  Nearly  related. 

A  (_jib  ddnis.  Vile.    Impure,  dishonest. 

A  (J^:^b  ddniydl,  Daniel. 
p  ̂^ii>-jb  ddnidan.  To  know.  To  roll  round. 

p  S_^3b  ddnlza,  (or  »^b  ddnija)  A  lentil. 

AjbJa^?D,(v.n.of(_^b)Lurking:  circumventing. 

p  jb  ddv,  A  wheel.  A  reel.  Expense,  disburse- 
ment. A  stroke  or  move  at  play.  The  prize  in 

archery.  A  stratum  of  a  wall.  A  mud-wall.  A 
claim.  Abuse.  Increasing  a  stake  at  play,  which 
beinir  restricted  to  nine  times  at  two  at  a  time  after 

the  first,  limits  the  highest  stake  to  seventeen,  jb 

ddv  ha  haft,  The  concluding  move  at  the 
game  of  tables.  The  seventeen  prostrations  at  prayer. 

(J^ilo  jb  dav  naydftan.  To  sit  ill  (as  a  painting or  embroidery). 

A  jb  ddrv,  A  kind  of  ship. 

A  lijb  ddwud,  David. 
A  c?iijb  ddwudiy,  Name  of  a  shrub  which  bears 

a  flower  like  camomile.    A  kind  of  armour. 

Pj_jb  ddwar,  (forjjtib  dddwar)  God.  A  just 
prince,  governor,  regent,  ruler,  judge,  administra- 

tor, or  arbiter.  Remedy.  Medicine.  An  opponent, 

adversary,  jjl^l  ddwari  dsmdn.  Lord  of 

heaven,  God.  ,JaP-\jjb  ddwari  a^a7n,  God,  the 

Supreme  Judge.  jjb  ddwari  dawrdn.  Mo- 
narch of  the  world,  jjb  jjUaL*»  sultdni  ddrcar, 

The  reigning  prince. 

P  (j^i^jb  ddwarddn,  A  village  near  Wasit. 

p  ̂^Ixh^jb  ddwaristdn,  A  tribunal  of  justice. 

P  L^jj^*^  ddwari,  Empire,  sovereignty,  domi- 
nion. Administration  of  justice.  Sentence  of  a 

judge.  Litigation.  Quarrel,  dispute.  A  complaint 

made  before  a  judge.  ̂ ^l^Jy-  i^j^^i^  ddwari  khwur- 
dan.  To  submit  to  judgment,  to  suffer  punishment. 

{^^^  ddwari  hardan.  To  judge,  to  exercise 
a  jurisdiction.  ioU-jj^jb  ddwari-khdna,  A  tribu- 

nal, seat  of  justice,  judgment-hall. 

A  tJijjb  ddwud,  David. 

A  (^j-iijjb  David-like.  aJiijjb  ̂ j<^ 

duru^  ddnudlya,  Coats  of  mail  such  as  were  manu- 
factured by  David. 

A  (_>"jb  ddw'i.  Creamy  (milk).  Much  (meat). 

A  fcJjb  ddw'iyat,  (or  &^.jb  ddwiyai)  A  desert. 
p  »b  ddh,Te-n.  Base, ignoble,  cowardly,  worth- 

less, degenerate.  A  maid-servant.  Any  servant. 
A  boy.  A  forward,  immodest  woman.  Service, 

attendance.  An  old  man.  i^J^]j^  *b  ddhifirdshi, 

A  kejjt  mistress. 

p  Ifcb  ddhd.  Caverns,  mountain-hollows. 

A ̂ b  ddhir.  Ever,  at  any  time,  never.  A  name 
for  an  Arabian. 

A  J_jlal\  'ijS>\i^ddhiratu^t  i!MZ,Very  tall  (woman). 
A  ddhifat,  A  foreigner.  Tired  camels. 

p  ̂Jiftb  ddhil,  (ddhul  or  J^b  ddhul)  A  buck- 
stall.  Figures  set  up  at  the  corners  of  fields  to 

frighten  beasts  into  toils.  A  scare-crow. 

A  (Jjsb  ddhil,  Confounded,  amazed. 

p  jjslii  ddhim,  A  crown  or  diadem  set  with  gems. 
A  throne.  A  royal  pavilion. 

A  ̂ ^b  ddhin.  Anointed  (beard). 
p  Jyfcb  ddhul,  A  diadem  set  with  gems. 

A  (_j!>b  ddhi,  (pi.  sliti  duhdt  and  j^y^ni  duhun) 
Ingenious,penetrating.  Sly,  subtle,cunning,shrewd. 

^J6\>^\  ad'  ddh'i.  The  lion. A  Xjsb  ddhiyat,  (pi.  dandhi)  Danger. 

Accident,  misfortune,  calamity.  Extremely  subtle 

or  sagacious.  -^^^iSti  'k*ii\i^ddhiyatundahndf,(^^\^i^ 
dahyds,  or  duhiciyat^  A  dreadful  calamity. 

p  pJ^isb  ddhim,  Plumaged  diadem.  Dominion. 
A  i_^b  dasy,  (v.  n.  of  i^b)  Lurking  (as  a  wolf 



to  seize  a  gazelle).  Circumventing.  Da^y,  ({J^i^ 

dusty  or  duty')  The  vertebrae  of  tlie  back  or  betwixt 
the  shoulders.  The  gristly  parts  of  the  breast,  or 

where  the  ribs  meet.  (pi.  of  'i>\<^  da^yat)  Withers 
of  horses. 

p         day,  A  stratum  of  a  mud  wall. 

A  CJ^.b  dasyat,  The  (six)  scapulary  ribs. 

A  Obb  dayat,  (pi.  of        dayat)  Nurses. 

A  das'ib,  Diligent,  laborious.  Fatigued. 

A  i^tJb  ddsihani,  (dual)  Night  and  day. 

A  s^lii  dasyat,  (pi.        da^y)  The  joints  or  back 

part  of  a  horse's  neck  (next  to  the  saddle).  HJ.b 
ibn  dasyat,  The  crow  (as  pecking  at  the  sores  there). 

A  H^.b  dayat,  (from  p  iob  day  a)  A  nurse. 

A        1  li  dasusis.  Origins,  roots. 

A  ft^b  dasUiat,  A  large  spreading  tree. 

A  ̂b  daAhli,  Dark  (night).  Overcome.  Sick. 

A  ̂ -jb  daAr,  Who  or  what  revolves.  Who  or 

what  forms  a  circle,  or  encircles.    Round,  j^b 

jiJU**  dasir  u  sasir.  Going  the  circuit  (judges)  ;  ab- 
solute, invested  with  authority,  p  (ji\ii>  jjb  da^ir 

shudan,  To  depend  upon,  belong  or  relate  to. 

A  »^b  danrat,  (^\.J)\^^  darvadr)  A  cii-cle, 
circumference,  circuit,  peripheiy,  compass,  orbit, 

cycle.  A  circle  or  genus  of  Arabian  poetry.  A 

tambourine.  A  spiral  lock  of  hair  on  the  head  or 

mustachio.  The  spur  of  a  bird.  A  fatal  period, 

bad  fortune.  Flight  from  battle.  The  groove  in 

the  upper  lip  under  the  nose.  A  monastery,  p  5jjb 

dasiras-i.  dawr,  f^j^^  syb  dasirad  dawran, 

i^\j>_jj>iii  dasirad  der-pay.  The  firmament, 

li,^  Sji\i^  dasirasi  gird,  The  sun.  (j'tSJJb  t^\ii  dasi- 
rasi  hindi,  A  sun-dial. 

p  i^'Sst         dasira-kash,  A  pair  of  compasses. 
A  (j*.jb  dasis,  A  trampler.  A  thrashing-floor. 

A  thrasher. 

A  ̂ji.jb  dasish,  A  Christian. 
A  dasis,  (pi.  X^ab  dasat)  A  thief,  robber, 

pirate.  A  sheriff''s  officer.  One  who  sneaks  or 
prowls  about. 

A  J5.>b  (7a^iA;,(also  (j-'b  inasik  dasilt)  Fool- 

ish, silly.  ̂ jJU  ̂\l>  ddsih  mdsik,  Cheap  (utensils), 
worthless  (chattels). 

P  ̂^•^.b  dayagdn,  (pi.  of  &.)b  ddya)  Nurses. 

P  ,_^.b  ddyagi.  The  office  of  nurse,  nursing, 

(j*^^  1^^)^  ddyagi  hardan,  To  nurse. 

^A  j»jb  ddsim.  Permanent,  perpetual,  eternal, 
perennial.  Always,  continual,  unintermitted At 

rest.  Quiescent  (shadow).  Stagnant  (water),  ̂ s*- 

j^b  humma'  dddm,  An  unintermitting  fever,  pjb 
ddsimul  ayydm,  Perpetual,  always,  ̂ jb 

ddsimu'l  khamr,  A  sot.  i^J,^  jJb  ddsinm'l maraz,  Eternally  sick. 

A  Ivb  ddsiman,  Continually,  for  ever. 

A  B-^i\d  dasimat,  (fem.  of  ̂ ^b  ddsim)  Eternal. 
A  iw.»jb  ddsimiyat.  Eternity.  Perpetuity. 

A  (jjb  Ja^m,  A  debtor.  A  creditor. 
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p  job  ddya,K  nurse,  foster-mother.  A  midwife. 

j^^.J^i'**        ddyasi  shawhar-2nsar,  The  earth. 
p         &J.b  ddyagari.  Nursing.  Midwifery. 

A  (_c>b  ddsi,  (fern.  &Jjb)  Sick,  indisposed. 

A  ̂ jb  ddsiy,  Sick,  indisposed. 
p  L-^ii  dab.  Charge,  custody. 

A  CL>i^  dahl),  (v.  n.  of  Ll^ii)  Creeping,  crawling 

(as  a  serpent).  Advancing,  stealing  upon  (as  wine 

in  the  head,  disease  in  the  body,  rottenness  in  cloth). 

Circulating  (slander).  Going  slowly  (an  old  man 

leaning  on  a  stick).  Small  hairs  upon  the  face. 

Being  just  (people).  ̂ <ij  alizabu 
man  dabha  wa  daraja.  The  biggest  liar  that  now 

walks  or  ever  did  walk  (the  earth).  Dihb,  A  slow, 

creeping  pace.  Duhb,  State,  condition,  constitution, 

manner,custom,mode,property,quality.(pl.  t_»>bii^ 
adbdb  and  Ljii  dibabat)  A  bear.  The  constellation 

of  the  Bear.  dubbi  althar.  The  greater 

Bear.  jkjo\  Cljd  dubbi  asghar,  The  lesser  Bear, 

u^ti  ̂   min  sliubbin  ila'  dubbin,  From youth  to  old  age. 

A  bii  dabasa,  (fut.  \>S>,yadbasu)  He  was  quiet. 
He  smote  (with  a  stick). 

A  b<i  daba\  A  small  locust.  An  ant.  A  slow 

gentle  pace. 
p       dabbd,  (or  bii  dubd)  A  gourd. 

A  Ajiii  dabbds,  (A  woman)  who  has  small  hairs 
on  her  face.  Hairy  (she-camel).  Dubbds,  A  gourd. 

A  i-^ljii  dubbdsat,  A  single  gourd. 

p  ̂-'bti  (Za  or  dubdb.  Name  of  a  fragrant  plant. 

A  (-^bii  dabdbi,  The  sound  with  which  they 

call  the  hyena.  Dibdb,  (pi.  of  dabbat)  Bottles 
made  of  raw  skins.  Sand-hills.  Gourds. 

A  aJljii  dabbdbat,  An  engine  of  war,  under  cover 

of  which  beseiging  soldiers  approach  a  town  ;  a 
wheeling  hovel. 

A  ̂ .bii  dabubij,  (pl.of  ̂ l*?.ii)  Brocades. 
A^oobti  dabdblz,  (pi.  of  ij-^ii  dubbuz)  Cloths 

of  a  double  warp,  of  different  colours. 

A  (j*>A^bti  dabdbis,  (pi.  of  (^^jJii)  Clubs,maces. 
A  sbii  dahsat,  Flight. 

A         dabbdj,  A  vender  of  brocades. 

A  ̂^"i^  dubbdiih,  A  kind  of  game. 
A  L-^iibii  dubddib.  Corpulent,  loud-voiced. 
A  b(i  bti  daha  daba\  In  swarms  like  locusts. 

Ajbii  dahdr,  Destruction.  JDibdr,  (v.  n.  3  of 
Being  inimical,  carrying  on  hostilities.  Dying. 

Part  of  a  sown  field.  Battles,  engagements.  Flights, 

routs,  dispersions.   Rivulets,  trenches  cut  in  sown 

fields  in  order  to  water  them.  ^l-i'  i— 5;sO_  ̂  
jbii  Id  ya^^afu  Mhdlan  min  dihdrin,  SeejOii  da- 
bir.  Dibdr  or jlubdr,  Wednesday.  The  night  of 

Wednesday.  |jbti  dibdran,  (Coming  to  prayer) 

after  the  proper  time.  ■ 

A  Sjbii  dibdrat.  One  part  of  a  field. 
A  (_yil|iifZai5a.s,Amakerof  thahonej^ju^i^dibs. 
A  ̂U*>bii  dibdsds  or  dabdsds,  Female  locusts. 

A  j_^b4i  dabdst,  (pi.  of  dubsu''  or  ̂ -Jii 
dubsiy)  Stock-doves. 
A  dibdgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ti)  Tanning.  Dyeing 

green.    Any  thing  with  which  hides  are  tanned. 

A  j^"ti  dabbdgh,  A  tanner,  a  currier. 
A  Ss-bii  dihdghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Tanning.  Dye- 
ing green.  The  art  of  tanning,  p  Ll^^bii  L$^jdyi 

dibdghat,  A  tan-yard,  tannery.  ̂ jii^i^Cn^bii  tZiZia- 
^/ia^  Jiardan,  To  tan. 

p  idhCLiS'{^^dibdghat-ydfta,Tanned.  Cl/pbtJ 

&;;ib  b  dibdghat  nd  ydfta,  Untanned. 

pajls-  ̂ i^dabbdgh-khdna,Ata.nnery,  barkary. 

p  jjbii  dibdk.  Shoemakers'  paste. dubahat,  The  stump  of  a  lopped  branch 

remaining  on  the  trunk  (of  a  palm-tree). 

p  (Jbii  dabdl,  (or  &!bii  dabdla)  An  orange. 

A  Jbti  dubdl,  Dung,  manure. 
A  t-vOiS  dabab.  Hairiness.  Small  yellow  hairs 

on  the  face.  A  calf  just  brought  foi'th. 

A  ̂j^-Jii  dababdn,  Hairiness,  down.  Mass  of  hair. 
A  LJii  dabibat,  A  woman  who  has  small  hairs 

on  her  face.  Dibabat,  (pi.  of  CL>i^  dubh)  Bears. 

A  dabbat,  (pi.  <— -^bii  dibdb)  A  vessel  made 
of  raw  skins  in  the  form  of  ajar  or  large  bottle,  in 

which  merchants  carry  butter  and  oil.  A  sand-hill 

or  heap.  Plain  ground,  level  sands.  One  hair  upon 

the  face.  A  glass  goblet.  A  gourd.  Dabbat  or 
dibbat.  One  movement  (of  a  creeping  animal).  A 

gentle  mode  of  walking.  A  creeping  movement. 

'ijt^\  ̂ ^Jis>'  hhafiyu'd  dibbat,  Stealing  upon  one  by 
surprise.  Dubbat,  State,  condition.  Creed,  faith. 

A  she-bear.  lfj^d!ji^  dubba  hubra',  Ursa  Major. 

A  ̂   dalj,  Painting;  a  picture;  a  map,  plan. 
A  ̂ J"i^^^i  dubbakhs.  Naturally  large.  A  lion. 
P  i_>b^ti  dabddb.  Pomp,  pride,  state,  dignity. 

A  dabddb,  A  drum. 

A  l^S>ls  dabdab.  Pace  of  a  long-legged  ant. 

A  'i>^d  dabdahat,  The  noise  of  a  horse's  shoe 
upon  stones.  Sour,  coagulated  milk  on  which  fresh 

milk  is  poured.  Dabdabat,  (or  dabdaba') 

Very  thick  milk. 
p  aJiJJii  dabdaba,  A  great  noise ;  the  noise  of 

a  drum.    Pomp,  state,  magnificence. 

Aj>(i  dabr,  (v.  n.  of  j^ii)  Passing  through  the 
mark  (an  arrow).  Growing  old  (man).  Relating, 

citing  on  the  authority  of  another  after  his  decease. 

Carrying  off  (any  thing).  Turning  the  back,  flee- 

ing. Shifting,  veering  to  the  west  (wind).  A  field 
(particularly  that  part  where  the  ploughing  cattle 

are  turned,  when  they  have  some  cut  grass  thrown 

to  them.  That  which  comes  behind  another,  a  suc- 

cessor. Death.  Great  riches.  A  mountain.  Sleep 

of  every  hour.  Grief,  melancholy.  (pl.^iiWjZ^Mr 

andj^ii  dubur)  A  bee.  A  swarm  of  bees  or  hor- 
nets. A  young  locust.  A  rock  in  the  sea  covered 

with  water,  but  sometimes  dry.  Dihr,  Great  riches. 

A  bee.  A  young  locust.  Dubr  or  dubur,  (pl.jb(i\ 



adbar)  The  back.  The  backside.  End,  conclu- 

sion (of  an  affair),  close  (of  a  month).  The  cor- 
ner of  a  house,  onin  duhr,  In  the  rear,  be- 

hind. jJii  (^5-  ̂ is-  ̂ thul  ̂ ibdi^yi  duhri, 
Manumission  of  a  servant  after  the  death  of  his 

master.  Dabar,  (v.  n.  of^^ii)  Being  galled  (backs 

of  cattle),  (pi.  of  'iji^  dabarat)  Warbles,  ulcers 
on  the  saddle-part  of  a  horse's  back.  Dabir,  Galled 
in  the  back.  Dubura,  In  the  rear,  after.  ^S- 

duburjn,  After  death. 

A  (j^ii  dabaran,  (or  ̂^J>0^\  ad'  dabaran)  A mansion  of  the  moon,  i.e.  The  hyades  or  five  stars 

in  Taurus,  particularly  the  brightest,  commonly 

called  Aldebaran,  or  the  Bull's  Eye  ;  the  fourth  lu- 
nar mansion. 

A  Sj?i5  dabrat,  One  part  of  a  sown  field.  Low 
ground  sown.  The  latter  part.  Flight  in  battle, 
defeat,  discomfit.  Adverse  fortune.  Dibrat,  The 

opposite  of  XLs  hiblat.  S^^i  *i)  j  isl*i  I*  ma  lahu 
hiblatun  na  la  dibratun,  He  does  not  look  straight 

to  his  business.  Dabarat,  Flight  in  battle.  A 

breadth  of  sown  land,  (pl.j^ii  dabar  andjbii^  ad- 

bar)  A  sore  on  a  horse's  back. 
p        dabara,  Unripe  corn  cut  for  cattle. 

A  ̂J)i^daba7~iy  ovdabriy,  Late  (prayer).  Com- 
ing too  late  (as  advice  or  recollection  after  oppor- 

tunity is  passed). 

A  Vf^^i  dabarvjan  or  dubur'iyan,  After  the  pro- 
per time.  After  any  one's  death.  Preposterously. 
pJJii  dabz,  Thick,  coarse  (as  cloth). 

A  ̂ J"^^i  dabs,  Any  thing  black.  Dibs  ov  dabs, 
A  multitude  of  men.  Dibs  or  dibis,  Honey  made 

by  bees  or  flowing  from  dates.  Date-syrup  seethed 

over  the  fire.  Dubs,  (pi.  of  ;j«->4i\  adbas)  (Birds) 
of  a  reddish  black.  Z)MJa.?,  Clouds  threatening  rain. 

p  ̂^Uu-Jii  dabistan,  A  school  (for  writing). 
p  d  dabisidni,  A  pupil  at  such  a  school. 

A  ̂--^Jii  dubsiy,  A  very  black  bird  with  a  me- 

lodious* voice,  a  wood-pigeon.    A  queest. 
A  ̂ j^ii  dabsh,  An  unbarking,  peeling.  A  con- 

suming, an  eating  up.  Dabash,  The  meaner  house- 
hold utensils. 

A  dabas,  (v.  n.  of  (.>aiii)  Growing  fat. 

A  dabgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ti)  Tanning  (a  hide). 

Dying  (a  garment)  green.  Dibgh,  (or  'kkid  dibgliat) 
Any  thing  with  which  hides  are  tanned. 

A  "wOii  dabgliat,  A  single  tanning  of  a  hide. 
A  ̂ j>^  dibh,  Birdlime.  Dabali,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^ii) 

Adhering  firmly.  Being  excited  against,  and  never 

quitting  afterwards.    Name  of  a  town  in  Egypt. 

A  ̂S^tii  dabalfiy,  Cloth  of  Dabak  in  Egypt. 

A  jji^ii  dabhal,  One  who  has  a  thick  and  equal 

skin.  Deformed,  hideous,  stinking.  J^iipM?/m 
dabkal,  The  hyena. 

A  dabkalat,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^ii  Q)  Driving 

(sheep)  together,  gathering  up  stragglers. 

A  Jjii  dabl,  (v.  n.  of  Jjii)  Dunging  (land). 
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Dressing,  improving,  correcting  (any  thing).  Driv- 
ing or  collecting  together  into  a  heap.  Making 

up  (meat)  into  balls.  Striking  (one)  repeatedly 

with  a  stick,  (pi.  Jy^i  dubTd)  Plague,  pestilential 

bubo.    A  brook,  rill.  (pi.  J^ii  cZM^jiZ)  Ca- 

lamity, ruin.  Bereavement.  ^>\ii  diblun  da- 
bilun,  A  heavy  misfortune.  Dubl,  A  young  or  little 

ass.  J>M&aZ,  Adversity.  Bereaved  (mother).  Du- 

bai or  dubul,  (pi.  of  &bti  dublat)  Large  mouthsful. 

Holes  in  axe-heads.  Dubid,  (pi.  of  J.Jj>ii  daVll) 

Trees  called  l^Ac-  ghaza  growing  in  abundance. 

A  'iXit^  dublat  or  dablat,  An  imposthume  (espe- 
cially internal).  Dublat,  (pi.  Jjii  dubul  and  du- 

bal)  A  large  globular  mouthful,  or  any  thing  of  that 

shape,  as  gums  or  confections.  The  hole  of  an  axe. 
p  esJjii  dubla.  Sugared  almonds. 

A  (j«JkbtifZa&/i.'s,Aringworn  by  Moorish  women. 

A  ̂ J>l^  dibn,  A  sheep-fold. 

A  'iJJd  dubnat,  A  large  mouthful. 
A  1— ̂ ^li  ddbub,  A  stab  which  causes  the  blood 

to  flow.  A  wound  from  which  the  blood  streams 

copiously.  Any  thing  fat.  One  who  secretly  in- 
jures by  detraction.    A  deep  cavern. 

p dubudar,  A  kind  of  juniper-tree. 

A  ii^d  dabuz,  (or  dubbuz)  (from  Pii^i  ji> 

du  pud)  Cloth  of  a  double  warp,  of  different  colours. 

A j^ii  dabur,  The  west  wind  (which  blows  ge- 
nerally towards  night).  Dubur,  (v.  n.  of ̂ li)  Wax- 

ing old  (man).  Passing  through  the  mark  (an  ar- 

row),   (pi.  ofjJti  fZa&r)  Swarms  of  bees  or  wasps. 
Aj^Jii  dabbur,  Habit.  Sort,  kind,  sect,  party. 

p  c_)*i^^ii  dabus,  A  club  or  iron-headed  mace 
used  by  cavalry.  A  sceptre.  A  place  in  a  boat  or 

ship ;  the  cuddy.  Name  of  a  small  city  between 
Samarkand  and  Bokhara. 

A  (^yii  dabus,  Fine  dates  preserved  in  butter. 

A  (^^^d  dabbus,  (pi.  ̂j*»^ibii)  An  iron  mace. 

PjO  (^^li  dabus-ilr,  An  iron  arrow  with  a 
large  round  head. 

p  udljJ^ii  dabusak,  Mallows. 

p  &ws^ii  dabusa,  A  part  of  a  ship,  the  cuddy. 

A        dabugh,  (Rain)  softening  the  earth. 
A  dabbuJi,  Name  of  a  certain  game. 

A  -^^syii  dabuhas,  Birdlime.  Human  excre- 
ment.   Any  thing  viscous. 

A  'is^id  dahbukat.  Plaited,  braided  locks. 
p  w^Jti  dabuka,  A  bagpipe. 

p  ̂ ^^li  fZaZiS/di,  The  herb  turnsole.  Mallows. 
A  li  dabul,  (A  woman)  bereaved  of  her  son. 

Misfortune,  calamity.  Dubul,  (v.  n.  of  J^ii)  Dress- 

ing, trimming,  correcting.  Dunging  (land).  Op- 

pressing (calamity),  (pi.  of  Jjii  dabl)  Brooks. 

Plagues.  (pl.of^iit^i&Z)Calamities.  Bereavements. 
p  iJii  daba,  Ruptured.  Rupture. 
A  eOii  dabah,  A  sandy  place.    A  good  way. 

p  dabba  or  dubba,  A  leathern  vessel  (for 

wine).  A  phial.    (jJJ^J^  JjJ  dabba 

dar  pdsi  fil  afgandan,  To  flee  from  the  face  of  a  foe 
without  fighting.  To  stir  up  sedition,  i^'^j^  ̂^"^ 

dabbasi  birinjln,  A  copper  vessel.  An  hour-glass. 

^■J^  aJii  dabbasi  ̂ riyd,  A  certain  plant  from 
whose  root  an  electuary  is  prepared. 

p  ii.>\!>-  is,>ii  daba-khdya.  Ruptured. 

A  l^d  daba',  A  pismire.  Small  locusts  before 
their  wings  grow.  Name  of  a  certain  fair  held 
amongst  the  Arabs.  mal  ka  d  daba  , 
Much  wealth,  many  cattle  (like  to  which  are  ̂ ^li  l_^C> 

daba  dubayyin,  or  iiJJ?->.ii       dabyu  dubayyayni. 

A        dibbiy  or  dubbiy,  None,  no  one. 

p  dabib,  A  soft,  easily-bruised  thing. 
A  u^Jk^ii  dabib,  (v.  n.  of  ul.'ii)  Crawling  (as  a 

serpent).  Going  slow  (an  old  man,  leaning  on  a 

staff").  Stealing  upon  (a  foe).  Circulating  (as  slan- 
der). Gaining  ground  (disease).  Creeping  (as  wine 

into  the  head,  or  rottenness  into  cloth). 
A         dabiyat.  Flight. 

A^AJii  dibbtj,  (or^fii)  Nobody,  none  (at  home). 
A  (J-sf-  jjii  dihbi  hajal,  A  kind  of  game. 
p  ti'Ji^.ii  dabul,  An  electuary,  medicine. 

A  ̂ J*jk^4>  dubaydah,  (as  bi  dubaydaha) Vainly,  foolishly. 

p^^ii  dabir,  A  writer,  secretary,  notary:  a  writ- 

ing-master. {.^KiO  j^i^dabirisafibu't  tad- 
b'u;  An  excellent  writer,  '.^li dabirifalak, 

(or  ̂^\jy>i^  dabiri  anjum)  The  planet  Mercury. 
A^jJii  dabir,  A  thread  drawn  out  in  spinning. 

Any  thing  which  is  drawn  from  one.  A  losing  ar- 
row at  games  of  hazard.  The  upper  part  of  the 

ear.  Flax.  jXii^  ̂ i^^"  >— ^  V^'^^f 
bilan  min  dabirin.  He  cannot  distinguish  what  is 
before  from  what  is  behind ;  what  is  advancing 

to,  or  receding  from,  liim  ;  or  he  knows  not  the  pe- 
digree of  his  mother  from  that  of  his  father. 

i^jk^ii  i^ic  ̂ rafa  hab'dahumin  dablrihi.  He distinguished  his  rebellion  from  his  obedience. 

p  ̂lX»*»,jOii  dabiristdn  or  dibiristan,  A  school 

(for  writing).    A  record-office. 
p  (^JJii  dahish,  An  eruption  from  disease. 
A         dabigh,  Tanned  (leathern  bottle). 

A  (jJJii  dabih,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  l^^^ii^  dabikiy.  Made  at  Dabik  (stuff"). p  ̂JOti  dabil,  Name  of  a  city  in  Armenia. 

A  J-AJii  dabil,  (pi.  Jjii  dubul)  The  tree  called 
Lap  ghaza  growing  plentifully.  Scattered  leaves 
of  the  tree  j^^^  ttrZa\  Low  ground.  (Jjj^ii  Jjii 

dibli  ̂ Za&^Z,  A  heavy  calamity,  painful  bereavement. 

A  ftJu^ii  dubaylai.  Adversity,  calamity.  An 

imposthume  (especially  internal). 

p  L-^ii  daip,  A  drum  with  one  skin. 

p  wl?.4i  dapdya,  A  school. 
p  LlXl>.ii  dapang,  A  firm-fleshed  boy. 

p  «=»-fc>.;i  dapucha,  A  leech,  blood-sucker. 
A  L^ii  dass,  Slight  rain.  A  contortion  of  the 

body.   A  side.   An  opinion,  a  conjectural  report. 



A  pain-giving  blow.  A  push,  a  thrust.  A  near 

shot  from  behind  one's  clothes. 

A  -s^C^ii  (lass,  (v.  n.  of  Viii)  Bringing  forth  in 

hot  M^eather  (sheep). 
A  Li-'Viti  disas,  Slight  rain. 

A  Ll^VJii  dassas,  A  killer  of  birds  with  a  sling. 

Ajod  disar,  An  upper  garment  (opposed  to 

j^Mi  shi^r,  which  means  an  under  garment). 

A  Cs^iH  dasttfiy,  Rain  falling  after  the  heats  of 

summer.    The  yeaning  of  sheep  in  the  summer. 

A  tid  dussat,  A  shght  defluxion  or  rheum. 

A  J>i^  dasr,  Copious,  abundant.  Plenty  (of 
riches).  Disr,  A  skilful  manager  of  his  property. 
Dasar,  Filth,  dirt,  nastiness. 

A  laSii  dast,  (v.  n.  of  iaijii)  Catting  open  (an  ul- 
cer or  boil),  and  letting  out  the  contents  thereof. 

A  das^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ d)  Trampling  upon, 
treading  down.    Plain,  level  ground. 

A  ̂'iii  dash,  A  pouring  out  of  water. 
A  ft^ii  dasnat,  Little  water. 

AjjJii  dasur,  Slothful,  somnolent,  slow.  Vile, 
obscure,  never  mentioned.  Dmur,  (v.  n.  of  J>i)) 

Being  obliterated,  effaced,  worn  out.  Being  dirty 

(a  garment).  Contracting  rust  (a  sword).  Clothing 
itself  with  leaves  (a  tree).  Oblivion,  forgetfulness. 

A         dasimat,  A  mouse. 

p  ̂   duj,  Any  thing  in  Avhich  syrup,  new  wine, 
or  dates  is  mixed,  and  adheres  to  the  hands  and  feet. 

A  ̂   (^cjj,  (y-  of  ̂li)  Running  with  rain  (a 
house).  Trading.  Letting  (a  curtain)  fall.  The 

jungle-hen.  ^ 
A  Wii  diija,  (or  diijan)  Darkness  of  the 

night,  (pi.  of  SJ;><i  dujyat)  Darknesses.  The 

lurking-places  of  hunters. 

A  Ol*-*^  dujat,  (pi.  of  &!>-ti)  Shiit-buttons. 

A  ̂W"*^  (^cj^ji  ̂   '^J:'^^  ̂ W"'"^^^  daja- 
ju'l  harrly,  The  jungle-hen.  t^O>-i£i  '^^'^  dajaj 

hindi,  A  turkey.  iaJi-;^'  ̂ W"*^  (^cj'jj  liarnaVit,  A woodcock. 

A  Xs^U-t^  dajdjat,  (pi.  ̂ V*^  dajasij^  A  hen. 
A  cock.  A  family,  domestics.  A  clew  or  hank  of 

thread.  Dijajat  or  dujajat,  A  cock.  A  hen. 
A  asmadu  dujajiy,  Extremely 

black,  pitchy,  dark. 

■AjV&-(i  dijar,  (v.  n.  3  ofj»-ii)  Fleeing  away. 
A  (jjV'^  dajara,  (pi.  of  dajran)  Asto- 

nished. Cheerful  and  saucy. 
A  Jl=»4>  dajal,  Dung. 

A  (JWii  dajjal,  A  large  company  of  travellers. 
Antichrist.  One-eyed.  False,  lying.  An  impostor. 
Gold.  The  glittering  of  a  sword. 

A  XlWii  dujalat,  Liquid  pitch. 
A  dajjalat,  A  large  caravan. 

A  ̂J\:>■^d■ijan,(p\.  of  ̂ ^9-^  dajn)  Clouded  skies. 
A  iol>-ii  dajjanat,  Laden  with  wares  (a  camel). 
A  (tajasij,  (pi.  of  ite-ls-ii  dajajat)  Hens. 

A  *&5-<i  dujat,  (pi.  OUii  dujat  and  ̂ Hdtija') 
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A  button,  stud,  or  clasp  (especially  for  the  breast 

or  collar  of  a  garment).  The  two  first  fingers  and 

thumb,  with  which  one  takes  up  a  mouthful. 

A         dujjat,  Intense  darkness. 

A  ̂   iirfo^'t(;,Intense  darkness.  Black  mountains. 
A  i^\sr^d  dajajan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Loosing  a  veil, 

letting  a  curtain  drop.  A  sucking  child  toddling 
after  its  mother. 

A  dajdaj,  Dark. 

A  '^S^i^  ((ij*>J^  asmadu)  dvjduj,  Black  as  pitch. 

A  &s»ii>>-ii  dajdajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii>>-4i  Q)  Call- 

ing fowls  together  by  saying  ̂ 0  '^dajji  dajji.  Be- ing dark  (the  night). 

A j>-i^  dajr,  The  beam  of  a  plough.  Dajr,  dijr, 
dvjr,  or  dujur,  A  Turkish  or  French  bean.  Diijr, 
A  machine  in  which  grain  is  put  for  sowing,  having 

an  iron  instrument  at  the  bottom  which  scatters  it, 

a  drill.  Dajar,  (v.  n.  ofjs-ii)  Being  astonished, 
confounded.  Being tumultuous,cheerfuI,andsaucy. 

Drunkenness.  i)a;?r, Astonished.  Cheerful,  saucy. 

p dajir,  A  kind  of  pulse,  or  French  bean. 

A  dajran,  (pL  dajara'  and  {jj>-i> 
dajra')  Astonished.  Cheerful  and  saucy.  D'ljran, 
A  stick  fixed  for  propping  a  vine. 

A  ljj>-i>  dajra\  (pi.  of  i^j>-i^  dajran)  Asto- 
nished. Cheerful,  saucy. 

A  |J-i>-ii  cZojZ,  (v.  n.  of  (J>-4i)  Besmearing  (a  ca- 

mel) with  pitch  (against  the  scab").  Giving  a  false 
colouring.  Deceiving.  Lying.  Burning.  Copu- 

lating. Traversing  every  part  of  a  country. 

A         dijlat  or  dajlat,  The  river  Tigris. 

A  dajtn,  (v.  n.  of  p>-4i)  Being  dark.  Be- 
ing sad.  Sort,  mode,  form,  species.  Dijarn,  (pi.  of 

bJc^i^  dij7nat)Friends.  Companions.  Acquaintances. 

Customs,  modes,  usages.  Dujam,  (pi.  of  iLfTii  dvj- 
mai)  Darknesses.  The  pangs  of  love. 

A  sJ^Ti^  dajmat,  A  word.  Dtjmat,  (pi.  ̂ ddi- 
jata)  Friend,  companion,  acquaintance.  Dujmat, 

(pi.  p9-ii  f/wjam)  Darkness.  Pangs  of  love.  A  word. 
A  dajn,{Y.  n.  of  (js-ii)  Being  dark,  cloudy 

(day),    (pi.  adjan,  ̂ j^^-ii  dijan,  and  ̂ js-ii 
</m;mw)  A  cloudy  sky.  Much  rain.  Darkness, 

yawmu  dajnin  or  yawmun  dajnun,  ^j^, 
yawmu  dujunatm  or  yammiin  dujunatun,  A  dark, 

cloudy  day.  Dujan,  (pi.  of  ws-ii  J?y??a<)  Dark- 

nesses. Dujun,  (pi  of  ̂ J>■^  dajn)  Clouded  skies, 

A  i^^^  dujunn  or  dijinn,  (pi.  dujn)  Dark- 
ness. A  dark,  overspreading  mist ;  mistiness. 

A  dajnas,  Ugly,  black  (she-camel).  Daj- 
nasovdujnas,  The  clay  of  which  A  dam  was  formed. 

A  dvja^iat,  (pi.  of  «-*=-'^)  Darknesses. 
A  «J;»-ii  dnjnat,  (pi.  ̂ j^ii  dujan  and  OUs-ii 

dujanat)  An  ugly  black  colour  (of  a  camel).  Dark- 
ness. Dw^imai,  Darkness.  Density  of  overspread- 

ing^ clouds,  mistiness. 

A  dujunyiat  or  dijinnaf,  (p\.  c??/;";?) 
Darkness.  A  dark,  overspreading  mist.  j»_5Ji. 
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yawmu  dvjunnatin,  A  dark  day. 

A  Ij^i^  dijna'  and  dvjna',  The  kind  of  earth 
of  which,  they  say,  Adam  was  created. 

A         dajw,  Darkness  (of  the  night). 

A  dujuw,  (v.  n.  of  Wii  for  j^-ii)  Being  dark 

(night).  Covering  and  enveloping  every  thing.  Co- 

pulating. Being  long  and  reaching  to  the  ground 

(a  garment).  Being  bushy  and  entangled  (hair). 

AAy>-i^  dajnas,  (A  she-goat)  with  tangled  hair. 
A  dajuh,  A  vessel.  A  purse,  a  bag. 

A  6.>-y>-ddajujat,  (oral*- j^ddajawjdt)  (A  she- 
camel)stretched  on  the  ground  and  coveredwith  dust. 

A  ̂ J~r^^'^  Very  dark. 
A  &jl=-j»-ii  dajujiyut,  Black  (she-camel). 

A  dajun,  Gentle,  tame.  Water-drawing 

(camel).  Dujun,  (v.  n.  of  {j>-i>)  Remaining,  stay- 

ing. Being  cloudy  (day).  Being  tame  and  cade. 
Darkness. 

A  5bj»-ii  dajunat,  Trained  to  watering  ground. 

A  j_y5^ii  duja  ,  Darkness,  (pi.  of  dujat) 
Shirt-buttons,  (pi.  of  Xj^ti  dxjyat)'Y\\&  lurking- 
places  of  hunters. 

A  dujyat,  (pi.  l^^^  duja')  Darkness  (of 
night).    A  hunter's  lurking-place. 

A  '^l/'y?  (j-     of  ̂ )  Walking  slowly. Creeping.  Trading.  Loosing  down  a  veil. 

A  (J--="4i  dujayl,  Pitch.  A  branch  of  the  Tigris. 

PjWii(Z2<c/<ar,  A  sudden  meeting  of  two  persons. 

A  ̂   dahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Concealing,  burying. 
Copulating.    Striking  on  the  back  of  the  head. 

A  As'd  dilias,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^fii)  Generals,  leaders. 

A  (—-^W^i  duhdb,  (v.  n.  of  t_*s-ii)  Driving,  im- 

pelling, thrusting.    Going  in  (unto  one's  maid). 
A  (_j«j;i>-ls»-<i  dalidhis,  (pi. of  (^jJ'^ dahlias)  In- 

sects lying  under  ground. 

A  ̂ liWti  duhddih.  Short-bodied,  dwarfish. 

A  ̂I'-'i  daharij,  (pi.  of  ̂ s»(>o)  Revolvers. 
A  (^lis-ii  dihas,  (A  house)  full  of  people. 
A  ̂__j*>l_S-ii  dahlias,  dihlids,  or  duhlias,  (pi. 

(j«j^U-i5  dalidhis)  A  yellow  under-ground  insect, 
which  boys  put  amongst  gins  to  catch  sparrows. 

A  i^\s-i^dihaz,(j)\.oi(^jAt>-i^)  Slippery(places). 

A  ̂ j^i^  dihdk.  The  falling  of  the  uterus  after 

birth  (causing  the  mother's  death). 
A  (JWii  f/«7ioZ,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J.&-ii)  Deceiving.  Ly- 

ing in  wait.  Throwing  down  in  wrestling.  Out- 
bidding at  a  sale.  Injuring,  oppressing.  Telling 

a  fiction  and  concealing  the  truth.  Keeping  back, 

hindering.  Refusal,  denial,  (pi.  of  ̂ >';i  c/a/iZand 
c?M/iZ)  Holes  in  the  ground,narrow  at  top,  wide  below. 

A  (j^fols-ii  dahdmis,  Dark,  moonless  nights. 

Three  nights  after  those  called  zulm.  Duhd- 
mis,  A  dark  brown  fat  man.  Strong,  strenuous. 

A  J.^oWi>fZw/«am«7,  Proud.  Coarse  and  compact. 
A  dahh,  (v.  n.  of  t_-»s-ii)  Driving,  impel- 

ling, thrusting.    Lying  with.  Approaching. 
A  »U»-ii  dahhasat,  A  lying  with. 



A  8.*^!^  duhahat,  Many  cattle. 

A  dahahbat,  Any  thing  near. 

A  dahs,  Elegant  in  narrative. 

A        dahj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Dragging  along  on 
the  ground.    Lying  with. 

A  u-'UsP'ii  dihjab,  (or  ̂ ^L^ii  duhjuhan)  High 
ground  (especially  rough  and  rocky). 

A  ̂\ii>s»-ii  dahdah,  (or  iw>-^i^>-45)  Short-bodied. 

A  ̂   ̂   dah  dull  or  dihi  dihi,  Words  imposing 
silence,  when  one  is  ffoing;  to  blab  or  confess. 

A  dahdah,  (or  &s»-J«5>-ii)  Short-bodied. 

A  jjj^ii  dahdarat  (v.  n.  of j;>.s^ti  Q)  Rolling. 

A  js>-(i  f/aAr,  (v.  n.  of^iS)  Driving  off.  Thrust- 
ing back.    Putting  to  a  distance. 

A        1^  dihraj,  A  turning,  tumbling,  revolving. 

A«5»^J(Za/troJa^,Turning,tumbling,revolving. 

A  X=>-jji>-ii  duhrujat,  Dung  rolled  into  a  round 
ball  by  a  beetle. 

A  f/a/ts,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jus-S)  Promoting  dis- 
cord. Introducing  the  hand  between  the  skin  and 

the  peritoneum  of  a  sheep,  in  order  to  get  the  hide 

off.  Concealing  (mischief)  so  as  not  to  be  disco- 

vered. Concealing.  Filling  (a  vessel).  Filling  (an 

ear  of  corn).    Kicking.    Corn  in  full  ear. 

A  j»--*s»-ii  duhsum,  (^^l*-*s>-ii  duhsuman,  and 
^l»*»o-ii  duhsumaniy^  Very  brown.  Very  fat  and 

firm.  ^jl.»v><*s«-ii  duhsu7nanu'' i  amr,  A  con- 
founder,  disturber,  or  perplexer  of  the  business. 

A  t_>a>-ti  dahs,  (v.  n.  of  (^^/os-ti)  Struggling  (a 
slaughtered  ox).  Examining. 

A  (,^>-ddahz,(Y.-n.  of  (^jwa5»-ii)  Kicking  (slaugh- 
tered beeves).  Examining.  Slipping,  sliding.  Dis- 

appearing (the  sun).  Dahz  and  dahaz,(-p\.f^\^i^ 
dihaz)  A  slippery  place. 

A  ̂ jS'ddahh,  (v.n.of  ̂ >-ii)  Driving  to  a  dis- 
tance. Not  caring  for,  discarding.  Casting  forth, 

not  holding  seed.  Bringing  forth.  Being  unable 

to  reach  (the  hand).  The  falling  of  the  uterus  after 

birth,  causing  the  death  of  the  mother, 

A  &^s»-iiJa/t/ia&a<,Apushing  violently  forward. 

A  Kliis»ti  dahhalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^ii  Q)  Swelling. 

A  j»^as"ii  duhhmn,  Large-bodied. 
A         dahl,  (v.  n.  of  (J^ii)  Digging  the  sides, 

or  enlarging  a  well.    Retiring  to  a  distance,  fear- 

ing, shunning,  hiding  one's  self.  Descending  into 
a  hole  narrow  at  top  and  wide  at  bottom.  Retir- 

ing to  one  side  of  the  house.     Dahl  or  duhl,  (pi. 

^^Ci\adhul,  ̂ j)\>-d\adhal,  ̂ }^i^duhul,  and^j^)>»-ii 
duhlari)  A  hole  in  the  ground,  narrow  at  top  and 

wide  at  bottom.  A  cavity,  hollow  dug  for  collect- 
ing water.  A  place  in  a  tent,  into  which  a  woman 

retires  when  a  stranger  enters.     Dahal,  (v.  n.  of 

^=>-ii)  Being  wealthy  (in  cattle).  Using  fraud  in 

the  sale  of  goods,  bidding  without  intending  to  pur- 
chase, in  order  to  raise  the  price  to  another.  Being 

exceedingly  cunning  and  roguish.  Being  dwarfish 

and  swag-bellied.    Dahil,  An  impostor,  rogue. 
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Very  rich.  One  who  bids  against  another  to  en- 

hance the  price  (especially  in  a  sly,  roguish  man- 
ner).   A  flatterer.    Big-bellied,  flag-bellied. 

A  ̂i)ss>-ii  dahlas,  A  well  with  a  narrow  mouth. 

A  duhlan,  Hollows  in  the  ground. 
A  &i>.i>  dahlat  or  duhlat,  A  well. 

A  Slii>-ti  dahlatat,  A  talking  confusedly. 

A  &^^s-ti  dahlamat,  (v.  n.  of  |»is>-ii  Q)  Throwing 
down  from  a  mountain  or  into  a  well. 

A  |»=-ii  dahm,  (v.  n.  of  ps-ii)  Pushing  away  with 
violence.  ̂   Lying  with.    Dihm,  Root,  origin. 
A  dahhan  mahhan  (is  equivalent  to 

Ijjw         da^ia  ma^ta). 

A  'ij^d  dahmarat, Thefilling(aleathern bottle). 
A  {j^i^  dahmas,  A  thing  black.  A  vinegar- 

bottle.  Brown  and  fat  (man).  Dark.  Dihmis, 

Dark.    Dihmis  or  duhmiis,  Any  thing  black. 
A  duhmusan,  Foolish.  Duhmusan,  (or 

1^  L-^iitZMAmMsawi?/)  Very  brown,  fatand  compact. 

A  dahmalat,  (v.  n.  of  ,_j4*'ti  Q)  Rolling 
on  the  ground.  Throwing  prostrate  and  trampling 

upon.  Lean,  loose-skinned  (female).  Plump, 
firm-fleshed  (female). 

A  j^^^'ii  duhmur;  Name  of  a  small  reptile. 

A  ̂ Jy^<^  duhmuh,  Large-bellied  or  bodied. 
A  ̂ ^s-ti  dahn,  Taciturn  and  inwardly  wicked. 

Dahan,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Being  big-bellied  and 
dwarfish.  DaTdn,  A  dwarf,  prominent-bellied. 

Wily,  wicked,  treachei'ous. 
A  dihannat,  High  land.  Dihannat  or  di- 

hinnat,  A  big-bellied  dwarf. 

A  ̂ Ok^i^  dihindih,  A  game.  A  kind  of  insect. 
A  js^ii  dahw,  (v.  n.  of  Is^ii  iov  y^-d)  Spreading 

abroad  the  earth  (God).  Throwinghis  legs  all  about 

when  running  (a  horse).  Driving,  thrusting.  Caus- 
ing (gravel)  to  fly  about  (rain).  Having  a  large 

swagging  belly.  Lying  with  (a  woman).  Using 
nuts  as  marbles  (a  boy). 

A  ̂ j^-ii  dahuh,  A  big  woman,  or  she-camel. A  li  daliur,  One  who  repels,  rejects,  reproves. 

Duhur,  (v.  n.  of  Driving  off",  thrusting  back, 
rejecting,  reprobating. 
A  dahuz,  A  slippery  place.  Duhuz, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂jios»-ii)  Being  groundless  (an  argument). 

A  ̂ y-ii  dahuh,  (A  camel)  having  a  falling  of 
the  matrix  after  thebirth.  Sparkling-eyed  (woman). 

A  (Jys-ti  dahul,  Widened  (well,  or  channel  of  a 

river).  (A  camel)  retiring  to  a  distance  from  the 

rest.  Dv.hul,  (pi.  of  J^ii  dahl)  Holes,  caves  nar- 
row at  top  and  wide  at  bottom. 

A  iOjs-ii  dihwannat,  A  big-bellied  dwarf. 

A  ̂J'l^dahy,(y.  n.of  j_j»ii)  Expanding.  Spread- 
ing. Driving  (camels). 

A  dahyat,  A  she-monkey.    Dihydt,  A 

head,  general,  leader.  Dihyat  or  dahyat.  Name 
of  a  man  whose  form  the  Muhammadans  believe 

the  angel  Gabriel  to  have  assumed  when  he  ap- 

peared  to  their  prophet.  He  was  of  the  tribe  of 
L-*5^  halh,  and  one  of  the  handsomest  of  men. 

A      Jj^iS  duhaydihat,  Short-bodied  j  a  dwarf. 

A  Jj^ii  dahlk,  Driven  to  a  distance.  Weak- sighted  (eye). 

p  dahh,  A  throng,  company.  The  choicest 

and  purest  part.  Good,  well.  Duhh,  (for Jii-ii 

duhhtai')  A  daughter.  A  reed  of  which  mats  are 
woven,  or  on  which  melons  are  hung.  A  fallingstar. 

A  ̂   dahhhh  or  duhlihh,  Smoke. 
A^-ii  dahlia'.  Darkness. 

A  yijls-ii  dukhabish.  Large-bellied  (man). 

A  (J^^ii  dahhakhll.  Hedge-sparrows. 

A  ̂ijls-ii  dukhadihh,  A  dwarf. 
A  L>=»^jl^i>  dahharis,  (pi.  of  (jo^^ii  dikhris) 

Gores  of  shifts. 

A  (^U-ii  dihhas.  Many.  (A  coat  of  mail) 
wrought  with  close  ringlets. 

A  Jls-ii  dihhal,  Mind,  intention.  Bringing  (a 

camel)  which  had  just  drunk  back  again  to  the  well, 

and  introducing  (him)  between  two  others  that  he 
may  drink  again.  The  insertion  or  articulation  of 

one  joint  into  another.  Religious  habit,  custom. 

Diovduhhal,  Pendulous  hair  on  a  horse's  forehead. 
A  (Jl^tS  dahhhhal,  One  who  enters,  interferes, 

or  meddles  much  in  business,  a  meddler,  busybody. 

(j<i^\  (J^^i  dahhhhalu^l  uzn.  An  earwig. 
A  ,JJ\5>-ii  dahhatil,  Hedge-sparrows. 

A  ̂jwoU-ii  duhhamis,  Black  and  thick. 

A  i^\i>-i^dukhan,  (ov ̂ ^^^duhhkhdri)  (pi.  'iis>-i^\ 
adhhinat,  ̂ ^is-\ji^daivdhhin,  and  i^j^\ji^da7vdhhln) 
Smoke.  Tobacco,  or  the  fumes.  (jl»-<i  ̂ \  abnd 

duhhdn,'We'd\thj  and  unemployed  (tribe  orfamily). 

P^^^^^J^|^duhhdn-nosha,n,Toh2iGeo  smokers. 
A  duhhaiiiy,  Smoky,  smoke-coloured. 
A  dahhbash,  Large-bellied  (man). 

p  CLti-'d  duhht,  A  daughter.    A  virgin.  Abi- 

lity, strength.  Contempt  and  hatred, 
duhht  hardan,To  detest.         CL/s^d  duhht-andar, 

A  sister  uterine. 

p jIi-iifZM/i;/ti;ar,Adaughter.  Agirl.  Avirgin. 

Power,  strength.  l^jii-^  duhhtari  dftdb,  (or 

pi-  Ji^'i^  duhhtari  hhum)  Red  wine.  u^Jb^^ks-ii 
Jis>'\  duhhtari  pah-ahhtar,  (or^js-  Jio',^ 
duhhtari  fdhiza-jawhar)  Daughter  of  a  happy 

planet,  i.  e.  a  lady  of  family,  a  nobleman's  daugh- 
ter, jjj^'^  duhhtari  raz.  Wine.  A  grape.  A 

grape-stone.  jOj ̂ jji^i^ duhhtari rozgdr,'Wov\<Wy 
events.  ̂ Jsyfi' Jia^t^  duhhtari  ̂ mrdn.  Name  of 
the  mother  of  Jesus  (a  confounding  of  Miriam,  the 

daughter  of  Amram  and  sister  of  Moses,  with  the 

Virgin  Mary),  tj^y^*^  duhhtarani  na^h, 
The  constellation  of  the  Bear. 

p  eoU-  Jii'i  duhhtar-hhdna,  A  brothel. 

p  ujj*^'^  dukhtar-zan,  A  daughter-in-law. 
p  t^Is-ii  duhhtarah,  A  little  girl.  An  orphan, 

or  girl  educated  by  others  than  her  parents.  A 



lathe  for  turning  boxes. 

p  ̂Ji^^  dulihtaragi,  Virginity. 

p  jjJ^ii  duhhiar  (u  not  sounded),  A  little  girl. 

p  ijis"!^  duhhtara,  Virginity.    A  seal. 

p  (_^j-ki-iitZMM<ari,  Maidenhead,  virginity.  A 

seal,  ̂ dji  i^Jis"!^  dukhtari  hurdan,  (or  ̂ ^Si^ 
sitadan)  To  deflower. 

p  &ijjjks-ti  duhhtarina,  (or  isJjkls-ii  dukhtina) 
A  young  girl  of  a  marriageable  age. 

p        iJJ^tb  dukJd-zai/,  Bearing  only  girls. 

p  ij^i^  duhhtan,To  sew.  To  gain.  To  milk. 

p^  JCJis-ii  dulihtandar,  A  daughter-in-law. 
A        dakhakh,  Blackness,  darkness. 

A  ̂^iji-ii  dahhdakh,  Name  of  an  insect. 

A,^ Jss-^i  dakhdur,  (Pj^Joi^  tahht-ddr)  A  cloth 
(white  or  black)  with  which  they  covered  the  throne 

of  the  old  kings  of  Persia.  Gold. 

A'i>  ̂s-- 1^  dakhda  or  dikhdibat, ¥irm-S.eshed(gir\). 

A  ,^h-i^duhhduhh,{ov^  li)  A  word  impos- 
ing silence,  with  a  mixture  of  contempt.  A  dwarf. 

A'is^ {ys-i^dakhdakliat, (v. n. of  ̂ O^dQ)  Hum- 
bling, making  vile.  Tiring.  Being  tired.  Restrain- 

ing, prohibiting,  averting.  Takingshort,  quicksteps. 

A  5_j  Jss-ii  dalihdarat,  The  gilding  (an  ear-ring). 
A j^-ii  dulihr,  Littleness,  vileness,  pitifulness. 

A  {^Js'i^  dikhris,  Penetrating,  knowing. 

A  lLoJ»-i^  dahhrasat,  A  declaring  openly. 

A  {^ja^Js"^  dikhris,  The  gore  of  a  shift ;  a  piece 
put  in  to  enlarge  a  garment. 

Aj»-ii  dahhz,  Hard  and  strong.  Coition. 
A  i^jus-i^  dakhs,  The  sticking  of  any  thing,  or 

its  being  concealed,  in  the  ground.  A  corpulent, 

thin-skinned  man.  A  bear's  cub.  Dakhax,  (v.  n. 
of  (j<*s"ii)  Having  a  swelling  about  the  root  of  the 

hoof  (a  horse).  A  distemper  affecting  the  hoofs  of 
cattle.    Duhhas,  A  porpoise. 

p  ̂ jip-ii  dakhsh,  The  commencement  (of  any 
business).    Commerce.    Gloomy,  dark. 

A  i^J:^i:idaJi}Msh,  (v.  n.  of  ;ji^ii)  Being  fleshy. 
A  dukhkhash,  A  kind  of  fish. 

p  j».ii>-ii  daklisham,  An  old  trading  connexion. 

A^-i^ii  daJihsham  or  dukhshum,  Thick,  cor- 
pulent. Black. 

A  (^-C*=>-ii  dulihslmn,  Thick,  corpulent.  The 
state  of  being  hump-backed ;  gibbosity. 

A  ̂ ><9i-ii  dahhz,  (v.  n.  of  (,jwas>-ii)  Voiding  dung 
(a  boy  or  wild  beast).  Dung  (of  wild  beasts  or  boys). 

A  dakhl,  (v.  n.  of  ,Ji>-ii)  Entering.  In- 

truding (as  a  stranger).  Doubt,  suspicion.  Intru- 
sion, interference.  Disorder  of  mind  or  body.  Dis- 

ease, blemish.  Vice.  Enmity,  hatred.  Return, 

profit,  advantage  (from  an  estate),  p  ̂jii^^jZ^ 
dakhl  kardan,  To  take  possession  of.  j 

^^il'^  dakhl  u  dast-dardzi  kardan,  To 
enter  and  seize  by  violence.  j  ijj^'i  dakhl 
u  kharch.  Receipt  and  disbursement.  A  Dakhl  or 

dikkl,  Mind,  intention.    Custom,  mode,  institute. 
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Dahhal,  (v.  n.  of  (Ji-ii)  Labouring  under  any  in- 
trinsic defect  (body,  mind,  or  estate).  Being  spoiled, 

marred  (the  interior  of  any  thing).  A  certain  kind 

of  disease.  A  tree  with  thick  entangled  branches. 

Vice,  failing.  Disorder  of  mind  or  body.  A  ble- 
mished reputation.  Fraud,  trick.  Doubt,  suspi- 

cion. A  proselyte.  One  who  is  reckoned  amongst 
those  to  whom  he  does  not  belong. 

A  (Js-ii  dukkkkal.  The  secret  intentions  of  the 
mind.  Rule,  custom,  habit.  Herbage  growing 

amongst  the  roots  of  trees.  Whatever  lies  between 

the  sinews,  or  grows  between  the  ̂ ^j^zuhrdn  and 

(jUlaJ  butndn  of  a  feather.  Thick,  compact  in  body, 

(pi.  ̂*s-l»-ii  dakhaklnl)  An  earth-coloured  bird. 

A  dukhalas,  (pi.  of  (J^5>-ii  dakhil)  Inti- 
mate friends.    Those  who  enter. 

A  Xis-ti  dakhlat.  The  interior,  or  best  (of  any 

thing).  Name  of  a  village  fruitful  in  dates.  A  bee- 
hive. Dakhlat,  dikhlat,  or  duhhlat,  Law,  rule,  re- 

gulation: intent,purpose,habit,mind,heart.Z)  jA/iZa^, 
A  blending  of  several  colours.  Dukklat,  A  secret. 

A         dukhkhalat,  Firmness  of  flesh. 

p  i^it  ,Ji>-ii  dalihldun,  A  money-till. 
A  ̂y^i-i^  dikkliljVdii  or  flesh  lying  within  flesh. 

Dikhlal  or  dukhlul,  Intimate,  familiar.  Dukldal, 

Sincere,  affectionate.  Dukhlal  or  dukhlul.  The  in- 

terior of  any  thing.  The  concealed  thoughts  of  the 

heart;  intention,  purpose.  Name  of  a  small  bird. 
Law,  rule,  canon. 

A  t,^"!^  dakhli,  Admission,  entrance. 

p  ̂-i-ii  dakhm,  A  tomb. 
A  j»p-4i  dakhm,  A  pushing  away.  Coition. 
p  dakhmds,  Name  of  a  weight. 

A  'ij^i^  dakhmarat,  (v.  n.  of  j^i^  Q)  Filling 
(a  leathern  bottle).    Covering,  veiling,  hiding. 

li  dakhmasat,  (v.  n.  of  (jii.»5-iiQ)  Keep- 

ing one's  thoughts  to  one's  self,  not  allowing  any 
one  to  know  them.    Fraud.    A  rogue,  a  cheat. 

p  B^i^dakkma,  A  co&n.  A  tomb.  A  circular 

stone-building  in  the  form  of  a  cylinder,  on  the  flat 

surface  of  which  the  fire-worshippers  lay  the  bodies 

of  their  dead.  A  substance  resembling  lights,  which 

protrudesfrom  the  mouth  of  amalecamelwhenstung 

with  desire.    ̂ ^Ljjjj  dakhman  zindaniyan, 

(or  1^  dahhmanfh'oza)  The  sky,  heaven. 

A  f^^ii  dakhn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^|^)  Smoking,  send- 
ing forth  smoke.  Dukhn,  Millet.  Dakhan,  (v. 

n.  of  (^p-ii)  Sending  forth  much  smoke  (a  fire  of 
green  wood).  Being  smoked  (victuals).  Being 

smoky,  tending  to  black.  Being  evil  (the  disposi- 
tion). Malignity  of  temper.  Hatred,  secret  grudge. 

Taint  of  mind  or  character.  The  glittering  of  a 

sword.  A  smoky  colour.  Smoke.  Dakhin,  Ma- 

lignant, depraved. 

A  ̂ L-L^ii  dakhndf.  Smoky-coloured  (ewe). 
Dukhndf,  A  species  of  sparrow. 
A  dakhndn,  Warm  (day).  Dukkndn, 

A  sort  of  sparrow. 
A  ibUs-ii  dakhndnat.  Dark,  foggy  (night). 

A  dukhnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^li)  Being  smoky, 

tending  to  black.  A  smoky  colour.  Any  aromatic 

put  in  the  fire,  in  order  to  fumigate ;  perfume,  in- 

cense. &A5-t>j^\  abu  dukhnat,  (Father  of  smoki- 

ness)  Name  of  a  bird,  p  (ji^^  esj>5»-ii  dukhna  kar- 
dan. To  fumigate. 

A  (j«,is-ii  dakhnas,  Robust,  fleshy. 
pU  Jij>5-ii  dukhna-jd,  A  censer. 

A  j^i^  dukkur,  A  being  little,  vile,  pitiful. 
A  [^^^  dakhus,  Plump,  fat  (girl).  Dukhus, 

(v.  n.  of  (.^ftj-ii)  Being  fat  and  plump  (a  girl). 

A  (Jy>-ii  dukhul,  (v.  n.  of  li)  Entering.  En- 
trance, access.  Income, revenue.  Quarrels, enmities. 

A  dukkuu,  (v.n.  of  (j^ii)  Smoking,  emit- 
ting smoke.  Being  raised  in  columns  like  smoke 

(dust).    Being  smoky-coloured  (a  horse  or  plant). 

A  Jj^ii  dakha',  Darkness. A  ̂V-^^*^  dakJiT/ds,  Dark  (night). 

A  (j«As-ii  dakkis,  A  joint  in  the  pastern  of  a 

horse ;  also  a  little  bone  in  a  horse's  foot  (the  frog). 
The  fleshy  part  of  the  hand.  Compact  and  plenti- 

ful flesh.  Many,  numerous.  Numerous  (hills  of 

sand).  Much  (forage).  Many  (utensils). 

A  ij^>-ii  dakhil,  Interior,  inner.  Admitted,  al- 
lowed entrance.  Intimate,  familiar.  Sincere  (love). 

A  friend,  confidant.  A  proselyte.  A  foreign  word 
adopted  into  the  Arabic.  Intention,  purpose,  mind, 

heart.  Rule,  habit,  custom.  Ai'ticulation  of  the 
joints.  A  horse  having  forage  exclusively  for  him- 

self, (in  poetry)  The  letter  introduced  between  the 

letter  of  the  l^jj  ramiy  and  the  \  al'tfoi  the  ̂ jmJu*»\3 
tafsis.   ̂ J^l^  Ai^  ddf  dakhil,  An  internal  malady. 
A  dakhllds  or  dukhayldf,  A  sort  of  game. 

A  dakkilat,  (^f-'^xs'-i^dukhaylds,  or  Jj>.-p-ii 

dukkkkayla').  The  arcana  of  business.  Intention, 
purpose,  religious  habit,  mind,  heart.  A  secret  of 
the  mind.  Canon,  rule. 

A  "l^^i^  dakhiUij,  In-door;  cade,  cosset. 
A  sLL»-ii  dukliayliydt.  Name  of  a  certain  game. 
p  liii  dad,  A  rapacious  animal,  a  beast  of  prey. 

A  forest  abounding  in  game. 
A      dad,  Play. 

A  (Sii  dadd,  A  portion  of  time.    Dadd,  (or  ItSii 

dadan)  Play,  any  thing  ludicrous, p  liiii  dadd.  Play. 

A  (j^iiti  daddn.  Poor.  Useless,  unprofitable.  A 
blunt,  also  a  sharp,  sword. 

A  (iOii  dadad.  Play.  Any  thing  ludicrous.  Da- 
did,  Playful. 

A  p        dadan,  Play.  A  ludicrous  thing.  Dice. 

P  cj^JUiiii  dadndk,  Full  of  wild  beasts. 

P  SiSii  dada,  A  beast  of  prey.  A  calender  monk. 

Pjii  dar,  In,  into,  within,  among.  On,  upon, 
above.  Of,  concerning,  about.  By,  for.  Because 

of.  Near,  hard  by,  at.  To,  as  far  as,  according  to. 
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Before,  in  presence  of.  Against.  With.  Under. 

At  length.  After.  So  muoh.  Out,  out  of  doors. 

lafiljiS  dar  anja,  There,  in  that  place,  ̂ ji^^ljii 

dar  arnadan,  To  come  in,  enter.  l-J^js-J^  ̂ ^'^^J'^ 
dar  mnadan  az  khrvah,  To  awake  out  of  sleep,  jii 

f/ar  an  roz,  Upon  that  day.  i^^^j^ 

dar  in  miyan,\n  the  mean  time,  during  this  intei'val. 

jj j^jii  dar  taralilfi,  On  the  increase,  in  the  ascen- 

dant. *^  lai- jii  dar  liliat  raft,  (or  i^Zi 
dar  Itliat  shud)  He  was  distressed,  afflicted,  altered 

with  grief.  ̂ ^dZt  ul**>5iijii  dar  dast  shiidan,  To 

come  to  blows,  ̂ ji^j'^  dar  duyavi,  In  the  second 

place.  ̂ *>i^jlj»-jt5^*w^jl^  chaharfarsakh  dar 
chahar  farsahh,  Four  leagues  by  four  leagues ;  four 

leagues  square.  C^fljBjii  C*flJ!)  haft  darhaft,  Seven 

by  seven ;  forty-nine.  Dar,  A  door,  gate,  passage, 

door-way  or  gate-way.  A  chapter  (of  the  Zand). 

A  subject,  topic.  Way,  mannei-,  method.  Genus, 
sort,  kind.  Turn,  step,  degree.  A  kind  of  wild 

bird.  A  gnat.  A  blackberry.  A  valley.  A  moun- 

tain-pass.   The  foot,  also  summit,  of  a  mountain. 

jii  dari  asman,The  milky  M'ay.  ji^ji^  dar 

ha  dar.  From  door  to  door.  ̂ ^6^ ̂'L^^i ji)  dar  hasta 
kardan,  To  shut  the  door,  (imperative  of  ̂ jjo^^ii 
£?fln(?are) Tear  thou,  (in  composition)Tearing:  as, 

jii  idji^parda-dar.  Veil-tearing:  dishonouring. 

A  jii  da?^',  (v.  n.  of  Jii)  Emitting  milk  copiously 
(a  camel),  or  rain  (the  sky).  Flowing  plentifully  in 

rays  (as  milk  from  the  dug,  I'ain,  or  urine).  Flowing 
(sweat).  Being  often  paid  or  large  (tribute).  Re- 

covering its  beauty  after  illness  (the  face).  Being 

thick  and  entangled  (herbage).  Being  brisk  (a 

market).  Being  soft  and  smooth.  Milk.  Soul, 

spirit,  self.  Goodness,  elegance.  Goods,  riches. 

Plunder,  spoil,  booty.  sjii  <*3J  W  llah  darruhu, 
How  bountiful  has  God  been  to  him  !  how  richly 

has  God  endowed  him  !  or,  Pi'aise  be  to  God  for 

having  so  richly  endowed  him !  ijt^jd  ̂   la  darra 

darruhu.  Bad  luck  to  him  !  Durr,  (in  Persian  dur') 
A  pearl,  (pi.  of  SjO  d,urrat^  Pearls,  p  (ji>js-jii 

I  duri  hhmush-ah,  A  pearl  of  a  fine  water,  jii 

j'jY'^  duri  shahwar,  A  fine,  large  royal  pearl.  j<i 
iSk*>i  li  duri  iia  svfta,  A  virgin-pearl,  i.  e.  not  per- 

forated. An  unblemished  maid.  ̂ ^^jJ  durriya- 
iwi,  (or  yah  f/a?2a)  A  rare,  inestimable  pearl. 

Muhammad,  duri  yahta,  A  rare,  inesti- 

mable pearl,  a  jJJafl/«Jo  durrimufassal,  Separate 
pearls,  i.  e.  the  gamut,  or  musical  scale,  as  follows : 

J  (•  l)  ̂   a  la  mi  re  A  \a  mi  re 

I*  L_->    he    fa  pe  mi   B  fa  be  mi 

li  I  5  ^   je     so  fa  do    C  sol  fa  ut 
J  <J      <^    dal  le    so   re    D  la  sol  re 

p  (J  i  he  la  7ni  E  la  mi 
li  1— j  J  Kawfa  do  F  fa  ut 

J  J     ze     so   re  do    G  sol  re  ut 

A  ̂ jd  dars,  (v.n.  of       Driving  away.  Being 

impelled  forward,  and  carried  off  (a  torrent).  Suf- 
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fering  from  a  pestilential  disease,  particularly  a 

swelling  in  the  back  (a  camel).  Spreading  out  (any 

thing).  Coming  by  surprise.  Going  out  suddenly. 

Shining,  blazing  (fire).  Inclination,  bias.  Crook- 
edness, curvatui-e.  A  cane  or  spear.  (Jj^-*"^^ 

\^j^jaM's  sayl  darsan  or  dursan.  The  torrent  came 
rushing  in  consequence  of  rain  fallen  in  some  un- 

known quarter  (opposed  to  zahran,  which 
means  in  one's  own  country). 

v\jLidara,  Enter.  A  bell.  Pendent.  Necessary. 

A  Ajd  darruf,  (A  camel)  abounding  in  milk. 
A  I— dirab,  (pi.  of  darh)  Entrances  to 

palm-plantations.    Large  doors. 

A         durabat,  Courage  in  business  or  war. 
A          durahij.  Pompous,  walking  proudly. 

A  (^^Jjl^4ifZa?'a&a~i«, Screen-work,  lattice-work. 
A  jjM^ljO  durahis,  Thick,  strong  (camel). 

P  jjiis^  t--'  Ijii  dar  abfuro  shudan,  To  sink 
in  the  water.  To  be  annihilated,  lost. 

A  &Ji^\jii  darabinat,  (pi.  of  Per.  sing.  ̂ ^bjJt/ar- 
han)  Porters,  doorkeepers. 

A  darMt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ti)  Repelling,  driving 
off.  Being  impelled  onwards  (a  torrent).  Coming 

by  surprise.  Going  out  suddenly.  Shining,  blaz- 
ing (fire).  Spreading  out  (any  thing).  Suffering 

from  a  pestilential  disease,  especially  a  swelling 
in  the  back  (a  camel). 

A  C'Vj'ii  durrat,  (pi.  of  'ijd  durrat)  Pearls. 
A  ̂ j"^  darraj,  A  whisperer,  who  malignantly 

reports  what  he  hears.  A  hedgehog.  Durraj,(pl. 

^^ti  dararij)  The  francolin,  a  kind  of  partridge. 

A  'i^y^O  darraj  at,  A  three-legged  machine  mov- 
ing on  wheels,  by  which  children  are  taught  to  walk, 

a  child's  go-cart.  An  engine  of  war,  under  cover  of 
which  soldiers  approach  a  town ;  a  wheeling  hovel. 

p  Ld30^Vji>  durrajnah,  A  country  abounding  in 
pheasants  or  red-legged  partridges. 

p  durraja,  A  long  upper  garment  or 
cloak,  worn  in  Persia  when  they  go  abroad. 

A  daradih,  (pi.  of  &s^i>,i5  dirdihai)  Wo- 
men as  broad  as  long. 

Ajii^O  daradir,  (pi.  ofjii^ii)  Sockets  of  teeth. 

A  ij'i^j'^  daradih,  Infants. 
p  \^jd\jddarraduza,  Experienced,skilful, witty. 

A  jV^J  durrar,  (pi.  of  j^ii)  (Camels)  very  milch. 

A  'ij^ji^  dan^arat,  A  woman's  spindle. 
p  ij^ii  darara,  A  contented  cuckold,  a  pimp. 

A  (^^li  dararis,  (pi.  of  ̂ jii  dirris)  Bright 
sparkling  stars. 

A  ̂\ji^darar'ij, (pl.of  ̂ Vjii durraj) Red-legged 
partridges,  francolins. 

A  ̂>J\j(^dara7'l^  (pi.  of  durra^t)  Wool- 
len garments  open  in  front. 

pj^ii  daraz.  Long.  jjji^  dur  u  dardz,  Far 
and  long,  at  large,  diffusedly.  t^'^j^j];'^  daraz 

hardan.  To  lengthen.  To  extend,  prolong.  To  de- 

lay.  j^ii.JuL5j\ji5  daraz  hashidan.  To  extend,  pro- 

long.  0*>>iij\jii^jw»iij\  ardshiri  daraz-dast,  Ar- 
deshir  with  long  hands  (Artaxerxes  Longimanus, 

king  of  Persia).  daraz-ahang,  Tedious 
winding-up  of  business. 

p  ̂^li  dardza,  Length. 

P  '^^  JI)'^  dardz  had.  May  it  long  continue  ! 
p  ioU- j^ii  <^i5[ra2;-Mawa,  Long-bodied  (horse). 

P  i^^^ j^ji^dardz-hhrcdn,A  table-cloth, napkin. 
P  CL>-u»dj\ji^  dardz-dast,  Rapacious. 

p  ̂^tij^ii  t^ara^-tZflsili,  Oppression,  extortion. 

P  (•'^JI;'^  dardz-dum,  A  dog,  ape:  scorpion. 
p  JLitij\jii  dardz-dumhdl,  Ox:  cow  :  buffalo. 

P  u^j5jj|jti  dardz-7'ud,  A  river  in  Turkistan. 

P  u^jj];'^  dardz-rish.  Long-bearded. 
P(jbjJ^ii«Zam3-2a&art,(Long-tongued)FIuent. Clamorous,  brawling. 

P  j^j'^  dardz-zahdni,  Length  of  tongue, 
fluency.  Clamour,  brawl. 

p  ijSMij\jii  dardz-sifr-a,  A  table-cloth. 

p  t^'^j'j'^  dardz-shudayi,  Prolongation. 

Vj^^j\j^  dardz-shamshir,  Able  swordsman. 
Pj^S'j\j^  dardz-^mr,  Long-lived. 
P  iiJjljii  dardz-had.  Tall,  of  a  high  stature. 
T? J6 dardz-hdr,  One  who  attempts  things 

too  great  for  him.  An  empty  boaster,  braggart. 

p  i^'^j^  jl)!^  dardz-gardan,  Long-necked. 

p  i^^j^j'^  do.rdz-gcsh.  An  ass.   A  hare. 
p  ̂  J^jii  dardz-nd.  Length.  Oblong. 

p  ̂J^SO^J^  dardz-nafas.  Long-winded,  prolix. 
p  Sj^ii  dardza,  Long.  A  long  thread. 

p  ijj'j^  dardzi,  Length,  ̂ LSj]j'^  dardzisi 

^mr.  Length  of  life. p  esJi^j\jiJ  dardzma.  Lengthwise. 

A  ;_>u^iJ  dirds,  A  treading  out  of  corn. 
A  X**>\jJ  dirdsat,A  studying,  a  reading. 

p  ̂iiliwJ\j  J  dardstddan,  To  begin,  to  attack. 

p  ̂j'^j^  (J^i^^  dar  dst'in  harda7i,  To  use one's  own  discretion,  to  feel  one's  own  power. 

p  ̂\)'^  dardsaj,  Ivy,  bindweed. Aft-ff'lJ'ii  dwrd^t,  (pi.  dardri^  An  up- 
per garment  for  men  or  women,  of  cotton  or  coarse 

wool.  A  soldier's  cloak,  cuirass,  corslet. 

A  '^'^j'^  dard^y,  (pi.  of  iuS^O  dir^yat)  (Ar- 
row-heads) piercing  a  cuirass. 

p  ̂jiib'i^jti  dar  tftddan.  To  fall  on:  quarrel. 
p^^li;i\j4if/Mr-fl/s/iara,Pearl-scattering:eloquent. 

A  (joi^ii  durdfis,  Large  and  corpulent. 
A  dirdli,  (pi.  of  darahat)  Shields  made 

of  solid  leather. 

A         darrdh,  Treacle.  Wine. 

SY  {^\)'^  durdhin,  A  peach. 
p  f^'^j<^  durrdhiti,  A  delicious  white  peach. 
G  dardhitus.  The  plant  elephant's  ear. 
A  u;iJ\jt>  dirdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  tiJjO)  Following  one 

another.  Overtaking,  coming  up  to,  seizing.  Com- 

prehending, understanding.  DardM,  Take  thou. 
A  LiJVfii  darrdh,  Intelligent,  penetrating. 



darrahat,  The  understanding. 

A        darram,  An  ugly  walker.  A  hedge-hog. 

A  daramat,  (v.  n.  of  pd)  Taking  short 
and  quick  steps  (a  hedgehog). 

A  HxiVJj  darramat,  A  hare.  A  hedgehog.  (A 

•woman)  short  in  stature  and  ungraceful  in  walking. 
A  durdmij,  Walking  haughtily. 

p  iyjc]jd  dar  amad, Entrance.  Income. 

^t^aramac?  Jar  a?wac?, Ingress  and  egress.  Re- 
ceipt and  disbursement,  incomings  and  outgoings. 

p  dar  amadagi,  A  turning  inwards. 

p  l^ii  dar  amadan,  To  come  in,  enter.  To 

happen,  to  arrive.  To  fall  on  the  face.  I  JiijiJ 

dar  dil  amadan,  To  come  into  one's  heart,  to  oc- 
cur to  the  mind. 

v^^^^^J^  Ijii  ame^/(ia^i,Mixture,confusion. 

P  tiT^"!  jt)  dar  amehlitan,  To  associate. 
A  dar  an,  A  fox.  Diran,  (pi.  of  J  daring 

Dirty  and  worn-out  (clothes).  Beneficent  (hands). 

p  ̂   J^^Li\j  J  dar  ambar  kardan,  To  store  up. 

A  ii^ii  duranat,  A  withered  herb. 
A         duranij,  One  who  walks  haughtily. 

F  Lai  1 J  J  dar  anja.  In  that  place. 

p        jJ  (Za?'  dnchi.  In  that  which. 
p  ̂Ja5-1  jo^jt^  dar  andakhtan,  To  throw  in. 

p  (_fj^O>^^jii  cZar-  anddzi,  Malice,  enmity. 
A  (j-i^ii  durdnis,  Strong,bulky  (man  or  camel). 

P  Ciii^kJ  dardnak,  Name  of  a  sea  said  to  be  the 
abode  of  angels. 

p  (jiijjt  C^L^~>\ji^  dar  angusht  dwardan,  To 
reckon,  count,  calculate. 

A  ̂^'jii  darsdniy,  Extremely  white  (salt). 

p  durrdm.  Name  of  a  tribe  of  Pat'hans, 
inhabiting  the  country  about  Kandahar.  They  are 

said  to  have  got  this  name  from  wearing  pearls  in 

the  ear.  They  are  also  called  Abdalis. 

p  ̂JO^^J'^  dardnulan,To  tear,  or  cause  to  tear. 

A  CiJ«-3\jJfZaram/j,(pl.  of  cfJj^t>)  Fringed  rugs. 

p  Ijii  dar  dwardan.  To  introduce,  bring  in. 

jjjjj  Ij  J  i-^-^  barg  dar  dwardan,To  put  forth  leaf. 

p  j^^iisij  I  dar  dwekhtan,  To  suspend,  hang. 
To  provoke,  or  be  provoked.  To  contend  (in  words 

or  blows). 

A  ̂J:^_^\jd dardwish,(j>\.  of  (Jl^.tij^)  Dervishes. 

A  jj«A|jJ(^ara/tw,  Misfortunes,  adversities.  Du- 
rdhis,  Very  fleshy.  Strong,  firm. 

A         dardhim,  (pi.  of  ̂ jJdirham)  Dirhems. 

A  dardliim,  (pi.  of  ̂ j'^)  Dirhems. 
P  (_f  I  jO  dar  dy,  Come  in.  Coming  in.  Enter- 

ing. Speak  thou.  Commencing  a  discourse.  The 

beginning  orexordium  of  an  oration.  Conversation. 

A  blacksmith's  hammer.  A  bell. 

A  'sS\jddirdyat,{y. n.oi (jTjii) Knowing.  Using 
fraud  and  finesse.  Knowledge,  science.  Quality, 

property,  manner,habit,  constitution,  temperament, 

disposition.  Boldness.   C^iSji^  _j  u  di- 
royat,  Judgment  and  science. 
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p  (jiJ.\^t>  dardyish,  The  making  an  impression, 

p  iO^^  ljJ  dar  dyanda.  Entering:  who  enters, 
p  5  dardyanda,  A  speaker,  talker, 

p  ̂ J  J'.-t^^ii  dardfidan,  To  speak,  call  aloud,  utter. 

lijjti  harza  (or  hazaydn)  dardsi- 
dan,  To  prate,  rave,  dote,  talk  nonsense. 

p  j^ii^.t)  (jii.si>  »i-iJ^J  dar  dy'ina  nahslii pari  didan.  To  look  at  wine  in  a  crystal  goblet. 

To  view  the  face  of  the  cupbearer  in  a  mirror. 

A  (--^L>  darh,  (pi.  i--'];'.^  dirdb)  A  difiicult  pass 
through  mountains.  A  narrow  street,  road,  lane, 

alley.  The  entrance  to  a  palm-plantation.  A  place 

where  dates  are  dried  in  the  sun.  A  large  gate.  Cus- 

tom, way.  Darab,  (v.  n.  of  i— -^t^)  Being  accus- 
tomed, exercised.  Being  greedy.  A  defile  leading 

into  those  parts  of  Asia  Minor  called  Roum. 

A  t^-i)'^  durubb.  Name  of  a  yellow  fish. 
p       darbd,  Necessary.  Attentively  engaged. 

A  -^'bjii  dirbds,  (v.  n.  of  (3;*^  Q)  Throwing. 

A  sl^  J  darbdt.  The  act  of  throwing  down. 

p  ̂J2i5-bji3  dar  bdkhtan,  To  play.  To  buy  and 
sell.  To  give  away.   To  lend. 

Pjl^J  darbdr,  A  house,  dwelling.  A  court, 
area.  The  court  or  levee  of  a  prince :  an  audience- 

chamber.  (J^j  ̂^^^Jojddarbdrihamdnraftan, 
To  draw  a  bow. 

p^=>-jIjjJ  darhdr-kharch,  A  kind  of  extra 
tax  levied  by  Zamindars  in  some  parts  of  the  north- 

ern circars  of  India. 

p  ijO  ji^  dar  bdra,  In  behalf,  respecting. 

p  i^j^j*^  dar  bare,  Once,  at  one  time,  or  turn. 
Darbdri,  A  courtier,  an  attendant  at  a  darbar. 

A  dirbds,  A  lion.  A  biting  dog. 

p  t^^O*^  s^^'^idan,  To  be  com- 
plete, to  leave  no  residue,  i^'^j^ j'^  ̂̂ "^  bdki 

kardan.  To  complete.  To  quit. 

p  tj^ii  dai-bdn,  A  porter,  warder.  (.iJJi  (j^Jji^ 
darbdnifalak.  Porter  of  the  firmament,  i.  e.  the  sun. 

p  ij^j^  darbdm,  The  ofiice  of  porter.  (Ji^i.^ 

(jii yf'  darbdm  namudan,  To  act  as  porter  or  warder. 
A  iJ^j^ii  darabdniyat,  A  species  of  small  high- 

backed  beeves  with  little  hoofs  and  thin  hides. 

p  dar  bdy.  Suitableness,  propriety. 

Ptijb  ju)  dar  bdy  ad.  Requisite. 

p  CL^^Xijd  dar  bdyist.  It  behoveth,  it  is  meet. 
Meet,  suitable,  becoming.  Mode,  manner. 

p  jti  dar  bdyistan.  To  be  meet,  right. 

A  'iij^  durbat, (y.n.oi i_-^,i-^)Being  accustomed, 
used  to.  Custom.  Being  greedy.  Intrepidity  (in 

war  or  business).  The  bunch  of  a  species  of  bull. 

Daribat,  (A  falcon)  trained  to  hunt. 

A  darbajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂  ̂ J  Q)  Becoming 
soft  (what  was  hard).  Going  slowly  from  love  to 
her  colt  (a  camel). 

p  dar-bacha,  A  small  door  in  a  larger. 

A  dar-bahat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Running 
rapidly  by  from  fear.  Bending,stooping,submitting. 
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A  darbahhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   J  Q)  Stooping, 
crouchingtothe  male,bennetting  (a pigeon).  Bend- 

ing forwards  and  loweiing  the  head  (a  man). 

Pj6^jidar  ba  dar.  From  door  to  door:  door 
by  door.  A  beggar,  vagrant,  with  no  fixed  resi- 

dence. Adjacent. 

V j>j^  dar  bar.  Above.    On,  or  in  the  breast. 

V j>\j>j^  darbar-d-bar.  Breast  to  breast,  even. 

P  (^i^y> darburdan,TohT'mg,cavvy  in, insert. 

p  {^..y.ji^  darbazin,  Parapet  or  lattice-screen. 
A  cLlL~Jjii  darbasdk,  A  fort  near  Antioch. 

p  ̂ ^^^J^  dar  bastan.  To  tie,  to  bind. 
p  ajLOj^  cZar  Z)asto,Bound,tied,fastened.  Mute, 

dumb,  silent.  A  bar,  bolt.  A  stutterer,  stammerer. 

ALfli^ii(:Za7'&asai,Akeepingsilence  through  fear. 
A  iiJjjii  darbalat,  A  kind  of  pace.  A  sort  of  dr  um . 

p  li-j^jii  dar-band.  The  bar  of  a  door.  A  bar- 
rier. A  narrow  and  difiicult  pass  through  moun- 

tains. A  road  dangerous  on  account  of  banditti. 

Name  of  a  fortress  on  the  Caspian  Sea  at  the  foot  of 

Mount  Caucasus.  An  arm  of  the  sea.  A  place  where 

there  is  good  wine.  A  ferryman.  Bound,  fettered. 

A  captive.  [^^^ ̂^.j^  dar  band  kardan,  To  bind, 
make  prisoner.    To  shut  the  door. 

A  L-->j^ii  daralub,  Obedient,  submissive,  tame. 

p  (^jii  darbi,  A  bit,  fragment,  rag. 

p  j_fb  jii  dar  pay  afgandan.  To  let 
alone,  to  leave  free  or  vacant. 

p  (^^wJ  '^y>-  ̂b^i5  dar  pdsi  chardgh  ka- 
mar  bastan.  To  gird  one's  self  at  the  foot  of  the 
lamp  (a  form,  amongst  the  Kalandars,  of  admit- 

ting a  member  into  their  fraternity,  which  is  done 
at  the  tomb  of  one  of  their  chiefs). 

p  tdj>,ji^  darparda..  Behind  the  curtain,  within 
the  veil ;  unrevealed,  hidden. 

p  ̂ J^..J>.j^  dar  parish,  A  beggar,  vagrant.  A 
long-necked  vessel,  gugglet.  A  cup,  goblet.  A 
burnt  brick. 

p  ̂ Ju^.J|^  dar  pas,  Behind,  after.  ij^^.j^^ 

(^yui^^darpasi  zdnunishastan,To  watch.  To  think. 

p  (^j^jii  dirapsh,  (for  yiijii)  An  awl,  bodkin. 
p  ̂̂ d-iJ^ dar  pashm  kashidan,  To  hide. 
p  dar  post  uftddan,Toiva(\.uce. 

p  iOjii  darpa,  A  patch,  fragment,  bit.  Dar- 
pih,  Forgiveness,  connivance.  Invisible,  vanished. 

p  (^jii  dar  pay.  Behind,  in  the  rear.  Neces- 
sary. Darpi,  A  patch  on  a  garment.  ̂ jiiV^j  (3  j*^ 

darpt  nihddan.  To  put  on  a  patch,  ̂ .jiif^.i^.  ̂ jsi 

darpi  pazirvftan.  To  be  patched,  to  admit  a  patch. 

p^xJjii  dar  peck,  A  screen  or  partition  within  the outer  door  of  a  house(to  prevent  further  entrance). 

p  ̂J^^i•J^  dar  pechdn,  Intricate,  perplexed. 

p  jjjj'.iv-j'i  dar  pech'idan.  To  fold,  involve. 
p  (jiA^.jti  dar  pesh.  Before,  in  front,  near.  ji> 

dar  pesh  amadan,  To  come  befoi-e, 
oppose,  obstruct,  confront.  ̂ ^>^  LT^vJ*^  dar  pesh 

giriftan.  To  take  before.  To  admit,  suffer. 



p  is^j^ {J>j^  dar  pay  hunanda,  A  follower. 

P  (iJJ^^ii  darken, k.  patch  on  a  garment ;  bit,rag. 

p  8iil^  jjijii  f/arjoimVmfZa,  Patched(garment). 

p  (^^Utjjjj.jii  dar  faymastan,  To  join,  to  unite. 
A  darrat,  A  flow  of  milk.  Dirrat,  Brisk- 

ness of  market.  Plenty  of  milk.  A  copious  efi'u- 
sion  of  rain.  A  copious  flow  of  milk.  Blood.  A 

bull's  pizzle  or  other  scourge.  A  little  twisted  fe- 
rula with  which  they  strike  one  another  sportively 

when  dancing.  Roundness  of  the  limbs,  and  adap- 

tation for  running.  Durrat,  (pl.jii  durr,jj^du- 

rar,  and  O IJti  durrat)  A  large  pearl.  ̂ ^-^^  's^ii 
durratu^t  taj,  The  largest  pearl  in  a  royal  crown. 

p  ̂ j*^  dartaj,  The  herb  turnsol. 
A  ̂ j'^  darsa^  An  aged  camel. 
p  darj,  A  manuscript  illuminated  with  fi- 

gures. A  closet,  a  place  for  writing. 

A  darj,  (v.  n.  of  Passing  by.  Go- 

ing on  one's  way.  Keeping  on  the  path  (literally 
or  figuratively).  Ascending  steps.  Continuing  to 

eat  the  flesh  of  the  woodcock.  Sweeping  violently 

over  gravel  (wind).  (\A.^j(^duruJ)  Paper,  or  any 
thing  pliable  upon  which  they  write.  A  volume, 

p  jjiij^^ii  darj  kardan,  To  fold.  To  pass  by.  To 
collect,  comprehend,  contain,  preserve,  a  Durj, 

(pi.  dirajat  and  ̂ ji^^  adraj)  A  little  casket 
in  which  they  deposit  gems  of  gold.  An  open  case 

for  a  woman's  spindle,     p  durji  tang, 
(orjii  ditrji  dur)  The  mouth  of  a  mistress, 

^lajsii  durji dUikdnyllistovical  records.  Words 
regarded,  or  otherwise,  a  Daraj,  A  mediator.  A 

book  in  which  they  write.  A  way,  a  path.  (pi.  of 

darajat)  Steps,  stairs.  Rounds  of  laddei'S. 

Duraj,  (pi.  of  i^ji^  durjaf)  Clouts. 
A        durraj,  Perplexing  affairs. 

a  darajat,  (pi.  of  &s-,ii  darajat)  Steps, 
ladders,  stairs  for  ascending. 

A  (jVjtS  darajan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Walking,  go- 
ing. Passing  along.  Becoming  extinct  (a  family). 

Dying  without  issue.  Exceeding  a  year,  and  not 

foaling  (a  camel).  Folding  (a  letter  or  cloth). 

A  durjat,  darajat,  or  durajat,  The  step  of 

a  stair,  round  of  a  ladder.  Durjat,  (pi.  du- 

raj) A  casket.  A  clout,  which  they  stuff"  into  the 
matrix  of  a  camel,  her  eyes  being  blindfolded,  and 

her  ears  stopped  up.  After  some  days  it  is  taken 

out,  when  she,  imagining  herself  to  have  been  in 

foal,  readily  takes  a  liking  for  another  camel's  colt 
who  has  been  rubbed  all  over  with  the  cloth.  A 

medicated  clout  thrust  into  the  diseased  matrix  of 

a  camel.  Darajat,  Gradation,  degree,  rank,  sta- 

tion, dignity.  A  staircase.  Action  (of  a  play).  A 

place  in  Paradise.  An  astronomical  degree.  *s^ii 
(__*^  darajan  sharaf,  The  altitude  at  which  the 

sun  enters  the  fifteenth  degree  of  Aries.  Dirajat, 

A  menstruous  cloth,  (pi.  of  durj)  Cases  for 

spindles.  Durajat,  N^me  of  a  bird  about  the  size 
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of  a  partridge. 

A  's^j^  durajjat,  The  step  of  a  stair,  the  round 
of  a  ladder. 

A  i^^j^  durujruj.  Name  of  a  little  animal  of a  dark  red,  whose  flesh  is  poisonous. 

A  ̂ jii  durju^  Pulse,  food  for  oxen. 
A  &_li>jii  darjalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Whip- 

ping (a  bow)  with  gut.    The  gut  or  thong  itself. 
A         darjanat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Having  an 

affection  for  her  colt,  after  an  aversion  (a  camel), 

p  1^1^^ (Jlj?"  ji^  darjuwal  kardan.  To  cheat. 

A  ̂ jii  dark,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Driving  away. 
Darah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Being  decrepit.  Darih, 
Superannuated  (camel). 

A  dirhabat.  Short,  corpulent  (man), 

p  (J^jii  dar  hal.  On  the  spot,  at  the  instant. 

A  wWjii  dirhayat,  Short,  fat,  pot-bellied, 

p  i^x^^  (— -'L-s>-j4i  dar  hisab  giriftan,  To  sum 
up,  calculate.  To  call  to  account,  blame,  reprove, 

p j^^as^jib  (far  Aw^Mr-,  In  the  presence.  Ready, 

p  j\  i^j''  dar  hahki  u,  With  regard  to,  in  re- 
spect of  him,  her,  or  it. 

p  (JiUa.Ji»-jii  dar  hakikat.  In  truth,  in  reality, 

p  dirahh,  (for  d^i-jii)  A  tree.  A  beam, 
p  ̂^^u>i\>- dar  hhastan,To  erect:  put,  place, 

p  jii  darkhal,  A  sucker,  a  young  tree. 

A  ̂yf^s'■J^  durakhbil.  Misfortune,  calamity. 

A  (j|Ui-jii  durakhbin.  Misfortune,  calamity.  A 
man  who  walks  feebly  and  languidly. 

dirakht,  A  tree,  plant,  bush,  or  shrub. 

li  dirakht i 

Abeam.  A  column.  A  mast.  A  gibbet.  Cl^s^ii 

j^^\dirakktiangur,A.Vme.  ^i^\>  CLts-ji^ dirakhti 

bddmn.  An  almond-tree,  ̂ j^v?"  '■^-^^j^  dirakhti 
ckakdr  bekh,  The  world.  ajli>- 
khdna,  A  joist,  beam,  rafter. 
kkurmd,  A  palm-tree.  CL^j 

yam,  A  palm-tree.  CL^jd  dirakhti  wakwak, 
A  certain  tree  whosefruit  resembles  the  human  head, 

p  ̂jGi^-ji^  dirakhtdn.  Trees.  Abounding  in  trees. 

i>  dirakhti 

'J 

li  dirakhti  mar- 

A  woodpecker 

-ji^  dirakhtistdn,  Planted  with  trees. 
dirakht-sumb,  A  woodlouse. 

An  auger,  gimlet. 

P  BJJ^ li  dirakht-sumba,  An  auger,  wim- 

ble. A  woodworm.  A  woodpecker.  A  bird's  beak. 

p  L^'xh^ji^ dii-akhtak,  A  low,  dwarf  tree,a  shrub. 
ijXij>-j^dirakhtakiddna,(T\ie  knowing  tree) 

Name  of  a  tree  which  turns  with  the  sun  :  turnsol. 

p      CL^s-'ji^  dirakht-kdv.  Tree-uprooting, 
p  tiJliOi-ji>  dirakhtndk,  Full  of  trees,  woody. 

v»M^sjM»-ji^dirahhtna-sumba,A.vroodL-^eckeY. 

p  (^jws»  jii  dar  khastan,  To  impress,  mark,  or 

stamp.    To  pierce,  transfix. 

p  (jii-jii  darakhsh.  Lightning.  Darukhsh, 

Worthy,  suitable.  Desire.  Dui^ukhsh,  Lightning. 

Flash,  glitter.  Flashing.  Name  of  a  fire-temple 
in  Kurdistan,  and  of  a  town  in  Kohistan.  Durukhsh 

or  durakhsh.  Splendour,  light,  gleam. 

p  (jLii-jii  durukhshdn,  Shining,  flashing. 

p  ̂i^jj\JLs-jii  durukhshdnidan,  To  make  to 

gleam,  glitter,  or  flash. 
p  (_?^-  durakkshish-jdy,  The  East. 

p  ̂i^xLs^ji^  durukhshandagi.  Lustre. 
p  iiiXLe^jddurukhshanda,Shimng,TesTplendent. 

p  ̂ ^J^ji^  durakhshi.  Sun-rise. p  i^iSs^^ji^  durukhshidan,  To  shine,  to  flash. 

p  (jiXwj  lai^ji^  dar  kkat  shudan,  To  alter.  To 
be  afflicted.  To  become  restl  ess  and  lose  one's  senses. 

p  (__fti-jii  durkhuf,  A  black  bee. 

A  'ii^j^  durkkamlat,  A  miracle,  prodigy.  A 
ridiculous  thing.  Whatever  causes  surprise  or  mirth. 

A  ̂3JL»s>-Jl^  durakhmll,  (or  (j^«5-j>i  durakhmin) 
A  calamity,  misfortune.   Slow,  dull,  doltish. 

p  i,",^'^\y^jS  darkhwdst.  Petition,  request, ap- 

plication, appeal.  A  proposal,  tender. 

p  i^^y\Mi\y>-ji^  darkhmastan.  To  desire,  request. 
p  darkhwdh,  Deprecation,  petition,  pro- 

posal. A  beggar. 

Pj_j=>-jii  darkhwar.  Suitable,  proper,  becoming. 

In  food  or  opulence.  {J^j^j'^  darkhwar  tan,  Ac- 
cording or  agreeable  to  his  powers,  quality,  or  rank. 

p        jii  dar  khward.  Proper,  suitable. 

Pj^iij^jii  dar  khwar-ddr,  Any  one  in  the 
enjoyment  of  a  long  and  happy  life. 

p  f^^j^  ji^  dar  khwardan,  To  be  suitable  or 
proper.  To  agree. 
p  dar  kkwash.  Love,  desire. 

p  lijii  dard.  Pain,  ache,  smart,  trouble,  disease, 
grief,  affliction,  pang,  torment.  Pity,  sympathy, 

compassion.  A  trumpet.  S^i  lijii  dardi 
bandi  anguskt.  Gout  in  the  hand.  ̂ ^JSiKiJ*i  dS^  lijii 

dardi  bandi  shitalang,  (or  pay)  Gout  in  the 

foot.  OIa*J\  dardu's  subdt.  Lethargy.  t5,t> 

j^iisjolwi,  dard  rasdmdan,  To  inflict  pain,  ij  djti 

dardi  zih,  The  pangs  of  labour.  ju»  dardi  sar, 
Headache,  megrim.  Trouble,  vexation,  jui  lijii 

iCiJi  dardi  sar  girifta,  Troubled  with  a  headache. 
lijii  dardi  shadid,  Agony,  lijii  dardi 

shikam,  Pain  in  the  belly,cholic,gripes.  (J"*^^^'  i^jii 
dardi farzandi,  Parental  affection,  jj^i^iijii  dard 

kardan.  To  give  pain.  {Jf^^  '^j'^  dard  giriftan. 

To  ache.  ,_)>*9lfl*  lijii  dardi  mafdsil,  Rheumatism. 
lijii  dardi  ndkkun,  A  whitlow.  lijii 

dard  ydftan.  To  suffer  pain,  i^jii  akli  dard. 

Pained  with  love  or  grief.  f^S<  1  djSi  ba  dard  dma- 
dan,  To  be  in  pain.  Durd,  Dregs,  lees,  sediment, 

tartar  of  wine,  mother  of  oil.  Dirad,  Ringworm. 

A  <>)ii  darad,  A  shedding  of  the  teeth. 
p  ̂lijii  dardd,  Alas  !  Oh  !  What  a  pity  ! 

A  Ai^ji^  dardds,  Toothless,  aged  (woman). 

P  u-^^iijii  darddb,  A  small  odoriferous  melon. 
A  darddb.  The  sound  of  a  drum. 

Pj\jjJ  darddr,  A  large  and  shady  kind  of  tree. 
Dar-ddr,  A  porter.  Dard-dr,  Pain-producing. 

Aj^JjJ  darddr,  Sound  of  a  drum.  Akindof  tree. 



p  ̂Jo\xu»\  i^ji^  dard-ashnayan,  Inured  to  pain. 

A  ̂J^^J^  dardak,  A  small  shop.  Trodden  and 
level  ground. 

G  durdakis,  The  upper  joint  which 

joins  the  head  to  the  neck. 

p  (j^^T  lijii  dard-agin,  Full  of  pain,  aching. 

p  li^  1  lijii  dard-alud,  Painful. 

p  ̂i^ji^  durdam,  An  anchoret,  a  beadsman. 

A  ̂^'^J'^  (jJ^  abu)  dardan,  A  cricket. 

pJjX3\       dard-angez,  Pitiable,  exciting  pity. 

p  dj\iijii  dur-ddna,  A  single  pearl.  Jo  co\ii  jii 
dur-danaA  nar,  A  drop  of  blood. 

A  t—^iijii  dardab,  (A  woman)  going  and  com- 
ing in  the  night. 

A  iOiijii  dardabat,  (v.  n.  of  (--''ij'i  Q)  Being 
accustomed,  trained  to.  Running  and  looking  back 

(one  afraid).  Submitting  to,  cowering. 

A  C^i^i^  dardabiy,  A  drummer. 
A  (_j*jJii,4i  dardabis,  Misfortune,  calamity.  An 

old  man.  An  old  woman.  A  kind  of  glass  bead 
used  as  an  amulet. 

A  dardajat,  Concord,  friendship,  affec- 
tion. Maternal  love  in  a  camel. 

A  i^ji^  dirdih,  (pi.  daradili)  Greedily 
addicted.  An  old  woman.  A  decrepit  old  man. 

A  camel  toothless  through  age. 

A  Xs"iijib  dirdihat,  (pi.  ̂i^^jii  darddih)  A  squat 
woman,  broad  as  long.  An  old  toothless  she-camel. 

Pj\^  lijii  (^Mrc?-fe/tTOar,  Poor,  humble.  Earth. 
Pjiij^  dar  dar,  In  the  door,  at  the  door. 

Ajiijii  durdur,  (pl.jii\jii  darddir)  That  part 
of  the  gums  where  the  teeth  grow,the  socket.  Sharp 

points  of  a  boy's  teeth.  jiijO^  *— (J^^.-^^ 
a^aytarii  bi  ushurinfa  hay  fa  hi  durdurin,  Thou 
hast  wearied  me  (by  rejecting  my  counsels)  when 

young  (when  thy  teeth  were  sharp) ;  how  (canst 

thou  relish  them  now)  thou  art  old  and  toothless. 

A  Sjiijii  dardarat,  (v.  n.  of  jiijii  Q)  Eating, 
munching  unripe  dates  (a  lad). 
p  dar  darun,  In,  within. 

A  Isj'^j'^  dardarra  ,  One  with  oblong  testicles. 
p       lijii  dard-zada,  Pained,  sick, 

P  CLiMiij;^  dar  dast,  In  hand.  In  readiness,  jii 
jji^ii  Cl^ii  dar  dast  dadan,  To  give  up,  betray. 

p  Cl^v^iijii  dari  dasht,  A  quarter  in  Ispahan. 

dard-sharik,  Sympathetica!. 

A  dardak,  (pi.  ̂j'^l)'^  darddiU)  Infants. 

Camels'  colts,  or  the  young  of  other  things.  A 
measure  of  wine. 

P  tijii  durd-kash,  A  toper,  tippler,  sot  who 
drains  the  very  dregs. 

P  (j/'  t^jti  dard-kun,  Painful,  causing  pain. 
P      j^ti  dard-gir,  Pained,  receiving  pain. 
P  iJ^  '^'^  dard-gin,  Painful.  Sprained. 
A  dirdim,  A  woman  who  goes  and  comes 

in  the  night.  An  aged  she-camel. 

p  j^^^jolciijii  dar  damdnldan,  To  cause  to  blow. 
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p  j^iijii  dardman,  (for  tiJ^^iijii)  Sick. 
p  i^j^i^ji^  dardmand,  In  pain.  Sick  in  body  or 

mind.  Poor,  miserable,  afflicted.  Compassionate, 

sympathizing.  Dar  damand,Thej  blow  or  breathe. 

p  (_5'tXl«ti,ii  dardmandl,  Pain,  affliction.  Pity. 
p  SsAi^ji^  dardma,  The  planets  Saturn,  Jupiter, 

Mars,  Venus,  and  Mercury.    The  sun  and  moon. 

p  ̂ jijowciijii  dar  damidan,  To  blow,  to  inflate. 
p  CilUiijii  dardnak,  Sick,  afflicted.  In  pain, 

painful.  Sprained. 

p  LL*^jiij;i  dar  dohlit,  Accusation.  Rumour. 

p  (j^5-_jiijii  dar  dokhtan,  To  sew.  To  accuse. 

Ajjiijii  durdur,  A  whirlpool. 
p  idji^  durda,  Sediment,  lees,  dregs. 

p  (_f  t3,iifZarJi,Pain.  A  trumpet.  Du7^dl,T)regs, 
A  cftijii  durdly.  Sediment,  dregs. 

p^\i^Jl^J^  durdindli,  Ful  1  of  sediment,  dreggy. 

Ajjii  darar.  Camels  giving  much  milk.  The 
front  of  a  house  conspicuous  to  the  eye.  A  place 

whence  or  whither  the  wind  blows.  A  right  direc- 

tion (on  the  road).  The  middle  (of  a  road).  Di- 

rar,  (pi.  of  sjii  dirrat)  Heavy  showers.  Durar, 

(pi.  of  ijjii  durrat)  Pearls.  White  teeth. 

Ajjii  durrar,  (pi.  of  j^ii  dd.rr')  (Camels)  which 
yield  much  milk. 

Pjbjjiic?Mmr-6ar,  Raining  pearls,  i.e.  elegant. 

p  {j'^^jj'^  dar  ruhudan,  To  seize.   To  ravish. 

p  (ji^Ji*^  jii  dar  rasidan,  To  arrive.  To  happen. 
To  overtake. 

p  jii  dar  raftan.  To  go  in,  enter,  penetrate. 

tjA.s,  ̂   dar  haham  raftan.  To  twist  together, to  weave  like  the  meshes  of  a  net. 

p  tJ^isj jii  dur  relihtan,  (To  scatter  pearls)  To 
shed  tears.    To  speak  eloquently. 

P  Ajjii  darz,  A  joint,  the  joining  of  the  skull, 
a  suture,  a  seam.  A  rent  in  a  garment  which  has 

been  sewed  up.  Young  girls.  Daraz,  Mustachios. 

A Jjii  darz,  (v.  n.  of  Jjii)  Enjoying  the  pleasures 
of  life.    The  conveniences  and  luxuries  of  life. 

p  JJiiljjii  dar  zada,  A  mill-dam.  A  sluice  by 
which  they  bring  water  to  the  mill.  The  chest  into 
which  the  flour  falls. 

p  jjjw^ii  {J^jj^  dar  zabdn  ddshtan.  To  defame. 

A  *5jj^  darzat,  (as  Sjjii  li^j^  awldd  darzat) 
Low  people,  rabble.    Tailors.  Weavers. 

p  (^i^jji^  dar  zadan.  To  strike,  (jiijjii  i-L^^ 
changdar  zadan.  To  fix  the  nails, claws,  or  talons  in 

anything.  Xtijjii  lL^J^-  chang  dar  zada  ba 
A;ase,Having  the  hands  locked  with  another  infight. 

p  (^^^ jj^  darz  kardan,  To  be  divulged. 

p  ij'^jj'^  darazmcm,  A  thread  drawn  through 
a  needle.  J)ar  ̂ awaw.  In  the  time.  Instantly,  j  J 

CLJj^\s^  d^'''  z:amani  jahiliyat.  In  the  time  of 
paganism  (before  the  coming  of  Muhammad). 

p  (jjjii  (^ar-zan,  A  knocker  of  a  door.  A  needle. 
p  I3j  jii  dar  Zand,  Dipping,  steeping,  dyeing. 

V  j^jjii  dar  zanjir,  In  chains. 

p  '^jj'^  dar  Zand,  Place  of  carnage:  butchery, 

p  8jjiic?ar^a,  A  heap  ofsand  or  rubbish.  A  rent 
in  a  garment  which  has  been  sewed.  A  girl,daughter. 

p  Lijj'^  darzi,  A  tailor. 
A  iSjji^  durzi.  The  nation  of  the  Druzes. 
Pjfj jii  dar  zer  or  dar  zir,  Under,  beneath, 

p    ̂ Lfjj'^  darzlga7''i,The  business  of  a  tailor; 
sewing,  stitching,  (^i^ij ̂l^jj'^  darzigari  kar- 

dan. To  sew,  to  do  the  work  of  a  tailor. 

A  ̂ _vjj<i  dars,  (v.  n.  of  {^ji>)  Being  worn  (a 
garment).  Wearing  out.  Reading,  digesting  (a 

book).  Treading  or  thrashing  out  corn.  Becom- 
ing very  scabby  and  pitched  (a  camel).  Lying  with 

a  girl.  Being  menstruous.  A  hidden  path,  the 
traces  almost  defaced.  Remains  of  scab  in  a  camel. 

Acamel'stail.  A  lecture.  Exercise,  study.  P(_j*>ji> 
^J^a^  dars  guftan,  To  instruct,  ̂ ^fi^ii  ̂   O^"^ 
darsi  dddan.  To  give  public  lectures,  a  Dirs, 

(pi.  i^^ji^^  adrds  and  (j^->^*i  dirsdn)  A  threadbare 

garment.    A  camel's  tail. 
p  ̂J^5>-l*rtJ(i  dar  sdkhtan.  To  league,  ally  with, 

join.  To  do  with,  to  be  satisfied  or  content. 

Fj\uijd  dar-sdr,  (or  JjLojii)  An  antechamber. 
An  outer  wall.    A  curtain  hung  before  a  door. 

a  (jlMi,iifi«'sa?z,(pl.of(;__>^ii)Threadbare clothes, 
p  f^iijXiMjiidar  sipurdan,  To  surrender,  give  in. 
A  LjJjii  dursat,  Exercise,  study, 

p  tL^*t*,ii(^Mn<.s^,Entire,complete,perfect,whole, 

well,  safe,  sound.  Straight,  even.  Firm.  Accurate, 
correct.   Gold  or  silver.  Coin  of  the  best  standard. 

Health.  ̂ ^^^  CL*.u»ji^durustshudan,Toheve])2aredi 
or  mended.  durust  kardan,To  check. 

p  ̂IjkMJjti  darastdn,  (or  ̂j^liwJjii  darastdrdn) 
Any  gratuity  over  and  above  the  stipulated  wages. 

>»jiic^MrMs^-pa?/mare,Promise-keeping. 

Hjd  durust-tan,  Healthy  in  body. 
durust-kltwdn,  A  correct  reader. 

p  ̂  

PjUj.ii  i^uijd  durust-dindr.  Good  money. 

Pj  \dJ^CL>*>^j  iidurust-kirddr,0£xipvight  conduct. 

p^^U^  d**oj4iiMrasit-^Mmaw,  A  staunch  believer. 
p      (-Il**>jjii  durust-go  or  gu,  Truth-speaking. 
p  durustagl.  Soundness,  healthiness. 

p  isSjjiji^  darasta,  Pardon,  forgiveness. 
p  durusti,  Entireness,  soundness.  Pro- 

priety, amendment,  adjustment,  reform.  Serious- 

ness, gravity.    ̂ ^jjijSi  ba.  durusti,  In  truth. 
p  dursati  or  dursitl,  {^'^j'^  durshati  or 

durshitV)  Name  of  the  daughter  of  Nawshirvan. 

p  ̂j^_j=*  CJ^*^  dars-kkwdn,  A  student.  Any one  who  reads  to  another. 

p  ̂j^j  (^_j*)jti(ia?'5-roaraw,  Elementary  lectures. 
P  s~t^jd  darsa,  Forgiveness. 

p  (^j^  darsh,  A  stable,  a  stall.  A  tether  for 
horses.  Darasli,  A  long  kind  of  cucumbei-. 

A  Lijjti  durskat.  Necessity.  Litigation. 
p  <ZMrMs/t^,  Rough,  hard,  thick.  Fierce, 

fell,  morose,  stern,  oppressive.  Rugged,  unequal. 



Notclied  (sword).    Disproportionate.  Hairy. 

p         C*/^ii  durusht-pasand,  Dull,  stupid. 

Pj\ji-  ulA/i^jii  durusht-hhwar,  Who  fares  hard. 

p  (_>i_j^  ClA^ii  durusht-gosh,  Dull  of  hearing. 
p  e^Xiljjiif/aras/tto,  Forgiveness,  remission  of  sin. 

P(j<2>jii  fZwrMsA^i,  Roughness.  Severity, fierce- 

ness. Violence.  (^'^ (J^j'^  dm-ushtt  kardan,  To 
treat  with  harshness. 

p  f^(SZ»jd  dar  shudan,  To  be  in.  To  enter. 

^^^M^J^  ba  hare  dar  shudan,Ho  be  engaged 
in  certain  business. 

P  (jii^  t/J^.j^j'^  shakar-bezi  budan,To 
weep,  to  be  shedding  tears.  To  rejoice. 

p  ̂̂ 'l^^Zi  jii  dar  shikastagi,  Abatement,  sub- sidence. 

p  i^^^Jinji^  dar  shikastan,  To  turn  in,  fold, 
double.    To  subside,  abate. 

p  (jiioj^jj^ii  dar  shoranidan,  To  move,  stir. 

P  f^^j'^  daraslii,  A  kind  of  long  thin  cucumber. 

A  dars,  (v.  n.  oit^jd)  Losing  (her)  teeth 

through  old  age  (a  she-camel).  Dars  or  dirs,  (pi. 

hoji^dirasat,  {^\jLi\  adras,  ̂ ^^tOji^idirsan,  i^jji^ 
durus,  and  adrus)  The  young  of  mice,  moles, 

hares,  cats,  or  porcupines.  Dirs,  The  abortion  of 

an  ass.  Daras,  (v.  n.  of  (j^ti)  Having  the  teeth 
broken  with  age. 

A  *Ui3jii  darscis,  (A  she-camel)  whose  teeth  are 
broken  with  age. 

A  (jl/^O  dirsan, (or dirasat)  (pi.  of  t^j^) 
Young  mice,  kittens,  leverets,  or  moles. 

p  CfjyOj^  darsurat,  In  case.  In  appearance. 

A  ̂ jti  dar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 6)  Stripping  the  skin 

from  off  a  sheep's  neck,without  breaking  any  joint. 
Dir^  (pi.  adru^  ̂ Li\  adra^  and  duru^ 
Armoiir,  whether  of  iron,  leather,  or  mail.  (pi. 

adra^  A  woman''s  shift,  smicket,  or  smock. 
ad'  dir^'l  hasinat,  The  city  of  Ma- 

dina.  Dur^ov  dura/^  Part  of  the  medullary  sub- 
stance of  the  palm-tree  covered  over  with  the  fibrous 

integument  called  Ef.  Dur^or  dura^  (pi. 

of  dar^s)  Black-headed  (animals).  (Three) 
nights  when  the  moon  rises  with  the  dawn.  Dara^ 
Whiteness  on  the  brisket  of  sheep,  with  blackness 

of  the  thighs.  Dari^  Tender  (herbage).  Dura^ 

Three  nights  after  (^JuM  ayyamu'l  biz,  viz. 
the  16th,  17th,  and  18th  of  the  month. 

A  ̂Ipjii  dar^f,  (fern,  of  ̂ t^\adra^  (An  ani- 
mal) white,  with  a  black  head.  White-breasted, 

black-legged  (ewe).  (A  night)  on  which  the  moon 
rises  with  the  dawn. 

p  L—jb       dir^baf,  A  weaver  of  coats  of  mail. 

A  &S>,i5  dur^.t,  A  state  in  which  the  pasturage 

round  a  watering-place  has  been  eaten  bare,  'is-ji^ 
Ji^^^  dur^tiCn  nahJil,  The  pith  of  a  palm-tree  con- 

cealed under  the  fibrous  integument. 

A        durra^t,  (or  dura^t)A  cuirass, corslet. 

A  i^s-jd  dar^s,  Aged  and  heavy  (camel). 
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p  (jii>*»»  ̂ 3J*'J'^  ̂ rak  shudan.  To  be  in  a 
sweat,  to  funk.  To  blush. 

p  u-Aiffjii  6?a?'^aAa&,  Immediately  after,behind. 

A         dir^m,  Any  thing  rude,  rustic,  or  of  the 
worst  kind.  Obscene.  A  worthless  fellow. 

P  ̂-^t^j"^  dar  ̂ ihda.  Due,  promised,  necessary. 
A  dir^yat,  (pi.  dara^y)  (A  dart) 

piercing  a  cuirass. 

p       dargh,  A  dam,  wear,  mound, 

p  JlSjii  darghal,  Security,  rest,  tranquillity. 
Quiescent,  at  rest. 

p  es3l^ii  darghala,  Narrow  mountain-passes. 

P  tj^ii  darghan,  A  city  near  Samarkand, 
p  C^^Pjii  dar  ghast,  Vain,  foolish,  absurd. 

F  (^^liff-jtj  dar-ghalbhan,  dar-ghulbahan, 

(j^^Ciff-jii  dar-ghulbahm,  A  door  with  a  wicket, 
hatch,  or  lattice. 

p         dar-gham,  Name  of  a  note  in  music,  (so 
called  from  its  power  of  expelling  grief  from  the 

mind).  A  place  remarkable  for  excellent  wine. 

P  (j3»Sjiic?«r'<7Aami,  Wine  produced  at  Dargham. 
P  \J^i'p-ji^  darghish,  Many,  much,  copious.  A 

kind  of  apricot. 

A  ( — ijt^  darf,  A  shade.  A  strong-hold,  patron- 
age, protection,  guard.  Any  person  to  whom  one 

flies  for  protection.  Side,  cause,  party. 

A  ̂j*>\s,ii  dirfas,  A  large  camel.  A  corpulent 
man.  A  large  lion. 

A  dirafs.  Large  camel.  Corpulent  man. 
Silk,  silken  stuff.  A  great  standard. 

A  'L^ji^  darfasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Riding 
a  large  camel.  Carrying  a  large  standard  ((j-ijii). 

p  ̂jiiijii  dirafsh,  A  cobbler's  awl.  A  standard, 
ensign,  colours,  banner.  Lightning.  Light,  splen- 

dour. Any  thing  glittering,  shining,  or  flashing. 

A  sash  wrapped  round  the  head  v/hen  going  to  battle. 

\^J^j^  dirafshi  kdrcan,  (or  (j^j^  kdwiyan) 
The  standard  of  Faridun. 

P  ̂Lljjii  dirafshan,  Shining.  Trembling. 

P  (ji>x)Lii,(i  dirafshanidan,To  cause  to  shine. 

P  Tkdj  (J^ji^  dirafsh-zada,  Stitched. 
p  a>.iJj(i  dtiriifsha,  A  sword. 

P  (^ji^ii  dirafshi.  Acquirement  of  celebrity. 
P  ̂^djJLSjii  dirafshidan,  To  shine.  To  tremble. 

p  (JLliijii  darfanjah,  The  nightmare. 

A  ijjii  dai'h,  Any  thing  hard.  Darah,  (pi.  of 
darahat)  Bucklers  of  leather. 

A  f'^ji^  darkaf,  A  cloud. 
A        darahat,  (pi.  ̂Jjii  darah,  yj^j^^^  adrah, 

and         dirak)  A  shield  or  buckler  of  solid  lea- 
ther.   A  wicket. 

A  ̂-^ii  durhu^  A  water-drawing  camel. 
A         darha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji^  Q)  Going  fast. 

Fleeing  through  fear.    Grazing  heartily  (sheep), 

p  Iflijii  dar  hafa.  Behind,  close  behind. 
A         dirahl,  An  Armenian  garment.  A  man 

who  walks  with  grace  and  dignity. 

A  darhalat,  (v.  n.  of  JS^iJ  Q)  Passing 

hastily  by.  Listening,  attending  to,  obeying.  Go- 
ing with  wide  steps.  Leaping.  Walking  proudly. 

Dirahlat,  A  boy's  game.  Haughty,  airy,  stately. 

A  j^ii  dw7tm.  Lame.  Useless,  worthless.  Fall- 
ing.   A  name  of  Antichrist. 

A  ̂ji^  durhu^,  Pusillanimous,  timid. p  darha,  A  shield.    A  coat  of  mail. 

A  ̂J^Jl^  darh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j<^)  Prosecuting  with- 
out intermission.  Overtaking,  reaching  to.  Any 

possible  contingency.  ciJjtiJb  J-a^  hafil  bi'd 
darh,  Bail  for  what  may  happen.  Dark  or  darah, 

(pi.  adrah)  The  lowest  part  or  depth.  The 

pit  (of  hell).  Punishment.  A  rope's  end  tacked 
on  to  the  main  rope  of  a  bucket  that  it  may  not 

be  rotted  by  the  water.  Darah,  (v.  n.  of  uL)ji5) 
Arriving  at,  overtaking. 

p      i5  darah,  A  napkin,  a  handkerchief,  a  towel . 

A  O\^;j^/am/<a^,(pl.ofa5^ti)  Steps  for  descend- 
ing.   Lowest  degrees.    The  deepest  pits  of  hell. 

P J ̂ jiii^ar  Mr,  In  use,  in  operation.  Necessary, 
useful.    In  requisition,  required,  wanted,  desired. 

p  darhala.  Ice.    An  icicle. 

A  ii^Sjii  dirkat,  A  loop  at  the  horn  of  a  bow. 
A  piece  added  to  a  short  rein.  Darahat,  (pi. 

O^ii  darahat)  A  descending  step,  lowest  degree. 

p  1^'^^ dar  kardan,  To  place  within,  drive 
into,  cause  to  enter.  To  insert.  To  patch. 

p  SiiliL^ii  dar-kushada,  Open-doored. 
p  dar  hashidagi,  A  drawing  in,  con- 

traction. 

p  ̂̂ O^iJ^J^  dar  kashidan.  To  draw  in,  inhale. 
To  taste.  To  drink.  To  erase.  To  restore.  A  thread, 

string,  twine. 

A  ai^ii  dirahlat  or  dirhilat,  A  kind  of  play. 

p^Ufejii  dar  hanar.  Upon  the  side,  brink, 
bank,  margin,  edge.  Asunder,  apart.  In  the  arms, 
bosom,  or  embrace. 
p  dar  handan.  To  dig. 

p  i^^j^  darkun,  A  saddle-strap,  by  which  any 
thing  is  fastened  to  the  side  of  the  horse.  The 

higher  lintel  of  a  doorway.  A  large  high  raised 

place  for  sitting. 

p  (Zar-^/a/i,  The  king's  court.  A  port,  por- 

tal, gate,  door.  The  lower  threshold.  A  court  be- 
fore a  palace  or  great  house.  A  large  bench  or 

place  for  reclining  upon.  A  mosque^^  <_s4^^  sl^ii 

fZar-r/a/<it7aM,The  court  of  heaven.  J^iaw  slijiidZa?-- 

gahi  mu^lla'.  The  sublime  court,  or  port. 
p  i^yMi^ jii  dar  guzashtan.  To  pass  beyond, 

outstrip.  To  advance.   To  abstain,  cease.  To  die. 

i^Z>^ji^  d'S'  j\  az  had  dar  guzashtan.  To  exceed 
bounds  or  measure,  to  go  beyond  due  limits. 

Pj^jii  durgar,  A  carpenter, p  dar  garddnldan.  To  roll,  to  toss, 

p  f^i^jd  dar  giriftan,  To  kindle.  To  make  an 
impression,  take  effect.  To  occupy,  fill,  overspread. 



PfJ':^^jddargusildn,'DraggiT:)gOT  breakingofF. 
p  ̂j^zSJl^  da?'  gashtan,  To  decline. 
p  aJ^Jijii  darguldla,  Ice.    An  icicle. 

p  dar-fjah,  (for  sl^jii  dar-gdh)  A  court. 

Plii).5jii<Z'Hi^,(oruLl.J,ii)Ashort-sleeved  jerkin. 

A  darm,  (^darmn,  or  darim)  (v.  n.  of  j^ti) 

Going  with  short  quick  steps  (a  hedgehog).  Go- 

ing very  gently  (ahorse).  Dur7n,{y\.oi adram) 

Fleshy  on  the  arms,  legs,  or  thighs.  Baram,  (v. 

11.  of  j^ii)  Having  the  ankles  or  elbows  so  fleshy 
that  no  protuberance  is  seen  in  the  calves  of  the 

legs.  Losing  the  teeth.  Dropping  out  (teeth).  Ba- 
rim,  Name  of  a  tree ;  also  of  a  man. 

p  c?^mm,  Money,  specie.  A  silver  coingene- 

rallyinvalueabouttwopence sterling.  Aflsh-scale. 

A  white  rose.  ii^J>-^j^  diram-kha7ida,  Varchased 
with  money.  A  slave.  dirami  shar^, 
Three  mashas  and  four  grains  of  silver. 

A  AtCji)  darmds,  A  kind  of  bitter  herb.  A  hare, 

(fem.  of  pd\  adram)  Fleshy  upon  the  arms,  wrists, 
and  ankle-bones. 

p  ̂s>^tJ^ J^j^  dar  mari  zahhdki  ka- 
sliidan,  To  put  in  fetters. 

p  darmdn,  Medicine,  remedy.  Weak. 

A  ̂ J^J^  daramdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jd)  Taking  short, 
quick  steps  (a  hedgehog). 

p  ̂S>\i<>ji>  darmdndagi,  Misery,  distress,  mis- 
fortune, want,  penury.  Impotency,  helplessness. 

Paralysis.  (^^^  ̂ ^s>\<jddarmdndagisisukhan, 
A  stuttering,  stammering. 

p  ̂tijl/Cjfi  darmdndan,  To  be  unfortunate,  des- 
titute. To  stick  fast,  to  despair.  To  boggle,  stammer. 

p  dar  mdnda,  Distressed.  Helpless. 

p  U^^Ujii  darmdn-liund,  Healing;  a  healer. 

A  Mji^  darmat,  A  hare.  Barimat,  Soft,  easy, 
lying  close  (waistcoat). 

Pj\SKjd  diram-ddr,  Monied.  Scaly  (fish). 

p  djd  pjii  diram-duzd,  A  beetle,  tumble-dung. A  darmasat,  A  being  silent.  Hiding. 

p  diram-sard,  A  mint. 

p  ijJj,*MKjd  diram-sa7ig,  Weighing  a  drachma. 
p  dar  miisht, In  hand,  under  controul. 

A  ̂ ji^  darmak,  Very  white  flour. 
A  dai-mah,  Fine  flour,  or  bread  made  of 

it.    Soft  sand  or  earth. 

A  'i^jit  darmahat,  (v.n.oftiXojii  Q)  Running, 
skipping,  taking  short  steps,  passing  by.  Smooth- 

ing (a  building).  (Camels)  breaking  (a  cistern 
and  drinking  from  it). 

p  diram-guzin,  A  money-changer. 
p  durmul,  Grain  not  arrived  at  maturity, 

but  which,  when  toasted,  is  eaten. 

p  darmanda,  Abandoned,  destitute. 

p  fljiXjii  dirmana,  Wormwood,  hyssop. 
A  durmuh,  A  coarse  kind  of  carpet, 

p  dar  miydn,  In  the  middle.    In  the 

midst,  among,  between,  before,  in  view.  Pledged, 
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staked.    Final,  last.    An  interval. 

P  tjf^^ jii  dar  miydni,  Midmost.  A  mediator. 
P  darniidan,  To  bark.    To  blow. 

P  ̂ jii  darn,  A  leech. 
A  (jjii  daran,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jti)  Being  dirty  (hands 

or  garments).  Being  worn  (hands),  i.  e.  beneficent. 
Filth.  Mother-country.  Root,  origin.  ̂ ^J^  p 

iimmi  daran,  The  world.  ̂ JJ^\  ad'  daran.  Mount 
Atlas  in  Mauritania.  Barin,  (pi.  d.irdn) 

Dirty,  worn-out  (garment).  i^jj'^  darinii'l 
yadayn.  One  whose  hands  are  soiled  and  worn, 

i.  e.  incessantly  employed  in  acts  of  beneficence. 

A  Xjjii  darmat,  (fem.)  Beneficent  (hand). 

A  (__)*»l3jii  dirnds,  A  lion, 
p  i^jd  darand,  Form,  fashion,  mode,  manner, 

quality.    Like,  resembling. 

p  JAJjii  f/araH^/a,What  rends  or  tears;  a  tearer, 
render.    Rapacious,  fierce. 

p  lipjii  dar  nazd.  Near,  with,  among. 

i^jii  dar  nishdndagi,  A  grafting. 

p  (jkX3Li.3jii  dar  nislidndan.  To  insert,  graft. 

p  ̂ i.^Z>>ji^  dar  nishastani.  Fit  for  riding. 

p^^j<*2.>  jii  dar  nafas.  In  a  breath,  in  a  moment. 
Alilo^ii  daranfaltan.  Hastily,  quickly. 

A  cibjti  dirn/k,  A  carpet  with  a  long  pile. 

p  !j:J.Jijd  dirang,  Delay,  hesitation,  tardiness. 
Clog,  hindrance.  Tinkling  of  a  bell.  The  noise 

made  in  breaking  glass  or  china.  Permanency. 

Eternity,  Time.  Peace.  Sadness,  afiliction.  De- 

struction, (in  comp.)  Slow,  tedious,  retarding, 

^li^ c^ijii  dirang  kardan,  To  delay,  protract. 

p  f^J^ji^  dirangi.  Tardy.    Lateness,  tardiness. 
p  JOk.C-3jii  dirangulan.  To  delay,  stay.  To  be 

tardy.    To  remain  constant.    To  rest. 

p  da,r  nawardan.  To  travel. 

p  (jii^i  i^i^ijt^dar  namard  niliddan.  To  fold 
together.  To  conceal.  To  obliterate. 

p  ̂^'^>Aj  yji^  (1^1'  naward'idan,Tofold  together. p  dar  nawashtagi,  A  folding  inwards. 
p  dar  nawasldan,  To  fold  up,  double, 

turn  inwards. 

A  i__J^ii  durnuf,  A  large  corpulent  camel. 

A  uiJ_j3jii  durnuh,  A  sort  of  garment.  A  sort 
of  fringed  carpet. 

p  iOjii  dirna,  A  bright  sword. 

A  Uil-ijii  dirriih,  A  sort  of  carpet  without  pile. 

p  jjii  dar  u.  In  him,  in  it.  Birav,  Harvest, 

^^li^^  jjii  dirav  hardan.  To  reap,  jjii  ahli 

dirav,  Harvest-people,  jjii  CL/^jwaldi dh-av,lieap- 
ing-season.  Birav, durav ,diru,Qv  duru.  Reap  thou. 

Buru,  Harvest.  ^ji:iduruzadan,ToY(ia'p,mov,'. 
A  -^jjj'i  duriLi,  (v.  n.  of  Entering,  or  going 

out  on  a  sudden.  Blazing  (a  fire),  glittering  (a 

star).  Ci-acks  in  the  road. 
p         darwd.  Head-downwards.  Inverted. 

Raised,  cocked.     The  angels  Harut  and  Marut. 

Necessary ,needed.  Astonished,  amazed,  dizzy, 
7e 

darn-d  shudan.  To  stand  erect,  to  be  cocked. 
darwd  hardan.  To  erect,  raise,  toss, 

tjwb  IjjiJ  sar  darwd  ddxhtan.  To  hold  the  head 
erect.  Burwd,  True.  Name  of  the  kings  of  India. 

p  darwdkh,  Recovering  from  illness,  con- 
valescence. Strong,firm.  Courageous,  brave.  Right, 

true.  Sure.  Courage,  bravery.  Severity,  grossness. 

Sureness,  certainty.  Vice,  blemish,  disgrace. 

Pj^jjii  (Zarwar,  Necessary.  Dizzy,  bewildered. 

pj^jjii  dat'-wdz,  Large  gates,  or  doors  of  a  city, 
palace,  or  fortress  (always  open).  A  square,  mar- 

ket-place. Mendicity. 

p  {J^j^jj'^  darwdzhdn,  A  porter.  A  warden, 
keeper,guard  of  mountain-passes,  gates,and  the  like. 
V  darwdza,  A.  doov.  Agate.  A  square, 

market-place,  or  exchange  where  merchants  meet, 
and  mendicants  beg ;  (hence)  Begging.  A  pass 

through  mountains.  Lintel  of  a  door,  j'^ '^j^jj'^j^ 

i^'Sj  az  darwdza  ha  dar  raftan,  To  perish,  fail. 

lAj^  '^j'^ j'^  darwdzangoshfUhe  eax-\io\e.  JSj^jjii 
{jf^^  dar7vdzad  nosh,  The  monih.  ̂  j\jSt>  SjljjiJ 
darwdzasi  hazdr  gam,  A  mile-stone. 

p  i^j^jj'^  dar-wdzi.  Warden,  keeper  of  a  city. 

Vj\ jjii  danvdj,  Inverted,  with  head  downwards. 
Necessary.    Astonished.  Necessity,  suitableness. 

p  (__)*»^j|jiifZflrn'as,  Name  of  a  weight.  Door-post. 
A  dirwds,  A  big-headed  dog,  bandog. 

Thick-necked.  Great,  large.  A  tractable  camel. 
Bold.  A  lion. 

A  ̂Vjjii  darmdsaj.  The  parts  of  the  flaps  of  a saddle  projecting  beyond  the  bow. 
A  dar  wdhi^  In  fact,  verily. 

p  idj^  Ijjii  darwd-karda.  Upraised  (curtain). 

p  i^^jji^  darrvdn,  A  porter,  doorkeeper. 
A  darwdn,  The  mongrel  cub  of  a  hyena 

and  she-wolf. 

p  danvdna,  A  trap-door  to  a  roof. 

p  tZarwa/i, Topsy-turvy.  Giddy?  Neces- 

sary, suitable. 

p     ̂ jjii  darwdy,  Raised,  erected.  ̂ ^S'-^ darwdy  shudan,  To  stand,  to  be  erect,  or  cocked. 

p  (Jl.\***>,Vjjii  darwdyist,  Necessary.  Becoming. 

Harmony,  agreement.  Accord,  consent.  Inverted, 

topsy-tursry. 
A  ̂ -^jjii  daruh.  Obsequious,  tractable.  Buruh, 

(pi.  of  t— -^li  darb)  Passes  through  mountains. 
Narrow  streets. 
p  darobast,  Entirely,  totally,  all. 

G  ̂_^UaJ»^ii  darubitdris,  Fern  upon  oak-trees. 

A  ̂ jjti  daruj.  Rapid  (wind),  swift  (arrow). 
Buruj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii)Walking,  going.  Passing  by. 
Dyingwithout  issue.  Becoming  extinct  (a  family). 

Exceeding  a  year  aiidnotfoaling(a  camel).  Folding 

(a  letter  or  cloth),  (pi.  of  ̂ '^)  Papers  or  things 
capable  of  being  folded,  wherein  they  write,volumes. 

p  lijjjii  durod,  Timber,  a  plank.  Burud,  Har- 
vest. Benediction,  mercy.  Prayer.  Praise,  thanks- 



giving.    Name  of  the  last  of  the  five  intercalary 

days  added  to  the  Persian  year,  ̂^li^tij^ii  durucl 

/i«rd'a«,  To  salute.  To  bless.  To  bid  farewell.  ̂ jjiH 
<J>  durudi  bl  anjam,  Endless  salutations. 

Pj^  i^jjii  durod-liar,  (or  j^ii.jii)  A  carpenter. 

p  ij^iijjii  durodgari,  Carpentry. 

P  (^'^jj'^  durudan,  To  reap,  mow,  cut  down. 

Aj_jji>  darur,  (A  camel  or  camels)  giving  much 

milk.  Durur,  (v.  n.  ofJiS)  Streaming  in  rays  (milk 
or  rain).  Lying  on  the  nail  and  turning  round  (an 

arrow).  Being  brisk  (a  market).  Being  soft  and 

smooth.  Shining  clear,  giving  light  (a  lantern). 

Ajjjii  duruz,  (pi.  ofjjii  dai'Z^  Joinings  of  the 

skull,  sutures.  L-^ji)ljj|jii  duruzu's  sawh,  Seams 

ofagarment.J_j_ji^^  Olo  Z*a?;a^2iV(i;/rM2',Lice,nits. 
A  O'Jjj'i  durus,  (v.  n.  of  i^ji^)  Being  oblite- 

rated (traces  of  a  building).  Effacing.  Being  men- 

struous.  (pi.  of  f^j<^  dars)  Lectures,  studies. 

P  ijiijjii  diravsh,  An  awl.  A  banner.  A  sash 
wrapped  round  the  head  in  battle.  The  lobe  of  the 

ear.  Lightning,  splendour.  Durush,  The  wound 

or  impression  made  by  a  cautery  or  surgical  instru- 
ment. Durosli  or  darosh,  A  lancet.  Dirawish, 

Mowing,  reaping. 

A(_>5j jiirfarMS,Swift(she-camel).  Z)M?'MS,(pl.of 
(^^li  dars  and  dirs)  Young  mice  or  moles. 

A         dnru^  (pi.  of  ̂ 6  dir^  Coats  of  mail. 

P  '^ji^  durogh,  A  lie,  falsehood,  tjiil^ 

duroghhaftan,{au(}i ^'fji  '^jd durogh  b as- 
tan  bar  J{ase)To  feign  a  lie,andpass  it  upon  anyone. 

P  ^jii  durogh-goy,  ( ̂  '^jd  durogligar,  or 
(jj  ̂  jii  durogh-zan)  A  liar. 

P         ̂ jtif^Mro^/t-^/S^ior^'o^i, False-speaking. 
G(j^xJjjii  daruhinun,  Dragon-wort. 

P  ̂^ji^  duruk,  Planks,  scantlings. 

V  J>jji^diravgar,  Reaper.  _DMro^Gr,Carpenter. 

A  pjjii  darum,  A  short  woman  who  walks  badly 
or  ungracefully.  Who  comes  and  goes  in  the  night. 
A  darammas,  A  serpent. 

p  ̂j_5ji5fZc[rM??,Within.  Interior,  intimate.  Heart. 
Bowels.  A  festival.  Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan. 

iz^S^  3  UJj'^  fZarS^j  u  htrun,  Internal  and  external. 
Within  and  without.  Durun,  A  corn-measure.  A 

form  of  prayer  used  by  the  fire-worshippers. 

Pj_jj^.  (jjjii  darun-parwar,  Generous,  brave, 
noble-hearted.  A  warrior  in  defence  of  religion. 
A  winner  of  hearts. 

A^jii  darunaj,  Doronicum,  leopard's  bane. 
p  iijjjii  fZarwawfZ,  A  bolt.  A  hook.  Name  of 

a  medicine.  Name  of  a  wrestler.  Durwand,  (in 
zand  and  Pazand)  Wicked,  perverse,  heretical. 

Pj^tb  ̂jjii  darun-dar,  Malevolent,  grudging. 
p  id^jjd  dirawanda,  A  reaper,  mower. 

p      jcjjj*^  <ZarM?j-rw3/a,Inwards,  inside-facing. 
p  darunistan,K  temple,golden  shrine. 

pi-iJjjjiif/aj'wwa/i!,  (Dronicum)Leopard'sbane. 
p  ̂̂ Uj.ij  iiJjj'^  darun-iiislnnan,  (Those  sitting 
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within)  Solitary  persons.  Hermits. 

p  &^jjiitZarona,Dronicum  (a  herb).  The  inside, 
belly.  The  rainbow.  The  bow  of  a  cotton- dresser. 

Duruna,T]\e  bow  of  a  cotton-dresser.  The  rainbow. 

p  ;3ji jii  darum,  Internal,  interior,  intrinsic.  In- 
timate, confidential.  The  inside. 

p       jii  dar  rcay,  In  him  or  it. 

p  (js^jji^  dirarndan,  To  mow,  reap,  cut. 

p  SA^jjti  diran'ida,  Reaped,  mowed. 

P  ̂ ^.jjii  darw'iza,  (or  ̂j^.jji^  darwija)  The 
practice  of  begging,  mendicity. 

p  (j^.jjii  darvesJi  or  darrcesh,  Poor,  indigent. 
A  dervish,  monk.  (Jii  ̂ ^UaLu  (j-^.jjii  darweshi 
sidtan-dil,  The  poor  man  with  the  heart  of  an  em- 

peror, i.e.  Muhammad. 
p darrcesliana,  Like  a  pauper  or  monk. 

p  i^J^.^j'^  darroesln,  Poverty.  A  religious  life. 
A  8jii  darli,  (v.  n.  of  2^0)  Repelling  evil,  aver- 

ting, preventing.  Protecting.  Rising,  ascending. 

Rushing  upon,  assaulting. 

p  dara,  A  valley  (especially  between  hills 

through  which  a  stream  flows).  The  stomach  of 

beasts  which  ruminate,  ̂ jlv^  I  Sjii  darasiasyrian, 

The  milky  way.  jji^i^ajii  dara  liardan,  To  yawn. 
p  Sjii  darra,  A  valley  especially  between  hills 

(through  which  a  stream  flows).  The  stomach  of 
beasts  which  chew  the  cud.  Name  of  a  district  in 

Badakhshan.  jjU*"t  »Jiit/rt?'rfij^ias)nan,The  milky 
way.  Durra,  A  scourge  made  of  twisted  thongs 
with  which  offenders  are  punished,  or  a  drum  is 

beaten.  Proof,  demonstration. 

p  l^ii  darha,  (pi.  ofjti  dar')  Gates,  ports,  doors. 
Ways,  means.  Durha,  Pearls.  l-ax>.  t/^*^ 
liusi  bayza,  White  pearls.  Stars.  Lightning. 

p  je^ii  darliam,  Current  coin.  Dirhani,  (pi. 

j»Jk&^ii  daraliim')  A  farthing,  a  coin. A  iifc^ii  darahrahat,  A  twinkling  star.  A 
knife  with  a  crooked  point. 

piOLiJbjii«Za?7«yite,Agift:beneficence,liberality. 

p  ̂ ji^  darham,  (fromjii  dar,  In,  and  ̂ fc  ham, 
Together)Intricate,confused,entangled,intermixed, 

intertwined,  distorted,  embroiled.  Afilicted.  j»^<J 

f7ar/*«mm's/iO!stora,To  thicken,  become  gross 

(as  darkness).  ̂ ^^^iS:^^ ̂ ji^  ijjj  ruy  darham  ha- 
shidatiyTo  contract  the  face  into  wrinkles,  to  frown. 

A  pJ^ii  dirham  or  dirhivi,  (pi.  darahini) 
Money.  A  silver  coin.  A  drachm,  or  drachma. 

A  weight  of  forty-eight  grains,  ̂ ^^ki  dirhami 
haghli,  Name  of  a  gold  coin  as  large  as  the  palm  of 

the  hand.  J^^.P  j  j*^"^  dirham  u  dinar,  Money, 
gold  and  silver  coin.  Dirham,  An  enclosed  garden. 

p  ^  j'^  fZar  ham  uftada,  Ruined,  fallen into  chaos  and  confusion. 

P  *S>i^         darham  barham,  Confused, 
f  J-  f  J 

p  ̂ Jlui^^^  darham  paywastagi,  Inter- mixture, interlacement. 

p  sj^^,  ̂ ic'jd  darham  pay Kosta,  Intermixed, 

interlaced,  intertwined. 

A  darhamat,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Producing 

leaves  which  bear  a  likeness  to  a  dirham  (mallows). 

p  ̂̂ SiJ^'i' ̂ ji^  darham  hashidagi,  A  shrivel- ling, shrinking,  puckering:  corrugation. 
p  W  s^jL>  dar  hamaja,  In  every  place. 

p  j^ji^  darha,  A  kind  of  wicket  through  which 
they  roll  a  ball. 

p  ̂_y!>jii  dar  hawa,  In  the  air,  suspended. 

A  (__yj^J&)i5  dirhaws,  Strong,  firm,  stable. 
A  (jTjii  dai'y,  (v.  n.of  t_fjii)  Decoying  (game). 

Scratching  the  head  with  a  comb  of  horn.  Dary, 

diry,  and  duriy,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^)  Knowing. 
Using  fraud  and  finesse. 

P  (^ii  dari,  One  of  the  three  surviving  dialects 
of  the  seven  anciently  spoken  in  Persia.  Some  say 

it  prevailed  chiefly  in  ̂   balhh,  \J^,  buhhara,  and 
(jlwls-  badakhshan.  It  is  called  the  language  of 
the  court  and  of  paradise.  ijj<^  ̂^J^ habgi  dari, 

A  kind  of  graceful  stepped, musical-voiced  partridge. 

A  i^jt^  dirris  or  durris,  A  sparkling  star. 

A      J  darn'iy,  dirriy,  or  durriy,  A  sparkling 
star  glittering  like  a  gem.    Durriy,  (v.  n.  of 

Glittering  (a  star).  The  glancing  of  a  bright  sword. 

p  bjii  darya,  A  sea,  ocean.  A  river,  (in  the 
language  of  mysticism)  Pure,  uncreated,  divine 

essence.  L>3J^.^  ̂ ^-J^  daryasi  abyaz.  The  White 

Sea.  \  t^^j'.J  darya  si  akhzar,  The  Indian 
Ocean.  The  sky.  ij\>_j^  dary anasrcad,  The 

Black  Sea.    'ij^,  daryasi  basra,  The  sea 
of  Basrah,    (met.)  A  large  cup  filled  with  wine. 

^^..j^  daryaA  bi  nihayat.  The  boundless 
deep.  L^^j*^  daryaA  chin,  The  sea  of  China. 
iiJi^iW  ̂ ^Iji^  daryasi  hamila,  (or  &bl»*»  sasila)  A 
sea  abounding  in  pearls.  Wine,  jj^  '^^■J'^ 

yad  hhazar.  The  Caspian  Sea.  ij\>ji^daryaA 
hhun,  An  ocean  of  blood.  t/^^j'^  daryaA  rum, 
The  Mediterranean  Sea.  C^^J*^  daryaA  ̂ hVi, 
The  sea  of  intellisrence  which  surrounds  the  throne 

of  God.  i^\>j^darya.A  ̂ mman,  The  Persian 

Gulf,    pli'  j_5bj  J  daryaA  kulzum.  The  Red  Sea. 
t/^j*^  daryaA  kir,A  sea  of  pitch,  i.e.  A  dark 

night.  An  inkstand  full  of  ink.  J.j<5  t^^jii  da?'- 

yaA  la^,  (A  sea  of  ruby)  A  cup  filled  with  wine. 
{J^ji^  daryaA  muhlt,  The  ocean,  i^^jii 

L-^j-i-xi  daryaA  maghrib,  The  Western  Ocean. 

j^bjii  daryaA  nil,  The  river  Nile. iiJj6  daryaA  hind,The  Indian  Ocean.  j 

darya  m  sahra,  Sea  and  land,  \j_jd^ba  darya 

cZatZaw,  To  wash.  Todriveoff.  To  withdraw  a  glance. 

p  L-^bjii  daryab,  Know.  Knowing.  A  sea. 

p jbbjj  darya-bar,  Raining  like  a  deluge.  The 
ocean.    A  sea-port.    Abounding  in  rivers. 

p^j  ii>-i  b  bj  t^daryabamdan,T!omake  un  derstand . 

p  iXl>bjO  cZar?/a-&a?ic?,  A  port,haven :  dock-yard. 

p  idJJ^jii  daryabanda,  Intelligent. 

p  ̂i>,*)bjii  daryabidan,  To  hang,  suspend. 



p  «ks»bjii  daryadia,  A  lake,  pool,  mere. 
p  J  J        darya-dil,  Bountiful  as  the  sea. 

A  (^\>.jO  diryas,  A  lion. 

p  jyx^^f^tZi  b^ii  darya-shikasta,  A  sea-breach. 
p  jii  dfar  yaft,  Perception,  understanding, 

knowledge.  Attainment,  acquisition.  Discovery, 

inquiry,  investigation.  u'^J^ '•^^.j'^  daryaft 
hardan,  To  discern. 

p JiC^^lji^  daryaftgar,  A  discerner. 

p  tJiibjii  daryaftan,  To  understand,  know, 

perceive,  find  out,  comprehend,  experience,  be  ac- 
quainted with.  To  accomplish,  arrive  at,  overtake. 

To  help,  assist. 

A  i^^.ji^  diryak,  daryak,  (wb^ii  dirydhat,  or 
daryahai)  Treacle.  Wine. 

p  uiJl^ii  diryak,  Treacle:  thebezoar:  opium. 

p  {^y>^\i,ji)darya-ltash,  {pv{^^i  nosh)  An  in- 
satiable drunkard,  one  who  could  ingurgitate  a  sea. 

darya-kaf,  Bounteous  as  the  ocean. 

p  {jl^^  bjii  darya-gosJi,  (Sea-ear)  A  shell. 

A  ̂^hji^  diry an  or  daray an,  (v.n.of  (^jii)  Know- 
ing. Deceiving,  decoying,  or  surprising  a  wild  beast 

by  lying  concealed.  Using  fraud  and  finesse. 

p  J\^S        darya-nawal,  Bounteous  as  the  sea. 

p  f?ar?/a-raa?i'a?7,  Excessive  liberality. 

p  4>jyb_jii  darTja-naward,  A  voyager. 

p  (j^jbjii  dary am ag an,  ISf  ovldi  (sea  and  land). 

p  (_^bj'i  daryasi,  Marine,  maritime. 

A  X^^ii  daryat  or  dlryat,  (v.  n.  of  i_?j(3)  Know- 
ing. Decoyingor  surprising  (a  wild  beast,  by  lying 

concealed).  Using  fraud  and  finesse. 

A         dirry,  A  drum,  or  any  thing  similar. 

p  (j^sijii  dareclian,  An  astronomical  method  or 

rule,  according  to  which  the  constellations  are  di- 
vided into  three  classes. 

p  daricka,  A  window.  A  small  hole  for 

the  admission  of  light.  A  wicket.  A  mould  in 

which  goldsmiths  cast  gold  and  silver. 

A  Siji^  durayd,  (dim.  bf  adrad)  Somewhat 

toothless.  A  man''s  name,  or  a  nickname. 
p  darulagi,  Rent,  tear,  laceration. 

p  jjiVjii  daridan,  To  tear,  rend,  lacerate.  To 
cut  out  (cloth).  To  lay  open.  To  subtract.  To  be 
loosed.  To  be  torn.  Duridan,  To  reap,  mow. 

P  Sii^jii  darida,  Torn.  JSi.X^j'^  darula 

sliudan,  To  be  torn.  S^^ii  j*---?-  chashm-darida, 
Shameless,  ^j-fcii  ̂ J^^ii  darida-dahan,  Plain- 
spoken,  open-mouthed.    Durida,  Reaped. 

Aj^jii  darir,  (v.  n.  ofjii)  Going  lightly,  or  gal- 
loping hard  (a  horse).  Compact  and  well-propor- 
tioned. Bright,shining(lamp).  Fleet,swift (horse). 

A  daris.  Worn  out.   A  threadbare  gar- 
ment.   A  camel's  tail. 

P  (j^^jii  dirls,  A  kind  of  play. 

^  L>^lj'^  durays,  (dim.)  A  very  little  mouse. 

A  ̂ .j'^  duray^  (or  Sx^ii)  A  little  cuirass. 

P  ̂ jii  diregh  or  duregJi,  Denial.  Refusal. 
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Repugnance,  disinclination.  Sorrow,  vexation, 

grief,  anguish.  Regret,  sorrow  for  past  offences. 
A  sigh.  Omission,  failure.  Slow,  slack.  Difficult, 

troublesome.  (A  particle  of  pity  and  regret)  Ah  ! 

alas  !  (jj^l  ̂ .ji^  diregh  amadan.  To  sigh.  To 

fear,  {^"^jy^  ̂ ^j*^  diregh  hhwurdan.  To  sigh, 

devour  sighs,  grieve.  j^J*^  dii'egh  dash- 
tan.  To  withhold,  keep  back,  refuse,  spare. 

^^|^^ diregh  hardan,  To  deny,  refuse,  withhold,  re- 
ject.   To  lament,  pity,  regret. 

p  diregha.  Ah  !  alas  !  well-a-day  ! 

A  ii^su^ii  darikat,  Prey,  game  pursued. 

p  yji  uib  J  J  dar  yah  su,  In  one  part. 

p  ijLC^ii  daregan,  Certain  astronomical  figures. 

A  jCj<J  darim,  A  robust,  lusty,  or  soft  youth. 
p  aJ^jii  darimana.  Wormwood  of  Pontus. 

P  t^jii  darin,  (for  i^'^j'^)  In  tliis.  L5\  (^^jii 
dar  in  asna.  In  the  meantime.  ^j^a1>-  ̂ ^.j'^  dar 

mjumbish.  At  this  moment.  l«  j^jii  dar  in 

ma  hayn,  In  this  interval,  (^^li  dar  m  wala, 

Now.  i^i)^  hangama,  The  world. 
A  J  fZflrm,  Worn  garment.  A  withered  herb. 

Dry  forage  broken  small,  {^..j^  p  unwii  darin, 
Barren  ground. 

P(^^_jijiifZare?ras,Thefour  door-posts.  The  bar 
of  a  door.  The  four  sides,  circuit,  or  circumference. 

pj^jii  dar-yuz,  (also  tj^.ji^  dar-yuza)  Beg- 
ging, beggary,  asking.    A  charitable  collection. 

p  (^^y^ji^  daryush,  A  religious  mendicant. 

A  'ihjd  dajnsat, {or  'iSjdda7-iy at)  A  ring  at  which 
they  dart  the  javelin.  A  camel  or  any  thing  behind 

which  the  hunter  conceals  himself  from  his  prey. 

pjii  daz,  A  gallery,  balcony.  Diz,  A  fortress, 
castle,  or  city. 

Pjljii  daz-ar,  (or^Vjii  daj-ar)  A  builder. 
p  Uj\jti  diz  afta,  A  fort  built  by  Shapur. 

p  dji^  duzd,  A  thief,  robber,  assassin. 

Pj\dji^  diz-dar.  Governor  of  a  castle  or  fort. 
Pjl-i;.s\  lijii  duzd-qfshar,  (or  afshara)  An 

abettor  of  thieves.    A  thief.    A  nest  of  rogues. 

p  i^iy^i^  duzddn,  (pi.  of  lijii  duzd)  Thieves. 
p  duzdanidan,  To  cause  to  rob. 

P  duzddan,  A  hole  in  a  wall,  into  which 

the  bolt  or  bar  shoots,  a  staple.    Stocks,  pillory. 

p  a««iijii  dazdama,  A  planet. 

p  t^biijii  duzdnak,  Infested  by  robbers. 

p  L^*^*^  duzdi,  Robbery,  theft.  lS'^j^ 
duzdl  hardan,  To  filch,  steal. 

p  ̂d^djd  duzdidagi.  Theft,  thievery,  stealing, 

larceny,  tXLj  ̂ ^^•^l^ji^  duzdidagid  nigah.  The 
stealing  of  a  glance. 

p     JOiiJti  dusd'idan.  To  rob,  thieve,  steal. 
p  duzd'ida,  Stolen,  purloined,  pilfered. 

A  furtive  glance.  By  stealth,  clandestinely.  SJJ.iijii 

(jii^  duzdida  hudan,  To  be  stolen.  S'J'^.i^ii 
panjasi  duzdida.  Five  intercalary  days  added  to 
the  Persian  year. 

Ajjii  dazr,  A  pushing,  thrusting,  driving  away. 

p  is}^j^  diz-ghdla,{ovi!i)\S'^J>)  A  citadel:  a  tower. 
p  uiJjii  dazah,  A  towel,  napkin,  handkerchief. 

p  slijti  daz-gdh,  (vulg.)for  5\.^L«iii  dast-gdh,c[.\ . 

Pj\ii  slSjii  dazgah-dar,  A  banker. 
Pjl«jii  duzmar.  Name  of  a  ̂ilace  famous  for 

its  lead  or  for  a  mine  of  lapis  lazuli. 

p  jj^^Aijii  dizandis.  Alike,  resembling.  Ap- 
parent, manifest.  As  before.  Immediately,forthwith. 

p  ̂ j^J*^  dizharj,  dizhurj,  or  dizharaj,  Jerusa- lem.    An  idol-temple. 

pjti  daj,  A  gallery,  balcony.  D'lj  or  daj,  A 
fortress.  Ugly,  bad.  Wicked.  Bad-tempered.  An- 

ger. Adhesion.  A  father.  Duj,  Wicked,  wicked- 
ness. Number. 

p  I       dujd-dhang.  Bad-tempered. 

p  lib  1  Jii  dij-dbdd.  Passionate.  Formidable. 
p  d/Jdgdm,,Chaste,  abstemious:  a  eunuch. 

dijagama  or  dajagama,  Angry,moody. 

Ill-natured.  Chaste,  abstemious.  A  eunuch. 

p  J  dijdgdh,  (or  dijdgah)  Passionate, 

blustering,  grumbling,  spleenful,  moody,  ill-tem- 
pered, angry,  cruel.  The  commander  of  a  fortress. 

An  executioner. 

p  (i^l  j(i  diJ-dlUd,  Passionate.  Peevish. 

p  (^^1  Jti  dij-dlun,  Injustice,  violence.  Alas! 
p  sl^Vj^i  dijdngdh,  Angry,  passionate. 

p  ̂ \  j  Jdlj-dhanj, Surly .  A  small-pointed  spear. p  fZy-a/ian^,  A  small-pointed  arrow. 
Ruthless.  iJ.fSSb\jd  dijdhangi  afrdsydb, 

A  cave  in  which  Afrasyab  took  refuge. 

p  i^j^  j'^  dtj  or  daj-hurd.  Irascible,  scowling. 

p  jf^jii  daj-huru,  Frowning,  scowling ;  grim. 

pj^.jii  dij  (or  daj) pardz,  (or j\j>  bardz)Fierce, 
cruel,  bloody.  Wrathful,  bad-tempered.  Ugly. 

Crude,  raw.  A  caviller. 

p  tiOk*-,J  jii  daj-pasand.  Temperate,  chaste. 

P  JOjii  dij pihor  dajinh,  A.^&ndi,h\xho  :  scrofula. 

p  Jii  dij-pih,  (jt^.  Jii  dij-piha,  or  eo-?.JJ 

dajipah)  A  kernel  in  the  flesh. 

p  j^Jiif;//-/i/t/m,  Ill-tempered.  An  executioner. 
p  ̂   ji^  dij-hhay  or  daj-hhi,  A  ia.iler.  Angry. 

F  ̂ jp-j'Jrfy-Mim  or  dIq/-Mm,  Malignant.  Ill- tempered.  An  executioner.  Ajailer.  Akeeper.  The 

governor  of  a  fort.  Ugly.  Avaricious,  close-fisted. 

p  ud3jii  dijik  or  dajlh,  A  knot  on  a  rope.  Du- 
juk,  A  blister  upon  the  hand  or  foot.  A  knot. 

p  L^^^jd  dijhdh  or  dajhdk,  A  carrion-bird. 

p  ̂ji^  dij-hdm,  (or  &ji>6j^  dij-hdma)  Irascible, 
angry.  Abstemious,chaste,sober.  A  eunuch.  Aged. 

p  dij-gdh.  Angry  :  malignant.  An  execu- tioner. 

daj-guwdr,  Meat  hard  of  digestion. 

'Pjfji^  duj-gir,  Acid, p        dijla,  (for  &Ls-4i  dijla)  The  Tigris, 
p       dijam,  Drunken,  cropsick.  Melancholy, 

dejected,  sad,  downcast,  disturbed,  distracted,  sick. 



Thoughtful,  anxious.  Black,  dark. 

p  (jlrtjii  dij-inan,  Regret,  vexation. 

p  (_jijw«Jii  dij-manishf'Weaviedi,  tired,  displeased, 
sated,  cloyed,  loathing,  averse.  Aversion,  dislike. 

p  ̂ jjii  dujan,  dijan,  or  diijn,  Acid,  pungent. 

p  c^jjii  dijand,  Acid,  tart.  Passionate,  testy, 

shai'p,  hasty. 

p  .^jji^  dajwalih,  Thickness,  coarseness,  gross- iiess.  Convalescence. 

p  ̂^JJ'^  dajvan  or  dijn-an,  A  sigh.  Regret,grief. 
p  J*i_jj(i  dijvjand,  Wicked.  Irreligious. 

J    p        daja  or         Angry,  passionate. 

p  iJL^jd  dijhukht,  (lLXi^  CL^^ji^  dyhukhti 

gang,  ̂ r^j"^  f^y/'^U?  dijlmrj)  Jerusalem.  An 
idol-temple. 

V  2Sjii  daja-gir,  An  instrument  of  iron,  with 
which  they  scrape  a  kneading-trough. 
p  dujiiam,  Kernels  behind  the  ears,  or 

under  the  arm-pits. 

p  lL^J^^  d^u*>^^'ti  dijhust  gang,  Jerusalem. 
p  (_>oii  das,  (in  composition)  Like,  resembling. 

That,  (for  ulA^tifZasi)  The  hand.         Burnt  clay. 

A  fZfl^s,  (v.  n.  of  (^li)  Hiding  (one  thing 

under  another).  Burying  in  the  ground.  Suborn- 
ing. Besmearing  (a  camel)  with  pitch,  especially 

the  softer  places  in  the  skin,     p  (^^^  dass 

liardan,  To  suppress. 

A  ̂^^dasatij,{^\.oi'i^^i^  dastajat)Axmsfu\. 
A^oUwii  dasatir,  (pi.  ofj^LuJii  dusiur')  Copies, 

models,  exemplars. 

A  (j^'iLwii  dasatin,  (pi.  of  ̂lltJii  dasian)  Pegs 
(of  a  guitar). 

A  jUtj  J  disar,  (pi.  j^wii  and  dusur)  A  fibre 
of  the  trunk  of  the  palm-tree,  used  in  the  place  of 
oakum  in  caulking  ships. 

A  (j*>l<!«<i  dassas,  A  noxious  kind  of  serpent. 

A  dassasat,  An  earth-worm.  A  deaf  ser- 

pent living  under  ground.  A  white  mushroom  re- 
sembling an  egg. 

A  ̂\uiL>  dusafa'  (pi.  of  ̂jli^xi  fk.s/'a»)Pimps. 

A  (jj^Uwiif/flsayin,(pl.of^jli^4i(K5/'ara)Pimps. 

A dasakir,  (pi.  of  'ijCjid  dasharat)  Vil- 
lages on  moxmtains.  Hermits'  cells.  Wine-houses 

kept  by  foreigners  in  Arabia.  Palaces  surrounded 

by  other  houses.  Plain,  level  grounds. 

A  disam,  A  spigot,  plug,  cork,  or  any 

thing  by  which  orifices  are  stopped  up  (of  bottles, 

pipes,  wounds,  or  ears). 

A  'i^id  dussat,  A  game  among  the  Arabians 
(something  is  hid  in  a  heap  of  earth,  which  being 
then  divided  into  smaller  heaps,  he  who  discovers 

that  which  contains  it,  gains). 

p  cL(u*Ji>  dast.  The  hand.  The  hand  including 

the  arm  to  the  elbow.  A  cubit,  an  ell.  The  fore- 

feet (of  any  quadruped).  A  handle.  A  term  ap- 

plied to  hawks  or  falcons  (as  (_)>>]j  rds.  Head,  is  to 

horses ;  andjf^j  zanjlr,  Chain,  to  elephants).  The 
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chief  seat  of  precedency  given  to  the  most  honoured 

guest.  A  cushion  upon  which  they  sit.  A  prime- 

minister.  Power,  strength.  Pre-excellence,  supe- 

riority, victory.  Advantage,  emolument,  profit. 
A  successful  opportunity.  Rule,  method,  manner. 

Time,  turn,  occasion.  End,  termination,  limit, 

boundary.  Trade,  art,  profession,  labour.  A  game 

at  dice.  Equal,  par.  Any  thing  complete  (as  a 

suit  of  clothes  or  armour;  a  house  and  its  ofiices). 

(in  India)  The  actual  collections  (as  opposed  to 

sist,  the  assessment).  C1a«iJJ^  az  dast.  Off  hand, 

immediately,    ̂ t^jj  I  ha  dast  awardan. 
To  gain,  acquire,  obtain,  procure,  ̂ ^ti^ii 

dar  dast  dadan.  To  betray,  i^^^  v".""'^j.'J  zir 
dast  hudan,  To  be  in  subjection.  ̂ jW'j^  LLu*)ii 

(jjWMi  dast  az  jan  shustan.  To  wash  one's  hands 
of  life ;  to  despair.  [^x^Ji  CI^uw J  dast  az  sar 
giriftan.  To  shew  no  mercy.  To  pay  no  respect 

to.  (jiibi^  (Jl*jaJu>  dast  vftadan,  To  obtain,  learn, 
find ;  find  out.  CLf^n^  dast  afshandan, 

To  dance.  To  display, publish.  To  abandon. 

jjii>*l  dast  amadan,  To  be  fluxed.  jk>\  (JLiMid  dasti 

amr,  (also  CLJj\j^  wizarat)  The  function  of  a  prime- 
minister.  Ll^Miii  dast  andakIitan,To  swim. 

{.Z->^^  dast  ha  hurd.  He  prevailed,  excelled, 

or  conquered,  ̂ ^•^i^ ̂ J\S>^  CL^uti^  dast  ha  dan- 

dan  Jiandan,  To  be  vexed,  soi'ry.  ̂ ^'^J^  '  CLi^ti 

dast  bar  awardan,  To  supplicate,  enti'eat  for.  To 
come  off  victorious.  To  pretend  to.  To  bring  up. 

^^SZiJ\iiJ>  CLiMiJ  dast  hardar  shudan,  To  refrain, 

desist,  remit.  ̂ ^'^^  CLt^Ad j>  CL^t^d  dast  bar  ddsht 
shudan.  To  be  dismissed.  J  j>  J 
dast  bar  dast  nishastan,  To  sit  down  helpless. 

^^<^  Jt5  iJLt*ai^  dast  bar  dil  shudan,  To  pine 
or  consume  away  with  envy,  i^i^^  CL^nd 

dast  bar  dil  nihadan,  To  give  a  flat  denial  to  one's 
inclinations,  {^'^j^  CL^ti  dast  hurdan.  To  carry 

off.  (ji^  (jIaJj^  iJL^Mid  dast  bar  dahan  hurdan. 
To  sigh,  grieve,  repent.  ju* j)  (JI»i»>J  dast 
bar  sar  shudanyTo  make  obeisance.  i^jJi^ji  (Jl***Jii 

f^L>\^'dast  bar  hafsh  nihadan,  To  worship,  do  ho- 

mage, ^j^ji  CLMiddastbaziri  za- nakh  sutun  liardan.  To  be  pensive  or  melancholy. 

Jji>  CiA^oii  dast  bay^shudan,  To  resign  one's 
self.  CL^i^  dasti  pas,  The  end  of  any  busi- 

ness. Stakes  given  to  the  winners  at  dice.  A  low 

seat,  a  throne,  (jy-^.  tJl***>ii  dasti  pasin,  The  last 
throw  at  dice. Jti  dasti  2firahan,  A 

slee-ve.  ^J^>^.  iJl^*ni^  dast  j)csh  dashtan,To 
stand  with  the  hands  crossed  before  another.  To 

supplicate,  to  beg.  To  hinder,  to  refuse.  i.l**>iJ 

dasti  chap,  The  left  hand.  jki>-  0**>i>  dasti 
hhatar,  A  move  or  throw,  on  which  heavy  stakes 

are  depending.  A  high  and  perilous  station.  C^i^ 

[^y>-  dasti  hhun  or  dast-hhun,  The  last  move  at 
chess.  A  game  in  which  the  vanquished  pai'ty 
stakes  his  limbs.  A  throne  for  which  the  possessor 

has  waded  through  seas  of  blood,  ̂ j^i^^  CL/mj.^ 

dast  dadan,  To  give  the  hand.  To  assist.  To  hu- 

mour, favour  one's  wishes.  To  come  to  pass.  To 
strike  a  bai'gain.  To  rest.  To  happen.  To  suc- 

ceed, jjj^^lii  Cl^uid  dast  dashtan,To  delay,  defer. 

To  execrate,  curse.  U^j^ '  j*^  dA**>.i  dast 
dar  astln  ddshtan,To  be  out  of  employ,  jii  (Jl^utJi 

jjii^  i^'iMi]  dast  dar  astln  hardan,To  hinder  from 
work.  To  fight,  to  quarrel,  ̂ j^^/^^j^  (-l^ii 
dast  dar  gulu  hardan.  To  disgrace.  'J!-  -'  ̂ 
dasti  rdst.  The  right  hand.  A  prime-minister. 

[^X-jMMi  LL***>ii  dast  shustan,  To  wash  the  hands.  To 
abandon.    To  despair.  CL^Mt^  dast 

salib  hardan,  To  stand  with  the  arms  crossed  upon 

the  breast,  ̂ ^lijlli  CL^^  dast  Jishdndan,  To 
dance.    To  expose,  divulge.    To  leave. 

dast  haslddan.  To  touch,  to  stroke  with 

the  hand.  To  stretch  forth  the  hand.  To  withhold, 

hinder.  To  leave  off"  working. 
dast  hafcha  hardan.  To  beg.  ̂Jli>^,^  Lll««»>t>  dast 

kandan,  To  grieve,  be  sorry  for.  {^'^..J'  L'  -'  ̂ 
dast  gazidan, To  regret,  sorrow  for.  Dast  guzidan, 
To  choose  or  aspire  after  the  highest  place.  J 

^JiAJi^^  dast  gushadan,  To  open  the  hand,  to  exer- 

cise liberality.  CL^*n^  dasti  musa',  The  sun. 
euL-J  b  J  CL^uij  dast  u  pa.  basta.  Bound  hand  and 

foot,  f^dj  b  J  Cl^"*  J  dast  u  pa  zadan,  To  beg  with 
importunity.  To  give  up  the  ghost,  ei^b  l1a**>  J 

dast  yaftan.  To  take  occasion,  find  an  opportunity. 

To  get  possession  of,  conquer,  subject.  Dist,  A 

span.    A  trident,  harpoon,  fishing-spear,  fizgig. 

A  dast,  A  plain,  desert.  The  chief  seat 

of  precedency  given  to  the  most  honoured  guest. 
p  ILjjJ  dasta,  A  barber.  A  towel,  a  napkin. 

A  sash  wrapped  round  the  turban. 

p  i^y^ji'^  dast-abranjan,  A  bracelet. p  L>U**Jii  dastad.  Many,  much.  Very. 

p  cILkjjjL5U**»u>  dast-a-dast,  From  hand  to  hand. 

A  ready-money  bargain.  The  two  wings  of  an  army. A  struggle. 

i> J^Mii^  dasta,?;  The  sash  or  fine  muslin  cloth 
wrapt  round  the  turban.  A  handkerchief,  napkin. 

A  towel.  An  apron.  f^^y^jCS^ii^  dastdri  hhwan, 
A  table-cloth. 

p  jj^bLwiJ  dastardn,  Drink-money.  Money 

paid  befoi'e  work  is  done. 
p  C1>^jIxm>i5  dastar-bast,  A  fine  linen  turban. 

p  jUuoii  dastdr-hand,  A  servant  who  makes 

up  the  turban.  (^^'^  j^Suid  dastar-banddn, 
(Wearers  of  turbans)  Chiefs,  nobles,  learned  men, 

doctors,  judges,  lawyers.  Dervishes. 
p  a>»-jljuoJ  dustdrcha,  A  small  turban  or  sash. 

A  handkerchief.  A  towel.  A  pennant,  bandrol. 

(jj^i»-b*i  s^j^kuid  dasidrcha  sdkhtan,  To  present  an 

offering.  Studying  to  conciliate. 

p  ̂^\j=»-jljL»ii  (Zas^ar-Mn'aw,  A  table-cloth.  A 
long  table.    Victuals  carried  home  by  the  guests 
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from  an  entertainment. 

p  j*ttj\l>Mii  dastar-sar,  A  turban.  A  shroud. 

p  i^'^j^  l1a*>»i5  dast-aranjan,  A  bracelet. 

p  jjULoii  dastaru,  A  bracelet. 

p  sJIjLjc)  dast-arra,  A  hand-saw. 

p  ̂jwl  d**»>J  dast-as,  A  hand-mill.  A  large 

mortar.  ̂ ^^^ CL^^jmi^ dast-as kardan,To grind. 
p  v^-^ljk*rtii  dasta-sang,  A  sling. 
p  dastash,  A  faggot,  a  bundle. 

pjl^l  Cl***>ii  dast-afraz,  A  tool,  implement. 
p  CI.A*uii  dast-afshan,  Dancing ;  dancer. 

P  1^^^  CLhiMi^  dast-affjan,  Occupied.  Weak. 
A  servant. 

p  ii^lXwiJ  dastagard,  The  handle  of  a  saw. 

pjjxil  (JUhOii  dast-amoz,  Accustomed  to  the 
hand,  tame,  gentle,  tractable.  A  bird  trained  to 

hunt.  Skilful,  dexterous,  handy. 

p  jjliwitifZasiara,  History,  romance,  fable.  Song, 
melody,  trill,  shake.  Foolish,  idle  talk.  Fraud, 

imposture,  stratagem.  Name  of  a  magician  :  and 
of  a  place  in  Samarkand.  Name  of  Zal,  father  of 

Rustam.  (pi.  of  tl.w*>ii  dasf)  Hands.  ̂ JCLni^ 

hazar-dastan,  The  nightingale. 

A  (j\-C**>45  dastan,  A  key,  pin,  or  peg,  of  a  mu- 
sical instrument. 

p  (JL>_»>3J  dast-amhoya  or  amhuya, 

((J'^aJXjSJ  dast-amboy  or  ambuy^  Any  thing  odo- 
riferous (particularly  a  species  of  small  melon  or 

apple,  which  is  carried  in  the  hand  on  account  of 

its  delightful  perfume). 

Pj\;W\  dA*>J4i  dast-andaz,  A  dancer.  A  swim- 

mer. A  cut-purse.  An  archer.  An  oppressor. 
Transgression,  trespass,  infringement.  Rapine, 

plunder.  One  who  goes  side  by  side  with  another. 

p  ̂ Jj  f^\!Lni:i  dastan-zan,A  magician,  impostor. 
A  story-teller.  One  who  touches  the  keys  or  chords 
of  a  musical  instrument. 

p  i^ijilLJiJ  rfas<aw-0a«<;,  The  father  of  Rustam. 

p  ij\j*n  jjliwJO  dastan-saray ,  A  chanticleer. 
ve^KytJi^dastana,An  agricultural  tool.  A  whip. 

A  glove. 

P  tij^^j^  <JLMHii  dast-amranjan,  A  bracelet. 

Pj^j^  (JL^fciiii  dast-avzar,  A  tool. 
p  JJ.j  1  dast  awez,  A  small  present  (such 

as  an  inferior  carries  to  a  great  man,  that  he  may 

not  go  empty-handed).  A  voucher,  document,  sig- 
nature, note  of  hand,  or  bond.    A  title-deed. 

P  (^-^UauJ  dast-ahang,  An  agricultural  tool. 
p  »l/i>;ib  b  C>**>(i  dast  hapadshah,  Hand  (i.  e. 

the  being  on  an  equality)  with  the  king. 
p jLLw^i  dast-haz,  Active,  dexterous.  One  who 

makes  away  with  all  he  has.   Clever  at  chess. 

p  loXSj^id  dast-hana,  A  glove.  A  bracelet. 
P  iJL^Si  dast  la  dast,  From  hand  to 

hand.  Joined  hands.  Expeditious.  Ready.money. 
1'  (iJ^V^  CL'-Wfi  dast-barjan,  A  bracelet. 
p  dasi-burd,  Pre-excellence,  superiority, 

advantage,  victory  (at  play,  in  war  or  law). 

p  (jliSt) j>  lIaa^J  dast  bar  dahan,  Eating. 
CL^^'i  f^asi  Jar  sar,Grief,lamentation. 

P  LlL**«ii  dast-baranjan,  A  bracelet. 

p  nj^i  CL^ii^  dast-basta,  Close-fisted,  avari- 
cious. Engaged  in  prayer. 

p  d^/Axso  Ow»  J  dast  ba  /ia&2fl,Hand  to  the  hilt, 

sword  in  hand,  ready  for  battle. 

CL^Odast-bukcha,Wra^pero{  a  bundle. 

p  J  dast-band,  Swathes  for  the  hands.  A 

dance  where  they  take  hands.  A  bracelet. 

\ii>-  Sxi  dast-bandi  hind,  Remains  of  henna  adhe- 

ring to  the  hands. 

p  ̂_j*j_jAA/**iirfasif-&os,(orj^^_jJ)Kissing  of  hands. 
p       Cl^Mii^dast-buya  or  boy  a,  A  kind  of  melon. 

p  uiJl)  tJlA*>Jii  dast-pdh.  Poverty.  Chaste.  Re- 

ligious. A  towel. 

p  CLiJ^.  dast-jmhht.  Prepared,  brought 

up,  or  cooked  by  the  hand. 

p  jli).  dast-pandh,  A  glove.  Tongs. 

p  (jiJk^.  CIamjO  dast-pesh,  A  suppliant,  beggar. 

p  t^*>*t>  dast-j)ayriian.  An  agreement  rati- 

fied by  all  strikingbands.  Furniture  which  a  bride- 

groom sends  to  the  house  of  the  bride.  A  dowry. 

p  ̂ ^JJ^  CL^i^  dast-tang,  Indigent,  poor. 

p  Ll^uuii  dast-tangi.  Poverty. 

A  dastajat,  (from  p  2iaM)J  dastd)  (pi. 

^ijJJ  dasdtij)  An  armful. 
p  udJ^W  CL^ti  dast-chalak,  Light-fingered : 

a  thief. 

p  CI^J  dast-chaldkl.  Lightness  of  fin- 
ger.  Stealth.  A  civil  war,  duel. 

p  i-^X^  ulrv^jJ  dast  chamak.  Power,  authority. 

p  '*-^^=r  CL***»u>  dast-chob.  Walking-stick,  club. 
p  dast-hhar,  Reproach,  reviling. 

p  \x^'^<^  dasf-khat.  Hand-writing,  signature. 
p  dast-khwan,  A  long  table-cloth,  nap- 

kin.   A  pinafore. 

p  {j^^  CL>^d  dast-hhnash,  Buflx)onery.  A 
towel.  Weak,  under  command.  Easily  procured. 

p  (_$j\jiijivJ4i  dast-dardzl.  Violence,  oppression. 
p  dastar,  (or  dastara)  A  hand-saw. 

A  small  sickle. 

P  (^jMj  CL^iMd  dast-ras,  Within  one's  power, whatever  one  is  equal  to.  Fruit,  which  one  can 

reach  with  the  hand.  Aid,  assistance.  Arriving, 

obtaining.  Able.  Greatness,  power,  ability.  Order, 

arrangement,  t^'^j^ dast-ras  Itardan, 
To  assist.  To  follow,  to  arrive. 

P         CL"**)!^  dast-rasi,  Ability. 

p  ̂   dast-ranj,  A  hand-saw.  Money, 
what  is  gained  by  labour.  Trade,  craft,  skill,  handi- 

work. Hire,  wages.  Trouble,  labour,  exertion. 

p  (j-Jj  CL^i^dast-res,  Spun,  or  twisted  thread. 
p  dast-zada,  Struck  with  the  fist. 

Rubbed  with  the  hands.  Seized,  conquered.  Sifted. 

P  f^j  CliM^iO  dast-zan,Ye:s.edi.  Adancer :  singer. 
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p  (.Lwj^  J  dast-zig,  A  mason's  rule. 
p  lLXIw*  d«»»)<3  dast-sang,  A  sling. 

p  Sj^***  (JIam)  J  dast-soza,  A  betrothed  woman. 
p  d-wJii  dast-shana,  A  kind  of  comb,  with 

which  the  threads  of  silk  are  kept  separated  when 

twisting  them  into  ropes. 

p  i^L*J*»  CL/jMd  dast  shustam,  Whatever  is  em- 
ployed for  washing  with  :  any  lotion  with  an  in- 

fusion of  marsh-mallows  or  myrtle-leaves. 

p  \siui  tl.«*u J  dast-shifd.  An  epithet  of  a  phy- 
sician who  is  successful  in  restoring  his  patients  to 

health  (one  who  has  healing  in  his  hand). 

p  e!L^£su^  tl.u*»J  dast-shikasta,  (Broken- 

handed)  Unable  to  procure  a  livelihood,  and  igno- 
rant of  every  trade,  art,  or  profession. 

p  (^SCi*  l'.'^'^  <^asi-sA'<Aa«,  Bruising  the  hand. 
A  curling  lock. 

p  ̂ jy^  lI1«>*>l>  dast-shuy,  A  wash-hand  bason, 
or  the  water  in  which  the  hands  are  washed.  Wash- 

ing the  hands.  Potash. 

p       Cl^fcuJ  dast-fdl.  Handsel. 

p  i^y*^  1,         dast-farsud,  Worn  by  the  hand. 

p  ̂j^siji  O.nJ  dast-faranjan,  A  bracelet. 

p      jjSCL^Jdast-farosh,A  hawker,a  retailer. 

p  i^jji  LlA«»t>  dast-faroshi,  Pedlery. 
p  aJUiL^J  dast-kdla,  A  reaping-hook. 

p  Cj>jS>  CL^*nii  dast-kudrat,  Power,  ability. 

p  jjj*  CIjuwJ  dast-kalam,  Amputated  in  the hand.  A  writer. 

p  Liljuwii  dastak,  A  little  hand.  A  plough- 

handle.  A  spindle.  A  clapping  of  hands.  A  pass, 

passport,  permit,  licence.  A  summons  or  order  to 
appear.  A  commission.  A  rap  at  the  door,  cil^  J 

dastak-suwdr  or  » jlo  (jiiXwJii  dastak-piydda, 

One  sent  by  an  Amil  to  receive  rents. 

PjKju>J(i  rfasi-/iar, Wrought,  manufactured.  An 
artificer,  handicraftsman,  one  wholivesby  the  work 

of  his  hands.  Dexterous,  expert,  expeditious.  A 

hand-bill.  A  royal  order  stuck  on  a  wall,  or  cut 

on  stone.  ̂ '^J^iLnd  dast-hdrifiddn,T\iehSi.u()Li- work  of  such  an  one. 

p  ̂^^juwii  dast-kdri,  An  art,  trade.  Handi- 
craft, dexterity. 

p  jOKjojjJ  dast-kdla,  A  reaping-sickle. 

p  ̂ ^J  uiilaJt)  dastak-zan.  One  Avho  beats  time 
in  music.  A  dancer,  musician,  singer.  Penitent, 

sorry,  vexed,  in  a  pet. 

p  (j^iowMJ  dast-kash,  A  led  horse.  A  guide  of 
the  blind.  Reward  of  labour.  A  weak  bow  for 

practising.  Weak,  oppressed.  A  captive.  A  beggar. 

Firm.  A  falconer.  A  young  hound.  A  horse's  colt. 
p  dast-kushdd,  Liberality. 

p  i^jii^C^AWii  dast-kashi,  Touch,  gentle  fric- 
tion. "Begging,  mendicity. 
p  iJLurtJ  dast-hasJiida,  Possessed, 

claimed,  occupied. 

p  «J,^d.iuj»J6?asi-Aa/fl,  Fetters  for  a  horse.  Like. 



dast  kotah,  Weak,  unsuccessful. 

p  j^^su**)  J  dastaki,  An  ornament  for  the  hands. 

A  falconer's  glove.  A  pocket-book,  tweezer-case. 
p  »lS;«Ji)  dast-gah,  A  weaver's  shop.  A  work- 

house of  any  kind  :  a  laboratory.  Any  manufac- 

turing instrument,  a  loom.  Utensils.  A  merchant's 
counter.  Understanding.  Wealth.  Excellence. 

Learning.  Wisdom.  Power,  strength,  ability. 

iJ>ys.j  jl^LiajJ  dast-gahi  7vujud,  The  sense  of  hear- 

ing, seeing,  touching,  taste,  and  smell.  Imagina- 
tion. Thought.  Memory.  Common  sense.  »lS 

a\i^>J  C^iijwi  har-gahi  ma^alat-dastgah,  The 

tribunal  of  justice.  jUJ^/ij  j  »Uo  ̂ Is-  sUbiib 
»l.^Oy»j  J  OiiU**)  ̂ Jadshahi  ̂ lam-panak  u  shahan- 

shahi  sa^dat-dastgah,  The  king,  asylum  of  the 
world,  and  the  monarch  of  the  tribunal  of  felicity, 

i.e.  the  most  potent  and  most  august  emperor,  slxuj 

sl^rUwii J^sipahizafar-dastgah,  Avictorious  army. 

Pj^iS^  OjjiJ  tZa5i-^/Mzar,  Assistant,  helper,  ally. 

p  dast-guzin,  Choosing  for  one's 
self  the  chief  seat.  Any  thing  which  is  the  object 

of  one's  choice.    A  led  horse. 
p  nXM^id  dast-gah,  Understanding,  intellect, 

science,  knowledge,  t^b^.ii  en^^^ii  dast-gahi  dir- 
'pay,  The  heavens.  The  world.   Durable  riches. 
p  dastagi,  The  world.  Time.  Fortune. 

A  friend.  An  ally,  helper.  A  falconer's  glove. 
p  jiShJjmi^  dast-gir,  Taking  the  hand.  An  assis- 

tant, patron,  protector.  A  saint.  Imprisoned. 

Taking  prisoner. 

p  \ dast-gira,  O  (my)  protector  ! 

.  p  ̂jj^Middast-gln,  Assistance,  aid,  help.  De- 
fence, patronage,  protection.  Imprisonment. 

p  (_J^kju«ib  dast-laf,  Handsel. 

p  Jl»L<jJ  dast-mal,  Rubbing  the  hands.  A 
towel.  A  handkerchief.  A  kettle-holder.  Easy. 

Smooth.    Bare.    A  prisoner.  Wealth. 

p  ii^U  C>jJ»ii  dast-malcha,  A  small  towel. 

p  dast-maya,  Stock  in  trade.  Source. 

p  Jj/o  CJ^i)  dast-mard,  A  friend,  helpei-,  ally. 
p  C.**>iii  dast-ma,rdl,  Intercession,  help. 

dast-muzd,  Wages :  recompence. 

p  SJ^  C^uuLi  dast-muza,  A  tool.    A  present. 
p  ;iJjjLoO  dastambad  or  hud,  A  kind  of  dance. 

p  ̂jujLwiJ  dastamhu  or  dastambo, 

dastambuya  or  dastamboya)  Perfume. 

P  fj^^C)  dastanjan,  A  glove,  gauntlet. 

p  ̂V*f''>  OahJ  dast-nishan,  Appointed  to  a 
woik.  Obedient. 

pjV  iJlA**>'^(Z«s^-w«»ia2;,Ablutionbefore  prayer. 

Pj\y>jj»i^  dastwar,  A  walking-stick.  A  shep- 

herd's crook.  Any  thing  a  span  long.  An  assis- 

tant, ally.    A  wound.    A  bracelet. 
p  dastawara  or  dastivara,  Any  thing  a 

span  long.  Any  thing  capable  of  being  taken  in 

the  hand.    A  walking-staff. 

p  ̂^L*»4J  dastuwan  or  dastwan,  A  gauntlet. 
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A  glove.  A  bracelet.  A  servant  who  takes  care 
of  the  clothes  of  bathers. 

p  i6\jL*>J  dastwana,  A  bracelet.  A  gauntlet. 

A  falconer's  glove.  The  chief  seat  of  precedency. 
p dastur,  Leave,  permission,  licence,  dis- 

mission, conge.  A  prime-minister,  vazTr,  senator, 

counsellor  of  state.  A  confidential  person.  A  mo- 

del, exemplar,  rule,  basis,  foundation,  canon,  ori- 
ginal of  a  book,  record,  formula,  or  any  writing  of 

authority  to  which  people  have  recourse.  Custom, . 

mode,  manner,  fashion.  Constitution,  privilege.  A 

customary  fee,  tax,  or  per  centage.  Fulfilment  of 

a  promise.  A  bolt,  bar.  A  large  log  laid  across 

a  ship  as  ballast.  A  high  priest  of  the  fire-worship- 

pers. A  powerful  man.  ,J-»jJ\  jy^n^  dasturu'l 

^mal,  A  model,  rule,  regulation.  ̂ j^j^Mtd  das- 
turi  mukai^ram.  An  illustrious  counsellor. 

Aj_jjLaJ  dustur,  (pl.^Uuii  dasatir')  A  note  or 
common-place  book.  A  senator,  grandee.  A  pillar. 
A  canon,  copy,  exemplar,  model. 

A  0|j^L*>ii  dasturat,  Perquisites  or  per  centage 
allowed  to  a  zamindar  on  the  collection  of  his  lands. 

p  {^f^jj}  t^AwJ  dast-warjan,  A  bracelet. 
p  J^jj^LiJ  dastur-shah,  A  royal  diadem. 

p  i^y^jyLni^  dast-waranjan,  A  bracelet. 
p  »j_jjLuJii  dast-7vara,  A  hand-saw.  Earnings. 

p  (_$j^ku>i^  dasturi,  Perquisites  paid  unto  ser- 
vants by  one  who  sells  to  their  master,  fees.  Leave. 

Custom.  Any  thing  thrown  in,  or  placed  upon 

another  (as  if  one  should  buy  a  pound  of  sugar, 

and  an  apple  should  be  put  on  the  top). 

Pj,jLj*iic?asifM?rt,Recollection,memory,reflexion. 
p  (j^jkA*»ii  dustun,  The  dung  of  animals. 
p  &jLm>J  dasta,  A  handle,  helve,  haft.  A  hand- 
ful :  a  handful  of  reaped  corn  or  flowers,  a  shock,  a 

nosegay.  A  hank  or  skein  of  silk  or  thread,  clew. 
A  lock  of  hair.  A  pestle.  The  neck  of  a  guitar  or 

violin.  A  quire  of  paper.  A  friend,  assistant,  ally. 

An  assemblage  of  people.  A  bundle  consisting  of 

twenty-four  arrows.  A  division  of  an  army,  bri- 

gade. A  swathe  for  binding  a  sheaf  of  corn.  Im- 
pudent, audacious.  Impudence,  audacity,  rudeness, 

importunity  ;  fault,  offence.  (^Uuu  J  djuoii  das- 
tan  dast-as.  The  handle  of  a  hand-mill,  ulutd 

^<ir,:),j  dastad  risman,A.  reel  for  winding  thread 
upon.  &L*>ii  dastasi  hard,  A  knife-handle. 

»jL»Jt>  dastan  kagJiiz,  A  quire  of  paper.  A 

bundle  of  letters,      &I*<Jii  dastasi  gul,  (or  kjumJ 

gul-dasta)  A  nosegay.  The  sun.  Dusta,  A  stone. 
p  (.iUs*  sjuuii  dasta-chilik,  A  bat  for  trap-ball. 

p  (— '_5?>-  sXjiii  £?as<a-c/<o&,  A  staff.  Importunity. 

Pj\l)  is3^i^  dasta-dar,  Commander  of  a  brigade. 
p  sjMiii  iCLni^  dasta-dasta,  By  handsful. 

p  jfi'Sii  dastl,  A  torch  or  link  carried  in  the 
hand.  Any  vessel  which  may  be  lifted  by  the  hand. 

An  earthen  bottle,  pot,  cruise,  drinking-cup  with 
two  handles.    A  large  open  vessel  for  washing 

clothes  or  dressing  skins.  Assistance.  (j£^. 

^jibj^pesh  dastl  kardan,To  make  haste, finish  soon. 
P  t— «>*0  dast-yab,  Opportunity,  occasion. 

Procurable.  (__.>b  dast-yab  shudan. 

To  find,  to  have  found  occasion,  (-—'b 

dast-yab  gardidan,  To  be  acquired. 

P  L^U  dast-yabi,  Controul :  prefecture. 
PjUi^ii  dast-yar,  Assistant,  helper,  minister. 

p  SjLLj  J  dast-yara,  A  gold  or  silver  bracelet. 

p  (jTjVJLrtJfZasf-j/ari,  Aid,  assistance.  Defence. 
p  «-Lob  tl.A**>ii  dast-y aft, Yictor J.  Opportunity. 

p  eCib  dast-yafta,  Successful. 

p  eoLju>Jii  dast-yana,  A  gauntlet.  A  bracelet. 

A  scourge.  A  fiddle-stick.  A  letter,  scroll.  Let- 
ters patent.    A  necklace. 

p  ̂ aLjJ  dastij,  A  handle. 
A  ̂^xLtti^  dastij,  (from  p  dastt)  Any  vessel which  can  be  lifted  up  by  the  hand. 

p  Liisir**^J  dastijak,  A  little  vessel. 

A  ̂ juLml)  dastinaj,  A  lightning-cloud. p  «  iuJu^J  dasiina,  (a  dasfinaj)  Any 

female  ornament  for  the  wrists,  of  gems,  gold, 

or  silver.  Gloves.  A  handle,  a  haft.  The  neck  of 

a  guitar.  Any  thing  written  at  the  bottom  of  a 

letter  (as  signature,  date,  or  postscript).  An  auto- 

graph. A  royal  diploma  or  charter,  an  edict  or 
decree  of  a  judge. 

P  lais*^0  das-hhat,  (for  )ajs-  dast-hhat) 

A  signature.  (^li>-  lasi^ii  das-khati  khas,  A  sign 
manual,  a  royal  signature. 

A jjMi^  dasr,  (v.  n.  oij*nS)  Driving,  thrusting. 
Piercing  with  a  spear.  Copulating.  Thrusting  in 

the  fibres  of  a  palm-tree  as  oakum.  Caulking  a 
ship,  or  fastening  it  with  nails.  Dusr,  (pi.  of  J 

dasras)  Ships.  Dusr  or  dusur,  (pi.  ofjlw* J  disdr) 
Fibres  of  the  palm-tree  used  in  caulking  ships. 

A  -p^^J  dasras,  (^\A.ju»ii  c?Msr)  Aship  (so  called 
because  the  prow  pushes  back  the  water). 

A  dusus,  Outrageous  armpit-stenches. 

Hypocritical  intruders. 
A  das^  (v.n.  of  ̂*»>;i)  Giving,  presenting. 

Throwing  up  (as  beasts  when  chewing  the  cud), 

vomiting,  expelling.  Filling.  Stopping  up  a  hole 

at  once.  Pushing,  thrusting,  warding  off.  The 

sinking  of  the  veins  in  the  flesh. 
A         J  disfan,  (pi.  J  dasafln)  A  pimp. 

A  spy.  Dusfan,  Leading,  conduct :  panderism. 

(pi.  JjibwJ  dusafd')  A  go-between,  a  pimp. A  'isuni^  dusfat,  Leading,  conduct,  convoy,  guid- 

ance. Panderism. 
A  ̂ j***'^  dasak,  Fulness  of  a  pond,  even  to 

overflowing.  The  clearness  of  water  in  a  reservoir. 

A  'i^Lid  daskarat,  (pi.  2,it*»>J  dasahirat)  A 
town  or  castle  on  the  summit  of  a  mountain,  whe- 

ther inhabited  or  deserted.  A  place  of  Christian 

worship.  The  cell  of  a  hermit  on  a  hill.  A  village. 

Houses  of  foreigners  in  Arabia  (the  natives  not 



being  permitted  to  keep  them)  in  which  they  sell 

wine,  and  provide  various  amusements  for  their 

guests.  A  palace  or  superb  building  surrounded 
by  other  houses.    Plain,  level  ground. 

p  ij^ii  daskara,  A  town.  A  castle  on  a  hill. 
A  litter  for  transporting  the  sick.  Name  of  a  town 
in  Persian  Irak. 

A  J  dasm,  (v.  n.  of  Corking,  closing 

(a  bottle,  the  ear,  or  a  wound).  Shutting  (a  door). 

Copulating.  Anointing  (a  camel)  with  pitch. 

Watering  (the  ground)  gently  (rain).  Being  ef- 
faced, obliterated  (vestiges).  The  verge  of  any 

business.  Dusm,  Dirty  (garments).  Dasam,  (v. 

n.  of  i^ii)  Being  fat  (meat).  Being  dirty,  reechy. 
Being  of  an  ash-colour.  Fat,  grease.  Nastiness, 

filth.    Dawn,  Fat,  greasy. 

A  dasmaj:,(fem.)  Ash-coloured,blackish. 

A  &»M>^  dusmat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  of  an  ash- 

colour.  A  mean,  ignoble  man.  Ash-colour.  Any 

thing  used  for  plugginga  torn  leathern-bottle.  Da- 
samat,  A  single  small  ant.  An  atom. 

p  j^i^  dasmar,  A  kind  of  fattening  pulse, 

p  y^i^  dasmu,  A  French  bean, 
p  dasma,  A  sort  of  pulse. 

A  8_ywuii  daswat,  The  being  impure.  A  hiding 

of  one's  self,  a  lurking^. 

p  tiijyjii^  daswarda,  A  rolling-pin. 
p  dusuk  or  dasuk,  A  small  stick,  wand. 

A  ̂ yn^ dusum,  (v.  n.  of  j^iJ)  Beingobliterated 

(vestiges),  (pi.  of        dasm")  Bits  of  fat  or  grease. 
A  iUyMi^  dusumat,  Dirtiness,  filthiness. 
p  jJwdJ  t^asffl,  Thread  which  remains  on  the  loom 

after  the  weaver  has  cut  off  what  has  been  woven. 

A  dasy,  (v.  n.  of  j_^ii)  Being  impure,  un- 
holy. Dasa,  (v.  n.  of  j^^ii)  Being  small  or  few. 

A  jjujuoti  dasis,  The  concealing  of  a  stratagem. 
Treachery.  A  spy,  secret  intelligencer.  Roasted, 

toasted.    An  incurable  stench  of  the  arm-pits. 

A  ̂ ^g*^xui^i  dissisa  ,  Concealment. 

A  ̂ i**>t5  dasi^  The  place  where  the  neck  joins 
the  shoulder. 

A  &xAamJ  dasi^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *«iJ)  Driving,  ex- 
pelling, pushing,  thrusting.    Giving.  Chewing 

the  cud.    Nature,  disposition.    A  donative.  A 

platter,  trencher,  dish.  A  table  magnificently  co- 

vered. Strength,  power.  A  city  on  a  hill.  ̂ »a£^ 
«aJU»»Js5\  zahhmu'd  dasi^t,  Liberal. 

A  |»A*»>(i  dasim,  Much  remembered, 
p  (jjAWii  dasin,  (and  aJjk*«Ji>)  Ajar,  large  vessel. 

V         dash,  Ostentation.  A  handsome  figure. 
Resembling.  Dusk,  Evil,  bad,  ugly  (in  such  words 
as  dushman,        J  dushnam,  &c.) 

A         dashsh,  A  journey,  march .  A  preparing 
of  the  wheaten  broth  called  eJLx^i^  dasJnshat. 

p  Jj-i»u>  dushbil,  (or  Jj^-jSjii  dushpll)  A  kernel 
growing  in  the  flesh,  scrofula. 

p  O^ii  dasht,  A  desert,  plain  without  water. 
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A  burial-ground.  A  chess-board.  Dry  musk. 
Name  of  a  tract  of  country  in  Khurasan.  Name 

of  a  town  in  Azarbayjan.  (J1a«j  J  dashti  kip- 

chah.  The  desert  of  Kipchak  in  Tartary.  C^^d 

dashti  istahrah,  A  verdant  desert.  Dusht, 
Foul,  shameful,  ugly,  bad. 

p  dashtan,  A  menstruous  woman. 

P  (jVjA^^ii  dashtuhan,  A  watch  set  over  sown 
fields  to  drive  away  wild  beasts. 

dusht-hhwar.  Difficult,  arduous, 

p  f^J\^u»  CIamiJ  daslit-suwaran,  Those  who 
lead  a  roving  life  in  the  desert.  The  open  country 
of  Arabia.    A  cemetery. 

P  CL>>^ddasht-suwaran,T\ie  inhabitants 
of  the  desert. 

p  dusht-nam,  Abuse,  reproach. 

p  jj^ii  dashti,  Wild.    Dushti,  A  leech. 
p  iS\JiL>^  dusht-yad,  Slander,  secret  whispering. 
p  daslifiban,  A  watch  set  over  sown 

fields.  Name  of  several  places  in  Persia ;  also  of 

a  place  in  Turkistan. 

Pj^^*  dushhhwar,  Dangerous,  difficult.  Hea- 
vy, severe.  Indjsposed.  Sorrow.  Heavily. 

p  iisy>*>>,^^^ li  dushkhwar-pasand,  Approving difficulties._^ 

p^j\^^d  dushhhwar  gar,  Mountainous,  hilly. 

P  (_^j^_js£^ii  dushhhwari,  Difficulty,  trouble. 

Danger,  (ji^^^*  t/j^j^ii  dushhhwari  namudari, 
To  give  pain. 

P  dushhhim.  Abuse,  reproach,  reviling, 
p  »1j.jJ*>i^  dishista,  Perceived,  felt. 

p  liiL;**  J  dashk,  dishh,  or  dushh,  A  silken  thread 
drawn  through  a  needle. 

p  ̂̂ ^^tidushki.  Thread  wound  about  a  spindle. 
p  disham,  An  awl.  Dishum,  Afternoon, 

evening-prayer. 

p  dushman,  (for  An  enemy. 

A  'i-^i^i  f^Ms/ma^,  Worthless,  good  for  nothing. 
Pj^J  dashmar,  A  kind  of  pulse  for  cattle. 

p  (^_;**»»'^  dushman,  An  enemy,  foe,  adversary. 

(j,ls-  ̂ ^^i^dushmanij am, A.movia\.enem J.  ̂ vjJti 
J^^j  dushmani  zati,  A  natural  foe.  t^)**"'^ 
dushmani  hawi,  A  powerful  foe.  ̂ JUij^J  ̂ ^r**^*^ 
dushman  dashtan.  To  hate,  to  hold  as  an  enemy. 

p  j^Uv^J  dushmanagi.  Enmity. 
p  ̂^_llv»»i>  dushmanayagi.  Enmity. 

V t:;****'^  dushman-dar,  A  hater. 
p  dushman-dashta.  Hated. 

p  (j**^*^  dushman-dashta-shuda, 
Hated,  held  in  aversion. 

p  dushman-shihani.  Slaughter  of 
foes,  discomfiture  of  an  enemy. 

Pj»\^(^v^4i  (?Ms/imaw-7iaj?«,Calamity(foe'swish). 
p j^Xs^i^  dushman-gir.  Taking  an  enemy. 

p  dushman'i,YAX\m.itj,  hatred, detestation. 

(jiijSss  ̂ j^i^  dushmani  hai^dan.  To  hate. 
p  »v^u>  dashma,  Name  of  a  wrestler  of  Iran. 
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p^yiii  dashmir.  Contrary.  The  elements. 

p  ̂ j^J  dashn,  Handsel. 
A  i^^i^  dashn,  The  act  of  giving,  presenting. 
p  oU^ii  dushnad,  Many,  much. 

p  ̂IwJ  dush-nam,  111  name,  abuse,  reproach, 

taunt,  invective.  plLSjj  dush-nam  dadan. 
To  give  a  bad  name,  vilify.  8  J-ii  dusk- 
nam-dada  shuda.  Reproached,  reviled,  cursed. 

p  Siiofcii  dushnam-dihinda.  Fore-finger. 

p         j«V>-i»0  c??/s/ma»z,-?/a/i;a,  Abused,  reviled. 
A  ̂^\jJmi^  dashnawiy,  Native  of  Dashna. 
p  i.f_^^j£?a5^aw<7,Thehuskof  adate.  A  branch 

whereon  dates  are  growing.  Name  ofacityin 

Khatay.  A  dam  of  wicker-work.  A  silken  thread. 

p  fjf^d  dashangi,  Time,  fortune :  the  world. 
p  dashna,  A  dagger,  poniard,  chiefly 

worn  by  the  men  of  Lar.  A  sword,  cimeter.  A 

narrow  knife-blade,  sj>Z»ii  dashnad  suhh,  A morning  ray. 

p  t^J^  sX^i^  dashna-kard,  A  dagger,  poniard. 

A  ̂ ^j^ii  dashna',  A  place  in  Upper  Egypt. 
A  dashw,  (v.  n.  of  LSjJ  for  jj«»ii)  Plunging 

into  the  thick  of  the  fight. 

p dushwar.  Difficult,  hard,  troublesome, 

arduous.  A  hilly,  mountainous  country.  jl>J 

diyari  dushwar-guzur,  A  difficult  pass. 

jffj\^d  &xJj  kal^d  dushwdr-glr,  An  impregna- ble fortress. 

p  dushmar-pasand.  Fond  of  knots. 

p  y-  dushivdr-hhu,  Bad-tempered. 

p  (_5'|jj^^-iJc?Ms/i!.7t;ar-2a^, Producingwith  pain. 

p ̂  Ji^iii  dushwargar.  Hilly:  a  mountain. 
p  ̂^J^yHl^  dushwdri,  Difficulty.  ̂ \^_^yi»^ 

Aj  dushwarihan  rah,  Difficulties  of  the  road. 
A  S yii^ dashwat,  An enteringboldly  into afight. 

A  'sJUiZt^  dashishat,  Wheaten  broth. 
p  sS.^,x!mi^  dashish-gah,  (or  uiLijuljii)  Night. 

A      J  dass,  (v.  n.  of  ;^-5)  Waiting  on,  serving. 

A  s^tX^J  dasdasat,  The  shaking  (of  a  sieve). 

A  dash,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^^i)  Breaking  (glass 
or  any  thing  brittle).  ^ 

A  i^ii  dazz,  (v.  n.  of  ;^ii)  Serving  efficiently 

and  properly. 
A  ii>J  dazz.  Ejectment,  expulsion.  A  tearing. 

Doubt,  suspicion. 

A  ̂   da^  Meddle  not,  let  alone.  Take  care, 
mind  you  do  not  slip. 

A       da^  A  driving  with  vehemence. 
A  ̂l&ii  du^s,  (v.  n.  of  IPlJ  for  ̂ i^)  Calling, 

calling  to.  Naming.  Invoking,  praying  (God). 

Imploring  a  blessing.  Imprecating.  Driving,  urg- 

ing forward.  Inflicting  any  thing  disagreeable. 

Leaving  milk  in  the  udder.  Invitation,  (pi. 

ad^yat)  Invocation,  prayer.  Salutation,  congratu- 

lation, benediction.  Imprecation.  ̂ i^\ad''du^, 
(or  Iff'^^j  wa'd  du^)  Adieu,  p  lff-;i  bad-du^, 
Acurse.  aIpJ LlAplfr;ftma^af-c^M^a,Public prayer. 



Ipiijji-  hhayr-du^,  A  benediction.  ijy^ 

suratu'd  du^f,  The  first  chapter  of  the  Kur'an, 
namely,  the  chapter  of  prayer,  ̂ j^S-ti  du^si 

khayr,  A  benediction.  ^^'^  du^ndan-lat, 

Prayingforone'sprosperity,abenediction.  p  tjflff-ti 
CL>->j\s!- du^si ̂ Jiyat kardan,Towish health, 

salute,  bless,  congratulate.  i^^^M^  Iff-J  du^  guftan, 
To  bid  adieu. 

A  V^lB' J  da^satf  The  forefinger,  index. 

A  t^yp-d  di^b,  The  act  of  playing  with. 

A  L-^lP'ii  da^b,  A  jester. 

A  'i>\s-i^ du^bat,(j .n.oi u_.nP'i3)Playing.  Play- 
fulness, jest.  Folly,  insanity.  A  black-winged  ant. 

A  iol^ii  da^^bat,  A  jester. 

A  slS'ii  dti^t,  (pi.  of  Those  who  pray. 

A  C-'lff'ii  du^t,  Invocations,  prayers. 

A  Cl^lPii  (^2^as,  (pi.  of  til^kS-ii  t?«^s)  Hatreds. 

A  ̂Is-ii  da^di^  A  watery  herb  (with  which 
cattle  are  fed  in  summer-time). 

Ajlff'J  du^r,  (pi.  of^\j)  Whoremongers. 

A  SjlP-ii  da^rat  or  di^rat,  Wickedness,  dis- 

honesty. Whoredom.  'ijs-i^  da^ratu''l hubb,  Unchaste  love. 

A  Sjls-ii  da^rrat,  Badness  of  disposition. 

A  ̂\pJ<?a^a^,  Young  domestics.  i>w^a^.  Palm- 
trees  planted  separately.  A  black  two-winged  ant. 

A  ̂Ip  J  da^^i^  A  gatherer  of  the  seeds  of 
du^^it,  with  which  they  make  bread. 

A  XS'lPii  du^i^t,  A  single  black  two-winged 
ant.  Akind  of  black  seed  whereoftheymakebread. 

p  Iff'iJ  du^-guy  or  ̂ ?oy,  A  preacher.  Wish- 
ing well,  benevolent.  A  supplicant.  A  public  danc- 

ing girl. 

p  du^-gofi  or  '^w-ci.  Invocation  of  a 
blessing. 

>^aw.,  (pi.  j^lff't)  da^siTn)  A  pillar, 
column.    A  vine-prop.   The  support  of  a  family. 

A  ci/olff't)  da^mat,  A  condition,  agreement,  sti- 

pulation. JDi^mat,  (pi.  ̂.jlPiSt^a^aj/m)  A  pillar, 
prop.  The  support  or  chief  of  a  family.  Two  cheek- 

pieces  of  a  pulley  which  support  the  axle.  A  pro- 
noun in  the  nominative  case  interposed  between  the 

subject  of  a  proposition  and  the  predicate  :  as,  J*^J 

\  jfc  zayd  hurva'l  mvntalih,  Zayd,  he  is  the 
one  with  an  open  countenance.  1  Kings  xviii.  39. 

A  {^joXio\S'ib  da^mls  (pi.  of  {^j^i^  du^us) 
Tadpoles.  Royal  favourites,  whence  infants  are 

called  is-iii  j^Ju«lpu>  da^misu''l  jannat,  The  fa- vourites of  heaven. 

A  sils-t,Vfl^a?(a^,Carelessness,recklessnessabout 
what  one  says  or  does. 

A  J  da^rvat  or  di^wat,  Pretension,  espe- 
cially a  false  claim  to  relationship, 

A  (_5'jlff-fc>  i^a^awT,  (pl.of  ̂ j^S-tida^a')  Claims, 
causes,  pretensions.  Changes,  vicissitudes. 

A  ̂ IS'J  da^Am,  (pi.  of  X^S'J  di^nat, 
di^m,  and  S/c\pj  di^mat)  Columns  (of  houses). 
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props  (of  vines),  i^jiij^t  ̂ jZt  pjlpJ  (Jl;^/«lj>\  iha- 
mati  da^dmi  shar^sharif,  The  establishment  of 
the  articles  of  law  and  justice. 

A  da^,  (v.  n.  of  (_ji5'ii)  Driving,  thrust- 
ing. Copulating.  Playing, jesting.  Ajester. 

A  c-«J^ii  du^ub,  A  jest.  Fruit  of  nightshade. 
A  singer.  A  youth  fat  and  soft-skinned.  A  jester. 

A|«j>S-ii<:fa^?;a^,Soundsutteredbyasuckingchild. 

A  (Jj^ii  di^il,  A  robust  camel.  Frog's  spawn. A  thief. 

A  SLs-ii  da^alat,  A  strong  she-camel.  A  thief. 

A  L-.JjJkff'ii  du^ub,  A  black-winged  ant.  A 
species  of  black  grain.  A  kind  of  black  esculent 
root.  A  dark  night.  An  open,  beaten  track.  A 

contemptible  dwarf.  A  fool,  butt  for  ridicule,  A 

castrato,  catamite.  Brisk.  A  long-bodied  horse. 

A  Ll^jJ^ii  du^us,  Suspected  of  something  bad. 
Dishonest.  One  who  allows  himself  to  be  abused 

contrary  to  nature. 

A  (__j^_jJ>S-ii  du^us,  Mad,  insane,  foolish. 
A  i>>JiJkS'L>  du^iyat,  A  strong  wind. 

A  'is-d  da^t,  Quiet,  tranquillity.  Easy  cir- 

cumstances. Xff' jJ\  ̂ >s-l»o  sahibu''d  da^t,  Meek. 
'iS'S!>\  (Jfcl  ahlu''d  da^t,  The  meek. 

A  lILoPJ  da^,  A  driving,  a  thrusting. 

A  uL'ff'ti  da^,  (v.  n.  of  iJL^S)  Beating  small 
(the  ground)  with  hands  and  feet.  Being  seized 
with  a  shivering  (at  the  access  of  a  fever).  The 

commencement  of  a  disease.  Di^,  Remains  of 

water,  (pi.  ad^s,  and  i^lff-ii  di^s)  Ha- 
tred, rancour,  malevolence. 

aJ^i^  da^ar,  Foolish.  Di^sr,  Strong  (camel) 
breaking  down  and  demolishing  every  thing. 

A  5/ff-i5  da^arat,  A  breaking,  demolishing. 

Ajjiff-ii  du^ur,  A  pond  or  reservoir  ill-con- 
structed, full  of  chinks.  Abundance  of  good  things. 

A da^j,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '^)  Being  large  and  very black  (eye). 

A  ii  da^as,  Fury,  madness.  Black-eyed 
(woman).  The  twenty-eighth  day  of  the  moon. 

A  «s?'i5  c?Mg;a^,Largenessandblackness(ofeye). 
A  (Affii£?a^f/,  A  name  for  a  chameleon,  (pl.ii^ii 

duf^d,  OU&ii,  or  'is-d\  ad^id)  Name  of  a  woman. 
A  ̂<y^i^  da^Ia^  A  dwarf.  Slow,  uneven  steps. 

A  ̂ ^1^  da^a^  Ground  bare  of  herbage. 
A  du^u^  A  word  for  calling  to  sheep. 
A  iff-Jff-ii  da^a^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >}>^ii  Q)  Going 

slow,  or  shamblingly.  Filling  (a  dish).  Shaking 

(a  measure)  to  make  (it)  hold  more.  Calling  to, 
or  checking  cattle.  Calling  to  any  one  about  to 

fall,  bidding  him  lake  care. 

A  du^',  A  wood-worm.  jP-d  lidilU  ma- 

lihu'hnu  du^-in,  Name  of  the  individual  who  drew 
Joseph  out  of  the  pit.  Da^r,  (v.  n.  of  jPii)  Being 

depraved.  Being  wicked,  impure,  whoring.  Smok- 

ing, though  not  blazing  (wood).  Emitting  no  fire 

(a  flint).  Da^r,  Worm-eaten  wood,  which  extin- 

guishes  before  it  is  well  lighted.  Da^r,  da^r, 

or  du^r,  Bad  (wood),  smoking  not  flaming. 

A  B^jS-i^  da^-abat,  A  pledge  for  plighted  faith. 
Hardness,  difiiculty.  A  mulct  for  any  injury  (as manslaughter). 

A  dv^at,  A  woodlouse,  a  worm  which  de- 
stroys wood.    Da^rat,  Wickedness,  whoredom. 

A  ̂ j^i^  di^'im,  Worthless,  short,  mean.  A  ca- mel drinking  last. 

A  da^amat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^i^  Q)  Walking 
with  short,  quick  steps. 

A jjj^ii  du^ur,  Vile,  abject,  worthless. 
a^^  c?a^,  a  pushing,  thrusting,  driving  away. 

Coition. 

A  i^ff'ti  da^,  (v.  n.  of  (j^d)  Filling  full  (any 
vessel)  by  cramming.  Treading  down,  trampling 
under  foot.  Piercing  (with  a  spear).  Putting  the 

hand  between  the  upper  and  under  skin  in  flaying 

a  sheep.  Copulating.  (A  road)  distinguished  by 
many  marks.  A  mark,  sign,  impression.  Di^, 
Cotton.    A  circular  sand-hill. 

A  Xju^ii  da^abat,  A  kind  of  dancing  pace. 

A  k^^ii  da^ajat,  A  going  fast. 

A  Sj.>*.S-i5  da^arat,  Lightness,  swiftness. 
A  ftiL«^ii  da^akat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^i  Q)  Rush- 

ing upon.  Walking  hard.  Advancing.  Retreat- 
ing. Driving  away  altogether.  (Camels)  breaking 

down  (a  cistern).  Having  a  straight  face  (a  camel). 
A  wL-p4>  du^uhkat,  Long  (night). 

A  da^ukat,  A  kind  of  beetle. 

A  eJj^^  du^huhat,  AMnd  of  beetle.  A  nick- 
name for  a  woman  or  girl  of  short  stature. 

A  (^jaS'i^da^,  (v.  n.  of  (^jaff-i^)  Killing.  Giving 
a  kick  with  the  foot.  Di^  and  X-oS-ii  di^at,  (pi. 

i^jaS'i^  di^s  and  (_^ls-t5^  ad^s)  A  circular  heap 

or  hillock  of  sand.  Di^s,  (pi.  of  'i^aS'i^  di^at) 
Round  heaps  of  sand. 

A  -^La^ii  da^as,  Level,  smooth  ground.  Land 
exposed  to  the  sun,  and  burnt  up. 

A  'i^aP't^di^at,  (pi.  (^S'li  di^s)  A  round  heap 
of  sand.  Di^sat,  (pi.  of  (^ff'O  di^)  Round  heaps 

of  sand. 
A  iaff'^i  da^,  A  putting  in  of  the  whole. 

A  ii^.Uaff-ii  rf?^2'a?/a<,Corpulentand short,or  long. 

A  ̂J4J^S■i  di^s,  Camels  which  wait  until  the 
others  have  drunk,  to  drink  what  they  have  left. 

A  di^sat,  Slim,  slender  (woman). 

A  'lASiS-i^  da^akat,  Folly,  madness. 

A  iJS'J  da^i,  (v.  n.of  JS'ii)  Beating  (a  path). 
Trampling,  treading  down  a  cistern(camels).  Urg- 

ing to  the  gallop.  Sending  forth  a  plunderingparty. 

Putting  to  flight.  Terrifying.  Beaten  (track). 

A  'iSS-i)  da^at,  A  herd  of  camels.  One  fall  or 

plump  of  rain. A  ciis-ii  da^,  (v.n.  of  ciis-ii)  Rubbing,  soften- 

ing, or  smoothing  (a  garment)  by  wear.  Appeas- 

ing (an  enemy).  Rubbing  (leather).  Rollingupon 



the  ground,  permitting  to  tumble  about.  Da^k, 

(v.  n.  of  tdis-ii)  Being  silly  and  foolish.  Madness, 
folly.  Litigious,  quarrelsome.  Squabbling. 

Du^k,  Weak.    A  beetle.    Name  of  a  bird. 

A  di^anat,  Corpulent,  fleshy. 

A&J.Ks-ii  di^ayat,  Fleshy  and  tall  (man  or  wo- 
man). Short,  dwarfish. 

A  da^tat,  The  best  and  most  beaten  part 
of  the  road.  A  herd  or  troop  of  camels. 

A  da^asat,  (v.  n.  of  jj-ii-ii  Q)  Dancing 
with  joined  hands  in  the  manner  of  the  Magi. 

A  ftKS'J  da^alat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂JiS'ii  Q)  Beating 
a  path  with  the  feet. 

A  da^an,  Soft.    Good-tempered.  A 
tractable  beast  of  burden. 

A  da^anat  or  di^anat,  A  plump,  firm 
she-camel. 

A  di^annat,  Thick,  coarse  (vulva). 

A  (J.ff'ii  da^l,  Deception,  fraud. 
A  da^aj,  Full  sacks.  Different  kinds  of 

cloths,  or  garments.  Plants  twisting  round  one 

another.  A  saunterer  about  without  necessity  and 

doing  nothing.  Tracks  of  people  going  to  and  fro. 

A  glutton.  A  handsome,  delicately-formed  youth. 
Darkness.  A  wolf.  An  ass.  A  camel  that  does 

not  move  onwards  when  driven.  Name  of  a  horse. 

Name  of  a  tribe. 

da^ajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Moving 
backwards  and  forwards.  Collecting  (water)  into 

a  reservoir.  Receiving  much.  Turning.  Darkness. 

A  &ais-ii  da^akat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji^i^  Q)  Being  the 
worst  of  any  thing.  Going  far.  Following,  pro- 

secuting, pursuing.  Vileness,  meanness. 

A  (v.n.  of        Supportingany  thing 

falling.  Straightening  a  crooked  column.  Copu- 

lating. A  troop.  Da^m,  Firmness,  stamina.  ̂  

eo  j^ff'ii  la  da^ma  bihi,  He  is  enervated.  Di^m, 
(pi.  of  iL»S'ii  di^at)  Columns.  Props  (of  vines). 

A  di^at,  A  pillar,  column :  vine-prop. 

A  'i*a^^  da^asat,  (v.n.of  i^ja^S-ii  Q)  Abound- 
ing in  tadpoles  (water). 

A  Xla^ii  da^azat,  (v.  n.  of  ia^ff'J  Q)  Putting 
in  (the  whole  of  any  thing). 

A  i^^^i^  duties,  (pi.  da^niis)  A 
black  animalcule  bred  in  dry  ponds,  a  tadpole. 
Name  of  a  whoremonger  who  was  metamorphosed 
intoatadpole.  Aroyal favourite.  Acute,penetrating. 

A  lij^ff'ti  du^uz,  Bad-tempered,  ill-natured. 
A  ̂-kS^ii  dually,  A  carpenter.  The  middle  or 

best  of  a  road.  Any  thing  solidly  supported.  White 
on  the  brisket  (a  horse). 

A  ̂^S^ii  da^,  Branches  of  the  palm-tree  slightly 
joined  together,  on  which  they  spread  the  dates. 
Da^n,  Naturally  depraved.  Badly  fed. 

A  (jS-^<i?^anw,Acareless,impudent,saucy fellow. 

A  'iJS-d  di^nnat,(p\.oi  l^jS-O)  Careless  fellows. 
A j^^i  daf'O.nkar,  (or  da^nharan) 
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One  who  acts  basely  or  oppressively  to  another. 

A  l^ii  da^va',  (for  da^a')  Law-suit. 
A  i^d  da^mt,  (v.  n.  of  Ipii  for ^ff-J)  Inviting 

to  a  feast.  Swearing.  A  prayer.  Invitation,  call. 

Petition,  request,  entreaty.  A  citing  before  a  judge. 

An  assembly,  a  convivial  meeting.  Assumption. 

Priority  of  claim  to  be  heard.  A  proselyting  to 

the  Muhammadan  faith,  p  ̂jiij^  0_jS'4i  da^vat 
namudan,  To  invite,  to  call,  a  Da^vai  or  di^at, 

Pretension,claim  to  relationship  (true  or  false).  Da^ 

wat  or  du^at,  An  invitation  to  a  feast. 

A  lijS'J  dii^d,  (pi.  of  J>ff-ii)  Names  of  women. 
A  da^ts,  Very  bold,  warlike. 

A  (jf^jS'ii  c?a^?m', (v.n.of  Is-ti for ̂ (i) Invoking, 
praying  (God).  Pretension,  claim,  demand.  The 
subject  of  ambition,  the  thing  desired  or  contended 

for.  A  law-suit.  Excuse.  Events,  changes,  or  vi- 
cissitudes of  fortune.  P(j'i;^c?;^^  L^^^'^  da^an 

har-a-hari  hardan,  To  pretend  or  claim  equality. 

A  c?^'^  du^iy ,  Any  oxiQ.  j^i^^^  Sf^*^  \<«ma 
du^iyun  hid  dar,  There  is  nobody  at  home  (or 
who  can  be  made  to  answer). 

p j^ii  ̂!!^'^  da^a'-dar,  A  plaintiff",  claimant, 
p  t^.^'^  da^vagi,  Supplication. 

A  j^ii  da^y,  (pi.  ad^ycLf)  A  spurious 
child,  bastard.  An  adopted  son.  One  about  whose 

pedigree  suspicion  is  entertained. 

A(,^xc,S-tir^?/^a?/mis,IntelIigent,clever.;_>aA4r>S't> 

du^ymisu  'r  rami,  Name  of  a  certain  clever 
black  slave. 

p  ̂   dagh,  (for  dagli)  Mark,  stigma.  Bald. 
One  whose  beard,  mustachios,  eye-brows,  and  eye- 

lashes have  been  cut  off".  Ground  where  nothing 

grows.        (jV^^.  l>il/ahani  dagh,  A  barren  desert. 
p  Is-ti  dagha,  Imposture,  deceit,  treachery.  Se- 

duction, adulation.  Vicious.  False,  insincere.  A 

bastard.  Base  money.  Sediment,  dregs.  Rubbish, 

sticks  and  straws,  i^i^^  dagha  namudan,  To 
deceive,  circumvent. 

pjb  Is-ii  dagha-baz.  An  impostor,  cheat,  trai- 
tor. Fraudulent. 

p  '^'^  dagha-bazi,  Fraud, 
p  is^Jk>  Is-ii  dagha-pesha,  Sly,  artful,  cunning. 

A  Jiff- J  dighdl,  (pi.  of  Jfft^  daghal)  Vices,  de- 
pravities, taints. 

A         dugham,  A  disease  in  the  throat. 

A  j<\s-d  daghdmir;  Sharp,  clever.  Bold,  brave. 

A  Jj^*i  daghaivll.  Misfortunes. 

A  &sf^^  J  daglibajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^'^  Q)  Driving 
to  water  every  day.  Giving  one's  self  up  to  pleasure. 

A  Off-ii  daght,  (v.  n.  of  C*ffii)  Strangling. 

Ajiff-ii  daghsar,  Foolish;  a  fool, 
p  ̂ isS-J  dughd,  A  bride. 

p j\dS'i^  dagh-ddr,  Branded.  Blemished.  A 
slave.    Dughddr,  A  falcon. 

A  Xs-iivPii daghdaghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^i^  Q)Tickling 
under  the  arm-pit  or  sole  of  the  foot.  Stinging 7  G 

(with  severe  words).  Titillation. 

p  uilff'^i.ff'ii  daghdaghah,  Titillation. 

p  sS-i^d  daghdagha,  Fear,  confusion  of  mind. 
An  inclination  for  any  thing.  Z^i^/tc^ii^/ia,  Tickling 

under  the  arm-pits. 

p  jiiff-ii  dughdu,  Name  of  a  bird  weighing  about 
fifty  pounds,  the  dodo  (now  extinct).  Dughdu,  (or 

iOjyXPii  dughduya)  Name  of  Zardusht's  mother. 
A  jS-J  daghr,  (v.  n.  of^S-ti)  Invading  or  attack- 
ing (an  enemy).  Entering  (a  house)  forcibly  or 

uninvited.  Thrusting  away.  Mixing.  Strangling, 

throttling.  Raising  the  uvula  of  a  new-born  infant. 
Suckling  insufficiently  (a  child),  so  that  it  receives 
little  nourishment  from  it.  Daghar,  (v.  n.  of^ii) 

Rushing  in  headlong  without  pause  or  hesitation. 

Rubbing  the  black  stone  at  Mecca,  either  with  the 
lip  or  hand.    A  bad  disposition. 

A  5^4i  daghrat,  A  seizing,  carrying  off" forcibly. 

Aj^jS-J  dughrur,  Shameful,  indecent. 

A  i^^d  daghra'',  Giddy  boldness.  Repulse. 
Daghra\  daghar  a  ,  A^ddaghrds,  or\jS'^daghran, 
(Rushing  on  an  enemy)  regardless  of  military  order. 

p jmS-i^  dagh-sar.  Bald-headed. 

A  daghsh,  (v.  n.  of  i^Jiff-J')  Assailing,  at- 
tacking. Entering  into  (the  darkness  of  the  night). 

Daghash,  Darkness. 
A  i^jaS'i^  daghas,  (v.  n.  of  i^jaS-d)  Being  full  (of 

meat  or  of  rage).  Over-eating  till  he  cannot  chew 
the  cud  (a  camel). 

A  ̂jL«flLff-i>  daghsdn.  Full  of  rage,  furious. 
A  L-ftffii  daghf,  A  taking  much  and  often. 

A  AhS'J  daghf  as,  A  word  used  in  practising 
enchantment  and  sorcery. 

A jflS-J  daghfar,  A  large  lion. 
A  'i.*ahs-d  daghfasat,  Fatness,  corpulency. 

A  ̂ j^^  daghfak,  Fruitful  (year)  :  easy  (life). 
A  xaaPJ  daghfahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^aS-iiQ)  Pouring 

forth  (water)  copiously.  Being  heavy  at  first  (rain). 

A  (JiPii  daghfal,  A  young  elephant  or  wolf. 
Fruitful  (year).  Comfortable  (life).  Thick  (plu- 

mage).   Name  of  a  man. 
A  Js-ii  daghl,  (v.  n.  of  Jffii)  Doubting,  suspect- 

ing. Daghal,  (pi.  Jls-ti^  adghdl  and  Jiff  J  dighdl) 
Depravation,  corruption,  damage,  spoil.  A  forest, 

thicket,  wood,  grove.  Luxuriant,  entangled  herb- 

age. A  lurking-place,  or  dreaded  ambush.  Da- 
ghil,  Retired  (place)  where  snares  are  laid. 

p  J^ii  daghal.  Blemish,  defect.  Fraud,  deceit, 
villainy.  Base  coin.  Thorns  for  heating  a  bath. 

Lees,  dregs.  An  impostor,  villain.  A  cut-purse. 
A  blockhead.    Lazy,  indolent.    False,  insincere. 

Jff-4i  daghali.  khahdan.  The  world.  The 
human  body.  Jpii  iols^  hhdna-daghal,  One  who 
disgraces  his  house. 

P(_5jii  Jff'Jc?a<7AaZ-rfar'i,A  slanderer:  hypocrite. 
p  J^fc^  (Za^/taZ-(^Zosi,  A  pretended  friend. 

p      Jff'ii  daghal-zan,  A  fornicator,  adulterer. 



A  coiner  or  adulterer  of  money.  A  perfidious  villain. 

A         dacjldi,  Treacherous. 

p  daghaU,  Fraud.    Treachery,  villainy. 

Bastardy.  t^'^yC  ̂ ^^i^ daghaHnamudan,To  cozen. 

A  j^ii  dagkm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii)  Breaking  the  in- 
ner part,  also  laying  flat  the  nose.  Covering  (a 

vessel).  Enfeebling,  benumbing  (heat  or  cold). 

I)ug]im,'W\'\ite.  I)agham,(^ov'i^i^dughmatyB>\&c\i- 
ness  in  the  face  and  lip  of  cattle,  the  body  whitish. 

A  ̂l^ii  dagJmas,  (fem.  of  adgharn)  (A 

sheep)  having  the  two  ears  and  under  the  chin 
black.    Black  about  the  muzzle  (mare). 

A  dughjnan,  also  daghman,  Black  with 

bigness.    Black  men. 

A  j^fc)  c?«<7/ma?'a^,  Confusion,  mixture.  Stub- 
born depravity,  vice,  blemish. 

A  daghmariy  or  dughmur'iij ,  Mixed. 
Bad  (temper). 

A  'iJL^ti  daghmashat,  A  travelling  fast. 
hjyiS-d  dughmur,  Depraved,  vile,  ignoble. 
A  (_j*>U5-ii  daghnas,  A  small  bird  with  a  black 

ring  round  its  neck,  and  red  stripes  along  its  back. 

A  'ijs-t^dughunnat,  Darkness,  cloudiness.  Clouds 
piled  up.    Dark  clouds  without  rain. 

A  daglinajat,  Corpulency  in  woman.  A 

mode  of  walking  with  short  steps,  A  going  back- 
wards and  forwards.  The  flocking  of  camels  to  water. 

A  ij^ii  daglmat,  A  depraved  and  inconstant 

disposition. 

Aj^J  dughur,  (v.  n,  of ̂ <.>)  Entering. 

A  'iM)j£-d  daghmashat,  A  mixing  tumultuously. 
p  J^jS't^  daghul,  A  cheat,  impostor.  A  bastard. 
A  dughun,  (v.  n.  of  j^ii)  Being  cloudy. 

p  (j'^ti  dagh  or  daghuway,  Name  of  a  forest. 
A  &J^t>  daghyat,  A  depraved  disposition. 

A  XUS'J  daghilat,  Depravation,  damage,  spoil, 
A  forest,  thicket. 

p  daf,  A  single  drum  {i.e.  with  only  one 

skin),  a  cymbal  tambour  de  basque. — (It  is  of 
Arabian  original,  and  introduced  by  the  Saracens 

into  Spain).    jjOj  i  daf  zadan,  To  beat  the 
tambour,  i.e.  to  want,  ask,  beo;, 

A  (  id  doff,  (v.  n.  of  I  Jii)  Marching  slowly  or 

stealing  upon  (an  enemy).  Flapping  the  wings. 

Scattering  (by  ventilation),  winnowing.  Eradi- 
cating. The  side,  the  surface  of  a  thing.  A  gentle 

(earners)  pace.  The  side  of  a  hill  facing  one.  The 

creaking  noise  of  a  shoe.  A  drum.  Sprightly 

(horse).    Dujf,  (pl- 1  'yii  dufuf)  A  drum. 

A  ̂ 1  9i)  difs,  (pl.         adfai)  Heat,  warmth. 

Disagreeableness.  Stupe,  warm  stuff"  of  wool  or 
camel's  hair.  Whatever  a  camel  or  sheep  yields 
(as  young  ones,  milk,  wool,  or  hair).  The  warmest 

corner  in  an  apartment,    A  present,  a  gift. 

A  ̂li  daft\  Crookedness  in  the  back  or  horns. 

A  VJii  daf  as,  (v.  n.  of  (_^iii)  Cherishing,  warm- 
ing, putting  on  a  warm  garment.  Warmth.  Fruit 
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gathered.    Disagreeableness.    A  tent. 
A        dafsUf,  (A  woman)  warmly  clad. 
A  ̂\sj  difds.  Warm  clothing. 

A  dafasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂d')  Putting  on  warm 
clothing.  Beingwarm  (the  night).  Heat, warmth. 

ASlij  dafasat,  Great  warmth, 

A  jj\sii  dafatir,  (pl.  of  j?1»l>  daftar)  Books,  re- 
gisters. Volumes. 

A  ;  Jiilsii  dafadif  (pl.  oi'iidid  daf  daf  at)  Sides 
of  mountains, 

Ajljii  dafar,  A  maid,  wench.  The  world,  ji\ 
J  ummi  dafarin,  Mother  of  stink,  i.  e.  the  world. 

Jid  I),  ya  dafar,  O  stinking !  (to  sluttish  maids), 

A  difd^  (v,  n.  3  of  ̂ li)  Spurning,  driv- 
ing away,  A  proper  name  for  a  certain  kind  of 

sheep  or  wild  cow, 

A  daffa^  One  who  repels  with  violence. 
One  who  defends  his  right.  One  who  throws  away 

a  bone  out  of  a  dish  that  its  place  may  be  supplied 

by  meat.  Duffd^  A  great  current  of  water,  a 
billow,  surge,  wave. 

A  (  JWiJ  d'f<rf,  (v.  n.  3  of  I  t6)  Despatching 
(a  wounded  man). 

A  i_-S^tJ  daffaf.  Drummers,  players  on  the  (_-St>. 

A  ̂j^.><^«/'a/i,Fast-going(camel).  Fleet(mare). 
DufdkfMighty  torrent,fillingitsbed.  Fleet(camel). 

A  dapan,  Clad  in  warm  clothing. 
A         difan,  A  concealed  well  or  pit.  (pl. 

dufan)  Partly  filled  (well). 

A  ti'lsii  dafsa\  (A  woman)  living  in  a  tent. 
A  jj^\sii  dafasin,  (pl.  of  iujJii)  Concealed,  kept 

close  (women).  Things  buried  or  hidden.  Treasures. 

A  Cs]^'^  daf  any.  Rain  at  the  end  of  spring. 
A  iLiii  daffat,  A  page.  Either  side  of  any  thing. 

L->1::55\  daffatd'l  Mtdh,  The  two  boards  of  a 

book,  or  any  thing  similar,  between  which  a  vo- 
lume is  contained ;  the  two  skins  (of  a  drum) ; 

the  two  sides  or  flaps  (of  a  saddle). 

p  A Jiiii  daftar,  (pl.j3\sii  dafatir)  A  book,  re- 
cord, register,  journal.  A  roll,  list,  catalogue,  in- 

ventory, account-book,  index.  A  bundle  of  papers 
or  written  documents  tied  together  in  a  cloth, 

^y>.^^  ̂^y}^  daftari  ahmabu't  tahrvil.  Register 
of  household  expenses,  L.^\^i\J>iid  daftari 

ahwdbu'l  mdl.  Register  of  the  public  revenues. 

J\f  ̂ jjkiii  daftari  a^dl.  Book  of  life,  p  ̂̂i^ji^Jijii daftar  kardan,  To  enrol,  put  down  in  a  list,  make 

an  inventory.  i>j^  daftarrd  gdw  hhwurd, 
The  accounts  are  settled.  CJ^_j>yt>  Jiid  daftari 

marohufdt,  Chamber  of  accounts. 

p  tNJ;^  Jiid  daftar-band,  A  filer  of  records.  An 

office-keeper.    A  bookbindei-. 

p  e6lj.-jjkiii  daftar-hhdna,  A  public  office  where 
they  keep  the  archives,  with  a  particular  register 

of  the  royal  pensions  and  donations.  The  record- 
office.    An  office,  counting-house. 

Pjb Jii^  daftar-ddr,  High  treasurer, intendant 

of  thefinanceSjChancellor  of  the  exchequer.  Keeper 
of  records. 

P  [j^l^j^^  daftar-navis,  A  clerk,  registrar. 
p  ijj^'^  daftari,  An  office-keeper. 

p  iCiii  dafta,  (or  ̂J^^-^)  A  weaver's  comb. 

p  ̂jid  daf  ft,  (or  u^'.^^^  daf  Cm)  Pasteboard. A&Ji^jii  dafdafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Making 
haste.  Moving  her  wings  and  feet  in  flying  (a  pi- 

geon), (pl.i — j-jljL>f?a/ai?/")Asideofsloping  ground. 
A^d  dafr,  (v.  n,  of ̂ d)  Stinking.  Smiting  the 

breast.  Stink.  ^  ummu  dafrin,  The  world. 
Calamity.  &5  dafran  lahu,  Fy e  upon  him !  Da- 

far, The  breeding  of  worms  in  meat  from  putrefac- 
tion. Stink.  Contemptibleness.  Dafr,  Stinking. 

A  A^id  rfa/raj,Stinking (woman).  Rusty-armed 

(squadron). A  tjSid  dafirat,  Stinking,  sluttish  (maid). 

p  (-iJjio  dafzah,  Thick,  gross,  fat. 

pjU^i  I  Sii  daf-sdz,  A  drummer. 

A  i^joSli  dafs,  Smoothness,  bareness.  Glittei-. 
A  i^jaiid  dafz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jiaiti)  Breaking. 

A  &*«laiii  daftasat.  Loss  of  one's  cattle. 

A  |«5ii  daf^  (v.  n,  of  ̂ S)  Pushing,  thrusting, 

driving  away ,  beating  off",  parrying,repelling,  avert- 
ing, warding  off.  Giving,  delivering.  Repulse. 

P  tJ^j-^tij^  daf^anddkhtan,  To  drive  off",  post- 

pone, (jiiy^  ̂ s-  daf^ gham  kardan,  To  drive 
off" care,  a  i^J^^       daf^  ̂ tash.  Slaking  thirst. 

daf^'l  maht.  Postponing,  deferring, 

putting  off".  Dufa^  (pl.  of        duf^t)  Floods. 
A  (/a/a^a^,  (pl.  of  iUiti)  Times,instants. 

— -  A  &xj  J  daf^t,  A  race,  a  heat.  One  time,  once. 

A  moment,  instant,  'istii^  daf^tan,  Suddenly,  iueii 

daf^tan  wdhidatan.  All  at  once,  at  one 
stroke;  for  this  time,  bjt3S>  sjiij  daf^  ba  daf^i. 
From  time  to  time,  repeatedly.  Duf^t,  (pl. 

dufa^  A  rush  or  gush  of  water.  A  plump  of  rain. 
Water  poured  out  of  a  pail  at  once. 

Pj^J  i»i  J  dafa^ddr,  A  subaltern  officer  of  ca- 
valry, A  head  peon, 

^4  daf^,  Then,  immediately.  Again, 

A        dafgh,  Straw  or  chaff"  of  millet. 
A  |_^;t>  dafli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S)  Pouring  out  (water). 

Letting  out  the  vital  spirit.  Killing.  Shedding  at 

once  (the  contents  of  a  water-pot).  Being  poured 

out,  flowing.  Dafali,  (v.  n.  of  Jjiti)  Projecting, 
and  being  near  falling  out  (teeth).  Swift  (horse). 

A^^_^ji>  difahh  or  difikh,  Swift  (horse), 
A&aifc>  dufhatan,  At  once. 

A  '^3^'^  difahhat.  Swift  (mare), 
A  difahka,  Swiftness.    Swift  and  high- 

blooded  (mare).  Swift,  excellent  (she-camel)  but 

having  no  colts.  Difikha  ,  Swift  (camel).  Gene- 

rous (mare).  A  walking  first  on  one  side,  and  then 
on  the  other.  Swiftness, 

p  tiiiJ  dafah,  A  butt  or  mark  for  archers. 

A         difl,  Pitch  (melted  or  dry).    A  certain 
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poisonousplantcalledinPersiaTixy6jjs>-/(/iar-«a/wfl. 

A  drfla',  A  certain  poisonous  plant,  in  Per- 

sian called  ijSbj  j>-  hhar-zahra. 
A  i^iii  dafana,  (fut.  ̂ ^S\y>_yadjinu)  He  buried. 

A  (^iii<^a/«,(v.n.of  ̂ J)  Hiding  under  ground, 
interring,  burying.  Running  off.  Going  where 
there  is  no  occasion.  Obscure,  unknown,  p 

^jii^*  dafn  namudan,  To  bury,  a  Difn,  Latent 
(disease).  Dufun,  (pi.  of  (j\sJ  difdn)  Places  filled 
up.    (pi.  of  ij^f'^  dafin)  Partly  filled  (wells). 

A  -s^UiJ  dufanaj:,  (pi.  of  {^<^)  Covered.  ̂ Uiii 

yc'^\  dafinam'l  amr,  The  middle  of  any  business. 
A  difnds,  Mad.    Covetous.    A  mean 

man  or  woman.  A  negligent  shepherd,  who  sleeps 

and  suffers  the  camels  to  graze  where  they  like. 

A  (/'/frtM,  A  large-si  zed  woman.  A  foolish, 
crazy  woman.  A  low,  paltry,  crazy  fellow. 

p  udJjjiii  dafnuk  or  dafanuk,  A  saddle-clotli 
of  silk  intermixed  with  gold. 

A  Ij^^  t?q/rta',  (pi.  of  XJjJii)  Secluded  (women). 
A         dafanvj,  A  kind  of  striped  garment. 

A       dafusa,  (fut.  ̂iiV.  yadfusu)  He  put  on 
warm  clothing. 

A       dafm,  The  killing  a  wounded  man. 

A  A^i^  dafmds,  (fem.  of  i\sd\  adfa)  Long- 
horned  (goat).  Long-necked  and  handsome  (she- 

camel).  Hook-beaked  (eagle).  A  large  tree. 

A  ̂^iidiT/w^,  Apropeller,driver :  an  instrument 
by  which  any  thing  may  be  driven  forward:  a  can- 

non. Diifu^  (pi.  of  "ixiii  daf^at)  Times,  moments. 
A  f^^f^f}  (-A-n  eagle)  which  approaches 

the  ground  when  darting  afteritsfalling  prey.  Du- 
fuf,  (pi.  of  I  >ii  dvff  or  daff)  Tabours,  tabrets. 

A  ̂jii^  dufufly,  A  maker  or  seller  of  drums. 

A  ̂ j^ii  dafult,  Swift,  high-blooded  (mare). 
Dufuk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J>^^  Being  poured  out  at  once. 

A  (jyt^  dafun,  (A  woman)  keeping  company 
with  men.  A  she-camel  accustomed  to  get  amongst 

the  males  at  drinking-time.  (A  run-away  slave) 
hiding  himself :  any  one  who  conceals  himself. 

A  dajifa,  (fut.  biV.  yadfafu)  He  warmed, 

or  cherished.  He  put  on  warm  clothing. 

A  (jiS  dafy,'Yh&  despatching  of  a  wounded  man. 
A  (^^O  dafij:,  Clad  in  warm  raiment. 
A        dafly,  Warm,  genial  (day,  night,  place, 

or  garment). 

A  euJii  dafisat,  A  warm  country. 

A  t— sJii  dafif,  (v.n.  of  i  SJ)  Marching  slowly 

or  stealing  upon  (an  enemy).  Skimming  along  a 
littleabovetheground(abird).  Fluttering(a  dove). 

A  gentle  camel's  pace. 
A  (jOli  dafln,  (pi.  adfdn  and  du- 

fandf)  Hid,  buried  under  ground.  Interred.  La- 

tent (disease).  Partly-filled  (well).  A  concealed 
well  or  pit.  Retired,  secluded  (woman). 

A  a^jJjJ  daflnat,  (pi,  ̂ jjj  dafna'  and 

dafdnn)  Retired  (woman)'."    (pi.  dafdnn) 
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Hidden,  buried  treasure. 

A  J^iti  dafany,  Rain  at  tlie  end  of  spring.  Any 
young  animal  brought  forth  at  that  season. 

A  dafisat,  A  warm  country. 

A  dafaiiyat,  Provisions  laid  up  before 

summer.  Any  thing  produced  before  summer. 

^  p  jjii  dah,  A  coarse  dervish's  garment.  Beg- 
ging, mendicity.  A  bald  head.  A  kind  of  costly 

stuff.  K  Contradiction,  opposition.  ̂ ^lij  J  dali 

zadan,  To  beg.  {J^Ji  ̂ji^  dak  giriftan,  To  re- 
proach, vilify.  ̂ y,.i>iii,».cu  H4-.^*v  .  \'.  vj ,  jx  i 

A  ijii  dakk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂li)  Bruising,  pounding 
small,  braying  (in  a  mortar).  Battering  (the  walls 

of  a  city).  Shewing,  disclosing,  p  i^^^ ̂-'^  Jj*^ 
dalii  bab  hardan,  To  knock  at  the  gate.  j  Jjii 

dak  u  lak  harda7i,To  make  a  brawling  noise. 

A  Z)iM,  Subtile,  minute,  slender.  Fret.  A  subtile 

disease,  a  hectic  fever.  t-JaU,  '^id  dildttil  hatab, 

Small  wood,  chips.  _j  e^d  03i>-\  ahhaztu 
dihkahu  wa  jillahu,  I  took  it  little  and  big. 

A  j>.J^'^  dakarir,  (pi.  of  dihrdraf,  q.v.). 
Lies,  slanders. 

A  (j«J^\sii  dakdris,  Foxes. 
A        dakd^or  duhu^  Earth,  dust. 

A  jj^'ii  dikuk,  Chips,  laths,  (pi.  of  |^*Jii  daliilt) 
Minute,  fine.  Z)M/<a/e, Laths, chips.  Minute,  small. 
A  crumb.    A  particle. 

A  jj^'i^  dakkdk,  A  mealman.    A  fuller. 
A         dahhdhat,  A  pestle  for  bruising  rice. 

^jJi^iS  dahkdhi,  Fulling.     p  (j^^ 
kdkl  liardan,  To  thump,  pound.    To  full. 

A  (J^'ii  dihdl,  (pi.  of  &Jj'ii  dakalat  or  dahilat) 
Lean,  small-boned  (sheep). 

A  dakadk,  (pi.  of  Xa-JJ  dahihat)  Subtil- 
ties,  smaller  particulars,  minutise.  Minutes,  mo- 

ments.    Meals,  flours. 

A  &5  J  dikkat,  (v.  n.  of  Jjii)  Being  fine,  minute 
(as  dust  or  flour).  Slenderness.  Exility.  Avarice, 
meanness.  Littleness.   A  subtile  or  minute  thing. 

Abstrusity.    Difficulty.    Punctuality,  accuracy. 

Duhhat,  (pi.  Jji'u)  dultak)  Small  dust  carried  away 
by  the  wind.  Pounded  salt  or  seasoning.  Elegance, 

comeliness,  beauty.    An  ornament  worn  by  the 

people  of  Mecca.    Name  of  a  certain  madman, 

p  4>ju»J  iZj^i^  dilihat-pasand,  Liking  subtilties. 

Pjlii       dikk-ddr,  Troublesome,  teasing, 

p  (_^^'^  jjii  dihh-ddri,  Trouble,  vexation. 

A  ̂^lij"*.^  dahddh,  Small  sand-hills  piled  up. 
A  dakddn,  A  fire-place,  a  stove  for  boil- 

ing a  kettle. 

A  Xii^iii  dakdakat,  The  sound  of  a  horse's  feet 
striking  the  stones.    Confused  noise  of  men. 

A  jiii  dakr,  A  garden  full  of  flowers  and  plants. 

Dakar,  (v.  n.  of  ji'ti)  Being  filled  with  food.  Be- ing watered  and  full  of  flowers  (a  place).  Being 

luxuriant  (herbage).    Vomiting  from  repletion. 

Aj^'ii  dikrdr,  Sailors'  short  trowsers. 

A  'ijSj^  dikrdraf,  (pl.y^li'ii  dahdrir)  Misfor- 
tune, evil.  A  whisperer,  calumniator.  Contradic- 

tion, opposition.  Detraction,  slander.  Sailors' breeches.  Quarrel,  grudge.  Foul  language.  An 
evil  habit.    Short,  dwarfish. 

A  dukrdn,  (pl.of  io^y^i)  Vine-props. 

A  'ijSd  dakrat,  A  garden  of  flowers  and  plants. 

Ajjjj'ii  duhrur,  Sailors'  short  trowsers. 

A  'ij^jii^  dukrurat,  (pl.^^li'ii  dakarir)  Oppo- sition, contradiction.  Trowsers. 

A  Ijjsd  dakara',  A  garden  of  flowers  and  plants. 
A  duksat,  Millet.  Duksat  or  dahsat,  An 

animalcule. 

A  (jii'ii  daksh,  equivalent  to  ̂ Jso  nahsh,  q.v. 
A  dahshaf,  Name  of  a  bird,  and  of  an  ani- 

malcule, both  spotted  with  black  and  white. 

G  (^yUUaJii  daktdmdnun,  Wild  mint. 

A  ̂ li  daka^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ :>)  Being  contented 
though  indigent,  bearing  the  trials  of  life  without 

complaining.  Fretting  under  poverty.  Cleaving  to 

the  ground.  Sucking  too  much  milk(a  earners  colt). 

A  dak^f,  Earth,  dust.  Ground  without 
herbage.    The  worst  kind  of  millet. 

A         dik^m,  Earth,  dust. 

A  i-ii'iS  dakf,  (pi.  i—jy'ii  dukuf)  A  strong  un- natural propensity. 

A  iolflJii  dukfdnat,  A  catamite,  a  pathic. 

A  ji'ti  dukak,  (pi.  of  Xi'ii  dukkat)  Dusts. 
A  'i3j^dakakat,(p\.of^\:^ddk?i)Thosewho pub- 
lish the  faults  of  Musulmans:  cavillers,  hypercritics. 

A  JJii  dakl,  (v.  n.  of  Ji'ii)  Hindering,  prohibit- 
ing. Striking  (on  the  nose,  mouth,  chin,  or  neck). 

Weakness  of  body.  Dakal,  Colour  with  which 

they  tinge  the  face,  beard,  palms  of  the  hands,  or 

nails.  The  worst  kind  of  dates.  A  palm-tree  loaded 
with  fruit.    The  mast  of  a  ship. 

A  'i^:>da.kalat  or  dakilat,  iJi^Ji  dikdl)  Slen- 
der-shanked, extenuated  (sheep). 

A  dakvi;  (v.  n.  of  ̂ d)  Breaking  the  front 
teeth  by  a  sudden  blow.  Striking  on  the  breast. 

Entering  into  any  thing  (the  wind).  Affliction, 

sadness  (from  debt  or  any  other  cause).  Dakam, 

(v.  n.  of  jj>t>)  Losing  the  front  teeth.  Damage,  loss. 

A  p'lJ  dikamm,  Ample,  wide.  Bikimm,  A  per- son having  broken  teeth. 

A  ̂Ui'ii  dukmdk,  A  shad-fish. 
A  X^i'ii  dakimat,  A  sheep  or  camel  whose  jaw 

hangs  down  from  decrepitude, 

A  dikams,  Silk,  white  silk. 

A  ̂^io  dakn,  (v.  n.  of  Striking  on  the  beard, 
bearding.  Hindering. 

A  jj\y<i  dakndn,  (fem.  Ij^i^  dahwu')  (A  ca- 
mel's colt)  drinking  too  much  milk. 

A  o-y^  dukus,  (v.n.  of  (jJ»^i)  Going  through- 

out(a  country).  Entering  into  the  ground(a  stake). 

Filling  (a  well).    Charging  in  an  enemy's  reai-. 

A  yJii  daku^  A  camel  pawing  the  ground 



much  with  his  fore-feet  (as  if  exploring). 

A  i_-s^'ii  dukuf,  A  strong  unnatural  propensity. 
A  jjyii  dahuk,  A  kind  of  collyrium. 
A  ftSsySii  dahuhat,  Oxen  and  asses  that  tread  out 

the  corn. 

A  tjji'ii  dukul,  Absence.  Entrance. 
p  J  ijii  u  lak,  Dry.  Empty.  An  ex- 

tensive uncultivated  plain.    A  bald  head. 

A  ̂i^daka', {y. n.of  ̂ ^d)  Drinking  much  milk 
and  becoming  disordered  (a  camel's  colt).  Dalti, 
Disordered  in  the  belly  from  drinking  too  much 

milk  (a  camel's  colt). 
A  s^ii  dahirat,  A  garden  of  flowers  and  plants. 

A  J^ii  dakik,  (pi.  ̂ ^ddikak)  Subtile,  minute, 
abstruse.  Fine.  Slim,  slender.  Trifling,  little  worth. 

Flour.  Jj-iii  (JIj***  susali  dakVi,  A  subtle  question. 

A  'ssusd  dakikat,  (fem.)  Subtile.  A  trifle,  any 
thing  that  almost  escapes  observation.  A  sheep, 

(pi.  Jj.>^ii  dahas'iK)  A  minute,  a  moment  of  time. 
The  sixtieth  part  of  an  astronomical  degree. 

p  (-r-*^.  «ii*Siic?a^iAfl-2/ai,Discoveringsubtilties. 
A  &L*ii  daJdlat,  Lean,  slender  (ewe). 

A  f^ja^^  dahyus,  The  emperor  Decius,  who  is 
said  to  have  erected  a  place  of  worship  over  the 

cave  of  the  seven  sleepers. 

p  uL)^  dak,  A  part,  portion.  Measure,  decree. 

A  beggar.  Beggary.  Strengthened,  firm,  fortified, 

strong.  Blow,  collision,  shock,  or  bruise.  The  head. 
A  bald  head.  A  barren  mountain.  A  desert  with- 

out vegetation.  Hard  ground.  A  leafless  tree. 

Foundation  of  a  wall,  ̂ ^lij  dak  zadan,  To 

beg.    Dik,  A  word  used  in^calling  a  cock. 
A  tiJii  dakk,  (v.  n.  of  uLlii)  Bruising,  braying, 

grinding.  Sweeping.  Ruining,  demolishing,  level- 
ling with  the  ground.  Weakening  any  one  (disease). 

Being  reduced  by  disease.  Smoothing,  levelling 

inequalities  in  the  ground.  Filling  with  earth  (a 

well),  (pi.  LiJ^ii  dikak)  Level  sand.  A  hillock, 

(pi.  uLJ dukuk)  A  level  place.  Dukk,  (pi. 

dikahat)  A  low  hill.  Strong  and  bulky,  (pi.  of 

adakk)  Broad-backed  (horses). 

A  V.  dakasa,  (fut.  '^\^__yadhaiii)  He  repelled. 
A  dakkas,  Broad-backed  (mare).  Plain- 

backed,  bunchless  (she-camel).  A  hillock,  a  flat 
heap  of  earth  or  clay. 

A  dahadih,  (and  {j\>d^d  dakadik)  (pi. 
of  ciJti^ii  dakdak,  dihdak,  or  tdlltiSsti  dakdak) 

Sands  heaped  up  but  not  high. 

A  (_)*>\^t5  dukas,  Drowsiness,  sleepiness. 

A  duka^  A  disease  incident  to  the  chest 
of  camels  and  horses. 

A  dikak,  (pi.  of  LdJ J  dakk)  Level  sands. 

A  (j;\£=5^iif/aA'a/a?j,  (pi. ofjj^iic^wMare)  Shops. 

A  (^^t)  dakala"  or  dukala' ,  A  name  of  Satan. 
p  dukdn,  A  shop.  A  work-shop.  Moss 

or  soft  excrescences  upon  trees.  Fuel. 

A  j^l^ii  dukhan,  A  bench  or  counter  for  sitting 
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upon.    (pi.  (j^Ssa^^ii  dakakin)  A  shop. 
p  n-d^d  dukancka,  A  little  shop.  A  bench  or 

counter  in  front  of  a  shop  for  exposing  goods. 

Pj\^^d  dukan-dar,  A  shop-keeper. 

p  (jTj^ki  (^^'^  dukan-dari,  Shop-keeping.  As- 
sertion, persuasion,  flattery. 

A  dakkawat,  (pi.  of       c?aMaj:)  Plain- 
backed  (she-camels). 

A  &^  dihat,  A  being  fat  and  greasy. 

A  dakkat,  (pi.  uLlfgi^  dikak)  A  bench, 
counter  for  sitting  upon.    Level  sand. 

p  dukcki,  A  ball  of  thread  on  the  spindle. 

A  K^\d^d  dakdak,  {^l.'^Xii:^^^  dakadik)  Sand 

piled  up  and  level,  or  sticking  close  to  the  ground. 

Rugged  ground. 
A  dakdak  or  dikdak,  (pi.  tiJii^ii  daka- 

dik) Sand  heaped  up  and  level,  or  which  sticks 
close  to  the  ground.    Rugged  ground. 

A dikr,  A  game  among  the  Ethiopians. 

p  Siij  uiJii  dak-zada,  One  who  has  shaved  off' 
his  beard,  whiskers,  eyebrows,  and  eyelashes. 

A  ̂jj£s>i^  daks,  A  sprinklin  g  of  dust  upon  the  face 
of  any  one.  Dakas,  Accumulation,  a  heaping  up. 

dakak,  The  evenness  of  a  camel's  back. 
Dikak,  (pi.  of  X^sii  dakkat)  Benches. 
A  dikakat,  (pi.  of  Li}iidukk)  Low  hills. 

A  ̂^ddakl,  (v.n.of  ̂ li)  Collecting, compress- 
ing, and  kneading  with  the  hand  (clay).  Trampling. 

p  (J^ii  dakal.  One  whose  beard  is  not  yet  grown, 
and  whose  hands  and  feet  are  large  and  coarse. 

duklan,  A  cotton-spinning  instrument. 
A        daklat,  A  bit  of,  or  remains  of  the  herb 

silliyan.  Dahalat,Thm,c\ay .  (People)  pay- 

ing no  obedience  to  the  mandates  of  their  prince. 

A  dakm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂d)  Pushing  (on  the 
breast)  and  thrusting  away.  Striking  any  thing 
hard  upon  another. 

A  dakn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^<^)  Placing,  putting 
(utensil  above  utensil,  or  furniture  upon  furniture). 

Dakan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^)  Inclining  to  black. 

p  ̂^Sssii  dakan.  Highest  point  of  a  mountain. 

daknas,  (fem.  of         adkan)  Inclin- 
ing to  black.    Meat  or  pudding  thickly  sprinkled 

with  herbs  or  spiceries. 

A  'i^d  duknat,  A  colour  verging  to  black. 

f^a/mj^a,  (in  zandandPaz.)A  palm-tree. 

p  fj\x:^i:)dakaniyan,  The  people  of  the  Deccan. 

p  jCii  J  LiJii  dak  u  dim,  Head  and  face. 
A  tkjj^O  dukHk,  (pi.  of  uiitS)  Level  places. 

p  J  dak  u  lak,  Dry.  Empty.  A  de- sert.   A  bald  head. 

A       dak-h,  A  breathing  (in  one's  face). 

p  a.^'tS  duka,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  prison. 
p  1^1^  dakka,  A  mountain-goat. 
p  dak-han,  The  south.  The  southern  part 

of  the  peninsula  of  Hindustan,  the  Deccan. 

pUi  t^a%a,(zand  andPaz.)!  may  become  pure. 

A  'LL^d  dakishat,  A  crowd,  troop,  body. 
dakik.  The  whole,  the  entire  (year). 

dukaynas,  Name  of  a  creeping  insect, 

PjSii(Z?rjra?', Another.  Again, anew.  Anymore, 

any  longer.  Evening-tide,  jb digar  bd?-,  Ano- 
ther time,  ij^^i^  digar  bdra,  At  another  time. 

J  jj  j^ii  digar  ro2^.  Yesterday,  u-*^ digar  shah, 
The  other  night.  f^O^ digar  skudan,To  ■dUer, 
become  changed.  digar  gUn,  Changed,  al- 

tered,varied:  inverted.  eOj^ digar-gu7ia,Altered, 

changed.  jW'^ii  digar  namdz.  Evening-prayer. 
p  ;J^ii  dagal,  A  youth  capricious,  proud,  and 

perverse.  One  whose  feet  are  large  and  coarse. 

Roguery,  deceit.  Base  coin. 

p         dugma,  A  coat-button. 
p  Jii  dil,  The  heart,  mind,  soul.  Marrow.  Pith 

of  a  tree.  Trunk  of  a  tree.  The  centre.  The  eye. 

An  enigma.  Ji>  j  b  hdjan  u  di'/,  With  soul 
and  heart.  I  Jii  dili  dsmdn,  Mid-heaven.  A 
star.  The  earth.  J  Jii  dil  ha  dil,  Mutual  love, 

interchange  of  hearts.  uiJli-  Jii  dili  khdk,  Heart 

of  the  earth.  The  grave.  An  ox.  A  fish.  Pro- 

phets. Holy  men  of  God.  ̂ ^lib  Jii  dil  dddan.  To 
inspire  with  courage,  to  hearten.  Jjj  JiJ  dili  roz, 

Mid-day.  The  sun.  Jii  dili  shah,  Midnight, 

O'XiO  Jii  dil  sayd  skudan,  To  be  caught  in 

the  trammels  of  love,  (^i^^  Jii  dil  idk  kar- 
dan,  To  call  off  the  afiiections  from  surrounding  ob- 

jects. i^J^j^  Jii  dil  giriftan.  To  be  sick,  nauseate, 

have  heart-burn,  (j'^^  ̂   Jii  dil  gar-on  kardan, 

To  be  in  love,  ̂ j'ij'f'  Jii  dil  namudan,  To  shew 

humanity.  ̂ ^U-  j  Jii  dil  ujdn.  Heart  and  soul. 
Tooth  and  nail.  i^W-  j  l)*^  dil  u  jam,  Heartily. 

^ii_5  Jii  dil  u  damdgk.  Ambition,  pride,  stateli- 
ness.  Jii  t_As-Uo  sdkih-dil,  A  generous,  brave,  no- 

ble-hearted man.  Ji5  ̂3  hi  dil,  Without  a  heart : 

inhuman,  cowardly.  Dul,  An  abscess  in  the  bowels 

produced  by  constipation. 

A  (Jii  dalla,  (fut.  Ji>^.  yadullu)  He  directed. 

A  jii  dall,  (v.n.of  Jii)  Guiding,  directing.  Look- 
ing with  affected  anger  (as  lovers).  Looking  and 

speaking  amorously.  Affected  disdain  in  a  woman. 
Behaviour,  good  conduct.  Aspect,  exterior  form, 

(from  p  Jii  dil)  The  heart. 
A  dilds,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ li)  Behaving 

to anotherwith kindness,  ((pi.  ot^ddalw)  Buckets. 

A  daldt,  (pi.  dala')  A  small  urn.  Du- 
Idt,  (pi.  of        ddU)  Bucket-drawers. 

A  Lt^^O  dilds,  Swift  (camel). 

A  jC^ii  duldsim.  Going  swiftly. 

A  ,^ddildkk,(^p\.ofdvldkk)  Large-hipped  (wo- 
men). Diddkk,{^\.  ̂ ^li)  Large-hipped  (woman). 

A  ̂d^ddalddil,{^\.  ofJ(J>5(ic?t<WMZ)Porcupines. 

p  y  Jii  dil-  dra.  Beloved  :  a  sweetheart. 
p  (Jii  dil-drdm.  Quieting  the  mind,  heart- 

approving.  A  lovely  woman,  sweetheart.  Any 
thing  admired  or  wished  for.  ̂ i^j^ hanizi 



dil-aram,  A  charming  girl. 

c(^o!7'j  Heart-torinentingj  cruGl.  - 

j^^ii  rahihi  dil-azar,  A  cruel  rival. 

p  U<J^ii  dil-asa,  Mind-assuaging,  soothing.  En- 
couragement. 

P  J\^i)^  dil-  asasi,  Consolation,  encourage- 
ment, dil-asafi  hardan,  To  console. 

p  L--' dil-dshub,  A  tree  whose  seed  is  good 

for  the  dropsy. 

A  ;j«9^ii  dilds,  Shining.  A  bright  coat  of  mail, 

or  coats  of  mail.  (pi.  of  (^jdi^  dalis)  Those  who 

stumble  or  slip  about  much.  (pi.  of  '&/a)ii  dalisai) 
Level  grounds. 

A  f^'^d  dallds,  Smooth  (ground).  Bald  and 
smooth  (she-camel). 

A  &*9^ii  daldsat,  Brightness  (of  a  coat  of  mail). 

A         dildz,  Struggle,  conflict,  wrestling. 

A         dula^  The  Indian  melon. 

A         dulla^  A  kind  of  sea-shell. 

A  cs^^ti  duld^t,  An  apple  half-ripe,  inclining 
to  be  sweet. 

A  J  duld^s,  A  she-camel  thick  and  slug- 
gish. Obedient,  tractable  (camel).  A  masculine 

and  disobedient  woman. 

A  u^J^)^i  dalldh,  A  waiter  at  baths.  A  barber. 
dulakat,  What  is  milked  before  the  first 

(The  'is^  fikat  is  the  milk  collected  in  the 
udder  between  two  milkings.) 

p  sVS^J(^i7-a^a/i,  Prudent.  Vigilant,  provident, 

sl^^ii  sLi*  shahi  dil-agah,  A  wise  king. 

p  ij^ti  daldl  or  dildl,  An  amorous  glance ;  co- 
quetry, ogling.  The  eye.  The  eyebrow. 

a  J^ii  c?«Za/,  Affected  disdain  in  a  woman.  A 
catamite. 

A  J^ii  dalldl,  An  auctioneer.  A  broker.  A  road- 

guide.  A  crier.  A  dissembler. 

A  daldlat,  Direction,  guide,  mark,  indica- 

tion, expression.  Demonstration,  argument.  Da- 

ldlat or  dildlat,  Brokerage,  the  auctioneer's  allow- 
ance. Money  paid  to  a  guide.  Daldlat,  dildlat, 

or  dulalat,  (v.  n.  of  J;^)  Guiding,  conducting,  di- 

recting,^pointing  out.  Indicating,  denoting. 
A        dalldlat,  A  procuress.  Delilah. 

p         dalldla,  A  female  guide,  a  bawd. 

A  ̂^li  dalldti,  Brokerage. 

A  ̂^ii  daldm,  Black.  Blackness. 
p        dildm,  A  short  spear. 
A  ti^^^ii  duldmis,  Swift. 

Ajsi^ii  daldmiz,  (pi.  of  J^ii  dulamiz  andj*!i)t5 
duldmiz)  Robust.  Long-sighted.  Diddmiz,  (pi. 
y^i^  daldmiz)  The  devil.  Strong,  powerful.  Acute, 
penetrating.  Shining-bodied. 

A  'iy^^  duldmizat,  Vile,  rascally  (robbers). 
A  (j"/e^iirfMZamw,  Evil,  misfortune.  Very  dark. 
A  {^jcuc^i^i  duldmis,  Smooth,  polished  (gold). 

A^^)4iJaZa«/^,(pl.of^ii)Smooth,level(roads). 
^  {Jijir-^^  J'^  dil-atigezdn,  A  musical  note. 
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Pjj^ii  dil  -dtvar,  Bold,  warlike,  brave. 

P  ijjy^i^  dil-dwari,  Valour,  bravery. 

Pj^j^t>  dil-dwez,  Heart- ravishing,  suspending 
the  soul  (with  delight).  Fragrant. 

A  ut^fe^ii  duldhis,  A  lion.  A  strong  man. 

A  (J.J'ilii  daldsil,  (pi.  of  ̂J.Jl>  dalil)  Arguments, 
demonstrations,  indications. 

P  L— <34i  dulb,  A  plane-tree. 

p  &'as-\j  Jti  dil-bdlilita,  Timid,  cowardly. 
pjlJii  Eloquent :  verbose.  A  juggler. 
p  dil-hdzl.  Rashness. 

A  XJii  dulbat.  Blackness.  A  single  plane-tree. 

A  5^.  dalbahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Bending  (the 

back)  and  putting  forward  the  head. 

p  jOii  dil-bar,  Heart-ravishing.  A  lovely  wo- 
man, a  sweetheart. 

P  i^j^i^  dil-bari,  Captlvation  of  the  heart. 
p  dil-bastagi,  Attachment,  friendship, 

love.  Anguish. 

p  &jL*>34i  dil-basta,  In  love,  earnest.  Afflicted. 
Addicted. 

p  ̂̂ l*5t^  dil-band,  Attractive,  lovely.  A  beloved 
child.  The  bowels. 

A  ct-J^ii  dalabus,  A  species  of  lily. 

Pjl;i.*>  Jii  dil-hiddr,  Whose  heart  is  awake. 

p jJ.i>:J4itZ/Z-^a2;ir,  Grateful  to  the  soul.  Agree- 
able. Amiable.  Soothing.  Acceptable.  Good. 

p  tXi*«Jt5  dil-pasand,  Agreeable,  pleasing,  en- 

gaging. Esteemed. 

p  i*^^.  (Jii  dil-pesha,  Silence. 
A  aiti  dallat,  Amorous  affectation. 

p  LlX-LOii  dil-tang,  Distressed,  sad,  mournful. 

A  dulus,  (pi.  of  L^J^ii)  Swift  (camels). 

A         dahds,  A  weak,  drooping  she-camel. 
A        dulsat,  A  crowd,  band,  troop. 

A  dalsa^  A  perfectly  level  road  through 
an  even  or  uneven  country.  Dalsa^  or  dilsi^  Very 

fleshy  about  the  gums.  Greedy,  gluttonous.  Dil- 

sa^  Stinking,  filthy.  One  whose  lip  is  inverted. 
A        dalsam  or  dulasim,  Swift,  fleet. 

A  ̂li  dalaj.  The  journey  made  during  the  first watch  of  the  night. 

A  dalajan,  Swarms  of  locusts. 

A  's^^  daljat  or  duljat,  A  journey  performed 

during  the  early  part  of  the  light.  ̂ *a.l^  'i^d  dal- 
jatu'z  zabii^,  (The  hyena's  journey)  Midnight. 

p        dil-ju  or  jo,  Agreeable,  desirable. 

p  J  dil-jusl  orjon,  Comfort,  satisfaction. 
p  Jii  dil-chasp,  Beloved,  pleasant. 

p        J(i  dil-chali,  Bravery,  resolution. 

Pj^i*-  (Jii  dil-chor,  Inattentive.  Timid. 

A  ̂   dalk,  (v.  n.  o{  Going  with  short  steps 
(one  overloaded).  Dulah,  A  horse  that  sweats 

much.  Duluh  (pi.  of^^)d  daluh)  and  dullah, 
(pi.  of        dalilt)  (Clouds)  fraught  with  rain. 

A       dalakh,  A  being  fat.  Dalihh,  Fat  (camel). 
A        dullakh,  Fat  (camels). 
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A         dulakhat,  Large-hipped  (woman). 

p  (^\j^iidil-fthardsh.  Horrible, heart-rending. 
p  »jk<u»>^J  dil-khasta,  Afflicted,  love-sick. 

A  jl^ii  dillihamm.  Heavy,  weighty.  A  severe 
distemper.  A  light,  easy,  and  long  sleep.  A  camel 

of  great  bulk. 

p  sjMiS^d  dil-khmdsta,  Heart''s  desire. 
p  i\^d  dil-hhwdh,  What  one  likes  or  longs  for, 

heart's  desire.  A  beloved  object.  A  wager,  stake. 
p  (?i7-/j/inJMs/<,  Contented, cheerful,glad, 

p  i^^^J  dil-khwushi,3oj,  glee, cheerfulness. 

U^^lS^ dil-kh7vushikardan,To console, cheer. 
p  dil-khun,  Desirous,  wistful.  Deserted. 

p  Jii^iiJ  J  dil-ddda,  Who  has  given  his  heart. 

Pj^iiJii  fZ;7-fZar,  Heart-holding.  Amistre3s,lover. 

J^^j^^j  ̂^J)_J\S!i^i  dil-ddri  pari-rukhsdr,  A  lovely 
woman  with  the  cheeks  of  an  angel  (or  fairy). 

p ;_^\Ls3iif7z7-c?an,Demonstrationsoflove.  Com- 
fort, consolation. 

A  {J\dijdalddl,  Agitation, particularly  in  walk- 
Dalddl  or  dulddl,  Uncertain,  hesitating  between 

two.  Dilddl,  (v.  n.  of  Jt3>5ii  Q)  Shaking  the  head 
and  limbs  in  walking.  Travelling. 

A  ̂ )(^  duldu^  Name  of  a  plant  useful  against the  bite  of  a  snake  and  bloody  flux. 

p  J  jJ  J  duldul,  Name  of  Ally's  mule.  (pi.  Jii^ii 
daladil)  A  porcupine.  An  important  business. 
J  jJti  kammun  duldulun,  Irresolute,  unsteady  peo- 

ple. Dildil,  A  groan. 

A  'i^^^  daldalut,  (v.  n.  of  J^^ii  Q)  Shaking  the 
head  and  limbs  in  walking.  Travelling, 

p  ̂jU^J^  ij^dil  dil  kundn,  Sighing.  Irresolute. 

pjjjjj  dil-doz,  Heart-piercing. 
A  Jjii.^^  duldul,  A  large  hedgehog. 
p  S^J  dU-dih,  Hearty,  earnest,  zealous. 

p  dU-dihi,  Heartiness,  earnestness. 

p  G^ii  dil-rubd,  (or  ij^ji^  dil-rubdy)  Heart- 
ravishing.   A  beloved  object. 

p  sHij  (Jj  dil-rafta.  Heartless,  faint-hearted. 
p  ̂ >j)d  dil-resh,  Heart-wounded.  A  lover. 
A  (jJii  dalas,  (pi.  adlds)  Darkness. 

Darkness  within  darkness.  Vegetation,  growth  at 
the  end  of  summer.    Deceit,  fraud,  fallacy. 

pjLJii  dil-sdz,  Pleasing  the  heart. 

p  (_5j^^ti  dil-sdzi,  Ardour. A  &-Jj  dulsat,  Darkness. 

p  i^yj^d  dil-satdn.  Heart-stealing,  ravishing. 

p  iiy*Jii  dil-sard.  Cold-hearted, 

p  sj^yji       dil-sohhta,  Afflicted. 

V  JyJii^  dil-soz,  Heart-burning,  heart-inflam- 
ing. A  sweetheart.  Affecting,  moving.-  Com- 

passionate, benevolent. 

p  t/j^*^  Jii  dil-sozi,  Compassion. p  iiUJiirf;7-5/<af/,  Happy,  contentedjglad.  Glad- 

ness. A  gift.  Resolution. 
P  (Ji^  dil-shudagi,  Stupidity,  insanity. 

p  8  JsviJii  dil-shuda,  Bereft  of  reason.  In  love. 



p^^^l>*J^^ddil-shihastag'i,^ro]i.en-hea.rtedness. 
dil-shikasta,  Heart-broken. 

p  dil-shigufta,  Of  expanded  heart. 
A  (^Jii  dalas,  (v.  n.  of  (_>a5ii)  Losing  her  teeth 

(an  old  camel).    Dalis,  (pi.  tZzVas)  A  maH 

who  stumbles  or  trips  much.  Bald  or  shaved  on 

the  head.  (A  camel)  without  hair.  Level  ground. 

A  -*^Ua)ii  dalsas,  Bald  or  shaven-headed  (wo- 

man). Aged  (she-camel),  losing  her  teeth.  (A  she- 
ass)  clothing  herself  with  a  new  coat. 

A  ftjioiii  dalisat,  Level  ground.    Light  (soil). 

A  jJiiJii  dilatm,  A  strong  man  or  camel. 
A  (^5ii  dilazz,  One  who  drives  violently. 

A  ]ai(^  dalz,  (v.  n.  of  iaJii)  Striking  on  the  breast. 

Passing  quickly  by,  running. 

A  jJaJii  dalzam,  dilzim,  dilazm,  or  jilaJii  dil- 
zamm,  A  she-camel  worn  out  with  age.  Dilazm, 
A  strong  camel.    A  rough  man. 

A  JJaJti  dalaza',  One  from  whom  another  re- 
treats in  battle,  as  being  unequal  to  him. 

A  dal^  (v.  n.  of  ̂li)  Lolling  out  the  tongue. 
Hanging  out  of  the  mouth  (the  tongue).  Dula^ 
A  large  sort  of  hedgehog. 

A  dil^s,  A  strong,  tractable  camel. 

A  (^Wii  dil^s,  A  fat,  lazy  camel.  Obedient, 
tractable  (camel). 

A  t_^ii  dil^h,  A  large  fat  camel. 

A  wt5ii  dul^t,  The  vein  of  the  penis.  A  horn. 
A  female  rupture. 

A  i^fdi^daJ^s  or  dila^,  A  strong  docile  camel. 

A  ̂"Jii  dal^sa,  Thick. 

A  (j-jJii  dal^s  or  dila^,  A  corpulent,  lazy, 
enervated  camel. 

A  CiLtlii  dal^Jt,  A  fat  relaxed  she-camel. 

A  L^JjaOii  dil^ws,  Thick. 

A  dil^7vs,  A  corpulent,  lazy,  enervated 
camel.  A  wilful  woman  disobedient  to  her  husband. 

(Acamel)boldin  travellingatnightanduntractable. 

A  d'il^s,  A  bulky,  lazy  camel. 
A  dilighmaz,  Greedy.  Slanderous. 

A  I  aiii  dalf  or  dalaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  flJii)  Going 

with  a  slow  step  (an  old  man).  Rising  with  a  load 

(a  camel).    Going  before  (a  troop  or  battalion). 

Dilf,  Bold,  brave,  warlike.    Dulf,  (pi.  of  i  J^lii 

daluf)  Swift-flying  eagles.  Duluf,  (A  she-camel) 
rising;  with  a  load. 

A  dullaf  or  duluf,  (pi.  of  dalif)  Ar- 
rows falling  near  of  the  mark  and  then  bounding 

to  a  distance.  Heavy-laden,  going  slow. 

A  ̂J)^l^  dilf  ah,  A  clear,  open  road. 

A  jjl^ii  dalaf  an,  (v.  n.  of  i  a3ii)  Going  with  a 
slow  step  (an  old  man).    Going  before  (a  troop). 

pJjjflJii  dil-furoz.  Heart-cheering,  delightful. 
p  dil-firtb,  Heart-alluring,  charming. 
p  dilfiribi,  Attraction,  loveliness. 

A  (Jja)ii  dalfak,  A  clear,  open  road. 

Pjl^4i6^«^^(/ar,Melancholy,splenetic,  mourn- 
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ful,  thoughtful,  pensive.    An  epithet  of  a  lover. 

p  j_<rjVX!a3j  dil-figan,  Melancholy,  spleen. 

P  A  tJiV^*^  dtdfin,  The  dolphin ;  which,  accord- 
ing to  old  Persian  writers,  is  ever  attentive  to  the 

saving  of  men  when  in  danger  of  drowning. 

p  JjJii  dalk,  Bad,  naught,  worthless. 
NA  JjJii  dalk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jJii  dalk)  Drawing  (a 

sword).  Dalak,  A  hay-weasel,  (from  p  isiiH  dala) 

A  dervish's  habit.  Dalik,  (A  sword)  easily  drawn 
or  dropping  out  of  the  sheath.  Duluk,  (A  troop) 
rushing  impetuously. 

A  ̂IH)  d  da  lkdi,(^A  sword)  which  easily  drops  from 

itssheath.(A  camel)whose  teeth  arebroken  with  age. 

p  (^j^.  i^ii  dalak-posh.  Clad  in  shreds  and 
patches ;  a  dervish,  a  hermit. 

A  |»fl!ii  dilkim.  An  old  woman.  An  aged  camel with  broken  teeth. 

p        ijii  dil  kawi.  Confidence. 

A  dJ-Sii  tZa//j,  (v.  n.  of  eiJ34i)Rubbing(any  thing). 

Giving  a  smart  rub  or  shrewd  brush,  teaching  ex- 

perience (fortune).  Dalak,  Smoothness.  Weakness. 

Duluk,  (pi.  of  uiJJii  dalik)  Men  versed  in  business. 
A  dulakat,  Name  of  an  animalcule. 

I'  (ji^ii  dil-kash,  Heart-attracting,  amiable. 
Chosen,  approved  of,  beloved.  Delicious;  plea- 

sant. J  >-^-'j='  khub  u  dil-kash,  Beautiful 
and  attractive. 

dil-kushay.  Exhilarating,  rejoicing. 

A  sweetheart,  jii  dar  baghi  dil-ku- 
shay. In  a  pleasant  garden. 

Pj^ii  dil-kur.  Blind-hearted. 
Vj^d^  (Jii  dil-guddz.  Heart-melting. 
p jCli^  dalgar.  Meat  sticking  to  a  pot-bottom. 

p  ̂j^^  Jti  dil-girdn.  Heavy-hearted:  displeased. 
p         Jii  dil-girdni.  Displeasure.  Heaviness. 

p  dil-garm,  Warm-hearted,  brave,  full  of 
desire,  animated. 

p         Jii  dil-garmi.  Friendship,  warmth. 

p  J^fi  dil-gir.  Seizing  the  heart,  terrifying, 
filling  with  horror  or  anguish.  Abhorring.  Melan- 

choly, sad,  afilicted,  low-spirited,  grieved.  Sooth- 

ing, conciliating. 
p  (jr/XJ  li  dil-giri,  A  version,horror ,  indignation . 

Affliction.  \^  P^J^^i^  dil-girisi  harvd.  Miasma. 

A  |»S(i  dulm,  (pi.  of  adlam)  Black  (men  or 
asses).  Dalam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 6)  Being  very  black. 
Hanging  (the  lip).  Pendulousness  of  lip.  A  thing 
like  a  serpent  found  in  Hijaz.  A  kind  of  dove. 

Dulam,  An  elephant.  Dulum,  A  pimple,  florid 
ulceration  of  the  skin. 

A  dalmds,  The  thirtieth  night  of  the  moon 

(as  being  quite  dark). 
p  dilmah.  Milk  thickened  by  boiling, 

and  eaten  with  honey  or  sugar. 

p  2Siii\i(i  dil-mdnda.  Sorrowful,  indisposed. 
A  j.iJt'i  dulamis.  Swift. 

p  ̂^'^J0  Jii  dil-murdagl.  Slowness  or  deadness 

of  heart,  dulness  of  comprehension. 

p  iiijK  Jii  dil-murda,  Dead-hearted. 
AjV^i  dilamz,YeTj  rough.  i)MZa?nt^,Strong,firm, 

robust.  Long-sighted,  acute,  penetrating.  Shining. 

A  (j^jlii  dulamizdn,  A  youth  fat  and  foolish. 
A  (jAii  dihnis.  Misfortune.  Dulamis,  Very 

dark.  Misfortune. 

s  (J  J  cZ27-w«s/i<7/tMZi,Heart-ache,anxiety. 

A  (.jKa^L)  dulamis.  Smooth,  polished,  shining 

(gold).    Bald  in  front  (head). 

A  ia^ii  dilmiz.  An  old  she-camel, 
p  C^ii  dulmak,  A  tarantula.  Dalamah,  New cheese. 

p  ̂J4li  dtdmul.  Unripe  grain.  Vetches  or  pulse in  the  pod. 

p  eXd  dulma,  A  tarantula.  Dalama,  New  cheese. 

p  ;j^.i<jJii  dil-nishm.  Agreeable,  pleasing.  A 
heart  at  ease. 

A  ̂̂ ^x^i^dalanza  ,  (fem.  jUaJti c?a?aK2ai)  Hard, 

strong.^  A  thick,  fat,  or  swift  camel. 
A  dalanna^  (pi.  ̂ ^li  daldni^  Smooth, level  ̂ (road). 

AlKfljJii  dalanfakan.  Swiftly. 

v^.L^i^dalang,  An  embankment  of  twigs,  earth, 

and  stones.  A  short  spear.  A  hoe,  mattock,  pick- 
axe. The  spathe  in  which  dates  are  enveloped. 

Dalamg  or  dilang,  Suspended. 

p  dalingdn.  Hung,  suspended. 

p  (3^-^  jj*^  dil-nigardm.  Sorrow. p  dil-namudagl,  Display  of  the  heart. 

pJ\y^ddil-na7vdz,Sooihmg:  gracious.  A  mistress. 

p  ij\^ti  dil-nawdza.  Blandishment. 
f^dj^dil-narcdza  kardan.  To  soothe,  caress,  flatter. 

p  iO  Jii  dil-nih,  One  who  fixes  his  heart. 

p  liljj  Jii  dil-nihdd.  Attention. 
p         Jii  dil-nihl.  Fixedness  of  heart. 
A  J  dalms,  A  shell-fish  found  in  Egypt. 

A  dabv,  (v.  n.  of  for_j54j)  Letting  down 

(a  bucket)  into  a  well.  Drawing  (water).  Ask- 
ing in  the  name  of  another,  employing  a  mediator. 

Driving  (a  camel)  slowly.  Treating  benevolently, 

(pi.  j_Ji5\  adli,  ̂^li  dilds,  duUy,  and  J^ii  dala') A  bucket,  urn.  The  sign  Aquarius.  Thehopperofa 

mill.  A  mark  burnt  upon  camels.  A  calamity,  evil. 

The  fifth  heaven  formed  of  gold. 

p  \j3ii(^'aiwa.  Pendulous,  inverted.  Astonished. 
dilwdr  orj      dilwar.  Bold,  courageous. 

A  ̂ ^1^  duluj,  (v.  n.  of  Drawing  water  from a  well  and  pouring  it  into  the  cistern  or  trough. 

Emptying  a  milk-pail. 
A        daluh,  (pi.  ̂ )  (A  cloud)  big  with  rain. 

A  ̂^'^  dalukhjA.  loaded  palm-tree.  (pl.^5iic?MZ- 

lakh  and^  ̂Ij*^  dawdlihh)  Fat  (camel). 
A;j^^ii  dillaws.  Moveable,  not  fixed. 
A  dalu^  A  she-camel  that  takes  the  lead  or 

outstrips  all  the  rest.  Dulu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Hang- 

ing (tongue  from  the  mouth).  Lolling  the  tongue. 



A  uJ^ii  daluf,  (pi.         dulf)  A  swift  eagle. 

A  f^a^M/^,  (pi.  (^wZm^)  (A  sword)  easily 

drawn  or  dropping  from  its  sheath.  A  firmly-built 

horse,  and  swift-paced.  (A  troop)  rushing  with  im- 

petuosity. A  camel  whose  grinders  are  broken  by 

age  (so  that  he  cannot  contain  his  spittle). 

A  uLljb  daluk,  Any  thing  with  which  the  body 

is  rubbed  (as  oil  or  odours).  Duluh,  (v.  n.  of  Ci)3ii) 

Sloping  westward,  setting  (the  sun). 

A  »5_j)<i  dululat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Pointing  out  the 
road,  directing. 

A  daluh,  (A  camel)  consoled  or  indifferent 
about  the  loss  of  her  colt. 

A  si>i)  dalh,  (v.  n.  of  iSS)  Being  consoled,  for- 

getting one's  griefs.  Having  no  regard  for  her  colt 

(a  camel).  Blood  shed  with  impunity.  Dalk,  da- 
lah,  or  duluh,  (v.  n.  of  &3ii)  Becoming  insane, 

distracted  (from  grief  or  love).  Daluh,  Frantic, 
distracted  (camel). 

p  jOii  dala,  A  weasel,  fitchet,  or  stote.  A  coarse 

dervish's  habit.  A  sly,  deceitful  woman,  a  coquette. 
Dila,  The  heart. w 

p  »3ti  dalla,  The  ermine.     Fraud,  treachery. 
False,  insincere.  A  whirlwind. 

A        dalhan.  With  impunity. 

A  Oli^b  dilhas,  A  lion.  A  strong,  bold  man. 
A         dilham,  A  bold  man.  A  lion. 

A  tLk^ii  dalhas,  A  lion. 

A  ajk^5ii  dalhasat,  (v.  n.  of  (-^A^ii  Q)  Going  fast. 
Outstripping,  taking  the  lead. 

p        dilhira  or  hara.  Name  of  a  king  of  India. 

A  dalham,  Dark.  A  wolf.  The  male  lia5 

hata.  Insane,  distracted  with  love. 

A  i^ju^i^  dalahvias,  A  \io-n.  Bold, brave.  Swift, 
penetrating.  An  obscure,  difficult  affair.  A  very 

dark  night.  A  large,  sti'ong,  hard  man. 
A  JJii  dala,  (pi.  of      dalw)  Buckets. 

p  j^iS  dill,  Belonging  to  the  heart.  Hearty. 
Cardiac.     Dili,  (or        dilli)  The  city  of  Delhi. 

A  JjJti  dulla',  A  highway,  clear  road. 
A  ̂Jii  duliy,  (pi.  of      dalrv)  Buckets. 

A  'ijlji^  dulayyat,  A  small  bucket. 

A  t-^r^Sii  dal'is,  A  walking  with  short  steps, 
p  S  jJii  dalida,  Coarsely-ground  (grain), 

p  jjJii  dilir,  Brave,  intrepid.  Audacious,  fear- 

less, insolent,  bold,  jj^d  dil'ir  gardamdan. 
To  impeach,  indict,  arraign.   To  convict, 

p           dilirana,  Heroically.  Insolently, 

p  ̂Jj^i^  diViri,  Valour,  courage.  Hardihood. 

A  (^Jii  daUs,  Smooth,  bright  (thing).  Flash- 
ing, bright.  Brightness  (of  gold). 

A  laJii  daliz,  One  who  drives  people  from  the 

king's  gate. 
A         dati^  A  spacious  and  level  road. 
A  i-iJii  dallf,  (v.  n.  of  u_fl54i)  Going  with  a 

slow  step  (an  old  man).  Going  before  (a  troop).  A 
slow  pace.    The  step  of  an  old  man. 
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p  ̂-^-^1^  duUk,  Seed  of  roses. 

A  tiiJti  dalih.  Dust  blown  about  by  the  wind. 

Fruit  of  a  red  mountain-rose  tree.  (pi.  tiJJii  duluh) 
A  man  versed  in  business.  A  dish  made  of  fresh 
butter  and  dates. 

/  A  (JJii  dalil,  (pi.  adillat)  A  guide,  director, 

(pi.  jjj^ii  daldsil)  Argument,  proof,  test,  demon- 
stration. A  urinal.  A  road.  A  syllogism. 

datili  burhmii,  A  convincing  argument  or 

proof,  p  J  ij^'^  datili  roshan,  A  clear  proof. 

A  (JJii  dalili  hati^  A  decisive  proof,  p  JJti 

i^i^  dalil  giriftan.  To  infer,  deduce. 

A  [^'^  dalili.  Argumentative:  a  good  arguer. 

A  J^Uii  c?27/i/a'.  Guidance,  direction.  Accurate 
knowledge  in  a  guide.  A  road-guide. 
A  dulaymizan,  A  youth  fat  and  foolish, 
p  da7n.  Breath.  Air.  Life.  Scent,  smell, 

fume.  Breath  of  an  oven.  The  mouth  of  the  stove 

of  a  hot-bath.  Bellows.  Goldsmiths'  bellows.  The 
stewing  over  a  slow  fire.  Hot,  fiery,  fervid.  Pride, 

haughtiness.  Ambition.  Fraud.  Black  blood. 

Cheerfulness,  pleasure,  recreation.  Society  (as 

breathing  together).  A  groan,  sigh,  exclamation, 

fy  !  Time,  season,  hour,  moment.  Poetical  metre. 

Incantatory  verses.  A  draught  of  water.  Edge  (of 

a  sword).  Point  (of  a  spear).  A  fish-bone.  An 
apparition.  A  crow,  raven.  The  mouth.  I 

davii  ah,  A  little  water,  a  draught,  >l 
dam  ha  dam  ab  hhmurdan.  To  sip  up  water. 

dami  taslim.  Silence.  Resignation,  obe- 

dience, ph"  dami  hhurram,  A  day  of  festivity, 

jjiij^  ̂ li  dam  hhwurdan,  To  be  cheated.  To  rest, 
repose,  ̂ ^li^ii  dam  dadan.  To  deceive,  ̂ ^dj 
dam  zadan,  To  breathe.  To  keep  silence.  To  hesi- 

tate. To  leave.  To  escape.  To  boast,  pretend  unto. 

To  sprinkle,  pii  dami  sard,  A  cold  sigh.  A 

sigh  of  despair.  dami  ̂ sa'.  The  breath 
of  Jesus,  whereby  he  resuscitated  the  dead,  ̂ li 
ijiSxjL^dam  hashidan.  To  breathe.  To  gasp.  To  be 

idle  or  unemployed.  (J^i/  dam  giriftan,  To 
retain  the  breath.  To  confine  the  air.  To  be  suf- 

focated. To  keep  silence.  To  wait,  halt.  To  quit. 

To  become  putrid  from  the  unwholesomeness  or 

stagnation  of  the  air.  To  be  corrupted  (in  mind  or 

body),  liiu  dami  nahd,  Ready  (as  dinner), 

J ^  dami  nim-soz,  (or  {J^^^  dami  sinjahi) 

The  sigh  of  one  in  pain,  ̂ li  (^^s-  hhwush-dam, 
Happy,  glad,  delighted,  jt>  har  dam.  Every 
moment,  continually,  ji>  har  dam  hi.  As 

often  as.  tjo  jit>  har  dam  taza,  Ever  fresh,  ever 
verdant.  dami  wa  pasin,  The  last 

breath.  Z>mw,,  The  tail.  End,  extremity.  A  rudder. 

Dry  dung  used  as  fuel.  A  felon,  sore.  j\^^ddumi 

gav.  An  ox's  tail.  A  scourge,  lash.  A  brazen  trum- 

pet. ^-^-^  i^ii  dumi  gurg,  Name  of  a  constellation. 
Twilight  or  false  dawn 

A      dam  (originally  ̂ ^li  damay),  (dual  ̂ jloii 

damani  or  damayani)  (pi.  -^Uii  dimas  or 
dumiy)  Blood.  Life.  A  cat.  ̂ ^^^^  p*^ 

7nu's  sa^an,  (or  (^.j=-^^      damul  ahhawayn) 

Dragon's  blood.    J]^\      damu'l  ghazal.  Name 
of  a  pot-herb.        i.^1.0,m.>  safhi  dam,  A  shedding 
of  blood.         ̂ jxui  sayli  dam,  A  bloody  flux. 

A  ̂li  daimn,  (v.  n.  of  jlii)  Plastering  (a  house). 
Pitching  or  caulking  (a  ship).  Anointing  or  ting- 

ing the  exterior  of  the  eyes.  Dyeing  (a  garment, 

especially  red).  Tormenting  greatly.  Breaking 

the  head.  Beating.  Prostrating.  Grinding,  crush- 
ing. Destroying.  Levelling  the  ground.  Leaping 

on  a  mare.  Spreading  soil  over  a  mushroom.  Over- 

loading. Covering  its  hole  with  earth  (a  shrew- 
mouse).  Name  of  an  herb.  Blood,  OUi  wa&a^w 
damm.  Name  of  a  certain  plant.  Dimm,  Rupture. 

p  \/t,ddama.  Breath.  Dima,  (in  zand  and  Paz.) 

The  channel  of  a  river.  Temperament,  constitution. 

A  Uii  dama',  (v.  n.  of  Emitting  blood. Being  stained  with  gore. 

A  f\ici)dimaf,  (pl.of  ̂ li)  Streams  of  blood, lives, 
p jjtcii  dama-bur.  Asthmatic,  short-breathed, 

p  ̂ \       dam-abi,  One  draught  of  water. A  ̂\if>i^dimas,  pl.of  ulvoj,  Soft  sandy  grounds. 
A  &3l*J  damasat.  Softness,  easiness. 

A  j5l*  J  dumasir.  Level  ground.  Fleshy  camel. 

A  ̂ ^^^  dimaj  and  dumaj,  A  clandestine,  (ac- cording to  others)  a  firm,  solid  (peace). 

A  (j«j>-Uiii  dumahis,  A  lion, 

-i    ̂   ̂Jj>l«J  dumdhil.  Compact,  closely  set. 

A  ̂l<ii  dumdkh,  A  kind  of  Arabian  game, 
p  dam-a-dam.  Now  and  then,  frequently, 

from  time  to  time.    Dum-d-du7)i,  Step  by  step. 

A  ptiUiJ  damddim.  Little  hills  of  easy  ascent. 
Dumadim,  A  species  of  medicinal  herb  of  two 

kinds,  red  and  scarlet. 

Pjl««J  damdr.  The  necessaries  of  life.  Breath. 
Smoke.  Revenge.  Perdition.  A  fixed  residence. 

Ajl*ii  damdr,  (v.  n.  of yo^)  Destroying.  Pe- 
rishing, disappearing.     Ruin,  destruction,  perdi- 

tion.  Dimdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^ii)  Watching  all  night. 

A  SjUu)  damdrat,  (v.  n.  of  jod)  Destroying. 

A  j_j>>l«J  diinds,  A  covering. 
A  ̂j«iUiJ  dumdshih.  Swift  (man  or  camel). 

A  ̂ V*J  di^nd^  A  scar,  a  mark.     A  mark  of 
tears  remaining  on  the  cheek  from  the  eye  to  the 

nose.    Dtcmd^  A  sort  of  plant. 

A  ̂\J«i5  dammd^  (The  earth)  moistened  by  dew. 
A  mizzling  day.  Dummd^  Tears  flowing  either 
from  disease  or  age.  Tears  distilling  from  vines 

in  the  spring.  The  membrane  which  is  taken  off 

an  infant's  head  when  brought  forth. 

p  ̂Uii  damdgh.  The  palate.  Pride,  haughti- 
ness, consequential  airs. 
A  dimdgh,  (pi.  admighat)  The  brain. 

^;i3^  ummu\l  dimdgh,  Mother  of  the  brain, 
the  membrane  called  the  dura  and  pia  mater. 
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P  t/j^'^  jl^*^  '^''^^ff^^''^^''h  Madness. 
p  j^ff-Uii  damaghi,  Vain,  frivolous,  proud. 
A  (JUii  damal,  Decaying  (buds,  flowers,  and 

incipient  fruit  (of  dates).  Rubbisli  thrown  up  by 
the  sea.  Earth  and  dung:  trodden  down  bv  cattle. 

Dung.    Fruit,  old,  rotten,  and  black. 
p  jUii  dumal  or  dummal,  A  sore  bile.  A  tail. 

A  dtimalis,  Resplendent. 

A  ̂ UiJ  dumalik,  Round  and  smooth  (stone). 
Shaven.    Wide  (cranny). 

A^Uii  damalij,  Hard  grounds,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^ti 
dumluj)  Bracelets,  armlets.  Amulets. 

A  jeUii  dmam,  A  liniment  with  which  they 
anoint  the  brows  and  eyelids  of  infants.  Any  tinc- 

ture. A  waterless  cloud,  (pi.  of  pJ^ii  damvm) 
Short  and  deformed. 

A         dammam,  A  mender  of  old  kettles. 

A  damamat,  (v.  n.  of  '^6)  Being  ugly. 
Doing  mischief,  injuring.  Ugliness, 

p  js/ol/cj  damama,  A  small  drum  or  trumpet. 

A  ̂ _*«U)4ifZamamw,  (pl.of^^U'iic^imas)  Dens 
of  wild  beasts.    Dark  dungeons.  Baths. 

A  ̂yM6\Ki^  damamil,  (pi.  of  (J.<ii)  Boils,  pimples. 

p  jjtoii  daman,  Swift,  making  haste.  Power- 
ful, strong,  terrible.  A  powerful  assault.  Time, 

season.  Shouts  (of  joy  or  anger).  Haste.  Women. 

Cries  for  help,  (j^ii  (J-J^.  p'^^i  daman,  A  terror- 
striking  elephant. 

A  (jtoii  daman,  Rottenness  of  the  palm-tree, 
with  cracks  and  blackness.  Dung.  Ashes.  One 

who  manures  the  ground. 

p  tiiijlcii  damdnak,  A  blunderbuss,  carbine. 

p  ̂^J^ daman-kash.  Time,  season,  space. 

PjjUii  dam-dwar,  Asthmatic. 
p  lisijUii  damdwand,  Name  of  a  mountain  near 

Hamadan  :  also  of  a  city  near  the  same. 

p  ̂fc  1  pii  dam-dhanj,  Short-winded,  pursy. 
A  damdsim,  (pi.  of  'i^d  darnimat)  Short 

and  contemptible  (women). 

p  dumdya,  The  cream  of  milk. 
p  t  dumb,  The  tail. 

pjb  ̂ib  dam-bdz,  Coaxer,  wheedler,  deceiver. 

p         pii  dam-hdzi,  Flattery,  adulation,  deceit. 
p  dumbdl,  A  tail.  A  man's  back.  (Jl*«ii 

^Z.y-  dumbdli  chashm,  The  corner  of  the  eye. 

p  ̂ d^i^  dam  ha  dam,  From  moment  to  moment, 
every  moment,  now  and  then,  frequently. 

p  1>6^,j>      dum-hurida.  Docked. 
p  i!ju»f«4i  dam-hasta,  Breathless.  Amazed. 
p  dam-hand.  An  alembic. 

p     vcii  dump.  The  tail.* 
p  dam-pukht,  A  kind  of  pilaw. 

p  ul/Jo.      dum-palang,  An  active  soldier. 

A  iwJ  damat,  Blood,  or  any  particle  of  it. 

A  'ili>  dimmat,  A  ball  of  camel's  dung.  A  louse. 
An  ant.  A  cat.  A  cow.  Sick  cattle.  Short  and 

deformed.    Dumtnat,  A  kind  of  game.  Manner, 
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way,  mode.  The  hole  of  the  field-mouse ;  also 
earth  scraped  out  of  it. 

p  Lill-oJ  dumtak,  A  water-wagtail. 

A  i^-etS  damas,  (v.n.of  (^*«J)  Being  soft  and 

level  (a  sandy  place).  Damis,  (pi.  (^Uii  dimds) 

A  soft  sandy  place.  Good-tempered. 
A        dimasr  or  dumasir,  Fat,  fleshy  (camel). 

A  »jA*4ifZamsam^,Fatness,fleshiness,corpulency. 

A        damj,  A  twisted  lock.   Dimj,  A  friend. 

PjL^iJ^Zam-cAar,  Exhalation  of  any  thing  odori- 
ferous. Appearance  ofcolour.  Smoke,  and  its  smell. 

p  damchdm,  Smoke.    Smell  of  smoke. 

p  B^i^  dumcha,  A  small  tail  (of  a  bird),  the 

rump  ;  peacock's  train.  A  fly-flap  of  horse's  tails. 
A  little  stalk.  A  wicker  basket.  Sweepings.  Trefoil. 

p         dumchi,  A  crupper. 

A  J|j*-^4i  dumlmsiy.  Black  (man).  Robust. 

A  ̂_^si*ii  damhak,  Thick  milk.  Dumhuh,  A 
box  in  which  they  keep  medicines,  particularly  of 

the  olfactory  kind,  a  snuff'-box. 
A  'iji^d  rfa?w/ia/;ai^,  A  soaking(of  linen)in  branny 

water,  that  it  may  appear  to  possess  a  strong  texture. 

A  &is^*ii  damhalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J.^'i  Q)  Rolling, 
causing  to  roll.  Dumahilat,  A  fat  and  fair  woman. 

A  ̂vs^ii  damahmali,  A  strong,  compactly-built man.    Round,  gathered  in  a  heap. 

A  ̂ ^s^d  dumhuk,  Big-bodied.   A  snuff'-box. A  damkh,  (v.  n.  of  Being  high,  lofty. 

Breaking  (the  head).    Name  of  a  mountain. 
A  es^ddamkhakat,  AvfaXking  slowly, heavily. 

p  i^^A^d  datnkhanlwas,  Name  of  the  mer- 
chant who  stole  ^zrd. 

Pj\ Jwoii  dam-ddr,  Elastic.  Dum-ddr,  Tailed, 
possessing  a  tail.  Holding  the  tail,  coming  behind. 

Therear-guardjcamp-followers.  An  agreement,con- 

dition.  j^i^ii  JjIawJ  sitdrasi  dum-ddr,  A  comet. 

A  &«\i>Cii  damddmat,  (pi.  p^Jvoti  damddm)  A 
root  resembling  a  carrot. 

pj\jii      dum-dardz,  Long-tailed. 
A  dimdim,  Dry  forage.  Silliyan-roots. 

A  'i^ijvci^  damdamat,  (v.n.  of  ̂ O^d  Q)  Fixing, 
uniting  unto  the  ground.  Giving  one  up  to  de- 

struction (God).  Grinding,  destroying.  Being 

angry  with,  inveighing  against.   Anger,  rage. 

p  &/<iiJ**ti  damdama,  Tumult,  disturbance,  cla- 
mour. Fame,  rumour,  renown.  Fraud,  deceit.  A 

drum.    A  mound,  eminence,  raised  battery. 

p\M«t^ddamdami/d,(mzanda.nd  Paz.)Thesea. 

A  damrds,  (A  sheep)  giving  little  milk. 
A  bold  assailant  (female  or  otherwise). 

A  dumarigh.  Very  red  (man). 

A  l^j^i!)  dumma7'gha\  Extreme,  very  (white). 
A  ̂^li  d'ams,(v.  n.  of  (j~-«ii)Suppressing(news). 

Burying,  interring.  Covering  (a  hide)  in  order  to 

strip  off"  the  hair.  Reconciling.  Copulating.  A 
person,  body,  individual.  Dums,  Serious,  impor- 

tant affairs.  Damas,  Hidden,  concealed.  Dumus, 

(pi.  of  damns)  Those  who  cover  or  bury 

skins  to  get  off"  the  hair. 
pj^*«,/«ii  dam-sdz,  A  friend,  confidant,  compa- 

nion, or  consort.  Agreeing,  consenting.  Harmo- 

nious, singing,  reciting  together.  jL*/<iii  t^nagh- 
masi  dam-sdz,  Musical  harmony. 

p  (jrjV-^ii  davi-sdzi.  Intimacy,  confidence. 
p  dam-sdn,  A  confidant.  Agreeing. 

p  dumsinja,  A  kind  of  swallow  or  swift. 
A  bird,  which  when  once  on  the  ground  is  said  to 
be  unable  to  rise. 

p  dimsa,  White  silk. 

P  diimsiju,  or  d^^J  A  wag-tail. 
A  damash.  Palpitation,  excitement  pro- 

duced by  heat  or  medicine. 

p  (j^iic?amzs/«,  A  breathing, blowing.  Assault. 
Boast.    Eruption,  efflorescence. 

A  ̂ Z^i^  damshak,  dimashk,  or  dimshik.  Swift 

of  foot.  Jji^J  damshaku'l  yadayn.  Dexte- 
rous, expeditious.  Dimashk  or  dhnishk,  Damascus. 

A  'isiJl^i^damshahat,  A  despatching, expediting. 
p  ̂ La^  dimashki  or  dimshikt.  Of  Damascus. 

p  fJjt3\j>J^  j«J  dam-shinds,  A  skilful  physician. 
A  ̂_><a^ii  dams,  Haste  (as  that  of  a  bitch  in  whelp- 

ing, or  of  a  hen  in  laying  an  egg).  Dims,  Any 

layer  of  stones  in  a  well  except  the  nethermost  (this 

being  called  (.>a^  viIls).  Damas,  (v.  n.  oi(„_jaicd) 

Having  the  eyebrows  thin  at  the  outer  extremitj'^, 
and  thick  at  the  inner.  Having  little  hair. 

A  -*Ua<ti  damsds,  Thin-eyebrowed  (woman). 
A  dam^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ti)  Weeping,  (pi.  g^ii 

duinu^  A  tear.  iSjU  dam^i  dd^ud,  (I)a.\id's 
tears)  A  certain  medicine.  Dum^  or  dumu^  A 
burnt  mark  on  the  lachrymal  duct.  Dama^  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ li)  Shedding  tears  (the  eye).  Dumu^ 
Traces  of  tears  on  the  cheek. 

A  ̂^Ijwii  dam^n.  Overflowing  (cup). 

A  sjtKd  dam ^t,  A  tear-drop.  Gum.  A  disease 

in  theeye.  ̂ LijJ\  wwni  dam^tu'l ^shshdk, Woad. 

j-^^^  dam^tu'sh  shajar.  Ivy. 

dam^tu'l  harm.  Tears  which  drop  from  a  vine  in 
the  spring.  Dami^t,  (A  woman)  prone  to  weep. 

A  jj3»*4i  dima^i.  White  silk. 
A  damgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Wounding,  pierc- 
ing to  the  brain.  Injuring  the  brain,  giving  a  coup- 

de-soleil  (the  sun). 

p  Jjls-  pii  dum-ghdza.  Root  of  the  tail. 
p  SjAfOti  dum-ghaza.  The  tail,  the  rump. 

A  ̂ ici^  damah,  Snow  and  wind.  Theft. 
A  'isjtd  damahat,  A  blacksmith's  bellows. 

A  ̂j«iuii  dimahs,  (^j*jla*ii  dimhds,  (_>iaiuii  di- 
mahs,  or  {^\sucd  dimhds)  Silk  (especially  white), 

raw  silk.    A  silken  or  a  linen  garment. 
A  damk,  (v.  n.  of  LiLoii)  Running  fast  (a 

hare).  Twisting  (a  rope).  Grinding.  Ascending 

(the  sun).  Mounting  the  female  (a  camel).  Du- 
muh,  (pi.  of  i.dJj/«t>  damuk)  Windlasses,  pulleys. 



p  5ii;^t5  dam-harda,  Inflated. 
A  {J,\^'rs<^  damakmak,  Strong,  firm.  A  mill 

which  turns  rapidly  and  grinds  well. 

p  dmn-gdiva,  Alash.  Brazen  trumpet. 

p  i\Lc,i  dam-gah,  A  smith's  forge  :  a  furnace. 

p  iCsS  pii  dcan-girifta,  Putrid,  rotten  (hide). 
p  sSjcd  dam-gah,  A  forge.  Stove  of  a  bath. 

p         dam-gir,  Suffocating,  stifling,  choking. 

A  J,*ii  daml,  (v.  n.  of  J^ii)  Manuring  land. 

Reconciling  (men).  Healing  (a  wound).  Effect- 
ing a  cure  (medicine).  Benignity.  Dumal,  (pi. 

^^ii  dimlan)  A  pimple,  a  boil. 

A  dummal,  (pi.  (J**^*^  damamiV)  A  swell- 
ing, bile,  felon,  boil. 

p  aJ^  pii  dum-laba,  (Tail-wag)  A  dog. 
A  dimlaj,  (or         damlajat)  The  finish- 
ing, completing,  or  perfecting  of  a  thing. 

A  ̂j^ii  dimlan,  (pi.  of  (J.'Oii  dumal)  Pimples, 
boils.  Damalan,{y.  n.  of  (J^ii)  Manuring  (land). 

Reconciling  (men). 

A        dumlaj,  dumluj,  or  dumluj,  (pi. 

damalij)  A  bracelet  worn  above  the  elbow; 
an  amulet  fastened  round  that  part  as  a  charm 

against  fascination. 

A  'iJ^(^  damlahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Rolling, 
turning  round.  Dumluhat,  A  female  fat  and  juicy. 

A  (_>ay^0L>  dumalis,  Shining,  resplendent. 

A  Jj^^ii  dumalik,  Round  and  smooth  (stone). 

A  'sSlUi^ damlahat,  A  making  round  and  smooth. 
damlahat,  A  making  round  and  smooth. 

A  ̂ ^i^  dumluj,  (pi.  damalij)  A  smooth 
stone.    Furniture.    A  load  or  burden. 

A  ̂j^i^  dumluh,  Round  and  smooth  (stone). 

A  certain  plant  smaller  than  [^fr^  ̂ irjun,  and 
growing  in  sand  or  in  gardens. 

A  dumluh,  Smooth  and  round  (stone). 

A  ̂ i^dhnam,G\\xe.  Any thingforclosingchinks. 

Blood,  (pi.  of  &^iic?mTOa<)Pellets  of  camel's  dung. 
Dumam,  (pi.  of       dummat)  Holes  of  field-mice. 

A         dumamas,  The  hole  of  the  field-mouse. 

A  &voii  dumamat,  The  hole  of  a  field-mouse ; 
also  earth  excavated  from  it. 

A  j^ii  damn,  (v.  n.  of  i^<^)  Dunging,  manur- 
ing (land).  Harbouring  a  grudge.  Rottenness  of 

a  palm-tree,  with  blackness.  Dimn,  The  pill-like 
dung  of  cattle.  Dung  caked  together.  A  manager 

of  property,  a  steward.  Aj^h-  khazrasu''d 
dimn,  A  man  of  an  engaging  exterior,  but  of  a  de- 

vilish temper,  (pi.  of  dimnat)  Traces  of  peo- 

ple. Old  grudges.  Daman,  (v.  n.  of  Har- 

bouring a  grudge  (against  another).  Diman,  (pi. 
of       dimnat)  Old  grudges.  Marks  left  by  people. 

p  daman,  A  skirt.  Damayanti,  bride  of 

Nala  (whose  adventures  form  an  episode  in  the  great 

SanskritepicpoemMahabharata).J)man,Giveme. 

A  iLiwcii  dimnat,  (pi.  ̂ ^ti  dimn  or  diman)  A 
dung-hill.  A  place  near  a  house.  The  marks  left 
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on  the  ground  where  a  number  of  people  have  been 

sitting.  A  manager  of  property,  a  steward.  Ma- 
levolence, old  grudge,  thirst  for  revenge. 

p  ̂j^^i>l<ti  damandan,  Fire.  Hell. 
p  SiXxoJ  6?«maw6Za,  Blowing;  hissing.  Crying 

for  help. 

p  do^oti  damna,  Name  of  the  jackal  that  figures 

conspicuously  in  the  Anvari  suhayli.  The  blast- 
hole  of  an  oven  or  furnace.  Ditnna,  A  fox.  A 

jackal.    A  shrewd,  cunning  fellow. 

p  (^^J  sj-icd  damna  dani,  Rags  for  closing  chinks 
in  an  oven. 

A  yeii  damam.  Blood. 

A  dumuj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Being  inserted,  ad- 
hering firmly.  Running  fast  with  shortsteps(a  hare). 

Pj^/«ii  damur,  A  low,  gentle  voice.  Name  of 
a  kinsman  of  Afrasyab. 

Ajyoi^  dumur,  (v.  n.  of  j*ii)  Intruding  impu- 
dently without  leave.  Destroying.  Perishing,  dis- 

appearing.   An  evil  assault. 

A  t^yci^  damns,  (pi.  {^jmo^  dumus)  One  who 

buries  a  skin  in  order  to  take  off"  the  hair.  Duynus, 
(v.  n.  of  ̂ jM-eti)  Being  thick  (darkness).  Being 
defaced  (vestiges). 

A  yeii  dumii^  (pi.  of        dam^  Tears,  jlaj 
hihar  tnin  dumii^  Oceans  of  tears. 

A  JjyOii  damuh,  Worthless.  Dmnuh,  (v.  n.  of 

i^ti)  Entering  abruptly,  without  leave.  Creeping 
into  his  lurking-place  (a  hunter).  Breaking  the 
teeth.    Inserting  one  thing  into  another. 

A  udJ^ii  damuh,  (pi.  Cii<«u>  dumuh)  A  windlass, 

pulley,  mill-wheel,  any  thing  having  a  rapid  mo- 
tion. Swiftly  borne  along  (hare  or  wheel).  Du- 

muh, (v.  n.  oi  L^Xiod)  Twisting  (a  rope).  Becom- 
ing smooth.    Running  swiftly  (a  hare). 

A  ̂ j_5*ii  dammun,  Ugly,  filthy. 
A  {^yoi^  daman^y.  Bloody.  Plethoric. 
p  MiH  dama,  Wind  and  snow.  An  icicle.  An 

eolipile.  A  pair  of  bellows.  Asthma.  t^Li 

(/ama^ia/iCtTj^araw,  Blacksmiths' bellows,  jijj  t<d 
damayi  zargar,  A  goldsmith's  bellows. 

A  iW)ii  damah,  The  scorching  reflection  from 
sands.    A  certain  game. 

A ̂ i^ddamahhar,  {from  vj^  &*<i)  Suffocating. 

A         dama  ,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *.i)  Bleeding.  Being 

bloody.    Danii,  Bloody.    Du7na',  (pi.  of 
dumyat)  Idols. 

p        dami,  A  kind  of  hookah  for  smoking. 

A  j^ii  damiy,  Bloody.  Dumayy,  A  small 

quantity  of  blood.  Diimly,  (v.  n.  of  j_^ii)  Bleed- 

ing. Beingbloody.  (pi. of  ̂ 4i(ZaTO)  Bloods.  Lives. 
p        damya,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Blood. 
A  lal^oii  dimyat,  Damietta  in  Egypt. 

p^^L*ii  dimyati,A  kind  of cotton  cloth ;  dimity. 

A  i^^i^  damayani,  (du.  of  ̂ lidam)  Two  bloods. 

A  iL*J  dumyat,  (pi.  J^Jt^w?/ia')  An  idol,  image, 
statue  (of  marble).  &wei.3\  ̂ *  ̂J*>^\ ahsun  minVd 7  I 

dumyat,  More  lovely  than  a  statue. 

A  (.La^ii  damls,  (or  L^A-b  i,^ja/«J  damis  baUs) 

Easy,  good-tempered. 

A  'i^fi^  dummayjat,  Fond  of  much  sleep.  Fixed at  home. 

p  i^Smci^  dam'idagi,  A  breaking  out,  an  erup- 
tion on  the  body,  efflorescence,  pimple.  The  dif- 

fusion of  odours. 

p  damidan,  To  blow  (with  the  breath, 

or  as  the  wind).  To  breathe.  To  fill  one's  self 
with  wind.  To  blow,  blossom  (as  flowers).  To  ap- 

pear (as  the  dawn).  To  break  out  in  pimples  or 

swellings  (the  body).  To  assault.  To  boast. 

p  damida,'B\oy/'mg.  Blown,  blossomed. 
Sprouting.    Stretched  out.    The  dawn. 

A  (^^'Oii  damis,  Hidden,  concealed. 

A  ̂ ^li  damlgh.  Foolish.  Wounded  in  the  brain 

(^l«ii  dimcigh)  by  a  fracture.  ^^^^  da- 
7)iighu''sh  shay  tan,  The  nickname  of  a  certain  man. 
A  damik,  Inserted,  thrust  in. 

p  ̂_J^J^ii  dimihi,  Silk  woven  as  a  bed-tick. 
p  damyak.  Name  of  a  village  nearGhaz- 

nin.  Daniih,  Land.  A  boundary,  land-mark. 

A  t-ii^.i  damik,  Complete  (month).  Snow. 

A  j*J^4>  damim,  (pi.  pUii  dimam)  Short  of  sta- ture,squat,deformed :  contemptible,base.Bedaubed, 
in  order  to  close  up  chinks  (a  pot). 

A  damimat,  (pi.  pjUii  damasim  and 
dimam)  Contemptible,  mean,  base  (woman). 

A  jj.A^ki  dummayna' ,  The  field-mouse's  nest. 
p  ̂ jii  dan.  Shouts  and  cries  of  joy.  Going  with 

a  gay  and  joyous  air. 

A  dann,  (v.  n.  of  '^S)  Buzzing  (a  fly).  Mut- 
tering unintelligibly,  (pi.  dinan)  A  very  large 

oblong  wine-vessel,  partly  fixed  in  the  ground. 
A       dana  ,  (v.  n.  ofjJii)  Being  vile,  mean. 

A  I3ii  danas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂iti) Being  hump-backed. 
Gibbosity.  A  hunch. 

A  ̂I3ii  dunasas,  (pi.  of  -^(^li  dams)  Mean,  small, 

trifling.  Vicious,  licentious,  careless  of  reputation. 

A  dannaf,  Crook-backed,  hollow-breasted, 
depressed  in  the  neck  (female). 

A  'i^d^  danasat,  (v.  n.  of  Uii)  Being  bad,  mean, 
base,  abject,  careless  of  censure.  Baseness,  worth- 
lessness,  meanness. 

A         dinaj,  Establishment,  confirmation. 

A  ̂iil3ii  danadin,  The  lower  parts  of  shifts. 
The  folds  of  a  garment. 

A  iwiljii  danasat,  A  being  dirtied,  sullied,  nasty. 

A  *&ff-Uii  dana^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ d)  Being  impatient 
for  food  (a  child).  Hungering.  Coveting.  Lower- 

ing one's  self.    Being  vile,  abject. 

A  (jMiliii  dunafis,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 
A  iUUii  dinnamat,  Short  (woman).   An  emmet. 

p  j^lSii  £?anaw.,  Walking  quick  with  joy.  Boil- 
ing with  rage. 

A  jj^ti  dindn,  (pi.  of      dann)  Wine-jars. 



Aj*>Ui5  danardr,  (pi.  ofjU^.ii)  Dinars,  ducats. 

A  *»jU(>  danawat,  (v.  n.  of  yii)  Approaching. 
Affinity,  propinquity,  relationship.  Nearness. 

A  danta,  Hump-backed  (woman). 

A  bViiJ  danaya\  (pi.  of  &JOii)  Vile  things  :  vices. 

A  S^.Oii  dinayat,  A  being  mean  and  vile, 
p  c-*><i  dumb,  A  tail. 

A  c-Oii  dinnah,  (or  i^ii)  Short.    A  dwarf. 

p  (Jl-3i>  damhal,  A  buffoon,  jester.  Pleasantry, 

waggery.  Dww&a/,  Tail,  rump.  Latter  part.  De- 
sire. Vestige,  trace.  The  shaft  of  an  arrow.  After. 

Jljiii  dumhali  chashni,  Outer  corner  of  the 

eye.  JLiii  dumhali  hashti,  Stern  of  a  ship, 

(jjwcl  (J^iJJ      dumhal  amadan,  To  follow. 
p  aJLio  c?Mm6a/a,  The  tail.  A  felon.  The  outer 

corner  of  the  eye.  The  shank  of  a  sword  or  knife. 

The  rudder  of  a  ship.  The  hinder  part  of  a  saddle. 

After,  behind,  sibj^  s^K^d  dumhalan  taziyana, 
The  end  of  a  whip  or  lash.  !5j.a<  &lLjti  dumhalasi 

wiwa,  Stalk  of  fruits.  Jti^ts^X^d  iJ^Mi  sitai-ad  dum- 
bala-ddr,  A  comet  (a  star  having  a  tail). 

PjjLiii  dumb-awar,  Tailed.  Rear  of  an  army. 
p  i^JjLiii  dambdwand,  Name  of  a  mountain. 

A        dumbuh,  Bad-dispositioned  (man). 

Pj\_i4i  dambar,  Name  of  a  city  in  India. 

p  SjOti  dumbara,  A  guitar. 

p  SJC-  (  J  dumb-ghaza,  The  tail-bone. 
p  LiLjii  dumbak,  A  bagpipe. 

p  ̂yf)l^dambal,M.ockery.  Anything  ludicrous. 

A  sort  of  wooden  drum.  Z)M7?iiaZ,Impo3thume,bubo. 

p  dumhuka,  Flowing  hair.    The  end  of 

a  turban-sash  hanging  down. 

p  jujii  c?MmJa,  The  tail,  also  the  fat  of  a  sheep's 
tail,  (jii^ii  dumba  dadan,  To  put  one  off  his 

guard.  To  deceive,  (jti^  dumba  nihddan, 

To  play  tricks  upon,  to  deceive. 

p  iji  dumba-bara,  (Lamb's  tail,  often  con- 
tracted into  8jOii  dumbara)  A  guitar. 

pj\iii  sJii  dumba-guddz,  A  pan  in  which  a 

sheep's  tail  is  fried.  A  species  of  sorcery  by  a 

sheep's  tail  stuck  with  needles  suspended  in  an  old 
tomb,  and  exposed  to  the  heat  of  a  burning  lamp. 

As  the  fat  melted,  so  the  object  of  persecution  was 

believed  to  pine  away. 

A       dinnat,  A  certain  insect  like  an  ant. 

A  ̂   dunuj,  (pi.  of  ̂ UU)  Wise,  learned. 
A  ̂ 0  dinhf  The  Epiphany. 

A  ib^ii  danhabat,  Perfidy,  treason,  disloyalty. 

A  (j-^ii  danhas,  Strong,  corpulent,  flesliy. 

A  ̂^^i^ii  danahhdn,  A  slow  pace  under  a  load, 
p  dand,  A  rib.  Poor,  in  want  of  food.  A 

race  of  beggars,  whose  practice  is  to  stab  and  wound 
their  bodies  if  their  applications  are  not  presently 

attended  to.  (See  joLls-LSisAaMs/iawa).  A  wea- 

ver's teethed  instrument.  Name  of  a  purgative 
seed  :  also  of  a  certain  herb.  Any  thing  styptic  or 

astringent.    Stupid,  silly,  ignorant.    Bold,  fear- 
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less,  wilful.  Unconscionable.  A  thief.  (for^liVii 
danddn)  A  tooth.    Dund,  A  kind  of  bee. 

p  \s>t^  danda,  Lost.    Middle  of  a  mountain. 

P  (j^^ii  dandan,  A  tooth.  Desire,  greediness. 

Hope,  wish,  expectance.  T>j\  arraA  mar- 

danddn,  A  saw  made  of  serpents'  teeth.  j\  (j^iiJii 

^1^^^^  L>tr^  danddn  az  tursh  hardan,  To  set  the 
teeth  on  edge.  lju>»l  ̂ ^\iijiit?awd/a?iias?/a,  A  grinder. 

{^^j>.         1^'^^  danddn  ba  khun  hurdan,  To  bite. 

^j)  ij^i^i^  danddn  ba  zahar  khdsidan,  To 
hate,  be  severe,    (j*^  ̂ ^y*-  danddn  ba 
kdmi  khwud  burdan,  To  be  gratified.  jS>  (j^i^ii 

^^li^  danddn  tez  kardan,  To  sharpen  the  teeth  ;  to 
covet,  to  long  for.  To  taste.  To  foster  enmity. 

O^s-  ̂j^tVii  danddni  hut,  Gentle  rain.  A  tear. 
iSJ'^  danddni  hhanda,  The  laughing  tooth 

(namely  the  fore-teeth,  as  they  appear  when  one 

laughs),  jjjw^ii  (j^AJii  danddn  ddshtan,  To  en- 
deavour, to  strive  tooth  and  nail.  To  hope,  to  wait 

for.  To  cherish  hatred,  f^dj  ̂J^i^^  danddn  za- 
dan.  To  strip.  To  contend,  dispute  for  equality. 

To  adhere,  stick.  To  cherish  enmity,  '^f^,***  {^'^'^ 

^^lijSs  danddn  saped  kardan,  To  make  the  teeth 
white.  To  laugh,  smile.  To  fear.  To  be  weak,  to 

submit  unto.  ji^A  ̂j\j6ii  danddni  shir,  The  milk- 
teeth,  (j^i^iii  danddni  tama^,  Severity,  ha- 

tred. ^^l^J^  jji  (j^uVii  danddnfaro  burdan.  To  dis- 
like. To  be  in  a  rage.  To  labour  hard,  persevere. 

J danddn  faro  guzdshtan.  To 
strive,  make  great  exertion.  To  hope,  expect,  wait 

for.  To  hate.  ̂ J,-j  danddni  Jll,  Elephant's 
tusks ;  ivory.  (^'^J^  {J^'^'^  danddn  hardan,  To 
forbid,  prohibit.  To  turn  away  from.  To  straiten, 

oppress.  (^j^'^'i  danddni  kalld.  The  wards  of 

a  key.  fj^j^  ̂̂ SsiiH  danddn  kandan.  To  pull  out 

the  teeth,  i.e.  To  suppress  desire.  aJU>J_j$^  ̂^liiiti 

danddni  gosdla,  A  bone-headed  arrow,  ji^  {^•^'^■^ 
<^awiZa/ii </ir,Thebitingorfore-tooth.  (_^j*a<<i  j^^^^Vti 

danddni  misti,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat,  i— -'^  (j^'^'^ 

danddni  nab,  A  canine  tooth,  ̂ jiij^  ̂j^^i^ii  dan- 
ddn namudan.  To  shew  the  teeth.  To  laugh,  be 

pleased.  To  ridicule.  To  terrify.  To  fear.  To  cry 

aloud.  ̂ ^i>\^  (j^*^*^  danddn  nihddan,  To  covet. 

jlLijJ  ̂j^iijii  danddni  nishtar,  A  canine  tooth. 

A  jj^ti-iii  dinddn,  A  muttering  tone  of  voice. 

p  y>j>}  danddn-dpriz  (;j^j^.l  dprish, 

aprlz,  i^.j>)  apnsh,  y„^\  dfrlz,  or  {J^>.js\ 
dfrhh)  A  tooth-pick. 

Vj>ji  dandan-pariz,  (or  ̂ J>SiL) 

danddn-2)ai~ish)  A  tooth-pick. 

pJj3  ̂j^^ijii  datiddn-tez,  Sharp-toothed.  Cruel, 
iniquitous.  Envious. 

p  danddn-rekhta,  One  who  has  lost 

or  shed  his  teeth,  toothless,  edentated. 

p      jjLoii  dand.dn-sd,  Purslain. 
vy>,J>  ̂j^tV  J  danddn-fariz,  (or  i^iyfarish)  A 

tooth-pick. 

p      f^\i^i^  danddn-kdv,  A  tooth-pick. 

p  ̂^USss  fj\^ddanddn-kandn,  Suppressing  de- 
sire. Restlessness.  Ignominy,  shame.  Lamenta- 

tion, groan.  Danddn-kundn,  Disgracing,  despis- 

ing. Groaning. 

Pj^  f^^S>i^danddti-gir,  Stupefying  or  benumb- 
ing the  teeth  (any  thing  acid).    Biting  (horse). 

p  Jto  ̂j\Lijii  danddn-mdl,  A  dentifrice. 

pj*  ̂^iVii  danddn-maz,  Dessert  after  dinner. 
p  dy>  danddn-muzd,  Money  and  other 

things  distributed  to  the  poor  at  a  time  of  feasting. 

p  ̂j^c  ̂ J\d^i^danddn-namdy,  Shewingthe teeth, 
grinning  either  in  anger  or  in  weak  spite. 

p  djltxiii  danddna,  A  tooth.  Teeth  of  a  saw  or 

comb.  Wards  of  a  lock.  A  battlement,  embra- 
sure.   Notched,  indented. 

Pj\i5  iO^iiJii  danddna-ddr,  Teethed,  notched. 

p  (^^iJO^tW^i  danddnidan,  To  gnaw. 

p  ̂_ji>iijii  dandish,  A  muttering  to  one's  self  in 
anger  or  in  joy.  Enigmatical  discourse.  Prayers 
addressed  in  a  low  tone  of  voice. 

A  i^S>d  dundick,  A  he-goat  shaking  with  fat. 

A  pi^jj  dindvm,  A  plant  black  with  age. 
A  ̂jiijti  dandan,  A  plant  black  with  age.  Din- 

din,  The  root  of  the  ̂ ^^^^  silliydn. 
A  iOtijii  dandanat,  (v.  n.  of  jji>->ii  Q)  Moving 

about  to  and  fro.  Muttering  unintelligibly.  Buz- 

zing (flies).  Humming  (wasps).  A  plant  black 
with  age.     Root  of  the  ̂ ^^^  silliydn. 

p  eOiiJii  dandana,  Muttering  to  one's  self. 
p  "bSi^  danda,  A  rib. 

p  dandidan,  To  mutter  to  one's  self  in 

anger.    To  boil  with  rage. 
A  danas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j-Oii)  Being  dirty, 

soiled,  sullied,  tarnished.  Dirt,  filth.  Rust.  Danis, 

(pi.  ̂_j»>Uo\  adnds  and  madams)  Dirty, 
filthy,  sullied. 

A  dana^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Being  impatient  for 
food  (a  child).  Hungering.  Longing  for,  covet- 

ing. Lowering  one's  self.  Beingvile,abject.  Base- 
ness, meanness.  Offal  which  the  camel-butcher 

throws  away.  Vileness.  Dregs  of  the  people.  Da- 

ni^  Foolish,  destitute  of  judgment.  Greedy.  Vile, 
worthless.  Hungry. 

A        danigh,  (pi.  iUSii  danaghat)  Worthless. 
A  \  a3ii  danaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  SJii)  Approaching. 

Suffering  under  severe  illness.  Being  about  to  set 

(the  sun).  Being  yellow.  Severe  and  continued 
illness.  Danaf  or  danif  (fem.  iLsUii  danifat)  One 

suffering  under  severe  and  protracted  illness. 

A  ̂jjlflitS  dinfds.    See  (^Uiti  difnds. 

A  ̂>L)  danfahh.  Thick  and  corpulent. 
A  ̂J-.flili  dinfis,  Foolish  (woman). 
A  S-iijii  danfashat,  A  looking  on  the  ground. 

A  'ij^sod  dinfisat.  Name  of  a  certain  animal- 
cule.   Slender  (woman). 

A  ijiii  danh,  Sebestens. 



A  ftJUuii  dunkalat,  Dongola,  capital  of  Nubia. 

A  'isi>t^  danhat  or  danahat,  Tares,  darnel. 
A jiuii  danhar,  Nitre,  saltpetre. 

A  'i^i:>dankarat,  (v.n.of yiiiiQ)  Pursuing  mi- 
nute objects.  The  pace  of  horses  of  the  worst  kind. 

A  ijJO'^  dan  or  dinkniy,  A  dwarf:  a  sorry  nag. 
A  danhasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jJi3ii  Q)  Stirring 

up  dissensions.  Lowering  the  head,  or  looking 
downwards  through  humility. 

A  dankashat,  (v.  n.  of  (jiiUii  Q)  Look- 

ing on  the  ground.  Exciting  mischief,  or  dissension. 

p  jJiiii  danka,  Tares.    Name  of  a  black  grain. 

p  (j«io.i  dan-has,  Unmanly,  worthless,  mean. 
A  iL-ioii  danhasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Keeping 

close  at  home,  unmindful  of  the  claims  of  society. 

A  XKjii  danhalat.  The  sea-gull,  sea-mew. 

P  t.i^ii  dang,  Astonished,  confounded.  Stupid. 

Ignorant.  Half  a  (horse)  load.  The  noise  made 

by  the  collision  of  two  stones.  The  traces  of  a  pair 

of  compasses.  Ding,  A  wooden  instrument  with 

iron  teeth,  used  in  separating  rice  from  the  chaff. 

A  machine  for  making  powder. 

p  tL^'.^l^'^  dang-a-dang,  Equipoised,  equal, 
exact.  Knee  to  knee,  intimately  connected.  Equally. 

p  sJl^jii  dangala.  An  icicle. 

p     jXjj  dangdala  or  dangadala,  An  icicle. 

p  i_j_5^i.i^ii  ding-hob,  Separathig  rice  from 
the  chaff. 

p  (jXJii  dangal.  Sitting  knee  to  knee.  Dangil, 

A  cuckold,  privy  to  a  wife's  infidelity.  Foolish. 
Disproportioned,  awkward. 

Pj__^_^3i>  dingi,  A  sepai-ater  of  rice  from  chaff. 
A  X^ii  dinnamat.  Short  (woman).  A  small  ant. 

An  atom. 

A  danan,(y.n.o{  (tjii)  Having  a  stooping 

neck,  short  fore-feet,with  curved  back  (quadruped). 

Ay>d  dunHv),  (v.  n.  ofy  li)  A  pproaching,  drawing 
near.  Propinquity.  The  lowest  degree  of  baseness. 

A  'i^^^  dunuMt,  (v.  n.  of  Uj)  Being  mean, 
base,  abject,  wicked.  Being  careless  of  censure. 

P(jJ>\y4ic??'w«'a.5/i,Theman  whosold^iivP^a^ra. 
A  ̂ >Li  dunuh,  The  being  lowly,  humble. 
A  dunu^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ d)  Being  impatient 

for  food  (a  child).  Hungering.  Coveting.  Lower- 

ing one's  self.    Being  vile,  abject. 
A  ̂ J*>ii  danuh,  A  frugal  person,  one  economical 

in  domestic  expenditure.  Dunuk,(v.  n.  of  j^ii)  Giv- 
ing attention  to  minute  objects ;  numbering  with 

care,  reckoning  to  a  farthing  ((_»i^ii  danah~).  Being 
sunk  in  the  socket  (the  eye).  Being  brown  and  ema- 

ciated from  fatigue  or  sickness  (the  face). 

p  jOii  c?awa.  Cheerfulness.  Shouts  of  joy.  Song. 

Sauciness,  petulance,  insolence.  Pride,  presump- 
tion.   Worldly  possessions.     Name  of  a  woman. 

dana  giriftan.  To  take  fire,  to  fall  in  a 

passion.  To  be  proud,  take  much  state.  To  presume. 

p  iCs^  ftiii  dana-girifta,  Proud,  insolent,  un- 
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grateful  for  divine  favours.  Exceeding  bounds  in 
mirth.  A  fast  runner. 

p        daiii,  Alacrity,  mirth,  cheerfulness. 

A  J^ii  duna',  (pi.  of  boii  dunya'')  Worlds. Worldly  possessions. 

A  danly,  Near,  neighbouring.  Daniy,  (or 

danii)  (pi.  adnas  or  dunuMs)  Vici- 
ous, contemptible,  licentious,  careless  of  reputation. 

Small,  mean,  trifling,  paltry,  base.  adna' 
daniyin  or  dannd , The  first  thing. 

charkhi  dant-parmar,  Fortune,  the  nurse  of  villains. 

aX^i^  dunya', {j^\.^i^duna')T!he  world.  Worldly 
goods  (either  from  their  nearness  to  us,  or  from  their 

fadingnature).  People.(fem.of  J^iiWt^/za')  Nearest. 
i^>i^  J  dunya'  su  din,  Country  and  religion. 

's^liSiiS  ad'dunya'd  dantyat,  The  worthless 

world.  Worldly  goods.  {x>di\ 'i^)^  al  hayatu'd 
dunya'.  The  present  life.  ^\.^\  as  samufU 'd 

dunya^  ov\^^\         samasud  dunya',  Lower  sky. 
A  IjJii  dinyan  or  dunyan.  In  close  relationship. 

P  <-^^*^.        dunya' -parast,  A  Mammonist. 
Pj^tiljO;if/Mra?/a*'-fZar,Worldly-minded,worldly. 
p         Ijj^i  dunya'-dari.  Economy.  Mammon. 

A^illJs'jljjj  dunyawly.  Of  the  world,  worldly. 
Aiuiii  dinyatan.  Very  closely  related. 

A  'iiXid  daniyat.  Vice,  blemish,  defect,  imper- 
fection.   The  high  cap  of  a  Cazi  (from  its  resem- 

blance to  the  wine-jar  called  dami). 

A  «JOii  danniyat,  A  high  cap  worn  by  judges, 

from  its  resemblance  to  a  wine-jar  (j^jii  dann). 

p  (jiiJ^ii  damdan.  To  walk  with  pomposity.  To 
boil  with  rage.    To  run  with  alacrity  and  joy. 

p  danida,  Gone  or  going  with  a  pom- 
pous, jaunty,  or  cheerful  gait. 

A  dani^  (or  &»J^4>  dani^t)  Foolish,  with- 
out judgment.  Worthless. 

A  ̂_^jJc>  danik.  One  who  eats  privately,  lest  a 
guest  should  surprise  him. 

A  ̂J^JJOli  danilas,  A  kind  of  shell. 

A  f^>^  damn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂t^ii)  Muttering.  Hum- 
ming, buzzing  (a  fly).    A  word  spoken  in  a  low, 

unintelligible  voice.  A  plant  black  with  age. 

A  CSi^i^  dunyarviy,  Worldly,  secular. 
(^^xid  mali  dunyarci,  Worldly  goods,    j  ̂_^^>^ 

J>\  dunyawi  su  uhhran'i,  Of  this  and  next  world, 
p         dunyi,  The  world. 

A  J^s^*^  dunyiy.  Worldly. 
A  danhat.  Vice,  blemish,  defect. 

p  ji^  dav,  (from  ̂ ^i^Jjii  dav'idan  or  datvldan') 
Running,    jii  C£)a3  neh-dav.  Running  well, 

p  jii  du,  (in  India  do)  Two. 
A  sii  daww,  A  desert,  extended  plain. 

A  ̂ jii  daws,  (v.  n.  of  ijO)  Being  sick,  ailing. 

A  A^i^  dan-as,  diwas,  or  dujvds,  (pi.  ad- 
wiyat)  A  medicine,  remedy.  A  sweating  draught 
for  a  horse.    A  fattening  medicine  for  a  woman. 

Any  fattening  herb.  Pj^j  cf^j*^  daman  zahr,  An 

antidote  to  poison,  a  Diwas,  (v.  n.3  of  (_fji5)  Giv- 
ing medicine.    Curing  a  disease,  remedying. 

PL-'  I  jiiJo-a&jName  of  a  province  in  Hindustan, 

lying  between  the  rivers  Ganges  and  Jumna. 

a  (4-'^'^  dawabb,  (pi.  of         dabbai)  Cattle, 
beasts.    Reptiles,  creeping  things. 

A  A^\jii  duwabat,  A  pellicle. 
A  (Jj^jii  dawabil,  (pi.  of  Jjjii  duwbal)  Young 

pigs.  Boars.  Swine.  ̂ yi\jO^\  ̂ ^\jra^'d dawabil, A  swineherd. 

A  S^jii  dawat,  (pi.  t^jii  dawa' ,  Cfjii  duwiy,  or 
diwiy)  An  ink-stand.  Rind  of  acolocyntli  or  me- 

lon :  the  skin  of  a  grape. 

p  0\jti  dawat,  An  ink-holder.    A  pen-case. 

lO^jii  dawati  siyalii.  An  inkstand, 

p J  I  C->^jii  danat-ar.  Keeper  of  the  seals, 
p  (jiiJ  1  jii  du  atish,  The  lips  of  a  mistress, 
p  BJl*i\  jii  du  atisha,  Double  distilled.  \^\j*t 

s-Zli  I  jii  sharabi  du  atisha,  Double-distilled  liquor, i.  e,  very  strong. 

p         dawaj,  A  bed-quilt.  A  sheet. 

A  ̂^j*^  diiwaj,  A  scarf  or  upper  garment.  A blanket  or  coverlet. 

A  ̂^5-\jii  dawajin,  (pi.  of  (^>-^ii)  Tame,  cade. 

A  ̂jr^'^^^  dawahih,  (pi.  of  ̂^'\^)  Yellow  dates. 
A  dawahil,{j)\.  of ,J_j>-^ J) Onager-traps. 

A  ̂jJ>-\^ddawahhis,  The  feet  of  a  cauldron  (be- 
cause buried  in  the  ashes). 

A  iji'^j'i  dawahhil,  (pL  of  a>i="\ii  ddhhilat)  Low 

(grounds),  (pi.  of  i>Ji«-jii  dawkhalat)  Baskets 
made  of  palm-leaves. 

A  ̂ ^\j>^dawdhhin.  Chimneys.  Dawdhhin  and 

lj;^=-^jii  dawdhhin,  (pi.  o? duhhdn  and  duhh- 
hliun)  Smokes. 

A  liljii  duwdd.  Small  worms.  The  ring-worm. 
A  swift  man. 

A  dmvddim,  Tears  of  the  Egyptian  thorn. 

P  jti^jii  dav-d-dav,  Running  incessantly,  or  in 
every  direction.  A  messenger.  Any  one  constantly 

employed  in  running  of  errands. 
Aj^j  ̂  dawdr  or  c?M?i'ar,Giddiness,vertigo,whirl. 

The  temple  of  Mecca,  from  the  circular  inclosure 

of  pillars.  Name  of  an  idol.  Dirvdr,  (v.  n.  3  of 

jb  forjjii)  Going  about  (with  another).  Adjust- 
ing, setting  to  rights,  administering  well.  Watch- 

ing any  one  to  see  how  he  will  manage  a  business. 

AjljtS  dawwdr.  Moving  in  a  circle,  revolving, 
rotary.  Versatile.  Pj^j'^  charhhi  dawwdr, 

Therevolvingheavens.  a  Dun-war  or  duwar.  The 
temple  of  Mecca.    Name  of  an  idol. 

A  jj^jii  dawwdrat,  Any  thing  roimd  and  im- 
moveable. A  halo  about  the  moon.  Compasses. 

A  spiral  lock  of  hair  on  the  head  or  mustachios. 
The  roundest  part  of  the  head.  The  groove  in  the 

upper  lip  under  the  nose.  The  part  of  a  sheep's  belly 
which  holds  the  intestines.  Duwdrat,  Any  thing 

round  and  moveable.  A  circular  tumulus  of  sand. 



The  roundest  part  of  the  head.  A  sheep's  paunch. 
A  dan-arij,  The  feet  (of  horses). 

A  o^^jii  dawaris,  (pi.  of  (_><*j^  J  daris)  Effaced 
(vestiges). 

p  daman,  A  gold  coin  of  five  drachms. 

A  (jSTj^jii  dawrvariy,  Rotary.  Versatile,  varia- 

ble. Time.  Fortune.  Lirj^jii  shahli  dam- 
wart,  A  circular  figure. 

p  sil^iij^jti  dumazdagana,  Twelve. 

p  ISiij^jii  dimazdah,  Twelve,  ^j'^j^  ii^j\jd 
dumazdah  jam  sail  (or  (Jo/o  ?«iZ),  The  twelve  signs 
of  the  Zodiac. 

p  ̂S>dj\jd  dumazdahum,  The  twelfth. 
p  ̂JStiJ^jii  dum>azdahe,  A  dozen. 
A  (^l^ii  dammds,  A  lion.  Strong,  bold,  cou- 

rageous.   Sagacious,  subtile. 

p  »Xu>\  jti  du  asha,  A  post-boy,  messenger.  A 
post-master.  A  soldier  who  has  two  horses  found 

him.    Quick,  expeditious.    Haste,  expedition. 

A  &**j\j45  dun-asaf,  A  crowd  of  men. 
A  H*»J^Jii  dawmasat,  The  nose. 
A  dumasir,  Thick,  firm  (camel). 

P  L_->^laA>»^  jii  du  ustu7iah,  The  sun  and  moon. 
p  ioljui>|  jti  du  ashy  ana,  A  kind  of  tent. 

A  dama^.  Vicissitudes  of  fortune. 

A  dan-aghis,  (pi.  of  daghisat) 
Knee-pans.  Pure  waters. 

A  daimfi^{^\.  o{'i>ts\ddafi^t')  Expellers, 
repellents.  Low,  falling  grounds. 

A  damakat,  The  being  mad  or  foolish. 

p  J^jii  dumal,  A  stirrup-leather.  A  skin,  hide. 
An  emerald.  Fraud,  deceit.  A  glittering  sword. 

^-JLv-J  (J^j  J  dumali  sham,shir,K  leathern  sword-belt. 

(j;\Lo  (J^jii  dumali  tia^ayn,  A  shoe-latchet,  or  any 
thing  for  fastening  shoes.  Jl?'^  dumal  gu- 
shadan,  To  fly. 

A  u-J^jii  damalih.  Water-wheels. 

pjb  J|jiifZM?i)o/-Z;a2^,AknaTe,cheat :  acut-purse. 

p  (_^b  J^ji^  dumal-pay,  (Leather-leg)  Slender 
and  limber-legged  man.  Name  of  a  people  in  India, 
who,  according  to  Castellus,  have  legs  thin  and 

ductile,  like  leathern  straps :  they  pretend  to  be 

lame,and  importune  travellers  to  carry  them  on  their 

backs ;  which  proves  fatal  to  such  whose  compas- 
sion induces  them  to  comply  ;  as  the  villains  twist 

their  legs  round  their  necks  and  instantly  strangle 

them.  A  thug.  A  bug-bear. 

A  ̂ ^Li  damalih,  (pi.  of  ̂ 6)  Rainy  (clouds). 
A  damalihh,  Fat  (camels). 

p  (.iU^jii  dumalah,  A  little  strap.  A  leathern 
strap  used  in  a  game  at  dice.  A  black  Indian  slave. 

A  species  of  moss. 

p  {jjO  (.dJJ^jii  f?M7?'aZa^-&a2:z,  Cheating,  deceit, 
p  eJ^jO  dumala,  A  kind  of  sweet-smelling  drug. 

jDMor<?a«.-aZa,Aleather  strap  used  in  agameatdice. 

P  damal'i,  One  who  uses  sleight  of  hand, 
ajuggler :  cheat,deceiver.  Akindoffragrantcreeper, 
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A  ̂^J^jti  dawaU,  A  species  of  blackish  grapes. 
Unripe  dates  hung  up  to  become  fit  for  eating.  A 

distemper  incident  to  the  human  foot  and  leg,  ori- 

ginating in  varicose  veins. 

A  1^^^  dam-ally,  A  grape  grown  at  Tayf. 

A  il^\jL)damdlib,  (pi.  of L^'^jdduldb)Wheeh. 
Wheels  for  drawing  water. 

A  CilA_]1.4i  damdlayk,  Alternately.  Damalih, 

i^J^  tjj^^^      ifi^^cffuzfVl  mashy. 
A  js^jO  damdm,  (v.  n.  of  for  j»jii)  Persisting, 

persevering  in.  Continuing,  lasting.  Perpetuity, 

duration,  p^jii-i^  ̂ la'd  da7mm.  Continually, 
assiduously.   Dumdm,  Vertigo,  giddiness. 

A  pjii  damdmm,  (pi.  of  ̂Ulii  das^nds)  Holes of  field-mice. 

A  duwamat,  (pi.         dumdm)  A  boy's 
top,  or  whirligig,  which  he  either  throws  from  his 
hand,  or  whips  on  the  ground.  A  whirlpool. 

A  Cii-«^jii  damdmih,  (pi.  of  &SC<^ii)  Ills,  evils. 

A  ̂J"J^«^ J  ddamdmts(^  pi .  of ̂j-^eiij  li  dudamis,q .  v. ) . 

p  i^^ji^  daman,  Running,  walking  fast. 
F      ji^do  ani,  A  coin,  the  8th  of  a  gold  mob  nr. 

p  jjJj;3|ji5  damdnulan.  To  cause  to  run. 

A  ̂Jji^jO  damdrah,  (pi.  of  c^awzVj)  Weights 
of  two  carats. 

A  (^.j^jii  damdm'in,  (pi.  of  d'lmcin)  Mus- ter-rolls.   Public  records.  Account-books. 

A  damdlu,  (pi.  of  &jk^U)  Sore  calamities. 

A  oWjti  damdydt,  (pi.  of  S^jii)  Ink-stands. 
A  dumdyat,  A.  greenish  colour  of  the  teeth. 

Dumdyat  or  dim-dy  at, The  scum  of  broth  or  of  milk, 
also  a  pellicle  formed  on  the  surface  of  the  same. 

A  ̂ji^  damdsih,  (pi.  of  ddAhaf)  Large 
spreading  (trees). 

Aj^^jii  damdsir,  (pi.  of  ijyb  ddsirat)  Circles. 
A  damdsis.  Men  trampling  on  each 

other.  A  threshing-floor.  Cattle  treading  out  corn. 

(Horses)  following  at  the  heels  of  one  another. 

A  j^^jii  damdfim,{;p\.  of  ̂ jb  ddsim)  Perpetual, uninterrupted. 

A  J^^jii  damdsiy.  Medicinal,  medical.  ^ 
A  L^jd  dumb,  (or  J dusub)  (v.  n.ofi_^b) 

Striving,  using  diligence.  Labouring,  becoming 
fatigued.    Travelling  hard. 

p  jjb      (/o  bdru,  Name  of  a  game. 

p  ̂jij^^  jLi  du  bdt  uh,  Nightshade. 
p  ijb  jilido or  dubdra,T\yice.  Double-distilled. 

p  jb  jddo  bdz,  A  kind  of  pigeon.  A  child's  kite. 

p  jjb  J  J  do  bdzu,  A  rustic  instrument. 

p  H  ̂_^"»b  J  J  du  bdshi,  An  interpreter. 

p  Jb  jii  du  bdl,  A  strap  for  fastening  on  a 
saddle.  Leather.  An  emerald.  Fraud,  deceit.  A 

glittering  sword. 

p  ̂b  jii      bald,  Excessive. 
p         jii  du  bahhsha.  Double. 

P  ii.^ji5£?M&Mc?, (or i5^_jiic?MJi/c?)Akindof cloth. 

Pj^jddu  ba  dUfTwo  together, without  a  third. 

p\j^      du  bura,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  sword. 

p^^  jii  du  bardbar.  Double,  equal  to  two. 

p  (j^jii^  jii  du  birddardn,T!'wo  bright  stars  in the  lesser  bear.  Name  of  a  certain  rapacious  bird. 

p  (_5r^^  ji^  du  burji,  A  secret  visit  of  one  wo- man to  another. 

A  dambal,  (pi.  J^^jii  damabil)  A  small 
ass.  The  wild  ass  of  Khatay,  small  in  body.  A 

young  pig.  A  boar.  A  fox.  A  wolf,  black  and 
white.    Name  of  a  poet. 

p  ̂y>J'^  dubal,  Insincere,  unfaithful. 
p  OiJ^  jti  du  band,  A  double  embankment. 

p  (_|J^.  jti  du  bayti,  A  poem  consisting  of  four 
hemistichs,  a  tetrastich.  ̂ ^<y>\^=-  (_^.  ji^  du  bayfi 
hhmdndan,  To  read. 

P  b  jii  du  pd,  A  small  worm  found  chiefly  in 
oak-trees  (quercus  coccifera  or  kermes  oak),  and 

which  imparts  to  cloth  a  beautiful  red  colour. 

Pjl!^j  »b2iiib  jii  du  pddshdhi  kahhdr,  (Two 

mighty  kings)  Night  and  day. 

p  8jb      do  pdra.  Halved. 

p  aob.jii  do  pay  a.  Two-legged,  biped.  Man. 

Hiuo.jii  do  patta,  (Two  breadths)  A  sheet  of 
cloth  thrown  loosely  over  the  shoulders. 

p  ssfv  ji5  do  p)ahhcha,  A  clew  of  thread.  Name of  a  bird. 

p  eo^jy,  jii  du  parmdna,  Night  and  day. 
p  Kb.  jti  do  palhd,  (Having  two  eyelids)  A 

kind  of  pigeon.    A  kind  of  stone  for  a  ring. 

p  Siiy.jii  du  puda.  Cloth,  woven  in  streaks  or 
stripes  of  two  colours. 

p  iJl->*>5^.j^  dupost.  Two  (leaves)  pasted. 

p  »jL).  jii  du  or  dopiydza,  A  rich  fricassee  made 
with  butter,  turmeric,  onions,  garlic,  and  various 
spices ;  a  dish  without  gravy. 

Vji.x>,^Li  du paykar,  Gemini.  Atwo-edged  axe. 
pXi  jCidutd,  Double,  doubled.  Bent,  curved. 

Bending  the  body.  Fine  cloth.  ̂ ^6J^  b'  du  td shudan,  To  be  bent  or  doubled,  ̂ jaj^ch^  b  j(>  du 

td  ka^atayn.  Night  and  day. 

p  ̂ ^lJm  du  td  shudagi.  An  ovej'lapping or  folding  over. 

p  is^  b      du  td  shuda,  Overlapped.  Folded. 

p  »b  jJf^M  Double,  doubled.  ̂ ^^J^ sbjiS 
du  tdh  hardan.  To  fold,  to  double. 

p  ̂J\i  jii  du  tdy,  A  two-stringed  harp. 

p  ̂>  jii  du  tan.  Two  persons.  Double. 

p  j3  jii  du  tarn  (or  aJ  tah^.  Double.  A  meeting. 

p  ,_5-t^      do  tahi,  (Two-plied)  Cloths  lined. 
A  &ijL)  damsat.  Flight  from  battle. 
A  dufsiy,  A  cuckold. 

A  ̂ jii  damj,  A  serving,  a  waiting  upon. p        duj.  Name  of  an  herb. 

pW  jii  dujd,  (Two  places)  Squint-eyed. 

p  (jVj*^  dojdn.  The  jugular  vein. p  CL**Ju5-  jii  dujanibat.  Night  and  day. 

p         jii  dujahdn,  This  world  and  the  next. 



Pjls;-  du  char,  Twice  four.  A  sudden  and 
unexpected  meeting,  encounter,  or  interview,  jii 

du  char  zadan,  To  meet.  To  converse. 

To  dispute,  to  fight,  o'^^ du  char  har- 
dan,  To  meet  one  another  on  the  road. 

p  jW  jL>  du  chashm  char  shudan, 

The  sudden,  unexpected  encounter  of  two  persons. 

p  s^s^  jii  du  chashma,  The  sun  and  moon. 
Night  and  day.    The  pupils  of  the  eyes. 

p       jl)  du  challa,  A  roof  sloping  two  ways. 

p  tjJks-  ji^  do  (or  du)  chand,  Twice,  double. 

p  ̂jjliiJk^  j4i  du  chandan,  Twice  as  much. 

p  i^,y>-  ji5  do  (or  du)  choha,  Two-poled  (tent). 

Pjl^  ji^  du  chahar,  A  sudden,  unexpected 
meeting  or  interview. 

A  ̂ jii  dawh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^)  Swag- 
ging  (the  belly).  Being  large  (a  tree),  (pi.  of 

*&s>-jii  dawhat)  Large  trees. 
A  &s»-jii  dawhat,  (pi.  J  dawh)  A  large  tree. 

The  trunk  of  a  tree.    A  grove,  nursery,  orchard. 

p  ̂ ^y"  ij^jt^  du  hujrasi  hhwah,  Two  eyes. 

p  1— ip-  jii  du  harf,  Two  letters,  i.e.  l^}  haf 

and  (J  nun,  signifying       kun.  Be  thou. 
p  jii  du  huri  liha.  Reason  and  soul. 

A  dawkh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ jt>)  Being 
base  and  abject.  Subduing,  subjugating. 

p  duhh,  Bald.  A  barren  place.  A  head 
bald  in  front.  Leafless  branch.  A  smooth  face. 

A  rocket.  A  reed,  from  which  mats  are  woven, 

and  on  which  grapes  and  melons  are  hung  to  dry. 

P  j^y^  jiidu  hhatun,  (or  ;jiJ^.  i^^^^  jii  du 
khdtuni  binish)  Pupils  of  the  eyes.  Sun  and  moon. 

P  J  t_<,*~f^  J  4^  du  hhadimi  hahashi 
su  runii.  Night  and  day. 

A  Xs>-ji>  dawhhat.  Sickness,  indisposition. 
p  dokht,  A  virgin.    Power.  Sewing, 

stitch,  i^i^j^  di*s-j4>  dohht  kardaii,  To  hate,  de- 
spise, loathe. 

P  »;?Ls>-jii  dohhtara,  A  daughter.    A  virgin. 

P  (j^s-jii  dokhtan,  To  sew.  To  pay,  perform. 
To  gain,  acquire,  collect.  To  fix,  fasten.  To  milk. 
To  plaster. 

p  sii-jii  t?o^/ito,Stitched,  sewed,closed.  Milked. 
Payed,  performed.    Gained.  Plastered. 

p  liKs--        duhh  chahad,  A  head  bald  in  front. 
Bald-headed. 

.•1 .  " 
A  edp-jii  dawhhalat,  (or  dawhhallat)  A 

basket  made  of  palm-leaves. 

p       jii  do  hhamma,  A  bent  hookah-pipe. 

Pjfi>\js.-  j,5  du  khwuhar.  Name  of  two  stars. 

p  laA>-  ji>  cZm  hhayti  mulawwan,  The  twi- 
light or  false  dawn,  and  break  of  day. 

A  iijO  dawd,  (v.  n.  of  lib  for  lijii)  Breeding 
worms  (bread  or  meat).  Bud,  (pi.  .0  M?i) 
A  worm.  j>j^  lij^i  (^wdw';  /jo^.^,.^  (or  jftl\  .ijii  dw- 
rfw'Z  Aa2;z)  A  silk-worm.  J*^fl)\  (^mJm'Z  /izV- miz,  Kermes,  or  coccus  ilicis,an  insect  full  of  red- 
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dish  juice,  which  is  used  in  dyeing  red :  hence, 
crimson.  Cochineal. 

p  lijii  c^MfZ,  Smoke.  Vapour.  Breath.  Anguish, 

sadness.  Jj  lijii  dudidil,  (or  lijJ  dudi  dam) 

A  sigh.  » I  i5jt>  dudi  ah.  The  exhalation  of  a  sigh. 

'  ̂ 3'^  ̂ ^'^  ̂ 'foardan.  To  eradicate. 

i^^j^  '^j'^  dud  hardan,  To  emit  smoke.  To  fu- 

migate,   lijii^.  pur  dud,  Full  of  smoke. 

A  sbjii  dawdasat,  (or  5\iij<i  dawdat)  The  mur- 
muring noise  of  a  number  of  men  and  cattle.  A  swing. 

A  dawdat.  Motion  of  a  swing. 

p  j^^s^i^iijii  dud-afkan,  A  kind  of  magician. 

PiijJI  (ijii  cZwc^-a/McZ,  Smoked,  perfumed.  Name 
of  a  town  and  river  in  India. 

p  is3\iij4i  dudala,  The  game  of  tipcat. 

p  jii  do  dami.  Flowered  muslin,  the 
flowers  worked  with  a  needle. 

p^fii  1  ̂ji^  dud-ahanj,  (or  lL^-Us  1  ahang)  Chim- 
ney of  a  kitchen  or  bath.  An  earthen  pot  placed 

over  a  lamp  to  gather  smoke  for  making  lamp-black. 

A  Siijii  dudat.  One  worm. 

A  ̂ lijii  dawdah.  Short-bodied. 
A  Ss-iijii  dawdahat.  Fatness. 

p  ajlj>-  i^jJ  dud-hhana.  House,  family,  race. 

Pj)^  i^jii  t?M(i-M7t'a/',  (Smoke-eater)  A  moth 
flying  round  the  candle.  A  chimney.  A  smoker 
of  tobacco. 

PjiijJ  dudar.  Coat-buttons  (or  the  shanks). 
Buckle  of  a  belt.  Twisted  (chain,  rope,  or  loop). 

A  jjjiij^i  dawdara\  A  short-bodied  girl. 

p  tijti  jii  du  dart.  The  world. 

A  t/Jj'^  dawdarra'.  One  who  goes  or  comes 
without  occasion. 

p  ̂jj^t^  j"^  du  dasti,  Of  two  hands'  length.  A 
hard-fought  battle.  A  blow  on  the  back  with  both 
hands  in  order  to  hasten  any  one.  A  sort  of  ewer. 

p  ;ji>^ iij4if/wZ-^ai-Z!.,Aventforsmoke, chimney. 

p  ̂^J^Ji  lijii  dud-giriftagi,  Smokiness. 

p  s^'ii^  lijii  dud-girifta.  Smoked,  smoky. 
p  lii^        dud-gand,  Exhaling  fragrance. 

p  t^i^  lijii  dud-ganda,  Smelling  of  smoke. 

p  lijii  dud-gin,  (Filled  with  smoke)  The 
tunnel  of  a  chimney.  Smoky. 

p  (Jii  jii  du  dil,  (Two-hearted)  Uncertain,  ir- 
resolute, wavering.    A  hypocrite. 

p  aJtijii  dudala,  also  dudila,  The  game  of  tip- 
cat. Du  dila,  Wavering,  doubtful,  in  suspense, 

uncertain,  irresolute.  Absent  in  mind.  One  who 

is  constantly  changing  his  creed. 

p  -^dJi*  du  dila  shudagl,  Double-heart- 
edness,  irresolution,  uncertainty. 

A  piijii  duwadirn.  The  tears  or  red  gum  of  the 

Egyptian  thorn  S^v^  samurai. 

p  i^\jci^ji^  dudmdn,  A  great  tribe,  family,  illus- 
trious house.  Generation,  race.  Fragrance.  Name 

of  a  place  near  Shiraz. 
A  dudamis,  (pi.  OL««4ij(>  dudamisdt 
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and  (jmA<|ji>  dawdmis)  A  kind  of  serpent  with  an 
inflated  neck  which  burns  whatever  it  breathes  upon. 

A  duwadin,  Dragon's  blood. 
P  j.i  jii  du  du,  Two  and  two.  Sound  of  a  pipe. 

A  jiijii  dusdus,  (pi.  dasadis)  The  latter 
end  of  a  month.  The  night  of  the  2.5th,  26th,  27th, 

28th,  or  29th  of  the  month  :  last  nights  of  the  moon. 

p  Siijti  damda,  A  circle.  Duda,  Round  cot- 
tages. Atribe,  family.  People.  Achimney.  An  eldest 

son.  Soot,  lamp-black,  with  which  they  make  ink. 

p  lijii  dud-hanj,  (or  LLCysiijti  dud-hang)  A 
chimney.    A  pot  for  collecting  smoke. 

Pjjii  dawr.  Time,  age.  A  revolution,  period 
of  years.  The  world,  fortune.  The  repetition  of  a 

lesson.  A  cup  handed  round  by  the  guests.  In- 
telligence which  spies  transmit  to  the  court  of  their 

sovereign.  ,^j>-  dawri  charhh,  (or  (jj'^jj'^ 
dawri  gardun)  Motions  of  the  heavens.  AjjO 

dawri  zamdn,  Revolution  of  ages.  j»5j  jii 

dawri  hamai'i,  The  lunar  cycle  (at  the  commence- 
ment of  which  Adam  was  created).  daw- 

ru'l  hurat,  A  spherical  motion.  p 
dawr  hardan,fo  encircle,  surround.  To  turn  about, 
revolve.  To  mufile  or  wrap  round.  Jl^^^jtJ 

dawri  gosh-mal,  Times  of  sedition  or  oppression. 
Days  of  calamity,  distress,  or  poverty.  a^O^j^i^ 

dawri mudamfPerpetaal  motion.  ̂  j^^j^ddawri 

mi^ari,  The  moon's  orbit,  {^j^  ̂   rihhi 
dawri  shar^.  Legal  usury.  j^;^jy>'jawri  dawr, 
Injuries  of  fortune,  p  DUr,  Remote,  distant.  Ab- 

sent. Far  off",  J^j  jii  dur  az  hdr.  Far  from  the 
purpose  :  in  opposition  to,  contrary  to  the  inclina- 

tion. ^J^jjii  dur  az  ind.  Far  from  us. 

ypSo  dur-a-dur  mudda^\  A  tedious,  diff"usive  dis- 
course. jjiiJlijjii  dur  shudan.  To  be  distant,  ab- 

sent. (jiijSs  jjii  dur  hardan.  To  remove,  avert, 
send  away,  banish,  j);*^  Jjj*^  dur  u  dardz,  Far 
and  long.  Prolixly,  at  fulllength.  ̂ jX>sj>  jjji^dur 

u  nazdili.  Far  and  near.  jji^J^  o-^  dur.  From  afar. 

Ajjii  dawr,  (v.  n.  o^Js^i  forjjii)  Going  round, 
moving  in  a  circle,  being  turned  about.  A  species 

of  argument,  reasoning  in  a  circle.  Circle,  circuit, 

circumference.  A  turn.  Dur,  (pi.  of  'ij^^  ddrat) 
Houses.  Arabian  tribes.  Dawr  a,  About,  around. 

A  C->]_,jii  durdt,  (pl.ofjlii)  Houses,  mansions. 

P jjii^jii  durddur.  Very  distant. 

P  ti)^/^' jj*^  dur-dsardn.  Name  of  a  king  of  tlie 
magicians. 

p  ̂ ji^  durdgh,  Sour  milk,  upon  which  new milk  is  poured. 

p  [J^jji^  dawrdn,  A  revolution,  period,  circle, 
cycle.  Time,  an  age.  Fortune,  vicissitude.  Roll- 

ing round.  j*>»  jj^jii  daw7'dni  sar,  A  swimming 
in  the  head.  (_^^J.=-  (j^ji^  dawrdn-hhuddy ,  A 
whoremonger.    Durdn,  A  pipe. 

A  ̂^j^i^  durdn,  (pi.  ofj^ii  ddr)  Houses,  habi- 
tations.   Dawardn,  (v.  n.  of^^ii  forjjtS)  Moving 



round,  revolving.  Vertigo. 

p  dur  andakhtarii,  Fit  only  to  be 

thrown  away,  refuse. 

p dur-andai',  Deep  (goblet  or  well). 

P  iJ^.O^^j^'^  dur-andesh,  Far-sighted,  penetra- 
ting. Anticipative. 

p  sJl^O^iS j^i^  dur-andesha,  Foresight. 

P  jjii  dur-andeshi,  Far-sightedness. 
Anticipation. 

p  (^jj*^  cjIjJ'^  duran  sarun,  Name  of  a  king  of 
tl  e  magicians. 

p  ij^jjii  dawrarii,  Temporal,  secular. 

p  t/];j'i  dur  ay,  A  flute,  a  psaltery. 

p  iibjjii       had,  God  forbid !  Far  be  it! 

p  iji^^>  jjii  dur  hash,  A  staff,  a  walking-stick. 
A  club,  mace,  bludgeon,  pole,  or  baton,  with  which 

they  keep  the  mob  fi'om  pressing  too  close  in  public 
solemnities.  A  battle-axe  (usually  fixed  to  the  sad- 

dle). The  commander  of  a  caravan.  A  sigh.  Have 

a  care!  stand  back!  give  way!  keep  off,at  a  distance! 

P         j^jj'^  dur  har  amadan.  To  be  wretched. 

p  iJ^jjii  durhal,  Faithless,  insincere,  untrue. 

p  tjOjjii  dur-hin,  One  who  sees  at  a  distance; 
far-sighted.  A  telescope.  Provident,  penetrating, 

perspicuous,  ingenious,  intelligent,  judicious.  ̂ ^SiS- 

l^jOj^i^  ̂ kli  dur-hin,  A  solid  judgment. 
p^x>.jjii  dur-hlm,  Far-sightedness. 

Pjb^  jii  dur-par,  God  forbid  !  (female  phrase). 
A  ijj^  dawrat,  An  epicycle.  A  revolution. 

V ji>j^d  durtar,  More  remote,  furthest. 

p         jj^  dur-lilmli,  A  wild  kind  of  lily. 
p         _jti  du  ruhhi,  A  kind  of  bow. 

pj^iijjii  dur  daraz,  Far,  distant. 

p  uIL-uAJiijjii  dur-dast,  Distant,  out  of  reach. 

p  ̂ ^u>dj^6  dur-dast  I,  Remoteness,  out  of  reach. 

Aj^dj^d  dawr  dawr,  Prosperity. 
p  dur  as,  Hellebore. 

V  j^j^i^dur-Jiro, (or  j> jj  J)Deep.  Very  low. 

A  ijjj'i  dawrali,  A  water-pot  with  handles.  A 
kind  of  wine-measure. 

p  Jii^jii  dur-harda,  Removed,  taken  away. 
p  darvr-(/iran,  Kings.  Wine-drinkers. 
A        dawr  am,  A  youth,  short  and  bad  walker. 

p  ̂ j'^  darvranj,  Name  of  a  medicinal  herb. 
p  danrang,  A  sort  of  medicinal  plant. 

Du  ranr],  Of  two  colours,  piebald,  bi-coloured. 

Double-faced,  hypocrite,  deceitful  man.  The  world. 

p        jji^  dur-nigah,  Long-sighted,  seeing  far. 
p  du  rangi,  The  property  of  possessing 

two  colours.  Of  two  colours.  Capriciousness.  Hy- 

pocrisy. Capricious. 

p  jjj  jii  (Zm  ru,  Two-faced,  i.e.  a  deceitful  villain, 
hypocrite.  Inconstant.  A  kind  of  rose,  I'ed  without 
and  white  within.  Name  of  a  small  brass  coin. 

p du  rozasi  ̂ imr,  A  short  life. 

p  L^jjjj'^  duruzi,  Health,  soundness  of  body. 

p  Wjjjjii  doruna,Ahovf  for  cotton.  The  rainbow. 
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p  do  (or  du)  ruya,  Double,  two-faced. 

p  ̂ ^jj^^  du  rust,  Hypocrisy,  double-facedness. 
p  Sjjti  tZawm,  A  curling  lock.  A  wine-measure. 

Dura,  A  small  measure,  such  as  a  vial  or  flask. 

p  cJjjii  du7-i,  Distance :  absence,  separation. 
A  hypocrite.  i^<^^  lSjJ'^  duri  namudan,  To  shew 
aversion,  to  be  distant  and  shy. 

A  tjjjii  duriy,  Any  one,  somebody. 
p  eu-J^jJ  durisa,  A  handkerchief  (of  muslin) 

with  a  downy  pile,fringed  at  the  borders.  A  fringed 
carpet  or  counterpane. 

p  aJ^ij^i^  durisha,  The  same:  linen  cloth. 

pjjii  doz,  Stork's  dung,  (in  comp.)  Sewing. 
Jjti  6jx>_pina-doz,  A  botcher,  jj'^jj  zar-doz,  An 
embroiderer  in  gold. 

p  L^^jii  duzay,  (or  (_^Vjji>)  A  pipe,  flute. 
p  jii  du  zaban,  Double-tongued.  A  pen. 

A  hypocrite. 

p  ti^j  J"^      zaharii,  Double-tonguedness. 

p  ̂ jjii  c?02'a/</t,Hell.  Evil  company.  Jealousy. 
Trouble,  affliction.  The  belly,  ̂ ji^  (J^^  ahli  do^ 
zaJih,  The  inhabitants  of  hell,  the  damned,  j 

j\jS  ̂jii  huffari  dozahh-harar.  The  infidels  de- voted to  hell,  infernal  firebrands. 

p  (jb  ̂jt.vZoza/i/i.Jaw,Keeper  of  the  infernal  pit. 
p  f^j^'^  dozakhi,  Infernal.  A  glutton. 
p  i-iJjjii  dawzak,  Any  thing  large  and  light. 

p  (_/ii^_5>^  dozandagi.  Needlework. 

p  J  c^-i;  J*^  zangi  su  rumi,  Night  and 
day.  Youth  and  old  age. 

p  dozana,  (or  «^jii)  Sting  of  an  insect. 
p  doza,  A  kind  of  prickly  plant.  Gum 

lac,  a  kind  of  wax  for  fastening  handles  on  knives. 

p  i^i^^.j^^  dozidan,  (equivalent  to  ̂ j^i-jii  dohh- 
tan,  but  rarely  used)  To  sew,  stitch.  To  be  used  to. 

p  lj>_j  jii  du  zira,  A  kind  of  rice. 

p  A-^Jjii  doz'ina,  Bee^s  sting,  gnat's  trunk. 

pjjii  dqj,  Filth.  Tincture  of  lac.  Stork's 
dung.  A  proboscis. 

p  s^'jii  dojana,  A  bee.  A  gnat.  A  sting. 

p  Sjjii  (-%■«,  A  kind  of  thorn.  A  knot  in  wood. 
p  dojina,  The  sting  of  an  insect. 

A  (j'ij'i  darrs,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^j^jii)  Beat- 
ing with  the  feet  (the  ground),  trampling  clay. 

Treading  out  (corn).  Thrashing,  drubbing.  In- 
dulging much  in  venery.  Polishing  (a  sword). 

Baseness,  meanness.   Dus,  Furbishers,  polishers. 

p  (^jii  dares  or  dawas,  Water  for  strengthen- 
ing the  stomach,  in  which  red-hot  iron  has  been 

cooled.  Dus,  Plaster.  * 

p    iJv_.jLojii  dosamdan,To  fasten, glue, cement. 

A  'iMijd  darcsat,  A  thrashing. 
p  (Zos^,  A  friend.  A  lover.  A  mistress, 

sweetheart,  (for         jii  du  ast)  Are  two. 
tJ^^^J  dost  dashtan,  To  like,  love,  be  fond  of, 
esteem  as  a  friend. 

Pjliujjii  tZosiar,  A  friend.  A  lover.  Lovingly. 

p  jolXajjii  dostana,  Friendly,  affectionately. 

p  ̂3li*»>jii  dostani,  Friendly,  affectionate. 
P  CLm*)^i^  dost-hin.  The  twenty-second  day 

of  the  month,  of  the  jera  of  Jalalu'd  din. 

Pj^J(JlAfc»>_jii^Zosi-cZar,Afriend:  lover.  Lovingly. 

P  t/j^-^  dost-dari,  Friendship.  Love. 

PjS«»jii  dostar,  Dearer,  preferable. 

p  pKiuujii  dost-kam,  A  lover,  friend.  A  sweet- heart. A  cup  of  wine  which  a  lover  drinks  to  his 

mistress's  health.  Any  business  which  succeeds  to 
the  wishes  of  one's  friends. 

Pj^\ijL«»jiirfosi/<a«w,Prosperity(friend's  wish). 
p  i^^^jM>jd  dost-kdn,  TiOYed :  a  lover.  A  goblet. 

p  j_^KjL*>ji>  dost-kam,  Wine  drank  at  an  enter- 
tainment, or  with  a  mistress  or  friend;  a  large 

draught,  full  bumper  drank  to  the  health  of  a  lady 

or  friend.    A  cup,  glass,  or  wine-vessel. 

p  i^\^'JMiji^  dostgan,  Beloved.  A  mistress. 
p  isj\^:iui^i^  dostgana,  A  toast  to  a  mistress. 

p  i^j^^luijt^  dost-gin,  Clammy,  ropish  substance. 
p  sjjluiji^  dostamha,  Folded  (flower).  Manifold. 

p  j^^^L«jj4>  dostt.  Friendship.  Love,  affection. 
^^jvJ\4i  ̂ J'^j'i  dosti  dashtan,  (or  kardan)  To 
contract  or  cultivate  friendship. 

A  j*>^ji^  darosar,  A  strong  lion.  A  huge  camel. 
A  thick,  stout  horse.  Penis  crassus.  Any  thing 

ancient.  Tares,  darnel.  A  sort  of  plant  whose  grain 

is  called  mash.  Name  of  a  legion  which  be- 

longed tOj3.iU       (i)^-**'  nu^nan  bini'l  munzir. 
F j**ijd  dusar,  Oats.  Tares.  Two  heads,  J 

JjJj6  J  du  sari  dihllz.  The  four  elements.  The  five 
senses.  ̂ jj^iJS  J  du  sari  hindil,  The  seven 

planets.    Any  glittering  star.    The  firmament. 

p  fj^jui^^  dawsarani,  Large,  thick. 
A  dawsaramy.  Thick,  strong,  hard. 

A  'iyM^  li  dawsarat,  Any  thing  chewed.  A  large, 
swift  she-camel.    The  root  of  the  two  jaws. 

A  J^jwSjii  dawsarly,  Thick,  strong,  hard. 

A  l^^jjJ  dawsali,  A  lion. 

p ̂ ,£«*>jii  dosgar,  (or^j^ilijii)  A  plasterer. 
p  BJ)M>jd  du  samba.  Folded  together :  doubled. 

p  i^jk-jJjJ  dosand.  Adhesion.  Curvature. 

r  i^juMjd  dosanda  or  dosinda.  Sticking,  adhe- 
sive. Curved,bent.  Mixed,pounded.  Adhesive  mud. 
p  du  sang.  Two  stones;  namely,  the 

mountains  Safa  and  Marwat,  near  Mecca. 

p  ̂ jyMjd  du  suwi,  Parting  of  braided  hair. p  iiMi  du  sih.  Two  or  three.  (Jj.4i>^  ji> 

du  sih  hindil,  (Two  or  three  candles)  The  stars,  jii 

tij^.j  may  ran  dih.  The  seven  climes. p  ̂yxuijd  dosidagi,  A  cleaving,  sticking. 

p  ̂d^tji^d  dosidan,To  plaster,  incrust,  bedaub. 

To  glue,  cement,  stick  together.  To  adhere,  cleave 
close  to.  To  collapse.  To  arrive.  To  incline,  bend. 
To  be  benumbed  in  the  limbs.  To  shake  up  and 

down,  or  backwards  and  forwards.  To  move  for- 

ward.   To  apprehend. 



p  ijijiJ  dosh,  The  shoulder.  Last  night.  A 
dream.  A  kind  of  lac  with  which  they  fasten 

knife-handles  ;  solder  for  metals.  Foolish,  stupid. 

Right  over  against,  (imperative  of  (jiiJk^jii  f?o- 

shidan,  (or  (^i-jii  dolthtan)  To  milk).  j>  o^J*^ 
dosh  bar  zadan,  To  shrug  the  shoulders  for 

joy,  f?os/i  AarflJaw,  To  dream.  To  oc- 
cur, meet,  fall  plump  upon.  Davish,  A  running. 

A  {j^jiidawash,  (v.n.of  ̂ _)ijt^)Beingclouded, 

sunk,  squint,  or  injured  by  disease  (the  eye).  Dim- 
sightedness. 

p  Li»j  J  dosha,  Milch.    Spunged  upon. 

A  i> dawshds,  (fem.  of j d\  adrvash')  Dim- 
sighted,  squinting,  or  hurt  in  the  eye  from  disease. 

p  dosh-ab,  Syrup  of  grapes  or  dates. 
Any  thing  upon  which  milk  is  poured.  Milch. 

p j^L^jjii  dosliabgar,  A  maker  of  syrups. 

p  j*^  du  shakh,  The  pillory.  A  gold- 
wrought  girdle. 

p  ei^Lijjii     s/ia/i/ta.  Bifurcated.  The  pillory. 

p  ̂   J.joLi>j(i  doshdmdan,  To  milk.  To  cause  to 
milk. 

P  ̂J^i^l^  J  J  du  shdhin,  The  handle  of  a  pair  of 
scales.    The  constellations  of  the  Eagle  and  Lyre. 

p  (JJiJ  it^Zt  j4i  du  shuda-band,  An  imperial 
historiographer. 

A  dawshak,  A  house  neither  large  nor 

small.  Large  (house).  Big  (camel). 

P  (-iiwJjJ  dushak,  A  kid.  A  cat.  A  carpet.^ 
Bedding.    A  quilt. 

P  f^^^jii  dosh-han,  A  short  garment  hanging 
from  the  shoulders. 

A         J  dawshalat,  Glans  penis, 

p  |J\v*»_j<.5  dosh-mdl,  A  towel  used  by  butchers, 
p         jii  du  shambih,  Monday, 

p  Si^xijii  doshanda,  A  milker, 

p  tsjJ^^d  doshana,  A  milk-pail. 

Pj^j^jJ  dusJmdr,  (forj^^/^L>)  Difficult. 
P  doshwdn,  A  breast-plate,  stomacher, 

p  dosha,  A  milking-pan  or  pail. 
A  dawshiyat,  Name  of  a  sect, 

p  jjii^jii  dosliidan.  To  milk.    To  take, 
p  doslndani,  Fit  to  be  milked,  milch, 

p  doshula.  Milked.  Any  milkable  ani- 

mal :  milch.  A  woman  with  large  breasts.  Twins. 

P  {^'^j^^^  dosJiizacji,  Virginity,  maidenhead, 
(j*^  t!s^.**'j'^  doshtzagi  bur  dan.  To  deflower. 

P  doshiza,  A  virgin.  Oji>-  ̂ jV^Ja^j  J 
doshiza(jdni  jannat,  Virgins  of  paradise. 

Pi!j.*.^_jO(/os/araa,Last  night's.  A  shoulder-load. 
P  <— -A-I**  ftAJuij  J  doshma-shab,  Yesternight. 
A  c?aTOs,  Water  thick  and  black  in  which 

a  blacksmith  has  cooled  his  heated  iron;  and  which 
is  said  to  be  strengthening  to  the  stomach. 

P         ji^du  sahn,  (Two  dishes)  Earth  and  sky. 
p  6^  J  J  du  sad,  Two  hundred. 

A j^j'^  dawsar,  A  kind  of  herb,  tares. 
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p         jii  du  tarfi,  Mutual;  on  both  sides. 
p  Jsil?       du  ti/li  pasandida,  (j^ 

nur,  or  j;\Aj6  hindu)  The  pupils  of  the  eyes. 

p  (j)^^^  jii  du  tuti,  (Two  parrots)  The  lips  of 
a  mistress. 

A  'ij^^d  dawtirat,  A  rudder,  a  helm. 
A  dam^  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ t^)  Running, 

tripping,  going  with  haste.  Du^  (pi.  y  J  duwaQ 
A  small  red  fish. 

P  du  ̂ ilwi,  Saturn  and  Jupiter. 

A  damgh,  (v.  n.  of  for  y  t^)  Being  ge- 
neral, prevailing  (sickness).  Damaging,  destroy- 

ing (as  cold).  Being  cheap  (food).  Reposing. 

p  yii  dogli.  Churned  sour  milk,  whey,  butter- 
milk.   A  reed.    Name  of  a  medicine,  f^dj 

dogh  zadan,  To  churn. 

p  bl        dogh-ahd,  Food  prepared  with  milk. 

p  l-S-jii  dogh-bd.  Butter-milk  dried. 
A  a>Cjii  dawghat.  An  epidemy.  Cold.  Folly. 

p  jPjti  doghu.  Sediment  of  butter  or  oil. 

p  dogh-wd.  Meat  dressed  with  sour  milk. 

p  dogha,  (or  a^Lpjii)  A  strainer  for  purify- 
ing oil  or  butter.    Dregs  of  oil  or  melted  butter. 

A  (  JjO  dawf,  (v.  n.  of  i  slii  fori  jjii)  Moist- 
ening.   Mixing.    Braying  musk. 

A  dufdn,  The  nightmare. 

A  i^jaS^i^  dan-fas.  An  onion. 
A  ̂ jjJ  dawh  or  cZw/f,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ j^J) 

Being  insane,  mad.  Being  emaciated  (cattle). 
Being  satiated  and  leaving  the  mother  (a  colt). 

Nauseating  the  food  (cattle).  Tasting. 

A  iijti^ajti  dawkdnlyat,  (or  Mjii  darohai)  Cor- 
ruption, spoil,  damage.  Madness,  folly. 

A  Wjii  danhat,  The  being  mad  or  foolish. 

A  S^j  J  dawharat,  Low-lying  grounds  between 
mountains  destitute  of  vegetation. 

p  i^j^  J  {^Ji  jt)  du  kursi  garm  u  sard. 
The  sun  and  moon. 

A  &*5_jti  darvka^i.  An  abject  condition.  Po- 
verty. Hunger. 

A  (Jjjti  dawhal.  Penis.  A  ship's  mast. 
A  iiijii  dawhalat,  (v.  n.  of  (Jjjt^  Q)  Taking 

and  eating  food.  Lying  with.  Dangling  and  strik- 
ing the  back  of  the  thighs  (testes).  Thick  (glans). 

p_jijii  duku,  (or  (^^ji^)  Seed  of  wild  carrot. 

A  i^jfd  dawk,  (v.  n.  of  i^b  for^jd)  Jround- 
ing  small  (colours).  Falling  into  confusion  and 

perplexity.  Falling  sick.  Plunging  into  water. 

Burying  in  sand.    Lying  with. 

p  LiJjii  duh,  A  woman's  spindle. 
p  lij^  yii  du  hard.  Scissors,  shears.  Smoked. 

A  blow  upon  the  chest.  J^^i  li,^  jii  du  hdrdifirez, 

A  pair  of  shears. 

p  udJl^jii  du  hah,  The  pupils  of  the  eyes. 

p  (^^ji^  duhdn,  A  shop.  (ji^^.>-  (j^j<^  duhdn 
chidan.  To  shut  up  shop.     {J^jj^  i^^J'^ 

kdni  moy-farosh,  A  wine-tavern,  vintner's  shop. 

L$j^'^  {J^j^  duhdn-ddj-i,  Shop-keeping.  Flat- 

tery. 

p  dukdni.  Shop-keeping:  a  shop-keeper. 
A  a/jti  dawhat  or  dukat,  A  brawl,  quarrel,mob. 

Evil.  An  Indian  palm-tree. 

p  duk-tardsh,  A  spindle-maker. 

p  duhji,  A  ball  of  thread. 

p  e^jti  dukcha.  The  woof,  or  the  thing  round 
which  it  is  wound.  A  spindle. 

p  ̂j^t^ii  dukddn,  A  spindle-case. 
p  duk-ris.  Sewing  with  cotton  thread. 

p  s^^^ji^duk-risa,  A  whirl  put  upon  a  spindle, 
to  give  it  a  circular  motion. 

A  (j'-ijii  daivkas,  A  lion.  Many  flocks.  En- 
tangled, intricate,  folded  together.  ^m- 

ma^t  cZaw/eas,  Part  of  a  plant  withered  or  curled  up. 

p  ̂̂ ^^jSjti  du  hast.  Two  persons  ;  fit  for  two. 
p  i^j^lis^ jii  du  //-a^6a^a?/n.  The  sun  and  moon. 
F  s)^  jii  du  hidah-ddr.  The  sun  and  moon. 

Day  and  night.  Two  powerful  kings. 

p        jii  du  kuna,  The  two  hips. 

p  6j>\s»^ji^du  /fo/tawa,Double-huraped(camel) 

p  (j^jii  dugdn,  In  twos,  two  and  two.  Double. 
p  eoli  jti  fZw  ̂ rtrta.  Two,  double,  a  pair,  twins. 

Binary.  Of  two  sorts.  Two  genuflexions  in  prayers, 

eol^jii  dugdna  zddan,  To  bring  forth  twins. 

p  iSX>\j  ajlijti  dugdna  zdyanda,  Twin-bear- 

ing (female). 
p^^.jl^  jii  du  gdvi  pir.  The  sign  Taurus  and 

an  ox.  Night  and  day. 

p         jl^  jii  du  gdv-pesha,  Day  and  night. 

p  Jj^^fcli^  jj  du  gdhwdra,  Heaven  and  earth. 
p  Jlvii^jJ  du  ̂ 70s/i-?«aZ,  Troublous  times.  A 

serious  disaster. 

p  i^j^^  du  goslii,  A  turban  with  two  ends 
hangins  down.  A  two-handed  ewer. 

V  ej^      du  guna.  Both  cheeks. 

p jb^^^d  du  gawhar,  Spirit  and  understanding. 
A  JjiS  dawl,  (v.  n.  of  J\ii  for  Jjii)  Changing 

(as  fortune).  Revolving.  Being  worn  out  (a  gar- 
ment). Becoming  public,  notorious  (any  thing). 

Swagging,  hanging  loose  (the  belly).  Fortune,  vi- 
cissitude. State,  condition.  A  pitcher,  pail,  buc- 

ket. I>awal,  An  arrow  shot  backward  and  for- 
ward. Ancestral  glory.  Du,  di,  or  dawal,  (pi.  of 

aJjii  fZa?y  and  i^Sk^)  Periods.  Successes.  Riches. 

p  (Jjii  dol,  A  bucket,  milk-pail,  pitcher.  The 
hopper  of  a  mill.  The  sign  Aquarius.  A  deceitful, 

shameless  person.  Base,  ignoble.  The  mast  of  a 

ship.  A  purse.  Duwal,  The  bark  of  the  olive-tree. 

p  ̂j4i  dold,  A  pitcher,  ewer:  a  water-bucket. 
A  (— -J^lljii  dawldb  or  duldb,  (pi.  l— «J1jti  dawd- 

Hb)  A  water-wheel. 
p  1  J^j  J  dol-dh,  A  wheel,  especially  for  rais- 

ing water  to  overflow  fields.  A  machine  in  the 
walls  of  monasteries,  hospitals,  or  lazarettos,  into 

which  people  on  the  outside  put  victuals  or  other 
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necessaries,  (also  children,)  and  then,  turning  it 

upon  its  axis,  leave  them  to  be  carried  ofFby  those 

within.  A  storehouse,  pantry,  buttery,  locker.  A 

labyrinth.    Trick,  fraud,  machination.    A  drum. 

A  ditch.  Profit.  Commerce.  Hard  usage. 

Ux«  dolabi  rriina,  The  sky. 

p  iO^jO  dolaha,  A  water-wheel.  A  pantry. 

A  0^jii£^M/a^,(pl.of &5jii)Vicissitudes,changes. 

p  eo^jii  dulana,  A  fruit  like  a  red  apple. 

p  {j*^  _jti  du  lay,  Double,  two-fold. 
p  ̂iaJjii  dol-hmid,  A  turban,  or  the  sash. 

p  Ca**.^  j  iXiJjii  dawl-hand  u  hast,  The  rent- 
roll  of  a  district,  drawn  out  at  the  beginning  of  a 

year,  shewing  the  sum  expected  to  be  realized. 

A  damlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jb  for  Jjii)  Going 

round  each  other  in  battle.  Being,  loose,  relaxed 

(the  belly).  Victory,  conquest.  Fortune,  prospe- 
rity. Happiness,felicity,wealth.  Empire,monarcby, 

dominion,  power.  Reign.  Dynasty.  The  accom- 

plishment of  one''s  wishes,  as  respects  the  present  and 
the  next  world.  Happy  stroke  of  fortune.  Freedom 

from  a  wife  or  debt.  Revolution  of  time.  A  bird's 
crop.  A  thing  resembling  a  bag  or  purse  with  a 

narrow  mouth.  A  substance  resembling  lights  that 
comes  forth  from  the  mouth  of  a  stallion  camel  in 

heat.  The  side  of  the  belly,  v  ji^  cJ^^^i  dawlati 

tez,  Speedy  good-fortune,  a  Liii  tlJjii  darclati 
dunya  ,  Worldly  felicity.  i^jii  dawlati 

^smatiiya,  The  Ottoman  empire. 

dawlati  ̂ izma',  The  mighty  empire.  "  aoiS'  Cl^ljii 
<^awZa^i^a%a,  The  high  imperial  house  (of  Timiir). 

l(0  sahib-dawlat,  Possessed  of,  or  en- 

joying happiness  (a  title  equivalent  to  My  Lord  or 

Sir).  Dulat,  (pi.  Jji  duwal,  dawal,  diwal,  O^jii 
duwalat  or  dulat)  Change  of  time,  fortune,  or  hap- 

piness. Riches.  Felicity  in  the  next  life.  A  cir- 

cuit. Durcalat,  Misfortune,  adversity. 

pj^iij\ j> Cl^j^ dawlat  bar  andaz,Go\ernment- 
subverting,  revolutionary. 

p  sU).  CL^ji^  dawlat-panah,  Asylum  of  empire, 

p  jol^jti  dmvlat-khana,  A  palace.    A  house. 

Your  house.  jii  dawlat-hhanad  hhas. 

The  king's  palace. 
p  \^  0.!!_jiifkro/a<-^/«<c?a,Wealthy,  powerful, 

p  j^jj^ii^  Ll^Jjii  dawlat-lilmdaii  or  dawlati 
hhnddn.  Riches,  prosperity,  happiness.  One  whose 
bounty  is  overflowing. 

p  CL*'^j'^dawlat-J(hwah,Well--w\shev:l,me. 
P  j^^Ij*"  CJiji^  dawlat-JihwaJn,  Good-will. 
P  dawlat-sara,  A  palace;  your  house, 

p  j^jiOjii  dawlat-madar,  Abode  of  felicity. 
P  jjvi^Djii  dawlatmand.  Rich,  fortunate,  happy. 

A  rich  man.  Cause,  occasion,  effect. 

p  (_|5j<^  dawlati,  Rich,  fortunate,  prosperous, 
happy.  Prosperity. 

p  OJj ii ̂ /aw)Za^ya&,Prosperous,fortunate. 

A        dawlaj,  A  subterraneous  dwelling.  A 
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wild  beast's  den. 
p  dolcha,  A  leathern  bucket. 

p  e—^^ ji5  dulahhja,  A  ball  of  thread.  Name 
of  a  bird. 

A       J  li  dawlasiy,  Subservient,  subsidiary. 

A  ̂jii  dawli^  An  open,  level  road. 
A  ifi J  d  dawla^t,  Aliind  of  marine  shell  which, 

on  being  brought  near  the  fire,  sends  forth  a  sub- 
stance resembling  a  finger-nail. 

P  dol-miyan,  A  purse.  A  letter-bag. 
p  •)      du  lu,  Doubled,  folded,  lined. 

A  <^_y5jii  dusluk,  (pi.  uLUMii  dasalik)  An  im- 
portant, serious  business. 

A  J_j3jtJcZMj:ZM/,(pl.J>J'(!ii) Calamity.  Confusion. 
p  eJjii  dajvla,  A  whirlwind,  hurricane.  A  cup. 

A  circle.  A  ringlet.  Dula,  A  circle.  An  ascent, 

steep.  Fraud,  trick.  A  sigh,  groan,  howl.  The 

belly.  A  stupid,  conceited  fellow.  A  whirlwind. 
A  lizard.   Earth,  dust.  Darvala,  A  goblet. 

A  (^jii  dula',  A  misfortune. 
p  ̂ jii  dawall,  Fraud,  deceit. 

A  j»j45  dawm,  (v.  n.  of  for  pjii)  Continuing, 
lasting.  Being  still  and  stagnant.  Reposing.  Be- 

ing filled  (a  bucket).  Perennial.  Perpetuity.  Qui- 
escent (shadow).  A  dwarf  palm-tree ;  the  lote, 

any  large  thick  tree. 

Pj»jiif?MroMm,  Second.  The  ring-finger.  Inferior. 
p  j»j  J  duwum,  The  second. 
A  ̂l/ojii  dawmd-f  or  ̂ j^j^S  dawaman,  The  cir- 

cular career  of  a  bird. 

a\x! jii  U ̂^darvman  dawmara,Incessantly  rainin  g. 

A  Xrtjii  dawmat,  A  drunken  woman.  A  testicle. 
Name  of  a  certain  woman  who  sold  wine. 

Jjoii  du  or  dawmatu'l  jandal.  Name  of  a  fort. 

p  (^J^'rj^  j'^  du  marjan,  The  lips  of  a  mistress. 

A  ̂y»i  I— -^i  jii  du  inimkhi  zarb-Ji^,  (or 

[js^  Jjs-j  jd  du  mirrikhi  zuhal-simd)  Two 
rings  of  a  chain. 

A  (,>a/cjii  dawmas,  An  iron  helmet. 

pJi/«  jii  du  maghz,  (Two  kernel)  An  almond. 
A  &i/cjiic?«/ymaZai,  A  making  peace,  reconciling. 

p        j(i  du  manzil.  This  world  and  the  next. 

p  du  inuy,  A  man  half  gray-headed. 

p  jo_yi  jii  du  muya.  Beginning  to  grow  gray. 
p  duwumi,  The  second. 

p      jJ      mehh.  The  two  poles. 
p  dvwumin.  The  second. 

P  \^Ji3  ̂Ui^jii  dumindsi  tarab,  Acmp  of  wine, 

a-  A  ̂ ^jii  dawn,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^^C>)  Being  low, 

vile,  contemptible,  or  weak.  Dun,  Base,  mean^  in- 

ferior, ignobje,  despicable.  Little,  few,  small.  No- 
ble, excellent.  A  mandate.  A  threat,  (ijj'i^'i 

dahri  dun,  The  vile  world.  Duna,  (or  ̂^jii 

min  duna)  Below,  under,  on  this  side,  short  of,  in- 
ferior to,  less  than,  exclusively  of.  Near,  nearer. 

Above.  Beside.  Before.  Behind,  after. 

p  i^jui  J  ̂ Ji  du  ndni  garm  u  sard,  ( j(i 

falah)  The  two  loaves,  hot  and  cold,  two  coloured 
loaves,  or  two  loaves  of  the  sky,  i.e.thesun  andmoon. 

p  dawindagi,  A  running,  a  racing, 

p  JiVjii  dawanda.  Running;  a  racer. 

A  CiJjjii  dunak,  Take  (it),    isiojii  dunakahu. 
Take  it,  seize  it. 

p  |_^J>jii  dungi,  A  pinnace,  smack,  dingy, 

pj^y  UJ*^  dun-namdz,  A  patron  of  the  base, p         duna,  A  decoy  bird  by  a  net.  A  basket 

of  leaves.  ̂ ^^^  eOjii  duna  tarki,  A  kind  of  aniseed, 

p  iI.Ai!fc"j^jti  dun-himmat.  Base.  Ungrateful. 

P|_jCifc  ̂ jii  rfww-AimmaiijLow-mindedness. 
p  "^jii  dum,  A  long  swift  vessel.  Negligence. 

^  jjjii  dum.  Baseness,  inferiority. 

A  ̂ ^J*^  dumj,  A  swift  sailing  yacht, 
p  j^jii  du  nlm.  Two  halves.   Divided  in  two. 
A  ̂ jjji^  duwuk  or  Wjjii  duwukat,  (v.  n.  of 

for  ̂ jjii)  Being  crazed. 

p  pjjii  duwum  or  dawum,  A  gum-bearing  tree. A  L^jji^  dawawiy,  Any,  any  one. 

p  j^jjii  du  wer,  A  writer.     A  schoolmaster, teacher  of  languages. 

A  Zijii  dawh  or  dull,  A  word  used  in  calling  cattle 
home,  or  camels  to  water  on  the  fifth  day. 

p '^jj^  J'^  du  hdruti  hdfir.  The  fascina- 
ting eyes  or  pendent  ringlets  of  a  mistress, 
p  du  hamzdd,  Twins, 

p  J-als  jii  du  hinduyi  tijl,  (or  ̂t^o'- 
chashm)  The  pupils  of  the  eyes. 

A  (^jii  dawa\  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^)  Ailing.  Being 
heart-sick.  Being  full  of  rancour.  Dying  of  an 

internal  disease.  Disease.  Ailing  inwardly,  de- 

cayed. Foolish  (man).  Apparently  lifeless,  (pi. 

of  s|jii)  Ink-stands.  Dawi,  Having  an  internal 

complaint.  A  fool.  One  who  remains  in  a  place. 

p  ̂ J^^  dawi,  A  cheat,  deceiver,  knave.  Duwi, 
Two  and  two. 

A  l^ji^  daw'iy,  Any  thing,  any  person.  A  sing- 
ing noise  in  the  ear.  The  humming  or  murmur  (of 

bees,  birds,  or  wind).  Duwiy  or  diwiy,  (pi.  of 

dawdt)  Ink-stands.  Dunny,  Any  one.  A  desert. 

A  t/jii  dawwiy.  Any  person. 

A  Objii  dawaydt,  (pi.  of  »\ji>)  Ink-stands. 

A  wi^jii  duwaybhat,  (dim.  of  &3\ii)  A  little  beast. 
A  R)jii<^aTOi?/fli,Indisposed(woman).  Daniyai 

or  duwiyat.  An  unhealthy  country. 

A  Wjii  dawiyat,  A  desert.  The  order  of  the 

Knights  Templars.  Dawiyat  or  duwiyat,  Un- 
healthy (country). 

p  c^jii  dawet,  An  inkholder  or  pen-case. 

Pjjji  i  C^.^'^dawet-dshur,  Stickformixingink 

A  tWjii  duwayd,  (dim.  of  lijii)  A  little  worm 

Pjb^j  li  dawe-ddr,  One  who  carries  an  ink-stand p 

i^ti.ijii  dawidagi,  A  running. 
P  dawidan,  To  run.  To  make  haste  to 

serve.  To  flow.  To  spring  up,  be  carried  high. 



A  8yji>  dumayrat,  (dim.  ofij\S)  A  small  house. 
A  little  halo  round  the  moon.  Name  of  a  place. 

p  S^.jii  dawira,  A  leathern  strap  used  at  dice. 
J  duwaysat,  A  crowd  of  men. 

p  l1a*-^jO  6?MWMi,Two  hundred,  ^ji^  LlA*-Jjii 
^^J^*»  duwist  dirami  shar^,  Fifty-four  tolas,  five 
mashas  and  two  grains. 

p  uil^.  jii  du  yak,  The  last  breath. 

A  (Jj.j<J  dan'il,  Dry;  or  annual  or  biennial 
(plant,  particularly  the  J^«a^  nasiy). 

p  (J.^jii  duwel,  Fi-aud,  cheat,  trick.  Coarse  silk 
from  a  cocoon, inwhich  2  silk-worms  were  enclosed. 

p  jCjti  duyum,  (or  duyumin)  The  se- 
cond.   A  deputy. 

A  ̂ ^J^dun•ayn,  (dim.of^^ji^  rfiira) A  littlebelow. 
A  sA^jii  durcaylnyat,  An  awful  calamity. 
p  dun,  Duality. 

p  i'd  dah,  Ten.  Displeasure.  Annoyance,  trou- 
ble. Curses,  imprecations.  Commanding  what  is 

right,  and  forbidding  what  is  wrong.  0^  2ii  dah 

chand,  Ten-fold,  ten  times,  jd  JLa  LiiijJ  SJ 

^^j^  1  dah  (for  ?)  dar  dunya',  sattar  (perhaps 
for  satan)  dar  ahhirat,  Give  in  this  world, 

and  receive  in  the  next,  or  perhaps,  10  in  this  world, 

100  in  the  next  (a  benediction  used  by  mendicants). 

f^y^  dah  dirami  shar^,  Two  tolas,  eight 
mashas,  and  ten  grains  and  a  half.  Dih,  A  town, 

village,  (imp.  of  (jii^ii  dadan)  Give  thou,  (in 

comp.)  A  giver,  (j^^j  8ii  dlhi  weran,  The  world. 

The  human  body.  Duh,  (for  j»t>  duni)  A  tail, 

A  8  ii  ̂  » li  ̂\  ilia  dahinfa  la  dahin,'No'w  or  never. 
p\j&  J  daha,The  ten  days  of  theMuharram.  The 

models  of  the  tombs  of  Hasan  and  Husayn,  or  the 

model  of  a  building  containing  the  tombs,  which 

are  carried  about  in  procession  during  those  ten 

days.  On  the  tenth  day  the  tombs  are  buried,  or 

in  some  places  thrown  into  water ;  the  building, 

if  made  of  cheap  materials,  shares  the  same  fate  ; 

if  costly  it  is  carried  back  and  deposited  in  the 

Dargah  or  Karbala. 

A  f-\sti^  daliof,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J^ti)  Being  subtle, 
penetrating.  Ingenuity,  shrewdness,  soundness  of 

judgment,  sagacity. 

A  !5^lj6t>  dahasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Being  saga- 
cious, subtle,  cunning,  astute. 

A  sli>iJ(ZMAa^,(pl.of  ̂ ^li  or  j_^ii)Ingenious,sly. 
p  Olfcii  dihat,  Villages.  The  country. 

A  »4i\j6(i  dahadih,  (pi.  of  J^JfcJ)  Small  camels, 

p  J  jlfcJ  dih-a-dih,  From  every  part,  from  all 
quarters.    From  place  to  place. 

Pjlfcii  dahar,  A  grotto,  cavern,  cleft  in  a  moun- 
tain. Excellence.  Learning,  wisdom.  A  clamour, 

a  cry  for  help. 

AjUj  dihar,  (v.n.  3  of ̂ J)  Bargaining  for  a 
long  period  (^li  tlahr,  as  shihar  signifies 

Agreeing  by  the  month,^^  shahr). 
A  daharis,  (or  y«>jUj(^aAam)  (pi.  of 
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J  dahras)  Misfortunes,  calamities,  adversities. 

A  j>J^^  daharir,  The  commencement  of  past 

time.  j>^j\Sbi^  duhur  daharir,  Times  of  adver- 
sity and  times  of  tranquillity. 

pjlfc  J  dahaz,  (or  jUfc  J  dahaj)  Clamour,  noise. 
A  grotto,  cavern.  Dihaz,  Former  site  of  a  vil- 

lage.   Cleft  of  a  mountain. 

A  (_j>>\j6ti  dahas,  Soft  soil  free  from  sand.  Large- 

hipped  (woman). 

A  (^U&J  dahhas,  Easy,  gentle  (man). 

A  'iMi\s>iidaha.sat,  Gentleness,  easiness  of  temper. 

A  ̂Ifcii  daha^,  Used  in  calling  to  kids. 
A  ̂Ifcii  dihah,  Full  (cup),  or  cup  after  cup. 

Much  (water).    Shot  out  (seminal  fluid). 

A  &Jilfi>ii  dahakinat,  (or  (jjsli>Orfa/<a/««)  (pi.  of 

^^IHfcii  dihhan  or  duhkan)  Chief  men  of  Persian 
villages.  Industrious. 

p  uiJ  1  8ii  dah  dk,  Ten  vices.  Name  of  the  ty- 
rant Zahhak,  who  was  notorious  for  ten  defects  of 

body  or  mind,  viz.  Ugliness  of  feature,  shortness  of 

stature, excessive  pride,  indecency,  gluttony,  scurri- 

lity, cruelty,  precipitance,  falsehood,  and  cowardice. 
p  udJUbJ  dahdk,  Places  of  tens  in  aritliraetic. 

A  ulUljfcii  dahdlik,  Black  hills  in  Arabia. 

A        J  dahaUz,  (pi.  of^JjJ^tb  dihtiz^  Vestibules. 

Places  where  stagnant  waters  lie.  JjJU6iJ*5\ 

abndsu'd  dahaUz,  Foundlings,  exposed  children. 

A  j»ls6  J  dultmn,  Black.    A  stallion-camel. 
A c?M/«am»/,  A  double-bunched  camel.  Go- 
ing fast  with  short  steps.  Large,  bulky.  Plain, soft. 

A  i^lfcJ  duhdmih.  Soft  earth. 
A&x<iljfci_VZa/(a??i?wa^,(pl.of^^^J)Kingsof  Persia. 

p  ̂^j^iiddahan  or  dihan,  The  mouth.  A n  orifice. 

(Jlz-i*).  ̂ Jiii  dahdniimsht,  Anus.  ^^Iftii  dahani 
zaygham,  The  first  point  in  the  constellation  Leo. 

A  (j^i^  dihan,  (v.n.  of  ̂fc  J)  Having  little  milk 
(a  camel).  Red  leather  shining  with  oil.  A  slip- 

pery place.  (pi.  of  (^fci)  duhn)  Oils,  ointments, 
unguents.  Gentle  rains,  moistening  only  the  sur- 

face of  the  ground. 

A  (^^^  dahhdn.  One  who  makes  or  presses  oil. 
p  l^JJ       i^dahdn-band,  A  mouth-veil :  a  muzzle. 

A  «oU  J  dahdnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^|^)  Having  little 
milk  (a  camel). 

A  ̂Vfcii  duhdnij,  Going  fast  with  short  steps. 
Large,  bulky. 

p  SjJ  f^^^  dahdn-dara,  Yawning:  one  who 
yawns.    A  naiTOw  pass  between  mountains. 

p  &3lfcJ  dahd7ia,  Any  thing  which  resembles 

the  mouth.  The  mouth  of  a  river.  The  opening 

of  a  valley.  The  bit  of  a  bridle.  A  weaver's  in- 
strument. Any  thing  with  which  the  edge  of  a 

knife  or  hatchet  is  covered  for  the  safety  of  car- 

riage. Rust  of  brass ;  verdigris.  A  precious  stone 

of  a  greenish  colour,  melochites,  malachite. 

P  dah  or  dihdnidan,  To  cause  to  give. 

A  t—**  J  dahb,  An  army  put  to  flight. 
7  L 

p  8ii  dih-bdsh,  Tame,  domestic. 

A  ̂ j^^  dahbarraj,  (p  8^.  »i>)  Ten-feathered. p  CLf^  8  J  dah  bist,  Ten  or  twenty. 

A  J^ti  dahbal,  A  kind  of  bird. 
A  &Ljbii  dahbalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^^  Q)  Making  up 

large  gobbets,  in  order  to  eat  more  than  the  others. 

p  t/jb  8Jpb  8ii  dahpdnzdah  ddrl,  Ornament. 

p  1^^.-  Sii  dah-panji.  Bad  money,  false  coin. 
p  (^13  8ii  dah  tds,  A  wooden  shoe. 
A  (^AfcJ  dalts,  A  thrusting,  a  driving  away. 

A  dahsam,  A.  strong  camel.  Asoft,simple 

man.    Dahsam,  (or  *<^ii)  Level  soft  ground. 

p        8ii  dah  chand,  Ten  times  as  much. 

p  8  J  dah  chandacji.  Ten-fold.   A  word 
with  which  they  return  a  salutation. 

p  eus^'j  dihcha,  Husbandmen,  peasantry. 

p  (_>*j\5s»  8  J  dah  hawds,  The  five  external  and the  five  internal  senses. 

p  ij^^  dih-khdn,  (^J^  8ii  dih-khudd,  or  8 J 
dih-ddr)  Lord  or  headman  of  a  village. 

p  ̂ jxs-  8i5  dah  hhatani,  The  ten  fingers. 

A  "AsstJi  dihdds,  (or  8\i\fc.i  dahddt)  (v.  n.  of 
IjJb J  Q)  Rolling  (a  stone).  Heaping  (things)  to- 

gether, topsy-turvy. 
p  jjiiU  8ii  dah  dddan,  Reviling  any  one  by 

holding  up  the  ten  fingers  to  his  face.  Contradict- 
ing.   Hating,  detesting. 

Pjb  8(i  <^27i-(?ar,Headman  of  v  illage  or  township. 

A  dahdd^  Used  in  calling  kids. 
A  dahddk  or  dihddk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jSS^'^  Q) 

Breaking  (bones).  Mincing  (meat).  Rising  and 
tumbling  about  in  the  cauldron  (boiling  meat). 

Dahddh,  A  horse-laugh.  A  horse's  pace  with 
wide  steps.    The  boiling  of  a  pot. 

A  8^JJ^li  dahddh,  (pi.  8iiUi>ii  dahddih)  A  small 

camel.  A  dwarf.  8WiiJ^  ̂ \  ayyu'd  dahddh, 
Who  he  is  (I  know  not). 

A  ji^ii  duhdurr,  (and  j^^j^iJfcii  duhdurrayn) 
A  trifling,  futile  thing.  A  lie.  t^X^^  '^***  ijij'^'^ 

duhdurru''bnu  sa^u''l  kayn,  A  liar. 
A  dahda^t,  A  calling  to  kids. 
A  XSjJfc  J  dahdakat,  (v.  n.  of  ji^i'ii  Q)  Break- 

ing (bones).  Cutting,  hashing  (meat).  Rising  and 
tumbling  about  in  a  boiling  cauldron  (meat). 

p  eiJii  8ii  dah  dila,  (Of  ten  hearts)  Fickle,  faith- 
less. One  who  is  perpetually  changing  his  creed. 

Brave,  courageous. 

A  jUJifctb  dahdamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii.*L5  Q)  Over- 

throwing, destroying.  Piling  things  one  upon  ano- 

ther, pell-mell. 
Aj^i^Jsii  dahdamuz,  A  glutton. 
A  f^'^^  dahdan,  People. 
A  (T)ii.S>J  duhdunn,  Vain  (discourse).    A  lie. 

A  8jJ>fcJ  duhdunat,  (8jiiJ&ii  duhduh,  WiiJbiJ 
dtthdiyat,  or  &?>>J6u>  duhdiyat)  A  little  ball  of  dry 

dung  carried  by  a  beetle. p  8ii      dah  dah,  (or        8ii)  Pure  gold. 



A  ij[bt^d  duhduor  dahdahan,Aherdof  camels. 

A  aJ&JJbO  dahdahat,  (v.  n.  of  iii^J  Q)  Rolling 

(a  stone).  Heaping  up  (especially  in  disorder). 
A  troop  of  above  100  camels. 

A  jfcJ  dahr,  (v.  n.ofjfcii)  Befalling,  happening 

to.  (pl.jis j1  adhur  andjyt) J  duhur)  Time,  a  year, 
age,  thousand  years,  eternity.  The  end,  last.  Ex- 

tremity. Fortune.  Adverse  fortune.  Victory,  su- 

periority. God.  Will.  Danger.  Custom,  habit, 
mode,manner.  Care,  solicitude.The  world.  Atheism. 

jfc^J jfcj  dahri  ddhir,  Adverse  fortune.  Jjl 

jStji\j'l  arvrvaU'd  dahr,  Now  long  ago. 
jfc^iJ  7na  zaka  bi  dahr,  That  is  not  usual.  ̂ jr^J  U 
\ti.S=o  ma  dahri  bi  kaza,  I  do  not  care  for  that. 

^J>_^\J!^ dahra' d  daJiirin,  At  no  time  (will  I 
do  that),  ̂ j^fcii jfcii  dahri  daharlr,  Severe  times, 

adversity.  JiJ^tDii ̂ lij^ti  duhuri  dahri  daharir, 
Past  time.  Past  misfortunes,  p  ̂J^^^J'  Jt>i> 
dahri  kasa-gardan,  This  lower  world.  A  Dahar, 

An  age,  a  lengthened  period,  a  thousand  years. 
A         dahran,  Perpetually. 

A  B^jS^i^  dahrajat,  Swift  pace. 

A  <^ji>i^  dahras,  (pi.  (^j[s>Ci  daharis)  Mis- 
fortune.   Agility,  sprightliness. 

p  x^ti  dah  raga,  Strong,  muscular,  brave.  Ex- 
perienced in  business.    Zealous.    A  bastard. 

p  j^^  dahr-nihuhi,  A  blaming  of  fortune. 

p  s^i>  daltra,  A  reaping-sickle.  A  pruning- 

hook.  A  farrier's  instrument  for  paring  horses' 
hoofs.  A  small  two-edged,  sickle-formed,  sharp 

dagger,  SjfcJ  dahran  subh,  Morning-light. 

A  CsjS^^  dahrly.  Secular,  temporal,  worldly. 
Impious,  atheistical.  Daov  duhriy,  One  who  main- 

tains the  eternity  of  matter.    Duhriy,  Aged,  old. 

p  ̂ ji^^^ii  dah  rishf  (Ten  beards)  Athick  beard. 
A  J  dahs,  A  plant  not  yet  of  a  green  colour. 

Soft  soil  without  sand,  dust,  or  clay.  Duhs,  Soft 
sands.    Dahas,  A  reddish  black. 

A  -^L-J&J  dahsas,  (fem.  of  adhas)  Red 
inclining  to  black  (ground,  or  goat).  Gentle,  mild. 

Large-hipped. 
p  jti  dah  sal,  Ten  years.  The  planets  (a 

term  of  science).  A  lai-ge  wave. 
A  &*<Jbii  dahsat,  A  reddish  black. 

p  ̂jljLj&(i  dahistdn,  A  town  in  Tabaristan. 

A  dahsamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^i^  Q)  Hiding. 
A  dahsh,  (v.  n.  of  (jiJtii)  Striking  with 

consternation.  Dahash,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^JSii)  Being 
greatly  amazed,  and  astonished.  Dahish,  Asto- 

nished, amazed,  confounded,  bewildered. 

p  (jife  J  dihish,  A  gift,  alms.  Liberality. 

A  &-iJ^l.>  dahshat,  Amazement, wonder.  Strange- 
ness. Fear. 

p  0-i.J&ii  dahasht,  Union,  unanimity,  resem- 
blance. Singularity. 

pJaXj^  dahshat-angez,  Horrible. 
p         CLwJsO  dahshatndk,  Alarming. 
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p  auLiftii  dihishta,  A  free  gift,  an  alms. 

A  'ij^Jbii  dahsharat,  (v.  n.  of  j-ii>ti  Q)  Doing 
any  thing  expeditiously.  A  large  she-camel. 

A  ̂   J  dah^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Calling  to  kids. 
A  i__aJ6  J  dahf.  The  taking  in  a  large  quantity. 

A  'izJlSii^  dahfashat,  Deception,  fraud.  Soft, 
amorous,  polite  conversation  with  ladies. 

A  ijJtiii  dahh,  (v.  n.  of  Jfcii)  Breaking  or  cutting. 

Filling  (a  cup).  Emptying  (a  vase)  with  violence. 

Sousing,  or  pressing  down  with  a  shock.  Striking. 

Torturing,  putting  on  the  rack.  Giving  away  (part 

of  one's  property).  Dahah,  Torture,  the  rack. 

A  (jlHis  J  dihhan  or  duhkan,  (from  p  ̂jli- 

dih-khdn)  (pi.  iLi'li&J  dahdhinat  and  ij;^*^*^  da- 
hdhin)  Chief  man  or  magistrate  of  a  village,  prince 

or  head  of  the  farmers  (among  the  Persians).  A 

husbandman,  cultivator.  Expert  in  the  manage- 
ment of  affairs,  industrious.  A  merchant. 

p  (JlH;^J  dihhan,  A  minstrel,  bard.  ̂ ^VaisO 
dihhdnipir,  Old  wine.  0^  ̂ J^^i  dihhdni  hhidd, 

The  porter  of  Paradise  named  Rizwan.  Muhammad. 

p       ̂ ^Iflfii  dihkdn-naward,  Register,  history. 
p  (jlajSii  dah  or  dihhdni,  Tillage,  husbandry. 
A  ftAiUbj  dihhdniyat,  Husbandry. 

A         dahhat,  (The  chief)  part  of  wealth. 

A  dahhalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jii  J  Q)  Straighten- 

ingand  tightening  (a  skin),  and  shaving  olFthe  hair. 

A  'i.S&Sc>J  dahhanat,  (v.  n.  of  (jH^i^  Q)  Appoint- 
ing to  the  office  of  ̂^la&J  dihhdn.  The  magistracy 

of  a  village.  Farming;  business.  Shrewdness. 

A  duhkU^,  The  cravings  of  hunger. 

A  uLijfc  J  dahh,  (v.  n.  of  ulifc  J)  Breaking,  bruis- 

ing. Grinding.  Wearing  down,  trampling  (the 

ground).  Copulating.  Duhuh,  {^l.  oi  L^^j^tj  da- 
huh)  Instruments  with  which  any  thing  may  be 

broken  to  pieces.  Breakers,  grinders. 
p  (Jlj6(i  dthah,  dim.  of  St>  dih,  A  small  village. 
p        Si>        id  dah  hdn  dah  hdn,  In  tens. 

p  dahkarii,  Agriculture.  A  sown  field. 

A  dahhas,  A  dwarf,  short-bodied. 

A  JiisJ  dahhal,  Adversity,  sore  calamity. 

A  &3^:>  dahhalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^:>  Q)  Treading 

(the  ground).  A  confused  noise  of  men  riding  a  race. 

A  jTi  J  duhham.  An  old  man,  decrepit. 

tiH  dih-hiyd,  A  certain  fruit  cooked  with 

meat.    Chief  man  or  magistrate  of  a  village. 

p  ̂JfstO  dihgdn,  A  farmer,  sower.  A  historian. A  village. 

p  j,l^<i  dahgdm,  A  certain  gold  coin.  I>ih- 

gdni,  Tillage,  husbandry. 

Pj^SJ  dihgar,  A  villager. 

p  ̂jji  Jii  dah-gazi,  Of  ten  cubits'  length. 
A  JjSii  (/a/tZ,  An  hour,  moment.  A  little  thing. 

p  JiSii  duhid  A  drum,  tabor.  ̂ ^^3  JfcJ  du- 

hul  zadan,  To  beat  a  drum.  lOjj  Jfi>J  du- 

huli  yah  ruya,  A  single  drum.  lOj j  JfcJ  du- 

hull  du  ruya,  A  double  drum. 

A  cL>:iU.i  dihlds,  A  strong  man. 

A  dahlab,  Heavy.    Disagreeable  and 
shunned  by  society.    Name  of  a  poet. 

Pj^  (J^ii  duhul-bdz,  A  drummer.  A  small 
brass  drum  fastened  to  the  saddle  when  hawking, 

and  struck  whilst  the  falcon  is  on  the  wing,  to  ani- 
mate him  to  hunt  for  and  kill  his  prey. 

p  duhul-darida.  Disgraced. 

P^^J  ̂ idduhul-zan  orjly  nandz,  A  drummer. 
A        J  dahlahat,  A  rubbing  the  hair  off  a  skin. 
A  tiDj6J  dahlah.  An  island  in  the  Red  Sea. 

A  dihlawiy  (or  "^ii  dihVirj)  Of  Delhi. p  a)j6ti  dahla,  A  thorny  plant.    A  bridge. 

p  ̂   J  dihl'i,  The  city  of  Delhi. 
A  PJA)J^J  dihliz,  (pl.JjJl^J  dahuUz)  A  vesti- 

bule, place  between  two  gates,  or  between  the  outer 
gate  and  the  house.  A  portico,  outward  court,  gal- 

lery, piazza,  or  place  for  walking.  A  corner  of 
the  house.  A  cavity  inside  the  heart.  A  privy. 

A  place  wherein  water  collects. 

p  f_^jAst;d  dahlizi,  Rumours,  vague  reports. 

A  p£i  J  dahm,  (v.  n.  of  jjSii)  Coming  suddenly, 
rushing  upon.    (pi.  duhuni)  A  multitude, 

large  army.  A  person,  body,  creature  of  God.  A 
serious  affair.    Evil,  misfortune.    A  laurel.  ̂ \ 

^'^\  ayyu^d  dahmi  hurva.  Of  what  people  is he?   Duhm,  Three  moonless  nights  in  the  month. 

p  pfcJ  dahuvi,  (or  dahumt)  The  tenth. 
A  ̂l^ii  dahmds,  (fem.  of  pfcii^  adham)  Black 

(mare)  with  a  greenish  and  white  mixture.  (A 

garden)  rank  and  of  a  dark  green.  Old  and  black- 
ish. Quite  red  (sheep).  The  face  of  a  man.  A 

pot  or  kettle,  old  and  black.  A  crowd.  The  com- 

mon people.  A  large  number.  A  kind  of  broad- 
leafed  herb  with  which  they  tan  hides.  The  last 

night  of  the  moon. 
A  J  diliinds,  Firm,  solid  (workmanship). 

p  (jU^ii  (j5  sinyu  duhmdn.  Evening-prayers. 
A  R*J6ii  duhmat,  Blackness. 
A  iu*fc(i  dahmasat,  Soft  ground. 

A  dahmaj,  Large,  bulky.    Plain,  soft. 
ddhmajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Going 

slow,  as  if  the  feet  were  tied.  Making  haste 

with  a  short  step  (a  camel).  Adding  fictitious 
circumstances  to  news. 

p  Sii^J  dah  marda,  A  company  often  men. 

A  captain  over  ten  men.  »t>  dah  mar- 

da-goy  or  guy.  Extremely  loquacious. 
A  ^Js-J  dahmasat.  The  last  night  of  the  lunar 

month.  Power,  vigour.  An  assaulting  or  spring- 

ing upon  one  another.  A  communicating  of  se- 

crets to  one  another. 
p  d*-«.*i6i>  dahmast.  The  laurel. 

p  ̂J,^_JL)\  ̂ ^^^mh  » J  dihi  mashini  idris,  The 
heaven  of  amber. 

A  *H^J»ii  dahmahat,  (v.  n.  of  J  Q)  Break- 

ing, cutting.    Softening  (a  bow-string).  Making 



(meat)  sweet  and  tender.  Not  preparing  or  cook- 
ing (it)  well.    Speaking  elegantly. 

A  i^^i^  dahinan,(jpl.  6jv«\Sii^dahdminai)  A  title 
of  the  kings  of  Persia. 

A  duhmus,  Liberal. 

A  J  dahn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^fc  J)  Anointing,  oiling. 
Playing  the  hypocrite.  Bruising,  beating  (with  a 

stick).  Slightly  moistening  the  face  of  the  earth 

(rain).  Slightrain.  DzVm,  A  tree  fatal  to  wild  beasts. 

Duhn,{^\.  jjlfcii  dihan  and  (j^til  adhan)  Oil,  oint- 
ment, unguent.  Slightrain.  Nameofatribe.  Da- 

hin,  Fat.  Anointed. 

p  (^fcti  dahan,  The  mouth.  Orifice ;  also  cover- 

ing of  a  vessel.  Bit  of  a  bridle.  ̂ ^fc'.J  (—>  I  abi  da- 

han, Spittle,  ̂ fc  J  dahani  fir,  Notch  of  an  ar- 
row. (^1^  dahani  shamshir,  Edge  of  a 

cimeter.  t^^^  <— ^^i"^  dahan-hushayi 
ghibat  kardan,  To  open  the  mouth  of  detraction. 

A  ̂Ufcii  dahncLf,  A  field.  A  reddish  herb.  An 

extensive  desert  without  water.  Name  of  a  place ; 
also  of  a  woman. 

p  liUjfcii  dahnad,  Order,  series,  arrangement. 

A  jl/jUfcii  Ja/twareij/jBelonging  to  ̂\^i^dahnai. 

p  &Ju»J  j^fctj  dahan-hasta.  Muzzled. 

p  (j^*^  dahan-hand.  The  covering  of  the 
mouth.  A  woman's  veil.  A  muzzle. 

A  *&jj6ii  cZa/mai,  (v.  n.  of  jjJfcii)  Anointing.  Duh- 
nat,  A  portion  of  ointment.  Odour,  perfume. 

&jj6;>3^  4—4^  taijyihud  duhnat,  Fragrant,  scented. 

A  dahnaj,  dahanaj,  or  duhanij,  A  gem  re- 
sembling an  emerald. 

A  dahnajat.  See  'i^f^i^  dahmajat. 
p  Sjii  ̂^fi>'.>  dahan-dara.  Yawning,  gaping. 

p  ti^j^  1^1^  dahan-darula,  A  vain  babbler. 
Shameless. 

p  ̂^^iJkj^J  dihandagt,  A  giving:  liberality. 
p  StiJjSii  dihanda  or  dihinda,  A  giver.  (A  wo- 

man) giving  or  prostituting  (herself). 

A  'iaifcii  dahnahat.  See  dahmakat. 
P  dahnuh.  Ornament,  decoration.  Dimi- 

nution, depreciation.  Any  two  things  of  equal 

value.  Ninety  (ten  nines).  Dahana,  An  orifice. 

A  fissure.  The  jaws.  A  notch.  sjSDJdahanasi 

ligam.  The  bit  of  a  bridle.  Jasper.  A  precious 

stone  of  a  thick  greenish  colour,  melochites. 

A&XjAiic?M/tni^ai,Fatness:  ointment:  unctuosity. 

P         dah-nim.  An  old  coin.  Tax  of5  per  cent. 

A  j^J  dahre,  (v.  n.  of  Vfcii  for  jfcii)  Occurring, 
happening,  befalling.  A  certain  day  whereon  a 
memorable  battle  was  fought. 

p  dihu,  A  mountain  (called  also  Rohun, 

and  by  the  Portuguese  Pico  d'Adam)  in  the  island 
of  Ceylon,  where  the  Persians  believe  Adam  lived, 
when  banished  from  Paradise. 

A  dahnas,  as  A_^^  &jj6b  dahiyatun  dah- 

mas,  A  great  misfortune  or  calamity.  Duhamaj^, 

(pi.  of        dahiy)  Intelligent,  clever,  shrewd. 
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p  J  8 J  dih  u  dar,  (or  j  » J  dih  u  gir) 
Give  and  take.  Tumult,  conflict,noise  of  combat- 

ants.   Pomp,  pride. 

Aj^fcii  duhur,  (pi.  of  jS>^  dahr)  Ages,  times. 

A  S^ysti  dahwarat,  (v.  n.  ofj^fc  J  Q)  Gather- 
ing. Throwing  into  a  gorge  between  two  moun- 
tains. Pronouncing  full  and  open  one  word  after 

another.  Overturning,  destroying(a  wall).  Making 

up  large  mouthsful.  Voiding  liquid  stools. 

A  Lfj^^  dahwai'iy,  Strong-bodied  (man). 

A      _j4i4i  dahus,  (or      yfc  J<5\  ad''  dahus)  A  lion. 
A  dahuh,  (pl.uiJjtJ  duhuli)  An  instru- 

ment for  breaking  any  thing.  A  breaker,  grinder. 

A  p^ti  duhum,  (pl.of  j»J6l>)  Large  armies. 
p  ̂ ^yb  dahun.  Recital  from  memory.  Memory. 

fj,}>j\^^^i^j\azdahunhhn-andan,Tosay  by  heart. 
A  i^^i^  dahun,  (pi.  of  ̂ JfcO  daht)  Ingenious, 

clever,  shrewd. 

A  &^jJ&L>  duhmyat,  as  io^t)  dahiyatun 
duhniyatun,  A  great  calamity  or  misfortune. 
p  J  dahha.  The  ten  first  days  of  the  month 

Muharram.    Tens.    Dihha,  Villages. 

Pj^  8  J  dah  hazar,  (or  i^j^y»  dah  hazaran) 
The  fourth  game  at  dj>  nard.  Ten  thousand. 

p  uIa^^  »0  dah  haft.  Name  of  an  ancient  coin. 

A  dahy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ t^)  Being  shrewd, 
subtle,  or  ingenious.  Imputing  to  any  one  great 

shrewdness,  calling  him  a  very  clever  fellow.  Dis- 

gracing, dishonouring.  Overtaking  with  calamity. 

Ingenuity,  subtlety.  Soundness  of  judgment,  saga- 
city. Fraud,  craftiness.  Dahi,  (pi.  (j^i^  dahun) 

Ingenious,  sagacious.  Subtle,  sly,  cunning. 

A  dahiy,  (pi.  adhiyat  and  dti- 
hawas)  Intelligent. 

p  li-fcii  d'Und,  (imp.  ̂J'i^l^)  Give  ye.  Strike  ye. 
A  duhaydihan,  A  herd  of  small  camels. 

A^fc  J  dahir.  Ever,  at  any  time.  j3bd dahri 
dahir,  Adverse  fortune. 

p  ciLfcii  dah  yah,  A  tenth  part,  one  out  often. 

(jii^(jiJui>ii  dah  yak  kardan,  To  decimate.  Jii 

5  J>i^  '\1^>,  dah  yak  giranda,  A  tithe-taker. 

p  j»Ji>4>  dihim.  The  crown  of  the  kings  of  Persia. 

A  j*Afc<J  duhaym,  Foolish.  Misfortune,  evil,  ca- 

lamity. A  monster.  |*JAi>5^  timmu'd  duhayrn, A  misfortune. 

A  ̂IfJbJ  duhaymas,  A  misfortune. 

A  (j^vfcii  dahin.  Anointed.   Milkless  (camel). 

p  0'>..y>.  iSii  dah  yo-pad,  Enjoining  what  is  right, 
and  forbidding  what  is  wrong. 

p         »ii  dah  yoda,  Ten,  ten  units. 

p  (_f  J  day,  Name  of  an  angel  presiding  over 

the  afi^airs  of  the  month  day,  and  of  the  tenth 
day  of  every  month.  Name  of  the  tenth  month  of 

the  solar  year.  Winter,  or  the  first  month  of  it, 

December.  Di,  Yester :  as,Jj) y.4i  di-roz,  Yester- 

day. L'*,V>  di-shab.  Yesternight. 

A  hji\>i^dayabuz  or  't^\>i^  dayabtz,  (pl.of  ij^P 

dayhuz)  Cloths  of  a  double  warp. 

A  ̂ ^li  dayabij,  (pi.  of  ̂\-J.ii)  Brocades. 
A  Obii  diyat,  (pl.of  ioii)  Mulcts  for  homicide. 
A  diyasat,  Softness,  versatility  of  tongue. 

A  j_ya-bii  dayajt,  (pi.  of  S^jii)  Darknesses. 

A_^>-bii  dayajir,  (pi.  ofj^ii)  Darknesses. 

A diyar,  (pi.  ofj^ii  dar')  Houses,  mansions, 
(pi.  of 'j^.ii  dayrat)  Circuits,  countries,  regions,  dis- 

tricts, j^jbii  diyar-bakr,  The  country  called  an- 
ciently Mesopotamia. 

dayyar,  Any  one.  The  head  of  a  con- 

vent. J^j^  (_j  I*  ma  fid  ̂ dari  dayyarun, 
There  is  nobody  in  the  house. 

A  dhjarat,  (or  *5,V>.(i  diyarat)  (pi.  of 

j\j  dar)  Houses.  Towns. 
A  diyax,  (and  diyasat)  (v.  n.  of 

for  (^jii)  Treading,  trampling  upon.  Tread- 
ing out  (corn).  Conquering  (a  country).  Polish- 

ing (a  sword). 

A  dayyas,  A  thrasher  of  corn. 

A  ̂^^,|^  dayyas,  One  against  whom  nothing 
can  be  said  or  done.  Fat. 

A  Xoljti  dayyasat,  A  fat  and  short  woman. 

A  i_->bii  diyaf,  Name  of  a  village  in  Syria  or 

Mesopotamia  renowned  for  camels  and  swords. 

A  (^^.li  d'^J^f^y^  Stout  and  strong  (camel). 
A  dayarms,  (pi.  of  (_)*>Vii)  Dungeons. 

A  j^^.ii  dayaniim,  (pi.  oi'i<yCd)  Deserts. A  ̂^,p  dayyan,  A  r?iquiter  of  good  and  evil ; 
hence  an  epithet  of  God.  Computing,  settling  ac- 

counts with  another.  A  manager.  A  conqueror, 

subduer.  Ajudge,umpire,administrator.  Religious. 

A  iobii  diyanat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^ii  for  ̂ .ti)  Em- 
bracing, adhering  to  religion.  Acting  uprightly. 

Conscience,  honesty,  justice,  piety,  virtue,  integri- 

ty. <-j->^^  arbabi  diyanat.  Religious  per- 
sons, ahli  diyanat,  Religious. 

Pj^ii  Ojbti  diyanat-dar.  Just,  honest,  pious. 
p  dayanosh.  The  man  who  sold 

A  j^^jbtS  dayawin,  (pi.  of  ̂J^^„|^  diwan)  Mus- 
ter-rolls. Poems. 

p  L-A^.ii  dih.  Name  of  a  sea-port  in  India. 
p  \*>p  diba.  Brocade.  ̂   The  eye  of  a  mistress. 

The  tenth  of  the  month.  ̂ Lco  (^bj.ii  dibasi  mu^l- 
lam.  Embroidered  cloth. 

p  (_jb  Ljii  diba-baf,  A  brocade-manufacturer. 

A  ̂l^.ii  dibaj,  (pi.  ̂ -obp  dayabij,  or  ̂:^>.bii 
dabahij)  A  vest  of  brocade,  or  cloth  of  gold,  with 

a  rich  edging.    Frontispiece  of  a  book. 

A  ̂JC£>-\^p  dibajatani.  Cheeks.  Hips. 
p  iJs-l-J.ii  dlbaja,  (or  &»-bj.ii  dibacha)  The  pre- 

face, exordium,  or  preamble  to  a  book  (as  being  ge- 

nerally written  in  an  ornamented  stile,  and  adorned 

with  gilding  and  other  decorations).    A  cheek. 

p  ̂^^^Uii  dtbaji,  A  vesture  of  gold  cloth.  A weaver  of  brocade. 

p  (^pb  (j'li  day  badln,  God.  Name  of  angel. 



The  twenty-third  day  of  the  month. 

Pjil-J.(i  dayhazar,1\ie  eighth  day  of  the  month. 
The  angel  who  presided  over  this  day.  Sleepy. 

PjLii li  cUhar,  Nuptials :  a  banquet,  feast. 

Pjy>.,  JV^.ii  dibal  pur,  A  place  in  the  Panjab. 

p  jOjLiii  dehawand,  Name  of  Tahmiiras. 

p  sl-J.ii  dibah,  (or  s^p  dlbah)  Gold  tissue. 

^jjj^  dibahi  /i/iMsra?;i,Khusraw's  third  treasure. 
p  J\S*>,^  dehdar,  The  Indian  pine,  devadaru. 

p  fjiS^p  dayhadin,  God.  Name  of  an  angel. 

The  twenty-third  day  of  every  solar  month. 

V  day  ha  mihr,  God.  Name  of  an  an- 
gel. The  fifteenth  day  of  every  solar  month. 

A  t-->_jJ0  J  dayhuh.  One  who  secretly  injures  by 
detraction.    A  pander  to  his  own  wife. 

p  day-bud,  A  double-bordered  garment. 

A  (i_jJO.L>  dayhuz,  (from  p  t^y>^_  j;5  du  pud)  (pL 

(i^bii  dayabuz  or  dayablz)  A  garment  with 
a  double  border. 

A  's-id  diyat,  (v.  n.  of  Paying  a  mulct  or 
compensation  for  manslaughter.  Bringing  near. 

Preparing  to  stale  or  cover  (a  horse).  Voiding 

something  after  having  made  water,  (pi.  Obii 

diyat)  An  expiatory  mulct  for  murder  or  homi- 
cide, a  fine,  damages. 

A  (j^t^  difsan,  (or  ̂il^.ii  dayasaniy)  Asleep, 
unconscious,  motionless.    The  nightmare. 

A  ̂   dayj,  A  going  slowly  or  creepingly. 

A*3lf?.ii  dayjat,  (pi.  ̂^jt>-\>p)  Thick  darkness. 
A  dayajan,  (v.  n.  of       for  ̂ )  Going 

slowly,  creeping  along.  Small  wreaths;  also  fringes 
or  other  ornaments  round  the  edges  of  any  thing. 

The  foot  of  a  locust.  A  large  part  of  a  swarm  of 
locusts.   A  small  household. 

A  ̂ ^i^  dayjuj.  Dark,  obscure. 

p  Aj_j:^ii  dayjur.  Earth,  dust.  Darkness,  ob- 
scurity. The  night  of  conjunction  of  sun  and  moon. 

A  dark  night  without  moonlight.  Dark.  Dust- 

coloured.  Much  dry  herbage.  Pjysl,ii^^^shabi 

dayjur,  A  very  dark  night. 

A  jjlj^t)  dayhdn,  A  locust. 

A  (j-a^ii  day  has.  Much. 

A  dikh,  (pi.  'ii^ddiyahhat)  A  bunch  of  dates. 
A  daykhas,  Luxui'iant,  matted  (fodder). 
A  d^d  dayd.  Play. 

p  ii>^.4i  t^icZ,  (pret. of  ̂^lio.ii c?ifZaw)  He  saw.  Sight. 

The  eye.  '  '^.'^      ̂ ^'^d  arcardan,  To  pro- 
duce, to  bring  to  sight. 

p        dayda,  Lost,  missing. 

A  disdaf,  (v.  n.  of  1  jIj  Q)  Galloping  at 

full  speed.  Urging  forward.  Following  the  steps 

of  any  one.  Stirring  (a  thing).  Stilling  (a  thing). 

Covering  (a  thing),  (pi.  ̂^ol  J  dasadu)  The  latter 
end  of  the  month.  The  night  of  the  25th,  26th, 

27th,  28th,  or  29th  of  the  month.  The  last  three 

nights  of  the  moon. 

p  J\^i^  didar,  Sight,  vision,  look.    The  eye. 
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Face,  countenance,  cheek.  Appearance.  Inter- 
view.   Manifest,  exposed  to  view, 

P  didari,  Worthy  of  being  seen,  fair. 

A  ̂j^iiJ.J  <Za?/c?a«,  Manner,  custom.  Play.  Di- 
dan,  (pi.  of  iSjii  dud)  Worms.  ̂ Ue^^ 

danu'l  am^s,  Intestinal  worms. 
A  i—^JJ.ii  daydab,  The  wild  ass.  Daydah,  (or 

liJ  iS  daydaban)  (from  p  d'ldban)  A  watch,  guard, 
observer.    The  vanguard. 

p  '^.A  did-bazi,  Looking  about  one  :  tak- 

ing the  air. 

p  (jbtiJiS  d'ldban,  A  watch,  guard.  One  who 
keeps  a  look-out  from  a  mountain,  or  a  ship's  mast. 
p  didbani.  Observation,  watching. 

A  daydabun.  Play,  pastime,  diversion. 

A  game  played  by  the  Arabians. 

A  ̂jWii^.ii  daydajan,  A  camel  bearing  furni- 
ture or  wares. 

p  daydadan,  Custom,  manner,  usage. 

p  didagan,  (pi,  of  8  J'^.ii)  Spies,  scouts. 
p  jl^iiJ.ii  dld-gah,  A  prospect. 

A  i^Si^^  day  dan,  Custom,  habit. 
p  didan.  To  see,  look,  observe.   To  per- 

ceive, feel.  ̂ jiV.ii  J'J^  haland  didan,  To  look  high, 

to  exalt  one's  self.  ̂ ^SiA  CLi^^past  didan,  To 
look  low,  to  abase  one's  self. 

p  iJ,i^A  didanl,  Fit  to  be  seen. 

p  j^jiV.ii  didawdr.  Perspicuous,  visible. 

p  ̂^\j<3J_J  didwdn,  A  watch. 
p  ̂IjiiOii  didrvdni.  An  inspector  of  boats. 

p  iV.ii  J  liJ.ii  did  u  did,  An  interview. 
p  iS>A  dida.  Seen.  The  eye.  The  sight.  The 

pupil  of  the  eye.  A  wanton,  impudent  eye.  Im- 

pudence. Any  place  within  ken.  A  watch-tower. 
A  spy.  A  sentinel.  One  who  has  seen.  j>  iS>A 

iJ^jO  dida  bar  dokhtan.  To  close  the  eyes.  » 
didasi  hasirat,  The  eye  of  prudence,  fore- 

sight.  iS>A  didasi  jiusht,  Anns.  iS>A 

tjo  didasi  hak-bln,  A  just,  penetrating  eye.  S^V.ii 
^  didan  hdfuri.  Blind,  jli  Si^^.ii  didasi  gdv, 

Ox-eye  (a  plant).  The  star  called  the  Bull's-eye, 
A  kind  of  armour.  A  sort  of  grape.  Id^i^jy^^ 

umu7--dida,Who  has  seen  things,  i.e.  expert  in  busi- 

ness. 8 li^ii  jahdn-dida,  One  who  has  seen 
the  world,  has  travelled  and  learnt  experience. 

pjb  JtV.ii  dida-bdz.  Throwing  the  eyes  round. 
p  didaban,  (orj\d  StV.ii  dida-ddr)  A 

watch,  sentinel.  '^■^^.^  didabani  chahd- 

rum,  The  sun.  jV-as-  ̂ ^^^^  i^i^A  didabani 
habUd-hisdr,  The  planet  Saturn.  Any  one  of  the 

planets.  pJVff'  ̂jbb  i'^>A  didabdnani  ^lam.  The 
seven  planets,  i.e.  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  the  sun, 

Venus,  Mercury,  and  the  moon.  iSi^ 

didabani falah,The  sun.  The  planet  Saturn.  iS>A 

i^J>^  Cl^tftf  tjj?"  dida  chun  takhti  jawhari,  A 
blue  eye.    A  blind  eye. 

p        J  Ji^.i5  dida  ba  rdh.  On  the  look  out. 

P  i<^.i^  dida-jwsh.  Veiling  the  eyes. 

Pj\o         dida-ddr,  A  sentinel,  watch. 
p  Si^iii  dida-rezi,  A  fatiguing  the  eye. 
p  CIa^  »4i.>iifZi(:Za-saA/i^,  Shameless,  barefaced. 

p  8o  iS>d  dlda-gdJi,  (or  gah)  A  place  whence 
observation  is  made,  the  station  of  a  spy  or  sentinel. 

Pjlj  8^.i>  didarvdr,  (or J  J  i>i^A  didawar)  Per- 
spicuous, quicksighted.  An  inspector.  Asentinel. 

p        »JO.ii  didawdn.  The  sight  (of  a  gun). 

pauL-jb J  5^.ii<Zi(ZajMrfareis<a,Seenandknown. 
Knowingly,  wittingly,  purposely. 

Pjj  ̂ Sip  didawar,  A  seer,  a  looker. 
p  t/jj iV.<i  didawari.  Sharpness  of  sight. 

A  t/ii  day  day,  (for  ̂6:>.  b  yd  yadayya') 
O  my  hand  ! 

A  dayr,  (pi.  jbii\  adydr)  A  monastery,  con- 
vent, p  dayri  tang.  The  world.  j>A 

dayri  sipanji,  (jy*  O^j  rind-soz,  or  mu- 
kdfdt)  The  present  world,  ̂ jbw Jt^  dayri  mughdn, 

A  temple  of  the  Magi.  A  tavern,  bu* dayri 

mind.  The  sky.  A  J>.<Si^  L^l)  ̂^^^^^'d  dayr.  The 
superior  of  a  convent  or  monastery :  an  abbot. 

PJ>A  dir,  (by  some  der)  Slowly,  tardily.  Late, 
after.  A  while  ago.  A  long  while.  Old,  antique, 

jl J  j>A  dir-rav.  Slow-paced.  y..'^  dir  shudan. 
To  be  at  a  great  distance.  To  die.  i^^kw^aS- j>A  dir- 
ghazab,  Slow  to  anger ;  gentle,  mild.  f^Lijf  j>A 

cri7--murdagdn,  (pi.)  IjOngs'mcedeaLd.  ̂ jw»b\j  j^ii 
dir  vd  ddshtan.  To  keep  long  open  ;  to  protract. 

p  1  jiA  dir-d,  Slow  in  coming. 

A  (j^^.ii  dirdn,  (pi.  of  jU)  Houses,  habitations. 
p  io\j>A  dirdna,  A  long  time. 
A  dayrdniy,  The  head  of  a  convent. 

Pjb j>A  dir-hdr.  Long.  Very  remote. 
pjl^j^. J  c?«r-&a2:,The world.  Long, tall.  Longago. 

p  bj^.ii  dir-pd.  Slow-paced.  A  centipede.  A 
scorpion.  Always,  constant,  durable, 

p  {j\>.jiA  dir-pdy.  Firm,  steady.  A  spider. 
Old,  decrepit.  A  man  of  a  good  constitution,  who 

does  not  soon  grow  old. 

p  |_yb J  dir-pdsi.  Durability,  firmness. 

p  Lfj^jj^..jl'^  dir-parmdzi.  Flying  heavily,slow. 
A  Sj^.ii  dayr  at,  A  circular  heap  of  sand.  (pi. 

jbii  diydr)  A  circuit. 
p  » JOjb j)A  dir-ddranda,  A  procrastinator. 
p  j>p  dir-ddsht.  Delay  (of  payment). 

p  ̂ j^.>^  dir-ranj,  Slow  to  anger,  forbearing. 
p  {jjji.'^  dir  zi,  Live  long.  Name  of  the  27th 

day  of  the  month. 

p  i^j>A  dirah,  A  weevil.  A  moth. J  dir-lmshay,  Difficult  to  open  (lock). 

p  dir-gdh.  Always. 

Pj\^  j>A  dir-guwdr.  Slow  of  digestion. 
p  j>A  dir-mdndagi,  Oldness,  staleness. 

p  jol*  j>A  dir  mdya.  Bile. 
p  JOj^iic^irantZ, Time, anage.  Fortune.  Along 

space  of  time.  An  amulet. 



p  i  S^jli^  diranda,Oneslow  toact.  Time,  an  age. 

p Jj jid  di-roz,  Yesterday. 
p  dir  waht,  Much  time. 

p        dim  or  dera,  A  house,  habitation,  tent. 

A  p  ijj^d  dayri,  An  age,  a  length  of  time. 
p       J  dirt,  Late,  slow.  Slowness,  lateness. 

p  i^i^lj>d  dindan,  To  rend  asunder. 
p  dirin,  Old,  ancient,  of  times  past. 

p  j^^^^^ J  dhinagi,  Antiquity.  Perpetuity, 
p  dirma,  Ancient,  old.  Long,  continual. 

Vise.  Cunning,  iu?  .^.li  Si^aJ  handaA  dirina,  An 

Id  servant.  s^..y>.'^  Si^i^  ̂ kdad  dlnna,  An  an- 
ient covenant. 

pjjj  eui^j^.4i  dirina-roz,  Of  a  great  age. 

p  JImj  »>^^.<i  dirina-sal,  A  decrepit  old  man. 

pj^p  fZez,  Colour.  Ash-colour.  An  ash-colour 
vith  which  certain  animals  are  striped  from  the 
lead  to  the  tail.  A  black  colour.  A  citadel.  A 

ort  of  cooking-pot.  A  kind  of  eye-salve.  A  hair- 

ieve.  y>.SxZi  shab-dez,  Khusraw's  famous  horse. 

A  ̂ ^.'^  dayzaj,  (from  p  ̂ y>t^deza)A  bay  horse, 
i  horse  striped  black  from  the  withers  to  the  tail. 

p  ̂^Siy_>^d^zandan^\^e^eei  of  a  boiler.  A  trivet. 
p         dizu,  A  small  clay  or  copper  vessel. 

p  Sj>  J  deza,  A  horse  or  mule  of  an  ash-colour. 
Colour.  A  dark  colour.  A  horse,  mule,  or  ass 

narked  with  a  black  stripe  extending  from  the 
lead  to  the  tail.   A  fortress. 

A  ̂ J"^.li  days,  A  nipple,  dug.  A  bulrush.  Dis 
md  diyas,  (pi.  of         disat)  Thick  forests. 

p  des,  (placed  after  words)  Like ;  as 

j-OO  mdh-des,  Like  the  moon,    (in  Hindustan) 
country,  province.  A  day. 

r  Jl— ̂.li  di-sal,  The  past  year. 

A  'i^d  disat,  pi.  (^^li  d'lsov diyas,  Thick  forest. 
p  b-iXk^id  disiana,  A  woman  in  her  courses. 

A  daysa^  Thick  (she-camel) :  one  that 
chews  the  cud  much. 

A  Jj-'^.ii  daysah,  A  table  of  silver,  also  a  table 

in  the  form  of  a  bason.  A  particular  kind  of  ves- 

sel. A  woman's  ornaments  of  bright  silver.  The 
clear  appearance  of  vapour  on  a  plain.  A  cistern 

full  of  water.  Whiteness.  Beauty.  A  long  road. 
Ahull.    An  old  man. 

A  daysaha' ,  A  herd  ofostriches,  or  cattle. 

A  daysam,  Cock's  comb  (an  herb).  A 
whelp  bred  from  a  wolf  and  a  bitch,  or  a  fox  and  a 

bitch.   A  leveret.   A  fox.   A  friend,  a  companion 

in  travail.  A  bear's  cub.  Blackness.  Younc  bees. 
A  daysamat,  A  small  ant.  An  atom, 
p  disama,  A  wave, 

p  es.*«^_J  disa,  A  person. 

p  jji^.ii  desk.  Give  to  him.  Give  that.  A  gift. 

A  iji^^^c^M,  A  dunghill-cock.  Name  of  a  man. 
A  dayasan,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^ip) 

Bending,  inclining.  Being  crooked.  Withdrawing, 

going  away  privately.  Retiring  or  flying  in  battle. 
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Stealing.  Being  cheerful,  brisk.  Being  moved 
backwards  and  forwards  with  the  hand  (a  gland  in 

the  body).  Becoming  basely  degenerate  after  hav- 
ing been  distinguished  for  honour. 

A  (_j«aJ.ii  diyizza^  Haughty  air,  jaunty  step. 
P  i^J^j  I  2^.4i  dif-ralihsh,  A  note  in  music. 
A  Jjfl^O  dayfali.  Fast-going  (she-camel). 

A  JjJii  dayk,  A  causing  to  bend  or  decline. 

A  dayJiu^,  Fierce,  cephalalgic  (hunger). 

A  dik,  (pi.  ui3y.J)  duyuk,  tiJbii^  adyah, 
&5o_ii  diyaliai)  A  cock.  A  hen.  Kind,  gracious, 

compassionate.  The  spring.  A  trivet.  Trivets. 

The  lump  behind  a  horse's  ear.  (^^.li  ̂ -^..^  dik 
dth,  Words  used  in  calling  fowls.  ^-^.A 

dihu'l  jinn.  An  insect  found  in  meadows,  cil^.ii 

^jSSSb  dihi  hind'i,  A  turkey.  ̂ ^^'^^^  '-^.'^  dihu'l harm,  (Cock  of  the  vine)  The  hoopoo. 

A  'i^>d  dihat,  A  hen.    Diyahat,  (pi.  of 

dih)  Cocks. 
A  {j^.d  day  has  or  diyakSfWanj  sheep  or  cattle. 

A*L«^.ii  diyaksas,  day, or  dihasus,A\argeQoc\i.. 
p  uL^.ii  dlff,  Yesterday.  Deg,  A  pot,  kettle, 

cauldron.  A  large  cannon  or  mortar.  Meat  in  the 

pot.  A  bird's  crop.  ̂ J^}la*>J  tf-^.ti  degi  sifdlin. 
An  earthen  pot.  lL^O  degi  misin,  A  copper 

kettle.  j>  {.^J^,^  dcg  bar  deg,  Pot  upon  pot 

(as  piled  up  in  kitchens).  Arsenic. 

PjIP^  tf^.^  deg-afzar,  {oY^j^\  <lS^„^  deg-av- 
zdr)  Pot-herbs,  roots,  fruits,  or  any  produce  of  the 
garden  with  which  meat  is  seasoned.  A  pot,  large 

or  small,  in  which  they  are  cooked.  A  pot-lid. 

pj^^^  deg-anddz,  A  cook. 
p  ioViOii  digdna,  A  tortoise.    A  hedgehog. 

p  lijj  ̂ .tS^.^  deg-band,  A  scullion. 

p  deg-2)dy,  A  trivet,  the  foot  of  a  pot. 

p  a,^_Ur^ii  deg-jpaya,  A  trivet.    A  star  in  Lyra. 

p  iJS>^  dfig-puhht,  Cooked  in  a  pot. 

degcha,  A  pot,  a  small  cauldron. 

p  degddn,  A  trivet,  tripod,  pot-hook. 

.A  fire-place,  hearth. 

p  degddn-sard,  (Cold-pot)  A  miser. 

Pj.^.J  digar.  Another,  othei-,  more.  The  rest. 
Over  again.  Near.  Besides,  further,  moreover. 

Again.  Some.  Any  more,  any  longer.  Hitherto. 

Afternoon,  evening,  jtiji^  namdzi  digar,  Even- 

ing-prayer. 
digar  bar.  Another  time. 

Pjjjj^.'^  digar  /•02^,The  other  day :  yesterday. 
p  Jl»*>  ̂ ^.li  digar  sal,  Next  year :  the  future. 

p  c-A^^A'^  digar  shab.  Last  night. 

p  jj^jA*^  digar  gun.  Altered. 
digar  gun  shudan,  To  change,  be  disturbed,  ruined. 

p  j_3j^jAi5  digar  guni,  Change,  alteration. 

p  i^jtip  digari,  A  tax  on  trees  and  the  like. 

p  i^L^p  digshab,  (for  t„^^Zi  jk>d')  Last  night. 
p  ijJ^P  deg-gir,  A  cloth  wherewith  a  pot  is 

taken  off  the  fire,  a  kettle-holder. 
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P  ̂'^^.P  degina,  (Meat)  dressed  in  a  pot.  Di- 
gina.  Of  yesterday, 

A  ̂   J  dudl  or  dusnl,  A  jackal.  An  animal 
resembling  a  weasel.    Du^cil,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

p     J  d'll,  A  dot.    The  heart.    A  fold,  cote. 
p  dil-pdya,  Stufffed  with  almonds. 

A  j»b  J  daylam,  A  misfortune.  A  crowd.  A 
male  woodcock.  The  kata  or  grouse.  Enemies.  A 

puddle  at  a  cistern  where  camels  kneel  to  drink,  and 

where  ants  and  tikes  swarm.  The  j»^L*j  saldm  tree. 
p         delam,  Name  of  a  city  in  Gilan. 

P  (j^-^.ti  delamdn,  Name  of  a  city  in  Gilan. 
P  uLU^  J  delmak,  A  venomous  spider. 

A  ̂^^p  daylamiy,  Native  of  Dftylam  or  Delam. 

A  jC  J  daym,  (v.  n.  of  for  jC  J)  Raining  gently 

and  incessantly.  Diyani,  (pi.  of  'ix^  dimat)  Inces- 
sant but  gentle  rains,  without  thunder  or  lightning. 

p^jCii  dim,  Face,  countenance,  cheek.  Leather. A^ti  Vii  diman  diynan,  Incessantly  (raining). 

A  (_j>5Wii  daymds  or  dimds,  (pi.  (^jwA^bii  da- 
ydmis  or  damdmis)  A  dark  dungeon.  A 
den.  A  bath,  A  dungeon  belonging  to  Hajjaj. 

p  j^^l^  J  dimdti,  A  kind  of  stone  found  in  the 
sea.    A  sort  of  hot  vapour. 

p  tVjWii  dimdwand,  A  mountain  in  Persia. 

A  X^J  dimat,  (pi.  jfiii  diyam,  ̂ ^>p  duyum,  and 
diyamdt  or  dimdt^  An  incessant  gentle  rain 

(for  several  days,  at  least  eight  hours  each  day,  and 

unaccompanied  by  wind,  thunder,  or  lightning). 

'P jf^  dimar.  Face,  countenance,  cheek. 
A  ̂ yC d  daymuriy ,  Sharp,keen ;  one  who  sticks 

close  and  asks  favours  from  everybody. 

A  daijmum,  Spacious  plain;  arid  desert. 

A&/e^ii  daymiijnat,  (v.  n.  of  for  j»j<^)  Per- 

severing, continuing  in,  lasting,  (pi.  ̂ ithJdayd- 
mini)  A  desert  without  water.  A  spacious  plain. 

Perpetuity,  continuance. 

A  iiJ_j.<'4i(Zl?ftC(w«n£Z, The  mountain  Damawand. 
p     J  f/G?/ma,  Light.  Corn.  iJiwa,  Face,  cheek. 

p^l^ii  dimhdj,  (In  Gilan)  Bugloss,  borage. 
p  tiWj  dimydd,  Pride,  vain-glory,  vanity. 

p  daym'in,  The  game  of  tip-cat. 
A  dayn,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^>P)  Borrowing, 

asking  in  loan.  Lending.  Requiting.  Repaying. 
Being  obedient,  serving,  (pi.  ̂^>p\  adyun,  i^^.P 

duyun,  and  X-lJ.ii  dinat)  Debt,  payable  with  interest 

at  a  fixed  period  harz  expressing  an  indefi- 

nite time).  Death.  Any  thing  not  present.  e^As- 

^layhi  dayn.  He  is  a  debtor,  si  J  day- 
nun  lahu.  He  is  a  creditor,  ̂ jl^^  ̂ >  hd^  bi  dayn. 

He  sold  upon  credit,  or  he  gave  a  delay  for  pay- 

ment. U;.<3  sUafr\  a^dhu  daynan,  He  gave  it  upon 

credit.  IjJ.ii  ̂   '^\  ahhazahu  daynan,  He  took  it 
upon  credit,    p  (^.P  dayn  hardan.  To  con- 

tract debt,  {jii^^*  (jiii  dayn  tZaf/awi,  Having  much 

debt  to  pay.  a  Din,  (v.  n.  of  for  Sub- 

mitting to,  obeying,  serving.    Embracing  the  re- 



ligion  of  Muhammad,  called  Islam.  Becoming- 
owner  or  possessor.  Bringing  under  by  force,  forc- 

ing against  one's  will.  Taming,  rendering  obedient, 
breaking  in.  Degrading.  Being  great  and  power- 

ful. Rebelling.  Being  contemptible  and  abject. 

Disobeying.  Possessing.  Repaying,  requiting, 

benefiting.  Being  attacked  by  disease.  Faith,  re- 
ligion, worship.  A  belief  or  profession  of  the  unity 

of  God.  Obedience  to  God.  Religious  abstinence. 

Custom,  rite.  Institution,  regulation.  Condition, 

state.  Judgment,  decree.  Disease.  Empire,  go- 

vernment, dominion.  Victory,  conquest,  predomi- 
nance, superiority.  An  emperor,  king,  sovereign. 

Submission.  Retribution,  repayment.  Destiny. 

Disobedience.  Computation,  numbering.  Slight 
incessant  rains.  Rains  which  often  visit  one  place. 

Debtors.  (^.JO  \^kama  tadin  tuddn,  As  thou 

judgest  thou  wilt  be  judged.  {^J^  ̂^>.|^  dini  matin, 

Firm  faith.  dJ^^^ ^  f^>p  din  u  damlat,  Religion 

and  country,  church  and  state,  p  j^.<i  j3  ̂''^j 
Faithless,  impious,  irreligious. 

p  (^.li  din,  This  (compounded  of  the  preposi- 

tion (_->  ba,  and  In)  :  as,jSi  i^.'^  hadin  kadar. 
In  this  quantity  or  proportion.  Name  of  the  24th 
day  of  the  month. 

A  ̂J^^i^  dayyin,  Religious. 

p  dina,  Dinah,  daughter  of  Jacob.  A  ju- 
dicial decree.  A  judge.  ^ 

AjUiii  dinar,  (originallyjU  J  dinnar)  Money. 
A  dinar,  ducat.  Theweightof  a  drachm  andahalf. 

Complete.  Seed  of  dodder.  Name  of  a  large  bird. 

ad' dinaru'l  hayzas,  The  sun.  PjUj.ii 

•^j***  dinari  surlih,  Gold  coin. 
Pjv«*»^j^.ii  dinar-usJmur,  (or  shumur)  A 

banker,  a  money-changer. 

p  lOjjC^p  dinaruya,  Wild  anise. 

p  (^jLo.ii  dinari,  A  kind  of  silk.    Red  wine. 

A  (I^U^.ii  dinariy,  Name  of  a  horse. 

p  CL^iMji.  dtn-parast,  Religious.  A  fire- 
worshipper. 

Pj  J  din-parwar,  A  king,  a  monarch,  de- 
fender of  the  faith. 

p  jjj^^i^  din-parmari,  Defence  or  cherish- 
ing of  the  faith  :  monarchy,  dominion. 

p  i^j>_  j^ii  din-pijuh,  (jpnjuli,  or  8^.  pujuh) 
Name  of  the  fifteenth  day  of  the  month. 

p  »U>  din-panah.  Support  or  prop  of  reli- 
gion.   A  sovereign,  defender  of  the  faith. 

p  ̂ Uxl>ti  flin-panah'i,  Defence  of  the  faith. 
The  office  or  duty  of  him  who  supports  or  defends 

the  faith.    Royal  dignity. 

A  HJJJ  dinat.  Incessant,  gentle  rains.  Obe- 
dience. Debt  payable  at  a  fixed  period,  (pi.  of 

j^iii  dayn)  Debts.  Deaths. 
p  dayn-tamassuki,  A  bond,  note. 

V j\Sy>i^  dayn-dar,  A  debtor.  Din-dar, Pious. 

P  (jr j^ii>j>^.ii  din-dari,  Constancy  in  religion. 
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pjj J        din-roz.  The  24th  day  of  the  month. 
Pj^.ii  dinur  or  dinwar,  Religious,  faithful. 

Dviavar,  Name  of  a  large  city  in  Persian  Irak. 
A  daynunat,  Judgment. 
p  ajo,ii  dina,  Yesterday. 

A         diniy,  (fem.  ftJo^^.ii  dimyat)  Religious. 

p  y>j^  div,  by  some  dev,  A  devil,  demon,  genius, 

spirit,  ghost,  hobgoblin.  A  sort  of  woollen  armour. 
Ahorse.  Anger,  passion,  force,  violence.  Brave. 

Losing  the  way,  deviating,  led  astray.  Perverse. 

devi  din,  Satan.     J^j^^  y!.'^  devi  saped, 
Satan  transformed  into  an  angel  of  light.  Name 

of  a  celebrated  champion  slain  by  Rustam.  ^.li 

eJk^Ju^  devi  shabina.  The  nightmare. 

devi  shahwat,  The  demon  of  lust. 

p  ;ib|  dev-abad.  Possessed  by  the  devil,  a 

demoniac. 

Pj\_j^.ii  diwar,  A  wall.  A  species  of  juniper 

yielding  milk.  ̂ j^i^J^ylA  dimari  bini.  The  septum 
of  the  nose.  diwari  A?sar,  Walls  of  a 

fortress.  diwari  gilin,  A  mud-wall.  A 

dam.  J      dar  u  diwar.  Gates  and  walls. 

p  s^j\^_i^  dircarcha,  A  low  wall,  a  screen. 

'pJij^y'A  diroargar,  A  builder,  plasterer. 

p  jJ^yiP  devariL,T\ie  pine,  or  devadaru. 

p  ij\y>,i^  diKara,  A  raised  rim. 
p        ̂ v»*>\       dev  ispist.  The  lote-tree. 
p  eiJuL*»\       dev-istamba,  A  rough  man. 

p  (J\j^.i5  diwal,  (equiv.  tOj^y.ii  diwar')  A  wall. p  aJ\y.ii  diwala,  A  bankrupt. 

p  ̂^y.iifZI?mZi,  Bankruptcy.  A  Hindu  festival. 

A  f^y>.'^  day  wan,  (p  diman)  (pi.  ̂^j^jii  dawa- 

win  and  j^^j^."^  dayamin)  A  royal  court.  Tribu- 
nal of  justice  or  revenue.  A  council  of  state,  senate, 

or  divan.  A  title  given  to  a  collector-general  of 
the  public  revenues  of  a  province  or  district ;  and 
the  servants  of  the  East-India  Company  in  Bengal 

usually  distinguish  the  principal  native  civil  officer 

acting  under  them  by  this  appellation.  This  word 
is  sometimes  used  to  express  the  bags  in  which  the 

Kazi's  records  are  kept.  An  account-book.  A 
muster-roll,  or  military  pay-book.  A  recueil,  or 
miscellaneous  collection  from  different  authors.  A 

complete  series  of  odes  or  other  poems  by  one 

author,  running  through  the  whole  alphabet ;  the 
rhymes  of  the  first  class  terminating  in  \  alif,  the 
second  in  (_->  be,  the  third  in  te,  &c.,  also  the 

collection  of  the  works  of  one  author  in  prose,  as 

well  as  verse,  especially  after  he  is  dead.  (See 

laiU-  hafiz).  Many  authors  have  completed  Di- 

wans :  as  GhassanT,  Sa'uti,  and  Zamrani,  among  the 
Arabians;  and  Hafiz  and  Jami  among  the  Persians. 

— The  Caliphs  of  the  house  of  Abbas  constituted 

a  divan  (called  jjUa^^  ̂  y>A  diwanu  'I  mazalim,Tl\\e court  of  oppression),  which  took  cognizance  of  all 
the  acts  of  tyranny  of  the  great  men  throughout 

the  empire.  The  Caliphs  themselves  for  some  time 

presided  in  it ;  but  in  the  reign  of  Muktadir  (about 

the  beginning  of  the  tenth  century)  a  woman,  ac- 

cording to  some  historians,  discharged  the  office  of 

president.  ^J\yi^  diwani  a^a',  A  prime- 
minister,  a  vazir.  diwani  hhass,  A 

privy-council  chamber.  euaJli"-  diwani  kha- 

lisa,  The  accountant-general  of  the  king's  revenue, 

p  jjwlii  cjIj^-'^  diwan  dashtan.  To  hold  a  council. 

wani  ̂ m,  A  public  hall  of  audience. 
diwani  ̂ rzi  lashhar,  A  court 

for  military  petitions.  ̂ ^.U*'  diwani  huma- 
yun,T\ie  august  or  imperial  court.  A 

/•a^sw'tZ  6^  wan.  President  of  the  council,  chancellor. 

p  (j^^.'i  devan,  (pi.  of  y>Ji  dev)  Demons. 

T  y!,^  diwan-begi.  An  officer  of  state. 

P  T  ̂_5^^y.li  diwanchi,  A  cabinet-minister. p  tsJ'\s-  diwan-lihana,  A  tribunal,  office. 

A  hall  of  audience.    The  diwan's  office  or  court. 
p  diwansi.  Inordinate  desire. 
p  diwanagi  or  devanagi.  Insanity. 

p  sj\y>p  diwana  or  devana.  Foolish,  insane. 

Mad,  furious.  \^  ̂'^y>.'^  diwdnasi  khuda,  In- 
spired by  the  deity,  in  a  heavenly  ecstacy. 

p  jii  &3|y.ii  diwana  or  devana-dav,  Running,  or 
behaving  like  a  madman. 

p  liX**  !!j\y>jidiwanaordevdna-sag,KmadiAog. 

p  diwani.  Belonging  to  a  court.  A  cour- 
tier. A  poet  laureat.  The  office  or  jurisdiction  of 

a  diwan,  or  superintendant  of  the  administration 
of  civil  justice, 

p  djj  I  y  J  dev-dward,  A  pine.  A  brazen  cup. 

p  dev-bdd,  The  devil's  wind,  i.e.  a  whirl- 
wind. A  fleet  horse.  A  swift  camel  or  dromedary. 

Madness,  phrenzy. 

p  fS>j^ii-  dev  ba  hhwurida,  Possessed  of the  devil.  Epileptic. 

p  liJj  _^.->  dev-band.  Name  of  the  16th  day  of 
the  month.  Name  of  Tahmiiras.  Name  of  a  drug. 

p  b  dev-jya,  (or  {j\>.y>.^  dev-pdy)  A  spider 
(devil-footed).  The  lote-tree. 

A  (-i-J^ii  day y us,  A  contented  cuckold. 

A  i^^A  dayyusi,  Cuckoldom. p  :wl:>-  ̂ .li  dev-jdma,  A  garment  of  skin  with 

the  hairy  part  outside.  A  lion's  skin  wherewith warriors  clothe  themselves. 

p  dev-jdn.  Hard-hearted.  An  old  man. 

p  devcha,  A  weevil,  a  moth.    A  wood- 

worm. A  leech.  A  carrot.  'ii^jy>-  ss--y>p  devcfui' 
lihwurda.  Moth-eaten,  worm-eaten. 

Pjlj>-       fZey-Mar,  A  juniper :  pine:  bramble. 
Pj\i>^i.>  dev-ddr,  A  demoniac.    A  juniper. 
p        ̂ .(i  dev-ddru,  The  Indian  pine. 
p  J\j  dev-ddl,  The  white  poplar-tree.  Ig- 

norance. Brave. 

p  LlA**>ii       dev-dast,  (Devil-handed)  Clever. 

p  Jii       dev-dil,  Courageous.    Cruel,  fell. 
p  dev-dili,  Stout-heartedness,  valour. 



P  CJj;^  dev-dawlat,  Enjoying  a  short-lived 
»rosperity  (like  that  of  the  devil). 

p       y>i^  dev-did,  (or  » Mad,  crazy,  frantic. 

p  devdes,  (Devil-like)  Thick  and  de- 
brmed.    Crafty,  fraudulent. 

Pjy.4>  dimar,  The  master  of  the  house. 
A         dayyur,  Anj  one. 

p  {^J^j  y>i^dev-ra]thsh,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
p  j  dev-zay,  Fierce,  choleric.  Afflicted. 

Pjloi  y  li  dev-sar,  Like  a  devil.  Bad-tempered. 
11-favoured.  An  evil-worker.  A  place  abounding 
n  demons.  Clad  in  a  rough  garment. 

p j^lw*  y  J  dev-sdlar,  Evil-doer,  devil's  factor. 
p  CLAxu*      dev-siblat,  A  salt  and  bitter  plant. 

p  (Jl*       _5^.ii  dev-supust,  The  lote-tree. 

p  j^liw*  ̂.ti  dev-satan,  A  demoniac.  Devistan, 
L  desert,  the  habitation  of  demons.  A  whirlwind. 

p  iks^^Mi^j^  devistamba,  An  ill-bred  man. 

y.ii  dev-suwar,  A  bold  horseman. 
p  div-sah,  A  sort  of  garment. 

p  J|^_j>ii  dev-ghul,  A  sylvan  demon.  A  wen. 

p  j^.^  dev-ghuli,  A  gland,  kernel,  wen. 

p  Urt^^ii  dev-farsa,(ov  i^^j> ̂ .<^  dev-farsai/) 
laving  eruptions  on  the  lips  from  frightful  dreams. 

p  (-^yJ  devak  or  devuk,  A  weevil.    A  moth, 

'he  white  ant.  A  leech.    An  unmarried  woman, 
young  married  lady,  a  daughter-in-law. 

A  duyuk,  (pi.  of  tib  J  dih)  Cocks, 

p dev-kirddr,  An  evil-doer. 

p        y}A  dev-kzduch,  An  epileptic  boy. 
p  dev-kulukh,  Large  clods  turned  up. 

p  j^U^ dev-kamdn,  A  big  (deuce  of  a)  bow. 

p  ̂ dJ^  dev-gandum,  A  kind  of  wheat  with 
wo  grains  in  one  ear.  A  large  ear  without  grain. 

Fj^f  y>J^  dev-glr,  Catching  a  devil.  Possessed 
y  a  devil.  Name  of  the  city  of  Dawlat-abadin  India. 

p  dev-gm,  A  silk  stuff  made  at  Devgir. 

p  ̂j^.!^  devldkh,  Inhabited  by  demons,  i.e.  a 
esert,  uncultivated  region. 

p  i^'^jli^  divldk,  A  desolate  spot. 

A  duyum,  (pi.  of  sxi^  dimat')  Incessant 
;entle  rains  without  thunder  and  lightning. 

A  ̂^li  dayyum,  Perpetual,  lasting,  enduring. 
p  ̂ jc  j^tS  dev-mard,  Wild  man,  monster,  satyr. 

p  j» Jj^o      dev-mardum,  Mischievous  :  a  satyr. 
p  i^JXLic  y.ti  dev-mashang,  A  kind  of  grain. 

A  fjyij^  duyun,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^J^  dayn)  Debts. 
p         diwand,  A  kind  of  drug. 
p  S diwa,  A  silk  -worm.  Mushrooms.  A  leech. 

Pji^  CtSiSb    J  devi  haft  (^ar.  The  seven  climates. 

lJI.AflJ^  ji.ii  devi  haft  sar,  Night.  The  globe. 

p  ij^y.ii  devi,  Gigantic,  demoniacal,  Devilish- 

less.  f^i^^  <^^-'^  ̂^'^^  hardan,  (or  j^iij^*  namu- 
lan)  To  play  the  devil,  to  act  like  the  devil. 

CL^^P  demet-shor,  An  instrument  for 
aixing  ink. 

p       dih,  (or  en^ti  diha)  A  town,  village. 
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p  dihhan,  The  chief  of  a  village. 

p  dihamad,  The  15th  day  of  the  month. 

p  CiJ^.^  dihmak,  The  same.  The  5th  day. 

^jJV?-'^  tZi/twr,  Heaven. 
p  J^-^.ii  c^e/iwZ,  A  crown  inlaid  with  gems. 
P  dihl,  A  peasant,  villager. 

p  i^^.ii  dayliim,  A  crown  or  diadem  adorned 
with  jewels,  worn  by  the  kings  of  Persia.  A  throne. 

A  dasiy,  (pi.  of  da^yat)  The  joints  or 

back  part  of  a  horse's  neck  (next  to  the  saddle). 
A        dayyis,  (fem.  Xa^.i^)  Sick,  indisposed. 

p^j<<0,ii  dayimh-,  The  IGth  day  of  the  month. 

(i  2aZ,  (called  «1> ̂ ai/«  2:aZi  mankuta  or  J^i 

z'aZi  mu^ama,  Dotted  ̂ aZ)  The  ninth  letter  of 
the  Arabic  alphabet,  denoting  in  arithmetic  700. 
In  the  almanacks  it  is  used  as  a  contraction  for  the 

last  month  of  the  Arabian  year,  s,^^  zu'l  hij- 

jat :  as  \h  za  is  the  character  used  for  8  j«*a3\ zu'l 
ka^at,  The  penultimate  month.  The  letter  li  is 
used  by  the  tribe  rabi^t  where  J  is  used  by 
the  other  tribes.  Scarcely  more  than  one  or  two 

words  in  the  Persian  language  begin  with  this  let- 
ter, though  it  is  occasionally  found  in  the  middle 

of  a  Persian  wordj  as  in  i,^j>.d>>  paziruftan, 

guzdshtan,  i^Zt^ guzashtan,  and  the  like. 
In  the  middle  of  words  it  is  sometimes  confounded 

with  ii  ddl :  as,jiSo.  pizar  andjii^i  pidar,  A  father. 
But,  according  to  some  respectable  authorities,  it  is 

more  correct  to  write  i  zdl  (not  li  ddl)  whenever 

that  letter  follows  a  quiescent  \  alif,  j  warn,  and 

ye.  The  words  lil^  shdd,  namudan, 

shariid,  uftddan,  ̂ j^^,  hudan,  and  a  host  of 

others  in  common  use,  ought,  therefore,  to  be  writ- 

ten b)\ut  shdz,  1^^^  namixzan,  shaniz, 

uftdzan,  (jiiy  huzan,  in  accordance  with  the  rule 
laid  down  in  the  following  stanza : 

dndn  ki  hafdrsi  suhhan  mi  rdnand, 

dar  ma^azi  ddl  zdlrd  bi  nishdnand. 

md  kabli  may  ar  sdhin  juz  wdy  buvad. 

ddl  ast :  wa  garna,  zdli  mu^am  khwdnand. 

i5  zdl  may  also  be  written  for  li  ddl  when  follow- 
ing any  letter  not  quiescent,  except  \  alif,  _j  wdw, 

and  (J-  ye.  It  would  be  equally  correct,  therefore, 
to  write  baz  for  iy>  bad,  Bad,  vicious.  Its  legi- 

timate sound  was,  perhaps,  somewhat  like  th  in 

"that,"  but  the  Persians  make  but  little,  if  any,  dif- 
ference between  it  andj  zd. 

A  \h  zd.  He,  this.  Who,  what,  which,  (accus. 

ofjiS  zu)  A  lord,  master,  endowed  with,    wo^^  \h 

c^Lo^  zd  arba^at  azld^,  Four-sided,  a  square. 

A  sJliii  zasdbat,  (v.  n.  of  i—Jjii)  Resembling  a 

wolf  (»--*Jii  zifb)  in  cunning  and  villainy, 

A  tJJJ^li  zafdmn,  (pi.  of      t*^)  Sorts  of  herbs. 
A  L--Jb2;a^6,(v.n.  of  L-->b)  Collecting,  assem- 

bling. Sounding.  Thrusting.  Driving.  Making 

a  small  saddle  for  a  camel's  bunch.  Terrifying. 
Adorning  the  forehead  (of  a  boy)  with  forelocks. 

Despising.  Making  haste  in  going  or  travelling. 

Contempt,  blame.  A  loud  and  a  strong  voice.  (A 

bucket)  moving  quickly  up  and  down. 
A  L->\o  zdb.  Vice,  fault,  blemish. 

A  (JL^lj  zdbb.  Unable  to  stand  still  and  quiet. 
A  zdbih,  A  sacrificer,  cutter.  A  butcher, 

slayer,  slaughterer.  A  mark  impressed  on  the  throat 
crossways.  Hair  growing  between  the  throat  and 

sticking  place.  sa^u'z  zdbih,  Two 
bright  stars  in  the  left  horn  of  Capricorn,  forming 

the  twenty-second  lunar  mansion. 
A 2aZ»tr,  One  who  learns  properly.  Learned. 

A  Jj^i  zdbil,  (pi.  (Jji  zubul  and  jj.j'j  zubbal) 
Flexible,  limber  (reed).  A  spear.  Withered  (leaf  ). 

A  Olii  zast,  (v.  n.of  Ou)  Strangling  so  that 

the  tongue  is  forced  out  of  the  mouth,  (for  Cl^li 

zdt)  (fem.  of  J  (i  zic)  Possessed  of,  mistress  of. 
A  Oli  zdt,  (fem.  of  zu)  (pi,  O^jl  uldt  and 

C^\jiizawdt)  Possessed  of  or  endowed  with.  (fem. 

of  1  j  zd)  She,  this.  Soul,  essence,  substance,  na- 

ture, body,  person.  Tribe,  caste,  sort.  Generation, 

genus,  species.  Foot,  rank  and  file  (opposed  to 

horse).  Act,  deed.  tJJ.^\  zdtu'l  bayn.  Con- 

cord, friendship,  union.  i«»a-i^\  C^\iizdtu''t  ta- 
Idfifl^he  smaller  intestines,  p  i^X:^^  O^j  -^^'^^ 

^^i^^isldhi  zdtul  bayn  kardan,To  reconcile  par- 

ties. A  u-A^i^  CA'i^  zdtu'l  jamb.  Pleurisy. 

zdt  hamlin,  Pregnant.  ̂ J\CjV^  zdtu'r  I'i- 
kd^  A  kind  of  bibliomancy.  Oli  zdtu  'r 
riyat.  Inflammation  in  the  lungs.  v_A>^^ 

zdti  sharif,  A.TI  excellent  mind.  A  noble  personage. 

j<^^\  Oli  zdtu''s  sadr,  An  inflammation  in  the 
chest.  A  collecting  of  matter  in  the  chest.  CiXii 

jjti.<a51  zdtu's  sudur,  Whatever  revolves  in  the 
breast,  zdtu'l  kamaldt.  Possessed 
of  all  perfections.  JU  O^i  zdti  mdl.  Opulence. 

C>lft*o  CLfX^zdti  muka rram-sif at,  T^^ndoyved 
with  excellent  qualities.  C^Vtizdt  yawm,  On 

a  certain  day.  ^\  ismi  zdt,  A  noun  sub- 
stantive. 0\iSJb  bVzzdt,  He  himself,  in  person. 

sS\h  f^fi  zdtihi.  In  itself,  in  person.  Olii 

7nin  zdt  nafsihi  Of  his  own  accord. 

A  zdtiy,  Personal.  Essential,  substantial, 

natural,  original.  Real,  a^ip^'^  C-'jia  hHwati  zdti- 
ya.  Natural  vigour. 

A  ̂lii  zafj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 13)  Drinking  (water) 
with  avidity.  Sipping  (water).  Tearing  (a  lea- 

thern bottle).  Slaughtering. 

A       zdjj,  One  just  come  off  a  journey. 



A  (Js-^i  zajil,  Unjust,  tyrannical. 

A  j^\i5  zahhir,  Fat.  One  who  lays  up  a  store. 

A  Sii^i  zudat,  (pi.  of  O^ydzadd)  Repellers,  de- 
fenders of  their  rights. 

A  -^ulii  zaszui,  (and  U^^ili  zaszuMt)  A  reproof, 

a  chiding.    A  vacillating  motion  in  walking. 

AsliiliJ^;aj^ajai,  Avacillatingmotionin  walking. 

A  L5(i^i  zaziy,  A  long-cluster  bearing  planf. 

Ajlii  zatr,  (v.  n.  ofj\ii)  Besmearing  a  camel's 
teats  with  dung  to  prevent  the  colt  from  sucking. 

Zttiur,  (v.  n.  of ̂ S)  Being  seized  with  terror  and 
fleeing  away.  Disdaining,  abhorring,  loathing,  and 

turning  away  from.  Being  angry.  Being  accus- 
tomed, used,  addicted  to.  Being  refractory  (a  wife). 

A        zari^,  (pi.         zawari^  A  small  wine- 
bottle  made  of  the  leg-skin  of  an  animal.  One  who 

measures  by  the  yard  or  ell  (  ̂jii  zira^.  ̂ Vd 
awlad  zari^n,  Dogs  and  asses. 

A  zariyat,  Quick-scattering  (winds). 

A  ̂oXdzast,  {or 's!io\hzaitat)  (v.n.ofiali)  Stran- 
gling (so  that  the  tongue  is  forced  outof  the  mouth). 

Slaughtering.    Filling  (a  vase).    Being  filled. 

AjS-^i  za^r,  Timid,  timorous,  afraid. 

A  \aS-\'d  za^t,  Swift,  speedy  (death). 
A  iLc-^ii  zayhiyat,  Foolish,  froward  (female). 
A  ( — sli  zasf.  Sudden  death. 

A  (j« b  zaffan,  (v.  n.  of  i  >\d)  Dying  suddenly. 
Sudden  and  deadly  (poison).  Death. 

A  'iJ>\d  zali'mat,  (pi.  ̂^i'^ji  zaKaldn)  The  top 
of  the  throat  or  gullet ;  pomum  Adami.  The  stick- 

ing place  in  cattle.  The  collar-bone.  The  abdomen. 
A  zaha,  He,  that.  uil^i  zahal  an, 

{or  CL^^\  i^Xd  zaha'' I  wakf)  Then,  at  that  time. 
A j^\i^a/«r,  A  rememberer.  A  praiserofGod. 
A  zaldrat,  The  faculty  of  remembering, 

the  retentive  memory. 

A         zalii,  Strong-scented,  diffusive  (musk). 

A         zaldyat,  Fi-agrant  (musk). 

r  J^j  zal,  A  cock's  comb. 
A  J^ii  zal,  Name  of  the  letter  i. 

A  (Jb  zasal,  A  going  lightly  and  airily  along. 

A  f^y^  zaAan  or  zuAan,  A  wolf  A  jackal. 
Zaj«?ar/,(v.n.ofJ\(i)Goingswiftly  and  airily  along, 

(pi.  (3:^51  <i  zamliV)  The  pace  of  a  wolf  or  jackal. 

A  zalifjh,  (A  man)  grinning  hideously. 
Useless,  profitless  (business). 

A  uiiJ^i  zRliha,  That. 

A  JJ  li  zamUl,  (pi.  of  0  zasalan)  Paces  of 
wolves  and  jackals. 

A  j»b  za^m,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b)  Blaming,  reproach- 
ing.  Despising.  Driving  away.  Bringing  under. 

A  pb  2aw?,(v.n.ofj»bfor  JCli)Reproaching,charg- 
ing  with  afault.  Esteeming  as  vile.  Vice,  blemish. 

A  X/eb  zasmat.  One  word  (I  did  not  hear). 

A yo\ii  zami7'.  Angry,  furious,  threatening. 
A  j_^b  zami.  Game  hit  with  a  shot. 
A        zan,  Vice,  fault,  defect,  blemish. 
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A        zani,  (dual  of  b  ̂o)  These  two  males. 

A  L_-*^b  zanib,  A  follower :  one  of  the  tail. 

A  Ciiijbz'aw  or  zannika,  (du.  of  (_iJ\i)  Those  two. 
A        b  za  nun,  (Lord  of  the  fish)  Jonah. 

A  jjjo  1  i  zasanin,  (pi.  of  (jyji^)  Sorts  of  herbs. 

A  jb  zasw,  (v.  n.  of  jb)  Driving  (camels)  with 
violence.  Marrying  a  wife  and  going  in  unto  her. 
Withering  (grass). 

A        zaswat.  Emaciated  (cattle). 

A  (j'jb  zuivi.  Withered  (herb),  dried  (fruit). 
A  u-**b  zdhib,  Who  or  what  goes  away  or  de- 

parts, passes  by,  precedes,  or  disappears.  ̂ y>ySaL)\ 

(_-*ib\  jJl  ai  tawllu''z  zahib.  Very  long,  passing  tall. 

A 'i-Jtb  2'a/w&af,(pl.  i._^^ji)Travelling  (camel). 
A  'iaJbVd  zahifat.  Tired,  jaded  (camels). 
A  zahil,  Careless,  inattentive,  negligent. 

A  zasy,  (v.  n.  of  (_fb)  Driving  (camels) 
with  violence.   Lying  with.  Withering  (grass). 

A  j__Jb  zadb.  Melting.  Fusible.  Jl^^ 

zasibu'lmal.  Live  stock,  i.  e.slaves  and  cattle  (in  con- 

tradistinctiontoJ^^i^^Vi^™'''^*''^"'^^^?-'-*^^*^  stock). 
A  Job  zaj:id,  (pi.  liji  zuwad,  li^ji  zuwad,  and 

s^ib  zadat)  One  who  drives  away.  A  repeller. 
One  who  defends  his  right. 

A ̂ b  zaAr,  Disobedient  (wife).  Bold. 
A         zanJi,  One  who  tastes,  a  taster. 
A  isiu\o  zankat.  Sense  of  tasting,  palate :  taste. 

A  Ciij\i  zadk,  That. 

A  Jjb  zaAl,  Long-tailed  (horse).  Long  (coat 
of  mail)  with  thin  and  light  rings.  Small  and  light 

(ring  of  a  coat  of  mail). 
A  «J,j\i  zadlat,  Long-tailed  (mare).  Long  and 

light-ringed  (coat  of  mail). 
A  zahb,  (v.  n.  of  Oi)  Driving  away, 

keeping  off,  repelling.  Defending.  Having  but 

little  remaining  (the  day).  Becoming  lean,  wither- 

ing, drying  up  (with  heat),  losing  colour  (a  man). 

Gadding  to  and  fro.  A  wild  bull,  (called  also  ulsi 

tibj5\  zabbu'r  riyad,  because  always  roaming  after 

the  females).  A  man  who  visits  and  courts  the  wo- 

men, (pi.  of  (--'bi  zubab)  Flies.  Bees. 
A  ̂ — ->bi  zubab,  (pi.  Xji^  azibbat,  ̂ ^b<i  zibban, 

and  tl^i  zubb)  A  fly.  A  bee.  The  image  in  the 

eye  (because  always  moving).  A  black  speck  in 

the  pupil  of  the  eye  of  a  horse.  A  little  well.  Mad- 
ness. Ill-luck.  The  point  of  a  sword.  The  thin 

edge  of  a  sword.  Erysipelas.  The  thinner  part 

of  the  ear.  Evil.  Early  blossoms  of  the  shrub  hinna. 

A  clj'ii  zabbab,  A  keeper,  defender,  protec- 
tor of  women.  One  who  keeps  everybody  away 

from  his  harem.  A  little  well. 

A  'iS^'d  zubabat.  One  fly.  One  bee.  Remain- 

der of  any  thing,  balance  of  a  debt. 
A         zabbabat.  Withered  and  hanging  (lip). 

A  ̂ bi  ziibabiy,  A  swelling  of  the  arachnoid 

tunic  of  the  eye  from  a  wound  or  other  accident. 
A!sb(i  zabsat,  A  slender,  graceful,  lively  girl. 

A  ̂bii  zabah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Splitting,  cleaving. 
Slaughtering^  sticking.  Sacrificing.  Strangling. 

Tapping  (a  barrel).  Beginning  to  cover  the  lower 
part  of  the  chin  (beard).  Zibah,  A  sore  throat. 
Sufibcating  blood.  Zubah,  A  suffocating  disease 

in  the  throat,  A  deadly  plant.  Zubah  or  zubbah. 

Cracks  on  the  tips  of  the  fingers,  or  under  the  toes. 

A  L-->iib(i  zabazib.  Penis.  Flounces  or  other 

things  hung  round  a  girdle  by  way  of  ornament. 

Ajbi  zibar,  (pi.  of  ji'^  zabr)  Books  written in  the  Himyarit,  or  old  Arabic  character,  on  palm- 
leaves.   Sheets  of  paper. 

A  jjbiJ  zibarat,  (v.  n.  of yii)  Learning  (news). 

Looking  keenly.  Fastening  well.  Committing  (poe- 
try) to  memory  and  reciting  (it)  well. 

A  (Jbi  zubal.  An  ulcer  in  the  side,  reaching  the 

intestines,  (pi.  of  &5bi  zubalat)  Wicks  of  candles. 

A  &)bii  zubalat  or  zubbalat,  A  candle-wick. 

A  (jlJii  zibban,  (pi.  of  u->\^ii)  Flies.  Bees, 

A  ̂bi  zabasih,  (pi.  of  X^i)  Sacrifices, A  zabab,  A  drying  up  (of  the  lip). 

A  ̂   zabaha,  (fut.  ̂ A^..  yazbahu)  He  slew. 
A  ̂   zabh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3)  Cleaving,  splitting. 

Slaughtering,  slaying,  cutting  the  throat.  Sacri- 
ficing. Strangling.  Tapping  (a  barrel).  Appear- 

ing below  the  chin  (the  beard),  leaving  the  upper 

part  uncovered.  Purifying,  making  lawful  (the 

use  of  any  thing),  Zibh,  Any  animal  sacrificed, 
Zubah  or  zibah,  A  species  of  mushroom,  Zubah, 

A  wild  carrot,  or  other  plant,  of  which  ostriches 

are  fond.    Another  sort  of  plant. 

A  zibahat,  zibhat,  zubhat,  or  zubahat,  A 

pain  in  the  throat.    Blood,  choking  and  killing. 
A  L_->3ji  zabzab.  Penis,    A  little  well, 

A  iOiijii  zabzabat,  (pi.  L^dWd zabazib)  Motion, 

the  waving  of  any  thing  in  the  air.  The  tongue. 
Penis.  A  testicle.  Harm,  injury,  hurt.  Custody 

or  protection  (of  women,  or  a  neighbourhood).  An 

ornament  hung  on  a  camel-litter, 

A j>'d  zabr,  (v,  n,  of  j>Ci)  Writing.  Marking 
(letters)  with  points,  dotting.  Manuscript.  Silent 

and  quick  reading.  (pLjbii  zibar)  A  book  in  the 
Him varit,  or  old  Arabic  character,  written  on  palm- 
leaves.  A  sheet  of  paper.  Wisdom,  knowledge. 

Speech,  language.  A  mountain.  Zabar,  (v.  n.  of 

j>ii)  Being  angry.  Zabir,  (A  book)  easy  to  read. 
A  zabl,  (v.  n.  of  Jjii)  Languishing,  wither- 

ing (a  plant).  Becoming  extenuated  or  weak.  Be- 
coming dry  (the  skin).  Losing  flesh  (a  horse). 

Voiding  dung  (a  sheep).  The  shell  of  a  tortoise, 

of  which  they  make  combs,  &c.  Tor toisesh ell- 

bracelets,  ZzJZ,  Bereavement,*  .Zm&mZ,  (pi,  of  Jjb 
zabil)  Limber  (reeds).  Spears, 

A  Jji.cMZ)Z;aZ,(pl.ofJjb)Limber(reeds),  Spears. 
A  -^^i  zablas.  Dry-lipped  (woman). 

A  dbizatZa^,  A  scorching,  withering  blast.  One 

ball  of  dung.  Zublat,  The  withering  or  chapping 



'  the  lips  from  thirst. 
A  jLlji  zubnat,  The  withering  or  chapping  of 

e  lips  from  thirst. 

A  I— -'jJfi  zubub,  (v.n.of  i^^i)  Pining  away  (the 

)dy),  withering  (a  plant),  shrivelling  from  thirst 

ip),  drying  from  heat  (pond),  losing  (his)  colour 

,  man).  Having  but  little  remaining  (the  day). 

A  J^ji^wZ^w/,  (v.n.of  Jji)  Withering  (a  plant), 
ecoming  dry  (the  skin).  Losing  flesh  (a  horse). 

A       zibhiy,  A  Serjeant  attendant  on  a  collector. 

A  (j^.ii  zuhyan  or  zihyan,  Name  of  an  Arabian 

ibe,  whence  sprang  &ijU!\  an'nabighat  the  poet. 
A  »— *J^.ii  zabib,  (v.  n.  of  ijpii)  Shrivelling  from 

lirst  (the  lip). 

A  zabVi,  Sacrificed,  slaughtered.  A  sa- 

rifice.  The  victim  about  to  be  offered.  ̂   '^\az'' i&i/t,  The  sacrifice,  i.e.  Tshmael,  son  of  Abraham, 
rosenitor  of  the  Arabians. 

A  a^'^ii  zabViat,  (pi.  ̂ bi  zabasiK)  An  animal 
sstined  to  be  offered  in  sacrifice.  A  pain  in  the 

iroat,  quinsey.    Blood  which  suffocates. 

A  (J^.>ii  zabil,  Sore,  grievous  (bereavement). 

^'d        zablan  zabilan,  May  God  destroy  him  ! 
A      zajj,  A  drinking.  A  coming  off  a  journey . 

A  ̂y>■l^  zajl,  Iniquity,  tyranny. 
A  zahli,  A  slap  with  the  palm  of  the  hand, 

lontusion,  pounding.    A  fissure.  Coition. 

A  zahj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ <i)  Stripping  off  the 
ark,  scratching.  Carrying  (any  thing)  before  (it) 

'om  place  to  place  (the  wind). 

A  ,^<^L> zu]izuh,(^ov ^  '^  'd)  Short, big-bellied. 
A.'i^do-i^zahzahat,  (v.n.of  ̂ 3>=>-iQ)  Walking 

'ithshort,quick  steps.  Driving(dust)about(wind). 
A  zalil,  (pi.  JWi^  azhal  or  J_5>-i  zuhul) 

l,evenge,or  the  thirst  for  it,reprisals.Enmity,hatred. 

A  &iai=>-i  zaldatat,  A  talking  confusedly. 

A  'i^i  zaldamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Slaying, 
laughtering.    Collectings  bringing  together. 

A  zahm,  (v.  n.  of  j«s>-ii)  Blaming, reproach- 
tig.    Despising.    Driving  away. 

A  zahmalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Rolling. 

A  [^^h  zuhul,  (pi.  of  (J^i)  Revenges:  hates. 

AjjIs>- j2:a/;/i(ajzV',(pl.of'4_j<s-i)Provisions,stores. 
A  j  zakhzahh,  An  examiner,  scrutineer. 

I!autious,  ever  on  one's  guard,  avoiding  greatly. 
A  ̂^l=-ii>-ii  zakhzakkan,  Eloquent. 

Aji-iJ  zulthr,  (v.  n.  of js-i)  Laying  up  a  trea- 
ure.  (pl.jls»i\  azkhar)  Provision  or  treasure  laid 
ip  in  store  for  future  use :  a  hoard. 

A  _js-ii  zalihw,  (v.  n.  of  U-i  for  js-i)  Driving 
camels)  with  violence.    Lying  with  (a  woman). 

A  zalihy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^h)  Beating  (wool) 

vith  a  rod.  Making  haste."  Smiting  one  whilst 
mprotected  (wind). 

A  'i^h  zakhlrat,  (pl.^li-i  zalihanr)  A  trea- ure,  a  hoard.    Store,  provision. 

P         ijf'-ii  zakldra-lihana,  A  granary. 
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Ajii  zar,  (imper.  ofjij)  Leave  thou,  let  alone. 
A  jii  zarr,  (v.  n.  of  Ji)  Pounding  small, 

crumbling  (salt).  Sprinkling,  scattering,  strewing. 

Throwing  pounded  salt  or  pulverized  drugs  into 

the  eye.  Wrinkling,  shrivelling.  Rising  (the  sun). 

Springing  up  (herbage).  Whitening  (the  fore  part 
of  the  head).  A  small  ant  (of  which  a  hundred 

are  equal  to  one  barley-corn).    An  atom. 

A  zars,  (v.  n.  of  Creating,  procreating, 

multiplying.  Scattering.  Blundering,  speaking 

unadvisedly  (the  mouth).  Sowing.  Somewhat  (of 

good).  Any  thing  which  intervenes  or  separates 

two  parties.  jU5^  zarsu'n  nar,  The  progeny  of 
hell,  those  doomed  to  damnation.  Zaras,  (v.n.of 

^ji)  Turning  gray  on  the  forehead.  Turning 

gray  (the  hair). 
A  zara,  An  asylum,  place  of  safety.  Tears 

shed.    Any  thing  scattered  by  the  wind, 

A  *  1  ,J  zarmj:,  (fem.  or\jd\  azra/)  Gray  about 
the  forehead.  Black-bodied  and  dapple-eared 

(mare  or  she-goat). 

A  (— -J^jii  zurab,  Poison. 

A  '6^\jt^  zarabat ,  (v.  n.  of  (— -^i)  Being  incura- 
ble (a  disease).    A  disorder  of  the  stomach. 

A  Jjjii  zarsat  and  zur^at,  Hoariness  on  the  fore- 
head.   Extreme  whiteness  of  salt. 

A         s'ara/t.  Thin,  watery  milk.    Zurali,  (or 

zurrdh)  (pi.  ■^^j'^  zararih?)  A  Spanish  fly, cantharides. 

Aj^i  zarar,  (v.  n.  of  Jii)  Turning  away  the 
face  in  anger.  Being  vicious  (camel).  Zirdr,  Ma- 

lignancy (of  a  man  in  anger),  anger,  aversion,  a 

turning  away  of  the  face.  (v.  n.  3  of  ji)  Being  vi- 
cious (a  camel). 

A  Sj^jii  zurarut,  Particles,  flying  or  scattered 
about,  of  any  thing  grinding  or  pounding. 

A  zardriy ,  (pi.  of        zurnyat^  Proge- 

nies, offsprings,  seeds. 

A  ̂j^jii  zurdrih,  (pi.  of  ̂js»-jii  zurahrah)  Spa- 
nish flies,  cantharides. 

\A  zard^  or  zird^,  (A  woman)  who  spins 

expeditiously.  Zird^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ i^)  Selling  by 

the  yard.  Mixing.  (p\.  azru^and  zur- 

^n)  The  arm  from  the  elbow  to  the  tip  of  the  mid- 
dle finger.  The  fore-leg  (of  a  horse)  above  the  pas- 

tern. A  yard,  a  cubit.  A  mark  impressed  on  the 

leg  of  a  camel.  The  part  of  a  spear  from  the  mid- 

dle to  the  point.  Disposition.  Power.  ̂   '^^^ 
hablu'z  zird^  A  vein  extending  through  the  arm 

to  the  hand,  ̂ j^^  lJ"?*"  ̂ la'  habli'z  zird^ 

Ready.  ̂ 33^  rcdsi^'z  zird^  Of  a  generous 
disposition.  sS-\jh jUo  zdha  bi'l  amr  zird- 
^ihu,  His  arm  was  unequal  to  the  business,  ̂ j^i^ 

az'zif'd^  (or  dMi'^\  zird^ 'Z  asad)  Two  bright 
stars  in  the  head  of  Gemini,  denoting  the  seventh 

mansion  of  the  moon,  awlddu  zij'd^n, 
Dogs  and  asses. 
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A  ̂jii  zarrd^  A  male-camel  that  strikes  the 
female  with  his  fore-leg  to  make  her  lie  down.  A 
maker  of  coats  of  mail.  A  small  wine-bottle  made 

of  the  leg-skin  of  an  animal  (^'-^  zird^. 

A  ̂   Ijti  zars  or  zarasuniy,  Very  white  (salt). 
A  zurdmat,  Refuse  in  winnowing  corn. 

Any  part  of  a  plant,  dry,  broken,  and  carried 

away  by  the  wind, 

A  zardsi^  (pi. of  iwo^i  zm'i^i)  Hunters' lurking-places. 

A  L-^i  zarb,  (v.  n.  of  i— ̂ i)  Sharpening.  A 

shoemaker^s  paring  knife.  Zirb,  A  kernel  in  the 
neck.  A  disease  of  the  liver.  Zurb,  (pi.  of  (— 

zarib)  Sharp-tongued.  Zarab,  (v.n.of  t— ̂ <i)  Be- 
ing sharp,  acute.  Being  incurable  (a  disease).  A 

disorder  of  the  stomach.  An  incurable  disease.  Cor- 

ruption (of  a  wound),  or  the  extension  of  it,  or  an 
ichorous  discharge.  Rust.  A  healthy  state  of  the 

stomach,  (pi.  (— azrdb)  Obscenity  in  conver- 
sation, ribaldry.  Zarib,  (pi.  zurb)  Acute. 

Sharp-tongued,  noisy.  Zirab,  (pl.of  aJji  zirbat) 
Glands,  swellings,  kernels. 

A  (jbji  zarabdni,  (du.)  Evil  and  opposition. 
A  &J»j(i  zirbat.  Clamorous  (woman).  Perfidy, 

treachery,  (pi.         zirab)  A  kernel  in  the  neck. 

A  l^iji^  zai-aba',  Defect,  blemish.  Misfortune. 
A         zarabiy,  A  misfortune,  calamity. 

A  U-Jji  zarabayya  ,  Misfortune,  calamity. 

A  'ija  zurat,  A  species  of  millet. 
A  jji  2;armf,  An  atom,  particle.  A  single  small 

ant.  A  mote  in  the  sun-beams,  p  (jiJ  I  Sjii  zarrasi 

dtish,  A  spark  of  fire.  Ajiji*  6jh  zarra-hadar,  As 
much  as  an  atom,  just  nothing. 

A  zarh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Poisoning  (food) 
with  cantharides.  Strewing,  scattering  to  the  wind. 

Zaralt,  A  kind  of  tree  whereof  they  make  saddles. 

A  zurrah,  {^^j'^  zurahrah,  zuruhruh, 
^=.ji  zurridw'jh,  or  ̂ yj^  zurhuh)  (pi. 
zardrih)  A  Spanish  fly,  used  to  raise  blisters. 

P  i^Ji^jh  zarakhsh.  Thunder.  Lightning. 

Aj^iijj  zarzdr,  Talkative. 
A  !jj(i,ii2:a?--rrtm/,  Ascattering(of  grains  or  salt). 

Ajji  zaraz,  (v.  n.  of  Jji)  Possessing  the  con- veniences and  luxuries  of  life. 

A  slls^ii  zaridt.  An  ungraceful  mode  of  eating. 

p  ̂   j  zar^  The  border  of  a  sown  field. 

A  zar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Measuring  with  a 

cubit.  Putting  the  foot  on  a  camel's  fore-leg  in 
order  to  mount.  Interceding.  Being  wearied  with 

travelling  (the  legs).  Seizing  violently  (a  fit  of 

vomiting).  Preceding,  going  before.  Drinking  out 

I  of  the  bottle  called  zird^  Strangling  from 
behind  by  means  of  the  arm.  Strength,  power. 

'  Habit,  temper,  disposition.  ̂ ^"^  za^fii' z 

zar^  Impotent,  weak.  wdsi^'z  zar^, 

j  Of  an  enlarged,  generous  disposition.  Zara^  De- 
j  sire,  concupiscence.  Hope.  Any  thing  behind  which 



a  hunter  lurks,  (pi.  ̂^Vs^i  zir^n)  The  calf  of  the 

wild  cow.  Zari^  Slanderous-tongued.  One  who 
travels  night  and  day.    Sociable,  agreeable. 

A  Olsiji  zari^t,  (pl.fem.)  Swift  (she-camels), 
taking  long  steps,  moving  their  arms  freely. 

A  ij^ji^  zir^n,  (pi.  of       zaraQ  Wild  calves 

Znr^7i,  (pi,  of        zira^  Arms. 

A  zur^it,  A  cause,  mode,  motive,  occa- 
sion,   A  present, 

A  ̂ ^j^  zir^m,  Worthless.  Foul-mouthed. 
zura^nit,  Thick  milk.  Wishful. 

A  (  Sjd  zarf,  (v.  n.  of  i  Sji)  Shedding  tears. 
Flowing  (tears). 

A  ̂̂ j  'dzarfan  or  zarafan,  (v.  n.  of  i— g<i)  Shed- ding tears.  Flowing( tears).  Zaraf an, Ateehleps.ce. 

A  Jjji  zarh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jji)  Muting  (a  bird). 
Dung  of  birds.  Zm^k  or  zurah,  Clover.  Zurah, 
The  lote-tree. 

A  Xlaiji  zarkatat,  A  speaking,  pronouncing. 

A       zarm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li)  Miscarrying. 
A  &i/o,ii  zarmalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J'Cj'i  Q)  Voiding 

(excrement).  Setting  before  a  guest  bread  hastily 
baked  upon  the  ashes. 

A  zurnuh,  A  Spanish  fly. 

A  jjti^crrw,  (v.n.of|jifor  jji5)  Passing  rapidly, 
going  with  fleetness.  Winnowing.  Carrying  off, 

scattering  dust  (the  wind).  Falling  down.  Break- 

ing. Breaking  off  in  the  middle  of  a  sentence.  Fly- 
ing about  (dust).    A  part  of  speech. 

A  s^jjti  zuruhat,  Disorder  of  the  stomach. 

A  Sjji  zirroat  or  zurwat,  (pi.  zura')  The 
summit  or  pinnacle.  The  top  of  a  camel's  bunch. 
The  summit  of  a  mountain.    Great  wealth. 

A  ̂ jL)zaruh,{zarruh,  or  zurruli)  A.  Spanish  fly. 
Aj_jji  zarur,  (pi.  azirrat)  Any  thing 

pounded  small  and  sprinkled  (as  salt  or  drugs). 

A  kind  of  perfume.  Zurur,  (v.  n.  of  jO)  Rising 

(the  sun).    Springing  up  (grass). 

A  ̂ jii  zaru^  A  horse  or  camel  that  travels 
nimbly  with  long  steps. 

A  u-ijji  ;JMrM/",  (v.n.of  i— 9ji)  Flowing(tears). 
Shedding  (tears). 

Y- Ji^tjh  zarrawai',  {ov  CJSi>o  ijii  zarra-sifat) 
Humble,  lowly,  like  a  mere  atom. 

A  (jj'd  zary,  (v.  n.  of  d^ji^)  Scattering  dust  (the 
wind).  Winnowing.  Znra',  Things  scattered  by 
the  wind.  (pi.  of        zirrcut  or  zurrvai)  Summits. 

A  zarriy,  Highly-tempered  (sword)  ;  also 
its  glittering  surface. 

A  ̂ {Jyi  zaris,  Sown  (field). 
A  XLbji  ziryatat,  Land  of  one  kind  of  soil. 

A  u— '^^i  zirydb,  A  yellow  fever.    A  yellow 
flower  or  blossom. 

A  Ijt^jii  zarayuhha' ,  Defect,  blemish,  disgrace. 

A  'ii^  'dzurrlyat,zarnyat,  ovzirriyat,  (pi.  lsJ^J^ 
zarariy)  Progeny,ofi'spring, children,  descendants, 
race,  stock,  seed.  Women. 
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A  ̂ jii  zarVi,  (pi.  of  WKji)  Spanish  flies. 
A         zirtih,  (pi.  A  Spanish  fly. 

A  &3^ii  zarihat,  A  ridge  of  mountains  stretch- 
ing far  away.  A  Spanish  fly. 

A  ( j*>-W/i?Mar)2;ari/iI?/,Deepred,purple. 

A  iji.jCi  zar'irat,  A  certain  perfume.  Any  drug 
pounded  small  and  sprinkled.  A  pellicle  floating 
on  the  surface  of  wine. 

A  .^.ji^  zurayrah,  A  small  Spanish  fly. 
p  (^^.jii  za7-l.s,  A  kind  of  partridge. 

A  i^jti  ̂:rtri^,  An  intercessor.  A  medium.  Swift. 
Ample,  vast.  (A  horse  or  camel)  going  lightly  with 

long  steps.  Wide-spread  mortality.  ̂ ..J^  J"^' 
hatli  zari^  Sudden  death,  killing  at  once. 

A  SjOji  zari^t,  A  cause,  mode,  motive,  occa- 
sion, conjuncture,  subject.  A  medium,  means.  A 

present.  Any  thing  behind  which  a  hunter  lurks. 

A  I  zarif,  (v.  n.  of  i  Sji)  Flowing  (tears). 
Shedding  (tears).  Shed  (tear^ 

A  (jS>i  zashsh,  (v.  n.  of  (^i)  Travelling  fast. 

A  ̂ l^i  za^zi^  Crowds.  Scattei'ed.  Worth- less palm-trees, 

Ajls-i  za^^r,  Fear-inspiring,  terrifying. 

A  J\S-'d za^rvru'lanf, Tha.i  which  issues from  the  nose  like  milk.  tafarraku 

za^rtra,  They  were  scattered  about  through  fear. 

A  'isXs-hza^^t,  (pi.  ̂ S-i za^a^)  A  ti-oop, body. 
A  worthless  palm-tree.  A  herd,  flock.  Za^^i 

or  zv^^tt,  The  space  between  two  palm-trees. 
A  I  sls^ii  za^f,  (v.  n.  of  i«_is-i)  Dying.  Zu^f, 

(pi.  I  2Pi  ~^^^'f)  ̂   deadly  poison,  i  jlff-ti  O_yo 
mawti  zu^f,  Instant  death. 

A  ̂j^'d  zu^h,  Mortal  (disease).  Salt,  hard, 
muddy,  undrinkable  water. 

A  u^JlS'i  za^Ub,  A  threadbare  garment. 

A  1^^  '^  zu^an,  A  young  wolf. 
A  ul^S-i  za^,  (v.  n.  of  Off'i)  Strangling  vio- 

lently.  Rubbing  in  the  dirt.  Driving  violently. 

A  za^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ d)  Impelling  forcibly. 
Lying  with. 

A  ̂i^^'^  za^a^  Publisher  of  secrets,  tell-tale. 
A  'iS-^S'h  za^a^it,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^i^  Q)  Dispers- 
ing abroad,  squandering  (wealth).  Disclosing  (a 

secret),  publishing  news.  Shaking  a  tree  (wind). 

A^ff'i  za^-,  (v.  n.  of  jff-i)  Terrifying.  Zu^; 
Terror.  Za^r,  Stupefaction,  amazement.  Zu^r, 

Any  thing  formidable  or  terrific. 

A  f\jS-'d  za^-aj:,  The  fundament. 
A  SjP-ii  zu^-at,  Anus.    Zu^rat,  A  wag-tail. 

A  Cff"'^  zufriy,  Scarce,  barren  (year). 
A  iaS'i  za^,  A  slaughtering  witli  despatch. 

A  uJpi  za^,  (v.  n.  of  u-flP'i)  Giving  poison 

to  drink,  poisoning.  A  deadly  poison.  u-^UU^c-SS-ii 

za^u'l  lu^h,  (A  serpent)  whose  bite  is  instant 
death.  Za^  or  za^f,  (v.  n.  of  c-SS-i)  Dying. 

Zv^if,  (pi.  of  uJlff-i  zii^f)  Poisons. 

A  jj^^ii  za^ifan,  Death. 

A  JjS-4>  za^L,  (v.  n.  of  ̂S'j)  Crying  out.  Alarm- 
ing, frightening. 

A  (Jsff'ii  za^l,  Confession  of  a  fact  before  denied. 
A  zi^ibat,  An  ostrich.    A  light,  trifling 

business.  The  hem  of  a  garment.  A  bit  of  cloth. 

A  'is^'iiza^afat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Destroying. 

A  i_->_jJ5-ii  zu^ub,  (pi.  za^lib)  A  bit 
of  cloth.  The  hem  of  a  garment.  An  old  garment. 

A  yj^'^  zu^uh,  A  leek  or  scallion.  A  word used  in  calling  sheep  to  be  milked.  Hot-headed, 

light-spirited  (lad).  A  small  kind  of  bird.  A  sort 
of  mushroom.  Light  and  narrow-mouthed  (sheep). 

A  sk^i  za^iatat,  (v.  n.  of  k^i  Q))  Slaugh- 
tering quickly.  An  unchaste  or  obscene  woman. 

A  j^C-i  za^n,  The  act  of  obeying,  submitting. 

A  za^r,  Frightened,  trembling.  Foul 
language.  (A  camel)  running  off  when  her  udder 
is  touched.  A  woman  that  dreads  being  suspected. 

A  is>_jff-i  za^mt,  Speedy  (death). 

A  ̂   zafjhgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Lying  with. 

Aj^-^'d  zvyhmur,  Obstinately  malevolent. 
A  u-ii  zaff,  (v.n.of  (  si)  Going  quick,  mak- 
ing haste.  Running  to  dispatch  a  wounded  man. 

Carrying  off  (people)  quickly  (pestilence).  Being 

easy,  feasible,  in  one's  power.  Sheep.  The  creak- 
ing noise  of  a  shoe  in  walking.  Zujf,  A  little  water. 

A  ̂JiCi  zafara,  (and  (^j^-^  zafariy)  (pi.  of 

l$j>h  zifra)  Protuberant  parts  of  the  head  behind the  ears  in  camels. 

A  ij^j^ii  zafarik,  (pi.  of  Jj^'^)  Date-stalks. 
A  i_j\si  zafaf  orzifaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  5ii)Running 

to  dispatch  a  wounded  man.  Zifaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  jii) 

Going  quick,  making  haste.  Carrying  off  (people) 

quickly  (pestilence).  Being  easy,  feasible,  in  one's power.  A  place  where  a  thing  may  be  suspended. 

Zifaf  or  zafaf,  Any  thing.    Zfaf  or  zufaf,  (pi. 

(  ciii^w/w/)  Venom  instantly  mortal.  A  little  water. 

Zufaf,  Quick,    u-jlii  uJVii-  Quick  and  ready. 

A  'si  'dih  zafzafat,  (v.  n.  of  i — jiiii  Q)  Hasting 
to  slay  a  wounded  man.  Walking  stately,  strutting. 

Ajii  zafar,  (v.  n.  of;5i)Emitting  a  smell.  Per- 
fume, a  strong  smell,  an  acrid  scent  (good  or  bad). 

The  spermatic  lymph  of  a  stallion.  The  smell  of 

the  armpits.  Zafir,  Fragrant  (musk).  Stinking 

abominably,  rank,  fetid  (armpit).  Pungent. 

A  jii  zifirr  or  zifarr,  Strong  and  hard.  A  ca- 

mel,behind  whose  ear  the  bump  ̂5^-•i^^/^■a' is  large. 
A  tall,  active  youth.  Large,  bulky. 

A  Ajsh  zafras,  (fern,  ofjii^  azfar)  Fragrant,  of 
an  acrid  smell.  Wild  rue.  An  army  ill-smelled 

(from  rusty  armour). 
A  s^ii  zafarat,  A  strong  acrid  scent.  Stench  of 

armpits.  Zfl;^rai;,Nameof  a  plant.  Fragrant  grove. 

A  'ijs'd  zifirrat,  Excellent  (she-camel).  Strong 

(ass).  A  she-camel,  big-bumped  behind  the  ear. 

A  jjj^'i  zufruJi,  (pi.  Jr'j^i)  A  date-stalk. 

A  ifjii  zifra'',  (pl.Ob^i  zifrayatamd  j^jljj 



zafara')  A  protuberance  of  skull  behind  the  ears 
of  a  camel,  and  which  sweats. 

A  ki  j  zaft,  (v.  n.  of  laii)  Treading  (as  a  bird), 

lining  (as  a  goat).   Muting  (a  fly). 

A  iL-iaii  zaftasat,  A  wasting  of  one's  property. 
A  (_aii  ̂ afaf,  (v.  n.  of  (_ji)Maliing  haste  to 

despatch  a  wounded  man.  Zufuf  (pi.  of  i  i\si  zi- 
f of  and  zufaf)  Poisons  instantly  mortal. 

p        zafkar,  Seed  of  mountain-parsley. 
A  (Jiii  zijl  or  2(3/?,  Thin  liquid  pitch. 

A  iayi  zafut,  Weak. 

Ai..^Si^^  zajlf,  Swift,  hastening.  Deadly  (pest). 

(_«a^iJ  i_Ji-fl=-  hliaflf  zaflf,  Quick  and  ready. 

A  &%i<i  zafifat,  Short  and  hasty  (prayer  as  that 

offered  up^by  a  man  on  a  journey). 
A  &_5»^i  zuhkahat,  A  false  accuser,  or  one  who 

suspects  falsely. 

A  Jj^3j'<i  zakzak,  Rapid  in  utterance,  fluent  and 
voluble  in  speech. 

A  iaiii  zakt  or  zukt,  (v.  n.  of  laii)  Gendering 

(as  birds  or  goats).  Voiding  excrement  (a  fly).  Za- 

kitjEnraged.  Zuhat,{^\.  ̂ J^sLS^z^htan)  AVitile^j . 

A  ̂llaij  zaktan,  Enraged,  irascible.  Z'tkian, 

(pi.  of  lai'ii  zuJiot)  Little  flies. 

A  elas'd  zuhatat,  Wicked,  unclean  (man). 
A  ̂ JS^  zakn,  (v.  n.of  (^a\5)  Chucking  under  the 

chin.  Resting  the  chin  (upon  the  hand  or  a  staff"). 
Losing,  missing.  Ziku,  An  old  man,  decrepit  and 

under-hung.  The  chin.  Zahan,  (v.  n,  of  ̂^h)  Be- 
ing sewed  obliquely  (a  leathern  bucket),  (pi. 

azhan)  The  chin.  The  beard.  A  dimple. 

A  -^Li'ii  zaknds,  (pi.  jjiii  zukn)  Long-chinned 
(woman).  One  whose  pudendum  is  oblique.  A 
she-camel  whose  load  leans  on  one  side. 

A  A^  'i^  zakwas,  Flaccid-eared  and  nosed  (mare). 

A  j^y'ii  zakun,  A  leathern  bucket  obliquely 
sewed.  A  camel  hanging  her  jib.  A  water-pot 
whose  spout  is  awry. 

A  Ja^i  zakit,  Wicked,  unclean  (man). 

A  ̂(i  zaka' ,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^S)  Flaming  (fire).  Dif- 
fusing itself  (the  smell  of  musk).  A  flaming  fire. 

A  ̂̂ 1^  zakas,  (v.  n.  of  \^i)  Being  quick,  pene- 

trating, judicious.  Burning,  flaming  (fire).  Slaugh- 
tering. A  live  coal.  Vivacity,  acuteness  of  genius, 

penetration.    (Advanced)  age.    Zukas,  The  sun. 
ibn  zukas,  Child  of  the  sun,  i.  e.  The  dawn. 

A  j^i  zakdt,  The  act  of  slaughtering. 

A j^i  zikdr,  (pi.  ofj^  zakar)  Males. 

A  ij^h  zikarat,  (pi. of zakar)  Males. 

A  'ij^'d  zukkarat,  The  male  palm-tree. 
A  »_j^<i  zakawat,  Brightness  of  genius,  wit. 

A  (^^j^i  zakaTcin,  (pi.  of  &i\^i)  Small  saddles. 

A  'i^  'd^h  zakzakat,  Vivacity,  life,  spirits. 
A       zakr,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ii)  Striking  on  the  penis. 

Zikr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Remembering.    Keeping  in 
mind,  retaining.  Engaging  in  exercises  of  devotion. 
Repeating  the  names,  attributes,  and  praises  of  God. 
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Asking  (a  woman)  in  marriage,  or  opposing  (her) 

betrothing.  Preserving  one's  right,  remembering 

it,  and  not  sufl^ering  it  to  be  lost.  Remembrance, 

commemoration.  Memory.  Mention.  TheKur'an. 
The  Pentateuch.  The  Gospel.  Any  book  wherein 

the  doctrines  of  religion  are  distinctly  laid  down. 

Strong,  bold,  refractory  (man).  Hard  and  copious 
rain.  A  strong,  pithy,  sententious  saying. 

zikru'l  hakk,  The  sentence  of  a  judge  written  and 

signed.  Praise.  Fame.  Nobility.  j^aJI  Jjfc^  a/t/ii'^ 

zikr,  Jews  and  Christians,  ^y^^r ̂ 'd  zikrijamil, 
(or^^bj^^  zikri  hi'l  kkayr)  Honourable  men- 

tion, favourable  recommendation.  ^y>- 
zikri  juzs  irddan  kull,  The  rhetorical  figure  synec- 

doche (by  which  a  part  is  taken  for  the  whole). 

Jsi*  Jii^jlj  J^j^h  zikri  kdl  u  iradanmakall, 
The  figure  metonymy  (where  the  matter  is  put  for 

the  materiate).  J^j)i\  subiku''z  zikr.  Afore- 
mentioned.   L_*jjJ\  JaIS' j^JjtM  jjj\^S=>i 

L-^l*«s»-j^  ^jjj>  zikru'lldhVl  ^zlz,  7va 

^ndahu  mafdtiku'l  gkayh,  yarzaku  man  yaskds 
hi  gkayr  hi  sab,  Praise  to  the  glorious  God,  with 

whom  are  the  keys  of  every  secret,  who  enricheth 

him  whom  he  pleaseth  beyond  computation  (words 

which  are  sometimes  written  at  the  top  of  diplomas 

and  other  royal  deeds,  where  they  often,  however, 

substitute  the  single  word  ̂ Sb  kurva,  lie, i.e.  God), 

p  \  J>5»-       zikri  khudd.  The  praising  of  God. 

^  zikrindmi  khudd.  An  invoking  of  the  name 
of  G  od.  ̂ ^dj^ zikr  kardan.  To  mention,  to 
commemorate.  To  praise,  to  sing  the  praises  of 

God.  A  Zakr,  Mental  remembrance.  An  edge  : 

as,ji'iiji  zu  zukr,  A  sharp-edged  sword.  Za- 

kar, (pi. ̂ ^5^  zukur,  ij^'i  zukurat,  zikar, zikdrat,  zukran,  and  zikarat) 
Male,  masculine.    Male  iron,  steel.  An  excellent 

sword  of  high-tempered  steel.  (jA.j^'d  zukur  and 
ji^y^  mazdkir)  Penis.  Zakir  or  zakur,  One  who 
retains  in  memory,  gets,  or  recites  by  heart. 

p zakar.  Peony,  or  ass-rose. 

A  (jU^  zuhrdn,  (pi.  of^  zakar)  Males. 
A  i^d  zakrat,  Masculine  (woman).  Zikrat, 

Males,  male  children.  Zukrat,  Masculine  ardour, 

male  energy.  Mention,  fame,  rumour.  An  edge. 

Sharpness.  A  piece  of  steel  on  the  head  of  an  axe. 

Zikarat,  (pi.  of ji'd  zakar)  Males. 
A  iJj^  zikra  Remembrance.  An  admonition 

(if  remembered).  Repentance,  turning  from  sin. 
A        zakw,  A  burning,  a  flaming. 

A  ̂̂^'^'|^  zakivdn,  (pi.  i^i^.j^i^)  A  small  saddle. 
A  ii^ii  zahvat,  (v.  n.  of  for_j^i)  Cutting  the 

throat,  butchering.  Whatever  makes  a  fii-e  burn. 
A  live  coal.  Name  of  a  place  abounding  in  lions. 

Pj  zakur.  Endued  with  a  retentive  memory. 

Zukur,  Damascus-steel. 

Aj_j$^  zukur,  (pi.  of zakar)  Males.  Male 
organs.  Strong,  coarse  (vegetables). 

A  i  zuliurat,  Essence,  purity,  freedom  from 
all  admixture,  (pi.  of,^^  zakar)  Males. 

A  zukuriyat,  Masculineness. 

A  '^_^^'dzakiy,(jA.A^h\azkiyai)A.cvite.  Fiery, 
flaming.   Slaughtered.   Strong,  diffusive  musk. 

A  zakyat  or  zukyat.  Fuel.  Whatever 
makes  a  fire  burn. 

A         zakiyat.  Strong,  diffusive  (musk). 

A  jifh  zakir,  Male  iron,  steel.  Zak'ir,  {ov zikkir)  Endued  with  a  good  memory. 

A  Jii  zalla,  (fat.  J3j.  yazillu)  He  was  vile. 
A  ![Jii  zill,  (v.  n.  of  ![[Ji)  Being  submissive,  easy, 

compliant.  Benignity,  benevolence,  compassion. 

Gentleness  (of  a  hoi-se).  Softness  of  temper,  (pi. 

(J^i\  azldl)  A  course,  a  current,  way,  mode,  man- 

ner, custom,  usage.  ̂ ^^lai^Ji  zillu't  tarik,  An 
easy,  beaten  road.  Zull,  Gentleness,  softness  of 

temper,  submission.  Benignity,  benevolence,  com- 
passion. ZuU,  (or  zillat)  (v.  n.  of  Jii)  Being 

abject,  ■^ile.  Baseness,  meanness  of  spirit. 
A         zullrih,  Milk  diluted  with  water. 

A  J(i^  j  zaldzil,  (pi.  of  JwOii  zulzid)  The  lower 

parts  of  shifts.    The  meanest  of  men. 

A  iJj'^i  zaldkat,  (v.n.  of  ̂'ti)  Beingsharp,  ready, 
glib  (the  tongue).  Readiness  of  speech,  volubility. 

A  J^iii'i7aZ,(pl.of(J-.5i)Base,abject:  submissive. 
A  iiJ^ii  zaldlat  or  zuldlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jti)  Being 

abject,  obsequious.  Baseness. 
A         zulldn,  Abject,  vile.    Kept  under. 

A         zillat.  Baseness  of  spirit.  Insult. 

A       zalj,  A  sipping,  a  gulping  (of  water). 

A  Jis^i  zalzul,  (zulazil,  zulzul,  or  zilzil)  The 

lower  part  of  a  shift,  or  any  garment,  toward  the  feet. 

A  C-'^jJi  ztdziddt.  The  meanest  of  men. 

A  j  zalzalat,  zulazilaf,  or  zdzilat,'Y\\e  lower 

part  of  a  long  shirt. 
A  zalgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Larding  (meat),  or 

eating  it.  Lying  with.  Zalagh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ d)  Be- 
ing inverted  (the  lip). 

A  zidf,  (pi.  ofAsl'd  zalfds)  Small,  ape- 
nosed  (women).    Zalaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  fiSii)  Having 
a  small,  flat  nose.  Smallness  and  flatness  of  nose. 

Being  straight  (a  sword). 
A  -fla! j  zalfds,  (fem.  of  uzlaf)  Small- 

nosed,  ape-nosed  (woman).    A  woman's  name. 
A  zalk,  (v.  n.  of  i^ii)  Being  quick,  sharp, 

glib,  ready  at  speech  (the  tongue).  Whetting  (a 

sword).  Weakening  one  (poison  or  fasting).  Void- 

ing dung  (a  bird).  Point  or  tip  (of  the  tongue). 

The  place  in  a  pulley  v/here  the  axle  turns.  A 

sharp  and  ready  tongue.  Readiness  of  speech,  vo- 

lubility. ^'^'^  '—^3J^  hurufuz  zalk,  Those  let- 
terswhichare  pronouncedwith  the  tip  of  the  tongue 

and  the  lips,  viz.  j»  J  'j  S-*-  Zulk,  (pi. 

of  ̂   azlak)  Sharp,  pointed,  edged.  Oratorical 

(speakers).  Zalak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  'd)  Being  moveable or  restless.     Being  voluble,  sharp,  glib  (tongue). 



Burning  bright  (a  lamp).  Leaving  rougli  hard 
sand  for  moister  quarters  (a  lizard).  Dying  of 

thirst.  Motion,  mobility.  Zalik,  Eloquent,  sharp, 

glib  (tongue).  Eloquent  (orator).  Zulah,  Sharp 

and  ready  (tongue).    Zuluh,  Ready  (tongue). 
A  &a}i  zalhat  or  zalakat,  Point  or  sharp  edge. 

Zalikat,  ̂ An  eloquent  woman. 
A  CiJJii  zalik  or  zalika,  That. 

A        zulul,  (pi.  of  (J_j5i)  Tractable  (horses). 

A  jjii  zalam,  A  shallow  river's  mouth. A  (Jj'i3  zalul,  (pi.  ̂yii^  zulul,  and  azillat) 

Obedient  (horse).  Subject  to  the  authority  of  ano- 
ther. Gentle,  tractable.  Free  from  thunder  and 

lightning  (cloud). 

A  zalulu',  Obsequious,  humble  (man). 
A  zaluliy,  (pi.  ̂;_jp^5<i  zaluliyuii)  Soft, 

easy,  good-tempered,  tame,  gentle. 

A  j^ii  zaly,  A  gathering  (of  dates). 
A  O^iJi  zulayzilat,  The  meanest  of  men. 

A  ̂^'d  zalik,  Sharp  and  voluble  (tongue).  Elo- 
quent (orator). 

A  &iu3i  zalikat,  An  eloquent  woman. 

X  „      lW"^  zalil,  (pi.  J^*t>  zilal,  -S'^)  j\  azillas,  and 
azillat^  Abject,  mean,  contemptible,  trifling. 

Gentle,  submissive. 

A  zamm,  (v.  n.  of  jUt))  Reproaching.  Being 

snotty  (a  kid's  nose).  Blame,  disapprobation,  re- 
proach. The  debit  side  of  an  account.  Zamm  or 

zimm,  Blamed.  Blameable.  Zimm,  Quite  spent 

and  emaciated.  Perishing.  Nuptials.  A  treaty  or 

agreement  tending  to  bestow  security ;  patronage, 
protection.    A  festival.  Confederates. 

A  vctJ  zamam,  (fut.  Uii>^.  yazma^u)  It  was  dif- 
ficult and  troublesome. 

A  -f^l/Cii zmaj, (v. n. of  ̂ _^i)Beingstout-hearted, 
manifesting  strength  of  heart.  Shaking.  The  dy- 

ing palpitation  of  a  slaughtered  animal.  Remains 

of  life,  strength  of  heart.  Motion.  ̂ ^^\  \^^\ 

az  zahh  atwal  shay  fin  zimasan,  The 

lizard  is  the  longest  of  any  thing  in  dying. 

A  zimar,  Any  thing  that  ought  to  be  kept 

with  care  (as  reputation).  The  great  name  or  re- 

putation of  ancestoi's.  J^d^\  hamVz  zimar, 
The  defender  of  his  rights. 

A  JjUii  zamarat,  Courage,  bravery  in  the  de- 

fence of  those  under  one's  protection. 
A  zimam,  (pi.  &!«<i^  azimmat)  Protection. 

Honour,  reputation.  Right,  justice,  claim,  what 

is  due.  (pi.  of  zammat  and  5*v«i  zamimai) 

Wells  with  little  water;  also  abounding  with  water. 
A        zammam,  An  accuser,  slanderer,  blamer. 

A  zamaviat  or  zimamat,  A  security  for 

life  and  property.  A  covenant  ensuring  protec- 
tion.   Zumamat,  Remains,  residue. 

A zumanr,  Misfortune,  calamity. 

A  pjUi  zamasim,  (pi.  of  &<v«ii  zamimai)  Mis- 
deeds.   Base  qualities. 
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A  zammat,  (pi.  pUi  zimcim)  A  well  with 
little  water;  also  abounding.  Zimmat,  A  deed 

whereby  one  is  taken  under  protection.  A  warrant 

for  the  security  of  life  and  property.  Protection. 

Subjection,  vassalage.  Furnished  with  a  covenant 
or  promise.  A  feast.  A  nuptial  entertainment. 

Trust,  charge.  ^\  ahlu'z  zimmat,  Tribu- 
tary, tributaries.    Jews,  Christians,  or  fire-wor- 

shippers. A  client.  bardti  zimmat,  A 

safe-conduct,  pass,  or  warrant  of  security. 
sj^S)  kaza  hi  zimm  or  zammatiki,  He  conferred 

benefits  on  him,  so  as  to  save  him  from  contempt. 

A  zamt,  (v.  n.  of  tL^ii)  Being  changed, 
altered,  troubled.    Becoming  emaciated  with  age. 

A  eU^ii  zamhalat,  A  rolling. 

A         zamakh  or  zimakh,  A  kind  of  fruit. 

A  iLoiS.<t>  zamzamat,  A  giving  little. 

A  jo'd  zamr,  (v.  n.  of  j^h)  Exciting,  stimulating 
(to  fight).  Roaring  (as  a  lion).  Reproaching, 

blaming.  Terrifying,  threatening.  Zimr,  Misfor- 
tune, calamity.  Zimr  or  zamir,  (pl.jUi\  azmar) 

An  intrepid  man,  particularly  in  defence  of  those 
under  his  protection.  Intelligent,  wise,  sagacious. 

kjch  zimirr.  Bold,  brave. 

A  'ijbd  zamirat,  Sound,  noise,  voice. 
A  Ixoi  zamt,  (v.  n.  of  laoi)  Slaughtering.  Za- 

mit,  (Meat)  which  descends  easily. 
A  &la<i  zumaiat,  A  man  quick  of  apprehen- 

sion, skilful,  clever.    A  great  eater. 

A  zaml,  (^'lij^'d zamaldn,  and  (J^^i  zamil) 
(v.  n.  of  (J/fi)  Going  fast  with  a  long  easy  step. 

A  JJSi  zummal,  (pi.  of  Jyi  zaiiml)  (She-ca- 
mels) waving:  from  side  to  side. 

A  J^h  zamallak,  One  who  speaks  soothingly. 
Quick,  smart.  Eloquent,  Keen  (sword).  Light. 

A  l^\sicd  zam.allakamy.  One  who  speaks  fast. 
A  XJiUi  zamlakat.  Blandishments,  politeness. 

A  (^^iUi  zamallakly.  Eloquent. 

A  ̂"<S2:mam,(pl.of«J2i)Clientships.  Covenants. 
A  J_j/<i  zamUl,  (pi.  (J-*ii  zummal)  (A  camel) 

waving  from  side  to  side.  ZumUl,  (v.  n.  of  J^^i) 

Going  fast  with  a  long  easy  step. 

A  zamum,  One  who  blames,  reproaches, 

or  disparages  greatly.    Zumum,  Vices,  defects. 

Ads*  j^ama/t, (v. n. of  s^h)  Being  intense  (heat). 

Being  oppressed  with  heat  (a  man).  The  scorch- 

ing reflexion  from  sands.    A  kind  of  game. 

A  jjei  zamy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Struggling  in  the 

agony  of  death  (a  slaughtered  beast).  Zama',  Stink. 

A  zimmly.  One  tolerated  by  the  Muham- 

dan  law,  on  paying  an  annual  poll-tax.  A  client, 

tributary,  subject.    A  Christian  or  Jew. 
A  laU/oi  zimydt,  Damietta  in  Egypt. 

A  zamayan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J><^)  Hastening. 

Hurting,  injuring.  Being  exalted.  Remaining 

over,  being  left. 

A  j^fch  zamir,  Handsome,  beautiful.    A  brave 

man  who  protects  his  dependants. 

A  (J^ii  zamil,  A  long,  easy  pace.  Jaded. 
A  zamilat.  Vicious,  faulty  (woman). 

A  ̂*<t)  zamim,  Blamed, blameable.  Loathsome, 

unwholesome  water.  Eruptions  on  the  face  from 

heat.  Snot.  A  well  containing  little  or  much  water. 

Urine.  Mucus  at  the  point  of  a  goat's  pizzle,  or 

milk  at  the  tip  of  a  sheep's  teat.  Dew  on  a  tree,  by 
dust  converted  into  mud.   White  on  a  kid's  nose. 

A  iLsvoJ  zamimat,  Paralysis. 

A  (tjii  ~awre,  (v.  n.  of  (2)<i)  Languishing.  Perish- 
ing. Begging. 

A  -^13  j  zannds,  Snotty-nosed  (woman) :  also  one 
who  suffers  from  a  continuous  menstrual  flux. 

A  J  zinab,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ .*^ii)  Being  near 

delivery  (a  mare),    (pi.  zandsih)  A  place 
through  which  water  flows  between  two  higher 
grounds.  The  tail.  Extremity  of  any  thing.  A 

rope  with  which  they  confine  a  camel's  tail,  to  pre- 
vent his  switching  it  round  his  rider,  (pi.  of  y  li 

zatmb)  Long-tailed  (horses).  Portions.  Buckets. Evil  days. 

A  ioUii  zunabat  or  zinabat,  End  of  time,  or  of 

an  age.  The  lower  part  of  a  valley  through  which 
water  runs.  Water  flowing  down  the  declivity  of 

a  mountain,  or  by  cascades,  from  garden  to  garden. 

Zinabat,  The  surface  or  beaten  part  of  a  road.  Pro- 

pinquity, afEnity,  relationship.  Zunabat,  The  toe 
of  a  shoe.    A  follower. 

A  i^lii  zutidba',  A  tail  or  train,  particularly 

that  of  a  bird.  Snot  running  from  a  camel's  nose. 
A  jjiilitJ  zandzin.  Lower  parts  (of  shirts). 

A  ̂jl3i  zundn,  (or  ̂ ^i)  Thin,  running  snot. 
A  &3l3i  zundnat.  Weak,  perishing  remains.  Re- 

mains of  a  debt  or  obligation.  Necessity.  Long- 
tailed  horses.   Buckets.  Evil  days. 

A  L_^jl3t)  zandfib,  (pi.  of  L-^Ui  zanab  and  zi- 
ndb)  Places  through  which  water  flows.  Tails, 

(pi.  of  L-^yi  zanub)  Portions. 
A  u- »ji  zamb,  (v.  n.  of c— oi)  Following  closel}'. 

Keeping  close  to  the  tail  of  another,  (pi.  i— ̂ y-^ 

zuniib)  A  crime,  sin,  fault.  Zanab,  (pi.  i_->l3wM 

azndb)  A  tail,  (in  astronomy)  Tail  of  the  dragon, 

descending  node.  Long.  zanahu's 

sa^ab.  Fox-tail  (a  plant).  ij-.—^  zanabu''l 
khayl,  A  certain  plant,  ̂ f-'i^  ̂-^'t)  zanabu's  sa- 

bu^  Lion's  tail  (a  plant).  {jy^^  zanabu'l 
^yn,  The  outer  angle  of  the  eye.  jla3\  u-OiJS  za- 

nabulfdr,  Ribwort.  u-*Jt>  zanabu'l faras. 
Name  of  a  star.  &Jo3j  zaraba  bi  zanabiki, 

He  stopped ;  he  was  firm,  ̂ ^f^^  ̂J"^  ''—^J  rahiba 

zanaba'l  ba^r.  He  mounted  on  the  camel's  tail,f.  e. he  contented  himself  with  a  humble  fortune,  t— 

i^^^i  rakiba  zanaba'r  rih,  He  rode  upon  the 

tail  of  the  wind,  i.e.  he  got  so  far  a-head  of  them 
that  they  could  not  overtake  him. 

A  Oloii  zanahdt,  The  rabble,  tag-rag. 



A  zanahan,  Name  of  a  plant  like  millet. 

A     »f>3  zumhuh,  A  wild  bull. 

A  Ljii  ̂ awa&a^jThe  lower  part  of  a  valley  through 
ivhich  the  water  flows.  End  of  time. 

A         zunnhha,  (or      j  zimbiy)  A  tail. 

A  zinzin  or  zunzun,  (pi.  (ji^iS  zandzin) 
rhe  lower  part  of  a  shirt  or  other  garment. 

A        zaiian,  (v.  n.  of        Being  snotty. 

A  c-jyi  zanub,  (pi.  iL3i\  aznibat,  u^Oi  2a- 
iaj^i&,  and  L-^l3i  ̂ iwaJ)  Long-tailed  (horse).  A 
portion,  lot,  good  or  bad  fortune.  The  grave.  A 

bucket  (full  or  not  full  of  water).  A  long  evil  day. 
rhe  lower  muscle  of  the  loins.  Flesh  of  buttocks. 

Zunub,  (pi.  of  i_-*3<i  zamh)  Crimes,  sins,  trespasses. 

A  Obyi  zunubdt,  (pi.  ofuj-'y ^)  Sins,  crimes. 

A  ̂^Vyii  zanubani,  (dual)  The  loins. 

A  zunaybas,  A  grain  found  amongst  wh eat; 
;ares,  darnel. 

A  J^jj<i  zunaybiy,  A  kind  of  striped  stuff. 
A  (j^^i  zamn,  Tlie  running  of  snot.  Snivel. 

A  ji2:M,(pl.  2;awM«)  A  lord,  master.  Hav- 
ng,  possessed  of,  endowed  with.  Who,  which.  The 

kings  of  Arabia  Felix,  because  they  all  had  zu 

prefixed  to  their  name:  as,  zujadan,  jii 

zu  ru^yn,  &c.  (for  ̂ 33\  aHazt)Who.  j«i 

zu'l  alsinat,  Linguists.   Preachers,  admo- 

nishers.     ̂ ]j3^  '  '^^  j  '^      alf  awrdk,  The  plant 
millefoil.  zu'l  jalal,  Majestic,  possessed 
of  dignity,  glorious.  Prodigious,  wonderful. 

zu'l  hassat,  Possessed  of  feeling.  .  j 
zu  7  hijjat,  The  twelfth  Arabian  month.  j  i 

zu^l  harakat,  Possessed  of  motion.  CLf^  jii  zu''l 
hut,  (Lord  of  the  fish)  The  prophet  Jonah,  jii 

'ij^J:^  zu'l  hayat,  Having  life.  JO^ji  jj  zu  zu- 
wa&a, (Tailed)  A  comet.  jlai3\ jd zu'l  fakd}',lS!ame 
of  the  famous  two-edged  sword  of  Aliy,  which  Mu- 

hammad reported  he  had  from  the  angel  Gabriel. 

(j^jJ  ji  zu  funun,  Learned.  jii>H3\  zu''l  kadr, 

Powerful.  Ij, ^u''l  kurba,A  kinsman, 

f^^jS^\  zu'l  Jiarnayn,  Bicornous;  Alexander  the 

Great.  *5ii»>tal\jii  zu'l  ka^lat,The  eleventh  Arabian 
month.  zu  lawnayn,  Bi-coloured.  jd 

zu'hnatn,  An  epithet  of  God.  zu 
wijhatayn,  (Two-faced)  Bearing  a  double  meaning. 

A  )ji  zuwd,  (du.  of  jii  zu)  Two  lords. 

A  A^^ji  zusabat,  (pi.  1^  zawdsib)  The  fore- 
locks dangling  over  the  brow.  The  highest  dignity 

ornobility.  That  part  of  the  upper  leather  of  a  shoe 

which  touches  the  ground.  A  skin  hung  over  the 

back  part  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
A  (J-^\ji  zarcabil,  (pi. of  (_)->U  zdbil)  Lances. 
A  zawdt,  The  husk  or  rind  of  wheat,  grapes, 

or  melons. 

A  O^ji  zawdt,  (pi.  of  zdt)  Ladies,  mis- 

tresses of.  ̂ {j^^  zawdtu'l  arba^  Quadru- 

peds, j»^*-J\  C^^j  J  zan-dtu sMmum, Venomous  (in- 
sects or  reptiles). 
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A  Ij'^ji  zawdtd,  (du.  of  5^t>  zdt,  fem.)Those  two. 
A  li^ji  zawwdd,  A  defender  of  his  right.  Zu- 

wdd,  (pi.  of  Jj^  j  zdsid)  Repellers.  Defenders  of 
their  rights. 

A  ̂^jii  zawdri^  (pi.  of  ̂ \^zdri^  Small  bot- 
tles made  of  the  leg-skins  of  animals. 

A  I — J^jti  zusdf,  Sudden  death.  Quick  poison. 

A  ij^ji  zarvdk,  (v.  n.  of  j  for  ̂ jji)  Tasting. 
Examining.  Drawing  a  bow-string  to  try  the  ten- 

sion of  the  bow.  Any  thing  tasted. 

A  (j^jii  zawmdh,  A  taster.  Afflicted,  sad. 
A  zawdhin,  (pi.  of  aJj^i  zahinat)  Lower 

parts  of  the  throat  and  belly. 

A  isJ^Jj  zusdlat,  (pi.  ̂J^'L>  or  ̂ ^}'^)  A  wolf. 
A  <^^\j  'dza7vdliib,(\>\.  of  &^i^^li^a/^^'ZJa/) Travel- lers: birds  mi<jrating  from  a  cold  to  a  warm  climate. 

A  (^jlji  zawdnb,  (pi.  of  'iS\^^  zumbat^  Fore- locks. Tresses. 

A  <— -Jj  J  2a?y&,  The  purest  honey.  Zawb,  (or 

(jb jt>  zawabdn)  (v.  n.  of  L-.'^i  for  i—^j*-^)  Becom- 
ing liquid,  melting.  Waxing  hotter  (the  sun).  Be- 

coming foolish  after  having  been  sensible.  Being 

legally  due.    Eating  honey  constantly.  U 

sjji  i^*^.  (3  md  zdbafi  yadi  minhu  hhayrun. 
No  good  has  flowed  into  my  hand  from  him. 

A  ̂ jbji  zusbdn,  (pi.  of  I  zifb)  Wolves; 
also  wild  dogs.  Arabs  or  religious  mendicants  who 

live  like  wolves  by  plundering. 

A  ̂^Vj^  zubdn,  Hair  on  camel's  or  horse's  neck. A         zawbat,  Remains  of  property. 

A  zawj,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ j'^)  Drinking. 
A  beverage,  a  draught. 

A      j  zafiij.  Intense  (red). 

A  zawh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^-^  for  ̂ '^)  Collecting, 
driving  (cattle).  Moving  with  a  hard  pace  or  trot. 

A  iijj  zawd,  (v.  n.  of  dVd  for  liji)  Repelling, 

driving,  thrusting  (camels),  (pi.  azwdd)  A 
number  of  camels  from  3  to  10 :  or  15,  20  or  30 ; 

or  from  2  to  9  she-camels.  45jii3\  ̂   az  zawd 

ila'z  zawd.  Camels  in  a  place  by  two's. 
A  zuivad,  (pi.  of  Jo^j  zdAd)  Repellers, 

thrusters.  Defenders  of  their  rights. 

A  ̂ 'ij'S  zawzah,  Impotent.    See  ̂ ^CiS  taytds. 
A  ̂ djd za7vzaJih,Impotent.  Seel^^^dS-^zyawt. 

Ajji  zaiv7-,  (v.n.ofj^J  for^jO)  Frightening. 

Zuwar,(^p\.  of  Sjji  zurat)  The  parts  of  birds'  crops 
in  which  the  water  lodges. 

p  Jj^jjii  zawrdh,  A  kind  of  barley-gruel. 

A  ijji  z'M/'af,  Earth, soil,  dust.  (jA.j^^^zuwar) 
The  fore  part  of  a  bird's  crop,where  the  water  lodges. 

AjjjjJ  zawarwar,  Something,  any  thing. 

p  (_jS>ji  zosh.  Bad-tempered,  severe. 
A  i^jj  zawt,  (v.  n.  ofi?^J  for  l^ji)  Strangling 

violently  till  the  tongue  protrudes. 

A  alaj  j  zawtat,  A  yellow-backed  spider. 

A  zaw^  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ji)  Needing, 
wanting.  Extirpating. 
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A  1  jj  J  ̂^ajy/,  (v.  n.  of  (  j^i  for  (  jjO)  Going 
with  short  and  straddling  steps. 

A  ̂Jit^'i^  zusf an, (jor         zufdn)V)eaS\y  poison. 
A  ̂ jt>  zawk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^i  for  jji)  Tasting, 

trying,  examining.  Drawing  a  bow-string  to  try 
the  tension  of  a  bow.  Taste.  Delight,  joy,  plea- 

sure, ijjii  (Ja\  a/<Z^■  zaw/j,  A  voluptuary.  ̂   Jjj<i 
fjo^zawk  /a  y/w^aiZ'ar,  Inexpressible  pleasure. 
bi  zawk.  With  pleasure,  willingly,  delightfully. 

A  (j^ji  zawahdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^i  for  ̂ Jj"^)  Tast- 
ing.   Trying,  examining. 
A  ^^Mj^Zaw,  A  jackal.  A  wolf.  (pi.  ofs3^jJ 

zumlat)  Wolves. 

A  ̂ jC>  zawlah,  The  tip  (of  the  tongue).  The 
point  (of  a  spear). 
A  zawlaJiiyat,  Lingual  (letters,  ̂ |J  J). 

A ̂ ^ii zawu,(riom,  pi. ofjii^^ii) Lords, possessors. 
A  L^^jjii  zusub.  Fat  (camel). 

A  ■^^^        ahmar  zasuj,  Bright  red. 

A  ̂^^hzumun,  (pi.  (jo\^i)  A  sort  of  pot-herb. 
A  tijj'^  zawawiy.  Related  to  j^S  zu,  Lord. 

A  (^/ji  zaway,  (obliq.  of  \ji  zawd,  du.  mas.  of 

^'i^zu)  Two  possessors.  J;iS>  ̂ ^^e  min  zaway 
^dlin.  From  two  persons  endued  with  justice. 
Zaim,  (oblique  of  jji  zawu,  pi.  of  jii  zu)  Lords, 

masters,  possessors.  j^<y^*^\  (^Is^Lo  sald- 
t'lni zaw^'l iktidd)',Vowei'{a\princes.  ̂ ]j<>-*:^\  lS^'^ 
zatvi''l  ihtirdm,  Most  honoured.  (^j^  za- 
wVl  i^fibdr.  In  the  highest  esteem.  (^jti 

zawVlikrdm,  Held  in  venei'ation.  (Jyu5\ 

zawVl  ̂ liul.  Rational.  Ziwa' ,  Little  sheep. 
A  ̂jhzuwly,{y,  n.  of(_j'jii)Withering(aherb). 
A  (Jjji  zawil,  Dry  (plant). 

A  iiJj.j  j  zuwaylat,  (dim.  of  ̂Jl  J  s^aZ)  A  little  J. 
A  8  j  zih  or  ̂ «7ti,  (fem.  of  \  J  sa)  This. 

A  »i  zahh,  Acuteness  of  genius. 

A  L-^lfc  J  zahdb,  (v.  n.  of  i_jJ£>l>)  Going,  walk- 

ing, or  passing  by,  proceeding.  Passing  into  use. 

Going,  being  shed  (blood).  A  current  form  of 
speech.  A  departure.  Zihdb,  (^pl.  o{  zahab) 

Yolks  of  eggs.  Dry  measures  in  Yaman  (Arabia 

Felix),    (pi.  of  'iLbii  zihbat)  Light  rains. 
A  t_-*A'(i  zahab,  (v.  n.  of  c— iJfcii)  Having  the 

eyes  dazzled  at  the  glare  of  gold,  or  on  entering 

suddenly  into  a  glittering  mine.  (pi.  L-^Usi^  az- 

hdb,  i^^Jzuhub,  and  zuhbdn)  Gold.  (pi. 
L^\stiizihdb  and  L-^\stti\azhdb)Thejo\\i  of  an  egg. 

A  ̂^it'i^  zuhbdn,  (pi.  of  u-»^4i)  Particles  of  gold. A  &jkfci  zihbat,  (pi.  J  zihdb)  Light  rain, 

or  a  copious  shower.  Zahabat,  A  particle  of  gold. 
A         zahably.  Golden. 

A  f^^:yi>h  zahabiyun.  Name  of  a  company  of  re- 
porters of  Muhammadan  traditions. 

A  j&i  zahar,  (v.  n.  of  J^^i)  Having  black  teeth. 

A  Jjbi  zahl,  (v.  n.  of  Jj&^)  Foi-getting,  leav- 
ing carelessly,  abandoning.  Ease,  quiet,  no  wish 

for  society.    That  part  of  the  night  when  people 



are  already  refreshed  with  sleep.  Zuhl,  Part  of  | 

the  night.    Name  of  the  tree  ̂ \Jl>  basham. 
A  (J^J-fc  j  zuhlul,  A  generous,  noble  horse. 

A  ̂ jfctJ  zihn  or  zahan,  (v.  n.  of  (^i>->)  Excel- 
ling in  genius.  Causing  to  forget,  drawing  off  the 

attention,  employing,  occupying,  (pi.  ̂jV&(3\  az- 
han)  Understanding,  memory,  genius.  Zihn,  Abi- 

lity, strength.    Fat,  grease. 

A  ̂[[^i  zahaniy,  Mental. 
A  jiii  zaliro,  A  being  proud. 

A  u->^ii  zahuh,  One  who  departs.  Zuhub,  (v. 
n.  of  Going,  walking,  passing  by.    (pi.  of 
u^i.)  zahah)  Golds. 

A  Jji>i  zuhul,  (v.  n.  of  (J^fc*^)  Forgetting,  neg- 
lecting, leaving.   Ease,  quiet,  no  wish  for  society. 

A  'ii^St'd  zuhulat,  Carelessness,  inadvertency. 
A  (_-*JJfcii  zahib,  Gilded. 

A  (j^>t>2;a/tw.  Sagacious,  ingenious.  Powerful. 

A  (j'li  zi,  (fem.  of  \iJ  za)  This,  (oblique  case  of 

J  J  zu)  A  lord,  endowed,  possessed  of.  Jb  J  z'l 
bal,  Powerful,  brave.  sU-  ̂ Jh  zijah,  Appointed 

to  a  place  of  honour.  JikU  j  zVljalal,  En- 

dowed with  magnificence  (one  of  the  epithets  of 

God).  ^j'd  zVl  hijjat,  The  last  month  of  the 
Arabian  year.  f^ii  zi  hahk,  A  legal  or  just 

claimant,  z'l  ruh,  Rational.  ^J^i  z'l 
shan,  Conspicuous  for  dignity.  SiiJtH31  zi'l 
ka^laf,  The  penultimate  month  of  the  Muhamma- 

dan  year,  'i^  ̂ Jli  z'l  hunat,  Precious,  p  ̂ ^Ji 
(^ys  zi  hosh,  Sensible.  j  (Jb     J  si  yal  u 
bal,  Endowed  with  strength  and  courage,  a 

iwiU  ̂ J^  ̂   jdsa  min  zi  nafsihi,  He  came  of  his 
own  accord. 

A  \Sh  zayya,  (dim.  of  \ J  za)  The  little  this. 

A  1— ->bii2:2^ai,  (pl.of  L_^ii)Wolves:  wild  dogs. 
G  (_j»ia->bii  ziyabitas,  Diabetes. 

A  ̂bi.)  ̂W^j^  Pot-companionship,  intimacy. 
Atibii~%ac?,(v.n.ofii\ofortiji)Diiving(camels). 

A^bii  zisar,  (orjbj  ziyar)  Fresh  camels'  dung 
and  earth,  with  which  they  anoint  dugs  to  wean  colts. 

A  i.iJl?!<i  zayyaka,  (dim.  of  Li)\  j)The  little  that. 

A  (Jbii  zayyal,  Long-tailed  (Iiorse).  Tall  of 
stature.  (A  man)  sweeping  round  with  a  train  and 

walking  proudly.  Jl^i  zayyaluz  zanah, 

Dragging  the  tail  on  the  ground.  Jlj  J  ̂\  abu 

zayyal,  (Father  Long-tail)  An  ox. 
A  sll^i  zayyalat,  A  threaded  needle. 

A  Cilib^i  zayyalika,  (dim.  of  uiDi  zalika)  The 
little  he  or  that. 

A         zayyan,  (dim.  of  \j  sa)  The  little  this. 

zayyafika,  (dim.  of  zanlia) 
The  little  that. 

A  (--"ji         (equiv.  to  (— ^a?/&)  Vice. 
A  u-Oii         or  zlb,  (pi.  oz^mZ), 

u->bj  zisab,  and  ̂ ^bji  zusban)  A  wolf.  A  wild 

dog.    A  cottage,  a  hut.  Aii  dd-^u'z zisb, 

The  wolf's  disease,  i.e.  hunger. 
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A  ̂^bjiSsij^&art,  Camels' hair  on  the  neck  or  lip.  | 
Zifbani,  Two  stars  betwixt  the  jj^jS-  ̂ a/ya^i^  and 

farkadan. 

A  ̂jVoi  zlban,  Hairs  on  camel's  or  horse's  necks. A  wOii  A  disease  in  the  throats  of  camels. 

The  vacant  space  under  the  pommel  of  a  saddle : 

something  there  which  hurts  the  withers  of  a 

horse.  Ringlets  overhanging  the  forehead.  A 
she-wolf. 

A  zayyata  zayyata,  {y^h  C^,^  zayta 

zayta,  or  ̂"^^h  zayyds)So  and  so,  thus,  in  this  manner. 
A       zayj  or  zij,%.  draught,  beverage. 

A  zVch,  (pi.  ̂^^.i  zuyulih,  ̂ bi\  azydkh, 
'i^^^i ziyalihat)  A  hairy  male  hyena.  Bold,  brave. 
A  wolf.  A  fine  stallion.  A  cluster  of  dates.  A 

i-eddish  star.  Pride. 

A  zikhut,  A  hairy  female  hyena.  Ziyahhat, 

(pi.  of  1^  zihh)  Male  hyenas;  wolves.  Horses. 
AjJ i  zaj^ir,  Enraged.  Bold.  Refractory  (wife). 

A  j>d  zayr,  (v.  n.  ofj^i  for^^i)  Disliking,  de- 
testing, disapproving. 

A  'iy>'i>  zasirat,  Odious,  disagreeable,  disap- 
proved.  Severity.  The  violence  or  brunt  of  war. 

A  'i^h  zirat,  Fresh  dung  mixed  with  earth. 
A  zay^,  ((jbo.<i  zaya^n,  zuyu^  or 

'iS'^soJi  zay^i^t)  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ J)  Being 
published  (news),  divulged  (a  secret). 

A  ̂^  'i^  zhjdn,  (^^^i  zifan,  zayfan,  or  zaya- 
fdn)  Venom,  poison. 

A  J.^i  zmjl,  (v.  n.  of  for  J,>  J)  Sweeping 

(the  ground)  with  a  train,  strutting.  Cocking 
the  tail.  Having  a  long  tail.  Being  lowly,  or 

mean  (condition).  Being  despised  (a  thing).  Lay- 

ing aside  one's  gravity.  Being  meagre  (a  woman). 
Being  impudent  and  saucy,  (pi.  Jbi\  azydl,  Jy.  J 

zuyul,  or  Jj3\  azyuX)  The  last,  hinder,  or  supple- 
mentary part  of  any  thing;  as  the  appendix  to  a 

book,  the  lappet  or  train  to  a  robe,  the  long  tail  of 

a  beast,  especially  the  lower  extremity  (as  of  a  lion 

or  a  bull).  Traces  in  the  sand  left  by  the  wind  or 

the  train  of  a  garment.  The  lower  margin  of  a  book 

where  the  notes  are  usually  put.  Appendix,  post- 

script. ^^\^  Jj.i  zaylun  zdsilun,  Ignominy, 

shame,  vileness,  meanness. 

A  zhlan,  (pl.of  "iJUii  zusdlat)  Wolves. 
A  zaym,  (v.  n.  of  for  jCi)  Accusing, 

reproaching,  treating  opprobriously.  Zaym  or 

zim,  Blame,  reproach. 

A  zaymuriy,  Sharp,  keen,  acute,  clever, 

who  says  or  does  something  astonishing.  Difficult 
to  be  understood. 

A        zln  or  zayn,  Defect,  vice,  blemish. 

A  ̂̂ ^.ii^;M7/MM,(pl.of  ̂ i)Malehyenas.  Wolves. 

A  ̂   j  zuyuf^  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ J)  Becoming 
divulged  (news). 

A  J^.i  zuyul,  (pi.  of  J^O  zayl)  Long  tails. 
Skirts.  Trains. 

A  Lfy>.i^  zayaiviy,  Relating  to  so  and  so. 
A  w  j  w  j  zayyah  zayyah,  So  and  so. 

J 

J  re  or  ra,  (called  l1a«jJ  ran  karashat, 

dh^&XAjS'  ran  ghayr  manlmta,  or  ed*^ 

ran  muhmala,  Undottedj)  The  tenth  letter  of  the 
Arabic  alphabet,  and  the  twelfth  of  the  Persian. 

In  arithmetic  it  expresses  200 ;  in  almanacks  it  is 

the  astronomical  character  for  the  moon  ;  and  in 

dates  itdenotes  themonthji^^  rdbi^i''l  dkhir. This  letter  is  interchangeable  with  J  dal,j  ze,jje, 

J  lam,  and  ̂ ^  nun. 
p  \j  rd,  An  inseparable  particle  added  to  Per- 
sian nouns,  generally  serving  to  denote  the  oblique 

cases.  It  marks  the  accusative  when  the  word  is 

used  definitely:  as,  liJo-  ̂ J^^  gulrd  chid,  He  ga- 
thered the  rose.  It  may  occasionally  be  construed 

by  the  particle  to,  the  English  sign  of  the  dative : 
as,  eo  \jC^jX^  s^iJ.ii  lijb  J_jj5  ̂^j-^M  ̂^l^aJ 
iWba  chun  hazdn  ildlii  nuzul  ydbad,  didan 

basiratrd  na  roshani  manad.  When  the  decree  of 

heaven  is  accomplishing,  no  light  I'emains  to  the 

eye  of  understanding.  ̂ \  Ic 
ma  hama  murdanrd  jjaydd  shuda  Im  (or  em)  We 

were  all  born  to  die.  By  the  wordyb?"  as, 

I  J j*n  Jiao  hhuddra  yah  nazar  ay  sarvi 
dzdd,  For  God's  sake,  one  look,  O  waving  cypress! 

CLa*-^  Jj^di,^j\j?!^  t^^j'^  \)<J^^-^  '^j'^  dardi  ̂ a- 
shihrd  dawdn  bihtar  az  ma^huk  nist.  There  is  no 

remedy  yb?"  a  lover's  pain  better  than  his  beloved. 

pA^^^  lS;^^  \)^^.-3j  ji^  /ifl;^a/-  rupiyara  asbe  hha- ridam,  I  bought  a  horseyb?"  a  thousand  rupees.  It 
denotes  possession,  in  such  sentence  as  this: 

i^-Mi]  i^^j  ii^  urd  dah  ra^siasp  bud.  He  had, 
or  possessed  ten  head  of  horses.  It  also  denotes, 

With.  By  reason  of.  After:  as,  ̂^^jSj  ui3iij\  aw- 

dak  wahterd,  After  a  short  time.  If  \j  rd  occurs 
sometimes  with  a  genitive  signification,  it  is  but 

seldom,  and  without  good  authority ;  and  in  the 

best  authors  it  is  often  omitted,  and  frequently  re- 

dundant.  Rd,  contracted  from  the  Arabic  ̂ J^J 

rasy,  signifies.  Seeing:  as,  \j  ̂^jj  roshau-rd, 
Seeing  light,  i.e.  penetrating,  wise.  \j  t/ljjj 

rvuzardn  neh-rd,  Prudent  vazirs  or  counsellors. 

A  Aj  rds,  The  Arabic  name  of  the  letter j.  The 
shrub  PalmaChristi.  Froth  of  the  sea.  A  large  tike. 

A  A^j  raisd^,  One  who  sees  much  or  well ;  ju- 

dicious, intelligent. 
A  i—J^t,  rajsdb,  A  mender  of  broken  vessels. 

A  ̂y..f~^\\J  rufdbil,  (pi.  of  Jb^j  or  Jbjj)  Lions. 
A  rasids,  A  vender  of  heads  of  cattle. 

A        ruMfat,  A  pitying.    Mercy,  clemency. 

A  i_->lj  rasb,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '^J)  Shooting  forth  after 
being  cropped  (the  earth).  Mending  a  broken 

(cup).    Making  up  differences.    Repairing  any 



thing,  (pi.  (— -Jb,  risab)  A  herd  of  seventy  ca- 
mels. A  great  chieftain ;  a  portly  lord.  A  crack 

or  chink  in  a  vessel. 

A         rab,  Quantity.  Worth,  value,  price. 

A         rabb,  A  step-father. 

A  wlj  rdbbat,  A  step-mother. 

A^^  rabij,  Quenched,  assuaged  (thirst). 

A  ̂|jr-a&?7i,Gainful,lucrative,profitable(trade). 

A  gainer,  (pi.  ̂   rabah)  A  camel's  colt. 
A        ?-ai«7m^,Lucrative, profitable  (business). 
A       rabid,  A  hoarder,  preserver.  A  treasurer. 

A  t„JAi\<  rabiz,  An  inliabitant,  a  resident. 

A  jjLfli^lj  rabizani,  Turks  and  Ethiopians. 

A  X-aJ^  rabizat,  Vile,  contemptible.  Any  thing 
struck  or  wounded  by  a  malignant  eye.  Unable  to 

speak  except  on  trivial  subjects.  Certain  angels 
saidto  have  come  down  to  earth  with  Adam,  and  to 

bring  those  who  have  erred  into  the  right  way. 

A  laJ^  rabil,  A  binder,  strengthener.  Encamped 

on  an  enemy's  frontier.  A  monk  who  renounces 
the  world.  A  philosopher.  Large,  ample  (soul). 

A  mark  of  connexion.  (_^^  I'obitu'ljash, 
Intrepid,  firm,  brave. 

A  rdbitat,  (pi.  ̂ ^jj  rawabif)  A  chain, 

ligature,  any  thing  binding,  connecting,  or  regula- 

ting. The  catch-word,  placed  at  the  corner  of  a  page 
under  the  last  line,  and  repeated  at  the  top  of  the 

page  which  follows.  A  troop  maintaining  its  post. 

A  large  army,  p  ̂IjuiiT  &la^^  rdbitad  dshnan, 
The  cement  of  friendship. 

A  rdbi^  Fourth.  Athirst,  and  drinkingevery 

fourth_^day  (camel).    Quartan  (fever).  Stedfast. 

A         rabi^n,  In  the  fourth  place,  fourthly. 
A  rdbiffh,  Agreeable  (life).  Luxuriant  in 

herbage  (spring).  Employed  agreeably  and  suc- 
cessfully about  any  thing.  Name  of  a  valley. 

A  Ij  ra-fdbil,  pi.  of  Jl-Jj  7nsbdl,ljions.  Wolves. 
Only  sons. 

A  &blj  rufbalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jjlj  Q)  Walking  softly 
or  pompously.  Wiliness,  subtlety,  malice. 

A  (J^'^j  rdbilatdni,  (dual  of  &b|j  rabilat)  The 
pulpy,  fleshy  part  of  both  thighs. 

A  robin,  The  part  of  the  leg  on  which  the 

gaiters  or  leggings  (called       ran)  are  put. 
p       rdbu,  A  kind  of  flower. 

A  ra?n,Who  or  what  ascends.  Conspicuous. 

Intense,  increasing,  additional. 

A  ix>}j  rdbiyat,  High  ground.  Increasing,  ex- 
cessive, intense. 

^  L)  i'aid.bil,^\.oi  rij&aZ,Lions.Wolves. 
Only  sons.  Heroes. 

A  'i\jra^at,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J\J)  Seeing.  Thinking. 
A  lL>\j  rati  or  rat,  (pi.  Cj\jj  rurvdt)  Straw 

(tjO  tibn).  (According  to  some)  A  fig  tin). 
P  rdtib,  A  lot,  or  portion  of  the  neces- 

saries of  life. 

A  t_*j^  rdtib,  Firm,  constant,  fixed.  Daily  al- 
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lowance  of  food  (to  animals,  particularly  to  dogs 
and  elephants) :  rations. 

p  A  sS}>\j  rdtiba,  A  salary,  stipend,  pay,  ration. 

Pj^  sSi\j  rdtiba-khwur,  A  pensioner. 

a^Ij  rati).  Name  of  a  certain  castle  or  fort. 
A       rdtilih.  Thin  (clay  or  paste).  ̂  

A  ̂>\jrdti^{j^\.  ̂ jritd^^j  rutu^  rut- 
ta^  and  rutu^  Feeding  plentifully  (camel). 
Expatiating,  ranging  at  large,  walking. 

A  Jjj\j  rdtih,  (pi.  'isi3j  ratakat)  A  closer  of  a 
breach.        ̂ \Jrdtikfdtih,^Yho  shuts  and  opens. 

A        rdtilat,  Short-bodied,dwarfish(woman). 
A       rdtim.  Fixed,  resident,  abiding. 

A  rati.  Learned.  A  man  of  erudition.  A 
doctor  of  divinity. 

A  p  r at ii/dnaj, {or  /•a</^a«a)Resin. 
A  rdtln.  Resin. 

p  rdtinaj,  Resin  of  the  pine-tree. 

A  rdsi^  Covetous,  full  of  greedy  desire.  A 
man  who  is  content  with  an  insignificant  present. 

One  who  keeps  mean  or  wicked  company,  to  in- 

dulge genius  or  whim. 

A  rdjtbat,  (pi.  (  a=»\jj  rawdjib)The  first 
joint  of  the  finger.  The  windpipe  of  an  ass. 

A  ̂ \  rdjih.  Excelling.  Preponderating,  dip- 

ping scale.  (ph^=^  rujuh)  Big-hipped  (woman). 
Aj="tj  rdjiz,  A  composer  of  the  versej;>-j  ro/a^. 
A  '>'djis.  Thundering  (cloud).  One  who 

throws  the  stone  {^^^j^  mirjds  into  a  well. 

A  ^^'^j  Returning,  retrograde.  Looking 
towards,  referring,  relative,  belonging  to.  A  bird 
which  leaves  the  flock.  A  woman  whose  husband 

being  dead,  returns  to  her  friends,  (pi.  ̂ \jjranid- 

ji^)  (A  camel)  giving  false  sym  ptoms  of  pregnancy. 

A  J>«^ ruji^t,  A  she-camel  bought  with  the 
proceeds  of  the  sale  of  another  camel.  A  pond  or 

ditch  where  water  stagnates. 

A  \^ju>-\j  rdjif,  A  trembling  fever,  ague. 
A  rdjifut.  The  first  blast  of  the  trumpet 

at  the  resurrection. 

A  (J-=-]j»'a;«7,(pl.(Jl:>-j  rijdl,         rajjdlat.  J^?^ 

rujjdl,  l^^^j  rvjjdki ,  l^^j  rajdla  ,  nijdla' , 
rajlat  or  rijlat,  and  Ij^j  rajla')  A  pedestrian. 
A  vigorous  walker.   One  who  treads  firmly.  A  ca- 

mel left  at  liberty  with  her  colt,  her  teats  not  tied. 

A'i\:>'\jrdjilat,  A  ram  with  the  shepherd's  wallet. 
A         rdjim.  Obscene.  A  hurler  of  stones. 

A  i^^^j  rdjln.  Accustomed  to  any  place  or  thing. 
Tame,  domestic,  cade,  cosset, 

p         raja,  A  Hindu  raja. 

A  (_5J>-^  ra;i,Ahoper,asker,interceder.  A  client, 
p       rah,  Name  of  a  note  in  music, 

rdki  7-uh,  Name  of  one  of  the  notes  of  the  barbud. 

A  rah,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ jj)  Being  near  at- 
taining an  object,  and  enjoying  satisfaction.  Wine. 

A  windy  day.  (pi.  of  6=>-\j  rdhat)  The  palms  of  the 

hands.    Level  grounds  yielding  abundantly.  ̂  

fdhi  rayhdni.  Sweet-smelling  wine. 

A  CL>\s-\j  rdhdt,  (pi.  of  iis-^)  Palms  of  hands. 
A  rdhat,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ jj)  Being  nim- 

ble, ready  at  any  act  of  kindness  (the  hand).  Be- 

ing kept  apart  as  a  stallion  (a  horse).  Putting  forth 

its  leaves  (a  tree).  Receiving  kindness.  Resting. 

Qujet,  repose,  ease,  tranquillity,  rest.  A  spouse.  A 
court,  an  area.  The  fold  of  a  garment.  Level 

ground  producing  abundantly,  (pi.  rdh  and 

Ols«-^  rdhdt)  The  palm  of  the  hand.  'is-\j 
rdhatu'l  halb.  Name  of  a  plant.  bay- 
tu''r  rdhat,  (House  of  ease)  A  privy. 

^(^''O'htuhu  ̂ la  anha'  minir  rdhat, I  left  him  without  any  thing. 

A  ̂y>-\jrdhil,  (pi.  (J-^j  rulilial)  A  traveller.  The 
head  or  a  leader  of  a  travelling  party,  who  gives 
the  order  for  starting:. 

A  s^\jrdhilat,  A  company  travelling  together, 

a  caravan,  (pi.  (J-^-^jj  rawdhil)  A  camel  or  other 
beast  of  burden.  A  dromedary. 

A  rdhim,  One  who  pities,  pardons,  and 

compassionates.  (A  sheep)  with  a  swollen  uterus. 

A  {^y>-\)  rdltul,  A  camel's  saddle. 
A  C-'^_j=»-^  rdhuldt,  An  embroidered  saddle. 

A  (J-As"^  rdhil,  Rachel,  the  wife  of  Jacob. 
p       rdkh.  Sadness,  sorrow.  Conjecture. 

A  j^Ij  rdhhim,  (A  hen)  sitting  on  eggs. 

Aj^^\j  rdJtJn,  Blest  with  life's  comforts. A  rasd,  (v.  n.  of  liJj  Blazing,  shining  forth 

(forenoon).  A  girl,  a  beautiful  lass.  tilj 

?'asdic''l  arz,  A  desert  spot.  J^s:*^^  lil^  rasdu'z 
zuha  ,  The  midway  hour  between  sunrise  and  noon. 

Pti^racZ,  Liberal,  munificent.  Bold  Intelligent. 

Eloquent.  A  story-teller.  A  wall.  A  granary,  li^ 
iolj>-  rddi  hhdna,  The  walls  of  a  house. 

A      rdd.  One  going  or  sent  in  quest  of  forage. 

A  aSyddd,  Bring  back.  A  restorer.  A  repeller, 
a  refuter. 

p  ̂ ,      rddbu,  bo,  i^^>  buy  or  boy.  Aloe-wood. 
A  jiilj  rasdat,  A  handsome  girl. 
A        rddat,  (A  woman)  gadding  to  and  fro 

among  neighbours.    Gentle  (wind),    (pi.  of 

rdsid)  Foragers. 

A  s'j^j  rdddat,  Return,  reversion.  Profit,  ad- 
vantage, emolument,  utility.  A  cross-bar  in  the 

fore  part  of  a  carriage,  the  splinter-bar. 

A  rddi^  A  prohibiter,  impeder,  hinderer. 

(A  garment)  perfumed  with  odoriferous  unguents. 

A  'iS'd\j  rddi^t,  A  tunic  shining  with  unguents 
or  saffi'on. 

A  t  rddif,  Who  or  what  comes  after. 
A  rddifat,  The  second  blast  of  the  trump 

at  the  resurrection.  A  more  distressing  matter  than 

a  former  one.   See  ''oji/"^-  (pl-  < — '^'^^jj  ra- 
tvddif)  A  shoot  growing  from  the  trunk  of  a  palm- 
tree.    Streaks  of  fat  in  the  body. 

p         d\j  rdd-manish,  Liberal,  munificent. 



A  f^<^^j  radin,  Saffron. 

A  ̂ 1^^  ( ahmari')  j-acZiwi?/,  Yellowish  red. 
A  raduf,  (pi.  i,_o3A^jj  rawadlf)  Fat, 

grease,  tallow.    Name  of  a  man. 

A  (_f  li^j  raJi,  Corrupt,  naught.  A  lion. 
A  razim,  Milcli  (camel).  A  sheep  whose 

milk  flows  abundantly. 

A  razinat,  Many  villages. 

A  j^j  rar,  Thin  marrow  corrupted  and  black. 

A  rasras,  A  man  who  has  a  piercing  gaze, 
and  who  rolls  about  the  pupil  of  his  eye. 

A  ra^rasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Turning  the 

eyes.  Looking  stedfastly  at.  Shining,  flashing  (a 

cloud  or  vapour).  Wagging  her  tail  (a  hind). 

VieM'ing  (herself)  in  a  glass  (a  woman).  Twin- 
kling with  (her)  eyes  (a  woman).  Calling  a  sheep 

bysayingj) j\arar.  Rasrasat,{\j\jrasras,ov  Aj\j 
rasras)  A  woman  who  twinkles  her  eyes. 

pjlj  raz,  A  secret,  a  mystery.  Colour.  A  por- 
cupine. A  hornet.  A  plasterer  of  walls.  Name 

of  a  village.  Name  of  a  prince.  raz  da- 

dan,  To  dye.  Ji^J^j        dil-ab,  The  mois- 
ture, coldness,  or  virtue  of  water,  which  is  the  cause 

of  vegetation.  Water  of  jewels.  A  shadow,  a  re- 

flected image.  Vegetation.  "t'o-zi  zaniin, 

Plants,  flowers.  ijV^  j|j  nihan,  A  profound 
secret.  Rain.  The  sex  of  a  child  in  the  womb. 

The  place  of  one's  death.  Future  events.  Food 

for  the  morrow.  Li^li-  i^i^  j^j  raz  nihani  hhak, 
Plants  gradually  evolved  from  the  earth.  &jkfl^J^ 

razi  nihnfta,  A  hidden  secret.  «jUj  Jii  j\j  razi 
dil  zamana,  The  sun. 

Aj\j  raz,  (pi.  'i^j  razat)  An  architect,  master- 
builder.  (Gabriel  is  said  to  have  been  thej\^  raz 

of  Noah's  ark). 
p  razbdn,  A  confidant.   One  whose  office 

is  to  present  petitions  to  the  king.  A  privy  counsellor. 

p  raz-pinhani,  A  profound  secret. 

A  razih,  (pi.  ruzzaJi)  Decaying,  con- 
suming away  (camel). 

PjltiJ^  raz-dar,  Trusty,  faithful,  who  keeps  a 
secret.    A  mason. 

p  LsJ^'^j]j  raz-dar'i,  Keeping  a  secret:  secrecy. 
p  [^'^j^)  raz-dan,  Acquainted  with  secrets  or 

mysteries.  iSxkZt  \>j\jui\  (j^tij^j  raz-dani  asrari 
7ia  shantda,  The  peneti-ator  into  unheard  mysteries 
(Muhammad). 

A         razih.  Giver  of  the  necessaries  of  life. 

p  razllii,  A  sort  of  grape.  Linseed.  The 

white  lily. 

A  [\sj\jra2iAI?/,Weak.  A  species  of  oblong  grape. 

A  ̂^^^  razikiyat,  A  kind  of  white  linen.  A 
kind  of  wine. 

p  {^J^j^j  raz-kash,  A  betrayer  of  secrets. 
p  5o  j\j  raz-gah,  Repository  of  secrets. 
A  razim,  (pi.  rizani)  A  she-camel  un- 

able to  rise  from  leanness.    A  she-camel  making 
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a  murmuring  noise  in  the  throat  over  her  young  one. 

Pj^J^  raz-rdyaz.  Lovers'  secrets,  prattle, 
p  1>j\j  raza,  A  secret. 

A  lSjIj  raziy,  Inhabitant  of  the  city  of  Ray. 
P  razyam,  Fennel,  anise. 

A  raziyanaj,  Fennel, 

p  &_>bj|j  ra^>?/a««, Fennel.         aibj^j,  Anise. 

V  j\j  T-aj,  A  heap  of  corn  threshed  or  trodden  out. 
A         7'ass,  (v.  n.  of  (_)>>];)  Wounding  in  the 

head.    (pi.  anus,  t^^j  rusus,  and 

rums)  Head,  top.  A  prince,  chieftain.  A  power- 
ful  and  influential  community.  End,  close,  (^^j 

'ii\j-afsu  ayatin.  The  end  of  a  verse.  (_>^^ 

(jrOuu  ̂ la'  rassi  sittin,  At  the  end  of  sixty  (years 

he  died).  {^-^  O^l)  rassu'ljabal,  A  mountain- 
top.  A  cloud  covering  it.  i^i.}^  D"])  ra^su'l 

jady,  The  winter  solstice.  tj^xJ^  ij^^j  rassu''l^yn, 
Callirhoein  Mesopotamia.  ra^su's 
saratan.  The  summer  solstice.  ̂ ^UaJuL)^  ̂ ^-^ 

su''sh  shai/tan,  (Devil's  head)  Name  of  a  plant. 
\3Sus         ̂ 'a-f*■y«/^«^,  Ahorse  of  a  middling  breed. 

{^^j  rassu'l  kufr,  (The  head  of  impiety)  An- 
tichrist. Satan,  p  m^s /ia/aw,  A  horse 

of  a  high  breed,  a  <y\\  rassu  'l  mal,  A  capi- 
tal, principal  sum  or  fund,  p 

rass  asp,  A  hundred  head  of  horses,  a  laa*»xi 

mashitu''r  rass,  One's  native  place.  '-  ̂ V. 
hayt  rass.  Name  of  a  place  in  Syria  renowned  for 

wine.  J  ^^'^  ''^-'•^  roa'l  ̂ yn,  With 
head  and  eye:  most  willingly.  ;_>«^\(_jui)kj««d.*A*, 

rum'itii  minha  fi'rrass,  Your  opinion  of  me  is  bad. 

p  t_>w^  ras.  Way,  road.  (for^*»»^)  A  weasel. 

A  rassRs,  (pi.  \j  rasasa)  Black- 
headed  and  white-bodied  (ewe). 

A  •,_  .-"'^  1-asih,  Firm,  immoveable.  Mild,  meek. 
Intelligent.  Tame  and  fat  (animal).  Sediment. 

p  (JLawJ^  rdst,  Right,  true.  Good,  just,  sincere, 

upright.  Sti'aight,  even,  level.  Right  (opposed  to 
left).  Actually,  certainly,  surely,  truly.  Name 

of  a  note  in  music.  •  "  ■■^■^  dasti  rast,  The 

right  hand.  u1a»>J^  rast  skudan,  To  be  clear, 

justified,  i^dji^ rast  hardan,  To  prepare, 
fashion,  arrange,  make  ready.  To  level.  To  col- 

late, confront  (books),  ̂ ^dj^  CLujii\jJ^jXi  tari 
saz  rast  hardan,  To  tune  a  stringed  instrument. 

rast  hi.  Straight  that,  soon  as,  or  ever, 

p         rasta,  Right.  True.  Straight.  A  road. 

ba  rasta,  Opposite,  over  against, 

p  (ilXwJ^  rastad,  Stipend,  salary.  A  pension, 

p  f_JoM>\j  rastan,  (pi.  of(-ll«w>]j)  Right,  true,  just, 

pjb  (JL^^j  rast-baz,  Faithful,  trustworthy, 
p  rasi-bazi,  Fidelity,  integrity, 

p  CL>Mi\j  rdst-bud,  (Really  existing)  God. 

p  ̂ JO  CLMii\j  rast-bln,  Impartial,  seeing  right, 

p  wis-  CjMi\j  rast-hhana,  Most  conscientious, 

p  y^JiS'  L  rasi-MzWi?;,  An  epithet  of  God. 
p  rdst-rawshan,  The  vazTr  of  Bah- 

ram  Giir,  a  practiser  of  gross  injustice. 

p jIau  rdst-sdz.  Attuned,  in  tune,  strung. 

PjKa*>»\^  rdst-har,  One  who  acts  justly,  does 
light,  or  performs  well.  Just,  pious.  A  master 

of  any  art,  an  artificer. 

Pj^ii^ Cl***>^  rdst-kirddr,  A  fair  dealer. 

P  ijo  rdst-maza,  Well-flavoured. 

p  &l/cl*xi  CL>Mt\j  rdst-mu^mala.  One  whose  ac- 
tions are  fair  and  good. 

p      CL^\j  rdst-namd.  Appearing  upright. 

p  sltAj  7'dsta,  Dexterous,  right-handed.  Up- 

right, just,  true.  A  market-place.  A  level  road. 

p  ijS^  rdsta-ba7idi,  Road-making  or repairing. 

P(J*>>]j  7-dst~i,  Rectitude,justice,  fidelity, loyalty. 
Truth,  veracity.    Straightness.  The  state  or  con- 

dition of  being  the  right :  dextrality. 
^yni  rasti,  Truth  itself.    ̂ 5*^*^  /  iJ^l) 

durusti,  Honesty  and  fidelity. 

p  ij^Xfco^  rdstin,  True,  real.  State  of  the  case. 
p  rastina.  True,  real. 

P  I'dsihh,  A  mountain  with  a  large  base. 
A  bell-wether,  the  leader  of  a  flock,  a  ram,  he-goat. 
Learned,  well  versed  in.   Rdsuhh,  Antimony. 

A  rdsihh.  Firm,  solid,  durable,  constant, 

rooted.  ^lamdsi  rasihh,  Learned, 

classical  authors,  ̂ j^^^  rdsihhu'l  arhdn, 

( (jl^ju)^  ''dsihhu  'I  bunydn,  or  ^-**>^ 
rdsihhu'l  usds)  Firm,  well  foimded,  immoveable. 

jjLiJ\  ^^j*^  (i)^^  arhdni  darolati  7'dsi- 
hliu  I  bunydn.  The  pillars  of  his  firm-established 
empire,  i.e.  the  ministers  of  state. 

p  Ll^iS^lj  7-dsuhht,  Antimony,  from  a  mixture 
of  which,  with  galls,  a  kind  of  oil  is  expressed  by 

a  hot  iron,  with  which  the  ladies  anoint  the  hair 

of  their  eyelids  and  brows,  not  only  to  give  them  a 

beautiful  black,  but  to  smooth  away  excrescences. 

A  ̂^^L>j\j  rdsildni,  The  two  shoulders,  or  veins 
in  the  shoulders.    The  pulpy  parts  of  the  thighs. 

A  fdsim,  One  who  seals,  marks,  writes,  or 

delineates.  Water  flowing  in  spiral  windings. 

p  ̂^**>^  rasan.  Elecampane.  Juniper. 
p        rdsu,  A  weasel. 

A  ̂y^^j  rdsum,  A  kind  of  wooden  seal,  with 
which  they  mark  jars  of  wine,  &c. 

A  rasdsa',  (pi.  of  rassds)  White 
sheep  with  black  heads  and  faces. 

A  (_^^  rds'i,  Firm,  immoveable  (mountain  or cauldron).    Anchored,  fast-moored  (ship). 

A  *J^^  7'dsiyat,  (pi.  ̂_^\jj)  Firm  (mountain). 
p         7-dsh,  A  heap  of  winnowed  corn. 
A  rash,  A  feather.  Slender  and  tremulous 

(spear).    t^\)  ̂'^zu  rash.  Hairy-eared  and  faced. A  raMsh,  Weak-loined  (camel).  Hairy- 

eared  (camel).  Weak  (spear). 
A  rdshih,  A  colt  able  to  follow  the  dam. 

(pi.        jj  rawdshih)  A  reptile  of  any  kind.  Foot 



a  hill  wet  with  dew.  Sweat  exuding  from  a  stone. 

A  Jwj\j  rashid,  A  follower  of  the  right  path, 

rthodox,  faithful,  pious.  j^>ij«>^  (^lflij>-  khu- 
fttfi  rashidin,  The  Commanders  of  the  Faithful, 

the  Arabian  caliphs;  but  more  particularly 

)plied  to  Muhammad's  four  immediate  succes- 

rs.  i>^\j  Ji\  umm  rashid,  A  mouse. 
A  J*"^  rashik,  An  archer.  A  thrower  of  the 

velin.  Penetrating  (look).  Mark-hitting  (arrow). 

A  ̂/*»^  rashin,  One  who  goes  uninvited  to  a 

ast.  A  present  or  small  gratuity  given  by  a  mas- 
r  to  a  journeyman  over  and  above  his  wages.  A 
fveller.    Fixed,  resident. 

A  rashum,  A  wooden  seal  for  grain. 

A  rashl,  A  briber. 

A  4^^^  rasid,  An  observer,  watcher  (of  stars  or 

lads).    (An  assassin,  robber,  or  informer)  lying- 
wait.  A  lion. 

A  «— a'^Ij  razib,  Gentle,  continued  rain.  A  spe- 
cs of  the  tree  called sidr,  or  lote-tree. 

A  'iijo\j  razihat,  One  tree  of  the  lote  species. 

A  'ijo\j  7-azat,  (pi.  of  Horse-breakers. 

A  razi^  (pi.  ̂aSj  ?'W2:^a^and  ̂ 'Oj  ruzza^ 
.  suckling.  A  miser,  who  sucks  his  own  cattle  to 

poid  being  overheard  and  importuned  for  milk, 

A  BJtjci\j  razi^t,  (pi.  A  milk-tooth. 
A  razi,  (pi.        ruzat)  Content,  satisfied, 

leased,  willing,  acquiescent.  Pleasing,  pleasant, 

^reeable.    p  u^l)        shudan,'Eo  be  con- 
mt,  consent,  acquiesce,  permit,  condescend,  ap- 

rove.  f^dj^  i^\jrazikardan,Tosat\sf J, content. 

p  \jOji  razi  ba  rrza,  God  willing. 
p  ewili  razi-nama,  A  deed  acknowledg- 

ig  one  to  be  satisfied  for  a  debt,  assault,  and  the 

ke.  An  agreement,  a  consent  in  writing.  Re- 

anciliation.  Resignation.  j^>-\  ̂   ̂^^^^  fazi- 
an  bild  ijbar,  Consenting  without  compulsion. 

A  i—^Sj  raiib,  Humid,  moist. 
A         ration,  Necessarily  of,  inseparable. 
o  raiim,  Resin. 

A  i>—^]j  ra^b,  One  who  applies  the  magic 

mulct  called  *— ra^.  One  who  speaks  with 
cadence  or  rhythm. 

A         ra^biy,  (fem.  KVinA.  of  pigeon 

A         ra^j,  A  shepherd. 

A         ra^d,  (and  ra^dat)  Thundering 

cloud).  CLa^  (  s.'La salif  tahta''r  ra^dat, 
V  fellow  that  has  no  good  in  him. 

A  lL^\j  ra^sat,  Sprightly  (she-camel). 

A  (  ttS-^  ra^f,  Excelling  in  swiftness  (a  horse), 
gaining  a  race.  The  tip  of  the  nose.  A  promon- 

ory.  Troubled  with  a  hemorrhage  ((  slffj  ru^if). 
A  ij^];  ra^l,  The  male  palm-tree,  or  that  which 

iither  bears  no  fruit,  or  bad  fruit. 

A  ra^sat,  (or  ra^fat)  A  stone 
leat  near  a  well  for  those  who  drink  ;  also  a  stone 
it  the  bottom  for  him  to  stand  on  who  cleans  it  out. 
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A  ra^,  (pi.  ru^t,  (^^j  ru^an,  AS'j 
rw^Qj,  and  W^aj:)  Feeding,  grazing.  Guarding.  A 
shepherd,  pastor.  A  guardian,  protector.  A  prince, 

governor.  ̂ ^IjL^\  rd^'l  bustan,  (Devourer 
of  the  garden)  A  sort  of  locust. 

A  *aS-^  ra^yai,  A  shepherdess.  A  flock.  Be- 

ginning of  hoariness.  'ixp\j  ra^yatu  'I  utun, 

A  species  of  locust.  jJsi-  &a5-\j  raf^yatu''l  hhayl, 
Name  of  a  bird.  rd^yatu'sh  shayb, 
Beginning  of  hoariness. 

P  (J^)j  rci^l,  Name  of  Ziilaykha. 

P  ̂   rdgh.  The  lower  part  of  a  mountain.  A 
pleasant  verdant  meadow.  A  villa,  summer-house. 

^  J  ̂   ia^/i  u  ragh,  Gardens  and  villas. 
y  A  rdghib,  Willing,  wishing,  desirous,  cu- 

rious. A  disciple  submitting  to  the  directions  of 

his  spiritual  guide,    lil^s-  rdghibi  jihad, 
Desirous  of  war. 

A         ̂ \jraghim  ddghim,Vnw\\\inQ\y. 

ragliimu'l  anf,  One  whose  nose  has  been 
rubbed  in  the  dirt.  Against  the  will,  unwilling. 

A        r'dghl.,'Braying  (camel).  Some, any  one. 
A  rdghiyat,  A  she-camel. 

A  I — 's\j  rasfj  Wine.  Merciful,  compassionate. 
Rasaf,  (v.  n.  of  u_i^)  Being  greatly  moved  with 
pity.    Compassion,  clemency. 

P  <— ^o/",  Mace,  envelope  of  the  nutmeg. 
A  I — i\j  raf,  Wine. 

A  <— I'^ff}  A  preserver. 

A  'sj\j  raffat,  (v.  n.  of  i_i]j)  Pitying.  Commi- 
seration, pity,  compassion,  clemency,  grace,  favour 

(more  of  tenderness  than  'kS'j  rahmat). 
h        rafihh,  Happy,  comfortable  (life). 

p  sh\j  rafd,  The  Euphrates. 
A  rafid.  An  assistant.  A  giver.  Rafid, 

(or  Siii^  rdjidat>)  (pi.  randjid)  A  rafter. 

A  ̂^^\J>\  ar'rdjidani,  Tigris  and  Euphrates. 
Aji^  rdfiz,  (Beating)  pulse  or  artery. 
P  rdfas.  Name  of  an  astronomer. 

A  rdfiz,  A  thrower  (of  javelins  or  stones). 
Camels  pasturing  freely. 

A  'kta})\j  rdfizat,  (pi.  rawdfiz)  A  body 
of  soldiers  who  deserted  their  commander  and  turned 

back  again.  A  portion  of  the  sect  of  the  ShTites 

or  followers  of  Ally,  who,  after  vowing,  renounced 

their  allegiance  to  Zayd,son  of  Ally,  son  of  Husayn. 

A  ̂^jajSjrdfiziy , One  of  the  aforementioned  sect. 
A  rdfi^  One  who  raises  or  exalts ;  or  who 

brings  near  or  adduces.  Who  or  what  puts  a  noun 

into  the  nominative  case.  A  plaintiff.  Flashing 

(lightning).  (A  camel)  having  biestings  in  her 

udder.  Name  of  35  of  Muhammad's  companions. 
A        rdfigh,  (pi.  |*5^jj)  Comfortable  (life). 

A  'eSLs\j  rdfikat,  Name  of  a  town  on  the  Eu- 

phrates built  by  Al  Mansur,  now  called  'eij  rahkai, 
A        rdfinat,  (A  woman)  who  walks  airily. 

p  s^^'^j  rdfuna,  Mint. 
7  p 

p        rdfa.  An  herb  resembling  garlic. 

A  siSj  ?'q/i/i,One  who  lives  in  tranquillity.  Merci- 
ful, compassionate.  (A  camel)  having  as  much  fod- 
der and  water  as  he  likes. 

A  '^f^^j  rdfihat,  (pi.  rarvdjih)  Convenient (night  for  travelling). 
A  rdkib.  An  observer,  watcher.  A  rival. 

A  rdkid,  (pi.  ruhud  and  SSj  rukhad) 
Lying,  laid  ;  asleep,  sleeping. 

Ajj'lj  rdhiz,  Beating  (vein  or  artery). 
A  (.jiailj  rdkis,  A  leaper.  A  dancer. 

A  rdJiim,  A  writer.  t_->jji^  rdkimu'l 
hm-uf,  The  writer  of  the  letters,  i.  e.  of  these  pre- 

sents, of  this  letter. 

A  rdhinat,  Handsome.  Coloured,  stained 
with  henna  (woman). 

A  i^^^j  rdkud,  (pi.  '^fP^jj  rawdhid)  A  large  ob- 
long wine-vessel,  pitched  within.  A  kind  of  small 

fish.  A  kind  of  measure. 

A  J^*]j  rdhul,  A  rope  for  climbing  palm-trees. 

A  ̂^\J  rdhi,  (or         rdhiyat)  An  enchanter. 
p  (-iJ|j  rdh,  A  horned,  and  fighting  ram.  A  cup, 

goblet.  A  thread,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  way,  road. 

p  rdhdra,  An  immodest  woman,  harlot. 

A  t_*5l,  rZikib,  (pi.  ruhhdb,  ̂ ^^-^j  ruhbdn, 

ruhub,  i-^j  rihabat,  and  t— -aS^  rahb)  One 
riding  (on  a  camel) ;  a  rider.  Sailing.  A  disease 
in  the  back  incident  to  sheep.  The  summit  of  a 

mountain.  Rdhib,  (or  rdhibat)  A  palm-branch 

hanging  pendulous  from  the  top,  but  not  touching 
the  ground. 

A  t^\j  '}-dkid,  Quiet,fixed,still,stagnant (water). 
Evenly  balanced, still  (scales),  sji^  l\>jamiydhun 
rdhidatun,  Still,  stagnant  waters. 

A  rdhis.  An  ox  in  the  middle  of  a  thrash- 
ing-floor, round  which  the  others  turn  when  tread- 

ing out  the  grain.  A  conductor. 
A  rdhiz,  Galloping  (horse). 

A  rdki^  One  who  bows  the  head,  who 
evinces  humility  and  lowliness. 

A  (j;^  rdJiin,  One  who  leans. A  rdhub,  (or  ■^^^j  rdhubat)  A  palm- 
branch  hanging  pendulous. 

A  rasl,  (fem.  raslai)  (pi.  Jjj^  arsul, 

t^J^j  risldn,  Jljj  risdl,  and  'ii\j>j  risdlat)  A  young ostrich,  or  one  a  year  old. 

A  rasm,  (v.  n.  of  Loving.  Sticking  close 

to(hercolt).  Mending  (a  dish).  Healing(a  wound). 

Fastening  with  glue.  Making  solder.  Trimming 

(an  arrow).  Twisting  hard  (a  rope).  The  skin  of 

a  sucking  camel's  colt  stuffed  with  straw,  and 
placed  before  the  dam,  which  she  supposing  to  be 

alive,  is  induced  to  give  her  milk  plentifully,  or 

suckles  another's  colt. 

Pj,^?-a?«,Obedient,obsequious.  Tame,  domestic. 
Happy,  cheerful.  Industrious.  Shrewd.  Alacrity. 
Affluence,  plenty.     Name  of  the  inventor  of  the 



lute.  The  twenty-first  day  of  the  month.  Name 
of  the  angel  who  presides  over  that  day.  Going, 

passing  by,  penetrating.  (for  arani)  Quiet, 

repose,  i^i^^ ram  kardan,  To  tame,  render  obe- 
dient, break  in.  iJL^^  bau  ram girift,  He 

became  familiar  with  him.  ' 
A       ram,  A  kind  of  tree. 

Pjl^iijl       ram  ardsh'ir,  Name  of  a  city. 
p  ij>.jj^  ram-barzin,  Name  of  a  fire-temple ; 

and  of  a  wrestler. 

A  &/<i\j  rasmat,  Shells  considered  as  philters  for 
conciliating  love. 

A  ejo\j  ramat,  Ramah,  Samuel's  abode. 
p  (J^i«]j  ramitin,  Name  of  a  famous  musician. 
A  ramij,  A  decoy  bird  or  an  owl  tied  by  the 

leg  to  decoy  falcons. 

A  rdmih,  One  who  is  armed  or  who  pierces 

with  a  spear.  Horned  (bull).  ̂ ]}^  ui5l^\  as' simaku  r  ramih,  Name  of  a  large  star  between  the 

legs  of  Bootes. 

P  jio^j  ramar  or  rmnir,  Name  of  a  city  famous 
for  its  earthenware. 

aJ<\j  ramiz,  One  who  makes  signs. 

A  OL«/e\j  rdmisat,  Winds  obliterating  traces, 

filling  up  wells,  or  scattering  earth. 

p  ramish,  Cheerfulness,  singing  for  joy. 

Rest.  Counsel,  advice.  A  singer,  musician. 

p  ramisht,  Rest,  repose.  The  fourth  of 

the  five  intercalary  days  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

p  {J^'^j  rdmishijan,  (orj^j^*^  rdmish- 
khrvar)  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

ramishk,  Rest,  repose. 

p rdmishgar  A  singer.   A  musician. 

p  (j!jSiLfc\j  rdmishgari,  Vocal  and  instrumental 
music.  Talk. 

P  ramishi,  A  musician.   A  singer. 

p  ̂j^Jl^Sj  rdmishm,  A  musician. 

A  ̂\jrdmi^  Who  movestheheadupanddown. 
A  ̂ic]^  rdmih,  One  wholooksslightlyor  glances 

at.  (pi.  ̂ /Cj  rumuk)  Who  beholds  with  envy.  A 
decoy  bird,  which  the  fowler  places  in  order  to  lure 

the  hawk.  Indigent,  afilicted.  jx>^\  rdint- 

ku'l  amr,  One  who  manages  business  improperly. 

pcile^j  j'ama^jName  of  a  certain  anti-dysenteric 
medicine. 

A  i^n>\j  rdmak  or  rdmik,  A  black  composition 
which  they  mix  up  with  musk.  Rdmik,  Stable, 

permanent.  Infirm,  worn  out  (man),  who  cannot 
stir  from  his  place. 

p  j(f       rdm-gir,  Fleeing  away. 
P(iU/e^  rdmindd,  Obedient,  submissive.  Subtle. 
P  rdmandl,  An  ancient  dialect  of  the 

Persian  language. 

P  ij>o\j  rdmni,  An  island  in  India,  whence  comes 
camphire. 

^  jy^\)  rdmuz,  A  ship-master,  seaman. 
Aj^*^  rdmuz,  The  sea.  Race,  stock,  root ;  type, 
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exemplar,  model,  specimen. 

A  (_)*>j/«^  ramus,  A  sepulchre,  grave. 

pJ'Oj^^  rdm-hurmuz,  A  city  in  Kohistan. 

p  ̂_^^J  rami.  Name  of  the  inventor  of  the  lute. 
A  rdmi,  (pi.  rumdt)  An  archer,  shoot- 
er, thrower,  hurler  (of  javelins,  or  stones).  The  sign 

Sagittarius.  A  jester,  scoffer.  t>Jk^5\  rami  s' 
sayd,  A  hunter,  a  shooter  at  game. 

A         rdmiy.  Native  of  Ram-hurmuz. 

p  lib^^  ra7/i-2/arf,Obedient.  Name  of  the  twenty- 
eighth  day  of  the  month. 

PjIa(«\j  rdm-ydr,  A  shepherd. 
p  rdmetan,  A  town  near  Bokhara. 

p  rdmin,  (or  »ijy<|j  rdmina)  Name  of  the 
lover  of  Wis. 

p  mre,  The  thigh.  Assafoetida.  (in  compos, 

from  rdndan)  Driving.  Expelling.  Exiling. 

sM/e/t?<w-rare,  Speaking.  Lengthening  out 

a  discourse.  A  speaker,  kulba-rdn.  Driv- 

ing plough.  (^^^  Aaw-rare,  Enjoying  one's  desires. rdn  afshurdan,  To  animate,  excite.  To 

spur  a  horse,  (jiil-i.^  rdn  gushddan,  To  mount 
a  horse.  To  travel.  To  alight.  To  expose  a  fault. 
To  be  naked. 

A  rdn.  Gaiters,  leggings.  Name  of  a  region 
bordering  on  Azarbayjan. 

A  ̂ ^^J  rasn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Listening  to,  approv- 
ing.  Rendering  weak  and  foolish,  stultifying. 

p  Ki\j  7'dnd,  A  pomegranate.   A  Hindu  raja. 
A  rdnnat,  A  woman  that  makes  a  noise  in 

her  throat  when  crying. 

p^^  rdnaj,  A  cocoa-nut. A       rdnij,  A  walnut.  A  smooth  black  date. 

p  rdndagdn,  (pi.  of  8ii3\j)  Exiles. 
p  rdndagi,  A  driving.  Expulsion. 

/  p  (jjjlj  raH(/aw,Todrive,driveaway ;  to  banish, 
expel.  To  purge.  To  force.  To  pursue.  To  incline 

(to  a  colour).  To  move  off",  (j'^^j  (_.*fc»\  asp  ran- 
dan. To  drive  or  urge  forward  a  horse. 
p  rdnda.  Expelled,  exiled,  driven  away  ; 

rejected,  outcast. 

p  (jiJ^  rdnisli.  Expulsion,  removal.  Denial. 
A        rdni^  Playing ;  playful. 

A  'iio\j  rdnifat,  (pi.  i  io^jj  rarvdnif)  The  lower 
part  of  the  buttock  when  standing.  The  lower  ex- 

tremity of  the  gristle  of  the  nose,  or  the  pellicle 
which  covers  it.  The  ball  of  the  thumb.  Thethinner 

part  of  the  liver.  The  border  of  a  sleeve.  The  lower 

flap  of  a  tent  which  is  fastened  to  the  ground. 
p  rdna.  An  herb  like  garlic,  eaten  toasted. 

Drawers.  A  Hindu  raja.  A  cocoa-nut. 

p        rdm,  A  (Hindu)  queen  or  princess. 

A  ̂j,'\J  rdni.  One  who  looks  incessantly  at. 

^'L^I^Ij  rdnin.  Breeches,  drawers  :  greaves. p  rdivcha,  A  sort  of  grape. 

p  rdwad,  A  verdant  flowery  hill  and  dale. 
Muddiness. 
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p  rdwi  d,  (or  rasawrd^  A  hedgehog. 

A  porcupine. 

A  ̂^^j  rdwuh,  A  strainer.  An  earthen  wine- 
vessel.  A  large  vessel  from  which  (wine)  is  strained 

off"  into  smaller  ones.  A  goblet. 
p  rdmak,  Purest  and  best  (of  a  thing). 

A  Jj^  rdiul,  Growth  ofa  horse's  teeth.  Spittle 
or  foam  of  a  horse's  mouth. 

p  SiiUj^j  rdw,rdvi,ov  rawMTwafZa,  Assafoetida. 
V  rdwand,  A  line  upon  which  they  hang 

clothes  or  bunches  of  grapes.  Rhubarb.  Name  of 

a  city  in  Persia  near  Ispahan.  '^J^;  rdwandi 

c/«nI,China rhubarb.  dj^\jrdvandikkurd- 

A'arti,Rhubarb  of  Khurasan  which  is  given  to  beasts. 

p  i^S>j\jrdwanddn,l^&meoi  afort  near  Aleppo. 

A  |j_5j|;  rdnmk,  A  strainer.  An  earthen  wine- vessel. 

A  Jjj]j  rdivl,  Spittle  (of  horses).  A  redundant 
tooth  in  man  or  horse. 

A  rdwi,  (pl.s|jj  ruwdt)  One  who  relates 
the  words  of  another,  who  alleges  that  he  said  so 
and  so.  An  historian,  a  narrator,  teller.  One  who  has 

the  superintendence  and  management  of  horses. 

Whoor  what  assuages  thirst.  Wellandat  one'sease. 
A  rawly,  Belonging  to  a  standard. 
A  rdrviydn,  (with  P.  pi.)  Historians. 
A  rdwiyat,  A  water-carrying  camel,  or 

horse  ;  also  the  large  leathern  bottle  in  which  it  is 

contained.  A  traveller's  leathern  provision-bag.  A 
relater  of  another's  words. 

p  iV.j^  rawid.  The  herb  clary. 

pJ^.jIj  rdwiz,  A  thorn  which  camels  like. 
p  ti\j  rdh.  Way,  road,  path,  passage.  Pattern, 

rule.  Custom,  fashion.  Intellect,  mind.  A  word. 

The  inward  part.  A  musical  tone.  A  time,  turn. 

An  Indian  prince,  I  i\j  rdhi  db,  An  aqueduct, 

canal,  conduit,  water-course,  t-^b^l  i\j  rdhi  df- 
tdb.  The  sun's  path,  the  ecliptic,  j^iibil  i\j  rdh  uf- 
tddan.  To  fall  in  with  a  gang  of  thieves.  To  re- 

ceive damage,  (^li;^.  8^  Z)?^?'cZan,  To  travel.  To 
find.    To  separate.  rdh  huridan.  To 

travel.  ̂ ^dj> rdh  ba  sar  burda7i, To  reach 

the  termination  of  one's  journey.    To  complete. 
i\j  rdh  paymudan,  To  measure  the  road,  to 

travel,  (j^ii  ewW  i\j  rdhi  jdma-dardn.  Name  of 
a  note  in  music  (so  called  because  the  auditors  tore 

their  garments  on  hearing  it).  (jljks-U-  5^  rdhi 

hdjiydn.  The  road  of  the  pilgrims ;  likewise  the 

milky  way.  jjii^U-  i\j  rdhi  khdr-kash,  (orjls- 
khdr-kan)  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  l\j 

jj\j^5»-  rdhi  khusrarvdm,  Name  of  a  note  in  mu- 
sic. iCIflj-  rdhi  khvfta,  A  long,  level,  tedious 

way.  rahi  klin-dbida,  (also  ro- 
shan)  An  open,  main  road.  rdh  dddan, 

To  admit.  f>\)  rdh  didan.  To  keep  aloof,  wait 
the  event,  rdhi  ruh,  Name  of  a  note  in 

music,    (jiij  l^j  rdh  zadan.  To  rob  on  the  high- 
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y.  Jouii  i\j  raid  shahdez,  Name  of  a  note  in 

isic.  |»ii>S-  i\j  rahi  ̂ dam,  Death.  i\j  raid 
il,  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  (J_J^  '^l;  ''^^'^^  ghul, 
e  world.  8\j  raid  ghul-ddr,  Time,  for- 
le.  Ui  rahifana,  Sicknesses,  calamities.  t\j 

rah  kat^kardan,  To  proceed,  travel. 

t\j  raid  kalandar,  Abandonment  of  the  woi'ld. 
i,me  of  a  note  in  music.  ̂ 1.^.^^  i\j  t'ald  hah- 
shan,  The  milky  way.    icX^j^  giriftan, 

stop  the  way.    i\j  las-  khati  rah,  A  passport. 

p  l\j  rali-anjam,  Travelling-apparatus.  A 
issenger,  courier,  postman.    A  horse,  mule,  &c. 

p  I  i\j  rah-amard,  (or  1  rah-dwar) 
present,  especially  brought  by  one  to  another 

m  a  distance,  or  by  an  ambassador  to  his  sove- 
gn,  from  the  prince  to  whom  he  had  been  sent. 

A  (_jJ6^  rdldh,  (pi.  (J^j  ruhhdn)  A  Christian 
mk.  A  lion. 

p  rdlibdn,  A  road-guard.    A  traveller, 

robber.  Rdldhdn,  (Pers.  pi.  of  A  ̂>J^\J)  Monks. 

A  'sJ^^j  rdldhat,  A  fearful  state.    A  nun. 
P  rdh-har,  A  road-guide,  (jiiy^  lSj^  "^^j 
h-bari  namudan,  To  guide,  show  the  way.  To 

'suade,  convert. 

p  OJifclj  i^dh-hand,  A  highway-robber.  A  road- 
trol.    A  toll-gatherer. 

P^jS"  l^j  rdh-hharch,  Road-charges. 
p  rdh-ddr,  (Occupying  the  road)  One 
10  suddenly  attacks,  binds,  or  murders  travel- 

s,  a  robber,  bandit.  A  road-patrol.  One  who  has 

irge  of  the  public  roads.   A  road-toll  gatherer. 

P  c^j^J^];  rdh-ddri,  A  branch  of  revenue  col- 
ted  from  travellers  for  })rotection  afforded.  A 

ssport  to  be  excused  tolls. 

P  (^^J**]j  rdh-ddti,  A  road-guide. 

pj]jii  i\j  rdh-dardz,  Great  distance,  long  way. 

p  CIajj^^  8^  rdh-rdst,  A  straight  road. 

Pj^lj/'a/i-raf,  A  traveller.  ̂ J^JJ  i\jrdli-ravdn, 
jly  men,  devotees,  keeping  watch  by  night. 

P  (jJ'jj      ra/t-?'«»/.s/i,Manners,ways,  customs. 
P  (jj^^  ruh-zan,  A  highway-robber.  A  mu- 
ian.    A  singer. 

P  ijij^^j  rdh-zam,  Highway-robbery. 
A  ̂^lijfc^  rdhishdni.  Two  veins  in  the  fore-legs 
a  horse. 

p  sli.^^  ra/t-s/ia/i.  Main  road.  Great  traveller. 

A  >Uafc^  rdhitds:,  A  hole  through  which  the 
rboa  throws  up  the  earth. 

p  ̂J^^J  rdhgdn,  Any  thing  picked  up  upon  the 
ad.  Gratis,withoutlabour  or  purchase.  In  vain. 

p J\'sht\j  rdh-guzdr,  (or  jdXs>\j  rdli-guzar)  A ssage,  channel,  ferry,  or  pass  through  mountains, 
le  gullet.    A  traveller.    A  road-guide. 
p  jw^  i\j  rdh-gusiar,  A  beast  whereon  one  may 

le.  Pleasant-paced  (horses,  mules,  or  camels). 
ruh-glr,  A  traveller,  wayfarer. 

p  ̂^^^J  rdhan,  The  cornel-tree.  Rdhin,  Name 
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of  an  herb  or  root  given  to  horses  in  medicine. 

A  1^!^^  rdhin.  Firm,  stable.  Perennial.  Pre- 
pared, set  in  order,  arranged.  Lean.  Amortgager. 

p  &feljjti\j  rdh-ndma,  A  road-book,  map,  chart. 

A  'ejjt^j  rdldnat,  The  navel  or  umbilical  region 
(of  a  horse).  Wine. 

p  (jj-iio  1>\j  rdh-rushin,  A  way-side  beggar.  A 
messenger.    A  post,  express. 

pl*J&\j  rdh-namd,(^j\iSt>\jrdh-namdt/,orf^^iii\j 
rdh-namun),  Shewing  the  way ;  a  guide. 

p      W  1>\j  rdh-namdsi,  A  shewing  of  the  way. 

p  ijf^  8^  rdh-namuni.  Guidance,  direction. 

p  iijy  s|j  rdh-narvard,  A  riding-horse.  A  post- 
man. A  messenger.  A  foot-traveller.  A  beggar. 

Houseless. 

Pj^y&^  rdhivdr,  A  quick,  easy,  ambling-paced 
horse,  a  good  roadster. 

p  Sj^j^Ij  rdhwdra,  A  present  from  a  distance. 

1'  L$j'^3^\)  rdhrodri,  An  ambling  pace. 
p  1^^^^^  rdhwdn,  Guard  of  the  road,  watch 

over  enemies  or  thieves.    A  toll-gatherer. 

Pjj  'i>\j  rdhivar,  An  easy,  ambling  nag. 
A  rdhun,  Name  of  an  India  mountain  in 

Ceylon,  on  which  Adam  is  said  to  have  fallen. 

p  (.f^fc^j  rdliuwi,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
p         rdhhd,  (pi.  of      rdli)  Roads,  ways. 

p         rdhi,  A  thin  biscuit.    A  traveller. 

A  raid,  Tranquil,  comfortable  (life).  Last- 
ing, durable,  constantly  supplied  (victuals). 

A         rdldyat,  (Gently  flying)  a  bee.  Wine. 

A        rasa  ,  (fut.  Isj^.yara' for  He  saw. 
^'A  rasij,  (v.  n.  of  i$\J)  Seeing.  Thinking, 
judging.  Consulting.  Planting  a  standard.  Strik- 

ing fire.  Emitting  fire  (the  stick  zand).  Hurting 

in  the  lungs,  (pi.  Aj  \  drds,  ̂   \j\arsdf,  ary, 

rayy,  riy,  and  rasvj)  Knowledge,  wisdom.  Idea. 
Opinion,  belief,  view,  judgment,  counsel.  Form, 
aspect.  AVhatever  delights  the  eye  (as  worldly 

tilings).  Good  pleasure,  t— aJU  rasyi  sdhih, 

Prudent  counsel.  i^**j\s  ra^yl  fdsid,  Bad  ad- 

vice. l-jU:^^  as-hdbu'r  rosy,  Speculatists, 
theorists,  metaphysicians.  Logicians. 

L^^^ja^lhihu  rasya.  ̂ ynika,\  placed  it  in  sight 

of  your  eye.  p  ̂ ^d^  Cil^.  ̂j^j  rasy  yah  shudan.  To 
be  of  one  mind,  to  conspire  together,  (^tij  rasy 

zadan,To  propose,  form  a  plan,  consult.  (j<i;J 

rasy  hardan,  To  deliberate,  determine.  (_?-^  rma', 

(pi.  of  bj5j  rusya')  Dreams,  visions. 
P  ̂J^J  ray,  Opinion,  counsel.  Meditation,  de- 

liberation. A  road,  path.  A  raja  or  Hindu  prince. 

A        ray,  (pi.  of  of       rdyat)  Small  flags. 

A  Objj  rdydt,  (pi.  of  'iAj  r^dyat)  Banners.  A 
camp.  C^\j  \jS^  1—'^.^  rdydti  zafar-dydt,  Vic- 

torious standards. 

P  ̂jS>^}j  rdydndan,  To  lead  out,  or  forth. 
A  I— -"J^j  rdsib.  Thickened  (milk).  Disordered 

intheintcllect.  Weary, heavy-laden.  Intricate,  con- 

fused,  and  muddled  (business).  Turgid,  torpid  from 

satiety  or  too  much  sleep.  A  liar. 

A  rasyat,  (v.  n.  of  Seeing.  Thinking, 

judging.  A  standard,  ensign,  banner,  flag,  colours. 

^jlas-^\  rasyatu'l  ikhfdh,  The  standard  of  in- 
digence. A*a,y\  uU^.lj  rasyati  hayzds.  The  white 

flag  (of  good  success),  p  (j^^j^  t-— ra^yati  hd- 
wiydn.  The  standard  of  Faridun. 

A  'i>\j  rdyat,  (pi.  C>b\j  rdydt  and  ̂ J\J  rdy)  A 
standard,  flag.  A  collar  or  ring  put  round  the  neck 
of  a  runaway  lad. 

p  CLx>\j  rdyat,  A  short  spear. 

A  ̂jrdsij,  Vendible.  Customary.current,usual, 

common.  rdsijii"'!  walit,  Fashion  or  cus- tom of  the  times. 

p  ray  champd.  Name  of  a  certain  fra- 
grant flower  found  only  in  India. 

A  7'dsih,  (pi.  ̂ jrawali)  Who  comes  home 
at  even.  j       i  dsih  ujcisi,  Goer  and  comer. 

A  's^\j  rddhat,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ jj)  Coming 
home  in  the  evening  (camels),  (pi. ̂ ^jrawdsih) 

Odour,fragrance,  perfume.  A  stink.  Blood.  Even- 

ing rain.  Any  thing,  p  '^y>-  hliuh-rdAha, 
Pleasant  smelling. 

A  liJ^  rdsid,  (pi.  4i\^  rwwat^ and  rddat)  One 
who  goes  or  is  sent  a  foraging.  A  seeker.  A  fo- 

rager. A  pastor.  A  leader.  The  handle  of  a  hand- 

mill.  J^^^  rdsklu'z  zuha  ,  The  blaze  of  the 

forenoon.  i^X^\  rdsidu'l  '^lyn,  A  mote  in  the 
eye,  causing  it  to  twinkle. 
A  7'dsidat,  A  woman  who  gads  to  and  fro 

amongst  her  neighbours.    A  soft,  gentle  breeze. 

p^^b^  ij^j  rdyruydn,  The  first  officer  of  the  Di- wan  who  has  charge  of  the  crown-lands. 

A  *8^|j  7'dsirat,  Marrow  in  the  knee. 

p  (jj       rdy-zan,  A  person  whom  one  consults. A         rdsis,  A  governor.  Master  (of  the  dogs). 

A  rddsh.  One  who  fits  wings  to  an  arrow. 

A  broker  employed  to  conciliate  the  favour  of  a 

judge  by  presents.    A  feathered  arrow. 

A  i^ja^^j  rddz,  (pi.  'kto\j rdzat  and  {^jo\ jj  ruwdz) A  breaker  of  horses.  Clever  at  any  thing. 

A  &ia!>|j  rddtat,  A  thin,  light  garment.  A  wo- man's name. 

A  ̂\jra^/^,  Redundant,  increasing.  Returning. 
Happening  agreeably.  Swift  (horse),  (pi.  ̂Vjj\  a/  - 
rcd^  Handsome,  winning,  engaging. 

A  rddgh,  One  who  steals  away,  retires  pri- 
vately, or  flees.  Crooked  (road).  Cunning  asa  fox. 

(A  man)lurking  for  afox;  (a  fox)deceivingaman. 
A  I  rddf,  Merciful,  gracious,  propitious. 

A         rddli.  Fasting.  Pure,  genuine.  Water 

taken  early  upon  an  empty  stomach.  Dry  bread. 
Empty-handed.  Addle,  unfruitful  (cod),  (pi. 

ruhat)  Beautiful,  lovely.  Wonderful  (beauty). 

p        ro^/t/i a.  Beloved,  wished  for,  desired. 

p  M^.^  rdygdn,  Any  thing  picked  up  on  the 



road.  Gratis,  gratuitous,  without  labour  or  pur- 

chase. Ill  vain.  iCij  slQj  raygan-rafta,  Shed 
with  impunity  (blood). 

A         rasil,  Whatever  falls  in  drops  :  flowing 

(horse's  spittle).  A  redundant  tooth, 
A         runm,  Fond  of  her  colt  (a  she-camel). 

A  'i^Sj  ratiinat,  A  cade  sheep  which  licks  apas- 
sengei  's  clothes.  Fond  of  her  colt  (she-camel). 

p        ray  a,  An  ulcer  on  the  heads  of  children. 
A         rail,  A  beholder,  a  seer. 

A        rciyty  ,{or'l^\jrany^  Pertaining  to  a  flag. 
A  CL>j  rahh,  (v.  n.  of  Being  lord.  Ruling, 

governing.  Collecting,  bringing  together.  Com- 

pleting, finishing.  Keeping  up  in  good  order.  Edu- 

cating, bringing  up.  Possessing,  owning.  Creat- 

ing. Yeaning  (a  ewe).  Sweetening  a  leathern  bot- 
tle with  inspissatedjuice.  Rendering  (oil)  sweet  and 

pleasant.  Increasing.  Stopping,resting  in  one  place. 

Cleaving  unto.  (pi.  ̂^.j^  arhab  and  L-^j^  ruhuh) 
A  lord,  master,  possessor,  proprietor ;  and  with  the 

article  J\  al  applied  exclusively  to  God.  A  sup- 
porter,raaintainer.  An  elder  brother.  A  king.Creator. 

God.  ijfj  rabbi,  My  lord  !  lI^j  b  ya  rabb,  O  lord ! 

iytW  rabhu'l  ̂ zzat,  (or  <^j^  rabbi  ̂ z- 

zat)  Lord  of  glory.  ̂ jj^W^  rabhu'l  ̂ lamin. 

Lord  of  the  universe.  CL>j  rabhu'l  arhah, 

Lord  of  lords.  lilj^O^  rabhu'l  ̂ had,GoA,i\\e 

protector  of  his  servants.  fJ^j  rabbu'd  dar, 
Master  of  the  house.  Mubb,  (v.  n.  of  <=4-^)  Sweet- 

ening a  leathern  bottle  with  inspissatedjuice.  (pi. 

(_i^b,  ribdh)  Decoction  of  the  juice  of  citrons  and 
other  fruits,  for  seasoning  victuals;  inspissatedjuice, 
rob.  Sediment  of  butter.  The  month  Jamadi  the 

first.  (_j*>^.-J\  rubhu''  s  sus.  Extract  of  liquorice. 
Rubha  or  rnha,  rahba  or  raha,  rubu  or  rub,  A  few, 

some.  Many.  Often,  frequently.  Sometimes,  now 
and  then.  Perhaps. 

A  \ij  rabs,  (v.  n.  of  b,)  Keeping  watch,  becom- 
ing a  spy  or  scout.  Going  up  to  a  height,  in  order 

to  take  a  view.  Appearing  from  a  height,  impend- 

ing. Being  high,  exalted,  lifted  up.  Lifting,  rais- 
ing, elevating.  Amending,  correcting,  adjusting. 

Carrying  off".  Amassino-  all  kinds  of  provisions. 

Going  slowly,  heavily.  1>\>j  C-'bj  l/«  ma  rabastu 
rdbsahii,  I  knew  him  not,  or  cared  not  about  him. 

A  b,  riba\  Profit  on  goods.  Usury.  Buying 
on  credit. 

p  bj  ruba,  (in  compos,  from  (jiij^  rubudan) 

Robbing,  stealing,  carrying  off"  by  violence.  ^fi>  1 
\ij  ahan-ritba,  The  magnet.  Ijj  ̂jUil**»  samaw-rw- 
hd,  Robbing  the  understanding,  rendering  insane, 

li  dil-rubd.  Ravishing  the  heart  (a  mistress), 

p  Ijj  rubbd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Great.  Shin- 
ing, flashing. 

A  rahds,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Being  multiplied, 
augmented.  Ascending  high  ground.  Being  reared, 

growing  up.  Conferring  a  favour.  Abounding  to- 
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wards.  Excess.  Length.  Much  wealth,  many  ef- 

fects. Ilibdf,  (v.  n.  3  of  \3j)  Watching,  observing. 
Being  aware  of,  fearing. 

A  S-^'bj  rahdsat,  A  hillock,  rising  ground. 

A  (--Jbj  rabdb,  A  white  cloud.  A  rebeck.  Ri- 
bdh, (v.  n.  of  Being  near  her  time  (a  ewe). 

Five  Arabian  tribes  confederate  together.  A  cove- 

nant. Tithes,  tenths,  (pi.  of  s.TjW6&a<)  Great  num- 

bers. Certain  plants,  (pi.  of  CLfj 7'ubh)  Inspissated 

juices.  Rvbdb,  (pi.  of  Jjj  rubha')  Ewes  which have  lately  yeaned. 

P  •t-'bj  ruhdh,  A  four-stringed  instrument  in 
the  form  of  a  short-necked  guitar,  but  having  a 
surface  of  parchment  instead  of  wood. 

A  Xjbj  ribdhat,  A  covenant,  treaty.  Lordship, 

deity,  divinity.  Rule,  dominion.  A  quiver,  in 

which  are  contained  the  arrows  used  in  drawing- 
lots  ;  a  heap  or  handful  of  these  arrows  ;  also  the 

string  which  binds  them,  or  a  glove  which  the  man 
who  draws  them,  wears. 

A  'i^'^j  rabdbinat,  (pi.  of  (jbj)  Ship-masters. 

A  l^l^  rabdh'iy,  A  performer  on  the  rebeck. 
Name  of  ̂ \  tijkP  lij^iJk*  mandud  bin  ̂ bd  al- 
Idh,  A  skilful  performer  on  this  instrument. 
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A  »b;  rabMt,  A  triangular  water-vessel  made 
of  four  skins. 

A  jsbj  rabdt,  A  hill,  hillock,  heap. 

p  Obj  ribdt,  (for  labj  ribdt)  An  inn. 
A  &=-bj  rahdjat,  Dulness  of  intellect,  stupidity. 

A  rabdjiy,  Foolish,  stupid.     Stiff",  dry 
soil,  lying  between  cultivated  and  desert  ground. 

A  Xji>-bj  rabdjiyat,  Stupid,  foolish  (woman). 

A  ̂ IJj  rahdh,  Gain,  profit.  Name  of  a  certain 
cup-bearer.  A  kind  of  cat,  the  civet-cat.  Ribdh, 

(pi.  of  ̂   rabali)  Camel's  colts. 
A  (]|^bj  rabdliiy,  A  sort  of  camphor. 

A  ̂ Ijj  rubbdh,  A  male-ape.  A  kid.  A  camel's colt  small  and  slender.  zuhh  rubbdh,  A 
kind  of  date. 

A         rahdhh,  The  act  of  fainting  in  coition. 

Pj_js»  bj  ribd-khwur,  An  usurer. A        rabbdd,  A  worker  in,  builder  of  clay. 

A  Obj  rihdz,  (pi.  of  rihzat  or  rubazat) 
Clews  of  wool  or  tow  dipped  in  pitch,  with  which 

they  besmear  scabby  camels. 

A  *Wt3bj  rabdziyat,  Evil,  malignity. 

A  '^j^j  rahdrih,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^j  rabrah)  Herds 
of  wild  oxen. 

A  »jbj  rabdzat,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Becoming  clever. 
Being  full  of  fat  (a  ram). 

A  rahbdz,  A  lion  couchant.  A  recliner. 

A  is»bj  ribdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  la^)  Equipping  a  horse 
for  a  holy  war.  Taking  up  a  station  on  the  con- 

fines of  an  enemy's  country.  Persevering  in,  stick- 
ing close  to.  A  firm  structure,  public  edifice  for 

lodging  travellers,  caravansera,  inn.  A  station  up- 

on an  enemy's  frontier.  A  troop  of  horse  (five  or 

more),  armed  for  war.  Five  and  upwards  of  horses 

tied  up.  The  heart,  (pi.  la^rM6M<)Arope  with  which 
they  bind  cattle,  or  the  mouth  of  a  leathern  bottle. 

A  oUi>b^  ribdtdf,  (pi.  of  lab,)  Solid  edifices. 
A  Xlsb,  rihdtat,  (v.  n.  of  liJ,)  Plucking  up  spirit. 

Enduing  the  mind  with  patience  and  stedfastness. 

A  ̂ bj  rabd^  Mode,  manner.  State,  situation, 
condition  (especially  a  good  one).  A  bullock,  heifer, 

or  sheep  four  years  old.  Rihd^,  (v.n.3  of  As- 
sisting in  lifting  up  or  placing  a  load.  Hiring  or 

engaging  with  any  one  for  the  spring-season,  (pi. 

of  i^Oj  ra&^)  Spring-mansions,  (pi.  of  ̂ jruba^ 
Camels'  colts  dropt  in  the  spring,  (pi.  of  ra- 

biQ  Spring-seasons,    (pi.  of  rabd^)  Sheep 
which  shed  their  fore-teeth  called  rabd^yaf. 

Ruhd^  The  number  of  four.  Fours  at  dice.  Con- 
sisting^of  four  equal  parts.    In  fours. 

ruba^n.  By  fours,  in  companies  of  four. 

A  ̂ bj  rabbd^  One  who  deals  much  in  spring- mansions,  who  buys  and  sells  them. 

A  sS-bj rabd^t or ribd^t, Mode, manner, state, 
situation  (especially  a  good  one).  A  way,  a  road. 

Religion,  sect.  A  tribe,  family,  house.  Ribd^t, 

A  kind  of  sword-belt.    The  office  of  a  porter. 

A  {^bj  rabd^,  (fem.  i^^j  rabd^yat)  (pi.  ̂j-J, 

7'tih^  ruhu^  ruba^  arbd^  and  Obs-bj  ra- 
bd^ydt)  An  animal  that  has  shed  his  tooth  called 

AJkC-bj  rabd^yat,  i.  e.  that  which  is  between  the 
two  fore-teeth  and  the  canine  (which  happens  to 

sheep  and  goats  when  four  years  old ;  to  horses 
and  black  cattle  at  five ;  and  to  camels  at  seven). 

A  rubd^y,  A  four-letter  word.  A  verse of  four  hemistichs,  a  tetrastich. 

A  ObkS-l^  rubd^iydt,  Tetrastics. 
A  ii-5-bj  rahd^yat,  (pi.  OLs-b,  rabd^ydt)  A 

tooth  growing  between  the  front  teeth  and  the  ca- 
nine tooth.    (They  are  four). 

A  'isK>j  rabdffhai,  Abundance,  plenty. 

A  ̂ b,  rihdk,  (pl.of  iiibj  ribkat)  Halters  with 
loops,  nooses,  or  lassoes. 

A  &5bj  rabdlat,  Fulness  of  flesh,  fleshiness. 

A  rubbdn,  (pi.  'sSi\>j  rahdhinat)  The  mas- ter of  a  ship.  Rubhdn  or  rahhdn.  All,  every.  The 
first.    A  crowd. 

A  Ij^j  rabhdniy,  Divine,  godly.  A  doctor  of 
divinity,  a  rabbi.  Rubbdnly,  The  master  of  a  ship. 

p     Joobj  rubdriidan,  To  cause  to  rob. 

A  ij^j  ra,  ri,  or  ruhdmat,  A  hill,  a  hillock. 

p  sbj  ruhdh,  A  fox. 
A  b\^  rahdya',  (pi.  of  &a^j  rahuat)  Scouts. 
A  I— -"jbj  rahdsib,  (pi.  of  i^.j  rabibat)  Step- 

daughters. Nurses. 
A  iJLjo\>j  rahdsis,  (pi.  of  i-t^.j  rabisat  and  of 

J^JOj  7-ihbisa')  Obstacles. p  ̂JJ>b,  rubdyandafjl,  Robbery,  seizure. 
p  8  i>^.bj  nibdyanda,  A  robber,  plunderer. 

p  ̂S^J  rubdii,  (in  compos.)  A  plundering. 



p  Joi^.bj  ruhayidan,  To  cause  to  seize  or  steal. 
}  seize,  rob. 

A         rabah,  Plenty  of  good  water. 

A  'iij  ruhat,  Ten  thousand  drachmas. 
A  &>j  rahhat,  A  lady,  a  female  possessor.  A 

aaba  which  belonged  to  mazhij  and 

t,  A  large  mansion.  i2<i&ai,  A  sort  of  herb.  The 
rob-tree.  The  month  of  Jamadi  the  second  and 

'Zii'l  ka^dat.  Ribbat  or  rubhat,  (pL&^^  aribbat) 
great  number.  A  myriad.  Rubbat,  Abundance 

the  comforts  of  life,  affluence.  Inspissated  juice. 

A  rabt,  (v.  n.  of  l1«0j)  Educating,  bring- 

g  up.  Rabat,  (v.  n.  of  CL^j)  Being  obscure  and 
lintelligible (speech).  Obscurity,  unintelligibility. 

A  <-^l^  rubbata  or  rubata,  rabbata  or  rabata, 
erhaps.    Now  and  then,  sometimes.  Often. 

A  rubbatama,  rubatama,  i'abbatavid,  or 
ibatama,  Sometimes,  often. 

A  '"^j  rabs,  A  hindering,  a  letting. 

A  ̂   rabj,  Small  and  light  money. 

A  ̂   ribh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Gaining.  Gain.  Ra- 
ih,  Profit  in  trade,  interest,  usury,  (pi.  of 

ibih)  Camels'  colts.  Fat,  (pi.  ribah)  A  ca- 
el'scolt.  Camelsorhorsesexposedtosale.  Rubah, 
.bird  resembling  a  crow.  Acamerscolt.  Akid.  A 

irtain  animal  from  which  camphor  is  procured. 

A  ̂y^J  ribald,  Well-shaped  in  the  body.  Tall 
ad  lusty.    High  in  rank. 

A        ?'iZ)CE/i/ai,Tall, lusty,  and  well-made  (girl). 
P         rihlii,  Whatever  is  gained  by  usury. 

A  rabahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Travelling  with 
ifficulty  through  sand  (a  camel). 

A  i^Jj  rabd,  (v.  n.  of  JJj)  Keeping  back,  de- 
.ining,  imprisoning.  Rabd  or  rabad,  Thin  clay  or 

lud.  Rubd,  (pi.  of  i>^l  a7'bad)  Ostriches  of  a  dust- 

)]our.  Rubad,  The  lusti-e  or  undulary  surface  of  a 
►amascus  sword-blade. 

A  Ao^j  rabdas,  (fem.  of  JOj\  arbad)  Dust-co- 

)ured  (female  ostrich).  (A  she-goat)  black,  with 

:!d  spots.  Great  (misfortune).  A  prodigious,  un- 
eard-of  thing. 

A  "sj^rM&Ja#,A  colour  inclining  to  that  of  dust r  ashes. 

A  i>J,  rabz,  (v.n.ofij,)  Being  dexterous,  nim- 
le  in  the  manipulation  of  unfeathei-ed  arrows.  Ra- 

2>,  Light  of  foot.  (A  gum)  bareofflesh.  ^ 
abizu'l  ̂ nan.  One  who  runs  away  alone.  Ribaz, 

pi.  of'i'sij  ribzat  and  rabazat)  Tufts  of  tow  dipped 1  pitch,  with  which  they  besmear  camels  for  the 
cab.  Cloths  for  polishing  plate.  Woollen  tufts  of 
ifferent  colours  hung  round  the  necks  of  horses  or 
amels  by  way  of  ornament.  Menstruous  cloths. 

Itopples  of  bottles.  Worthless  men.  Strings  at  the 
andles  of  whips.  Severities. 

A  A'dJj  rabzat,  Name  of  a  woman.  A'si )\  ̂\ 
bu'r  rabzas,  A  nickname  among  the  Arabians. 

A  C^y^j^dzurabizatyOne  who  blunders  much 
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in  speaking. 

A  ̂y^^j  rabazaniy,  An  idle  talker,  prattler. 
A  iSiijj  ribzat  and  rabazat,  (pi.  ribaz  and 

Cs\>j  ribaz)  A  handful  of  wool  or  tow  dipped  in  pitch, 

j  with  which  they  besmear  camels  for  the  scab.  Any 
j  cloth  employed  in  cleansing  jewels,  plate,  or  dishes. 
Ribzat,  A  worthless  man.  A  crowd  of  men.  The 

stopple  of  a  bottle.  A  woollen  tuft  hung  to  the  ear 
of  a  camel.  A  menstruous  cloth.  Filth.  Rabazat, 

A  string  at  the  handle  of  a  whip  or  scourge.  Vehe- 
mence, severity. 

A  ts'^j  rabaza',  A  scourge.     A  string,  cord. 

A  ̂ j^j  rabrab,  A  herd  of  wild  oxen. 
SY         rabrah,  Nightshade. 

P  {^j^ jj>jrabrunitan,{\u  zand  and  Paz.)  To  die. 
p  bjJj  rabzaba,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  The  sun. 

A  ̂ j«^ra&s,(v.n.of(j«^)  Striking  with  the  hand. 
Filling (aleathern bottle).  Ribs,  Misfortune.  i?M&s, 

(pi.  of         rabsas)  Great  calamities. 

A  A^)^  rabsas,  A  great  calamity. 
A         rabasat,  A  dirty,  sordid  woman. 

A  [J^ij  rabash.  White  on  the  nails  of  youths. 

A  Aj^^  rabshas,  (fem.  of  i^J^J^  arbasJi)  Various 

or  changing-coloured.  Abundant  in  gi-ass  (land). 

A  'iJ^ij  rubshat,  A  change  or  variety  of  colour. 
A  (Jia)j  rabs,  An  expecting,  waiting  for. 

A  i^^j  rubsat.  Expectation,  waiting.  The  time 

allowed  for  a  wife  to  live  in  her  husband's  house, 
after  which  she  may  leave  him  if  he  fails  to  perform 

conjugal  duty.  Variety  in  colour. 

A  rabz,  (v.n.of  (,jia^)Takingrefuge.  Giv- 
ing refuge.  Lying  down  (as  a  sheep,  cow,  dog,  or 

horse)  with  the  fore  feet  tucked  under  them.  Rabz, 

rubz,  rabaz,  or  rubuz,  A  wife,  a  mother,  or  a  sister. 

Ribz,  A  crowd,  troop.  Rubz,  The  centre  of  any 

thing.  A  group  of  thorny  trees.  The  foundation 
of  an  edifice.  That  part  of  any  thing  which  touches, 

or  is  nearest  to,  the  ground,  (pi.  of  i^J^j^j  rabuz) 

Large,  thick  (trees  or  chains).  Rabaz,  (pi.  i^ji>^J\ 

arbaz)  Family, kindred,  wealth,  or  house  to  which 
one  resorts  for  quiet  and  comfort.  The  walls  of  a 

town.  The  sides  or  circumference  of  any  thing.  A 

sheepcote.  A  side,  tract,  quarter.  Domestics.  The 

ropes  which  fasten  the  saddle  under  acamel's  belly. 
A  kind  of  surcingle.  The  intestines  (the  heart  ex- 

cepted). A  habitation,  house.  Food  sufficient  for 

one.  Milk  sufficient  for  a  meal.  ̂ ^1  j  uil.<a^  uiil* 
minka  rabazuha,  ?m  in  kana  samaran, 

Home  is  home,  though  ever  so  homely.  Rubuz, 

An  indolent  man  who  neglects  necessary  business. 

A  'i^j  rabzat  or  ribzat,  (v.  n.  of  L>^^)  I^yi'ig 
down(a  sheep,  dogjOr  lion).  Restingsecurely.  Rib- 

zat, A  place  of  slaughter,  where  many  have  been 
killed  at  once.  A  carcase,  trunk,  body,  figure.  A 

crowd.  The  modein  which  a  sheep  lies  down,  i^aij 

'—^ij^  ribzatu  arnabin,  A  hare's  body  squatting 
in  her  form.  Rubzat,  A  slice  of  pudding.  A  maker 
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of  it.  Rubazat,  Cut,  wounded,  slain.  Laid  pros- 
trate. A  maker  of  a  pudding. 

A  la^  rabt,  (v.  n.  of  kjj)  Binding,  tying.  Con- 
nexion, friendship.  Practice,  habit,  use.  Construc- 

tion (in  grammar),  p  ̂j^J^ rabt  kardan,  To 
bind,  strengthen,  fasten.  To  discipline,  govern, 

hold  in  subjection.  A  Rubut,  (pi.  of  Isb,  ribat) 

Ropes,  cords,  thongs. 

A  rab^  (v.  n.  of  Platting  a  four-fold 
cord.  Drinking  every  fourth  day  (a  camel).  Com- 

pleting with  one's  self  the  number  four,  forty,  or 
forty -four.  Receiving  a  fourth  part  of  booty.  Tak- 

ing a  fourth  of  people's  property.  Seizing  any  one 
(a  quartan  fever).  Passing  the  spring.  Lifting  up 

a  stone  with  the  hands  as  a  trial  of  strength.  Rais- 

ing up  a  load  with  another  man,  either  by  a  pole 

placed  under,  or  with  linked  hands.  Abounding 

in  herbage.  Being  watered  by  vernal  rain.  In- 

clining, being  favourably  disposed  towards.  Re- 
fraining, abstaining  from,  doing  less  than  one  is 

equal  to.  Roaming  at  large,  grazing  where  they 

please  (camels).  Doing  just  as  he  likes  (a  man), 
using  water  as  he  chooses.  Reposing,  remaining 

quiet  in  a  place.  Standing,  stopping.  Waiting, 

expecting.  Restraining,  confining,  (pi.  ri&a^, 

rubu^  arbu^  and  arba^  A  house, 
a  spring-mansion.  A  mansion,  inn,  or  halting- 

place  for  travellers.  (A  man)  of  middle  stature. 
A  bier,  a  coffin.  Soul,  spirit,  self.  A  crowd,  troop, 

body.  Rib^  The  watering  of  camels  on  the  fourth 
day.  The  attack  of  a  quartan  fever.  A  quartan 

ague.  Rub^  rubu^  or  ruba^  (pi.  of  raba^) 
Sheep  who  have  lost  the  teeth  ̂ J^ff-l^  raba^yat). 

Rub^oY  rubu^  A  fourth  part.  rub^ 

daAra,  An  astronomical  quadrant,  ̂ ^^'^^,*^rt) 

rub^  maskun.  An  inhabited  quarter  of  the  world. 

Rabi^  Mode,  manner,  state,  condition  (especially 

a  good  one).  Ruba^,  (pi.  H&a^and  ̂ >j\  ar- 
ba^  A  young  camel  colted  in  the  spring.  a3  U 

^  J  ma  lahu  huba^wa  la  7'uba^,  He  has 
no  stock  foaled  in  autumn  or  in  spring.  Ruba^, 

In  fours.    Rubu^,  (pi.  of        rabi^  Fourths. 
A  rab^t  or  raba^t,  (pl.of  rab^t) 

Square-bodied  men  or  women.  Raba^t  or  I'abi- 

^t.  Mansions,  halting-places,  inns.  Raba^t,  ra- 
bi^t,  and  riba^t.  Mode,  manner,  a  good  state. 

A  j^\)t>j  rib^n,  (pi.  of  ruba^)  Shaep 
which  have  lost  the  teeth  raba^yat. 

A  rab^t,  (pi.  OUOj  rab^t  and  raba^it) 
A  middle-sized  woman.  Rab^  t  or  raba^t.  Square- 

bodied  (man  or  woman),  i.e.  of  a  middle  stature. 

A  box  for  spiceries.  A  casket  in  which  they  de- 

posit the  Kur'an  in  sections,  to  be  read  at  stated 
times.  Raba^t,  The  space  between  the  legs  of  a 

cauldron.  A  particular  pace.  J?y'5a^a<,  Mode,  man- 
ner, station,  condition  (especially  a  good  one). 

A         rib^y,YeTna.\.  Born  in  the  spring.  Bom 



in  his  father's  old  age  (a  son).  Raha^y,  Related 
to  the  tribe  of  XxjJ^  rabi^t. 

A  44*^  rih^yat,  Provisions  for  winter. 
A  rabgh,  (v.  n.  of  Living  delicately, 

enjoying  the  luxuries  of  life.  A  draught  which 

satisfies  thirst.  Fine  earth  or  sand.  Bahagh,  The 

happiness  or  conveniences  of  life.  The  newness  or 

first  and  fresh  appearance  (of  any  thing).  Rahigh, 

A  lewd,  impudent  fellow. 

A  Jj^  rahk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Haltering  a  camel. 
Entangling,  embroiling  in  any  business.  Rahk  or 

ribk,  (v.  n.  of  Tying.  Drawing  (the  head) 

in  a  noose.  Ribk,  A  rope  with  many  loops  or 

nooses  for  tying  lambs  or  kids.  Ribak,  (pi.  of 

'ijiij  ribhat)  Halters. 
A  Kibj  ribkat  or  rabkat,  (pi.  ribak, 

arbak,  and^l^  ribak)  A  halter,  a  rope  with  a  loop 
or  noose.  A  yoke.  Jp»  halla  ribkataku.  He 
unloosed  his  yoke,  i.e.  dispelled  his  grief. 

A  ''^j  rabh,  (v.  n.  of  uil^)  Throwing  into  the 
mire.  Mixing  up  crumbled  bread  with  broth.  Pre- 

paring the  dish  &5oJj  rabihat.  Rabak,  (v.  n.  of 

ui-bj)  Being  troubled,  confused.  Rabik,  Weak, 
silly,  idle.    Rubak,  Confused  in  business. 

A  ̂-^j  ribakk,  Confused  in  business. 

A  (Jjj  rabl  (v.  n.  of  Jj,)  Increasing,  being  nu- 
merous (people).  Having  much  wealth,  many  cat- 

tle, or  many  children.  Producing  trees  in  leaf,  or 

verdant  grass  in  autumn  (the  earth),  (pi.  j'm- 
bul)  A  sort  of  tree  producing  leaves  in  autumn  by 

the  coolness  of  the  nights  without  rain.  After-grass, 
eddish.  Ribl,  Fleshy  (man).  Rabal,  A  very  green 

herb,  an  antidote  to  a  viper's  bite.  Rabil,  Fal,fleshy. 
p  (Jj,  ribl,  Southernwood. 
A  &bj  rablat  or  rahalat.  The  interior  part  of  the 

thigh,  the  swell  of  flesh  round  those  parts,  and  also 

of  the  breasts.  Babilat,  Fleshy  (woman).  Thin 

about  the  thighs  (woman). 

A  jCj  rabam.  Thick,  entangled  herbage. 
a\jCj  ruhbama,  rubamd,  rabbama,  or  rabama, 

Sometimes,  often. 

A       rabbana,  O  our  Lord ! 

A^  rabw,  (v.  n.  of  for_j^)  Being  increased, 
multiplied.  Being  reared,  growing  up  amongst. 

Climbing  (a  hill),  being  on  the  top  of.  Pouring 

water  upon  fried  barley-meal  sair'ih,  so  that 
it  swells.    Labouring  under  an  asthma,  breathing 

hard.  Swelling,  puffing  (as  a  horse  with  running 

or  from  fright).  Taking  usury.  A  hill,  tumulus, 

heap.  Increase,  augmentation.  An  asthma,  (pi. 
arbas)  A  crowd,  body. 

A  y^j  rubuw,  (v.  n.  of  \>j  for  _j^)  Being  reared, 
brought  up  (amongst).  Being  multiplied,  augment- 

ed. Climbing  (a  hill),  ascending  to  the  summit. 

A  ̂\y>j  ribivas,  Usury. 

A  i-^j^  rabub,  A  step-son,  wife's  son.  Ruhub, 
(pi.  of  Oj  rabb)  Lords,  (pi.  of       ruhb)  Syrups. 
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A        rabubiy,  Divine,  theological  (learning). 

A  '^.^j  rububiyat,  Dominion,  supreme  power. Deity,  divinity. 

A  i^j  ribrvat,  rabwat,  or  rubwat,  A  hill,  rising 
ground,  heap.  Ribwat,  Ten  thousand  drachmas. 
p  rahut,  A  hoopoo,  a  puet. 

A  ̂ ji^j  rabukh.  Subject  to  faint  in  coition. 
p  si- y>j  rabukka,  Sensual  delights. 

A  rubud,  (v.  n.  of  liJj)  Standing  still,  stay- 
ing, abiding.  Imprisoning. 

p  ̂^y>j  rubudagi.  Spoliation,  plunder,robbery. 

p  i^^^j  I'ubudan,  To  rob,  seize,  carry  oS. 
p  ii^^ij  rubuda,  Seized,  plundered,  robbed. 

p  ̂yss-it^^j  rubuda-^kl,  Robbed  of  one's  senses. 
p  i>*>^^j  rubusa,  (nJ^^j  rubusha,  and  rabusha) 

(originally  ru-posha)  A  veil  for  the  head. 

A  i^^j  rabuz,  (pi.  (Ja>j  7-ubuz)  Large,  thick 
(tree  or  chain).  Wide  (shirt  or  coat  of  mail).  Po- 

pulous (village).  Rubuz,  (v.  n.  of  i^^J)  Repair- 
ing (as  a  sheep  to  the  fold,  a  dog  to  his  kennel,  a 

lion  to  his  lair).  Abiding  in  a  place.  Desisting  from 

blissoming  (a  ram).  Covering  the  earth  (night). 

Lying  down  with  the  feet  tucked  under  them  (dogs, 

sheep,  horses,  or  cattle).  Lying  down  over  his  prey 

(a  lion),  or  a  champion  over  his  prostrate  foe.  Rest- 
ing securely. 

A       rubu^  (pi.  of  ̂ -^?'«6^)  Vernal  mansions. 

A  J^^rM&MZ,(pl.of  Jj,  m&Z) Trees  which  clothe themselves  afresh  about  autumn. 

p         rabula,  A  kind  of  artichoke. 

p  ̂ ^y>J  rabun,  Money  advanced  on  goods  which 
is  returned  if  they  should  be  damaged.  Earnest. 

Drink-money.  Handsel.  Profit.  A  prisoner. 

A  i^^j  rabun,  Earnest-money. 

A  J^Jj  7mba',  (pi.  of  &Jk>jrM&?/ai()  Certain  insects. 

A  "^Ij  rabbi,  My  lord !  Rubba",  (pi.  ̂ \>j  ru- 
bab)  Beneficence.  The  comforts  of  life.  A  neces- 

sary business.  A  firm  knot.  (A  sheep,  goat,  or  ca- 

mel) which  lately  broughtforth,  oris  near  thebirth, 

or  when  its  young  one  is  dead.  The  months  Ja- 
madi  the  first  and  the  last. 

A  rabiy,  (v.n.of(_y^  Growing  up,  being 
educated  (amongst  them). 

A  'J3j  ribbiy,  (pi.  ribbiyun)  A  myriad. 
Rubbiy,  A  vender  of  the  inspissated  juice  C^j  rubb. 

A  u_ aJ;^  rab'ib,  A  step-son,  a  wife's  son.  A  step- 
father. Brought  up,  reared,  protected.  Possessed, 

in  the  power  of  another.  Confederated.    A  king. 

A  rabibat,  (pi.  ''"^^-''■*)  ̂   ̂^^P" 
daughter.  A  ewe  fed  in  doors  for  the  sake  of  her 

milk.  A  nurse,  foster-mother. 

A  'i-i^j  rubyat.  Usury.  A  kind  of  insect.  A  cat. 
A  (-1*J;^  rabis,  Hindered,  let,  prevented. 

SY  \lx>  ,rabisa'',  A  kind  of  small  fish. 

A  'itx>j  rabisat,  (or  (jJ^  ribbisa')  (pi. 
ra&ajes)Impediment,let,hinderance ;  whatever  pre- 

vents (especially  prayer  or  a  good  action). 

A  rdbikh,  Large  and  flabby  (man).  A 

thick  and  large  camel's  saddle. 
A  JjOjra5id,Datespiled  up,sprinkled  with  water. 
p  JjO)  rubayd,  Confection,  preserve,  pickle. 

A  iO^^  rabidat,  A  repository,  a  book-case  in which  documents  are  kept. 

p  ̂ ^|^^J  rubidan,  To  seize,  rob,  plunder. 

A'_^jrahiz,  Compact, fat, and large-tailed(ram). 
Ingenious,  subtle,  witty.  Elegant,  pretty.  Great, 

eminent  in  one's  own  department  (of  science,  &c.) 

A  [j'^j  rabis,  Full  of  flesh.  Brave,  strenuous. 
Beaten,  struck.  Injured  in  his  property  or  other- 

wise, plagued  with  a  murrain  in  his  flocks.  Mis- 
fortune. Unfortunate.  A  bunch,  a  cluster.  Much 

(wealth).  Rubays,  ummu'r  rubays)  A 
viper,  a  large  serpent. 

A  *S^LJ\  [J^j  ribbisu' s  samirat,  The  president ofthosewhoholdnocturnalconversations  j  thechief 
of  romancers. 

A  i^jAi^j  rabiz,  A  flock  with  the  shepherd  re- 
clining ;  also  the  place  where  they  recline.  The  place 

where  the  intestines  are  collected. 

A  lajJj  rabit,  Bound,  fixed,  tied,  fastened.  Con- 
stant, firm,  intrepid.  Devout.  A  hermit.  A  phi- 

losopher retired  from  the  world.  Dry  dates  steeped 

in  water.  ̂ J^>^  iajJ^  rabitu'ljash,  Brave  (man), never  running  away. 

A  »lajL)j  rabitat,  (Horses)  equipped  for  battle. 

A  ̂ j^j  rab'i^(^p\.^\3tij\arbi^f,'iiOj\  arbi^t, and. 
riba^  The  spring.  Spring-grass.  The  spring- 

harvest,  or  grain  cut  in  the  spring,  as  wheat,  pease, 

and  the  like.  The  beginning  of  autumn.  Vernal 
showers.  A  rivulet.  Two  spring  months  called 

Jj^\  rabi^^l  awwal,  The  first  Rabi,  i.e.  the third  month  of  the  Muhammadan  year,  and 

jp-'^l  rabi^'^l  akhir,  The  last  Rabi,  i.e.  the  fourth 
month,  (pi.  rubu^  A  fourth.  ra- 

bl^n rabi^n,  A  pi  enteous  spring-harvest. 
abu'r  rabi^  (Father  of  the  spring)  The  hoopoo  or 
puet.  P  barani  rabi^  Vernal  rains. 

A  i^^^'^j  rabi^ni,  (du.  of  rabiQ  The  two 
months  called  Rabi.  The  two  seasons,  each  con- 

sisting of  two  months,  first  spring  and  second  spring. 

A  «*Jk^j  rablat,  A  stone  lifted  or  dragged  as  a 
trial  of  strength.  Anironhelmet.  Provisions  brought 

from  a  distance  at  the  beginning  of  winter.  A 

kitchen  or  flower-garden.  A  wallet.  A  dish  where- 
in perfumes  are  laid.  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂^■itl)  rabi^y,  Produced  in,  or  belonging  to, 
the  spring,  vernal. 

A  ̂ jJJ,  rubayk,  {^ji^J^  ̂ ^)  Misfortune. 
A  is-AJ;^  rabihat.  Tied  by  the  neck  (a  lamb  or 

kid).  Snared  (game). 

A  ̂ i^j  rablk,  A  kind  of  soup  made  of  dates, 
butter,  and  cheese ;  and  sometimes  flour  and  barley- 

meal.  Confounded,  puzzled,  pothered  in  an  affair. 

A  'i^oJ)  I'O-iikat,  A  kind  of  soup  made  of  dates, 



itter,  and  cheese ;  and  sometimes  of  flour  and  bar- 

y-meal.  Butter  and  milk.  Water  mixed  with  clay. 

A,Jj^raiiZ,A  robber  who  goes  plundering  alone. 

A  ̂y^.J  ribbil,  Name  of  an  individual  who  did 
3od  service  at  the  battle  of  Kadisiya. 

A  s^xij  rabilat,  Plumpness.  Ease,  tranquillity. 
l ealth,  comforts  of  life. 

A  i^^j  rihblyun,  (pi.  of  Jjj  ribbiy)  Many  thou- 
nds,  myriads. 

A  sli^j  rabuat,  (pl.bb,  rabaya'')  A  scout,  spy. 
p       rapad,  (or        rapud)  Name  of  an  in- 

ixicating  herb. 

p  rat,  Naked.  But,  Hollow,  empty.  Poor, 
idigent.   All.  Paper. 

A  Oj  ratt,  (v.  n.  of  Stammering.  Speak- 
g  rapidly  and  unintelligibly,  (pi.  ruttan 

id  C^^j  rutut)  A  chief,  prince,  governor,  (pi. 

-'jpj  rutut)  A  hog.  ̂  
A  ̂Xij  rattas, (fern. of  C^j^  aratt)  A  stammerer. 
A  ritaj,  A  great  door  with  a  smaller  one 

1  it.    A  name  of  Mecca.  ^\3j  si'lj  nakatun 
taju^s  sala,  A  firm-fleshed  she-camel. 
A  ss>-Xij  ritajat,  (pi.        ratasij)  A  rock. 

A        r«7a^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Roaming  in  rich 

istures.    Ranging  at  large,    (pi.  of  rdii^ 
Uamels)  feeding  plentifully. 

A  jIGj  7-itdk,  Two  garments  sewed  together. 

A        ritam,  (or  ̂^^j  ratdsini)  (pi.  of  ra- 
mat)  Threads  tied  round  the  finger  to  remind  one 

f any  thing.  Rutdm,  Any  thing  broken  or  pounded. 

A  r?i/ama',(  Men)  sick  from  eating  broom. 

A  (jl-'ij  mi-taw,  A  gentle  laugh,  smile.  A  canter. 
A  ruttan,  (pi.  of  Chiefs,  governors. 

A         raidsij,  (pi.  of  Rocks,  stones. 

A  ratab,  A  being  poured  out.  The  space 

Btween  the  third  and  fourth  finger,  or  between 

le  third  and  the  middle  finger.  A  compression 

f the  fourfingers.  Affliction,  adversity,  indigence. 

!oarse  fare.  Rocks  of  unequal  height  close  toge- 

ler.  High  ground.  Rutab,  (pi.  of  rutbat) 

iteps.    Degrees  of  rank. 
A  ratbas,  A  she-camel  that  walks  erect, 

nd  travels  all  night. 

A  rutbat,  A  degree,  a  step.  A  high  place 

i^hereon  a  vidette  is  posted.  Dignity,  grandeur, 

lank,  oilice.  rutban  ̂ dya  ,  The  highest 

[egree  or  step,  p  (jVCjj  l^yp'  ̂&a^-rutbagdn,  Fol- 
owers  of  Jesus.  Jesuits. 

A  ij'-'*^  ratbal,  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  ruttat,  Hesitation  in  speaking. 

A  £j  rafj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Shutting  (a  door). 
titj,  Wealth  locked  up.  An  impervious  row  of 

aim-trees.  A  blind  alley.  Rataj,  (v.  n.  of  £j) 
tammering  (in  speech).  A  great  door  with  a 
mall  one  in  it.    A  name  of  Mecca. 

■*  U^fj  '^^^ojdn,  The  creeping  (of  a  child). 

A  ̂   ratkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  thin  and  soft 
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(mud).  Remaining  still.  Falling  back,  hanging 

back,  shrinking  from.  A  slight  scarification.  Ra- 
tikh,  Adhering  to  a  fissure  in  the  skin  (a  tike). 

A        ratakhat,  Clay  mixed  with  water. 

A  e-^j  ratratat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J'j  Q)  Stammer- 
ing in  pronouncing  the  letter  O  te. 

A        rat^  (v.  n.  of         Roving  in  wide,  rich 

pastures  (sheep).    Rutu^  and        rutta^  (pi.  of 

rdtiQ  (Camels)pasturingfreely  and  plentifully. 
A  &jOj  rat^t  or  rata^t.  Amplitude,  plenty, 

abundance,  luxuriance  of  pasture.  ejC^\  j  li^S^ 

alkayd  wa'r  rat^t.  Serfdom  with  plenty  of  food. 
A  rath,  (v.n.of  Jj5,)  Shutting,  filling, sew- 
ing up,  closing.  Closed,  jpi  j  ratli  ufatk, 

Shutting  and  opening.  Ruth,  (pi.  of  -^liijj  rathds) 
Impervious  (women).  Ratah,  A  narrowness  of 
female  organs  to  such  a  degree  as  only  to  allow  a 

passage  for  the  urine,  (pl.of  &aJjrata^a<)  Steps. 

A  ̂ULj,  rathds.  Close,  impervious  (woman). 
Impregnable  (city). 

A  'sSLij  ratahat,  (pi.       ratah)  A  step.  (pi.  of 
rdtik)  Closers  of  breaches. 

ratah,  {rath,  or  ̂^^>J  ratahan)  (v.  n.  of 
CiJjj)  Going  with  a  short,  quick  step  (a  camel). 

p  ̂^^j  rutah.  Wild  mint. 
A  ̂y>J  rate/,  A  discourse  pronounced  with  a  clear, 

melodious  voice.  Smoothness,  cleanness,  regula- 

rity, whiteness  (of  teeth).  A  neat  and  regular  ar- 

rangement of  any  thing.  Ratal,  Coldness,  fresh- 

ness (of  water).  Ratil,  Smooth,  white-teethed 
(man),  or  one  whose  teeth  are  conspicuous.  Cold 

and  fresh  (water).  Teeth  even,  white,  and  fresh. 

A  jf,  ratm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Breaking.  Pounding 
small.  Bruising  (the  nose).  Growing  up,  being 

educated  (amongst  others).  Being  sick  from  eat- 
ing broom.  Browsing  broom  (goats).  Speaking. 

Broken-nosed  (man),  (pl.of  S^rainiar).  Ratani, 
Furze  or  broom.  A  traveller's  wallet  stuffed  with 
provisions.  A  whisper.  Extreme  modesty.  (A 

husband's)  twisting  together  of  two  branches  of  a 
broom-bush  when  going  abroad,  which  if  found 

upon  his  return  in  the  state  he  left  them,  he  re- 
mained perfectly  satisfied  of  the  fidelity  of  his 

wife.    A  highway. 

A  A^fj  ratmds,  (A  she-camel)  fond  of  broom. 
(A  she-camel)  carrying  a  full  provision-bag. 

A  'i^j  ratmat,  (pi.  rutm)  A  thread  rolled 
round  the  finger  to  bring  to  mind  any  thing.  Ra- 

tamat,  A  sprig  of  broom. 
A        ratn,  A  mixing  of  dough  with  lard. 

A  ratw,  (v.n.of  \5j  for_j!jj)  Setting  forward, 

stepping,  proceeding.  Loosing,  opening  (a  bottle). 
Fastening.  Strengthening  (the  mind).  Drawing 

up  gently  (a  bucket).  Drawing  to  one's  self,  hug- 
ging. Nodding. 

A  ̂ ij  rutus,  (v.  n.  of  \>j)  Drawing  (a  knot) 

tight.     Strangling  (an  animal).     Standing  still. 

h 

Being  dismissed,  going  away.  SiJ-^  G,  U 

md  ratasa  habiduhu  hi  ta^min,  He  ate  not  where- 
with to  satisfy  his  hunger. 

A  jJj  rutuw,  (v.  n.  of  \3j  for  jJj)  Nodding.  Step- 

ping, proceeding.  Drawing  to  one's  self,  hugging. 
A  rutub,  (v.  n.  of     *^)  Being  firm,  so- 
lid, motionless.    Being  in  a  valley. 

A  Sjjj  ratrvat.  One  step.  An  eminence.  A  brief 

space  of  time.  See  a^ti  da^at  and  'ij^  fitrat. 
Bow-shot.  As  far  as  the  eye  can  ken  ;  a  mile. 

A  C^^j  rutut,  (v.  n.  of  dJj)  Stammering,  hav- 
ing an  impediment  in  the  speech,  (pi.  of  ratt) 

Princes.    Governors.    Hogs,  swine. 

A        rutu^  (v.  n.  of  Pasturing  at  dis- 
cretion (cattle),  (pi.  of  rdti^  (Camels)  pas- 

turing freely  and  plentifully. 

A         rutuh,  Glory.    Nobility,  dignity. 

p  si),  rata,  An  Indian  filbert-nut. 

A         rutta',  A  stammering  woman. 

p  '^^j  ritibdnaj,  A  kind  of  sea-crab.  A sort  of  medicinal  stone. 

\^'^jrutayldjc,(^0T*:^3jrutayla^)(^\.CL>\j':^j 
rutayldwdt)  Certain  kinds  of  insects  whose  bite  is 

venomous.  A  certain  herb  good  for  the  bite  of  this 
insect  and  for  the  sting  of  a  scorpion. 

A  j»J^  ratim,  Broken-nosed  (man).  Broken, 
bruised  (nose).    Slow  travelling. 

A  i^j  ratlmat,  (pi.         ratdsim  and  pli^ 
ifam)A  thread  wound  round  the  finger  as  a  reminder. 
A  twisted  branch  of  broom.  (See  jCj  ratam). 

A  rass,  (pl.Li.JUj  risds)  Worn,  torn.  Ragged 

clothes.  Shabby  furniture.  rassu^l 
h'hat,  Ragged,  squalid  (man). 

A  Uj  rass,  (v.  n.  of  I3j)  Milking  new  milk  upon 
sour  milk  in  order  that  it  may  coagulate.  Coagu- 

lating (milk),  making  (it)  sour.  Preparing  (for  a 

company)  the  coagulated  milk  rashat.  Mix- 
ing, confounding  together.  Becoming  lame  from 

a  disease  in  the  shoulder  (a  camel).  Lamenting  or 

praising  a  deceased  person  in  verse  or  in  a  funeral 

oration.  Striking.  Being  calmed  (anger).  Steri- 

lity of  intellect,  folly.  Rusf,  A  mixture  of  black 
and  white  spots. 

A  ̂ \>j  rassds.  Black  and  white  (ewe). 

A  ̂ \>j  risds,  (v.  n.  of  j^j)  Praising  (the  dead) 
in  a  funeral  oration,  weeping  and  wailing  over  him 

(hii'ed  mourners). 

A  8*Vi,  rassdsat,  A  hired  female  mourner. 

A  8bj  rassat,  Lameness^in  a  camel's  shoulder. 
A  Li^Uj  risds,  (pi.  of  rissat)  Old,  shabby 

moveables. 

A  wl3j  rasdsat,  (v.  n.of  ̂ j)  Being  dirty,  squa- 
lid, unsightly,  ragged,  going  to  pieces.  Raggedness. 

A        risdm,  (pi.  of  iLfj)  Gentle  rains. 

A  (jbj  rasdn.  Rain  following  rain. 
A  jo.Uj  risdyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J)  Remembering  or 

repeating  the  sayings  of  another.    Lamenting  or 



praising  a  deceased  person  in  verse  or  in  a  funeral 

oration.  Being  tenderly  affected.  Condoling.  A 
funeral  oration. 

A  'i>}Sj  rassayat,  A  hired  female  mourner. 
A  *ij  risat,  (v.  n.  of  Inheriting, 

Aa5j  rissat,  (pi.  i^'ij  risas)  Ragged  furniture. 
Foolish  woman.    The  vulgar. 

A  Sij  rasd,  (v.  n.  of  Sij)  Laying  (furniture  or 
wares)  side  by  side,  or  one  upon  another.  Delay- 

ing. Waiting,  expecting.  Rasacl,  (v.  n.  of 
Being  dark  and  turbid.  The  meanest,  lowest  of 

men.  Household  utensils  arranged  side  by  side, 

(pi.  of  iSij  rasadat)  Weak  men. 

A  iSij  risdat  or  S>j  lisd,  (pi.  risad)  A  crowd 

of  men  standing.  Rasadat,  (pi.  sij)  A  weak  man. 

A  ̂ o,  rasa^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >j)  Being  very  greedy 
and  covetous.  Avidity,  greediness.  Rasi^  (pi. 
jj^*^  rasz^Mw)  Covetous,  full  of  desire.  One  who 
receives  a  present  for  any  bad  act.  One  who  keeps 

mean  or  wicked  company  to  indulge  a  whim. 

A        rasagh,  A  speaking  thick,  a  lisping. 

A  rasm,  (v.  n.  of  jCj)  Bruising  and  making 
bloody  (the  nose  or  mouth).  Anointing  (the  nose 

with  an  odoriferous  unguent).  Rasam,  (v.  n.  of 

|Cj)  Being  white-lipped.  Whiteness  on  a  horse's 
upper  lip.    Rasim,  White-lipped  (horse). 

A  f^fj  rasvias,  (fem.  of  ̂jSarsarn)  White-lipped 
(mare).  (A  ewe)  having  the  tip  of  the  nose  black 
and  the  rest  white. 

A  'i^j  rasmat,  A  side  of  a  loaf.  Rasmat  or  ra- 
samat,  (pi.  risam)  Small  rain.  Rusmat,  White- 

ness on  a  horse's  upper  lip. 
A  rasw,  (v.  n.  of  \$j  for_^)  Praising  (the 

dead)  in  a  funeral  oration.  Recollecting,  recalling 

to  mind  the  sayings  of  another.  New  and  sour 
milk  mixed  together. 

A         rususat,  Raggedness,  going  to  pieces. 

A  Isj'ij  rusut,  A  remaining  fixed  (to  a  seat). 
A  fj^j  rasy,  (v.  n.  of  j_|j)  Becoming  tenderly  af- 

fected, commiserating.  Weeping, mourning.  Prais- 
ing (the  deceased)  in  a  funeral  sermon,  crying  over 

him  (hired  mourners),  condoling.  Remembering 

(the  words  of  another). 

A  'i^j  rasyot,  (and  rasiyai)  A  stiffness  in 
the  knees,  joints,  or  feet  from  distemper  or  age.  Folly. 

A  i-lL*:Oj  rasis,  Worn,  gone  to  pieces.  Covered 
with  wounds,  and  expiring. 

A  rasid,  Laid  one  upon  another;  also  side 

by  side.    Any  thing  so  placed. 

A         rasim,  Bruised  and  bloody-nosed. 

A  'ieOj  rasimat,  A  mouse. 
A  ras'iMt,  New  and  sour  milk  mixed  to- 

gether. Sterility  of  intellect,  folly. 

A  ̂   7'ajj,  (v.  n.of  ̂ )  Shaking,  making  quake. 
Being  shaken;  trembling.  Imprisoning,  confining. 
Constructing  a  gate. 

A  \=-j  raja',  (fut.  j> yarju)  He  hoped. 
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^,  A  raja',  (pi.  ̂\:^J\  arjai)  A  side,  border  (of a  well).  Hope. 

A  rajas:,  (v.  n.  of       for  ̂ ^j)  Hoping. 
Fearing.  Ho£e.   Fear.  A  side,  border.  Prayer. 

A  ̂^>-j  rajjas,  Large-bunched  (she-camel). 
A  8*1=^  rajdsat,  Hope. 

A  L^^j  rijdb,  (pl.of  (_/>-j)  Months  Rajab. 
A  sls-j  rajdt,  Hope. 

A  ^^i^Jj  Lean  (sheep  or  goats).  Weak, 
languid  (men  or  camels). 

A^l5-jrq;a/t,(pl.^-j)  Large-hipped  (woman). 
A  'i9'\>-j  rajdhat,  Excellence,  superiority. 

A  'i>-\^j  rujjdhat,  A  swing,  a  see-saw. 
A  iils-j  rajdd,  A  carrying  of  corn  from  the  field. 
A  rajjdd.  One  who  carries  corn  from  the 

field  into  the  barn,  or  piles  it  into  stacks. 

A  8jU-j  rijdzat,  Any  thing  put  into  a  scale  to 
make  even  weight,  a  make-weight.  The  cloth  in 
which  stones  are  put,  to  form  an  equilibrium  in  the 

camel's  litter,  called  hawdaj.  A  vehicle  re- 
sembling a  howdah,  but  smaller.  Tufts  of  wool  or 

hair  hunc  round  those  vehicles  as  an  ornament. 

A  {^"^j  ra.']jds.  Thundering  (cloud).  Braying 
(camel).  The  sea. 

A  'sMi\>-j  rajdsat,  (v.  n.  of  Perpetrating 
a  shameful  deed  and  defiling  one's  self  thereby. 

A  ̂l=-j  rijd^  (v. n.of  Returning,  as  a  bird 
of  passage  from  a  warm  to  a  cold  climate.  Giving 

false  signs  of  pregnancy  (a  she-camel  or  ass),  (v. 
n.  3  of  Repeating,  doing  any  thing  over  again 

(with  another).  Returning  from  one  journey  to  be- 

gin another,  (pi.  e^J^  arji^t  and  rnju^  A 

camel's  halter,  (pi.  of  raj^  Ditches  or  low 
places  where  waters  stagnate. 

p  u-sU-j  '>'(y^fi  The  beat  of  a  drum. 

A  (  ilS-j  rajjdf.  The  day  of  the  resurrection. 
The  sea.  An  airy,  jaunty  manner  in  walking. 

A  JVj  rijdl,  (pi.  of         rajul  and  rajl)  Men. 

(pi.  of  ̂y>^\)  rdjil)  Men  on  foot.  Infantry,  (pi.  of 

rajla  )  Pedestrian  (women).  Jls-j  ri- 

jdhi'd  dama'.  Bloody  men,  men  of  blood.  JVj 

i_-/Jk*5^  rijdlu''l  ghayh,  An  invisible  being,  moving 
in  a  circular  orbit  round  the  world,  p  iJ^-w*j^ 

^dj^irsdli  rijdl  hardan,To  despatch  a  body  of  men. 

A  Jl>-j  rajjdl,  Name  of  a  certain  apostate.  Ruj- 

jdl,  (pl-of  J»-^  rdj  'd  and  Js-j  rajil)  Pedestrians. 
A  O^ls-j  rijdldi,  (pi.  of  J^?^  rijaV)  Men. 

A  rajjdlat,  (pi.  of  (3="^  rdjil  and  J-p-j 

rajil)  Men  on  foot. 

A  il^Wj  rajdla',  (pi.  of  rajul,  rajil,  and 
rajal)  Men  whose  hair  is  partly  ci'isp  and  partly 

lank.  Rajdla'  and  ''Wjyak',(pl.of  Js-\j  rd- 

j«7and  Js^-j  rajil)  Footmen,  infantry,  (pi.  of 

rajla')  Women  on  foot.  Rtijdla\  (pi.  of  J^.?^  ra- 

jil)  Vigorous  walkers. 

A  |«l5-j  rijdm,  A  grave-stone,  a  monument.  A stone  tied  to  a  rope  and  let  down  into  a  well  to 

ascertain  whether  there  be  water  in  it ;  also  a  stone 

tied  to  a  bucket,  that  it  may  descend  faster,  (pi.  of 

SJ^Tj  rujmat)  Sepulchral  monuments,  tomb-stones. 
A  ̂^Uila-j  rijdmdni.  Two  posts  over  a  well,  to 

which  a  pulley  is  fixed  for  drawing  water. 

p  (^^^  rajjdn,  Name  of  a  place  in  Persia, 
called  also  (^^^^  arrajdn. 

p  {j^j  rajjdnl,  A  native  of  i^^j  rajjdn. 

A  rajdwat,  (v.  n.  of  Is-j  foi".**^)  Hop- 

ing.   Fearing.  Hope. 

A  rajdsi^  (pi.  of         fajiQ  (Horses  or 
camels)  returning  fatigued  from  a  journey. 

A  ̂ -r^j  ̂'^i^?  i'^-  ̂-  of »— .ws-j)  Fearing.  Being 
ashamed.  Worshipping,  revering.  Abusing,  re- 

viling. Growing  out  alone  (a  branch).  Rtijb,  The 
space  between  the  ribs  and  thorax.  Rajab,  (v.  n. 

of  u-Ais-j)  Worshipping, revering.  Fearing,  betray- 
ingshame.  (pi. (—-'W-j^ar/ai,  ̂ ^^jrujub,  l^\s>-j 

rijdb,  and  rajabdt)  The  seventh  month  of 
the  Muhammadan  year.  Rujab,  (pi.  of  ruj- 

bat)  Props  of  trees.    Toils  for  taking  wolves. 

aOUs-j  rq/a&a<,(pl.of^.As>-j)Months  of  Rajab. 

A  (jWj  rajabdni,  (dual)The  seventh  and  eighth 
months,  i.e.  Rajab  and  Shaaban. 

A         rvjbat,  (pi.  rujab)  The  prop  of  a 
tree  overloaded  with  fruit.  A  snare  for  catching 

M'olves.  (pi.  \}j  rawajiJ)  The  first  joint  of 
the  finger.    The  windpipe  of  an  ass. 
A  rujabiyat,  (and  rujjahiyat)  A 

propped  palm-tree. 
A^>-j  rujuh,{'p\.  of  rdjih  and  rajah) 

Large-hipped  (women).  Dishes  filled  with  crum- 
bled bread  or  meat.  Battalions  with  a  heavy  train. 

A  (j^s^  rujhdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Inclining,  pre- 
ponderating, drawing  (a  scale).  Rajahdn,  (v.  n.  of 

^j)  Dipping,  preponderating,  drawing  (a  scale). Excelling,  surpassing.  Excellence,  superiority. 

A        rajd,  A  trembling,  a  being  terrified. 

A  '^j^j  rajrdj,  Tremulous.  Quicksilver. 
A  'i.s=-\^j  rajrdjat,  (A  woman)  shaking  from 

corpulency.  (A  multitude)  agitated  to  and  fro, 

yet  making  no  progressive  motion  on  account  of 
their  crowding. 

A  .^'^j  rujruj,  A  species  of  plant. 
A  '^j=rj  I'ajrajat,  (v.  n.  of  ,^^-j>-j  Q)  Being  agi- 

tated, trembling.  Being  wearied.  ̂ »';Vi;ai,  Asmall 
quantity  of  muddy  water  in  the  bottom  of  a  cis- 

tern. A  large  body  (of  men)  in  battle.  Spittle. 
A  man  without  judgment. 

Ay»-j  rajz,  (v.  n.  ofJ»-j)  Making  or  repeating 
the  verses  called  rajaz.  Rljz  or  rujz,  Pain,  tor- 

ment. Impurity,  uncleanness.  Satanical  sugges- 

tions. Plague,  pestilence.  An  idol.  Idolatry,  poly- 

theism. Rajaz,  A  species  of  verse,  the  measure  of 

which  is  ̂jJjtflJu-*  mustaf^lun  six  times  repeated. 
A  disease  in  the  buttocks  of  a  camel. 

A  ̂^jTj  fajzds,  A  she-camel  diseased  withj»-j. 



A  fjt^j  rajs,  (v.  n.  of  Thundering  loudly. 

Braying  (a  camel).  Keeping  back,  restraining. 
Sounding  the  depth  of  water.  Being  in  violent 

commotion  (clouds).  i2?';s,Uncleanness.  Torment, 
punishment.  An  infamous  actiondeservingof  chas- 

tisement. Any  thing  regarded  as  filthy  and  abo- 
minable. Sin,  iniquity.  Rage.  Suspicion,  doubt. 

i^a7as,(v.n.of^J->-J)  Perpetrating  ashameful  deed, 

and  defiling  one's  self.  Rajas  or  rajis,  Impurity. 

A  raj^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Bringing  back,  re- 

storing. Turning,  converting,  changing.  Profit- 
ing, benefiting,  turning  to  account.  Agreeing  with, 

doing  good  (food).  Returning  from  one  journey 

and  setting  out  on  another.  Selling  a  camel  and 

buying  another  with  the  proceeds.  Being  restored 

to  health.  Ambling,  bringing  his  fore-feet  back  (a 

horse).  A  pace.  The  lines  marked  upon  the  face 

with  a  needle's  point,  which  they  rub  over  with  in- 
digo or  with  Cyprus.  The  dung  of  a  dog  or  of  wild 

beasts.  Utility,  profit,   A  reply  to  a  letter,  (pi. 

rija^  i^^^J  rij^n,  or  raj^aw)  A  ditch :  any 
place  where  water  stagnates,  or  place  into  which  a 

torrent  disgorges  itself  and  passes  through.  Dung. 

Pestilence.  Thetopofahill.  Rain  after  rain.  Water. 

Vernal  verdure.  The  lower  part  of  the  shoulder. 

Rij^  (A  camel)  returning  from  a  journey.  Rvju^ 

(pl.of  ?'«/i^)  (Beasts)  returning  from  a  jour- 

ney,   (pi.  of         rija^  Camels'  halters. 
A  {J^'^j  rij^n,  (pi.  of  raj^  Waters  stag- 

nant, pent  up,  or  regorged ;  also  the  places  where 

they  stagnate.  Riij^n,  (v.  n.  of  Returning. 

The  answer  to  a  letter.  (pL  of  rajQ  Ditches. 
Rains  after  rains.  Profits.  Pestilences.  Tops  of  hills. 

A  raj^t  or  rij^t,  (v.  n.  of  Return- 
ing to  earth  afterdeath.  Receiving  again  a  divorced 

wife.  An  answer  to  a  letter.  The  doctrine  of  the 

metempsychosis  or  transmigration  of  souls.  Rij- 

^t,  The  refuse  of  camels  or  goods  brought  home 
unsold  from  a  market.  A  camel  purchased  with 

the  proceeds  of  the  sale  of  another.  Rvj^t,  An 
answer  to  a  letter. 

A  ̂^-j  ruj^i',  A  reply  to  a  letter. 
p  1— rajghali,  A  belch. 

A  uJ!»-j  rajf,  (v.  n.  of  i»_Ci>-j)  Moving,  causing 
to  move.  Being  greatly  shaken  (the  earth).  Pre- 

paring for  battle.  Thundering  with  reverberation. 

Tremor.  An  earthquake. 

A  rajafan,  (v.  n.  of  i  2»-j)  Trembling 
dreadfully  (the  earth).  Moving.  Thundering  with 

reverberation.    Tremor,  violent  agitation. 

A  'ih>-j  rajfaty  Agitation.  An  earthquake. 
P  <-^^^j  rajali,  A  belch. 

A  J?;j^oi^,(v.n.of  Js.j)Tyingthefoot.  Strik- 
ing on  the  foot.  Hanging  up  by  the  feet  (a  sheep). 

Leaping,  springing  upon.  Bringing  forth  a  child 
with  the  feet  foremost.  Sucking  as  the  young  of 
animals  the  dam.  Turning  (a  dam)  loose  with  (her) 
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colt.  A  man.  A  pedestrian,  (pi.  of  J>?-]j  rajil) 

Footmen,  infantry.  Rijl,  (v.  n.  of  (J<?^)  Having 

a  pain  in  the  foot.  (pi.  arjul,  OiJj>-j  rija- 

lat,  and  rijildt)  The  foot ;  or  fi'om  the  root  of  the 
thigh  to  the  foot.  The  hinder  foot  of  a  quadruped. 

Time,  an  age.  (pi.  JWj^  arjal)  A  part  or  portion 
(as  of  a  flask  of  wine  or  oil).  A  bay  of  the  sea. 

A  numerous  body,  as  of  locusts.  Destruction. 

Breeches  of  a  single  fold.  A  portion,  lot.  Sleepy 

(man).  White  paper.  Indigence, misfortune:  tor- 
ment. Human  excrement.  Time,  life-time.  A 

misanthrope  who  shuns  society.  An  army.  Pre- 

cedence, priority.  The  lower  end  of  a  bow  when 

shooting  (theupper  endbeing  called  tiJ.yar;?,  Hand). 

Either  end  of  an  arrow,  j'^^ij^j  rijlul  hahr,A. 
river ;  a  frith  or  arm  (literally,  a  foot)  of  the  sea. 

J>s>-j  rijlu'ljarad,  Asort  of  orach. 
rijlu'l  ha^namat,  Ox-tongue.  rij- 

lu'd  dajajat,  Camomile,  jjlla]^  u)"^  rijlu't  tatir, 
A  certain  mark  burnt  on  a  camel ;  also  the  iron 

with  which  it  is  made.  (J.>-j  rijlu''l ghurab, 
Crow's  foot.  A  sort  of  machine  fastened  to  a  ca- 

mel's udder  to  prevent  the  colt  from  sucking.  Ra- 

jal,  (v.  n.  of  (Js*^)  Being  on  foot  and  remaining  so. 
Having  one  foot  marked  white  (a  horse).  Having 

a  large  foot  (a  man).  Being  partly  curled  and 

partly  straight  (a  head  of  hair).  Turning  a  dam 
loose  with  her  colt  that  he  may  suck  at  pleasure. 

Turned  loose  among  others  (a  horse).  Lambs  or 

kids  turned  loose  with  the  dam.  Hair  partly  curled 

and  partly  lank.  Rajil,  A  head  of  hair  partly 

curled,  partly  sleek,  (pi.  rajjalat,  (Jl»-j  ruj- 

jal,  l^^j  rujjaJa',  rojdla',  rijdla',  ry- 
lat,  rajlaf,  a>i=»^^  arjilat,  ardjil,  and 

ardjil)  A  man  on  foot.  A  camel's  colt  left  loose 
with  the  dam.  Rajul,  (pi.  JVj  ryal,  O^U 

5>- ,  ri- 

jdlat  'i^j  rijlat,  rijalat,  J^^-j**  marjal,  (_}=-^^  ara- 
jil,  and  sls-j  rajlat)  A  man.  A  man  of  intrepi- 

dity. A  man  on  foot.  Potent  in  vencry.  Hair 

partly  curled  and  partly  sleek.  Rajul,  rajil,  or 

rajal,  (pi.  Jl*-j\  arjal  and  j\)^=^  rajala')  A  man 
whose  hair  is  partly  curled  and  partly  lank.  Ri- 

jal,  (pi.  of        rijlat^  Water-pipes,  conduits. 

A  ̂'^^^j  rajlas,  (fern,  of  (J.=>-j\  arjaV)  (A  mare 
orsheep)wi(h  one  foot  white.Rough,stony(ground). 

A  ̂^'^>-J  rajlati,  (pi.  (_Jj=^  rajla')  A  person  on 
foot.  Rijldni,  Two  feet.  The  two  thighs  of  the 

breeches.  Rvjldn,(p\.  oi ̂ yx^jvajiT)  Foot-soldiers. 

A  &is>-j  rajlat,  Firmness  of  tread  in  walking. 
Purslain.  (pi.  of  rajul)  Men.  (pi.  of  (Js-j 

rajil  and  [^^-^j  rajil)  People  on  foot.  Rijlat,  (v. 

n.  of  (Js-j)  Having  a  pain  in  the  foot.  A  place 
where  the  plant  ^rfaj  grows.  Firmness  of 

tread  in  walking,  (pi.  ̂^^-j  rijal)  A  water-course 
from  stony  to  level  ground.  Purslain.  Personson 

foot.  ^ic  ̂ji^\ alimali  mir  rijlatin  or  rajlatin, 
More  insipid  than  purslain.  Rijlat  or  rijalat,  (pi. 
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of  J^j  rajul)  Men.  Rujlat,  (v.  n.  of  Js-j  Being 
marked  with  white  on  the  foot  (a  horse).  Manli- 

ness. Vigour  in  walking.  Rajilat,  Horses  turned 
loose  among  others.  Rajulat,  Masculine  (woman), 

p  sis-j  rajla,  Purslain. 
A  rajla',  A  rough,  stony  road.  (pi.  JU^ 

rydl  and  rajala')  Pedestrian  (woman),  (pi. 

of  ij'^^j  rajldn  and  (J^]j  rdjil)  Men  on  foot. 
A  ̂'^•j  raj  ally.  An  excellent  runner. 
A  &>i5>-j  rujUyat,  Manliness,  vii'ility. 

A  J  rijliyun,  Pedestrians. 
A  rajm,  (v.  n.  of  Stoning  to  death, kill- 

ing. Pelting  with  stones.  Passing  by  swiftly  and 

impetuously.  Putting  up  a  sepulchral  monument. 

Speaking  by  conjecture.  Desertion.  Persecution, 
banishment.  Detestation,  reproach,  contumely,  exe- 

cration, (pi.  j,^s-jrM;M?w)  Any  thing  thrown.  Opi- 
nion. Vice,  fault,  blemish.  Conjecture.  A  friend, 

pot-companion.  Rajm  or  rajavi,  A  brother.  Ra- 
ja7n,  A  tomb,  grave.  A  well,  pit,  ditch,  trench.  A 

furnace.  Brethren.  Rujam,  (pi.  of  'iJ^Tj  rujmat) 
Stones  piled  up  over  a  grave.  Rujum,  Flying  stars. 

Lights  or  torches  with  which  they  drive  away  evil 

spirits.  Sepulchral  monuments. 

A  'iiTj  rajmat  or  rujmat,  A  grave.  Rujmat, 
The  den  of  a  hyena  (which  is  oft  a  tomb),  (pi. 

rujam)  A  tumulus  of  stones  over  a  grave,  a  monu- 
ment. A  prop  for  the  branches  of  a  good  palm-tree. 

^  (j*^  rajn,  (v.  n.  of  (j?^)  Keeping  (a  horse) 
in  the  stable,  and  bringing  (him)  down  by  poor 

provender.  Being  so  kept  back  (a  horse). 

A  j=-j  rajw,  (oi-js-j  7^uju)v)(v.n.of\>-j  foi'yfj) 
Hoping.  Fearing.  Hope. 

A  <— 'js^  ruju.b,  (v.  n.  of  i^^j)  Revering,  ve- 
nerating, (pi.  of 

rajah)  Months  Rajab. 

A  85=^  rajmat,  Hope.  Fear. 

A  '^'^j  rujuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Dipping,  prepon- derating (a  scale). 

A  c_>*>j=>-j  I'ajus,  Thundering  (sky).  Braying 
(camel).  Violently  dashing  (sea).  One  who  throws 

a  stone  called  i^^jf  mirjds  into  a  well  in  order 
to  raise  the  mud. 

A  ys- ̂   rijii^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Returning.  Bring- 
ing back,  restoring.  Returning  from  a  colder  to  a 

warmer  climate  (a  bird).  Bandying  mutual  accu- 
sations. Succeeding  well.  Benefiting.  A  return. 

Proof.  A  referring.  Reference.  An  answer  to  a 

letter,  p  ̂jii^yo^i  ̂ =rj  rujH^ farmudan.  To  refer, 
appeal,  bring  a  suit  into  court. 

A  ̂^>-j  rajii^m,  Rehoboam,  son  of  Solomon. 
A  &S-y>-j  rajii^t.  An  answer  to  a  letter. 
Ai — 5_ji>-j7';yMf,(v.n.ofi  a=^)Tremblinggreatly, 

being  violently  shaken  (the  earth).  Moving. 
A  ru  or  rajUliyat,  Manliness,  virility. 

A  j«j=«-j  rujum,  (pi.  of  ̂ s>-jrajm)  Things  thrown. 
^  U-J'^'J  ("^-  n.  of  (^s- j)  Abiding  in,  tarry- 
ing at,  or  being  used  to  (a  place).   Being  kept  in 



the  stable  and  brought  down  by  poor  provender. 

Blushing  (for  any  one). 

A  I'cijh,  (v.n.  of  s^J)  Seizing  and  holding 
firmly.   Moving  and  growing  (a  lad). 

p        raja,  A  clothes-line.  A  row. 

A  (_5=^  ''^y 'y^')  (flit-  is^j^.  ̂^'i^')  He  ceased 
from  speaking,  he  was  interrupted. 

A  s^^Tj  rajiyat,  A  thing  hoped  for. 

A  ̂ =»j  rajih,  Excellent,  surpassing. 
A  (p^-  '>'ojasi^  (A  horse  or 

camel)  returning  fatigued  from  a  journey  and  im- 
mediately despatched  upon  another.  What  returns 

from  market  unsold.  Cold  victuals  dressed  a  se- 

cond time ;  a  rifacciamento.  Untwisted,  and  again 

tvvisted(rope).Ananswer.Excrements  of  wild  beasts. 

An  old  striped  garment.  The  remains  of  food  which 

cattle  bring  up  when  chewing  the  cud.  Any  thing 

returned,  restored,  or  rejected.  A  pool  of  stagnant 
water.  The  bridle,  or  the  middle  of  the  bit,  which 

presses  upon  the  tongue.  Sweat.  A  lean  camel. 

Big-bellied  from  excess  of  food.  A  palm-tree. 

A  &3ti»-j  raji^t,  (pi.  vajad^  A  camel 
bought  with  the  price  of  one  sold.  A  she-camel  re- 

turned from  a  journey,  and  immediately  despatched 
on  another. 

A  i__2a»-j  rajif,  A  trembling.  A  moving. 

A  (Jj^s-j  i^ajll,  (pi.  rujala')  (A  man)  vi- 
gorous, stout  in  walking.  Standing  upon  one  foot. 

Whole,  unworn  in  the  hoof  (a  horse).  Worn  down 

by  riding  and  not  sweating  (horse).  Very  distant 
in  one  extreme  from  the  other  (a  place).  Hard. 

Extempore  (speech).  Ttujayl,  (dim.  of  (Js-j  rajuV) 
A  little  man,  a  manikin. 

A  rujaylaf,  Name  of  certain  pedestrians. 

A  ̂iJjks»j  rujaylasan,  One  after  another  (the 
ewes  were  delivered  of  lambs). 

A  j**?^  ra/jim,  Overwhelmed  with  stones.  De- 
voted to  destruction,  execrable  (devil). 

A  i^-Tj  rajin,  Deadly  poison. 
A  i-^^j  rajinat,  Resin,  gum.  A  crowd,  troop. 

p  JU-j  richal,  A  confection. 

p  uiii>-j  rachuh,  Eructation. 

A  Wj  ralia  ,  A  mill-stone. 
A  rihab,  (pl.of  &^a>-j  rahbat  or  rahahat) 

Spacious  areas.  J2«/iaZ),  Large,  open  (place).  Wide, 

capacious  (caldron  or  woman). 

A  &jWjra/ta6a^,  Abeingspacious,  commodious. 

A  t^^j  ruhaz,  A  flowing  of  sweat  in  a  fever. 

A  t^^j  ruhak,  Pure,  good,  generous  (wine). 

A  (JW,  rihal,  (pi.  of  rahl)  Small  camels' 
saddles.  Carpets  from  Hira  in  Mesopotamia. 

A  Jl»^  ra/t/iaZ,Skilful  in  riding  camels.  A  mak- 
er of  camels'  saddles.   One  who  travels  to  and  fro. 

A  'iilsi-j  rihalat,  (pi.  (Jols*^  rahdsil)  A  saddle 
made  of  leather,  without  any  wood  in  it. 

A  siWj  rihala,  A  word  for  calling  a  sheep. 

A  ft/cl^  rahamat,  (v.  n.  of  a^I))  Having  a  dis- 
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ease  in  the  uterus,  and  being  thereby  rendered  un- 
able to  receive  the  male  (a  camel). 

A  (jM-ols-j  ruhamis,  Bold,  brave,  courageous. 
A  (__ajWj  rahasib,  Wide  plains,  or  confines. 

A  i^^^j  rahatil,  Leathern  saddles. 
A  u-o>-j  ?"aA&,  Spacious  (place).  Wide  (In  the 

chest).  Rahb,  raJiab,  CS'^j  rahbat,  or  rahabat, 
(pi.  of  9'a/ia&a^)Spacious  areas,  or  other  places 
for  walking.  Ruhb,  (v.  n.  of  i^s-j)  Being  large, 

spacious.  Being  commodious. 

A.  rahbat  also  rahabat,  (pi.  i— -'Is-j  rihab, 

^-f^j  I'aliob  or  rahb,  lIIjLo-j  rahabat  or  rahbat) 
A  spacious  area  (of  a  temple  or  other  place).  A 

widely-extended  piece  of  verdant  ground.  A  valley, 

to  every  part  of  which  the  water  flows.  The  broad 
side  of  fruits  adhering  to  the  branch. 

A  f^^Cis^j  rahbatani,Two  bones  joining  the  arm- 
pits at  the  top  of  the  ribs,  or  against  which  the  el- 

bows strike,  or  the  jjlace  where  the  heart  beats. 

A  J^-f >^  ruhba'.  The  broadest  rib  of  the  breast. 
A  mark  impressed  on  a  camel's  side. 

A        rahhat,  A  coiled  up  serpent. 

A  ̂ s-j  rahah.  Breadth  of  a  horse's  hoof  (rec- koned a  beauty  unless  flat).  Ruhuh,  Wide  dishes. 

A  ■^J^j  rahrah,  (^j'^j  rahrah,  or  {>^y>'j  rah- 
rahdn)  Broad,  large. 

A  'ic-^j  rahrahat,  (v.n. of  ■^^j  Q)  Failing  to reach  the  bottom  of  a  thing.  Speaking  darkly  and 

unintelligibly.  Concealing,  keeping  secret. 

^L>^j  '''o-^i-^y  (v.n. of  (^s>-j)  Washing  (either 
hands  or  clothes).  An  old  worn  out  leathern 
bottle  or  wallet. 

A  ̂Uas-j  ruhazds,  A  sweat  after  the  paroxysm 
of  a  fever,  or  so  as  actually  to  bathe  the  skin. 

p  (Jp-j  rahl,  A  reading-stick,  a  support  for  a 
book.    The  eyebrow  of  a  mistress. 

A  ̂^s-j  rahl,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Saddling  (a  camel). 
Bearing  (any  inconvenience)  patiently.  Depart- 

ing, travelling.  A  mansion,  a  resting-place,  (pi. 

arhul  and  Jl=»j  rilial)  A  small  camel's  sad- 
dle. Household  furniture,  especially  what  is  car- 

ried on  a  journey. 

A         ruhhal,  (pi.  of  (J^]j  rdhil)  Travellers. 

A  ̂%>-j  rahlas,  (fem.  of  arhal)  (A  sheep) 
white  on  the  back,  the  rest  black  ;  or  vice  versa. 

A  'i^s-j  rihlat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Travelling,  de- 

parting, migrating.  The  mode  of  fixing  a  camel's 
saddle.  Journey,  departure  (particularly  of  camels). 

&is>-j  J  j  zu  rihlat  or  ruhlat,  (A  camel)  fit  for  tra- 
velling. Death,  p  Usjbj\  CL^U^  WAZaii 

shah-zada  az  ddrifand,The  departure  of  the  prince 

from  this  frail  world,  ̂ ji^j^  CLA^j  rihlat  kardan. 

To  depart,  travel.  To  die.  a  Ruhlat,  Fitness  for 

making  a  journey.  The  side  or  direction  to  which 
one  is  travelling.  One  journey,  jjif^  antuni 

ruhlati,  Ye  are  those  towards  whom  I  am  travel- 

ling, you  are  the  object  of  my  journey. 

A  |*si-j  rahvi  or  raham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j)  Having 
a  diseased  womb.  Rihm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Pitying, 

regarding  with  compassion.  Commiseration,  sym- 

pathy. Rihm  or  rahim,  (pi.  arhdm)  The 

womb.  Kin,  relationship.  Affection  of  near  rela- 
tives, alo  sila-ti  rahim,  A  union  of  kindred, 

a  meeting  of  friends,  ^ai'  hai^  rahim,  A  de- 
sertion, cutting,  or  alienation  of  kinsfolk.  Ruhm  or 

ruhum,  Mercy.  ̂ ■>-j  ̂\  ummu  ruhmin,  (or  ̂J^'^  p 
ummur  ruhmi,  Mother  of  compassion,  i.  e.  Mecca. 

A  -^^-Pj  rahmds,  (or  rahmn)  (A  camel) 
suffering  from  a  disease  in  the  uterus  after  foaling, 
which  proves  fatal  to  her. 

A  ra/t?/iaw,Merciful,compassionate(God). 

P  i^^j  rahmani.  Divine. 
A  rahmat,  A  gift  of  the  divine  mercy.  A 

prophetical  gift.  Rain.  A  woman's  name.  Rah- 
mat or  rahamat,  Pity,  compassion,  commiseration. 

Pardon,  forgiveness,  p  ̂̂ iS^LIaPj  rahmat  kar- 
dan. To  pity,  commiserate. 

A  {j^j  rahmdn,  (for  rahmdri)  Merciful. 

aC^_j^j  /•a/iamM^,Pity, commiseration.  CL^^iiij 

CL>y^j  i^j^'^  rahabut  hhayr  min  rahamut.  Bet- 
ter be  feared  than  pitied :  it  is  more  desirable  to 

be  an  object  of  dread  than  of  pity. 

A         ruhma\  Mercy,  pity.  Forgiveness. 

A  j=>-j  rahw,  (v.n.of  U-j  for^5>-j)  Building  (a 
mill).  Turning  (a  mill).  Coiling  itself  (a  serpent). 

A  J^s^  rahul,  (or  '^^j  rahulat)  A  strong, able,  travelling  beast. 

A         rahum.  Diseased  in  the  uterus. 

A  Cs^j  rahamiy.  Rotatory  (motion). 
A  rahy,  (v.  n.  of  Building,  also  turn- 
ing (a  mill).  Twisting  itself  spirally  (a  serpent). 

Raha',  (pi.  arhl,  As-J\  ai^has,  urkiy, 

rahiy,  ruhiy,  and  'k.i^J\  arhiyat)  A  mill- stone, mill.  The  breast,  the  callous  part  on  which 
a  camel  reclines.  The  hoof  of  a  camel  or  elephant. 

Spinage.  A  back  tooth.  An  independent  tribe.  A 
chief  of  the  people.  A  body  of  domestics.  A  field 
of  battle.  A  number  of  camels  crowding  upon  one 

another.  A  round  cloud.  A  piece  of  high  ground 

about  a  mile  square,  to  whick  the  water  never  rises. 

raha'' I  y ad,  A  hand-mill. 

A  IJ^j  rahayani,  (du.)  Two  hand-mills. 
A  »Jis-j  rahib,  Wide  (place).  Broad-chested. 

A  glutton. 

A  'i^j  rahiyat,  A  snake  coiled  up. 

A  f^jAf^j  rahiz,  Washed. A  j3a=»j  rahik.  The  best  wine.  Pure,  clear,  ge- 
nerous (wine).    A  kind  of  perfume. 

A  ,J.Jki>-j  rfl/iiZ,  A  journey.  Saddled  (camel).  A 
camel  fit  for  the  road.  Ruhayl,  (dim.  of  rahl) 

A  little  travelling  furniture. 
A        rahim.  Merciful,  compassionate.  Pitied. 

p  ̂   rakh,  A  sigh.  Grief,  anguish,  sorrow. Disease.   The  sound  of  a  musical  instrument.  A 



cleft,  chink,  notch,  fissure.  Bukh,  A  cheek.  The 

face,  countenance.  A  side,  point,  quarter.  The 

rook  or  tower  at  chess.  A  knight-errant.  A  head- 
stall for  a  horse.  A  rhinoceros.  Name  of  a  certain 

bird  of  mighty  wing  (perhaps  the  condor,  but  most 

probably  fabulous).  A  beast  resembling  a  camel, 

but  very  fierce.  The  skin  of  the  throat  of  a  certain 

water-fowl.  A  reed,  rush,  or  flag  whence  mats  are 

made.  A  crown  formerly  worn  by  the  kings  of 

Persia,  aft-azi  rukh,  The  protuberant  part 
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of  the  cheek.  I  ̂   ruhh  awardan,  To  come, 

jjiib  ̂   rukh  dadan,  To  countenance. 

rakhhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Treading,  trara- 

and  fresh  milk  with  flour.    New  cheese. 

p  a^'ifi-j  ruhhbina,  Made  from  sour  milk.  Tur- 

pentine. p  <^»^  rakht,  Goods  and  chattels,  apparatus. 

Wearing  apparel.  Traps.  Rich  furniture,  tapes- 

try, housings,  harness.  A  hoi'se.  A  ray  or  beam 
of  the  sun  or  moon.   Sadness,  grief.   Right,  true. 

J rakht  afkan- 
A  meal  for  one  man, 

dan,  To  stop  still.    To  be  weak,    i^'^  ji  <-IU=^ 

rakht  bar  hastan,  To  set  off"  upon  a  journey.  To die. 
J rakht  ha  saltra  kashi- 

pling  on.  Mingling  (wine).  Rukhkh,  (pi.  &^ ̂  

rikhakhat)Theca&i\e  at  chess.  Name  of  a  monstrous 
bird,  which  is  said  to  have  powers  sufficient  to  carry 

off"  a  live  rhinoceros.  A  soft  and  withered  herb. 

A  U>-j  rahhd,  Looseness,  softness,  weakness. 
A  rakhas,  Affluence,  the  conveniences  and 

pleasures  of  life.  Rakhaf  or  ruhkar,  (v.  n.  of  _js-j) 
Being  loose,  soft,  flabby,  relaxed.  Rikhas,  (v.  n. 

3  ofy-j)  Making  soft,  loose,  and  relaxed.  Rukhas, 
A  gentle  breeze. 

A  rakhkhaj:,  (pi.  i^^j  rakhakhiy)  Soft 

ground,  or  ground  swelled  and  yielding  to  the  pres- 
sure of  the  feet. 

A  -^^j  rakhakh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Treading  upon. 
Mixing  (wine).  Easy  (life).  Soft,  open  (ground). 

A  rakhakhiy,  (pi.  of  f^s^-j  rahkkhai) 

Soft  gi'ounds  yielding  to  the  tread. 

A  i^j^^j  rukhas,  A  woman's  name. 

A  'ito\»-j  rakhasat,  (v.  n.  of  t^jas-j)  Being  low- 
priced,  cheap  (provisions).  Being  remiss.  Being 
tender,  delicate  of  body, 

A  (  i\s-j  rikhaf,  (pi.  of  (_fl=-j  rakhf)  Thin  but- 

ters,   (pi.  of&as-j  rukhfat)  Pumice-stones. 

A  'HKs'j  9'a^/tafa^,Thinness,wateriness  (ofpaste). 
A  (Jl=»-j  rilihal  or  rukhal,  (pi,  of  (_)^  rikhl, 

rakhil,  and  'i^j  rikhlat)  Ewe-lambs, 
,^    A  pli-j  rukham,  Marble,  alabaster,     p  j»ls-^ 
cSaAm>  rukhami  safed,  White  marble, 

A  'iit^s'j  rakhamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  soft, gentle  (speech).  Being  softly  spoken  (a  young 
girl).  Rikhamat,  A  heavy  stone.  Rukhamat,  A 

sun-dial.    A  sort  of  plant. 

A  J^^j  rM^/m?«a',  Gentle  breeze.  Kind  of  tree. 
P  i^^j  rukhami.  Any  thing  made  of  marble. 

Fine  silken  stuff"  interwoven  with  gold  threads.  A 
species  of  thorn. 

A  '^^j  rukhaniiy,  Made  of  marble. 
P  lL^Is-j  rakhang,  The  country  of  Arracan. 

(J 

dan,  To  die.  wis--  CL^j  rakhti  khana,  Household 

furniture,  sl*  j  sxJJ>»jy^  '^-^J  '''^^^^'■^^  khivurshed 
u  mah,  The  sun's  rays,  and  the  beams  of  the  moon. 

A  5 
'j  rakhamat  or  rukhamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J) 

Being  loose,  soft,  flabby. 

A  {^jai^j  rakhasis,  (pi. of  'La}>-j  rakhsat)  Soft, 
flexible  (fingers). 

p  fjs^j  rikhbin.  Sour  milk.  Butter-milk,  or 
any  thing  dressed  with  it.    A  dish  made  of  sour 

J 

'J 

i-ukhti  sqfar.  Travelling  apparatus. 
rakhti  salami,  A  dress  put  on  when 

going  to  court.  jjS-  CJ^j  rakhti  ̂ arws.  What- 

ever the  bride  carries  from  her  parent's  to  her  hus- 

band^s  house,    ̂ ll*  ̂   lII^s-i  rakht  u  mata^  Ar- 
tides  pertaining  to  personal  estate. 

rakhti  hasti,  Reason,  understanding.        fc  '^^^-^j 

lI***^  C?]/^^  rakhti  hasfi  ha  sahrdsi  nisti 
burdan.  To  deprive  of  life  or  reason, 

p  f^J^ '-^'^  rakht-kash,  A  beast  of  burden, 
P  (Jl*  rakht-mdl,  A  kind  of  mangle  for 

smoothing  linen. 

giving  drink,  Rukhsat  or  ruhhusat.  Indulgence, 

unbounded  license,  remissness,  connivance.  Faci- 

lity, Leave,  permission  to  depart ;  dismissal,  dis- 

charge,  p  ̂^^un\y-  Cii^jaJ>-j  rukhsat  khmastan.  To 
rukhsat 

desire  permission  to  depart,  jjii^ii  ̂  

dddati,To  dismiss,  CL^Ai>-j  rukhsat  kardan, 
To  dismiss,  suffer  to  depart.  {^i>^  CL/^>a^j  rukh- 

sat giriftan,  To  take  leave. 

P  «JU*ai>- 'j  ruhhsatana,  A  present  made  on  dis- 

p  *Jc- 
rakhta.  Wounded,  sick,  diseased. 

P       rakhj  or  ra^/to;',  Sordid, base,  angry,  bad- 
tempered.   Rukhj,  Name  of  a  place  in  CL^^,}  bust. 

A         rikhakhat,  (pi. of  ̂ )  Castles  at  chess. 

A  7-akhrakh,  (or  ̂ ^J)  Thin  mud. 

v\>j  ̂   rukh-ruha.  Name  of  a  rapacious  bird. 
Pjl*»5-j  ruhhsdr.  The  cheek.   The  face,  coun- 

tenance, pari-rukhsar.  Fairy-faced, 
beautiful  as  an  angel. 

pS,l*»i»-jrM/fAsara,Cheek,face,complexion,mien. 

p  t^J^j  rakksh,  Lightning.  The  rainbow.  Re- 
flection of  light.  A  mixture  of  red  and  white.  A 

face  marked  with  moles.  A  mottled  or  partridge- 
coloured  horse.  Swift.  Ahorse.  Name  of  the  horse 

of  the  celebrated  Rustam.  Happy,  fortunate,  pro- 

sperous. Joyful,  Commencement.  Happiness,  pro- 

sperity, jl^  rakhshi  bahdr,  Vernal  breezes 
or  clouds.  Ruhhsh,  A  whitening  beard.  A  ray 

of  light,  a  flash.    The  sun. 

(jli;,5>-j  rulih- 

p  KZis-'j  rakhsha,  {imkhshd,  and 
shan^  Shining,  flashing, 

A  kz^j  7'akhshat,  Motion,  agitation, 

p yj^j  rakhshgar,  One  who  sings  for  hire 
with  instruments, 

p  ̂i^lz^j  rakhshandagt.  Flash,  shine,  lustre, 

p  ̂ ^d.iJ^jrakhshldan/Toshmej^&sh.  To  boast, 

A  (^jaifj  rakhs,  Soft,  flexible.    Tender,  deli- 
cately brought  up,  Rukhs,  (v,  n,  of  (,jias-j)  Being 

cheap  ;  lowness  of  price,  cheapness.  Indulgence, 

A  iLos-j  rakhsat,  (pi,  (_>A>l5-j  rakkasis)  Deli- 
cate (finger).    Ruhhsat,  A  turn  at  drinking  or  at 

missmg  a  person, 

P        CLa<Oi'-*j  rukhsat-farmd,  Granting  leave, 
A  i^'^j  rukhsati,  A  thing  given  at  parting, 
A  (_as-j  rakhf,  (v,  n,  of  i—Oi-j)  Being  soft,  thin, 

watery  (paste),    (pi,  rikhaf)  Thin  butter. 
Soft,  thin,  watery  paste.  A  sort  of  dye.  Rakhaf, 

(v.  n.  of  I— tt=>-j)  Being  thin  and  watery  (paste). 
Thinness  and  wateriness  (of  paste). 

A  'ijis-j  rakhfat.  Fresh,  thin  butter^  Thin  mud. 

(pi.  (  rikhaf)  A  pumice-stone.  'is»-j  ̂ ^J^ 
saru'l  mas  rakhfatan,  The  water  became  thin  mud. 

Rakhfat,  rukhfat,  or  rakhafat,  Thinness  and  wa- 
teriness of  paste.  Rakhafat,  Thin  clay. 

pj jji  ̂   rahh-firoz,  A  female  ornament  for the  wrist.     Rukh-firoz,  The  7th  day  of  the  month. 

p  »^j^^»-jraM-^ira,  A  bracelet  of  gold,silver,&c. 
A  (3=*^  rikkl  or  rakhil,  (pi.  (J^]j  arkkul,  (J\j^ 

rikhdl,  rukhal,  i^'^^j  rikhldn,  'i^j  rakhalat  and 
rikhlat)  A  ewe-lamb. 

A  (j^^^  rikhlan,  (pi.  of  (J>5^  rikhl  and  »Ji>-j 
rikklat)  Ewe-lambs, 

A  's!^j  rikhlat,  A  ewe-lamb.  Rikhlat  or  rakha- 

lat, (pi.  of  ̂ y^J  rikhl)  Ewe-lambs. 
A  j*j>-j  rakhtn,  (v.  n.  of  )  Playing,  toying 

with,  caressing.  Softening.  Being  soft  and  deli- 
cate (speech).  Sitting  (as  a  hen  upon  her  eggs). 

Rakham,  A  bird  shaped  like  a  vulture,  of  the  size 

of  a  raven  ;  a  pelican.  Thick  milk.  Favour,  aff'ec- 
tion.  Softness,  gentleness.  A  small  quan- 

tity of  biestings. 

A         rakhmas,  (fern.  arhham)  White- 
headed,  black-bodied  (ewe). 

A  'iJ^j  rakhamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Sitting  (as  a 
hen  upon  eggs).  Love,  mercy.  A  single  pelican. 
A  certain  bird  which  feeds  on  carrion. 

p  bJ^j  rakhma,  A  carrion-eating  bird. 
p  edi-j  rakhna,  A  breach  in  a  wall,  a  fracture, 

notch  (in  a  sword  or  knife),  hole,  crack,  chink.  A window,  (ji^jl  j^j^."^ 

amardan,  To  quit  a  religious  life 

rakhna-zada  saSaWjCursedby  all.  Rukhna,  Paper 

Pjlti  «Ukp-j  rakhna-dar,  Notched,  cracked. 
A  jj>-j  rakhw,  rikhio,  or  rukhm.  Soft,  loose,  re- 

laxed. Rikhm  or  rukhw,  Looseness,  flabbiness. 

A  8^=^  rikhwat,  (v.  n.  of  ji-j)  Being  loose,  soft, 
flabby.  Easy-paced  (horse),  iif-j^^js^hurufu 

i  ikhmatin,^T!he  soft  letters,  viz.,  (^a  *'^ 
yt,  ijLijtjO,  (ii.    Rikhwat  or  ruhhwat,  Looseness. 

(jU)_j\  ji_j^Ujii  euki-j  7^ahhna  dar  dimar 



A) 

A  rikhwadd,  (fem.  'i'^y^-j  rikhwaddai) 
Small-boned  and  fleshy.  Delicate-bodied. 

A  ̂ '^y'j  rahhmadat,  Delicacy.  Softness.  Ten- 
derness. Luxuriance  in  produce.  Affluence,  ease, 

comfort,  happiness. 

A  'k^yi'j  rukhusat,  (v.n.of  (_><ai-j)  Being  low- 
priced.  Being  easy,  remiss.  Being  delicate  of  body. 

A  &i_j5»j?'MMM/a^,Thinness,wateriness(of  paste). 
A  i^^j  rahliiy.  Blest  with  the  conveniences  of 

life.  Wide,  ample.  JL3\  J^=-j  rahhiyu'l  bal,  In 
easy,  affluent  circumstances. 

A  '■^^j  Tahliikh,  Soft  (clay). 
p  ̂ jiJas-j  ralihidan,  To  pant,  puff,  breathe  hard. 

A  i^jAis'j  rahhis,  Soft  (garment).  Easy  and 
sudden  (death).    Low-priced,  cheap,  reasonable. 

A  ̂AJks>-j  rakJnfat,  (pi.  <  jls-j  rikhaf)  A  soft 
and  loose  lump  of  paste.  Thin  butter. 

A  pAs-j  ?-aMm,  Easy,  gentle  (language).  Softly 
spoken  (girl). 

A  iLffi-j  rahhimat,  Soft  and  gentle  spoken  (girl). 

p  i^xhj  I'Miin,  A  goad.  Whey.  A  churn. 
p  &^=»j  rakhina,  Resin  of  the  pine-tree. 

p  iij  rad,  Intelligent,  skilful,  learned,  philoso- 
phic. Bold, strong, brave.  Ahighpriestofthe  Magi. 

Adj  radd,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Driving,  casting,  bring- 
ing, or  sending  back.  Turning  back.  Disproving, 

disallowing,  imputing  to  error.  Refusing,  rejecting. 

Refuting.  Rendering,  restoring.  Vomiting.  Re- 
pulse, rejection,  refutation.  Repeal,  abrogation. 

Restitution  to  its  pristine  condition.  Bad,  worth- 

less. Reprobate,  rejected  (as  bad  money).  Anim- 

6>>  dj  radd  hadl,  Argument, 

discussion,  altercation,  i—^ij?-  lij  raddijamab,  A 

reply,  rejoinder.  j»^LJ\  ii,  raddu''s  salani,  (also  dj 
^^L**  raddi  salam)  A  re-salutation,  the  return  of  a 

salute.jiiv*^^  Ij^j^^i^j  raddu'l  ̂ jzi  ̂ la's  sadr, 
The  antistrophe,  repeating  at  the  end  of  a  verse  the 

same  word  with  which  it  begins,  or  beginning  ano- 
ther with  the  word  which  terminated  thepreceding ; 

a  kind  of  rondeau,  raddi  kalam,  Refutation, 

reply.  Jjf^'j  i^j  radd u  hahul,  Refusal  and  accept- 

ance, ^tij'j  \)  radd  u  Jiadh,  Argument,  discourse, 
dispute,  p  ij<^j^^j  radd  hardan,  To  return.  To  re- 

sist, repulse.  To  cancel,  erase,  rescind,  a  Ridd, 

A  prop,  support. 

A  ̂ii,  ridt,  A  companion.  An  ally,  helper.  As- 
sistance, aid.  Matter.  A  heavy  load,  an  equipoise. 

A  liij  radasa,  (fut.  l^J,^.  yardasii)  He  aided  and 
strengthened.  He  propped  up  (a  wall).  He  hit 

with  a  stone.  He  paid  attention  (to  his  camels), 

he  looked  well  (after  them). 

A  A^j  ridas,  A  cloak  or  mantle.  A  sword.  A 
bow.  Intelligence.  Ignorance.  Ornament,  honour. 

Disgrace,  infamy.  Debt.  A  lady's  girdle  (of  lea- 
ther) adorned  with  jewels.  i_fl*si5-  khaflfu'r 

ridaf,  Having  few  domestics ;  or  little  debt, 

Ai^JiS  gJiamru'r  ridas,  Liberal.    jJ-O  t/^*^  ridasi 
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rill,  (A  black  cloak)  Night. 

A  'iAi^j  radamt,  (v.  n.  of  liij)  Being  naught, 
bad,  wortliless.  Badness,  worthlessness. 

A  'i\L)j  radat,  (pi.  jj-ii,  rada')  A  hard  stone,  rock. Ridat,  A  cloak,  a  mantle. 

A  ̂ i^j  radak,  (pi.  ̂ li,  ruduli)  Large-hipped 
(woman).  Large-rumped  (ram).  A  large  dish. 

Wide  (plain).  A  spacious  grove.  An  army  encum- 

bered with  numbei's,  and  proceeding  slowly.  Rich, 

fruitful.  Great  and  dangerous  (insurrection).  Over- 
loaded (camel). 

A'is-\i^j  radahat,  The  den  of  a  hyena. 
A  li^  Jj  ra  or  ridad,  A  repulse,  loathing.  Ridad, 

(v.  n.  3  of  5j)  Repelling.   Resisting,  opposing. 

A  li^ii,  raddad,  A  setter  of  broken  bones. 

A  ridd^  Clay  and  water,  mud.  Rudd^ 
Indisposition.  A  relapse.  Remains  of  perfumed 
unguent  on  the  body. 

A  rida^t,  An  enclosure,  into  which  they 
decoy  wolves  and  hyenas. 

A        ridagh,  (pi.  of  'is-dj)  Thick  muds. 
A  u-S^iij  ridaf,  The  place  where  a  second  per- 
son sits  on  horseback,  (pi.  of  ̂ 0->,'^  radlf)  Those 

who  ride  behind  another. 

A  riddfat,  The  rank  next  to  the  king 

(amongst  the  Pagan  Arabians).  He  who  enjoyed 

it  sat  on  the  right  of  the  prince ;  acted  as  his  regent, 

when  he  was  upon  any  expedition ;  and  received  the 
fourth  part  of  the  plunder. 

A  J.j^'ij  ruddfa,  Mutual  assistants  (when  one 
drops  or  is  fatigued,  another  filling  his  place).  Sing- 

ers to  camels,  (pi. of  i  aJ.ii,  radif)  Those  who  sit 

behind  others  on  horseback.  J^j^iij  \^As^  jdm  ru- 

ddfa ,  They  came  one  behind  another. 

A  ruddm,  (v.n.of  j»ii))  Breaking  wind.  A 
fart.  A  worthless  fellow. 

p  i^i^j  rai/aw,  (pl.of  li,)  Expert, knowing,  wise. 
A  riddh,  (pi.  of  ftJfcii,  radJiat)  Cavities  on 

hills  or  among  rocks  where  water  stagnates. 

A  i— radh,  An  impervious,  impassable  road, 
that  has  no  outlet. 

A  'idj  raddat,  Deformity  (in  which  there  is  some 
trace  of  beauty).  Riddat,  (v.  n.  of  iJj)  Repelling. 
Drinking  a  second  time  (a  camel).  Disi^roving. 

Apostacy.  A  swelling  of  the  udder,  abundance  of 
milk  before  the  birth.  Echo.  A  receding  of  the  chin. 

jsi^\  (Jj!>\  ahlu'r  riddat,  Apostates. 
A  radaj  ,lLxcrements  of  a  lamb  or  foal  newly 

dropt  (before  they  have  tasted  any  thing). 

A  f^^i^j  radajdn,  (v.n.of  ̂ lij)  Creeping,  ad- vancing slowly. 

A  ̂ (5,  radh,  (v.n.of  ̂ li,)  Enlarging  (a  tent). 
Plasteiing  a  wall,  especially  round  the  bottom  of 

a  house.  Effecting  his  object  (a  man).  Being  esta- 

blished in  a  husband's  good  graces.  Slight  pain. 
Radah,  A  long  time.  Rudiih,  (pi.  ̂ iHj  raddh) 

Heavy-hipped  (women).    Large  dishes.  Serious 

seditions. 

A  (j^ii)  radhdn,  A  long  time. 

A  'is-dj  r2ii//<a^,  The  curtain  in  the  back  part  of 
the  house  or  tent  before  the  sleeping  apartments.  A 

piece  let  in  to  enlarge  a  tent.  Liberty,  opportunity. 

A  'i^^j  rudliiy,  A  greengrocer. 
A  ̂ li,  radkh.  The  breaking  of  any  thing  hol- 

low.    Radahh,  Thin  clay. 

A  di^j  rudud,  Deformed,  ugly  man. 

A  i^^j  rads,  (v.  n.  of  cj^Jii,)  Hitting  with  a 
stone.  Breaking,  crushing,  pounding  small.  Bat- 

tering (a  wall).  Thumping,  levelling  (ground). 

Going  away  with,  carrying  off. 

A       rada^,  (fut.  ̂ j>,yarda^i)  He  hindered. 

A  rad^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Driving  away.  Pro- 
hibiting, hindering.  Lying  with.  Tinging,  stain- 

ing. Changing  colour.  Striking  a  spear  upon  the 

ground,  in  order  to  fix  the  head  firmer.  Opening 
the  breast  of  a  garment.  Marks  of  blood,  saffron, 

or  ointment  upon  the  body.  The  neck.  Saffron, 

p  ̂J^J^^J  rad^kardan,To  repel,  a  bS-^^j  i—*^  ra- 
liiba  rad^hu,  He  fell  on  his  face  in  his  own  blood. 

Rud^  Black-breasted  and  white-bodied  (sheep). 

A^l&iijrac^^a^jBlack-breastedjwhite-bodiedewe. 

A  (J-S-ii;  rida^.  Little  children. 
A  radgh  and  radagh,  (pi.  of  'iS'^j  radghat 

andradaghat)  Thick  clays.  Radigh,  Muddy  (spot). 

A  'is-dj  radghat  or  radaghat,  (pi.  radgh, 

radagh,  or  ridagh')  Mud,  clay  mixed  with 

water.  Jl-"^  iiPii,  radghatu''l  or  radaghatu'l  kha- 
bdl.  The  sweat  whicli  the  Muharamadans  suppose 

to  pour  from  the  damned. 

A  (  idj  radf,  (v.  n.  ofu-Siij)  Coming  after.  Suc- 
ceeding (one  employment  to  another).  Ridf,  (pi. 

arddf)  Any  person  mounted  behind  ano- 
ther ;  or  thing  following  or  placed  behind  another. 

He  who  sits  at  the  right  hand  of  theking,and  drinks 

after  him  and  follows  him  when  he  goes  to  war,  his 

henchman.  The  buttocks  of  a  horse  (as  the  place 

on  which  the  second  person  sits).  A  sailor  in  the 
stern  of  a  vessel.  A  rival.  Name  of  a  star  in  the 

breast  of  the  Swan.  (In  poetry)  One  of  the  infirm 

letters,  \,  j,  or  when  immediately  preceding  the 

ranmy,  or  final  letter  of  the  rhyme :  as  in  Jlli' 
hitdl,  L-^ji^  ghurub,  tj;>Jw«  mubin.  Radaf,  Any 
person  or  thing  following  or  placed  behind  another. 

A  ̂̂ |^Ji\ ar^ 7-id.fdni,  Day  and  night  (as  follow- 
ing each  other).  Two  sailors  seated  in  the  stern 

of  the  vessel. 

A  Ij^j  radfa',  Lambs  dropped  in  autumn. 
A  ijiij  radah,  Excrements  of  a  lamb  or  foal 

newly  dropt  (before  they  have  tasted  any  thing). 

p  \^iijraJ/ia,  (inzandandPaz.)S-traight.  True. 

A       radama,  (fut.  ̂iiy>_  yardimu  He  closed. 
A  radm,,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ dj)  Shutting,  closing  up 

(a  gap).  Bolting  (a  door).  Mending,  patching 

(a  garment).  Being  stationary  (a  cloud).  Conti- 



iiuing  without  intermission  (the  watering  of  cattle 

3r  a  fever).  Breaking  wind.  Flowing.  Becoming 

green  again  (a  tree),  (pi.  pjii,  rudum)  A  stopple. 
A.ny  wall,  mound,  or  barrier  (particularly  that  be- 

tween Gog  and  Magog).  Part  of  a  wall  tumbled 

down.  Any  thing  worthless.  A  worthless  fellow. 

A  voice  or  sound.  The  twang  of  a  bowstring.  A 

fart.  Rudum,  (pi.  of  jCiij)  radim)  Worn,  torn,  or 
mended  (clothes). 

A  Mi^j  ridmat,  Shreds  of  meat  sticking  between 
the  teeth.    Dates  left  at  the  bottom  of  a  hamper. 

A  ̂ ^^J  radn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji>,)  Arranging  or  piling 
one  over  another  (merchandize  or  household  uten- 

sils. Emitting  smoke.  The  noise  of  arms  clashing 

against  each  other.  Rudn,  (pi.  i^i^J^  ardan)  A 

gusset  or  the  arm-hole  of  a  sleeve.  Spears  made  in 

Bahrayn.  Radan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji^)  Spinning  thi'ead. 

Being  shrivelled  (skin).  Spun  silk.  A  child's  caul, 
p  yfi^j  radan-jo,  A  moth. 
A  radus,  A  repeller.  A  flinger  of  stones. 

A  |4j45)  rudum,  (pi.  of  ̂ i^j)  Bungs,  stopples. 
A  Sii,  radh,  (v.n.of  5ii,)  Smiting  (with  a  stone). 

Building  a  large  (house).  Obtaining  rule  (over 

others)  by  valour,  liberality,&c.  (pl.of&fciij  radhat) 

Cavities  in  hills  or  rocks,  where  water  lodges.  Ra- 

dah,  (pi.  of 'iSii^jradhat)  Hills  rugged  with  rocks. 
Radih,  Hard,  immoveable,  unsubdued  (man). 

p  iuij  rada,  Aline,  rule,  series,  a  row  of  stones, 
course  of  bricks.    A  thrashing  instrument. 

A  i2j  ruddah,  (pi.  of  aJbiij  radhat)  Cavities  in 
rocks,  where  rain-water  stagnates. 

A  ftJSiij  radhat,  (pi.  Siij  radh,  S^ii,  ridah,  or  Siij 
ruddah)  A  cavity  upon  hills  or  in  rocks,  wherein 

water  stagnates.  A  large  mansion,  a  palace.  Arock 

in  water.  Snow-water.  A  garment  coarse  and  thread- 
bare,   (pi.  Sii,  radah)  A  hill  rough  with  rocks. 

A  (^lij  radis,  (pi.  Adj\  ardds)  Bad,  naught. 

A        rady,  (or  ̂J^.l^J  radaydn)  (v.  n.  of  <^i^j) 
Striking  the  ground  with  the  feet  (a  horse  on  the 

trot).  Scampering  to  the  stable.  Hopping  (a  little 

boy  or  a  crow).  Hopping  on  one  leg.  Going  away. 

Rady,  (v.  n.  of  (_f  li))  Hitting  any  thing  with  a  stone 

to  break  it.    Throwing  a  stone.    Increasing,  be- 

coming numerous.  Falling  into  a  well,  or  from  a 

mountain.    Exceeding  (fifty).    Rada',  (v.  n.  of 
(^i^j)  Perishing.  Destruction,  (pi.  of  rac?a^) 

Large  stones.  Radi,  Corrupt,  perishing,  ruinous. 

A  (^^j  raddi.  Rejected.    Rejected  things. 

A  {!^'->j  rudda',  A  divorced  woman  returning 
to  her  father's  house. 

A  Cs^j  radiiy,  Bad,  naught,  worthless. 

A  ̂ {J^j  radh,  (pi.  f\Sdj\ ardimj')  Bad,  naught. 

A  'iipj  7-idyat,  Amode  of  wearing  a  cloak  or  upper 
garment.  ^  huwa  hasanur  ridyat,  He 
has  an  elegant  way  of  wearing  his  cloak.  Radiyat, 
(fem.  of  iji^j  radl)  Perishing,  ruinous. 

A  l^ii,  rudayhan,  A  long  time. 
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A  i^iij  radid,  (A  cloud)  pouring  out  water. 

A  ij^l'^j  riddida',  (v.  n.  of  Oj)  Returning, 
driving  back.  Restitution. 

A  (j*"^.^  riddis,  A  great  thrower  of  stones.  A 
man  who  repels. 

A         radi^  (A  spear)  losing  the  head. 

A  ̂ lij  radiyh,  A  fool.  One  who  frequently 
floors  his  fellows. 

A  (  i-idj  radlf,  (pi.  Ij^i^j  ruddfa')  One  who rides  behind  another  on  the  same  horse.  A  star 

near  the  Eagle.  A  star  which  rises  when  the  one 

opposite  sets.  One  who  seeks  to  join  himself  to 

the  fortunate  party  at  games  of  hazard  with  arrows, 

^jlls^  I  hpj  rad'ifi  saratan,  The  sign  Leo. 
A  jf  4>,  radim,  (pi.  ̂ li,  rudum)  Worn,  torn,  or mended  (garment). 

A  '^■Ci^j  radimat,  (pi.  pii,  rudum)  The  edges  of two  garments  sewed  together. 

A  rudaynvy,  A  straight  spear  (so  named 

from  rudaynat,  the  wife  of  the  famous  spear- 
maker  M-****  samhar). 

A  ti,  razz,  (v.  n.  of  i^j)  Raining  small  rain, 
misling  (the  sky). 

A        ruzdt,  Lean,  worn  out  (camels). 

razdz.  Small,  misling,  gentle  rain  ;  dew. 

A  J^i,  ruzdl,  (and  'sS\hj  ruzdlat)  The  worst  left after  the  best  is  taken.  Ruzdl,  (pi.  arzilat) 

Vile  (man),    (pi.  of  Jij  razl)  Vile,  ignoble. 
A  razdlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jij)  Being  vile  and 

base.    Baseness,  meanness.  Avarice. 

A  ̂i^j  ruzdla',  Vile,  ignoble,  base  (persons). 

A  ̂ i^j  ruzdm,  A  palm-shoot  ready  for  planting. 
A  worthless  fellow.   A  vessel  full  to  overflowing. 

A  Sj^ii;  razdwat,  (v.n.  of  ij'^j)  Becoming  worn down  with  fatigue. 

razaya',  (pi.  of  Wiij)  Worn-out  (camels). 
A  ̂Jj^iij  razdsil,  (pi.  of  razilat)  Mean, 

worthless  things.  ̂ ^\  '^J^  ̂1  ummur  razdsil,  Mo- ther of  baseness,  i.e.  ignorance  (in  opposition  to 

ummu'l  fazasil,  Mother  of  excellence, 
i.  e.  science). 

A  (Jij  razl,  (v.  n.  of  Jii,)  Despising,  discarding. 

Rendering  vile  and^despicable.  (pi.  J^ij^  arzdl, 

Jjij  ruzul,  and  jj^iij  ruzzdl)  Mean,  base. 

A  ̂'^'dji-uzalds, (pi. of  |J,^.ii,)Vile,  ignoble,  base. 

A  razm,  (v.  n.  of  pi,)  Flowing,  overflow- 
ing (any  vessel).  Running  (the  nose).  Palm-shoots 

ready  for  planting.  A  worthless  fellow.  Full  to 

overflowing.  Razam,  (v.  n.  of  piij)  Being  brim- 
full,  running  over  (a  vessel).  A  dispersed  body  of 
men.  Threadbare  garments.  ̂  

adra  ba^a'l  hhazzfi  razam.  After  (being  dressed 
in)  silk  he  has  become  (clothed)  in  threadbare  gar- 

ments. Razam  or  ruzum,  (pi.  of  ̂ jii,  razum) 

Overflowing  (vessels).  Ruzum,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji^j  ra- 
zum) Flowing,  fluid  (substances). 

A  ̂ J^|^J  razamdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lij)  Running  (the 
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nose).    A  small  body  of  men. 

A  (Jjij  ruzul,  (pi.  of  (Jij)  Mean,  worthless. 
A     ij  ruzulat.  The  being  mean,  base,  niggardly. 

A  j4jii,  razum,,  Flowing,  fluid,  (pi.  piij  razam 
and  ruzum)  Overflowing  (vessel).  (A  bone)  full 
of  marrow. 

A  i^^i^j  ruzumat.  The  pace  of  a  loaded  horse. 

A  raziy,  (pi.  S^i,  ruzdt)  Extenuated,  worn 
down  with  fatigue,  weak,  feeble. 

A  Wii,  raziyat,  (pi.  Wi,  razdya')  Worn  out and  lean  with  fatigue  (a  she-camel). 

A  ,J-?.i,  razil,  (pl.^^lij  ruzalds  ov  ̂^hj  ruzdla) 
Mean,  vile,  worthless,  ignoble. 

A  &b.ii,  razilat,  A  mean,  worthless  thing.  Vile- 
ness,  worthlessness  (the  opposite  of  fazilat). 

p  \jj  rard,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  The  ear. 

pjj  raz,  A  vineyard.  A  vine.  A  grape.  A 
deadly  poison.  A  dyer.  Colour.  A  battle.  A 
castle.   Riz,  Scattering. 

Ajj  razz,  (v.  n.  ofjj)  Thrusting  her  tail  into  the 
ground  to  deposit  her  eggs  (a  locust).  Raining  with 

noise,  or  making  a  noise  (the  heavens).  Making  an 

iron  eye  to  a  door  for  receiving  the  bolt.  Piercing 

with  a  spear.  Fixing,  fitting  one  thing  into  another. 
Rizz,  An  indistinct  soundof  any  thing  at  a  distance. 

Distant  rolling  of  thunder.  Wind  in  the  bowels. 

The  muttering  of  a  stallion-camel.    Ruzz,  Rice. 

A  f-jj  ruzs,  (v.  n.  of  Ijj)  Overtaking  (as  misfor- 

tune), injuring,  impairing,diminishing(a  man's  sub- 
stance). Receiving  benefit.  Diminishing,  lessening. 

(])1.        arzds)  A  misfortune,  calamity,  disaster. 

A  razdh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Dying  from  fa- 
tigue or  leanness  (a  camel).  Being  wearied,  worn 

out,  indisposed. 

A  ̂J^]jj  razdha',  Decaying  (camels). 

aJ^j  razdz,  (for  i^\tOj  ?'a«as)^Lead. 
A  jVjj  razzdz,  A  seller  of  rice  (jj  ruzz). 

A        rizdgh,  (pi.  of  eS'jj  razaghat)  Clays. 

A  ̂J)^JJ  razzdh.  An  attribute  of  God,  as  the  pro- vider of  thenecessaries  of  life,the  giver  of  daily  bread. 

A  '^y^j  razdliiy.  Wine. 
A  rizdm,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jj)  Doing  one  thing  im- 

mediately after  another,  as  eating  hastily  mouth- 
fuls  of  different  kinds  of  victuals.  Pasturing  in  two 

fields  alternately  (a  camel).  Offering  up  thanks  to 

God  after  a  meal  or  between  every  mouthful.  Re- 

maining long  at  home.  A  severe  man.  (pi.  of 

7'dzim)  Camels  unable  to  rise  from  leanness.  Ru- 

zdm, (v.  n.of  j»jj)  Being  unable  to  rise  or  to  move. 

A  ̂Vjj  razun,  (A  woman)  modestly  behaved  in 
a  public  company.  Rizdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ jjj  razn)  High 

grounds  in  the  middle  of  an  overflowed  valley.  (pL 

of  f^jj  rizn)  Pools,  ponds. 
A  'sji\jj  razdnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J^)  Being  heavy  (in 

weight)  J  being  grave,  modest,  sedate.  Modesty, 
sedateness,  gravity. 

A  b\jj  razdya',  (pi.  of  'iijj  razisat)  Afflictions. 



A  J  razh,  (v.  n.  of  v-^j)  Firmly  adhering,  j 
without  moving. 

P  i^jj  razhan,  The  dresser  of  a  vineyard. 

Pj^jj  raz-hiir,  A  vine  pruning-hook. 
A  ijj  razzat,  The  hole  into  which  a  bolt  shoots. 

A       razh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Spearing  through. 

A  ruzzah,  (or  l^jj  razlia')  (Camels) 
pining  away. 
A  razhh,  A  blow  with  a  ferule  at  the  end 

of  a  spear. 

p  iijj  razd,  A  glutton. 

A         '''uzdak,  A  canton,  village,  market-town. 

A  p  Jjtijj  razdak,  A  row,  a  line. 

p  tiijj  razda,  Tired,  knocked  up.  Hindered. 

A  SJjJj  razrazat,  (v.  n.  of  J^J^  Q)  Moving, 
shaking.  Equalizing  a  load. 

A  razagh,  (v.  n.  of  Sticking  fast  in  the 

mire,orin  any  difficulty.  (pl.of&SjjTO2;fl^7/tai!)Clays. 
Razigh,  Stuck  in  the  mud,  or  in  any  difficulty. 

A  'is-jj  razaghat,  (pi.       razagh)  Clay. 
A  ( — jjj  razf,  (v.  n.  of  t_j5j)  Braying  aloud. 
A  C^^Jj  razafat,  Environs,  suburbs. 

A  Jjjj  ra^/j,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jjj)  Bestowing  what  is 
necessary  for  the  support  of  life.  Returning  thanks. 

Razk  or  rizh,  A  giving,  bestowing.  The  confer- 

ring of  an  advantage  or  benefit.  Rizh,  (pi. 

arzak)  Riches,  good  fortune,  acquired  wealth,  that 

whereby  any  one  is  profited.  A  pension,  stipend, 

subsistence-money,  rations.  Support,  daily  bread. 

A  present.  Rain,  ̂ ^juc  rizhi^na^um,  Daily 

bread,  destiny.  ̂ \        rizhu'llah,K  proper  name. 

Cj^j  razahatu'ljund,  Soldiers'  rations. 
a  tijj  razhat,  (pi.  CJ^jj  razakdt.)  One  gift, 

pension,  or  allowance.  A  single  ration. 

p  razni,  War,  battle,  combat.  A  chump,  a 

log  for  cooking.  razm  hardan,  To  fight. 

Razam,  (from  i^O^ljj  razidan)  I  stain. 

A  razm,  (v.  n.  of  j»Jj)  Drawing  together  (a 
sack).  Dying.  Taking.  Eating  once.  Bringing 

forth  (a  mother).  Overthrowing  (a  rival)  and  sit- 

ting upon  him.  Razam  or  rizam,  (pi.  of  raz- 

mat  or  rizmat)  Bundles  of  clothes,  bales.  Ruzam, 

Standing  firai  (m  the  ground  (as  an  elephant).  A  lion. 

A         \k>jj  razman  razman,  Little  by  little. 

P  Ujl  ̂jj  razm-azma,  Skilled  in  war,  warlike. 

A  razmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jj)  Becoming  cold 
(winter).  An  eating  once.  Razmat  or  rizmat,  A 
bundle  of  clothes.  A  violent  blow.  aha- 

la  V  razmata,  He  ate  once  a-day.  Razamat,  The 

murmuring  of  a  she-camel  in  the  throat  without 
opening  her  mouth.  An  ineffectual  threat.  The 

roaring  of  wild  beasts. 

p  sl^       razm-gah,  (or  &^  gah)  A  battle-field. 

p^£«jj  razm-gir,  Name  of  the  15th  of  the  month, 

pj^.  pj  razm-yuz,  Seeking  war,  pugnacious. 
A  f^jj  ra^M,  (v.  n.  of  j^Jj)  Balancing  any  thing 

in  the  hand  to  try  its  weight.    Abiding,  staying. 
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(pi.  o'uzun  and  rizan)  High  ground  in 
the  middle  of  an  overflowed  valley.  Rizn,  A  tract 

of  land.  A  margin,  side,  border,  (pi.  j^Vjj  rizan) 
A  place  where  water  stagnates. 

A  'i>jj  riznat,  (pi.  j^^^  rizan)  Any  place  where water  stagnates,  a  pond. 

P  '^<^jj  razanda,  A  stainer,  a  dyer. 
p  razwan,  The  keeper  of  a  vineyard. 

A  Qjjj  ruzuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Falling  away  and 
dying  (a  camel).  Beingtired,worn  out,  indisposed. 

A  (  ijjj  razuf,  Long-legged,  wide-stepping. 

A  pjjj  ruzum,  (v.n.  of  pj)  Being  unable  to  rise or  move  from  leanness  (a  camel).  Bundling  up 

(any  thing).  Receiving,  Kneeling.  Dying.  Bring- 

ing forth.    Excelling  (one's)  fellows. 

A  ijjjj  ruzmi,  (pi.  of  (jjj  razn)  High  grounds 
in  the  middle  of  an  overflowed  valley. 

p  HJj  raza,  A  stretched  line  over  which  clothes 
are  hung.    Nightshade.    A  ring  or  staple. 

A  lSjj  '''C'^y^  (v.  n.  of  IsjJ)  Accepting  kindness. 

A  (jjj  ruzziij,  A  seller  of  rice. A         razih,  Lean  (camel). 

p  razidan.  To  dye,  tinge,  stain,  colour. 

p  f>'^..jj  razida.  Stained,  dyed. 

A  J^Jj  raziz,  A  dyeing  herb. 

A  Ij'Jt.jj  rizz'iza\  An  indistinct  sound  (as  of  dis- tant thunder).    A  rumbling  in  the  belly. 

A  t_i^Jj  razif,  (v.  n.  of  i— sjj)  Going  fast  (a  she- 
camel).  Approaching,  advancing.  Murmuring  or 

braying  inwardly  (a  camel).  Haste  from  fright. 

A  jCjj  razim.  The  roaring  of  a  lion. 

p  ij^.^j  raz'm.  Firm,  solid,  strong. 
A  (^rjj  razm,  Modest,  grave,  patient.  Weighty, 

heavy, ponderous.  ̂ >_jj ̂ \ahurazin,ABV!eetmeat. 

A  'i^ljj  razisat,  (pi.  razaya)  Affliction, 
misfortune,  disaster. 

Vjj  raj,  Indignation,  rage,  chiding. 

p  djj  rajad,  Voracious,  devouring. 
p       rajam,  War,  battle. 

p  i^j  raja,  A  stretched  rope  on  which  they  hang 

clothes  to  dry.  A  mason's  rule.   Edging,  border. 
p  ras,  (in  compos,  from  (j;i>A«ij  rasidan) 

Arriving.  Happening.  Touching.  Ripe.  A  vine. 

A  glutton.  A  corrupter,  destroyer,  mischief-maker. 

Arope,cable.  Anecklace.  Aneckcloth.  Smelted 

ore.    Hard,  firm,  strong.  OjJii  dasi-ras, 

Whatever  comes  to  hand,  lib^  firyad-ras. 
One  whom  lamentation  reaches,  i,  e.  A  protector,  ! 

rescuer.  ^>  nim-ras,  Half-ripe.  Ris,  Spin 
thou.  Rus,  A  glutton.  Hard,  firm,  steady.  Yel- 

low-bodied (man). 

A  rass,  (v.  n.  of  (J^^)  Digging  (a  well  or 

grave).  Burying.  Hiding,  secreting.  Making 

peace,  reconciling.  Exciting  discord.  Seeing.  Say- 

ing(to  one's  self).  Thrusting  hertail  into  the  ground 
to  deposit  her  eggs  (a  locust).  Inquiring  into  and 

learning  the  affairs  of  another.   First  attack  (of  a 

fever  or  love).  The  beginning  of  a  thing.  A  well 
(constructed  with  stones,  &c.).  (in  poetry)  The 

vowel  of  the  letter  which  follows  or  precedes  the 

\  alif  {^jiiXuid  tassis,  or  inflecting  the  letter  with 

fatha  before  the  ̂ j«ju>jU  tassis.  Name  of  a  certain 
well  in  which  the  people  of  samud  imprisoned 

one  of  their  prophets  until  he  died :  hence  their 

name,  (.Jw^^  (Jjfc\  ahlu''r  rass. p       rasa,  Arriving,  attaining.  Quick  of  ap- 
prehension, skilful,  capable,  clever.  Much,  many. 

A  rasaha.t,  Sediment  (of  water). 

A  rasatih,  (pl.of^lX«jj  rustak)  Many 
villages.  Villagers. 

A  rasatun.  Wine  (a  Greek  word). 

A  'is-\mj  risa^t,  (pi.  rasan^  A  small 
twisted  thong  at  the  lower  end  of  a  sword-belt. 

A  risagh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^j)  Catching  (an 
adversary)  by  the  wrist  or  ankle  (in  wrestling).  A 

rope  fastening  the  pastern  of  a  horse  to  a  stake,  to 

prevent  his  running  ofi",  a  heel-rope. 

A  Jl*"^  risal,  A  camel's  feet. A  rasalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-'jJj)  Going  with  an 

easy  pace  (a  camel).  Risalat  or  7-asalat,  A  mission, 
legation.  The  gift  of  prophecy.  A  letter,  mandate 

of  a  judge,  summons  in  writing,  or  any  thing  sent. 
A  little  tract,  a  small  work.  A  prophet.  A  troop 

of  horse.  '"^  ummu  risalata.  Pity,  mercy, 
p  jLi-J.  eJlwjj  C^j>a^  hazrati  risula-panah,  The 
dignity  of  the  prophetic  asylum  (Muhammad). 

p  u-'U  (JlJlujj  risalat-majab.  Seat  or  deposi- 
tory of  prophecy  (Muhammad). 

Pj^ii  risala-dar,  The  commander  of  a  ri- 
sala,  or  body  of  horse. 

p         t>^\**3j  risala-dari,  Command  of  a  troop, 

p         rassam.  Name  of  an  armourer,  and  en- 

graver. 
A  jel^ mssam, Adesigner, describer, delineator, 

p  ̂ J^J  rasan,  (in  compos.)  Bringing.  Pro- 

ducing. ^J^j  CL^'i)^        salami  salamat-rasan, 
A  salutation,  wishing  health.  mvjda- 
rasan,  A  bearer  of  joyful  news. 

p  eoU>Jj  rasana,  Grief,  regret,  lamentation, 

p  ̂^^\*tiJ  rasanldan.  To  cause  to  arrive.  To 
bringtobear.  To  convey,  carry  and  deliver.  To  pay. 

A  rasan^  (pi.  of  risa^t)  Small 

twisted  strings  at  the  lower  parts  of  sword-belts. 

A  (3jI**>j  rasanl,  (pl.of  risalat  or  rasalat) 
i  Epistles,  missives.    Tracts.  Messages. 
p  rasa  A,  Access,  entrance.  Wisdom, 

quickness  of  apprehension,  cleverness,  skill,  talent, 

ability.  Propriety,  fitness,  perfection. 

A  t—**^  rasab.  Piercing  (sword).  Rusah,  The 
sword  of  Muhammad.  Meek,  patient,  intelligent. 

A  '<Mj  rassat,  A  strong  beam  or  a  ship's  mast. 
Russat,  A  hat,  cap,  or  bonnet. 

p  CL^tjij  rast.  He  escaped.  Liberty.  One  who 
has  the  victory  over  his  passions.    Free,  secure. 
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Firm,  steady.  A  row,  rank.  A  portico,  gallery, 

verandah.  The  ground.  Rust,  He  grew.  Growth, 

ncrease.  Victory,  superiority.  Ground.  A  sort 

jf  hard  ground.  Hearty,  courageous.  Solid,  not 

lollow.  Strengthened,  firmly  bound.  Strong,  firm. 

pjAs-ljLfcOj  rasta-hhez,  Day  of  the  resurrection. 
p  iSljLt*)  rastad,  A  stipend,  a  salary. 

Pjlj!**»j  rastar,  Safety,  deliverance.  Liberated, 

set  free,  safe.  Benevolent.  Rustar,  A  country- 
man, peasant,  villager. 

A  p  ̂j^^j  rusiak  or  rastah,  (pi.  ̂j^^j  rasatili) 

A.  village,  market-town,  encampment  of  tents  or 
buts.  A  villager.  The  commander  of  a  file  of  men, 

I  corporal. 

p  (-dJljCujj  rastah,  A  young  shoot,  sapling. 

p  jj^-oljaiij  rustanidan,  To  cause  to  grow. 

p  j^^j  rastalihez,  The  day  of  resurrection. 
Rustahhez,  Newly  sprung  up. 

p J lXiijj,?mfa(/ar,Safe,free, escaped.  Bountiful. 
p  rastagari,  Safety,  escape.  Bounty. 

p  i^^S:^j  rastagan,  (pi.  of  ejMtJ)  Free,  escaped. 

p  ̂i^j  rustam,  Rustam  the  son  of  Zal,  the  most 
renowned  hero  among  the  Persians ;  to  whom  the 

^reat  men  of  the  East  are  equally  proud  to  be  com- 

pared, as  those  of  Europe  are  to  Hercules,  Alex- 
ander, and  Caesar. 

p  ̂d-^Mij  rustam-dar,  Name  of  a  province  in 
Mazandaran. 

p  ^i^j  rustam-dastan,  The  celebrated 
hero  Rustam.  One  who  takes  precedency  in  eating. 

P  ''">^st(i''n-rika.h,  Brave,  valiant. 

p  f^^^Mij  rustamun,  An  assembled  multitude. 

P  (Ji*u«Jj  7mstamm,  Grass  just  springing  up. 
p  rastan,  To  be  liberated,  to  escape.  To 

let  go.  Ristan,  To  spin.  To  buzz.  Rustan,  To 

grow,  come  forth,  appear. 

p  ̂^^iM»J  ?'Wstaw?,What  grows :  a  vegetable.  The 
time  when,  or  the  place  where,  any  thing  grows. 

p  sluij  rasta,  Delivered,  rescued,  saved.  Es- 

caped, free.  A  row,  a  line  of  merchant's  ware- 
houses ;  also  a  market  so  built,  with  regular  ranges 

of  shops,  full  of  goods.  Rule,  institute,  custom, 
manner,  fashion.  Pure  without  and  within.  Ris- 

tah,  Spun.  Rnsta,  Grown.  Whatever  increases  in 

size.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  A  market-town,  jso*^ 
rustasi  khak,  All  existing;  thino;s. 

\t   ••  -  ° 
P ikkuij  rastagar,  Liberated,  escaped. 

^'^J         rastaf7ari,Escape.  Remission  of  sins. 

Pj^^jLj,  rustahm,  Rustam,  the  Persian  Hercules. 
p  rasti,  Escape,  deliverance.  Rusti,  Daily 

bread,  maintenance,  allowance.  Undressed  meat. 

Sweetmeats.  Bravery,  courage,  firmness,  vigour. 
Victory,  superiority.    Rest,  repose,  leisure. 

A rus-h,{J,\.o^ arsah and  ras-hai) 
Lank  about  the  hips  and  thighs.  Rasah,  Slender- 
ness,  leanness  in  the  hips  or  thighs. 

A       J  ras-haj:,  (pl.^ui,  ?-Ms-/t)  Meagre-hipped, 
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mis-shapen  (woman). 

p  (XfcO,  rasad,  A  store  of  grain  laid  in  for  an 

army,  a  supply  of  provisions.  A  share.  Worthy 
of.    Arriving.    Entering  into. 

P  ̂ J^<^j  rusddk,  A  habitation  in  a  village  or  en- 
campment of  huts.  The  commander  of  a  fileof  men. 

A  ji^'^^  rusdak,  A  canton  comprising  many 
market-towns. 

P  7'asadi,  Grain.    A  moiety. 

ALbO^M>j  rasrasa<,(v.n.  of(^j*ij*w,  Q  )Being  strong 
and  able  to  rise  with  his  load  (a  camel  kneeling). 

p  i^J^j  rasish,  Approach,  arrival.  Accident, 
occurrence. 

A  ̂ jjij  (v.  n.  of  Being  glued  toge- 
ther (the  eye),  either  from  disease  or  otherwise. 

Putting  an  amulet  on  the  hand  or  foot  of  a  child 

to  avert  the  influence  of  malignant  eyes.  Being 

relaxed  and  useless  (the  joints  of  the  foot).  Rasa^, 

(v.  n.  of  Having  a  complaint  in  the  eyelid, 

whereby  the  lashes  appear  as  if  glued  together.  A 
complaint  in  the  eyelashes. 

A  ̂\nMij  ras^s,  (fem.  of  arsa^  Diseased 
in  the  eyelids. 

A  (J-**»*j  ras^riiy,  Native  of  '''O-^^  l^V^- 

A         rusugh  or  rusgh,  (pi.  '^^j^  arsagh  and 
arsugli)  The  slender  part  which  in  quadru- 
peds extends  from  the  fetlock-joint  to  the  hoof ;  the 

pastern.  The  wrist  or  ankle-joint  in  man.  Rasagh, 
A  weakness  and  torpor  in  the  feet  of  a  camel. 

A  i_J5*u,  ?'asf,  (or  rasafaji)  (v.  n.  of 
I — 2*^,)  Walking  as  if  in  fetters. 

A  ̂y>*^J  rasl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J**>J)  Having  the  hair 
hanging  down.  Going  softly  and  gently.  A  gentle 

pace.  Loose,  flowing  (hair).  Easy-paced  (camel). 
Rid,  Ease,  convenience.  Slowness,  sedateness, 

gravity.  Milk.  The  upper  part  of  a  horse's  fore- 
leg, the  part  connected  with  the  shoulder.  J^lff- 

uLiL*>j  ̂ la'  risUka  or  raslika,  At  your  own  con- 
veniency.  Rusl  or  rusul,  (pi.  of  J^*^  rasul)  Mes- 

sengers. Ambassadors.  Apostles.  Angels. 

iJjLijj  rusuli  rasasil,  Epistolary  correspondence. 

Rasal,(^y.  n.  of  jJ-»jij)Going  gently.  Flowing  (hair), 

(pi.  JlwJj^  arsaV)  A  herd  of  camels,  flock  of  sheep. 
Rusul,  A  young  girl  who  does  not  yet  veil  herself. 

A  ̂̂ Lrfi,  r'usalaf,  (pi.  of  (Jj^  rasil)  Those  who 
send,  or  are  sent ;  also  those  to  whom  sent. 

A  &L>jj  raslat,  Hairy-legged  (woman).  Easy- 

paced  (she-camel).  Sluggishness.  Rislat  or  ras- 
lat, Convenience,  ease.   Slowness,  gravity. 

P        rasm,  A  law,  canon,  rule,  regulation, 

precept,  habit,  custom,  mode,  manner,  usage.  A 

mark.  A  scar.    A  waiting-servant. 

rasmi  Msmat,  The  I'ight  of  a  judge  to  decide  the 
partition  of  an  inheritance. 

A  rasm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ■^j)  Marking  out,  draw- 
ing, writing.  Prescribing,  ordering,  commanding. 

Preserving  vestiges  sticking  in  the  ground.  Obli- 

terating  the  vestiges  of  a  house  (rain).  Conceal- 

ing one's  self  under  ground.  Sketch,  outline,  (pi. 

arsum  ^y^j  rusum)  The  trace  or  vestige  of 
a  house  on  the  gi-ound  or  sand.  Slight  remains, 
an  indistinct  vestige.  A  model.  An  injunction, 

precept.  A  well  concealed  under  ground.  The 

superscription  of  a  coin.  A  thing  which  gives  a 

polish  to  gold  coin.  A  large  wooden  seal  with  which 
corn  in  the  granary  is  stamped.  A  game  among 

children,  the  laws  of  which  are,  that  one  puts  a 

question  to  another,  who  is  obliged  to  reply  in 

words  which  do  not  contain  either  of  the  three  let- 

ters j  ra,  (_j*>  sin,  or  ̂   mim,  which  compose  the word  rasm.  If  one  of  these  should  be  found 

in  his  answer,  he  is  condemned  as  a  penalty  to 

imitate  the  voice  of  any  animal  that  may  be  directed 

by  the  questioner,  rasmu'l  khatt.  Ortho- 
graphy, prescribed  form  of  writing,    p  i^i^^ 

rasm  hardan,To  design,  to  delineate.    A  Rasam, 
An  elegant  air  in  walking. 

p  ̂ U*^  risman,  (for  ̂l**-^^  rismaii)  A  thread. 

p  y^j  rasmu,  A  bee. 
p  ̂ ^J^>*>J  rasmi,  Belonging  to  writing,  or  design- 

ing. Ritual.  Usual,  customary.  Middling,  second 

sort.  Destined  for  the  king's  use.  A  pensioner.  A 
domestic.   One  hired  by  the  day,  month,  or  year. 

vaviras7ni,  Quiescent  orsilentj,  i.e.  when 

wi'itten  and  scarcely  pronounced:  as,  in  (^uAy" 
hhwastan  (not  khawa  or  khurvdstan)  To  be  willing. 

A  Oll^wi,  rasmiydt,  Rules,  usages. 

A  j^AiJ,  ras7i,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^**»j)  Tying  with  a  rope ; 
haltering.  Rasan,  (p1.(jImjj\  arsdn  and  i^^^j^  ar- 

sun)  A  halter.  ̂ ^/^^  kkali^i'r  rasan,  Wild, 
lawless,  dissolute. 

p        rasan,  A  rope,  string,  cord,  thread. 

^LSst  rasani  hishti,  A  hawser.  jXjJ  U'*^  rasani 

langar,  A  ship's  cable. p  7'asam-hdz,  A  tumbler,  rope-dancer. 

p  (—-J  13  ̂^*»*J  rasan-tah,  (or ̂^Sm>j)  A  rope-maker. 

p  ii\yyM»j  rasnawdd,  (in  zand)  A  spear,  lance. 

Ayjij  rasTV,  (v.  n.  of  Ljj,  for_j*»Jj)  Being  firm, 
immoveable.  Standing  fast  (a  mountain).  Lying 

at  anchor(a  ship).  Coming  to  the  male,  and  stand- 

ing quiet.  Maintaining  one's  ground  in  battle.  Re- 
conciling, making  peace.  Purposing  to  fast.  Tell- 

ing any  thing  on  the  authority  of  another,  or  quot- 
ing his  own  words.  Relating  part  of  a  story. 

A  'yMj  rusuw,  (v.  n.  of  ?oy ynj)  Being  firm, 
immoveable.  Maintaining  one's  ground  (in  battle). 
Lying  at  anchor  (a  ship).  Leaping  on  the  female. 

p\j**>j  rMsroa,(and  ?vmi;a_j/)  Dishonoured, 
disgraced,  infamous, ignominious.  Open,  notorious. 
Accused.  One  held  up  to  public  view,  as  an  example 

to  deter,  ̂ j'i/'  ij^y^j  imsway  hardan,  To  disgrace. 
p  ̂J^^*^j  rusrvdja.  Ignominy,  dishonour. 
A  O^jAWirctSM^,  Sharp,  piercing  (sword).  Glans 

penis.  Rusuh,  (v.  n.  of  u-****;)  Sinking  to  the  bot- 



torn  (in  water)  :  precipitating  (as  sediment). 

A  '^yuij  rasubiy,  Sedimentary.   A.  precipitate. A  8 raswat,  A  bracelet  of  beads  or  shells. 

A  r^y**j  rusuhh,  (v.  n.  of  Being  firm,  so- 
lid, constant.  Becoming  dry  (a  pond).  Sinking 

into  the  ground  and  reaching  the  moisture  below 

the  surface  (rain).  Firmness,  constancy.  Stability, 

solidity.  (_-.»5-l^sa/t2&n«w/{/i,  Endued  with 

constancy.  ti\jsL;i*\  j  ̂ ^y^j  '''^sukh  u  ishtidad, 
Firmness  and  strength. 

A  'i^yj3j  rusuhkiyat,  Firmness,  constancy, 
steady  friendship. 

p  raswaran,  (for  ̂J^^j         sarvi  ra- 
Tvan)  A  cypress.  Moving  gracefully  like  a  cy- 

press (epithet  of  a  mistress). 

A  rusu^  Small  twisted  thongs  in  the  mid- 
dle of  a  bow. 

A  (Jj*^  7'asul,  (pi.  ai'sul,  i^^*^  rusul,  rusl, 
and  -*iL*>j  riisaldi)  Sent.  A  letter,  message,  news. 
An  ambassador,  legate,  missionaiy,  apostle,  or  pro- 

phet. An  associate  or  playmate  (in  archery,  &c.). 

ar  rasul,  The  prophet,  i.e.  Muhammad. 

The  angel  Gabriel. 

/t  rasuli,  A  mission. 

A  pj*^  vaRum,  One  who  remains  a  night  and 
day  on  a  journey.  One  who  travels  day  and  night. 

(A  she-camel)  leaving  traces  of  footmarks  in  the 
ground.  Rusum,  (pi.  of rasm)  Vestiges.  Traces 

of  habitations  left  upon  the  sand.  Inscriptions, 

written  laws, canons,customs.  Dues,  taxes,  usages, 

established  fees  :  allowances.  Postage  of  letters. 

^^j\j**>  j»_5*^  rusumi  sazawali,  A  free  gift  to  a  Sa- 

zawwal  for  his  support.  SnXj^S-  ̂y**j  rusumi  ̂ r- 
f^yoL,  Custom,  tribute  exacted  by  a  lord  of  a  manor. 

V rusum-dar,  One  who  holds  a  parti- 
cular perquisite. 

A  Ij^j  risa,  (pi.  o(  'iy*)j  raswat^  Bracelets. 
A  i^^j  russa',  Rain  falling  in  large  drops.  A mountain, 

A  rasiy,  Constant,  immoveable  (either  in 

good  or  evil).    The  middle  pole  of  a  tent. 

p  Sxuij  rasul,  He  arrived.  A  youth.  An  ac- 
knowledgment of  arrival  or  receiving ;  a  receipt. 

p  ̂d'Xuij  rasidagi,  Arrival  at  maturity,  pu- 
berty, or  perfection.  Ripeness.  The  attainment 

of  an  end  or  object. 

p  jjiiOArt)  rasldan,To  arrive,  attain.  To  be  ac- 
complished, perfected,  finished.  To  ripen,  mature, 

mellow.  To  be  cooked.  To  rub,  cut,  or  chafe. 

To  lie  with  a  woman,  iii^^  ClJy>j<s^  i^sxutj 
rasidani  hkaiar-i  marcti  shah-zada  ha  shah, 

The  arrival  of  the  news  of  the  death  of  the  prince 

to  the  king.  Misidan,  To  spin. 

p  Si^jujj,  rasitZa,  Arrived.  Mature,  ripe  :  of  age. 

A  (j*iJi*»*j  1'asl.s,  The  beginning  of  love  or  of  a 
fever.  Any  thing  solid.  Intelligent,  sensible,shrewd. 
Rumour,  false  or  uncertain  news. 
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A  rasigh,  Plentiful,  happy  (life).  Abun- 
dant (food). 

A  i»_flju^  rasif,  A  walking  as  if  in  fetters. 

A  ̂yi^J^J  rasil,  (pi.  ̂^LjJj  rusalat)  One  who  sends 
or  is  sent.  A  letter,  news,  or  message.  One  who 

returns  the  arrow  when  shooting  or  throwing.  A 

stallion.  Spacious.  Delicate, elegant.  Sweetwater. 

A  l^i^f^j  rusayla',  Name  of  a  small  animal. 
A  rasim,  (v.  n.  of  Leaving  marks  on 

the  ground.    A  camel's  gait. 

P  iJJ*^  rasin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  spear. 
p  rash,  Uneven,  hilly  ground.  A  cubit.  A 

fathom.  Quicksilver.  A  kind  of  rich  silken  stuflT. 

A  sort  of  dark-coloured  date.  A  species  of  fig.  The 
semblance  of  water  floating  over  a  plain.  The  11th 

day  of  the  Persian  month.  Name  of  the  angel  which 

presides  over  that  day.  Risk,  The  beard.  A  wound. 

Rush,  An  angry  roll  of  the  eye. 

A  rashsh,  (v.n.  of  [^j)  Sprinkling  with  a 
little  water.  Raining  gently,  misling.  Flowing 

softly,  dropping,  trickling,  (water,  blood,  or  tears). 

A  pain-giving  blow.  (pl.(;^U2jjnVms/i)  Little  rain. 

A  ̂ {ji^j  rashs,  (v.  n.  of  Ujj)  Bringing  forth  (a 

hind).    Lying  with  a  woman. 

A  WJ,  rashas,  (pi.  A^j\  arsha/)  A  fawn  begin- 
ning to  walk.  A  herb  growing  in  clefts  of  sand-hills. 
A  rashas,  A  rope.  Rishas,  (v.  n.  3  of  Li*j 

for_jj2oj)  Assisting.  Endeavouring  to  conciliate, 

soothing  by  presents.  Conniving  at.  (pi.  &JuI»j\ 
arshiyat)  A  rope.  The  rope  of  a  bucket.  The  tail 
of  a  serpent.  The  stalk  of  a  cucumber,  gourd,  or 

colocynth.  A  cluster  of  small  stars,  called 

C-J^jii  batnu'l  hut,  as  resembling  a  fish,  in  the  na- 
vel of  which  is  the  28th  mansion  of  the  moon. 

A  SV«i rashat,  (pi.  Iw*^)  Name  of  a  plant. 
A  rashshah.  One  who  sweats. 

A liLii,  rashad,  (v. n.  of  J*^)  Pursuing  astraight 

course.  The  right  way,  the  road  to  salvation.  Vic- 

tory, triumph.  Garden-cresses.  iiLi>j  rashadu'l 
maf.  Water-cress.    tiL2jJ\  ̂ 4"^  habbii'r  rashad. 
Cresses, or  the  seed.  (pi.  of  soV-Jj,  7-ashddat)  Stones. 

»j  ̂\s^'  as-hahi  rashad,  The  faithful. 
A  SiiUlij  rashadat,  Justice.  Exercise  of  autho- 

rity. Severity  tempered  with  clemency.   A  stone 
which  fills  the  hand. 

A  ̂_)wl/i>j  ras/iasA,  A  sprinkling  of  water,  a  tric- 
kling of  blood  ortears.  Rishdsh,  (ipl.of  ̂ j^rashsh) 

Drops  of  water. 

A  ejl^  rashakat,  A  being  of  an  elegant  shape. 

A  &31m»,  rashdnat,  (v.  n.  of  i^^j)  Going  unin- 
vited to  a  feast.  Entering  without  leave. 

A  HjuSjj  rushbat,  The  shell  of  a  cocoa-nut,  used 
as  a  spoon. 

p  CiJlij  rasht.  Very  dry,  friable,  crumbling  to 
pieces.  Earth,  dust.  Sweepings.  Lime.  A  wall 

ready  to  fall.  Name  of  a  city  in  Gilan.  Rishtj'Na.- 
ture,  disposition.  Spinning.  i?Ms/i<,  Bright,  lucid. 

glittering.  Old  and  ruinous,  threatening  to  fall. 

Any  thing  beginning  to  perish  from  age.  Name  of 
a  famous  alchymist. 

rashtak,  A  shoot,  a  sapling. 

P  (^x^  rishtan,  To  spin,  to  twist.  Rushtan,  To colour,  dye. 

p  sjMij  rishta,Threa.d,  line,  rope.  A  fringe, lace. 
Arow,file,  train.  ThedracunculusorGuinea-worm, 

a  disease  common  to  the  inhabitants  ofj^  Idr.  Re- 
lationship, connexion,  kin.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

Slices  of  paste  put  amongst  soup,  &c.,  a  kind  of  ma- 
caroni. &jJmj  rishtasi  bdrdn.  Rain  falling  in 

an  unbroken  stream.  u-*>  rishtan  tab.  Any 

charm  applied  to  the  arm  of  one  in  a  fever,  woi*, 
(^U-  rishtan  khdk,  Man  and  other  animals. 

^^ii^tijljti  rishtandardz  dddan.  To  give  a  long  line, 
i.e.  to  afford  opportunity.  ̂ j^tVii  rishtan  dan- 

dan,  A  I'ow  of  teeth,  i  Q^Uai  a,jkJ*j  rishtan  katdsif, 

A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  uLlls^^  esaJj.  rishtan  zahdk, 

Rain.  A  long  space  of  time.  SiiJJli  ajL^  rishtan 
niganda,H\\re2id  for  sewing  counterpanes.  Rushta, 
Coloured,  dyed. 

Pj\d  sjJmj  rishta-ddr,  A  dependant,  relation, 

p  i^J^is3^j  rishta-kash,  Drawing  thread.  Re- 
ducing to  order. 

p  rashti.  Sweepings  of  dust,  dirt,  or  rub- 
bish. Meanness.  Humility.  A  sweeper.  A  besom. 

Of  the  town  of  Rasht. 

A         rashh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ /ii,)Sweating.Flowing, 
distilling,  trickling,  dropping.  Giving,  bestowing. 

Bounding  (as  a  deer).  Rashah,  Sweat. 

A'i^j  rash-hat,  A  dropping,  dripping,  distil- 
ling. Sweat. 

A  7'ushd,  (v.  n.  of  sJ^j)  Following  the  right 
way,  being  guided  in  the  proper  path.  Rectitude. 
A  strict  and  unflinching  observanceof  what  is  right. 

The  way  of  salvation,  d^tj  ̂tJ^  sinni  rushd,  The 
age  of  discretion.  Rashad,  (v.  n.  of  Pursuing 
a  straight  course.    A  straight  road,  a  right  way. 

A  'isJ^j  rashdat  or  rishdat,  A  lawfully  begotten 
son.  St>..<^  hurva  li  rishdatin,  He  is  a  legiti- 

mate child. 

A  ̂sl^j  rashada'.  Inquiry  after  the  right  way. 

A  ̂^^J^^Jmj  rashi'dsh.  Dry  and  soft  bread.  A  soft bone.    Roasting  meat  whence  the  fat  drops. 

A  rashrash,  Dry  and  soft  bread. 

A  'iZijuij  rashrashat,  (v.n.  of  {^j^j  Q)  Being 

soft  (a  bone).  Softness.  Being  competent  to  grap- 
ple with  a  person  of  whom  one  is  afraid. 

A  I  2^  rashf,  (v.  n.  of  t_avjj)  Sipping,  suck- 
ing. Emptying  entirely  the  contents  of  a  vessel. 

^sb\  {^Jim>Ji\  ar'rashfu  a^iha^  Sipping  is  the  most efiicacious  quencher  of  thirst.  Rashaf,  (v.  n.  of 

i^jiZij)  Drawing  in  (water)  with  the  extremity  of 
the  lips,  sipping.  The  surface  water  which  (a  horse) 
sucks  up.    A  little  water  left  in  a  cistern. 

A  jjj^  rashh,  (v.  n.  of  Jf*»^)  Hitting  (with  an 



irrow).  Raslih  or  rishh,  The  sound  made  by  a 

)en  in  scribbling.  Rishk,  Archery.  Any  thing 

ibout  which  a  wager  is  laid  or  stakes  deposited. 
^  side  or  direction  in  which  an  arrow  is  shot.  A 

;ertain  mode  of  shooting.  Rashak,  Rapidly-shoot- 

ng  (bow),  (pi.  of  ̂ J^J  rashik)  Of  elegant  stature. 

p  QiX^j  rashk,  Envy,  jealousy.  Pride,  haugh- 
;iness,  self-admiration.  Jealous.  Nits.  i— 

••aslik  hurdan,  (or  hlmurdaii)  To  envy,  be 

ealous.  cdL^  hi  rashk,  A  contented  cuckold. 
Hishli,  Nits.  Erect,  upright.  A  man  with  a  large 

aeard.  Dirt,  filth,  pus,  matter.  Rushh,  A  scorpion. 

A  C^JwJj  ?7's/«/j,0ne  with  alarge  beard.  A  marker 
for  those  who  shoot  for  a  wager.    A  thick  beard. 

Pjjl  uiLlijj  raslili-mvar,  (orj^)  Jealous, 

p  fj^J^j  rashkin,  Jealous,  envious.  Proud, 

p  ui)lJi«i*j  rashknak  or  rishhndk,  Full  of  nits 

or  eggs  of  lice,  nitty. 

p  (j^S^jj  rashkin,  Jealous.  St.  Anthony's  fire. 
A  rashm,  (v.n.of  Writing.  Marking. 

Sealing  grain.  Rain.  iZas/mm,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^^ij)  Get- 
ting a  keener  edge  to  the  appetite  by  smelling  the 

flavour  of  meat.  Any  black  or  conspicuous  mark 

on  the  face  (of  a  hyena).  The  marks  of  rain  upon 

the  ground.  The  first  sprouting  of  a  plant  above 
the  earth.  Rain. 

A  rashmcLi,  Marked  on  the  face  (hyena). 

F ̂ jXy^j  rashmiz,  A  worm  that  destroys  wood, 

p  ̂ ^f^J  rashn,  Name  of  the  eighteenth  day  of 
the  Persian  month.    Name  of  an  angel.    A  little 

hill.    A  bite,  a  sting. 

A  ̂ijj  rashn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j)  Coming  uninvited 
to  a  feast.  Thrusting  his  muzzle  into  a  pot  (a  dog). 
Rashn  or  rashan.  The  mouth  of  a  river.  A  time, 

turn,  or  rotation  (in  drinking). 
p  rashnawad,  Name  of  the  commander 

of  the  armies  of  Humay,  daughter  of  Bahman. 

p  ̂j^j  rashm,  A  sweeper  of  the  streets. 

A        rashw,  (v.  n.  of  \m>j  for  y^j)  Corrupting 
with  presents  (a  judge  or  governor)  to  gain  a  cause. 

A         rashwat,  rishrcat,  or  rushrvat,  (pi. 

rusha',  risha',  C->\jji>j  risharvat,  or  rishrmt)  A 
gift  for  corrupting  a  judge,  bribery,  simony.  A 
bribe.  Manure. 

p jy>-  CLJy^j  rishrvat-hhwur,  A  taker  of  bribes. 
A  rishmati.  One  who  accepts  bribes. 

A  I  jjj^jj  rashuf,  (A  woman)  with  a  sweet  and 

delicate  mouth  and  a  dry  ̂   farj.  (A  camel) 
cropping  with  the  lips. 

A  (^y^  riishun,  (v.  n.  of  i^^J)  Thrusting  his 
chops  into  a  pot  (a  dog).    (Flocks)  feeding. 

A  rasha',  (pi.  of  »U>j  rashat)  Certain 

plants.  Risha  or  rusha',  (pi.  of  iy^j  rishwat  or 
rushrvat)  Bribes. 

A  rashih,  Sweat.  The  leakings  of  a  lea- 
thern bottle.    Name  of  a  plant. 

^  '^■if^j  rashtd,  A  director,  conductor,  guide. 
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Sagacious,  intelligent,  wise,  guided  aright.  One 
of  the  attributes  of  God,  as  he  who  guides  aright. 

Rosetta  in  Egypt.  ii>A*i*p\  i^ij^  harun  ar''rashid, 
Name  of  the  fifth  caliph  of  the  house  of  Al  Ab- 

bas, contemporary  with  Charlemagne. 

A  is^Zij  rashidat,  Rosetta,  a  town  in  Egypt. 
p  rashidan.  To  pour  out,  spill,  shed. 

p  iSiMij  rash'ida.  Fringe  of  a  turban-sash. 
A  'sSsiMij  I'ashidti/af,  Name  of  a  sect,  (from 

P  &Jw*> ?"ishta)  Slices  of  paste  in  soup. 

tables. 

A  t^kkZij  rashif,  A  sipping,  a  sucking. 

A  ''^^^"'■'5  (pl-         rashak)  Of  an  ele- 
gant stature.    Rapidly-shooting  (bow), 

p  uSiMij  rashina,  Resin. 

A  rass,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Cementing,  glue- 
ing, cramping,  joining.  Placing  her  eggs  in  order 

with  her  beak  (a  hen). 

A  AjOj  rassas,  (fem.  of  {^JoJ\  arass)  A  thigh 
sitting  close  to  the  other. 

A         risad,  (pi.  of  'iO^^Oj)  Single  showers. 
A  lil/Sj  rassad,  A  patrol.  A  collector  of  toll. 

An  astronomer.  A  mathematician.  An  observatory. 

A  ̂ ^\/OJ  rascis,  (vulg.  visas)  Lead  ;  of  which 
there  are  two  kinds,  black  and  white.  The  former 

is  called  CLij*>»\  usrubb  and  abbdr,  and  in  In- 
dia, eJ:.^iMi  shtsha.  The  latter  is  called  j^^jJi  kal^y 

and^^.^*ai'  hasdir,  Tin. 
A  {^^j  rassas,  A  seller  of  tin  or  lead.  A  tinman. 
A  &/oLSj  rassdsat,  A  miser.  Curbstones  closely 

joined  round  a  running  fountain. 

A         rasd^  A  lying  with.  Venery. 

A  ̂ '^j  rassd^  Frequent  in  venery. 

A  ̂ '^j  risdgh,  The  tether  of  a  horse. 
A  risaf,  (pi.  rusuf)  The  bones 

of  the  side.  (pi.  of  XiUsj  rasafat)  Raw,  beaten 

sinews  whipped  round  a  bow  or  the  head  of  an 

arrow,    (pi.  of  L_flJt>^  rasif)  Horses'  sinews. 
A  &sl»Oj  rasafat,  (v.  n.  of  l-AaSj)  Being  firm 

and  solid.  Firmness,  solidity.  Rusafat,  A  raw 

macerated  sinew  of  a  camel's  neck  bound  round 
the  head  of  an  arrow. 

A  ibUflj  rasdnat,  A  behig  strong,  firm,  fixed. 

A  ̂ ^^j  rasdfi^  (pi.  of  rasi^t)  Bosses 
on  the  hilts  of  swords.  Twisted  chains  whereby 

a  sword  is  hung  to  the  belt. 

A  L—*-^  rasab,  The  space  between  the  roots  of 
the  fore  and  middle  fingers. 

A^«i3)  rasah.  Closeness  of  the  thighs.  Lean- ness of  buttocks. 

A  ras-hds,  (fem.  of         arsah)  Close- 
hipped  and  lank-thighed  (woman). 

A  ̂ jraskh,  A  beingfirm, unmoved, unshaken. 
A  rasd  or  rasad,  (v.  n.  of  i^J)  Watching 

(the  road  or  the  stars).  Rasad,  (pl.oLoj\  arsdd) 

A  road-watcher.  Little  (corn  or  rain).  A  watcher, 
or  watchers  (male  or  female). 

p  JJJ        rasad-hand,  A  fixer  of  astronomical 
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A  SiXOj  rasdat,  (pi.  liUj,  risdd)  One  fall  of  rain. 
Rusdat,  A  pit  dug  to  catch  a  lion.  A  silver  or 

brass  ring  by  which  a  sword  hangs  to  the  belt. 
p  i6lj>-        rasad-khdna,  An  observatory. 

p  jl^iibOj  rasad-gdh,  An  observatory.  A  king's 
court.  The  receipt  of  custom,  the  office  where  the 

cultivators  pay  their  rents.  jS>d  's\'iXtOj  rasad-gdhi 

dahr.  The  world.  (_/'^  I'^S/Oj  rasad-gah  khdki. The  world.  The  human  body. 

A  i^S*Oj  rasadiy,  A  keeper  of  the  road.  A  toll- 

gatherer. 
A  'kto\jjaj  rasrdsat,  Curb-stones  fixed  about  a 

running  fountain  in  hard  ground. 

A  'itOjjOj  rasrasat,  (v.  n.  of  \^JOjtOj  Q)  Firmly 
uniting,  cramping  (a  building).  Remaining  fixed 
in  one  place. 

A  'ras^,(v.n.of  ̂ *Oj)Striking  M'ith  the  hand. 
Bruising  between  two  stones.  Abiding  in  a  place. 

Entering  deep  into  a  wounded  man  (the  point  of  a 

spear).  Stabbing  deeply.  Rasa'^{y,w.oi 
Having  meagre  thighs.  Adheringto  any  thing(per- 

fumes).  Adhering  firmly.  Young  palm-trees. 

A  AitjOj  ras^f,  (fem.  oi ̂ *oJ\)  Meagre-hipped. 

A  ̂m3j  rusgh.  Pastern  in  animals  ;  wrist  in  man. 
A  ■_Q^  f^tf}  (v.n.of  (  C*<Jj)  Joining  together 

stones  in  pavements,  or  the  feet  in  prayer).  Agree- 

ing, being  suitable.  Whipping  the  head  of  an  ar- 
row about  with  a  bruised  sinew.  Rasaf,  Water  de- 

scending from  a  mountain  amongst  stones.  Stones 

laid  upon  and  adhering  to  others. 
A  rasfds.  Narrow,  impervious  (woman). 

A  'isuOj  rasafat,  (pi.  1  i\>Oj  rwa/")  A  fresh  moist 
sinew,  beaten,and  whipped  about  the  head  of  an  ar- 

row. One  stone  laid  upon  and  adhering  to  others. 
A  rasani,  An  entrance  into  a  narrow  pass 

through  hills. 

A  rasn,  (v.  n.  of  f^'Oj)  Performing,  finish- 

ing. Overcoming ;  acquiring  any  difficult  science. 
Reproaching. 

A.  yOj  rasro,  (v.  n.  ofl^  for_j^)  Doing  anj' 
thing  firmly  and  properly. 

A  '^y^j  rusukh,  (for  ̂ y^j  rusukh,  q.v.). 
A  '^^■^j  rasud,  (A  she-camel)  waiting  till  others 

have  done  drinking  and  then  taking  their  place. 

A  i^yOj  rasuf.  Narrow,  strait  (woman). 

A  '^yOj  rusufat,  A  sinew  moistened,  beaten, 
and  whipped  round  the  head  of  an  arrow. 

A  O'^j  rasid,  (A  dog  or  beast)  lying  in  wait. 

A  i^jaMj  rasis,  Eggs  placed  one  upon  another. 
A  veil  which  covers  the  face,  the  eyes  only  seen. 

A  rasi^,  A  clasp  for  keeping  a  book  shut. 

A  i^»J^  7'as'i^t,  (pi.  rasdsi^  A  knot  or 
boss  upon  bridles,  sword-hilts,  or  belts  (adorned 
with  gems).  A  ring  on  a  sword  or  saddle.  The  part 

of  a  horse's  back  where  the  ribs  meet.  A  gem  set. 
Wheat  bruised,  boiled,  and  cooked  with  butter. 



A  Solid  (business).  Firm  (answer). 

One  who  works  side  by  side  with  another  doing  ex- 
actly the  same  amount  of  labour  as  he  does.  (pi. 

u-sV^  risaf)  The  sinew  of  a  horse. 
A  rosin,  Firm,  solid, fixed, fortified.  Sick, 

pained.  Benevolent.  Attentive  to  the  necessities 

of  a  friend.  {^J>^\ ^-^J^  rasind'  I  faras,Hv{o  bones 
that  join  the  two  edges  of  the  knee-pan  of  a  horse, 

(j^j^  rasinu'l  janifjVamedi.  in  the  belly. 

A  x3j  raz,  (for  ads-  <jijj\  ̂ ^jraz'tyallah  ̂ nlm) 
Ma)'  God  be  pleased  with  him ! 

A  razz,  (v.  n.  of  i_)i>J)  Striking,  beating. 
Bruising,  breaking  (in  large  pieces).  Dates  stoned 
and  macerated  in  milk. 

A  \*Oj  riza  ,  Content,  satisfaction,  good  pleasure. 

A  fKtOj  rizas,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^J)  Endeavouring  to 
please,  contending  who  shall  please  most.  Being 

pleased  and  satisfied  with  each  other.  Consent, 

agreement,  acquiescence,  good  pleasure. 

A  I— -'^-^  ruzdh,  Saliva,  spittle  sucked  with  the 
lips.  A  particle  of  musk,  snow,  or  hail.  A  dew- 
drop  on  a  tree.  The  froth  of  honey. 

A  'i\jOj  ruzat,{^\.  of  rdzV)  Content,  satis- 
fied, pleased,  acquiescing. 

p  rizd-jon,  An  effort  to  please. 

A  ̂ ^J\^J  razariz,  Camels  turned  to  graze. 

A  riizdz,  A  fragment  broken  off". 
A  ̂ S^j  razd^or  rizd^  (v.  n.  of  Sucking 

(the  mother).  Asking.  Rizd^{v.  n.  3  of  De- 
livering (a  child)  to  a  wet  nurse.  Sucking  a  preg- 

nant mother.  Having  a  foster-brother. 

A  razzd^  A  suckling.    A  miser,  worth- 
less fellow.  Muzzd^  (pi.  of        rdzi^  Sucklings. 

A  'is\>Oj  razd^t,  (v.  n.  of  Being  sordid, 
avaricious.  The  west  wind.  A  south-west  wind. 

'is\/oJ\  ̂  \  ahhv.  viini'r  razd^t,  A  foster-bro- 
ther, liazd^t  or  rizd^t,  (v.  n.  of  Sucking 

(the  mother). 

A  ̂y^j  rizdm,  {^l.of'k^jrazm.at)  Large  stones for  building.  A  kind  of  plant.  Little  herb- 
age, or  a  little  of  any  thing. 

p  iji/ol*Oj  rizdmmid.  Consenting,  permitting. 
P  (_5Ja*V^,  rizd7naf2di.  Consent,  permission. 

p  f^^'Oj  razdii,  A  cover  for  the  head  in  winter. 

A  I— -"-^  razh,  (v.  n.  of  i^*Oj)  Distilling  gently 
(rain).  Lying  down  (a  sheep).  Sucking  (saliva) 

wantonly.  JZo^aZ),  A  species  of  the  treeji\<jJ  sidr. 

A  ̂ jraz]i,(\.n.  of  Breaking  (pebbles  or 

date-stones),  ̂ j'^  nawa'rrazhi,  Scattered 
bits  of  pounded  date-stones.  Ruzli,  Broken  date- 
stones.  Bits  of  pounded  substances. 

A  yOj  razkh,  (v.n.of  Bruising,  crushing 
small^ones.  Dashing  to  the  ground.  Preparing 

to  butt  (a  he-goat).  Giving  a  small  present.  A 
small  present.  Uncertain,  not  credited  news. 

A  razd,  (v.  n.  of  iJ/Oj)  Laying  (goods)  side 

by  side.  Itazad,  Piled  up  (wares). 
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A  i^\ji6j  razrdz,  Gravel,  pebbles ;  also  a  road 
paved  with  them.  Fleshy,  corpulent  (man).  The 

buttocks  of  a  horse  shaking  with  fat.  Small  rain. 

A  i^jaj>Oj  razraz,  Gravel,  small  pebbles. 

A  'i^j^j  razrazat,  A  breaking,  a  pounding. 
A  raz^  (v.  n.  of  Asking  for  milk  or 

for  any  thing.  Raz^  imza^  or  razi^  (v.  n.  of 

^*3j)  Sucking  (the  mother).  Riz^  Trees  on  which 
camels  feed.  Raza^  Any  thing  sucked.  Ra- 

zn^  razi^  or  riza^  Small  palm-trees.  Raza^or 
razi^  Avarice.  Razi^  Any  thing  sucked,  (pi. 

ruzu^)  A  suckling. 

A         ruzza^  (pi.  of         rdzi^  Sucklings. 

A  ̂\3tj6j  ruza^s,  (pi.  of  raz'i^  Sucklings. Foster-brothers. 

A  {^jOj  razf,  (v.  n.  of  v—fl^j)  Burning,  brand- 
ing, roasting,  or  boiling  with  a  hot  stone.  Voiding 

dung.  Folding  a  pillow.  A  hot  stone  thrown  into 
milk,  in  order  to  warm  it;  also  one  with  which 

they  cauterize  animals.  Bones  in  the  knee  resem- 

bling fingers  compressed.  (In  a  horse  they  are 

situated  between  the  ̂\j^Aw?'a^(Shin)  and 

2;i?-a^  (Arm).  i,^SU)J>\  'i.is.\i/«  mutfisatu' r  razf, 
(Quenching  the  hot  stone)  A  piece  of  fat  or  a  ser- 

pent gliding  over  it.  A  severe  misfortune.  Ra- 
zaf.  Hot  stones  thrown  into  milk  to  warm  it. 

A  1— CJ^SliOj  razafdiu'l  ̂ rah,  Four  Ara- 
bian tribes  ;  namely,  shayhdn,  t->Ax>  tagh- 

lih,  Aj^  bahrds,  and  iydd. 

A  'ih^j  razfat  or  razafat,  A  single  knee-bone. 
Razafat,  A  brand  made  with  a  hot  stone. 

A  razm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ e^)  Going  with  a  slow 
step  (an  old  man).  Ploughing.  Striking  (the 

ground  with  any  thing).  Throwing  one's  self  upon 
the  ground.  Laying  stones  (in  building  or  paving). 

Lying  still  (a  bird).  Erecting,  building.  Loiter- 
ing at  home.  Razm  or  razam,  (pi.  of  raz- 

mat)  Large  stones  for  building. 

A  razmdn.  Slow-paced  (camel).  Ra- 
zamdn,  A  short-stepped  pace. 

A  i-^j  razamat,  A  large  stone  (for  building). 
Ruzamat,  Still,  quiet  (bird). 

A  razw,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Conquering,  excel- 
ling (in  pleasing). 

A  ̂ j^yOj  rizwdn  or  ruzwdn,  (v.  n.  of  Ac- 
cepting, acquiescing;  being  pleased,  gratified.  Re- 
ceiving as  an  associate,  approving  of.  Rizwdn, 

Complacency.  Approbation.  A  blessing,  benedic- 
tion. Paradise.  Name  of  the  porter  or  gardener  of 

paradise,    (j;!**^^  iJ^3'^J  I'i^i^anu' lldh 

^layhim  ajma^n,  May  the  blessing  of  God  be 

upon  them  all ! 

p       i^yOj  rizman-kada, The  heaven  of  amber. 

p  iji^j*^  rizwdm,  Belonging  to  paradise. 

A  Sj.^  rizmat,  Good  pleasure. 

A  'i^)*Oj  razu^t,  Giving  suck,  milch  (sheep). 

A  ̂ jfOj  raz'i,  (pi.  ̂jj-^  razun)  Content,  pleased, 

satisfied.  Riza,  Agreeable,  approved,  acceptable, 

laudable.  A  surety,  sponsor,  bail.  A  lover,  a  friend. 

Riza  or  ruza',  (v.n.of  ̂ joj)  Acquiescing,  being 
pleased  and  gratified.  Receiving  one  as  a  partner. 

aJff-  ̂ \         raziya'lldh  ̂ nhu,  God  reward  him  ! 
A  raziy,  (pi.  ̂\fOj^  arziyds)  Quiet,  easy, 

gentle.    Content,  pleased. 

A         raz'ih,  Crushed  (date-stone). 
A  t>J^  razid,  Piled  up  (wares). 

A  {^ja^j  raziz.  Broken  (into  coarse  lumps). 

A  ̂ -^j  razi^  An  infant,  a  suckling.  A  foster- brother.    Worthless.    A  miser. 

A  I  ZmOj  razif,  (Milk)  boiled  by  a  hot  stone. 

A  ̂ tfOj  razim.  Firmly-built,  built  of  stone. 

A  ̂fOj  ruzayyim,  A  sort  of  bird. A  Aoj  ruU,  Foolish,  silly  (women). 

A  ratasa,  (fut.  ̂ ji^yartafu)  He  lay  with. 
He  voided  excrement.  He  rendered  discontented. 

A       ratas,  Folly,  stupidity. 

A  ̂i^j  ritds,  (pkof  ̂ i^j  ratiy)  Foolish,  stupid. 
A         ratsdf.  Foolish,  stupid  (woman). 

A  OUUsj  ratsdsdt.  Foolish,  silly  (women). 

A  b  yd  ratdhi,  O  flabby !  (a  taunt  to  a 

woman).  Rltdb,  (pi.  of  &*l9,m<&ai)  Fresh  grasses. 

A  '^jlls,  ratdhat,  A  being  fresh,  moist,  tender. 

A  O^jlia,  rutdzdt.  Fables,  idle  stories. 
ritat,  (pi.  of  ia,^  ratit^  Sounds,  cla- 

mours.   Follies,  inadvertencies.  Fools. 

A  j»\l>,  rutdm.  Close  confinement. 
a  &3U3j  ratdjiat.  Companies  of  camels  with 

their  masters.  Ratdnat  or  rltdnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^J) 

Speaking  any  language,  not  Arabic. 
A  la^U^,  ratdsit,  (pi.  of  iaAlsj  rafit)  Clamours, 

shouts.  Fools. 

A  I— ratb,  (v.  n.  of  (--«^j)  Feeding  (a  horse) 

on  fresh  clover.  Giving  (people)  fresh  dates  to 

eat.  Being  moist  and  fresh  (a  date).  Living  on 
fresh  and  moist  dates.  Fresh.  Tender  (youth). 

Moist.  Delicate  (boy),  resembling  a  girl, 

^^Isj  lu4us  rath.  Brilliant  pearls,  (figuratively) 
White  teeth.  Rutb  or  rutuh.  Green  herbage  or 

trees.  Much  grass,  many  trees.  Ratab,  (v.  n.  of 

i^-^J)  Speaking  out  right  or  wrong,  saying  what 
is  pleasing  or  displeasing.  Riitah,  (pi. 

artdb)  A  ripe  date. 

A  Sfis,  raibat,  (pi.  ritdh)  Green  plants 
(especially  medicinal).  A  tender,  delicate  girl. 
Loud,  distinct  (fart).  Rutabat,  A  single  fresh 
and  moist  date. 

A         ratrdt,Water  left  by  camels  in  a  cistern. 

A  1?)  i^,  nit  rut.  Words  used  in  bidding  one 

pretend  to  be  a  fool. 
ajIs,  ratez,  Weak, insipid  (verse):  weak(hair). 

A  Cj\jIsij  ratazdt.  Fables,  foolish  tales. 
A  rats,  A  slap  with  the  palm  of  the  hand. 

A  ̂Isjj-ato^, (v. n.of^l3))Lying'with.  Rheum, 

or  any  thing  similar. 



A  (Jl*,  rati,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Running.  Weigh- 
ng  in  the  hand.  Soft,  gentle.  Relaxed  in  the 

oints.  Slender  (youth).  One  near  the  age  of  pu- 
)erty.  One  whose  bones  are  not  strong.  Languid 

)ld  man.  Mad,  crazy.  A  fool.  Equity,  justice. 

Rati  or  ritl,  (pi.  JUs,^  artal)  A  pound  of  twelve 
»unces.    Light  (horse). 

p  ̂y^J  ritl,  A  cup  of  wine. 

p      J-Jaj  ratl-zan,  A  weigher  of  provisions. 

p  ̂Jl^^Ioj  ritl-kashan,  Presenting  the  bowl 
vith  delight  and  pleasure. 

A  jJrSj  raim,  (v.  n.  of  Throwing  (into  any 
)usiness),  inextricably.  Shutting  up,  confining. 

Dunging  (an  animal).  Copulating. 
A         rutmat,  Perplexed,  intricate  business. 

A  ratw,  (v.  n.  of  Us,  iov  Copulating. 

Being  foolish. 

A  rutub,  (v.  n.  of  c—*!*))  Giving  (a 

borse)  fresh  clover  to  eat. 

A  w^l>j  rutuhat,  (v.  n.  of  t--*i^)  Being  moist, 
soft,  fresh,  tender.    Moisture,  juiciness. 

A  Jji^  rutul,  (v.  n.  of  J-^;)  Running,  making 
laste.  Weighing  in  the  hand. 

A  j,^!?,  Mad, foolish, crazy.  Strait, close, 
mpervious  (female). 

A  i^^j  7^atun,  Companies  of  camels  with  their 
jwners. 

A        raty,  A  copulating.  A  becoming  foolish. 

A  '^^j  ratiy, (pi. H^a^)Mad,  foolish,  silly. 
A  {^i^j  ratib,  Moist,  humid,  fresh.  (pi. 

•^^j  ritab)  Ripe  (date). 

A  ratit,  (pl.i?ll?jHiaiand  lajlls,  ratasit) 
Mad,  crazj%  Tumult,  uproar.  Folly. 

p  U-ia,  ratina,  A  medicament  for  the  eyes. 

A  l^J^  rutaynu! ,  (or  rutayna')  Unin- 
:olligible  discourse. 

A  iujisj  rafisat,  (fem.  of  ̂ ^^j  rutis)  Silly. 

A  ̂   ra^  Tranquillity,  quiet,  rest. 

K^\S'j  ri^-f  or  ru^f,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^J  ra^  Shep- 
herds. Guardians. 

A  I— -'^Sj  ra^^b,  One  who  applies  the  magical 
charm  One  who  speaks  with  a  rhythm. 

A  ̂y^\S'j  ra^bil,  Torn,  worn  garment. 

A  sIPj  ru^t  (pi.  of  j_^^)  Shepherds  :  keepers. 

A  Li^ls^J  ri^s,  (pi.  of  &aS^  ra^at)  Ear-rings. 

A  iils>j  ra^^d,  Thundering  (cloud).  Talkative 
(man).  The  torpedo,  or  benumbing  fish. 

A t>.^.iil5jra^adIc?,Delicatewomen.  Tremulous. 

A  ̂^^j  ra^ri^  (pi.  of  ̂J^j)  Handsome  lads. 
A  (j*>^  ra^s.  Tremulous  (spear). 

A  ̂Iffj  ro^a^,  Vile,  upstart,and  young  cowards, 

^y^j  ra^^i  ra^ya\  The  worst  of  subjects. 

A  'is\s-j  ra^^t,  A  she-ostrich.    Silly,  stupid. 
A  ( — i\s-j  ru^f,  (v.  n.  of  i— 2S^)  Emitting  blood 

fromthenose.  Blood  from  the  nose.  Ahemorrhage. 

A  ̂^ff^  rv^fiy.  One  who  gives  liberally. 

A  ̂ J^J  ru^h,  A  rumbling  inside  a  horse's  belly 
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when  trotting,  or  of  his  yard  within  the  sheath. 

A  Jls>,  ri^l,  (pi.  of  ra^at)  Tall  palm- 
trees.  Troops,  crowds.  Ruf^l,  Whatever  flows 
from  the  nose,  snot. 

A         ra^lat,  Madness,  folly,  stupidity. 

A  j»ls5^  I'a^m,  Sharpness  of  sight.  Ru^m,  (v. 
n.  of  Being  lean  (sheep).  Observing.  Watch- 

ing the  setting  sun.  Having  a  running  at  the  nose. 

(pl.«,»ffj\  ar^mat^  Snot  running  from  the  nose  of 
a  sheep,  diseased  or  otherwise. 

A  rutmat,  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  l^^j  ru^viu',  Name  of  a  tree.  An  enlarge- ment of  the  liver. 

A  jjls^ri^aw,  (pi.  of  ra^i)  Prominent  parts 
of  mountains  ;  noses,  nesses. 

Af^j\^ru  orr«^awa',Camelsfeedingnearhome. 
A  s^j^j  ra^miyat,  A  herd  (especially  of  ca- 

mels, marked  with  the  royal  signet). 

A  ra^ya  (pi.  of  i^p-j  ra^yat')  Herds  of 
camels.  Subjects,  peasants,  the  lower  order  of  peo- 

ple of  all  kinds,  under-tenants,  ryots,  cultivators. 

A  ri^yat,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Ruling,  govern- 
ing. Guarding,  protecting.  Looking  after,  tend- 
ing. Feeding,  grazing  (cattle).  Receiving  affably, 

giving  presents  to  inferiors.  Paying  attention.  The 
office  of  shepherd,  ruler,  or  pastor.  Observation, 

respect,  honour.  Treatment.  Kindness,  favour.  Pa- 

tronage, encouragement.  Remission,  indulgence, 

favour.  Pity.  i^<^y*^  lLiO.Is^  ri^iyat  farmudariy 

To  observe,  p  ̂ ^i^/  *^.^>^  ri^yat  hardan,  To 
honour,  revere,  cultivate,  pay  attention  to,takecare 

of,  guard,  regulate.  To  observe,  fulfil.  To  give  a 

present  to  an  inferior. 

A  jo,lpj  ri^yatan.  In  honour  of,  from  regard  to. 

A  (J^}^j  ri^yati,  A  favoured  person. 

A  i—^j  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  <— *S^)  Terrifying,  scar- 
ing. Filling  (a  lake).  Breaking  the  hole  in  the 

top  of  an  arrow  wherein  they  fix  the  point.  Coo- 

ing, mourning  aloud  (a  dove).  Cutting  (a  camel's 
bunch).  An  amulet  or  magic  charm.  Threats  with 

which  the  Arabians  animate  one  another  when  go- 

ing to  battle.  Ru^,  (pi.  ri^bat^  A  hole  in 
the  top  of  an  arrow  in  which  the  head  is  fixed. 

Ru^  or  ru^ib,  (v.  n.  of »— *S^)  Frighting.  Fear, 

teri'or,  trepidation.  Ra^b,  (v.  n.  of  <— j^ff^)  Fear- 
ing, trembling.  Ra^b,  Name  of  a  country  whence 

come  the  doves  called  ra^hiyat. 

A  i_-«J^S>j  ru^ab.  Root  of  the  date-blossora. 
A  ri^bat,  (pi.  of  i— ̂   ru^)  Holes  in  the 

tops  of  arrows  or  spear-staves. 

A  ̂ y^j  ra^al,  Clad  in  worn-out  raiment  (a  wo- 

man). Foohsh (woman).  Amother.  Aman'sname. 
A  &Us>j  ra^alat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Mincing 

(meat).  Tearing  (a  garment).  Dividing,  breaking 

in  pieces.  Marrying  a  silly  woman.  (Wind)  un- 
steady, whiffling.  Ri^alat,  (pi.  ̂ y^}^J  ra^biV) 

Worn-out  (garment).  (A  woman)  clad  in  tatters. 

Silly  (woman),  or  one  whose  flesh  hangs  loose. 

A  ra^alib,  A  mild,  soft,  and  gentle 
woman.  One  who  tears  whatever  he  can. 

A  J-aIaS^  ra^alil,  Unsteady  or  whiffling  wind. 

A  i^^y.S'j  7'u^ub,  Weak,  cowardly.  Tall  and 
full  of  flesh.     Of  a  delicate,  graceful  form. 

A  'iJ^xS-j  ru^mbaf,  A  slice  of  a  camel's  bunch. 
The  root  of  the  blossom  of  the  date.  Ru^ubat, 

{l^i^j  ru^ub  and  i_>Jw,S5^  ri^ib)  (A  girl)  tall 
and  graceful,  fair  and  delicate.    Light,  unsteady. 

A  i^^S'j  ru^ulat,  A  torn  or  worn  garment. 
A  ri^t,  Abstinencefrom  every  thing  deemed 

unlawful.  A  victim  destined  for  sacrifice  at  Mecca. 

Elegance  of  form.  Ugliness  of  aspect.  Condition. 

A  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  t-L^)  Biting  (a  snake) 

and  taking  away  a  little.  Ra^s  and  A  wool- 
len tassel  suspended  from  a  camel-litter.  White- 

ness of  the  points  of  the  slit  ears  of  a  goat- 

A  ra^as,  An  oblong  grape.    (A  sheep) 

having:  two  bits  hanging'  down  under  the  ears. 

A  'il^j  rn^at  or  ra^tsat,  (pi.  L^-jlff^  ri^s)  An 
ear-ring.  The  hairy  plumage  under  the  neck  of  a 
cock.  The  comb  or  wattles  of  a  cock.  A  cup  made 

from  the  palm-tree.  Ru^at,  A  lock  of  dyed  wool 

suspended  from  a  camel-litter. 

A  ra^j,  (v.  n.  of  Flashing  in  quick  suc- 
cession (lightning).  Rendering  affluent.  Disturb- 

ing, disquieting.  Ra^j,  (v.  n.  of  Being  very 
numerous  (herds  or  children). 

A  i}>S'j  ra^l,  (v.  n.  of^j)  Thundering.  Dress- 
ing, decorating  hei-self  (a  woman).  Striking  with 

terror,  fulminating.  Thunder  :  or  its  presiding  an- 

gel. zo.tu  ra^l,  War. 

pj^i^^       ?'fl^f/-a?if&,Ordnance.  A  cannoneer. 
A  ii^j  ra^lat  ovri^laf,  A  tremour.  Stiffness. 

A  S>,^S-j  ri^Ud,  (or  'is>,6S-j  ri^ldai)  A  deli- cate woman.  Trembling,  timid,  cowardly.  Gruel 
with  honey  in  it. 

A^|jS^^ ?'fl^ra^,Pusillanimous.  A  longreed  or  pen. 
A  ̂ jS-j  ra^-a^,  (ru^-2i^  also  ̂ j^j  ra^'a^(p]. 

^J^j  ra^ri^  A  tall,  well-made,  handsome  youth. 
A  'i^j^jra^a^t,  (v.  n.  Q)  (God)  caus- 
ing to  grow.  Waving  and  shining  on  the  surface 

of  the  ground  (water).  Breaking,  exercising,  or 
training  (a  horse). 

AjS^  ra^,  (v.n.ofJS^)  Lying  with. 

A  (j-^  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  (j-^)  Trembling,  shak- 
ing. Scattering.  Walking  slowly  (from  fatigue 

and  weakness). 

A  ra^san,  Shaking  of  the  h«ad  with  age. 

A  [J^j  ra^h  or  ra^sh,  (v.  n.  of  i^J^j)  Trenj- 
bling.  Rushing  to  kill.  One  who  hastens 

to  confer  a  favour.  Fearful,  timorous,faint-hearted. 

A  ̂\Jl^j  ra^huf,  (A  she-camel)  going  quick 
and  trembling.  Swift  (ostrich). 

A  ̂J^^^j  ra^han,  Shaking  of  the  head  with  age. 

A  'iZS-j  ra^hat,  A  shaking,  tremor.  Palsy. 



A  i^'^S'j  ra^han,  Tremulous  (man  or  camel). 
A  coward.  Swift  (ostrich  or  camel). 

rj\d  b.^S'j  Tremulous.  Paralytic. 

V{^\>if.ZS'j  j-a^s/mna^, Tremulous.  Aspen-like. 

A  ;^J;.i.S^,  ?'^^'«/<^A7i, Timorous,  cowardly.  Rush- 
ing lo  kill.  One  who  hastens  to  confer  a  favour. 

A  tjoS^,  ra^,  (y.  n.  of  ;joS^)  Shaking,  disturb- 

ing, dragging,  setting  in  motion. 

A  lap,  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  laS^)  Making  a  hole  in 
the  top  of  an  arrow  wherein  tofix  the  point.  Break- 

ing that  hole.  Ru^,  (pi.  )b\s-J\  ar^z)  A  hole  in 
the  top  of  an  arrow  or  spear-staff,  in  which  they  fix 

the  point.  Ra^z,  A  breaking  of  the  hole  in  the 
top  of  an  arrow  wherein  the  point  is  fixed.  Ra^z, 

(An  arrow)  broken  at  that  hole. 

A  I  hs-j  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  i  ipj)  Bleeding  at  the 
nose.  Taking  the  lead,  outstripping,  winning  a  race 

(a  horse).  Causing  a  horse's  hoof  to  be  stained  with 
blood  (pebbles).  Entering  (a  door).  Ra^f,  (v. 

n.  of  I  SS^)  Flowing  (blood). 

A  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  |_}ii^)  Piercing  through 
and  through  with  a  spear,  or  cutting  with  a  sword. 

A  pi'omontory  or  projecting  part  of  a  mountain. 

Garments  (of  a  man).  Ri^,  The  male  palm-tree. 

Ru^,  (pi.  of  ̂ "^j  ra^as)  Camels  or  sheep  of 
whom  part  of  the  ear  hangs  down.  Ra^l,  (v.n.  of 

f^j)  Being  foolish,  half-witted. 
A        ra^lla,  Perhaps. 

A  >^S^  ra^ds,  A  camel  or  sheej),  part  of  whose 
slit  ear  hangs  down.    Long-eared  (sheep). 

A  ais>,  ra^at,  (pi.  ar^l,  (Jji^-^^  ara^l, 

and  JIp,  ri^il)  A  body  from  20  to  25 ;  the  ad- 
vanced part  of  a  larger  number.  Domestics  (espe- 

cially numerous).  A  great  company,  many.  A 
small  herd  of  horses.  A  herd  of  cattle.  The  female 

ostrich.  The  first  appearance  of  branches  or  leaves. 

A  tall  palm-tree ;  also  one  bearing  bad  dates.  The 

foreskin.  The  edge  or  sharp  part  of  any  thing, 

l^art  of  a  camel's  ear  hanging  down.  y\  ahu 
ri^at,  The  wolf.  Ru^at,  A  chaplet  of  myrtle  and 
other  odoriferous  herbs. 

A  (Jj^j  ru^ul,  Dracunculus  hortensis. 

A  p£^,  ?-a^m,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S-j)  Having  a  running 
at  the  nose  (a  sheep).  Watching  the  setting  sun. 

Rl^,  Fat,  grease,        p  ummu  ri^in,  A  hyena. 

A  (jS'j  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  i^^j)  Causing  to  languish 
with  heat  (the  sun),  giving  the  headache.  A  coup 

de  soleil.  (pi.  {^^^j  ''"u^n  and  (j^j  ri^ti)  The 
most  prominent  part  of  a  mountain,  a  ness.  A  long 

mountain.  Ra^n,(Y.  n.  of  j^^)  Being relaxed,lan- 
guid;  foolish.  Relaxation,  Ian guoi\  Ru^n, Girh. 

A  i^S-j  ra^nna,  Perhaps. 
p  lis^j  ra^a,  Beautiful,  delicate,  tender,  lovely, 

amiable,  admirable.  Moving  gracefully,  graceful. 
A  foolish  admirer  of  himself.  Free  from  care. 

US|j  gull  ra^d,  A  beautiful  rose.  t_>»-lo 

\a:>j>  ra^dsi  sahib  barhat,  The  planet  Venus. 
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A  -f^Uffj  rapids,  (fem.  of  (J^J^  ar^n)  Silly, 
foolish.    The  city  of  Basrah.    A  kind  of  grape. 

p  j_j>Us^  ra^?iaj?.  Graceful  gait.  Beauty,  love- 
liness, grace. 

A  ra^i),  ri^,  or  ru^,  Care,  attention ;  the 
avoidance  of  what  is  bad. 

A  5 ̂S>j  ra^at  or  ri^at,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Abstain- 
ing from  evil.  Ra^  ri^  or  ru^mt,  Avoidance  of 

what  is  bad.    Any  thing  about  which  one  cares. 

A  lijSj  ru^d,  (pi.  of  dS'j  ra^)  Thunders. 

A  (^^S-j  ra^s,  (A  camel)  shaking  her  head 
with  age  or  glee.  Throwing  the  feet  about  nimbly. 

Drowsy,  nodding.  Tremulous  (lance). 

A  (^^j  ra^sh,  (A  she-camel)  shaking  the head  with  age. 

A  t— '""^^^  Slight  rains. 
A  ra^aliy,  Ill-dressed  (roast  meat). 

A  j»jSij  ra^m,  Very  lean.  Blackness  of  ink. 
Rheumy  (sheep).  Soul,  spirit,  self.  Ru^m,  Ten- 

der, delicate  (woman). 

A  i^^j  ra^n,  Moving,  moveable.  Strong. 
Rough.    Darkness  of  night.    Ru^n,  (pi.  of 

ra^n)  Prominent  parts  of  mountains,  noses,  nesses. 

A  '^^j  ru^nat,  (v.  n.  of  (jSj)  Being  relaxed 
and  languid.  Being  foolish.  Adorning  one's  self. 
Laxity.  Decoration. 

A  ra^a'  or  ru^a',  Care,  custody,  guar- 
dianship. Any  thing  that  one  cares  for. 

A  ra^,  (v.  n.  of  Pasturing,  feeding 

(as  cattle).  Tending  flocks  (a  shepherd).  Guard- 
ing. Observing  (the  stars)  set.  Abstaining  from. 

ra^ul  kamam,  Valerian.    Ri^,  (pi. 

ar^s)  Pasture,  forage. 

A  ̂ S5j  ra^y,  Pastured.  Guided.  Guarded. 
A  uS^,  ru^a  ,  Any  thing  about  which  one  is 

careful.    Care,  custody,  guardianship. 

A  ̂j^aS^  ru^jdn,  (pi.  of  (_jp|j  rd^)  Shepherds, 
pastors.  Guardians. 

A  (— aaS^  ra^b,  Fearing,  terrified.  Dropping 

fat.    Large  and  full  (camel's  bunch). 

A  ri^at,  Hard,  stony  ground.  What  is 
fed  upon.    Management,  tendance  (of  camels). 

A  &aSJj  ra^yat,  (pi.  \>}s-j  ra^ya')  A  herd  of 
grazing  camels.  People,  subjects.  A  subject,  pea- 

sant, plebeian,  generally  a  husbandman  and  ma- 
nufacturer. An  under-tenant,  tenant  of  the  soil, 

renter,  ryot.  Any  thing  that  requires  to  be  taken 

care  of.  p  CLm^^-j  ̂llal*>J  swZiam  ra^yat- 
parwar,  A  prince,  the  nourisher  of  his  people. 

Pj^ii  ra^yat-ddr,  A  governor,  a  ruler. 

p  lIaaSj  ?'a^?/ai-^Zan,  Government,  rule. 

jjiijSs  CL^^p-j  ra^yat-ddri  kardan,  To  ad- 
minister government. 

p  '^iPj  ra^2/a<war«,  By  individuals,  in- 
dividually. The  ryotwary  system. 

^  ra^yati,  Subjection.  Tenancy.  Land 
farmed  out,  tenanted,  and  cultivated  on  the  spot. 

A  -^^ti^ffj  ru^yddi,  Refuse,  chaff". 
A  i^ipj  ra^s,  (A  camel)  waggling  in  pace, 

or  whose  fore-leg  is  tied  to  his  hind-leg. 

A         ra^z,  (An  arrow)  broken  at  the  head. 

A  I  QAffj  ra^f,  A  cloud  in  advance  of  others. 

A  fjip-j  ra^k,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JS^)  Making  a  noise 
(the  belly).  The  rumbling  noise  of  a  horse's  belly 
when  trotting,  or  of  his  yard  M'ithin  the  sheath. 

A  (Jj^  ra^l,  A  small  body  of  horse. 

A  i^Xi^j  ra^n,  A  small  body  of  horse.  See 

i^^j  ra^n.  Ru^yn,  Name  of  a  fort.  ji 
zu  rw^yn,  Name  of  a  king, 

rugh,  Belching,  eructation. 
A  ruglids,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ J)  Crying  (as 

an  infant).  Roaring  or  braying  (as  a  hyena,  ca- 
mel, or  ostrich).    Frothing  (milk). 

A        raghghds,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  L^\s-jraghdb,  Soft  ground.  Land  notflooded, 
except  after  heavy  rains.  Extensive  and  level 

ground.  Righdb,  (pi.  of  (— aaS^  ragliib)  Camels 
abounding  in  milk  and  very  serviceable. 

A  rugkdha',  Enlargement  of  the  liver. 
A  C-jIp,  ruglids,  (Land)  not  flooded,  except 

after  heavy  rains. 

A  Jl£>,  raghdl,  A  handmaid.  Jiff,  ̂ \  abu 

r'lghdl,  Name  of  the  man  who  served  as  guide  to 

'is>j)\  abrahat,  o-Lo  sdhibu'lfil. 
A  raghdm,  Soil.  Soft  soil,  or  soil  mixed 

with  sand.    Rnghdm,  Snot  of  sheep. 

A  iijc\s-j  rughdmat,  Any  thing  wished  for. 

A  ruglidma',  Enlargement  of  the  liver. 
The  air-tube  of  the  lungs,  the  windpipe.  The  nose. 
A  kind  of  plant. 

A  Sj^j  Ti  or  rughdmat,  Froth  (of  milk). 

A  olpj  raghdsib,  (pi.  of  i^f^pj  7-aghlbat) 
Things  longed  for.  Much  riches.  Large  presents. 

A  io.lPj  7-i  or  rughdyat,  Froth  (of  milk). 
A  raghb,7'ughb,  ovraghab,  (v.  n.  of(_.*S^) 

Wanting,  wishing,  desiring,  longing  for.  Dislik- 
ing. Turning  away  from,  loathing.  Imploring. 

ajiS-  ft,i..fl.o  I— raghiba  bi  nafsihi  ̂ nhu,  He  pre- 
ferred himself  to  him,  he  esteemed  himself  above 

him.  Rughb,  (v.  n.  of  i--*S^)  Having  a  spacious 
paunch.  Gormandizing.  Rughb  or  rvghub,  (v* 

n.  of  L  .-^c-j)  Having  a  spacious  channel  (a  river). 

Strong  desire,  avidity,  voracity.  Capaciousness. 
Softness.  Rughub,  Capacious.  Land  not  flooded, 

except  after  heavy  rains. 
A  -^Us^  7-aghbds,  (or  ̂^Uffj  raghabdTi)  (v.  n. 

of  L-*S5j)  Supplicating,  beseeching. 

A  ioUSj  7-ughbdnat,  A  knot  on  the  lower  part 
of  the  shoe-string. 

\  A  'iiS-j  raghbat,  (v.  n.  of  «^)  Wishing,  desir- 
ing, longing  for,  hankering  after.  Turning  away 

from,  being  sated  with.  Esteeming,  preferring. 

Estimation,  preference,  favour,  pleasure.  Ragha- 

bat  or  rM//^&a^,(v.n.ofwS^  )Imploring,  beseeching. 



A  Lm^^xS-j  raghhub,  Greedy  (man). 

A  O^aS^  raghalut,  A  wish,  desire,  longing 
3r.  Wishful,  desirous,  greedy  (man). 

A  raghabuta',  (or  Ij^i^j  raghahuta') 
V.  n.  of  L-*ff-j)  Supplicating,  beseeching. 

A  ijSj  ra  or  rughha  ,  A  supplicating,  entreatmg. 
p  ■        raghs,  Pomegranate-flowers. 

A  raghs,  (v.  n.  of  C^j)  Sucking  (the 
aother).  Stabbing  repeatedly.  Complaining  of  a 

lain  in  the  udder.  Being  interrogated  so  frequently 
s  to  be  exhausted. 

A  Als-j  rughasas,  Root  of  the  udder.  Lacteal 
nets,  milky  veins. 

A  liiij  raghd  or  raghad,  (v.  n.  of  sb^j)  Being 
asyandcomfortable(life).  Easy,comfortable(life). 

?a<7/ta^^,(Menorwomen)leadingacomfortablelife. 

A  'i^^j  raghraghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ t-j  Q)  Living 
ery  comfortably.  Drinking  his  fill  every  day  (a 

amel).  Confining  (camels)  to  a  pasturage  off^jA?" 
amz.  Watering  (camels)  one  day  in  the  morning 

nd  another  day  in  the  evening.  Watering  them 

^sufficiently.  Finding  the  plant  hamz  near 

watering-place  (a  camel).  Concealing.  Ease,  or 
omfort  of  life. 

p  JJPj  raghza,  A  kind  of  woollen  cloth. 

A         raghs,  (v.  n.  of  (j-S^)  Endowing plenti- 
ully  with  the  good  things  of  this  life,  enriching 

God).    Affluence,  increase,  riches,  goods,  (pi. 

arghas)  A  benefit,  boon,  blessing. 

A         raglish,  (v.  n.  of  ij^j)  Stirring  up  evil. 

A  f(^fff{f}  (v.  n.  of  I— fl5^)  Forming  into 
lalls  (paste  or  clay).  Giving  (a  camel)  seeds  and 

lour  made  up  into  flat  cakes.  Rughuf,  (pi.  of 

^■ip'j  raghif)  Round  flat  cakes,  cracknels. 

A  ̂^}^J  rvghfdn,  Flat  roimd  cakes,  cracknels. 

A  raghl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji^)  Sucking  (as  a  kid 
he  dam).  Grain  when  just  formed  in  the  ear.  A 

ulness  of  grains  in  an  ear  of  corn.  Rtighl,  (pi. 

Jlsij^  arghal)  The  plant  orage. 

A  ̂ '^j  raghlas,  Slit-eared  (she-camel). 

A  'i^S'j  raghlat,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Sucking  (as  a  kid 
ts  dam  or  another).  A  small  animal  (as  a  lamb 

>r  kid).  Rughlat,  The  foreskin. 

-  A  raghm,  (v.  n.  of  j»Sj)  Displeasing ;  doing 
I  thing  contrary  to  the  will  of  another.  Raghm, 

-ighvi,  and  rughm,  (v.  n.  of  Abhorring,  dis- 
iking,  hating,  detesting,  nauseating.  Beingsoiled, 

iirtied.  Being  unable  to  obtain  justice.  Being  com- 

)elled,  subjected,  forced  against  one's  will.  Strip- 

ping the  bark  off" a  tree.  Disgust,  antipathy,  ill-will. 
Violence,  severity,  force,  constraint.  Contempt, 

i^ileness,  slavishness,  meanness.  Bark,  skin,  peel. 
Earth,  dust.  A  being  soiled  with  dirt. 

■■ala'  raghmihi,  Against  his  will.  &.s6\  \f,  ragh- 
nan       anjihi,  Against  his  will 

A  raghmaj:,  (A  sheep)  which  has  a  white 
peck  upon  the  nose,  or  of  a  different  colour  from 
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the  rest  of  the  body. 

A  ̂ J^j  raghn,  (v.  n.  of  f^J)  Listening  favour- 
ably to  any  thing.  Eating  and  drinking  freely,  hav- 

ing plenty.  Wishing  eagerly,  hankering  after.  In- 
clining, leaning  to. 

raghanna,  Perhaps.  ̂ Js^  7'aghanni,  (or 
raghannani)  Perhaps  I,  haply  I. 

A  'ijS'j  raghnat,  Level  and  soft  ground. 
p  i^aPj  raghand,  Noise  of  beasts  of  prey. 

A  jS^j  raghum,  (A  she-camel)  which  brays  much. 

A  i^i^j  raghwati,  A  name  given  to  a  certain 
eloquent  man. 

A  8_jS>j  raghmat,  A  rock,  a  huge  stone.  Ragh, 
righ,  or  rughwat,  (pi.        rugha)  Froth  of  milk. 

A  raghus.  Giving  suck,  milch. 

A  ijj^  raghul,  A  sheep  giving  suck  promiscu- 
ously. One  who  seizes  and  eats  any  thing. 

p         ragliwa,  A  sparrow  with  a  red  head. 

A  rugha',  (pi.  of  raghwat,  righwaf, 
or  rughwat)  Froths. 

A  (--*J^  raghib.  Desired,  esteemed.  A  great 

eater,  a  glutton.  Greedy,  covetous,  (pi.  i—-'^  ri- 

ghab)  (A  camel)  abounding  in  milk,  and  very  ser- 
viceable. Large-pa unched  (man)  ;  capacious  (bot- 

tle or  cistern).  Deep  and  wide  (river).  Long-step- 
ping (horse).    Broad  and  glittering  (sword). 

A  raghibat,  (pi.  ̂^^\^jraghasib)  A^ihm^ 

desired.  Much  wealth,  a  large  present.  Big-bellied. 

A  i^^j  raghid.  Free,  easy,  comfortable  (life). 
SY  ̂(^aSj  raghida,  Tares,  darnel. 

A  pSd'ip-j  rughayddf.    See  Ad^j  ru^i/dds. 

A  ii^p-j  ragh'idat,  Hasty  pudding. 
A         raghighat,  An  easy  life.  A  sip  of  caudle. 

A  i^^^P'jraghif,(\A''^SS'^  arghifat,i^S>j  rughuf, 
f^\Q.S'jrughfdn,andi.^sp-\Ji  tardghtf)  Aihin  round 
flat  cake,  paste,  or  wafer.  A  cracknel. 

A  ̂-ff-j  raghifiy.  Belonging  to  a  cake. 
p  raglnn.  Over-alls,  spatterdashes.  Fair. 

p  u-ij  raf,  A  seat,  bench,  or  settle  at  a  house- 
door.  A  moulding,  tablet,  or  basement  about  four 

inches  in  height  from  the  floor,  serving  as  an  orna- 
ment to  a  room,  or  as  a  shelf. 

A  u-j)  raff,  (v.  n.  of  <— Sj)  Eating  much.  Kiss- 
ing (a  woman)  with  the  tips  of  the  lips.  Sucking, 

sipping.  Sucking  milk  (as  a  colt).  Defending,  pre- 

serving. Favouring,  serving,  doing  good  to.  Ho- 
nouring. Shining, glittering(colour).  Flashingbut 

not  spreading  (lightning).  Winking  or  twinkling 

with  the  eye.  ExjJanding  her  wings  when  about  to 

alight  (a  bird).  Rejoicing,  being  glad.  Sewing 

any  thing  to  a  garment,  in  order  to  lengthen  it.  Sur- 
rounding. Drinking  milk  daily.  Being  attacked 

by  fever  every  day.  (pi.  <— i^ij  mfuf)  A  broad 
shelf  whereon  is  laid  the  most  valuable  articles  of 

a  house :  such  as  bowls  of  china  or  silver.  Large 

camels.  A  flock  (of  sheep),  herd  (of  oxen).  A 

sheep-cote,  hovel,  or  any  place  for  cattle.  A  high 
7  u 

heap  of  sand.  Saliva.  A  soft  garment  of  cloth.  A 

mode  of  eating  by  sheep  or  camels.  Glancing  of 

lightning.  A  daily  allowance  of  milk.  A  daily  at- 
tack of  fever.  Corn  brought  from  a^distance.  Riff, 

Large  camels.  A  daily  draught.  ̂   ti^  '^S 
ahhazathu'l  liumma'  raffan.  The  ague  seizes  him 

daily.  Ruff,  Straw,  chaff",  bits  of  straw. 
A  -^1 — Sj  raff,  (v.  n.  of  Vs,)  Mending  a  garment, 

darning,  drawing  together.  Cementing  broken 
frendship.  Quieting,  pacifying.  Hawling  up  to the  shore  (a  ship). 

A  >ls^  ̂(fa-t,  (v.  n.  of  \ij)  Giving  rest.  Concilia- 
ting, making  peace  between  two  parties.  Agreeing, 

being  suitable.  Adhering,  sticking  together,  (v.  n. 

3of  li,)  Behaving  mildly,  shewing  respect,  acting 

kindly,  (v.  n.  3  of  lij  for_jJj)  Agreeing.  Healing 

(as  a  wound).  Being  united,  soldered.  Concord, 

peace,  tranquillity.  ̂ -J^J^  j  Ai_)^.  Wr  r\fds  wa'l 
bariiti.  With  concord  and  children  (a  form  of  con- 

gratulating newly-married  people). 

A       raffdt,  A  mender,  darner,  fine-drawer. 

A  rufat.  Any  thing  broken  or  pounded. 
A  fragment,  a  broken  bit.    A  carious  bone. 

A  'ic^j  rifddat,  A  bandage  for  dressing  a  wound. 
A  stuffed  saddle-cloth,  or  cushion.  A  symbol,  pass- 

ed among  the  Pagan  Arabians  of  the  Kuraysh 

tribe  for  the  purchase  of  corn  and  grapes,  of  which 

they  made  wine  for  those  who  celebrated  the  so- 
lemnities of  the  Kaaba  or  temple  at  Mecca. 

A  (  iJijrafdrif,{^\.oi^  j^)Arches  of  a  house. 

A  i^^j  r  fas,  (v.  n.  of  (j^)  Striking  with  the 
feet.  Tying  (a  camel)  by  the  foot.  A  rope  for  ty- 

ing a  camel's  feet. 
A  (ji**^  raff  ash.  One  who  turns  corn  with  a shovel  from  the  floor  to  the  man  who  measures  it. 

A  [^J^^j  rifdz,  Different  and  contrary  ways.  Ru- 
fdz,  A  fragment  or  piece  torn  off  any  thing. 

rufazul  hatab,  Small  bits  of  wood. 

A  'm3^j  raffdzat,  One  who  pastures  scattered 
camels.  People  whose  herds  feed  on  widely-scat- tered forage. 

A  rafd^  Abundance  of  corn  in  afield.  Ra- 

fd^  or  r  fd^  The  carrying  of  the  cut-down  corn  in- 
to the  thrashing-floor.  ayydmuW  rafd^ 

The  season  when  this  is  done,  or  when  it  is  ti-od- 

den  out.  Rifd^  (v.  n.  3  of  Citing  before  a 

judge,  accusing.  Sparing,  leaving  alive. 

A         raffd^  One  who  raises  or  carries  high. 

A  rafd^t,  (v.  n.of^_jj)  Raising  the  voice. 

Rafd^t,  rifd^t,  and  rufd^t.  An  elevation,  clear- 
ness or  loudness  of  voice.  Rfd^t,  A  name  of  23 

companions  of  Muhammad.  Rifd^t  or  rufd^t, 

The  quilting  of  the  petticoats  to  give  a  prominence 

to  the  hips.  A  rope  fastened  to  a  fetter  or  chain 
round  the  ancle,  and  held  by  the  person  chained, 

to  raise  it,  and  prevent  its  hurting  the  leg. 

rifdgh,  (pi.  of         Level,  soft  lands. 



A  ftS-lj,  rafaghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Abounding  in 
comforts  (life). 

A  'i^p'^j  rafaghiyat,  An  elegant  style  of  living, 
ease,  pleasure. 

A  ̂j\s,  rifak,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ji,)  Accompanying 
(on  a  journey).  Aiding.  A  rope  for  tying  a  ca- 

mel's leg  above  the  knee.  (pi.  of  'isij  rafhat,  rif- 
kat,  or  rufkat)  Companies. 

A  ai'ljj  rafakat,  (v.  n.  of  (j^)  Being  compa- 
nions, fellow-travellers.  Benignity.  Society,  com- 

panionship, friendship.  Rufakat,  A  company  of 
fellove-travellers. 

p rafagar,  A  fine-drawer.  (The  raffagars 

of  India  will  repair  a  rent  in  a  piece  of  the  finest  mus- 

lin, so  that  the  joining  cannot  easily  be  discovered). 

A  J\jj  rafal,  Long  and  flowing  (head  of  hair). 

Rifal,  Any  thing  tied  over  the  sheath  of  a  he- 
goat  to  prevent  him  from  gendering. 

p        rafan,  Saffi-on.    An  intercessor. 

A  ̂JiJ  rifdn,  Small,  misling  rain. 
A  rufaninat,  Delightfulness  of  life. 

A  &fc\s;  rafahat,  (v.  n.  of  sij)  Being  easy  and 

comfortable  (life).  Rafahat,  (or  *J^^  rafaliiyat) 

Repose,  quiet,  tranquillity,  content.  Afiluence,  en- 

joyment of  life. 

A  'iij  rifatf  Verdant  (plant).  Rufat,  A  fig. Drv  straw. 

A  'iij  raffat,  A  drinking  of  milk  once.  Riif- 
fat,  Straw,  chaff".   A  solid  meal. 

p  Cl^ij  raft,  He  went.  A  going,  travelling. 

(jllaLt*  rafti  sultan,  The  journey  of  the  em- 

peror. Ruft,  He  swept.  (--Jjij  _j  ruft  u  rob, 
A  broom.    A  sweeping. 

A  lIIaJj  raft,  (v.  n.  of  d*i))  Breaking,  pound- 

ing. Being  bruised,  broken.  Being  cut  off".  Ru- 
fat, A  breaker,  bruiser.    Straw,  litter. 

Pj^j  raftar.  Gait,  pace,  (elegant)  air  in  walk- 

ing. Walking,  going,  moving  off",  (fovjcif  gi- 
riftar)  A  prisoner,  khwush-raftar,  A 

graceful  walker.  J^^-^  13  jUi,  raftari  na  hamwar, 

An  inelegant  walker,  or  way  of  walking.  A  shame- 
ful manner  of  proceeding. 

p  Cl^Zi^  CL^ij  raff-guzasht.  Past. 

P  (_^^  '>'<^fic(fi  Departure :  loss,  ^ i^J^j 
raftagisi  kJmn,  Loss  of  blood.  -*(_^*^  raf- 
tagtsi  skinarcan,  Loss  of  hearing. 

p  raftan,  To  walk,  go,  proceed,  depart,  pass 

along,  travel.  To  elapse, glide  by.  To  die.  To  arise. 

raftani  shikam.  Diarrhoea.  Ruftan,  To 
sweep.  To  clean  the  teeth  with  a  toothpick, 

p  I— ̂ jj  (iT^  ruf tan-rob,  A  broom,  besom, 

p  (--J  I  i\XjjSj  raftan-gahi  ah.  An  aqueduct, 

p  sZSj  rafta,  Gone,  passed.  Defunct.  iCSj  iCij 

rafta-rafta.  Step  by  step,  by  degrees,  gradually, 
in  process  of  time.    Rufta,  Swept.  Sweepings. 

J  ftUs,  rvfta-rob,  A  besom. 
A  CL.*ij  rafs,  (v.  n.  of  CUif)  Being  obscene. 
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Rafas,  (v.  n.  of  (.Li,)  Being  obscene.  Obscenity, 
ribaldry  (by  a  woman  during  coition).  Coition. 

A  ̂ij  rafada,  (fut.  liiy.  yarfidu^  He  gave. 

A  lii,  rafd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Making  or  tying  on 

a  ic^j  rifadat,  q.v.).  Giving,  presenting.  As- 

sisting. A  large  goblet.  A  stufi^ed  saddle-cloth 
or  pad.  R  fd,  A  present,  a  gift.  Aid.  Rifd  or 

rafd,  A  large  cup.  ^.J^  hurlka  rifduhu. 
His  cup  was  spilled,  i.  e.  he  died. 

^  A  I  'i\j9j  rafraf  An  ostrich.    The  bird  called &ils>  i^^filals-  kltatif  zillihi. 

A  rafraf,  A  broad  shelf  whereon  are  laid 
the  costliest  articles  in  a  house.  A  bed  of  verdure, 

green  plot.  A  tent  made  of  goat's  hair.  Any  grace- 
fully-pendant tree.  Green  cloth,  of  which  they 

make  counterpanes  and  other  bed  furniture ;  a  bed, 

a  bed-tick.  A  pillow,  cushion,  floor-cloth.  The 
lower  flaps  of  a  tent.  Any  superfluous  part  of  a 

counterpane  hanging  down  and  doubled  up.  The 
sides  of  a  coat  of  mail,  with  the  skirts  depending 

from  them.  Any  thing  fixed  to  the  helmet,  and 

falling  down  over  the  back.  Hanging  branches 
of  the  lote-tree.  Fine  brocade.  A  window.  An 

arch.  A  caruncle.  A  certain  sea-fish.  A  kind  of 

tree  gi-owing  in  Yaman. 

A  rafrafat,  (v.  n.  of  i— i^i,  Q)  Spreading 
out  and  fluttering  its  wings  (a  bird)  when  desirous 
of  pouncing  on  his  prey,  or  of  alighting. 

^j>j  rafz,  (v.  n.  of  ji,)  Striking.  Beating, 
throbbing  (as  an  artery). 

A  ̂j^'Sj  rafs,  (v.  n.  of  (j*J,)  Striking  or  shaking 
(any  thing)  with  the  feet.  Tying  up  a  (camel's)  foot. 

A  'L^j  rafsat,  A  kick  on  the  breast, 
p  (ji>*)  rafsh,  (for  ̂jiijii  dirafsh)  An  awl, 

A  i^Jiijrafsh,(Y.Ti.  of  (jiij)  Living  luxuriously, 
eating  and  drinking  riotously.  Instigating,  stimu- 

lating.   Pounding,  thumping,  bruising,  braying, 

(jiifi]^  J  ar'  rafsh  wa'l  kafsh,  Good  eating 
andvenery.  Rafsh  ov  ruf sh,  A  shoxel.  t^J^Ji\ 

j_J\  mini'r  rafsh  ila  'l  ̂rxh,  From  the  spade 
to  the  throne  (said  of  one  suddenly  or  greatly  pro- 

moted). Rafash,  (v.  n.  of  (jij,)  Having  a  large 
ear.    Being  large  (the  ear). 

A  ILaij  rufsat,  A  suitable  opportunity,  time, 

turn  (an  inversion  oi 'k>o^  fursat'). 
A  (jai,  rafz  or  rafaz,  (v.  n.  of  ;j«a5;)  Leaving, 

abandoning,  abdicating.  Leaving(camels)  to  graze 

at  liberty.  Displaying  its  clusters  (a  palm-tree) 
the  spathe  having  fallen  off.  Throwing,  shooting. 

Being  wide  (a  valley).  A  small  quantity  of  water, 

(pi.  arfaz)  (Camels)  feeding  at  liberty  with 
their  keeper.  Rafaz,  A  little  water  remaining  in 

a  leathern  bottle.  Many  ostriches  divided  into  bo- 
dies.   (Camels)  feeding  at  liberty. 

A  rufazat,  One  who  takes  hold,  and  im- 
mediately lets  go.  One  who  allows  a  herd  of  ca- 

mels, brought  together,  soon  to  separate. 

A  ̂ -s,  rafa^,  (fut.  ̂ j>.  yarfa^)  He  raised. 

A  ̂ i,  raf^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Lifting,  raising,  ele- 
vating. Taking  off,  removing.  Taking  away  (the 

meal  being  ended).  Ascending  to  liigher  ground. 

Putting  the  vowel  point  —  u  over  a  letter.  De- 
posing, laying  aside.  Leaving  off,  giving  over. 

Finishing,  completing.  Carrying  a  matter  before 

the  prefect.  Settling,  deciding,  clearing  up.  Re- 

dressing. Praising.  Rescuing  from  evil.  Carry- 

ing in  the  harvest  to  the  barn  or  thrashing-floor. 
Going  expeditiously  (a  camel).  Making  (a  camel) 

travel  fast.  Zamma,  the  short  vowel  —  w  at  the 
end  of  a  word  (in  nouns  answering  to  the  nomina- 

tive case),  ̂ J,  raf^daf^  Deciding,  settling, 

finishing.  jZ»  raf^  sharr.  Settling  a  quarrel, 
deciding  a  difference,  getting  rid  of  a  dispute, 

p  ̂ i^^^s  \^  ̂J,  ra,f^  liwa  kardan.  To  erect  the 
standard.  ^\so  raf^  nikab  hai-dan, To  uncover,  to  withdraw  the  veil,  (j*^^^^  j 

daf^u  raf^hardan,  To  take  away,  remove. 
A  i^iij  ruf^n,  (v.  n.  of  Carrying  (any 

thing)  before  a  judge  in  a  judicial  capacity. 

A  5*i,  rf^t,  (v.  n.  of  Being  elevated, 
raised,  exalted,  noble,  or  high-priced.  Elevation, 

exaltation,  promotion.  Altitude.  Highness,  emi- 
nence, magnificence,  sublimity. 

A  &ixSj  raf^yat,  Presentation. 
A  ̂-5,  rafgh,  Afiluence.  Plenty.  Fruitfulness. 

Soft  earth  or  food.  Unfruitful,  barren  (place), 

(pi.  arfagh)  Common  people,  rabble,  (pi. 

^Jj\  'arfugh)  The  lowest  and  worst  part  of  a valley.  A  tract,  district,  or  border  of  a  country, 

(pi.  ̂li,  rifagh)  Soft  level  ground.  A  district  of many  soils,  or  one  abounding  in  soil.  Soft,  thin 
lime  or  mortar.  A  narrow-mouthed  bottle.  A 

middling  sort  of  bottle  (neither  good  nor  bad). 

Rafgh  or  rifgh,  (pi.  '^J\  arfagh  and  ̂ 5,  ruf  ugh) 
Dirt  of  the  nails,  groins,  or  arm-pits.  The  inner 
part  of  the  arm-pit  or  groin  ;  the  groin,  or  any 
part  where  dirt  collects.  Rufgh,  Afiluence,  plenty. 

A  ̂[kij  rafghas,  Slender-thighed  (woman) ; 
also  one  impervious,  or  deep-groined. 

A  ist**^  rufaghntyat,  Affluence,  plenty. 
A         rafaf  Thinness,  fineness. 

A  rafh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Tying  together  (a  ca- 

mel's) fore-legs  immediately  beneath  the  shoulder 
to  prevent  him  from  running  away.  Being  useful, 

profitable.  Striking  the  elbow.  R  fh,  (v.  n.  of 

iji,)  Being  benevolent,  kind,  or  easy.  Assisting. 
Benignity,  benevolence.  Courtesy,  favour.  Pro- 

fit, advantage.  Assistance,  aid.  ̂ J\i  bi'r  rifk. 
Easily,  without  inconvenience,  gently.  Rafak,  (v. 

n.  of  Having  the  elbow  distorted  (a  camel). 

(Desire)  easily  satisfied.  (Water)  easily  drawn, 

(pasture)  very  accessible.  A  jutting  out  of  the 
elbow.  A  disease  in  the  udder  or  orifice  of  the 

teat  from  unskilful  milking.    Rafak  and  rifak, 



pi.  of  &flij  rufhaf)  Societies,  fellowships.  Rufah, 

pi.  of  Sai,  rafkat,  rifkat,  and  rufkat)  Companies 
•f  fellow-travellers.  Societies. 

A  -fliii,  rafkat,  (fern,  of        arfak)  (A  she- 
samel)  with  a  distorted  elbow ;  also  one  the  orifice 

)f  whose  teat  is  obstructed.  Mufahas,  (pi.  of 

•ofiA)  Companions  in  travel,  fellow-travellers. 

A  rafkat,  rifkat,  or  rufkat,  (pi.  ̂jli,  ri- 

'^ak,  riifak,  and  ̂ ^J^  arfak)  A  company  of 

'ellow-travellers.  (pi.  rifak,  rufak,  rafali)  So- 
ciety, fellowship.  Rufkat,  (pi.  of  rafik) 

Companions.  iZo/a/iai,  A  twist  of  the  elbow.  Ra- 
dkat,  A  camel,  the  orifice  of  whose  teat  is  closed. 

A  Jij  rafl,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^)  Being  ignorant,  un- 
skilful, unlearned,  negligent  (in  dress).  Filling 

'a  well)  with  water.  Rafl  or  rafal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J) 
Being  awkward  and  clumsy  in  putting  on  dress, 

3r  in  doing  any  thing.  Rafl  (or  ̂j^Jjj  rafalan), 
[y.  n.  of  ̂Ji,)  Draggling  the  garments  along  the 

^■ound,swinging  the  arms  and  walking  fastidiously 
but  ungracefully.  Rifl,  The  train  or  skirt  of  a  gar- 

ment. Rafal,  The  deepest  part  of  a  well.  Rafal 

<'afal,  Used  in  calling  sheep  to  be  milked.  Rafil, 
One  who  sweeps  the  ground  with  his  clothes  pom- 

pously but  ungracefully.  The  train  or  skirt  of  a 

garment.    A  fool.    Untidy,  awkward,  clumsy. 

A  (Jjj  rifall.  Long,  trailing,  loose  (garments). 

Long-tailed  (horse).  Loose-skinned  (camel). 
Fleshy,  corpulent. 

A  ̂'^j  rafldf,  Slatternly,  awkward  (woman). 
A  rafilat.  An  agreeable  life.  A  woman 

whose  train  sweeps  gracefully.  A  foolish  woman. 

Rafilat  or  riflat,  Ugly  (woman). 

A  ̂jij  rafn.  An  egg.^ 

A  ItjSj  rifann,  (for  ̂ij)  Long-tailed  (horse). 

A  jsJij  rafana,  (for  a3li,lff'  ̂ rifdna)  A  symbol. 

A  jij  7'afw,  (v.  n.  of  \s,  for  _jij)  Mending  (a  gar- 
ment).   Calming,  allaying,  pacifying,  appeasing. 

P_ji,  rafo.  Sewing  close,  counterpoint,  darn- 

ing, fine-drawing. 

A  AjSj  rafwds,  (fem.  of       arfa')  Large-eared. 
A  ̂^yfjrufus.  Ribaldry  (in  a  woman).  Coition. 

Any  thing  obscene  said  or  done  before  a  woman. 

A         rafuj.  The  root  of  a  palm-branch. 

A  ̂ j^j  rufukk.  Calamities,  misfortunes. 
A  liji,  rnfud,  (A  camel)  filling  the  dish  rafd 

at  one  milking. 

A  {J^^j  rifush,The  being  wide,ample,extended. 

p  i^^j  rafusha,  Sin,  transgression.  Plea- 
santry, jocularity,  humour.  Discovery,  tracing, 

tracking.  Palmistry. 

^  ̂^i)  ̂Hf^i^,  (v.n.of  u^ij)  Pasturing  alone 
(a  scattered  herd  of  camels).  Bodies,  sects.  A 
tract  of  land  abandoned,  and  claimed  by  nobody. 
Widely-scattered  forage. 

^  ̂ 'j  '>'^f^¥h  (pl-  of  rafgh)  G  roins,  arm- 
pits, or  those  parts  where  dirt  collects. 
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A  (— iji,  rufuf,  (pi.  of  u-i,  raff)  Broad  shelves 
whereon  are  laid  the  choicest  articles  in  a  house. 

P J>yj  rafogar,  A  fine-drawer,  darner.  A  sewer 
of  counterpoint.  A  tailor.  A  patch  for  mending. 

P  ̂jji,  rafun,  Saffron.  Cyprus. 
A  i.Sj  rafh,  rifh,  (or  S_ji,  rufuli)  (v.  n.  of  aJj) 

Living  quietly  and  comfortably.  Drinking  daily 

their  fill  (camels).  Rafh  or  rufuk,  (v.  n.  of  sij) 
Being  filled  with  provender  and  water.  Rfh, 

Small  palm-trees.  Ease,  comfort.  Rufah,  Straw. 

p  sij  rafa,  The  Pleiades. 

A  {^^^j  rafahdn,  One  who  lives  comfortably. 

A  'i^j  rafahat.  Pity,  compassion,  mercy. 

A  'i-^^j  rufahniyat.  The  conveniences  of  life. 
p  Siiji,  rafida,0\di  clouts  sewed  together,w  here- 
on bread  is  laid  to  be  baked  in  the  oven. 

A  t„jAiiij  rafis,  A  pot-companion,  partaker,  an 
associate.  One  whose  cattle  drink  at  the  same  time 

as  those  of  a  neighbour. 

A  i^jA^j  rafiz,  Rejected,  thrown  away.  Sweat. 
Broken  (spear).  Camels  allowed  to  pasture  freely. 

A  rafi^  High,  sublime.  Noble,  eminent, 
exalted.  Loud-voiced,  (j^^^        (j^^  hunydni 

arAaw,  A  building  with  lofty  pillars, 

jji,  makdni  rafi^  A  high  place. 

rafi^'d  darajdt.  Of  eminent  degree.  ̂ ^^^ 

rufl^i'sh  shdn.  Of  exalted  dignity  .jtiJil^  rafi- 

^I'l  kadr,  (oi-j!ii^\        rafl^'l  mikddr)  Of  high 
estimation.    Eminent  in  power. 

A  iUjij  rofi^a?,  High.  Noble  (woman).  What 
is  told  of  another.  Any  matter  carried  before  a  pre- 

fect. «*^x<i  J  jihdli7-afi^  su  tildli 
manl^.  High  mountains  and  inaccessible  rocks. 

A        rafujh.  Easy,  comfortable  (life). 

A  I— AAi,  rafif,  (v.  n.  of  i  ij)  Shining  (colour). 
Swelling  with  sap  (herbage).  (A  tree)  glittering 

with  dew.  The  ceiling  of  a  house.  Plenty  of  pro- 

vender. Thin,  fine  (garment).  A  lily.  A  window 

or  opening  for  receiving  light.  \  SAi^^  CJ\'Ci  zdtu  r 
rafif,  Ships  moored  side  by  side  across  a  river  or 
creek  so  as  to  afford  a  passage  for  kings,  princes, 

or  governors  of  provinces:  a  bridge  of  boats. 

A  Jjji,  rafik,  (pi.  rufakds  and  *Hij  rif- 
kat) A  friend,  companion,  colleague,  accomplice, 

associate,  assistant,  partner,  ally.  A  fellow-travel- 
ler. Skilful,  active,  industrious.  Kind,  friendly. 

i^l^>-  ̂ iij  rafiki  jihad,  Aie\\ovf-so\([iev.  p 

(jii^  _j  rafik  u  ham-rdh  shudan.  To  keep 
company,  to  associate  with. 

A  p  ̂^i^j  rafikt.  Society,  companionship. 
A  sjjj  rafih,  One  who  lives  agreeably. 
p  rih,  Tortoise-shell.  j^^^^ 

•  A  ̂ jrakk,Thm.  Parchment,  vellum.  A  sheet 
of  paper,  book,  volume  (that  especially  in  which 

the  recording  angels  are  supposed  to  register  the 

actions  of  men),  (pi.  Jyj  ruhHk)  A  large  tortoise 

or  turtle,  ̂ j^^^  Jj  rakkisipihr,  The  expanse  of 

heaven,  a  Rikk,  Servitude.  Possession,  dominion, 

property,  right.  Soft  level  ground.  Leaves  and 
tender  branches  of  trees  easily  cropt  by  cattle.  A 

certain  thorny  plant.  Parchment,  vellum.  A  sheet 

of  white  paper.  Thin.  Compassionate,  affectionate. 

Rukk  or  rakk,  Shallow  water  extending  over  a 

great  surface.  Soft  level  ground. 

A  \jj  raks,  (v.  n.  of  \^)  Drying  up,  becoming 

dry  (tears).  Being  promoted  (perspiration).  Ex- 
citing discord.  Establishing  peace.  Ascending  (a 

staircase  or  ladder). 

A  ̂ij  rakdf,  Corruption,  depravity,  mischief. 

A>^  rakhds,  One  who  uses  enchantments  and 
sorceries  (&^  rukyat),  an  enchanter,  wizard. 
A  r«7ia&,(v.n.3  of  k_-0^)  Guarding,  (pi. 

oi'iJsj  rakahat)  Necks.  Purchased  (slaves). 
A  rakabat,  (v.  n.  of  i— **))  Waiting,  ex- 

pecting.^ Putting  a  chain  round  the  neck. 

A  'ii^j  rakkdhat.  One  who  has  the  care  of  the 
baggage  of  travellers  duringtheir  absence.  Amean, 
low,  worthless  fellow. 

A  'is-Kij  rahdhat.  Gain,  profit.  Trade, 
A  rakdhiy,  A  merchant,  factor  :  steward. 

A  (ilsj  rukdd,  Sleep  (especially  a  long  slumber in  the  night). 

p  ̂ j^j  rakdrdk.  Noise  of  quadrupeds'  legs. 
A  ̂j^jrukdrik.  Shallow  water  widely  extended. 

Thin  vapour.  A  bright  sword, 

A  rakdsh,  A  serpent.   Rakdshi,  A  pro- 

per name  for  women. 

A  (^^'ij  rakhds,  A  dancer,  jumper,  tumble!'. 
A  letter-carrier. . u 

A  iolJ,  rakkdsat,  Ground  producing  nothing 

(though  watered  by  rain).  A  kind  of  game. 

4  f^joXij  rakkdsl.  Dancing. A  rikd^  (pi.  of  ruk^t)  Bits  of  cloth, 
patches.  Short  letters,  notes. 

A  'isXij  rakd^t.  Foolishness.  Rikd^t,  (v.  n.  of 

^-5j)  Doting,  being  imbecile.  Alacrity  to  fight. 
A  rihd^y,  A  kind  of  handwriting. 
A  rakdh,  Warm,  hot  (day).  Soft  level 

ground,  beneath  which  lies  a  harder  stratum.  A 
desert.  Rakdh  or  rukdk.  Land  from  which  the  wa- 

ter has  retired.  Rikdk,  (pi.  of  ̂ jJij  rakik)  Slaves, 

(pi.  of&j'lj,  rukdkat)  Thin  cakes,  (pi,  of  7'ak- 
kat)  Tracts  of  land  liable  to  be  flooded.  Rukdk, 

(v.n.of  ijj)  Going  gently  and  feebly  ;  also  going 
fast.  A  kind  of  round  cake,  a  pancake,  fritter,  cheese- 

cake.   Slow,  leisurely  (camel's  pace).  Thin, 
A         rukkdk.  Thin. 

A  ai'ljj  rahdhat,  Thinness.  Rukdhat,  (pi. 
rikdk)  A  thin  cake. 

A        rikdl,  (pl.of  &1K,)  Tall  palm-trees. 

A         rikdn,  Saffi'on.  Privet, 
p  to^j  rikdna,  A  page  of  a  sheet  of  paper. 

A  ̂J^^>J  rakdsik,  (pi.  of  '^^^j)  Subtilties. A        rakdsim,  (pi. of       rakim)  Books. 
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A  <— rahab,  Thickness  of  neck.  (pi.  of 

rahdbat)  Necks,  or  lower  parts  of  them.  Purchased 

slaves.    Ruhub,  (pi.  of  i— 7-alnb)  Serpents  of 
a  malignant  species. 

A>lj^  ruhabar,  (pi.  ofL—*J^  raJdb)  Watchers. 

A  C^^Mj  rakabat,  (pi.  of  s-i,  raliabat')  Necks. 
Purchasedslaves.  uiJ^^j  rakabatuamlah, 
Slaves  and  possessions. 

A  rikban,  (v.  n.  of  i—aS,)  Watching,  ex- 

pecting. Throwing  a  chain  on  any  one's  neck. 

Rahaban,  (or  '^^j  rahabaniy)  Thick-necked. 
A  'i^j  rakbat,  (v.  n.  of  t— Expecting,  watch- 

ing. Rihbat,  (v.  n.  of  i—aJj)  Expecting,  watching, 
guarding,  preserving.  Putting  a  chain  on  the  neck. 

Heed,  vigilance.  Space,  interval,  division.  Re- 
mote kindred.  Fear.  Bereavement,  the  want  or  loss 

of  ofFsp ovarisa  malan  ?an 

t3 

rikbatin,  He  inherited  property  from  his  relations 

(not  from  his  father).  Ruhbat,  A  pit  for  catching 

leopards.  Rakabat,  (pi.  L-jli,  r//m5,  rahab, 

arhub,  and  Obij  rakabat^  The  neck,  or  the 

lower  part  of  it.  The  essence  of  any  thing.  A  slave 
purchased  with  money. 

A  B.^j  raJiba,  Enclosure,  esplanade,  environs. 
A       rukba  ,  (v.  n.  of  Giving  any  thing 

to  another,  to  remain  his  property  if  he  survives  the 

donor,  if  not,  to  return;  also  the  thing  so  given 

(of  the  nature  of  a  tontine).  A  house  or  land  which 

becomes  alternately  the  property  of  the  survivor. 

A  'iSj  rikat, The^rst  sprouting  of  the  plants  l^^joJ 
nasiy  and  silUyan.  Green  with  summer-rain 

(ground),  (pi.  jjjj,  rihun)  Stamped  coins,  moneys. 

\'&>j  rahhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  thin.  (pi.  ̂ 15^ 
rihaK)  A  tract  of  land,  by  the  side  of  a  river,  which 

is  fertilized  by  inundations.  Name  of  a  city  on  the 

Euphrates.  Rihkat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Being  thin.  Be- 
ing affectionate,  compassionate.  Being  ashamed. 

Thinness,  subtleness.  Pity,  condolence,  benevo- 

lence. Sympathy,  compassion,  tenderness,  weep- 

ing. Modesty.  L-^Ji'  lIIa^j  i^s-\iO  sahibi  rikkati 
halb,  Tender-hearted. 

AS>j  rahada,  (fut.  SSj>_  yarlmdu)  He  slept. 

Ai^j  rahd,  (v.  n.  of  dij)  Sleeping.  Lying  with. 
Sleep.  ̂   Mountain  whence  they  hew  mill-stones. 

A  SSj  ruhhad,  Sleepers. 

A  (j^AJj  rahaddn,  Exultation,  aleapingor  frisk- 
ing for  joy. 

A  'iSij  m^c^ai.  One  slumber.  js»  ̂ j*  'idJj  rak- 
dat  min  hart-,  Heat  of  ten  days'  duration.  Ruha- 
dat,  Addicted  to  sleep. 

A  ra/ira/i.  The  undulating  shining  surface 

of  the  vapour  of  the  desert.  A  bright  sword.  Name 
of  a  sword. 

A  rahrahat,  A  woman  whose  face  appears 
as  if  water  were  running:  over  it. 

A  {J^J'j  ruhrukdn,  Moving,  trembling  (vapour 
over  a  plain). 
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A  7'akrakat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Pouring  out 

(water  or  bi'oth),  thinly  spreading  (it)  over  a  large 
surface.  Shaking(a  guggletof water).  Watering, 
becoming  watery  (the  ey  e). 

A-jfj  rahz,  (v.  n.  ofJJ^)  Beating,  throbbing  (an 
artery).  Dancing. 

A  (jiJj  raksh,  (v.  n.  of  (j^)  Painting  figures 

of  two  or  more  colours.  Ruhsh,  (pi.  of  {J^J^  ar- 
kash  and  rakslidi)  Speckled,  spotted. 

A  rahshds,  (A  female  serpent)  marked  with 

black  and  white  spots.  A  canker-worm.  A  sub- 

stance resembling  lights  protruding  from  a  camel's 
mouth  at  rutting  time. 

A  i^jAfj  raks,  (v.  n.  of  (^J^j)  Shining,  glittering 
(as  vapour).  Fermenting  (as  wine).  Ambling  (a 

camel).  Dancing.  Leaping.  A  caper.  A  dance, 

a  ball.  iJ^toSj  rahasatVl  hhamr  fl 
riifusihivi,  The  wine  danced  in  their  heads,  i.e. 

made  them  drunk,  p  {„ja>j  raksipuhlu,  A  roll- 
ing from  side  to  side.  Rest,  repose.  s^Jj  L>^j 

raksi  rubah,  A  sham  negligence,  i^'^^ i^J^j  raks 
kardan,  To  dance,  to  caper.  ̂   raksi  malld, 

Lascivious  motions.  A  Rakas,  (or  ̂^l***)  rahasdn) 

The  ambling  (of  a  camel),  capering  (of  a  man). 

p  f^'i^ i^j&'ij  raks-hunan,  Dancing,  capering. 
p  ̂ ^AAjioSj  rahsldan,  To  dance. 
A  ̂UaJj  rakias,  (fem.  of  arkat)  A  she-leo- 

pard spotted  black  and  white.  Speckled  (hen). 

Dangerous  (sedition).  Oily,  buttery  (pudding). 

An  epistle,  or  literary  composition,  artificially  ar- 
ranged, wherein  the  letters  occur  with  and  without 

diacritical  points  alternately. 

A  &laJ^  ruktat,  Vaiiegation  by  white  and  black 
spots.  A  branch  of  the  plant  ̂ rfaj  getting 
into  leaf. 

A  rak^  (v.  n.  of  JJ^)  Patching  a  garment 
(mending  by  sewing  being  called  li,  rafj').  Re- 
pairing(a  well  which  threatensdilapidation).  Pierc- 
ingan  enemy  with  a  spear  (especially  at  a  distance). 

Hitting  the  mark  (with  an  arrow).  Catching  in  one 

ofthe  hands,  when  eating,  what  falls  from  the  mouth. 

Upbraiding,  gibing,  satirizing.  Making  haste.  Tlie 
seventh  heaven.  A  husband.  Ruka^  (pi.  of 

ruka^t)  Certain  large  trees. 

p  rak^,  A  medicinal  wood  found  near  the 

Caspian  Sea. 

A  rah^f,  (fem.  of  ̂ J,\  arka^  Marked 
with  white  on  the  side  (a  sheep).  Insane,  foolish 

(woman).  Destitute  of  hips  (woman). 

A  'ixfj  rah^t,  The  sound  of  an  arrow  piercing 
the  mark.  Ruh^t,  A  letter,  or  the  postscript,  (pi. 

rikdQ  A  short  letter  or  note.  A  letter  written 

to  a  king  by  any  one  not  a  vazir  (letters  from  them 

being  named  c,>aAs^*  talkhis).  A  bit  of  cloth  for 
mending  a  garment,  a  patch.  A  sheet  of  paper  upon 

which  any  thing  is  written.  A  target  of  pasteboard. 

All  medicinal  applications  made  to  fractured  limbs. 

A  chess-board.  Territory.  Beginning  of  a  battle, 

p  (jyCbo  lijkb  ijij  ruk^si  baland-nilgun  or 
yjS'  ruh^fi  ghabrd,  The  sky.  (j^£JjO  CL>J^. 

ruk^fi  pusht-nllgun,  (or  f^i^\  adkaii)  The  earth. 

(^^%=-_jt5«j<5)  rM^^a  JoMte«,  To  patch.  •^J^^^  e-xjj 

ruk^si  sAai?'a?y',  A  chess-board,  ̂ ii^tjtjij  ruk^A 
kajdum,  See  ii«*j\iiJJu»»  sipanddrmuz.  txij 

ruk^si  mihmani,  A  note  of  invitation  to  a  feast. 

A  Ruka^t,(^\.  ̂ j,  ?'?<A«^)  A  large  tree  resembling 
the  plane  in  the  trunk,  with  fruit  like  the  fig,  and 
the  leaf  of  a  gourd. 

p  J>jt5,  ra/t^a,  Any  herb  useful  for  setting  a  frac- 
tured limb.  Name  of  a  certain  medicinal  wood. 

Pj^j»>i5j  ruh^rvdr,  Letter-paper.  Painted. 
A  ̂ij  rakak,  Soft,  plain  ground  (without  sand) 

under  which  there  is  a  harder  stratum  ;  soft  soil 

overflowed.  Slenderness  (of  a  bone).  Scarcity  (of 

money).  Debility. 

A  ̂y>J  rakl,  (pi.  of  aA*,)  Tall  palm-trees. 
A  raklat,  (pi.  ̂^ij  rakl  and  JI5,  rikal)  A 

tall  palm-tree. 

^  k  rakm,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Marking  with  ortho- 
graphical points.  Writing.  Sealing.  Rendering 

distinct.  Weaving  a  garment  in  stripes.  Marking 

(a  piece  of  cloth  or  a  garment)  with  the  price.  The 

price-mark.  Notation.  A  kind  of  striped  or  em- 
broidered garment.  Amisfortune.  A  writing.  Much. 

Rakam,  Name  of  a  day  amongst  the  Arabs.  Name 

of  a  place  in  Madina  where  arrows  are  made.  Ra- 

kam or  rakim,  Much.  A  misfortune.  ̂ Ji\  iJIajJ 
bintu'r  rakim,  Adversity,  misfortune. 

p      rakam,  Notation.  Description.  Arithme- 
tic.   A  writing.    A  sign.    Manner,  mode,  kind, 

method.    Class,  sort.     A  royal  edict.  Written, 

marked.  ̂         ahli  rakam.  Skilled  in  arithme- 

tic.      ^)S'  ̂Imi  rakam.  The  science  of  arithme- 
tic.       Oiilxwi  ̂   kalami  sa^dat-rakam,  Writ- 

ing well,  a  felicitous  pen.  Jj^  ̂   rakami  awwal, 
The  throne  of  God.  1^^^      rakam  kardan,  To 

write,  fold  up,  seal  and  despatch  a  letter.  To  assort. 

A        rakmds,  A  place  where  one  cannot  stand, 

p  j^.iio.  p5j  rakam-2mzir,  Committed  to  writing. 
A  'L^j  rakmai,  A  pleasant  flowery  garden  or 

meadow.  Mallows.  The  side  of  a  river.  Any  part 

in  a  valley  where  water  is  collected.  Rakamat, 
Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ij^j  rakmatdni,The  interior  horny  parts  of 
the  legs  of  horses,  or  asses,  which  have  no  hair. 

Two  substances  resembling  claws  on  the  fore-feet 
of  sheep.  Two  marks  on  the  edge  of  the  thigh  of 
an  ass.  The  two  sides  ofthe  buttocks  of  a  quadruped, 

p  iLiy^  rakam-zada.  Written,  put  on  paper, 

p  ̂Ji^j  rakam-kash.  Impressing  characters, drawing  lines.  Erasing,  obliterating. 

A  OlI»s,  rakamiydt,  Arrows  made  at  Rakam. 
A        rakan,  A  pelican's  egg. 

A  jjj  rakw,  Heaped  up.   A  round  sand-hill. 



A  f-^j  rakus,  Any  thing  applied  to  staunch  a 
bleeding.  An  atonement  or  expiatory  offering  for 

the  shedding  of  blood.  Rukus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Dry- 
ing up,  becoming  dry  (tears).  Being  promoted 

(perspiration). 

A  t—^jJ,  raknb,  (v.  n.  of         Waiting,  expect- 
ing. A  woman  having  no  children,  or  losing  those 

she  had.  A  wife  looking  for  the  death  of  her  hus- 
band on  account  of  the  inheritance.  A  camel  which 

cannot  get  near  the  well  for  the  crowd,  '-r^j/ij^^  p 

uvimu'r  rahub,  Misfortune.  Rukub,  (v.  n.  of  i_>ij) 
Waiting,expecting.  Putting  a  halter  round  the  neck. 

A  'ijsj  rakwat,  A  heap  of  sand. 
A        rukud,  Sleep.  Sleepers. 

A  1— jj*;  ruhuf,  (v.  n.  of  <-A>J)  Trembling,  shak- 
ing, shivering. 

A         rukuk,  (pi.  of  ̂ jj)  Large  tortoises. 

A  pjS^  rukum,  (pi. ofj,3j  rakrri)  Characters. 
A  p  (jj5,  rakun  or  rukun,  Saffron.  Privet, 

p  sij  rakka,  Name  of  a  city  on  the  bank  of  the 
Euphrates  (now  in  ruins). 

A  rahy,  (v.  n.  of  Mounting  (a  ladder). 

Enchanting,  fascinating.  Securing  against  fascina- 

tion by  talismanic  charms.  Rulia  ,{^\.  oi'iiSjruh- 
yai)  Enchantments.  Amulets  against  witchcraft. 

A  rukha',  Thin  or  liquid  fat,  or  lard. 

A  rukiy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Enchanting,  fasci- 
nating. Securing  against  fascination  by  talismanic 

charms.  Ascending. 

A  rakib,A  guardian,  preserver.  A  watcher, 

keeper.  \..^^^\ar-'raJub,  God  (the  preserver).  One 
who  watches  the  motions  of  another  (as  a  rival  or 

spy).  A  rival,  competitor.  A  father's  brother's  son. 
One  star  opposite  to  another  star,  and  setting  when 

it  rises  (from  observations  upon  which  they  pro- 
gnosticate rain  or  fair  weather).  The  third  arrow  at 

a  kind  of  game  of  chance,  (pi.  C->Ux5,  rahibat  and 

*5j  rukub)  A  serpent  of  a  malignant  species.  The 
survivor  of  brothers,  relations,  or  partners. 

A  Ol-jij  rakibat,  (pi.  of  ra^i6)  Serpents 
of  a  malignant  species. 

p  (^^-^j  raJtiban,  (Pars.  pi.  of  Arab. 
rakib)  Keepers,  rakibani  haft 
bam,  The  seven  planets. 

A  'Lfj  ruhyat,  (v.  n.  of  j_^j)  Enchanting,  bewitch- 
ing. Arming  with  a  talismanic  amulet,  or  written 

charm,  against  sorcery.  Superstition,  (pi.  J^*,  tm- 

ha')  Magical  incantation,  sorcery.  An  amulet. 
A  ̂ 4-^  ruhayyat,  A  daughter  of  Muhammad. 

A  fijJj  rikk'iyat,  Servitude. 

^  Lri*;  'I'u'kaysh,  (dim .  of  (J^'i^ arkash)  Slightly 
speckled  with  black  and  white  spots. 

A  rahi^  Foolish,  defective  in  understand- 

ing, (pi.  's^J\  arki^t)  The  lower  heavens,  the  ex- panse of  sky,  firmament. 

A  C^j  rak'ih,  Thin  (paper).  Fine.  Soft.  Subtle, 
minute.  Tender,delicate.  Slender.  Benign.  Gentle, 
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^>5j  raJdhti'l  badan,  Slender-bodied. 
6jMt\if>-         rahViu'l  hashiyat,  One  who  keeps  a 

^Jij  (^llaLjJ  sultani 

compassionate.  Vile.  (pi.  rihak)  A  servant, 
slave 

..  ̂ 

small  establishment, 

raliiltu^l  kalb,  A  prince  of  a  compassionate  heart 

A  ̂J^-^j  f^ihikdni,  (dual)  The  testicles.  The  two 
veins  in  the  neck  to  which  the  cupping-glass  is  ap- 

plied. The  sides  of  the  nostrils.  The  parts  between 

the  hypochondria  and  the  groin. 

A  wuSj  rah'ikat,  A  bond-woman. 

A  ̂jvalfim,  {^\.  ̂Ksjrahasim)  Khook-,  espe- cially that  which  records  the  history  of  the  Seven 

Sleepers  j  their  dog  and  village,  with  the  moun- 
tain and  cave  in  which  they  slept.  An  inkstand. 

A  tablet.  Wise,  sensible. 

A  'ifij  ralCimat,  A  chaste,  prudent  woman. 
p  s<Jj  ralmna,  A  letter,  epistle,  note.  Jjl 

ralfimasi  avval,  Thethrone  ofGod.  Theletter  \  a/?/". 
A         rakin.  Money,  coin  ;  a  dirhem. 

P  ciJj  rak,  A  grumbling  through  discontent,  or 
anger.  A  row,  a  line,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Thou. 

A  uiJ,  ralik,  (v.  n.  of  Being  weak,  or  ex- 
tenuated. Chaining  by  the  neck.  Accusing.  Plac- 

ing (one  thing  upon  another),  laying  asin  upon  any 
one.  Passing  the  hand  over  the  tail  of  a  sheep,  to 
ascertain  if  it  be  fat  or  not.  Pressing,  squeezing, 

feeling.  Lying  with.  Rahk  or  rihk,  (pi. 

arhakan^L^^j  HAa^)Smallrain.  (.iJ,  arzun 
rikhun.  Ground  wet  with  small  rain. 

A  f-^j  rakas,  An  echo.  Rahas,  (or  rakkas) 
The  screech  or  hooting  of  an  owl.  Rthaf,  (pi.  of 

i^j  rak,  rik,  or  rukwat)  Small  barks  or  skiffs. 
Cloths  put  under  wine  presses.   R,ima3  mulierum. 

p  (--'^  7-ikab,  A  cup,  a  goblet,  tall  and  eight- 
sided.  A  procession,  cavalcade.  A  riding-horse,  nag. 

A  I— -'^  rikab,  (pi.  u-*^  rukuh)  A  stirrup.  A 

ship.  (pi.  Ob^  rihabal, »— *^  rukub, and  i  
rakanb)  A  camel  for  the  saddle  or  for  burdens 

(though  'e^s-\j  rahilat  is  generally,  in  this  sense, 
used  for  the  singular).  l-'Is:^^  rihabu's  sa- 

hab,  Winds,  p  jjj>^  iJ^^J'  '-r'^  rikab-gardmtshu- 
c?aw.  To  get  on  horseback.  To  assault.  eO_j^.l»fc  '-r'^j 

rikabi  kumayuna,  To  the  imperial  stirrup,  i.e.  re- 
ferred or  presented  to  the  king  (expressed  also  by 

t— ..sLlk-*-  ̂ {^^^^  '-r'^  rikabi  gardun-janab). 
AL^^jrakkabjA.  rider  on  a  camel.  An  attempter. 

RukkRb,  (pi.  of  t_^)  Riders  on  camels.  Sailors. 

A  ObKj  rikabat  (pi.  of  L_.j\^  rikab)  Camels 
for  the  saddle  or  for  burdens. 

A  rakkabat,  A  palm-branch  hanging  pen- 

dulous, but  not  touching  the  ground. 

p  sils-  (— rikab-khana,  A  pantry;  buttery. 

Pj\si^j  rikab-dar,  A  cup-bearer.  A  pantry-man, 
a  butler.  A  stirrup-holder:  an  attendant,  courier, 

groom.    One  who  has  charge  of  the  saddle-room. 

p  J\)ii  (-r^^  rikab-durval,  A  stirrup-leather. 
p         rikabi,  A  small  dish,  plate,  or  saucer. 
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A  cup,  a  goblet.  A  cup-bearer.  A  led  horse  for 

parade.  A  sword  carried  on  a  horse's  side.  A 
kind  of  rupee  current  in  Lucknow. 

A  Jj,^  rlkabiy,  A  kind  of  Damascus  oil  car- 
ried on  camels.  One  who  holds  the  stirrup,  that  his 

master  may  mount. 

p  ij^j  rikabi-mazhab,  Parasitical. 
Aj^jrikdz,(^p\.Ji^j  rakasiz)  Fossils  (especially 

the  more  valuable).  Treasures  buried  in  the  earth 

(particularly  from  remote  ages).  A  piece  or  mass 
of  gold  or  silver  (from  the  mine). 

A  i^^j  rikds.  The  rope  which  fastens  the  ca- 
mel's halter  to  his  leg,  to  keep  his  head  down. 

A  iui^j  rakasat  or  rikdsat,  A  stake  or  peg  driven 
into  the  ground  for  tethering  cattle. 

p  rukdsa,  (or  i^^j)  A  porcupine. 

A  f^^j  rikdz,  The  act^of  riding  a  race  with. 

A  rikak,  (pi.  of  L^Jj  7-akk,  rikk,  and  &i>l^ 

rak'ikai)  Small  rains,  (pi.  of  t^J^  raklk)  Thin. 
Weak,  silly.  Weak-voiced.  Rukuk,  (and  iSst^j 

rukakat)  (A  man)  worthless  and  Aveak  in  mind. 
One  who  neglects  wife  and  friends,  and  is  despised 
by  them  in  return.  ^ 

A  'i£=>^j  rakdkat,  (v.  n.  of  '^j)  Being  thin, 
weak.  Being  weak-minded.  Accusing  of  a  crime. 

Placing  (one  thing  upon  another).  Copulating. 

Squeezing.  Imbecility  of  understanding.  Mean- 
ness. A  voluntary  cuckold.  Accusation.  Weak, 

silly  (woman). 

A        rakkdl,  A  vender  of  leeks  (^J^  rakl). 

A  ra  or  imkdm,  Clouds  or  sands  heaped  up. 

A  throng,         ̂ .lai  kati^rukdm,  A  large  herd. 
p        rakdn,  Mutterers  from  anger. 

A  'b^^j  rahanat,  (v.  n.  of  i^j)  Being  firm,  con- stant, steady,  grave. 

A  b.^  rahaya',  (pi.  of       rakiyat)  Clean  wells. 
A  t— rakdsib,  (pi.  of  i— rikab)  Camels 

for  the  saddle  or  for  burdens. 

AjS^j  rakdsiz,  (pl.ofj^  rikdz)  Fossils  (espe- 
cially the  more  valuable).  Treasures  buried  in  the 

earth  (particulai-ly  from  remote  ages).  Lumps  of 

gold  and  silver  from  the  mine. 

Aj»iil  t3^^  i^ukdfil  bini  ddam,  Rukayl  the son  of  Adam,  according  to  Eastern  opinion,  and 

younger  brother  to  Seth. 
A  t— »^  rakiba,  (fut.  i— yarkabu)  He  rode. 

A  rakb,  (v.  n.  of    »^)  Striking  on  the 
knee.  Seizing  one  by  the  hair,  and  striking  his 
forehead  with  one  s  knee.  A  mouse,  (pi.  CJj\ 

arkub  and  rukub)  About  a  dozen  of  people 

on  camels  or  horses  travelling  together,  a  caval- 

cade, (pi.  of  t—'^  rdkib)  Riders  on  camels.  Ra- 

kab,  (v.  n.  of  c-*^)  Having  a  large  knee.  (pi. 

L--'^^^  arkdb  and  t^„jjf\J\  ardkib)  Locus  ubi  exo- 
ritur  pubes  (proprie  in  muliere,  et  ipsa  muliebria). 

Rukab,{\)\.oi'6^jrukbat)^i\ees.  Elbows.  Ru- 
kub, (pi.  of  rikab)  Stirrups.  Camels  for  the 



saddle  or  for  burdens,  (pi.  of  (— ralfib)  Sown 

fields.  Canals  cut  through  sown  fields.  Palms  or 

vines  planted  between  two  walls  or  hedges. 

A         rahbat,  (A  she-camel)  for  the  saddle. 

A  ̂J^^  rukbdn,  (pi.  of  rahib)  Riders  on 

camels.  ruhbanu's  sumbul,  Beards 
of  wheat  first  protruding  from  the  ear.  Rahabani, 

(dual)  The  roots  of  the  thighs,  the  groins. 

rahhanat,  (A  she-camel)  for  the  sad- 

dle. (A  she-camel)  well  broke  in. 

A  'L^j  rahbat,  (A  she-camel)  well-adapted  for 
the  saddle,  quiet  and  gentle.  Rrhbat,  A  particular 

mode  of  riding.  Rukbat,  (pi.  u-*^  l  uhab)  The 

knee.  The  elbow.  Root  of  the  herb  (j^-^  silliyan 

after  it  has  been  cut.  Rakabat,  A  body  of  tra- 

vellers mounted  on  camels  (less  than  ?•«;/*&). 
Rihabat,  (pi.  of  rahib)  Riders  on  camels. 

A  C^y^j  rahabut  or  ̂  jji^  rakabuta',  (A  she- 
camel)  fit  for  the  saddle,  or  one  quiet  and  gentle. 

A       rahaha,  (fut.  ̂J>,  yarhaMi)  He  leaned. 

A  '>"^ih-h,  (pi.  ruhuh  and  ■^j'  (^f- 
kah)  The  base,  side,  angle,  or  projection  of  a  moun- 

tain, (pi.  '^j^  arhah)  A  foundation.  The  middle 
area  of  a  house.  The  back  premises  of  a  house. 

A  ̂̂ -^j  rah-hat,  Hard,  high,  rough  ground. 
A  l  uh-hat,  An  area,  square,  quadrangle, 

court  of  a  house.  Remains  (of  caudle  or  bread- 

pudding)  in  a  dish. 

A  ̂^ii.S=3j  rahddf,  Silent,  inaudible  (serpent). 

p  id^j  rahda,  A  small  leathern  bottle.  A  wash- 
hand  bason.  A  cup  in  the  form  of  a  ship,  with 

which  the  poor  draw  water. 

A  rahrdhat,  Large-hipped  (woman). 

A  'iSss^j  rahrakat,  Imbecility,  weakness. 
Kj^j  ruhz,  (v.  n.ofji^)  Sticking  (a  spear)  into 

the  ground.  (God)  fixing  in  the  earth  (gold  or 

silver  mines).  Beating  (an  artery).  Rikz,  A  low 
sound.  An  intelligent,  liberal  man.  Sense,  feeling. 

A  'i^j  rahzat  or  rihzat,  A  palm-branch  torn 
from  the  trunk.  Rihzat,  Firmness,  steadiness  of 

intellect.  A  large  bit  of  gold  or  silver  mineral. 

A         rahs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^)  Inverting,  placing 
the  last  first.    Throwing  down.    Tying  the  rope 

rihds.  Rihs,  Filth,  impurity.    Many  men. 

A  rahz,  (v.  n.  of  i^^j)  Moving  the  feet ; 
striking  them  against  the  ground,  kicking  (as  a 

camel).  Making  (a  horse)  go  faster  by  spurring 

or  hitting  him  with  the  heels.  Driving.  Flutter- 

ing the  wings  (a  bird).  Running  away. 

A  'i—>a^j  rakzat,  Motion,  impulse,  concussion. 
A        rukha^  (pi.  of  ̂1,)  Hanging  the  head. 
A  rah^t,  A  sacred  inclination  of  the  head, 

so  that  the  palms  of  the  hands  rest  upon  the  knees 

(in  prayer).   Ll>!i^j  j  jj-^v 

Ol*^  raha^'l  musalli  rah^tan,  wa  rah^tayni, 
rva  saldsa  raka^t.  Riih^t,  (pi.  rukaQ  Low 
hollow  ground. 
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A       7'ahl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^j)  Striking  a  horse  with 
the  heel,  to  make  him  gallop.  A  leek. 

A  &K,  ruhlat,  A  bundle  of  herbs. 

A      rakama,  (fut.  ̂^T^.  yarhumu)  He  heaped. 

A       rahm,  (v.  n.of  ̂ J)  Heaping,  piling  up, 
accumulating.    Rakam,  Clouds  heaped  together. 

A        ruhmat,  Clay  heaped  up  in  one  place. 

A  ij^j  rahn,  A  mouse.  The  jerboa.  A  mole. 
Rukn,  (pi.  ̂J^J^  arhun,  (pi.  of  pi.  ardhiri) 
A  pillar,  prop,  especially  that  side  on  which  any 

thing  is  supported.  The  feet  of  a  verse.  A  member 

of  the  body.  Aid,  support,  guard,  protection.  Gran- 
deur, dignity.    A  momentous  affair.    The  black 

stone  of  the  Kaaba  at  Mecca.  ruknu'd 

dawlat,  (or  (JIaJiIsL*!        ruhni  sultanat)  A  noble- 
man (as  a  pillar  of  the  state). 

ruhndbad,  A  small  stream  of  the  finest 

water  near  the  city  of  Shiraz.  It  is  equally  cele- 

brated by  the  poets  of  Persia  as  the  waters  of  Heli- 
con are  by  those  of  Greece. 

p  (_^^=^  ruhni.  Gold  refined.  Ruknabad. 
A  rahwjiy.n.  of  ̂   for_j5^)Adapting,  amend- 
ing. Fastening,  drawing  tight,  strengthening.  Dig- 

ging. Staying,  stopping,  abiding,  tarrying.  Keep- 
ing back,  putting  behind,  hindering.  Accusing, 

disparaging,  defaming,  charging  with  a  crime. 

Doubling  (a  camel's  load). 
p      ruhu  or  rahu,  A  piece  of  old  cloth,  rag. 
A  rahawdt,  Small  leathern  bottles. 

A  rahub.  Any  one  mounted.  A  camel  for 

riding.  Any  beast  or  vehicle  upon  which  people 

ride.  (A  road)  worn  down  by  riding.  Rukub,  (v. 

n.  of  i— *^)  Mounting,  sitting,  riding  (a  horse  or 
chariot).  Perpetrating,  committing  (a  crime).  At- 

tempting, engaging  in.  (pi.  of  rdkib)  Riders 

on  camels,  (pi.  of  i— ̂   rahb)  Small  companies  of 
men  riding  on  camels. 

A  i^.^j  rahubat,  A  horse  or  a  camel  foi"  riding 
(&3^^*  /tamw/ai  implying  a  beast  of  burden).  A  she- 

camel  fit  for'riding  upon.  A  gentle  she-camel. 
A  rahrvat,  (pi.  rihd^  and  ralia- 

rvdt)  A  water-vessel,  a  small  bottle.  Rahwat,  rih- 

wat, or  rukwat,(p\.^jruhiy,\:>}^jrahdya',orC>\^ 
raharcdt)  A  small  bark  or  skiif.  A  cloth,  or  scarce, 

used  in  straining  grapes  or  any  thing  similar.  Rima 

mulieris.  iji^  (^jSJ^  OjUo  sdrattl  kaivsu  rah- 
watan,  The  bow  shoots  backwai-d  (applied  to  any 
perverse  business). 

p  rahuid,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Wise. 

A  ruhuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j)  Leaning,  inchning. 

Resting, reposing.  Turningback.  (pi. of^rw/s-Zt) 
Extremities,  promontories  of  mountains. 
A  rahud.  Full  (dish).  (A  camel)  always 

abounding  in  milk.  Ruhud,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being 
still,  calm  (wind  or  water) ;  at  anchor  (a  ship) ; 

quiet  or  slothful  (people);  in  equipoise  (a  balance)  ; 

his  zenith  (the  sun).   »_jLa3\  lij^  ruhudu's  saldt, 
m 

Repose  or  tranquillity  of  posture  after  having  made 
the  sacred  inclinations  of  the  head  in  prayer. 

A  i^^yij  rahusiyat,  Name  of  a  sect  between 
Christians  and  Sabeans  (who  worship  the  stars). 

A  \^<^j  rahuz.  Far-shooting  (bow). 

A  ruku^  (v.  n.  of  Bowing  the  head 
in  humility  and  reverence;  also  from  age,  or  in 

prayer,  so  that  the  palms  of  the  hands  touch  the 
knees.  From  being  wealthy  becoming  poor. 

P  '—(5^  rahurj,  Patches  for  mending  garments. 
A  tent  which  has  no  patches  about  it.  {,jAi:>-  ̂ -^J^^ 

rahucji  hayz,  A  menstruous  cloth. 

T^j>^j  rakugar,  A  patcher,  botcher. 
P        rahum,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Ye,  you. 

A  (jj^  ruhun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^J)  Reclining,  lean- 

ing.   Being  quiet. 
A  eOj^  ruhunat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^J)  Being  firm,  con- 

stant, grave,  steady. 

A        ruhha'.  Fat  easily  melted. 
A        mH?/,  Weak,  infirm,  (pi,  of  &>$^)  Wells. 

A  1—*:*^  rahib,  Engrafted,  Mounted,  set  (as  a 
stone  in  a  ring).  One  person  carried  along  or  rid- 

ing with  another,  (pi.  ruhub)  Planted  in  a 

row  (palm-trees).  A  piece  of  ground  in  cultivation, 
having  a  raised  border  round  it.  A  cut  or  gutter 

through  a  sown  field.  Palms,  vines,  or  corn  planted 

between  two  walls  or  hedges.  A  sown  field,  (Jii 

7iahhl  rakib,  Palm-trees  planted  in  a  row 

along  the  side  of  a  rivulet. 
p         rahibi,  A  plate,  a  dish. 

A  rahiyat,  (pi.  raliiy  and  rakd- 

ya)  A  well,  especially  a  clean  one. 

p  ̂ jt^jSsij  rahidan,  To  mutter  in  anger. 
rahik,  (pi.  td)^  rikdk)  Thin,  slender, 

minute.  Subtile,  fine,  flimsy.  Weak,  silly.  Vile. 

Worthless,  a  despiser  of,  and  despised  by,  wife  and 

friends.  ̂ Jb^\  ̂^^j  rahihu  'Z  ̂Im,  Possessed  of  lit- 
tle learning  or  knowledge. 

A  'i^^^j  rak'ihat,  (pl.uLlK,  rikdk)  Small  rain. 

'i^J^         arz  rakihat.  Land  wet  with  fine  rain. 
A  rahizat,  (pl.Jj\^  rakdnz)  Fossils,  pre- 

cious minerals,  A  particular  mark  or  character 
in  geomancy. 

A  i^j^  rahin.  Grave,  steady,  quiet,  tranquil 

(man).   Firm,  strong,  sohd.   (A  mountain)  hav- 

ing projecting  sides,  lofty  spurs  or  buttresses. 

{:xfj  ruhni  rakin,  A  strong  pillar.     Ruhayn,  A 
mouse.  A  mole.    The  jerboa. 

p  cL^  rag,  A  vein.  Lineage,  race,  stock.  Mut- 
tering from  rage.  A  slight  dash  (of  water  into 

wine).  i^O'lJ^  (J-**^  I'agi  bismil  hhdridan. 
To  commit  an  act  which  costs  one's  life.  cL^ 
^jlw5ls»-  ragi  tan  hhdstan,  To  swell  with  rage.  <Lfj 

(jU-  ragijdn,  An  artery.  The  jugular  vein.  <lJj 

^(ij  rag  zadan,  To  bleed,  to  breathe  a  vein.  cL^ 
ragi  gardan,  Pride.  Jo  bad-rag,  An 

evil-thinking  man. 



p  (Joj  rugal,  A  live  coal. 

p  (jji._3^jl_^  cL^  i'ag  baz  giriftan,  (or  lL/J 
^\^\>\y>-  rag  khrvabanidan)  To  be  slow,  remiss. 

p  J^JJ^  rag-hand,  A  bandage  for  bleeding. 
Pj)  ra^7-f^ar,  Veined.  Slightly  dashed  with 

tvater  (wine).  Cloth  in  which  the  threads  are  un- 
3ven,sothat  some  appear  like  veins.  Awickedbrat. 

p  a-^j  rag-resha,  Veins  and  fibres.  Every 
;hing,  all. 

p  i^j  lL^  rag-zada,  Bled,  blooded. 

p       tL^  rag-zan,  A  phlebotomist,  bleeder. 

p  »^  TO^o,  (rigo,L^j^j  rugok,  ̂ j^j  rigoy,  or 

15^  rigoh)  A  sheet.  Fine  linen,  muslin.  Linen 

rags.    Any  clout,  patch,  or  piece  of  old  cloth. 

p  ragidan,  To  gi-umble  from  sadness.  To 
mutter  with  rage. 

p  p  ram,  A  herd  of  cattle.  An  assemblage  of 

people.  Terror.  Flight,  ̂ dj^  ̂ jramkhwurdan. 
To  be  scared.  Ram  or  rum.  Flesh  about  the  mouth. 

Rim,  Pus,  matter.  Rum,  Hair  about  the  privities. 

A  ramm,  (v.  n.  of  ji,)  Mending,  repairing 
[a  house).  Restoring,  setting  to  rights.  Cropping 
with  the  lips  shoots  of  trees  (a  cow).  Devouring. 

Any  thing.  Flight,  escape,  !l)  j  jis-  &5  U  ma 
lahu  hamm  ma  la  ramm,  He  has  nothing.  ̂   Ic 

^  ̂J  J  «a/<i  ma  li  minhu  hajnm  (or  hu7nm)  wa 
la  ramm  (or  rumm),  I  have  no  help  for  it.  Rimm, 

(v.  n.  of  Ji))  Being  carious  and  rotten  (a  bone). 
Earth.  Marrow.  Great  riches,  or  large  flocks. 
Straw  or  sticks  on  the  surface  of  water,  or  on  the 

ground.  Moisture.  Rumm,  Flight.  Mental  dis- 
quietude.   Repair  of  a  house. 9 

A  rams,  (v.  n.  of  l-o,)  Remaining,  dwelling, 

resting,  reposing.  Increasing  (above  100).  Think- 
in  a:  or  believing;  to  be  true. 

A  -^l*)  ramas,  Usury.  Increase.  Excess.  Ri- 
mas,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contending  or  assaulting  with 

missile  weapons. 

A        rammas,  White  (sheep). 

A  'i\iCj  rumat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^J  rami)  Throwers, hurlers.  Shooters.  Archers.  Revilers. 

A  rimas,  (pi.  of  ̂ -^^j  ramas)  Rafts  for 
crossing  rivers. 

A  's^Xaj  rammasat,  A  wild  heifer. 
A         ramaj,  The  spaces  between  the  joints 

of  a  cane-spear. 

A  ̂l<j  rimah,  (pi.  of  rumli)  Spears. 

^Tj^'  rimahu''l  jinn.  The  plague.  (_->jHjJ^  ri- 
mahul  ̂ krab.  The  tail  of  a  scorpion.  0(>j>-\ 

(Jj^^  akhazati'l  ihlu  riviahaha,  The  camels 
became  fat ;  or  abounded  in  milk,  in  which  state 

they  restrain  their  owner,  as  it  were,  from  slaugh- 
tering them. 

A  rammah,  A  maker  of  spears.  A  thrower 
or  jouster  with  spears. 

A  Xa-U,  rimahat,  The  art  of  making  spears. 
Poverty,  indigence,  want. 
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A  &>.IS|  rammahat,  Strong,  far-shooting  (bow). 

A  (j<*5*l«j  rumahis,  Bold,  strong.  A  lion. 
A        ramad,  Ashes.  Lye. 

A  Siil^j  ramadat,  Destruction  of  cattle  by  hail  or 

frost.  !jtil<j)\  ̂ mu''r  ramadat,  The  18th  year 
of  the  Hijra  (remarkably  fatal  to  men  and  cattle). 

p  ̂ j^j  ramdram,  Opposite.  Divei-se.  Of  dif- ferent colours.   Successive,  following,  pursuing. 

A  rammdz,  One  who  speaks  mysteriously, 

or  by  signs.    A  propounder  of  riddles. 

A  *5jl«,  ramazat,  (v.  n.  ofj^oj)  Being  moveable, 
volatile.  Being  grave,  modest.  Being  prudent, 

intelligent.    Being  noble,  venerable,  honourable. 

A  SjU,  rammazat,  Winking,  beckoning  (courte- 
san). The  podex.  An  army  (from  its  fluctuating 

multitude).  Any  thing  fat  in  the  knee-pan. 

p  i^^j  ram,as,  Mastic. 
A  ramazat,  (v.  n.  of  (J**^)  Sharpening 

(a  spear's  point)  between  two  stones.  Sharpness. 

A  rumd^  (v.  n.  of  J-^)  Suffering  from  the 

lumbago.  Lumbago.  Paleness  of  (a  woman's)  face 
from  a  pain  in  the  back. 

A  rammd^t.  The  two  bones  on  the  upper 

part  of  the  head  (which  are  tender  and  moist  in  in- 

fants). Podex.  e.'isX!(ij  CJ^,  '^ kazabat  rainmd^- tuhu.  He  broke  wind. 

A  jUj  ramdk  or  rimah.  Just  enough  to  sup- 
port life  ;  a  small  competency,  a  bare  subsistence. 

Rimah,  (v.  n.  3  of  Having  little  life  remain- 
ing, being  neither  dead  nor  alive.  Doing  business 

ill.  Acting  hypocritically.  Looking  askance  with 

hate.  (pi.  of  ̂ jiOj  ramali)  Flocks  of  sheep. 
A  uilUj  rimah,  (pi.  of  »^)  Sorry  jades. 

A  Jl*,  rmaZ,  (pi.  of  (Jx,  ram^)  Sands.  Shores, 

margins.  ^  ummu  rimdl,  A  hyena.  Ru- 
mdl,  A  flimsily-woven  mat.  Rumdl  or  rimdl. 

Palm-leaves  woven  into  a  rope  or  the  like.  The 
woof  or  weft  in  a  piece  of  cloth. 

A  Jl«,  rammdl,  A  geomancer,  soothsayer,  pro- 

phet, conjurer,  fortune-teller. 
A        rimdm,  Old,  rotten  (rope),    (pi.  of 

rimmaf)  Rotten  bones,  (pi.  of      rmmnat)  Pieces 

of  an  old  decayed  rope.  Rumdm,  Rotten,  carious. 

A  m\iCj  rumdmat,  Sufficiency  to  support  life. 

p  (jUj  ramdn,  Timid,  fugitive. 
A         rummdn,  A  pomegranate,  j^^^ 

rummdnu 'I  anhdr,  Th«  herb  all-heal.  j\5U-uJ\  (jDS, 

rummdnu  's  su^la' ,  White  poppy.  ̂ ^\■^^  (jl^ 
rummdnu'l  hhashhhdsh,  Poppy-heads. 

A  Xi\Joj  rummdnat,  One  pomegranate.  A  weight 
for  scales.  The  rough  tripe  of  beasts. 

A  rummdniy,  A  seller  of  pomegranates. 

Resembling  a  pomegranate.  Ruby-coloured. 
A  io3l«,  rummdriiyat,  A  dish  dressed  with  the 

seeds  and  juice  of  pomegranates. 

p  ̂jt>JL)l«j  ramdnidan,  To  terrify,  fright,  scare. 
A        ramdya\{^\.  of       ramiy)  Small  parts 

of  clouds.  Clouds  raining  large  drops. 

A  sJ.lo,  rimdy at, (y.n. of        Shooting  an  arrow. 

A^\ucj  ratndsim,  (pi.  of  ̂ *.)  Rotten  (bones). 

A  s.<j  rimmai,  (v.  n.  of  p)  Becoming  putrid, 

rotten,  worn.  (pi.  ̂   rimam  and  ̂ U,  rimdm')  A 
carious  bone.  A  ship-worm.  Moist  ground.  Mar- 

row. A  winged  pismire.  A  piece  of  a  rope.  Rum- 

mat,  (pi.  ramam  and  rimdm)  Part  of  an 
old  rotten  rope.  A  rope  tied  round  the  neck  of  an 

animal.  Rotten,  decayed  bones.  sH^ji  shay- 
fun  hi  rummatiki.  The  (whole)  thing  without  any 

reserve  (as  it  were,  rope  and  all).  Rummat  or  ru- 
mat, The  forehead. 

A  dL^tCj  rams,  (v.  n.  of  i>t^)  Adapting.  Re- 
pairing, restoring,  mending.  Stroking,  wiping 

with  the  hand.  Rims,  A  species  of  forage  eaten 

by  camels ;  also  a  tree.  (A  man)  clothed  in  ragged 

garments.  Weak  in  the  back.  Ramas,  (v.  n.  of 

c.Lv«,)  Eating  of  the  plant  tL**,  rims,  and  suffering 
from  it  (a  camel).  Being  confused,  mixed,  (pi. 

Li^l«j  rimds)  A  raft  or  float.  Remains  of  milk  in 
the  udder.  Excess,  redundance,  superfluity.  Any 

thing  from  which  a  leathern  bottle  is  suspended 
for  churning  milk. 

A  ramisat,  (^\*«j  ramsa\  and  ramd- 

sa')  (A  she-camel)  pained  by  the  plant  i^*,  7-ims. 

A  ̂   ramj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Muting  (a  bird). 

Rimj,  Bird's  evacuations. 
A  ramh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Piercing  (with  a 

spear).  Kicking  (a  horse).  Throwing- up  the  gra- 
vel with  the  feet.  Flashing  (lightning).  Rumh, 

(pi.  armdh  and  rimdh)  A  spear,  lance. 
Poverty.    A  star  in  the  knee  of  Bootes. 

A  ̂   r«m^/t.  Thick,  entangled  trees.  Rimakh 
and  rumahh,  (pi.  of  'i^j  7-imahhat)  Unripe  dates. 

p       ramahh.  The  last  breath. 

A  ramhhds,  Greedy  of  eating  the  thick 

and  entangled  trees  ̂   rimhh  (a  sheep). 

A  fts;'^  rumhhat,  (pi.  ̂   'rumahh),  or  rima- 

hhat  (pi.  ̂   i^imahh),  An  unripe  date. A  ramd,  (v.  n.  of  S<j)  Perishing  by  hail 

or  frost  (cattle).  Rumd,  A  gnat.  (pi.  of  SicJ\  ar- 
mad)  Ash-coloured.  Ramad,  A  disorder  in  the 

eyes,  or  a  swelling  in  the  tunica  conjunctiva:  oph- 
thalmia.  Ramid,  Blear-eyed,  Stinking  (water). 

A  ̂^^j  ramdds,  An  ostrich  (as  ash-coloured). 

A  ̂jlis-  i^joj  rinidat  hattdn,The  smallest  rem- 
nant.   Ramidat,  A  sore  eye. 

A  litVoj  rimdid,  rimdad,  (and  liJ.tN*,  rimdld)  De- 
structive, deadly.  Perishing.  Impalpable  (ashes). 

A  A^SiCj  rimdidds,  Ashes. 

A  ̂ jCj  ramrdm,  A  sort  of  tree.  Spring-grass. 
A  'sMjOj  ramra7nat,  A  moving  the  lips  in  talking. 
Aj^Oj  ramz,  (v.  n.  ofJ/«,)  Intimating,  hinting  bv 

moving  the  lips,  knitting  the  brows,  lolling  the 

tongue,  or  by  waving  the  hand.  Bounding  (as  a 

deer).  Instigating.  Filling  (a  water-bottle).  Shak- 



ing,  being  unable  to  walk  from  weight  and  fatness. 

Transferring  (a  flock  of  sheep)  from  the  hand  of 

a  negligent  shephei-d  to  the  care  of  one  more  watch- 
ful. An  enigmatical  discourse  or  writing,  mystery, 

ambiguous  expression.  A  subtle  distinction  or  mark. 

Abbreviation  of  words  by  ciphers,  a  cipher.  pj*j 

^jii;^  raynz  kardan,  To  beckon,  wink,  nod.  To 

accuse,  k  Ramz,ramaz,  or  rumz,{^\.jyOj  rumuz') 
A  nod,  wink,  sign,  signal  (with  the  lip,  eye,  eyebrow, 
mouth,  hand,  or  tongue).  An  enigma.  Rumz, 

(Camels)  in  excellent  condition,  plump,  healthy. 

A  i^j^j  raniazan,  (v.  n.  of  J/«j)  Bounding  (as  a 
deer).  Instigating.  Filling  (a  water-bottle). 

A  ijoj  ramzat,  A  single  nod,  slight  wink. 

p  (_)«lju«>^/«i  ramz-shinas,  Knowing  signs. 

p  '^j^j  ramjak,  Sin  :  a  slip,  fall :  a  cast,  fling. 

p  [j^j  rams,  The  grave. 

A  (J"-*)  rams,  (v.  n.  of  (j***^)  Covering  with  earth 
and  levelling.  Burying.   Concealing,  suppressing 

(news).  Throwing  a  stone.    Hitting  (with  an  ar- 
row).   Plunging  the  head  in  water,  (pi. 

armas  or  <^y>j  rumus)  A  grave,  tomb,  or  its  dust. 

A  i^J^j  ramsh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji*))  Throwing  or  strik- 
ing (with  a  stone).  Feeding  poorly  (a  flock). 

Stroking  with  the  hand.  Taking  with  the  tips  of 

the  fingers.  A  bundle  of  sweet  or  fragrant  herbs. 

Ramash,  Luxuriance  of  herbage.  Hairiness  about 

the  ears.  Curlings  of  the  hair.  Whiteness  on  the 

nails  of  young  men.  Redness  of  the  eyelids,  with 

a  running  humonr. 

p  (j^*^  ramish,  Change.    Terror,  fear. 

A  f\L/Cj  ramskaf,({'em.of  a?'mas/i)  Fruit- 
ful (ground).    Barren.  Hairy-eared.  Sore-eyed. 

A  f^jAi«j  rams,  (v.  n.  of  i^/^j)  Repairing  a  mis- 
fortune (God).  Binding  up  what  has  been  broken. 

Making  peace  (between  persons).  Voiding  excre- 

ment (a  hen).  Bringing  forth  (a  wild  beast).  Ac- 

quiring, earning.  Ra^nas,  (v.  n.  of  tJ^)  Being 

dirty  (the  eye).  White  sordes  collected  in  the  in- 
ner corner  of  the  eye.  Dry  sordes  (when  wet  it 

is  called  i^ja.^  ghamas). 

A  ̂^i*)  ramsas,  (fem.  of  i^jaiCj\)  Dirty-eyed. 

A  (JO*,  ramz,  (v.  n.  of  (J^/'^J)  Splitting  (a 
sheep)  and  roasting  it  in  the  skin  upon  a  hot  stone 

covered  with  ashes.  Pasturing  (flocks)  on  scorch- 

ng  ground.  Sharpening  (the  point  of  a  spear)  be- 

tween two  stones.  Ramaz,  (v.n.  of  i^J^icJ)  Being 
hot  from  the  influence  of  the  sun  (a  day,  stones,  or 

sand).  Grazing  in  the  sun  and  becoming  diseased 
in  the  liver  (a  sheep). 

A  Aja<j  ramzas  or  ramazas,Hoi  horn  the  sun, 
scorching  (ground). 

A  ramazan,  (pi.  CjXAtaiOj  ramazanat, 

i^^i^ta-iOj  ramazanun,  'i.jajoJ\  armizat,  (^^j^  ar- 
mvz,  or  A,,A/«j\  armizas)  The  ninth  month  of  the 
Muhammadan  year.  God,  as  the  pardoner,  and 
likewise  the  consumer,  of  sinners. 
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A  'i-jojCj  ramizat,  A  woman  chafed  in  the  thighs. 
A  ramaza',  (Rain  or  clouds)  at  the  end 

of  summer. 

A  Ixoj  rami,  (v.  n.  of  la*,)  Reproaching,  revil- 

ing. Rami,  (more  correctly  's^aS>j  rahtai)  A  place 
where  lofty  thorny  trees  are  thickly  set. 

p  ̂J^^J  ramzan,  Name  of  a  fire-worshipper. 
A  ram^  (or  rama^n)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^j) 

Making  haste.    Ratna^  (or  i-ama^ri)  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ «j)  Tossing  (the  nose)  in  anger.  Being  pale 
in  the  face  from  a  complaint  in  the  vulva  (a  wo- 

man). Beckoning  (with  the  hand).  Moving  or 

breaking  (the  head).  Bringing  forth  (a  child). 

Flowing  (tears).  Lumbago.  Paleness  of  face  from 
a  pain  in  the  back. 

A        rum^t,  A  part,  portion,  piece. 

A       ramgh,  Rubbing  (leather)  with  the  hand. 

A  1-amli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '<;)  Looking  or  glanc- 
ing at,  Ramah,  (pi.  Jj^j^  armak)  The  last  breath, 

the  departing  spirit.  What  is  barely  sufficient  to 

keep  body  and  soul  together,  (from  p  smj  rama) 

(pi,  fj^j  rimaJi)  A  flock  of  sheep.  Ramik,  Ex- 
piring (life).  A  bare  subsistence,  just  enough  to 

keep  body  and  soul  together.  Rumuk,  (pi  of 

ramuk  and  ,3*1)  '^^''^ik')  Poor,  distressed  (scarcely able  to  live).  Envious. 

A  JyS,  rummak,  Weak,  flaccid. 
A        rumkaf,  A  bare  maintenance. 

p  dLoj  ramah,  (for  »/«,  ramd)  A  herd,  flock. 

A  til«,rama^,(pl,of  &5^)  Broodmares.  Jades. 
A  -^K/Sj  ramkas,  Of  the  colour  of  ashes. 

A  oK/«,  ramahat,  (pi.  of  &^)  Broodmares. 

A  &SwOj  rumkat.  The  ash-colour  of  old  camels. 
Ramakat, (pi.  "^iJ^  ramah, uiJUj^ armah,  or  dJUj 
rimah)  A  breeding  mare  or  jade.   Weak  (man). 

p  \X/Cj  ramga,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Mares. 

p  (j^^  ram  or  rumgan,  Hair  on  the  pubes. 
A  rami,  (v.  n.  of  (J-«))  Making  (mats),  or 

any  thing  of  a  flimsy  texture.  Covering  (the  ground) 
with  mats,  and  adorning  them  with  gems,  or  any 

thing  similar.  Making  the  back  of  a  sofa  with 

platted  palm-leaves.  Adorning  (a  sofa  or  throne) 

with  gems,  &c.  Putting  (meat)  into  sand  to  pre- 
serve (it).  Tinging,  besmearing  with  blood,  (pi. 

JU,  rimal  and  ̂ ^J\  armul)  Sand.  Ramal,  (v.  n. 

of  J^)  Running,  going  fast,  between  running  and 

walking.  Geomancy,  called  by  the  Arabians  ̂  

^^<^J>\  ̂ hnur  ramal.  Augmentation,  increase,  ex- 
cess, (pi.  (J^**,^  armal)  Little  rain.  A  species  of 

Arabian  metre.  Lines  on  the  feet  of  the  wild  cow 

different  in  colour  from  the  rest.  Rumal,  (pi,  of 

'i^jOj  rnmlat)  Black  lines. 
A  7'amlas,  (fem.  of  armal)  Black- 

footed  (sheep).    Rainless  (year). 

A  y^*;  1-amalan,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Running. 
A  ramlat,  One  heap  of  sand.  Name  of  a 

place  in  Palestine.    A  woman's  name.  Rumlat, 

(pi.  ̂y^J  rumal  and         armal)  A  black  line. 
A         ramliy,  A  geomancer. 

A  ̂   rmam.  Rotten  (rope),  (pi,  of  ̂ S^rmmai) 
Carious  bones,  Rumam,  (pi,  of&^ramwtai)  Parts 
of  old  rotten  ropes.  Rumum,  Sharp,  shrewd  lasses. 

p        raman,  (in  zand)  All,  the  whole. 

p  "iS^.  ramanda,  Wild,  terrified,  timid. 

A  ̂ ytij  rumus,  (v.  n.  of  u,)  Remaining,  dwell- 
ing. Resting,  reposing.  Increasing  (above  100). 

Thinking  or  believing:  to  be  true. 

p  ra7n  or  ramawan,  A  shepherd.  Flocks. 
A         ramuh,  Apt  to  kick,  wincing  (horse). 

Ajj«,  rumuz,  (pi.  ofJ*j  ramz)  Signs,  signals, 
winks,  nods.    Abbreviations.  Enigmas. 

p  rumuz-ddn,  Skilled  in  mysteries, 

A  (_)wyej  rumus,  (pi.  of  (j-^  rams)  Graves. 
A  ramus,  (A  hen)  voiding  excrement. 

A  ̂ ^lOj  ramuh,  (pi.  rumuk)  Poor,  dis- 
tressed, and  scarcely  able  to  live.  Envious. 

p  ̂^<j  rumuk,  Stay,  sojourn,  commorancy. 
A  ̂ ^f^j  ruviuk,  (v.  n.  of  uLi*,)  Abiding  (in 

any  place).  Being  permanent.  Keeping  close  to 
the  water  (a  camel). 

p  ramun,  Earnest-money.  Money  paid  in 

advance,  to  be  returned  if  the  goods  turn  not  outwell. 
p  rama,  A  herd,  flock,  bevy,  covey.  A 

company,  troop,  body.    All.    The  Pleiades. 

A        rama',  (fut.         yarmi)  He  threw. 

A  ruviy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Flinging.  Throw- 

ing (from  the  hand),  darting  (a  javelin).  Shoot- 

ing, hitting.  Voiding  excrement.  Hitting  the  mark. 
Exceeding,  increasing  (above  fifty).  Assisting, 

rendering  superior,  favouring,  benefiting.  Railing 

at,  reproaching,  vilifying.  ramyi  ah- 

jar,  A  throwing  of  stones.  Rima',  The  sound  of 
a  stone  thrown. 

A  ram'iy,  (pi.  ̂U,^  armas,  'b^J\  armiyat, 
and  bl<j  ramaya')  Stricken.  Small  parts  of  clouds. 
Clouds  falling  in  large  heat-drops. 

A  L<j  rimmiya  ,  A  sharp  contest  in  shooting. 

A  VXS,  rimmiya  ,  A  hurling  at  each  other. 

Pjljk*j  ram-yar,  A  shepherd,  keeper  of  flocks. 

A  'iijCj  r  amy  at,  One  throw.  One  bow-shot, 

^jjii  dun  ramyati  kajar,  Within  a  stone's 
throw,  ̂ jj^  ti)*  r  amy  at  min  gkayr  ramin, 
A  shot  without  a  shooter  (said  of  any  sudden,  un- 

looked-for event), 

A  'i^,<j  ramiyat,  (fem,  of  rarniy)  Game 
which  is  aimed  at  or  killed  by  a  throw  or  a  shot. 

A  rumayh,  (dim.  of  ̂   rumh)  A  little  spear. 

Veretrum.  ̂ ^J^^  J'^  ruviayli,  A  species  of 
long-footed  mole.  ^^jwJ  ̂ \  rumayhi  all 

sa^,  A  staff"  on  which  an  old  man  leans. 

p  ̂O^iOj  ram'idagi.  Terror,  flight.  Avei'sion. p  J»f<,  ramidan.  To  be  afraid,  terrified,  seized 
with  horror ;  to  be  disturbed,  agitated ;  to  fly  in 

terror,  to  shun  from  aversion.  To  frighten. 



p  iO^XAj  ramida,  Hori-or-struck,  disturbed,  af- 
icted.  Offended,  indignant,  having  an  antipathy. 
Jo* ,  1  ,  S  Joue  I  ramida  su  araniida,  Moveables  and 

nraoveables.  (j*^^  *  j  S  ̂ -fj  ranjida  m  ra- 

'ida  hardan,  To  molest,  vex,  injure. 

A  Jjy«,  ramiz,  Moveable,  volatile.  Grave,  mo- 

est.  Prudent,  intelligent.  Radical.  Noble,  vene- 

ible.  Honoured,  esteemed.  Narrow-minded,  co- 

etous.    Many.    Rumayz,  A  stick,  staff. 

A  [j^j  ramis,  Concealed,  suppressed  (news). 
Juried  (man). 

A  A^&ijCj  ?'ii??ia?/sa^.  Name  of  a  certain  woman. 
A  raniiz,  Sharpened.  A  sharp  knife. 

A  raniim,  (v.  n.  of  j^,)  Waxing  old,  putre- 
r-ing.  Putrid,  carious,  corrupted,  worn.  ^ ̂ ^^^ 

voj  ̂Uafr  muhyui  ̂ zavii  raniim,  Restoring  life 
}  corrupted  bones  (applied  to  Jesus  Christ). 

A       rann,(v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Giving  ear,  listening. 

A  lij  rans,  (v.  n.  of  Uj)  Beholding,  looking  at. 
doming.  Being  slow,  sluggish  (in  walking). 

A  I3j  rana  ,  A  spectacle,  any  thing  admired  for 
;s  beauty.  An  object  steadily  gazed  upon.  A 

Leady  gaze  at  any  object. 

A  >l3j  ranas,  A  sound,  especially  musical.  Joy, 
motion,  dancing. 

A  -f^li,  rannas,  A  gazer  or  admirer  of  the  fair  sex. 
Pi_jL>j  rumb,  es-*>j  ru  or  ramha,  Hair  of  the  pubes. 

A  rannat,  (v.  n.of^!^j)  Crying,vociferating. 
iound.  A  noise  when  crying,  in  the  throat. 

p  ̂   ranj,  Trouble.  Grief,  affliction,  sadness. 

!'oiI.  Pain  of  the  body.  Anguish  of  mind.  Re- 
norse.  Cholic,  gripes.  Injury,  offence,  molesta- 
ion,  anger.  Powder,  (in  comp.)  Vexing,  (equiv.  to 

tS^j  rang)  Colour,  (.di^jb  ̂   ranji  harili,  Hec- 
ic  fever.  ̂ ^^^^  ̂   ranj  burdan,  To  suffer  distress, 

j^iiffes  ̂   ranj  liar  dan,  To  lament. 
p  (Jl-s^  ranjal.  Food. 

p  ranjdnulan.  To  molest,  annoy,  oc- 
sasion  vexation.  To  cause  to  labour  and  toil. 

^  Jjfj  ranj-bar,  An  artificer,  mechanic. 

p  ̂^\^  ̂   ranjdan,  A  priming-flask  or  horn. 
p  (ji^  ranjish.  Indignation,  offence.  Grief, 

iffliction,  toil. 

p  <^iis^  ranjah,  The  touch-hole  of  fire-arms, 
rhe  priming-pan. 

p  ̂jS^  ranjan,  A  soft  belly  well  purged. 

'Pj^j  ranjur,  Sick,  infirm.  Afflicted,  grieved, 
sorrowful,  ^shshdki  ranjur,  Dis- 

tressed lovers. 

I'j^iij^^  ranjur-dar.  Attendant  on  the  sick. 
P  ̂Jj^j  ranjuri,  Sickness.  Anguish. 

p  iJi-j  ranja,  Pain.  Grief.  An  affected  air. 

3ad,  vexed,  afflicted.  (Jwb  n-dj  ranja  ddshtan, 
To  grieve,  be  distressed. 

P  ij'^^j  ranjidagi,  Affliction,  sadness. 
P  ranjidan,  To  be  sad,  melancholy, 

^exed  J  to  fret.  To  be  angry,  enraged,  filled  with 
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indignation.  To  carve,  grave. 

p  !Si^As2j  ranjida,  Vexed,  exasperated,  indig- 

nant.  ̂ li^Ss  "^O^if^j  _)  '^'^i^j  ranjida  m  ramida 
hardan.  To  irritate.  To  molest,  disturb,  interrupt. 

p  (J^^^j  ranjin,  A  ploughshare. 

A  ̂   rank,  A  giddiness  in  the  head.  A  piece 
of  the  brain  of  the  shape  of  a  sparrow. 

A  ̂   ranlih,  A  languishing.  A  being  obscure. 
p  rand,  A  word,  saying.  Any  thing  fra- 

grant. Agreeable,  easy  of  digestion.  Dust.  Theft, 

plunder.  Any  thing  rough,  tart,  and  astringent  (as 

the  rind  of  a  pomegranate).  Laurel.  Myrtle.  A 

chip,  shaving.  A  carpenter's  plane.  JiiwcZ,  Saga-, 
cious,  shrewd.  A  knave,  rogue.  A  sufi.  Dissolute. 
A  drunkard,  debauchee.  One  whose  exterior  is 

liable  to  censure,  but  who  at  heart  is  sound.  A 

wanderer,  traveller.  An  insolent,  reckless,  fear- 

nought fellow.  2Jo_jii  jJ.J&ii  rindi  duhul-da- 

rida,  One  who  has  erred.  J*),  i.iJU>-  Jo,  rin- 
ddni  khdk-bez,  Penetrating,  discerning,  shrewd 

(persons).  Rund,  The  rice-bird. 
A  JOj  rand,  Laurel.  Wood  of  aloes.  Myrtle. 

A  sort  of  hamper  made  of  platted  palm-leaves. 

p  randanldan,  To  cause  to  carve,  en- 

grave, plane,  scrape,  or  rasp. 

P  {^O^j  randish.  Sculpture.  Rasure.  Chips, 
filings.    Scrapings,  planings,  raspings. 

p  ij^S^j  rindah,  An  arch  lad,  waggish  boy. 

p  2  jjj  ra?i6Z(Z,  A  joiner's  plane.  Shavings.  A 
certain  fattening  herb,  A  grater,  rasper.  A  sort  of 

black  leather  made  from  goat's  skin.  Great,  large. 

P  Lf'^j  fdndt,  A  polishing,  a  planing.  Saw- 
dust.   Hindi,  A  draught,  drink.    Trick,  fraud. 

P  ̂ J  Jo  JOj  randidan.  To  polish,  smooth  ;  chip 
or  hew  with  a  hatchet.  To  scrape,  rasp,  grate, 

plane.    To  walk  pompously.    To  grow. 

p  J  mH(?ic?a,  Polished:  planed:  scraped. 

aJ^  7^unz,  Rice. 
A     2^  ranf  or  ranaf,  A  kind  of  forest-willow. 

A  Jj,)j  rank,  ranah,  or  ranih,  Turbid  (water). 

Rank  or  ranah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >J)  Being  muddy  (wa- 
ter).   Ranih,  Full  of  trouble  (life). 

A  -^Iftij  ranhds,  (A  bird)  sitting  upon  eggs. 
Barren,  unproductive  ground. 

A  C->\jUi>j  rankdivdt.  Barren  grounds. 

p  ilJ.ij  rang,  Colour,  hue.  Paint,  stain,  dye. 
Stratagem,  fraud,  imposture ;  insincerity,  perfidy, 

disloyalty.  Playfulness,  innocent  delusion  or  fro- 
lic, ridicule.  Pleasure.  Kind,  sort,  state,  condi- 

tion. Manner,  method,  order,  form,  habit,  usage, 

custom.  Modesty,  bashfulness.  Dishonour,  re- 
proach. A  blemish.  Indignation  with  a  mixture 

of  shame.  Grief,  pain,  affliction,  ^irit,  soul. 

Comeliness,  neatness,  grace,  elegance.  Goodness. 

Health,  happy  circumstances.  Gold.  Wealth, 
substance.  A  small  capital.  Profit,  utility.  Hope, 

desire,  expectation  of  advantage.  A  game  at  dice. 
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Money  gotten  at  games  of  hazard.  A  theft  of  gold 
or  silver.  Power,  strength.  Lot,  portion,  share. 

A  lord,  master,  possessor.  A  black  spot  or  mole. 

Blood.  Small  globular  bells  hung  round  the  rims 

of  Arabian  drums.  Anold  patched  garment.  Squint- 

eyed.  A  wild  mountain-goat.  A  wild  ox,  or  beast 

in  general.  A  fine  he-camel  kept  for  stock.  Like, 

resembling.    Corrupt,  bad.    Growing  herbage. 

i^J^j  rangi  dzaddn,  The  habits  of  generous 

men.  ̂ ^li^^  j\  ̂̂ J^j  rang  az  asnidn  ta- 
7-dshidan,  To  attempt  impossibilities,  to  labour  in 

vain.  ̂ ^^.iMl\Ji i.^Jjj  rang  az  dhvdr  tard- 
shidan,  To  bo  bold,  impudent,  shrewd,  clever,  or 

witty,  (jiijj  I  i-L^  rang  dwardan,  (or  ̂jiijj  1 
bar  dwardan)  To  blush.  To  colour  up  with  indig- 

nation. {J^j>  '^-^j  rangi  bargdn,  A  soft  stone  for 

making  glass,  "-^^  rangi  raii^.  Vernal  tints. 

i^X^^  rang  rehhtan,  To  lay  the  foundation 
of  a  building,  jb  sJ^  i^L^j  rangi  shah-bdz,  Dark- 

ness. ^jdMi  ̂.LSOj  rang  shudan.  To  colour,  to  blush. 
rang  hardan,  To  colour,  paint,  tinge. 

jfiU  \2S>j  rangi  mdtam,.  Blackness.  Sable,  tf-^ 
rang-mahal,  An  apartment  dedicated  to  vo- 

luptuous enjoyment.  (Sy>  ̂   rang  u  boy,  Ma- 

jesty, power.  Aptitude,  capacity.  \^  \,lX>j  rangi 

/tawa.  Darkness.  ijSij  J.^<jr?/?-raK<7,  Rose-coloured. 

rang-a-rang.  Various-coloured.  Of 
different  sorts. 

P^J^I  i^J^j  rang-dmez.  Mixing  colour.  Pos- 
sessing colour,  painted,  dyed,  stained.  Conversant 

with  many  subjects.  Fickle,  inconstant.  Paint- 

ing. Stratagem. 

Pjjl  rang-dwar,  Coloured.  Deceitful, 
fraudulent,  knavish.  Shame-faced.  Pompous  in  dic- 

tion, one  who  values  himself  on  flowery  language. 

p  ̂_^LO,  rangdn,  The  price  paid  for  dyeing.  A 
certain  space  of  time  during  which  a  cloth  is  dyed. 

rang-bala,  Bright-coloured  (rose). 

p  ̂ ^J^j^  rang  ba  rang.  Various. 

p  (.!*■..'>  \.^JOj  rang-bast,  A  fixed,  fast  colour. 
Pjj  rang-raz,  A  dyer.  jj 

rang-razi  gulgun,  A  vintner. 
P  rang-razdn,  Autumn. 

P(_)^  ra«^-?'asZt,Silk-merchantorspinner. 
P  bjjXJj  ringarufd,  (in  zand)  An  elephant. 

P  0**jj  "^-^  rang-rosh,  A  silk-merchant.  A cheat,  deceiver. 

Pj^j  lLWj  rang-rez,  A  dyer. 
P  Kiij  rang-zada.  Tinged,  coloured,  dyed. 

pjL*.JOj  rang-sdz,  A  painter.    A  dyer. 

P  (_)i>j ̂   lLXJj  rang-farosh,  A  dyer.  A  silk- merchant.    A  cheat. 

p  uLI^  rang-ldk,  A  dyeing  tincture. 

p  1^  '■^-^j  7'ang-luhd,  Tincture  of  lac. 
p  (jiijXj,  rangidan,  To  grow,  increase. 
p  rangin,  Coloured,  tinctured,  painted, 

of  many  colours.    Allegorical,  figurative,  meta- 



phorical,  elegant,  flowery. 

rancjma,  (or  ̂jUj^ij)  A  red  peach. 

p  7-angin-hamaii,  The  rainbow. 

A  jC,  ranam,  (v.  n.  of  jfj)  Sounding,  singing. 
Sound,  voice.  Ru7ium,  Skilful  female  singers. 

A  'kcj  ranamat,  A  musical  voice;  melody, 
rhythm.    A  kind  of  slender  plant. 

A  ranan,  A  thing  that  makes  a  noise  in 
the  water  in  hot  weather. 

A  ̂   ranuw,  An  incessant  gazer  and  admirer 
of  the  ladies.  One  who  gazes  incessantly  at  any 

object,  and  listens  to  any  thing  with  intense  delight. 

JRunuw,  (v. n.  of  13)  for^)  Looking  at  incessantly. 
Listening  attentively.  Dancing  for  joy.  Anything 
ludicrous  which  employs  the  mind.  Victory. 

A  i^j  ranrcat,  (pi.  Cj\^j)  A  piece  of  flesh. 

A  ̂J^j  runuhh,  A  being  weak  and  contemptible. 
p  li^j  ramvad,  Absence. 

p  o**^  runus,  A  sort  of stone,which,when  made 

into  a  ring,  banishes  care  from  the  wearer's  mind. 
A  runu^  (v.  n.  of  Changing  (colour). 

Being  flaggy  and  slender.  Shaking  off  flies  from 

the  head  (a  horse).  Playing. 

A^^j  runuk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^3^)  Being  muddy. 

A  7'anawnat,  (A  thing)  remaining  always 

in  one  place,  (pi.  of  CJ>\>y>j  ranawnayat)  A  drink- 
ing-cup  in  continual  use. 

A  ?7i«?ia',  Name  of  the  sixth  month  (named 

also  *5p-^l  i^ffLkirjumacWldhhirat).  ar  run- 
na\  People,  all  mankind. 

A       ranvm,  A  song,  catch,  glee,  mirth,  jubilee. 

A  raiiin,  (v.  n.  ̂ j)  Twanging  (as  a  bow- 
string). Vociferating,  crying  out,  hooting.  Listen- 

ing to.  Ringing,  resounding,  echoing. 

p  jj  rav,  A  sigh,  groan,  (imp.  of  ̂Jii,  raftan), 

Go  thou;  (also  the  contracted  form  of  ̂ O^jj  ra- 

wanda),  Who  goes,  jj  pesh-7-av,  One  who 
precedes,  or  goes  before.  Su,  Face,  countenance. 

Aspect,  appearance.  Sake,  cause,  reason.  Hypo- 
crisy. Colour,  pretence.  Hope,  expectation.  Wish. 

Manifestation.  Search,  investigation,  (in  comp.) 

Having aface, like:  as,jj  (^f^^pari-i^u,  Fairy-faced, 

^jii^ii  jj  7-u  dadan,  To  appear.  iJL>^\  jj 
chiru  dada  ast,  What  appearance  has  it  given?  i.  e. 

how  has  it  happened  or  succeeded  ? 

p  \jj  rawa,  (part,  of  raftan)  Going.  Cur- 
rent (coin).  Lawful,  right.  Equitable,  reasonable. 

Admissable,  allowable.  Tolerated.  Worthy,  pro- 

per, suitable.  Pleasant,  agreeable.  Obtaining  one's 
desire,  (^'^y}  ̂ jj  Turva  budan,  To  be  worthy. 

iJL***>\j)j  raroast,  It  is  proper,  it  ought  to  be  so.  \jj 
rarca  ddshtan,  To  judge  right,  commend, 

approve,  allow,  (j  Joii  \yj  rarvdshudan,  To  be  law- 

ful, (^t^^jj  ratvd  hardan,  To  approve.  To  ad- 
just. Rivd,  Fruitfulness,  plenty. 

A  rawds,  Sweet,  wholesome  (water).  The 

well  Zamzam.  Himds,  (pi.  Wjj^  arwiyai)  A  rope 
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for  fastening  loads,  (pi.  of  rdrm)  Those  who 

quench  their  thirst  with  water.  Ruwds,  Face,  coun- 
tenance. Elegance  of  look.  Pleasantness  of  prospect. 

A  Ajj  rusds,  Agreeableness  of  aspect. 

A  iajVjj  7-awdhit,  (pi.  of  &laj\^)  Connexions. 
A  rarvdbi^  (Camels)  which  are  watered 

on  the  fourth  day. 

Ai3\jj  rawdhi,  (pi.  oi'6X>\j)  High  hills. 
A  ruwdt,  (pi.  of  rami)  Historians, nar- 

rators, tellers,  relators,  reporters.  Those  who  drink 

sufficient,  or  quench  their  thirst  with  water. 

A  i-^ljij  ruwdt,  (pi.  of  Olj  rast)  Straws. 
A  L-^^jj  rawdtib,  (pi.  of  rdtibat)  Stipends, 

salaries,  appointments,  dues. 

A  rawdj,  (v.  n.  of^\j  for  ̂ jj)  Being  vendi- 
ble, in  great  demand,  or  selling  well(goods)( 

kasdd  implying  a  difiiculty  of  sale).  Being  cun-ent, 
circulating  freely  (money).  A  facility  in  buying 

or  selling.  Blowing  from  different  quarters  (wind). 

Use,  custom,  practice,  fashion.  Customary,  cur- 

rent, p  ̂ Ijj  rawdj  shudan,  To  become  cur- 
rent, obtain,  prevail. 

A  rawwdj,  One  who  goes  round  a  well  with- 
out being  able  to  get  at  it  for  the  crowd. 

A  {^:>-\jj  rawdjib,  (pi.  of  7'djibat  and 
ios-j  7'ujbat)  Finger-joints.  Asses'  windpipes. 

A  rawctji^  (pi.  of         '>'oji^  (Asses  or 
camels)  which  give  false  signs  of  pregnancy.  Birds 

of  passage  returning  from  a  cold  to  a  warm  climate. 

A  ̂ Vjj  ra7vdh,  (v.  n.  of  for  •^j)  Going, 
coming,  or  doing  any  thing  at  sun-set.  Walking, 

going  (at  any  hour).  Being  on  the  point  of  accom- 
plishing (a  thing).  The  afternoon,  the  evening. 

Ease,  quiet,  repose.  Ri7vdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  f'^^'^Jj) 
Doing  (two  things)  alternately.  Standing  first  on 
one  foot,  then  on  another. 

p         \jj  rawd  hdl,  Immediately.  Swift. 

A  i«"\5j  rawahat,  Ease,  quiet,  repose,  tranquil- 
lity. Joy  on  account  of  the  certainty  of  a  thing. 

A  (_)■=- ra?ya/«7,(pl.of&i=>-^)Camelsofburden. 

p  li^jj  rawdd  or  7mwdd,  A  place  full  of  hills, 
risings,  pasture,  and  water.  The  green  bank  of  a 
river.  A  muddy  stream. 

A  7'iwdd,  (v.  n.  3  of  li^  for  lijj)  Asking, 

requiring,  begging,  soliciting.  Diverting  from, 
hindering.  Wish,  desire. 

A        ruwdd,  (pi.  of       rdsid)  Foragers. 

j>j\d  \jj  ranm-ddr,  An  approver,  chooser,  con- 
senter.  Judging  right.  Lawful,true,just,proper,fit. 

A  is'ii^jj  rumddat,  (A  woman)  who  gads  to  and 
fro  amongst  her  neighbours. 

A  (  5ii)ju  7'awddif,  (pi.  of  7-ddifat)  Addi- 
tions, supplements.  Shoots,  sprouts  growing  from 

the  trunks  of  palm-trees.  Ducts  of  fat  in  the  hinder 

part  of  a  camel's  bunch. 

A  jji^^jj  ran:dzih,  (pi.  of  ̂ lijj^  rawzak)  Strip- 
ped (skins).    Kids  scalded  ready  for  roasting. 

Meats  cooked  and  mingled  with  seasoning. 

A  iji}'d\jj  rawdzik,  Small  camels  or  sheep. 

P j^jj  rawdr,  A  jailer,  a  turnkey. 

p  jjIjj  rav-d-7^av,  Proceeding,  travelling,  fol- 
lowing quick.   Ru-d-ru,  Face  to  face. 

pj^jj  rawdz,  A  jailer,  a  turnkey. 

p  L^^\jj  rawdzdri,  Metaphorical,  figurative. 

A  ̂^j^JJ  7-awdzin,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jjjj)  Windows. 

p  ̂j>*|j)j  ra7vds,  Water-cresses.  Riwds,  Sorrel. 

A  f^'^^j  Tawwds,  A  dresser  and  seller  of  heads of  cattle. 

A  raroasi,(pl.  of  wu»>|j)Firm(mountains). 

A  rutdsiy,  Large-headed. 

A  ̂"'^jj  rawivdsiy,  A  seller  of  heads  of  cattle. 
A  rawdsim,  Books  of  the  Pagan  Arabs. 

A  rawdsh,  (for  ■^yj  rawdj')  Vendible. A  rawdshih,  Exudations  (from  chinks 

in  a  rock).  An  excrescence  resembling  a  teat  on 

a  sheep's  udder.  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^j  rdshih)  Reptiles. 
Bases  of  hills  wet  with  dew. 

A  {^'^jj  7'uwdz,  (pi.  of  i,jaj\j)  Breakers  of  colts. 

A  ̂ ^jj  ra7vdzi^  (pi.  of  iU^|j)  Milk-teeth. 
A  7-mvd^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ J)  Succeeding 

well,  benefiting.  ruwd^'l  fusdd,  (or 

d\^\  7'uwd^iu''l  fusdd)  Acute,  sagacious, 
sly  (she-camel). 

A  rawd^d,  (pi.  of  8ii^^  r-a^Mai)  Thun- 
dering (skies).  6S\jJi\  Cj\h  zdt  or  0\^i  zawd- 

tu  r  ra7vd^d,  Misfortune,  calamity. 

A  '_         rajm^//".  Spears  (bloody,  victorious). 
A  rawd^,  Beginning  (of  hoariness). 
A  rawdgh,  Flight,  retreat,  a  turning  aside. 

A  kind  of  trot. 

A         rawwdgli,  Inclining.   A  fox, 

aL_S-)jj  riwdghat,  A  theatre  for  wrestlers. 
A         rawdjid,  Beams  for  a  roof,  rafters. 

A  i^jAf^jj  rawujiz,  The  followers  of  the  sect  of 
Ally,  denominated  Shiites  (so  called  from  their  for- 

saking Zayd  Ibn  Ally  Ibnu'l  Husayn).  Heretics. 
Soldiers,  or  any  people  who  desert  their  chiefs. 

A  ra7yq/!"r/A,(pl.of|*i^)Comfortable(lives). 
A  A-i^jj  rawdfih,  (pi.  of  rdjUiat)  Easy 

night-journeys.    Camels  that  daily  drink  their  fill. 

p  ̂^jj  rawdli,  Purified,  filtered,  strained. 

A  iJIjjj  riwdk  or  ruwdk,  (pi.  armikat  and 

vjjj  ''"^O  ̂   house  resembling  a  tent.  A  portico; 
an  apartment  open  before,  either  at  the  top  of  th<i 

house  or  projecting  before  it,  in  the  manner  of  a 
balcony,  for  the  advantage  of  air  or  prospect.  A 

tent  of  goat's  hair.  A  house  or  caravansary  for 

travellers.  The  king's  court  or  tent;  hall  of  au- 
dience, tribunal  of  justice.  That  part  of  the  roof 

projecting  beyond  the  wall,  the  eaves.  The  eye- 
brow. The  beginning  of  a  part  of  the  night.  A 

horned  ewe.  p  (J^a-J  (J,  riwdki  hi  siiun,The 

heavens,  jj^^  ̂  w)  ̂ j^jj  7-i7vdki  sim-gun,  The  sky. riwdki  manzari  chasJiTn,  The 



pupil  of  the  eye. 

p^_^'ljjraroa/«,Punfication,straining,fiItration. 
A  ̂ ^jj  riwaliiy,  (from  ̂ jljj  riwak,  A  portico) 

A  stoic,  a  frequenter  of  the  stoa,  or  porch. 

A  i^^jj  rawahid,  Large  wine- vessels. 
A  raroakib,  Folds  or  layers  of  fat  in 

the  fore-part  of  a  camel's  bunch  (those  in  the  hinder 
part  being  called  u-itiljj  rarvddif), 

A  t-^^jjj  rarvakib,  Shoots  growing  out  of  the 
stems  of  palm-trees. 

p  uS/Vjj  ranag,  A  saloon  open  in  front. 

A  J[£,  rusal,  Growth  of  teeth  (in  a  horse). 

Spittle  or  foam  of  a  horse's  mouth. 
A  Jljj  ruwal,  Spittle,  saliva  (of  a  horse).  A 

redundant  tooth. 

A        rusam,  Saliva,  spittle. 

A        ruwam,  Foam  of  a  camel's  mouth. 

A  ij^^jj  raniamis,Wmds  effacing  vestiges,  fill- 
ing up  wells,  or  scattering  earth.  Night-birds;  also 

beasts  roaming:  at  nig-ht. 

p  rawan,  Life,  soul,  spirit.  The  reason- 

iblesoul.  The  heart,  (part,  of  ̂ ji^^jj  or 
raftan)  Going,  passing.  Brisk,  active  (sale). 

Mounted,  riding.  Running.  Flowing,  fluid.  Law- 

ful, proper.  Text.  Reading.  Forthwith,  imme- 
iiately,  quickly,  i^j)  ̂ \  obi  rawan,  Running 

ivater.  ̂ jVj^  tahhti  rawan,  A  palanquin,  lit- 
:er,  travelling  couch,  sedan-chair  (borne  by  two 
tiorses  or  mules).  0^  nakdi  rawan,  Cur- 

fent  coin,    ̂ jj^l  (j^jj  rawan  amadan.  To  flow. 
i^jj  rawan  shudan,To  go,  Qow,  pass,  run. 

jii^ (jVjj  rawan  hardan.  To  make  current.  To 

lespatch.  To  spill.  \j^tJ^ ^^^j  rawan  hard 
kishtira,  He  navigated  the  vessel.  {^j^ 
mlihan-rawan.  Eloquent. 

P  rawanan,  (pl-of  jj^jj)  Souls,  spirits. 

P         (j^jj  rawan-award,  Wise,  learned, 

p  (ji-js-  (jljij  rawan-bahlish.  The  Holy  Spirit. 
P  liJ         rawan-hud.  All-pervading  spirit. 

Pj^i^jj  rawantar.  More  current. 

P  S^_js--(j^jjrc[waw-Mwa/t,A  wandering  beggar. 

I    A  I  ftj\jj  rawanif,  (pi.  of  'iK>\j  ranifai)  The 
ower  parts  of  the  buttocks  when  standing. 

A  Jji^^j  rawanik,  (pi.  o?'iso^J)  Muddy  waters. 
P  lij^        rawan-kird.  Power.  The  kingdom 

>f  heaven. 

P  J  rawanagi,  A  running,  a  flowing,  flux, 

i  passing,  a  travelling.  ̂ ^J^^^j  »^^i^,pay- 
vasta  rawanagin  bawl.  Diabetes. 

p         rawana.  Going,  running,  passing,  flow- 

ng.  Prepared.    Despatched,  departed.  Travel- 

ng.   A  custom-house  passport,  pass,  or  permit, 

ortune,  prosperity.  ̂ ^^/^\^  eo^jj  rawanasi  rah 
ardan,  To  prosecute  a  journey. 

^  liljj  rawanl,  A  course.  Eff"usion.  Brisk- 
ess  of  market.  Currency.  j^iib  ̂j^jj  rawani 
adan,  To  despatch,  cause  to  be  received,  make 
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any  thing  have  its  full  weight  (as  a  mandate),  or 

value  (as  goods).  ^^^^j  rawanni  ab,  The 

flowing  of  water.  ^^^SJ  rawdnui  shiham, 
A  flux,  diarrhcEa. 

p  ij'^^^j  rawdmdan,  To  make  current,  cause 
to  be  received,  despatch.  To  behove,  be  necessary. 

To  be  vendible,  current  (goods  or  money).  Itu- 
wdriidan.  To  cause  to  grow. 

P  rawawa,  A  musical  instrument  called 

i_->l^  rahdb. 

p        randh,  Food  for  prisoners. 

A  (j^^jj  rawdliish.  Veins  outside  the  hand,  or 
in  the  fore-legs  of  a  horse. 

A  (joJfcljj  rawdhis.  Stones  fixed  in  a  row ;  also 
such  as  hurt  the  feet  of  horses. 

A  riwdyat,  (v.  n.  of  i^^j)  Drawing  water, 

and  presenting  it  (to  a  friend).  Fastening  a  water- 
bag  on  a  camel.  Relating  the  words  of  another. 

Twisting  a  rope.    A  history,  narrative,  relation. 

tale,  story,  tradition,  report,  fiction. 

riwdyati  sahih,  Indubitable  report  (a  lavv  treatise). 

dojjj  riwdyati  mashhur.  Celebrated  re- 

ports. 'b>>}jj>^  {^Js^xjO  za^fu'r  riwdyat.  One 
whose  report  of  Muhammadan  traditions  is  feeble, 

and  of  little  weight  and  authority. 

A  ̂ 'jjj  ra7vdsih,  (pi.  of  es.sijj  rdnhat)  Odours, 
perfumes.    Delightful  breezes.    Evening  rains. 

A  rawdns,  Upper  parts  of  valleys.  The 
advanced  portion  of  a  cloud. 

p  rawdyish,  A  facility  in  disposing  of 

goods.    Precious  commodities  (as  easily  sold). 
A         rawdfim,  Trivets. 

p  ̂̂ ^JJ  rawdsi,  A  passing  along,  by,  or  through. 
Currency,  circulation.  Briskness  of  markets.  Ful- 

filment, success,  completion.  Suitableness, worthi- 
ness. Elegance.  Figurative,  allegorical,  f^^jj 

rawdfi  dddan,To  give  currency.  ̂ J^ib  jj 

rawdsi  ydftan,  To  obtain  currency,  to  circulate. 

A  '-r'j^  rawb,  (v.  n.  of  for  t-^jj)  Being 
thick  (milk).  Being  confounded,  bewildered,  dis- 

ordered in  the  intellect.  Being  torpid  from  sleep 

or  repletion.  Mixing.  Giving  any  one  thickened 

milk.  Being  wearied  with  travelling.  Lying.  Be- 

ing near  perishing.  Thickened  (milk).  Milk  that 
has  been  churned,  j  ̂j, 

Id  shawba  wa  Id  raivbafVl  bay^wa'sh  shi- 
rds.  No  fraud  nor  mixing  in  selling  and  buying. 

Mi^  L-.>^  rdba  daviuhu.  His  blood  thickened  (he 
was  at  the  point  of  death). 

A  rufub,  (v.  n.  of  i--^_^)  Beingconfounded, 
bewildered.  Being  torpid  (from  sleep  or  repletion). 

Being  wearied  with  travelling.  Lying.  Being 
disordered  in  the  intellect. 

p  rob,  (from  rvftaii)  Sweep,  (in 

comp.)  Sweeping,    i^^j^  ^'^^  hardan.  To 

sweep,    '-r'jij  hhdh-rob,  A  besom,  eoli- 
hhdna-rob.  Sweeping  the  house. 

p  bjj  ruhd,  Fox-grapes.  Nightshade. 

P  _5 jVjj  '"'^  '''^i  Face  to  face,  opposite.  Com- 
paratively. {^'^^ jj^ _jj  ru  bd  ru  hardan,  To  com- 

pare, confront,  collate. 

A  i^^jj  rawbdn.  Turgid,  torpid  from  satiety 
or  too  much  sleep.    Disturbed  in  mind. 

p  (jj^jj  robdn,  Sweeping.    One  who  sweeps. 

p  f^d^\^jj  robdnidan,  To  cause  to  sweep.  To clean  the  teeth. 

p  sIJjj  ruhdlt,  A  fox.  S^Jj  rubdlii  par,  The 
flying  fox.  rubdhi  turhi,A.  porcupine, 

j^bjii         rubdhi  darydii,  A  beaver.  li^J 
rubdhi  zard.  The  sun. 

p  sbjj  ?'M&a/t-&a.2e,  Fox-play,  stratagem, 

subtlety,  (ji^;^  lSj^  *^JJ  rubdh-bdzi  hardan, 
To  play  the  fox,  to  act  with  wiliness. 

p  s.^.         rubdh-bachcha,  A  fox's  cub. 
p  y  sb jj  rubdh-turbah,  Foxgrapes.  Night- 

shade. 

p  »ii\/c  sbjij  rubdh-mdda,  A  bitch-fox,  a  vixen. 

p  ̂jj^Vjj  rubdlii,  Foxship,  vulpine  cunning. 
A  iojj  rawbat  or  rubat,  A  ferment,  or  prepa- 

ration of  sour  milk,  put  amongst  new  milk  to  make 

it  coagulate.  Remains  of  milk.  The  seminal  lymph 

of  a  stallion.  A  part  of  the  night.  A  piece  of  meat. 

Necessity,  any  thing  necessary  to  be  done.  A  crowd 
of  business.  Slowness,  torpor.  Poverty.  The  med- 

lar-tree. Forceps  for  drawing  game  from  its  den. 

Ground  producing  excellent  plants.  The  means  of 

living,  or  of  accomplishing  and  bringing  to  pass. 

A  ibjj  rushat,  (pi.  risdb)  Solder  for 
mending  broken  vessels. 

A^j  rawbaj.  Small  and  light  money. 
p  jj  ru  ba  rdh.  Fit  for  business,  adjusted, 

prepared.  Reformed,  returned  from  an  erroneous 

course.  %\j>  jj  ru  ba  rdh  shudan,  To  begin 
or  proceed  on  a  journey,  to  pass  along. 

F  jj>  ru  ba  rii,  Face  to  face,  in  front  of.  Pre- 

sence, i^'^j^^  '^j^  J Jj  ''^  ''^  muhdraba 
hardan.  To  fig-ht  front  to  front. 

A|«.;j5j?-aw&a^,Weak.Short.Base,contemptible. 

A  jjj  rawba^t.  Short,  dwarfish.  A  shortness 
of  the  hough  or  tendon  Achilles.  A  disease  inci- 

dent to  young  camels, 

PjK^jj  ru  ba  hdr.  Approaching,  at  hand,  about 
to  be,  in  agitation.  Ready  for  business,  intent  upon. 

P  jj  rw  ba  hdri.  Proceeding  (of  a  cause). 
A  warrant. 

p  ii-i^jj  ru-band,  A  lady's  veil  or  mask. 
p  iOjj  rubah,  A  fox. 
p  riibahdna.  Fox-like,  crafty,  wily, 

p  t^X^jj  ruhahah,  A  young  fox,  a  fox's  cub. 

P  ̂J^^.^J  rubiydn,  A  shrimp, 
p  fjS*>,jj  robidan,  To  wipe,  sweep,  dust, 

p  ui)b_5j  ru-j)dh,  A  woman's  veil.    A  hand kerchief.    A  towel. 
p  ru-posh,  A  veil  covering  the  whole 



face,  especially  a  virgin  bride's  of  red  silk.  Con- 
cealed, disappearing  out  of  sight.  ̂ ^^^  L^^i-Jj 

ru-posh  shudan,  To  abscond. 

H  &f^.jj  rupiya,  A  rupee. 

A  i-^jj  7-aws,  (v.  n.  of  ClAj  for  i^jj)  Dung- 
ing (a  horse).  Bedaubing  (with  dung),  (pi.  of 

iOjj  rawsat')  Ordures.    Tips  of  noses. 
A  iOjj  raivsat,  (pi.         raws  and  t-^^jjj^ 

was)  Dung.  Tip  of  the  nose.  Chaff  remaining  in 

a  sieve.  The  top  of  the  handle  of  a  sword,  which, 

when  grasped,  touches  the  little  finger. 

p        roj,  A  day.  Unripe  grapes. 

A  '''ujayl,  (irreg.  dim.  of         rajul,  A 
man)  A  little  man,  a  manikin. 

P  ̂̂ iij- } J  ruchah,T\\e\Qi\i  of  the  month  Sha^ban. 
p         rarcclia  or  rucha,  Unripe  dates. 

A  rawh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^j)  Visiting  in 
the  afternoon.  Coming  in  the  wind.  Beating  any 

one  (the  wind).  Destroying.  Uprooting.  Quiet. 
Mercy,  clemency.  Assistance.  Justice.  Riches, 

good  fortune.  A  pleasant,  refreshing  wind.  Agree- 

able (day).  Jb  rawJii  hal,  Heart-ease.  Ruh, 

(pi.  ̂\5j^  arrvah)  The  soul,  incorporeal  spirit.  The 
breath  of  God.  Revelation.  Quicksilver.  Love. 

Divine  command.  Prophecy.  The  work  of  pro- 

phecy. The  Kur'an.  Jesus  Christ.  An  angel  in 
the  form  of  a  man  with  an  angelic  body.  The  angel 
Gabriel  (whom  the  Muhammadans  call  likewise 

(jj<e^\  ruhu'l  aniin,  The  faithful  spirit, 

and  ̂^jJiiiD^  '^J'^      '''^h^'i  kudus,  (or  ̂ ^dJ 
rvM  hudsV)  The  holy  spirit ;  Muhammad  being 

named  simply  ar'  ruh).     ̂ ^ias\  ruin 
a^zam,  The  supreme  spirit.  m\  ruliullah, 
The  spirit  of  God,  the  Holy  Ghost  (but  with  the 

Muhammadans,  as  above,  Jesus  Christ,  and  the 

angel  Gabriel).  ruhi  ilahi,  The  divine 

spirit,  l^ji)  ruhi  tutiya,  Mercury.  A  sort 

of  pewter.  ^jj  ruhi  hayati,  The  vital  spirit. 

j3^^As>-        ruhi  haywarii,  Animal  spirit,  p 
t^jj  ruhi  rawan,  A  living  soul,     a  f^j^^:^  ̂ jj 

ruhi  idb'i^,  The  animal  spirit 
mubarak,  A  blessed  soul,  ̂ jiiljw  ru 

din,  Mineral  spirit.    pCc         -ruhi  mukarram, 
The  angel  Gabriel.     jjLj         ruhi  nabafi,  Ve- 

getable spirit.  Rawah,  A  turning  out  of  the  feet 

(less  than  ̂   fahaj).  Scattered  (birds)  returning 
in  the  evening  (to  their  nests). 

P        ruh,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  f\s-- jj  rawhaf,  (fem.  of  ̂ jj^)  Shallow  (dish), 
p  » iJjwi  I     jruh-dsuda,  Dead,  whose  soul  rests, 

p  \js\        ruh-afza.  Increasing  the  spirits,  pro- 
longing life. 

f      A  ranhaniy,  Good,  agreeable,  clean 

and  pure  (place).  Ruhamy,  (pi.  (j^^jj  ruha- 

niyun)  Spii'itual.  Holy,  contemplative.  Quicksil- 
ver.   An  angel.    A  fairy. 

^  ruhaniyat,  Spirituality,  sanctity. 

i-dJjlJo     J  ruhi 
hi  ma^- 
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A  rawhat,  Quiet,  repose,  ease,  tranquil- 
lity.   Joy.    Agreeable  (night). 

P  ruhh,  The  intestines.  Bald.  Mangy. 
Name  of  a  plant, 

p  rukh-chahad.  Bald-headed  (man). 

A  lijij  rawd,  (v.  n.  of  for  lijj)  Seeking.  Go- 
ing in  quest  of  forage  and  water.  Going  and  com- 
ing, moving  to  and  fro.  Soft,  gentle  (breeze). 

Rud,  A  slow,  easy  pace,  lijj       Softly  !  gently  ! 

A  lijj  rutd,  (pi.  d\ J\  arMd)  A  beautiful  young 
woman.  The  root  of  the  beard. 

p  rud,  (by  some  rod)  A  river,  torrent,  flow- 
ing water.  The  Oxus.  Intestines,  gut.  The  string 

of  a  musical  instrument.  A  bow-string.  Song, 

cheerfulness,  jovial  conversation,  convivial  mirth. 
Vocal  or  instrumental  music.  A  son  or  daughter. 

A  beautiful  brunette.  A  comely  and  amiable  youth. 

A  plucked  bird.  A  sheep  stripped  of  its  wool. 

^^j^  iijj  rudi  hhezan,  A  torrent,  j^ojo  djj  rudi 
misr,  The  river  of  Egypt,  the  Nile. 

p        roda,  A  bow-string.  A  gut.  A  branch, 

p  ioltijj  ruddba,  Name  of  the  mother  of  Rus- 
tam.  Name  of  a  fort. 

p  li^iijj  ru-dad,  An  account  of  circumstances, 
narrative,  statement  of  a  case. 

PjjiiU  jj  ru  dddan,  To  happen. 

Pj^iijj  ru-ddr,  A  man  of  rank  or  dignity, 

p  L^j^'^jj  -ru-ddri,  Rank,  dignity.  Flattery. 

A  (j^iijj  rawadan,  (v.  n.  of      for  i^jj)  Gad- 
ding up  and  down  amongst  neighbours  (a  woman), 

p  J  J  \  djj  rud-dwar,  A  river's  bed.  A  river, 
p      1  tJjjrMci-aroar^Z,  Branches  of  trees,  straws, 

&c.,  carried  down  by  a  stream. 

Pj\jdjj  rud-hdr,  A  large  river.  A  river  in  a 
valley,  a  channel  formed  by  the  torrent;  a  place 

where  many  streams  run.  The  bank  ofari  per.  Name 
of  a  country,  and  of  a  city. 

A  Siijj  rMJiZai^,  Gentleness, slowness.  Rusovra- 
sudat,  A  handsome  girl.  Rasudat,  Root  of  the  beard, 

p  M>ls»L>j)j  rud-jdma,  A  lute, 
p  liKs-iijj  rud-chakdd,  Bald  (man),  bare, 

p  jjli-iijj  rud-khdna,  A  river's  bed  or  channel, 
p  (jjji^jj  rud-zan,  A  harper.  CiiJi  {jj'^jj 

zanifalak,  (Minstrel  of  the  sky)  The  planet  Venus, 

p  j»j  lijj  rud  jam,  Name  of  a  river. 
A  (^lijj  rudis,  The  island  of  Rhodes. 

pjLrtiijj  rud-sdz,  A  musician. 
A  tiJ'ijj  rawdah.  Comely,  blooming  (youth), 

p  tiJiijjj  rwZaA,  A  rivulet.  A  small  musical  in- 
strument. Rodak,  Name  of  an  animal  found  in 

Tartary,  of  whose  skin  fur-garments  are  made. 

A  '^jij  rawdakat,  (v.n.  of  tiJiijj  Q)  Beauti- 
fying. Small  camels  or  sheep. 

p  i_o  r.^.s^j  rud-kashf.  Name  of  a  note  in  music, 

p  ̂J^^^JJ  rudagdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ 'ijj)  Intestines. 

plj3\itJjjrM<^a^7a?z/ta,Bowels,viscera,intestines. 

p  tj^^^jij  ?-Mc?a^?ani,Bowels.  ̂ MC?a^aKe,Onegut. 

J3J 

V  Ji^^j  rudgar,  A  musician.  A  maker  of  fiddle- 
stnngs. 

p  ̂^uijj  rudldhh,  A  place  abounding  in  rivers. 
P  ̂ ^|^JJ  rudan,  (or  LL^iijj  rudang)  Madder. 

A  ioiijjj  ramdanat,  A  being  wearied. 
p  »L>jj  ruda,  A  gut,  an  intestine.  The  string  of 

an  instrument.  The  fundament  of  a  quadruped. 

Any  thing  steeped  in  hot  water.  A  river.  jJ2^ 

ruda-hin.  Inspecting  the  entrails,  i.e.  a  diviner, 

augur.  ̂jiijS^Jiijj  ruda  kardan,  To  pour  hot  water (amongst  flour  when  baking;  or  to  take  feathers off  birds  by  scalding). 

p  »ii^2iii|j  ruda-harda.  Stripped  of  its  feathers 
(a  bird),  or  of  its  wool  (a  lamb). 

p  t^.i^jj  rudin.  Pertaining  to  a  river. 
A  "iiijj  rarozat,  (v.  n.  of  for  "ijj)  Moving 

to  and  fro,  going  and  coming. 

A  (_>*»i5j  ruzis.  The  island  of  Rhodes. 
A  jjijj  rawzak,  (pi.  J'^ljij  rawdzik)  Stripped, 

flayed  (skin).  A  kid  ready  for  roasting,  the  hair 

having  been  scalded  ofi^.  Meat  cooked  and  mixed 
with  pot-herbs  and  other  seasonings. 

A  rawzahat,  (pi.  uLlii^jj  mwasiA)  Asmall camel  or  sheep. 

A  iUijj  rawzamat,  A  pace  of  a  Tartar  hoi'se. 
A  ioiijj  ramzanat.  The  being  wearied. 

p  ̂j^jj  rormand,  (in  zand)  A  pomegranate. 

Ajjj  rawz,  (v.  n.  ofj^  f'^'jjj)  Assaying,  prov- 
ing. Examining,  considering,  pondering.  Weigh- 

ing any  thing  heavy.  Residing  on  one's  estate  and 
improving  it.  Wishing  for  and  begging  a  thing. 

pjjj  roz,  A  day.  pJ^.j  '^'^Jjj  '''ozi  umed  u him,  The  day  of  hope  and  fear,  i.e.  the  day  of 

judgment.  (Synonymous  to  which  are  the  follow- 
ing words  employed  withjjj  roz,  Day:  jb  hdz 

C^^^  khwdst,  Investigation;  pasiii.  Fi- 

nal; \j&-^'a2;a.  Retribution ;  tiUi^arf,  Justice ;  cL^ii 
dirang,  Delay ;  shumdr.  Reckoning ;  CL>^\^ 

kiydmat,  Resurrection  ;  |*Jl_la_  ramazdlim,  Griev- 
ances ;  and  mahshar.  General  assembly). 

Daytime.  The  sun.  The  face.  Good  fortune.  Op- 
portunity. The  vernal  equinox.  Power,  strength. 

Courage.  Open,  manifest,  clear,  evident.  J_jj 

Jjiij\  Lil^-**J_jjO  dar  roziflrozimasarrat-andoz, In  a  happy  hour,  on  a  day  of  victory  and  joy.  Jjj 

^l:;aL*i\  rozi  istiftdh,  A  happy  day.  J^j^j^j  '>"ozi 
hdzdr.  Market-day.  A  brisk  market.  The  resur- 

rection. [Ji^  ̂ jjj  '''^^  ̂ ysh.  Good  day  (to 

you).  slC-i  J_5j  rozi  bigdh.  An  hour  or  two  before 
sun-set.  j jj  rozi  tdb,  A  hot  daj.  J^.y^Jjj 

7'ozi  tahwil,T\ie  day  after  the  sun  enters  a  sign  of  the 

zodiac.  ciXijj_jj  rozi  tang,  The  day  of  battle.  J  j j 

udLf  rozi jak,{oY  eils-  chah)  The  15th  of  the  month 

Sha^ban.  iJ'^J^Jjj  rozijawdni,  The  season  of 
youth.  ^'"^^  jashn,  A  festival.  Jjj 

^J^*->•  rozi  husayn.  The  day  after  the  death  of 

Husayn.            j3j        khrvush,  The  season  of 



routh.  roz  sakhtan,  To  be  ashamed. 

5\ju«»Jjj  rozisiyah,  (or  sjuo  siyah)  A  daj  of  mourn- 
ng,  trouble,  or  vexation.  '--■*5i^Jjj  ̂ ^^o.t> 

day  of  retirement,  i.e.  a  fast-day.  J^-^J  jj  ̂022 

iid,  A  festival-day.  ̂ l/'jjj  rozifarahh,  Day- 
break, {J^'^j^j  rozi  kushish,  A  day  of  slaughter. 

J^^jjj  fozi  koskish,  Day  of  battle.  (j'i>^]j'^Jjj 

^oz  guzrandan,  To  flatter,  time  -serve  5  to  benefit, 

.(f  Jjj  rozi  mihr,  Sunday,  (^^'^f^jjj  '''O^^  may- 
ian,  Day  of  battle.  j  tfJ^Jjj  waw^  m 
lam,  A  day  of  battle,  strife,  or  contention.  A  day 

)f  mirth  and  festivity.  ii;0  j  idJ^jjij  rozi  nang 
I  ndbard,  A  day  of  battle.  i_jul* 

Day  and  night.  ̂ j^J^jjj  rozi  hurmuzd,  Thursday. 

wflTO  roz,  New  year's  day;  the  vernal  equinox. 
P         Jjj  roz-afzay,  Increasing  the  days  ; 

lame  of  the  fourth  month  in  the  sera  of  Yazdagird. 

p  (jjj^^  Jjj  roz-afzun,  Increasing  daily  (in 
Tlory),  a  royal  title,  implying  august,  fortunate. 
\.  benediction,  friendly  congratulation.  Alms, 

p  (j;^^Jjj  roz-afhan,  A  tertian  ague.  The  sun. 
p  i^j^j  rozan,  Days.  (jIjuSj  j  fozan  u 

•Jiahan,  Days  and  nights. 

P  sjjjjij  rozana,  Daily.    Daily  pay,  pension. 

P  Lfj^jjj  roz-hazi,  Time.  Fortune. 

P  i^j^j  rozhan,  A  porter,  especially  at  the 

•oyal  gates.  A  footman,  mace-bearer.  A  protec- 
:or,  patron.    An  executioner. 

Pj_j^ Jjj  roz  ha  roz,  Day  after  day,  from  day 
;o  day,  every  day. 

P  roz  bih,  Fortunate  days,  happy  times, 
[mproving  daily. 

Pj^.Jjj  roz-paykar,  Upright,  honest,  sin- 
cere. Enlightened. 

P  (— A*-5- Jjj  Toz-hhusp,  Lazy,  idle,  inattentive. 

L-**-^J     roz-Jihuspi  shah-khez,  A  pretended 
levotee.    A  night-robber. 

P  tj^jjj  roz-hhun,  An  unexpected  assault 
by  robbers  in  the  daytime. 

Pj^tijjj  roz-dar,  A  day-labourer. 

P  St^^.iijjj  roz-dida,  Aged,  having  seen  days. 
P  &^V|J_5j  rozrana,  A  market-town.  An  exile. 

P  ̂ Jjj  roz-ruhh,  Clearness,  freshness,  rud- 
diness of  face. 

Pjjj  J_5j  roz  roz,  From  day  to  day,  daily. 

Pj^^jj  roz-hur,  Purblind,  not  seeing  by  day. 
P j^jj  rozgar,  The  world.    Fortune.  Time, 

eason,  an  age.  Vanity.   Wind,  air.  Slaughter, 
ervice,  employ,  situation.    Occasion.  Earning. 

~JJJ  rozgdri  paygham-lar,  The  time  of  the 

postle.  jSjj^  rozgar  bur-dan,  To  pass  one's 
ime.   To  live.  ̂ J^^3^^l^j_JJ rozgar  guzaslitan, 

o  subsist,  live.  jlj^j  rozgar-dida,  One 
!ho  has  seen  the  world,  experienced. 

P  lJ^jj^jJj  rozgar-raftagan.  Unfortunates. 
^  ̂ j  jiJ  ̂^'-^'a^*,  Worldly.  Vain.  Aerial, 

►ne  who  earns.    Rozgare,  Some  time. 
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p  a^'^jj  rozgana,  Pay,  pension.  Fore  part  of the  head. 

Pj^iifj'j J  roz-gvzar,  Sufficient  for  the  day. 
P  '^^jjj  roz-gard,  (Turning  the  day)  The  sun. 

p  ciJti^j J  roz-gardah,  The  sunflower. 

P  '^j^jj J  roz-marra,  Daily  conversation,  com- 
mon discourse.  Daily  allowance.  Always,  daily. 

P  s-^jj  roz-viah,  Date,  day  of  the  month. 

P  U^JjJ  '"^^  miyan,  The  third  day,  every other  day. 

P  (^jjj  rarvzan  or  rozan,  A  window.  An  aper- 
ture in  the  middle  of  the  house  for  allowing  the 

smoke  to  escape,  a  louvre-windo\v.  (in  fortifica- 
tion) A  loophole,  an  embrasure. 

p  s^ujjj  roz-namcha,  (or  roz-nama') A  book  of  the  day,  i.  e.  An  ephemeris,  calendar, 

almanack ;  a  journal  of  daily  transactions  or  ex- 

pense ;  a  daily  account-book  or  journal ;  a  daily 
list,  account,  or  report. 

A  rawzanat,  A  window. 

P  ij'^jjj  ruzandan,  To  increase.    To  ooze. 

V jui  ̂-^j^ J  rawzanak-sar,  The  soft  part  of 
the  head.    Ruzank-sar,  The  hoopoo. 

P  jj  rarvzana,  A  window,  or  any  hole  in  the 
wall  for  receiving  light.  (infortification)Aloophole. 

Pj*«  ruzana-sar.  The  hoopoo. 

p  »Jj)j  roza,  Fasting.  A  fast.  A  fast-day.  Daily 
allowance.  Any  thing  additional  over  the  hose 

*Jj*J***  ̂ o-r-muza.  f^^j^  ijjj  roza  khrvurdan,  | 
To  avoid  keeping  fast.  ̂ JwJb  ij^j  roza  dashtan,  ! 

To  fast.  cJjff-  ijjj  rozasi  ̂ zlai,  A  fast  of  24 
hours.  jj(i^j.£s  ijjj  roza  kushudan,  To  breakfast 
(especially  in  the  month  of  Ramazan,  when  it  is 

not  permitted  till  the  evening),  ejjj  rozad 
maryam.  Silence.  Death. 

Pj^ii  »3_5 J  roza-dar.  Who  fasts  or  keeps  Lent. 

P       Xjjj  roza-rah,  A  day's  journey. 
p 

13  Jj  roza-kusha.  Breakfasting. 
roza-kushan.  Breakfast. 

P  t/jjj  'Tozt,  Fortune,  lot,  portion.  Goods, 
chattels.  Monthly  wages.  Provision,  daily  food. 

Sustenance.  Activity,  iioze.  One  day.  A  certain 

day.  L^Jjj  roze  chand.  Several  days. 

^  Sfli^^  '^jij  rozi-afzay,  Name  of  the  fourth 
month  according  to  the  Eera  of  Yazdagird. 

p  ii->\-?Jji J  roziyana,  Daily.  Daily  allowance. 
A  journal,  pension  or  pay-book.  An  ephemeris. 

p  ̂^J'^^  '-^jSj  rozi-hlinaran,TAVmgcre^ivives. 
V  J  rozidan,  To  sweat  out.  To  increase. 

p  »ti  L^jjj  rozi-dih,  (or  i^^j  Lfjjj  rozi-ra- 
san)  Giver  of  daily  bread  (an  epithet  of  God). 
p  rozi  kunad,  God  prosper  (him)  ! 

p  rozina,  Daily  pay,  a  pension.  A  daily 
allowance  granted  to  Brahmans,  fakeers,  poor  or 

infirm  persons,  to  be  enjoyed  during  their  lifetime. 

Pj^ti  eSijjj  rozina-dar,  One  who  receives  a 
daily  allowance. 

7  z 

A  {^jj  raws,  (v.  n.  of  for  O'^jj)  Walk- 
ing with  a  haughty  air.  Carrying  off  (as  a  torrent 

does  rubbish).  Saying,  doing,  or  making  good. 

Eating  much. -^yMf^jjj'awsu  sm^w,  Awicked  man. 

p  O'Jjj  ros,  Russia.  A  fox.  An  elk.  Walk- 
ing pompously.    Outstripping,  leaving  behind. 

A  (j*>jj  7'Mj?<s,(pl.of  (_^^  raj^s)  Heads.  Chiefs, 

princes,leaders.  J^-^  {^jj7n(stm  jibdl,'Mour\tam- 
tops.  (j-J^*  (^jj  rusus  mardiis,  Strong  heads. 

A  (^jj  rumas,  A  horse  that  bites  the  heads  of 
the  others  in  running,  or  that  keeps  ahead  in  fleet- 

ness.  (A  camel)  lean  except  about  the  head. 

A  ̂ ^jj  rusasas,  (pi.  of  Princes,  nobles. 

p  (^_j\s-l^  jj  ru  sakhtan,  To  blush,  be  ashamed. 

p  tdjtJi\  (_^_5j  ros-angurda,  Foxgrapes. 
A  i«A>*>jj  rawsab,  Misfortune. 

p  ̂ ^^^iMijj  ruspi,  A  courtesan.    A  cuckold. 

p  '^^JO  j_5'^'^jj  7-uspi-baragi,  Whoredom. 
p  ijo  j^llojJjj  ruspii-hara,  A  whoremonger. 

p        (^^'^jj  rusjn-zdda,  Son  of  a  whore. 

p  XiMijj  rostd,  (or  ̂jKLn^j  rostmj)  A  market- 
town,  village,  cantonment  of  Turkoman  huts.  A 
market-place.  Any  inhabited  place,  cultivated 

country,  with  towns  and  villages.  An  inhabitant 

of  such  a  place.  An  assemblage,  concourse  of  peo- 
ple. A  corn-field.  O^J^  t^lj^j j  i^hi  rostay  ̂ d. 

Mirth,  festivity  without  noise  or  rusticity. 

pjii>-\l*njj  rustd-hhez,  Day  of  the  resurrection. 

V  jCkuijj  rustdr  or  rostdr,  A  villager. 

p  'i>d\j  ̂j^jj  rusid-zdda  or  rostd-zdda,  Village- 
born.    A  peasant,  a  rustic. 

p  ij,\ltJijj  rustdsi  or  rostdsi,  A  villager.  A 
country-life,  rural  life. 

p  J^'^jj  rustakhez.  The  day  of  judgment. 
p  rustam.  The  Persian  Hercules. 

A  ̂ ^jj  rusakhtaj.  Antimony. A  ramsam,  A  mark,  a  vestige.  A  seal  for 

markino-  wine-casks.  A  large  wooden  seal  with 
which  corn  in  the  granary  is  stamped.  Any  thing 

which  gives  a  polish  to  gold  coin.  An  institute, 

ordinance,  canon.    A  misfortune. 
p  rosi,  A  little.  A  cup  of  wine.  A  hero. 

A  Russian.  A  kind  of  stuff. 

p  »lju*ijjrM-s/?/aA,Black(in  face,mind,or name). 
Criminal.  Unfortunate,  mean,  abject.  An  Ethio- 

pian, a  black  Arabian. 
p  ru-siydhi,  Blackness  of  face.  Dis- 

grace.' Sin,  criminality. 

A  (^jj  rawsh,  (v.  n.  of  (^^j  for  Eating 
much:  also  little.  Enfeebling  in  the  loins  (disease). 

p  rosh,  Wicked,  bad-tempered,  inhuman. 

A  command,  (for  ̂^^jj  ros/<ara)  Light,  splendid. 

Bavish,  Motion,  going,  coming.  Walking,  out- 

stripping, passing  by.  Way,  mode^  manner.  Or- 
der, proceeding,  custom,  institution,  rite,  law,  rule, 

regulation.  Avenue,  walk,  path,  way,  passage. 

^jwU        {J^jj  ravishi  ahmad  dashtan,  To  keep 



the  precepts  of  Muhammad,  or  the  laudable  way. 

A  (^jj  rawwash,  Hairy.  Hairy  about  the  ears 
and  face  (man). 

p  (j^jj  roshan,  Light,  clear,  luminous. 

p  eoljiijj  roshdna,  A  proper  name,  Roxana. 
A  ramsham,  An  engraved  block  of  wood 

with  which  they  seal  wheat  in  the  granary. 

A  ̂ ^jj  rawshan,  A  window. 

Pj^«jjjros/ta«,Light,splendid,luminous,bright, 
serene,  resplendent.  Clear,  evident,  manifest,  con- 

spicuous. Illustrious,  celebrated.  Neither  thick  nor 

thin,  moderate.  (j'^^(iJ***jij  roshan  harclan,  To 

clear.  f^^_^ (j*** jj  ̂  (julu  roshan  harclan,  To  clear 

the  throat.  j(yo  i^***jjjlj_3  ivazlri  roshan-zamir, 
A  vazTr  of  an  enlightened  genius.  jj  ro- 
shan-ray,  Of  a  serene  mind  (a  sister  of  Aurangzeb). 

p  li>^jij  roshand,  Light,  splendour.  A  marca- 
site  or  fire-stone.  Roshan  or  roshand,  was  the  name 

of  one  of  the  queens  of  Alexander  the  Great,  cal- 
led by  the  Greeks  Roxana. 

p  {^VjJ^jj  ru-shinds.  Conspicuous,  celebrated, 
honourable,  respectable.  An  acquaintance,  one 

whose  face  is  known,  a  cap-acquaintance.  (jUuUaJjjj 

ru-shindsdn.  Chiefs  (of  a  kingdom  or  city).  Stars. 

p^^j*Axuijj  ru-shindsi,  Acquaintance. 
p  ros/mwaj:!.  Luminous,  affording  light. 

Light.  The  marcasite  or  fire-stone.  Splendour. 

Ink.  An  eye-salve. 

Pjjo.)  i^Zijj  roshan-hasar,  Clear-sighted. 

p^^^"jj  roshan-chirdgh,  A  note  in  music, 
p  ̂J\SiJMjj  rawshanddn,  A  window-frame.  Ro- 

shanddn,  A  skylight.     A  lamp. 

p  Jii  roshan-dil,  Of  an  enlightened  mind, 

p  roshan-damdgh,  Snuff, 

p  tj^W'  t'oshan-hiyds,  Sagacious,  acute, 
p  roshanh.  Name  of  the  wife  of  Alex- 

ander. A  certain  drug.  A  torch-bearer. 

p j^Zijj  roshangar,  A  polisher,  furbisher. 
p  ros/iawi.  Light.  Law.  A  trace.  Bright 

steel.         ̂ ij^Jj  "I'oshamd  subh.  Light  of  morn. 
p  i\  CJjiojj  roshani-gnh,  A  lightsome  place. 

A  (^jj  ra7vs,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^jj)  From 
being  a  fool,  becoming  wise. 

A  (^J^^j  ramz,  A  quantity  of  water,  half  a  lea- 
thern bottle  full,  (pl.of  SyOjj  rawzat)  Kitchen  or 

flower-gardens.  Meadows,  meads,  lawns. 

AO\*Oi)jm»y2;ai,(pl.of  &*Oj)j)Gardens :  meads. 

k'&jOjj  rarczat,  (pi.  i^jj  rarcz,  riydz, 
and  rlzdji)  A  kitchen  or  flower-garden.  A 

meadow,  pleasant  place,  lawn.  Paradise.  The 

tomb  of  a  learned  or  pious  man,  a  mausoleum.  Wa- 
ter just  covering  the  bottom  of  a  lake  or  cistern.  A 

place  in  sand  or  grass  where  water  lodges.  Half 
a  leathern  bottle  full.  Water  collected  in  trenches, 

p  rawzan  bdgfii  raft^The  gardens 

of  paradise,  a  jj  rajvzad  tarhlh,  The  hu- 

man body,  p  u^ji-  *^Jij  rawzan  hhub,  Heaven, 
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paradise.  Jo  ̂ jii  ̂ ^'^^^•'^  dozakh-bdr,  A 
bright,  flaming  sword.  A  ̂ JyOJ  n^jj  rawzad 
rizwdn,  The  garden  of  paradise.  p  ijjj^  *^Jj 

tLOj  rawzasiftroza-rang.  The  sky. 
P  rawza-rang,  Of  a  green  colour. 

A  rami,  (v.  n.ofla^j  for  ifjj)  Fleeing  unto 

the  hills  (a  wild  beast),  (from  Piijj  rotZ)  A  river. 

A  'dlsj J  rutat.  Name  of  a  town  in  Spain. 
A  raw^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ J)  Pleasing. 

Astonishing,  surprising.  Serving,  benefiting.  Ter- 

rifying. Fearing.  Terror.  J2m^,  The  heart  (as  the 
seat  of  fear).  The  understanding,  iiarua^,  Beauty. 
Astonishment,  surprise. 

A  raw^s,  (fem.  of       \  arwa^  Hand- 
some and  engaging.  Cunning,  sly  (mare  or  camel). 

A  raw^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  yj)  Terrifying. 
Fearing.  Pleasing.  Serving,  benefiting.  Dread, 

terror,  alarm,  fear.  Somewhat  of  comeliness:  grace. 

Ajl*>-  ̂ _^JJ  ru^  ja^ri,  A  word  of  contempt. 
A  rawgh,  (or  (J^jj  ramughdn)  (v.  n.  of 

^  for  ̂ j)  Lying  in  wait  for  a  fox  (a  man).  De- 
ceiving a  man  (a  fox).  Being  cunning  as  a  fox. 

Stealing  off  privately,  skulking.  Trotting  (a  fox). 

Turning  towards,  seeking  a  pretext  against.  Turn- 
ing aside  from,  swerving.    Inclining  to. 

p        rugh,  An  eructation,  a  belch. 

p  ̂ ^JJ  rawghan,  Oil.  Butter.  Clarified  but- 
ter, ghee.  Fat,  grease.  i^3j  rarcghani 

bid-anjlr.  Castor-oil.  ̂   i^Jj  fO'f^ghayii  talkh. 
Common  oil,  expressed  from  rape  or  mustard- 

seed,  (.jiails-  i^jj  rawghani  hhdlis,  Pure  butter, 

lijs-  (^S-jj  rawghani  khwud,  One's  religious  opi- 
nions, (j^jj  rawghani  Mmush,  Sesame- 

oil,  (^jj  rawghani  ddgh.  Melted  butter, 
iijj  (^-^jj  rawghani  zard,  Butter.  (^Jj 

rawghani  zayt,  Olive-oil.  i^jj  rawghani 

sdda,  Melted  butter,  jji*^  U^Jj  rawghani  sutur, 

Animal-grease,  ^^jj  rarvghani  sabz,  Oil  of 
roses,  slji^jj  rawghani  siydh,  Oil.  ty^jj 

•^■^ rawghani  kunjad.  Oil  of  sesame  (a  kind  of 

grain).  jS  rawghani  gdw.  Ghee,  (j^jj 

rawghani  guldb,  Oil  of  roses.  Ambergris. 

CL>J^Ji  (jS-jj  rawghani  gosht,  Fat  of  meat,  i^jj 
j^a.'O  rawghani  misri.  Oil  of  balsam,  (j^jj 

rawgha.ni  maghz,  (Brain-oil)  Intellect,  judgment. 

p  ̂j^Us-jj  roghnds.  Madder. 
p, b         rawghan-ddr, ( Meat)dressed  with  oil. 

p  ̂ J'^^^^J  rawghanddn,  An  oil-bottle.  An 
unguent-box. 

p  ̂  rawghan-rafta,  (Whose  oil  is  spent) 
One  whose  years  and  prosperity  are  ended. 

p  j^bj  (^jj  rawghan-zabdn,  Oily-tongued. 

p  jjbj  (j^Jj  rawghan-zabdni,  Cajolery. 

p y  rawghan-faroshfA-yeiidievoioil. A  seller  of  butter. 

P»^ 

cAiJ  ''^'^i7^^^"^^'^*>  oil-mill, 

p ̂ /^jj  rawghangar,  A  butter-maker  or  seller. 

An  oil-presser. 

P  ̂Jfi^^j  rawghangari,  Oil-making. 
P  rawghani,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat  dressed 

with  butter.  Any  thing  fried  in  butter.  Greasy, 

oily.    An  oil-presser.    A  seller  of  butter. 

p  i^j\jS'jj  rawghanin,  Fried  in  butter. 
p &j<^js- j)j  rawghanina,  Bread  baked  with  butter. 

A  I  jjj  rawf,  (v.  n.  of  i  't\j  for  (  Sjj)  Resting. 
Forgiving.  Shewing  pity  and  compassion.  Kind- 

ness, benevolence.  Rest. 

A  <— jjj  ramf,  God.    Merciful,  benign. 

p  I— 'jj  ruf,  (in  Samarkand)  Seed  of  fleawort. 

^  U'^^^JU  To  clean  the  teeth. 
A        rawfat,  Mercy,  benevolence. 

p  i^x^jj  ruf  tan.  To  sweep,  to  wipe,  to  rub. 
A  ̂ jjj  rawk,  (v.  n.  for  jjj)  Being  clear, 

bright  (wine).  Giving  pleasure,  striking  with 
admiration,  appearing  beautiful.  Being  pleased. 
Excelling  in  (beauty,  goodness,  &c.).  (pi. 

arwdk)  The  horn  of  an  ox  or  sheep.  A  part  of  the 

night.  The  bottom  part,  the  lower  story  of  a  house. 
The  flower  of  youth.  The  first  or  best  part  of  any 

thing.  Life,  age.  A  handsome  horse  that  pleases 
the  beholder.  A  vail.  A  curtain  before  a  door. 

A  portico.  A  tent  of  goat's  hair.  A  hunter's  lurk- 
ing-place. A  hero  that  is  unassailable.  Design, 

purpose.  Action.  A  lord.  Clear,  pure  (water). 

Pleasing,  agreeable.  Surprise,  admiration,  plea- 

sure. Expiring  breath.  A  crowd.  Sincere  friend- 

ship. Augmentation,  addition,  increase.  Substi- 
tute, equivalent.    A  body,  a  carcase.  Name  of  a illaee 

in 

rawkul 

faras,  A  lance  couched  by  a  cavalier  between  the 
ears  of  his  horse  (forming  a  kind  of  portico).  (J^l 

ahala  rawkahu,  He  has  eaten  his  youth,  i.e. 

he  is  stricken  in  years.  iJC^jj  ̂ ^'^  &J^b  ddhi- 
yatun  zdt  rawkayn,  A  heavy  calamity.  Ruh,  (pi. 

of  arwah)  Those  whose  front  upper  teeth 

overhang  the  lower,  (pi.  of  rawk)  Porticoes. 

Handsome  youths,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^jj  riwdk  or  ruwdh) 

Tents  of  goats' hair.  Porticoes.  i2area/e,  The  pro- 
jection of  the  front  upper  beyond  the  under  teeth. 

A  ̂^jj  rawkds,  A  horned  ewe. 
A  rawhat,  Surpassing  beauty.  Rukat, 

Handsome,  lovely  (boy  or  girl).  Any  thing  little. 

Any  thing  fine  and  fair.  (pi.  of  rdsik)  Hand- some (boys). 

A  ̂^jj  rawkds,  The  screech  of  an  owl. 
A         rawkat,  A  wave.  The  hoot  of  an  owl. 

p  (j^j  rawkash,  The  world.  Time,  age.  ̂ m- 
kash,  Any  thing  whose  exterior  and  interior  differ. 

p  sl^jj  ru-gdh.  The  upper  or  best  side  of  a  gar- 
ment. The  frontispiece  of  a  book.  The  hem  of  a 

garment.    A  leader. 

p  (J^i^jj  ru-garddn,  Face-averted,  disobedient. 

^  U'^^'^JJ  ''^  g^^^ddnidan,  To  desert. p       rawm,  The  bdellium-tree.  Rom,  Hair  of 



the  pubes.  Rum,  (for  (j/e        ruyi  man)  My  face. 

A  ranm,  (v.  n.  of  for  pjj)  Seeking,  anx- 
iously desiring.  Moving  clandestinely,  slily,  softly, 

rhe  lobe  of  the  ear.  Bum,  The  lobe  of  the  ear,  in 

which  they  put  rings.  Greece,  Rome,  the  Roman 

empire,  Roumelia,  Europe,  the  whole  Turkish  em- 

pire. A  Roman.  Ja^ruV  rim.  The  Medi- 
terranean Sea.  biladi  rum,  The  cities, 

kingdoms,  or  empire  of  Greece,  or  of  Europe  in 

general,  (j^-as.-  j  rum  u  hahash,  (metaph.) 
Night  and  day.  The  world. 

A  j,_5j  rasum,  Tame  (sheep).  Fond  of  her  colt. 

p  Jl«jij  ru-mal,  (Wiping  the  face)  A  handker- 
chief, towel,  napkin,  sudary. 

p  (_J^jj  rumall,  A  kind  of  pigeon.  A  mode 

)f  exercising  the  arms,  by  turning  the  mugdars 

^ clubs  used  as  dumb  bells)  over  the  head.  A  so- 
iomite.  A  handkerchief  worn  about  the  head. 

A  ̂ ^jj  rumaniy,  Of  a  ruby-colour. 
P  (3^5  ruman,  Roman. 

A.'ijcjj  rumat,  Glue. 
p  romna,  (in  zand)  The  pomegranate, 

p  jwjj  roma.  Hair  about  the  pubes,  or  body, 
p  rumi,  Roman,  Greek,  Turkish.  A  kind 

jf  garment.  Colour.  |_^-^  j  rumi  u  zangi, 
Greek  and  Ethiopian,  (metaph.)  Night  and  day. 

A  rumiy,  Greek.  The  sail  of  an  empty  ship. 

P(^l-(«jjrM/n«?/are,(pl.of|^jj)Romans:  Greeks, 
p  ioL*jj  rumiyana,  Grecian,  Greek  fashion. 

rmni-hachagan.  Tears. 

A  &J^jj  rumiyat,  The  city  of  Rome. 

A  Xa-ojij  rumiyat,  The  city  of  Rome.  Grecian 
)r  Roman  (lady).    Romania  or  Greece,  Turkey. 

s^j>iCj\ ̂   (_$j3ito  ti.ij<>^jrumiyasisugkra  roaar- 

nanlyasi  kubra',  Asia  Minor  and  Armenia  Major, 
p  t/jj"  rumi-khoy.  Fickle,  like  a  Greek, 

p  UsSj  (jj  rumi  zan  ra^ia,  The  sun. 
p  rumtna,  Polished,  cleaned,  brightened. 

A  jjjj  rarvn.  The  extremity  of  a  sown  field. 

Run,  (pi.  (jijjj  ruwun)  Adversity,  rigour,  severity, 

p  (jj.rMW, Cause, reason.  ̂ a?mw,Trial, proof. 

A  ij^j  rifun,  (pi.  of  'iij  ruai)  Lungs, 
p  ronas,  Madder,  a  red-dyeing  root. 

A  'i^jj  runat.  The  greatest  part  of  a  thing, 
p         rawanj  or  riroanj.  Sheep's  chitterlings 

tufFed  with  meat  and  rice. 

p         rawanjo,  A  wood-worm. 

A  lijjj  riwand,  Rhubarb. 

P  '''('■I'^o.ndagi,  Rapidity  of  motion, 

p  8 tx3_jj)-MncZa,  Fluid,  liquid.  Thin,  soft.  Grain 
ied,  and  ground  with  a  hand-mill.  Rawanda,  A 

oer,  traveller,  passenger.  Prepared  to  go.  A  cus- 

)m-house  permit.  j  »tiJ^T  ayanda  ra- 

anda,  A  comer  and  goer,  traveller.  ̂ Jl^-  ̂J^^^j 
zwandagani  ̂ lam,  The  planets ;  namely,  Saturn, 
npiter.  Mars,  sun,  Venus,  Mercury,  and  moon. 

A  ̂>^ij  riwandiy,  A  seller  of  rhubarb. 
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y  ̂   fj>^j  raronak,  Beauty,  elegance,  grace,  splen- 
dour, brightness,  ornament.  (_^*J\  j  raw- 

naku''s  sayf,  The  glittering  surface  of  a  sword. 

A  '^jj  rawnahat,  (pi.  Jj^^jj  rawaniK)  Dis- turbed, discoloured  by  mud  (water). 

P  Wjj  ru-nama,  Shewing  the  face,  appearing. 
A  present  made  to  a  bride  when  she  unveils  herself. 

P  (^j**^ ji J  roniyas.  Madder. 
A  t-j-'jjj  rumb,  (v.  n.  of  L-^^  for  i— ->j)j)  Be- 

coming thick  (milk). 

A^jjruwuh,(Y.n.of  ̂ jfor  ̂jj)  Being  at  the 
point  of  attaining  (an  object)andfeelingsatisfaction. 

A  ii^jjj  rasudat,  A  handsome  girl.  The  root 
of  the  beard.    Rusudat,  Gentleness,  slowness. 

A  .  J  rasus,  (A  camel)  fat  only  in  the  head. 

Rufus,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^J  rass)  Heads.  Chiefs. 

;j*>jjj  ̂ la'  rufusil  ash-had,  In  the  pre- sence of  witnesses. 

A  {^jjj  ra-cw5/i,Weak,  feeble  in  the  loins  (man). 
Hairy  about  the  face  and  ears. 

A  1— 'jjj  rasuf,  Compassionate. 
A  ramm,  A  cade  sheep  that  licks  a  pas- 

senger's garments.  Fond  of  her  colt  (a  she-camel). 

A  (J r-M (  pi.  of^jjij  )  A  d versi ties,  distresses . 
A  »jj  rawh,  (v.  n.  of  t\j  for  ijj)  Being  driven 

over  the  ground  (water). 

p  ijj  ruh,  Good  behaviour,  purity,  sanctity. 

p  ̂^JS'jj  ruhban,  A  monk,  ascetic,  devotee. 

p  i^Sbjj  rohan,  (^jj  rohina,\^^j  rohina, 
rohim,  rohint,  or  LJufiijj  roliiniya) 

The  finest  Indian  steel,  of  which  the  most  excellent 

swords  are  made ;  also  the  swords  made  of  that  steel. 

p  i^^jj  ruhanda,A  flourishing,  thriving  crop. 
p  7-av^  or  rann,  A  journey,  progress.  Ruy, 

(often  pronounced  rw)  The  face,  air,  mien,  aspect, 

countenance.  Surface,  appearance,  semblance. 

Edge  (of  a  sword).  Hypocrisy.  Doubt.  Hope. 
Investigation,  or  incitement  to  make  inquiry.  Path, 

way.    Cause,  reason.    iSjj  '^'■^  <^hi  ruy,  On 
what  account?  ^^^jruy  baz  guna 
dashtan,  To  deviate  from  the  right  way.  t/jj  j*^ 

I  dar  ruyi  aftab.  Exposed  or  opposite  to  the 

sun.  i^^j  ruyi  an  na  dasht,  He  had 
not  the  face  for  that,  he  durst  not  do  it.  jjtijj  ' 

ruy  awardan,  To  turn  the  face.  i^^y.  f'^!/ 

burdan.  To  turn  one's  self,  to  look  behind,  (^/jj 
lib  ruyi  baka,  Solid,  steady.  Health,  soundness. 
The  path  of  blessedness.  (_fb  ruyi  pay, The 

face  of  the  foot,  i,  e.  the  upper  part.    The  lower 

part  or  hollow  of  the  hand.  (  Sjlxi  Lfjj  '''uyi  ta- 
^ruf,  The  power  of  discovering  hidden  things. 

ruyi  hhandan,  A  most  illustrious 

house.  (-^Jj  ruy  dddan,To  appear,  happen, 

occur.  ruy  dashtan.  To  dare.  To  sup- 

port, to  sustain.  To  regard,  esteem.  To  tend  to- 

wards. CL^ii  ̂ Jj  ruyi  dast,  A  certain  manoeu- 
vre in  wrestling.  The  back  of  the  hand.  f^jj 

^ji\JL^  ruyi  dil  kushadan.  To  open  the  heart. 

Jti  i^j J  ruyi  dil  namudan.  To  be  generous, 

liberal.  (^'^>p  i^jj  ruy  didan,  To  favour,  be  par- 

tial to.  (.j;y^  lS'Jj  '>'uyi  zamln,  Surface  of  the 

ground.  J \^  (_5'j,j  rM_?/i /mr.  The  front.  Near. 
^^ii^ ruy  hardan,  To  turn  the  face  or  attention. 

^jl»S^(_^jj  ruyi  kaman,  The  face  of  a  bow,  that  part furthest  from  the  archer  when  he  shoots. 

^^^i^  ruyi  gul-gun,  A  rosy  complexion. 
(J.^  ruyi  nasU  adam,  The  noblest  of  men. 

Prophets.  Rest,  repose,  (j*^^*  l5'j j  namu- 
dan, To  happen,  come  to  pass.  To  occur  to  the 

mind.    To  shew  the  road,    (jj^ ^r^.i^^^^,  ti'jj/? 

ba  ruyi  yakdigar  birun  amadan,  To  come 
forth  against  one  another  (in  battle).  Roy,  Brass, 

jk^o  {^^j  roy  sufr.  Name  of  a  mixed  metal. 
A  riwa',  (v.  n.  of  i^Sjj)  Drinking  enough. 

Being  green  and  succulent  (a  tree).  Sweet,  whole- 
some water,  by  which  the  thirst  may  be  quenched. 

Abundance,  plentifulness. 

A  i^jj  rusa',  (pi.  of  V?.^  rMJ3/a')Visions,  dreams. 
Rusy,  Intense  darkness. 
A  rarmy,  The  last  letter  of  a  distich,  in 

which  all  the  verses  in  the  same  poem  terminate. 

If  this  letter  be  (J  lam,  the  poem  is  called  id^>as 

SAro^)  kasidat  lamiyat,  A  poem  ending  in  (J  lam. 

(Water)  sweet  and  quenching  the  thirst.  A  cloud 
pouring  forth  rain  in  large  drops.  A  full  draught. 

Rurciy,  The  countenance,  looks.  Elegance  of  look. 

A  rufiy,  A  handsome  countenance.  Ele- 

gance of  looks. 
p     J  roya.  Growing.  Any  thing  which  grows. 

A  bjj  rusya',  (pi.  i^jj  rusa')  A  vision,  dream. Intense  darkness. 

A  -*bjj  rusyat,  (pi.  (^^j  rusa')  A  dream,  vi- 
sion, bjjjuoo  ta^iri  ruyd.  The  interpretation  of 

a  dream,  p  bjj  ruyd  didan.  To  dream. 

p  iSjj^.jj  ruy-d-ruy,  Face  to  face. 
A  ̂jbjj  rusydn,(J.n.o^^J^J)  Seeing,perceiving. 

p  jjii..objj  roydmdan.  To  cause  to  grow.  To 
produce,  bring  forth.  To  excite,  stimulate. 

A  L<3u)jj  ruwaybizat,  (dim.  of  'LtoS\j  rdbizat) Mean,  contemptible  (man). 

p  ruy-band,  A  lady's  veil. 

p  lS^j  ruy-posh,  A  lady's  veil.  Gilded, plated.  Any  thing  whose  inside  and  outside  diflPer. 

A  rUiyat,  (v.n.of  iS^j)  Seeing.  Thinking, 
considering.  Knowledge,  opinion.  Sight,  vision. 

Consideration.  iOjj  bi  ghayr  rutyat,  Incon- siderately. 

A  Wjj  rawiyat,  Careful  consideration  of  any 
thing.  Necessity,  any  thing  necessary  to  the  com- 

pletion of  another ;  balance  of  a  debt ;  remainder. 

A  J^jj  ruwayjil,  (dim.  of  ̂ y^j  rajul  irregu- 
larly formed)  A  little  man,  a  manikin. 

A  i^jj  rawihat,  Convenience,  ease.  Repose. 
Joy  arising  from  attaining  an  object. 



^  'Vjj  rumayd,  (dim. of  sijj  rud)  A  gentle  pace. 
Gentle  driving.  f^S^jj  ruwaydak,  Go  thou  softly. 

'-^'^.Jj  runaydaka  ̂ mran,  Let  Amr  alone, 
softly  with  Amr !  ̂^'^l^j  ruroaydahani,  Softly 
with  me  !  ̂̂ l^i^^j^  rurvaydalmmam,  Softly  with 

me,  both  of  you!  ̂ j^^^^^^jjjuwaydalmmuni, 
Softly  with  me,  all  of  you!  run-ayda- 

hunnani,  Softly  with  me,  ye  women  !  \>j^*** 
Wjj  saru  sayran  ruwaydan,  They  travelled  at  an 

easy  pace.      ̂ >^.jj  ruwaydan,  Slowly,  by  degrees. 

A  ̂^'^Ijj  rimaydas:,  (^iSsijj  ruwaydiyat,  or 

ruwaydiyat)  (v.  n.  4  of  ti^  for  lijj)  Assist- 
ing, favouring.    Driving  gently.    Being  benevo- 

lent, kind,  easy.  Going  gently. 

p  tiU  ruy-dad,  Occurrence,  accident.  A 
statement  of  facts. 

Lijjj  ruy-dari,  Regard,  countenance. 
P  CJ't^Li        ruy-dast,  A  trick  in  wrestling. 

P  J*^  ijj J  ruy-dil,  Affable,  smiling. 

P  (jt^jj  ravi  or  ramdan,  To  go,  travel,  walk. 

^  j^-jj  rawiz,  Opinion.  rawizi gha- 
lib,  The  prevailing  opinion. 

P  i^jj  tj^j J  ruy-zard,  Pale-faced,  ashamed. 
Csy..3 J  ruwayziy,  A  mantle  or  scarf. 

p  CL^^  (j-jj  ruy-sahlit,  A  liniment  for  ting- 
ing the  hair  and  eye-brows  black. 

P  i_r^jj  ruyash,  His,  her,  or  its  face. 

p  aiia-lLii  ̂ JJJ  ruy-sMnahhta,  (or  ;_>»iUi5j 
ruy-shinas)  Conspicuous,  respectable. 

p  j^Loli/ij  t/jj  ruy-sJiinasan,  Acquaintances. 
p  dXLljj  rawishaiid,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A 

shield.  The  head. 

p  t^jj  ruy-shuya,  A  wash  or  cosmetic  lo- 
tion for  the  face. 

A  '^.•ij  ruwaygliat,  Stratagem,  trick,  artifice. 
A        J  ruwayfi^  Muhammad's  servant. 
p  jJi  {Jjj  roygar,  A  coppersmith,  brazier. 

P  jj  7uy-mal,  Wiping  the  face.  A  hand- 
kerchief, napkin,  sudary. 

P  jU^j J  roy-naz,  (or  (_jwU)._jj)  Madder. 
P  (^.jj  royan,  Madder.  Royin,  Brazen. 

p  6ii.-l>jj  royanda,  Growing :  what  grows. 

P  cfXl^jij  royang,  Madder. 
p  roy-nih,  A  tinman,  tinker.    One  who 

tins  brass  pots.  Any  thing  made  of  or  overlaid  with 

brass.  A  red  dye.  BMy-nih^  A  veil  for  the  face. 

p  &i^_5^jj  ruywana,  A  veil,  a  curtain. 
p  eOjj  ruya,  Facing,  towards.  Mode,  manner. 

Behaviour,  is-l^j  Qi^lyak  ruya,  Single-faced,  jii 

iOjj  du  ruya.,  Double-faced. 

A  &^->.jj  rawisat.  Careful  consideration,  mature 
deliberation. 

p  rondagi,  Vegetation,  growth. 

p  ̂ ^^■xi^J  rosidan,  To  grow,  increase. 

p  slCjwVjifjj  rondan-gah,  A  place  of  growth. 
Pjj,;i-jo J J  roji(^am,Whatever  grows;  vegetables. 

V  !5ii>*>jj  roiida,  Grown  up,  produced. 
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P  ij;V>._5 J  royin,  Brazen.  Bell-metal.  Red,  of 
a  red  tincture,  paint  used  for  the  face.  Name  of  a 

champion  of  Iran  ;  of  a  son  of  Afrasyab  :  of  the  son 
of  Piran  Visa  :  also  of  a  country. 

^  tr*  iJ^^Jj  roy'in-tan,  (Brazen-body)  Name  of Isfandyar.    Displaced,  dismissed.  The  stomach. 

ij^  u^l^-jij  royin-tani,  Dismissal.  Abdication. 
P  lL^I>-  (JJ^jj  royin-chang,  Brazen-clawed. 

^  ̂   ̂.■^■Jj  royin-khum,  A  brazen  drum. 
Pjii  royin-dij,  A  brazen  drum.  Name of  a  fortress. 

pjUo  (jOjij  royin-saz,  A  coppersmith. 
p  e^.jj  royina-tan,  (Brazen body)  Name  of 

Isfandyar.  The  stomach. 

p  j»=>-  e^i^.jj  royina-khum,  A  brazen  drum. 
p  jjl*  B.li^^jroyina-inal,A.i\oise  with  the  mouth. 

p  (_^U  s^l^j  royma-nay,  A  brazen  trumpet. 
p  »j  rah,  A  road.   Law,  rule,  custom.  Time, 

turn.  A  whole,  total.  Melody.   Intellect,  genius, 

(imper.  of  ̂ ^^MiJ  rastan)  Escape  thou,   ̂ jii^l  t>j 

T-aA  i</i(ac?an.  To  attack,  rob,  plunder.  Tobefal. 

(jii^  rah  hurdan,  To  find  the  road.  5*1=-  1>j 
rahijama-daran,  Name  of  one  of  the  notes  of  the 

lute  (perhaps  very  thrilling  or  doleful).  ̂ J\jS>  tj 

tjii,  rahi  hawan  raftan,  To  go  the  way  of,  or  to 

choose  poverty.  Ruh,  A  religious  life,  sanctity. 

A  »,  rah,  See  thou,  (for  eJ^  £i\  iUj  rah- 

matu'llah  ̂ layhi)1he.  mercy  of  God  be  upon  him  ! 
A  Jj  rahh.  Wide  and  shallow  (dish). 

p  U&j  raha,  Liberation,  escape.  Liberated.  liSj 

^^t:iJ^raha  hardan,  To  set  free,  discharge,  dismiss, 

quit,  leave,  discard,  abandon.  {J^^.^j  rahayaf- 
tan.  To  escape,  to  be  preserved. 

A  ̂liSj  rahas,  Wide  (woman).  A  large  district. 

Rihds,  (v.  n.  3  of  lj^J  for  jJ»j)  Drawing  near,  ap- 

proaching. Consenting,  (pi.  of ̂tt>j  rahw)  Aque- 

ducts. -^lJ^p\  ar''  ruhas,  Edessa. 
A  i-j-'^fc,  rahab,  (pi. of  eoUsj  rahabat)  Breast- 

bones. Rihab,  (pi.  of  rahh)  Sharp  points  of 

spears  or  arrows. 

A  Xjlfcj  ruhabat,  {rahabat,  SjlSj  ruhhabat,  or 

rahhabat)  The  breast-bone. 

A  'sjS\Stij  rahabinat,  {[Ji^^j  rahabin,  or  ̂ ^y^^ 

ruhbanun)  (pl.of  (JLJ^J  ruhban)  Christian  monks. 

p  d^j  rahad,  A  water-course.  A  traveller.  A note  in  music. 

A  'id\s>j  rahadat,  Softness,  tenderness. 

p  ̂^li^  rahadan,  To  set  free. 

A  ̂^'^^i>J  rahadin,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^•^J  rahdan,  rihdun, 

ruhdanjis^  dS^jruhdunnatf&ndi  (jj^iJ^  rulidun)'BiivAs resembling  sparrows. 

A  u^lj6j  rihas,  (v.n.Sof  L>=^)  Watching  an 
opportunity  of  arresting  a  debtor.    ■  ; 

A  (^l^j  rahhas,  One  who  prepares  clay  or  mor- 
tar for  building.  A  builder  of  mud  walls. 

A  rihat,  Household  furniture,  (pi.  is.laJ&,\ 

arhitat)  A  skin  whence  thongs  are  cut.     (pi.  of 

laiSj  rahi)  Skins  whence  thongs  are  cut. 

A  'ii\tt>j  rahafat,  (v.  n.  of    i^)  Being  thi. 
A         ruhak  or  riliah,  About  (a  hundred). 

A  |»\j6j  raham.,  Lean  flocks.  Riham,  (pi.  of'i^j rilimat)  Small,  gentle  (rains).  Ruham,  Numerous, 

copious.  A  great  number.  Timid  (bird,  in  oppo- 
sition to  a  falcon  or  similar  hunting-bird). 

p  plfcj  ruham,  One  of  the  twelve  champions. 

A  (j^J^  rihan,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^^^)  Betting  at  a  horse- 
race. (pl.ofj^iSj  rahn)  Parvus,  pledges. 

p        \)  rah-anjam,  A  complete  travelling-ap- 
paratus. A  horse.  A  courier,  messenger.  ij 

rah-anjami  i^uhant,  The  animal  whereon 
Muhammad  is  said  to  have  ridden  to  heaven  on  the 

night  called  mi^aj.  A  quiet,  tranquil  soul, 

^p  rahaindan,  To  set  at  liberty,  let  out 
of  the  hand  (a  hoi'se  or  bird).  To  snatch  away. 

p  jl*,  rahdv,  A  traveller  by  water.  An  aque- 
duct, a  canal. 

p     I  Jj  raA-awa?-,  A  traveller.  Rah-awar,  (or 

1  »j  rah-award)  An  elegant  present  (brought 
on  returning  from  a  journey). 

p  {^^j  rahawi,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
A  ij^^j  ruliawiy,  Of  the  city  of^Uj  (Edessa). 

p  (_P>)Aj  rahayish,  Freedom,  escape,  liberation. 

A  ̂^^^^  rahasin,  (pi.  of  HJJJ6j)Pledges,hostages. 
p  rahan.  Dismission,  liberation,  deliver- 

ance. Divorce.  Acquittal,  discharge,  freedom,  re- 

lease, escape,  relief,  (jii^ii  (_/^^  rahasl  dadan.  To 
give  liberty  or  escape,  to  release,    tj^slj.  (_^^ 

han  yaftan,  To  obtain  deliverance,  to  escape. 

p  (ji^  raha^i  bahhsh,  Giver  of  liberty. 

p  Is-  tJifc)  rahan-jd,  A  place  of  escape  or  de- 
liverance, a  refuge. 

A  *^^J  rahb,  (pi.  <-^^  rihab)  The  sharp  point 
of  spear  or  arrow.  A  lean  she-camel.  A  tall  camel. 
Rahab,  A  sleeve.  Rahab,  rahb,  ruhb,  {^J^^J  ruh- 

ban or  rahabdn)  (v.  n.  of  <—-•>;)  Fearing,  revering. 

A  f-\*i>j  rahbaj=  or  ruhbas,  Fear. 

p  ̂J'JS>Jrahban,  One  who  guards  the  way.  Ruh- 
bmi.  Pious  (said  to  be  derived  from  8,  ruh.  Sanc- 

tity, and  ̂ Jo  ban,  an  affix  denoting  Keeper). 

A  ruhban,  (pi.  (j;^.^^  rahdbin,  i^^j  ra- 
habinat, and  ̂ ^>^j  ruhbanun)  A  monk.  (pi.  of 

rdhib)  Monks,  Christian  priests. 

p  eoU"-  (j^^  ruhban-khana,  A  monastery. 
A  &jIiLj6j  rahbdniyat  or  ruhbdniyat,  A  monastic 

life,  monkery,  monkish  practices,  such  as  self-cas- 
tration, wearing  of  chains  round  the  neck,  or  put- 

ting on  of  sackcloth.  (j  ̂   rahba- 

myatafi'l  islam,There  is  no  monasticism  in  Islam. 

A  'i^j  7'ahbat,  (v.  n.  of  u_-*J»j)  Fearing.  Em- 
bracing a  monastic  life.  Monkery,  monachism. 

p  jkHj  rah-bar,  A  way-guide,  escort.  Demon- 

stration, proof.  j<i6j ̂ alb  lashkari  zafar-rah- 
bar,  A  victorious  army,  an  army  guided  to  victory. 

p  i^j^j  rah-bari,  Guidance,  direction,  leading. 

ftp/. 



li)*^ t/jj*)  rahbarl  kardan,  To  guide. 

A  (J-*;  rahhal,  Unintelligible  speech. 

A  i'^j  rahbalat,  A  particular  kind  of  pace. 

A  C^yAj  rahahut,  (or  rahahuta')  Fear. 
A  J^iSj  rahha'  or  ruhha  ,  Fear. 

A  ̂   ra/y  or  raJiaj,  Dust.  Tumult.  Rainless clouds. 

A  Soft,  delicate. 

A  ^^hiV>  Weak.    Soft,  delicate. 
A        rahd  or  rahad,  A  rubbing  violently. 

Pj\iiJ6j  rah-dar,  Toll-collector.  Highwayman. 
A  J  JJ&j  rahdal,  Weak,  silly,  foolish.  Rahdal, 

rihdil,  or  ruhdul,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  i^i^j  rahdan,  rihdan,  or  ruhdan,  (pi.  j^ii^j 
rahadin)  Pusillanimous,  base.  Foolish.  A  kind 

of  Mecca-sparrow. 

A  'i^ rahdanat,  Delay.  Detention,  let,  hin- 
drance. A  turning  round,  going  in  a  circle.  Rah- 

danat  or  ruhdunnat,  A  kind  of  Mecca-sparrow. 

A  uj'^j  ruhdun,  A  Mecca-sparrow.   A  liar. 

A  i\jSij  mAra/i,Wide  and  shallow  (dish).  Rah- 

7'ah,  (or  'ij^j  ruhruh)  Soft,  white  (body). 
p  ̂ jt>j  rah-rav,  A  traveller :  follower :  sectary. 

p  rah-ravan,  (pi.  of  j^^fej  ?-aA-mw)  Tra- 

vellers. ^^^J)^J  rah-ravani  azal,  Religious 

students.  {^3^j  rah-i^avani  7'ahi  akhi- 
rat,  Travellers  in  the  right  road  to  heaven.  ^JStij 

rah-rawani  sahar,  Those  who  watch  and  pray 

during  the  night.  (JlAflJ^la  (^^jj^^j  rah-ravani  ta- 
rtkat,  Followers  of  any  order.  The  four  elements. 

UJ'i^  Cj\?^ytj  '>'0-h-ravani  gardun,  The  planets. 

p  jj'jj  8j  rah-ravi,  Gait,  march,  pace,  walk. 

A  ijt>j  rahrali,  Soft  and  white  (body).  "Wide 
and  shallow  (dish). 

A  '^J^j  rahrahat,  (v.  n.  of  "i^j  Q)  Spreading 
(a  table)  from  liberality.  A  softness,  whiteness, 
and  beauty  of  the  colour  of  the  body. 

Ajfcj  rahz,  (or  (^^y^j  rahazan)  (v.  n.  o^y>J) 

Moving  one's  self,  wriggling.   Motion,  agitation. 

p  y^fcj  rah-zan,  A  highway-robber. 

p  {jij^j  rah-zani,  Highway-robbery,  cl}^ 
rah-zanl  kardan,  To  rob  on  the  highway. 

A  (j^j  rahs,  (v.  n.  of  (j»J>j)  Trampling,  tread- 
ing violently  under  foot. 

p        ij  rah-shah,  A  main  road,  royal  road. 

A  'iz^Stij  ruhshat,  (or  'iZtyLSbj  ruhskushat)  Li- 
berality accompanied  with  modesty. 

A  (^^Litij  ruhshush,  Liberal  and  modest. 
Abounding  in  milk  (a  camel). 

p  xL^j  rahsha,  Sesame-flour  mixed  up  with 
honey  and  milk. 

P  i^J^j  rahsJii,  Sesame-meal. 

A  f^jiit>j  rahs,  (v.  n.  of  (^>afcj)  Pressing,  squeez- 
ng.  Dunning  continually  (a  creditor).  Laying 
he  first  row  of  stones  in  a  wall,  building  (a  wall) 
vith  mud.  Vehement  pressure ;  a  hard  bite.  Re- 

»roof.  Incitement  to  haste.  Rihs,  The  lowest  row 
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of  stones  in  a  wall.  A  mass  of  clay  or  mortar  for 

building.  Rahas,  (v.  n.  of  (^^)  Being  lamed  in 
the  frog  by  a  stone  (a  horse). 

A  &<aJbj  rahsat,  The  friction  or  wearing  away 
of  a  hoof  by  a  stone. 

A  )aS>j  raht,  (v.  n.  of  lafcj)  Devouring  vora- 
ciously by  large  mouthsful.  (pi.  \ai>J\  arhut,  laJb^ 

arahit,  is>ljfc,\  arhat,  and  ̂ ^^^  arahit)  A  family 
or  tribe  of  men  (without  women)  under  ten.  (pi. 

]o\i>j  rUiat)  A  kind  of  petticoat  of  leather  reaching 

to  the  knees,  worn  by  girls  and  sometimes  by  wo- 
men (the  rest  of  the  body  naked)  slashed  at  the 

sides  and  bottom  for  the  conveniency  of  walking. 

An  enemy.  )aS>j  zamu  rahtin.  Assembled  to- 
gether. Rahat,  A  family  or  tribe  of  men  (with- 

out women)  under  ten. 

A  >Ua>j  ruhatdf,  (or  SiaJSj  ruhatat)  The  hole 
through  which  the  jerboa  throws  up  the  earth. 

A  rahta  ,  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  I — a&j  rahf,(Y.  n.  of  ̂_2J^J)  Whetting  (a  sword). 
Rahaf,  (v.  n.  of  i—flfc,)  Being  thin. 

A  rahah,  (v.  n.  of  ,3^)  Approaching,  fol- 
lowing, entering,  being  near.  Touching.  Adhering. 

Keeping  close  behind  so  as  nearly  to  tread  on  the 
heels.  Covering,  darkening.  Hastening.  Lying. 
Overspreading.  Madness,  levity,  folly,  ignorance. 

Haste,  velocity.  Iniquity,  oppression.  Transgres- 
sion of  the  law.  The  commission  of  a  forbidden  act. 

Compulsion  to  attempt  what  is  beyond  one's  power. 

A  i^^^j  rahaha  ,  Quickness  of  pace. 
A  rahh,  (v.  n.  of  t^^iJ^)  Grinding  coarsely 

betwixt  two  stones,  bruising,  braying  hard.  Fa- 

tiguing by  excessive  venery.  Staying  in  one  place. 
A  good  work. 

A  ralikat.  Weakness.  Rahahat,  A  weak 

she-camel.  Rahahat  or  ?'M/ta/j«);,Aworthless fellow. 

rah-kushay,  Opening  a  road. 

Pj^iiXj&j  rah-guzar,  A  ̂ Jass,  passage,  road,  the 
meeting  of  two  or  more  roads.  A  traveller.  A 

guard,  patrole,  watch. 

Pj(^Xfcjra/«-^/'Mza?-,Atraveller.An  accident,event. 

p  {Jj'^^j  rah-guzar'i,  A  pass,  a  passage.  A 
meeting  of  two  or  moi-e  roads. 

p  ij  rah-gushay.  Name  of  the  17th  day 
of  the  month  according  to  the  aera  of  Yazdagird. 

p         ij  rah-goi/  or  gui/,  A  singer,  musician. 

p  jf  ij  rah-gir,  A  traveller. 
A  ̂fcj  rahal,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj^)  Shaking,  being 

loose  and  flabby  (flesh).  Swelling,  being  inflated 

(without  disease).  Yellow  water  accompanying 
the  fogtus.  Rahil,  Loose,  soft,  and  tremulous 

(flesh).    Rihal,  A  thin  cloud. 

A  (j^^j  raha7)ian,  A  swinging  from  side  to  side 
in  the  pace  of  a  camel. 

A  'i^j  rihmat,  (pi.  riham  and  riham) 
Gentle  rain,  small  and  incessant. 

A        rahmaj.  Large,  spacious. ^  8  a 

A  rahmasat,  (v.  n.  of  (j^fcj  Q)  Con- 
cealing.   Meditating  an  oblique  (injury). 

A  j^fc,  7'ahn,  (v.  n.  of  j^fc,)  Pledging,  giving 
in  pawn,  depositing.  Tying  (the  tongue).  Being 

firm,  established,  and  perennial.  Establishing,  fix- 

ing, rendering  perpetual,  (pi.  j^Ub,  rihan,  ij^fc,  ru- 

hun,  ̂ fcj  ruhun,  and  (jrvJSj  rahiri)  A  pledge,  pawn. 

A  hostage.  JU  ̂fcj  rilmu  malin,  A  steward  of 
an  estate.    Ruhun,  (pi.  of  ̂ JSbJ  rahn)  Pledges. 

A  rahnamaj,  (from  p  s^\ss>j  rah-nama^ 
A  mariner's  chart.    A  road-book. 

p  (J^io  rah-nishin,  A  way-side  beggar.  A 
houseless  traveller.  A  postman,  courier.  A  high- 

way-robber.   A  toll-collector. 

p  lf.fcj  rah-nama,  A  guide,  pilot,  escort.  f■^Jl^\Sb 

_j       hadiA  hah  u  rah-namayi  subul, 
The  guide  to  truth,  and  the  director  to  the  way  of 

righteousness  (an  epithet  of  Muhammad). 

j^^^  rah-nainayi  lashkar,  An  army-guide.  ̂  

liJfcj  b'l  rah-namd.  Without  a  guide. 

P  ij^j  rah-namay,  A  road-guide. 
p  t^^^j  rah-naman,  Conduct,  guidance. 

p  {^^j  rali-namun,  A  guide,  pilot,  escort. 

p  ̂ ^ji^J  rah-namuni.  Guidance,  escort. 

F  lij^  ij  rah-namard,  A  hoi'se.  Swift  of  foot 
(man  or  beast).  Any  person  or  thing  which  rolls 
along  the  road.    A  beggar. 

A  rahw,  (v.  n.  of  Ifcj  for  ̂ j)  Going  softly. 

Standing,  sitting,  or  going  wide,  straddling.  Being 

kind  and  easy.  Becoming  calm  (the  sea).  Rest. 

A  calm.  (pi.  Astij  rihai)  An  aqueduct  to  a  town. 
A  furrow,  ditch,  canal,  pipe,  or  any  water-course. 

High  ground.  Low  ground  in  Avhich  water  col- 
lects. A  crowd  of  men.  A  kind  of  bird,  a  crane. 

The  expansion  of  a  bird's  wings.  The  space  between 
the  legs  when  straddling.  A  way  round  a  market, 

by  the  sides  of  which  sit  the  venders  of  commodi- 

ties.   A  woman  wide  and  roomy. 

p  ruhu,  Custom,  rite,  law,  institute.  Trace, 

mark,  vestige.  Ruhu  or  raliu,  Name  of  a  moun- 
tain in  Ceylon,  upon  which  Adam  is  said  to  have 

alitrhted  when  turned  out  of  Paradise. 

p        rahwa,  A  swift,  ambling  horse. 
A  7-ahwdj,  Easy-going  (horse). 

AJ^^J^J  rahwar.  An  ambling,  easy-going  nag, 

a  high-blooded  horse,  a  I'oadster.  J^^j  (Jx«am  sa- 
mandi  rahroar,  A  swift  hoi"se. 

P  L^jVt)  I'J^e  easy  pace  of  a  horse. 
A  5j^?'a/i/mi,  High  ground.  Low  ground  where 

water  collects.   Gutters,  kennels,  water-courses. 

A  •^^j  rahuj,  Weak,  tender,  soft. A  i-^-^j  rahwajat,  Easy  pace  of  a  horse. 

A  s^iijfc;  rahmad'iyat,  Favour,  kindness.  Gen- 
tleness, softness.    Assistance,  aid. 

Pj^JSj  7'aliwar,  A  traveller.  An  easy-going  nag. 

A  (^j^  ralimas,  A  glutton. A  ̂ ^St>j  rahuh,  Swift,  wide-stepped  (she-camel). 



A  '■^^j  rahwah,  Fat  (kid  or  doe).  Delicate 

(youth). 

A  'i^^j  rahwakat,  (v.  n.  of  i^j*;  Q)  Being 
moved.  Walking  with  a  rolling  pace,  shaking.  A 
laxity  in  the  joints  from  walking. 

A  rahum,  Lean  (sheep).  (A  man)  who 

forms  an  opinion  without  proper  inquiry.  Weak 

in  one's  actions  and  opinions. 

A  ̂ J^i>J  ruhun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^fc,)  Being  lean.  Be- 
ing firm,  fixed,  lasting,  (pi.  of       rahn)  Pledges. 

A  (J^ysj  ralma,  Wide,  roomy  (woman). 
F       r alii,  A  slave.  This  person.  A  traveller. 

V  OLfc,  rah-yab,  One  who  discovers  a  way, 
or  a  new  mode  of  doing  any  thing. 

A  rahyasat,  (v.n.  ofl^  Q)  Being  weak 
in  mind  or  counsel.  Being  languid,  debilitated,  im- 

potent. Planning  any  work  and  setting  about  it  in 

earnest.  Putting  on  a  load  without  tying  it  fast. 

Being  driven  about  and  threatening  rain  (a  cloud). 

Weakness.  Delay,  hesitation,  slowness.  The  load 

on  one  side  (of  a  horse)  hanging  lower  than  the 

other.  Watering  of  the  eyes  (from  age  or  study). 

A  &|J^J  raliiyat,  Wheat  in  the  ear  rubbed  be- 
tween the  hands,  bruised  and  boiled  with  milk. 

A  iO^j  rahldat,  A  soft,  delicate  girl.  Bruised 
wheat  and  milk. 

p  i^O^^j  raJiidan,  To  escape,  be  liberated. 

p  35  Jv.^  rahida,  Dismissed,  set  free,  escaping. 

A  i^J^SOj  raJfish,  (A  camel)  having  little  flesh 
on  the  back.  Spare  of  flesh.  Weak,  slack,  slender. 

A  thin  sword  or  spear-head,  a  light  arrow.  A  slen- 
der bow,  the  string  of  which  strikes  against  the 

middle  in  shooting.  Earth  that  will  not  adhere  to- 

gether. A  (horse's)  cutting  of  one  foot  with  the 
other  in  travelling.  A  camel  giving  plenty  of  milk. 

A'iZ^iSijraltishatyA.  camel  giving  plenty  of  milk. 
A  ̂ ,jAiS>j  rahls,  Hurt  in  the  feet  by  the  stones 

and  limping  (ahorse).  A  hoof  so  injured.  Savage, 

cruel  (lion).  A  man's  surname. 
A  la^fej  ruhayt,  (dim.  of  \a3>j  raJii)  A  few  men. 
A  raliif,  Thin-edged  (sword)  and  sharp 

in  the  middle  of  the  curvature. 

A  ̂ jt^'j  Wine. 
A  i^iA^  raliik,  Ground  or  bruised  small. 

p  7-ahin,  Pledged.  A  hostage.  Depen- 
dence, connection. 

A  eJ^fcj  rahin,  (pi.  ̂^^^j  raliann)  Pledged, 
pawned,  given  as  a  hostage:  a  pledge,  (pi.  of  ̂^JSj 

rahn)  Pledges,  p  jjii^ii  (J^^  rahin  dadan,  To 

pawn.  cXi^  raJiin  giriftan,To  take  a  pledge. 

A  'i^i^j  rah'inai,(j)l.  f^i\s>j  r  aha  An)  Any  thing 
given  in  pledge. 

p  ̂ jj  ray,  The  capital  of  Persian  Irak. 

A  rayy,  (v.  n.  of  (Jjjj)  Watering,  sprin- 
kling, drawing  water,  presenting  it  or  drinking  to  a 

friend.  Tying  on  a  load.  Rayy  or  riy,  (v.  n.  of 

i^jj)  Satisfying  thirst.  Being  green  and  succulent 
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(a  tree).  Greenness  and  succulence  of  a  tree.  Easy 
circumstances.  Whatever  pleases  the  eye.  (pi. 

of  ra^y)  Opinions,  views,  doctrines.  Riy,  A 
handsome  countenance  or  appearance. 

A        rif,  Sight,  vision. 

A  Ijj  rayya',  (fem.  of  (jl?,  rayyan)  (A  woman) 
quenching  thirst.  An  agreeable  smell. 

A  riyas,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ J^J)  Acting  with  dis- 
simulation. Studying  to  be  seen  by  men.  Fearing. 

Hypocrisy.     Dissimulation,  subterfuge,  evasion, 

affectation.    Quantity,    i  s\>_j  riy  at  aljin,  A 

hundred  apparently,  O _j*>.  huyidi  riyas,  Op- 

posite houses,  or  other  buildings,  -^b^  hawmi 
riyas,  Antagonists,  men  facing  one  another. 

A  I— .^bj  risab,  (pi.  of  u-jIj  rasb)  Herds  of  ca- 
mels. Great  chieftains.  Cracks  or  chinks  in  pots, 

(pi.  of  k^jj  rusbat)  Solders  and  such  like  things 
for  mending  broken  dishes. 

A  (— rayyab,  Alarming,fearful,inauspicious. 

A  Oll^  7Hsat,  (pl.of  '^j  risat)  The  lungs. 

A  ̂ bj  rayah,  Wine.  Rayah  or  riyah,  After- 
noon.   Riyah,  (pi.  of  ̂   rih)  Winds.  Odours. 

A  &s>-bj  riyahat,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ jj)  Being 
at  the  point  of  accomplishing  an  object,  and  re- 

joicing thereat. 

A  cXf^^"j  ''^iyo.hin,  (pi.  of  (j^^  rayhan)  Odo- 
riferous herbs.  Hyacinths. 

A  iibj  riyad,  (v.  n.  of  for  lijj)  Seeking.  Go- 
ing in  quest  of  forage  and  water.  The  to  and  fro 

motion  of  a  camel  when  pasturing. 

A  riyazat,  The  profession  of  an  architect 

or  master-builder  ( raz). 

A  (_)*jbj  risas,  The  hilt,  or  a  ring  of  silver  or 
iron  on  the  head  of  the  hilt  of  a  sword.  A  sword- 

belt.  Beginning  (of  business). 

A  auob,  risasat,  (v.n.of^^)  Governing,  rul- 
ing. Government,  dominion,  headship,  command. 

A  tjj^b^  rayash,  Hairy  about  the  face  and  ears 
(she-camel).  Riyash,  A  splendid  vest  painted  and 
ornamented.  Plenty  of  provisions,  abundance  of 

wealth,  (pi.  of  (j^.^  risk)  Feathers. 

A  1'ayyo.sh,  One  who  feathers  arrows. 

A  (^bj  riyaz,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^jj)  Train- 

ing, or  breaking  in  (a  colt),  (v.  n.  3  of  i^'^j  for 
i^jojj)  Striving  to  conciliate,  coaxing,  soothing, 

(pi.  of  rawzat)  Gardens,  p  p\  i^jo\lj  i^t^Mij 
rashki  riyaziir-am,  The  envy  of  the  garden  oflram. 

A  X^b^  riyazat,  (v.n.of  for  (^jj)  Break- 
ing in  (a  colt).  Teaching,  training.  Discipline. 

Exercise.  Abstinence,  mortifying  the  flesh,  auste- 

rity. CI>^b^  ̂ fc\a7<Zir?'?/a2a^,Abstemious,austere. 

P(ji,ji^tIL^^bj  riyazat-kesh,  Ascetical,  sober. 
p  eCib  ulA^bj  riyazat-yafta,  Trained,  broke 

in.  »ujb  b  cl^bj  riyazat-na  yafta.  Not  bi'oke 
in,  untrained. 

A  ̂ji^^bj  riyaziy.  Disciplinary.  isl*o\>_j  p^jis- 
^lumi  (or  ̂^j-^  fununi)  riydziya,  Mathematics, 

t 

the  exact  sciences. 

A  isbj  riy  at,  (pi.  of  &la^^  ray  tat)  Veils  of  one 

piece  of  cloth. 

A  ̂..j  riya^  (pi.  of  e^.j)  High  grounds,  hills. 
A  ̂ bj  riyagh,  Fruitfulness,  plenty. 
A  'i—s\>j  riyaghat,  A  place  for  wrestling. 

Pj^b^  riya-har,  A  hypocrite. 
A  Jbj  7Hml,  (pl.of  rad)  Young  ostriches. Name  of  certain  stars. 

A  Jb^  riyal,  (v.  n.  of  for  Jj^)  Slavering 
(an  infant).  Spittle,  saliva. 

A        risalat,  (pl.of  J^)  Young  ostriches. 

^  ̂J^..jrayyan,{^\.AjjriKas)  One  whose  thirst 
is  quenched.  The  beginning  of  youth.  Full  of  juice. 

Florid,  flourishing.  ̂ \  jabalu'r  i-ayyan, 
Name  of  a  mountain  in  Tayy  which  never  ceases 
flowing  with  water. 

A  Jpbj  rayanih,  (pi.  of  aiu jj)  Muddy  waters. 

A  P  j_^b_j  riy  ail,  A  hypocrite,  sophist. 
A  u-Oj  rayb,  (v.n.  of  l-J^  for  l-^j)  Doubting, 

suspecting.  Offending,  scandalizing.  Adverse  for- 
tune. Danger.  Doubt,  suspicion,  scandal.  Neces- 

sity, bad  fortune,  danger,  (— raybu'l mu- 
nun,  Adversity,  fatal  misfortune,  death,  p  i— (3 

bj  J  bi  rayb  u  riya,  Without  dissimulation  and 
hypocrisy ;  undisguised. 

p  ̂b>j  ribaj,  Sorrel.  A  graff"-stock. p  j__j*sLjj  rebas,  A  sour  herb,  sorrel,  rhapontic. 
A  ribas,  Name  of  a  plant  good  for  small- 

pox, measles,  and  plague. 

A  Jbj;  risba.l,  (pi.  o-ambil  and  ra- 
sabil)  A.\ioTi.  Infirm  old  man.  A  long  twining  herb. 

Rapacious(wolf).  Villainous(robber).  An  only  son. 

A  rtbat,  (v.  n.  of  (_->^  for  i—o^)  Offending, 

scandalizing.  Doubt.  Opinion.  Suspicion.  Scan- 
dal. ahluW  ribat,  People  of  doubtful  or 

disreputable  character.  CI.*.-^.  baytu'r  rtbat, 
A  tavern  :  a  gaming-house  :  a  brothel. 

p  7-aybad,  Name  of  a  plain  celebrated  as 
the  scene  of  the  combat  of  the  twelve  champions. 

See  ̂   idj\jd  durvazda  rukh. 
A  (J-fttj  raybal.  Fleshy  (woman  or  she-camel). 
A  7'iyat,  (v.  n.  of  (_5jj)  Being  kindled  (a  fire). 

Emitting  sparksof  fire  (the  stick  zand).  Tinder, 

or  any  thing  which  catches  fire. 

A  »Jj  7'isat,  (pi.  O'o,  risat  and  rifun)  The 

lungs,  'ii^s  CJ>\h  zatu'r  risat,  An  inflammation  in 
the  lungs,  peripneumony. 

A  '^>_j  ra-yyat,  A  filling  with  water,  watering. 
(A  fountain)  abounding  in  water.  Abundance. 

Riyat,  Sight,  perception,  knowledge.  A  fountain 

abounding  in  water. 

p  ̂b;^j  i-itanaj.  Resin. 
p  eCV^  7'ita,  The  dyeing  fruit  of  an  Indian  tree, 

p  ̂ ^.j  7'itiyanaj,  A  kind  of  sea-crab. A  rays,  (v.  n.  of  C->^  for  tlOj)  Delay- 

ing, hesitating.    Coming  slowly  or  late  (news). 



Quantity,  space,  measure. 

A  li^j  rayyis,  Slow,  tardy,  dull. 
A        raysama,  So  long  as,  as  soon  as.  Whilst. 

p  eS^j  richala,  {ovj^j  ridiar)  A  confection, 
electuary,  preserved  fruits.  Any  thing  made  from 

sheep's  milk. 

A  ̂   rVi,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  windy  (the  day). 
Striking  any  thing  (wind).  Feeling  the  wind,  and 

beginning  to  bud  (a  tree),  (pi.  ̂ jj'  arwah,  ̂ ^j^ 

aryah,  rhjah,  and  ̂   riyah)  Wind.  Odour, 
smell,  exhalation.  Victory,  superiority.  Power. 

Happiness,  prosperity.  Assistance.  Good,  excel- 

lent, pure  (thing).  Pity,  compassion.  ^ 

rlhi  januhi,  The  south  wind.  t-->ii.ii  ̂   rihul 
hadah,  Wind  in  the  back,  or  a  wound  or  sore  ap- 

pearing in  the  neck.  ^  rlhi  tayyiha,  Fra- 
grance.   Riyah,  (pi.  of  ̂   rVi)  Winds. 

A  ̂   rayyih,  Pleasantly  windy  (day).  Fra- 
grant, sweet-smelling. 

A  (j^Jt;  rayhan,  The  support  of  life.  A  son. 
Offspring.  A  kind  of  writing.  A  hyacinth.  An 
odoriferous  herb,  as  sweet  basil :  also  the  leaf  or 

tip  of  it.  p  (Jjbb  U^J  ''^3/^'^^^'  tatari,  Hand- 
some, well-looking,  lij^ii  ̂ j^s^  rayhani  dawud, 

Chickweed,  lij  (jW;  rayhani  zard,  The  sun's 

rays,  a  ̂J*wi3^  i^^J  '''oyhanu  sh  shvyuhh,  Name 
of  a  flower,    eola^^  j  w\  suhhana'llah  iva 
rayhanahu,  Imploring  a  subsistence  from  God. 

A  ajlajj  rayhanat,  A  sort  of  odoriferous  herb. 
A  handful  of  basil. 

A  Xipj  rihat,  Wind. 

A  'istj  rayyihat,  (or  wgj  rihal)  A  plant  ger- 
minating at  the  root  of  the  thorny  shrub  isUaP  ̂ - 

zah,  remaining  from  last  year.  Grass  which  grows 

from  the  coolness  of  the  night  without  rain. 

^         7'Vii,  Windy,  flatulent. 

A  ̂   rayhh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ )  Being  loose, 
remiss,  relaxed,  fatigued.  Straddling,  being  wide 

between  the  thighs.  Having  a  prolapsus  ani.  Pro- 
lapsus ani. 

p  ̂   rihh,  Thin  excrement  in  a  diarrhoea.  ^ 
^lij  rlhh  zadan,  To  have  liquid  stools. 

p  (j^fi^j  rekhlnn,  A  dark-coloured  acid  prepa- 

ration of  sheep's  milk  and  flour.  Dry  grass.  The 
Euphrates. 

p  rekhtagl,  Eff'usion. 
P  ;J^i^re7Jiifaw,  To  pour,  infuse,  diffuse.  To  cast, 

melt.  To  scatter,  disperse, break  in  pieces.  To  flow. 

P  bjiSjii  1  i\^JjJstj  rekhtangdhi  db  dar  dar- 
yd,  An  estuary,  frith,  mouth  of  a  river. 

P  (J^^  reA/iia?M,Ascattering,dispersion.  Capa- 
ble of  being  poured  in  orinjected.  Any thingthrown 

about  on  festive  occasions  (as  money,  flowers,  &c.). 

V  s3jiijrehhta,Vo\\Ye&.  Castor  founded.  Scat- 
tered. A  syrup  or  medicinal  fireparation  from  su- 

gar. An  egg  beat  and  fried.  Mortar,  plaster.  A 

sort  of  language  formed  of  the  Persian  and  Hin- 
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dustani  mixed,  in  which  many  poems  have  been 
written.    A  stone-house. 

p  aoigj  rekhtagar,  A  melter  of  brass  or  cop- 
per, one  who  makes  any  kind  of  fusile  works. 

^ '^^^'^'^''j  The  bezoar-stone. 

P  ̂ ^i^  rihldn,  Troubled  with  diarrhoea,  loose. 

PjAi^  rihhiz,  A  plough-tail.   A  ploughshare. 

A  jJj  rayd,  (pi.  (^y>,j  ruyud)  The  salient  angle 
of  a  mountain.    Rid,  Wish,  desire. 

A  CiJj  risd,  Equal  in  age,  wealth,  or  manners. 
Narrow,  tight.    A  slip,  a  shoot. 

A  isij  raydat,  (or&31iX?j)  Soft-blowing  (wind). 
p  tiJiVj  raydah  or  ridak,  A  servant  boy.  A 

beardless  youth. 

p  ̂J^ly^..J  ridahdn,  Little  boys. 

p  (jtVj  r'ldan,  To  ease  nature,  to  stool.  To  be 
stupefied. 

A  ̂j^^iVj  rayza^dn,  A  camel  that  carries  mer- 
chant's wares.  A  camel's  load  of  merchandize. 

A rayr,  (v.n.of,\j  for y^)  Having  a  plenteous 

year.  Slaver  running  from  a  child's  mouth.  Rayr 
or  rir,  Thin  marrow,  corrupted  and  black, 

A         rayrah,  (or  ̂^ji.j  rayzaK)  Nightshade. 

p y>_j  rez,  An  egg  beat  together.  Bruised  small, 
minute.  A  little  boy.  A  cheesecake  made  with  yolks 

of  eggs  and  saff'ron.  Any  thing  fusile  or  friable.  A 
small  thing,  crumbled  or  reduced  to  powder.  Afflu- 

ence, wealth.  A  cup,  goblet,  bowl.  Will,  desire, 

concupiscence.  A  drop  left  at  the  bottom  of  a  cup. 

Mercy,  (in  compos,  from  ̂ J^i^  rekhtan,  or  (jiVj^j 

rezidan),  Pouring,  scattering,  (.dJulj^  ashk-rez, 

Shedding  tears.  ^^y>-  khun-rez,  A  shedder  of 

blood.  J^jj^  i/ta/tctj'-re^,  Dropping  sugar. 

y>,j  ̂rak-rez.  Sweating.  guhar-rez.  Strew- 

ing jewels.  y>,j  J.fc^  haldhil-rez,  Scattering  poi- son or  venom. 

P  '^^jf.j  rezdb.  Dirty  water  that  runs  off"  from 
baths,  wash-houses,  &c. 

P  Ci)lHj  (oi"  ]y>.j  rezd)  Scattering,  pour- 
ing. Raining  (cloud  or  sky).  Melting,  casting. 

Poured,  fusile.  Conveniences,  affluence.  Desire, 

wish.  (J  Jwi  (jI^j  re2'a?2  s/iMt?aw,To  be  pouring.  To 
be  poured.  f^\j>jjjOj^  j  uli''  bddi  hhizdyi  u 
sarsari  rezdn,  The  autumnal  wind,  boisterous,  and 

scattering  (the  leaves  of  the  trees). 

p  ̂^i^^]}>j  rezdndan,  To  pour. 

Pj^jj^.j  I'l^z  rez,  Bit  by  bit.  Drop  by  drop. 
p  rezish,  Fusion,  pouring.  A  flowing  in 

small  quantities,  a  scattering.  A  running  at  the  nose. 

p  ij^i^j^j  rizfin,  The  jujube.  A  wooden  shovel. 

p  f^jlj  rezagi,  A  scrap,  bit.  Small  coin  (as 
four-rupee  pieces). 

"tna  rez,  A  lean,  lank  fellow.  A 
species  of  small  cucumber. 

p  dJU^^  rezndh,  Friable,  crumbled  small. 
P  rezndn  or  rezandn.  Bar  of  a  door. 

P  i^<^yi.j  rezandagi,  A  copious  eff'usion. 

P  t>y..j  rcza.  Broken  small.  Very  minute  (ani- 
mal, vegetable,  or  mineral).  A  crumb.  An  egg 

beaten  up  and  fried.  A  scrap,  piece,  bit,  orts.  Small 

coin.  A  kind  of  cock.  Children  employed  in  ma- 

son-work, and  who  receive  one-half,  or  a  third,  of 

a  man's  pay.  The  young  of  any  animal.  Sjjj 
pil-reza,  A  young  elephant.  rezan  fi- 

min.  The  stars,  ̂ jii-w*  ij>j  reza  shudan,  To  be  bro- 
ken or  pounded  small. 

p  ]as-  %y)j  reza-hhat,  Fine-striped,  thin-lined. 

p ijij  reza-khwur,  An  eater  of  fragments or  orts.    A  gleaner. 

p  iy>j        reza  reza,  Scraps,  pieces :  in  bits. 

p  ij>^j  ij>j  reza  reza  karda,  Broken  in small  pieces. 

Pj^  iy>_j  reza-Jidr,  Neat,  nice.  Shrewd,  clever. 
p  i^j  reza-kdri.  Neatness,  gracefulness, 

elegance.    Shrewdness,  cleverness. 

p  Lfji.j  rezi,ATi  overflowing.  Mercy, clemency. 

ijy>..j  f'^~'i  l>i  fez.  Shew  mercy.  Pour  adi-aught. 
p  {^'y!.y>..j  rezidan,  To  be  dissolved,  broken  in 

pieces.  To  be  scattered,  bruised,  melted.  To  pour, 

diflfuse,  scatter.  To  rot.  To  be  wearied,  disgusted. 

p  8  Jk^J^j  rezida.  Dispersed,  melted.  Fallen  in 
pieces.  Rotten.  Displeased.  The  herb  Cyprus. 

^U^JvJ  Most  minute. p  J^j  rlj,  Desire,  concupiscence.  Hilly  ground. 

p  '^yi.j  rljah,  Transgression.  A  slip,  fall. 

A  {j^.j  rays,  (v.  n.  of  for  Holding 
fast.  Overcoming.  Being  raised  above  the  people. 

Rays,  (or  rayasdn)  (v.  n.  of  (_^^  for  {^.j) 

Being  proud,  walking  with  a  haughty  air. 

A  (j^jrasis,  A  head,  chief,  principal,  president, 
commander.  A  citizen.  The  captain  of  a  ship.  A 

pilot.  Wounded  in  the  head  {t^^j  raj^s). 

p  ̂ J^J  rls,  (in  compos.)  Spinning.  Scattering. 
One  who  uses  diligence.  Buzzing.  A  design,  a  pat- 

tern for  embroidery.  Anger.  Force,  violence.  A 

vaulted  edifice  of  Khusraw  Parwez.  i^j-*>.j  i-ibjb 

bdrih-ris,  Sighing.  Res,  Thick  broth.  Spinning. 

A  {j^j  rayyis,  A  head,  chief,  chieftain. 
p  ̂ ^dJA^j  rlsdnldan,  To  excite  to  diligence. To  make  spin. 

p  rlstan,  To  buzz.  To  use  diligence.  To 

scatter.  To  weep,  to  mourn  for  the  dead.  To  sigh. 

To  descend  (into  a  well  or  the  sea).  To  evacuate 

faeces.  Rlstan  or  t^estan,  To  spin,  to  twist. 
p  rlsmdn,  A  rope,  thread,  twine,  string, 

cord.  ̂ jZ^i^y.^^^  rlsmdni  kishtl,  A  cable,  hawser. 

p  8i^ju»Jj  rlsanda,  A  spinner. 

p  ̂ _^>.J  resl,  A  sort  of  grape. p  rlsldan,  To  spin,  twist.  To  cry  aloud, 

lament.  To  be  diligent.  To  buzz.  To  scatter.  To 
void  excrement. 

A  ̂ J^J  raysh,  (v.  n.  of  for  y^j)  Fitting 
and  gluing  feathers  (to  arrows).  Collecting  wealth 

and  furniture.  Giving  meat  and  drink  and  cloth- 



ing  to  a  friend.  Leafy  herbage.  Rish,  (pi.  (_>i>^j^ 
aryash  and  riyasli)  A  feather.  A  splendid 

vest  painted  and  adorned.  Plenty  of  provisions, 

much  wealth,  the  conveniences  of  life.  J:.lJ>\  0)i 
zatur  risk,  A  plant  resembling  southernwood.  KjU 

muat  hi  rishiha,  A  hundred  complete.  Ra- 
yash,  Abundance  of  hair  in  the  ears  and  about  the 

face.  Rayish,  Leafy,  feathery  (herbage). 

p  (jl>^  resh,  A  wound,  sore,  pimple,  scar ;  pus, 
matter.  Thick  pottage  made  of  bruised  wheat  boiled 

to  a  consistency,  (in  comp.)  Wounded  or  wound- 

ing, (ji^^ii  dil-resh,  Wounded  in  the  heart.  Risk, 
The  beard.  Wool.  A  tunic,  cloak,  or  loose  upper 

garment ;  also,  a  dress,  suit  of  clothes  for  festive 
occasions.  Violence,  atrocity,  fury,  indignation. 

A  leaf^)f  the  palm-tree.  ̂ J'^J3^  uHj 
awardan,  To  become  bearded.  JJ  (J:^jrishi  buz, 

Goat's  beard,  an  herb,  ̂ ^li^ii  ̂̂ ^J^CLmui^j  li  t^J^j 
risk  dar  dasti  hase  dadan,  To  give  one's  beard,  i.  e. 

to  entrust  one's  affairs  to  any  one.  U^-j  '''^^^'-^ 
kazi,  A  linen  strainer ;  also  the  corner  of  it  trickling 

with  wine.  ̂ ^dJ^ f^lj  rish  handan,  To  labour  in 
vain.  j\i  rishi  gav,  The  beard  of  a  cow  (a 

proverbial  saying  whena  man  does  any  thing  mean, 

as  unworthy  of  his  beard).  The  halter  of  a  cow.  A 

fool.  Covetous,  gi-eedy. 

A  ̂ J^j  rayyish,  Leafy,  feathery  (herbage). 

p  ̂y^\JLlJ  rishanl,  Having  a  long  beard. 

p  &s»  (jiJ.j  rish-hacha,  The  beard  under  the  lips. 
A  small  beard. 

p       I j>  {^J^.j  '''^sh  bar  amada,  Ulcerated. 

A  'i^.j  rishat,  A  single  feather. 
p  ̂ \lL>_j  rish-tab,  A  curling  beard. 

p  i^x^.j  rishtan,  To  be  diligent.  To  buzz.  To 
spin.  To  set  at  liberty,  to  absolve. 

p  i>jJ^,j  r'lshta,  Any  thing  twisted  (as  a  match, 
candle-wick,  or  linstock).  Slices  of  paste  put  in 

soup,  macaroni. 

p  rlsh-lihand,  Adulation,  flattery,  ful- 

some compliments.  Ridicule.  Hope,desire.  Laugh- 
ing, risible.  A  flatterer,  a  sycophant.  An  ass.  jj^j 

fjdj^ yih'  rish-khand  hardan,To  ridicule,to  deride. 

p  f^Sx^^-j  rtsh-khandi,  Risibility.  A  laugh- 
ing-stock. A  proverbial  saying  when  one  does  a 

thing  unworthy  of  his  beard. 

p  uiJ^s^  '^'^^h-khuk,  Scrofula,  king's  evil. 

'     pjLu  {^J^j  resh-saz,  A  physician,  surgeon. 

p  lJ':^fl*^»  iJ^.j  r'lsh-sofed,  An  old  man,  a  grey- 
beard. A  head,  a  chief. 

p  i\xu3  ̂ J^J  rtsh-siyah,  A  young  man,  black- 
beard. 

p  ̂ ^.j  resham  or  risham,  Silk. 

p  Jl»^^  ruh-mal,  A  contented  cuckold. 
p  rish-mdli,  Cuckoldom. 

p  rtshman,  (or  Silken. 

p  ̂_^J^.J  rishnii,  (or  alx^Z^j)  Silken. 
reshnak,  Sore. 
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p  isJ^^^  r'lsha,  A  fringe.  Threads  suspended.  A 
fibre.  Stringiness  of  a  mangoe.  The  fibres  of  the 

palm-tree.  A  tendril.  The  eye-lids.  Hair  on  the 

human  body.  Any  thing  twisted  (a  match,  candle- 
wick,  or  linstock).  The  parts  of  a  tree  which  are 

under  the  ground.  Name  of  a  disease.  sj^\:^ 

rishasi subhamya,A.mon\.'s cowl.  J2esAa,A wound. 

V      sJ^„j  resha-dar,  Wounded. 

Pj^j  sJ^^j  rishamdr,  Fibrous. 
p  ̂ ^sxLij  rishidan,  To  pour  out.  To  melt.  To 

scatter. 

p  tsxt^^j  r'lshida,  Silk  interwoven  or  fringed 
with  points  of  diflrerent  colours.  The  fringe  of  a 
turban-sash.  Coloured.  Painted  and  embroidered 

China  silk.  Shining,  luminous.  jRes/iida, Wounded. 

A  i^jcSj  rayyiz,  (A  horse  or  camel)  not  tho- 
roughly broke  in.  A  tyro,  novice.  Gentle,  tracta- 

ble. Unmanageable. 

A  rizan,  (pi.  oVLo^J)  Gardens.  Meads. 

A  *-<a?j  I'lzat,  A  place  in  which  water  collects. 
A  e^„j  raytat,(j^\.)ix>,j  rayt  and  riyat)  A 

veil  of  one  piece  of  cloth.  A  thin,  light  garment. 

A  ray^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ..J)  Being  torn,  falling 
in  pieces.  Increasing,  growing,  augmenting.  Wax- 

ing strong  (wheat).  Returning,  reverting.  Com- 
ing out  well  and  augmented  (bread  from  the  oven, 

or  meat  from  the  pot).  Redundancy,  residue,  su- 

perfluity, leavings.  Utility,  profit.  The  undulating 
motion  of  the  vapour  (— sarab.  Fear,  terror. 

Thefirst  and  best  part  of  any  thing.  Width  of  sleeve 

of  a  coat  of  mail.  The  endsofashift's  sleeves.  Clear- 
ness and  brightness  of  that  part  of  the  forenoon 

called  J^^^  zuha.  Answer,  reply.  Ri^  A  tower. 
A  monastery  or  cloister  with  a  belfry.  A  dove-cote. 

A  high  hill.  Ri^or  ray^  High  ground,  a  hill.  A 
way,  an  open  path  between  mountains. 

A  (^Wj  ray^n,  The  first  or  best  part  (of  any 
thing).  The  flower  (of  youth). 

A  io\jO^  ray^nat,  A  camel  giving  much  milk. 
A  ri^t,  Abstinence  from  any  thing  deemed 

unlawful,  a  scrupulous  dread  of  doing  wrong.  A 

crowd  closely  packed,  (pl.^bj  r?'?/a^)High  ground. 
puiJU^jra?/^na/<,Fertile,productive(ground). 

p  jt^_^j  righ,  Hate.  Regh,  Skirts  of  a  mountain. 

A^j  righ,  Dust.  Earth.  Fugacity. 
p  JU>j  riglidl,  A  cup,  a  goblet. 

p  ̂3.*>J  righal,  Thin,  dry,  lean. 

A  V— fl^j  '>''^yfj  (j-   '1)  ^^''^     ̂ j)  Coming 
to  the  kind  of  country  called  Rif.  Grazing  that 

kind  of  land  (cattle).  Rif,  (pi.  uJbj^  «'"2'«/")  A. 
cultivated  country,  a  sown  field  or  pasture  luxuri- 

ant in  produce.  Land  which  lies  contiguous  to  wa- 

ter, verdant,  andrichinagriculturalproduce.  Abun- 
dance of  meat  and  drink. 

A  t—D^  ̂■^-'i/j  Merciful,  benign,  benevolent. 
A  V— (-^  field)  rich  in  produce. 

A  'e^y^.j  iifiyat,  A  cultivated  plain  (the  oppo- 

site  to  'hji  barnyat,  A  desert). 

A  ̂ y>.j  rayh,  (v.  n.  of  j\,  for  Shining  on 
the  ground  like  water,  and  appearing  to  flow  (va- 

pours). Coming  in  small  quantity  (rain).  Being 

poured  out  (water).  The  first  and  best  of  a  thing. 

The  first  part  (of  youth).  Glitter.  Water.  Dry 
bread.  False,  vain.  Rik,  (pi.  J^j^  arydk)  Spit- 

tle, water  running  from  the  mouth  in  the  morning. 

Strength.  The  last  breath.  ̂ JJi^  ̂̂ is-  ̂la'  rihin. With  a  morningstomach,i.e.  empty.  ̂ _^^^JlJ 

^la'  riki  nafsi,  Whilst  I  was  yet  fasting. 
A  rayyih,  Fasting.  The  first  and  best  part 

(of  rain,  youth,  &c.).  Handsome-shaped  (horse). 
A  'isL>j  rlkat,  Spittle. 

rik,  Bravo  !  well  done  !  fortunate  ! 

p        7'iJid,  Loved.    A  beloved  object. 

p  euwK^j  rekasa,  (or  rekdsha)  A  hedge- 

hog. A  porcupine. 

A         riyakat,  The  lobe  of  a  horse's  liver. 
p  rihan,  (or  ̂^^Aj  rigati)  An  impostor, 

villain.  Malevolent.  Polluted.  Addicted  to  magic. 

p  i-iAj  reg,  Sand,  gravel,  dust.  A  kind  of  gold- 
coloifred  dust,  with  which  they  sprinkle  writings. 

An  atom.  Fortune,  luck.  Fortunate !  well  done ! 

j^^jj  '^^-^.j  f^0'>'  rawdn,  Moving  sand. 
p  6J^,  i-iAj  reg-pushta,  A  hill  or  heap  of  sand. 

p  Jiij!)  i-L^j  reg-toda,  A  sandhill. 
p  regddn,  A  sand-box. 

p  i.f^>j  "^^(J  f'^g^  To  atoms. 
p        '-^j  rcg-zdda,  (Sand-bred)  The  skink. 

^ ji}^"J  re^sar,  (or  ̂jli-*j6^)  A  sandy  region. 

p  ̂Kjii^j  reg-mahi,  (Sand-fish)  A  skink. 
p  ciilll^j  regnak,  Sandy. 
A         rayl,  The  slavering  (of  an  infant). 

A  ̂^'^j  risldn,  (pi.  of  J|j)  Young  ostriches. p         rilu,  Ashes  of  which  they  make  soap. 

A  raym,  (v.  n.  of  for  jflj)  Departing.  De- 
serting, abandoning.  Desisting,  ceasing.  Departure. 

Distance.  A  small  package  laid  on  the  top  between 

the  loads  on  a  beast  of  burden.  A  grave.  The 

middle  of  a  grave.  Redundancy,  excess.  Increase. 

Any  thing  redundant  or  remaining  over  (especially 
after  distributing  the  joints  of  a  slaughtered  camel ; 

also  the  part  given  to  the  butcher).  A  long  hour. 

The  evening  (till  dark).  A  leaning  to  one  side  of 

a  camel's  load.  The  joining  of  the  sides  or  lips  of 
a  wound.  A  step,  stair,  or  round  of  a  ladder.  A 

milk-white  doe.    Small  mountains. 
p  rim.  Pus,  matter,  humour,  rheum.  Dregs, 

mother  of  oil,  lees  of  wine.  Dross  of  metal.  The 

poplar;  an  Egyptian  tree.  rimi  dhan, 
The  dross  of  iron  (left  in  the  furnace,  or  which  flies 

off"  in  hammering),  {j^^  jCj  rlmigosh,  Ear-wax. 

^iSji^jCj  rim  liardan.  To  suppurate. 
A  r'urti,  (pi.  ̂   I j  \  arsdm  and  I  drdm)  A 

milk-white  doe.    RuAm,  The  buttocks,  backside. 

p  Ifj  rwid,  An  unicorn,  rhinoceros. 



Pj^^j  rimaz,  (orj^j)  A  kind  of  light  garment. 

A  fj^^jruman,  (v.  n.  of  Loving  affectio- 
nately, being  addicted,  or  having  a  propensity  to. 

Healing  (a  wound).  Twisting  hard  (rope).  Hold- 
ing or  taking  up  ashes  (the  trivets  of  a  pot). 

A  (j^^j  rayaman,  A  closing  up  of  the  lips  of 
a  healing  wound. 

p  ̂fcl  jfj  rim-ahanj,  (p  I  jCj  rim-ahang) Root  of  the  plantain. 

SY  ̂ ^km^j  rimas^t,  Galangale. 

p  (j^j  rayman,  A  cheat,  villain.  Riman,  An 
impostor,  villain.  Impure,  filthy.  Addicted  to 

magic.  A  guide  to  evil.  Satan.  A  horse.  A  son. 

Htmin,  A  running  sore. 

p  (^LVj  rimnak,  Corrupt,  mattery.  Suppu- 
rative (wound  or  sore).  Sloughy.  Filthy,  nasty. 

Impure,  polluted.    Puffy,  turgid. 

p  rimnalii,  Filthiness,  nastlness,  dirti- 

ness.   Slough  of  a  sore  or  wound. 

p  rima,  Dirt  in  the  corners  of  the  eyes  and 

about  the  eyelashes. 

A  i^lj  rayn,  (v.  n.  of  for  Conquering, 
overcoming,  prevailing.  Making  (advances  in 

wickedness).  Being  confounded,  disturbed,  per- 

plexed. Falling  into  inextricable  difficulty.  Be- 

ing contaminated,  impure.    Dirt,  filih.  Rust. 
A        raynat,  Wine. 

P  ̂ >,j  rev,  Fraud,  deceit,  stratagem.  Name  of 
the  son  of  (^j^  Itawus. 
p  reKoj,  Sorrel. 

Pj^y^  riwaz, Justice,  equity  :  order,  method. 

P  {^^^.j  rervas.  Sorrel.     Fraud,  hypocrisy, 

p  ̂^^Ij  rivjam,  Sobriety,  chastity. 

A  .^.j  rayuh,  Agreeably-blowing  (day), 
P  lij^j  riwad,  A  plant  with  which  animals  are 

intoxicated. 

A  i^^lj  ruyud,  (pi.  of  rayd)  Projections  of 
mountains. 

A  (^j^j  rayuz,  (A  horse,  camel,  or  boy)  not 
trained,  awkward.  Tame,  gentle.  Untractable. 

A  ̂ j^j  niyuh,  A  giving  up  of  the  ghost. 

A  ̂j'^j  rayyuh,  The  best  of  any  thing.  Fasting. 
P  I— J        rl  u  kdf,  Trifles.     Light  talk. 

An  argument. 

A  fjjij  risun,  (pi.  of      risat)  Lungs. 

A  f^^lj  ruyun,  (v.  n.  of  for  j^^)  Conquer- 
ing, overcoming,  prevailing.  Being  contaminated, 

impure.    Being  confounded,  disturbed. 

Pj^j^j  rewanjii,  (or  s^j^j)  A  timber-worm. 
p  tWj^j  rircand,  Rhubarb,    ^j-^^  'Hj^J 

rvandi  chini,  China  rhubarb. 

P  J>i revn'iz,  Name  of  the  son  of  KayKawus. 
p  i^lj  reva,  A  hillock  or  high  bank.  Deceit, 

fraud,  incantation.  Name  of  the  son  of  Kay  Kawus. 

P  u'^^.^j  riwidan,  To  be  absolved,  dismissed. 

p  ■^^.j  rlmj,  Sorrel. 
P y>.3>.j  rimz,  Fraud,  treachery,  machination, 
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imposture.  Sorrel. 

p  rayh,  (v.  n.  of  »\j  for  aij)  Coming  and  go- 
ing, appearing  and  disappearing  (vapour,  mirage). 

p  iOj  rih.  Brackish  soil.  Depression  :  despair. 

p  ̂J6M\^_J  rihamdan.  To  make  desolate. 

A  i^^^j  rayhuhan.  Saffron. 
p  s.^>_j  Tiha,  A  king,  prince,  emperor. 

p  (jAa^^j  Tiliidan,  To  fall,  roll  down  (as  loose 
earth  or  sand  fi'om  a  height).  To  flow  murmur- 
ingly  (as  water  from  a  cistern).  To  be  diffused 
or  poured  out.    To  putrefy. 

p  ri/«ij«,  Fallen.  Rotten, putrid.  Infirm. 

^  L«L)  ̂'^•'^^yj  (pl-  of  rasy~)  Opinions,  views, counsels.  Doctrines.  Rany  or  riny,  A  genie,  de- 

mon, or  spirit  that  is  seen  and  loved.  The  object 

seen  (as  cloth  exposed  to  sale).  A  large  serpent. 

1^)^  tiT*        ™^~^y  minVl  jinn,Touch  of  the  devil. A  jj*.Jkjjra^is,  A  head,  chief.  A  master, captain. 

Wounded  in  the  head  (sheep).  'L^Ji\  Aja.S'ii\  al 
a^asu'r  rasisat,  The  principal  members,  viz.  The 
heart,  brain,  liver,  and  testes. 

A  i^i^j  ris:>is.  One  who  becomes  a  great  chief. 

p  |os»-  ruyina-hlium,  A  brazen  drum. 

J  za  or  ze,  (called  J  zasi  hawrvaz, 

edsyilo  zasi  vianhuta,  s-t^^  \j  zasi  mti^ama, 
Dotted  s^a)  The  eleventh  letter  of  the  Arabic  alpha- 

bet, and  the  thirteenth  of  the  Persian,  denoting 

seven  in  arithmetic,  Saturday  in  the  almanacks, 

and  the  sign  Scorpion  in  the  zodiac.  The  letter  J 
ze  is  sometimes  changed  for  ̂   jim  ;  as,  ̂ jm>  soj 

forj^jj*  soz:  for  ̂   che;  as,  tili.;^  pichuhk  for 

dLiJiJ^.  pizishh  :  for  '^ghayn  ;  as,  guregli  for 
j>_J>  (jurez:  for  as,  ;_>*)bj  ay  as  foijb\  ayaz. 
The  power  ofj  ze  is  exactly  that  of  the  English  z. 

pj  za,  (or  \j  za)  (for  zad)  Born.  Zi,  (con- 
tracted forj\  az)  From.  Than.  Off.  jycj  zi  man 

(for         az  man)  From,  than,  me. 

A  \j  za,  (or  zai)  (pi.  Ajj\  azna/)  The  let- 
terj,  so  called  by  the  Arabs.    A  glutton. 

A  Aj  zasa,  {fat.  jjj>,  yazusu^  (Fortune)  turned. 

A     A^'^  zasabih,  Flasks,  glass-bottles. 
P  zah.  Quality,  property.  A  fountain.  The 

eye.  Name  of  the  tenth  king  of  Persia,  of  the 
Peshdadian  dynasty. 

A  zaA,  (v.  n.  of  i— -^^j)  Lifting  up  and  go- 
ing off  with  what  one  can  carry.  Driving  (a  ca- 

mel).   Turning.    Drinking  with  a  gulp. 
p        zaba,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Pure  gold. 

A  ̂lj2:aj&ay,All,thewhole.  »^yy>  i^\aJihaza- 
hu  hi  zafhajihi,  He  took  the  whole  of  it. 

A ji^j  zasbar.  All,  the  whole,  "^jt^ji  hi  zasha- 
rihi,  All  of  it,  without  any  remainder. 

A  ij>\J  zasbarat,  (v.n.  of  j>\j  Q)  Being  shagged 
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and  nappy  (cloth).    Stripping  (cloth)  of  the  nap. 

p zahghur,  {ov^\j  zabgur)  Puffing  the 
cheek  and  striking  it  so  that  the  wind  may  escape 
with  noise. 

A         zasbal,  {zashil,  zahal,  or  zabil) 
Short,  dwarfish. 

P  ̂yi^j  zabid.  Name  of  a  country,  and  of  a  peo- 
ple.   Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  (j\'LJb\^  zabidistan,  Kabul,  Ghaznln,  &c. 
A  zahin,  A  life-guardsman,  serjeant,  tip- 

staff, beadle.  A  demon  who  drives  the  damned 
into  the  infernal  pit. 

A&j^\j  2^a&ina<,A  hillock  divergingfrom  a  valley. 
A  zahuhat,  A  corner  of  a  house.  An  an- 

gular lurking-place  in  a  house.  A  place  near  Bas- 
rah, where  the  battle  of  the  camel  was  fought. 

A  zdbiyani,  (or  (^b\j  zabdni)  Name  of 
two  rivers  below  the  Euphrates. 

P  (ji^.^  zdbidan.  To  be  endowed  with,  or  de- 
scribed by,  any  particular  quality. 

aO^  zata,  (fut.  yazitii)  He  fed  with  oil. 

A  Ojj  zast,  (v.  n.  of  Olj)  Putting  in  a  pas- 
sion, filling  with  rage. 

p  ~a/,  A  woman  in  childbed,  until  the  eighth 

day.  Copperas,  vitriol,  shoemaker's  black. 
ma^ani  zdj,  Mineral  of  vitriol.  (,^f>} 

zdji  abyaz,  (or  SiSiui       zdji  safed)  Alum.  ̂ \ 

^\  zdji  alimar,  Sory.  ̂ *o\       zdji  a,5/ar.  Vitriol. 

zdji  ̂ rdlii.  Green  vitriol. 
zdji  habud.  Blue  vitriol. 

A  ̂ Ij  zasj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Breeding  a  quarrel. 
A        zdj.  Copperas,  shoemaker's  black. 

A  j^-^j  zdjii^.  Prohibitive,  who  or  what  hinders. 
One  who  excites  and  stirs  up.  A  threatener,  re- 

buker.  yi^  o,^^  zdjir,  A  crow. 

A  O]^^  zdjirdt,  Divinations.  Rebukes.  The 
angels  which  preside  over  the  winds  and  clouds. 

Vjyi  ̂ Vj  2:«y-SMr,  Afeast  on  the  birth  of  a  child. 
A  zdjal,  (or  (J-?-]j  zasjaT)  The  tread  of  a 

male  ostrich.  The  lymph  of  a  stallion.  Whatever 

runs  from  the  fundament  of  a  she-ostrich  durine 

the  period  of  incubation.  A  ferule  at  the  foot  of  a 

spear.  A  sliort  spear.  A  mark  on  the  neck  (of 

camels).  Zdjil,  One  who  makes  a  loud  noise,  a 

chanter.  (3?"^^  hamdmu'z  zdjil,  A  carrier- 
pigeon.  Zdjil  or  zdjal,  (pi.  ij^\5j  zarvdjil)  A  piece 
of  wood  at  the  end  of  a  rope  for  fastening  the  mouth 

of  aleathern  bottle  or  bag.  Commander  of  an  army. 

Pj_}>  Vj  zdjur,  (forj^*»»-^  zdj-sur)  A  feast  made 
on  the  third  day  after  the  birth  of  a  child. 

A  2^q;«,  Contemptible.   Little,  small. 

A  ^■aji?/.  Ready,  expeditious.  Obtaining 
easily.  Black,  of  the  colour  of  vitriol  or  ebony. 
p  zdcha,  A  woman  in  childbed  until  seven 

days  are  past. 

A  I  h-s^y^zdhif,  (pi.  I  Ss^^jjj'an-a/tj/') Dragging 
the  legs,  fatigued  (a  camel).  Falling  short  of  the 



mark  (an  arrow),  but  rebounding  from  the  ground 

and  hitting  it.  One  who  creeps  on  his  backside. 

A  Xii>-\j  zahifat,  (pi.  l_a»-^jJ  zawahif)  A  she- 
camel  that  drops  her  legs  from  fatigue. 

A y>-\^  zahkir,  Full,  swelling  (sea),  surgy  (main). 
Noble  (root).    High  nobility.  Joyous,  cheerful. 

A  («_ais-\j  zakhif,  Vain-glorious,  arrogant. 
p  zahhil,  The  infernal  tree  zakkum, 

the  fruit  of  which  is  said  to  be  the  heads  of  devils. 

p  ̂jij^^  za-hhwurish,  A  woman,  a  little  eater. 

Pii^  zud,  (3d.  pers.  pret.  of  zadan)  He  was 
born.  Birth.  Age.  A  son.  A  foal.  Orthodox,  a 

follower  of  the  Sunna.  (for  d\j  I  azad)  Free, 

Jl^ls>-^a^^^A/ia^^>,(O^Fspringof  the  thoughts)  poetry, 

li^  ̂̂ |^\  adami-zad,  A  man,  born  of  man.  iSVj 
pari-zdd,  Born  of  an  angel  or  fairy,  (met.)  beauti- 

ful woman  ;  (hence  the  daughter  of  Darius,  called 

Parysatis  by  the  Greeks).  i^\y>  ha  zad  bar 

amada,  Of  an  advanced  age.      jibU  madar-zad, 
Stark  naked,  as  born  from  the  mother.  ji 
zad  bar  zad.  Generation  upon  generation. 

A  lijj  zasd,  (v.  n.  of  li^)  Terrifying. 

A  d\j  zad,  (also  8<i\«iJ  j  zad  u  zawada)  Tra- 
velling-provisions, victuals,  vivres.  p  d\j  zadi 

rah,  Provisions  for  the  way.  zcid  bar 

OTi?,  Provisions  on  provisions,  a  J^^ftlJ\  dV}\  jks- 

hhayni'z  zadi't  takwa',  The  best  provision  for 
the  journey  is  piety  (a  saying  of  Muhammad). 

A  aUI  i^Sj  zada''llah,  May  God  increase  (it) ! 

V  ̂ y>      zad-bum,  The  mother-country. 
p ̂   6\j  zad-hhur  OYjy>-  Li\j  zad-kJmur,  Old. 
p  ̂       zad-khu  or  zad-hho,  Decrepit. 

p  ^  zd.d-hliKast,  (or  iJL/.ui^  zad- 
khwust)  Of  full  age,  but  not  grown  in  proportion. 

An  old  man.  A  man  of  a  thin,  meagre,  debilitated 

figure.  One  who  spends  all  he  possesses. 

p  jj**>      zad-sarv,  The  fir-tree,  the  cypress. 

p  ̂   li^  zad  sham,  Name  of  Afrasyab's  father. 
PjPii^  zad-ghar,  A  bastard.    A  scoundrel. 
p  zadacji.  Birth. 

p  Sjit>      zad-mard,  Free.  Valiant.  Generous. 
p         zadan,  To  bi'ing  forth.    To  be  born. 

p  lij^  J  hud,  Goods  and  chattels. 

J     zadus,{oYf^^  liVj )  The  planet  Mercury. 

p  Sii^  zada,  Born.  A  son.  Offspring.  fii\j 
zadasi  hhaiir,  (Offspring  of  the  mind)  Prose 

or  verse.  Voice.  Action,  ̂ ^fcii  zadaA  dahan, 

(Offspring  of  the  mouth)  A  word.  SJ  jj  »iiV; 
zadasi  shash  roza,  (Offspring  of  six  days)  Heaven 

and  earth.  Living  creatures.  zadasi  tah^ 

Original  composition,  5ii^  zadan  mirrihh, 

Theoffspring  of  Mars,«'.  e.  iron.  Xii^  iyto\asl-zada, 

Nobly  born.  ^j>-  liaram-zada.  Illegitimate. 
A  scoundrel.  (j!ils>-  halal-zada,  A  lawful  son. 

Siilj  sUj  shah-zada,  (or  »i>\j^sAaA-^a<:Za)  A  king's 
son,  a  prince. 

p zadahhroust,  A  decrepitold  man. 
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A      zaz,  A  species  of  date. 

A  (OlJJ  banatu)  zazan.  Asses. 

Aj\j  zatr,  (v.  n.  of^lj)  Growling  inwardly  (a 
lion).    Braying  inwardly  (a  stallion-camel). 

A j\j  zara,  (fut. j jj^.  yazuru)  He  visited. 
p  zar,  A  groan,  plaint,  lamentation.  Weep- 

ing, crying.  Desire.  Groaning,  afflicted.  Weak, 
thin.  Contemptible.  A  crowd,  multitude.  Vain. 

(An  affix  denoting)  A  place  where  anything  grows. 

J\j  gulzar,  A  rose-garden.  j\j  eJ^  lalazar,  A 
bed  of  tulips. 

P  uL^S-^lj  zaraghang,  Hard  soil.   Sandy  soil. 
A       zasimt,  A  place  where  canes  grow. 

A  'ij\jzarat,A.  herd  of  camels.  The  crop  or  craw. 
A       zarrat,  A  blue  or  red  fly  infesting  camels. 

p  Ll«>'''.^^  zartusht,  (or  CL>'t^J\j')  Zoroaster. 
p         zarij.  Barberries.  Name  of  a  prince. 

p^^js-j^  2ar-7</m'ar,One  who  desires.  Afilicted. 
p j^j  zar-hhiC'Ur,  (A  lad)  who  eats  little, 

and  thrives  not.  Desirous.  Roguish,  dishonest. 
One  who  uses  equivocal  language. 

F  {j^jy^j^  zar-hhwurish.  Abstemious  woman. 
p  zarduslit,  (or  dJ^dJ^y)  Zoroaster. 

Pj^j^  zar-zar.  Great  lamentation. 
A  zari^  (pi.  zurra^  A  sower.  One 

who  causes  to  grow.         li^lj^  arvladu  zari^  Dogs. 

p  LfX^j^J  zar-ghang,  Hard  and  sandy  land. 
p  2am,  Contemptible,  abject.  Plaint,  moan. 

A  cry  for  help.  Meanness.  Vehement  desire. 

p  Cl^-i^lj  zaruhsht,  Zoroaster. 
p        zari.  Lamentation,  plaint.  Cry  for  help. 

A  ijj^j  zari,  A  chider,  disparager,  censurer,  ac- 
cuser, traducer.    One  who  irritates. 

pajbj\j  2dr??/araa,Cause,  motive, reason.  What- 
ever occasions  weeping  and  lamentation. 

p  i^'^.J^j  zaridan,To  groan, cry.  To  afflict,  vex. 
A  zaszasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Moving,  dis- 

turbing. Terrifying,  putting  in  bodily  fear.  Shak- 
ing his  head,  wings,  and  tail  in  walking  (an  ostrich). 

p  J\j^  zazal.  Name  of  a  small  black  bird 
which  cannot  rise  from  the  ground. 

p  Jj^  zazal,  A  colander,  strainer. 
A         zaziyat,  Rough  ground.  A  small  hill. 

pjlj  zaj,  Sweepings  of  a  thrashing-floor. p zast.  Name  of  a  country. 

vjiuiSj  z' astar,  (contracted  from  s' «« 
sufar)  (Go  or  sit)  a  little  farther  off !  Separate. 

Increase,  excess. 
p  zastan.  To  bear,  bring  forth  a  child. 

A  i~^^]3  za^b,  One  who  travels  through  va- 
rious countries  (as  a  guide).  The  point  of  a  spear. 

Name  of  a  man,  and  of  a  country. 

A  'l^S^'^j  za^biy,  Name  of  a  kind  of  spear. 

A'i^\j  za^t,  Life-guards.  The  forlom  hope, the  vanguard. 

A^5-\j  za^r,  Of  a  bad  disposition.    A  gipsey. 

A  laP-jj  za^t,  Sure,  violent,  and  speedy  (death). 

Jl3 

P  ̂   zagh,  A  crow,  raven,  rook.  A  sort  of 
pigeon.  The  internal  bend  of  a  bow  near  the  ex- 

tremities. Vitriol.  Sedition,  mutiny.  Bias,  incli- 
nation. Name  of  a  note  in  music.  A  name  for  a 

created  being,  I  zaghi  ahi,  (Water-crow) 

A  coot.  ^  zughi  2)a-surhh,  A  certain 
delicately-flavoured  bird. 

A  ̂   zagh,  (pi.  ij^j)  A  small,  whitish  crow. 

P  ̂.  ̂   zdgh-jm,  (Crow-foot,  black-leg)  Re- proach, reproof,  taunt,  contumely. 

A  'is-\j  zdghat,  (pi.  of  ̂_^\^  zdghl)  Wanderers from  the  truth. 

P        -dghij,  A  crow,  a  rook. 

P  ^  zdgh-chashm,  Blue-eyed. 

P  '^'^^)}  zdghchand,  A  fortress  in  Turkistan. 
P  1^-^]}  zaghcha,  A  small  crow,  a  daw. 

P  Jii  ̂   zagh-dil.  Hard-hearted. 
PjS-^J  zdghar  or  zdghur,  A  bird's  crop. 
P  zdgh-zaban,  (Crow-tongue)  A  man 

whose  curses  prevail.  A  term  implying  excellence 
in  a  horse. 

P  J^^]j  zagh-nol,  A  mattock.   A  battle-axe. 

P  ̂ ^^j  zdgJiuk,  A  ball  for  a  balista. 
p  «3jS-^  zdghuna.  The  socket  of  a  candlestick. 

A  reed  used  by  weavers  to  wind  their  thread  upon. 

A  zdghl.  One  who  declines  (from  truth). 

A  zdghiyat,  A  modest  woman  obedient  to 
her  husband.    A  whore,  lascivious  woman. 

p  sjs^h  zdghicha,  A  small  crow,  a  daw. 

A  ( — i\j  zasf,  (v.  n.  of  (  j^')  Commanding  or 
causing  to  make  haste.  A  sudden  or  speedy  death. 

A  5ji^  zdjirat,  A  crowd,  assembly.  Compa- 
nions, friends,  allies,  assistants.  A  troop,  squadron, 

battalion.  A  great  lord.  A  bow.  That  part  of  the 

arrow  below  the  feathers,  or  within  two-thirds  of 

the  point,  (pl.ji^jj  zamdfir')  A  prop  or  buttress. 
A  zdjinat,  A  lame  she-camel.  A  woman 

sufficient  for  a  man.    A  dancing-woman. 
p      zdfa,  A  kind  of  stinking  herb.  A  hedgehog. 

p  zdh,  The  young  of  any  thing.  Vitriol. 

A  black  tincture.  ̂ J^J  j  zdh  u  zih,  Children. 
Noise,  uproar. 

p  (j^^*^  zdhddn,  The  womb,  matrix. 
A         zdlfi,  (pi.  zawdhi)  Vociferating, 

hooting,  hallooing,  crowing. 
A  zasahdn,  A  pompous,  stately  gait. 

A        zdk'i.  Pure.    Strong,  growing  (lad). 

p  LL/\j  5'o^,Vitriol.  Alum.  Shoemaker's  black. 
Blacking^or  boots  and  shoes.  Copperas. 

p  I— -'^IJ  zdg-ab.  Vitriol-water,  writing-ink. 
A       zdla,  (fut.  JjJ^.  yazulu)  He  displaced. 
P  zdl.  Name  of  a  famous  Persian  prince, 

father  to  the  still  more  celebrated  hero  Rustam. 

An  old  man.  An  old  woman.  Decrepit.  Grey- 

headed. A  year.  Jl^ti^  tiJ  zdli  bad-af^l, 

(Uffj  ̂y\j  zdli  ra^id,  jj  dyiSUn      zdli  mfed-ru,  or 
\  sy^Mi      zdli  safed-abru,  j^i^      zdli  ̂ hwi, 



or  euil^****       zali  mustahazd)  The  world. 
zali  fir,  A  very  decrepit  old  man.  jj  otZ 

zar,  Zal,  father  of  Rustam.  Jii  ̂ a^*** 

2aZ«  sar-safedi  siyah-dil,  The  world.  Ruthless, 

unmerciful.  '-'^ J j^Jjj  Imz-pusht,  The 

sky.  ftJUM^ye  J^*  «aK  musiya,  The  world.  A  mu- 
sical instrument. 

A       ̂ aZZ,  (Money)  below  standard-weight. 

p  jy)\  J\j  zal-ahru,  The  sky.    New  moon. 

A  ̂   zalij,  Gliding  from  the  bow  (arrow).  One 
who  escapes  from  dangers  or  whirlpools.  One 

who  gulps  (liquor). 

p  f^^^Mid       zal-dastan,  Father  of  Rustam. 

p  ai^ zal-hufa,  Name  of  an  old  woman. 

p  jJVj  zalu,  A  leech.    A  quick-falling  rain. 

A  i^^j  zaluj,  Swift.  Long  ridge  of  mountains. 
p  zaluh,  A  ball  for  a  balista. 

A  zarni,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Dying  suddenly.  Eat- 
ing and  drinking  voraciously.  Terrifying.  Bring- 

ing on  a  tremor  (severe  cold).  Speaking  in  ambi- 
guous language.  A  loud  cry.  Necessity.  Wind. 

A  sufficiency  of  food.  Zasam,  (v.n.  of  ̂ Jj)  Being 
exceedingly  frightened.    Crying  aloud. 

A  zam,  A  fourth  part  of  the  day,  a  watch.  A 

fourth  part.  zamani,  Two  watches,  half  a  day. 

A  zamm,  (pi.  zmnmam)  A  tyer,  binder. 
One  who  raises  the  head.  Proud :  silent  from  pride. 

A  zasmat,  (v.n.of  plj)  Bawling  out  to.  Gut- 
tling and  swilling.  Standing  stock  still.  Dying. 

A  loud,  sonorous,  or  strained  voice.  Speech.  A 

word  of  doubtful  meaning,  a  double  entendre.  A 

sufficiency  of  food.  Necessity,  unavoidable  busi- 
ness. Wind,  air. 

A  '»Aj  zamat,  A  body,  sect,  company. 
A^]j  zasmaj, Th.eexii\re.  ̂ r^\jibizasmajihim, 

All  of  them  (men).  e-^^Ji  hi  zasmajihijThe  whole. 
A        zamih,  A  sore,  felon,  bile. 

A  zamihh,  (pi.  ̂   zummaMi)  Proud,  lofty. 
Full,  overflowing  (measure). 

Aj<^  zamir,  (rarely  used)  A  piper. 

A  ij^'^j  zamirat,  A  female  piper. 
A  J-Aolj  zamil,  Any  person  or  thing  which  fol- 

lows, a  follower.  (A  horse  or  camel)  going  in  a 
curvetting  pace  from  sprightliness. 

A  &lo\j  zamilat,  A  camel  loaded  with  provisions, 
household  furniture,  and  the  like. 

P  (j^-if];  zamahran,  A  sort  of  antidote. 
p  zamyad  Name  of  the  28th  day  of  the 

Persian  month  ;  and  of  its  presiding  angel. 
P         zarmj,  A  small  city  in  Turkistan. 

p         zdniim,  Name  of  a  mighty  river. 

p  ̂J^A\J  zaniin,  A  small  city  near  Samarkand. 

p  ̂^V;  2  an,  (for     I az  an)  From  that. 

^j^>  z'  an  pas,  Afterwards.  ^J«^       z'  an  si2)as. After  that,  an  hi  for  that  cause. 

A  ̂J\^^zan,  A  tree,  for  making  bows  and  arrows. 

A  Jgijj  za^naha',  A  slow  gait  in  walking. 
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A       zanat,  Indigestion,  dyspepsy. 

Pjjj**fc>^  s^an  sutar,  (orjiL-*)^)  A  little  further. 
A  zanihiy,  One  who  teases,  thwarts,  or 

harasses  his  relations. 

p  zan  gall.  From  that  time,  since. 

P        z  an  ma.  From  thence  to  us-ward. 

P  zanu,  The  knee.  The  lap.  A  bow,  obei- 

sance. Worship.  y]j      sari  zanu.  The  knee-pan. 

-J^l;  zana.  Knee  to  knee,  t^^j 
(ji^;^  zanu  rasad-gah  kardan.  To  sit  and  muse  in 
a  pensive  mood.  To  watch,  zanu  zadaji, 

To  kneel,  ^o,nuyi  hah,  A  truss  of  straw. 

p  ii^J       zanu-zada.  Sitting  on  the  knees. 
p        zana,  A  noisy  winged  insect  in  baths. 

A        zani,  (pi.  'iK>j  zunaf)  A  whoremonger. 
A        zaniyat,  (pi.  i^^^jj)  An  adultress,  whore. 

P^]j  zanlj,  One's  native  country. P  j\j  zav,  A  mason,  A  plasterer.  A  master  of 
any  craft.  Athletic,  powerful.  A  cleft,  chink.  A 
narrow  mountain-pass.   A  brickbat, 

p  (^lij^  zdwdush,  The  planet  Mercury. 
P zdmar,  A  servant.  Power,  strength.  Bold- 

ness. Health  and  safety.  Huge,  mighty,  power- 

ful. Alive,  well.  Gall.  A  dark  colour.  Black- 

coloured  water  (a  disease).  The  planet  Venus.  A 

saddle-horse.  An  assistant.  A  companion.  Bad- 
tempered,  Covetous.  Impossible. 

aXjj^  zdmiratorzaniurat,The  crop,  craw, maw. 

P  zdwars,  (or  (^j^)  The  planet  Venus. 
P  ui**^/' zdwar-fartdsh.  Whose  existence 

is  impossible. 

p  (^^j  zdwush,  The  planet  Jupiter. 

A  Jjj^  zdsuh.  Quicksilver. 
P  J_j^  zdmtd.  Name  of  a  country  in  Persia; 

also  of  a  people ;  of  a  note  in  music  ;  and  of  an 
ancient  Persian  dialect  now  obsolete. 

P  ̂'"^^j^j  zdwld?ia,  A  fetter,  chain.  Curly  hair. 
Gold-dust. 

p  (jIa^jIj  zdwulistdn,  A  country  in  Persia. 
P  zdwush,  Mercury.  Jupiter  (planets). 

A  Jjjj^j  zdfuk.  Quicksilver. p        zdwa.  Name  of  a  town  in  Khurasan. 

A  zdmiyat,  (pi.  WjJ  zawdya')  A  corner, 
angle.  A  cell,  monastery,  convent,  cloister,  hermit- 

age, e-lj^  zdwiyasi  hddda,  An  acute  angle. 
s.^^  -dwiyan  hddma,  A  right  angle. 

s^!L^  zd)viyasi  mujassima,  A  solid  angle.  iOj^ 

j^^ajk*  zdwiyad  munfarija.  An  obtuse  angle. 

p  (J-^.j);  zdwil.  An  architect.  A  worker  in  clay. 
A        zdhid,  Religious,  devout,  abstinent,  con- 

tinent, content.  A  monk,  hermit,    p  uii-i^ 

zdhidi  khushh,  A  rigid  monk.    A  hypocrite,  dis- 

sembler,  ij^ iMt]^  zdhidi  hoh.  The  sun. 

p  i6\iiJ6\^  zdhiddna.  Religiously,  like  a  monk. 

A  ̂jdJt\^  zdhidi.  Continence,  a  monkish  life, 
piety.  A  sort  of  date. 

Ajfc\j  zdhii;  Shining,    Florid,  vivid.  Lucid, 

clear,  plain. 

p  Lfj^^j  zdhiri.  Odour,  fragrance.  Clearness. 
A  zdhifiyat,  A  stately  air  in  walking. 

Name  of  a  certain  unfathomable  spring  in  Callirhoe. 

A  zdhik,{p].  ̂ JJ^j  zuhk  and  zuhuh)  Put  to 
flight,  routed,  going  away, vanishing.  Perishing,  ex- 

piring. An  arrow  which  does  not  hit  the  mark,  but 

passes  beyond.  Fat,  full  of  marrow  (an  animal,  or 

bone).  Exceedinglean.  Dry.  Strong,rapid(current). 

A  ,Jj6^  zdhil.  Tranquil,  quiet,  secure, 

A  zdht,  (A  camel)  which  does  not  feed  on 
the  bitter  herb  {^ja^  hamz.  What  shines,  glitters, 
or  pleases  the  eye. 

A  ̂J^j  zasy.  The  being  proud  and  haughty. 

P  L?^j        (i"  composition)  Bringing  forth. 

A  ijsj  zdy,  (pi.  t^jj\  azwi  and  (3j\  azy'i)  Name 
of  the  letterj  zayn. 

p  is^\j  zdycha,  A  horoscope. 
A  zdf  id.  Exceeding.  Redundant,  excrescent, 

superfluous,  ascititious,  additional,  accessory,  A 

servile  letter,  i  h.jOyi\        zdsidu'l  roasf,  Beyond 
description,  indescribable, 

A  zdfidat,  Any  thing  necessary  or  addi- 
tional, zdndatu'l  kabid,  The  lobe  of 

the  liver.  ̂ ♦JiutJl  az  zdAdatul  ^zma'.  The 
thigh-bone  of  a  wild  beast.  The  point  of  the  nipple. 

p  (j^.V;  zdydan,  (for  zdiidan)  To  be born.  To  beget, 

A  zdsir,  Roaring  (lion),  (pi.  (jjj^jj  zdsi- 

run,j\^j  zuimr  andj^  zuwar')  A  visitor. 
p  \J^))j  zdyish.  Increase,  augmentation.  Pro- duction, produce. 

A  ijy^^j  zdslghun,  Wanderers  from  the  way. 
A  Clipt  money.  A  lion. 

^  J^\j  ~^lf9^^''  Bearing  a  child.  Fruitful. A  (JjV;  zdfil.  Defective,  deficient,  failing,  pe- 
rishing, vanishing,  transitory,  fleeting,  frail.  Any 

thing  moveable  or  animated,  ̂ i'^^  t)^!)  J'.-t^  layli 
zdsilu'n  nujum,  A  starless  night,  p  ̂ ^^^  Jj^ 

zdsil  shudan.  To  perish,  fail.  (j<5;^(J->^  -dM  kar- 

dan. To  destroy,  cancel,  obliterate. 
A  zdsilat.  Any  thing  possessed  of  motion 

or  animation. 
A         zdsin,  Dressed,  adorned  (woman). 

p  id^y^  zdyanda.  Bringing  forth.  A  mother. 

p  ̂_^'^'^J  zaiidagi.  Child-birth. p  zdiidan.  To  bring  forth  (a  child).  To 

originate,  appear,  come  forth. 
p  zdiida.  Procreated,  generated,  born. 

p        zah.  Easy.  Unbought,  gratis.  Straight. 

A  L^j  zabha,  (fut.  Cl^Ji,  yazibbu)  (The  camel) 

was  very  hairy.  (The  sun)  was  near  setting.  (The 
corners  of  his  mouth)  frothed. 

A  'jp>J  zabh,  (v.  n.  of  iJl^)  Filling  (a  water-pot). 
Foaming.  Zuhh,  The  beard  or  the  fore-part  of  it. 

The  nose.  (pi.        azubb,  azhdh,  and  'ixij 
zabahaf)  The  privy  member  of  a  man. 



P  bj  zuhba,  The  daughter  of  a  king  of  HIra. 

A  zabbas,  (fern,  of  azahb)  Hairy  (she- 
camel).  (Ground)  luxuriant  in  grain  or  herbage. 
The  fundament.  A  sore  calamity. 

A  (— -jI^  zabab,  A  field-mouse,  a  mole.  Blind. 
Ignorant.  A  messenger,  courier.  A  calumniator. 

A  t^lj  ]  zabbab,  A  seller  of  raisins  or  currants. 

A  Sbj  zabsat,  Rage,  anger,  passion. 

A  (ibj  zabad,  Civet,  the  perfume  of  the  civet  cat, 
i.e.  the  scraped-off  filth  collected  under  its  tail. 

A  li'oj  zubhad,  A  thing  of  no  value.  Name  of 

an  herb.         S^J  zubhadu'l  /a&aw, Worthless  milk. 
A  (2f      zubbdda'  or  zubada',  Name  of  an  herb. 

A  "&J.<iljj  zabaziyat,  (properly  rabaziyat) 
Evil,  wickedness. 

A  zabaTik,  The  convulsions  and  paleness 

(of  death). 

A-f^\^2:«&a^^aj:,(or5Vjbj)Short-bodied(woman). 

A  '^.j^^j  zabaziyat,  Dissension,  evil. 
A  (Jbj  zibal,  An  ant  or  bee's  mouthful.  Zibal 

or  zubal,  Any  thing  small  or  trifling. 

A  Jl^  zabbal,  One  who  draws  dung. 
A  jObj  zubalat,  Any  thing. 

P  ̂ bj  zaban  or  zuban,  The  tongue.  Language, 
dialect,  idiom,  speech.  The  tongue  or  the  shank 

of  a  button.  A  flame.  Leave,  permission, 

jjiijj  I  zaban  awardan,To  speak,  tell,  say,  declare. 

^^s2\^CJ\^^J>  (jbj  zaban  bar  dim  ar  maUdan,To 
rub  the  tongue  on  the  wall,  meaning  to  be  resigned 

and  content.  ij>  ̂Jojzabdni  (Lamb's tongue) 
The  plantain.  The  plant  hare's  ear.  {^'^i.j^ 
zaban  buridan,  To  silence.  To  make  a  present,  to 

bribe.  tJwJ  ̂ jbj  zaban  bastan,  To  keep  silence. 

To  silence,  i^ji^.  (jbj  zabdni  bl  zaban,  The  dumb 
tongue  (of  brutes).  Dumb  expression.  A  pen. 

j*n  (J,  ̂Jojzabdnibl  sar, Trifling,futile,  impertinent 
discourse.  i^^j  zabdni  pdrsl,  (or  ̂ ^Ji 
fdrsY)  The  Persian  language,  as  spoken  in  Fars  or 

Persia  Proper,  l^j^^.  (jVj  zabdni  pahlavi,  The 
Pahlavi  or  ancient  tongue,  in  which  are  written  the 

Zand  and  other  books  of  the  Magi  or  worshippers 

of  fire,  i^'^j^y  zaban  tar  hardan,TQ  speak. 

To  wet  one's  whistle.  JW  ̂ Joj  zabdni  hdl,  Lan- 
guage expressed  by  one's  condition,  situation,  or 

by  signs  (in  contradistinction  to  language  of  the 

tongue,  and  which  is  called  ^Joj  zabdni  hdl). 

jjii^ii  ̂ Joj  zabdn  dddan.  To  promise,  agree,  stipu- 
late. To  give  permission.  zabdn 

dar  kas}iidan,To  keep  in  one's  tongue.  ̂ JOj 
zabdni  dari,  A  purer  dialect  of  the  Persian,  spoken 

at  court,  ̂ ^lij  ̂jbj  zabdn  zadan.  To  speak, 

kjJijj  zabdni  zargaii,  An  enigmatical  kind  of  lan- 
guage. jj^ioLw*  zabdn  sitadan,To  put  to  silence, 

i^^^ji^  ̂ ^bj  zabdni  tuti,  (Parrot's  tongue)  Name 
of  an  herb,  (jiibi^  jjl^  zabdn  gushddan,To  speak, 

utter.  To  revile.  (J^j^^bj  zabdn  koftan,  To 

stammer,  stutter,  jll  ̂̂ bj  zabdni  gdo  or  gdv,  Bo- 
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rage.  The  point  of  a  spear.  tJ^i/  ̂Joj  zabdn  gi- 
riftan,  To  stammer.  To  know  the  state  of  an  ad- 

versary's affairs.  ^bj  zabdni  gunjishk, 

(Sparrow's  tongue)  Seed  of  the  asli-tree.  ^^IjJ 
zabdni  ligdm,  The  tongue  of  the  bridle.  A  ring 
on  the  bridle  under  the  chin,  j^iij*^  (jbj  ̂^^^^^ 

maghz-ddr,  Profound  speech.  An  eloquent  tongue, 

ei^^^.  (jVj  zabdn  ydftan,  To  obtain  leave.  ̂  

(jl^  bl  zabdn.  Dumb,  speechless. 

A  (jl^  zabdn,  Refractory,  contumacious.  Zu- 
bdn.  The  sixteenth  mansion  of  the  moon. 

P  ̂^-j^  (jbj  zubdn-afgan,  Vomiting  flames. 

Pjjl  (jbj  s'a&are-awar,  Eloquent.  A  backbiter. 
P        1  ̂jbj  zabdn-dwari.  Eloquence,  fluency. 

zubdn-bur,  (Tongue-cutting)  A  silen- 

cing argument.  Hush-money. 

p  ̂J\J>         zubdn-burdn.  Satirist,  lampooner. 

p  ^jbj  zabdn-burlda,  Silenced. 
p  ̂   (jbj  zubdn-band.  Fascination,  as  tying  up 

the  tongue.  A  fascinator. 

P(_^ti.^  ̂ ^jzabdn-bandl,T)e^oslt\on  ofawitness. 

^ulP'       zubdn-  tardn,  A  satirist :  railer :  reviler. 
p  s^jiibj  zabdn-khvdh,  A  beggar. 

p  (j^iA^bj  zabdn-ddn,  A  linguist.  An  interpre- 
ter. A  poet.  A  scholar,  a  pupil. 

pj\jdi\ij  zabdn-dardz.  Extending  the  tongue, 
i.  e.  speaking  much  and  malevolently,  abusive. 

p  i^j'j^  zabdn-dardzl.  Loquacity.  Oblo- 
quy, censure,  i^^^ ̂ Jl)^  zabdn  dardzi  har- 

dan.  To  scold. 

p  j^bj  zabdn-rdn,  Eloquent.  Prolix,  talk- 
ative. A  story-teller. 
p  zabdn-rdnl,  Conversation.  Talk. 

p  Jjibj  ;raZ^a?t-^a<Z,Talked  about.Every-day  talk. 
p  zabdn-zadagi,  Mention. 

p  j'lij  ̂jbj  zabdn-zada,  Spoken  of,  talked  about. 
p  (— zubdn-jirih,  (^ovidjijirij'ta)  AYiar. 
p  iCSLiji  ̂ jbj  zubdn-Jirifta,  A  liar.  Deceived. 

p ̂ jiobj  zabdngar,  Any  thing  which  bites  the 
tongue.  Milk  formed  into  butter. 

p         (jbj  zabdn-girifta.  Dumb, tongue-tied. 

V ̂   ̂Joj  zabdn-gaz.  Acrid,  tart,  pungent. 

p  b^  ̂^l^  zabdn-goyd.  Eloquent  speaker. 

p j^ty^j  s'a&aM-'/I?',  A  tongue-taker,  i.e.  taking 
a  prisoner  to  gain  information.  A  spy.  Whatever 
bites  the  tongue. 

p  eobj  zabdna  or  zubdna.  Flame.  The  shank 
of  a  button.  The  tongue  of  a  balance.  Lingula 

pudendi.  (jiij  &ibj  zabdna  zadan,  To  flame,  blaze. 

A  (^bj  zabdni,  A  life-guard  man.  An  infernal 
guard  (?.  c.  a  devil  who  is  supposed  to  toss  the 
damned  into  the  flames). 

A  ̂jbibj  znbdnlydni,  The  two  claws  (of  a  scor- 
pion). Two  bright  stars,  the  scales  of  Libra,  and 

the  sixteenth  mansion  of  the  moon. 

A  'iy^hj  zabdniyat,(Y)].o['B^iJ  zibniy at) GmrdiS. 
Strong,  stubborn,  rebellious  (jinns  or  men). 

A  i^ij  zabab,  (v.  n.  of  CLij)  Being  hairy.  Hairi- 
ness. The  long  hairs  about  a  camel's  face. 

A  'i-^J  zababat,  pi.  oftl^  zubb.  Membra  virilia. 

A  ̂y^j  zabtal,  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  ,y>j  zabd,  (v.  n.  of  d^j)  Churning.  Feeding 

with  cream  or  fresh  butter.  Giving.  A  little  money. 

A  small  present.  Zubd,  Cream.  Fresh  butter.  Za- 

bad, Froth  (of  the  sea),  foam  (of  a  camel),  scum 

or  dross  (of  silver),  j^}^  zabadul  bahr,  Cut- 
tle-fish bone.  &ji*aiiJ\  zabadu  'I  kasabat.  An  ef- 

florescence whicli  appears  at  the  root  of  a  cane.  OJj 

jjs!^\  zabadu'lkamar.  The  moon-stone.  Zubad,  (pi. 

of  it^J  zubdat)  Creams. 

A  (j^i^^  zubddn,  Cream. A  i'^ij  zubdat.  Cream  of  milk,  best  of  any  thing. 
Devonshire  cream.  Marrow.  Butter.  The  middle. 

Chosen.  ̂ ^^1  2i>.JJ  zubdasi  arkdn.  The  best  part 

of  the  creation.  j«b!i)\  s'ilj  i^J  zubdan  wuldti'l 
andni,  The  cream  of  the  rulers  of  men  (Muhammad). 

A  L^'^>j  znbdiy.  Creamy. 

Aj>J  zabr,  (v.  n.  of^)  Writing.  Hindering, 

keeping  back,  driving  off'.  Understanding.  Build- 
ing, constructing  (a  well).  Flowing  profusely. 

Flinging  stones.  Laying  the  foundations  of  an  edi- 
fice one  upon  another.  Scolding,  reproving,  speak- 

ing harshly.  Discourse,  talk.  Patience.  Stones. 

Strong.  ij>^  akhazahu  bi  zabrihi.  He  took 
it  all.  Zibr,  (pl.j^  zubur)  A  book.  Zabar,  All, 

the  whole.  Zubar  or  znbur,  (pi.  of  "ijij  zubrat) 
Bits  of  iron.  Zubw,  (pi.  ofj^Jj  zabur)  Books, 

t  Pj>j  zabar.  Above,  upon,  high,  superior.  The 

Persian  term  for  the  short  vowel  — fat'ha,  because 
placed  over  a  letter.  A  baker's  trough,  j^jj^  az 
zabar,  Vroxaahoye.  Aloft,  over-head,  f^^r 

zabari  pur-chin,  Thorns  stuck  on  the  top  of  a  wall. 

Zibar,  A  shield,    (for^^jt  az  bar)  By  heart. 
A zibbir.  Strong,  veiy  powerful. 

A  zabrds,(fexa.o^jij\azbar)'WiAehei\feen 
the  shoulders.  Name  of  a  girl  proverbially  choleric. 

p  ̂ \ jij  zabar-db,  A  film  on  stagnant  water. 

^  O^JvJvJ  ~(ibar-posh,  An  upper  garment.  A 

quilted  coverlet. A  2«^)rrti,  Writing.  Zubrat,  (pl._^Jj  zubur 

and  zubar-)  A  splinter  or  piece  of  iron.  A  bit.  The 
space  between  the  shoulders.  The  shoulder  of  a 

man  or  a  lion.  The  hair  of  a  lion's  mane.  The 
eleventh  mansion  of  the  moon.    An  anvil. 

p  zabar-tang,  A  surcingle,  girth. 

A  zibrij,  An  ornamented  various-coloured 
garment ;  also  a  decoration  of  jewels,  or  any  thing 

similar.  Gold.  Thin  ruddy  clouds,  with  a  mixture 

of  white. 
p  A  ii>!>j{j  zabarjad,  An  emerald.   A  topaz, 

p  Lf'^^jij  ̂ d-barjadl,  Of  the  colour  of  the  eme- 
rald or  topaz. 

A  ̂ tijJj  ̂^^^^^^y";  -A."  emerald.  A  topaz. 
p  C^ui^jijzabar-dast, Athletic,y\gorous.  Over- 



bearing,  tyrannical,  harsh,  oppressive, violent.  Su- 
perior.   The  upper  part,  higher  side. 

p  (J**>'^  zabar-dasti,  Oppression,  tyranny, 
severity,  harshness,  violence.  Superiority,  upper- 
handedness. 

p  i^^jij  zdbar-fuf,  Abuse,  curse,  execration. 

A  (jl5^)\a2;Vj&nAara,Themoon.  Thin-bearded. 
Name  of  a  man. 

A  zabrakat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Dyeing  (a 

garment)  red  or  yellow. 

p        jij  zabar-gilwid,  A  cauldron. 

p  ̂ ij  ziharm,  Memory,  recollection. 
p  tj>j  zuiara,  A  bar  of  iron. 

p  {Jj>j  zabari,  Violence,  oppression. 

p  zahann,  Higher,  upper.  Of,  or  belong- 

ing to,  the  wordjJj  zabar,  Above.  Superior. 

A  (-j-^^  zabzab,  A  kind,  of  ship.  Name  of  an 
animal  of  the  size  of  a  little  dog,  whose  fur  is  good 

against  gout  and  rheumatism. 

A  iOj^  zabzabat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^j  Q)  Being  an- 
gry.   Being  routed  in  battle. 

A  laJj  zaht,  (v.  n.  of  laJj)  Quacking  (a  duck). 

A  p  Xilla^  zahtdnat,  (or  p  eoUa^  zahtana)  A 
long  hollow  tube,  through  which  they  shoot  small 

birds  with  pellets  forced  out  by  the  breath. 

p  Jolia^  zabtana,  The  top  of  a  saw,  by  which 
the  handle  is  fixed. 

A  zaba^ak,  (or  jI^jOJ  zibi^ak)  Of  a  bad 
disposition. 

A  uiLx^  zaba^ak,(or'^^_^*)Oj  zabu^ahiy)Wick- 
ed,  bold,  wholly  regardless  of  what  is  said  to  him. 

Aj*Jj  zab^r,  A  species  of  the  plant  jjc  marv. 

Zab^r  or  zib^r,  Name  of  a  fragrant  herb. 

A  ziba^dt,  Thick  and  hairy  (ear).  Bad- 
tempered,  cross  (woman). 

A  is^j  ziba^-a',  Ill-disposed.  Hairy  about 
the  eyebrows  or  jaws  (a  man  or  camel).  A  certain 

tree  which  grows  in  Hijaz.  A  female  crocodile. 

A  certain  beast  which  is  said  to  carry  an  elephant 

on  his  horn.   Ziba^a'  or  zaba^-a',  Gross,  thick. 
A  (^«^  zab^riy,  A  species  of  the  plant  j ̂  

marv.  Ziba^iy,A.\^mdi  ofarrow  with  long  feathers. 
A  zabagh,  Beginning,  or  novelty  (of  any 

thing).  A  sum,  whole,  total.  An  attack,  assault. 

Pji^  zab(jhur,  (or  j^J  zabgur)  Filling  the 
cheeks  with  wind,  and  then  making  a  sound,  by 
striking  them. 

AjiJj  zibghar,  An  odoriferous  herb. 

A  zabk,  (v.  n.  of  Plucking  (the  beard). 

Mixing.    Restraining,  keeping  back. 

A  zabl,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj)  Manuring  (land), 

dunging  (a  crop).  Zibl,  Dung.  Zubul,  (pi.  of 

(J-JJ  zabiV)  Baskets. 

A  ̂'^j  zublan,  (pi.  of  J*>J  zab'tl)  Baskets. 
A  Xbj  zublat,  A  mouthful.    Zabalat,  A  trifle. 
p  zibldan,  A  dunghill,  a  mixen. 

P  Jjj^J  zaUuh,  A  term  of  reproach. 
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A  zabn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jJ))  Beating  off,  driving 
away.  Striking  with  the  knee  when  being  milked 

(a  camel).  Selling  fruit  on  the  tree  by  guess  for 

dates  received  by  measure.  One  who  drives  vio- 

lently. Separate,  detached  (dwelling-house).  Zibn, 
Need,  necessity.  Zaban,  Stuff  of  the  size  of  a  room 

(as  a  curtain  hung  before  a  lady's  chamber).  A 
side,  a  quarter. 

A(|^y_J]  zubunn,  One  who  pushes  away  violently. 

A  &j.JJ  zubunnat,  The  fore-leg  of  a  camel. 

kj^j  zabantar,  Short,  contemptible,  dwarfish. 
Ugly.    Calamity,  misfortune. 
A  zohO'i'^^ia'TCi ,  Calamity,  misfortune. 

A  aol^  zihniyat,  (pi.  'iJi^j  zabdniyai)  A  life- 
guard man.  A  devil  who  is  supposed  to  throw  the 

damned  into  the  flames.  Strong,  severe.  Stub- 
born, rebellious,  (jinn  or  man). 

A  j^^j  zabambar,  All,  the  whole. 
p  zabukha,  Venereal  pleasures. 

p  ii^^j  za  or  2;M&Mrfa,  Carelessness.  Ascallion. 

Aj^J  zabur,  (pl.^  ziibur)  Writing.  A  book. 
Word  of  God.   Psalms  of  David.   Zubur,  (pi.  of 

jij  zibr')  Books. p  ti)^j='jyj  zabur-klmdn,  A  psalm-singer. 

^jy^j  zabuz,  A  whirlpool. 
A         zubul,  (  v.  n.  of  (JjJ)  Dunging  (land). 

p  awib        2;M&MZ-?/a/i!c(,  Renovated  by  manure. 

p  f^^j  zabun,  Weak,  infirm,  helpless.  Vile. 
Of  the  worst  kind,  spoilt,  bad.  Irksome.  Con- 

quered, made  captive.  Willing.  Greedy.  Complain- 
ing. The  earnest  paid  upon  purchase.  A  purchase, 

in  which  the  purchaser  buys  with  avidity. 

A  i^^j  zabun,  (A  battle)  wherein  the  combatants 
crowd  upon  one  another.  (A  she-camel)  kicking 
her  milker.  Negligent,  imprudent.  A  dupe.  Weak 
in  mind.  A  fellow.  A  well  with  some  remains  of 

water  at  the  bottom. 

A  (^^j  zabbun.  Pride. 
p  s^^\>  i^^j  zabun-bdfta,  Of  a  flimsy  texture. 
A  ■i^^j  zahbunat.  Pride,  arrogance.  Rebellion, 

stubbornness.     Zabbunat  or  zubbunat,  Whatever 
defends  the  side.    The  neck. 

p  zabun-kush,  A  persecutor  of  the  weak, 

p  (J,_j^  zabuni,  Infirmity,  indisposition,  weak- ness. Vileness. 

p        zibhar.  Disgust  at  filial  undutifulness. 

A  zabhamaf,  Haste,  expedition,  an  expe- 
ditious mode  of  walking.    A  wheeled  carriage, 

p  'i'^'J^j  zabhida,  Fallen,  dropped. 

A       zaby,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Carrying.  Lying  in 
wait  with  mischievous  intent.    Driving  forward. 

Calling,  inviting.  Zuba',  (pi.  of  «*>J  zubyat)  High 
grounds  where  water  does  not  reach. 

A  ^■a&ii.  Currants,  sun-raisins :  dried  figs 
or  dates.  Foam.  The  poison  of  a  serpent,  l 

zablbu''ljabal,  A  small  raisin  or  currant  which 
expels  phlegm,  and  removes  an  impediment  in  the 
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speech.  Zubayb,  (dim.  of  uL^j  zubb)  A  boy's  cock. 
A  zabibat,  One  raisin.  An  ulcer  growing 

on  the  hand. 
A  zabihatdni.  Two  black  spots  above 

the  eyes  of  a  serpent  and  of  a  dog.  Saliva  at  the 

corners  of  the  lips  after  speaking  much.  The  two 

corners  of  a  serpent's  mouth. 

A  J[^J  zabibiy,  A  seller  of  raisins  or  currants. 
Wine  made  from  raisins  steeped  without  boiling. 

A  ii^J^J  zabibiyat,  Name  of  a  quarter  in  Bagdad. 

A  a-Aj  zubyat  or  zabyat,  (pi.  zuba')  High 
ground,  where  water  does  not  reach.  A  pit  dug 
for  a  lion  (generally  on  high  ground). 

A  ii^f^j  zubaydat,  The  wife  of  Harun  Arrashld. 

Aj^iJ  zabir.  Adversity,  misfortune.  The  moun- tain on  which  God  spoke  to  Moses.  Thin,  fetid, 

black  mud.    A  writing.    The  ear. 

p  jOj  zibl?;  Memory,  recollection :  by  heart. 

A  l^t^J  zab'it,  (v.n.  of  la^)  Quacking  (a  duck). 
A        zabi^  Enraged,  pouring  forth  invective. 

A  (3^^j  zabik,  Plucked  (beard). 
A  (J-:^J  zabil.  Dung.  Zahil,  (or  ,J.-?j  zibbil) 

(pi.  (Joj  zubul  and  ̂ J^j  zubldii)  A  dried  and  hol- 
low pumpkin,  gourd,  or  calabash,  in  which  women 

keep  their  cotton.    A  basket,  a  wallet. 

A  zibbln.  One  who  expels  or  retains  ex- 
crement and  urine  against  his  will. 

p  L^J  zap,  Straight,  right,  true. 

Pj^J  zipar,  A  shield. p  iji^j  zajmra,  Quicksilver. 
p  Oj  zat,  Naked. 
A  C^j  zatt,  (v.  n.  of         Di'essing  (a  bride). 

A  '^^j  zutukh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ■)  Adhering  (a  tike). 
p  ̂   20/,  Name  of  a  yellow  bird.  Zuj,  A  bone- headed  arrow.  A  very  short  arrow.  Dried  curds. 

A  ̂   zajj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  with  the  ferule (of  a  spear).    Throwing.    Running  (an  ostrich). 

(pi-      ~y^j     *^^?\3  ■^y^y'^O  '^'^^  *^^p the  elbow.  The  point  of  an  arrow.  The  cramp- 

iron  or  ferule  of  a  spear,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  azajj)  (Men) 

with  long,  thin  eyebrows.  Long-striding  ostriches. 

A  -^W]J  zajds,  (v.  n.  of  for_j»-j)  Being  easy, 
successful,  happening  fortunately.  Being  ready, 

expeditiously  collected  (revenue).  Being  broken 
off  (laughter). 

A  ̂IS-j  zajjds,  (fem.  of  ̂ \  azajj)  Possessed  of 
long  and  thin  eyebrows.  (A  female  ostrich)  going 
with  long  strides. 

A  ^V"jy  canine  teeth  of  a  stallion,  (pi. 

of  ̂   ̂■wjy)  The  ferules  of  spears.  Tips  of  elbows. Points  of  arrows.    Zujdj,  zijdj,  or  zajdj,  Glass. 

A  t^lS-j  zajjdj,  A  glass-manufacturer. 
A  'i-s-Xs^j  zujdjat,K\t\i  of  glass.  A  cup,  a  glass, 
p  %s>-\>-j  zujdjan  may  si  nab,  A  glass  of 

pure  wine. A  ̂^^^^'^j  ■^^yW^Uy  ̂   vender  of  glass.  Zujdjiy, 
Made  of  glass.  A  glass-maker.  ̂ ^^\>-jj^  kasri 



zujaji,  A  building  of  glass,  a  crystal  palace, 

p  JVj  zajal,  A  spider. 

A  JVj5\  ̂l?-  hamamu'z  zajal,  A  carrier-pigeon. 
A         zujhat,  One  word  (is  not  beard). 

A  ̂ =-J  Lengtb  and  tbinness  of  eyebrows. 
Zujuj,  Quiet,  tame,  domestic  asses.  Sbort  spears 
furnisbed  witb  beads. 

A  's^j  zijajat,  (pi.  of  ̂   zujj)  Tbe  tips  of  tbe elbows.   Tbe  ferules  of  spears.   Points  of  arrows. 

A        zajh,  An  excoriating,  a  scratcbing. 

^     A zajr  or  zajar,  {v^-j^j  zujw')  Divina- 
tion, augury  from  tbe  fligbt  of  birds.  A  large  kind 

of  fisb.  J  j'^j         ̂   man^  ilahi,  Tbe 
divine  probibition  or  chastisement.  Zajr,  (v.  n.  of 

j=ry)  Hindering,  probibiting.  Cbecking,  cbiding. 

Ci-ying  out,  calling  (to  cattle)  to  move  onward. 
Driving  up,  urging  forward.  Casting  ber  foal  (a 

camel).  Conjecturing,  divining,  auguring,  observ- 
ing tbe  fligbt  of  birds.  Force,  viol^ce^  Threat. 

Punishment. 

A  J.s-j  zajl,  (v.  n.  of  J-s-j)  Throwing.  Shoot- 
ing, hitting.  Striking  witb  tbe  ferule  of  a  spear. 

Injecting.  Pushing, tbrusting,driving away.  Send- 

ing (a  carrier-pigeon)  anywhere.  Bringing  forth. 

Zajal,  (v.  n.  of  J-s-j)  Playing.  Singing  witb  taste, 
chanting.  Sounds,  clamours,  mixed  murmurs.  Za- 

jil,  (A  cloud)  reverberating  witb  the  noise  of  thun- 
der. One  who  raises  his  voice,  a  chanter.  A  house 

or  tent,  through  which  the  wind  whistles.  Zujal, 

(pi.  of 'jJs-j  zijlat)  Crowds.    Parts,  portions. 
A  zajlcLf,  Swift  (she-camel  or  ostrich). 
A  sajor 0(y7a/,Tbevoiceof men.  Acrowd. 

Zujlat,A  part,  portion  :  a  single  drop  or  particle. 
Tbe  skin  between  tbe  eyes.    State,  condition. 

A        zajm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Muttering  inarticu- 
lately. Listening  to  what  is  said  low,  in  a  whisper. 

zujjam,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  'iJS^j  sajmct^,  Tbe  moisture  that  comes  out  witb 
a  new-born  infant.  Zajmat  or  zujmat,  A  mutter, 
whisper.  A  word.  Somewhat. 

p  Jj"?^  zajmul.  Flax-seed. 

A  zajn,{\.r\.oi ^^>■j')  Delaying,  being  slow. 
Displacing.  Short,  dwarfish  (man). 

A  sip-j  zajnat,  A  word.  A  whisper. 
A  zajanjal,  A  polished  mirror. 

A  ̂ jzajrv,  (v.n.of  \»-J  for Driving,  thrust- 

ing away.  Zajni,  (or  jsij  zujuw)  (v.  n.  of  U-j  for 

_5»-j)  Being  easy,  successful,  happening  fortunately. 
Being  readily  and  expeditiously  collected  (tribute). 

Being  broken  off  (laughter). 

Aj_j=-j  zajur,  (A  she-camel)  which  one  recog- 
nises by  tbe  eyes  and  not  by  tbe  nose.  (A  camel) 

which  does  not  give  ber  milk  until  she  be  chidden. 

A  camel  that  smells  another's  colt  and  refuses  to 

give  her  milk.  Zujur,  (pi.  ofj»-j  zajr  or  zajar') 
Divinations.  Huge  fishes. 

A  Jjs-J  zajul,  Long,  distant  (mountain-steep). 
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A  zajum,  (A  bow)  which  makes  a  low, 
obscure  twang.  Madness.  Bad-tempered  (camel)  : 

one  that  will  not  take  a  liking  to  another's  foal. 

p  iu>-j  zaja  (or  ss'-j  zacha)  A  woman  who  has 
recently  brought  forth  (so  called  until  the  fortieth 
day  after  her  delivery). 

p  f^rTj  zachacji,  Child-birth. 
zahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Removing  (from  its 

place).  Impelling, repeUing.  Driving  away.  Draw- 

ing quickly. 

AjWj  zihar,  (v.  n.  3  ofjSi-j)Being  inimical,  hos- 
tile. Zuhdr,  A  certain  disease  incident  to  camels. 

Zuhar,  (or  zuharat)  A  looseness  in  the  belly, 

dysentery,  witb  griping  and  discharge  of  blood. 
Hard  breathing  attended  with  groans. 

Aj'^j  ̂a/i/iar.  One  who  sighs  and  breathes  hard. 
A  (  jU-J  zihaf,  (in  prosody)  A  dropping  of  one 

letter  between  two  others. 

A  «3U-j  zuhalat,  A  certain  animal  that  enters 
its  bole  tail  foremost.  A  man  who  travels  not.  A 

woman  who  keeps  aloof  from  all  kinds  of  work. 

A I  aJls^^a/mZZ/^Small reptiles  resembling  ants. 

Zahalif,  (or  i_flJU-j  zahalif)  (pLoCeS^h-j  zuhlu- 
fat)  The  marks  of  boys  sliding  from  high  grounds. 

A  ̂j^'^j  zahalik,  (pl.o^&s^s-j)  Boys'  slides. 
A  pU-j  ziJtam,  (v.  n.  of  ps-j)  Pressing  (people 

in  a  crowd).  A  crowd,  asiru  z  ziJiam, 
Very  crowding. 

A  uLboa\»-j  zahdmik,  (pi.  of  i^yf'J)  Dodders. 

Aj»-j  zahr,  (v.n.  of^s>-j)  Breathing  bard,  groan- 
ing (a  woman  in  labour).   Groaning  when  asked 

for  any  thing  (a  miser).  Wounding  the  head  with 
a  spear.  Zuhar,  A  miser. 
A  zahran,  A  miser. 

A  S^J  zahrat,  A  single  throe. 

A  ̂j^'j  zahzdh.  Remote,  far  distant. 

A  ̂ y'j  zahzah.  Absence,  distance. 
A  'is^'j^j zahzahat,{y.n.oi ^J^j  Q)  Separating, 

detaching.  Driving  away,  putting  to  a  distance. 

A  i_fls>-j  zahf,  An  army  marching  against  tbe 

enemy.  Zahf  or  zahaf,  (v.n.  of  0»-j)  Proceeding, 
advancing  gradually.  Creeping  forward  (as  a  child 

on  tbe  ground).  Dragging  the  limbs  from  fatigue 

(a  camel).  Skimming  along  or  grazing  tbe  ground 
until  it  has  reached  the  mark  (an  arrow  that  had 
fallen  short). 

A  zahaf  an,  A  proceeding,  or  advancing 

gradually. 

a'^s-J  zuhafat,Oneyiho  does  not  travel  through 

countries.  ̂ ^JCSLs-^\ J6  nm-u'z  zahfatayn,  A  fire 

made  of  the  plant  shlh  and  of  the  ̂'^S  alas 
(both  of  which  kindle  rapidly). 

A  zahh,  (v.  n.  of  C;iis>j)  Being  tired  (a  ca- 

mel). Stopping  in  one  place.  Approaching.  Go- 
ing to  a  distance. 

A  Jjs-j  zahl,  (v.  n.  of  (Js»^)  Departing.  Being 
wearied,  lagging  behind  on  a  journey.  A  loiterer 

behind.  Zahil,  One  who  departs  and  goes  away. 

Zuhal,The  planet  Saturn.  One  who  fails  in,  or  gives 

up  his  work.  Black-lead.  Jj>-j  ghuldmu  zu- 
hal,  Name  of  Abii  Kasim  tbe  astronomer. 

A  ̂y>-j  zihall,  A  camel  which  pushes  tbe  others 
away  from  the  cistern  that  he  may  drink  himself. 

A  Sils-j  zahlafat,  (v.  n.  of  (»_ai»-j  Q)  Rolling. 
Giving  a  thousand.  Thrusting,  driving  away. 
Talking  fast.  Filling  (a  vessel). 

A  ,3^=^  zihlik.  Violent,  boisterous  (wind). 
A  'ials^J  zahlahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^^j  Q)  Turning, 

tumbling,  revolving. 

A  'i^is-j  zahlahat,  (v.  n.  of  ciii>J  Q)  Rolling. 
A  zuhlut.  Avaricious,  base,  abject. 

A  &i^\>-j  zuhlufat,  (or  'iii<^j  zuhluhat)  (pi. 
I  a5Wj  zahalif,  i_aJls>J  zahalif,  ̂ ^Jl^  zahalik) 
The  marks  left  by  a  boy  sliding  from  high  ground, 

a  boy's  slide.  An  insect  somewhat  like  an  ant. 

A  aJ^L-J  zuhluhat.  The  grave.  A  plank  laid 
athwart  another  in  the  game  of  see-saw. 

A  S^^j^J  zuhluhat,  (pi.  CiiJWj  zahalik)  A 
boy's  slide  down  a  slope. 

A  (J^^j  zuhlul,  A  narrow,  slippery  place. 

A  ̂yf}^J  zihUl,  One  who  retires,  and  remains  be- hind, A  narrow  and  slippery  place.  Swift,  quick. 

A  zahm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Pressing,  squeezing 

(as  in  a  crowd).  A  crowd,  throng.  ̂ JiV^ummu'z 
zahm  or  zuhm,  Mecca  (on  account  of  the  crowds 
of  pilgrims). 

A  zahmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Squeezing,  press- 
ing (as  a  dense  throng).  The  pangs  of  child-birth. 

A  crowd,  bustle,  throng.  Disquietude,  indisposi- 
tion of  body  or  mind ;  pain,  trouble,  disease. 

idJ^jSzahmatifai-anff, The  French  disease.  Pil^J 

^jii^ii  zahmat  dadan,  To  incommode,  molest,  an- 

noy, torment. 

p  i^J^ iJL^j  zahmat-kash,  Afflicted. A  zahmarat,  (v.  n.  of j^j  Q)  Filling  (a 
leathern  bottle). 

A  i^y^j  zuhmuh,  (pi.  uiL«U-j)  Dodder. 
A  zahn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^-j)  Proceeding  slowly. 

Moving  (from  its  place).   Zahn  or  zuhan.  Short. 
A  zahnat,  Intense  heat.  A  caravan  with 

its  luggage  and  followers.  Zuhnat,  A  bend  in  a 

valley.     Zuhanat,  Short,  dwarfish  (woman). 

A  'isik^j  zahanfafat,  One  whose  two  heel-ten- 
dons knock  against  each  other.  One  who  crawls 

on  the  ground. 

A  L  °°'  '—j  zahanhaf.  One  who  hitches  along  on 
his  bottom.  One  whose  heels  strike  against  each 
other  in  walking. 

A  L_->_j5»-j  zuhuh,  (v.n. of  (_/s-J)  Approaching. 

A  <^y>-j  zahuf,  (A  she-camel)  which  drags  tbe 
limbs  from  fatigue.  Zuhuf,  (v.n.  ofi  Qs-j)  Pro- 

ceeding, advancing  gradually.  Creeping  forward 

(as  a  little  boy  on  his  bum).  Dragging  the  limbs 
from  fatigue  (a  camel). 



A  tiJj^-J  zuhuh,  (v.  n.  of  tii^j)  Being  jaded. 

A  [}y>-j  zahul,  A  camel  that  will  not  leave  the 
cistern  without  drinking,  although  beaten.  Long 

and  distant  (mountain-steep).  Zuhul,  (v.n.of  Jj>J) 
Declining,  retiring  to  a  distance. 

Ajto-j  zahir,  (v.  n.  ofp-j)  Groaning,  or  breath- 

ing hard.  A  looseness  in  the  belly.  Hard  breath- 

ing. A  twisting  of  the  guts,  with  griping  and  dis- 
charge of  blood,  dysentery. 

A  ̂ y^j  zahil,  One  who  departs  and  goes  away. 

p  ̂   zahh,  A  groan.  Tinkling  of  a  bell.  A  wart. 

The  driving  in  of  a  stake,  (for  ̂ s-J  zaJihm)  A  wound. 

A  ̂   zakhkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Throwing  down.  Ly- 
ing with  (a  woman).  Causing  to  fall  into  a  hole. 

Discharging  urine.  Rushing  upon,  assaulting.  Be- 
coming angry,  taking  fire.  Travelling  at  a  cruel 

pace  (a  camel-driver).  Blazing,  flashing  (fire). 

Aj\i-J  zihhar,  (v.  n.  3  of^s-j)  Boasting,  glory- 
ing (against  another). 

Aj^J  zalihlihar,  Full,  and  swelling  (sea). 

Ai  jjls-j^a/i/iar^/JChannelsfor  water  in  grooves, 
furrows,  or  gutters.  Ships.  Four-footed  insects 
flying  on  the  surface  of  the  water.  Worldly  pomps 

and  pageants. 

p  zakhara,  (or  iJCis^j)  A  branch. 

A  ZSj^j  zakhariy,  (A  place)  full  of  luxuriant 

herbage.  Zuhhmiy,  Luxuriant  (plant).  Zukha- 

riy  or  zakhariy,  The  blossom  of  a  plant.  Green- 
ness and  freshness  of  herbage. 

A  zakhbas,  Patient,  hardy  (she-camel). W 

A  &5«-J  zakhkhat,  Rage.  Malevolence,  envy. 
A  woman.  ZuhhJthat,  Small  sheep. 

Aji-j  zakhr,  (v.  n.  ofj5»-j)  Filling.  Rising  en 
masse  (a  people).  Overflowing  (a  channel)  :  swell- 

ing (the  sea)  :  boiling  furiously  (a  pot)  :  raging 

(war).  Scattering  to  the  winds.  Glorying  in  one's 
wealth.  Growing  luxuriantly  (a  plant).  Exhilara- 

ting. Making  (cattle)  fat  and  well-liking  (grass). 
A  zikhrit,  The  snot  or  slaver  of  sheep  or 

camels.  A  sort  of  plant. 

A  <— j/^*  zukhruf,  Gold.  Painting,  gilding. 
Beauty,  elegance,  ornament.  A  speech  embellished 

with  fine  imagery  and  romantic  fiction.  Diffe- 
rent genera  of  plants. 

A  zakhrafat,  (v.  n.  of  i— Q)  Arrang- 
ing (a  discourse).  Adorning  with  paint  or  gilding. 

A  ]ajjh^j  zukhr-ut,  Old  and  decrepit  (camel). 
takhra,  Spectator  at  games  of  hazard. p  S 

A  Cff'j  zuhhny,  Long,  tall. 
zikhrit,  The  snot  and  slaver  of  sheep 

or  camels.  A  sort  of  plant. 

A  zukhzubh,  Strong  and  firm  in  flesh. 

A  '^y^j  zakhzakhat,  The  act  of  lying  with. 
A  < — ai-J  zdkhf,  A  being  vain-glorious,  proud. 
A  i'_5^J  zukhlut,  A  low,  worthless  fellow, 
p        zahhm,  A  wound,  scar,  sore,  cut,  blow  : 

a  fracture.  Sickness.  zakhmi  birydtt, 
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A  kind  of  pilaw,  o'^j^  ̂ 'j  zahhm  khwurdan, To  be  wounded.  zakhmi  sahamnak. 

An  envenomed,  mortal  wound.  ̂ ^="^3  zakhmi 
nakhun,  A  scratch  with  the  nails.  Astronomical 

lines.    j«5»J  chashm-zahhm,  A  wound  with 
the  eye,  a  fascinating  look. 

A  j»s>-j  zahhm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ »p-j)  Forcing,  driving 
furiously.  Stinking  (flesh).  Zakham,  (v.  n.  of 

^j)  Stinking  (especially  the  flesh  of  wild-beasts). 
Zakkim.,  Stinking,  offensive,  fetid. 

A  zakhmas.  Stinking  (woman). 

A        zakhamat,'Yhe  stink  of  wild-beasts' flesh. 

p  iSiijjs-  ̂ jzakhm-khwurda,Wounded.j>j>>s'- 
i  dj  kh  inziri  zakhm-hhrvurdajWonnded  hog. 

p  j\ J«j»-J  zakkm-dar.  Wounded,  struck. 

p  0*^/**^  zakhm-ras.  Wounding,  piercing. 

P  (j?)^«='j  zakhm-hari,  A  blow,  mortal  wound. 
p  (-dJlJL»=»J  zakhmnah.  Wounded,  struck. 
p         zakhma.  The  bow  (of  a  violin,  &c.). 

p  (_5>=^  zakhmi.  Wounded. 

p  "^j^j  zakhnara,  The  branch  of  a  tree. 
p  i^^j  zi  khwud.  Of  itself.  '^J*l3  ̂ ^''^ud 

shudan,  To  be  out  of  one's  senses. 

A  jjs-j  zuhhur,  (v.  n.  ofj»^)  Being  full,  over- 
flowing (a  channel).  Swelling,  raging  (the  sea). 

Growing  luxuriantly  (a  plant).  Boiling  furiously 

(a  pot),  raging  (war).  Rising  en  masse  (a  people). 

Filling.  Glorying  in  one's  possessions.  Exhilara- 
ting. Rendering  (cattle)  fat  and  comely  (grass). 

Scattering  to  the  winds.Za/j/iwar,Luxuriant(plant). 

A  Hjj y>j  zakhwarvy.  Tumid,  turgid,  pompous 
(speech).  Luxuriant  (plant). 
A  zakhumat.  Stinking  (woman). 

p  i^^j  zahhun,  Pride,  conceit. 

A  ̂ =>-j  zakhikh,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Flaring  (a  fire). 

A  i^J>j  2;a^Ai/', The  being  vain-glorious,proud. 
p  dj  zad,  (pret.  of  j^iSj  zadan)  He  struck.  A 

stroke,  blow.  Battle,  conflict,  combat.  iijy>- _j  lij 

zad  u  khrvurd.  Battle  conflict.  dj  zad  u 
kob,  Beating  and  thumping.  Battle. 

p  zidd,  (in  compos.)  Cleaning,  wiping,  scour- 

ing off"  (rust).  Dissipating,  dispelling.  Cl^^ 
zulmat-zidd.  Dispelling  darkness  (Muhammad). 

^  gham-zida.  Driving  away  grief,  j  ̂lij  pS- 
\y>\  i^jyMO  (iham-zida  m  masarrat-afza,  Dispel- 

ling care  and  augmenting  joy.  Pleasant,  delightful. 
p  zaddnidan.  To  cause  to  strike. 

p  ij^dj  ziddy,  (in  compos,  from  (jiij*^  zidu- 
daii)  Wiping,  cleaning,  scouring. 

p  ziddy anda,  A  polisher,  furbisher. 

p  (jL^r^jiij  ziddy idan,  To  scour,  cleanse. 

A  ̂ i^J  zidb,  (pi.  Portion,  share,  lot. 

A jdj  zadr,  (v.  n.  ofjtij)  Returning. 
p jdj  zadar.  Over.  Zidar,  Worthy,  deserving. 

A  ̂ ibj  zad^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lij)  Lying  with. 
A  jjtij  zidh,  (for  ̂ JS^a  sidk)  Truth,  veracity. 

p  j^/ii;  zadagi,  Percussion.    A  blow. 

p  ̂^i>J  zadan,  To  strike,  beat,  dash  against,  flap. 
To  touch.  To  sound,  blow.  To  play  on  an  instru- 

ment. To  verge,  tend,  incline  towards.  To  forge 

(a  sword).  To  accentuate.  To  eat.  To  lie  with, 

^^(ij  s*^^  bosa  zadan.  To  kiss,  ̂ jiij  ̂   ba  ham 
zadan,  To  strike  together,  to  dash  against  one  ano- 

ther, f^iij  a^Lj  tapdncha  zadan,To  give  a  smack 

ontheface.  ^jdj  tS.^\j:>'  jardhat  zadan,Towoimd. 

^jiij  i^Jjjji  ji^  j*n  sar  dar  sang  zadan,  To  strike 
one's  head  against  a  stone ;  i.  e.  to  blunder,  to  lie. 

(jtij  I  jii  daf  zadan,  To  beat  a  drum. 
shdna  bar  ydli  asb  zadan.  To  comb  the 

mane  of  a  horse,  ̂ jiij  ju*  j>  ̂  gul  bar  sar  za- 
dan. To  put  roses  on  the  head,  (jiij  i  9^  Idf  za- 

dan. To  boast,  i^i^j  masal  zadan.  To  propound 

parables,  relate  fables,  jjiij  CLiJi*K>  musht  zadan. 
To  bruise  with  the  fist,  ̂ ^dj  ndla  zadan.  To 

groan,  sigh,  lament,  ̂ ^lij  \iV  nidd  zadan,  (or 
(jiij  said  zadan^  To  proclaim,  ̂ ^i^  ̂J,  nay  zadan, 
To  sound  a  pipe,  blow  a  flute.  i^j^ 

surkhl  zanad.  It  inclines  towards  red. 

A  ji^  zadw,  (v.  n.of      for  jiij)  Playing  at  a 

game  with  nuts,  rolling  them  into  a  hole.  Aim- 
ing at  or  hitting  (the  goal).    Stretching  out  the 

hand  (towards  any  object). 

Pj^jiij  zadrvdr,  Zedoary. 

p  (jiijiij  zidudan,  To  polish,  clean,  scour,  fur- 
bish.   To  clear  the  country  of  mutiny  or  sedition. 

To  wipe  sadness  from  the  mind.  To  pluck,  gather. 

p  idjdj  ziduda.  Polished,  cleaned,  brightened, 

p  ̂ iJ^Jjii)  zadunitan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)To  buy. 

p  8iij  zada.  Stricken,  smitten.  Affected,  or  af- 
flicted with  any  disease.  Accentuated  (as  the  final 

syllable  of  ii^^  buda,  i^SXuijrasidanfScc).  Mas- 
ticated, eaten.  Published  abroad.  Old,  worn  out. 

Cut  down, lopped  ofl^.  Clipped, trimmed.  Adorned, 

set  off".  Forged  (sword).  A  cart,  dray.  An  order, 
row,  series.  A  line  (in  writing),    (ji^j^  zada 

budan,To  be  possessed  of  a  devil.  i^dJ^  zada 

shudan.  To  be  beaten,    i iy^\j>^  pd-zada.  Struck  or 
beat  down  with  the  feet.    Siij  sawdd-zada, 

1^ 

Sad,  melancholy,  hypochondriacal 
mahabbat-zada,  Smitten  with  love. 

PjJ  zar.  Gold.  Money,  riches,  wealth.  An 
old  man  or  woman.  An  old  man,  grey  and  ruddy. 

J./aljJ  zari  asl,  A  principal  sura.  Pure  gold,  jj 
zar  andudan.  To  gild.  To  acquire  money, 

(^j'jj  zari  tali.  Pure  gold,  ijji^ jj  zari  ja^ 
fari.  The  purest  kind  of  gold,  i^jai^s^  jj  zari  khd- 

lis.  Fine  gold.  c^JuLs- jJ  zari  khushk.  Pure  gold. 

»4i jJ  zari  dah  2)anji,  Gold  debased  by  alloy 
in  the  proportion  of  one  half.  d.***>iijj  zari 

dast-afshdr.  Gold  reduced  to  a  soft  state,  and  capa- 
ble of  being  wrought  by  the  hand.  8i>  jJ  zari 

dali  dahi.  Gold  without  any  alloy.  aiJ jj 

zari  dah  shashi,  Gold,  two-fifths  of  which  is  alloy. 
'^^^^  '^^^  mahi,  The  finest  gold.   »t> jJ 



zari  clah  nulii,  Gold,  a  tenth  whereof  is  alloy 

SiijJ  2;ari  <ZaA  hashtt,  Gold,  a  fifth  whereof 

is  alloy,    ̂ jinti  ̂ ari  dah  hafti,  Gold,  three- 

tenths  of  which  is  alloy,  i^jjj  fuhrii,  Pure 

gold.  J^jjjJ  -o-'^i  ru-mal,  Gilded  (copper),  jj 
SiiU*)  zari  sada,  Pure,  unwrought  gold.  jU*>jJ 
zari  saw,  Pure  gold,  of  the  full  standard.  A  par- 

ticle or  filing  of  gold  (which  falls  off  when  work- 

ing), '^j^jj  ̂'^^^  surkh,  Gold.  Pure  gold  of  a 
red  colour.  Gold  coin.  Name  of  a  suit  in  cards. 

iSjStMijj  zari  safed,  Silver.  A  suit  in  cards,  jj 

zari  shash  sari,  Pure  gold.  jj  za7'i 
tila.  Fine  ductile  gold  for  gilding.  zari 

tali,  Pure  gold.  zari  halb,  Base  coin.  jJ 

s'flH  g^d,  The  yellow  stamina  of  a  rose.  jJ 
muzab.  Melted  gold.  t^jisL**  , J  sAri 

maskuk,  Gold  coin.     (Jj'^jj  ̂ ^'"^  misri,  Pure 
gold.  jLIjI  (JlA-i,* jJ  musht-afshar,  A  soft 
kind  of  gold  which  might  be  moulded  into  any 

shape.  ̂ 3 ji« jJ  2ari  maghrihi.  Purest  gold.  The 

sun.  lij^-j* jJ  zari  maivjud,  Ready  money,  jj 
,_^U  zari  nahhuni.  The  purest  gold,  on  which  the 

finger  nail  leaves  an  impression,  i^bjj  zari  nakd, 

Ready  money.  ^.Juw  j  jJ  zar  u  sim,  Gold  and 

silver.  jJ       zal-zar,  Name  of  Rustam's  father. 
Ajj  zarr,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Buttoning  (a  garment). 

Plucking,  twitching.  Chasing  away,  pursuing. 

Biting.  Stabbing.  Shutting  close  the  eyes.  Being 

heated,  inflamed  (the  eye).  Collecting  violently. 

Shaking  (furniture).  Waxing  strong(the  intellect). 

Oppressing  a  rival.  Getting  understanding,  after 

lacking  wisdom.  Zirr,  (pl.jV|J^  azrar  andj^jj 

zurur)  A  coat-button.  A  bird's  egg.  The  edge  of 
a  sword.  The  knob  of  the  hip.  A  bone  like  a  half- 

nut,  in  which  the  lizard's  head  turns.  A  socket  in 
general.  The  socket  of  the  shoulder.  A  piece  of 

wood  into  which  the  top  of  the  tent-pole  is  fixed. 

Skilled  in  pasturing  camels.  The  stay  or  support 

of  any  thing.  A  small  bone  under  the  heart  act- 

ing as  a  support.  (^.S^^jj  zirru''d  din,  The  stay 
of  religion.  C^jj  zirt-u  malin.  Skilful  in  the  ma- 

nagement of  camels,  '^j^'^jj  zirru'l  ward,  A  rose- bud. The  button  or  knob  which  remains  after  the 
leaves  of  the  rose  are  shed. 

P  zarah,  Gold-water.   Wine.  A  moun- 
tain near  Baghdad. 

PjJj  '-r'\)j  zarab-rez,  Shedding  blood.  Per- 
spiring. 

A  zarabiy,  (pi.  of  zirliy  or  zurhiy) 
Couches,  pillows,  or  carpets  for  sitting  on.  (pi.  of 

&l>jj  zirbhjat  and  ziirbiyat')  Fountains,  jet-d'eaux. 
p  zaratusht,  Zoroaster  (the  author  of 

the  religion  of  the  Magi). 

p  ̂ V|J  zaraj.  The  barberry  and  its  tree. 
p  zaracha,  An  Ethiopian  wrestler. 
A         zurrah.  Quick  in  motion. 

A        zirad,  A  rope  fastened  round  a  camel's 
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neck,  to  prevent  him  from  bringing  up  his  food 

when  chewing  the  cud  and  throwing  it  on  his  rider. 

A  scourge  or  piece  of  stick,  with  which  they  strike 
one  another  playfully  when  dancing. 

A  zarrad,  A  maker  of  coats  of  mail  with 
iron  rings  (lijj  zarad). 

p  iolp-  liVj^  zarrad-hhana.  Armourer's  shop. 
p  uL*-ijoV|J  zaradusht,  Zoroaster. 
p  zaraduhsht,  Zoroaster. 

AjVjJ  zu7'ar,  Of  a  quick,  sprightly  genius. 
A  ij^jj  zurarat.  Any  thing  thrown  against  a 

wall  and  sticking  there. 

A  ̂ jlj^jj  zararik,  (pi.  of  jjj  zurrak)  Hawks. White  falcons. 

AjjV|J  zurazir,  Sharp,  quick,  sprightly. 

A  SjJ^J  zarazirat,  (pi.  of  j^jj  zirzar)  Com- 
manders of  ten  thousand  men. 

p  i_*ao\jJ  zar  asb.  Name  of  a  son  of  tus. 

pl^Xwi^J  za7'asag,(or<.^J>Lui\jj  zarasang)A  kind 
of  dust  like  gold  with  which  they  sprinkle  writings. 

A  laVj  zirat,  (for  sii'at')  A  way,  path. 
A  zira^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ J)  Giving  a  field  to 

sow,  and  furnishing  the  seed. 

A  zarra^  A  sower,  farmer.  Zurrd^,  (pi. 

of        zdri^  Sowers. 

A  zird^t.  Agriculture,  husbandry,  tillage. 

Sowing,  cultivation,  p  CL^^jj  zird^t  kar- 
dan.  To  cultivate. 

p  f^JS'Sjj  za7-dghash,  Hard  and  sandy  ground. 
p  za7'dghan,  A  sob,  hiccough.  Za7'dghan 

or  Ciij^ViJ  zardghank.  Hard,  sandy  ground. 

p  1  >\jj  zardf,  A  giraffe. 
A  I— zarrdf,  A  cameleopard. 

A  0\iVj^  za7-rdfdt,k.  kind  of  watering  machine. 

A  ̂iV,J  za7'dfat  or  zarrdf  at,  A  body  of  men 
(about  ten).  Za7-dfat  ovzU7'dfat,  (pi.  ̂ ^jj  zurd- 

fa')  A  cameleopard,  a  giraffe.  Zurdf at,  A  great  liar. 

A  Jy^j  zurdfa\  (pl.of  &i\jj)  Cameleopards. 
p  u^iV|J  zurdfiTi,  A  bar,  a  bolt.  The  ring  of  a 

door-post  for  fastening  a  door. 

A  yj^jj  zarrdk,  A  hypocrite,  sycophant,  rogue. 
p  zarrdlidTia,  Hypocritically. 

p  (-d3V,J  za7-dh.  The  barberry. 
p  ̂^jj  zar-dlu  (or  i^^jjj  zar-dlud)  A  plum. 

A  j^J^^^J  zardmim.  Contracted  within  itself. 

pj^ti,i\jj  zar-anddz,  A  hooka-carpet. 

^jjj'^^jj       andar  zar.  Profusely  gilded. 
p  2ar-awrfM£Z,(or  »4ij4ijWw£ZMJa)Gilded. 

p  ̂^tijiV^jJ  ̂ ar-  andudan,  To  gild. 
A  ̂  zardwih,  (pi.  of  jj  zarrvahat)  Low, 

wide  spread  hills.  . 

p  ̂^^jVjJ  zirdnishdn,  A  species  of  violet. 
A  za7'd7vand,  Aristolochy,  birth  wort. 

p  SjV|j  zardwa.  Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 
p  Si,   zardh,  Sea.   »ii_j25l  iV)j  The  Caspian. 
A  zurdhimat,  An  unblemished  maid.  A 

fat  young  woman. 

A  i.^};J  zardAb,  (pi.  of  zaribat)  Folds, 
enclosures  for  cattle.  Dens  of  wild  beasts.  Lurk- 

ing-places of  hunters. 

A  &?V|J  zirdyat,  (v.  n.  of  lSjJ)  Chiding,  reprov- 
ing. Defaming. 

P  _5^.^j  zirdyu,  A  woman's  veil. A  zarb,  (v.  n.  of  <-r^J)  Flowing.  Zarb 

or  zii'^b,  (pi.  zuruh)  A  sheep-fold.  A  place 
of  entrance.  Zirb,  A  canal. 

A  '-r'^J  zi7-bdb,  Gold ;  or  its  glitter.  Yellow. 
P  I — 'bjj  zar-bdf,  (or  iCibjJ  zar-bdfia)  Bro- cade, cloth  of  gold. 

P  (j^J  zarbdn,  Old,  decrepit.  Abraham. 

^  '^jj  (mi^  t^y^)  za7-bat  (or  jJ  zarba'), Name  of  a  city  in  Cilicia. 

p  C^Si>jj  zar-baft.  Brocade,  cloth  of  gold. 

P  Jj^J  zarbak.  Name  of  a  town  in  Khurasan  ; 
also  of  a  river  in  the  same  province,  called  like- 

wise i^\Syo      nahri  murghdb. 

A  (^^jj  zarbUn,  A  kind  of  fish,  a  perch.  Zur- bun  or  zarabun,  A  kind  of  shoe  or  slipper. 

A  '^J!Jj  zirbiy  or  s'Mr&iz/,  A  couch,  bed,  cushion. 
(A  plant)  turning  yellow  in  summer. 

p  j^i^J  zarbaydv,  Melted  silver. 
A  &i^J  zar,  zir,  or  zurbiyat,  A  fountain.  An 

ornamented  couch.   See  ̂ jji>\^  shdd-rawdn. 

p  i>Z^M)j>jj  zar-parast,  A  mammonist. 

p  LfK-jJ  zar-pazi.  The  smelting  of  gold. 

p  i^^^4s-j^^^i^_jj  zar-payhar  durukhsh,  The  sun. The  planet  Jupiter. 

A  ijj  zirat,  (v.  n.  ofjjj)  Committing  a  crime, sinning.  Fatness. 

A'ijj  zir7'at,The  mark  of  a  bite.Thefatof  camels. 
A  OjJ  zart,  (v.  n.  of  '^jj)  Strangling. 

p  tij^jj  zar-tdri.  Cloth  of  gold  tissue. 

p  O-i^J  zartiisht.  Supreme  intelligence.  Di- 
vine light.  The  rational  soul.  The  first  created. 

The  planet  Mercury.  A  truth-speaker.  Zoroaster. 

p  lIXJjJ  zartag,  J uice  of  safflower. 

A^J  za7'J,  (v.n.of  ̂ J)  Striking  with  the  lower end  of  a  spear.  A  tumult,  noise  of  horses. 

p  (_c*VjJ  zarjd7ni,  A  kind  of  grape. 
A  &j^J  za7'janat,  A  dividing  of  property 

amongst  sundry  people,  one  taking  the  house,  ano- 
ther the  land.    Fraud,  cheating,  trickery. 

p  zarjul,  (Jj>)J  sraJTAwZ or  Jjs-J  zar- 
Itliul)  A  game,  in  which  a  small  stick  is  struck  for- 

ward by  a  larger  one,  tipcat,  hockey. 

A  (j^?^J  zarjuTi  or  zarajun,  A  vine.  The  shoot of  a  vine  or  palm-tree.  AVine.  Pure  rain-water 
standing  in  the  hollow  of  a  stone.  Zarjun,  (for 

p  (jj^J  zar-gun)  Of  a  gold-colour.  Any  thing 
which  dyes  of  a  red  or  gold-colour. 

A  'iZ^jj  zarjinat,  A  vine. p        zarich,  A  partridge. 

p  e.}y>-jj  zar-choba.  Turmeric. 
A        zarh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Breaking  the  head. 



Zarah,  (v.n.of  ̂ j)Reixioving  from  place  to  place. 
p  <^.J^jj  zar-kharid,  Purchased  (as  a  slave). 

p_^jw»v,j  2;ar-A/te.2,Rich,  yielding  gold,  auriferous. 

Pii,j2arfZ,Yellow,safFron-coloured;  pale,  pallid, 
wan.  Saffron.  A  species  of  date,  {jy^  i^jj  zardi 

zamin,  A  skirret,  parsnip,  ̂ jut  j  ii,J  zard  u  surkh, 
(Yellow  and  red)Ashamed,bashful,alarraed,  timid. 

AiUjj  zard,  (\. n.  of  >yij)  Strangling,  throttling, 
squeezing  (the  throat).  Swallowing  (a  mouthful). 
Making  a  coat  of  mail ;  linking  together  the  iron 

rings  of  a  coat  of  mail.  Zarad,  (pi.  li^J^  azrad)  A 
coat  of  mail.  Zarid,  Quick  at  swallowing. 

p  I— '^"^J  zardab,  SafEower-water.  Bile.  The 

pus  or  yellow  matter  running  from  a  wound.  Saf- 
fron-coloured wine. 

pj^^l  iijj  zarddb-rez,  Bad-tempered,  passio- 
nate. A  bad-temper.  Freeing  the  heart  from  anger. 

One  who  sheds  blood. 

Pj^^yj  zar-ddr,A  monied  man,  wealthy,  rich. 

p  jJ^'^iJ  zard-dlu,  A  small  apricot. 

p  {^^jj  zardan,  Name  of  a  leader  of  the  Magi. 

A  i^i^jj  zaradan,  Vulva. 

p  i^^i^jj  zardaniya,  The  sect  of  Zardan. 

p  tL^\iy,J  zarddhang,  A  sandy  place.  Firm. 

A  '^Ji^J  zardabat,  The  act  of  strangling. 
p  jj^.iSjJ  zard-pur,  A  beech-coloured  horse. 

p  ̂JL>»-i^jj  zardajt,  Zoroaster. 

p  l>i^j>-djj  zard-charda,  Inclining  to  yellow. 

p  ̂i:>-djj  zard-cJiahu,  Name  of  a  yellow  bird. 

p  L_->_j»-i5,J  2:a?'c?-cAo&,  Yellow  wood.  Turmeric. 
p  J^t^J  zard-chul,  Steel,  hard  iron. 

p  8j>-4i)J  zard-chuh,  Inclining  to  yellow. 

p  ijic>-'^jj  zard-chihra,  Inclining  to  yellow.  A 
boy  or  girl  smoothfaced  and  comely.  A  bearded 
old  woman. 

p  «ils«-  dijj  zarad-hhdna,  An  armoury. 

p  sS\s-djj  zard-khaija,  The  yolk  of  an  egg. 

P  y^i^jj  zard-hhav,  Name  of  a  plant  found  in 
gardens,  yielding  a  yellow  fragrant  blossom. 

P       lijj  zard-rukh,  Turning  colour  from  fear. 

p  lLXJj       zard-rang,  Yellow.  Bashful. 

p  jji^j  zard-ru,(^or        rM?/)Bashful.  The  sun. 

P         i^jj  zard-rusi,  Bashfulness. 

p  ̂lijj  zard-sd,  A  piece  of  gold  unstamped. 
p  cSujJiijJ  zardust,  Zoroaster. 

p  «jLuji>jJ  zar-dasta,  A  club,  a  mace. 

V  j^i^jj  zard-sar,  A  fire-worshipper.  Name 
of  a  little  yellow-headed  bird. 

p  fJLi^djj  zardusht,  Zoroaster.  Abraham. 

p  ̂^i^J  zard-fdm,  Yellowish. 
p         lijj  zard-karvdra,  The  sun. 
p  ̂'^jj  zardak,  Yellowish.  A  carrot.  Juice 

of  the  safflower.    Name  of  an  animal  whose  flesh 

is  very  delicious.  Any  undyed  stuff  (as  nankeen), 

(j^ii  ̂ '^jj  zardahi  daslUi,  (or  '^'"'jj 
dald  regi)  Wild  carrot. 

p  «-ji^J  zard-haf,  (Yellow  hand)  The  sun. 
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p  (j^j^iijj  zard-gosh,  Malignant.  A  hypocrite. 
A  flatterer. 

P  (^'^jj  zardagi,  A  deep  yellow  colour. 

p  piyj  zardam,  (or  M^jj  zardamd)  Victuals 
hastily  prepared  for  a  journey. 

A  'ijci^jj  zardamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ li^J  Q)  Swallow- 
ing. Strangling,  squeezing  the  throat.  The  throat, 

gullet.    The  head  of  the  asper  artery. 

P  ij^i^jj  zardamanyW  ind-p\pe.  A  kind  of  bird. 

P  jiijj  zar-du,  A  smelter  of  gold. 

Fjji^jj  zar-doz,  An  embroiderer.  Embroidered. 

P  tijj'^J  zar-dozi,  Embroidery. 
p  iJLtMi^djj  zar-dost,  Fond  of  gold;  a  miser. 

p  8  JjJ  zarda,  Rice  dressed  with  honey  and  saf- 
fron. Inclining  to  yellow.  Bile.  A  bilious  habit. 

Jaundice.  The  volk  of  an  esrs;.  Smut.  A  carrot. 

A  parsnip.  Name  of  a  mountain  containing  gold. 

A  dun-coloured  horse,  (j)/*^  ̂i^jj  zardad  kdm- 
rdn,  The  sun.    Day.  Zar-dih,  Gold-giving. 

p        SiijJ  zarda-chdv,  Yellow  wood. 

P  (-r*^  ̂ '^jj  zarda-chob,  Wood  with  which 
they  dye  yellow.  The  larger  species  of  swallow- 
wort.    A  kind  of  paste. 

p  ii^unj  »iy,J  zarda-rasida,  Jaundiced. 
p  dA^iijJ  zarduhsht,  Zoroaster.  Name  of  a 

sage  descended  from  Zoroaster.  Abraham. 

P  i^'^J  zardi,  Yellowness.  Yolk  of  an  egg. 
Jaundice.  Smut,  mildew.  A  circle  round  the  sun. 

lijj  L?'^J  zardi  zard.  Very  yellow. 

AjjJ  zarar,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Oppressing,  or  seek- 
ing to  gain  advantage  over.  Getting  understand- 
ing after  lacking  wisdom. 

p  sjJlijjj  zai'-rishta,  A  gold  thread. 

p^&Lij  jj  zar-rishtagar,  A  gold-thread  maker. 
p  zar  ruknt,  Pure  gold. 

A  j^jj  zarzdr.  Of  a  quick  and  sprightly  genius. 

Zirzdr,(^pl.'ijj\jJ  ̂ am^^iVai)  Commander  of 10,000. 
AjJjJ  zurzur,  A  starling,  a  stare. 

A  'ijjjj  zarzarat,  (v.  n.  of  jjjj  Q)  Singing  (a 
starling).  Continuing  long  at  meals.  Abiding. 

AjjJjJ  zurzur,  ^  narrow  vehicle. 
A  starling.  Skilful  in  the  management  of  property. 

p  ̂ jjjjj  zarzura,  A  kind  of  spider. 

A  LJ?)jjjJ  zarzuriy,  Spotted,  speckled  (like  a 
stare).  Zurzuriy,  A  kind  of  mule. 

p  LiiJ  zar-sd,  A  crucible.  Melted  gold.  Like 
gold.  Particles  of  gold. 
p  zarsdn.  Like  gold.  A  gold  thread.  A 

bit  of  gold. 

p  8jl«jjJ  zar-sdwa,  Gold-filings. 
Pj^^UiSjj^ar-sa?/,  A  manufacturer  of  gold  thread, 

a  goldbeater,  a  preparer  of  gold  for  painting.  A 
crucible.   Like  gold. 

p  i5^A*)jJ  zar-sud.  Turmeric. 
p  cLLijJ  zirishh.  Barberries.  A  certain  fra- 

grant flower. 

p  ;_j«U^J  zar-shinds,  A  banker,  goldsmith,  or 
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money-changer,  as  skilled  in  gold. 

A  )s'jj  zart,  A  swallowing  (of  a  mouthful). 

AgjJ  zar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Sowing,  scattering seed.  From  being  poor,  growing  rich.  Producing, 

making  to  grow.  Strengthening,  (pi.  zm^u^ 
Seed  sown.  Seed-time.  A  sown  field.  A  child. 

Zar^  or  zur^  An  ear  of  corn. 
A  i^jj  zar^t,  Seed.  Corn.  Zur^t,  zar^t, 

zir^t  or  zara^t,  A  spot  of  land  for  sowing. 

A  ̂  zar^niy,  A  certain  kind  of  electuary. 

A  '-^jj  zarghab,  Back-leather  of  horse  or  ass. 
p  zarghunj,  Name  of  a  stinking  herb 

brought  from  China. 

A  t— jjj  zarf,  (v.  n.  of  i— jjj)  Breaking  out  afresh 
(a  healing  wound).  Making  haste  (in  walking). 

Leaping,  skipping,  advancing  towards.  Talking 

much.  Zaraf,  (v.  n.  of  l- i,j)  Breaking  out  afresh 
(a  healing  wound). 

p  (J^jj  zarfdn,  A  decrepit  old  man.  The  pa- triarch Abraham. 

p  {J^jj  zar-fishdn,  Scattering  gold.  Name of  the  9th  of  the  month  of  the  aera  ofYazdagird. 

A  iiJijJ  zarfanat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Marking 
(the  temples)  with  the  figure  of  a  ring.  Curling 
the  hair  around  the  temples. 

p  i^jj  zurfin,  A  bolt  or  ring  of  a  door. 
p  zarli,  Hypocrisy,  fraud.  Detraction. 

Pretending  to  abstinence.  zark  bark. 

Shining,  splendid  clothes.  j  ̂jj  zark  u  bark, 

Magnificence,  pomp,  royal  grandeur. 

A  ̂ JjJ  zark,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jjj)  Turning  towards 
any  object  (the  eye),  so  that  scarce  any  thing  but 
the  white  appears.  Brandishing  or  hurling  (a  ja- 

velin). Moving  back  (the  burden  or  saddle  of  a 

horse  or  camel).  Muting  (a  bird).  Zurk,  Spear- 

heads, (pl.ofjjj^  a^raA)  Blue-eyed.  Blind.  Zui^k 
or  zarah,  White  upon  the  hoof  of  a  horse ;  also 

on  a  bone,  but  not  going  quite  round.  Length  of 
hair  round  about  the  hoofs.  Hills  of  sand  in  the 

desert.  Zarak  (v.n.of  JjJ  )  Being  blue  or  grey 

(the  eye).  Blueness.  Blindness. 

A  ijjj  zurrak,  (pi.  J^j^J  zardrih)  A  white 
falcon,  sparrow-hawk,  merlin.  Whiteness  on  the 
forehead  of  a  horse. 

A  ̂^jj  zarkds,  (fem.  of  ̂ jj^  azrak)  Blue  or 
grey-eyed.  Wine.  Name  of  a  quick-sighted  wo- 

man,who  could  see  a  distance  of  three  days'  journey. 

A  'iijj  zarkat,  A  shell  used  as  an  amulet.  Zur- kat,  A  blue  or  grey  colour.  Blueness  or  greyness 

of  the  eyes.    Seed  of  the  fleabane. 

p  Ijjlai*  jj  2;«>-Mi;M«a,  Seed  of  fleawort.Turmeric. 
A  'i^jj  2:ar7jfl/a<,  The  being  nimble,  expeditious. 

p  i^jy  ̂ jjj  zark-farosh,  A  hypocrite. A  zarkalat,  (v.  n.  of  JjJ  Q)  Discharging 
a  debt.    Plucking  up  (hair). 

p        zurkum.  Very  blue  or  grey. 

SY  ̂ ^^JJ  zarkun,  Vermilion. 



p  '^jj  zarak,  Gold-leaf.  Zirik,  The  barberry 
and  its  tree. 

A  <-^jj  zarak,  The  being  of  a  depraved  temper. 

P j^jj  zar-har,  Any  thing  golden  or  gilded. 

P  (j^J  zar-hash,  A  gold-wire  drawer.  Em- 
broidered or  covered  with  gold  thread. 

zarhashat,  A  sewing  with  gold. 

p  <^^jj  zar-lioh,  A  goldbeater. 
P  zar-hoft,  Plated  with  gold. 

p  i^^jj  zar-lioh,  Name  of  a  rock  in  the  midst 
of  the  Sea  of  Oman,  dangerous  to  ships. 

^ _fjj  zargar,  A  goldsmith.  ̂ ^^^^J  The  sun. 
p  i^Jijj  zarcjari,  Business  of  a  goldsmith.  A 

kind  of  dialect. 

p  ̂jjzarcjxmj  ̂ zm&  of  a  slinking  lierb  brought 
from  'China.  A  large  earthen  vessel. 

p       jj  zar-gun,  Of  the  colour  of  gold. 
p  zar-ghja,  Name  of  an  Indian  golden- 

coloured  herb. 

p  j6,J  zarm,  Tears.  A  shedding  of  tears. 

A  ̂ jj  zarm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂.jj)  Cutting.  Interrupting 
(urine).  Stopping,  suspending  (tears  or  words). 

Bringing  forth(a  mother).  Caution,  prudence,  fear. 

Zaram,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Being  interrupted  (urine  or 
tears).  Being  constipated,  having  hard,  dry  dung 

in  the  rectum  (a  dog  or  cat).  Sticking  in  the  throat 

(a  word).  Bringing  forth(a  mother).  Being  stingy, 

penurious.  ̂ a?'m,  In  narrow  circumstances.  Ava- 
ricious, mean,  vile.  Unsettled  in  a  place. 

p  i^J^jj  zarman,  A  decrepit  old  man.  Abraham. 

A  'iSLi\<jj  zurmanikat,  A  sleeveless  garment  or 
tunic  of  wool  or  camel's  hair. 

A  ̂ y^jj  zurmuj,  A  shoe,  a  slipper. 
p  jj  zar-mahcha,  A  golden  or  gilded  moon, 

or  crescent,  at  the  point  of  a  banner  or  spear. 

p  iy,J  zurnd,  A  trumpet,  a  hautbois. 

p  ̂.\^J  zurnajm,  (or  W;J)  -A  cameleopard. 
A  i—^jj  zarnab,  Name  of  an  odoriferous  plant. 

Saffron.    The  dung  of  a  wild  beast.  Vulva. 

p  t^V^J  zurumbdd,  (^^<^J  zurumha,  or  afcl^J 
zurunihdha)  Zedoary,  a  Chinese  root. 

p         zaramhulj,  Sorrel.  A  red  currant. 

p  zirinj.  Gum  of  a  tree. 

Pii.y|J  zarand.  Hell.  Name  of  a  hard  barren  tree. 

p  i^'^^jj  zar-nishdn.  Figures  of  gold  inlaid  in 
steel  (as  in  swords).   Gilded.  Set  in  gold. 

A  '^jj  zarnakat,  (v.n.of  ̂ y>jj  Q)  Buying  (any 
article)at  a  high  price  to  be  paid  at  a  futurefixed  time, 
and  in  the  mean  time  selling  (it)  again  at  a  lower 

price  by  the  hands  of  the  original  vendor,  or  by  any 

other  person.  Enveloping  any  one  in  clothes.  Con- 
cealing. Debt.  Increase.  Redundance.  Perfect 

beauty.  A  drawing  of  water  with  the  machine 

called  ̂ jy>jj  zurnuk.  A  fixing  of  this  machine  at  a 
well.    Money  paid  in  advance. 

p  "^^j  zarank.  Magnificence,  grandeur. 

p  '-^jj  zarang,  The  barberiy.  New.  A  troop 
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of  horses.  Yellow  wood.  Safflower-water.  Mus- 

tard-seed. Yellow  clay  used  in  colouring.  The  peak 
of  a  moimtain.  Hell.  Name  of  a  large  and  hard 

tree.  Name  of  a  city,  the  government  seat  of  Sistan. 

Zurang,  A  troop  of  horses. 

p J^-^jj  zar-n'igdr.  Gilded.  Inlaid  with  gold. 
A  ̂ ^jj  zurnuk,  A  rivulet,  a  stream. 
A  {^^jj  zurnukani  or  zarnukdni,  Two  perpen- 

dicular beams  at  the  mouth  of  a  well,  supporting 

another  transversely  placed,  to  which  the  bucket- 

pulley  is  fixed. 

A  ij}^>jj  zurnuk,  The  winch  of  a  hand-mill. 

p  fj^jj  zarm,  ( '^jj  zirnikh,  or  ̂ J^pJj  zirnlk  or zaimVi)  Arsenic. 

A  ̂ ^jj  zarmlaj,  (from  p  s^jj)  Sorrel. 
p  jjj  zaru,  A  leech.  A  kind  of  powder  or  salve 

with  which  the  eyes  are  anointed.  Hardness  in  the 
hand  or  foot. 

p  CJ**\5ijJ  zarwas.  Liberality,  munificence. 

p  CjIjjJ  buzurg,  Abraham. 

A  <-f-'jjJ  zurub,  (pi.  of  <-r^J  zarb')  Folds  for cattle.   Luiking-places  (of  hunters). 

A  ̂ jjj  zarivah,  A  low  wide-spread  hill. 

A  'is^^jj  zarwahat,  A  low  wide-spread  hill. 

p  lijjj  zarud,  A  desert. 

AjjjJ  znrur,  (pi.  ofjj  zirr^  Coat-buttons. 
A  zuru^  (pi.  of  zar^  Sown  fields. 

Seeds  sown.  Children. 

p  yjj  zarugh  or  zurugh,  A  belch. 
A  I— zaruf.  Swift,  fleet  (she-camel). 

p  <-^jjJ  zaruk,  Name  of  a  medicinal  herb.  Zu- 
ruk,  A  leech. 

p  8jJ  zirih,  A  coat  of  mail.  Name  of  a  kins- 
man of  Afrasyab.   Name  of  a  province  in  Sistan. 

tjj  zirih-kuldh,  A  helmet,  with  a  texture  of 
iron  rings  hanging  down  as  a  defence  for  the  neck. 

ijj  zirih-posh,  Clothed  in  mail  or  any  other 
military  garment. 

P  i^'^^jj  zarhdnitan,  (in  zand)  To  bring  forth. 

p^.  tjj  zarah-pech, (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Winter. 
p  CL^^ijJ  zarahtuslit,  (or  CLAwJiiJJ  zaruh- 

dushf)  Zoroaster. 

p  iijs.-  t>jj  zirih-khud,  The  lining  of  a  helmet, 

PjU  SjJ  zirih-ddr,  Clad  in  mail. 

p ̂ ijj  zirihgar,  A  maker  of  coats  of  mail. 

P  y>  ̂jj  zirih-mu  or  vio.  One  whose  hair  forms 
a  sort  of  covering  (resembling  a  coat  of  mail). 

Pj J  ijj  zirihwar,  Clad  in  mail. 

p  ̂ j^*_)J  zarhun,  The  patriarch  Abraham. 

A  t^jj  zary,  (or  ̂^bjj  zurydn)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 5,J) 
Chiding,censuring.  Being  angry  against.Defaming. 

A         zar'iy,  Middle-sized  (leathern  bottle). 
A  zaribat,  A  fold,  pen,  enclosure  for  cat- 

tle. The  den  or  haunt  of  wild  beasts.  The  lurking- 

place  of  a  hunter. 

p  f^'i^.jj  zaritunitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) To  cultivate  the  ground. 

P  jljj  zarir  or  zirir,  A  yellow-dyeing  wood. 
Bile.  Jaundice.  Name  of  the  brother  of  Gushtasp. 

A^jJ  zai-tr,  (v.  n.  ofjfj)  Being  hot,  red,  and  in- 
flamed (the  eye).  Of  a  quick  and  sprightly  genius. 

SY         zarird,  Purslane. 

P  zarira.  Wormwood. 

zariz.  Active,  nimble,  light.  Pure,  clean. 
Prudent,  intelligent. 

A  ̂ .jj  zar'iy  Fit  for  sowing. 
A  ̂ .jj  zirri^  Whatever  is  produced  annually 

from  the  shedding  of  the  seed  at  harvest-time. 

A         2:an^a<,  Seed  sown.  A  seed-plot.  Cause. 
A  zar-if,  A  going  slowly,  leisurely. 

A  Jj^jJ  zurayk.,  A  kind  of  bird,  ̂ ..jj  y^.  banu 
zurayk.  Name  of  those  allies  of  Muhammad  who 

are  designated  by  the  title  ofjUai^  ansdr. 

A  ̂^.jj  zuraykds.  Bread  crumbled  or  sliced 
into  milk  or  fat.  An  animal  resembling  a  cat. 

p  ̂J^.Jj  zirikdn.  Tenacious,  avaricious. 

A  '^J'^..jj  zuraykiy.  Name  of  a  poet. 
P  i-^jj  zirik.  The  barberry  (a  thorn). 

P  zarin  (or  ̂^..JJ  zarrin^  Golden,  ^jc 

Jl>  ̂2)^.jj  murghi  zarrin-bdl.  The  bird  with  golden 
wings,  i.  e.  The  sun.  ̂ Ji  (iJ^j  ̂<^>'in-turunj,  The 
sun.  CL^jd         zarvi-dirakld.  The  orange-tree. 

i^.jj  zann-sadaf,  (or  jj-o^ sa)  The  sun.  J^iiS-  2;ari»i-^;2:ar,Yellow,  pale- 

faced,  ̂ lii*  i^^J  zarrin-liadah,  A  white  and  yel- low narcissus,  j  zarrin-hulah.  The  gold 

tiara,  i.  e.  The  chamberlain  or  keeper  of  the  palace, 
who  wears  a  golden  cap.  The  sun.  jl^  ij^-jj 

rtn-gdv,  A  drinking-cup  made  in  the  shape  of  an 

ox.                   zar'in-7iargisa.  The  stars. 
A  zarrm,  A  certain  white  bird. 

p  *->^Jj  zai'j'lna,  Golden.  ̂ 11?  i^Xt^i^M* 
shah-nishini  zarrma-tdk,  A  portico  supported  by 

golden  pillars. 

P  Lf^J*  tiJ^jJ  The  sun. 
p        zar'iv,  Gi  avity,  sedateness,  temperance. 

p  i^^^.jj  zar-yun,  (Gold  colour)  The  anemone. Green  and  pleasant.  Yellow. 

p  <!^^>jj  zareroand,  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

p  Sj^jJ  zariwa,  A  trance,  ecstacy. 

Ajj  zazz,  A  tapping  gently  on  the  neck. 
p  by  zazruna-tirbd,  (in  zand)  A  hen. 

p  ijj  zaja,  A  clothes-line. p  (JL**^*  zuxt.  Strong,  violent,  vehement,  iras- 
cible, harsh,  passionate.  Sharp,  acid,  pungent.  Clear. 

p  f^i*>J  zisfan,  To  live.  To  excoriate.  To  rob. 
p         2;as/;,What  is  the  matter?  Zush,  Dew. 

Pjlj^  zishdr,  A  press  for  squeezing  juice. 

P  CL^^  zasht,  Sight,  seeing.  Zisht,  Hideous, 

ugly,  rough,  rude,  austere,  obscene,  filthy.  A  race. 

Tj\xZiJ  zishtdr,  Obscene,  a  bawdy  talker. 
p  ji-  zisht-hhu  or  kho,  Bad-tempered. 

p  ̂ ^>-  CL^^j  zisht-khosi,  Badness  of  temper. 
p  CL^.^J  zisht-diddr.  Of  hideous  aspect. 
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zisht-7-uy,  Ugly-faced. 

j*j  zisht-run,  Ugliness  of  face, 
p  risht-guy,  An  obscene  speaker. 

p  ij^j  zushtan,  To  unbark,  skin,  peel,  strip, 

p  jj-iiij  zishtl,  Ugliness.    (_^^  j  (J*^  zishti 
u  nikusl,  Good  and  evil.    Sadness  and  joy.  Po- 

verty and  riches. 

p  zisht-yad,  Detraction,  back-biting. 

^u(-^  ̂as/u,  (or  )  What  is  the  matter  ? 

Ai>J  zatt,  (v.  n.  of       Buzzing  softly  (flies). 
Zm<^,  Name  of  a  people  in  India,  the  Jauts  (?). 

A  zuttiy,  Of  the  above-mentioned  nation. 

A  XjOi^J  zuttiyat,  A  cross.  A  triangular  piece 
of  gold  or  silver  worn  in  the  girdle  by  a  people  in 

India  called  \oj  zutt. 

A  J^^^'  za^hil,  (pi.  of         za^al)  Foolish 
mothers.    Boys  digesting  badly  their  victuals. 

AjlPj  zii^r,  (pi.  of        Wicked.  Gipsies. 

A  'ijs-j  za^rat,  (or  sjlffj  za^rrat)  Badness of  temper. 

A  ̂ j^j  za^zi^  Adversities,  tribulations.  Zu- 
^zi^  A  hurricane. 

A  (  jls^j  zu^f,  A  sudden  death.  (Poison)  hast- 
ening death. 

AjilffJ  za^Jir,  (pi.  of  Safl^rons. 
Ajji\s-j  za^fir,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^S^)  Saffrons. 
A  zu^k,  Thick,  brackish,  undrinkable 

(water).  Fugaciousness.  Fugitive  (wild  goat). 

A         za^^k,  Swift  (horse). 

A  silffj'  za^kat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  thick, 
brackish,  and  undrinkable  (water). 

A  ̂ji^^j  za^ktk,  Young  partridges. 

A  uiiilsj  za^kik,  (ori-il/^J  za^kiU)  (pi.  of 

cil ̂ S'j  zu^iuh)V&t  (camels).  Short,  mean-looking. 

A  JlsJJ  zi^l,  (v.  n.  3of  (3^^)  Rendering  brisk 
and  lively.    Shoving  from  its  place. 

A  za^mat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S-j)  Answering  (for 
another),  being  surety.  Becoming  prince  or  leader. 

Weapons.  Armour.  Magnificence.  The  best  part 

of  wealth.  The  largest  portion  of  an  inheritance. 

A  chieftain's  share  of  spoil.  Dominion,  authority, 
nobility.  A  cow.  Zi^mat,  A  seigniory  or  fief 
bestowed  for  military  services. 

A  Xxilffj  za^jamat,  A  cow. 

A I — a^lffj  za^n'if,{^\.orssC^j  zi^ifat)  Dressed 
goat-skins  with  the  feet  hanging  to  them.  De- 

tached portions  of  tribes.  Lower  parts  of  torn  gar- 
ments.   Misfortunes.    Fins  of  fishes. 

A  (— ̂   za^,  (v.  n.  of  »S^)  Driving  away,  or 
thrusting  back.  Giving(money).  Taking  up,car- 
rying  off  (a  full  vessel).  Filling  (a  vase  or  valley). 

Dividing,  sharing  among  themselves.  Cutting. 

Lying  with.  Being  filled  (a  river).  Moving  hea- 

vily (a  loaded  camel).  A  little  money.  Zu^, 
(pl.ofL-J_5^C^  c:w^fcM&)Short-bodied,  mean  of  stature. 

A         zu^at  or  za^at,  A  little  property. 

A         za^aj  also  zi^ij,  A  thin  white  cloud. 
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Any  beautiful  object.    The  olive. 

A  {jy^j  za^ariy,  A  kind  of  ari-ow. 
A  i*A»S^j  za^ahat,  A  separating,  a  scattering. 

A  za^al,  A  mother.    A  foolish  woman. 
A  boy  who  digests  badly  his  victuals,  and  whose 

belly  is  large  and  neck  thin.  A  viper.  A  chame- 
leon.   The  cotton-tree. 

A  SLffj  za^alat,  (v.  n.  of  J-ffj  Q)  Making  a 
handsome  present.  One  who  has  a  slender  neck 
with  a  corpulent  body. 

A  i_->^ASj  zu^uh,  Short  and  mean  of  stature. 

za^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S>j)  Disturbing,  moving 
(from  its  place).  Taking  from  any  one's  hand.  Ba- 

nishing, driving  away.    Crying  aloud,  shouting. 

Za^j,  Disquietude,  agitation,  commotion. 
A         za^at,  A  noise. 

A  eS^J  za^alat,  Badness  of  temper,  narrow- 
ness of  disposition. 

Ajffjsa^r,  Coition.  Bare,  barren  (place).  Za^, 

or  za^r,  (v.  n.  oi j^j)  Being  thin  and  dishevelled 

(hair).  Being  thin-haired.  Za^r,  Thinness  of 
hair.  Za^r,  Thin  of  hair.  Dishevelled  (hair). 

Bare,  barren  (spot).  A  man  of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  za^-as,  Thin-haired  (girl).  A  kind  of 
peach.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  ijS-j  zu^rat,  A  kind  of  bird  which  always 
appears  frightened. 

A  I — JjSJ  za^'af,  Abounding  in  water  (sea). 
zu^ur,  Of  a  bad  disposition.  A  medlar. 

A  ̂ ffj  za^a^  Stormy,  boisterous  (wind). 
A  za^a^i,  A  large  troop  of  horse. 

A  ̂ jffjj'a^c'a^,  Stormy  (wind).  Tottering(pace). 
A  ij^^j  za^a^n,  Stormy,  boisterous  (wind). 

A  i^j^J  za^a^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^j  Q)  Shaking  a 
tree  (wind).    Any  violent  shaking. 

A  <— .^S^j  za^af,  Abounding  in  water  (sea). 
A  laS^  za^,  (v.  n.  of  laCj)  Strangling.  Braying. 

A  I  aSj  za^,  (v.  n.  of  (— flffj)  Killing  on  the  spot. 

p  A  i^^^j  za^aran,  (pl.jilsj  za^jir  or  jJls^J 
za^fir)  Saffron.    Rust  of  iron. 

A  za^'araniy,  Dressed  with  saffron. Saffron-coloured. 

A  S^^Sj  za^arat,  A  tinging  with  saffron. 

p  ̂ J^^j  za^ari,  Yellow,  saffron-coloured. 

A  Jj^^^  zu^'uh,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 
A  ~a^/f,  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Calling  out,  terri- 

fying. Driving  (cattle).  Over-salting  (the  pot  or 
meat).  Making  (the  dust)  fly  (wind).  Stinging 

(a  scorpion).  Za^ik,  (v.  n.  of  Being  timid 
at  night,  starting  with  fear.  Being  brisk,  cheerful, 

leaping  with  joy.  2^a^i^,TimorGus.  Brisk,  cheerful. 

A  'eJ^S-J  zu^iuliat,  A  young  partridge. 
A  'i^j  za^iat,  Delay. 

A  cLl^j^lffj  zti^cuk,  (pi.  i^I^Sj  za^kik  and 

2'a^a/aA)Short,  mean-looking.  Fat  (camel). 

A  (Jsj  za^l,  (v.  n.  of  J.Sj)  Being  brisk,  cheer- 
ful.  Leaping,  galloping  without  a  rider  (a  horse). 

Alacrity.  Brisk.  One  writhing  from  hunger. 

A  i^J  za^at,  (A  mother)  which  brings  forth 
every  other  year.    A  female  ostrich. 

A  'i^j  za^ajat.  Depravity,  evil  disposition. 
A         zu^uk,  Briskjcheerful.  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  J_ji^  zu^ul,  Light,  active  (man). 

A  j»S^  za^,zi^,  or  zu^n,  (v.  n.  of  j»SSj)  Think- 
ing, supposing,  imagining,  presuming,  or  speaking 

from  belief.  Pretending,  assuming,  asserting  with- 

out sufEcient  warrant.  Answering  for  another,  be- 

coming surety  or  sponsor.  Becoming  chief,  prince, 

or  leader.  Becoming  well-flavoured  (milk).  An 

opinion,  notion.  Vanity.  Truth.  A  lie.  Za^m, 

(v.  n.  of  j,ffj)  Coveting,  hankering  after.  Za^m, 
(Roast  meat)  full  of  dripping. 

A  zu^ma^,  (pl.of  j,J;ffj  za^m)  Feudal  chiefs, 
barons.  Princes,  leaders.  Sureties.  Spokesmen. 

A  f»^^j  zu^num,  A  stammerer. 

A  l^^jfi-j  zu^niy,  A  liar.   A  speaker  of  truth. 
A         za^,  (v.  n.  of  i^y)  Inclining. 

A  'iss^j  za^afat,  (v.  n.  of  k_flASj  Q)  Dressing, 
bedecking  (a  bride).  Zi^iafat,  (pi.  i  za^- 
nif^  Short  of  stature,  dwarfish.  Ignoble,  mean, 

worthless.  A  piece  of  a  garment,  or  the  lower  part 

torn  and  playing  loose.  Part  of  any  thing,  as  the 

fore  or  hind  legs  of  a  dressed  skin.  A  company  of 

persons  not  derived  from  one  common  stock.  Part 
of  a  tribe  detached  from  the  rest.  A  small  tribe 

uniting  itself  to  a  larger.  A  misfortune. 

A  ̂ S'j  za^,  (v.  n.  of  \sj  for  jSj')  Acting  justly. 
A  I  s^Sj  ̂ u^f,  Dangerous  places. 

A  '^jS-j  za^ifat,  A  stone  left  at  the  bottom  of a  well  when  it  is  excavated,  for  the  person  who 

cleans  out  the  well  to  stand  upon. 

A  ̂ y^j  za^m,  (A  ewe  or  a  camel)  of  which  a doubt  is  entertained  whether  she  be  fat  or  not.  A 

stammerer.  Full  of  fat.  Destitute  of  fat.  Zu^m, 
A  hesitation  in  speech. 

A  L_-o;S5j  2'(a!^5,(v.n.oft,;^kS^)Croaking(a  raven). 
The  humming  of  a  bee. 

A  ̂ J■^p^  za^k,  Terrified. 

A  j»aS^  za^m,  (pi.  zu^7nas')A  boaster,  pre- tending to  what  he  has  no  right.  A  surety,  sponsor. 

A  spokesman.    A  prince,  leader.  A  feudal  chief. 

p   ̂   zagh,  (for  ̂   zagh)  A  crow. 

A  ̂   zughgh,  Stench  of  a  negro's  arm-pits. 
A'L.>\^j  zicghahat,  Fine  hair,  down.  Any  thing 

very  small. 

A  zttghaba',  Fine  hair,  down. 
A         zaghghad,  Full  and  swelling  (river). 

A  u-^ii^  ziighadib,  Much  froth.  Rude,  rough, 

deformed  of  visage.  Blubber-lipped. 

P J^j  zaghar,  Brackish  ground.  A  loud  cry. 
A  cry  for  help.  A  sort  of  food.  Millet  or  rice-bread. 
Nightshade.  Wet  ground.  Rusty.  Mouldy.  A 
burning  coal.    Uneasiness.    Any  thing  coloured. 

Ajlsj  zughar,  Earth-worms. 



p  n^J^^j  zagharcha,  A  certain  sweet  herb. 

P  jlsj  zagliar  ghas,  Small  strips  of  fur 
wherewith  the  natives  of  some  parts  of  the  East  gar- 

nish the  skirts  of  their  clothing. 

P      j^j  zaghar-hirm,  An  earthworm. 
PjjVffj  zagharav  or  zagharu,  A  brothel,  stew. 
p  zaghara,  Paint  for  the  face.  Bread  made 

of  millet.  Millet.  Zughdra,  A  live  coal. 

A  zagharit,  Shrillcriesof  women's  joy. 

p  zaghdr'idan,  To  cry  aloud. 
p  Sjlffj  zaghdza,  Bread  made  from  millet. 

p  (_>*>lsj  zaghds,  Uneasiness  arising  from  love. 

p  uillPj  zaghdk,  A  vine-branch. 

p  (Jl^  zughdl,  A  live  coal.  Cornel-tree  or  fruit. 
p  jls^  zaghav,  A  courtesan.  A  brothel. 
A  zughdwat,  A  certain  negro  race. 

A  (— »5j  zaghab,  (v.  n.  of  Having  yellow 
hair  or  down  (young  birds):  also  such  as  appears 

upon  the  head  of  an  old  man  after  his  hair  becomes 

thin.  The  beginning  of  any  thing.  Down.  Small 

hairs.  Zughab,  White  and  black  (mountain).  Ash- 
coloured  (camel). 

A  L-iAi.cj  zughbub,  A  dwarf.  A  miser. 

A  XfS^  zughbat,  A  small  animal  like  a  mouse. 
A  zaghbaj,  The  fruit  of  the  wild  olive,  like 

the  small  lote  fruit,  green  ;  afterwards  white,  then 

black,  and  then  becomes  sweet  with  a  slight  acidity, 
and  is  used  in  cookery. 

A  i^xffj  zaghbad,  Cream ;  fresh  butter.  Froth . 

Pj<5j  zaghbar,  Name  of  a  fragrant  herb. 

A  zaghbar,  A  collection.  Zaghbar  or  zagh- 
bur,  The  nap  or  pile  of  new  cloth.  Zaghbar,  or 

zighbar.  The  treejj*  marm  with  delicate  foliage. 

A  'ij^j  zaghharat,  (v.  n.  ofjvffj  Q)  Being  new 
and  shaggy  (cloth). 
A  zuglibur,  A  kind  of  wild  beast. 

A  zaghd,  (v.  n.  of  liffj)  Braying  loudly  (a 
camel).  Forcing  butter  out  of  a  leathern  bottle  by 

pressure.  Irritating  by  abusive  language.  Squeez- 
ing the  throat.  Life,  pleasure,  luxury. 

A  zaghdab,  A  loud  braying  noise.  Fat, 

grease.  Much  froth. 

A  'i^i^j  zaghdabat.  Anger.  The  importunity 
of  a  beggar. 

p  IdS'j  zaghda,  Name  of  a  bird. 

A jSj  zaghr,  (v.  n.  of,ffj)  Overflowing  (as  the 
river  Tigris).  Forcing,constraining,taking  away  by 
violence.  A  multitude,plenty.  Excess,  redundancy. 

PjS^j  zaghar,Trouhle.  Soft  ground.  Anything 
coloured.  Name  of  a  fountain.  A  sort  of  food.  Za 

or  zughar,  Name  of  Lot's  daughter ;  also  of  a  tribe. 
A  zaghr ab.  Copious  (urine) ;  flowing 

plentifully  (well):  deep  (sea).  Many,full,abundant. 

A  zaghrabat,  A  well  abounding  in  water. 
Laughter. 

A  Cij^j  zaghrabiy.  Deep  (sea). 

zaghrafat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jS-J  Q)  Uttering 
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the  shrill  cries  of  joy  CL^J^j  zagharit  (women). 

A  5*^;^  zaghradat.  Inward  bray  of  a  camel. 
P  zagharghdsh,  zaghrdsh,  or 

L>^^,j^j  zaghj'imdsh')  Scrapings  of  leather  which the  currier  throws  away.  Thongs  cut  from  a  hide. 

A  I — fjS-j  zaghr af,  Full  (sea). 

P  3^  zaghara.  The  best  pieces  of  leather  for 
sewing  round  the  edges  of  garments  for  shewing 
to  buyers  as  musters  or  samples. 

A  zughriy  or  zaghriy,  The  fruit  or  produce 
of  a  valley.  A  kind  of  date. 

A  ̂ jffj  zaghzagh,  Light,  active  (man). 

P  gjSj  zughzugh,  A  dwarf.  A  child.  A  small 
bucket.  A  species  of  bird. 

A  &SjS^j^a^/<^a<//ia^,  Weakness  of  speech.  Irony, 
ridicule,  mockery.  Concealment.  An  endeavour 
to  untie  the  mouth  of  a  bottle. 

A  'i^ip^j  zaghzagliiijat,  A  dish  of  flour  and 
butter.  Zughzugliiyat,  Name  of  a  barbarous  nation. 
A  barbarous  idiom. 

A  t— zaghzaf,  Full  (sea). 

A  i  asj  zaghf,  (v.  n.  of  i_Affj)  Stabbing.  Pour- 
ing forth  rain  and  covering  the  face  of  the  heavens 

(a  cloud).  Being  abundant  (the  water  of  a  well). 
Embellishing  with  fiction  (a  narrative).  A  cloud 

which  has  poured  forth  its  contents.  A  stab.  Zaghf 

or  zaghaf,{^\.of'isiS'j  zaghf  at  and  zaghafai)  Slight 
coats  of  mail.  Zaghaf  Thin  pieces  of  wood,  also 
the  extreme  slender  branches  of  trees. 

A  'isiSj  zaghfat  or  zaghafat,  (pi.  i_flS^  zughf, 
zaghaf,  (  i^^azghdf,Q,r\^  zughuf)  A  slight 
coat  of  mail  of  slender  rings,  closely,  firmly  woven. 

A  ̂y!iS■J  zaghfal.  Name  of  a  tree. 
A  ftiflPj  zaghfalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Telling  a 

lie.  Setting  fire  to  the  tree  called  ̂ ^^j  zaghfal. 

V  Lil^  zaghagak,  A  sob,  hiccup. 

A  zaghl,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Ejecting  at  one 
dash,  squirting  out  (saliva).  Sucking  the  (dam). 

Spirting  out  urine  (a  she-camel). 

A  'e^S-j  zughlat,  A  quantity  of  urine  made  at  one 
time ;  also  of  milk  poured  from  a  bottle.  A  little. 

Liquid  squirted  from  the  mouth.  The  fundament. 

A&:^^2;fl<;/t?a;ai,Badnessoftemper,moroseness. 

A  'i^j  zagldamat  or zughlamat,  Doubt,  opinion, 
persuasion.  Malevolence,  hatred  :  a  secret  grudge. 

A  Jjiffj  zughlul.  Light,  active.  An  infant. 
p       zugham.  Force,  violence,  injury. 

A  (J-*^  zughmul,  Hatred,  a  secret  grudge. 

p  jjPj  zaghan,  A  kite.  A  black  sparrow. 

PjUffj  zughndr,  Madder,  a  dyeing  root. 

p  Jsjiij  zaghand,  The  cries  of  a  wild  beast, 
especially  of  a  panther.  A  spring,  bound.  A  sally. 
Flight,  levity. 

p  ̂ L^j  zaghang,  Hiccup.  A  wink,  glance. A  moment. 

p  f^O>yf:s-j  zaghangidan,  To  sob,  to  sigh. 
A  jffj  zaghn-,  (v.  n.  of  Iffj  for  jSj)  Crying  (a 

child).    Dealing  with  justice  and  equity. 

p  i^^j  zaghuta,  A  reed  used  by  weavers  to 
wind  their  thread  upon.  Raw  silk  wrapped  round 

the  spindle. 

A  ( — zughuf  (pl.of  zaghfat  or  zagha- 

fat^ Slight,  also  wide  coats  of  mail. 

A(J^ffj;'«f//tM/,Greedy  ofsuck,(camelsor  sheep). 

A         zaghum,  (or  j*^*^^)  A  stammerer. 
A        zugha,  Stench  from  negroes. 

A  zaghid,  (Butter)  forced  out  by  squeez- 

ing the  bottle. 
p  tO-^j  zaghida.  Expressed  (juice). 

p^5j  zaghir,  Linseed.  A  kind  of  food. 
A  zughaym,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  I  ij  zaff,  (or  I  5\jj  zifdf)  (v.  n.  of  i  sj)  Con- 

ducting (a  bride)  home  to  her  husband's  house 
(which  is  generally  done  with  music  and  much 

pomp).  Blowing  (wind).  Going  with  a  quick 
pace  (an  ostrich  or  man).  Gleaming  (lightning). 

Expanding  the  wings  ;  letting  itself  down  gently 

(a  bird).  Zfff,  Young  ostrich-feathers,  or  those  of 
any  bird  whilst  yet  small. 

p  (  j\sj  zifdf,  The  marriage-night. 
p  t.iJ\ij  zafdk,  A  rainy  cloud. 

p  ̂\5J  zufdn,  (equiv.to  jjbj  zubdn)The  tongue. 
p  i6\s;  zafdna,  Flame.  Tongue  of  a  balance. 

A  ziffdriiy.  Quick,  speedy.  Thick-plu- 

maged^(male-ostrich). 
A  iij  zaffat,  A  bird's  throwing  itself  once  on 

the  ground.  A  time,  tui'n,  once.  Zuffat,  A  multi- 

tude, troop,  crowd. 
p  zaft.  Thick,  gross,  rude,  coarse.  Fat. 

Full,  heaped  up.  Acid,  tart,  pungent.  Zift,  Pitch. 

Black.  Zuft,  Of  a  bad  disposition,  crabbed,  quar- 
relsome. Avaricious.  Astringent,  styptic. 

A  lLJj  zaft,  (v.  n.  of  tl*ij)  Waxing  hot,  be- 
coming angry.  Driving  away,  pushing  forcibly. 

Pouring  (a  story)  into  the  ear.  A  fatiguing,  weary- 

ing,jading.  Afilling.  Ahindering.  Z//i;,Pitch,resin. 

p  ̂ij  zift'i.  Pitchy.  Zufti,  Covetousness. A  Si;  zafd,  (v.  n.  of  t>ij)  Filling.  Stuffing  (a 
horse  with  barley). 

Pjij  zafr  or  zafar,  A  jaw-bone.  The  mouth. A  corner  of  the  mouth.  Filth. 

A yij  zafr,  (v.  n.  of  jij)  Making  a  noise  in  the 
throat  (a  man,  or  an  ass  beginning  to  bray).  Crack- 

ling (a  fire).  Carrying  (a  load).  Drawing  water. 

Zi/r,  Travelling  equipage.  A  burden.  A  bottle  (in 
which  they  carry  oil  or  milk).  Anassembly,crowd, 

body.  Zufr,  (pl.of^^as/flr)  Large-sided  (horses). 
Zafar,  Any  thing  for  propping  a  tree.  Any  thing 
fat,  from  which  they  abstain  in  rigid  fasts.  Zufar, 

A  lord.  A  powerful,  strong,  brave  man.  A  lion. 
The  sea.  A  river  brimful.  An  abundant  gift.  Strong, 

able  to  carry  burdens.  A  large  camel.  A  troop, 

squadron,  battalion. 

p  fj<^)y>j  zafrdfidan,  To  eat  much.  To  sneeze. 



A  'i^j  zafrat,  The  middle  of  any  thing  (as 
the  body  of  a  horse).  Zafrat  or  zufrat,  (v.  n.  of 

Jj)  Sighing,  crying  out.    A  deep-fetched  breath. 
Possessed  of  breath  ;  an  animal. 

P  zafrafidan,  To  eat  little.  To  threaten 

to  sneeze  without  doing  it. 

p  i^j  zafra  or  zufra,  Victory  or  gain  at  play ; 

sitting  down  to  game.  The  mouth.  The  chin. 

P  ̂J>,^j  zvfrm,  An  iron  ring  for  holding  the 
bolt  or  chain  of  a  door. 

A  ̂jjij  zafzaf,  (<-J)yj  zofzaf,  and  zaf- 

zafat)  A  wind  blowing  violently  for  a  long  time. 

Light,  active.  An  ostrich. 

A  'iijsj  zafzafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Blowing 
violently  (the  wind)  ;  whistling  through  the  grass. 

Expanding  the  wings,  letting  itself  down  (a  bird). 

Trembling,  quaking.  The  noise  made  by  the  mo- 
tion of  a  cavalcade. 

A  u-ttij  zafaf,  Closeness  of  plumage. 

A  ftiiij  zufhat,  A  mouthful. 

A  &iHij  zafhalat,  Haste,  expedition. 

A  ̂ij  zafn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^sj)  Dancing.  Leaping. 
Dandling  (an  infant).  Dancing  and  playing  with 

arms.  Zifn,  A  shade,  awning,  or  canopy  spread 

above  the  roof,  to  keep  off  the  spray  of  the  sea 

or  heat.  Branches  of  palm-trees  stripped  of  the 

leaves,woven  into  akindof  open  lattice  or  mat-work. 

p        zifni,  A  certain  black  medicinal  stone. 

p      zufu,  The  tongue. 

A  (  i^j  ̂"f^fj  A"  ostrich.     Zufuf,  (v.  n.  of 

(_ij)Going  with  a  quick  pace  (an  ostrich  or  a  man). 

A  ̂ ^^sj  zafun,  A  she-camel  kicking  her  milker. 
Lame  (she-camel). 

p  Li^ij  zafunhja,  A  thorny  shrub. 
A  (v.n.of       Driving,  carrying  away 

(as  wind).  Exalting,  raising  any  thing  (vapour). 

Resounding  (a  bow).  Stretching  out  the  wings, 

running,  and  frightening  a  person  (ostriches). 

A  zafyan,  Swift  (camel).  Swift-shooting 

(bow).  Zafayan,  (v.  n.  of  (_^')  Carrying  away  (the 
wind).  Resounding  (a  bow).  Raising  any  thing 

(vapour).  (A  camel)  going  quick.  (A  bow)  shoot- 
ing an  arrow  with  rapidity.  A  dwarfish  woman. 

A^j  zafiVy  (v.  n.  of^sj)  Beginning  to  bray  (an 
ass).  The  beginning  or  sending  forth  the  bray  of 
an  ass.  (The  conclusion  or  drawing  in  of  his  voice 

is  called  ,3Ji^*»»  shaliik).  A  flame  of  fire.  A  calamity. 

p  I— jj^ij  zafizaf,  The  red  jujube-tree. 
A  I— ft-ij  zafif,  (v.  n.  of  u-ij)  Going  fast  (an 

ostrich  or  a  man).  Expanding  the  wings,  letting 

itself  down  (a  bird).  Thick-plumaged  (male  os- 
trich). A  quick  pace.  Quick.  Speedy. 

A       zalik,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Feeding  her  young  (a 

bird).  Muting.  Zikk,  (pi.  Jj^\  azhah,  zihdk, 
zukhah,  or         zuhkan)  A  skin  used  as  a 

bottle  (for  wine).  Zukk,  (pi.  'istij  zakakat)  Wine. 
A  ̂   zalta' ,  A  certain  tree  with  small  leaves. 
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A  >^  zahaj:  or  zukas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for^*)  Crow- 
ing (a  cock).  Shrieking  (an  owl).  Echoing.  Re- 

turning the  crow  (as  cock  to  cock). 

A         zahdtat,  A  seed  or  grain  of  the  plant  ̂ Jj. 

A  zukd^  (v.n.of  ̂ Jj)  Breaking  wind  vio- 
lently (an  ass).  Crowing  (a  cock). 

A  ̂j\sj  zakdli,  One  who  drinks  at  table,  having 
rneat  in  his  mouth.  Zuhdh,  (pi.         zukkdn  and 

uzikkat)  A  street,  alley,  lane,  square,  market- 

place. A  space  between  a  row  of  palm-trees, 

bahru'z  zuhdh,  The  straits  of  Gibraltar.  Zi- 

kdh,  (pL  of      zihh)  Wine-bottles. 

A  Jj^~aMa/j,Maker  or  seller  of  leathern  bottles. 
Zuhhdh,  (pi.  of      zihh)  Leathern  wine-bottles. 

A         zuhdlny,  Belonging  to  a  street :  vulgar. 

A  zahdh'i^  Young  partridges. 

A  fj^j  zuhlcdn,  (pl.of  zihh')  Leathern  wine- bottles,   (pi.  of         zuhdh)  Streets. 

A  zakb,  (v.  n.  of  u>5j)  Forcing  any  one 
to  enter  into  a  cave  or  a  hole.  Entering  it.  Zakab, 

Near.  <— *5J  ̂   viin  zahahin,  From  near,  from  a 
short  distance.  Zahab  or  zukub,  A  narrow  road. 

A        zahabat,  (pi.  «»-**;')  A  very  narrow  lane. 
A'i>\  zukhat,  Name  of  a  small  bird. 

A  ̂   zah-h,  The  chattering  of  apes. 
A j—ij  zahr,  (for jHo  sahr)  A  kind  of  hawk.  Za- 

har,  (for^a^  sahar)  Hell. 

A  ̂y^j  zihzdk,  The  dandling  of  an  infant. 
A  zahzdkat,  Lightly-stepping  (female). 

A  i^^j  zihzik,  A  sort  of  ant. 

A  'sjjij  zahzakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jij  Q)  Daiidlingan 
infant.  Feeding  her  young  (a  bird).  Voiding  ex- 

crement(a  bird).  Lightness,  agility.  A  gentle  laugh, 

A  certain  note  of  a  dog.  The  chirping  of  the  birds 
at  dawn  of  day. 

A  ̂ jj  zah^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Crowing  (a  cock). 
Breaking  wind  loudly  (an  ass). 

A  zahf,  (v.  n.  of  t-fl5j)Snatching  any  thing 

greedily  (as  a  starving  person  does  victuals). 

A  sJiij  zuhfat,  A  mouthful.  Any  thing  taken 
with  the  hand. 

A  'isijij 

A  (Jjj  zuhl,  Robbers 
A       zahm,  (v.  n.  of  p5j)  Eating  a  kind  of  food 

zakakat,  Ring-doves,  (pi.  of  ̂ jj)  Wines. 

called zahhum.  Eatinsr,  swallowinsr. 

A  'i^J  zahmat.  Plague,  pestilence. 
A  f^ij  zakn,  A  carrying,  lifting,  loading. 
A      zakw,  (v.  n.  of  laj  for  _j5j)  Crowing,  hoot- 

ing. Answering  (as  the  echo,  or  cock  to  cock). 
A  zakhuvi,  An  infernal  tree  (mentioned  in 

the  Kurgan),  the  fruit  of  which  is  supposed  to  be  the 
heads  of  devils.  A  thorny  tree,  whose  fruit  is  sweet 

and  styptic,  and  from  whose  stone  oil  is  extracted. 

A  kind  of  wild  plant,  whose  flower  resembles  the 

jasmine.  The  tree  of  which  scammony  is  the  gum. 
Fresh  dates  and  cream.  The  food  of  the  infernals. 

p  eij  zakka,  A  grain  with  which  a  bird  feeds 
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her  young.  A  kind  of  medicine  which  the  mid- 
wife pours  down  the  throat  of  a  new-born  babe. 

A  zaky,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jsj)  Crowing  (a  cock), 

hooting  (an  owl).  Answering  (as  echo,  or  cocks). 
A  KjkJj  zakyai.  Clamour,  shriek,  cry.  Zuhyut, 

A  heap  ̂ (of  money,  &c.). 

A  zahhiyat  or  zukkiyat,  A  mode  of  shav- 

ing the  head. 
A  &iAij  zahilat,  A  narrow  street, 
p       zah,  A  black  tincture,  vitriol.  Zuh,  Mut- 

tering to  one's  self  High,  (in  Zand  and  Paz.)That. 

A  ciJj  zakk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Taking  short  steps. 
Trotting  (a  hen).  Running.  Voiding  dung.  Fill- 

ing (a  leathern  bottle).  Lean,  emaciated.  Zahk, 
The  young  of  the  ringdove. 

A  ̂cdlj  zahs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -Ssj)  Paying  quickly, 

readily,  and  befoi'e  the  appointed  day,  with  ready 
money.  Taking  refuge  with.  Leaning  against, 

propping  one's  self  up  by.  Lying  with.  Dropping 
lier  young  between  her  feet  (a_^camel). 

A  zaka',  A  pair.  %J  j\  khasan  aw  za- 
kan,  Odd  or  even. 

A  lij  zuhas,  (  s  l^j  zuhasat,  or  f-^j  zulidi)  A  rich 
man  who  pays  with  ready  money  or  before  the  day. 

A  f^j  zahdf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j)  Growing,  increas- 

ing. Living  comfortably.  "Being  thirsty.  Agree- 
ing with,  being  proper,  becoming,  befitting.  Be- 
ing pure,  pious,  just.   Purity,  piety. 

P  >^  zakdb,  Ink.  Spittle.  Zuhdb,  Aloes. 
A  5^  zahdt.  Alms.  Purity,  purification  (the 

Muhammadan  law  recommending  it  to  every  per- 

son to  give  to  the  pooi-,  or  for  other  religious  uses, 
a  certain  portion  of  their  possessions,  by  way  of  pu- 

rifying or  giving  a  blessing  to  the  rest).  A  fortieth. 
zukamt  nukaMt,  One  who  pays  a 

debt  without  delay. 

p  "ij^j  zahdra,  Quarrelsome,  litigious. 
A  '^j^j  zukdzik,  Reproached,  despised, 

p  SMi^j  zukdsa,  (or  sJ^^j  zukdsha)  A  hedge- 
hog.   A  porcupine. 

A        zuhdni,  Defluxion,  rheum.    A  cold, 

p  ̂J^j  zakdn  ov  zukdn,  Murmuring,  growling. 

A  Hil^  zahdnat,  (or  'i^'^j)  Whatever  one  finds 
out  by  conjecture  or  guessing.    A  correct  guess. 

A  zakdwat,  Purity,  probity,  innocence. 

Ingenuousness.    Quickness  of  parts,  ingenuity. 

A  zakb  or  zahab,  (v.  n.  of  f—^j)  Marry- 

ing or  lying  with.  Filling.  Being  delivered  of  a 
child  at  once,  without  pain.  Fulness. 

A        zuhbat,  A  fostus.  Male  seed. 

aLamu  zuhbatin,  The  basest  thing. 

A  '^j  zikkat.  Arras.  Zukhat,  Rage.  Sadness. 
A  zaht,  (v.  n.  of  (-1*^)  Filling  (a  bottle). 

A zakr,  (v.  n.  ofjij)  Filling.  Zukar-,  (pi. 

of  i^j  zuhrat)  Small  leathern  sacks  for  carrying 

oil  or  wine  in. 

A  i^j  zukrat,  A  small  skin  for  wine  or  vinegar. 



A  kS^j  zakari,(Jj^j  zahariy zaJtariya', 
or  ̂\S_ zakariydi)  Zacharias. 

A  i^^^stj  zaliriy  or  zakai-iy, Yery  red  (she-goat, 
doe,  or  fawn). 

A  [j^^^.^j  zakariyarvani,  (dual  of  ̂^J^  ~a- 
kariyas)  Two  Zachariases. 

A^jl^^^2'a/ja?'i?/an)i?/,Belongingto  Zacharias. 
A  ii.£ss\^  zakzdkat,  Large-buttocked( woman). 
A         zaltzahat,  A  taking  of  short  steps. 

P  {^^j  zakish,  Styptic,  astringent. 

A  L^l'^J  zahak,  (v.  n.  of  ui)j)Taking  short  steps. 

A  zakm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j)  Casting  out  (seed). 
Filling  (a  bottle). 

A  'i^j  zulimat,  A  defluxion,  rheum.  A  cold. 
Youngest  son  or  colt.    A  rude,  unpolished  man. 

A  j^ij  zakn,  A  guess,  suspicion.  Zakan,  (v.  n. 

of  j^ij)  Knowing,  understanding,  perceiving,  con- 
jecturing. Thinking,  imagining,  suspecting.  Za- 

kin,  A  physiognomist.  Zuhan,  One  who  preserves 

or  holds  fast.    A  vigilant  guard. 

P        zuJianj,  A  lai'ge  dish  or  trencher. 
P  tXiij  zvkand,  A  large  earthen  dish. 

A  zuhuw,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  j5j)  Growing,  in- 
creasing. Waxing  strong  (a  plant).  Being  fruit- 

ful. Becoming,  fitting.  Living  comfortably.  Be- 

ing pure,  pious,  just. 

A  isjitj  zalidt,  Alms.    Best  and  purest  part. 

P j^^j  zahur,  A  miser.    A  robber. 

A        zalia',  An  even  number,  a  pair. 
A  2ra7«?/,(pl.>U^j\a2r/«?/aj:)Pure, virtuous, 

just,  pious,  chaste.  Rich,  abounding  in  wealth. 

One  who  gives  the  prescribed  portion  of  his  wealth 

to  the  poor.  Ingenious,qnick.  Strong,growing(Iad). 

p       zaMya,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  knife. 

A  i-^j  zaliibat,  A  kind  of  Egyptian  sack. 
p  zaldd,  Wearied,  tired  out,  displeased. 

p  iji^j  zahidan  or  zukidan,  To  mutter  to 

one's  self  in  a  rage. 

A  i^/j  zah'ik,  (v.  n.  of  tiJj)  Walking  with 
short  steps.  Walking  gracefully  (a  woodcock).  A 
walk  with  contracted  steps. 

p  Jlij  zugdl,  Charcoal. 

p  zugdl-ab,  (or  iOl^  zugala)  Ink.  A 
mole  on  the  body.  ̂  

A  (Jj  zalla,  (fut.  {^.^yazillu)  He  slided. 

A  Jj  zall,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Slipping,  sliding,  fall- 
ing. Blundering.  Passing  away  (life).  ZmZ/,  Slip- 

pery (pjace). 
A  zalldf,  (fem.  of  Jj\  azall)  (A  woman  or 

a  she-wolf)  light  and  lank  in  the  hips  and  thighs. 
(A  bow)  from  which  the  arrow  slips  off  suddenly. 

A         zalabiyat,  A  thin  pancake. 

A  C^':^j^zallat,  (pi.  of  *5j  zallaf)  Errors,  slips, 
bllas-  _j  zalidt  u  Jihatdya',  Faults  and  sins. 
A  zlldj,  A  bar,  a  bolt,  or  latch  of  a  door, 

which  is  opened  by  the  hand  ( Jj^ljw  mighldk  im- 
plying a  lock  that  requires  a  key). 
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A  Jj^  zaldzil,  Afflictions,  misfortunes,  (pi.  of 
^aZzfl^a^)  Tremblings,  tremors.  Earthquakes. 
A  zaldkat,  The  buttocks  of  an  animal.  A 

slippery  place. 

A  J^  zuldl,  Pure,  limpid,  wholesome  water. 
Humidity  of  lips.  A  yellow-spotted  worm  of  a 

finger's  length,  bred  in  the  snow,  which  swells  in 

cold  water.  j>a}>-  J*^  zuldli  khizr,  The  water  of 
life,  p  tjl^jisi*  J  S"^^^  J^  zuldl  chashmasi 
mihr  u  mahahhat,  The  pure  water  of  the  fountain 
of  benevolence  and  love. 

A  J5^  zuldlil,  Pure,  limpid,wholesome  (water). 

A  ̂'^j  zaldtiy,  (pi.  of  zilliyat)  Coverlets 
of  woollen,  without  a  pile,neither  striped  nor  painted. 

A  t^ij  zalah,  (v.  n.  of  u^)  Cleaving  to  its  mo- 
ther (an  infant). 

A  L-Jj  zulbat,  White  ivy.  An  arrow. 

A  s3j  zallat,  A  slip,  fall  (in  the  mud,  or  on  the 

ice).  An  error,  blunder,  mistake,  sin,  fault.  What- 
ever one  carries  away  from  the  table  of  a  friend. 

Matrimony,  nuptials.  Zallat  or  zullat,  An  act. 

A  benefit,  a  kindness.  Zillat,  Smooth,  shiningstones. 

ZMZZa^,Slippery(place).  Anguish  of  spirits.  Asthma, 
difiiGjulty  of  breathing. 

j  zalj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  borne  lightly 
over  tlie  surface  of  the  ground  (as  on  ice,  or  frozen 

snow).  Barring  or  bolting  (a  door).  Zalj  or  zalaj, 

A  slip,  slide,  tumble.  A  slippery  place.  Zuluj, 
Smooth  stones. 

A  ̂̂ ^^j  zalajdn,  Advance,  progressive  motion. 
A   '         zaljab,  One  who  slips  or  falls. 

A  l^^^j  zalaja",  Swift  (she-camel). 
A  ̂ Jj  2aZ/«,  (v. n.  of  ̂ )  Tasting.  Vanity.  Vain, 

fruitless,  unsuccessful.    Ziduh,  Large  dishes. 

A  sis^  zalhafat,  (v.  n.  of  i__a3^  Q)  Driving  to 
a  distance.    A  heaVy  calamity. 

A  ̂js^Js'aZa/iZflA,  Light  of  body.  Shallow  (chan- nel of  a  river). 

A  '^^-^j  2:aZfl/tZa/«a^,  Thin,  broad  (cake).  Wide 
(shallow  dish). 

A        zulham,  A  Morocco  cloak  and  hood. 

A  ̂ Jj  zallih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  with  the 
ferule  of  a  speai".   A  slippejy  declivity.    Any  in- 

terval not  exceeding  a  bow-shot.  Zalahh,  (v.  n.  of 

^)  Waxing  fat.  Zala  or  zalikh,  A  slippery  place. 
A  zal  or  zalahhdn,  Progress,  advance. 

A  zidlahhat,  A  slippery  declivity,  down 

which  boys  slide.  The  lumbago  (a  disease  in  the 

loins).  A  pain  between  the  shoulders.  The  mark 

left  by  a  boy  sliding  down  a  declivity. 

aXjjJj  zaldabatjThe  swallowing  (of  a  gobbet). 

A  jJj  zalaz,  (v.  n.  ofjJj)  Tottering,  staggering. 
Being  restless.    Zalaz  or  zaliz,  A  road  by  which 
any  one  comes.  Household  furniture;  goods,  stuff. 

A  AJiJ  zalzds,  A  thing,  business,  affair. 
A  J|j)j  zalzdl,  Tremor.  Zilzdl,  (v.  n.  of  JjJj  Q) 

Causing(theearth)totremble(God).Anearthquake. 

A  sjJj  zalzat,  A  light,  giddy  female,  gadding 
about  from  house  to  house,  a  gossip. 

A  JjJj  zalzal,  Name  of  a  celebrated  harper. 
Zalzil,  Household  furniture,  efiects.  Zulzul,  An 

expert  tambourine-player. 
A  d3;3j  zalzalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^j  Q)  (God)  making 

(the  earth)  to  tremble.    An  eai'thquake. 

A  JjJ.^  zulzul,  Light,  smart.  Ingenious,  clever, 
witty.    Lightness,  agility.    Battle,  fight.  Evil. 

A  laij  zalt,  A  quick  pace. 

A  ̂ Jj  zal^  (v.  n.  of  |*Jj)  Seizing  by  stratagem. 
Burning  one's  foot  at  the  fire.  Zala^  (v.n.  of  ̂ j) 
Having  chaipt  feet ;  also  hands,  if  on  the  outside 
(any  fissure  on  the  palms  being  expressed  by  ̂  

kala^.  Being  corrupted,  in  a  bad  state  (a  wound). 
A  crack  or  chap  on  the  hands  or  feet. 

A  'if^  zala^t,  A  nasty,  raw  wound. 
P  I— aJj  zalf,  Part  of  the  night.  Zidf,  A  curl- 

ing lock,  ringlet,  tuft,  head  of  hair.  An  aigrette. 

{^*^  t_g)j  zulf  bastan,  To  discover  herself  (as  a 
mistress  to  her  lover).    f^\J^j>  i— fl)j  zulfi  pare- 

slidn,  Dishevelled,  scattei-ed  locks.    jljo^J  i  aJj 
zulji  tdb-ddr,  Curling  ringlets.    Uai-  i  aSj  zulfi 
hhatd,  Fault,  transg  ression.  Jj^j'^  '  zulfi  dardz. 

Long  locks,  [^yy'j  ̂ *  ~^\fi  zamin,  Night.  The clay  from  which  man  was  formed,  ̂ ^r^.j^  '"^j 

zulfi  ̂ mbarin,  Perfumed  (with  ambergris)  locks. 

Jlj»- J  I  aJj  zulf  u  khdl,  Ornaments  of  gold  and 
jewels  wherewith  a  bride  is  decorated  on  her  wed- 
ding-night. 

A  I  a)j  zalf,  (v.  n.  of  I  Hj)  Proceeding,  preced- 

ing. Zilf,  A  garden  or  meadow.  Zalaf,  Proce- 

dure, progress,  step.  Nearness,  propinquity.  A  full 

cistern.  A  step,  stair,  ladder.  oi 'isitj  zalaf  at) 
Full  cisterns.  Zulaf  (pi.  of  &fl3j  zulf  at)  First  parts 

of  the  night.  Zuluf,  The  first  pai't  of  the  night. 
A  OliJj  zulaf dt,  (pi.  of  &i3j  zulf  at)  First  parts 

of  the  night. 

A  zulfat,  (pi.  v_a5j  zidaf,  OViJj  zulfdt,  zu- 
luf dt  and  zulaf  dt^  Nearness,  propinquity.  Edge, 

margin.  A  stage,  a  halting-place.  The  first  part 
or  watch  of  the  night.  A  plate  or  dish.  Zalafat, 

(pi.  i— zalaf)  Any  constructed  work  filled  with 
water  (as  a  cistern,  well,  pond,  or  ditch).  A  green 

bottle  or  bowl.  A  shell,  mother-of-pearl.  Asmooth 
stone.  Hard,  uneven  (ground).  Swept  (ground). 

A  hill,  soft,  sandy,  and  level.  A  plate  or  large  dish. 

A  woman,  or  her  face. 
p  ^iiZ/Zw/awa,  A  sword,  dagger,  or  knife, 

made  of  silver,  or  with  a  silver  hilt.  Name  of  an 
ancient  king. 

p        zalfa,  A  narrow  dark  place  or  alley. 

A  zulf  a'.  Nearness,  approach.  A  step,  rank, 
post,  station.  The  first  part  of  the  night.  A  stage, 

halting-place. 

^  j,^_a]j  zalfldaii,  To  slide,  stumble.  To  fall 

upon  ice. 



p  (j^flij  zulfin,  A  bar,  bolt,  ring  of  a  door. 

A  J>j  zalh,  (v.n.of  Moving  from  its  place, 

putting  to  a  distance.  Retiring,  departing.  Shav- 

ing (the  head).  Sliding,  falling  in  a  slippery  place. 

Causing  to  slide.  The  buttocks  of  beasts.  Zalah, 

(v.n.  of  Slipping,  sliding.  Being  melancholy 

and  moped  in  a  place,  and  retiring  from  it.  A  slip- 

pery place.  j5j  zalakul  am^f,  Diarrhoea. 

j5j  zalaku'l  kulyat,  Diabetes.  Zalah  ovza- 
lik,The  buttocksof  a  beast.  Zalik,A  slippery  place. 

Soon  angry.  Cui  sperma  effluit  ante  congressum. 

A  zalkat,  A  slippery  place.  A  fall,  d^j 

zalhad  kadam,  A  slip  of  the  foot.  Zalahat, 

A  bright  smooth  stone.  A  woman. 

A         zulhum,  The  jaws,  throat,  gullet. 

p  tiJ3j  zalah,  A  live  coal,  a  fire-brand. 

p  uL^Jj  zalug,  A  leech. 

A  J5j  zalal,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Stumbling,  falling. 

Erring,  blundering.  Being  lank-hipped.  Being 
deficient  in  weight,  less  than  standard  (money).  A 

fall.  Shppery  (place). 

A  jjj  zalm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Filling  (a  reservoir). 
Giving  little  (in  a  present).  Committing  an  error, 

blundering.  Cutting  (the  nose).  Like,  similar,  re- 

sembling. Zalam,  A  kind  of  flowerless,  seedless 

plant.  Zalam  or  zulam,  (pi.  azlmn)  An  ar- 
row without  wings  or  points,  used  by  the  Pagan 

Arabians  in  gaming.  A  divided  hoof  (of  oxen)  ; 

also  what  grows  behind  it.  A  domestic  animal, 

resembling  a  cat,  with  a  very  short  tail. 

A  f-^j  zahnas,  (fem.  of  azlam)  (A  goat) 
having  an  excrescence  under  the  chin.  Slit-eared 

(ewe  or  she-camel).  A  mountain-goat.  A  female 
hawk  or  falcon. 

A  &ij  zalmatfZulmat,  zalatnat, or  zulamatjJiight, 

true.  Really,  truly,  in  fact.  &lj  jS»  huiva'l 
^bdu  zalmatati,  He  has  the  very  cut  and  figure 
of  a  slave.  Zalamat,  A  small  excrescence  under 

the  throat  of  a  goat. 

A  ̂ J^'  zilimha^  A  man  diffusive  in  speech. 
Aj^iJy^  zalambur,  One  of  the  five  sons  of  the 

devil,  who,  according  to  eastern  belief,  sow  dis- 
cord between  husband  and  wife. 

A  ̂ cJj  zalanfah,  Perverse  in  disposition. 
A&la-fljJj  zMZMwAwto^,  A  dwarfish  woman.  Penis. 
p      zalu,  A  leech. 

A  zaluj,  Swift,  quick.  A  steep  declivity 

reaching  far.  (An  arrow)  which  falls  out  of  the 
hand  from  slipperiness. 

A  zulugh,  (v.n. of  ̂5j)  Rising  (sun).  Flam- 
ing up  (fire). 

A  u-i zalvf,  High  (mountain-cliflP).  A  long, 
tedious  mountain-path. 

A  zaluh,  Extensive,  long  (ridge  of  a  moun- 

tain).  Swift  (she-camel). 

p  ti)^  zaluh,  A  leech. 

A         zalul,  Deficient,  light  (money).  Pure, 
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limpid,  wholesome  water.  Zulul,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Be- 

ingdeficient,  light  (money).  Slipping,  sliding.  Fall- 
ing in  the  mire.  Blundering.  Passing  rapidly  by. 

A  s3j  zalh.  The  odoriferous  flower  sweet  basil. 
The  stone  at  the  mouth  of  a  well,  where  the  person 

stands  who  draws  water.  Astonishment.  Zalah, 

Solicitude,  mental  distraction  from  grief  or  anxiety. 

paJj  zalla.  Victuals  carried  home  by  the  guests 
from  an  entertainment.  Zalla  or  zilla,  A  kind  of 

cricket  which  hums  very  loud  in  summer. 

A  1—-*^  zalhah.  Thin-bearded  and  light  of  flesh, 
p  Ua-J]  zalihiya,  A  sort  of  fritter  or  pancake. 
A        zilliyat,  (pi.         zalaKy)  A  coverlet  of 

woollen,  without  a  pile,  neither  striped  nor  painted. 

A  ̂Jk]j  zallj,  (v.  n.  of^)  Being  carried  lightly over  the  surface  of  the  ground.  Barring  (a  gate). 
Swift  (camel). 

p  zulayhha,  The  wife  of  Potiphar,  whose 

passion  for  J oseph  is  much  celebrated  in  the  East, 

particularly  in  the  elegant  Persian  poems  by  Na- 
zarai  and  Jami. 

A  &laj|)j  zaUtat,  A  mouthful  of  pap. 

p  (  ajJj  zalif,  Fear,  dread. 

A  L-fljJj  zallf,  A  proceder  from  place  to  place, 

p  ̂^J^  zaiifan  or  zilifan,  Causing  to  fear.  Ter- 
ror, fear,  dread.  A  thi-eat.    Hatred,  revenge.  A 

bow  for  separating  cotton  from  the  seed. 

A  zaVih,  ( Afcetus)  slipping  from  the  belly. 

A^j^j  zullayh,  A  smooth  peach,  a  nectarine, 

p  (JjJj  zalil,  A  hiccough,  a  belch. 
A  ̂Jk3j  zalil,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Slipping,  falling  (in 

the  mud).  Blundering(in  speech).  Passing  rapidly 

by.  Pure,  limpid,  wholesome  water.  A  dish  made 

of  starch, phoney,  and  water. 
A  ziltilas,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Slipping,  sliding. 

Blundering  in  speech.  Lapsus  linguae. 

A  ̂jJj  zillila',  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Slipping.  Blunder- 
ing in  speech.  Slip,  stumble,  trip  :  error,  blunder. 

AjojJj  zallm,  (An  arrow,  also  a  staff")  smooth, straight,  justly  formed,  and  of  a  proper  size. 
p  zam,  Cold.  A  biting  wind.  A  wound.  A 

child  slavering.  One  whose  lips  are  turned  out  in 

speaking.  A  cheek,  jaw.  A  torch,  match.  A  tent, 

suppository.  Gently,  slowly,  softly.  Name  of  a 
river,  and  of  a  city.  The  well  Zamzam  at  Mecca. 

A  p  zamm,  (v.n.of  j^)  Binding,  fastening  (with 
transverse  thongs).     Bridling,  reining,  haltering. 

Carrying  (the  head)  high,  tossing  up  (the  nose), 

being  haughty,  supercilious.     Raising  (his)  head 

when  in  pain  (a  camel).  Going  before  others.  Seiz- 
ing(as  a  wolf  asheep).  Speaking.  Filling(a  bottle). 

p  \jo^  zi  ma,  (for  Uij\  az  via)  From,  than  us. 
A         zamatat,  A  being  modest,  grave,  sedate. 

A  J^'^j  zamajir,  (or  zamajtr')  (pi.  of 

'ij^j  zarnjarat)  Flutes.  Whores. 

A  ̂ l*j  zummah,  Name  of  a  bird  that  carries  off' children  from  their  cradles. 

A  (^J>\>Oj  zumakhiriy.  Tall  and  hollow. 

A jUj  zivid)^,  The  voice  of  an  ostrich,     (pi.  of 

^jyoj  zamlr)  Short,  dwarfish. 
Aj^j  zammar,  A  flute-player,  flutist,  piper. 

A  'jjUj  zimarat.  Skill  in  playing  on  the  pipe  or 
flute.  A  piping  or  playing  on  the  pipe  or  flute. 

A  zammarat,  A  flixte,  pipe.  A  harlot.  A 

log  tied  to  a  dog's  neck  to  prevent  him  entering  into 
a  vineyard  to  eat  the  grapes.  An  iron  pin  between 

the  two  rings  of  an  iron  collar.  "Sjll«j5\  kas- 
huz  zammarat.  The  gains  of  a  whore. 

p  ̂ j^j      or  zumarugh,  A  toadstool,  fungus. 
A         zumazim.  Plenteous  (water).   The  fa- 

mous well  Zamzam  at  Mecca. 

A j>.j-<^  zamazir,  Shrivelled,  wrinkled  (flesh). 

A  ̂ Uj  zama^  or  zima^  Despatch.  Diligence, 

eww,  za- 

promptitude.    Boldness.    Zima^  (pi.  of 

ma^t)  Excrescences  on  the  back  of  the  hoofs  of cloven-footed  animals. 

A  &S-l*j  zamma^t.  The  backside. 
A  Jl/«j  zamal  or  zimal,  (v.  n.  of  J-«j)  Running 

with  a  limp  on  one  side.    Zimal,  (v.  n.  of  J<5) 

Travelling  unequally  loaded  (a  beast).  Limping 

(a  camel).    Curvetting  from  sprightliness  (a  ca- 

mel). Causing  (one)  to  follow,  or  ride  behind  on 

the  crupper,    (pi.  J,«j  zumul  and  azm'daf) Lameness  of  a  camel.  The  wrapper  of  a  wallet. 

A  Jl*j  zummal.  Cowardly,  slothful,  weak.  . 
A         zummalat,  Weak,  cowardly,  timid. 

A  ̂3^^*^  zumalik,  Effusive  before  coition. 
A        zimam,  (pi.       azimmat)  A  halter  fast- 

ened to  the  ring  of  a  camel's  nose,  a  rein.  That 
whereby  a  thing  is  bound  or  fastened.  jLjki-\ 
zimami  ihhtiyar.  The  reins  of  self-controul. 

A        zummam.  High  (grass), 

p         zamdn,  Death. 

A  jjlcj  zamdn,  (pi.  (j^^  azmdn,  azminat, 
azmun)  Time,  season.  An  age.  Tense.  A 

season  of  the  year;  of  which,  like  the  people  of 

India,  they  reckon  six,  each  of  two  months'  dura- 
tion ;  viz.  Jj^\  rabi^i  awwal,  <— ftxo  sayf, 

laJj  hayz,  ̂ ^^^  rahi^i  's  sdrii,  u_ft>^^  hha- 
rlf,  and  ̂ Ujj  shitdf.  The  world.  Fortune,  chance, 

fate,  destiny.  Heaven,  p  ̂j^-ij^.  ̂ J^j  zamdnipe- 

shin.  Former  time.  tj;y«3  j  zamdn  u  zamin, 
The  universe,  uUljiib  pddshdhi  zamdn.  King 

of  the^world,  monarch  for  the  time  being. 

A  UUj  zamdnan,  Sometimes,  in  good  time. 

A  ioUj  zamdnat,  (v.  n.  oi  ̂^<'j)  Being  worn  out 
with  age  or  labour  (a  beast).  Love.  A  distemper 

amongst  cattle  arising:  from  weakness  in  the  limbs. 

A         (jl/«j  zamdn  zamdn,  Time  after  time. 

p  iijUj  zamdna.  Time.  Fortune.  The  world. 
Revolutions  of  the  heavens.  JW  131*3  zaynanan 

hdl,  The  present  time. 

pjl**»  joUj  zamdna-sdz,  A  time-server,  turn-coat. 

p  t/jU*>  is-iUj  zamdna-sdzi,  Time-serving.  Hy- 



pocrisy.  Necessity. 

P  Jj^V"         mmana-mumafih,  Well-timed. 
p         zamanl,  Temporal.  Worldly.  Frail. 

A  zamaniy,  Relating  to  time,  temporal. 

p  ij^^^j  zamaniyan,  People  of  the  world. 

A  ̂I'Akj  zmnanasizin,  Then,  at  that  time. 
p  zamane  hi,  When,  at  the  time  that. 

A  i^j^  zumaivard,  A  dish  of  eggs  and  meat. 

P(jfcl<J  zam-ahan,  Hard,ixnmalleable  iron.  La- 
bour in  vain.   Sordid,  mean,  doing  good  to  none. 

A  CJ^j  zuimnat, 'Name  of  a  bird  of  various  hues. 
F        zamatra,  (in  zand  and^Paz.)  Ridicule. 

p  ̂   zawj,  Vitriol.  Gum.  j_jb  ̂   zamji  bil- lawr,  Alum. 

A  ̂   zamj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   )  Filling-  (a  bottle).  Stir- ring up  strife.  Entering  without  leave.  Zamaj, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  angry.  Anger.  Zamij,  Angry. 

A^  zimimaj,  Name  of  a  bird,  of  the  eagle-kind. 
A    i^j  zimijjat,  The  beak  of  an  ostrich. 

A        zamjar,  (pl.^_y»-l«J  zamajir  and 
zamajir^  A  small  arrow.    A  long,  hollow  reed. 

Zbnajr,  A  shout,  noise,  clamour. 

A  zamjarat,  (v.  n.  ofj^  Q)  Roaring  (a 

lion).  Shout,  noise,  clamour.  (pl.j>-^  zamajir) 
A  flute,  pipe.  A  whore. 

p  (^^5^^  zimji,  The  rump  of  a  bird. 

A  Jj-^  zimijja',  The  rump  of  a  bird. 

A  ij-i^'  zimjil,  A  leopai'd. 

p  ̂   zamcli,  Vitriol,  a  black  dyeing  colour.  ̂  
J  ̂>  zamchihilan-r,  A\\xm.  Zimch,  A  hawk,  falcon. 

p  til^  zamchak,  A  winged  insect. 
A  zujnmah  Ignoble,  beggarly.  Short  and 

conteniptible.  Black  and  deformed. 

p  i^^j  zimahn,  (ov'ij^j)  zimahnat)  Of  an  evil 
disposition.  Avaricious, 

A  ̂   zamhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *J)  Being  proud  and 
haughty.  Zamakh,  A  long  rugged  declivity. 

A  ̂zummakh,(i>\.of ̂ ^)High-nosed,haughty. 
P  CL^^j  zumuliht  or  zamvhht,  Styptic,  astrin- 

gent. Sugar-cane.  A  very  hard  knot.  A  miser. 
Harsh,  severe.  Improper,  untoward. 

A  zamlihar,  A  kind  of  arrow,  A  long  and 

slender  reed.  A  flute,  a  pipe.  Thick  and  entangled 

(trees).  Hollow,  soft  and  succulent  (plant). 

A  ij^j  zamhharat,  (v.  n.  of_jS^  Q)  Being  vio- 
lent (noise).  Being  angry  and  yelling  (a  pard). 

Shooting  forth  (grass).  A  courtesan,  whore. 

A  Ijij^j  zamlihariy,  Thin-legged(ostrich).  Tall 
and  hollow  (said  of  any  thing). 

p^^s^  zamaJihshar,  A  city  in  Khwarazm. 

p(^^  ̂ aTOM/j/Jjor^imM/Ji/ijMeanjavaricious. 
Styptic,  astringent.  Hard  knot. 

A jJi^j  2'mA/wr,_Something,  any  thing. 
A  jioj  zamr,  (v.  n.  of,i«J)  Performing  on  a  flute, 

or  hautboy.  Filling(a  bottle).  Publishing(a  story). 
Instigating,  setting  one  against  another.  Zamar, 

(v.  n.  of,*j)  Being  thin-haired  and  of  a  dastardly 
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mind  (a  man).  ZarniV,  Thin-haired  (man).  Hand- 
some-faced. Cowardly,  dastardly,  Zumar,  (jA.  ot 

ijoj  zumrat)  Crowds  of  people,  troops,  families. 

Ajoj  zimirr,  Strong,  vehement. 

A  ̂^]J<j  zamaran,  (v.  n.of^)  Being  frightened 
and  running  away  (a  roe). 

A  8^  zMmraf,(pl.^^OTmar)Amultitude,troop, 
group,  a  dispersed  crowd,  tdilo  zmnrasi  ma- 
lali,  A  legion  of  angels. 

A  i^jioj  zimiurrud  An  emerald. 
A  zumurrudiy ,  p  i^^.'^j'^j  zumurrudin, 

Emerald-coloured. 

A        zumurruz,  An  emerald. 

P;;jiJjj«j2'«mrMw;tan,(inzandandPaz.)Tosing. 
A  zamzarat,  (v.  n.  ofjJ/<j  Q)  Shaking  (a 

vessel  nearly  full)  that  it  may  be  thoroughly  filled. 

p  ̂ jicj  zamzam,  Tlie  fourteenth  chapter  of  the 
Zand.  Gently.  A  low  whispering,  buzzing  sound 

made  by  the  fire-woi'shippers.  ̂ jiijUiJ\  ̂ icj  zam- 
zam  afshandan,  To  cry. 

A  zamzam,  A  famous  well  at  Mecca,  called 

Hagar's  well.  Plenteous  (water).  Long-necked 

(camel),  p  ̂l-ij  [J^  \  ̂j^j  zamzami  atish-fishan, 
(or  rasan)  The  sun.  A  Zimzim,  A  herd  of  ca- 

mels six  years  old.  Zumaziin,  The  well  Zamzam. 

A  'kicjcj  ̂ra?n2;f»?iai,(v.n.of  j«J*5)Q)Rol]ing,peal- 
ing( thunder).  Marmuring,muttering  (as  the  Magi 

at  their  ablution,  or  at  meals).  A  whispering,  buz- 

zing sound.  A  lion's  roar.  A  concert.  Convivi- 
ality. Zimzimat,  A  group,  company  of  people,  or 

camels :  fifty  camels.  A  company  of  demons  or  wild 
beasts.  A  herd  of  camels  without  young  ones. 

p  zamzama,  A  musical  manner  of  read- 
ing, a  chant.  A  low,  murmuring  noise  made  by 

the  fire-worshippers  when  performing  their  ablu- 
tions, or  at  meal-time.  Soft  whispering,  flattering 

speech.  Name  of  a  chapter  of  the  Zand. 

p  Mjoj  zamzama-payray ,  Singing. 

p  (j^r'.^  zamzama- (joy an  ovguyan,  Singers, 
chanters.  Cooing  (turtles). 

p  (ji^x«J*J  zamzamulan,To  eat  much.  To  sneeze softly. 

A  pjJ(«j2'?/?w^Mm,  Choicest  (camels).  A  hundred 
(camels).  Worst  (men). 

A         zimzim,  A  herd  of  camels  six  years  old. 

p  (jlju-*J  zamistan,  Winter.  Wisdom,  science. 
p  ̂Iaa-/*]  zamistani,Yf  mtvy ,  winterly,  brumal. 

A  zam^  (v.n.  of  Making  haste,  using 

diligence.  Applying  diligently  to  and  perseve- 
ring in.  Zama^  (v.  n.  of  Being  confounded, 

astonished,  panic-stricken.  Consternation,  fear, 
amazement.  The  lowest,  meanest  of  mankind.  The 

fetlock  of  a  horse.  The  spur  of  a  cock.  An  excres- 

cence on  the  flngers,  or  a  redundant  finger.  A  nar- 
row or  languid  stream.  Quick, clever, active,  vigo- 

rous (in  business).  Tremor, ague.  (pi.  ot'&Mjzama- 
^i)  Substances  growing  behind  the  hoofs  of  cloven- 

footed  animals.  Bearing  spurs  of  fruit-trees.  Za- 

mi^  One  who,  when  angry,  sheds  tears  or  urine. 

A  jJoj  ̂Mwima^,  A stingless  wasp,a  drone.  Slow, 
A-^ljwJ  zuma^f,  (pi.  of  ̂ 'oj)  Bold,  enterprising. 

A  ̂j^J»*3  zama^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^)  Being  slow  in 
progress.  Lightness,  swiftness.  A  slow  pace. 

A  zum^t,  A  bit  of  a  plant.  Zama^it,Any 

thing  growing  on  the  back  of  the  hoof  of  a  cloven- 
footed  animal.  Hair  hanging  at  the  back  of  the 

foot  of  a  sheep,  doe,  or  hare.  The  spur  of  a  cock. 

The  bearing  spur  of  a  vine.  The  hinder  part  of  the 

foot  of  a  hare.  (pi.  \  azma^  A  small  stream 
winding  through  a  valley.  Low  ground. 

A  zam^y,  Mean,  low,  paltry.  Hasty, 
choleric.  A  very  shrewd,  cunning  fellow. 

A  Jj^oj  zamh,  (v.  n.  of  Jj*^)  Pulling  out  hairs. 
Unlocking,  opening  a  lock. 

A  'isucj  zamakat.  Any  thing,  aught. 
A  (.dLoj  zamh,  (v.  n.  of  (^i^)  Exciting  against 

any  one,  putting  him  in  a  passion.  Filling  (a  bot- 
tle). ^amfl/i,The  rump,  also  the  tail  of  a  bird.  Anger. 

A  uii<J  zimilih.  The  tail  of  a  bird. 

A  "i^fcj  zamakat.  Hasty,  choleric.  Foolish. Dwarfish. 

A  Ji,^  zimikha'.  Rump,  also  tail  of  a  bird. p  zam  or  zumcjan,  Hair  about  the  pubes. 

A  zami,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Going  as  it  were  in 
a  limping  pace  from  sprightliness.  Making  (any 

one)  ride  behind  one's  self,  or  putting  (him)  on  the 
opposite  side.  Going  at  the  heels  of  another.  Zhnl, 
One  who  rides  behind  another.  A  load.  Half  a 

sack  full.  Zimal,  {zumal,  or  ̂J^*j  zummal)  Pusil- 

lanimous, languid.  The  fruit  of  a  tree. 
A  zamalan,  (v.  n.  of  (J.««j)  Going  as  it 

were  of  a  limping  pace  from  sprightliness, 

A  &i/«J  zimlat,  Luxuriant  pith  of  the  palm-tree. 
Small  palm-trees  or  shoots  joined  together.  Apalm- 

shoot  out  of  hand's  reach,  Zicmlat,  A  crowd,  A 
company  of  travellers,  Zamalat,  A  family.  Many. 

A  fj^j  zumalik,  (or  JjWj  zummalih)  Cui  sper- 
ma  effluit  ante  congressum  (same  as  ̂ ^^). 

A  ̂ *  ;::amam,  Intent,  design.  Manifest,  Equal, 
even,  just.  Moderate,  Opposite  to,  corresponding 
with.  Near. 

A  zam^nam.  The  well  Zamzam  at  Mecca, 

Zummam,  (pi  of      zamm)  Proud,  high,  haughty. 

A  ̂ ^rcj  zaman,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 'ej)  Being  afiiicted  by 
age  or  labour  (a  beast  of  burden).  Time,  season. 

An  age.  Zamin,  Tried,  afiiicted.  Impaired  in  con- 
stitution by  disease,  afiiicted  with  a  chronic  disease. 

Galled  in  the  back.  A  heap  of  dung. 

A  ejuc^  ziimnat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  injured 

by  time  or  age.  Being  hurt  in  the  back  (a  beast 

of  burden).  Zamanat,  Time. 
p  zamnaj,  A  cylindrical  stone  or  roller, 

with  which  they  smooth  the  clay  roofs  of  houses. 
Zimunj,  One  of  two  rapacious  birds  calledj^^jii^  jii 



du  hiradararijTvfo  brothers ;  because  if  one  is  over- 
matched by  the  animal  he  attacks,  he  is  aided  by 

his  companion. 

A  zamna',  (pi.  of  ̂ jAj  zamin  and  {j;^/^  za- 
min)  Injured  by  age,  time,  or  a  wound  in  the  back. 

p  ycj  zanin  or  zumu,  Mud,  whether  moist  or 
dry.  Zumu,  A  roof  formed  of  timber  and  clay,  or 
earth ;  also  the  earth  so  used. 

A  ̂ icj  zamukh,  Long  and  rugged  (declivity). 
p  (j4>^*j  zamudan,  To  embroider.  To  paint. 

p  zamuda,  Painted.  Embroidery.  Zu- 

muda,  A  swing  or  see-saw. 

Ajy^j  zamur,  A  handsome  youth. 

A  zamu^  Swift,  hasty.  Light,  brisk  (wo- 
man). A  hare  that  takes  short  light  steps,  that  she 

may  not  be  tracked. 

A  p^*]  zamum,  Quicksilver.  Zumum,  (v.  n.  of 

ji])  Being  filled  (a  bottle). 
A  «/oj  zamh,  (v.  n.  of  &*j)  Scorching  any  one 

(the  sun).  Zamah,  (v.  n.  of  &*5)  Being  oppressed 
with  heat.  Being  intense  (heat).  Intense  heat. 

p  »/eJ  zama,  Rock-alum.  Vitriol.  Black  dye. 

A  zamharat,  (v.  n.  ofj^  Q)  Reddening 
with  anger  (the  eye). 

^J^iT^j  2;am-to'ir,  (Making  cold)  Name  of  an 
intensely  cold  quarter  from  which  the  wind  blows. 

^y.-j^j  zamharir,  Intense  cold.  The  moon. 
P        zarrii,  (for         zamin)  The  earth. 

p  liV^  zamiyad  or  zamyad,  Name  of  the  angel 
who  guards  the  Hiiris.  The  28th  of  the  month. 

A  cL*^  zaniit,  Grave,  modest,  mild,  patient. 
A  zimmtt,  Exceedingly  grave  or  modest. 

Pj\t\x«j  zami-dar,  (for  j\iiJlA*J  zaviin-ddr)  An 
ofiicer  under  the  Mughal  government  of  Hindus- 

tan, who  (as  the  term  imports)  had  charge  of  the 
land,  and  whose  duty  was  to  collect  the  revenues 

of  the  district  entrusted  to  his  superintendence,  for 

which  he  was  allowed  a  certain  per  centage. 

p  (^'^i^j  zamidan,  To  chew.  To  scream. 

^  Jtfj  zamtr,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Piping,  playing  on 
the  flute  or  flageolet.  Good  (singing).  (pl.jUj 
zimar)  Short,  dwarfish.    A  handsome  youth. 

^Jtfj  s^'wwii?",  A  kind  of  fish. 
A  zami^,  (pi.  zuma^s)  Ready,  dili- 

gent. Swift,  hasty.  Bold,  enterprising.  Saga- 
cious, prudent. 

A  ̂ J^j  zamlk,  Plucked  (beard). 
A  ̂A'cj  zamil,  One  who  sits  or  rides  behind  ano- 

ther. A  fellow-traveller  on  business.  ̂ wmaj/Z,  (also 
Jjj'oj  zimyall)  Cowardly,  slothful. 

A  {S^j  zummayl  or  zimniil,  Cowardly,  slothful. 

A'i^jzumaylat  or  zummaylat, Weak, cowardly. 
p  ̂ JycJ  zamin,  Earth,  ground.  Land,  soil.  A 

region,  country.  The  pavement  at  the  bottom  of 

a  pond  or  cistern.  The  ground  of  a  picture,  (j^' 
zamini  uftada,  Land  which  has  lain  fallow 

for  a  time.      I  ^ji/oj  zamini  asimmM,  Lands  granted 
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for  the  support  of  priests.  (^IjI*-?^  (:Xft)  ̂(^''^^ni 
tabistani.  Land  which  yields  only  summer-crops. 

Jt^^  ClJll;  s^ammi  tawfir,  Land  thrown  in  unto  the 
tenant  over  and  above  what  is  specified  in  the  lease. 

^  zamini  jali,  Land  which  can  only  be 
cultivated  during  the  rainy  season.    P  ijy^ 
zamini  chahi.  Land  irrigated  from  a  well. 

«-i-*s-  zamini  khasta,  Land  ploughed  or  trodden. 

^J^Jt»  iO,U>J  \j  zamin  ra  saya  shudan.  Humi- 

lity, depression,  ̂ ^jii^  jj^^^iiiJ  ij^"^  zamin  ba  dan- 
dan  giriftan,  (To  bite  the  ground)  To  manifest 

weakness  and  humility.  i^'^  zamini  za- 
mistani,  Ground  yielding  only  winter-crops.  {Jey^j 
ii^jc  zamini  murda.  Waste  ground.  j  i^X^j 
zamin  u  zaman,  Place  and  time.    The  universe. 

jJ.^  ̂Imi  zamin.  The  science  of  geometry. 

A         zarnin  (pi.  ̂j^Aj  zamna')  Afilicted,  worn 
down  by  age  or  labour  (a  beast  of  burden).  Zu- 

mayn,  (dim.  of  ̂ ^Uj  zaman)  A  little  time.  O^i 
zataz  zumayn,  A  little  while  ago. 

P  (_^^  CJJ'^  zamin-bos,  Kissing  the  ground. 
Making  a  very  low  bow. 

P  (-?^.  Ul"^  zamin-paymay,  (or  sl^>- 
zamin-justa)  A  land-measurer.    A  traveller. 

i>j\d'^jjc^  zamin-dar.    Seej\tJ>JO«j  zami-dar. 
p  zamin-dari,  The  ofiice  of  a  zamin- 

dar.  The  country  or  jurisdiction  of  a  zamindar. 

Pjjii  <sj^*j  zamm-doz,  A  kind  of  tent. 
p  <^'^j  zamin-zada,  Earth-born.  Man. Muhammad. 

p  »viJii^(j^*J  zamin-kanda,  A  yam  (root). 
P  zo-'>nin-hob,  A  horse,  camel,  &c. 

P  jif         zamin-gir,  A  paralytic. 

p  "ijji  e^v*]  zamm-larza,  An  earthquake. 
p  zamin-nehu.  Good  soil. 

p  (_^Jy<j  zamini,  Earthy.  Subterraneous  house. 

p  ̂ jj  zan,  A  woman.  A  lady.  A  bride,  a  wife. 
Effeminate,  timid,  cowardly.  One  who  assumes  a 

bold  and  animated  air  in  walking.  ^jj  zani 

bar-dd);  A  pregnant  woman.    (^<^j^  i^j  zan  bur- 

dan,  ((jjwj^ji-  (jj  zan  kliwdstan,  also  jj*^^^ 
zan  hardan)  To  espouse  a  woman,  to  marry. 

djc  zan  ha  muzd,  A  harlot.   ̂ ^*<-J       zani  j)isar, 

A  son's  wife.  (jj  zanipayrdya,  A  tire-wo- 

man,    i^^^  i^ji^  (^J  zani  diid-afkan,  An  enchan- tress. A  dark  night. zani  h 

chasi  bdsitdn,The  world.  tij\dyo  zani  marddtia, 

A  vixen,  virago.  ̂ Jy**  j  ̂^J  zan  u  sliuy.  Husband 

and  wife.  '^j^  j  t^ij  ̂'^"^  ̂   farzand,  Wife  and 

children.  j  i^  mai'du  zan,  Male  and  female. 
Man  and  wife.  Za?i,  (in  composition  from 

zadan)  Striking,  beating.  ̂ ^J  tegh-zan,  A 

swordsman.  ^^J  {JL.JLs^  khisht-zan,  A-hrick-maker. 
iSj  rdh-zan.  Infesting  the  way,  i.e.  a  robber, 

(jj  (Jv*l»  tabl-zan,  A  drummer.  ^^13  ndy-zan, 
A  flute-player.    Zun,  Tares. 

A       zann,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Shrinking,  shrivelling 
8  F 

(a  sinew).  Suspecting.  Zinn,  Oats.  A  small, 
round,  green  pulse. 
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A  -^(jj  zans,  (v.  n.  of  uj)  Ascending  (a  moun- 
tain). Skipping,  leaping  for  joy.  Approaching 

(to  fifty).  Drawing  near.  Adhering,  sticking  close 

to  the  ground.  Making  haste.  Strangling.  Flee- 

ing to.  Decreasing,  diminishing  (as  a  shadow). 
Suffering  from  a  strangury. 

p  lij  Zand,  (from  ̂ li]  zadan)  Beating,  striking. 

A  Uj  zina',  (in  the  Hijaz  dialect)  Fornication. 
A  ̂ bj  zands,  Short,  compact  (man  or  shadow). 

One  who  suppresses  his  urine.  Zinds,  (v.  n.  of  (_^) 

Fornicating.  Calling  (any  one)  a  bastard,  (v.  n.  3 

of  ̂ )  Committing  fornication.  Adultery,  forni- 
cation. p\jj  ijoj^farzandi  zind,  Ahastard.  A 

Uj  loaladi  zind,  A  bastard.  A  fire-fly. 
A  -*13;  zannds,  A  whoremonger,  fornicator. 

A  S-^Uj  zanndsat,  A  she-ape. 

A  tlf-^lSj  zindsiy,  A  whoremonger. 

Aji~)y>J  zandhir,  (pi.  ofj^fij)  Wasps.  Hornets. 

A  ̂y^^yj  zanabil,  (pi.  of  ̂ y^j  zimbil)  Baskets. 
A  Xli  zundt,  (pi.  of       zdni)  Adulterers. 

A^j^indj,  Compensation,  retribution. 
p  ̂ \3j  zunndj,  Stuffed  chitterlings.  Paste  dou- 

bled, between  which  are  put  fruits,  meat,  and  the 

like,  a  kind  of  puff". 
A  4il3j  zindd,  (pi.  of  O^j  zand)  Instruments  for 

striking  fire. 

A  fti'iiUj  zanddikat,  (or  zanddik)  (pi.  of 
zindik)  Sadducees.  Infidels.  Atheists.  Fire- 

worshippers. 
it  u 

A  jUj  zunndr,  (or 'jjl3j  zunndrat)  (pl^jolij  za- 
ndnir)  A  belt  (particularly  a  cord  worn  round  the 
middle  by  the  Eastern  Christians  and  Jews ;  and 

alsoby  the  Persian  Magi.  The  Brahmanical  thread. 

A  priest's  gown,  (metaph.)  The  ringlets  of  a  mis- 
tress, p jPImj  jlij  zunndri  sdghar,  The  bubbles  of 

a  goblet  of  wine.  The  ring  left  by  wine  in  a  goblet. 

A  (^^^jj^j  '-r'^^  arbdbi  zunndr  u  ndkiis,Those 
who  use  ̂ girdles  and  bells,  i.  e.  Christians. 

Pj^iijUj  zunndr-ddr,  Belted.  A  Brahman. 

p  f^^^  Uj  zand-shawhari.  Wedlock. 
p  ̂  3"jl3j  zand-sliusi,  Wedlock.  (^'^j^(^y*'^j 

zafidshUsi  hardan.  To  toy  with  a  spouse.  Jsiiff- 

(,Jw^  ^kdi  zandshuii  bastan.  To  tie  the 
marriage-knot. 

A  )s>Xij  zindt,  (v.  n.  of  la3j)  Pressing,  thronging. 
A  throng,  press,  crowd. 

A  zandtirat,  Turbulent  fellows. 

A  zindk,  A  necklace,  any  ornament  for  the 

neck.  Zundk,  Any  thing  put  round  the  nose  of  a 

horse,  to  hold  him  steady,  when  shoeing  or  bleed- 
ing :  also  a  rins:  on  the  bridle  under  his  chin.  Tet- 

ters  or  tethers,  with  which  they  bind  the  feet. 

Pj^l3j  zinu-kdr.  An  adulterer,  whoremonger. 

p  L^^^  zind-kdri.  Fornication,  whoredom. 

A  pUj 

:undm,  Name  of  a  flutist.  Misfortune. 



p  (^I3j  zanan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^J  zari)  Women,  ̂ ^lij 
» ijo^jp-  zanani  khwanda,  The  women  who  conduct 
the  bride  to  her  husband.  Women  who,  being  in- 

vited, may  visit  the  women's  apartments.  Beating. 

^  tegh-zanan,  Swordsmen. 
A  ̂J\>j  zanan,  Short  (shadow). 

p  &il3j  zanana,  Women's  apartments.  Femi- 
nine. Womanly. 

A  zunana,  Snot  from  a  camel's  nose. 
A  zanamy,  Sufficient  for  himself  (man). 

p  ̂jL^-j^ij  zanamdan,  To  bring  to  life  again. 

A  ji^'^j  zananlr,  Pebbles,  gravel.  Small  flies, 
gnats,   (pi.  ofjUj  zunnar  and  ij^j)  Belts,  girdles. 

A  lSj^J  zinawiy,  A  whoremonger,  wencher. 

p  ̂J^■■^\>yij  zinayanulan,  To  neigh,  or  to  make 
a  horse  neigh.  To  cause  (a  dog  or  a  wolf)  to  howl. 

A  u-^Jj  zanah,  (v.  n.of  y-J>j)  Being  fat. 

AjL3j  zimhar,  A  wasp.  A  hornet.  A  tree  re- 
sembling the  plane.  The  fig  called  |^i\_jls>-/«<Zn!am?/. 

p  Sj^^  zam-hara,  A  whoremonger,  wencher. 
A         zimba^  The  edge  of  the  hoof  or  shoe. 

A  ̂j^f>j  zambak,  Name  of  a  hot,  biting  vegeta- 
ble, which  gives  a  headache. 

p  (jV^  zamhan,  Anise, 
Pj<ij  zambar,A  vesselin  which  they  carry  earth 

or  clay.  A  leathern  bag  for  drawing  water.  Acer- 
tain  warlike  instrument.  A  litter.  The  barberry. 
A  cuckold.  A  mean  rascal  who  will  endure  to  be 

scouted.  A  whoremonger,  rake.  Zumbar  or  zum- 

hur,  A  kind  of  soft  cloth  with  a  long  pile.  Zum- 
bur,  Inflating  the  cheeks  and  striking  them  so  that 

the  wind  escapes  with  noise. 

A  jOj  zambar,  A  lion.  Zumbur,  Little,  small. 

Witty,  quick  at  repartee. 

p  f^j^j  zamburah,  A  cross-bow. 
p  {^J^j  zamhari,  A  kind  of  ship. 

A  (jr^ij  2:flmia?-7_y,  Thick,  heavy.  Large  (ship). 
A  &^jOj  zariibariyat,  A  kind  of  ship. 

p  (J_jioj  zambaghul,  (or  (J-^^jj  zumbaghaV)  Fill- 
ing the  cheeks  with  wind,  which  escapes  with  noise 

when  the  cheeks  are  struck. 

A  ̂j^j  zambak,  Oil  of  jasmine.  A  flute,  a  pipe. 

^j*>j  jl\  umm  zambak,  Wine. 
p  (J.^  zambal,  A  leathern  basket  in  which  dirt 

and  rubbish  is  removed.  The  barberry. 

p  dyc^  yj  zan  ba  muzd,  A  pimp,  a  pander. 

Pjj^  zambur,  A  bee.  j^jy^j  zamburi  khar, 

A  wasp.  (J—^jj^^  zamburi  ̂ sal,  A  bee. 
A  zumbur,  (pi.  zanabir)  A  bee.  A 

hornet.  Light.  Witty,  ingenious,  smart,  quick  at 

repartee.  An  ass  able  to  carry  burdens.  A  large 

mouse.  A  tree  resembling  the  plane.  A  sort  of  fig. 
A  zumbiirat,  A  hornet. 

T  ̂ s--j^)j  zamburchi,  A  fusileer. 

p  wl=>-jj^ij  zambur-khana,  A  bee^s  nest.  The 
person  of  a  holy  man,full  ofdivine  grace.  Vindictive. 

P  '^jjjy}j  zavibur-zard,  A  wasp. 
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P        J ̂ jzambur-surkhjP^'hom&t.  Live  coal. 
P  zamburah,  A  cross-bow.  A  small  can- 

non. A  camel-swivel.  A  kind  of  very  sharp  weapon. 
^amhur-hafir,  A  sort  of  wasp. 

P  '^jy^j  zambura,  A  black  bee.  A  small  gun. 
A  particular  kind  of  arrow-head,  and  of  military 
arms.  A  kind  of  guitar  made  from  two  gourds  (in 
India).  A  concourse  of  people. 

A  zumbu^  The  fruit  of  such  trees  as  the 
orange,citron,&c.,which  always  have  fruit  on  them. 

p  eswJj  zamba,  White  rose.  Pubes.  Quicksilver. 

P^r^  zamblr,  A  two-handled  basket,  a  pannier 
of  palm-leaves. 

A  jf^j  zimhir,  A  tree  resembling  the  plane-tree. The  liulwaniy  fig. 

p  Oiti^j  ̂ ambll  or  zimbil,  A  basket  made  of  palm- 
leaves.  A  dried  and  hollow  gourd  or  calabash  where- 
in  women  keep  their  cotton.  A  wallet,  jii  J^-^ 

(^^/^\  (— ->l  zambildar  ab  ofgan,  Throw  the  basket 
into  the  water,  i.  e.  give  up  the  business. 

p  ( — sb  (J-aWJ  zamb'd-baf,  A  basket-weaver. 
Pjl**>  zambil-saz,  A  basket-maker. 
p  zamblla,  A  thimble-case.  A  wardrobe. 

P  zam-para,  An  adulterer,  fornicator. 

P  ij^j  zumpan.  The  herb  or  seed  anise. 

Pji>.>  (jj  zam-pidar,  A  step-mother. 

A  'i>j  zinat,  (v.  n.  of  (^j)  Weighing.  A  weight. 
A  proper  mode.  The  measure  of  a  word.  A  just 

proportion.    Zinata,  Opposite,  over  against. 

A  &3j  zinnat,  Bad-tasted  (wheat).  «3j  ̂\  dbu 
zinnat  or  zannat,  A  male  ape. 

A  i^j  zantarat.  Difficulty,  straits. 

A  yij  zantu,  {oVjyjJJ  zantur)  A  dulcimer,  or 
quadrangular  instrument,  strung  with  brass  wires, 
and  struck  with  two  small  rods. 

p^*  zanj.  Plaint,  lamentation.  Crying,  weep- 
ing. Derision,  mockery,  jest,  joke.  A  knot  upon 

a  tree.  Zinj,  Two  brass  orbs,  which  when  struck 

together  make  a  kind  of  music  or  accompaniment 

to  other  instruments.  Gum.  Heart-beating.  Quick- 

silver.   Alum.    Zunj,  Gum.    The  chin. 

A  ̂   zanj  or  zinj,  (pi.  zunuj)  An  Ethiop. 
A  drum.  Zanaj,  Thirst  contracting  the  intestines. 

p  zinjab,  (for  (_-jlsi*")  Pontic  mouse. 

P(_^l32j  zinjabi.  Mouse-coloured. 
Ajli^  zinjar.  Rust,  verdigris.  (J^.i>iijUij  zin- 

ja7'u''l  kadid.  Rust  of  iron. 

A  zunjab,  (or  ̂ ^V^)  A  belt,  girdle. 

A  S-aij  zanjabat,  A  cushion,  or  pad  wherewith 
women  shew  a  false  prominency  round  the  hips. 

A  (J-^J*^  zanjabil.  Ginger.  Wine,especially  that 
which  the  Muhammadans  suppose  to  be  in  heaven ; 

the  fountain  of  paradise.  (J^.-V^  zanjabilu^sh 

5/<am,Elecampane.  Juniper,  j*^^  tJs^^  zanjabi- 
lu'l  ̂ jam.  Root  of  the  assafostida.  u-J^iS^^  J-Jusij 
zanjabilu'l  kilah.  Dog's  bane. 

A  'i^^'^j  zanjabilat,  A  certain  herb  called  also 

^J^J>\ ̂ y>^ fatdsilu'r  ruhban. A  ij^j  zanjarat,  (v.  n.  of  jsij  Q)  Putting  the 
thumb-nail  to  that  of  the  fore-finger  (saying,  I  don't care  that  for  you). 

p  <— zinjarf,  Red-lead,  vermilion. 

p  ̂ yfj  zanjuru  or  zunjuru,  Flesh-glue.  Name 
of  an  herb. 

p  »^sij  zanjara.  An  insectwhich  makes  a  noise 
in  the  night,  a  cricket. 

p  (jljL~:s2j  zanjistan,  Zanguebar,  in  Africa. 

p  ̂ — zinjaf,  A  stuff",  half-silk,  wherewith  the 
fringes  or  edges  of  garments  are  lined.  Edging. 

A j^^S  zunjvfr.  Red  lead,  vermilion,  cinnabar. 

p  ̂ f'^j  zinjifra,  (or^is^  zinjafr)  Red  lead. 
A  zanjafil,  (for  (Jj;-;.^)  Ginger. 

p  ;_^i>-      zan-jalab,  A  pander  to  his  own  wife. 

p  ̂ Ji^  zan-jalabi,  Panderism  to  one's  own 
wife,  (jii^  (_^=-      zan-jalabina7nudan,To pimp. 

Pj^J  zanjur,  A  chain.  A  harrow.  A  ball  on 
the  top  of  a  tower. 

A  J       zunjur,  A  kind  of  fish. psjfjzanja.  Gripes.  Plaint, wail.  Concatenation. 
A  zanjiy,  (p  ̂raji)  Of  the  region  of  Zanj. 

p  jXs2j  zinjir  or  zanjir,  A  chain.  A  ball  fixed 
on  the  top  of  a  tower.  A  harrow.  A  ploughshare, 

coulter.  A  term  applied  to  elephants ;  as jtji  sar. 

Head,  to  horses ;  and  J6  nafar,  Troop,  to  camels. 

(jiij^^sSj  jii  dar  zinjir  hardan.  To  put  in  chains. 

A jX^j  zinjir.  Smack  of  the  fingers.  White 
specks  on  the  nails  of  boys. 
A  zanjirat,l^?iL,me  of  a  fortress  in  Mesopo- 

tamia. Zinjirat,  White  specks  on  the  nails  of  boys. 

p  uiJ^As^  zanjirak,  (dimin.  of  jXsSj  zanjir")  A 
small  chain.  Strokes  excellently  foi'med  in  writ- 

ing or  in  sculpture. 

p  ̂Sjii^j  zanjiri,  (pi.  ̂J<>Jii^J)  Mad,  insane. 

A  J.Jk3^  zinjil,  (A  man)  weak  in  body. 
p  i^d',  zanchak,  A  loose  woman,  a  whore. 

p  e^j  zancha,  A  common  whore. 

A^  zank,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Praising.  Driving. 
Squeezing.  Makingabard  bargain.  ZM«M/<,Equals 

in  any  quality  admittingof  comparison.  Those  who 

make  a  requital  for  good  or  evil. 

A  ̂   zankh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Raising  his  head  (a 
lamb)  when  sucking  (from  suflTocation  or  dryness 

in  the  throat).  Zanakh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being 

rancid,  stinking  (oil  or  meat).  Zanikh,  Rancid, 

stinking  (oil  or  ointment). 

p^  zanakh,  The  chin,  or  pit  in  the  chin.  A word,  discourse,  conversation.  Idle,  unmeaning 

talk,  chat.  Boast,  brag,  ̂ ^lij  ijy^  ji  ̂   zanakh 

bar  khun  zadan.  To  blush,  ̂ ^tyj  ̂   zanakh  za- 
dan,  To  wag  the  chin,  i.e.  To  talk,  to  tell  stories. 

To  talk  idly,  prate,  boast,  vapour. 

A  Xi^J  zanikhat,  (Camels)  whose  bellies  are 
shrunk  from  thirst. 

p  zanakhddn,  The  chin,  the  lower  jaw. 



^U-c/^a/l^2'^^?^a7^Ma«,Thedimpleinthe  chin. 

A  'ij^j  zankharat,  Breathing  from  the  nostrils. 
p  (-diaij  ziimihhk,  A  kind  of  astringent  diet. 

p  zan-khrvasta,  Married  (man). 

p  S>j  Zand,  The  book  of  Zardusht.  The  books 
ofthe  patriarch  Abraham.  Afire-steel.  The  myrtle- 

tree.  Name  of  a  champion  of  Turin.  Great,  d-ij 

^jj  zand-7'azm,  A  great  battle.  Zind,  (in  zand 
and  Pazand)  The  soul. 

A  S>j  zand,  (v.  n.  of  Filling,  (pi.  iiK>j\  az- 
nad,  aznud,  and  tiljj  zinad)  An  instrument  for 

striking  fire  (the  Ai-abians  make  use  chiefly  of  one 
piece  of  wood  rubbed  hard  or  struck  upon  another 

concavely  formed,  which  by  the  collision  emit 

sparks  of  fire.  The  upper  piece  of  wood  in  rub- 

bing (ii3j  zand)  is  usually  the  woodjlip  ̂ far, 
and  the  lower  piece(»tVj  zandat)  is  of  the  tree 
marhh.  A  certain  thorny  tree.  The  elbow,  the 

smaller  and  interior  bone  of  which  is  called  li^jJl 

az'  zanduH  a^a',  and  the  other  ̂ Jij**»^)\ 

az'  zandu''l  asfal.  Zanad,  (v.  n.  of  tijj)  Thirsting. A  clout  stuffed  into  the  matrix  of  a  camel  to  in- 

duce her  to  take  a  liking  to  another's  colt. 
p  IIm>^^  zand  asta,  Title  of  the  book  of  Zar- 

dusht or  Zoroaster. 

A  zandani,  (dual  of  di^j  zand)  The  two 
pieces  of  wood  for  producing  fire.  The  two  bones 

of  the  elbow.  ̂ J>.^>Ji\  Jj.^if  taKilu''z  zandayn, 
One,  the  bones  of  whose  arms  are  long. 

p  i^S^j  zinddn'fA  prison,  jail ;  pound,  pin-fold. 
zindani  sikandar,  The  city  of  Yazd. 

Darkness,  ^jus^-j)  zindani  h'rjis,  (likewise 
^jji^ic  (j^iijj  zindani  mushtari)  The  sign  Virgo. 

jjlii>yoU»-  ̂ ^\s>j  zindani  khamoshan,  The  grave. 

(^'^j^  Ci)^'H5  '^'^^dan  ha7'dan.  To  put  in  prison. 

(j^^^'^  ̂'^  (^^^^  zindani  no.  masjun,  The  fish  which 
swallowed  J onah.  ̂ j^Jo  zindani  nayyiraijn, 
(Prison  of  the  two  luminaries)  The  head  and  tail 

of  the  dragon  (the  author  of  eclipses). 

p  zinddnban,  A  jailer. 

P  (jb^^^t^ij  zindanhani,  The  office  of  jailer, 

ci^-e;^'^^  zindanhani  kardan,  To  keep  a 
jail,  to  act  as  jailer. 

p  [^Sij  zindani.  Of  a  prison.  A  prisoner. 

Pjjl  zand-dn: ar,  AWoYieii  by  the  Zand. 
Free-born.  Lawful. 

p  lL*»j\iijj  zand  avastd.  Title  of  the  book  of 
Zoroaster.   The  first  chapter  of  the  same  book. 

^J^'^j  ̂-and&a?-,  Harmless  animal,  as  a  sheep. 

p  uJb  s'ij  zand-hdf,  A  priest  ofthe  Magi.  The nightingale.    A  ring-dove. 

^  J^.'Hj  (from  p  Jji»ii«3j  zanda-fil) 
A  large  elephant. 

P  j_5^-  <^>j  zand  pechi,  Coarse  cloth. 

A  'i^ij  zandat.  An  excavated  piece  of  wood placed  beneath  another  (in  which  are  received  the 
sparks  of  fire  produced  by  friction). 
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P  ij^y-  S>j  zand-khwdn,  A  chanter  or  reader 
ofthe  Zand.  A  priest  of  the  Magi.  A  nightingale. 

A  ring-dove.    Any  melodious  bird. 

P  {^j<^j  zindrdn,  A  nightingale. 

P  i^jji^^'  zandartid.  Name  of  a  note  of  the 
guitar.  Name  of  a  river  which  runs  through  Ispa- 

han from  west  to  east. 

p  j^VijMSiJ  za7idastdn,  (or  ljuJJOj  zandastd) 
The  book  of  Zardusht  or  Zoroaster. 

p  (^j^^)J  zandisli,  Salutation,  benediction. 

A  Jjii-^  zandak,  Exceedingly  covetous. 
A  zandakat.  Impiety,  heresy.    A  belief 

in  the  two  principles  of  light  and  darkness. 

A  zandMkiy,  Exceedingly  covetous. 

P  {J^^^j  zindagdn,  (pi.  of  Stijj)  The  living. 
p  zindagdni,  Life.     Sustenance,  food, 

(jiilii  zindagdni  dudan,  To  give  life  (a  mode 

of  expressing  death),  ̂ jii  ̂̂ \^d>>Jzindagd7iisidu- 

WMTO,  The  next  life,  ̂ ^i^ ij,'^>^]j  zindagdni  kar- dan. To  live. 

P  ̂_^<^'>j  zindagi,  Life. 
p  L—s^  sjij  zand-ldf,  (jj^jii.3j  zandwdn,  or 

I — zand-wdf)  A  priest  of  the  Magi.  A  night- 
ingale.   A  ring-dove. 

A  j^-^ii'i^jj  zandanijiy,  Cloth  from  the  town  of 
i^ij  zand  in  Bukhara. 

p  zandavast,  (ov^J>*^jd^jzandavastd) 
Title  of  the  book  of  Zoroaster.  Zan-dost,  Fond  of 
women.  A  whoremonger. 

A  zunduk,  A  chest. 

F  C^„6~>^dijij  zandwandid,  The  eighth  chapter  of 
the  book  of  Zoroaster. 

V  tiifijzanda.  Immense.  Horrible.  Afire-steel. 
ZjWa,  Alive,  living.  Life.  A  match,  or  any  thing 

similar  catching  fii-e.  Poor,  needy.  Great,  huge, 
terrible.  Proud,  haughty.  Name  of  a  river  which 

flows  through  Ispahan.  Name  of  a  celebrated 

wrestler  of  Turan.  tdj>J  zinda  ddshtan,To 

keep  alive.  To  be  watchful.  (^J^Iwj  id^j  zinda 

sdkhtan,  (or  ̂^d^\i^J,  iSij  zinda  garddnidan)  To 
give  or  restore  to  life.  cdJU-  (jj'^j^  zinda 
kardan  khdk,  To  resuscitate.  To  cause  to  grow. 

i^jKZ,^-        zinda  gasktan.  To  revive. 

P  ̂y^.  "iSij  zanda-pil,  A  male  elephant.  A  large 
elephant.    A  title  of  Shaykh  Ahmad  Jami. 

p j\d  ii\>J  zinda-ddr.  Keeping  alive.  Wakeful. 

i^j^i^  !Sii3j  zinda-ddrdni  skab.  Those  who 
pass  sleepless  nights,  or  keep  vigils. 

p  Jii  li^j  zinda-dil,  Live-hearted,  i.e.  pious. 

p       iS>j  zanda-7'dn,  A  nightingale. 
p  zanda-razm,  Name  of  a  champion 

killed  by  Rustam. 

p  lijij  SiiJj  zanda-rud,  A  great  river.  Name  of 
a  river  which  flows  through  Ispahan. 

pjl*»>         zinda-sdz.  One  who  brings  to  life. 

p  ̂\Sii\>j  zindagdni,  Life.  Sustenance. 

p  f^ii^J  zindagi.  Life. 

p  I — zandawdf,  The  nightingale. 

P  zinadidan,  To  be  impregnated. 

A  J^^.tVj  zindik,  (pi.  fti'iiUj  zanddikat  and  ̂ A^J 
zanddik)  Impious.  An  atheist.  A  fire-worshipper. 
One  who  maintains  the  doctrine  of  the  principles  of 

light  and  darkness.  A  disbeliever  in  a  future  state. 

^  L^-'^j  smtZi/ii,  Impiety,  heresy. 
p  tib.^ij  zandik,  A  fire-worshipper. 

p  (^J^>j  'zinsdn,  (for  (jl*^  ̂^>\j\)On  this  wise. 

P  i^j^"^  (jj  zan-siratdn,  Pathics. p  uIlA-i.^  ziniskt,  Sight,  vision. 

p  zan-shiiy,  A  concubine.  A  man  who 
keeps  a  mistress. 

A  I  2_)j  zanaf,  (v.  n.  of    a^)  Being  angry. 

A  i^'^j  zanfajat,  A  misfortune,  calamity. 

PjiiW  j^A»>  (jj  zan-fi^i  sahz-ckddar,  The 
world.    Misfortune.  Melancholy.  A  catamite. 

A  (J-i>5  (^\  unimii)  zanfala,  An  evil. A  siijj  zanfalat  (v.  n.  of  J-fijj  Q),  (or  XUuj 

za7ikalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Walking  as  if  over- 
burdened.   Making  haste. 

A  'iJ^j  zinfilajat,{'ii^^j  zanfalijal  ,ov'6^\soj 
zinfalajai)  (from  ViLpj  2;amil/a)  A  repository  for 
clothes,  a  wardrobe. 

A  ̂ jij  zank,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^)  Putting  a  ring  en- 
cased in  leather  as  a  chin-rein  on  a  horse.  Keep- 

ing (domestics)  at  short  allowance  (either  from  ava- 
rice or  poverty).  Binding  the  four  feet  (of  a  mule). 

Zanak,  (pi.  ̂ j^j  zunult)  The  part  athwart  which 
the  chin-strap  passes  on  a  horse.  The  point  of  the 
bead  of  an  arrow.    Zunuk,  Matured  intellects. 

A  'isLij  zanakat,  A  narrow  street,  or  a  narrow 
space  between  rows  of  palm-trees.  &ibj]^  ji  zuz 
zanakat,  A  trapezoid. 

A  'iiiuj  zankalat,  A  walking  as  if  overloaded. 
p        zanaka,  A  dark,  narrow  street. 

A  j^a3j0m/iir,  Anail-paring.  The  pellicle  which 
covers  the  date.  Somewhat,  a  trifle.  Amere  nothing. 

p  <-ii3]  zanak,  A  little  woman.  The  sun's  rays. 
p  lib  I  til3j  zank-dbdd,  A  quarter  in  Baghdad. 

p  i^^Ju>_^  b  (_?)^  zan-kdri  bd  kkrvesh.  Coha- bitation with  one  near  of  kin,  incest. 

p  {Jj^-^^j  zankbdri,  Turpentine. 
A  &£s(3j  zanakat,  The  lobe  of  the  liver. 

p  ̂^JJ>j  zang,  Rays  ofthe  sun.  Light  of  the 
moon.  Rust.  A  clapping  ofthe  hands.  Clearwater. 
Wine.  Gumminess  in  the  corners  of  the  eyes.  The 

testicles.  Strong  and  sharp.  Hot,  burning.  A  bell 

carried  by  couriers  and  calendar-monks.  Ethiopia. 

\^Ji  Lf_^-ij  zang  giriftan,  To  gather  rust.  uL^ij 
ljJ6  zangi  kawd.  Darkness. 

PjlCjj  zangdr,  Verdigris,  rust.    i^Sstjc J^j 

zangdri  ma^la^ii,  Green  vitriol, 

p  (jjlGj  zangdri,  Verdure, 
p  jjl^  zangdn.  Name  of  a  city  between  Kaz- wTn  and  Tabriz. 

p  zangdna.  Name  of  a  river.  Name  of 



a  note  in  music. 

p  lijj  eolCjj  zangana-rud,  Name  of  a  musical 
instrument.    Name  of  a  ri-ver. 

P  ̂^UT-ij  zangalia7i,  Iron-filings  prepared  in  a 
certain  manner. 

Pjl^Cjj  zanghar,  Blue  vitriol.  Ink.  A  bell. 
A  coat-button.  Zanguebar.  Name  of  a  fabulous 
island  in  India. 

p  j_^L^jj  2aw</&an,  Turpentine  of  fir.  Native 
of  Zanguebar. 

p  ̂ s^j  zangdan,  Bells  tied  to  -women's  feet. 
p  lLX-JJ  zang-zidayanda,  One  who  rubs 

oflp  rust. 

p  eCijf  t-iX-Jj  zang-girifta,  Grown  rusty. 

p  ̂y^ij  zangul,  A  bell,  a  rattle. 

p  iiiC^  zangala,  A  note  in  music.  A  bell  which 
women  and  letter-carriers  tie  to  their  feet.  A  rattle, 

small  globular  bells  hung  round  the  rims  of  tam- 

boui'ins.  A  grand  warlike  kind  of  music.  A  coat- 

button.  Name  of  a  champion  of  Turkistan.  &lCJj 

Jjj  zangalad  roz,  (or jj  aiXij  zangalad  zar)  The 
sun.    Zingila,  Part  of  a  large  bunch  of  grapes. 

p  e^j^j  zangula,  A  rattle.  Name  of  a  note  in 
music.    Name  of  a  champion  of  Turan. 

p  e-Ljj  'zangah,  (for  (j'J^  cm  gali)  From 

that  time.  Zanga,'NaTne  of  a  country ;  and  wrestler. 
p  (_^-^  zangi,  Egyptian,  Ethiop,  Moor,  Negro. 

A  savage.  A  fool.  Name  ofthefounder  of  a  dynasty. 

PjUOj  zangyar,  A  little  bell.  A  coat-button. 

Pjj^iii  zangi-daru,  Leaves  of  spleenwort. 

p^Jj*  ̂^ijzangl-mizaj ,Oi'Ei\no'pmn  tempera- ment, i.e.  Habitually  cheerful  (merry  as  a  Greek). 

A  |Cj  zanam,  An  excrescence  behind  the  hoofs 
of  goats.  Zanim,(A  noble  camel)  the  lobe  of  whose 

ear  being  slit  is  allowed  to  hang  down. 

A        zanmas,  (fem.  of  jfj\  aznani)  Slit-eared. 

A  'i^j  zanmat,  zunmat,  zanamat,  or  zunamat, 
Stature  of  a  man.  Really  and  truly.  Zanamat, 

The  slit  part  of  the  ear  (which  is  allowed  to  hang 

down  in  the  superior  species  of  camels).  A  sort  of 

herb.  Incipient  foliage. 

P  {J^j  zanamtan,  An  excrescence  like  a  teat 

on  a  goat's  neck. 
A  zanamatani,  zanmatani,  (dual)  An  ex- 

crescence (of  which  there  are  two)  like  a  teat  on  a 

goat's  neck,  ̂ ji'i)^  zanamatal  uzn,  The  two 

little  prominences  in  the  ears.  '^j  zanama- 
ia'l  fuh,  Points  on  each  side  the  notch  of  an  arrow. 

p  ̂jfi  fjj  zan-mard,  Matrimony,  nuptials. 
p  Sii;^  zan-marda,  A  man-woman,  virago. 

p  ijo^  ̂ jj  zan-murid,  Hen-pecked. 
A  zanan,  Scanty  (water).  Uncertain  (well), 

doubtful  whether  it  contains  water  or  not. 

p  i>JL>j  zanand,  Decked,  dizened.  Ornament. 

p  zananda,  (from  ̂ jiij  zadari)  A  striker. 
P      zanu,  A  ship-worm.  A  leech. 

A  jjj  zunuw,  The  state  of  being  narrow. 
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A  f-^j  zunus,  (v.n.  of  \>j)  Ascending,  climbing 
(a  mountain).  Drawing  near.  Taking  refuge,  flee- 

ing for  protection.  Being  narrow.  Decreasing,  con- 

tracting (a  shadow).  Making  haste.  Adhering, 
sticking  close  to  the  ground.  Skipping,  leaping  for 

joy.  Labouring  under  a  suppression  of  urine. 

A^j^  zanawhar,  All,  the  whole. 

A  i^^j  zunuj,  (pi.  of  ̂   zanj)  Ethiopians. 
A         zanuh,  A  swift  she-camel. 

A  zunuJth,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Raising  his  head 
(a  lamb)  when  sucking,  from  suffocation  or  dryness 
in  the  throat.  Speaking  imperiously ;  haughtiness. 

'P{^^^j'^inudan  or  zunudan,To  neigh.  To  howl. 
To  sleep  or  slumbei". 

Pjj^  zanur,  Stalk  of  a  bunch  of  dates.  A  leech. 

Aj  j3j  zunur,  (v.  n.  yj)  Filling.  Girding  with 

a  zone  { J^j  zunnai'). 
A  zunuh,  (pi.  of  zanali)  The  points  of 

arrow-heads. 

A  zunun,  (v.  n.  of  Shrinking,  shrivel- 
ling, contracting  (a  sinew).  Suspecting. 

A  i^s^j  zanawiy  or  zinawiy,  A  fornicator,  an 
adulterer.  Zinawiy,  Relating  to  weight  or  measure. 

p  H'l^j  zanoya,  The  howling  of  dogs.  A  con- 
tinued moan. 

p  i^\y^J>.yj  zanoytdan,  To  howl.  To  neigh. 

Pjlj3j  zinhar,  Security.  A  deposit,  trust.  Asy- 
lum, refuge.  Protection,  defence,  patronage.  A 

league,  covenant.  Faith,  religion.  Knowledge. 

Wariness,  consciousness,  notice.  Grief,  vexation. 

Complaint.  Fear,  dread.  Ridicule,  banter,vexation. 

Abstinence,  continence,  avoidance.  Haste,  speed. 

Delay,  suspension.  Take  care !  beware !  By  all 

means,  verily,  truly,  assuredly.  Alas  ! 

Vj\^J^jzin]tar-klma7',A.  truce-breaker.  Zin- 

har-hhniar,{ov  ̂ ^y^ j^j  zinhdr-khKah')  A  refugee. 
Pid\i^j\^j  zinhar-ddda, Taken  under  protection. 

Pj\iijl^'  zinhdr-dar,  One  who  gives  protec- 
tion or  quarter,  delay  or  respite. 
p  zinhdri,  One  who  makes  a  compact. 

One  who  seeks  protection.  Subject,  tributary,  un- 

der protection.  A  betaking  of  one's  self  to  a  refuge. 

p  i^O'^.j^j  zinhdridan,  To  be  reconciled,  to 
make  peace.  To  grant  security,  afford  protection. 

To  raise  complaints  against.  To  render  chaste,  ab- 
stemious. To  hasten,  excite  to  diligence.  To  teach, 

instruct  in  any  science.  To  alarm,  terrify. 

A  ij^j  zanharat,  A  looking  most  intently. 
p  zanl,  State  of  a  wife  :  marriage.  Woman- 

hood, (ji^jl  {j>y.     ̂ '^wi  dwardan,To  wed  a  wife. 

A        zina',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^j  Fornicating. 

A       zanna',  Narrow  (case,  sheath,  &c.). 

A  Ixj  zaniy,  Small  (leathern  bottle).  Zinly, 

Relating  to  weight  or  measure  (e.'>j  zinat). 
p  jjl-i]  zinydn,  Aniseed  sprinkled  on  a  loaf and  baked  with  it. 

A  &Jj  zanyat,  A  single  act  of  fornication. 

'Lij  ihnu  zanyatin,  Born  of  fornication.  Zinyat,  A 
mode  of  committing  fornication.  az'zinyat, 
The  youngest  son.  &Jj  ̂^)\  ihn  zinyat,  A  bastard. 

hanv,  zinyat,  Name  of  a  tribe.  iLip  li  zin- 
yatin,  Not  in  earnest,  thoughtlessly,  at  random. 

^jh^j  zarar.  Wise,  learned,  intelligent. 
A  jOj  zunnayr,  A  girdle,  zone,  belt,  sash. 

A  JjJOj  zanik.  Firm,  settled,  fixed. 

p  s^j  zanila,  A  sheath,  a  needle-case. 
A  zanim,  A  worthless  fellow,  son  of  a  whore. 

Superfluous ;  added  or  adhering  to  any  thing.  (A 

man)  intruding  into  a  society,  tribe,  or  family,  with 
which  he  has  no  connexion.  (A  goat)  having  a  sub- 

stance growing  behind  the  hoof.  (A  camel)  having 

slit  ears,  and  part  hanging  down.  Excellent  (sheep). 

A  (J^^  zanin.  One  who  labours  under  a  sup- 
pression of  urine.  One  who  voids  excrement  and 

urine  at  the  same  instant. 

p  jJ  zaWjThe  sea.  Name  of  the  son  of  Tahmasb. 

'Zu,  (for  •fSjS  az  u)  From  him.  Zu,  (for  zud) 
Quick,  nimble.    Quickly.    Haste,  despatch. 

A  ̂   zaww,  Predestination,  fate.  Two  fellows,  a 
couple.Name  ofalarge  ship  built  byAlMutawakkil. 

A  f-^j  zaws, (v.n.  of  Ijj)  Turning,  changing, up- 
setting (the  vicissitudes  of  fortune).  Produce,  pro- 

ceeds. Whatever  happens  or  proceeds  from  any  thing. 

A  i-^-'^jJ  zusdh,  Vicissitude,  change. 

A  J?\jJ  zawdbi^  (pi.  of  i^jj)  Hurricanes. 
A  C>  I  jJ  zarvsdt.  Vicissitude,  change. 
A         ziwdj.  Wedlock. 

Aj>-\jj  zawajir,  (pi.  of  8;?-^  zdjirat)  Prohi- 
bitions, forbidden  things,  i^y**  j^^jj  zarvdjiri 

sliar^,  Prohibitions  by  the  law.  J^^jj 

1  OljJ^jk*  J  zawdjiri  mukhdlafdt  u  munta- 
bihdti  dfdt.  Prohibitions  of  adversity  and  admo- 

nitions of  affliction. 

A  (J^^jJ  zarvdjil,  (pi.  of  (J^^  zdjil)  Pieces  of 
wood  at  the  end  of  a  rope  for  fastening  the  mouths 
of  leathern  bottles  or  bags. 

A  (J-?-bj  zu-edjil,  (A  man)  weak  in  body. 
A         zawdh,  A  going  away,  departure. 

A  i_i»-l5j  zawdhif,  (pi.  of  'iiL>-\j  zdhifat)  (She- 
camels)  dragging  the  legs,  fatigued. 

p  Sii^jiJ  zawdda,  Provision  for  a  journey. 

Pj^jJ  ̂'flTi'ar,  An  under  jailer.  A  servant.  An 
attendant  on  the  sick.  A  decrepit  old  woman.  A  shrill 
voice.    Alive.    Name  of  the  brother  of  Rustam. 

Aj^jJ  ziwdr,  (pi.  »j  jjj^  azwlrat)  Any  thing  form- 
ing a  stay  or  protection.  A  strap  between  the  poi- 

trel  and  hind  girth  (of  a  camel).  Zuwdr,  A  visit. 

AjijJ  zusdr.  The  inward  growl  (of  a  lion). 

Aj\jJ  zawwdr,  A  visitor.  A  stranger,  pilgrim. 

Zuwdr,  (pi.  of      zdsir)  Visitors. 
A  zundrat,  (v.  n.  of  j\j  iovj^j)  Visiting. 

Telling  lies. 

A  |jj\5j  zawdink,  (pi.  of  p  ̂ jjj  zaroraA) Boats. 

p  Sj^jJ  zawdra,  An  under  jailer.    A  servant. 



The  brother  of  Rustam.  A  city  in  Persian  Irak, 

p  (jiV^^jJ  zuwaridan,  To  be  old  or  thready. 

A  L^\)J  zaimzi,  (pi.  of  S-*V^J)  Small  hills. 

A  ̂Jj^jj  zuwazisat,  (or  *^J^j)J  zuwaziyat')  Capa- 
cious (cauldron).  Short  and  thick  (man  or  men). 

Pjlp^jJ  zawaghar,  A  species  of  small  bird.  A 

solemn  feast-day  of  the  fire-worshippers.  Name 
of  a  priest  of  the  Magi. 

A  (  zusaf,  Acceleration,  quick  motion. 
Sudden  or  hastened  death  by  poison. 

A  ji^jj  zaroafir,  (Maid-servants)  who  carry  lea- 
thern bottles  on  their  backs,  (pi.  of  zaftrat) 

Helpers,  assistants.  Pillars,  supports,  buttresses. 

A  ji^jj  zawwak,  A  painter. 

A  ̂ ^jj  zawaki,  (pi.  of  zahiyat)  Crowing 

cocks,  ̂ '^jj^^  (J*  ij'^^  aslial  mini'z  zawaki,  Hea- 
vier (more  grievous)  than  the  cocks  (whose  crow- 

ings  was  the  signal  for  breaking  up  the  conversa- 
tions held  by  moonlight  amongst  the  Arabians). 

A  jjjj^jj  zawaliil,  Robbers.  l^^'IjJ 
wahilu'l  ̂ mamat,  Hairs  peeping  under  the  turban. 

A  i-^^jj  zawrvak,  Any  part  of  a  journey  per- 
formed. One  who  wags  his  shoulders  in  walking. 

A  JljJ  zarval,  (v.  n.  of  J\j  for  Jjj)  Departing. 
Leaving.  Advancing  (the  day).  Declining  (as  the 
sun  from  the  meridian).  Being  removed  from  its 

place.  Defect,  deficiency,  failure.  Misery,  humi- 

liation. (.:LUI>  (J^^J  zan-ali  shakh,  Removal  or  so- 
lution of  a  doubt.  t3\jj  zawali  sAawis,  The 

going  down  of  the  sun,  sundown.  »3\jJ  (J\j  zala 

zawalahu,  (or  iJ^jJ  jjJ\  azdla'llah  zarvalahu) 
May  God  destroy  him  !  p  (J^jJ  (3  hi  zarvcd,  Un- 

failing ;  faultless.  ̂ J'^J^  J\jJ  zawal  kardan,  To 

decline,  decay,  a  Zimal,  (v.  n.  3  of  J|j  for  Jjj)  Re- 
medying,curing.  Wishing,desiring,seeking,asking. 

p  l)\jJ  zuroal,  A  live  coal,  firebrand. 

A  (J^jJ  zawwal,  One  who  goes  with  a  swing- 
ing motion.    A  part  of  a  road  or  journey. 

p^.iSj  J^jJ  zawdl-pazir,  Transitory,  fading, 
p  &5\jJ  zandla,  A  large  globular  mass  of  leaven 

prepared  for  baking ;  any  thingof  a  similar  globular 

form ;  as  a  ball,  either  for  play,  or  for  a  cross-bow  or 

sling.  A  three-pronged  instrument  for  sifting  flour. 
A        zufam,  Sudden  and  violent  death. 

A  zusama',  Battle,  conflict,  carnage. 
P  i^^jj  zawdn,  A  kind  of  drug,  (for  za- 

hdn)  The  tongue.  Zuwdn,  (for  zuhdn)  The 
tongue.    A  flame. 

A  ̂J^jj  zawdn,  {ziwdn,  zuwdn,  zutdn,  zaw- 
■fdti,  and  ziwsdn)  Tares,  darnel. 

^  (jIjJ  zawdn-lara.  Lamb's  tongue  (an 
herb).    Fleawort.    A  sheet  of  paper. 

P  LT^l^J  zuwdnish  A  star.    Good  fortune, 

p  ftiljj  zawdna,The  tongue  of  a  balance.  Flame. 
Za  or  zuwdna.  Cotton  or  silk  put  into  an  ink-horn. 

A  tj^jj  zawdni,  (pi.  of        -dniyat)  Whores, 
p  zawdwuk,  Quicksilver. 
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p  JS^jJ  ziwdh,  Meat  given  to  prisoners,  prison- 
diet.  A  ball  for  a  cross-bow,  made  of  clay,  of  the 

bigness  of  a  filbert. 

A  b3jj  zawdya,  (pi.  of  &^.j^*)  Corners,  angles. 
A  i>j|^J  zawdAd,  (pi.  of  zdsidat)  Super- 

fluities, redundancies.  Excrescences  growing  at  the 

back  of  the  hoofs  of  cloven-footed  animals.  Lumps 

at  the  back  of  a  saddle,  (in  gram.)  Servile  letters, 

or  lettei'S  of  increase.  ii>J^jJ  jii  zu  zawdsid,  A  roar- 
ing, roaming  lion,  with  long  teeth  and  nails. 

A  t^tio^jj  zawdsidiy,  One  who  has  something 
superfluous  about  him,  particularly  a  third  testicle. 
Name  of  a  man. 

A  (J->\5j  zawdsil.  Women.  Stars.  Prey,  game. 

A  t-r'jj  zuwb,  (v.  n.  of  L-»>\j  for  i—'jij)  Flowing 
(water).  Taking  flight. 

p  bjj  zuhd,  (in  zand)  A  highway-robber, 

p  (j*»»bjj  zubdslii,  (t  ̂^^bj<o)  A  president, 

p  ̂ jij  zubdgh,  Name  of  the  man  who  is  said 
to  have  introduced  the  practice  of  sodomy. 

Aj^jJ  zawbar.  All,  whole.  The  whole.  Zaw- 
bar  OY  zubur,Th.e  shag  or  nap  of  cloth,  ̂ ^jj^ 

shaysun  bi  zawbarihi.  The  entire  thing  without  any 

residue.  raja^  bi  zawbarihi,  He  re- 
turned unsuccessful. 

A         zawbara'.  Evil,  calamity,  misfortune. 

A  'ij^jj  zawbarat,  Nappiness,  shagginess. 
A  &«OjJ  zawba^t,  A  marriageable  girl.  Name 

of  a  demon,  i^jj  ̂ \  ahu  zaivba^t,  (or  p 
um7n  zawba^t)  A  typhon,  tornado,  or  hurricane 
whirling  dust  aloft  in  the  shape  of  columns, 

p  8_jJi^jJ  zuhhva.  The  ferrule  of  a  battle-axe. 
p         zupa,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  loan,  debt, 

p  zujnn,A  short  two-pronged  spear,  jave- 

lin, trident,  fizgig.  Musical,  poetical.  Name  of  the 
son  of  Kawus. 

plLJ J Jzut, for  \ji  jj\az  u  turd,From  him  to  thee, 

p Jijj  zuiar,  {for  Jid^j)  Quicker,  sooner. 

A  ̂ jj  zawj,(Y.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ jj)  Stirring  up 
strife,  setting  by  the  ears.  A  pair,  couple.  An  even 

number,     (pi.  azwdj  and  s^-jj  ziwajat)  A 
spouse,  husband,  wife.  A  covering  to  the  hawda 
or  camel-litter.  A  certain  colour  in  the  brocade 

called  ̂ U?.4i  c?i/;a;.  Equal,  alike.  Joined,  attached. 
Nearest  unto.  ^\  zanj  aw  fard.  Even  or 

odd.  ̂ j'^  zawju  'z  zawj.  Any  number  capa- ble of  being  continually  divided  by  two  until  the 
last  number  be  unity  (as  eight).  djSl\  j 

zawju^z  zawj  wa'l  fard.  Any  numher  which,  con- 
tinually divided  by  two,  has  its  first  quotient  an 

even  number  and  its  last  an  odd  one  (as  twelve). 

A  OWjiJ  zawjdt,  (pl.of  Xs-jJ  2:ar?yai)Spouses, 
wives,  olio  CLk^^aS-  C.j\>-jt^  ̂ ^Jj  ̂'^^^^ 

jdti  ̂ li  darajdti  ̂ sviat-sifdt,  Spouses  of  a  high 
rank,  and  chaste. 

A  ;jVjJ  zawjdni,  (dual  of       zawj)  Spouses, 
husband  and  wife.  A  pair  (of  doves,  or  spurs).  A 
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couple,  male  and  female. 

A  &s«-jj  zawjat,  A  wife,  spouse.  Ziwajat,  (pi. 
of       zawj)  Spouses,  husbands  and  wives. 

A  zawj'iy.  Matrimonial.  Married. 
p  djS  b         zawj  yd  fard,  Odd  or  even. 
A  ;ra?t'/i,  A  scattering;  also  an  assemblingof 

camels.  Removal,  distance,  separation,  departure. 

p  ̂ jj  zukh,  A  wart. A  DjJ  zawd,  (v.  n.  Qf  d\j  for  lijj)  Preparing  pro- 
visions       zdd)  for  a  journey. 

p  tijj  2Mt?,  Swift,  quick.  Early,  soon.  Quickly. 
A  lijj  zusd  or  zufiid,  Terror,  fright,  fear. 

p  lijjUjrJ  zud-d-zud.  Quickly,  readily. 
p         djj  zud-dshnd,  Soon  intimate. 
p  ViSlA  lijj  zud-ashnd,  Sacred  offerings  made  by 

the  Parsis  at  the  fire-temples. 

pj\ii.i\  lijj  zud-anddz,  An  impromptu. 

p yi^jj  zudtar.  Quicker,  more  speedily. 

Pj^s-  i5i|J  zudjur,  The  game  of  tipcat. 
p         lijj  zud-Jihishm,  Pettish,  touchy. 

p  Jjp-  lijij  zud-hliez,  Obedient.  A  domestic. 

p  jj  iijij  zud-rav,  A  swift  traveller. 
p       djj  zud-zan,  A  quick  striker. 

p  lijj  lijj  zud  zud.  Quick  !  quick  !  Make  haste ! 

p^XfcW  iJjJ  zud-ser,  Soon  satisfied  or  filled. 
p       lijj  zud-fahm.  Of  quick  apprehension. 

p         lijj  zud-fahm'i.  Quickness  of  intellect. zud-hushay.  Soon  opened  (a  lock). 

p  CL>^<  lijj  zud-mast,  Easily  intoxicated. 

p  i>.H3  lijj  zud-nakd,  Wealthy,  ready-monied. 

Pjlj^^js  lijij  zud-h.ushydr,  Actively  prudent. 
p  zudi,  Celerity,  quickness,  speed. 

A jjj  zawr,  (v.  n.  ofj\j  for jjjj)  Visiting.  Ap- 
proaching (a  man  or  place)  respectfully.  Going  on 

pilgrimage.  Putting  the  strap  J\jj  ziwdr  on  a  ca- 
mel. The  upper  part  of  the  breast.  The  breast-bone. 

A  straight  palm-branch  without  leaves.  The  under- 
standing. A  lord.  A  chief,  a  leader.  A  dream,  a 

vision  by  night.  Resolution, determination.  A  stone 
which  a  well-digger  meets  with,  and,  being  unable 

to  break  it,  places  it  on  the  outside,  (fovjy^-  jaw7-) 

Iniquity,  injustice,  tyranny.  Zur,  A  lie,  falsehood. 
Idolatry.  The  giving  of  companions  to  God  (in 

allusion  to  the  Trinity,  which  the  Muhammadans 

do  not  acknowledge).  A  false  deity,  idol.  A  leader, 

chief.  A  choir  of  singers,  musical  concert.  Power, 

force.  Understanding,  prudence.  Opinion,  coun- 

sel. Vain.  A  trifle.  Taste  of  meat,  agreeable  fla- 
vour. Softness  and  cleanness  of  a  garment.  Feasts 

of  the  Jews  and  Christians.  A  certain  river  which 

falls  into  the  Tigris,    (pi.  ofj_5j\  azwar)  Armies. 

^  JjJjj  *^  ̂   mdlahu  zur  wa  Id  sayyitr.  He 
has  no  purpose  and  no  plan.  Zawar,  Inclination. 

An  inequality  or  obliquity  in  the  two  prominences 

of  a  horse's  breast.  A  looking  askance. 

Vj^j  zur  or  zor,  Strength,  power,  vigour.  Vio- 
lence, strong  effort,  force.  Weight.  zor 
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kardan,  To  force.  To  use  violence.  tiT^jjJ^ 
zor  giriftan,  To  seize  by  force.  j\j  j  j    j^j*  V 
/ias'a?- zo?'M3'ar,  Amidst  athousand  difficulties. 

jjjjj^,.  sa^di  pur  zor,  A  strong  arm.  Zawar,  (for 

^JJ  zabar)  Above,  (for^  zafar)  The  jaw. 
Aj jj  ziwwar,  A  chief.  Zuicar,  (pi.  ofy^  za4r^ 

Visitors. 

AjjJ  ziwarr,  Hard,  firm.  A  hard  place.  A 
camel  equipped  for  a  journey.  A  chief. 

A  zawraj:,  Deep  (well).  Distant  (lands). 

A  cup,  bowl,  or  silver  vessel.  A  bow.  The  mar- 
ket-place of  Madina.  Baghdad,  also  the  bend  of 

the  river  Tigris  which  washes  its  walls. 

p  UjljjJ  zor-azma,  An  athletic  wrestler. 
p  zawrana,  Chains  for  the  feet,  fetters. 

p  (J  J^^jJ  zord)ndan,To  be  wearied,  annoyed. 

Pjjl  jjj  zor-arvar,  Strong.  A  strong  man. 

P  l5jj'jjJ  2^o?'-aro«ri,  Violence.  Strength. 

PjV^jjiJ  zor-haz,  Strong,  robust. 
A  s'an'rai.  One  visit.  Distance.  Keen  she- 

camel  which  looks  from  the  outer  corner  of  her  eye. 

p  (^^Ajjj  zawardin,  The  month  of  the  vernal 
equinox,  beginning  the  Persian  year. 

p  (JaSjjJ  zurf'in,  An  iron  ring,  staple,  hasp. 
p  ̂ 3JJJ  A  ship,  boat,  gondola,  bark, 

yawl,  skiff.    The  prow  of  a  boat  whereby  she  is 

moored.  A  sort  of  cowl  worn  by  dervishes,  jjjjj 

zarvralii  zarrin,  The  sun.  u^c*>»  s'^w- 
rahi  siimn,  The  silver  skiff,  i.e.  the  new  moon. 

p  zawrain,  A  kind  of  monk's  cowl. 

A  ̂ ^j^j  zawrahly,  The  bone  of  the  heel. 

PjKjjjJ  zor-har,  Arduous.    Doing  violence. 

p       j^j  zur-goy  or  zur-guy,  A  liar. 
p  O^j^j  zormand,  Robust,  powerful,  strong. 

P  t/'^j^jj  zormandi,  Power,  courage. 

p  ̂ j^j  zawarnim,  A  patch  upon  a  garment; 
also  a  gore  or  piece  inserted  to  enlarge  it. 

p      J  jjj  zor  u  dam,  Power,  strength.  Pride. 

p^^jj  zawm'7vm,{oY  zawar'm  for^^>^ 
zabariTi)  Superior,  above,  sublime,  very  high. 

'P  ̂ jjj  zarvra,  The  vertebrae  of  the  back.  An 
elegant  oration. 

p  L^jjJ  zori,  Power,  strength. 

p  (ji^jjj  zoridan,  To  loathe.  To  commit  vio- 
lence, to  force.    Zawaridan,  To  raise  high. 

pjjj  zuz.  Reproach,  reproof, 
A  zawzasat,  Haste,  expedition. 

A  H^jjJ  2;aw2;a^,  (v.n  .of  Q)  Going  with  short 
steps  and  an  erect  back.  Despising.  Driving  away. 

p  '^jjj  zawzak,  The  seed  of  hog's  bean.  Name of  an  herb. 

A  zawzahal,  (v.  n.  of  '-^jjj  Q)  Moving 
the  hips  and  sides  in  walking  (a  woman).  (A  wo- 

man) who  takes  the  lead. 

p  (^jjj  zozan.  Name  of  a  country.  Name  of  a 
king.    Zuzin,  A  weight  of  forty-eight  grains. 

P  (jjjj  zuzni)  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  knee. 
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p  jj  j)J  zu  zu,  (for  az  u  az u)  From  him. 
Zu  zu,  (for  lijj       zud  zitd)  Quick,  quick! 

p         zuza,  Weeping,  wailing,  lamentation. 

A  t!?Jjj  zawazza,  Short  of  stature.  A  boaster. 
Quick,  sagacious. 

A  i^jjj  zurvaziyat,  (or  *^  zusazuaf)  Large 
(cauldron). 

Pj_jJ  zuj.  Wound,  stab  (with  sword  or  tongue). 

A  tjjijj  zusli  or  zarvsk,  A  knavish  servant. 

p  c«AjJ  2^os/t,  Vehement,  violent,  hard-hearted, 
wicked,  unmannerly.  Sharp,  acrid.  Potent,  brave. 
Zawash  or  zavush,  The  planet  Jupiter. 

p  f^d^jj  zuslddan, To  drop,  distil.  To  involve in  trouble. 

A  zaro^  (v.n.of  ̂   for  yj)  Bending,  caus- 
ing to  incline.  Separating  from  the  muscles  (flesh). 

Cutting  a  slice  (of  a  melon)  for  any  one.  Drawing. 

Snatching.  Jogging  (a  camel's  reins  that  he  may 
quicken  his  pace).  Zu^ov  zuwa^  A  spider. 

A  ̂ S-jJ  s'flw^a^,  One  slice  (of  a  melon).  Zu^t, 
(pi.  zuwa^  Part  ofa  plant  beginning  to  wither. 
Compact  flesh.  A  light,  brisk,  active  man. 

A  zarcgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ J)  Deviating, 
inclining'.  Causing  to  deviate  or  incline.  Draw- 

ing,  or  pulling  on  (a  camel)  by  the  rein. 

p^J  zogh,  A  river. P  jIp-jJ  zughar,  Name  of  a  certain  high-priest 
ofthe  Magior  fire- worshippers.  Name  ofa  country. 

A  (^^jj  zawaghan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  yj)  Trans- 
gressing bounds  in  talking.  Deviating,  inclining. 

Causing  to  deviate  or  incline. 

A  <— JjiJ  za7vf,  (v.  n.  of  i  i\j  for  i— ijj)  Spread- 
ing out  the  wings  and  tail,  and  sweeping  the  ground 

with  it  (a  pigeon).  Walking  with  relaxed  limbs. 

A  \sjj  zufa',  (also  (j-^^.  i^^jj  zufad  yahis) 
Hyssop.  Grease  in  wool.  ̂ ^J!^j  l?^jJ  zufaA  ratb, 

A  filthy  substance  found  on  the  tails  of  the  Arme- 
nian sheep,  said  to  be  owing  to  their  feeding  on  a 

milky  kind  of  grass  which  is  very  heating. 

p  ̂ jj  zufara.  Wild  anise.  Name  ofa  bird. 
p  zufrin  or  ij^ijj  zuJlin,K  hasp,staple. 

A  Jj'jJ  zufa,  Hyssop.  See  IsjJ  zvfa\ 
A        zuwak,  (in  Madina  dialect)  Quicksilver. 

A  &)jfj|J  zawkalat,  (v. n.  of  (JjjJ  Q)  Letting  fall 
the  ends  of  the  turban. 

A  d'jj  zawk,  (or  ̂j^jj  zaivkari)  The  strut  of 
a  crow.  The  shaking  of  the  shoulders  in  walking. 

A  ij^jj zawakan,A. swingingorstrutin walking. 

A  JjJ  zawl,  (v.  n.  of  J\j  for  Jjj)  Putting  to  a  dis- 
tance, removing,  displacing,  (pi.  J^jJ^  azrvdl)  Ele- 

gant, ingenious,  clever,  witty  (youth).  Liberal,  ge- 
nerous. Strong,strenuous,intrepid.  Wonderful.  An 

astonishing  thing.  A  misfortune,  trial.  Aperson,  in- 
dividual. Pudenda  viri.  A  bird  of  prey,ahawk.  Za- 

wal,  (or  jj^jj  zarvalan)  (v.  n.  of  for  tjjj)  De- 
parting, failing :  declining  (sun  from  the  meridian). 

p  JjJ  zul,  A  large  cup.  Zawal,  Turnsole.  The 

herb  clary. 

P  i3^jj  zulab'i.  Name  of  Abii  Muslim's  spy. A  zuMlat,  Witty,  clever  (lasses). 

p  iO^jjJ  zawldna,  Fetters,  tethers.  Curly  hair. 

p       JjJ  zul-zada,  Goat's  thorn. 
A  zawla^  One  whose  heels  are  cracked. 
p  zulfin,  A  hasp  or  staple  on  a  chest. 

p  eJjJ  zula,  A  lash. 
A        zawm,  A  delicate  dish  made  from  milk. 

A  zusum,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Dying  suddenly. 
Eating  voraciously. 

A  (^^jj  zumdn,  A  tribe  of  Kurds  or  Turkomans. A        zawmah,  Short, mean;  black  and  ugly. 

A^jJ  zawmar,  A  handsome  youth. A  zarcmalat,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj«jJ  Q)  Driving 

(a  loaded  camel  or  ass).  &L«jJ  ibnu  zawmalat. 

The  son  of  a  handmaid.  l^'J/cjj  y&  hurca  ibnu 
zarvmalatihd.  He  knows  that. 

p  ̂ jjj  zun,  A  part,  portion,  share. 
A  jjjj  zun  or  zaron,  A  dwarf.  Zun,  An  idol. 

A  place  wherein  idols  are  set  up. 

A        zircann,  Short,  mean-looking. 

A  iOjiJ  zunat,  Ornament,  decoration.  An  intel- 
ligent, sensible  woman. 

A  eOjJ  ziwannat,  Short,  mean  (woman). 
p  zawanj,  zaroinj,  or  ziroanj,  A  sausage,  a 

meat-pudding. 

p  ij^y^j  zawanzah,  Hump-backed,  of  a  con- 
temptible appearance. 

A  i^y^ij  zawanzah,  Short,  mean-looking  man. 
Proud,  haughty,  and  carrying  himself  above  his 
rank  or  fortune. 

A  {jy jjJ  zawanza  ,  Short  of  stature.  A  boaster. 
Quick,  sagacious. 

A  uLbjJ  zarnnah,  A  woman  who  takes  the  lead, 
or  gets  precedency. 

A  t-^jj  zarvannak,  Short,  mean-looking.  One 
who  carries  himself  above  his  rank  or  fortune. 

A  ij^jj  zaroankal.  Short,  dwarfish. 
p  wL^jJ  sawan<7.  Hump-backed.  Despicable, 

p  (J,.CJijJ  zamangal,  Hump-backed.  Despicable. 
Zawangul,  A  little  bell.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  (jjj  zuni,  The  knee. 
A  "^j^J  zusurat,  The  crop  or  craw  of  a  bird. 
A  Jj^"  zusul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y^j  for  Jjj)  Departing, 

failing.    Declining  (the  sun  from  the  meridian). 

A&b^^jbja&^M?ra?/Za^,NameofagateinCairo. 
p  jd»J6jJ  zohmand  or  zohamand,  Trees  or  grass 

full-grown. 

p  ̂ ^i^^lfjj  zuhidan,  To  drop,  distil,  trickle. 

^  lFjJ  zawy,  (v.  n.  of  ti"jj)  Concealing.  Col- 
lecting, seizing,  grasping.    Putting  to  a  distance. 

p        zawy,  A  sausage.    Minced  meat. 

p  (J  J^jJ  2a?i'I(/aw,  To  be  above,  high.  To  sigh. 
A zuwayr,  A  prince,  chief,  leader. 

p  l>j>.jj  zawira,  A  whirlwind,  hurricane, 

A  (IfJ^jj  zuwayza  ,  Short,  compressed. 



A  JjjJ  zawil,  (v.  n.  of  for  JjJ)  Departing 

from  one^s  place,  being  no  more.  Declining  (the 
sun  from  the  meridian).    Motion.    A  side. 

A  jCjJ  zawim,  Collected,  assembled. 
p  8j  za,  Penis.  Zah,  A  place  where  water  boils 

up  and  comes  forth.  Zah  or  zih,  A  bowstring. 

Bringing  forth,  child-birth.  Offspring  of  men  (or 

of  cattle).  Male  seed.  Dropping,  distilling,  or  ex- 
udation of  water.  The  running  of  a  sore.  A  parapet 

round  a  well.  Any  thing  twisted  or  drawn  through 

a  hole  (as  gold  or  silver-thread).  Lace,  a  welt, 
fringe,  purfle,  border,  hem,  or  other  ornament  of 

gold  or  silk  round  the  edge  or  collar  of  a  garment. 

Bravo  !  well  done !  Good,  excellent,  ^^lij ̂   5j 

zih  bar  zadan,  To  sew  on  a  border.  ij^J^  zih 

kardan,  To  string  (a  bow),  ij  ̂hi  zah,  Barren. 
Zih,  Reward,  remuneration. 

A  zahas,  A  beautiful  plant,  or  its  flower. 

Zuhas,  A  yellow,  unripe  date.  Number.  ^\s>j 

j^^-i^-  zuhas  ̂ shrina.  Twenty. 
p  L-^^j  zah-ab,  The  oozing  of  water  through  a 

tank  or  bank  of  a  river.  A  place  where  water  springs 

either  from  the  ground  or  from  a  rock.  Deep  water. 

Zahab  or  zihah,  A  running  fountain. 

p  zahabnak, Water  J,  verdant(ground), 

full  of  land-springs. 

A        zuhat,  The  number  (of  one  hundred). 

A  zuhhad,  (pi.  of  zahid)  Religious, 
abstinent  men,  monks. 

A  ̂^^lJ^j  zahadat,  (v.  n.  of  i>.J»J)  Not  hanker- 
ing after,  abstaining  from,  putting  away  (worldly 

things).  Being  devout,  religious.  A  religious  life. 

A  Siilfcj  zahhadat,  Religious,  abstinent  men. 

^ J^j  ̂a/iar,  A  bladder.  Lower  part  of  the  belly, 

jbfcj  fjyi  muyi  zahar,  The  hair  about  those  parts. 

A  'ij^j  zaharat,  A  being  white  and  beautiful. 
r(^Xiijl6j2;aAar-tora(7,The  back  girth  of  a  camel. 
pjlfcj  zahaZfA  noise,  clamour.  A  cry  for  help. 

A  zahazij,  (pi.  of  ̂ jStj  zahzaj)  The  bowl- 
ings of  demons. 

p  ̂ j^j  zih-a-zih.  Bravo  !  well  done. 
A  ̂j^J  zuhak  or  zihah,  Quantity,  number. 

A  f^'^j  zahalih ,  Asses  straight-backed  from  fat. 
A  zahaUk,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^j  zuhluh)  Fat, 

equal,  and  smooth. 

p  ̂ii^\j6j  zahanidan,  To  cause  to  open.  To  en- 
able one  to  win  at  backgammon.  To  throw  down. 

A  t-^fcj  ̂^^''^J  iP^'  '^j  zuhbat)  Part  of  wealth. 
ij zih-band,  An  ornamentfor  a lady'sneck. 

P  j^S=-  ij  zih-hhiyar,  A  kind  of  collar.  Early 
cucumbers. 

A  ;iJfcJ  zahd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Guessing  the  produce 

(of  palm-trees).  A  small  quantity.  Zuhd,  (v.  n. 
of  tiJfcj)  Abstaining  from,  treating  with  indifference 

(the  things  of  this  world).  Being  given  to  religious 

exercises.  Continence.  Devotion.  ̂ '^\  ss^jzuhdu'l 
ahl,  Abstinence  from  food,  sobriety.  Zahad,  What- 
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ever  portion  of  one's  property  is  consecrated  to  God. 

p  i^i^j  zahdan  or  zihdan,  The  womb. 

uftddanizihdd?i,,'Lapsus  uteri,  (^li^  (J^'^ 
zihdmi  nihadan,  To  knock  under,  to  acknowledge 
one's  inferiority. 

Api^fcj  zalulam,  A?a\cox\.  Ayounghawk.  Alion. 
p  5iiJ.4i  »j  zih-dida.  Impudent,  wanton-eyed. 

Pj*j  zah?;  Poison,  venom.  Anger,  indignation. 

Sadness,  t^^x^j  j^j  z:ah7'i  khun  rekhtan.  To 

vent  one's  spleen.  ̂ ^Xfj^j  zahri  zamln.  The  cy- 
press. The  colocynth.  ̂ J^^ j^j  J>j  zahr  zirini- 

ffin.  Poison  kept  in  a  ring  against  an  evil  day.  j&j 

'jMi  zahri  sabz,  Vitriol,  i^'^j^j^j  z:ahr  kardan.  To 
poison  or  embitter  (life).  y>  J>j  zahri  gosh,  Ear- 
wax.  Ua*^^  zahri  mind,  A  bitter  draught.  jStj 

zahrihaldhil,[or^yi^jS>j  zhhrikdtH) Deadly 
venom,  mortal  poison.  Zi  har,  (for az  har) 
From  every,  from  each. 

A ̂ fcj  zahr,  A  flower,  particularly  a  yellow  one. 

(pLof       zahrat^  Flowers,  especially  yellow  ones. 

JSfj  zaliru  'I  hajar.  Lichen,  or  efllorescence  upon 
stone.  Zihr,  A  necessary  thing,  need,  occasion. 

Zuhr,  (pi.  of  jStJ\  azhar)  Bright  (stars).  Zahar, 

(v.  n.  ofji^)  Being  white  and  beautiful. 

A  zahrdt,  (fem.  o?Jbj\  azhar)  White,  splen- 
did, clear,  serene,  bright,  shining,  beautiful,  flou- 

rishing, blooming.  The  wild  cow.  A  bright  evening 
cloud.  Name  of  Fatima,  daughter  of  Muhammad. 

\jSc>j  SjJ&j  zahrasi  zahrd.  The  most  lovely  Venus. 

p  ̂   \jSij  zahr-db,  Dirty,  stagnant,  or  enve- 
nomed water.  Rennet  for  curdling  cheese.  Water 

in  which  fruits  have  been  macerated,  their  bitterness 

being  left  behind.  An  aquatic  herb.  ^  \  Jt>j 

zahr-dbi  ajal.  The  cup  of  death. 

p  (-r*^^  zahrdb  or  zuhrdb.  The  nightingale. 

p  i^j^j  zalirdbi,  The  nightingale.  Zuhrdbi,  A 
bright  sword  of  the  finest  steel. 

p  li^l^yJ^j  zahr-dlud.  Poisoned,  envenomed. 
A  zahrdrvdni.  The  two  brilliant  chapters, 

that  of  'ijii  baharat,  and  (J '  ̂̂ '^  ̂ mrdn. 
p  zahrdroi,  Name  of  a  physician. 

p  bjAj  zahr-bd,  A  kind  of  deadly  poison. 

p  i^^Ji^j  zahr-bdd.  The  quinsey. 
A  SyJ&j  zahrat  or  zaharat,  (pl.^jfcj  zahr,j\Sbj\  az- 

har, and^\j  \  azdhir)  A  flower  (especially  a  yel- 
low one).  The  freshness  and  bloom  of  a  plant.  The 

beauty  and  goodliness  (of  the  world).  S^fcJ 

zahratu'l  milh,  A  kind  of  plant.  ijSiJ  zah- 
ratu'n  nuhds,  The  efflorescence  of  molten  brass. 
Zuhrat,  Whiteness,  beauty.  Zuharat  or  zuhrat. 

The  planet  Venus.    A  flower,  blossom. 

p  Sxs-  JS>j  zahr-hhand,  A  forced  smile,  grin. 

Pj\i^jSbj  zahr-ddr.  Infected.  Poisoned.  Poison- 
ous, venomous,  j^^j^jj^  khanjari  zahr-ddr,  A 

poisoned  dagger. 

p  jj^'^ zahr-ddru.  An  antidote  against  poi- 
son. .  Bezoar. 

P  ̂J^j  zahr-(jiyd,  A  kind  of  poisonous  plant. 

P  "^j^^j  zahr-muhra,  The  bezoar-stone. 
p  t:i)l3j&J  zahrndk,  (orjj Jtj)  Venomous. 

P  sy&j  2;a/tm,  Boldness,  spirit.  Power,  vigour. 

The  gall-bladder,  bile.  tysj  zahrasi  shab,  A 

light  by  night.  iybj  zahrasi  megh,  Drops  of 
rain.    Zuhra,  The  planet  Venus. 

P  cL)^  SjJ&j  zahra-tirdk,  Broken  in  heart. 
p  SAjk^        zahra-khanda.  Smile  of  contempt. 

p  i^'^j  zuhra-rukhdn.  Handsome  persons, with  countenances  like  Venus. 

p  \^  ijSbJ  zuhra-nawd,  Musical  as  Venus. 
p  i^^^j  zih-zdd.  Offspring,  progeny. 

A  Jj^}^  zahzdh.  The  dandling  of  an  infant. A         zahzdh,  Proud,  and  of  repulsive  aspect. 

A         zahzaj,  (pi.  zahazij)  The  howl- 
ing or  hissing  of  a  demon  in  the  wilderness. 

A  sij^'  zahzafat,  (v.  n.  of  i— Q)  Rendering 
(a  saying)  current.  Making  (a  thing)  unsaleable. 

A  *^3*3  zahzahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Dandling 

(an  infant).    Laughing  immoderately. 
A  zahzamat,  A  short,  quick  step  in  tra- 

velling.   See  also  Mjoj  zamzamat. 

p  (jiJ^  zahish,  Emanation.  Copulation.  Zihish, 
A  fountain,  water-spring.    Praise,  approbation. 

p  '  "  ■*  ■'■■"^  zihisht.  Breath. 

A  I  aJ6j  zahaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  afcj)  Being  light,  ac- 
tive, swift.  Carrying  any  thing  (wind).  Lightness, 

agility,  leaping. 

A  ̂ j^j  zahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^j)  Going  out,  expiring. 
Outstripping,  taking  the  lead.  Zuhh  and  zuhuk, 

(pi.  of  ̂j^^j  zdhih)  Put  to  flight,  routed.  Zahak, 
Low,  level  ground.    Zahih,  Light,  moveable. 

A         zahaka',  Fleet  (horse),  passing  the  rest. 

p  ̂iJJ^j  zahh  or  zihk,  The  first  milk  of  a  cow 
after  calving. 

A  Ldijbj  ̂a/tA,(  v.n .  of  (.dlij )  Blowing  hard,sweep- 

ing  the  ground  (wind).  Grinding,  pounding  small. 

p  idj^  ij  zih-harda.  Strung  (bow). 

p  ̂  ̂^'^^j  zih-hum,  A  kick  on  the  backside. 

^  Jtf  »j  zih-gir,  A  ring,  generally  of  bone,  worn 
by  archers  on  the  thumb,  to  save  it  from  being  cut 

by  the  bowstring.    The  womb. 

A  (JjSj  zahl,  Separation,  or  a  receding  from  evil. 
Zahal,  (v.  n.  of  J-*))  Being  smooth.  Being  white. 
Baldness.    Whiteness.    Zahil,  Sound  (tree). 

A  u-AJ6J  zahlab,  One  who  has  a  thin  beard. 

A  'iJ^J  zahlajat,  Affability.  Dissimulation. 
zih-lakhd,  (or  zih-lahhad)  Any 

ornament  sewed  upon  boots  or  shoes. 

A  Xilifcj  zahlafat,  A  causing  to  penetrate. 

A  jjifcj  zihlih,  A  lamp.  A  violent  gale.  Ac- tive, nimble  (man). 

A  'iSL^j  zahlahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Making 
white  (a  garment).  Walking  at  a  nimble  pace. 

A  zahlaha',  Cui  sperma  effluit  ante  con- 

gressum.    Name  of  a  celebrated  horse. 



A  ̂J^i>j  zuhluky  (pi.  ,3^5^  zahallk)  Fat,  equal, 
and  smooth. 

A  J_jJ^  zulilul,  Smooth,  bare  (place). 

A  pfcj  zahm,  (v.  n.  of  pS&j)  Being  full  of  marrow 
(a  bone).  Hindering,  preventing.  Talking  much 

against.  ZwAm,  Fat,  grease.  Civet.  A  stink.  Za- 

ham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  fat,  greasy  (handed). 
Stinking.  Being  oppressed  with  indigestion.  Za- 

him,  Greasy,  besmeared  with  fat.  Stinking.  ̂ jS>J 
zahuk  zahim,  Fat  and  greasy. 

A  zahman,  Oppressed  with  indigestion. 

Zahmaii  or  zuhman,  Name  of  a  dog. 

As^j  «MA?na^,The  smell  of  fat  and  stinking  meat. 

p  CLk^j  zihmat,  Stinking  meat  or  fish. 
A  zahmak,  Short  and  firm  of  body. 

A  'sSL^j  zahmakat,  Smell  (of  body  or  armpit). 
A  zahmalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-»*3  Q)  Placing 

one  thing  on  another. 

p  (j^fcj  zahman,  Name  of  a  house  in  Ray,  un- 
der which  the  owner  found  a  large  treasure. 

p  zahnak,  Possessed  of  progeny.  Zih- 
nah,  One  who  begets  noble  offspring. 

p  js«:*^2:i7ian;a,Discipline:  vehemence,asperity. 

A  &*jJ^J  zahna^t,  A  dressing,  decking  (a  girl). 

A  zahw,  (v.  n,  of  Us]  for  ysj)  Growing  yel- 
low or  red  (an  unripe  date).  Being  tall  (a  palm- 

tree).  Growing  up,  becoming  a  young  man.  Spar- 
kling, appearing  beautiful,  giving  pleasure.  Being 

vain  and  proud.  Rendering  proud.  Being  near 

yeaning  (a  sheep).  Going  all  the  night  or  day  with- 

out water  (a  camel).  Blowing  (the  wind).  Travel- 

ling a  night  or  two  after  having  been  watered  (ca- 
mels). Making  (them)  travel  so.  Going  in  search 

of  pasture  after  drinking.  Lighting  a  lamp.  Mak- 

ing (a  sword)  gleam.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Mea- 

suring or  guessing  at  (a  hundred  pounds).  Shak- 

ing a  tree  (wind).  Driving.  Shewing  or  raising 

higher  (vapour  or  smoke).  Undervaluing,  despis- 

ing. Elegance.  A  lovely  countenance.  A  beau- 

tiful plant  or  its  flower.  Pride,  vain-glory,  vanity. 

A  lie.  Zahw  or  ̂fcj  zahurc,  A  yellow,  unripe  date. 

Zuhw,  (in  Arabia  Petrea)  The  colour  of  a  ripen- 
ing date.    Ripening  (date). 

p_jfcj  zaliu,  Ear-wax. 

A  j^s]  zuhm-,  (v.  n.  ofjfcj)  Shining  (as  a  lamjj, 
the  moon,  or  a  face). 

p  d\j  J  ij  zih  u  zad,  Offspring,  wife  and  children. 

A  &ifl_y6j  zahmtat,  (v.  n.  of  Isjjfcj  Q)  Eating 
large  mouthfuls.    A  great  mouthful. 

A  u-i_j*3  ̂^^^'^/j  (■^'  of ^)  Being  submis- 
sive, humble,  abject,  or  vile.  Being  near  death. 

Telling  a  lie.  Perishing. 

A  zahuk,  A  deep  well.  A  high  but  open 

way  between  mountains.  Vain,  foolish.  Perishing. 

Zuhuk,  (v.  n.  of  JjJsj)  Going  away,  departing. 
Perishing.  Expiring,  vanishing,  coming  to  no- 

thing.   Being  vain,  to  no  purpose.    Being  com- 
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pact  in  the  bone  (marrow).  Being  filled  (a  bone 

with  marrow).  Passing  beyond  the  mark  and  not 

hitting  (an  arrow).    Outstripping  (a  horse). 

A  «/<jfcj  zuhumat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  fat,  greasy, 
and  stinking  (meat). 

A         zihi,  O  excellent !  bravo !  Alas ! 

(^jj  zihi  7-uy,  O  what  a  face!    OiiW**  zihi 
sa^tdat,  O  what  happiness ! 

A  J^J  ̂w/ta',  Fashion,  splendour  (of  the  world). 
A  <yJtj  2:a/<ifZ,  Abstinent,  abstemious,  temperate. 

Few,  little,  small.  Narrow  (stream).  ̂ J^^^  <>^j 

zahulu'l  ahl,  Eating  sparingly.  t^ii^j  madi 
zahul,  A  channel  which  holds  but  little  water. 

p  (ji^^fcj  zahidan.  To  flow,  trickle,  drop,  fall.  To 
gain  at  backgammon.    Zihidan,  To  bring  forth. 

Aj-fcj  zahlr,  Reduced  by  sickness,  thin.  Sad, 
melancholy,  low-spirited.  Zuhayr,  Name  of  a 
celebrated  Arabian  poet. 

A  i>>^^JJsj  zuhayriyat,  Name  of  a  tribe. 
p  zay,  Life.  Sustenance.  Zi,  (imperat.  and 

part,  of  (jjwij  zistan)  Live  thou.  Living.  Life. 
Provisions.  Measure,  bounds.  A  side,  quarter, 

track,  coast,  shore.  Towards,  near,  (equivalent  to 

^jsj  zihi)  Wonderful !  O  charming !  ̂^lfcU**>  ̂ JJ 
zi  siiiahan.  Towards  Ispahan. 

A  zayy,  (v.  n.  of  (jjij)  Concealing  (a  secret 
from  a  friend,  or  property  from  an  heir).  Putting 

to  a  distance.  Collecting.  Seizing,  grasping.  Clos- 

ing the  eyelids.  Zayy  or  zay,  (pi.  -*^bj\  azyas)  The 
letterj.  Zly,  (pi.  ̂\>J\  azyai)  Dress,  garb,  habit, 
costume.    A  form,  external  appearance. 

lSj  lyo-kum  wa  ziya'l  ̂ jam,  Beware  of 
(imitating  or  adopting)  the  dress  of  foreigners ! 

A  Ol^  zayyat,  An  oil-merchant. 
p  libj  ziyad,  Increase,  augmentation.  One  of 

the  games  at  u>J>  nard.  May  he  live  long !  A  false 
witness.  Name  of  a  fortress  in  lar.  fj<^  libj 

ziydd  shudan,  To  be  increased. 

A  jjiibj  ziyadat,  Augmentation,  increase,  sur- 
plus, addition,  redundancy.  An  excrescence.  More, 

too  much,  excessively.  Luxuriant,  (in  grammar) 

Introducing  a  new  letter  into  a  word.  <>*^\  '^'libj 
ziyadatu'l  kabid.  The  lobe  of  the  liver,  i — fjjs- 

S4ibj3\  hurufu'z  ziyadat.  Servile  letters  or  incre- 
mentals,  comprised  in  the  technical  words 

sLJj  al  yawma  tansahu.  To-day  thou  wilt  forget 

it,  or  in  ̂yy^(^  j  (j^^  amana  wa  tas-hil.  pj\ 
ziyada  az.  More  than.  ̂ J^J^  Jiibj  ziydda  shu- 

dan. To  grow,  abound.  ̂ Jl^J^  SiSbj  ziydda  kar- 

dan,  To  augment,  add,  amplify.    To  overcharge. 

A  (Jiibj  ziyddati.  Abundance,  surplus.  Super- 
fluous, redundant. 

p  y>-  Jtibj  ziydda-jo  or  ju,  Avaricious. 

p j*n  Siibj  ziydda-sar.  One  who  has  a  high 

opinion  of  himself.  One  who  engages  in  an  enter- 

prise which  he  is  unable  to  finish. 

p         Siibj  ziydda-sari,  Vanity,  conceit. 

p  j^^iia  Siibj  ziydda-talbi.  Inordinate  desire, 

p  |_jb8iibj  ziyddagi,  Augmentation,  increase. 

A  jbj  ziydr,  Any  thing  which  furnishes  protec- 
tion or  support.  A  bow. 

^  A  *»,bj  ziydrat,  (v.  n.  of  j\j  forjjj)  Visiting. A  visit.    A  pilgrimage.    A  bow. 

p  » Is  i-^bj  ziydrat-gdh,  A  place  of  pilgrimage. 

p  iM>\)  C^bj  ziydrat-ndma,  A  passport  for  re- 
ligious visitation. 

A  t/jbj  zaydzi,  (pi.  of  '^^^jlj  zizdsai)  Small hills.    Birds'  feathers     Edsres  of  feathers. 

A  ̂^jbj  ziydziyat,  A  wheel. 
A  isbj  zisdt,  A  talking  much  and  loud.  A 

small  bell  hung  to  the  neck  of  a  horse. 

ziydt,  Vociferation.  Altercation. 

A  Jal^  zayydt.  Clamorous,  noisy. 

A  ( — sbj  ziydf,  (pi.  of  I— bj)  Clipt  or  base  coins. 
A  I  jI^*  zayydf,  A  lion. 
A  Jbj  ziydl,  (v.  n.  3  of  J\j  for  (J^J)  Departing 

from,  abandoning.  Declining  (as  the  sun  from  the 
meridian).    Advancing  (the  day). 

A  ̂_,bj  zaydn,  Beautiful  (moon).  Ziydn,  Or- 
nament, dress,  decoration. 

P  (jbj  ziydn,  (part,  of  ̂ jwJJ  zistan)  Living. 
Damage,  detriment,  deficiency,  prejudice,  injury, 

fraud.    1^^^ O^-J  kardan,  ̂ ^^i^i^J^ haslii- 
dan,  or  ̂ ji.jb  ydftan)  To  suffer  loss,  (jbj  jii 

dar  ziydn  afgandan,  To  defraud. 

p jjl  ̂^bj  ̂i^/aw-awar,  Injurious,  detrimental. 

p  t/jj'  U^j  ziydn-dwari,  Injury,  damage. 
Pj\i>jbj  ziydn-ddr,  Noxious,  hurtful. 

p  jj^bj  ziydndan.  To  bring  to  life. 
p  ti^-XiMj  ̂ jbj  ziydn-rasida,  Injured,  damaged. Defrauded. 

p  tdj  (jbj  ziydn-zada.  Suffering  loss  (in  trade). 

PjKibj  ziydn-kdr,  (or j£jbj  ziydngar)  A  de- 
stroyer.   Noxious,  hurtful,  destructive. 

p  (^j^bj  ziydn-kdn,  Injury.  Sin. 
p  (^bj  ziydne,  A  loss,  damage,  perdition. 

p  jj(^^bj  ziydnldan,  To  reanimate,  resuscitate. 
A  lijbj  zaydfid,  Redundancies,  excrescencies. 
p  c-»^J  zib,  (in  India  2e&)  Ornament,  elegance, 

beauty.    Lovely,  graceful.   j!>  j  zib  u  tar, 

Decked.  Fresh.  tl^^i^J  j  *-r-*^J  zib  u  zinat,  Ele- 

gance and  beauty. 

p  U)J  zibd.  Beautiful,  elegant.  Adorned,  ar- 
ranged. Consistent.  U)J  cM  zibd.  How  beauti- 

ful !  how  appropriate  !  how  pertinent !  how  well ! 

p       L^J  zibd-hhu  or  hho.  Of  good  disposition. 

p     l^J  zlbd-r-u,  Handsome-faced. 
p  Jb)J  zibdl,  Fleet,  swift  (horse,  mule,  camel). 

p  ̂jbij  zibdn.  Beautiful,  elegant.  Decked. 

p  jji^.b^iJ  zlbdyish,  Decoration. 
p  (j,^bjj  zibdsi.  Beauty,  gracefulness. p  zibad.  It  is  worthy,  it  becomes,  behoves. 

Fit,  proper,  becoming. 
A  jOj  zisbar  or  zisbur,  The  nap,  pile,  or  shag  up- 



on  cloth.  The  down  upon  fruit. 

PjOj  zibur,  A  -vessel  made  of  coarse  cloth  for 

removing  rubbish.  A  counterpane  of  camel's  hair. 

p  iji^jz'ibakjZiMk,  or  ̂jJj  zisbak,  Quicksilver. 
{j^^  zihak  kardan,  To  destroy.  ]}^(JjHJ 
zlhahi  mujazza,  Drops  of  rain.  Tears. 

A  ̂̂ J^..j  zibahiy,  Of,  belonging  to  quicksilver. 
A         zisbil,  (or  J-^j)  Calamity,  misfortune. 

p  ̂ jfO^j  zi  or  zayhan,  Who  abandons  the  world. 

p     JCjjj  zibandagl,  Adornment,  decoration. 

p  io^lj  zibanda,  Adorned,  elegant,  beautiful. 

SjuJJj  jj**>  sarvi  zibanda-khirdm,  A  grace- 
fully-waving cypress  (epithet  of  a  mistress). 

p    JJu^tj  zibidan,  To  adorn.  To  become,  suit. 

A  lIoJ  zayt,  (v.  n.  of  C-j]j  for  O^J)  Dressing 

(meat)  with  oil.  Giving  (people)  oil  in  their  con- 

diment. Olive-oil.  ^Ji  i^^J  '^cpi  bam 
israAl,  Lapis  Judaicus. 

Pj^j  zaytar,  Mother  or  dregs  of  oil. 

A  zaytun,  An  olive-tree. 

A  zaytunat,  A  single  olive.    The  olive- 

tree.  sij^jJ^  f^>-  jabalu''z  zaytunat,  Mount  of 
Olives.  'ijyji^Ji]  'iS>d^  madinatu'z  itaytunat,  City 
of  Olives,  i.  e.  Athens. 

p  ̂jy^jzaytiim,  An  olive-garden.  (jj^J  (^Jj 
rawghani  zaytunl,  Olive-oil. 
A  zayturiiy.  Oily. 

p  ̂   zij,  A  mason's  rule  or  line.  Astronomi- 
cal tables.  Palpitation  of  the  heart.  Ridicule,  de- 

rision. A  boot.  A  coat  of  mail.  Name  of  a  cer- 
tain instrument  of  war. 

A  ̂   zij,  (from  Persian)  A  mason's  rule.  (pi. 
OlsjJ  zijat)  Astronomical  tables. 

p  <-iLs£J  zijak  (or  i-di^j)  The  intestines  of  a 
lamb  stuffed  with  mince  meat,  rice,  &c.,  and  dressed. 

A  zisjil,  (A  man)  weak  in  body. 

p  ̂   zich,  A  drawing  out.  Active,  expert,  dex- 
terous. A  delicious  sort  of  grape.  Ridicule,  jest, 

buffoonery,  fun.  A  boot.  Lace  used  in  embroidery. 

A  ̂   zayh,  (or  ̂j^^  zayaJiati)  (v.  n.  of  for 

^)  Being  distant,  absent. 
A         zayhalat,  An  arrogant  strut. 

A  *is£J  zlhannat.  Slow,  dilatory  in  attending  to 
a  call  of  necessity. 

A  ̂   zaykh,  (or  ̂^^J  zayahhan)  (v.  n.  of 

for  ̂ )  Tyrannizing.  Removing  to  a  distance.  Go- 
ing on  one  side. 

p^  zihh,  Palpitation  (from  joy  or  fear). 

A  J^J  zayd,  (v.  n.  of  li^  for  0^^)  Being  aug- 
mented. Increasing,  augmenting,  adding.  Exceed- 

ing. Waxing  greater,  overflowing.  A  fictitious 

name  (as  John  Nokes  or  Thomas  Stiles  with  us). 

Zida,  It  is  increased;  and  optatively,  JOJ 
zlda  hadruhu.  May  his  fortune  or  rank  be  ad- 

vanced! (applied  to  a  man  in  an  inferior  office  or 

style  of  life ;  to  those  of  a  superior  station  they  use 

5  0^  i^J  zida  majduhu.  May  his  glory  increase ! 
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to  a  kazT  or  judge  they  say  eLai  O^J  zida  fazlulm, 
May  his  learning  or  excellence  be  exalted!  and  to 

those  in  a  religious  line,  »\yiJ  JOJ  zida  takwalm. 
May  his  piety  be  promoted  !)  Zayd,  zid,  or  zayad, 
Increase,  augmentation,  addition. 

A  [jIlNJJ  zaydan.  Increase,  augmentation.  y>\ 
^J^O'>,j  dbuzaydan ovabuzidan,  Name  of  amedicine. 

Pui)  JJj2'it?a^,Nameofahandsomeyoungslave. 

A  t/i^J  zaydiy,  Name  of  a  sect  in  Yaman. 
A         \  zaydiyat.  Name  of  a  sect. 

A jij  zanr,  Roaring  (lion).    An  enemy. 

p  j^J  2:?r,  (in  India 2;e?')  Under,  below,  beneath. 
Lower.  The  character  of  the  short  vowel  i,  called 

by  the  Arabians  S^-*^  kasra  (~).  Any  thing 
dressed  under  meat  when  roasting  (as  rice).  Co- 

vered, concealed.  Great,  large.  The  smallest  string 

of  a  lute,  guitar,  &c.  A  yellow-dyeing  wood.  A 

linen  summer-garment.  -'^jJ  j^j  ziri  turab,  Un- 
der ground.  A  subterraneous  granary,  {j^jj^.j 

(^^X^  ziri  zaban  giiftan.  To  speak  in  an  under  tone. 

J  jij  zir  u  bala,  Below  and  above,  topsy  turvy. 
Sodomy.  Sin.  i^hS  j  j>j  zir  u  bala  guftan, 

To  say  whatever  comes  uppermost,  to  talk  at  ran- 

dom. J\j  J  j>J  zir  u  zar,A  low  plaintive  tone  of 

voice,  jij  J  zir  u  zabar,  Below  and  above. 

The  vowels  kasra  and  fat'ha.  ̂ ^<yZ>  j>j  zir 
u  zabar  shudagi,  The  condition  of  being  topsy  turvy. 

tt.y^jij  J  j>_j  zir  u  zabar  shuda,  Topsy  turvy.  j>J 

_5  zir  u  zabar  kardan,  To  turn  upside 

down,  to  destroy,  jij  j\  az  zir.  Below,  from  under. 
dar  zir.  Under  part,  at  the  bottom. 

Aj^J  z/ir,  (pl.j^|j\  azroar,  'ij>j  ziyarat,  andjbj\ azydr)  One  who  delights  in  the  company  of  wo- 

men. The  smallest  string  of  a  lute.  A  lute-string, 
thick  or  fine.  The  acutest  tone  of  an  instrument. 

A  large  ewer.  Linen,  flax.  An  oblong  wine-jar 
lined  with  pitch.    Habit,  custom.    A  button. 

A  J.J  zayyir,  Angry. 
p  \j>J  zird.  Because,  on  account  of,  since.  Any 

thing  placed  under.  zird  hi,  Because  that. 

peolwoj^  ji^j  zir  az  miydna,W e^^,  infirm.  Vile. 

p  j^J  zir-aflian,  (or  j>j  zir-afgand) 
A  small  carpet,  a  rug.  Bedding.  Name  of  a  note 

in  music  (called  [^^^^ liuchah,  Small). 

p  <-ii^J  zirdk,  for  zird  hi,  Because  that. 

pj\(jj\  j>J  zer-anddz.  The  cloth  which  is  spread 
under  a  hookah. 

p  zlrdnidan.  To  cause  to  sigh.  To 

bring  down  from  a  high  to  a  low  place. 

p  b^J  zir-bd,  Broth  or  spoon-meat. 

p  jb  J>j  zer  bdr,  Embarrassed,  overburdened 
with  expense  or  borne  down  with  oppression. 

p  L^jVj^J  zer-bdri.  Wretchedness. 
p  ji  j>J  zir-bur,  A  cut-purse.  A  false  friend. 

p  ̂ jb^  j>j  zer-birydn,  A  kind  of  dish. 

p  i^jj^       zei--buzurgdn,  A  note  in  music. 
p  0^  j>.j  zer-band,  A  martingal.  A  girth.  A 
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whip,  a  lash. 
P  ̂.^J  zir  pd,  (or  t/b^J  zir  fdy)  Subject, 

tributary.  J^A-l^^^b^j  zir  pay  kashidan,  To 
induce  any  one  to  confess. 

p  (^^.j^.J  zir-j)osh,  An  under  garment. 
A  S^>J  2:ira<,  A  bit  of  linen  or  flax.  A  segment. 

A  section,  portion.  Visiting  clothes,  or  the  mode 

of  paying  visits.  Ziyarat,  (pi.  of zir)  Men  fond 
of  female  society. 

Pj5yj  zirtar.  Lower. 
P  tLOjij  zir  tang,  A  girth.  The  sun. 

p        J>j  zir  jama,  An  under  garment. 

P  JjV J^j  chdk,  A  weak  bow.  Extremely obedient. 

P  '-r'^  j^J  zir-chob.  Under  the  rod. 
P  '^jf^ zir  khurd,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
P  zir-dast,  A  vassal.    A  handmaid. 

P  zirfdn.  The  moon. 

P  {jf^j^j  z'irfun,  The  barren  jujube-tree. 
P  icX^j^.j  zirfin,  A  bolt,  bar,  latch  of  a  door. 

P  [^Jt.j  zirkdn,  Name  of  a  month  of  the  sera 
of  Yazdagird. 

P  ̂j^.j  zayrah  or  zirak,  Ingenious,  intelligent, 
prudent,  penetrating,  sagacious,  smart,  quick  in 

understanding  or  at  manual  labour.  Steel  possess- 

ing a  wavy  appearance  called jfc^  jamhar. 

PjImj  '—^J  zirak-sdr,  Sagacious,  intelligent. 

P  (_/^J  zirahi.  Ingenuity,  sagacity,  quickness. 
p  sli      zer-gdh,  A  chair,  a  seat. 

p  jfLjc  zir  mashk.  Any  thing  placed  under 
a  sheet  of  paper  that  one  may  write  commodiously. 

p  ioL* jij  zir-miydna.  Middling,  below  par. 
P         zir-wd,  A  kind  of  broth  or  spoon-meat. 

p  J^J  zira,  Cumin-seed.  \j>.j  ziraA  ru- 

mi.  Caraway-seed. 
p  b  ijij  zira-bd,  A  dish  made  of  the  flesh  of 

birds,  with  cumin-seed  and  vinegar. 
p  ziridan.  To  be  under  or  below.  To 

bring  down  from  a  high  to  a  low  place.  To  sigh,  sob. 

p  i^.j^.j  zirin.  Inner.  Inferior,  lower.  Infernal. 
Of  or  belonging  to  the  word  j>^j  zir, 

p  ̂J^.j>.j  ziriydn.  Vinegar,  in  which  onions 
have  been  steeped. 

Pj>.j  ziz.  Sleet.  A  cricket. 
A  Ay>j  zayzds  and  zizdf.  Rough  ground.  The 

extremities  of  feathers.  A  small  hill. 

A  'iAjiJzizdsat,  (or  slj^J  zizdt)  (pi.  t/j'^J  ̂o.- 

ydzX)  A  small  hill. 

A  {j^jij  zayzafun,  A  swift  she-camel. P  zizah,  The  oxyacanth-fruit. 

Aj^J  zizam,  An  inarticulate  voice,  the  whisper-- 
ing  of  demons. 

A  i!^y>..j  zayza\  Rough  ground.  A  small  hill. 
A  ̂ Jj       zi  zi,  The  cries  of  ih^jins. 

pJ^J  zij,  Snow. 

p         zis.  Side,  part,  tract,  quarter,  coast, 

p  ul*-»^J  zist,  Life,  existence. 



p  tJw^J  zistan,  To  survive,  live.  (^-4;  tj-*^ 
fca  has  zistan,  To  associate,  live  with  any  one. 

P  (j^J  zish,  A  pipe,  a  little  tube. 
A  \aJj  zayt,  A  vociferating. 

A ̂ jJ^J  zay^r,  Poor,  possessed  of  little. 

A  ^aygk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J  for  j^.j)  Inclining. 
Deviating  (from  the  right  way).  Decliningfrom  the 

meridian  (sun).    Becoming  dim  (eye).  Doubt. 

p  z'kjU,  a  mat.  Any  carpeting  or  cushions. 
Renewal  of  friendship  or  love.  Joy,  peace  of  mind. 

P  JU)J  zighal,  A  cup,  goblet. 

A  (j^J  zighmi,  (pi.  of  ̂   zagK)  Small  crows 

inclining  to  white.  Zayaglian,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  |X-^J) 
Inclining.  Declining  from  the  meridian  (the  sun). 

Becoming  dim  (the  sight). 

p         zighan,  Anj  thing  hard. 

A  ̂ jixJJ  zighanun,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  'is-^kij  zayghughat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ ..j)  In- 
clining. Declining  from  the  meridian  (the  sun). 

Becoming  dim  (the  sight). 

A  I  h>j  zayf,  (v.  n.  of  i  i\j  for  i  a>J)  Hasten- 
ing. Being  bad  or  dipt  (money).  Leaning  to  one 

side  (a  camel).  Strutting.  Carrying  the  head  erect 

and  sweeping  the  ground  in  circles  with  the  tail  (a 

male  pigeon  when  courting  the  female).  The  cop- 
ing of  a  wall.  Pinnacles, battlements.  Steps,  stairs, 

(pi.  1  sbj  ziyafov  i  sbj\  a2:3/a/')Clipt,base  (coin). 
p  i«_a)j2'i/',Sin.  Churlishness.  Inhuman.  Pitch. 
A  I— .fic'J  ̂<iyij^fi  Whatever  joasses  with  difficulty 

from  hand  to  hand  (as  base  money). 

A  zayafan,  (v.  n.  of  (  5^  for  i— i^j)  Be- 
ing bad  or  dipt  (money).  Leaning  to  one  side  (a 

camel).  Carrying  the  head  erect  and  sweeping  the 

ground  in  circles  (a  pigeon).  Strutting. 

A  'isoj  zayfat,  One  pinnacle.  One  step. 
A  i^J^.j  ~iyofn,  Long  and  strong. 

A  z'lfann,  Long  and  strong. 
p  fjy)SL>j  zifnun,  Name  of  the  city  in  which 

^zrd  dwelt. 
A  zlk,  The  collar  of  a  shirt.  ̂ ^UaxiJ^  J^J 

ziku''sh  skaytan,  The  devil's  thread,  i.e.  Gossamer, 
cobweb  filaments  floating  in  the  air  in  hot  weather. 

p       zeha,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Wind. 

p  »**»K^J  zikasa,  (or  »«j\^^J)  A  hedgehog. 

A  (jK^J  zayahan,  A  haughty  gait,  strut. 

p  Lf.X)J  zig,  A  mason's  rule.  Astronomical  ta- 
bles. Threads  by  which  embroiderers  are  guided 

in  their  work.  A  bird  about  the  size  of  a  sparrow. 
Name  of  a  tribe. 

p  zigar,  (Boys)  striking  with  the  hand  the 
cheeks  when  full  of  wind. 

A  ̂y>,J  zayl,  (v.  n.  of  J^J  for  ̂ J^J)  Removing 
(from  its  place).  Separating,  distinguishing.  Di- 

viding into  portions.  Leaving  off,  ceasing.  l« 

ma  ziltu  af^luhu,  (and  sometimes  jd*i\  '—^^ 

ziltu  af^hthu)  I  have  not  ceased  to  do  it.  Zayal, 
Width  between  the  thighs. 
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A        zayla^  A  sort  of  shell,  concha  veneris. 

p_jbj  zelu  or  zaylu,  A  kind  of  woollen  blanket 
worn  by  the  poor. 

p  «>»-_jbj  zelucha,  A  small  woollen  garment. 
A  &J_jbj  zaylulai,  (v.  n.  of  for  JjJ)  Taking 

up  their  quarters  at  their  own  place  (companies  tra- 

velling in  camel-litters),  and  afterwards  leaving  it. 

A  jCj  zaym,  (v.  n.  of  for  jCj)  Bidding  any 

one  hold  his  peace.  Quitting  one's  place.  Ziyam, 
Scattered  sheep,  goats,  or  mice.  Cut  meat  scat- 

tered about.  Name  of  a  horse. 

A  jCj  zum,  The  eye.  Reputation.  Zanm,  Much 
frightened. 

A  Lgj  zimat,  A  herd  of  camels  from  3  to  15. 

p  alfj  zaymula,  A  vessel  for  carrying  fruit  and 

vegetables  in. 

p  j^<"J  zimur,  The  disclosure  of  a  secret. 
p  (j^J  zayn,  One  who  has  bid  farewell  to  the 

pleasures  of  the  world.  2!m,  A  saddle,  {^..j 

^jiSl^J  zin  bar  gdv  nihddan,  To  prepare  for  a  jour- 

ney. To  travel,  (jti^t^  ij-j  ff^'^'ff 
nihddan,  To  saddle  the  wolf  (to  bell  the  cat),  f^ij 

^jwJ  z'm  hastan,  To  saddle,  i^-jj  {j^.j  ̂^^^ 
rin,  The  sun.  (for  ̂ ^.^J^  in)  From  this.  Hence, 

because,  (j*^.  ̂ j>j  zin  pas,  (or  (j-J^.***  zin  si- 
pas)  From  henceforth,  henceforward,  jjb* 

zin  miydn)  By  this  medium,  hence. 

A  zayn,  (v.  n.  of  for  j^^j)  Adorning, 

decking,  (pi.  ̂^..^  azydn)  An  ornament,  an  ho- nour. The  comb  of  a  cock. 

A  SjU>J  zindhat,  A  small  kind  of  fish. 

pj^^\        zin-afrdz.  Horse-armour  for  battle. 

p  (jU^J  zindn.  Those  present,  (or  zi- 
naydn)  Caraway-seeds. 

A  (— zaynah.  Name  of  a  handsome  and  fra- 

grant tree.  Name  of  a  Jewess  who  poisoned  Mu- 

hammad. A  woman's  name.  A  coward,  dastard. 

p  y>^  zin-posh,  The  ornamental  covering 
of  a  saddle. 

A  &JJ>J  z'ma^jOrnament,  decoration,dress,beauty, 

elegance.  Grass,  verdure.  Clothes  to  cover  one's 
nakedness.  yanmuz  zinat,  A  rejoicing 

or  gala-day,  festival.  The  day  on  which  the  waters 
of  the  Nile  are  let  out. 

pjl*>J  ̂j^J  zin-sdz,  A  saddle,  saddle-maker. 

p  t5jb*j        zin-sdzi,  Business  of  a  saddler. 

p  2ti_ji^(j^J  zin-huda,  (j>^^ {^^..j  zm-hoh,  or 
z'ln-hohd)  The  bow  of  a  saddle. 

p  J>[J^..j  zingar,  A  saddler. p        zinu,  A  woollen  garment  of  the  poor. 

p  i^ij  zina,  A  ladder,  step,  stair. 

PjK^hj  zmhdr.  Take  care !  Defence,  protec- 
tion. A  league,  a  covenant.  Fear.  A  complaint. 

Haste.  Wariness,  notice.  Alas !  ̂jii^iijl^joj  zin- 
hdr  dddan.  To  protect,  shield  from  oppression. 

Pj\j5-j\^jjJ  zinhdr-hhwdr,  A  truce-breaker. 
p  »\js>- jljjjj  zinhdr-hhmdh,  Seeking  protec- 

tion.  Tributary. 

P  t/jVHi  ̂ ^^^^^f^j  UnJer  protection.  A  com- 
ing under  pi-otection.  Agreed,  bound  by  covenant. 

A  ̂ ij 

zisniy,  Short  (dog). 

p  ̂j^>J  zinydn,  Caraway-seeds. p       ziv,  A  ship-worm.    Deceit,  fraud. 

Vj\y>^  ziwdr,  A  street  in  a  town  or  village.  Ze- 
vdr.  Equality,  similitude,  uniformity,  straightness. 

P  ij^y>..j  zindn,  A  kind  of  tare  or  darnel  grow- 
ing amongst  wheat,  having  a  black  grain,  which 

causes  inebriety  and  madness. 

A  zuyuh  or  ziyuh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ) 
Being  far  off,  going  away. 

P  ziyudan.  To  slumber  agreeably. 

Pj^J  ziwar  or  zervar,  An  ornament  of  gems, 

gold,  or  silver. 
A  <—i^>j  ̂ uyuf,  (v.  n.  of  for  (— i?|j)  Being 

dipt,  light,  base  (money).  Clipping  or  adulterating 

(money).  Overleaping  (a  wall).  Inclining  to  its 
setting  (the  sun). 

p  ̂ yj  zivlaj,  A  woodcock. p  ziwanjo,  A  ship-worm. 

P  U'^-J  ziyidan,  To  suit,  become,  befit.  To 
be  adorned. 

A  jJj  zaiir,  A  lion's  roar.    Roaring  (lion). 
P  zayin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Long,  tall. 

Ziyin,  A  partisan.  Partial. 

jje,  (called  zdd  ̂ jarni  or  {j^j 
zdsifdrsi)  The  fourteenth  letter  of  the  Persian  al- 

phabet. It  is  often  confounded  withj,  and  occa- 

sionally changed  for  ̂   orj.  Its  power  is  that  of 
s  in  "treasure"  or  of  z  in  "azure."  In  this  edi- 

tion it  is  represented  by^',  with  two  dots  over  it  to 
distinguish  it  from  ̂ . 

FjJ^}jJdby,  Southernwood.  Sap  which  exudes 
from  green  wood  laid  on  the  fire.    Sparks  of  fire. 

Pj^jjdJ,  A  kind  of  camel's  thistle.  A  kind  of wormwood.  A  sort  of  artichoke.  Any  plant  not 

growing  from  seed.  Heath  or  broom  for  kindling 

a  fire.  Sweepings  of  a  thrashing-floor.  Circum- 
ference of  the  mouth.  Dung.  The  door  of  a  thrash- 

ing-floor surrounded  with  a  low  wall  for  keeping  the 
cattle  out.  Idle,trifling,or  insipid  speech.  ̂ _^\s^  j\j 

jdj-hhdy,  A  trifler.    One  who  speaks  obscenely. 

Pj^^  j\j  jdj-hhwur,  The  same.  Any  beast 
chewing  the  cud. 

p  {^^jij\jjdjiimah,  A  pulse,  French  bean. 
p  ij\jjdja,  A  sort  of  thistle.  Trifling  speech. 

p  ̂^S>^^jjdfidan,  To  chew  the  cud.  To  howl. 

p jS'\jjdghar,  The  crop  of  a  bird. 
p  iii\jjdfa,  A  kind  of  fetid  herb.  A  hedgehog. 

p  s£si)\-j  jdlha,  Name  of  a  plant. 

p  !s^\jjdla,  (or  J|j  ja/)  Dew,  hoar-frost.  Hail. 



Vernal  showers.  An  air-blown  bag  or  bladder  for 

swimming  with ;  a  log  used  as  a  raft  for  crossing 

a  stream,  {j^y  jalan  nargis,  Tears.  b^\j 
jjiiJjb  jala  haridan,  To  hail. 

p  j\jjdv,  The  purest  or  best  of  any  thing. 

p  \j\jjd7va,  Chewing  the  cud.  Howling. 

p  jawidan,  To  ruminate.    To  howl. 

PjjyjjjMiMrt,  Advantage,  gain  (when  unlawful). 

p  ̂ jah,  A  groan.  The  shrill  cry  of  wild  beasts. 

p  ̂ jahh,  A  groan,  plaint.  The  shrill  cry  of 
wild  beasts.  A  wart.  Troublesome.  Disquieted, 

weary.    Jukh,  A  wart. 

V j^jjihhdi;  A  noise,  cry.  Hardness. 

p  jji^-yot^As/i,  Lightning.  The  rainbow.  Aray. 
p  i^jjad,  Gum,  the  tears  of  a  plant. 

p  ̂J^lJjidan,'Yo  darn.  To  sew,  stitch.  To  notch a  millstone. 

p J\ji^jjad'Kdr  or  judwdr,  Zedoary. 

p  ̂^\jjja7-df/han,  A  sandy  place. 
p  i.sJj^\jjjardghang,Sandj  soil.  Jurdghang, 

Land  full  of  flints,  and  cracking  from  drought. 

p  iijjjard,  Gluttony.    Fulness.   A  glutton. 

p  i_Jjjyar/",  Deep.  High.  Deep  search,  strict 
examination.  Acute,  penetrating  (man).  Great. 

Much,  copious.  A  long  and  tedious  story.  A  ditch, 

a  pit.  A  narrow-mouthed  vessel,  i  ijj  i^bji^  dar- 
ydfijarf,  The  deep  sea,  the  bottomless  ocean. 

p  ̂jjjarfd,  Depth. 

p        f-jjjjarf-hin,  (or  »\X3)  Deep-sighted. 

p  fjijjjarfi,  Depth.  Sagacity,  penetration. 

Penetrating,  sagacious,  deep-sighted. 

Pj\jjjjarwdr,  Zedoary. 

p  ijjjara,  A  line  for  hanging  clothes  on. 

Pj\ff-jjaghdr,  Rust.  Mouldiness.  A  cry,  cla- 
mour, fearful  noise.  Hardness,  roughness.  A  co- 

louring herb. 

p  ij\^jjaghdra,  Bread  of  millet.  The  navel 
of  an  ox,  or  of  any  animal.  Paint  for  the  face. 

Complaint,  lamentation,  clamour. 

p  \y^jjaghdl,  Bread  of  millet.  Jughdl,  A  live 
coal.    The  cornel-tree  or  fruit. 

p  sXt^jjagkdla,  The  navel  of  an  ox.  Bread  of 
millet.    Red  paint  for  the  face. 

p  j\^jjaghdv,  A  brothel,  stew.    A  whore. 

p  jo-gJt.jagh,  Going  backwards  and  for- 
wards. Labouring.  A  gnashing  of  the  teeth,  from 

cold  or  from  rage.  The  noise  made  by  nuts  or  by 

almonds  shaken  together  in  a  bag ;  also  that  made 

in  masticating  food. 

p        jaghal,  jughal,  and  jvgJml,  A  live  coal. 

p  dj^jjaghand,  The  cries  of  a  wild  beast  when 
taken  in  a  net.    A  bell.  Hardness. 

p  (  jj  Jfl/,  Wet,  moist. 

P  i^'SjJaft,  Lean.    Thick,  corpulent. 
P  VJ-^  V^"'  Victory  at  play,  jufra,  Envi- 

rons of  the  mouth. 

p  iji^jjafk,  Gumminess  at  the  eyes.  Snot. 
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p  (-->  I  i^^Jafk-dl),  (or  Jafgdb)  Dirt 
collected  in  the  corner  of  the  eyes. 

p  ii^jjafida,  Moistened,  macerated. 
p  Liiij  Juk  or  jak,  An  inward  murmur  from 

anger  or  vexation.  One  who  murmurs  inwardly. 
A  traveller. 

p  ij^jjahdra,  Quarrelsome,  squabbling,  diso- 
bedient, contumacious,  stubborn. 

p  j^jjalidj,  A  species  of  iron  mallet,  sharp  at 
one  end,  a  mattock.  A  small  mirror.  Peevishness, 

frowardness,  obstinacy. 

p  6*ti%^  jakdsa,  (or  OMi^j  jakdshd)  A  hedgehog. 

p  i^^j  jakdk,  A  bird  which  feeds  on  carrion. 
Jukdh,  Coal. 

p  [y^jjukdl,  (or  ̂yijjugdl)  A  live  coal,  brand. 
p  jalidn  or  jukdn,  Murmuring  inwardly. 

Wretched.  Disturbed. 

p  [j^^jjahas,  May  God  avert !  fly  we  to  God. 

p ̂ -j  jahjar,  Very  patient,  meek,  mild. 

p  {^^^jjahfari,  Patience. 
Pj^^jjahur,  A  miser.  A  freebooter,  robber. 

p  s^jjahid,  Fatigued. 

p  ̂̂ iXi^jaJudan  or juIiidan,To  mutter  to  one's self  in  a  rage. 

p  i^jjigdn,  Helpless,  powerless,  moneyless, 

p  ̂ jjam,  A  midwife. 
p  Si^jjl  ̂ jjam-dwarda,  Senior  wife,  matron. 

p  yOjjamu,  Borax.  Janiu,(or  '^yCj  jamulugh') A  cylindrical  stone  orroller  wherewith  they  smooth 

the  clay  roofs  of  houses. 

p  i^jjan,  Base,  deformed. 
PjOjjainbir,  A  basket  for  removing  rubbish. 

p  d^ijjand,  A  garment  worn  out  and  torn.  A 
piece.  A  patch.  Afire-steel.  The  Zand,  or  book 
of  Zartusht. 

p  iSij  i^jjandjand,  In  pieces,  piecemeal. 
p  td^ijjanda,  Old,  worn  out.  Rent.  Cut  up 

into  strips.  Pure.  A  patched  garment.  Huge, 

horrible.  A  bit,  piece,  patch.  Jitida,  An  old 

patched  garment.  Huge,  horrible. 

p  iiy^j  janda-posh,  Clothed  in  rags. 

p  J.^,  iSijjanda-jnl,  A  large  elephant.  A  fu- 
rious elephant. 

p  f^\s^'>jjankddn,  A  bell  which  women  tie  to their  feet. 

p  a^j  janha,  Blight,  mildew. 
P  tf^jyawr/.  Rust.  Mould,  blight.  Night.  The 

sun,  sunbeams.  A  patch  upon  a  garment.  The 

bookof  theimpostor  Mani.  A  wrinkle  on  the  skin, 

aju*.^  jang-hasta,  ( j>,d.>,  i^^'  jang-pazlr, 
i^Jjj  jang-Jihwurda,  also  \dS>jjang- 

giriftd)  Rusty.  Sick,  ailing.  Jing,  A  drop  of  rain. 

pJ^'ij  jangdvjliwsL  Verdigrise.  Mould. ̂ jUi.^ 
iCij^ j\^jshamshv'ija?igdr-gi)'ifta,  Ar\istj  sword. 

p  i^^J^L^j  jangdrl,  Of  the  colour  of  verdigrise, 
sea-green.  Rusty. 

p  ̂Ji^Lj-j  jangddn,  (or  ̂JsL^jJangdan)  Rust. 

Small  globular  bells  hung  round  the  rims  of  Ara- 
bian drums. 

p  s^jijjangala,  A  cloven  foot  (as  in  oxen  or 
deer).  Jungula,  The  stop  of  an  organ. 

Pi^    jjmiguTicha,  An  open-mouthed  bell. 
p  s^SLijjanga,  Blight,  mildew,  smut. 

p  iOjJana,  Sting  of  insects :  point  of  a  needle. 

p  (^\^jjinydn,  Anise. 
p  j^jjju7vdr,  An  under  jailer. 

P  J^\yj  jaivdghdr, (or J  jawdgar')  A  solemn festival  among  the  fire-worshippers.  Name  of  one 

of  their  priests.  Name  of  the  chiefs  of  the  idol- worshippers. 

p  i:X:ijj  jopvi,  A  sort  of  spear,  or  demi-lance. 
P  <-^jJ  jatvrak,  Name  of  a  small  red  bird. 

P JJ>Ji"i'  (o^  ̂JjLj)     porcupine,  hedgehog. 
p  ̂jO.Jui>jJ  jushidan,  To  distil,  drop.  To  be 

troublesome,  to  involve  in  difliculties. 

Pj\s-jj  jughdr,  A  kind  of  bird. 
P  {^jjjul,  A  lark,  or  any  bird  pecking  up  the 

seeds  after  sowing.  Sadness,  grief,  agitation  of 

mind.    Jol,  A  fold,  ply,  wrinkle,  inequality, 

P  e^jjjula,  A  lark. 
P  f^^^jjolidan,  To  become  intricate  or  mixed. 

To  grow  gray  (hair).  To  change  colour  or  shrink 
with  the  morning  cold.  To  fall  as  dew.  To  blow 
as  wind.  To  be  scattered  or  dishevelled. 

p  iSiijjjolula,  Entangled,  mixed.  Rubbed 
with  the  hand.  Dishevelled. 

p  ̂ jy>  i^i^jj  jolida-moy,  One  who  has  entan- 
gled or  dishevelled  hair. 

p  iSx<jjjumlda,  A  field  sown  and  watered. 

p  ijjjjun,  A  kind  of  bird.  An  idol,  false  god. 

p  (ji^J^jj  johidan,  To  distil,  drop,  trickle  (as rain  from  the  eaves). 

p  ii^JjDjjjohula,  Watered  (garden). 

p  »j'Ja,(equiv.to  *>-c/ia)  An  affix  of  diminution. 
P  Lfjfi,  A  reservoir,  cistern,  ditch.  Elegant 

apparel.  Name  of  a  village  near  Isfahan. 

p  (^^.j  jiydn,  Formidable,  terrible,  rapacious, 
fierce,  angry.  A  savage  beast.  A  scorpion.  Awood. 

sheri  jiydn,  A  fierce  lion. 

p  j>.jjir,  A  cistern,  reservoir. 

p  Sj^j  Jim,  Cumin-seed. 
P j>.jpz,  A  man.  A  wrestler,  champion. 

Fjljjli,  Carrion.  Filthy,  impure. 
p  [^^.j  jighdl,  A  large  cup. 
p  iJli.jjtk,  Drops  of  rain.  A  porcupine. 

P  ijJ^.jjtg  A  friend,  companion.  Drops  of  rain. 

p  ̂ .jfin,  A  friend,  companion,  associate. 

p  f^\^jjmdn,  Anise. 
p  tjljjvva,  Quicksilver,  mercury. 

sin,  (called  nl^^sj^  jtS-  ̂ j^wJ  sini  ghayr 



manhutajA^  slni  muhmala,  Undotted  sin) 
The  twelfth  letter  of  the  Arabic  alphabet,  and  the 
fifteenth  in  the  Persian.  In  arithmetic  it  denotes 

60,  and  in  almanacks  is  the  character  for  the  sun 

in  his  sixth  aspect:  it  likewise,  in  abbreviatures, 

stands  for  j»^LJ\  as''saldm,  Peace.  Prefixed  to  a verb  in  the  aorist  it  limits  it  to  a  future  signification. 

This  letter  is  sometimes  interchangeable  for  C->  te, 

^jim,  ̂   ha,j  zayn,       shin,       sad,  8  he,  and 
ye :  as,  Ijjo  tlna  or  Ua*>»  sina  ;  (^Si^  j>  bar  ma- 

jidan  or  ̂ ^^iJu-* j>  bar  masidan ;  rvayhov  (j^j 

ways ;  \>jj  zurna  or surna ;  {^^\>^_ pa-bosh  or 

i^^^.pd-hos ;  busdk  or  j^^aJ  busdk;  $1*1 

dmdh  or  (^\^]  dmds',  khdmiov  ̂ j^jcIs-  hhd- 
mis.  Its  power  is  that  of  the  English  s  in  sun. 

p  Uo  sd.  Tribute,  revenue.  A  kind  of  rich  silk, 

(in  composition,  from  sdyidan)  Rubbing. 

e.x^jahba-sd,  (or  L«  i^jyisf  jabin-sd)  Rubbing 

the  forehead  (on  the  ground),  i.e.  making  a  pro- 
found reverence.  (When  affixed  to  a  word)  Like  : 

as,  \*njjS'  ̂ mbar-sd,  Resembling  ambergris. 
A  Am  sdsa,  (fut.  ̂ y^.  yasusu)  He  did  evil. 
A  sdsat.  The  horn  of  a  bow. 

sa^sar.  One  who  leaves  orts. 

A  sasdfat,  (v.  n.  of  (__jj«i)  Suffering  from 
distemper  (cattle). 

A  j»lU*>  safdyn,  A  being  wearied  or  disgusted. 

A  'iioWm  susdmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂X**)  Being  wearied. Weariness,  disgust. 

A  L^\ui  sasb,  (v.  n.  of  L^\ut)  Strangling,  suf- 
focating. Stretching,  widening  (a  leathern  bottle). 

Quenching  the  thirst,  (pi.  (..^yn  susub)  A  bottle 

(of  a  large  size);  aleathern  case  in  which  they  put  it. 

Sufob,  (v.  n.  of  (_>iMi)  Being  saturated  with  water. 
A  (Jl;Lo  sdbb,  A  curser,  reviler. 

A  l^bLti  M&ai;,(pl.  C-jll^bL-Jsaiaia^  and  laJo3_j**i 
sawdbii)  A  covered  passage  connecting  two  houses. 

A ^}^sdbih,{\)].'^lij)Subhd]i)A.sviimmev.  (pi. 
sawdbih)  Swift-going  (horse). 
A  sdbihdt,  Spirits  of  the  faithful  («.  e. 

of  Muhammadans).    Ships.    Stars,  planets. 

A  !^ jAau  sdbiriy,  Cloth  of  the  finest  and  most 
excellent  kind.  A  coat  of  mail  of  the  best  texture 

formed  of  small  compact  rings.  The  best  species  of 

dates.  (!jj>^*>*  L^j^  ̂ rzi  sdbiriy,  The  offering 
for  sale  of  any  valuable  commodity  that  needs  no 

puffing,  like  the  cloth  sdbiriy. 

P  sdbizaj,  (or  tiJ^U**)  A  mandrake. 

A_^^U*>  sdbi^  (pi.  &*Xi*>  saba^t)  Seventh. 
a\-3o\»j»  sdbi^n,  In  the  seventh  place,  seventhly. 
A  sdbigh,  Complete,  ample,  full,  profuse; 

long  (tail,  buttocks,  &c.).  Long-pizzled.  Neck-ar- 
mour (a  texture  of  rings  hanging  from  the  helmet). 

A  iwoUiS  sdbighat,  A  long  coat  of  mail  covering 
the  whole  body. 

A  sdbih,  (pi.  ̂f*>»  subbak)  Past,  preced- 

ing, going  or  gone  before,  former,  by-gone.  Before 
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in  point  of  time.  Swift  (horse)  that  takes  the  lead 
and  wins  the  race.  A  predecessor.   A  conqueror. 

One  who  surpasses.  Before-mentioned. 

zamdni  sdbik,  Time  past.  j»IjO^)1  ̂JjU*  sdbihu'l  in- 
^m.  An  ancient  benefactor. 

A  lfljU*»  sdbihan,  Before,  in  time  past,  formerly. 

A  LL>ysj\i*>  sdbihdt,  A  ngels  (as  excelling  others). 

A  &ibl**)  sdbihat,  (fem.  of  sdbik)  The  past. 

Ancient  right  or  custom.  Pre-excellence,  prece- 

dence, superiority.  A  remarkable  progress  (in  any 

thing).  Friendship.  iJI^^lJlP  j  t-flk)  lajlwJSct&iAa^i 

lutfu  ̂ yidyat.  Past  favours  and  assistances.  isSo\*n 

{JI^jkjo  sdbiha-ma^ifat,  Old  acquaintance. 
PJ^l**>&a^U»^saZ)^Art-s«/ar,Aleader.Muhammad. 

A  ̂J|^aJL«>  sdbihln,  (pi.  obliq.)  Predecessors. 
A  ̂y>\*^  sdbil,  Pouring  (rain). 

A  &bL«»  sdbilat.  Beaten  paths.  Travellers  (espe- 

cially going  different  ways).    Goers  and  comers. 

p  aJjjlw*  sdbuta,  (in  zand)  An  old  woman. 

p  liyU**  sdbud,  A  circle  round  the  moon.  A 

swing.  Ivy.  A  green  film  on  the  surface  of  stag- 
nant water.  A  certain  manoeuvre  in  wrestling. 

p  e6\iij^l*»>  sdbu-ddna,  Sago. 

Pj^L»»  sdbur,  Name  of  a  province  in  Persia. 
Name  of  a  city  in  the  aforesaid  province.  Name 

of  a  city  in  Khuzistan.  (from  Pjj^.  sI*<j  shdh-2)ur) 

Sapor  (called  also  zu'l  aJitaf)  son  of 
Ardshir,  and  king  of  Persia. 

A  sdbvLvd,  One  of  the  five  cities  which 
were  overthrown  in  the  time  of  Lot. 

p  8,    L«  saJwra,  A  hermaphrodite.  Asodomite. 

p  (^jti^\ut  sdbus,  Seed  of  fleawort. 
A  sdbut,  Name  of  a  marine  animal. 

A  sdbiyds,  (pi.  sawa^i)  The  mem- 
brane enclosing  the  child  in  the  womb,  or  which 

covers  the  nose  of  a  young  camel  when  born.  The 

breeding  of  cattle  (particularly  when  prolific).  Pro- 
lific (sheep).  Numerous  herds.  Camels  kept  for 

breeding.  Th  e  earth  about  the  hole  of  the  field-mouse. 

p^j^,U*>  sdbizaj,  (or  ciJjjJ.Uu)  A  mandrake. A    S  Uu  sasat,  The  horn  of  a  bow. 

A  OImj  sast,  (v.  n.  of  0\ji**)  Strangling,  suffo- 

cating. >Saja<,  A  side  of  the  throat.  ij(i\*n  sasa- 
tdni,  (dual)  The  two  sides  of  the  throat. 
p  sat.  Sleep. 

A  Olfcu  sdtt.  The  sixth. 

A j!>l*<J  sdtir,  A  concealer,  coverer,  hider. 

p  sdtgin,  (^^Lj^ut  sdtginl,  j^^L>la» 

sdtgl,  (J^£jI*«  sdtgln,  or  sdtglni)  A  large 

bumper-glass  of  wine  drank  to  any  one's  health. 
p  sdtgln,  A  beloved  object. 

p  JjLo*  sdtil,  A  plant  like  a  dry  mushroom. 

A  (_y>U*»  sdtil,  Consequent,  coherent  (as  rolling 
tears  or  pearls  on  a  string). 

AjjjIau  sdtur.  Name  of  one  of  the  magicians, 
who  believed  in  Moses. 

A         sdtl,  The  sixth. 

P  sdj,  A  certain  kind  of  bird.  An  iron  plate 
for  baking  bread  upon.  The  teak-tree. 

A^l**»  sdj,  (pi.  ij^^  sijdn)  A  green  or  a  black sash  rolled  round  the  head  and  hanging  down  be- 
hind. The  teak-tree. 

A  c— sdjib  (pi.  \..,^\yt»  sawdjib)  A  dried 

up  leathern  bottle. 
A  lios-Lw  sajwZ,(pL  sujjad)V rostrsLte  in  ado- 

i-ation.  One  who  bends  forward  his  head  in  ado- 
ration. An  adorer. 

A  5i>9-l>*)  sdjidat,  Weak,  dull,  dim  (eye).  (A 

palm-tree)  bending  under  the  weight  of  its  fruit. 

Aj>\u»  sdjir,  A  place  filled  by  a  flux  of  water. 

A  j^^^a-Lu  sa;mi/,  White  and  high-bred  (ram). 

A  sdji^  (One)  speaking  rythmically.  A 
long-bodied  camel :  also  one  which  calls  to  her  colt 
in  a  modulated  tone  of  voice.  A  handsome,  well- 

formed  face,  (equiv.  to  i>^\a  kdsid)  Resolving, 
aiming  at.  One  who  goes  straight. 

A  'ix>-\*n  sdji^t,  (pi.  sawdjiQ  Cooing 
(turtle-dove). 

A  sdjim,  (pi.  Flowing  (tear). 

Aj_y>-1**»  sdjur,  (pj^Uu  sdchur)  A  dog's  col- 
lar; or  a  piece  of  wood  suspended  to  it,  to  prevent 

his  running  away,  gnawing  the  cord  with  which 
he  is  led,  or  entering  a  vineyard  to  eat  the  grapes. 

A  (J_j»-l**>  sdjul,  A  (wicker)  cover  of  a  flask. 

A  ̂y>-\M»  sdjum,  A  kind  of  seasoning  or  sauce. A  certain  colour. 

A  sdjl.  Calm,  tranquil  (sea  or  eye). 

Dark  (night),  concealing  the  stars. 
p  sdchah,  A  rite  observed  at  nuptials. 
p  sdchl.  White. 

A  ,^j*>  sdh,  (pi.  of  &s»-U^  sdhat)  Courts,  inner 
parts  of  buildings.  Shores,  tracts  of  country. 

A  ̂ \*n  sdhh.  Fat  (sheep). 
A  Ols»L>i  sdhdt,  (pi.  of  &>-l**»)  Shores.  Areas. 
A  i^s^Mi  sahib.  One  who  proudly  sweeps  the 

ground  (with  the  robe  of  a  garment). 
A  M>-1**»  sdhat,  (pi.  sa/i,  sarvh,  and 

OW-Uu  sdhat)  A  court,  quadrangle,  the  inner  part 

of  a  building.  An  opening  or  space  between  houses. 

A  shore,  coast,  or  tract  of  country.  lLo-ImJ 
sdhati  tuba'  Paradise. 

A  'i.'i-\*n  sdhhat,  sihdh  and  suh- 
hdh)  Vei-y  fat  (sheep). 

A  js>-l**>  sdhir.  An  enchanter,  magician,  necro- 
mancer, fascinater,  sorcerer.  A  wise  man. 

A  *6,s>-l**»  sdhirat.  An  enchantress,  sorceress. 
^  ̂  j>\ui  sdhirl.  Enchantment,  magic,  sorcery. 

A  j_^=-^**»  sdhik.  One  who  brays :  a  bruiser. 
A  (Jv^l***  sdhil,  Beach,  shore,  coast.  Phoenicia. 

A  (_^^  sdhl,  A  lizard  feeding  on  the  ̂Is.***. A  S-s«-liJ»  sdhiyat,  A  violent  rain,  water  sweep- 

ing all  before  it. 
p  ̂\m>  sdhh,  A  series,  train.  Well  adapted,  ad- 

justed.   Collected,  accumulated.  Expedited. 



pCLas-I***  sakht,  Make,  construction,  fabi'ic,  ma- 
nufacture. Furniture,  apparatus,  gear.  Pretence.  A 

stirrup-leather.  The  girth  or  surcingle  ofa  horse,  to- 
gether with  his  armour,  covered  on  both  sides  with 

felt  cloth.  A  cord  for  fastening  on  a  load.  lILa=-1**» 

sahhti  amaj,  Plough-gear. 

p  sa/i/(ia^/7,  Make,  formation.  Effort, 

machination.  Design  (in  contradistinction  to  what 

is  natural).    Hj'pocrisy.    Furniture,  gearing. 

p  ̂J^5►lA.i  sakhtan,To  make,  form,  fashion,  pre- 
pare, perform,  build,  construct,  manufacture.  To 

feign,  counterfeit.  To  compose.  To  adapt,  adjust,  po- 
lish,furbish.  To  be  content  to  do,  to  manage  (with). 

p  SOS- Vwi  sa/Jtia,  Made,  formed.  Counterfeited, 

false.    Surreptitious.    Apt,  adjusted.   A  flatterer. 

p  lL^  sjc-\*h  sakhta-rang,  Consenting,  agree- 
ing, consonant. 

Pjlljjj  dJs-Lt*  sakhta-rozgar,  Prudent,  expe- 
rienced in  worldly  matters. 

p  ̂l^J  esj^lwi  saklita-ligam,  Headstrong,  stub- 
born, obstinate. 

A  j>\u»  sakhir,  A  jeerer,  mocker,  derider. 
A  las-U*>  sakhit,  Angry,  indignant. 

p  ̂^5'1**>  sahhin,  Mortar  mixed  with  sand.  The 
living  soul. 

A  i^i>-\*n  sahhin,  (fem.  XJi-Uu)  Warm  (day). 

A  li'Lo  sard  or  sasad,  (v.  n.  of  iiU*j)  Strangling. 
Sarad,  (v.  n.  of  ji*tf)  Bursting,  growing  raw  (a 

wound).  Drinking. 

p  sad,  Pure,  unmixed.  Plain,  simple,  un- 
adorned. Smooth,  even.  Rubbed,  worn  out.  A 

new  garment  not  rumpled  or  creased.  A  desert, 

open  champaign.  A  boar.  A  doctor,  learned  man. 

4il**>  sad  shudan,  (or  f^^^ii  budaii)  To  have 

the  dysentery.  ̂ j(i,^tiU*»  sad  kardan.  To  purify. 
To  castrate,  cut  all  clean  away. 

A  Oliil***  sdddt,  (pi.  of  dXui  sayyid)  Princes, 

lords  (especially  the  descendants  of  Muhammad). 

J*?**>  sayyidisadat,  Lord  of  lords,  i.e.  Mu- 
liammad. 

p  udJblwi  sadak,  A  stove,  especially  tlie  back 

part  where  the  fire  is  lighted. 

SY  (jIjj  I  iiU*j  sad  aivaran,  A  gum  found  in  the 
roots  of  walnut-trees. 

P  sdddrvardn,  Gall-apple. 

A  sadat,  (pi.  of  ii«jU*)  sdsid)  Lords. 

A  S  jI»*>  sdddat,  An  eye  which,  although  open, 

does  not  see  cleai'ly.  An  eye  entirely  white  and 
sightless.  Old,  decrepit  (she-camel).  Forelocks 
dangling  over  the  brow. 

p  sddaj,  Indian  spikenard. 

A  sddij,  Unfermented.    Unmixed,  sim- 
ple. Sincere. 

A  ̂liUu  sddih,  Abounding  in  produce.  One 
living  in  cheapness  and  plenty. 

A  'is-d\**»  sadihat,  A  thick,  dark  cloud. 
A  jOl**>  sddir,  Careless,  indifferent  about  what 
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one  does.  Astonished,  stupefied.  Blinded  by  the 
heat.  Sullen,  cross,  perverse. 

A  ̂(^liluj  sddis,  (fem.  L*>iil*»J  sadisat)  Sixth. 
A  sddisafi.  In  the  sixth  place,  sixthly. 

p  io}Mid\*M  sad-say  a,  A  level  place. 

p  ulJiiU*)  sddih,  A  species  of  nightingale. 

p  sddagl,  Smoothness.    Plainness,  ab- 
sence of  ornament.  Equality,  evenness.  Artless- 

ness,  simplicity,  openness.  Purity. 

A  piilwJ  sddim,  Penitent,  contrite,  sorrowful. 
A  (jiiliu*  sddin,  (pi.  &ii^**>  sadnnat)  Keeper  of 

the  fane  of  Mecca,  or  an  idol-temple.    A  porter. 

p  5iil*k>  sdda.  Smooth,  even,  plain.  Erased, 

without  writing  or  impression.  Pure,  unmixed, 

simple.  Open, sincere.  Artless, unadorned  (speech). 

An  open  champaign.  A  pure  white  garment  for 
the  summer.  Beardless.  White.  Stupid.  A  feast 

kept  by  the  Persians  at  the  winter  solstice.  Indian 

spikenard,  p  (j^i;^  Siil«»  sdda  kardan,  To  purify. 
To  castrate,  (for  »iill***>3  isidda)  Standing. 

p  Jti'uo  sdda-dasht.  The  heaven  above 
the  starry  firmament.  The  crystalline  sphere. 

p  Jii  sdda-dil,  Simple-hearted.  Artless, 
simple.    Stupid.    A  simpleton. 

p  sdda-dili.  Simple-heartedness. 

p  sdda-ru.  Smooth-faced,  beardless. 

p  ̂          sdda-zanahh,  Beardless. 
p^-j*»>  5til*i»  sdda  sipihr,T\\e  crystalline  sphere. 
p         id\tM  sdda-shuda,  A  dysentery. 

p  ijj^  SiiUw  sdda-tawri.  Gentleness,  Sim- 
plicity. Stupidity. 

pJ6  SiiUu  sdda-kdr,  A  kind  of  goldsmith. 

p  idjfid\*n  sdda-harda,  A  eunuch. 

p^j3  SiiLjj  sdda-lawh,  A  rasa  tabula.  Simple, 
and  unblemished.    Pure  in  heart.    A  simpleton. 

p  djo         sdda-mard,  A  simple,  ignorant  man. 

p  f^j^j  »4iL»»  sdda-waz^,  Artlessness,  simpli- 
city. "Stupidity. 

A  t^iiUu  sddi,  (A  camel)  pasturing  without  a 

keeper,    (for  (_j»>iiUu  sddis)  The  sixth. 

A  ̂iU**  sdzaj,  (from  p  SiiLoj  sac?a)  Indian  spike- 
nard. A  plant  that  grows  on  the  surface  of  the 

water,  having  leaves  and  branches,  but  no  roots. 

1^^^  ̂        sa^a/t  hindi,  Indian  leaf. p  i.S'dXui  sdzaja.  Simple,  plain,  clear. 

Aj\*nsas7^,  (v.  n.  ofjU*i)  Leavingremainsof food. 
SaMv,  (v.  n.  ofjl**j)  Remaining. 

Pjljo*  sdr,  A  starling.  A  camel.  Pain,  afflic- 
tion, grief,  trouble.  A  place,  spot.  A  hollow  reed. 

A  milestone.  A  wine-press.  A  title  by  which  the 

princes  in  Georgia  were  formerly  addressed.  A  czar. 

High,  tall.  (for^Ati  sa?-)  The  head.  Top,  summit. 
Having  many  inequalities  (ground).  j^**>jL»j  sari 

sahz,  A  green  starling.  J'^j^^iZ^  chashm-sdr,  A 

well's  mouth.  jL«iok**>  sahuh-sdr,  Light-headed. 

jIau  ̂j^Hj  nigun-sdr,  Head  downwards.  jU*»  jlS 
gdw-sdr,The  mace  of  Rustam  which  bore  the  figure 
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of  a  bull's  head.  Placed  after  nouns  it  denotes 

plenty,  magnitude,  similitude,  or  possession :  as, 
jL^l/is/ta/f/i!sar,Fullof  branches,branchy. 

ruhhsdr,  A  large,  beautiful  cheek.  jL*Xi**j  sang- 

sdr.  Stony.  J^.^^'i  kohsdr.  Mountainous.  J^j.^S' 
^mhar'sdr,  Full  of  ambergris ;  name  of  a  place 
whence  the  finest  comes.  sLS*  shdhsdr.  Like  a 

king.  devsdr.  Like  a  demon.  j\u» 
sagsdr.  Like  a  dog,  doglike  (in  disposition,  j^j^j^ 
shannsdr,  Possessed  of  shame,  ashamed. 

AjLoi  sdr.  Remainder  of  a  thing,  all,  the  whole. 

A  jIa»>  sarr,  Who  or  what  makes  glad. 
sara.  Pure,  excellent.  Undefiled.  Sarah, 

Abraham's  wife.  ̂ l**> jj  zar  sard.  The  purest  gold. 

^mba7--sdrd,The  most  odoriferous  amber- 
gris. Q^X^  mushk-sdrd.  The  finest  musk. 

^  i^]j^sdrdn,Thehea.d.  Heads.  Upper  part  (op- 

posed to  (j^.^.  pdydn).  Name  of  a  town  in  Irak. 
A  i_-^Lo  sdrib,  A  wanderer  at  large.  Appa- 

rent, conspicuous. 

p  j^bjl***  sdrhdn,  A  prince.    A  camel-driver. 

i3  u^-^  shuturani  bt  sarban,  Camels without  a  leader. 

p  5_j^Uu  sdrbugh,  A  commander. 

A  *»jl*u  sdrat,  Sarah,  a  woman's  name. 
A  8jLi>sarm<,Exhilarating(woman),who  makes 

cheerful.  5jl«»jLi-^  ahlibdri  sdrra,  J oyful  tidings. 

p  sdraj,  (or  i^J^  sdrcha)  A  sweet-sing- 
ing bird,  a  kind  of  starling. 
A  sdrih,  (fem.  &s»jU»i)  (Cattle)  pasturing 

freely  (whence  the  proverb  ̂   j  jL>-jl«»  aJ  ̂  
Id  lahu  sdrihat  roa  Id  rdnhat,  He  has  no  cattle 
nor  effects,  he  is  very  poor). 

p  LliU^lfcii  sdrkhak,  sdrkhk,  or  sdrikhk,  A  gnat. 
Sdrihhh,  The  sting  of  a  gnat. 

Pj^iJ>So-jU*>  sdi'hhak-ddr,  A  large  shady  tree, 
called  the  gnat-tree. 

p  tdiwjjl***  sdrashk,  A  gnat. 

pj\d  uiA>i,U*»  sdrashk-ddr,  The  gnat-tree. 

A  ̂ jj^  sdrih,  A  thief.  ^jj^  sdrihu'l 

yad.  Weak-handed. 
A  sdrikat,  (pi.  ijj'y**  sawdrik)  A  female 

thief.  A  large  cauldron.  A  pillory.  Name  of  a 

place  on  the  way  to  Mecca. 
sdrak,  A  starling. 

p  sdranj,  A  small  black  bird. 

p  LLiLjjU*>  sdrang,  A  small  black  bird. 

p  J jl*»>  sdro,  Name  of  a  black  bird  in  India. 
Sdru,  Plaster  or  mortar  mixed  with  sand. 

p  i^^j^  sdrwdn,  A  camel-driver. 
p^jU*>  sdruj.  Plaster  or  mortar  mixed  up  with 

sand.  Lime  mingled  with  ashes.  Quick-lime;  also 
ointment,  made  of  it  and  arsenic,  for  pulling  out 
hairs.  Name  ofa  bird  in  India  of  a  black  colour. 

A  Aj^J\jm  sdrurds,  Joy,  cheerfulness. 
p  uL1_jjI**j  sd7'uk,  A  kind  of  talking-bird. 

p  &3jjl*w  sdruna,  A  vine-branch. 



p  SjUw  sara,  Posts  or  stones  for  shewing  the 

way,  placed  at  the  distance  of  a  parasang  or  league. 

A  starling.  The  sash  of  a  turban.  A  dress  worn 

by  the  women  of  the  Deccan,  consisting  of  a  scarf 

passed  round  the  waist  and  brought  upon  the  head. 

A  kind  of  striped  stuff  brought  from  India.  A  veil, 

covering.    A  bribe.  Sarah. 

p  {_fj\*n  sari,  A  starling.  A  milestone.  The 
common  dress  of  Hindii  women  of  all  classes,  con- 

sisting of  a  sheet  of  cloth  worn  round  the  body, 

and  passing  over  the  head  and  shoulders  like  a 

hood.  A  sort  of  dress  worn  by  women  in  the  Dec- 
can.    Name  of  a  city  in  Mazandaran. 

A  (Jj^  sai'i,  Passing,  penetrating,  pervading, 
flowing.  Infecting,  contagious.  Noble.  Chief.  A 

cloud  risen  in  the  night.    A  lion. 

p  ̂jb_jl*t»  sariyan,  A  city  in  Georgia. 

A  i-^J^iM  sariyat,  (pi.  sawari)  A  column. 

A  ship's  mast.    A  night-cloud. 
p  sarihh,  A  whip  made  of  chains. 

pjUu  saz,  A  musical  instrument.  Concord,  har- 
mony. Arms,  apparatus,  accoutrements,  harness, 

furniture.  Preparations  (for  nuptials,  journey,  or 

any  important  business).  A  feast,  banquet.  Gain, 

advantage.  Patience,  meekness.  Fraud,  deceit, 

trick.  Like,  equal  to.  Just  as,  in  the  manner  of. 

Worthy,  (for  jjUiLosawjaw)  Intellect,  reason. 

i\j  sazi rah, Travelling  apparatus.  sazi  har, 

A  workman's  tools.  saz  kardan, To  tune 
(an  instrument).  To  prepare  necessaries  for  war,  a 

journey,  or  domestic  use.  Jjj^jI»*j  sazi  naw-roz. 

The  feast  of  new-year's  day.  Name  of  a  note  in 

music.  J^Mi  J  JyJi  soz  u  saz.  Words  and  sound, 
vocal  and  instrumental  music.  i_>L/i  J  ^ 
salah,  Apparatus,  armour.  Spoils.  U  na  saz, 

Mad,  ci-azy.  (in  compos,  from  tJii>-U*>  sahhtan) 

Preparing,  making,  effecting.  tdS^  zinda-saz, 

Resuscitating.  jU>J jsf**  CiUi  falaki  sihr-saz,  The 

enchantress  Fortune,  jloj^sf^  ̂ ^IxiJk/o  munshiyuni 
sihr-saz,  Writers  scattering  fascination  {i.e.  en- 

chanting by  their  elegance). 

p  ciJ^l**>  sazah,  A  porch,  portico,  vestibule. 

pjbjUo  saz-haz,  Trim,  dressy.  Ornament. 

Pj^tijljji  saz-dar.  One  who  disposes  properly. 

p  ̂jiijl***  sazish,  Make,  contrivance,  artifice,  in- 
vention.   Combination,  collusion,  confederacy. 

p  ̂ jj^  sazah,  A  resinous  pine,  which,  when 
split,  burns  like  a  torch. 

p  ui3]V#*j  sazah,  A  melodious  bird.  A  vestibule. 

p j^j^  saz-har,  (or  gar)  Consonant,  con- 
cordant, in  accordance.  Agreeing.  A  musical  in- 

strument. A  poet,  actor ;  any  one  who  invents  or 

feigns.  A  hypocrite.  One  who  arranges,  adjusts, 

disposes  suitably,  or  equalizes.  ̂ tiji»^^L»>  saz- 
har  shuda?i,  To  be  consonant,  suit,  agree. 

P  ijj6j\*a  saz-karl,  Agreement.  Concord,  har- 
mony.   Peace.    Equalization,  adjustment. 
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p  t_f    ̂ *t»  saz-gari,  Agreement,  harmony. 

p  ̂_^J>J^  sazgari,  A  sort  of  musical  air. 
p  sazmandjAvvan^ed  properly,disposed. 

p  sazandagi,  A  musical  performance. 

p  Si>jjU*»sa2a«fZa, Effective, effectual.  Aplayer 

on  musical  instruments.  An  arranger,  one  who  com- 

poses, adjusts,  pacifies.  A  maker,  performer.  A 

comedian.  8;ij3|^  j  8ii«ijU*»  sazanda  su  hhwa- 
nanda,  Instrumental  and  vocal. 

p  sazu,  A  rope  or  cable  made  of  the  fibrous 
bark  of  the  palm-tree. 

p sazwar.  Agreeing,  suitable. 

P  (_5j^jjL»>  sazwari.  Conformity,  harmony, 
agreement,  resemblance.    Aid,  help,  assistance. 

pjb         sazu-bdz,  A  rope-dancer. 
Pj_i)jL*»  sazwar,  Neatly  finished,  prepared. 

Proper,  suitable.  Worthy.  Furnished  with  arms 
or  furniture ;  accoutred. 

pCl*:>-l<.*i_jjl*»>  sas:  Msa/Jt<,Furniture,apparatus. 

v^J  0'>.j^  sdzidan,To  arm .  To  prepare.  To  agree, 
be  fit,  proper,  worthy.  To  search  for  by  groping. 

p  saz-yarah.  Warlike  instruments,  fur- 
niture, baggrasie. 

p  sds,  A  certain  insect  of  the  flea-species, 

or  louse-species,  but  larger  (a  bug  ?).  A  mother- 

in-law.  Pleasant,  elegant,  graceful.  Neat,  clean. 
Poor.    Name  of  an  old  family  in  Persia. 

A  (_j*iUo  sds,  (v.  n.  of  (j"J^)  Being  affected  by 
the  weevil  (corn).  A  black  corrosion  of  the  teeth. 
A  corroded  tooth. 

A  is  y^jAui  sassasat,  (or  -^IjwjIw*  sassds)  (v.  n.  of 

U*jIa*»  Q)  Calling  (an  ass)  to  water.  Chiding  (an 

ass),  driving  (him)  to  water. 
A  sIwjLjJ  sdsdt,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^^l/j*  Q)  Reproaching, 

reviling,  disgracing. 

SY  ̂ <.':.<^jl**>luj  sdsdr  hisht.  Seed  of  nettle. 
SY  i^jiiyy^\ut  sdsdliyus,  Assafoetida. 
p  ̂ J^\*n  sdsdn.  Solitary,  recluse.  A  beggar. 

Name  of  the  father  of  Ci^i^b^^ii,!  ardshir  bdbah, 
founder  of  the  dynasty  of  the  Sasanides,who  reigned 

in  Persia  from  A.D.  202  till  636j  when  Yazdagird, 

the  last  of  the  race,  was  overpowered  by  the  Ara- 

bians,   (pi.  of  sds)  Poor,  indigent. 

A  sdsab.  Name  of  a  tree  from  which 
arrows  are  made. 

A  sdsat,  (pi.  of  (j^-iJUu  sdsis)  Governors. 
Guardians.    Horsekeepers,  grooms. 

p  ljk**)l**i  sdsid,  Name  of  a  certain  demon. 

p jjjjLiJ  sdsar,  A  starling.  Sdsur,  A  hollow  reed 
used  for  writing:. 

A  ̂ ^Mt  sassam.  The  ebony-tree.  A  tree  from which  bows  are  made. 

p  j«**>l**»  sdsim;  Anise. 
p  sdsu,  Name  of  a  man. 

P|^^l«»sa«,Poor,indigent :  a  beggar.  Beggary. 

A  'ixtxXui  sdsiyat,  A  red  skull-cap  worn  by  Mo- 
rocco women. 

A^l^  sdtih,  (God)  who  expands  (the  earth). 
A  j^\m»  sdtir,  A  butcher.  A  satellite. 
A  sdtirun.  Name  of  a  king  of  Persia. 

G  jjy^lwj  sdtiryun.  The  herb  rag-wort. 
A  sdti^  Raised  up.     Diffused,  spread. 

Bright,  clear,  evident.  ̂ ^Ji^  sdti^'n  nur. 
Resplendent.  sjthKi*)  bardhini  sdti^,  Clear 

proofs,  evident  prodigies. 
A  Ji?l«isai!i7,Raised,flying  about(dust).  Name 

of  a  medicinal  plant. 

Aj^lsluj  sdtin,  Impure,  wicked,  base,  malicious. 

A j^)o\m>  sdiur,  A  butcher's  large  knife. 
A  (^^\-»^  sdtA,  Long-stepping  (hoi-se)  that  car- 

ries his  tail  high ;  also  vicious,  striking  or  biting 

other  horses.  (A  stallion-camel)  i-aging  and  run- 
ning out  of  the  herd.  Long. 

A  ̂l**>  sd^  (or  OIS'Im*  sd^t)  (pi.  of  '&S'\u»  sd- 
^t)  Hours.  Moments.  Times  present. 

A  sd^tiy,  A  watch  or  clock-maker. 
A  Ss-loj  sd^t,  (pi.  Cj>\sK*h  sd^t  and  sd^ 

An  hour.  A  little  while.  A  watch  or  clock.  The 

time  present,  a  moment.  Those  who  are  perishing. 

SpL<.51  as'  sd^f,  The  hour  of  the  resurrection. 
CL>S-\mjJ  (JLaC^Imj  sd^it  ba  sd^t,  From  hour  to  hour. 

(3^.*^  CL>^y*ti  sd^fi  zamdtit.  An  astronomical  hour. 

■^\ff-yji  sd^tun  saw^f.  Unfortunate  times. 

!s^\Mi  i^min  sd^tihi.  Immediately,  forthwith,  on 

the  spot.  'iplArtsa^atore,  For  a  little  while,  r  ̂jS-\m) 
C^Ijj  sd^fe  neli,  A  good  while. 

A  j^>^^  sd^tasizin.  Then,  at  that  time. 

A  SP'^Mi  sd^d,  (pi.  c>S-\yji  samd^d)  The  arm 
from  the  wrist  to  the  elbow,  the  fore-arm.  s^\m» 

^la)\  sd^dii't  tayr.  The  Aving  of  a  bird. 
A  js.^S'lwj  sd^dai,  A  lion.  Beam  of  a  pulley. 

A  ;J^l«i  .sa^«7.  The  throat.  Coughing  (camel). 

A jjS-lwi  sd^r,  A  furnace,  stove.  A  fire.  The leader  of  the  Christians  in  the  medical  art. 

A  Hj^L*>  sd^rat.  Fire. 

A  sd^,  (pi.  'i\MiSu^t)  One  who  endea- vours, attempts,  or  strives  after :  studious,  diligent, 
laborious :  earnest,  eager.  A  gainer,  acquirer.  A 

messenger,  courier.  One  who  exercises  jurisdic- 
tion or  authority,  a  governor.  A  collector  of  tithes 

and  other  revenues.  A  calumniator,  whisperer.  A 

chiefamongst  Jews  and  Christians.  One  who  throws 

work  upon  another.  (__^s-Iau  sd^  bVlfasdd, 
A  labourer  in  iniquity,  a  malignant  defamer. 

p  ̂U*j  sdgh,  A  bird  resembling  a  starling.  A 
thatched  house.  Burnt  brick. 

A  t_i5'U»>  sdghib,  (pi.  L_->li*»>  sighdb)  Hungry, 

famished,  and  tii-ed. 
A  sdghid,  (A  colt)  filled  with  milk. 

p jffXjji  sdghar,  A  cup,  goblet,  bowl,  tumbler. 

v^j^'^sdghari.  Back-leather  of  a  horse  or  ass. 
A  &-»5-U*>  sdghiyat,  A  delicious  draught. 

A  (  sl**>  sasf,  (v.  n.  of  (_-jl**>)  Being  cracked 
about  the  nails  (the  hand).    Being  chapped  (the 



lip).     Being  peeled  and  divided  into  fibres  (the 

palm-tree).  Sasaf,  (v.  n.  of  i  ttA*»»)  Being  cracked 

(the  hand).  Pahn-branches.  Hair  (of  a  wolf ), 
bristles.    A  cuckoo. 

A  (  9l**>  sdf,  A  row  of  stones  in  a  wall.  Wind 

raising  the  dust.  (pi.  of  &ila>  sqfat). 

A  sasafat,  (v.  n.  of  i^jjm)  Having  one's 
cattle  suffering  from  distemper. 

A  ftiU*  safat,  (pi.  (  saf)  Land  lying  be- 
tween hard  ground  and  sand. 

A  j}\jjt  safir,  A  traveller,  (pi.  'ijut*  safaraf)  A 
writer.  One  who  interposes  to  reconcile  two  parties. 

(j>\.y\yj»  sawafir)  (A  woman)  with  face  unveiled. 
A  horse  having  little  flesh  upon  him. 

A  'ij>\tt»  safirat,  A  body  of  travellers.  Name  of a  western  nation. 

A  LiliUw  sqfik,  A  pourer,  shedder.   A  sword. 

A  ̂il»>>  sqfil,  Lower  part.  Mean,  low,  vile. 
A  &Jil**>  safilat,  The  lower  part  of  the  body.  The 

lower  half  of  a  spear. 

A  ftJiLu  sajinat,  (pi.  sawafin)  (Wind) 
which  raises  the  dust. 

v^^\tjisafut,A.  shrill  noise  produced  by  blow- 

ing forcibly  on  the  ends  of  the  two  fore-fingers  put 
into  the  mouth. 

A  (_^l*o  saf  I,  A  violent,  sweeping  wind.  Dust 
carried  away  by  the  wind. 

A  safiycLf,  Dust,  or  the  wind  raising  it. 

p  ijiI*-A*U«>  safisak,  A  small  melon.  Perfume. 

A  (j^sU>5  Safin,  An  artery  in  the  back. 

A  ̂_^l«*>  saka,  (fut.  ̂ y*>.  yasukii)  He  drove. 
A         sash,  (pi.  susuli)  A  leg. 

A  sak,  (pi.  ,j3**>  suli,  ̂ jlijiwi  sihan,  and 
assuk)  The  leg  from  the  ankle  to  the  knee, 

the  shank.  The  trunk,  shaft,  or  bole  of  a  tree  :  the 

stem  or  stalk  of  an  herb.  One  mode,  order,  sex,  or 

species:  as,  ̂ jl***  (jO  Ot>3j  ivalaclat  hanina 

^la'  sakin,  She  brought  forth  many  children  of  the 
same  sex  (all  boys).  Vehemence,  severity.  Gravity, 

weight.  Afiliction,  pain,  torment.  A  male  pigeon. 

^  saAw  hurrin,  The  male  turtle-dove,  ̂ jl*** 

salii  ̂ rus,  Bride's  leg,  a  sort  of  bread  so 
called.  ̂ J^y!^  sahu'lmtzan,The  scale  or  bason 
of  a  balance.  jjUw  j^ff-  i^^SL^^^yukshafu  sakin, 

Afflictions  shall  cease.  ̂ jV*-^^  CL>^\iltaf- 

fati's  sak  bi's  sak,  A  phrase  expressiveof  the  last 
anguish  of  this  world  and  the  first  of  the  next. 

P  (j'^X'  Jj^***  taslirniri  sak  kardan,  To  un- cover the  legs,  i.  e.  to  tuck  up  the  clothes,  or  pre- 

pare to  do  any  thing  with  vigour. 

A^^^U*>sa/.'aw';,(du.)Legs(ofman,trousers,&c.). 

A  t_A'sl«»  sahib,  Near.  Far  ofi". 
A  wv**j  sahat,  The  rear  of  an  army.  The  stir- 

rup-leather. Drivers  of  camels. 

A  la^Lu  sakit,  (pl.i?lL-i  suhkat)  Falling,  fail- 

ing, lagging.  Fearing.  Contemptible,  vile.  Muti- 

lated. ki'Li  i^jo  marazi  sakit,  Falling  sickness. 
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A&WsljjosaAito!?,(fem.)(pl.lai\_j**>  mroahit ^^aSun 

sakta')  Low  in  price,  quality,  or  estimation.  Path- 
less, bare  (spot).    Fallen  (leaf). 

AjyU^JsaAwz-jHeat.  A  heated  iron  for  bi'anding. 

sahi,  (pi.  suhiy,  *jla**>  sukat,  also 
J^sLo  sukka')  A  water-carrier.  A  cup-bearer,  page, 

p  jjLiWjj  ̂ ^{ui  sdkid  ruhdniyan,  Adam.  Ga- 
briel. Satan.  sdkiA  shah.  The  moon. 

The  dawn.  An  aged  instructor,  guide.  ̂ jl  j'Lj 
sdhiydni  lahja,  Musicians,  singers. 

A  'iJi\*n  sahiyat,  (pi.  (_J>^_j**»  saroakt)  A  river, 
canal,  trench,  cut,  gutter. 

p j^L*>  sdhlgar,  A  cup-bearer. 

p  (_^j.Cjj'L»»  sdhigarl.  Office  of  cup-bearer. 
p  Ld3L»»  sak.  Ignorance.  Weakness  of  under- 

standing. Defect,  deficiency.  The  transmigration 

of  the  soul  two  degrees  descending,  i,  e.  from  a  hu- 
man to  a  vegetable  body. 

A  sahib.  Flowing  (blood,  tears,  or  wa- 

ter). Aquarius. 
A  CL/^^  sakit,  Silent,  quiet.  Silence. 

Aj^\iji  sdkir.  Quiet,  silent,  still  (night). 

A  ̂Iau  sdki^  Foreign,  strange,  far  from  home. 
A  i__iiit**i  sdkif.  The  lintel  of  a  door. 

_^  A  sdhin.  Quiet,  peaceable,  sedate.  Firm, 
fixed,  still.  A  consonant  not  followed  or  inflected 

by  a  vowel  (as  (^/t**)  bdsi  sakin,  i.  e.  bd 
qniescent  in  shab-hfidna.  An  inhabitant.  A 

demon.  ̂ Ia51  sdkinu'ttab^  Of  a  gentle  dis- 
position, aflable,  peaceable,  p  ̂^sl^  ij^^  sakin 

shiidan.  To  inhabit,  dwell.  To  rest,  remain,  ̂ ^it/^ 

{^'^^ sdkin  kardan,  To  mitigate,  pacify. 
sdkindni  /iAa/j,Dvvellers  on  the  earth.  (jU^Ijjj 

sdkindni  sidra.  Angels.  ̂ ^^<^J>  ̂̂ Uit***  sdki- 
ndni gardun,  The  stars.  Angels. 

A  sdkinat,  Quiet.   A  female  inhabitant. 

A  C^^^\i*>  sdkut,  A  silent  man. 
A  ioj$t**>  sdhutat.  Silence.  Silent,  taciturn. 

sakiz,  A  cashion,  pad,  or  rug  to  lie  on. 

H  f^^\>j»  sdgmdn,  Teak-wood. 
H  1^^^  sdgun,  An  Indian  tree  whose  leaves 

are  compared  to  elephants'  ears. 
A         sasala,  (fut.  (j^*"^.  yassdlu)  He  asked. 

p  (Jlwj  saZ,  Ayear.  A  ship.  A  timber-tree  used 
in  ship-building.  Jl**»  sdli  dyanda^Uhe  com- 

ing year,  next  year.  Jls-  Jl***  sdli  kdl.  The  pre- 

sent or  current  year,  ̂ ^^v-*  (Jl»*»  sdli  skums'i.  So- 
lar year.  ̂ Jj^  sdli  kamari,  (or  a*  JUu  sdli 

w?aA)Lunar  yeai',consisting  of 354  days.  JUo  JlwJ 

sal  sal,  (ijl— ̂   Jl*J  sal  ba  sal  or  JU*jjii  JU*>  sal 
dar  sdl)  From  year  to  year.  (JlwJ sdli  dlgar. 

Next  year,  the  year  to  come.  Another  year.  (Jli*> 

sdli  kakt,A  year  barren  for  want  of  rain.  (JL>i 

sdli  guzaskta,  ̂ Last  year. 

A  Jl«>  sdli,  (pi.  (j^Lu  sulldn  and  J^^***  sawdll) 

A  widely-extending  valley  producing  the  trees  j,Ln salam  and samur. 

p saZar,  Old,  aged.  A  prince,  chieftain, 
leader,  general,  commander,  vicegerent,  viceroy, 

lord-lieutenant,  judge,  or  any  person  in  high  office. 

CL^xi^y^^^Mi sdldri  baytulhardm,  Muhammad. 

lLX^  j^L*>  sdldri  jang,  A  leader  in  war  (one  of 
the  titles  given  by  Eastern  princes  to  their  nobles). 

(j^y>- j'ilLu  sdldri  klmdn,  A  table-decker,  sewei-. 
ek)i\jj^l**>  sdldri  hdfila.  Chief  of  a  caravan,  leader 
of  a  troop.  sdldri  kawm,  A  leader  of  the 

people,  a  general. 
p  sdl-afzun.  Increasing  the  year. 

The  twelfth  month  of  the  aera  of  Yazdagird. 

G  ̂i^irt^lluj  sdldmandird,  A  salamander. p  iO^lwj  sdldna.  Yearly. 

A  (_JLjJ  sdlib,  A  seizer,  spoiler,  plunderer,  ra- 

vish er.  (pi.  i_Jl^*<»sawaZ<&)  Delivered  of  an  abortion. 
V         sal-bar,  A  tree  bearing  every  other  year. 

A         sdliba,  (in  logic)  A  negative  proposition. 
p&Ji_jJU*J  sdlbiyah,  Sage  (an  herb). 

A  sa^dlat,  (or  «3Lj  saAat^  (v.  n.  of  (JU*i) 
Asking,  begging,  praying. 

A  ̂Im*  sdlih.  Armed.  An  armed  man.  Scour- ing from  eating  green  herbage  (camel). 

p  (_)-ols-  ,Jl**j  sdl-kdsil.  Yearly  produce. 

A  ̂ ^Lo  sdlikli,  (The  scab)  excoriating  a  camel. A  snake  which  has  cast  her  slough.  A  black  ser- 

pent. y*t\  aswadu  sdlikh,  A  black  serpent. 

asmadani  salihh.  Two  black  ser- 

pents, ii'^^'l***  lSjIa**^  asamf/Msa///f/m^,Black  serpents. 
sdl-kkidak  or  sal-khudak,  Fortunate, 

(in  astrology)  Lord  of  the  ascendant. 

p  ii^y-  sdl-khwurd,  (^ii^j^\Mi  sal-hkwicr- 
da,  andjU^Uj*  sdl-ddr)  Aged ;  and,  synonymous 
with  »^,t>«ll**>  sal-dida.  One  who  has  seen  many 

years:  an  old  man.  tsi<:i^\u»  ̂ J\ji,J)^^jnrdnisdl-dida, 
Old  men  laden  with  years. 

A  ̂ U*>  sdligh,  (A  cow  or  sheep)  exceeding  six 
years,  having  their  teeth  dropt  out.  (Afterwards 
she  is  called  sdligku  sanatin,  ̂ U** 

(^;Ou*»  sdligku  sanatayn,  and  so  on). 
A  I  a3U*»  sdlif,  Preceding,  going  before,  pass- 

ing by.  Past,  by-gone.    A  predecessor,    i  a5l**i 

j^3>5^  sdlif u'z  zikr.  Above-mentioned. 
A  'isl\*n  sdlifat.  By-gone  days.  The  neck  of  a 

horse  or  the  fore-part  of  it.  The  front  of  the  neck. 
A  &fl3l*>i  sdlikat,  Loud,  shrill-voiced  (woman), 

when  in  distress,  or  who  strikes  her  face.  A  snake 

that  casts  his  slough  several  times  a  year. 

—  A  CiiJlwj  sdlik,  A  traveller.  A  devotee,  p  jj^U*» 

i^jS'  sdlihdni  ̂ rsh.  Angels.  Holy  men. 

p  ̂j^Wi\u»  sdligdni.  Life,  age.  A nnual  pension. Anniversary. 

p  (^dji  JUw  sdl-gardish,  Beginning  the  new- 
year  from  the  accession  of  the  king. 

p  "iji  (JlfcU  sdl-girik.  Birth-day,  on  the  anniver- 
sary of  which  a  knot  is  annually  added  on  a  string 

kept  for  this  purpose. 



p  (Jl*  .i^  Jl*/i  sal-gasht,  Old,  in  years. 

p  ̂^^\u» salacji,  Age,  years  old. 

A  j^Lo  salim,  Safe,  free,  entire,  sound,  perfect, 
(in  gram.)  A  sound  or  regular  verb,  i.e.  not  hav- 

ing for  either  of  its  radicals  an\,  j,  or  or  the 
second  radical  letter  similar  to  the  third.  Verse, 

wherejn  there  is  no  dropping  or  elision  of  anyletter. 
A  l^lrji  suliman,  Freely,  safely,  securely. 

P|8 ̂   (Jl*w  sal-mah,  Date  of  the  year  and  month. 
Continually,  perpetually. 

A         salimat,  The  herb  sage. 

sal-mah, Td&te.  Continually,perpetually. 
p  scilanj,  Name  of  a  small  black  bird. 

p      ̂ Loi  salus,  A  deceiver,  flatterer,  hypocrite. 

p  ̂^jM^^Mi  salusi,  Fi'aud,  deceit,  subterfuge. 
p  uL)_j5l*usaZMft,  A  highway-robber.  Courteous. 
p  sala,  Age,  years,  the  age  of  animals 

(when  added  to  numerals,  however,  it  is  applicable 

as  well  to  human  beings  as  to  brutes).  The  rear- 

guard of  an  army.  jJU*>  shash-sala,  Six  years 

old  (horse,  ass,  or  camel).  s]U*j  <y*o  jf-i  plri  sad 
sala,  An  aged  man  a  hundred  years  old. 

p  salka,  (pi.  of  sal)  Years.  For  many 

years.  salhayi  tZara^,Length  of  years. 

p  j_Jlfc>i  sale,  A  year,  a  certain  year,  lyys^ 

saZecAa?2(^,  Several  years.  Jls- j^l**>  saZe /m/.  The 
present  year.    Salt,  Old,  aged.  Used. 

p  ̂jlJl**>  saliyan,  Every  day.  One  year.  Years. 
Life.  Annual,  an  annual  pension.  Nameof  a  place. 

p  ajL5U*j  saliyana,  Life,  age.  An  annual  pen- 

sion. ^4>^^j6yU*j  saliyana  hardan,  To  bargain 
by  the  year. 

p  (_^L3l**»  saliyani,  Annual.  An  annual  stipend. 

G  ̂ j^l^  salyun,  Parsley.  Seed  of  mountain- 
parsley^ 

A         soMm,,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ awj)  Being  wearied. 
A  sas7n,  Death.  Sasni  or  sasani,  (v.  n.  of 

^**i)  Being  wearied. 

p  ̂\ah  sam,  The  rainbow.  A  swelling.  A  dis- 
ease. Fire.  Death.  Destruction.  ̂ *njut  sar-sam, 

A  swelling  in  the  head,  j^^*** pi***  sam-swwar.  Rid- 
ing on  the  rainbow  (a  metaphorical  figure  for  a 

horseman  whose  motions  are  as  rapid  as  the  wind). 

jjWji  pLo  sam  nariman,  A  celebrated  hero  in  old 

Persian  romance,father  tojj  J^^aZ  2;a?',and  grand- 

father to  p>*^  rustam.  He  was  named  also  (Ji> 
\^tlui  dil-sanyin,  Heart  of  stone,  in  allusion  to 

which  Suhayli,  speaking  of  the  fierceness  of  Sulay- 
man,says  that  the  fire  of  his  rage  wouldhave  melted 

the  brazen  body  of  Isfandiyar,  and  changed  the 

stony  heart  of  Sam  to  a  heart  of  flesh. 

A  |»l**j  sum,  Shera,  son  of  Noah.  Gold  and  sil- 
ver ;  also  veins  of  those  metals  running  through 

stones.  A  hole  where  water  lodges.  A  cane,  rattan. 

A  ̂l**»  sa9nm,Distressingly  hot  and  pestilentially 
windy  (day).  Venomous,  baneful,  infectious.  Pe- 

culiar, proper.  {^j>\  j«.l***  samm  abras,  A  large  and 
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venomous  kind  of  lizard. 

p  ftsf'Ul**)  samahhcha,  Bodice,  stays,  corset. 
p  a.^UlwisaTOo/b/ia,  A  bodice:  shift:  shortvest. 

p  &  ':^\ia\Misamakcha  or^\io\Misamaki,A  bodice. p  jjl«U*i  saman,  Household  furniture,  baggage, 

articles.  Instrument,  tools,  apparatus.  Order,  ar- 

rangement, disposition.  Preparation.  Foundation 
of  a  house.  A  boundary,  limit,  place  where  any 

sign  or  mark  is  placed,  to  separate  one  field  from 
another,  a  balk.  A  side,  quarter.  End,  scope,  aim. 

A  butt  for  archers.  Measure,  quantity,  proportion. 

Currency.  Patience,  quiet.  Rest,  pause.  Cessa- 
tion, conclusion.  Continence,  chastity.  Opulence. 

A  good  disposition,  probity.  Understanding,  rea- 
son, intellect.  Power,  strength.  An  assembly,  com- 

pany :  people  met  together.  A  whetstone.  Custom, 
habit.  A  city,  town.  Seasonable,  pat.  Proper  time. 

Facilitated,  rendered  easy,  feasible.  Uncertain. 

Name  of  the  father  of  a  dynasty  of  kings  called 

jL..)\/oV**j  samaniya.  ;_^*^  ̂jl^U**  samani  jancji, 

Warlike  apparatus.  ̂ jUl**>  j  jt^  ̂   hi  sar  u  saman, 

Immense,  boundless.  Stupefied,  brainless.  Desti- 
tute, indigent.    Endless,  applied  to  affairs. 

A  &<l**»  sasamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i*^)  Being  wearied. 
A  X<«1***  sasmat,  A  being  wearied  or  disgusted. 

The  feeling  of  irksomeness. 

A  &x)U»i  saniatf  (pi.  ̂ *tt  siyavi)  An  excavation 

down  to  a  well.  (pi.  p\!**»  sam)  A  vein  in  a  moun- 
tain different  from  the  rest.  Gold.  Silver,  or  veins 

of  the  same  in  stone.  A  cane.  A  rattan.  A  hole 
wherein  water  lodges. 

A  iLel**j  sammat,  (fern.)  Poisonous.  Familiar. 

Special.  An  intimate  friend.  A  patrician.  The 
aristocracy.  Death. 

A  ̂l**i  samili,  Liberal.    Affable,  gentle. 
A  i>ol«i  samid,  One  who  carries  the  head  haugh- 

tily.   A  good-tempered,  jolly  fellow.  A  singer. 

Pj(«l**j  smnir,  Name  of  a  place  noted  for  the 
manufacture  of  stufis. 

Aj*Lu  samir,  (pl.jl^**>  summar)  One  who  con- 
verses at  night,  by  moonlight :  the  place  where  such 

conversations  are  held  :  the  people  assembled. 

A  ij<\t*i  samirat,  Samaritans.  Those  who  hold 
nocturnal  conversations  by  moonlight. 

A  ̂  jukiM  samiriy,  Name  of  a  magician  said  to 
have  been  contemporary  with  Moses,  and  to  have 

made  a  speaking  calf.  Samaritan. 

A  j|/j*l*A)  sdmarriy,  Native  of  Surmanra. 

A  &|ji«l**j  samariyat,  Samaria. 
A  la*l**>  samity  Milk  turning  sour.  Bread  baked 

without  salt. 

A  ̂l**j  sam?'^,  Who  hears ;  a  hearer  :  obedient. 
A  Rjrfol***  sami^t,  (fem.)  Hearing.  The  ear. 

«.»/«l**i  Ojj>  hurcati  sami^,  The  sense  of  hearing. 

A^^U/o\**jsam»<7/mm',(du.)Thesides  of  the  mouth. 
A  samih,  Tall  and  long. 

samih,  High,  raised,  elevated,  lofty. 

p  (j«A^l**j  sam-kis.  Great,  noble. 
A  samil,  A  composer  of  differences :  a 

peace-maker.   Studious  of  living  with  propriety. 

A  i^io^^  samin.  Fat,  plump.    Rich  in  butter. 

p  j;i>x«l**»  samandar,  (orJiiJiAol**!)  A  salamander. 

AjyoL*)  sdmur,  Adamant. 
A  Uyclui  sdmund,  A  weight  of  three  carats  or 

one-eighth  of  an  ounce. 

p  ewUw  sdma,  A  covenant.  An  oath.  A  loan. 

An  asylum,  place  of  safety.  Particularly,  espe- 

cially, chiefly.  A  banner.  A  snare.  Friends. 

A  Sj«L»j  samih,  (pi.  :^!**>  summah)  One  who  runs 
without  fatigue.  Astonished. 

A  (_^l**»  sdnii,  Sublime,  exalted,  (pi.  (_^^_j**» 
samdmi)  Stallions  which  carry  their  heads  high, 

(pi.  sl»**i  sumat)  A  hunter. 

p  Jjk*l**>  samiz,  A  whetstone. 
sdn,  Law,  custom,  rule,  fashion.  Habit, 

disposition.  Form,  figure,  semblance.  Apparatus, 
furniture,  utensils.  Honour,  reputation,  respect, 

fame,  dignity,  rank.  Cause,  reason,  manner.  End, 
conclusion.  A  kind  of  military  garment,  either 

for  one's  self,  horse,  or  elephant.  A  bit,  piece.  A 
share,  portion.  A  whetstone.  A  file,  rasp.  Review 

of  an  army.  Shewing  one's  self  off  in  a  comely 
mannei'.  Name  of  a  town  in  the  district  of  Balkh. 

Equal,  like.  (Added  to  nouns  it  implies  similitude, 

resemblance)  ̂ ^U*i        shama^dn,  Like  a  candle. 
A  sdnih,  (A  bird)  which  turns  the  right 

side  to  a  man,  and  passing  from  his  left  to  the  right 

(considered  as  a  good  omen).  Happy,  fortunate, 

p  ̂^lAvi  ̂l**i  sdnih  shudan.  To  appear,  be  evident. A&^l**i  sdnihaf.  Revelation  (in  augury). 

p  (j*jjiijl**»  sdndus,  The  river  Indus. 

p  ̂^Ijwj  (jl**>  sdn  sdn.  In  parts,  pieces,  portions. 
A  &5ol**i  sdni^t,  Handsome  (slie-camel). 

p  ei>flil**»sa«//ia,  Maiden's  hair.  Dragon's  blood. 
p  jS^Kui  sdn-(jir,  A  proper  arrangement.  A 

natural  temper.    Adorned.    A  simple  man. 

p  ̂ l**»  sdnanj ,  AYmdi  of  melodious  bird,  small and  black. 

A  (Jilwi  sdni,  Water-drawing  (camel). 
A  ii^l**>  sdniyat,  A  large  bucket  with  the  ap- 

paratus, (pi.  jjlj**»sfl!n-aKi)  A  female  camel  trained to  water  ground. 

A  _j\**>  sami,  (v.  n.  of  Wm)  Extending  far  (one's anxiety).  Doing  evil  to.  Running.  Stretching  (a 

garment)  till  it  tears.  Sowing  dissensions.  Pro- 
pensity, desire,  inclination,  intention,  purpose.  A 

place  to  which  one  has  been  accustomed,  home. 

p  jl**>  sdv,  Tribute  (especially  of  oxen,  paid 

by  enemies  who  have  submitted).  A  bit  of  gold. 

Filings.  Pure  gold.  Bought  gold.  A  crucible. 

A  part,  portion.  A  steel  for  sharpening  a  sword  or 

knife.  A  prickly  stick  about  which  silkworms  en- 
twine themselves  when  about  to  spin,  or  used  as 

firewood,   (in  comp,)  Filing,  cutting  with  a  saw. 



savi  ahan,  Filings  of  iron. 

F         smva,  (or  Gold  or  silver-filing. 

A  8jU»»  sawat,  Name  of  a  place, 

p  tijU»  sawad,  The  garment  fits  the  body  tight. 
\*n  sawari,  Tax,  tribute. 

p  jjiiJj_jl**>  sawazldan,  To  rub  gently, 

p  iijjU*>  sawand,  Rhyme,  measure, 

p  jjLu  sawu,  Tribute. 
p  sawa,  A  bit  or  filing  of  pure  gold.  A 

crucible.  Name  of  a  wrestler  of  Turan.  Name  of 

a  city  in  Irak. 
P  sawidan,  To  file.  To  polish,  furbish. 

To  saw.  To  bruise,  bray  small.  To  anoint.  To  un- 

derstand, reason.  To  dissolve  in  water.  To  strain 

off".    To  handle. 

p  JJ>JjL»»  sawida,  Brayed  small.  Filed. 

pJ^.jUu  sawiz,  Of  good  morals  or  temper, 

p  (jM^jl***  sawis,  Any  thing  of  great  value. 
Carded  cotton,  with  which  a  garment  is  lined.  A 

garment  wadded  with  a  cotton  lining,  worn  in 

battle.    A  woman's  basket  for  cotton. 

p  ijlj^  sawin,  A  basket  for  holding  cotton  pre- 
pared for  spinning.  sfJL)  ̂ J>.^^  sawmi  jjamha, 

Baskets  of  cotton. 

A  sahir,  Waking,  jfcl^i  JJ  laylun  sahi- 
run,  A  sleepless  night. 

A  syjiLw saJdrat,The  earth,  o'r  its  surface.  White 
ground,  i.  e.  not  beaten  with  the  feet.  Hell.  A  run- 

ning fountain.  An  extensive  desert  without  water. 

A  country  which  God  will  make  new  on  the  day 

of  the  resurrection.  Syria.  The  sheath  into  which 

they  imagine  that  the  moon  enters  when  eclipsed. 

A  'i.ijSa\*n  sahiriyat,  Name  of  a  perfume,  in  the 
preparation  of  which  vigilance  is  indispensable. 

A  I  i.St>\*n  sahif,  Thirsty,  especially  when  mor- 
tally wounded.    Perishing.    Pale,  pallid. 

A  sahik,  A  disease  of  the  eyes  ;  also  an 

itching  in  the  eyes.  Violent  (wind). 
A  sahimat,  An  extenuated  camel. 

PjyfcUwsa/tMj'jName  of  a  mountain  which  yields 
stone  of  the  hardest  kind. 

A  jjJsU**  sahur,  The  moon  ;  also  the  sheath  into 
which  (according  to  the  belief  of  the  vulgar  Arabs) 

she  enters  when  eclipsed.  Moonlight.  The  moon's 
orbit.  A  halo  round  the  moon.  The  shadovi'  of  the 

earth.  Watching,  wakefulness.  Abundance.  The 

last  nine  days  of  the  moon.  The  root  of  the  eye. 
The  surface  of  the  earth. 

p  5^_^\*n  sahuya,  Name  of  a  celebrated  inter- 
preter of  dreams. 

A  ̂ J^^  sdhi,  Negligent,  careless.  Stupefied, 

p  f_ff\ijisay,  (from  ̂ ji^y**  sudan  used  in  comp.) 

Filing,  polishing,  rubbing.  A  delicate  sort  of  stuff". 
(_?l**>  e^->  nigin-say,  A  polisher  of  rings  or  gems, 
an  engraver,  i__a5 

ringlet  scented  with  musk 

A         sasy^  (v.  n.  of  t^Uw)  Stretching  (a  gar 
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ment)  until  it  tears.  Sowing  dissensions. 

P^j<^-ibU*>  saydnidan,To  cause  to  rub  or  anoint. 
A  (_-oU**  sdsibj  Flowing,  current,  fluid, 

p  jjl-^.Lu  sdyahan,  A  canopy,  umbrella,  para- 
sol. A  shade  formed  by  foliage  or  by  any  other  pro- 

jection. A  tent,  pavilion.  jja^  \  ̂J^i\*t»  sdyahani 

ahhzar,  The  sky.  (_;|lc*k>  ̂ jK^^m  sayabdnisimdbl, 

The  false  dawn,  j^l^i^  ̂ j\^\j*>  sdyahani  zulmdni, 
The  false  dawn.  A  dark  night. 

A  sdAbat,  (pi.  c- suyyab)  Set  at  li- 
berty, as  a  slave ;  or  as  a  she-camel  in  obedience  to 

a  vow,  or  in  consequence  of  having  been  delivered 

of  ten  female  colts,  when  she  immediately  receives 

a  dispensation  from  all  further  labour.  s^Uu 

antisdsibat, Thou  art  free  (formula  of  manumission). 

A  io.lw»sa?/a^,Evenness,equality.  io.Lu*  i-r^ 

zaraba  U  sdyatan,  He  directed  a  word  to  me. 

A  ̂U*jsaj:2A.,Devout,fasting  in  the  mosque.  A 
traveller. 

p         sayad,  Dross  of  iron. 

A  tXjl***  sdsid,  (pi.  'id\ui  sddat  and  sayd- 
sid)A  lord,  prince  by  birth  (inferior  to  siu*  say  y  id). 

AjjLrt  sdnr;A  walker,  goer,  traveller,  wanderer. 
Current(story,habit,&c.).  Remainder,  rest(though 

often  employed  to  signify  the  whole).  A  tax  on 

personal  property.  Land-customs. 
A  sasvrat,  A  crowd  of  travellers  going 

along  the  same  road. 

A  j^lui  sdsir  jihdt,  A  tax  on  boats;  in- 
land toll.  All  kinds  of  taxation  besides  the  land- 

rent  (a  term  used  chiefly  in  India). 

A  sans,  (pi.  i^\x>ji  sly  as  and  sd- 
sat)  A  governor,  manager.  A  guardian.  A  master 

of  horse,  horse-keeper,  equerry,  groom.  A  trainer 
or  breaker  in.  An  executioner.  A  black  corrosion 

of  the  teeth.  A  corroded  tooth,  p  'i\ 

sami  panjum^riwah,  The  planet  Mars, 
sasis-khana,  A  beast  of  burden. 

A  (_^-»jLh  sdsisi,  The  business  of  a  groom, 

p  {jiJ.l*A).sa?/ii'A,  Friction,  polish.  An  anointing. 

.^J  zulfi  mushk-say,  A 

A  sdsi^  Lost,  missing.    Neglected,  use- 

less.    |X^U»j  zdy!^  sdn'^  Straying,  strayed. 
A^\uisdj:igh,  (oi'^^  jiA^nsdf  ighldfigJi)  (Wine 

or  food)  flowing  gently  down  the  throat. 

A I  a.)U*j  sajr//',  A  possessor  of  a  sword.  A  striker 
withasword.  Asword-beai-er.  Armed  with  asword. 

A  &i)lw>  sdsifat,{j^\.  I  '^\yj»  sawdf  lf)  Fine  sand 
at  the  base  of  a  hillock.  Land  lying  between  hard 

ground  and  sand.  A  long  slice  of  meat. 

A  Jjjl^  sdsih,  (pi.  Jj^j-*  siiwdli)  A  stimulator, 
instigator,  impeller,  driver.  A  coachman,  postilion. 

p  i^^^jjisdyki,  A  drinking-cup.  A  crow,  raven. 

p^^J3}m>  sayagi,  A  shade.  Shadiness. 
A  (JjU*»  sdsil,  An  asker,interrogatoi-,  questioner, 

proponent.  A  beggar.  Flowing,  fluid,  liquid. 

A  'iy>\*i»sdfilat,  A  blaze  extending  from  a  horse's 
forehead  to  his  nose. 
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P  I — ft^  JjL*  sdsil  Itaf,  A  beggar. 

A         sdsim,  (pi.  j^\j**>  sawdfim)  (A  horse) 

going  to  pasture. 
A  s^-W*  sdfimat,  (pi.  sawdsim)  Camels, 

goats,  and  the  like,  which  subsist  d  uring  the  greater 

part  of  the  year  upon  pasture, 

p  St^.Lk)  sdyanda,  A  grinder, 
p  sdyawdn,  A  shade.    Dust  of  floors, 

p  (^y>\'^  sdyus,  Seed  of  fleawort. 
p  iO.lwi  sdya,  A  shade,  shadow.  An  apparition. 

A  wicked  spirit.  Name  of  a  demon.  Protection. 

A  petticoat.  Wickedness,  lewdness.  jjOjS^^  eO.U*) 

sdya  afkandan,  To  travel  towards.  CLfj  a-^.l*** 

sdyasirabbun  na^m,A  caliph.  Llo.l?'  s^^uisdyasi 
Jiimdyat,  Shadow  of  protection.  ft^.l***  sdyaA 

khudd,  Shadow  of  God.  (--'^  eo.l>*>  sdyan  rikdb, 
Protection.  Followers,  t>\*asdyan  kushur, 

Shadow  of  a  tree.  ̂ J^Ji^  sdya  gustardan, 

To  conceal.  To  shew  favour.  To  bind.  To  speak 

ill  of.  jy>  J  iO,^  sdya  su  nur,  Shadow  of  a  tree. 
Night  and  day.  ̂j^ii}^.  *^.V«a>  sdyad  yazddn,  Sha- 

dow of  God,  i.e.  A  mighty  monarch. 

p       wUi  sdyahan,  An  umbrella  :  a  parasol, 

p  i^j>  sS^t*>  sdya-burali,  (or  lL^  jO.U**  sdya- 
burag)  Name  of  a  soporiferous  plant. 

p  C^j>.  sdya-parast.  Loving  darkness. 
A  whoremonger. 

Pi§'*l}>.'>^}^sdya-parasii,'W  ickedness,\ev/dness. 
p j_5_^.  &^.^sa^a-^arwar,Educatedinthe  shade, 

or  athome;  soft,delicate,knowinglittleofthe  world. 

Any  thingeaten  with  bread.  A  parasite,trencher-fly. 

P  '^jjj^.  sdya-parward.  Quiet,  at  rest.  A 
receiver  of  favours. 

P  ̂   (j^'^-J^-  sdya-parwardagdni  khum, Grape-stones  thrown  into  a  wine-jar, 

p  si^,  io\*n  sdya-pasand,  Fond  of  shade,  quiet. 

P;_yjJo^,aJ_U>Ssa?/a-^a.sawc?i,Fondness  for  shade, 

p  {^y>.  sdya-posh,  A  parasol.  An  arbour, 
p  sdya-hhazah,  A  certain  plant  eaten 

with  bread. 

p  (^y>-  &^A**>  sdya-lihwush,  The  elm,  as  shady. 

PjU  i^\t*»  sdya-dd7%  Shady,  umbrageous.  A 
protector.   A  demoniac.  j sarvi sdya- 
ddr,  The  shady  cypress. 

P  i}^\*n  sdya-ddsht,  Shady.  Possessed 

of  a  spirit. 

p  jj  aJ.La  sdya-rav,  A  watch.  A  night-robber. 

p  idj         sdya-zada,  Shady.  A  demoniac. 
p  ̂̂ ^>Mi  is->\m*  sdya-shikdn,  Breaking  a  shade,  i.e. 

a  destroyer  of  false  religion.  A  reformer,  illumi- 

nator. A  polisher,  furbisher.  Light,  luminous. 

sdya-gdh,A  shady  place,  tent,  bower. 

Pjw^  &^,l»*>sa?/a-<7MS<ar,Shade-diffusing,shady. 

p  jS         sdya-glr,  Shaded,  catching  shade. 
p  (^13&A«4  sdyandk,  Shady,  overcast. 

p  jjw>  sdya-nishin.  One  who  has  seen 
few  troubles,  who  has  sat  in  the  shade. 



P  ̂jji^*>l«*>  sasidan,  To  grind.  To  rub,  wear.  To 

gnash  the  teeth.  To  smooth,  polish.  To  anoint.  To 
dissolve.  To  draw.  To  strain  off.  To  understand, 

p  »4i.*)U*i  sasida,  Ground.  Polished.  Worn. 

A  (JLuo  sdbh,  (v.n.of  u1ua>)  Cutting,  clipping. 

Wounding.  Stabbing  in  the  backside.  Reviling, 

reproaching,  cursing.  Imputing  error.  Execration, 

reproach.  Sahh  or  sihh,  Very  reproachful  and  abu- 

sive. Sihb,  (pi.  L^tjiMi  suhuh)  A  turban  ;  fillet, 
sash,  01'  female  head-dress.  Fine  linen-cloth.  A 
rope.    A  stake.    A  reviler. 

A  lx**>  saha',  (fut.  ̂ j^_yasbi)  He  took  prisoner. 
A  sabs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Buying  wine.  Pass- 

ing any  thing  slightly  and  inattentively.  Being 

fearless  and  indifferent  in  regard  to  an  oath.  Skin- 

ing.  Flagellating.  Burning,  scorching.  Taking 

by  the  hand, shaking  hands.  Asnake's  slough.  Sa- 
bttf  or  \iM»  saba\  A  country  in  Arabia  Felix,  where 

they  suppose  i^ju-^s^,  bilkis,  queen  of  Sheba  to  have 

reigned.  Name  of  Ibn  Yashjub  bin  Ya^rab  bin 
Kahtan,  from  whom  the  tribes  derive  their  origin. 

A  L*u  saba',  Name  of  a  tribe  in  Yaman.  Wood, 
timber  drifted  by  a  current  from  country  to  coun- 

try. \xMi  \^SjKi  tafarraku  aydi  saba' ,  (or 
U**>  '^^^.^  ayadi  saba')  They  were  dispersed  every- 

where, like  the  Sabeans  (or  sons  of  Saba  after  the 

submersion  of  their  country). 

A  ̂Ia**>  sabas,  (v.  n.  of  ljuu)  Purchasing  (wine). 

Burning  (a  skin).  Flagellating.  Skinning.  Taking 

by  the  hand,  shaking  hands.  Wood,  timber  car- 
ried by  a  current  from  country  to  country.  Sibas, 

(t.  n.  of  (_^***)  Purchasing  and  carrying  wine  from 

country  to  country.  Making  a  slave,  taking  pri- 

soner. (A  woman)  stealing  the  heart  (of  a  man). 
Wine  bought. 

A  f-\lui  sabbas,  A  vender  of  wine. 

A  u-'lfjjj  sibdb,  A  reviling,  an  abusing. 

A  i_*>i\^3<l^  L^^Mi  sabbabu  'I  ̂ raJiib,  A  sword. 

A  'i.>\Lj»  sdbbabat,  The  fore-finger,  the  index. 
The  second  toe.     p  a.Aj!**>  \\  angushti  sab- 

baba,  The  fore-finger. 

A  ̂̂ UijIjI***  sabbabatani,  Thumb  and  index. 

AX;^U*wsa&a&?;a^,NameofapeoplefromScinde, 

who  dwelt  at  Basrah,  acting  as  prison-keepers. 
A  subsat,  A  long  journey. 

A  OUjjj  subat,  Rest,  sleep.  A  light  sleep.  A 

doze.    Commencement  of  sleep  in  the  head.  Le- 
thargy. Time,  fortune.   A  very  subtle  man. 

OU*»j  ibna  subat,  Night  and  day. 

A  sabbaj,  A  seller  of  small  shells,  &c. 

A  ̂tjJisabbdh,(p\.j^^!>-^^Misabbahun')A  swim- mer.    Subbdh,  (pi.  of         sdbili)  Swimmers. 

A  &»-Ia*u sf&aAaf, (v.n.of ^^) Swimming.  Na- 
tation. uL»5-UA*>jJ.fc\fl/Ji5^&a/ia^,  Skilful  swimmer. 

A  s»-l3I**>  sdbhdJiat,  The  fore-finger. 

A  ,^\y*n  sibdhh,  (pi.  of  Hi*:*^)  Saltish  grounds. 
A  —li^Mi  sabddih,  (Persons)  short  of  victuals. 
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A  Sjiilffctf  sdbadirat,  Unemployed,  idle  fellows. 
Partners  in  any  vain  amusement. 

p  SiiU**j  subada,  The  smyris,  with  which  they 

cut  glass  and  stones  for  seals. 

PjUjji  sabdr,  Household  furniture.  A  wine- 
press. A  large  trough  into  which  the  grapes  are 

thrown,  and  pressed  with  the  feet.  A  ploughshare. 
A  furrow.    A  field. 

Ajlju*>  sibdr,  A  surgeon's  probe. 
p  sabdruk,  A  pigeon. 

p  »jlj»A<j  saZ^am,  A  stone  for  making  whetstones. 
p  sibdrt,  A  stalk  of  corn. 

P  so,bd7'it,  (or  (_^lxfcO  sabarT)  (pi.  of 
Ojj<*>>  subrut)  Waste  grounds.  Beardless  boys. 

CLa^jIa***  {^J^j'  «?'2;5a6arii,  Waste,uncultivatedland. 
p    JO^U*»»  sabdridan,  To  be  cleft  (ground). 

A  U^jljuM  sabdrina,  Sarsaparilla. 
A  (_»**»>ljuw»j  saZ/a^ift,  A  desert  country.  c_***>L.»Jl 

as'sabdsib,  The  feast  of  palms.  i_-**«U*t»  <^b  balud 

saJasiJ, Awidely-spread  town.  ^j^,  yaw- 
mu 's  sabdsib,  A  certain  festival  of  the  Pagan  Arabs. 

A  \>\iM>  sabdt,  A  fever.  Subdt,  A  Syro-Mace- 
donian  month  (February). 

A  'el9[iMi sabdtat, (y.n. of \3Ja*>')  Beinglank  (the 
hair).  Subdtat,  Rubbish,  sweepings  (of  a  house). 

Abundance,  plenty ;  amplitude.  Jis^  su- 

bdtatu'l  matar,  Abundance  of  rain. 

A  J^\iM»  subdtir,  A  long-necked  bird.  Tall. 

A  ̂Jw*»  sibd^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ f**>)  Indulging  in 

venery.  Making  a  boast,  priding  one's  self  on  this 
matter.  Obscene  talk,  ribaldry.  Reproaching, 

cursing  each  other,  (pi.  of  sabuQ  Lions, 
beasts,  or  birds  of  prey. 

A  j^s-lxuiSM&a^?/,  Complete,  entire, unmutilated 
(in  the  body).  Fierce.  Large  and  long  (camel), 

(in  grammar).  Consisting  of  seven  letters. 
p         sibdgh,  Meat,  or  aught  eaten  with  bread. 

A  |jljkA*>  sibdk,  (v.  n.3of  J^f***)  Endeavouring 

to  get  the  lead  (in  running),  trying  to  outstrip.  Pre- 

cedence. A  race.  i^V^  vj^***  sibdhu'l  bdzi,  A 
hawk's  leash. 

A  ̂^A**!  sabbdJt,  One  who  takes  the  lead,  and 

gets  far  a  head.  Subbdk,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^^  sdbik)  Pre- 
decessors. Conquerors. 

A  Li)lS*A>  sabbdk,  A  melter,  smelter. 

p  j_^lf>*»  sabdkl,  The  smelting  of  gold  and  sil- ver. A  coiner. 

p  Jlxwi  sibdl,  A  whisker. 

A  Jlj.**j  sibdl,  (pi.  of        sdbalat)  Whiskers. 

A  'B^\iMi  sibdlat,  Whiskers. 

A  sabdnit  (pi.  of  ̂ ^J^xmsabanta')  Bold, 
brave  men.  Leopards. 

A  sAiMi  sabdnid,  (pl.of  lj<\kMj» sabanda')'Bo\A men  or  animals.  Leopards.  Tall,  long. 

A  *5i>31a*m  sabdnidat,  (pi.  of  ̂ S^^)  Bold  men 
or  animals,  especially  leopards.  Idlers,  triflers. 

A  »U*»».  sabdh,  A  man  who  has  lost  his  wits  or 

his  vray.  Subdh,  A  trance. 

A  ̂.^J^  sabdya',  (pi.  of  ̂**»  sabiy)  Captives. 
A  (._^lja*>  sabdsib,  (pi.  of  t_>uJua>sa&I&)  Manes, 

forelocks,  (pi.  of  &j«v*j)  Linen  vests  or  cloths. 
A  w  Ufco  sabasiyat,  Name  of  a  sect  of  hyper- 

shlyas  who  ascribe  divinity  to  Ally. 

A  ̂\^sabdsikh,(iA.of'&^^sabikhat)'Pavticles which  fall  from  cai'ded  cotton,  or  bird's  feathers. 

A  (.ibljurt  sabdsik,  (pi.  of  'i^Lun-sablkat)  Bars, 
ingots  of  gold  or  silver. 

p  iJj^J^  sabdsil,  The  capital  of  Kandahar. 
A  i_-«J«*>  sabab,  (pl.L-.>lju*>\  asbdb)  Cause,  occa- 

sion, reason,  motive,  argument,  mean,  medium,  in- 
strument. A  rope.  Connexion  of  relationship,  af- 

finity. A  tract  or  quarter  of  the  heavens  or  earth. 

Away.  Agate.  A  banner.  Household  furniture, 
exclusive  of  hangings  or  apparel.  Life,  (in  pros- 

ody) A  foot  consisting  of  two  letters,  whereof  the 
first  is  always  inflected  with  a  vowel,  and  the  last 

either  marked  with  a  vowel  or  quiescent.  If  the 

final  be  quiescent,  the  foot  is  then  called  light :  as, 

7nan,  bal,  ̂   Id.  If  both  consonants  are  in- 
flected, the  foot  is  then  heavy :  as,  «J  lahu. 

A         subabat,  A  railer,  reviler. 

A  tl*iM>  sababiyat,  A  cause,  causation,  handle. 

A  'iljjisabbat,  A  portion  of  time.  Several  days 
of  heat,  cold,  or  sense  and  intelligence.  &am>  iJk* 
munzu  sabbatin,  For  some  time.  Podex.  Sibbat, 

The  fore-finger.  Subbat,  Reproach,  slander,  dis- 

grace, injury,  villainy.  A  man  whom  all  revile. 
A  {JL^Xjji  sabf,  (v.  n.  of  Cl*Ju*»)  Observing  the 

Jewish  sabbath,  sabbatizing.  Allowing  the  hair 
to  fall  in  braids.  Cutting.  Rest,  quiet,  repose,  (pi. 

asbut  and  O^fw*  subui)  The  sabbath.  A 

swoon.  Stupoi',  astonishment.  A  shaving  of  the 
head.  A  drowsy,  somnolent  man.  An  extremely 

subtle  man.  A  fleet,  generous  horse.  A  section,  a 

cutting.  Time.  A  while.  Fortune.  A  bold,  im- 
pudent boy.  Brave,  courageous.  A  quick  pace  of 

a  camel.  d»-wJ^^L- .^l:^^  as-hdbu's  sabt,  Sabba- 

tarians.    Jews.    '^Cxu)  Ij^.lj  U  md  rasay- 
nd^sh  shamsa  sabtan,  We  have  not  seen  the  sun 
for  a  week  (or  for  some  time).  Sibt,  Tanned  ox- 
leather  (especially  with  Egyptian  thorns).  Subt 

or  sabt,  A  kind  of  mallow. 

A  CL/lut  sibbitt,  Aniseed. 

A  sabtds,  (A  woman)  whose  ears  are  wide, 

whether  long  or  short.    A  desert. 

A  ̂^^**>  sibtdn,  A  fool. A  'i^tM  sabtat,  Ceuta  in  Africa.  A  long  por- 
tion of  time,  a  while.    A  herd  of  goats. 

A  ̂1U**>  subtul,  A  pot-herb  seed. 

A  &j(lJ>*>j  sibtiyat,  A  shoe  made  of  neat's  leather. 
A        sabaj,  (from  p  ajk^)  Small  black  shells. 
A  subjat,  A  blackish  garment  or  carpet. 

A  sleeveless  vest.  Breast  of  a  shirt.  Gore  of  a  shift. 

A  ̂ _**»  sabaha,  (fut.         yasbahu)  He  swam. 



A  ̂ *»»  sahh,  (v.  n.  of  Swimming.  Going 
and  coming.  Travelling  far.  Labouring  to  support 

life;  occupation.  Liberty,  leisure;  rest,  repose, 

sleep.  Digging,  excavating.  Talking  much.  Su- 

bah,  (pi.  of        suhhat)  Rosaries. 

A         suhahaj:,{^\.o{^^uisahuli)  Swimmers. 
A  c^l^  suhuhat,  Gloiy  (of  God).  Oratories. 

^  A  subhdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Praising,  glori- 

fying (God).  Exclaiming  ̂ \  suhhdna'llah. 
The  soul,  heart.  Swiftness  in  yielding  obedience 
to  the  divine  commands.  subhanalldh, 

Far  be  it  from  God  (to  have  a  wife  or  son)  ! 

^  subhdn  min  hazd,  O  wonderful !  strange  ! 

JJU!)  J  eol^*^  ijs>-  hakk  subhdnaliu  wa  ta^la\GodL 
the  most  holy  and  most  high. 

A  ̂^-^^^  subhdniy,  Divine. 
A  sabhat,  Garments  made  of  skins.  Sab- 

hat  or  subhat,  Majesty,  glory  (of  God).  Subhat, 

(pi.  subah)  A  rosary,  chaplet  (for  repeating 

prayers).  Worship.  Any  indifferent  act  of  Mu- 

hammadan  worship  not  prescribed  in  the  Kur'an 
or  Sunna  :  prayers  of  supererogation,  j^b  i-^^  sub- 
hasi  bilawr,  Stars  (a  rosary  of  crystal). 

A  ij^*^  sibahl,  (or  JI^^^5a&a/tZaZ)Thick,bulky 
(camel,  lizard,  girl,  or  bucket). 

A  &J^^  sabhalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-^*^  Q)  Repeating 

the  words  ̂ \  i^^^^ subhdna''lldh,  God  be  praised  ! 
A  sabhanat,  (v.  n.  of  fj^^  Q)  Pronoun- 

cing the  formula  <il)\  (jl^^  subhdna'lldh,  God  be 
praised !  Be  it  far  from  God !  Wondering. 

Pj^ii  e-^^  subha-ddr,  Worshipper,  beadsman. 
A  subhiy  or  sabhiy,  Of,  relating,  pertain- 
ing to  a  rosary  or  chaplet  of  beads. 

A  sabhh,  A  retiring  to  a  distance.  Rest. 

Deep  sleep. 
p         sibakh,  Salt.  Wit,  animation. 

A&— sabhhatjSabakhat,  or  sabikhat,(p].^[xtji 
sibdkh)  Saltish  ground.  Weeds  floating  on  the  sur- 

face of  stagnant  water. 

AiiJv*u  sabd,  (v.  n.  of  iAJuj*)  Shaking  (the  head). 

Sibd,  (pi.  iiljua>\  asJatZ)  A  wolf.  A  cunning  fellow, 

an  adroit  thief.  Sabad,  A  little  hair.  ̂   j  ciJ  U 
liJukO  md  lahu  labadun  wa  Id  sabadun,  He  has  no- 

thing. Sabid,  Remains  of  herbage.  Subad,  (pi. 

(^\i>Xm»  sibddn)  The  hair  of  the  pubes.  A  kind  of 
cloth  used  to  preserve  the  water  in  a  tank  from  be- 

coming muddy.  Ill  luck.  A  certain  bird  with  soft 

plumage.  Name  of  a  place  near  Mecca.  Rizam 

bin  Mazin  (a  man's  name). 
p  ,^xu»  sabad  or  sabud,  A  basket. 

P  (J^?-        sabad-chm,  Gleanings  of  fruits. 

A  'isxjji  sabazat,  (from  p  SXut  sabad)  A  kind 
of  basket  holding  fifteen  ̂ U?  sd^ 

AjX^  sabr,  (v.  n.  ofjA*^)  Probing  (a  wound). 
Examining  (any  business)  to  the  bottom,  A  lion. 
Sabr  or  sibr,  A  beauteous  form,  mode,  or  manner. 
Origin,  root.  Colour.  Beauty. 
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hasanu''l  hibr  wa's  sibr,Yerj  beautiful  and  lovely. 
Sibr,  Hostility,  reproach.    Subar,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  Cl^Xw*  sibrdi,  Poor,  indigent. 

A  SjA/>J  sabrat,  (pi.  C^\jiM»  sabardt)  A  cold 
morning.  Subrat,  A  sort  of  bird. 

A  CLJjiMi  sabrat,  Name  of  a  market  in  Tripoli. 
Subrut,  Poor,  indigent. 

A  'hjXtJi  sabratat,  A  being  contented. 
A  'i>-jXiJi  sabrajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Hiding, 

wrapping  up,  making  obscure,  mystifying. 

A  Siijju*»  sabradat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Shaving. 
Casting  a  hairless  fcetus  (a  camel). 

A  CL>jjXiji  subrut,  (pi.  {JL^J^xm*  sabdr'it  and 
sabdri)  Poor,  indigent.  Barren,  waste,  un- 

cultivated ground.  Mean,  contemptible.  Little 

(wealth).  Beardless  (youth). 

AjjjXui  subrur,  Poor.  Barren  (land). 
A  CL>>>jXui  sibtit,  (pl.C1.0jlx*o)  Poor,  indigent. 

p^aau  sabz,  Green,  verdant,  fresh.  Black,  dark, 

opaque.  Grass.  A  sword,  dagger,  or  breast-plate 

of  a  blueish  hue.  ̂ ^^^^Ja***  sabz  budan.  To  con- 
tinue in  full  bloom,  green  and  flourishing.  Jjuu 

sabzi  bahdr,  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  JJ^ 
sabzi  du  tdy,  Night. 

p  sabz-db,  A  green  thing  on  water. 

Pj=-  \jXu3sabz-dhhur,(ovj^  \jiM>sabz-dkhwur') A  stable  full  of  fresh  grass.    The  sky. 

p  lL^]}a*»>  sabzd-rang,  Of  a  green  colour. 
p  eolAwil^M*  sabz  dshydna,  (^^\^\  Jx^n  sabz 

ayrvdn,  or  ̂ ^btib        sabz  bddydn)  The  sky. 
sabz  a7idar  sabz,  Name  of  the 

ninth  musical  note  of  the  barbud. 

p^JjAwi  sabz-bagh.  The  human  body.  The  sky. 
p  JbjJuu  sabz-bdl,{ov  ̂ \ibdR)A  sort  of  grape. 

p  Jxjm  sabz-bustdn,  A  grass-plot,  green. 

p  b  sabz-pd,  (or  (_fb  Jjwa»  sabz-pdy)  One 
who  brings  ill  luck  with  him  (Black-foot). 

p  (_^.Jx»*>  sabz-par-i.  The  verdant  spring. 

P  i^^  jiMi  sabz-jyosh.  Clothed  in  green.  A 
tree  in  full  leaf.  Dressed  in  mourning.  Angels. 

Saints,  religious  persons.  A  dyer.  A  currier.  Jju*j 

(Jl^i^J  sabz-poshdni  bdghi  bihisht.  The 

hiiris.  Liili  i^JJ^y>_y^M3 sabz-poshdnifalak,  Angels. 
p  &3b>- sabz-khdna,  A  house  of  mourning. 

A  cemetery. 

p  i^^J^jxui  sabz-khing,  A  bay  horse.  The 

sky.  i^y^'^  ̂ ^S^  jiMi  sabz-khingi  manhus,  The world.  Fortune. 

p  ̂^\^s^' Jxjji  sabz-khrvdn.  The  sky. 
p  !o\dJXu>  sabz-ddna.  Green  (corn),  just  in  ear, 

befoi-e  the  grain  is  formed.    Seed  of  turpentine. 

p       'jXui  sabz-ddya,  A  violet. 
V  jXm»j^Jxm»  sabzi  dor  sabz,  Name  of  a  note. 
p  ii^ jXui  sabz  dih.  The  sky, 

p  t.f_^ijj>**»  sabz-rang,  Green,  Black. 

p  JJ**"  sabz-roshan,  A  kind  of  pigeon, 

PjVjJJu^  sahzzdr,  Of  a  greenish  colour. 

p  '^jjiMi  sabz-zdgh,  The  world.    The  sky. 
p  Jjll? Jf«j  sabz-tdk.  The  sky. 
p  sabz-tdms,  The  sky. 

p  t^,A».l>  Jju*>  sabz  tasht.  The  sky. 

p  j»\3^«»  sabz-fdm,  Of  a  greenish  colour. 

p  t^jS^XiJi  sabz-farsh,  The  sky. 
p  sabz-kabd,  Name  of  a  bird  (called  also 

uiJjA**)  sabzak)  of  a  yellowish  green.  Another  spe- 
cies of  bird.  An  inebriating  draught  made  of  hemp- 

leaves  and  opium. 

F  ̂Siji"**  sabz-kadam.  Unfortunate,  unlucky. 
p  ufJjA*.»j  sabzak.  Green,  fresh,  flourishing.  A 

flagon.  Maslock.  Name  of  a  bird  (coracias). 

p  sl^^  Jam>  sabz-hdr-gdh,  (or  l^X^S^ jx*^  sabz- 
kushk)  The  sky. 

Xut  sabz-kalah.  An  unripe  melon. 

p  \^JxMi  sabz-gird,  Name  of  a  bird. 

p  ̂jZS^i        sabz-gulshan,  The  sky. 
p  (JUiJju-j  sabz-mdl,  A  kind  of  grape. 

p  iJhjs^JxMi  sabz-manzara.  The  sky. 

p  ̂ O^jiMi  sabz-mayddn.  The  sky. 
p  (jb^**>  sabz-ndn,  Green  or  mouldy  bread. 
p  lL^3}a**>  sabzang,  Mouldy,  musty. 

A  O^jJfMi  sabzawdt,  (pl.of  p  i}A"i)  Greens, 

Pj^j)Jjk**j  sabzrvdr,  Name  of  a  country  in  Per- 
sian Irak  ;  also  of  a  town  there.  Sabzawdr,  Name 

of  a  town  in  Khurasan. 

p  S}f**»  sabza,  A  green  herb,  a  pot-herb.  Ver- 
dure. An  incipient  beard.  Bloom,  A  green  stone 

worn  in  the  ear  as  an  ornament,  sabza*i 

bahdr.  Name  of  a  note  in  music,    i^jnj y 

sabzasi  naiv-ras,  A  sprouting  or  incipient  beard. 

p  L—^l  l>jxM»  sabza-db.  Thick  stinking  water. 

p  sjjuujj  jo\  »}Jk**»  sabza  andar  sabza,  Name  of 
a  note  in  music. 

p  iO^ii  SjAAM  sabza-ddna,  A  violet. 

Pj\j  Sjjkfcu  sa&2:a-2;ar,  A  verdant  mead.  Wicked.. 
p  (_5^Jx«*>sa&^:^, Verdure,  greenness.  Any  esculent 

vegetable.Pleasantness,freshness.Spirituous  liquor. 
A  wine-vessel.  A  mistress  of  a  dark  colour.  Profit, 

F        ̂   L^ji-*^  sabz'i-farosh,  A  seller  of  greens. A  sabsab,  An  extensive  desert.  A  de- 

sert country.  u^^-a^J  jb  balad  sabsab,  A  widely- 
extended  city. 

sabsdbat,  (v,  n.  of  v_         Q)  Void- 

ing (urine).    Causing  to  flow. 
A  &lla-«*Jui*»  sabsatlyat,  Name  of  a  town  in  Pa- 

lestine, where  Zachariah  and  St.  J ohn  were  buried. 

A  laJu*i  sabt,  (v.  n.  of  JaJuw)  Being  lank  (the 

hair).  Lank  hair.  j«*<4^  Liaau  sabt u' I  j ism.  Of  a 
fine  stature  or  handsome  figure.  Liami  sab- 

tul  yadayn,  Liberal.  ^fla*  matarun  sabtun. 

Pouring  rain.  Sibt,  (pi.  IsUj^^  asbdt)  A  son's  son, 
progeny,  family.  A  tribe  (of  Israelites).  Sabaf, 

(v.  n,  of  la*uj)  Having  smooth,  lank  hair.  Lank 

hair.  (pi.  Lb***^  asbdt)  The  herb  nas'iy  when 
green  (an  excellent  pasture.   It  is  called  ̂ is-  ha- 



Ja, 

Ry  when  dry).  Any  tree  growing  from  one  root, 

and  having  many  branches.  Sabit,  Of  a  good  sta- 

ture, straight,  tall.  Lank  hair.  sabitu'sh 

sha^',  Lank-haired  (man),  ̂ ^.i^^  iaA**>  sabitu'l 
yadayUy  Liberal. 

A  ̂lkA»J\  as  ''sabtani,  (du.)  Hasan  and  Husayn, 
sons  of  Ally,  and  grandsons  of  Muhammad. 

A  &iUaJk**»  sabatanat,  A  hollow  tube  from  which 

they  shoot  little  birds  with  balls  of  clay  propelled 

by  the  breath.  A  cane,  spear,  or  javelin.  A  bird. 

A  sabatat,  A  single  plant  nasiy. 

A  J^i-*ti  sibatr,  Sharp,  clever,  witty.  (A  lion) 
stretching  himself  to  make  a  spring.  One  whose 

arrow  flies  far.    Tall,  easy,  and  good-natured. 

A  O^lajm**  sibatrat,  (Camels)  stretched  upon 
the  ground. 

A  'iJ^a-XjM  sabtarat,  An  obeying  orders  carefully. 
A  sab^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ***)  Becoming  the  se- 

venth, making  up  the  number  seven.  Taking  a 

seventh  part.  Twisting  a  rope  of  seven  plaits.  Rail- 

ing at,  insulting.  Falling  foul  of,  orbiting.  Shoot- 
ing at,  or  scaring  (the  wolf).  Carrying  off  a  sheep, 

making  havock  amongst  the  flock  (a  wolf).  Steal- 
ing, (fem.)  Seven.  A  lion.  A  great  and  important 

affair.  The  place  of  the  general  resurrection. 

{^j*^^  sab^'l  arz,  Maiden's  hair  (a  plant),  ̂ fw* 
sab^sayyara,  The  seven  planets.  jitJ^\  ̂ a*> 

sab^''sh  sha^,  Dodder  of  thyme.  1^^^^  sab^ altvan,  Seven  kinds  of  food.  The  seven  stories  of  the 

heavens ;  also  of  the  earth.  ̂ \^\  ̂ «J\  as'sab^  'I 
masam,  The  first  chapter  of  the  Kur'an  (as  consist- 

ing of  seven  verses),  or  the  seven  long  chapters  from 

»^  bakrat  to  Xjj])  tawbat.  yawmu's 
sab^  A  certain  holiday  amongst  the  Pagan  Arabs. 

i^Ss-\  Hula'  min  sab^  One  of  seven  (a 
name  for  any  dire  calamity).  Sib^  An  interval  of 

seven  days  between  the  times  of  a  camel's  drinking. 
Sub^,  The  seventh  part.  Sabti^  saba^  or  sab^ 

(pi.  asbu^  and         siba^  A  savage  beast. 
A  lion.    Name  of  a  constellation. 

Aj^Xui  sib^r,  (or  'ijxxu)  sab^irat)  The  ala- 
crity of  a  she-camel  when  briskly  tossing  her  head 

and  whisking  her  tail. 

A  (jlj«fMi  sab^ni,  (dual)  The  two  sevens,  i.e. 
the  sevgn  heavens  and  the  seven  earths. 

A  'i*x*n  sab^t,  (according  to  some  saba^t) 
(masc.)  Seven.  a.jtjk*w  sab^si  sayyara,  The 

seven  planets,  s^ut  ̂ ^Jj  wazn  saZ)^a^,  A  weight 

of  seven  ̂ y^^mishal.  Sab^t  or  sabu^it,  A  lioness. 

A  lj:J^xui  saba^ara',  A  long  slim  fellow. 
A  ̂J,i*Ju*^  saba^al,  Thick,  bulky  (man).  Bold, 

impudent,  fearless. 

A  'eS[.^ut  sab^  misat,  Seven  hundred. 
A  ̂ JytiM»  sab^na,  (obliq.  ̂ ^jUa*>)  Seventy. 
A  sabu^y,  Fierce,  ferocious,  fell,  ferine. 

A  SixJwjj  sabu^yat,  Fierceness,  cruelty,wildness. 
p       sabagh,  Fine,  precious,  pure,  clean .  Beau- 
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tiful,  elegant,  graceful,  lovely.  A  rapacious  animal. 

A  palace  having  many  windows  of  glass.  A  house 
painted  with  a  number  of  figures.  A  large  loaf  or 
cake  toasted  on  the  coals  or  under  the  ashes.  Su- 

buQh,  The  roof  of  a  house.  A  honeycomb.  A  reed. 

A  **j  subugh,  Clad  in  a  coat  of  mail,  cover- 
ing the  entire  body. 

p  &>[kxui  sabghana,  Earnest.    Subghdna,  Tall. 

A  &xam>  sabghat,  Ease,  affluence,  abundance  of 
the  enjoyments  of  life. 

A  5Uix«>  sabaghlalan,  Naked  and  unarmed. 

p  ajlaju*>  sabfana,  Cup,  bowl.  Subfdna,  Tall. 

A  Jjf»*»  sabk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '*»)  Going  before,  tak- 
ing the  lead,  preceding,  excelling,  outstripping,  sur- 

passing. Coming  in  first  at  a  horse-race.  Over- 
coming. Aggression.  ̂   md  sabaha,  The 

above-mentioned.   Sabak,  A  lecture,  lesson,  (pi. 

asbdJi)  A  bet,  stake  (at  a  horse-race,  or  in 
shooting  at  a  mark),  p  (^li;^  sabak  burdan, 

To  surpass,  overcome,  take  the  lead,  carry  prece- 

dency. To  do  much,  (jjii^  ̂3^*^  sabak  guftan, 
To  say  a  lesson. 

A  ̂luisubbak,  (pi. of  ̂ Kuisdbik)  By-gone,past. 
A  ̂^s^Mi  sibkdni,  Two  contending  (especially 

at  a  horse-race). 

A  sflffco  subkat,  A  wager,  a  stake. 

p  i^'^iMi  sabak-tdsh,  A  fellow-student. 
A  ̂jXiM*  sabk,  A  melting,  casting,  pouring. 

P(=ilf«»sa&«/j,Light(not heavy).  Light-footed, 

expeditious,  active.  Undignified,  degrading,  un- 
steady. Shallow.  Independent.  Haste,  despatch. 

sabuk  shudan,  To  be  light.  To  be 

smoothed.  To  be  alleviated.  To  be  despised.  uLIawj 

(^jii^  sabuk  giriftan,  To  despise.  To  hold  light. 
Sibik,  Name  of  a  bird  which  flies  towards  the  sun. 

Subik,  Soft.    Weak.    Softness,  weakness. 

p  liKfAU  sabkdd,  Summit  of  a  mountain.  The 
crown  of  the  head. 

Pj\^\Mi  sabuk-bdr,  Of  a  light  weight,  ready 
to  rise  and  travel.  Lightly  loaded,  unencumbered. 

Jocund,  blithe,  free  from  care. 

P  {.J^.  i^f***  sabuk-pdy,  Light  of  foot.  A  post- 
man. A  post-horse.  A  courier.  Inconstant. 

F t^Jjkj*)  sabuk-pa7%  Swift-winged. 

p  (j^^J^**>sa&iJt<ir/m,Name  of  a  brave  general 

(and  the  father  of  Sultan  Mahmiid,  founder  of  the 

dynasty  of  the  Ghaznawids,  who  flourished  in  the 

beginning  of  the  eleventh  century  j  and  hence  any 
man  distinguished  for  intrepidity).  A  precious 

thing.  A  divorced  woman  returning  to  her  hus- 

band, and  cohabiting  with  him  without  a  remar- 
riage (reckoned  infamous)  ;  an  adulteress,  a  whore. 

sabukcha,  Somewhat  light. 

p  ̂iy£^^^***  sabuk-khv^ad,  Flighty,  injudicious. 

pJa=»-  uilffco  sabuk-khez,  Vigilant,  quick,  brisk, 
active.  A  rivulet  (as  rising  rapidly). 

p  d\d^OMi  sabuk-ddd,  Active,  nimble,  clever. 

p  sabuk-ddr,  A  postman.  A  letter-bag. 

Pjj\i>Xx»*»  sabuk-ddru,  Any  medicine  which 
soon  operates.  A  physician  who  administers  plea- 

sant medicines  to  his  patient. 
sabuk-dasht,  Contempt. 

p  iJL^nd  sabuk-dast,  Expert,  dexterous. 

p         <:^Xm>  sabuk-dasfi,  Quickness,dexterity. 

PjllJ,  sabuk-raftdr,  Swift-paced. 
V      i^^Xxut  sabuk-rav,  Who  travels  quickly. 

p^jj  L^iMt  sabuk-ruh,  Merry,  jovial,  jolly. 
p  uiJjui*>  sabuk-sdr,  Light-headed.  Con- 

temptible. Helpless.  Unsteady,  undignified.  Hasty. 
A  fool.  Alone,  independent. 

p  (j];^**>  sabuk-sdrdn,  Worldly  persons. 
p  (O.Uo  uiljuoi  sabuk-sdya,  Fleeting,  transient. 

p jyJ^ui  sabuk-sar,  Light-headed.  Sober. 
p  L:iL**»  sabuk-sardn,  Poor,  low  persons. 

p  lL^**»  uiL*«>  sabuk-sang,  Light,  undignified. 

p^jw*  LiL**»  sabuk-ser,  Soon  satisfied. 

p  (jl-^  uLixuj  sabuk-^ndn,  Swift.  Tractable. 
p  laJ  l^Xm**  sabuk-likd,  Frank,  open,  prepossess- 

ing. Prompt,  obedient. 
p  ji,^.l»^*»>  sabuk-mdya,  Cheap.  Ignorant. 

p^^j*  i^dLwj  sabuk-mizdj ,  (orji*  udixm  sabuk- 
maghz)  Weak.  Fickle,  inconstant,  irresolute. 

p  ,_^*«»  sabuki,  Lightness,  levity.  Littleness. 
Weakness  of  mind.  Insult. 

A  (_y***>  subl,  An  ear  of  corn,  or  an  ear  well  filled 
with  grain.  Inclined.  Sabal,  Rain  (especially  be- 

fore it  has  touched  the  ground).  The  nose.  Exe- 

cration, reproach,  contumely.  A  spear.  A  long 

garment.  An  ear  of  corn.  A  disease  or  a  web  in 

the  eye.  Name  of  an  excellent  horse.  ^  J-**** 
sabalun  viir  rimdhin,Wit  of  a  spear  (long  or  short). 

Subid,  (pi.  of         sabil)  Ways.    Modes  of  life. 
A  ̂^Xam  sahlds,  Long-lashed  (eye). 

p  (j!ikx«j  sabaldn,  A  mountain  near  Ardebil. 
A  j^i^kjuu  sabaldmy,  Long-mustachioed  (man). 
A  'i\xu»  sablat  or  sabalat,  (pi.  JU**»  sibdl)  Whis- 

kers, mustachios.  Hair  in  a  camel's  nostrils.  Gar- 
ments, robes,  p  ̂li^  t^*-.***  CLAsMi  sablat  sust 

kardan,  To  weaken  or  distress,  a  Sublat,  Wideljr- 

extended  rain.  Sabalat,  Thinness  of  a  (camel's) 
skin.  The  pit  of  the  chest,  the  sticking  place  (in 

camels),  euiju** jL>  nashara  sabalatahu,  He  came 
in  a  menacing  mood.  Sabalat  or  sublat,  A  waving 

ear  of  corn.  Sabilat,  Long,  pendulous  (testicle). 

p  iJLAmm  siblit  or  sibilt,  Glue. 

A  ([^^^^J^  sabania',  (pi.  OjLiu*  sabdnit)  Bold 
(man  or  beast).  A  leopard. 

p  ̂ >**>  sibanj,  The  beam  of  a  plough. 

A&i_ji^^  sabanjunat,  A  fur  pelisse  of  fox-skin 
(said  to  be  derived  from  p        (^jU*"  I  dsmdn-gun). 

A'i\dJSM»  sabanddt.  Bold.  Long,  tall. 

A  (]^iiJlx«*>  sabanda^,  (pi.  ti3L«)  sabdnid  and 
8;ij\**«  sabdnidat)  Bold  (man  or  beast).  A  leo- 

pard. A  kind  of  silken  stuff  adorned  with  figures 



of  oranges. 

A  e^/^J-ui  sahariiyat,  Black  trousers  for  females 

(from  ijv*  sahan,  A  district  of  Baghdad). 

p^JUM  sabo,  A  cup,  ewer,  jar,  glass,  pitcher,  pot. 

^J^^*52^  jJu»  sabo  shikastan,  To  break  the  cup  (of 

hope),  to  despair.  To  spill  wine :  or  to  forbid  its  use. 

A  (_->_jf«>  sw&M&,(pl.of  <J1m*>  sibb)Ropes.  Sashes, 
or  female  head-dresses. 

A  C^jXu*  subut,  (pi.  of  tlAJk**>  sabt)  Sabbaths. 

p  &>jJuu  sabocha,  A  little  pitcher,  jar,  or  ewer. 

A  sahuh,  (pi.         subahai)  A  swimmer. 

A  pleasant-paced  horse. 

A  .^^Ljisubbuh  or  sabbuhjUoly  (epithet  of  God). 
A*s-  ̂ firf*  sabuhat,  Mecca.  The  -valley  of  Arafat. 

A  'ij  ̂La  sabburat,  A  tablet,  slate  for  writing  on, 
the  writing  of  which  may  be  afterwards  effaced. 

p  8j^f«»  sahura,  A  catamite. 
p  sabos  or  subos,  Bran,  chaff.  Scurf. 

p  jwj^juo  sa&osa,  Dandriff,  scurf.  Bran.  Saw- 
dust. A  weevil.  Froth. 

SMi^iMi  sabosanak,  Scaly,  scurfy  (head). 

A  )s subut,  (or  ii.i»jJu*»  subutat)(Y .n.oi)axu») 
Being  lank  (hair). 

A  ̂ ^^J^  subu^  A  week. 

A\S'^iM»  subu^n,  Seven  times. 

A  ̂ ^fMi  subugh,  (v.n.of  ̂ *»i)Being  ample,  pro- 
fuse, complete  (benefit).  Being  long,  reaching  the 

ground.  Inclining  to  and  arriving  at  (one's  home). 
A  &!jJkM>  sabulat  or  subulat,  A  head  of  hair.  An 

ear  of  corn  full  of  grains. 

A  ia*»»  sabah,  Dotage. 

A  ̂3iff>*)  sabahlal,  Idle.  \ip\s»-  ja^na  sa- 
bahlalan,  He  came  to  us,  being  idle ;  or  self-im- 

portant and  careless.  J).^JuJ\  J^La3\  az  zalalu 

'bnu's  sabahlal,  False,  vain,  trifling. 
A  saby,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Making  a  captive, 

taking  prisoner.  (A  woman)  stealing  the  heart  (of 

a  man).  Purchasing  and  carrying  wine  from  one 

country  to  another.  Digging  until  water  is  reached. 

Making  a  stranger.  (God)  leading  to  a  great  dis- 

tance, (pi.  ̂**»  sibiy)  Whatever  is  carried  to  a  dis- 
tance. Women  (either  because  they  steal  the  hearts 

of  men,  or  because  they  are  made  captive  and  pos- 
sessed). Siby,  The  slough  of  a  snake. 

A  |^**>  sabty,  (pi.  blxfcu  sabaya')  A  captive,  a 
prisoner.  Di-ift  wood,  timber  carried  by  a  stream 

from  place  to  place.  A  snake's  slough. 
A  AJjf«»  sabib,(jp\.  u-olxui*  sabasib)  A  reviler. 

Hair  hanging  over  the  forehead  of  a  horse ;  the 

mane ;  the  tail.  A  handful  of  hair.  Entangled  hair. 

sabtbat,  (pi.  i»_jJU**»  sabajdb)  A  linen 
vest  or  cloth.  Hair  hanmng  over  the  forehead  of 
a  horse.  The  mane.  The  tail.  A  handful  or  bunch 

of  hair.   A  clump  of  the  thorny  trees  sLaP  ̂ zat. 

A  lji:i*^sibbiba' ,  Arailing,  reproaching,cursing. 
AS — xiMi  sabisat,  Wine. 

A  'iliMt  sabiyat,  Wine  carried  from  one  country 
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to  another.  A  female  captive.  A  pearl  brought 

up  by  a  diver. 
p  saby,  A  shirt  without  sleeves.  A  black 

woollen  garment. 

A'is^-*^  sabijatjA.  sleeveless  shirt.  A  black  vest. 

A  ̂ ^<M  sablkh,  (pi.  ̂V***)  sabadhJi)  Any  thing 
which  falls  from  carded  cotton,  or  birds'  feathers. 
Bowed  cotton  folded  up  for  spinning.  Deep  sleep. 

sabikhat,  A  piece  of  cotton  spread  out, 
whereon  any  medicament  is  laid.  Deep  sleep. 

A jlajuuw  sabaytar,  Tall.   A  long-necked  bird. 

A  sabi^  A  seventh.    Name  of  a  family. 
A  ft^^li^  sabihat,  (pi.  uiJoU**)  sabadJi)  A  mass, 

ingot,  bar,  or  lamina  of  gold  or  silver.  P  (^^jcv*** 

o^ytji  simin-sabtha,  A  bar  or  ingot  of  silver. 

A  ̂ y^^  sab'd,  (pi.  (Jjuo  subul)  A  way,  road, 
path.  A  straight  and  right  road.  A  mode,  manner, 

means.  Opportunity  of  attacking  an  enemy.  Means 
of  effecting  a  reconciliation.  Conjunction,  link, 

bond  of  union.  Necessity.  Water  distributed  to 

thirsty  travellers  during  the  first  ten  days  of  the 

Muharram.  Way  of  escape.  (J^-^^  (^j^^  ibnu's 
sabil,  Son  of  the  way,  i,  e.  a  traveller.  Any  one 

who  is  left  behind  on  the  road,  through  the  death, 

fatigue,  or  sickness  of  his  beast.  abnan 

sabil,  Wayfaring  men.  ^y^jkMt  ̂j,  ft  sabil  allah, 
In  the  way  of  God,  i.  e.  for  the  love  of  God,  for 

sacred  uses.  A  war  against  infidels.  J^L<i3\  [^f^ 

sabilu  'z  zalal,  The  way  of  error. 
sabil  hardan.  To  prepare,  arrange,  put  in  order. 

p  ̂3.^^*^>  sibil,  Whiskers,  mustachios. 

A  sabilani,  (Two  ways)  Fore  and  aft. 
A  sabilat,  A  way,  road,  path. 

p  (^_jjUk**»  sibyush,  Seed  of  fleawort. 

A  j^_AA**»  sabh,  A  snake's  slough. 
A  &^^xm>  sab'uat,  A  female  captive.  Wine. 
p  Ixuj  sipa,  A  tripod.  Three-legged  (stool). 

V j\sm>  sipar,  A  wine-press.  A  large  trough 
into  which  the  grapes  are  thrown,  and  pressed  with 

the  feet,  (in  compos.)  Committing,  resigning,  re- 
commending, giving  in  charge.  Sijmr  or  siipar, 

Household  furniture.  A  vessel  in  general,  espe- 

cially one  in  which  grapes  are  carried  from  place 

to  place.  Supar,  A  ploughshare. 

p  ̂jiijLjMj  sipardan  or  supardan,  To  resign. 
p  »ii,Ljj*  sipdrda.  Committed  to. 

p  (__jijL*a  sijidrish,  Recommendation,  delega- 
tion, commission,  charge.  Intercession.  ^j^U**» 

1^^^ sipdrish  hardan,  To  recommend  to  the  care 
of  another,  to  consign.  To  command. 

p  »;i3,U«J  sipdranda,  A  betrayer,  traitor. 

p  tdJjjU***  sapdruh,  A  pigeon. 
p  8,U*»*  sapdra,  A  whetstone.    Sipdra,  (from 

si, Thirty,  and  iJo_pdra,  A  portion)  A  chapter, 

or  rather  a  thirtieth  part  of  the  Kur'an. 
p  sipdri,  The  stalk  of  corn.  An  ear  of 

corn  or  barley,  Supdri,  The  areca-nut, 
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P  jjiiJ^^UiO  sipdridan,  To  delegate,  empower, 
commit,  charge.  To  finish,  complete.  To  pursue, 
or  perform  (a  voyage). 

p  ̂_j»>L*u  sipds.  Praise,  thanksgiving.  Kind- 
ness, grace,  favour.  Consent,  approval.  Prayer. 

Pj^ii  (^L*»»  sipds-ddr.  Grateful,  thankful. 

P  (jjU  LJ^W^  sipds-ddri.  Gratitude,  thanks- 

giving,   i^i^^  tij^*^  <^\f^>  To  return  thanks. 
P  O^W"  sipds-guzuri,  A  thanksgiving. 
p  SMt^MMsipdsa,  Gratitude,  thanksgiving.  Kind- 

ness, humanity.  An  obligation,  a  favour  by  which 
one  is  bound  to  gratitude. 

p  ̂^^L**»  si])dsi,  A  beggar. 

p  f^\xut\MM  sipdsiydn,'Beggars.  Those  to  whom the  first  apostle  of  Persia  was  sent. 

p  ̂   JJu*>L**»  si2)dsidan,To  praise  (God)for  bene- 
fits received.  To  implore  assistance,  grace,  or  favour. 

p  sipdgh,  A  thatched  house.  Meat  eaten with  bread. 

p  ̂\3L**>  sipdndj  or  ̂ \3U«»  sipdndhh,  Spinage. 
p  8jL*»*  sipdwa,  Magnificence,  pomp,  power. 

p  »La»>  sipdh  or  supdk.  An  army,  a  militia.  Sol- 

diers, cavalry.  ̂ ^Sm>  sU***  sipdh  shudan,  To  mus- 

ter, i^i^  si2)dh  hardan.  To  go  a  warfaring. 

J^J^jyc  sL*»»  sipdhi  mor-shumdr,  An  army  nu- 
merous as  pismires.  sU***  ̂ \  »l«>iib  pddshdhi 

anjum-sipdh,  A  king  with  an  army  equalling  the 
stars  in  number. 

p^li>U«»5i)9a/mw,(pl.of  8L**>)Soldiers.  Ispahan. 

Pj^L-JbU**j  sipdh-sdldr.  General  of  an  army. 

p  (_5^8L«*»  sipdhgari.  The  military  profession. 

p  j^L*»»s?pa/«,  Military,  belonging  to  an  army. 
Ahorseman,cavalier.  A  military  tenant,  lord,  feudal 

chiefofa  town  or  village.  <Si/?a/te,One  soldier,  sepoy. 

p  ̂j^LfcL*!*  sipdhiydn,  (pi.  of  ̂ \^')  Soldiers. 
p  eO.L**»  si-pdya,  A  tripod,  trevet.  A  horse-mi- 

litia, si-pdyasi  hawdsi,  (The  airy  tri- 

pod) the  constellation  called  the  Eagle. 

p  uiJljLyj*  siptdh,  White  paint  for  the  face. 

p  ̂jbLuo*  siptdn,  Liquorice-root. p  (^jiji^  supuhhtan,  To  drive  (as  a  nail  into  a 
wall,  or  a  stake  into  the  ground).  To  stab. 

p  sai)ad,  A  basket.  A  grain.  A  grass.  A  lit- 
tle. Sipad, The  earth.  Name  of  an  angel.  Name  of 

the  12th  solar  month.  The  5th  of  the  month.  Rue. 

p  <X*t**  sapad-chm,  Grapes  remaining  after the  vintage. 

Pj^ii        sapad-ddr,  A  basket-bearer. 

p ̂ SfMi  sapadgar,  A  basket-maker. 
p sipar,  A  shield,  buckler,  target.  Travel- 

ling, treading  upon.  (A  mill)  having  three  sails, 

jjjiij  I  jM*)  sipari  dtishin,  The  sun.  ii)Mtj^  si- 
pari-siydhjThe  sun.  sipari  shaugarfi, 

The  sun.  ̂ ^jt^  sijjari  gdw,  A  buckler  made  of 
the  hide  of  a  buffalo.  d*^\>^3\  sipar  anddhht, 

(oJisj^ sipar  afkand,  also  ^  \j>  si- 
par bar  db  afhand)  He  threw  away  his  shield,  i.  e. 



he  surrendered,  was  conquered,  laid  down  his  arms. 

P  ̂^<^\JM»  sipuranidan,  To  cause,  allow,  or 
command  to  be  trodden  under  foot. 

p  sipurd  or  supurd,  Charge,  keeping,  care, 

trust.  Solitude.  Contentment.  Patience.  Long- 
suffering.  Submission,  humility.  Perseverance  in 

a  right  course.  A  being  trodden.  Fatigue  from  tra- 
velling. The  conclusion  of  a  song. 

p  S^ilii        sipar-dada,  Mace. 

Pj\dj^  sipar-dar,  A  shield-bearer. 

p  i^jSiijMi  sipar-dart,  Protecting,  shielding. 
P  ̂^|^J^  sipurdagl,  A  treading,  a  trampling. 
p  f^djMM  sipardan,  To  fold  up,  wrap  together. 

Sipardan  or  sapardan,  To  travel.  Sipurdan,  To 

give  in  charge,  entrust,  consign,  make  over  to.  To 

betray.  To  supply,  to  strengthen.  To  cause  to  ar- 
rive. To  sit  solitary.  To  lay  up.  To  be  humble, 

content,  resigned.  To  trample.  To  be  trampled. 

p  ,J,(5j^  sipurdani,  Fit  to  be  entrusted. 

p  »ii;-*>»  saparda  or  siparda,  Trampled.  Tra- 
velled. Folded. 

pJj-*«»  sujmrz,  The  spleen,  the  milt. 

p  cL^Jj-**»  supurz-rang ,  Spleen-coloured. 
F  {^jMJi  siparishjA.  skirt.  A  handkerchief, veil. 
p  sipargham  or  sipragham,  Sweet  basil. 

Marjoram. 

p  '-^j*^  siprak  ovsiparak,  A  herb  which,  boiled, 
dyes  yellow.  Siparak,  A  little  shield.  The  measles. 

p  sipar  or  sapragi,  Pain,  grief,  affliction. 

P  {^^jMt  siparlos,  A  king''s  palace. 
Pj^^^5i^jor5zparam,Sweet basil.  Always  young. 
p  siparang,  A  city  near  Samarkand. 

p         sipra,  Vitriol.  A  kind  of  game. 

p  siparham,  Sweet  basil. 

p  [jj^  sipari,  Any  thing  brought  to  a  conclu- 
sion. Trampled  under  foot.  Annihilated.  A  broad- 

headed  arrow.  Complete,  perfect.  A  herb  produ- 

cingseed.  sipari  shudan,Tohe&Li\s\-ie(\, 
ended,  exhausted,  annihilated.  ̂ ^^\i^J>  ijj^  si- 

pari gardanldan,  To  close,  finish,  annihilate,  ex- 

terminate. ^^^J^,J!JXui  sipari  hardan,  To  exhaust. 

p  ̂ ^S>^jmm  siparidan,  To  finish,  perfect. 

p  f^ju^jMi  sipres,  A  race-ground. 
p  saprigh,  A  full  bunch  of  grapes  or  dates. 

A straightroad.  Saprigh or supartgh,'Ea.rs ofwheat, 
especially  those  left  after  reaping.  A  full  bunch  of 

grapes,  still  hard,  or  beginning  to  form. 

P  ijJlj^^M  siprig,  Trefoil.  Yellow-dying  wood. 

P  j_^r^  sipazgi,  Affliction,  sadness,  sorrow. 
p  i3--*k>  sipas,  Behind,  at  the  back,  after.  The 

backside.  'zan  sipas,  After  that.  ̂ ^^J 
'zin  sipas,  After  this.  Supus,  A  louse. 
sujmsjustan,  To  louse,  to  hunt  for  lice. 

hayzad  supus,  The  egg  of  a  louse,  a  nit. 

sipsar,  A  broker. 

p  t^ij  I— sipasa  raftan,  To  retueat. 

^  t^y^'^  sipasayagi,  Retrogression,  motion 
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back.  (J^j  f^\^,t*Xu» sipasayagi  raftan,To retreat. 

jsapist,  A  stink.  Nasty,  dirty,  stink- 
ing. Any  fattening  herb,  especially  trefoil.  Su- 

pust,  Trefoil,  clover.  Offensive,  stinking  (as  the 

smell  of  fish,  damp  clothes,  pitch,  copper  vessels). 

p  ̂jU*-^  sipistan,  Sebestens. 
pJLumm  sipastar,  Posterior,  farther  back. 

Pj|jLlL*iwi..i»*>  supustzar,  A  clover-field. 
p  sapista,  A  fetid  smell. 

p  j_c^i«^  ij"^  supus-justagi,  Search  for  lice. 

P  jj.*>.  -^(_^^  (j-^***  sipas  raftagifi  A  turn- 
ing up  or  cocking  of  the  nose. 

p  _jj  sipas-rav,  A  follower. 
p  i^M^MJi  sipasin,  Hindermost. 

sipush,  Seed  of  fleawort. 

p  ̂.a**  supugh,  The  roof  of  a  house.  A  honey- comb.   A  reed. 

p  Ui)--*»>  sipk,  A  yellow  blight  on  corn. 

p  ii^^«A»>  sipkad.  Crown  of  head:  mountain-top. 
p         sapal.  Foot  of  a  camel  or  elephant. 

p  ̂ yui  sipanj,  A  place  where  one  halts  or  rests for  a  few  days;  hence  metaphorically, The  world. 

A  lodge  for  those  who  watch  fields.  A  stranger, 

a  guest.  Any  thing  easily  corrupted,  a  perishable 

commodity.  Any  thing  borrowed  or  lent.  A  place 

abounding  in  grass  and  water.  Fifteen  (eun  sih, 

Three, and^l  panj,  Fi\e^.  jjOk*^  ̂ yut  sipanji 

ka^atayn,  Thii-ty  chessmen  or  table-men  at  the 
game  of  li^i  nard,  or  tables. 
p  sipanjab,  Name  of  a  country. 

p  i6U»-         sipanj-lihana,  Hired  house :  world. 

p  szpa/y'i.  Borrowed :  transient,  fleeting. 
p  Ai-*«>  sipand,  Wild  rue  (of  which  and  its  seeds 

they  prepare  a  fumigation  against  malignant  eyes). 
Name  of  a  mountain. 

Pj\4iJu*o  sipandar.  The  stay  of  the  sun  in  Pisces. 
A  candle.    Name  of  the  son  of  Gushtasp. 

p  sipandarmuz,  The  twelfth  month  of 

the  Persian  year  (February),  so  called  from  an  angel 

supposed  to  preside  over  the  earth.    The  earth. 

p  Iw*  I  sipand-asa.  Brisk,  quick. 

p  ̂^\iiJk-**i  sa  or  sipandan,  The  seed  of  wild  rue. 

Mustard.  Nasturtium.  ^  ̂̂\jju**>  sipandani 
talkh,  The  bitter  seed  of  a  certain  herb.  Plantane. 

Cresses.     6^  sipandani  hhurd,  Mus- 
tard-seed. (j^;i>i-*»i  sipandani  surkh,  Cresses. 

iS^  jj\ii.i-*k»  sipandani  ganda.  Rue. 

pj ^^Lm*  sipand-soz,Who  fumigates  with  rue. 

pjj  J>i^  sipandoz,  A  piece  of  wood  having  a 
round  hole  in  it,  fixed  on  the  top  of  a  tent-pole. 

p  fj>_SJ'i^si2mndin,  Seed  of  wild  rue.  Mustard. 

Fj^^J^  sapangur.  Nightshade. -    p  sipokh,  A  point,  puncture,  poke. 

p  (J^s-■_5Ju»  sipokhtan  or  sapokhtan,  To  prick, 

pierce,  transfix,  thrust,  poke.  To  thrust  one  thing 

violently  into  another.  To  draw  forth  one  thing  from 
another.  To  throw  down.  To  cause  to  fall  into  a  hole. 
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p  esjtf>-_j-art  sipokhta  or  sapokhta,  Thrust  vio- 
lently in,  poked.    Drawn  forth. 

Pj^^sipoz, A:p\incture.  Extraction.  Insertion, 
(in  comp.)  Pricking.  Drawing  out.  Fixing  in. 

Pj^j^^sipozgar,'Dila.torj,  tedious,  negligent. 
P  {j'^J,^^  supozidan,  To  prick,  pierce,  thrust. 
p        sipah  or  supah,  Army,  soldiery,  cavalry. 

P  i^V?***  sipaha-bad,  A  commander,  general. 

P  i^^-^t^  sipah-bud,  (or  » Jo  buda)  An  emperor, 
general,lord, chief.  AtitleofthekingsofTabaristan. 

p  ̂^li^^^  sipahbudan,  Name  of  a  musical  note. 
Pjlii  io-u*  sipah-dar,  Commander  of  an  army. 

p  ij:J\Sf^^  sipah-dari,  Command  of  an  army. 
Pj-j-j**>  sipihr.  The  heavens,  sky,  sphere,  celestial 

globe.  Fortune.  The  world.  Time.  The  sun. 

[•^^jt^  sipi7t?-z  a^am,  (or  5  Jjyi»^.j^-j*i»  sipihri poshida)  The  heaven  of  heavens.  i^ij!jicf>**  sipihri 
barin,  The  ninth  or  highest  heaven.  ̂ ^^^  ̂ j^^m* 
sipihri  bukalamun  ,The  varying  sky. 

sipihri  dulabi,  (or  j^xJi  sipihri  zangdri) 

The  sky.  sipihri  hashtum,  The  eighth 

sphere,  i.  e.  the  Zodiac. 

Pj^^  sipihrdr,  The  sphere  of  fire. 
P        t  jic^  sipihr-afirin,  God,  the  creator. 
p  si2)ahram.  Name  of  a  wrestler  of  Tiiran. 

p       ̂ jt^  sipihra-band,  A  magician. 
Pj^Ly*^M>  sijyah-sdldr,  Commander-in-chief. 

P(_^^Uu5JUusipa/i-saZar'i,Commandofanarmy. 
p^ji.i,^XJs2pc[/i-Aa5A,(Army-leading)A  general. 

p  i^l^JkXwJsa  or  sipetdk,'Wh.\te  paint  for  the  face. 
P  supecha,  sipecha,  or  sapecha,  A  pellicle 

floating  on  the  surface  of  vinegar. 

p  sapikh,  The  haunt  of  a  wild  beast.  A 
hunter's  retreat. 

p  J>,.>Aa«>  saped,  White.  Name  of  a  fort,  of  a  de- 
mon, and  of  a  river.  f^i^  i^.***  saped  shudan, 

To  be  clear,  evident,  known.  saped  u 

siydh,  White  and  black.  Day  and  night.  Good 
and  bad.  Arabians  and  Persians.   All  creatures. 

p  ̂tNJ^Xhi*  sapeda,  Ceruse,  white-lead. 

p  i_-'lkU^  sa^efZaZ*,  White-lead.  A  sort  of  food. 

p  ̂^JjOau  sapedaj,  Ceruse,  white-lead. 

p j^iiJLUu  saj>edar.  The  white  poplar.  A  willow. 
sipidan,  A  fort  built  by  J amshed. 

p  biija**>  saped-bd,  Meat,  onions,  butter,  olives, 

and  dry  cheese  (mixed  without  spices  or  seasoning). 

p       Sxyjjt  saped-bdid,  First  dawn  of  day. 

p  j,b  saped-bdm,  A  whitish  colour. 
V  ji  (^JUoM  saped-bar,  The  summer. 
p         ti"*^  saped-barg,  Beet,  spinage. 

p  b  (^jom)  saped-pd,  (White-foot)  One  who 

brings  good  luck. 
p  j>  JouLw*  saped-par,  (White-wing)  A  gnat. 
p  s«^e«?-j90s^.  White-skinned.  Tin. 

p  tj^j^.  ii>ii**>  sajjed-posh,  Clothed  in  M'bite. 
The  white  poplar. 

p  U^.  <^^^  saped-pahnd,  Second  or  true  dawn. 
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p  SiSut  saped-tak,  A  shrub  used  in  tan- 

ning, galangale. 

p  ̂jlCoU-  (^juum  saped-jamaffan,  Clad  in  white. 

Fire-worshippers  (pi.  of  jwls-  J>axm>  saped-jama). 

Pjls-  t^AJUM  saped-khar,  A  kind  of  thistle. 

Pj^^  i^juiM)  saped-hhwar,  An  animal  which 
devours  dead  bodies. 

Pj\ii  t^Juux  saped-dar,  A  willow, 
p  ̂ ^lii  sapeddan,  Mustard, 

p  Lll**»»ii  saped-dast,  Liberal,  munificent. 

Happy,  fortunate,  blest.   Moses  (leprous-handed). 

p  ̂ i)  l^JUUM  saped-dum,  A  white-tailed  pigeon. 
A  kind  of  plant. 

p  jj  sa^ecZ-rav,  An  excellent  falcon.  Sa- 

ped-ru,  Complete.  Excellent,  behaving  with  pro- 
priety.   A  beetle. 

p  iSjij  i^J^^  saped-rud,  A  river  in  Azarbayjan. 

^t/jj  ii>Jii**»sttji?ec?-rM3/,Tin.  Fortunate.  Bright- 
faced.  Red-faced. 

p  |»\s  saped-fam,  Whitish-coloured. 
Pj^  S^XtM saped-kar,  Honest,  upright.  Liberal, 

p  ̂Si.xu»  sapedagl,  Whitish.  White  fard. 
Piij/e  ̂^;a<J*sa;Jpe(Z  marc?,  A  flower  like  the  anemone, 

p  yc  t^JuuM  saped-mu  or  mo,  Grey-haired, 

p  ̂ _ye  i^y>M>  saped-muJi,  Grey-hairedness. 

p  ijif  i^JUUu  saped  muhra,  A  tube,  a  post-boy's 
horn;  a  shell  which  they  sound  as  a  trumpet.  Small 

shells,  Gonchulse  veneris. 

p  ek/e\i  t^AXwj  saped-nama,  Of  fair  character, 

p  \j  (^Ju^  saped-wa,  A  dish  made  of  sour  milk, 
p  ii^J^  sapeda,  Whiteness.    The  white  of  an 

eye.  The  dawn.  The  white  of  an  egg.  jjUj  i<i-i^ 

sapedad  zanan,  Ladies'  white,  i.  e.  a  white  fard. 
p       tSxxMi  sapeda-bala,  The  false  dawn, 

p      isx^  sapeda-dam,  The  dawn.  Sapeda- 
dum,  Name  of  a  plant  resembling  the  anemone. 

p  sapedi,  Whiteness,  purity.  A  white 
substance  cast  forth  by  a  female  in  want  of  the  male, 

^j/c  sapedisi  khayasi  murgh,  The 
white  of  an  egg. 

p  y>t^  (_c-Ji**>  sape-dev,  (for  ;3ajLw>  devi  saped) 
Name  of  a  demon  killed  by  Rustam. 

p  uiJjjA«»  sap'irak,  (or  sapiru)  A  red- 
winged  insect  found  in  baths. 

p  ̂ y^^  sapll,  The  shrill  cries  of  birds. 
A  satt,  Foul  language.  A  vice,  blemish, 

stain.  Sitt,  (originally  i^Sut  sids)  Six  (females). 

sitia  ̂ shrata,  Sixteen  (males), 
p       sata,  A  commentary  on  the  Zand.  Sit  a, 

Praise,  benediction.  A  kind  of  canopy.  A  three- 

stringed  instrument.  Triple,three-thread.  Thethird 
game  of  nard.    Name  of  a  musical  note.  Three 

goblets  of  wine  for  cleansing  the  stomach,  (in 

compos.)  Apraiser,  flatterer.  iLw  li^i-  khwud-sita, 
A  self-praiser.    Sutd,  A  comment  on  the  Zand. 

A  lL*>  sata\  Kindness,  favour,  benefit. 

A  Alu>  sitas,  A  playing  at  a  romping  game  in 
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which  they  kick  each  other  on  the  backside. 

p  ̂IL*>  sitakh,  A  branch  of  a  tree  twining  about 
another.  A  young  branch  shooting  from  another. 

p  ̂jibljuwu  satadan,  To  take  away,  to  carry  off'. 
Sitadan,  To  take,  to  carry  away.  To  stand,  stay. 

p  !SiilL*>  sitada,  Taken,  carried  away.  Placed, 

deposited.    Stood,  standing. 

p  L-.'^iiljkMJ  sitdz-ah,  The  trickling  of  water.  The 

spirting  up  of  water. 

Pjljurt  satdr,  A  star.  A  mosquito-curtain.  8i- 
tdr,  A  three-stringed  guitar.  A  rising  star. 

Ajljk*»>  siidr,  (pi.  jX*ti  sutur)  A  veil,  covering. 

A  JCLji  sattdr,  The  keeper  of  the  curtain,  the 
porter  at  the  royal  doorway.  (An  attribute  of  God) 

covering:  as,  i_i^_jj»aJ\jlju*>  sattaru^l  ̂ yub,  Hid- 
ing sins  (casting  a  veil  of  mercy  over  them), 

pjb  jIjLj  sitdr-bdz,  A  player  on  the  guitar. 

A  sitdrat,  (pi.  jjIju*»  satdnr')  A  covering. Protection.  A  skin  over  the  nail.  A  palisade, 

p  sitdrcha,  A  little  star.    A  spark, 

p  ̂l^ljuu  sitdragdn,  (pi.  of  "iJoMt)  Stars, 
p  ijS*a  satdra,  A  mosquito-curtain.  A  sort  of- 

canopy.  A  star.  A  rule  for  drawing  right  lines. 

Sitdra,  A  star.  Horoscope,  nativity.  Fortune,  fe- 
licity. A  spark.  A  geometrical  rule  by  which 

right  lines  are  drawn.  Form,  pattern.  A  kind  of 

guitar  with  three  strings.  The  third  game  at  i^j> 
nard.  A  kind  of  fire-work.  A  kind  of  canopy  or 

awning.  A  banner.  A  threshold.  Quicksilver. 

Name  of  a  city  in  India.  »j\jk**>  sitdrasi  bdm, 

The  morning  star.  s^ljuu  sitdrad  dum-ddr, 
(orjU  a^loii  dumbdla-ddr)  A  comet.   {J^j  iJ^Lu 

s^^amJ:^2:^^m^^^,Talc,  lapis  specularis.  jj^ijJi' 
sitdrasi  kalandardn,  The  sun.  ̂ ^dj^  5jIju«  sitdra 
shumurdan,  To  count  the  stars.  To  lie  awake. 

P  sitdra-peshd7d,  Having  a  star 
on  the  forehead  (reckoned  a  blemish  in  a  horse). 

P  jj^ii  tJ^Mt  sitdra-ddn,  An  astrologer. 

Pj_^i5-_yK*  Sjlifcu  sitdra-soMitagi,  Bad  luck, 
p  eM>'yM  »jljk«J  sitdra-sohhta,  Ill-fated. 

iJG^jM  sitdra-shumur, An  astrologer, 

p  ̂_j*>ljs<II*  5jlL*»  sitdra-shinds,  An  astrologer. 

A  j_^ljL>J  saitdriy,  Belonging  to  a  coverer. 
p  (^jwILjJ  sitdshtan,  To  take,  seize,  ravish, 

p  ̂ljk**»  sitdgh,  Barren.  A  colt  not  yet  saddled. 
Ahorse.  A  horn.  Tamarisk.  An  abortion.  A  ca- 

mel giving  much  milk.  The  buttocks. 

p  i>dilju»i  sitdfand,  A  portico.  A  stage,  theatre, 

p  sitdk,Young  tree,shoot,sucker,tendril. 

A  J}\jMisitdl,  A  following  in  succession. 

A  'e^\jMi  sutdlat,  Worst  left  after  the  best  is  gone, 

p  jftlLJ  sitdm,  The  ornamented  part  of  a  saddle. 
The  nail  of  a  horse-shoe.  A  cymbal.  A  kettle-drum. 

Ornaments  of  gold  or  silver  (especially  horse-fur- 
niture). A  threshold. 

p  i^^^yu*  satdn,  (in  compos.)  Seizing,  taking,  oc- 

cupying :  as,  jjIjuw       hdj-satdn,  Receiving  toll 

or  duty.  ̂ jUoJii  dil-satdn,  Ravishing  the  heart. 

^jIXm* shdhi  Mshwar-satdn,  A  monarch, 
conquering  kingdoms.  Sitdn,  Reclining,  sleeping 

or  lying  on  the  back.  Impatient,  weak,  feeble. 

j^iiJ^.i\  sitdn  afgandan,  To  throw  flat  upon 
the  back,  (for  jjlX«»l  dstdri)  A  threshold.  Stan, 
when  preceded  by  a  quiescent  letter,  and  istdn, 

when  preceded  by  a  moveable  one,  is  an  affix  de- 

noting "place  :"  as,  ̂jlXi*>l/«;5'^AMrmas^aw,  A  palm- 

grove,  ̂ JCL>i^  bostdn,  A  fruit-garden,  gu- 
listdn,  A  flower-garden. 

p         satdnd.  Receiving, 

p  ̂joljuyj  satdndan,  To  take.  To  take  a  wife, 
p  iiS^^*^  satdnda,  Seized.  Carried  off. 

p  O^KLm  satdnand,  They  take.  An  edifice  sup- 

ported by  pillars.  JuJtii  _j  iJJdIXw*  satdnand  u  di- 
hand.  They  take  and  give. 

V  i^Kkui  sitdna  A  threshold.  Tears(of  the  vine); 

also  the  bud  or  eye.  A  wound  from  a  malignant  eye. 

p  satdmdan.  To  take,  to  seize, 

p  JOjIXm*  sa  or  sutdwand,  A  portico.    A  bal- 
cony, a  lofty  veranda  supported  by  a  single  pillar, 

p  8jlL*»  satdwa  or  sitdwa.  Fraud,  deceit, 
p  satdwez,  Eaves.  A  portico.  Sitdwez, 

A  market-place,  shambles.  A  piece  of  timber  with 
hooks  on  which  they  hang  meat  in  the  markets. 
The  bench  of  a  magistrate. 

p  (^jljuo  satdwin,  A  pillared  room.  Shambles, 
p         sitdh,  A  star.  Base  silver.  Name  of  a 

note  in  music. 

A  ̂ Uuo  sutdhiy,  (pi.  ̂ljjk**>  suthdn)  One  who 
has  large  posteriors.   Fond  of  large  buttocks. 

A ̂ KiM»satdsir,(^'^\.oi'ijCL*»sitdrat)\ei\s,coye\'- 
ings.  Palisades. 

p  f^Ji^\lut  sitdyish,  Praise,  encomium,  benedic- 
tion,returning  thanks.  Glory.  An  enigma.  (jSi^.li**» 

(jti^  sitdyish  kardan,  (or  jjii^ii  dddan)  To  glorify 
God,  to  return  thanks. 

p  jUC^^lL**  sitdyish-gdh,  The  place  of  praise, 
i.  e.  the  last  verse  of  a  Persian  ode ;  called  also 

CLk^,  Sw*  shdh-bayt,  The  royal  distich  ;  in  whicli 
the  poet,  without  the  least  imputation  of  vanity, 

generally  addresses  himself  in  the  highest  strain  of 

self-approbation. 
p  iSl>}jM»  sitdyanda,  A  praiser,  panegyrist, 

p  ̂ d^KioM  sitdyidan,  To  praise.  To  call. 
A  satb.  Fatigued  (pace) ;  creeping. 

Pj^juu  sitabr,  Thick,  coarse.  Hard,  stiff, 

p       jSm  sitabr-ndy,  Thickness,  coarseness. 
A  large  size. 

p  s«7a&ri,Thickness.        ^^_jj>j>Mi  sitab- 

risi  dwdz,  Hoarseness,  gruffness  of  voice.^ 

A  &Lm  sittat,  Six  (males).  eSjjj>6  &ju*>  sittat 

zarm'iyat,  Six  necessary  things,  by  physicians 
called  non-naturals :  namely,  air,  meat  and  drink, 

bodily  motion  and  rest,  spiritual  movement  and  re- 

pose, sleep  and  waking,  excretion  and  retention. 



p js^*^  sitakhr,  A  pond,  cistern.  Name  of  a  fort. 
p  a— sitahhsa,  A  sieve. 

P  1^^'^'^  sutukhwan,  A  bone.    Stone  of  fruit. 
Pjjw****  sathhez,  The  resurrection. 
p  jjt>jk*«  sitadan,  To  take,  seize,  carry  off. 
p  8 jjL*>  sitada,  Received,  taken.  Placed. 

A jjut*  satara,  (fut.jjLj*.  yasturu)  He  veiled. 

A jL*»  sair,  (v.n.ofjjuw)  Covering,  veiling,  con- 
cealing. Suppressing,  restraining,  keeping  back. 

Sitr,  (pl.j^juti  sutur  andjlL*»\  astar)  A  veil,  cover- 
ing. Fear,  shame,  modesty.  Work,  labour.  Satar, 

A  shield,  buckler.  Sutur,  (pi.  ofjU*<i  sitar)  Veils. 

p^jju*»saiar,  A  mule,  ̂ iwiwr.  Shaving.  A  knife, 

razor.  jjk**»  ̂J^^  muy  or  moy-sutur,  A  barber. 
p  f^JLu  sitrab,  A  satrap  (obsolete). 

p  \ZSj\>JLt»  suturhang  or  suturhanag,  A  star- 
ling. A  wagtail. 

A  2^ju»  sutrat,  Any  thing  which  covers  or  de- 
fends, as  a  veil,  awning,  shield,  wall,  and  the  like. 

p  ̂^i^JLn  si  or  suturdan,  To  shave,  scrape,  pare, 
pull  out  hairs.  To  erase,  cancel,  abolish,  cut  off. 

p  ii^JLn  suturda,  Shaved,  erased.  Cut  off. 

v\^  ti^JiM»suturda-pa,One  whose  feet arecut off. 
p  U>J  Jijji  satar-sa,  Sense,  feeling. 
p  (^IwJ       satarsaJi,  Obvious  to  sight  or  sense. 

p  ̂JiMt  satarka,  A  sort  of  gum. 

p  \^J:^^M»  suturhish,  Uneasiness.  Greatness. 

p  LL/pk*»»  saturg,  siturg,  or  suturg,  Impudent. 

Quarrelsome,  passionate.  Large,  and  able-bodied. 

Rough,  rugged.  i^J^^^Sm*  CI*  ■»  angushti  suturg, 
The  large  finger,  i.  e.  the  thumb. 

p  i,^JoJijM  satrang,  The  mandrake.  Chess. 

p  uiJj JLm  satruk,  An  idle,  prating  fellow,  ad- 
dicted  to  thieving.  Quarrelsome,  contentious.  Pas- 

sionate, bad-tempered.  Indigent.  Idle :  useless. 

p  {^^ji*>*  satarwan  or  suturwan,  (Mule-like) 
Barren.  A  woman  who  has  only  borne  one  son. 

p  nJLa  sutura  or  suturra,  A  razor.  The  hire 
of  a  bouse. 

p  ̂ jSiyLu  sitizidan.  To  importune,  urge.  To 
contend.  To  be  stubborn,  headstrong,  tyrannical. 

A  JX^  sail,  (v.  n.  of  Jju>*)  Following  in  close 

succession  (men,  tears,  or  pearls).  Satal,  (pi. 

sitlan  or  sutlan)  An  eagle.  Followers. 

p  ̂yk^J»  satal.  Injury,  hurt.  Sital,  A  pond,  re- 
servoir. Sutul,  Wheat  (in  the  ear)  scarcely  ripe, 

scorched,  and  bruised  (which  they  eat  some  days 

before  harvest,  in  order  to  taste  the  first-fruits). 

A  ̂̂ ^)Jw*>  sit  or  sutlan,  (pi.  of  ̂ yi^  sa^aZ)Eagles. 

p  ̂ Lm  sitam.  Tyranny,  oppression, injustice, ex- 
tortion, distress,  injury,  violence,  affliction,  threat- 

ening, vexation.  A  heavy  misfortune.  Seeing  or 

knowing.  Deliberately,  designedly,  purposely, 

(jii^jjiuji  sitam  kardan,  To  oppress. 

P(iu  I  ̂̂ iMisitam-a.bad,Ijand.  of oppression:  world. 
p        1  JLti  sitam-amez,  Tyrannical,  cruel. 
A  sitta-misat.  Six  hundred. 
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Pj jji  jju»»  sitam-parmar,  An  oppressor.  One 
who  connives  at  or  patronizes  oppression. 

p        jju»>s?7flm-6?i£?a,(pl.  jjl^tW.ii)  Oppressed. 

p  j^l^iiOjujj  ̂ ,^jMisitam-rasidagan,Theop^ressed. 
PjKi^**>  sitam-kar,  A  tyrant,  oppressor. 

P  ̂ji^       sitam-hash,  Oppression-enduring. 
p  ii^xLl^S^  sitam-kashida,  Oppressed. 

p  ̂JL^^^xut  sitam-kesh.  An  oppressor. 
p  j^^M)  sitamgar,  Cruel,  oppressive.  A  tyrant. 

P  i^j^^i*^  sitamgari,  Tyranny,  oppression. 
p  sitaml,  Tyranny,  injury. 

p  ̂ jjO-<w*>  sitamidan,  To  oppress.  To  be  head- 
strong. 

p  iVjl  sutun-awand  or  sitnn-avand,  A 
portico  or  veranda  supported  by  a  single  column. 

pjCjMi  sitamhar.  Name  of  an  herb  like  mint. 
p  sXHjm  sitamha,  Strong,  robust,  powerful,  bold. 

The  night-mare.  Any  hideous  or  terrifying  form. 

Contumacious,  litigious,  unwilling  to  listen. 

p  ̂ Lui  satanj  or  siianj.  Provisions  stored  up. 
Sitanj,  A  thrashing  instrument. 

p  j^^^  satankhez,  Day  of  the  resurrection. 
A  ̂Xu»  satw,  A  making  haste. 

p  jL*)  sito,  Triple.  A  three-stringed  guitar. Base  (money). 

p        satwa,  A  female  statue  in  Bamyan. 

pJ\^Lm  sut,  sutuwar,  or  j^^jJ-**  sutwan.  Strong, 
firm.  Faithful,  trustworthy.  Trust,  credit,  belief. 

p  jjU_jjk**)  satudan  or  sutudan,  A  gravestone. 
A  cemetery.  A  circular  stone  building  whereon 

the  fire-worshippers  lay  the  bodies  of  the  dead. 

p  j_^ti_jjL«*>  sutudagl.  Praise,  glorification. 
p  (jiSjL**  situdan,  properly  sM<M(^a«,  To  praise. 
p  Siiyu*)  situda,  Praised,  celebrated,  blessed, 

glorified.  Laudable,  praiseworthy.  ̂ ^Ci^  i^^kui 

situda  kardan.  To  praise,  to  glorify  God.  Sii^jk>J 

jJ^U>-\  situda-akhlak.  Of  an  excellent  disposition. 

CjlLa^ii_jju*>  situda-sifat,  Of  laudable  qualities. 

p  tjl*  SiJjjLwJ  situda-masal.  In  a  happy  state. 

p  jjjutt  sutur,  An  animal ;  a  quadruped,  cattle, 
beast  of  burden.    A  horse,  mule,  or  ass. 

Aj^Lji  sutur,  (pi.  of  Jm  sitr)  Veils,  coverings. 

p  ̂ Sj^M  sutur-ab,  The  falling  down  of  water, 
or  humours,  into  the  feet  of  horses :  a  capellet. 

p  ̂jbjyutf  suturban,  (or  (J^yjy*>'  suturwan) 
A  groom,  driver,  herdsman  of  horses.  A  wagtail. 

p  j^^iij  jjkjKj  suturdan,  A  stall :  stable.  Sutur-dan, 
Master  of  the  horse,  equerry,  groom. 

p  f^i^yi***  siturdan  or  suturdan,  To  shave, 

scrape,  pull  out  hairs. 

p  tj^M  sutura,  (or  ijjy^  suturi)  A  razor. 
A  yellowish  bee. 

p jtJijM  satusar,  (or  sm»^Li»  satusa)  A  sneeze. 

A  ̂ ^j^  sattuk  or  suttuh.  False  (money),  base 
coin  washed  over  with  silver. 

p  JjJu*>  sm^m/.  Wheat  (in  the  ear)  unripe,  parch- 
ed, and  bruised  (eaten  some  days  before  harvest). 

p         situm.  The  plant  papyrus. 

P  ̂^yi^  5MiMK,  A  pillar,  column,  prop,  or  beam. 
sj^SUa  (j^jiw**  sutuni  saflna.  Mast  of  a  ship.  eob. 

^^jjk**»  payasi  sutun,T!he  pedestal  of  a  column. 
A  sittun,  (oblique  sittin)  Sixty. 

p  ̂jurt  situna,  An  assault,  attack,onset.  Flight. 

A  wave,  billow,  surge.    Sutuna,  A  pivot. 

p  » yuo  sutuh,  Fear,  dread,  veneration.  Distress, 
affliction,  uneasiness,  indigence.  Stupefied,  asto- 

nished. Sad,  melancholy,  indigent,  helpless.  Weak, 

tired,  feeble-minded. 

p  (jiXjfc jjui»  sutuhldan,  To  loathe,  to  shun.  To 
repent.    To  vex. 

A  sjjm  sath,  (v.n.  of  «ju>»)  Following.  Striking 

or  kicking  the  arse.  Sath,  satah,  or  sith,  (pi.  i^S*** 

astah)  The  backside,  bum,  buttocks.  Satah,  (v.n.of 

isjkM»)Havinglargebuttocks.The  rump-bone.  Large- 

ness of  bum.  Satih,  Pertaining  to  the  bum  or  but- 

tocks. Anal.  Large-buttocked.  Fond  of  a  large 
bum.  A  sodomite.  Sutuh,  (pi.  of  isl*n\  astah)  Large 
about  the  posteriors. 

p  &jkM>  sata  or  satta,  Any  thing  kept  all  night. 

Vinegar.  A  grape.  Sita,  Weak,  vexed.  Sitih, 

Weak.  Contention,  litigation.  Sutuh,  Sad,  me- 
lancholy, afflicted. 

p  ̂ju*»  sataha,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  world. 
A  -^IjXu*  sat-has.  Large  backsided  (woman). 

A  ̂jlj-Lo  sut-han,  (pi.  of  ̂ljk**»  sutahiy)  Large 
about  the  buttocks. 

A  sut-hum,  Large-buttocked  (man).  One 
fond  of  large  buttocks. 

p  »iijk.^ju<»sj7i7iawcZa,  Importunate.  Contentious. 

p  f^^i^i^  sitihi.  Contentious,  quarrelsome. 

A  ,][|yfJ^  satahiy.  Belonging  to  the  backside, anal.  One  who  is  always  behind,  who  hangs  an  arse. 

p  ̂ jiiJL^Juu  sitihidan.  To  contend.  To  warble. 
To  make  a  noise,  to  kick  up  a  row.  To  injure. 

p  sati,  A  spear-head ;  also  the  iron  ferule 
attheendof a spearorstaff.  Satiov satti,\vor\,stee\. 

A  sitii,  (corrupt,  of  t^S^  sayyidaii  or  s't- 
(?a<i)My  lady !  madam!  A  lady.  The  Virgin  Mary. 

p  l-Ju«»  satya,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  world. 
A  juJUuM  sutaytat,  A  name  given  to  a  company 

of  female  reporters  of  Muhammadan  traditions. 

T? -^SMisitekhfAny  thing  tall,  straight,  or  flat.  The 
sharp  peak  of  a  mountain.  Tallness,  straightness. 

p  <^y^  ̂ ^^^^^^'9^^^>  Pointed-eared,  who 
or  what  pricks  his  ears. 

AjxLn  satir.  One  who  hides  another's  fault, 
(fem.  ̂ JUUM  satirat)  Covered,  concealed.  Honest, 
modest,  chaste,  abstaining  from  what  is  unlawful. 

p siter,  A  weight  of  6-|-  drachms.  A  for- 
tieth part  of  a  ̂   man. 

A         sittvr  or  sattir.  One  who  veils  himself. 

Fjxi*n  sitez.  Emulation,  strife,  contention,  li- 
tigation. Battle,  war,  conflict,  combat.  Rebellion. 

Levity,  temerity,  rashness.  Anger,  hatred.  Obsti- 



nacy,  stubbornness.  Discordance.  Obstinate,  per- 

verse, stubborn.  ̂ dj^JxLo  s/tea;  Aarf?«w,  To  con- 
tend, dispute,  fight,  squabble.  JJJ^  i^XlJsl  ahanffi 

siiez,  Pi'eparations  for  battle.  tiJ^iV  '"'^2/" 
dani  siiez,  A  field  of  battle. 

sitezgar.  Obstinate,  litigious. 

sitezandagi,  Contention,  strife. 

p  »i^^L*>  sitezinda,  Quarrelsome,  litigious. 

p  siteza,  Broil,  dispute,  squabble,  strife. 

Hostility,  enmity.  Tyranny.  Violence.  2}^**** 

^^dj^ siteza  hardan,  To  contend,  quarrel. 

p  ̂   Sjjj^  siteza-hho  or  khu,  Quarrelsome. 

p         ̂ .J^  sitezu-ruy,  Ugly.  Contentious. 

Pj\^sjjvL*>  siteza-kar,  Quarrelsome. 

p  jj;iJ>JjjL<*>  sitezldan,  To  contend,  compete,  go 
to  law,  be  obstinate,  perverse.  To  injure,  oppress. 

p  siteja,  A  weaver's  shuttle.  A  selvage. 

p  ̂^Ju*>  sitegh,  Straight  and  tall  (spear  or  co- 
lumn). Aloftypeak.  Thesky.  Contention, dispute. 

p  sitem,  Blood  mixed  with  water.  Pus 

and  matter  in  a  sore.  A  wound,  a  sore  affected  by 

cold, and^swollen.    Corrupt  blood. 
A  eJ^Xuj  sitfin,  (obliq.  of  sittun)  Sixty. 

p  i^f^Mi  sitehish,  (or  ̂dJu^^x)^  sitehindagi) 
A  squabble,  brawl,  loud  strife. 

A  ̂^ajI**>  sutayhiy,  One  who  habitually  hangs 
an  arse,  or  lags  behind. 

p  ̂SXf^xLjt  sitehidagi,  Contention,  litigation. 

p  (jiiJ».jjJuo  sitehidan,  To  contend,  quarrel,  wran- 
gle, brawl.  To  disobey.  To  be  severe,  unjust,  cruel. 

p  ̂   saj,  The  cheek.  Suj,  The  buttocks. 

A'^^sajj,  (v.n.of  Being  soft  and  thin  excre- 
ment."" Incrusting  or  bedaubing  (a  wall)  with  clay. 

A  \^  saja%  (fut.         yasju)  He  reposed. 

p  \^  saj  a,  Lettering  or  inscription  of  a  book. 

A  ̂ W**  ̂'^'joji  Thin,  watery  milk. 
sajaj'id,  (pi.  of  'id\k^  sujjadat)  Car- 

pets, rugs,  or  hassocks  for  prayer. 

A  ̂ W**  sajah,  Name  of  a  pretended  prophet- 
ess cotemporary  with  Musaylimat  the  impostor. 

Sijah,  Opposite.    Sujah,  Air,  atmosphere. 

A  'i.s>-\^  sajakai,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  smooth and  equal  (the  cheek),  being  of  a  moderate  length 
and  not  too  plump. 

A  tilsi**  sajjad,  One  who  bows  in  adoration. 

A  Sii'vs?*'  svjjadat,(])\.  Sf>-\^  sajaj'id)  A  car- 
pet  or  mat  on  which  the  Muhammadans  prostrate 

themselves  when  at  prayer.  The  place  of  adoi-a- 
tion,  the  mosque,  or  altar.  The  mark  made  on  the 

forehead  by  prostration,  p  ̂^13  siils?*'  sujjadasi 
nan,  A  tablecloth,  (j^-ii  8ii\S;***  svjjada-nishin, 
Sitting  upon  the  carpet  (applied  to  the  Muham- 

madan  priests  when  saying  prayers),  {j^^  StilS.*** 
svjjada-nishini  mihr ah, Kfvvest  at  the  altar. 

A  '&S-\^sajja^t,One  who  speaks  rhythmically. 
P  1— sUi**  sajaf,  A  curtain  hung  before  a  door. 

Fringe,  edging.  Sijaf,  A  veil,  curtain. 
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sajahand,  Armed,  accoutred. 

A  Jlsi**  si,jal,  (v.  n.3of  J.^)  Contending  with 
another,  emulating,  in  running  or  in  drawing  wa- 

ter, (pi.  of  J.s^^  sajl)  Large  udders.  Water- 
buckets.  Liberal  men.  f^^^  ̂ ^J^  al  harb  sijal. 
War  resembles  buckets  (sometimes  one  belligerent 

party  being  in  the  ascendant,  sometimes  the  other). 

sajalat.  Length  and  pendulosity  (of 

the  scrotum  or  of  a  camel's  udder). 

P  1*^^^  saj  am.  Intense  cold. A  sijam,  The  flowing  (of  tears). 

A  ̂^Is***  sajjan.  Keeper  of  a  prison,  jailer. 

P  (J^i•A3l:S^^  sa  or  sijamdan.  To  cool  a  thing. 
p  sajamda.  Changed,  altered  by  tlie 

influence  of  cold,  cooled,  chilled. 

PjfcW**  sajahar,  Equal,  like,  resembling. 

A  V^.lsi^  sajaya\  (pi.  of  &a^**)  Dispositions. 

A  ̂^jl:^  sajasin,  (pi.  of  o~^s£i**  sajinat)  Incar- 
cerated, imprisoned  (women), 

A  sajb,  (pi.  sujb)  An  old  leathern  bottle. 

A  'i^t^sajjat.  Thin,  watery  milk.  Sajjat,  (also 
s.s.***^^  as'  sajjat)  Name  of  an  idol. 

A  sujiij.  Flat  roofs  of  houses  plastered  with 

clay.     Pure  souls  or  essences. 

A  sajh,  (v.  n.  of  Being  smooth, 

equal  (cheek),  of  a  moderate  length,  and  not  too 

plump.  Cooing  (a  dove).  Speaking  ambiguously. 

Sujh,  Smoothness.  A  highway,  straight  road.  Size, 

measure.  <^\j  JJ-^  ̂^1?.  bf^yict  ̂ la'  sujhin 
(or  sujuhin)  wahidin,  Houses  upon  one  plan  or  size. 

Sajah,  Beauty,  symmetry.  A  scratch.  Svjuh, 
Soft  and  smooth. 

A  sajJias,  A  she-camel,  full-proportioned, 
and  long-backed. 

A  "^^f^  suj  or  sajhat,  Nature,  temperament. 
P  ii'^*'  sajad,  Intense  cold.  Name  of  a  river. 

A  t^^*^  sajad,  A  swelling  (of  the  foot). 
A  ii>^  sujjad,  (pi.  of  1^5- \*«sa;«f^)  Worshippers. 

A  sajdvLf,  (fem.  of         asjad)  Troubled 
with  a  swollen  foot. 

A  ii^.^  sij  or  sajdat,  Adoration,  an  inclination 

or  prostration,  the  forehead  touching  the  ground. 

p  sl^8ti.^t^  sajda  or  sijda-gah,  Place  of  adora- 
tion :  a  church,  mosque,  temple,  altar,  and  the  like. 

A sajr,  (v.  n.  of  j^^)  Heating  a  furnace 
or  oven.  Filling  with  water  (a  river).  Lengthen- 

ing her  affectionate  cry  to  her  colt  (a  camel).  Ty- 

ing a  log  of  wood  to  a  dog's  neck.  Pouring  (wa- 
ter) down  the  throat.  Sajar,  (v.  n.  ofj:^)  Having 

a  bloodshot  eye.  Sujar,  (pi.  of  suji'at)  Lit- 
tle pits,  wells,  which  by  the  aid  of  rain  are  filled. 

A  sajras,  (fem.  ofj^**  asjar)  One,  the 
white  of  whose  eye  is  bloodshot.  An  eye  thus  af- 

fected.   Sujaras,  (pi.  of  j.^^)  Intimate  friends. 

A  'ij^ sujrat,(^Y>^.jS^  sujar) A  little  pit,  which, 
by  the  aid  of  rain-water,  becomes  filled.  A  red 

tinge  on  the  white  of  the  eye. 8  M 

sajz  or  sijz.  The  country  of  Sijistan. 

A  sajziy  or  sijziy,  Native  of  Sijistan. 

A  [j'^  sajas,  (v.n.of  ;j~^)  Being  corrupted, 
changed,  turbid  (water).  A  crowd,  tumult.  Sajis, 

Muddy  (water). 

p  ̂jIjumS***  sijistan,  A  kingdom  to  the  east  of 
Persia  (the  ancient  Drangiana). 

A  ^(ysaj,  Temperate  (air).  Neither  cold 

nor  hot  (day).  Neither  hard  nor  soft  (land).  A 

temperate  situation. 

A  saj^  (v.  n.  of  1*^)  Speaking  rhythmi- 
cally. Cooing  (a  dove).  Crying  (a  she-camel). 

Intending,  proposing, aiming  at.  (pi.  ̂l^***^  '^V^t) 
Rhyme,  metre,  cadence,  poetry.  Any  thing  writ- 

ten or  recited  in  rhythm.    The  cooing  of  turtles. 

sujja^  (pi.  of  g^*^)  Cooing  (turtles). 

p  y>         saj^go  or  gu,  A  rhymer. 
A  f^JiSf^  sajf,  (v.  n.  of  i— i^)  Letting  fall  a 

curtain  before  a  tent-door.  A  curtain  in  two  parts 

hanging  before  a  door.  Any  door  before  which  a 
curtain  with  an  opening  is  hung.   Sajf  or  sijf,  (pi. 

I — ^"j^f  and  "  s\jsJ**^  oy^f)  A.  veil,  curtain. 
Sajaf,  Slenderness  of  waist,  lankness  of  belly. 

A  'iJi^  sujfat.  An  hour  of  the  night. 
p  ̂JXs^  sajuh,  A  sigh,  sob.  Hiccough.  But- 

termilk mingled  with  milk. 

A  sajl,  (v.  n.  of  J-^^)  Throwing  down 
from  above.  Pouring  out  (water).  Reading  (a 

chapter  of  the  Kur'an)  continuously,  (pi.  (Jl^^** 
.syaZand  sujid)  A  large  water-bucket  filled. 
A  bucket-full.  A  large  udder.  A  liberal  man. 

Sijl  or  sijill,  A  register,the  record  of  a  court  of  judi- 
cature, the  decree  of  a  judge,  the  minute  or  attes- 

tation of  a  notary.  Table  of  laws,  public  acts.  A 

schedule,  p  ̂̂ '^^^y^sijil  hardan,  To  seal,  a  Sujl, 

^"^^  sa-jlas)  Swaggy-uddered  (camels). 
A  ̂s:***  sijill,  A  scribe.  A  notary,  A  man. 

Name  of  Muhammad's  scribe.  Name  of  a  king. 
A  >^ls:***  sajlas,  (pi.  sujl)  Large-hipped 

(woman).  (A  camel)  havingalong,  swaggyudder. 

A  O^s^^  sijillat,  (pi.  of  J.S:***)  Judges' decrees. 
A  is>^^  sijillat,  Jasmine.  The  covering,  awn- 

ing, or  canopy  over  the  •^^^  hawdaj  or  camel- 
litter,  in  which  the  Eastern  ladies  travel.  A  fine 

painted  or  figured  linen  cloth. 
G  sijillatus,  A  kind  of  carpet. 

A&*MlAsf*'sy?7masa^,Sijilmiisa  a  cityof  Morocco. 

A  sajm,  (v.  n.  of  joS***)  Delaying,  procras- tinating. Pouring  down  (tears  or  rain).  Sajam, 

Water  flowing.    A  tear.    The  leaf  of  tlie  willow. 

sajaman,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ ^^)  Shedding, 
letting  drop.  Flowing  (tears), 

A  s£/;w,(v.n.of  j^^)Imprisoning.  Brood- 

ing over  care,  keeping  it  to  one's  self.  Sijn,  (pi. 

(j^^"^  stijUn)  A  prison,  dungeon  ;  durance. 

p  ̂ ^s^  sajan,  Intense  cold. A  stijanaf,(or  J^^***  6YT;na')(pl.of  ̂ J^^ 



saj'in)  Imprisoned,  incarcerated. 
A  •  sajanjal,  A  mirror.  Gold.  Ingots  of 

silver.  Saffron.  Spectacles.  Pure,  clear. 

A  sujum,  (v.  n.  of  l^***  for^^)  Overspread- 
ing. Being  quiescent.  Continuing.  Pi'olonging 

(as  a  she-camel  her  cry). 

A  sajwas,  Steady  (eye,  woman,  or  camel 
when  milking). 

A  i^j^  sujud,  (v.  n.  of  (J>^***)  Adoring.  Bow- 
ing, stooping  as  an  act  of  revei-ence.  Standing  erect. 

An  act  of  adoration,  an  inclination  or  prostration 

with  the  forehead  touching  the  ground. 

A  j^s^**  sajur,  Chips  with  which  they  heatovens 
or  furnaces.  Sujur,  (v.  n.ofj^***)  Lengthening  her 
affectionate  cry  to  her  colt  (a  she-ca:nel). 

A  sajnariy,k  light,  active  man.  A  fool. 

G  i^ju^^  sajus,  The  bog-rush. 

A  saju^  (pi.  ̂ ^)  Cooing  (turtle-dove). 
A  (..Jjj^  sfjnf,  (pl-of(_2^)  Veils,  curtains. 

A  Jy^^**  sajul,  Overflowing  (fountain).  Sujul, 

(pi.  of  (Jsr^  sajl)  Large  water-buckets.  Large  ud- 
ders. Liberal  men. 

A  sajum,  Acamelstraddlingtobemilked. 

(An  eye)shedding(tears).  (Acloud)pouring(rain). 

Sujum,  (v.  n.  of  j»:^)  Flowing  (tears).  Shedding. 
A  siijun,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^)  Prisons,  dungeons. 

A  ̂-^*'  •'^yiy,  A  companion,  friend. 

A  'i>^^  sajiyat,  (pi.         sajaya')  Disposition, 
temper,  nature,  habit,  constitution. 

A  mjih,  Soft  and  smooth.    A  highway. 

A'i—^^  sajihat,  Nature,  disposition,  habit. 
Symmetry,  proportion,  measure. 

p  (jiij;^  sajidan,  To  be  very  cold. 

^^^^  sajir,  (pi.  A  sincere  friend. 

A  (^_^-gJ^:^^"5aJ^.s•,  Muddy,  dirty  (water). 
sajisal  arojasi,  {i^juS^^  sajisa  ̂ a- 

jisin  or  (j*i.Jk^  sajisa  I  layali)  Never. 

p  t__2j;:£***5a;i/,  A  bow-string.   Notch  in  a  bow. 
A  ̂ y^^  sajil,  A  large  bucket.  Long,  swaggy 

(cod,  udder).  Portion, lot.  Hard,  strong:  intense. 

p  (J<*sJ**  s'ijjil,  Hard  stones ;  bricks  made  from 
these  stones,  and  hardened  (according  to  Eastern 

belief)  in  hell-fire,  upon  which  are  inscribed  the 
names  of  men,  with  a  catalogue  of  their  sins  (said 

to  be  derived  from  i,L^I*<*»  sanrj,  A  stone,  and 

(jil,  Clay).  See  also  liXy'^**  ̂ Vfi^' 
A  ftL^^**  sajllat,  A  large  water-bucket. 

A  ̂ si**  sajin,  (pi.  ̂Us^**  sujanas  or  saj- 

na'')  Imprisoned,  incarcerated:  a  prisoner.  Hard, 
violent  (blow). 

A  (J^^  sijjm,  One  always  a  bachelor.  Con- 

tinued, continual,  and  violent  (blow).  Firm.  A 

dreadful  prison ;  the  seventh  hell,  the  lowest  and 

most  horrible  of  the  fatal  dungeons ;  also  the  infer- 

nal registers,  in  which  the  crimes  of  infidels  and 

reprobates  are  engrossed  by  demons.  Publication, 

publicity.  A  bason  round  the  foot  of  a  palm-tree. 
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A  bSx^  sajinat,  (pi.  ̂^l:^^  sajasin  and 
sajna')  Incarcerated,  imprisoned  (woman). 

p  tiU^  sachuk,  Oxygal  mingled  with  milk  and 
anise.  Hiccough. 

a'^  sahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Pouring  out  or  caus- ing to  flow(tears,waters,or  words).  Flowing.  Strik- 

ing, whipping.  Waxing  very  fat.  Sahh  or  suhk, 
Dry  dates  scattered. 

A  Is^**  saha',  (pi.  of  saliai)  Skins,  barks. 
Bats.  Tracts.  Court-yards. 

A  sikas,  (pi.  as-hiyai)  The  band  of 
a  book.  A  thorny  tree  with  a  white  flower,  from 
which  the  bees  extract  exquisite  honey. 

A  f-M^t**  sahhds,  A  maker  of,  or  worker  with, 
shovels.  One  who  scrapes  the  roads,  a  scavenger. 

A  gardener  who,  with  his  spade  or  rake,  keeps  his 

flower-beds  neat.  Ahotwind.  Hainy  (cloud  or  sky). 

A  sahdsat,  A  thin  membrane  which  in- 
closes the  brain.  Sihdsat,  A  part  of  a  cloud.  Any 

thing  sci"atched  or  scraped  off  (as  the  flue  of  paper). 
The  band  of  a  book. 

A  sahdh,  Quicksilver,    (pi.  of 

Clouds.  j^^i^\^sahdbu'' I  &a/t?-.  Sponge. 
sahdhi  sd^ka-ddr,  Thunder-clouds. 

A  iol^^  sahabat,  (pi.  i^..^^  sulmh  and 
sahdsib)  A  (thin)  cloud.     The  whole  of  the  day. 
Suhdbat,  Water  remaining  in  a  pond. 

A  sahdt,  A  bat,  night-bird.    The  skin  or 
bark  of  any  thing.  Any  thing  peeled,  scratched,  or 

scraped  off  (as  the  flue  of  paper).  A  tract,  coast, 

shore.  A  court-yard,  area,  quadrangle.  A  certain 
thorny  tree. 

A  sahhdj,  (A  camel)  pawing  the  ground. 

A  ̂^"^^  sahdh,  Air,  atmosphere.  Sihdh,  (pi. 
of  &^\-«*  sdhhat)  Fat  (sheep).  Sihdh  ovsuhdh,  Fat 

(sheep).  A  flock. 

A  ̂lair^saMa/t,Pouring,  raining  (cloud).  Suh- 
hdh,  (pi.  of  sdhhat)  Fat  (sheep). 

A  Xs-ls***  sahhdhat,  Flowing  with  tears  (eye). 

A  Jiils:"*  suhddil,  The  penis. 

A  j^^iils^^  suhddildni,  Testes. 
A         sihdr,  A  certain  fattening  pot-herb. 

Ajls'^  sahhdr,  An  enchanter,  magician,  necro- 
mancer, fascinator.  A  very  early  riser. 

A  Sjli***  suhdrat,  The  lungs  and  windpipe  of  a 
sheep  (which  the  butcher  tears  out). 

A  Xjls***  sahhdrat,  A  female  enchanter,  a  witch. 
A  child's  plaything. 

A  ̂Vi.***  sahhdriy,  Magic.  Magical. 

A  (  sis:*"  sihdf,  A  dysentery.  Bits  of  fat.  Su- 

hdf,  Consumption. 

A  ̂ Is'^  sahhdk,  A  rubber,  grinder. 
A  wis***  sahhdhat,  Large  woman  with  swagging 

breasts.    Quae  confrictu  libidinem  alteriiis  explet, 

A  J sihdl,  (v.  n.  of  J-s^)  Reviling,  blam- 

ing, reproving,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J-^^***)  Getting  ashore. 
A  bridle,  bit,  snafille.    A  wooden  muzzle  to  pre- 

vent  a  kid  from  sucking.  Suhdl,  (v.  n.  of  Js:***) 
Braying  (a  mule).  A  braying  noise. 

A  &JU^^  SM/«aZfl^,Filings  of  gold  or  silver.  Husks 
of  wheat,  barley,  &c.  The  dregs  of  mankind. 

A  j*^-^***  suhdm.  Blackness. 
A  'iA^  sahdmat.  Name  of  a  company  of  re- 

porters of  Muhammadan  traditions. 

A  sahdAh,  (pi.  of  ioW^)  Clouds. 
A  sahdyat,  (pi.  'i^s:^^ as-hiyat)  Any  thing 

peeled  or  scraped  off,  a  membrane.  Sihdyat,  A  thin 
membrane  which  encloses  the  brain.  A  part  of  a 

cloud.  Any  thing  peeled  or  scrapedoff',amembrane. 
A  \^As^  saAaj:?/,  Bits  of  fat  cut  from  the  back. 

A  sahb,  (v.  n.  of  t-AS^)  D  ragging  on  the 
ground  (the  train  of  a  garment).  Eating  or  drink- 

ing to  excess;  intemperance.  Spreading.  Flowing. 

Suhub,  (pi.  of  ioW^  sahabat)  Clouds. 

A  (jl-^***  sahbdn.  Water  left  in  a  bottle.  A  man 
that  sweeps  off  every  thing  that  comes  near  him. 

lVIj  e;^  (j^-t^  sahbdn  bin  wdfil,  Name  of  a  man whose  eloquence  was  unrivalled. 

A  (_3Us^^  sahbdni.  Extremely  eloquent. 
A  suhbat,  A  veil,  covering.    Remains  of 

water  in  a  pond. 

A  J-s^  sahbal,  (also  ̂ y>^  sabahlal)  Large 

(lizard,  bucket,  bottle,  or  belly).  Wide  (channel). 

A  isi*s;^^  sahbalat.  Pendulous,  loose  (testicle). 
A  tlAs:*"  saht,  (v.  n.  of  Cas£***)  Eradicating. 

Pulling  fat  from  the  flesh.  Scraping  flesh  from  off 

a  bone.  Making  unlawful  gain.  Being  vile  and 

illicit(trade).  Intense  cold.  A  threadbare  garment. 
Blood  that  may  be  shed,  or  property  plundered, 

with  impunity.  A  desert  of  fine,  light  soil.  Suht 

or  suhat,  (pi.  OVs:*^^  as-hdt)  Unlawful  (gain). 

Suht,  (Wealth)  dissipated  or  carried  ofi". A  sahtds,  Land  which  yields  no  pasture. 

A  sahtah.  Bold,  fearless. 

A  OjAsf**  suhtut,  A  threadbare  garment.  A 
plain  consisting  of  light,  soft  soil.    A  thin  ptisan. 

as sahtiy,  A  threadbare  garment. 

A  tJLkfks^  siJitit,  A  ptisan  with  very  little  fat. 

A  sa/y,  (v.n.of ^"*)Excoriating.  Scratch- 
ing, tearing  (the  face  in  a  frenzy  of  despair).  Open- 
ing the  hair  upon  the  skin  of  the  head  before 

combing  it.  Making  haste.  A  horse's  pace  short 
of  full  speed.    A  disease  in  the  bowels. 

A  Xis?  sa^'aZa^,  (v.  n.  of  J,^?***Q)  Rubbing, 

polishing,  furbishing. 
A  i^S^  suhdud,  Very  refractory,  rebellious. 

A ̂ ^^sa/ir,  (v.  n.  of j^)  Deceiving.  Retiring 
to  a  distance.  Setting  out  or  doing  any  thing  at 

daybreak.  A  scar  remaining  on  the  back  of  a  ca- 

mel, (pi.  as-hdr  and j^^***  suhur)  Lungs, 

lights,  "^j^  intufakha  sahruhu.  He  over- 
stepped his  bounds.  He  played  the  coward. 

^Jj^  inhata^  minhu  sahri,  I  despaired  of 
him.  Sihr,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Enchanting,  bewitching. 



Occupying,  amusing,  engaging  the  attention.  De- 

ceiving. Quieting.  Knowing,  understanding  per- 
fectly. Going  to  a  distance.  Magic,  enchantment, 

fascination,  witchcraft,  sorcery,  necromancy.  Any 

subtlety  or  trick  whereby  a  person  may  be  deceived, 

j^*^  ̂   ̂.hni  sihr,  The  art  of  magic,  necromancy. 
j^U^  sihri  hanan,  Magic  of  the  fingers,  i.  e.  ele- 

gant penmanship.  J^U- ̂ ^s^^  sihri  halal,  Legiti- 
mate enchantment,  i.e.  poetry.  A  poetic  licence. 

Name  of  a  book.  sihrul  kalam,  Magic 

of  oratory,  p  ̂^d^j^  sihr  hardan,  To  enchant, 

charm,  fascinate,  a  8uhr,{\i\.J^'^ as-har)Jjn\\gs, 
lights.  The  heart.  Sahar,  (pl.jlsf^^  as-/mr)jrwi- 
light,  dawn.  White  spread  over  black.  The  edge 

of  any  thing.  Lights,  lungs,  j^^^^j^is-  ̂ la'ssahar, 
Towards  morning.  ̂  hanrjami  sahar, 
The  time  of  dawn.. 

pjx«ljs;^^  sihr-amez,  Fascinating. 
Pj^j^  sihr-bdz,  An  enchanter,  sorcerer, 
p  sihr-hazi,  Magic, 

p  ̂ JjJ  sihr-hanan,  (Magic-fingered)  An 
elegant  penman. 

A  'i^^^  suhrat,  The  morning,  the  early  dawn. 
A  gap,  opening,  or  gulf  in  stony  gi'ound.  Saha- 

7-at,  (pi.  of ̂ L**  sdhir)  Magicians. 
pj)a-j^  sahar-khez,  An  early  riser. 

p  idjj^  sihr-zada,  Bewitched,  fascinated. 
sihr-sdz,  An  enchanter, 

p  j^j^  sihrgdr,  A  magician, 

p  (^J^j^  sihrgan,  Magic. 

p!s\i^s:*^sa/iar-(7a/t,Morning,dawn. To-morrow. 

Pj^j^  sahrur,  A  species  of  wild  bird, 

p  sahre,  One  morning,  on  a  certain  morn- 

ing.   Sahri,  Morning,  matutinal. 

A  sahariy,  (oreSj^  saharii/at)  A  \itt\e 
before  dawn. 

A  saharaya', {ov\j^ sahran)  Very  early. 
A  ̂ L-s?^  sahsdh,  Rain  falling  in  torrents. 

L-,a£*^  sahsahat,  Overflowing  (fountain). A  JW- 

A  sahsah,  A  quadrangle,  court,  square, 

area.     Heavy  rain. 

A  'sj^^  sahsahat,  An  area  ;  a  court-yard. 
A  \aj^  saht,  (v.  n.  of  las:*^)  Slaughtering  ex- 

peditiously, at  one  blow.  Diluting  (wine)  with 

water.  Turning  a  lamb  loose  with  its  dam.  Chok- 

ing one  (food). 

A  sahf,  (v.  n.  of  Shaving  (the 

head),  extirpating  (hairs).  Taking  (the  flesh)  from 

a  bone,  or  (fat)  from  the  flesh  or  skin  of  the  back. 

Burning.  Eating  any  thing.  Driving  away  (as 

windthe  clouds).  Grazing  where  they  like  (camels). 

A  'iasi^  sahf  at,  (pi.  suhufanA  ,_JW*^ 
sihdf)  The  fat  of  the  back  adhering  to  the  skin. 

The  noise  of  milk  being  milked  into  the  pail. 

sahfatani,  (dual)  The  two  sides  of 

hair  between  the  under  lip  and  the  chin, 

A&^_;i;^sM/t(y/n^3/a<,Shaven,polled.Ashaveling. 
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A         sahk,  (v.n.  of  Breaking,  tearing, 

rubbing,  bruising,  pulverizing.  Softening  (any  thing 

hard).  Cracking  (a  louse).  Wearing  out  (clothes). 

Effacing  vestiges  (wind).  Runningslowly.  Shaving 

the  head.  Letting  fall  tears  (the  eye).  Trotting  hard 

(a  horse).  An  old,  worn  garment.  A  thin  cloud, 

p  f^dji' sahk  hardan,  To  pound,  bruise,  grind, triturate.  A  Suhk  or  sxihuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being 
far,  remote.  Removing  to  a  distance.  Being  tall  (a 

palm-tree).  Distance,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^ss^ sa/tw^)  Long- 
bodied  (asses).  (Palm-trees)  long  in  the  trunk. 

&J  \sL^^  suhkan  lahu.  May  he  be  far  off! 

A  eis^  sahh,  (v.  n.  of  cdls:^)  Rubbing.  Re- 
ducing to  pieces. 

suh  or  sahakuk,  Very  black  (hair). 

A  ij.'**^  sahl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J-^)  Counting  out  and 
paying  down  (a  sura  of  money).  Shedding  tears 

(the  eye).  Giving  one  (so  many  lashes).  Reviling, 

abusing.  Filing.  Peeling.  Braying  (an  ass). 

Smoothing,  polishing,  planing,  shaving,  scraping, 

brushing  (as  wind  the  ground).  Plaiting  a  rope 

with  a  single  twist,  (pi.  Jl^***^  as-hal,  fj^^ suhul, 
and  ̂ y:^  suhuV)  A  species  of  white  cotton  cloth. 
Cloth  orropemadeof  singlethreads.  Ready  money. 

Suhul,  (pi.  of  (J-sT^  sahl)  White  cotton  cloths. 
A  sahldl,  Gorbellied. 

A         suhalat,  A  young  hare,  leveret. 

A  suhlut,  A  slut  who  minds  nothing. 

A  saham,  Blackness.  Iron.  Name  of  a 

tree.    Suhum,  Blacksmith's  hammers. 
A  f\,^s^  sahmds.  Name  of  a  tree.  Podex. 

A  suhynat,  Blackness. 

A  (^^***  A'a/m,(v.n.of^^)Breaking(astone). 
Making  (a  board  or  stick)  smooth  and  shining  by 

rubbing,  ̂ ^^ss^  yammu  sahnin,  A  day  of  gene- 
ral assembly.     Silin,  Protection,  guardianship. 

A  Xis***  sahnat,  sahanat,  (or  -f'li^  sahnds)  Ex- 
ternal form.  A  smooth  softness  of  the  skin.  Colour. 

A'kJil^'*'suhanfiyat,Ama,n  whose  poll  is  shaven. 

A  sahw,  (v.  n.  of  Is^  for  ̂ s^^)  Pulling  off, 
unbarking,  excoriating.  Sliaving,  scraping.  Co- 

vering or  binding  a  book  with  the  membrane  of 

the  papyrus  or  linden-tree. 
A  sahuj,  A  woman  who  swears  much  and 

breaks  her  oath. 

A  suhuh,  A  pouring  out.    A  flowing. 

Ajt^  sahur.  The  meal  which  the  Muharama- 
dans  make  a  little  before  dawn  during  the  month 

of  Ramazan  to  enable  them  to  fast  till  night.  8u- 

hur,  (pi.  of       sah?')  Lights  of  beasts. 
A  I  sahuf,  (A  camel)  fat  about  the  back. 

(A  camel)  which  has  long  teats  with  a  small  ori- 
fice. (A  camel)  that  drags  her  legs  after  her.  Thin 

of  wool  about  the  belly  (a  sheep).  (A  shower) 

which  sweeps  the  surface  of  the  ground.  The  noise 

of  a  mill ;  or  of  milk  being  drawn  into  a  pail.  A 

bucket  which  empties  a  well. 

A  ̂j^^  sahuh,  (pi.  suhk)  Long-bodied 
(ass).  Tall-stemmed  (palm-tree). 
A  suliukat,  (v.  n.  of  ,3^)  Being  old 

and  worn  out(a  garment).  Being  tall  (a  palm-tree). 
sahul,  Name  of  a  town  in  Yaman.  A 

fuller,  a  bleacher.  Suhul,  (v.  n.  of  J>s^)  Shedding 

tears,    (pi.  of  J^*^  sahl)  White  cotton  garments. 

A  ̂̂ sJ***  sahuliy,  (Cloth)  manufactured  at  Sa- hrd  in  Yaman. 

A  sahy,  (v.  n.  of  (_^^)  Pulling  off,  un- 
barking,excoriating;  shaving,  scraping  with  spade 
or  shovel.  Shaving  (the  head).  Sweeping  away. 

Stirring  embers.  Covering  or  binding  a  book  with 

the  membrane  of  the  papyrus  or  linden-tree. 

sah'it,  Dissipated  wealth. 

A^st^  sahir,  Pained  in  the  belly.  Big-bellied 

(horse).    Suhayr,  (or  suhayran)  In  the  morning. 
A  I  ftAsJ^  sahif.  Noise  (of  a  mill). 
A  &fl-^  sahifat,  (pi.  sahdsif)  A  leaf 

of  fat  covering  the  short  ribs.  Fat  cut  from  the 

back.  Heavy  rain  sweeping  the  ground.  The 

noise  of  a  mill.    The  noise  of  milking  into  a  pail. 

A/ix^sahik,Yery  remote.  Far-fetched,  quaint. 

A  medicinal  powder.   A  medical  drink,  a  ptisan. 
A  sahikat,  A  very  heavy  rain,  sweeping 

things  before  it. 
A  J.^s:*** A'a/in,(v.  n.of|J<:£^)  Braying(amule). 

Reviling,  blaming.  A  single  thread  ;  also  cloth  or 

a  rope  made  of  such  threads  (not  of  several  twisted 

together).  A  braying  noise  in  the  chest  of  an  ass. 

SY  i^jA;^!^  sahilis,  A  sort  of  fragrant  plant. 

A  1^**^  suhaym,  A  leathern  bottle. 
p  ̂   sakh.  Dirt,  filth,  impurity.  Sukh,  Good, 

happy,  auspicious.    Happiness,  goodness. 

A  ̂ **»  sahhkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Thrusting  the  tail 
into  the  ground  (a  locust  when  laying  eggs).  Pene- 

trating deep  (in  digging),  going  far  on  a  journey. 

Sukhkh,  (a  foreign  word)  A  weight  of  24  ̂ mann. 

A  \^  sahha',  (v.  n.  of  (j,*!^)  Being  liberal,  mu- 
nificent. Limping  (a  camel).  Lameness  in  a  ca- 

mel's shoulder.    Name  of  a  town  in  Egypt. 

A  sakhds,  (v.  n.  of  j__/s*^)  Beingliberal,  mu- 
nificent. Leaving,  dismissing.  Liberality,  genero- 

sity. Pj^*-,>  ls£*^  sLi*  shdhi  sakkd-gustar,  A  king 
diffusing  liberality. 

A  f-^^ sakhkhds,  (pi.  l^\^)  Ground  soft  and 
swelling,  and  yielding  easily  to  the  tread. 

A  'if\si^  sakhdMt,(]:)\.  ̂ 'l^)  A  certain  pot-herb. 
A  sikhab,  (pi.  1^^^  sukhub)  An  orna- 

ment for  the  neck,  consisting  of  beads,  fi-agrant 
berries,  or  odoriferous  substances  (without  jewels). 

A  t—^ls.*^  sakhhhdb.  Noisy,  vociferous. 

A  ̂ Is^  sakhdkh.  Soft  earth  clear  of  sand. 

A  sakhdkhiy,  (pi.  of  -^li'^)  Grounds 
soft  and  swelling,  and  yielding  easily  to  the  tread. 
A  sakhdkhln,  (pi.  of  t^j^^  sikhkhln) 

Spades.    Sukhdkhin,  Hot  (water).    Heat  in  the 



eyes  from  tears  of  sorrow. 

A^lii*^  sakhasiJih,  Soft  soil,  free  from  sand. A  sahhafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  h.^)  Being  thin 

and  slender.  Being  weak  in  the  mind,  of  a  slender 

understanding.  Leanness.  Arelaxationofthesolids. 

p  Jlss.*^  sihhal,  Enmity,  hatred.  Contrariety. 
Stubbornness,  obstinacy.  Violence,  tyranny.  Opi- 
iiiated,  self-willed. 

A  Jlis***  sihhal,  (pi.  of  Xlii*^  sahldai)  Lambs 
recently  dropt. 

A  suhhhhal,  Weak  and  base  (men). 

A  suhlialat,  Refuse  of  any  thing  (as  chaff). 

The  choicest  part  of  any  thing,  carefully  picked. 

A  jftlsi^  sukliam,  Blackness  of  a  cauldron.  Coal. 
Black  (hair).  Wine  which  goes  smoothly  down  the 
throat.  Soft  plumage  under  the  feathers.  Soft, 

satiny  (garment).  ̂ Jli^  suhhanui  mass,  Soft 
to  the  touch  (clothes,  plumage,  cotton,  or  hair). 
A  suhhamat,  Podex. 

A  ̂^-^^  suhJianny,  (or  iiXols;'^  suhliamiyat) 
Wine  which  goes  smoothly  down  the  throat. 

A  iiils*^  sahhanat,  Heat,  hotness  (of  water). 

A  'i sahhawat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *^)  Being  liberal, 
munificent.  Leaving,  letting  alone,  having  nothing 

to  do  with.    Liberality,  munificence. 

A  ̂jli^**  sahhmvij,  A  country  without  water, 
and  having  no  landmarks  to  guide  travellers. 

A  L^j^is^  sahhawa'  or  sahhawl,  (pi.  of 
sahhn-df)  Large  districts  of  soft  soil. 

A  (Ijjlsi^  sahhawiy,  (A  district)  consisting  of 
soft  soil.    Native  of  Sakha  in  Egypt. 

A  sahhawiyat,  (pi.  ̂jls£*^  sakhamy) 
Widely-extended  and  level  ground. 

A        sahhaya' ,  (pl.of  KX^^)  Liberal(women). 

A|*llic**'5a/J<aj:m,(pl.ofE«vss***)Hatreds,grudges. A  1,^^  sahhab.  Loud  voice.    Suhhub,  (pi.  of 

sikhab)  Ornaments  for  the  neck,  of  beads, 

berries,  or  odoriferous  substances. 

A  sahhbar,  A  species  of  thorny  plant  like 

the  odoriferous  cane,  j^^***^^  "-r*^  rahiba''s  sahh- 
bara.  He  deceived,  he  acted  perfidiously. 

p  Os*^  sahht,  Hard,  strong,  firm,  secure,  so- 
lid, vehement,  intense,  violent.  Austere,  harsh,  se- 

vere,stern.  Cruel,  painful,  arduous, difiicult.  Stub- 

born. Tight.  Adhesive.  Obstinate.  Stingy,  soi'- 
did.  Base.  Afflicted,  disturbed,  wretched,  unfor- 

tunate. Abundant,  copious.  Weighed.  A  balance. 

Thick,  coarse.  Intensely,  extremely,  very  much, 

sorely, exceedingly ,vehemently, arduously.  CLas^*^ 
j^JsaoT  sahht  amadan,  To  grudge;  refuse;  be  un- 

willing. To  be  oppressed.  sahht  bas- 

tan.  To  bind  tightly,  ̂ ^i^;^  CL^^  sahht  hardan, 
To  harden. sahht  ffiriftan,  To  seize 

or  hold  firmly.  To  oppress,    (js^j^  j 
sahht  u  narm  namudan,  To  appear  hard  and  soft, 

vary,  threaten  and  soothe  by  turns,  tamper  with. 

sahht,  Strong,  vehement.  Sukht,  The 
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contents  which  issue  fi'om  the  bowels  of  hoofed 

animals  before  they  have  yet  eaten  any  thing. 

pj\ jj\  CL^si^  sakht-andaz,  An  archer. 
p  loMs.*^  sahhtana.  Harsh,  unkind  language. 

p  J^.j  I  CL^^  sahht-awez,  Fast  suspended. 

p  jjb  Os*^  sahht-bazu,  Strong  in  the  arm, 
powerful,  able  to  protect. 

P  I  iJL^st^  sahht-baf.  Of  coarse  texture. 
p  uLOb  CL^^  sahht-ban(j,  Loud-voiced. 

p  ii^^  kZ^^  sahht-bunyad.  Of  solid  structure. 

p  (^'^j^  CLi.^  sahht-khwurdagi,  Voracity. 

P  ijjj  ul.»ss*^  saliht-ruy,  Of  an  austere,  indig- nant countenance. 

p  ̂ ^jij  sahht-rusi.  Austerity.  Disdain. 
Indignation. 

P  {-^-^j  sahht-zaban,  Scurrilous. 
P  tjf^^j  iJLi'is^  sahht-zabdm.  Railing. 

p  ̂jl***  (JI*^^^^  sahht-sdk,  Steady,  constant. 
p  iJ,JiM>  sahht-safed.  Very  white. 

p  i\iMi  CLa^  sahht-siyah,  Intensely  black. 

p  i^^^  sahht-gosht,  Brawny. 
p  sahhtagi,  Hardness. 

p       CL*^  sahht-glr.  Holding  fast  (hound). 

p  jftl^J  Cj^^  sahht-ligam,  Hard-mouthed. 
p  (^JK^sahhtan  or  sukhtan,Towe\gh.  Todraw. 

To  be  twisted.  To  turn  or  render  hard.  To  winter. 

p  suhhtu.  Intestines  of  a  bird.  Sheep's 
tripe  stuffed  with  minced  meat  and  rice.  Penis. 

p  iHj^  sahhta  or  suhhta,  Weighed.  Arranged. Money. 

p  sahhti,  Hardness,  harshness,  asperity. 

Obduracy.  Severity.  Intensity  of  application.  Stin- 
giness. Adversity, indigence,  distress,evil,  calamity. 

A  p  sahhtiyan  or  sihhtiyan,  Goats'  lea- 
ther, morocco.    Sihhtiyan,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  C1a*Jv^  sikhtit,  Strong,  vehement.  Barley 

broth  (without  fat).  Dust  whirled  in  the  air.  Fine 
white  flour. 

p  ,.^iJkJ[^  sukhtidan,  To  weigh. 
sahhti-hashida,  Distressed. 

p        sihhaj,  (or        sihhach)  Asthma. 

A  ̂isi^  sahhd,  Warm,  hot,  sultry 

Swelling, 

puffiness.  Suhhd,  Water.  A  yellow  liquid  which 

accompanies  the  birth. 

A  lij^ii^  suhhdud.  Acute,  intelligent  (man). 

Aji^  sahhr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Enjoying  a  favour- 
able breeze  (a  ship),  sailing  prosperously.  Sahhr, 

sahhar,suhhr,  or  suhhur,  (v.n.of^sii^)  Ridiculing. 

A  j^*^  suhhhhar,  A  certain  kind  of  pot-herb 
found  in  Khurasan. 

A  'ij^  suhhrat,  (v.  n.  of,^)  Ridiculing,  laugh- 
ing at.  A  ridiculous  fellow,  buttfor  satire,  laughing- 

stock. One  compelled  to  labour.  Obedient,  tractable, 

submissive.  5fM/^/<a?'aif,  A  mocker,  sneerer,  laugher. 
p  suhhra,  Whatever  is  done  gratis,  either 

from  courtesy  or  compulsion.  A  ship,  or  cattle, 

pressed  into  the  king's  service  without  freight  or 

hire.  A  post-horse.  Weak,  wretched.  [J^if 
suhhra  giriftan.  To  take  by  force,  to  press. 

A  tsj^  sihhriy  or  suhhriy,  (v.  n.  of^_j^)  Pi-o- 
posing  to  any  one,  or  compelling  him  against  his 
will.  Overcoming  by  force.  Obedient,  tractable, 

submissive.  A  laughing-stock.  Derision.  Suhhriy, 

(v.  n.  of^y^)  Regarding  as  ignorant, light,  trifling. 

A  &?j^^sMMri?/a^, Derision.  Play,  merriment. 

p  [^J*^  sahhsh,  Old.  Lightning.  A  stumble. 

A  suhht  or  sahhat,  (v.  n.  of  laii^)  Waxing 
hot,  being  angry.  Suhht,  sahhat,  or  suhhut,  Indig- 
nation,disdain :  dislike,  displeasure.  Divine  displea- 

sure, and  its  effect  (as  transformation  into  a  stone). 

A  u-B^I^  sahhf.  Indigence,  straitened  circum- 
stances. Sahhf  or  suhhf.  Imbecility  of  intellect, 

deficiency  of  judgment.  Leanness  of  body  from 

hunger.  Suhhf,  (v.  n.  of  u_2^)  Being  broken, 

torn,  burst,  or  split  (a  leathern-bottle). 

A  'iSL^  sahhf  at  or  suhhfat.  Leanness  produced 
by  hunger.  Suhhfat,  Mental  imbecility. 
A  sahhl,  (v.n.  of  ̂ y^)  Cleaning,  sifting. 

Taking  fraudulently,  (pi.  of  sahhlat)  Young 
lambs  or  kids. 

A  (J.^*^  suhhhhal,  Weak,  infirm  (men).  (Peo- 
ple) of  the  lowest  rank,  (in  the  dialect  of  Madina) 

Dates  with  soft  stones.  Any  thing  incomplete. 

p  0!i)^  sahhUt,  The  jessamme. 

A  (j^J^^  suhhlan,  (pi.  of  sahhlat)  Lambs or  kids  just  dropped. 

A  sahhlat,  (pi.  sahhl,  Jl^  sihhal, 

jj^l^^  suhhlan,  or  sihhalaf)  A  lamb  or  kid 
j  ust  dropped ,  or  till  they  have  past  the  fourth  month. 

A  piJ^  sahham,  Blackness. A  sahhmas,  (fem.)  Black.     Stony  and 

soft  ground  intermixed. 
A         SMMma<,Hate,malevolence:  blackness. 

A  f^j^  sakhn,  Heat,  fever.  Inflammation  of 
the  eyes  from  weeping.  Sahhn  or  sahhan,  (v.  n.  of 

^j^)  Being  hot  and  inflamed  with  weeping  (the 

eyes).  Suhhn,  Warm,  hot  (day,  or  watei-).  Sa- 
hhan or  suhMin,  (v.n.  of  j^;^)  Being  hot  (water). 

Suhhun,  Hot  (day). 

p  suhhun,  sukhan,  sahhan,  or  sakhun,  A 

word,  vocable,  speech,  saying,  discourse.  Will, 

pleasure.  A  thing,  business,  affair.  Somewhat, 

jjii.*!  j'^  suhhan  amadan,  To  begin  a 
speech,  conversation.  suhhani  jawr, 

Harsh,  unkind  words.  (^jiJ^ii  suhhan  dash- 
tan,  To  converse  with,  to  have  influence  with. 

Jii  suhhutii  dil-farosh.  Kind  words.  Salu- 

tary advice.  i6l«J         suhhani  zam,ana.  Calumny 

(as  being  the  talk  of  the  world). 
hhuni  zamharir.  Cold,  insipid,  unimpressive  lan- 

guage, sahhuni  shirin,  Sweet  words. 

(j^**  suhhani  ghaybl,  Foretelling,  predicting. 
Second  sight,  t^x^        suhhangiftan.  To  speak. 

sakhun  ma  fazd,  Lengthen  not  your  dig- 



course ;  have  done  with  long  speeches.  ̂ ^L* 

^^^sakhimimii/dn-tihi,(orJko  ^  bim.affhz)Bmptj, 
unmeaning  words.  suhhuni  na  far- 
jam,  Trifling,  impertinent  words. 

I*  ]j  I  CiJ^***  salthun-ara,  Adorning  discourse ; 
eloquent.  Silence. 

P        i  (j^^  suhhan-aran,  Eloquence. 

P  i^ljS  I  sakhun-afirin,  Eloquent.  Aliar. 

A  ̂U^^**  sahh,  suhh,  or sakhandn,  Warm  (day). 

A  'dj\j^^ sakh,siikh,  or  5a^/iana«a<,Hot(night). 
Fj\dj>^j^  sukhun-parddz,  Fluent  orator. 

Pj J j>.         suJthan-parwar,  A  poet,  author. 
p  <^i^*).         sukhun-paynand,  A  poet. 
A  sakhnat,  sikhnat,  suhhnat,  ov  sahhanat, 

Heat,  warmth.  Inflammation  of  the  eyes,  or  hot 

tears  (from  crying  with  vexation  ;  weeping  for  joy 

being  called  cold  tears).  Suhhnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^"') 
Being  hot  (water). 

p  [^■>-  sukhan-chin,  An  informer,  tale- 
bearer, calumniator. 

^L^"?         sukhan-chim,  Detraction,  slander. 

v  ij^s"  sukhun-hhwura,  (or  1>J^^ 
suhliun-khwdra)  Severe  of  speech.  Impudent. 

p  ̂̂ ^iXij&J*'  suhhun-dan,  Eloquent:  a  poet. 
P^j^ii  (jj^s«/i^Mre-c?a?ii,Eloquence.  Philology. 

P  (j];  suhhun-7'an,  Lengthening  a  dis- 
course, prolix.  An  orator,  rhetorician. 

P  tji^^***  suhhun-rarii,  Eloquence,  elocution, 
rhetoric.  Random,  rambling  talk. 

P  suhhun-ravdn,  Eloquent. 

P  (jj  (jsr^  sukhun-zan,  A  poet.  A  liar.  In- 
telligent. 

Pj^  c;^"*  suhhan-sdz,  Who  makes  words  to 
suit  his  purpose  :  a  deceiver,  a  cheat,  knave. 

P  ijj^  suhhan-sdzi,  Defamation. 
p  suhhun-sara,  A  modulator  or  ar- 

ranger of  words.  An  orator,  excellent  writer. 

P  suhhan-sanj,  Weigher  of  words. 
Prudent.    A  poet. 

p  (^U.^ai"'  suhhun-shinas,  Eloquent. 

Pij*>jy  ̂ ^jS^suhhan-fa7-osh,  AHatterer.  A  poet. 

P  ̂   suhhan-fahm,  Intelligent,  quick. 
P         (;;^^  suhhan-fahml,  Intelligence. 

p         (.1;*^  suhhan  hotdh,  Summarily. 
P  jX:^  suhhun-guzdr,  A  ready  speaker,  a 

persuasive  orator.  A  porter  (at  a  gate). 
P  suhhun-go  or  gu,  Eloquent 

P  (_s>_j^  i^^^  sahhun-goii  or  guii,  Rhetoric. 
p  _jiXI>  U         suhhan-nd  shinav,  Inattentive. 

p  (^jj.^  \3  sahhun-na  shinavi,  Heedless- 
ness, inattention. 

p  j^i^"*  sukhanrvar,  Eloquent. 

^  S^-?^***  suhhanwari,  Eloquence,  rhetoric. 
sahhw,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Being  liberal,  (v. 

n.  of  Is^  for  jss?**)  Lighting  a  fire  under  a  cauldron. 
Resting,  becoming  quiescent. 

A  A_^sahhwds,  (pi.  Is^^  sahhdwa'  and  sa- 
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khdni,  A  field  of  soft  earth.  Level  ground.  Su- 

hhan-df,  (pi.  of  ̂as.***  sahhiy)  Liberal,  generous. 

A  i^kt**  suhltuwat,  A  being  liberal. 
A  sahhrvad,  Soft,  delicate  (youth). 

P  i^j^  sahhun,  A  word,  a  speech. 

A  (^ys^  sahhun,  Warm  (soup).  Sukhun,  (  v.  n. 

of  j^^^s^**)  Weeping;  being  hot  with  crying  (eyes). 
A  sJ)^^  suhhunat,  (v.  n.  of  i^jS^)  Being  warm 

(water).  Being  hot  or  inflamed  with  crying(eyes). 

A  sahhy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^i^)  Lighting  a  fire 
under  a  cauldron.  Resting,  becoming  quiescent. 

Sakha',  A  lameness  in  a  camel's  shoulder.  Sahht, 
Limping  (camel). 

A  sahhty,  (pi.  -^Usi^^  ashhiyds  and  A^kt^ 
suhliawds)  Liberal,  generous.  Lame-shouldered. 

A  sahliiyat,  (pi.  Ol^s^**  sakhtydt  and 
sahhdya'^  Liberal  (woman). 

A  CIaJ^"*  sahhit.  Strong,  vehement,  rough. 

p  j^s£^  sahhlr.  Name  of  a  bitter  drug. 
A  I  Ca^^**  sahluf.  Weak  in  understanding,  light, 

flighty,  hasty.  Thin,  flimsy,  of  a  thin  texture. 

A  &3-j^^  suhhaylat,  A  kid. 

A  'i^^  sahhimat,  (pi.  |«jls^^sa/i/<a^im) Hatred, 
ill-will,  malevolence.  Impurity,  ordure. 

A  ̂ ^js;"*  sakhin,  Painful  (blow).  Hot  in  the 
eyes,  from  tears  of  sorrow.  Hot  (water). 

A  (j^ai*^  sikhhhin,  (pi.  (j;\5-l^)  A  spade.  A 
butcher's  knife.  A  plough-handle.   Hot  (water). 
A  sahhinat,  A  kind  of  gruel.    A  name 

given  by  way  of  reproach  to  Kuraysh,  amongst 
whom  this  dish  was  much  in  use.    A  testicle. 

p  A*»>  sad,  A  hundred. 

A  i^«>  sadd,  (v.  n.  of  i^mi)  Stopping  up,  closing, 

filling  (a  hole  or  chink),  blocking  (the  way),  shut- 

ting (a  gate).  Impeding,  obstructing.  Strength- 
ening, repairing,  refitting.  Silencing,  (pi. 

asiddat)  Any  bodily  defect,  obstructing  a  natural 
action  (as  blindness,  deafness,  impotency,  and  the 

like).  Any  thing  made  of  twigs  consisting  of  seve- 
ral layers  or  stages.  Sadd  or  sudd,  An  obstruction, 

any  thing  blocking  up,  barring,  or  preventing  a 
passage,  as  a  mountain,  barrier,  fortification,  mound, 

bank,  wall,  rampart,  or  ditch.  A  garrison  on  an 

enemy's  frontier.  (^Sudd  is  used  to  imply  a  natural 
barrier,  and  sadd  an  artificial  one),  p  i— -JU  1^ 

1^^^ saddi  hob  kardan,  To  lock  or  to  bolt  a  door. 

jSi^Ln       saddi  sihandar,  Alexander's  rampart. 
s*n  saddi  rah.  An  obstruction  of  the  road,  a  j^u 

Jj'Cj  saddi  ramah,  A  bare  subsistence.  The  last  re- 
mains of  life;  the  agonies  of  death,  j 

saddi  ya^juj  u  masjuj,  The  wall  of  Gog 

and  of  Magog.  Sidd,  Right,  well-directed  (word). 
Sudd,  A  mountain.  A  bar.  A  shadow.  A  river. 

Whatever  fills,  occupies,  or  holds,  (pi.  lij^Vu  su- 

dud)  A  black  cloud,  (pi.  ii^S***  sidadat)  A  chan- 
nel full  of  rocks,  obstructing  the  flux  of  the  water. 

jarddun  suddun.  Swarms  of  locusts  chok- 8  N 

ing  up  the  sky. 
A  As*n  sadds,  A  green,  unripe  date. 

A  saddb,  (or  &^\l>>a»>)  The  herb  rue. 
p  L-.'l.W  suddh.  Rue.    Power,  strength. 

A  'i\StJi  saddt,  (pi.  iO.^wl  asdiyat^  The  warp. 
The  damp  of  the  night. 

A  '^•^  sadddj,  A  liar. a*s-1am»  saddjat.  Simplicity. 

A  d\d'Mi  saddd,  (v.  n.  of  iW)  Being  right  and 

well  directed;  hittingthe  mark.  Rectitude,  straight- 
forwardness in  word  or  action.   The  way  of  truth 

or  of  salvation.  Prosperity,  happiness.  Firmness. 
Name  of  a  bow.  Saddd  or  siddd,  A  cork,  stopple. 

Whatever  obstructs  or  fills  up ;  a  stop-gap.  Suf- 

ficient for  the  necessities  of  life.  Siddd,  Milk  con- 

creting in  the  teat  of  a  camel.  Suddd,  An  obstruc- 
tion in  the  nose. 

A  J\Sui  siddr,  A  sort  of  vail  or  curtain. 
A  Sj^j^wi  saddrat,  A  being  stupefied. 

a  (_j*»\4V»»  suddsa  suddsa,  In  sixes. 

A  suddsly,  (A  garment)  of  six  yards. 

Six-year-old(sheep).  Awordconsistingof  six  letters. 
A  Xi^A*^  siddfut,  A  veil,  curtain. 

A  siddm,  Widely-spread  (waters). 

A  ̂ ^iW  saddn,  A  vail,  curtain. 
A  &31,i>*t*  siddnat  or  saddnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jii>**») 

Serving  the  Kaaba  or  an  idol-temple.    Acting  as 

doorkeeper,  porter,  or  warder.    Siddnat,  The  cus- 
tody or  charge  of  a  temple. 

p  iui\u>>«i  saddniya,  A  village  in  Balkh. 

p  ̂̂ alcXij*  saddkrd,  A  bird  found  only  in  Lahore. 
A  saddsil,  (pi.  of  Jj,^  sadil)  Awnings 

or  canopies  placed  over  camel-litters, 
p  Su»  sad-pdya,  A  centipede. 

A  'i1*ti  saddat.  Obstruction,  obstacle.  A  strait, 
frith.  Suddat,(jp\.  litW  sudad)  A  porch,  vestibule, 

door-way.  An  obstruction  in  the  nose,  coryza.  8A**i 

CJiil****  suddasi  saddat.  The  court  of  felicity  (an 

epithet  by  which  some  Eastern  princes  distinguish 
their  royal  residences). 

A  sadj,  (v.n.  of  ̂ ii.M»)  Suspecting. 

A  ̂ ^Mi  sadh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii.*«j)  Throwing  down 
flat  on  the  face,  prostrating.  Placing  (a  thing)  on 

(its)  side.  Causing  (acamel)tolie  or  to  kneel  down. 

Killing,  slaughtering,  cutting  the  throat.  Filling 

(a  bottle).  Remaining,  resting,  or  stopping  in  a 

place.  Being  beloved  by  her  husband,  and  bear- 
ing many  children  (a  woman). 

A  diXui  sadad,  Rectitude.  Sudad,  (pi.  of  5ti>A*j 

suddat)  Doors,  porches,  vestibules.  Obstructions 

in  the  nose,  coryzae.    Sudtid,  Eyes  which  see  not. 

A  iSii-W  sidadat,  (pi.  of  3-w*)  Channels  full  of 

rocks,  obstructing  the  current.  Stones  in  a  channel. 

Aji\w>  sadr,  (v.  n.  ofjii»*>)  Setting  (the  hair)  a 
flowing  (a  woman).  Letting  fall  (a  vail).  Sidr, 

(p\.jjS**t  sudur)  A  lote-tree  bearing  fruit  called 
nabk,    Sadar,  (v.  n.  ofjJ*«)  Being  stupefied 



with  heat,  and  having  the  eyes  dazzled  (a  camel). 

Vertigo,  giddiness.    Sea-sickness.    Sadir,  Stupe- 
fied, dazzled  (camel).    The  sea.    Sidar,  (pi.  of 

sidrat)  Species  of  the  lote-tree. 

PjSjm  sidar,  The  lote-tree;  a  sort  of  plum. 
AjS*u  suddar,  A  kind  of  game. 

^    A  'ijS>*i  sidrat,  (pi.  sidrat,  sidirat,  si- 
darat,  andjii>*M  sidar)  One  kind  of  the  lote-tree. 

XjtW  sidratu''l  muntaha',  A  tree  in  para- 
dise in  the  seventh  heaven.  The  heavenly  mansion 

of  the  angel  Gabriel. 

A  C^\jSuisid,  sida,  or  sidirat, (pl.of'ijSMisidrat) 
Species  of  the  lote-tree  bearing  the  fruit  nahk. 

pCL^i^^  C^jSm)  sidrat-kamat.  Tall  of  stature, 

p  ̂ XJjJl^  sidra-nisliinan,  Angels. 
A  sads,  (v.n.  of  (^4i,*»j)  Demanding  or 

taking  a  sixth  part.  Making  up  the  number  six. 

Sids,  The  watering  of  a  camel  on  the  sixth  day 

(from  the  last  time  of  drinking).  Suds  or  sudus, 

(pi.  (__>*jL\**j\  asdas)  The  sixth  part, 

sudsu  sumnin,  A  sixth  of  an  eighth  (a  manner  of  ex- 

pressing a  forty-eighth  part).  (pi.  of  (^ii*>J  sa- 

das  and  ̂ JulS*n  sadis)  Eight-year  old  camels.  Sa- 
das,  The  tooth  of  an  eight-year-old  camel,  the  one 
which  comes  before  the  Jjb  hazil. 

A        sad^  (v.  n.  of         Striking  one  against 
another.    Slaughtering.    Stretching  out. 

Being 

oppressed  by  misfortune. 

A  'is-6Mt  sad^t.  Adversity,  calamity. 

A         siidgh.    See  '^S^o  sudgh. 
A  (  iSt^  sadaf.  Darkness.  Night.  The  twilight. 

Light.  The  dawn.  Part  of  the  night.  A  sheep 

called  to  be  milked  by  the  words  sadaf  sadaf. 

A  isSiM  sadfat  or  sudfat,  (in  the  dialect  of  Ta- 
mim)  Darkness,  (in  the  dialect  of  Kays)  Light. 

Sudfat,  A  door.  A  porch  or  doorway.  A  curtain 
before  a  door  to  exclude  the  rain. 

A  ̂ JiXwJ  sadah,  A  festival-night  when  many  fires 
are  lighted. 

A  ̂j}s*n  sadk  or  sadah,  (v.  n.  of  ciliW)  Being 

assiduous,  adhering  to.  Sadih,  Wishful,  desirous, 

addicted  to,  greedy.  Necessary,  proper,  suitable. 

Expeditious,  ready-handed.  One  who  stabs  quickly 
with  a  spear. 

p  ̂^M*  sadham.  Asking  from  necessity. 
p  (j-*^ sadhas,  ( f^ju^Sut  sadkes,  or  ̂^x^S^M 

sadhesh)  The  rainbow. 

p  8l^ti,A»»  sad-gah,  A  court,  hall  of  audience. 

A  Jti.jjj  sadl,  (v.  n.  of  (Ji^m>)  Splitting,  tearing. 

Travelling  through  (a  country).  (A  woman)  loosen- 

ing (her  garments,  veil,  or  hair).  A  mode  of  wrap- 

ping one's  self  in  a  garment,  with  the  hands  under- 
neath. Sidl,  (pi.  Jji^  suduT)  A  string  of  pearls 

hanging  down  the  bosom,  (pi.  (J\j*wj\  asdal,  (Jj;i.A»> 

sudul  and  JtW^  asduV)  A  veil,  covering.  Sudl,  A 

veil.  (pi.  of  asdal)  Pendulous,  floating  loose. 

Sadal,  The  awning  or  covering  of  a  camel-litter. 
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A  bend,  inclination. 

A  (_J<^***  sidilla',  A  three-roomed  house. 
A  ̂ s*ti  sadm,  (v.n.of  ̂ <^)  Shutting,  closing 

(a  door).  Sadam,  (v.  n.  of  |»ii>*«)  Being  penitent, 
contrite.  Grief,  repentance.  A  greedy  desire.  Li- 

bidinous (stallion).  Liy\d  ̂ \  pii.*»>  ̂  J  pfc  ikJ  U  ma 
lahu  hammun  wa  la  sadamun  ilia  zaka.  He  has  no 

care  nor  anxiety  but  that.  Sadim,  Enraged.  Li- 

bidinous (stallion).  Violently  in  love.  Sadim,  sa- 

dum,  sadam,  or  sudum,  (pi.  j»^;ij»>i\  asddm  and  ̂ >}>Mi 
siddm)  Wide  spread  (water).  Sudum  or  sudm,  (pi. 

asddm)  A  concealed  well  (filled  with  earth). 

A  jjUt>«M»  sadrndti,  Penitent,  sorrowful,  sad. 

^J^i^ui  (jUtij  nadmdn  sadmdn,  Penitent,  contrite. 

A  fJ^Misadn,(\.n.o^^^i^M»)  Serving  the  Kaaba, 
or  a  temple.  Performing  the  work  of  a  porter  or 

door-keeper.  Loosening  (one's  garments),  letting 
down  (a  curtain).    Sadan,  (pi.  asddn)  A 

veil,  a  curtain.  The  curtain  of  a  camel-litter. 

A  hSui  sadanat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^li^  sddin)  Keepers 

of  the  temple  of  Mecca  ;  also  of  idol-temples. 

A  ̂ ji\u»sudud,  {^l.oi^i^  sudd)  Black  clouds. 
Aj^i^  sudur,  (pi.  ofjii>*»»  sidr)  Lote-trees. 
p  (^jii.*>s  sadus,  Indigo. 
A  (_)*»ji^**>  sadws  or  sudus,  A  kind  of  green  hood, 

mantle,  cape,  or  coif,  called  ̂ jV^AJa  taylasdn.  Su- 
dus or  sadus,  The  smoke  of  burning  fat,  which  tinges 

with  a  green  colour.  Indigo. 

A  (__j5l^**>  suduf,  Figures  which  appear  black 
in  the  distance. 

A  J_jtW>swrfMZ,(pl.ofJii,<*»sz</Z)  Strings  of  pearls. 
Veils,    (pi.  of  sadll)  Awnings  or  canopies 

over  a  camel's  litter.  Shades  of  night. 

A  j«j  sadum,  Name  of  the  magistrate  of  So- 
dom. An  oppressive  ruler.  Libidinous  (stallion). 

Sudum,  Name  of  the  capital  of  Bahram  Giir. 

A  sadumiy,  A  native  of  Sodom. 

A  j^jtW  sadaw'iy,  Grown  at  sudayya 
(a  pomegranate). 
p  sada,  A  flaming  fire.  A  festival-night, 

on  which  the  Persians  light  a  number  of  large  fires, 

in  commemoration  of  the  following  popular  tradi- 

tion :  In  the  time  of  Hoshang  (about  8G0  years  be- 

fore the  Christian  aera)  a  monstrous  dragon  infest- 

ing the  country,  the  king  himself  attacked  him  with 
stones,  when  one  of  them  falling  with  prodigious 

force  upon  another,  struck  fire,  set  the  herbage  and 

surrounding  trees  in  a  blaze,  and  consumed  the  dra- 
gon in  the  flames.  A  sort  of  tree  with  a  thick,  smooth 

stem  and  dense  foliage,  called  in  Arabic 

A  sady,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji^)  Stretching  out 
the  hand.  Intending, proposing.  Making  towards. 

Going  with  long  steps  (a  she-camel).  Playing  with 

walnuts  (a  boy).  Beginning  to  ripen  at  the  stalk 

(dates) ;  becoming  flaccid  and  pendulous  (at  the 

sheath).  Sada',  (v.n.of  ij^)  Beginning  to  ripen 
at  the  stalk  (dates).  The  nocturnal  dew  (the  dew 

of  the  day  being  ̂^^ij  nada').  A  green,  unripe  date. 
Kindness,  favour,  benefit.  Honey.  The  warp  of 

cloth.  Sada'  or  suda',  Turned  loose  to  pasture 
without  a  keeper  (camels).  Sadi,  (fem.  io^w  sa- 
diyat)  (Ground)  wet  with  dew.  Dewy  (day).  (An 

unripe  date)  soft  at  the  bottom. 

A  (_^i>jy«*  suddly,  Name  of  Ismail,  who  sold  coifs 
in  the  Yeiit[h\i\e(iS*usuddat)o{ themosque  of  Kufa. 

A         sudayya'',  Name  of  a  place. 

A  ̂ «.^  sadih.  Prostrate,  flat  on  the  face. 
A  sadid,  Right,  well-directed,  salutary. 

1^,^        zihni  sadid,  A  clear  judgment. 

A  ji,'^  sadir.  Name  of  an  edifice  built  by  Nu- 
man  bin  Munzir  for  Bahram  Giir.  Grass. 

A  js**)  sadis.  An  eight-year-old  camel.  The 

tooth  of  an  eight-year-old  camel ;  the  one  which 

appears  previous  to  the  (Jjb  hdzil.  A  five-year- 
old  ox  or  sheep.  Cloth  six  ells  long.  The  sixth 

part.  A  kind  of  measure.  jj-^iS?  ̂j4jJ_i^  sadisun 

^jaysun.  Never. A  i__E^,j>*»*  sadif.  The  fat  of  a  camel's  bunch. 
A  ̂y>,S*l3  sadll,  (pi.  JjJwjJ  sudul,  Jt^/J^  asdul, 

and  Jjlii«.*>  saddfil)  The  awning  or  canopy  over  a 

camel's  litter.  A  veil  stretched  across  a  tent  or  in 
front  of  a  female  apartment. 

A  jf  li***  sa<iim, Greatly  engaged  in  praisingGod. A  thin  mist. 

A  ̂ J>,^M»  sadin.  Fat,  grease.  Blood.  Wool.  A 
veil,  a  curtain. 

A  l-.'IiSj**  sazdh,  (equiv.  to  u->^4iu»*»  saddb)  Rue. 

A  sazdbiy,  A  seller  of  rue. 
A  sazdnak  or  suzdnuh,  A  kind  of  hawk. 

A  iiStM  suzhat,  A  sheath,  case,  cover. 

A  sazah,  (from  p  2iV*»  sada)  A  festival- 
night  whereon  many  fires  are  lighted. 

A  sazum,  Sodom. 
p sar.  Head,  top,  summit,  point,  pinnacle. 

The  capital  of  a  pillar.  A  cover,  a  lid.  A  salient 

angle.  Any  projecting  part.  Beginning,  origin, 

principle.  End,  extremity.  The  most  select  or 
choicest  part  of  any  thing.  A  general,  commander 
of  an  army.  Great,  large.  Thought,  idea,  fancy. 

Power,  strength,  force.  Highest,  greatest,  chief. 
Complete,  perfect,  entire.  A  veil,  awning,  canopy, 

covering.  A  collar,  also  a  log  of  wood  fastened  to 

a  mastiff"'s  neck.  A  term  applied  to  horses,  as 
dast,  Hand,  is  to  falcons.  Desire,  longing,  wish, 

intention,  will.  Love.  Cheerfulness.  Froth,  foam, 

scum.  A  mystery.  Atmosphere,  gentle  gale.  A 

tract  of  country.  A  Turkoman  shoe  or  sandal. 

Foolish.  ^JiJ  I  j*>i j>  bar  sari  dtish,  To  the  fire. 

(_«>  I  j\ j*n  sar  az  db,  A  bubble  of  water,  \  j\ ju* 
*3l£.J>,  sar  az  dbi  bigana  slmsian.  To  wash 

one's  head  with  a  sti-anger's  water  :  to  find  goods 

which  have  no  owner.  bj\ sar  az 

pd  na  shindkhtan.  Not  to  know  one's  head  from 
one's  feet :  to  be  utterly  confused.    b^JLkui  j\ j*t> 



^iij^i—^*-  f^^^  sar  az  sh'tsJian  tiJii  charb  kardan, To  anoint  the  head  from  an  empty  glass :  to  deceive. 

j»J*5 j*a  sar  az  kadam  sahhtan,  To  be 

happy,  to  rejoice,  ̂ jlxiil  y**  sar  ashnasi,ln\\miicy . 

f^\y^l^sS\ jui  sar  afkandan,  To  hang  the  head,  to 

blush.  (J  J**  \  J***  sar  amadan,  To  wax  strong  and 

powerful.  To  come  to  a  conclusion.  To  accom- 

plish, jjtijj  J^^  sar  andar  zadan,  To  conceal 

one's  self  from  fear.  To  be  in  a  thoughtful  mood. 
To  be  bewildered.  C^LLi)\ sar  angusht,Tip  of 
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the  finger,  i^i^jj' j sar  awardan,  To  be  finished. 

^J\s-b  jui  sar  lakhtan,  To  sport  with  one's  life. 
b  jMi  sari  ha  afsar,  A  crowned  head.  j*n 

{^O^.j^  ^^9^''  hharldan,  To  decapitate, 

c;*^  ^"^^  ̂ ""^  ̂ ^^'''^^^>  '^'^  rebel.  To  turn 
away  with  ingratitude.  ju»  sar  ha  rah,  Being 

in  the  way  to  execute  a  thing:  performance,  the 

execution  of  a  business.  jM  sarharahkar, 
A  business  conducted  in  partnership.  The  officers 

of  government  collectively,  sar  ha 

rah  kardan,  To  accomplish.    las>-  ji  ju*  sar  har 

khat,  Obedient,  compliant,    ̂ ^dji  0^1^  j>  jut  sar 
har  hhuld  hurdan.  To  become  eternal.    To  attain 

the  object  of  one's  desires,    tj'^j^  ̂ "'i' 
dan,  To  pass  (days  or  months),  ̂ ^dj  j*^  sar 

bar  dunya'  zadan,  To  travel,    jjwwij  y\j 
sar  har  zanu  nishastan.  To  crouch.  To  watch.  To 

sit  in  a  melancholy  mood.  J*^  ̂'^^ 
dan,  To  shoot  up  (as  herbage).  To  appear,  become 

manifest,  happen,  occur,  i^'^j^j^  ̂ ^'^  kar- 
dan. To  lift  up  the  head.  To  be  refractory,  rebel. 

i^'^  j-*^ J***  sar  bar  kamar  zadan.  To  be  mad. 

\,j^J> sar  har  giriftan,To  awake.  To  travel, 

^til^  jM>  sar  har  nihadan.  To  be  silent.  jiJi 

sar  hu7'ida7i.  To  behead,  (jj*}^  j>*>  sar  ha 
zaniin.  Profound  reverence,  i^x^  sar  hastan. 

To  form  a  skin  or  pellicle  on  the  surface,  to  froth 

(milk  or  broth),  i^^j^  sina 
kardan.  To  hang  the  head  on  the  bosom  (in  a  con- 

templative attitude).  {^^^  j***  ̂ '^^  i/'" 
riban  hurdan.  To  be  thoughtful,  sar  ba 

muhr.  Sealed.  Veiled,  concealed.  ^.j*** 

pa  zadan.  To  trip,  stumble.  To  kick.  ̂ JCL^_J^M 
sari  pistatt.  The  nipple.  sari 

pistan  siyah  kardan,  To  anoint  the  nipple  with  a 

black  drug  in  order  to  wean  the  child.  jjm^.^wJ 

^^t^^J^ sar  pas  kashulan.  To  recede,  J^^^"j*»» 
sar  pechidan,  To  rebel,  be  disobedient.  f^Jux>_j*j> 

j^ii^  sar  jwsh  kardan,  To  meditate,  think  deeply. 
To  be  covered  with  blushes.  ha  sarat  or 

y  ba  sari  tu,  By  thy  head.  sar  taf- 

tan  or  i^S\ij>  jjM  sar  bar  laftan,  To  turn  away 

the  head :  to  be  refractoiy,  to  rebel.  ̂  ̂   sari 
fir,  A  learned,  distinguished  man.  One  who  admi- 

nisters justice.  ̂   j*n  sar  tegh.  Point  of  a  sword. 

Peak  of  a  mountain.  Light.  CJSyts*- sar  jugh- 

rat,  Cream,  ̂ ^^i^  CLJ^s>-  ju*  sarjvft  kardan,  To 

whisper.  tX^  j*t»  sar  chah.  Mouth  of  a  well.  jtM 
e^Z^  sar  chashma,  A  fountain,  a  fountain-head. 

■  jui  sari  hisah  skudan.  To  take  good 
care  of,  be  collected.  ̂ ^O^^^J^  ju»  sar  kharidan, 

To  be  desperate,  lose  hope.  To  blush.  To  seek  ex- 
cuses, procrastinate.  To  be  unable  to  reply.  To 

observe,  guard,  preserve.  To  be  willing.  To  calm, 

soothe,  cajole,  flatter.  To  befriend.  To  cheat,  de- 

fi'aud.  J>-  jhn  sari  kkar,  (Asses  head)  a  shameless 
fellow ;  one  who  intrudes  himself  into  a  place  where 

he  has  no  business.  (^O^.j^- y**  sar  kharidan,  To 
scratch  the  head.  To  be  at  one's  wit's  end.  To  be 

ashamed,  confounded.  To  ransom,  redeem.  j*« 

az  sar  kliiskm.  From  anger,  las- ju»  sar  khat. 

Superscription,  direction  of  a  letter ;  a  receipt.  jtM 
sar  khat  nihadan.  To  oblige,  follow,  ̂ tj* 

sar  khuni,  The  lid  of  a  wine-jar.  Name  of  a 

plant,  i^x^j^  i^^s^  jtji  sari  khwud  giriftan.  To  fol- 
low our  own  way.  i^^y'  i^J^.^  j*^  sar  khwesk 

giriftan.  To  'depart,  ̂ jti^ii j***  sar  dadan,  To  re- 
lease, dismiss,  send  away.   To  die.    To  discharge 

fire-arms.    To  be  bold. 

jti j*n  ji^  dar  sar dar  amadan.  To  rush  upon,  i^'^^f  ju»sar 

dariiay  narnudan,  To  be  helpless,  disconsolate,  jau 

^^dj  (jb>_^jii  sar  dar  giriban  zadan.  To  have  fi- 
nished, ended.  ̂ ^i^J^ i„„„kxiL> j***  sar  dar  nishib 

kardan,  To  hang  down  the  head.  To  be  ashamed. 

f^iy^i^J-^ jui  sar  duzdidan.  To  refuse  to  obey,  to  re- 
bel. d>uiiii^jM)5ctri  t^as?,  Ready  at  hand.  C1am>i^jm> 

Jol^j\  sari  dast  afshandan.  To  be  in  a  rage.  To 

leave,  discard,  renounce.  To  dance.  jt**  sari 

diivar.  Top  of  a  wall.  jt*»  sar  zat.  Per  man. 

i\j  jui  sari  rah,  The  high  road,  higher  part  of  the 

road;  the  head  of  a  street.  i\j      sa7-i  rah 
ddshtan.  To  keep  a  look  out.  To  purpose  travel- 

ling, tj^;^  i\j j**>  sari  rah  giriftan,llo  block  up  a 

road,  i^^^ijjui  sar  raftan.  To  be  slain,  ̂ jj^  sari 
ru,  The  cephalic  vein  in  the  arm.  y^^**j  sari  zanu. 

The  knee-pan.  Observation,  contemplation.  j*u 

jjbj  sari  zahan,  Tip  of  the  tongue,  t^^jj*** 
zadan.  To  behead.  To  rebuke  sharply.  To  enter 

suddenly  without  leave.  To  happen.  To  appear. 

To  let  off",  fire,  shoot.  sari  zulf,  A  wink, 
nod,  amorous  glance.  Reproof.  j"*  sar  za- 

niin. The  earth.  A  country,  region.  Limits,  con- 

fines. Upon  the  spot,  the  premises.  (Jl*u j^n  sari 

sal,  Beginning  of  the  year.  ijOMiju*  sari  siifra. 
Anus.    ̂ Ij^  t*^  sari  shakh,  The  projecting  bones 

upon  the  forehead.  ju>  sari  sham.  Evening, 

early  in  the  evening.  2iUi»  jm»  sari  shah.  The  two 
projecting  bones  of  the  forehead,  Ji-^  sar 

skudan.  To  happen  ;  to  die ;  to  be  released ;  to  ob- 

tain fire.  jfMt y*»  sari  skir,  A  skin  on  the  surface 

of  milk.  ̂   Js*o^w3  sarisidk,  Faith,rectitude,  truth. 

j^LnS'jiM  sar  ̂ shar.  General  of  an  army,  seraskier. 

e.'yjjjut  sarifitna.  An  exciter  of  sedition.  ̂ jS  ju» 
(jiijj  I  sar  faro  awardan.  To  submit.  ij^  j*** 

sar  faro  hurdan.  To  be  ashamed.  J^j***  sar  kar, 
A  shop,  manufactory.  Government.  sar 

kardan.  To  let  off",  discharge  (fire-arms).  To  burst 
(a  boil  or  wound),  come  to  a  head.  ̂ j\^xL^ jm  sar 
hashidan.  To  disobey.  sari  kamand,  A 

cord  fastened  to  the  stable-door  of  princes,  which 
serves  as  a  sanctuary  to  thieves  or  to  raanslayers. 

t^jui  sari  hah.  Summit  of  a  mountain,  ̂ j^jut 

sari  kuy,  Top  or  end  of  a  street.  S ̂Ji  jt*>  sar  gu- 
roh,  A  chief,  leader,  head  of  a  tribe.  A  chief  of 

fakirs,  a  provincial.  hiAaju*  sari  ma/m,The  handle 

of  an  auger.  ju»  sari  manzil,  End  of  a  day's 
journey.  y>  j***  sari  mo  or  mu,  Point  of  a  hair.  A 

little,  y  jtM  sari  naw,  Beginning  again,  new  com- 
mencement, or  date,  ̂ ^lil^  j*»>  sar  nihadan,  To 

prostrate.  To  die.  ijiJ  jut  sari  neza.  Point  of  a 

spear.  J  j***         barg.  Apparatus.  Means 
of  subsistence.  Desire,  lust.  j  j***  ̂   ̂"'^j 

Head  and  root,  totally,  b  j  jt*»  sar  u  jjci.  All,  the 

whole.  An  honorary  dress.  J^s-b  j  j^*)  sar  u  pacha, 
Sheep's  head  and  feet  dressed,  i^)^^  J  J*** 

u  ru  kardan.  To  be  angry  at,  to  rebuke.  ̂ XJ*i  j  ju» 
sar  u  shakh.  Head  and  branch,  totally.  Sur,  Shoes 

or  slippers,  made  in  Khurasan,  of  goats'  hair  or 
cotton.  A  kind  of  strong  drink  made  from  rice 

(perhaps  arrack  or  beer).  A  florid  ulceration  of 
the  skin.  The  swordfish.  Red  colour.  A  spout 

on  the  house-top.    A  sort  of  dance. 

Aj*>*  sarr,  (v.  n.  ofJJ**))  Making  glad.  Wish- 
ing, or  expressing  a  wish  that  one  may  be  joyful. 

Cutting  away  the  navel-string  of  a  new-born  child. 
Doing  a  kindness.  Wounding  in  the  navel.  Com- 

plaining of  a  pain  in  the  navel.  Adjusting  a  bit  of 

touch-wood  to  a  fire-steel  that  it  may  take  fire.  jJ 

jwi  ha7'r  sarr.  One  who  makes  glad  and  joyful. 
Good.  One  who  does  good  secretly.  Sirr,  (pi. 

J asrar)  A  secret,  mystery.  A  sacrament.  Pure, 
the  most  excellent  (stock  or  race).  Marriage,  or 

the  publication  of  it.  The  middle  or  heart  of  any 

thing.  Root,  origin.  The  best  part  of  a  valley. 
Rich  land.  A  tomb.  Fornication.  Coitus.  Vulva. 

The  beginning,  middle,  or  close  of  a  month.  Mem- 

brum  virile.  j*t>  J^is-  'Li"^  jJj  rvulida  lahusala- 
satun  ̂ la'  sirrin.  Three  boys  were  born  to  him  in 
succession.  katibu's  sirr,  A  secretary. 

Sirr  or  surr,  (ply  asrar)  A  line,  fold,  or  crease 
on  the  palm  of  the  hand.  Surr,  (v.  n.ofjwj)  Mak- 

ing glad.  (pi.  'ijut\  asirrat)  The  navel-string  which 
the  midwife  cuts.  ^^\^^^^^\'L^  CL'jjS' 
^raftu  zdka  kabl  an  yukta^surruha,  I  knew  that 
before  your  navel-string  was  cut. 

A  ̂ jui  sars,  (v.  n.  of  ̂»*>)  Laying  eggs  (a  locust). 

Being  very  prolific  (a  woman).  A  locust's  egg. 
Fish-s]3awn.  Suruf,  (pi.  of  ̂ jj***  sarui)  Locusts 
laying  eggs. 

A       surras,  (pl.of  -*jf Locusts  laying  eggs. 

p  \jm  Sara,  A  palace,  mansion.  Sird  or  sara, 
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Singing,  modulation,  (j  Jwj  sira  shudan,  To 

sing,  shake,  ti'ill.  \jm  ̂JiLuid  (J»jJj  hulbuli  dastan- 
sira,  The  melodious  nightingale. 

A  \jui^sirran,  Secretly,  mysteriously,  clandes- 

Unely^  j  V^*^  sirran  wa  ̂ Idniyaian,  (or 

\ji(>-^  ̂j***  sirranwajahran)  Privately  and  publicly. 
A  saras,  (v.  n.  of  jj***)  Being  generous. 

A  tree  of  which  bows  are  made,  a  kind  of  yew.  Si- 

■rtis,  (pi. of         sirroaf)  Small  arrows. 

KAjuisarras,(iQm.oi''jt*^  asarr)  Hollow(pipe). 
Rich  (country).  (A  she-camel) galled  in  the  breast. 
Cheerfulness.  One  who  travels  much  in  the  night. 

An  easy,  happy  condition  (opposed  to  Aj^o  zai'ras). 

A  'iAj*n  sh'as^at,  A  locust's  egg. 
p  1^  sar-ah,  A  fountain-head.  A  cut  in  the 

side  of  a  river,  whence  water  is  drawn  off  by  smaller 

channels  for  purposes  of  irrigation.  Purest,  best 

part  of  any  thing.  Non-existent.  Pride,  haughtiness. 

A  p  i--'^;***  sarub,  A  vapour  resembling  the  sea 

at  a  distance,  formed  by  the  reflection  of  the  sun's 
jneridian  rays  upon  the  surface  of  sandy  plains. 

The  camel  of  hasus,  q.v.  u -^^^ 
ashsatn  min  sarab,  More  disastrous  than  Sarab. 

Pj\j^**>  sara-bar,  A  bundle  on  a  horee's  load. 
p  sarabash,  An  iron  mace. 

p  ':^\>\ju»  sara  bdla,  Steep. 

p  (j,*^b^j**»  sard  bdldni,  (A  road)  up  a  precipice. 

p  f^'L^Ajui  sardhistdn,  Land  of  delusion,  i.e.  this 
world.  Sard'hustdn,  A  garden  adjoining  to  a  house. 

p  (^li;^  sar-d-bun  hardari,  The  bend  the 
head,  j)oint,  or  extremity  of  any  thing. 

p  f^\y^i\jui  sii'dbidan,  To  sing,  to  warble. 
A  ̂ ^\ju3  sardbil,  (pi.  of  (Jbj*<»)  Shirts,  vests. 
p  sardbili,  Effeminate,  infamous. 

p  \>\j*>»  sar-d-pd,  (or  ̂J\>\Jui  sarrd-pdi/)  Totally, 
from  head  to  foot,  cap-a-pie.    An  honorary  vest. 

p  C^j\j^        sar-d-pd  shard7-at, Y ice  all  over. 
p  ii^j>\jui  sard-parda,  A  curtain,  especially  at 

the  door  of  a  royal  palace  or  pavilion.    A  wall  of 

canvas  surrounding  a  cluster  of  tents.  ti!iji\jui 

sard-pa7'daj:i  jahdn,  The  sky.  ̂^^^ idj>\j*i> 
sard-jyardan  kuhli,  The  sky.     A  black  cloud. 

A  'i\jtJi  sardt,Top,  highest,  or  best  of  any  thing, 
(pi.  sararvdt)  Back  of  a  horse.  Name  of 

a  part  of  Arabia.  The  middle  (of  the  day  or  road). 

A  company  of  generous  persons,  (pi.  of  ̂jt*»  sa- 
rin) Libei-al. 

A  2      saors/r^ai,  A  locust's  egg:  fish-spawn. 
p  sardt,  A  mountain  near  Yaman. 

A  OVJ**i  surrdt,  (pi.  of  Sj**»  surrai)  Navels. 

A  ̂];**»  sirdj,  (pi.  ̂ *nsui-uj)  A  lamp,  lantern, 

luminaiy,  candle.  The  sun.  XlljJ*^ ̂   ̂̂ <-i  sirayM'cZ 
dawlatjThe  lamp  of  the  state.  sirdju'z 

s'aZam, The  herb  glasswort.  (_,^^fl)\  ̂ j>*>sirdju''l 
hutrub,  The  fairy's  lamp ;  a  plant  which  shines 
at  night  like  the  glow-worm. 

A  ̂j***  sarrdj,  A  saddler :  a  vender  of  saddles. 

(   G92  ) 

A  groom.    A  liar. 

A  sirdjat,  The  art  of  saddle-making. 

P  ejls-  ̂ j**>  sarrdj-lilidna,  A  saddler's  shop. 
p  !u>-\ju>  sirdja,  A  disease  incident  to  horses, 

mules,  or  asses.  Name  of  a  place  famousfor  melons. 

A  j^=-\^  sirdjiy,  Lucid,  resplendent.  Belong- 
ing to  a  lamp  or  candle. 

p  i<>-]_jA»i  sardclia,  A  closet,  inner  apartment.  A 
cabinet.    A  casket  within  a  larger  case.    A  hen- 

coop without  a  bottom.  A  palace,  mansion.  tsAju> 

I  sar^dchasi  ddrang,  House  of  vexation,  i.  e. 
the  world.  sardchan  dftdb,  A  par- 

helion, mock  sun.     ui3\j»-  sardchad  khdh, 

The  M'orld.  Jii  d^\yj>  sardchasi  dil,  Purse  of  the 
heart,    ̂ ^j^  sardchaA  znrb,  The  mint. 

^  t^\j**>  sardchasi  kul,  Throne  of  God.  World. 
l\ic  sai'dchasi  mdh,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 
A  sardh,  Dismission.  Divorce. 

■^jj  J  sardhin  wa  7-awdldn,  Easily,  conve- niently. Sardh  or  sirdh,  (pi.  of  jjls-^^  sirhdii) 
Wolves.  Lions.  Middles  of  roads. 

A  sa7'd}iin,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^j^^  Wolves. 

p jui  sar-dkhur,  (orj^l  ju>  sar-dkliwu7-) 
A  horse  tied  at  the  head  of  all  the  rest  in  a  stable. 

Pjj^l  jtii  sar-dhhrvur,  Master  of  the  horse. 

A  O^j.***  sardd,  Unripe,  sour  dates.  A  palm-tree, 
dry  and  withered  for  lack  of  moisture.  Sirdd,  Sew- 

ing of  leather  and  the  holes  made  by  the  punctures. 

Vj\d\jM>  sara-dar.  Master  of  the  horse.  Aland- 
lord,  vintner,  tavern  or  innkeeper.  An  attendant 
at  an  hospital. 

A  ̂];*^  sarddih,  (pi.  of  &»-^ii;**>  sirddhaf)  Long and  excellent  she-camels. 

A^\j*n  surddikh,  Dates  moistened  with  water. 

A  ̂ d\jmsurddik,  {'p\.C^'^Ci\j*t»  surddilidt)l!\ie curtain  before  the  door  of  a  house  or  tent.  A  cot- 

ton tent.  Dust  whirled  up  into  the  air,  and  enve- 

loping any  thing.  Thick  smoke. 

AjJ^  sardr,  The  last  night  of  the  moon.  The 
purest  and  best  of  any  thing.  An  unripe  date.  The 

navel-string  which  the  midwifecuts.  Thefinestspot 

(in  a  valley).  Sirdr,  (v.  n.  3  of^)  Whispering 

in  the  ear.  Telling  a  secret.  The  last  night  of  the 

moon.  (pi.  Sj*»>\  asirrat)  A  line  on  the  palm  of  the 
hand,  or  on  the  forehead. 

A  \)^f^  sardrat,  The  best  of  any  thing.  The 
finest  spot  in  a  valley.  Excellence. 

p  f^^^jui  sardruy,  The  outer  cephalic  vein. 

A  CsjSy**  sa7'dr'ly,  (pi.  of  wj***)  Concubines. 
p j>.j\}*>*  sar-d-zir,  Sloping  (little  used). 

A  ̂_ys^  siras,(pl. of         or  (j«^^^)Impotent. 

p ̂ ^/*>sar-a-sa?",Frombeginningtoend.  From 
one  end  to  the  other,  all,  the  whole,  entirely.  Walk- 

ing on  a  green  sward,  or  by  the  side  of  a  stream. 
Brocade,  embroidery. 

p  sar-d-sart,  A  medium,  average.  A 

summary.   An  ornament  worn  on  the  head. 

P  sardsimatfi,  Amazement. 

p  b.syui\jtM  sardsima,  (from  jui  sar  and  &c*>j1 
diima)  Astonished,  confounded,stupefied,disturbed 
in  the  brain,  insane.  Hesitating. 

p  <^iMi\jui  sar-dshib,  Steep  down.  Declivity. 
Al?^j«*i.S(Vai;,Away,road.  >SMra<,  Sharp(sword). 

A  "QoSjm  surdtiy,  Sharp.  Swift.  A  glutton. 
A         sb-d^  (pi.  of         sari^  Swift. 
A  'is-\jui  surd^t,  Haste  speed.  Quick,  speedy. 
p  ̂**>  SMraf//i,  Sign,  mark,  footstep.  Inquiry. 

Guidance.  A  thing  searched  for,  or  cried  publicly. 

pj\s-\  j*a  sar-df/hdz,  Exordium,  prelude. 

P  sardfjhoch,  (i^^\jui  sa7'dyhosh,  or 
sardghuj')  A  woman's  hood,  cloak,  veil,  fillet, 

or  head-dress.    A  camel's  halter. 

P  sa7^-afrds',  Head-exalting :  glorious, 

eminent, distinguished.  Thecommanderofanarmy. 

A  halter,  head-stall.    The  3d  day  of  every  month. 

P  L^^r*!/**  sar-afrdzi,  Eminence,  exaltation. 
Pjl*-i^^  sa7'-afsdr,  (^or  sari  afsdr)  Head  of  the 

reins,  i.e.  the  part  held  in  the  hand. 

jui  sa7--afganda(/~i,A.how  of  the  head. 
p  fj^'JS^]      sar-afganda7ii,Ye\\  for  the  head. 
p  sa7--afganda ,  Confused,  abashed. 
A  sardfln,  Seraphim. 

A  ̂^j***  surrdh,  (pi.  of  Jjjl**>  sdrUi)  Thieves. 
p  sardkdri,  An  infamous  crime. 

p  iJL^^^Sjui  sa7'd-koft,  A  rebuke,  railing  at. 
p  sardhun,  Head  downwards. 

p  ̂^^i\Jt*>  sardgosk,  A  woman's  hood  or  veil. 
p  (Jl^  sar-dl,  In  continual  movement  (as  a 

mill).    Stupefied,  bewildered. 

p  ̂Ui^jji  sa7'dmdj,  (or  ̂L(o\jj*»  sai'dmdch)  A 
yoke.    The  plough-tail. 

p  Ovti\jjM  sar-dmad,  Froth,  scum,  or  whatever 
floats  on  the  surface.  Perfect,  complete,  accom- 

plished. Master  of  any  art,  profession,  or  excel- 
lence. Chief. 

A  )iA<\ju»  siiraTnit,  Long-bodied  (camel). 

p  i^\jjjisardn,(pl.ofj*nsar)  Generals,command- 
ers.  t^]j*^  sardni  charkh,  Angels,  seraphim. 
p  sar-anjdm,  Conclusion,  end,  accom- 

plishment. An  accident,  event.  Issue,  termination. 

Apparatus,  utensils,furniture,  materiel.  Materials, 

ingredients,  supply,  provision. 
aiydm  liha7-ch,  Revenue-charges,   ̂ ji^^  i>^]f^ 

sar-anjdTn  hardan,  To  supply,  provide. 

P  j\S>\j**>  sar-anddz,  W arlike,  intrepid,  un- 
daunted, fool-hardy,  blood-thirsty.  Shameless.  Im- 

pure. A  robber.  Active,  nimble.  A  man  moving 
his  head  remarkably,  from  disease,  drunkenness, 

pride,  or  any  singular  habit.  Confused,  bashful. 
A  fine  linen  or  painted  silk  veil,  which  the  ladies 

wear  when  they  go  abroad  j  a  coif,  a  hood.  A  main 
beam  into  which  the  joists  are  framed.  A  rug  laid 

at  the  door.  A  note  in  music,  called  also  eS^yo. 

p  itt\S>\jui  sardnddhf  Madagascar. 
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P  t-/>LX>];**>  sarandih,  (or  Ceylon. 

p  iJLJUiij\ju>  sar-angiisld,  Tip  of  the  finger. 

p  ̂jZJiJ\ju>  sar-angushti,  A  dish  of  a  particular 
kind  of  meat,  pease,  thin  paste,  and  the  like.  Privet, 

with  which  they  tinge  the  tips  of  the  fingers  and  toes. 

p  j^;***  saraiu,  Name  of  a  river. 

A  iSj^**»  saramat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  liberal. 
Laying  eggs  (a  locust). 

A         sara?w«"^,( pi. of  Small  sand-hills. 
p  sarawand,  Yellow  colour. 

p  iy>^j\jtj»  sai'aneza,  A  linen  veil  or  head-dress. 
A  ̂y>_j\jm  sarawll,  (pi.  of  ij\<| sirwal,  ju» 

sirwalo.t,  and  sirrvil)  Breeches,  trousers, 

jjjila]^  iJ^.jI;**'  sarawilu^t  tulul,  A  kind  of  ivy. 
A  O^j^^  sa7-armlat,  Breeches,  trousers. 

A  t^^.j)/**  saraivin,  Breeches,  trousers. 

p  LfXUt'  I  sar-alianrj ,  The  vanguard  :  forlorn 
hope.  A  nightly  watch,  patrole.  Song.  A  note  in 

music.  A  tetrastic.  The  thickest  string  of  a  mu- 
sical instrument. 

p  ij\ji*>  saray,  A  house,  palace,  grand  edifice, 

king's  court,  seraglio.  An  inn.  ̂ ^Lijiib 
suray-padshalii,  A  royal  palace,  lib  (_f]^**>  sarayi 
&«/^a,  The  mansion  of  eternity,  the  other  world.  Syn- 

onymous to  which  are  the  following  words  in  com- 

position with  i,^^**!  saray :  0^j\^jdwid,  Eternal; 

\j>'jaza,  Retribution ;  ̂̂^iJJ^^j  zaliidm,  Holy  men ; 

J  J jM  surur,  Joy;  dy^s!^  mah7nitd,V  raised;  CL*SL^i 
ni/aift,  Concealed  ;  haft  parda,  Seven- 

veiled. — j^.^j^  sarayi  tazwir,  The  house  of 
deceit,  i.e.  this  world.  Equivalent  to  which  are 

tlie  following :  sipanj,  Borrowed  ;  jjj*^  ̂ hu- 

^■M7',  Wickedness  jjii  shash  dar,  Six-doored, 
six-sided,  cubic;  ij}ifdni,  Fading. — 'rfV** 
sa?'ayi/iZta?'q;,Thecouncil-chamber,thepIacew]iere 
public  aflfairs  are  debated,  the  court.  The  exche- 

quer, sarayi  sipanj,  A  lodge  erected 
for  people  who  watch  sown  fields.  The  world. 

^Jj*"  i^)/**  sarayi  surur,  (House  of  mirth)  A  ta- 

vern. Paradise.  jjj*»>  sarayi  shurur,  A  ta- 
vern. A  gaming-house.  The  world.  Hell. 

Jiij*^  sarayi  sJiumurda,  The  exchequer.  (^]j'>** 

idj>_CL>sis>sa7-dyi  haft 2}arda,The  heavens. 
hdnvdn-sardy,  A  caravansera.  (particip.  of 

sardyidan  or  sirayidan)  Singing,  modu- 

lating, la^  barbut-saray,  A  performer  on 
the  barbiton  (a  species  of  Persian  harp  or  lute). 

i^]j>*>        naghma-sai'dy,  An  excellent  singer. 

A  b\ju>  saraya',  (pi.  of  'iS_j*t»sa7iyat)  Brigades. 
Generous  (women). 

P  ij^i}}'^  sardydn,  Singing,  warbling.  Recit- 
ing.   A  singer.    Name  of  a  place. 

P  C:;'-^^^.^'^  sardydnida7i,  To  cause  to  sing. 

A  sirdyat,  (v.  n.  of  Travelling  or 

walking  by  night.  Passing  from  one  thing  to  ano- 
ther. Flowing,  circulating  through  every  part.  A 

nocturnal  journey.  Acontagion,infection.  pO^.];**» 
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^^(^J^ sirdyat  ka7'da7i,  To  communicate  (as  pesti- 

lence). iJL,k>\jM  yoi  7'dyati  nusrat-si7u- 
yat,  The  victorious  banner. 

p  sardycha,  A  tent,  small  habitation. 

A  ̂]/*>  sa7-dfih,  (pi.  sarihat)  Strips  of 
cloth.  Thongs  of  leather.  Long  tracts  of  blood. 
Narrow  roads  thickly  planted. 

p j^ti.j|^sam?/-(Zar,  A  garrison-soldier,  a  keeper 
of  the  palace. 

Aji\yM  sa7^dfir,  (pi.  of  'ij>ju»  sarirat)  Secrets. 
p  (jiJ.l^sarayis/tjSong,  melody.  Conversation. 

p  iiS^^jiM  sardyanda,  Singing.  A  singer,  re- 

citer, or  chanter,  '^yc  sard7ja7ida-murgh, 
A  singing-bird. 

P  sa7-dyidan  or  si7'd7jidan,  To  sing, 
modulate,  shake.  To  coo  as  a  turtle,  ^J<^}y*> 

sa7^dijidan  ba  sar,  To  speak  by  signs  or  nods. 

A  '^j***  sa7'b,  (v.  n.  of  l-^j**»)  Sewing  stitches. 
A  way,  road.    Flocks,  cattle  at  pastui-e.    A  side, 
part,  mode,  manner.  The  breast.  A  stitch. 

^JX>jij»  izhabi  fald  andahu  sa7-bahi,  Get 
thee  gone  !  I  care  not  for  thee  !  (a  formula  of  di- 

vorce before  the  time  of  Muhammad).  Sirb,  Mind, 

soul,  heart.  Aherd(of  deer),flight(of  birds),bevy 

(of  women).  A  road.  A  grove  of  palm-trees,  jfc 

*ir^  l5  Ci)*'  hu7va  dnwiuTift  si7'bihi,  He  is  happy 

in  his  mind.  <^j^\  rvd&'i^'s  si7'b,  Liberal- 
minded.  Sarab,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^  Emitting  water 
(a  leathern  bottle).  Water  flowing  (from  or  into 
a  bottle).  The  den  or  haunt  of  a  wild  beast.  An 

aqueduct,  pipe,  conduit.  A  subterraneous  habita- 
tion.   Sarib,  (A  leathern  bottle)  emitting  water. 

p  su7'b,  Lead.    A  cavern.    Sarib,  Old, 
rotten,  squeezed,  gone  to  pieces. 

A^^jiji  sirbdkh,  An  extensive  desert. 
p  sa7'-bdr,  A  bundle  on  the  top  of  a  load. 

i^d^j^jMi  sa7--bdr  shudan,  To  be  heavy-headed, 
to  have  a  pain  in  the  head. 

P  ijj^^.j^  sai--bdri,  A  small  load  placed  upon 
a  heavier.  A  load  borne  upon  the  head. 

vjKijiM  sar-bdz,  Bare-headed.  Brave,  resolute, 

fool-hardy,  intrepid,  risking  one's  own  life  or  head. 
A  soldier.  jl^^J^Lo  mubd7-izi  sar-bdz,  (orjj^ii 

jljy**)  dildwari  sa7--bdz)  An  intrepid  soldier. 

p  ̂ jjOjui  sar-bdzi,  Courage,  fool-hardiness. 

p  (_j^bj*>*  sa7--bdsh,  (or  ̂^\>ju»  sar-bdshi)  A 
chief.    A  battle-axe.    A  beadle. 

p  i^\ijtj»  sar-bdk,  A  police-ofiicer. 

A  (Jl^**»  sirbdl,  A  shirt,  shift.  Any  vestment. 
p  sa7'-bdld,  A  hill,  a  mountain, 
p  sa7'-bdlin,  A  pillow. 

p^bjjj*  sarbdn,  A  small  bundle  laid  on  the  top 
of  a  load.  A  steep  precipice. 

sar-ba7ig,  A  woodpecker. 

A  'iijui  sa7-bat,  A  short  journey.  A  single  stitch. 
Surbat,  (p\.{^jju>  surub)  A  flock  of  birds,  bevy 
of  roes,  herd  of  horses  or  asses,  company  of  people 8  o 

from  twenty  to  thirty.  A  row  of  vines.  Curly 
hair  from  the  breast  to  the  belly.  Sect,  mode, 

rule,  institute.  A  grove  of  palms.  Saribat,  Leaky 

(water-bottle). 

A^j*t»  su7'buj,  A  tribe  in  Turkistan. 
A  ̂ Ij^, surbujiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  ̂ _/'»  surbuj. 
p  {...j^juisar  bajayb,  Hanging  the  head  upon 

the  bosom  in  a  contemplative  attitude. 

A  ̂ _;**>  sarbahh,  An  extensive  country,  where 
one  easily  wanders  out  of  the  road. 

A  sarbakhat,  Agility,  lightness.  A  noon- 
day walk.  A  slow,  gradual  pace. 

p  (jSii?^  sar-bakhsh,  A  portion,  share.  Past, 

gone  by.  High-minded. 

p j^j^  sar-bar,  A  small  bundle  laid  on  the  top 
of  a  load  ;  a  surplus  addition  to  a  burden.  Magni- 

tude, altitude.  All,  the  whole.  Back  of  the  head, 

nape  of  the  neck. 

p  'i>\j>j***  sar  ba  rdh,  A  performer,  finisher. 
p  sar  5ara/ji,  Execution,  performance. 

p  sa7--bargh,  A  dam-head. 

p  <LJj^ju»  sar-buzurg,  Great,  of  exalted  dignity. 

p  f^jyo^  jui  sar  ba  za7nin,  Head  to  the  ground. 
p  sa7--bast.  Difficult,  obscure.  Free. 

p  dJ^jjM  sa7--basta.  Impervious,  closed  at  the 
end.  Covered,  concealed,  veiledt  Wearing  a  tur- 

ban. Any  word,  contract,  or  promise,  by  which 
one  is  bound. 

p  ̂ j^jtn  sa7^-basti,  Exemption,  freedom. 
p j*n  sar  ba  sar,  Equal.  Equally.  Totally. 

p  &i^yo  (— -Jj***  surb-sohhta,  Antimony,  burnt 
lead,  wherewith  females  tinge  their  eye-brows. 

A  'i\j>ju»  sarbalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Putting  on 
(a  coat  or  shirt).  Crumbled  bread  soaked  in  broth. 

p  liJOj***  sar-baland,  High-headed,  i.  e.  eminent, 
glorious,  excellent.  A  fillet  for  the  head.  liJj y** 

f^i)^ sar  baland  kardan.  To  aggrandize,  exalt. 
p  sa7'-bala7idl.,  Eminence,  exaltation. 

p^j^  ju>  sar  ba  7nuhr,  Sealed. p  ̂  jMi  sar-ba7id,  A  plug  or  stopple.  A  wreath 

or  fillet  for  fastenin  g  the  ladies'  head-dress.  A  turban . 

p  ̂ JS^JJJ»  sar-bandi,  An  inclosure,  a  park. 
p  (jiil^ji^  sar  binihddan,  To  be  refractory, 

fierce,  stubborn. 

p  IjJ^***  sar-bahd,  Price  of  blood.  Ransom. 
p  sar-bela,  A  broad  arrow-head. 

p  i^ijui  sar-blm,  Tip  of  the  nose. 

p  j^ii]  l>.^;*«  sar  pd  zadan,  To  kick. 

P  L>"l?.j^  sar-pds,  A  head  watchman.  An  iron 
mace.  A  shield.  An  iron  helmet. 

p  sar-pdsh,  One  whose  faculties  are 

impaired  by  age.  One  who  has  seen  the  world.  A 

huge  mace.  A  column. 

p  ̂ bb  jArt  sa7'-pdydn,  A  helmet.  A  turban.  A 
soft  linen  cap  worn  under  a  helmet.  Rings  hang- 

ing from  a  helmet.  Breeches. 

p  ̂\>jtji  sa7'-pdn,  Sexual  intercourse,  adultery. 



V jijiM  sar-par,  A  chief. 
p  tCsj>_jt*i  sarparda,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

i>  CjM>j>jm  sar-parast,  A  servant. 
p  sar-para,  Lines  drawn  on  the  sand,  be- 

tween which  they  play  at  dice. 

py>  jui  sar-paZjWho  cooks  beasts'  head  and  feet. 
p  sar-past,  Medica,  a  sort  of  trefoil. 

p  ̂..jui  sarpal,  Tripping,  stumbling.  Sarpul, 
(Bridge-head)  Name  of  a  place. 

p  ̂^^^^.-juisar-panjagijStrengih  of  fist,  violence. 
p  sj^.jMt  sar-panja,  Nails,  claws,  open  hand,  ex- 

panded fingers.  Powerful,  conquering.  Dauntless. 

p  sar-pang,  A  helmet. 

F  J***  sar-posh,  A  cover,  lid,  or  stopple. 
A  female  veil  or  head-dress  of  fine  linen,  muslin, 
or  silk,  part  of  which  flows  down  and  covers  the 

face,  shoulders,  and  sometimes  the  whole  body. 

Any  concealed  business.  Enigmatical  discourse. 
Hidden,  veiled,  concealed. 

p  jjuILjj',  sar-2)0shna,  (or  lyZt^  jut  sar-poshd) 
A  cover,  lid.  A  female  veil,  head-dress. 

p  iSxZi^  ju)  sar-posliida,  A  virgin. 

p  f^^  jui  sa7--j)ahan,  A  man  or  object,  whose 
head,  top,  or  upper  part  is  plain  or  level.  Name 
of  an  herb. 

p  sar-pech,  (or  sar-pesh')  An 
ornament  of  gold,  silver,  or  jewels,  generally  placed 
in  front  of  the  turban. 

A  i^Ji  surrat,  (pi.  O VJ**»  surrat  andjj*»»  surar) 
(A  woman)  who  makes  cheerful.  The  navel,  or 

the  place  where  it  is  cut.  The  middle  (of  a  valley). 

The  choicest  part  of  a  valley.  The  lowest  part  of 

a  cistern,  where  the  water  lodges. 

p  \^\jij*n  sar-tab,  Refractory. 

p  ̂j}3j*n  sar-tabt,  Disobedience. 

p  b  \3 j*u  sar  tapa,  (or  i^^.pai/')  Head  to  foot. 

P  ̂ b  jui  sar-taj,  A  chief. 
A  '^j*^  sirtah,  A  generous  camel.  Level  and 

fruitful  ground. 

p  pii  \i  ju>  sar  ta  dum,  From  head  to  tail. 
p  «ibjb sar-taziyana,  In  a  second,  directly. 
V  jui  K>      sar  ta  sar,  From  end  to  end. 

p  ̂J^J*^*  sar-tah,  A  tunic  worn  under  the  upper 
garment. 

p  piiJ  K)  jui  sar  ta  hadam,  Head  to  foot.  \!>  juH 

ulJUa)  piii*  sar  ta  hadam  latafat,  Grace  all  over. 
A  'e3jij»  surtat,  Name  of  a  town  in  Spain. 
p  sl-^jui  sar-tahhta,  A  steel-plate  pierced  with 

holes  of  different  dimensions,  for  wire-drawing 
gold  or  silver. 

p  ̂^\yiju»  sar-tarash,  A  head-shaver,  barber. 

p  i^\^ju>  sar-tarashty  A  shaving  of  the  head. 

p  i^^i'jMi  C^jt*>  sarat  sahz  had,  May  you  live 
to  be  gray ! 

P^W"j*»»  sar-iumaj,  A  hood,  coif,  veil. 
Pj^j>*>sar-tir,  Great:  wise,  learned :  excellent. 

^Iti)***  s«''-^e2:,Sl)arp-pointed(sword,thorn,&c). 
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L-ascible.  The  eye-lashes  of  the  fair. 

A  ̂ y***  sarj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ **')  Saddling  (a  horse). 
Platting  the  hair.  Lying.  A  saddle.    Saraj,  (v. 

n.  of  jrj***)  Having  a  handsome  face.  Lying. 

pli9y*«  sar-ja,  The  chief  place  at  a  feast. 
A  Permanent,  perpetual,  eternal. 

p  ̂ ^C> 'Sarjuft  kardan,  To  listen. 

A  |«="_^  sarjam,  Long,  tall, 
p  uL^U>-j*t»  sarjang,  (or  sarijang)  A  general, 

chief,  leader  of  a  body  of  troops.    A  serjeant. 

A  ̂ >'jiJi  surjuj,  Foolish. 
A&s- ^>-j^  surjujat,  Nature,  disposition,  man- 

ner, mode,  institution.      S^i^lj  'i^-^zr-jui  ̂  
hum  ̂ la'  surjujatin  wahidatin,  They  are  of  the 
same  disposition. 

p  sar-josh,  What  is  taken  out  of  a  pot 

for  tasting.  Best  part  or  cream.  Effervescence. 

A  X^vj*^  sirjijat,  Nature,  disposition,  mode. 

A  (jj=" sirjln,  (from  p  (j^t^^)  Dung,  ordure, 

p  u»A»-^«i  sarchap,  Leprosy,  white  morphew. 

■p&.^J^jiii  sar-c/ias/ma,  A  fountain-head,spring. 
&.^L,s--jki»  sar-chashmasijan,  Fountain  of  life, 

p  ̂{^jti)  sar-chahad,  Top  of  the  forehead. 

p^J^^^^J*^3  sar-chahddl,,  Any  thing  taken  gratis ; 
as  when  a  purchaser  having  bought  a  couple  of 

pounds  of  dried  raisins  walks  off"  with  a  handful  of 
vetches  into  the  bargain.  (In  Hindiistan  it  is  called 

i^j^iMi^  dastuji.) p  ti^Jj*^  sarchang,  Labour,  fatigue.  A  kick 
in  the  backside. 

A  .^jjji  sarh,  (v.  n.  of  Giving  leave  to 
roam,  setting  free.  Bringing  forth  what  is  in  the 

breast.  Letting  (hair)  flow  loose.  Gushing  forth 

(urine).  A  court  before  a  house.  Excrement. 

Large,  tall  trees,  especially  free  from  thorns.  Cattle 

going  out  at  morn.  Sarah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^*n)  Going 

on  easily  with  one's  aff"airs.  Suruh,  Nimble.  Swift 

(horse).  Quiet,  gentle  (she-camel).  A  gift  made 
without  delay.    An  easy  pace. 

A  Ua-^**!  suruhan  or  sarahan,  Easily. 

A  jWjA^i  sirhal,  A  wolf. 

A  fj\s>y>ji  sirhan,  (pi.  sarah,  sirah,  and 

^J\9'^JJM  sarahin)  A  wolf.  A  lion.  The  middle  of 

a  pond.  zanalus  si?7ia/i,Falsedawn. 

A  'is-jui  sarhat,  A  she-ass  full  grown  and  not 
conceiving.    Tall  (woman). 

p  sar-hadd  or  sar-had,  A  frontier,  con- 

fine, boundary,  limit.    A  fortress  on  the  frontiers. 

d^jui  sarhad-nishin,  Living  or  stationed  on 
the  confines.  A  marcher. 

p  »31s-j*n  sar-halha,  A  chief,  head  of  the  ring. 
A  surhub,  A  long-bodied  horse,  going 

expeditiously.  A  jackal.  A  tall  man.  A  certain 
blind  demon  inhabiting  the  sea.  Name  of  lijj  V  ̂  ̂  

abujarud,  the  founder  of  a  sect.  (_->js-y*>  L^^j**> 
surhubu  surhubu,  A  calling  of  sheep  to  be  milked. 

A  surhuhat,  A  similarity  of  temper. 

Temper,  disposition. 
p         surhh,  Red.  A  red  tincture,  or  red  ink. 

surhhi  zumburan,  The  tips  of  the  fin- 

gers tinged  with  privet.  iX»a*>>  j  surkh  u  sa- 
fed,  Gold  and  silver.  ^i^^  mahhi  surkh,  A 
red  salmon  found  in  the  Caspian  and  its  rivers. 

p  L_->l=>-^*u  surkhab,  Red  water,  i.  e.  paint  used 
by  the  ladies.  Blood.  Wine.  Name  of  a  river  in 

Kabul,  so  called  from  the  hue  of  the  water.  A 

bright  bay-horse.  A  horse  belonging  to  Rustam. 
Name  of  a  wrestler.  Name  of  a  son  of  Rustam. 

Name  of  a  mountain  near  Tabriz.  Name  of  a  king 
descended  from  Bahram  Gur.  A  sort  of  water- 

fowl, called  likewise  JU-j*-  kharchal. 

p  ̂ li-^  surkhabi,  A  red  duck.  A  bay-horse. 

p  \.UoJ^ju»  surhha-rang,  Inclining  to  red. 

p  tj^jui  sar-hhara,  A  golden  bodkin  which 
women  wear  in  their  hair,  either  by  way  of  orna- 

ment or  to  fasten  their  veil.  A  kind  of  flesh-brush 
made  of  bone.    A  comb. 

p  i^\}>-jij»  sar-hhash.  Main  beam  of  a  house. 

p  surkh-bdd,  St.  Anthony's  fire. 

p        ^jui  surhh-bdda,  The  erysipelas. 
p  Jb  su7'kh-bal,  (Red-wing)  A  bird  re- 

sembling a  pai'tridge,  but  smaller. 
p  iJL^  surkh-but  (or  liJ  bud),  Name  of  an 

idol  of  a  colossal  size,  existing  at  Bamian  in  Kabul. 

p  iX^ 
surkh-bid,  A  kind  of  willow-tree. 

p  Ls-^;*"*  surhh-pd,  (or  (_^b  pat/)  Wood-sorrel, 
p  surkh-posh,  Dressed  in  red. 

p  i jkIs-jjm  surhh-tlra,  A  red  or  bay-horse, 
p  surkh-chashm,  Red-eyed.  Cruel. 

An  executioner. 

p  e^jtji  surkhicha,  (or  s^j*u)  Measles, 
p  ej\d         surhh-ddna,  Red  medicinal  berry, 

p  i^jui  surhhida,  {^f'j'^  surhhira,  t>^j^ 

surhhiza,  or  ̂ ^^V***  surkhija)  Measles. 
p  surhh-ru,  Honourable.  Acquitted. 

Pleased,  contented,  (jii-i*  (JX)  .^^juisurhhruy  shu- 
dan,To  be  red  in  theface  oroverspread  with  blushes. 

Pj\j>-      J  jS" jij)  sar  khar  u  bun  khdr.  An  ass. 

p  Si^jj         surhh-ruda,  The  gullet, 

p  j^jj         swhh-rufi,  Honour.  Acquittal, 
p  Si^^jtM  sar-kharul,  A  ransom, 
p  idj^jMi  surhh-zarda,  Reddish  yellow  horse, 
p  sarhhas,  Laurel.  Sarakhs,  A  medi- 

cinal wood,  black  without  and  green  within,  found 

on  the  shores  of  the  Caspian.  A  city  in  Khurasan. 

p  CL/M^jjjt  sirkhist,  (or  d.*  ''••'■>-jjm)  A  species 
of  white  manna,  dissolving  in  water  like  chalk,  ad- 

ministered, mixed  with  flour,  in  fevers.  A  small 

sprinkling  rain. 

p ju»  ̂^swr/f/t-sar,  (Red-head)  A  red-headed sparrow.  A  name  by  which  the  Persians  are  called, 

p  surkh-sarak,  A  red-headed  bird, 

p  «i.*a**>  ̂ j**>  surhh-safed,  Red  and  white,  fair. 
surhh-suwdr,  The  liver. 



Pj^ii^b  (j^">  surkh  shabdni  yalmdar, 

(in  Zand  and  Pazand)  Moses. 

p  ijiX^>'->-jjM  sar-khushki  ablak,  Fortune. 
Time.    The  world. 

p  lai- sar-khat,  An  agreement  to  hire  ser- 
vice.   A  bill  of  sale. 

PjLc-  ̂ jiM  surhh-^yar,  Proof,  assay. 
p  ii^jtji  surkhah,  (dim.  of  surkh)  Red- 

dish.   Measles.    The  cornel-tree  or  fruit. 

p  ̂jSs-jui  surkhgan,  Measles.  Buboes. 

p        ̂ yji  surlih-gun,  A  saul. 

p  j»=-j*>»  sar-hhum,  A  jar-lid.  Name  of  an  herb. 
p  kijo         surkh-mard,  Name  of  a  red  flower. 

p  y^jt**  surkhu,  Measles. 
p  sar-hhmab,  The  first  sleep. 

Pj^^j^  sir-hhwar,  Possessed  of  hidden  trea- 
sures, skilled  in  mysteries.    A  poet. 

p  "S^^jui  sar-khnara,  A  comb.  A  golden  bod- 
kin which  women  wear  in  their  hair,  as  an  orna- 

ment or  to  fasten  their  veil. 

p  ̂ J^y>■J^  sar-hlman,  Calling  out.  A  reader, 
lecturer.  A  singer.  A  precentor.  Sur-hlman,  A 
kind  of  red  pigeon. 

p  ̂j^^jui  sar-kkwant,  The  office  of  a  precentor. 

Singing.  Speaking.  Telling  one's  fortune  by  read- 
ing the  writing  on  the  forehead.  Irony,  ridicule, 

jesting,  buffbonery. 

p  i^ys-'jui  sar-hhwud,  One's  own  master. 
p  sar-^/tWMsA,  Merry-headed.  Tipsy 

(implying  the  stage  of  cheerful  liveliness,  not  of 

stupid  inebriation). 

p  f^^y**  sar-hhmushi,  Exhilaration. 

p  6i-ju»  surkha,  Red  tincture.  A  kind  of  red 
pigeon.  The  windpipe.  A  pimple  on  the  eyelid, 
a  sty.  Name  of  the  son  of  Afrasyab.  Name  of  a 

place.  i^jMi  surkha-dar,  The  alder-tree,  as  pro- 
ducing a  red  dye. 

p  jM*  surkhl,  Redness.  Brickdust.  A  red 

tincture.    Red  ink.    Blood.  Sr^*^  surkhl 
surkh,  Intensely  red. 

pi}.0^jtjisurkhtcha,{iJi^j**iSUi^khtzaorij^j**) 
surkhlja)  The  measles. 

p  ̂y^ju>  sar  or  sari  khayl,  A  general,  com- 
mander of  a  regiment,  a  troop,  or  a  body  of  men. 

(J^i^lJui>  ̂ y^jui  sar-hhaijli  shayatin,  IblTs,  Satan. 

G  i^^^jui  sarkkiyus,  Fumitory. 
p  sard,  Cold.  Damp.  Tasteless.  Disagree- 

able, unpleasant.  Without  root.  Bottomless.  L-^  I 

LijtM  obi  sard,  Cold  water.  j  ̂Ji  garm  u  sard. 
Hot  and  cold.  iij*>»  ;j«fl3  nafasi  sard,  A  cold  sigh. 

i^jui  sard  shudan.  To  be  cold.   To  die.  To 
grow  tired  of. 

A  dju*  sard,  (v.  n.  of  Sewing  (a  leathern 

bottle).  Weaving  (a  coat  of  mail).  Linking.  Per- 

forating. Persevering  (in  observing  a  fast).  Pur- 
suing (a  narrative)  with  fluency.  A  coat  of  mail ; 

also  the  mutual  intertexture  of  the  rings.  The  sew- 
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ing  of  leather,  and  the  holes  made  by  the  punctures. 

Any  thing  continued,  connected,  uninterrupted,  ad- 

hei'ing.  (i,*J\  as  sard,  The  months  Zi'l  ka^dat, 
Zi'l  hijjah,  and  Muharram.  Sarad,  (v.  n.  of  i^y**) 
Continuing,  prolonging  (a  fast). 

A  sard-ab,  A  grotto,  ice-house,  a  cold 

bath,  a  subterranean  dwelling.  Sirddb,  An  inti- 
mate friend.  Rock-parsley. 

AL-j\dj>Msirddb,  (from  p)  A  grotto.  An  ice-house. 

p  I  djMi  sard-aba,  A  grotto,  ice-house.  A  place 
where  water  is  kept  cool.  A  subterranean  dwell- 

ing. A  cool  summer  residence.  A  friend.  Name 

of  a  waterfall  in  Kazwin,  and  of  a  Spanish  island. 

p  (3 1  LijiM  sard-dbi,  The  keeper  of  an  ice-house; 
also  any  thing  belonging  to  it. 

A  ̂^1^***  sirddh,  A  cluster  of  palm-flowers,  (pi. 

^li^^  sarudih)  A  fine,  fat,  strong  she-camel. 
Pj\ii^5a7--f?ar,  A  general,  field-marshal,  ofiicer 

of  rank,  king'slieutenant,  achief  in  any  department, 
(j^-v^^  ̂ ju.Cc  sarddri  magasi  angubin,  A 

queen-bee. 
Fj\dj*n  sirr-ddr,  A  confidant. 

p  '&J\djt*i  sar-ddra,  Rhyme. 
p  sar-ddri,  Rank  ofj^ii^,  chiefship. 

A  'iJ>\dj*M  sarddniyat,  Sardinia. 
p  tj\^j*n  sarddwa,  A  cavern,  grot,  ice-house. 

An  open  apartment  for  the  benefit  of  air. 

p  j^l-J.  sard-baydn.  Destitute  of  the  graces 
of  elocution.  Plain-spoken,  offensive.  Dull,  stupid. 

A  'iifi^j**)  sardajat,  A  turning(camels)to  pasture. 
A  sardah,  Plain,  soft  ground,  producing 

the  plant  nasty. 

A  w»-iij«jsar^Za/ia  ̂ ,  Aletting  camels  pasture  freely. 

Pji^jui  sar-dar.  The  lintel  of  a  door. 
p  (j^yoljii  jui  sar  dar  dmadan.  To  stumble,  to 

fall  on  the  head. 

p  sar-dar d.  Headache.  Trouble. 

p  ̂ i^jLi sar-dardi,  Vexation. 
p  j^j'^ sar  dar  sar,  From  end  to  end. 
p  ̂__ft^J^^ jui  sar  dar  kaf,  In  great  danger. 

p  ̂ ^jdjMi  sar  dar  gilhn.  Head  on  the  carpet, 
the  game  of  hot-cockles. 

p  \y*>  jii j*^  sar  dar  harcd,  Head  in  the  aii',  i,  e. 
haughty,  proud,  lofty.  Light-headed. 

p  (Jl,***>iJ  jui  sar-dast,  The  wrist.  Taking  with 

the  finger-ends. 

Pj\jL*iiij**> sar-dastdr,  A  turban.  Turban-sash. 

p         jui  sar-dasta,  A  walking-staff". 
p  (jAUii  sar-dastt.  Forthwith,  without  delay. 

Any  thing  taken  up  hastily  with  the  tip  of  the  finger. 

Whatever  is  at  hand.  A  wandering  dervish's  staff". 
p sard-ser,  A  cold  place.  A  summer 

habitation  in  high  grounds  (opposed  to^ju^ 

pjis^j^  sar-daftar.  An  ofiicer  of  government, 
clerk,  accomptant.  An  exordium,  preamble,  title 

page.  A  summary,  synopsis,  (jijj^ilj^liiij***  sar- 
daftari  djirmish,  Muhammad. 

A  «^  sardakat,  The  putting  up  an  awning. 
p  sard-guy  or  goy,  Harsh-spoken,  one 

who  uses  ill  language  or  utters  off"ensive  truths. 
p  jwiii^  sardama,  A  quick,  light  pace. 

p  Jljii/**  sar-duwdl,  Reins  :  a  head-stall. 

P  ̂̂ ^J<^J***  sar-darodn.  Nodding  in  walking. 

A  ̂ li/**  surdukh.  Dates  moistened  in  water. 
Pjj4> sar-dawr,  A  chief  spy. 

pjjii      sar-doz,  A  kind  of  head-stall. A  sardulat,  A  walnut. 

p  sarda,  A  drinking-cup.  The  president 

of  a  company  of  topers.  A  cup-bearer.  A  sort  of 
melon.  Any  fruit  which  ripens  early.  Kind,  spe- 

cies. Sir  da,  Late  fruits  of  the  choicest  kinds,  which 

are  sent  in  presents.  Fruits  left  upon  the  trees  after 

the  in-gathering,  after-fruits. 

p  (j'li;***  sardi.  Cold,  coldness. 
p  ̂ ^,i)JtM  sardin,  (in  the  language  of  the  people 

of  the  West)  A  kind  of  fish,  a  sardine. 

Ajj*«  sarar.  The  navel-string  which  the  mid- 
wife cuts.  The  middle  of  any  thing.  HoUow- 

ness.  The  middle  of  a  month.  The  last  night  of 

the  month.  A  hurt  on  a  camel's  breast.  Sarar 

and  surar,  (pi. j]^*^  asrdr)  Lines,  lineaments  on 
on  the  palm  of  the  hand.  Sirar,  Dirt  adhering 

to,  or  the  skin  of,  a  mushroom.  Lineaments,  lines, 

wrinkles,  creases  on  the  palm  of  the  hand  or  on  the 

forehead.  (pl.j^**»\  asrdr  and j>..J^^  asdri?-)  The 
navel-string  which  the  midwife  cuts.  The  last  night 

of  a  month,  jju*  ̂ s-  &J^^  &5  wvMda  lahu  sa- 
Idsatun  ̂ la  sirarin,  Three  boys  were  born  to  him 
consecutively.  Surar,  Skins  or  dirt  sticking  on  a 
mushroom.  The  last  night  of  a  month.  The  mid- 

dle of  a  month,  (pi.  of  5^  surrat)  Navels.  Su- 

rur.  The  upper  part  of  the  stalk  of  a  plant.  8u- 

rur  or  surar,  (pi.  of  j>,ju»sarir)  Thrones.  Litters. 

P  C^Mi^jjut  sar  or  sari  rdst,  With  head  erect. 

Any  thing  rightly  done.    A  well-cut  reed  or  pen. 

p  &julij  jjji  sar-risJita,  A  rope,  thread,  cord,  ex- 
tremity of  a  rope.  Office, employment.  Connexion, 

affinity.  Desire,  intention,  purpose.  iiJi<^  e^J^jMi 
sar-rishtafi  umed,  Thread  of  hope,  (^ib  &ju^  jt*> 

sar-rishta  ydftan,  To  obtain  a  clue  to. 

pjj*»*  sarz  or  saraz,  A  plasterer's  trowel. 
p  ii^jjjt  sar-zada.  Depraved,  ill-bred. 

P  (jj      sar-zan,  Rebellious,  disobedient. 
p  ̂ JuiyJui  sar-zanish,  Reproach,  reproof,  repre-  ̂  

hension,  chiding,  sarcasm,  rebuking,  railing  at. 

J  "JJJ  t^J^^jj'^sar-zanishi  ro^'^ar,  Fortune's  frowns. 
p jjj j*n  sar-zor.  Rebellious,  disobedient. 

p j>j  jui  sar-zer.  With  the  head  inclined. 

p  "^j^.jj***  sar-z'ira.  Name  of  a  fi-agrant  herb. 
p        jui  sar-zigh.  Bunch  of  dates  or  grapes. 

A  {^jut  saras,  (v.n.of  j_j^^)  Being  impotent, 
not  gendering.  Being  cunning,  shrewd,  intelligent, 
and  knowing  how  to  keep  what  he  has  got.  Being 

of  an  evil  disposition.    Becoming  provident  and 



vigilant  after  having  been  ignorant  and  thought- 

less. Saris,  (pi.  sh^as)  Impotent,  unable  to 
impregnate  (man  or  animal).  Weak.  Cunning, 
shrewd,  careful  of  what  one  has  gotten. 

A  ̂\*>ijut  swasas,  (pi.  of  saris)  Impotent. 

P^l*« j*n  sar-sdJch,  Fine,  smooth  silk. 
p  lilwij**)  sar-sad,  Cinquefoil. 

p  ̂^jui  sar-sam,  Stupefied.  Frenzy,  delirium. 
p  i^\Mijut  sar-sama,  Mad,  crazy. 

p  ̂\.tj3jui  sar-sami,  Stupidity.  Delirious. 

p  fjiuij*n  sar-san,  Fear,  dread,  astonishment. 

p'jMijui  sar-sabz,  Verdant,  fresh.  Flourishing, 
thriving.  Prosperous,  fortunate.  Rich.  Life. 

Freshness.    A  king. 

F  i^'jMiyi*  sar-sabzi,  Verdure.  Prosperity. 
p  {^x>Mj*n  sar-sabuh,  Light-headed,  vain. 

P  ̂ ^ykuijtn  sar  or  sarisutun,  Capital  of  a  pillar. 

p  ̂jki^jui  sar-sakhfi,  Carelessness,  inattention, 
heedlessness  to  what  is  said.  Harsh  words. 

Vjijiju*  sarsar,  Foolish,  silly.  A  veil,  covering. 

Saw-dust.  Folly,  madness.  A  lid.  jJi> sar- 
sari  shir,  Cream. 

A  jui j*a  sur  sur,  (imp.)  Aim  at  high  matters  ! 

A  ijuijui  sarsarat,  (v.  n.  oijtMjui  Q)  Whetting 

(a  shoemaker's  knife). 
p  tjuiju*  sar-sara.  Top  of  a  mountain,  summit. 

p  i^juijMi  sarsari,  Folly.  Feebleness  of  admi- 
nistration. Inattention  to,  remissness  in  necessary 

duties.  Vain  words  spoken  without  reflection.  Asto- 

nishment. Mean.  A  fool.  Quick  of  apprehen- 

sion. Swift  horse.  An  easy  business.  Easily. 

Gratuitously,  for  nothing. 

p  sirsim,  Water-mint. 

p  s^tMijjjt  sarisna  or  sirisna,  A  district  in  Persia. 

P  {j^j^y** sari  suwaran,  Master  of  the  horse. 

Aj^*uju»  sursur.  Intelligent,  knowing,  shrewd, 
sly ;  one  who  gets  a  quick  insight  into  any  matter. 

An  intimate  friend.  The  point  of  a  spindle.  j^MyM 
sursuru  malin.  An  able  manager  of  property, 

one  skilful  in  the  management  of  camels. 

p  a^xuijui  sar-sina,  A  pit  in  the  neck. 
p  sirash,  (from  «a*>  sih.  Three,  and 

rash.  Yard)  Muslin,  fine  linen ;  also  a  lady's  veil, 
three  yards  in  length,  flowing  from  the  head  to  the 

feet.  Si7-ish,  Glue,  starch,  paste,  (in  zand  and 
Pazand)  Vile,  bad. 

p^[mjm>  sar-shahh,  Main  beam  of  a  house. 
p  j\Jmju»  sar-shar,  Brim-full.  Intoxicated. 
p  i^Mijui  sarshab,  A  royal  falcon. 

p  Cl^Zijui  sirisht.  Mixed.  Nature,  tempera- 

ment, constitution,  complexion,naturalshape,form, 
or  make.  Understanding,  intellect.  The  four  ele- 

ments. Baking,  kneading.  C^jtuty^Xijpaklza- 
sirisht,  Of  an  excellent  disposition. 

p  i^^^^MijM  sirishtan,  To  mix,  knead.  To  create, 
form  into  shape. 

p  elZyti  sirishta,  Mixed,  (from  sjJ^jjui  sar- 
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7-ishta)  A  I'ecord,  account ;  registry-office. 

Pj\ii  e^iJinjui  sirishta-dar,  A  keeper  of  ihe  re- 
cords of  a  province.  The  native  head-officer  of  a 

cutcherry  or  court  (in  India). 

p  ̂j'i^^J^ju)  sar-shustani,  A  lotion  for  the  head 
(as  an  infusion  of  mallow-leaves,  &c.). 

p  sarshaf,  Mustard-seed. 
p  i^^Mjui  sirishh,  A  tear.  A  drop.  Droppings 

of  the  eaves.  Flowing  of  a  fountain.  Sparks  of 

fire.  A  red-flowering  tree.  The  flying  upwards  of 

sparks  of  fire.  Barberries.  The  cypress.  A  white 

rose  inclining  to  red,  which  blooms  summer  and 

winter.  jjiiJ  1  (jf  1>'I>^  sirishhi  atish,  Sap  oozing 
from  green  wood  whenplaceduponthefire.  ij^X^jm 

(jj-^J^  sirishhi  an gubiii,  A  syrup  composed  of  ho- 

ney, water,  and  vinegar.  Date-syrup.  (.iJuoy*o 

i^^lj^  sirishh  hai~idan,  To  shed  tears.  tii-jjAU 
jyZi  sirishhi  shor,  Tears  of  sori'ow.  Ufc  L^Li^ 
sirishhi  hawa,  (Tears  of  the  air)  Dew. 

p  ̂^J^  L^XuijMi  sirishh-haran.  Rain.  Small  rain. 
p  ̂̂ Z-^jCZijiJi  sar-shihastagi,  Fracture  of  skull. 

p  ̂..LjCZijjm  sai'-sliikusta,  Broken-pated. 
sar-shihan,  Head-breaking.  A  free 

grant  of  land,  the  rents  of  which  are  made  up  by 
an  additional  assessment  on  the  residue  of  the  lands. 

p  sar-shihani,  Resistance.  Death. 

p  ̂^J*>jiJi  sirishhrvan  or  ̂̂ ^J*>jui  sirishh  wan, 
A  curtain  by  which  a  bride  is  concealed  on  her 
wedding-night. 

p  ̂ j^jui  sar-shuij,  A  barber,  shaver.  A  kind 
of  white  clay  with  which  women  clean  their  hair. 

vjMijui  sar  or  sari  shir,  Cream,  scum  of  milk. 
A  \sjut  sarat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j*^)  Swallowing  (any 

thing).  Surat,  A  hard  runner.  A  swallower  of 
large  mouthfuls. 

p^ll?^  sar-iah  or  sari  tah,  A  balcony  or  up- 
per summer  apartment  open  to  the  front. 

A  saratan,  (v.  n.of  iaj*»»)  Swallowing. 
A  crab.  The  sign  Cancer.  A  sore,  cancer,  canker. 
A  disease  incident  to  the  feet  of  cattle.  Swift  of 

foot.  A  swallower  of  large  mouthfuls.  Bold,  brave, 

(jr^  saratani  hahri,  A  sea-crab.  ̂ J^jui 

^jj^  saratani  nahrl,  A  cray-fish.  jjlla^  sa- 
ratani rahim,  A  cancer  in  the  womb. 

A  's!hjuisuratat,  Swift  in  swallowing,  a  bolter. 
A  \s\^jti>  siritrat  or  saratrat,  A  dish  composed 

of  flour,  honey,  or  dates  and  water. 

A  sarta^t,  A  running  fast  from  fear. 

A  Jis/**  sartal,  Tall  and  tottering. 
A  sartalat,  A  tottering  from  dispropor- 

tioned  height. 

A  ̂jui  sariam or sirtim, liowg.  Onewhospeaks 
clearly.  One  who  has  a  wide  swallow.  Sirtim,  A 

glutton.  An  eloquent  speaker. 

A  ̂a^j*>t  sirttt,  A  swallower  of  large  gobbets. 

A  .sqr^  or  sir^  A  vine-shoot.  Any  branch 
fresh  and  moist.  A  tender  youth.  Saratov  siru^ 

Haste,  expedition.  ̂ j*>^^  ̂^^\as'  strap's  sira^ 
Quick,  quick  !  Sira^  (v.n.of  ̂ j*^)  Making  haste. 

A  ij^j*^  sar^n,  sir^n,  or  sMr^are,He hastened. 
Sir^n  or  sur^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ .j*^  sa?'i^)  Twigs  of  the 
tree  called  pl-i^  basham.  Sur^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^y** 

sttri^)Quick,  nimble,  hasty,  expeditious.  Sara^n, 
A  bowstring  made  from  the  sinews  of  the  back. 

Sara^n  or  sar^n,  The  first  (of  the  people),  prin- 
cipals.   The  best  (horses),  such  as  take  the  lead. 

A  'is-jMi  sur^t,  (t.  n.  of  Doing  (any  thing) 
withdespatch:haste,expedition,quickness,despatch. 

p         CLiS^  sur^t  hardan.  To  make  haste. 
A  i^jtM  sur^tan.  Quickly. 

A  ̂ J^j^  sara^^a^  A  fresh,  moist  branch.  A tender,  limber  youth.  Tall. 

p  j^^j*n  sar-^shar,  A  general,  commander 
of  land  forces  ;  seraskier. 

p  jZSy*>  sar-^shar,  A  mark  or  marginal  aste- 

risk placed  afterevery  decade  of  verses  intheKur'an. 

p  piiT  &*-laS' jA*>  sar  ̂ tsan  adam,  Jesus  Christ. 
A  'iis-jui  sar^fat,  A  feeding  well  (an  infant). 

A  '■^tp'jui  surf^b,  A  weasel. 

A  s2«'^M/',Tender,delicate,  light  of  flesh. 
Tall,  slim  woman.  A  locust.  A  moth.  A  tall  horse. 

A  '^jui  sargh,  (v.n.  of  '^y**)  Eating  grapes  with 

the  stalks,  (pi.  '<^y**  surugh')  A  vine-shoot. 

p ̂ Jr»*»  sarghich,  A  wooden  bowl. p  iSS'jm  sarghana.  Great,  large,  and  incompa- 
rable. A  chief.  Abovementioned,  aforesaid. 

p  C^^jtii  sa?'^jf/<M^,  Opulence.  Beneficence. 
pIp_j5^a»>  sar-ghanghd,  Ringleader  of  a  mutiny, 

or  tumult.  Vanguard  of  an  army. 

p  {^pyM  sar,  sirghin,  (or  sj^Sy**)  A  corn-pipe. 
A  (_J;aJ  sarf,  (v.  n.  of  uJ;-*)  (A  caterpillar) 

eating  the  leaves  of  trees.  Feeding  her  young  badly, 

giving  it  too  much  milk.  Saraf,  (v.  n.  of  i — iyn) 

Exceeding  bounds,being  prodigal.  Exercising  one's self  in  any  thing.  Omitting,  slighting,  neglecting, 

forgetting,  being  ignorant  of.  Mistaking,  blunder- 

ing, doing  wrong.  Obscurity,  dulness  of  intellect. 

Leaking  through  thesidesofa  well  (water).  Greedi- 
ness. Excess.  Habit,  habitude.  Nobility,  dignity, 

rank.  Sarif,  Deficient  in  understanding,  blunder- 
headed,  silly ;  negligent,  careless.  Survf,  A  white 

substance  resembling  the  web  of  a  silk-worm. 

p  (_i;*i>»  swr/)  A  cough.  One  who  coughs.  Lead. 

Saraf  or  suruf,  A  soreness  in  the  throat  or  the  chest 
from  coughing.  A  tickling  sensation  of  the  palate. 

p  i^^jui  sarfdh,  Sound,  voice,  clamour. 

p  ̂^0'y^J^^  surfdnidan.  To  cough.  To  make 

(any  one)  cough. 
A  'iSj*t»  surfat,  The  white  ant.  A  ship-worm. 

A  caterpillar.  A  certain  insect,  which  having  con- 
structed a  dwelling  from  particles  of  wood,  enters 

it  and  dies.  asna^  min  surfafin. 
Better  mechanician  than  the  white  ant.  Sari/at, 

(A  country)  abounding  in  such  vermin. 



A^j;*rt  sarfaJi,  A  name  of  the  devil. 
p  sar-faraz,  Eminent,  exalted ;  having 

the  head  raised,  distinguished ;  jDroud,  disobedient. 

Height,  dignity.  Name  of  the  third  day  of  the 
month  of  the  jiera  of  Malik. 

p  kSjI^j***  sar-farazi,  Grandeur,  exaltation. 

p  sar-faro,  With  a  humble  head,  snb- 
missive.  Humiliation. 

p  _j yij*tt  sar-farosh,  Who  cooks  and  sells  the 

heads  of  cattle.  Eeady  to  sacrifice  one's  life. 

p  ^j*n  sar-faroslii,  Bravery,  fidelity.  Sa- 

crifice" of  life.    Sale  of  heads  of  cattle. 
p  (__ij**>  (  Sj**>  surf  surf,  A  cough.  Coughing. 

p  *i^sw?ya.  Cough.  Ship-worm.  Caterpillar. 
P  sMr/fl-2r«(Z«, Troubled  with  a  cough. 

^jii.^.tij^  %L>j  sSjui  surfa-zada  gardidan,  To  be  at- 
tacked by  a  cough. 

p  surfidan,  To  cough. 

A  ̂ JJ**>  saraka,  (fut.  ̂JJ^*^..  yasrihu)  He  stole. 

A  ̂ JJt*»  sarah,  (v.  n.  of  Being  concealed. 

Being  weak  (the  joints),  (from  p  lju»sara)  (pi. 

of  'iiju*  sarakat)  Strips  of  white  silk.  Sarah,  sa- 
rik,  or  sark,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JJ*^>)  Stealing.  Pilfering. 
Sarik,  Theft,  larceny.  Plagiarism. 

A  ̂ jj**^  surrah.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  cJ^jui  sarikat.  Literary  thefts,  plagiarisms. 

A  'ejjxu  sarkat,  Theft.  Sarakat,  A  strip  of  white 
silk.  Sarakat  or  sarikat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Stealing. 

>Sari^a^,  Theft,  larceny.  Plagiarisim.  v  ̂̂ liJ^aJj^t 
sarika^karda?i.  To  steal,  pilfer. 

A  B3j**i  sarikatan,  By  stealth,  stealthily. 
A  &la*M5j*»»  sarakustat,  Saragossa  (in  Spain). 

A^J^  surku^  Sour  or  pricked  wine. 

p  ̂^^SiSjMi  sai'-kiifli,  Fees  for  unlocking,  exacted 
from  a  tenant  on  his  taking  possession  of  a  house. 

p  ̂J^juisa7--kah'7/an,  The  round  plate  to  which 
is  stuck  the  tobacco  in  a  hookah,  generally  a  thin 

piece  of  unglazed  tile,  and  upon  the  contrary  side 

of  which  the  fire  is  put. 

A  'iJijiji  sarkanat.  The  dunging  (of  land). 
p  tj\^ju»  sarkarvara,  A  finger-nail. 

p  '^{)***  surhuj,  A  plume  of  feathers,  decorated 
with  gold  and  jewels,  with  which  Persian  ladies 
and  great  men  adorn  their  heads. 

A  (^>ji*>  sirkin  or  sarhln.  Dung,  manure. 

p  sirk,  Red  and  white  paint  for  the  face. 

Siirk,  Measles.  Sarak,  A  little  head,  (in  the  dia- 
lect of  Kazwin)  A  boy. 

A  sarak,  (v.  n.  of  ciJ,«>)  Becoming  thin 
and  weak  after  having  been  strong  (the  body). 

p  ̂jiM  sirka.  Vinegar. 

T(_gj\^  sir-katihl,  A  secretary. 
p  sar-kar,  A  chief,  superintendant,  super- 

visor, overseer,  agent.  A  title  by  way  of  respect 
given  to  a  person  present  or  absent.  A  weaver's 

shop.  A  workshop.  A  king's  court.  Government. 
Estate.  Property.  Knowledge,  practice,  (in  In- 
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dia)  A  district  comprising  several  pergunnahs. 

P  i^j^j***  sar-kar  I,  Superintendence.  Belong- 
ing to  the  estate  or  to  government. 

r  sarkah,  Name  of  a  famous  musician. 

P  ̂ ^j^  sur-kaj,  Curved  at  the  head  (stick). 
P  (^s^***5«r-/f;M/Ji,  A  black  thing:  dark  cloud. 

P  ̂dj^j*n  sar-hardagi.  Chief  command. 
p  »4ij£=3j**»  sar-karda,  Begun.    A  beginning. 
P  sarkas.  Name  of  a  melodious  bird. 

P  sar-kash.  Refractory.    Proud,  arro- 

gant, contumacious.  Powerful,  disobedient,  stub- 

born, I'ebellious,  mutinous,  obstinate.  A  wild,  un- 
broke  horse.  An  old  acquaintance.  Name  of  a 

celebrated  musician.  An  upright  or  a  straight  man. 

A  horse  that  carries  his  head  erect.  A  reed  pre- 

pared for  writing.  ^-,»*»^  asbi  sar-kask, 
A  hard-mouthed,  restive  horse. 

P  sar-kaski,  Obstinacy,  mutiny. 

P  i^j*^  sarkan,  The  herb  orage. 

p  i^X^ jui  sirkanguhin,  Oxymel,  honey  and 
vinegar,  prescribed  for  the  bile. 

P(_-'j^^sar-/jo&,Head-striking.  Overlooking, 
overtopping.  A  machine  erected  to  overtop  a  wall ; 

a  battery.  A  battering  machine.  Any  eminence 
which  commands  a  fortress  or  houses.  A  citadel. 

A  superintendant.  Excelling  in  every  art.  Valiant 

in  battle.  A  sturdy  fellow.  A  molester.  Con- 
tumely, reproach. 

p  s-i^jui  sar-koha,  Heavy  mace.  Smart  reproof. 
sar-kuchak.  Vile,  low,  worthless. 

A  i^ifjui  surkuk.  Lean,  emaciated  (camel). 

p  d^jui  sirka,  Vinegar.  A  glow-worm.  A  nit. 
esJU»*  8ii  i^jut  sirkasi  dah  sala.  Vinegar  ten  years 

old  ;  an  ancient  grudge.  tJ^j^jiji  i>^j*i»  sirka  fa- 
rokhtan,  (To  sell  vinegar)  To  put  on  a  sour  look. 

JJi>  siT'hasi  hindi,  (India  vinegar)  Rice- 
water  left  till  it  becomes  sour. 

p        d^jjt  sirka-ahru,  A  crabbed  fellow. 
**»  sirka-ha,  Hashed  meat,  bruised  grain, 

and  vinegar. 

p         a^^jui  sirka-fsharii.  Reproach,  sarcasm. 

p  li^uj*^  sarkija,Yevt'igo.  ̂ ^0**1  jii  &:^^*a*  sar- 
kya  dar  amadan,  To  be  seized  with  a  giddiness 

(from  hunger  or  any  other  cause). 

p  iJL^ZiO^jjjt  sar-guzasht,  An  event,  accident, 
transaction.  A  recollection  or  relation  of  any  past 

circumstance.  A  story.  Experienced. 

p sargar  or  surgar,  A.  cobbler.  A  maker 

or  vender  of  beer.  Surgar,  A  kind  of  hedgehog. 

p  i^J>j>**  sar-giran.  Having  the  head  confused 
with  drink,  intoxicated,  crop-sick.  Proud,  arro- 

gant. Angry.  Dissatisfied.  Pierced.  Head-ache, 
crop-sickness.  A  heavy  club. 

p  sar-giram,  Dissatisfaction. 

p  Si^^jjm  sar-garda,  Vertigo,  giddiness. 

p  jjlii^S^  sar-gardan.  Confounded,  stupefied, 
amazed,  astonished,  distressed.  Giddiness.  Wan- 8  p 

dering,  straying.  Humbled, depressed.  A  vagabond. 

p  ̂j^\^^J^^i  sar-gardam.  Amazement.  Distress. 

p  tdJijM  sar-garda.  Astonished,  stupefied. 

p  s^ii^ji**  sar-girifta,  Head-ache.  Reproach. 
A  reviler. 

p  pi j*n  sar-garm.  Inflamed  with  love.  Intent 
upon, attentive.  AwanderingMuhammadanmonk. 

p  [^J'y**  sar-garmi,  Application,  attention. 
Love,  the  being  in  love, 

p  'i>j'y**  sar-girih,  A  knot  on  a  rosary-head. 
p  CL>'>.^j*n  sar-gazit,  (or  i^J^  gazid)  Tribute. 

Poll-tax,head-money  levied  on  Jews  andChristians. 

P  i^^.^j***  sar-gazin.  Tribute.  Sar-guzin,  One 
who  picks  out  the  best  of  the  flock.  The  choicest 
animal  thus  selected. 

p  ̂ iL^jM  sar-gushtagi,  Astonishment,  bewil- derment. 

p  ej^jtji  sar-gashta,  Astonished,  stupefied,  be- 
wildered :  dizzy,  vertiginous.  Wandeiing.  Busy. 

Under  authority.  J0.iib  ̂ ^\^l^ju>  sar-gashtagani 
hadiya.  Wanderers  in  the  desert. 

p  (J^**»  sargal,  A  ball  for  playing  with. 

p  ̂jui  sar-gulu,  A  disease  in  the  brain  (as  af- 
fecting the  head  and  throat). 

p  (jOl^  i^jM  sar  gala  nihadan,  To  choose.  To honour. 

p  (Jujj  ̂  sar  gum  shudan.  To  be  bewil- 
dered ;  to  lose  one's  way,  or  rather,  one's  head. 
p  sarguta  or  sirguia,  (in  zand  and  Pa- 

zand)  A  secret.    A  gibbet. 

p  {j<^j-^f_^^ j*n sar-goshikardan,To  whisper. 
p  i^-^jui  sar-gyask  (or  !^ jui  gija),  Vertigo. 

p  ̂jjffjtM  sar-giri.  Beginning  of  business.  Put- ting out  a  lamp. 

p  f^jujfjui  sargis,  The  rainbow. 
p  i^jyjt^  sar  gin,  Dung,  especially  dried  and  kept 

for  firing.  jj^  ̂^xfj***  ̂'^'''S^^  andakhtan  (or 

afgandan),  To  void  excrement.  ji5 

jjiij  1^'^  sargin  dar  zamin  zadan,To  dung  land. 
pJi^ju^^\^.^;;v5^sar^;ira-|)as/«f^a,Manured(field). 

p         ijs^j*^  sargin-jay,  A  dunghill. 

p        {^j***  sargindan,  A  dunghill. 

V j\j  sarginzar,  A  mixen,  dunghill, 

p  ̂̂ llaip  ̂ ^^j*t>sarg'in-ghaltan,Atumhle-d.ung. 

p  j^^ii/  liti^/**  sargin-gardan,  A  beetle, 
p  cL)13  (J^j'M  sarginnak,  Defiled  with  ordure. 

Dunged,  manured. 

G  ̂*i)jtM  suiiab,  An  astrolabe. 
p  S^jui  sar-lad.  The  top  of  a  wall.    A  wall. 

p  ̂ jui  sar-m.  Artichoke.  Cold.  Wild-mustard. A  surm,The  intestine  which  communicates 

with  the  anus,  the  straight  gut,  the  rectum.  Sa- 

ram,  A  pain  in  the  fundament. p  sarma.  Winter,  cold.  Cold  (weather). 

^ji  lc,*w  sarma-burd,  The  blasting  (of  trees). 
A  l*;*^  sarman,  Used  in  driving  away  dogs. 

p  (_/'^_5=-^'^;*»*  sarma-khmurdagl,  C  h  illiness,  nip. 



p  ii^^  \iCj*M  sarma-hhwurda,  Nipped  by  cold. 

p  ̂y>.j  '^y**  sarma-rezagi,  Hoar  frost. 

p  'i^i^j         sarma-zadagi,  Chill,  nip,  blast. 
p  idj  \/Cju»  sarma-zada,  Stricken  with  cold. 

p  li^U^  sarmasard,  A  summer  habitation 

(among  mountains). 

p  ij\js  sarma-fizay,  Name  of  the  ninth 
month  of  the  year  of  the  sera  of  Malik. 

p  Ci*i*\/o^  sar-mamah,  Game  of  hide  and  seek. 

A  ̂^j>^  surman,  A  malignant  sort  of  hornet. 

p  ̂^\iOj**>  sar-mahi,  Heads  of  fish ;  the  name 
given  by  the  Persians  to  those  whom  the  Greeks 

called  Ichthyophaghi,  or  people  who  live  on  fish 
Monthly  pay. 

p  eo.\/Oy*rt  sar-maya,  The  capital  of  a  merchant, 
stock  in  trade,  principal  sum.  Head.  Fortune. 
Possibility,  means. 

PjU  sarmaya-dar,  A  monied  man. 

p  f^^jt**  sarmasi,  Wintry.  Winter-clothing. 
p         sarmajf  Orage.    A  kind  of  ivy. 

p  sar  ma  khar,  Don't  scratch  your 
head,  i.e.  be  quick. 

A  ̂ jui  sarmad,  Everlasting.  A  long  night. 

A  \<X6jui  sarmadan,  Eternally,  for  ever. 

A  (^;i>/«^sar?«af?i?/,  Eternal,  perpetual.  Divine. 

A  sa?"madiyaf,  Eternity. 

p  ijAjMt  sar-mara,  A  numbering  by  the  head. 

ij^^j^ijcjui sar-mara  kardan,To  count  bythehead. 
A  ̂yoj*ti surra  inarriy,  Anative  of  Sur  man  ra. 

p  (JLw«j*»»  sar-mastyYevj  drunk,  crop-sick.  A 
camel  which  staggers  when  travelling  as  if  drunk. 

p  ̂ ^^mKjM  sar-masfi,  Intoxication,  ebriety. 

p  i^juojui  sarmis/t,  Apricots  stuffed  with  almonds. 

p  ̂ IluCjui  sarmashk,  A  copy  (for  writing). 

t__."^-"  ̂ ^m5  (_^l^A^i<j«j**»  sarmashkhayi  tifldni 
maktab,  Copies  for  boys  at  a  writing-school. 
A  sarmat,  Long-bodied  (camel). 

A  sa?-maiit,  Long-bodied  (camel). 

A  ̂ j*^  sarmak  or  surmuh,  Orage,  an  herb. 
The  herb  all-heal. 

p  cii/CjAM  sarmak,  Orage. 
surra  man  raM,  Name  of  a  city 

or  imperial  residence  near  Baghdad. 

p  yOjt**  sar-mo  or  mu,  A  hair's  point;  a  trifle. 
p  tdijj/«j*»>  sarmutak,  Commotion,  noise,  cry. 

p  Sjj*;*"  sar-muza,  Hose  worn  over  boots. 
p  ijcjtit  sarma,  Orage.  Galangale.  Surma,  A 

collyrium,  with  which  they  tinge  the  eyebrows  and 

lashes,  antimony,  lead-ore.  Name  of  a  village  in 

Persia.  cills-  tiCju*  surman  khdk-hm,  A  col- 
lyrium of  Khusraw  Parwez,  which  enabled  any  one 

whose  eves  were  anointed  therewith  to  see  to  the 

distance  of  three  feet  under  the  ground.  bjBjm* 

surman  giti,  A  dark  night.  s-itju»  mlli  sur- 
ma, A  style  with  which  they  apply  collyrium. 

p  s^jui  surma-aluda,  (or  J^JJui^Ss  sjOjui 
surma-kashida)  Anointed  with  surma. 
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p  L— ' surma-chob,  A  surma-style, 

p        Mjjji  surmaddn,  A  box  in  which  they 

keep  surma.  ̂ J=r^  i^'^  ikifju*  surmadani  ̂ jl.  An 

ivory  surma-box.   A  concealed  figure, 

p  SMjtji  surma-tdsh.  Antimony, 

p  jji^  jxCfMi  surma-kash.  One  who  applies  the 
collyrium  to  the  eye :  the  instrument  by  which  it  is 

applied.  Whatever  enlightens  the  eye.  A  dark  night. 

A  sl^jjji  sarminiya,  A  town  near  Aleppo, 

p  ̂Ajt*)  surmaii,  Of  surma  colour,  greyish, 
p         saran,  The  white  lily, 

p  Xiyji  surna,  A  hautbois ;  a  clarion, 

p  \>S>j**»  surnd-pd,  A  cameleopard. 
p  surnachi,  A  hautbois-player. 

P  J)j^j;*»>  surnd-zan,  A  player  on  the  hautbois. 

p  ̂K>ju»  sarnds,  An  old  sedate  man.  Manly, 

arrived  at  the  age  of  a  man.  Impotent.  Sirnds, One 

who  has  experienced  the  vicissitudes  of  fortune. 

A  sirndf,  Long,  tall, 

p  sJojui  sar-ndma,  Titles  at  the  beginning  of  a 

letter,  given  to  the  person  to  whom  it  is  addressed. 

Address,  superscription,  direction  of  a  letter :  as, 

lijjluj^  i3^)^  J*^  rfar/wZare  mahal  ba 

fuldne  birasdnard,  May  they  cause  (it)  to  reach 
so  and  so  at  such  a  place ! 

p  ij(>j»*>  surndy,  A  trumpet,  clarion,  bugle. 

A  saranj,  Vermilion,  sandix.     A  kind 
of  salve  for  wounds. 

P  ̂ jui  sirinj,  A  cymbal.  Red  lead,  vermilion, 

p  ty>jui  sirind.  Entangling  the  legs,  as  wrestlers 

to  trip  each  other.  A  swing.  A  noose  for  catching 

prey  by  the  foot,  a  lasso.  A  green  film  which  floats 

on  the  surface  of  stagnant  water.  A  kind  of  spar- 
row.   Strand  or  sirind.  Ivy. 

p  saranda.  An  island  in  the  sea  of  Oman. 

A  (l^jjj**>  saranda ,  (fem.  S^jj^  saranddt) 

Quick,  active  in  business.    Firm,  well  knit. 

A  t-^.iij/**  sarandib,  Ceylon. 

P  ̂ ^^Siju)  sarandidan,  To  sit  cross-legged. 
To  water. 

p  sarang,  (in  comp.)  Mixing.  A  mix- 

ture of  words.  A  kind  of  mixed  silken  stuff".  Sa- 

ring,  Orage.  Sirang,  {<L^j  sih  rang)  A  gar- 
ment of  three  colours.    The  griffin. 

P  sar-nigun,  Head-downwards.  De- 

pressed. Vile,  mean,  abject.  Backward.  Inverted. 

Prone  (as  a  quadruped).  Abashed.  Head  over 

heels,  a  summersault,  ij^j  j^j^j***  sar-nigun 

raftan,  To  retire  confounded.  (^^^^/^  (J**^  tdsi 

sar-nigun,  A  cup  turned  down. 

P  ̂^tyS^Jt^»  sarangidan.  To  wager.  To  mix  in 
conversation.  To  laugh.  To  expand.  Sirangidan, 

To  dispute.    Siringidan,  To  put  on  clothes. 

p  sirangil,  A  certain  kind  of  writing. 

p  ii->^^  sar-nawba,  A  head  watchman. 

p  C^^ju*  sar-navisht,  Written  on  the  fore- 
head, i.e.  Destiny,  predestination,  fate,  fortune. 

The  title  or  frontispiece  of  a  book. 

A  i^^jiji  surnuf,  A  sparrow-hawk. 

p  {^^\^ y**  sar  nihddan,  To  bow  the  head,-  to 
kiss  the  ground  in  adoration  or  respect. 

p  sar-nihln,  A  furnace,  oven.  A  pot. 

p   (_^^  surnay,  A  clarion. 
A  jjut  sars  or  sirs,  A  locust's  egg :  fish-spawn. 
p  J jui  sarv.  The  cypress-tree.  1  j ju»  sarvi 

dzdd,  The  free  cypress  (so  called  from  its  freedom 
from  curvature,  and  its  independence  of  all  support, 

or  from  its  being  always  green).  y&  I  j jt**  sarvi 

dhu,  A  stag's  attire.  tijJj  sarvi  baland,  The 

tall  cypress.  i^^^J"  jj***  sarvi  khirdmdn,  A  mis- 

tress with  a  graceful  figure,  f^^^  jj*t>  sarvi  sah'i, 
A  cypress  straight  and  bipartite.  Name  of  a  note 

in  music,  sljua  jj***  sar-vi  siydh,  A  juniper,  jj*** 

jkZi^  sarvi  kdshghar.  The  figure  of  a  mistress,  j jut 
sarvi  kohl.  Juniper  or  wild  cypress,  jli 

sarvi  ndz,  Fresh.    A  cypress-shoot.    A  cypress 
whose  branches  extend  in  all  directions.  A  beau- 

tiful woman,  a  sweetheart.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

Suru,  A  horn.    A  lie.    A  goblet  of  wine. 

A  J ju*  sarw,  (v.  n.  of_j jut)  Being  liberal,  gene- 

rous. Laying  eggs  (a  locust).  Putting  off"(clothes). 
Stripping.  Driving  away  care.  A  cypress.  A 
weevil.  A  liberal  man.  Humanity,  generosity, 

liberality.  Nobility.  The  abode  of  the  Himyarit 

Arabs.  A  rocky  declivity.  Land  overhanging  a 

valley,   jj**^^      abu's  sarw.  Perfumes. 
A     jui  sarus,  (pi.  ̂j*t*  suruf,  rarely  sur- ra/) A  locust  laying  eggs. 

p  \j jijt  sarwd,  A  romance,  fable.  A  lie,  false 
report.  Bare-headed.  An  apartment  open  to  the 
front.    Surrvd,  A  word. 

A-f\5^SMraroajr,(pl.of,^/^)Liberal,  generous. 
A  Cl.>\jjut  sarawdt,  (pi.  of  V\yM  sardt)  Backs, 

(pi.  of  ZSj***  sariy)  Liberal,  generous. 
Pii^j jui  sarwac?,Poesy,ode,song.  Vain,idle  talk. 
p  sar-wdda.  The  last  consonant  in  a 

verse  to  which  all  the  other  distichs  rhyme. 

Pj\jij*»»  sar-wdr,  A  small  load  upon  a  heavier. 

A  )a\jjiJt  sirrvdt,  A  glutton. 
A  fy\jyji sir wdl,  (or'ei\jju»sirwdlat)  (pi.  Jjj^^ 

sardwil)  Breeches,  trousers. 
p  iSSjjui  surrvdla,  A  bur,  a  kind  of  prickly  ad-  . 

hesive  plant. 

p  ̂^\jj**>  sarwdn,  Chiefs.  A  camel-leader. 
p       jiji  sarob,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  word. 

A  u->jj*»»  surtib,  (v.  n.  of  (— »^;*>»)  Pasturing  at 
liberty  (a  camel).  Walking  abroad,  ranging  at 

large.  (pl.of*J;*»»  surbat)  Groves  of  palm-trees. 

A  'ijjui  sarmat.  One  cypress.  Sarmat,  sirmat, 

or  surmat,  (pi.  sira')  A  small  arrow.  A  short 
arrow  with  a  long  and  broad  head.  Sirmat,  A  lo- 

cust just  hatched.  When  first  hatched  it  is  called 

sirmat :  then bti  daba^ :  then  ̂ IpjP ghamghdf : 

lastly,  ̂J^s::^ kutfdn. 



p  sarotali  or  saravtah,  Tumult,  scuffle. 

A  ̂   ju*  saruj,  Name  of  a  town  near  ̂ J\;S"  har- 
ran.     Survj,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j*n  sarj)  Saddles. 

p     jui  saroch,  A  desert  in  Karmania. 

p  J f**  sarvi  chaman,  A  graceful  girl. 

A  suruh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ /*>)  Pasturing  at  large 
(in  the  morning). 

p  iJl.iJiJ>jjiJtsarukhis}it, Good  advice  unheeded. 

p  i>j jM  sarwad,  Poesy,  ode,  song.  Surod,  A 
song.  A  word.  Singing  and  dancing.  ̂ ^^^  (^jjjm 
surod  guftan,  To  sing. 

p  i^j j*t»  surod-goy  or  guy,  A  singer. 
p  ̂ ^^^|J^  surodan,  To  sing. 

p  ̂ i^jjui  surodi,  A  singer. 

Pj  J ju»  sarwar,  A  sovereign,  prince,lord,  chief, 
head,  leader,  general.  Warlike.  Work,  business. 

Name  of  a  Muhammadan  saint.  OUjl^ j^ju»sar- 
mari  kannat,  (Chief  of  the  world)  Muhammad. 

LT^J  J J***  so,''"'^'^''"^  inajlis,  Master  of  a  feast. 
Ajtijui  surur,  (v.  n.  ofJ(**>)  Making  glad.  Joy, 

cheerfulness,  delight,  pleasure.  Contentment.  Tips 

of  branches  of  odoriferous  plants,  p  ̂ JJ^J  '^^J3j'** 
^3  sururi  tamm  u  zawki  In  anjam,  Perfect  plea- 
sure and  endless  delight. 

p  lib  ̂jjj***  surur-ahad,  Abode  of  joy  ;  pleasant. 
p  ̂ ^,^SMiJ^JU>  sarwarasidan,  To  be  used  to. 

p  ̂ j^jt*»  sarvari,  Empire,  sovereignty,  chief- 
ship.  A  principality.  Pre-excellence.  /SMrMri,Name 
of  a  poet. 

A  (_jjjjj**>  sarus,  Name  of  a  town  in  Africa. 

p  ju»  sarvistan,  A  place  abounding  with 
cypresses.  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  Name  of  a 

place  in  Persia. 

p  siLrtjjjy*  sarv-sitah,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

V{j^^j*t»surosh,{^\\^jjt^suroshha)A.-a  angel. 
Gabriel.  The  seventeenth  day  of  every  solar  month. 

{J^jj*n  suroshi  a^am,  Gabriel. 
surosha,  An  angel.  Gabriel. 

A  'is-jjui  sarwa^t,  A  tumulus,  hillock  of  sand. 
A  ̂ j*^  surugh,  (pi.  of  ̂ j*»>)  Vine-shoots. 
A  saruf,  Large,  powerful. 

p  kIJajju*  sar-wakt,  A  retired  bed-chamber, 
closet,  cabinet.  A  convenient,  leisure  time. 

p  cH^yJi  sarv-kad,  In  stature  like  the  cypress, 
straight,  erect. 

sar  u  har,  Affair,  concern,  business. 

A  'iSs^jui  sarwakat,  An  awkward  and  sluggish 
pace,  from  weakness  or  fatigue. 

p  sarwal,  Name  of  a  city  in  India.  Sa- 
rul,  Envy,  malice. 

■A  sarmalat,  A  putting  into  breeches. 

A  )aA^ju»  sarammat,  Long-bodied  (camel).  A 

sheep-skin  in  which  they  put  a  wine-bottle.  A  blan- 

ket or  wrapper  in  which  any  thing  is  enveloped. 

P  triJj***  ̂ (^'^^n,  A  horn,  ̂ dij  yjt  sarun  za- 
dan,  To  butt,  to  gore.   Surm,  Buttocks. 

p  Lfjj***  saruy,  A  horn.    Suruy,  Buttocks. 
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A  (jfj ju»  sarawiy,  Relating  to  the  arrow  8 _j ju*. 

p  iw-Jj jui  sarwesa,  The  rainbow. 

A  (Jjj jui siriml,(j^\.  (J^j];*")  Breeches, trousers. 
p  iju*  sara,  Current  (coin).  Good  money  (op- 

posed to  8;fJk3  nabahra).  Going  well  (horse).  A 
narrow  path  between  mountains.  A  channel  in  a 

declivity  made  by  a  torrent.  Water  beyond  a  man's 
depth.  A  rent  in  a  banner.  Root.  Issue,  progeny, 

offspring.  A  kind  of  Turkoman  shoe  or  sandal. 

A  web  of  cloth.  A  strip  of  white  silk.  Good,agree- 

able,  pure,  faultless. 

p  \st>ju»  sar  ha,  (pi.  of sar)  Heads. 

p  ̂J^\SbJ^J»  sar-hal.  Bewildered,  astonished,  con- 
founded. The  firmament.  Continually  revolving. 

A  i^^jtM  sarhab,  A  glutton,  a  drunkard.  Silly. 
A  *--J&j**»  sarhabat,  Long,  corpulent  (woman). 

A  'i^ ju»  sarhajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Refusing. 
Twisting  tight  (a  rope).  Obstinacy,  refractoriness. 

A  XiiJ6^  sarhadat,  (v.  n.  of  i^ju*  Q)  Feeding 

(an  infant)  well.  Cutting  a  camel's  bunch. 

A  'isjbjui  sarliafat,  A  feeding  (an  infant)  well. 
p  i^jio  lijui  sara-mard,  Benevolent.  Clever. 
p  {..L^jtJi  sar-hang,  A  general,  a  commander, 

captain,  chief,  champion,  combatant.  A  boatswain. 

A  Serjeant,  lictor,  lifeguard-man.  An  overseer.  A 
commissary.  Afoot-soldier.  Disobedient,rebellious. 

p         ij^  sara-makt,  Leisure. 
p  sari,  Chiefship,  rank  of  general.  A  large 

river.  A  funnel.  A  kind  of  armour  for  a  horse's 
head.  A  palace,  house.  Name  of  a  certain  saint. 

A  (jf^M*  saiy,  (v.  n.  of  (_5yrf»)Running  a  distance 
under  ground  (the  root  of  a  tree).  Throwing  bag- 

gage on  the  back  of  a  beast.  Casting  (a  garment) 

from  one.  Sira',  (pi.  of  sarwat,  sirwat,  or 

surmat)  Small  arrows.  Sura',  (v.  n.  of  ijj*>»)  Tra- 
velling by  night.  A  nocturnal  journey.  Generosity, 

liberality,  (pi.  of  (jr ju»  sariy)  Liberal. 

ibnu's  sura',  A  traveller  by  night. 

A  (^^^  surra',  (v.  n.  of^J***)  Making  glad. 

A  (3f;**>  sariy, (^pl.  'iijiM\asriyat  and  ̂ J^j***  sur- 
yan)  A  rivulet  running  to  a  palm-plantation,  (pi. 

asriyas,  ̂ ^^y**  surawds,  sura',  and 

'i\jut  sarat)  Liberal, generous.  Choicest,  best. 
^la£»«  sariy  saktiy,  A  well-known  saint. 
A  sirriy,  Mysterious.  Surriy,  A  native 

of  Surr  man  ra. 

A  '^.j***  sirydh,  Long.    Liberal,  munificent. 
A  surydn,  (pi.  of  c?;*^  sariy)  Rivulets. 
p  surydni,  Syriac. 

A  'i>jiM  saryai  or  suryat,  (v.  n.  of  {Jj^)  Tra- 
velling by  night.  Siryat,  A  locust  newly  hatched. 

Suryat,  A  nocturnal  journey. 

A  iSju*  sariyat,  (pi.  \>}jt**  sardya')  A  brigade, 
army,  troops,  any  body  of  men  from  five  to  300  or 

400.  A  small  round  spear-head.  (pi.  Ol^^  sa- 

riydt  and  \>\ju»  sardya')  Liberal  (woman). 
A  s^J*>J  surriyat,  (pi.  sardri)  A  concu- 

bine,  a  mistress  clandestinely  kept. 

A  surayj,  A  beautiful  nose.  Name  of  a 
certain  smith  or  armourer. 

A  i^^j***  surayjiy,  (Armour)  made  by  Surayj. 
p  a>3s/»*»  saricha,  A  wagtail. 

A  ̂ «*»  sarih,  Naked,  unsaddled,  uncovered 
(horse).  Flowing  (urine).  Easy,  convenient. 

A  s^jui  sar'ihat,  (pi.  ̂j>*»  sardsih)  A  leathern thong  for  sewing  with.  A  long  track  of  blood.  A 

narrow  road  thickly  planted.  A  piece  of  a  garment. 

P sariyi-khanur,  A  funnel, 

p  sJi^jjm  sarikha,  A  pelican, 

p  i^jtM  sarid,  A  green  film  which  floats  on  the 
surface  of  stagnant  ponds.  A  swing. 

A  i^jui  sarid,  A  cobbler's  awl. 
P  j>.j>^  sarir  or  sirir.  The  rainbow. 

sarir,  (pi.  8Jm>\  asirrat  andjjM  surur 
and  surar)  A  throne.  An  ornamented  sofa  or  couch. 

A  kingdom.  A  bier  (without  the  body).  A  sleep- 

ing-place. A  favour,  benefit.  Affluence,  the  com- 
forts of  life.  Root,  basis.  That  part  of  the  head 

next  to  the  neck.  Sand  upon  a  hillock.  The  pulp 

of  the  papyrus.  cLUi  j>jtjisa7-irifalak, The  Great 

Bear,  p  ji-y**  sarh'i  murda,  A  bier,  a j>j*^ 
sariri  via^ilat-masir,  The  throne  of 

justice.  Surayr,  Name  of  an  anchorage  in  Hijaz 

frequented  by  ships  from  Abyssinia  to  Madina. 

pj^\ j>.j'**  sarir-afrdz.  Name  of  a  city.  The 
cave  in  which  Kay  Khusraw  disappeared. 

A  ijij^  sarirat,  (pl.jj^***)  A  secret,  mystery, 

p  {jijiju*  sarirt.  The  king  of  Sarlr-afraz. 
A  saris,  (pi.  Amju»)  Unable  to  beget, 

p  {jj\y*>  {Jj***  sari-suwdri.  On  the  way,  or  road, 
p  sirish,  A  certain  herb,  which,  whilst 

green,  is  boiled  and  eaten ;  but  when  dry,  is  reduced 

to  powder,  and  from  it  a  paste  is  made  for  shoe- 
makers and  book-binders.  Glue. 

p  j»-ls-  (j^^  sirtsh-khishm,  One  who  sticks close  to  his  enemy. 

p  ̂ Lijt*t  sirisMm,  Glue.  Birdlime. sirishimi  mdhi,  Isinglass. 
A  surayt,  A  dish  made  of  flour,  honey, 

and  water. 

A  iaJ'j«*  surr  ay  t.  Any  thing  swallowed. 

A  f^ijui  suraytdf,  Hasty-pudding. 
A  surrayta.  Any  thing  swallowed. 

j^Ja^J^  ̂Uaii!\  J  J^J*"  al  ahhz  surrayta', 
iva'l  hazds  zurrayta'.  Borrowing  and  spending 

money  is  an  easy  affair ;  paying  back  is  an  iz'ksome 

matter,    (^Sirtnta'  zirrita',  la>J«*  surrayt 

zurrayt,  )a>jt6  surayt  zurayt,  Ua^^  ̂ ^j*** 

surayta'  zurayta',  are  other  forms.) 

A  ̂ .j^  sari^  (pi.  sur^ji)  Quick,  nim- 
ble, ready,  swift,  who  makes  haste,  (pi.  ̂JS'JU» 

sir^n  or  sur^n)  A  slender  branch  falling  from 

the  tree  plilJ  bashdm.  sari^''l  hi- sdb,  Ready  in  reckoning  (God). 

if-
 



r'i^''z  zarcal,  Soon  passing  away,  fading,  frail. 

^.j^  sari^  The  plant  ̂ jff-  ̂rfaj ;  or  a fire  kindled  in  it. 

A  sar'i^n,  Swiftly,  with  expedition. 
A  sari^t,  Name  of  a  certain  fountain, 

p  ̂ .j*^  sar'igh,  A  bunch  of  gi'apes. 
A  \^SLijiM  sarif,  A  row  of  vines. 

SY  f^<p^ju)  sarihicn,  Burnt  lead, 
p  surin,  The  buttocks.  ^^„J*^» 

surin  afkandan,To  sit  four-square.  So  (^Ij**^  su- 
rin-gah,  The  buttocks.    A  seat,  throne. 

p  5fl2-a,  Worthy,  deserving  of.  Congruous, 
agreeing  with,  suitable,  convenient.  Retribution. 

Correction,  condign  punishment. 

Pj^j^J***  sazanar,  Worthy,  deserving. 

P  i_$j\jj\j*a  sazawarl,  Fitness,  worthiness,  suita- 
bleness, applicability.  Excellence. 

p  sazawar,  Worthy,  deserving, 

p  Jj])**»  sazamal,  A  monthly  revenue-collector. 

P  j_5^_j)j**»  sazarcali,  Relating  to  a  sazawal. 
p        sazd,  White  thorn,  Sazad,  It  suits,  be- 

comes, is  proper. 

T^yn  sazgi,  Grief,  trouble,  affliction,  vexation. 

P(^3_ji^J*«s«2^i<Mm7a??,(inzandandPaz.)To  go. 
p  i5Jj*us«zic?,Worthy,  deserving.  Recompense, 

retribution.  Desert,  merit. 

p  f^i^_,y*»  sazidan,  To  be  worthy,  suit,  become. 

G  ̂_^L*.«>  sasal'i,  Assafoetida. 
P  iJL*„<i**  sust,  Soft,  tender.  Weak,  feeble,  im- 

potent, relaxed,  slow,  dilatory,  languid,  lazy,  idle, 

dronish,indolent,vain, addle.  Negligent.  Paralytic. 

Profane.  C^....<**>         barani  sust,  A  gentle  rain. 

'  sust-iz^n,  Weak  in  judgment. 
sust-anddm,  Contracted  in  any 

member  of  the  body.  Impotent,  unable  to  generate, 

p  jjb  ̂".^       sust-bdzu,  Weak  in  the  arm. 
p  d*'M*»*  sust-lmdsi,  Weak-sighted. 

I  sust-paymdn,  Unsteady  to  one's 

P 

engagement. 

p  ̂j^js-  iJL^ui  sust-khwdn,  A  slow  reader. 

p  (ji^j  sust-rish,  A  fool,  simpleton. 

iJ1*<mm>  siist-^ndn,  Loose-reined,  lazy. 

p  (_>w_j^  CLkMU  sust-gosh,  Submissive. 

Pjl^  CL**^*t»  sust-mahdr,  Inept.  A  fool,  idiot. 
Obedient,  tractable.  Obedience. 

p  susti,  Debility,  impotence.  Idleness, 

laziness,  languor,  sluggishness,  remissness,  slow- 
ness, slothfulness,  negligence,  dilatoriness,  relaxa- 

tion. Deliberation. 

SY  j^jioda*<*M*  sastt^n,  Wild  anise. 
SY  (^ku*tJi  sasghand,  A  kind  of  fragrant  wood. 

p  juL^M>  sashamhih  or  sishambih,  Tuesday. 
p  S^OMi  sasad  or  sisad,  Three  hundred. 

A  ll3**>  satasa,  (fut.  llx-^. i/aste^w)  He  lay  with. 

A  ̂Ua/*»  suttdh,  Herbage  or  plants  spreading. 
G  ̂j^&-\la«j  satdhhinus,  A  sort  of  wild  leek. 

G  (jj^^Usau  satdriyun,  The  herb  ragwort. 
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A  ̂Ua*>»  sitd^  A  long  mark  made  in  a  camel's neck  by  burning.  A  column.  A  tall,  stout  camel. 
The  longest  pole  in  a  tent. 

A  pUa»«  sitam,  Edge  of  a  sword.  Acute  (peo- 
ple). Stopple  of  a  phial.  Afire-poker.  Abolt,bai'. 

P  j^ia***  siiabr,  Thick,  gross,  dense. 

P  ̂^l^^Jla.u»  sitabr-gardan,  Thick-necked. 
p  (_^l3**i  sitabri,  Thickness,  coarseness. 

G  satbus,  Pomegranate-flowers. 

A  &la*u  sitat,  (v.  n.  of  ia/^j)  Sitting  in  the  midst. 
A  woman  of  mediocrity  in  character  and  family. 

A^uu  sath,  (v.  n.  of  ̂la**»)  Spreading  out  the 
earth  (God).  Laying  (a  man)  on  his  back.  Let- 

ting young  lambs  run  with  the  mother,  (pi.  ̂jia*»> 
sutuli)  A  flat  roof,  platform,  or  terrace.  A  surface. 

Vi^^j^^Msatlii  ca»ii«,The  surface  of  the  ground. 

A ̂ ^iaMi  suttah,  Extensive  and  flat  (mountains). 
A  1^^:^^**^  sathly,  Superficial,  flat. 

A  J^3M»  satara,  (fut.^jla«*)  yasturu)  He  wrote. 

A  satr,  (v.  n.  of^la^i)  Delineating.  Cut- 
ting with  a  sword.  Writing.  A  kid  one  year  old. 

(plyla*»>\  astur,j^iajM  sutur,J^aMi\  astdr  or jf^o[jM>\ 
asdtlr)  A  row,  line,  series,  rank.  A  writing.  Sa- 
tar,  A  line,  row,  writing. 

G  ulJ|^**»  satrdk,  Zedoary. 

p  (.fii^ jla*o  satar-bandi,  Ruling,  writing-lines. 

A  iJhMi  sutrat,  Wish,  desire. 

p  S^j,la<ji*  sitarkdh,  Gum  of  the  olive-tree. 

A  (__.'^la«>  suturldb,  An  astrolabe. 

G(^^ijjla»*>s«<rani?/MW,Pearl-ashes.Saturnion? 
A  KKm>  sutut,  Tyrants,  oppressors. 

A  jia^  sat^  ( V.  n.  of  ̂ un)  Being  raised  (dust), 

diff'using  itself  (as  perfume,  or  the  dawn).  Clap- 
ping (the  hands).  Sata^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ sm*)  Being 

long  (in  the  neck).  Length  of  neck.  The  noise 
of  a  blow,  of  a  fall,  or  of  clapping  of  hands. 

A  AAiM)  sat^s,  (fem.  of  Long-necked. 
G  I  "  j\  ...oU...  sutuksdt,  The  elements. 

A  (Jla**!  sail,  A  brass  kettle,  (pi.  J^jla***  suiuV) 
A  vessel  with  one  handle,  used  in  baths,  to  pour 

water  upon  the  bathers. 

A  ̂^Mi  satm,  (v.  n.  of  j»ia«»)  Shutting  (a  door). 
The  edge  of  a  sword.  Sutmn,  Roots,  origins. 

A  jia*w  satw,  (or  'i^^OM*  satwat)  (v.  n.  of  Uxw* 
for  jlowj)  Making  an  attack,  assaulting,  overpower- 

ing. Extracting  the  sperm  from  the  matrix  of  a 

camel.  Extracting  a  dead  child  from  the  womb 

(which  the  husband  is  allowed  to  do,  in  case  the 

midwife  be  absent).  Abounding  (water).  Tasting 

meat.  Going  with  long  steps  (a  horse).  Being 
headstrong  (a  horse). 

A  5_jia*»»  satwat,  Dominion,  majesty,  power, 

authoi'ity,  awfulness.    An  assault,  attack. 

A  sutuh,  (pi.  of  ̂a***  sath)  Flat  roofs, 
terraces.  Surfaces,  superficies. 

Aj^liM*  sutur,  (pi.  of  jiajw>  satr)  Lines,  rows. 

A  ̂kigj  sutu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ujH)  Being  diffused 

(the  dawn  or  lightning),  being  scattered  (odours), 
being  raised  (dust). 

A  J_jiaM»SM<MZ,(pl.  of  J3a**))  One-handled  bowls. 

A  ̂a***  satlh.  Expanded,  lying  upon  the  back. 
Killed.  Slow  in  rising,  from  weakness  in  the  feet. 

Name  of  a  celebrated  soothsayer.  A  large,  and 

also  a  smaller  leathern  bottle  or  bag  in  which  tra- 
vellers carry  water. 

satihat,  A  large,  and  also  a  small  lea- 
thern bottle  or  bag  in  which  travellers  carry  water. 

A  level  surface. 

A  ̂ Um>  sdti^  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ixui)  Being  raised 
(dust),  diffused  (odours).   The  dawn.    Long,  tall. 

A  ̂   su^  Tares.    Bad  or  wild  wheat. 
A  >liu*j  sa^^s,  Active  in  plottingand  scheming. 

Aji\*jM  sa^bir.  Tares,  darnel. 
A  (_-*x>,\^/*>  sa^bib.  Rheum,  phlegm,  spittle, 

spawl,  or  honey  hanging  in  threads. 

A  slxuj  sa^t,  Controul,  possession  ;  ability  for 

work.  Su^t,  (pi.  of  jjp^  sd^)  Messengers,  cou- 
riers.   Collectors  of  tithes  or  other  revenues. 

A  iil*»*>  su^d,  Name  of  a  woman. 
A  Hiiljuu  sa^dat,  (v.  n.  of  l^Ju*))  Being  happy, 

blessed.  Felicity,  happiness,  beatitude,  good  for- 

tune, prosperity.  OiiU***  sa^dati  asU,  In- 
nate felicity,  p  i^^j  V  sa^dati  jdrvid, 

Eternal  bliss,  a  1  j  Oiiljtuj  sa^dati 

dunya'  wa  dhhirat,  Happiness  of  this  world  and  the 
next,  p  eoli-  Oiilx***  sa^dat-khdna.  Mansion  of 

felicity,  the  royal  palace,  a ClJi^{>tuisa^dat- 
7naddr,Asy\um  of prosperity,mostaugust.  Oii^Jto* 

sa^dat-mahrun.  United  to  fortune. 

p  S^'d\x*n  sa^datmand,  Happy,  fortunate. 
P  sa^datmandt.  Felicity. 

A  ̂d\x*a  su^da',  Galangale. 
Aj\jtjMsu^r,  (Tpl.  f^\j3tjji  si^-dn  and jn*t»su^r) 

Fire,  heat.  Vehemence  of  hunger.  Evil,  mischief. 

A  \s>\xu»  su^t,  A  sharp,  pungent, fragrant  smell. 

A  (J\jt»*>  su^l,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y**n)  Coughing.  A 

cough.  J>?'1**>  JlxM*  su^li  sd^l,  A  violent  cough. 

A  ̂^Jtw*  sa^li,  (pi.  of  -^^Jjt*w  si^ds  or  S^Li*** 
si^dt)  Hideous  and  dangerous  dragons.  Hobgob- 

lins, witches.  (_Jlx*J\  ummu's sa^li,  A  certain 

root.     Su^la',  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant. 

A  jjoV***)  sa^n'in.  The  festival  of  palms,  held 
on  the  Sunday  before  Easter. 

A  ij'jWo  su^wi.  Patient  of  labour  in  watch- 
ing or  travelling. 

A  si^yat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^^)  Accusing  or  in- 
forming against.  Collecting  tribute  or  taxes.  Be- 

ing set  over  others,  especially  for  collecting  tithes 
or  other  revenue.  Paying  a  part  of  his  wages  (a 

slave  who  is  working  himself  free).  Committing 

whoredom  (a  servant-maid).  Calumny,  accusa- 

tion. Work  expected  from  a  half-free  servant. 

A  (Jjl**^  sa^sil,  Long  (camels). 

A         sa^,  (v.  n.  of  u-M«*»5)Flowing  in  threads 



(as  honey,  syrup,  or  pitch).  Any  viscous  sub- 
stance running  in  this  manner. 

A  jfun  sa^ar,  (also  'ijf^  sa^arat)  A  well 
abounding  in,  or  ovei'flowing  with  water.  Sa^ar, 
Much,  abundant  (water).  Cheap. 

A  L-->jJo»M)  SM^&MZj,(pl.(-j^.lj<**>sa^aZ*iZ>)Rheurn, 
spittle,  or  honey  hanging  in  threads. 

A  'e^saf^t  or  si^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  large, 
ample.  Goingfast  with  a  wide  step  (a  horse).  Be- 

ing able  to  perform,  being  equal  to.  Being  of  a 

noble  breed.  Givingfacility,  affording  opportunity. 

Being  capacious,  roomy,  holding  easily,  containing 

(as  a  vessel  or  place).  Being  easily  held  or  con- 

tained. Extending  (as  the  divine  mercy  to  all  crea- 
tures). Amplitude,  capacity,  wideness.  Liberty, 

Facility,  convenience,  opportunity,  or  ability  (of 

doing  any  thing).  Power,  ability,  wealth.  KxM>jt^ 

zu  sa^tin,  In  easy  circumstances. 

^la'  kadri  sa^tihi,  According  to  his  ability. 

'.:*,l"t\  J  roa'Z  yasa^ia  haytuhu,  And  let 
your  own  house  hold  you  (stay  at  home). 

sa^ar,  A  dildo,  or  artificial  penis. 

A Jifuji  sa^ar,  Origany,  marjoram. 

p  jjotM>  safari,  (orjb  Ji}i*n  sa^m--baz)  Las- 
civious (woman),  one  who  uses  ajjkx»*»  sa^ar. 

A  ijji^  sa^ariy,  Crafty,  political.  Impudent, 
fearless.    laberal.  Brave. 

A  sa^,  (v.  n.  of  tijt»*>)  Being  auspicious 

(the  day),  (pi.  tijxwi  su^d)  Felicity,  happiness, 

prosperitj',  a  fortunate  aspect  of  the  stars,  especially 
ten  stars,  of  which  four  make  the  12th,  1.3th,  14th, 
and  15th  mansions  of  the  moon.  A  third  of  an  un- 

baked brick.  Name  of  an  idol.  jk>a\  sa^li 

asrjJiar,  The  planet  Venus.  sa^i  ahbar, 

The  most  fortunate  of  all  the  stars,  the  planet  Ju- 

piter. j^^.jJ^  sa^lu  'd  dm,  The  beneficent  star 

of  religion,  a  proper  name.  tSyuJ^  S^jm  sa^u's 
su^d,  The  24th  lunar  mansion.  cXaxm*  j»\  6jtu>\  a 
sa^  am  sii^yd,  Is  it  Sad  or  Suayd  ?  (names  of 
two  men)  Is  it  lucky  or  unlucky  ?  d^ut  ahu 

sa^,  Lokman  the  sage.  Old  age,  decrepitude. 

Su^,  Galangale.    Su^id,  A  kind  of  date. 

A  A^Misu^dcis,  (pi. of  Aj;*M»)Happy,  fortunate. 

A  f^\SfM  sa^an,  A  prickly  plant  of  which  ca- 
mels are  fond.    A  baboon.    ̂ j^A**-)^  ̂   j 

mar^n  iva  Id  ka's  safari,  A  pasture ;  but  not  like 
the  sa^dn.    Su^dn,  (for  is^d)  Blessing. 
dj\(2jtM»  J  jol^^  suhhdnahu  rva  su^dnahu,  (God) 

the  praised  and  blessed.  Sa^dni,  (or  ̂̂ ^iijt*J\  as' 
sa^ddni)  The  two  beneficent  stars,  i.  e.  Jupiter  and 

Venus  ((jL»^  nahisdni  denoting  the  malignant 
planets  Saturn  and  Mars). 

A  io\i^»*»*  sa^dnat,  The  nipple  of  a  woman's 
breast.  The  callous  part  of  a  camel's  breast  on 
which  he  reclines.  A  kind  of  thorny  plant.  A 

dove.  The  name  of  a  dove.  (pi.  OU\.iju*j  sa^ld- 
ndi)  The  knot  on  the  lower  part  of  the  rope  or  chain 
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which  suspends  the  scale  to  the  balance;  a  similar 

knot  on  the  strings  of  sandals.  The  ring  of  the 

fundament.  A  hard,  horny,  warty  substance  grow- 

ing in  the  inside  of  a  horse's  leg. 
p  ̂ _JSfun  sa^li,  A  celebrated  Persian  poet,  au- 

thor of  the  Gulistan,  Bostan,  and  other  poems. 

A  (^tijwi  su^a',  (fern,  of  ̂■j>Mi\  as^d)  More  or 
most  happy  or  fortunate.    Name  of  a  woman. 

p  Xii^fiiji  sa^Uyd,  O  SaadI ! 

A  sa^ayka,  Happiness  attend  you  ! 

A  jj^.i^3u*>  sa^layn,  (obi.  of^^\i^)u*i  sa^dni)  Ju- 
piter and  Venus.  hirdni  sa^layn,  Con- 

junction of  Jupiter  and  Venus. 

A j3un  sa^;  (v.  n.  ofjXMi)  Exciting,  kindling 
(war  or  flame).  Infecting  with  contagion,  or  caus- 

ing to  run.  Si^;  (pl.jl****^  as^r)  Price  or  assize 

put  upon  provisions  by  the  magistrate.  Su^,  Heat. 
Fury.  Hunger,  an  insatiable  craving  for  meat.  The 

communication  of  contagion.  Sa^r,  (pi.  Isj**** 

sa^ra')  Outrageous,  furious.  Su^r,  Torment. 
Trouble,  sickness.  Fury.  Stupidity,  dulness  of  in- 

tellect, (pi.  of  SM^ar)  Fires,  flames,  heats. 

Evils,  mischiefs.   (pl.of^ju«*»  sa^r")  Flaming  fires. 

A  'iJ\j)>Mi  si^'drat,  Aurora.  Rays  of  the  sun 
transmitted  through  a  window  or  a  crevice  into  any 

dark  place.    Motes  playing  in  the  sun. 

Af^jKMi  si^dn,  (pl.ofjlx*«j  su^r)  Fires,flames, 

heats.  Evils,  mischiefs.  >S/^?'a«  or  sa^ai'a;*,  A  vio- lent running. 

A  iyuji  sa^at,  (v.n.ofjXM»)  Going  backwards 
and  forwards  when  doing  any  thing,  going  about 

performing  one's  business.  A  slight  cough.  Be- 
ginning of  any  business;  keenness  with  which  one 

pursues  any  new  undertaking. 

A  »j  J jftMi  su^-urat,  The  morning  sun-beams  en- 
tering through  a  crevice.  The  dawn. 

A  sa^a',  (pi.  of  j'<*^)  Furious,  mad. 
A SM^sM^,(imp.)Practice  >lp suwa^s. 
A  &j<*»jtMi  sa^a^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fu*>  Q)  Calling 

(goats)  by  crying  ̂   ̂ sa^sa^  Oiling  the  hair. 
A  trembling  of  the  body  from  old  age:  decrepi- 

tude ;  mortality,  frailty.  Name  of  a  place  in  Syria. 

A  ̂^^L^jtjgj  sa^alik,  A  certain  root. 
A  la**>J  sa^,  (v.n.of  la«**j)  Putting  medicine  or 

snuff  up  the  nostrils  of  another.  Piercing  (in  the 
breast  with  a  spear). 

A  u-ttJ<*o»  {y-  of  u-Oxuj)  Furthering,  fi- 

nishing (any  one's  business).  Merchandize,  wares, 
household  stuff.  A  mean,  low  fellow.  Sa^f,  (v. 

n.  of  i  ajtw*)  Cracking  about  the  nails.  A  fissure 

in  the  nails.  (pl.u—Jjst***  s«^M/")The  furniture  which 
a  bride  carries  to  her  husband's  house,  her  trous- 

seau. Good  and  valuable  possessions  of  any  kind, 

moveable  or  immoveable.  A  distemper  in  camels, 

which  makes  the  hair  drop  from  the  nose.  A  palm- 

branch  or  palm-leaf  (when  dried).  Sa^f  or  sa^, 
The  summit  of  a  mountain. 
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A  Aoxui  sa^ds,  (fem.  of  ^^^f) 

mel  losing  the  hair  about  her  muzzle. 

A  sa^at,  A  kind  of  ulcer  or  scurf  grow- 
ing on  the  heads  of  infants.  Sa^fat,  A  dry  branch 

of  a  palm-tree. 

A  ,Jju*>  sa^,  (v.  n.  of  ijjt*")  Being  brisk,lively, 

sprightly.  Sa^l,  A  bad  species  of  dry  dates, 
called  i^jaxui  sMs. 

A  si^ds,  (or  si^dt)  (pi.  j_^^«*»>  sa- 
^aZi)  A  hideous  and  a  dangerous  species  of  dragon. 
A  hobgoblin,  a  witch.  A  swift  horse. 

A  'i^jMsa^at,  A  cough.  Su^at,  (v. n. of  ,_}^a«) Coughing. 

A  psujj  s«^m,  (v.  n.  of  j»at**»)  Travelling  quickly 
(a  camel).  Sa^m,  The  quick  pace  of  a  camel. 

A  ̂ J)ua  sa^,  Fat  of  meat.  Wine.  ^j^. 

yawmu  sa^in,  A  day  of  drinking  pure,  unmixed 

wine.  Sv^i,  (pi.  &Jj(m>  si^nat)  A  large  leathern 
bottle  cut  through  the  middle  foi-  holding  wine,  wa- 

ter, and  the  like.  A  large  bowl  into  which  they 

milk.  A  case  in  which  a  woman  puts  her  work. 

A  iZjiMi  sa^at,  Happy,  fortunate,  blest.  Unfor- 
tunate, unblest.  A  little ;  a  small  thing.  Su^iat, 

A  shade,  awning,  canop3^  A  bar  across  a  bucket. 
Pendulous  (upper  lip  of  the  camel).  Si^nat, 

(pi.  of  fjKiJi  su^i)  Large  leathern  bottles  cut  in  two. 

A  iyu*)  si^vat,  A  shameless,  obscene,abandoned 
woman.  Si^vat,(^Ayt*nsi^vds,  or  su^ms)  An  hour, 
a  little  of  the  night. 

A  i^y>.u»  su^d,  (v.  n.  of  liju**)  Being  happy,  blest 
with  good  fortune.  Being  favourable  (day),  lucky, 

auspicious  (a  constellation),  (pl.of  t^>*>sa^)  Pro- 

sperities, fortunate  circumstances.  iSj****  su- 

^du'n  nujum,  Ten  stars:  namely,  ̂ >  i^>.xjMsa^u 

bida^,  &^A5>-^^  S)i*n  sa^lu'l  akhhiyat,  •^■x*** 
sa^lu^  zdbih,  iiyt*J\  <Axw*  sarin's  su^d.  (These 
four  form  the  12th,  13th,  14th,  and  15th  mansions 

of  the  moon) ;  i sa^lu  ndshirat, 

sa^lu  'I  malih,  ii>x*«  sa^u  'I  bihdm,  t^j^Mt 

sa^uHhunidm,  ̂ J^^  sa^u'l  bdri^  and  Sim 
jlai«  sa^u  matar.  These  six  are  not  lunar  mansions. 

Each  consists  of  two  stars  apparently  a  cubit's  dis- 
tance from  each  other. 

A  'idy>Mi  su^dat,  (v.  n.  of  i^a***)  Being  favour- 
able,auspicious.  Being  happy.  Happiness.  Benign 
influence  of  the  stars. 

A  sa^t  or  su^t,  Medicinal  snuff,  a  ster- 
nutatory. 

A  I  fyun  s»i^M/,(pl.of  c-a****  sa^fl/)  Moveables, 
furniture  which  a  bride  carries  home.  Household 

utensils.  Large  flagons  or  bowls.  Liberal  prin- 
ciples and  noble  dispositions. 

A  sa^iin,  Quick-paced  (she-camel). 

A  ̂jun  sa^',  (fut.  ̂ ju^,yas^')  He  purposed. 
A  sa^,  (v.n.of  |__^**>)Purposing.  Striving 

or  attempting.  Walking  ;  running.  Accusing;  in- 

forming against.    Gaining.    Collecting  tribute  or 



revenue.  Endeavour,  purpose,  design,  enterprise, 
attempt,  exertion,  effort,  diligence,  care,  labour. 
The  age  at  which  men  begin  to  work. 

A  UjtMi  sa^a',  Isaiah  (the  prophet). 
A  sa^at,  A  name  for  a  she-goat. 

A  i^xMi  sa^d,  Fortunate,  happy,  august.  A  ri- 
ver, brook,  gentle  stream.  Name  of  several  places. 

Su^yd,  A  fourth  of  an  unburnt  brick. 

p sa^-dai;  A  striver. 
A  sa^dat,  A  house  to  which  pilgrimages 

were  once  made  by  the  Arabs.  Name  of  a  woman. 

A  (^liojtMi  sa^diy,  Relating  to  one  happy. 

A  Wiia***»  sa^diyat,  Striped  Arabian  stuff. 

Ajj^xMi  sa^r,  (pl.^**u  SM^M?')  A  flaming  fire.  A 
flame.  Name  of  a  cei-tain  quarter  in  hell.  Destined 

to  the  fire.  jAjcmj  l-^W*^  as-habi  sa^r,  Idolaters. 
Su^yr,  Name  of  an  Arabian  idol. 

A  sa^t,  Tartar  of  wine.     The  aroma  of 
wine,  &c.  The  myrobalan  or  its  balsam.  Oil  of 

mustard.  A  sharp  pungent  scent. 
A  Tares,  darnel.  Bad  wheat. 

p  sagh,  An  oblong  arched  edifice,  portico, 

gallery,  or  piazza.  A  roof.  A  story.  A  cow's  horn. 
Ring-worm.  Excoriated  skin. 

A  t-.>l*«i  sighah,  (pi.  of  saghib,  (.^/S^lwi 

saghib,  or  ̂ ^^-^  saghban)  Hungry,  famished. 

A  'iAkjM  sagliabat,  A  hungering,being  famished. 
A  ̂6\ktt)  sughada,  Name  of  a  plant. 

p  B.)\kui  saghmia,  A  cool,  subterranean  dwelling. 

A  t-^i^  saghb  or  saghab,  (v.  n.of  c-AiAw)  ITun- 

gering,  craving.  Hunger.  Saghab,  Thirst.  Saghib, 

(or  saghban)  (pi.  L^\kut  sighab)  Hungry, 
fiimished,  and  tired. 

GrjfMisaghbar,  A  medicinal  kind  of  wood  found 
on  the  shores  of  the  Caspian  Sea. 

A  saghbalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-^js**»  Q)  Larding 

(meat),  buttering  bread.  Anointing  (the  head)  with 
oil.  Being  full  of  sores. 

p         sughba,  Fat,  greasy.  Clieated. 

A  J^i'j*  saghba',  Hungry,  famished  (woman). 
G  (^^i**>  saghbin,  A  kind  of  gum. 
A  i^yk*n  saghd  saghd,  or  i^i*  saghd  maghd, 

A  gentle  rain.  Saghad,  (v.n.  ofiiJuw)  Swelling. 

p  SM^/<i^,Ready.  Bent  -with  age.  Low-ly- 
ing ground  where  rain-water  collects.  Name  of  a 

pleasant  land  in  the  province  of  Samarkand,  called 

Liii  C^J^  bihishti  dunya'.  Paradise  of  the  world. 
p  sughdu,  A  stuffed  pudding. 

p  Si^<«M>  saghda,  Ready,  prepared. 
p  ijSkui  sughdl,  Readiness.  Meat  dressed  with 

pease  and  prunes ;  also  with  grapes,  kernels  of  nuts, 

spiceries,  and  sweet  herbs.  A  pudding  or  sausage 
stuffed  (with  mushrooms).  One  of  the  seven  an- 

cient dialects  of  Persia,  now  lost. 

p  tsS\^,^,ykuisaghdiyana,A.  capacious  goblet,  from 
which  a  full  bumper  is  drunk  to  a  friend's  health. 

A        saghr,  (v.  n.  of^i.^)  Rejecting,  refusing. 
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repelling,  driving  away. 

p j**>»  sughar  or  sughur,  A  porcupine. 

p  ̂^;**»»  saghrak,  A  flagon,  a  jug. 
p  i>.>jkjji  sugharna,Agray  porcupine;  hedgehog. 

p  i^y<M)  sagh7-i,The  buttocks  of  a  horse  or  other 
beast  of  burden  ;  the  crupper.  The  leather  of  a 

horse's  back ;  also  from  the  sides  of  a  camel.  The 
skin  of  a  certain  fish,  shagrin.  Grimness. 

P(^^.(_/jjtwJs«/7/iri-^os^,Saddle-cloth,housing. 
A  Hx^uJL*!  saghsaghat,  (v. n.of  ̂ *-j«**j)  Pressing 

(any  substance)  against  the  forehead  to  extract  the 
oil  therefrom.  Removing  any  thing  from  its  place 

(as  a  stake).  Oiling  (the  head).  Hiding  under 
the  earth.  Rolling  in  the  dust.  Larding  (meat). 

A  saglial,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ »a»j)  Being  small, 
slender,  and  deformed.  Being  badly  fed,  lean,  and 

haggard.  Trembling.  *Sa(jr/«7  or  sa^A/,  Small,  slen- 
der, and  deformed.  Emaciated  and  wrinkled.  Tre- 

mulous, tottering.  Badly  fed.  Bad-tempered. 

A  saghm,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Lying  with  with- 
out consummating.  Saghim,  One  badly  fed. 

A  l*A«*>  saghman,  Against  one's  will. 
p  jjt**»  saghm  or  saghav,  The  ringing  noise  of  a 

large  bason. 
A  L^y>Mi  sughub,  (v.  n.of  v_-Ai*<>)  Hungering, 

suffering  hunger  and  fatigue. 

p  i^^k*ji  sughud,  The  bird  called  Uai'  kata. 
A  j«je**>  saghir,  A  kind  of  medicinal  root. 
A  i^Mi  saf,  A  particle  prefixed  to  the  aorist, 

giving  it  a  future  sense.  See  u-Sj*>*  sanrf. 
A         sajf,  (v.  n.  of  \  2*>i)  Weaving,  plaiting 

palm-leaves.  Eating  dry  meat  (acamel).  Taking  dry 

medicines.  Drinking  much  water  without  quench- 

ing the  thirst.  The  blossom  of  the  male  palm-tree. 

Siff  or  suff,  A  species  of  flying  spotted  serpent. 
A  ̂liwj  saf  as,  (v.  n.  of  Being  silly  and 

stupid.  Ceasing  to  flow  (camels'  milk).  Si/as, 
Medicine,  a  medicament. 

A  ̂\sunsafat  ij,(^\.ot'i^^)  Bills  of  exchange. 
A  sifah,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ft*«)  Whoring. 

A  .^SLm  saffah,  A  shedder  of  blood.  A  giver 
of  liberty.  Liberal.  Eloquent.  Surname  of  the  first 

caliph  of  the  house  of  Abbas.  A  whoremonger. 

A  i^Xsm)  sifad,  (v.  n.  of  iii>*»)  Mounting  on  the 

female,  covering  (applied  to  goats,  camels,  kine, 

wild  beasts  and  bii'ds). 

G  (__j*i^So,iila«>  safadihus,  The  wild  onion. 

aJsljm  sifar,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jut))  Travelling  with 
others.  Being  contrary  (as  one  wind  sweeping 

away  what  another  brings).  Dying.  Travellers, 

(pi.  'iJiM>\  asjirat,  Jua  sufur,  and  j.>li^  safanr) 
An  iron  or  leathern  cui-b  across  the  nose  of  a  ca- 

mel. (In  a  horse  it  is  called  a,*^  hahamat). 

p^liui  sufar,  Eye  of  a  needle.  The  notch  of 
an  arrow  which  receives  the  bowstring. 

Ajla«i  saffdr,  A  bookseller.  Suff  a?;  (pi.  of 

ji\**>  safir)  Travellers. 

A  ij\sut*  safarat  or  sifarat,  (v.  n.  of  J>^)  Mak- 
ing peace  (between  others),  acting  as  a  mediator. 

Sifarat,  Mediation.    Sufarat,  Sweepings. 

A  (pl-  of  Quinces. 

A  (,__j^Iq**»  sifdrish,  Commission.  Recommen- 
dation. 

p  f_^j\su>i  safari.  The  stalk  or  reed  of  corn. 

A  ̂ \smi  safdrij,  (pi.  of  ,_}j>- ̂;S*u)  Quinces. 
A  i_aM>la*>*  sufdsif,  Excessive  hunger. 

A  ̂j**i[sun  safdsik,  (pi.  &fl,M.o*<>  safsakat)  Un- dulated surfaces  of  swords.  Grooves  or  lines  on 

the  blade  or  back  (of  swords).  Sufdsik,  Any  thing 
stretched  out. 

Aj<Mi\suti  safdsir,  (or  S^*»»lfl*t»  safdsirat)  (pi. 

of__j^-*a*o  sifsir)  Brokers. 
A  iiifllA**»  safdtat,  (v.n.  of  laa**>)  Being  liberal, 

humane,  benignant.  5fwya<af,  Household  furniture. 

A  ̂{kutsafdftd,  (pi.  of li^fl^o)  Roasting-spits. 
A  wla**!  safdhat,  (v.  n.  oi  ̂ jSun)  Being  closely 

woven  (cloth).  Being  hard  and  stiff  (cloth).  Be- 
ing bare-faced  (a  man). 

A  saffdk,  A  shedder  of  blood.  One 
whose  words  prevail,  eloquent. 

A  Ji\sMisafdl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J.fl**>)  Being  low.  De- 
scending from  the  top  to  the  bottom.  Becoming 

old.  Lowness.  Sfdl,  (v.  n.  of  (Ja^ji)  Being  low, 

mean,  or  ignorant. 

p  Jla**)  sifdl  or  sufdl,  Earthenware.  A  sherd. 
Skin  of  a  walnut,  almond,  &c. 

p  »jb  ̂ysuti  sifdl-pdra,  A  pot-sherd. 
A  'e^\sM»  safdlat,  (v.n.of  (J>2*»»)  Being  mean,  low 

in  rank.  Meanness,  baseness.  Sufdlat,  The  bottom. 

Lowness,  the  lower  part.  Sofala  in  the  East  Indies. 

^ Ji\  's^Xsiui  sufdlata'r  rih,  Under  the  wind. 
Pj^Jliw*  sifdlgar,  A  potter. 
p  a3liM>sa/aZa,  Sofala  (an  island).  A  tile.  Si- 

fdla  or  sufdla,  A  sherd.  A  sickle. 
p  [_^\su*>  sifdlin,  Made  of  earth.  An  earthen 

vessel,  earthenware,  crockery.  A  potter. 
p  aJJliwj  sifdllna,  Glass  or  earthenware. 

A  f^!^  saff'dii,  Commander  of  a  ship  (&Jjifl«i 

saf  mat).  A  shipwright. 
p  ̂Ulijj*  sifdndj,  (or  ̂olfl**>)  Spinage. 
A  &ilfl**»  sifdnat.  The  art  of  ship-building. 

A  'ijXxui  saffdnat,  A  pearl.  Name  of  the  daughter 
of  Hatim  Tay. 

p  ̂la*»i  saf  aril.  Name  of  a  plant. 
A  sla**»  safdh,  (v.  n.  of  s-SUn)  Being  foolish. 

Drinking  much  without  quenching  thirst.  Folly. 

Sfdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  &a«>)  Railing  at,  reviling.  Folly, 

mental  imbecility,    (pi.  of  is^iuj  safih  and 

safihat)  Foolish.    Thin,  flimsy  (cloths). 
A  ilfcla**>  safdhat,  (v.  n.  of  &iw>)  Being  sottish, 

unwise,light,unsteady,hasty,inconsiderate.  Drink- 
ing much  without  quenching  the  thirst.  Bleeding 

instantly  (a  spear-wound).  Stupidity,  folly,  in- 

solence ;  buffoonery.  Insipidity. 



A  isJblfljwo  safahatan,  Foolishly,  saucily, 

p  ̂fclowj  safdhan,  A  comb. 

A jjIAm*  safdAr,(^\.o?J^un  sifdr)  Camels'  curbs of  iron  or  leather. 

A  aS^Sbjt  safasih,(^pl.  of  &^j^a«j)Foolish( women). 

A  'eJun  suffat,  A  grain.  Medicine  taken  dry  or 
in  powder  (not  in  the  form  of  an  electuary).  A  hand- 

ful of  corn.  A  basket  made  from  plaited  palm- 
leaves.  A  fillet  with  which  women  bind  their  hair. 

A  (Jl.*i**>  saft,  (v.  n.  of  CL^Suni)  Drinking  a  great 
quantity  without  quenching  thirst.  Sift,  Pitch. 

Sqfit,  Unwholesome  meat. 

p  '  "-'0^  sift,  Coarse,  thick,  rude.  The  shoulder. 
Suft,  Hard,  stiff  (linen  cloth).  Firm,  strong.  The 

shoulder.  The  upper  part  of  a  man.  The  eye  of  a 

needle.  Bore,  perforation. 

p  ̂^li^Uiiiji  suftdnidan.  To  cause  to  bore. 

A  5^^*^  saftajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a«>  Q)  Giving  a 
bill  of  exchange  or  letter  of  credit,  paying  money 

to  receive  it  with  interest  abroad.  Paying  money 

to  a  person  in  one  place,  to  receive  it  back  again 

in  one's  own  city.  Suftajat,  A  bill  of  exchange 
or  letter  of  credit. 

p  svftaja,  Bills  of  exchange,  notes, 

p jX-ifcrt  suftcjar,  A  borer  of  pearls, 

p  ̂j\L>ji  suftan,  To  boi'e,  perforate,  pierce,  drill. 
To  be  perforated.    To  exude,  trickle. 

p  lijSUti  safta,  A  new  or  fresh  word  or  work. 

Any  person  from  whom  a  place  has  been  taken  and 

another  given  him.  The  point  of  an  arrow.  Any 

thing  having  a  sharp  point.  A  bill  of  exchange. 

Earnest-money, handsel.  /SZ/ia, Thick, coarse,  hard, 

firm,  strong.  A  stiff  kind  of  cloth.  Sufta, 'Pierced, 
drilled,  bored.  A  gift.  News,  advice.  An  ear-ring  of 

gold  or  silver.  The  point  of  an  arrow.  A  consign- 
ment made  by  a  person  of  one  country  to  another. 

p  iji^^  islsun  svfta-gosh,  Bored  in  the  ears, 
i.  e.  a  slave.  Obedient,  submissive. 

p  (^JJuu  siftin,  A  country  in  Turkistan. 

p        safj,  (^**»  safch,  or  «>^?*^  safcha)  An unripe  pumpkin  or  gourd.  A  drinking  cup  made 

of  the  rind  of  a  pumpkin.  Must  boiled  down  to  a 

third  part  of  its  quantity. 

A        safj,  A  violent  blast  of  wind.  l« 

md  ashadda  safja  hdzihi'r  rih,  How 
violent  the  blast  of  this  wind! 

^j^^  safjar,  Small  (atoms),  jh  zarr 
sajjar.  Emmets,  pismires. 

A         safh,  (v.  n.  of  Jun)  Pouring,  out  shed- 

ding (water  or  blood).  Flowing,  (pi.  ̂ ja->  sufuh) The  foot  of  a  mountain,  at  which  water  flows. 

A  ̂̂ lsi;^'^.sfl/a/ian,(v.n.of  i«>)Flowing(tears). 
p  SSUn  safad,  A  wicker  basket.  Sifad,  Earth. 

Rue.    Name  of  an  angel.    Name  of  the  twelfth 

month.    Name  of  the  fifth  day  of  the  month. 
A  Ju>»safr,{Y,r\.ofJu»)  Breaking  forth  (light). 
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shining  (the  dawn).  UnvelHng  (her)  face  (a  wo- 

man). Putting  a  curb  across  (a  camel's  nose). 
Making  peace  (between  others).  Sweeping  (a 

house).  Extirpating  hairs.  Separating.  Flying 

swiftly  (a  bird).  Selling  the  choicest  sheep.  Break- 

ing up  (war).  A  file  for  polishing.  A  traveller, 

or  travellers.  (pl.^^**j  sufur)  A  mark,  impres- 

sion, vestige,  j^}  Jun  safru'l  bahr,  Yoyagers. 

^'f''}  (phj^-^^  asfdr)  A  written  book,  volume.  A 
letter.  A  portion  of  the  Pentateuch.  Safar,  (pi. 

j\sun\  asfdr)  A  journey,  voyage,  travelling,  setting 
out  on  a  tour  or  warlike  expedition.  Remains  of 

daylight  after  sunset.  Whiteness,  brightness  (of  the 

dawn),  p  1^.:;^  yiMi  safari  khushh,  A  journey 
undertaken  without  motive  or  advantage.  jSUn 

jjd^ji^safari  dur-d-dur,Averj  longjourney.  ̂ ^^Un 

(jjui*  safar  shudan,  To  be  at  war.  To  be  on  the 

road.  A ^^iMi  safari  zafar-asar,  A  victo- 
rious war.  p  ̂jii^ Ji.ut  safar  kardan,  To  travel. 

To  empty,  finish.  safari  md  pasin. 

The  last  journey,  death,  a  Ji^\  ftij^j ̂ *J\  as' 

safar  wasilatu''z  ̂ o/ctr.  Travel  is  productive  of  ad- 

vantage, jkui  ̂ \yM>\  0*i)l  dluti  ashdbi  safar. 
Warlike  apparatus.  Preparations  for  a  journey. 

jjo^  {^fVs  safar  wa'l  hazar.  Abroad  and 
at  home,  p j  jSUnji^  dar  safar  u  hazar,  In 
peace  and  war.  Abroad  and  at  home.  A  Sufar, 

(pi.  of  'ijS.ui  sufrat)  Tables.  Provisions  for  the 
way.  Sufur,  (pi.  oij\Juu  sifdr)  Camels'  curbs  of iron  or  leather. 

FjSUn  sufur  or  sufar,  A  porcupine. 

A  AjSUn  sufards,  (pi.  of  j^>*i  saf'ir)  Ambassa- dors.   Mediators,  arbiters,  umpires. 

A  i^ui  sufrat.  Travelling-provisions.  A  table 
(especially  a  circular  one  of  leather,  which  travel- 

lers spread  upon  the  ground ;  when  on  the  road,  it 

is  contracted  by  strings  round  the  edges  into  the 
form  of  a  wallet  for  carrying  provisions).  Safarat, 

(pi.  of^slw*  sdfir)  Writers.    Recording  angels. 

A  ̂_},=» JiMi  safarjal,  (pi.  ̂ ^^^  safdrij,  ̂ ld«i 

safdr'ij,  and  Otiks-^^a***  safarjaldt)  A  quince. 

P  tfJOj (J^Owi  .^a/a/^'aZ-raw^jr,  Quince-coloured. 
A  ̂ _5^A»i  sufurliu^  (Inaccurately  for  ̂ 5^jL*j 

suliurhu^  Ethiopian  ale. 

p  safrang,  Commentary,  explanation. 

p  lOjSUn  safarna,  A  hedgehog :  a  porcupine. 

p  lij yun  safrod.  The  bird  called  Uai  katd. 

p  J Jun  svfra,  Any  thing  on  or  in  which  vic- 
tuals are  placed.  The  wallet  of  religious  mendi- 

cants. Provisions  prepared  by  men  of  hospitality 

for  strangers,  travellers,  and  the  poor.  Heaven. 

Earth.  6j\  5ji**»  sufran  drd,  A  cloth  laid  on  the 
ground  to  receive  the  flour  as  it  comes  out  of  the 

mill.  i^s-\jai  JjLjJ  svfranfasdhat.  An  eloquent 

tongue.  Compositions,  {^'^■f^  S^iw*  sufra  nihd- 
dan.  To  lay  a  table. 

p         SjAh!*  svfrachi,  A  table-decker,  sewer. 

p  |»U  tjSMi  sufra-ddm,  A  large  fishing-net. 
•P  (J^-*^  8^a**j  sufra-nisliin,  A  guest  at  table. 

P  iSj^  safari.  Travelling  provisions.  i^jSm* 

J,  I  safari  dm,  A  guava  (Psydium  pyrlterum). 
PjL«a**i  sifsdr,  A  broker.  A  money-changer. 
A  I  sLi-a**j  safsdf  Corrupt,  bad,  sorry.  A  con- 

temptible business.  Any  thing  bad.  Bad  hair. 
Fine  flour  which  flies  about. 

A  'isuJ^i  safsafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  k^Jun  Q)  Sifting 

(meal).  Doing  carelessly.  Lines  on  a  sword-blade. 
A  'ist-jMSbM  sqfsahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^y^Jun  Q)  Muting 

(a  bird).  Safsahat  or  sifsihat,  (pi.  ̂^wilftwJ  safd- 
sih)T\ie  glittering  surface  of  a  sword,  or  lines  on  the 

blade,  or  a  long  groove  on  the  back. 

A  &J_j,A<-a.*u  safsukat,  A  highway,  straight  road. 

Sufsuhat,  Resemblance.    See  'sslxmJlm)  sifsihat. 

A jiMSitji  sifsir,  (f\.jXui\su>i  safdsir  and  'iju>\sun 
safdsii'at)  A  broker.  A  superintendant,  a  manager. 
A  servant.  A  courier,  messenger,  or  follower.  A 

camel-keeper.  Ingenious,  clever,  master  of  his  art. 
A  brave  man.  One  conversant  with  voices  ;  also 

with  ironmongery.  An  armful  of  green  fodder. 

A  wu*-fl**j  sifsihat.  The  glittering  surface  of  a 

sword ;  lines  on  the  blade;  long  groove  on  the  back. 

A  Vig<*>  saft,  (v.  n.  of  laAwJ)  Being  liberal,  hu- 

mane. Safat,  (pl.i^la***^  asfdt)  The  crust  upon  the 
skin  of  a  fish.  A  case,  casket,  box,  basket,  or  sack. 

A  saf^  (v.  n.of  |«i*»*)  Flapping  the  wings 
(a  bird).  Buffeting,  striking,  flogging.  Tormenting. 

Appearing  despicable  and  contemptible.  Catching 

one  by  the  forelock,  and  dragging  liim  by  it.  Mark- 

ing any  thing.  Scorching  (as  the  sun,  hot  wind, 

or  fire)  and  changing  the  hue  of  the  face.  A  gar- 

ment, Suf^  Colocynth-seeds.  (pi.  of  ̂l*a*jj  saf- 
^j)  Trivets.  Black  (women)  inclining  to  red. 
^So/a^,  A  blackish  colour  In  the  cheeks  of  a  fatigued, 
emaciated  woman. 

A  AjJuu  saf^s,  (fem.  of  |«iuu^  '^^f'^^  ̂   pigeon 
marked  with  reddish  black  on  the  neck.   A  trivet. 

A  'ij^Uti  saf^t,  (v,  n,  of  ̂ t*))  Being  mad,  fu- 
rious, possessed  with  the  devil.  A  malignant  eye. 

A  change  of  coloui*.  Suf^t,  Blackness,  with  a 
mixture  of  red.  Seed  of  the  colocynth.  Disco- 

loured remains  of  dung,  ashes,  and  rubbish  in  a 

place  where  people  have  encamped. 

A  Jjiwi  snfk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jSm))  Setting  (a  door) 
wide  open.  Shutting  (a  door)  close.  Buffeting, 
slapping  (the  face). 

A  'isJutt  safkat,  A  bargain  struck  by  shaking- 
hands.    A  shake  of  the  hand  in  a  bargain. 

A  safh,  (v.n.  of  ui^Jun)  Shedding,  Using 

many  words,  being  diffuse  in  speech.  Effusion. 

^JXsm*  safhi  dam.  Effusion  of  blood. 

A  'i^^un  sufkat,  A  wink,  a  glance. 
A  J-a***  safi,  also  sufl,  (v.  n.of  ,_yi«>)  Being  low 

in  rank  or  station,  plebeian,  mean,  or  ignorant. 

Meanness  of  origin.  Depression.  Lowness.  ̂ ^*lXft--,^\ 



ir/.>'  .•>//7awz, Venus  and  Mercury  (as  inferior  planets). 
A         sijlat,  Lowness.    Safilat,  The  feet  of 

camels.  Safilat  or  sijiat,  The  common  people,  the 
canaille.    The  noise  of  a  rabble. 

A  ̂^**»  ̂ofallaj,  Long,  tall. 
r  aia**)  sifia,  (from  Ar.)  (pi.  i^^CIom*  si/lagan) 

Low,  base,  ignoble.  Avaricious,  stingy.  Envious. 

PjjU  B^SUn  safladan,  A  plate  to  throw  scraps  on. 

A  j^J^ifcu  sujia',  (fem.  of  Lower,  lowest. 
p  ̂^L*t»  sujTi,  An  ii'on  pot  with  open  mouth. 
A  ^^'fliyi  Inferior,  lower.  Mean.  Infer- 

nal,    i^-^jjj  J  ^Iwi  u  sujli,  High  and  low. 

e^j^sun jio\^  ̂ nasiri  svJTiija,  The  inferior  elements. 
p  JiAa***  srflidan,  To  whistle ;  to  break  wind. 

To  blow  a  flute.  To  compress.  To  pierce.  Sufll- 
dan,  To  cough,  sneeze. 

A  ̂^^it*»  safn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^)  Peeling,  shaving, 
scraping,  planing,  filing.  Sweeping.  Whirlingup 

the  dust  (the  wind).  Bafan,  A  hatchet,  plane,  stone, 

file,  rough  skin  or  sand-paper,  or  any  thing  used 
in  smoothing  or  polishing  an  unfinished  arrow. 

The  skin  of  the  Lybian  lizard  used  as  sand-paper, 
or  of  a  crocodile  with  which  they  cover  the  hilts 

of  swords.     Sufun,  (pi.  ofLua«»  safinat)  Ships. 

A  ̂ sun  safannaj,  A  swift  ostrich.  A  certain 
bird  that  jumps  much. 

A  iii*^*^  safnajat,  A  paying  pi'omptly. 

p  b^-^  safanja,  Rest,  quiet.  A  water-melon. 
p  J,ia*)j  sifand,  Wild  rue  or  the  seed. 

p  J\^^  JCLjj  sifandarmuz,  Earth.  Name  of  an 
angel.  ThesignPisces.  Name  of  the  twelfth  month. 

The  fifth  day  of  the  month. 

A  sufnuh,  A  mackerel. 

A  ̂ un  safm,  A  running  or  flying  swiftly. 

AA^uiisafwaf,(^em..oi^^Jun\  as/a')Swift(mule). 
A  sufuh,  (v.  n,  of  Spilling  (water 

or  blood).  Shedding  (tears).  Flowing,  (pi.  of 

^iwi  safli)  Bases  of  mountains  (about  which  wa- 
ter flows).     Smooth  rocks. 

Aii^**»  saffud,  (pi.  i^Jla**)  safafid')  A  roast- 
ing-spit.  A  poker  for  the  fire. 

A  sufur,  (pi.  of  jfl*")  Marks,  vestiges. 

Aj^*n  saffur,  A  kind  of  very  prickly  fish. 

A  'ij^un  saffurat,  A  tablet  for  writing  on,  the 
writing  of  which  may  afterwards  be  eflaced. 

A  safvf,  (A  medicine)  taken  simply, 

(notmixed,in  opposition  to  an  electuary);  powder. 

A  pomegranate-seed. 
A  O^Sjfljuj  safufdt,  Medicinal  powders. 

A  ̂ ^sun  safuk,  The  soul,  self.  A  liar. 

A  J^A»*>  sw/mZ,  (v.n.  of  (J.i*»»)  Beinglow.  De- 
scendingfromtoptobottom.  Waxingold.  Lowness. 

A  ijj^  safun,(j)\.  sawqfin)  Sweeping 
(wuid).  Sufun,  (pi.  of  XJjkiu)  safinat)  Ships. 

A  sJun  safh,  (t.  n.  of  6i»*>)  Overcoming  in  rail- 
ing. Sofli.,  sifh,  or  suf/i,  (v.  n.  o[i>suo)  Instigating 

to  acts  of  folly.    Destroying.     Flowing  fast  and 
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drying  up  (blood  from  a  wound).  Drinking  much 
without  quenching  the  thirst.  S/fh,  (v.  n.  of  &a«i) 

Charging  with  folly.  Safah,  (v.  n.  of  &SUn)  Being 

foolish.  Being  light,  unsteady,  rash.  Drinking 

much  without  quenching  thirst.  Bleeding  instantly 

(a  spear-wound).  Folly,  stupidity,  imprudence, 
rashness,  caprice,  inconstancy.  Safali  or  safh,  (v. 

n.  of&a**»)  Being  busily  employed.  Forgetting, 

neglecting  to  take  (one's  share). 
A  i-tun  suffali,  (pi.  of  il^JkiMj)  Foolish  (women). 

A  ̂I^Aao  sufahas,  (pi.  of  aJiui  saftli)  Fools, 
madmen,  idiots,  simpletons,  blockheads. 

A         safy,  (v.  n.  of  Scattering,  carry- 

ing away  dust  (wind).  /Sq/a',(v.  n.  of  (j^)  Being 

stupid  and  silly.  Being  cracked  (the'  hand).  A 
certain  thorny  plant  of  thekind  called  huhma'. 
Earth  or  dust  (especially  dug  from  a  grave  or  well). 
Thinness  of  hair  on  the  forehead  of  a  horse.  Lean- 

ness. Any  thorny  tree.  The  beards  of  corn. 

A  sa/ly,A  violent  wind.  Light,silly(man). 
A  cloud. 

A  A^Sm*  safyas,  (fem.  of  asfa')  (A  mare) 
which  has  thin  scattered  hairs  on  the  forehead. 
Swift  (mule). 

A  g^"*  safih,  The  eighth  arrow  at  lots  (which 
is  unlucky).  A  coarse  garment.  A  sack. 

A(jl^^  saflkani,  Two  sacks  like  saddle-bags. 
p  ii,;ifl*»»  sfl/ec?, White,  fair.  Clear,  evident,  mani- 

fest, bahri  safed,  The  White  Sea,  i.  e. 
the  Mediterranean.  d^^fun  safed  dashtan, 

To  long  after,  love,  J^^iioi  safed  shud.  It  be- 
came clear,  evident. 

p  U*a->  safeda,  White-lead. 

p  safeddj,  (or  l-->  I  iX»a**>  safed-ah)  A 
white  wash  used  by  ladies. 

p  safedar.  The  white  poplar :  aspen. 

p  4>jiA«i^  SfSLui  safed  isfand,  White  mustard. 

pai^^4i>*a«i  safeddlcha,  A  kind  of  shawl. 

p  liJkfljjj  safed-dhu,  (White  doe)  A  mistress 

captivating  the  heart. 

p  b  s^sun  safcd-ha,  A  kind  of  white  soup  made 
with  curds,  to  which  they  add  meat  and  spinage. 

P        i^iSLui  safed-hari,  (Yellow  leaf)  Autumn. 

Pj^.  lioiu*  s«/b(Z-^ar,(White-wing)A large  gnat. 
p  CiJlj  i3.a2**>  safed-tdk,  Galangale. 

p  JisxOMi  safedtar.  Whiter. 

p  i^iJiiXiSun  safedtarin,  Whitest. 
Pj\i>-  tJj;fl*>JSfl/ecZ-/i/jar,  White-thorn  :  a  bramble. 
p  ,^iun  safed-ruli,  Mercury,  quicksilver. 

A  mixture  of  copper  and  tin. 

p  (ji^j         safed-nsh,k.  gray-beard,  old  man, 

p  dj  safed-zad,  A  mixed  metal. 
p  (^ii.Afl>jj  safedak,  Somewhat  white,  whitish. 

V i^^SLui  safed-har,  A  good  (white)  action. 

p  iMi^d-^pjji  safed-Jtasa,  Generous,  liberal. 

p ̂ i^xsun  safedgar,  A  tinman,  whitesmith. 
p        liaiwi  safed-VLuhra,  A  small  white  shell 

ofthekind  called  concha  veneris,ormother-of-pearl. 

p  (ji-V^a^  suftdan,  To  bore,  to  pierce. 
p  tiyxfun  safeda,  Chalk,  whiting. 

AjiSuA  saf'ir,  A  dry  and  fallen  leaf  carried  by 
the  wind.  (pi.  sufards)  An  ambassador,  in- 

ternuncio. A  mediator,  arbiter.  A  broker. 

p j^sun  saffir,  A  sapphire. 
A  iy^siMi  safirat,  A  collar,  necklace,  or  chain  of 

gold  or  silver. 

A  ̂ j^p^  sifayrij,  (dim.  of  Jjs-^^i***  safarjal) A  small  quince. 

A  )a.Jun  safit,  Liberal,  benign,  humane.  Low, 

mean,worthless.  An  unripe  date  fallen  from  the  tree. 

A  i_oto.»)  safif  (v.n.of  u-fl*^)  Passing,  skim- 
ming along  above  thesurface  of  theground(a  bird). 

Weaving,  plaiting  (palm-leaves).  Anameof  Iblis. 

The  girth  of  a  camel's  saddle.    Name  of  a  plant. 

A  'isusua  saftfat,  Any  thing  made  of  the  leaves 
of  palm-trees  (as  a  mat). 

A  ̂ jiSUti  safih,  Hard,  firm  (cloth).  Bare-faced. 
A  &s-iu*>  safihat,  A  thin  piece  of  wood,  long  and 

broad,  around  which  mats  are  wrapped.  A  long 

thin  wick  of  gold,  silver,  or  any  thing  similar. 

A  {jXfSLJi  safih,  Poured  out,  overflowing ;  shed. 

A  ijjflj^  safin,  (pi.  of  'is^sun  safinat)  Ships. A  eii^a***  safinat, {j^\.f^^\Sun  safdnn,^jSUtt  sufun, 

(J;^a^*»  safin  and  ̂ ^j^^  sufUn)  A  ship,  vessel,bark, 
boat.  Of  an  oblong  form  (a  book).  A  blank  book, 

common-place  book,         sliSUn,  Noah's  ark. 

A  M-Sm*  safih,  (pi.  -^V^A**>  sufahdf  and  slflA*» 
sifdh)  Foolish,  silly,  stupid,  idiotic.  Insane,  igno- 

rant, imprudent.  Impertinent,  impudent,  insolent, 

petulant,  saucy,  licentious,  extravagant.  Thin, 

open,  flimsy  (cloth).   Shaking,  flapping  (rein). 

A  'i^f^iP-***  safihat,  (pi.  Ol^Jki***  safihat,  ̂ \Juu 
safdfili,  sSLui  svffah,  and  ̂ \sunsifdh)  Foolish  (wo- 

man). (A  camel)  which  shakes  the  rein. 

^  ̂̂ iJiMi  sa/^/u,  Madness,  stupidity,  insolence. 
A  |J*w  sahh,  (v.  n.  of  Jj«>)  Muting  (a  bird). 

A  ̂\SMi  sihds,  (pi.  'iLsun\  ashiyat,  CjlJL»>l  ashi- 

ydt,  and  ̂ "l*»>\  asdhi)  A  leathern  bottle  for  water 
or  milk,niade  from  the  skin  of  a  two-year-old  sheep. 

A  ̂^^jm  sakkds,  (pi.  ̂^j^liL*j5aMajMw)  Carrier 

or  vender  of  water.^  Cup-bearer.  (J.-)  i^^^Sm  sahkdsi 
nil,  A  cloud,    p  Uu4       mMr^/ii«a/i/ia,  A  pelican. 

A  "s-^ULwJ  sahhdsat,  A  female  cup-bearer,  or  wa- 
ter-carrier. 

A  v_^la**j  sihdb,  A  piece  of  cotton  which  an 
afflicted  woman  was  accustomed  to  stain  with  her 

blood  and  wear  upon  her  head,  leaving  one  end  of 

it  to  appear  from  under  her  hood  that  all  who  saw 

it  might  know  her  to  be  in  afiliction.  (pi.  of  u  *o>*» 

sahh)  Young  male  camels. 

A  sUutf  sukdt,  (pi. of  (_J>V^  sdhi)  Water-carriers. 
Cup-bearers. 

A  J3j*>  sahhdr,  (pi.  sahhdrun)  An  im- 
pious wretch ;  one  who  pours  forth  curses  on  those 



undeserving  of  them.  A  liar. 

A  sakat,  A  sword  cutting  through  any 

thing  so  as  to  fall  to  the  ground,  or  to  cut  into  a 

second  object.  Sihat,  (v.  n.3of  laiL**)  Being  lan- 
guid, fainting  in  the  course  (a  horse).  Causing  to 

fall.  Reciting  any  thing  (as  verses)  alternately  with 

another.  A  fall,  trip,  stumble.  A  blunder,  mistake 

in  arithmetic,  writing,  &c.  Dates  purchased  in 

Yamamah.  Unripe  dates  fallen  from  the  tree.  The 

lower  parts  of  tents  or  birds'  wings.  Suhat,  Any 
thing  fallen.  The  lowest  of  the  people. 

A  )s\siM*salthat,  A  broker,  dealer  in  small  wares, 

a  pedlar.  A  sword  so  cutting  any  thing  as  to  fall 

through  to  the  ground.  Suhkat,(j>^.  of  iail<*»  sakit) 
Contemptible,  vile. 

A  ftislHw*  suhatat,  Any  thing  fallen ;  droppings. 

A  ̂liu»  sika^  The  rein-ring  in  a  camel's  nose. A  garment  of  shreds  and  patches ;  the  habit  of  a 

religious  mendicant.  A  kind  of  veil. 

A  jUivJ  sakkal,  A  polisher,  a  furbisher. 

A  SJUu»  sahalibat,  (pi.  of  ̂Jii*«)  Sclavonians. 

A         sakam,  (also  sahamat)  Sickness. 

Sikam,  (pi. of  ̂.aH***  sahvrn)  Sick,  ailing. 

A  'iS}jun  sihayat,  A  cup,  drinking-vessel.  Si- 
hayat  or  suhayat,  The  place  in  the  belly  where  wa- 

ter in  the  dropsy  collects.  A  place  for  drinking 

water,  a  watering-place.  A  drinking-vessel.  A 

measure,  particularly  for  water  or  wine.  Grape- 
wine  which,  in  the  days  of  Paganism,  Kuraysh 

used  to  furnish  the  pilgrims  to  Mecca. 

A  &^,\iLMisa^/£a3/ai,Afemale  water-carrier,  orcup- 
bearer. 

A  (_i,">liL»  sakdsif,  (pl.of  &iJL*»)  Planks ;  decks. 

A     ,-'°'">  sahb,  (pi.  asliuh,  t--'ULa»  sikdb, 
{^jSm*  sukub,  and  ̂ ^V^  sukbdn)  The  male  foal 
of  a  camel,  (pi.  sikbdn)  The  pole  of  a  tent. 

Long.  Sakab,  (v.  n.  of  L-./g'«*>)  Being  near ;  near- ness. Near. 

A  sikbdn,  (pi.  of  »»-*H*»j  sa^J)  Tent-poles. 
Sukbdn,  (pi.  of    *ii**>  sahb)  Young  he  camels. 

A  &JL*>  sahbat,  A  female  ass-colt. 

A  Ll*i**»  sakt  or  sakat,  (v.  n.  of  uIaS***)  Being 

unfortunate.  Sakit,  Unfortunate,  unblest. 

A  ̂u*>  sakah.  Baldness  of  the  forehead. 

a'L^^  sakahat,  A  bald  place  on  the  forehead. 
A  sukdat,  (pi.  i^AMtsukad)  A  certain  red 

bird  the  size  of  a  sparrow. 

A  liASUi*  sukdud,  A  lean,  attenuated  horse. 

aJL*»  sakr,  The  heat  of  the  sun,  or  inconve- 
nience of  it.  Juice  flowing  from  the  date-tree.  Pan- 

dei  ism  to  one's  own  wife.  A  falcon.  Sakar,  Hell. 
A  mountain  at  Mecca.  jLw^U  ndri  sakar,  Hell-fire. 
A  suhrdt,  Socrates.  Wise,  learned. 

P  sukrdtiyun.  Mushrooms,  funguses. 
p  sakrdk,  A  jug,  a  pitcher. 

A  ijSM*  sakrat,  The  intense  heat  of  the  sun. 

A  sukurka^  (p  i^J^  sukurha)  Ethio- 
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pian  ale.  An  inebriating  draught  made  from  millet. 

A  0^ju»sa^jWa<,Warm  woollen  cloth,purpet. 

A  ̂^**>  ̂ji*n  sak  sak  ovsik  sift,Used  in  dri  vingbulls. 

A  'iSL,JsM»  sahsakat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Muting 
(a  bird).    Reciting  verses  alternately. 

A  \3sun  sakt.  Snow.  Dew.  Vile,  contemptible. 

Sakt  or  sikt.  The  lower  part  or  edge  nearest  the 

earth  (of  clouds,  tents,  or  wings  of  birds).  Sakt, 

sikt,  or  sukt,  Sparks  struck  from  a  steel.  A  place 
where  sands  terminate.  The  name  of  a  diwan  or 

poem  of  above  3000  distichs,  so  named  by  the  au- 

thor ((]Jj«5^  _}^^  abu'l  ̂ da'),  because  struck  off  in 
the  fire  of  his  youth.  An  abortion.  Sakat,  An  er- 

ror, failure,  fault,  erratum,  blunder,  mistake  (in 

computation,  writing,  or  speaking).  Disgrace,  ig- 
nominy. A  weak,  low,  base,  contemptible  fellow, 

(pi.  l»liL*»^  askdt)  Any  thing  of  a  base  or  useless 

nature.  Small  wares  or  damaged  goods.  What- 
ever drops  from  a  height,  and  is  dashed  to  pieces, 

bruised,  or  scattered  in  the  fall.  Maimed,  muti- 

lated, p  laSLui  sakat  shudan,  To  die.  (ap- 

plied to  animals)  To  miscarry,  to  cast  their  young. 
p  \aSMi  sakat.  An  error,  mistake.  Excrement, 

^j^il  kg.«*>  sakat  guftan,  To  revile,  to  abuse. 

A  jjllaiu^i  siktdni,  (dual)  The  two  wings  (of  an 
ostrich).  The  first  and  last  parts  (of  the  night). 

A  xU'q'^.  saktat,  (pi.  isla***  sikdt)  A  fall,  slip, 
stumble,  false  step.  Detriment. 

A  ,]j^laiL*>  sukutj-a',  (or  ̂\^laE***  sukutrds)  The 
island  of  Socotra,  from  whence  they  procure  aloes 

and  dragon's  blood. 
A  !^J^ut  siktiriy.  Expert  in  distinguishing 

good  money  from  bad. 

p  {^^^  la.a*«  sakat-farosh,  A  pedlar. 

A  |Jafl*.i  siktim,  A  mouse. 
A  j^laiLti  sakta',  (pi.  of  &la5L*»  sdkitat)  Low, little  worth. 

A  '^^^^aStMi  sakat^y,  A  dealer  in  old  furniture  or in  small  wares  :  a  pedlar. 

p  ewli  j_^aH«i  sahti-ndma,  A  casualty-list  of 
horses  that  have  died  in  the  cavalry. 

A  ̂ **»  sak^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a«*)  Striking  a  hard 
body.  Eating  food  from  one  side  of  it.  Going 

away  (no  one  knows  whither).  Crowing  (a  cock). 

Suk^  A  shore,  coast,  tract.  The  environs  of  a  well. 

A  -^IrLjj  sak^s,  (fem.  of  aska^  White- 
headed  (bird  or  mare). 

A  ̂j)as>sun  saka^ara' ,  (or  t^laxiLoj  saka^a- 
rly)  Very  long-bodied  (man  or  camel).  Saka^ 

tara'.  Large  and  strong. 

A  I  aS*»>  sakf,  (v.  n.  of  1  oo'>w)  Covering  in, 

roofing  (a  house),    (pi.  v,Pg'«*»  sukuf  mA. 
sukuf)  A  roof.  Raftering  of  a  house,  ceiling.  The 

sky.    Long  and  dangling  (beard).  1  

sakfi  aywdn.  The  world.      p  &3li>-  (_o'9'»*>  sakfi 
khdna.  Roof  of  a  house,  ceiling,   eoli-  ̂   ̂  aiLu 
sa/i/?  mw-Mciwa,  A  vaulted  roof.  Thesky.  &Sukf, 
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A  bishop.  Sakaf,  Length,  with  curvature  (as  in 

the  ostrich).  Sukuf,  (pi.  of  u_flAa**»  sakif)  Roofs. 
p  ( — fti**)  sukuf,  (for  I  uskuf)  A  bishop. 
A  (  aa**»  sukuff,  A  bishop. 

A  ̂laii«j  sakfds,  (fem.  of  u-ftL^^  askaf)  Long 

and  crooked,  bent  in  consequence  of  the  length. 
Long-necked  (ostrich). 

A  (jlaS***  suhfdn.  Roofs :  floors,  stories. 

A  ̂_^iSLu»  sakfi,  A  beam,  rafter. 
A  ̂ jSMt  sukuk.  Whisperers,  slanderers. 
A  ̂JiLo  sakl,  Polish.  Sukl,  The  hypochondria 

or  body  under  the  short  ribs.  Sakil,  Thin-waisted 
(man).  Lean-buttocked  (horse). 

p  l^^Sm*  sakldb,  A  beaver.  Sclavonia. 
p  0^kH>*>  sakalldt.  Scarlet  cloth. 

A  is>i)Ji.*>  sikldt,  (for  Is^L^  sijldt)  Jasmine. 

The  covering,  awning,  or  canopy  over  the  camel- 
litter  in  which  the  Eastern  ladies  travel.  A  fine 

painted  or  figured  cloth. 

p  jj^i^**>  sakldtun,  ((j\Ji>^)>iu*>  sakldtin  or 
lls^iLu  sakldtd)  Scarlet  cloth. 

A  eJ^SiMi  saklahat,  A  casting  on  the  ground. 

A  "^Ji^Mi  saklubiy,  (pi.  &JIKa«)  A  Sclavonian. 
A  ̂ Suo  saham  or  sukm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ji*^)  Being 

indisposed.  Sickness. 

G  U3 y^suti  sukmuniya'  or  sakmUniya' ,  (^bjj^iL*» 

sukmuniyds  or  sakmuniyds')  Scammony.  Soap. 

A  sakma' ,  (pi.  of  ̂ ipM>)  Sick,  infirm. 
p  ̂ fi**»  sakan.  Juice  of  dates. 
AjUaAiL**  sihintdr,  A  good  judge  of  coin. 

GjjiLflAM  sakankur,  (or  ̂jMiUa»*»  sakankus)  A 
species  of  newt  or  spawn  of  the  crocodile  burrow- 

ing in  the  sand  (when  held  in  the  hand  it  is  said  to 
be  a  stimulative  to  venery). 

A  (_->_jfl*»J  sukub,  (v.  n.  of  ■o'.^)  Being  near, 
(pi.  of  ̂ ^tiui  sahb)  Male  foetuses  of  camels  just 
born.    The  feet  of  a  camel. 

G  ̂y.iij^i^i  sakurdiyun,  Water-germander. 
A  sahut,  Falling,  fallen.  Sukut,  (v.n,  of 

Vt'q'wj)  Falling.  Being  delivered,  dropping  (a  colt). 
Setting  (a  star).  Committing  an  error  in  writing 

or  speaking.  Coming  on  (heat);  also  going  off". 
Alighting,  tarrying  with.    A  fall,  slip,  tumble. 

A  'iJh^iMi  sukutarat,  The  island  of  Socotra, 

whence  they  bring  aloes  and  dragon's  blood. 

A  sufiuf,  (pi.  of  i».oo'«*»)  Roofs  of  houses. 
A         saka',  (fut.  j_JumJ,  yaski)  He  watered. 

A  saky,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J^)  Watering.  Send- 
ing rain.  Presenting  liquor  unto.  Drinking  to  ano- 

ther. Having  the  dropsy ;  or  a  yellow  water  in  the 

belly  at  the  delivery.  Traducing,slandering,inveigh- 
ing  against  the  absent.  Adraught.  v  ̂ ^d^  saky 

^ar£?«w,Towater(as plants).  A  Siky,{j^\.  eJLji\aski- 
yat)  Water  either  for  drinking  or  watering  ground. 
Yellowish  water  in  the  belly.  A  skin  containing  yel- 

low waterwhichcomesoutatthedelivery.  Watered, 

irrigated.  Siky  or  sa%, Water  collected  in  the  belly. 



A  J^**>  suJika',  (pi.  of  sak'i)  Water-car- 
riers. Cup-bearers. 

A  '^^^Mi sahiy ,  (pi,  iLa«j\  ashiyai)  A  cloud  pour- 
ing down  great  drops  of  rain.  A  palm-tree.  Pa- 

pyrus. Portions  of  water.  Sulay,  (pi.  of  (_^"l**> 
sahT)  Water-carriers,  drawers  of  water, 

A         sukya',  A  shower. 

A  '80.j;a**>  suhaydat,  (pi.  0^t>AK«»  suhaydat) 
A  red  bird  of  the  size  of  a  sparrow. 

SY  ̂ ks>,  said  raghla,  The  herb  polypody. 

G  (^j^j^***  saldrus,  A  hard  swelling,  scirrhus, 

A  \3^Mi  saJiit,  (pi,  ̂laa«>  sakta)  Snow,  Ice. 
Hoar  frost.    Dew.    Hail.    Deficient  in  intellect. 

A  ftJa^flAU  salfitat,  A  mean  or  base  woman.  De- 
ficient in  intellect. 

A  uJJAa**}  saltif,  (pi.  (  hLm  sukuf)  A  roof. 

A  &ajJL*>  sakifat,  (pi.  u-a>Va**»  sahdMf)  A  broad 

plank,  a  slab.  A  broad  stone,  shingle,  or  plank 

used  for  roofing.  The  deck  of  a  ship.  A  high 

bench  for  reclining  upon,  before  the  doors  or  un- 

der the  porticos.  Splinters  for  tying  round  broken 

bones.  A  camel's  rib.  Part  of  the  bone  of  a  ca- 
mel's head, 

A  s?7i/il/a'.  Episcopacy,  oflSce  of  a  bishop, 

A  ̂ iP^i  saliim,  (pi,  j,liLaj  siham)  Sick,  infirm, 
ailing.    Poor,  weak  (excuse), 

p         sih,  Vinegar,  Suh,  Sadness,  The  musk 

gall-apple. 
A  sahh,  (v,  n,  of  uil.**»)  Overlaying  (a 

door)  with  broad  iron  plates,  or  studding  it  with 

huge  nails,  by  way  of  security.  Fastening  tight, 
making  firm.  Eradicating  the  ear.  Having  the 

orifice  of  the  ear  small.  Digging.  Casting  forth 

the  contents  of  its  belly  (an  ostrich).  Straight,  up- 

right (edifice),  Anarrow-raouthedwell,  (pl,ui!\C*i 
sihak  and  suliuli)  A  nail.   An  iron  fasten- 

ing, A  coat  of  mail  formed  of  close  rings.  Sukk, 

A  certain  aromatic  composition  formed  into  pastils. 

The  expressed  juice  of  the  myrobolan.  A  narrow- 

mouthed  well.  A  scorpion's  hole.  A  spider's  den. 
Baseness,  sordidness.  Narrow(coatofmail).  Closed 

up  (road),  (pi.  of  tiL^Wsa/iA)  Small-eared.  Deaf. 

A  ̂^'M  sihas,  A  begging  with  importunity. 

A saklias,  (fem.of uLIa/j^ asakk)  Small-eared 
(woman),  or  destitute  of  ears.  Small  (ear)  or  one 

with  a  small  orifice.    Nari'ow  (coat  of  mail). 
p  suliuh,  Musk-water. 

A  ̂^^**>  sahabij,  (pi.  of  ̂'^'M  sihbdj)  Dishes 
of  meat,  wheat,  flour,  and  vinegar. 

A  0^*u  suhdt,  (v,  n,  of  d*^)  Being  silent. 

Becoming  calm  (anger).  Dying.  Silence,  or  what- 

ever causes  it.  A  silent,  lurking  serpent,  not  per- 
ceived till  he  bites.  End,  completion,  termination. 

j<\  ^la'  siihdti  amrin,  On  the  point 
of  accomplishing  an  object. 

A  sukdtat,  Whatever  puts  to  silence, 

p  suhdcha,  The  nightmare,    A  porcu- 
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pine.    Litigious,  quarrelsome. 
p  liK***  sakdd,  Mountain-top.  Crown  of  head. 

'pj^^suhdr,sihar,  or  sukdr,  Bread  of  the  finest 
flour  baked  with  butter  and  sugar,  usually  given  in 

presents  on  new-year's  day.  Thin  paste,  between 
the  folds  of  which  they  put  plums  or  apples,  mak- 

ing a  kind  of  puff".  Charcoal.  A  live  coal.  A  fire- 

brand .  ̂  'j sakdr-dhanj,  A  hook  with  which 
they  draw  the  bread  from  the  oven  and  meat  from 

the  pot.  \j  jKjm  sukdr-7vd,  Bread  baked  upon  the 
coals  or^  under  the  ashes. 

A  jK*^  sakkdr,  A  maker  or  vender  of  date- 
wine,  mead,  and  the  like,  called ^L>i  sakar. 

p  d^j^Mi  salidrcha,  Foolish,  ignorant. 

P  jJ^Mi  sakdru,  Mouldy.  Sukdru,  A  cake  made 
of  fine  flour,  milk,  butter,  and  sugar.  Bread  baked 
or  meat  roasted  on  the  ashes. 

A  isj^*^     or  sukdra',  (pi.  of  ̂^^^)  Drunk, 

A  ̂^**»  sakdi'ij ,  (pi,  of  fts-j^)  Platters, 

p  sukdsta,  (^e^^^Mi  sukdsa,  slZt^^Mt  su- 
hdshta,  or  suhdsha)  A  porcupine,  hedgehog, 

sakasik,  A  tribe  in  Yaman, 

A  I  sK**!  sahhdf,  A  boot  or  shoemaker, 

A  'ii^*n  sikdfat,  Trade  of  a  shoemaker. 

p  "iji^Mi  sulidfara,  (or  «iK»*>)  Bow  of  a  violin. 
A  silidk,  A  row  or  line  (of  houses  or  tents), 

(pi.  of  CiJ>*j*  sahk  and  of  ,][^«*»  sakly)  Nails.  Su- 

hdli,  The  air  reaching  to  "the  confines  of  the  sky. 
The  atmosphere.  The  feathered  part  of  an  arrow, 

A^udJ^^  salilidh,  A  cutler. 
A^%Mi  sikdkan,  In  a  row. 

suhahat,AXv,  atmosphere,  sky,  heaven. 

Wedded  to  one's  own  opinion.  Small-eared. 

A  |_^K,«»sa/Jea/«,  Business  of  a  cutler:  cutlery. 

A  f^x^'^tji  sakdkln,  (pi.  of  (j^^lo)  Knives. 
A  j^i-^l^  salihdkiniy ,  A  cutler. 
p  Ji:C*i  sihdl,  Thought.  Who  wishes  or  inquires 

after.    A  speaker.  Conversation. 

p  (jiJK**>  sihdlish,  Thought,  reflection.  Inten- 

tion, purpose,  wish. 
p  sultdlu,  (ov  sukdliyu)  Bread  or 

meat  dressed  upon  the  coals, 
p  jsJK«*»  sukdla,  Dung  (of  dogs). 

j>  sikdlidan, To  think.  To  suspect.  To 

speak.  ̂ To  wish.    To  write. 

A  ̂;K-«>  sahhdn,  A  cutler,  knifemaker.  Sukkdn, 

A  rudder,  helm.  (pi.  of  fj^^  sdliin)  Inhabitants, 

p  (j^^  sulihdni  farslii,  All  creatures. 

"a  'is.'>^tJ3  sahdnat,  A  being  or  a  becoming  poor. 

p  ̂jfcK*>»  silidhan,  A  black  tincture  composed 
of  the  rind  of  pomegranates,  vinegar,  iron,  and 

other  ingredients,  used  chiefly  by  shoemakers. 

"a  t_I^*>>  sahh,  (v.  n.  of  i—*^)  Pouring  out 
(water).  Falling  incessantly  in  big  drops  (rain). 

Calling  the  hour  of  prayer  (the  muezzin).  Flow- 

ing, current.  Quick-going  (horse).  A  sort  of  gar- 
ment. A  tall  man.  Light,  brisk,  joyous.  Aneces- 

sary  or  important  business.  A  continued  rain.  Salth 

or  sakdb,  Name  of  the  first  horse  possessed  by  Mu- 

hammad. Brass.  Lead.  Sahab,  Name  of  an  odori- 
ferous tree.  The  anemone.  The  scales  of  the  head. 

pLC  sik-bd,  (or  a  ̂-^^  silibaj)  (pi. 
sakdbij)  A  dish  made  of  meat,  wheat-flour,  and 

vinegar,    j^^^  ̂ V^***  sikbdju'l  bakar,  A  dish made  of  beef  thus  prepared. 

A  eJ^ui  sahbat,  A  kind  of  veil  or  net  worn  on 
the  head.  A  membrane  in  which  the  foetus  is  en- 

veloped. <Sa^a&a^,  A  single  odoriferous  tree.  Scales 
on  the  head. 

p         sakba,  Mixture  of  oil  and  buttermilk. 

A  ̂AA^lk>  sakblnaj,  (from  p  dJj^^m*  sakbind)  Sa- 
gapenon,  a  medicinal  herb ;  also  gum  Arabic. 

A  's^Lnsikkat,  A  ploughshare,  A  mattock,  pick- 
axe or  shovel.  An  avenue  between  two  rows  of 

palm-trees.  A  wide  and  straight  street.  Possi- 

bility, the  favourable  moment  for  the  accomplish- 
ment of  a  thing.  A  die  for  coins.  A  stamp. 

sakt,  (v.n.of  Keeping  silence. 

Dying.  Subsiding  (anger).  Silence.  Silent,  yet 
able  to  speak  well  when  occasion  requires.  A  pause 

between  two  shakes  without  taking  breath. 

A'slCmsaktatj^'Aeuce.  Anapoplexy.  A  trance. 

A  pause.     Suktat,  Any  thing  imposing  silence. 

Fruit,  or  play-things  (as  pacifying  children).  The 
remains  of  any  thing  in  a  vessel. 

p  jjVjuSCoj  saktiydn,  Leather. 
A  OjC^  siktit,  Silent,  taciturn,  reserved, 

p        sakij,  Dried  currants, 
sik-kkana,  A  wine-shop,  tavern. 

A ̂ Ln  Sahara,  (fut.^^*-^.  yaskiru)  He  shut. 
A sakr,  (v.  n.  o?y^)  Filling.  Damming 

up  (a  river).  Stopping  (the  menstruous  flow).  En- 
chanting, fascinating.  A  certain  herb  that  may  be 

eaten  raw.  Drunk.  Sakr,  sakar,  siikr,  or  sukur, 

(v.  n.  of Being  drunk.  Sikr,{j^\.j^jM  sukur) 
A  mound  or  dike  for  confining  water.  A  high 

bank  of  a  river.  Sukr,  Drunkenness.  Wine,  or 

whatever  intoxicates.  Sakar,  Any  inebriating  or 

forbidden  drink,  especially  wine  from  dates  or  the 

inebriating  plant  (-l^yi^  kuskus.  Vinegar.  Food, 

victuals.  Fulness,  repletion.  Rage,  anger.  A  se- 

cret erudo;e.  Sakir,  Often  drunk. 

Pj5^  sM^ar-,  A  saucer.  A  hedgehog:  porcupine. 
A  sukkar,  Sugar.  An  excellent  sort  of  date. 

A  delicious  kind  of  grape.  j^\JC*i  suhkaru'l 
^shar,  A  kind  of  dew  collecting  on  the  tree  ̂ shar, 
and  which  resembles  particles  of  salt,  ̂ ^^jo^jm 

sukkar  mukarrar,  Sugar-candy. 
A  C^\^Ln  sakardt,  Agony,  fainting. 

C^yo  sakardti  mawt.  The  agony  of  death. 

A  ̂Jij^^  sakrdn,  (fem.  &3^^$L*>  sakrdnaf)  (pi. 

sakdra',  sukdra',  or  ifj^  sahra')  Drunk. 
Sakardn,  (v.  n.  of  jCm)  Being  drunk.  Subsiding, 
becoming  calm  (wind). 



A  sakraiiiijat,  Intoxication, 

p  ̂̂ ijCtji  sukkar-pin.)  Marchpane. 

A  'ij^=(.uisakrat,  Drunken  (woman).  A  missing 
or  losing  one's  way  :  error.    Drunkenness.  The 
agony  of  death,  or  the  depths  of  woe.  Sakarat, 
Tares  or  darnel.  Sakirat,  Drunken  (woman). 

A  'ipiui  sukkarat,  A  lump  of  sugar. 
A  is'j^iM  sukurrujat,  (pi.  sakarij)  A 

platter,  a  saucer. 

p  n^^^Lnsuliracha,  A  saucer.    A  measure, 

p  ̂̂ JkJlijS^  siharfdnulan,  To  commit  a  crime. 

To  fold  together.    To  be  haughty,  insolent.  To 

pour  out  drink. 

p  Sijji,^^  saharfanda,  Tripping,  stumbling, 

p  ̂j(^-ijiC*>  saharfulan,  To  stumble  (a  horse). 
sw/jMr^fli, Drink  made  from  millet,used 

in  Abyssinia ;  a  kind  of  ale  or  beer. 

p  i^La  snk,  suka,  or  sukkara,  An  earthen  dish. 
.sa/imw)Drunken 

(woman),   (pi.  of  i^^f^  sahran)  Drunkards. 

A  tsy^  suliharly,  Made  of  sugar :  saccharine, 
p  suhkarin,  (Made)  of  sugar,  sugared, 

pj^sa^i^,  Mastic.  /Si/fis^,  A  carpenter's  hatchet, 
p  i^^Ln  sihiza,  Contention,  combat, 

p  i/jSw*  sakzi,  One  of  the  seven  dialects  of 
Persia  now  lost. 

p  (^jUijlu  sukusfan,  To  be  broken  or  torn  up. 

p  uIXm^Cm  suksuk,  Swift  (horse).  A  horse  go- 
ing quick  with  a  jolting  trot.  The  noise  made  with 

the  feet.  Rough  ground.  A  tree,  the  fire  of  which 
will  burn  for  a  week. 

A  &5wiCyu  saksakat,  Weakness,  Fortitude, 

p  ̂̂ ^LjCiji  suhsuki,  Palpitation  of  the  heart. 

A  ̂^Jij^  saksakiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  Li3^Kjai. 

A  ̂ ^stMi  sak^  (v.  n.  of  |«^a^)  Taking  (any 

place)  for  one's  abode  and  residence.   Sah^  or  sa- 
ka^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Going  no  one  knows  whither, 
wandering;  about  in  sadness  and  astonishment.  Sa- 

ki^  Foreign,  strange.    Suka^  Astonished,  bewil- 
dered, stupefied. 

A  saltaf,  (v.  n.  of  i_fi^**>)  Making  the 
foot  of  a  door,  or  that  part  which  revolves  in  a 

socket  in  the  threshold  or  lintel,  and  performs  the 

function  of  a  hinge. 

A  cii^  sakah,  Smallness  of  the  ear  sticking 
close  to  the  head.    Smallness  of  the  orifice  of  the 

ear.  Deafness,  a  stoppage  in  the  ears.  Sihah,{^\.oi 

sikhat)  Ploughshares.  Wide  streets. 

A  |Ji«J  siJd,  (or  XKfcu  sihalat)  (pi.  jKj^Wi'/ioZ) 
Name  of  a  large  black  fish. 

A         salim,  (v.  n.  of  jX*»)  Going  with  short, 
fatigued,  slow  steps. 

A  sahn,  (pi.  of         scikin)  Inhabitants, 

the  people  of  a  house,  (pi.  afiJian)  Victuals, 

viands,  aliment.  Sahan,  A  dwelling.  Eesidence, 
stay.  Domestic  comforts,  as  wife  or  children.  Fire. 

Repose,  rest,  quiet.  A  blessing.  Pity,  compassion. 
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A  sl^Mi  saknat,  Name  of  a  disease.  Suknat, 

Any  thing  used  for  soothing  or  quieting  a  child. 

The  remains  of  any  thing  in  a  vessel.  Sakanat, 

(pi.  of  f^\tM  sakin)  Inhabitants,  citizens.  ssCm 

\^!^  sakanasisahrd,ln}ia,h'ita.nts  of  the  desert.  Trees, 

grass,  and  the  like.  pKc-  salianad  ̂ lam,  In- 
habitants of  the  world,  creatures.  ^  sa- 

hanasi  hanun,  Charcoal.  Sahinat,  (pi.  C^U^^mj  sa- 

kindt')  A  habitation.  That  part  of  the  head  which 
joins  the  neck.    Straightness,  upright  posture. 

p  sa/ma;',  A  kind  of  bitumen  brought  from 
Syria.  Sakunj  or  suliunj,  A  fetid  smell  from  the 
mouth.  One  who  has  a  fetid  breath.  Sikunj,  A 

cough.  Shaving,  scraping.  A  bite,  a  sting. 

A  sikanjabin,  (p  ̂;^jX;C^)  Oxymel. 

p  v>-sj^^  sikinjidan,  To  cough.  To  take  up 
with  the  tips  of  the  fingei's.  To  nip,  pinch.  To 
bite,  to  sting.  To  smooth,  to  scrape. 
p  sikoAid,  Venery. 

Pj  (.Xx^fcu  sikandar,  Alexander.  Two  princes  of 
this  name  are  much  celebrated  in  the  East,  both 

distinguished  by  the  title  of  (jO^iJ^  ji^w'^  harnayn, 
Having  two  horns  (of  the  world),  implying  that 

they  conquered  the  globe  from  east  to  west ;  the 
first  supposed  to  be  one  of  the  most  ancient  kings ; 

the  other,  Alexander  of  Macedon,  whom  they  call 

also  Bin  Filikus  (son  of  Philip),  and  RumI  (the 

Grecian).  Hanging  the  head  (a  quadruped  whose 

fore-legs  are  short).  Standing  on  the  head(a  mounte- 

bank's trick),  ̂ jiij 1^1^  sikandar  khmurdan, 
To  trip,  stumble. 

P) y>-  {jj6j^u»sUianda7'i-k1imur, A.^tiost\xmb\e. 

p  (ji^^s"  sikandari  kkwur-dan,  To 
trip,  to  stumble. 

p  dJjS>,^Mi  sikandariya,  Alexandria. 
p  jjjJiXiC^  sikanguhin,  Oxymel. 
p  ss^^jm  sikana,  A  wimble,  auger,  gimlet. 

A  J^^lrt  stckna',  A  residence,  habitation. 
P  j^^*a  sako  or  suho,  A  sofa,  settle,  bench,  gar- 

den-seat. /SiVm,  Awooden fork  with  several  prongs 

or  branches,  with  which  they  agitate  corn,  that  the 
wind  may  clear  it  of  the  chaff.    A  broom,  besom. 

p  S^^sih-rvd,  A  dish  of  vinegar,  meat,  and  flour. 

p  f^^^M*  sahmdn,  Name  of  a  city  in  India. 
A  L-.'^^AM  sakub,  Fluent  (blood,  water,  and  the 

like).    Sukub,  (v.  n.  of  t_-»iCw*)  Flowing  (blood). 

p  b^j^wi  sukubd,  A  bishop,  presbyter.  Name 
of  the  founder  of  a  Christian  convent. 

A  sakut,  Quiet,  silent,  taciturn  (man). 
Siikut,  Silence,  quietness. 

A  ji^Mi  sakur,  Frequently  drunk.  Siikur,  (v. 
n.  of  j£sut»)  Becoming  calm  (wind  after  a  storm), 

(pi. of^5^si7ir)Mounds  or  dams  for  confining  water. 

p  tj^'^^  sukura,  An  earthen  dish. 
sukushak,  Lightning,  thunderbolt. 

A  i^^^Mi  sakuk,  A  narrow-mouthed  well.  >Sm- 

kuk,  (pi.  of         sahk)  Nails. 

A  fjt^Lji  sitkun,  (v.n.of  ̂ J^)  Being  still,  quiet, 
fixed.  Inhabiting,  occupying,  dwelling.  Having 

no  vowel  (a  consonant).  Being  poor,  needy,  feeble, 

or  miserable.  Dying.  Tranquillity,  rest, quiet.  Ces- 

sation. Residence,  dwelling.  Firmness,  constancy. 

P(jixx>-  J  i^^^M»sukun  ujumhish,  Rest  and  motion. 
A  lh^st,u»  sukunat,  Dwelling,  habitation,  resi- 

dence.^jiVJjj  \^i^tiisukunat warzidan,To(bNe[\. 

p  ̂ J6_j^=i/jj  sukohanj,  A  triangular  thorny 
plant.    A  stick,  straw. 

p  (_f_j^<j»  sakwi,  A  sofa,  bench,  garden-seat, 
p  sakwina,  Assort  of  gum. 

p        sikka,  (from  A  s^jm  sikkai)  A  die  for  coin- 

ing. Rule,  law,  regulation.  Dress,  costume,  aiw* 

(jiij  sikka  zadan (or^^iijSa  kardan),To  coin,  mint. 
j3  tS.ui  sikkaA  naw-hakdr,  Vernal  blossoms, 
p  iols-^sxlo  sikka-khdna,  A  mint, 

PjU  es5s**»  sikka-ddr,  Having  power  of  coining, 
i.e.  an  independent  sovereign. 

pj^.jj^«i>*os?Ma-rMj9z?/a,Arupeeof  full  weight, 

p  jjj^&5slu  sikka-za7t,Comev,  master  ofthe mint. 
A  _^ ̂uisakka,  An  iron  fastening.  A  nail. 

A  ̂J'^  sakkiy,  A  nail.  A  die  for  coining.  A 
coat  of  mail  formed  of  close  rings.  Sikkty,  Coined, 

stamped,  minted  (money).   A  dinar. 
A  ̂̂ vO^STa*  sakib,  Flowing,  current  (water). 
A  (J^jiw)  sukayt,  (or  CL*^*^  sukkayt)  Silent, 

taciturn.  The  last  horse  in  running  a  race  (espe- 
cially the  tenth). 

A  CL^i^Ln  sikklt,  Silent,  reserved. 

A sikkir,  Very  drunken,  always  drunk. 

A  (j^a5wj  sukayrdn,  (pi.  sukayrdnun) 
Drunkish,  a  little  drunk,  (dim.  of  sakrd^i). 

p  JjkSCo*  sikiz,  Malignant,  wild,  fierce,  vicious. 
A  young  unbroke  horse.  A  kicker,  jumper.  A 

kick.  A  blacksmith's  forge,  furnace. 

p  i^jX^La  sikizdnjCawievm^, or  kicking(horse). 

p  "iji^^t*  sikiza,  Kicking  (horse).  A  gallop, 
canter.  A  broil,  a  quarrel. 

p  JOJaSw*  sikuidan,  To  gallop.  To  be  obsti- 
nate, refractory,  vicious,  to  spring  or  prance  back- 

wards and  forwards.  To  kick.  Totread(asa  cock). 

p  n^^^Ln  sakela,  A  sort  of  iron.  Hiccough. 

A  sukayn,  A  swift  ass. 

A  {^^^  sihkiri,  (pl.^^SssK***)  A  knife. 
A  sakinat,  Tranquillity  of  mind.  Repose. 

Aviolent  wind.  The  gracious  presence  of  God  dwell- 

ingamongstthem.  A  living  creature  with  the  face  of 

a  man,  and  the  remainder  of  its  form  thin  as  air:  ac- 

cording to  some,  with  the  head  of  a  cat  like  an  eme- 

rald or  sapphire.  Sukaynat,As\\e-ass.  Nameofthe 
gnat  that  entered  the  nostril  of  Nimrod  and  caused 
his  death.  Name  of  the  daughter  of  Husayn  and 

grand-daughter  of  Ally,  to  whom  is  referred  the 
turrat sukayniyat,  or  Sukayni ringlet. 

A&Jj^*«  sikKinat,  A  knife.    Quiet,  repose. 

p  lLXhw  sag,  A  dog.  sagi  dh-gir,  A 



water-lizard.  sagiahlah,  (Spotted  dog) 

Time,  fortune.     ̂ -ijy  cLA>*  sagi  luzina,  A  dog 

•whereon  a  mountebank's  monkey  rides,  b^ii 
sagi  darya,  An  otter.  j\_jjo\j^.ii  \^S*t»  sagi  diwana- 
war,  Like  a  mad  dog,  rabid. 

p      I  sa<7i  ab,  (or     I  A  beaver. 

p^lC**  sagabi,  The  castor  or  beaver. 

p  JlCk»»  si^aZ,  Thought.  Hatred,  enmity.  A 

word,  saying.  Calumny.  A  speaker,  A  singer. 

JliCfcO  tiL>  neh-sigal,  Benevolent.  (JlC*»  &ac?- 

s?<7aZ,  Malevolent.  liJ  dushmani  had- 

sigal,  A  malignant  enemy.    Sugal,  A  board. 

p  (j^l^  si^jiaZis/i,  Thought.  Controversy,  liti- 
gation, altercation.    Enmity.  Evil-speaking. 

p  is,)lX***  sagala  or  sugala,  Dung  of  dogs. 

p  sigalidan,  To  think.  To  speak  tra- 
ducingly  of  the  absent,  meditate  mischief,  resolve 

to  injure.  To  deceive.  To  speak.  To  warble,  sing. 

p  SiiJl^Cwi  sigalida,  Thoughtful. 

p  sagan,  (pi.  of         sag')  Dogs. 
J  Isa^an/a2,Greedy,worldly-raindedpeople. 
L>ii        sagani  hhaymasi  dunya,  Worldlings. 

p,yo^i^jC**>5ff<7-a7?Y7?7r,Dogs'grape,nightshade. 
p  f^SitM  sagan-mada,  (pi.  of  JiSl*  \dJ^ 

sag-mada)  Bitches. 

p  io\tu»  sigana,  Triple,  of  three  kinds.  Name 
of  a  village  in  Ghaznin. 

p  i^ijbCfcrt  sagawand,  Name  of  a  mountain  said 
to  abound  in  dogs. 

P  (jV^  saghan,  A  dog-keeper. 

p  «^  lL^mJ  sag-hacka,  A  whelp,  a  pup. 
sa^  or  sagihastak,  A  sagacious  dog. 

p  a^jy  t^Xw»»  sag-huzina,  A  dog  with  a  mon- 
key mounted  on  his  back. 

p  euCo  sagha,  A  dish  made  of  butter  and  milk. 

p  sag-pistdn,  Sebestens. 

p  ̂ J^>^,  idJ*n  sag-jmy,  Sound  of  feet  in  walking. 
p  cfj^  uf-^***  sagi  tazi,  A  greyhound. 

p  (j^"  tfX^  sag-jan,  Dog-souled,  malignant. 
V        i^X^  sag-jigar,  Cruel,  inhuman. 
p  sagcJia,  A  little  dog.  A  sagacious  dog. 

p  ̂J^;^  lLXu*  sfl(7-c/«7traAa,  Crabbed  (people). 
P  (Jii  uL^AU  sag-dil,  Dog-hearted,  fierce. 

p  ̂^\s>^•S^  sag-dandan,  A  canine  tooth. 

P  t^jii  (-l^*Msa^-iZam,  A  fruitless  running  about. 

p  eo^j^ii         sagfi  diwana,  A  mad  dog. 

p jXwj  sugar,  A  porcupine. 
p  sugurna,  (or  jOj£j»)  A  porcupine. 

PJ.C**  si^/^-,  A  mountain  in  Zabulistan. 
p  8ii\j  sag-zada,  A  son  of  a  bitch. 
p  sagzan,  A  sort  of  sharp-pointed  arrow. 

A  broad-headed,  pointless  arrow,  with  which  boys 
learn  to  shoot. 

p  »j£fc»»  sagza,  A  sob.  A  sharp-pointed  arrow. 

p  {jJ^Mi  sigzi,  A  certain  people  residing  near 
the  mountain  Sigz. 

p  sigzidan,  To  commit  a  crime.  To 
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be  folded. 

PjL«X*w  sagsar,  Dog-like.  A  species  of  imagi- 
nary monster,  with  the  head  of  a  dog,  the  yellow 

face  of  a  dragon,  the  hair  of  a  goat,  the  ears  of  an 

elephant,  and  blue  eyes.  Avaricious.  Worldly- 
minded.  A  parasite. 

p  sigistan,A  fruit  like  a  plum.  Sijistan. 

Pj^^  sag-sar,  Dog-headed. 
p  j0.jAi*».X**>  sagsamluya.  Seed  of  cinquefoil. 

p  (jfjKjii  sagi  shikari,  A  hunting-dog. 
p  {^:tX^M*  sagah,  A  little  dog.  A  species  of  bur 

or  prickly  grass.  A  kind  of  grappling  iron. 

p  sag-hush.  Dog-willow. 

sag-kan,  The  mandrake. 
p  (J.Xfcii  sagi,  A  kind  of  plant. 

p  L-->^LC*)  saglab,  (or  ̂ ^L^  saglabl)A  beaver. 
p     Js*).^X*»  saglabidan,  To  bark  (as  a  dog). 

p  j^LCuj  saglav,  (or  (^g'j^kCj*  saglamT)A.  beaver. 
p  sagTidan,  To  sigh,  sob.    To  belch. 
P         sagam,  A  cricket. 

p  iii\io  (,^tji  sag-mada,  A  bitch. 

p  jjii*  t^^S*n  sag-manish,  Churlish,  currish. 

p  ly^^  saganja.  Hail. 

Pj  ̂,^:Xywsa^/a?i<7Mr,(for,_j^\ k.lX«»)Nightshade. 

p  ,__^**>  sigi,  Wine. 
p  d3lj»-  j_^**>  sigi-hhana,  A  tavern. 
p  iXjUh  sagila,  A  sigh,  sob.  A  belch. 

P  ̂y*n  sal,  A  raft.  A  ship,  Sil,  Consumption. 

aJ,*»»  sal,  (imp.  of  J^)  Ask  thou! 

A  (J*i*  salla,(J\xi.  J— yasullu)  He  drew  forth, 
A  sail,  (v,  n,  of  (_)>*')  Drawing  one  thing 

out  of  another  (especially  a  sword  from  the  scab- 
bard). Withdrawing  privately,  purloining.  Losing 

the  teeth.  Horse-stealing,  A  man  deprived  of  his 

teeth.  (pi.  ̂y%J»  silaT)  A  canister  covered  with 
leather  in  which  victuals  are  kept.  Sill  or  sull.  Con- 

sumption, ulceration  of  the  lungs.  A  hectic  fever. 

p  ̂y^i  sidl,  The  lungs. 
A  ̂^yut  sab,  (v.  n,  of  ̂*w)  Melting,  clarifying, 

heating  (butter).  Taking  off  prickles  (from  a  palm- 
tree).  Expressing  (oil  of  sesame).  Paying  ready 

money  quickly.  Striking,  scourging. 

p  ̂L**  sala,  Song.  Name  of  a  singer. 

A  sala",  (v.  n.  of  ,^^)  Being  delivered  of 
the  afterbirth  (a  ewe).  (pi.^^*w\  aslas)  The  mem- 

brane enveloping  the  foetus  in  the  womb,  the  se- 

cundine.  J-f?"  sala'  jamalin.  The  secundine 
of  a  he-camel  (either  an  impossibility,  or  a  diffi- 

cult and  troublesome  alfair). 

A  silas,  (pi.  aslisat)  Melted  butter. 

A  ̂^L**  sullas,  (pi.  of  sullasat)  Prickles 

on  palms.  A  sort  of  bird.  A  kind  of  spear  resem- 

bling the  prickles  on  a  palm-tree. 
A  »V!i!L»  sullasat,  (pi.  f%*>  sullas)  A  prickle  on 

a  palm-tree. 

A  i—J^IUn  silab,  A  black  mourning-habit. 
A  sallabat,  A  spoiler,  male  or  female. 

p  O^L*»  salat,  Name  of  a  famous  musician. 

A  SJiLw  sulatat,  (Meat)  scraped  or  licked  from 
off  the  fingers.  Any  thing  removed  or  taken  away 
(as  water  from  the  sides  of  a  cup), 

p  d^^L*>  salajit,  A  species  of  storax. 
A  eiii»-iL*i  salajikat,  The  Seljukian  dynasty. 

A  j»s-^L«>  salajim,  (pi.  of^^saljam)  Arrows 
with  a  long  head  or  point.  Long  camels.  Sulajim, 

Long  (camel).  Old  and  strong  (camel). 

A  ̂ ^Lo  silah,  (pi.  &^***^  asllhai)  Arms  (espe- 
cially sword,  mace,  and  stringless  bow),  p  ̂^**»^, 

pur-silah,  Fully  armed.  A  Sulah,  Dung,  excrement. 

A  ̂ ^Ln  sallah,  Who  voids  much  excrement. 
A'is-  sulahatfThe  urine  of  the  mountain-goat, 

which  in  stony  places  becomes  congealed. 

P         ̂ ^L*» s?7aA-7i/tana,Anarsenal,armoury. 

Pj\d  ̂^L*»  silah-ddr,  A  sword-bearer,  esquire. 
Pjj^  SiVa/i-sAo?",  A  fencing-master.  An armourer.  A  breaker  or  trainer  of  horses. 

A  saiahif,(Y>l.of[h^sulahfa',^\siJ:^ 
sulahfds,  and  'ix        sulahfiyai)  Tortoises, 

p  &>-^«J  salaha,  The  urine  of  a  mountain-goat, 

black  and  viscous  like  pitch,  which  they  gather  from 
the  rocks. 

A  i_^s-^L*>  sildhi,  A  sword  or  armour-bearer. 

A  ̂^L*i  salldhh,  A  skinner,  a  flayer. 
A&j>-^L*>  saldhhat.  Insipidness,  want  of  flavour. 

Stddkhat,  Flayings,  skinnings.  « 
A  Jc>-^L*i  saldkhid,  (pi.  of  i.^^^  sillakhd  and 

salahhdat)  Strong  she-camels, 

p  i^j'^Ut*  salaras.  Liquid  sfcorax. A  swZas,  Weakness  of  mind.  Insanity, 
loss  of  intellect. 

A  K*»iLa»  saldsat,  Easiness,  simplicity.  Facility, 

ductility.  Gentleness.  Perspicuity,  clearness. 

A  J.**»^L**s^^/as^7,(pl.  of  &LA»*»  silsilat,  or  J-«Ji«* 

S27s/Z)Lightnings  darting  to  a  great  distance.  Clouds 
linked  together  like  a  chain.  Sands  adhering  to- 

gether, not  easily  moved.  The  lines  of  a  book.  Su- 

Idsil,  Limpid  water  flowing  down  the  throat.  Mel- 
low wine. 

A  Is^Lu  silat,  A  cloth  for  holding  straw,  (pi, 

of  &l3l*«^s^7^a^)Long  and  slender  arrows,  (pl,of  laLo 

salit)  Points  of  spears  not  swelling  in  the  middle, 
A  sla^L**  saldtat,  (v.n.  of  iaL*>)  Having  a  sharp, 

piercin  g  tongue.  Being  long-handed,  rapacious,and 

oppressive.  Sovereignty,  power,  authority.  Flu- 
ency of  tongue. 
A  sulatih,  Broad.  Name  of  a  valley. 

A  jj^la^Lrt  saldtin,  (pl.of  ̂^UaL**  sultdnyKmgs, 

princes,emperors,sovereigns,potentates.  p  ̂^1?^L« 

i^X^  ̂  salafini  ba  tamJan,  Mighty  potentates. 

A  sild^  (pi.  of  &3<L*»)  Fractures,  cuts. 
A  (  sulaf,  Juice  which  flows  from  the 

grapes  before  pressure.  Wine.  Whatever  comes 

through  the  pores  of  the  skin.  The  van  of  an  army. 

A  sullaf, (^l.of  t_flLJsaZa/)Predecessors, 



leaders  of  the  people.  Ancestors. 

A  w!iL*j  suldfatfihe  first  juice  pressed  from  any- 
thing. Wine. 

A  ̂ j'^  sulak,  A  tubercle  on  the  tongue.  An 
excoriation  or  consumption  of  the  teeth  about  the 

roots.  Efflorescence  or  pimples  on  the  body.  A 

hard  substance  on  the  eye-lid  corroding  the  lat  .3 

and  edges.  The  feast  of  Ascension. 

A  j!iLjJsaZ/a/<,Clear,shrill-voiced  J  a  rhetorician, 
sublime  orator.  Sulldk,  A  certain  Christian  festival. 

A  salahi^  (pi.  of        salkaQ  Rugged, 
desert  grounds. 

A  pi'^L**  sulahim,  A  lion. p  ̂.dJ^Li**  saldk,  An  ingot  of  gold  or  of  silver. 
Hire,  rent. 

A  (JiL*>  sildl,  (pi.  of  sail  or  'ihn  sallat)  Ca- 
nisters covered  with  leather.  Canisters  or  ward- 

robes wherein  victuals  or  clothes  are  kept.  Suldl, 

Hectic  fever,  consumption,  ulceration  of  the  lungs. 

A  JiL*»  sallal,  A  maker  of  wicker  baskets.  A 
cattle-stealer. 

A  &5^**»  suldlat,  Whatever  is  extracted  from  any 

thing.  Afcetus.  Human  seed.  Arunning,gleet,stran- 

gury.  Stock,  posterity.  The  purest partof  any  thing. 

^  A  ̂ ^LiA  salalim,  (or  j^a^^Li*  saldUin)  (pi.  of 

jjjjj  sullam)  Steps,  ladders,  stairs. 

A^^L*>  saldllj,  Tall  plane-trees. 

>i«uA  j»^L«  saldm,  (v.  n.  of  jJj^)  Saluting,  wishing 
liealth  or  peace.  Submitting,  surrendering.  Being 

secure  from  harm.  A  salutation,  greeting.  Peace, 

safety,  security  from  harm.  A  kind  of  tree.  Free- 
dom from  vice  or  blemish.  Compassion ;  hence 

one  of  the  attributes  of  God.  A  man  bit  by  a  ser- 

pent. p^L-J^j^ii  ddru''s  saldm,  Paradise.  i^,^< 
j»^LJ\  madinatu's  saldm,  The  city  of  peace,  i.e. 

Baghdad.  ̂ ^LJl nahru's  saldm,  The  river  of 
peace,  i.e.  the  river  Tigris.  saldmu  'Udh, 

The  peace  of  God.  Pj,Ujj,Ui'^ 
OiJj*  salami  saldmat-anjdm,  wa  2)aydmi 

■mawaddat-ikhtitdm,  Affectionate  salutations  and 

demonstrations  of  friendship,  a  j.SCip-^^^J^  as'  sa- 
ldm ^layhum,  Peace  be  with  you.  May  God  pre- 

serve you  !  jo^L*J^  J  wa's  saldm.  And  (so)  farewell, 
adieu.  ̂   ^'^ut  saldm  hardan,  To  sdluie.  a 

ahu  saldm,  The  mandrake.  Sildm,  A  kind 

of  tree.  (pl.ofjJwuisaZm)One-handled  buckets,  (pi. of 
siim)Those  who  cultivate  peace  and  friendship, 

(pi.  of        salamat  or  salimat),  Stones. 

A  j»^*>»saZ/a?re,Solomontheson  of  David.  David. 

A  ̂^Ui^L*>  saldmdn.  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  &/o^L»»  saldmat,  (v.  n.  of  jJj^)  Being  secure 
from  danger,escapingfrom  harm.  Salvation,safety, 
peace,  rest,  repose,  immunity,  liberty,  integrity, 
soundness,  recovery,  health. 

A  iU^L^  salldmat,  A  woman's  name. 

P  jj  C^'^^Mt  saldmat-rav.  An  economist. 
p  tfjij  C1^^L*>  saldmat-ravl,  Economy. 
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P  l1a«^L>»  saldmat-kucha,  A  military  en- 
trenchment. 

A  saldmati,  Safety. 

A  ̂"^ui  saldmij,  (pi.  of  salmaj)  Long, slender  arrow-heads. 

A  (<o^L*»  saldma',  The  south  wind.  Suldma , 
(pi.  OIa*^L*»  suldmiydt)  The  bones  of  the  fingers. 
A  bone  in  the  sole  of  a  camel's  foot. 

P  salami,  A  salute  of  cannon.    A  pre- 

sent on  being  inti'oduced  to  a  superior.  Earnest- 
money  ;  a  free  gift  from  a  farmer  to  government 

on  taking  lands,  and  from  the  same  to  the  Zamin- 

dar  to  build  his  house,  t^^-?  saldmi 
hhdna  hart,  A  present  from  the  farmer  to  his  land- 

lord to  enable  him  to  build  his  house. 

A  saldmiy,  A  native  of  j»^L«i\ 
madinatu''s  saldm,  i.e.  Bagrhdad. 

A  sulldn,  (pi.  of  JU*i  sail)  Widely-ex- 
tended valleysproducingthe  trees  saZawi  and  sa??mr. 

A  iu&'iLw*  saldhibaf,  (pi.  of  Long,  tall. 
A  said  fib,  (pi.  of  (_Jjlfc»j  salub  or  l-iAaL** 

sallb)  (Women  or  camels)  delivered  of  abortions. 
A  lx)!ik*>i  said  fit,  Large  cakes. 

A  ̂^L**  saldsih.  Foot  or  hoof-marks  on  a  road. 
A  A«»  salb,  (v.  n.  of  t_-*i*<»)  Putting  on  mourn- 
ing clothes.  A  quick  pace.  Haste,expedition.  Name 

of  a  certain  tree.  Deprivation.  Negation,  denial, 

rejection.  t—i*^  salbijuzn,  A  special  nega- 
tion, salbi  kulli,  A  general  negation. 

Salb  or  salab,  (v.  n.  of  u-Au*)  Spoiling,  seizing  by 

force.  Silb,  The  beam  of  a  plough.  Sulb,  Deli- 
vered of  an  abortion  (woman  or  camel).  Salab, 

(pi.  (— ->^L»»\  asldb)  Rapine,  plunder.  The  hide, feet, 
and  paunch  of  an  animal  slain  in  sacrifice.  The 

bark  of  an  Arabian  tree,  of  which  they  make  ropes. 
The  bark  of  a  reed.  Name  of  a  certain  tall  tree. 

A  rapid  pace.  Seized,  carried  off",  p  slJ^jS 
(^-^^li  salabi  firishta  ddshtan,  To  be  clothed  in 

green,  a  /S^aZiJ,  Protracted, extended, long(spear). 

Light,  nimble.  ̂ '^^'^  t— salibu'l  kawdnm, 
Nimble-footed,  swift.  ̂ ^>ii>s^^  i_A*»i  salibul  ya- 
(^a?/n,  Ready-handed, expert.  Sulub,  (pi.  of 

sildb')  Mourning-clothes,  (pi.  of  »— «Jui*»  sallb)  De- livered of  abortions. 

A  'sAui  sulbat.  Bareness,  nakedness,  nudity. 
A  ̂ ^tf*h*i  salabub,  A  spoiler  (male  or  female). 

A  ̂**»  salba\  (pi.  of  c_^J^)  Bereft  of  senses. 

A^lw»  salbly.  Negative. 

A  'eXui  sallat  or  sillat,  (pi.  J^»*>  sildl  and  J^*<»^ 
asldl)  Theft.  The  drawing  of  a  sword.  A  canister 

or  wardrobe  in  which  provisions  or  clothes  are  kept. 
A  woman  who  has  lost  her  teeth.  A  crack  or  flaw 

in  a  cistern.  The  pace  or  speed  of  a  horse.  Ulce- 

ration of  the  lungs,  consumption.  A  sewing  with 

a  double  thong.  A  return  of  broken-windedness 
in  a  horse  after  it  had  been  concealed. 

A l1*L»» salt,  (v. n.  of CJi*n)  Shaving(the  head). 
8  s 

Cutting.  Cutting  clean  off" (the  nose)  with  a  sword. 
Voiding  excrement.  Striking,  flogging.  Drawing 

out  (an  intestine).  Rejecting,  throwing  off"  marks 
of  the  dye  of  henna  from  the  hand.  Wiping,  scrap- 

ing (a  dish)  with  the  fingers.  Removing  the  pel- 

licle from  off"  the  blood  of  the  victim  iOiV  badanat 
till  the  blood  is  visible.  Suit,  A  kind  of  barley 

without  husks,  or  a  bitter  sort  of  barley. 

A         saltds,  (fem.  of  aslat)  One  whose 

nose  has  been  cutcleanoff".  (A  woman)negligentof 
hersdf,  not  colouring  her  hair  or  nails  with  -^U*-. 
^    A&:d«i.saZ?a tow.  Suddenly,  unexpectedly. 

Sib  1^ zahaba  ̂ nnifaltatanroa  saltatan, 
He  went  from  me  suddenly,  I  know  not  whither. 

A  j«lL»>  saltam,  Any  thing.  Siltim,  A  misfor- 
tune. A  demon,  supposed  to  haunt  woods  in  a  hu- 

man shape.  Toothless  (camel),  and  deprived  of  the 
lower  lip.  A  scarce  year,  A  small  thing,  any  thing. 

A  i^X^*^  siltin,  A  palm-tree,  around  whose  foot 
a  bason  has  been  dug  that  may  hold  the  water. 

A  ̂ ui  salj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *n)  Having  a  looseness 
from  eating  the  herb  ̂ L**  sullaj  (camels).  Suck- 

ing the  dam  (a  camel's  colt).  Swallowing  (a  mouth- 
ful).   A  present,  gift.  Sulaj,  A  shell-fish,  oyster. 

A  sullaj,  A  species  of  herb,  on  which  ca- 

mels pasture. 

salajaii,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ut)  Swallowing  (a 
mouthful).  >Ua)\  J  al  akl  sa- 

lajdn,ma'l  kazds  layydn,'Yo  spend  borrowed  money 
is  easy ;  to  repay  it  is  the  difficulty. 

A  sillijdti.  The  gullet,  throat.  Sulla- 
jdn,  A  sort  of  herb  whereon  camels  pasture. 

A  ̂s^***  sa  or  sulajlaj,  Savoury,  nice  (food). 

A  salj  am,  (pi.  ̂ "^^^  saldjim)  Long,  tall. 
Thick  (beard).  Long-jawed  (head).  Old  (well) 
full  of  water.  A  turnip.  Old  and  strong  (camel). 

p  f^^^ saljan.  Bitter  words.  Shamelessness,  ef- 
frontery.^ 

A  sillajn.  Biscuit. 

p  ̂^^^  saljUk,  (or  saljuk)  Name  of  the 
founder  of  the  Seljukian  dynasty  in  Persia. 

A  ̂^^^  saljukty,  Seljukian. 
A^-<*>saZ/i,(v.n.of^-«*»)Voidingexcrement.  Fur- 

nishing with  a  sword,  arming  with  a  bow.  Dung. 

Sulh,  Inspissated  juice,  with  which  they  season  lea- 
thern bottles.  Salah,  Rain-water  collected  in  ponds. 

Silah,  Arms  (sword,  club,  and  stringless  bow). 

Sulah,  (pi.  j^U^  silhdn)  A  young  partridge. 

A  ̂J^^^  silhdn,  (pi.  of  sulah')  Young  par- 
tridges. Sulhdn,  Arms,  (particularly  a  sword, 

club,  and  stringless  bow). 

p  «3li>-        silah-khdna.  An  armoury,  arsenal. 

silah-dar.  Armour-bearer,  esquire. 

Pj  j,^  silah-shor,  A  horseman  that  displays 
the  throwingof  the  javelin,  vaulting,  and  other  dex- 

terity on  horseback.  A  champion,  a  gladiator.  A 

horse-breaker. 



.mlahfa,  (As.^^  sulahfas,  si- 

laJifat,  sulaJifat,  ILp.^***  sulaJifii/at,  or  ̂Ji^^  su- 

lahfa')  (pi.  I  Cs»^L*i  saldliif)  A  tortoise. 
sulhut,  An  indecent  woman  who  cares 

for  nothing. 

A  sulhh,  (y.  n.  of  ̂ jm)  Skinning,  flaying 
(ananimal).  Peeling(bark).  Taking  off  (a  shift  or 

smock).  Drawing  towards  a  close,  finishing  (the 

month).  Spending  (the  month),  drawing  towards 

the  close  of  it.  Becoming  green  after  withering  (a 

plant).  (God)  drawing  forth  (day  from  night). 

Quitting  its  slough  (a  snake).  Committing  a  lite- 
ra?y  theft,  clothing  the  ideas  of  an  author  in  new 

language.  Digging  down  until  water  is  found.  The 

end  of  a  month.  Day  of  the  moon.  A  goat's  skin. 
The  skin  of  a  serpent.  That  which  is  stripped  off 

a  sheep.  ̂ *J\jlii  daru''s salhli,K slaughter-house. 
P  iji^^ salhh  kardan,  To  flay,  skin.  To  dis- 

charge fire-arms.   A  SalaJth,  Thread  on  a  spindle. 

sullakhat)  (pi.  of  ̂ Lu 
salikh)  Black  serpents. 

salhliah,  One  who  stammers  much, 

p         ̂ **>  salkh-khana,  A  slaughter-house. 

sillahhd,  (and  salalihdat')  (pi. 
ti*-^«>  salahhid)  A  strong  she-camel. 

sillalihf,  Light,  giddy,  confused. 

A  ̂jjjj^lwJ  saldcmiTjun,  A  certain  tree  which 
resembles  the  willow. 

A  ̂jJvjuj  sals,  A  thread  upon  which  they  string 

beads,  with  necklaces  of  which  the  servant-girls 

adorn  their  necks.  An  ear-ring.  Salas,  (v.  n.  of 

(j«L*»)  Losing  its  branches  (a  palm-tree).  Being 
rotten  and  worm-eaten  (wood).  Gentleness,  do- 

cility. Easiness.  A  diabetes.  Salis,  Easy,  docile, 

gentle  (horse).  Submissive,  obedient  (man).  Af- 
flicted with  a  diabetes. 

A  (JU.Lwi  salsal,  Limpid  water  flowing  down  the 

throat,  waving  like  a  chain. 

A  J-aj*i»*>  salsahil,  Name  of  a  fountain  in  Pa- 
radise. Mellow  wine.  Milk  in  which  is  no  roughness. 

A  salisat,  A  kind  of  plant  or  thistle. 

A  ̂y*Aui  salsal,  Limpid  water  flowing  down  the 
throat.  Water  flowing  like  a  chain.  Mellow  wine. 

Lightning  when  darting  like  a  chain. 
A  &)uJ>**>  salsalat,  (v.  n.  of  J>*-i^  Q)  Pouring 

(water).  Tasting  (food).  Connecting  with  a  chain. 
LTnion,  connexion.  Along  slice  of  acamefs  bunch. 

SilsUat,  A  chain.  A  series,  suite,  concatenation, 

succession,  line,  descent,  inhei'itance,  genealogy, 
family,progeny. An  unbroken  tradition. (pi.  J,«J^Lo 

salasil)  Lightning,  when  darting  along  like  a  chain. 

A  concatenation  of  clouds.  A  long  slice  of  a  ca- 

mel's bunch.  Ared  reptile  that  cleaves  to  the  ground. 
p  isL-L*»  silsila,  A  chain. 

Fi^i ji.J>^  s;?.«7a-2^a?/waKf7,Link-connecting. 
p  silsila-junihan,  (Shaking  the 
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chain)  A  cause,  means.  A  pledge. 

p  fj^jj^y^ji  salsis,  A  sort  of  stone. 
p  salish,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Bad. 

A  salt.  Vehement,  sharp.  Long-tongued. 

A  long  tongue.  Sidt,  Delegation,  appointment  to 

any  post  of  authority  or  charge.  Salit,  (pi.  l>iLy« 

sildt)  Point  of  a  spear  not  swelling  in  the  middle. 

Silat,  (pi.  of  dilaL*)  siltat)  Long  and  slender  arrows. 
A  Ollai***  salitdt.  Sharp  hoofs  (of  a  horse). 

A  j^UaLu  sultan,  (pi.  (^^jl?^L*»  saldt'ui)  Victo- rious, ruling  over.  A  monarch,  sovereign,  prince, 

potentate,  emperor.  A  queen,  lady,  princess.  Ab- 
solute power,  despotic  authority,  sovereignty,  do- 

minion. Convincing  proof.  Power,  virtue,  efficacy 

(applied  to  any  thing).  The  boiling  of  blood,  (pi. 
of  laJu**  salit^  Oils  of  olive  or  sesame,  p  ̂UaL** 

^^J^  sultani  hdm-ran,  A  powerful  sovereign,  des- 

pot. A  jjU-.!>-^^_^j05'  ̂ ^Uai/rfi sultani  hasiru'l  ihsdn, A  prince  of  unbounded  clemency,  p  ̂Jjf  ̂^WoLm 

i^\xun.^\^  sultani  gill  mamdlih-satdn,  A  king  sub- 
duing the  universal  world.  jj^^T  C^<^  ̂^Uai-jJ 

sultani  makramat-dshydn,  A  potentate,  the  nest  of 

liberality.  i^J^^  ̂ Uai*»»  sultdni  akhiardn.  The 

sun.  (jLiijjti  ̂ jUai/*»  sultdni  darweslidn,  Muham- 

mad. A  ̂ UaLuj  sultdnu'd  dam.  The  avenger 
of  blood.  S^S'  ̂jllaL/>  sultdni  ̂ hd.  The  reigning 

monarch.  Cdlii  (jUaLu  sultdni  falah,  (Lord  of  the 

firmament)  The  sun.  'p  i^^^^  (j^^*** 
sultdni  yah  suwdrasi  gardun,  The  sun.  Sulutdn, 
Absolute  power. 

A  iollaLw  salatdnat  or  silitdnat.  Sharp,  long- 

tongued,  clamorous  woman. 

p  jj,llal«j  sultdni,  (a  j^^UaLo  sidtdmy)  Belong- 
ing to  a  prince  or  sovereign.  Koyal,  imperial, 

princely.  A  kind  of  broad-cloth.  A  sultanine  (a 
gold  coin  about  nine  shillings)  ;  also  another  of  ten 

aspres  (about  three  farthings  each).  A  fine  sort  of 

peach.    Dominion,  principality. 

A  'ilaiwj  siltat,  (pi.  laL**  silat  and  sildt') 
A  long  and  slender  arrow.  A  sheet  for  holding  hay 

or  straw.   Sidtat,  Power,  delegated  authority. 

saltahat,  Broad,  Avide  (girl). 

A  j^^JilaL^  saltalil,  A  kind  of  dervish's  garment. A  xJiaLu  saltanat,  (v.  n.  of  (^^aLu  Q)  Making 

emperor.  Sultanat,  Powei-,  authority,  magnifi- 
cence, majesty.  An  empire,  kingdom,  principality. 

A  ̂^laL*»  sultu^  A  smooth,  bare  mountain. 
A  laJai**>  siltit,  Big-bellied.  Commissioned. 

A  ̂ Lj  sal^  (pi.  yL-i  sulu^  A  fissure,  crack, 

chink,  gap;  a  chap  (in  the  feet).  A  cleft  in  a  moun- 

tain. Sil^  (pL  osZa^  and  ̂ J>^  stduQ  A  si- 
militude, a  simile.  Alike,  equal.  A  cleft  in  a  moun- 

tain. Sid^  (pi.  of  ̂1**>^  asla^  Cracked  in  the  feet. 

Leprous.  Sala^*{v.  n.  of  ̂ Lj)  Having  cracks  in 
the  feet.  Being  leprous.  The  leprosy.  A  disor- 

dered state  of  body.  A  certain  bitter  tree  or  noxious 

plant.  Poison,  bane.  A  crack  in  the  feet.  A  sort 

of  aloe.  Fractures  in  the  skull.  Sila^  (pi.  of  5UL» 

sil^t)  Tumours,  wens.  Wares. 
A  I — sl»i**i  sil^f,  Pointed  stakes  erected  round 

trees  for  killing  wild  beasts. 

Aj»ULo  sil^m,One  who  has  a  wide  throat,  large 
belly,  and  long  nose.  Long-snouted  (wolf). 

A  X^ULrfj  a&M  s?7^ama<,  (Father  Long-snout) 

The  wolf. 

A  's^Ln  sal^t,  or  salami,  (pi.  OUi-j  sal^t 
and  sild^  A  fracture,  contusion,  or  cut.  Sil- 

^t,  {sal^t,  salami,  or  sila^t)  A  tumour,  an  ex- 
crescence on  the  body  moveable  by  the  touch  (as 

a  wen,  goitre,  kernel,  blotch,  or  a  scrofulous  swell- 

ing, varying  in  size  from  a  vetch  to  a  melon).  Co- 

agulated blood.  Sil^t,  (pi.  sila^  Merchan- 
dise, goods,  wares.    Household  furniture. 

A  (  2xL»*>  silla^  (or  i  kA^M  sil^ff)  Nodding, 

shaking  the  head,  staggering,  tottering.  Proud. 

A  XjuLj  sal^fat,  The  act  of  swallowing. 

A  'iSf^ut  sal^nat,  A  running  furiously. 
A  salgh,{\ .n.  oi |«i**>)  Breaking  (the  head). 

Salagh,  The  toughness  of  old  meat,  which  boiling 
cannot  make  tender. 

A  ujUIw*  silghdf,  (for  (_jUJ»J  sil^if)  Pointed 
stakes  fixed  round  trees  for  killin<x  wild  beasts. 

A  sillaghd,  (or  tiJtL*»  silghadd)  A  glutton, 
a  drunkard.  A  fool.  A  languid,  also  a  passionate 

man.  A  wolf.  Bright  bay  (horse).  A  horse  with 
a  chesnut  mane  and  tail. 

Fjii^i  salghar, '^ame  of  the  father  of  Seljuk  shah 
A  'iyihji  salghazat,  A  running  at  full  speed. 
A  L-fliLw  salghaf.  Robust,  full  grown,  firm  of 

body.    A^fat  ox, A  (_JliL«  sillaghf.  Disturbed,  confused,  giddy. 

A  &a«L*>  salghqfat.  The  act  of  swallowing. 

A  I  hlut  salf,  (v.  n.  of  i__a\w>)  Levelling  (the 

ground).  Harrowing  a  field  for  sowing.  Smooth- 
ing with  a  trowel.  (pi.  c-fti***^  asluf  and  (_Jji«» 

suluf)  A  large  wallet.  Leather  not  sufficiently 

dressed.  Silf,T]\e  husband  of  a  wife's  sister.  Sulf, 
A  woman  forty-five  years  old.  (pi.  of  u-ijli*^  sa- 

luf)  Swift  (horses).  Long  (an-ow-heads).  Salaf, 
(v.  n.  of  I  aL**)  Passing,  going  by.  ̂   Preceding. 

Smearing  (a  leathern  bottle),  (pl.(_j^)>*i»SMZ/a/and 

I  s^L*»^  asldf)  A  predecessor, ancestor,  or  (pl,)pre- 

decessoi's,  A  precedent.  Any  one  who  goes  before 
to  make  any  requisite  preparations.  Money  paid 

down,  or  before  it  is  due,  for  goods  to  be  afterwards 
delivered.  Money  lent  without  interest.  Any  good 

action.  A  son  dead,  and  gone  before,  A  purse. 

Salif,  Thin  of  trees  (a  country).  The  husband  of 
of  a  wife's  sister.  Salif  or  silf,  (pi,  asldf) 

The  skin.  The  husband  of  a  wife's  sister,  Sulaf, 
(pi,  silf  an  or  sulfdn)  A  young  partridge, 

(pi.  of  &2i»/»  sulfat)  Whets  before  dinner.  Boot- 
linings.    Parts  of  a  sown  field  levelled. 

p  sulf,  A  cough. 



A  jjlftL*»  silfan  or  siilfdn,  (pi.  of  i_iJju*  sulaf) 
Young  partridges.  Silfdni,  (dual  of  l_aL*»  silf) 
Two  men  married  to  two  sisters. 

p  jj^>3laLk»  sidfanulan,  To  cause  to  cough. 
A  silfat,  The  relationship  of  two  women 

married  to  two  brothers.  A  bi'other's  wife.  Silfat 

or  silafat,  A  woman's  name.  Sulfat,  (pi. 
sulaf)  Breakfast,  or  any  thing  eaten  as  a  whet  be- 

fore dinner.  Food  prepared  and  reserved  for  an 

expected  guest.  Thin  leather,  with  which  they  Ime 

boots.  Part  of  a  sown  field  made  level.  &iiho\jl>- 
jdsu  sulfcitan,They  came  in  atrain,oneafteranother. 

A  ̂JCSl\JM  silfatdni,  Two  women  married  to  two 
brothers.   Two  men  married  to  two  sisters. 

A  salfa^  Bold,  intrepid,  strenuous.  One 

■who  has  a  large  breast  or  chest.  A  woman  of  a 
bad  disposition,  immodest,  noisy,  scolding.  A  sw  ift 
she-camel.    Name  of  a  bitch. 

A  salfa^d,  A  woman  of  a  bad  disposi- 
tion, immodest,  noisy,  and  a  scold. 

A  (jjfliuj  sal-ifuUf  (pliir.)  Preceding.  Kindred. 
p  aiiwj  svlfa,  A  cough. 

p  jjiAj^fllwi  sulficlan,  To  sneeze,  cough.  To  in- 
sert, place  upon. 

A  salli,  (v.  n.  of  j_^i**>)  Excoriating,  cutting 
the  skin  (with  a  lash).  Stripping  (meat  from  a 

bone).  Scalding  off  the  hair.  Parboiling  eggs  or 

pot-herbs.  Throwing  down  upon  the  back,  laying 
prostrate.  Lying  with  a  girl  supine.  Nipping  (as 

cold  a  plant).  Leaving  marks  upon  a  road  (the 

feet  of  men  or  hoofs  of  quadrupeds).  Raising  a  cla- 
mour. Running  and  shouting.  Tormenting  another 

(particularly  with  opprobrious  language).  Anoint- 

ing, greasing,  smearing  all  over  with  pitch.  Pass- 
ing a  stick  through  the  handles  of  two  sacks  for  the 

conveniency  of  carriage.  Bringing  together  the  two 

handles  of  a  wallet.  A  scar  left  upon  the  back  of 

a  beast  of  burden,  or  the  mark  of  the  girths.  Beet. 

Silh,  (pi.  ̂jliiwuj  sidkdii)  A  flux  of  water :  also  the 
channel  by  which  it  flows.  The  herb  beet.  A  wolf, 

(pi.  of  'esL>i  silkat)  She-wolves,  ^jL*  silhu'l 
mdj^  and  j>^\  silhu'l  ban;  Names  of  two  plants. 
Sulk,  (pi.  of  silak  and  ̂ jf^  salih)  Leaves  and 
branches  fallen.  Honeys.  Sides  of  roads.  SalaJi, 

The  mark  upon  a  beast  of  burden,  left  by  the  ty- 
ing of  the  girths ;  also  the  scar  of  a  wound.  Foot- 

marks left  on  the  ground.  {^\.^J3Lnsulharl)  Light, 
good  soil,  level  ground.  Silah,  (pi.  jL-  sulh) 
Whatever  falls  from  a  tree,  particularly  leaves  and 
branches.  Withered  thorns.  Honey.  A  road-side. 
Suluk,  A  large  leathern  sack. 

A  ̂IHUj  sillids,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Throwing  flat 
on  the  back,  laying  prostrate.  Piercing,  stabbing. 

A  sIHImj  salhat,  A  sort  of  wen  (or  a  modus  coe- 
undi)  upon  the  back. 

A  &<IHL*»  silhamat,  A  she-wolf. 

A  (jUiL.»«7/;aw,(pl.ofj\«»si7A)  Wolves.  Sil- 
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kan  ovsulhdn,  (pi.  of  &HJu*>  salhat)  Good  soils,  level 

grounds,  (pi.  of  &S1«*>  silhat)  Noisy,  impudent 

women.  Sulhdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ YtMsilh)  Streams  of  wa- 
ter, or  the  channels  by  which  they  flow.  Wolves, 

(pi.  of  Jji>*>  salah)  Level  grounds. 

A  'is-iui  salhat,  (pi.  Jj!iL*i^  asldk,  ̂ ^\sLm  silkdn 
or  sulhdn)  Good  soil,  level  ground.  Silhat,  (pi. 

(jlalwj  silhdn  and  sulhdn)  A  clamorous,  abandoned 

woman,    (pi.  ̂jL**  silh)  A  she-wolf. 
A  jiiL*»  silhid,  Slender-bodied,  lean  (horse). 

A  *5t>KL**  salhadat,  A  making  (a  horse)  lean. 
A  ̂fil***  salha^  A  male  ostrich,  (pi.  sa- 

Idki^  Rugged  ground.  A  desert.  ̂ aL*>  ̂ Eb  bal- 

ha^  salha^  A  barren  desert. 
A  ̂IS^Misalahlah, Ayvoman  troubled  with  piles. 
A  Xaiai**!  salahlahat,  A  shrew,  termagant. 

A  joiii***  salham,  A  lion.  A  camel  with  a  strong 
jawbone  and  a  long  nose. 

A  &»aL*»  salhamat,  A  gnashing  of  the  teeth. 
Whatever  excites  suspicion,  or  makes  one  doubt. 

p  (j^AfiLo  salkis,  A  city  built  by  Zu'l  kai'nayn. 
A  uiiLu  salh,  (v.n.of  tilLii)  Thrusting  in,  thread- 

ing. Walking,  treading.  Causing  any  one  to  tread 
or  walk  through.  Sdh,  A  thread.  What  comes 

away  from  a  camel  before  the  biestings.  A  series, 

train,  connexion.  A  road.  _j^^j>-  (-diLn  silhijarvd- 

hir,  (or  ̂ ^'i)  silhi  lasdl'i)  A  string  of  pearls. 
A  handsome  row  of  teeth,  j^jji^  ij^XLa  silhi  dawri 
hamar,  The  world.  Fortune.  Night  and  day.  Su- 

lah,  (pi.  silhdn)  A  young  kata  or  partridge. 

p  uiU*>i  salh,  silh,  or  sulh,  A  canal,  mill-dam,  or 
streamwhich  drives  the  wheel. /S«7aA,Pease.Vetches. 

silhan,(i)\.  of  (jJia>)  Young  partridges. 

silhat,  (pi.  (.iALoiv7/i?,  aslah, and 

cd)jL«i  suluh)  Sewing  thread.  Sulahat,  A  young 
female  partridge. 

silhah,  A  small  canal  or  mill-dam. 

A  C^^^Mi  stdhut  or  salahut,  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  ̂J^^si^i  sidha',  A  direct  thrust  or  stab.  A 
straightforward  business. 
p  salm.  The  eldest  son  of  Faridiin.  Salm 

or  silam,  Tables  on  which  boys  learn  to  write. 

A  ̂^Un  salm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jj**)  Tanning  (leather) 
with  the  bark  of  a  tree  called  salam.  Completing 

the  making  of  a  bucket.  Peace.  Safety.  The  bite 

of  a  serpent,  (pi.  aslum  and  sildm)  A 

one-handled  bucket.  Silm,  (v.n.  of  ̂L*))  Saluting. 
Paying  in  advance.  Health,  safety.  Peace.  The 

Muhammadan  religion,  (pi.  ̂^L*»  sildm  and  j<,^L*i\ 
aslum)  One  who  cultivates  peace  and  friendship. 

Salam,  The  payment  of  ready  money  for  goods  to 

be  delivered  at  an  after-period.  Surrender,  submis- 
sion, delivery.  Captivity.  A  captive.  Salutation, 

greeting,  (pi.  j»^L*j^  asldm)  A  kind  of  thorny  plant. 

A  ̂**>  sullam,  (pi.  pJ^LwJ  saldlmi  and  jJiL*>  sa- 
Idlim)  A  ladder,  staircase.  Stirrupsof  leather(used 

when  riding  camels).  Certain  stars  below  al 

^nat,  to  the  right.  A  means  or  occasion  of  uniting 

with,  or  procuring.  Sallama,  May  (He)  pi'cserve  ! 
A  A}^  sulamdi,  (pi.  of  salim)  Safe  from 

danger,  sound  :  free  from  hurt  or  harm. 
A  abu  salmdn,  A  beetle. 

A  salamai,  One  tree  called  ̂ L**  salam. 

Name  of  a  man.  p  ummu  salamat.  One  of 

Muhammad's  wives.  Salimat,  (pi.  j»^*>J  sildm)  A 
stone.  A  woman  who  has  delicate  hands  and  feet. 

A^j^  salmaj,  A  long  slender  arrow-head. p  Cil.i>**>  salmah.  One  of  the  six  musical  styles. 

p  liu^^  salma,  A  vegetable  used  in  tanning. 

A  salma  ,  The  south  wind.  White  lizards. 

Name  of  a  w^oman,  of  a  tribe,  and  of  a  mountain. 

A  kind  of  plant.  ̂ ^^Jt^  »f>\  aZ^w^aZma',  A  sun-flower. 
A  chameleon.  J^^uuj a?)M5MZma',Nameofaman. 
p  silunj,  An  ulcer  on  the  lip.  Cracked  in the  lips. 

A ^^'J!i*nsilintd^  A  taW  man.  Ababbler,  prater. 

A  ̂aiL*j  sa?anto/t,Alarge,wide,extensive plain. 
A  ̂JaJlLo  salanta^  A  tall  man. 

A  ̂yul**»  silinhd^  Flashing  lightning. 
Aj^*n  salw  or_jL*i  suliiw,  (v.  n.  of  ̂L*>  for  ̂ ^) 

Being  tranquil,  contented,  or  relieved  from  anxiety, 
care  or  sorrow.  Forgettinsr. 

A  s^jLoi  saln'dt,  A  single  quail. 
A  sahvdn,  (v.  n.of       for Forget- 

ting. A  shell,  amulet,  or  charm.  Sulwd7i,  A  remeAy 

for  love  or  grief  (especially  water  poured  from  a 

kind  of  shell,  and  drank  to  one's  health  as  a  sup- 
posed charm  for  removing  all  sorrow  from  the  mind ; 

also  water  poured  upon  earth  taken  from  the  grave 
of  a  dead  man,  which  they  imagine  to  be  a  cure  for 

love).  A  medicine  which  the  physicians  call  ̂ "io 
mufarrih  (exhilarating).  Name  of  a  fountain  at 

Jerusalem,  the  pool  of  Siloam. 
A  sulwdnat.  Honey.  Suhvdtiat  or  sahvd- 

tidt,  A  kind  of  shells,  amulets,  or  charms. 

A  u-J^L**  salub,  (pi.  t— saldsih  and  ;_vJufc» 
sulub)  Liable  to  abortions  (camel  or  woman). 

A  Jjl***  salrvat  or  sulwat,  A  remedy  for  grief  or 

for  love.  Tranquillity,  cheerfulness,  comfort,  solace, 
content.  Conveniences  of  life,  prosperity,  j  CI-'_jL*j 

J  3 J***  ̂̂ '"-'C-i  ̂  surui;  Contentment  and  cheerfulness. 

Pj^L*i  sillur,  An  eel. As^h^Un  sidutat,  (v.n.of  laLw)  Having  a  sharp 

tongue.  Being long(the tongue).  Beinglong-hand- 
ed,  rapacious  and  oppressive.    Dominion,  power. 

A  sulU^  (pi.  of  ̂L*>  sal^  Fissures,  cracks 
in  the  feet.  (pi.  of  sil^  Clefts  in  mountains. 
Similes,  similitudes. 

A  sulugh,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^)  Shedding  the  teeth 
after  the  sixth  year  (oxen  or  sheep).  Breeding  those 
teeth  which  are  called  i— ndb. 

A  I  saluf,  (pi.  i_aL«  sulf)  The  first  of  a 

herd  (of  camels)  that  rushes  to  water.  Long  head 
(of  an  arrow  or  spear).  Swift  (horse).  Suluf,(y. 



n.of  v_AL»i)  Passing,  preceding,  (pl.of  L-iijj>  salf) 
Large  wallets.  Undressed  leathers. 

A  saluk,  Nature,  genius.  Name  of  a  town 
in  Arabia  Felix,  whence  coats  of  mail  manufactured 

there  are  called  saluhly ;  also  name  of  a  town 

famous  for  dogs,  which  are  also  called  saluhiy. 

A  'iiS'jJ-wJ  salulnyat,  That  part  of  a  ship  in  which 
the  master  sits  :  the  captain's  cabin. 

A  {J}^  suluk,  (v.  n.  of  cdlLw)  Proceeding,  go- 

ing by  the  way.  Navigating.  Threading.  A  jour- 
ney, way,  road.  Institution,  mode,  manner,  rule. 

Usage,  treatment.  Intercourse.  of'i^S^silkat) 
Sewing  threads,  p  jjti^ullj)^  suluk  kardan,  To 
travel.  To  follow  any  rule  or  institution. 

A  ij^Ln  salma',  Honey.  Quails.  The  little  bit- 
tern. Solace  of  any  kind. 

p  sLjisalla,  A  wicker,  or  snake-catcher's  basket. 

A  'iiV^  silhabat,  (or  i^^jjt)  Bold  (woman). 
A  i_*.jija»  salhab,  (pi.  &-fi>^A*»  salahibat)  Long, 

tall  (horse  or  man).  T]iick,and  long-boned(horse). 

p  salla-baf,  (or Ji)  A  basket-maker. 
A  &A^)u*>  salhabat,  Tall  and  large-boned(horse). 

Large-bodied  (woman). 

A  ̂ ^^^  salhaj,  Long,  tall. 
A  ̂ ^ui  salham,  Slim  and  long.  Weak  through 

sickness.  Silhim,  Name  of  a  man. 

A  (Jjjyu  sala',  (pi.  asla/)  The  secundine 

which  envelopes  the  fostus.  The  caul  of  a  camel's 
colt.  Bila\{y.  n.  of  ̂^*^*)  Being  contented,  tranquil, 
relieved  from  anxiety.  Forgetting.  Melting  butter. 

A  -^y-***  salyas,  (A  camel  or  sheep)  freed  from 
the  after-birth :  also  one  whose  secundine  remains 

in  the  belly. 

A  c-*:J->*»  salib,  (pi.  l^-i^  salba)  Stripped  of 

fruit  or  foliage  (a  tree).  Robbed  of  one's  senses. 
Bark,  of  which  ropes  are  made.  (pi.  l-A***  sulub) 

(A  woman  or  camel)  delivei-ed  of  an  abortion. 

A  ̂ >**  salij,  Savoury  and  agreeable  (food). 
A&_:^'^  sa/ya;;,  Alargekind  of  tree,from  which 

doors  are  made. 

p  salih,  Warlike  apparatus.     Silih,  An 

armed  man.  A  general.  The  van  of  an  army. 

A  aJii^  sallkhat,  (p  salihha)  A  certain 
perfume.  A  child  ;  offspring.  Benzoin  or  balsam 

of  the  Ban-tree  before  it  is  prepared.  The  part  of 

the  L^A^j  7'iins  whicii  is  not  eaten.  Cassia  of  Arabia. 

A  ^J-^  salilih  malilih,  One  who  copulates 
vigorously  without  impregnating.  Destitute  of 

food.  Insipid  (meat). 

p  [juAui  sails,  Easy,  plain,  familiar,  simple,  not 

abstruse.  A  sort  of  stone.  Qw^.y  i^jujLm  salis-na- 
ms,  Writing  a  plain  hand. 

p  i^Aui  sal'ish,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Bad. 
A  laJw*>  sa/ii, Vehement.  Sharp.  Long-tongued. 

Eloquent.  A  long  tongue,  (pi.  (jUal**»  sultan) 
Olive-oil.  Oil  of  sesame.  Any  oil  from  seed. 

A  fila^L*»saZitof,  A  clamorous,  brawling  woman. 
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p^ljb  &laJ.*»>  salitan  bazar,  A  common  whore. 
A  1^0  Am)  salif.  Passed,  gone  by.  A  predecessor. 

A  jjJLi*  satili,  (pl,^L<*  sM//t) Whatever  falls  from 
a  tree ;  leaves  or  branches.  Withered  thorns.  Ho- 

ney. A  road-side. 
A&iJ-i-t»sa/i/m<,Boiledpot-herbs.Millet  pounded 

and  dressed  with  condiment.  New  cheese  mixed  with 

the  herb  tarasis.  The  placewherethestraps 

come  out  (of  the  saddle).  The  mark  upon  a  beast  of 

burden,  left  by  the  tying  of  the  girths.  The  mark  of 

a  horse's  hoof  on  the  road.  Nature,  genius,  good 
disposition,  knack.  Way,  custom,  knowledge,  dex- 

terity, address.  &aJ.*<Jb  bi's salikat,  (He  talks)  na- 
turally (not  from  learning),  p ^^Ss^  &E>L*>  salikad 

gtifigu,  Polite  conversation.  A  (jJ«:^  i^^i  saU- 
hasi  majlis,  Good  breeding,  manners  of  society. 

Ajl*«j  &H.A«i  saliha-shi^r,  Of  good  disposition. 
p  CiJ«,-A;j»  salih,  Name  of  one  of  the  twelve  mu- 

sical styles. 

A  ,J~A»*>  salil,  A  new-born  infant.  A  little  boy. 

(pi.  [^^Xm>  sullaii)  A  wide-extended  valley,  pro- 

ducing the  tree  called  as'  salam  and j**J^  as' 
saniur.  The  spinal  marrow.  The  middle  of  a  val- 

ley, through  which  water  flows.  Drawn  (sword). 

A  male-camel  fostus  just  extracted  from  the  mother. 
A  horse  colt.  A  foetus  born  without  a  secundine 

or  caul.  The  brain  of  a  horse.  Pure  wine  or  other 

beverage.    A  camel's  bunch. 
A  &LL«i  saUlaf,  A  lock  of  wool  or  cotton  held 

in  the  hand  when  spinning.  A  daughter.  A  long 

muscle  in  the  loins.    A  long  kind  offish. 

A  sallm,  (pi.  -^l^j**  sulamas)  Entire,  free 

from  flaw  or  stain;  perfect,  sound,  healthy,  whole- 
some. Pacific,  affable.  Mild  (medicine).  Tame. 

Bitten  by  a  serpent.  Cured  in  the  last  extremity. 

That  part  of  a  hoof  between  the  jm\  am^r  and  the 

sahn.     i^\jd'^\  salimti'l  idrak,  Of  a 

good  understanding.  ^r^M>  salhnu''t  tab^ 
Affable,  mild.  salimu'l  halb.  Sincere, 
mild,  gentle-hearted,  p  Jii  satim-dil,  Weak, 

ignorant,  simple-hearted. 

A  ̂^lelwi  sulayman,  Solomon.  jjl^loJ  jSl>-  kha- 
tami  sulayman,  (or  p  j{(  muhri  sulayman) 
The  seal  of  Solomon.  The  knot  of  Solomon,  being 

two  triangles  interbraced.  ̂ lej  (jVcA**»  sulaymani 
zaman.  The  Solomon  or  oracle  of  his  age. 

p  jjIcAjoj  sulaymani,  Belonging  to  Solomon.  A 
kind  of  white  date.  An  onyx. 

A  ̂   sim  or  sam,  (for  ̂ \  ism)  A  name. 

p  ̂   sum,  A  hoof,  foot.  A  cavern,  grotto.  j«**> 
^^\^^^s^s\  sum  afhandan,  To  limp. 

A  samm,  (v.  n.  of  ji_uj)  Presenting  poison. 
Poisoning  (victuals),  infecting  with  venom.  Mak- 

ing special.  Intending,  proposing.  Amending, 

correcting.  Stopping  up,  corking  close.  Penetra- 
ting deep,  investigating,  probing,  looking  to  the 

end.  Being  particular,  special,  and  peculiar.  Re- 

conciling.  A  refuge,  asylum.  Aim,  object,  inten- 

tion. A  fox.  (pi.  sumum  and  simam) 
A  small  hole.  The  nose,  ear,  or  mouth.  Poison, 
venom.  Two  veins  in  the  nose  of  a  horse.  Mother- 

of-pearl.  A  sea-shell.  sammu  abrasa, 

A  large  and  venomous  kind  of  lizard.  Xs-lU 

sammu''l  hajat,  Object,  aim.  jt-«>i^  ft***  sammu'' I himar,  Rhododaphne.  «i  sammu  I  Ithiyat, 

The  eye  of  a  needle.  'ist\ui  "^ut  sammu  sa^tin.  In- 

stant poison.  til^^J^  ji***  sammu'' s  samak,  A  poi- sonous milky  grass  bearing  a  yellow  flower,  when 

thrown  into  a  pond  it  makes  fishes  drunk.  ̂  

j\si\  sammu' I  far,  RutshsLne.  Realgar.  JU*** 

sammi  katil,  Deadly  poison.  ji*J\  Olii  zatu''s samm,  A  venomous  animal,  ci)^  jU>-  ̂  j  &5 1« 
ma  lahu  samm  wa  la,  hamm  (or  summ  wa  la  humm) 

yhayraJm,  He  has  none  beside  thee.  Simm,  A 
small  hole.  Poison.  Mother-of-pearl.  Summ,  The 

orifice  of  the  ear.  The  eye  of  a  needle.  A  shell 

called  concha  veneris  or  mother-of-pearl.  Poison. 

A  refuge.  A  fox. 

A  l***>  sima'',  sama',  or  suma',  A  name.  Heaven. 

A  -*l»A*»  samas,  (pi.  'iy^\  asmiyat,  Oljlv*»  sa- —      —        ***  1  1 
mamat,  i^»*>  sumly,  and  j_jv>*»  suma  )  Heaven,  sky. 
A  cloud.  A  roof,  canopy.  A  projection  or  shade 

over  a  door,  a  portico.  Surface,  superficies.  Rain. 
A  good  shower.  Eminence,  dignity.  A  horse ; 

also  his  back.  ̂ U<J\  (_^b  babus  samaf,The  milky 

way.  f\ic  7nasu 's  samas.  Name  of  a  woman. 

Simas,  (v.  n.  3  of  j_5***»)  Comparing  or  disputing 
as  to  height;  boastingagainst:  opposing,contending. 

A  jsUau  samat  or  simat,  A  sign,  mark,  note,  in- 

dex. Sumat,  (pi.  of  smnl)  Hunters. 
A  OU***  simat,  (pi.  of  &♦*«)  Marks  by  burning. 

A  simaj,  (pi.  of         samj,  samij,  and 

^jkv^  samij)  Hideous,  foul,  ugly. 
A  &>-U«»  samajat,  (v.  n.  of^«»)  Beingdeformed, 

filthy,  ugly.  Deformity,  shamefulness,  turpitude. 
Adulteration. 
A  samah  or  simah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being 

beneficent, liberal,  humane.  Simah,  (v.n..3of^v^) 
Using  lenity  (with  any  one).  Pardoning.  Houses 

made  of  dressed  skins,  (pi.  of  'i^y^  samhat)  Be- 
neficent, liberal  (women). 

^  A'is>-\^  samahat,  (v.  n.  of      «»)  Being  bene- 

volent, liberal.  Beneficence.  d/s-lv»     'l^^  ar- 
babi  samahat,  Generous  people,  p 

samahat-jjesha.  Liberal,  courteous,  affable. 

A  J^Jk»-l»*«  samahik.  Thin  bits  of  skin  in  fat 

about  the  intestines.  Jjjks-l»ji*)  samahihu''s 
samas.  Transparent  clouds  in  the  sky. 
A  simalih,  The  ear.  Orifice  of  the  ear. 

p  s^K^  samahhcha,  (or  s.s-X,^  samacha)  A 

stomacher,  bodice,  or  corslet  worn  by  women. 

A  liUiwi*  samad.  Dung  and  ashes  mixed. 

A  j>p\^  samadir,  Weakness  of  sight.  Any 

confused  object  appearing  before  the  eyes  when 



drunk,  giddy,  or  fainting.  Somnolency,  drowsiness. 

AjUI**»  svmmar,  (pi.  of  jia\u»  samir)  Those  who 
hold  nocturnal  conversations  by  moonlight. 

p  samarugh,  (or  samaruhli)  A 

white  mushroom  resembling  an  egg.  Salsuginous, 

unproductive  ground. 

p  samarughzar,  A  mushroom-bed. 

pci)U  ̂ j\-»*<J  sama»'W(77tKa^,Full  of  mushrooms, 
p  t.dJjjlv-*»  samaruh,  A  pigeon, 

p  (_jjV»**>  sumari,  A  ship. 

A  samasirat,  (pi. ofjL<*»*«» simsar)  Bro- 
kers. Mediators. 

A|*«»l»**»sama5m,Akindof bird,  (pl.ofs.*-*^ 
simsimat)  Red  ants.  Sumasim,  A  fox.  Light, 
nimble,  active. 

A  Islv**  simaf,  (pi.  sumut)  An  order,  se- 
ries, row.  The  space  between  the  centre  and  ex- 

treme part  of  a  valley.  j»lAlal\  Isl^iw  shnatu't  ta- 
^m,  A  row  of  guests.  Siwiat,  (pi.  iilovi**^  asm«- 

<ai)  A  table  covered  with  victuals,  p  Jal^u*  '^^jf' 
hhivurdasi  sumat,  The  remains  (of  dinner). 

A  ̂jll»U*tj  simdtdni,Two  rows  (of  trees  or  men), 
p  ̂jjl^l-****  samatin,  A  carpet,  coarse  clotli.  A 

room  hung  round  with  mii'rors. 

.  A  ̂ U*"  samd^  (v.  n.  of  ,*♦***)  Hearing,  listen- 
ing to.  Accepting,  taking  well.  A  hearing,  listen- 

ing. Fame,  reputation,  a  good  report.  Ecstacy  oc- 

casioned by  hearing  singing,  particularly  in  der- 

vishes when  hearing  hymns.  A  song,  dance  (espe- 
cially one  of  a  circular  figure  performed  by  the 

dervishes).  The  sense  of  hearing,    (in  grammar) 

Prescription,  authority,  usage.  ̂ l»**>  ji  zu  sama^ 
Of  good  report.  Samd^,  Hear  thou. 

A  ̂ y*^  sammd^  A  listener,  a  hearer. 
A  sama^t,  A  hearing,  an  audience.  Sa- 

ma^t,  (or  sammd^t)  Hearing  (ear). 

p  «3U>-  samd^khdna,  A  house  for  song  or 
dance  (particularly  where  the  dervishes  perform). 

A  (^^'■♦*"  sama^y,  Belonging  to  a  dance  or  a 
song.  A  quick  air,  an  allegro.  Whatever  has  been 

heard.  Traditional,  oral.  Founded  on  custom,  (in 
grammar)  Irregular,  arbitrary,  prescriptive. 

A  eLs-l»**j  samd^yat,  A  hearing,  a  listening  to. 
P  samd^li,  Sacrifice,  oblation.  Name 

of  a  sect  which  worships  the  organ  of  generation. 

A  ̂jVvo*  sumdk,  Mere,  pure.  A  sheer  lie. 

A  jUI«*SMmmaA, (or  J-.*?U«j  sama/ii?)  Sumach. 
A  summdkiy,  A  vender  of  sumach. 

A  summdiayat,  Dressed  with  sumach, 

p  simdk,  A  road  well  guarded. 
A  <jy^  simdk,  (pi.  ijXt^  sumuk)  That  upon 

which  any  thing  is  supported  or  raised.  The  part 
of  the  breast  next  the  collar-bone.  (pi.  of  til**.* 

samak,  Fishes,  (also  ̂^\^U.J\  as'  simdkdni)  Name 
of  two  stars,  called  likewise  the  feet  of  the  lion,  viz. 

J^^\  ciJl**J^  as'  simdkul  a^al,  Spica  virginis 
(being  the  fourteenth  mansion  of  the  moon;  and 
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as'  simdku'r  rdmih,  Arcturus. 
A  till^  sammdk,  A  fishmonger. 
p  «-dJl*wJ  sumnidh,  Sumach. 

Pj^l***»  samdhdr,  (also  samdkdra)  A 
waiter  at  a  tavern.  A  servant. 

P  a^^Mi  samdhcha,  A  bodice,  corset,  stomacher. 

A  (Jl>«»  samsal,  A  shadow. 

A  (Jl»«»  samdl,  A  worm  in  water.  Simdl,  (pi. 

of  isi»**»  samalat  or  sumlat)  Remains  of  waters  in 
cisterns  or  wells. 

A  (Jl**«»  sanimdl,  One  who  knocks  another's  eye 
out,  or  who  gouges.  A  kind  of  tree. 

A  ̂Wfc**  sumdlij,  Sweet  milk. 
A  sumdlihh,  Coagulated  milk. 

A  |^i»"\.»*>4  sumdlikhiy,  Insipid  (meat  or  milk). 
Milk  put  into  a  leathern  bottle  and  buried  in  the 

ground,  that  it  may  turn  thick. 

A  samdlik,(p\.  of  ,3^-%^)  Level  grounds. 

p  lij)  I  ̂   sam-dlud,  Envenomed. 
A  samdm,  A  kind  of  swallow.  Light  and 

active.  A  swift  she-camel.  ^Smam,  A  small-bodied 

wolf.  (pi.  of  j!U^  samvi)  Mouths,  ears,  and  noses 
(of  men).  Small  holes.  Venoms,  poisons. 
A  samdmat.  The  person,  figure,  or  body 

of  a  man.  A  favourite  ring  on  the  neck  of  a  horse. 
Visible  remains  of  a  ruined  tenement.  A  banner. 

Aspect,  countenance.  A  kind  of  bird.  The  blos- 

soms of  a  palm-tree.  A  swift  she-camel. 

p  samdn,  (for  ̂ ^U*ol  dxvidn)  Heaven. 
The  27th  of  the  month.  Slmdn,  Name  of  a  city. 

A  ̂^U**>  simdn,  (pi.  of  samvi)  Fat. 
A  sammdn,  A  seller  of  butter.  A  kind  of 

wash  or  dye.  Akind  of  plant.  ̂ Sawmam,  Two  veins 

in  the  cartilaginous  parts  of  the  nose  of  a  horse  or  ass. 
A  sumdndt,  A  single  quail. 

A  samdnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^;*«*»)  Becoming  fat. 

A  i^i^silv"*  samdnjuniy,  A  sapphire. 
p  s^\^  savidna,  A  quail.  A  roof. 

A  sumdna',  A  quail. 
A  samdwdt,  (pi.  o(A^)  The  heavens. 

A  Ujl^joi  samdwat,  (v.  n.  oflv-*  for _j««*»)  Being 

rampant  among  the  females,and  leaping  upon  them 

(a  stallion).  Any  thing  standing  or  projecting  up- 
right. A  roof.  A  projection  or  shade  over  a  door, 

a  portico.  A  model,  figure,  form,  or  mould.  Name 

of  a  place  between  Kiifa  and  Syria. 

A  (jjU*^  samdnny,  Heavenly.  Sky-coloured, 
cerulean,  azure. 

A  smndhij,  Insipid,  not  sweet  (milk). 

p  samdhij,  Name  of  an  island. 

A  ̂;U**»  samdsim,  (pi.  of  samuni)  Hot, 
pestilential  winds,  simooms.    The  dog-days. 

A  j^l^  scEjnaj^z,  (pi.  of  ̂ l^)  The  heavens. 
A  samdyiy,  Celestial. 

p  Jiilx^  .sMm&afZa,  A  polishing-stone:  adamant. 

A  J~*»^SMm6M/,(for^*x**j)Spikenard.Hyacinth. 

P sumpdr,  (or  »,^v*»)  A  hard  sort  of  stone 
8  T 

used  in  sharpening  and  polishing  swords  or  knives. 

A  &»M>  simat,  (v.  n.  of  p«>j)  Branding  with  a 
hot  iron.  A  mark  made  (by  burning) ;  a  brand. 

A  'i^MiSummat,  (pi.  ̂ v**  swmam)  Amatof  palm- 
leaves,  or  any  sort  of  carpet  laid  under  a  tree  to  re- 

ceive the  fallen  fruit.  Kindred,  relationship.  Sum- 
mat  or  simmat,  The  fundament. 

A  \^A^uisamt,  (v.  n.  of  l1a»*>») Travelling.  Grop- 

ing along.  Seeking,  making  for.  Guessing  the 

way.  Preparing  a  discourse,  getting  ready  an  opi- 
nion. A  way,  road,  path;  a  part,  tract,  country, 

quarter.  Towards.  The  right  way,  the  path  of 

probity.  lILav^  samtuW  rats,  The  zenith, 

the  vei'tical  point  of  the  heavens.  l1a»*-5\  as  samt, 

The  azimuth.  &X«m>  jj*ms»-\  I*  md  ahsana  samtuhu, 
With  what  propriety  he  conducts  himself! 

p  sum-tirdsh,  An  instrument  for  par- 

ing horses'  hoofs. 

P ̂ O****  samtgar,  Partial.    A  partisan. 

P  i^^CL*^  samigari,  Partiality. 
A  samt'iy,  One  who  arranges  his  thoughts, 

and  discourses  with  propriety. 

p  samj  or  sumj,  Any  subterraneous  passage, 
mine,  or  burrow.  A  common  sewer.  A  cavern,  a 

grot,  the  resort  of  the  destitute,  or  a  fold  for  sheep. 

Simij,  Secrets. 
A  samj,  Rich  milk  of  a  disagreeable  flavour. 

Sa7nj  or  samij,  (pi.  simaj)  Deformed,  ugly, 

hideous,  stinking,  offensive. 

A  ij^f*^  samjarat,  (v.  n.  of  j^*^  Q)  Making 

(milk)  very  watery. 
p  a>^*^  sumcha,  A  subterraneous  passage.  A 

sheep-cote. 

A  ̂ v**  samh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ♦*»»)  Being  beneficent, 
liberal.  sumahds  and  ̂ ^l^  masdmih) 
Beneficent,liberal:  easy,humane.Unknotty(wood). 

A  *\.^***swma/iaj',(pl.of^**>)Beneficent,liberal. 

A  ,^\^^  simhdj ,  Long-backed  (mare  or  she-ass). 
A  ̂Is;**^  shnhdli,  The  pericranium,  or  a  wound 

touching  that  membrane. 

A  Xs:**^  samhat,  (pi.  ̂ U*^  simdh)  Beneficent 
(woman).  A  single  display  of  liberality  and  bene- 

ficence. An  even  and  flexible  bow.  An  easy  creed, 

one  which  imposes  but  few  restrictions. 

A  samliaj,  Long-backed  (mare  or  she-ass). 
Slender-waisted. Thick-fleshed  (mare).  A  longbow. 

A  Mf.       samhajat,  Length. 

A  ̂ij^*^  sumliuj,  Tall  of  stature,  and  of  a  hos- tile countenance. 

A  ,j_5^*^  surnhuk,  A  tall  palm-tree. 

A  ̂ uisamkh,(Y.n.of ̂ v>*»)Wounding  intlieear- hole.    Beginning  to  shoot  out  (corn). 
A  'i^*^  simlihat,  A  mode  of  hearing,  ̂ j*^ 

hasanu's  simhhat,  One  who  hears  to  good 

purpose,  remembering  all  he  hears. 

A^(>v*»  samd.  Perpetual. 
a\v>v^  samdan,  In  perpetuity. 



Pj\i>v**  sum-dar,  Solid-hoofed  (animal). 

Pj^iiJUw  samm-dar,  Noxious,  poisonous. 
Ajji^^^sumdu)',  A  monarch  (dazzling  behold- 

ers'eyes).  Dimness  of  sight.  A  tunic  of  the  eye. 
A  samr,  (v.  n.  ofj»M>)  Fixing  with  nails  or 

pins,  nailing.  Holding  an  evening  conversation 

by  moonlight.  Knocking  out  an  eye,  gouging. 
Diluting  milk  with  water.  Discharging  an  arrow. 

Cropping  herbage  (flocks).  Drinkingwine.  Sumr, 

(pi. of^v^\«s?/ia?') Tawny.  Spears.  Samar,^vefi- 
ing  conversations  (such  as  the  Arabians  hold  sit- 

ting around  their  tents).  Night.  Darkness.  The 

shadow  of  the  moon.  Moonlight.  Time. 

as'  samar  wa  la  al  kamar,  Neither  in 
the  dark  nor  by  moonlight,  i.  e.  never.  Samur, 

Thorny  trees  growing  in  the  desert. 

samar,  A  weaver's  brush.    Name  of  a 
king,  the  founder  of  the  city  of  Samarcand. 

p       sammar,  A  weaver^s  brush. 
suvimar,  (pi.  of ̂ 1*/*  sdmir^  Those  who 

hold  nocturnal  conversations. 

A  samr  as,  (fem.  oij^u»  \  asmar^  Of  a  tawny 
colour,  olivaster, brunette.  Wheat.  Wheaten  flour 

not  separated  from  the  bran.  A  leathern  milk-pail. 

A  C^\j^samurat,  (pi.  of '»^v^)  Thorny  shrubs. 
p  (i^v^  samrad,  Imagination,  thought,  fancy. 

A         sumrat,  (v.  n.  of  jv*»)  Being  of  a  tawny 
colour.  A  yellowish,  tawny,  or  brown  colour,  the 
colour  of  wheat ;  a  shade  between  black  and  white. 

Samarat,  Samaritans.    Samurat,  (pl.jv*»  samur, 
samurat,  and asmur^  Egyptian  thorn. 

A  samarraj,  (or  'ic^^  samarrajat)  Tii- 
bute  received  at  three  instalments;  or  the  day  when 

paid  (from  p      sih.  Three,  and  sj-*  ??iar?'a.  Time). 

A  samrajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ /»^  Q)  Giving. 

^rj^*^  samrij  lahu.  Give  to  him. 

A  (Jll^jv^  samartal,  (or  ̂^^J^^  samartul)  Tall 
and  tottering. 

p  Samarkand  Name  of  a  famous  city 

and  kingdom  in  higher  Asia. 

p  samm'handt.  An  inhabitant  of,  or 
one  belonging  to,  Samarcand.  Hollow  friendship, 

insincere  professions  of  goodwill.  A  beam,  rafter. 

A  bar,  bolt ;  a  measuring  pole  or  perch, 

p  ;>j5^^  Samarkand,  A.\dsge  city  in  Turkistan. 

A  tj/tij^  samarmarat,  A  demon  of  the  woods. 
A  Oj sumrut.  Long,  tall. 

A  i^jj'**^  sumrud.  Long. 

A  {Jj^  samariy.  One  who  relates  stories  at  the 
nocturnal  conversations  samar.  Samuriy,  (A 

camel)  feeding  on  the  Egyptian  thorn  samur. 

A  PjL<*»«»  si7nsar,  (pi.  samasirat)  A 
broker.  A  mediator,  reconciler  of  friends.  A  pos- 

sessor of  a  thing,  or  one  who  is  the  supporter  and 

establisher  of  it.  simsaru'l  arz.  One 
who  is  conversant  with  earthly  mattei'S. 

A  samsam.  Swift,  nimble  (man). 
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A  samsarat,  (v.n.  of^*<*»>*»  Q)  Knowing 
the  states  or  ways  (of  the  earth).  Brokerage. 

A  ̂ -j*^  samsak,  simsik,  sumsuk,  or  sumsak, 
J  essamine.  Sweet-marjoram. 

A  j»*<*«**>  samsam,  A  fox.  A  small-bodied  wolf. 
Simsim,  The  grain  sesame.  A  kind  of  serpent. 

Sumsum,  A  red  ant.    Light,  active  (man). 

A  sumsuman,  Swift,  nimble  (man). 

A  j|^l»*<*»AM  sumsumamy.  Light,  nimble,  active. 
A  samsamat.  The  running  of  a  fox.  Sim- 

siniat,  (pi.  ̂ l^J*)  A  red  ant.  Light,  active  (man). 
A  samt,  (v.  n.  of  la»*>i)  Scalding  the  hair 

ofi^  (a  kid)  before  roasting  (it).  Suspending  (any 

thing).  Sharpening  (a  knife).  Light,  active  (fel- 
low). Simt,(p\.]a^^sumut)Aihread  upon  which 

beads  are  strung,  as  a  necklace  or  ornament  for  the 

neck  (especially  when  long  and  hanging  down  the 

bosom).  A  strap  hanging  from  the  saddle  with 
which  burdens  are  fastened.  The  harness  on  the 

crupper  of  a  horse.  Sand  writhed  into  the  resem- 

blance of  a  rope.  Nimble,  agile,  light.  A  hunts- 
man. Crafty,  cunning.  A  part  of  the  sash  of  the 

turban  hantjing;  over  the  breast  or  shoulders.  Thin, 

plain  garment  (not  quilted  or  stuffed).  lav—S^ 

iawM'jjsim^,Nameofa  Christian  community.  Samt, 
A  woollen  garment.  Sumut,  A  camel  not  branded. 

Simple,  single,  without  lining  (shoe),  (pi.  of  Isl**/* 

simut^  Rows,  series. 

A  J^av*>  simiiy,  (Verses)  the  third  and  fourth 
hemistichs  of  which  end  with  the  same  rhyme,  the 

following  distichs  having  a  different  termination. 

A        sami^,  (fut.  ̂ y^.  yasma^)  He  heard. 

A  ̂ *»»  sam^  (v.  n.  of  ,«♦"»)  Hearing.  Listening 

unto.    (pi.  ̂VvJ^  asma^  asmu^  asa- 
mi^  The  hearing.  The  ear.  Whatever  strikes  the 
ear,  or  is  heard.  Fame,  a  good  report.  ̂ *J\ 

ummu's  sam^  (Mother  of  hearing)  The  brain, 

^jjoi  J  f^J^\  ̂ ♦'^  (J^  /m7i7a  hayna  sam.^'l  arzi wa  hasariha.  He  is  somewhere  or  other,  heaven 

knows  where.  Xs-lif  j  lji***>  sam^7i  rca  tartan. 

Willing,  obeying  a  word  or  sign,  shewing  that  one 

is  ready.  Most  willingly.  l*b  ̂   j  l3t»*»»  sam^n  wa 

la  halghan,  (or  sim^n  wa  Id  hilghan)  It  is  heai'd, 
but  let  it  not  be  confirmed  (a  mode  of  expression 

when  any  disagreeable  news  is  reported).  \^x^ 

sam^ka  Uayya\  Listen  thou  unto  me.  Sim^ 

The  mongrel  whelp  of  a  he-wolf  and  a  she-hyena. 
A  hearing.  Fame,  good  reputation.  One  of  good 

report.  (_)wU)\  ̂ j,  &s»v^  (  ̂ i^dzahaba  sim^hu  ft  'n 
nds,  His  fame  was  diff"used  among  the  people.  Su- 

mu^  (pi.  of  yv*>  samu^  Hearing  (ears). 

A  summa^  Light,  active.  The  animal 
called  gJiul. 

Alst»«»  sam^n.  Within  hearing. 

A  -fU^hJ  sumacs,  (pi.  of  ̂ i***>  sami^  Hearers. 

A  ̂ jUv^  sim^n,  Simeon,  Simon. 

A  'i)t^  sam^t,  A  single  hearing.  Sam^t, 

sama^t,  or  sami^t.  Hearing  (ear).  Sim^t,  A 

mode  of  hearing.  /Smw^o^,  Sound.  Fame.  Dissi- 
mulation, hypocrisy.  j  sij^i  fa^lahu 

riydfan  wa  sam^tan,  (sum^tan,  or  sama^tan) 
He  did  it  that  it  may  be  seen  and  heard. 

A  ̂ »**  sam^j.  Milk,  thick  and  sweet. 
A  ̂ ♦^♦**>  sama^a^  Small-headed.  Small- 

bearded.  Light,  active.  Extremely  subtle.  Awolf. 

Tall  and  slender  (man).  A  woman  who,  in  the 

presence  of  others,  is  sour  and  scowling,  but  in 
their  absence  is  noisy  and  clamorous. 

A  ̂ *v^  sim^nai,  A  listening  woman. 
A  sim^nnat,  sim^nnat,  sum^mnat,  (or 

&A3«v^  sim^nat)  A  woman  who  upon  hearing  any 

thing  judges  it  to  be  a  false  report. 

A  ([[^**»  sam^y.  Oral,  traditional. A  simaghd.  Tall.    Strong  on  his  pins. 
Foolish,  proud,  arrogant. 

A  Ldl«AM  samk,  (v.  n.  of  Lii»**»)  Exalting,  rais- 

ing, bearing  up,  elevating,  lifting  up.  Being  high, 

lofty,  and  lifted  up.  Ascending.  The  roof  of  a  house. 

Height,  depth,  profundity.  Stature.  Samak,  (pi. 
uiJl»A*)  simdk  and  uiJ sumitk)  A  fish.  The  sign 
Pisces.  A  fish  on  which  the  earth  is  supposed  to 

rest ;  hence,l*A*»  ̂   uiJi***»J^  azsamak  tdsamd.  From 
the  abyss  to  heaven.  Smiuk,  (pl.of  uiJU>*»  simdk) 
The  supports  of  any  thing. 

p  samuk.  Vain-glory,  arrogant  preten- 
sions. Vain,  silly,  foolish. 

PjK^**)  simkdr,  A  city  in  Badakhshan. 
A  samakat,  A  fish.    The  sign  Pisces. 

A  ̂y^tiisaml,  (v.n.of  J-****)  Blinding,  knocking 
out  an  eye.  Reconciling  differences.  Cleaning  a 

well  or  vessel.  Bringing  up  a  small  quantity  of  wa- 

ter or  mud  (a  bucket).  Samal,  (pi.  of  sama- 

lat  or  sumlat)  Small  quantities  of  water.  Samal 

or  samil.  An  old  tattei-ed  garment. 

A  ̂^IUjjj  simmildj,  A  Christian  festival. 
A  ̂^)>v^  samldkh,  Thistles,  called  also  ̂ -ai  na- 

siy.  Sirnldkh,  Ear-wax.  The  orifice  of  the  ear. 
A  (j^v^  sumldn.  Remains  or  dregs  (of  wine). 
A  a,iv*»  sumlat,  Tears  forced  by  extreme  hunger 

(and  making  the  eyes  dim).  Samalat,  An  old,  worn 
garment.  Samalat  or  sumlat,  (pi.  samal  or 

Jlv*>  simdl,  Jjv^  sumul,  and  JU**>1  asmdl)  The 
remains  of  water  in  a  cistern  or  well.  A  little  wa- 

ter. Thin,  fetid,  black  mud. 

A ̂ ■***»  samlaj,  One  with  a  yard  round  and  long. 

A  ̂ v*»  samallaj,  Light,  nimble.  A  well-formed slender  arrow.  Sweet  milk.  Forage. 
A  &^****saw??oJa<, A sipping,drinking gradually. 

A  samallaj  A  wolf. 
A^l»**jsamZGA,(pl.|^U**>)Smooth,levelground. 
A  samlakat,  (v.  n.  of  Cd)-i.»**>  Q)  Making 

up  a  long  and  a  round  mouthful. 

A  ̂jlv**  sMwi/ii/J/,  Ear-wax.  The  orifice  of  the 
ear.  Twigs  torn  from  the  plant  ̂|^oi3  nasty. 



A  ̂   simam,  (pi.  of  summat) 
 Mats  of 

palm-Wes  laid  under  trees  to  receive  the  f
ruit  as 

it  falls.  Kindreds,  relationships. 

A  j^v-  samn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Dressi
ng  or  pre- 

serving (meat)  with  butter.  Giving  butter  or 
 fat 

meat  to  eat.  (pi.  asmun,  ̂ ^^^  sumun  and 

sumnan)  Butter.  Fat.  Siman,  (v.n.of  ̂ ♦«») 

Being  fat.  Fatness. 

P  ̂^samanovsuman,llve^o\\.  A 
 certain  white 

fragrant  flower,  (for  ̂^^^A.  yasmin) 
 Jessamine. 

P^U-*  simnar,  Name  of  a  famo
us  architect. 

P  tiJL»*«  samnak,  Liberality,  generosity.
 

A  sumnan,  (pi.  of  ̂   samn)  Butters.
 

^  saman-har,  Jessamine-bo
somed. 

A  'ky^  smnnat,  A  fattening  medicine  for 
 wo- 

men (especially  grains  of  a  shrub  resembling 
 pep- 

per). Summer  herbage. 

P  samand,  Dun  or  cream  (colour  of  a 

horse).  An  arrow. 

samand  aslar,  Name  of  an  ani- 

mal whose  look  was  said  to  be  fatal. 

P^jjJ^  samandar,  samandir,  or  s
amandur, 

{^^1^  samandal,jjSU**>  samandur, 
 i^j^v- 

samanduk,  Jj^iJ^^  samandul,  or  jjjj^^  saman-
 

dun)  (said  to  be  derived  from        sam,  Fire,  an
d 

andarun,  Within)  A  salamander. 

Pj\j^  samawzSr,  A  jessamine-garde
n. 

p  samansa.  Jessamine-like.  Fair. 

P  samangan  or  samungan,  Name  of  a 

city  in  Ahwaz. 

p  ̂iv-J  samanu,  A  kind  of  sweet  macaroni.  Su- 

manu,  Macaroni-soup. 

A  ̂ ^^A.^  samnun,  Name  of  an  austere  
monk. 

A  eLiv-i  sumaniyat.  Name  of  a  sect  of  Hindoos 

who  profess  to  believe  in  the  metempsychosis, 

p        sumu,  Wild  cresses. 

A        sumuw,  (v.  n.  of  l*->for_j^)  Being  high, 

elevated.  Raising,  lifting  up.  Towering  aloft,  be- 

comingconspicuous.  Going  out  ahunting.  Height, 

sublimity,  dignity. 

A  samawat.  Heavens,  skies. 

A  J\j^  samawsal,  Name  of  a  bird.  A  shadow. 

Flies  found  on  the  surface  of  vinegar.  Rapid  (noc- 

turnal journey  for  water). 

p  samut.  Saddle-straps. 

A  0_5v-»  sumut,  (pi.  of  C^****  samt)  Ways. 

A  samuh,  Beneficent,  affable.  Liberal. 

Sumuh,  Liberality,  beneficence.  Affability. 

A  &=-_jv«  sumuhat,  Liberality.  Clemency. 

A  sumud,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^v-)  Swelling  with 

anger;  carrying  the  head  high  from  pride.  Being 

studious,  attentive,  exerting  one's  self.  Being  high, 

elevated  in  dignity.  Being  idle,  lazy.  Travelling 

at  a  smart  pace  (camels).  Standing  astonished,  be- 

ing lost  in  bewilderment.  Giving  attention  to  play, 
amusement,  or  trifles.  Grief.  Joy. 

A  J  jv*>  samur,  Swift  (she-camel).  Sumur,  (v. 
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n.  of        Holding  a  conversation  by  moon-light. 

Aj^U"  sammur.  The  Scythian  weasel  or  mar- 
ten, the  sable  ;  also  the  fine  skin  or  fur  of  that  ani- 

mal,   p  ajurtj^!!!^  sammuri  siyah,  Night. 

p  BMt^ui  samosa,  A  kind  of  small  pastry  of 
minced  meat  of  a  triangular  form.  A  pie.  A  shawl 

or  handkerchief,  doubled  diagonally,  to  throw  over 
the  shoulders. 

A  sumut,  (v.n.of  li^w*)  Being  silent.  Los- 
ing its  sweetness,  or  beginning  to  turn  (milk),  (pi. 

of  simt)  Threads  whereon  beads  are  strung. 

Straps  hanging  from  the  saddle,  wherewith  bur- 
dens are  fastened. 

A         samu^  (pi.        sumuQ  Hearing  (ear). 

A  Jj_jv.>J  samS/j,  Sumach.  (SMmM/e,(v.  n.  of  Jj^^u) 
Being  high  and  tall.  Growing  high  (a  pot-herb). 

A  ui)jv^  sumuk,  (v.  n.  of  ciiv.>J)  Being  high, 
elevated,  (pi.  of  samah)  Fishes. 

A  {^y^  samul,  Old  and  worn  (garment).  Su- 
mul,  (v.  n.  of  (J-^)  Waxing  old  (a  garment),  (pi. 

of       sama?a<)  Waters  left  atthebottom  of  cisterns. 

A  J^v*»  samawwal,  A  wide  tract  ©flight  land. 

A  &J_j^  samwalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^****  Q)  Breeding 
flies  (vinegar).  Sumulat,  (v.  n.  of  (_}.♦***)  Waxing 

old  (a  garment). 

A  samum,  (pi.  samasim)  A  sultry, 
pestilential,  destructive  wind,  blowing  by  day,  and 

sometimes  at  night :  simoom.  /Swrnw???,  (pi.  of  J!U**> 
samm)Mouths,noses,and  ears. Poisons.  Small  holes. 

A  sumun,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^  samn)  Butters. 

A  Z _j*A**  sumuh,  (v.  n.  of  s-^)  Being  astonished, 
thunder-struck.  Running  unfatigued  (horse). 
A  samawiy  or  simawiy,  Nominal. 

A  ̂^^v>**  sammil,  A  sort  of  bird.  Name  of  a 
country.  The  angel  Gabriel. 

p  sima,  A  weaver's  brush.  Concealed, hid- 
den. A  green-coloured  weed  floating  on  stagnant 

water.  A  spatula  with  which  weavers  put  the  glue 

upon  their  thread. 

A  &!ll**>  summah,  (pi.  of  tsj^Km  sdmih)  (Horses) 

running  without  being  fatigued.  Astonished  (men). 

Pasturingfreely(camels).Vain,futile,triflingthings. 

A  -^If****  summahas-,  Air,  atmosphere. 

A  C^l^^jjj  sumhas.  Red  wheat. 

A  ̂l^-»**>  simhaj,  A  falsehood,  lie. 
AK^*i*sw?nma/(a^,Palm-leaves  twisted  and  made 

up  in  the  form  of  a  table-cloth. 

A  samhaj,  (or  ̂Asrt**^  samhajlj)  Milk mixed  with  water.     Sweet  butter  or  fat. 

A  'i^t***^  samhaj  at,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Adorn- 
ing with  fiction  (a  speech).  Adulterating  money. 

Giving  currency,  circulating.  Sending,  despatch- 
ing. Making  haste.  Twisting  tight.  Swearing 

outrageously. 

A  i3>.^^  samhad,  Any  thing  hard  and  dry. 
A  samaJidad,  A  fat,  bulky  camel. 

Aji>>.^v-^sama/<(^a/',  Plump(youngman).  Large 

extensive  (city).  Far,  remote  (country  where  one 
strays).  Penis. 

A  samharat,  (v.  n.  of^^«*»  Q)  Growing 
without  multiplying  itself  (seed  sown). 

A  ̂ jf^^  samhariy,  A  straight,hard  spear  (from 

^.^^  samhar,  A  famous  spear-maker). 
A  i.f jic****  samhariy  at,  A  stiff,  diy  cane  or  reed. 

A  J^_j.!i**>sMmmaAa',  Alie.  Follies,  trifles.  The 
atmosphere,  air.  Scattered,  wandering  (camels). 

Atoms  playing  in  the  sun  during  the  heat  of  the  day. 

A  samy,  (v.  n.  of  ,_5>**»)  Going  a  hunting. 
Sima',  A  name.  Suma',  A  good  name,goodreport. 
A  samvj.  Of  the  same  name,  synonymous. 

Resembling  another,  worthy  of  being  called  by  the 
same  name.  A  name-sake.  High.  Sumayy,  {dim. 

of  ̂   sim)  A  little  name.  Suniiy,  (or  suma) 
(pi.  of        samof)  Rains.  Heavens. 

A  &Ji***>  sammiyat,  Poisonousness,  venomous- 
ness,  banefulness. 

p  ̂ Avwu  samij,  The  lurking-place  of  a  hunter. 
The  haunt  of  a  large  wild  beast. 

A  ̂ Ji»**jsamy,(pl.  ̂ lv-»smaj)Deformed,ugly. 
Fat,  bad-tasted. 

A  sumayh,  (or  ̂|**»»  sumayyih)  (dim.  of 

^^samh)  Somewhatbeneficent.  Somewhat  easy. p  A  1^1^  sanud,  (or  O^XyMsamiz)  White  bread. 

AjtJ.x»*u  samaydar,  A  salamander. 

A  ̂ (J.jL»**»  sainayda^  Any  illustrious  and  libe- 
ral personage,  whose  house  is  much  frequented.  A 

hero.  A  wolf.  A  sword.  Light,  active  in  business. 

p^i>x»*u  samif?ara,Tosmell,scent,emit  perfume. 

A jJi**u  samir.  Time,  age.  Evening  entertain- 
ments, nocturnal  conversations;  the  places,  espe- 

cially among  the  Arabian  tents,  where  these  con- 
versations are  held ;  also  the  subject.  jAv>*> 

ibna  samir.  Night  and  day.  ̂ ♦^Jl lo  edxil  ̂ ) 

la  af^luhu  ma  samara's  samir,  (or jJ^m>  ihnu 
samlriri,  or  jJy-J  ihna  samiri?i,  or  U  ma 
asmara)  I  will  not  do  it  so  long  as  night  and  day 

succeed  each  other.  Samir,  {oVji^*n  simmir)  Fond 
of  such  entertainments  or  nocturnal  conversations. 

p^ji.»**»sa??ura,Acup])ing-horn.*S'«ma?/ra,Narae 
of  a  famous  woman,  called  yb  t^.^^  mihin  bdnu. 

p  |^>v*>  samtram,  Name  of  a  place  between  Irak 
and  Persia,  whence  they  bring  water  which,  where- 

ever  carried,  is  followed  by  a  small  black  bird  that 
devours  the  locusts. 

p  "iji^yji  samira,  A  line  drawn.  Written. 

A  'iS^jX^  sumayi'iyat,  A  kind  of  ship. 
p Jjyjj  samiz.  An  invocation,  a  prayer. 
A  IsL-jL***!  sumaysdt.  Name  of  a  place  on  the 

bank  of  the  Euphrates. 

A  laA»<>j  samit.  Verse,  the  third  and  fourth  he- 
mistichs  of  which  end  with  the  same  rhyme,  the 

following  distichs  having  a  different  termination. 
A  kid  ready  for  roasting,  the  hair  being  taken  off 

by  warm  water.  Any  thing  macerated  or  scalded 



in  warm  water  (as  hair  or  feathers  from  animals), 

(pi.  JaU^J^  asmat)  Simple,  single  (as  a  garment 
without  lining,  or  a  shoe  with  one  sole).  Nimble, 

active  (man).  Saniit  or  sumayt,  A  regularly-built 
brick  building. 

A  sami^  A  hearer.  Hearing  (ear).  One 
who  makes  others  hear.  One  of  the  titles  of  God. 

A  lion  hearing  a  noise  from  afar.  ^  vm- 

mu's  sanii^  The  brain, 
A  eUjL^  sami^t,  Hearing  (ear). 
A  samih,  A  part  of  the  yoke  which  in- 

closes the  ox's  neck, 

A^^^-x^sumaykas,  A  small  fish  which  they  dry. 
A  J-:^,*^  samil,  Old  and  worn-out  (garment). 

Remains  of  water  in  a  cistern. 

A  ̂ j^^wJ sa??ilw,  (pi.  (jU*>5s?mara)Fat,full,plump. 
Buttered,  greasy. 

A  LOyjj  saminat,  Fat,  loamy  ground,  free  from 

stones.    Stimaynat,  Name  of  a  place. 

A  'ilyU>*su7nmaynat,  Name  of  an  idolatrous  sect. 
p  iCj.,^  samina,  A  thin,  delicate  sort  of  stuff. 

A  ̂\.f^x^  sumayhas,  (or  -^I-^aIJaw  summayhas')  A 
lie.    Vanities,  trifles. 

A  i^^f^x^sumat/ha,  (or  summayha)  A 
lie.  Vain  follies,  trifles.  The  atmosphere,  exter- 

nal air.  Atoms  playing  in  the  sun  during  the  hot- 

test part  of  the  day.  ̂ ^^.^-.M  \  ul*jvfi>(i  zahahat 

ihluhu'' s  summayha' ,  His  camels  dispersed  them- 
selves in  all  directions.  ̂ ^^\  Ji^lb 

mashat  hazihi'l  amatu's  summayha',  This  damsel 
walked  with  a  mincing  or  pompous  air. 

p  ̂ jjji  san,  Colour.  Sort,  species.  Rule,  law, 
custom,  usage.  A  spear.  Ivy.  Like. 

A  (t;***  sann,  (v.  n.  of  (|!y***)  Forming,  shaping. 

Polishing,  sharpening,  whetting,  giving  an  edge  to 

(a  sword).  Cleaning,  rubbing  (the  teeth).  Break- 
ing the  teeth.  Walking  in  any  road,  path,  or  mode 

of  life.  Making  plain  and  clear.  Letting  fall  gently 

on  the  ground  (sand),  and  making  it  heap  up.  Fix- 
ing the  head  upon  a  spear.  Pouring  (water)  softly 

on  the  face.  Making  clay  into  earthenware.  Pier- 
cing with  the  point  of  a  spear.  Exciting  a  relish  for. 

Biting  with  the  teeth.  Being  eaten  bare  (herbage). 

Putting  a  coat  of  mail  upon  another.  Sending  flocks 

to  pasture ;  feeding  camels  well,  making  them  look 

clean  and  sleek.  Driving  (camels)  fast.  Mounting 

the  female  lying  down  (a  camel).  Sinn,  (pi. 

asnan,  'sj.*n\asinnat,Bind        asunn)A  tooth.  (Ad- 
vanced) age.  The  teeth  of  a  sickle.  A  clove  of  gar- 

lick.  Period  of  life.  A  horn.  The  nib  of  apen.  Co- 

eval. The  protuberance  of  a  bone  beyond  a  plain  sur- 

face, thesharpness  of  the  dorsal  vertebrae.  Greedy 

eating.  A  wild  bull,  i^j^  ̂   hamsinnukafWhat 
is  thine  age?  jfc/iM)yaA'm?iM/m,Heisofthesame 

age  as  he.  ̂ ^)\  ji  zu''s  sinn.  One  who  has  a  re- 
dundant tooth.  e^)j  l^jji  rvaha^fl  sinni 

rufsihi,  He  obtained  the  summit  of  his  wishes.  ,",**> 
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sinna'l  hisl.  Never  (literally  the  tooth  of  the 
crocodile,  because  it  never  sheds  its  teeth). 

p  ll«*>  sana.  Name  of  a  tree  from  which  tooth- 

picks are  made. 

A  Ixwi  sana' ,  Light,  splendour,  brightness, flash- 
ing (of  lightning).  Senna  (the  drug).  A  kind  of  silk. 
A  ̂luu  sanas.  Elevation,  height,  altitude,  emi- 

nence. Senna.  >Sma-t,(v.n.3of  for_jj«jj)  Agree- 

ing (with  one)  by  the  year.  Satisfying.  Soothing, 

making  happy,  actingkindly,humanely.  Givingan- 
nually.  Bearing  fruit  every  other  year  (a  palm-tree). 

A  l-jU***  sanab.  Great,  enormous  wickedness. 

Sinab,  Long-bodied. 

A  &jlx«i  sinndbat,  Long-bodied. 

A  ijiijlxwi  sanabih,  (pl.of  (jii-i***  smto&m^)  Fore- 

parts of  horses'  hoofs. 
A  (J^Uo**  sanabil,  (pi.  of  &\-j*»»)  Ears  of  corn. 

A  ̂ ^j^  sinaj.  The  mark  left  upon  a  wall  by  the 
smoke  of  a  lamp.  Any  stain  made  by  somewhat  of 
a  different  colour.  A  lamp. 

A  ̂ ^-^  sindh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ '*')  Coming  on  the left  of  the  hunter  (game). 

A  &i>-U**>  sandkhat.  Scrapings  of  skins,  or  any 

species  of  filth.  Abadsmell.  Indications  of  tanning, 
p  i5U**j  sandd.  Much,  abundant. 

A  d\jM>  sindd,  (v.  n.  3ofii>l»*»)  Assisting,  help- 

ing, compensating,  requiting.  In  verse,  when  the 
antepenult  of  one  hemistich  is  pointed  with  a  vowel 

different  from  the  antepenult  of  the  other ;  as  when 

dad  is  made  to  rhyme  with  djU  dud  or  d^d  did. 

A  strong  she-camel.  A  huge  animal;  a  rhinoceros. 

A^^.4ilxfcu  sanac?i«,(pl.of  sawrfara)  Anvils, 

p  jUutt  sanar,  A  lover.  Satidr  or  sindr,  A  sea- 
port. A  dock  or  bed  ofmud,where  ships  are  moored. 

The  smyris.  Sundr,  A  daughter-in-law. 

Aj ljw*>  sunnar,  (pl.^^Umo  sandnh'^  A  cat. 
A  ̂^Mi\lJM  sandsin,  (pl.of^**Juajsmsm)The pad- 

dles of  a  wheel  for  drawing  water.  The  projecting 

parts  or  processes  of  the  vertebrae  in  the  back. 

A  1?U*»  sindt  or  sundt,(Tp\.\al**i sunuiand  la\jMt\ 

asndi)  Beardless  (though  of  ripe  years).  Bearded 

about  the  chin,  though  not  on  the  cheek. 

A  «.isli**>  sandtat,  (v.  n.  ofki***)  Being  beard- 
less or  having  a  thin  beard. 

A  sand^f,  (v.  n.of  ̂ j^)  Being  beauti- 
ful, graceful,  excellent,  proper. 

A  t—slj^-J  sindf,  (pi.  t_Jijwa  sunuf)  The  poitrel 

or  breast-harness  of  a  camel.  A  girth  tied  to  steady 
the  breast-harness  when  a  camel  is  lank-bellied. 

A  pU**)  sandm,  (pi.  asnimat)  A  camel's bunch.  High  ground.  A  promontory.  The  centre 
of  the  earth.  A  support,  pillar,  or  fundamental  part. 

(j-v*ljuJ\  ̂ J.^^  jamalu''s  sandmayn,  The  double- bunched  or  Bactrian  camel. 

p         \s*n  sand  mahhi.  The  senna  of  Mecca. 

A  ̂J^Misindn,  (v.  n.  3  of  jTj***)  Following,  pur- 

suing the  female  (a  camel),  (pi.  's1m*\  asinnat)  A 

spear.  The  iron  head  of  a  spear.  The  point  of  an 
arrow  or  needle.  A  whetstone,  p  ^^W- 

sindni  jdn-satdn,  A  spear  ravishing  the  life,  giving 
a  mortal  wound. 

A^Uu*)  sandnh;  (pi.  of^ ̂Xjm  sinnarvr  and^Uv*** 
sunndr)  Cats. 

A  J^A3\jk**isa«ani/?,(pl.of  ̂ jJuasMWwai/^) Houses 
plastered  with  lime. 

p  jIamj  sandv.  Filings.  Much. 
A  8ljk*»>  sindh,  (v.n.3of  iJujj)  Agreeing  with  any 

one  by  the  year.  Giving  annually.  Bearing  fruit 
every  other  year  (a  palm-tree). 

A  sandya',  Noble  (man). 

A  sindyat,  The  whole,  all.  eoU*«J 
akhazahu  bi  sindyatihi,  He  took  the  whole  of  it. 

A  sandsi^  (pi.  of  'ijujMi  sani^C)  Roads 
leading  over  mountains. 

A  (^jIajoj  sandsin,  (pi.  of  saninat)  High 
and  extensive  sands.  Winds.  (The  horses  came) 
in  one  and  the  same  manner. 

p  i__a1w>  sumb,  A  subterraneous  dwelling,  into 

which  the  poor  retreat,  and  which  serves  as  a  fold 

for  sheep.  The  hoof  of  a  beast.  The  foot.  A  wim- 

ble, auger,  gimlet.  Perforation,  (in  compos.)  Bor- 
ing, perforating  (from  the  verb  ̂ ^^Jun  suftan). 

A  i^'jMi  sanib,  (pi.  v_j.^jjk**»  sunub)  A  horse  run- 
ning well. 

A  -^Lju*!  sambas,  The  fundament. 

p  C^l-jkAU  samhdt,  (sumhdt,  ox  C^^Um*  sambuf) 

An  apparition.    Magic,  illusion. 
A  OLi***  sambdt,  The  fundament.  Sambdt  or 

smibdt,  Badness  of  temper,  pettishness,  irascibility. 

Simbdt,  Extremely  wicked,  abounding  in  evil. 
p  liUl***  sambdd,  Thought,  reflection.  Name  of 

a  magician. 

A  ̂ iiUl«»  sumbddaj,  (or  ̂ iLi«»  sumbdzaj) 
(p  sumbdda)  The  smyris,  with  which  they 
cut  glass  :  emery.  A  stone  for  sharpening  and 

polishing  swords,  and  for  cleaning  teeth. 

p  _jlL.jk*^  samhdlo,  An  ape. 

p  ̂J^>*>UiJ«^  sumbdnidan,  To  cause  to  bore.  To cause  to  prop. 

A  &JwM  sambat  or  shnbat.  Badness  of  temper, 

pettishness.  Samhat,  (or  &1U1mi  sambatai)  A  space 
of  time,  a  while. 

AjjMi  sambar,  Wise,  very  intelligent,  clever. 

A  iJL^jjMi  sambarlt,  Bad-tempered. 

A  (j«jJu*j  simbis,  Quick,  making  haste. 
A  &»*jJu»i  sainbasat,  A  making  haste. 

p  CdiJu**  su7nbuk,  A  small  ship. 

A  sumbuk,  (pi.  CiJoU**isa??aZ)i(/e)  A  mode 

of  running.  The  fore  part  of  a  horse's  hoof.  An- 
terior, prior  to.  A  side.  The  side  of  an  ornamented 

sword-hilt.  The  two  strings  by  which  a  veil  is  tied 

on.  The  beginning  of  a  shower.  The  crest  of  a  hel- 

met. Rough  ground  of  little  value.  tiii>i«*  J^S' 

^la'  sumbuhi,  In  the  time  of. 
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A  p  ̂J•;Oa*>  sumhul,  A  flower  (especially  of  an 

odoriferous  plant).  The  hyacinth.  Spikenard,  to 

which  the  hair  of  a  mistress  is  compared.  An  ear 

of  corn.  The  sign  Virgo.  (J-.-»j>^  sumhul  bar 

hhat,  A  mole  on  a  beautiful  face.  Ji  (_).-ju»>  sum- 

huli  tar,  A  ringlet.  ̂ liai-  ̂-i***  sumbuli  kha- 
tan,  Angelica.  K^t^  sumbuli  rurni,  Celtic 

nard.^LojJ^  fy>jMisumbulul  ̂ asa/^r,Tndian  spike- 
nard.  (j'liJJfc  J-»i**>  sumbuli  hindi,  The  spikenard. 

A  l^'^^.^MiSuvibuldm^,  Ijong  and  wide  (shirt). 
A  aAJujj  sambalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-juu*  Q)  Coming 

into  ear  (corn).  Di-awing  (a  garment)  from  before 

or  behind.  The  thorny  shrub  sLoS-  ̂ zdh.  Sum- 
bulat,  (pl.(J.jlju/»saKai27)  An  earof  corn.  The  sign 

Virgo.    PjJ  alJu*»  suvibulad  zar,  A  chafing-dish, 

p  \^  (J"fj^  sumbul-hawd,  A  cloudy  sky. 
A  Ll.J^Joi*>  sanabut,  Angry,  irascible, 
p  sambusak,  A  pie. 

p  &uj^M>  sambusa,  A  kind  of  triangular  pasty, 

a  pie.    A  square  mantle  which  women  wear  dou- 
bled into  a  triangular  form.  Any  thing  triangular. 

A  sumbuk,  A  small  boat,  pinnace. 

A  J^JOuwu  sumhul,  An  ear  of  corn, 
p  bm^jm  sumba,  Ceiling  of  a  room.  A  black  bee 

or  grape.  Once,  for  this  time.  An  instrument  for 
notching  a  millstone.    An  auger.  Deceived, 

p  (j|jV^,*juk*»  sambahdrt.  Mint, 
p  sumhidan.  To  bore,  perforate.  To 

lean  upon,  to  be  propped.  To  deceive,  cheat.  To 
tread  under  foot. 

A  Si**>  sanat,  (pi.  sinun,  C->l.^j»*u  sanahdt, 
and  O^jju**  sanarvat)  A  year.  Dearth.  Barren, 

unfruitful  (ground).  The  year  is  divided  into  six 

seasons,  each  season  consisting  of  two  months ; 

namely,  1.  Jj^^  ̂ iP^  ̂̂ '^  ''^^'^^   awwal,  2.  i  aA*s 
sayf,  3.  laJj  kai/z,  4.  ^ ,Ji\  dr  rahi^'s  sdni, 

5.  y_  '°)J^  hharif,  6.  ̂ULio  shitds,  A^xui  'iSut  sana- 
tun  samvds,  A  calamitous  year.  &i**>  Mna< 

bi  sanat.  From  year  to  year,  every  year.  &juM 

sanasi  hijra.  The  year  of  the  Hijrah  (or  Muham- 
madan  aera,  commencing  the  loth  of  July,  622. 

See        tafrikh).  i  a5\ _j  (j;ol/j  ̂ ^l^'  'ixu)  sanat 
samdn  wa  sumdnin  ma  alf,  The  year  of  the  Hijra 

1088  (A.  D. 1677).  Sinat,  Carelessness, negligence, 

inadvertency.  Indolence.  Beginning  of  sleep,  slum- 

ber. i'iMt  sinatu'lfanas,  The  sleep  of  death. 
A  'i^Mi  sannat,  A  she-bear.  A  female  cheeta. 

Sinnat,  A  double-headed  hatchet.  Money,  specie, 
coin.  The  nib  of  a  pen.  A  coulter  or  ploughshare. 
A  clove  of  garlic.  Sunnat,  Nature,  habit,  custom, 
manner,  institution,  regulation,  or  mode  of  living. 
Form,  surface.  The  face,  countenance ;  the  contour 

of  the  face.  •  Countenance,  forehead.  Both  sides 
of  the  forehead.  Torment,  punishment.  The  Ma- 
dina  date.  Circumcision.  The  law  of  God,  the 
divine  commands  and  prohibitions.  The  Sunna,  or 
the  traditions  of  Muhammad,  which,  by  the  ortho- 

dox Muslims,  are  considered  as  a  supplement  to 

the  Kur'an,  and  of  nearly  equal  authority.  These 
are  rejected  however  by  the  Shiites,  or  sect  of  Ally. 

tL*£>\-ff  J  sunnat  ujamd^t,  The  followers 
of  the  four  first  caliphs.  CL/jjji  (Jj6\  aldi  sunnat. 

The  circumcised,  the  Turks  and  others  who  ac- 

knowledge  the  Sunna.  p  sunnat  har- 
dan,  To  circumcise. 

A  tJL^tM  sanit,  (pi.  f^y^^  saniiun)  Worthless. 
suntub,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  XjklJojj  santabat,  A  confirmed  vice.  A  strong 
wardrobe. 

A  &I^am  sanitat.  Unproductive  (land). 

A  ̂ ^yjM)  sanitun,  (pi.  of  i^LiXutsanit)  Worthless. 

/t  (_^**>  sanfe,  Instead,  stead, 
p       sanj,  Weight,  Measure.  A  conch-shell. 

A  cymbal,  (in  compos,)  Weighing,  i^^^ 

suhhun-sanj,  A  weigher  of  words,  i.e.  an  orator. 

nafjlima-sanj,  (or  tardna-sanj) 
A  measurer  of  sounds,  ie.  a  musician.  jSm_7,Elected, 

chosen.  A  choice.  A  cymbal.  Little  bells  sus- 

pended from  Arabian  drums.  Oxygal  put  into  sweet 
milk,  which  sours  and  curdles  it.  Vermilion,  A 

young  shoot.  Monks'  rhubarb,  Sunj,  Buttocks. 
A  sanj,  (v,  n.  of  Smoking,  discolour- 

ing. Sunuj,  The  red  jujube-plant. 

p  Uj..jW**^  sinjdb,  Ermine,  the  pontic  mouse,  the 
grey  squirrel.  Verdure.  Night,  Name  of  a  country, 

P  i^W^  sinjabi,  Grey,  russet. 
sanjdr  or  sinjar,  A  fort  near  Miisul. 

s«rfja/",Edging.  Aborder  of  a  garment, 
p  ̂li-ils^^  sanjdmdan.  To  cause  to  weigh. 

A  i^i*^  sanjat,  (from  p         sanja)  A  balance, 
scales,  a  stone  used  for  this  purpose,   Sunjat,  (pi. 

su7ij)  Variegation  by  black  and  white  spots. 

sinjid.  The  jujube-tree  and  fruit, 

P  ti'J?  '^f^  sinjid-boy  or  buy,  A  kind  of  rose, 

p j^*^  savjar,  A  prince,  emperor,  king.  Name 
of  a  celebrated  monarch.  Name  of  a  hunting  bird. 

Ecstasied,  enraptured. 

p  ̂IL-Oysr^  sanjaristdn,  A  monastery  built 
for  the  sufis  or  dervishes. 

A  &lyX^^^  sanjisbuya,{p!Oy^MS^sangisboya) 
Cinquefoil. 

p  (3^^  sanjak,  A  flag,  banner.  A  cornet.  A 
pin.   Sanjak  or  sanjuk,  A  waistband,  girdle,  belt. 

A  1?^^?***  sinjildt,  A  kind  of  sweet  flower. 

p  ̂Jy^^  sanjuk,  A  flag.  A  girdle. 
p  sanja,  A  balance,  scales.    A  weight. 

An  equipoise,  or  make-weight.  Name  of  a  demon. 
Name  of  a  country, 

sinjid.  The  jujube-tree. 
p  sanjidagi,  Gravity,  weight. 

sanjidan,  To  weigh.    Sinjidan,  To 

prepare. p  iSi^^  sanjida.  Weighed.  Weighty,  grave. 

Tried,  proved.     Sinjida,  Prepared,  set  in  order. 
8  u 

A  ̂ **>  sank  or  sunk,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ -»**)  Being  open, 
clear,  manifest,  occurring,  presenting  itself.  Be- 

ing easy  to  one  (poetry).  Bringing  out,  drawing 

forth.  Overtaking  (with  mischief),  hurting.  Speak- 

ing. Turning  (any  one)  from  his  design.  Sunk, 

A  good  omen,  happiness  succeeding  misfortune. 
The  middle  of  a  road, 

A  f^^"^  sinkdn,  Name  of  a  district  in  Yaman. 

A^^*^  sanulinak,  Sleepless,  lying  awake. 

p  ̂ juj  sankk,  Dirt,  filth,  nastiness.  Salt. 

A-^Misinkk,(jA.^JxjMSunukk&ni\^'i.tJt\asndkk') The  root  of  a  tooth,  the  stump.  The  paroxysm  of  a 

fever.  Cause,  source, origin.  Sanakk,(v.n.of -^m) 
Turning,becoming  rotten,rancid,  or  tainted,  Rank- 
ness.  Abounding  (in  food).  Eating  much  food.  Sa- 
nikk,  Infected  with  an  epidemic  disorder  (a  place), 

A  sankkat  or  sanahkat,  A  noxious  smell 

(as  in  houses  which  have  been  long  shut  up), 

A  sunkkatdni,  Two  statures  or  fathoms, 

p  sanakkj,  (sinakhj,  or  sanakhck')  An asthma,  shortness  of  breath. 

p  sind,  India,  particularly  the  western  re- 
gions on  the  river  Sind  or  Indus.  Suppositious, 

spurious,  of  an  unknown  father  or  mother.  A  bas- 
tard, a  foundling.  Sanad,The  seal  or  signature  of 

a  judge.  A  royal  ordinance,  mandate,  or  decree. 

A  patent,  grant,  document,  warrant,  any  royal  deed 

of  appointment  under  which  another  acts.  An  order, 

a  written  authority  for  holding  either  land  or  office. 

A  tXJuJ  sind,  Sind.  India,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^sj^  sin- 
diy)  Natives  of  Sind.  Sanad,  A  prop,  any  thing 

upon  which  another  leans,  or  by  which  it  is  sup- 

ported, A  vine-arbour.  A  part  of  a  mountain 
facing  one  ;  also  its  steep  or  its  acclivity.  Relation, 
connexion.  The  authority  of  a  writer,  (pi. 

asndd)  A  striped  stuff", p  l^-jI  Sxui  sind-dh,  The  river  Indus, 
A  u-.>lAxwi  sindasb.  Hard,  strong  (camel). 

p  sanddra  or  sinddr-a,  A  foundling. 

A  ̂^)i^i**>  sanddn,  (pi.  ̂^J^\jM»  sanddin')  An  an- vil.  Sinddn,  Large  and  powerful  (man  or  wolf). 

p  ̂^\jJuu  sinddn,  An  anvil.  The  iron  on  which 
the  knocker  of  a  door  strikes, 

A  &j^.>Mi**»  sinddnat,  A  she-ass. 

A  yiSiMi  sindasw,  (or  sindaswat,  pi. 

sindamund)  Agile,  nimble.  Bold,  in- 
trepid. Short.  Thin-bodied,  with  a  large  head, 

A  jolt-headed  fellow.    A  she-wolf. 
p  libiiJuu  sindhdd,  A  book  on  practical  science. 

Pj;jjk*»»  sandar,  A  gum  resembling  amber, 

A  SjtiJujj  sandarat,  Celerity,  A  tree,  of  which 
they  make  bows  and  arrows.  Name  of  a  woman 

who  sold  wheat  and  gave  full  measure. 

A  p  (j*jjj;iJ*»>  satidaros,  (or  ijSj>^  sandara) 
Gum  of  the  red  juniper,  sandaracha,  red  arsenic. 

p  jjtjjk**>  sindira  or  sandara,  A  bastard, 

A  ̂^jjCi^Mi  sandariy.  Strong  and  long.  Bold,  A 



lion.  One  who  hastens,  accelerates,  or  stimulates. 

Active,  nimble,  expeditious.  A  sort  of  bird.  Hav- 

ing thick,  heavy  eyes.  Good,  elegant,  excellent. 
Bad,  worthless.  A  white  arrow  or  one  made  from 

the  tree  iji^jjM  sandarat.  A  blue  spear-head.  A 
strong  bow  and  strung.  A  certain  large  measure. 
Name  of  a  poet. 

A  sundus,  Brocade,  silk  wrought  with 

gold  or  silver. 

A  ̂ j*>SxiM  sundusiy,  Made  of  brocade. 
p  sindkesh,  The  rainbow.  A  vapour 

exhaled  by  the  heat  of  the  sun,  representing  the 
sea  at  a  distance:  the  mirage. 

p  JtiJ^  sandal,  A  sandal,  a  kind  of  slipper. 

Sandal-wood.  A  fool,  idiot.  A  small  boat  em- 

ployed in  carrying  fresh  water  and  victuals  to  ships 

lying  at  a  distance  from  shore,  a  bumboat. 

p  sandalah,  (or  didJ-t^tsandala)  A  small 
shoe  or  slipper. 

p^t^juji  sandaR,Ahench  whereon  shoes  are  left. 
PiOiiJu*»5awf?awa,A  kind  of  bird.  Steps  of  a  stair. 

A  ̂jiiJurf*  sunduk,  A  chest. 
pJiij«*isanc?a,  An  anvil.  Fetid  excrement.  Sun- 

da,  Fetid  excrement. 

p  (jU&iiju»»  sindihan,  Wood  of  aloes.  A  species 
of  steatites. 

p  ̂iiJua»  sanad'i,  Held  by  written  deeds. 
A  l^d^Mi  sindvj,  A  native  of  Sind.  Indian. 

p  ̂jbiiJu.»>  sindiyan,  A  kind  of  oak.  Natives 
of  Sind. 

Ajwj  sanar,  Obstinacy,  stubbornness. 

p       suniz,  Caraway-seeds. 

p  f^y^^Mt  sansan  or  ̂ ^*-l»*»,Inelegantlanguage. 

A  ̂ ^'x*a  sansak,  A  dwarf  myrtle. 
A  jj*iJ»*u  sinsin,  (pi.  (^**>lju*»  sanasin)  Thirst. 

Head  or  projection  of  the  ribs  ;  protuberant  part 

or  process  of  the  vertebrae  of  the  back.  Top  of  a 

pulley.  A  paddle  on  a  water-wheel. 

Pj^*<Ji**j  sansur.  Trunk  of  elephant  or  gnat. 
r  sunsa,  A  black  bee.  A  black  grape. 

A  laluj  sint,  The  wrist,  wrist-joint.  Sanat,  A 
kind  of  thorn,  acacia.  Sunut,  (pi.  of  Islw  sinat, 

sunat,  sanut,  or  '^^^ym')  Beardless  youths. 
A  (_»>Ualfc>i  sintab,  A  blacksmith's  hammer. 
A  ̂Haxoj  sintah,  A  camel  wide  in  the  vulva. 

A  a3Uajuo  suntalat,  A  light,  easy  step.  A  hang- 

ing of  the  head. 

A  sa«<fl6a^,Perpetualuneasiness(oflife). 
Tallness  with  staggering  and  tottering. 

A  &llaiA»»  santalat.  Length,  longitude. 

A  J-Jlaifcw  santalil,  Long. 

aj^axm  sanfir,  A  spinnet,  harpsichord. 

A  sin^  (pi.  iiCyut  sina^t  and  ̂ J^^  asna^ 

The  ankle  or  pastern-joint.  The  wrist-joint.  Sana^ 
Beauty,  comeliness. 

A  -^l^liji  san^f,  An  uncircumcised  girl. 
A  &rfjcAAM  sun-hat,  A  weasel.  The  caruncle  in 
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the  middle  of  the  upper  lip. 

A  ̂ jX30m»  sana^ak.  Name  of  a  fetid  plant. 
A  euoMi  sina^t,  (pi.  of  sin^  Ankle  or  pas- 

tern-joints. Wrist-joints.  Joints  connecting  the  fin- 

gers and  wrist. 
A  u_axjkAO  sinna^,  Light,  giddy,  confused. 

A  sinnaghman.  Against  one''s  will. 
A  i^jixui  sanf,  (v.  n.  of  u-SJu**)  Girthing  (a  ca- 

mel) with  the  strap  called  i  jljwJ  sinaf.  Taking 

the  lead  of  others  (a  she-camel).  Sinf,  The  leaf  of 
a  tree  called  markli,  from  which  the  Arabians 

strike  fire.  The  pod  or  envelope  of  fruit.  A  crowd. 

A  part,  portion,  sort,  species.  Tares,  darnel.  Sunf 

or  sunuf,  (pi.  of  u-Aaju*!  santf)  Clothes  thrown 
over  the  shoulders  of  camels.  Sunnf,(Tpl.  of  (  jU*** 

sinaf)  Poitrels  or  breast-harness  for  camels  to 
steady  the  loads. 

A  'iaJkAfJ  sinfat,  One  pea-shell  or  bean-pod.  A 
branch  stripped  of  its  leaves.  A  leaf.  Sinafat,  (^p], 

ofi_flju*>  sinf,  pi.  of         sinfat)  Pods,  capsules. 

A  ̂jblfljwAj  sunfatdni  or  sanfatani,  The  two  up- 
right posts  of  a  pulley. 

A  sanak,  (v.  n.  of  ,jj^)  Having  the  sto- 
mach overloaded  with  milk  (a  camel's  colt). 

p jS-jMi  sunhur,  A.  falcon  that  hunts  well. 
p  S^ajuM  sunliura,  A  sort  of  bird,  whose  flesh  is 

said  to  be  poisonous. 

AjUaiii***  siniktar,  An  experienced  judge  of 
good  and  bad  money. 

A  tiliwi  sunuk.  Clear,  open  roads. 

F  lL^Jm*  sang,  A  stone.  A  rock.  A  weight.  A 

cannon-ball.  Gravity,  authority,  dignity.  Value, 

worth,  price.  Equality.  I  cL^lw*  sangi  alish, 

Marcasite-stone.  ^^S^  sangi  ahmar,  A  red 

poisonous  stone.  Lf^JLwj  sangi  isltaf,  A 

shoemaker's  lapstone.  <^J^iM»  sangi  asya,  A 

millstone.  (j^J^  I  '■jS^t  sangi  asymi,  A  whetstone, 

hone.  \>j  (^fc  I  b  cLXImj  sangi  dhan-kash 
yd  dhan-rubd,The  stone  attracting  iron,  or  seizing, 

i.  e.  the  loadstone  or  magnet,  ̂ ^dj  eJLxZij)  lLxLm* 

sang  har'shisha  zadan,To  break  the  goblet  to  pieces, 
i.e.  to  leave  off  drinking  wine,  sangi 

bargdn,  A  soft  stone  used  by  glass-makers.  f.^Jl>j» 

(_fy*aJsaK<7i&asri,  The  Basrah-stone.  Tutty.  t.L>J*»> 
sangi  bulur  or  bilarvr.  Crystal.  ijdljXjj^ti 

sangi  parastuk.  Swallow-stone,  sangi 
tardzu,  Astone,  any  thing  similar  used  in  weighing. 

tS^ZAJi  ̂ ^JjMi  sangi  tardsliida,  A  hewn  or  squared 

stone.  U'iy  i^Jjjj*  sangi  tutiyd.  The  stone  tutty. 
C^\j>-  i^SUn  sangijardhat,  As'^ecies  of  steatites. 

(j^O^^  lL^Iwi  sangi  juhuddn.  Lapis  Judaicus. 
^^J^iM  sangi  khdra,  A  hard  stone.  tfXUu 

J>-  sangi  hhuros,  A  stone  found  in  the  side  of 
a  cock,  good  for  medicinal  purposes,  jtb  lL^^ 

(j^vLwl  sang  dar  dstin.  Cruel,  injurious,  persecut- 

ing, i^dj  ̂y>dJsj'^  ̂ ^JJm»  sang  dar  kindil  zadan. 
To  darken.  ̂ jy>j<^  sang  dar  muza,  (Stone 

in  one's  boot)  Of  slow  motion,  ^jy^j'^ 
sang  dar  muza  uftddan,  To  be  distressed, 

irresolute.  5^  i.fX«*>saw<7iraA, Impediment. 

^j,^  t\j  sang  rdh  shudan,  To  be  forbidden. 
i^Sj  sangi  ra^,  A  stone  ball  (for  a  cross-bow).  A 
stone-roller  for  making  smooth  the  flat  roofs  of 

houses.  |_j)U^j J  lL/Jm*  sangi  roshndsl,  Marca- 
site-stone. sangi  zakhm.  Ivory-stone. 

^^lfi«*»  lLXi**)  sangi  sulaymdn,  An  onyx,  agate, 

ijlvwn  ̂^JJm*  sangi  sumdk, Porphyry,  liij***  ■ 
sangi  sawdd.  Pumice-stone.  iJJs*h  sangi  si- 
ydh.  The  black  stone  at  Mecca.  jIjuj*  ̂ ^JSut 

s^yn  sangi  slydh  sohhta,  Pumice-stone.  cL^Jl*** 

{^^_^^  ̂ '^''^9  siydh  kardan,  To  slay,  destroy. 

L^j^  lL^jI***  sangi  shajar'i.  Coral  and  its  roots. 
sangi  fal,  A  stone  of  divination.  i.fX^ 

sangi  kali,  A  stone  placed  on  the  edge  of  a 
counterpane  or  carpet  to  prevent  the  wind  from  en- 

tering and  blowing  it  up.  ̂Ja-j*  ̂^JSm)  sangi  kihti. 
Fullers'  earth,  ^^JJjm  sangi  hamar,  Moon- 

stone. (Jl^bi*  sangi  kand^t.  Stone  of  con- 
tentment, i.e.  a  stone  strapped  tight  to  the  belly  to 

deaden  the  pangs  of  hunger.  (^^'^  idJjM*  sangi 

garddn,  A  millstone.  idJjjM  sang  gar- 

ddnidan,  To  petrify,  ̂ ^w^  i^S^m*  sang  gasJitan, 

To  be  petrified.  i^JJmi  sangi  mdlii,  A  hard 
white  stone  found  in  the  head  of  a  fish.  ' 

sangi  masdna.  Stone  in  the  bladder. 
sangi  marmar,  Marble.  ^^JJm*  sangi 

maghni,  A  soft  stone  used  by  glassmakers.  idXUt* 

jj-jijklsUju  sangi  tnikndtis,  The  loadstone.  i^L^Jmj 

^j**y>  sangi  mUsa',  A  black  stone  so  called,  a  kind 
of  coal.  Cil^  sangi  nainak.  Native  salt, 

rock  salt.  ̂ Xu>  j  lLXIm*  sang  u  sabu.  Servitude. 

^»Aob  tfjUw*  sangi  ydsim,  A  kind  of  fullers'  earth. lLX^  sangi  yasham,  A  kind  of  jasper  or  agate. 

p^ICLuj  sangdr,  A  fellow-traveller ;  ships  sail- 

ing: together. p  Lo|  ti_^i**>  sang-dsd,  (Like  a  stone)  Firm, 

solid,  immoveable. 
p  (^UC;»*j  sangdsh.  Envy,  hatred. 
p  lL^-I**>  sang-ishkan,  A  sort  of  date. 

Corn,  grain. 
i.fJjMi  sang-ishkank,  A  kind  of  date. 

pj^tij^  ̂ ^JjMi  sang-anddz,  A  loophole  in  a  for- 
tress. A  slinger.  A  tippler,  sot.  Pleasure.  Thirst. 

A  holiday  celebrated  at  the  end  of  Shaaban. 

p  tiX^  sang-anddz~i,  A  throwing  of 
stones,  lapidation.  <^^^ ̂j''^^  tfXi***  sang-an- 

ddzi  kar'dan,  To  throw  stones. 
p  isj\XjjM  sangdna,  A  red-headed  sparrow. 

p  jLC^Mi  sang-bdr,  Raining  stones.  Stony  place. 

p  (^j\*^Jjjt  sang-bdri,  A  hurling  of  stones. 

-pjSjM»sang-bar,  Stony  place.  Fellow-traveller. 
p  sj^iXjjji  sang-basta,  A  grape  hardened  ripe. 

p  j»y  lLXIw*  sang-burn,  A  stony  country. 
p  ̂ULfcXlwj  sang-pistdn,  Sebestens. 



p  C^t,>,  <^J*o  sang-pusht,  A  tortoise :  a  turtle. 

p  CKhH^^XjMisang-post,  (Stone-skin)  A  tortoise. 

p  ̂_ji)^*.Cu>»saw^7-<imsA,  A  stone-cutter:  mason. 
p  iji^Sut  sang  tara,  A  kind  of  orange. 
p  LLX<:i>*»5aw<7-fo(ia,Aheapofstones,acairn. 

P  Jy  i^X^A**  sang-tanl,  Equal  in  weight. 

p  ^^JjMi  sang-jan,  (or  Jti  efX^o  sang-dil) 
Cruel,  merciless,  having  a  heart  of  stone. 

p  i^y>-  i^L^'^sang-joshj'Boihd  by  a  hot  stone. 
pivsP****  sangcha,  A  hailstone,  hail. 

p  \jls>-  t.fX>'**>  sang-hhara,  (also  »jls>-  i^Jj^t 
sang-khara)  A  kind  of  hard  stone.  Ruggedness 
of  temper.  Avarice. 

Vj^y^  i.L^JM^  sang-kkwar,  (alsoj^  sang- 
hhwur)  A  bittern.  An  ostrich  ;  also  a  species  of 

eagle  (as  swallowing  stones).  The  bird  called  kata. 

p  sang-khwurali,  (or  sang- 
hhwara)  A  hard  pebble.  A  bird  called  Uai  kata. 

puiJj  ̂^f^sang-khmurak,(aho  '^yS^  sang- 
Mroa?'a;)Alittlegravel-eatingbirdcalledsUai^a^a;. 

p  ̂J^^S^Jjm  sangdan,  Crop  of  a  bird,  gizzard. 
p  aiU  i^fJjMi  sang-dana,  The  gizzard  of  a  bird. 

A  kind  of  grain.  A  potter.  A  potter's  workhouse. 
A  place  of  idols.    An  idol-maker. 

p  eJj  jXu*>  sungdula  or  dola,  A  whirlwind. 

p ̂ ^Sui  sangur,  A  porcupine.  Intrenchment. 

P  i_^j^*>»  singarf,  Cinnabar. 
p  Ld)^£i**>  sangurk  or  sangrak,  Hail.  The  whirl 

of  a  spindle. 

Pj>.j  sang-rez,  Flinging  stones, 

p  8^  t^J^Mi  sang-reza,  Gravel.  A  bulse  of 
diamonds,  or  what  a  merchant  carries  about  him 

for  sale.  A  kind  of  soup. 

sctng-rezanak,  Gravelly  (spot). 

p  (jj  lL^Sjm  sang-zan,  A  light  pair  of  scales. 
A  make-weight. 

PjU-^Aaaj  sawYjTsar,  Stony.  A  stoning.  A  slinger. 

Firmness,stability.  Transmigration.  ̂ jii^L«,^xw» 
sangsar  kardan,  To  stone  to  death. 

p  ijJ^CxM)  sangsari,  A  stoning  to  death. 
F  i^^^^tlui  sangishoya,Qmqneio\\.  The  plant 

crab's  eyes,  which,  infused  in  vinegar,  they  use  for 
the  leprosy. 

p   Cl*A>  sangast,  Name  of  a  place. 

p  i^'xmS^  sangistan,  A  stony  country. 
p         lL^1«»  sang-sJirma,  Native  antimony. 

p  (j^-ii*  sang-shihan,  Fruits  of  the  earth, 
corn,  grain.  A  sort  of  date. 

P  sang-shun,  Washing  (rice)  before 
dressing,  washing  the  gravel  out  of  it. 

p  j^l*^  i^J^Mt  sang-jisan,  A  whetstone. 
p  Cii>.Ciuj  sangak,  A  little  stone,  a  pebble.  Hail. 

A  sort  of  bread  baked  on  a  stone.  A  kind  of  small 

and  black  gi-ain.   A  sort  of  bird. 

r^'^^Jj^i sanglakh,  A  stony  place:  rocky,stony. 
p  eXdui  sangula,  Vetch  or  millet-bread. 

p  p.Ci**>  sangam,  Intimate  union,  junction.  A 
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fellow-traveller.  Sangum,  A  certain  winged  ani- 

mal. An  insect  resembling  a  beetle  found  in  baths. 

p fJi^ui  sangam-bar,A.  fellow-traveller.  Union. 
p  LiJllClo*  sangnak,  Stony  (place). 

Pi^\^iJaM  sangwan,  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Persia. 

p jj^-^  sangur,  A  basket  in  which  they  carry 
about  and  sell  beer.  A  whirl  on  the  top  of  a  spin- 

dle. Name  of  a  bird. 

p  cdJ^XlfcU  sangok,  A  whirl  fixed  on  a  spindle. 

p  J_j^*w  sangul,  Necessaries,  requisites. 

p  lO^^Clui  sanguya,  A  strong  fort  in  India. 
p  &XjLw*  sanga,  A  hedgehog.  Hail. 

p  ̂^i***  sangi,  Stony.  Heavy.  Hard.  Weight. 
p  5^.  ̂ ^JjMi  sang-yada,  A  stone  growing  in 

animals'  bodies. 

P(j^.Ci*»»  san<7m,Heavy,weighty.  Stony.  Hard, 

firm,  solid.  Obstinate.  A  bayonet.  Name  of  a  fort. 

p  j^js-  ̂^^^f:^  sangin-hhwar,  A  small  gravel- 
eating  bird.  A  bittern.  An  ostrich. 

PjUjj  sangin-sar,  A  starling. 
p  ̂jiXjuM  sanglm,  Weight,  heaviness.  A  load. 

Solidity.  Nightmare.  Ofi"ensiveness,  disagreeable- 
ness,  unpleasantness. 

p sanlakh,  A  short-sleeved  garment. 

A  j»L*>sawam,(v.n.ofpjkAu)  Having  a  high  bunch 
(a  canael).  Being  high  and  hunchbacked.  Sanim, 

High-bunched  (camel).  (Water)  flowing  over 

convex^ground.  High,  lifted  up,  flowering  plant. 

A  pj>**»  sunnavi,  A  cow. 
A  sinimmar,  A  robber.    One  who  does 

not  sleep  by  night.  The  moon.  An  architect.  Name 
of  a  celebrated  architect,  who  was  cast  headlong 

from  the  top  of  the  famous  palace  ̂   lihawar- 

nak,  which  he  had  built  by  order  of  nu^ 

man,  king  of  Arabia,  lest  he  should  erect  a  simi- 
lar or  superior  edifice  for  any  other  person  :  hence, 

Aj>-  jazas  sinimmar,  Sinimmar's  requital. 
A  'i^'y*n  sanamat,  The  top  (of  a  plant).  A 

flower,  blossom. 

A  {j^tJi  sanan.  Galloping  (camels).  Sanan  or 

sunan,  Road,  way,  path.  Rule,  mode,  manner.  (Sa- 
na??, sinan,  sunan,  or  sunun,  Surface  of  a  road. 

Sunan,  (pi.  of  ix**)  sunnat)  The  laws,  sayings,  or 

doings  of  Muhammad. 

A  ̂ iMi  sanw,  The  opening  (of  a  door). 

A  ̂Iwi  sunuw,  (v.  n.  of  for  Watering 

ground,  carrying  water  on  camels  for  that  purpose. 

Rising  high  (a  flame).    Shining  (lightning). 

A  A^'un  sanwaf,  Barren,  scarce  (year). 
A  C^^XiJ  sanawat,  (pi.  of  iSu*  sanat)  Years. 

^  A  rupee  which  has  been  current  more  than  one 

year.  Old  coin  current  at  a  depreciated  rate  after 

a  certain  number  of  years. 

A  C^^XMi  sanut.  Angry,  irascible.    A  liar. 
A  C-* sannut  or  sinnawt.  Cummin.  Anise. 

Fennel.  Honey.  Cream.  Cheese.  A  sort  of  date. 

Inspissated  juice. 

A  ̂ ^juM  sunuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ w»)  Happening,  oc- curring,presenting  itself.  Being  easy  to  one(poetry). 

Manifesting,  exposing,  declaring.  Bringing  out, 

drawing  forth.  Overtaking  (with  mischief),  in- 

juring, hurting.  (Game)  turning  the  right  side  to 
a  man,  and  passing  from  his  left  to  the  right  (which 
is  considered  as  a  good  omen).  Turning  (one)  away 
(from  his  design). 

A  sunukh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ **))  Being  firm,  so- 
lid in  knowledge.  Firmness,  constancy,  (pi.  of 

^*t»  sinkK)  Roots  of  teeth. p  (JjImj  sanud,  The  exercise  of  the  mind  upon 
a  difiicult  subject. 

A  li^AAM  sunud,  (v.  n.  of  iiJu»)  Being  propped, 

leaning  upon  or  against.  Climbing  (a  mountain). 

Approaching  (to  fifty).  Striking  the  buttocks  right 
and  left  (a  camel's  tail). 

G  ̂ -J^iyuA)  sinudik,  Relating  to  a  synod. 

AjjjMi  sinnawr,  (pl.jolju**  sananir)  A  prince, 
chief,  master  of  a  family.  A  cat.  Vertebrae  of  the 
neck.    Root  of  the  tail. 

Ajpk^  sananwar.  Armour,  arms,  a  complete 
equipment.    A  leathern  coat  of  mail. 

p  (_j»>jju»»  sunus,  Name  of  a  tree  and  herb. 

A  sanut,  (or  sanuta')  (pi.  laxwi 
sunut  and  i?U*u\  asnat)  Beardless.  Nameof  a  cer- 

tain medicine. 

A  ̂ y*>i  sunu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *^)  Being  beautiful, 
excellent,  graceful. 

A  y^AH  sanuf,  A  horse  that  shakes  the  saddle 
backwards. 

A  ̂ ^y^**>  sanun,  A  dentifrice,  a  stick  used  for  that 

purpose.  Sinun  or  sunun,  (pi.  of  'Hjm  sanat)  Years. Unfruitful  (grounds). 

A  c?ji**>  sanawiy,  Annual.  eOjj**«jj\ST  asari 

sanaic'vja.  Chronicles,  annals,  annual  registers. 
A  £s>A»J  sanh,  (v.  n.  of  ikx«i)  Bearing  no  fruit  for 

many  years(a  palm-tree).  Sanih,  Mould,  mustiness. 
Musty,  mouldy(bread).  (Wheat)  several  years  old. 

p  iuwi  sanah.  An  execration,  imprecation,  male- 

diction, curse.  Robust,  strong.  A  species  of  hard 

iron,  which,  when  hot,  absorbs  water.  A  bramble. 

Sunuh,  A  daughter-in-law. 
A  sanhas,  (fem.  of        asnaK)  Old,  an- 

cient, of  long  continuance.  A  j^alm-tree  bearing 

every  second  year. 

A  Ol^Xoi  sanahat,  (pi.  of  &x«>  sanat)  Years. 

p^l^iwi  sunhar,  A  daughter-in-law. 
A  sany,  (v.  n.  of  Watering  the  ground 

(a  camel  or  a  cloud).  Blazing  high  (a  fire).  Shin- 

ing, flashing  (lightning).  Drawing  water  for  them- 

selves (people).  Opening  (a  door).  Sina',  (v.  n.  of 
,jji*>)  Becoming  tall.  Being  employed  in  drawing 
water  (a  beast). 

p  ̂ ju)  sanay.  Iron,  steel.  Sim,  A  large  shallow 
bason  or  voider,  of  silver,  wood,  or  brass,  in  which 

they  carry  dishes  of  meat  to  and  from  table ;  also 



in  which  they  bake  pies  in  the  oven.  Dross  of  iron. 

p  jjwi  suntii,  A  delicious  fish  found  in  Multan. 
A  sariiy,  High,  lofty,  exalted.  Sublime, 

grand.  Precious,  costly.  &Xj^  <JL^'xjj»  sunnati  sa- 
riiya,  The  holy  law. 

A  ̂ -^^  sunrny,  Lawful.  An  orthodox  Muham- 
madan,  or  one  who  receives  the  traditionary  por- 

tion of  the  Muhammadan  law(&ja*»  sunnat);  which 

was  not,  like  the  Kur'an,  committed  to  writing  by 
Muhammad,  but  preserved  from  his  lips  by  his 

immediate  disciples,  or  founded  on  the  authority 

of  his  actions.  One  who  reveres  equally  the  four 

successors  of  Muhammad;  and  hence  also  called 

^jfjbjl^  chahar  yari. 
A  lI^uJuLm  sunayhit,  A  moment,  a  little  while. 

A  sunayyat,  A  little  year  :  a  bad  year. 

as  sunayyaiu'l  hiz,  Certain  years 
disastrous  to  the  people  of  Madina. 

A  t^xkui  san'it,  Barren  (year). 
A         samj,  A  lamp. 

A  ̂ Xw>  sanih,  (Game)  which  turns  the  right 
side  to  a  man,  and  passes  from  his  left  to  the  right. 

A  pearl  or  thread  not  yet  strung.    Women's  gear. 
A  sanid,  Spurious ;  a  bastard. 

pjjklui  suniz,  Caraway-seed. 

p  ijij^  saiiija,  A  weaver's  reed  or  shuttle. 
Thread  beyond  the  width  of  the  piece  in  the  loom 
and  not  woven. 

A  sam^  Excellent,  beautiful. 

A  sani^t,  Handsome  (female)  having 
smooth  joints  and  an  elegant  conformation  of  the 

bones,  (pi.  ̂UukW  sanad^  A  road  leading  over 
a  mountain. 

A  i__2jjk*«  sanif,  (pi.  (  itx*n  sunf  or  mnuf)  A  bit 

of  rug  placed  on  the  shoulders  of  a  camel.  The 

border  of  a  carpet  or  rug. 

A  ̂^J^j****  sunnayk,  Certain  stars  in  the  milky 

way,  (pi.  C^lHjjk>jJ  sunnayliat  and  ̂ ^^liwj  sana- 
nVi)  (A  house)  plastered  with  lime. 

A  tj^j^  sanin,  Sharp,  acute,  whetted.  Frag- 
ments which  fly  from  stones  when  hewing :  iron- 

filings.  Coeval.  Ground  eaten  bare  of  herbage 

or  plants.  Of,  to,  from  years,  _j  jj^juyusamn 
u  shuhm;  For  years  and  months. 

A  'ijJkMi  san'inat,  (pi.  ̂ ^jUau  sanadn)  Wind. 
Coeval.  High  and  extensive  sands.  Sunaynat, 
(dim.  of       simi)  A  little  tooth. 

p  saiv,  Name  of  a  fountain  in  TOs.  Su,  A 

side, part, quarter.  Towards.  Water.  Light.  Splen- 
dour. As,  like  as.  (for  sud)  Emolument, 

profit.  _j*»>  aw  SM,  That  part,  there,  thither. 

y*i  in  su,  This  side,  here,  hither.  ̂   svyi 
bagh,  Towards  the  garden.  su  ha  su,  Fi  om 

this  side  to  that,  here  and  there,  y**  su  pas, 

Afterwards.  tiJj  '^_j='  ̂ jyMSuyiklmudtisha 
zanad.  He  draws  the  water  to  his  own  mill. 

A  y*>  saw,  (in  grammar)  A  particle  prefixed  to 
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the  aorist  to  give  it  a  future  sense.  See  u-Sywo  sawf. 

A  saws,  (v.n.of  ̂ U^j)  Grieving,  saddening. 

Displeasing,  disgusting.  Doing  evil.  >j**> 

rajulu  sawsin,  (or  >_j*J\  rajulu's  saws)  A  bad 
man.  /Smj,  Leprosy.  A  disgrace,  vice,  stain.  Evil. 

Every  kind  of  misfortune.  A  weakness  in  the  eye. 

Fire.  Hell.  Perfidy,  treachery.  JW  fiyj»  sun 

hal,  A  bad  plight.  l-jLJA  f-yn  susul  hisab,  A 
bad  reckoning,  no  remission  of  sins.  ^yn  susi 

zann,Kn  evil  thought,  ill-grounded  suspicion,  false 

idea,  rash  judgment.  J-^P  ̂_5**>  susi  ̂ mal,  A  vil- 

lainous action.  {^.J^'^  C^.s^  suhbatisusil 
harin,  The  society  of  a  bad  companion.  f-yJ!)\  5yb 

(:Za«VaiM'ssMj:,Rout,dispersion.  Evil.  ̂ _j**> &jb (ia&- 
baiu  susin,  A  sorry  brute  (as  a  dog  or  an  ass), 

A  Ayj»  sawas,  (v.n.of  ̂ l**»)  Acting  wrong.  Dis- 

pleasing. Disgusting.  Grieving,  saddening.  Be- 

ing bad,  vicious,  depraved,  corrupt.  The  conve- 
niences of  life,  enjoyment.  Indecency  of  behaviour. 

The  thirteenth  or  fourteenth  night  of  a  lunar  month. 

The  summit  of  a  mountain.  Equality.  The  mid- 
dle. Mediocrity.  Themiddle(of  theday).  Straight, 

level.  Other,  another.  Beside,  except,  (pl.^^^^ 

aswas,  sawasiyat,  sawasi,  and 

'i^uiSyn  sawasiwaf)  Equal,  of  one  sort,  all  alike, 
one  and  the  same.  i\yii  sawahu,  Beside  him.  Ay^t 

sawasur  rass,Top  of  the  head. 

^la'  sawas.  Equally.     Aj*ti        ayyamti  sawas, 
Complete,  entire  days.  Siwas,  (v.  n.  3ofj_j'jA»»)Be- 
ing  equal  to,  a  match  for.  Like, 

A  ̂Uj**>  sawsas,  (or  ̂  I yi  sawsas)  (fem.  of  \yM\ 

aswas)  Ugly,  deformed,  ill-favoured,  ofi'ensive. 
Whoredom.  Indecency.  A  bad  quality. 

A  ̂J\Ay^>  sawasani,  (du.  of  Ayn)  Two  equals. 

A  'iAjiJi  sawasat,  (v.n.of  ̂ l*«)  Displeasing,  dis- 
gusting, grieving,  saddening.  Smvasat,  A  name. 

p  sawab,  A  straining,  a  squeezing  out. 

A  ̂ ^JM  sawahih,  (pi.  of  Srfllio)  Horses. 
A  ̂ yn  savmbigh,  Roomy  coats  of  mail. 
A  ̂J>^y^  sawabik,  (pi.  of  &iijl*«>  sahihat)  Past 

events.  Swift  horses.  iJL^t^'^  ̂ Ayn  sawabiJdma- 
habhat,  Old  acquaintance,  ancient  friendship. 

A  (J,^_j**i  sawdhi,  (pi.  of  ̂\M\*tt)  Secundines. 
AlaJo]^**i  so.wabit,  ( pi. of  IflbLu  saia/!)  Covered 

passages,  corridors  between  two  houses. 

A  sawsat,  Defoi'mity,  nastiness.  Whore- 
dom. Indecency.  Secret  parts.  Any  thing  abomi- 

nable. A  bad  quality. 

A  suwaj,  A  moving  slowly. 

A  u-*s-lj«i  sarvajib,  (pi. of  sajih')  Dried, shrivelled  leathern  bottles. 

A  ̂yjwjsa/i'cy /^,(pLof '&*s-U*»)Cooing(turtles). 
A  ̂>-\y*isaKaiim,{p\.o^  j»5-U*))Flowing(tears). 

A  ̂V^'**>  sawwah,  A  traveller. A  ̂J,»-\j**j  sawahil,  (pi.  of  ̂J^l**»)  Coasts. 

A^ynsuwahh,^o^t  earth  in  which  the  feet  sink. 
A  J^^y*i  sawakhir,  (Ships)  sailing  with  a  fine 

favourable  gale. 

A  J^^jjuj  suwaliha,  Soft,  yielding  earth. 
A  'i:^\yn  suwahhiyat,  Much  clay. 
p  d\yn  sawad,  Lees  of  wine.  Circuit,  circum- 

ference. Dung,  manure.  yj^J^^  d\yo  sanadi  pe- 

sham,  The  appearance  of  the  countenance. 

A  ii\yn  sawad,  Blackness.  A  black  colour.  The 

heart's  core.  The  figure  of  a  man  at  a  distance  (be- 
cause hethen  appears  black).  Sable  raiment,mourn- 

ing  habiliments.  A  rough  draft.  Reading.  Ability. 

Great  riches.  Villages.  The  common  people.  A 

multitude  of  people.  A  great  number.  A  date. 

The  towns  or  villages  in  the  Babylonian  or  Ara- 
bian Irak  (as  those  in  Khurasan  are  called  ̂ ^^^j 

rustak,  and  in  Arabia  Felix  i  a)U!*  mahhalif). 
i)\y)»  sawadi  a^am,  Any  large  city.  Mecca. 

\yji 

j^laJ\  d\yM  sawadu'l  &aiw,  The  liver. 
saivad  sirf.  Gross  darkness.  S\yn  sawadu'l 

^yn,  A  beloved  mistress.  d\yn  sawadu'l 
halh.  Love,  The  black  or  interior  part  of  the  heart. 

Original  sin,  4i\j*J\  l-jIs:^^  as-kabu's sawad,  Me- 
lancholy people.  Siwad,  (v.n.  3  of  liUw  for  iiy*») 

Whispering  in  the  ear.  Voice,  noise.  Suwad,  Pale- 
ness of  face.  Greenness  in  the  nail.  A  disease  inci- 

dent to  cattle.  A  whisper  in  the  ear. 

A  ii\j**>  susad,  A  distemper  produced  by  drink- 

ing brackish  water. 
A  saimdi.  Long-stepped  (she-camels). 
A  sawadiy,  A  resident  in  a  town. 

A  ioti\_jj*»  sawadiy  at,  A  sparrow, 
Aj^y*»  siwar,  (v. n.3  ofjU^  for^^)  Assailing, 

springing  on  another,  seizing  by  the  head.  Si- 
war  or  suwar,  (pi.  i)^***^  aswirat,  asawir, 

*ij jIau\  asa7virat,jyu sHr, andj j ̂ **> susur)  A  brace- 
let. j\yn  O  u  zdt  siwdr,A  female  wearing  a  brace- 
let. Suwar,  Strength  (of  wine):  sharpness  of  a  thing. 

pj)y*»sMTOar,Acavalier,horseman,rider,trooper. 
A  Persian  chief  (as  being  skilful  in  horsemanship 

and  archery).  Embarked  in  a  ship,  going  on  board. 
suwarisistan,  Rustam  Zal.  ̂ jdSiij\yM 

suwar shuda?i,Tohe  mounted.  (^ijj\y>i suwar  raf- 

tan,  To  go  mounted,  ride.  iii^.  j  suwar  upi- 

ydda.  Horse  and  foot,  cavalry  and  infantry.  I 

^^\j\yn  db-suwdrdn,  Water-horsemen,  i.e.  bubbles. 
1  .  Aj\y*>  sawwdr,  One  who  leaps  upon  or  other- 

wise assaults  his  pot-companions  and  friends.  One 

into  whose  head  wine  rapidly  mounts  and  intoxi- 

cates. (  A  discourse)  which  takes  effect  in  the  head. 

A  lion.  Name  of  a  tribe. 

r  ̂̂ \j\yj»suwardn,{pl.o{j\ynsmva7-')'H.orsemeTi. 

^    uV-^  s^m'ara;^^  db.  Bubbles.  Waves. 
p  \ij^y^  suwdr-pd,  An  active  walker. 
A  ̂j\y*»  sawdrik,  (pl.of  sdrikat)  Female 

thieves.  Large  cauldrons.  Pillories.  Wings  on 

the  bolts  of  a  door,  wards. 

p      \  i.dJj^j**J  suwdrahidb,  A  bubble.  A  wave. 

^ j^y^  suwdr-kdr,  A  good  rider,  jockey. 



p  ij:J6j\jtJi  suwar-kari,  Good  riding,  jockey- 
ship.  Cavalry.  A  trooper.  Drunk,  tipsy. 

p  i^J^y**  suwaragan,  (pi.  of  Troopers, 

p  ijjj^y**  sawaj-un,  A  small  seed  used  in  mak- 
ing an  eye-salve. 

p  ijiyM  suwara,  Mounted  on  horseback.  A 
horseman.  A  trooper.  Papyrus.  Sweepings. 

A  {Jj'y**  sawari,  (pi.  of X^jlw* sdriyat)  Beams. 
Columns.  Night-clouds. 

p  i^j'-yn  SMwari,  The  manege,  art  of  horseman- 

ship. Riding.  Equipage, suite,  i^j^y**  c-.****^  ashi 
suwan,A  saddle-horse.  shuturi  suwaii, 
A  camel  for  the  saddle. 

A       yjt  sawas,  A  kind  of  tree  which  emits  fire. 
Suwas,  A  disease  incident  to  the  neck  of  a  horse. 

A  iy*t\yn  sawasiwat,(^p\.ot  AyM  sc[waj)Equals. 

A  ̂ ^\yu*  samaii,  (pi.  of-^^^  sawas)  Equal. 
A&XMi^jjwti  sawasiyat,  (pi.     Ayn  sawas)  Equal. 

A  \>\yn  sawwat,  A  whipper  of  criminals. 

A  ̂^*>*  SMroa^,The  first  watch  of  the  night.  Rest, 
repose.  Any  short  space  of  time.  Any  thing  voided 

after  making  water ;  also  ij'^  mazy.  Suwa^or  sa- 

wd^'Name  of  an  ancient  Arabian  idol.  See^\^y*>. 
A  i^\yji  sawd^d,  (pl.of  d^\*n  sd^d)  The  arms. 

Channels,  through  which  streams  flow  from  rising 

grounds  to  rivers  or  the  sea.  The  ducts  in  the  bones, 

through  which  the  marrow  runs. 

A  '^yo  siwdcjh,  That  whereby  ease  is  given  to 
any  pain  in  the  throat  by  putting  down  any  thing 

sticking  in  it.  Suwdgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂U**  for  Go- 
ing easily  down  (he  thi-oat  (wine  or  victuals). 

A  (  '>\yjisawdf, (v. n.of  i  for  u-i ̂**>)  Perish- 
ing. Acucumber.  Shvdf, (Y.n.dofi  jL»»for( — Sj*u) 

Whispering  in  the  ear.  Lying  with.  Suwdf,{sawdf, 

or  i^Syji  susdf)  A  disease,  a  mortal  distemper, 
death  widely  spread  (especially  of  cattle). 

A  ̂̂ _j**>  sawdjih,  (pi.  of  ̂\-«*)  Flowing  (tears). 

A jS^y**  sawdfir,  (pi.  of  'iji\*>»  sdjirat)  Women with  unveiled  faces. 

A  sawdji^  Scorching  (blasts  of  wind). 
Scorchings  of  the  face. 

A  ijl»\y*i  sawdjih,  Blood-shedding  swords. 
A  (Ji^^**>  sawdjil.  Lower  parts  of  the  body. 

A  i^'^yi  sawdjin,  Ground-sweeping  winds. 
A  ̂ j;ys  \ saimfin,  (pi.  of  i^^^  safun)  Ground- 

sweeping  winds. 

A  j^jMjsarowa/i,  A  cattle-driver.  /SwwaA,  Long- 
legged.  Any  plant  growing  on  a  stem.  The  buds 

of  a  palm-tree  w^hen  become  a  span  long.  (pi.  of 
sdAli)  Drivers. 

A  \sis\yji  sawdkit,  Visitors  to  Yamamah  to  pur- 

chase dates.  Low  mountains,  (pi.  of  aJaiUu  sdhi- 
tat)  Things  fallen,  as  leaves,  &c. 

A  ̂J^y**  sawdld,  (pi.  of         sdhiyat)  Trenches 
cut  in  sown  fields  to  water  them. 

A  i^\yn  siwdk,  (v.  n.  3  of  t^lwi  for  ̂ y^) 
Rubbing  (the  teeth  with  a  certain  wood).  Going 
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tremblingly  (emaciated  cattle),  (pi.  Cd3^  siiwuk) 
A  dentifrice.    Suwdk,  A  soft,  gentle  pace. 

p  L^\yji  suwdk,  Smut,  blight  upon  corn. 

A  fj^^yi  sawdhin,  An  island  in  the  Red  Sea. 
A  J\j**>  suml,  (v.  n.  of  JIm»)  Asking,  begging. 

Praying  for.  A  question,  petition,  interrogation, 

demand,request.  Aproposition.  L-->^^ ̂ ^\ynsusdl 
Mjawa&,  Question  and  answer,  dialogue.  pJ\^ 

f^^^ sumI  hardan,  To  ask  questions,  interrogate. 
A  (J^J**>  su-fsdl,  Beggars. 

A  '^)y*t  sawdll,  (pi.  of  JUj  sail)  Wide  val- 
leys producing  the  trees  ̂ »L*j  salam  and j^samur. 
A  i_^\y*>  sarvdlib,  (pi.  of  sdlib)  Deli- 

vered of  an  abortion,  (pl.of  &j31***)  Seizers,  spoilers. 

A  ̂ \yM  sawdlikh,  (pi.  of^U*>)  Black  serpents. 
A  sawdlif,  (pi.  of  &b31«*  sdlifat)  Past 

events.    ̂ \  f.  a!\^j**>  sawdlifi  ayydm,  Past  times. 
A  ̂ \y^  suwdli,  A  questioner.  He  who  sings 

the  marsiya. 

A  ̂^y*»  sawdm,  (Cattle)  going  to  pasture.  A 

cavity  below  a  horse's  eye.  Suwdm,  (v.  n.  of  j»L»» 
for  ̂ y>*)  Bidding  against,  raising  the  price  upon 
another.    Name  of  a  bird. 

A  sawdmm  abras,  (or  simply 

sawdmm)  (pi.  of  {^j>^  sdmm  abras)  Certain 

large  poisonous  lizards. 

A  i^\y*»  saivdmidu'l  layl,  Constant  night 
journeys. 

A  f^^'^y*  sawdrrii,  (pi.  of  sdmi)  (Horses) 
which  carry  their  heads  erect. 

A^\j«*  5an)a/2«7«,  Accidents,  occurrences,  events. 
p  jl^J  sawdnih-nigdr,  A  news-writer. 
A  {j^y*  sawdni,  (pi.  of  &joU»>  sdniyat)  Camels 

used  to  irrigate.  ̂         ij>^y^'^  Jtf** 
sawdni  safar  Id  yankati^  The  going  to  and  fro  of 

water-drawing  camels  is  a  joui'ney  that  never  ends. 

A  ̂ \ y*t  sawdhim,  Ovei'-fatigued  (camels). 
A  SM^a',  Deformed  (woman).  Fire.  Hell. 

Torment.  Evil  (opposed  to  husna',  Good). 

A  sawdya',  (pi.  of  C^y*  sawiy)  Equal, 
even.  Well-proportioned,  (pi.  of  sS„y*  sawiyat) 
Straw-stuffed  pack-saddles. 

A  'i>)iy»  sawdyat,  (v.  n.  of -*^l«*»)  Disliking,  be- 
ing indisposed.  Afflicting,  grieving,  saddening. 

Being  vicious,  wicked. 

A  i_S^^_j*»>  sawdAf,  (pi.  of  sdsifat)  Fine 
sands  at  the  bottom  of  hillocks. 

A  ̂'^y*  sawdnm,  Flocks,  herds  feeding. A  &JO^_j«i  sawasiyat,  (v.  n.  of  -*Lu)  Doing  ill. 
Afflicting,  grieving,  saddening. 

p  L^yji  sub,  Water. 

A  I— susub,  (pi.  of  (—->'-»*»)  Leathern  bottles. 

A  (Jl/«  (^bjAM  susbdnu  mdlin,  A  stewai-d  or  ma- 
nager of  an  estate,  or  of  a  herd  of  camels. 

A  h y»  subat,  A  long  journey, 

p  ̂ _js>yi  subdl,  A  starling, 
p  |^^**>  subard,  (in  zand)  Hope,  hopefulness. 
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PyJyisii  ba  su,  From  side  to  side:  side  by  side. 

Pj^y*  subahdr,  An  ancient  temple  in  Ghaznin. 
A  s^,y»  subiyat,  Wine  made  from  wheat. 

p  '^y*  sup.  Water. 

p  i^J^.,y^  supdri,  The  areca-nut. 
p  (j<*>^»*»  su  2^as,  Afterwards. 
A  i^ij*  susat,  The  horn  of  a  bow. 

Pj»\j^sM<am,Little,small:  deficient:  few.  Bad. 

p ̂ y*  sutar,  Farther,  beyond. 

Pj\ii^  e^yi  sota-barddr,  A  mace-bearer. 

A  ,^y*  samj,  (or       _j«>)  A  going  slowly. 

p  ,^y»  soj,  (fovjyi  soz)  A  burning. A  sawjdn,  A  going  and  coming. 

A  j>' yi  samjar.  An  osier.    A  willow. 
A  ij^-yt  sawjarat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y»  Q)  Tying 

the  logj^l***  sdjur  to  a  dog's  neck. 
p  ij^^j>-y»  sujarunitan,  (in  zand)  To  bring, 
p  sojish,  (for  i^jy*  sozish)  A  burning. 

A  ̂ y>-y^  sawjal,  (or  'i^yt  sawjalat)  The 
(wicker)  cover  of  a  flask. 

p     yt  sucha,  A  gore,  gusset.  A  fool.  In  love. 

A  ̂ ^A/*  saw/t,  (pi.  of  &s»u»»  sdhat)  Fields.  Suh, 
(pi.  of  &5>-L»»  sdhat)  Courts.    Shores,  coasts. 

A  j=-y*  sawhar,  An  osier.    A  willow. 

A  j3s>-_}*>*  sawhah,  Long. 

A  ,^^y>  sawkh,  (or  ̂ J^y»  sawakhdn)  (v.  n.  of 
^Xui  for  ̂ ^•J)  Sinking  in  the  mud.  Yielding  to  the 
feet  (soft  earth). 

p  ̂ y»  sTihh,  An  onion.    A  city  in  Turkistan. 
p  iJL^y*  sokht,  Burnt.    A  revoke  at  cards. 

p  SjO  d^s-yt  sohht-tlra,  Bay,  chesnut  horse. 

p  |^::i-_j***soA/ite^t,  Combustion  :  a  burn.  The 

burnt  wick  or  snuff"  of  a  candle.  Vexation,  heart- 
burning. ^_->l  j\  sohhtagi  az  dbi 

garm,  A  scald  from  hot  water. 
p  ̂ ^j^yi  sohhtan,  To  burn,  to  be  inflamed.  To 

set  on  fire. 

p  y»  sohhta,  Burnt.  Diseased  in  the  liver. 
A  slow  match.  Weighed.  Overtaken  by  troubles. 

Dross.  Dregs,  lees.  Tinder.  Drunk.  Name  of 
one  of  the  ti-easures  of  Khusraw.    A  student. 

Bjsr-yi  sohhta-jan,  Consumed,  pained. 

A  dy*  sawd,  (v.  n.  of  liUu  for  i^y>)  Drinking 

water,  on  which  there  is  a  yellow  tinge.  The  even 

surface  of  a  mountain-side.  Black  stones  or  gravel. 
The  stony  bottom  of  a  mountain  (especially  black). 

Sud,  A  being  prince  or  chief.  Dominion,  (pi.  of 

^y>\  aswad)  Black,  or  excessively  dark.  Illus- 

trious, powerful.  u>sudu''l  ahbad,  (Black- 

livered)  Enemies.  ̂ j^laJ\  dy*  sudu'l  butun.  Ex- 
tenuated cattle.  iij-*5\  ayydmu's  sud.  Dark, 

disastrous  days.  Sawad,  (v.  n.  of  45^**»)  Being  af- 

flicted with  the  disease  iS^j*^  survdd. 
p  i^yi  sud.  Gain,  lucre,  emolument,  advantage, 

profit.  Interest,  usury.  A  feast,  festive  conversa- 

tion. Acquainted  with  every  art.  i^djy-,^y>md  tov^ 
khwurdan,  To  exact  usury,  (jwb  i^y»sud  ddsh  - 



fan,  To  derive  profit.  To  avail.  »ilc  sudi 

maya,  Profit  on  capital  stock.  (3d  pers.  sing,  pret! 

of  j^tSj***  suda7i,  To  rub)  iij**>  ̂   ml  lay  ad 
sud,  It  is  proper  to  rub.  San-ad,  A  wicker  basket. 

p\ii5*MSCfn-c?a,  Melancholy,  spleen.  Love.  Am- 
bition, desire,  strong  inclination.    Trade,  traffic, 

marketing.    Gain,  profit,  emolument. 

/    A  san-das,  (fem.  of  <>j*jj^  asmad)  Black. 
A  beaten  footpath.  Old  and  rotten.  A  large  black 

female  serpent.    The  heart's  core.    Original  sin. 
Melancholy.  A  mania.  Madness.  Atrabilis.  An 

evil  word.  ̂ bj-Jl  ius-  habbatu's  sawdus,  Corian- 

der. !i)  J  jj  le  7na  radda  ̂ lay- 

ya'  sandas  na  la  hayzaf,  He  did  not  answer  me 
either  black  or  white,  i.e.  bad  or  good.  / 

p  is^\d^u»  sudaba.  The  wife  of  Kay  Kawus. 

PO*U;^Uj*»isa7i-£?a-j9aras<,Sensual :  ambitious. 

P  (^V^'^J***  samda-jay,  A  place  of  brisk  trade. 

Vj\i^ji*»  san-dar,  A  general,  commander, 
p  tdj         sawda-zada.  Mopish,  melancholy. 
p  i^^Mi         sawda  siduf,  Traffic,  barter. 

'^J*"  sondaga?',  A  merchant.  Melancholic. 

Hi  san-dagarl,  Trade,  commerce. 
sawdan,  A  sort  of  nightingale. 

svdan,  Negroes,  blacks.  Ethiopians. 

p  _ 

p 

A  ̂Itij**)  sudamy,  Ethiopic,  black. 

Pjjl  4ij*u  swf^-a/mr,  Profitable.  A  merchant. 
P  Jjb_j*»j  sudawa.  The  wife  of  Kay  Kawus. 

A  (j'j'ii5«iSflnY/an-i?/,Melancholy,dejected,atra- 

bilarious.  ̂ ^l^  ̂<)\'^^*n  sawdan:'iyu''lmisaj,  Of  a melancholy  temperament.    An  atrabilarian. 

P  (_^b_j**>  sawdan,  Melancholy,  black  bile. 

A  5i>j*u  san-dat,  Part  of  the  stony  bottom  of  a 

mountain  (especially  black).  A  woman's  name. 
A  2iij**>  siinlat,  Remains  of  youth  or  strength. 

Pjj&-  difUt  sud-hhwur.  An  usurer:  a  publican. 
A  tJiijwJ  sudad,  A  principality,  dominion. 

A  liiij***  susdud,  Principality,  dominion. 
A  sGwc/a/j,  A  kind  of  falcon.  Abracelet. 

p  ̂_^|^^*^  sudayi,  Wear  and  tear,  friction. 
A  Jiij**>  Mustachios. 

A  'i^iijA**  sandalat,  The  having  long  mustachios. 
p  <^-<iij**»  sudmand,  Useful,  fruitful,  gainful, 

salutary,  profitable,  advantageous. 

p  sudmandi,  Profit,  gain,  advantage. 

P^^^iJ**^s^^^/oM,To  rub,wear,tear,consume,break. 
To  dissolve,  steep  in  water.  To  handle,  stroke.  To 

anoint,  besmear,incrust,  bedaub.  Totransfix,pierce. 

p  iti^tMsuda,  Rubbed,  worn,  triturated.  Melted, 
dissolved,  effaced.  Powder. 

p  sudi,  Money  borrowed  at  interest. 

A  ̂'i\'iiju>suzanik,san}zdnik, or suzanak,A  kind of  ha  wk. 

A  ̂jij**!  sflW2;«7i,  A  bracelet.  The  heart.  Saw- 
zak  or  suzah,  A  kind  of  hawk.  The  ring  of  a  fetter. 

A  ̂*ij**>  samzahiy,  Brisk,  cheerful.  Prudent, 
cautious.  Sly,  deceitful. 
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A  ̂ j^iiyjt  saw  or  suzanili,  A  kind  of  falcon. 
Aj^uisawr,  (v.  n.  ofjU*»  for jj**>)  Climbing  (a 

wall).  Mountingandcirculatingin the  head(wine). 
Assaulting,rushingatany  one,  aimingat  (hishead). 

Sur,(Y.  n.of^j*u)Mounting  tothehead(wine).  (pi. 

asn-ar  and  ̂j5/T^**»  siran^  A  wall  of  a  city,  a 
rampart.  Noble  camels.  (pl.ofj\j**»  siwar)  Brace- 

lets, (pi.  of  *8jj**>  surat)  Lofty  edifices.  Chapters 
of  the  Kur'an.  Stiwar,  (pi.  of  surat)  Struc- 

tures, especially  lofty.  Rows  of  stones  in  a  wall. 

Chapters  of  the  Kur'an. 
Pj_j**»  sur.  Nuptials.  A  banquet,  feast,  enter- 

tainment. Redundant,  exceeding.  Excuse,  plea. 

Ash-colour.  Red  colour.  Red  wine.  A  horse,  ass, 

or  mule  marked  with  a  stripe  from  the  withers  to 

the  tail.  Name  of  a  bird.  Name  of  a  city.  A  name 

by  which  some  of  the  Afghans  are  distinguished. 

Aj  snsr,  (pl.jUtJ^  asiar')  Remains,  leavings. 
i^ui^\j^*n  svsru'lasad,  Name  of  ^]  abu  liha- 
bhat,  the  Kufite,  seized  by  a  lion  and  left  alive. 

p  ]j  j**>  sura.  Name  of  a  city. 
A  surat,  (pi.  of  surat^  Siiras  or 

chapters  of  the  Kur'an. 
p  surakh,A  hole,orifice,  passage,  ̂ ^y* 

^j^^sm'akhi  Sim,  The  nostril.  J_j*w\^j**»  surakhi 
soz,  Touchhole  of  fire-arms.  J>»iLo  ̂ j^m  surakhi 

malted,  {or  ̂^^^ hurt)  The  hole  of  the  fundament. 
p SMTOAA-£?a7-,Perforated,  drilled,  full 

of  holes.  Worm-eaten. 

p  «_^*»»  ̂ j^***  sm'ahh-sumb,  A  wimble,  auger. 
An  instrument  for  tapping  horses'  navels. 

p         ̂ J5"*  sHrahh-harda,  Bored,  drilled. 

p      ̂ j^M>surahh-ha7i,A  wimble,gimlet,borer 

p  (j^j**>  sur  an,  A  starling. 
A  sawrat.  An  assault,  attack.  Strength 

(of  wine)  ;  violence  (of  a  fever,  especially  when 

affecting  the  head).  Power  or  despotism  (of  a  so- 
vereign). Severity  of  cold.  Sign,  trace,  vestige. 

Height  (of  glory).  Surat,  (pl.j  sur  and  suwar) 

A  chapter  of  the  Kur'an  (of  which  there  are  114). 
A  structure  (especially  lofty).  One  row  of  stones  in 

a  wall.  Dignity,  exaltation:  nobility.  Mark,  sign. 

A  sus7-at.  Remains  of  the  vigour  of  youth, 

(for  *j)_5**»  surat)  A  chapter  of  the  Kur'an. 
p  CLfj^tn  sixrat,  City  and  province  of  Surat. 

p  ̂   J*"  sui-aj,  A  sort  of  foam  of  the  sea. p  suristan,  Syria. 

p  siirghun.  The  Ved  saul. 

p  ̂ ^cyyjOj^***  sTmnidan,  To  blow  a  trumpet. 

p  i^j^*nsuran,Aii  assault,irruption,war-whoop. 
p  Xijy*isw-na,  A  multitude  of  people,  convivial 

meeting.  Sur-na,  (or  sHr-nay)  A  trumpet, 
a  clarion  blown  on  feast-days. 

p  ̂ :^jy^  surinjajt,  Wild  saffron,  dog's-bane. p  sm^i,  A  beautiful  red  rose  of  an  odori- 

fei'ous  aiid  exhilarating  flavour.  Vitriol,  red  cop- 

peras.  Mirth.   A  kind  of  arrow  or  javelin.  Be- 

longing  to  the  city  of  Siir.  Sure,  One  marriage. 

A  ̂ .jy^  suriyat,  Syri.a. 

P  (^j^_5***  suriyus.  Name  of  Nirnrod. 
^jy**  Burning.  Inflammation,  heat.  A 

burning  fever.  Heart-burning,  ardour.  Affection. 
Disturbed  in  mind.  The  cautery.  A  stanza  of  a 

marsiya  or  elegiac  poem.  i^jd\j>jynsozi  biradarl, 

Fraternal  affection.  Jy^ji^^pur-soz,  Full  of  heat. 

P  ]jy*»  soza.  Burning  violently,  giving  excru- 
ciating pain.  A  bile,  felon.  reshi  soza, 

A  smarting  wound. 

sozar.  Flame.  A  setting  on  fire. 

p  ciJ^^  sozah,  An  inflamed  ulcer,  a  pimple. 
Burning.    GonorrhcEa,  chaude-pisse. 

P  i^jy**  sozan.  Burning,  inflaming.  Ardent, 
fervent.  {J^jy*>  (j^  1  atishi  sozan,  A  flaming  fire. 

p  {j)^jy^  sozani,  Heat. 
P  sozanldan,  To  set  on  fire. 

p  sozish.  Burning,  conflagration.  A 
chafing  or  fretting.    Solicitude,  vexation. 

pJ\d^JyM  soz-gudaz.  Burning  and  melting.  An impassioned  style  in  poetry. 

P  p_j**>  sozam.  Sour  milk  falling  in  clots. 
P  i^j^***  sozan,  A  needle.  Pricker  (of  a  gun). 

p  uL)Uj^**j  ̂ 02;n«A:,  Burning,  ardent.  Plaintive. 

P  ̂J\S>jy>*  sozandan,  (j)  jjjy*>  sozaii-dar,  or 

^X^jyu  sozan-yam)  A  needle-case. 
p  ̂^<^jy**  sozindagi,  A  conflagration. 
p  5\ijj_jA*»so2;««^Za,Burning,kindling:  a  burner. 

p  o^jji  S(9caw-_/aros/«,  A  needle-vender. 

p ̂ >jyM  sozangar,  A  needle-maker. p  sozani.  Quilting.    A  kind  of  orna- 
mented carpet.  A  small  throne ;  seat  of  state. 

pjl**)  soz  u  saz,  Inflamed  with  passion, 

love,  or  grief.  Anguish  of  mind. 

p  soza,  (or  ijy**  ̂ oja)  The  head-band  or 
fastening  of  the  breeches.  A  bit  of  cloth  (especially 

quadrangular,  put  under  the  armpits  of  shirts). 
Elevation  of  mind,  dignity,  pride.  Name  of  a  plant 
resembling  spinage. 

p  t^jy*>  sozi,  A  conflagration. 
p  suziyan,  (from  i^yasud.  Profit,  and 

^Joj  ziyan.  Loss)  Advantage.  Good  and  bad.  Open 
and  secret.  Money,  wealth,  capital,  goods, and  chat- 

tels. A  present.  A  secret.  Sympathetic. 

p  i^'^.jy^  sozidan.  To  burn.    To  be  burnt. 
p  i^ytisus,  Liquorice.  An  ointment  used  by 

women  from  the  fat  of  thejlv*»_j»J  susniar.  Name 
of  a  town  of  Khuzistan,  where  the  tomb  of  the  pro- 

phet Daniel  is  venerated.  Hay,  clover.  A  moth. 

A  (^_j**>  SMS,  Nature,  disposition.  Root,  origin. 
Moth,  weevil,  tike,  or  other  similar  worms.  Liquo- 

rice. Sarvas,  (v.  n.  of  f^yji)  Being  injured  by 

moths  (wool),  by  weevils  (corn),  by  tikes  (sheep). 

Being  troubled  by  the  disease  sarvas  (a  horse).  A 
disease  in  the  buttocks  of  a  horse. 

PjO,u>y*i  susibar,  (or  susiha)  (in  zand 
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and  Pazand)  A  horse. 

p  i^jjMtjui  suspand,  A  kind  of  milky  grass. 

A  'i*nyjt  susat,  One  weevil.  The  city  Suza. 
p»t>j  i^yM  sus-zada,  Worrar-eaten,  moth-eaten. 
p  (jXui yji  sunk,  An  insect  resembling  a  beetle, 

mostly  found  in  baths.  Susak,  A  bird  resembling 

a  partridge,  but  smaller. 

Pjl»*»»_j**»  susmar,  A  species  of  green  lizard,  with 
the  head  of  a  serpent,  which  burrows  in  the  ground 

like  a  mole.  (It  is  bulkier  than  a  weasel,  and  its 

grease  women  eat  and  anoint  therhselves  with,  to 

augment  their  fatness.)  An  alligator.  A  porpoise. 

A  i^juiyM  san'san,  The  lily. 
p  susan,  A  lily,  of  which  there  are  four 

sorts;  viz.  lilj  I  i-j*^y**  susani  azad,  The  white; 

^ji*iyMSusaniazrak,'Theh\\xe;  ̂ ^Uas"  ̂^y*iy*» 
susani  khatasi,  The  yellow ;  and  ̂ ^XjI****  I 

susani  asman-gurii,  Yellow,  white,  and  blue.  The 

fir-tree.  ̂ **»  j  ij^y**  susan  u  sir,  (Lily  and  gar- 
lic) Any  two  things  incongruous. 

p  BjMiyii  susana,  A  lily. 

p  ̂ ^^yji  susani,  Lilied.  A  blueish  colour. 
p  BMiyM  susa,  A  weevil. 

p^_M>j*n  susi,  A  cloth  of  silk  and  cotton. 

A  X-'xiO y*>  Susanna,  Susanna. 
A  sawf,  (v.  n.  of  JaUj  for  l?j*k>)  Flogging, 

lashing.  Mixing,  stirring  up  liquids,  (pi.  i^^Jy*^ 

siyat  and  aswai)  A  scourge,  bull's  pizzle, 

cat-o' -nine-tails.  The  part  lashed ;  the  pain,  smart. 
A  share,  portion.  Violence, severity.  Aplace  where 

water  collects.  Remains  in  a  well.  An  affair,  busi- 

ness. (3^3^  )oyn  sawtu  hatilin,  Moles  playing  in 

a  sunbeam  dai'ting  through  a  window. 

A  f^^yji  sawatan,  (v.  n.  of  isL^  forl^j***)  Pal- 
pitating, beating,  leaping  (the  heart). 

A  'i^yM  sawtarat,  (v.  n.  o^Jhy*>  Q)  Presiding 
as  inspector,  being  appointed  or  set  over. 

A  ̂ yt  saw^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^**>)  Being  turned  loose 
and  allowed  to  pasture  freely  without  a  keeper  (a 

herd  or  flock).  Aside.  A  portion  of  time,  a  third 

of  the  night.  The  still  part  of  night. 

A  f\ff-yji (&5'l«/>  sa^f)saw^s,  Adverse  fortune. 

A  As-yM  suwa^s,  A  seminal  effusion.  A  pre- 
paration for  staling  or  covering  (in  an  ass). 

A  ̂ y**  sawgh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y**)  Going 
easily  down  the  throat  (wine  or  victuals).  Being 

lawful,allowed,permitted. Swallowing  easily.  Sink- 

ing under  the  feet  (soft  earth).  Running  and  wax- 

ing strong  (a  she-camel).  One  born  immediately 
after  another,  as  a  next  brother. 

P  Ols-jArt  sawghat,  A  magnificent  present,  par- 
ticularly of  different  articles,  made  to  kings  or  gran- 

dees, or  sent  by  friends  to  friends.  A  curiosity. 

AiJ^y**san;aghan,(Y.n.of  for  ̂ _j***)  Going 
easily  down  the  throat  (wine  or  victuals). 

A  'is-y^i  sajvghat.  One  born  immediately  after another,  as  a  next  brother. 
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p  sS-yn  sawgha,  A  fixed  sum  paid  to  the  ac- 
countants by  soldiers  out  of  their  monthly  pay. 

A  (_-Sy*i  san^f,  (v.  n.  of  i  sLfj  for  (__j^**j)  Dis- 
covering by  the  smell.  Beingpatient.  Approaching 

land  lying  between  hard  ground  and  sand.  Perish- 

ing, being  destroyed  by  disease  (cattle).  A  particle 
giving  to  the  verb  a  future  sense,  and  implying,  A 

promise,  threat,  or  wish.  A  wish,  desire,hope.  Pa- 

tience. A  philosopher.  t^yJ]  CL^\::^>^yaktatu's 
sawf.  He  feeds  on  hope.  Suf  and  siiwaf,  (pi.  of 

iiyn  sufai)  Lands,  grounds. 

G  (__Jj*»i  suf.  Wisdom. 

p jiyn  sufar,  (or  J\syjj  sufat)  The  notch  in 
the  arrow  which  receives  the  string.  A  small  per- 

foration. The  eye  of  a  needle.  An  earthen  vessel. 

uJj***J^3***  sozan,  A  needle's  eye. 
p  ̂J^y*>  suf  an,  Tinder. 
p  e^^yn  suf  ana.  The  eye  of  a  needle.  The 

notch  of  an  arrow. 

A  'isyji  sufat,  (pi.  I  jjwj  suf  and  suwaf)  Earth, 
ground.  Land  lying  between  hard  groundandsand. 

p  iCiyji  sufta.  Deceit,  fraud.    A  weevil. 

p  yti  sufcha,  A  part  of  melted  gold  and  silver. 

Excrement  or  gum  of  the  eyes.   Sticks  and  sti-aws. 

p  \^y*>  sufara.  Name  of  Kaykubad's  vazir. 
G  a^\U..,^^jo  sufistusiya,  A  sophister. 

p  i\,y*»  sufi,  Wise. 
A  ̂ j^t*>  sawh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jlwj  for  Jy**)  Driving 

on,stimulating,impelling,urging,  pushingforward, 

sending.  Carrying  off,  despatching,  sending  (a 

marriage  portion  to  a  bride).  Hurting  the  leg. 

Being  at  the  point  of  death.  Su!^,  A  market,  pub- 

lic square,  forum.  A  combat,  scufile,  boxing-match, 

(pi.  of  sah)  Legs.  jO\  ̂ yu  suku'l  hazz,  A 
cloth-hall.  ^jy*  suhu'd  dajaj,  A  poultry- 
market,  suku  'I  harh,  The  fiercest  part 

of  a  battle-field,  ^j^*^  (J^^  aldi  suit.  People  at 

market.  Sawuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jy>*)  Having  a  hand- 
some leg.  Length  and  elegance  of  legs.  Sumak, 

(pi.  of  s3yn  sukat)  Subjects. 

A  ̂̂ yji  sawkas,  (fem.of  a.m'a/i;)Long  and 
handsome-legged. 

p  0^_ya>  sawkat,  (for  CJ\s-yti)  A  present. 

A  'isyn  sukat,  (pi.  ̂ jyn  smvali)  Subjects,  ple- 
beians, lowest  of  the  people.  A  species  of  the  plant 

^Jh  tursus.  A  concourse  of  people  at  market. 

A  liftSyu  sanlia^it,  A  hollow  in  a  pudding,  into 
which  they  pour  sauce.  The  part  of  a  turban-sash, 
veil,  orcloak,  which  touches  the  head  and  becomes 

soonest  dirty.  The  edge,  side,  or  corner  of  a  thing. 

A  jJ'j*"  sawham,  The  scammony-tree. 
A  l^yii  suJiii/,  Belonging  to  a  market,  market. 
A  ̂itiyti  sawh,  (v.  n.  of  uilUii  for  ud)_j*u)  Rub- 

bing(the  teeth  with  a  dentifrice).  Rubbing  or  strok- 

ing. Suwuk,  (pi.  of  siwak)  Dentrifices. 

p  L^yn  soli,  An  ear  of  corn.  A  beard  of  corn. 
Thin-bearded. 

P  ̂y^  suhaJi,  Blight,  smut,  mildew. 
p  i^yn  suha,  A  hole.  Anus.  Vulva. 

p  lLJ^a*»  sog.  Grief,  sorrow,  affliction,  mourning. 

p  ̂yu  soga,  Very  sad,  in  deep  distress. 

vJ^'^yM  sog-dar,  Dressed  in  mourning. 

p  ̂}^yM  sugal.  Blight,  smut,  mildew. 

p  O^yti  sawgand,  An  oath,  swearing,  ̂ y^'iyn 
^jt^jy>-  sawgand  hhwurdan,  (or  ̂^i>^  <^^y** 
sawgand  yad  liardan^  To  take  an  oath,  to  swear. 

dSynsawgand  fiacZaw,  To  administer  an  oath, 

^jii  i^^yti  sawgandi  durogh,  A  false  oath. 

F  ij^y^yn^O^y**  samgand-a-sawgandi,'bil\ii\ici\ asseveration. 

0^ y*  sawgand-khwar,  A  swearer. 

vj\^^yn  sogwar.  Mournful,  afflicted.  (^jJiiJ^S' 
j\^yn^ndaUbi  50f)f7i;ar,Themournful nightingale, 

p  ̂ ^\^yn  sogwari,  Mourning, 

p  f^y*>  sogi,  Afflicted,  mournful, 
p  'ii^\J>yn  sogyana,  Mourning-clothes, 
p  i^^j^yu  sogidan,  To  weep,  mourn.  To  cough. 

A  J J**>  suA,  (or  \]yt*  sul)  Any  thing  which  is 
the  subject  of  inquiry. 

p  [^yti  sul,  An  aqueduct,  canal.  Sul  ov  suwal, 
The  sole  of  the  foot  of  a  camel,  a  sheep,  or  a  goat. 

An  ash-coloured  stripe,  verging  to  black,  from  the 
withers  to  the  tail  of  a  horse,  ass,  or  mule. 

A  ̂̂ yi»sul,(JA.o^^^y^»\  rtCTYf^)  Flag-bellicd.  Low 
(clouds).  <Sa?yflZ,  (v.n.of J_jA/i)Beingswag-bellied. 

A-^^ y*>  sanMs, (fem.o? J yi»\  aswa/) Flag-bellied 
(woman).  Large  (bucket). 

p  ,^y*i  sulakh,  (for  ̂ ^y*  surahJi)  A  hole, p  saroaZara,  Juice  of  the  buckthorn.  Roof 

of  a  house.  Heights,eminences.  Name  of  a  mountain 

near  Ardabil,  in  every  age  the  abode  of  pious  men. 

A  sawlat,  A  looseness,  pendulousness,  or 

swagging  in  the  belly.  A  pigeon-house.  Sulat,  A 
question.  Surcalat,  Very  inquisitive. 

A  'i^yn  suslat,  (or  's^y*t  sulat)  A  subject  of  in- 
quiry. SuMlat,  A  very  inquisitive  man. 

A  ̂ y**  sawla^  The  bitter  aloe, 
p  udil_jM»  sulali.  Mildew,  smut, 
p  s^y*>  sola,  A  hole,  anus;  vulva.  A  home-born 

slave.  A  cry.  Tlie  yell  of  a  dog. 

p        _j**>  sululan.  To  weep,  mourn.  To  cough. 

A  ̂ yti  sanm,  (v.  n .  of  ̂ L*  for  ̂  yn)  Estimating, 
fixing  a  price.  Bidding,  offering  a  price.  Bidding 

against,  raising  the  price  upon  another.  Compell- 

ing to  any  thing.  Making  one  an  overseer  or  ma- 

nagei'.  Treating  with  indignity  or  contempt.  Veer- 
ing (as  the  wind),  and  then  blowing  constantly. 

Hovering  over  any  thing  (a  bird,),  Pastma»g,Bgfi^ 

ing  to  pasture.  Price, 

p  ̂ yti  shvum,  Third, 
p  suman,  A  little,  somewhat. 

A  'i^yti  sumat,  A  distinguishing  mark  worn  in 
battle.  A  sign,  mark  made  upon  cattle.  A  price. 

Valuation,  appraisement. 



A  &i/«jA»>  sawmalat,  A  small  cup. 

p  Olj^ y*i  somanat  or  somnat,  Name  of  an  idol- 
temple  in  Guzerat,destroyedbyMahmudGhaznavi. 

Vjd^yti  somandar,  A  salamander. 

p  Sj^yJi  suma,  Dust,  filings.  A  mark  for  archers. 
A  banner.    The  image  or  stamp  on  coin. 

A  (j_j**>  sawn,  S  wagging,  pendulousness  of  belly. 
p  sun,  A  side,  a  part.  Like,  resembling. 

Sawan,  Praise. 

p  cibU^  sonank,  Snoring.  Breathing  hard 
from  running. 

p  sunich,  (also  «^^*»»  suncha)  A  quadran- 
gular patch  of  cloth  put  under  the  armpits  of  shirts. 

p  ̂ y**  sunahh,  Name  of  a  city. 
p  i^J^iyji  sunish,  Any  fragment  that  falls  in 

filing  or  polishing,  filings. 

G  (^j5>-y yji  sunokhwush,  A  continued  fever. 

pj^jjjj  sawniz,  Coriander. 

A  ̂ yMSUwukh,  (v.n.of  ̂ Xah  for  ̂ j*o)  Yield- 
ing to  the  feet  (soft  earth). 

Ajjyji  susur,  (pi.  of  j^_j*ti  siwar)  Bracelets. 
A survur,  (v.  n.  ofjl«j  for^^^n)  Assaulting, 

leaping  upon,  aiming  at,  or  striking.  Mounting  to 
the  head  (wine). 

A  jj_5^>*»  susuh,  (pi.  of        sasli)  Legs. 

A  ̂ ^yM  samm.  Languid,  sated,  wearied. 

p  i^Sb^ui  suhan,  (or  j^y*>  suhan')  A  file  for  iron 
or  wood.    (^'^ (^^y**  suhan  kardan.  To  file. 

p J6  jjli> yM  suhan-kdr, Wor]s.er  with  a  file,  filer. 
A  samhah.  Full  of  moisture  (trunk  of  a 

tree,  &c.).  A  liar. 

A  ssiJtiynsawkakat,  A  canal,conduit,water-pipe. 

p  i^yi  suhan,  A  file.  A  whetstone. 

p  D'i'yti  suha,  An  anvil.  Filings. 

A  Isy^  sawa'.  Intention,  design.  Siwa  or  su- 
?i.'a',  Middling,  ordinary.  Equal,  straight.  Alike. 
A  mean,  medium,  middle,  mediocrity.  Other,  ano- 

ther. Beside,except.  Equality,straightness.(_5'j*«J  ̂  

U/i  la  yasroa'  shayan,  (It)  is  worth  nothing.  ̂ ^K* 
makanun  siwa',  A  place  marked  by  signs  or 

traces.  tsy**  siwa'  ̂ layya'.  It  is  all  the  same 

to  me.    'Su7va',  Straight,  even  (road). 
p  i^yM  suwi,  A  side,  part,  quarter.  Towards. 

(_?^***  siimi  hala,  Upwai'ds.  i^'^.A  ̂ .  i^y**  su- 
wi 'po.  dulan.  To  look  towards  the  feet ;  to  be  bash- 

ful, u' j*^  suwi.  On  that  side. 

A  sawiy,  (pi.  ̂ }yn  sawaya'^  Equal,  pro- 
portioned. Even,level.  Right, alike,parallel.  En- 

tire. jjiU  '^y**  sawiyu'l  khulh,  Even-tempered. 
A  eSyn  sawiyat,  (fem.  of  l^y*  sawly)  Equal. 

Equality,  uniformity,  straightness,  evenness,  (pi. 

^}yu  sawaya'')  A  kind  of  pack-saddle  stuffed  with 
hair,  straw,  or  herbage.  ̂ S-^la 's  sawiyat, 
(or  bi's  sawiyat)  Equally,  uniformly.  Su- 
wayyat,  Name  of  a  woman. 

p  d^,y*>  sawid,  A  ploughshare. 

A  >^>_y**  suwayd,  (dim.  oftij***^  aswac?)  Inclining 
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to  black,  blackish,  i^^.^  ̂ \umm  suwayd,  The  anus. 
A  Asi.yo  suwaydas,  Blackish  (woman).  Cori- 

ander. Asi.y*i  suwaydasu'l kalb,(^ovAs>^y*> 

Jb  suwaydan  bdl)  The  heart's  core.  Original  sin. 
p  f^\s>_ya  suwaydan,  A  burying-ground. 

P  iy^^l;^.y^  suyarghal,  A  royal  robe  or  present. 
A  territory,  town,  or  village  granted  by  the  king 
in  feudal  tenure. 

P  i^j  LSy^  suwi  zan,  A  needle. 
P  (j**^j«*>  sawes.  Ignorance.  Carelessness. 

A  ̂ j^^yM  suwis,  Suez  on  the  Arabian  gulf. 
p  sawest,  Ignorance.  Inadvertency. 

p  e^yM  sawesa,  The  rainbow. 

p  ̂SL>_yM  garvishim,  A  green  stone.  An  agate. 
Ah^jMi  sawit.  Mixed  (flocks  or  other  property). 

A>lia>j«jsMTOa?/<aj^,Brothcontainingalarge  pro- 
portion of  onions,  pulse,  &c. 

A  'ijOyn  mnmy^it,  (dim.of  &S-l**>  sci^t)  A  short 
hour,  a  brief  space  of  time. 

p  i^Jmh^  Lfy**  ghdmish,  The  tuning  of  mu- 
sical instruments.    Compliments,  flattery  paid. 

A  ̂ y>.y*i  saw'ili,  (pi.  aswikat)  The  meal  of 
wheat,  barley,  or  vetches  pounded  small  and  fried. 

Barley  deprived  of  its  husks,  pounded  and  made 
into  balls,  ptisan.  Wine. 

A  (J^.^**»  sawil.  Equal. 

p  f^.yi  saw'm,  Household  utensils,  as  pots, 
kettles,  cups,  and  saucers. 

A  's^y>_yM  suwaymikliat,  (dim.  of  ̂^^\yjisu- 
wdkha')  A  little  softish  earth,  in  which  the  feet  sink. 

A       sah  or  suh.  Buttocks,  hips,  podex. 

p  iUosz'A,  Three.  (j^Jj^T**"^  '^^j^  s,**t  sihfarzandi 
akhshijdn,  Animals,  vegetables,  and  minerals. 

A  \^u>  suha',  An  obscure  star  in  the  Lesser  Bear. 
A-^\^u)sihds,(p\.of ̂ ^5a/iw) Stillnesses.  Kind- 

nesses, (pi.  of         sahwat,  q.v.) 

A  iSl^  s?i/<acZ,Inability  of  sleeping,  wakefulness. 

Ajl^  suhar.  Wakefulness,  watching. 

Ajl^  sahhar.  Watchful,  a  watcher. 
p  sj./m\  !>.m)  sih  asba,  Haste.  Swift,  expeditious. 

A  (— suhdf,  A  disease  in  which  the  thirst 

cannot  be  quenched. 

A  ti3\JJ**»  sahhdk.  Eloquent,  rapid  in  utterance. 
A  sahalat,  A  being  easy  or  soft. 

p  s3l^  suhdla.  Filings  of  gold  or  silver. 

A  ̂\**»  sahdm,  The  scorching  of  the  wind.  Cob- 
webs or  gossamer  playing  in  the  sun  during  the  hot- 

test partoftheday.  Summer-heat.  A change,altera- 

tion.  >S<Aa?w,  (pi.  of  j«^*»>  s«/m)  Lots,  chances.  Ar- 
rows, either  for  shooting  or  drawing  lots  Sahdm, 

(v.  n.  of  j»^**>)  Being  lean,  extenuated,  emaciated. 
Changing  colour,  turning  pale.  Leanness.  A  dis- 

ease incident  to  camels. 

A         sahhdm,  An  archer. 

pCUiXj\  Msih  angusht,(ov  ̂ X^SMtsih  shdhh) 
A  three-pronged  fork  with  which  they  turn  corn. 

A  'jjl^  sahdwat,  Easiness,  smoothness  of  pace. 

p  f^y>\  sih  aywdni  dirndgh,  The  three 
chambers  of  the  brain,  which  are  the  seats  of  re- 

flection, imagination,  and  memory. 

A  (— suhb,  A  wide-extended  plain  or  desert. 
A  salt-marsh.  A  taking,  seizing.  A  horse  going 
with  long  steps,  or  at  full  gallop.  Suhb,{^\.\^y^ 

suhub')  A  pathless  desert  or  tract.    Level  ground. A  sahbat,  Deep  (well). 

A  2;h^  sahbarat,  Name  of  a  well. 
p  dji  SMi  sih  barga,  (Three  leaf)  Trefoil. 
A  sahbal.  Bold,  brave. 

P  lijj  a-«*>  sih  ba?idi,  A  soldier  employed  in 

collecting  revenue.  An  estabhshment  of  peons,  &c. 

&Mi  muddm-sihbandi,  A  fixed  establish- 

ment. ^jdM  sm>  sm\X^  hangdma-sihbandi,  A  tem- 

porary establishment. 

p  &Mt  sih  pay,  Atripod.  A  high  three-legged 
stool,  used  in  mosques  when  lighting  the  lamps. 

p  iob       sih  j)dya,  A  tripod,    j^^^y*"  &^.b. 

sih  pdyan  hawdsi.  The  airy  tripod,  ̂ .  e.  the  Eagle 

(a  constellation). 
p  a>*u  sih  parah,  (or  S^.  »Misihpara)  Lines 

drawn  on  sand  for  playing  at  dice. 

Pji(>.  ***»  sih pahar,The  third  watch.  Afternoon. 
p        xui  sih  pahlu.  Trilateral. 

p  Ij  sm»  sih  td.  Threefold.  Three-stringed. 

Pj3  ts^  sih-tdr,  (or  tjo  sm»  sih  tdrd)  A  guitar. The  Great  Bear. 

A  sahj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^f^)  Pounding  (spices). 
Travelling  all  night.  Sweeping  clean  (as  wind  the 

ground).    Blowing  hard. 

p  StiW  iu*»sj'AJac?a,(Three  ways)Length,breadtb, 
and  thickness.    Truth,  law,  and  religious  rites. 

A  ij^^  sahjarat,  A  running  as  if  frightened. 
p         9Mi  sih  chand,  Thrice  as  much. 

p  is^sih  M/yaWjATrinitarian,  Christian. 

P  [^y^^y^  ̂   sih  hhwdhardn,  (or^^ii  sih 
dukhtar)  Three  stars  in  the  Gi'eat  Bear. 

A  sahd.  Beautiful,  elegant.  Suhd,  Watch- 

fulness, sleeplessness.  Sahad,  (v.  n.  of  i\*»»)  Wak- 

ing. Being  unable  to  sleep.  /SmAmc?,  One  who  sleeps 
little :  vigilant,  quick,  sharp. 

A  ii^f^  sahdat,  A  thing  worthy  of  credence. 
Suhdat,  Watching,  inability  to  sleep. 

Ajtiyj*  sahdar.  Far-distant  (country). 
p  tdJjii  SMi  sih  darah.  Lines  drawn  upon  the 

sand  for  playing  at  games  of  hazard. 

p  l/jJ*^  dun.  The  three  distances,  i.e. 
length,  breadth,  and  thickness. 

p  jJ.ii  sm»  silt  dayr,  (Three  cupola)  Name  of  an 
oratory  built  for  Bahram  gur  Numan  bin  Munzir. 

p ̂ **>  sihr.  An  ox.    A  cow. 
AjY*»  sahar,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Watching,  remain- 
ing awake.    Wakefulness,  watching. 
p  suhrdb,^  ame  of  the  son  of  Rustam  Zal. 

A  (jI;^  sahrdn,  Watching. 
A  'ij^  suharat,  Sleepless,  wide-awake. 



p  t-L^       sih  rang,  Three-coloured.   A  silk. 
p        juo  sih  rw/i, Animals,Yegetables,minerals. 

p  4>jij  sm»  sih  rud,  Three-stringed  (guitar). 
p J  jj       siA  ros;,  Three  days. 
p        »M>  sih  roza,  Of  three  days  continuance. 

Ay>,j^  suhriz  or  sihriz,  A  sort  of  date. 
p        &M>  siA  sa?a,  Three-yearly,  triennial. 

p  jjw^  sahastan,  To  fear,  to  dread. 

p_^**>       sih  samhar,  Water-mint. 
p  sm»  sih  sumbul,  Mother  of  thyme. 

p  ̂ lu*  SMt  sih  shakh,  (Three  branches)  Ani- 
mals, vegetables,  and  minerals. 

p  eJiJii  SMi  sih  shambih,  Tuesday. 

p  ̂   sjm  sih  ̂ Im,  Three  sciences,  theological, 
natural,  and  mathematical. 

pjiuc  ti^  jurt  sih  ghurfad  maghz  (or  di- 
viagh)  The  three  chambers  of  the  brain,  i.e.  of  re- 

flection, imagination,  and  memory. 

A  (— sahf,  (v.  n.  of  i_A^)  Weltering  in 
blood,  and  writhing  (a  murdered  man).  The  scales 

of  a  fish.  Sahaf,  (v.  n.  of  („_fl^)  Being  extremely 
thirsty.    Intense  thirst. 

p  i^j^  sih  farzand,  (or  ̂\l>  &m>  sih  nitaj) 
(Three  children)  The  three  kingdoms  of  nature, 

animal,  vegetable,  and  mineral. 

A  <.i^j*>  sahk,  (v.  n.  of  eil.^)  Blowing  with 
violence  (wind).  Sweeping  the  dustfrom  the  ground 

(wind).  Rubbing.  Wearing.  Crushing,crumbling. 

Sahak,  (v.  n.of  uiX^)  Smelling  fetidly  (meat  or 
sweat).  The  smell  of  fish.  The  rust  of  iron.  Sa- 

hik,  Fetid  (from  the  smell  of  fish  or  rust). 

A  'i^^  sahhat  or  suhahat,  The  smell  of  rust  of iron.    Stink  of  fish  or  tainted  meat. 

Pe^  Sm»  sih  hunja,  Triangular.  A  triangle. 

sih  kuhah,  A  twig.  A  triangular 

thorny  plant. 

p  ̂̂ l^       sih  gan,  Triple. 

s*n  sih  gana,  A  drinking-cup.  Triple. 

p^Ji  sm»  sih gul,  A  sort  of  mul  berry ;  a  blackberry. 

p  (j^t^J^  dMi  sih  gumbadan,  Name  of  a  fortress. 

Piijijj^  ju*>si7t^os^o!,Atriangle:  thistle:  caltrop. 

'Pj^^  sih  gohar,  Three  substances,  i.  e.  ani- 
mals, vegetables,  and  minerals. 

^  A  ̂3v**  sahl,  (pi.  (Jj^  suhuT)  A  plain,  level 
country,  soft  soil.  Sandy-bedded  (river).  A  crow. 
Easy  (tempered).  Easy,  soft.  One  who  has  little 

flesh  on  his  cheeks.  ̂ J>'^  sahlu'l  hhaddayn, 
Smooth-cheeked.  ;Sc[/w7,  A  soft-bedded  river.  Easy, 
soft.  Sandy  (soil). 

A  sahlat,  Soft,  plain  ground.  Sihlat,  Large 
sand  (especially  what  comes  from  the  bladder  in 

gravelly  complaints).  Soil  carried  down  by  water, 
detrita.  Sand  (especially  large  and  coarse).  Sa- 
hilat,  (A  country)  abounding  in  soft  soil. 

P  y  Jt«»  sahl-go,  A  soft  or  easy  speaker. 
A  sahliy,  Growing  on  a  sandy  plain.  Suh- 

Tvy,  Soft.    Feeding  on  a  plain  (cattle). 
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p        sahm  or  sahim,  Terror,  dread. 

A  ̂ r^sahm,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)Beating  (another)  at 
casting  lots.  (pi.  siham)  An  arrow  either  for 

shooting  or  for  drawing  lots.  Name  of  a  constel- 
lation. A  transverse  beam  (of  a  house).  (pl.^^U^ 

suhman  and  suhmat)  A  portion,  lot.  A  mea- 
sure of  six  cubits.  A  stone  at  the  mouth  of  a  trap 

for  catching  lions,  which  falls  and  keeps  them  in. 

The  segment  of  a  circle.  A  versed  sine,  f^)}'^ 
sahmu  V  rami,  Name  of  a  star.  (— *Ji*5^  ̂ y**  sah- 
mul  ghayh,  The  invisible  arrow,  the  fatal  shaft, 

fate,  death,  loi*  sahmi  haza.  The  arrow  of 
destiny.  Suhum,  Radial  lines,  rays  of  the  sun. 

Thirst.  Intense  heat.  Intellectual  men,  philosophers. 

A  ̂ jU^  suhman,  (pi.  of  ̂ n^**)  Lots,  portions, 
p  sl*  DMi  sih  mah,  The  three  mathematical  di- 

mensions, length,  breadth,  and  thickness. 

p  sfclo  SMi  sih  maha.  Of  three  months'  duration. 
A&*^SM/imai,Kindred,  relationship.  A  lot,por- 

tion.  Propinquity.  (pl.of|»^**>sa/im) Lots,  portions, 
p  {^^^^  sahmgm,  Formidable,  fearful,  awfal. 
p  ui)U-»^  sahimnak,  Horrible.  Frightened, 

p  ̂ ^tiJL»^A»»  sahmulan,  To  dread,  to  fear, 
p  SKf^  sahand,  A  mountain  in  Azarbayjan. 

A  sL<J^^  sihinsah  or  sihunsah.  At  the  end  of 

every  thing ;  as,  8l*,Jyj*  uiDiS         af^lu  zaliha 
sihinsah,  I  will  do  that  after  every  thing  else. 

p  Clo SMi  sih  nawbat,  Childhood,  manhood, 

and  old  age.  Prayer  at  dawn,  sunrise,  and  noon. 

The  three  times  a-day  that  music  was  played  be- 

fore the  royal  palace  (a  practice  established  by 

Alexander,  and  increased  to  five  times  by  Sanjar). 

A  sahm,  (v.  n.  of  for  _j^)  Forgetting. 
Blundering  through  inattention.  Neglectins,  omit- 

ting,leaving  undone.  Not  reaching  the  mark.  Con- 
ceiving, although  menstruous  (a  woman).  Easy, 

smooth-going  (camel).  An  error,  fault,  mistake, 

blunder,  inadvertency.  Omission,  (pi. -^l^  st'/ta^) 
Modesty,  humility,  gentleness,  lenity,  quietness. 

Sport,  play,  pastime.  Easy.  Cold,  limpid  water. 

(jL*A3\  sahwu'linsan  mini'l  lisan, 

(A  proverb)  A  man's  fall  is  caused  by  the  tongue. 
sahwi  kalam,  A  slip  of  the  pen,  an  error  in 

writing,  t-^^ sahwi  katib.  An  error  of  the 

copyist,  p  f^i^^ y<(Ui  sahm  kardan,  To  make  a  mis- 
take, blunder,  neglect. 

A  suhuw,  (v.n.of  \.jJwufor ̂ j^)  Forgetting. 

Blundering  through  inattention.  Neglecting,  omit- 

ting, leaving  undone. 
A         sahman.  Inadvertently,  erroneously. 

A  sahwas,  An  hour,  part  of  the  night, 

especially  the  first  watch.    Name  of  a  horse. 
A  sahman,  Careless,  negligent. 

A  L-Jj^  suhub,  (pi.  of »— smA&) Widely-ex- 

tended deserts,  i"^]  L.^^^ suhubu'lfalat,T!rack- 
less  parts  of  a  desert. 

A*»j^  sahmat,(j)\.  ■^^*»»  sihaj:)A  reposing  bench 
8  Y 

raised  before  the  door  of  an  Arabian  house.  A  rock, 

a  huge  hard  stone.  A  flexible  bow.  A  small  ware- 
house or  cellar.  A  clay  vessel  in  which  grain  is  kept. 

A  small  window,  hole,  or  niche  in  a  wall,  especially 

where  any  thing  is  placed.  A  tent  or  canopy.  A 

veil  or  awning  in  front  of  a  house.  Three  or  four 

pieces  of  wood  joined  together,  upon  which  any 

thing  is  laid,  a  rack.  (A  she-camel)  which  goes 
gently  and  smoothly. 

A  ̂ jii*^  sahuj  or  sahmaj,  Violent  (wind). A  d sahmad  or  sa/m^Z,  Fresh,  tender  (youth), 

tall  and  strong.  Suhud,  Wakefulness. 

A  ̂   sahmak,  A  liar.  Full  of  sap  and  mois- 
ture (trunk  of  a  tree).  Long-legged.  Storm,  squall. 

A  (3^^***  sahammak,  A  taker  of  long  strides. 
A  sahuh,  Violent  wind,  storm.  An  eagle. 

Suhuh,  (v.  n.  of  uil^)  Running  lightly  (a  horse). 

A  'i^ sahmakat,  {y .n.  '^yffUiQ^)  Affecting 
badly,  destroying.  Driving  (an  animal)  gently. 
Suhuhat,  The  stink  of  a  man  sweating. 

A  (J>t***  sahul,  Aperient,  laxative,  cathartic. 
Suhul,  (pi.  of  (J"^  sahT)  Plains.    Light  soils. 
A  suhulat,  (v.n.  of  (_}>^)  Being  soft  and 

level  (ground).  Being  easy.  Facility,  ease,  easiness. 
Smoothness,  softness  of  ground,  plainness. 

A  sahum,  Austere,  stern,  grim.  An  eagle. 

Suhum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ »^)  Being  lean.  Turning  pale. 
Grimness,  crabbedness,  austerity. 

p  saht,  Erect  (cypress).    Fresh,  young. 

A  Jj,-^  suha',  A  small  star  in  the  Lesser  Bear. A  sahyab.  Deep  (well). 

p  sahit,  A  lofty  edifice. 

iUt»  sih  yak,  A  third. 
A  sahihat,  A  sort  of  food. 
p  A  suhayl,Thie  star  Canopus.  u-^P  Jjk^ 

suhayli  ̂ rab.  Name  of  a  celebrated  Arab. 
A  suhaylat.  Name  of  a  proverbial  liar. 

p  suhayli.  Relating  to  Canopus. 

p  j*;^  sahvm,  A  partner.  Equal,  even. p  say,  A  stone.  St,  Thirty,  jii  j  si  u 

(?e<,Thirty-two  (implying  the  teeth). 

A  say,  (in  grammar)  A  particle  prefixed 
to  the  aorist,  and  giving  it  a  future  signification. 

A  l^jM  sayy,  A  desert.  Siy,  The  conveniences 
of  life,  enjoyments.  A  desert.  Like.  Even,  level. 

A  says  or  sh,  Milk  in  the  udder,  or  flow- 

ing out  without  being  milked. 

A  ̂ '^^  sayyis,  Bad,  wicked.  jljtf>-^\  ̂ 1^^ 

sayyisu'l  (or  saysu'l)  ikhtiyar,  One  who 
makes  a  bad  choice. 

p  Iju*>  saya.  Senna.  Siya,  Black. 

AL^\jM»sayab,sayyab,orsuyyab,  An  unripe  date. 

p  <^\xui  siyab.  Ornament.  Life.  Adorn  thou. 
A  SjIjuw  sayabat.  Wine.  One  unripe  date. 

p  ̂lijoljuu  siyabidan,To  adorn,  array,  prepare. 

p  (^y>.  ̂J^*"  siya-posh,  A  public  situation.  Tes- 
timony taken  by  a  judge. 



A  OUjj*  siyat,  (pi.  of  'bjm»  siyat)  Horns  of  a 
bow,  or  tlie  notches  into  which  the  strings  go. 

A  OlI*k)  sayyimt,  (pi.  of  Sins,  crimes. 

A  ̂^Ju»»  siyaj,  A  thorn-hedge,  fence.    A  wall. 
A  sayyah,  A  traveller.  A  pilgrim. 

A  siyahat,  (v.n.  of       for  Travel- 

ling, going  on  pilgrimage.  Moving,  turning  (as  a 

shadow).  Flowing  on  the  surface  of  the  ground 

(water).    A  journey,  voyage.    A  pilgrimage. 
A  siyakh,  Workers  in  clay. 

A  Siiljuw  siyadat,  Dominion,  rule,  sovereignty. 

Relationship  to  Muhammad  by  i-egular  descen  t  from 
Fatima.    (Such  persons  are  called  Sayyids). 

Pj  Ijuwszj/ar,  A  press  for  wine,  cider,or  oil.  Bread 
of  barley,  beans,  and  millet.  Household  furniture. 

Ajl^«»  sayyar,  One  who  wanders,  walks  much, 
or  takes  the  air  for  amusement.  A  body  of  travel- 

lers. A  planet. 

A  Sj^Xm)  sayyarat,  (fem.  of  J^Mi  sayyar)  (A 
woman)  who  walks  much.  A  body  of  travellers, 

a  caravan.  A  planet  or  planets. 

p  (_fjlju«  siyar~i,  Galangale ;  sweet  cane. 
p  (_j*>U**>  siyas,  Tale-bearing. 

A  (^Ijui*  siyds,  (pi.  of  ̂J^[^J*  sasis)  Grooms. 
A      ̂ .*»*  sayyas,  Who  guards  or  governs  well. 

A  »*wUm»  siydsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^IwJ  for  (^j**»)  Rul- 
ing, governing,  managing.  Keeping  within  due 

bounds  and  limits.  Chastising,  punishing.  Govern- 
ment, administration  of  justice.  Administration. 

Public  punishment,  torture.  Chastisement,  torment, 

pang,  agony,  p  (j,^  CL^/jAxm  siydsatijdm,  Capi- 

tal punishment.  A  &ip-j**»  CLMi\xui  siydsati shar^- 
ya,  Legal  punishment,  p  ̂^i^^ {^*ji\xu»  siydsat 
hardan,  To  govern.To  punish  with  infamy,  torture. 

(jA*  d*«»bu«»  siydsati  mudun,  The  art  of  govern- 

ment, civic  economy,  {^i^^  (J^tjAxm  siydsat  na- 
mudati,  To  punish,  chastise. 

r  tX^Z^tXiMi  siydsat-gdh,  Place  of  execution. 

p j**»lju*>  saydsaVf  A  starling.  Siydsar,  A  pen 
ready  cut. 

A  saydsi,  (pi.  of -^UmAao  stsds)  The  liga- 
tures of  the  vertebrse  or  joints  of  the  back.  The 

withers  of  horses. 

A  siydsiy,  Politico-economic,  relating 
to  the  science  of  government. 

A  Isbuo  slydt,  The  stalks  of  leeks  with  their 

^j>5l/ej  zamdlik  upon  them.  Name  of  a  celebrated 
singer,  (pi.  oi)oy*i  samf)  Scourges. 

A  sayd^  or  siyd^  Clay  mixed  with  straw 

for  plastering  walls.  Sayd^  The  frankincense  tree, 
or  a  tree  resembling  it.  Grease  rubbed  on  a  leathern 

bottle  to  make  it  water-tight. 

A I  t\l*nsayydf,  Armed, begirt,orstrikingwith 
a  sword,  a  swordsman.  A  gladiator.  A  possessor 

of  a  sword.   An  executioner.  A  swoi*d-cutler. 

A  ftil^wi  sayydfat,  (pi.  of  i  slLwu  sayydf^  Sword- 
cutlers.  Possessors  of  swords. 
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A  (j^^  *«2/«/^>  (pl'  of  L- j.ju<>)  Shores,  strands. 
^  siyo-h,  (v.  n.  of  jUi  for  j^)  Hurting 

the  leg.  Being  at  the  point  of  death.  Sending  (a 

marriage  portion  to  a  bride).  A  dowry. 

A  wUwj  siydkat,  (v.n. of  ̂jl***  for  |J^)Driving, 
stimulating,  urging  onward.  Driving  in  onefashion. 
Leadingaway.  Numeration  by  the  Arabic  alphabet. 

A  iiii'ljuui  saydkilat,  (pi.  of  (JHjuu)  Polishers. 
p  »^\^U«»  siyd-kdsa,  A  prisoner.    A  miser. 

siydJtiz,  Coarse  woollen  cloth. 

P(Jlx«*  saydl,  Jasmine  (either  white  or  yellow). 

A  J^J^  siydl,  (pi.  of  isJlx**>  saydlat)  Certain  tall, 
thorny,  and  milky  plants.    Tall samur  trees. 

A  tj^^*^  sayydl,  Current,  rapid,  flowing  like  a 
torrent.  (A  cloud)  pouring  forth  much  rain.  A 

species  of  large  fish.  <J\.^  ̂ ^s\>^ydlmti  sayydl, 
A  brilliant  ruby. 

A  'i^\xuisaydlat,  (pi.  JIxwj  siydl)  Name  of  a  tall, 
thorny,  milky  plant.   A  tall samur  plant. 

A  e^yS^  sayydlat,  A  torrent. 

p  ̂Iaa»*  saydlikh,  A  kind  of  prickle  :  a  caltrop. 
p  siydm,  The  kingdom  of  Siam.  Siydm 

or  saydm,  Name  of  a  mountain  near  Samarkand. 

p  ̂        si  um,  The  thirtieth. 
p  lIlI^V-^u  siydmak,  Solitary, alone,  lonely.  The 

son  of  Kayumars  jalsooneofthe  twelve  champions. 
p  saydn,  Ivy. 

A  jjVjuu  slydni,  Two  (things)  alike. 
p  siydwakksh,  Intellectual  delights. 

Name  of  the  son  of  Kay  Kawus. 

Piib  I  yii- _)U**>  siydwahhsh-dhdd, {or 

siydwakhsh-gird)  Name  of  a  city  in  Tiiran. 

p  (^jU**»  siydrvush  or  siydwash,  Name  of  the 

father  of  Cyrus  (he  is  the  same  as  ̂ jis-jlj^  si- 

ydvakhsh).  A  kind  of  red  duck,  ̂ jl^jljuu 

hhuni  siydwushdn,  Dragon^s  blood. 
p  lib  1  {j^jXiMi  siydwush-dhdd,  (orii^^  j_j^jU*o 

siydwush-gird)  Name  of  a  city  in  Turan. 
p  siydh,  Black.  Bad,  unhappy,  unlucky. 

Drunk.  An  Arabian  or  Ethiopian  slave.  The 

fourth  line  on  the  cup  of  Jamshed.  Name  of  a  horse 

of  Isfandiyar.  The  fourteenth  chapter  of  the  Zand, 

(jii^ jjji  iNA^  J  iXxiM  siydh  tc  safed  fark  hardan, 
To  distinguish  black  from  white.  To  read  a  book. 

p  ̂Ifcljuu  siydhdn,  (pi.)  Arabians.  Ethiopians. 
p  iXxui  siydh-bdddm,  (Black-almond)  The 

eye  of  a  mistress. 
p  CL^.  sbuAi  siydh-hahht,  Unlucky,  hapless. 

p  siydh-bahhti,  Ill-luck,  misfortune. 

p  i.ij>  *bu»»  siydh-hoya,  The  black  and  odorife- 
rous coriander. 

p  siydh-lnd,  A  kind  of  willow. 

p  j^lju-^.  sbi***  siydh-pistdn,  (Unlucky-breast) 
A  woman  who  loses  every  child  whom  she  suckles. 

p  8b*rt  siydh-posh,  Clothed  in  sable.  A 

mourner.  A  groom.  A  life-guardsman,  serjeant, 

or  officer  who  clears  the  way  for  a  great  man.  Mas- 

ter  of  the  hall  of  audience.  The  nightly  watch.  A 

keeper  of  wild  beasts. 

P  siydh-pir.  Late  in  growing  old,  fa- 
voured with  a  green  old  age. 

PpU-  si?/a/t-jam,Blackish,dark-coloured. 
p  t>i^j>-  slxw*  siydh-charda,(ov  iOj>-  siydh- 

charta)  Dark  brown.  tiij>.  ashisiydh- 
charda,  A  dark  brown  horse. 

Pj*^^  »'>AM)si?/a/i-c7ias/m,Black-eyed ;  unkind. 
p  &s^Iju*»  siydhcha,  Blackish  brown.  A  sort 

of  doe. 

Piolp-  siydh-hhdna,  A  haunted  or  ill-fated 
house.  A  prison,  A  weather-beaten  tent.  aLua 

C^ta-j  siydh-hhdnad  wahshat,  The  world. 
The  grave.  (Dark  house  of  dreariness.) 

p        sljurt  siydh-ddru,  A  kind  of  wild  vine. 
p  iolii  sIa***  siydh-ddna,  Coriander-seed. 

p  djMiii  aL»*»  si?/a/j-rfasi,(Black-handed)  Ava- 
ricious, stingy,  vile. 

p  Jii  jlxwi  siydh-dil.  Black-hearted. 

p  siydh-dili,  Malevolence. 

P  Jj  siydh-ru,  A  criminal  (from  the  cus- 
tom of  blacking  their  faces).  Unlucky,  disgraced. 

Pjjj         siydh-roz,  Unhappy,  Misfortune. 
P         sIa*^  siydh-zabdn,  Foul-mouthed. 
p  iXxui  siydh-safed,  Ash-coloured. 

p       TtXiMi  siydh-fdm.  Black-coloured. 
p  J6  l\iM»  siydh-hdr  (or       hard),  Wicked. 

P  i^J^  »Ia**>  siydh-hdri,  (Black  art)  Wicked- 
ness, lewdness.  Oppression.  Roguery,  deceit. 

p         sbuu  siydh-hdsa.  Black-cup,  i.e.  miser. 

p  pjJ^  !^bk«»  siydh-gilim,  Unfortunate. 
p  (j^<)3  »buk>  siydh-gosh,  Black  ear,  an  animal 

ofthepanther kind,  wherewith  they  huntdeer:  lynx. 

p        sU*«  siydh-gun,  Black-coloured. 

p  ̂3_j^  *bu»>  siydh-guni.  Blackness  of  colour. 
p  CI.*--*         siydh-mast,  Dead-drunk. 
p  »/«b  t\iMt  siydh-ndma,  A  worthless  wretch. 

p  aJ|^lju»»  siydhwiya,  Coriander-seed. 
p  BJt\xui  siydha.  Blackness,  An  account-book. 

A  written  account.  A  list,  inventory.  A  whore. 

aJtljuw  siydhaA  chashm,  The  black  of  the  eye. 

p  ̂_^XxMi  siydhi,  Blackness.  Darkness.  Shade. 
Ink.  A  tincture  for  dyeing  the  beard  black.  A 

black  servant.  {^y^jj>  ̂ ^_^Xxui  siydhui  nawishtan, 

(or  ^^J>\jmi  siydhui  darodt)  Writing-ink. 
p  siydhlddn,  An  inkstand. 

p  Sii  ̂ \jMt  siydhi-dih,One-who  puts  another  to 
the  blush'.'  Imparting  strength.  Opposing,resisting. 

A  O^Xxui  saydsid,  (pi.  of  Jol**i)  Princes,  lords. 

A  ̂^Xy*n  saydsih,  (pi.  of  wu**»  sayyihat)  Hun- 
ters' ambushes. 

A  L^xuisayh,  (v.  n.  of  (— for  ̂ *ju»>)  Flow- 

ing (water).  Running  or  walking  fast.  Going 
where  they  please  (cattle),  (pi.  i^jxu>  suyuh)  A 

present.  Favour,  benefit.  An  oar.  The  hair  of  a 

horse's  tail.  A  horse's  mane.  Sib,  A  place  where 



water  flows.  The  course  of  a  stream. 

p  t  seb,  An  apple.  The  hair  on  a  horse's 
forehead  and  tail.  u-axa^  t— ghahghab, 

The  chin.  se&t  kohi,  A  crab-apple. 

)Si&,  Confounded,  astonished,  amazed.  Bewilder- 

ment. u-«J^  J  ̂_  ■«■■'  SZ&  M  tlbf  Confounded,  asto- 
nished, bewildered.  Bewilderment. 

A  i>mJt'*>  suyyab,  (pi.  of  sasibat)  Set  at  li- 

berty (as  slaves  or  she-camels  which  have  been  de- 
livered of  ten  female  colts). 

Pj^  sebzar,  An  apple-orchard, 

p  Jj^^y  »— seb-farosh,  A  costermonger. 
A&)ajUM  sibannat,  A  bird  found  in  Egypt, 

p  i^yfXui saybus,  {or  ̂^y*»^xx>*»)  Fleawort-seed. 
PaJ^^jjuuj  seboyah,(Jvom  (--*Ji**>  se&and  eO^  boya) 

The  perfume  of  an  apple.  Sibawayh,  Name  ofj^^^ 

j^l^S'      ̂ amr  bin  ̂ sman,  a  native  of  Shiraz,  and 
a  very  celebrated  Arabic  grammarian. 

I  buxui  sibiya,  Cuttle-fish,  sepia, 

p  5jUju»»  St  para,  One  portion  of  the  thirty  into 

which  the  Kur'an  has  been  divided  (like  the  psalms 
with  us :  from        si,  Thirty,  and  S^b  para,  Piece, 
division,  section). 

p  (^^^iMi  saypus.  Lint-seed. 
A  el>j»  sitat,  The  horn  of  a  bow. 

A  Xju*»  siyat,  Equality.   Like.  (pi.  OIa***  si- 
yat)  The  horn  of  a  bow,  or  the  notch  into  which 

the  string  goes. 

p  ̂ A**>  sayj,  (or  ̂ Xw*  saychf  Currants.  Sij  or 
sicA,Trouble.  Preparation,  order. 

syaw,(pl.of  ̂ Iju*  saj)  Indian  plantains, 
teak-trees.  Green  sashes  rolled  round  the  head, 
and  hanging  down  behind. 

p  auJ(^^  sichughana  or  sichaghana,  A  sparrow- 

hawk.  A  red-headed  sparrow. 

p  J^^T***  sichidan,  To  prepare,  equip,  arm,  fit 

out  (one's  self  or  another).    To  weigh. 

A  sayh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ f**)  Flowing 
over  the  surface  of  the  earth  (water).  Travelling, 

going  on  a  pilgrimage.  Moving  about  (a  shadow). 

Pasturing  about  freely  (cattle).  Running  water. 
A  striped  garment. 

A  ̂J^f  sayahan,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ *»)  Flow- 
ing on  the  surface  of  the  ground  (water).  Tra- 

velling, going  on  pilgrimage. 

A  *»_a^^^  sayhaf,  siyalif,  or  sihaf,  Broad  or  long 
(spear-head). 

A  ̂lasi*^  sayhaf  an'iy,  Long-bearded. 

A  '^J^  sayhafiy,  Eloquent.  Long-bearded. 
A  ̂ j^sayhuj,  An  ass  runningunder  full  speed. 
P  sayJiun,  The  river  Jaxartes. 

A         saijkh,  (and  sayakhan)  (v.  n.  of 

^U>for^**j)  Sinking,  subsiding  into  any  thing  soft. 
p  sUh,  A  roasting-spit.  A  wooden  skewer 

used  in  fastening  the  mouth  of  a  sack.  Any  thing 
like  a  nipple(especially  a  machine  of  leather,which, 
in  Persia,  they  fill  with  milk  to  give  to  sucking  in- 
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fants  instead  of  the  teat).  The  top  of  a  small  flagon. 

A  furrow  made  by  the  plough.  A  drinking-cup. 
An  iron  instrument  with  which  they  stuff  pack- 

saddles.    A  sort  of  yoke  for  carrying  burdens. 

Pjl  '^^^sihh-par,  (Spit-feather)  Unfledged. V       '    slkhcha,  A  little  spit,  spike,  skewer. 

Pj^O^^  sihh-dar,  The  holm-tree. 
p  (jiJi^  siMa/j,  A  small  spit:  a  spike.  Small 

bits  of  roast  meat. 

p  (jjwb  sl^i^  stkh-gah  yaftan,  To  discover  the 
weak  side  or  vulnerable  part. 

p sikhur,  (or  {^y^)  A  porcupine. 
A  oSui  sand,  Festering  (wound). 

A  ̂ yyu*  sid,  A  wolf.    A  lion. 

A  ̂ i***  sayyid,  (pi.  sadat  and  Ooljuw  sa- 
yasid)  A  lord,  prince.  The  title  of  the  chiefs  of 
the  family  of  Muhammad,  descended  from  his 

daughter  Fatima  by  Ally.  Generous,liberal.  Wise, 

learned.  Meek,  mild.  An  aged  goat.  i>x»J\  as" 
sayyid,  St.  John  the  Baptist,  j^^^  0>J^**»  so-yy^- 

du'l  abrar,  Chief  of  the  righteous.  0^*^  suy- 

yidu''l  andm.  Prince  of  mankind  and  of  all  living 
creatures,  i.e.  Muhammad  (who  is  likewise  called 

iJaam  sayyidu^l  of  ah.  Lord  of  the  universe). 
sayyidu'l  ambiyas,  (or  {^^^^MiJ^ 

sayyiduH  mursaUn)  First  of  the  prophets,  or  head 

of  the  apostles.  JvL^i  sayyidu  'I  bashar.  Prince 
of  mortals.    Siyad,  An  aged  goat. 

A  'ij\sxui  sidarat,  A  cloth  worn  by  women  to 
prevent  their  head-dress  from  being  soiled  by  the 
unguent  or  pomatum  of  their  hair.  A  fillet  or  wreath 

for  fastening  a  lady's  head-dress. 

A  jjl^i^  say  dak,  A  kind  of  tree,  the  ashes  of 
which  are  used  in  bleaching. 

A  jj\iiX>J\  as'  sayyidani,  (dual)  Hasan  and  Hu- 
sayn,  the  sons  of  AlTy  by  Fatima. 

A  «3\tiJua»  sidanat,  A  wolf. 

A  idJMi  sayyidat,  (pronounced  iSSM*  sayda')  A 
lady,  a  princess,  especially  the  wife  or  daughter  of 

a  Sayyid  or  a  descendant  of  Ally.  i^^ljM 

sayyidatu''l  muhhaddarat.  The  princess  or  chief  of 
chaste  virgins  (a  title  given  to  sultanas  and  women 

of  rank).  CiJi^^^  8ii.Ifc»>  sayyidatu  nisasil 

^lamin.  Princess  of  womankind,  i.  e.  Fatima. 
A  p  i6ls>-  Sxm  sed-khana,  (corruption  of 

wU-  sihhat-hhana)  A  necessary,  privy. 

p  SI  dara,  A  kind  of  game. 

A  StijtSXMi  saydudat,  (v.  n.  of  for  i^j*")  Be- 
ing chief  (of  a  tribe),  reigning  over,  governing. 

p  ̂ J^XlM  saydi,  A  cricket,  a  kind  of  locust. 

A  (.^i^AwJ  sayyidi  or  suli.  My  lord. 

A  {jSifM  saydjiy.  Relating  to  a  chief,  lordly. 
A  sayzalt,  A  hawk. 

A  ̂j^tSJurt  sayza  or  sayzuhan,  A  kind  of  hawk. 

A  ̂ y^ijurt  sayzanuk,  A  kind  of  falcon. 

A  J^jtiJut*  sayzumh,  A  large  kind  of  hawk. 

'  A_^j^  sayr,  (v.  n.  of  jlw*  for^j*«*>)  Walking, 

perambulating,  amusing  one's  self.  Living  (with 
others).  Causing  one  to  go.  Obtaining,  becoming 

established  (as  a  custom).  Striking  with  a  strap 

or  leathern  thong.  Happening,  coming  to  pass. 

A  journey.  March,  pace.  A  spectacle,  show,  an 

agreeable  prospect,  or  any  similar  amusement,  (pi. 

J  jA**»  suyur")  An  oblong  strip  of  leather,  thong.  A shoe-latchet.  Acts  and  deeds,  p  {^J^^jj^  sayr 

raftan.  To  walk,  to  go  to  see  any  thing.  To  be- 
hold with  delight.  {^^^J^  sayr  kardan,To  walk 

or  travel  for  amusement,  (j'^j^'  jj*^  sayr  namu- 

dan,To  travel.  j^^Zt  j sayr  u  shikar, The  sports 

of  the  field,  a  Siyar,  (pi.  of  'ij^  sirat)  Virtues, 
morals,qualities,di3positions,acts,deeds.  p Sm* 

jfMi  shaki  neku-siyar,  A  king  of  noble  qualities. 

P  ser.  Full,  satiated,  sated,  tired.  A  weight 

ofl5miskals.  Name  of  a  city.  j^tJi  ser  ama- 

dan,  To  be  tired,  disgusted.  To  be  full  and  inde- 

pendent. (jJw* j^Mi  ser  shudan.  To  be  full,  inde- 
pendent. To  repose,  ̂ ^^^jm*  ser  kardan,  To  fill, 

saturate.    Sir,  Garlic.  Water-mint. 

A  siyaras,  A  silk  yellow-striped  vest.  Pure 

gold.  A  sort  of  plant.  A  crust  adhering  to  a  date- 
stone.  The  pericardium.  A  leafless  palm-branch. 

p  (_-^Vju<*  serab.  Moist,  wet,  humid,  full  of  wa- 
ter, succulent,  fresh,  juicy.  Blooming. 

f^ii^ serab  kardan.  To  quench  the  thirst. 
t^yJ^  serab  gashtan,To  be  completely  watered  (as 

cattle),  to  have  the  thirst  quenched.    To  be  satu- 
rated with  water,  or  irriguous. 

p  s^^jJUu  siraba.  Food  made  of  curds  and  garlic. 

p  j3|^Ju»»  serabl,  Aquatic,  humid.  Freshness. 
Satiety,  repletion  (from  drinking  water). 

p  s^^jlm*  siracha.  An  inclosure  for  a  tent. 

P  i^\jiM»  siraf.  Name  of  a  city  that  formerly 
existed  on  the  Persian  gulf. 

A  i^j^  sayran,  A  walk  for  recreation :  diver- 
sion, pleasure.  Biran,  (pi.  oijy**  stir)  City-walls. 

p  s\Xj\^ju»>  sayran-gah,  A  place  of  recreation. 
p  sirawa,  A  dish  of  milk  and  oxygal. 

p  jjl>_jXu*sh'-punir,  A  dish  of  garlic  and  cheese. 
A  iji^  sayrat,  A  mode  of  walking.  A  blow 

with  a  leathern  strap  or  thong.  Sirat,  (pl.^juu  si- 

yar) A  motion,  going.  Act,  deed.  Form,  dispo- 
sition, temperament,  nature,  morals,  qualities.  In- 

stitution, regulation,  mode  of  living.  A  driving. 

Provisions,victuals.  /SM?/ara<,One  who  walks  much. 

Pjy*» sir-sUr,  (Feast  of  garlic)  Name  of  the 
14th  day  of  the  month,on  which  they  eat  garlic,  send 

their  lads  to  school,  or  bind  them  to  some  trade. 

p  i^jXui  sirash,  A  veil ;  a  puckered  female 
head-dress  or  veil  of  the  finest  cloth,  particularly 

such  as  are  worn  by  brides,  of  a  crimson  colour. 

p  ̂ jiM*  serigh,  A  cluster  of  grapes. 

p  i^y^j^  sir-farosh,  A  seller  of  garlic. 
p  L»>^6»  jJurt  sir-kob,  A  mortar  wherein  garlic 

is  pounded. 



sat/r-gah,  A  passage,  pass,  thorough- 
fare.   A  place  of  recreation.  A  theatre. 

P  siram,  Raw  deer-skins  cut  into  thongs, 

used  in  sewing  saddles.  A  hawk's  leash.  The  shoe- 

maker's strap  which  binds  the  last  to  his  knee. 
p  sirman,  A  ruby.  Embroidered  silk. 

p  yoy^  sirmit,  Mountain-garlic. 
P  t^SijiM*  Strang,  Thirty  colours.  The  simurgh 

or  XsJS'  ̂ nka.  Any  thing  impossible,  or  which 
the  mind  cannot  grasp.  The  unsearchable  God. 

p  jji^  slro,  A  porcupine :  a  hedgehog. 

A  ijjji^  sfli/rMrai,  A  walking,  a  perambulating. 

p     jXm»  serun,  Cold  of  a  moderate  degree. 
p  S;A**»  sayra,  A  certain  melodious  little  bird. 

p  ijjXut  seri,  Fulness,  repletion,  satiety. 

p  ̂ ^^^jurt  sirin,  Dressed  with  garlic  ( sir). 

p  t\^_,jiM>  sirm-gah,  A  royal  throne. 
pjju»i  sez,  Sharp,  strong,  vehement. 

p  ii^jiMi  sezdah,  Thirteen. 

p  j»fci>Jjurt  sezdahura,  The  thirteenth. 
p  sezagi,  Hardness,  violence,  suffering. 

p  (jmAaaj  sis,  Freckles  upon  the  face  or  other 
parts  of  the  body.  Leaping  and  jumping.  A  swift 
horse.  A  wine-vessel. 

A  >L«JUtf  sisa^,  (pi.  j^^ljurt  sayasT)  Ligatures 
of  the  vertebrae  or  joints  of  the  back.  Withers  of 

a  horse.  The  back  of  an  ass.  A  limit,  boundary 

f,}iA.MXuisisasat, Groxxndi  soft  and  trodden  down, 

A  (_^L^^*»j  saysah,  Name  of  a  tree. 

p  ̂ ^^J\M,x>*»  stsarun,  The  stem  of  the  coriander. 
A  certain  water-plant  with  leaves  so  large  that  they 
make  cups  of  them. 

p  til5L-A*»»  sisalak,  (or  (.L^l«-Juo)  The  wagtail. 

G  (_j»j_jJ^L<»Ju»>  sisaliyus,  Assafcetida, 
A  i_-A*«.Ju»>  saysah,  Name  of  a  tree,  from  which 

arrows  are  made. 

A  (jlju**Juu  saysaban,  A  kind  of  grape.  Say- 

saban,  (or  saysaba')  Name  of  a  tree, 
p  jjlx«yju«j  sisahan,  Seed  of  cinquefoil. 

p  (^l).  »jli*u  ̂ ^sisitarasipakjTheihirtj  teeth, 

p  ̂\2m.Xim  sistan,  Sijistan  (the  ancient  Dran- 
giana),a  country  lying  to  the  eastward  of  Farsistan, 
or  Persia  Proper.  The  famous  Rustam  held  this 

country  as  a  fief  under  the  kings  of  Persia. 

p  (^*mJu*»  sistan.  To  leap,bound.  To  flee  away. 

P  joI^t*'^  says-khdna,  Baggage-horses  em- 
ployed in  war. 

p  (^Jj*«Jurt  sisirk,  A  weevil, 

p  jj^i*>*  sisaru,  A  weevil.  Wall-lice, 
p  tdL<*Jk**>  sisah,  A  weevil.  A  sort  of  pulse. 

G  J^i*-Ju*»  sisamlar,  (or  sisambarwi) 
Water-mint.  Mother  of  thyme. 

A  saytarat,  (v.  n.  oij^u*  Q)  Presiding 

as  inspector.  Being  appointed,  set  over.  Prevail- 

ing, overcoming. 

A  (jiaAMJ  saytal,  A  vessel  with  one  handle.  A 
one-handled  bowl  used  in  baths.  A  tall  man. 
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A  ̂ **>  say^  (v.n.of  ̂ L»»for  ̂**>)  Flowing  (wa- 
ter or  wine).  Pasturing  freely  without  a  keeper. 

Water  that  flows  along  the  surface  of  the  ground. 

A  si^s,  (or  siya^i)  Part  of  the  night. 

ing  with  ease.  Born  immediately  after  another,  as 
a  next  brother. 

p  sigh,  Beautiful,  excellent.  Body  of  men, 

band  ofsoldierSjCrowd.Ahouse  with  many  windows. 

A         sayyigh,  (or  ̂   ̂**»  sayyigh  layyigh) 
Sweet  (water),  which  easily  flows  down  the  throat, 

p yoMt  sighur,  A  porcupine, 
p  (^y^xwl  sayghud,  Humility,  submission. 

Pjytxui  sayghur,  Nobleness  of  mind,  mental 
energy,  ambition. 

sayf,  (v.  n.  of  i  sU«  for  i^Jikut)  Strik- 
ing with  a  sword.  Being  cracked  about  the  nails 

(the hand),  (pi.  [^\jM>\asydf,i^^t*>suyuf,i^jLXut\ 

asyvf,  and  masifat')  A  sword,  cimeter,  fal- 
chion, sabre  (for  which,  according  to  the  Kamus, 

there  are  upwards  of  a  thousand  names).  The  hair 

of  a  horse's  tail.  The  sword-fish.  ̂ \^\  i— ftA«j 

sayfa'l  ghurdb,  The  crow's  sword,  a  name  for  the 
plant  (-2->jJ^b  dalabus.  Slf,  (pi.  i  slju*)\  asyaf)  A 
bank,  margin,  coast,  shore,  strand,  beach  (applied 

particularly  to  the  southern  coast  of  Arabia).  The 
sword-fish.  A  fibrous  excrescence  at  the  roots  of 

the  palm-branches.  J-)^pa,l\  i««aJu*J^as'  slfu't  tawtl. 
The  long  coast,  i.e.  The  coast  of  Barbary. 

A  i__al*»*  sasif,  Cracked  (nail  or  hand). 

A  i^ysjMisayfdn,  (fem.'ij\sLXiMsayfdnat)  Long 
and  slender;  shaped  like  a  sword. 

A  H  1— sayf-bdn,  A  rocket  with  a  sword 
attached  to  it. 

A  sifat,  Distance.  The  advanced  guard, 
a  reconnoitering  party. 

p  ̂jbj  I  0juttsa?(/'-2:a&aw,(Sword-tongued)One 
whose^curses  prevail. 

A  sSsLiMi  slfannat.  Name  of  a  bird  in  Egypt  that 

eats  all  the  leaves  of  the  tree  it  alights  upon. 

Pj^ajkirt  sayfur,  Silken  stufi"  of  great  value. 
A  ̂JiKui  sayfi,  Cursing. 
A         sayyik,  A  rainless  cloud  wind-driven. 

A  fj^^  sikdn,  (pi.  of  ̂jU*>  sdk)  Legs,  shanks. 

A  'isliM  sayyikat,  Whatever  an  enemy  carries 

ofi"  (as  cattle,  women,  or  slaves),  (pi.  JjJ^^  sa- 

ydnh)  A  hunter's  lurking  place. 

A^yii*osaykal,{'p\.'i^\iMisaya^iilat')A  polisher, 
a  furbisher.  See  JiiJi^  sayhaL 

p  (.iL**»  sili,  A  blight  upon  corn,  mildew,  rust, 

smut.    Si  yak,  A  third. 

A  (-.>SouM  sayhab,  Flowing,  current  (water). 

p  USo^jJ  sik-ba,  A  sort  of  acid  broth. 

p  slkrdn.  Black  henbane-seed. 

A  (j\j5ou*>  saykuran.  Name  of  an  evergreen 

plant,  whose  seed  is  eaten. 

p  sij         sik-zada,  Blighted,  smutty  (corn). 

A  v_a^ju»>  sayhaf,  A  shoemaker. 

p  sikak,  A  weevil.  Mildew. 

P  (J^^  sikal,  A  blight  upon  corn. 
A  saykam.  Short-stepping  from  fatigue. 
P  sihi,  White- wine  vinegar.  Wine.  New 

wine  boiled  down  to  a  third.  A  goblet  of  wine. 

A  ,J.x»»  sayl,  (v.  n.  of  Jlw*  for  (J.Ju»»)  Flowing. 
Winding  in  a  serpentine  form  from  the  forehead  to 

the  nose  (the  blaze  on  a  horse's  face).  Flowing 

(water),  (pi.  Jjjuwn  suyuT)  A  torrent,  current,  flux, 
flood,  jjju**  ̂U>  mat  sayl.  Running  water,  p  (Jjuu 

(— ->  I  sayli  db,  A  flux  of  water,  a  pii  ̂jj^  sayli  dam, 
A  torrent  of  blood,  p  ̂̂ li^i^Juu**  ,Jjy*»  sayli  sayf 

hardan.  To  invade  a  country,  to  fall  upon  it  like 
a  torrent,  sword  in  hand. 

PL-->^)ou*>sa3/Za&,  An  inundation.  '-r'^^*" 

sayldbi  za^aran,  Flowing  blood.  Tears. 
p  jj^^Jowi  sayldb-hand,  A  gulley. 

p  jj^jurt  sayldn,  Ceylon.  Seldn,  Syrup  of  dates. 
A  sildn.  That  part  of  a  sword  or  knife 

which  is  fixed  in  the  handle,  the  shank.  Sayaldn, 

(v.n.of  (JL»»  for  ijju*»)  Flowing.  A  running. 

p  d^^***  sildncha,A  cook. 
p  iO^Lurt  sildna.  The  jujube-tree  and  fruit. 

P  lijj  1  ̂Juw  sayl-arvard.  Brought  by  a  torrent. 
A  «).Ju*>  silat,  A  flux  of  water. 

p  si  lahn.  Thirty  musical  notes,  tones, 

or  keys  (making  nearly  four  octaves),  arranged  in 
the  following  order,  and  named  by  the  celebrated 

Persian  musician  Barbud  : — 1.  Jjuiij^-  ' 

drdyishi  khwurshed  (called  also  I  drd- 
yishijahdn);2.i^jJl^i^^,\dymijamshed;3.^^^j^\ 

awrangi ;  4.  ̂ ^jiM*  bdgJii  sJiirin ;  5.  ■'^ 
takhti  tdkdist ;  6.  (^j^  dSL:>- hukkan 

kdwus;  7.  5^  rdhi  ruh;  8.  ̂ jU-  [J^\)  rd- 

mishijdn  (or  ̂ j^^  rdmishijahdn);  9.j<**» 

jjwjjii  sabz  dar  sabz;  10.  ̂ ^Mmjju)  sarrvistdri', 
11.  jjt**  sarvi  sakl;  12.  iy.>^\jj<  ̂ ^\JJli^u^ 

shddurwdni  marmdrid',  13.  ̂ ^xJi*  shabdez;  14. 
^  shabifarkh ;  15.  ij^  hufli  rumi; 

It),  lij J  I  (ib  ̂   ganji  bdd-dward ;  17.jl^  ̂   gan- 

jigdv{ov  ^  go,iyi  kdwus);  18.  ej^y**  ̂  

ganji  sokhta ;  19'.  \^y^  kini  iraj ;  20.  [j;^ 
(^jbbjJ  kini  siydwush;  21.  i\io  rndhi  bar- 
kuhdn ;  22.  j6\ii  CiLi^  muskk-ddna ;  23.  jo 

murrvdyi  nlk ;  24.  ̂ _^le  mushli-mall ; 

25.  (J,b^  mihrhdnl  (or  '^^j^  mihrgdnV) ;  26. 

j_^jj'b  ndkusi;  27. (jij\i(> ̂   naw-bahdrl  •,28.  ̂ jj«>y 
SiiLj  noshin-bdda ;  29.Jj j  j*-*— >  nim-roz ;  30. 

fj^jj^  nakhchirgdni. 
sayl-khez,  A  torrent.  Streaming  (eye). 

A  jJ^Juw  saylak,  Swift  (woman). 
p  CiiJjuw  silak  or  siluk,  A  weevil.  Mildew. 

p  s10ju*»  sayl-gdh,  The  world, 
p  «)ju>»  sela,  A  herd,  drove,  or  flock.  A  slap, 

p  ̂^iM*  silt,  A  blow  upon  the  nape  of  the  neck 

with  the  open  hand  edgewise  (as  in  killing  a  rab- 



bit).  A  musical  stringed  instrument,  (ji^y^  i^*** 
sill  khwurclan,  To  receive  a  blow  on  the  nape  of 

the  neck,  ̂ ^dj  ̂^Ju«»  sili  zadan,  To  give  such  a  blow, 

p  ̂j^y>-  (_^J^  siU-hhwara,  Often  bufFetted. 

p  idj  sili-zada,  Cuffed,  bufFetted. 

p  8^i3j  ̂ ^iM»siU-zananda,Qi'ieToi cuffs,  blows, 
p  saym,  The  neck-yoke  of  oxen.  Sim, 

Silver.  A  sort  of  fish.  A  wink,  nod,  sign.  Name 

of  a  river,  s^yn  ̂ xyj  simi  sokhta,  Burnt  silver. 
Pure  silver,  joau  simi  siyah,  Bad  silver,  base 

coin.  j,Ju*»  simi  gawirs-dar,  Moon  and 
stars.  j^**>  simi  main,  Scale  of  a  fish. 

^}^x^  simi  ma jbul,  {or  ̂^yt^^  ̂ ^xu*  simi  maj^l) 

The  eye.  pju*»  shni  muzdb,  (Molten  silver) 
Pure  water.  Pure  wine.  Siyum,  The  third. 

A        sasim,  Wearied,  disgusted. 

A  j»x**>  siyam,  (pi.  of  samat)  Excavations 
down  to  wells. 

p  lju*>  sima,  Face,  forehead,  countenance, 

aspect.  Resemblance,  similitude.  Colourof  the  face 

or  body.  lc\**i  l»**>  sama-sima,  Heavenly-faced. 

l«u*>  ciU/o  malak-sima,  Having  the  face  of  an  angel. 

A  le^  si/raa',  A  mark.  Simd  or  siyamd,  Espe- 
cially, chiefly,  principally.  Like. 

A         shnds,  A  sign,  note. 

p  (_^lc>**j  simdb,  Quicksilver,  mercury.  Male- 

volent, shameless,  (j;^^!  (— -'Vs>.*<i  slmdbi  df  ishin, 

(Fiery  quicksilver)  The  sun.  L^\^Mis'imdb 
shudan,  To  be  unsteady,  run  away,  elude  pursuit. 

Pjb  t-jlcu»»  simdb-bdr,  Weeping. 

p  b  L^\fiM»  simdb-pd,  A  runaway,  truant. 
I— jls^jji  simab-chashma,  A  tear. 

p  (^^jd  L— sim-db  dar  gosh,  (Quick- 
silver in  the  ear)  Deaf.  Deafness. 

p  Jii  simdb-dil.  Chicken-hearted. 

p  simdbi,  Colour  of  quicksilvei'. 
p  iLi\^^  simdza,  A  stone  for  polishing  swords. 

p  ci3l*,«i  simdh.  Name  of  a  certain  youth. 

p  sim-a??c?Mc?,  Plated  with  silver. 

p  ̂.L^  I  j«,JU«  sim-dhang,  A  wild  cucumber. 
p  sim-bar.  With  a  bosom  like  silver. 

Young.  An  inn.  A  palace-gate,  ̂ ^^i-i* j>  j»ju*» 
sim-bar  shudan,  To  be  young. 

Pj\_j**j^j<fj<i  simbai'-asmdr ,  (in  Gilan)  Arabian 
guards  who  attend  the  door  of  kings. 

p  ^iMi  sim-jidld,  Silver  in  a  lump  ready  for 
being  coined.  A  crucible.  A  smelter  of  silver. 

p  'JL^Miji  ̂ ijji  sim-parast,  Venal,  selfish. 
A  &«JUM  simat,  Valuation,  appraisement.  A  bid- 

ding, price.  A  mark  made  upon  cattle.  Guise, 

habit.  Pasture,  pasturing. 

p  ̂^-^s^  simtdj,  Avarice,  stinginess. 
p  (J^^Nwi  sim-tan,  With  body  fair  as  silver. 

(j]>  ̂iMi  zani  sim-tan,  A  lovely  woman  sil ver-hued. 
p  simrdkh,  Asking  any  thing  of  God. 

p  ̂ *>**»  simurgh,  A  fabulous  bird,  often  men- 
tioned in  Eastern  romance,  the  griffin  (see  liuP 
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^nha).  /SiWMr^^/i  signifies  literally  (Of  the  size  of) 
thirty  birds ;  it  sometimes  also  denotes  the  eagle. 
Name  of  a  learned  man  from  whom  zdl  became 

accomplished,  ij^-i^  !  ̂j(stj*simurghidtishin,  (The 
fiery  Simurgh)  The  sun. 

p         j»ju*»  sim-siydh,  Missletoe. 

P(ji^  j»Ju*i  sim-kash,  A  gold  or  silver  wire- 
drawer.  One  who  draws  to  himself  all  he  can  get. 

Shn-kush,  Extravagant,  profuse.  Eager  in  tlie  pur- 
suit of  wealth ;  close-fisted,  avaricious. 

p  ^xui  sim-gil,  A  wash  for  walls  or  roofs, 
p  sim-gun,  Silver-coloured.    A  star, 
p  ;iU<\**>  simndd,  A  chapter,  section. 

P  ti^^ui  sayynud,  (ovj^cm*)  A  silken  garment, 
p  jlfo  t>j^        si  muhrad  mdhi  siydm. 

The  thirty  days  of  the  month  Ramazan. 

p s^ui  svna-sar.  Astonished,  confounded, 

p  siyityrii,  The  third, 

p  uc***  simyd.  Enchantment,  fascination,  na- 
tural magic,  ̂ .  e.  charms  of  mind  or  person ;  also 

poesy  and  rhetoric. 
A  *Iacj*>  simiyds,  A  mark,  a  sign, 

p  'kd^xt.ui  simydza,  A.^tone  for  polishing  swords, 

p  jIac***  sim-ydr.  One  who  converses  by  signs, 
p  {^,9^  simiri,  Of  silver,  silverized,  overlaid 

or  incrusted  with  silver.  Fair,  delicate.  Thirtieth, 

(j^^^jo* sdghari  simin,  A  silver  goblet. 

p  ̂ ^,y.>  simin-badan,  With  a  silver  form. 

p^j^^ya  i^j^mslniin-sawlajdn,  Thenewmoon. 
p         i^j^***  simin-farvdra.  The  moon. 

P(jl3  ̂J^«Js^w«/^-?^a«,(  Silver  loaf)  Full  moon, 
p  i^jyn  sin,  A  man  who  hems  and  haws  veiy 

much.  Alchymy.  China.  Name  of  a  village  near 

Ispahan.  Muhammad,  (for  &iju*»  .si«a)  The  breast. 

dA="_j 4>  tJJ**»  sin-dokht,  Avaricious,  vile,  depraved. 
Name  of  a  female  ancestor  of  Rustam. 

A         sin,  The  letter         A  ringlet,  lock, 

p         sind,  A  borer,  perforator.    The  breast. 

Name  of  the  father  of  Uawj       (^Is-  ̂ \  dbii  ̂ liy 
bin  sind.    (The  celebrated  physician  Avicenna). 

A  -''Ujlw*  sinds,  Small  stones,  gravel.  Sindi  or 

saynds,  (or  ̂Uxuij^lj  turi  sindi)  Mount  Sinai. 

V  j^i-iMi  sm&ar.  Turnsole.  Water-mint. 
A  i^ui  sinat,  A  tooth, 
p         siyanj,  A  furrow.  A  ploughshare, 

p  j^"^  sayanjur,  A  lighted  coal.  A  spark, 
p  &1xm>  siyia,  The  bosom,  breast.  A  teat,  a  dug. 

The  prow  or  stem  of  a  ship.  Taunt,  contumely,  sa- 
tire. sinaA  hashti,  The  prow  of  a  ship. 

1^1^ iUJw**  sina  sipar  hardan,  To  stand  in  the 
foremost  ranks  without  flinching,  ̂ ^ii^ smm*  sina 

hardan,  To  strike  the  ground  (as  an  arrow) ;  to 

bound  up  again, and  fall  elsewhere.  To  boast,  swag- 

ger.     jjiiLi.^  gushddan.  To  be  happy. 
jj(^jLi.^eijuu*»  sina  hasliidan,  To  put  forth  strength. 

2iJju»  iSjj*'^  ddruyi  sina,  A  pectoral  medicine, 

pjb  »jjwM>  sina-bdz,  Piebald.  Name  of  a  bird. 
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p  s-xxM  sina-basta.  Locked  up  in  the  heart 
or  breast,  in  petto  ;  a  secret. 

P  Sxi  sina-band,  (or  i^^.  s>xxu»  sina  posh) 
Poitrel  of  a  horse.  A  stomacher,  stays,  bodice. 

P  es^<J  si«a-c/ta/£,Having  the  bosom  torn, 
i.e.  grieved. 

P  lA^j  »MMt  sina  resh.  Wounded  at  heart, 

p  yUi^|CUo  J         s^yxui  sina-zandn  u  mdtam- kundn,  Beating  the  breast  and  clothed  in  mourning, 

p jjj  nJj^A*)  sina-zor.  Robust,  proud  of  strength. 

P(_5jj)J&^»*»si«a-^ori,Strength:pride  of  strength. 
euAMi  sma-guzar.  Piercing  the  breast. 

A  sayna\  Mount  Sinai, 

p  (_^i*>»  sini,  A  salver,  tray,  round  table  of  gold, 
silver,  brass,  or  copper.    Dross  of  iron.  Name  of 
acertainore.  Painted  tiles  on  walls  or  baths.  Aloan. 

A  siniyat,  (pi.  tj;^*^***)  A  sort  of  tree. 
A^jvixwj  sinin,  Name  of  a  tree.  ̂ J;^xutJ^  turn 

sinlna.  Mount  Sinai. 

p  ̂ xu>  sev,  (for  l^J^  seb)  An  apple. 

PjOj\^}Mi  semdr-fir.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
A  siwds.  Name  of  a  city, 
p  ̂J\^^.lJi  simdy.  Beside,  except.  J_^_j 

simdyi  rousul.  Surplus,  balance  of  annual  collection. 

A  t_-'_jAA>J  suyub.  Hidden  (treasures  or  mines), 

(pi.  of  J— sayb)  Gifts. 
A         suyuh,  A  travelIing,going  on  pilgrimage, 

p  ius>-       siyuhhta,  A  species  of  soft  plant  grow- 

ing in  water  and  used  for  tinder. 

p_jJ  J        s« -tM      The  thirty  and  two  (teeth). 

F  jyKui  siwar,  A  myriad,  ten  thousand. 
AjyXui  suyTir,  (pi.  ofjwj  sayr)  Straps,  thongs. 

A  i^j^XM  suyuriy.  Maker  of  thongs  or  straps, 
p  (Jls^j^A***  suyurghdl,  A  fief,  a  feudal  tenure. 

Charity-lands. 

p  j^^jiJk^ls^  jjurtsw?/Mr^/ta/reIs/ii,  Good-will,fa beneficence. 

p  ̂ j>> ̂ iM*  suyus,  Name  of  a  tree. 
A  l'_jA**>  suyut,  A  village  in  Upper  Egypt. 

A  <^^^  suyu^  (v.  n.  of       for  ̂ *n)  Flowing 
(water  or  wine).  Pasturing  freely  without  a  keeper. 

A  (  j^JL»*»  suyuf,  (pi.  of  I  ftA/jJ  sayf)  Swords. 

A  (J ̂xui  suyul,  (pi.  of  (Jj^*"  sa?/Z)  Floods, 

p  |*^JSM»  siwum,  (or  siwumvi)  Third. 
A  siyanny,  Of  the  notch  of  a  bow. 

p  CLk^^^iMi  saywist.  Carelessness,  inattention. 
Pda*»»si3/a/i,Black.Unlucky,disastrous.  Drunk. 

An  Arab.  An  Ethiopian  slave.  The  horse  of  Is- 

fandiyar.  One  of  the  books  of  the  Zand.  One  of 
the  seven  lines  on  the  cup  of  J amshed.  i^y>^.  ̂J^*** 

siyah-posh,  Clad  in  mourning.  A  life-guardsman. 
A  nightly  watch.    A  keeper  of  wild  beasts,  iiuuu 

siyah-poshdn,  The  name  of  a  country  where 
all  are  said  to  wear  black,  p  jjjjjii  »^  siyah-da- 

run,  Black  within,  i.e.  having  a  malignant  heart, 

p         s.iM»  siyah-bdddm  .  The  eye  of  a  mistress. 
siyah-pistan  (or  (j^jU»>j^  bostan), 



A  woman  who  loses  every  suckling. 

A  ̂ yi*^  sayliaj,  Violent  (wind). 
p  l'^j>-  is-JUu  siyah-cliarda,  Blackish. 

f  siyah-hhana,  A  black  tent.  A  pri- 

son. An  unlucky  house.  ̂ ^^^I  e^>\!^  siyah- 
lihanad  abnusl,  An  ebony  flute. 

pO*jjii«jk*A),s/?/a/i-(^a.sf,(Black-han<i)Covetous. 

p  Jii       mjah-dil,  Black-hearted,  malevolent. 

p  jj  sxuj  sryah-ru,  (Black-faced)  Covered  with 
shame,  infamous,  wicked. 

pjjj  s.jMi  .s7?/a7t-ro2:, Unfortunate,  afflicted,  sad. 
p  siyah-ruJi,  Infamy,  ignominy. 

Pj\*>J  &A**J  siyah-sar,  A  crocodile. 

p^^       siyah-sar,  (Black-head)  Man.  A  pen. 
p  (Jjjwrf*  e^xui  siyah-siimhul,  Water-mint. 

p  siyah-fam,  Inclining  to  black.  Black. 

p  Jkji*  sju**  siyah-liand,  Molasses. 
A  C^X^J^  sayhah,  Violent  (wind).  Dust  swept 

along  by  a  violent  wind 

Pj\^  juaw  siyah-har  (ov      kard\  A  scoundrel, 
prevaricator,  sinner.  A  coward. 

p  i^j^  is<Xui  siyah-hari,  Sinfulness. 
p  eu*j^  &x«i  siyah-hasa,  A  miser.  One  who 

murders  his  guests. 

p  jejJi^  &AA*i  siyah-yilhn,  Unfortunate,  afflicted, 
poverty-stricken. 

p  &Ju^  siyah-ffosh,  The  lion's  provider. 

pji*        siyaJi'tnagliz,  Gloomy,  dumpish. 
p  yc  »A*>i  siyah-mu  or  mo,  Black-haired. 

P^^io  &J^_*»J  siyah-musi  or  moJ^ijBlackness  of  hair. 
p  «Ji**»  siyali-namagi,  Wickedness. 

PiJeU  «jk*u  siyali-nama,  Wicked.  Adulterous ;  a 
vile  wretch,  a  blackguard. 

A  ̂ _ju-i*»>  sayhuj,  (or  (.iJ_j^,«*)  Violent  wind. p  A  harlot. 

A  'iSljM  sayyhat,  Sin,  wickedness,  crime.  Evil. 
Barrenness,  scarcity.  Torment. 

p  f^ju.xyMi  say  IS,  A  horse-keeper,  a  syce. 
A  saiirn.  Wearied,  disgusted. 

p  ̂ J!>->*>  siyanj,  A  furrow.   A  ploughshare. 

sliin,  (called  jds^jal*  tj^"*  s/tiwi  manhuta^ 

or  6^^^  s/iiwi  mu^ama,  Dotted  s/«w)  The 
thirteenth  letter  of  the  Arabic  alphabet,  and  the 

sixteenth  of  the  Persian.  It  denotes  300  in  arith- 

metic, and  is  the  abbreviature  for  Jl^-ili  shamal. 
The  north,  ash,  In  Persian,  signifies.  His,  her, 

it,  to  him,  her,  it  (when  affixed  to  a  noun,  pronoun, 

verb,  or  particle):  as,  hiradarash,  His 

brother;  ̂ JuiO  nay  ash,  His  reed;  i^iSJ\yjs  far- 
zanarjiyash,  His  knowledge ;  ̂lib  dadash.  He 

gave  to  him  ;  ̂J:^ hash,  Which  to  him  (was  sent)  ; 

(J^^  manash,  I  unto  her  (gave);  c^^J.^.  bi- 
yandazash,  Throw  to  him.  ish,  when  added 
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to  the  imperatives  of  certain  verbs,  forms  abstract 

nouns :  as,  ddnish,  Knowledge,  from 

dan,  Know ;  (jtijj^,  binish,  Sight,  from  bin, 
See.  In  Arabic,  by  a  peculiar  idiom,  shi  is 

substituted  for  uL)  hi,  the  affixed  pronoun  of  the  se- 

cond person  singularfeminine:  as, i^'^y"^^  tJ^*^ 

(ji^.4iU^_  ta^ti  ila'  mawlashi,  yunadishi,  (O  hand- 
maid !)  come  to  thy  lord  :  he  calleth  thee.  This  let- 

ter is  interchangeable  with  ^,  ̂,J,(_j*j,  and(^; 
and  has  the  power  of  s/i  in  English  orthography. 

p  LS»  sha,  (for  shad)  Joyful,  glad,  (for 

Wja)  A  place. 
A  w  s/ta^, Used  in  checking  or  chiding,  pshaw ! 

A  AJii  shasa,  (fut.  yashusu)  He  went  be- 
fore. He  grieved,  he  rendered  sad.  He  was  pleased 

with,  he  rejoiced  in.  (fut.  ̂ y^,  yashum  or  ,^P^„ 

yashisu)  He  gave  pleasure.  £i\  ̂ \m>  In  shata 
'llah,  God  willing. 

A  ̂Li>  shas,  A  sheep,  (pi.  of  slwi*  shat)  Sheep. 
Wild  oxen.  Women. 

p  f^KZt  shab.  Alum.  shabi  rum'i, White  pepper. 

A  Ll.>Li>  shabb,  (pi.  shabab  and 

shubban,  t_jU*«>l  ashbab  and  shababat)  A 

young  man  (especially  from  24  to  40).  (A  sheep 

or  ox)  in  the  prime  of  age. 

p  ̂ ^bl^  shabash,  (for  i>Ij*>  shad  bash) 
Bravo!  excellent!  Money  thrown  about  at  mar- 

2-iages,  or  given  to  singers. 

p  j^^^blwj  shabashi.  Praise,  applause. 
PA  d>bl<ii  shabanak,  (and  shabanaj) 

A  species  of  hard  Egyptian  wood. 

A  iol«is  shabbat,  ((pi.  L^\^)  A  young  woman. 

A  ̂j^J^^ shabiru^l  mizan,  A  thief. 
p  ̂^jAJm  shaburan  or  shabaran,  Name  of  a  sea- 

port in  Persia. 

p  (jjJ^  shaburan.  Native  steel. 
A  shabi^  (in  poetry)  Full,  sated. 
A  i^i^  shabih,  Cross  and  intricate  (road).  (A 

lion)  whose  teeth  lock  one  within  another. 

A  ̂y>^  shabil,  A  lion  with  close-set  teeth.  (A 
boy)  tenderly  and  indulgently  brought  up. 
A  shdbaluf,  Oil  of  cinnamon,  stacte. 

A  ̂ j^^  shabin,  Soft,  delicate,  juicy  (youth). 

p  liyUu  shabwad,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 

p  ul3\j^l*»j   shdburdh,    (^^^^^Uij  shaburan, 

shaburah,  f^j^\!^shdburakdn, 
shdburagun,  shaburan,  or  shdbiirati) 

A  species  of  hard  iron  or  native  steel. 
p  shdhruard,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 

p  ,LjI«>  shabahdr.  An  idol-temple  in  Kabul. 

A  AJo.Lii  shasabib,  (pi.  of  i^^yut  shusbub) 
Showers.  Tears. 

p  ̂s^.l^  shub'izaj,  (orLdJj^.U>)The  mandrake. 
-Pj^iK^M  shdpur.  King  of  Persia,  called  by  the 

Romans  gapores.  This  prince  defeated  and  took 

prisoner  the  emperor  Valerian.  Several  other  kings 

of  Persia  have  borne  the  same  name.  Name  of  a 

painter  and  match-maker  between  Khusraw  and 

Shmn.  uJl::^^^  jij^.Ui  shdpur  zu'l  ahidf,  Sha- 
pvir  of  the  shoulder-blades  (so  called  from  his  tak- 

ing out  the  shoulder-blades  of  a  number  of  Arab  pri- 
soners he  made,  and  afterwards  releasing  them). 

A  SUl>  shdt,  (for  X&Lij  shdhat)  (pi.  ̂\Z>  shds, 
slx^  sldydJi,  shitvdh,  5jUIj\  ashdmih,  t^y^ 

sliawa',  s-iZi  shili,  shayh,  aXii*  shayyih,  and 

shaivdha')  A  sheep.  A  wether.  A  goat.  A  deer. 
An  ostrich.  The  wild  ass.  A  wild  cow.  A  woman. 

Certain  small  stars.  5UJ\asAV4a^,Thesheep-species. 
A  sIjUj  shdtdt.  Winter. 

p  (JjLii  shdtil.  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant. 

A  jfiLii  slidtim,  One  who  rejoices  in  another's misfortunes.  One  who  treats  with  contumely. 

Grossly  opprobrious. 

A  (jjl^  shdtin,  A  weaver. 
p         shdtu,  A  ladder,  staircase. 

A  (jl^  shdfi.  Cold,  wintry  (day). 

A         shasj,  A  making  sad,  vexing. 

A  i^s-\^  shdjib.  Perishing,  dying.  (A  crow) 

which  croaks  very  loudly.  Sad,  grieved,  melan- 

choly. A  delirious  doting  fellowwho talks  nonsense. 

Aj^i^  shdjir,  (pl.j»-\y!i»  shawdjir)  Whatever 
hinders  or  keeps  back.    Adversity,  calamity. 

A  j^y>-l*»»  shdjin.  Melancholy,  sad. 
A  'iS:>-\J^ shdjinat,  (pi.  ̂j!>-\yli shawdjin)  A  road 

through  a  valley.  A  valley  abounding  with  trees. 
A  shdhlb.  Lean.    Changing  colour. 

A  shdhim,  A  seller  of  tallow.   One  who 

gives  fat  or  lard(j,s***  s//a/«?/i)  to  eat. 
A  (^p-^  shdhin.  Filled,  full :  freighted  (sliip). 
A  sAs-l^  shdhhjat,  (pi.  shuKdhV)  Gap- 

ing, yawning  (horse). 
p  ̂lio  shdhh,  A  branch,  bough,  shoot,  sucker, 

twig.  A  horn,  antler.  The  arm,  from  the  tip  of 

the  fingef- to  the  shoulder.  The  leg,  from  the  groin 
to  the  foot.  The  spur  of  a  cock.  A  small  cut  from 

a  main  stream.  A  gusset,  gore.  A  goblet,  drink- 

ing-horn. The  main  beam  in  the  roof  of  a  house. 
A  rib.  A  bit,  piece!  The  forehead.  Civet :  the 

civet-cat.  Spices,  perfumes.  Ascent-box;  a  horn 

wherein  they  keep  civet.  Smooth,  lank  hair.  Full- 

grown.  Wine  mixed  with  rose-water.  j^->^ 
shdhhi  angur,  Name  of  a  medicine  or  simple.  A 

young  shoot,  tendril  of  a  vine,  jfc  1  ̂AZ)  shdhhi 
dhu,  A  buck's  attire.  A  bow.  A  false  promise. 

W^-J  '  shdhh  bar  dwarda^i.  To  colour  up. 
j>  ̂\m3  shdhh  bar  diwdr.  Conceded,  ̂ vrogant, 

proud,  ji  shdlik  bar  shdhh,  Far,  distant, 
long.  Various.  shdhh  ba  shdkh.  From 

branch  to  branch.  ^AJ^  shdhh  dar  shdhh, 
Various-coloured,  of  different  sorts.  Far  and  wide. 

Weeping,  lamentation.  jjjiiJk'Cii  shdhhi  dami- 

dayfi,  A  trumpet,  ̂ ^lij  shdhh  zadan.  To  butt 
or  push  with  the  horns.    To  sound  a  trumpet  or 
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horn.  shdhJii  zarrin,  A  yellow  pen. 

iJ'J^j  shakhi  za^aran,  (lit.  A  tv^'ig  of  saf- 
fron) One  who  esteems  too  highly  his  own  deserts. 

Any  thing  strange  and  rare.  {^*»*  shahhi  sa- 

man,  Stature  of  a  mistress.  <^\I^  ̂Ui>  slialih  shdl/h, 
In  branches.  In  pieces,  broken  in  various  places, 

full  of  fissures.  The  song  or  note  of  the  nightingale. 

^U*  shall  hi  (jliazdl,  A  bow.  The  new  moon. 

^jii^^Uii  shdkh  hardan,  To  cup.  j'^  {^}^ 
shakhi  gawazn  clar  hawd,  The  new  moon. 

shahhi  gisu,  A  ringlet  of  hair. 

p  &^Is-Uj  shdhhuha,  A  small  cut  from  a  main 
stream.    An  arm  of  the  sea. 

A  t-^i-Lio  shdkhib,  Spurting  out  (blood). 

A  &j»-l>2j  sJidhhat,  Moderate,  temperate,  equal. 

p  shahhcha,,  A  small  branch,  twig. 

p  ̂ jS'xi  shdkhcha-handi,  Scandal,  slan- 
der. Increase. 

Pj\;ij-l/ij  shdhh-dur,  Branched.  Horned.  A 
cuckold, cornuto.  Pure,  unadulterated.  Conceited. 

p        ̂ \J^  shdhh-reza,  Loppings  of  branches. 

V  J^^^  shdhhsdr,  Full  of  branches.  A  place 
abounding  in  trees.  The  extremity  of  a  branch.  A 

plate  of  steel  perforated  with  many  holes  for  draw- 

ing gold  or  silver-wire. 
p  CL/^s-^  shdhhast,  Victuals,  provisions. 

p  eoli-i-l^  shdhh-shdna,  Name  of  a  certain  de- 

scription of  mendicants,  so  called  from  the  circum- 

stance of  their  carrying  in  one  hand  a  ram's  horn 
and  in  the  other  a  ram's  shoulder-blade,  with  which 
they  make  a  grating  noise  before  the  door  of  any 

one  from  whom  they  seek  relief.  If  their  applica- 

tion be  not  forthwith  attended  to,  they  begin  to  lace- 

rate their  bodies  with  knives,  or  (with  a  view  to  ex- 

cite greater  horror)  they  put  the  knives  into  the 

_ hands  of  their  own  children.  Intimidation,  threat. 

p  eijL^^  ,^}J^  shdhJi'Sliihasta,  Broken-horned. 
A  ;^=-Uj  shdkhis,  One  whose  eye^-*re  fixed 

andlooking  up.  (An  arrow)  flying  above  the  mark. 

High,  prominent.    Going,  travelling ;  a  traveller. 
p  tili-U  shdhhah,  Melilot. 

p  (Ji>-1>^  shdhhil  or  shdkhul,  A  sort  of  grain. 
shdkhangur,  Name  of  a  medicine. 

A  vine-tendril. 

Pj  .5-lii»  shdhhur,  (or  tj^^-XJU)  A  kiln,  furnace. 
p  J^lwij  shdhhul,  Cytisus  Cajan  (a  grain). 
p  ei'\J^  shdhha,  A  branch.  A  horn.  A  cup  in 

the  shape  of  a  horn.  Wine  mixed  with  rose-water. 

Pj^^ldi>  slidhhi,  A  winnowing-fork. 
p  iljii,  shad,  Cheerful,  exulting.  Glad,  happy. 

Much.    Full.  Wine.    Light,  a  ray,  gleam. 

shad  shudan,  To  be  joyful. 

A  shadd,  One  who  fastens,  makes  secure, 

or  closes  up.    A  comptroller,  director,  governor. 

p  shdd-ab,  Full  of  water.  Moist,  hu- 

mid, fresh,  succulent,  pleasant.  Fresji  pasture. 

p  (J,l        shdd-dl'i,  Freshness,  moisture. 
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P  [^^**>^        shdd-isparam,  Basil  royal. 
shdddn,  Cheerful,  glad.  A  dancing  girl. 

p  ̂d\Jli  shddd?iaj,  Blood-stone. 
shddanah,  Inebriating  hemp-seed. 

p  shdd-hdd,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  ̂_plj4iLi>  shdd-bdsh,  Excellent !  well  done ! 

Name  of  the  twenty-sixth  day  of  the  month  accord- 
ing to  the  sera  of  Malik. 

Pji^  shdd-hahr,  A  happy  situation.  Name 
of  a  damsel. 

A  ̂lil^  s/tafM,Copious,  abundant  (pasturage). 
p  shddahh,  The  old  name  of  Nishabur. 

A  ̂ jUo  shddikh,  A  youth.  Deviating  from  a 
purpose  or  design.  Small,  young,  fresh,  and  moist. 

A  'is-'^KZi  shddihhai,  A  blaze  upon  the  forehead 
of  a  horse  or  other  animal,  reachins:  to  the  nose. 

p  y-  d^Mi  shdd-hho,  Cheerful,  joyous,  glad. 

p  >^\^=-  d\J*>  shdd-hhivdb,  Refreshing  sleep. 

Pj l_js>-  sJidd-hhtvdr,(^  ij\ ̂  liL^ shdd-hhmdra 

oij^  tilii  slidd-hhivm-)  Fortunate,  well  off".  Volup- 
tuous. A  dancing  girl.  An  adultress,  strumpet.  One 

who  drinks  wine  without  scruple.  One  who  passes 

his  life  without  care  or  trouble;  happy,  cheerful. 

p  CLa**>\^3-  lilwj  sAatZ-7i/t?ras<,  Vehement  desire. 

p  Jii  ik!^  shdd-dil,  Cheerful,  gay-hearted. 

p  ̂^^l^Jm  shddurdn,  A  sort  of  iron  which  ab- 
sorbs water.    Name  of  a  port  in  Shirwan. 

Pjj^jjOl-lii  shddurwdn,  (or  j^bjOLS*  shadurhdii) 

A  large  veil,  curtain,  or  tapestry  suspended  befoi-e 
the  gate  of  a  royal  palace.  A  richly-figured  cai- 
pet.  A  foundation.  A  kind  of  moveable  Turko- 

man house,  variously  ornamented.  A  parhelion 
or  circle  round  the  sun  or  moon.  Name  of  a  note  in 

music.  A  cornice.  Eaves,  projectingroof.  ̂ ^jd\Zi 

shddurn-dni  hhdk,  The  earth.  ̂ j^jjiil^ 

'HjIjj*  ̂^'■^diirwdni  ??i«m'aruZ,Nameofthe  twelfth tune  of  the  Barbud. 

vj^  L>\Li  shdd-kdr,  Gratuitous  service. 
p  jLSj  shdd-kdni,  Rejoicing,  triumphing,  ex- 

ulting, joyous,  happy,  contented.  Name  of  the 
brother  of  Faridun. 

p  M^d\J^  shdd-hdma,  A  tumult.  ̂ ti^ixi^iiL^ 

shdd-hdma  hardan,  To  rejoice  at  another's  trouble. 
p  shdd-hdmi,  Gladness,  happiness,  de- 

light, content. 
p  ikSj^iilwi  shdd-guna,  ,A  mattress  for  sleeping 

on.  Any  thing  upon  which  one  leans;  a  resting- 
place  :  a  sofa.  A  coat  of  mail  stuffed.  A  female 

singer  or  performer. 

Pjl/eiil«»  shdd-vidr,  Many  serpents.  A  huge 

serpent. 
p  shddmdn,  Cheerful,  joyful,  pleased. 

PwUiilji>.y/tatZ?«aHa,A rejoicing  or  jubilee(espe- 

cially  on  the  public  entiy  of  a  king  or  other  fe^ 

tivity).  The  cultivation  or  improvement  of  any 

place.  Joyfully.  jjlS*^  !!j\h>^\Z»  shddmdna  shu- 
dan, To  be  joyful  and  glad. 

p^j,\<^{I^  shddmdni,  Gladness,  joy, pleasure,  de- 

light. {^^^ ̂jUtiLii  shddmdni  kardan,  To  rejoice. 
A  shddin,  A  young  deer,  a  fawn  become 

independent  of  its  dam. 
p  LdJliiiUo  shddndk,  Cheerful,  blithe,  joyous. 

p  shddna,  (a  shddanaj)  A  kind  of 
stone  shaped  like  a  lentil,  and  used  medicinally  for 

the  eyes.  (It  is  called  hajaru  d  dam,^^ 

hajuru't  iur,  and  (_5iXaJs hajari  hindi.) 

^u!^'^  s/iac?/t'a«,Cheerfulness, mirth.  Eaves. 
A  canopy  over  the  head  of  a  king  or  great  man 

when  giving  audience  in  the  open  air.  A  veil,  a 

piece  of  tapestry.    An  artificial  fountain. 

p  lijjiilwj  shddward,  A  circle  round  the  moon. 
A  royal  throne.  A  bed,  couch,  dormitory.  A  car- 

pet. Name  of  the  seventh  of  Khusraw's  treasures. Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  8  jLii  shdda,  Glad.   Wine.  Much  water. 

P  pKiStilii*  shddakdm.  The  country  of  delight, 
the  name  of  a  province  in  the  kingdom  of  (jULmA^- 

jinnistdnov  Fairy-land,  much  celebrated  in  Eastern 

romance,  the  capital  of  which  is  called  jbl  ̂ js^js- 
jan-dhir-dbad,  City  of  jewels. 

p  (_f  liUb  shddi.  Gladness,  festivity,  joy,  rejoic- 

ing. A  wedding.  An  ape.  Name  of  a  certain  boy. 

A  shddi,  A  singer.   A  reciter  of  verses. 
A  driver.  One  who  has  learned  a  part  of  morals 

or  good  breeding.  In  pursuit  of  some  aim  or  object. 

r^b4il^  sltddydkh.  The  city  of  Nishabiir. 
p  e.)>\>_i^\Jji  sliddydna,  Khaniii:  a  music  gallery. 

p  ajjjlw*  shddicha,  A  counterpane,  coverlet. 

p  shddidan.  To  rejoice,  to  triumph. 

p  L^JjU.*  (_5'iil**Js/mc/iOT?^&a/'a/j,  Congratulations 

on  mai'riage,  or  on  the  birth  of  a  child. 
p  v^Jj^o  shddi-marg.  An  easy  death. 

Death  from  joy.    Dying  easily  or  from  joy. 

p  shddaya,  A  medicine  for  the  eyes. 

pl^.iiUIi  s/<at7jAa,(pl.of(_5'4il^s/iac?i)Rejoicings. 
p  liLij  shdz,  Glad. 

A  d^Mi  shdzz,  (pi.  shawdzz)  Divided  from 
the  rest.  Uncommon,  rare,  miraculous,  wonder- 

ful.   Irregular.  Seldom. 
A  i_-^iLi>  shdzib.  Absent  from  one's  country  : 

solitary,  forlorn,  hopeless. 
A  io_j$^l<ilj  shdzakunat,  Certain  coarse  clotlies 

made  in  Yaman. 

a^^Im  shdzanaj,  Hemp-seed. p  ioiLi»  shdzana,  A  sort  of  fragile  stone  of  a 

blackish  red  colour,  employed  medicinally. 

p  shdzi,  Gladness. 

Pjli*  shdr,  A  city.  Adulteration,  debasement. 
A  jackal.  A  very  fine  sort  of  muslin,  from  which 
veils  and  lanterns  are  made.  A  certain  black  bird 

that  talks  like  a  parrot.  A  lofty  edifice.  Dancing. 
A  fall  of  water,  an  outpouring  of  wine;  the  gentle 

noise  made  thereby.  A  whirlpool,  eddy.  A  wide, 

open  road.  A  title  of  the  princes  of  jjUL*5-^  ghuv' 

t 
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jistan ;  also  of  the  kings  of  Ethiopia.  u_->l  ai- 

A'Aa;-,  A  waterfall. 

A  i^JJ*i  sharib,  (pi.  '^y**  sharh  and  (—-^jj-^ 

s.'iM?-i2J)Adrinker.  Weakness,  languor,  (pi.  l^J^^ 
shaivarib)  A  -whisker,  a  mustachio. 

A  ̂ \>JJ^  sharibani,  (dual)  Two  projecting 
points  on  the  hilt  of  a  sword. 

A  &Jj  uli  sharibat,  People  who  dwell  near  a  river. 

A  'ijj^  sharat,  A  form,  figure.  A  garment,  ap- 
parel, dress,  costume.  Beauty,  ornament.  Fatness. 

Name  of  a  town  in  Spain. 

p  sharaj,  An  isle  in  the  Persian  Gulf. 

A  sharik,  A  commentator,  expositor,  ex- 
plainer. Aguard  over  sown  fields  (against  birds). 

A         shdrikh,  (pi.  ̂ j*^  sharkh)  A  youth. 
A  iJjLi*  sharid,  (pi.  JijZt  sharad)  Flying,  fugi- 
tive (camel).  (A  song)  flying  all  over  the  country, 

fugitive  (poetry). 

p  t^jJ^  sharda,  Sardinia. 

p  ̂Ui^jlii*  sharsan,  A  country  having  many 
cities.    A  large  city,  castle. 

p  ̂j\!Ljij\J^  shdristan,  A  city.  A  villa  sur- 
rounded by  gardens.  A  country  abounding  in  towns. 

Name  of  a  book  written  by  Farzana  Bahram. 

p  sharashh,  A  bird  resembling  a  par- 
tridge, but  smaller.  A  rebeck,  a  parchment  violin. 

A  shdri^  Any  one  going  into  water. 
(Fishes)  swimming  out  of  deep  into  shallow  water, 

and  raising  their  heads.  One  who  makes  manifest. 

One  entering  upon  business.  A  beginner.  Learned 

both  theoretically  and  practically,  a  teacher,  tutor. 

Situated  upon  the  highway  (a  house).  A  highway, 

a  straight  road.  Near,  adjacent,  p  11^. 

ri^  pahnd,  A  broad  street  or  road.  Any  thing 

near,    a  shdrifd  ̂ m,  A  public  road. 

^LiijvS-  (jhayi-  shari^  Uncertain  of,  or  wandering 
from,  the  road. 

A  shdri^t,  (pi.  ̂^y**  shawari^  Level- 
led, pointed  (spear).  Setting  (star). 

A  t_^lj!i»  sharif,  (pi.  i  ijJ^  shurraf)  Noble ; 
also  one  that  is  soon  to  be  ennobled.  An  aged  she- 

camel.  An  old  arrow.  A  wine-jar,  a  tun.  (pi.  u-S^ 
shuruf)  A  trial,  temptation. 

A  shdrlfat,  (pi.  i  shawarif,  u-S^ 
shuruf,  I — shurraf,  and  u- Sjjji*  shuruf)  Aged 
and  decrepit  (she-camel). 

A  Jj^-*^  sharih,  (pi.  shurk)  (The  sun) 
rising  and  shining.  The  eastern  side.  Name  of  an 

idol.P(ji>wJ^jUi.s/m?'?7isAM^Zan,Torise(asthesun). 
p  shdrah,  A  species  of  talking-bird.  A 

grackle.    A  nightingale. 

V  J6JJm  shdr-kdr.  Idle,  sluggish.  Any  gratis 
work  which  one  is  compelled  to  perform. 

A  pLi*  shdrim,  An  arrow  which  grazes  the  side 
of  the  mark. 

p  shar-mdr,  A  large  kind  of  serpent. 
p  jjl^  sharu,  A  certain  talking-bird :  a  grackle. 
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P  sharwan,  A  large  curtain.  A  canopy. 

p  sharud,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 

P  i__Jjjl>i»  s/ia/'q/',(from(_^jjW  Ja/'(?&)A  besom. 
A  ̂yj\Zishdruk,  Plaster,  mortar.  Ashes  mixed. 

p  i0^jJJ^shd)-ut/a,The  son  of  Khusraw  Parwez. 
p  shdra,  A  large  turban  or  wreath  for 

the  head.  A  veil.  The  muslin  cover  of  a  lantern. 

A  i_fj{^,shdri,  (pi.  shurdt)  Quarrelsome, 
contentious.    A  sect  of  schismatics. 

p  i^S>,J^  shdridan,  To  flov\^  (as  rivers)  with  a 
gi-eat  noise.  To  pour,  trickle,  urine.  To  be  guilty. 

A^jl^  shasdriz,  (pi.  o^j\^i^  shirdz)  Strained 
and  solid  oxygals. 

Aj\!^shasz,  (v.  n.ofjLij)  Lyingwith.  Shasaz, 

(v.  n.ofJjMt)  Being  hard  and  rocky  (a  place).  Be- 
ing moveable,  restless,  unsteady,  and  timid.  A  stony or  rocky  place.  ^ 

A  i— -^Li*  shdzib,  (pi.  (--^}i*>  shuzzab  and  L^j\yM 
sliawdzib)  Lean,  gaunt  (horse).  Rough  (way). 

A  vXZi  shaszat,  Fat  (horses). 

A  shass,  The  road  between  Khaybar  and 

Madina.    (pi.  (^j*«xLjj  shans  and  shufs)  A 
rough,  hard,  and  gravelly  place.  Shasas,  (v.  n.  of 

(^^jmaJj)  Being  hard  and  rough. 
p^__jwUws/ias,Bad-tempered:  dishonest:  wicked. 
A  shdss.  Thin,  lean,  extenuated. 

A  shdsib,  (pi.  shusb)  Meagre, 
shrivelled,  dry  (horse). 

p  j^^^l/^  shdsparam,  Basil  royal. p  dA"il<i>  slidst,  A  bustard. 

A  ̂ uAZi  shdsi^  (pi.  ̂ M*)  shusQ  Distant,  sepa- 
rate. Spacious.  One  who  has  the  fastenings  of 

the  shoes  (|«*<**^  shisQ  burst. 
At^^iji\^shdsif,  Lean,  gaunt,  dry(horse).  Dried 

(leathern  bottle). 

A  slidsis,  Coarse,  rough,  hard.  Cruel. 
p  s/<a.s/t.  Vicious.  Contrary.  Urine.  Name 

of  a  city  in  Turkistan,  whence  come  excellent  bows. 

A  lyAZi  shdsh,  A  turban-sash. 9.9. 
A  ImjUj  shasshas,  A  word  used  in  calling  an 

ass  to  drink,  or  in  driving  an  ass  or  flock  of  sheep. 
.  9  .  9.9. 

A  -f^Uiilii*  shasshdf,  (v.  n.  of  U>lii*  Q)  Calling 
9.9, 

out  to  an  ass  or  flock  of  sheep,  w»W  sha^shas  or 

y^^Zi  shusshuf.  Failing  to  receive  the  pollen  of 

the  male,  not  being  fructified  (a  female  palm-tree). 

A  species  of  vei-y  bad  sour  date.  A  tall  palm-tree. 
A  shasshasat,  A  calling  an  ass. 

p  shdshddn,  The  bladder.  An  urinal. 

A  poplar. 

p  ̂jdJ^\J^  shdshidan,  To  make  water,  urine. 
p  uLLiilii  shdshah,  A  four-stringed  instrument. 

Name  of  a  note  in  music.  A  bird  resembling  a  par- 

tridge, but  smaller.  An  animal  resembling  an  ape. 

p  ijJsJ^[Zi  shdshang,  A  four-stringed  instru- 
ment. A  small  sort  of  partridge. 

p  shdshu,  Name  of  a  medicinal  herb.  One 

who  habitually  makes  water  in  his  clothes. 

p  t^y!^\^  shdshula.  The  loose  end  of  a  turban. 
p  shdsha,  Urine.  Exudation. 

P(j\j&>iiiU>  s/ia5/^a^Za?^, The  bladder.  An  urinal. 
A  s/ias/ti?/,  Of  s/ias/i  in  Turkistan. 

A  'i^iLS*  shdshiyat,  (pi.  ̂ ^\^:^  shaiodshi)  (in 
Morocco)  A  little  turban. 

p  i^^^iMiKiM  shdshidan,To  make  water.  To  pour, 
trickle,  exude,  be  wet.    To  be  fit,  proper. 

A  s/ias<&,(Alife)oppressed  with  penary. 
Lean,  attenuated  (horse). 

A  j>o\Zi  shdsir,  {p\.  jK^omA  aslisdr)  A  young 
deer  butting  with  the  horns. 
A  shdsirat,  A  net,  gin,  trap,  snare. 

A  -f^/^Li*  shdsuldf, (or  JJu,^>l.iij)Name  of  an  herb. 

A  'h^toK!^  shdsunat.  An  earthen  vessel. 
A  shdsi,  (One)  viewing  intently  the  sky. 

Swollen  (corpse),  whose  arms  and  legs  stand  out. 

A'kxtoKui  shdsiyat,  Distended  (leathern  bottle). 
A  l>Li»  shdtt,  Of  a  tall  straight  shape  or  figure. 

Distant.  shdtti.  Acting  unjustly  by  me. 

A  shdtib,  Crooked  (road). 

A  iLlal^  slidtibat,  (pi.  shawdtib)  A 

woman  who  cuts  leather  into  slips  after  having  ac- 

curately measured  it.  Name  of  a  city  in  Spain. 
A  ilsLii  shdttat,  Tall,  upright  (girl). 

p  slidtir,  A  courier,  messenger,  footman. 

A  Jh\i^  slidtir,  (pl.jlla/i»  shuttdr)  One  who 
teases,  thwarts,  and  harasses  his  relations.  Arch, 

cunning,  sly,  naughty,  roguish.  Shameless,  impu- 
dent, forward,  saucy.  Prodigal  (son).  Bold,  intre- 
pid. Clever.  A  chess-player.  Rogues. 

G  ̂^^J^\J^  shdtaryun,  Satyrion. 
A  I  aiaui*  shdt  'if.  Doing  no  execution  (arrow). 
A  ̂J^i^l^  shdtil.  Name  of  a  solvent  medicine. 

A  ̂^Li*5Aaim,Wicked,bad-temperedcriniinal. 

A  (^^^  shdtis,  (pi.  j^^l^  shawdth  and  (jUa*»» 
shutmn)  The  bank  of  a  river.  The  sea-shore. 

A  ̂XJ^shd^  Undistributed  (portion).  The  urine 
of  a  female  in  want  of  the  male,  or  of  one  that  has 

taken  the  male.  Scattered  (camel's  urine). 

A  jjlxff-lwi  shd^bdni,  The  two  shoulders. 
A         shd^t,  A  wife.  Published,  spread,nevvs. 

A ̂ \J*>  shd^r,(^p\.  ̂ \j)>Mi  shu^ra/)  A  poet.  (An 
eminent  poet  is  called  ̂ .>^>j^  hhinziz.  The  rank 

below  is shd^r :  below  him, ̂ jsO.^^L  shurvay- 

^r:  below  him,  shxi^ur;  and  below  him, 

^Lijk/«  muiashd^r.') A  shd^rat,  A  poetess. 

A  jj^Lii  shd^ri.  The  art  of  poetry. 
A  (J-ff-lw*  shd^l.  One  kindling  a  fire.  Partly 

white  on  the  tail  and  foi'elocks  (a  horse).  Bright, 
luminous.  One  who  has  a  predatory  troop  scat- 

tered about.  Possessed  of         ish^l,  (a  woman). 

A  ̂^Kl^shd^,  Far  distant.    Undistributed  lot. 
A j&Lii  sJtdfjhir,  Deserted,  none  being  left  to  go- 

vern or  to  defend  (a  country). 

A  (j^Ui  shdghirdn,  The  place  where  the  na- 



vel-string  is  cut. 

A  shagkil,  Who  or  what  calls  oflF  the  at- 
tention. One  who  occupies  and  keeps  employed. 

(Jplii*  iji^  shuffli  shaghil,  A  work  demanding 
much  attention. 

p  eJjff-liii  shaghula,  The  loose  end  of  a  turban. 

Aiuff'l<i»s/m^//«?/a^,Redundant,distorted(tooth). 
p  -A-  suppository  or  clyster. 

A  I  sIm*  sAa^y,  (v.  n.  of  cJiJw*»)  Hating.  Irri- 

tating, enraging.  Being  terrified.  Di-eading  the 
influence  of  an  e'vil  eye.  Directing  a  disliked,  dis- 

gusting person  to  another.  Cracking  about  the  nails 

(the  hand).  The  con-uption  of  a  wound  thatrefuses 
to  heal.    Shasaf,  (v.  n.  of  Being  afflicted 

with  an  ulcer  called  wli*  shasfat. 

A  (  s\j^  shaf,  A  diseased  and  incurable  condi- 

tion (of  a  wound). 

A^\iUl»s/<a/"awa;,  A  kind  of  hardEgyptian  wood. 
A  shatafat,  (v.  n.  of  t__fli**>)  Hating.  Irri- 

tating, enraging.  Being  terrified.  Dreading  the 

influence  of  an  evil  eye.  Directing  a  disliked  or 

disgusting  person  to  another.  Cracking  about  the 

nails  (the  hand). 

A  'ii\!*t  shajfai,  An  ulcer  on  the  lower  part  of 
the  foot  from  a  burn,  which  they  cauterize.  Root, 

(pi.  of  sliasif)  Haters,  enemies. 

p  shaftan,  To  swim.  To  grow  old.  To 
break.    To  burst.    To  crumble  to  dust,  be  worn. 

A jil^  shqfir,  Ora  rimag  muliebris. 

A  ̂Lii  shaJi^Axi  advocate,  intercessor.  A  pa- 
tron. One  who  makes  an  even  number.  A  ram  or 

goat  which  always  begets  twins.  A  camel  or  sheep 

big  with  young,  and  followed  by  their  young. 

A  wtiUIj  shafi^t,  (An  eye)  seeing  double. 

A  ̂ j^^  shafi^y,  Name  of  the  Imam  0^  ̂ \ 

^  L>>X^  ̂ \  abu^hdu'llah  muhammadhin 
idris,  one  of  the  chiefs  of  the  four  principal  sects  of 

the  Muhammadan  religion.  A  follower  of  Shafi^Ty. 

A  &J;*51mj  shaji^ijat,  Sect  of  j^^Ui*  shafi^y. 

V  ̂ ^(^«  shafi^-maz'hab,  A  Shafiite. 
a/i'w,  Jealous  (man),  who  looks  askance 

or  with  half-shut  eyes. 

p  aiLi>  shafa,  Cotton  dipped  in  medicine,  and 

applied  to  the  eyes.  A  bougie,  pessary,  suppository. 
A  wLii  shajih,  Thirsty. 

A  ij^J^  shaft,  Healing,  salutary.  Distinct,  clear. 

Trne.i^\J^L^\^jawabishafl,Categoviciil  answer. 

A  Jjlj^  shahk,  Difficult,  troublesome,  disgust- 

ing, perplexing,  toilsome,  wearisome. 

PjJjl/i»s/ia/jMZ,A  mason's  plummet:  a  pendulum. 
A  Jylwi*  shaltul,  An  instrument  for  ploughing 

used  at  Basrah.  Penis.  A  bricklayer's  plummet. 

A  (J>U»  sliahi,  (pi.  ̂ J\y^  shaivain)  Tall,  lofty 
(mountain).  A  salient  point  of  a  mountain.  Mi- 

serable. Criminal. 

p  uiJUj  shah,  A  shoot,  twig.  A  he-goat.  Tu- 

mid, swelling.  One-footed,  monoped.  A  bandage 
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of  linen,  with  which  women  truss  their  breasts,  a 
stomacher,  corslet. 

A  shdk,  Clad  in  armour.     Armed  with 

pointed^  weapons,  &c. 

ALi^KZt  shahk,  (pi.  i^L^^^J^shukkak)  Armed.  Ar- 
rayed in  armour.  One  who  draws  a  bow  or  pierces 

with  a  spear.  Prickly. 

Pj\^liii  sliahar,  A  gratuitous  work  (especially 
when  one  is  compelled  to  work  for  nothing).  A 

scholar,  apprentice.  A  boy,  servant,  groom. 

A  &^\J*>  sliakat,  (v.n.of  cdJLi*  for  i.^_y^)  Falling 

amongst,  or  walking  in  thorns.  Thorny,  prickly. 

A         shulikat,  A  swelling  in  the  throat. 

shahar,  Work  done  for  nothing. 

shakir,  (One  who)  celebrates,  praises,  or 

gives  thanks.  Grateful.  A  hired  servant,  p J^Im 

i^dS^  shdhir  shudan.  To  return  thanks,  be  thankful. 

p  sbyil^  shdhirbdh,  One  compelled  to  keep 

horses  for  the  public  service.  Service,  attendance 

on  a  judge  or  magistrate. 

A  HjSXii  shaJiirat,  A  sack,  bag,  purse. 

A  shdhir  ly ,  (from  p^U  chakir)  A  hired 
servant,  apprentice,  journeyman. 

A  j^lwi  shdhil,  Likeness.  A  road. 
A  ikKLi*  shdkilat,  Form,  figure.  A  whiteness 

between  the  ear  and  the  temples  or  cheeks.  The 

haunch,  hypochondria  (of  a  quadruped).  A  tract, 

side,  quarter.  Design,  intention.  Way,  manner, 

mode,  rule,  opinion,  creed. 

p  (Jji^l/ii  shdhlicl,  A  blabbler.  A  glutton. 
p  isJ^l^  shdhala,  A  strawberry. 

p  i^)j^\Jjt  shdkmand,  A  covering  or  blanket  of 

goats'  hair. 

s  (jjj^Lij  shdhmum,  A  name  of  Budd'ha. 
p  dj^^J^  shdhmard,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 

A  dormitory.  A  royal  throne.  The  seventh  trea- 
sure of  Khusraw.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  ,_^l<^  shdh'i,  Equipped  with  arms.  Lament- 
ing, querulous.  A  complainer.  One  slightly  ail- 
ing. A  backbiter.  A  lion. 

p  i^J>\jMs]idgird,  A  scholar,  student,  apprentice. 

A  disciple,  pupil.  A  boy,  servant,  groom.  A  co- 

piei'  of  records.     tiJ^  shdgirdi  rash'id,  A 
complete,  apt  scholar. 

p  s^\dpJM  shdgirddna,  A  scholar,  apprentice, 
or  a  servant.  Presents  made  to  children  at  the  time 

of  ijJL^  nushru.  The  fee  given  by  a  scholar  to  his 
teacher.  An  extra  gratuity  over  and  above  wages 

due :  drink-money.  Alms. 

p  awijb)  lij^l/ii  shdgird-jK'sha,  A  menial.  Retinue. 

p  f^ji^^iut  shdgirdi,  A  gratuity  over  and  above 
wages  due.  Alms.  A  scholar,  student,  apprentice. 

Apprenticeship.  Learning,  study. 

p  ̂yJ*>  shdl,  A  shawl  or  mantle,  made  of  very 

fine  wool  of  a  species  of  goat  common  in  Tibet.  A 

coarse  mantle  of  wool  and  goats'  hair,  worn  by 
dervishes.  A  small  carpet.  White  hair-cloth,  horse- 
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cloth,  or  housing.  JU*  shdli  tang,  A  girth. 

(Jw^  JLi»  shdl  hushtan,  To  strangle  with  a  shawl 

(mode  of  execution),  ̂ j^uiib  jLij  shdli  kuh/ia 
ddshtan,  To  wear  an  old  shawl,  i.e.  be  very  poor. 

A         shdlij  or  shdlaj,  Half  a^aj"  kafiz. 
p  shdlihh,  Salah,  son  of  Arphaxad,  and 

grandfather  of  Abraham. 

p  J^^  (Jl^  shdl-ddr,  Stamped  to  imitate  shawl. 
p  5iiJl«»  shdlda,  The  foundation  of  a  wall. 

A  jjlii>  shdlam.  Tares. 
p  lLXJI^:^  shdlang,  One  taken  in  the  stead  of 

another.  The  nimble  pace  of  a  courier.  Woollen 

padding  sewn  under  a  carpet.  A  horse-cloth. 

p  ̂^Jj]\Jlt  shdJangi,  A  rope-maker.  A  spinner 
of  materials  for  tent-making. 

p       (Jl«i»  s/taZ-?«a?;iafZ,  Housing  of  goats' hair. 
P  s/mZ/(,a??<7,  A  pledge.  Quarrel,  broil. 

Fraud,deceit.Obstinacy,stubbornness,disobedience. 

P  shdU,  Rice  in  the  husk.    (3 1  ̂ 
shdVisi  dhi,  A  kind  of  wild  rice. 

P  shdll-pdya,  A  rice-field. 

P  j'j  t!^^  shdlizdr,  A  rice-field,  rice-ground. 
p  Evening.  Supper,  ̂ ^i>\l^  slidm 

dddan.  To  give  a  supper,  (^jw^  ̂ 1,^*  shdm  shi- 
hastan.  To  breakfast  in  the  evening.  C^jS- 

shdmi  ghurbat,  The  supper  of  a  poor,  destitute  tra- 

veller. f^(^ji^^\J^  shd7n  hardan,To  sup. namdzi  shdm,  Evening-prayer,  vespers. 

A^\uishaj:7n,(y.  n.of|aUj)Beingunlucky.  Ren- 
dering so,  bringing  ill  luck.  Name  of  several  cities 

in  Syria.  Syria. 

A  shdm,  (pi.  of  'iA^  shdrnat)  Black  moles 
or  marks.  Syria  and  its  capital  Damascus.  pLi* 

I — shdmi  shar'if.  The  noble  city  of  Damascus. 

A  p,U*  shdmm,  Smelling.  A  smeller. 
p  shdmdkh,  A  kind  of  millet.  Shdmdhh, 

(or  &^lcLi>  shdmdkhcha)  A  bandage  with  which 
women  truss  their  breasts. 

PjUJi*  shdmdr,  (orjULii  shdmdz)  Name  of  a 
place,  the  abode  of  many  fire-worshippers. 

p  cLlUiliijs/tamaZi,  A  short  female  garment,reach- 

ing  to  the  middle  of  the  leg ;  also  an  under  shirt, 

worn  in  hot  weather,  or  in  violent  exercise,  to  pre- 

vent the  perspiration  from  staining  the  other  clothes. 
A  short  working  garment.  A  bandage  for  the  breasts. 

p  e^\A^shdmdhcha,  A  stomacher.  A  bandage 
for  trussing  the  breasts.  A  short  shift  or  inner  ̂ ar- 

ment.  A  sleeveless  shirt,  tunic,  or  vest.  A  cloak. 

p  a.^[<\^  slidmdha,  Hard  pitch. 

A  '&j<i\ui  shasdmat,  A  being  unfortunate,  unlucky . 
A         shasmat,  The  left  side.  Adversity,  mis- 

fortune,  shame.    Disaster,  disgrace.  ash' 
shasmat,  Syria  and  the  capital  Damascus. 

A  's^\ui  shdmat,  (pi.  ̂[m*  shdm  and  shd- 
??ia<)  A  black  spot  or  mole.  A  mark,  sign.  A  black 

she-camel.  A  lunar  spot,  -f'^ytj  ̂)  j  jL«Li>  s]  U  md 
lahu  shdmat  wa  Id  zahrdf.  He  has  no  camels,  either 



black  or  white. 

A  M^Jji  shdmmat,  Smelling(\voman).  The  nose. 

Jji"  Jtuwati  shamma,  The  olfactory  sense. 
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Sjiij)^  aJeUb  ̂ j>\  b  iZ'WM  shammatil  wazrat,  A 

coarse  and  obscene  term  of  repi'oach. 

cLii  shamit,  A  rejoicer  at  another's  loss, 

A  ̂ li)  shumihli,  (pi.  shumvialtli)  High, 

lifted  up.  Lofty,  proud.  ̂ ^AJ^  jabali  sha- mihli,  A  high  mountain,  towering  to  the  sky. 

A  Jw«l«»  sliamiz,  (pi.  i,Vo^^ji  shawamiz')  Preg- 
nant (camel),  or  shewing  signs  of  it.  Fructified 

(palm-tree).    A  scorpion. 

p j'c\I^  shamir,  A  veil,  covering  for  the  head. 

Aj*Ub  shamir,  (and  '2^1«j  shamirat)  A  sheep 
or  camel  whose  udder  sticks  close  to  the  belly. 

Sticking  close  to  the  roots  of  the  teeth  (gums). 

Pj^/oLij  shamis,  (oY^^ sliamus)  The  Greek 
island  of  Samos.  Samian  earth,  resembling  talc, 

which  if  touched  with  the  tongue  adheres  to  it ; 

also  a  kind  of  viscous  earth,  white  or  black,  that 
dissolves  in  water. 

A  shamis,  (pi.  (^♦"J  shums  and  ̂ ^tAyj* 

shawamis)  (A  horse)  apt  to  throw  his  rider. 

A  la*l<;^  shamit,  A  pot  capable  of  containing  an 
entire  sheep  with  the  condiments. 

p  {j\ic\J^  shumah,  A  vest  reaching  to  the  waist. 

shumakcha,  A  short  garment  reach- 

ing to  the  waist.  A  linen  bandage  with  which 
women  truss  their  breasts. 

p  sUCtluj  sliam-gah,  Evening-tide. 
A  ̂«il(i>  shasmal.  The  north. 

A  J^^oUj  shdmil.  Who  or  what  extends  itself, 

touches  all  round,  surrounds,  comprehends,  con- 
tains, communicates  with.  Included,  concerned  in, 

connected  with.  Universal.  United,  confederate. 

p  s/mma,  A  woman's  veil.  A  lord,  master. 
Supper.  Any  thing  lying.  A  black  thing.  Darkness. 

Afalcon'shood.  Aplace.  Aseat.  Acomb.Theelbow. 

p  ̂ ^shdmi,  Suppei'.    Of  the  evening. 
A  shasmlf/,(^^\Mi shasdmt,  or  ̂ \Jtishasd- 

nny)  A  Syrian,  Syi'iac.  The  Syrian  side  of  Sanaa 

(opposed  to'^\^  yamdnii/).  A  citizen  of  Damascus. 
F«jU*Ul*s/mw?/awa,Aparasol,umbrella,canopy. 

A  'ix«\Zi  shaMmiyat,  Syrian  (woman). 
A  &>y«U«i  shdmiittt,  Syrian  (woman). 

A  d.X«Ul*  sJidmlyat,  The  people  of  Syria. 

V  shdn,  A  bee-hive.  Virgin  honey.  A  large 
loaf  of  fine  flower,  such  as  they  give  in  presents  on 

new-year's-day.  A  mandate.  Science.  An  enigma. 

A  shoemaker's  last.  Fear.  Respect,  regard.  Na- 
tural disposition,  habit.  A  white  Indian  dress.  A 

whetstone,    (for  eshdn)  They. 

tifying,  informing.  Proposing,  (pi.  shumn 

and  ̂ jUui*  shisdn)  Thing,  affair,  business.  Nature, 
constitution,  habit,  desire,  disposition.  A  vein  of 

soil  in  mountains  producing  palms  and  other  trees, 

(pi.  ashsun  and  ̂ ^y**  shusun)  Lachrymal 
ducts.    Conjunction  of  the  sutures  of  the  head. 

s/m/ti  sharif,  A  noble  condition. 

A  (jbl>*>  shamdni,  (dual)  Two  veins  from  the 
head  to  the  eyes. 

A  ol-j  shdnib,  One  who  has  clean  teeth  and 
a  sweet  breath.    Cold  (day). 

Pj^^liii  shdn-ddr,  A  man  of  quality  or  rank. 
p  shdnddn  or  shdnaddn,  A  comb-case. 
p  shdndan,  To  comb.  To  mark.  To  lay 

(the  dust). 
p  i5iipl«»  shdnzdah,  Sixteen. 

p  pfciijilii  shdnzdalium,  The  sixteenth. 
A  I  eil^  shdnif,  A  hater,  despiser,  averse  :  one 

who  turns  away  his  face.   »Aib  Us  i  k>\Jti  shdni- 

fun  ̂ nnd  hi  anfilii,  Hanging  us  at  his  nose,  i.e. 
despising  us. 

F  uibliij  shdnah.  The  crop  of  a  bird. 

p  shdnan-dn,  A  comb-case. 

!>  &>\I^  shdna,  A  comh.  A  crest.  A  hay  or  corn- 

fork.  A  honey-comb.  A  bee-hive.  The  shoulder- 
blade.  Speed.  Leaping,  bounding.  A  desert. 

i_,juw^  shdnan  ash,  {ovJ^jjL**  i^>\L>  shdnan 
sufiir-hhd?-)  A  curry-comb,  ̂ ^lij  {^J^j  j^^  eOU» 

shdna  dar  I'lsh  zadan,To  be  prepared.  cL**"^^  is.^U»j 
shdnad  dasi,  A  lint,  wool,  or  cotton-card. 

shdna  zadan,  To  comb.  i^jj\>_^%'i\!^  shdnaA 
harj)ds,  A  weaver's  instrument,  jjii^ajl^  slidna 
hardan.  To  comb.    To  curry. 

p        e6l«>  shdnaddn,  A  comb-case. 

ioLij  shana-zan,  A  comber. 

jamasi  s/tan, Their  garment. 

(J 

>\  ashi  shdn, 

Their  horse. 

A  sham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Doing,  minding, 

or  looking  after  (one*'s  business).  Doing  a  service, 
rendering  a  benefit.  Destroying,  laying  waste.  Cer- 

pjbrfi  &iLij  sltdna-sdz,  A  comb-maker. 

p  shdna-sar,  (or  uiJ^  aolwi  shdna-sa- 
rah)  (Crest-head)  The  hoopoo  or  puet. 

P(j:j\^i6Libs/ia?m-/iari,Quarrel,dispute,contest. 
p  8;i^l3  eoLij  shdna  nd  harda.  Uncombed. 

p  o.J;i&         shdna-hid,  A  hay  or  corn-fork. 
p  (^Iwi  sham,  Name  of  a  coin  formerly  current. 

A  shdni-f,  (pi.  -^VjJu  shunnds)  A  hater  (of 

man  or  woman),  an  evil-wisher. 
p  ,.,ijsjj\ji»  shdmdan.  To  comb.    To  card. 

A  jUi  shasw,  (v.  n.  of  lu*>  for  jUi)  Preceding, 
outstripping.  Astonishing,  surprising.  Excelling. 

Walking  fast.  Raking  mud  (out  of  a  well).  A 

boundary,  term,  goal,  end,  extremity.  Clay,  rub- 

bish, soil  drawn  out  of  a  well.  A  camel's  halter. 
Camel's  dung.    A  basket. 

Pj^jUi  shdwdr,  Choice;  fit  for  a  king. 

p  (j^j^  shdwardn,  A  city  in  Shirwan. 

p  iijjl^  shdwazd,  A  kind  of  white  thorn. 

PjS-jLii  shdwghar,  A  brazen  trumpet.  Name 
of  a  country  in  Turkistan. 

p  (jjUj  s/tawim,- Covering  of  a  cradle. 

Pjjjliii  shdicur,  A  confidant  of  Jj*^ 
hhusraw  famez,  king  of  Persia,  who  went  to  the 
court  of  Heraclius,  emperor  of  Greece,  and  dropt 

the  picture  of  his  prince  in  the  sight  of  the  princess 

shirin,  the  emperor's  daughter,  in  conse- 
quence of  which  she  fell  in  love  with  him  (seeJJi.j5j^ 

parwez).    A  pimp.  Shapiir,  king  of  Persia. 

A  t^j^  shdwi,  A  roaster  of  meat.  Shdni,  (or 

jj'jV^ij  shdiviy)  Of  or  belonging  unto  sheep,  ovine. 
Rich  in  sheep. 

A  jojLij  shdwtyat,  Dry  and  withering  (palm- 

branch).    Worst  part,  refuse. 
p  shah,  A  king,  sovereign,  emperor,  mon- 

arch, prince.  The  king  at  chess.  A  bridegroom. 
A  son-in-law.  A  title  assumed  by  fakirs.  A  wide, 

main  road.  A  sort  of  garment  used  in  India.  Root, 

origin.  Name  of  an  animal.  Of  noble  blood.  Great, 

excellent  in  any  degree,  t  sLi»  shdhi  dfdk- 

gird,  Alexander  Zu'l  Karnayn.  li^ii  shdhi  ddd, 
The  just  king.  sIjS*  shah  khwdndan.  To 

adduce  cogent  arguments.  Jj\j  »L2i  shdhi  zdwul, 
Name  of  Mahmud  Sabuktigin.  i,L^\  xX^  shdhi 

zang.  Night,  jl^^.  Is-  sLSj  shdhi  ̂ li-jdh,  A  king  of 
exalted  dignity,  (j);^^^  8^  shdhi  gawhardn,  A 
certain  precious  stone  which  belonged  to  Khusraw 

Parviz,  and  which,  on  being  cast  into  the  sea,  at- 
tracted to  itself  a  number  of  other  precious  stones. 

(jjiiJ  shdhi  murahba^nishin,TheK.a^ha. 
^^li^  jUo  shdhi  marddn,  King  of  valour,  Aliy. 

J  jj  ̂   shdhi  nim-roz,  A  title  of  the  governor of  Sistan.  The  following  words,  with  many  others, 

are  employed  with  slidh.  King,  as  epithets  of 

the  sun  :  ̂ \  iXlin  shdhi  anjum.  King  of  the  stars  ; 

jjli-  khdwar,  Of  east  or  west;  Ux«  jl^p-  hhargdhi 
mind.  Of  the  azure  pavilion  ;  CJ\^^  sayydrdt. 

Of  the  planets ;  gardun,  Of  the  firmament ; 

^JJ^  mashrih,  Of  the  east;J_jj<0  nim-roz,  Of  mid- 
day ;  «JL»»1  Cii^,  yak  aspa.  Of  one  horse. 

A        shdh,  Sharp-sighted. 
p  UsLij  shdhd,  (vocative  case)  O  king  ! 

p  u-^lfcUlj  shdhdh,  A  red  colour.  Red  juice  of 

the  flower  of  the  ijff^  hdjira. 

p  d\>  I  »U!*s/<a/*-aZ;afZ,  A  district  of  south  Bahar. 

p  5^  shdlt-isparam,  hXIm  shdh- 

ispiarham,  ̂  ̂Un\  iXl^shdh-isfarham,  sLS*  shdli- 
param orsh dh-parum  sl^  slidJi-ispargham, 

ffi'jfM*  'i\^shdh-sipargham,^jMt  i\J*>shdh-siparam, 

^fc^^  sliti  shdh-siparham,  ̂ ^^^^  shdh-sifar- 

gham,  or  j*;^  *^  shdh-sijaravi)  Basil-royal. 
Pj^\  i\J*i  shdh-afsar,  Melilot. 

p  ̂51        shdh-dlu,  A  sort  of  plum. 
p  ̂Ijfcljii  shdhdn,  (pi.  of  sLSj  shdh^  Kings. 

p ̂ sS\  i\^shdh  -anjiT,  A  small  but  delicious  fig. 
p  jol&Lii  shdhdna,  Royal.  Splendid,  magnifi- 

cent.   Royally.   A  dress  worn  by  a  bridegroom. 

A  u^fcLii  s/ta/«"i,Ash-coloured,  of  a  dusky  white. 

p  jLjbU;*  shdh-hdz,  A  royal  falcon.  The  longest 



feathers  in  a  falcon's  wing.  Royal,  generous,  noble. 
I'  ̂LfcUlj  shah-hal,  Longest  feather  in  a  wing. 
p  ̂Li>\ji»  shdh-hald,  One  who  is  exactly  of  the 

same  age,  height,  and  figure  as  the  bridegroom,  and 
who  attends  thebrideffroom  to  the  house  of  the  bride. 

p£l*fcU»  shdh-hdnaj,  A  hard  Egyptian  tree. 
p  Ci)jbsli»*7<aA-&a?za/i,Asortofmedicinalplant. 

p  ju*^  »Uj  shdh-bnsa,  Melilot. 

P  ifli^  sUj  shah-halut,  (Royal  oak)  A  chesnut. 

p  J  JviJbUj  shah-bandat^,  The  shabandar,  the 

receiver-general  of  duties  or  tribute.  The  custom- 

house (at  Dacca). 

p  shdh-hoy  or  hui/,  The  odour  of  amber 

or  musk.  Ambergris. 

p  C1.*J0.  shdh-hayty  The  royal  distich  or  con- 
cluding verse  of  the  Ghazal  or  Eastern  ode. 

p j^UIj  ahdh-paVf  Largest  feather  in  a  wing. 
p  (jr shdh-pari,  Amber.  Musk. 

p  »Lij  shah  tardh,  A  viceroy.  A  king's 
favourite.  A  satrap. 

p  sj-l^islwi  shdhtarra,  (a  ̂jrCfcLSj)  Fumitory. 
pOyi  »l«js/m7i-<Mi,Alarge,excellent  mulberry. 

Pjl>  jLSj  shdh-tir,  The  king-beam,  the  large 
beam  of  a  house. 

p        8Uijs/ta/i-jaw,Nameof  thecity 

p  f^^'-f^  S^AW  shah-jahan,  Name  of  an  emperor 
of  Hindustan. 

p  jVw*  shah-chini.  The  expressed  juice  of 

a  China  plant. 

p  ̂ ^Jj^s-  s/taA  hhtfurdi,  Sweetmeats  used 
on  great  days. 

p  ̂\J*i  shdhid,  A  beautiful  woman.  A  hand- 

some man.  A  ringlet  of  hair  especially  belonging 

to  a  mistress.  Known.  Things  of  great  value. 

jj\s»  d^\J^  shdhidijdn,  The  beloved  of  one's  soul. 

(_ji>^,  CLJLijj  ti.fcl*o  shdh'idi  zarhaft-posh,  Heaven. 
Day.    The  sun.    i>,J  shdhidi  zard,  White 

wine,  iijj  J.J^lM»  shdhidi  rukh-zard,  (jjj  liJs^ 
shdhidi  roz,  {^j^j  SS>\i!n  shdhidi  za^ardni,  SS^XJm 

sliij  shdhidi  slidhi  falah,  or  ,^j>- 
shdhidi  tighdni  charhh)  Name  of  the  sun. 

A  d'S>^  shdhid,  {^\.  i^y^Zt  shuhud,  d^ijishvhhad, 

shahd,  ash-hud,  and  sharvdhid) 

A  witness,  eye-witness,  by-stander.  An  angel  (as 
a  witness  of  the  actions  of  men).  An  epithet  of 

Muhammad.  Expeditious  (affair).  A  star.  The 

Pleiades.  The  tongue.  Friday.  A  mucus  which 

accompanies  (as  a  witness)  the  new-born  child. 

Fleetness,  an  excellent  pace  in  a  horse.  (JU>-  dJ!>\J^ 

shdhidi  hdl,  Witness  of  facts.  ̂ ju**»\s  6S>\Z»  shd- 
hidi fd  isiakim,  (uiJ^  liJsl^  shdhidi  li^mrika, 
or  shdhidi  goyandagdn)  An  epithet 

of  Muhammad.    i^t*jo  ii>fcUj  shdhidi  mu^amad, 

(or  Jiils-  Si>\M>  shdhidi  ̂ dil)  A  witness  of  veracity. 

ZjLo  saldtu'sh  shdhid.  Evening-prayer, 
p  shdh-dd7'v,  (Sovereign  remedy)  A 

name  which  Jamslied  gave  to  wine. 
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p  ̂J\M>\J^  shdh-ddn,  A  large,  beautiful  pearl. 

A  ̂^AJsl^  shdhddnaj,  Hemp-seed. 
p  eo^i^fcUi  shdh-ddna,  A  large  pearl.  Hemp- 

seed.    A  cherry. 

pjb  i^fcUi,s-/ta/twZ-Z)a2!,  Whoremonger.  Sodomite. 

P  {jj\>  tiJsLi*  shdhid-hdzi,  Whoredom. 

p  C.*'^.  i^i>\jM  shdhid-parast,  A  devoted  lover. 
A  shdhidat,  The  earth. 

P  Ll*i-jii        shdh-dirahht,  The  royal  fir. 
p  Ojii  5l«*  shdh-dHdjA  sort  of  musical  instrument. 

A  ef'^*^  shdhidi,  Testimony,  evidence. 

Pj^y.ii  sliij  shdh-dlwdr,  A  palace-wall. 
A         sJidhir,  One  holding  a  drawn  sword. 

p  i\j  xL*)  s/ta/t-ra/i, King's  highway,  main  road. 

p  ̂jfcUb  shdJi-rukh,  The  horn  of  a  rhinoceros. 
A  title  given  to  the  sons  of  the  nobility.  Name 
of  a  son  of  Timiir. 

p  shdh-rash,  A  fathom. 

p  shdh-rag,  The  jugular  vein. 

p  Jjj  shdh-rHd  or  rod,  A  large  river.  Name 
of  a  river.  The  bass  cord  of  an  instrument.  Name 

of  a  musical  instrument. 

p  i^***  shdh-zddagi,  Minority  of  a  prince. 
Youthful  folly.    Foolish  pride. 

p       iXZi  shdh-zdda,King's  son;  heir  apparent. 

p  ijij  sUIj  shdh-zira.  Caraway-seed. 
A  shdhasharam,  (from  p)  Sweet  basil. 

Pj\_j**>  slrflli  shdh-suwdr,  An  excellent  horseman. 

p  ̂ Jx>o  shdh-sini,  The  expressed  juice  of  a 
plant,  brought  from  China,  good  for  the  headache. 

V  ̂XS"       shdh-^Iam, One  of  the  Great  Moguls. 
p  (j^^j^  5^  shdh-gharjihdn,  A  royal  habit of  fine  muslin. 

A  j^J&Lii  shdhik,  High,  lofty  (mountain  or  edi- 
fice). An  artery.  A  high  or  throbbing  vein, 

^fcUiii  zu  slidliik,  One  not  greatly  enraged. 
p  sLi*  shdh-hdm,  A  term  used  at  chess  by 

the  vanquished. 

PjKfc\jij  shdh-hdr,  (King's  work)  A  gratuitous 
work,  which  one  is  compelled  to  do.  Any  thing 

great,  pure,  and  magnificent. 
p        xUtj  shdh-hdl,  Squint-eyed. 

p  ̂   sljli*  .sAa/i-^/a?/i,  Pleasant-paced  (horse).  A 
particular  pace  of  a  horse,  the  royal  pace. 

p  (jl^Uii  shdhgdn,  (or  sil^Ulj  shdhgdna)  Any 

thing  great  and  noble.  A  royal  treasure.  A  spe- 
cies of  verse. 

p  iji^j^        shdh-girdi.  Captivity,  subjection. 
p  i^***  shdh-garvhai'dn,  A  jewel  of  the 

first  magnitude  and  purest  ray.  A  single  pearl  fill- 

ing its  shell. 
p  shdh-guhar,  Ancestor  of  kings. 

p  shdh-lvj,  A  sort  of  plum, 
p         i\m  shdh-luh,  A  large  yellow  plum. 

p  shdh  mat,  Checkmate  at  chess. 

p  jjU)5\jijs^a/maw(/,Resemblingaking.  Royal. 

p        i\Zt  shdh-muhra,  A  precious  stone,  said 

to  be  found  in  a  serpent's  mouth  or  a  dragon's  head. 
■  p  ̂fcli>  shdhan  or  shdhin,  A  shepherd's  pipe. 

Shdhin,  The  beam  of  a  balance.  An  excellent  falcon. 

p  shdh-ndm,  A  sort  of  musical  instru- 
ment.   Name  of  a  city  in  Shirwan. 

p  S'tlj  sLi*  slidh-ndma,  A  history  of  kings.  The 

royal  book,  the  title  of  a  poetical  and  most  romantic 
history  of  the  ancientPersian  monarchs,  by  FirdawsT, 

who  is  justly  considered  as  the  Homer  of  the  East. 

p  shdh-ndy,  A  military  trumpet. 

p  ̂jjJjfcL**  shdhandan,  To  be  honest,  sincere ; to  act  uprightly. 

p  SiiaJ&\ji»*/!a/janiZa,  Pious,  honest, upright.  Ex- 
cellent, blest. 

p  jLijjslji*  shdhanshdh,  (eciJjfclwi  shdhanshah, 

or  shahanshdh)  (acontraction  ofi^^^WJ^ 

s/m/taM-*7m/i)Kingof kings,  lordoflords.  sULxfcljj 

lL*»! J  lijj  shdhanshdhizandwdstd, (or  (.iiii 
shdhanshdhi  falak)  The  sun. 

Pj^liJvfcljjs/<a/«a?<s/(a/<i,Imperialdignity,mon- 

archy.    Royal,  imperial,  princely,  monarchial. 

p  ij^.ijjtiUi»  shdh-nishin,  The  seat  of  the  king, 

i.e.  a  gallery  or  balcony  projecting  from  the  pa- 
lace, where  the  king  shews  himself  to  his  people. 

A  balcony,  gallery,  portico,  or  similar  projection. 
A  costly  carpet. 

p  yfcUii  shdhu.  Large,  excellent,  royal  (pearl). 

p  shdhwdr,  Royal,  noble  ;  like  a  king, 

fit  for  a  king,  befitting  a  king.  A  fine  royal  pearl. 

p  i^j^i^J^  shdhvard,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 
A  royal  throne.  A  dormitory.  The  seventh  trea- 

sure of  Khusraw.    Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  (^ysLii  shdhwash,  A  maiden,virgin.  Royal. 

p  J^Uj  shdhid,  A  plumb-line.  A  pendulum. 
p  «JfcUi>  shdha,  A  turret  raised  above  a  house 

for  the  benefit  of  air.  Name  of  a  city  in 

p  shdhi,  Royal.  Imperial  dignity,  domi- 

nion, sovereignty,  royalty.  The  followers  of  the  sect 
of  Ally.  Name  of  a  poet.  Name  of  a  coin.  A  sort 

of  sweetmeat,  made  of  starch  and  white  of  egg. 

A  shdhl,  Sharp-sighted. 
A^J&Lii  shdhiy,0{  or  belonging  to  sheep,  ovine. 

One  who  keeps  sheep. 

A  XAfcLi*  shdhiyat,  A  hawk. 

P  ̂\^JJ»\J^  shdh'idan,  To  be  honest,  upright, 
righteous,  sincere,  pious.  To  reign,  to  exercise 

kingly  authority. 
p  s^>jJfcUlj  shdhida,  Pious,  chaste,  upi'ight. 

A  (jAfclik)  shdhin,  (pi.  shawdhin  and 

jj<Jfc^_jji>s/t(2rya/im)A  royal  white falcon.The  beam  of 
scales.  A  place  to  recline.  The  tongue  of  a  balance. 

p         shdy,  God. 

Vj^\Z»  shdydr,  Gratuitous  woi-k  which  one  is 

compelled  to  do. 
p  ̂j<>)J*»  shdydn,  Legal,  lawful,  allowed,  per- 

mitted. Worthy,  suitable.  Agreeable.  Possible, 

contingent.    Gratuitous  but  forced  work. 



F  ̂j^\job\ji»  shayanidan,  To  cause  to  comb. 

A  (_>jUJ  shanb,  A  mixer.  Grey-haired. 

A  H-jlwi  shaAlat,{j^\.  <  <^\^s/iarraj  ji)  An  im- 
purething.  Suspicion, doubt.  A  calamity.  Mixture. 

A  ̂Lii  sliasih,  Diligent.  Jealous.  Hard-bi'eath- 
ing  (horse).  One  who  goes  gently. 

p  shayad,  Let  it  be.  It  is  agreeable,  suit- 
able, worthy,  proper.  May  be,  perhaps,  perchance, 

possibly,  probably.  Probability. 
A  shasis,  Hard. 

P  sliayistamdan,  To  cause  to  suit, 
to  render  useful. 

p  s/ta?/?ste^i,  Aptitude,suitability,con- 
veniency.  Propriety,  fitness.  Affability. 

i>{^j\**L>\L»sliayistan,  To  become,  suit,  agree.  To 
be  worth.  To  assist.Tobe  destroyed.  To  be  necessary. 

p  is!L^>)J^  shayista,  Worthy,  honourable.  Le- 

gal,unobjectionable.  Suitable, decentjuseful.  Well- 

bred,  pol  ite.  iijJ  e3,^i}J^  shayista-bud,  (or  ej^KZt 

^J^>^tt  shayista  hasil')  Whose  existence  is  necessary, 
/.  e.  self-existent. 

p  ̂^-0  fijk*^)^  sliayista-mizaj,  AffaJAe,  mild. 
A  shasi^  Divulged,  published,  promul- 

gated. Diffused.  Celebrated.  Distressed.  Undis- 

tributed (portion). 

A  L-ol^*  shasif,  (pi.  'ii\Z>^  A  hater,  enemy. 
A  JjJ^^  shank,  Loved.  A  beloved  object,  one 

which  excites  desire.  Desirable. 

A  idliXZi  sliasih,  Thorny,  prickly.  Clothed  in 

armour ;  armed  with  sharp  weapons. 

p_jaK  (_fl(ii57ia2/^ctZi?;,NameofaPersian  prophet. 
shayika,  A  certain  thorn  which  bears 

the  gum  C^^jj.S'  ̂ nzarut.  _ 
P  sliuygmi,  (for  ̂jlSsLij  sliahgan)  Any 

thing  worthy  of  a  king  or  great  man.  Large,  im- 
mense (particularly  a  royal  treasury).  Name  of  one 

ofKhusraw's  treasures.  Opened,  displayed.  Wide, 
spacious.  Repeated,  reiterated.  Worthy, suitable, 

befitting.  Any  thing  which  one  is  compelled  to  do 

gratuitously  for  theking.  Verse  thatends  in  ̂J\  an, 

and  is  of  two  classes.  The  first,which  is  called  ̂ ^l^.Uo 
shaygani  hhafi,  is  an  at  the  end  of  words 

denoting  the  agent :  as,  ̂J^j^  giryan,  AVeeping ;  a 

weeper:  ̂ ^^lioi-  khanddn.  Laughing;  a  laugher. 
Words  of  this  class  are  not  allowed  to  rhyme  with 

such  words  as  jjU]  zaynan.  Time,  or  aman, 

A  bow.  In  like  manner,  ̂ >  in,  foi'ming  adjectives 
of  relationship  in  such  wordsasij^-l!)  I  a^is/tI?«,Fiery, 

^J^^*^>  s'lniin,  Silvery,  may  not  rhyme  with  such 
words  as  (j;;*3  ̂(^'>^^'>^>  Earth,  or  ka?nin,  Am- 

bush. The  second  class,  which  is  called  f^\Xi}J^ 

shaygani  jail,  is  ̂ \  an  at  the  end  of  words  in 

the  plural:  as,  ̂J\j\>yardn,  ̂ ^^^LnJl^dostdn,¥nends. 
Such  words  may  not  rhyme  with  a  noun  in  the  sin- 

gular: zs,  ̂j'^s  fulan,  So-and-so.  The  occurrence 
of  these  terminations  more  than  once  in  the  Ghazal 
or  KasTda  is  forbidden. 
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ps:jk.6.Li>  shdyiglna,  (or  j_^JjX^ l^)  Small,  cheap. 

A  ̂Jjliij  shdsil,  (pi.  (Jj-^  shurval,  shnyyal, 

shiyal,  and         sh'mdl)  Milkless  (camel).  (A  ca- 
mel) that,  by  cocking  her  tail,  shews  she  is  preg- 

nant.   A  lifter,  a  carrier. 

A  XljLi*  shasilat,  (pi.  ̂ ^shawl  and  ̂ ^^Zi\ash- 

Kal)  (A  camel)  whose  dugs  are  wrinkled  for  want 
of  milk.  A  camel  seven  months  after  foaling.  A 
flock  of  sheep. 

A  shdsim.  Unlucky,  ominous.  One  who 
brings  ill-luck  upon  others. 

p  i^jy>}J^  shdyward,  A  halo  round  the  moon. 
Name  of  the  seventh  treasure  of  Khusraw;  also  of 
a  note  in  music. 

p  &>\/M  shdya.  Fruit. 

A  iS^Zi  shdsih,  Sharp-sighted.  A  lynx, 

p         shdn,  A  worshipper  of  God. 

A  ̂ Uij  shdsiy,  Belonging  to  a  sheep,  ovine, 

p  ̂^Si>}Ju  shdyidan.  To  become,  suit,  agree. 
To  be  worthy.    To  be  useful  and  necessary. 

p  y  '  shab.  Night.  Darkness.  jjjj<S>^ 
shab  andar  roz,  (Night  within  day)A  silken  stuff  of 

a  mixed  colour  (pepper  and  salt,  thunder  and  light- 

ning). CL>\ji  >,_  shdb  bardt.  The  14th  night  of 

Sha^ban.  i^'^^.  shab  paymudan.  To  mea- 
sure the  night, '/.e.  to  remain  awake  all  night,  l 

shahi  tdrih,  An  obscure  night,  jt^  i^Jlt 

shabi  tegh.  The  tenth  night  of  the  month  Muhar- 
ram.  tdl^  *  shabi  chah,  The  loth  night  of 

Shaaban.  (jii^ii  i^^^j'^  ̂ ^^'^^  darmiydn  dd- 
dan.  To  become  security  for  a  night,  or  for  a  longer 

time,  j^ii  u-»-i>*7<ai'«(Zfl?/jMr,  A  dark  night. 
j  shabi  zangi,  A  dark  night.  S^i^  {.^.^  shabi 

sada,  Name  of  the  10th  night  of  the  month  ̂ ^■♦^ 

baliinan.  JOui*  \  •  shabi  shdba-gun,  A  dark 

night,  (jjwij  u-Aw*  s/ia&  *7«Mrfa«,  To  terminate  (the 

season  of  youth),  ̂ jllb  l  /-'^  shabi  tdh.  The  19th, 
20th,  21st,  and  22d  nights  of  Ramazan. 

tijjol  CL*.^  shabi zulmat-andud,  A  night  veiled  in 

darkness.  {j^.J^  sliabi  ̂ mbaj-in,  (or  ̂^^u^ 

^\J^  ̂j^if  shabi  gisu-JisJidn)  A  dark  night. 
shabi  farrukh,  The  fourteenth  note  of  the  bar- 

but,  shabi  hadar,  (or  Aji>jD\  &)J  layla- 
tul  hadar)  The  night  of  power,  i.  e.  the  27th  of  the 
month  Ramazan,  (..jtMj  sliabi  haAnat,  The 

world.  iCmii^  \_  shabi  guzashia,  Last  night. 

sU  (.jjJj  shdbi  mdh.  Light  night,  moonlight,  l-u^ 

(^j^  shahi  masra'.  The  night  of  Muhammad's pretended  ascent  to  heaven.  Jjj  j  shab  u  roz, 

Night  and  day .  ̂jL?.  shabi  yaldd.  Longest  win- 
ter-night,             dar  shab.  In  the  night,  at  night. 

A  shabb,  (v.  n.  of  CL^^)  Kindling  (a  flame 
or  war).  Being  on  fire.  Raising  up  (any  thing). 

Being  determined,predestinated,appointed.Height, 
elevation.  A  certain  disease.  Alum.  Shibb,Ayonng 

wild  ox.  C^d  niish'  shuhba  ila'  dubba. 
From  youth  to  old  age. 
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A  \xm>  shaba'.  Water-moss.  A  scorpion's  stino-. 
P  shabdb,  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  Shi- 

bdb,  A  cherry. 

A  t--'^^  shabdb,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Zj)  Growing  up, 
becoming  a  young  man.  Youth,  the  prime  of  life, 
from  thirty  to  forty.  Beginningof  any  thing. 

i^Ujii  ̂ infuwdni  shabdb,  Flower  of  youth,  (pi. 
of  Clj\Zishdbb)  Youths.  Shibdb,  (v.n.of  iI.<.ij)Lift- 
ing  up  both  the  fore-feet  when  curvetting  (a  horse). 
Showing  more  brilliancy  (colour).  Whatever  is 

used  in  lighting  a  fire.  Joyousness,  cheerfulness. 
A  lifting  up  of  the  hands. 

A  (,HJ.jljljji>  shabdbdnak.  An  Egyptian  tree. 

A  iJL>j^\sJ^  shahdbis,  (pi. of  C..?lj!^  shabbds,  and 

lI^jAj^  shabbus)  Pot-hooks. 
A  )aJ^\xM  shabdbit,  (pi.  oilsjxL  shabUt,  ̂ ^xm 

shabbut,  or  shubbut)  Fishes  with  narrow  tails,  broad 
bodies,  and  small  jowls. 

A  <.iU).U^  shdhdbik,  (pi.  of  dJljLi*  shuhbdh) 

Nets.  (pi.  of  'e^\lZi  shubbdhat)  Lattices. 
A         sliabsat,  The  tongue  or  bolt  of  a  lock. 

A  sUi  shabdt,  (pi.  IjJ^shaha'  and  sha- 
bawdt)  The  end  or  point  of  any  thing  (particularly 

of  a  scorpion's  sting).  A  scorpion  as  soon  as  born. 
A  yellow  kind  of  scorpion.  A  horse  pulling  at  the 
rein ;  or  onethat rears.  The  sideof  the  toe  ofashoe. 

A  shubdt,  (for  )o\xti  shtibdt)  February. 

A  i^\lZi  shabbds,  (pi.  (Jj^KxL)  A  pot-hook. 

A  'is'\xZishabdhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii*)Beingbroadin the  arm.  Extending,  stretching  itself  (a  chameleon). 

A  ̂[x^shabddi^(p].o{' ^SxZtshibda^andshib- 
diQ  Misfortunes,  calamities,  (pi.  of  shib- 

di^it)  Scorpions. 
A  (Jj^J-"*  shahdrih,  (A  garment)  torn  in  pieces. 

(Meat)  cut  in  bits  and  cooked.  A  crowd.  Sha- 
bdrih  or  shubdrih.  Name  of  a  tall  tree  (of  which 

they  make  amulets  to  hang  round  the  necks  of 

horses,  as  a  preservative  against  the  fascination  of 

malignant  eyes).  Pieces.  Shubdrih,  Torn  (gar- 
ment).   Inner  breeches,  drawers. 

pjj^lxi*  shab-d-roz.  Night  and  day.  Always. 

P  (^Jjj^Zi  shab-d-rozi,  The  civil  day,  twenty- 
four  hours.  (J^jjIjJIj  {^j^  bdrdni  shab-d-rozi. 
Twenty-four  hours  rain. 

p  ijUwi*  shabdra,  A  woman  running  about  at 

night.    A  bat. 
A  ̂>j\xZi  shabdrih.  Pieces.  Torn  (garment). 
p  i_-*A»»^J^  shab-d-shab.  Night  by  night.  Quick. 

A  {^\xZ>  shibds,  Name  of  a  flying  fish. 

A  shubdt,  The  Syriac  month  of  "February. 

A  ̂Ifii  shibd^  (pi.  of  fJ^xxL)  Full,  satiated. 
A  ftpbui*  shabd^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ f«»)  Having  a  ca- 

pacious understanding.  Shubd^t,  Leavings  after 
the  appetite  is  satisfied.    The  well  Zamzam. 

Pjj^\  t_-*jis/taZ)-fl/"ro^,  Illuminating  the  night. 
i.e.  the  moon,  a  candle,  a  glow-worm,  and  the  like. 
The  10th  month  of  the  sera  of  Malik. 



A  uiJlxi*  shibak,  Many  wells  adjoining  toge- 
gether.    (pi.  of  &5a^  shabahat)  Nets. 

A  LiJljI^sA!<6&a^,(pl.LdJua\juij  shabablk)  Anet. 

A  lattice.  A  kind  of  plant.  Network,  whether 

of  leather  or  matting.  An  iron  grating. 

shubhaliat,  Network.  A  lattice. 

A  JIa^  sliibal,  (pl.of  Jjui  shiU)  Whelps. 

p  tL^'Uwia  shabalang,  Chace,  game. 
A  shabam,  A  certain  plant.  Shibam,  A 

piece  of  wood  put  into  the  mouth  of  a  kid  to  pre- 
vent him  from  sucking :  a  gag.  A  string  for  tying 

on  a  woman's  veil.    Name  of  a  city  and  tribe. 

p  u\iJiishaban,  A  bat.  (pi.  of  i^^^  shab)  Nights. 
;S/<a&a«ors/<MZ)aw,  Ashepherd,pastor. 

shabdni  wadld  ayman,  The  shepherd  of  the 

happy  valley,  i.e.  Moses. 

A  shuhban,  (pi.  of  i^-*^)  Young  men. 

shab-ambuy,  Winter  gilly-flower. 

p  (_^_jyljui>  shaban-rozi,  Night  and  day.  The 
civil  day,  twenty-four  hours. 

p  ̂^^„^  fj^i^  shaban-firib,  (f,iiXf^j>Jirl.bak,  or 

i^^^^^firiKali)  The  shepherd-mocker  or  deceiver, 
a  kind  of  bird  with  a  shrill  pipe. 

p  iJQ/Xx^  shabdnkara,  Name  of  a  district  in 
Persia,  and  of  a  village  near  Tus. 

p  (_5jK3lji*»»  shabdnJidri,  A  nation. 

p  slXJljwij  shabm-gdh,  Evening.  A  lodging- 

place.  A  fold. <S/ia  or  s/tM&aft-<7a/i,Ashepherd's  cabin. 

F ̂ \^\xZ>shaban-(/dhi,  Belonging  to  the  even- 

ing. ^lOlf^  pls^  ta^mi  shabdn-gdlii,  The 
evening  meal,  supper. 

shab-angez,  Henbane.    A  bat. 

Vj^\xL>  shabdmr  or  shabdnvar,  A  bat. 
p  e6Uji»  shabdna,  Nocturnal.  Supper.  Night- 

clothes.  Night-wages.  Last  night's  (bread  or  wine). 
Muddled,  tipsy.  Wine  taken  at  night.  A  guardian, 

keeper.    Shabdna  or  shubdna,  A  shepherd. 

pjjj  JoUji  shabdna-roz,  The  civil  day,  consist- 
ing of  twenty-four  hours. 

p  fj,\iM)shabdm,V astoral  charge,  pastorate:  the 

office  of  shepherd.  A  coin  weighing  7  drachms. 

8  J>jj«^(3ljui»  ddhi  shabdni  kunanda,  A  shepherdess. 

A  13 ̂*»'  s/tMiawi»/,Red-faced  and  red-whiskered. 
shab-dwd,  Crying  out  at  night.  A 

nocturnal  cry. 

pJ^jUjJ*  shabdnez,  Name  of  a  bird  which  is 
said  to  suspend  itself  by  the  claws,  and  cry 

hak  Aa/iallnight,till  the  blood  drops  from  his  mouth. 

A  jbuij  shabdh  or  shubdh,  A  seed  like  cress-seed. 

A  'ftfcljuij  shdbdhat,  Similarity,  resemblance. 
PL^XllbVj-i*  s/ta6a/iaw^,Themorning-star.  Dawn. 

The  dog-star.  The  nightingale.  A  cote.  The  teeth 
of  a  mistress. 

p  ̂^\iJln  shabd-hangdm,  Night-time. 
A  u-*J^J-il>  shahdsib,  (pi.  of  wLi*)  Young  girls. 

A  shabdsih,  Broad  timbers  in  the  camel's 
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A4_^A«jsA«Jai,Asheeporoxin  the  prime  of  age. 

p  shab-bdra,  A  strumpet.    A  bat. 

pjb  {^Jlt  shab-bdz,  Who  plays  by  night,  par- 

ticularly a  puppet-man.  One  who  reads  the  Kur'an 
by  niffht.  A  bat. 

!m  shab-bdza,  A  bat.  A  strumpet. 

p  sjb 

shab-bazi,  Tricks  by  night. 

saddle katab. 

p  V       shab-bdsh,  A  night-lodger. 
P  u-****  shab-bdshi,  Nightly  lodging. 

A  WjJ^  shababat,  (pi.  o?  CL>\Z»  shabb)  Youths. 

p  jwtf  '  shab  ba  hhayr,  Good  night,  saluta- 
tion at  night. 

p  »ji         shab-bo,  Polyanthus  tuberosa. 

p  »jy  L      shab-buza,  A  bat. 
p  f_  shab-boy,  The  yellow  violet.  A 

fraacrant  forest-flower  resembling;  camomile. 

Pj^i^jO  V  shab-biddr,  Waking  or  watching 
all  night,  sleepless. 

pij^iS^shab-pa7'a,(^ovi^j^jJ^  shab-^jai'aky^hat. 

PjyXj^  shab-jmr,  A  bat. 

p  {^y!.  L-* »'«»  shab-jwsh,  Night-covering,  2.<?. 
Quilts,  counterpanes,  blankets,  bedding  of  any 

kind.    A  woman's  veil. 
p  shab-2)uy,  The  noise  of  the  feet  in 

walking  gently. 

p  '         shab-jiaymdy,  (Measuring  the 

night)  Sleepless.  Sick.  A  lover. 
A  'ij>Zi  shabhat,  A  young  girl. 
pul.*jui  shihit, {or  A  shibitt) Anise.  Shibt,Ahall. 

p  (--.>\j         shab-tdb,  (Night-light)  The  moon. 

A  candle.  A  black  cat,  from  her  eyes  shining  re- 

markably in  the  night.    A  fire-fly.    A  gem. 

u—jli  '   ■  "'  hirmi shab-tdb,  A^re-^y,  aglow-worm. 
pjb  {^Zi  shab-tdz,  An  attack  by  night. 
p  CiJo  <_       shab-tah,  A  sort  of  game. 

A  c^^Awi  shabas,  (pi.  ̂^^lijuJ*  shibsdn)  A  spider. 
A  multiped  venomous  insect.  Shabis,  Attached 

strongly  to  one's  friends.  Adhering,  having  the 
hands  locked  (combatants). 

A  CL'jJ^  shibiss,  Aniseed. 

Ai^JosZishibsdn,  (pi.  of  CLkiZt)  Multiped  insects. 
A  iCJy*>  shubasat,  Attached  strongly  to  friends. 

A        shabaj,  A  lofty  gate  or  gates. 

pW  i^^^shab-jd,  A  lodging  place  forthe  night. 

p  '^^^  shab-chiru(jh,  (Night-lamp)  Acarbun- 
cle,  a  brilliant  gem.  A  glow-worm.  A  fire-fly. 

p  shab-chrrdyhak,  A  glow-worm. 

p  S^^^**  sliab-chura,  Dried  fruits  eaten  at  night. 

A  nightly  grazing  of  cattle. 

p  L^i^  shabchak,  (or  s^r***  shabcha)  A  festi- 
val-night in  the  month  Shaaban  or  Zii'l  Kaada. 
shabh,  (v.  n.  of  Splitting,  cleaving. 

Stretching  out  a  skin  between  pegs.  Extending 

the  hand  in  supplication.  Standing  erect  in  the 

presence  of  another.  Resembling,  being  like.  Ly- 
ing outstretched  on  a  branch  (a  chameleon).  Broad 

in  the  arm.  Shabh  or  shabah,  (pi.  ashbdh 
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shabhu^z  zira^yn,  Broad- 

and  shubuh)  An  object  indistinctly  seen  at  a 
distance  J  form,  figure.  The  body.  Aloftygateor door.  {j^\)<^\ 

armed  (man). 

A  shabhdn,  Long. 

A  ̂ U^*"  shabahatdni,(diU.a\yil-wo  sticks  used  in 
the  game  of  aJiLU  miiihala. 

A ̂ JMshabkh,The  noise  made  by  milk  in  milking. 
p  iO^i^***  shab-hhdna,  A  bed-chamber.  A  ha- 

ram.  A  closet  into  which  one  retires  at  night  for 
exercises  of  devotion. 

p  j^ljss-  shab-hhivdbi,  Night-clothes. 

p  (^^y^^  shab-khwdn,  The  nightingale. 
p  i_>ji^  i^^J^  shab-hhwush ,  Good  night. 
P  shab-hhun,  A  night-assault.    A  noc- turnal journey. 

P  tji^f  shab-hhum,  Robbery  by  night. 

pjfj^shab-khez,  One  who  rises  to  pray  or  who watches  in  the  night. 

p  A--*  shab-khizah,  Water-cresses. 
p  shab-khezi,  A  rising  in  the  night. 

A  ̂ ^■^  shibda^or  shibdi^  (pl.^U^)  Misfor- 
tune, calamity.  Shibdi^  The  tongue.  A  scorpion. 

A  'iS'd'xJ^  shibdi^t,  (pi.  ̂tiljui*)  A  scorpion. 
p  Jiiixi*  shab-dez,  (Night-colour)  A  horse  of  a 

dark  rusty  colour.  A  noble,  generous  steed.  Name 

of  a  famous  horse  that  belonged  to  Khusraw.  Name 

of  a  modulation  in  music.  tiXi-  t^J>,SiJ^  shab- 
dezi  nuhra-Miing,  Heaven.  Night.  Day.  Time. 
Fortune.  The  world. 

p  t.fX?.J.jJl*  shab-deg,  (Night-pot)  A  dish  com- 
posed of  meat  and  turnips  dressed  all  night  on  thefire. 
A  shibzdrat,  Extremely  jealous  (man). 

Ajd-xZi  shabzar,  Clover. 

V  jld^xZi  shabz'ir,  A  name  of  God. 
Ajw»s/ta&r,(v.n.of;A«*)  Measuring  with  the  span. 

Giving.  Tearing  lengthwise.  The  hire  for  prosti- 
tution. Whatispaidfor  theloanofastallion.  Mar- 

riage. Conjugal  rights.  A  dower.  Shabr  or  shib); 
Life.  The  sperm  of  a  stallion.  Shabr  or  shabar, 

(v.n.of_/-<i)  Giving  money  or  a  sword.  Asking, 

wishing.  A  gift.  Shibr,  (pl.jLwi»\  aslibdr)  The 
space  between  the  tip  of  the  thumb  and  that  of  the 

little  finger,  a  span.  JLi*  hibdlu^sh  shibr,  A 

serpent,  jy^^  jtf^  kasiru'sli  shibr.  Of  a  compact 
body.  Short,  dwarfish.  Shabar,  (v.n.ofjw>)  Be- 

ing insolent,  petulant,  ungrateful  to  the  Supreme 
Being,  returning  no  thanks  for  prosperity.  A  gift. 

Goods,  riches.  An  oblation  :  the  sacrifice  of  the 

mass.  An  offering  made  by  one  Christian  to  ano- 
ther. Solid  bodies.  Powers,  virtues.  The  Gospel. 

pjJm  shibr, a  man's  name.  Shabar,  A  flame. 
A  shibrdh,  (y.  n.  of  ̂ jJ^  Q)  Tearing  (a 

garment).  Cutting  (meat)  into  pieces.  Torn  in 

pieces  (a  garment).  Intensity. 
A  i^jAijJ^  shabarbas,  A  small  camel. 

A  'iV:)jJ*>  shabarzdt,  Swift  (she-camel). 



A  ibijJ*i  shaharzat,  Velocity. 

A  l^'i^j*^  shdbarza  ,  Swift  (camel). 
p  shaburffhan,  The  ancient  name  of  the 

city  of  Balkb.    A  town  near  Balkh. 

A  ̂ ^J^  shabrak,  Torn  in  pieces  (a  garment). 
Shibrik,  A.  species  of  tliora.  A  kitten. 

A  i^ijM^  shabrahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jj^  Q)  Running 
with  wide  and  quick  steps  (a  horse).  Tearing  (as 

a  hawk  his  prey).  Cutting  in  pieces. 

Pi*j.ui*  s/jjtram,  Spurge,  sea-lettuce,tythimallus. 

A  ̂ j-i^  shubrum,  A  kind  of  pulse.  Tythimallus, 
a  thorn.  Covetous.  Shubrum  or  shabram,  Short. 

shubrumat,  A  queen-cat.  Scattered 
portions  of  a  thread  or  rope. 

p  ̂^JjjJm  shab-ranrj, Ohscvive,  black,  clothed  in 
sable.  A  dark  bay  or  iron-gray  horse.  Name  of 
a  flower.  A  species  of  stone  which  burns  like  coal. 

Name  of  the  horse  of  Siyawush. 

p  J jJm  shab-rav,  One  who  travels  in  the  night. 

A  night-watch.  A  holy  man.  j j*m  asbi 
sJiab-rav,  A  swift  horse,  going  well  in  the  night. 

P(_S"jij  i-^iZi  shab-7'avi,A  travelling  in  the  night. 
A  Isj^  shabra,  A  name  common  to  fifty-three 

places  in  Egypt. 

A  ̂ jj^  s/<a6«a/i,  Touched  by  the  devil,  affected 
by  Satanic  influence. 

Pj\ii  tSij  s/<a&-2;^?^^Za-^Za?•, Vigilant  during 
night.  Keeping,  or  who  keeps  the  night  alive. 

p  2  jjj  u-**»*  shab-zinda-dari,  A  keeping 
of  vigils. 

p  s       t "»  shibist,  A  monster ;  teri'or-striking. 
p  j^ljL-juJj  shabistan,  A  bed.  A  bed-chamber, 

dorrnitory.  A  king's  bed-chamber.  A  closet  where 
one  says  nightly  prayers. 

p  ̂^Iju-Jt^  shabistam,  Night-clothes. 
p  StWxi*  shab-sada,  The  Epiphany.    A  bat. 

shabshabat,  A  completing,  finishing. 

A  (^fM»  shabas,  Roughness.  Thickness  and  en- 
tanglement of  thorns  on  a  tree. 

p  \s\JlAiJ^shabitbat,  Shepherd' s-staff" (an  herb). 
A  shab^  Fulness,  satiety.  Shib^or  shiba^ 

Enough  to  satisfy  for  once.  Shiba^  (v.  n.  of  ,*f«>) 
Being  satiated,  sated,  disgusted.  Approaching  to 

satiety.  Being  disgusted  with  repetition.  Satiety. 

A  ̂\j<Ju*j  shab^n,  Full,  satiate. 

p  US'  t-julo  shab-^ba,  A  dark  night. 
A  &3eA*»»  shub^it,  Enough  to  satisfy  for  once. 

A  |^^*<j  s/ta 5 ̂a',  (fem. of  (J IjiXwj  shab^n)  Full, 

satiate*.'   Plump  (woman).  J^Jui  shab^'l 
khalkhal, (or (^*-«»  s}iab^''s  si7vdr) A  fat  wo 
man,  especially  when  her  ankle-rings  and  bracelets 
are  too  small  for  her. 

p  shabgha,  (jV»«f«»  shabghar,  ij\kxM  shab 

ghaTa,j\iiM  sliabghaz,  SjliJuii  shabghaza,  ovj\kxZi 
shabghaw)  A  night-fold  for  cattle. 

p  i^i^  shab-gharib,  Cakes  and  sweets 
distributed  at  a  grave  on  the  night  after  interment. 
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A  Jjf«»  s/m&aZ!,( v.n.of  jJJui»)Burning  with  lust. 
Nauseating(food).  Lust.  Shabik,  Libidinous,lewd. 

shabh,  (v.n.of  C*).Joii)  Mixing.  Insert- 
ing, infixing.  Shabak,  Teeth  (of  a  comb),  (pi.  of 

^^^Ju^  shabakat)  Nets. 

p  l^Juii  shiblt,  A  whirl  on  a  spindle. 

A  'i^J^Mi  shubkat,  Family-connexion,  affinity,  re- 
lationship. Shabakat,  {^\.i,^XxZis]iabali  anduiJljui* 

shibak)  A  fishing-net.  A  network  veil.  A  lattice. 
Many  wells  adjoining  each  other.  Wells  clean  and 

open.  A  country  abounding  in  wells.  The  holes 

of  a  field-mouse  (like  network  for  number). 

A'ij^>yJ^shabkarat,{from  Pj^ioJj)Purblindness. 
sJtab-hulah,  A  night-cap.  A  blackcap. 

p  f^^^xZi  s/m&-/iM7i,Undertaking  a  nocturnal  ex- 
pedition, making  an  assault  in  the  night.  The 

cricket.  Morning,  dawn,  ^^lij  ̂^^^  shab-hun 
zadan,  To  travel  in  the  night. 

p  ;>jioM^  shabhand,  A  bird's  nest. 

Pj^Sok-i  shab-kur,  Purblind  at  night. 

p  i^j^'CiJji  shab-huri,  Purblindness  at  night. 
p  Ci}j^SixZi  shah-huh,  (^^Soji*  shab-kuka,  or 

i^^yli  shab-kuka')  A  species  of  mendicity,  in  which 
the  mendicant  at  night-time  takes  up  his  post  on 
the  summit  of  a  tree  or  a  hillock,  and  from  thence 

calls  out  to  each  individual  in  the  village  by  name 
to  come  and  administer  to  his  relief. 

p  tX^Zi  shah-gah,  (A  night-place)  for  sheep. 

Night-time. 
p  (i^Juw  sltab-gard,  The  night-patrol,  a  watch- 

man.   The  moon. 

p  shab  gardi,  A  watching  at  night. 

p^xJli  shab-gaz,  A  flea  (biting  by  night), 

p ̂ ^jJ^  shab-go  or  gu,  Chief  of  the  night-patrol. 
A  singer. 

p  ̂^^XJ>>ii  shab-gun,  The  colour  of  night,  i.  e. 
black.  A  carbuncle,  gem.  jUs- ^.Gjjj  shab-guni 

^i/a?^,  The  sky.  ̂ ^yixJ^  u-A-ii*  shabi  shab-gun,  A 
very  dark  night. 

p  i^'i^CxZi  shabgunitan,  (in  zand)  To  leave. 
Pj(X.xJii  shab-gir,  One  who  passes  a  sleepless 

night.  A  cricket,  a  nightingale,  or  any  animal  which 

sings  at  night.  A  certain  bird  that  sings  plaintively 

at  daybreak.  Travelling  after  midnight  and  before 
sunrise.  A  servant  who  works  or  travels  in  the 

night-time.  The  morning.  Attacking  by  night. 
A  nocturnal  assault. 

A  shibl,  (pi.  JIjuSj^  ashbal,  jJ.J>«»\  ashbul, 

^yiJiishubul,  and  Jbui*  shibal)  The  whelp  of  a  lion 
when  able  to  hunt,  or  other  beast  of  prey. 

p  ̂jiiJo^Jui*  shabld7iidan,To  make  adhere,  unite. 

A  pJuii  shabm,  (v.  n.  of  pf-*)  Putting  the  stick 

jiJuii  shibamm  into  (a  kid's)  mouth,  gagging  (him). 
Shabam,  (v.n.  of  ̂ -i»)  Being  cold  (water).  Cold. 
Shabim,  Cold  (water  or  morning).  Cold  from 
want  of  food.    Death.  Poison. 

A  jIJajS*  shibamm,  ATpiece  of  wood  put  into  a  kid's 

mouth  crosswise  to  prevent  him  from  sucking. 

p  S  ̂UiL-*ji*  s/ia&-mawiia,Yesterday's(  victuals), stale  (bread). 

A         shabimat,  Fat  (cow). 

A  shdbn,  (v.  n.  of  (j^^)  Being  soft  and 
full  of  animal  juices  (a  youth).    Drawing  near. 

p  uLIaaJj  shabnak,  Name  of  a  boy's  game. 

v^yxZt  shab-nam,  (Night-moisture)  Dew.  A 
very  fine  species  of  muslin. 

p  shabnam-sifat,  Like  dew. 
Pd..^^juisAa&re{/<a,Treasureburied  under  ground. 
p  ujui>  shab  nayasudan,  (Those  who 

rest  not  at  night)  Lovers.  Thieves. 
A  ̂XMshubuw,  (v.  n.  of  Uuij  for^jui)  Being  high 

and  lofty.  Being  bright  and  shining  after  an  alte- 
ration for  the  worse  (the  face).  Rearing  on  his 

hind-legs  (a  horse).    Kindling  (a  fire). 
A  C->\jJwi»  shabawdt,  (pi.  of  slxi)  Sharp  points. 

A  (_-^_jf(2j  shabub,  Any  thing  fresh  and  vigorous. 
Whatever  is  used  in  lighting  a  fire.  A  sheep  or 

wild  ox  in  his  prime.  One  who  does  a  thing  well. 

Whatever  imparts  strength  or  beauty.  A  horse 

whose  hind-feet  outstep  his  fore-feet.  Shubub,  (v. 

n.  of  el>»j^)  Lifting  up  both  feet  when  curvetting  (a 

horse).  Kindling  (a  flame  or  war).  Giving  more  life 

or  brilliancy  (to  colour).  Burning,  being  kindled. 

p  Cilj ̂ xl^  shabubak,  The  hoopoo. 
A  iijJ^  shabwat,  (v.  n.  of  for^x^)  Being 

high  and  lofty.  A  newly-hatched  scorpion.  A 

scorpion's  sting.  A  nickname  for  a  scorpion,  as 
&^el,«*»\  usamat  is  for  a  lion.  A  foul-mouthed  woman. 

A  iJL^^iZi  shabbus,  (pi.  t^^Uwij)  A  pot-hook. 

A  ■^^^  shubuh,  (pi.  of       shabak)  Bodies. Pj^jwjj  shabur,  A  sort  of  musical  instrument. 

A  Pj^lZt  shabbur,  A  brazen  trumpet. 
A  ̂^xJ^  shabut,  i^^iZi  shabbut  or  shubbut)  A 

kind  of  shad-fish. 

p  eJ^xZ)  shubuka,  The  elder-tree. 
A  ̂^^XMskubul,  (v.  n.  of  (J.f^)  Growing.  Being 

delicately  brought  up.  (pi.  of  Jj-^  shibl)  Whelps 

of  lions  or  other  beasts. 
A  mJm  shibh  or  skibah,  (pi.  i\iJli\  ashbdh)  Like, 

(pi.  slju^l  ashbdh)  Brass,  es,jui»  shibhi  ̂ md, 

Manslaughter.  s^J^j^rs  kuzi  shibh  or  shabak,  A 

copper  vessel.  Skabak,  (pi.  i[xZi\  askbdk)  A  kind 
of  large  tree.  Made  of  brass,  brazen.  A  kind  of 

thorny  plant  bearing  a  scarlet  blossom,  (pi.  ajlwe 
maskdbih  and  hm^mo  viaskdbik)  Likeness,  simili- 

tude, image,  resemblance.  Shubak,  (pi.  ofix^ 

skubhat)  Doubts.    Intricacies,  obscure  points. 
p  ajjj  skaba,  A  kind  of  soft  black  stone,  a  sort 

of  coal.  Agate,  jet,  black  coral,  black  shells,  or 

glass  beads.  A  tree  resembling  the  myrtle,  cib 

sxIm  yak  shaba,  Space  of  one  night,  one  night's. 

A  ̂̂ ^^f(XZ*  skabahdn  orshubukdn,'Name  of  a  thorny 
plant.  A  kind  of  wild  thyme.  A  plant  smaller  than 

wheat,  with  which  a  composition  is  made  forclosing 
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up  chinks  in  houses  and  curing  pains  in  the  eyes. 

A  e^x^  shubhat,  (pi.  Ol^Jui*  shubhat)  Doubt, 
scruple,  ambiguity,  suspicion.  An  obscure,  doubtful 

point.  Intricacy.  Resemblance,  similitude,  p 

ij'^j^         c?«/"^i  slmblia  liardan,  (or  &^f>^ 
^jii^ shubha  zanl  kardan)  To  remove  all  doubt. 

p  ji^y^  shabhar,  The  beak  of  the  chargh, 
(a  sort  of  hawk). 

p  j^ff"^  shabham,  A  porcupine. 

p  ̂\JJ^uishab-hanga.m,'Night-t\me.  At  night. 
A  shibliiy,  Bi'azen. 
p  shabe,  A  certain  night.  Shabi,  Nightly, 

belonging  to  the  night.    A  night-shirt. 

p jU)^  sAa&-2/ar,  A  soporific  electuary,  a  night- 
potion  (a  night-friend).  Aloes. 

F  Sj^Aaw  sJiab-yara,  New  wine,  must. 

P  Sjl^.         shab-yaza,  A  bat. 
A  L^f^iJ^shabtb,  (v.n.of  C^Jlt)  Shewing  more 

brilliancy  (colour).  Lifting  up  the  fore-feet  when 

curvetting  (a  liorse),  capering.  Rearing  (horse). 

A  i-^^f^i^  shabibat,  (v.  n.  of  ul**»»)  Attaining  to 
puberty.  Youth. 

p  i^f^  shabibi,  A  narcotic  root.  The  inebria- 

ting hemp-seed  also  bears  this  name. 

A  'sIxjJ^  shabibiyat,  Youth,  youthful  age. 
P  ijy^i^  shabi-khun,  A  night-attack,  surprise. 
p  ̂ ^S^xZi  sltabidan,  To  turn  aside,  sit  down  in 

a  place,  perch  (as  a  bird).  To  rest  anywhere  at 

night.  To  hang  any  thing  to  the  head,  or  to  tie 
round  the  loins. 

A  ̂ ^A^  sliabi^  Many.    Hairy  (rope). 

J}x31  shabi^'l  ghazl,  (Cloth)  of  many  threads,  of 

a  thick  texture.    JiU5^  i*^f^  shabi^'l  ̂ kl,  Of 
full,  ample,  mature  intellect. 

A  (.iLxiI*  shubayk,  A  small  net. 

xZi  shabika,  A  net,  gin,  snare.  Full  of  holes. 

p  j»*f>^  shabim,  Running  away,  flight. 
p  &AajJ[>  shabina,  Nocturnal.  Stale.  Of  last 

night.  A  bat.  Grapes.  Turpentine. 

A  &>fM)  shabih,  Alike,  equal,  like,  resembling. 

A  picture.  tui^  shabih  bi'lhakk,  Like  the 
truth,  probable. 

P  <-r**^  shap,  Jumping.    Quick.  Brilliant. 

p  L-^\ji^lxij  shapashaj),  (or  shapshap') 
The  whiz  of  an  arrow,  or  of  spears. 

P  i-^A:^^  shiptak,  A  slap  with  a  shoe,  a  kick. 

PjI^  shappar,  Good,  excellent. 

p  ijjJli  shapara,(ov  shaprak)  A  bat. 
P  shajoush,  shipish,  or  shupush,  A  louse. 

P  c—*^  shaj)  shap,  Agitated,  disturbed, 

^uick,  hasty.  Undignified.  The  whiz  of  an  arrow, 
'he  branch  of  a  tree. 

p  sJijJM  slii2'>islia,  A  moth.  A  weevil. 
p  shipishm  or  shupushin,  Lousy. 

P  shipl,  Camel's-foot  (an  herb).  Shipl, 
or  CJ.A^  shiplat)  Degree,  rank,  dignity.  The  noise 

rade  by  a  bird's  wing  when  flying.  A  loud  noise. 
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P  t:;^^^^  shaplamdan,  To  cause  to  adhere. 
p  shapUdan  ov shij)lidan,  To  be  foolish. 

To  act  like  a  madman.  To  press,  squeeze,  smooth 

with  the  hand.  SIdpRdan,  To  chirp,  whistle. 

p  ̂j\^;l^shipnida)i,  To  whistle  to  a  horse  when drinking. 

p  j^^jX^  shipohhtan,  To  give  a  violent  shock. 
To  sprinkle. 

Vj^iS^  shapur,  A  shad-fish. 
F         shajipuz,  (orj^jirt  shappuj)  A  bat. 

p  shap-posh,  A  cap,  a  night-cap.  A 

fillet  worn  under  the  head-dress.  Night-clothes. 
A  quilt,  a  counterpane. 

Pj*)  aa^^  shapasi  tir,  The  whiz  of  an  arrow. 

P  i^x^^^  shij)ekhtan,  To  sprinkle,  scatter. 

PjxJ:^  sha2nr,  Name  of  a  high  mountain. 

p  (J..-xi*  shap'd,  Camel's-foot  (an  herb).  Shipel, 
Pressure,  squeeze.  A  chirp,  whistle.  Distress  of 
mind,  madness. 

P  f^<\AxJM  shipelidan,  To  squeeze.  To  play  the 
madman.  To  chirp,  whistle. 

P  shut,  Money  given  to  by-standers  at  the 
end  of  a  game.  Presence,  worship,  majesty. 

A  iJLm*  shatt,  (v.  n.  of  CLm*)  Being  separate, 

distinct,  scattered.  Separating,  scattering.  Dis- 

persion, (pi.  ashtat  and  0_ji^  shutut) 

Separate,  distinct,  dispersed,  scattered. 

A  \^  s/tfl<a', Rough  place.  Opening  of  a  valley. 
p  bLi>  shita,  One  who  eats  nothing  the  whole 

day.  ̂   (for  ̂'''CJm  shitab)  Making  haste.  Haste. 
A^Xij  67m<ia',(for  [^^s/taWa')Distinct,  various. 
A  shitas,  (v.  n.  3  of  blii*  for Agreeing 

(with  one)  for  the  winter,  (pi.  ̂^^Jm  shutly  and 

'iSMM\  ashtiyat)  Winter.  Cold.  Rain.  Scarcity, 
(pi.  of         shatmai)  Winters,  "—^'j  tvahti 
shita,  In  the  winter-time.  \li<2i  C^IZt  shiddati 

shita,  The  severity  of  winter.  ̂ U-iJ^  (j/i 

kalbish  shitas,  In  the  heart  of  winter,  mid-winter. 

p  shitdbjJIaste,  speed,  expedition,  quick- 

ness. Quick,  speedy.  Quickly,  (in  compos.)  Hast- 

ening :  as,  L^\l^  yfc  I  ahu-shitab,  Hastening  like 
a  stag.  L—*!^  jj,  bi  shitab,  Slow,  patient. 

p  f^^CZishitaban,  Any  one  making  great  haste. 

Hastily.  ̂ jtX*"  ij^^-^  shitaban  raman  shu- 
dan,  To  hurry  on  with  great  expedition. 

p  jjjjobbi^  shitabanidan.  To  hasten,  urge. 

p  i^J^  shitab-bdran,  Wind  and  rain. 
pjb  (_.^ll>^  shitab-bdz,  Hasty,  expeditious. 
p  shitdb-dawidagi,  Fast  running. 

p  jj  shitab-rav,  Swift-going,  fleet. 
p  f^i^j  t_->lli*  shitdh-zadagi.  Haste,  precipi- 

tancy, over-hastiness. 

T  t^j  (_.>bL.i>  shitdb-zada,  Hasty,  precipitate. 

v  J6  c_^l:;<i»  shitdb-hdr,  One  who  makes  haste. 
Expeditious,  despatchful,  diligent. 

p  t/j^  (— ->l:ii)  shitdb-hdri,  Haste,  despatch. 

p  jjj^iXjjlXii*  shitdbandagi,  Haste. 

p  ii^i^lliii*  shitdbaiula,  Making  haste,  swift. 

p  (J,^-»^  shitdbi,  Haste,  speed.  Quick,  hastily.  . 

^jiijS^ (3^-*^  shitdbi  kardan,  To  make  haste. 
P  ̂ji3.p.llL<i*  shitdbidan,  To  make  haste. 
A  CL->\SiJi  shatat,  (v.  n.  of  CL^Zi)  Being  separate, 

distinct.  Scattering,  dispersing.  Being  dispersed, 

scattered.  CJi^ZMt  \<j\>-  jam  shatdta  sha- 
tdta,  They  came  separate  and  scattered. 

p         shitdgh.  Any  animal  which  gives  milk. 
A  highway-robber.    A  herd. 

p  (^illli*  shitdftan,  To  make  haste. 

p  s.'l)\l!li  shitdfta.  One  M'ho  hastens.  An  onset. 
p  uLJI-jI»  shatdk.  Shoots  springing  from  the  root. 

p  cL^lloi*  shitdlang,The  ankle-bone.  The  heel. 
Sole  of  the  foot.    That  part  of  the  axletree  which 

enters  into  the  nave.  The  silken  string  of  a  musi- 
cal instrument.   A  large  clew  of  silk. 

It 

A^ljLi*  shattdm,  A  supercilious  man. 
A  'ireCJl)  shatdmat,  (v.  n.  of  p^)  Being  ugly, 

ill-favoured.  Rejoicing  at  (an  enemy's)  distress. 
p  (jljul*  shutdn,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Years. 

A  (jjb^  shattdn,  (A  particle  having  the  force  of 
a  verb)They  are  different,  j j  liJj  1*  ̂jlLii  shat- 

tdna  md  zayd  wa  ̂ a??i?',There  is  a  difference  between 
Zayd  and  Amr,  they  are  separated.  U^^.  (jVjuu 

shattdna  md  baynahumd,  There  is  a  great  difference 
between  them  two. 

p  sULwj  shitdh,  A  swimmer. 

shatr,  A  side,  corner.  Shatar,  A  bird's 
beak.  Shutur,  A  camel,  ^^  JXZi  shuturiblma- 

/ta?'.  Incorrigible,  refractory,  jjlfc^^jii J^shuturi 
du  hohdn,A  dromedary.  j\yj»  shuturi  suwdr, 
A  light  camel  to  carry  expresses. 

shatr,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Rendering  the  eye- 
lids inverted  and  relaxed.  Cutting,  chopping.  Af- 

flicting, vexing,  wounding,  (from  Pj<>-  chatr^  (pi. 

j^ii  shutur)  An  umbrella.  Shatar,  (v.  n.  oi Jm») 
Being inverted,relaxed,and  wide  open  (the  eyelids). 

Having  such  eyelids  (a  man  or  the  eye).  Dispa- 

raging, speaking  ill  of.  Being  cut  or  broken  off'. A  relaxation  of  the  eyelid.  A  fissure  in  the  upper  lip. 

In  the  verse^Ji6/<a^a/,a  shortening  of^iAff'\A«?rte<ya- 

^luninto^J^^fd^lun.  ̂ SAwtor,  A  worthless  fellow. 
p  i^JlZt  shatarb,  A  tiger. 

p  d\>j'JJli  shutur-bdd  (or  Jb  bdl),  A  dromedary. 

Pjb J^Jm  shutur-bdr,  A  camel's  load. 
p  ̂ bjl^  shuturbdn,  A  camel-driver,  or  owner. 

p  (JjS;        shutur-bulihtl,  A  dromedary. 

p  sJ> Jiui  s]iatraba,(mh-?,^e\iiov  is^'j^  shanzaba) 
Name  of  the  ox  that  was  instigated  by  the  jackal 

Dimna  to  fight  the  lion,  and  perished  in  thecontest. 

p  shut7ir-j}d  (or  ij^.2')dy),  Camel's-foot, 
an  herb ;  turnsole,  the  sun-flower.  Origany. 

A  'ijJ^  shutrat.  Space  between  two  fingers. 

PjU>-  Jm»  shutur-khdr,  A  thistle  of  which  ca- mels are  fond. 

p  _js>- shutur-hho.  Camel-tempered,  spiteful. 



V  Jii  shutur-dil,  Camel-hearted.  Vindic- 

tive, spiteful.    Timid,  cowardly. 

p  ̂ dJJJM  shutur-diR,  Cowardice,  timidity. 

p  J^shutur-dandan,  Copperas,  vitriol. 

p  (jjj^  shutur-zan,  (Camel-striker)  A  large 
kind  of  spider. 

p  ij^Jj'sJli  shutur-zahra,  Equal  to  a  camel  in 
courage,  i.e.  timid,  cowardly. 

p  ̂   A-^" JlZi  shutur-sumb,  A  worm  which  de- 
stroys trees. 

Pj\^**»  JLL  shutur-surcar,  Mounted  on  a  camel. 

p  i^j^y^ shutur-surcari,  (lit.  Riding  on  a 
camel)  Dispensing  with  keeping  fast-days. 

pjIp  jlidi  shutur-ghaz,  A  certain  plant  whose 
root  is  used  in  pickles.  Root  of  assafcetida. 

p  ̂^ypJlMt  shutur-(/han,  Sole  of  a  cameFs  foot. 
Butter-burr. 

p  iJ^JJ^  shuiur-ghamza,  Wickedness,  deceit. 

p^Uai shutur-hitar,  A  string  of  camels. 
p  ijLijiJ^  shuturak,  A  small  camel.  A  wave.  A 

man  who  puts  himself  into  the  shape  of  a  camel. 

pUfltJ^.cdJj^  sliuturak-hayza,  Athorn  of  which 
camels  are  fond. 

p  "b^J^  shutur-kur7'a,  A  camel's  colt.  A  wave. 
shutur-kush,  A  camel-butcher. 

p  eJj^j'J^  shutur-hina,  Bearing  malice  (for 
which  the  camel  is  remarkable). 

p  pl^jl^  slmtur-gam,  A  camel-step. 
Pj\^JJjMshutur-(jaw,  (also  jl^y^LCo  shutur- 

garv-palang)  A  cameleopard.  Name  of  one  of  the 
men  at  chess. 

p  &J> ̂   J<Z>  shutur-gurha,  (Camel-cat),  i.e.  any 
two  things  which  are  very  disproportionate,  incon- 

gruous, and  which  have  no  relation  to  each  other. 

p  i\^JiZi  sliutur-giyah,  A  herb  eaten  by  camels. 

p  idK^JiZ)  sltutur-mada,  A  she-camel. 

p  '^jaJ^I^  shutur-vmrgli,  The  ostrich. 
Pj_j*  J<Z>  shutur-mur,  A  sort  of  ant  as  big  as  a 

goat  or  a  small  calf,  and  said  to  be  native  of  a 

forest  in  the  west  (literally,  camel-ant). 

p  J\j f.^  shutur-nal,  A  gun  carried  and  fired 

on  a  camel's  back  :  a  camel-swivel. 

V  ̂ JiZ)  sliatranj,  Chess.  A  sort  of  carpet.  A 
dish  composed  of  sundry  kinds  of  vegetables. 

P  i-L^J^  shatraiig,  Chess.  (This  game  is  most 

])robably  of  Indian  origin  :  the  word  chatur  anga 

denoting,  in  Sanscrit,  the  four  members  of  an  army ; 

namely,  elephants,  horse,  chariots,  and  infantry. 

A  plant  called  i\S  ̂lij/e  mardum-giyah,  from  China. 
shutur-nar,  A  camel-load. 

p  ̂ J jiZ)  shuiurl,  A  kind  of  kettle-drum.  A  co- 
lour so  called. 

A  shata^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *^)  Being  impatient 
under  sickness  or  hunger. 

A  j*^.s/«a/yt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂|«Ii)  Trampling.  Sub- 
duing.   Despising,  holding  in  contempt. 

p  C'P"")  shitqft  or  shitift,  Height.  Covering  of 
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any  kind,  especially  the  roof  of  a  house.  Furniture. 
V shat,  shit,  or  shutkar,  Ploughing. 

p  ̂J-Iiiilj  shatal,  Money  given  to  by-standers  after 
a  game  is  over. 

p  ̂\'JJm  shutulum,  Wanton,  uncalled  for  seve- 
rity, oppression.    A  quarrel. 

A  shatm,  (v.  n.  of  j«^)  Treating  contume- 
liously,  vilifying.  Contumely,  contempt,  outrage, 
reproach,  injury,  villainy. 

p  i^^iZt  shatmin,  (in  zand)  The  backside. 
A  !^Jm  shatn,(\.  n.  of  (_^ji)  Weaving;  texture. 

shatnu  'I  haff,  Hard  and  thick-handed. 
p  {J^Zi  sliatan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  city. 

shatw,  (v.  n.  of       for  _j^)  Wintering, 

passing  the  winter.  Being  very  cold  (winter).  Suf- 
fering from  scarcity  in  winter. 

A  'iyMi  shatruat,  (pi.  ̂VjJ^  sJiitat)  Winter. 
A  ̂ yl^  shulut,  (pi.  of  C^^sliatt)  Dispersed, 

scattered.  j_j>jI;3\  Oy-^  sliutut  mini'n  nas, Different  kinds  of  men. 

AjyiJ^  shutur,  (pi.  ofjw  shatr,  a  word  coined 
from  p chati')  Umbrellas. 
A  shutum,  (pi.  of  sliatrn)  Reproaches, 

injuries, outrages, oppressions.  Pjj^'  (y'**^  ̂'^J^ 
awza^  sliutum-amez,  Acts  mixed  with  contumely. 

A  (j^Ii^  .<!/ia<ww,  A  weaver.  ;S/iM^M?z,  Soft,  cloths. 
A  yZi  sliatwiy  or  shatarviy,  Wintry,  brumal. 

Winter-rain. 

p  iCLiii  sliaia,  Weak,  sick.  Shata  or  shitta,  A 

grape.  Food  left  at  night  and  eaten  in  the  morning. 

p  ̂jZi  sAaii,  Alargesalver  of  gold,  silver,or  brass. 

A"JJ;^s/ta<!;a',  Distinct,  divided.  Various, 
^jJli  I'i'awm  shatta',  A  miscellaneous  company  or 
crowd.  ashyas  skatia,  Diverse  things. 

A  ̂:;*iL>  s7ia%,  Winter-rain.  Shutiy,{^\.oiA:^ 
sldtai)  Winters. 

A  shatiyat,  Winter. 

sJmM,  (v.  n.  of  C^Zi)  Scattering,  dis- 

persing. Being  separate,  scattered.  Separate,  dis- 
tinct :  scattered,  divided.    (Teeth)  widely  set. 

A  jlZi  shiiilr,  Abounding  in  wickedness  and 
vices,  of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  shatim,  Reproached,  reviled,  cursed. 

Deformed,  horrible,  hideous,  grim.    A  lion. 

A  'i.e::Jl»sliatlmat,  Contumely,reproach,  outrage. 

p  [jCm»  sliafin,  A  rope. 
p  \:-^  sliatina,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Laughing. 

A  <JL>J^  shass,  A  bee.  A  wild  nut.  Bitter,  odo- 
riferous herbs,  with  which  hides  are  tanned,  (pi. 

i^\jUli  sMsas)  A  piece  broken  off  the  summit  of  a 

mountain,  and  standing  like  a  pinnacle. 

A  li-i>  shasa%  The  opening  of  a  valley. 

A  &5liLi»  shasalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  thick 
and  hard  (the  fingers). 

A Ji^  shisr,  (ipl.jyJ^  shusur)  The  projection  or 
summit  of  a  mountain.  Shasar,  (v.  n.  of  j^i»)  Be- 

coming thick  and  dim  from  mattery  humour  (the 

eye).    Shasir,  (A  spear)  broken  in  pieces. 
A  (Jdi»  shasi,  Thick-fingered  (man).  Shasal, 

(v.  n.  of  (_}i^)  Being  thick  (the  fingers). 

A  f^J\Zi  shusn,  (v.n.of  i^J^)  Being  rough  and 

thick  (the  palm  of  the  hand).  Swelling  (a  camel's 
lip)  from  browsing  upon  thorns.  Thick,  coarse, 

fat  (in  the  hand  or  the  fingers).  Thick-limbed. 

Swollen  from  eating  thorns  (a  camel's  lip).  Tex- ture, weaving. 

Aj^iZi  shusur,  (pi.  of  jiZ)  shisr')  Summits  or salient  points  of  mountains. 

A  eb^LI)  shusunat,  (v.  n.  of  t^^^)  Being  thick 

and  rough  (the  palm  of  the  hand). 

AjflZi  shasir,  Whatever  a  torrent  sweeps  along 

(as  herbage,  straw,  chips  of  wood,  and  the  like). 

Young  saplings  growing  around  the  root  of  a  tree. 

p  ̂ shaj.  Hard,  white,  and  unproductive  soil. 

A  ̂   shajj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Breaking  (the  head). 
Crossing  (a  desert).  Ploughing  the  ocean  (a  ship). Diluting  (wine). 

A         shaja',  (v.  n.  of  Being  anxious, 
vexed.  Being  pained  in  the  throat,  suffocated.  Go- 

ing off.  Anything  which  causes  a  pain  in  the  throat. 
Chimera.  Busy,  occupied,  employed. 

A  's-^'l:^^  shajasat,  A  being  sad  and  sorrowful. 
A  shijah,  A  three-footed  piece  of  wood 

on  which  they  hang  clothes,  a  horse.  A  stopple. 

A  ^^tyoj)  (pl-  of        shajjat)  Wounds, 
fractures  on  the  head,  p  t3  ^^tyaji  hi 

^laj,  Incurable  wounds. 
A  liW**  shajaz,  (a  corruption  of  mishjdz) 

A  sling  for  throwing  stones. 

Aj\4^  shijar,  (v.n.  3  of,:^)  Resisting,  oppos- 

ing, controverting  Pasturing,  tending  cattle.  A 
wooden  bar  or  bolt  of  a  door.  A  bit  of  wood  put 

into  a  kid's  mouth  to  prevent  his  sucking.  The 
flooring  of  a  bouse.  The  crooked  billet  with  which 

a  bucket  is  drawn  up.  The  wood-work  of  a  bed  or 
sofa.  A  burnt  mark  on  a  camel,  (pl.  ofj^  shajr) 

Chins.  Shijar  or  shajdr,  (pl.jSi^67ii(;wr)The  wood- 
work of  the  hawdah.  An  open  camel-litter. 

p  shajdrd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  tree. 

A  shajd^  sliijd^  or  shiijd^  (pl.  'iits^** shaj- 
^t,  shij^t,  shuj^t,  and  shaja^t)  Intrepid,  war- 

like, magnanimous.  Shija^,  (pl.  of  shaji^ 

Bold,  brave.  Shujd^ov  shijd^  (pl.  j^Us^"  shij- 

^aw  and  shuj^n)  A  species  of  serpent.  ^W*** 
shujd^'lju^  A  maw-worm  in  the  bowels. 

A  ft&Ui**  shajd^f,  (v.  n.  of  Being  bold, 

courageous,  magnanimous.  Fortitude,  valour,  in- 

trepidity. eS'^^  zU  shajd^t.  Warlike.  Shii- 

jd^t,  shajd^t,  or  shijd^t,  Brave,  bold  (woman). 
PjUjii  shajd^t-shi^r.  Intrepid. 

p  (•W*'  shajdm  or  shijdm,  A  nipping  cold. 
Vi^{^M\^shajdnidan,To  expose  to  cold,to  chill. 
Pi  Jkjjl:sJ**s/iojamt/a,Affected  oralteredby  cold. 

A^\^shajdj:i^(pl.  of  »;u;^)  Bold  (women).  . 

i 



A  (— «^  shajh,  (v.  n.of  t-AS^)Giving  a  death's 
wound.  Making  sad.  Employing,occupying.  Drag- 

ging. Strengthening.  Corking  (a  bottle).  Wound- 
ing a  deer,which  stirs  hislegs,  but  is  unable  to  move 

from  his  place,  (pi.  i^^^  sltujuh)  Want,  neces- 
sity. Grief,  care,  solicitude.  A  column.  A  dried 

leathern  bottle  with  a  few  pebbles  in  it,  by  which 

a  rattling  noise  is  made  for  driving  on  a  camel.  A 

leathern  bottle  cut  in  two,  of  which  one  half  serves 

as  a  bucket.  Long.  Name  of  the  father  of  an  Ara- 

bian tribe.  Shajab,  (v.  n.  of  (—as^**)  Perishing. 
Grief.  Pain,  anguish,  sorrow,  either  from  sickness 

or  from  battle.  8hajib, Vevish\ng,\ost.  Sad,grieved, 

melancholy.  Shujub,  Three  sticks  on  which  a  shep- 

herd hangs  his  implements.  _ 

A  shajjat,  (pi.  contusion 
or  fracture  on  the  skull. 

A  shajaj,  The  scar  of  a  wound  (on  the  fore- 

head). Murmuring  of  flowing  water. 

A  shajaja'jA  kind  of  bird.  A  sort  of  crow. 
p         shajad,  Intense  cold. 

A  id^^  shajzat,  A  slight  shower,  gentle  rain. 

shajr,  (v.  n.  of^tf?*')  Averting,  diverting, 
turningfrom.  Opening  the  mouth.  Tying,  binding. 

Preventing,  hindering,  pushing  away,  putting  to  a 

distance.  Propping  (a  house  with  a  pillar).  Lifting 

up  the  branches  of  a  tree  which  hangdown.  Twitch- 

ing, jerking  the  bi'idle,  making  a  horse  open  his 
mouth.  Piercing  (with  a  spear).  Hanging  (a  gar- 

ment) over  the  clothes-horse  called  mishjar. 
A  controversy,  adiscordant,  intricate  affair.  A  nar- 

row space  between  two  places.  Tlie  holding  place 

of  a  pack-saddle,  (pl.jl:^^  ashjar,j^^  shujur, 
andj\^shijar)  The  chin.  The  orifice  of  the  mouth, 
or  the  outer  corner  of  it.  The  space  between  the 

jaws.  Shajar,  (v.  n.  of^js^**)  Being  many,  nume- 
rous (a  collection,  crowd,  or  sum  told).  An  intri- 

cate, embroiled,  disputed  business.  The  part  be- 

tween the  hazzayn  of  a  man.  The  upper  part 

of  the  mouth,  the  palate.  Shajar  or  shijar,  A  tree, 

a  plant, rising  on  astern,  and  supporting  itself.  Ska- 

J«r, Woody,  abounding  in  trees.  Shujur,  (j)l.ofj\^ 

shijar')  Wooden  bars  or  bolts  of  doors.  Open  camel- litters. 

A  shajras-,  (fexa.oij^^  ashjar)  Abound- 
ing in  trees.  A  tree. 

Ai^^f**  shajar  at, One  tree.  Any  plant,  A  dimple 
in  the  chin.  Quantity.  Form,  dimension,  measure. 

A  man.  ^^^^  shajar  ad  ibraliim,  Cinque- 

foil.  Egyptian  thorn.  CL*jkS-]js5\  '^j^,  shajaratu  7 
baraghls,  Hemp-agrimony.  f^/^\  sliajaratu't 

<in,The  tree  called  elephant's  ears.  ̂ Tji^  'ij^  sha- 

jaratu'ljlnn,  The  juniper.  'ij^  shajaratu'' I 
/ta?/a^.  Tree  of  life.  The  cypress.  v_p,,V»lV>U 

shajaratu'l  khatatlf,  Turmeric.  lL>i^\  sha- 

jaratu'd  dubb,  The  bear's-tree.   The  medlar-tree. 

shajar atu'd f^am,Fumitory. 
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shajaratu'r  rahib,  A  kind  of  tree,  the  oil  of  which 

is  a  powerful  emetic^  i shajar  a  A  rustam, 

Long  birth  wort.  \}-^  shajaratu' z  zakhum, 
Theinfernahree,the  fruit  of  which  is  devils'  heads. 

^jI<Jh«>  shajarad  sulayvian,  The  wild  apple. 
Name  of  a  plant  which  shines  at  night ;  also  name 

of  several  other  plants.  'saaUJI  'ij^^  ash'  shaja- 
ratu't  tayyibat,  The  palm-tree,  jj^i^^^  'ij^  sha- 

jaratiCl  /ea/5r,Camopile.  ̂ jo'ij^  shajar  at  mar- 
yam,  (or  jila!\  'ij^ shajar atu'ttalk)^oyvhveaA. 
i^yosj^  shajarasi  wmsa', Moses'  bush,  i.e.  the 
bramble.  wDI  ̂   U  ma  ahsa7ta  sha- 

jarata  zar^i'n  tiahati,  How  beautiful  is  the  teat 
of  the  came]  as  to  size,  form,  veins,  skin,  and  flesh  ! 

P  W^'^^^i;^  shajaristan,  A  place  set  with  trees, 
p  m\>j^  shajar-nama,  A  list  of  saints  or  holy 

predecessors,  given  to  disciples  (in  the  manner  of 
a  genealogical  tree). 

A  tjj^  shajarry,  Palatal.  'i^^j^^  '—^jj^ 
al  hurufu'sh  shajariyat,  The  letters  ̂ <^- 
A  shaj^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Excelling  in  in- 

trepidity or  activity.  Shajaj  Swiftness  of  foot  in 

a  camel.  Tallness.  Shaji^  Nimble,  swift.  Fran- 

tic (camel).  Shaji^or  shija^  Intrepid,  brave,  war- 
like. ^S/'mJm^,  Roots  of  a  tree.  Wooden  reins,  (pi. 

of  J^j^  sh(tjl^  Bold,  brave. 
A  shaj^s,  (fem.  of  ashja^  Bold, 

swift.  Active,  nimble.  Sliuja^s,(j)\.  o{ slia- 

ji^  Brave,  intrepid. 
A  ̂J^>'^  shuj^n  or  shij^n,^  (pi.  of  sha- 

ji^  Brave,  warlike,  (pl.of  ̂ Xs:^  shtija^or  shija^ 
Species  of  serpents. 

A  SA:^AAfl;^a^,Acamers  colt  imperfectly  formed 
when  foaled.  Shaj^t,  shij^t,  shuj^t,  or  shaja^t, 

(pi.  of  shajaj  shujd^  or  shija^  Bold,  intre- 
pid. Shuj^i  or  shaj^t,  Weak,  feeble,  heartless. 

*SAay/^ai;,Bold,brave(woman):nimble(she-camel). 

A  p*^^  shaj^m,  Long,  tall.  The  body  or  neck of  a  man.  A  lion. 

A         shajgh,  (v.  n.  of  Moving  the  feet 

quickly  (an  animal  when  running), 
p  shajUz,  Intense  cold. 

A  shajam,  Death,  destruction.  Shujum, 

Long,tall,and  withal  impure,  wicked,subtle(men). 

Long-continued  misfortunes. 

A  u^shajn,  (v.  n.of  (^j^)  Detaining  any  one 
(necessary  business).  Making  sad.  (pi.  fj^^  shu- 
jun)  A  road  (especially  through  a  valley).  Shajan, 

(v.  n.  of  (^s^)  Being  sad,  sorrowful,  (pi. 

shnjun,  and  (jU^*^  ashjan)  A  necessary  thing,  (pi. 

^^l^^  ashjan)  Anguish,  grief,  sadness.  Intricate 
(branches). Ramification.  Compact]y-built(camel). 

p         shajan,  Intense  cold. 

A  eS^**  shajnat,  shijnat,  or  shujnat,  Ramifi- 

cation, l^i^  shujnatu'r  rahim,  Connection 
by  alliance  or  relationship.  Shijnat,  A  ripe  stalk 

of  a  bunch  of  grapes.  A  fissure  in  a  mountain.  Shij- 9c 

nat  or  shujnat,  Intangled  roots  of  trees. 

A^shajw,  (v.  n.  of  Ijs^*  for^js^*)  Falling  out, 
quarrelling.  Making  sad.  Setting  (persons)  a  quar- 

relling. Causing  to  leap  for  joy.  Affliction,anguish. 
Necessity. 

A  shajyvus,  A  desert  difficult  to  pass. 

A  i^y^shajub,  (A  woman)  overwhelmed  with 
care,  and  well-nigh  broken-hearted.  Shujub,  (v. 

n.  of  u-o^)  Perishing.  Destroying.  Making  sad. 
Keeping  back,  imprisoning.  Wounding  (a  deer) 

with  an  arrow,  so  that  he  cannot  move  from  the  place. 

A  sl_>-_j.j^  shajarojdt,  Perpetually  blowing 
(wind).    A  she-magpie. 

A  shajawja',  (or  A>- shajanjdt) 
Very  tall  and  large-boned.  Long-legged.  Long- 
backed  and  short-legged.  Bulky  (horse).  A  mag- 

pie.    Perpetually  blowing  (wind). 

^j^^  shujur,  (v.  n.  oij^)  Being  debated, 
disputed,  becoming  an  occasion  of  contention,  (pi. 

ofjS^**  shajr)  Chins.  Openings  of  mouths,  spaces 
between  jaws. 

A  shujun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Making  sad. 

Being  sad.  Ways,  modes.  Designs,  views,  machi- 
nations, (pi. of  shajn)  Roads,  ways,  especially 

th  rough  valleys,  (pi.  of  i^j^**  shajan)  Necessary 

things,  (j^si**  j'^zu  shujun,  Mixed,  intermingled. 

A^^^0t^  shaji,  Anxious,  vexed,  sorrowful. 
A  ̂^j^^shajly.  Busy, occupied,  employed.  Sad, 

sorrowful,  grieved. 

A&Asi]**  shajiyat,  Sad,  melancholy  (woman). 

A  ̂j:^5/ta;i;, Fractured  in  the  skull.  Split  (post). 
A         shajlr,  Abounding  in  trees,  woody.  Fo- 

reign (man  or  camel).  A  sword.   An  arrow  used 
in  drawing  lots,  not  from  the  same  tree  as  the  others. 
A  companion.    Bad,  naught. 

A  'ij(ft^_  shujayrat,  A  small  tree,  shrub,  bush. A  shajt^  (pi.        shuju^  tiT^  shija^ 

(jl*:s^**  shij^n,  shujun,  ov  shuja^i)  Bold, 
brave,  intrepid. 

A  shaji^t,  (iA.^[^)  Brave(woman). 
p  tii^  shachuk,  Hiccup.  A  preparation  of 

fresh  milk,  sour  milk,  and  anise. 

A  ̂   shahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  avaricious. 
Shuhh,  shahh,  ovshihh,  Avarice.  ̂ Ua\\  ̂iJl  as]^' 
shuhhu'l  mutd^  One  whom  his  Iriend  obeys  in 
keeping  back  and  withholding  just  dues. 

A  Is*"  shaha,  Ample,  wide. 

A  CLA'k**  shahhds,  (vulg.  for  il**^  shahhaz) 

A  beggar.  _  A  grinder. 
A  shuhaj,  (v.  n.  of  Croaking  an 

ill-omened  note  (as  a  crow). 

A  shahhdj,  Braying  (ass).  The  wild  ass. 

^Vs^"  banatu  shahhdj,  Mules. A  shahdh,  Avaricious.  Ground  on  which 

water  does  not  remain  excepting  in  excessive  rains. 

Ground  on  which  it  easily  stagnates.  Little  (wa- 

ter). Barren.  Shallow  (well).  A  flint,  a  marcasite, 



or  any  similar  stone  which  does  not  strike  fire,  be- 
ing good  for  nothing.  A  camel  which  gives  little 

milk.  Shihah,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Acting  covetously 

(towards  another),  (pl.of  ̂ ^s7/a/«/t)Avaricious. 
A  hXk**  shahhaz,  A  sturdy  beggar.  A  grinder. 

A  'i'd\sf**  shihazat,  Beggaiy,  rnendicity. 

A J>J^  shahunr,  (pi.  ofjj^;^:;  shuhru?-)  Cer- tain melodious  birds. 

A  shihas,  (pi.  of  ;j*as^**  shahs)  Sheep 
which  yield  no  milk  ;  or  fat  and  barren. 

A  I  >ls^  sliiliaf,  (in  Himyaritic)  Milk. 

A  shihah,  A  piece  of  wood  put  crosswise 

into  a  kid's  mouth  to  prevent  him  from  sucking. 

A  j»ls^^  shahliavi,  A  vender  of  fa  t  or  lard. 

A  ejc\:i^  shahamat,  (v.  n.  of  j*^^)  Being  fat ; 
having  much  fat  or  lard. 

A  shaliasih,  (pi.  of  shah'ihat)  (Ca- 
mels) whose  milk  flows  sparingly. 

A  shihhat,  Any  thing  guarded  with  ava- 
ricious care. 

A  'ihs^  shahtalaf,  A  pinch  (of  snuff).  A  single 
plucking  of,.,hair. 

A  shahajan,  The  croak  of  a  raven. 

A  i^S^l^  shuhdud,  Bad-ternpered. 

A  li.^  shahz,  (v.  n.  of  6^)  Grinding,  whet- 
ting (a  knife).  Gnawing  the  stomach  (hunger). 

Driving  on,  urging  forward  with  violence.  Driv- 

ing away,banishing.  Eyeing  malignantly.  Peeling. 

Begging  with  importunity.  Wrath. 
A  sliahazan,  Starved,  famished,  hungry, 

sharp-set.    A  hard  cattle-driver.  Active  at  work. 

Ai__ij3s5l**A7<2(/ii;^w/*,Swift,impetuous(hoi'se,&c.). 

A  jSf**sliahr,  (v.n.of^sJ*')Opening  the  mouth. 
The  aperture  of  the  mouth.  The  hollow  of  a  valley. 

The  channel  of  a  river.  The  scar  remaining  on  a 

camel's  back  after  the  raw  is  healed.  Shalir  or 
shihr,  The  Arabian  coast  from  Oman  to  Aden. 

A  'ij^  shilirat,  A  narrow  bank  of  a  river. 
Ajjj^  shulirur,  (pl.^^jl:^  shaharir)  A  kind 

of  singing  bird. 

A  Js^  s/ta/ts,  Marriage.  Venery.  Fear,  a  flee- 
ing away  in  terror. 

A  {j'*^  shahs,  A  certain  tree  resembling  the 
wild  olive,and,when  very  dry,used  for  makingbows. 

A  J^:^  shahsar,  Long. 

A  ̂ \Jl^  shahshah,  Avaricious.  Assiduously 
attentive.   Jealous.  A  strong  woman.   A  virago. 

A  shahshah,  Swift-flying  (bird).  Jea- 

lous. Assiduously  attentive  to  any  thing.  Elo- 

quent, bold  in  speech.  Ground  on  which  watei- 
soon  lies  after  a  little  rain.  Ground  on  which  wa- 

ter does  not  lie  except  after  excessive  rains.  Much 

croaking(raven).  Intrepid.  Long.  Avaricious.  Per- 
verse, evil-disposed.  An  extensive  desert.  Shah- 

shah or  shuhshah.  Light  (ass). 

A  shahshahan,  Avaricious.  Jealous. 
Long. 
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A  a.s^***  shahshahat,  (v.  n.  of  J^^^  Q)  Fly- 

ing swiftly.  Braying  in  the  throat  (a  camel).  Cau- 

tion, prudence.  The  note  of  the  bird  ̂ j*o  surad. 

A  i^jA^** shahs  or  shahas,  (pi.  \^\s^^  ash-has, 

t^^s^**  shihas,  ̂ jos'^  shahs,  and  shahas)  A  sheep 
which  yields  no  milk:  or  one  fat  and  barren,  which 
has  never  been  blissomed. 

A  >Uas:**'  shahsas,  (^or'ija^^ shahasat)  A  sheep 
yielding  no  milk,  or  one  fat  and  barren  ;  or  one  that 
has  not  been  blissomed. 

A  shaht,  Dung  of  birds.  A  vine-prop. 
Commotion  of  the  blood.  Shahat  or  shaht,  (v.n.of 

ias^)  Being  distant,  absent.  Retiring,  receding. 

Filling  a  vessel.  Out-stripping,  excelling  in  any 

thing.  Diluting  (wine  or  milk).  Slaughtering  (a 

camel).  Being  estimated  beyond  the  value.  Train- 

ing,propping(a palm-shoot).  Voidingdung.  Sting- 

ing (a  scorpion).  Twittering  (a  bird).  Cutting  off" 
(hopes).   Wallowing  in  blood  (a  v^ounded  man). 

A  &las^  shalitat,A  disease  incident  to  the  breasts 

of  camels.  Vestiges  of  a  scratch  on  the  side  or  th  ighs. 

A  I  shalif,  (in  the  dialect  of  Yaman)  A 

peeling  of  the  skin. 

A  (-disJ*"  slialih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jX^)  Putting  the 

cross  stick  called  shihah  in  a  kid's  mouth 
to  prevent  him  from  sucking,  gagging  him. 

A  shahm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Giving  fat  to  eat. 
Fat,  grease,  lard,  suet.  Colocynth-pulp  (from  its 
resemblance).  The  delicate  yellowish  pulp  between 

the  seeds  of  the  pomegranate.  Pith.  A  mushroom. 
A  white  earth-worm.  A  kind  of  bird.  A  sort 

of  game.  j>'j^        shahmu  'I  hhinzir,  Hog's  lard. 
hi  shahmi  hulalm.  In  his  state  of  joy.  Sha- 

ham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂.s::^)  Being  fond  of,  or  longing  for, 
fat.  Being  smeared  with  fat  (a  skin).  Shahim, 
Fond  of  fat,  lard,  or  suet.    Juiceless  (grape). 

A  'i^^  shahmat,  A  bit  of  fat.  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  sort  of  game,  jji^^  i^st^  slialimatu'l  uzn.  The 

lobe  of  the  ear.    f^j*^^  sliahmatu'' I  arz,  A white  mushroom.  A  kind  of  white  worm. 

sliahmatu  'I  hanzal.  Pulp  of  the  colocynth. 

'i.^^  sliahmatu'' rruinman,'Pu\p  of  the  pome- 

granate, sliahmatu"'!  ̂ yn.  The  black, 
also  the  white  of  the  eye.  'i^:^  shahmatu'l 
marj,  Marsh-mallows. 

A  k_j*^***  shuhmui.  Long. 

A  fjs^  shahn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Filling  (a  vessel 
or  a  town  with  armed  men),  loading  (a  ship).  Driv- 

ing away.  Prosecuting  the  chase  to  a  distance,  but 

not  catching(dogs).  Shalian, (y.n.of  jjS.**')Hating. 
A  ̂Us:*^  sliahnaf,  Enmity,  extreme  hatred. 
p  shahnasi.  Superintendence. 

A  'k^sf**  sliihnat.  Daily  allowance  of  forage  for 
cattle.  A  body  or  small  troop  of  horse.  Enmity, 

hatred.  Troops  enough  to  controul  a  city,  garrison. 

A  sliahnahiyat,  Vicegei-ency. 

p  j^;^  shahnagl.  The  police. 

P  shahna,  A  viceroy,  vicegerent,  repre- 

sentative, lieutenant.  Head  of  the  police.  A  prefect. 

A  mayor,  provost.  An  ambassador.  A  peon  or 

servant  of  a  tax-gatherer.  J^s"  shah- 

nasi panjum  hisar,  The  planet  Mars.  ij>S*** 

shahnasi  chaharum,  (t_->l:i^^l^  eSsf** shahnasi 
chaharum  kiiab,  ̂ jLS'  {j\i.jCi  %'^***  shahnasi  dar- 
yayi  ̂ slik,  or  CIa^Us  ̂ _s^^  t^'^  shahnasi  gharo- 
ghayi  kiyamat)  Muhammad.  (^^t*- 
shahnasi  chaharum  hisar.  The  Sun.  Jesus, 

shahnasishab,Awatchman.  A  house-breaker. 

A  lover.  A  prisoner,         j  u-a«>  eus^  shahnasi 
shab  u  sahar.  The  night-patrol.  Muhammad. 

1— S:^  shahnasi  najaf.  The  caliph  Ally.  Shihna, 

The  night-patrol.  Slialiana,  The  guards  of  a  town. 
A  shahm,  (v.  n.  of  Is^  for  ̂ ^)  Opening 

(the  mouth).  Being  open. 

A  shalmas.  Wide  (well). 

A  u-^^si*'  shulmb,  (or  'ii^^  shuhubat)  (v.  n. 

of  t-*^*^)  Being  changed  in  colour  (the  face,  from 
extreme  hunger  or  from  travel).  Paring  the  sur- 

face, making  smooth  or  level  (with  a  spade). 

A  !5^^  shahwat,  A  step,  a  pace.  liojo 

ba^du'sh  shahwat,  Who  goes  with  long  steps. 

Aj_j^***s7m7t??5ar,  Akind  ofsweetly-singingbird. 
A  shahus.  Lean  with  fatigue(she-camel). 

A  k_j^  shuliut,  (v.  n.  of  Ia^)  Being  distant, 
absent.  Retiring,  receding.  Outstripping.  Di- 

luting (wine  or  milk).  Slaughtering  (a  camel). 

Stinging  (a  scorpion).  Chirping  (a  bird).  Being 
estimated  above  the  value.  Propping  (a  palm- 

shoot).  Filling  (a  vessel).  Voiding  (dung).  Wal- 

lowing in  one's  blood  (a  wounded  man). 

A  JjS^  shahwal.  Long-footed  (man). 

A  j*.?^**  sliulium,  (pi.  of  1*^)  Fats,  suets,  lards. A  shahy,  An  opening.    A  being  open. 

SY  ̂ l^A;^  shahisas,  A  magic  or  mystical  word 

by  which  intricate  places  are  opened  without  keys. 

A  shahy,  (v.  n.  of         Croaking  (a  ra- 

ven), braying  (a  mule).  Growing  old,  and  getting 
a  hoarse  note  (a  crow). 

A  ̂ -^^  sliahVi,  (pi.  ■^^•^  shihah,  *&sr^^  ashik- hat,  aiid  ̂Is.***^  asliihhas)  Covetous,  avaricious. 

A  'i^^  shah'ihat,  (pi.  shaliasih)  A  ca- 
mel which  gives  little  milk,  stingy. 

A         shahir,  A  sort  of  tree. 
A  shahim.  Fat,  greasy,  suety.  One  who 

eats  fat  willingly. 

p ̂   sliakh.  Hard  ground, especially  on  the  sum- mit or  at  the  skirt  of  a  mountain.  Any  thing  hard. 

A  mountain.  The  nose  of  a  mountain,  a  promon- 

tory. A  branch.  A  horn.    Shukh,  Dirt,  filth. 

A  '^uishahhkh,(v.n.of'^)  Snoring  in  sleep.  The n  oise  made  by  milkin  g  or  makin  g  water. Urine,stale. 

A        sliakha'.  Saltish  ground. 
p  la;^  s7ta7Ji7i7«ct,  Thesinking  of  a  needleor  thorn 

intotheflesh.  Scratching.  Atearingwith  the  nails. 



A  L-^ls^^  shihhab,^  Milk  whilst  being  drawn, 

new  milk.  (pi.  of  iLsS*"  shukhbai)  Streams  of  milk. 

aOUs^  shihhat,  (pi.  of  CL>^  shakht  or  sha- 
hhat)  Thin,  slender  (men),  but  not  emaciated. 

p  fj^i^y^  sliahhadan,  Scratching,  wounding 
with  the  nails. 

A  L-Jiili^**  shahhadib,  (pl.of^S^  shuJihduh) 
Reptiles  of  a  certain  kind. 

A  u-^il^  shuhhazih,  Thick  and  hard. 

j>j\s^ shahhar,  Ashes  of  which  they  make  soap 
or  lye  for  washing;  a  lixivium  used  by  fullers  or 

dyers.  Sal  ammoniac,  -vitriol,  copperas.  A  brick. 
A  spot,  mole.    The  lungs.  Orage. 

A  'b^\^  shahhasat,  A  being  large-bodied, 
A  (  jla^  shikhaf,  (in  Himyaritic)  Milk. 

p  shakhal,  A  tearing  with  the  nails. 

A  JU^^  sJdkhal,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ji^*')  Behaving 
sincerely,  acting  with  pure  affection. 

p  shahhalidan,  To  tear  with  the  nails. 

To  prick.  _ 
p  jjl^  shahhana,  A  lixivium  for  dyeing,  as 

injU^^  shahhar  above.    Shuhhana,  A  meteor. 

p  (jJ^jolifc^  shahliamdan,  To  cause  to  stare. 
Shukhanidan,  To  cause  one  to  tear  with  the  nails. 

To  cause  to  leap. 

Pj_^ls^^s7ta^/ia?/,(incomp.)  Scratching,  tearing. 
p  ̂ti^jjl^  slialihayulan,  To  scratch,  to  wound 

with  the  nails.    To  be  pricked. 

p  5 ̂ jk>l^^5/iaA/ta?/ic?a, Wounded  with  the  nails, 
scratched.  Pricked. 

A shahhh, (v.n.ofi_>^)Milking.  Blood. 

Shahlth  or  shiJehb,  Milk  which  streams  in  rays 

when  milked.  u^ji\  j,  J  -^^^^  ij  ̂^'^ 
shakhbfl'l  inaf  wa  shahhb  fVl  arz,  One  emulsion 
into  the  pail,  and  one  on  the  ground  (now  a  hit,  and 

then  a  miss).  ShaJihab,  (v.  n.  of  t-*^)  Stream- 

ing in  rays  (as  milk  or  blood). 

A  'i.^^  shuhhbat,  (pi.  ̂ \^shihhab)  One  ray 
of  streaming  milk. 

A  CLi^ sJiakht  or  shahhat,  (pl.Ol^s7«Ma^) 
Thin,  slender,  lean  (man),  but  not  emaciated. 

A  CL^^.^  shikhtit,  Dust  which  is  whirled  aloft. 

A  t_->ii.^  shukhdub,  (pi.  t_->;il^  shahhadib) 
A  sort  of  reptile. 

A shahhr,  (v.  n.  of  jS^)  Braying,  snivel- 
ling, neighing,  grunting,  making  a  noise  through 

the  nose  or  throat.  Ripping  (the  anus).  Tearing 

his  sack,  and  throwing  the  contents  about  (a  ca- 
mel). Beginning  (of  youth).  The  seat  of  a  saddle. 

Any  thing  fallen  from  a  mountain. 

^jjj^  shakhrur,  A  black  mulberry.  Ashes 
used  by  bleachers. 

pjjj^  shakhruz,  A  black  mulberry. 

Aj^  shakhz,  (v.n.  ofj^)  Tottering,  stagger- 
ing. Undergoing  difficulties.  Disquieting.  Throw- 

ing into  trouble  and  difficulties.  Piercing  with  a 

spear.   Tearing  out  (an  eye).    Setting  people  by 
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the  ears.  Agitation,  commotion.  Inconvenience, 

trouble,  labour,  pains.  Affliction. 

A  4-^^  shahhzab,  Thick  and  Jiard. 
A  ij^^  shakhs,  (v.  n.  of  (j*»^)  Undergoing 

difficulty  and  trouble.  Being  different,  diversified. 

Opening  his  mouth  when  yawning  (an  ass).  Agi- 
tation, conamotion.  Discord,  contrariety. 

PjLm^J^  shahhsar,  Hard  ground.  A  place 
abounding  in  trees. 

P  (ji.^  shahhsh,  A  slip,  trip.  Any  thing  old 

and  worn  out.  (S/taMisA,  A  slip,  slide,  trip.  Shii- 
hhash,  Name  of  a  small,  but  melodious  bird. 

A  shahhsh,  Fragments,  pieces  of  soft  stone 
called  ̂ j>.  yarma^ 

A  ̂ {jL^shakhshakh,  (A  boy)  who  makes  wa- ter into  the  air. 

PjliiUai^  shahhshar,  Name  of  a  bird  whitish about  the  head. 

P(jSx>\z,^shakhsha.nidan,To  cause  to  stumble. 

A  'i^'^  shahhshahhat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)Mak- 
ing  water  in  a  stream  (a  boy).  Beingextended,  drawn 

out.  Lifting  up  his  brisket  when  lying  down  (a  ca- 
mel). The  clashing  of  arms,  the  rustling  of  papers 

or  of  new  clothes. 

p  f^SxZJ^  sltahhshidan^o  hurt  the  foot  against 
a  stone.    To  trip,  stumble,  fall. 

A  shahhs,  (v.  n.  of  (^ja^)  Being  bulky 

and  corpulent.  _  (i)\.{,_jA^\shhhus,  t^^^shu- 

hhus,  and  (^\^^  ashhhas)  A  person,  body,  indivi- 
dual.   Any  figure  appearing  black  at  a  distance. 

A  ̂ ^^-^  shahhse,  A  certain  one,  somebody. 
AXx*ai^i7<a/{/«si?/a!!,Nobility.Rank.  Humanity. 

A  I  shahhf,  Noise  of  milk  being  milked. 

p  shahhhasa,  Hoar-frost.  Hail. 

p  shahhl,  Sound,  noise,  complaint.  Whis- 

tling.   Pecking  (as  a  bird). 

A  shahhl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Racking,  mak- 

ing bright  (wine).  Milking  (a  camel).  A  boy, 

youth,  friendly  and  sincere.    A  friend. 
p  shahhll,  A  thorn,  thorny  plant. 

p  ̂ ^sA^  shahhlidan,  To  whistle.  To  inspire, 
breathe.    To  faint,  wither,  flag. 

p  j***^  shukhm,  Land  ploughed  and  ready  for 

sowing.  _  (jiij  ps:^  shuhhtn  zadan,To  plough. 
A  shahham,  (v.  n.  of  j*^***)  Stinking,  being 

spoiled  (meat).  Shukhum,  Those  whose  noses  are 
filled  with  odours  (good  or  bad). 

p  ̂jsi'^s/iflA/tfrn,  Atearing,wounding.  i^fflicted. 
shakhanshar.  Name  of  a  water-bird 

of  a  dark  colour,  with  a  white  head. 

A  oH^sf^  shuhhutat,  A  being  or  a  becoming 
slender,  but  not  meagre. 

p  shakhud.  Wounded  with  the  nails.  A 

scratch  made  by  the  nails. 
p  shahhudan,To  vex.  To  scratch  with 

the  nails.  To  scratch  the  face  with  the  nails.  To 

be  scratched.  To  spring  upon,  to  assail.  Toassem- 

ble,  be  collected.  To  be  narrow,  to  be  in  difficulty. 

p  iii^^  shahhuda,  Scratched,  wounded  by  the 
nails  or  teeth. 

A  i^ys^  shuhhus,  (v.  n.  of  u^^)  Exalting, 

raising  one's  self.  Lifting  (the  eyes).  Looking 
earnestly  with  open  eyes.  Departing,  travelling 
from  country  to  country.  Going  high.  Passing 

over  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Being  large-bodied. 

Being  open  and  swelling  (a  wound).  Remaining 
wide  open  (the  eye).  Ascending,  being  high  (a 

star).  Being  pronounced  or  appearing  to  come 
out  of  the  upper  part  of  the  mouth  (a  word),  (pi. 

of  (^ss^**  shahhs)  Bodies,  persons. 

P  J^si^  ska  or  shihhul,  A  whistling  noise  made 
to  induce  a  horse  to  drink.  A  cry  for  help,  roar,  la- 

mentation. Feebleness,languor,extenuation  of  body. 

p  ̂jO^}^^  sha or shihhuRdan,To  cry  out,scold, 
groan,makeanoise:tothunder.To  neigh. To  whistle. 
To  understand  imperfectly,  to  take  in  a  wrong  light. 

To  scratch.  To  pine  away,  grow  pale,  flag,  wither. 

Pi 'Sj^^si^shahhulida,  Languid,  dried,  withered. 

A  CL^^  shahhit.  Thin  and  slender.  Shakhit, 

(or  i^xsit^  shihhhhit)  Dust  whirled  in  the  air. 

A  ̂sS***  shahhihh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Voiding  urine 
in  a  stream :  squirting  it  to  a  distance.  Snoring, 

p  ii>A^  shahhid.  Presence,  worship, 

p  ̂ i^^  shahhidan.  To  slip,  slide,  fall  down. 
To  recover  when  stumbling.  To  stare,  to  fix  the 

eyes  sternly  (like  an  angry  man  or  bull).  To  grow 

pale,  languid. 
p  iSi^  shahhida,'\Niihered.  Slipped,  slidden. 

One  who  recovers  himself  when  stumbling. 

A^_jdC^  shahhir,  (v.  n.  oi j^)  Making  a  sound 
through  the  throat  or  nose,  snivelling.  Neighing 

(a  horse).  Lifting  up  the  saddle-cloth  in  order  to 
put  the  saddle  more  forward.  Laying  the  clusters 
of  dates  upon  the  branches  that  they  may  not  snap. 

Any  thing  flowing  or  falling  from  a  mountain. 

Aj^**  shihJihhlr,  One  who  makes  a  loud  and 
frequent  noise  in  the  throat  or  nose. 

p  i^i^shahliira.  Ashes  of  which  they  make  soap. 

A  (ju.A^*^';/ia7</(  Is,  Scattered,distracted,broken  up. 

p  (jijksi**^  shahhish.  Name  of  a  melodious  bird. 

A  i^jai^*'  shahhis,  Corpulent,  large-bodied.  A 
chief,  a  prince.  Harsh  speech. 

A  c-flAs:^  shihhhhlf.  Thick,  corpulent, 

p  (Jj^s***  shahhll,  A  whistling  noise  made  to  in- 
duce  a  horse  to  drink.  A  cry  for  help. 

A  jJ-Ass***  shahhll,  A  youth  friendly  and  sincere, 

p  ̂^JoJus:***  shahhilidan.  To  whistle.  To  coax 
a  horse  to  drink.  To  wither,  become  pale, 

p  ̂   shud,  (from  shudan)  Tt  was,  or  be- 
came. He  departed,  went;  he  perished,  ceased, 

died,  (jii^o..!^ J  li^T  amad  u  shud kardan,  To  come 

and  go.    To  frequent. 
p  shadd,  (in  music)  A  pitching  of  the  voice. 

(j^_jJ^.  5>M)  shaddi  pahlmvan,  A  shout  made  by 



wrestlers  before  setting  to. 

A  shadd,  (v.  n.  of  iSjiw)  Running.  Rushing 

(to  battle),  attacking.  Binding,  tying,  girding. 

Strengthening,  establishing,  confirming,  corrobo- 
rating. Ascending  (fire).  Holding  fast,  firmly. 

INIanifesting  a  desire.  Being  hard,  rigid,  and  firm. 

j'J\\  shaddu''l  muza?-,  Tying  up  one's  breeches 
(an  expression  denoting  abstinence  from  venery,  or 

preparation  for  labour).  S>->>  shaddu  'n  nahar, 
The  hottest  part  of  the  day.  (pi.  shudud)  A 

covering  for  the  head,  worn  by  the  higher  classes 

in  Morocco,  (in  gram.)  The  character  tashdid  or 

sign  of  reduplication. 

A  shada',  Remains  of  strength.  A  part. 
Edge,  point.  Heat.  Battle. 

A  iS^iiJ*  sliidad,  (pi.  of  iXJ.cywj  shadid)  Severe. 

Strong,  hard. 

A  shudakim,  Large-mouthed,  large  about 
the  corners  of  the  mouth.    A  lion. 

p  i>el  tXiii  shud-amad,  A  going  and  coming. 
Custom,  usage. 

A  8^i>>^s/tM(?aA,  Astonishment,  amazement,  con- 

fusion of  mind.  Occupation,  employment. 

A  liJ^^iJij  shadasid,  (pi.  of  shadidat)  Ad- 
versities, troubles,  tribulations,  disagreeable  events. 

p  i^yi       shtid  bud,  So  so. 

A  'i'^ZtsJiaddat,  One  assault,  attack,  or  charge. 
Shiddat,  (v.n.of  X<i4)Beinghard,vehement.  Inten- 
sity,veliemence,violence,  severity.  Force,  strength. 

Adversity,  afiliction,  difficulty.   Scarcity,  famine. 

A  shadh,  (v.  n.  of^^i'Zi)  Being  fat.  Hav- 
ing liberty,  facility,  or  opportunity. 

A  e^dJi*  shudhat,  Liberty,  opportunity,  ability. 

Space,  room,  width. 

A  shadkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Breaking  any 
thing  hollow,  whether  dry  or  moist  (as  the  head, 

or  an  apple).  Hitting  the  ̂ tki/o  mushaddakh. 
Treading,  trampling.  Appearing  false  and  vain. 

Reaching  from  the  forehead  to  the  nose  (the  blaze 

on  ahorse'sface).  Being  curved, bent,  and  crooked. 
Declining.  Shadahh,  An  abortion. 

dJti  shadkhas,  (fem.of  ̂ j^'***^  ashdakK)  (A 
mare)with  a  white  streak  on  the  forehead  to  the  nose. 

A  'is^SiM  shadhhat,  Soft,  flexible,  juicy  (plant). 
p  jS-j  tXi^  shadd-raghu,  Name  of  a  musical  in- 

strument. 

A  (_»jiX<i»  shadf,  (v.  n.  of  i  s,^)  Cutting  piece- 

meal .  Shadaf,  (pi. i — Sj shuduf)  A  person,  body, 

individual.  Any  figure  appearing  black  at  a  dis- 
tance. Darkness.  Height,  sublimity.  Nobility. 

Joy,  glee,  exultation.  A  distortion  of  the  cheek. 

Shadif,  Tall,  large.  Nimble,  brisk  in  the  attack. 

Shuduf,  (pi.  of  f-^<^  shadf  as)  Wry-cheeked  (wo- 
men).   Curved  (Persian  bows). 

p  shadaf,  A  drum. 

A  -^\sj^  shadf  as,  (fern.  of(  i^\ashdaf)  Lean- 

ing to  a  side  (a  she-camel)  from  sprightliness.  Large- 
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bodied  (mare).  Wry-cheeked  (woman).  Curved 
(Persian  bow). 

A  iSi^^  shudfat,  A  part  of  the  night,  or  of  any 

thing.^  Shudfat  or  shadfat.  Darkness. 
A  is^Zi  shudfatan.  Piecemeal. 

A  Jji^  shadh  or  shidk,  (pi.  ashdak)  The 
environs  of  the  mouth,  the  corner  of  the  mouth  in- 

side the  cheek.  The  side  of  a  valley,  brink  of  a  river. 

Shudh,  (pi.  of  ashdah)  Wide-mouthed.  Elo- 

quent, (pl.of  f-^i^shadka/)  Eloquent  female  ora- 
tors. Shadak,  A  largeness  or  wideness  about  the 

corners  of  the  mouth  or  chops. 

A  ̂^Sm  shadkas,  (fem.of  ashdak)  Large- 
mouthed.  An  eloquent  female  orator. 

A  ̂ SZi  shadkam.  Large-mouthed,  wide  about 
the  corners  of  the  mouth.  A  lion.  Name  of  an  ex- 

cellent camel  belonging  to  Nu^man,sonof  Mundir. 
A  shadhamiyat,  Excellent  camels. 

p  J6ii>Zi  shudkar.  Ground  prepared  for  sowing. 

Ploughing.  A  person  whose  business  it  is  to  exa- 
mine the  state  of  the  harvest.  Survey.  J^dJ** 

gavi  shudkar,  A  ploughing-ox. 

p  ̂̂ d'Zi  shud-kun,  Working  upwards. 
skadkis,  The  rainbow. 

p  (jl^iiwii  shudagan,  (pi.  of  td^Z*  shuda)  Those 
who  have  departed  ;  men  of  former  days. 

p  ̂ii-u*  shudagi,  A  going,  a  departure. 

A  1^1^  shadn,A  tree  whose  flower  resembles  the 
jasmine.  Shadan,  Name  of  a  place  in  Arabia  Felix. 

p  Jk«>  shudan.  To  be.  To  become.  To  be  lost 

or  elapsed.  To  be  doing.  To  go,  depart,  emigrate, 

pass.  To  transfer,  transport.  To  remove,  deface, 

erase.  SiijJI  aluda  shudan.  To  be  defiled. 

p  slOiW  shudan-gah,  A  place  where  any  thing 
is  or  happens. 

p  f^dJ^  shudani.  Possible,  practicable.  ijiXwa 
shudani  shud,  Any  thing  proper  to  be  done. 

A  OlA3;i«ii>  shadaniyat,  Camels  bred  in  jjJJj. 

A  jiisjii  shadm,  (v.  n.of^^i-i*  for  j^^^)  Urging, 

pressing,  driving  (camels).  Repeating  (verses)  in 

a  loud,  sonorous  voice.  Pursuing  one's  aim.  Learn- 
ing any  thing  elegant  or  laudable  from  another. 

Comparing.  Likening.  A  little  out  of  a  large  quan- 
tity. A  side. 

A  lijiXw*  shudud,  (pi.  of  ti.«*  shadd)  Kinds  of 
head-dresses. 

A  ̂^^Cisi^ shuduf, {-pi.  ofi^S^shadaf)  Figures 
which  appear  black  and  raised  in  the  distance. 

A  fjj^J^shudun,  (v.n.of  (ji^)  Growing  strong, 
becoming  independent  of  the  dam  (a  colt  or  fawn). 

A&3jii-M»s/«VZM?iai,MedinaSidonia,acityinSpain. 
A  i>:>J^shadh,  (v.n.  of  »  J.^)  Breaking  the  head. 

Amazing,  astonishing,  stupefying.  Shadh,  skudh, 
or  shadah,(v.  n.  of  2i^)  Beingastonished,amazed, 

confused.  Being  occupied.  Shadh  or  shudh,  Oc- 
cupation, employment.  Shudh  or  shadah.  Stupor, 

amazement,  astonishment. 

p  shada,  A  bird's  bill.  Shuda,  Been,  be- 
come. Lost.  Escaped.  Gone  by.  When  added 

to  another  word  it  forms  a  passive  participle :  as, 

'-r'\j='  hhwab  shuda.  Gone  to  sleep ; 

SiiJj  b'ular shuda,  Become  awake;  SJ*-*  'idjzada 
shuda.  Stricken  ;  s^xi*  s::3^kofta  shuda.  Bruised. 

PiXO  t);^  shuda-band,  Writer  of  facts,historian. 

A  (J/,^.**"  shudda  ,  Adversity,  trouble,  hard  case. 

Pjbiiji»  shudyar,  (oi-jbi-S*  shuzydr)  Ground 
tilled  and  sown.  Ploushins. 

P  ̂jii^jbiXij  shudyaridan,  To  drive  plough.  To 
plough.  To  make  ready  for  sowing. 

A  d^^dJ^  shadid,  (pi.  ashiddas)  Strong, 

vehement,  violent,  intense.  Vigorous.  Fierce,  ri- 

gorous, severe,  afflicting.  Barren  (year).  Diffi- 
cult, arduous.  Avaricious.  Intrepid,  warlike.  A 

lion.  shadidu'l  ̂ darcat.  Violent  in 
enmity.  d'i^C^  shadiduH  ̂ kab,  (God)  the 
severe  punisher  of  the  wicked.    » (.Jj 

al  hurufu'sh  shadidat,  The  strong  letters,  2.  e.  those 
comprised  in  the  technical  words  CiliLls  C->Jj>-1. 

A  'SiiJ.!^  shadidat,  (pi.  ,^\dJ^  sliadand)  Ad- 
versity, distress,  hard  fortune. 

A  !^d^,SMshadidiy,  Relating  to  a  difficult  thing. 

A^  Jj^.kX^  shadik,  The  side  of  a  valley. 
AdyM  shazz,  (v.  n.  o{  6^*)  Being  solitary,  sepa- 

rated, remaining  alone.  Being  singular.  Separa- 
ting. A  dog-fly. 

A  \3u2js/ia^a',An  injury,  harm,  annoyance.  Dog- 
flies.  Flies  in  general.  The  scab.  Salt.  Pungency  of 

smell.  Remains  of  strength.  Hunger.  A  kind  of  ship. 

Broken  pieces  of  wood.  Name  of  atree  from  which 
dentifrices  are  made.  i\^J^  zarima  shazahu, 

His  hunger  was  extreme. 

A  Hli^  shazat.  One  dog-fly.  One  ship.  Acrid- 
ness  of  smell.    Remains  of  strength.  Malicious. 

A  h\dM>  sJiuzzaz,  People  living  in  a  tribe  or  fa- 
mily to  which  they  do  not  belong.  Few  in  number. 

A  p^jJasAazaw,  Salt.  Stingofscorpionor  hornet. 

Af^  '^  shizzan,The  lote-tree.  shaz- 
zanu'l  (or  shuzzanu'l)  hasa',  Pebbles  scattered. 

A  J^liJ*  shazasiy,  Native  of  shazd',  a  town 
near  Basrah. 

A  f^sZi  shazb,  (v.  n.  of  L^dJ^)  Prohibiting, 

averting.  Unbarking,peeling.  Casting  its  branches 

(a  tree).  Cutting,  pruning,  lopping.  Shazab,  (pi. 

askzab)  A  bit  of  dry  wood  or  bark.  Lop- 

pings or  bark  of  trees.  A  bank,  dam,  dyke.  Re- 
mains of  forage.  Household  furniture,  (pi.  ofiOiX*^ 

s/ia2a&aif)Branches(especiallydry  ones  lopped  off"). 
Shazib,  One  whose  veins  stand  out  conspicuous. 

A  'iidJ^  skazabat,  One  lopped  branch. 

Au-j_j>-iS>«»s/iM2'/iM/',Swift,impetuous(horse,&c.). 
AjiSjS*  shazr,  Particles  of  gold  from  the  mine, 

unrefined  by  fire.  Small  pearls  or  beads,  which 

are  usually  strung.  j^jS^  shazara  mazara  or 
shizaj-a  mizara,  Dispersed  up  and  down,  scattered 



here  and  there. 

A  Sji3ji>  shazrat,  One  particle  of  gold. 

A  I  5tW  shazf,  An  obtaining,  a  getting. 

V j6dJ*»  shuzhar,  Ground  tilled  and  sown. 

A  jOvM>  shazw,  (v.  n.  of  \3wi>  forjiiu^*)  Injuring, 

hurting.  Perfuming  one's  self  with  musk.  Un- 
derstanding (news),  and  afterwards  causing  it  to  be 

understood.  Musk  ;  also  the  smell  or  colour  of  it. 

A  <ijii.«»  shuzuz,  (v.  n.  of  Remaining  alone, 

apart,  and  separate  from  the  rest.  Separating.  Be- 
ing separate,  scattered. 

AjjdJ^shuzur,  (pi.  of  ijdJ^  shazrat)  Particles 
of  gold  from  the  mine,  unrefined  by  fire. 

p  i^Mt  shaza,  (for        shada)  A  bird's  beak. 

A  shazy,  (v.  n.  of  ij  'sZi)  Knowing  and 
giving  to  understand.  Shaza',  A  dog-fly. 

p s/mr,  A  city.  /S7«>,Thesun.  Shur,Ashoe. 

AjMt  sharr,  (v.  n.  ofj/i»)  Being  wicked,  malig- 
nant, malevolent,  perverse.  Exposing  to  the  sun 

or  air  to  dry.  The  evil  one,  the  devil.  A  fever. 

Poverty.     Worse,  worst.     Shai-r  or  shurr,  (pi. 

shurur')  Wickedness,  depravity,  malignancy. 
i^\jm3  J  sharr  M_/rtsat/,Wickedness  and  mischief. 

jZi  J  j^s-  hhayr  u  sharr,  Good  and  evil.  Shurr, 

(v.  n.  ofjZt)  Accusing,  reproaching.  Vice,  turpi- 
tude, villainy.  Blame,  censure. 

A  sharas,  A  side,  quarter,  district.  Shiras, 

(v.  n.of  Buying.  Selling,  (v.  n.  3  of 
Making  a  contract  of  purchase  or  sale.  Striving, 

quarrelling,  disputing.  Merchandise. 

  A  L^^j*^  shardb,  Wine.  Any  beverage. 

(J_jao\  sharabi  usitl,  Syrup  of  roots,     p  ̂ J,  i— 
I  b.i^ sharabi  bi  kayf,  Wine  without  cheerfulness, 
i.  e.  weak,  that  does  not  exhilarate.  eCUoj*^ 

sharabi  guzashta,  Flat,  insipid  wine. 

sha7'abinosh-guwar,  Honey-wine,  Wine  which 

does  not  cause  crop-sickness,  a  H-*]/**  ̂^^'^t- 

rabiyahud,  Jews' wine,  (metaph.)  Drinking  wine 
in  secret,  as  the  Jews  do  from  fear  of  the  Muham- 

madans.  sharab  buyardan,  Drink, 

pass  the  bowl. 

a  {^\JJ^  sharrab,  A  toper.  Shurrab,  Drinkers. 

A  lL>\>\jJm  sharabat.  Syrups.  Sherbets. 
A  sharabatiy,  A  maker  of  sherbets. 

A  \JL^\j^  shurabis,  Thick  in  the  hands  and  feet 
(as  a  lion), 

p  eols-  sharab-khdna,  A  cellar;  tavern. 

Pj^_j5'  shardb-hhrvdr,  A  wine-bibber. 

Pj^  J'^];***  sharab- ddr,(^k  '^j^  shardb'iy)A  cup- bearer. A  butler. 

p  ii^J  shardb-zada,  Sated  with  wine. 
p         shardba,  A  goblet  of  wine. 
A  shardbi,  A  drunkard. 

A  ft^J^.^-i  shurasbibat,  A  stretching  out  of  the 
neck  to  gaze,  a  looking  with  out-stretched  neck. 

A  shardt,  The  choicest  portion  of  a  flock  : 

also  the  worst.    Shurdt,  (pi.  of  (_Sj\^  shdri)  Cer- 
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tain  sects  of  schismatics  (sellers  of  themselves). 

A  ̂ 5;-^  shirdj,  (pi.  of  sharaj)  Places 
through  which  water  flows  from  high  and  rocky 

grounds  into  a  plain.  Species,  modes.  Troops, 
companies,  sects. 

A  ̂ j-^  sharrdh,  A  commentator. 
A&s>'\jZ)shurdhat,  Name  of  a  Hamadan  woman. 

P  ̂jP-^j***  shardhl,  A  dish  of  roast  meat. 

A  ̂yx>■\JZi  shardhil,  A  man's  name. 
P  shardkhi,  A  sort  of  food. 

A  shurdd  or  shirdd,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^)  Fleeing 

away,  being  terrified. 
A  shardzim,  Tattered  garments,    (pi.  of 

■MdjjM  sldrzimat^  Parts.    Bands.  Handfuls. 

A  jfiii^*"  shardzim,  (pi.  of  iUi^  shii'ziviat) Parts.    Bands.  Handfuls. 

A j\jZis]iardr,  Sparks.  Shirdr,  (v.  n.  3  ofJ-Zt) 
Injuring,  being  malignant  or  averse.  Sparks. 

A  'ij]j**>  shardrat,  (v.  n.  oij-Z>)  Doing  evil.  A 
spark  of  fire.  Wickedness,  malice,  depravity,  vil- 

lainy, ^j'jj^  i^jM  sha'rdradhdrzur,1he?iiLine 
or  heat  of  the  battle,    a  Sliirdrat,  A  spark. 

A y>_j\jZi  shardriz,  (pi.  ofjVjw  shirdz)  Strained 
and  solid  milks  turned  sour  and  thick. 

A(  hj\jJl>sha?'drif,  (pi.  of(  f^JlJj) Battlements. 
A shirdz,  A  contending:  a  being  malignant. 

A  jVy..i>  shurrdz,  The  tormentors  of  mankind. 
A  shirds,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^y**)  Giving  hard 

treatment.    The  best  shoemakers'  paste. 
A  shurrds,  Hard  (ground). 

A  jwi^jj^o  shardsat.  Malignity,  maliciousness, 
evilness  of  nature.  A  voracious  appetite  in  cattle. 

A  (^^l;-^  shardsi,  Hard  (ground). 
A  %LjLXu>\jZi  shardsif,  (pi.  of  shursitf) 

Cartilages  of  the  ribs. 

A  j^l^/i»s/iaras/M>,  The  whole  of  the  body.  The 

mind,  soul,  aflPection,  love.  (pi.  of  ij^jZi  sharsha- 

rat)  Burdens.    The  whiskings  of  (a  horse's)  tail. 

A  shirds,  (pi.  of^^jZt  shirs')  Baldnesses round  the  temples. 

A  shirdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  i»;*")  Acting  or  mak- 
ing an  agreement  on  certain  conditions. 

A  shirdj  (pi.  'iS'jZiS  ashri^t  and  gj***  shu- 
ruQ  The  sail  of  a  ship.  The  string  of  a  bow.  A 
spear.  A  tent.  A  canopy,  an  awning.  The  neck 

of  a  camel,  (pi.  of  shir^  Like,  resembling. 

Bowstrings.  Music-sti-ings.  Shtird^  Name  of  a 
celebrated  spear-maker.    A  full-grown  plant. 

A  ̂-**»  sharrd^  A  seller  of  ̂ ji^  shari^men. 

A  'i^\jZi  shard^t.  Boldness,  courage. 
A  shiird^y.  Long  (spear). 

A  'Mp-\jM  shurd^yat.  Long-necked  (she-camel). 
A  shirdf,  (v.  n.  3  of  <_J;<*>)  Ascending. 

Being  aware  of,  apprised.    Being  near. 

A  ujV^.-i>  shurrdf,  (pi.  i  h>J\jMi)  A  pinnacle. 
A         shardfat,  (v.  n.  of  (__s^)  Being  noble. 

A  ̂^/;«s/t2(ra/'2»/,White raiment,  or  raiment  pro- 9  D 

cured  from  the  part  of  Persia  contiguous  to  Arabia. 

A  'i4^)fM  shurdflyat,  Long  (ear).  Bulky  and large-eared  (she-camel). 

A  sJiirdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  tdJySi)  Going  part- 

ners, (pi.  sliuruh  or  ashruh)  A  shoe- 
strap  or  latchet.  A  quantity  of  fodder. 

A  'e^\y^  shirdkat.  Partnership. 
A  shirdhatan,  Jointly. 

A^yMshardmih,  (or  &s^*|^  shardmiha£)  (pi. 
of  ̂ j-*^  sharmah  and  (__^'j**>)  Robust.  Long. p  (jV|J-*»>  sharrdn,  shirdn,  or  shurrdn,  (part.) 
Purling  (as  running  water). 

A(jVj!_CIjA7tarm«,Asortofgnat.  Anevil,vexation. 
A  shardnik  or  shurdnik,  The  cast-skin  or 

slough  of  a  serpent.    Torn  clothes,    (pi.  of 

shurnuhat)  Silk-worms'  balls. 

v'jJLi\jJM  sharr-anyez.  Incendiary,  breed-bate. 

A  i^ja>,^\ju»shardrciz,{^\.ofi^\jjZi)'F2Lica.meh. A  ii^^Zi  slinrdhat.  Gluttony,  appetite. 

^    G  ̂J^^^       ihyan  shdrdhiyan,  (incorrectly  for 
IjJfc^^^  J  \iS>\  ihyan  ma  ashardhiyan)  Eternal. 

A  !^_}ai\y*>  shardsis,       of'iL^jZi)  Cheeks. 
A  ]a.i\jZi  sliardfit,  (pi.  of  &laJ»^^  sharitat)  Con- 

ditions, compacts,  agreements,  capitulations,  stipu- 
lations.   Customary  observances.    Signs,  marks. 

A  ̂•'l;***  shardsif  (pi.  of  &j0^ji>  shari^t)  Or- 
dinances. Highways. 

A  1  oS\j^  shai'dsif,  (pi.  of  'iiOj^)  Noble. 
A  shardnk,  (pi.  of'i^jZt)  Partners. 
A  shardyin,  (pi.  of  i^\>j*li  sharydn  or 

shirydn)  Arteries,  by  which  the  pulse  is  felt. 
p  sharb,  Fine  Egyptian  linen. 

A  shariba,  (fut.  L^jt^^  yashrabu)  He 

drank.  He  told  a  lie  against.  He  was  thirsty.  He 
became  weak. 

A  (— -^jj^j  sharb,  (v.  n.  of  <^yM)  Understanding, 

comprehending,  (pl.of  k^JJm shdrib')  Drinkers  (of wine).  A  kind  of  herb.  Sharb,  shirb,  or  shurb, 

(v.n.of(_^^)Drinking.  Imbibing.  j^U>-i>3\ 
sharbu'd  duhkdn,  Smoking  tobacco.  Shirb,  Any 

thing  that  is  di  unk,  drink.  Water.  A  portion  of 
water.  The  place  or  time  of  drinking  watei\  Shurb, 

Drink,  any  thing  drank  (especially  as  much  as  is 
sufficient  for  one  draught,  or  to  satisfy  thirst).  A 

beverage.  A  drinking-bout.  <-^];*>*  shurbi 
shardb,  A  draught  of  wine.  _j  ̂ji^  shurb  u 

akl.  Drink  and  meat,  t-^^fc**  j  tarki  akl 

u  shurb,  Abstinence  from  meat  and  drink.  Sha- 

rab, (v.  n.  of  i--^;-*)  Thirsting.  Drinking.  Being 
weak^(a  camel). 

A\ijJ^  shurban.  At  a  single  draught. 

A  C^\jj^sharabdt,(jp\.o{'i^jM  sharabat)  Small 
wells  round  the  roots  of  palm-trees  by  which  they 
are  watered. 

A  ̂ j*^  shirbdhh.  Rotten  mushrooms,  pufi^s. A  i^^j***  shurbub,  Compact,heaped  up(plants). 

A  'sJj^sharba  t,One  dri nk  or  si p,a  si  n gl e  d raugh  t . 



Sherbet,  syrup.  A  dose  or  medicine.  The  penetra- 

tion of  one  colour  into  another.  A  palm-tree  grown 

from  a  date-stone.   (_>ulU  sharhati  almas, 

A  glittering  sword.  (J.^^*  C^iyii  sharbati  mus- 
hil,  A  cathartic  or  purgative  medicine.  Shurbat, 

A  draught  of  water.  Redness  in  the  face.  Shara- 
bat,  A  little  well  or  pit  round  the  root  of  a  tree  for 

watering  it.  A  furrow.  Much  drinking.  Thirst. 

Intense  heat.  Shurabat,  A  great  drinker,  drunkard. 

A         sharabbat,  A  spot  abounding  in  grass, 

but  destitute  of  trees.    Way,  manner,  i^j^ 

Si^^j  ̂ la'  sharabbatin  wakidaiin,Dwe\Vmg  upon 
one  thing,  insisting  upon  one  topic. 

p  CL^j^  sharbat,  Wild  leek. 

p  toU"  iJL/,>jZi  sharbat-khdna,  A  repository  of 
medicines,  a  medicine-chest. 

Vj\d  CL/^jJm  sharbat-dar,  A  servant  who  has 
charge  of  the  water  or  wine,  a  butler.  One  who  has 

charge  of  the  medicine-chest. 

p  sharbati,  A  goblet  of  wine  which  may 

be  emptied  at  a  single  draught.  A  sort  of  finelinen. 

A  i^^jZishai-bash,  The  scalloped  or  fringed  edge 
of  a  garment. 

A  ̂yi^JMi  sharbll,  A  sort  of  Morocco  shoe. 

p  i^^jM)  sliarbin,  A  tree,  from  which  flows  li- 
quid pitch.    The  larch.    Berberis,  Ditch-bur. 

p  i^^.j^  shurpun,  Liquid  pitch.  Any  thing 
very  black. 

A'iJ-Z3sharrat,Worse(womanySh{r7'at,Greedi- 
ness,  cupidity.  Warmth  and  sprightliness  of  youth. 

A  sliars,  A  worn  slipper,  old  shoe.  Slca- 

ras,  (v.n.of  C^^)  Being  cracked ;  also  thick  (the 

hand).  Not  being  made  straight  (an  arrow).  Sha- 

7'is,  A  sharp  sword. 

A  '^>jZi  sharsat,  A  worn  slipper,  old  shoe. 
A  ̂ jZi  sliarj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^)  Laying  bricks  one 

upon  another.  Mixing.  Mixing  raw  meat  with 

dressed  meat.  Collecting.  Lying.  Shutting  a  purse 

by  drawing  the  strings,  (pl.^^j***  shiraj  and  '^j*** 

shuruj')  A  place  through  which  water  flows  from 
high  rocky  grounds  into  a  plain.  A  purse.  A  troop, 

body.  Society,partnership.  A  sect.  A  species,  mode, 

kind,  sort,  manner.  Colour.  Oil  of  sesame.  Re- 

semblance, any  thing  like  another,  a  pair, 

ti^lj  humu  sharjun  wdhidun,  They  both  are  of  one 
sort.   Sharj  or  sharaj,  Habit,  nature,  disposition. 

{.S^J*^  ̂ ^J^  ̂  J  (*i£^-l)  ̂   rasyuhmn 
ras^n  wa  Id  sharjuhumsJiarji,  Their  opinion  is  not 

my  opinion,  nor  their  disposition  my  disposition. 

Sharaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji)Having  an  inequality  in  the 
testicles,    (pi.  ashrcij)  A  crack  in  a  bow  or 

arch.  Thehandle  of  a  portmanteau.  Pudenda  niu- 

lieris.  The  milky  way.  Width  or  extent  of  a  chan- 
nel or  valley.  Handles. 

A  aharjdiii,  (dual  of         sitarj)  Two 

sects  or  parties  ;  two  sections  or  parts ;  two  diffe- 
rent colours  or  kinds. 
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i  sharjab,  Tall,  long.  Noble  (horse). 
Long-legged. 

A  (jUs*^^  shar  or  shurjabdn,  A  plant,  with  the 
leaves  and  fruit  of  which  leather  is  tanned. 

A  sharjat,  A  hole  dug  and  lined  with  a 

piece  of  leathei-,  from  which  they  water  camels. 

A  ̂ j***  slbarja^  A  bier.  A  funeral-solemnity 
or  rites.  A  square  piece  of  wood.  Long  (she-camel). 

A  ijis^jui  shafja^t,  (v.  n.of  ̂ ^j^  Q)  Hewing, 
cutting  off  the  edges  or  corners,  making  (a  piece  of 

wood)  even  and  level.  Making  oblong. 

-  A  Qj'W*  sharh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _;«»)  Explaining,  ex- 
pounding. (God)  opening  the  heart,  disposing  the 

mind  (to  religion).  Enlarging.  Understanding, 

comprehending.  Dissectingorcarvingwell.  Begin- 

ning. Deflowering(avirgin).  Explanation,declara- 

tion,  interpretation,  commentary,  paraphrase.  Re- 
mark, observation,  reason.  Expression.  Allowance, 

pay,  rate,  p  (jii;^  '^J^  sharh  kardan,  To  explain. 
laA-.^  J         sharh  u  bast,  Explicitly  and  openly. 

p  ̂ j*^  sharah.  The  strings  or  bands  of  a  gar- 
ment. A  tent-rope.  The  milky  way. 

A  u_sls>-^  shirhdf,  Broad  in  the  instep.  Broad 

(spear-head). 
A  i^s- jZi  sharliab.  Long.   A  name. 
A  sharhabdn,  Name  of  a  tree. 

A         jZ*  shurahbil,  Name  of  a  man. 

A  'is-jL>  sharhat,  A  slice  of  meat.    A  piece  of 
doe's  flesh,  dry,  but  not  cut  into  strips.  ts^jZi 
e^jZi  sharha  sharha,  In  pieces,  piece  by  piece. 

Pj\^jJm  sharhwdr,  Explanatory. 
A  (  s ̂ jZi shurhuf, Ready  to  rush  (upon  a  foe). 

A  sharhh,  (v.  n.  of  .^y**)  Cutting  (as  teeth 
the  gums).  Blade  of  a  sword,  unpolished  and  with- 

out a  hilt.  Point  of  a  spear.  A  son  born  every  year. 

An  annual  foetus  (especially  of  a  camel).  Begin- 

ning of  any  thing.  Early  youth.  Human  progeny. 

Root,  origin.  A  salient  point,  (pi.  shuruhh) 

An  equal,  peer.  (pi.  of         shdrikh)  Young  men. 

A  i^^jZi  sharhhdni,  Two  co-equals  or  peers. 

^JJsy5\  [=-jI^  sharkhd'r  rahl,  The  fore  and  hinder 

part  of  acamel's  saddle.  ̂ ^id\\s^jM>sha?'khd''l fuk, 
The  two  sides  of  a  needle-eye  or  arrow-notch. 

p  CJ-^jZi  shirUliist,  A  kind  of  manna,  which, 
at  certain  seasons,  drops  upon  the  leaves  of  trees. 

Pottage,  gruel. 

A  ̂ i^jJm  shurhhub,  Joint-bones  of  the  back, 

p  ̂^i^jy>-j^  shurhhmurdan.  To  scrape,  scratch, 

p  i^ih^j!^  shirhhiwa,  A  drawing  in  of  the  breath, a  whistling. 

A  lijw^  5/<araf?,  (pl.of  lijUj  s/ean'd)  Fugitives,  run- 
aways. Shurud,  (pi.  of  l)j sharud)  Run-aways. 

A  shurrad,  Celebrated  poems  flying  from 
mouth  to  mouth. 

A  ̂ i^j^  shirddh,  Thick,  broad-footed  (man). 
Fleshy,'  flabby.  Long  and  large  (woman  or  camel). 

A  ̂^i^;*^  shirddhh,  Large,  broad-footed. 

p  ̂iijj**  shirddfjh,  A  short-sleeved  gown. 

As^LijZi  shirzimat,  (pi.  ̂ ^^j^  shardzim  and 

jCii|^s/tara2:m)Apart.  Aslice.  A  handful  of  men. 

AjjZt  sharar,  Sparks.  Malice. 
A  ijj***  shararat,  A  spark  of  fire. 
Ajjji  sharz,  (v.  n.  ofj^Ii)  Cutting.  Hardness, 

roughness.  DilSculty,  refi-actoriness.  Vehemence, 
violence,  force,  strength.  Destruction.  Extremely 

strong  and  powerful.    Sharaz,  Pure,  unmixed. 

A  ijj***  sharzat.  Ruin,  utter  destruction. 

p  ̂<y^jZ>  shirizdah,  A  medlar. 
p  sharza.  Fierce,  enraged,  panting  for  re- 

venge. Roaring,  growling(lion  orotherwild  beast). 
A  brawler ;  one  who  puts  himself  in  the  attitude 

of  fighting  or  defiance. 

A  ̂jiijZi  shars,  (v.n.  of  (^jZ*)  Dragging  (a  ca- 
mel) by  the  rein.  Steeping  or  tanning  (a  skin). 

Paining  (a  friend)  by  rough,  uncourteous  language. 
Eating  voraciously.  Shurs,  The  scab  on  the  lips 

of  a  camel.  Sharas  or  shirs,  Small  thorny  moun- 

tain-shrubs. Shams,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jj^)  Feeding  ha- 

bitually on  the  thorny  plant  (j^jZt  shirs.  Shewing 

love.  Malignity,  violent  opposition.  Sharis,  Of 

a  bad  disposition.    A  voracious  eater. 

AAtjijZ»sharsdf,Hard  ground.  Thin whitecloud. 

A  iSLuijui  sharsafat,  A  bad  disposition. 

A  i^yjijZi shursuf,  (j)\.i^.SLXtM\jZi shar'dsif  )The 
cartilage  of  the  ribs,  the  extremities  of  the  ribs  above 

the  belly,  the  short  ribs.  Gristle  or  soft  bone.  A 

calamity.  The  beginning  of  trouble.  Fettered  (ca- 

mel), houghed  in  one  leg. 
A sharshar.  Dripping  fat  (meat  when 

roasting).  Sharshar  or  shirshir.  Name  of  a  plant 

which  creeps  along  the  ground  like  a  rope. 

A  'ijMij*ji  sharsharat,  (v.  n.  o? jZijZt  Q)  Cutting 
in  pieces.  Biting  and  breaking  to  pieces.  Biting 

(a  serpent).  Cropping  herbage  (cattle).  Whet- 

ting (a  knife)  on  a  stone.  Making  water  in  one's 
clothes).  {^\.  jZi\jZi  shardslih")  Furniture,  bag- 

gage. The  whisking  motion  of  a  tail.  Shirshirat, 

{^\.jZi\jZi')  A  certain  herb.    A  slice  or  segment. 
A  ̂ ZijJM  shirshih,  A  green  magpie. 

Aj^ZijZi  shurshur,  A  species  of  bird. 
A  i^jLshars,  (v. n.of  ̂ Jw9^)  Taking  the  lead 

(in  conversation).  Drawing.  Cutting.  The  first 

walking  of  a  camel's  colt.  Intensity,  severity. 

Thickness.  Shi?\s,  (pi.  'i^ajMi  shirasat  and 
shirds)  Baldness  round  the  temples.  Sharas,  An 

incision  in  a  camel's  nose,  through  which  the  rein- 

ring  passes.  A  catching  by  the  hip,  and  a  throw- 
ing one  down  when  wrestling,  a  cross-buttock. 

Roughness  of  ground. 

A  'i.jOjZi  shirasat,  (pl.of  i^j^jZi  shirs)  Baldnesses 
of  the  temples. 

A  (jlLiJjJj  shirsatdni,  (du.)  The  two  sides  of  the 
forehead,  the  temples  whence  the  forelocks  spring. 

\  A  JojjSj  shart,  (v.  n.  of  J^^)  Scarifying,  breath- 



ing  a  vein.  Stipulating.  Suspending  one  thing 

upon  another.  Laying  down  conditions,  (pi.  Isj^^ 

shu7'ut)  A  condition,  agreement,  compact,  conven- 
tion, pact,  stipulation,  limitation,  clause,  restriction, 

modification.  Obligation,  duty.  (p\.]a\jZi\  asJu-at) 
Mean,  low,  base,  vile,    p  )s>jZi  shart  bastan, 

To  stipulate.  To  bet.  ̂ dXc'  sharti  namah, 
Service,  employment.  hi  sharti  an,  On 

condition  that.  A  Sharat,  (v.  n.  oi^ajZi)  Falling 

into  any  serious  and  perilous  affair,  (pi.  \3'\j^\  ash- 
rat)  A  sign,  mark,  signal.  More  excellent,  nobler. 

Any  small  channel  that  comes  from  one  of  the  depth 

of  ten  cubits.  The  beginning  of  any  thing.  Small, 

vile,  refuse,  after  the  best  has  been  taken  away.  Shu- 

rat,  (pi.  of  e^jZi  shurtat)  Life-guards.  The  ad- 
vanced guard,  forlorn  hope  (as  being  marked  for 

destruction).     Things  defined  or  agreed  upon. 

A  (jllsj^  sharatani.  Two  bright  stars  in  the 
head  of  Aries.   The  first  mansion  of  the  moon. 

A'i^jZi shurtat,  shuraf)  A  life-guards- 
man. The  advanced  guard  or  forlorn  hope.  Any 

thing  defined  or  stipulated.  Any  thing  made  de- 

pendent on  another  J  condition,  contingency.  Plelp- 

ers,  friends,  confederates, allies.  An  ofiicer  that  goes 

before  a  magistrate  or  other  great  man.  A  peon,  po- 

liceman, or  beadle  attendant  on  a  police-magistrate. 

A  '»M^jZi  sharturiiijat.  Laying  on  of  hands  in 
making  priests. 

p  ii!hjZ>  shurta,  Judge  of  the  market.  King's 
guards.  Covered  with  black,  clad  in  mourning. 

Propitious,  favourable,  agreeable,  ed?^  lib  hadi 
shurta,  A  favourable  wind. 

v^^jui  shtirti,  A  life-guardsman.  Suitable, 
agreeable.  Favourable,  prosperous.  A  questor, 
paymaster.  A  notary. 

A^^yMshart1y,Con^\t\oual.  A  lottery.  Shur- 

tiyovshuratiT/,  A  life-guardsman ;  a  lictor,  serjeant, 

beadle.  See  'ihjZi  shurtat. 
A&Al5jjIisA«rit_ycH',Conditionality,contingency. 

A  shar^  (v.  n.  of  gj^)  Making  or  pre- 
scribing laws.  Pointing  out  the  way  in  which  His 

servants  should  walk  (God).  Going  or  leading  into 

the  public  road,  having  a  door  opening  upon  it  (a 
house).  Making  manifest.  Stripping  (a  hide). 
Raising  any  thing  aloft.  Entering  the  water  (an 

animal).  Beginning,  setting  about.  Untwisting  a 
rope  and  inserting  the  ends  in  the  handles  of  a  ves- 

sel. Levelling  (a  spear).  Being  levelled  (a  spear). 
What  sufticeth  (thee).  Religion,  faith,  law,  justice, 
equity.  Precepts  of  Muhammad.  Sort,  mode,  man- 

ner. Like,  equal.  An  equal  thing,  a  pair.  Js>^ 
ahli  shar^  A  judge,  assessor  to  a  judge,  law- 

yer, ^j^^  shar^  sharif,  (or  <jS)l  ̂ jZt  shar- 

^'llah)  Citing  one  before  a  court  of  justice,  Shir^ 
A  lute-string.  A  shoe-latchet.  Shir^or  shar^,(p]. 
of  'iS-jZi  shir^t)  Strings  for  bows  or  musical  in- 

struments. Things  like  another.  Shara^  Equal, 
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alike.  Common  property.  Sort,  mode,  manner. 

Shira^,  (pi.  of  'iS'jL  shir^t)  Strings  for  bows  or 
musical  instruments.  Shuru^  (pi.  of  shiraQ 
Sails  of  ships. 

A  shurra^  (Spears)  levelled  at  any  body. 
(Fishes)  swimming  from  deep  into  shallow  water 
and  raising  their  jowls.  Those  who  enterinto  water. 
Undertakers  of  business. 

A  IPjjL  shar^n.  Judicially,  lawfully. 

A  I  s'^S' shir^f  or  shur^f,  The  skin  or  bark 
of  the  envelope  of  the  flowers  of  the  male  palm-tree. 

A  L—*S^.^  shar^b.  Long. 

A  'ii^j^shar^ibat,  A  cutting  (leather)  in  slips. 

A  '^^j***  shar^bvj,  A  kind  of  striped  garment. Tall  and  handsome. 

A  'iSyM  shir^t,  The  law  of  God.  A  plain, 
straight  road.  Any  thing  like  another.  Sldr^t  or 

sharat,  (pi. ̂ ^^^ shir^ shar^ and s/aVa^)The string 
of  a  musical  instrument  or  bow.  A  bird-net.  Sha- 

ra^t,  (pi.  ashraQ  A  ship.  A  veranda,  por- 
tico, or  covered  gallery. 

p  lil^        shar^nihad,  Habituated  to  justice. 
A  L-J^S>jZi  shur^tb.  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  i^^^jZi  shur^if,  A  certain  plant,  or  its  fruit. 

A  ̂ _^J^^  sharpy.  Legal,  just.  Tight  drawers. 
Shirty,  A  bowstring.  Like,  equal. 

A  '^j^shargh,  (shirgh,  or  sharagh)  Asmall  frog. 
A  1  5 shurghiif,  A  certain  plant,  or  its  fruit. 

A  small  frog. 

p  sharf.  The  threshold  of  a  dooi'. 
/  A  I  ijZ)  sharf,  (v.  n.  of  i— J^)  Excelling  in 
glory,  being  more  noble.  Constructing  battlements 

(on  an  edifice).  Shurf,  Aged  she-camels.  Sharaf, 

(v.  n.  of  I— j;^)  Being  high  and  noble.  Contend- 
ing about  nobility.  Being  on  the  brink  or  point  of. 

Eating  continually  camels'  bunches.  Being  high 
(the  shoulder),  long  (the  ear).  Nobility,  dignity, 

honour,  glory,  grandeur,  rank,  excellence.  Height, 
point,  altitude.  The  honour  derived  from  ancestors. 

An  eminence,  a  high  place.  Bunch  of  a  camel.  A 

horse-race,  especially  of  one  heat  (about  a  mile), 

(pl.of  i_Jl^^j;ij  sharif)  Noblemen,  gentlemen  (espe- 
cially the  descendants  of  Muhammad):  sherriffes, 

sherifs.  A  {^^^^  u_ijjilj  sharaf,  tahsm,  Honour  of 

being  approved.  CL/^iii^  i^ji*t  sharafi  kliidmat, 

Honour  of  service,  d^i^j"^  l^jm  sharaf  mulaza- 

mat,  Honour  of  attendance.  ^^J-S-  ̂la'  sha- 
raf n,  On  a  brink,  edge,  or  point.  SJiuraf,  (pi.  of 

'iijZi  s/m?^a<)  Battlements,  pinnacles.  Shuruf,  (or 
i^jJm  shurraf)  (pi.  of  i  >j\Jl>  sharif)  Old  arrows. 
Aged  camels.  Lofty  buildings,  with  battlements 

or  pinnacles.  Trials,  temptations,  i^^i^- i^j^  shu- 
rifjun,  Dark  temptations. 

A  u_yjL<i  shurraf,  Aged  she-camels. 
A  ̂^jZi  sharf  Rf,  (fem.  of  ashraf)  (pi. 

I — shuruf)  Furnished  with  battlements,  pinna- 

cled(edifice).  Long(ear).  Shurafas,(j)l.o{t,^j^) 

sharif)  Nobles,  princes,  the  grandsons  and  descen- 
dants of  Muhammad,  sherriflfes,  sherifs. 

A  Cy^jZishurafdt,(j>\.oViijLshurfat)  Battle- 
ments or  galleries  round  the  turrets  of  the  mosques. 

Shuruf  at,The  neck  (of  a  horse),and  the  part  where- 

on any  one  mounted  behind  the  rider  sits. 

p  i^^jJilt  sharf  dh,  (shirfdk,  i^J^^jZi  sharf  d- 
lang,  shirfdlang,  sharfdng,  shirfdng,  or 

LiXlijj^  sharfang)  A  light,  low  sound  (as  of  feet when  walking). 

P  (ji.=S:  I  sharaf-bakhsh,  Honour-giving. 

A  'iSjJli  shurfat,  (pl.L-JjjIj  shiiraf)  Honour,  dig- 
nity, good  fortune.  The  battlement  or  highest  pin- 
nacle of  a  tower  or  wall,  a  cornice.  The  round  gal- 

lery near  the  top  of  the  minarets,  from  which  the 
crier  proclaims  the  hour  of  prayer.  The  best  of 

any  thing  (as  of  cattle). 

A  CL^fjZi  sharfas,  A  species  of  milky  shrub. 

Pj^.j^j***  sharaf-rez.  Scattering  honours. 

p^j^ji  sharf anj,  A  rugged  road. 
p  MjZi  shar  or  sh'irfa,  Noise  of  feet  in  walking. 
p  sharaf-ydb,  Honoured,  dignified. 

A  i^iy^  sharfiyat.  Nobility,  high  birth. 

A  ̂ jZisharh,  {j.n.oi^jZt)  Rising  (asthesun). 
Gathering  the  vintage.  Slitting  the  ear  of  a  sheep. 

Producing  unripe  dates  (a  palm-tree).  The  east. 
The  rising  sun.  A  fissure.  Light  shining  through 
a  crevice.  A  bird  between  a  kite  and  a  hawk.  A 

handsome  woman.  <=^^  j  3j'^  sharh  u  gharb, 

East  and  west,  ̂ jj***  ̂   lahm,  shark.  Lean  meat. 
Slnrh,  Light  transmitted  thi'ough  a  crevice.  Shurk, 

(pi.  of  ̂ Jj^  shdrih)  Rising  stars.  Sharah,  (v.  n.  of 

Jjjj^)  Being  slit  in  the  ear  (asheep).  Being  suffo- 
cated, choked.  Giving  a  feeble  light,  and  being 

about  to  set  (the  sun).  Being  blood-shot  (the  eye). 

The  sun.  *S/ia?v7i,  (Flesh  meat)  without  fat.  Shu- 

ruh,  (pi.  of  fj>.f^  shar'ih)  Handsome  youths. 
A  ̂'^jIm  sharhdf.  Slit-eared  (sheep). 

A  'bSjZi  sharhat,  A  sunny  place.  Sharkat  or 
sharikat.  The  rising  sun.  The  east.  Shurhat, 

Choaking  in  the  throat,  suffocation.  Sharahat,  A 

mark  set  on  a  slit-eared  sheep. 
A  sharah  or  sliirihrdh,  A  green  magpie. 

p  sharhistdn.  The  east,  Asia. 

A  ̂j^j^  sharhiy,  Oriental,  eastern"  Sunny,  ex- 
posed to  the  sun. 

p  ̂J^jZi  shark  or  shirk,  Strips  of  linen  in  which 

medicines  are  rolled  up.  Shirk,  Small-pox.  Sha- 

rak,  Eruptions  of  the  body,  measles. 

A  i^jui  shirk,  (pi.  i^\jZ»\  ashrdk)  Company, 

society,  partnership.  A  letting  to  any  one  a  field  in 
consideration  of  a  half  or  a  third  of  the  produce.  A 

lot,  portion,  share,  part.  Infidelity,  idolatry,  pa- 
ganism. Dissimulation,  hypocrisy.  A  partner. 

Ajib  (_dJ;-i»  shirki  hi'Udh,  The  giving  of  companions 
to  God  (in  allusion  to  the  Trinity,  which  the  Mu- 
hammadans  do  not  acknowledge)  ;  hence  shirk  im- 



plies  also  a  Christian,  Pagan,  the  worship  of  idols, 

or  a  plurality  of  deities.  ^te\  ahli  slm-h ,  A 
Christian.  An  idolater.  Sharak,  (v.  n.  of  i^j*^) 

Having  the  latchets  broken  (a  shoe),  (pi.  ti)^ 

shuruk)  A  fo\vler''s  net.  A  wide,  open  road.  The 
middle  of  the  road.  (pi.  of  sharakat)  Nets. 

Open  roads.  Shuruh,  (pi.  of  d^j^  sharak)  Nets, 

fowlers'  snares.  (pi.  of  ijJ\jJ*t  sJiirali)  Roads. 
Shoe-straps  or  latchets. 

\  f^jM  s]iU7-akas,{\A.o^i^>,jZi  sliarili)V2irineYS. 

A  'i^jM  shirkat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Going  partners. 
Society,company,partnership,communication,par- 

ticipation.  (jllaA.i.J^  shirhatii  'sh  shayian,  The 
malignity  of  Satan.  Shurhat,  Partnership.  Sha- 

rahat,  (pi.  ciJj^  sharak)  A  fowler's  net. 

A  '^^^jZi  sharkasiy,  Circassian. 

A  ̂̂ *»»  shurah'iy.  Often  and  quickly  repeated 
(slap  or  blow).    Rapid  (march). 

A  '^j^  shtirrahiy,  Rapid  (march). 
p  ̂ jZ>  sharm,  Bashfulness,  modesty,  shame. 

Pudendum,  j^jiilj^ii  ̂ jj^sharm  dashtan,  To  blush, 

to  be  ashamed.    ^jZt  ̂3  bi  sharm,  Shameless. 

A  sharm,  (v.  n.  of  p*»»)  Splitting,  cleaving, 
cutting  slightly.  Giving  away  little  money.  A 

bay,  gulf.  A  whirlpool.  Grass  in  great  abundance. 

A  kind  of  tree  of  which  the  top  only  is  eaten.  Sha- 
ram,  A  fissure  in  the  nose. 

A  f\i6jZ>  sliarmaf.  Burst,  abused  (woman). 

p  f^i^\j6jZ>  sharmariidan,  To  make  blush. 

A  sharmah.  Long.  Sharmah,  (or  ̂^^jJm 

sharmahly,  (pi.  sharamih  and  'iss^^y^n  sha- 
ramihat)  Robust. 

A  sharummah.  Long. 

p  iJj        sharm-zada.  Ashamed,  abashed. 
sharmsar.  Abashed,  ashamed. 

p  i^J^MiCji^tsharmsari,  Bashfulness.  ^jJ^^m^Zi 
f^i^j^  sharmsmn  biirdan.  To  be  ashamed. 

A  &la<Cj^  sharmatat,  (v.n.  of  li^o^ Q)  Tearing. 

p  tX^jZi  sharni-gah,  The  privy  parts. 

p  (^j^^jZi  sharmgin,  Bashful,  ashamed. 

p  ̂ s>^j^  sharmindagi,  Modesty.  Shame. 

p  2Siij»*jwS»  sharmanda,  (or  shar-mnak) 
Covered  with  shame,  confused,  disconcerted. 

p  ̂ ^d^^M  sharmldan,  To  be  ashamed,  to  blush. 

A  f^j*^  sham,  A  being  split  (as  a  rock). 

A  [^KijJM  shirnaz,  Bulky,long-necked(camel). 

A  u-iljjwj  shi7"naf,  Corn  with  long  leaves. 
A  ̂^j***  sharnak,  A  sty  on  the  eyelid. 
A  c^.Ajj^  sharamhas,  Thick  about  the  hands 

and  feet.    A  lion. 

A  'dJijui  sharambaz.  Thick,  gross,  fat. 

A  Ij^j***  sharanta',  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  '&.Sl>ju»  sharnafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Cutting 
away  the  long  leaves  ((  shirnaf)  of  corn. 

A         sharanfah,  Light  of  foot. 

A  'isOjZi  sharnahat,  The  act  of  cutting. 
P  ̂^J^yM  sharang,  Poison.    A  colocynth. 
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A  ̂ j***  shurnugh,  A  small  frog. 
A  J sharro  or  shirrv,  Honey. 

p  \j jZi  sharwd,  A  lie.  Vain,  senseless  talk. 
A  shimas,  Large,  thick,  and  flabby. 

A  {^SjjZi  shirrvaz,  (pi.  (^j^ij\jui)  Fat,  soft. 

A  )s\jjZi  shirmat,  Long-bodied.  A  swift  camel. 
A  shirwal.  Drawers,  trowsers. 

p  ̂J^JJ^  shirwan.  Media. 

p  ̂3^5^^  shirrvani,  A  Mede. 
A  i^jjZ>  sharub,  Water  neither  salt  nor  sweet. 

A  she-camel  longing  for  the  male.  A  great  drinker 
of  water.    Shurub,  Drinkers. 

A  ̂ jJ:^shtiruj,(pl.of  sharj)  Placesthrough 
which  water  flows  from  rocky  grounds  into  a  plain. 

A  ̂ jj-^  shuruh,  (pi.  of  shark)  Explana- tions, commentaries.    Rudiments,  elements. 

A  ̂jj/ijs/mrM/Ji,(v.n.of^^^)Growing(youth). 
Cutting  the  gum  (teeth  of  a  camel).  The  thorny 

shrub  Tb\j^  ̂ zah.  (pi.  of  sharhh)  Sword- 
blades  unpolished  and  without  hilts.  Equals,  peers. 

shurukh  shurrahh,  Perfectly  equal. 

A  i^jj***  sharud,  (pi.  djZt  shurud)  One  who  flies 
away  with  terror;  a  fugitive.  Fugitive  (piece  of 

poetry).    Shurud,  (v.  n.  of  ii;«>)  Fleeing  away. 

Ajj shurur,  (pi.  oi'^Zi)  Liiquities,  evils. 
A  ifj jJm  shurut.  Conditions,  stipulations. 

A  ̂  shuru^  (v.  n.  of  g/^)  Entering  (an  ani- 
mal thewater).  Beginning,  setting  about  (any  busi- 

ness). Beginning,  commencement ;  onset,  attack. 

(Camels)  entering  the  water,  p  f^^^^  ̂  j***  shuru^ 

kardan  (or  jjiij^  namudan),To  begin,  make  a  be- 

ginning, commence. 
A  I— ijj-ij  shuruf,  (v.  n.  of  1  ijZi)  Being  aged 

(a  she-camel).  (pl.oft_-ijlwi>s/ia7'«/')Aged  (camels). 
A  ̂ JJ shuruk.  The  rising  (of  the  sun). 

A  ̂ jj***  sharum.  Burst,  abused  (woman). 
p  2Sj)^  sharwa,A  modeof  reading  orchanting. 

A  Lfjj**'  sharrva'.  Alike,  resembling.  Isjj^  ̂  
aJ  la  skarwa'  lahu,  There  is  none  like  unto  him. 
p  sharwin,  The  fort  of  Shirwan. 

p  »p>  shara,  Greedy,  gluttonous.  Voracity. 
Name  of  a  plant  called  in  India  tnlsi. 

A  %j!^>  sharak,  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Being  very  greedy. 
Desire,  appetite,  avidity,  gluttony,  p  »^  [jJo 

ii_j5 1  nafsi  sharah-alud,  A  soul  stained  with  glut- 
tony, addicted  to  excess.  A  Sharih,  (or  i^^j*^  skar- 

kan)  Gluttonous.  Greedy. 

A  'ist^j!^  sharhafat,  (v.n.  of  (_ii^J^  Q)  Feed- 

ing (an  infant)  well. 

A  ijj^  shary,  (v.  n.  of  {Jj^)  Buying.  Sell- 

ing. Exposing  to  the  sun  to  dry.  Ridiculing,  de- 

riding, holding  up  to  contempt.  Exasperating,  en- 

raging. Taking  on  one's  self  to  speak  or  fight  on 
behalf  of  others.  Afflicting  with  pimples.  A  colo- 

cynth. A  palm-tree  growing  from  a  date-stone. 

Shara',  (y.  n.  of  ijj**)  Shaking  to  and  fro  (a  ca- 
mel's halter).  Playing  w^ith  the  bridle  in  this  man- 

ner  (a  horse).  Being  obstinate  and  stubborn  (a 
man).  Boiling  with  rage  (a  man).  A  pimply  or 

florid  ulceration  of  the  skin  (especially  from  acrid 

nocturnal  vapours).  The  worst  part  of  one's  flock ; 
also  the  best.  A  road.  A  mountain,  (pi.  AjL\ 
«57«raj)Adistrict,  country,  tract, quarter. 

zush  shara',  Name  of  an  idol.  Shari,  Exquisite. 

Pimpled,  /S/«m',  (v.n. of  (jr^^) Buying.  Selling. 

Flying  i-apidly  about  (mischief).  Flashing  repeat- 

edly (lightning).  Being  angry  and  quarrelsome. 
Having  a  pimply  eruption  (the  skin).  Running  at 
his  utmost  speed,  and  shaking  his  bridle  much  (a 

horse),    (pi.  io^^l  ashriyat)  A  bargain. 
A  sAwrra',  Woi'se,  worst  (woman).  Ma- lignant, fascinating  (eye). 

A  i^j*^  shariy,  Well-going  (horse)  ;  one  that 
takes  wide  steps.  A  horse  that  moves  his  bridle 
to  and  fro  in  running. 

A         sharriy,  The  best,  or  worst,  of  cattle. 

A  skiryaf.  The  long,  luxuriant  leaves 
of  corn  which  they  are  used  to  cut  away. 

A  ̂^[>_jMi  sharyan  or  skii'yan,  A  tree  of  which 
bows  are  made.  (pi.  ij\>\jll>  skarayin)  An  artei-y, 
by  which  the  pulse  is  felt. 

A  t_-0^^  sharib,  Water  neither  fresh  nor  salt : 
potable  water.  A  pot-companion.  One  who  draws 
water,  or  who  waters  cattle  along  with  another. 

A  i^ijl^  skirrib,  Given  to  drink,  a  toper. 

A  eJ-ljui  sharibat,  A  sheep  which,  after  drink  ing, 
stands  in  her  former  place  that  the  rest  may  follow. 

>HA  iO^Mj  sharyat,  One  colocynth.    A  palm-tree 
grown  from  a  date-stone. 

■^A  iSj^  skai'lyat,  ,^J^^  way,  mode.  Nature. 
(A  woman)  bringing  forth  only  girls. 

p  ̂ jMi  skarita,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  king. 
p  skaritunitan,  (in  zand)  To  open. 

A  shary.  Like.  Wood  of  which  bows  are 
made.    Similitude,  resemblance. 

A  ̂L^jjjj  skarijani,  (dual)  Two  difl^erent  co- lours.   Two  striped  borders  on  a  garment. 

A  iL^ jl^  sharyat,  A  bow  made  of  two  pieces  of 
wood;  or  of  several  framed  together.  A  basket  of 

palm-leaves,  wherein  they  put  fruits.  A  dove-cote 

made  of  reeds.  The  bruised  nerve  of  a  camel's  neck, 
with  which  they  fasten  the  wings  of  an  arrow.  A 

piece  or  part  of  any  thing.  The  binding  of  a  book. 

A  ̂ *»»  shar-th,  (or  is^j*^  skarihai)  An  oblong 
slice  of  meat.    Shurayh,  Pudendum  mulieris. 

A  S>,j^  skarld.  Separated,  flying  away. 
p  skaridan.  To  exude,  drop.  To  flow. 

p  shurridan.  To  flow,  murmur  (as  wa- 

ter or  any  liquor  poured  out). 

p  j>ji^  shartr,  Good.  Beautiful. 

A jijiMsharlr,  {j^l.J^juiSaskrar  and  ̂ VjL*w^  ashir- 
ras)  Wicked,  malignant,  perverse.  The  sea-side. 

A  tree  growing  in  the  sea. 

A j>y^  shirr'ir,{jp\.  (jjjij*^  shirrirun)A  worth- 



less  scoundrel. 

A  ''^j^.j**>  sharirat,  A  large  sacking-needle. 
p  SiiJ  ijj^  shara-zada,  Pimpled  (skin). 

A  \jt*>_ju»  sharis,  Malignity.  Evilness  of  nature. 
Malignant,  of  a  bad  disposition.   A  lion. 

A  &*aJj^  sharisat,  (pi.  i^jixi\y*>)  The  cheek. 
A  \x>_jL»sharit,  A  rope  made  of  the  fibrous  bark 

of  a  palm-tree.  A  dish  wherein  a  woman's  per- 
fumes are  placed.  A  chest  of  drawers. 

A  sharitat,  (pi.  \3j\jZ>  sharasit)  A  con- 

dition, stipulation.  A  mason's  rule.  (A  sheep  or 
camel)  having  a  scarified  ear. 

A^^«*  shari^  Bold.  The  finest  linen. 

A  XsOjmj  shari^t,  Law,  justice,  equity.  The 
law  of  God.  The  laws  of  Muhammad.  A  plain, 

straight  road.  Any  place  where  beasts  drink.  A 

threshold.  eSO^J**  CL/^j^  slian^ti  sharifa,  The 

holy  law.  CL>->Ojut  shari^ti  azhar,  The  re- 
splendent law. 

<<'  A  i_A?^  sharif,  (pi.  f^j^  shurafds,  ( — 
ashraf,  and  l^j^  sharaf)  Noble,  eminent,  holy. 
A  nobleman,  gentleman  (especially  the  descen- 

dants of  Muhammad) ;  the  prince  or  sherif  of  Mecca. 

Excellent  (with  regard  to  inanimate  things).  A 

golden  Arabian  ducat,     ̂ yr^'^  ' — shartfu'l 
wujud,  Noble  person,  j  '  ̂ j***  sharif  u 

wazt^  Nobles  and  plebeians.  (__ft>j^  niaj- 

lisi  sharif,  A  noble  assembly.  A  tribunal.  ̂ Vj/o 
mizaji  sharif,  A  noble  disposition,  excel- 

lent temper.  How  do  you  do?  ^"^^  ■._  -'"^ 

hi  hasahi'sh  shar^shartf,  According  to  justice  and 
the  holy  law.  i— s^U-  khilafi  shar^ 
sharif.  Against  religion  andjustice.  Shurayf,  Name 
of  the  highest  mountain  in  Arabia. 

A  'isOj^  sharyafat,  (v.  n.  of  l-AJ.^^  Q)  Cutting 
away  the  luxuriant  corn-leaves.  Sharifat,  (fem. 

of  I  ii-lj^  shaj'if)  Noble.  Excellent. 

A  ̂̂ \'JS^:>_JMi  shai'ifatdni,  (dual)  The  eye  and  ear. 
A  sharik.  The  East.  The  rising  sun.  (pi. 

^^^s/mrw^)  Beautiful  (youth).  An  excellent  vine. 
Narrow  about  the  privities  (woman) ;  or  one  whose 

two  passages  have  become  one. 

A  shai'ih,  (pi.  ̂^\jZ>\  ashrak  and  ̂ ^jZ> 
shurahai)  A  partner  in  trade,  companion,  associate, 

accomplice,  school-fellow.  A  fellow,  or  companion 

given  to  God.  An  idol.  A  man's  name. 

A*w^^s/tar«/m^,(pl.C£lj\jjiI>)  A  female  partner. 
/I  sharihi,  A  partnership. 

A  ̂jZ>  sJcarim,  The  privities.  An  instrument 
for  chipping  wood,  a  plane.  Burst,  abused  (woman). 

p  sj-ij^  shirina,  (or  shirrina)  A  dry  scab. 

Aj^  shazz,  Dry  and  hard. 

A  ij^y**  shazazat,  Hardness  and  dryness. 

A  L^J^  shazb,  (v.n.  ofL^J^)  Being  lean,  lank, 
dry,  attenuated  (horse).  Being  dry  and  withered 

(a  branch).  Being  rough  (way). 

A  shuzzab,  (pi.  of  i-^U*  shdzib)  Lank, 
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gaunt-bellied  (horses).  Rough  roads. 

A  ioj^  shazbat,  A  bow  neither  old  or  new.  Dry, 
attenuated  (she-camel  or  ass).  Shuzbat,  An  occa- 

sion, opportunity. 

Ajj^  shazr,  (v.  n.  ofj^lt)  Looking  askance  or 
angrily  to  right  or  left  with  half-shut  eyes.  Hitting 
in  the  eye.  Grinding  from  the  right  hand  inwards. 

Piercing  with  a  spear.  Twisting  (a  rope)  from  the 
left  hand,  or  from  the  outside,  inwards.  Vehemence, 

severity.  Difficulty,  afiliction.  j^lt  ghazlvm 
shazrun,  Uneven  spinning.  Shazar,  Aversion,  a 

turning  away  of  the  face ;  pride,  anger. 

A  -^];_3*»>  shazras,  Reddish  (eye). 
A         slmzrat,  A  redness  in  the  eyes. 

A  ̂ ^j^  shazn  or  shuzun,  A  cube  or  die  for  play- 
ing with.  Shazan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^J**>)  Being  hard  and 

rough  (ground).  Being  tired  with  much  walking 

barefoot.  Being  active,  nimble,  brisk,  and  cheer- 
ful. A  tract  (of  country).  The  side  (of  any  thing). 

Hard,  rough  ground.  Fatigue,  pain  from  walking 

(especially  on  bare  feet).  A  man  of  a  severe  dis- 
position. A  life  of  poverty  or  distress.  Distance. 

Thickness,  grossness.  Intensity.  Shitzn  or  shuzun, 

A  tract  (of  country).  The  side  (of  any  thing). 

A  ejyii  shaznat.  An  avaricious  woman.  Shu- 
zunat,  shazanat,  or  shuznat.  Hardness,  roughness. 
A  side,  border. 

A        shazw,  A  being  high. 

p  jjZi  shuzuv,  (in  zand)  A  sinner,  criminal. 
A  L^jjZi  shuzub,  (v.  n.  of  l^^m)  Being  gaunt 

and  dry  (a  horse).  Being  rough  (a  road).  Being 

dry  and  withered  (a  branch),  (pi.  of  i^^,yM shazib) 
Untrinimed  twigs. 

A  i^^y^  shuzun,  (pi.  of  (jj*^  shazan^  Tracts 
of  land.  Sides. 

A  'ii^y^  shuzunat.  Thickness,  coarseness.  In- 
tensity. Ruggedness  of  ground. 

A  i^ljZi  shazib,  (pi.  shuzub)  A  rough 
unlopped,  untrimmed,  withered  branch.  A  bow 
neither  old  or  new. 

Ayy*!  shaziz.  Dry  and  hard. 
A  (J^ji  shass,  (pi.  (_j»sL«ji  shisds,  f^yjJ^  shu- 

sus,  and  shasis)  Hard  earth.  A  certain  herb. 

A  &^L««i<i  shasdhat,  A  being  lean  and  dry. 

A  (^[mJm  shisds,  (pi.  of  {^LZi  shass)  Grounds 
as  hard  as  a  stone. 

A  'is\tjj^  shas  or  shisdfat,  A  being  thin  and  dry. 
P  shash,  Lightning,  flashing,  glittering. 

A  (_.*— ^  shisb,  A  bow  made  of  slender  wood. 

A  bow  neither  new  or  old.  Shush,  (pi.  of  j_juwl<i* 

shdsib)  Meagre,  shrivelled,  dry.  Shasab,  {y.n.  of 

t-_/*"-Il»)  Being  lean,  dry,  wrinkled. 

P  u-**-^  shasp,  Leaping,  skipping.  Absence. 

P  Cl^^^  shast,  A  thumb-stall  worn  by  archers. 

A  fish-hook.    A  lancet.    Sixty.   The  thumb.  A 

girdle  worn  by  the  fire-worshippers  and  Hindus. 

The  bow,  also  the  string  of  a  musical  instrument, 
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a  fiddle-stick.  A  hair-ring.  A  woman's  hips. 
^jiiljJ  shast  nihddan.  To  fish,  angle.    Shist,  (for 

C.V ■     nishast)  He  sat  down.  A  sitting  down.  A 

session.  Aim.  i^i^j^CL/.j.^Jm  shist  kardan.  To  take 
aim.  Shust,  He  washed.  A  lotion,  washing. 

V ^mJm  shustar.  The  ancient  city  of  Susa,  fa- 
mous for  the  manufacture  of  brocade. 

p  ̂^^^^Jm  shistagdni.  Basis,  foundation. 
p  i\^J.,^J^  shust-gdh,  Baptism.  Baptismal  font. 

p  jjI^CIa— 2j  shastgardn,  Archers,  bowmen. 
p  shustagi,  Lotion,  washing,  ablution. 

shastum,  The  sixtieth. 

shistan,  (for  t^^^Z^  nishast  an)  To  sit. 
Shustan,  To  wash.  To  baptize.  To  slack  lime. 

p  ̂lXJk*<yJi^  shustan-gdh,  A  place  for  washing. 

p (^jk.M.w>  shiistani,  A  lotion. 
Pj^j  LlA*«d:ijs/iMsfMs/iM,Washingand cleansing. 

shusta,  Washed,  cleansed,  dressed,  pre- 

pared. A  handkerchief,  towel.  ,^0^  s.'L*J^  shus- 
ta shudan.  To  be  baptized. 

p,^  &jkAMM>  shusta-guft  gu,  Pure  language. 

A  ■  f%  shas^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ mm)  Being  far  distant 
(a  mansion  or  halting-place).  Putting  strings  (to 

a  shoe).  Shis^  (pi.  shusH^and  ̂ X^^J^\ash- 
sd^  A  shoe-strap  or  latchet.  A  narrow  spot  of 
ground.  A  side,  a  quarter.  A  little,  small  quan- 

tity, remains  or  the  worst  part  (of  flocks)  ;  also 

the  best  of  them.  A  skilful  manager  of  flocks. 

Shus^  (pi.  of  ̂A*>\jii  shdsi^and  ̂ ^^Jm  shasu^  Dis- 
tant, remote.  Shasa^  (v.n. of  ̂ ^^)  Having  the 

fore-teeth  and  the  canine  teeth  wide  asunder  (a 

horse).  Having  the  latchet  broken  (a  shoe).  *S/t«- 

si^  A  shoe-string. 
A  L-Q  ■"«'«>  shasf,  (v.n. of  (»_ft-*ui>)  Bursting,  split- 

ting (an  unripe  date).    Shisf,  A  dry  crust. 
A  J.— ili  shasl,  Thick  and  fat  (foot). 
p  shasn,  An  oyster.  Any  thing  capable 

of  growth.  Sugar-cane.  A  thorny  shrub  on  which 
manna  or  honied  dew  is  found.    The  womb. 

A  L^yjJii  shasuh,  A  camel  losing  her  colt  in  the 

winter,  and  giving  no  milk. 
shusus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j-wj)  Withering  (a 

plant),  (pi.  of  (^«»  shass)  Lands  hard  as  a  stone. 

A  shasu^  (pi.  ̂ i^li  shus^  Distant,  re- 
mote. Sliusu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Z*)  Being  far  distant 

(a  house),  (pi.  of         shis^  Shoe-strings. 
A  (  shusuf,  (v.  n.  of  <^<3.mJm)  Being  thin, 

and  di-y  (a  horse). 

A  ̂ jiJUwMi  shasib,  A  bow  made  of  slender  wood. 
A  bow  neither  new  nor  old.  A  camel  running  dry 

and  losing  her  colt. 

A  (j«Ji*«j2*  shas'is,{y. n.of  J^-^*)  Being  lean,  shri- 
velled. (pl.ofjjII^.'(/iass)Grounds  as  hardas  a  stone. 

A  u-nx- ̂   shaslf,  (Meat)  which  dries  up.  Dry 

(leathern  bottle).  Burst,  split  (unripe  date). 

p  fJuZi  shash.  Six.  Shush,The  lights.  A  fan. 
A  soft,  pendulous  bosom.  ^iji^  dardi  shush, 



Peripneumony. 

p  S  1  shush-amasida,  Timid. 

pj\jo\  (ji-ji  shash-anddz,  Throwing  sixes  at 
dice.  A  man  who  contrives  to  throw  six  balls,  so 

that  four  are  always  in  the  air.  A  player  at  the 

game  of  tby  nard.  The  full  moon. 

py  b  (^jSi-*j  skash-banu,{^^^^  \^J^  shash  kha- 
tun  or  i^J**^  shash  banuyi  plr)  The  six 

princesses  (or  (j*> j jS-  i^J^Jm  shash  ̂ rus,  The  six 
brides), t.  e.  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,Venus,Mercury, 
and  the  moon. 

Fi^\i^X}.ZJMshash-bandan,Six  daysofthe  month 
Shawal,  at  the  close  of  Ramazan,on  which  theMu- 
hammadans  fast.  The  wild  vine. 

p  b  shash-pa,  Six-footed.  A  worm  with 
six  feet ;  earwig  5  eft scolopendra ;  beetle. 

Vj^Zi  shash  par,  A  halberd,  iron  mace. 

shash-pistan,(  Six-teated)  A  bitch. 
A  name  of  reproach  for  a  woman.  Shush-pistan, 

A  pendulous-breasted  woman.    An  old  woman. 

p        (jiio  shash  jjancha,  A  medicinal  plant. 
p  d^^Zi  shusht,  Vile,  detestable,  deformed, 

shameful,  bad. 

p  shash  ta  (prjo  tar),  A  kind  of  lute  with 

six  strings,  (^dj  b  i^jJ^  shash  ta  zadan.  To  play 

upon  a  six-stringed  guitar.  To  throw  sixes  at  dice. 

p  ̂ ^jCZ^Zi  shash  ta-zan,  One  who  strikes  the 
lyre  KylLZ*  shash  td.  One  who  throws  sixes  at  dice. 

p  JC^J^shushtar,  Susa  (famous  for  cloths). 

p  ij)  shash  tara,  Madder,  a  dyeing  root. 

p  ̂ LLJm  shashtum.  The  sixtieth. 
p  d*-j=»  i^y^  shash  jihat,  Six-s\ded.  A  cube. 

p  j_|.jj£^^  shash  jihaii.  Six-sided,  hexagonal. 

p  ̂^lii"**'  shash  khan,  (or  i6l»-  ̂ ^JJli  shash  khd- 
na?)  A  kind  of  circular  tent  used  by  the  Persians. 

A  curtain  at  the  door  of  a  palace  or  pavilion. 

p  ̂\i>-  (jixiw  shash  hhdnj,  A  kind  of  a  game 
played  with  walnuts  filled  with  lead. 

p  e^^kt^  shash  khdna,  (A  building)  divided 
into  six  courts.  Name  of  a  musical  instrument. 

\^J^s6  silsi^***  shash  khdna  tufang,  An  arquebuss. 
p  shash  hhanj,  Di'awers.  Beardless. 

Nuts  filled  with  lead,  with  which  boys  play. 

{^^Mishash  dang,  A  dram  and  a  half. 
A  whisperer. 

F j\^J^Zi  sliashdar, 'Siin  doors.  Chess-tables.  A 
cube,  die.  A  point  of  tlie  table  at  the  game  of 

nard,  from  which  one  cannot  extricate  one's  self. 

Wonderful,  confounding,  ̂ ^jbjj^ijj  shash  da?-- 
hdzi,  Any  game  at  dice.  The  world.  Astonishment. 

tL^ijii  (^Mishash  dari  tang,  (or  (jl<i*  shash 
darifand)  The  world.  Shame. 

p  Hjd  i^***  shash  dara,  A  chess-board.  A  die. 
A  point  of  the  table  at  the  game  of  nard,  from 

which  one  cannot  extricate  one^s  self. 

p  t_5jt3  shash  darl,  A  house  with  six  doors. 
The  world. 

(    750  ) 

p  (^^jjj  (J****  shash  rozikawn,  The  six  days of  creation. 

p  ̂ jj J J  shash  rarozan,  The  six  planets. 
The  world.  A  living  creature. 

p  jJLd-uiiri^  shash  sdla.  Six  years  old. 

p  ̂ jjui  shash  sari.  Pure  gold. 
¥  ̂ ui  yiju*  shash  su.  Above  and  below,  before 

and  behind,  right  and  left.  A  hexagon.  Six-sided. 
p  Sj^'^t  shash  sad.  Six  hundred. 

p  (jSijjj  shash  zarb.  Sixes  at  dice.  Stakes 
at  dice  which  are  swept  off  at  a  throw,  i— 

^  shash  zarbi  natijad  khub,A  gem.  Gold. 

Musk.  Sugar.  Honey.  Fruits  of  different  sorts. 

^ji-iu  shash  tak,  A  kind  of  royal  tent. 

p  (j-^  shash  taraf,  Six  sides,  L  e.  east, 
west,  north,  south,  above,  beneath. 

p  jjkjci*!^  sliash  ̂ lam,  A  kind  of  smooth  carpet. 
p  ̂ILl^Jj  shashkdkil  or  shashkdkul.  Root  of  an 

Indian  tree.  The  wild  carrot. 

Asi^J^Miskashkalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^siJUm  Q)  Adulte- 
rating changing ;  also  weighing,  examining  (gold). 
p  shushk.  Excrement  of  the  eye. 

shash  hdnaj,  A  circular  tent. 

p  bJm^J^Jm  shash  gosha,  A  hexagon. 

p  ̂ ^LZi  shashum,  (^^^j^LZ^  shashumi,  or 
shashumm)  Sixth. 
P  shashum  zamin.  The  sixth  climate. 

p  ̂ ^^sUm.^*  {^J^  shash  mashin,  An  oyster-shell 
with  its  contents.  A  gold  mine.  A  fruit-bearing 
tree.    A  shrub  with  manna  upon  it. 
P  shash  natijan  khub,  The  six 

excellent  substances;  jewels,  gold,  musk,  sugar, 

honey,  and  sweet  fruits. 

V  4->j  ̂J£.Ja^s/tas/tMjoa?^;,  (Sixes  and  fives)  Con- 
fusion, perplexity.  Dice,  ̂ ^b  j  ̂̂ JJ^  shash 

u  panj-bdzl.  Fraud,  treachery,  ̂ ^bj  j  {J^^ 

shash  u  panj-zandn,  Dice-players.  Perfect,pui'e. 
One  who  loses  his  all  at  play. 

shasha,  (or  shash  yandan) 

Six  days  of  the  month  Shaaban,  on  which  they  fast. 

p  uib.  (ji^  shash  yak,  A  sixth. 
A  ijai^  shass,  (v.  n.  of  i^JaZi)  Keeping  back, 

restraining.  Shass  or  shiss,  (pi.  [^yOM>  shusus)  A 

fish-hook.    A  sly  thief,  an  expert  plunderer. 

A  u^jIAwj  shassdb,  A  butcher. 

A  jba^  shisdr,  A  piece  of  wood  fastened  across 
a  earners  nose.  A  skewer  for  closing  the  hinder 

parts  of  a  camel  after  foaling. 
A  shisds,  (v.  n.  of  t^^)  Having  little 

or  thick  milk  (a  camel).  Going  away.  Hindering. 

Being  uncomfortable  from  poverty  (life).  Gnash- 

ing the  teeth. 
A  ̂^bal^a^  s/tasasa-c.  Adversity,  penury,  scarcity. 

Abarren  year.Haste,expedition.Anybusinesswhich 
one  cannot  leave.  A  bad  horse,  camel,  or  vehicle. 

A  ̂_Jl/aji»  shasdsib,  (pi.  of  'i^^x^aZt  shasibat) 
Calamities,  scarcities.  Bottoms  of  wells.  Timbers 

of  a  camel's  saddle. 

A  (,_^\^aJlt  shasdfis,  (pi.  of  [^^^aZt  shasus) 

(Camels)  which  yield  little  milk. 
A  (.,  ̂ *nui  shasb,  (v.  n.  of  i_-*<a*»>)  Failing  to  con- 

ceive, though  frequently  covered  (a  camel).  Being 

afflicted, indigent.  Beingdifficult  (an  affair).  Shasb 

or  shasab,  A  flaying,  skinning.  A  scalding  of  the 

hair  before  roasting.  Dryness.  Shisb,{^\.i^'^^>aJM\ 
ashsdb)  Adversity,  scarcity.  A  lot,  fortune.  Sha- 

sab, A  becoming  dry.  The  being  difficult  and  in- 
tricate.   Shusub,  Flayed  (sheep). 

p  (Jl*o>'I)  shast,  (for     ■■■■"')  Sixty.    A  hook. 

p  ̂'x^a.^  shastum,  (for  ̂ ^L*S»)  A  sixtieth. p  uib.  '  shast  yak,  A  sixtieth. 

A  jiOMishasr,  (v.  n.ofjjauI>)  Pricking  (a  thorn). 

Spearing.  Leaping  (a  horse).  Butting  with  the 

horns  (a  bull).  Sewing  (with  wide  stitches),  bast- 

ing. Fixing  the  skewerjbaurt  shisdr  in  the  hole  of 

a  camel's  nose.  Fixing  the  skewer jba***  shisdr  to 
the  hinder  part  of  a  camel.  Shisr,  A  skewer  with 
which  the  hinder  parts  of  a  camel  are  kept  up,  after 

a  falling  of  the  matrix.  Shasar,  (fern.  ijjoJM  sha- 

saraf)  (^X.J^^aZA  ashsdr)  A  young  deer  strong  and 
butting  with  his  horns.  A  bird  less  than  a  sparrow. 

A  f^jAiOMt  shusus,  (A  sheep)  having  no  milk. 
Camels  which  give  little  milk.    Scarce  (years). 

A  shaslab.  Robust,  firm. 
shasw,  Intenseness,  seventy.  Adversity. 

A  '^.tOMi  shusum,  (v.  n.  of  baui  for  yoZt)  Being 
fixed  on  an  object  (the  eye).  Being  carried  high 

in  the  air  (a  cloud).  Being  filled  with  water  and 

sticking  out  (a  leathern  bottle). 

A  {^yOMi  shusub,  (v.  n.  of  w-..*wa«'«'))  Being  af- 
flicted, indigent.    Being  difficult  (an  affair). 

Aj^iOMi  shusur,  (v.  n.  of yaJl»)  Being  fixed  (the 
eye  of  a  dying  person).  Being  turned  (the  eye). 

A  i^jayoJ^  shasus,  (pi.  ;jiajba«»  shasdfis)  (A 

camel)  having  little  milk.  A  scarce  (year).  Shu- 
sus, (v.  n.  of  i^jaZi)  Being  scarce  (season).  Having 

little  milk  (a  camel).  Gnashing  the  teeth.  Going 
away.  Hindering.  Being  indigent,  (pi.  of  (jiawi 

shass  or  shiss)  Fish-hooks.    Cunning  thieves. 

A  '^jo-^  shusuj,  (v.  n.  oi ̂ ^^OMi)  Swelling  (a  car- 
case), so  that  the  hands  and  feet  stand  out. 

A  (_rf»Juxi«i  shasib,  A  foreigner.    Lot,  fortune. 

A  i-Ki^joJ^  sliasibat,  (pi.  \^^\*aZi  shasdnb)  Cala- 

mity, penury.    The  bottom  of  a  well. 
A   j^Zi  shash;  A  prick  from  a  thorn. 
aIsJ^  shatt,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Being  troublesome, 

oppressing.  Being  far  distant,  (pi.  l?jla<llj  shutut 

and  ̂ ^Uajiis/mWaw)The  bankof  ariver.  TheTigris. 

(pl,l?5li.^s/n<<M^)Thesideor  half  of  acamel's  bunch. 
A  AaZishats,  (v.  n.  of  \lx(ij)  Walking  on  a  river's 

bank.  Fastening  on  a  camel's  saddle.  Subjugating, 
overpowering  (a  man).  Lying  with.  Overloading 

(a  camel).  Producing  branches  or  foliage  (a  tree). 

Being  a  match  for  a  load  (a  man).  Casting  forth 



her  young  (a  mother),  (pi.  ̂^hJji  shutus')  A  shoot, 
young  branch.  The  sprouting  of  foliage.  A  blade, 

a  leaf.  The  bank  of  a  river,  (pi.  ̂lla«i^  ashtd^)  A 

sapling,  sucker  growing  about  the  root  of  a  tree. 

A  >Ua^  shitaj:,  (v.  n.  3  of  Walking  (with 
another)  on  the  opposite  bank  of  a  river. 

A  shitab,  The  lining  of  a  saddle-cloth. 

A  ̂ ^*»»  shattah,  Meretricious,  lewd,  obscene. 
A  i^lkwi  shattahi,  Shamelessness,  effrontery. 

One  who  speaks  contrary  to  the  law. 

Aj Uiii  shitar,  A  halving  with  another. 

hj\\i^  shuttar,  (pi.  Jh\u>  shatir)  Those  who 
harass,  pester,  thwart,  and  oppose  their  friends. 

Rogues,  impudent,  shameless,  daring  fellows. 

A  'iJ^iiZisIiatarat,(Y.  n.  of ̂ laJj)  Troubling, op- 
posing, teasing  to  distraction.  Abandoning(friends). 

Being  disobedient,  perverse.  Being  far  removed. 

Retiring,  receding.  Having  one  teat  longer  than 

the  other  (an  ewe).  Alacrity,  activity. ^Sharpness. 
A  laUa/lIi  shatat  or  shitat,  (v.  n.  of  laJj)  Being 

of  a  well-proportioned  shape.  Being  long.  A  fine 
shape.    Distance.    A  brickbat. 

A  ̂iallajio  skataiat.  Distance. 

A  f^^^^Zi  shutsan,  (pi.  of  ;_^^)  Banks  of  rivers. 

A  ̂jUaJj  shuttan,  (pi.  of  la«»)  Banks  of  rivers. 
A  t_*jUa<i»  shatasib,  Divers  sects.  Adversities. 

A  lajOa^^  sliatasit,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^sJm  shatanta') 
Large-bunched  she-camels. 

A  shath,  (v.  n.  of  e_*ia-i>)  Cutting  (a  ca- 

mel's bunch).  Turning  away,  bending.  Being  dis- 
tant. Opening  and  spreading  out^sillv).  Fresh  and 

green  (palm-branch).  Tall  and  handsome.  Shu- 

tab  or  shutub,  (pi.  of  'iJ^aZt  shutbat  or  shutabat) 
Long  grooves  on  the  backs  or  surfaces  of  swords. 

A  aJaM>  shatbat,  The  green  branch  of  a  palm- 

tree  ;  (and  from  the  resemblance)  a  sword.  Sliat- 

bat  or  shitbat,  Tall,  elegant  (girl).  Sleek  (horse). 

Shutbat  or  shutabat,  (pi.  shutub, 

shutdb,  and  shutub^  A  long  groove  on  the  back  or 

blade  of  a  sword.  A  long  strap  of  leather,  or  a 

long  slice  of  a  camel^s  bunch. 
A  shattat.  Fine,  well-proportioned  (girl). 

Shittat,  Distance. 

A  s^t,ittah,  Used  in  driving  goats  or  kids. 

AjlaJ*  shatr,  (v.  n.  J^aJm)  Milking  (a  camel) 
of  two  teats.  ashtur  andj^la«i  shutur) 
The  half  or  part  of  a  thing.   The  two  fore,  or  the 
two  hinder  teats  of  a  camel.    Sort,  kind.  Aside, 
part,ortract.  Ahemistich(inscanning).  Thecaesura 

or  pause.   iJhZt  JiaZt  shatara  shatrahu,  He  prose- 
cuted his  design.    Shutr  or  shutur,  Far  distant. 

A  fJiJiiZi  shatrm,  Half-filled  (cup  or  vessel). 
AJ,k^.s/tifrai,(Children)halfmale,halffeniale. 

p  shatranj,  Chess  (so  called,  according 
to  some,  fi  om  sad  ranj  (A  hundred  cares), 

from  ̂   i\Zi  shdh-ranj  (The  royal  care  or  sorrow), 
or  fromi.^^  Iji^s/ias/i  rang  (Six  species  or  ranks 

(  751 amongst  the  pieces)  :  as,  shah,  King ;  i^>jy 

farzm,  Queen ;  ̂*>ftl,  Elephant;  (^jifaras, 

Horseman  or  knight;  ̂   rukh.  Tower  or  castle; 
and  piyadagdn,  Footmen,  peons,  or  pawns). 
p  shitranj,  Chess. 

PjV>  shatranj-bdz,  A  chess-player. 

P  tijV  shatranj-bdzi.  Chess.  A  sort  of carpet. 

p  ̂̂ ^:dJ\aZi  shatranji,A.  kind  of  bread.  A  kind 
of  carpet.  A  chess-player. 

P  I  jb  ̂ ^JiaJ^  shatranfi-bdf,  Carpet-weaver. 
A  8^1a/ij  shatr aliu,  Towards  him. 

A  ̂jl^Zi  shat?-a' ,(fem.  ̂ ^JhJ*ishatrdn)  Half- filled  (vessel). 

shats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j«,la>^)  Wandering, 

travelling.  Ingenuity,  shrewdness.  Adeptness  in 

the  art  of  fraud.  Shuts,  (or  &*<Ja^  shutsat)  Con- 

trariety, opposition.    A  lie. 

A  shutasiy,  Unjust;  contumacious.  Ex- 
tremely subtle. 

A  Islili)^  shatshdt,  A  sort  of  bird. 

shatat,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Exceeding  just 

bounds.  Tyrannizing  over.  Being  unjust  in  one's 
dealings.  Lijustice,oppression.  Excess,redundancy. 

A  ̂iZi  shata^,  A  being  weak  from  disease. 
A  i__Qla«i  shatf,  (v.  n.  of '_  o^"»)  Going  away. 

Receding.  Wandering,  running  about.  Being 
distant.  Washing. 

A  ̂hJM  shatm,  (v.n.  of  j*ia^)  Lying  with. 
A  ̂J^^  shatn,  (v.  n.  of  Tying  with  a 

rope.  Opposing,  thwarting.  Being  obstinate,  per- 

verse. Opposition  (hence  ̂ jlla^  shaytdn,  The 

devil).  SItatan,  (pi.  ashtdn)  A  long  rope. 

A  f'^aZ)  shutus,  (v.  n.  of  \]aM>)  Putting  forth 
suckers  or  foliage  (a  tree),  (pi.  of  ̂^xZ*  shatf) 
Banks  of  rivers.  Suckers  of  palm-trees.  Blades 
of  corn,  leaves. 

A  t_^j|V><iI)  shutub,  (pi.  of  XJojirt  shut  or  shuta- 
bat) Long  grooves  on  the  backs  or  surfaces  of  swords. 

A  j^^aZi  shatur,  (A  sheep)  which  has  one  teat 
dry,  or  one  shorter  than  another,  A  garment  of 

which  one  side  is  longer  than  the  other.  Shutur, 

(v.  n.  of  JiaZi)  Looking  at  one  thing  with  one  eye, 

and  seeming  to  direct  the  other  to  a  different  ob- 

ject; squinting.  Having  one  teat  longer  than  the 
other  (a  ewe).  Abandoning  friends  or  family,  (pi. 

of^lawi  shatr)  Parts,  halves. 

A  'ij^laZt  shuturat,  (v.  n.  of J^aZi)  Retiring, 
being  far  removed  :  abandoning  friends  or  family. 

A  (^^Zi  shatus,  One  who,  refusing  to  obey 
orders,  retires  somewhere  alone. 

A  Is^jla***  shatut,  (pi.  la^Ua*!*  shatdsit)  A^she- 
camel having  a  large  bunch.  Shutut,  (v.  n.  of  la^) 

Being  distant.  Being  troublesome,  oppressing,  (pi. 

of  ia«»  shaft)  Sides  or  halves  of  camels'  bunches. 
Banks  of  rivers. 

A  ̂^^laZi  shatawta',  (pi.  Jajlla^  shatdsit)  A 

large-bunched  camel. 

A  ( — f^laZi  shatuf,  Far  distant  (design).  Shutuf, 

(v.  n.  of  (_AWvi»)  Going  away.  Becoming  distant. 

Wandering,  running  about. 

A  f^y^^  shatun.  Very  remote  (design  or  mi- 
litary expedition).  Deep  (well),  or  one  wide  at 

top,  narrow  at  bottom,  and  havingtwo  ropes.  Shu- 

tun,  (v.  n.  of  (^iaJ)j)  Going.  Being  far  distant.  En- 
tering deep  into  the  ground  firmly  or  loosely. 

A  ̂JaZishita',(y.  n.of  (_Ja«»)  S  welling(a  corpse), 
so  that  the  hands  and  feet  stand  out. 

A  shati'if,  (pi.  f^y^^aZt  shitydn)  A  circuit : 
a  breadth  of  land  in  tillage. 

A  *8l*5a<;i»  shatyasat,  (v.  n.  of  \AaZ>  Q)  Being 
weak,  irresolute,  uncertain  in  mind  or  counsel. 

A  Lj;la«*  s/taii&ai.  Along  section  of  leather.  A 

piece  of  a  camel's  bunch.  A  she-camel  without  milk. 
A  stick  cut  lengthwise  to  be  made  into  a  bow. 

Aj<laji>  s/m^Ir,  A  foreigner.  Far  distant.  A  half. 

A  ̂k/-J  shit  fir,  Distant,  foreign.  A  half. 

A  la^laJ*  shatit,  (v.  n.  of  iaZ))  Committing  in- 

justice, passing  an  unjust  sentence. 
A  ̂aZi  shazz,  (  v.  n .  of  ia^)  Being  difiicult.  Throw- 
ing into  difliculty  and  embarassment.  Separating, 

driving  away  (people).  Having  a  priapism.  Pass- 
ins;  a  crooked  billet  throuo-h  the  handles  of  two 
sacks,  in  order  to  lay  them  on  the  back  of  a  horse. 
The  remaining  part  of  a  day. 

A  kUa-i  shazdz,  Dispersion.  Shizdz,J^p[.  s^aZi] 

ashizzat)  The  billet  mentioned  under  la«i  shazz. 
Name  of  a  famous  robber. 

if 

A  IkUivJj  shazdzan,  Scatteredly. 

A  (__jUailI»  shazdf,  Adversity,  penury.  Shizdf, 

Distance,  (pi.  of  ̂^)hZ> shazf)  Straits,  difficulties. 
A  iljUa./^  shazdfat,  (v.  n.of  i«-aiaXi>)  Becoming 

hard,  not  being  sufficiently  watered  (a  tree). 

A\>)^aZi  shazdya' ,  (pl.of'ij^hZt  shaziyat)  Splin- 
tei's,  fragments.  Chips,  laths. 

A  c_ttV>  **>  shazf,  (v.  n.  of  i  ii^^)  Hindering, 

keeping  back.  Castrating  (a  ram)  by  compress- 
ing the  sinews,  so  that  the  parts  wither  away. 

The  castration  of  a  ram.  A  split  stick.  Refusal, 

hindrance.     Shizf,  (pi.  shizafat)  A  small 

rod  or  peg.  Dry  bread.  Sliazaf,  (v.  n.  of  i__flk^) 

Being  pinched  by  want,  distressed.  Penetrating 
between  the  skin  and  the  flesh  (an  arrow).  Be- 

coming hard  (a  tree  not  sufficiently  watered),  (pi. 

(_jUaj*»  shizdf)  Adversity,  penury,  straits.  Shazif, 

A  he-camel  rushing  in  amongst  the  herd  and  doing 

mischief.  Quarrelsome,  contentious.  Pinched,  dis- 

tressed. Shuzuf,  Bad-tempered,  wickedly  disposed. 
A  fierce  combatant. 

A  shazifat,  Hard  ground.  Shizafat,  (pi. 

of  i__flk/ii  shizf)  Small  rods  or  pegs.  Dry  loaves. 

A  ̂hZi  shazw,  A  side,  tract,  district. 

A  JJawi  shaza',  (v.  n.  o^  ̂^^^aZt)  Trembling  in 
the  small  bones  (called  Uiw*  shaza").  Being  split  (a 



stick).  Branching  out  in  many  directions  (nerves 

and  sinews).  Swelling  (a  corpse),  so  that  the  hands 
and  feet  stick  out.  The  small  bones  and  tendons  of 

the  elbows  or  knees.  A  stranger  who  joins  himself 

to  a  body  of  men .  A  succession  of  breadths  or  slips 

of  arable  land  extending  over  the  whole  surface 
which  is  in  tillage. 

A  ̂la-ij  sliaziy,  The  svi^elling  (of  a  dead  body). 

A  iuia>2j  sliaziy  at,  (pi.  bHa^L  shazaya', 
sliaziy,  or  sliiziy)  A  chip,  lath,  fragment,  splinter. 

A  certain  part  of  an  astrolabe.  A  bow.  The  leg- 

bone.  Sliaziyat,  (or  'eJ^tZi  shizyat)  A  large  rock 
projecting  from  a  mountain. 

A  laJa«i  sliaziz,  Split  wood.    A  fastened  sack. 

A  shazlf,  (A  tree)  hardening  for  want 
of  watering. 

A  slia^^,  (v.n.of  ̂ *»>)  Scattering  urine  from 
side  to  side  (a  camel).  Being  scattered  and  dis- 

persed. Pouring  forth  a  host  of  marauders.  Any 

thing  scattered.  A  chariot,  cart,  waggon.  Slm^^, 

(p].6J^Zt\  ashi^^t  and  ̂ l*^  slii^^  A  sunbeam. 
A  cobweb. 

A  L-^lsw*  slii^h,  (v.  n.  3  of  \^f^^  Removing, 

keeping  at  a  distance.  Dying,  (pi.  of  sAm^- 
hai)  Branches  of  trees,  ramifications. 

A  slia^^b,  A  mender  of  broken  vessels, 
plates,  or  dishes. 

A  ̂jo_lj(jiti  slia^hin,  (pi.  of  ̂jbuul*  shaman) 
Months  of  Shaaban. 

Aj\fJ^  sha^r,  Trees,  especially  thick  and  en- 
tangled. An  under  garment.  Trees  in  smooth  ground, 

which  afford  shade  in  summer  and  shelter  in  win- 

ter. Slii^r,  (v.  n.  3  of^aw*)  Contending  or  excel- 
ling in  poetry.  Lying  or  sleeping  together  in  one 

under  garment,  (pi.  asli^rat  and jitZt  shu- 

^ir)  An  under  garment  (opposed  to Joi^  disa?-).  A 
horse-cloth.  A  sign,  mark,  signal,  parole,  watch- 

word, military  password,  or  any  symbol  by  which 

the  soldiers  in  battle  distinguish  their  comrades,  or 

in  travelling  at  night.  Habit,  custom.  Death. 

Whatever  is  used  to  preserve  wine.  Thunder.  Trees, 

(pi.  ofj**»j  sha^-)  Hairs.  ̂ j\fJii  shi^ru'l  hajj, The  rites,  ceremonies,  and  sacrifices  prescribed  in 

the  pilgrimage  to  Mecca.  jIjwj  zati  ka- 

ram-slii^r,  Adorned  with  nobleness  or  generosity, 

p  j»,\j»^^yili> J"^J^  sar-ddri  zafar-slii^rum,  My 
victorious  general. 

A  'ij\jt^  sld^rat,  {p\.ji\jM  sha^sir)  The  foun- 
dation, root,  or  origin  of  the  ceremonies  and  sacri- 

fices prescribed  in  the  pilgrimage  to  Mecca.  The 

most  important  of  those  ceremonies,  such  as  halting 

at  the  different  stations,  the  procession  round  the 

Kaaba,  &c.    A  symbol  of  obedience. 

A jJ>^l3t^  s7ta^am',A  sort  of  game.  (pl.ofS,_jj»jL 

shu^'ui-ai)  Small  cucumbers.  Slia^rira,  In  diffe- 
rent directions,  j^^i^flo  j>J^3iZt  zahahu  slia^- 

rira  hi  kuzzana  (or  »jS»tUsb  bi  kindakrata),Th.ej 
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were  scattered  in  all  directions  like  flies. 

A  sha^^  Beards  of  corn.  A  spirting  of 
blood  in  rays.  Thin,  watery  milk,  A  separating, 

a  scattering.  Wavering  (opinion).  Unsteady,  dis- 
tracted (camels).  Confused,  perplexed,  scattered. 

Slii^^  Beards  of  corn.  (pi.  of  shu^or 

sliv^^  Rays  of  the  sun.  Sliu^^  Beards  of  corn. 

Light,  splendour,  lustre,  (pi.  ̂ Uj^*  shi^^  HXm.] 

aski^t,  and  ̂ x<l»  shu^^  A  ray,  sunbeam.  ̂ UjSj 
^jm^jIj  shu^^  shams,  Rays  of  the  sun. 

A  sS-[xJ^  shu^^t,  A  single  sunbeam. 

A  ̂\xJu  shu^^y.  Radial.  &iff-l*wi»  1? jias-  khu- 
iuti  sliu^^ya.  Radial  lines,  radii. 

A L—iUi/Sj  slii^f,  (pl.of  'iSuJM sha^fat)  Summits 
of  mountains.    Upper  parts  of  the  head.  *_-*^ 

suhbu''sh  s/i?'^a/",Red-haired.  Sliu^f,Mad- 
ness,  insanity. 

A  (JJl^wj  sha^lll,  (Bodies  of  men)  setting  out 
and  taking  different  roads. 

A J\f>M>  s/ta^a^zV,(pl.of 'Sjl**Ms/u"^amiand  iy^^i** 
sha^rat)  Signs,  symbols,  sacred  observances  (espe- 

cially such  as  are  of  divine  appointment),  (pi.  of 

S_jut«»  sha^rat)  Animals  sacrificed  or  offered. 

sha^siru'z  zaliab,  A  kind  of  neck- 
lace in  the  shape  of  barley-corns. 

A  sha^Ml,  (pi.  of  a-bjjwi)  Lighted  wicks. 

A  v^«XM>  slia^,  (v.  n.  of  (»*«ii^)  Collecting  to- 
gether. Repairing,  mending,  interpolating.  Turn- 

ing (a  horse's)  head  in  a  contrary  direction  to  what 
he  wants  to  go.  Dividing,  separating.  Propaga- 

ting. Sending  (an  ambassador).  Longingfor  home. 

Destroying,  ruining.  Breaking  the  top  branches 

of  a  tree  (a  camel).  Occupying,  employing.  Ap- 

pearing, being  conspicuous.  Leaving  one's  friends 
and  going  amongst  strangers.  A  crowd.  Disper- 

sion, (pi.  i^^Kui  shu^b)  People,  nation,  large 
and  noble  tribe,  distinguished  by  the  fame  of  their 

founder.  The  joining  or  suture  of  the  bones  of  the 
head.  Corn.  Distance.  Distant.  A  fissure,  a  cleft. 

A  mountain.  Shi^,  (pi.  i_->Uj^  shi^b)  A  path 
through  mountains.  A  cleft,  a  chasm.  A  mark 

made  on  camels  by  burning.  A  water-course  be- 
tween two  hills.*SAM^&,(pl.ofu-«J<^^«5/<^«^)(Goats) 

having  the  horns  distant  from  each  othei',  also  the 

hips  asunder.  Sha^b,  (v.  n.  of  u-**^)  Being  dis- 
tant. Interval ;  space  between  the  shoulders  or  horns. 

Sliu^b,  (pi.  of  sliu^ai)  Branches,  ramifica- 
tions. Fingers  (as  branching  from  the  hand).  Barbs 

of  arrows  or  fish-hooks.  (^js}\  shu^bu'l 
yb!ras,Theextremitiesorprominent  points  ofahorse. 

Sliu^ib,  (  pi .  of  i_-*Ji«-*  slia^b)  Travellers'  provision  - 
bags  in  two  divisions.  Old  leathern  water-bottles. 

A  (jUiw)  shaman,  (pi.  Oulf^ii  sha^anat  and 

i^>\r>Zisha^bin)The  eightliArabian  month.  J^S' 

(/hazalu  shaman.  Name  of  a  little  beast. 
A  OlilAJtii*  sha^andt,  (pi.  of  sha^dn) 

Months  of  Shaaban. 
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A  'LtJM  shu^at,  (pi.  shu^b  and  L^\jJi» 
shi^b)  The  branch  of  a  tree ;  ramification.  Deri- 

vation. The  end  of  a  branch.  A  part  separatedfrom 
the  whole.  Distance  between  branches  or  horns. 

The  barb  of  an  arrow  or  fish-hook.  A  gore  or  any 

thing  similar  engrafted  into  garments  to  adapt  them 

to  a  shape  ;  also  a  piece  cemented  into  a  broken  ves- 
sel. Division,  separation.  A  people,  nation.  A 

small  water-channel,  especially  through  sands.  A 

large  stream  winding  through  a  valley.  A  mountain 

cleft,  to  which  birds  repair.  ̂ jW^^  'bmm  ̂ LU 
al  hayds  sliu^at  mini  7  i^mdn.  Modesty  is  a  branch 

of  religion.    ̂ ^^iU  t_jlA.iJ\  ash'  shabdb 
shu^at  mini'ljunun,YovLi\\  is  a  branch  of  madness. 

p  iSxjuM  shu^ada,  Sleight  of  hand,  juggling. 

pjb  iSyxM  shu^ada-bdz,  A  juggler,  conjurer, 

jb  ̂̂ iJ^tZi  i,^Mjfalahi  sliu^ada-bdz,  The  juggling 
heavens,  i.  e.  the  deceitful  world  or  fortune. 

A  sha^azat,  The  act  of  juggling. 

A  B^Zt  sha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ »»j)  Mixing. 

A  CJ'ftJM  shu^,  (pi.  of  L^»*»>\  ashes')  Those whose  hair  is  dishevelled  and  filled  with  dust.  Un- 

curried  (horses).  Sha^s,  (v.n.of  tL*«ji>)  Being  se- 
parated, scattered.  Having  the  hair  dishevelled, 

and  the  head  covered  with  ashes.  Beins  disordered 

(business).  A  tumult.  Sha^s,  Dishevel-haired. 
A  shards,  Dishevel-haired  (girl).  Name 

of  a  certain  sect. 

Af^^^ZxZi  slia^dn.  Dishevelled  and  dusty-haired. 
y  A  jxZi  slia^',  (v.  n.  of Lining  (a  boot)  with 
hair.  Knowing.  Versifying  ;  excelling  in  poetry. 

Lying  or  sleeping  together  under  one  garment,  (pi. 

\jJ^\  asli^r,j^M)  shu^r,  andjlauSj  shi^r)  Hair 
(ofman  or  any  animal  excepting  camels  and  sheep). 

A  plant,  a  tree.  Saffron.  ̂ ^'^ jxZt  sha^ic'ljinn, 

(also  tJy*5\  j}>Zi  sha^'u''!  ghul)  Maidens'-hair  (a 
plant).  F^jXadjc j}Msha^imaTdumak,The eyelid. 
AjxJm  sdhibisha^;  Hairy.  Slii^,  (v.  n.  of 
kJm)  Understanding,  perceiving.  Versifying,  ex- 

cellingin  poetry,  (pl.jljui*^  asA^a?') Science;  poesy, 

verse,  metre.  shi^'i  s/m^fr,  An  excellent 

"poem.  ytZi  ̂iff-  ̂Imislii^,  The  art  of  poetry.  lIaa) 
1^ layta  shi^i,  O  that  I  knew  !  Shu^,  A  plant, 
a  tree.  Saffron.  Substances  like  warts  growing 

from  the  hoofsof  sheep,  (pi.  of,*Jj^  ash^r^  Hairy. 
More  intelligent.  More  happily  poetical,  (pl.of 

Aj3^Zi  shards)  Dreadful  misfortunes.  Slia^r,{\. 
n.  of  Knowing,  perceiving,  understanding. 

Versifying,  writing  poetry.  Excelling  in  poetry. 

Being  very  hairy.  Possessing  slaves.  Hair.  Slia^r, 

Very  hairy.  Shu^r,  (pi.  ofj\xMi  slii^r')  Under garments.  Horse-cloths.  Badges,  military  signals. 

A  sha^-df,  (fern,  of        ash^r)  Hairy 

(sheep).  Rough,  disagreeable  (woman  or  she-ca- 
mel). A  kind  of  peach.  A  fly  infesting  camels, 

asses,  or  dogs.  A  fur  pelisse.  Grassy  (field).  A 

kind  of  salt  and  bitter  plant.    A  woody  country. 



A  garden  over-topped  with  trees.  Sandy  ground 

producing  the  plant  l\^-^'>  nasty.  Dreadful  (mis- 
fortune), A  multitude  of  persons.  The  hair  of  the 

pubes.  (SAw^amj,  (pi.  ofy&l^s/ia^ir)  Poets.  Wise 
men,  doctors.   Those  who  charge  God  foolishly. 

A  sha^'an,  Pasture  in  a  salt-marsh.  A 
species  of  the  plant  rmis,  green  inclining  to 
dust-colour. 

A  ̂^;jw>  sha^'amy,  Very  hairy  about  the  body. 

p  J  J  I        shi^'-awar,  Poetical.  A  poet. 
p  shi^-hazi,  The  art  of  poetry. 

A  'ijx^  sha^at,  One  hair.  Old  age.  A  daugh- 
ter. Shi^'at,  sha^at,  or  shii^at,  (v.  n.  ofj****)  Un- 

derstanding, knowing,perceiving.  Shi^at,  Hair  of 
the  pubes,or  the  pubes(especially  of  a  woman).  A  bit 

of  hair.  Sha^rat,  A  sheep  having  hair  growing 
betwixt  the  hoofs,  and  bleeding  therefrom  ;  or  one 

troubled  with  an  itching  in  the  groin. 

A  jjjtM  shu^iir,  (\il.j>j\jJ^sha^rh')  An  in- 
different poet.  A  small  cucumber.  A  fly  that  set- 

tles on  a  raw  part  of  a  camel. 

A  tj^ytZt  shu^urat,  (pi.  j>j\ftMt  sha^nr)  A 
small  cucumber. 

A  (^jftZt  shi^a',  sha^a  or  shu^a\  (v.  n.  of 
Perceiving,  understanding,  knowing.  Excel- 

ling in  poetry.  Being  a  poet.  The  dog-star. 

A  Lf;**»*  shi^iy,  Poetic. 

AO\J^xjI»5Aa^flri?/a^,Thepelican'syoungones. 
A  ̂jbyAyllj  shi^ayani,  The  two  dog-stars,  viz. 

shi^'a'lyamanT)T\ie  star  Sirius,  or  the  greater  dog- 
star,  shi^'a'l yhumaysas,  (or  Isj^*** 

shi^a'sh  shdniiyai)  The  lesser  dog-star. 
A  i->.j}>Jli  sha^iyat,  A  kind  of  veil. 

A  ̂Li-joi  sha^ha^  Divided,  dispersed.  Nim- 
ble, agile,  active.  Long,  tall.  A  thin  or  light  sha- 

dow. Handsome. 

A  ̂^*/I*5Aa^/ifl^,Thinorlight(shadow).  Long. 

A  ̂   shu^shu^  A  word  enjoining  content- 
nxent,  patience,  or  resignation  ;  also  the  allowing 

of  the  hair  to  grow  long. 

A  ̂j\KZ*tiZi  sha^Jia^n,  (fern.  &i\)i^3tZi)  Long, 
tall,  handsome  (man,  woman,  or  camel). 

A  sha^ha^my,  Long,  tall,  handsome. 

A  s^JLj^Zj  sha^ha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ awt^  Q)  Mix- 
ing, tempering,  diluting  (wine  with  water)  Mak- 

ing thin  and  long.  Dipping  (a  cake  into  fat).  Shin- 
ing. Mixture.  Splendour. 

A  u- **a.«^  sha^ah,  A  decrepit  old  man. 

A  xyMOLjiZi  slia^ahat,  A  being  worn  with  age. 

AjyAXM  shu^ur,  A  wood-nut,  wild  walnut. 

A         shu^^,  (pl.of  ̂ ^)  Rays,  sunbeams. 
A  sha^,  (v.n.of(«.Ajoi»)  Seizing  the  heart, 

making  sick,  disordering  the  mind  (love).  Putting 
forth  some  verdure  (a  withered  plant).  Besmear- 

ing (a  camel  with  pitch).  Sha^f,  (v.  n.  of  i_Sa^) 
Loving  desperately,being  overcome withlove.  Los- 
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ing  the  hair  about  the  eyes  (a  she-camel).  The  top 

of  a  camel's  bunch.  Bark  of  the  <  sls-  ghqf  tree. 
A  disease  incident  to  camels,  making  the  hair  of  the 

eyes  fall  off",  (pi.  of  &ax^  sha^fat)  Mountain-tops. 
A  ̂[kfJli  shards,  Bare  about  the  eyes  from 

disease  (a  she-camel). 

A  CL^[HxZi  sha^fdt,  (pl.of  &a*XI»)  Gentle  rains. 

A  'isLxZi  sha^at,  A  gentle  rain.  Sha^jfat,  (pi. 
i—fl*^  slia^f,  i^yJli  slm^if,  u->l>t*«  shi^f,  and 
OlflxiCI*  slia^nfdi)  Summit  of  a  mountain.  Upper 

part  of  the  heart.  Gentle  rain.  Hair  of  the  head, 

especially  the  forelocks. 

A  "j^a*Jj  sha^arat,  Name  of  a  poet. 
A  sha^,  (v.  n.  of  ,Jjt^)  Advancing  far 

into,  looking  to  the  end  of.  Kindling(afire).  Light, 

testy  (man).  Bold.  Sha^l,  (v.  n.  of  ;_).««»)  Hav- 
ing white  hairs  in  the  tail  or  forelock.  White  hairs 

in  the  tail  or  forelocks  (of  a  horse).  Shu^l,  (pi. 

of  &1juI»  shu^at)  Flames.  Shu^il,  (pi.  of  &JjtJj.s/m^- 

lat)  Flames.  Things  set  on  fire.  (pi.  of 'eSjjtZi  sha- 

^lat)  Lighted  wicks. 

A  ̂"^fiZi  shards,  (A  mare)  partly  white  (espe- 
cially on  the  tail). 

A  'e^xZi  shii^at,  (pi.  ̂y^tJ^  sJiu^l  and  ij^*<ilj  shu- 
^mZ)  Light,  splendour,  lustre,  shining,  flashing,  co- 

ruscation. Fire,  flame.  Any  thing  on  which  the 
fire  has  kindled.  A  mixture  of  white  on  the  tail 

or  forelocks  (of  a  horse),  p  shu^a-ddr, 

si^Mt  shu^a-zan,  andjj  eXu^ shu^awar,Flam- 

ing,  rejiplendent,  brilliant. 

A  |*^***»  sha^lla^  Long,  tall  (man  or  beast). 

A  'iAik^M  sha^Ua^t,  (A  tree)  whose  branches 
are  wide,  separate,  and  not  entangled. 

A         sha^i,  A  reconciling  of  differences. 

A  ̂ ^^sfZi  shu^num,  Long,  tall. 
A  (^jw>  sha^n,  Dry  fallen  leaves. 
A  L,i*<i  sha^abat,  The  horn  of  a  ram,  rising 

straight,  and  bending  towards  the  extremity. 

A  ̂IttZi  sha^nla^  Long,  tall  (man  or  beast). 

A  yiZi  sha^,  The  erection  of  the  hairs  or  fea- 
thers (from  terror). 

AAytZislia^vds,  Wide-diff'used,  branchy  (tree). 
Desultory  (excursion  against  an  enemy). 

A  io\^*^s/ta^/i'anai,  A  mass  of  dishevelled  hair. 

A  (--^ ̂ xZ>  sha^h,  Death.  Shu^ib,  (pi.  of  (_^«^ 

sha^)  Assembled  crowds.  Dispersed  bodies.  Na- 
tions (especially  of  Pagans). 

A  shu^biyat,  Name  of  a  sect  which 
places  the  Arabians  above  the  Persians. 

A  ii^^xZisha^vadat, {or  BiijxjiJj)  Sleight  of  hand, 
p  id^xJ^  shu^ada,  Sleight  of  hand,  juggling. 

A  ̂ d^)M  sha^raziy,  A  express,  post-boy. 

Aj^f^M  shu^r,  (v.  n.  ofjitZt)  Knowing.  Per- 
ceiving, understanding,  being  aware  of.    Being  a 

poet.    Science,  knowledge,  wisdom,  intelligence, 

(pi.  ofjiiZi  sha^7')  Hairs.  <--'^^  arhdbi  shu- 

^ir,  The  learned. 
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A  ij^xZi  shu^rat,  (v.  n.  of  jxZ>)  Perceiving, 
knowing,  understandino-, 

A  (_J^*^  shu^f,  (pi.  of  'iixL)  Mountain-tops. 
A  J_jx>;i>  shu^l,  (pi.  of  'HuZi  shu^at)  Flames. Substances  set  on  fire. 

A  JjJt^  shu^\  A  tress  of  dishevelled  hair. 

A         sha^ja',  The  prophet  Isaiah. 

A  i^yt^sha^b,  (pl.(_>jt,ls/iM^M7;)  A  traveller's 
provision-bag  in  two  divisions.  An  old  leathern 

bottle.   Shu^yb,  Jethro,  father-in-law  of  Moses. 
A  &J!-A*<I»  shu^ybiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

AjfSM  sha^r,  Barley.    A  companion,  friend. 

A  Aj^*^  shu^yrds,  A  sort  of  tree. 
A  l>jfZt  sha^rat.  One  grain  of  barley.  A  round 

knob  resembling  a  barley-corn,  fixed  on  the  end 

of  a  knife-handle  to  hold  the  blade  fast.  (pl.^jUw* 

sha^sir)  Any  animal  sacrificed,  or  marked  for  a  sa- 
crifice, at  Mecca.  A  rite,  ceremony,  or  sacred  ob- 

servance performedat  Mecca  during  the  pilgrimage, 

regarded  as  an  act  of  obedience  to  God.  Shu^y- 

rat,  (dim.)  A  little  hair. 

A  ,«^*/^  sha^^  A  chariot,  cart,  waggon. 
A  OlflAsoL  shu^yfdt,  Small  forelocks. 

A  ̂ y^^  sha^l,  Partly  white  on  the  tail. 
A  XUx/iu  sha^lat,  (pi.  Ja*^  sha^l  and  J,x^ 

shu^l)  A  burning  lamp,  match,  or  wick.  Fire 
generated  in  heated  dung. 

p  ̂   shagh  or  shugh,  A  branch.  Horn  of  an  ox. 
Antlers  of  a  stag.  Adrinking-horn.  <SAM^A,Callous- 
nessofUie  hands  from  hard  labour.  A  little.  Aquivei-. 

A  ̂   shaghgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Scattering  his 
urine  when  staling  (a  camel).  Separating,  going- different  ways  (people). 

p        ska  or  shughd,  A  quiver  and  bow-case. 

A  \kZi  shagha',  (v.  n.  of       for  _ji^)  Having 
the  teeth  uneven  and  distorted.   The  tricklino-  of o urine  drop  by  drop. 

A  L-->U>ii  shighdb,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^JLl)  Injuring. 

Defaming^    Squabbling,  raising  tumults. 
A  ̂ \kZ»  shaghghdb,  Seditious,  a  breedbate. 
p  liU^  shagkdd  or  shuglidd,  Name  of  the  bro- 

ther of  Rustam.  Shighdd,  Whatever  is  permitted 
in  matters  of  religion. 

pjjj^  shaghdr,  A  badger,  brock,  kind  of  stink- 
ing weasel.  An  urchin,  hedgehog.  Shighdr,  Noise, 

uproar.  Reproof. 

A j\kJ^ shaghdr,  Empty.  Two  veins  in  a  camel's 
side.  Full  (well  or  wells).  Shighdr,  A  combina- 

tion of  two  persons  to  oppress  a  third.  A  double 

trealy  of  marriage,  common  among  the  Pagan  Ara- 

bians, one  man  marrying  the  sister  or  daughter  of 

another,  and  giving  him  in  return  his  daughter  or 

sister,  in  order  to  avoid  the  paying  of  marriage-por- 

tions. (Thispractice  was  abolished  byMuhammad). 

A  'ij\kZi  shaghghdrat,  A  flint  for  striking  fire. 
A  <  i\iJl»  shaghdf.  The  place  where  the  ̂ ^ib 

6aZ^7/<aTO  is  secreted.  The  pericardium.  The  heart's 



core.  Original  sin.  Shaghaf  or  shvghaf,  A  pain 

in  the  clitoris  or  pericardium.  A  species  of  dis- 
temper under  the  short  ribs  on  the  right  side. 

p  JlAjii  shoffhal,  A  jackal. 

p  ̂Jlitiii  shaghaR,  A  sort  of  grape. 

p  ̂\kZi  shagham,,  Rustam's  younger  brother. A  shagliandm,  (pi.  of  shughmum) 

Long,  tall,  handsome. 

p  ̂jli^  shaghan,  Honey  in  the  comb. 
p         shaghah,  A  quiver. 

A  c^J<ji;>  shaglib,  (y.  n.  of  t—-**^)  Declining, 

turning  aside,  swerving  from  the  way.  Shaghb  or 

shaghah,  (v.  n.  of  Stirring  up  evil  (against 

anyone).  Accusation.  Mischief.  Contention, al- 
tercation. Sauciness.  t—**^  zat  shaghb,  A 

woman  who  refuses  the  caresses  of  her  husband  ; 

also  one  who  longs  for  any  thing  when  pregnant. 

Shaghb,  shaghib,  or  shighabb,  A  foraenter  of  broils. 

p  shaghab,  A  tumult,  noise,  disturbance, 

confusion,  cries,  lamentation,  shrieking.  Bashful- 
ness.  Politeness. 

A y.k!li  shaghlar,  {or 'j.3m  shaghbaz)  A  jackal. 
p  ll^xMi  shaghta,  A  quiver. 

shaghr,  (v.  n.  of  j*^)  Lifting  his  legs  to 

urine  (as  a  dog).  Striking  (his)  head  under  the 

teats  of  the  female  (a  male  camel),  lifting  her  up 

and  throwing  her  prostrate.  Trampling,  treading 

upon.  Going  fast.  Lifting  up  (a  woman's)  leg. 
Leading  out,  expelling,  ejecting.  Scattering,  dis- 

persing. Being  far  distantfrom  defenders  (a  place). 

Being  depopulated,  none  being  left  to  govern  (a 

city).  Being  distant  and  far  from  help  and  protec- 

tion. Division,  separation.  Distance.  C^jkZi 

(3  L^J^  shaghartu  hi  rijli  f'l'l  gharib,  I overcame  the  men  under  his  protection.  ̂   JtZ) 

shaghara  haghara  or  shighara  bighara,  (They) 

were  dispersed)  everywhere. 

p jk^  Shughr,  A  hedgehog.  A  badger.  Sha- 
ghar,  Hardness  or  blisters  on  the  hands  or  feet  from 

working  or  from  walking.  Shughur,  A  hedgehog. 

A  S^iwSj  shaghrahat,  (v.  n.  of  i-^j*^  Q)  Trip- 
ping (an  adversary)  in  wrestling. 

A  'il>jkM  shaghr abiy at,  A  mode  of  tripping  in 
wrestling. 

A  'iijkl^  shaghranat,  (v.  n.  of  jjj**"  Q)  Trip- 
ping in  wrestling.    Handling  roughly. 

Ajj^yij^  shughrur,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  i^f^  shaghra',  A  stone  against  which  a  dog 
lifts  his  leg.    A  horse-block  formerly  at  Mecca. 

AjkL  shaghz,  (v.  n.  of^Jiwi)  Stirring  up  strife 

Tyranny,  usurpation.  A  setting  of  men  by  the  ears. 

A  i-^J*^  shaghzab,  Name  of  a  celebrated  wres- 

tler. A  man  powerful,  strong,  and  firm-fleshed. 

A  'i^yJ^shaghzabat,(Y,  n.of  Q)Treating 
severely,  handling  roughly.  Tripping  in  wrestling. 

A  ̂j'^  shaghzaha',  (or  'i^ijiJ^  shaghzabiyat) 
A  mode  of  tripping  in  wrestling. 
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A^^ijis/<fl^/7iza&i?/,Hard,difBcult,troublesome. 
A  watering-place  lying  out  of  the  road. 

A  ̂Jkz}\j^hajaru''sh  shaghza  ,A.  horse-block that  formerly  stood  at  Mecca. 

A  't^iJLkZi  shaghshaghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ .i>Z>  Q) 
Working  the  point  of  a  spear  in  a  wounded  man 

and  drawing  it  out.  Braying  in  a  certain  manner 

(a  camel).  Cooing  (a  turtle-dove).  Moving  the 

bit  to  and  fro  in  (a  horse's)  mouth  when  breaking 
(him)  in.  Pouring  water  into  a  vessel  so  as  not 
to  fill  it.  Drinking  little.  Muddying  a  well.  Haste. 
A  carriage,  cart,  waggon. 

A  shaghf,  (v.  n.  of  i_il*ji)  Wounding  in 

the  pericardium,  or  in  the  heart's  core.  Shaghf  or 

shaghaf,  The  place  where  the  ̂ ib  balgham  is  se- 
creted. Original  sin.  Heart's  blood,  the  inner 

recesses  of  it.  Shaghaf,  (v.  n.  of  i«_ai^)  Lodging 

in  the  heart's  recesses.  Bark  ofthei.jlff'  ghaf  tree. 
Aj^iilli  shaghfar,  A  beautiful  woman. 
p  <j^k^  shaghakjlgnorant,  silly.  Cruel,  unjust. 

A  (J-fcii  shaghl  and  slivghl,  (v.  n.  of  (J-**")  Oc- 
cupying, keeping  employed  at.  Keeping  employed, 

diverting  fi'om.  Shaghl,  shughl,  shaghal,  or  shu- 

ghul,  (pi.  (J\iui>\  ashghal  and  ̂ ^yu^  shughuV)  Work, 
workmanship.  Occupation, employment,  business. 

ij>ff'l«>  (JjiM*  shiighli  shaghil,  A  work  which  occu- 

pies much.  ̂ J  \^)  (J.*-*  shaghlu'l  hursan.  Acting 

in  conformity  with  the  precepts  of  the  Kur'an. 
Shagil,  Employed,  busy.  Shughal,  (pi.  of  dXi^i 

shaghlat)  Corn-ricks,  stacks  of  unthrashed  corn. 

A'dlkJl)  shaghlat,(Tp\.  ̂ ykZishughaVjA.  corn-stack. 

A  j»>t«*  shaghim,  Greedy,  covetous. 
A  shughmum,  (pi.  ̂ifuKkZt  shaghamim) 

Long,  handsome,  (man,  woman,  or  camel). 

A  'iic^^kili  shtighmmnat,  Tail  and  fair  (woman). 

A  ̂ .y^Jt^  shighmim.  Tall  and  handsome. 
A  ̂ ^)**»»  shughan,  (pl.of  &iAji»)  Tender  branches. 
Au_-«j^^s/ifl^/ma&,(ort_-'_jA»ji)Atender  branch. 

A  ijJiZ)  shughnaf,  (pi.  (jiul>  shughati)  A  tender 
branch.    A  bundle  or  load  of  food. 

A  shaghw,  (v.  n.  of  _jj«^)  Having  uneven, 

distorted  teeth.  Shughw,  (pi.  of  J^**^^  ashgha'  and 

A^kXn  shaghn-as)  Those  whose  teeth  are  uneven. 

A  AjkZi  shaghmas,  (fem.  of  J^^ij^  ashgha'^  (A 
woman)  with  distorted  or  unequal  teeth.  An  eagle. 

Aj^k!^  shaghur,  A  long,  straddling  she-camel. 

Shughur,  (v.  n.  ofjkS^)  Lifting  up  (a  woman's)  leg. 
Lifting  up  (his)  leg  to  make  water  (a  dog). 

p  j^kui  shughur,  Forbidden  by  religion.  A 

badger.  A  jackal.  A  cow's  hide.  The  horn  of  an 
ox.  Somewhat. 

shaghush,  (shughush  or  ̂^J^ijk^  sha- 

ghushiy)  Wheat  mixed  with  darnel. 
A  shughul,  (pi.  o{  ̂^kZi  shughl  ox  shughuV) 

Occupations,  employments. 
p  shagha,  A  branch.  A  horn.  Hardness, 

callosity,  or  blistering  of  the  hands  or  feet.  eJt^ 

^Jw>  shagha  bastan,  To  become  hard  and  blistered 
(as  the  hands  from  labour,  or  thefeet  from  walking). 

A  -^UiiSj  shaghyas,{A-woman)  who  has  unequal, 
distorted  teeth. 

A  shaghyat,  A  trickling  of  urine.  Un- evenness  of  teeth. 

p  ̂ ^i^AJM  shughidan.  To  be  callous,  blistered. 
A         shighghir.  Of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  shaghizat,  A  large  packing-needle. 

A  (Jji**^  shaghil,  Busy,  employed. 

P  (  aJj  shaf  (for         shab)  Night.  Alum. 

A  1^0 Mj  shaff,  (v.  n.  of  u-a*»»)  Emaciating,  mak- 
ing lean  (grief  or  care).  The  latter  end  of  a  day. 

Shaff  ov  shiff,  (v.  n.  of  u_2^)  Gaining.  Increasing. 
Diminishing.  Gain,  profit,  advantage.  Overplus, 

redundance.    Decrease,  detriment.    Wind.  (pi. 

I  s^fl^s/iM/ii/")^  Transparent,  thin,  flimsy  (cloth). 

>S/«^',  (  V .  n.  of  L_AMi )  Mo  vin  g  one's  selfjbeing  m  oved . 
p  liiij  shaf  a,  Any  thing  lawful.  Lawful,  legiti- 

mate. Shifd  or  shufa,  A  quiver. 

A  [iJit  shafa',  (v.  n.  of  Setting,  or  being 

about  to  set  (the  sun),  (pi.  AsMi\  ashfuf,  '^Jl^ 
shiifiy,  and  shifly)  The  small  remains  (of  life,  of 

the  setting  sun,  or  of  the  moon  upon  the  wane).  Ex- 

tremity, edge,  border,  side,  margin,  corner.  \sJ*i 

Li  shafa'' d  dunya'.  The  end  of  the  world. 

jU5^  ̂ * 'Sja>.  \hZ»  ̂ la'shafa'  hufratinminVnnar, On  the  edge  of  a  gulf  of  fire. 
A  As^  shifas,  (v.  n.  of  la«»  for Applying 

a  remedy,  seeking  to  cure.  Freeing  (from  disease), 

healing, curing.   Setting,  or  being  about  to  set  (the 

sun),    (pi.  iLLL\  ashfyat  and  (3^^  ashafl)  Me- 
dicine, remedy,  cure.  Recovery  of  health,  conva- 

lescence, ddru  'sh  shifas,  A  hospital, 

p  jjUIimj  shifa-daru.  The  bezoar-stone. 

A J^Sm)  shifdr,  (  pi .  of  'iJiJ^  shaf r  a  i)  Large  knives. 
A  'iJyhJli  shaf  drat,  (v.  n.  of         Having  little or  superficial  animal  passion  (a  woman). 

A  ̂ J^'^  shvfdrij,  A  tray  upon  which  sweet- meats in  saucers  or  flowers  are  handed  round  to  a 

company.  A  tray  covered  with  plates  and  dishes. 
A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  t^SiZi  shfdra,  A  badger,  brock. 

A  ̂ JsiJm  shufdriy,  (A  jerboa)  having  hairy 
ears,  long  and  broad,  soft-fleshed,  fat,  long-legged, 
and  not  easily  overtaken. 

A  &>j\aJ^  shufdriyat.  Large  (ear), 

pjl**)  liwi  shifd-sdz,  ((^j^  Vfljij  shifd-bahhsh, 

or  (j^-»*>j       sh  fd-rasdn)  Salutary,  healthful, 

p  (jj'^jM       shifd-sdzl,  A  cure. A  uJi^la^  shufdshif,  Extreme  thirst. 

A  Xpla^  shifd^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *»»)  Increasing. 

Interceding  for.  Increase.  Deprecation,  interces- 

sion, advocacy,  entreaty,  recommendation.  The  ad- 
dition ofone  work  good  to  another,  p  f^ii^ CL>s\sJ^ 

shifd^t  hardan,To  intercede.  ewU  iZ^XsuMshifd- 

^t-ndma,  An  interceding,  recommendatory  letter. 
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p  iS^CL*S-[s^  shifd^t-hunanda,  Intercessor. 

A  shifdf,  (pi.  of  i_i>a-i»  shaflf)  Scorch- 

ing heats  and  pains  of  intense  cold. 

A  shajfdf,  Transparent,  very  thin,  clear. 

A  &ilfl^s/tM/a/ai,Water atthe  bottom  ofa  vessel. 

A  slwffdfi,  Transparency,  diaphaneity. 

A  ̂^la^  shaffan,  Cold  wind,  with  rain. 

O^i  ghaddtun  zdtu  shaffdni,  A  morning 

cold  and  windy. 

p  sjlo^  shafdna,  Name  of  a  large  bird.  A  lark. 

A  ̂^i\sJ^  shafdmn,  (pi.  of  (:X:^!i^)  Pigeons. 

A  alls*  shifdh,  (pi.  of  »fl^  'isJ^shafat, 

and  'if^  shqfahat)  Lips. 

A  ̂ ^shufdhiy,  Large-lipped,  thick-lipped. 

A_^li-2j  shafdsir,  Orse  vulvarum. 

A  ̂la^  sJiafdA^  Different  kinds  of  grass  or 
fodder  which  grows  in  pairs. 

A  »fl^  shafat  or  shifat,  (originally  shaf- 

hat  or  i^shaf7vat)(p\.  C^\^ shafarvat  or  l\sJ^ 

shifdh) AWp.  Work.  Praise, eulogium.  'iL^lL^ 
shafat  /iasa«a/,Honourable mention.  IsJ^  ^ 

CiiJff-  ̂ _>mU)\  md  ahsana  shafatu'n  nds  ̂ layha, 
How  handsomely  people  speak  of  you  ! 

shafatu'r  rakiyat,  Margin  of  a  well.  C^h 

bintu'sh  shafat,  Daughter  of  the  lip,  i.e.  a  word. 

&a^^i_jjis-/Jm/i/M's/is/io/a^,(Light-lipped)  Im- 

portunate, urgentinone'sinquiries.  Taciturn,  mak- 
ing little  inquiry.  ^ 

A'ii^  shifat  or  shaff at, (y.n.ot cij^ij)  Increas- 
ing. Diminishing.  Gaining. 

p  iJL^SiZi  shaft.  Fat,  greasy.  Coarse,  thick.  Un- 

shaved,  untrimmed.  Low-priced,  cheap.  Name  of 

a  town  in  Gilan  famous  for  its  china.  Shaft  or  shift. 

Curved,  crooked,  unequal.  Shift,  A  running  of 

blood  or  matter.  Shift,  A  miser. 

p  lli^  shaftd,  A  quiver. 

p j5l:;a^  shaftdlu,  (li ̂Ib'A^  shaftdlud,or  ̂ ^]\::su^ 

shaftdluj)  A  peach  (rough  plum).    A  lover's  kiss. 

p  ̂ llia-l  shaftdhanj,  A  perforated  plate  of 
steel,  through  which  ingots  of  gold  or  silver  are 
drawn  into  wire. 

A  'ijiaZ>  shaftarat,  A  being  separated,  divided. 
p  ̂J^kZi  shiftarah,  A  red  bramble. 

p  tL^ fSJli  shafat-rang,  A  red  peach ;  also  a 
species  of  large  apricot,  with  a  sweet  kernel,  having 
one  side  red,  the  other  white. 

p  ̂ J.isu>i  shaftal,  Trefoil. 

p  cl^-^-ij  shaftalang,  A  red  peach. 

p  i^'sm  sliiftan,  To  become  mad.  To  trickle. 
To  scratch.    To  make  drop. 

A  'eJ3i.^  shaftaimt,  A  lying  with, 
p  s-'^k^  shafta,  A  ball  of  thread.  A  couch.  Be- 

ginning of  sunrise.  Any  thing  thin  and  delicate. 

Shafta,  or  shufta,  A  rod  with  which  they  beat  cot- 
ton before  it  is  separated  by  the  bow.  Sh  fta,  Mad^ 

insane.  Distracted  with  love.  <jS>j  i^^^  shifta- 
rang.  Of  the  colour  of  love,  i.e.  a  beautiful  species 
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of  peach.   Shvfta,  A  lath. 

p  f^\Jo.^lsUi  shifttdan,  To  drop,  run,  trickle.  To 
cause  to  drop.  To  scratch,  wound. 

A ̂ ^un  shafr,  (v.  n.  of ̂ >Mi)  Striking  (oram  vul- 
v£e).  Shafr  or  s]iufr,{p\.J^sJ^\  as] far)  A  margin, 
an  edge  (particularly  of  the  eyelids).  Ora  vulvae. 

Any  one,  any  body.  jflM»j)t>3b  I*  md  hCd  ddr  sha- 
frun  or  shufrun.  There  is  no  one  at  home.  Shufr, 

The  higher  side  of  a  valley.  Shafar,  (v.  n.  of^flw*) 

Being  diminished,  deficient. 

A  i^Mt  shafrat,  (jA.JJunshifdr')  A  large  knife. 
A  broad  and  sharp  blade.  A  shoemaker's  knife. 
The  side  or  sharp  edge  of  a  spear-head.  A  servant. 

Anyone.  ̂ »^flji>  jXo\  asgharu'l  hawm  sha- 
fraiuhum.  The  least  of  men  is  their  servant.  Sha- 
frat  or  shufrat,  Provisions  sufiicient.  Shafirat,  A 

woman  whose  passion  is  soon  satisfied(in  ora  vulvae) . 

p  "sJiZi  shafra  or  shufra,  A  large  bookbinders' 
or  shoemakei  s'  knife. 

A  i_^j!iMishufr'i,  An  excellent  sort  of  pomegranate. 
a^Lmi  shafz,  (v.  n.  of  Jflj^)  Striking  with  the 

sole  or  flat  part  of  the  foot,  or  with  the  toe. 

p  (j^LOjL  shafsh  or  shvfsh,  The  branch  of  a  tree. 

A  long  reed,  hooked  at  the  end,  used  by  cotton- 
dressers.  Dry  dung.  A  distemper  incident  to  the 

fore-feet  of  horses  from  drinking  too  much  water. 

A  pipe,  a  flute. 
A  (  i\LsJM  shafshdf.  Cold  wind.  Cold  and  rain. 

Slightly  made  (garment). 

p  shafshdhanj,  (or  i^^jbL^.aj!>>  shaf- 
shdhang)  A  perforated  plate  of  steel  through  which 

gold  and  silver  wire  is  drawn. 

P  LfJUfcl^a^**  shafshdhang,  A  carder  of  cotton  ; 

also  his  bow,    (See  alsojl—s-Lil*  shdhhsdr). 

p  L— o..'lg.<^  shafshaf  A  crooked  branch.  The 
root  of  a  tree. 

A  eSULsiMi  shafshafat,  (v.  n.of  i  hJLsJ^  Q)  Ema- 

ciating (care  or  grief).  Drying  (heat  or  cold).  Nip- 

ping (cold).  Sprinkling  urine.  Bathing  or  throw- 
ing pulverized  drugs  into  (a  wound).  Trembling, 

quaking.    Being  confused,  perplexed  (business). 

A  ̂ AzSm*  shafshatik,  A  flabby  old  woman. 
p  dSLSiJMshifsha,Thejarii-hea,m  of  a  loom.  Eing- 

letsflowing  about  the  face.  An  ingot  of  gold.  Shaf- 

sha  or  shifslia,  A  cotton-dresser's  rod.  A  branch, 
thin,  straight,  and  smooth. 

A  &Lafljjj  shafsalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J..^a*K>  Q)  Eating 

the  fruit  sliifsilla' , or  plant/l^UIj  shdsidla^. 
A  i^jLoiflyij  shifsilla,  Name  of  a  plant  which  en- 

twines itself  round  trees ;  or  its  sesame-like  berry. 

A  s/tflf^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ij^)  Making  even.  In- 
terceding, advocating.  Increasing,  adding  one  thing 

to  another.  Being  in  foal  whilst  followed  by  her 

colt  (a  camel).  Aiding  any  one  in  injuring  another. 
An  even  number,  a  pair.  A  solemn  festival  held  at 

Mecca.  Creatures  (in  pairs,male  and  female).  Shif^ 

(v.  n.  of  ̂*»»)  Beingfollowedbyhercolt(acamel). 

A  shufa^s,  (pi.  of  ̂Jji*!*)  Intercessors. 
A  htoJii  shuf^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Wishing  to  add 

a  neighbour's  estate  to  one's  possessions.  Any  pos- 
session coveted.  Redemption.  Madness,  fury.  ̂ Ji>- 

iJtSJ^  haki  shuf^.  Right  of  pre-emption  in  favour 
of  a  person  whose  possessions  adjoin  to  a  land  of- 

fered for  sale.  Shuf^t  or  shafat,  Two  sacred  in- 
clinations of  the  head  or  genuflexions  at  the  hour 

of  the  day  called  Jt,^  zvha  . 

p  \jS  a>*a«i  shuf^-gird,  A  redeemer,  avenger. 
A  I  h.SiZi  shafaf,  (v.  n.  of  v_fl«i)  Being  thin  and 

transparent  (a  garment).    A  small  thing,  a  little. 

A  ̂jSiZi  shafah,  (v.n.of  j^2ji>)Compassionating, 

pitying,  condoling,  (pi.  ̂jli^^  ashfdh)  The  cre- 
puscle,  twilight,  or  ruddiness  in  the  sky,  from  sun- 

set till  total  darkness.  A  day.  Bad,  naught.  A 

coast,  shore,  tract.  Fear.  Pity,  condolence,  kind- 

ness, sympathy.  The  anxious  wish  of  adviser  for 

the  good  of  the  advised,  p  ̂j^^i^  (3^***  shafahi  gul- 

gun.  The  ruddy  crepuscle,  the  roseate  twilight. 

A  i^[sJijMshafkdn,  Kindly  disposed,  benevolent. 
A  isLSJM  shafahat,  (often  pronounced  shafkat) 

Compassion, pity,  mercy,  commiseration, clemency, 

indulgence,  kindness,  p  i^^^  C«'^)'o.'*>^lylb\  izhdri shafkat  namudan,  To  commiserate.  (J,  bi 

shafliat,  Merciless,  inhuman. 

pewl3ulAaajijs/io/Xfl<-nama,Letterofcondolence. 

p  uiJij^s/t<7/7<,  Any  thing  bad, worn  out,  ruinous. 

Shafah,  Ignorant,  unskilful,  silly,  stupid. 

p  ̂yhZi  shafal,  A  camel's  hoof. 

p  ̂sS^  shaflaj.  Capers. 
A  ̂ a*ij  shafallah,  (A  man)  who  has  distended nostrils  and  thick  lips.  Wide  (woman).  Flabby 

and  thick-lipped  (vulva).  Capers.  A  tree  whose 
stem  has  four  edges,  each  of  which  is  sharp  enough 

to  cut  a  sheep's  throat,  and  the  fruit  whereof  re- 
sembles a  negro's  head.    Split  dates. 

A  ̂sun  shafalla^  (erroneously  written  for  ̂ mZ* 

sha^UaQ  Long,  tall  (man  or  beast). 
A  &a)>i«j  shafallahat,A  game,  in  which  one  strikes 

another  down  by  a  kick  on  the  backside. 

p  shvflidan.  To  whistle  (as  pigeon-fan- 

ciers do  when  they  wish  to  fly  a  pigeon,  or  as  does 

a  groom  when  he  wishes  a  horse  to  drink). 

A  shafn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^A^)  Looking  sted- 

fastly  through  half-shut  eyes.  One  who  eagerly 
expects  an  inheritance.  Shafn  or  shafn.  Ingenious, 

intelligent,  penetrating.  Shifan,  Sharp-sighted. 
Aj^'Sj^sltafantar,^2,\di;  whose  hair  is  falling. 

A  ̂JUJi^  shafantara' ,  Separated,  divided. 
A  sh  if  or  shafmn,  A  pigeon,  turtle-dove. 

A  sliafiv,  (v.  n.  of  li-ii  ̂ or  ̂ aZi)  Being  near 

setting  (the  sun).  Rising  (the  new  moon).  Ap- 

pearing, being  conspicuous  (a  person's  figure). 
j\  shafan-dt,  (pi.  of  *fl^  shafat)  Lips. 

A  ̂^^jfl***  shafandni,  Two  sides  or  extremities. 
p  C^^k^  sh  fut,  A  demon  in  a  human  form. 
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Tlie  principle  of  evil,(^/«,J6  I  ahiraman.  A  maniac. 

p  lijAwi  shafud,  What  is  forbidden  by  religion. 

p  "i^^iZi  shufuda,  A  week. 

A  ̂ ^J^shafuf^  (A  she-camel)  filling  two  pails 
at  one  milking, 

A  t^^iutishufuf,  (v.  n.  of  Becoming  ema- 
ciated. Being  thin,  transparent  (garment),  (pi.  of 

u_fl/iIjs/ia^ands/a'^)Thin,flimsy,transparentcloths. 
A  sliofuh,  Merciful,  compassionate. 

A  shafun,  One  who  looks  askance  with 

half-shut  eyes.  Shufun,  (v.  n.  of  (^A«j)  Looking 

stedfastly  through  half-shut  eyes  (in  astonishment 
or  in  abhorrence). 

A  i^^Om)  shafawiy,  Labial. 
A  sfl^  shafh,  (v.  n.  of  ad^)  Detaining  (one) 

from  any  business  by  keeping  (him)  employed  on 

something  else.  Persevei'ing  in  questioning  until 

a  person's  stock  of  information  is  exhausted.  Eat- 
ing up,  consuming,  exhausting.  Striking  on  the 

lip.    Shifah,  (pi.  i^aSli  shifah)  A  lip. 
A  shqfha.^,  A  woman  whose  lips  close  not. 

A  'i^^UM  shafahat,  The  lip. 
A  s/ia/a/«7/.  Labial.  i_Jjj=-  hu- 

rufu'sh  shafahiyat,  Labial  letters ;  namely,  l— >  ba, 
1^  fa,  and  ̂   mvm. 

A  '^^j^  shafhj,  Labial.  Shufiy  and  shifiy,  (pi. 
of  [kZi  shafa)  Small  remains  of  life.  Extremities, 

edges,  sides,  borders. 

AjfSiZi  shafir,  Edge^  margin.  Extremity  of  a  ca- 

mel'slip.  Upper  edge  of  a  valley.  Edge  of  the  eyelid. 

A  'ijSiZi  shafirat,  A  woman  whose  passion  is  in 
ora  vulvse  ( JiZt  shafr),  and  is  speedily  satisfied. 
A  shafi^  An  advocate,  intercessor,patron. 

Possessed  of  a  claim  of  pre-emption  founded  on  the 

right  of  contiguity.  ̂ '^\  ̂jfpj^  shafl^^l  ummn, 
Litercessor  for  the  people.  jl=-  ̂pJ^  shafl^jar, 
The  occupant  of  ground  which  is  simply  in  the 

neighbourhood  of  another  estate.  lajAi-  ̂ j^L^  sha- 

ft^ khallt,  The  occupant  of  ground  in  actual  con- 
tact or  intermixed  with  another  estate.  JslAaxJ^ 

OU3j»tl\  ̂ j,  shafi^i'l  ̂ sat  fVl  ̂ rasat,  The  ad- 
vocate for  sinners  before  the  (heavenly)  tribunal. 

iJj^^  ̂Jjiiij  sliafi^ri  wara',  Intercessor  for  men. 
A  \».iSun  shafi^,  A  kind  of  Persian  character. 

A  u-iji^sAff/i/j("^'  n-o^'  1—2^)  Gaining.  Being 
thin,  transparent  (garment).  Nipping  (cold).  A 
piercing  cold  wind  accompanied  with  rain.  The 

intense  heat  of  the  sun.  Few,  small,    (pi.  i  V^un 

shifaf)  The  scorching  pain  of  intense  cold. 

A  ̂-iP^  shujlk,  Merciful,  compassionate,  con- 
doling; affectionate,  benevolent.  A  kind  and  bene- 

volent advisei',anxious  for  the  welfare  of  the  advised. 

^^xpj^  ̂   akhi  shafik,  An  affectionate  brother. 
p  ̂ji^AfP-Zi  sMfllidan,  To  express  (juice).  To 

wkistle,  to  make  a  chirping  noise  when  watering  a 
horse.    To  listen. 

A  shufayhat,  (dim.  of  &i^)  A  small  lip. 
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A  Jj^  shahk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^^  Splitting,  tearing. 
Growing  (aside-tooth).  Extending  through  mid- 
sky,  without  going  left  or  right  (lightning).  Being 

fixed  upon  any  object  (the  eye  of  a  dying  person). 

Separating,  scattering.  Passing  along,  threading 

the  streets.  Being  difficult,  troublesome.  Throw- 
ing into  difficulties.  Speaking  clearly,  enunciating 

distinctly,  (pi.  ̂j^tJ**  shukvJi)  A  fissure,  crack, 
crevice,  slit,  nick.  Day-break,  dawn.  A  half.  Sus- 

pense. Split,  cleft  (place).  LaxJ^  ̂ ^y^  shakka^l 
^sa',  He  broke  the  stick,  i.e.  he  quitted  the  as- 

sembly, he  went  about  his  business  (he  cut  his 

stick),  p  j^ii,^  ijji  shahk  hardan,  To  tear,  split, 
divide,  a  Shihk,  A  half.  As  much  as  a  horse  car- 

ries on  one  side ;  the  space  between  the  two  loads. 
A  brother.  A  side.  A  sort  of  demon.  A  little.  A 

friend.  A  mistress.  Trouble,  difficulty. 

shihku  (or  shakku')  sh  sha^-at,  Equal,  even,  to  the 
splitting  of  a  hair. ^-3  LS ~-\  jj&  huwa  ahhi 

wa  shikku  nafsi,  He'  is  my  brother  and  half  of  my- 
self. Shiihk,  (pi.  of  ̂Vaji>  sAaMa^)  Wide  women. 

Long  mares. 

A  \SiZ)  shahs  (v.  n.  of  \sm>)  Growing  (a  front 

tooth).  Parting  (the  hair  without  a  comb).  Strik- 
ing (any  one  with  a  stick)  at  the  parting  of  the 

hair.    Cleaving  the  skull. 
p  IL^  shaka,  A  quiver. 

A  liLij  sliaha' ,  (or  ̂Ifl.^  shaha^)  (v.  n.  of  (j^^) 
Being  miserable,  unhappy.  Exceeding  in  misery, 
being  more  wretched.  Misery,  straits.  Insolence. 

ULij  arbabi  shaha,  Miserable,  unfortunate 

people.  Insolent.  ■pj\d^^SL^  yurohi  shaha- 
madar,  Swarms  of  villains. 

A  ̂liLi»  shahkas,  (fem.  of  ashakk')  Wide 
(woman).  Long-bodied  (mare). 

A  L^\sJ^shikdb,  (pi.  of  l—^Hjoi  shakb  and  shikb) 
Narrow  passes  between  two  mountains. 

A  shihah,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ft^)  Railing  against. 

A  ̂ lLi>  shuhkah,  Name  of  an  herb.  The  fun- dament of  a  bitch. 

A  'i^-'^^Mi  shahahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ juj)Being  shame- 
ful, deformed,  ugly.  Deformity,  villainy,  disho- 

nesty, a  fault,  a  rascally  action. 

A  li.s-'^^sJlishahahit,  (ipl.oi l^^j^ossP'^ shakahtab) 
Rams  with  ugly  crooked  horns. 

A  (I/iliLi*  shakaza',  (pi.  of  i^L-i  shakz,  shikz, 
and  shvhaz)  Young  chameleons. 

Aj\sMi  shuhkar,  A  species  of  fish  with  a  long 

hump.    (pi.  ofjiLwj  shahir)  Anemones. 

A  (jrjla^A7<M/iam',Alie.  (pi. of ̂ ;iLi>)Anemones. 
A  ̂ ULij  shuhhara\  (pi.  of  jiLi*  shakir)  Ane- 

mones.   A  kind  of  herb. 

A  u-*l9lHj2*  shakatib,  (pi.  of  (_^las:^  shakah- 
tab)  Rams  with  ugly  or  crooked  horns. 

A  u-jULiijs/wVea/',  (pl.ofi  zaZt  shahaf)P  otsherds. 
A  ̂Va^  shihdk,(Y.  n.  3  of  J!ji*)Contending,quar- 

relling,  6pposing.    Discord,  opposition,  hostility. 

Rebell  ion.  Felony.  /S/iw/ja/i;,  Fissures  in  the  hands 

or  feet.    Cracks  in  the  pasterns  of  horses. 

p  ̂JjULij  shahdhul,  A  wild  carrot.  A  species 
of  hartwort.    A  kind  of  small  fish. 

A  5jla/i»  shakamat  OT  shikamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^J^') 
Being  wretched  and  miserable.  Misery,  wretched- 

ness, unhappiness.  Insolence,  sauciness.  Villainy, 

malignity,  robbery,  assassination. 

A  (_5-j^JLi[i  shiharoiy,  Miserable. 

A  ̂ji\sJ^  shakdsik,  (pi.  of  'i2.xs.i^  shakikat)  Fis- 
sures. Uterine  sisters.  ^Ki!^ shakdnku' n 

nu^dn,  The  anemone. 
A  shakb  also  shikb,  (pi.  (_jliL5j  shikdb, 

u-jyL^  shuhub,  and  'ixsJ^  shikabat)  A  cleft  in  a 
mountain  or  rock ;  a  narrow  pass  between  two  hills. 

A  hollow  where  birds  build  their  nests.  Low  ground 

on  which  water  stagnates.  Shikb  or  shakdb,  A  kind 

of  tree,  with  fruit  resembling  the  lote, 

A  jjUiLiI)  shahabdn,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  'i*aJM  shikabat,  (pi.  of  t_AsLij  shakb)  Caverns. 

CleftSj^gorges  between  mountains. 
A  'sSi.Zi  shikkat,  The  half,  especially  of  anything 

split  or  torn  the  long  way.  A  chip  of  wood.  Dis- 

tance ;  a  track  followed  by  a  traveller.  A  long 

journey.  Rage.  Iniquity.  Skuhkat,  A  kind  of 

long  cloth.  A  garment  open  in  front.  An  interval. 
Distance.  A  tract  of  country.  u-'\J\  &iLji»s/m/t- 

katu  'I  bob,  Half  a  door.  s^XZi  C-jSlZa  shukkati  skdk- 

ka,  A  long  and  difficult  journey.  Gi-eat  difficulty. 
Shukkat  or  shikkat,  (pi.  ̂jHw*  shukak  and  shikak) 
Inconvenience,  trouble,  labour,  pains. 

A  ̂uli  shak-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Breaking.  Lift- 
ing the  leg  to  make  water  (a  dog).  Daubing,  dir- 

tying. \^  kubhanshuk-han  or  kabhanshak- 
han,  For  shame !  fie ! 

A  fXsP"*^  shah-hdf,  Froth  not  quite  white. 

A  &s:^  ̂ Aa/i-Aa^,  The  matrix  of  a  bitch.  Shah- 
hat  or  shuk-hat,  A  reddening  date.  Shuk-hat,  The 

dug  of  a  bitch.  A  red  colour  mingled  with  white. 

A  i^.Sh.^''^ shakahtab,  {\>\.]as-'^Zi  shahdhit  ov 
t_^l3lsLi».</iffl/ia<iZ))(Aram)having  two  or  four  horns. 

A  (1^^^  shukahiy.  Red  (gown). 
-p j\SSun  shik-ddr,  A  governor.  An  officer  ap- 

pointed to  collect  the  revenue  from  a  certain  divi- 
sion of  land.  Perplexing. 

p  ̂^J^^S^  shik-ddri,  The  office  of  shikdar.  Un- 
certainty, perplexity. 

A  jStJvLJa  shikdat.  An  herb  good  for  fattening. 

A  u-ii^iuo  shukduf,  A  vehicle  used  in  Hijaz. 
A  tiJLi  shakz,  (v.n.of  i^i^iLZi)  Departing,  going 

far  off.  3iu  ̂   ,  dSiM  U  ma  bihi  shakzun  wa,  la 

nakzun  (or  shukzun  nukzun),  There  is  no  blemish 
neither  fault  in  him.  Shakz,  skikz,  or  shukaz,  (pi. 

(j^iiJLa*  shikzdn  and  ̂ jCiKsuM  shakaza')  A  young 
chameleon.  Shikz,  A  reptile,  an  insect.  The  chick 
of  a  bustard  or  kala.  A  wolf.  Shakaz,  (v.  n.  of 

iSAjSj)  Being  sleepless.  Having  a  malignant,  fasci- 



nating  eye.  Having  a  quick  eye.  ̂   j  fi>suji  «J  U 
j>ai  ma  lahu  shahazun  wa  Id  nakazun,  He  possesses 

nothing.    Shakiz,  Sleepless.  Evil-eyed.  A  wolf. 

A  -p^^A^  shakzds,  A  hungry  eagle. 

A  jj^ilLij  shikzdn,  Reptiles.  Stinging  or  biting 
insects.  Young  bustards.  Young  katas.  (pi.  of 

iiLi*  shaJiz,  shikz,  and  shukaz)  Young  chameleons, 

(pi.  of  jj^3.i<l  shakazdn)  Chameleons.  Shakazan, 

Sleepless.  Malignant-eyed.  Quick-sighted;  (hence) 
a  chameleon.    Shakazdn  or  shikzdn,  A  wolf. 

A  (^iSiLij  shakaza,  A  hungry  eagle. 

A  jiLij  shakr,  (v.  n.  of Being  of  a  clay- 
coloured  red  or  chesnut.  (pl.j_jiLi»  shukur)  Any 
business  which  demands  attention,  or  which  presses 

heavily  on  the  mind.  Shakir,  (pi.  izJ\jsJM  sha- 

kirdt,J^sJ^  shukkdr,  shakirdn,  ̂ jJ^iJ^shuk- 

kdra,  and  IjJ^Jm  shukdra')  The  anemone,  tulip. 
Shukar,  A  cock.    A  lie. 

A  AjiJli  shahrdf,  Name  of  a  mare. 

A  O^^HJj  s/m/j?>a^,(pl.of^Hjjs/<aA;?'r)Anemones. 
A  ̂\jiLjj  shakrdk  or  sldhrdk,  A  green  magpie. 

A  ̂\j.sJm  shaka  or  shiharrdh,  A  green  magpie. 
A  shikrdn,  The  anemone.  Shakirdn, 

(pi.  of  JstMi  shakir)  The  anemone,  the  tulip. 

A  'iJuM  shukrat,  (v.  n.  of jiLi)  Being  of  a  bright 
red.  A  clear  shining  ruddy  colour.  A  rosy  com- 

plexion in  a  man  or  woman.  Shakirat,  One  ane- 
mone. Cinnabar. 

G  (jy.iijLij  skakardiyun,  Water-germander. 

A  i$Ji^  shihra',  An  excellent  kind  of  date. 

a'sSlZSum  shakshakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^liul*  Q)  Twit- 
tering (a  sparrow).  Vociferating.  Braying.  Shik- 

shikat,  A  substance  resembling  lights  protruding 
from  the  mouth  of  a  stallion  camel  in  heat, 

&sL'}..o^>  zu  shihshikat, Vehement,  sonorous  (orator). 

A  '^ZS~u>  skihshikiy,  Loud  (harangue). 
A  (ja^L^ishihs,  A  particle,  part,  portion,  share. 

A  good  horse.  A  piece  of  ground.  A  little  out  of 
much.  Partnership. 

A  ̂ Mishak^  (v.n.of  ̂ 2J^)  Drinking,  sipping. 
Eyeing,  viewing  with  a  malignant  eye. 

A  I  SSiMishakaf,  (pi.  (  jULia  sA^7<:q/)  An  earthen 

pot,  potsherd. 

p  shakak,  Beating  time  in  music. 

A  ̂ jfl-tJi  shakak,  Length  of  body  in  a  horse.  Shi- 
kak,  (pi .  of  shikkat)  The  halves  of  things  split 

lengthwise.  Shukak  or  shikak,  (pi.  of  SiLij  shuk- 

kat  or  shikkat)  Long  strips  of  cloths.  Intervals. 

Long  journeys. 

A  ̂y^ut  shakl,(v.  Ti.  of  JJLS*) Weighing  (money). 
Having  to  do  (with  a  woman). 

A  ̂ fiMi  shakam,  A  kind  of  date. 

A  ̂^Li*  shakn,  (v.  n.  o£  ̂^sJl^)  Doing  little  :  di- 

minishing. Shakn,  shakin,  (or  ̂^sJ^  JJj  kalilun 
shaknun)  Few,  small. 

A  ̂ ji^  shukus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ SJlt)  Splitting  (the 
head).  Combing  (the  hair).    Growing  (a  front- 
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tooth).  Striking  (any  one  with  a  stick)  at  the  part- 
ing of  the  hair. 

A  i^^Jlishuhub,  (pi.  of  (_^Li>  shakh  or  shikb) 
Caverns.    Clefts  between  mountains. 

A  ijS^  shakrvat  or  shikwat,  (v.  n.  of  i_^^)  Be- 
ing miserable.  Wretchedness,  misery,  straits. 

Aj^SiZi  shukur  or  shakur,  Any  thing  necessary 

to  be  done.  Shukur,  (pi.  of  jsJ^  shakr)  Affairs 
which  press  heavily  on  the  mind. 

A  Jj^ii^  shukuk,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^yM  shakk)  Fissures. 

A  'isi^iJM  shaliukat,  A  kind  of  bird. 
A  (j^H^  sliukun,  (or  &3j£^  shukunat)  (v.  n.  of 

^^^flj^)Beinglittle(a  present). Smallness  of  a  present. 
p  iSuM  shaka,  A  hardness  in  the  hand  or  foot 

from  workingn  or  walkino-. 

A  shukka,  (lit.  a  piece,  from  shakk) 

A  royal  order,  a  letter  (especially  from  a  superior). 

p  0^}^s.sJm  skaka-hand,  A  kind  of  horse-armour. 

A  j^^Liij  shaky,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_Ji*»)  Appearing,  grow- 
ing (the  cheek-tooth  of  a  camel). 

A  "^^^un  shakiy ,  Poor,  miserable , wretched.  Vil- lainous. Insolent.  A  robber,  assassin,  bandit. 

A  shikiyat.  Modus  cceundi. 

A  skakih,  Weak  after  disease.  Shahih, 

(or         J         kahih  u  shakih)  Deformed. 

A  ̂^fpSlt  shakiz.  Sleepless.  Evil-eyed. 

Aj^Sli  shukayr,  A  kind  of  chameleon  or  locust. 
A  i^jAiSiZt  shakis,  A  partner.  (A  horse)  running 

swiftly.  A  little  remaining  of  a  great  deal.  Apart, 

portion,  share.  Partnership. 

A  laJLi*  shakit.  Earthen  jugs :  crockery. 
A  JaJLi*  shakiz,  Earthenware. 

A  ̂i^"*  shakik,  (pi.  A'iJliS  ashikkdi)  Split  or 
halved.  One  half.  A  brother  uterine.  A  strong  calf. 

A  'i&JsiZi  shakikat,  (pi.  ̂^Uui  shakdfik)  A  fis- 
sure, crack,  crevice,  notch.  One  side  (of  the  head). 

A  uterine  sister.  A  pass  or  space  between  two  moun- 

tains producing  grass.  Pain  seizing  one  half  of  the 
head  and  face.  A  kind  of  herb.  Rain  or  lightning 

(as  piercing  the  clouds).  A  kind  of  bird.  Shu- 

haykat,  (dim.  of  shakikat)  A  certain  small  bird. 

A  cj;^a^  sliakin.  Few,  little,  small. 
p  (.iijj  shak,  Doubt.  Scandal.  A  magpie. 

Shvk,  Arsenic. 

A  ijL\Zi  shakk,  (v.  n.  of  (jiXZi)  Doubting,  sus- 

pecting. Limping  (a  camel).  Cleaving,  adhering 
to.  Having  the  arm  adhering:  to  the  side.  Cover- 

ing  one's  self  with  complete  (armour).  Building 
(houses)  in  a  line.  Leaning  against.  Piercing  (with 

a  spear).'  ̂ ^^^S^  shukuk)  Doubt,  suspicion, 
hesitation,  suspense,  uncertainty.  A  small  crack 

in  a  bone.  Arsenic.  Shikk,  A  covering  for  the 

horns  of  a  bow.  An  upper  garment.  Shukk,  Di- 

vision. Schism.  Difficulty, trouble,  (pi.  of uiJ_jS«i» 

shakak)  She-camels  of  the  fat  of  whose  bunches 
doubts  are  entertained. 

a'^  shaks,  (v.  n.  of  \^Zj)  Growing  (the  side- 9  G 
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tooth  of  a  camel).  Shakam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^)  Being 

cracked  or  split  (nails  or  hoofs). 

a  shakds.  Sickness.  Shikds,  (pi.  of  i^Jlt 

shahwat)  Water-bottles  or  milk-bottles. 

a  V^JU  shakdt,  (v.n.  of  for  ̂Zi)  Complain- 

ing, telling  one's  misfortunes.  Making  sick,  afllict- 
ino;.  Relating:  a  state  of  one's  maladies.  Sickness. 
Reproach,  rebuke.    A  disgrace,  vice,  blemish. 

vj^^  shikdr,  Prey,  game.  The  chase,  hunt- 
ing. Plunder,  booty,  pillage,  rapine,  spoil.  Per- 

quisites. ^jiijiijK^  shikdr  shudan.  To  be  taken 
captive,  to  be  seized.  f^d^J^Jn  ̂ zmi  shikdr 

kardan,  To  go  a-hunting.  (part,  of  ̂^^_J^Mi  shi- 

kdridan)  Hunting,  seizing.  A  hunter.  J^Jj* 

jdn-shikdr,  Ravisher  of  hearts.  J^J**  ̂dj/omardum- 
shikdr,  Pursuing  or  seizing  men. 

shikdr-afgan,  A  hunter. 

pjbjK/iij  shikdr-bdz,  A  sportsman. 
p  lia^jK^  shikar-hand.  Cords  for  tying  game 

to  a  saddle. 

\Xj*jK>is7i27ja/'M<art,  Ah  unting-place,a  chase. 

p  ̂U£sjK>jj  shikdr-kundn,  Hunting. 

p  SOjK^  shihdr-gdh,  A  hunting-country. 

V  J:J^Jm  shikdrgar  (orj^  i/"')'  ̂   hunter. 

A  isj^'^  shakdra'.  Milch  camels  or  ewes. 
p  i^j^6J^  shikdri,  Any  thing  belonging  to  hunt- 
ing (as  dogs,  hawks,  or  horses).  A  hunter,  fowler. 

A  bird  or  beast  of  prey.  Game,  prey.  J^Zt  tfX^ 

sagi  shikdri,  A  hunting  dog,  a  hound. 

V f^S-lj^Jli  skikdridan,  To  hunt. 
Kj^Zi  shakkdz.  One  who  experiences  an  effu- 

sion from  merely  talking  with  a  woman.  One  to 

whom  the  like  happens  before  coition.  One  who 

stools  during  coition.    Outrageous  when  drunk. 
A  shakkdzat,  One  who,  on  seeing  a  lovely 

picture,  pollutes  himself. 
A  shahdsat,  Depravity  of  nature. 

p  tiiLi>^^w2i  shakdshak.  Noise  of  feet  in  walking. 

Ki^jo^^shikds, kwom^n  whose  teeth  areuneven. 

A'i^^^Jlishukd^t, Mhorn  filling  a  camel's  mouth. 

A  ̂KJ^shukd^' or.sAa^a^a',Akind ofthorn,to 
which  a  person  of  an  emaciated  form  is  often  likened. 

p  i_-jK.<2j  shikdf,  A  fissure,  crack,  slit,  crevice, 

rupture,  split,  cleft  in  a  mountain.  A  cavern.  A 
hank  of  silk,  (in  comp.)  Tearing,  splitting,  cleav- 

ing, breaking,  bursting,  dividing,    i  sllij  &jou»» 

siwa-s/iiA'o/'jRendingthe  breast.  i_— j^  '^ 

ndjakhi  tezi  ̂ imur-shikdf,The  sharp  hatchet,  cut- 
ting (the  thread  of)  life,  i.e.  death.  tili*o\ 

ustddi  mti-shikdf,  A  master  of  hair-splitting,  i.  e.  a 
subtle  reasoner. 

p  jjii>jj\s\^wii>  shikdf  driidan,  To  cause  to  split. 

p  ̂^J^i^Jl)  shikdf tagi,  A  fracture,  fissure. 
p  (^i\^,s7iiAa/i!flra,To  split,  break,  tear,destroy. 

To  divide  into  two  long  strips.  To  mediate  be- 

tween buyer  and  seller.  To  be  torn,  lacerated,  de- 

faced, destroyed. 



F  i^'ji^^M  shikafta,  STpVit.  A  box,  pyx.  Cholic. 
p  ̂j^K/jj  shihafish,  A  cleaving ;  cleft,  fissure. 
r  shihafa,  Bow  of  violin.    A  cradle. 

p      sj^Zi  shilmfa-zan,  A  player  on  the  violin. 

p  ̂4^jkj\^>ij  shikcifidan,  To  tear  lengthwise. 

A  tdJ\^  shakdk,  A  quarter,  side,  tract.  Shi- 
kdk.  Houses  built  in  a  row. 

A  Li}^J^shuJika.k,(Tp].ofi^\^)  Clad  in  armour. 

A  'i^^Zi  shakakat,  A  tract  of  land. 
p  JKjIj  sMkdl,  A  cord  for  tying  the  fore-feet  of 

an  unruly  mule  or  horse.  Cunning,deceit.  A  jackal. 

A  ̂y6^Z^  shilidl,  (pi.  shukuT)  A  horse-tether 

of  goats'  hair.  A  surcingle.  A  rope  by  which  the 
hinder  girth  is  fastened  to  the  foremost  to  prevent 

its  hurting  the  sheath  of  the  animal.  (A  horse) 

having  three  legs  white,  the  other  of  the  colour  of 

the  body,  and  vice  versa. 

p  shikdlish,  Thought,  care.  Roguery. 

vt>\^^y^ZisMhal-gah,H\i  e  pastern  of  a  quadruped . 

p  ni^Z)  sldlidla,  A  hedgehog,  urchin,  jj 
shikdJan  zar,  A  particle  of  gold. 

p  jji^jJKjIu  shikdEdan,  To  think.  To  deceive. 

p  f^^.i^  sliikdn,  Rupture,  breach.  A  curling 
lock  of  hair.  A  wrinkle,  plait.  A  knot,  tie,  twist. 
Broken.  Curly. 

p  tiliKd^  shaJidnak,  Crop  of  a  bird. 

A  5j^,.;i»  shahdwat,  (v.  n.  of  j_^«*>)  Lamenting, 
complaining.  Making  sick,  afflicting. 

p  (^jK^  shakdivand,  Name  of  a  mountain. 

p  8t>3jKji  shikdwanda,  A  digger, delver,  borer. 

p  ajj shiJidrvna  or  shihdwana,  A  digger.  One 

who  digs  up  dead  bodies  for  the  grave-clothes. 

A  "i^JlisMkdhjiy.  n.Sofa.^)  Resembling,  being 
alike.  Being  near,  neighbouring.  Being  a  friend, 

companion,  or  cotemporary.  Vicinity,  propinquity. 

A  'iS^Zi  shilidyat,  (v.  n.  of  Lamenting, 
complaining,  explaining  the  cause  of  any  complaint 

or  ailment.  Making  sick,  afflicting.  Impeaching, 

accusing.    Lamentation,  complaint.  Accusation. 

sliikdyat-kundn,  Making  lamenta- 

tion, querulous.  CL>->^^Jm  shihdyat-gustar, 
Habitually  complaining. 

A y^Zi  shahdnr.  Forelocks. 

A  {!^^^^shakdfik,(\A.o{'i^i^^shak'ikat)Sects, 
bodies,  troops,  bands.  Ways,  modes,  fashions. 

A  ̂^J^  shakddm,  (pi.  of  'it^Zt)  Bridle-bits, sliulih,  A  present.  Recompense. 

a  (jU^wj  shuJibdn,  A  net  for  holding  grass. 
p  shihpd,  Crabbed,  austere. 

p  i^^i^I^  sliahpuy,  The  noise  of  one  walking 
softly.  ̂ One  who  walks  softly.  Snoring. 

A  ftSCSj  shikhat,  Arms.  A  wedge  driven  between 
the  handle  and  head  of  a  hatchet  to  make  them  fast. 

Shukkat,  Difficulty,  trouble.  A  garment  torn  in 
front.  Division.  Schism. 

A  f^Zi  sliahd,  (v.n.of  0^^)  Giving,  present- 
ing.   Shvkd,  A  present.  Thanksgiving. 
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Aj^shakr,  (v.  n.  of _^^)  Producing  the  small 
leaves  called  j^^Zi  sJiahtr  (a  palm-tree).  Coition. 
Shakr  or  shikr,  Pudenda  mulieris.  Shukr,  (v.  n. 

of^Zi')  Returning  thanks  (to  God),  praising(Him) 
for  his  benefits.  Rewarding,  conferring  favours 

(God).  Accepting,  being  pleased  and  satisfied. 

Praise,  thanksgiving,  gratitude  (to  God).  Recom- 

pense, reward  (from  God).  J^sJ^  shuhri 

ildhi,  (p  iHi^}  j^Zi  shuhri  ezid,  or  shuhri 
hhudd)  Thanks  to  God!  God  be  praised! 

CL*«^  shukf'i  ni^iat,  (or  iJLj^^ ^Jm  addn 
s/w/mni^ma^)  Acknowledgment  of  favours  (in  op- 

position to  uIa^jO  J>^ hufri  ni^at,  Ingratitude). 

Shakar,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Being  full  of  milk  (a  sheep 
or  camel).  Becoming  fat  on  little  grass.  Being 

liberal, or  becoming  so  after  having  been  niggardly. 

Producing  saplings,  growing  around  the  base  (a 

tree).  Shukur,  (pi.  of  shakir)  Barks  of  trees. 
Things  growing  round  the  roots  of  trees. 

p ̂ Zt  shahar,  Sugar.  Sweet  words.  The  lip 
of  a  mistress.  A  black  bee.  Name  of  a  woman  whom 

Khusraw  married  against  the  will  of  Shirln. 

\^Js>J  ̂jiSiS'  shahari  ̂ hih-rang,  (Cornelian-co- 
loured sugar)  The  lip  of  a  mistress.  J-^  gul  ha 

shahar, Conserve  of  roses.  Shihar, The  chace,game. 

A  hunjer.  One  who  routs  or  puts  to  flight. 

PjS^Sj  shahhar,  Sugar.  Shikhar,  A  porcupine. 
p  ̂->T shahar-db,  Sugar-water.  A  little 

falling  out,  or  a  coolness  betwixt  friends. 

p  shahar-afshdni,  Sweet  speech. 

A  ̂J^jSs^Zi  shukrdn,  (v.  n.  ofj^siZi)  Returning 
thanks  for  favours  received.  Gratitude,  acknow- 

ledgment; assent,  complacency.  Grateful. 
P  JO  shuhruna,  Gratitude,  thanksgiving. 

A  fee  paid  by  plaintiff  or  defendant  on  the  cause 

being  decided  in  his  favour. 

shahar-haddm,  Sugared  almonds. 
Dried  apricots  stuffed  with  almonds.  The  eye  and 

lip  of  a  mistress. 

Pjb shakar-bdr,  Raining  sweetness,  mel- lifluous. 

p shahar-harg,  A  sweetmeat  made  of 

almonds  and  sugar.  A  large  pair  of  compasses 
made  of  sugar. 

shahar-bura,  (ij^i  huza,  tj^,  lira, 

or  i btza)  Cake  stuffed  with  sugar-candy,  al- 

monds, and  pistachio-nuts. 

p  »jb        shahar-pdra,  A  lump  of  sugar. 

A  'ijSskZi  shaharat,  Abundance  of  milk  in  the 
udder.  Shakii-at,  (pi.  Jj- shakdra'  and  Ij^Zi 
shahra)  Full  of  milk  (ewe  or  camel).  Grass  which 
increases  the  milk  greatly. 

V  ij\!>-  jS^s/ta/wr-cHn,  Gathering  sugar.  One 
who  collects  whatever  is  thrown  about  at  a  festivity. 

p  jIp- shahar-khdr,  Name  of  a  thorny  tree 
called  liJ^ff-  gharkad. 

p  v>is>-jS^  shahar-hhand,  (or         khanda)  A 

smiling  sweetly,speaking  gently  with  a  smile  of  love. 
Gracious,  delicate,  attractive,  charming,  amiable. 

P  shahar-hhwdb,  A  sweet  sleep.  A 
morning-doze. 

pyi-^^Jj)  shahar-khez,  Producing  sugar. 

p  djSi^Zi  shiharad,  A  hunter,  fowler.  Remedy. 

p  f^d^Zi  shihardan,  To  hunt.  To  catch,  seize. 
To  break.  To  apply  a  remedy,  to  cure.  Shuhur- 
dan,  To  kill.  To  die. 

p  tt^^Zi  shaharda,  Active,  quick,  dexterous. 

p  ̂<^d^Zi  shikardidan,  To  hunt.  To  put  to 
flight.    To  break. 

vy>j^^Zishakar-rez,  Who  scatters  sugar.  Mel- 
lifluous. A  maker  of  sugar-confectionery.  Money 

or  other  things  thrown  about  at  weddings.  Pre- 

sents sent  from  the  bridegroom's  house  to  that  of 
the  bride.  Sweet  or  elegant  language.  Poetry. 

Singing  or  talking.  Good-natured,  jocose.  Tears 

of  joy.  The  lip  of  a  mistress.  i^Jhj>^^Z»  sha- 
har-rezi  tarah,  Tears  of  joy. 

p  ty^^Mi  shahar-reza,  March-pane. 

p  ̂jy>,j^^iZi  shahar-rezi,  Sweet  discourse.  Tears 

of joy. _ 

p  s~^j ̂sZi  shahar-zakhama,  An  arrow  hitting the  mark. 

p  J^Zi  shakar-sdn,  (^f^^Mi ̂ ^Z»shahar-shdn, 

or       ̂ ssijlti  shahar-shdli)  Honey  in  the  comb.  . 

p  ̂JCiMijij*!  shaharistdn,  A  sugar-refinery.  A 
plantation  of  sugar-canes. 

p  idJlm  shakar-sang,  A  stone  which  stops 
hemorrhages. 

p  {^^J^  shahrish,  A  bad  name,  ill-fame. 
p  shahar-shihan,  Sweetly-spoken. 

p  i^jji  J>M»shakar-farosh,  A  sugar-merchant. A  mistress. 

p  ii^^J^  shikarfanda,  Stumbling.  A  horse 

apt  to  stumble. 
p  shi  or  shaharfidan,Tlo  trip,  stumble. 

p  ̂  ̂̂ Zt  shahar-kalam,  A  sweet  pen.  A  sort of  sweetmeat. 

p  f^x^ jCui  shakar-hamish,  The  sugar-cane. 
P  jJjJSCSj  shakar-kand,  Sweet  potatoes.  Sugar- 

candy. 

■p J\'d^ shuhr-guzdr,  Grateful,  thankful. 

p  ̂̂ J\^^J^^  shukr-guzdrl,  Thanksgiving. 
VjCkij^Zi  shahar- guftdr,  Sweet-spoken. 
p  shahar-lab,  Sugar-lipped ;  a  mistress. Hare-lipped. 

p  i^Jjj^^  shakrang,  A  sort  of  sweetmeat. 
p  idj^Jii  shakarrvada  or  shakarvuda,  Nimble. 

p  »^i«^«7«'^«ra,Rapacious  birds  trained  to  hunt. 

p  ̂ J^^  shaharhanj,  A  kind  of  thorn. 

A  (^fe^  shahra',  A  piece  of  fat  meat.  (pi.  of 

'ij^  shahirat)  Milch  (ewes  or  camels). 

p  ijj^  shahart,  A  kind  of  Phalsa  so  called 

(Grewia  asiatica). 

A  tSj^  shakariyat,  The  returning  of  camels 



from  spring-pasture. 

p ^Cii,^^Mishihridan^o hunt.  Toroutan enemy. 

p  jUJ^^^^  shakarina,  A  confection,  especially 

white  and  hard,  made  of  the  root  ^slaj  boiled 
long  with  wine  and  sugar. 

Aj^ili  shakz,  A  poking  or  thrusting  of  the  fin- 
ger, or  the  annoying  of  any  one  with  the  tongue. 

A  stab,  dig,  penetration.  Coition.  Shakz  or  sha- 
kiz,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 

-  A  ̂jM^  shahs,  One  or  two  days  before  the  new 
moon.  Shakis,  A  miser.  Shahus  and  skakis,  (pi. 

shuhs)  Hard  and  ill-tempered  (man). 

p  CI.*.>.^'«>  shihast,  He  broke.  A  fracture.  De- 
feat, rout.  Deficiency,  loss.  Shame,  modesty.  Dis- 

like, antipathy.  Warmth,  indignation.  An  eating 

and  evacuation.  Broken.  Impaired.  Odd,  uneven. 

^^^J  j5>-  (Jlw^  shihast  khwurdan  (or  yaf- 
tan),  To  be  defeated.  ̂ ^<ib  shihast  dadan, 

To  defeat,  (jis»-\j  CL*'"'^"*^  shihasiifahish,A.shame- 
ful  defeat.  CU^,  CL/>Xi>  j  <0*<^5w>  Jii  dil-shihast 

u  himmat-past,  Broken-hearted  and  low-spirited. 

p  d*M.^>  shikast-hhwurda,  Broken  off. 
Defeated,  routed. 

p  Fracture,  rupture.  Grief, 

sadness,afiliction.  Infirmity,  sickness.  Defeat,rout. 

^^'JmXm*  Jii  dil-shikastagi,  Broken-heartedness. 
p  C*'"^  cr,>.,.^'>)  shihast  mikast,  Trifles. 
p  ̂Jw^  shihastan,  To  break.  To  defeat  (an 

enemy).  To  turn  away  the  face.  To  be  rough  and 

severe.  To  eat,  chew.  To  be  broken,  split,  opened. 
To  be  covered  with  shame. 

p  iJLao.^ic j  shihast  u  mihast,  He  broke 
(it)  awhile  ago. 

p^jL..^  s/«'^as^a,Broken.  Discomfited,  routed. 
Reduced  to  straits.  Ashamed,  Penitent.  Proud. 

Weak.  Sick,  wounded.  The  broken  or  current 

Persian  hand,  in  which  letters  in  India  are  gene- 

rally written.  It  is  a  corruption  of  the  ta^ik. 

Name  of  an  ancient  fort  in  Persia.  (ji>-i>  auL.S«ii 
shikasta  shudan,  To  be  broken.  To  be  distressed. 

To  be  diminished.  To  become  less  rigid  or  intense, 

p  Jb  s^LjC^  shihasta-hal  (or  Jj>  diV),  Broken- 
hearted, distressed  in  mind,  melancholy, 

p  »j^^Jm  shihasta-hasta,  (Broken  and 

tied)  Fast  and  loose,  a  mixture  of  bad  and  good. 
P  0>jj  s^-jJ^Jm  shihasta-hand,  A  binder  of  broken 

bones.  Amenderofbroken  vessels.  A  swathjbandage. 
p  b  s^K.*^Zi  shikasta-jya,  Broken-footed,  weak. 
p  jU-  sJ-^^Sjli  shihasta-hal,  Indigent,distressed. 
P^U- iiA*«^s/ii/ias<a-^.aZi,  Indigence,distress. 
P  id*-^  shihasta-hhatir,  Disturbed,  af- 

flicted. Offended. 

Pj^^ii&L*i^s7«'Aas!;a-d«7aw,Thepoor,wretched. 
p  shikasta-zahan,  A  stammerer, 

p  jjli^  aXm.^  shihasta-guman,  Contrary,  ad- 
verse, dissentient. 

p  shihasta-viizaj ,  Sick,  ailing. 
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p         &jLJO^  shikasta-wa^a,  Faithless. 
p&lJb  CL>>^jC^shihast-7/afta,  Routed,  defeated. 

p  shahshak,  Sound  of  feet  in  walking. 
ki^Jlj^J^shahshahat,^\\&rp  arms,  or  their  edge. 

A  i^ja^^  shahis,  Bad-tempei'ed. 
A  shak^  (v,  n.  of  ̂ -^)  Tossing  (up  the 

rein),  Shaha^(Y.  n.  of  Groaningmuch.  Be- 
ing pained.  Being  angry.  Being  full  of  grain  (ears 

of  corn).  Shahi^  In  pain,  unable  to  sleep.  Ava- 
ricious, mean.  Sour,  crabbed.  -'b  bata  sha- 

hi^n,  He  passed  the  night  in  pain,  unable  to  sleep. 

p  CL/.Q'C^t  shikaft,  A  cave  or  grotto.  Crooked. 
Twisted.  Uneven,  Shihift,  He  wondered.  Any 

thing  wonderful.  Admiration,surprise.  tvb 

bayad  shihift,  It  is  admirable.  Shikuft,  A  prodigy. 

Magnificence,  Dignity,  authority,  gravity.  Open- 

ing, expanding,  ;S/iMAw^if,Itexpandedorflourished, 
A  miracle.  Reverence,  awe,  fear, 

Pjj  (^jjliiflSCi  shikaftanidan,To  cause  to  be  cleft, 

p  j^fli^  shihaftan,  To  crook,  twist,  make  un- 
even. To  be  cleft.  To  exercise  patience.  Shihiftan, 

To  look  with  wonder.  To  be  amazed,  surprised, 

Shikuftan,  To  open,  expand(as  a  flower).  To  smile, 

p  &ii^s/«'^2//ifa,  Flourishing, florid,  expanded. 
2Ca5w>  (ji  guli  shihufta,  A  new-blown  rose. 

p  ̂̂(yi^ls^J*!  shikiftidan,  To  wonder,  be  amazed. 
p  &A^aM>  shihvfa,  Blossoms  of  a  fruit-tree. 

r  ̂̂^^S^Zishuhftdan, To  blow,  open(as  a  flower). 
shahah,  A  kind  of  guitar.    A  round 

prickly  thorn.  The  noise  made  by  thefeet  in  walking. 

shikak,  (pi.  of'i^^iZi  shihkat)  Arms. 
Wedo-es  driven  between  the  handles  and  heads  of 

hatchets  in  order  to  make  them  more  fast.  Shukak, 
A  camel  of  which  there  is  a  doubt  if  she  be  fat  or 

not.  Shuhuh,{^\.oi'i^J^Zishahihat')  Sects,  crowds. 
Customs,  modes,  usages, 

shihhal,  The  greatest  king  of  India. 

A  i^u)  shahl,  (v.  n.  of  ,J^)  Fettering  (a  horse). 

Girthing  (a  camel).  Ripening  partially  (dates). 
Being  intricate  and  dubious  (an  affair).  Anything 

suitable,  becoming.  Pointing  (a  book),  inserting 

carefully  the  vowel-points  indicating  the  cases  of 
nouns  or  persons  of  verbs  ;  making  plain  and  per- 

spicuous, (pi.  (jK*>j^  ashhul  and  shuhul') 
Figure,  form,  shape,  manner,  mien,  face,  appear- 

ance, effigy,  semblance,  image,  resemblance,  like- 
ness :  mode,  species.  The  graceful  air  of  a  beauti- 

ful woman,  (pi.  ashkal)  Any  thing  doubt- 

ful, obscure,  or  intricate.  An  ear-ring  of  pearls  or 
silver.  A  certain  yellow  and  red  plant.  A  poetic 

license,  wherein  the  measure  ̂ Ji'!:}s■^  fd^latun  be- 
comes fa^latu  by  dropping  the  second  and 

seventh  letters  (thus  combining  the  licenses  of 

khabn  and  {.Jj^ haff^.  shahli  tarbi^ 

A  square  figure,  t^j^jii  [J^^  shahli  dawari,  A 

circular  figure.  fjj\<^X'C  ̂ JL^  shahli  mutawazi, 

A  parallel  figure.                     shaklu'l  mujas- 

sam,  A  solid  body.  j  Iff'^^  (j*  ̂   hazd 
min  hawdya'  wa  tnin  shahli,  This  is  to  my  liking 
and  to  my  taste.  Shikl,  Image,  resemblance,  simi- 

litude. The  graceful  air  of  a  woman.  Shuhl,  (pi. 

of  ashkal)  White  with  an  inclination  to  red 

or  black  (water,  ram,  &c.).  (pi,  of  -f^^SCw*  shahldj-) 
Reddish,  blood-shot  (eyes).  Shakal,  (v.  n.  of  ,J^) 

Being  obscure,  intricate.  Having  whitish  thighs 

(a  sheep).  Being  reddish  (the  eye).  Darting  amo- 
rous glances,  alluring  (a  lovely  woman).  Shuhul, 

( pl.of  J K,«*sA?7ia/)  Horse-tethers  made  of  goats'  hair, 
A  ̂^k^  shaklas,  (fern,  of  ̂ J^^  ashkal)  Red- 

dish (eye).  White-hipped  (sheep).  Need,  necessity, 

A  &3^w»  shuklat,  A  mixtui-e  of  red  and  black, 
A  darkish  colour  of  the  eye  with  a  shade  of  red, 

s.x>\  1^  &yjfihi  shuklat  min  ahihi,  He  bears 
a  resemblance  to  his  father.  Shakilat,  A  coquette. 

p  shakl-navls,  A  portrait-painter. 
p  shihla.  Part  of  a  garment  torn  off  by 

adhering  to  any  thing.  Shihla  or  shakla,  A  piece, 

segment,  slice,  cut. 

p  ̂̂ ^^jkKuj  shiklldan,  To  tear.  To  be  torn,  split. 
To  disturb. 

A  skahn,  (v.  n.  of  jJwj)  Biting.  Recom- 
pensing, returning  one  present  for  another.  Cor- 

rupting or  bribing  (a  judge).  Shuhm,  Recom- 
pense, retribution,  (pi.  of  shakimat)  Bits 

which  the  horse  champs.  Shaham,  (v.  n.  of 

Hungering.    Shahim,  A  lion. 

p  ̂J*i  shikam.  The  belly,  paunch,  stomach;  fat 

tripe.    u_a5^ shihami  kaf,  Palm  of  the  hand. 
["^^  shikami  ran.  Inside  of  the  thigh.  ̂ ,5^ 
'-r'b  shikam  ba  ah  zan,  Practice  of  villainy. 

Giving  or  taking  excessively.  (ji^j^^j^^jW  ̂ ^'^ 

shikam  char  pahlu  kardan.  To  guttle  till  one  is 

ready  to  burst,  jji^.jb-  ̂ ^Zi  shikam  kharidan, 

To  feign,  pretend.  ̂ Jiij  j»5wJ  ba  shikam  raftan. 

To  go  on  the  belly,  to  crawl  as  an  insect.  ̂ ^J^t  lib 
bddi  shikam,  Wind  in  the  bowels,  flatulency. 

shikam-handa,  A  slave  to  his  belly, 

an  epicure.  A  servant  who  works  for  his  board. 

p  ftA^^lu  shikamba,  Bell}',  stomach,  tripe, 

p  CL->^J>^  f^Zi  shikam-parast,  A  pamperer  of 
his  belly,  an  epicure,  a  glutton, 

P J  jj^.  j<X»»s/<«Vea?«-^9ar?yar,  A  sensualist,epicure. 
P       j*,^^  shikam-pech,  A  twisting  of  the  guts. 
Pj\ji>-  shikam-khwdr,  (or  Jj^^^-  shi- 

kam-khwdra)  A  glutton.  Hungry, 

p  ̂j\y>-         shiham-khrodragi.  Gluttony. 
P  ijj^y^         shikam- khrvdri.  Hunger. 

Pj'it^^slij  shikam-ddr,  Big-bellied,  paunchy. 
P  iijii         shikam-dard,  Belly-ache,  gripes. 

p  j«S«i»  shikam-dardmand.  Griped. 
p       ̂ S-^  shikam-7'dn.  Purgative  (medicine). 

p  jj  ̂̂ Zi  shiham-rav,  A  diarrhoea. shikam-shikasta,  A  complaint 

from  indigestion. 



V  ̂̂ ^':ij>  ̂ *5wi  shikam-giriftagi,  Costiveness. 
p  d-Is^       shikam-girifta,Cor\st\pa,tei,  costive. 

A  J^^suij  shuknia,  A  reciprocal  present. 

p  i^^ji^-Mt  shikami,  Skin  of  the  belly.  Big-bel- 
lied.   A  glutton. 

p  f^^^JM  shikan,  A  fold,  wrinkle,  curl.  Defeat, 

rout,  and  flight  of  an  army.  Turning  away  the  face. 
Warmth,  vehemence.  Moroseness.  Roughness, 

severity.  Mildness,  gentleness.  Fraud,  deceit,  cun- 
ning. Eating.  Mastication.  A  beating  of  time  in 

music.  A  catch,  glee,  song,  (in  compos.)  Break- 
ing. Shrinking,  shrivelling,  constringing. 

Axils-  sMkanijama,  A  fold  in  a  garment.  ̂ —S^j  i^^^ 

slukani  zvlf,  A  curl.  ̂   shikanhayi  ham, 
The  wrinkles  in  the  roof  of  the  mouth.  ̂ ^^^ 

dushman-shihan,  A  conqueror  of  enemies. 

1^^^^  takat-shikan,  Breaking  the  strength,  render- 
ing powerless.  Shikin  or  shakn,l^a,xneof  a  country, 

p  u.>d5>ll>  shikamb,  The  belly. 

p\j\  {^'i^^ shikamb-aha,  (\^\  {....j^i^jji shikarnb- 
awa,  or  \j  sliikamb-wa)  Tripe-broth. 

p  h^x^sCm  shikamba,  The  tripe. 

p  ̂ 5«ii  shikanj,  A  ply,  fold.  The  twisting  or 
coiling  of  a  rope.  A  knot.  Confusion,  intricacy, 

twisting.  A  red  serpent.  Fraud,  deceit.  A  beat- 

ing of  time  in  music.  Sound,  tune,  musical  me- 
lody. Torture,  rack.  A  fragment.  A  brickbat.  An 

eruption  of  the  body.  Shikunj,  A  plucking,  pinch. 

p  shikanj  ad,  A  bookbinder's  press. 
p  «^  s/ii^a/ya, Pain, torture ;  rack;  stocks. 

ease. 

A  bookbinder's  press.  Mtr*^  shikanja  kar- 
dan,  To  punish,  to  torture  with  the  rack. 

shihanjidan,  To  put  to  the  rack. 

To  put  in  a  press.    To  bind  (a  book). 

p  i^j^J^  shahand  or  shikand,  Mud-worms. 

Pj\d  shikan-dar,  Wrinkled. 
Ftij^J^shikana,  A.n  amorous  glance.  Aporcupine. 

A        skahrv,  (v.  n.  of       for^^)  Complain- 

ino-.    Relating  a  state  of  one's  maladies.    A  dis- 
A  small  camel. 

A  ̂jS^s/m^roa',  A  complaint,  p  jwU  \^^shak- 
Tva'-nama,  Letters  of  complaint  or  condolence, 

p  <^^Jm  shtikub,  A  napkin.    A  turban. 

A  'ij.'^Zi  shakwat,  (pi.  O^^^m*  shakawat  and 
■^Kmi  shikai)  A  water  or  milk-bottle  (made  of  the 
skin  of  a  sucking  kid). 

A  sJialiuscLf,  (or  ̂̂ Mishaliusa  yDoAAer. 

p^ji^  shu  or  shiJmkh,  A  slip,  stumble,  fall. 
vid^^^shihuhhandaovshukuhhanda,  Stum- 

bling, tripping.  Alarmed. 
p  &5- shuhuhha,  A  slip,  tumble, 

p  i^Sss- ̂ iui  shuhuhJiidagl,  A  stumble, 

p  jjt>.x»-j^^  shu,  ska,  or  shikuhhidan,T!o  stum- 

ble and  recover  one's  self.  To  fear,  to  be  alarmed. 
X  j^Jm  shakur,  Grateful.  Satisfied  with  little, 

yet  becoming  fat  (cattle).  One  of  the  names  of  God 

(as  requiting  the  services  of  his  servants,  or  being 
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satisfied  with  little,  and  rewarding  munificently). 

Shuhur,  (v.  n.  of ̂ J*>)  Returning  thanks  (to  God), 
acknowledging  (his)  favours,  praising  (him)  for 

(his)  benefits. 
p shuhur,  An  animal  which  roots  up  and 

eats  dead  bodies. 

p  ( — shukuf,  A  cleft,  fissure. 

p  \s^^  shukuf  a,  Flourishing. 

p  i^yi^i^Zt  shuhuftan.  To  open,  blow,  blossom. 
To  wonder. 

p  n^^^  shukufta,  Open,  blown. 

p  ISiJt^Zi  shikufanda,  Cleaving,  notching. 

p  sSj^Jm  shikufa,  Blossom  of  fruit-bearing  trees. 
Vomit.  ts^J^shikufasisang,  Abloom  which 
grows  on  certain  stones,  and  is  used  medicinally. 

¥f^^s^JMshukufidan,To  blow,bloom,flourish. 
To  open.  To  notch.   To  break.  To  put  to  flight. 

A  LdJ_jSCi»  shahuk,  (pi.  uiLi*  shukk)  A  camel  of 
the  fatness  of  whose  bunch  a  doubt  is  entertained 

on  account  of  its  hairiness.  Shukuk,  (pi.  of  \ «*> 

shakk)  Doubts,  suspicions. 

p  i^^Mt  shukul,  Celerity,  agility,  promptitude. 

A  J^w*  shukul,  (pi.  of  (J^)  Figures,  forms. 
p  &}^5^  shukula,  A  hard,  full  nut. 

P(jtNjJ»xJjs/jM/ioZif/an,Todistiirb:mix,confound. 
p  sj^jJii shukuna.  Inverted,  turned  upside  down. 
p  shihuh,  Fear,  terror.  Shukoh, Majesty, 

magnificence,dignity,grandeur,power;train,pomp, 

attendance.  Gravity,  reverence.  A  small  town. 

p  (J  Jooli ̂ 5w*  shukohamdan,  To  carry  one's  self with  gravity. 

p  ̂j^^^  shukohmand,  Grave. 

p  ̂liJi^jSCi*  shukohmandi.  Decorum. 

p  ̂^S^  s/izAo/ian;',  A  certain  triangular  thorn. 
p  '^i^^ij^  shikuha7idag'i,  Fear.  A  slip,  slide, 

fall.  The  stumbling  or  tripping  of  a  horse.  Shu- 
kohandagi,  Magnificence,  respectability,  display. 

p  i^jjjt^^Jlishikuhanda,  Fearful,  timid.  Shuko- 
handa,  Great.  Decorating,  adorning.    A  listener. 

p  &s> shukoha,  Beauty,  gracefulness,  orna- 

ment, elegance.  Austerity,  gravity.  Magnificence. 
A  kind  of  thistle. 

p  ̂ ^SsS> shikuhidan,  To  fear,  to  be  terror- 
struck.  Shuhohidan,  To  be  grave,  venerable.  To 

be  elegant.  To  listen  and  yield  obedience. 

p  hs^^Jm  shihuhida,  Terrified.  A  stumbling 
horse.  Shuhohida,  Distinguished  for  gravity  and 

stateliness.  Attentive  to  another's  words.  Adorned. 

A  Ij^J^  shahwa',  (v.  n.  of  ̂JJ^)  Lamenting, 
complaining.  Making  sick,  afflicting.  Complaint, 
lamentation.  A  disease. 
p  shihuh,  Fear.  Shukuh,  Majesty,  gravity. 

Elegance,  beauty.  Ornament,  decoration. 

p  ̂^SXfi^  shikihidan,  To  be  agitated,  grieved. 

A  j^SCi*  shahka',  Name  of  a  place  in  Armenia, 

whence  they  bring  bridles  and  skins.  Shukka',  A 
rough  or  sharp  bridle. 

A  (_^^  shakhi,  Doubtful,  {^f^  shakkl- 
mizdj,  Undetermined,  wavering,  hesitating. 

A  '^^^Jlishakiy,  Habitually  complaining,  queru- 
lous. Lamentable,  deserving  to  be  complained  of. 

Complained  of.  Pained,  indisposed.  Slightly  ailing. 

p  Lr^  t^^  shikib,  Patience.  Patient. 

p  shihiba,  Extremely  patient. 

p  f^\tj\..,j^J^shikibamdan,To  exhort  to  patience. 
To  render  patient. 

p  ̂3Ljk5«i»  shikibast,  Long-sufiering,  toleration, 
patience.  13  na  shikibaJi,  Impatience. 

p  ̂jiiJO.Ljk^suI*  shikibayldan.  To  be  patient,  to bear  patiently. 

p  St^juj^Sw)  shikibanda.  Patient,  long-suffering. 

p  ̂(XOk^S^  shikibidan,  To  be  patient. 
A  shakiyat,  (v.  n.  of  ,_^>^)  Complaining, 

lamenting,  exposing  (one's  circumstances).  Re- 
lating (a  state  of  one's  maladies).  Making  sick, 

afflicting.  Remainder,  residue. 

pj^Jli  shakir,  A  sort  of  peach. 

A  shakir,  {j^I.^Jm  shuhur)  Bark  of  a  tree. 
The  small  leaves  which  are  round  palm-branches. 

Any  thing  growing  round  about  the  root  of  a  large 
tree.  Soft,  limber  twigs  growing  amongst  others 

hard  and  dry.  A  vine  sprung  from  a  shoot.  New 

grass  springing  up  amongst  that  which  is  old  and 
sear.  A  young  shoot  or  palm-sapling.  Small  herb- 

age, foliage,  feathers,  or  hairs  mixed  witli  larger. 
Hairs  about  the  neckandface.  Small  camels.  Hairs 

at  the  root  of  a  horse's  mane. 
shakish,  A  sack,  bag  made  of  reeds. 

A  {^jAi^^Lt  shakis,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 
p  CLJiJjI)  shikeftjWonder.  Patience,endurance. 

p  shikeftan.  To  wonder.  To  be  patient. 

A  shakikat,  (pi.  i-iJJKji»  shakank  and 
shukuh)  A  sect,  multitude,  crowd,  people. 

Custom,  way,  manner,  fashion.  A  fruit-basket. 
The  throat,  the  gullet. 

A  J>JwJs/ta/ii/,  Well-shaped,  handsome.  Blood 
mixed  with  foam  on  the  bit  of  a  bridle. 

p  ̂y^^^  skikil,  A  horse-tether  of  goats'  hair. 
Fraud,  deceit,  stratagem.  The  chain  by  which  the 

knife  or  dagger  hangs  to  the  girdle  (the  Persians 

in  general  stick  it  loose  into  the  girdle  itself).  The 

bars  or  spars  of  wood  which  keep  the  different  parts 

of  a  gate  together.  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  shakvn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^)  Biting.  The  ear 
orhandleofapot.  (pl.of&*v^<^s/m/ji?/ia<)Bridle-bits. 
A  shahimat,  (pi.  shakasim, 

shukm,  andj,ji^s/«a/<im)Bitof  the  bridle.  Malice. 
Badness  of  temper.  Pride.  Image,  resemblance. 

Self-preservation  from  oppression.  A  loathing,  dis- 

daining. The  hunting  beast  called  cheeta.  Venom. 

Rust,  soil,  dirt.  &c\^-i.l^  >^.^>^  shadidu'sh  shahi- 
mat. Refractory,  untractable,  refusing  the  bit. 

p  shakina,A  large  oblong  jar  in  which 

grain  is  kept.    A  goad. 



p       shaga,  (shuga,  or        shagah)  A  quiver, 

p  lilCi*  shagad  or  shigdd,  Rustam's  brother, 
p  J^Zi  shagar,  A  jackal.    Shigar,  Any  thing 

eatable.    Shugar,  A  coal. 

P  ̂   \j\S^Mi  shigar-ahanj ,  A  wooden  instrument 
with  an  iron  hook,  used  by  bakers  in  drawing  any 

thing  out  of  ovens. 

p  ̂y^.^  shagal,  A  jackal.  Shigal,  A  deep  chan- 
nel excavated  by  a  torrent.  Fetters  for  a  horse. 

Shugal,  Charcoal.    The  cud. 

p  isJlCij  shagala,  All,  the  whole. 

p  jAllX(i>  shugallv,  Dressed  on  the  coals. 
p  *3lCl>  shagana,  Bow  of  a  violin.    A  cradle. 

p  sliagawand,  Name  of  a  mountain. 

p  [^yJiZi  shagpuy,  Noise  of  the  feet  in  walking. 

p shi  or  shugai',  A  porcupine,  hedgehog. 
p  shigarf  or  shagarf,  Rare,  fine,  good, 

beautiful,  excellent,  glorious.  Great,  venerable, 

respectable,  generous.  Amiable,  acceptable.  Strong, 

thick.  Robust,  vigorous.  Boiled.  Laxative,  ape- 
rient. Suppurative.  A  good,  brave,  magnificent 

man.  Wonder. 

p  CL^sXZi  shigift,  Wonder,  astonishment. 

p  ̂^^iflXfcu  shiguftagi,  State  of  flourishing. 
p  i^j^sSiui  sJdgiftan,  To  have  patience.  To  be 

imazed,  astonished.  Skiguftan,  To  blossom,  blow. 

p  a-Ia^  shigvfta,  Blossomed,  blown. 

p^\s-  iCsXSli  sliigufta-liliatir,  Happy-minded. 

p  j)j  iCSiXJm  shigufta-ru,  Of  placid  countenance. 
p  ̂ ^Si^sSMishigiffidanfTohe  amazed,  astonied. 

p  i^i^xoXm*  shigifidan,  To  be  astonished. 

p  ̂y^i^  shigil,  A  tether  for  a  horse  or  a  mule. 

A.  string  tied  round  a  sparrow's  leg. 
p  f^*M  shugun,  An  ausjjicious  omen. 
p shugivar,  Sad,  mourning. 

p  i^^^^Jm  shiguftan,  To  admire.  To  flourish, 
Dpen,  bud,  expand  as  a  flower. 

p  &5^^X«i7«"^/M/}7,  A  flower,  blossom,  jmi  ts^^ 
iJ^Lij^shigufasi  sari  kudak,  A  disease  which  causes 

the  hair  or  eyelashes  to  drop  off",  (jti;^  eJ shi- 
gufa  hardan,  To  expand,  blow,  or  flourish. 

p^j^  shugun,  A  good  omen.  Augury,  presage. 

p  e^>^^  shuguna,  Inverted,  topsy-turvy. 

p  \^^Zi  sliaguniya,  A  diviner,  augur. 
p  slial,  One  who  can  take  nothing  in  his 

hands,  as  being  disjointed,  paralytic,  or  stiff".  A 
kind  of  thin,  coloured  leather,  used  in  lining  boots, 

and  in  giving  a  finish  to  a  saddle.  The  thigh  of  a 
man.  Name  of  a  town  in  the  district  of  Mukan. 

C.w*)ii  ̂ yZi  shall  dast,  Palsied  in  the  hands.  Shil, 

A  spear,  javelin,  halbert ;  trident,  fizgig,  harpoon. 
Shil  or  shul,A  sort  of  quince.  Shul,  Soft,  languid. 

A  J^5/iaZZ,(v.n.of5'i*)Driving (camels).  Sew- 
ing (clothes)  with  wide  stitches,  basting.  Being 

withered,  dried  up  (the  hand).     Shedding  tears. 
A        shala,  A  limb,  member.  The  body. 

A        shallas,{{em.oi^\ashall)  (A  woman) 
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with  a  dried  paralytic  hand.  Withered  and  palsied 

(hand).  ̂ Dim-sighted,  blind  (eye). 

A  jLj^/lo  shallafat,  A  whore.    A  concubine. 

A  ij^Js^  shalak,  Impudent,  seditious.  Flagella- 
tion. A^stick,  whip,  scourge. 

A  shallah,  A  smallbag,  carried  by  beggars. 

A  J^L^  shildl,  Dispersed  men.  Drivers  of  ca- 

mels. J^-^  ̂   Id  shaldli,  May  thy  hand  not  wither  ! 

A  (J"iijl>  shalldl,  A  furious  driver. 

A  b^/ilj  shaldr/a  of'i^p^shallyat^Remams of  property. 

p  (^>,':^Jii  shaldyin,  Disgustingly  importunate. 
A  l:uL^  shalbisd,  An  electuary  for  curing  the 

palsy  and  a  distorted  mouth. 

p  ̂ijy^J^  shalpuy,  Noise  of  feet  in  walking. 

A'i\Z»  shullat,  Intention.  The  intention  or  ob- 

ject ofajourney .  Shullat  or  shallat, 'Remote  business. 
p  jULi*  shiltdk,  A  dispute  with  one  upon  false 

grounds,  accusation,  litigation.  A  tumult. 

p  tilykLi  shaltoh,  Rice  still  in  the  husk. 
p  esILo  shalta,  A  mixen,  dunghill. 

A  i^^^^^!^  shulsdn,  (another  mode  of  writing 
jjllaLei  sultan)  An  emperor,  sultan,  soldan. 
A  shaljam,  A  turnip. 

A  A^shalhds,{or  \^shalha')(^\.J^shulh) 
A  sharp  sword. 

shillahf,  Tottering,  weakly  by  na- 
ture. Thick  (foot).  A  fat  fool. 

A        shalhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ■^')  Dividing  by  a  blow of  a  sword.  A  round  (of  musquetry),  a  discharge. 

Root,  origin.  Race,  stock.  Spermaviri.  Vulva. 

A  L— *Sfc^  shalhhab,  A  stammerer,  stutterer. 
'L^^^  shalahht,  A  kick  on  the  backside. 

p  sl^^  shalahht  a,  A  kick  on  the  backside. 

A  f^Jt^"^ shillahlif,  Nodding,  shaking  thehead, 

staggering,  tottei'ing. 
A  (JLi.L^s/!aZs/m/, Urine  scattered  about  in  drops. 

Shilshdl,(Y.n.  of  ̂ ^zIm  Q)Scatteringurine(aboy). 

A  shalshal,  (Water  or  blood)  which  falls 

drop  by  drop.  Shulshul,  Having  little  flesh,  lean. 
Light,  nimble,  active,  fit  for  employment.  Shul- 

sltul  or  shalshal,  Active  and  ready  in  serving  others, 
social,  friendly. 

A  is.Li)^  shalshalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Letting 

(water)  fall  drop  by  drop.  Trickling  with  blood 

(a  sword).    Scattering  urine  about  (a  boy). 

A  k).^  shalt,  A  knife.  Shilat,  (pi.  of  s7«7- 

tai)  Long  and  slender  arrows. 
A  -^'UaJ.XIj  shaltds,  A  knife. 

A  &lai*k»  shiltat,  A  long  slender  arrow. 

A         shalgh,  A  breaking  (another's  skull), 

p  piljiJi  shalgham,  A  turnip,  rape, 

p  \j  ̂Lii  shalgham-wd,  Turnip-porridge, 
p  &ALi>  shilgha,  (or  *£Lij)  A  corn  or  hay-fork. 
P  I  slialf,  A  strumpet.  A  river  in  Africa. 

P  IoIjIIj  shilfd,  A  corn  or  hay-fork, 
p  shalfina  or  slittlfina,  Vulva. 
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p  &^aL2j  s/ta^3/a,Vulva.  &*flL2*  8ua)^  alfiya  shal- 

fiya,  Name  of  a  lascivious  book. 
A  J^wj  shalh,  The  stroke  given  by  a  scourge. 

Laceration  of  the  ear  lengthwise.  Discharge  or  re- 

port of  a  gun.  Coition.  V  f^^^ ̂Ji^  shalkhajxlan, 
To  discharge  fire-arms,  a  Shilk  ovshalih,  A  kind 
of  small  fish  :  an  eel. 

A  -^UiLij  sliilhas,  A  knife. 

A  &fllji  shilhat,  The  eggs  of  the  Lybian  lizard. 

Shalahat,  A  wooden  mallet.  Horse-breakers, 

p  shilhat,  (in  Gilan)  A  goose, 

p  Ciil^  shalk,  A  leech.  Shilk,  Black  viscous 

clay,  in  which  the  feet  stick.  Shalak,  A  young  tree. 

p  shalkd,  A  leech.  Shilkd,  Black  and  ad- 
hesive mud. 

p  shilhali,  A  drain.    A  spout. 

A  ̂y^J^shalal,  (v.  n.of  jJJj)  Being  withered  (the 

hand).  Di-iving  (camels).  A  spot  in  a  garment 
which  cannot  be  washed  out.  SJJj  ̂   Id  shalalan, 

May  thy  hand  not  wither !  Shidal  or  shulul,  Ac- 
tive and  ready  in  serving  others,  social,  friendly. 

p  shalal-gosh,  A  dog  with  long  and 

shaggy  ears. 

p  jJJj  shalm,  A  traveller's  shoe.     Shalam,  A 
turnip.  Shili'm  or  shihn.  The  tears  or  gum  of  a  tree. 
Shulmn,  Contention, quarrel, strife.  An  unjustand 
violent  seizure  :  oppression,  tyranny. 

A  ̂>^***  shalam  or  shaliyn,  Jerusalem. 
A        shillam,  Sparks  of  anger, 

p  Uj-jUoSj  shilmdh,  Barley-water.  Bread  grated 

and  boiled  with  a  little  watei-,  sugar,  or  honey. 
p  ftjl^vwij  shalmdha  or  shalamdba,  Turnip- water. 

Boiled  turnips. 

A^-Jl^wii  shalmdnasar,  Shalmanassar. 

A  ̂j)}^  shalmak,  A  very  old  woman, 
p  Liljulj  shalmak,  Name  of  a  medicine. 

py..^J^  shalmiz.  Fenugreek. 

PLlXA^shalang  or  shiling, 'Preparation  made  by 
runners  previous  to  ajourney  or  race  of  importance. 

a_jLSj  shalm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Liu  for_jLii)  Going  away. 

Carrying  off".    Shilw,  (pi.  ashldi)  A  limb, 
member,  joint  of  a  slaughtered  animal.  The  body, 

p  jLij  sJiilv,  Stature  of  the  body. 

Pj^ji***  shalivdr,  a[so  shulmdr,  Inner  breeches, 
drawers  reaching  to  the  feet  (the  outer  breeches  are 

called  jjV^  ̂wm&an),sailors'  or  travellers' trousei's. 
Ptij,ij^_jLi!js/taZrear-&aracZ,Fastening  of  breeches. 
A  i^iJit  shilwat,  A  piece,  part,  portion, 

p  iJ}^yZt  shaluk,  A  leech. 
A  (JjLij  shalul,  Active  and  ready  in  serving 

others ;  social,friendly.Aged(she-camel  or  woman) 

A  p shalum,  Name  of  a  certain  prophet, 
p         shalun,  An  animal  of  the  jackal  species, 

p  ̂  shuluhaj,  (or  CiJ-8>_jL^)  A  kind  of  thistle, p  isi^  shala,  A  sentence  of  death  by  the  law  of 

retaliation.  ̂ f/twZa,  A  dish  called  shula  pilaw.  The 

wood  or  coal-storehouse  in  baths. 
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p  ftL^  shalla,  An  idol.  A  narrow  way,  defile. 

A  strip  of  a  garment.  Shalla  or  shulla,  A  mixen, 

dunghill.  Shulla,  Vulva.   A  menstruous  cloth. 

p  ̂jIaU*  shall/ah,  The  constellation  of  the  Lyre. 

A  'il\J^  shaViTjat,  (pi.  b^L^  shalaya)  Remains 
of  cattle.  A  piece  (of  meat),  portion  (of  the  night), 

part  (of  a  mountain). 

A  •,^^Zt  shalihh,  A  small  carpet,  mat,  or  cushion, 
on  which  they  kneel  at  prayer.  Sound,  noise,  echo. 

P  ̂i^^^  shalihha,  The  companions  of  Jesus. 
A  iJ^^J^  shatik,  YoWey,  discharge  of  fire-arms. 

•p^y^JM  slialilyioY  Js-Am*)  a  red  and  white  peach. 
A  ̂AJiishalU,  (pl.&i/i»\  as/w7Zai)  A  garment  worn 

under  a  coat  of  mail;  also  a  short  coat  of  mail  un- 

der a  larger.  Woollen  or  hair-cloth,  used  as  co- 

vering (for  horses).  Snot,  snivel.  The  middle  of 
a  channel,  where  deepest.  The  marrow  of  the  neck. 

The  swell  of  flesh  upon  the  back. 

p  ̂   sham,  Terror,  flight.  The  tail.  Deceit, 
fraud,  trick.  Distance.  Terrified,  astonished,  fear- 

ing. Distui'bed,  distracted.  A  subterraneous  habi- 
tation. A  house  for  the  accommodation  of  travel- 

lers, a  caravansera.  A  place  for  cattle.  A  nail. 

Name  of  a  wrestler,  (for  shavam)  I  am,  or 

may  be.  Shum,  Rustic  or  travelling  shoes,  coarsely 
made  of  undressed  leather,  and  fastened  to  the  feet 

with  straps. 

A  shamm,  (v.  n.  of  J^^i)  Smelling,  scenting, 
Becoming  proud.  The  sense  of  smell.  Shumm,  (pi. 

of       ashamm)  High  (mountains). 

pl»^s/ia?wa,  Apastile.  Naked.  Shuma,Ye.  You. 

A        shama,  (for  ̂ ♦*")  Wax,  wax-taper. 

A  -^lX<i»  shammas,  (fern,  of  j»«»^)  High-nosed. 
A  Olv^  shamat,  (v.  n.  of  lIav**)  Rejoicing  at 

the  distress  of  another.  Shimat,  (or  (]_j>\-»«>  sha- 

mata')  Persons  deceived  by  vain  hopes,  disap- 
pointed in  their  expectation. 

A  shamatat,  (v.  n.  of  CL***^)  Rejoicing 

at  another's  misfortunes.  Clamour,  noise,  tumult. 

A  ̂^-v^  shamdj,  Any  trifle  (as  skin  or  stone  of 
grapes,  thrown  away  when  eating).  Barley-bread. 

p  ̂ XJ^  shamahh,  A  bandage  for  trussing  the 
breasts.  Shamahh  or  shammahh,  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

A  shimaz,  (v.  n.  of  tS^ji)  Being  impreg- 

nated (a  she-camel),  of  which  she  gives  proof  by 

cocking  her  tail.  Being  fecundated  (a  palm-tree). 

Ajlvj*  shamar,  (or  'ij^  shamarai)  Fennel. 
Pjlv-J  shhnar,  A  kind  of  very  hard  wood,  from 

which  the  handles  of  tools  are  made.  Fennel.  >S/ii^- 

war,Number,  numeration,  reckoning,computation. 

An  equal  number.  Thereabouts.  Ten  millions.  A 

troop,crowd,multitude.  Like, resembling.  Fiiend- 

ship,  love.  An  incurable  wound,  (in  comp.)  Num- 

bering, counting,  numerous  as.  jVv*>  anjum- 
shmnur,  Numerous  as  the  stars.  ^J,  hi  shumar, 

Innumerable.  Jjjjlv-J  rozi  sliumar,  The  day  of 

reckoning,  i.  e.  the  last  day.  J^^jyn^^  ̂ shari 
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mor-shumar,  An  army  numerous  as  the  ants. 
p         shumara,  You,  to  you. 

Pj\y\j^^  shumar-afraz,  A  rosary. 

A  ̂J'.^shamarihjiov  ̂ J^^shamdrlhJTorn, 
cut  (garment). 

Vj^j\^  shumdr-hdr,Vla.ce  of  the  last  judgment. 

p  5l^jU«i  shumdr-gdh,  A  counting-house. 

■pjff  shumdr-gir,  A  numberer,  accountant. 
Cultivating  friendship. 

p  shumaj^anda,  A  teller,  numberer. 

p  Jjlv-J  shumara.  Number,  computation. 
p  shumari,  Counting.  A  rosary. 

A  ̂ J^^  shamdrij,  (pi.  o{  ̂ j^)  Idle  lies. 
A  shamdnkh,  (pi.  of  ̂);«*»»  and  ̂  

Clusters  of  dates.  Summits  of  mountains. 

p  j^ii^jLU>J  shumar'idan,  To  number,  count,  tell, calculate.  To  be  counted. 

p  shumdrida,  Numbered,  told. 

A  s^jl^jjj  shumdzizat,  A  timorous  woman.  A 
contraction. 

A  f^\^sh'bnds,  (v.  n.  of  (^v*»)  Being  vicious, 
enduring  no  rider,  or  throwing  him  (a  horse). 

A  shammds,  (pi.  iwoL^  shamamisaf) 

A  Christian  priest  or  deacon  ;  a  shaveling.  Name 

of  the  man  who  first  established  fire-worship. 
p  shamasdn,  Name  of  a  champion  of 

Turan  ;  also  one  of  Iran. 

p^j\xui\^  s/<a?na52yaK.,Christian  ministers,  dea- 
cons. Followers  of  the  fire-worshipper  Shammas. 

A  ̂ ^{^  shamashim.,  Fresh  dates  remaining  on 
the  bunch. 

A  (^lvi»s/mmas,Haste,expedition.  O\iio_jl»- 

^^"^  J  {^jo\^  jariyatun  zdtu  shimds  wa  mildsin, 
A  girl,  light,  delicately  formed,  somewhat  saucy. 

A  shimat,  Pot-herbs  and  spiceries  put  into 

victuals  whilst  di'essing. 

A^^\^*tishamdtit,  (pi. of  la^^A^ shimtit')  Scat- 
tered companies.    Worn-out,  tattered  garments. 

A  Ua_*ls>lvii  shamdfitan,  Scatteredly. 

A  ̂•♦'^  shammd^  A  maker  of  wax-candles. 
p  Si^ipl^i*  sltarndghanda,  Stinking,  fetid.  A 

stinking  woman. 

p  (J^^.Jv5•\.♦^^  shamdfjhidan,  To  stink. 
Ai^\^shamsal,  {or  ̂J[^  shamsaW)  (pi. 

shamdMl)  The  north. 
A  (Jlv«»  shamdl,  North  (wind  or  quarter).  The 

left  hand.  Shimdl,  (pi.  ashmid,  ,Jjlvi»  sha- 
mdnl,  and  shujrml)  The  left  hand.  Left  hands. 

A  bad  omen.  (pi.  O^l^  shimdldt)  The  north 

wind.  Swift  (she-camel).  A  reaper's  handful  of 

corn.  A  mark  upon  a  sheep's  udder,  (pi.  (JjUjSj 
shamdsil)  Disposition,  innate  quality,  A  bag  put 

upon  the  dugs  of  cattle  to  prevent  their  being  sucked. 

A  sheath,  cover.  JL^jijj  (j^^  as-hdhiya- 
min  u  shhndl,Those  to  the  right  and  left,  p  lib 

hddi  shimdl,  (a  Jl*^  (•i**^  nas'imi  shimdl)  North 
wind,  Boreas.  A  JU«»        bilddi  shimdl,  North- 

ern  region  or  coast.  Jl^  yadi  shvmal.  The  left 

hand.  ji  zu'sh  shimdlayn,  Ambidexter. 
p  (Jlv«*  shimdl.  Good  nature. 

A  O  sliimdldt,  (pi.  of  Jl^i*  shimdl)  North- ern winds  or  resfions. 
o 

P  jj  shimdl-ru.  Facing  the  north. 
p  W  shimdl-namd.  Mariner's  compass. 
p  is3l»<^  shamdla,  A  candle.    A  kind  of  rice. 

A  shamdliy.  Northern.  A  cold  day. 

A^y^\^shamdtil,(^pl.  of  J^U*^  shumlul)  Small 
quantities  (of  rain,  men,  or  fruits).  (A  robe)  made 

of  small  pieces.  Scattered  twigs  or  branchlets. 

^y2^,Jl>  \^i3>h  zahabu  shamdlil.  They  went  away 
scattered,  and  in  separate  companies. 

A  shammdm,  (or  shammdmat)  An 

odoriferous  melon,  of  the  bigness  of  a  small  colo- 

cynth,  striped  red,  green,  and  yellow. 
A  C->Ul!ti2j  shammdmdt,  Fragrant  things. 

A  &*<wclv*»  shamdmisat,  (pi.  of  shammds) 

Christian  priests  or  deacons. 

p  i!s<lv-»  shamdma,  A  perfumed  pastile.  Naked. 

A  musical  pipe  composed  of  unequal  reeds.  £jd\^ 

J shamdmaA  haf  ii7;The  sun.  The  moon.  Light. 

The  day.  &<«l»j*»  &*li>-  khdmasi  mahabbat- 
shamdma,  A  pen  perfumed  with  friendship. 
p  .s/tamaw,  Groaning.  Weeping,  sobbing. 

Terrified.  Crazed.  Frantic  or  fainting  from  thirst. 

Lamentation,  loud  and  continued  clamour.  Thirst. 

p  jjiiJkil*^  shamdmdan.  To  disturb,  perplex, 
confound.  To  deprive  of  sense.  To  be  disturbed, 

perplexed,  confounded.  To  lose  one's  senses.  To fear.    To  faint  from  thirst. 
p  shmndydn.  You,  ye. 

p  ̂J^W"*  shamdsil  or  shimdsil,  Good  qualities. 

aa*«js?"  7i/uy«sta-s/ia9?iajz7,Happy-tempered. 

Shimdsil,  A  young  shoot.  A  rivulet.  A  small 

company  of  persons. 
A  (JjI*^  shamdsil.  North  winds  or  regions,  (pi. 

of  JU*»»  shimdl)  Virtues,  talents,  abilities  of  mind 

and  body.    Left  hands. 
A  shamdsim,  (pi.  of  &*>v-*  shamimat) 

Odours,  perfumes. 

A  shambdf,  Clean-teethed  and  sweet- breathed  (girl). 

p  ijj^x^  shampuri,  Forcible,  violent,  compul- 
sive, unnatural. 

A  'iX^  shammat,  One  odour.    One  smell  at. 
p         shamj  or  shammaj,  A  grotto,  cavern. 

A  shamj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ v-j)  Sewing  with  long 
stitches,  basting.    Making  haste.  Mixing. 

A  'ij^^  shamj arat,  A  running  away  in  terror. 
A  shamaja'.  Swift  (she-camel). 
A  1»W****  slnmhdt,  (or  sharnhat)  Dispro- 

portionately long. 
A  IsjS"****  shumhut.  Long. 

A  shamhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  high  and 
lofty,    jnfljb         sliamahha  hi  anfihif  He  was 
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high-nosed,  i.e.  haughty.  Shamahh,  Remote  and 
high  (design). 

A  ̂ v-*  sliummahh,  (pi.  of  shamihK)  High. 
High-nosed,  haughty. 

aJC^**^  sliamahhtar,  (from  Pjlo-\  shum- 
a^/«<ar)Unfortunate,bornundei"an  unhappy  planet. 
Mean,  ignoble. 

A  shummakhr,  Proud,  pompous. 

A  ij^^  shamkharat,  Greatness,  pomp,  pride. 
Ajsr'^s/tmma^/t^ors/mmwia^A^jSharp-sighted. 

Large-sized  (man  or  camel). 

A  'ij^***  shumrnakhzat ,  A  great  age. 

A  'ij}^^^****  shummakhzizat,  Great  age,  fulness 
of  days. 

A  shatnz,  (v.  n.  of  3«»^)  Being  impregnated 

(a  she-camel),  and  cocking  her  tail  to  give  intima- 

tion of  the  same.Pull  ing  upone'sdrawers  or  breeches. 
Being  fructified  (a  palm-tree).  Stuffing  a  clout  into 
herself  to  prevent  a  prolapse  of  the  womb  (a  woman), 

p  6.,^  shamaz,yW\te  hre&A.  Pale  lapis  lazuli. 

A  iSX'^  shummaz,  (pi.  of  li^l^ii  shamiz^  (Ca- 
mels) pregnant,  or  shewing  signs  of  it.  Fructified, 

fruitful  palm-trees. 
A  sMmzar,  A  swift  pace. 

A  »j\3v»jS>s/wm2:ara<,  Light,  smart,  active  (lad). 
A  swift  pace. 

A  shamazat,  The  means  of,  or  access  to, 

fructification  (spoken  of  a  youngfemale  palm-tree). 

AjiS»»-ii  .ihamzar  or  shimzar,  A  swift  pace. 

A j^shamr,  (v.n.ofjv-*)  Walking  with  nicety, 
circumspection,  or  with  a  haughty  air.  Going  fast. 

Drawing  (any  thing)  together.  Pruning  (the  palm- 
tree).  Shimr,  Liberal.  Alert,  expeditious,  expert. 

Penetrating,  quick-sighted,  examining  with  atten- 
tion. Shamar,  Name  of  a  tract  in  Arabia  contain- 

ing many  towns  and  villages.  Shimar,'Na,me  of  one 
of  YazTd's  generals,  who  slew  Husayn  in  the  plains 
of  Karbala ;  and  hence  now  means,  vile,  infamous. 

p shamar,  A  rivulet.  A  small  tank  or  cis- 

tern. Any  hollow  place  where  water  collects  and 

stagnates,  in  a  rock,  at  the  foot  of  a  tree,  &c.  A 

whirlpool.  Cream. 

A  Jv-J  shimirr,  Great  (misfortune). 

A^^^v^s/^/ ?/i?-aj, (pi. ̂ lv^s/ia?«ary)  An  idlelie. 
A  ̂^/»*^  shimrahh,  (pi.  sliamarikh^  A 

branch  or  cluster  of  dates  or  grapes.  The  summit 

of  a  mountain.  The  higher  part  of  a  cloud.  A  white 
mark  from  the  forehead  of  a  horse  to  his  nose. 

A  s^\j^  sldmrakhiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A  Sjv*»  shamrat  or  shumrat,  Fennel.  Shimrat, 

The  gait  of  a  corrupt  and  mischievous  man. 

A  Zj*^  shumruj,  Cloth  of  a  flimsy  texture. 

A  shamrajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jJ^  Q)  Sewing 
badly  or  widely.  Mixing  lies  in  one's  speech.  Nurs- 

ing well,  rearing  carefully. 

A  jw>-j^  shamrahhatjK  cutting  of  date-clusters, 
A  is^ii;^  shamardat,  A  swift  she-camel. 
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p  ̂dj^Zi  .ihwnurdagi,  Numeration. 

A  Jii^v-*  sJia7na7'dal,(ori^'djJlishamarzal)'Bea.n- tiful,  swift,  long,  tall  (camel  or  any  other  thing). 

P  ̂ ^i^Zi  shumurdan,  To  number,  reckon,  com- 
pute, count.  To  give,  ̂ ^dj^  CL>-'0^  fursat  sUu- 

murdan,To  findor  regard  a  convenient  opportunity, 

p  ii^^  slMinurda,  Numbered. 

A  shamarda  ,  Name  of  a  plant  or  ti'ee. 
A  shainarzat,  A  swift  she-camel. 

A  l^hj^  shamarza' ,  Swift  (camel). 
A  i^j^  shamras,  A  species  of  tliorn. 

p  (^^j^  shuviuris]i,C\ediV\j,  distinctly.  Sup- 
posing the  case. 

A  i^KjOj^Zi  sJiimirzaz,  A  certain  kind  of  tree 
found  in  Mesopotamia. 

A  ,yhj^  shainartal,  (or  (J^)^*^  sliamartul) 
Tall  and  tottering. 

A  ̂ jj^Zi  shumruj,  Cloth  of  a  flimsy  texture. 
A  sliumrukh,  (pi.  ̂ jU/^  shamarikli)  A 

branch  or  cluster  of  dates  or  grapes. 

A  shamar  iy,shimir-ii/,  ov  slamiuriij ,  AXert, 
expeditious,  expert. 

A  (jS^iUo  shhnmariy.  Alert,  expeditious,  expert. 

A  'i.>j^  shimmy  at,  shimariy  at,  shumuriy  at,  or 
shamariyat,  Active  and  expeditious  (she-camel). 

p  ̂ jiW^^  shamrulan.  To  be  terrified.  To  sigh 
or  sob  loudly.    Shaviaridan,  To  praise. 

A y!.J^)^  shamrir,  (in  Morocco)  A  hat,  cap. 
A       shamz,  A  bein  g  f r  i  gh  ten  ed ,  r  un  ni  n  g  a  way . 

A  i^^shams,(v.n.  of  (j«^)  Being  sun-shiny 
(the  day).  Shewing  enmity,  (pi.  ̂^^<^Z>  shumus) 
The  sun.  Gold  (in  chemistry).  A  fountain.  A  kind 
of  necklace.    A  comb.    Name  of  an  ancient  idol. 

^j>j.^shamsu'd  din,  (Sun  of  religion)  A  pro- 
per name.  Shums  or  shumus,  (pi.  of  (_}»i_jv*>  sha- 

mus')  Horses  apt  to  throw  their  riders. 
p  L<*v*»  shamsa,  (in  zand)  Light.    A  ray. 

A  OU-.*^  shamasat,  Figures  of  the  sun. 

A  1»L->*M»  shamsat.  Name  of  a  city. 

A  shamsat,  The  figure  or  resemblance  of 

the  sun.  A  statue,  image,  idol,  painting,  sculpture. 

'ti  shimasdar,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Garlic. 
A  Jj^<»^)  sliimsil.  An  elephant. 
p  shamsa,  An  orange,  citron.    A  round 

cake  adorned  with  punctures.  Figures  or  pictures 

wrought  in  silk.  Little  tassels  affixed  to  a  rosary. 

A  »**»  shamsiy.  Solar.  &!L^^  O^-^  tarihi 

shamsiya,  The  ecliptic,  sun's  course. 
A  {Jj^  shamsi  hamari,K  perquisite  taken 

by  the  officers  of  government,  being  the  difference 

between  the  pay  for  a  lunar  and  a  solar  month.  A 

monthly  period  of  three  or  four  days,  during  which 

the  female  attendants  in  the  women's  apartments 
have  leave  of  absence. 

p  shumsh,  An  ingot  of  gold. 

p  liLi^vw^  shavishad,  Any  tall  and  upright  tree. 

Marjoram.  The  graceful  figure  of  a  mistress.  Shim- 

shad,  The  box-tree.    Marjoram.    Jjl^  tSlAvS* 

shimshadi  shamaiil-parast,  A  box-tree 
shaken  by  the  north  wind. 

PjLi.v*»  s/w'ms/tar,Box-sprig.  Mastich. Cypress. 
A  Isli;.*^  shamshat,  Name  of  a  place. 

PjSZ,^  shimashdar,(jn  zand  and  Paz.)  Garlic. 

pj^v«»'5/faiwis/ia''«>Mouse-ear(afragrant  plant). 

A  'i^iL^Zi  shimshikat,  A  substance  resemblino- 
lights,  which  protrudes  from  the  mouth  of  a  male 

camel  raging  with  lust. 
p  i^^l*^  shimashk,(\x\  zand  and  Paz.)  Sesame. 

A,  'i^t,^s}iamsharih,A.^2LhhY  and  quick-paced old  woman. 

p  J  ̂L.^  shumshur.  Name  of  a  culinary  plant. 

'Pjf.L^  shamshir,  (said  to  be  derived  from  ̂  
sham,Claw,  andj<«js/<er,  A  lion)  {shimshir  ov sham- 

sAer)  Asword,  scimiter,sabi'e.  A  blade.  The  light  of 
the  morning  or  of  the  sun.  J[.y>\  sliamshiri 

db-ddr,A  bright  or  sharp  sword.  ̂ ^^^j^Z...^  sham- 

shiri  j)ahn,  A  broadsword,  (jiij  ̂ ^v-*  shamshir 

zadan.  To  fight  or  strike  with  a  sword. 

^\i>  !sss\^  shamshiri  sd^ka-tassir,  A  sword  pe- 
netrating like  a  thunderbolt.  ̂ ^\}J:J^j,t,^  sham- 

shir hashidan,  To  draw  a  sabre.  {^yCZi^ j<Z^^ 

shamshiri  goshtin.  The  sword  of  flesh,  i.e.  toncrue. 

jf,l^*,^iji  shaynshiru'l  mulk,  Sword  of  the  em- 

pire (a  proper  name). 

Pj^j^fL^  shamshir-haz,  A  sword-player. 
P  (jrjb^i,,v^  shamshir-bdzi.  Sword-playing. shamsher-bahddur,  (ironically) 

A  useless,  worthless  fellow. 

p^^JjfJl^Zishamsh'ir-zan,Striking  with  a  sword ; 
warlike,  a  gallant  soldier. 

^J^***^"^****  shamshir-sdz,  A  sword-cutler. 

p  (^j^uij^^iii  shamshir-sdzi.  Sword-making. 

p j^j^vi-v-*  shamshlrgar,  A  sword-cutler. 
A  (_jia sliams,  (v.  n.  of  (^ja^^  Urging  on  (a 

horse)violently.  Driving  gently  or  violently.  Pok- 

ing (a  beast)  with  a  stick  that  he  may  quicken  his 

pace.  Being  indisposed  thi-ough  eatinggreen  clover 
(a  horse).  Striking  (any  one).  Shamas,  (v.n.of 

(_jav-*)  Speaking  fast. A  'ijAa^  shamsarat,  (v.  n.  of^*a^  Q)  Being 
severe,  pressing  hard  (upon  one). 

Aiav-J^/'flWi^  (v.n. of  lavI»)Mixing(two  things). 

Filling  (a  vessel).  Being  scattered  (unripe  dates). 

Losing  its  leaves  (a  tree).  Shamt,  shimt  or  sha- 

mat,  Pot-herbs  and  spiceries  put  into  victuals 

whilst  dressing.  Shumt,  (pi.  ofli»/Lla,5/(?)ia^)  Half- 

grey.  Bi-coloured.  /S/i«ma^,  (v.  n.  of  lav«>)  Hav- 

ing hair  black  and  grey.  A  mixture  of  black  and 
white  hairs. 

A  ̂lliviS*  shamtds,  (fem.  of  )a^\  ashmat^  Bi- 

coloured.    Half-grey  (woman). 

A  l?lVt »  "it  shimtdt,  A  rag.  A  sect,  band,  company. 
A  a.!Ua.>jij  shum  talat,  A  piece  of  fat  meat. 

A  shumtun,  (^^\.  oi\a^\  ashmat)  Half- 



grey.  Bi-coloured. 
Aiolkvlrt  shumtdnat,A  date  ripening  on  one  side. 

A  Is^^a^sliumtutjliong,  tall.  A  troop,  company. 
A  laJa^  shimtit,  A  sect,  band,  company. 

A  shamz,  (v.  n.  of  iav*»)  Preventing,  hin- 
dering. Mixing.  Taking  any  thing  by  little  and 

little.  Instigating,  exciting,  stimulating.  Shaking 

softly.  Mixing  in  a  speech  severities  with  soft  words. 

A  sham^  (v.  n.  of  Playing,  jesting. 

Sham^  or  shama^  Wax,  a  wax-candle,  taper;  any 

candle.  ^^sham^ilahlj^The  divine  candle) 

The  Kurgan.  The  Muhammadan  religion.  Sun 

and  moon,  p  ̂.^5  CiJol)  sham^  zarrin-lagan, 

The  sun.  sham^  saJiar,  Morning-beam 
or  false  dawn.  The  sun.  Jj y\  i^-i  sham^ 

5/<a&-a/"ro2:,  A  night-illuminating  candle.  ̂ [xt^^^Zt 
sham^  sabah,  The  sun.  (^ii  sham^falak, 
Sun,  moon,  and  stars,  j^y"         sliam^  muza^ 

far,  (or  • sham^  haft  ckarkh)  The 

sun,       i^dyf^^  ̂ Msham^7/aliudiwash,Iledv/me. 

A         sham^t,  One  wax-light  or  candle, 
p  sham^ldn,  Candlestick,  chandelier. 

pjLrt  sham^sdz,  Candlemaker,  chandler. 

A  f^K^^sham^l,  (or  A  brisk  she-camel. 
A  sham^lat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being 

scattered,  dispersed  (people).  The  J ews'  mode  of 
reading  their  Scriptures. 

A  f^yt^  shaman,  Simon.  \sL)CLt\  ̂ j*^^  sham- 

^nu'^s  safa',  Simon  Peter,  Cephas. 
A  ,]^f**»»  shammy,  Waxen.  Of,  belonging  to,  a 

candle  or  taper.  A  dealer  in  wax. 

p  i^J^j  j_^t**«»  shama^-rang,  Flame-colour. 
Pii.ii^A7<«TO<//iawfZ,  A  stinking  woman.  Stink- 

ing,ill-flavoured.  Dirty(garment).  Filth.  Impurity, 

p  jj^^iJkiv-*  shamghanddn,  Unseemly,  stinking, 
p  i i^jJt^  shamghanda,  Fetid,  stinking.  Struck 

with  fear. 

p  shamghandidan,  To  be  bad,  fetid. 

p     J^jkivSj  shamghidan,  To  smell  disagreeably. 

A  ̂^^shamk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jv-*)  Being  brisk,  frisk- 
ing, playing.     Shamah,  Insane  mirth. 

A  ̂^shimikh,{iem.  XK««»  s/«'?w«7i/ia^)Long,tall. 
A  ̂ .S^shamakmak,  Long,  tall.  Brisk,  frisky. 
A  shamliur,  Name  of  a  city. 

vjJi^  shamglr,  Name  of  a  famous  general. 

A  shaml,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ v-*)  Tying  a  bag  over 

a  sheep's  udder  to  prevent  the  lamb  from  sucking. 
Comprehending,  containing,  surrounding  on  eveiy 

side,  covering.  Plucking  the  dates  from  a  palm- 
tree.  Taking  the  left  hand.  Exposing  (wine)  to 

the  north  wind  to  cool.  Lying  with.  Being  uni- 

versal, common,  belonging  to  all.  Understanding, 

capacity.  A  disjointed  work.  The  north.  Collec- 

tion. ^.^U-*  ̂ jS  faraha'llali  shamlahum,  May 
God  break  up  their  confederacy  !  Slmml  ov shamed, 

A  greatcrowd.  Sliiml,  (shaml,  or  shimill)  A 

bunch  of  dates  or  grapes  ;  or  one  having  little  fruit. 
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Shamal,  (v.  n.  of  J-»^)  Conceiving(a  camel).  Con- 
cealing a  stallion  camel  amongst  them  (a  herd  of 

females).  Being  exposed  to  the  north  wind.  Be- 
ing universal,  common  to  all.  Experiencing  (good 

orevil).  Theshoulder.  (i^l.  Jlv^^  as/mci^)  A  small 

quantity  (of  rain,  men,  or  fruits).  The  north  wind. 

Shumul,  (pi.  of  Jlv^  shimdl)  Left  hands. 

P  (J-v^  shamal,  A  rustic  shoe. 

A  (J^i^  shimldl,  Swift-going  (she-camel).  The left  hand.  Equality. 

A  shamlai,  A  garment  or  covering  for  the 
whole  body.  Shimlat,  The  mode  of  wholly  invest- 

ing the  body.  ̂ Ut^aJI  ash''shimlatu's  sam- 
mas,  A  peculiar  style  of  wrapping  one's  self  up. 

P  uvimu  shimlat,  The  world.  Wine.  Sha- 
malat,  A  small  quantity  of  dates  remaining  on  a 
palm-tree.  A  little  rain. 

A         shimillat.  Swift-going  (she-camel). 

A(^;dv*»5/mmZa^az/w,(obliq.)Adouble  garment. 
P         shamlakh  or  shamalkh,  A  turnip. 

p  ̂i^ji*  shamlagh,  A  turnip. 

A  Jjlv-J  shavdak,  A  very  old  woman. 
AaU^ shamlalat,{y.  n.  of ,Ji^  Q)  Being  swift, 

expeditious.  Pulling  all  the  dates  from  a  palm-ti-ee. 
A  J_jiv*»  shumlul.  The  shoulder,  (pi.  ,JJl»ji» 

shamalit)  A  small  quantity  (of  rain,  men,  or  fruits). 

p  idvlij  shamla.  The  end  of  the  turban  or  waist- 
band, sometimes  tucked  into  the  folds,  and  some- 

times left  flying  loose.  A  kind  of  shawl  for  throw- 
ing over  the  shoulders  or  wrapping  about  the  head. 

Shumla,  A  meteor. 

P  i^A^Zi  shimlit.  Fenugreek. 

p  sA^shamlld,  (ov  j^^^ shaviliz~)  Fenugreek. 
A  fragrant  kind  of  flower. 

A  jJ-iv-J  shimill,  Swift-going  (she-camel). 
p  sha  or  shumam,  A  rustic  shoe  Shumam, 

Flight,  propensity  to  run  away.  Distance,  absence. 

A  ̂tr^  shamam.  The  summit  or  height  ofa  moun- 
tain. Straightness  of  nose  (when  aquiline  it  is  called 

Ui'  hand').  Length  of  nose.  Depression  of  the  tip 
of  the  nose.    Proximity,  nearness.  Distance. 

p         shaman,  An  idolater.    An  idol. 

p  ̂jU^v-J  shamandn,  (pi.  of  shaman)  Ido- 
laters. One  who  pants  from  thirst  or  from  running. 

A  large  bed  or  carpet. 

p  i^Av^  shamand,  Insensible.  Insensibility, 

Health,  vigour.    Cry,  lamentation. 

p  shamanda,  A  hero,  brave  man.  Asto- 
nished, amazed.    Terrified,  stupefied,  insensible. 

A  giver,  bestower. 
A        shumum,  A  being  high.  Sublimity. 

A  ̂j*<^s/tar/iM/<A,  Extensive  (waste).  Shumuhh, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ y^)  Being  high  and  lofty.  Being  proud. 
A  shumuz,  (v.  n.  of  iy«*I»)  Being  impreg- 

nated (a  she-camel),  and  carrying  her  tail  high  in  in- 
dication of  the  same.Beingfecundated(apalm-tree). 

Aj^"<2»  shammur.  The  diamond. 

A  (^y^  shamus.  Stubborn  and  bad-tempered, 
(pi.  shums  or  shumus)  (A  horse)  restive  and 
apt to'throw his rider.Wine.  Shumus,  (v.n.of (j<*v^) 
Being  ill-tempered.  Throwing  his  rider  (a  horse), 

(pi.  of  ̂ Ju^  shams)  Suns. 
A  ;^^v*»  shamus.  Quick,  active,  and  joyous. 
A  shamuQ  Frolicsome,  jesting  (man  or 

woman).  Shumu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Playing,  joking. 

Being  separated,  divided,  scattered.  Leaving,  for- 

saking, (pi.  of        shamaQ  Candles,  wax-lights. 
p  (Jj  ̂  <>)  shamol,  Composure,  collectedness. 

Quiet,  repose,  rest. 

A  (J^*«i  shamul,  Cold  wine.  The  north  wind. 
Shumul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Comprehending,  contain- 

ing, surrounding  on  all  sides.  Being  universal, 
common,  belonging  to  all.  Covering.  Veering  to 
the  left.  Turning  to  the  north.  Comprehension, 
comprisal.  Fellowship. 

A         shamum.  Odorous,  fragrant,  scented. 
p  shama,  Milk  which  flows  spontaneously 

from  the  udder.  Shima,  Cream.  Shima  or  shim- 

ma.  The  greasy  parts  of  milk  or  cheese. 
p  shamma,  (from  A  i^Zt  shammat)  Odour, 

perfume.  Nature,  habit.  Custom,  mode,  rite.  A 
little.  An  atom,  particle,  the  smallest  quantity  (of 

perfume).    A  pinch  of  snuflF. 

A  i^s.^^  shamhaz.  Sharp.  Iron.  Light,  active 

(dog)  with  sharp  teeth. 
A  'i'd-f^^shamhazat,  (v.  n.  of  iX^v^  Q)  Sharpen- 
ing. Thinning(iron).  Light  (dogs)  with  sharp  teeth. 

p         shamya.  Heaven. 

A  Oa^jS*  shamit.  Reproach.  Brawl,  squabble. 

p  di-y^  shamul.  Astonished,  amazed.  Stupe- 
fied (with  love,  grief,  or  surprise). 

p  shamidan,  To  be  confounded,  lose  one's 
wits,  dread,  be  terror-sti-icken.  To  weep  aloud,  to 
sob.  To  flee  in  terror,  to  shun  from  aversion.  To 

smell.    To  gasp  from  thirst. 
p  Si^>v^  shamida,  Terrified,  afraid.  Shunning 

with  aversion.  Parched  with  thirst.  Panting  from 

running  or  weeping.  Weeping,  crying.  Amazed, 

stupefied.    A  furious  lion. 

AjtiJyis/tama^/zaj'jActive,  nimble  (cameljlad). 

Aj^^Zi  shimmir,  Diligent,  alert,  expeditious, 

expert  (man).    Swift  (camel). 

p  fj];^^  shamirdn.  The  governor  of  Shikin. 
p  j^vw*  shamiz,  A  sower.  Shumiz,  A  field  pre- 

pared for  receiving  seed. 
SY  l—A^jii  shamisd.  Light. 

A  'L^^shumaysat,{A\m.of^jujM)A  little  sun. 

A  j^ljL«jkv*>  shumaysatdniflli  ame  of  two  gardens. 
A  laAv^  shamit.  Mixed.  Bi-coloured  (wolf). 

Milk  so  well  flavoured  that  neither  its  acidity  or 

freshness  can  be  detected.  A  bird  whose  tail  is  par- 

tially white.  Herbage  dry  and  green  mixed  toge- 
ther. The  dawn,  light  and  darkness.  Children, 

half  boys,  half  girls. 



A  allaAv^  shaniifiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  jjivw*  shaniil,  The  north. 

A  j,Jivi*  shamim,  (v.  n.  of  Smelling,  scent- 
ing. Deviatingfrom  theright  way. Becoming  proud. 

High  (saddle).  Elevated.  Odour,  perfume,  fra- 

grance. A  tree,  particularly  a  fragrant  one.  Odo- 

riferous, p  ̂ y^j.iS'  fiuli  ̂ mbar-shamtm,  A 

rose  fragrant  asambergris.  A^^i^^j-f^  nasimi 
^bhar-shamtm,  A  jessamine-breathing  gale. 

A  'i^^  sharmmat,  Odoiu-,  smell,  stink. 

A  l^j;^  shimniima',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Smelling. 
p        shan,  Amorous  blandishments.  Hemp. 

A  l^j^  sliann,  (v.  n.of  Pouring  out  gently. 

Pouring(waterintowine).  Sendingforth (maraud- 

ing parties)  in  all  directions,  (pi.  sliinan)  An 

old,  dried  up,  small  leathern  bottle. 

A  sJians,  {shins,  or  shuns)  (v.  n.  of 

Hating.  Becoming  clear  of.  Shanas,  (v.  n.  of^jZi) 

Paying  one  (his)  due.  Acknowledging.  Acquitting 

one's  self,  getting  clear  of.  Drawing  forth. 
p  Uwi»  shina,  Swimming.  ̂ ^(^J^\sJm  shina  kar- 

dan,  To  swim. 

A  ̂Uujj  skunnas,  (pi.  of         shanis)  Haters. 

A  shanasat,  (v.  n.  of  Um»)  Hating. 

p  i^XjJii  shinab,  Swimming. 

A  (.^llij  shunabis,  A  lion.  Thick. 

p,.,iiJoUwi  shinabldan,  To  understand. 

A  shanasat,  (v.n.  of  U-a)  Acknowledging, 

confessing.  Paying,  giving. 

A         shunat,  (pi.  of         sham)  Haters. 

A Ji^Mi  shanatir,  (^\.oi'iy^  shantarat  or  shun- 

tarat)  Fingers.  Ear-rings.  ̂ 'illMijii  zu  shanatir, 
Name  of  a  king  of  Yaman,  with  a  redundant  finger. 

p  ̂ Uwj  shanah,  A  raft  constructed  of  inflated 
leathern  bottles. 

A^lJL(is/m?2a/<,Ayoungcamel.  Shanah,(^^\^Zi 
shanahi,or  (^s»-\j^s/ja?jaAi?/)Long,very  tall  (man). 
Fat.     Shinah,  (pi.        shunuh)  A  drunkard. 

A'i^\^shanahiyat,  A  tall,  jolly,  plump  girl. 
A  ̂^j'*'*  shinahh,  A  promontory,  the  projecting 

partof  a  mountain. 

p  (Jl*s-U«j  shinakht,  He  knew.  Understanding, 
intellect.  Knowledge,  acquaintance, 

shinakhti  yar,  The  knowledge  of  a  friend. 

p  shinakhtagan,  Acquaintances. 

p  j^^Is-LLiii  shi7iahhtagi,  Knowledge,  acquaint- 
ance, acquaintanceship. 

p  ̂j^s»-U<2js^OTa/Jt<aw,Toknow,tobe  acquainted 
with.  To  acknowledge. 

p  «>jki>-\jui>  shinakhia,  Known,  understood. 

A  UjIIj  shanakhib,  (pi. of  (_.' y^***  shunkhub 

and  ftJji^'^  shunhhubat)  Mountain-tops. 
Pjljb^s/«a«ar,  The  herb  hyssop.  Shinar,  Swim- 

ming. Shamefulness,disgrace,dishonour.  Unlucky, 

bad,  inauspicious.  The  bottom  of  any  piece  of  wa- 
ter;  a  port,  harbour.  A  shallow  in  the  sea  or  in  a 

river  surrounded  by  deep  water,  on  which  ships  are 
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liable  to  be  wrecked.  A  young  branch  of  a  tree. 
A  country  laid  waste  and  deserted. 

AjU«)  shanar,  Disgrace,  infamy.  Any  affair 
notoriously  shameful. 

A  c?)^-^  shunara',  A  cat. 

P  (jiVjUji*  shinarldan,  To  swim. 
P  i^ji»\jJM  shinas,  Explanation,  notification,  (in 

comp.)  Knowing,  understanding.  (_)*>U-i»  nuh- 

ta-shinas,  Understanding  the  most  minute  points. 
p  shindsa,  Comprehending,  knowing. 

p  (jlwiUji*  shindsdn,  Explanation,  notification. 

P ^J\*^>\JJ^ shindsdsl,  Acquaintance, knowledge. 

p  ̂̂ ^SjMi^^lJushindsandaffdnfTheknowingones. 
p  shindsidan.  To  understand,  know. 

A  shands,  {^jo\mm  sliandsiy,  or  shund- 
siy)  Tall,  strong,  and  swift  (horse). 

A  )£>{l^shindt,  (p\.CLj{]a[^shindtdtandla.i[jJ^ 

shandsit)  A-w Oman  of  afine  healthy  rosycomplexion. 
A  iaUjii  shindz.  The  summit  of  a  mountain. 

Abundance  and  compactness  of  flesh. 

A  j^L<i>  shandzi,  (pi.  of  'i^^blZt  shunzuwat  or 
j^^.'V»>  slianzdiv)  Sides  or  summits  of  mountains. 

A  shandzir,{jp\.o?jihlM)  Bad-tempered. 

A  'is\^  shand^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *«)  Being  de- 
formed, filthy,  fetid,  odious,  shameful.  Filthiness. 

A  i_-2A5-\jyiij  shand^f,  (pi.  of  u^iULllj  shin^f) 
Tops  of  mountains.    Tall  men. 

p  (_^i\jLi^  shindftan,  To  hear.  To  understand. 

A  shandk,  Long,  tall.    ShindJt,  (v.  n.  of 

^■^)  Receiving  a  mulct  (called  ̂ jxJm  shanah)  for 

homicide,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂J^y^)  Mixing  one's  flocks  or 
effects  with  those  of  another.  The  string  or  strap 

which  fastens  the  mouth  of  a  full  bottle.  Long, 

tall  (male  or  female).    A  bowstring. 

A  'L>as\^ shandkisat,  (pl.of  ̂ ^^\^M^shinkdsiy) 
Certain  kinds  of  troops. 

p  J>^^*^  shindgar,  A  swimmer. 
A  (jl-Lwj  shansdn,  (fem.  ioU«)s/mwjana^)  Hated, 

disliked  (man).  Hostile,  hating  (man).  Shansdn 

or  shanasdn,  (v.  n.  of  U*2j)  Hating,  detesting. 

A  (jUjij  shandn,  Hated.    Shindn,  (pi.  of 
shann)  Old  leathern  bottles  (which, when  shrivelled 

up,  they  strike  with  a  stick  to  urge  forward  camels). 

Sliundn,  Cold  water.    Scattered.    (Water)  drop- 

ping from  a  bottle. 

p  ̂jLLiSj  shindn,  Wild  leek.  Shundn,  The  herb 
alkali,  and  the  ashes  which  are  made  from  it,  with 

which  ̂ hey  wash  clothes.  ^ 

A  ej\jMi  shansdnat,(fem.off^\^  shansdn)llated, 
disliked  (woman).  Hostile,  hating  (woman). 

A  cilliL  shundnat,  Droppings,  tricklings. 

Pjl^s/iiwai',  Swimming:  aswimmer.  Ashoal. 
F shindwar,  A  swimmer.  Nimb]e,active. 

jjl^jj^ti  dildnari  shindwar,  A  bold  swimmer. 
p  shindwari.  Swimming,  natation. 

{^^^  shindrvart  hardan,  To  swim. 
p  (^jU*I*  shindwish,  Swimming,  natation. 
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P  shindwidan,  To  swim. 

p         shindh,  Swimming-.    A  swimmer. 

A  (^U**j  shansa',  Hated,  disliked,  detested  (wo- 
man). Hostile  (woman). 

p  (_f[jJ^  shindy,  Swimming. 

A  shanasiy,  Belonging  to  the  tribe  of 
i^jjZt  azdu  shanusat. 

^  shanasit,  (pi.  of  l?Uiii  shindt)  Women 
of  fine  healthy  complexions. 

A^[^  shandA^  (pi. of  &xxjui)sAam^a);)Shame- 
ful  actions,  vices,  crimes,  villainies. 

A  shandsiyat,  Hated,  disliked  (woman). Hostile  (man). 

P  ̂̂ ^■■i.>}^JJ^  shindyidan.  To  hear. 
P  u-aIt!!*  shamb,  A  cupola,  dome. 

A  c-o^  shanab,  (v.  n.  of  K^^^jJlt)  Being  fresh 
and  sweet  (the  mouth  or  teeth).  Being  cold  (the 

day).  Coldness,  freshness,  or  beauty  of  the  teeth. 
The  edge  of  the  teeth,  as  when  they  resemble  a  saw. 
White  specks  on  the  teeth.  Shanib,  Cold  (day). 

A         shambds,  (fem.of  ashnab)  Sweet- 
breathed  (girl),  with  fresh  and  white  teeth.  A 

kind  of  pomegranate  destitute  of  seeds. 
A  aJtSli  shumbat,  Coldness  of  the  weather. 

AiJL>J}J^shambas, AYion.  ;S/m?wZ*«s,Rough,hard. 
A  kl^iZi  shambasat,  (v.  n.of  (.^.oJuij  Q)  Laying 

hands  on.  Seizing  the  heart,  laying  a  fast  hold 

(love).    Attachment,  affection. 
p  c^aL^  shambid,  Saturday. 

A  &LijI>  shambalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y*iJ^  Q)  Kissing. 
p  CluLj-*»  shambalit,  (tuLi^  shambalid,  or 

edJ-l<i»  shambaUla)  Fenugreek.  Name  of  a  flower. 

p  aja^  s/tam&fl.  The  neighing  of  a  horse.  Roai-- 
ing  of  a  lion.  Shambih,  A  day.  Saturday,  jii 

B-^J^  du  shambih,  Monday.  euLi»  sih  shambih, 

Tuesday,  iLxM>j{^  ckahdr  shambih,  Wednesday. 
es..*j»Jj  pa7ij  sha7)ibih,  Thursday.  ̂ ^li^^^j-j^sjuSj 

shambilnhardan,  To  keep  a  Sabbath,  to  sabbatize. 

A  Xi-^  shannat,  An  old  dried  up  leathern  bottle. 

p  C^jJili  shanat,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  year. 

p  shinatdn,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Years. 
A  ij6,Jli  shantarat,  (v.  n.  ofjUiSj  Q)  Tearing  (a 

garment).  Shantarat  or  shuntarat,  (pl.jijL^  sha- 
ndtir)  The  space  between  two  fingers.  A  finger. 
An  ear-ring. 

A  is^Zi  shuntuhat,  A  net  or  reticulated  cane- 

work,  wherein  women  keep  cotton. 

A  <J!^Zishanas,{ior  ̂ ^Zishasan)(Y.n.o?  t^Ajk^ij) 

Becoming  thick  (the  hand ;  or  the  lip  of  a  camel 
from  browsing  on  thorns). 

p  shanj,  Buttocks,  thighs,  hips,  haunches. 

A  promontory.  Hard,  stony,  uneven  ground.  Shinj, 

Buttocks.  Shunj,  A  shell  for  glazing. 

k^Mi  shunj,  A  shell  whence  they  make  tutt3^ 

Shanaj,  (v.n. of  ̂ ^)  Being  wrinkled,  shrivelled. 
Corrugation.  A  male  camel.  <S/«fl.n/;,  (A  horse) 

having  the  thigh-nerve  contracted. 



Aj\^  s/imjar,(fromPjlC:-I>)Melilot;  bugloss. 

p  ̂   ̂^i7ta?y  <7/jawj,Buttocks,hips,haunches. 
v^^i^  shanjud,  Wounded.  A  wound. 

F  jjii^^i^  shanjudan,  To  wound.    To  scratch, 
p  shanjidan,  To  vex.  To  leap.  To  drop. 

A  ̂ Jj  shunuh,  (pi.  of  ̂ Al^-^hinah)  Drunkards. 
A  L-fl:^  shanhaf,  (or  shinnahf)  Long. 

A  (_^\i^5/unMa&,  A  mountain-top.  Shoulder- 
blade.  Vertebrae  of  the  back. 

At— «^  shankhab,  Long,  tall. 

A  fc_flj^  shinnnkhf,  Thick,  corpulent.  Long. 

A  shanhhaf at,  V vide,  vain-glory,  vanity. 

A  1^^***  shinnakhm,  Fat. 
A  L_->jj^  shunhhuh,  (or  shunkhubat) 

(pi.  (_«aJc>-Um»  shanakhtb)  A  mountain-top.  The 
shoulder-blade.  The  vertebrffi  of  the  back. 

p  lijjij  shand,  The  beak  of  a  bird. 

p  (  i^Zi  s/mwfZa/",  A  military  or  musical  drum. 

A I  jjkjJi»s/tMW6Z?(/',(Ahorse)  tall  and  wry-faced. 
p  iO^iJoi)  shundila.  Mallows. 

A  ̂^iSj^  sMnzakh,  (shunzakh,  1^\  'dj>M>  shu7i- 

zahhiy,^^jJ^shunzahh,^,^X^shundakh,or'is^djMi shunduhhat)  A  feast  gratuitously  given  on  the  fi- 
nishing of  a  house,  on  returning  from  a  journey,  or 

on  the  recovery  of  any  thing  lost. 

A  'ij\djJ^shinzarat,  Jealous.  Obscene.  A  forni- cator.   A  scoundrel. 

A  ̂ijjwi  shunzukh.  Strong,  powerful.  Tall. 
Compact  in  flesh.    A  lion.    A  fleet  horse. 

A  sJianzakhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^^  Q)  Pre- 
paring the  feast  shinzakh,  mentioned  above. 

A  shinzirat,  Worthless.   A  fornicator. 

A  scoundrel.  Jealous.  Foul-moutlied. 

A  »jw  shanrat,  The  walk  of  an  honest  man. 

A  shanzab.  Hard,  firm,  rough,  sharp. 

p  n^'j^  shanzaba,  Name  of  the  ox  mentioned  in 
the  fable  of  KalTla  wa  Dimna. 

A  'ij'j^slianzarat, {y.n.of jj?-i>Q)Being  rough. 
Ruggedness,  asperity. 

shansh,  A  long  hooked  reed  used  by 
cotton-dressers. 

A  'i'xLjJli  shinshinat,  Nature,  temper,  disposi- 
tion. Usage,  custom.  A  piece  of  meat. 

A'ij*a.'xZi  shansarat.  Vehemence.  Ruggedness, 
asperity.  Afiliction,  adversity. 

A j<jajJli  shinsir,  Vehemence.  Affliction,  adver- 
sity. Refuge,  asylum. 

A  iaj-ii  shunut,  Pieces  of  meat  dressed. 

A  I  «jV>v^'  shuntvf.  Summit  of  any  thing. 

A  *8\iajww»  shanzat,  Summit  of  a  mountain. 
A  shunzub,  Long.   Of  a  good  disposi- 

tion.   Any  channel  with  water  in  it. 

A*»,laj^sAaw2;arai,Reproach,reviling,contumely. 

A  »_jiaA^  shunzuwat,  (pi.  ̂ Ixi  shanazi)  The 

side ;  also  the  top  of  a  hill. 

A  'ij  yhjJit  shunzurat,  A  piece  of  rock  rolling from  a  mountain. 
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A  (__J^iaA*»»  shunzuf,  A  branch. 

shinziyan,  Perverse,  cross  (woman). 

A  jOiu-i>  shinzir,  A  piece  of  rock  detaching  it- 
self from  a  mountain  and  rolling  down  ;  a  boulder 

stone.    Shinzir,  (and  ij^'xJa  shinzirat)  Of  a  bad 
temper  or  villainous  disposition.  Obscene,  wicked. 

A»^jJai^sAirt2'ira^,Promontory,mountain-peak. 
A         shan^  (v.  n.  of         Reviling,  treating 

opprobriously.  Regarding  as  light  and  contempt- 
ible.     Pulling  to  pieces  a  patched  garment,  de- 

stroying the  nap.  Shun^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ •^)  Detesting, 

abhorring,  being  disgusted  and  horrified.  Shani^ 
Odious,  foul,  detestable. 

A  ̂l*ju2*  shanks,  (fem.  of         ashna^  Base ; 

ugly,  mis-shapen,  or  deformed  to  an  extreme  degree. 
A  shin^b.  Tall  (man). 

A  i__j\,*Ll>  shin^f,  (pi.  u.ixff'liiM*  shana^f)  Top 
ofamountain.  High  mountain.  Tall  and  weak  man. 

A  ixjJli  shunut,  Baseness,  a  horrid  crime,  ugli- 
ness, turpitude,  brutality. 

A  I  QjtjJ^shinna^,Ta\l,  butweak  and  tottering. 

A  'sJlxjJm  shan^fat,  Length,  tallness. 

A  jfcjoul)  shinna^  A  tall,  corpulent  man. 
A  ̂ ajoJj  shana^a^  Thin,  lean,  loosely  built. 

A  i^yisZ)  shun^f,  The  top  or  ridge  of  a  moun- 
tain.   High  mountains. 

p         shunugh,  A  cow's  horn. 
A  L-^liA^  shinghab,  A  long  slender  branch.  A 

long  rope.    Tall  (man). 

Pjliiuj*  shunghdr,  A  royal  falcon. 
A  („-*Jii«*  shunghub,  A  long  slender  stalk.  A 

rope.    Long-bodied  (animal). 
A  ijsoJM  shangharat,  (and  iTj^xlj^  sMnghirat) 

Wickedness,  badness  of  disposition,  impudence. 

A  u-ftijul*  shinnaghf,  Staggering,  loosely  built. 

A^i^kxui  shinnaghm.  Long,  tall. 
aIvOu^  shinnaghman.  Against  the  will. 

A  l-^^Um)  shunghub,  A  long  thin  vein  or  stra- 
tum in  the  earth.  A  long  rope  or  thin  branch.  A 

long  and  nai-row  strip  of  salt,  marshy  ground. 

A  jJtjZi  shinghir,  Unchaste,  impudent,  foul- 
mouthed.    Of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  i„_ai«i  shanf,  (v.  n.  of  ;__ALi)  Looking  trans- 
versely or  askance  at  any  one,  either  in  admiration, 

surprise,  or  contempt,  (pl.i  h^iJ^  shiinuf)  A  v'mg 
for  the  top  of  the  ear  (those  in  the  lobe  being 

called  hurt).  Shanaf,  (v.  n.  of  i__fli«>)  Hating. 

Disapproving,disliking.Beingintelligent,knowing. 

Having  the  upper  lip  turned  out.  Shanif,  A  hater. 

Aj\sCJ^  shanf  dr,  Light,  nimble,  active. 

A  'jjlflli)  shin/drat,  Agility,  briskness,  impe- 
tuosity (of  a  she-camel). 

p  f^al^  shiniftan,  To  hear. 

A  (^jSJmi  shanf ara\  Name  of  a  poet  of  the  tribe 
of  dj\  azd,  and  a  famous  runner :  hence,  {jdS^ 

(jrjfljwJ\  a^a  mini'sh  shanfara'.  More  swift  of 
foot  (or  a  better  runner)  than  Shanfara. 

A  s^SJ^  shanfa^t,  Length,  tallness. 

A  'e^liSCZi  shanfalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-aJuS*  Q)  Drawing 
out  money  to  answer  a  demand. 

A  s^sJu^  shinflrat,  Agility,  briskness,  impetu- 

osity (in  a  she-camel).  Of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  Jjjj-*  shank,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a«»)  Checking  (a  ca- 
mel) with  a  bridle  till  the  back  of  his  head  touches 

the  front  of  the  saddle.  Fastening  (the  mouth  of 

a  full  bottle).  Tying  (up  a  horse  to  a  tree  or  to  a 

high  peg).  Hanging  on  a  gibbet.  Tying  (a  camel) 

with  a  ̂jl.^  shindk.  Putting  the  cross-bar  ̂ j^^t 
shanik  into  a  bee-hive.  Shanak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^j^) 
Burning  with  desire  (for  any  thing).  Length  of 

head.  (pi.  ̂\jJ^\  ashndh)  The  intermediate  num- 
bers between  any  given  two,  as  between  10  and 

40,  and  between  40  and  120  (especially  with  re- 

gard to  the  proportion  of  cattle  taxed  by  the  Mu- 
hammadan  law,  from  such  herbs  or  flocks,  for  pious 

uses).  A  partial  mulct  of  expiation  for  homicide 

or  wounding,  being  rather  a  supplement  to  some- 
thing before  paid.  Work,  labour.  A  remainder, 

surplus.  A  rope.  Equity,  justice.  Shanik,  Ex- 
tremely desirous. 

A  AaJ^  shankds,  (A  bird)  feeding  young  ones. 

A  L^\3SZt  shinkdb,  (or  v_AttjJj)  A  kind  of  bird. 

Pjlftjuo  shunkdr,  A  falcon. 

A  ̂^\sjJji  shinkdsitj,  (pi.  'L>a3\M»  shandkisat) A  certain  kind  of  military  corps. 

A  &«aflli2*  shankasat,  (v.  n.  of  (,jaHjui»  Q)  Get- 
ting to  the  bottom  of  any  thing. 

A  jj^alwi  shinnakm,  Little,  few. 
A  ji\jsijj*i  shinikndk.  The  prince  of  demons. 

Calamity. 

shankrak,  Amorously  playful.  A 

thief.  An  elephant's  trunk.  Nameofanlndianking. 

p  f^j^'xZi  shankzan,  A  worm  which  eats  corn. p  &*«5oJ:>  shanhasa,  Penis.  A  dunghill.  A 
dii'ty  gown. 

p  ;J^Ju*»  shankal,  A  highway-robber.  A  sort  of 
grain.  Shanhul,  A  robber,  an  assassin.  Name  of 
a  king  of  India  who  assisted  Afrasyab. 
p  sha7ihala,  The  fringe  of  a  pocket-hand- 

kerchief or  veil.  A  cluster ;  an  ear  of  corn.  Dirty 

clothes.  An  impure  place.  A  stable. 

p  (jJ^juij  shanhalil,  Ginger. 

Pj^SouS*  shankur,  The  whirl  of  a  woman's  spin- 
dle. A  round  piece  of  wood  on  the  top  of  a  tent-pole. 

p  (^j.5oulj  shanhuk,  A  whirl  fixed  on  a  spindle. 

p  J_jiooi>  shankul.  Saucy,  Witty.  Beautiful. 

A  robber.  An  elephant's  trunk. p  i^^JjJ^  shang,  Beautiful,  delicate,  handsome. 

Amorously  playful.  Lively,  graceful.  Lazy.  A 

thief,  robber.  A  cheat,  knave.  Pomp,  pride,  ex- 

cess, exorbitancy.  A  cypress.  The  proboscis  of  an 
elephant.  A  cucumber  kept  for  seed.  Shing,  A 

sort  of  pulse.  A  kind  of  cucumber.  Goats'-beard 
(a  plant).  Name  of  a  village.  Shung,  Name  of  a 



straight,  smooth  tree  used  for  making  bows. 

PjLCi/I*  shingar,  Melilot.  Bugloss. 

p  i^J^SJJm  shingan,  Name  of  a  country. 

Tj^yiSZ*  slianghiz,  Date-wine.  Ginger. 
p  shangarf,  Cinnabar,  vermilion.  A 

slug.  i_«jj.CbWj  shangarfi  zarvuli,  Red  lead. 

p  i^j^jJii  shangurk,  A  whii-1  on  a  spindle. 

p  y^^^sJli  shangul,  (or  ei^C^  shangola)  Beauti- 

ful, lovely.  A  thief,  robber.  An  elephant's  trunk. 

p ji^^^yZi  shangvir,  Date-wine. 

pJJ,^£l^  shangwezy  Date-wine. 
p  a-^Jj  shanga,  Penis.  A  menstruous  cloth.  A 

dunghill. 

PjL^JL^  shingyar,  A  sort  of  cucumber. 
p  adjXL^j  shangina,  A  stick,  staff,  cudgel. 
p  tiiUxJj  shanlak,  An  ear  of  corn.  A  bunch  of 

grapes  or  dates. 

p  (-dl^UJ*  shanluk,  A  whirl  on  a  spindle's  top. 

A  jjuij  shanm,  (v.n.of  j*!^)  Sci-atching,  tearing. 
Splitting.  Ascratch./SAMWMm,Crop-eared(persons). 

A        shinnam,  Sparks  of  anger. 

p  shanu,  The  cypress.  The  wild  plum  or 

cherry-tree.  A  tree  of  which  arrows  are  made. 

Shinav  or  sliunav,  Hearing,  understanding. 

p  \yui>  shinava,  A  hearer. 

Pj\yiJ^  shann-dr,  (forj\^J,«»)  Inner  breeches. 
p  shinwdnldan,  To  cause  to  hear  or 

understand. 

p  shanwdsi,  Hearing,  auscultation. 

A'i^^yZi  shanusat  or  shunusat,  One  who  hates 
and  shuns  impurity.  A  hatred  of  impurity,  dj] 
jj^^i/Ij  azdu  shanurat  (or  S^juij  shanumat^  Name 
of  a  tribe  (so  called  from  the  hatred  they  bore 

amongst  themselves). 

A  5jjui>  shanuwat,  A  hatred  of  impurity. 

p  t^yJli  shunud,  He  heard.    A  hearing. 

p  f^i^^'xZi  shunudan  or  shinudan,  To  hear,  to 
understand.  To  perceive,  to  snuff.  To  obey. 

p  M^'xZi  shanusa,  {sZtyiJ^  shanusha,  or  shinu- 
sha)  Sneezing. 

A  [jaj^'x^  shunus,  (v.  n.  of  Adhering, 
sticking  to,  being  assiduous.  Hanging. 

A  ̂^i^  s/mwM^,Ugliness,  foulness,shamefulness. 

k^yZisliunuf,  (pl.ofi^.suJMshatiJ")  Ear-rings. 

A  i^}'->^  shanun,  Neither  fat  nor  lean.  Hungry. Fat.  Lean. 

Vi^y)J^shanunitan,{m  zand  and  Pa. )To  write. 

Pi\yi^'}Z>shinov sliinayvanda,  Ahearer,  auditor, 
p  liyyZi  shanwa,  Genoa. 

A  shanawiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  'ifiyJlt  dj\ 
azdu  shanuMt.  One  who  hates  impurity. 

Pf^i^,_^)J^shinov shinawidanfTohear.  Tosmell. 

p  »jJ*>  shana,  A  corn-fork  with  five  prongs  for 
winnowing.  Neighing  of  horses.  Grunting  of  hogs, 
purring^^^of  a  lion  ;  noise.    Curse,  malediction. 

p  &-'xZt  shanna,  The  neighing  of  a  horse. 
Aj^^iJSm  shanahbar,  (or  S;\.jjw*)  An  aged  woman. 
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p  shani,  A  salver  of  gold,  silver,  brass,  or 

copper.  Name  of  an  herb,  of  whose  fibres  ropes  are 

made.  The  spear  at  the  top  of  an  ensign-staff  or 
banner,  a  demi-lance,  or  javelin. 

A  '^^jZi  shanty,  Disliked,  detested,  hated. 
A  >^>jjMshanih,  Clean-teethed, sweet-breathed. 
p  ̂ A>^  shariid,  The  beak  or  pounces  of  a  bird. 

He  heard.  Hearing,  auscultation.  Thething  heard. 

p  (j^xJuj*  shanidan,  To  hear,  listen,  attend  to. 
To  obey.  To  make  an  assault.  To  smell.  To  per- 

ceive. To  collect. 

p  *t>>-jui  shariida,  Heard.   Who  has  heard. 

shinnir,  Of  a  bad  disposition,  infamous, 
covered  with  disgrace. 

A  skinmrat,  Notoriously  bad,  infamous. 

vj^'iJMshaniz,  Ebony.  A  bow.  >SAM?ii^,Coriander. 
A        shinniz,  Fennel-flower,  or  its  seed. 

p  shanija,  Fringe  on  the  edge  of  cloth. 

A  ̂ ^i^  sham^  Base,  shameful,  odious,  hate- 
ful, deformed,  abominable,  hideous,  detestable, 

shocking,  foul,  scurrilous.  akhbdri 

shanty,  Disagreeable  news. 

A  ijtxxJ^  shan'i^t,  A  shameful  thing,  turpitude. 
A  ̂J^j-^  shariik,  A  bastard.  A  cross-bar  for  sup- 

porting honey-combs  in  a  hive. 

A  ̂jAZ)shinmk,(^A  youth)self-admiring,pleased 
with  himself. 

A*i2-J.is/mni/ja<,Flattering,coquettish(woman). 
A  i^iJ^  shanm,  Drops  of  water  or  of  tears.  A 

trickling  down  of  water.  Milk,  new  or  old,  into 
which  water  is  poured. 

p  yi^  shav  or  shu,  (imp.  of  shudan)  Be, 
exist.  Be  thou,  (in  comp).  Being,  existing.  Shav, 

(for  c-juis/icii)  Night.  /S/iw,  Wash  thou.  Washing. 

A  husband,  i^^^ j***  j  "i^ shust  u  shu  kar- 
dan,  To  wash. 

p  Ijj^  s/ifl/i-a.  Existing.  Deaf.  >S/M«;a,  A  hard- 
ness or  blister  in  the  hands  or  feet  from  too  much 

work,  or  over-walking.  Filth  on  the  body.  A 
small  vestibule.  Anise. 

A  shiwas  or  shuwds.  Any  thing  roasted, 

especially  flesh-meat. 

A  A^Zt  shawrvds,  A  roaster  (of  meat). 

A  'iAy^  shiwdsat,  A  piece  of  roast  meat. 
A  ̂\^^shawabh,  (pi.  of  shdhbat^Youihs, 

j^oung  men.  Young  women. 

A  5^^^  shan-dt,  (pi.  (^y^  shawa)  The  skin  of 
the  head.    Shiwdt,  A  piece  of  roast  meat. 

p  CJi\^shawdt  or  shuwat,  A  bustard.  A  kind 
of  water-fowl. 

A y>\^  sliawdjir,  (pi.  of  j^^l^  shdjir)  Things 
which  avert  or  prevent.  Hardships  of  fortune. 

j>-\y^  '^^j  I'itndh  sliandjir.  Intermingled  spears. 
A  ̂ ^\^  shawdjin,  (pi.  of  shdjinat) 

Roads  through  valleys. 

A  sha?vdh'i,  (pi.  of  shdhiyaf) 
Gaping  (horses). 

Piil»^s/ia!ors7iMroaf^,Abustard.  BhumddSPlame. 

A  d\yl»  shawdzz,  (pi.  of  ilS*  shdzz)  Separate 
from  the  rest.  Rare,  uncommon,  irregular. 

Pj\j^  shawdr  or  shuwdr,  A  bustard.  A  kind 
of  water-fowl. 

A shawdr,  (v.  n.  o{ JJ^  fovj^)  Riding 

(a  horse)  backwards  and  forwards  by  way  of  shew- 

ing him  off  to  a  buyer.  Exercising,  proving.  Turn- 

ing about  (a  horse  or  female  slave).  A  gentle  wind. 

A  form,  figure.  A  garment,  apparel,  dress,  orna- 

ment. Beauty,  elegance.  Fatness.  Shawdr,  shi- 
wdr,  and  shuwdr.  Household  furniture.  Appara- 

tus for  a  journey.  Pudendum  virile  et  muliebre. 
Penis,  testicles,  and  anus. 

A  ̂ ^J\^  shawdrib.  The  channels  whereby  li- 
quids pass  into  the  stomach.  Veins  in  the  throat, 

(pi.  of (— ̂ Ij^ shdrib)  Whiskers, mustachios.  ' 

L^j\^^\sakhbu'sh shawdrib,  Loud-braying  (ass). 

A  ̂'^y**  shawdri^  (pi.  of  shdriQ  High- 
ways :  broadways,thoroughfares.  (pi.  of'is-J^shd- 

rif^i)  Levelled,  pointed  (spears).  Setting  (stars). 

A  (__5j)^^  shawdrif,  (pi.  of  shdrifat)  Old 
arrows.    Old  camels. 

A  ̂ jj^y*»  shawdrik,  (pi.  of  &J,Li»)  Splendours. 

A^J\^  shawdriz,  (pi.  of  j\^«>  shirdz)  Oxy- 
gals  strained  and  firm. 

A  L^j\^  shawdzib,  (pi. of  i^j\^shdzib)  Lean 
(horses).    Rough  (roads). 

A  i^\^^shawdsh,  Diversity,discord,dissension. 

p  (_jii\^/I>  shiwdsh.  Aniseed. 

A j*£>\yli  shawdsir,  (pi.  of  's,*oLSj)  Nets,  gins. 
SY  \jto\yM  shaicdsird,  A  kind  of  mugwort. 
A  shawdsin,  (pi.  of  io^oLS*  shdsunai) 

Earthen  vessels. 

A  shawdsi,  (pi.  of  shdsiyat)  Dis- 

tended leathern  bottles. 

A  shawdtib,{-^\.of'i.^\^  shdtibat)Wo- 
men  who  cut  leather  into  strips  after  having  accu- 

rately measured  it. 
A  shawdtis,  (pl.of  ̂ ^[^  shdthor 

shdtiMt)  Sides  of  streams,  banks  of  rivers. 

A  '^\^  sh'bvdz,  (v.  n.  3  of  l2>Li*  for  '^^)  Abus- 
ing one  another,  calling  one  another  bad  names. 

Shiwdz  or  shuwdz,  Flame  without  smoke.  Smoke 

of  fire.  Heat  of  fire,  or  of  the  sun.  Excessive 

thirst.    Exclamation,  clamour. 

A  J>ff'\j-i  shand^l,  (pi.  of  Js-U>  shd^l  and 
shd^lai)  Flaming,  shining.  Flames. 

A  shawd^,  (pi.  of  (^^s-Li  shd^)  Diffused, 

dispersed.  C^A^-jaMtClkhaylsha- 

wd^.  The  horses  came  scattered,  or  straggling. 

A  ̂yS'\y^  shawdgh  'd,  (pi.  of  's^Xm  shdghilat) 
Affairs  which  occupy  much. 

A  |J^j-*»  shawdhk.  Difficult,  arduous  affairs. 

AjJ»)^-i^s^an'a/£i,(pl.of^'U»)Lofty(mountains). 
A  "^\^shawdMl,{^\. of  's^\J^shdhilat) Roads, 

ways  branching  off  from  a  main  road :  by-lanes. 



p  J^_jj2j  shawal,  Coarse  loose  trousers.  Trade, 
craft,  profession.  A  bustard.  A  kind  of  water-fowl. 

A  (J|^  shimal,  (v.  n.  3  of  (JL2j  for  J_jji)  Ele- 

vating, lifting,  raising,  (pi.  of  shaf  'd)  (Ca- 
mels) milkless  and  in  want  of  the  male. 

A  J^j-ii>  shawiral,  (pi.  O^^j^  shawwaldt  and 

^3^.J\^A■/^an!a7l•^/)Thetenth Muhammadan  month. 
A  shawwalat,  Cock-tail  (a  nickname  for 

a  scorpion).  Calumniating,  whispering  (woman). 
p  sharvalah,  A  little  bustard.  A  certain 

water-fowl  with  changing-coloured  plumage. 
A  shareamit,  The  feet  of  beasts. 

A  ̂̂ ^jiA7(awam'i/;A,(pl.of^l(ii)High  mountains. 
A  j-«^_j/I>  shawamiz,  Fructified  (femalepalms). 

A  (juK\^Z>shaivaniis,  (pi.  of  i^juia\I^  shamis)  Res- 
tive (horses),  apt  to  throw  their  riders. 
P  shuwan,  A  shepherd. 

A  shawunis,  Riches  held  with  a  loose 

hand  (as  though  they  were  hated  by  their  owner). 

A  (Jj.j^yli*  shawawil,  Months  of  Shawwal. 

A  i\jZi  shirvah,  (^pl.  o{ Sheep.  Wild  oxen. 

A  ;iJ^|^Ji  sham  a] lid,  Witnesses,  evidences. 

A  ̂Jb^jjL  sharvahik,  (pi.  of  ̂ii\ZishaliiK)  High 
mountains. 

A  ̂J!>\^Zi  shawahin,  (pi.  of  (j;^^^^^)  Falcons. 
A  shanaha,  (pl.of  sli  shai)  Sheep. 

A  ̂J&ljjllj  shawahm,  (pi.  of  (j^JtL^)  Falcons. 

A  shawaya,  (pi.  oi 'i>,yM  sliawiyai)  Re- 
mains of  flocks  or  peoples. 

A  (^J^^^  shawasib,  (pi.  of  &-Jlji)  Impurities. 
A  s^i-h  shuwayat,  Worst  part  or 

refuse.  Remainder  of  a  flock  or  of  a  people  that 

has  perished.  A  crust,  biscuit.  SJtuwayat,  A  bit 

of  meat  for  roasting.  A  slice  of  roast  meat.  A  small 

portion  of  a  large  quantity.  An  easy,  light  matter. 

A  shawasi^  (pi.)  Scattered,  diffused. 
p  shawasl,  Deafness. 

A  (— ̂ j/^  shawh,  (v.  n.  of  for  (_^jji»)  Mix- 

ing. Repelling,  defending  one's  self  moderately. 
Mixture,  alloy.  Juice  of  meat.  Honey.  A  piece 

of  cake  or  paste. 

p  shob,  A  turband.  A  handkerchief,  nap- 
kin,   (from  shustan)  Washing. 

p  b      sharvbd,  Gruel.  Weavers'  glue. 
p  shobdn,  A  shepherd,  pastor. 

A  'i^^Zi  shawhat,  Deceit,  fraud. 
p  sliuhaj,  A  rolling-pin. 

p  i^^jZi  sliubarg.  New  or  made  wine. 
p  CL**-^ shobast,  (or  Cl^j^^^Ji^  shopast)  An 

incantation,  fascination.    A  cure. 

A  shubah,  A  baker's  roljjng-pin. 
A  sliusbub,  (pi.  shasabih)  A 

plump  of  rain.  The  vehemence,  sharpness,  or  se- 

verity of  any  thing.  The  intenseness  of  the  solar 

heat.  The  sun's  path.  Thefirst  indications  of  beauty. 
p      jjSj  shav-para,  A  bat. 

A  iJijZ)  shawtarat,  Large-buttocked  (woman). 
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p  ijiy^  shutan,  Name  of  a  man. 
A  las- ̂ shawhatjA.  tree  whence  bows  are  made. 

A  'd^As-^  shawhatat,  Long  (mare). 

p  ̂ yMsholih,  Cheerful,  sprightly,  mirthful,  jo- 
vial, festive,  joyous,  brisk,  spirited.  Saucy,  imper- 

tinent, petulant,  insolent,  bold,  brazen,  impudent, 

shameless.  Whimsical,  capricious,  playful,  mis- 

chievous. Ready  (with  an  answer)  :  pert.  Beau- 

tiful, pleasing.  A  robber,  highwayman.  A  hedge- 
hog. Hands  or  feet  hard  from  work  or  walking. 

A  tree  which,  when  one  branch  is  lopped  oflT,  throws 

out  several  new  ones,  (^jw>  shokh  basian 

(or  tii^i/  (jiriftan)  To  become  hard,  callous,  thick, 
and  rough  from  labour  (the  hand).  Shukh,  Dirt, 

filth,  impurity.    Pus,  matter. 

p  j»is>-         shokh-chashm,  Impudent,  wanton. 

p  i^^J^         shoJih-chashml,  Impudence. 

p  (^'^.'^  ̂^Z»  shokh- didarfi,  Barefacedness. p  Si^J.ii         shohh-dida,  Impudent,  wanton. 

aIss-  *Zishuwkhat,A'a  ear  of  corn:  bunch,cluster. 
p  ̂ > 

0  ̂  

Jul? 

Z>  shokh-rang,  Of  a  bright  colour. 

lotA-l?         shokh-tabt^t,  Naturally  gay. 

p  ̂.Ci-j/L  shokhgin,  Hard,  callous.  Shukh- 

gin,  (or  i^^jZi  shuhhgiri)  A  running  sore, 
p  shuhh-gi7',  Sordid.    A  coal-rake, 

p  1^^^ shohh-gin,  Callous  (hand  or  foot), 

p^x^j^  shokh-gmi,  Hardness,  callosity, 
p  dJU         shukhndk,  Sordid,  nasty,  filthy, 

p  jjii^i-j^  s/toA/jMrfa«,To  scratch.  To  assemble, 

p  (_J>-jji»  shokhi,  Jollity,  mirth,  petulance,  im- 
pudence. Shukhi,  Filth,  rust,  rubbish. 

p  (jJkA=-jji»  shokhidan,  To  be  jovial,  cheerful. 
Shukhldan,  To  be  rusty,  filthy.  To  flatter.  To 

vex,  plague,  disgust.  To  hide.   To  make  haste. 

p  tijj^  shud,  (for  1^  shud)  Is,  was,  became,  was 
made.  A  garment  singed  by  fire.  A  little  ant. 
Shiroid,  Anise. 

A  ̂jjobj.^  shudamk,  A  woodpecker. 

A  ̂ "^J***  shawdah,  Long-bodied  (she-camel). 

Vjdy^  shudar,  A  plant  like  the  citron. 
A  shawdahdn,  A  hunter's  net  or  toils. 

Arms  (as  sword,  mace,  and  bow). 

p  f^i^j^  shudan,  To  be,  become.  To  go,  depart. 

To  die.  To  cease,  fail.  To  carry  off",  remove.  To 
obliterate,  erase. 

p  shud'i,  Perfection,  completion. 

A  ̂iXdti^  shawzanak,  A  kind  of  hawk. 
A  shawzab,  Long,  tall,  and  handsome. 

(_-><ij.U\      zm'sA  shan-zab,  Name  of  a  king. 

A  ̂ ij.^  shawzah,  A  long  she-camel  stretched on  the  ground. 

Ajij^  shawzar,  (from  Pj'^V  c^'^(^(''>')  ̂   veil 
reaching  to  the  heels,  which  women  put  on  when 

going  out.  A  short  shift  or  inner  garment.  A 
sleeveless  shirt. 

A  ̂J^J■^  shawzah,  A  bracelet. 
A  wij^  shanzahat,  (v.  n.  of  ji^j-^  Q)  Taking 

hold  of  any  thingwiththefingers,likeabirdofprey. 
A  shawr,  (v.  n.  ofjli  iovjyl))  Publishing, 

divulging.  Taking  (honey)  from  a  hive.  Becoming 
fat  (a  camel).  Riding  (a  horse)  backwards  and  for- 

wards by  way  of  shewing  him  to  a  buyer.  Exer- 

cising, trying,  proving,  turning  about  (a  horse  or 
female  slave).  Form,  figure.  Beauty,  elegance. 
Dress,  ornament.  Fatness.  Honey  gathered. 

ijj^s/io?',  Salt, brackish.  Salsuginous  ground. 
Terror.  Flight.  Bad  luck.  Commotion, agitation.  A 
tumult.  Fluctuation  (of  water).  Washing,cleaning. 
Calamity.  Contention,litigation.  Cry,  noise,outcry. 
Unfortunate,  unlucky.  Labour,  exertion.  Dirty 
water.  A  brazen  trumpet.  Mixed,  confounded. 

Shawar,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Full,  satisfied. 

^ \)  3*^  shurd,  Agreement,  convention.  Mixture. 
A  shurvards,  (pi.  of  Ji^i*  shayyir)  Coun- 

sellors, advisers,  ministers. 

p  s^\j^Z>  shordba,  Salt,  brackish  water. 

A  {j\)3^  sham  or  shurdn,  Saffron  in  the  flower. 

P  j^^^j^  shor-angez,  Tumult-exciting. 
P  shor-angezi,  Sedition. 

P  f^t^^\j^Zi  shordnidan,  To  cause  to  mix.  To 
render  muddy.  To  make  mad.  To  give  to  wash. 
P  shorbd,  Broth,  soup,  gruel.  ̂ _$\>J^Z> 

shorbdyi  aslih,  Drink  consisting  of  tears :  the 
tears  of  the  afflicted. 

A  ̂ b,^  shurabdj,  Soup. 
P  C^^^^  shor-hahht,  Unfortunate.  Sordid, 

p  p^Jjjji  shor-bum,  Brackish,  barren  ground, 
p  '^>.jy^  shor-pd,  A  horse  that  cuts  or  knocks his  knees  together  in  travelling. 

p  clA-iJjjji  shor-pusht,  Quarrelsome,  noisy. 

A  XjjjJjA/iaji'mi,  Bashfulness.  Shurat,  Form, 
figure.  A  bee-hive.  Beauty,  elegance.  Clothing, 

dress,  ornament.  Fat(she-camel).  Fatness.  Within. 
Without.  Shurat  or  shawrat,  A  place  where  any 

thing  is  to  be  seen,  a  spectacle,  a  theatre. 

A  ̂  J***  shawraj,  (from  p  »,jjS*)  A  salt-marsh, 

p  ̂ Zjs^j^Zi  slior-chashm,  Malignant-eyed, 
p        J      shor-zamin,  Salt,  barren  land, 

p  f^Vi^tj^Zt  shoristdn,  A  mai'sh,  salt-marsh, 

p  ̂Mij^Zi  shor-silah,  A  soldier  ready  armed' for  baicle.  The  vanguard. 
p  shorish,  Confusion,  mixture,  tumult, 

rebellion,  insurrection.  Nausea,  disgust.  Salt-pits. 

Victuals  over-salted. 

PjWi j^Zi shor-shm;  (juij^Zt  shor-sharr,j^ 

shor-shardbd,  and     /ii'njyM  sho7'-shaghab) 
Noise,  tumult,  distui-bance,  bustle,  clamour. 

F  i\^jyZi  shor-giydh,  Salsuginous  herbage. 

Pp^^shoram,A  hill  or  mountain. Ink.  A  quince. 

VjyUj^  shor  mor,  Small  ants, p  \jj}Zi  shovKa,  (equiv.  to  ̂ jy^  s/doria)Broth. 

p        ̂ jyli  shorn  ghawghd,  Tumult  and  riot. 

Pj    jj^Z)  shor  u  mor.  Weak,  mean,  vile,  con- 
temptible. Unlucky.  Noise,  tumult,  confusion. 



p  shora,  Marshy,  unfertile  ground.  A 

alt-marsh.  Nitrous  earth.  Nitre,  saltpetre.  A  bees' 
lest.  Baldness.  A  horse-market.  White  leprosy, 
blowing  of  water.  Humidity.  A  sort  of  quince. 

Shawra,  Shame,  modesty. 

Fj\j  ijy**  shorazar,  Salt,  brackish  (ground). 

p^S  8j      shoragar,  A  saltpetre-manufacturer. 

pj^  "ij^  sliora-cjaz,  A  kind  of  tamarisk. 
P         \)3***  shoranak,  Brackish,  salt  (land). 

A  i^j^Zi  shawra',  A  certain  marine  plant.  Sliu- 
Counsel,  consultation,  deliberation,  advice. 

P  CLf.tjy^  shoriyat,  Salsuginousness. 

Pj^4i^^_jjIu.'(/ioric?ar7i,Confusion. Love.  Madness. 
p^jiiOj^^  shoridan,  To  be  disturbed,  perplexed, 

mixed,  confounded.  To  grow  mad,  to  play  the  fool. 
To  wash. 

p  tSi^j^  shortda,  Disturbed.  Mixed.  Mad, 
frantic,  desperately  in  love.  Faint,  dejected. 

p  i^ij^Zi  shorida-bahht,  Unfortunate, 
[nfamous. 

p ̂ Isls-  iS^^j^  shorida-khatir,  Dejected,  sad. 

p  i\j  s^_j^  shor'ida-rah,  Heretical, 
pj^j      shawjnz  or  shoriz,  A  field  ready  for 

eceiving  seed.  A  sower.  Name  of  a  drug. 

Ajy^  shawz,  A  loving  with  ecstacy. 

A  Jj-i  shufuz,  (v.  n.  ofJjtMi)  Being  rugged, 
high,  and  hard.  Being  restless,  unsteady,  timid. 

A  L^jyM  shaivzah,  A  mark,  sign,  impression. 

A  Hjl^^  shufuzat,  (v.  n.  ofjU«)  Being  hard  and 

rocky  (a  place).  Being  unstable,  unquiet,  tottering. 

Af^yMshaws,  A  rubbing  of  the  teeth  ;  a  chew- 
ing of  any  thing  used  as  a  dentifrice.  Shus,  (pi.  of 

(^j^\6ri;/twGs)Persons  looking  through  half-closed 
eyes.  Bold  men.  Various,  diversified.  Dissentient, 

(pl.of  .s/«aj^s)Stony  or  rocky  places.  Shawas, 

(t.  n.  of  (__j>J^)  Contracting  the  eyelids  to  look 
more  steadily ;  also  through  the  outer  angle  from 

rage,  pride,  or  contempt. 

A  shuss,  (pi.  of  shass)  Rough, 

hard,  gravelly  (places). 

A  -^iLuJjj^  sliansalcu,  (in  Abyssinia)  Venery. 
p  {j^yM  shawsh,  A  branch  cut  from  a  vine. 

Shush,  Name  of  a  city  in  Khuzistan. 

A  {jfiiyM  shush,  B  ol  d  m  en .  y*>  (^^yit  (JllaJ  \ 
ahtal  shush  shush.  Brave  men  disagree. 

A  ̂XJjiyjisliawshaf,  (or  iljijAlj  s/iaws^a^)  A  light 
swift  camel. 

A     <wl|^,s/tan.\';//«J,  Ascorpion.Anant.A  louse. 
pJCZi^Zi  shushtar,  The  capital  of  Khuzistan. 

p  i^Zi^Zi  shushak,  A  violin  with  a  large  belly, 

long  neck,  and  four  strings.    A  sort  of  partridge. 

Pj<v^_yi  shushmtr.  Cardamom. 

F  ̂Zi^Zi  shushu.  Millet. 

A  ̂ Zi^Zi  shusshus,  A  word  used  in  calling  an 

ass  to  drink,  or  in  driving  an  ass  or  a  flock  of  sheep. 

A  word  used  in  calling  sheep  to  feed. 

p  »Z>^Ztshusha,  An  ingot  of  gold  orsilver.  Chips, 
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rubbish,  filth.  A  heap  of  sand.  A  grave-stone,  a 
tablet,  A  particle,  part.  Gold  or  silver  thread. 

A  i^^yZ  shows,  (v.  n.  of  i^je\Mi  for  [^joy^) 

Erecting,  fixing,  planting.  Washing,  cleaning. 

Shifting,  moving  (a  thing)  from  its  place.  Rub- 
bing with  the  hand.  Using  the  dentifrice  ̂ J}\y*i 

siwah,  rubbing  the  teeth  up  and  down.  Leaping 

in  the  womb  (a  foetus).  The  toothache.  The  gripes. 

Shawas,  (v.  n.  of  t^yli)  Looking  through  onecor- 
ner  of  the  eye  from  pride  or  anger.  A  rubbing  of 
the  teeth. 

A  f\>o^  shawsas.  An  eye  that  appears  to  look 
out  at  the  inner  angle.  A  female  who  looks  through 
the  corner  of  her  eye. 

A  'i^yli  shawsat,  A  pufBness  of  the  skin  above 
the  ribs.  A  swelling  inside  the  ribs.  The  gripes. 
A  throbbing  of  an  artery. 

AjtOy^  sliawsar,  A  young  deer,  strong  and  able 
to  butt  with  his  horns. 

A  'i^^yZi  shamsalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^yM  Q)  Eating 
tlie  herb  shasulla'. 

A  \syZ>  shawt,  (pi.  ashn-at)  One  course 
or  heat.  A  turn,  a  round,  (pi.  iaUi*  shiyat)  A  space 

between  two  hills,  having  a  i-oad  for  men  and  for 

water,  the  length  whereof  is  about  as  far  as  a  man's 
voice  will  reach.  Jisb  shawti  hatil.  Light 

through  a  hole  in  the  wall,  which  appears  to  turn 

round,  \ayM  shawti  harah,  A  jackal, 

A  ̂ y^  shaw^  (v,  n.  of  ̂ y*>)  Being  dishevelled 
(the  hail').  One  born  immediately  after  another. 
Shu^  The  tamarisk  tree  or  its  fruit.  A  certain 
shrub  growing  on  plains  or  mountains.  (pi.  of 

^Zi]  ash7m^and  ̂ \S'^m  shawti)  (Men  or  women) 
whose  hair  is  hard,  coarse,  and  dishevelled,  Sha- 

rva^  (v,  n,  of  ̂ y^)  Being  dishevelled,  coarse,  and 

hard(the  hair).  Whiteness  on  one  of  a  horse's  cheeks. 

A  As-jZi  shawls,  (A  woman)  whose  hair  is 
dishevelled,  harsh,  and  coarse, 

p  ̂ yM  shogh.  Callousness  of  the  hands  and  feet. 
Filth  on  thebody  or  garments.  Impudent,shameless. 

p  l^jjlu  shav-gha,  A  fold,  pen,  stable  for  cattle. 

Pjlp^  shavghar,  (or  shav-ghara)  A 
fold  for  cattle.    Shughdr,  Alum. 

F  i^^Ztshav-ghah,  (originally  i\^MJi shab-gdh) 
A  fold  for  cattle. 

A  j^^Zi  shawghar,  Strong-built,  firm,  hale. 

A  ijS'^Zi  shawgharat,  A  basket  of  palm-leaves. 
p  bS'yM  shogha,  Blisters  rising  from  hard  work, 

A  yM shawf,  ( v.n.of for  i_i ̂ )  Polish- 
ing, furbishing.  Anointing  with  pitch  (a  camel). 

Adorning  (a  woman).  Seeing.  A  harrow;  an  imple- 
ment of  wood  or  stonefor  levellingploughed  ground. 

A  ̂ y^  shawh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Uljfor  ̂ jy**)  Filling 
with  desire.  Exciting,  inflaming  one  (desire,  love). 

Rearing  (a  leathern  bottle)  against  a  wall.  Tying 

a  rope  (to  a  stake),  (pi.  as/<wa/j)  Love,  de- 

sire, propension,  affection,  inclination.  Zeal,  eager- 
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ness.  Alacrity,  gaiety,  cheerfulness.  Shuk,  (pi.  o 

^j^ZA  ashwak)  Lovers.    Affectionately  inclined. 
A  L^y^sha?vhab,  A  tall  man.  A  large  hoof. 

Two  timbers  of  a  camel's  saddle  to  which  the  ropes 
are  fastened. 

P  ^Jy^  shawh  durust.  Sincere  desire. 

A  ̂Jji|j_y2i»s/mW<^raw^,  Pleasure,  gratification. 
A  's^yti  shawhalat,  (v.  n.  of  y^iy^  Q)  Being 

modest,  mild,  gentle,  grave,  sedate. 

A  ̂ y**  shawhiy.  Loving,  cheerful. 
A  o^yM  shawhiya.  The  part  of  an  epistle  which 

follows  the  complimental  address. 

A  tdJ ̂   shawk,  (v.n.of  for  ui) y*i)  Wound- 
ing, Pricking  as  a  thorn  ;  piercing  any  thing  with 

a  thorn ;  walking  over  or  falling  amongst  thorns  ; 

being  pricked.  Being  thorny  (a  plant  or  land). 
Growing  out  (the  side-teeth  of  a  camel).  Being 

covered  with  a  panoply.  Being  intrepid  in  battle : 

appearing,  being  displayed  (bravery).  Pointing 
or  swelling  (the  breasts  of  a  girl).    Armed,  (pi. 

ashwdh)  A  thistle,  thorn,  prickly  shrub, 

sting,  j^*^^  J  L^yZ}\  ̂   A>- jasfVsh  shawk  wa'sh 
shajar,  He  came  with  an  immense  number.  ̂ y*> 

UiJjlf*  shawki  mM&ara/i,Carduusbenedictus.  ij^^ 

i^^Zi  shajratim  shawkatun,  A  thorny  tree,  Sha- 
wih,  Thorny,  Armed  with  pointed  weapons.  Clad 
in  armour. 

ps.^^j^s/;M^,(inzandandPaz.)  A  market-place. 
A  shawhds.  Rough  (new  garment). 

Pj^yZi  shav-kdr,  (Jot JLy^)  A  night-robber. 
A  sharvhat.  One  thorn  ;  a  sting  (of  a  scor- 

pion) ;  a  thorny  plant.  Bravery  in  war.  The  brunt 
of  the  battle-field.  Slaughter  of  the  enemy.  Thorny 

(ground  or  tree).  Arms  and  their  edges.  A  wound. 

Hostile  malevolence.  A  weaver's  instrumen-t,  used 
for  making  the  surface  of  the  texture  even.  A  cer- 

tain disease  and  redness  overspread  ing  tb  e  body .  Ma- 

jesty, power,grandeur,magnificence,dignity,pomp, 

pride.^^jotjJ^  'iS^^  shawkatu' I ba^j;  Athist\e.  'i^^ 
La-Jo]^  shawkatu'l  bayzd,  A  prickly  kind  of  shrub. 

shawkatu'l  kattdn,  A  lump  of  soft  clay 

stuckfull  of  palm-tree  prickles,and,whendried,used 

for  clearing  flax  of  the  combings,  i'  jolfclJj  Cl*^^^ 
shawhati  shdhdna,Imper\a[  majesty,  Jsjoi^f^ 

shawkat-makrun,  Imperial,  royal,  glorious. 

A 's^ ̂  shawkahat,{])l.  ̂ y*»  shawkah)Ala,rge 
door  containing  a  smaller  one  within  it. 

p  ̂^y^  shavharan.  Fennel,  hellebore. 
■p<jS^yL>shokak,  (or  J^3^)  Whirl  of  a  spindle. 

A  ̂y>^^  shawhal,  Infantry,  the  right  and  left 
wing.  A  kind  of  bramble.  A  side,  quarter. 

p         shuha,A  mould  in  which  ingots  are  cast. 

p  shug.  Hemlock. 

p  liyi*  shav-gd,  (or  shav-gdh)  (for  c-oi* 

sll  shab-gdh)  A  fold  for  cattle.  Evening. 

p  shugun,  A  good  omen. 

A  Jj^  shawl,  (v.  n.  of  Jl-t*  for  J^-^)  Eleva- 



ting,  raising,  lifting  (a  stone  or  water-pot,  or  a  ca- 
mel her  tail).  Being  cocked  (the  tail).  Rising 

(as  the  scales  of  a  halance).  Departing  (a  tribe), 

and  leaving  the  place  of  their  abode  empty.  Be- 

ing discordant,  disagreeing(words  or  opinions) .  De- 
clining,  departing,  waning  (greatness  and  power). 

A  sbe-camel.  A  small  quantity  of  water.  Light 

of  weight.  xXoIjO  ClJ^  shalat  na^matuhu,  Hebe- 
came  light,  his  anger  subsided.  He  died,  (pl.j^jjlo^ 
ashwal)  Remains  of  water  in  a  bottle  or  bucket.  A 

little  wealth.  Light,  active  (man),  (pi.  of&bli> 

shanlat)  Camels  seven  or  eight  months  from  the 
birth,  whose  udders  are  shrivelled  for  want  of  milk. 

Shawil,  Serviceable,  active  in  attendance. 

p         shol,  Seeing,  knowing.  Name  of  a  race. 

A  [y^Z»shuwal,{-<p\.  of  ̂S\Jl> shdsW)  Milkless  (ca- 
mels) wanting  the  male. 

p  sharvlan,  A  halter,  noose,  rope. 

A  (j^^/iij  shawalan,  (v.n.of  Jl»io  for  Jjj^)  Rais- 
ing, cocking  her  tail(a  camel).  Being  cocked(tail). 
A  sharvlat,  The  tail  of  a  scorpion,  or  the 

cocked  up  part  of  it.  Two  stars  which  mark  the 

19th  mansion  of  the  moon.  A  prating  woman. 
Name  of  a  certain  foolish  woman  whose  advice  al- 

ways proved  disastrous  to  those  who  followed  it; 

hence  the  proverb,  ii>!_yS>  CL^\  anti  shaw- 

latu  'ra  nasihat,  Thou  art  counsellor  Shawlat.  Sha- 
wilat,  A  nickname  for  a  scorpion  (cock-tail). 

A  '^ji^^Zi  sliawlaliiy,  One  fond  of  sweets. 
p  CiJ'Jjji  shawlak,  A  bird  that  often  changes 

colour.  SholahyK  swift  horse.  The  horse  of  Isfan- 

diyar.  A  whirl  on  the  top  of  a  spindle. 
A         shawlavi,  Tares. 

P  lijlj-^  sholman,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Hell. 
p  eiyiM  shawla,  A  dunghill,  place  for  rubbish. 

A  place  for  drying  dung  for  fuel  in  baths.  A  single 
fold  of  cloth.  A  meteor.  Name  of  a  lunar  mansion. 

P  shuli,  Name  of  a  dialect  of  the  Persian. 

p  jjlSjJ^  sholidan,  To  be  distracted;  to  be 
undetermined,  to  have  a  thousand  thoughts. 

p  2 tU5jj;i>  s/tciZid«,  Distracted.  A  ruined  house. 
A  stable. 

A  ̂^Zishusm  ,(Y.n.  ofplwj)  Being  ominous.  Un- 
fortunate.  Ill  luck.    Hopeless.  Black  (camels). 

Aj«^s/mm,Blacks.  Amiser,niggard.  Unlucky. 
p  ̂^i/CjUjjL  shumarmand,  (in  zand)  Weeping. 

p  (JU^^  shu-mal,  Again.  A  machine  for  glaz- 
ing clothes. 

AS/«j^s/tMma<,Pride,haughtiness;covetousness. 

p  ̂ yMshawmahhjshawmikhyShawmulih,  or.s/m- 
mihh,  Balm-gentle,  citrago,  parsley. 

p  J^o^  shumiz,  A  field  prepared  for  sowing. 
p  shumistan,  A  fort  in  Turkistan. 

A        ̂ yli  s/ium-tab^  Ill-tempered. 

A^i^f  ̂ ^Zishv.m-kadatn,V nluckjfootjhad  omen. 
A  shawmal,  The  north. 
A  shum-mizaj,  Stingy. 
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P  i^y^  sliuman  or  shumin,  (in  zand)  Forelocks. 

A  ;_«!«j**>  shusma  ,  The  left  hand  or  side. 
A  shumii/at,  Stinginess,  niggardliness. 

pj^ylt  shawniiz,  A  farmer.    Shumiz,  A  field 
ploughed  and  ready  for  sowing.  i^'^J^y^y^  shu- 

miz kardan,  To  plough. 

,   p  ijj'^.y^y^  shumizidan,  To  till  the  ground. 
P  shumin,  Spinage. 

P         ̂ ^^^^  shumin  nafs,  Badness  of  temper. 

p  i^yM  shun.  Gores  of  shifts. 
A  (jj*>*  shusun,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^Uij  shasn)  Lachrymal 

ducts.  Meetings  of  the  sutui-es  of  the  cranium. 

ij>J  (— shusunuka  zasirat.  In  your  tears  is  the 
breathing  of  one  in  anger. 

A  'i>jZi  shawnat,  A  foolish  woman,  (pi. 
shawoMT)  An  armed  ship,  corsair,  pirate.  A  granary. 

v<^^shmlmnd,(^'p\.^^^^yi»shawandan)C^l.x^se, 
reason,  motive. 

p  shawanda,  A  hearer,  listener. 

PjiXJjjiu  shawandar,  Beet-root;  a  carrot. 

p  ii^yM  shavanda,  Existing,  what  exists. 

p  dj^y^  shunist.  Incantation.  Remedy,  cure. 

p  uibjji  shawnik,  A  horse  with  white  legs  and 
a  black  tail. •  ■*  •.  _ 

Ajy^jII*  shusnuz,  Coriander-seed. 
p  ̂ y*»  shunij.  Ground  prepared  for  sowing. 
p  shuniz,  Sesame.  Coriander;  pepper. 

Landpreparedforsowing.Afarmer,an  agriculturist. 

AjfJyZi  shuniz.  Coriander-seed. 

A  'i>^)yii  shuniziyat,  The  burial-place  of  pious 
men  sulahas)  in  Baghdad. 

p  e-lj^^yli  shawriizya,  Name  of  a  mosque. 

A  ̂jj*»Js/a<JMM,(pl.of  (jl«>s/ta-t/i)  AfFairs,tliings. 
Conditions.  Veins  of  soil  in  a  mountain  where 

palms  and  other  trees  are  planted. 

A  2 ̂Zi  shawh,  (v.  n.  of  sLi*  for  S _j«j)  Being  ugly 

(the  countenance).  Terrifying.  Hurting  with  an 

evil  eye.  Envying,  hating.  Coveting.  Shawah, 

(  V.  n.  of  sLi*  for  5 jjIu)  Being  ugly  (the  face). Length, 
also  shortness  of  neck. 

p  s^j^j  shawa.  Cause,  motive,  subject,  matter. 

ShaTvah,  Agate,  jet,  black  coral. 

A  -fljfc y*>  shawhas,  (fern,  of  iyl>\  ashmah^  Ugly- 

faced.  Wide-mouthed,  also  small-mouthed  (mare). 

Handsome  and  long-bodied  (mare).  Beautiful. 
Unfortunate. 

A  (._AfcjjC«.sAar«/7<a&,  An  urchin,  a  male  hedgehog. 

A  'kib^Zi  shawhat,  (v.  n.  of  !sLi»  for  Being 
ugly.  Terrifying.  Hurting  with  a  malignant  eye. 

Envying,  hating.  Coveting.  Shuhat,  Distance. 

p  jSoyZi  sha7ohar,  A  husband. 

Pj\djSti^  shawhar-da?',  A  married  woman. 
p  ijSb yZt  shohh'a,Vloughed  land.  A  vine-arbour. 

p  ̂ J^JZ^  shuhan,  Sesame. 

Pj^^  shawhh-.  Beholding,  observation. 
p  {^j^^  shuhin,  Spinage. 
p  t>^y^  shuhih,  Ground  prepared  for  sowing. 

P  iSy^shui/,Ah\ishsind.  Washing.  A  washer. 
Starch,  paste,  size.  iA>\>-jania-shuy,  A  washer 

of  clothes.  Shav'i,  A  shirt,  shift.  Shiw'i,  Anise. A  small  vestibule. 

A  shawa',  Any  thing  light  and  easy.  The 
worst  part  of  cattle  or  any  thing.  Hands,  feet,  or 
extremities.  The  pericranium.  The  skull,  cranium. 
A  part  of  the  body  which,  being  wounded,  proves 
not  mortal,  (pi.  ofi\^sha'wd.t)S^m3  of  heads,  (pi. 
of       shat  and  Az>  shas)  Sheep.  Wild  oxen. 

Af^yZi  shawiy,  Roasted  (meat).  A  stammerer. 
Shuwayy,  (dim.  of         shayj)  A  small  matter. 

P  U*^^^  shuyamdan,  To  cause  to  wash. 

A  'iSyZt  shannyat,  (pi.  \>\y:>  shawaya')  The  re- mainder of  a  flock  or  nation  which  has  perished, 

p  C^.yi*  shiw'it,  (or  ̂ ^,y^  shiwid)  Anise. 
A  shuwaysiy,  A  species  of  date. 

A  ̂jZi  shiiwayhh,  (dim.  of  -aJ^  shaykh)  A  little doctor,  or  a  little  old  man. 

p  i<yij^  l5>*»»  s/iM?/-c^i(ia,  A  married  woman.  A 
widow  (one  who  has  seen  a  husband). 

p  CL^,y^  shawist,  Dispersion,  distraction. 

^J^.y**  shiiway^r,  A  petty  poet,  poetaster. 
A  s^iy^i  shuwaykat,  A  little  thorn.  A  kind  of 

camel.  shuwaykaA  ibrahim,  Eryn- 

gium,  sea-holly. 

p  ̂.j«>  skuwila,  Artemisia.    A  quince. 
A  -^'^.yii  shuwaylas,  Name  of  a  medicinal  herb. 
p  esAjj./^  shuwila,  A  dunghill. 

^SyZi  shuy-mal,  One  who  starches  cloths 
in  the  loom.    A  machine  for  glazing  clothes. 

P  ̂   J^._j*rt  shuyandagi,  Washing.  ̂ Jvl)_^ 

(^li/  shuyandagi  kardan.  To  wash.    To  baptize, 
p  eO.^  shuya,  A  wash,  cosmetic  lotion. 

^  shuwayhat,  (dim.  of       shat  for  'ii>\^ shahat)  A  small  sheep. 

P  i^'^.y**  shuyidan,  To  wash, 
p  sJm  shah,  A  king,  sovereign  prince.  Check 

(at  chess).  A  bridegroom.  A  prohibition.  Full, 
satiated,    (in  comp.)  Great,  large,  noble:  as, 

jjj  shah-zor,  Stout,  gallant,  strong,  brave,  heroic. 
J\yM  &Mi  shah-simar,  A  good  rider.  A  jockey,  horse- 
breaker,  e^shahi  hajla.  The  sun.  jjls-  si 
shahi  hhawar,  The  sun.  Jj ̂       shahi  rum  roz, 
Adam.  Muhammad.  Rustam.  Theheart.  The  sun. 

Shuh,  Execration,  reproaching  with  extended  fin- 

ger, spitting  while  rejecting  with  disdain,abhorring. 
p        shaha,  O  king !    Suitable,  proper, 

p            shahab,  Red  juice  from  the  flower  of 

the  plant  ij^>-^  Itajira. 
A  shahab.  Milk  diluted  with  water.  Shi- 

hab,  (pi.  i—^(Zi  shuhub,  iJ^f^Zi  shuhban,  shihban, 

and  t-jy^l  ash-hub)  A  bright  star.  The  nocturnal 
fires,  commonly  called  falling  stars.  A  flame.  A 

flaming  fire.  Prompt,  active,  expeditious  in  busi- 

ness. w-^Jb  L—'l^  shihabi  sahib,  A  bright  flame. 

A  shuhabat.  Milk,  two-thirds  water. 



A shahajir,  A  sort  of  carrion-eating  bird. 
A  lil^jji*  shahad,  Evidences,  witnesses.  Shihad, 

(pi.  of        shahd  and  shuhd)  Honey-combs. 

A  i'liljvi*  shahadat,  (v.  n.  of  tJ.^^)  Testifying, 
bearing  witness  to.  Being  present.  Swearing.  Ob- 

taining knowledge  of,  knowing  for  a  certainty.  Evi- 

dence. True  knowledge,certainty.  Presence.  Mar- 

tyrdom. A  testimony,  attestation,  witnessing,  mak- 
ing a  confession  of  faith  :  as,  j  — 5^  ̂  

<ji)\  ̂ y^j  Id  ildha  illa'llah,  ma  muhmnmad  rasu- 
lu'lldh,There  is  no  god  but  God,  and  Muhammad 

is  the  apostle  of  God.  p  ̂j*^  Oiil^  shahadat 
kardan,  To  give  evidence,  bear  witness.  CL>i>\^ 

ejM^jut  shahadati  sar-basta,  Indubitable  evidence. 

A  Oiil^  jjls-  ̂lami  shahadat,  The  visible  world. 
Ajl^  shihar,  (v.  n.  3  of  jy*")  Agreeing  for,  or 

giving  monthly,  bargaining  by  the  month. 

A  shuhuk,  (v.  n.  of  i^^if***)  Making  a  mur- 
muring noise  in  the  throat,  as  an  ass  before  bray- 

ing.   Sighing,  groaning,  drawing  the  last  breath. 

A         shahdm,  A  witch,  hag.  Shihdm,  (pi.  of 

shahrn)  Active,  bold.    Quick,  clever,witty. 

A  'iioVf^  shahdmat,  (v.  n.  of  j^^-i-*)  Being  inge- nious. Being  bold,  courageous.  Being  fleet  and 

strong  (a  horse).  Generosity,  nobleness  of  mind. 

Bravery,  dauntless  courage.  Ingenuity,  quickness 

of  parts.    Agility,  swiftness. 

p  (jij_iiJ^  CL^^8l^  shahdmat-andesh,  Noble- 
minded,  generous. 

p  e^>\^  shahdna,  Royal.    Royally,  kingly. 

k^^K^shahdma' ,{^\.ofi^y^ shahwd^i, 

shahwa',  and  'li}^^  shahwdnly')  Greedy,  eager. 
A  shahb,  (v.  n.  of  u-*^)  Changing  a 

person's  complexion  (heat  or  cold).  Distressing 
cattle  (a  severe  season).  A  snow-capped  mountain. 
Shuhb,  White  predominating  over  black.  Shahab, 

(v.  n.  of  i_*-j**»)  Being  of  the  colour  of  ashes  ;  of  a 
mixed  colour,  wherewhitepredominates.  A  blackish 

colour.  (S/tM/tM5,(pl.ofL--'l^s/<«7<ai)Flamingfires. 
Bright  sparkling  stars.  Three  nights  of  the  month. 

p  shahbd,  A  mule  of  an  ash-colour,  inclin- 

ing to  black.    A  stubborn,  biting,  kicking  mule. 

A  shahbds,  Ash-coloured  (goat),  verging 
to  white.  Clear  and  cold  (night).  Bright  with 

arms  (squadron).  Barren  (season),  destitute  of 

verdure.  (A  mare)  in  whose  forelocks  are  hairs 
of  different  colours. 

pjU^ji  shah-hdz,  The  noblest  species  of  falcon. 
A  noble,  generous  man.  A  brave  soldier.  An  ex- 

cellent youth.  J^jj^.  i^ibjlf^  shah-bdzi  baland- 
parwdz,  A  high-soaring  falcon. 

p  Jlfij^  shah-hdl,  Longest  feather  in  the  wing. 

p  bJm  shah-bdld,  (or  &5b  sJ^  shah-bdla)  The 
friend  of  the  bridegroom. 

A  (j^f,^  shuhbdn  or  shihbdn,  (pi.  of  L-^l^  shi- 
hdb)  Flaming  fires.    Shahabdn,  A  certain  tree. 

A  'i-iY**  sliuhbat,  An  inclination  more  to  white 
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than  black,  a  blackish  white. 

p  i^A^  shahbad,  The  leader  of  an  army. 

A shahbar,  Broad,  large,  and  thick. 

A  I'j'^ii^  shahbarat,  (v.  n.  ofj^Y**  Q)  Being  ash- 
coloured.  Being  about  to  weep  (on  account  of  some- 

thing).   An  old  woman  with  remains  of  strength. 
p  shahbari,  Amber. 

p  I^jIa^  shah-balut,  A  chesuut. 

Pj6Sx^  shah-banda?',  A  custom-house.  A  free 
port.  The  chief  custom-house  officer.  Head  of  the 
merchants. 

p  shah-bayt,  The  last  distich  of  the  gha- 
zal  or  Eastern  ode ;  also  of  an  epigram.  C*.X;^ 

aLii  t/lS'ii  shah-bayti  du^si  shah,  The  conclusion 
of  the  prayer  for  the  king. 

P  J^t*"  ̂ hah-par,  The  longest  feather  in  a  wing. 

p  jVi  hJm  shah-tdr,  The  thickest  string  of  a  lute. 
A  shahtaraj,  (p  S/lfcU^)  Fumitory. 

p  C^^i^M shah-tut,  A  blackberry.  Amulberry. 
P  shah-jdn.  The  city  of  marv. 

A  iUsf*  shahjabat,  A  mixture,  confusion,  and 

perplexity  of  business. 
p  shah-chdl,  A  term  used  at  chess  when 

the  king  only  can  move. 

A  shahd,  (pi.  (ilf^  shihdd)  Honey.  A 

honey-comb.  (pi.  of  ̂Si^Jit shdhid)  Evidences,  eye- 

witnesses. P jye  I  tNf***  shahd-drnez,  Sweet  as  honey, 

jwi  1  1^.^  ̂^)^^  kaldmi  shahd-dmez,  Words  mixed 
with  honey,  eloquence,  a  shahdifdnh, 

Pure  honey.  Shuhd,  Honey.  A  honey-comb. 

Shahad,  (y.  n.  ofd^)  Being  present,  witnessing. 

A        shuhhad,  (pi.  of  li^'lwi  s/m/wc?)  Witnesses. 

A  SiyfjMi  shahdan.  Before  one's  face. 
A  -s'^^i^  shuliaddf,  (pi.  of  i^a^  shahid)  Wit- 

nesses. Martyrs.  A:>^\  tasrihhu' sh  shu- 
hadds,  The  sera  of  the  martyrs,  i.e.  The  persecu- 

tions of  Dioclesian. 

p      I        shahd-db,  (or     JySi)  Hydromel. 
A  shihddratjWicked, obscene, flagitious. 

A  sower  of  discord,  a  whisperer,  breedbate.  Short 
and  thick-bodied. 

p  shahdan,  Name  of  a  place  ,or  mountain. 

A  ̂ s^Zi  shahddnaj,  Hemp-seed. 
p  sj\^^shah-ddna,  Hemp-seed.  A  large  pearl. 

The  largest  bead  or  grain  in  a  rosary.  Mastic. 

A  iiX^  shahdat,  The  choicest  honey. 

A jiA^  shahdar,  A  boy(especially  from  three  to 
six  years  old).  Wealthy,  abounding  in  good  things. 
A  shahdarat,  (v.  n.  ofjii.^  Q)  Stirring 

about  (a  boy  or  girl  between  the  age  of  three  or  six). 
p  shahdak.  Pleasures  sweet  as  honey. 

p  (_^b  jii  S'Zi  shahi  du  pds,  Lordof  two  watches, 
namely,  Muhammad.  The  sun.  Adam.  The  heart, 

Pj\^,ii,^  shah-d'nvdr,  A  high  wall  surround- 
ing a  palace  :  a  royal  wall. 

A  shihzdrat,'Wic\edi,  flagitious,  A  whis- 
perer, a  breedbate.  Short  and  thick-bodied.  One 

who  travels  in  pain. 

Pj^  sha.hr,  A  city,  a  town, 
Aj^  shahr,  (v.  n.  of  Publishing  abroad, 

blazoning  forth.  Drawing  a  sword  and  brandish- 

ing it  over  people's  heads.  The  moon,  the  new 
moon.  Nail-parings,  (pl.^^^^  ash-hur  andj_5^Xi» 
s/iM/iwr)  A  month  (especially  lunar).  Learned,  p 

1  Ji»-  shahri  hhudd.  The  month  of  God,  i.  e,  Rajab. 

p  I  shahr-drdy.  One  whose  office  is  to 
decorate  a  city  on  public  and  festive  occasions. 

p  Wiilj  ̂        shahr-dzddiya.  Name  of  a  city. 

p  <^ ̂   I  shahr-dshob,  A  disturber  of  (the 

tranquillity  of)  the  city,  a  mistress.  A  kind  of  verse. 

p  tSj^  shah-rdh, The  king's  highway. 

A  ̂ .^j^  shahrab.  An  old  man.  A  little  trench 
round  a  palm-tree. 

p  jb      shahr-bdz.  The  river  Oxus. 
P  shahr-bdsh,  A  citizen,  townsman. 

A  iO;^  shahrabat.  An  old  woman. 
p shahr  ba  shahr,  City  by  city. 

p  iiJo shahr-band,  City-walls.    A  prison. 

p  shahr-pandh.  Walls,  fortifications, 
defences,  or  entrenchments  round  a  town. 

.^A         shuhrat,  (v.  n.of^<Ji>)  Publishing.  Be- 
ing published.  Renown,  fame,  reputation.  A  di- 

vulging, celebrating,  or  rendering  illustrious.  Ru-_ 
mour,  report.    Publicity,  (scandalous)  notoriety. 

A  title  of  respect.    Jjls  I  shuhraH  dfdh,  (or 

^Is-         shuhran  ̂ lain)  Celebrated  all  over  the 
world,    p  ̂ jii         sliuhrasi  durogh,  A  false  re- 

port. s^*»i  shuhraA  shahr  shud.  It  is  spread 
over  the  city,  it  is  town-talk.     tdJ^  &lJb 

s/tM/ira^-?/q/it«-s/tMcZa,Becomerenowned,celebrated. 

p  ̂J>^  lL>j^  shuhi^at-guzin.  Seeking  fame. 
p  \}>-j^  shah-rukhd,  A  term  used  at  chess. 
p  shahr-ddr,  A  hunter,  bird-catcher, 

p  \jj        shahr-ravd.  Current  coin. 

p  J  jj        shahr-zor,  A  city  near  Babylon. 
p  ̂jIjLmj^^  shahristdn,  A  large  fortified  city. 

pjjw»        shahr-sabz,  A  city  near  Samarkand. 
p  t— shahr-gharib,A  stranger,traveller. 

p  id-fj.^  shah-rag,  The  great  vein  in  the  arm. 
p  JsjuOj,^  shahrmand,  Covetous,  full  of  desire. 

pjUj^  shahr-ndz.  The  sister  of  Jamshed. p  shah-7-avd,  Name  of  a  certain  despotic 

monarch,  who  forced  leathern  money  to  pass  cur- 
rent in  his  kingdom. 

p  t^jj^  shah-rud,  A  mighty  river.  Name  of 
a  river ;  also  of  a  city.  The  thickest  cord  of  a  mu- 

sical instrument.  Name  of  a  musical  instrument. 

vjjj^  shah-ruz,  A  great  river. 
p  ijjj^  shah-roza,  One  who  begs  his  bread. 
p         shah-rah,  A  royal  road,  main  road. 

p  jdJS;^  shuhra-band.  Attentive  only  to  the 

surface  of  things,  shallow.   Famous,  well-known. 

P  Lfn*^  shahri,  A  citizen,  ̂ jj^  shahr 

u  shahri,  City  and  citizens. 



TjOj^  sJiahr-yar,  (Friend  of  the  city)  A  po- 
tent monarch,  emperor,  king.  (Jl>kfli>  jb 

shahr-7/ari  haft  ihlim,  Sovereign  of  the  seven  cli- 
mates, i.  e.  The  sun. 

p  s/j«Ar-?/ari,Imperial,  royal,  princely. 
Regal  dignity.  An  empire,  kingdom. 

A  sliihriyat,  Pack-horse,beast  of  burden. 

p  1>i^_j^  skahrida,  Disturbed,  troubled,  con- 
fused. Widened,  flattened. 

p j>ji(i*»  shahrir,  Name  of  the  eighth  Persian 
month  (August).  The  fourth  day  of  every  month, 

according  to  the  aera  of  Jalali'ddin.  Name  of  a 
presiding  angel. 

P  {^jy>..jic^  slialirinargan,  Name  of  the  fourth 
day  of  the  month. 

P  shah-zadagan,  (pi.  of  shah- 

zada)  Kings'  sons,  princes. 

p  tt^\^u>  shah-zada,  A  king's  son,  a  prince.  A 
great-nephew. 

Ay>,y^  shihziz  or  shuhziz,  A  species  of  date. 

Pj\_j-<*^  shah-siimar,  A  brave  cavalier,  intrepid 

hero,  valiant  champion,  f^jj^  Ll«j^tij\^^  shah- 

suwari  dashti  arzan,  Muhammad.  uiUij^j.^.*^ 
shah-suwarifalah,  The  sun. 

shah-sunai'i  mizmari  macjliazi,  The  champions  and 
heroes  of  the  field  of  battle.  &juls  taha- 

had  shah-swivaran,  The  equesti-ian  order. 

A  Jj'j***  shahk,  (v.  n.  of  ,_^^)  Lighting  upon 
any  one  (a  malignant  glance). 

A  'iji^^  shahkat,  A  murmuring  in  the  throat, 
such  as  an  ass  makes  vehen  beginning  to  bray. 

p  shahkdr,  Sown  land.  Deceit,  wiliness. 

A  shahl,  A  lie.  Shahal,  (v.  n.  of  J-^^) 
Being  of  a  darkish-grey  colour  with  a  shade  of  red 

(the  ey  e) .  Dark  grey  ( in  the  eyes)  with  a  shade  of  red. 
p  shahla,  A  black  eye  inclined  to  red,  and 

having  a  sly,  deceitful,  sinister  look. 

A  -^tii^^  shahlas,  Dark-grey  eyed  (woman). 
Dark-grey  (eye).  Any  thing  necessary  to  be  done, 
need,  necessity. 

p  j^^-i  shahlan,'N  ame  of  a  mountain  and  place. 
A  'i^Zt  shahlat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  of  a  dark- 

grey  colour  (eyes)  with  a  shade  of  red  (like  those 

of  a  sheep).  An  old  woman.  A  middle-aged  and 
intelligent  woman.  Shuldat,  A  darkish  colour  of 
the  eye  with  a  shade  of  red. 

p  i^ji^  shahlang,  A  rope-maker. 

p         shahla,  A  bat.  Very  fat  meat. 

p  isAf^  shahllda,  Disturbed,  troubled,  con- 
fused. Pressed,  flattened,  widened. 

A  shahm,  (v.  n.  of  p^)  Frightening.  Call- 
ing to  (ahorse).  Nimble,  active,  swift.  Bold,  auda- 

cious. A  stone  intended  to  act  as  a  trap-door,  placed 
at  the  entrance  of  a  snare  set  for  lions,  (pi. 
shuhum)  Of  great  authority  (a  chief).  A  fleet, 
powerful  horse,  (pi.  shiham)  Acute,  quick, 
clever,  witty. 
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p  C->1*^  shah-mat,  Check-mate. 
A  shahmalat.  An  old  woman. 

pjU^  shah-naz,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
p  shah-nay,  A  clarion,  hautbois. 

p  tiJyll)  shahand.  Health,  welfare. 

p  sULjk^  shahanshah,  (or  &^^jylu  shahanshah) 

Kingof  kings,  as  i\^i^\i,padshah  ands\-ij>fcli^  sha- 
hanshah. dUi  i\JLxt^  shahanshahijalak, The  sun. 

p  j_jfcLijyii  shahanshahi,  Regal,  monarchical. 

p  (j^ijyl>  shah-nishm,  A  royal  seat.  A  palace. 
A  gallery,  balcony. 

sJm  shah-nigdr,  Deception,  imposition. 

p  i6\Xj^  shahangana,  Dew.  Hail. 

A  jOk.jjj*  shihnlz.  Coriander-seed. 
A  shahwdt  or  shahawdt,  (pi.  of 

shahmat)  Desires.  «a3L-flj  0\j^  shahwdti  naf- 
soMiya,  Carnal  appetites,  lusts. 

Pjl shahrvdr,  The  most  precious  pearl.  Be- 
fitting a  king.  The  most  excellent  thing  of  its  kind. 

Royal,  imperial. 

A  i^\y^  shahwdn,  (or shahvaniy)  (pi. 

shahdwa')  Desirous,  greedy,  sensual. 
A  shahivdtiiyat,  Lustful  (woman). 

A  shahwat,  (v.n.of  for_j^)  Wishing, 

desiring.  Lusting  for,  hankering  after.  Desire, 

appetite,  lust,  lasciviousness,  wantonness. 

pjj<£3^  shahwat-angez.  Lust-exciting. 

p  lL«*Oj^.  i^y^  shahwat-parmst,  Slave  to  lust. 
p  i^j^  CJy^  shahwatmand,  Lustful. 

A  Jij^  shuhud,  (v.  n.  of  t^^)  Being  present, 

being  an  eye-witness,  (pi.  of  ̂iyS*  shahd  andl^i^\Ji^ 
shdhid)  Witnesses,  evidences,  present  at  the  fact. 
Evidences  of  parturition,  as  blood,  the  secundine, 

&c.  lij^  Jji>\  ahli  shuhud,  Eye-witnesses,  those 
who  were  present  or  assisting  in  any  thing.  Alive. 

Aj^^^  shuhur,  (pi.  of^^  shahr)  Months. 
OUoji^t*  shuhuri  ma^umdt,  The  four  known  or 
sacred  months  amongst  the  Muhammadans ;  viz. 

muharram,  The  first ;  ̂ >-j  rajah,  The  se- 

venth ;  sj^jJO^  ji  2;?"i7  ̂ a^tZai,  The  eleventh;  and 
&sr^  ji  zu'l  hijjat,  The  twelfth.  Some,  however, 
substitute  J\«!-^  shawwdl.  The  tenth  month,  for 

L-*>-j  7-aja'b,  because  upon  the  first  of  that  month 

begins  the  great  carnival,  called jkaJ\  JoS-  ̂ du'l 
fitr  (Feast  of  breaking  the  fast),  which  immediately 
succeeds  their  Lent. 

A  S,^-^  yawmi  shahnarata,  A  high  day 
observed  by  the  tribe  of         ̂ j>  bam  hindnat. 

A  skuhuk,  A  being  high,  raised  up. 

A  shuhum,  (v.  n.  of  Frightening. 

Calling  to  a  horse,  (pi.  of  shahm)  Chiefs  of 
great  authority. 

A  i}syc^  shahma',  (pi.  tfj  shahdna')  Desi- rous, greedy,  sensual  (woman). 

p  s.^  shiha,  The  neighing  of  a  horse. 

p  ̂ _^shahl,  Roy  ah  Royalty.  The  relation- ship of  a  son-in-law.    Happy,  cheerful.    A  kind 

of  sweetmeat. 

A  ([Ij-j*^  shahiy.  Wishful,  desirous.  Lascivious. 
Desirable,  delicious.  a>>-j-i^  ̂ ^3^\at^mad  shahiya. 

Exquisite  viands. 
A  i^x^  shahid  or  shihtd,  (pi.  A^y^  shuhadds) 

A  witness.  Faithful  in  testimony.  Privy  to  every 

thing.  A  martyr,  p  f^dJ^  i^Jj^^  shahid  shudan,  To 

be  a  martyr.  ̂ Ci^ d^x^ shahid  ka7-dan,To  martyr. 
A  i  i^J^^  shahida,A  kind  of  thick  pottage  made 

of  bruised  wheat  boiled  to  a  consistency ;  to  which 

they  add  meat,butter,cinnamon,and  aromatic  herbs. 

p  shahidi,  A  whoremonger. 

A^^s/jaAir,Celebi'ated,famous,notorious,well- 
known.  Pj^^*« jt*"  shahri  shahir,  A  famous  city. 
A  shahirat.  Broad  (woman  or  she-ass). 

A  ̂ jXf^  shahih,  (y.ti.  of  (3^)  Making  a  mur- 
muring noise  in  the  throat,  as  an  ass  before  bray- 

ing. Sighing,  sobbing,  groaning,  drawing  the  last 
breath.  The  last  bray  or  drawing  in  of  the  voice 

of  an  ass  (the  first  or  sending  out  being^»-j  zahir). 

A  |*J;^  shahim,  Prudent,  ingenious. 
p  i^Xr^  shahm.  Name  of  a  city. 
p        shi,  A  corner. 

A  i^J^  shayy,  (v.  n.  of  J?^)  Roasting  (meat). 
Heating  (water).    Shayy  or  shiy.  Stammering. 

A  ■^^_J^  shays,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j.^)  Wishing,  willing, 
desiring,  (pi.  -^Vju^j^  ashyds,  CL>\j\xm\  ashydwdt, 

CLJ'\^\i*t\  ashdndt,  j^jl*»>\  ashdwa',  bl^-j^  ashdya', 
bljk^\  ashydya',  and  ashdwUi)  A  thing,  any 
thing,  something,  somewhat,  (in  algebra)  A  square 

number.  An  unknown  quantity.  i^\^^^j^shayiU^l- 
Idh,  It  is  the  thing  or  will  of  God ;  God  willing,  a 

form  of  salutation,  especially  among  the  dervishes, 

^^asi*  shaysi  muhakka?;  A  small  matter,  a  tri- 
fling thing.  ̂   Id  shay.  Nothing.  i)  ̂  

Id  shay.  In  vain.  >(_jiJ^  kash^shay^ 
allazi,  At  that  rate,  according  to  the  proportion, 

as  that  which,  ^.      shaysa,  An  exclama- 

tion of  astonishment. 

A  shiydb,  A  mixture.  Water  mixed  with 

any  thing. 

Pjjbuij  shiydhi,  A  dram-weight.    A  loan. 
A  jIajjj  shiMit,  Will. 

A  Cj\iJM  shiydt,  (pi,  of  'ii^t  shiyat)  Marks. 
A  shiydh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ UIj  for  ̂ ^)  Being 

diligent,  striving  (in  business).  Fighting.  Being 
cautious,  abstinent.  Dearth,  scarcity.  Prudence, 

caution,  fear.    Pains,  diligence. 
A  shiydd,  (v.  n.  of  liU^  for  O^x^)  Calling  ̂ 

out  to.    Rubbing  the  skin  with  fragi-ant  unguent. 

Pjbuii  shiydr  also  shaydr.  Ploughed  ground. 

Sowing,    ̂ li^jljt*^  shiydr  hardan.  To  plough. 
Aj\jMt  shiydr,  (v.  n.  of j\m3  fovj^)  Exercising 

(a  horse)  :  riding  him  backwards  and  forwards  by 

way  of  shewing  him  ofi"  to  a  buyer.  Examining  (a 
female  slave  offered  for  sale).  Beauty,  elegance. 

Dress,  ornament.    Form,  figure.    Fatness,  (pi. 
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ashyur,jMt  shuyur,  and  sliir)  Saturday.  Fat 

(camels),  in  good  case.  Shiyai%(ov  ij^^  shiyarat) 

{y.n.ofJjM  fovjyli)  Taking  (honey)  from  a  hive. 

P  i^d>>j{iMi  shiydndan,  To  plough.  To  prepare 
the  ground  for  sowing.    To  sow.    To  behold. 

A  {^\jJ^  shiyds,  Malignity  of  nature. 
A  ialxMi  shiydt,  The  smell  of  burnt  cotton  or 

wool.  (pi.  ofla^JM shawt^  Spacesbetweenhillswide 

enough  to  admit  the  passage  of  men  and  of  a  rivu- 

let, and  about  as  long  as  a  man's  voice  will  reach. 
A  XlsUjij  shiydtat,  (v.  n.  of  lalw*  for  ia^"»)  Be- 

ing burnt.  Being  absorbed  in  cooking  (butter  or 

oil).  Perishing  (a  man).  Having  the  burnt  part 

of  victuals  sticking  to  it  (a  pot).  Being  distributed 

entirely  (a  slaughtered  camel).  Mixing  blood, 
i.  e.  killing  a  homicide  in  the  act  of  murder.  Go- 

ing away  with  impunity  after  shedding  blood.  Mak- 
ing haste  in  any  work. 

A  jj^lsU/i  shaydtin,  (pi.  of  ̂^Uajk^  shaytdn) 
Devils.  iJi3\  IJ^IsIa^  shaydtmul  fala,  Thirst 

(devils  of  the  desert).  ij^JaUiJl  rususu'sk 

shaydtin,  (Devils'  heads)  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  XjiU^  shaydzimat,  (pi.  of  '^^^j^sjMi  shayza- 
niiy)  Long,  tall,  robust  (men,  horses,  camels). 

A  ̂Ixii  sJiiyd^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Uj  for  Fol- 
lowing (another),  keeping  close  or  adhering  (to 

one).  Assisting.  Calling  camels  which  lag  behind. 

A  shepherd's  pipe.  Callers  ;  or  callers  out  to  cat- 

tle that  lag  behind.  The  sound  of  a  shepherd's 
pipe.  Shiyd^  or  shayd^  Chips,  firewood. 

A  I — >lx^  shiydf,  A  fine  coUyrium  or  medica- 
ment for  the  eye. 

^  shiydh,  The  tying  of  a  rope  (to  a  post). 
That  whereby  any  thing  is  stretched  in  order  to 
be  tied  to  another. 

A  ̂\xL>  shaydm,  Soft,  level  ground.  Shi  or  sha- 

ydm,  Earth,  soil.  Shiydm,  (pi.  j»A^.s7ti»i)Amouse. 
^  A  shaymn,  Long-sighted.  Shudn,  (pi.  of 

^jlii  sha^)  Things,  affairs,  businesses.  Conditions. 

p  shiydn,  Dragon's  blood.     Shiydn  or 
shaydn,  A  recompense,  good  or  evil. 

P  Li^A^  shiydrn,  Name  of  an  ancient  coin. 

A  i\jJli  shiydh,  (pi.  of  »U»  shut)  Sheep. 

A  jJkU/i  shaydhim,  (pi.  of  shayham)  Por- 
cupines. Soldiers. 

A  <— <aXI»  shayb,  White  hairs,  hoariness.  i—^Aw^j 
shayhshddh,  Extreme  hoariness.  Shlb,  (pi. 

of  ashyab)  White  or  grey-haired.  Snowy 
mountains.  Soundmadebycamels'lips when  drink- 

ing. Thethongofa  whip.  jSf/m?/?^&, Grey-haired  men. 
P  ^^"-^  or  sheb,  A  descent,  declivity.  The 

lower  part,  base,  foundation.  The  anus.  The  end 

of  a  whip-lash.  Under,  below.  Wet  ground  made 
uneven  and  rugged  by  the  trampling  of  men,  and 
afterwards  hardened  by  the  influence  of  the  sun. 
Troubled  in  mind,  distracted,  bewildered.  Hasty, 
precipitate.  Weeping,  lamentation,  from  excessive 
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grief.  The  whizzing  of  an  arrow.  ̂   e^^jj  .s/«ii 
bald,  The  world,  i^^shib  fib,  (or 

J  shlb  u  tib)  Astonished,  confounded,  insane. 

J  »— shlb  u  bald,  Heaven  and  earth.  Giv- 
ing and  taking.    Truth  and  falsehood.    Hot  and 

cold.    Sodomy.  i^x^  shib  ufardz,  De- 
scent and  ascent. 

p  UxCIj  sh'ibd,  A  huge  serpent. 
A  ̂\i>x^  shaybds,  (fem.  of  t-^-^*^  as/<2/a&)White 

or  grey-haired  (woman).  laylatun  shay- 
bds, The  night  wherein  a  bride  loses  her  virginity. 

The  last  night  of  the  month. 

P         Vi'^  shibd-ziihdn  or  zabdn,  Eloquent. 

A  ̂jVa*«>  shayhdn,  Cold  and  cloudy  without 
rain  (day).  Shaybdn  or  s/«Z)aw,  Nameof  a  month; 

whence  (jls^  j  sliibdn  wa  milhdn,  Two 
winter  months  extremely  cold. 

p  (jV^  shibdn,  Mixed,  jumbled.  Trembling. 
A  &A;Ljkj!u  shaybdniyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

p  ̂Ji\y)\*x^  shibdnidan,  To  mix  up  meal  in  wa- 
ter. To  cause  to  tremble. 

p       u->>A«i  shib-pdld,  A  skimmer  of  sweets. 

p  iSx^x^  shibanda,  Mixed.  Trembling. 

Vjy^XMshayhur,  (j^xIm  shaypur,  or  shijmr)  A 
pipe,  tube,  or  flute.  A  brazen  trumpet  with  a  large 
mouth  used  of  old  in  battle. 

p  shibidan,  To  be  mixed.  To  mix.  To 
tremble,  quake. 

p  shWin,  Inferior.  Lower. 

p  ̂ j^XfZi  shayfuy,  Noise  made  by  the  feet  in 
walking.  Snoring. 

A  '^Jm  shuat,  (v.n.  of  ̂^>^)  Willing,  wishing. 
Will,  desire.    Mixture  of  colour. 

A  XxCo  shiyat,  (v.  n.  of  (_j**>j)  Painting,  print- 

ing, staining  (cloth).  Being  conspicuous  (white 

hairs  amongst  black).  Colouring  (a  story)  with 

falsehoods.  Reporting  (any  one)  to  the  king.  A 
mark,  blemish.  A  mixed  or  unnatural  colour.  A 

colour  different  from  that  of  the  rest  of  the  body. 
Colour  (of  a  horse).  A  sheep. 

A  shaytdn,  A  small  quantity  of  locusts. 
p  TS>j<x^  shaytara,  Fumitory. 

Aj^'XxHi  shayta^?;  (^orj^iCxZt)  Barley. 
A  CL^xZi  shls,  Seth,  son  of  Adam.  Name  of 

the  founder  of  the  Kaaba. 

A  shayh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ XZ*  for  ̂ t)  Striving, 
taking  pains,  being  active.  Being  extremely  cau- 

tious. SJah,  (pi.  .^XiMi  sfiiydh)  The  wormwood  of 
Pontus,  which  destroys  worms.  Striped  stuflf  of 

Yaman.  Cautious,  timorous.  Diligent. 

shih-armam,  A  species  of  wormseed. 

A  (jl^:***  shayhdn,  Jealous.  Cautious,  timid. 
Shayhdn  or  shihdn,  A  horse  that  breathes  hard  in 
runnin<j.  Lonff. 

A  ̂ Xl>  shayhh,  (pi.  ̂ ^Jyi*  shuyvkh,  shiyukh, 

ashydhh,  'i^J^  shiyahhat,  shihhat,  ̂ jls*.*** 
shihhdn,  'i^^  mashyakhat,  mashihhatj  ̂ Is-jA^ 9  L 

mashyuhhds,  mashyuhhdf,  and  ̂ \JLa  ma- 
s/mj^z'M)  A  venerable  old  man:  a  man  of  fifty  and 
upwards.  A  man  of  authority,  a  chief,  prelate,  prior, 

abbot,  superior  of  the  dervishes  or  Muhammadan 

monks  ̂ doctor  learnedin  religion  and  law ;  preacher. 

A  sheik.  A  kind  of  tree.  shaykhu'l 
isldm,  Head  of  religion,  i.  e.  high  priest,  mufti,  pa- 

triarch. ^jA^J^  shayhhu  'sh  shuyuhh,  Chief  of 

the  doctors.  'i\Ji^  ̂^i*  shayhhu'l  mar  sat,  Head  of 
the  woman,  i.  e.  a  husband.  i^j^u>^  shayhhu'' I 
TOMrsa/m,The  patriarch  Noah.  j\J\  -^.^shaykhu' n 

ndr,  The  old  man  of  the  fire,  i.e.  tlie" devil, 
(^0^  shayhhi  najdi,  The  devil.  Shayahh,  (v.  n. 

of        for  ̂ iCI>)  Growing  old.    Being  a  sheik. 

A  (j'«5*r**'?/«/i/iaw,(pl.of  ̂ ^)01dmen :  doctors. 
p  eol^^  shi-hhdna,  The  corner  of  a  house. 
As^^  shayhhat.  An  elderly  woman.  A  colo- 

cynth.  Shiyahhat  or  shihhat,  (pi.  of  shayhh^ 

Sheiks.  Elders.  High  priests.  Doctors. 

A  '&=-y^^  shaykhuhhat,  A  growing  old. 
A  'ij^yi^^  shayhhuhhiyat.  Old  age. 

A  (jy^!!^  shayhhun,  An  old  man  ;  a  man  fifty 
years  old  and  upwards. 

P  i^Zi  skayd,  Deceit,  fraud,  hypocrisy.  Shed, 

The  sun.  Light.  Clear,shining,bright.  Fascination. 

Shame,  modesty.    Name  of  the  son  of  Afrasyab. 

I  tiJyi»5/iec?m/«Vama»i,Infernal  light. Illusions. 

A  lia^  shayd,  (v.  n.  of  for  Aa^^*)  Plaster- 
ing (a  wall).  Making  (a  wall)  high.  Perishing. 

Shid,  Plaster,  mortar. 
p  \^iZishaydd,  Mad,  insane,  distraught,  in  love. 

P  shiddb.  Name  of  a  person  who  insti- 
tuted the  worship  of  earth,  as  others  pay  adoration 

to  the  element  of  fire. 

p  tiA^A*»l        shed-ispahbud,  The  holy  spirit. 
p  shiddn,  A  dining-table. 

p  lijtJjl  liAwj  shid-andud,  Plastered. 
p  aj^AA^  shiddna.  The  jujube-tree  and  fruit. 

p  (_|liXAj;ij  shayddsi,  Insanity,  distraction. 

p  l1X>jSx^  shed-rang.  Name  of  a  philosopher. 

p  {^jSxZi  shedosh.  The  son  of  Giidarz. 
p  iiSi-Ztsheda,  Bright,  luminous.  Thesun.  Name 

of  the  son  of  Afrasyab.    Shida,  A  horse, 

A  *8j^iS.A<jj  shizdrat.  Jealous  (man). 
A  isxZi  .s/«sa^,  A  mode  of  wrapping  the  turban 

round  the  head. 

p  jJsxZi  shezar,  (^orj>,d^J^  shezir)'N  ame  of  God. 
A  ̂SxJ:^shayzah,(^^^^iMi  shayzakdn,  or  ̂^joji* 

shayzdh)  A  kind  of  hawk. 
A  ̂l«3.AwIrt  shayzamdn  or  shayzumdn,  A  wolf. 
A  ioUijuij  shayzumdnat,  A  young  and  swift 

she-camel.  A  kind  of  tree.    A  husband. 

p  jw»  sher,  A  lion.  The  sign  Leo.  One  of  the 
twelve  champions.  A  tiger.  ̂   \  j^Z*  sheri  dhi,  An 

alligator.  ji:J!i\j^M>  sheru'l  bashar,  Muhammad. 
j.Zi  sheri  charkh,  ((jU**»  I  j<*»»  sheri  dsmdn, 

^ji>  s/^e?■^  sipihr,  CiiJis        sheri  falah, 



^^^6^sherigardun,ov^^\ijy^j<>jJ*»  sheri  margh- 
zari  falah)  The  constellation  Leo.  The  sun.  jMi 

sheri  hhuda,  Ally.  ̂jIjL»jui*»  jw»  slieri  sistan, 

The  hero  Rustam.  ̂  3j'^^ sheri  shddurwan, 
The  figure  of  a  lion  painted  upon  a  tent.  Sj^" 

sheri  sharza,  A  furious  lion.  iJjZij^^  sheri 
sharzasi  ghab,  The  caliph  Ally.  uiLi^  jw»  s/ter/ 

gunjishh,  A  rapacious  bird  of  the  kite  species.  jJm 

(j*Xo  s/icri  magas,  A  spider,  (^jli-  t;;!^ 

sherani pulad-hhay ,  (Iron-eating  lions)  Brave  wai'- 
riors.  Mettlesome  horses.  Sliir,  Milk. 

(jii,^  shiri  khdm  hhnmrdan,  To  be  imprudent, 
careless,  inattentive.  shir  hhrvura- 

nulan,  To  suckle,  i^'^j^       s!nr  hhwurdati,  To 

drink  or  suck  milk.  i  j^:*'^_^jul>  sJiiri  shan- 

jarf-gun,  Red  wine.  ̂ j^Zt  shiri  murgh,  Birds' 
milk,  i.e.  any  thing  not  in  existence,  jb 

f^t^^azshirhdzhardan,  To  wean. 
az  shir  hdz  kardagt,  Ablactation,  weaning. 

shiyar,  Any  plant  having  a  stalk  or  stem, 

tree.  Shuyur  or  s/ur,(pl.  of,lxii*  shiydr-)  Saturdays. 

A jSjJj  shayyir,  (pl.jljuoi  shiyar)  Fat,  in  good 
condition.  Excellent  (elegy  or  poem),  (pi.  ̂  

shuwaras)A  counseller,  advisei-,  or  prime-minister. 
jiZiJLo  sayyirun  shayyirun,  Beautiful  in  form. 

JiMtJ^s-  khayyirun  shayyirun,  An  able  adviser. 

p  iijVj^  shiraba,  Poppy,  poppy-juice. 

pjVjuI)  shiraz,  A  celebrated  city  in  Persia,  the 
birth-place  of  Sheikh  Sadi,  the  author  of  the  Gu- 
listan,  Bostan,  &c.  ;  whence  he  is  likewise  called 

Shirazi.  Curd  strained  and  firm  ;  a  kind  of  cheese. 

A  confection,  electuary,  preserved  fruits,  or  pickles. 

AjVjWi  sJiirdz,  (or  sMsrdz) 

shanartz,y>J\jZi  sharariz,  orj^^lw*  shaMrlz)  Curd 
strained  from  the  whey  and  firm  ;  a  sort  of  cheese. 

p  shira-zahan,  Gentle,  insinuating. 

p  l>jl^^  s/iiras^fl.  Sewing,  working  button-holes, 
or  the  back  of  a  book. 

p  shirdza-hasta,  Bound  (book). 

p  SjVjo;i»s/m-a2:«-Z)awfZi,Bindingofabook. 
p  ̂ Vjw»  sldrazi,  Of  the  city  of  Shiraz. 
p         shiragh,  Shade,curtain  in  palace  or  tent. 

p  ̂^>\ jw»  sher-afgan,  Overthrowing  lions. 

A  cXeVjwj  shirdmula,  (or  shtrdmulaj')  The 
myrobolan-fruit. 

pj \ SAjMisher-anddz,  S tr on  g,  coura geou s.  Shir- 
anddz,  A  breast  emitting  milk  spontaneously. 

p  jo\^Xm  shcrana,  Lion-like,  brave.  Shirdna, 
A  churn-stick. 

Pjj  I  jJ^  shir-aroar,  Milk-giving,  milch. 
p  sher-avzan  (or  yjj^  avjan),  Con- 

queror of  lions;  brave,  bold,  strong,  courageous. 

p  shirdy,  Ebony. 

p  ̂jJ*>  shir-hd,  (or  ̂jj^  sMr-rva)  Meat  or  rice 
dressed  with  milk.  Curds  eaten  with  fresh  milk, 

p  sher-bacha,  A  lion's  whelp, 

p  ̂ j'Mi  shirhahh,  (or  (j^i^jrw*  shirhakhs)  An 
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Indian  root,  a  solvent  for  bile  and  phlegm. 

P  C^.jMi  shirhukht,  Oil  of  sesame. 

p  jciiSj^  shir  hahhshir,  A  yellow  root  grow- 
ing in  Hindustan  and  Kashmir. 

p  ̂jijfMi  shir-birinj,  Milk  dressed  with  rice. 
¥\>  shir-hahd,  (Price  of  milk)  A  present 

to  a  wet-nurse.  The  portion  and  paraphernalia  of 

a  bride ;  what  she  takes  to  her  husband''s  house. 

A  SjWi  shayarat,  (for  'ij^  shajarat)  A  tree. 

A  ̂ vj^  shiraj,  (from  p  shird)  Oil  ex- 
tracted from  sesame,  or  rape-seed. 

p  m\>-j^  shir-jdma,  A  cup  of  milk.  A  nipple. 

p  [/c^       shir-hhurmd,  Dates  and  milk. 
p  CL^J^j^Mishrr-khisht,  Manna. 

p  f^\s^^jfJ^  shir-khashkhdsh,  Opium. 
p  uLLli>- shir-khushk,  A  kind  of  manna. 

Pj\y^j^shir-hhwdr(orj^khwu7-),Asuck.lmg. 

p  (^j^y^J^  sliir-hliwdragi,  Suckling. 
p  tj^^       shir-khwdra,  A  sucking  babe. 

p  ̂ ^^J^JJ}^  shir-hhwurdani,  Milk-diet. 
p  idjy>-  jjji  shir-khwurda,  A  suckling. 

Pj\dj^  shir-ddr,  Milch,  giving  milk. 

p  ̂ ^jMM  sher-ddgh,  A  short-sleeved  garment 
open  in  front. 
p  shirddn,  A  milk-pan.    Ventricle  of 

sheep  or  kid  (stuffed  with  meat,  and  dressed). 

p  (Jii;**<J  sher-dil,  Lion-hearted;  brave. 

p  d^MijdjM*!  shir-dosha,  A  milk-pail. 
A  shir-dogh,  New  milk  mixed  with  sour 

milk  or  meat. 

p  ii^j^  shtr-dih,  A  wet-nurse. 
p  j^fcii^^  shir-dihi,  A  giving  suck. 

F  jijj^  shir-rez,  Emitting  milk. p  shir-zd,  Name  of  a  fattening  drug  which 

gives  an  increase  of  milk. 

p  f^jjJ^  shi?'-zuhan,  Soft,  gentle  in  speech. 

p  ̂ jju^  shij'-zaj,  Bats' milk. p  id^jJli  shir-zada,  A  sucking  child  indisposed 
and  nauseating  the  milk. 

p  ̂ jjif**  shirzah,  Milk  of  a  bat. 

p  ifjjij^  shir-zana,  A  churn.  A  churn-stick. 
p  ijj^  sherza,  A  rapacious  beast.  Strength. 
p  sherjiydn,  A  furious  lion.  Brave. 

p  ̂JCLmjJ^  sheristdn,  The  region  of  lions. 

p  ̂^JmijJm  shcr-sag,  A  hare-hunting  dog. 

Vj\^t*ij^  sher-sumdr,  The  sun. 
p j<^JmjJ^  sher-shihdr,  (Lion-hunter)  Fierce. 

p  ̂̂ J^jJ^  shir-shahar,  K'kixi&oisW^.  Affection. 
p  ̂jUsyJli  sher-tdki,  Proud, arrogant.  Timid. 
p  sher-ghardn,A  fierce  lion.  A  warrior. 

P  ̂ ^i»U>j  ij^jMi  sherah  sdhhtan,  (To  make 

(one)  a  little  lion)  To  inspire  with  courage. 

p  ̂^{jJ^  sher-hush,  Lion-killing.    A  pigeon. 

p  f^jtP*  shirhi,  A  Chinese  animal,  having  a 

yellow  body  and  black  mouth. 

p  ̂ jt^  shir-garm,,  Milk-warm,  lukewarm. 
p  '^jJ^  shir-giyd,  Name  of  a  milky  herb. 

p  shlr-giydh,  A  species  of  milky  grass. 

Fj^j^  sher-glr,  (or  ̂jJj^  sher-giri)  Tipsy, 
half  drunk.  An  instigator,  exciter.  Persevering 
in  business.  Name  of  the  28th  day  of  the  month. 
p  shir-lu^h,  Honey. 

p  \y^j^  shir-mdl,  Bread  made  with  milk. 

P  (j^;^*"  shermdn,  (Lion-like)  Warlike. 

P  f_^^^<j^sher-7ndhi,  (Lion-fish)  A  fish  of  whose 
bones  they  make  knife-handles.  Shlr-mdhi,  (Milk- 
fish)  Name  of  a  delicious  fish  with  white  scales. 

p  shir-mdya,  Rennet. 

p  ̂ ytijjM  sher-mard,  (Lion-man)  Bold,  coura- 
geous, athletic.  One  who,  by  a  course  of  severe  dis- 

cipline, has  attained  eminence  in  the  divine  life. 

P  tj^*^/^:"-*  sher-marddn,  Heroes.  Holy  men. 

P  '^jtf**  shir-murgh,  (Milk-bird)  The  bat  (be- cause it  suckles  its  young). 

p  fJLtMC jjZ»  sheri  mast,  A  raging  lion.  Brave, 
warlike.    Sldr-mast,  A  fat  lamb  six  months  old. 

PuiJUj^iIIis/iemaA,  Abounding  in  lions  (a  place). 

Shirndh,  Full  of  milk,  milch. 

p  ̂  jjJm  shiranj,  A  species  of  black  root. 
p  1^3  jJm  sher-namd.  Appearing  like  a  lion. 

P(_^ ̂puiJ*67<ir-wa»/(ors/tr/'i-wa?/),Sugar-cane  juice. 

p  ̂^^}J^  shirwdn,  A  country  in  Persia. 
p ̂ ^Jii  J  jJlt  shir  u  shakar.  Milk  and  sugar. 

p  j»xJjijjj^^  shirushilim,  Jerusalem. p  shirawghan.  Oil  of  sesame. 

p  eOj jJm  shiruna.  An  ulcer  growing  on  the  heads 
of  children.  A  disease  of  the  head  or  brain,  mad- 

ness. A  disease  amongst  cattle. 

p  ̂ jjjJli  sheruy,  A  son  of  Khusrav  Parvez. 

p  B'ljjMi  sheruya,  Great,  honourable,  digni- 
fied. Brave,  valiant.  Name  of  the  son  of  Khusraw. 

p  ijfMi  shira,  New  or  made  wine.  An  intoxi- 
cating kind  of  drink.  The  expressed  juice  of  any 

fruit  except  olives.  Oil  of  sesame.  A  tray  with  a 

leg  to  stand  upon.  Maslock.  \icj>-  tjJii  shirasi 
hhurmd,  Juice  of  dates.  ̂ ^J^  ̂jt^  sliir asi  shahar, 

Juice  of  sugar :  molasses.  'ij^  shira-sha- 

rdb(orj^iJ\  angur),  New  wine,  must. 

p  S>y>.j  8;**i*  shira-reroand,  Gamboge. 
p  ̂_5^^^s/tej'i.  Lion-like.  Ferocity,  ̂ ^li^  LSjif** 

sheri  namudan  (or  ̂^^^ kardan).  To  display  leo- 
nine ferocity.  Shiri,  Milky.  Part  of  a  ship. 
p  shirln.  Sweet.  Pleasant,  gentle,  gra- 

cious, affable.  Delicate.  A  sweetmeat  or  confec- 
tion. An  infant  at  the  breast.  Name  of  a  celebrated 

lady.  ̂ ^ijJ^  i(^\ibddanshirln,8weetwme.  JJfclji» 

fj^j*^  shdhidi  shirin-jamdl,  A  nymph  re- 
sembling Shirin  in  beauty. 

p  \i>\  i^jMishirin-add,  Singing  sweetly;  speak- 

ing eloquently. 

p  f^Sti^  (jlj^  shirin-dahan,  Sweet-mouthed. 
p  ̂ ^bj  shirin-zabdn  {ov  Jcs^  guftdr), 

With  an  enchanting  tongue.  Eloquent.  Sweet- 

spoken,  affable. 



^  i^-jif**  shirin-zabam,  Sweetness  of 
speech.  Eloquence. 

p  i^j^  shirm-sukhan,  Sweetly-spoken. 

p  (JjI^  i^ijMji  shirin-shamaAl,  Amiable. 

p         ij^.jtP*  shirln-tab^  Sweet-tempered. 
p  {^^Xj^^jJ^  shirinah,  Somewhat  sweet,sweetish. 

A  kind  of  eruption  common  to  children. 

V j6  ̂J>.JfM>  shirin-har,  Of  gentle  manners. 
A  maker  of  sweetmeats. 

p  ̂J\J6  ̂J>.J^  shirin-karan,  Flatterers.  Of 

mild  dispositions.  Makers  and  venders  of  sweet- 

neats.    Jugglers,  buffoons. 

p ^^>j^shl.rin-guwar,^a.sj  of  digestion. 

p  gjjjJ^  shirma,  An  eruption  common  to  chil- 
Iren.  A  disease  incident  to  cattle.  Blight,  mildew. 
^.  churn-stick. 

p  ̂^^^jiZt  shirini,  Sweetness.   A  sweetmeat. 

J^^M)  shiz,  An  Indian  wood  for  making  saucers. 
Ebony.  The  nut-tree.  A  bow. 

AjImi  shasiz,  Rough,  rugged,  elevated  (place). 

A  ijfjfMi  shiza' ,  A  black  shining  wood  of  which 
hey  make  saucers.  Ebony.   The  nut-tree. 

A  [^y^i  shish,  A  bad  sort  of  date. 

A  ̂julZi  shans,  Hard  and  rugged  (place). 

A  ̂LiJui  shishas,  A  vile  species  of  date. 

p  shtshdk,  A  yearling  lamb.  A  four- 
stringed  instrument. 

p  ̂^JJi\JLiS^  shtshalang,  The  wagtail. 

pt^^^^^^y^i  slnshak,A  sheep  ayear  old.  A  magpie. 

A  small  partridge.    A  four-stringed  instrument. 

p  dLiouli*  shishala,  Weak,  languid.  Paralytic. 

Drunk.  Any  thing  faded,  ragged,  or  spoilt  from 

jge.  A  hole  in  silk  or  linen  (from  friction,  con- 

;usion,  the  gnawing  of  mice,  or  moths).  What- 

3ver  is  beaten  or  carded  (as  cotton,  wool,  or  flax). 
sliishum,  Name  of  a  musical  instrument. 

p  y^'iMi  sliishu,  A  small  kind  of  partridge.  An 

inimal  resembling  an  ape.    A  descent,  declivity. 

p  eJljjMi  shisha,  Glass.  A  glass,  bottle,  flask, 

shial,  cup,  caraff!,  decanter ;  acupping-glass.  The 

[lighest  heaven.  iJL*A^  n^ui  slashan  hijmnat, 

A.  cupping-glass,  ̂ ^y-  sJLjJ^  sInshaH  khundb, 
The  sky.  sU  sJLxL  shislianmdh,  The  moon.  The 

sky.   sZ*^  t-S^'  diishi-shisha,  A  burning-glass. 
Pjb  sJl^iS^  shlsha-bdz,  A  player  at  cups  and 

balls.  The  sun. 

P         ̂   hJlx^  sliisha  hd  farzdn,  White. 
p  eJS^^^  e.Z^xZi  shis/ia  slnsha,  Flask  after  flask. 

s,Z*^  shisJiagar,  A  glass-blower. 

P  (j^*^  fl-i.A^  shisha-garddn,  A  juggler,  cheat. 

p         aZ^Zi  shisha-gardariySWlj,  stupid, 

p  ̂sb*  eJ^^xZi  shlsha-mahal,  A  glazed  palace. 
p  fjXxLiS^  sJusJnk,  A  kind  of  small  partridge. 

A  {jaXM  sh'is,  (or  ̂UxjJIj  shlsds)  A  kind  of  very l)ad  sour  date  (such  as  is  produced  when  the  flowers 

of  the  male  palm-tree  have  not  been  sprinkled  over 
the  female).  A  kind  offish.  Toothache.  Gripes. 
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abu'sh  skis,  Name  of  an  Arabian  poet. 

A  shaysaban,  A  male  ant.    An  ant's hole.  A  race  of  demons.  The  devil. 

A  shayt,  (and  's^^iZ*  shaytutaf)  (v.  n.  of 
ialjijforlajuu)  Being  burnt  up,  or  absorbed  in  cook- 

ing (butter  or  oil).  Having  the  burnt  part  of  victuals 
sticking  to  it  (a  pot).  Perishing  (a  man).  Being 

distributed  entirely  (a  slaughtered  camel).  Mix- 

ing bloods,  i.  e.  killing  a  homicide  in  the  act  of 

murder.  Going  away  with  impunity  after  shed- 

ding blood.  Making  haste  in  any  work. 

A  ̂jlloj^Jj  shaytdn,  (pi.  {^j^\xu»  shaydtlti)  Sa- 
tan, the  devil :  a  demon,  deuce.  Proud,  stubborn, 

perverse  (demon,  man,  animal).  A  serpent  of  a 
hideous  appearance.  A  mark  branded  on  a  camel 

from  the  thigh  to  the  hock.  Vain,  trifling.  (jllaxi.5\ 

«>A*131  n.AS'  ash  ''shaytdn  ̂ layhVl  la^a,  Satan,  on 
whom  be  the  curse  (of  God).  y\.)i>  ̂^UiX^  shay- 

tdn-fdsir,  The  devil's  bird,  i.  e.  the  bat  or  the  owl. 

^a5\  (jUajk-^  shaytdnu''l  fala\  (Demon  of  the  de- 
sert) Thirst. 

A^llaXiSj  shaytdriiy,  Diabolical,  devilish. 

A  'i^^^^aJ^  shaytdnlyatfTi'viiholiGdl  pride  or  stub- 
bornness, diabolism,  devilishness,  satanism. 

A  ̂lajuli  sh'itaraj,  An  Indian  medicine  very acrid  and  caustic. 

p  iJ^^Mi  sJiaytara,  Fumitory. 
A  XlJaAjij  shaytanat,  (v.  n.  of  (^lajui  Q)  Being 

proud,  obstinate,  satanic,  devilish.  Diabolism, 
diabolical  pride,  or  malignity,  devilishness. 

A  (^laA*ij  sliaytiy,  Dust  raised  into  the  air. 
A  iaix.I>s/ia?/2;,(v.n.ofl£>liiiforlaAii)  Piercingthe 

hand,  penetrating  the  flesh  (a  splinterfrom  a  spear). 

A  ̂̂ ^^iAiMi  shayzdn,  Harsh,  cruel,  fell,  grim. 

A  jja^'i^  shayzam,  (pi.  a^lblAiii  shaydzimat) 
Long,  tall,  robust  (young  man,  horse,  or  camel).  A 
large  old  porcupine  or  hedgehog.    A  lion. 

A  I^Vixi^  shayzam'iy,  (pi.  iL»li>lA^  shaydzimat') 
Fat,  robust  (youth,  horse,  or  camel).  Eloquent. 

Swift  (horse).    A  lion. 

A  ̂ jM*  shay^  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ j^^)  Being  di- 
vulged, publislied.  Publishing,  divulging.  Follow- 

ing, attending.  Filling  (a  vessel).  Portion  of  time 
(as  one  hour)following  another.  Born  immediately 
after  another,  the  next  brother  or  sister.  Afollower. 

(pi.  ashyd^  The  whelp  of  a  lion.  Quantity  ; 

space ;  measure.  Like.  ;S'/<i^,  A  follower,  a  dangler 
after.  Shiya^  (pi.  of  &*jul»  shJ^t)  Multitudes  fol- 

lowing one  another;  followers,  adherents. 

A        shayyi^,  (pi.  -''^jouIj  shuya^s)K  follower. 

A-^UjuIi  sA2(i/«^aj,(pl.of^^  sAa^/?/?'^)  Followers. 
A  (jUjulii  shaya^n,  A  being  divulged, published. 
A  ixiJli  shay^t,  A  certain  tree  from  which  bees 

cull  honey,  and  with  which  clothes  are  perfumed. 

Shi^t,  (pi.  ̂Ijuii^  ashyd^and  shiya^  A  mul- 
titude following  one  another  in  pursuit  of  the  same 

object.    &*JLiJ\  ash'shi^t,  The  sect  of  Ally. 

t. 

M^iMt  shayyi^t,  Common  property,  free  to  all. 

A  eS'^xZi  shay^^t,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^^)  Be- 
ing divulged,  published.  Leaving  (a  portion)  un- 

divided. Following. 

A  ̂"i"*  shiya^y,  Of  the  sect  of  AlTy,  Shlite. 
A  &X«Aiis/«^i?/ai,  A  following  of  the  sect  of  Ally, 

the  being  a  Shlite  (as  opposed  to  a  Sonnite). 

A  i—ftJui*  shif,  Thorns  on  branches  of  a  palm. 

A  ̂jlaXjI*  shayyifdn,  (and  SaajIi  shayyifat)  Van- 
guard, picket,  advanced  post,  scout,  spy. 

p  ̂^'jhsMi  sheftagi,  Astonishment,  loss  of  one's senses.  Greediness. 

p  i^s^  sheftan,  To  become  insane  or  dis- 
tracted with  love. 

p  shefta,  Mad,  enamoured.   Strongly  in- 
clined.  Astonished.  lL^>j  shefta-rang,  An 

apricot,  a  smooth  peach.  A  kind  of  sweet  white 

carrot,  a  parsnip,  skirret. 

A  shih,  A  mountain  ;  a  high  and  inacces- 
sible part  of  it.  A  narrow  fissure  in  a  mountain. 

A  small  white  duck.  A  kind  of  fish.  Glans  penis. 

Hairs  in  a  horse's  tail.    A  side. 

A  shayyih,  Lecherous,  full  of  desire,  long- 

ing, lascivious. 

A  'iSLiZ)  shihat,  A  single  hair  in  a  horse's  tail. 
A  kind  of  water-fowl. 

p  '^yZi  shik,  A  paralyzed  hand  or  foot.  Lan- 

guid, inert. A  &^Ju^  shikat,  (v.  n.  of  for  t^^)  Fall- 

ing (amongst  thorns).  Pricking  any  one  (a  thorn). 

Pricking  (any  one),  running  a  thorn  into  (him). 

p  (j^^A-^  shaykurdn,  A  species  of  hemlock. 
PjICjuI*  shigdr,  An  order  to  work  for  nothing. 
A  shuyyal  and  shiyal,  (pi.  of  ̂^\J^  shdnl) 

Milkless  (camels)  in  want  of  the  male. 

P  ̂j^^Jui*  shildn,  A  royal  table  or  entertainment. 
The  jujube.  Growing  corn.  A  place  luxuriant 

in  green  herbs. 
p  iO^Aji  sheldna,  The  jujube. 

p  (^JAju^  shilak,  The  mouth  of  a  musket. 

A  p  ̂ yZi  shaylam,  Tares  or  darnel  (which  if 
eaten  in  bread  cause  a  slight  intoxication). 

A  jjj^  shaylam,  Mean-looking.   A  miser. 
p  a.ijJjwi  shayluna,  A  tortoise. 
p  aJjkii*  sldla,  Rice-soup.  Wormwood. 

A ^Mshaym,{Y.r\.oi ^jMhv ̂ xZi)  Putting(one 
thing  into  another,  especially  a  sword)  into  the 

sheath.  Hiding  one  thing  within  another.  Enjoy- 

ing (a  maiden).  Drawing  (a  sword).  Watching 
a  thunder-cloud  to  discover  whether  it  will  rain. 

Entering  into.  Soiling  with  black  spots.  Having 

black  moles  on  the  skin.  Making  an  accurate  at- 

tack in  war.  Striking  (a  horse)  with  the  heel  to 

make  (him)  go  faster.  Sliim,  (pi.  of  ashy  am) 

Distinguished  by  a  black  mole  or  any  other  natural 

mark.  A  kind  of  fish.  (pi.  of  ̂\iJ^  shiydm)  Mice. 
Shayam,  Soil  never  yet  dug,  remaining  in  its  ori- 



ginal  state  of  hardness.  Shiyam,  (pi.  of  X<wj  sht- 
mat)  Manners,  habits.    Soils  dug  up. 

p  shim,  A  small,  spotted,  scaly  fish.  The 
fish  which  swallowed  Jonah.    Sir,  your  worship. 

A  shaymas,  Name  of  a  woman. 

A  &<Mii  shhmat,  Habit,  nature,  disposition. 

A  icMi  shimat,  (pi.  sliiyum)  Habit,  nature, 
disposition.    Earth  dug  up. 

A  ̂ ^0^J^  shaymiizan,  A  wolf. 
A  shaymal,  The  north. 

p  s-^Zi  shema,  A  kind  of  grape. 

A  ijjjSi  shayn,  (v.  n.  of  for  i^}^)  Disgra- 
cing, dishonouring,  degrading.  Disgrace,  shame. 

Shin,  The  letter  Three  hundred. 

p  shin,  A  man  addicted  much  to  venery. 

(for  t^-io  nishin)  Sit  down. 

A  ti^v^  shayyin,  Shameful. 
p  li>^  shina.  Swimming,  natation. 

p  L-.'Uw  shmab,  Labour,  study.  Swimming. 

PjUs-  j^juij  shin-khiyar,  A  large  cucumber 
kept  for  seed. 

p  dSxiM  shina,  A  kind  of  pipe. 

p  juAM*  shayniz,  Coriander-seed. 

AjjCjJ^  shiniz,  Coriander-seed. 

p  ̂jJm  shev,  A  declivity.  Base,  foundation.  Be- 

low,under.Humble,low.Avalley.Rice-soup.Abow. 
p        sheva,  Eloquent. 

p  shiwad,  A  kind  of  water-fowl. 

P  ̂J<>J  ̂^i'^  shevd-zaban,  Eloquent-tongued. 
p  iJ\^xJ^  shtwdn,  Mixed,  jumbled.  Trembling. 
p  shiwanidan.  To  mix.  To  steep  flour 

in  water,  to  knead.    To  cause  to  tremble. 

A  ̂ ^M)  shuyuhh  or  shiyuhh,  (pi.  of  -^iishaykh) 
Aged  men.  Elders.  Doctors.  Sheikhs.  Prelates. 

A  fts-jjijL  shuyuhhat,  A  growing  old. 

A  'i^h^^iZi  shuyuhhiyat,  Old  age. 
p  euLijJuj  shmjusha,  An  ingot  of  gold.  The  stalk 

of  a  cucumber. 

A  ̂^y^  shuyut,  (or  '^^fn  shuyutai)  (v.  n.  of 
for  iajuij)  Being  burnt  up. 

A  yJi*"  shayu^  Firewood.  Shuyu^  A  being 
divulged,  published. 

A  ̂ ^.^  shvyum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Im  for  Mak- 
ing an  accurate  attack  in  war. 

p  (j^«>  shevan.  Lamentation.    A  spear. 
p  ii^^iZi  shiwanda,  Mixed.  Tremulous. 

A  SjA/I*  shayuh,  Dishonest,  shameful.  Re- 

proachful, opprobrious. 

p  !5_jJUrt  sheva,  Amorous  looks,  gestures,  blan- 

dishments, coquetry,  feigned  disdain,  or  playful- 

ness of  lovers.  The  graceful  movements  of  a  lovely 
girl ;  an  air  of  elegance,  beautiful,  delicate,  tender. 

A  habit,  custom,  natural  disposition  ;  a  manner  of 

living  or  acting.  Skill,  perfection.  Business,  trade, 

profession,  art.  Acquisition.  A  sect.  Apparatus. 

pjb  sheva-hdz,  (also  Ji  i ̂ pt  shevagar) 
A  lover,  a  male  or  female  coquet,  playing  off  all 
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the  pretty  arts  of  love. 

p  J\d  ̂^iMi  sheva-dar,  An  artist,  a  craftsman. 
A  tradesman.     Expert,  clever. 

P  ij'i^  sheva-zabdn,  Sweetly-spoken :  elo- 

quent. A  shayh,  (v.  n.  of  sUSj  for  xa^)  Accusing, 

reproaching,  treating  opprobriously.  Shih,  (shayh, 

or  elZi  shayyih)  (pi.  of  sImj  shut)  Sheep. 

A  shayJiam,  A  (male)  porcupine  with 
large  quills. 

A  'i^^fi^  shayhaviat,  An  old  woman. 
p  s-if^Mi  shiha,  The  neighing  of  a  horse. 
A        shayiy,  A  stammerer. 

A  ̂ ij^  shuyays,  A  little  thing,  a  trifle.  ^ 
A'i.Ai~Zi  shisatj'WiW,  desire.  dM\  *(_^  l)^ 

j^IjO  hull  shays  bishiMt  alldh  ta^la'.  Every  thing 
(happens)  by  the  will  of  God  most  High. 

A  {JL^xjJm  shaUt,  A  horse  apt  to  stumble.  A 

horse  that  places  his  hind-feet  short  of  his  fore-feet. 

A   ̂ ^i***  shuyaykh  or  shiyaykh,  (dim.  of 
shayUi)  A  little  doctor,  or  old  man. 

p  ̂ ^i^xiZi  shayidan,  To  arm  or  equip  one's  self. 

A  8^.*»>  shuyayrat,  (for  'ijf^^)  A  small  tree. 
A  ̂J"A^J;l>s/ia^^s,(pl.of|;_>*^\JiJ)Rough,hard  places. 

A  shuyays,  (dim.  o{^^^)A  little  thing. 

sad,  (called  elf^j^jS-  lil^a  sddi  ghayr 
manhuta,  liUo  sddi  muhmala,  Undotted  ) 

The  fourteenth  letter  of  the  Arabic,  and  the  seven- 

teenth of  the  Persian  alphabets.  In  arithmetic  it 

expresses  90,  and  is  the  abbreviature  for ̂ £Uo  safar, 
the  second  Muhammadan  month.  It  seldom  oc- 

curs in  words  not  derived  from  the  Arabic,  and  is 

interchangeable  with  iJlJ  sd,  ̂ jim,J  zayn,  sin, 

(ji  syim,and  ̂ j^ayn.  The  power  of  sdd  is  that  of 
s  pronounced  with  a  thick,  dull,  hollow  sound  from 

the  roof  of  the  mouth,  not  easily  to  be  described. 

A      sd,  (Arab,  form  of  p  W  did)  Tea. 

A  ̂\*o  sds,  (or  'iAto  sdsat)  The  water  contained 
in  the  caul  which  envelops  the  fo9tus  in  the  womb. 

A  'i\f\*osdMt,  Water  contained  in  the  secundine. 
A  \^\jo  sdb,  A  certain  bitter  tree.  The  juice 

of  a  bitter  tree.    Raining,  rainy  (cloud  or  sky). 

A  (_-jU£>  sasab,  (v.  n.  of  u-*^)  Being  troubled 

with  nits  (thehead).  Drinking  much  water(a  man). 

Quenching  (the  thirst). 
A  Olo  sdbb,  A  pourer,  a  difiriser. 
A  wUo  sabat.  Weakness  of  intellect.  A  slight 

touch  of  insanity.  Misfortune,  disaster. 

A^Uo  sdbih.  Clear,  plain,  perspicuous. 
Aj>y^  sdbir,  Patient.  One  who  compels,  forces, 

or  restrains.  One  who  forcibly  detains  another  in 

order  to  puthimto  death  .J  ob,j^\^  ̂ >\abusdbi7;Salt. 

a^Uj  sdhigh,  Full-uddered  and  shining. 

p  sdbuta,  An  old  woman,  or  mare. 

A  sabun,  Soap.    c-.>lA.i3^  i^i^'^  sdbii- 
nu'sh  shabdb,  The  tree  called  uLUU  ̂ \  abu  mdlih. 

i_-sliB\  i^^y^  sdhunu'lhdf,  Soap-ashes. 
A  sabifun,  (pi.  of  (^Lo  sabis)  Sabeans, 

Pagans,  idolaters,  who  change  their  religion. 
P  sdbuni,  A  mixture  of  almonds,  honey, 

and  sesame  oil. 

A(3ylo  sa&M«iy,  A  soap-maker.  Saponaceous. 

A^^^^ sdbis,{]A.^^i^sdbiMn,'i\xja  subdf)  An 
idolater,  who  changes  his  religion.  Pagan,  Sabean. 

A  &A>to  sdbiyat.  The  north-east  wind. 

A  oUo  sat,  Loud-voiced  (man  or  ass).  A  good 

report,  name,  or  reputation. 
T  s^\^  sdchma,  Small  shot. 

A  ̂ Xo  sdh,  (for  sahib)  A  friend,  b 

^Ijo  yd  sdhi,  (for  ̂j^\*o  \>,ydsdhibi)  Oh  my  friend '. 
\m3  sdhib,  (pi.  sahb  aud'ij,^ suh- 

bat)  Enjoying,  possessed  of,  or  endowed  with.  A 

lord,  master,  great  man,  governor,  chief.  A  com- 
panion, a  friend.  A  title  of  courtesy,  equivalent  to 

Master,  Mr.,  and  Sir.  This  word  is  much  used  in 

composition  to  denote  the  master  or  possessor  of 

any  quality  or  thing,  in  some  instances  with,  in 

others  without  kasr:  as,jLjk»-\  l*o  sdhibi  ikh- 

tiydj^,  Possessed  of  free  election  or  option.  Pre- 
eminent. jUiff'^  i_-*=>-U3  sdhibi  i^ibdr,  Esteemed, 

enjoying  reputation.    {^j£>\^\  sdhibi  agh- 
rdz.  Factious,  who  excites  sedition  or  rebellion, 

p  (^ji^^ sdhibi  afsari  gardun,  Jesus 
Christ.  Aj\d^\  t._A5>-lo  sdhibi iktiddr,  Potent,  pos- 

sessed of  power.  \^\  i^s-\tO  sdhibi  imzd.  Prime- 
minister,  secretary  of  state.  u.^Lo  sdhibi 

ihtimdm,  A  prudent  manager.    i^.J^^        lo  sd- 

sd- 

hibu''l  barid,  A  post-master,  p  ̂̂ ^^y  j 

sdhibi  tdb  %i  tuwdn,  Powerful,  a 

.0'
 

hibi  tdj,  A  crowned  head.  The  sun.  p  ̂ » 
dyki^j  sdhibi  tdj  u  toM^,  Possessor  of  crown  and 
throne.  CJJ^  c->*>-l/«  sdhibi  takht.  Possessor  of 

the  throne;  a  king.  Aj<>iV  i^s-\^  sdhibi  tadbir, 

A  prudent  counsellor,  i^jjoi  sdhibi  ta- 

sarruf,  Adroit,  skilful,  dij^  sdhibi  tam- 

kanat,  Possessed  of  dignity,  'js*^  u- *>-U3  sdhibi 
tamyiz,  A  man  of  discernment.  (Jlf?  t_jk»-L^  sd- 

hibi jdmal.  Beautiful,  handsome.  t— 
sdhibi  jawzd.  The  planet  Mercury. 

sdhibi  kakh,  Rightful  owner.  lL->^  i^^cs-Lo  sdhi- 

bu'l  hut,  (or  tm-j^^^  sdhibu'n  nun)  (Lord  of 

the  fish)  Jonah,  p  ̂\^\s-  t_..*5>-La  sdhibi  khdti- 
rdn,  Poets.  Orators.  Jocular.  «jls-  u-»s>-l*o  sd- 

hibi hhdna.  Master  of  the  house,  a  ji-  c— *>-l^ 
sdhibi  hhaba.r,  A  chamberlain,  a  lord  in  waiting. 

An  ambassador,  p  ̂^l^las-  ̂ _c»-l.o  sdhibi  hhata- 
rdn.  Kings,  princes,  or  other  illustrious  personages, 

i^jii  u-*»-V*o  sdhib-dard.  Pained.  Jo  sdhib 

dil,  A  man  of  piety,    a  ul*^j<i  sdhib  dam- 

lat,  Wealthy.  A  mighty  lord,  ̂ j^y.ii  (_^s»Uj  sd- 



hibi  dirvan,  Superintendant  of  the  finances.  The 

author  of  a  set  of  odes,  pj^  (_-^^  sdhibi  rax, 

A  confidant,  a  ̂ ^\J  sdhibi  ray,  A  vazir. 

ftJluiP^  saldbu  'rrisdla,  Lord  of  the  embassy, 

i.e.  Muhammad.  i^jI^^s^Km  mhibirasad,'^am(i 
of  a  celebrated  astronomer,  a  CL^J^jj  L.^»s«-L.a  sa- 

hlbi  riwdyat,  An  able  story-teller,  (jj  t—.***-!^  sa- 

hib-ray,  Avicenna.  ̂ ^^p^  u-*'-^'*  sdh/bu  'z  zamdn, 
Lord  of  the  age.  ̂ ^**>  sdhibi  sarir,  A  king. 
<^^^  t— »5>-lo  sdhibi  sofardniajldk,  Sun, 

moon,  and  planets,  ii^las- j  is»^:*j-j  u-as-uo  sahibi 
sikkafU  hhutba,A.  king,an  absolute  sovereign(who 

has  the  right  of  coining  money,  and  for  whom  pub- 

lic prayers  are  ofl^ered  up  in  the  mosques).  Pt_.*s-l.^ 

f^^J^Mi  sdhibi  sang,  A  man  of  gravity,  power,  or 

dignity.  A  slanderer,  backbiter.  i^M*  i_>s>-l..^? 

sahib  shukoh,  Grave,  dignified,  majestic.  u-*s"^ 
fj\>o  sdhibi  sdbl,  Jesus  Christ.  Name  of  the  person 

who  instituted  the  worship  of  the  stars.  t_-»5>-l*s 

^jjio  sdhibi  siffin,  The  caliph  AlTy.  A  c-*>-U» 
sdhiM  zuhur,l\\mtY\om.  A  hero,  ̂ ..,.^\>o 

f^jp-  sdhibi  ̂ rfdn,  Intelligent,  wise.  LswJl lo 

sahibu' I  ̂sa',  Lord  of  thestaff,«.e.  Moses.  u-*:»-\-^ 

^  J  Ills'  sdhibi  ̂ itd  u  »2?'^am,Munificent.  *>-lo 
iijvsi^  sdhibu'l  ̂ mud,  Lord  of  the  column,  Si- 

meon Stilites.  f^^S'  i^.,ts>\,o  sdJiibi  Rinnan,  Ex- 

cellent,supreme.jlAff'  sdhibi  ̂ i2/ar,Shrewd, 

sly.  (j^ii  u-A=»-Ufi  sdhibi  ̂ yni  dabrdn,  The 
constellation  Taurus.  CL**ii\jS  u_a=«-U^5  sdhibi  Jii  d- 

sat,  Sagacious.  A  physiognomist,  (j^^  *5"Ij^ 

sdJiib  Jirdsh,  Bed-ridden,  t^llali-  (Jw^  t_,.c»-L^ 

sdhibi  fasli'l  khitdb,  King  David.  ̂ J-»a5\  (_-kS"U^ 

sdhibu''lf~il,  Lord  of  the  elephant,  name  of  Abra- 
hah,  fort3^-sixth  king  ofYaman.  (_^s-l.o  .va- 

/i77>? /I'o?;^/,  Agreeable.  A  willing  receiver.  4„as-'i>o 
sdhib-hirdn,  Lord  of  the  happy  conjunction. 

A  fortunate  and  invincible  hero.  A  title  of  TTmiir. 

Muhammad,  p  (j,yij^l^  sdhib-hirdm,  Heroic. 
Royal, imperial.    A  sahib  hitdb,  In- 

structed in  the  Scriptures.  A  scripturist.  An  author, 

j^^i— *s»-l<^  sdhibi  haram,  Beneficent.  i_.^L^ 
sahibi  harnal,  Perfect,  excellent.  JU  u«*s»U5 

sa/u'&  wa/, Wealthy.  u-»s.-U3  sa/<<7)  m«;V/,  Glo- 
rious. i_^U3  sa/iiZ*?  mahalla,  The  head  man 

of  a  ward.  ̂ IH<  i_-*si>Lo  .saZt?"?*  mahdm,  Exalted  in 
dignity.  jUH  (^,.*>lo  sdhibu'n  ndr,  Doomed  to 
the  fire.  l*o  sa/«6inamMS, Alawgiver. 

^lai  (_^>-Ua  sahib  nazar,  Clear-sighted.  Pious, 

li^j  i^-s-L(tf>  sdhibi  wvjud,  Powerful,  potent. 

I — 5y_5  u-*=>l>o  sa/tiftj  wii/iS/,  Experienced.  Privy, 
acquainted,    v  s5/iiZ/  hunar,  Skilful. 

A  UaJO.^J         Ua  sdhibi  yadi  (or  i  i.^kafi)  bayzd, 
Lord  of  the  white  hand,  i.e.  Moses. 

AH.As-U>sa/M6a/,Alady.  A  wife.  (pi. 
A  female  companion.  A  handmaid.  Possessed  of. 

p  ̂ ^fO  sdhibi,  A  kind  of  striped  silken  stuff*. 
A  ̂_^U3  sdhibi,  Rule,  lordship.  Kind  of  grape. 
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A  'is^\jOsdhat,  Ground  which  produces  nothing. 
A  sdhi.  Clear,  serene  (day  or  sky). 

A  sdkhat,  (pi.  Ols-lo  sdhhdt  or  ,^X>o 
sdlih)  A  misfortune,  evil.  A  lump  on  a  bone  from 
a  bite  or  blow. 

A  Xs-lo  sdhhhhaf,  A  noise  which  grates  or  stuns 
the  ear.  The  day  of  judgment.  A  calamity. 

A  Ji-l>^  sdkhid,  A  solitary  palm-tree  stripped 
of  its  bark.  Intense  (heat). 

A  js-U^  sdhhir,  Sound  from  the  collision  of 
pieces  of  iron. 

A  S^Lo  sdkhirat,  A  kind  of  earthen  vessel. 
A  tilo  sad,  The  letter  ̂ j^a.  Copper,  brass,  or  a 

particular  kind  thereof.  A  brazen  vessel.  A  cock 

rolling  on  the  ground,  (pi.  liU*©^  asydd  and  dS\^\ 

asdnd^  A  vein  between  the  eyes  of  a  camel.  A  dis- 
ease in  a  camel  causing  a  discharge  at  the  nose.  A 

camel  so  distempered.  d\*o  ̂ jy^  surad  sdd.  The 

-38th  chapter  of  the  Kur'an  (to  which  is  prefixed 
(__>9  as  an  abbreviature  for  ̂ SfO sidh,T!r\xi\\,  orsome 
such  mysterious  word),  p  ̂li^iiUo  sdd  kardan. 

To  inscribe  an  account  with  the  letter  ̂ ^sarf,  im- 

plying that  it  has  been  audited. 

A  ̂ jI/O  sddih.  Singing  (bird). 
A  sddir.  Who  or  what  flows,  originates, 

emerges,  springs  up  or  out.  Produced,  derived, 

happened,  arrived.  (A  road)  leading  from  the  wa- 
ter. An  ancient  writer.  Extraordinary  taxes  levied 

on  any  great  emergency,  p  ̂^liJjjiiUo  sddir  shu- 
dan,To  proceed,  emanate,  a  lij^jjiiUa  sddir  rcdrid, 
Going  and  coming ;  a  traveller.  Sundry  charges 
in  an  office  of  business,  such  as  ink,  paper,  oil,  &c. 

'^l?  ̂  J  jOUo  &)  l«  md  laliu  sddir  wa  Id  wdrid.  He 
possesses  nothing. 

a  'ijd\>o  sddirat,  A  certain  kind  of  the  lofe-tree. 
A  tree  in  Paradise,  called  ̂ ^.^lo^^  SjtW  sidratu'l 
muntaha  ,  the  abode  of  the  archangel  Gabriel, 

A  sddi^,  Covering  much  ground  (a  moun- 

tain or  water).  Shining  (dawn),  ̂ '^haldmi 
sddi^,  An  eloquent,  powerful  discourse. 

A  t_Jiil^  sddif,  Deviating,  receding;  who  or 
what  deviates  or  recedes. 

A  iiijlo  sddif  at,  (pi.  L.^d\yO  sairddif)  A  ca- 
mel waiting:  until  the  others  have  drunk. 

A  ̂ lilo  sddik,  True,  just,  sincere,  ingenuous, 

good.  A  heavy  blow,  a  stroke  which  tells.  An  epi- 

thet of  Joseph,  Abubakr,  and  Jesus  Christ.  ̂ liL^ 

JjES\  sddihu  7  hawl.  Truth-speaking.  (jl^ 

^^LjJI  lisdni  sddihu 'I  baydn,  A  tongue  expressive 

of  truth,  ai'iilo  CUx3  niynti  sddiha.  Pure  inten- 

tion, good  conscience.  Ki'iil*^  ghibb  sddiha- 
tin,  After  the  thing  became  evident,  ̂ ii-  ̂jiil^s 
sddihu'l  ju^  Real  hunger. 
A  sddi,  (fem.  &>til^)  Dry,  thirsty. 

A  ̂d\*o  sadly.  Brazen. 
A        sdrr.  Trees  whose  branches  intertwine, 

so  as  to  form  a  perpetual,  continuous  shade. 
9m 

A  ijK^  sdrat,  Summit  (of  a  mountain).  Aplace 
thickly  set  with  trees.    Strong  musky  smell. 

Aij\jOsdrrat,{jp\.y\yO  sardsir  andj^ yO  sawdrr) 

Any  thing  necessary  to  be  done.  Thirst. 
A  sdrihh,  One  who  calls  for  assistance. 

An-  assistant.    A  dunghill-cock. 

A  ii-jLo  sdrihhat,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ '^)  Bringing  help. 
Cries  for  help.    Clamorous  (woman). 

A         sdrid.  Overshooting  the  mark  (ai-row). 

A  I  ij^sdrif,  A  changer,  an  alterer.  A  deceiver, 
cheat.  Prodigal,  extravagant.  Libidinous  (bitch). 

A  sarr/'rt^.  Vicissitudes  of  fortune. 

A  ̂J^sdrim,  (pi.  |«,^^*osaroaHm)  A  sharp  sword. 
An  intrepid,  expeditious  man.    A  lion. 

P  j^*o  sdruj,  Plaster,  mortar,  cement.  Quick 
lime.  An  unguent,  composed  of  quick  lime  and 
arsenic,  for  extirpating  hairs. 

A ̂ jjUa  sdrur,  sdrurdf,  or  'ij^j^  sd- rurat)  A  man  neglecting  to  go  on  pilgrimage  to 
Mecca.    A  bachelor. 

p  SjUs  sdra,  The  plant  elephant's  ears. 
A  ̂jjKjosdrl,  (pl.>^"o  surrds,  '^j\yO  sardrly, 

and  ̂ J^.J'J^  sardrlyun)  A  sailor.  The  mast  or 
yard  of  a  ship. 

A  'hj^  sdriyat,  (pi.  i^j\yO  sawdri)  The  main 
yard  of  a  ship.  A  mast.  A  lofty  column.  A  well 
of  water  old  and  stinking. 

A  »U9l^  Sflj^sa^a^,  (v.  n.  of  loLo  Q)  Blinking, 
while  yet  unable  to  open  his  eyes  (a  whelp).  Ex- 

claiming. Being  timid,  cowardly.  Dreading,  being 

in  fear  of,  submitting  to.  (A  female-palm)  from 

not  being  impregnated  with  the  flowers  of  the  male 

bearing  bad  dates  without  stones. 
A  sdsal,  A  Avell.    Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ̂lo  sd^  Low  ground.  A  bat  for  playing  at 
horse-sbinty.  A  place  swept  and  then  played  upon. 

A  mark  left  by  an  ostrich's  breast  on  the  ground. 

{T^\.^yo\as)cu^  ̂ *o\  asm^  asrvd^,  and 
suQ  A  dry  measure  of  four  mudds,  each  mudd 
weighing  a  ritl  and  one-third.  A  drinking-cup, 

goblet,   p  1 — iw>y.jj  ̂ Lo  sd^  zari.  yusuf.  The  sun. 
A  sd^b,  Arable  land,  stony,  bushy,  and 

diflicult  to  work. 

A  'isKjO  sd^t,  A  place  where  women  separate 
or  card  cotton.    Low  ground. 

A  ̂pIo  sd^d,  One  climbing  a  mountain. 
^    A  Lss^l-o  sd^dan,  Upwards,  above,  more :  as, 

\^s\^^\y^4iln-dhidfasd^dan,0viei\nd\i^\\ardi. 

A  t^^i-S-U^  sd^diy,  Belonging  to  wild  asses. 
A  sd^kat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3*^)  Striking  (anj^ 

one)  with  lightning  (heaven).  Striking  any  one 

(a  thunderbolt).  Lightning.  A  thunderbolt.  Death. 
Punishment,  deadly  torment.  A  loud  noise  orcrv 

of  pain.  A  scourge  in  the  hand  of  the  angel  who 

drives  the  clouds. 

A  'isXiO  sd'jltat,  (pl.of  ̂ Ui?  sdsigh)  Goldsmiths, 
silversmiths,    '^l^vai^  Jjo  niilhu's  sdi/haf.  Borax. 



p ̂ \iO  saghar,  A  large  drinking-cup, 

A ̂ \iO  sayhir,  (pL'j,jto  sagharat)Contem^^ih\e, 
submitting  slavishly  to  indignant  treatment. 

A  'kip^to  saghiyat,  Those  who  turn  towards  any 
one  in  their  necessities. 

p  (  jlo  saf,  Pure,  clear,  sincere,  candid. 

A  I  slo  saf,  Wool.  Woolly  (ram),  producing 

wool,  lanigerous.    (for  i  Sjl^  ̂ o.^if)  Hot  (day). 

(for         s^f^)  Clear.    Sincere.    '^^J^  i  sLo  sa- 

fxir  rakahat.    See  b-^j>^  i  ̂ yo  sufu'r  I'akahat. 
A  IIas  OlsUa  saffat  saffan,  (Adoring  angels) 

ranged  in  ranks. 

A  saffat,  (pl.i_J^ yo  sawaff)  Putting  down 
the  feet  in  a  right  line  (a  camel). 

A  scijih.  Dry,  milkless  (camel). 

A  i^\jO  safid,  Fettered. 

p  Jii  I  jU©  saf-dil.  Simple-hearted. 

p        I  jlo  saf-dili,  Simple-heartedness. 

A  J>\^  safir,  A  fifer.  A  hisser,  whistler.  Any 
singing  bird.  Any  bird  that  does  not  hunt.  Name 

ofa  timorous  bird.  Arobber.  Any  body  (at  home). 

p         I  slo  saf-zaniir.  Pure-minded. 

A  iiftiUa  safihat,  (pi.  ̂i^yo  sanafik)  A  crowd, 
company.    Hardness,  severity.    An  accident. 

A  ̂^sl^  sajin,  (pi.  safinat)  (A  horse) 
standing  on  three  legs,  and  touching  the  ground 

with  the  tip  of  the  fourth  hoof.  Who  places  the 

feet  even  (a  man  in  prayer,  or  a  sheep  when  milked). 

The  saphena  vein,  running  from  the  inner  ankle  to 

the  great  toe. 

A  C^Usl^  safinat,  Fleet,  high-blooded  hoi'ses. 

A  \jy>\^  safura,  Zipporah,  the  wife  of  Moses. 

A  (^l-o  saf  I,  Pure,  clear,  fine,  bright,  unsullied, 

limpid,  unmixed,  sincere,  candid.  Serene,  cloud- 
less, and  cold  (day).  Elect.  A  filter  or  cloth, 

through  which  drinks  or  medicines  are  strained. 

Woolly, wool-bearing,  lanigerous.  Nameof  Adam, 

p  svni  saf  I,  Pure  silver. 

"aC^'O  saf'h  Clearness.  Purity,  candour. 
A  Olil^  sfifiyat,  (pi.  of  Pure,  sincere. 

A  Sj^l^  safiyat,  (fem.  of        soft)  Pure,  clear. 

P       (3^-0  safl-dil,  Of  a  sincere  heart. 
p  jjo/i-wajna,  a  certificate,  discharge. 

A  jl^  "sail,  (for  jU»  sak)  The  leg. A  salivrat,  A  descending  calamity. 

A  saM^  One  who  strikes  upon  the  head. 

Crowing(cock).         &^  sah sahi^  Hush,  you  liar! 

A  sahi^it,  (for  Kiis-Lo)  A  thunderbolt. 

A  (Jj'^'^*  sahil,  (pi.  alHyo  sakalai)  Afurbisher. 
A  sakur,  A  large  hammer  for  breaking- 

stones.  A  large  axe.  The  tongue. 

A  'ij^\jO  saliurat,  The  third  heaven.  The  inside of  the  skull  over  the  brain. 

A  i^\>osasah,  (v.  n.  ofui)i-o)  Emitting  a  foul 

stench.  Sticking,  adhering.  Congealing  and  stick- 
ing (blood). 

A  'i£si\tO  saskat,  The  smell  of  damp  wood. 
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A  d.^[ja  sakimat,  (^\ya  sawakim)  A  heavy 
stroke  or  rub  of  fortune. 

p  jUo  sal,  A  raft,  a  float. 
A  (Jlo  sal,  (v.  n.of  Jlo  for  J^o)  Being  proud, 

unjust :  assaulting. 

A  (Jl«a  sail,  Water,  which  falling  on  the  ground, 

penetrates  it. 
A  salib,  A  burning  fever.     The  loins. 

The  back-bone. 

A  sasalat,  (v.  n.  of  J»^)  Being  fierce,  un- 
tractable,  especially  to  men  (a  camel). 

A         sasalat,  A  charge,  attack. 

A  &Jl<^  sallat,  A  heavy  misfortune. 

A  Jlo  sa/iVi,  Good,  apt,  fit,  proper,  just,  bene- 
ficial. A  man  of  probity  and  honour.  Sedate,  steady. 

The  patriarch  Salih,  who  was  sent  on  a  mission  to 
the  Arabian  tribe  of  i^yC  samud. 

A  CL>^^  salihat,  (pi.  fem.)  Good  works. 

A  salihat,  (fem.  of        salih)  Virtuous, 

chaste  (woman).    A  virtuous  action. 

A  salihiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A  salikh.  Corroding  (scab). 

a8  salidat,  (pi.  S^Syo  sawdlid)  {A.  tooth) 

making  a  grating  noise. 

A  sdligh,  (pi.  sidlagh  and  sand- 
ligh)  A  five  or  six-years-old  sheep  (when  the  teeth 

are  all  grown  after  being  shed).  A  six-year-old  ox. 
iuu*»  sdiighu  sanat  (or  (j^lU*rt  sanatayn),  Of 

one  or  two  years  growth  beyond  sadis. 

A  1  a3Vo  sdlif,  A  mountain  where  the  Pagan 
Arabs  were  used  to  form  their  solemn  leagues. 

A  sail,  (pi.  ̂/fl  suliy)  One  who  bakes 
upon  the  fire. 

A  ̂\>o  satm,  (v.  n.  of  j,l>tf)  Guiding  an  army 

against.  ̂ aj:am,(v.n.ofj,X>o)  Drinking  much  water. 
A  dA-ita  sdmit.  Silent,  saturnine.  Irrational 

(especially  applied  to  wealth  in  gold  or  silver,  in 
contradistinction  to  an  estate  in  slaves  or  cattle). 

Thick  (milk).  Twenty  (camels),  j  cIa^Io  ̂  

jjlsli  jam^  sdmit  u  ndtik,  A  collection  of  im- moveable and  moveable  (effects). 

SY  jxX^  sdmir  humd,  Name  ofa  plant  called 

L_.^^S  1  i^-i:^ /tfls/iis/ja     ̂ aAra&(S  coi-pion  -  h  erb). 

A  (^1*<iIjo  sdmighdni.  Corners  of  the  mouth. 

A  ̂'O^'O  scimik,  Hungry.  Thirsty. 
A  sdmil,  Dry,  withered. 

A  'ijyoXjo  samwrai, ^^Excessively  sour  or  bitter. 

A  ̂ ^sdni^  (pi.  jAjuoswwwo^)  A  maker,raanu- facturer,  artificer,  artisan.  sdni^  ̂ lam. 
The  Creator  of  the  world. 

A  ̂ Amd  sdnih,  (pi.  'iSLy>o  sawaAai!)  Firm,  strong, 
hardy.  A  skilful  camel-keeper. 

A  jjUa  sdni,  Addicted  to  service. 

A  tjjLa  sdrni,  (fem.  sdwiyat)  Dry. 
A  Jj6l.o  sdhil,  (A  camel)  that  paws  the  ground 

withhisfeet,andrefrainsfrorabrayingaloudthrough 

pride.   A  she-camel,  the  mother  of  such  a  camel. 

zu  sdhi},  Violent  in  making  an  assault. 

A  sdhilat,  (pi,  Jj6l_jo  sawdhil)  A  whin- 

nying, a  neighing.  Buzzing  of  flies  in  grass.  The 
sound  made  by  a  mattock,  pick-axe,  &c. 

Aj^Ua  sdhur,  The  sheath  into  which  (accord- 
ing to  the  belief  of  the  vulgar  Arabs)  the  moon 

enters  when  eclipsed. 

A  sdsih.  Right,  straight.  Who  or  what 
hits  the  mark.    Raining  (sky  or  cloud).  »  

sdnbu't  tadlnr,  Advising  right,  prudent. 

{^^^  (.--olo  sdsib-nazardn,  (Pers.  pi.)  Looking 
straight,  considering  justly. 

P  i^^y^  sdyhdn,  (for  j^bxilo)  A  shade, A  sdiihat.  Straight-flying  (arrow). 

A  ulolo  sdAt,  Exclaiming;  a  cry  for  help. 
A  sdfihat.  Wail  of  a  mourning  house. 

sasid,  A  hunter.  A  fowler. 

A^lo  A  pin  at  the  top  and  heel  of  a  door, 

which,  revolving  in  a  socket  in  the  lintel  and  thresh- 

old, serves  as  a  hinge.  Becoming,  who  becomes. 

A  'j^lo  sdnrat,  Dry  fodder,  which  for  a  while 
is  eaten  after  the  green. 

A  ̂1*0  sdAgh,  (pi.  'is\tO  sdghat)  A  goldsmith. 
A  founder,  moulder,  caster,  maker  of  castings. 

A I  fi.)lo5aj//', Wool-bearing,  lanigerous, woolly 

(ram).  Hot  (day  or  night).  Summer-rain.  One 
who  begets  children  at  an  advanced  time  of  life, 
having  a  vigorous  old  age.  v_fijLo  sayfi 

sdiif  Summer-heat. 
A  &flJU5  saiifat,{T^\.  i  Zi\yo  sawd-^if)  Summer- 

provision.  A  summer-campaign. 

A  sdsik.  Adhering,  adhesive. 

A  ̂jUo  sdfil.  Presumptuous,  arrogant,  furious. 
A  sdsim.  Thirsty,  (pi.  suwdm, 

suyydm,  ̂ tO,  suwam.,^l/Osuyyavi,siyani,zxi({^^^ 
siydni)  One  who  fasts,  or  they  who  fast.  One  who 

abstains  from  food,  talk,  travelling,  or  venery.  ̂ \jo 
jfci^M  sdsimu  V  dahr,  Continually  fasting,  p 

f^O^  sdsim  shudan,  To  fast. A  sddn,  A  preserver,  keeper,  guardian. 

A  sabb,  (v.  n.  of  Ll*'^)Pouring  out.  Be- 

ing poured  out.  Descending  into  a  valley.  Being 
smitten  with  love.  Smitten  with  love,  burning  with 

desire.  Flowing  (water).   Victuals  poured  out. 

A  saba',(Y.  n.  of  U.<^  for _jJL^)Blowing  from 

the  east  (wind).  (pl.O^_jXo  sabawdt  and^^'ljuo^  as- 
bds)  The  zephyr,  gentle  gale ;  a  refreshing  wind 

(generally  blowing  from  the  east  at  the  equinox). 
The  east  wind,  p  \x^o  6\>  bddi  sabd,  The  zephyr. 

Siba',  Boyishness,  childishness. 9  9 
A  \x>a  sabs,  (v.  n.  of  U*o)  Rising  (a  star).  Corn- 

ing forth  (as  a  tooth  or  a  nail).  Putting  one's  fin- 
gers into  the  dish  to  take  food.  Being  a  model, 

pattern,  exemplar.  Guiding,  directing  (an  enemy 

against  one).  Changing  one's  religion,  i.  e.  apo- 
statizing from  Muhammadism,  and  turning  Sa- 

bean,  or  worshipper  of  the  heavenly  bodies. 



A  sahas,  (v.  n.  of  bw^  for  ̂ x>o)  Playing 

with  boys,  acting  boyishly.  Feeling  a  juvenile  af- 

fection for.  Leaning  towards  the  male  (a  female 

palm).  Being  silly  (a  boy).  Boyishness.  Sibui, 

(v.n.3of  for^jL^)Invei'ting  (a  sword)  to  sheath 

it ;  (a  spear)  to  strike  with  it ;  (or  the  lips  of  a  ca- 

mel) to  drink.  Composing  verses  with  little  point 

or  meaning.  Causing  (an  edi.'ice)  to  lean. 
A  sahabat,  Love,  desii'e  (especially  tender 

or  vehement).  Faintness  caused  by  desire.  A  fog. 

eolfo  u-*JiiP  lahibi  sababa,  Ardour  of  love.  Suba- 
bat,  Remainder  of  milk  or  water  in  a  vessel. 

A  'i\y>o  subat,  (pi.  of         sabu)  Sabeans. 
A  sabah,  Morning,  dawn.  To-morrow 

morning.  Depredation  (because  generally  commit- 

ted in  the  morning).  Name  of  a  bird.  ̂ "U  ,^Xy*o 
sabahu  I  hhayr,  Goo^  morning;  (to  which  they 

answer) ^^J^  ̂.  ya  sabahu'l  khayr,  O  !  Good 

day  (to  you  also).  ̂ Iajo  \h  za  sabah,  In  the  morn- 

ing, ^^f^  i'^     sabah,  Early  (man).  ̂ U*aJl 

~~  ~      '  ^Ixxa)^  yawmu's Ijkxs         lakituhu  So- 
fia's sabah,  Before  dawn.  yawmu's 

sabah,  A  day  of  plunder.  ̂  

baha,  (or  ̂   '^  sabaha)  I  met  him  in  the  morn- 

ing. Sibdh,  (pi.  of  ̂ jf^  sabih)  Beautiful.  Subdh 
or  sabah,  The  light  or  flame  of  a  candle.  Subdh, 

Comely,  handsome. 

A^'^t^o  subbdh.  Handsome,  comely. 
aU-Ixo  sabdhan,  (also  Wlfo  \h  za  sabdhan) 

Early  in  the  morning,  betimes. 

a  'i^XxjO  sabdhat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  hand- 
some, beautiful,  comely.  Beauty,  comeliness,  grace- 

fulness, handsomeness  of  face. 

p  ̂^Ui^^U^  sabdh-kundn,  Those  who  wish good  morning. 

p  ^^f*^  sabdh-namdzi.  Morning-prayer. 

A  '^j>\x>o  subdhiy,  (Blood)  extremely  red. 
a  &a=»Ijuo  subdhiyat,  Broad  points  (of  spears). 

A  ,^XxtO sibdkh,  (pi.  ot'iif^ sabkhat or sabakhat) 
Saltish,  salsuginous  (grounds). 

Ajljwo  sibdr,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^)  Being  patient,  exer- 
cising patience  towards  one  another.  A  stopple. 

The  fruit  of  a  bitter,  salt,  or  sour  vegetable,  (pi. 

of  'yjuo  subrat)  Rough  stones  heaped  together,  (pi. 
ofj<xo  sabir)  Hard  stones.  Subdr,  Tamarinds. 

Melancholy  madness. 

AjlI>fisM&^>ar,Tamarinds.  jIjLo  ummu  sabbdr, 
Heat.    Misfortune,  calamity.  A  destructive  war. 

A  '»jlxosa6am^,(v.n.of_j»->o)  Answering  or  being 
security  for  another.  Intense  winter-cold.  Sa,  si,  or 
subdrat.  Stones.   Fragments  of  iron  or  stones. 

A  Sjlf^  sabbdrat,  Intenseness  of  cold.  Rough 

and  high  ground.  *^^*'*  sabbdratu'' sh  shi- 
tds,  Intenseness  of  winter-cold. 

A  sabdsib.  Thick,  solid. 

A  ̂ Ifo  sibdgh.  Colour,  tincture,  dye.    (pi.  of 
sibgh)  Seasonings,  sauces. 

A  ̂Juo  sabbdgh,  A  dyer,  tinger,  painter.  A  liar, 
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one  who  gives  a  false  colouring  to  a  statement. 

Jx\ sabbdghi  asmdr,  (Colourer  of  fruits)  The  moon. 

jlC'i  sabbdghi  tangdr,  The  moon.  Jt>\^  j}^"^ 
sabbdghi  jawdhir,  Jewel-painter  (epithet  of  the 

sun).  ;J^ff•lJi.«a5\  tSjii  dudu''s  sabbdgh'm,  Dyers' in- 
sect, kermes,  crimson,  cochineal. 

A  'is\xiO  sibdghat.  Art  of  dyeing  or  colouring. 

A  'ij\xjcsabdmat.  Infancy,  childhood,  boyhood. 
A  l^.lf<a  sabdya,  (pi.  of  iAJ^*^)  Girls,  damsels. 
A  sabab,  (v.  n.  of  (JL*'«)  Being  violently 

in  love,  and  frantic,  (pi.  ̂^\y>o\  asbdb)  A  decli- 
vity.   A  waterfall.    Sliding  sand. 

A  sabbat,  (fern.)  Inflamed  with  love.  Sub- 
bat,  A  portion  of  the  night.  Remains  of  water  or 
milk  in  a  vessel.  Victuals  poured  out.  A  table  or 

tray  on  which  victuals  are  placed.  A  little  of  any 

thing.  A  crowd,  body.  A  herd  of  cattle,  camels,  or 

horses  (from  10  to  40,  or  of  camels  below  a  100). 

A  CL/s^  sabs,  (v.  n.  of  (^Xjo)  Mending  or 
darning  (a  shirt). 

A^osabh,{y.  n.of  ̂ ^)Comingin  the  morning. 
Subh,  {^^\.^Xto\asbdli)  Morning,dawn.(_j^3j^ 
subhi  amwalin,  (p  ul**-^       subhi  nvhhusi,  a 

i^  'd^  subhi  kdzib,  p  ̂ jii         subhi  durogh,  or 
la3  subhi  mvlamma^ihdb)  The  first 

A 

or  false  dawn,  the  twilight. subhi 

subhi pasln,  (w^Aulj       subhi  rdst,  or  a  ̂ j^'^  ̂  
sddih)  The  last  or  true  dawn,  break  of  day.  j 

L-.*  subh  u  masd,  (or  pUij  j       subh  u  shdm)  Moi'n- 
msf  an ,nd  evening,  p  ummu  subh,  Mecca. 

^  mini's  subh,  Since  morning. L-^U- 
ataytuhu  li  subhi,  (or  sibhi)  hhdmisatin,  I  came  to 
him  on  the  morning  of  the  fifth  day.  Sabah,{Y.  n.  of 

Being  of  a  white  colour  inclining  to  red. 
The  flash  or  gleam  of  steel. 

A        subhan,  In  the  morning. 

a  ̂ l^^  sabhds,  (fern,  of  asbah)  Black- 
haired,  inclining  to  red. 

A  (j^-^^  sabhdn.  Handsome.  One  who  drinks 
early  in  the  morning.  Sabahdn,  One  who  makes 
haste  to  drink  betimes. 

A  sabliat  or  subhat,  A  morning-nap.  Sub- 

hat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '^)  Being  of  a  white  colour  mixed 
with  red  (hair).  Being  of  a  reddish  black.  Any 

amusement  by  which  one  whiles  away  the  morn- 
ing. A  black  colour  inclining  to  red.  as 

subhata.  The  morning,  in  the  morning. 

p  subh-khezd,  (or  ̂ j<=-  subh-hhe- 
ziyd^  A  set  of  thieves  who  arise  betimes,  and  steal 

before  people  are  awake. 

p  Jii  subh-dil.  Of  an  enlightened  under- 
standing.    Honest,  pious,  pure. 

p  ̂ 6^^  subh-dam.  Early  in  the  morning. 
p  subJi-ravdn,  Youths.  Travellers. 

p  sl.^  subh-gdh,  The  morning.  sV^i^f^^^ 
CL*sijo  mihri  subhgdh-sifat.  Like  the  morning-sun. 

p  i^^CiJ^       subh-nishmdn,  Early  risers,  holy. 

A  a^"^  sabhhat  or  sabakhat,  (pi.  ̂ i''^  sibdhh) 
Saltish,  brackish,  salsuginous  (ground  or  water). 

A sabr,  (v.  n.  of  j^^)  Being  patient,  wait- 

ing patiently.  Restraining,  withholding  one's  self 
or  another.  Compelling,  forcing.  Detaining  foi'ci- 
bly  and  putting  to  death.  Adhering,  sticking  close 

to.  Collecting,  heaping  up  (stores  of  food)  without 

weight  or  measure.  Giving  bail  or  surety.  An- 

swering for,  or  becoming  surety.  Patience,  tole- 

ration, endurance,  resignation.  The  aloe,  p  jv/fl 
sabr  ddshtan,  To  have  patience,  to  wait,  ex- 

pect, suffer,  bear  with,  jjii^j^  sabr  namudan, 

To  bear  up,  endure,  support,  a ^llia-o  j^^oJ^ 
as  'sabr  miftdhu  'Ifahhr,  Patience  is  the  key  of  glory 

(a  proverb).  j  sabr  u  kardr,  Patience  and 

constancy.  shahru's  sabr,  The  month  of 

patience,  i.  e.  of  fasting.  (JA^  yammu''s  sabr, 
A  compulsory  oath .  (j>^^^**^^'^  sabri  samanjdni, 
The  worst  species  of  aloe.  \^f'J^'°  sabri  ̂ rabi, 
The  small  Arabian  aloe.  t^;*  j*^  amarr  mi- 

ni's sabr.  More  bitter  than  the  aloe.  Sibr  ovsubr, 

(pl.jlf^\  as&ar)  A  white  cloud.  A  side,  brink,  brim, 
margin,  lip.  Theentireof  any  thing.  Subr  or  subur^ 

Gravelly,  butnotrocky, ground.  Sabar,lce.  Snow. 
Fulness  to  the  brim.  Sabir,  The  aloe.  Subar,  (pi. 

of  'ij.>o  subrat)  Garners.  Heaps  of  corn.  Subiir, 
(pi.  oij^XiO  sabur)  Patient,  (pi.  of  j^J^  sabir) 
White  clouds. 

A  l^iO  sabran.  Patiently.  Vf,^  u_ai»-  hullifa 
sabran,  lie  was  forcibly  detained  and  compelled  to 

swear.  \^jw>  kutila  sabran,  He  was  forcibly 
detained  and  put  to  death. 

A  -^Vjv.'f  subards,  (pi.  of  ̂ x*3  sabir)  Sponsors, 
sureties.  Leaders,  patrons.  Mountains. 

A  ij^to  sabr  at.  Mid-winter.  Intense  cold.  Dung 
of  cattle  heaped,  or  adhering  to  the  environs  of  a 

watering-place.  Subrat,  A  heap  of  corn  unweighed 
and  unmeasured.  Sifted  corn.  Ballast  of  a  ship. 

(pl.jl_A.*o  sibdr)  Rugged  stones  or  coarse  gravel 

heaped  together.  Mid-winter.  8^*0  s  J»j»-\  akha- 
zahu  subratan,  He  I'eceived  it  by  the  heap,  with- 

out weight  or  measure. 

A  ̂jls^SMij^fO  sihr sahhutari,  Soccotrine  aloes. 
A  (_^l<aAjo  sabsdb.  Thick,  solid,  firm.  A  brave, 

powerful,and  active  man.  The  remains  of  any  thing 

poui-ed  out.  Any  thing  gone  or  obliterated,  i^j^ 
L^\^ijo  khimsi  sabsdb.  An  effort  made  to  water 
camels  on  the  fifth  day. 

A  (_A^JU3  sabsab,  Thick,  solid. 

A  'ix^ijo  sabsabat,  (v.  n.  of  c-a-^aas  Q)  Dis- 
persing an  army.  Pouring  out.  Abolishing,  era- 

singjObliterating.  Scattering, squandering(money). 

A  laxo  sabt,  A  plough-beam. 

A  sab^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Pointing  the  finger 
at  one  in  scorn;  making  a  signal,  beckoning.  Stop- 

ping with  the  finger  part  of  a  bottle's  mouth,  to  pre- 
vent a  thing  pouring  out  being  spilt.  Examining 



with  the  finger  if  a  hen  is  with  egg.  Pride.  Proud. 

A  sabgh  or  sihagh,  (v.  n.  of  jt^'o')  Dyeing 
(cloth).  Plunging  or  dipping  (the  hand  in  water). 

Baptizing.  Forming  a  judgment  (by  the  motion 

of  the  eye).    Sihgk,  (pi.  sihagh)  Seasoning 
or  sauce  for  victuals,  especially  meat  or  fish.  (pi. 

asbdgh)  Colour,  tincture,  dye.  Christian 

baptism.  sihghu's  saman,  A  just,  fair 

price,  ̂ ^-lo)^ \^\innaha  la  hadlsatu'' s sibgh, She  is  the  first  with  whom  a  matrimonial  alliance 

has  been  formed.    Sihagh,  Colour,  tincture,  dye. 

A  ̂\kXiC  sabghat,  (fern. of  ̂ fa\asbagh)  A  sheep 
or  a  mare  white  at  the  extremity  of  the  tail.  A 

certain  tree  growing  in  the  sand  producing  white 
fruit :  also  one  whose  buds  are  green  on  the  upper 

paits  exposed  to  the  sun,  and  white  in  the  parts 
which  lie  in  the  shade. 

A  'ikt^  sihghat,  Colour,  tincture,  dye.  Chris- 
tian baptism.  Religion.  The  rite  of  circumcision. 

The  law  of  God.    Subghat,  A  date  partly  ripe. 

A  sibghiy,  A  dyer.  A  vender  of  colours. 

A  tj^'^  sabn,  (v.  n.  of  eJ^'f )  Prohibiting,  pre- 
venting, withholding.  Laying  the  dice  even  in 

the  hand  before  throwing.  Turning  away  (a  cup) 
from  any  one. 

A  sabnas,  (A  hand)  ready  for  treachery 

A  ̂J"^  sahiiiy,  Expressed  juice  of  senna. 
A        sa&w.  The  being  childish  or  foolish. 

A  jJ.<fi  mhuw,  (v.  n.  of  Iao  for_jJi*5)  Blowing 

from  the  east  (wind).  Playing  with  boys,  behav- 

ing like  a  child.  Having  a  juvenile  passion.  Turn- 
ing the  head  towards  the  pasture  (a  flock).  Leaning 

towards  the  male,  from  a  distance  (a  female  palm). 

A  -^jA^s  suhui,  (or  5^^Aw3  slibusat.')  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^) 
Rising  (a  star).  Coming  forth  (a  tooth  or  nail). 

Being  a  model  or  exemplar.  Changing  one's  re- 
ligion, becoming  a  Sabean.  Guiding,  conducting 

an  enemy  against  any  one. 

A     ̂ yjo  sub  or  sihwan,  {pX.of^tO  sahiy')  Boys. 
A  sahub,V onvedi  out.  Sloping  ground. 

A  Sjjwa  aabmat,  (v.  n.  of  for  _jfo)  Being 
childish.  Juvenile  ignorance.  The  keenest  part  of 

asword.  (pi.  of  sah'iy)  Boys.  Sabwat,  (or  SjXo 
suhun-at)  (v.  n.  of  Uws  for  _jf>a)  Playing  with  boys, 
behaving  like  a  child.  Having  a  juvenile  passion. 

A  ̂jX»^.'!a5M/(,  Amorningdraught.  Winewhich 
is  drunk  in  the  morning.  A  camel  milked  be- 

times.  ^jJ"^  ̂'-^  -o,  sabuha,  In  the  morning. A  sahuhat,  A  camel  milked  betimes. 

A ^j'.^sflZ/w/«I,Amorningdraught.  Pj_^jJ*'^ 
sahulii  kardan,  To  drink  betimes. 

Ajt^^iO  sahur.  Patient,  gentle,  mild,  long-suf- 

fering. Lenient  towards  offenders,  j^y-^o"^  umm sai&Mr,  Heat.  Misfortune,calamity.  Stony  ground, 
burned         A  destructive  war. 

A  'ij^>iO  sahu7-at,  Taken  and  kept  to  be  slain. 
r  'ij^i-'O  sdbura,  Obscene,  impure.  A  catamite. 
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A  iJjii"^  sahun,  Patience,  forbearance. 

A  ̂ _jJ^  subugh,  (v.  n.  of  |jfo)  Becoming  dis- 
tended, sleek  (udder).    Being  long  (a  muscle). 

Pointing,  directing,  beckoning  with  the  eye. 

A  saba'  ovsiba,  (v.n.of  lfofor^x^)Being 
childish  and  foolish.  <S<Ja',  Childhood,  boyishness. 

p         sab'i,  Senna.    The  herb  alkali. 

A  sahiy,(\)\.  ̂ >o\  asb'i,  &JkJ>j<»^  asibiyat,'i^x^ 
sahwat,  subyat  or  sibyat,  f^\^x>o  subrcan  or 

sihrcan,  ̂ ^^^xx^  subyan  or  sibyan)  A  boy.  Boyish. 
An  unweaned  child.  The  keenest  part  of  a  sword. 

The  part  of  the  skull  below  the  eai-.  The  top  of 
the  foot  as  far  as  the  root  of  the  toes.  Chief  of  the 

people.  The  side  of  the  jaw.  '^jo  sab'iyu'l 
^yn,  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  p  (^b  ̂   J^^*^ 
sciblyi  ghafili  hi  hah,  A  heedless  boy,  without  fear. 

A  Suhayy,  (dim.  of       sahiy)  A  little  boy. 

A  ̂^Ijif^-s  suhyan  or  sibyan,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Boys. 
A  c-ajOas  sabib.  Water  poured  out  or  spilled. 

Blood(especially  when  shed).  Juice,  sap,  spirit.  Ice. 

Edge  or  point  of  a  sword.  The  finest  honey.  J  nice 
of  the  leaves  of  sesame,  of  cypress,  or  other  plants 

of  a  deep  red  colour.  A  substance  resembling  in- 
digo or  woad.  A  red  tincture  or  dye.  Flowersofthe 

bastard  saffron.  A  shrub  resembling  rue  or  senna. 

A  &JU^  xiliyat  or  subyal,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^fi)  Boys. 

A  XXxo  sabvyat,  (pi.  blx*©  sahaya)  A  girl,  dam- 
sel, child,  or  daughter.  Subayyat,  (dim.  ofixy^o 

sibyat)  Little  boys. 

A  AJ^^ sahih,  (pi.         sihah)  Beautiful,  hand- 
some.''A  lovely  face. 

A  'i^^  sahihat,  Morning,  dawn. 

A  'i>^^^  sahlkhat,  Any  thing  which  falls  from 

carded  cotton  or  bird's  feathers.  ̂ ^^laal\  'i^^  sabi- 
hhatti'l  huin,  Cotton  spread  out  for  spinning. 

A^j^  sab'ir,  Patient,  mild,  long-suffering,  (pi. 
^\j<ao  subaras)  A  surety,  sponsor.  A  patron,  leader, 

or  director  of  people's  affairs,  (pi.  subur)  A 
white  cloud,  curling  one  part  above  another,  or  a 

piece  of  a  cloud  falling  from  the  rest.  A  mountain. 

A  tray  or  table.  Sahir,  (or  i^^o  sabirat)  A  thin, 

round,  crisp  biscuit  laid  under  meat,  ij^y.^  abu 

suhayrat  Name  of  a  bird  having  a  red  bi'east,  with 
back,  head,  and  tail  black. 

A  ̂ .fo  sabigh,  Name  of  a  man  who  was  ac- 
customed to  embarrass  people  by  difficult  and  per- 

plexing questions;  for  which  offence  he  was  banished 

by  the  caliph  Omar  from  Madina  to  Basra. 
A  &j*JJ^  sabyanat,  A  retiring,  a  departing. 

A  t^A>^>  saft,  (v.  n.  of  (jLwa)  Smiting  with  a  ca- 
lamity or  with  bitter  words.  Clamour,  loud  noise. 

A  violent  push  or  repulse.  A  squeeze.  A  blow 

with  the  hand.  A  body  of  men.  Sitt,  The  con- 

trary, opposite.  A  crowd,  company. 

A  sats,  (v.  n.  of  u.*?)  Undertaking  an  im- 
portant business. 

A  OlX^  sitcif,  A  litigating,  a  contending. 

A         sutdm,  Large,  bulky  (head). 

A  djuo  suttat,  The  contrary,  opposite. 

satat,  Near.  Opposite.  Purpose,  de- 

sign, point  (as,  on  the  point  of  retiring). 

A  ̂ Lo  sat^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Prostrating,  Sata^, 
A  robust  youth.  A  wild  ass.  Contortion  of  the 

neck  or  head  of  an  ostrich.  A  hardness  and  grace- 
fulness in  the  head. 

A  j»ju£>  satm  or  satam,  (jA.sutm)  Thick,  strong 
(slave  or  camel).  Complete  (thing).  (A  man)  of 

full  age.  Sutm,  as  ̂ Lo  \  25\  alf  sutm,  A  thousand 

complete.  jjk>fi  (J^^*^  amwdlun  sutmun,  Perfect, 

complete  flocks  or  riches.  ̂ La^\  hurufu's 
sutm,  All  the  letters  excepting  ̂ ,  p,  J,  i  u->. 

A  iLjlo  satmat,  Hard  (stone  or  she-camel). 

A^Lo  satw,  (v.  n.oflLo  for^ju^")  Going,  pran- 
cing, or  hopping  along. 

A        sath,  A  rendering  vile,  abject. 

A  'iXifO  sutt'iyat,  Fine  linen  of  Yaman.  A  veil of  fine  linen. 

A  CL>-xLo  satit,  Sound,  noise,  murmur.  A  body 
of  men,  crowd,  tumult. 

A  c«vL^  satlmat,  A  hard  stone. 

A  ̂   sajj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  one  piece  of iron  against  another. 

A  s^OHJ'  Noise  of  iron  striking  iron. 

A^  sahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  sound,  entire, 
free  from  flaw,  true.  Recovering  from  sickness. 

Sahh  or  sahha.  It  is  true.  Suhh,  Soundness,  in- 

tegrity, freedom  from  blemish.  Health. 

sihab,  (pi.  of  u-o-l^a)  Companions. 

A  iols:^  sa  or  sihdbat,  (v.  n.  of  l-as^)  Associa- 

ting together,  (pi.  of        La  sahib)  Companions. 
A  sahdbiy,  (fem.  sahdbiyat)  One 

of  the  u->lsr*^  sihab  or  'iS^^  sahdbat,  i.e.  Com- 
panions of  Muhammad  or  their  descendants. 

A  sahabiydt.  Female  companions  of 
Muhammad. 

A  '^■^^  sahdh,  (pi.  sihdh)  Complete,  perfect, sound,  entire.  Sound,  whole,  uncut  (skin).  Right, 

just, true, certain.  Hard(road).  Soundness, health, 
freedom  from  blemish.  The  title  of  an  Arabic  lexi  - 

con,  compiled  by  ̂ji>y>-jawhariy.  A  rough  road. 
Aj\.^  sihdr,  (v.  n.  3  oij^)  Doing  any  thing 

plainlj"^,  openly,  and  publicly.  Suhdr,  Name  of  a 
town  on  the  southern  coast  of  Arabia.  The  sweat 

or  fever  of  horses. 

A  sihdran,  Publicly,  openly. 

A  Sahara',  (sahdn,  or  sahdrly) 

(pi.  of  Aji^  sahrds)  Deserts. 
A  ̂\^'^sahdsih,^p\.of^^,&^sahsah, 

sahsdh,  and  (jW**^    sahsahdn)  Extensive  pieces 

of  level  ground,    ̂ l^^  Olifc^'i  turrahdti  sahd- sih,  Trifles,  vanities,  futile  things. 

A  t-i'.^siVt«/,  (pi.  u-fisT^  suhuf)  A  place  where 

water  collects,  (pl.of  &As^^  sa/(/(2i)Platters,  dishes. 
A  A  bookseller.  A  bookbinder. 

I 
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A  librarian. 

A  sahasih,  (pi.  of         sahah  and 

sahVi)  Sound, entire, unblemished.  TheThummim. 

A  saliaMf,  (pi.  of  sSij^  saldfat)  Pages, 

leaves,  books.  p  eiJbl***  t_fijlsi^ j^i  dar  sahaAJi 
sabika,  In  the  preceding  pages. 

A  (»_.*^sa/i&,(v.n.ofL— Skinning  a  slaugh- 
tered animal,  (pi.  of  i_-«»"lo  sahib)  Companions. 

i--*^         kiram,  The  illustrious  compa- 
nions (i.e.  of  Muhammad). 

A  suliban,  (pi.  of  sahib)  Com- 
panions, friends,  associates. 

„,  A  L.^^  suhbat,  (v.n.  of  c— Associating  to- 
gether. Society,friendship,  companionship.  Com- 

panionship of  Muhammad.  Communion.  An  as- 

sembly. A  fair.  Conversation,  discourse,  inter- 

course. Coition,  (pi.  of  (_^s«-\rfO  sahib)  Compa- 

nions. ^^y*>^\  suhbatu''r  rasul,  In  company 
with  the  apostle,  auu^  suhbatuhu,  Together  with 

him.  p  ̂ J^^U  d^f^  suhbat  dashtan,  To  asso- 

ciate. tll^JkSC*^  suhbat  Jtardan,  To  keep  com- 

pany,  to  converse  with.  A  ̂^ij*  X-:^'^'^  as'suhbat 
musassirat,  Society  is  contagious. 

p  e6li»-  COiifc^  suhbat-khdna,  A  privy. 
suhbat-dari,  Association. 

A  fts-^"  sihhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Recovering  from 
sickness,  being  convalescent.  Beingright,straight- 

forward  (a  business).  Integrity,  soundness,  free- 

dom from  blemish.  Health.  ikJ\S' j  sihha 

^Jiya,  Health  to  you,  your  health  (when  drinking 
to  another,  or  when  he  has  finished  his  draught), 

p  ioli"-  Ci^'^  sihhat-hhana,  A  necessary. 

Aj^  salir,  (v.  n.  oij^)  Cooking.  Giving  a 

pain  in  the  head  (the  sun),  Buhr,  Name  of  Lok- 

raan's  sister,  who  met  a  bad  requital  fordoing  good; 

hence,  jsf^  ^  ̂  wia  li  ilia  zambu  suhr. 
Sahar,  A  dusty  white  inclining  to  red.  Suhar, 

(pi.  of         suhrat)  Gaps,  openings  in  the  earth. 

A  sahras,  (pi.  Jfjl^^  saJidra',  sahari, 
sahariy,  and  C^\j\^°  sahrdrvat^  A  de- 

sert, plain,  barren  waste.  Pp>**»  sahrdd  sim, 

The  true  dawn,  ̂ ^^i^'          salii-an  ytwc^sijHea  ven. 
p  ̂ ji  sahrd-gard  (or  li, y  naward),  A  tra- 

veller in  the  desert. 

p  {^J^  sahrd-nishm,  (Desert-sitting,  de- 

sert-inhabiting) A  hermit,  solitary  man. 

A  0\j^^  sahrdwdt,  (pi.  of  A^^°)  Deserts. 
A  sahrdwiy,  Campestrian,  desert. 

A  (3^^s?^  sahrdny,  Wild,  desert,  uninhabited. 

A  suhrat,  {\\.js!°  suhar)  A  gap,  opening, 
or  gulf  in  stony  ground.  Of  the  colour  of  the  ane- 

mone, ij^  ij^,  'ij^  suhrata  buhrata  nuhrata, 
{sahrata  iahrata  nahrata,  or  sahratan  bahratan 

nahratan)  (I  saw  him)  openly,  no  object  interven- 

ing.   Suharat,  A  dusty  colour  inclining  to  red. 

A  sahsah,  (^La^  sahsdh, and  (j^*^*^ sahsahdn)  An  extensive  piece  of  level  ground. 

Suhsuh,  (or  ,^ya.^  suhsuh)  One  who  pursues 
minute  objects ;  quick,  subtle,  penetrating. 

A  sahsahat,  A  being  manifest,  certain. 

A  u-fts:^  suhuf,  (pi.  of  ;_Jls:^  sihdf)  Small 
places  where  water  collects,  (pi.  of  ila-s^  sahlfat) 

Books,  leaves,  pages,  folios.  i  suhuji 
rabbdniya,  The  sacred  (or  rabbinical)  writings. 

A  &flss^  sahfat,  (pi.  sihdf  or  CJ'\s.^ 
sahafdt)  A  plate,  a  dish. 

A  ̂ J>^^  sahafiy,  One  who  makes  mistakes 
in  reading,  inaccurate.    Suhufly,  A  bookseller. 

A  ̂ss*^  sahal,  (v.  n.of  J-^^)  Being  hoarse.  A 
cracked  voice.  Sahil,  Hoarse. t 

A  A.^^  sahmds,  (fem.  of^,^^  as-ham)  Black 
and  yellowish.    Dusty,  squalid.    A  sort  of  plant. 
A  suhmat,  Blackness  inclining  to  yellow, 

or  dust-colour  inclining  to  black,  or  red  to  white. 

A  sahn,  (v.n.of  jj^)  Effecting  a  recon- 
ciliation, making  up  differences.  Striking.  Giving 

(something  in  a  dish).  A  large  cup  or  goblet,  (pi. 

(^^^  as-hun)  A  hollow  dish  or  platter.  A  cym- 
bal. A  court,  court-yard,  square,  area.  A  floor. 

A  grass-plot.  The  inner  part  of  a  hoof.  i^}^ 
sahni  iram,  A  garden,  p  lLOj  jii  (^^^^  sahni  du 

rang,  The  world.     ̂ x*n  sahni  sim,  A  sheet 

of  white  paper.  The  moon's  disk,    a  j^xlaS- 

sahni  ̂ zim  (or  ̂J^^^j  wasi^,  The  earth's  surface. 
A  U^**  sahna  or  sihna',  Jelly  offish. 

A  ̂UaC*^  sahnds,  Interior  of  the  ear.  Fish-jelly. 

A  p  sU^^  sahndt,  The  jelly  of  salted  fish.  Sah- 
ndt  or  sihndt,  A  kind  of  food  prepared  from  fish. 

A  ̂jUst^  sahndni,  (dual  of  j^**  sahn)  Two 
plates  which  they  strike  one  against  another,  mak- 

ing a  musical  accompaniment  to  drums  and  other 

instruments,  cymbals.  Magdeburg  spheres. 

A&itf^  suhnat,  A  hollow  in  hard,rocky  ground. 

A  ̂^sahro,  (v.  n.  of  for  js^^)  Recovering 
from  ebriety.  Leaving  off  childish  folly  and  vanity. 

Goingoff(cold);departing,beingdispersed(clouds). 

Being  clear  and  serene  (day  or  sky).  Serenity  of 

sky,  clearness  of  the  atmosphere.  A  trance.  Cloud- 
less (day  or  sky). 

Aj^as^  sahur.  White,  red,  kicking  (she-ass). 
A  jj^s^  sahun,  Kicking  (camel). 

A  ̂ -^^  sahih,  (pi.  >lai"^^  asihhds  or  sa- hdsih)  Complete,  perfect,  entire,  sound.  Free  from 
blemish,  pure,  unbroken.  Right,  just,  true,  certain, 

authentic,  accurate,  correct.  A  sound  verb.  Cer- 

tainly, truly.  sahihu''l  khabar.  An  ac- 
curate historian.  ^^'I^*^^"^?  sound 

letter  (not  \  alif,  j  wdw,  or  ye).  L>**^' 

^^\^^^  hiydsisalnhu'larhdn,Kn  argument  founded 
on  pillars ;  i.  e.  a  syllogism,  eo^j J\  ^^i- 

hdyaA  sahlhu  'r  riwdya,  History  faithfully  related, 

p  jjiij^^s^  sahih  hardan,  To  correct,  amend. 
Xj-^^  sahir,  The  braying  of  an  ass. 

A  Ayj^  suhayrds,  A  kind  of  milk. 
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A  sahirat,  Milk  heated,  into  which  but- 
ter or  flour  is  put. 

A  i»_fljLsi^  sahif,  The  surface  of  the  earth,  (pi. 

L_AJkif^  sahif)  The  surface  of  the  skin. 

AsSL^^^  sahifat,{Tp\.  ■_  otVs^  sahdtif  and 
suhuf)  A  book.  A  leaf,  page,   p ^ 

sahifan  teghi  sahar.  The  twilight  or  the  false  dawn. 

jj  hSLas^  sahifasi  zar,  The  sun.  A  yellow  cheek. 
Autumnal  leaves,  a  Suhayfat,  A  plate,  small  dish 

(enough  to  satisfy  one  person). 

A  ̂   sahhkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Deafening  with  a 
thundering  noise.  Peckinga  camel's  back  (a  crow). 
Collision  of  solid  and  sonorous  bodies.  Sound  of 

a  stone  when  struck. 

A  *s>l^  sahhdtat,  Dirt,  filth.  A  kind  of  vege- 
table or  pot-herb. 

A  (—-jIss."^  sakhkhdb,  (fem.  «jlaf^  sakhkhdbat) 
Clamorous.  Scurrilous,  foul-mouthed. 

A  t— sakhab,  (v.  n.  of  (_jkatf^)  Being  noisy 
and  clamorous.  Clamour,  noise,  murmur,  tumult. 

(SaA/itZ>,Noisy,dashing  (waves).  Clamorous. 

'^J\yl2\  sahhibu'sh  shawdrib,  (An  ass)  reiterating 
a  sound  in  his  throat,  braying  loudly. 

A  (jLaS^  sakhbdn,  (pi.  sukhbdn)  Clamorous, 
noisy,  tumultuous. 

A  e-^^  sakhbat,  A  glass-bead  or  shell  worn  as 
a  philter  or  amulet.  Sakhibat,  Clamorous,  noisy 

(woman),  'kt^  i^j;^  ̂ ynun  sahhibatun  or  sakk- hatun,  A  fountain  noisy  and  dashing. 

A  'i.x^  suhhubbat.  Clamorous,  noisy  (woman). 

A  's-sr  sakhkhat,  The  sound  of  striking  stones. 
A  S^salihd,  (v.n.  of S^)  Scorching  (as the 

sun).  Chattering  (as  the  bird  called  surad). 

Squeaking  (the  jerboa).  Sakhad,  (v.  n.  of  i^^) 
Being  intensely  hot  (the  day). 

A  sahh  or  sakhaddn,  Very  hot  (day). 

A jSm^  sahhr  and  sahhar,  (pi.  of  Sjii^  sahhrat 
and  sahharat)  Rocks,  huge  hard  stones.  Sahhir, 
Rocky  (place). 

A  C^\j^  sahharat,  (pi.  of  S^iJi*  sahhrat  or  sa- 
hharat) Rocks,  huge  stones. 

A  ij^^  sahhrat  or  sahharat,  sahhr,  sa- 

khar,j^k^ sukhtir,andiC^\j^  sahhardt)  A  rock, 

huge  hard  stone. 
A  (  ais^  sakhf,  A  digging  with  a  spade. 

A  sahhm,  (v. n.of  j*^)  Scorching,  burn- 
ing (as  the  sun). 
A  sakhmds,  A  rocky  country,  part  plain, 

part  mountainous. 
A        sahhw,  The  act  of  opening  (a  fire). 

A  t_^^^^  sakhab.  Clamorous,  noisy. 

A  lij^^  suhhud,  A  listening,  a  paying  attention. 

Aj_j^  suhhur,  (pi.  of  'ij^  sahhrat)  Rocks. A  sahha  ,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  dirty 

(clothes).    Filth.  SahlCi,  Dirty,  filthy. 

A  '■^^^  sahhihh.  The  collision  of  solid  and  so- norous bodies.  The  noise  of  a  stone  when  struck. 



Aj(Jm^  sahhir,  A  sort  of  plant. 

p      sad,  A  hundred.  j^^Ooo-      sad  chandan, 
A  hundred  more  or  less.    A  hundred  such, 

j^ii^^Lij  sad  shahh  hardan,  To  break  into  a 
hundred  pieces. 

A  3wo  sadd,  (v.  n.  of  S^a)  Prohibiting,  check- 
ing, hindering,  turning  away.  Sadd  or  sudd,  A 

mountain.  The  side  of  a  channel,  a  valley. 

A  -^li-o  sads,  (y.  n.  of  iii»o)  Clearing  away  rust, 
polishing.  Rust. 

A  liXo  sadas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ iXo)  Contracting  rust 

(iron).  Being  of  a  bay  or  rusty  colour.  Standing 

up  and  looking  (a  man).  Slender-bodied  (man), 
of  a  graceful  form.  Rust, 

A        sada\  Reverberating  noise,  echo. 

Jm\  asamma'llah  sadahu.  May  God  silence 

him!  (_j*>^iU sada'dkusizafar- 
viasnus.  The  sound  of  the  victorious  kettle-drums. 

A  As^  siduf,  (v.  n.  of  for  jti-o)  Dissem- 
bling. Neither  refusing  nor  consenting.  Covering, 

veiling.  Opposing,  resisting. 

A  sadsas,  Rust-coloured  or  bay  (mare). 
Mailed  in  rusty  armour  and  stinking  (troop).  Name 
of  a  well  of  very  sweet  water. 

A  ̂^<!xo  saddas,  Name  of  a  well  of  sweet  water. 

A         sudsat,  A  rusty  colour. 

A  1^1^  sudah,(v.  n.  of^^i-o)  Calling  out  aloud, 
making  a  noise.    The  crowing  of  a  hen. 

A  ̂ \^^^  saddah,  One  who  makes  a  loud  noise. 
A  sidad,  Female  dress,  covering  :  a  veil. 

A  suddad,  (pi.  dS\s^  sadand)  A  serpent. 

A  kind  of  lizard.  A  way  to  water. 

Aj\;iwo  sidar,  (v.  n.  3  of  jiW)  Requiring,  com- 
pelling, or  ui'ging.  Breast-harness.  A  mark  on  a 

camel's  breast.  A  kind  of  kerchief  or  coif,  the  upper 
part  of  which  covers  the  head,  and  the  lower  part 

conceals  the  bosom  and  shoulders.  CL>\  'i^ 
kullu  zati  sidarin  khalatun,  Every  veiled  wo- 

man (ought  to  be  regarded  as)  a  maternal  aunt. 
A  saddrat.  The  office  of  gratid  vazir  or 

prime-minister,  premiership.  Chief-justiceship,  (pi. 
sadaAr)  Higher,  advanced  part  of  a  valley. 

A  suda^  Headache,  megrim. 
A  sidagh,  A  mark  burnt  on  the  temples. 

A  sP^ti«o  sadaghat,  A  being  weak,  feeble,  silly. 

A  ̂3^'^  sadak  or  sidak,  (pi.  ̂ i\>o  sudk  and  su- 
duJt)  A  marriage-settlement ;  a  portion  which  the 
husband  engages  to  give  to  his  future  wife.  Siddk, 

(v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jus*^)  Cultivating  friendship.  Sincere 
and  mutual  friendship. 

A  sadahat.  True  friendship,  sincerity, 

candour,  loyalty,  fidelity,  p j>,  iJL>£\s*o  sadahat- 
parwar,  Educated  in  truth,  accustomed  to  sincerity. 

iJlJs\i}>.^  sadaliat-har,  (^orJ<^  CLk'i\s>o  sadahat- 
gustar)  Sincere,  faithful,  ijj^^  t^s^^Xo  sadakat- 

gustari,Sho'w  or  profession  of  sincerity  or  candour. 

A  ̂\iS*o  sidam,  A  distemper  in  horses'  heads. 
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A  ̂J\!L>o  suddani,  The  two  sides  of  the  top  of  the 
head.  The  two  sides  of  the  notch  of  an  arrow. 

A  sadufid,  (pi.  of        suddad)  Serpents. 
Lizards. 

A  sadadr,  (pi.  of  sadarat  or  of 

5jJ.iXa«  sadirat)  Higher,  advanced  parts  of  valleys. 

P  v.L/^tX>a  sad-harg,  Centfoil.  Name  of  a  dam- 

sel. LL/Jjiiw<3  ̂ ^guli  sad-harg,K  many-leaved  rose. 
p  b      sad-pa,  A  centiped. 

p  JjbtiwO  sad-para,  In  a  hundred  pieces. 
p  iobji^  sad-pay  a,  A  centiped. 

p  iW^JO.  S^o  sad  faywand,  Shepherd's  staff. 
fJ)S>o  sad-tar,  (or  sad-to)  A  hundred 

folds ;  part  of  the  tripe  or  stomach  so  called. 

A  ̂ (A/o  sadh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii«o)  Raising  the  voice, 
singing,  croaking,  or  crowing  loud  (a  man,  crow, 

or  cock).  Sadah,  A  standard,  ensign.  An  empty 

place.  A  hillock.  A  heap  of  stones.  A  kind  of 

fruit  more  red  than  the  jujube.  A  broad  stone,  (pi. 

^jU-JwO  sidhan)  A  black,  a  negro- 

A  i^\:>'S^sidhan,(pl.  of  ̂ ^i^) Blacks, negroes. 
A  iis-i^/O  sadhat,  sudhat,  or  sadahat,  A  bead  or 

shell  used  as  an  amulet. 

A  L)6^  sadad,'^e2iV.  Opposite.  Purpose,  design. 
Pjti  »Xo  sad  dar,  Hundred  doors  or  ways  :  title 

of  one  of  the  sacred  books  of  the  fire-worshippers. 

p  ̂ ^i^i^  sad  dahan,  (Hundred-mouthed)  One 
who  first  says  one  thing,  and  then  another. 

Pjii>osaf??',Chiefseat.  Prime-minister.  A  judge. 
Aj6^  sadr,  (v.  n.  ofj J*/o)  Returning.  Leading 

back  from  watering.  Wounding  the  breast.  Reject- 

ing, droppingthe  \  alif'in  themeasure  ̂ JiS'^fu^lun. 
(pl.jjiis^  sudur)  The  breast.  Proemium  or  exor- 

dium of  a  letter.  Abeginning.  Apart.  Thefirstseat 

of  precedency.  Any  thing  opposite  or  confronting. 

Pre-eminence.  Chief.  Government.  The  prow  or 

bow  of  a  ship.  That  part  of  an  arrow  from  the  mid- 
dle to  the  point.  The  first  foot  of  the  first  hemistich. 

The  body  of  a  letter  or  petition.  p^iS-^  jj^o  sadri 
a^am,  Prime-minister.  Dignity  of  premier.  Chief 

seat,  ̂ ii-  jS^^  sadru""!  halik,  Chief  judge. 
jjJk^o  sadri  sudur,  Chief  judge,  chancellor. 

'e!i\6S'  sadr  ̂ ddlat,  The  superior  court  of  justice, 

the  presidency.  ̂ dSi^\j^^  sadru  'I  kadam.  The  fore- part of  the  instep  ;  the  root  of  the  toes.  Olb 

jii>*aJ^  bandtu's  sadr.  Care,  solicitude,  jj-o 
sadril  islam,  At  the  commencement  of 

Muhammadism.  Sadar,  Return  from  water  or 

from  pilgrimage.  The  fourth  of  the  days  of^  nahr. 

A  'ijS^  sudi-at,  The  upper  part  of  the  human breast.  The  thorax.  A  stomacher.  A  cassock. 

p  sad  ranj,  (Hundred  cares)  Chess. 

p  sadr-nishin.  Holding  the  first  dig- 

nity, sitting  in  the  highest  place  of  honour.  The 

grand  vazTr.  U;^--*'         sadr-nishini  vias- 
nad.  Sitting  on  the  throne,  i.e.  the  reigning  king. 
p  sad  rah,  A  hundred  kinds  or  ways. 

A  ̂ ji^  sadriy,  Pectoral.  Supreme. 
p  JU*>       sad  sdl,  A  century. 

A  ̂\>asad^{Y.r\.oi  ̂ iXo)  Cleaving  (especially 
a  hard  substance).  Suffering  from  headache.  Go- 

ing in  the  middle  of  the  road.  Asking  or  desiring. 
Distinguishing  truth  from  falsehood.  Crossing  (a 

desert).  Speaking  with  a  loud  voice.  Exposing 

openly,  uncovering,  displaying,  making  public. 

Acknowledging  publicly.  Reaching,  arriving  at. 
Giving  a  right  order  or  correct  judgment.  Appeal- 

ing to  the  liberality  of  any  one.  Carrying  on  open 
hostilities,  being  an  undisguised  enemy.  Being  in- 

clined to.  Deterring,  averting  from.  Herbage, 

(pi.  y  ,\o  suduQ  A  fissure,  rupture,  crack  in  a  hard 
substance.  A  company,  body,  troop,  band.  Sad^ 

or  sada^  Light  or  thin  of  flesh.  Of  a  middle  sta- 
ture, age,  weight,  or  robustness.  prfi^ 

^layhim  sad^n  wdhidun,  The  enmity  amongst 
them  is  mutual.  Sid^  A  crowd.  A  piece  of  any 

thing.  Sada^'Rust,  >Sac?a^  or  sctrf^,  Young  and 
vigorous  (mountain-goat,  buck,  ass,  or  camel).  Su- 

du^  (pi.  of  sadt^  Dawns.  New  patches  on 
old  garments.  Halves. 

A  OlS'iXo  sada^t.  Different  opinions  or  sects. 
Schisms,  divisions,  separations. 

A  'i^SjO  sid^t,  A  herd,  flock.  A  half  of  any 
thing  split  in  twain. 

A  sadgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S^)  Overtaking,  and 

walking  by  the  side  of  another.  Travelling  or  walk- 
ing in  company,  cheek  by  jowl.  Branding  (a  ca- 

mel). Turning  from,  beating  off,  diverting.  Crush- 

ing (a  pismire).  Sudgh,  (pi.  asddgh)  The 
temple,  that  part  of  the  face  from  the  eye  to  the 
ear.  Thehair  that  flows  around  the  temples. 

^^juo  sudghi  mu^krah.  Curling  locks. 
A  1  sadf,  (v.  n.  of  i  ijwo)  Declining,  re- 

ceding, turning  away  from.  Diverting.  Sadaf, 

(v.  n.  of  (_«>ti>^)  Declining,  receding  from.  (pi. 

(  asddf)  A  shell,  shell-fish,  pearl,  mother- 

o'-pearl,  oyster.  A  closeness  of  the  thighs  in  a  horse 
with  a  straddl  ing  of  the  feet.  The  top  of  the  shoulder- 

blade.  Lofty  (wall).  A  cartilaginous  excrescence, 

in  consequence  of  a  wound  on  the  skull.  Any  thing 

elevated.  The  higher  part  of  a  wall  or  mountain, 

p  {j^J^  I  i-Jd'^  sadafi  dtishm,  (or  J  jj  {^s^o  sa- 

dqfi  roz)  The  sun.    SSS-  ii^J^  j  tX»o  i  is^  sa- 

dafi  sad  u  chahdrdah  ^kd,  The  Kur'an  (as  con- 
sisting of  114  chapters),   a  CdiJi  ,  jj^  sadafi fa- 

lak,  The  highest  heaven.  Sun  and  moon.  Name 

of  a  figure  formed  by  several  stars  near  the  north 

pole,  p         ̂ j^Ljo  sadafi  mushkm-rang, 

The  sky.  j<^a>  j\jJ6  ( — hs^  sadafi  hazdr  haydak, 
The  stars.  Sadaf,  sudaf,  sudiif,  or  saduf.  The  part 
at  which  a  mountain  breaks  off :  a  side  or  tract  of 

it.    Sudaf,  Name  of  a  certain  beast  or  bird. 

A  ̂Jis*o  sudufdni.  The  two  sides  of  a  valley 

or  pass  through  mountains. 



p       (  9<\^  sadaf-pdra,  A  piece  of  a  shell. 

A  eJSfO  sadafat,  A  single  oyster-shell. 

p  b-^iSjO  sadafcha,  A  small  or  fine  shell. 

v^\ut^^^i^i^sadaf-gunsdghar,G\&&s^oh\et. 

A  sarf/;,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ <^)  S^eaking_truth. 
Being  true,  just,  honest,  upright.  Hard  and  smooth 

(spear).  Complete,  perfect  in  number.  True,  sin- 

cere. Truth,  veracity.  Sidk,  Truth,  veracity,  sin- 
cerity. Praise.  A  good  name.  Good,  excellent. 

Vehemence,  intenseness.  Sudk  or  suduk,  (pi.  of 

JjO^  sadk,  ̂ jj<^  saduk,  and  saddk)  True. 
Perfect.  Sadah,  A  festival-night,  on  which  the 
Persians  were  wont  formerly  to  light  alargenumber 

of  fires.  (It  is  properly  written  with  a  sin). 

A  ̂^1^  sudakds,  (pi.  of  sadili)  True, 
just,  sincere  friends. 

A  cJ^S*o  sudhat,  sudahat,  and  sudukat,  (pi.  of 

'»>^  sudkat)  Marriage-portions.  Sadahdt,  (pi.  of 
Hj>j./0  sadakat)  Alms.  Saduhat,  (pi.  of  i^i^  sa- 

dukat)  Marriage-portions. 

A  sudkdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^d«>o)  Sincere  friends. 
A  &5jwosaf7/ia^,Perfect(  woman).  ̂ a^?a^a^,  Alms; 

that  part  of  an  estate  dedicated  to  pious  uses.  Sada, 

sadu,  sad,  sud,  suda,  or  sudukat,  A  woman's  dowry. 

pjjj  ̂ J'^  sidk-warz.  Sincere,  true. 

A  sadm,  (v.  n.  of  j»ij^)  Beating,  bruising. 
Hitting,  striking  one  hard  body  against  another. 

Overtaking  one  (a  sore  misfortune).  Collision. 

A  Olot^  sadamdt,(\)\.of's.A^  sadniat)'B\ows, 
collisions.  Adversities.  Jlli  1  OUiXo  sada- 

mdti  alati  kitdl,  Clashings  of  deadly  weapons. 

A  Mi^jO  sadmat,  A  baldness  about  the  temples. 

Blow,  collision,  shock.  Adversity,  blow  of  fortune. 

A  ̂jlXcii^  sad  or  sidmatani,  Both  sides  of  the 
forehead. 

A  jiXo  sadw,  A  clapping  of  the  hands. 

A  saduh.  One  making  a  loud  noise. 

A  iijii^  sadud,  Sly,  deceitful.  A  certain  sub- 
stance rubbed  on  a  mirror,  and  afterwards  made  into 

a  coUyrium.  Sudud,  (v.  n.  of  3>^)  Turning  away 

the  countenance,  declining,  being  averse,  alienated. 

Hindering,  preventing,  diverting.  Aversion. 

A jjii-o  sudur,  (v.  n.  ofjiXo)  Rising,  springing, 
proceeding,  flowing,  issuing.  The  higher  and  more 

advanced  parts  of  a  valley,  (pl.ofj  ̂   s«<fr)Breasts. 

A  y  sudu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Having  a  strong 
propensity,  being  inclined.  Declining,  diverting 

from,  preventing.  Dividing(a  flock)  into  two  parts, 

(pi.  of  ̂ Sjo  sad^  Fissures,  ruptures.  Companies, 
troops,  bands. 

A  ( — tjS*o  saduf,  (A  woman)  turning  her  face 

towards  you,  and  then  immediately  looking  a  con- 

trary way.  One  who  has  a  fetid  breath.  Suduf, 

(v.  n.  of  ( — f  li^)  Declining,  receding  from. 

A  JjiXo  saduk,  (pi.  sudk  or  suduk)  Very 
sincere,  faithful.  Who  speaks  the  truth.  The  bird 

'dai'  kaid  (as  being  a  trusty  guide  to  water). 
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p J\yt>  Sjo  sad  hazar,  A  hundred  thousand. 

A  I^SjO  sada',  (v.  n.  of  (_f  i^)  Being  thirsty. 
A  male  owl.  A  cricket.  Echo.  Expert  in  the  ma- 

nagement of  camels.  The  part  of  the  head  which 

is  the  seat  of  hearing  :  brain,  sensory.  The  vocation 

of  a  Mutasaddy.  Thirst.  Slim,  slender  (man).  A 

human  corpse.  A  long  black  fish.  One  time, 
once.  Name  of  a  certain  volatile  which  issues  from 

the  head  of  one  slain  when  it  has  putrefied  (accord- 

ing to  a  notion  of  the  Pagan  Arabs).  Expectancy, 

a  waiting  or  watching  for  any  thing.  Sadi,  Thirsty. 

A  jff-lo  sagkiri  sadis,  Obnoxious  to  cen- 
sure or  accusation. 

A  ̂ i^iSjo  sadis,  Rusty.  Stained  with,  or  smell- 
ing of  the  rust  of  iron. 

A  l).ii*iJ  sadya',  (fem.  of  ̂jb;i„o  sa%are) Thirsty. 
A  j^btJ-o  sadydn,  Thirsty. 
A  ;iJ,iA/Osac?i(Z,(v.n.of  S^)Crying  out.  Voci- 

feration. Blood  and  matter  mingled.  Thin  watery 

matter,  or  ichor,  in  a  wound  before  it  concretes  into 

pus.    Hot  water  become  thick.  Sweat. 

Aji^S^o  sudayr.  Any  covering  for  the  breast. 

A  sadirat,  (pl.^ljwo  sadd47')The  higher 
and  more  advancing  part  of  a  valley. 

A  sadi^  (pi.         sudu^  Anything  split 
in  two.  A  half  of  any  thing  split  in  two.  Half  a 

garment.  A  new  patch  on  an  old  garment.  The 
breaking  forth  of  the  dawn.  A  flock.  A  herd  of 
camels  as  far  as  thirty.  Fresh  milk  become  cold, 

with  a  skin  on  the  surface.  Young  mountain-goat. 

Middle-sized.    A  garment  worn  under  armour. 

A  ̂.Js<o  sadigk,  An  infant  under  seven  days. 
Weak,  feeble,  puny  (man). 

A  ̂ Sjo  sadik,(^p\.  asdikds,  f'^S^  suda- 
kds,  ̂ J^S*o  sudkdyi,  and  asddih)  A  sincere 

friend.  True,  just.  Pjbljj  ̂ i^^  sadiki  wafd-ddr, 
A  faithful  friend. 

A  ̂ y>.S*o  siddik,  A  faithful  witness  of  the  truth. 
Joseph.  Abubakr. 

A  J^.i^-o  sudayyik,  A  most  sincere  friend. 
A  MU.iXo  siddikat,  The  Virgin  Mary.  Ayisha, 

Muhammad's  wife,  and  daughter  of  Abu  bakr. 

A  I^^^Sjo  sudaykiy,  A  most  sincere  friend. 
A  EaHjIS^o  siddj,kiyat,  Extreme  veracity. 

pel.      sadyak,  One  per  cent.  A  hundredth. 

A  {J}>i^  sadis,  Rust. 

A  ̂ ^<^  sazum,  Sodom. 
sarr,  (v.  n.  ofjlo)  Tying  the  string  called 

j\jjO  si7-dr  round  the  dugs  of  a  camel.  Shutting  (a 
purse).  Making  a  noise,  crying  out.  Pricking  his 
ears  to  listen  (a  horse).  A  bucket  become  loose 

and  flabby,  and  to  which  a  handle  is  fastened  to 

straighten  it.  Sirr,  Intensity  of  cold.  An  intense 

cold  destroying  the  herbage.  A  yellow-hammer. 

A  sirds,  (v.  n.  of  jto)  Vociferating,  (pi. 

of  ̂ >}yo  sardyat)  Colocynths.  Waters  in  which 
colocynths  have  been  soaked. 

A-^Vf-o  sarra^,Solid(rock),  returning  no  sound. 

/SM7Taj:,Deadly  (serpent). (pi. of  (_f,l»osa/'i)Seamen. 
AL-J^ ̂ siVa&,  Seed  so w n  in  autumn  afterharvest. 

A'i^\jtO  sirdhat,  A.  co\ocyni\\  inclining  to  yellow. 

A  'i\yo  sardt.  Long  detained  (semen  virile).  A 
ewe  kept  for  several  days  unmilked,  that  she  may 

appear  to  greater  advantage  when  exposed  for  sale. 
Name  of  a  river  in  Irak. 

A  ■^j^  sardh  ovsurdh.  Pure,  unmixed.  Sirdh 
or  surah,  A  speaking  or  performance  of  any  thing 

openly,  publicly .  Speaking  openly,  disclosing  what 
is  passing  in  the  mind.  /S?«ra/t,  A  plain,  open  speech. 

Name  of  an  Arabic  dictionary,  translated  into  Per- 
sian. A  cup  of  neat,  unmixed  wine. 

A^Vj'-^  surrdh,  A  volatile  resembling  a  locust, and  which  is  eaten  as  food. 

A  'i»'\jtO  sardhat,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Being  pure, 
unmixed,  unadulterated.  Palpableness,  pureness. 

Sardhatan,  Purely.  Publicly,  plainly,  evidently. 

p  swdlti,  A  long-necked  flask,  goblet. 

p,^3^)  L^'l/*  sM?"a/u-&arrfar,Carrier  of  the  flask. 
A  'iiS'\yo  surdkhjat,  Pure  wine.  Plain  speech. 

A  '6.y>-\yo  surdhiyat,  A  drinking-vessel. 
Vj\d  surdki-ddr,  Surahi-shaped(pearl). 

A  f^j^  surdhh,  A  clamour,  a  scream. 
A  '^j-'O  sari^dkh,  A  peacock  (lit.  a  screamer). A  sarrdkkat,l^oisj,  clamorous  (female). 

Name  of  a  plant. 

A  li^JLo  surrdd,  A  thin  cloud  without  water. 

A  '^^^^^yo  surddahiy,  A  violent  blow. A.j\j*o  sardr,  (pi.  of  sardrat)  Those  who 
have  never  visited  Mecca.  Sirdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  J*o) 

Forcing  or  detaining  against  the  will.  High  ground 

not  overflowed  by  water.  (pi.  *jJ-o\  asirrat)  A 
string  with  which  they  tie  the  dugs  of  camels  to 

prevent  the  young  from  sucking. 

AjlJlo  sarrdr,  Vociferating.  ,_)^^jV^  sar- 

rdru'l  layl,  (Vociferous  in  the  night)  A  cricket. 

A  l>j^j*o  sai'drat,One  who  has  not  visited  Mecca. 
A  bachelor. 

A  saj'driy,  (pi.  (j^^]/^)  A  seaman. 

A jio^yo  sardsir,  (pl.ofj^.o.sarsar)Loudnoises. 
Cold  winds. 

A  'ijto\jto  sardsirat.  The  Nabatheans  of  Syria. 
A  ]s\jjo  sirdt,  A  way,  direct  road.  The  bridge 

across  the  infernal  fire.  ̂ ,>p^^X\  as  'sirdiu''l mustakim,  The  right  way,  i.e.  the  Muhammadan 

religion.  Surdt,  A  long  sword. 

A  ̂}\yO  sird^  A  wrestling,  throwing  down. 

A'is\j-*o  surrd^t,  A  skilful  wrestler,  who  floors 
every  opponent. 

A  ̂   i\jtO  sirdf,  (v.  n.  of  '-jfo)  Being  in  heat 

(bitch).  Not  mixing  (wine).  Accession,  increase, 

(pi.  of  'ik>j>o)Dry  palm-branches.  Thin  cakes. 
Ai  5\J_^5a?Ta/',Abanker,shroff,money-changer. 

One  who  understands  the  value  of  things  in  gene- 

ral. A  grammarian.  ̂ ^]^  < — sarrafi  hhizdn, 
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The  sun.  Autumn.  Autumnal  winds,  p  ̂j\sVjLo 

^j\3nc  sarrafani  nukudi  ma^ni,  Those  who 
well  understand,  or  can  give  change  (so  to  speak) 

in  matters  of  recondite  meaning  or  spiritual  import. 

A  'ii\Jljo  sarrafat,  The  place  where  bankers 
transact  their  business,  a  bank.   The  exchange. 

j4  (j]jLo  sarrafl,  Banking,  money-changing. 

A  ̂jto  saram,  War.  Saram  or  s?ram,Loppings 
of  trees.  The  season  of  gathering  dates.  Suram, 

War.  Misfortune.  Milk  remaining  in  the  udder 

and  afterwards  milked.  Skilful  in  pruning  trees 

or  in  interrupting  a  conversation.  A  sharp  sword. 

A        sarram,  A  vendorof  (j^/C  sarm)  leather. 

A  «/c^*o  saramat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^a)  Being  robust, 
strong  (man).  Hardiness,  courage. 

A  ̂J^J-^o  surrati,  The  mastich-tree  growing  in 
hard  ground. 

A  ̂}j*o  saraya,  (pi.  o{^\>j*o  saryai)  (Camels) 
left  unmilked  for  several  days. 

A  'iS^jO  sarayat,  (pi.  AjjO  siras)  A  colocynth, or  the  water  in  which  it  has  been  macerated. 

A  '^j'O  sarasih,  (pi.  of  ̂ '*)  Pure,  unmixed. 

A  {^\jto  sarasid,{j^\.oi'iO^„jtO  sartdaf)  Sheep 
injured  by  the  cold. 

Aji\jjo  sarasir,  (pl.of  sjlo  sarrai)  Things  ne- 
cessary to  be  done. 

A  saranh,  (pi.  of  'sSi^..j*o  sarikat)  Thin cakes  baked  on  stones. 

A  '^j'O  sarb,  (v.  n.  of  c-->^)  Preparing,  col- 
lecting sour  milk.  Cutting.  Sewing,  stitching. 

Retaining,  suppressing  (urine).  Not  voiding  for  a 

whole  day  (an  infant).  Yielding  choice  grass 

(ground).  Sarb  or  sarah,  Milk  milked  upon  that 

which  has  become  acid.  Milk  stored  up  in  a  bottle 

for  a  journey.  The  gum  of  the  tree  talh.  A 

red  colour.  Sirb,  Small  dwellings  of  the  Scenite 

Arabs.  Surb,  Milk-meats  soured.  Sarab,  (v.  n.  of 

L^j*o)  Collecting,  assembling,  coming  together. 

A  iij^o  sai-hat,  A  portion  of  sour  milk.  Sara- 
bat,  A  bit  of  gum  sarab.  A  vegetable  re- 

sembling the  head  of  a  cat  in  the  hollow  of  which 

there  is  a  most  delicious  juice.  Choice  grass. 

A  'ii^j*o  sarbakhat,  Levity,  mobility. 
A  j3 jto  sarba' ,  Cattle  exempted  from  labour, 

and  never  milked  but  on  the  arrival  of  strangers. 

See  'ij^.  bahirat. 
A  S^liO  sarrat,  Noise,  confusion,  clamour.  A 

crowd,  tumult.  Fierceness  of  war.  Intenseness  of 

heat  or  cold;  extreme  mental  distress.  Small  beads 

or  shells  hung  by  women  round  their  necks  to  se- 

cure the  affections  of  their  lovers.  Austerity,  grim- 
ness  of  visage.  A  sheep  left  unmilked  in  order  to 
make  an  increase.  Sirrat,  Intense  cold.  A  loud  noise. 

Surrai,  A  purse,  belt,  sash  in  which  money  is  tied. 

A  ̂ jrfO  sarh,  (v.  n.  of  ,^j>o)  Speaking  openly. 
Shewing  plainly,  (pl.^^^  suruK)  A  castle,  lofty 
edifice  (especially  one  belonging  to  Nebuchadnez- 
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zar).  Sarah,  Pure,  choice,  unmixed. 

A  A»-j*asurahas,{^\.  of        sariK)V\xve,  mere. 
A  is-jto  sarhatan  barhatan,  Valiantly  (he 

sallied  forth). 

A  'iih-jM  sar/eAa&ai,  Lightness,  mobility,  agility. 

A  'is>-jto  sarhhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Crying  out, bawling.  Summons  to  prayers  from  the  minaret. 

A  lii-^  sarkkad.  Wine.  Name  of  a  town. 

A  {Is^^j^  sarhhadiy,  Belonging  to  the  town  of 
0^j*o  sarhhad.  !^0^j>o  L^\ju»sharabsarhhadiy, 
Wine  of  Sarkhad. 

A  ij*o  sard,  (v.  n.  of  li;^)  Shooting  beyond  the 
mark.  Pure  (water),  sincere  (love),  plain,  evident 

(lie).  Cold.  An  elevated  part  of  a  mountain.  A 
nail  through  the  head  of  a  spear.  A  large  army. 

Sarad,  (v.  n.  of  li;*©)  Being  soon  sensible  of  cold. 

Cooling,  changing  one's  mind.  Passing  beyond 
the  mark  or  falling  wide  of  the  mark  (an  arrow). 

Being  galled  in  the  backunder  the  saddle  (a  horse). 

Coming  out  in  bits  (butter  from  a  churn).  A  large 

army.  Sarid,  One  soon  sensible  of  cold.  Galled 

in  the  back  (a  horse).  Milk  which  separates  into 
particles,  and  will  not  coagulate.  Surad,  (pi. 

^J^i^j^o  sirdan)  A  species  of  black  and  white  bird 
about  the  size  of  a  lark,  which  hunts  sparrows.  A 

white  mark  on  the  back  of  a  horse  from  galling. 

A  ̂ ^j*o  sirdah,  (or  ̂ <^'^)  Level  ground. 

A  r^^j^  sirdakh,  Generous,  fruitful  (palm-tree). 
A^^^4>j^sirdIa«,(pl.ofi>j/OSMra£^)Speckledbirds. 

Suradani,  Two  greenish  veins  under  the  tongue. 

A  j^j^  sirdihh,  Great,  large. 
aSs-iJj-o  surdughat,  Two  fleshy  substances  in  a 

sheep,  corresponding  to  the  part  in  man  called  ij  lib . 

Ajjjo  sarar,  (pi.  of  'ijyo  sararai)  Corn  still  in the  stalk ;  ears  of  corn  ere  the  grain  be  formed. 

AjtOjtO  sarsar,  k.cx\(^&i.  Acock.  A  cold  bois- 
terous wind,  p jtOjMsarsarilioM'payhar, 

Astrong,activehorseorcamel.  A^SwrsMr, Acricket. 

A  ̂ ^yOyO  sarsaran,  A  smooth  kind  of  fish. 

A  "^^jiOjiO  sarsaran1y,A.  camel  of  a  mixed  breed, 
between  aBactrian  and  an  Arabian.  A  large  double- 

bunched  camel.  A  species  of  sea-fish. 

AijjOjjO  sarsarat,(v.  n.ofjjOya  Q)  Singing(the 
green  woodpecker).  Making  a  noise,  crying  aloud. 

KjyOyO  suTsur,  Large  camels.  A  Bactrian  ca- mel. A  cricket. 

A  sar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j-^)  Puttingfolding  doors 
to  a  gate.  Beginning  a  poem  with  a  hemistich,  to 
the  last  syllable  of  which  all  the  other  verses  in  the 

poem  must  rhyme.  The  epilepsy.  One  thing  op- 

posite another.  A  part  (of  a  day)  either  from  sun- 
rise to  the  noon-tide,  or  from  thence  to  sunset, 

p  ̂̂ \ij\'xM^yo  sar^sitaraga7i,'Fa\\ing  of  the  stars. 
J  ia:^  sar^ai/w,Bi-coloured:  a  double-dealer. 

A  Sartor  sir^,  (v.  n.  of  g^)  Throwing  down,  lay- 
ing prostrate,  (pi.  ̂j>o\  asru^and  suruQ  A 

mode,  species,  sort,  form.  Like,  resembling.  Sir^ 

(pi.  suru£)  A  single  thread  of  a  rope.  A 
wrestler.  Suru^  (pi.  of  saruQ  Great  wres- 

tlers. (pl.of^^^san^)Unpolished  bows.  Scourges. 

A  (J^j*o  sar^ni,  (dual)  Morning  and  evening. 
Two  herds  of  camels,  one  going  to  drink  when  the 

other  has  done.  Two  states  or  conditions.  Sir^ni, 

Any  two  similar  bodies.  Two  wrestlers. 

A  eSyo  sar^t,  A  throwing  prostrate  once.  An 
epileptic  fit.  State,  quality,  condition.  Sir^t,  A 
mode  of  falling.  A  mode  of  throwing  down.  -^yM 

iJ*  Jf^  Li3U-iwj^\  susu'listimsak khayr  min  husni's  sir^t.  Holding  on  awkwardly 
is  betterthanfallinggracefully.  Sur^t,  One  whom 

many  men  throw  down.  jSMra^ai,Askilful  wrestler, 
one  who  throws  many  down. 

p  ii^^jio  sar^zada,  Struck  with  epilepsy. 

A  l_^j>o  sar^',  Morning  and  evening.  Posture 
of  afl^airs.  (pi.  of  ̂ .j>o  sari^  Prostrate,  thrown 
down.  Epileptic.  Sir^',  A  posture  of  aflfairs,  a 
disposition  (to  give  or  to  refuse). 

,  A I  jj^osar/', (v.  n.of(_J^) Changing,  turning, 
converting.  Averting  evil  (God).  Driving  back. 

Using  dexterity,  add  ress,  cunn  ing.  (A  master)  let- 

ting (boys)  loose  (from  school).  Addition  to  a  story. 
Excellence,  of  a  finer  alloy  (money).  Gain,  ad- 

vantage. Repentance.  Change,  conversion.  Vi- 
cissitude of  fortune.  Dexterity,  cunning,  finesse, 

stratagem.  Ransom,  redemption,  equivalent.  The 

orthographical  or  etymological  parts  of  grammar ; 

accidence,  declension,  conjugation.  A  work  of  su- 

pererogation. J ust  weight  or  measure.  An  ordi- 
nance of  God,  an  indispensible  religious  duty,  i^jyo 

j^UkS-  sarji  ̂ nan,  A  turning  the  reins  towards  (any 
place).  Sirf,  Pure,  neat,  unmixed  (wine).  A  red 
tincture,  with  which  they  dye  the  straps  or  shoe- 

latchets.  Mere,  only,  alone,  p  i^L^j  SiiUy  i-J>j>o 

sirji  byada-rang,  Saffron-coloured  wine.  Suruf, 

(pi.  oi'iSiiyo^  Dry  palm-branches.    Thin  cakes. 
p  i^yo  sirfan,  Lead.    A  kind  of  date. 

A^\jj^sara/"are,Lead.  Afinesortofdate.  Death. 

Brass.  ̂ j\s^l  as'A-ar/"awiorsir/"aw?',Nightandday. 

A  'iijto  sarfatfThe  twelfth  mansion  of  the  moon ; 
a  bright  star  in  the  heart  of  Leo.  Vicissitudes  of 
fortune.  A  milking  of  a  camel  in  the  morning,  and 

leaving  till  the  same  hour  of  the  following  day. 

An  unlucky  bow.    A  magic  shell. 

p  sijiO  sarfa.  Gain,  profit.  Surplus,  addition, 
redundancy.  Expense,  (j'i;^  niyo  sarfa  bur  dan. 
To  take  the  lead.    To  gain,  acquire. 

A  ̂^J>o  sarfiy.  Grammatical.  A  grammarian. 
Sarafiy,  Excellent  (camel). 

A  ̂ jiO  sarah.  Thin,  slender.  Suruh,  (pi.  of 

bSl>,j*o  sanhat)  Thin  cakes  baked  on  round  stones. 

A  'is-^jto  sirha^t,  The  end  of  a  sling  which 
makes  a  humming  noise. 

A  'ixSjjO  sarha^t,  A  smack  with  the  fingers. 
A        sarm  or  surm,  (v.  n.  of  jy^)  Pruning, 



lopping.  Cutting  clean  off.  Interrupting  a  speech. 

Delaying,  tarrying  a  month.  Being  broken  or  cut 

off  (a  rope).  A  segment,  section.  Thick  leather 

with  which  they  sole  shoes,  (from  p  ̂ j>-  charm) 

Leather.  Sirm,{^\.  ̂ jjo\asi'am&nA^  ̂ Ji>o\  asdrim) 
Contiguous  houses,  (pi. ̂ ^Wsram,  ̂ \^o\  asdrim, 

asanm,  and  surman)  A  blow.  A 

crowd.  Shod  (camel's  hoof).  Sort,  kind.  Surm, 

(pi.  of  f\Ayo  sarmds)  Arid  deserts.  Milkless  (ca- 
mels). Siram,(Tp\.  of  &/«^  sirmat)Herds  of  camels. 

A  -fl/c^  sarmds,  (pi.        surm)  A  desert  with- 
out water,  and  remote  from  it.   Milkless  (camel). 

A  ij^jio  surman,  (pi.  of  ̂ jm)  Blows.  Crowds. 

A  'i^jio  sirmut,  (pi.  p*o  simm)  Herd  of  camels 
(from  20  to  40).  Part  of  a  cloud.  C^\<j^\ 

sarmatu 's  sai'vidt,  Slow  in  recovery  from  a  passion. 

A  sai'anfah,  Noisy,  clamorous. 

A  ̂ ^yo  saranhah,  Ingenious,  acute,  subtile, 
elegant.  Proud  and  malicious.  One  who  keeps 

fast  hold  of  his  property. 

p  J jto  sarw.  Name  of  a  plant. 

[.    A  jj/O  sarro,  A  looking,  seeing,  beholding. 

A  ,^jj>o  sirwdh.  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Yaman, 
said  to  have  been  built  by  the  Genii  for  Bilkis. 

A  ijj^  sifwat,  A  small  plant. 

A     j>o  suruh,  Lofty  edifices.  Citadels. 

A  'is-^yo  suruhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ /*)  Being  pure, unadulterated.  Pureness,  freedom  from  admixture. 

A  lij yo  surud,  (pi.  of  p       sard)  Cold  regions. 

A  J  J  yo  sarur,  (ij^yo  sarurai,  and  ckjj  y^  ̂f^- 
ruriy)  (A  man  or  woman)  neglecting  to  go  the  pil- 

grimage to  Mecca.  A  bachelor,  one  who  does  not 
visit  the  ladies. 

A  ̂ j'O  saru^,  (t^I.^jjC  suru^  A  great  wrestler. 

Stiru^  (pi.  of  ̂ j>o  sarQ  Modes,  kinds,  forms,  si- 
militudes,   (pi.  of       sir^  Threads  of  ropes. 

A  I  ̂ jyo  saruf,(^A  camel)  making  a  noise  with 

the  teeth.  Sui'uf,  (v.  n.  of  i—iyo)  Being  in  heat 
(a  bitch).  Not  mixing  (wine),  (^il.  of  i^yo  sarf) 
Changes,  vicissitudes. 

A  ̂ jyo  sarum,  A  sharp  sword.  A  dexterous 
pruner  of  trees.  A  camel  that  will  not  approach 
the  trough  till  left  alone. 

p  iJL>o  surra,  A  purse  full  of  gold  or  of  silver. 

U^f?"  surran jihdl,  A  mine  of  turquoise  or 

other  precious  stones  (purse  of  the  mountains). 

A  {jyo  sary,  (v.  n.  of  i^yo)  Breaking  off,  cut- 
ting off.  Averting,  prohibiting.  Pushing,  thrust- 

ing away.  Retaining  urine.  Pounding  (water). 
Abstaining  from  conjugal  intercourse.  Separating 
th  ose  that  quarrel.  Rescuing  from  danger,  guard- 

ing, preserving.  Ascending.  Descending.  Inclin- 
ing, being  propitious.  Preceding,  going  before. 

Retiring,  falling  back.  Remaining  (an  hostage). 

Stagnating  awhile  (water).  Sara',  (v.  n.  of  (jyo) 
Stagnating  awhile,  and  acquiring  a  nasty  taste  (wa- 

ter).   Remains.    Milk  of  a  bad  taste.    Sara'  or 
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sira'.  Water  corrupted  by  stagnating. 
A  i^j^  sirra  ,  surra\  surri,  and  sirri,  Labour, 

pains,  purpose.  IjjjO  ̂J*  mimii  sirra',  Labour  is 
bestowed  by  me.  Surra',  A  sheep  kept  several 
days  unmilked. 

U 

A  ijfyo  sariy, Who  goes  in  unto  his  father's  wife. 
A  (^yo  sarriy  or  sirriy,  Money  which  chinks 

when  counted  out. 

A  ̂\>yO  sarydt,  (pi.  \>\yO  sardya')  (A  camel) 
left  unmilked  for  several  days  that  she  may  appear 

to  greater  advantage  when  offered  for  sale. 

A  f^ijiO  sarih,  (pi.  ̂ yo  surh)  Milk  or  milk- meats  soured. 

A  ̂ yo  sarlh,  (pi.  A>yo  suralids  and  ̂ ^yO  sa- 
rdsih)  Clear,  evident,  palpable.  Pure,  unmixed, 

sheer.  Milk  without  froth.  ,^yO  ̂Js»  hakki  sarih, 

The  undisguised  truth,  ̂ yo  ghalatun  sari- 
hun,  A  sheer  mistake,  natijaA  sarih, 

An  evident  conclusion,  undoubted  consequence. 

A  B^jtO  sarihatan,  Purely,  without  mixture. 

A  ̂ yo  sarihh,  A  cry  for  help.  One  who  calls 
for  assistance.    One  who  brings  help. 

A  i^.yo  surrayd,  A  thin,  waterless  cloud. 

A  'i^yo  saridat,  (pi.  i^Syo  sardsid)  A  sheep 
injured  by  the  cold. 

P  j^yo  sarir.  The  grating  of  a  door,  the  scratch- 
ing of  a  pen.    A  noise  in  general. 

A  j^yo sarir,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Making  a  noise,  cry- 
ing aloud.  Grating  (as  a  door  upon  the  hinges). 

Scratching  (as  a  pen  on  paper).  Making  a  sing- 
ing noise  from  thirst  (the  ear).  Chirping  (as  a 

cricket).  The  creaking  of  a  pulley.  Current  (coin). 
Money  enclosed  in  a  purse  (jij^-o  surrat),  pursed. 

p  ̂j>yO  sarird,  The  anemone. 

A  T^^^yO  sarirat.  Noise,  crash,  clash,  gnashing. 

A  ̂ .j'O  sari^  (pi.  l^yo  sar^')  Prostrate, 
throv^n  down.  Epileptic,  (pi.  swrw^)  A  bow 
unpolished,  made  of  arough  branch,  orone  thathas 

withered.  A  scourge.  A  long  slender  branch 

bent  to  the  ground,  and  remaining  in  the  shade 

becomes  supple  and  retains  its  perfume;  from  it 
dentifrices  are  made. 

A  ̂ yo  sirriy  One  who  frequently  throws  down 
his  antagonists  or  equals  (in  wrestling). 

A  ̂ ^>yo  sarif,  (v.  n.  of  i^yo)  Creaking  (as 
a  door  or  pulley),  gnashing  (teeth).  Drinking  neat 

wine.  Letting  (boys)  out  of  school.  The  grating  of 

a  camel's  teeth.Pure  silver.Milk  still  warm  from  the 
udder,  or  winefresh  from  thecask.  A  withered  tree. 

A  &i^j-£>  sarifat,  (pi.  i^yo  suruf,  i  sirdf, 

and  I — 0^,yO  sarif)  A  dry  branch  of  a  palm-tree. 
A  thin  cake. 

A  ̂^^_J^a  sarif  un.  Name  of  a  place  in  Chaldea. 

A  'iiSLij^  sarifiyat,  A  Chaldean  wine. 
A  '&s:>yo  sarikat,  (pl.^J^^  sarih,  ̂ \yo  sardsih, 

and  ̂ yo  suruk)  Thin  bread  baked  on  a  round  stone. 

A  ̂ yo  sarlm..  Cut  off,  pruned,  lopped.  A  quan- 
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tity  of  sand  divided  from  a  larger  heap.  A  dark 

night,  or  part  of  it.  Morning.  Black  ground  yield- 

ing nothing.  A  piece  of  wood  fastened  in  a  kid's 
mouth  to  keep  him  from  sucking,  jC yo  sa- 
rimu  saharin.  Disappointed. 

A  yO  sarimat.  Resolution,  enterprise,  under- 
taking. A  place  abounding  in  the  trees  ghaza  and 

salam.  A  reaped  field  of  corn.  A  quantity  of  sand 

divided  from  a  large  heap.  Part  of  the  night.  The 

termination  or  breaking  off  of  any  business. 

A  (.^-oto  sasas.  The  excrement  of  a  child. 
p  sitahhr,  Istakhr  in  Persia. 

A JiojO  satr  or  satar,  (pl.^lao\  as^wr  and j^ia^ 

SM^Mr)Aline.  A  writing.  A  row  (of  stones).  Sa- 
tar, A  yearling  lamb. 

A  ̂Xmsi^j^,  (pi.  of yt^)  Red-headed  sparrows. 

A  L^\)tjo  si^b,  (pi.  of  i^kjo  sa^)  Difficult,  ar- 

duous, hard,  j^*^^  ̂ \k>o  si^bu'l  umur.  Difficult 
matters,  hard  points.  >ljto  si^hu'l  man- 
tik,  Subtleties  of  logic. 

A  4_-A^,Vjto  sa^b'ib,  (pi.  of  >_jAxo  su^ub) Hard  and  difficult. 

A  sa^tir,  Difficult,  arduous  (matters). 
A  (^d\)tjo  su^diy.  Tall,  long  (camel). 

A  iuiiljto  su^Jlyat,  Long-bodied  (she-camel). 

AjUco  si^r,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^)  Turning  the  face 
awry,  distorting  the  countenance.  Turning  away 

the  face  in  indignation. 

A  jUlo  sa^^r,  Proud,  haughty,  supercilious. 

A j>j\xjo  sa^r'ir,  (pi.  of  jj^x^o  su^-ur)  Con- 
crete gums.  Long  and  twisted  gums.  Substances 

yellow,  dry,  and  softish  issuing  first  from  the  teat. 
The  first  biestings.  Fruits  of  trees  resembling  ju- 

niper.   Gums  in  general. 

A  ̂\)t*o  sa^is!^  (pi.  of  ̂ jokio  su^uQ  Locust- 
hunting  birds.    Sa^si^,  Flying  in  all  directions. 

A  (_Jlxo  si^f,  Certain  small  birds. 
A  &iiiU^  sa^ifihat,  (or  JjjJUxs  sa^fih)  (pi. 

of  sa^'ah,  j^a*o  sa^uk,  and  J^g-flxo  sa^ 
fahiy)  Those  who  go  to  market  though  they  have 
no  capital  wherewith  to  buy  any  thing. 

A  LdiJlx/C  sa^dih,  (pi.  of  uiJjLto  su^uk)  Poor, 

indigent,  'i J ̂   ̂ rwatus  sa^lih.  Name 
of  a  person  who,  with  the  spoil  he  had  plundered, 

was  a  liberal  friend  to  the  poor. 

A  si^yat,  A  being  small  and  fine. 
A  J0U.0  sa^sid,  (pi.  of  dytjo)  High  (places). 

A  sa^,  (pi.  u-jlato  si^b)  Hard,  difficult, 

arduous,  rough,  troublesome,  disagreeable.  Inacces- 

sible. Disobedient, stubborn, perverse.  Afiei-celion. 

A  'ixft*o  sa^at,  Refractory,  perverse  (woman). 

A jftjo  sa^ar,  {j^^^  sa^mbar,  or j<xx>o  sana^ 

bar)  A  kind  of  lote-tree. 
A  u-^jAxtf  su^ub,{pl.  (_-*JO.\xo)  Hard,  difficult. 

Aj^Jwto  su^ur.  Small-headed. A  ulA*<fi>  sa^.  Squat,  square  in  stature. 

'ii j)\  sa^u'r  rubat,  Slender-waisted. 



k^*jO  sa^ar,  Savory,  origany. 

A  sa^arat,  (v.  n.  of  joio  Q)  Feeding  on 
origany  (a  bee).  Adorning,  decorating,  garnishing. 

A  a^j^Ji-^  sa^ariy,  One  who  teases,  thwarts,  or 
harasses  his  relations.  Noble,  generous.  Bold,  brave. 

A  iJjto  sa^d,  Violent  (torture).  i^*>o  ̂ ^V^ 

^zabi  sa^d,  Extreme  pain,  excruciating  torment. 

Su^d,  (pi.  of  i^jxjO  sa^d)  High  places,  (pi.  of 
JJkx^  sa^d)  Surfaces  of  the  ground. 

A  A^i^jtjo  sa^as,  Inconvenience,  trouble,  pain, 

distress.  Su^das,  Deep,long-fetched  breath  or  sigh. 

A  OliiJto  su^dat,  (pi.  of  dJJt^a  sa^d)  Sur- 
faces of  the  ground.  Roads. 

A  iSitjO  sa^at,  (pi.  C>\;i«xo  sa^dat)  A  straight 
cane  or  spear.  A  she-ass.  A  tool,  an  implement, 

(pi.  0\tX.x-o  sa^at)  Straight,  erect  (woman). 

5Jjt/«  banatu  sa^dat,  Wild  asses;  onagers. 

Aiiiijt»osM^fZMf^,Inconvenience,difficulty,trouble. 

A j*jo  sa^r,  (v.  n.  of Having  a  distorted 
face,  being  wry-necked.  A  disease  in  a  camel  pro- 
ducingawry  neck.  Distortion  of  countenance  (from 

pride  or  contempt).  A  distortion  of  the  neck.  Small- 

ness  of  the  head.  An  eating  of  j>J^>^  sa^rlr. 

A  ijj^  sa^arat,  (v.  n.  ofj yt^o  Q)  Making  glo- 
bular. Rolling  up  (dung)  into  a  ball  (a  beetle). 

A  (—Jjjjto  su^ub,  Small-headed  (man  or  beast). 

Ajj jM  su^'ur,  (^ovjytjo  su^irrur)  (pl.^>^lx.o 
sa^rir)  Concrete  gum.  Long  twisted  gum.  A 
substance,  yellow,  thick,  dry,  and  softish,  issuing 

from  the  teat.  The  first  biestings.  The  fruit  of  a 

tree  I'esembling  the  juniper.   Gum  in  general. 

A  'ijjjxto  su^'urat,  Dung  rolled  by  a  beetle. 
A  sa^riyat, An  oblique  mode  of  walking. 

A  ̂Uojt^  si^a^  A  shaking.  A  separating. 
A  ̂ aftjo  sa^a^  Separated,  dispersed.  Sa^a^ 

or  su^u^  (pi.  ̂ UaO  sa^siQ  A  certain  speckled 
bird  that  hunts  locusts. 

A  iUjOJoo  sa^a^t,  (v.n.of  ̂ *a^./0  Q)  Separa- 
ting, dividing,  moving,shaking,dispersing.  Anoint- 

ing with  oil  (the  head).  Name  of  a  purgative  plant. 
Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  lax^  sa^,  (v.  n.of  iaxo)  Putting  a  cephalic 
medicine  or  snuflf  up  the  nostrils  of  another. 

A  i_flxo  sa^,  Wine  (made  from  honey  or  a  fer- 
mentation of  bruised  grapes),  (pi.  si^f) 

A  kind  of  little  bird. 

A  (jlfl«.o  sa^an,  Fond  of  the  wine  sa^. 

A  'isjt^  sa^at,  Trembling,  a  cold  fit. 

A  'i^jiiO  sa^arat,  (v.  n.  of  jS.k^  Q)  Putting 
(asses)  to  flight.  Being  bent  (the  neck). 

A  'i^S.jk>o  sa^asat,  A  dish  made  of  meat,  wheat- 
flour,  and  vinegar. 

A  ijflito  sa^ali,  (|j ̂L)ijO  sa^uh, or  '^JtSLx^o sa^ 
fahiy^  (pi.  &flil«^  sa^Jikat  and  ̂ xs\3i^  sa^fih) 
One  who  goes  to  market,  though  he  has  no  capital 
wherewith  to  buy. 

A  iaixfO sa^ahat,  {y.  n.of  ̂ J0^^  Q)Beinglean. 
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A  ̂ ^SLM  sa^uh,  Mean,  worthless. 
A  Jj*^  sa^,  (v.  n.  of  (3*^)  Striking  (any  one) 

with  lightning  (heaven).  Sa^i  or  sa^k,  (v.  n.  of 

Jj«^)  Fainting,  swooning.  Dying.  <Sa^a/j,  A  loud 
noise.  Sa^k,  Braying  (ass).  Fainted,  swooned. 
Loud-voiced.  One  who,  from  excess  of  terror,  ex- 

pects a  thunderbolt  (XHs-lo  sd^kat). 

A  'isjtjo  sa^iat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3*^)  Fainting,  falling 
intoaswoon.  Dying.  Fire  which  falls  from  heaven. 
A  swoon.  The  first  blast  of  the  last  trump. 

A jS^xjO  su^mr,  Eggs  or  row  offish. 

A  (Jjt^  sa^ov  sa^l,  Small-headed  and  necked 
(man  or  ostrich).  Long.  Bald  (ass)  that  has  lost 

his  hair.  Sa^l,  (v.  n.  of  Jjoo)  Having  a  small 
head  and  slender  neck.  Smallness  or  slenderness. 

A  -f'^L^o  sa^ds,  Small-headed  and  necked  (wo- 
man, ostrich,  or  palm-tree).  Bald,hairless(she-ass). 

A  ftJjto  sa^at,  (A  palm-tree)  whose  branches 
are  slender,  crooked,  and  barkless.  Small-headed 

and  necked  (woman,  ostrich,  or  palm-tree). 

sa^ahat,  (v.n.  of  Ciilijto  Q)  Reducing 
one  to  poverty.  Fattening  camels  (herbs).  Making, 
raising  a  crust  over  a  pudding. 

A  uiJjUo  su^uk,  (pi.  L^X^\ftM  sa^Uk)  Poor, 
indigent.    A  robber. 

Aj_j««^  su^nur,  A  water-wheel,  or  its  buckets. 
A  u-o^^  sa^iab,  One  who  has  a  little  head. 

A  'ii^M  sa^iabat,  (v.  n.  of  v-^**^  Q)  Heap- 
ing up  dough  or  bread  crumbled  into  broth.  Rais- 
ing the  crust  of  a  pie.  Being  drawn  in,  contracted. 

A ytjo  sa^,  (pi.  C^\jstjO  sa^vdtand  f-^M  si^-f) 
A  red-headed  sparrow.    A  finch,  goldfinch. 

A  \^yt^  su^b,  Hard,  difficult,  arduous,  rough, 
disagreeable.    Disobedient,  stubborn,  perverse. 

A  'i^ytjo  su^bat,  (v.  n.  of  c— *x.o)  Being  diffi- 
cult, intricate.  Being  disobedient,  refractory.  Dif- 

ficulty, trouble.  Affliction. 

A  5^*^  Small-headed  (she-camel),  (pi. 

sfl^w  and  Ait^o  si^if)  A  hen-sparrow  with  a 
red  head.    A  water-wagtail.    A  finch. 

A  liyto  sa^d,  (pi.  i>*t<£i  su^d  and  JjU^  sa- 
^sid)  High,  towering,  craggy,  steep.  The  highest, 
most  inaccessible  part  of  a  mountain.  Name  of  a 

mountain  in  hell.  (A  camel)  that  casts  her  colt, 

and  takes  a  liking  to  her  last-year's  foal.  Su^d, 
(v.  n.  of  i>*>o)  Ascending  (an  acclivity,  ladder,  or 

stair).    Mounting,  surmounting.  Ascent. 

A  Ai^y>jO  sa^dds,  The  most  inaccessible  part 
of  a  mountain  :  a  steep  difficult  of  ascent,  a  crag. 

A  l?jjt/fl  sa^t,  Snuff".  Any  cephalic  medicine, 
taken  in  through  the  nostril. 

A  (2,^*^  si^ann,  An  ostrich  with  a  small  head and  slender  neck. 

A  sa^y,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Being  small  and 
fine  (the  head).    Piping,  chirping  (a  chick). 

A  SxxM  sa^d,  (pi.  lijws  su^d  and  0\ii.**3  su- 

^ddt)  Earth,  dust  on  the  surface  of  the  earth.  A 

road.  The  grave.  Surface  of  the  earth.  Dust 

which  the  Muhammadans  use  for  religious  purifi- 

cation when  unable  to  procure  water,  j^a^  '^■i^  sa- 

^di  misr,Vppev  Egypt(in  length  15days'  journey  ). 
A  safidat,  A  sacrifice,  offerinfj. 

A       saghgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Eating  much. 
A  li/c  sagha',  Inclination,  bias. 
A  l-jU^  sughdb,  Nits. 

AjikiO  sighdr,  (pi.  ofjJoo  saghir)  Small,  jlio 

jlji^  J  sighdr  u  kibdi',  Small  and  great,  little  and 
big.    Sughdr,  Little,  small. 

A  'ij\kjo  saglidrat,  (v.n.  of Being  small. 
Being  mean,  abject,  slavish.  Being  younger.  In- 

clining to  its  setting  (the  sun).  Smallness  (of  price, worth,  or  dignity). 

A  &,>lio  saghdnat,  (p  to\x>-  chaghdna)  A  staff 
like  a  sceptre,  to  which  are  fixed  three  cymbals, 
which  make  a  kind  of  music.  Four  wooden  tim- 

brels used  for  the  same  purpose, 

A  saghdniydn,  A  city  beyond  the  Oxus. 

A jjlxo  saghdsir,  (pi.  of  saghirat')  Despi- cable things,  trifles.  Venialsins.  Small, younggirls. 

A  isljJto  saghbalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂3.Aio  Q)  Larding 

(meat),  buttering  (bread). 

G  (j^Jki^o  sighbm,  Sagapenon,  a  medicinal  herb. 
p  sughd,  Name  of  a  river  and  of  a  country 

in  Turkistan,  Sogd,  Sogdiana. 

A  jkto  saghr,  (v.  n.  of  ji^)  Being  younger. 

Sughr,  (v.n.of jJto)  Being  mean,  abject,  slavish. 
Meanness.  Injury,  injustice.  Saghar,(Y.n.ofjkjo) 

Beinglittle,  small,  abject,  contemptible,  mean,  slav- 

ish. Sighar,  (v.  n.  of y>^^  Being  small.  Small- 
ness, lightness  (of  body  or  weight).  Littleness, 

tenderness  (of  age),  minority.  Sughar,  (pi.  ofljjkjo 

sughra')  Juniors,  minors.    Lesser,  least. 

A\jk>osughra',  (for  l^jiuo  sughra')  (fem.  of ̂y*o\ 
asghar)  Smaller.  Less,  least. 

A  Ajk>o  sughards,  (pi.  ofj^i^a)  Small,  slender. 

A  ̂ j)^  sughrdn,  (v.  n.  ofjA*o)  Being  small. 
Being  mean,  abject,  slavish.  Little,  small. 

A  S^jto  sighrat,  Juniors,  inferiors,  small  fry. 

Sagharat,  (pi.  of ̂ \iO  saghir)  Contemptible,  sub- 
mitting disgracefully. 

A  (^ji<o  sughra' ,  (fem.  of ytjo\  asghar)  (pl.jk^ 
sughar)  Less,  least.  The  minor  of  a  syllogism. 

A  'ikja.k>o  saghsaghat, (v.  n.  of  '^^om  Q)  Comb- 
ing and  oiling  (the  hair).  Making  (haii-)  neither 

curly  nor  lank.  Moistening  (a  pudding)  with  fat. 

A  (jAo  saghil,  Small,  slender,  and  deformed. 
Tremulous,  tottering.  Badly  fed.  Bad-tempered. 

A ̂ kto  saghw  ors?^/tro,Inclination,leaning,prone- 
ness,  bias.  Saghw,  (oryto  sughuw)  (v.  n.  of  Uto  for 

jxo)  Leaning,  inclining  to  one  side.  Swerving. 
Declining,  setting  (the  sun).  Sighw,  The  hollow 

part  of  a  ladle.  The  side  of  a  well.  The  bended 

part  of  a  leathern  bucket. 
A  Ayt^  saghrcds,  Sloping,  declining  (sun). 



A  ̂^JtjO  siglia,  (or         sugliiy)  (v.  n.  of 
Inclining,  leaning  to  one  side.  Swerving.  Listen- 

ing, lending  (an  ear).  Declining,  setting(the  sun). 

A joto  sagh'ir,  (pl.jlio  sighar  and  Ayt^o  su- 
gharcLf)  Small,  little,  inferior,  junior,  minor. 

A.y,k>o  sughayyir,  (dim.  oijf^  saghir,  Small) 
Very  small,  tiny,  the  smallest  of  the  small. 

A  ijf^  saghirat,  (pl.j.>lxo)  A  venial  sin. 

A  {^yf^  saghiri,  Smallness.  Infancy. 

A  iJjljO  saff,  (v.  n.  of  L-io)  Drawing  up  (sol- 

diers) in  a  file,  placing  in  battle-array.  Standing 
in  a  row.  Placing  (their)  feet  in  a  row  whilst  being 

milked  (camels).  Dressing  (bits  of  meat)  stuck  in 

a  row  upon  a  skewei'.  Putting  a  seat  to  a  saddle. 
Placing  milk-pails  in  a  line  at  milking-time.  Stretch- 

ing the  wings  (a  bird),  (pi.  u-Sji-c  sufuf)A.  se- 
ries, order,  rank,  row,  file  (of  soldiers),  p  u-Ow^ 

^  saffi  tegh,  The  surface  of  a  sword-blade. 
uL^is-  saffi  jang,  The  ranks  of  war,  battle-array. 
AaJcls-  i_ra«o  saffi  khassa,The  distinguished  order; 

prophets  and  saints.  l_Ao  l-C^  saff  saff,  In  mi- 

litary order,  rank  and  file.  JljO  ̂JjLo  saffi  ni^l, 
A  place  where  slippers  are  left. 

vKsjosafa,  Purity,  clearness,  polish,brightness. 
Pleasure,  recreation. 

A  Vao  safa\  Name  of  one  of  the  sacred  places 

atMecca.  (pl.of  jli/o  safat)  Large,sraooth  stones. 

A  AsL*o  safas,  (v.  n.  of  lio  for  ̂ Sjo)  Being  se- 

rene (the  sky).  Abounding  in  milk  (a  camel). 

Purity,  clearness,  transparency.  Pleasure,  joy, 

festivity,  delight,  recreation,  diversion,  pastime, 

relaxation  of  mind,  content,  comfort,  satisfaction, 

complacency,  (pi.  of  slio  safat)  Large,  smooth 

stones.  CL>Si3.S'^\!U>  safad  ̂ Iddat,  Purity  of 

faith.         J  ij\sL>o  safaA  ̂ lyun  u  ankar, 

Clearness  of  fountains  and  rivers,  p  ̂̂ ^^[sLjO  sa- 

fd  kardan,  To  rejoice,  enjoy  pleasure,  a  lio  (J,fc^ 

ahli  safa,  Voluptuous,  p  jlsls- (_j\ix5  b  la  safdn 
khdtir,  With  cheerfulness  of  the  mind,  willingly. 

a  Sifds,  (v.  n.  3  of  l£o  for  ̂ io)  Having  a  pure 
and  sincere  affection  towards  another. 

p  ̂Ji,ifilio  safd-bakksh,  Delicious.  Purifying. 

Pj>.^.       sa/a-^a2i?',Purified,  purged,  racked. 

A  slio  safat,  (pi.  CL>\^ajo  safawdt,  lao  safa', 

-fli^  safdf,  ALo\  asfas,  '^J^  sufly,  and  sifiy)  A 
large,  smooth  stone  or  rock,  on  which  nothinggrows. 

A  OUo  sifdt,  (pi.  of  &io  sifat)  Qualities, 
olio  sifdtuz  zat.  Essential  attributes. 

A  "ejjlfl^  sifatlyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A  &ril2^  safdsiyat.  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  ̂ lio  sifdh,  A  broad  and  ugly  appearance 

of  a  horse's  cheek,  (pi.  of  ̂ io  safh)  Tracts,  parts. The  sides  of  a  man.  (pi.  ofjijosafh  orsifh)  The 
broad  sides  of  swords  or  of  faces. 

A  stiff  ah,  A  broad,  thin  stone,  a  flagstone. 

A  broad  sword,  (pi.  C^\s-[Lo  suffdkdt  and  ̂ \Ju} 
safafth)  Large-bunched  (camel). 
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A\Zj\^\I^suffdhdt,(p\.of^\si>osuffdh)CaTaeh 
with  large  bunches. 

A  liloo  sifdd,  (pi.  asfdd)  A  chain,  fetter. 

A jlio  sufdr,  A  hissing,  whistling.  A  collec- 
tion of  yellowish  water  in  the  belly.  Yellowness. 

A  worm  or  serpent  which  gnaws  the  bowels  of  a 

starving  man.  The  plant  huhma'  when  dry. 
A  tike.  An  insect  in  the  hoof  of  a  horse  or  camel. 

Sufdr  ovsifdr,'Bit&  of  straw  sticking  in  the  roots  of 
a  horse's  teeth. w 

Ajlio  saffdr,  A  coppersmith. 

P  \j I  i_o»^  saf-drd.  One  who  draws  up  in  array. 

A  ijjito  sufdrat  or  safdrat,  (pi.  jlio  sifdr) 

Dry  and^withered  plants. 

A  Sjlio  saff  drat,  A  hollow  brazen  tube  which 
they  sound  to  decoy  pigeons,  and  to  call  asses  to 

water,  a  call.    A  child's  whistle.  Podex. 

P  ̂jb^Vio  saffdriydn,  (Coppersmiths)  Name 
of  a  dynasty  which  reigned  in  Persia  for  about  half a  century. 

A  &^Iao  svfdriyat,  A  bird  of  the  sparrow  kind, 

ACI«Ojlfi*»  safdrlt, (pi. of tl^AJ'^io)  Poor,needy. 
A  i^Kto  \sLtO  safan  sdf,  Withouttrace  or  vestige. 

A  ̂ ilio  safdf  ih,  (pi.  of  ̂ lio  suffdh)  Large- bunched  camels. 

a^Iao  sifdh,  A  thin  skin  or  membrane  beneath 
the  skin  that  produces  the  hair.  The  peritoncBura. 

(pi.  of fj-^p^  safiJi)  Thick,  stout  (stuffs,  silks). 

A  yj^fO  saff'dh,  A  great  travelling  merchant. 
A  ajflio  safdkat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3^^)  Being  stout, 

coarse  (cloth).  Being  impudent.  Brazen-facedness. 

p  ̂jlfclLo  s  fdhdn.  Metropolis  of  Persian  Irak. 

p  (^Ifclio  sifdltdn'i,  A  native  of  Isfahan.  Sii,^. 
jj,lfcl£<o  2)ardansifdhdnl,  A  species  of  melody  pe- 

culiar to  Isfahan. 

A  safdya',  (pi.  of  ̂^Ji>o  safiy)  (Camels) 
abounding  in  milk.  The  best  parts  (of  any  thing, 

especially  of  plunder). 

A  ̂\Ji>o  safdsih,  Broad  swords.  Flagstones, 

(pi.  of  &^^sa/^/ta!;)Broad  surfaces.  Scales  of  fish. 
Planks.    Panels  of  doors.    Bones  of  the  cranium. 

A  ̂i{k>o  safddli,  (pi.  of  ij^^  safuli)  Inac- 
cessible, of  difiicult  ascent(mountain-steeps,  crags). 

Events,  accidents,  (pi.  of  &a-Aosfl/i/ia^)Accidents. 

^  A  (^lio  safdsi,  Purity,  clearness. 

p  u-i^  saf-hasta,  Ranged  in  rank  or  file. 

^  A  sifat,  (v.  n.  of  i„6«oj)  Describing.  In- 
clining to  be  good-tempered  (a  colt).  Quality,  at- 
tribute, property  (as  blackness,  knowledge,  &c.). 

Form,  mode,  manner.  Description,  epithet.  An 

adjective,  or  whatever  qualifies  a  noun.  Like,  re- 

sembling. {JL^^jJiJ  tJL*fl*o  sifatiba- 
htmat,  bashariyat,  malalfiyat,  Properties  of  beast, 

man,  (or)  angel.  s  fati  sulutiya,  A 

substantial  form,  fixed  quality.  »l*oJs-  CL^s.*o  si- 

fati  ̂ riziya,  An  accidental  or  moveable  quality. 

iJl^SU)jO^  badr-s  fat,  Like  the  full  moon,  p 

CL/AjO  Idla-sifat,  Resembling  a  tulip.  <JLiA>o  ̂ Ji 
neliu-sifat.  Of  excellent  qualities. 

A  'iSitO  suffai,  (pi.  L_flio  sufaf)  A  sofa,  bench. 
A  place  for  reclining  on  before  the  doors  of  Eastern 

houses,  made  of  wood  or  stone.  A  dais,  estrade,  oi' 
floor  raised  a  foot  hin;h.  The  seat  of  the  saddle. 

iifl»a)\  ,Jj6\  ahlu^s  suffat,  (Benchers)  A  certain  com- 

munity, companions  of  Muhammad's  flight  from 
Mecca,  who,  having  neither  friends  nor  calling  at 
Madina,  lived  on  the  donations  of  the  faithful,  and W 

lodged  in  the  tiJi>o  suffa  of  Muhammad's  mosque. 
A  {JL/S.tO  sifitt.  One  who  conquers  or  who  excels. 

Sifitt,(^f^^3SLjO  sifittdn,  and  ̂ ^^^iSiJO  s  ffitdn)  Large- 
bodied.   Smooth,  succulent,  full  of  flesh,  and  com- 

pact.   Strong,  powerful.    Cruel,  oppressive. 
ACi.>l;;io,s//)!a<,Strong,athletic,fleshy,muscular. 

A  'k^s>^  saftat,  Victoiy,  conquest.  Excess. 

A  (J^Jui-o  sift'it,  A  powerful,  athletic  man. 
Fleshy  and  muscular;  strongly,  powerfully  built. 

A  safh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Turning  away  (the 
face).  Leaving,  quitting.  Pardoning,  forgiving. 

Looking  into  any  business.  Looking  at  the  sur- 
face of  any  thing.  Driving  (camels  beyond  the 

well).  Making  broad,  expanding.  Striking  with 
the  broad  part  of  a  sword.  Refusing  a  beggar. 

Giving  to  drink  of  any  beverage  soever.  Smiting 

her  hands  together  (a  woman  weeping).  Review- 

ing or  perusing  one  by  one,  or  sheet  by  sheet.  Par- 
don. Clemency.  A  tract,  side,  quarter,  border. 

The  lowest  part  of  a  mountain;  also  a  smooth,  level 

part  on  its  side.  \s^'°  '•^j^  zarabtu  ̂ nhu 
saflian,  I  turned  away  my  face  from  him.  Safk 

or  sufh,  (pi.  ̂ Xkjo  sifdh)  The  broadest  side  of  a 
sword,  or  the  face.  The  side  or  cheek  of  a  man. 

Safah,  A  disproportionate  breadth. 
safhat,  A  face.  A  side,  page,  expanse, A 

surface.  Breadth.  A  tract,  border, quarter,  pl^^ 

^  safhasi  teghi  sahar.  First  streaks  of  light 
in  the  morning.  The  sky.  a  JU  safhad 

hdl,  State  of  the  case,  face  of  the  matter. 
A  i^suo  safd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ io)  Binding,  fastening, 

fettering.  Safad,  (pi.  asfdd)  A  chain,  fetter. 

A  present.    Name  of  a  city  in  Syria. 

Vj6Sl>o  saf-dar,  Warlike,  brave,  who  breaks  the 
ranks.  j,^Sl>o  ̂   JJ^*^  mardi  dildrvar,  u 
amiri  saf-dar,  A  valiant  man  and  gallant  com- 

mander. J  jiiAo  ̂ jj^  mubdrizdni 

saf-dar,  u  bahddardni  lashhar,  Courageous  sol- 
diers and  bold  warriors. 

p  (^ji^Jlo  saf-dari.  The  routing  of  armies. 

A ̂ ^io  safr,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^)  Having  a  collection 
ofyellowish  water  in  the  belly.  iS//?-,  Copper.  Gold. 
A  cypher.  Sifr,  sufr,  safr,  safir,  or  sufur,  (pi. 

jlfl.o\  asfdr)  Empty  (house  of  furniture).  Jal^^io 

sifrul  yad.  Empty-handed,  poor,  weak,  Ju) 
sifrun  sihrun,  Quite  empty,  ̂ i^^ jio  sifr  kar- 

dan. To  empty.    Sufr,  Gold.  Copper,  iuoT 



aniyatun  sufrun,  Empty  vessels.  Safar,  (v.  n.  of 

jfl^)  Being  empty,  without  furniture  (a  house). 
Being  empty  (a  vessel).  A  distemper  in  the  belly, 
which  makes  the  face  pale  (as  hunger,  the  cholic, 

or  worms).  A  maw-worm  ;  the  serpent  which  the 
common  Arabians  suppose  gnaws  the  bowels  of  a 

starving  person.  The  heart.  (^\.JJlo\  asfar)T!he 
second  month  of  the  Muhammadan  year.  Inser- 

tion of  the  month  Muharram  into  Safai-.  Intellect, 
understanding.  A  knot,  compact,  league.  Terror. 

Hunger.  aJllsj  C^yuosajirat  watMtuhu,YlediieA. 

p  \^i>o  safra,  Bile.  Wine.  Yellow,  saffron-co- 
loured, {^'^j^  \Ji>o  safra  kardan,  To  be  angry. 

To  avert  the  face.    To  vomit. 

A  ̂^io safras,  (fem.  of^a^s^  a.s/ar) Yellow, pale, 
pallid.  Bile.  Gold.  A  certain  herb  growing  in  a 

sandy  plain.  A  bow  made  of  the  tree  ̂   nab^  An 

empty  locust's  egg.  A  locust  when  it  has  left  the  egg. 
A  O]^io  sifrat,  (pi.  of jL>o  sifr)  Cyphers. 

p  safragiiun,  A  yellowish  bird  fre- 

quenting melon-grounds. 

V\^^\Jl^o  safra-lmsh,  (Bile-killing)Breakfast. 
A  safarani,  (dual  of ̂^l>o  safar)  The  two 

first  months  in  the  Muhammadan  year,  mu- 

harram and jL>o  safar. 

A  ijL-o  safrat,  Hunger.  Safrat  or  sufrat,  Mad- 
ness. A  paroxysm  of  madness.  Sufrat,  Yellow- 

ness. Blackness.  The  yolk  of  an  egg.  A  she-goat. 

A  ̂jtiio  sifrid,  A  lark,  d^^o  ̂   i^T^  ajban 
min  sifrid,  More  timorous  than  the  lark. 

Pj]djL>o  sfr-ddr,  Empty.  Very  little. 
A  jij^  sufurruk,  A  dish  made  of  starch,  honey, 

and  water.  A  kind  of  plant. 

aH^j ̂yfl^sq/ran%,(or(]]^j\^i«3)Bilious,choleric. 
A  tjf^i(e.sa/ani/,Rain  at  the  beginning  of  autumn. 

The  beginning  of  the  seasons.  A  lamb  yeaned  un- 
der the  ascension  of  Canopus. 

A  sufriijat,  A  species  of  date  growing  in 

Yaman,  which,  being  dried  in  an  unripe  state,  is 

used  instead  of  sugar  in  preparing  a  ptisan.  Siifri- 
yat  or  sifriyat.  Name  of  a  sect  of  the  Hariiriyat. 

Safariyat,  A  plant  or  vegetation  at  the  beginning 

of  autumn.  Decline  of  the  hot  season  and  approach 

of  the  cold.  Beginning  of  the  seasons.  Lambs 

yeaned  at  the  ascension  of  Canopus. 

A  CL^jLo  sifrit,  (pi.  Cl*^j\a*£>)  Poor,  needy. 

p  ti^j  I  O/O  saf-zada,  Formed  in  line  or  rank 
p  \^jO  saf-zan,  One  who  breaks  the  ranks 

of  an  enemy,  brave. 

p  i33^  saf-zam,  A  breaking  of  the  enemy's 
ranks,  bravery. 

p  i^^Jlslm  saf-shihan,  A  breaker  of  the  enemy's 

ranks.  ̂ ^uij^i*Hj  i^\^!^Jlsi>o  saf-shihananirustam- 
rusum,  Those  who  break  the  lines  after  the  fashion 

of  Rustam,  i.e.  heroic  champions. 

A  u-slxairfO  safsaf  A  willow,  osier. 

A  iiiLaio  safsafat,  A  dish  composed  of  meat. 
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wheaten-flour,  and  vinegar. 

A  t  htah^o  safsaf.  Plain,  level  ground.  The 
side  of  a  mountain.  Sufsuf,  A  sparrow. 

A  &A«aLo  safsafat,  (v.  n.  of  i^JuiSuo  Q)  Tra- 
velling alone  over  a  plain.  Causing  to  feed  on  the 

willow  i^\»aSjO  safsaf.  A  dish  composed  of  meat, 

wheaten-flour,  and  vinegar.  Chirping  of  asparrow. 

A  JjwiflAo  sifsilla,  A  sort  of  herb. 

A  ̂ io  saf^  A  tapping  gently  on  the  neck. 
A  saf^n.  One  who  takes  blows  patiently. 

One  who  gives  a  blow  on  the  nape  of  the  neck. 

A  ̂ Ao  safijh,  (v.  n.  of  '^AtO~)  Taking  up  in  the hand.    Pulverizing,  rubbing  with  the  hand. 

A  '_oo-^  safaf,Vf  hat  is  worn  under  a  coat  of  mail . 

Sufaf,  (pi.  of  'ikto  suffat)  Seats  of  saddles.  Sofas. 
A  (jio  safk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jSU>)  Flapping  (as  a 

bird  its  wings)  and  making  a  loud  noise.  Dashing, 

shaking,  agitating  (as  the  wind  a  tree).  Striking 

the  strings,  sounding  (a  lute).  Striking  with  a 

sword.  Going,  travelling.  Clapping  the  hands. 

Taking  or  shaking  hands  (when  wishing  joy  or 

striking  a  bargain).  Suffering  a  prolapse  of  the 
uterus,  so  that  the  foal  dies  (a  camel).  Alighting 

at  any  one's  house  (a  company).  Turning.  Filling 
(a  cup).  Opening,  and  likewise  shutting  (the  eyes 

or  a  door).  Pouring  (water)  out  of  one  vessel  into 
another.  The  side  or  slope  (of  a  hill).  A  side,  a 

quarter.  Sale.  Purchase.  Water  put  into  a  new 
leathern  bottle  and  turned  yellow  by  shaking.  The 

side  (of  the  neck).  The  cheek  (of  a  horse).  The 

smell  of  tanning.  A  place.  /S'?/A,  One  half  of  a 
folding-door.  Sufk,  A  side,  quarter.  Safak,Water 
put  into  a  new  bottle  and  turned  yellow  by  shaking. 

A  side,  quarter.  The  hinder  part  of  the  brain.  Su- 

fuh,  (pi.  of  jlio  sifah)  Peritonoea.  (pi.  of  j^i^ 

sfl/"M/j)Inaccessible(mountains).Soft,limber(bows). 
Smooth  and  lofty  (rocks)^ 

A  &ia<fi>  safkat,  (or  j\aa>£>  sifikka')  A  bargain 

made  by  striking  hands.  *ijL»5»  khasaratu 's 
safkat,  A  losing  bargain. 

A  ̂.osa/w,  A  substance  resembling  lights,  pro- 

truding from  a  camel's  mouth  when  raging  with 
lust.  A  table.  Travelling-provisions.  Safn  or  sa- 

fari, (pi.  (jUfl^  svfnan)  The  scrotum.  A  leathern 
water-bottle.  Sufn,  A  leathern  water-bottle  (espe- 

cially forwashingthefaceandhandsbeforeprayer). 

A  shepherd's  provision-bag.  Safan,  The  pod  in 

which  the  ears  of  corn  are  enveloped.  A  wasp's  nest. 

A  j^Uio  svfnan,  (pi.  of  ̂^^ix5  safan)  Scrotums. 

A  'kJu3  safnat,  A  shepherd's  provision-bag.  A 
table.  Travelling-provisions.  A  substance  resem- 

bling lights,  which  protrudes  from  a  camel's  mouth 
when  raging  with  lust. 

A  safm,  (v.  n.  of  Ifl^  for  ̂ Lo)  Taking  the 

brightest  part  of  any  thing.  Brightness,  clearness. 
The  purest  part  of  any  thing. 

A  '^sio  sufum,  Clearness,  brightness. 

A  A^LM  safwaf,  (or  safrcat)  (pi.  ̂j^ji^ 
safrvdn  or  safanan)  A  smooth,  equal  stone. 

A  CJ'\yL.>osafawdt,(j^\.  of  jlfl^)  Smooth  stones. 

A  ij^^i-^  safrvdn,  The  second  of  the  days  of 
cold  weather.    Safrvdn  or  safawdn,  (pi.  of  A^uo 

safwdf  or  'i\jSbo  safmdt)  Smooth  and  even  stones. 
The  substance  ca\\ed'i'izsui» shikshikat. 
yawmi  safrodn,  A  clear,  cloudless,  and  cold  day. 

A  safjsif  or  sufmat,  Choicest,  best,  purest 

part,  aiiis.-  s ̂ io  safwatulldhmin  khalkihi, 
Chosen  by  God  among  men(Muhammad).  CL> _jAo 

t-.*!*  safwati  kalb,  Purity  of  heart,  peace  of  mind. 

p  C^^iuo  safmat-kada,  A.\io\xse.  A  chamber. 
A  council-chamber.  The  heart. 

A  sfl/w/t, Liberal ;  forgiving.  Distant,shy, 

retiring  (woman).  Sufuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ io)  Losing 
her  milk,  becoming  dry  (a  camel). 

Kj^LjO  sufur,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ^i^)  Being  empty. 

A  Aj^iuo  safurds,  (5j ̂ io  safurat,  or  A>_j^ho 

safuriyds)Z\^^or&\i,3  ethro's  daughter,Moses' wife. 

A  'ifj^iM  sufur  ty  at,  A  sort  of  plant. 
A  i^^L>o  safuf  (A  camel)  filling  vessels  placed 

in  a  row.  (A  camel)  placing  her  fore-feet  even  when 

milked.  Sufuf,  (pi. of  u-io  sff^')Ranks,  rows,  lines. 
A  safuk,  (pi.  ̂3^.0  sifuk  and  ̂ \iuo  sa- 

fdsiJi)  High  and  inaccessible  (mountain).  Supple, 

limber  (bow).  Smooth  and  towering  (rock).  A 

she-camel  that  has  cast  her  colt,  and  has  been  in- 

duced to  take  a  liking  to  her  last  year's  foal. 

A  ̂j^io  sufun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^ao)  Standing  on  three 
feet  (a  horse),  the  point  of  the  other  hoof  only  touch- 

ing the  ground.  Placing  the  feet  properly  (in 

prayer).    Striking  the  ground. 
A  safi  or  sufi,  The  surname  of  a  dynasty 

of  Persian  kings  (who  reigned  from  about  the  year 
1500  till  the  usurpation  of  Nadir  Shah  in  1736), 
named  fromlsmael  Safi, first  monarch  ofthis  house. 

A  safiy,  (pi.  A*io\  asfiydi)  Pure,  clear, 

bright.  Just,  upright, sincere.  Best,  purest,  choicest 

(of  any  thing).  That  part  of  the  plunder  which  a 
general  takes  to  himself  before  a  division,  (pi. 

sa/"%a')(  A  camel)  plentiful  in  m.ilk.  A  palm- 
tree  laden  with  fruit.  ^^^.tosafiyu  llah,  Adam, 
the  father  of  mankind.  Sufiy  or  sifiy,  (pi.  of  slio 

safdt)  Large,  smooth  stones. 
A  '^Isljo  safiyat,  Sophia,  one  of  Muhammad's 

wives.  Sufayyat,  First  ofthe  days  of  cold  weather. 

A  ̂ ^A^  safili.  The  sky.  The  surface  of  any broad  substance.    A  broad  sword. 

A  'i^"^  safihat,  (pi.  ̂\k>o  safddli)  Surface, 
exterior  (of  the  skin).  The  broadest  side  of  any 

thing  (as  of  a  sword).  A  thin  plate.  Scale  (of  a 

fish).  A  plank.  Panel  of  a  door.  A  broad  sword. 

ajJijo  saflr,  (v. n.  of jfl-c)  Whistling;  singing 

(a  bird).  Calling  an  ass  towater  by  a  hissing  sound. 
Sound,  clangour,  hissing,  blowing.    A  sapphire. 

I— *^  harfus  safir,  A  sibilant  letter.  "pjSLjO 



(jiij  safi7'  zudan,  To  whistle.    To  hiss. 
A  safirat,  A  hillock  or  a  mound  of  sand 

dividing  two  portions  of  country. 

A  ̂jSi~>o  safiriy,  Sibilant  (letter). 

A  c-BaAo  safif,  Bits  of  meat  spitted  in  a  row 

for  cooking.  Things  laid  in  a  row  to  dry  in  the  sun. 

A  ̂ jyp^  saflk,  (pi.  sifali)  (A  garment)  of 
a  coarse,  hard  texture.  Impudent,unblushing(face). 

A  'ss^Jljo  safihat,  (pi. ̂ li-a) Anaccident, event. 
A  (j-vfljc  siffin,  A  town  on  the  Euphrates. 

p  «jufl/0  safina,  The  juniper. 

A  sahJi,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Crying  out  (a  cha- 
meleon). A  nail  firmly  driven  into  a  hard  place. 

A  u-jIH.-^?  sihah,  (v.  n.  3  of  c-*fl^)  Being  oppo- 

site and  near.  (pi.  of  i  "Slio  sakb)  Long  and  some- 

what slender.  Camels'  foals.   See  l~.jIH*»»  sihab. 

AjlsLs  siliar,  (pi.  of  JLo  sahr)  Curses,  impre- 
cations upon  those  who  deserve  them  not.  Sikar, 

(or  Sjlii/£»)  (pi.  of  jilo  sakr)  Kites,  hawks,  falcons. 

Aj^iOsaliliar,  One  who  curses.  A  calumniator, 
whisperer.  An  infidel.  A  seller  of  syrup  of  dates 

or  grapes  called ^a^a  salir. 

A  JjjlHJlj  hi"" s suhara'  Tva'lhuliara  , 
With  a  downright  lie  (he  came). 

A  ̂SljO  sika^  A  cloth  with  which  a  woman  co- 
vers her  head,  to  keep  her  veil  from  being  soiled 

by  the  unguent  of  her  hair.  The  rein-ring  in  a  ca- 

mel's nose.  An  iron  ring  or  other  check  rein  for 

ahorse.  A  brand  on  the  back  of  a  camel's  head.  A 

lady's  veil.  Sulta^  (v.  n.  of  ̂H^)  Crowing  (a  cock). 
A  Jliiws  siJial,  (v.n.of  Jiix3)Polishing(a  sword). 

Polish,  lustre.  The  art  of  managing  or  looking 

after  horses.  The  belly. 

A  l2\'Lo  saJiaHhat,(\)\.o(  u-J^*^  sihlah)  North- 
ern nations,  Sclavonians,  Russians,  Scythians. 

A  HJlilo  sikalat,  A  furbishing?  polishing. 

A  c-^ft'O  saJth,  (v.  n.  of  {^'Lo)  Striking  with 
the  fist.  Giving  a  slap  with  the  hand.  Rearing 

high  (an  edifice).  Collecting.  Chattering  (a  bird), 

(pi.  sihab  and  ̂ ^^^  suhhan)  Long  and 
somewhat  slender.  A  young  camel  or  foetus,  (pi. 

i^^jO  sukub)  The  middle  and  longest  pole  of  a 

tent.  Sakab,  (v.  n.  of  u-*H>o)  Being  near.  Being 
distant.  Nearness,  neighbourhood.  Distance.  Near. 

eukLa^  ̂ s-\  al  jar  ahakk  hi  saJiahihi,  The 
neighbour  has  a  prior  right  (to  be  the  purchaser) 

by  (reason  of)  his  proximity. 

A  (jUfl^  sukbdn,  (pi. of  sahh)  Long  and 
slender.    Young  camels. 

A  suk-h,  (pi.  of  ashah  and  ̂ ^^^ sak- 

hiif)  Bald  (men  or  women).  Sahah,(^ov  'i^'-^  saka- 
hat)  Baldness  in  front. 

A  sah-has,({em.of^^^)  Bald  (woman). 
A ̂ jiLc  sahr,  (v.  n.  of^Hwa)  Beating  with  a  stick. 

Breaking  (stones)  with  a  large  mattock.  Burning 

intensely  (the  sun).  Being  exceedingly  acid  (milk). 

Kindling  (a  fire).     (pl.jiLo\  ashur,  j^^^  suhiir, 
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iji^jo  sukurat,  J^3^  sikar,  'iJ^LtO  siharat,  and  jJLo 
sukr)  Any  bird  of  prey,  as  a  hawk,  kite,  or  falcon. 
Very  sour  milk.  A  circle  behind  the  region  of  the 

liver  (of  which  there  are  two).  Fetid  water.  Pan- 

derism  to  one's  own  wife,    (pl.j^iuj  suhur  and 
siliar)  A  curse,  imprecation  on  one  who  does 

not  deserve  it.  ̂ \jo  Juo  sakrun  sahirun,  Sharp- 
sighted.    Sakr  or  sakar,  Date-honey,  or  from  rai- 

sins.   Sukr,  (pi.  of  JLo  sak)^)  Kites,  hawks,  birds 
of  prey.    Sakar,  Deciduous  leaves  of  the  plants 

i[^S-  ̂ zah  and  laiyff  ̂ irfut.  (for JLm sakar)  Hell. 
jiU jLo  sakir  makir,  A  date  full  of  honey.  jLalXi 

Jsl2i\  j  bi's  sukar  wa""!  buhar,V^\\.\\  a  downright  lie. 
A  S^fl^  sakrat,  Intenseness  of  solar  heat.  Sa- 

karat,  Water  remaining  at  the  bottom  of  a  cistern, 

where  dogs  and  foxes  piss.  Sahirat,  An  acute, 

sharp-sighted  woman. 

A  sak^  (v.n.  of  ̂ E«o)  Striking  (a  bird  or 
horse)  on  the  middle  of  the  head  being  white.  Brand- 

ing eitheron  the  face  or  head.  Striking  (lightning). 

Covering  the  earth  (hoar  frost).  Throwing  pro- 
strate, dashing  on  the  ground.  Crowing  (a  cock). 

Farting  loudly  (an  ass).  Going,  tending  towards. 
Turning  out  of  the  road.  A  blow  upon  any  thing 

dry  and  solid.  A  slap  with  the  open  hand.  Suk^ 

A  shore,  coast,  side,  tract  (of  country).  Saha^ 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ Lo)  Turning  aside  from  the  road.  Being 
white-headed  (a  horse  or  bird).  Being  struck  with 

lightning.  Falling  in  (a  well).  Languor  of  mind 

from  extreme  heat.  >Sa/</^,  Tormented  with  thirst. 

A  *l*iLo  sah^f,  (fem.  of  asha^  White  on 
the  forehead  (mare  or  bird).    The  sun. 

A  {^xSljo  sak^b,  Long.  Creaking(door),grind- 
ing,  grating  (teeth). 

AeUi/£)  suk^t,  Whiteness  on  the  head  of  a  horse. 

A  jfS^  suk^r, Water  cold ;  or  bitter, thick,fetid. 

A  Byjtilo  sak^rat,  A  shouting  in  another's  ear. 
A  ̂ aJUo  sika^,  Dry  dates  soaked  in  milk. 

A  'i\jiijo  sak^lat.  Cool  (beverage). 

A  JysH^  saka^',  The  beginning  of  the  foaling- 
season.  A  camel's  colt  dropped  at  the  beginning 
of  the  foalinc-season. 

A  sukgh,  (for  ̂ H^)  A  coast,  side,  tract. 
A|J_JLo  saki,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Sjo)  Polishing,  fur- 

bishing, making  bright  (a  sword).  Cudgelling. 
Making  lean.  Throwing  on  the  ground.  Sukl, 

The  hypochondria.  The  side.  Light,  active  (horse). 

Sakal,  Length  of  the  hypochondria.  Sakil,  Irre- 

gular in  one's  pace.  (A  horse)  spare  of  flesh.  (A 
horse)  long  in  the  hypochondria. 

A  i_».>!ikiLfi  siklab,  A  glutton.  White  and  red. 

Strong  (head).  Voracious  (camel),  (pi.  sa- 
kalibaf.)  A  Sclavonian,  Russian,  Scythian. 

A  'i\.'x>o  saklat,  The  hypochondria.  Sakalaf,(p\. 
of  ̂ y>^  sakil)  Polishers,  furbishers,  armourers. 

p (Ja^  saklgar,  A  polisher  of  swords,  &c. 
A  XJ^jfi  sikilUyat  or  sikUyat,  Sicily. 
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A  L.-.>jil^N3SM/m/>,  (pi. ofcy.*iL£>)Longest  tent-poles. 

Aj^uj  sukur,  (pi.  of^sLo  sakr)  Curses,  impre- 

cations on  the  undeserving.  Sukur,  (and  'ij^Lo  su- 
hurat)  J^^A.  of^Losa/jr) Birds  of  prey,hawks,  kites. 

Aj^SLtO  sakkur,  A  cuckold,  pimp  to  his  own  wife. 

A  I — syLo  sukuf,  (pi.  of  (._n'a<^)  Roofs,  ceilings. 
A  ̂^slo  sa7«^,  (v.n.of  ̂ /o)  Crowing  (a  cock). 

Hoarfrost,  rime.    A  kind  of  wasp. 

A  (J._JL«  sakil,  Polished,  furbished  (sword). 
A  uiLs  sakk,(^y.  n.  of  Ldl^o)  Striking  violently, 

knocking.  Placing  one  thing  on  another,  and  mak- 
ing to  adhere.  Shutting  (a  door).  Giving  a  written 

sentence  (a  judge),  (from  p  uiU-  ckak)  (pi.  ijX^\ 

asuhk,  t^^^  sukuk,  andij^}^^  sikak)  Thewrit- 
ten  and  signed  sentence  of  a  judge. 

sakku'l  musafir,  A  traveller's  passport. 
A  i^^^o  sikak,  (pi.  of  uLLo  sakk)  Sentences 

signed  by ̂a  judge.  Suhak,  The  air,  atmosphere. 
A  uLJK^  sakkak,  The  actuary,  wlio  writes  the sentence  of  a  judge, 

A&xo  sahhat,  Violence  of  noon-day  heat.  A 
rap  at  a  door. 

sakak,  A  beinti'  knock-kneed. 

A  sakm,  (v.  n.  of  j*^)  Striking.  Driving 
back,  thrusting  away.  Falling  on  any  one  (ad- 

verse fortune).  Champing  (the  bit),  and  stretching 
out  his^neck  (a  horse). 

A         sultkam,  Hoofs  of  camels. 

A'i.^ja  sakmat,  A  violent  collision,  impulse,  im- 
r)act,  or  blow  with  a  stone. 

A  i^^\ja  siiJiuk,  (v.n.of  uLLj)  Being  hard  and 

firm  (flesh),  (pi.  of  CiLo  sahh)  Writings,  deeds. 
Written  and  signed  sentences  of  a  judge. 

A  uLL^  sah'ih,  (v.  n.  of  uiKls)  Being  knock- kneed.    Weak,  silly. 

A  ̂y^o  sail,  (v.  n.  of  J-^)  Watering  seeds  mixed 
with  earth.  Clearing,  straining,  racking  off  (wine). 

Sill,  (pi.  J^U?^  aslal)  A  basilisk.  Like,  equal ;  a 
match  for.  A  sharp  sword.  Name  of  an  herb. 

\L>o  sillu  safan.  Malignant  to  an  extreme,  like  a 

serpent.  J^Lol  silli  aslal,  A  basilisk  of  basi- 
lisks, i.  e.  a  malignant,  rascally  scoundrel.  Sail  or 

sill.  Flying  and  scanty  (showers).  Sull,  Tainted, 
stinking  (meat,  &c.). 

p  ̂Lo  sala,  Kindling  a  fire  in  cold  weather.  A 

proclamation  either  for  giving  food  to  the  poor  or 
for  selling  any  thing. 

A  !iLs  sala,  (v.  n.  of  ̂L^?  for _jLo)  Becoming 

loose  about  the  haunches  (a  mare  at  foaling-time). 

The  burning  of  fire.  Roast  meat.  (pi.  Ol^La  sg- 

larvat  and  -f=^La\  aslas)  Middle  ofthe  back  of  aman 

or  quadruped.  Lower  part  of  the  haunch-bone. 
Space  between  the  fundament  and  tail.  Either  side 

of  a  (horse's)  tail.   Fire,  or  its  heat. 
A  -f'^Lo  saZa^,  (v.n. of  ̂ _^)  Growing  hot.  Sa- 

Icu  or  silds:,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Enduring  the  heat  of 

fire.  Sildj:,  A  fire.  Roast  meat.  The  burning  of  fire. 
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A  S  -fiLosaZajrt^,  A  stone  on  which  they  bray  miisk. 

A  1— ->^Lo  s«7«6,  (pl.ofu-*A<5)Hard, strong,  firm, 
p  sulab,  An  astrolabe. 

A  saldbat,  (v.  n.  of  u-*^)  Being  hard, 

strong,  robust.  Gibbetting.  Firmness,  hardness, 

induration.  Severity,  rigour.  Majesty,  dignity,awe. 

p&i'^^saldba, Astonefor  grindingdrugs.  iO^Lc 
^^lij^ saldba  hardan,  To  grind  drugs. 

A  O^Lo  s?7a^,  (pi.  of        silai)  Gifts. 

A  salah,  Rectitude,  probity,  virtue,  inte- 
grity, honour,  honesty,  devotion.  Advisableness, 

propriety,  fitness,  a  proper  thing,  prudent  measure. 

Well-being.  Advisable,  prudent,  good,  right.  A 
name  of  Mecca.    Jl»-  salahi  hal,  Suitable 

to  the  time,  seasonable.  CJjJ  saldhidaw- 
lat,  Good  for  the  state.  saldhi  wald, 

A  fit,  proper  opportunity,  a  favourable  time.  Si- 

Idli,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ .o)  Reconciling,  making  peace. 
p  tiJ.ii  ̂ iLa  saldh-dld,  Advisable. 

\  Pj^  -sa/a/t-Aia?',  An  adviser. 

A  isa»-^.o  saldh'vjat,  Honesty,  integinty, worth, 
virtue,  goodness,  chastity.    Ability,  fitness. 

A  suldJihid,  (p\.  saldkhid)  Hard,  strong 

(camel).  Rapid  and  penetrating  (arrow). 
A  ii!iLo  salldd,  Wood  which  emits  no  fire. 

A  j»ii^La  salddim,  (pi.  of  sulddim)  Lions. 
Hard-hoofed. 

A  jJrfO^Lo  suldsil,  Noisy  (ass). 

A  ̂ ^Lo  suldtih,  (or  ̂ "^^suldtih  bu- Idtih)  Broad. 

A  ̂ '>o  sild^  Summer-heat. 
A  sulld^  Broad,  large,  and  hard  (rock). 

A  ̂ i^Lo  saldjih,  Money,  cash. 
A        tlLo  so /a/a',  (pi.  of  i=_sLo  sfl///")  Arrogant, 

boastful.  Saldfi,(j^\.oi^^^Si^^salfds)  Hard  grounds. 

A  ̂"^iO  salldk,  Eloquent,  speaking  well. 
A  &5^Lo  suldhat,  Water,  which  has  long  lain  in 

a  place,  and  become  dirtied  by  cattle. 

A  saldkim,  Heads.  Teeth,  especially  the 
canine  teeth  of  quadrupeds. 

A  iJ^Lo  sildl,  (pi.  asillat)  The  lining  or 

leg  of  a  boot.  (pi.  of  eLo  sallat)  Dry  earths. 
A  J^Lc  salldl,  Clay  dry  and  hard  which  emits 

a  sound.    Stinking  (water). 

A  'si'^Msildlat,  The  lining  or  leg  of  aboot.  Su- 
Idlat,  Whatever  falls  over  in  pouring:  out  water,&c. 

A  ̂'^*o  sail,  sill,  or s?tZZam,  Pulp  of  thelote-fruit. 
A  iU^Lo  si,  sa,  or  suldmat,  A  multitude ;  a  sect. 

A  saldyat,  (pi.        suliy  or  silly)  A  stone 

or  mortar  in  which  they  bi-ay  musk.  The  forehead. 
A(_ij!iL3  saldsif,{p\.ori^^salifat)W omen  un- 

loved by  their  husbands,  whom  they  cannot  please. 

A  ̂ ^Le  saldAk,  Thin  bread,  (pi.  of  XHJud  sa- 
Uhai)  Meats  thoroughly  dressed,  well-roasted. 

p  s.i%>o  sildya.  Stones  on  which  they  bray  musk. 

1^1^ sJ.!iL<j  sildya  kardan.  To  bray  as  with  a  muller. 

A  salb,  (v.  n.  of  (-vlo)  Crucifying.  Gib- 

betting.  Strengthening  (a  bucket)  with  a  double 

cross.  Roasting(meat).  Burning,  Extracting  mar- 
row (from  bones).  Becoming  quotidian  (an  ague 

or  fever).  Sidb,  Hard,  strong,  robust.  Schirrous. 

Rude,  gross,  simple.  Right,  real.  Patient  of  labour. 
Strength.  Estimation,  value.  Dignity,  modesty. 

Crucifixion.  Burning.  Teasing,  fretting,  vexing. 

Sulb  or  salab,  (pi.  \,.J^\  aslub,  i^'^^\asldb,  and 
eLLo  silabat)  Back-bone.  Loins.  Hard,  rocky 

ground.  Salab,  Marrow,  fat.  t__*J,*a)\  u^l^^ 
as-hdbu's  salab.  Those  who  collect  bones  and  ex- 

tract the  marrow  therefrom.  /SMZa&,  Name  ofabird. 

Sulub,  (pL  of  u— salib)  Marrows,  fats. 

A  (_^_L^  sullab,  Hard,  strong.  A  whetstone. 

A  (jV^  sulbdn,  (pi.  of  i^^kAto  salib)  Crosses. 
A  eLlo  silabat,  (pi.  of  u-A^  sulb)  Loins.  Hard, 

rocky  grounds. 

A  (_->_jJkLo  sulbub,  A  flute,  pipe,  psaltery. 

A  sidbly.  Proceeding  fi-om  the  loins,  lum- 
bar. Real,  natural,  p  ̂^Jho  a.lLxZi  shishan  sulbi, 

Bladder. (j^aLo  Joj yfai'zandisulbiyash,  Hisown 
son.  A  (Sa/afti?/,Belongingto  thecross,cruciferous. 

A^^^Lo  sidlably.  Sharpened.  A  whetstone.  A 
furbishing  instrument. 

A  X^A^  sullabiyat,  A  whetstone. 
A  aio  silat  also  sulat,  (v.  n.  of  (J'^j)  Joining, 

coupling.  Silat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-'Oj)  Being  united  by 

bonds  or  friendship.  Arriving.  Conjunction,  con- 

nection, consanguinity,  relationship,  affinity,  pro- 

pinquity. A  present.  !sLo  i— sp*  harjisila,  A  con- 
junctive particle,  a  preposition  prefixed  to  a  noun 

(as,  Pjl*a*2  ba  Jtisdr,  To  the  castle),  sLo  silasi 
rahim,  A  visit  to,  or  intercourse  with,  kindred. 

A  &Lo  sallat.  Widely-spread  rain.  Rain  (in 

flying  showers).  A  cutting  of  grass.  Ground  wet 
with  dew.  The  noise  of  a  nail  when  struck  hard. 

The  tinkling  sound  of  a  bridle-bit.  A  stinking  skin 

in  a  tan-pit.  A  di-y  skin  before  it  is  tanned.  Fo- 
rage, fodder.  A  shoe.  (pi.  J iLc  sfZaZ)  Earth  hard 

from  dryness  and  having  no  rain,  though  lying  be- 
tween two  fields  which  have.  &i*aJ\  S^-^ 

Jthuffun  jay yidu  s  sallat,  A  boot  made  of  the  finest 
leather.  Sillat,  One  basilisk.  The  noise  of  a  nail 

smartly  struck.  Sullat,  Remains  (of  water,  &c.). 
A  stink.  The  moisture  of  fresh  meat. 

A  CLXtQ  salt,  (pi.  asldt)  A  broad,  wide 
front  or  forehead.  A  sharp  and  shining  sword.  An 

active,  bustling  man.  A  horse's  leap.  Prominent, 
projecting.  Straight,  even,  level  (race-course).  Salt 
or  suit,  A  large  knife.  Silt,  A  thief,  robber. 

A  ̂jl-Lfi  salatdn,  Brisk,  swift  (horse  or  ass). 

A  ̂   salj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Smelting  (silver). 
Rubbing  (penem).  Cudgelling.  Deafness. 
Sulujjjjood  money. 

A  ̂ TT^  siillaj,  A  silkworm's  cone,  cocoon. sullajat,  A  silken  garment. 
A        silh,  Good,  fair.  Sulh,  Peace,  concord, 

reconciliation,  pacification.  Compact, convention, 

a  treaty,  truce,  p  {ji>^^\>  ̂   sulh  bd  ̂ waz,  Com- 

promise. ij>  ̂   sulhikul,  Perfect  reconciliation, 
definitive  treaty.  Universal  toleration.  ̂ ^Lsj 

^^aj^  sulh  u  saldhi  mustawjibu'lfaldh, 
Peace^and  honesty  productive  of  prosperity. 

A         sulhdn,  Pacifically. 

A  ̂l^^  sulahds,  (pi.  of  ̂ lo  sdlih)  Just,  pious. 
p  sulh-dincz,  Conciliatory. 

p  a.'ou  ̂ ^sulh-ndma.  Treaty  of  peace,  compact. 

A  J^*^  sulhiy.  Belonging  to  peace.  Any  thing 
obtained  in  consequence  of  a  peace,  as  land. 

A  •*\.^'^  salhhdf,  (fem.  of        aslakh)  Mangy. 
silhham,  Tall,  strong,  hardy  (camel). 

salkhad,  silalihd,  sillakhd, 

silkhdd,  salakhda'.  Hardy,  strong,  robust 

(camel).    (An  arrow)  piercing  with  velocity. 
A  salakhdam,  Strong  (camel). 

A  u-is^'^  sillahhf.  Baggage  (for  man  or  horse). 
sillahhfat.  Broad  and  shallow  (dish). 

A  salhham,  Steep,inaccessible(mountain). 

Salhham,  (or  silhltamm)  Strong,  sharp,  pe- netrating. 

A  j^i^  salkha',  Mangy  (camels). 
A  sLo  said,  A  smooth,  shining  forehead  (espe- 

cially if  bald).  (A  horse)  not  sweating  (a  bad  qua- 

lity). Said  or  sild.  Hard,  solid,  strong,  and  smooth. 
A  place  where  nothing  grows. 

aAs\ms  sildds,{ov  8*\t>i*£))Rough,  hard  ground. 

A  p\t>>i.^  sildam,  A  lion. ■to" 

Strong. 

A  'i^l^  saldat,  Milkless  (camel). 

A  ̂ ■•^^  saldah,  A  large,  broad  stone.  Large- bodied  (girl). 

A  |»txLo  sildim,  A  lion.  Hard-hoofed. 
A  (jLaLo  salsdl.  Clay  mixed  with  sand,  or  clay 

not  made  into  earthenware.     Clay  dry  and  hard 

which  yields  a  sound.    Noisy  (ass). 

A  J«xaLa  salsal,  Forelocks  of  a  horse.  Sulml, 

A  ring-dove,  a  wood-pigeon.  Noisy  (ass).  Fore- 
locks of  a  horse.  Water  (or  other  liquid)  remain- 

ing in  a  vessel  or  in  a  ditch.  White  in  a  horse's 
mane.  A  cup,  small  vessel.  A  skilful  shepherd. 

Any  white  place  about  the  brisket  of  a  horse,  where 
the  hair  has  been  rubbed  off. 

A  XLoLa  salsalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^*o  Q)  Sounding 

with  a  thundering  or  crashing  noise.  Rolling  with 

a  loud  rattling  peal  (thunder).  Threatening,  ter- 

rifying. Killing  (the  commander  of  an  army). 

Boasting  of  one's  cleverness,  Salsalat  or  sulsulat. 
Remains  (of  water  or  other  liquid)  in  a  vessel  or  a 

ditch.  Sulsulat,  A  pigeon.  A  bushy  head  of  hair, 

A  ̂aLo  saltah,  (fem.  S^M^)  Thick,  broad. 
A  |«L>  sul^  (pi.  of  ̂ Lal  aslaQ  Bald-headed 

(men).^  Sala^  Baldness, A  ̂ Lo  sulla^  A  broad  and  hard  stone.  A  place 
producing  no  herbage. 



A  ̂IjtLo  sal^s,  (fern,  of  asla^  Bald  (wo- 
man). Bare,  producing  nothing  (ground).  (Trees) 

naked  by  the  falling  of  the  leaves.  A  misfortune. 

Any  great  and  notorious  affair. 

A  ̂^laiLa  sul^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^\)  Bald-headed. 

A  'iAjo  sala^t  or  sula^t,  A  bald  place. 

A  p«)lo  sal^m,  A  mysterious  word  (added  often 
to  the  name  of  Muhammad)  formed  from  the  ab- 

breviation of  the  following  words,  j  iUkiff-  j^J-o 

salla'llah  ̂ layhi  ma  sallam,  The  blessing  and 
peace  of  God  be  with  him  ! 

A  ̂ La  salgh,  (v.  n.  of  Shedding  her  teeth 
of  the  sixth  year  (a  sheep).  Entering  on  her  fifth 

or  sixth  year.    Salagh,  A  red  hillock. 

A  j^-^a  siiUagh,  (pi.  of  saligh)  Six-year-old 
(cows  or  sheep). 

A  ailo  salfjhat,  A  large  ship.  Salaghat,  A  fat 

seven-year-old  she-camel. 

A  O^^osillaghdjOnewhosenose  isred  and  peeled. 

A  i^JiLo  salf,  A  vacuum  in  the  heart  of  a  palm- 

tree.  Salaf,  (v.  n.  of  c_ftJj«)  Being  unable  to  please 

her  husband,  though  behaving  properly(a  woman). 

Speaking  disagreeably,  or  invidiously.  Commend- 

ing one's  self.  Making  false  pretensions,  boasting. 
Being  tasteless  and  insipid  (food).  A  year  of  scar- 

city. Salif,  A  vessel  holding  little  water.  Heavy 

(vessel).  Insipid  (food).  Rainless,  thundering 

(cloud),  (pi.  ̂i^**  salafa' ,  ̂laL«  sulafdf,  and 
^;jflLo  salifln)  Arrogant,  boastful ;  a  boaster. 

A  ̂Uiwo  ml,  sUfas,  jjliLfi  sal,  or  silfat,  Hard 
land.  A  large,  smooth  stone  level  with  the  ground. 

Sulafas,  (pi.  of  i_aLo  salif)  Arrogant,  boastful. 

A  'isLo  salifat,  (pi.  OUlo  salifat  and  i  aj^Lo 
salcLfif)  (A  woman)  unable  to  please  her  husband. 

A  'is^'^  salfahat,  A  changing,tui-ning  (money). 
A  &*aLo  salfa^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ sLa  Q)  Beheading. 

Shaving  (the  head).  Becoming  poor  and  destitute. 

A  JjLo  salh,  (v.  n.  of  Making  a  loud, grat- 
ing noise.  Beating  (with  a  stick).  Lying  with 

(a  girl)  on  (her)  back.  Going  in  and  out  of  the 

water  and  dirtying  it.  Overwhelming  (an  enemy) 
with  a  tremendous  attack.  Oppressing  with  heat 

(the  sun).  A  loud  voice.  Salak,  (pi.  Jj!lLo\  asZa^e 
and  asalik)  Plain,  level  ground. 

A  jlflLa  silhah,  One  whose  teeth  or  tusks  whet 
each  other. 

A  plflLo  silkam,  A  lion. 

A  jab  ̂ Lo  salka^balka^,  Vacant  (desert). 

A  wtiLo  salka^t,  (v.  n.  of  jHLo  Q)  Cutting  off, 
or  shaving  (the  head).  Becoming  poor.  Extending 
(the  voice). 

A  ̂^iLosalham,One  who  grinds  his  teeth.  Bulky 
(camel).  A  lion.  Silkim,  An  old  woman.  Thick. 

A  'LifiLo  salhamat,  A  grinding  (of  the  teeth). 
A  CiJlo  S27a^,That  which  comes  from  a  sheep 

before  the  biestings. 

A  ̂   salm,  (v.:  n.  of  pLc)  Extirpating,  mutila- 
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ting  (nose  or  ears).  Salam,  Strong,  bold  men. 

A  'i-^  suhnat,  A  helmet.  Salamat,  Strongmen. 
A  kind  of  dish  made  from  wheaten-flour. 

A  salmahat,  A  shaving  (of  the  head). 

A  sahna^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Pulling 
out  the  hairs,or  sha  ving(the  head).  Making  smooth . 

Becomingpoor.  Poverty,want.  iU*Lc y& 

huwa  salma^tu  ''bnu  halma^t,  He  is  unknown. 
A  ̂Lxi<«  silhnhdh,  A  kind  of  long  slender  fish. 
A      i>>i»o saZ  or swZawrfaAa^jHardy (she-camel). 

A  salanfali,  Noisy,  clamorous. 

A^JiAo  salanhah,  Shrewd,  keen.  Malicious. 
A  ji»La  salanha^  Strong,  loud  (voice).  Quick, 

keen,  bold  (man).  Open,  clear  (road). 

A^|JLiosa/aw/ia',(or-*'ULiosaZa«/iaj:)Talkative. 
A  salw,  A  striking  on  the  middle  of  the 

back,  or  the  lower  part  of  the  haunch-bone. 

AC->\^osaZa?fai,Synagogues,  Jewish  oratories, 

(pl.of  salat)  Prayers.  Benedictions,  blessings, 

(pi.  of  ̂Li)  sala')  Middles  of  backs. 

A  'i^jo  salat,  (v.  n.2of  ̂ *o,  irregular)  Praying. 
Being  merciful  (God).  Pronouncing  a  blessing. 

Following  the  leader  (a  horse).  Prayer.  The  first 

chapter  of  the  Kur'an.  Compassion,  mercy  (from 
God).  The  divine  benediction  or  salutation.  A 

benediction  bestowed  or  invoked  upon  an  angel  or 

apostle.  Supplication  for  forgiveness.  Adoration 
paid  with  an  inclination  of  the  head.  A  place  of 

prayer,  a  synagogue.  'i^\> j)\ 'i^>^\ as  saldtuW 
rabhdniyat,  The  Lord's  prayer. 

AiO^Lo  sulutat,  (v.  n.  of  ClAwa)  Having  a  broad, 

open  forehead. 

A  <^J^  saluh,  see  ̂ ^La  salah.  Suluh,  (v.  n. 

of  ̂ ■>o)  Being  good,  excellent.  Being  right,  fit, 
proper,  corresponding  with. 

A  ̂ jJ^  saluhh,  Fatal  (misfortune). 
A  liji/O  salud,  Slow-boiling  (kettle).  (A  horse) 

not  sweating.  (A  camel)  which  yields  little  milk. 

One  who,  through  fear,  ascends  a  mountain.  Se- 
parate, single,  solitary.  Sulud,  (v.  n.  of  J^Ld) 

Sounding  when  struck,  yet  emitting  no  fire  (a  tin- 

der-box or  any  thing  similar).  Striking  the  ground 

when  leaping  (a  horse).  Ascending  (a  mountain). 

Being  hard  (ground).  Shining  (as  a  bald  head). 
Being  avaricious.    Making  a  grating  noise  (teeth). 

A  salawdah,  Hardy,  strong. 

A  Oii^^  salawdad,  Hard,  solid,  strong,  smooth. 

Kj^^jO  sillawr,  An  eel. 
A  ̂^~jo  sulugh,  Fulness  of  growth  (in  a  sheep). 
A  sulul,  (v.  n.  of  (J>^)  Beginning  to  pu- 

trify  (meat),  to  stink  (water). 

p  f^^-^  salun,  Capers. 

A  jftljiwua  sillidm,  Bold.    A  lion. 
A  salhab,  Tall  (man).    Large  (house). 

Salhab,(or  saZa/i&a')Robust,  hardy(camel). 

A  *!sIa^<o  salahbdt.  Robust,  hard  (she-camel). 
A  Sjk.^Lo  salhabat,  The  being  tall. 

A^^salhaj,A  large  stone.  A  hardy  she-camel. 
A  saly,  (v.n.  of  ̂J,^)  Warming  before  the 

fire.  Burning  by  fire.  Roasting  (meat).  Deceiv- 

ing by  caresses,  circumventing,  betraying  into  dan- 

ger. Sala',  (v.  n.  of  J^o)  Becoming  relaxed  about 
the  haunches  (a  mare  at  foaling-time). 

A  j^^o  salla',  (pret.  of2dconj.usedoptatively) 

May  He  pour  blessings,  or  be  propitious  !* 
A  sully,  (pi.  of  sail)  Those  who  bake 

upon  the  fire.  SuUy  or'siliy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^o)  Burn- 
ing. Warming  before  the  fire,  bearing  its  heat.  (pi. 

of  5o_^Lo  saldyat)  Stones  on  which  musk  is  rubbed. 

A  silUydn,  A  species  of  herb. 
A  u-aaL^  salih,  (pi.  L-J^L^  sildb)  Hard,  strong, 

firm.  (pi.  (jLi«osMZ6a?t)  A  cross,  crucifix.  A  stand- 
ard. A  hill.  A  cruciform  brand  on  a  camel,  (pi. 

(«-*Lo  sulub)  Marrow,  fat.  Four  stars  behind  the 

Eagle.  I— aAo  saRbi  akbar,  (Great  cross)  A 

colure.   p  satibi  bddi-rarvdjA  win- 

dow-frame. A  banu's  salib,  Sons  of  the 
cross,  i.e.  Christians. 

Pj_jla3-  salib-khatfi,  Aquadrangular line, 

Pj^j  l_aAo  salibmdr,  Across,  crosswise. 

A  ̂_^jJ,o  saltbiy.  Belonging  to  the  cross.  Cru- 
ciferous. Cruciform.  A  Christian  priest. 

A  *^     saRjat,  An  ingot  of  pure  silver. 

A  ̂ ■**  satih.  Good,  apt,  fit,  proper,  just. 
A  i^j\iO  salld,  Flashing.    Alone,  single. 

A  ̂ -^^  sali^  Bare  (mountain). 
A  ̂IxJkl^  sulay^s,  The  exposed  privities  of  man 

or  woman.  Any  shameful  affair.  A  sore  calamity. 

A  ̂_ftJl*^>  satif.  The  side  of  the  neck,  the  head 

of  the  vertebrse,  where  they  join  the  skull,  ̂ ^lijj.^ 

salif dni.  The  two  sides  of  the  neck.  Two  cross 

pieces  of  wood  on  a  camel's  saddle. 
A  L^jJ-**  salik,  Even,  smooth,  shining. 

A  'iSLAjOsalikat,(^p\.^y<.^ salasik)  Meatdressed 
soft.    A  thin  cake. w 

A  (J-^as  salll,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y*o)  Sounding  (iron  or 

an  empty  egg-shell).  Being  struck  and  driven  into 

any  thing  (a  nail).  Becoming  d  ry  from  intense  thirst 
(the  entrails  of  a  camel).  The  tingling  sound  of  iron 
when  struck ;  the  rumbling  of  the  guts  when  empty. 

A  "^fO  samm,  (v.  n.  of  jto)  Closing  or  corking  (a 
bottle).  Breaking  or  bruising  (with  a  stick  or  stone). 

Dying,  perishing  (an  echo).  Emitting  no  sound 
when  struck  (a  stone  clotted  with  gore).  Being 

deaf.  Simm,  A  lion.  A  misfortune.  Summ,  (pi. 

of  ̂r>o\  asamm  and  -^l.*^  sammdt)  Deaf.  j»io 
J smnmun  bukmun,  Deaf  (and)  dumb  persons, 

'^^\  jazru's  sumvi.  The  square  root  of  a  surd. A  U'O  samj=,  (v.  n.  of  l»-o)  Impelling,  exciting, 

stirring  up.    Arising  upon. 
A  sammdj:,  (fem.  of  asamm)  Deaf, 

dumb,one  thatcan  neither  hear  norbe  heard.  Hard, 

solid  (rock),  returning  no  echo.  A  surd  in  aritli- 
metic.  Misfortune,  a  calamity.  A  serpent  of  a  dan- 



gerous  species.  A  peculiar  mode  of  putting  on  a 

species  of  loose  uppei- Arabian  garment,  somewhat 

resembling  the  plaids  worn  by  the  highlanders  of 

Scotland.  Rough  ground.  Fat  (she-camel).  (A 

camel)  in  foal.  The  extremity  of  the  small  guts. 

_^ii3\  f'^X^  sammasu'l  ghahar,  A  heavy  misfortune. 

A  sa?wa^,  Aught,  any  (food).  J^lff- 

^la  s/ma<,Within  sight  or  hearing.  Sumat,  ̂ Wence. 

Any  thing  causing  silence.  Thirst  soon  returning. 

A  sumah,  The  stench  of  the  arm-pits  when 

sweating.  An  animal  smaller  than  that  called 

wahr.    Melted  lard  applied  to  a  cut.    Sumah,  (or 

J^s-U^  sumahly)  The  cautery. 

A  ̂l»/OSM?ia^A,The  ear,  organ  of  hearing.  Ori- fice of  the  ear.    A  little  water. 

A  ss-C-o  sammdkhat,  Intelligence,  understand- 

ing.   A  sharp,  clever,  intelligent  woman. 
A  lil^  simad,  (v.  n.  3  of  6^*o)  Fighting  with 

swords.  A  cork,  stopple,  or  leathern  strap,  with 

which  they  cover  the  mouth  of  a  bottle.  A  ker- 
chief worn  round  the  liead. 

A  ̂iil**3  sumadih,  Clear,  open  (road).  A  lion. 
Sumadik,  (and  ̂ ^lil^o  sumadihii/) Stroi\g,hardy. 
Hot  (day).    Pure,  exquisite. 

A  ̂ j^*^  sumarih,  Pure,  unmixed,  sincere. 

A  iJjWO  samar-a',  {sumara',  or  tsj^  suma- 
riy)  Podex. 
A  samarid,  Hard  grounds.  Fat  (sheep). 

Lean  (sheep). 

A  jcrol»^szt?«a.5m,  Alion.  Sumasim,(ov'&^\^ sumasimat)  Bold,  hardy,  keen. 

A  ̂^Is-lv^  shnagltMii,  The  corners  of  the  mouth. 
A  udJl*^  simak,{^\.^.^  sumuhJThe  strickle  or 

stick  with  which  corn  above  the  bushel  is  struck  off. 

A ^Iv^  sumalilih,  Thick  milk. 
A  sumalikhvy,  Milk  put  into  a  leathern 

bottle  and  buried  in  the  ground  that  it  may  turn 

thick.    Insipid  (meat  or  milk). 

A  v^lvo  samalik,  (pi.  of  Cii-^^o)  Strong. 

A  ̂ 51*^  samaTihh,  Tender  shoots  of  the  plants 
Called  ̂ ^j^  nasiy. 

A  samam,  A  misfortune.  ^.U*'  sama- 
mi  samami,  Be  silent,  pretend  to  be  deaf.  Simam, 

(and  e-fs\^  simamai)  The  stopple  of  a  bottle. 

A  f^X^a  satnman,  (and  Sil^^  savimanat)  Hard, 
stony  ground  on  a  tract  of  sand.  Summan,  (pi.  of 

asamm)  Deaf. 

A  simmni,  (pi.  simam)  A  male  ser- 
pent. A  female  hedgehog.  A  bold  man.  A  lion. 

The  stopple  of  a  bottle. 

A  samt,  Silence. 

sumtat,  Silence,  taciturnity.  Sumtat 

or  simtat,  Any  thing  producing  silence  (as  sweet- 
meats or  the  like  given  to  children). 

A  &S. samajat,  (pi.        mmaj)  A  lamp. 

A  samh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ «  ✓>)  Dissolving  (as 
intense  heat  does  the  brain).  Striking  with  a  whip. 
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Questioning  in  coarse  and  opprobrious  language. 
simhaf,  Rugged  ground. 

A  samahmah,  (^s^^    samahmaliiy , 
or  samahmahat)  A  stout,  thick,  hardy 

man,  firm  and  compact  of  body.  Bald,  or  having 
the  head  shaved.  Dwarfish. 

A  samhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Striking  on  the 
hollow  of  the  ear.  Smiting  the  face  vehemently 

(the  sun).  Striking  (eye  or  ear)  with  the  clenched 

fist.  SiniJth,  A  dry  crudity  in  a  ewe's  teat  after 
lambing,  which  dropping  away,  the  milk  improves. 

A  k^^.sflm?'Maif,Soft,delicate-bodicd(woman). 
A  dss:y^  samahhdad  or  sumakhdid,  Pure,  ex- 

cellent. The  better  sort  (of  mankind). 

A  sa7nd,(^v.n.o{ i^^')  Going towards,wish- 
ing  to  approach.  Erecting,  establishing,  planting. 

Beating.  Blackness  of  face  from  the  heat  of  the 

sun.  An  elevated,  rugged  place.  Purpose,  design, 

intention.  Samad,  A  lord,  chief  man,  master  of  a 

family.  One  to  whom  people  resort  cn  important 

matters.  Perpetual,eternal, stable,  permanent.  Sub- 

lime, high.  Solid,  not  hollow.  A  man  capable 

of  enduring  hunger  and  thirst  in  war.  A  people 
without  art  or  trade  to  subsist  by. 

A  samdan,  samdaniy,ov 

samadiy~)  Eternal.  Divine. 
A  samdat,  A  rock  immoveably  fixed  in 

the  ground,  even  with,  or  raised  above  the  surface. 

Barren  (she-carael),  one  that  has  not  borne  for  years. 

A  'is-S^fO  samdahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >X»^  Q)  Being intensely  hot  (the  day). 

A  i^s^  $amadiyat,  Eternity.  Sublimity.  An 
epithet  of  the  deity. 

samr,  (v.  n.  of  Being  avaricious. 
Flowing  through  a  plain  from  a  declivity  (water). 

Keeping  back,  hindering.  Samr  or  samar,  (v.  n.  of 

j**s>)  Being  very  salt  and  bitter.  The  smell  of  fresh 
fish.  Stink.  /Smr,  A  place  where  water  lies  still. 

Sumr,  asmdr)  Lip,  edge,  or  thickness  of 
a  vessel.  Aside.  Samar,  Smell  of  meat  or  fish.  Sa- 

mir,  Stinking,  uii**J\  ̂ ^>c  ̂Si'yadl.  miufs 
samah  samirat,  My  hand  smells  of  fish. 

A         sainrat,  Milk  destitute  of  sweetness. 

A  (Hj^^o  .s?mnW,  A  camel  abounding  in,  or  having 
little  milk. 

A  snmmm,  Bold,  resolute,  keen.  A 
sword  that  bends  not. 

A  &^l^^sam.samfli;,Bold, resolute, keen.  Sim- 

samat,  A  sword  which  bends  not. 

A  samsam,  Extremely  avaricious.  Shn- 
shn,  Thick  (man).  Short.  Sirnsim  or  sumasim, 

Bold,  hardy,  keen.  Sumasim,  A  lion. 

A  a^rfA^o  samsamat,  (v.  n.  of  je*a«*£>  Q)  Pro- 
ceeding (on  a  journey  or  business).  The  cry  of  the 

female  hedgehog.>Smsmiai{  or  sa?nsflma/!,(pl.jtt*a«,»a 
simshn)  The  midst  of  the  people.  A  crowd. 

A         sam.^  (v.  n.  of  Jv^)  Striking  (with  a 

stick).  Passing  by  (people),and  restraining  (them) 

bywords.  Sum^  (pi.  of  |*,*o^  asma^)  High,  lofty. 

(^pl.  of  Ax^^sam^s)  Small  ears.  Smooth,  slender 
stems.  Pods  not  yet  burst. 

hu^h.  An  epithet  applied  to  dogs,  because  they 

have  small  ankle-bones.  Sama^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ♦o)  Fol- 

lowing one's  own  whim  without  heeding  any  body. 
Blundering  in  speech.   Having  a  small  ear. 

A  ̂ Kx^  sam^s.  Small  ear  set  close  to  the  head. 
Small-eared.  A  smooth,  slender  stem.  A  pod  not 

yet  burst.  A  tree  or  plant  whose  fruit  enlarges  with- 
out having  yet  burst  the  pod. 

A  yU^o  savi^n,  Light,  elegant  feathers,  with 
which  they  wing  arrows.  Sum^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ir^\  as- 

maQ  Elegant  plumages. 
A sam^r,  Strong,  stout,  hardy.  Rough 

ground.  Name  of  a  horse,  and  of  a  she-camel. 

A  'ij*^tO  mm'^rat.  Hard  ground.  Thick  skin of  the  head. 

A  ̂ jx^  sa«;^a?'i?/, Strong,  hardy.  One  against 
whom  fascination  or  enchantment  has  no  power. 

Base,  sordid,  abject.  Very  pure  red. 

A  'i!ij3L^  sam^inyat,  A  malignant  serpent. 

Aj_jji»wo  sum^r.  Short,  dwarfish.  Bold,  brave. 
A  CL>jjm^jo  sam^yuf,  Sharp-headed. 

A  ijj/fl  samgh  or  samagh,  (pi. ̂ ^/o  sumugk^Gum 

of  the  tree  1^'  karaz,  called  also  samghi 
^rahi,  G  um  Arabic,  p  ̂  I  samghi  alu,  Plum- 

tree  gum.    A  j,laJ         samghi  bufm.  Gum  of  the 
turpentine-tree.  d\'Jsil\  samghul  Aa<a<^,  Traga- 

canth-gum.  samghu'lmahriis,  Assa- 

foetida.  Simagh,A  dry  crudity  in  a  camel's  dug  af- 
ter colting,  which  falling  ofl^,  the  milk  improves. 

A  ̂ J'J^^  samghdn.  One  whose  mouth,  ears, 
eyes,  and  nose  distil  dirt  as  a  tree  does  gum.  Siin- 

ghdni.  The  two  corners  of  the  mouth. 

A  'ii^  samgliat,  A  clot  of  gum.  A  sore.  ̂ \ 
abu  simghat,  One  whose  mouth,  eyes,  ears, 

and  nose  distil  dirt-like  gum.    Simaghat,  A  con- 
cretion in  a  camersteat. 

A  i^3t»'0  simaghd,  Strong,  hardy. 

A  'isi^  samahat,  Milk  that  has  lost  its  flavour. 
Rough  (stony  place). 

A  ijs^  samharat,  (v.  n.  of^a^^  Q)  Becom- 
ing exceedingly  acid  (milk). 

sumuh,  (pi.  of  ijLiV^  simak)  Strickles, 
sticks  with  which  they  strike  the  grain  to  level  it 
with  the  bushel  or  measure. 
A  sam.akat.  Strong  (man). 

A  (.dX^^  samakmak,  Hard,  strong,  and  thick. 
Fetid.  Water  which  trickles  from  the  bucket  and 

acquires  a  disagreeable  scent. 
A  (^^^av*  samakuh,  (or  L^X^^si^  samahik) 

Strong,  powerful,  hardy,  rough,  coarse.  Foolish, 

stupid  (man).  Prone  to  villainy.  Thick,  viscous. 

samJnIi,  Hasty,  impetuous,  foolish. 

A  J'^vfi  saml,  (v.  n.  of  t^^)  Striking  (with  a 



stick).  Being  hard,  firm.  Becoming  stiff  (a  tree) 

when  not  watered.  Abstaining  (from  meat). 

A  sumull,  Strong,  hardy,  and  square-built 
(man).    Hard  (hoof). 

A  ̂ ^U^  simlakh,  Ear-wax.  The  inner  cavity 
of  the  ear. 

A^*o  samallaj,  Strong,  powerful. 

.  A  {J^X^samaUak,(p\.Li^\^sa'malik')  Strong, 
robust,  hardy.    A  part  cut  oflf. 

A  ̂ j^v*  surnluhh,  Ear-wax. 
A  (J^^U^  smfiZjWeak-bodied.  Nameofaplant. 

A  samam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ <tf)  Growing  deaf. 
Deafness.  A  stoppage  in  the  ears.  Firm  and  strong. 

Bold,  resolute,  keen.  Simam,  (pi.  of  'iX^  simmat) 
Lions.    Male  serpents. 

A  O samut,  Silent.  Heavy  (coat  of  mail), 

not  sounding.  Deep-piercing  (sword).  Full  (honey- 
comb). C^^^  zarbatun  samutun,  A  blow 

which  reaches  the  bone,  and  the  effect  of  which  re- 

mains there.  ̂ ^^C^y^  samut  ka'lhut,  Mute 

as  a  fish.  C-J^j*^  'iij^jariyatun  samu- 
tu'l  hlialhhalayn,  A  girl  with  ankles  so  fat  that  the 
rings  are  silent.  Sumitt,  Silence.  Silent  (persons). 

A  ̂ _5*^  samuh,  Hard  (hoof). 
Tj^^jo  samur,  Sable  (fur). 

Aj_5*-o  sumur,  (v.  n.  of^^o)  Being  avaricious. 
Flowing  through  a  plain  from  a  declivity  (water). 

Preventing,  hindering. 

A  ̂ y*^  sumugh,  (pi.  of        samgh)  Gums. 
A  J_jvO  sumul,  (v.  n.  of  (J*^)  Being  hard  and 

firm.  Becoming  stiff  (a  tree)  when  not  watered. 

Abstaining  (from  food). 

A  samy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jr>o)  Falling  down  in 
the  place  where  it  was  struck  (game).  Descending, 

alighting  upon.  Driving,  forcing  onward. 

A  ̂J^XyjO  samayan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j^)  Falling  down 
in  the  place  where  it  was  struck  (game).  Return- 

ing, retiring,  receding.  Leaping,  starting  up.  Mak- 

ing haste.  Inversion,  turning.  An  assault.  Cele- 

rity. Bold.  One  who  makes  a  sure  charge. 

A  \JL^*o  simniit,  Silent,  taciturn,  saturnine. 

A  ̂ lAx^o  sawzayc/a/i,  A  hot  day.  Strong,  hardy. 
A  samir,  (A  man)  with  dry  withered  flesh, 

emitting  disagreeable  effluvia.  Sumayr,  Sunset. 

A  (Jj^v*  samil,  Dry,  withered. 

A  samim,  Pure,  unmixed,  sincere.  The 

bone  which  forms  the  entire  support  of  any  mem- 

ber. The  choicest  part  (of  any  thing).  The  in- 

tensest  (of  cold  or  heat).  The  outward  shell  of  an 

egg.  t_.^fl51  samimi'l  kalh,  From  the 
bottom  of  the  heart ;  cordially,  affectionately. 

A  sumaymas,  A  plant  like  a  carrot. 

***** A  j_5-cv^  samiviiy,  Cordial,inward:pure,sincere. 

A  ̂ yO  Sinn,  A  little  basket  in  which  they  cany 
bread.  The  urine  of  a  camel  which  is  very  fetid. 

The  first  of  the  five  days  (at  the  end  of  winter) 

calledjj:sf^^  al  ̂ juz. 
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A  -S'llss  sanaf,  (or  Xx>o  sana)  Ashes.  Dirt,  filth. 
A  i_->ljto  sinab,  A  kind  of  seasoning  for  meat 

made  of  mustard  and  dried  grapes  bruised  together. 

A  u->lLo  sinab f  (or  'iiMkio  sinabat)  Long  in  back and  belly. 

AjiKkio  sanabir,  Intense  cold. 
A^U>«  sinabiy,  Of  a  reddish  colour,  mixed  with 

white  hairs,  of  the  colour  of  mustard  (a  horse). 

A  ̂^^jP  sannaj,  A  player  on  the  sanj. 
A  'i»-\'xjO  sannajat,  A  clear,  moonlight  night. 
A  j>-\j>tO  s2»2aM?>,  A  large-bodied  camel.  A  tall 

and  robust  man. 

A  «^U<o  sunahhtyat,  A  large-bodied  man. 

A  ̂Ji^\s*o  sunadil,  Large  and  big-headed  camel. 
A  JOiiUiO  sanadld, (pl.of  O^^^Si^  sindid^  Kings, 

princes,  chiefs,  generals.  Troops,  battalions.  Mis- 

fortunes, dangers.  'iV^  sanadidi ghuzat, 
The  principal  commanders.  hamVs 
sanadid,  Intensely  hot  (day). 

A  jj^.iiUus  sanadih)  (  pi .  of sunduK)  Ch  es  ts. 

AjU/O  sinar,  (or JCuo  sinnar)  (from  PjU>-  cha- 
nar)  The  plane-tree.    The  head  of  a  spindle. 

A  sannarat  or  sinnarat,  Ill-tempered  and 

boorish.  Sinnarat,  (pl._^lxo  sananir)  Handle  of 

a  shield.  Head  of  a  spindle.  The  ear. 

A^^sana^  (pi.  sunu^  Industrious,  dex- terous, clever,  neat-handed  (man  or  woman).  A 
water-dam.NameofanindividuaLnativeofEmessa. 

A  saw?2a^.  Artist,  artisan,  handicraftsman. 

Sunna^  (pi.  of^l/a  sani^  Workmen,  operatives. 

A  Xff-lLo  sina^t,  (pi.  ̂^j"^  sanad^  Art,  in- 
dustry ;  profession,  trade,  craft. 

A  'ijsXi^  sanna^t,  A  water-dam. 

A  ̂^ff-li/O  sina^y,  Artificial. 

A  ys\j,jO  sunajii^,  Pure,  unmixed. 

A  'ij>\x^  sunqfirat,  The  offspring  of  an  unknown father.  The  limits  of  the  earth  where  bounded  by 
the  horizon. 

A  j^j^  sanak,  (pi.  Jji^  sunuk)  The  stench  of 
the  arm-pits.  Sinak,  Bi'aying  deeply  (a  camel). 

A  ̂^lio  sunan,  (pi.  iilo^  asinnat)  The  smell  of 
the  arm-pits.  ^ 

A  Ojjllo  sandnit,(p].ofLLJy^sannut)Sma\\ 

baskets  of  palm-leaves.  Cover  mgs  of  glass  bottles. 

A  joUo  sanamr,(i)\.o{'ij\'x^  sinnarat)  Heads 
of  spindles.  Ears.  Shield-handles. 

A  sinayat,  The  whole.    iU^.lloJ  bisina- 

yatihi.  With  the  whole  of  it,  totally. 

A  sanasi^  (pi.  of  &ff-U-c  sina^t)  Arts, 
trades,  crafts.  Miracles,  (pi.  of  wsaIo  sam^t) 

Acts,  actions:  benefits,  kindnesses,  i — fj^j  J^^^ 

sanasi^u  ma^rif.  Arts  and  sciences. 

A  sanaA^y,  Working  people,  the  ope- 
rative class.  A  craftsman,  artisan,  mechanic. 

A yxto  sambar.  Thin,  slender,  and  weak. 
A sinndbr,  A  cold  wind.    The  second  of 

the  five  days  (at  the  end  of  winter)  calledj^ysJ^^aZ 
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^Juz.  Sinnibr  or  simiahr, Cold,  also  hot(morning). 

A  sambarat,  (v.  n.  of ̂jou?  Q)  Being  slen- 
der at  the  lower  part,  destitute  of  leaves,  and  thinly 

bearing  fruit  (a  palm-tree).  A  rough  and  filthy 
heap  of  urine  and  ox-dung. 

A  'i*XM  samba^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fJwo  Q)  Shrink- 
ing back,  refusing  to  give. 

Aj*X)>tO  simba^,  Ill-tempered. 
A  ̂J^^  sumbul  or  sumbal,  Crafty,  deep,shrewd. 

A  jyt^  sumbur,  A  cold,  also  a  hot  wind.  The 
mouth  of  a  syphon.  A  cock  by  which  the  water 
is  drawn  off  from  a  cistern.  An  aqueduct,  a  lead 

or  iron  water-pipe,  or  tunnel.  A  solitary  palm- 

tree.  The  root  of  a  palm-tree.  A  palm-tree,  slen- 
der at  the  base,  bare  of  leaves,  and  bearing  little 

fruit.  A  little  boy.  A  misfortune.  A  man  without 

children  or  brethren.  Weak  and  contemptible. 

A  sinnat.  The  stench  of  the  arm-pits,  or  of 

any  nook,  cranny,  chink,  or  crevice  of  the  body. 

A  suntu^  An  ostrich  or  an  ass  with  a  hard 
head.  One  who  has  projecting  eyebrows  or  cheeks. 

One  who  has  a  large  forehead  and  thin  hollow 
cheeks.    An  ass  with  a  small  head. 

A  CLJykto  suntut,  One,  unique.    A  part. 
A  sinfit,  A  legion.  A  prince,commander. 

A  sanj,  An  Arabian  cymbal,  or  two  con- 
cave disks,  which,  when  struck  together,  make  a 

tingling  sound,  chiefly  used  as  an  accompaniment 
to  other  instruments.  A  kind  of  man.  A  sort  of 

stringed  instrument.  Siimij,  Dishes  made  of  ebony. 

A  'i^^  sanjat,  A  balance,  scale. 

A  sinkh,  (pi.  asnahh)  Root  of  a  tooth. 
(S«H</£/<,(Amouth)the  roots  of  whose  teeth  are  bare. 

A  sinkhdb.  Large,  coi-pulent  (camel). 
A         sanahhat,  Filth,  nastiness. 
A sinahhr,  A  fool.  Sinhkir,  Dry,  unripe 

dates.  SinliJiir,  (sunahhir,  or sinnakhr)  Large 

(camel).    Large  and  tall  (man). 

A  ̂liJwfl  sandah,  A  broad  stone. A  li^j-to  sindid,  A  king,  prince,  gallant  com- 

mander. Mild,  gentle,  noble,  liberal.  A  project- 

ing part  of  a  mountain. 
A  'is-d-'x^o  sinda^t,  A  sharp  and  separate  part 

of  a  mountain. 

A  ̂^^^o  sandal,  Sandal,  an  odoriferous  wood. 
A  camel  with  a  large  head,  thick,  and  strong.  A 

four-legged  stool,  p  ,^Ji*^>  JtiJw£>  sandali  safed, 
White  sandal-wood. 

A  ̂^i^/C  sandaldniy,A  dealer  in  sandal-wood. 
A  hawker,  pedlar,  huckster. 
A  sandalat,  (v.  n.  of  JaIo  Q)  Having  a 

large  head,  being  hard  and  thick  (a  camel  or  ass), 
p  sandal-dcma,  A  soit  of  wild  rue. 

p  j^i>ji.o  sandali,  Name  of  a  city  in  Kashmir, 
p  A  sanduli  or  sunduh,  (pi.  |J^,iiU..e  sa- 

nad'ilt)  A  chest,  casket,  coffer,  box,  trunk.  A  cash- 
chest.    A  grave,  sepulchre,  tomb,  mausoleum. 
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p  s^^ji^IjO  sandukcha,  A  small  chest. 

A  ̂Sj^^lo  5a?^fZM7^i,Box-shaped(tomb,  or  scab- 
bard of  a  sword  made  in  that  form). 

A  sindid,  (pi.  lio.iiU^  saiiadid)  A  prince, 

gallant  commander.  Violent  (wind  or  heat).  (Rain) 

consisting  of  large  drops.  Triumphant. 
A  iaxo  sant  or  sanat,  A  kind  of  thorn,  acacia. 

Aj<lai<o saw^ir,  A  dulcimer,  spinet,  harpsichord. 

A  san^  (v.  n.of  ̂ i-^)  Well-grooming  and 
feeding  (a  horse).  Name  of  a  bird  and  animalcule. 

San^or  sun^  (v.  n.  of  Making,  doing,  pre- 

paring, creating,  constructing.  Sin^  (pi.  ̂ U^\  as- 
na^  Clever-handed,  delicate-handed.  A  roasting- 
spit.  Dressed  meat,  travelling-provisions.  A  gar- 

ment. A  cistern.  A  turban,  tiara,  sash,  or  turban- 

cloth.  Atailor.  /Sm«^,  (v.n.of  ̂ i^o)  Doing  a  kind 
action,  behaving  well  to.  Doing  ill  by.  An  act, 

deed.  /Sa«a^, Glib-tongued.  Clever-handed.  Glib 

(tongue).  Sunu^  Industrious,  clever,  dexterous 
(men  or  women). 

sati^s,  The  metropolis  of  Yaman. 

A  san^niy,  Of  the  city  Ahm  san^t. 

A  Wvaao  san^bat,  Hai'd,  strong  (she-camel). 
A  iUjuj  san^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂i-o)  Exercising  a  trade. 

Grooming  and  feeding  well  (a  horse).  Profession, 
art,  trade,  craft.  Work,  handiwork,  skill,  p  CL^^oo 

san^ti  sukhun,  The  art  of  poetry. 

Pj6jj>X>o  sa7i^t-hdr,  A  workman,  a  craftsman. 

p j^'Ja>x>o  sa7i^tgar,  An  artisan,  mechanic. 
t=5 sin^',  sun^',  sana^',  or  sunu^\  In- 

dustrious, clever-handed  people. 

A  sun^i/,  Artificial,  artistic. 

A  I  k'xjo  sanf,  Name  of  a  place  whence  fragrant 
wood  is  brought.  Sanf  or  sinf,  (pi.  (_jlxo\  asnaf 

and  u_i ̂ lo  sunuf)  Kind, sort,  species.  Mode,  man- 

ner, form.  Sinf,  Quality,  property.  Mode,  man- 
ner. Sinf,  (&axo  sinfat,  or  sanifat)  The  border  of 

a  veil,  whether  plain  or  ornamented.  A  part,  side. 

Sunf  (pi.  of  i__ii.o\  asnaf)  Male-ostriches,  whose 
legs  are  excoriated. 

A^^^Jij^jO  sanfiy,  An  inferior  species  of  wood  used 
in  fumigation. 

A  jjju^  sanak,  A  rank  smell  under  the  arm-pit. 
(San.?7j,Strong,hardy.  Xarge,bulky.  Stinking,rank. 

Sunuli,  (pi.  of  jllo  sanak)  Stinks  of  arm-pits. 
A  aiL*^  sanahat,  Coarse,  stony  ground.  Those 

who  take  care  of  camels  well.  Sanihat,  Large, 

stout,  bulky  (camel). 

A  jxftlo  sinha^^,  The  milky  preparation  called 
iai\  akit.    A  lump  of  gum. 

A  ̂ Xo  sanam,(^p\.  asnam)An  image,  idol. 

A  beloved  object,  a  mistress.  A  stink.  A  (slave's) 
strength.    Sanim,  Strong  (slave). 

A  XiwD  sanamat,  A  quill.  Misfortune.  Sani- 

mat,  (A  camel)  left  unmilked  every  other  time,that 
the  milk  may  increase. 

p  iols-        sanam-hhana,  An  idol-temple. 
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A  ̂lo  sanm,  (pl.^xo  sunum)  Bad  wood,  stones, 
or  a  small  stream  between  two  mountains.  Sinrv, 

(pi.  asncis  and  ̂ ^^'i»o  sinwan)  A  deserted  pit- 
A  uterine  brother.  A  son.  A  paternal  uncle.  Sinw 

or  sunw,  (du.  f^yi->o  simvdni,  sanwani,  or  sunwdni, 

(jUlo  sinydni,  sunyani,  or  sanyani)  From  the  same 
origin,  as  two  brothers  by  the  same  father  and  mo- 

ther; two  streams  from  the  same  fountain-head ;  two 
trees  from  the  same  stock. 

A^j^_jlosmroa«,(pl.ofjj^si«w)Uterine  brothers. 
Sons.    Paternal  uncles. 

A ji yK>o  sanawhar,  Any  cone-bearing  tree ;  a 
fir.    The^pistachio-nut.    The  fruit  of  thejj\  arz. 

A  C^^kiO  sannut,{j^\.  d^uollo  sananit)A.  small 
basket  made  of  palm-leaves.  The  wicker  cover  of 
a  flask  or  glass  bottle. 

A^^jj£»sw«t<;,(v.n.of^o)Restoring(everyman) 
to  his  first  state.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Cymbals. 

\j^Lo  sinnarvr.  Avaricious  ;  ill-disposed. 
A  (__j^ju3  sunuf  (pi.  of  I  Kyjosinf  or  sanf)  Dif- 

ferent sorts  or  forms. 

A  ̂^-jj^  sinhdj,  (or  sinhdjat)  A  slave sunk  in  bondage. 

A  sinhdjat,  Name  of  a  Moorish  people. 

A  sunayy,  A  small  pit  with  a  little  water 
in  it,  unfrequented  by  any  one.  A  small  quantity 
of  water  in  a  furrow. 

A  ̂ j"^  sa?il^,  Any  work  of  art ;  operation,  crea- 
tion, performance,  act,  deed.  A  present,  donative, 

gift,  benefit.  Meat  (especially  well-dressed).  Po- 
lished and  proved  (scimiter  or  arrow).  Clever, 

neat-handed.  Well-groomed  and  fed  (horse).  ̂ y*» 

^^Jwo  susi  sani^  A  villainous  action. 

A  sani^t,  (pi.  ̂ ^j^  sandsi^  An  art,  ac- 
tion. Benefit,  kindness.  The  person  upon  whom 

a  benefit  is  conferred. 

A  'yo  saww,  Free.    Empty,  hollow. 
A  ̂\ya^^  8iS5-\  ahhazahu  bi  surcdhu,  He  took  it 

by  the  extremities. 

A^\yO  sawdb,  Rectitude,  justness  of  acting 
or  of  thinking ;  accuracy,  reason,  right  way,  correct 

mode,proper  manner.  A  happy  issue,success.  lIa^ 

{^\yo  samii  sawdb,  The  path  of  reason. 

bis  sawdb.  Justly,  properly,  rightly, reasonably. 

A  susdb,  (pi.  of  susdbat)  Nits. 

P(jiJ.  j6\  ̂ ^yo  sarvdb-andeshjTiight-thinldng. 
A  ej\ya  susdbat,  (pi.  ̂^^■>^  suidb  and 

si-fbdn)  A  young  louse,  a  nit. 
A  suwdbat,  The  better  sort  (of  people). 

p  Sis>\yO  stt?ya&-Jit/,  Approval,  good  opinion. 

ple^;^^  sawdb-namd,  Showing  well,  appearing 

probable,  just,  or  reasonable. 
A  swwa/i,  Plaster,  clay.  Sweat  of  horses. 

Milk  in  which  the  water  prevails.  A  palm-branch. 

A  i_-*s"\j^  sawdhib,  (pi.  o{'e^\*o  sdhibat)  Fe- male companions.    Female  possessors. 

A  C^\xs'\yo  sarvdhibdt,  (pi.  of  sawd- 

Mb,  pi.  of  sdhibat)  Female  companions. 
Ais>'\yo  surodhat,^di\Y  divided  and  falling  down. 

A  sumdhh,  Clay  in  which  the  feet  stick. 

A  (  9i^\yo  sawddf,  (pi.  of  MiiUo  sddifat)  Ca- 
mels waiting  until  the  others  have  drank. 

A  f_jd\jjO  samddi,  Tall  palm-trees.  Palm-trees 
which  grow  without  being  watered. 

Aj\yo  suwdr  or  siwdr,  (pi.  ̂^J(^  sirdn)  A  herd 

of  wild  oxen.  (pi.  ijy^^  asmirat)  A  little  musk. 
A  fragrant  perfume. 

A j\yO  sammdr,  (A  sparrow)  answering  when 
called.    Suwdr,  A  herd  of  wild  oxen. 

A  j\yosawdr7;(^p\.of  'ij^sd7-)'at)Tb'mgs  need- ful to  be  done. 

A  (^^3*0  siwdrdni,  The  corners  of  the  mouth. 
A  (  ij^yo  sawdrif,(^\.  of&i,lo  sdrifat)  Vicis- 

situdes of  fortune,  accidents,  events,  revolutions. 

A  sa7vdrim,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^)  Sharp  swords. 

A  {Jj^yo  sawdi'i,  (pi.  of  io^Lo  sdriyat)  Ship- 
masts.  Lofty  columns. 

A  ̂ yo  suwd^  (pi.  jjljtJ^  sl^n)  A  drinking- 
vessel.  Suwd^or  siwd^  A  certain  dry-measure. 

A  ̂^\ya  sawd^k,  (pi.  of  aHs^U^)  Thunderbolts. 

A  ̂ yo  suwdgh,  Form,  shape,  mould,  cast. 

A  '^yo  sawwdgh,  (pi.  {^^'^yo  sammdghun)  A founder,  moulder,  one  who  casts  into  a  form.  A  liar. 

A,  j^jlo  xawwo/.  Wool-stapler:  woollen-draper. 
A  i^\yo  sawdff,  (pi.  of  «iLo  sdffat)  (Camels) 

placing  their  feet  in  a  right  line. 

A»\j-o  sawdffan,  Straightly,  in  a  row. 

A  ̂s\yO  sawdfik,  Events,  accidents. 

A  ̂^yo  sawdkim,  (pi.  oVi^^  sdkimat)  Heavy 
strokes  or  rubs  of  fortune. 

x'i^ yo  sawdlijat,(^'^\.oi  fj\^yOsawlajdn,q.v.). 

A  ,ii\yo  saivdlid,  (pi.  of  'i^\>o  sdlidat)  Teeth 
which  make  a  grating  noise. 

A  ̂ yo  sawdligh,  (pi.  of  ̂ \^sdligh)  Six-year- 
old  (sheep). 

A  ̂^yo  sawdm,  An  arid  country. 
A  ̂^yo  sa7vwdm,  One  who  fasts  continually. 

Suwdm,  (pi.  of  ̂\>o  sdsim)  Fasters. 

A  ̂ \yo  sawd7ni^  (pi.  of  'i^yo  sawma^t) Oratories,  places  of  worship.  Hermitages ;  cells. 

A  ̂2)^^'0  sa,  si,  or  SMwan,  A  chest,  boards  between 
which  clothes  are  laid.  Care  or  management  (of  a 

horse).    SuTvdn,  Assuan  in  Nubia. 

A  i^^yo  sawivdn,  (pi.  of  dj\j.o  sawwdnat)  Hard 
stones.  Podices. 

A  sawjvdnat,  (pi.  f^^'O  sawwdn)  A  spe- 

cies of  hard  stone,  a  rock.  Podex. 

A  l^^^'io  sa7vdniy,  (pi.  of  ̂j^^ao  sinlyat)  China, 

porcelain.    Chinese  vases. 
A  sawdw'in,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^jlo)  Tents. 

A  jjj&\j>£>  sawdliil,  (pi.  of  sdhilat)  Neigh- 

ings.    Buzzings  of  flies. 
A  '^yo  saivdsih,  (pi.  of  s^Uc  sdsihat)  Noisy. 

A  L-io^^*o  sa7vdsif,{j^\.oi'iso\jO  sdsifat)  Sum- 
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A  sawh,  (v.  n.  of  t-^lo  for  l^^)  Rain- 
ing, falling  (rain).  Pouring  forth  water  (a  cloud). 

Hitting  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Touching  or  wetting 

(rain).  Descending.  Pouring  out.  Design,  aim. 

Preparation.  A  part,  side.  A  path,  track.  The 

right  way.   A  gift.  Effusion.    Towards.  Rain. 

A  &^ yo  susbatjA  granary,barn,  or  similar  place. 
A  heap  ;  a  pile  of  money  neither  told  nor  weighed. 

A  ̂ _yo  sarvbaj,  (p  i^y>-  chola)  A  rolling-pin. 
p  JO yO  suba,  A  province,  such  as  Bengal,  Ba- 

har,  &c.,  comprising  several  circars  (districts),  each 

circar  containing  so  many  pergunnahs  (or  hun- 
dreds of  a  district,  so  to  speak). 

Pj\ii  lOyO  suha-dar,  (ov J\SiyO  suhadar')  Vice- 
roy or  governor  of  a  province.  A  military  officer 

among  Indian  troops,  whose  rank  corresponds  to 

that  of  captain. 

p  (jTj^ii  li^yo  SM&a-t^ari,Viceroyalty.  Captaincy. 

A  'iyo  suwat,  (pi.  l^yo  suwa  or  A^^oS  aswas) 
High  and  rugged  ground,  though  not  so  as  to  be 

a  mountain.  A  heap  of  stones  serving  as  a  way- 

post.  A  herd  of  wild  beasts.  An  irregular  cur- 
rent of  wind.    Echo,  reverberating  sound. 

A  C^yo  sav;t,  (v.  n.  of  Olo  fovCJyo')  Call- 
ing out.  Sounding,  (pi.  C->^jo\  aswdt)  A  sound, 

voice.  Clamour,  noise,  call  for  help.  A  good  name, 

reputation,  or  good  report.  i_j»KJ\  O yO  sawiu  'I 
kalb,  The  barking  of  a  dog. 

A         suwat'bi  or  tan,  Avaricious,  close-fisted. 

A       yo  sun-jan,  Dry,  lean,  or  stilf  in  the  loins. 

(A  palm-tree)  with  stiff,  dry  branches.  ̂ ^U- yo 
ayyi  samjan,  What  man  (he  is  I  know  not). 

A  ,^^yo  sawh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^•^  for  Splitting, 
dividing.  Sawh  or  suIl,  A  wall,  or  the  precipitous 

part  of  a  mountain  resembling  a  wall.  Base  of  a 
mountain.    Bank  of  a  river.    A  mountain. 

A^^W _5/05M/ia«,Dry .  Apalm-treewhose  branches 
are  hard  and  dry. 

A  ,^yO  sawhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lo  for  ,^y>o)  Sinking 
into  the  ground  and  sticking  fast  (feet). 

AjyO  sawr,  (v.  n.  of,l«o  forj^)  Inclining  or 
causing  to  hang  down.  Turning  (the  face)  towards. 

Bending,  making  crooked  or  wry.  Cutting,  dis- 

secting, dividing.  Breaking,  demolishing,  (pi. 

j^Vjto  si?'a?i)Small  palm-treesjoined  together.  The 
side  of  the  neck.  The  bank  of  a  river.  The  root 

of  a  palm-tree.  Crookedness,  curvature.  Sur, Tyre. 

A  trumpet,  clarion,  horn.  (pi.  of jj^oWswar) Wry- 

necked,  jy^  O^;^^  hamalatul  ^rsh  sur, 
The  bearers  of  the  throne  (of  God  are)  wry-necked, 

p  5 1  jyo  suri  ah,  The  cry  of  one  in  pain,  ̂ ^jyo 
sui-i  subuh-gahi.  The  cries  of  any  one  very 

early  in  the  morning,  a  Sawar,  (v.  n.  o^jyo) 
Inclining.  Being  wry  or  crooked.  Siwar,  suwar, 

or  sur,  (pi.  of's,^  surat)  Forms, figures.  Modes. 
P  i_f']jyo  surakht,  A  long-necked  flagon. 
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A  ijyo  sawrat,  An  itching  on  the  head.  Surat, 

(pl.j^  sM/yar,sjwar,andsMr)Image,form,  figure, 
face,effigy,visage,countenance,features,appearance, 
semblance,  resemblance,  picture,  portrait.  Copy, 

transcript,  or  abstract.  Spectre,  apparition,  ghost. 

Mode,raanner,condition,state,or quality,  p  C^jyo 
surat  bastan,  To  assume  a  form,  to  consist. 

To  be  conceivable,  possible,  practicable.  To  exist. 

CiJ'^/^O^-'^-  surat-pazir  kardan,  To  assume 
a  shape  or  appearance.  To  succeed,  be  near  accom- 

plishing. A  (JU-  ̂ fOsurati  hal,  A  written  state- 
ment of  facts,  state  of  the  case.  J<it^  L^jya  sura  ti 

daftar,  A  book  of  accounts;  a  journal,  register,  in- 

ventory;  transcript  or  entry  in  such  books.  P  J>^.>^J>-> 

^jii^  C^jyo  tabdili  surat  kardan.  To  disguise, 
change  habits,go  in  masquerade,travesty,incognito. 

A  iAioKm  CL>jj/0  suruti  mu^mala.  Dissimulation, 

fiction.  C^_jo  surati  wahmi,h.  spectre,  hob- 
goblin, phantom,  p  CfjyO  dar  surat,  (orjti 

s«^x—>j^^  dar  surate  hi)  In  case,  provided  that. 

A  ijyo  suratan.  To  all  appearance,  apparently, 
ostensibly.  Extrinsically,  externally. 

plxii*  t  ̂jyo  surat-ashna,  Slightacquaintance. 

p  C^jyo  surat-band,  A  maker  of  effigies, 

painter,  statuary.  jjii;^,J^W"'  ̂ i^0^>  C^jyO  su- 
raf.-ba7idisi  tamasilkardan,Toform  or  paint  images 

or  portraits. 

p  Cl^Atf^.        yO  surat-parast.  An  iconolater. 

A  ̂\j=-  C^j^iO  surat  hardm,  Plausible,  whose 
appearance  promises  more  than  events  will  justify  : 

specious,  superficial.    Fair  without,  foul  within. 

p  ajls-  swrai-Marea,  A  picture-gallery. 

p ̂   C^jyO  suratgar,  A  painter.  A  sculptor. 

v^Jj^CJj  ̂ sMra^(7ar?,  Agivingform,formation. 
p  Ifjj^j^  sMm^-nama,  Apparent.  ̂ ^sZi\i^^Jyo 

sur.at-nama  shudan,  To  appear,  to  seem. 

^  iJ>j3*^  surati,  Handsome. 
Piijjo  ̂ jjj,  ya  surhuni  kabud,  A  kind  of  willow. 

A  ̂ J^jyo  surayijan,  Hermodactyls. 
A  t^jyo  suriy.  External,  apparent.  Pertaining 

unto  theface.  A  native  of  Tyre.  ijjy0^y^\ inhizani 
suri,  A  feigned  retreat,  rout,  or  defeat.  P 

{Sjyo  'pareshdnisi  suri.  Alteration  of  countenance, 
disturbed  external  appearance.  iSj^*^  ''—^■^y^ 

m^^?/)aA■aZ^l<^  swri,  Personal  interview.  \^LA-5- 

^llati  sur'vja.  Ostensible  cause.  >^..jy°  i—*^^ 
matd^bi  suriya.  Outward  troubles. 

A  {^_)Oyo  sus,  Worthless,  mean,  avaricious.  One 
who  lives  and  eats  alone,  especially  by  moonlight, 

unseen  by  strangers,  a  curmudgeon. 

A  -^^Lo ya  sawsaldt,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  layO  sawt.  The  sound  of  falling  water. 

A  ̂yhJ^o  sawtal,  A  wild  turnip. 
p  idL>^*3  sTdala,  A  species  of  beet. 

A  ̂ yo  saw^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Lo  for  ̂ yo)  Separating. 

Scattering.  Coming  (to  one's  fellows  or  others) 
from  parts  adjacent  to  them.  Following  one  another. 

Measurihg  with  the  measure  called  ̂ lo  sd^  In- 
spiring with  terror,  frightening.  Saiv^or  su^  A 

certain  dry  measure  of  4  mudds.  Su^,  (pi.  of  ̂ Us 

sa ^and  of  ̂ j^o  siwdQ  A  certain  dry-measure.  Su- 
7va^  Parts  of  a  plant  beginning  to  wither. 

A  sawgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lo  for  ̂ yo)  Creating, 

forming,  shaping,  moulding,  casting.  Melting.  Ex- 

ercisinof  the  goldsmith's  or  founder's  art.  Flowing 
easily  down  the  throat  (wine).  Framing  (a  lie). 

Subsiding  (water  into  ground,  or  sauce  into  meat). 
Form,  mode.    Like,  equal. 

A  ijj^yo  sawghdni,  (dual)  A  pair,  two  things 
uniform.  Coeval,  born  at  the  same  time. 

A  oOk5-\  es-^  huwa  sawghatu  ukhtihi,  He  is 

the  image  or  counterpart  of  his  sister. 

A  I  hyO  sawf,  (v.  n.  of  i  ilo  for  (_j^)  Fly- 
ing wide  of  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Declining,  de- 

parting from  one.  Being  turned  away  (the  face). 

Sawf  or  sawaf,  (v.  n.  of  i__jjo)  Being  woollv,  wool- 

bearing.  /ST</',Wool,  a  fleece.  Goats' hair.  Came'ot. 
Stuff",  half  silk,  half  worsted.   'i^J>\  i  iyO  sufar 
ra/<a&a^,Napeoftheneck,or  hair  in  that  place.  With- 

out reserve;  gratis,  gratuitously.    Saw!/,  Woolly. 

A  u-S_j^  sumf,  (v.  n.  of  l-jV^  for  u-J_j'0)  Being 
woolly,bearingwool.  Departing,  going  away  (evil). 

A  'e^i^yo  sufdnat,  A  certain  dwarfish  and  lani- 

gerous  pot-herb. 
A  ei^ijxa  sufdniy,  Woolly,  wool-bearing.  • 

A  *&i_yo  sufat,k.  flock,  lock  of  wool.  yo 
sufatiCd  ̂ Za?i;a<,  Wool,cotton  put  into  an  inkholder. 

A  'i*.iyO  sawfa^t.  Top  of  a  turban  or  cap. 
p  {^yo  sufi.  Wise,  intelligent.  Pious,  devout, 

spiritual.  A  religious  man  of  the  order  of  the  Sufi ; 

hence  the  surname  of  the  kings  of  Persia.  The 

Sufi  is  a  higher  order  of  mystic  than  the  Kalandar 

or  Malamati ;  for  although  the  two  latter  renounce 

the  world,  they  still  are  subject  to  a  superior ;  whilst 

the  Sufi  acknowledges  no  spiritual  head. 

p  (j^^j*^  sufiydn,  Siifis,  religious  brethren. 
p  &>\*iyosufiydna,Y ictvidXs  not  containing  flesh. 

A  i-^i^fO  sufiyat,  Stiflism. 
A  ̂ jyo  sawh,  (v.  n.  of  JjVo  for  ̂ ^)  Driving. 

Suk,  (for         suh)  A  market-place. 

A j^yo  sawhar,  A  large  axe. 
A  iy'^-o  sawharat,  (v.  n.  of _/yo  Q)  Imitating 

or  mimicking  the  cry  of  a  bird. 

A  j>..^yO  sawkarlr.  Imitation  of  a  bird's  note. 
A  'iiifyo  sawha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ yO  Q)  Striking 

on  the  head.  A  cloth  with  which  a  woman  covers 

her  head  to  keep  her  veil  from  being  soiled  by  the 

unguent  of  her  hair.  A  hollow  in  a  pudding  into 

which  sauce  is  poured.  A  place  where  there  has 

been  much  fighting.  The  middle  (of  a  bird's  or 

horse's)  head  white.    A  turban. 
A  suha  ,  Good. 
A  CL^yo  sawh,  (v.  n.  of  LdJl./0  for  tiJ^yO)  Ad- 

hering to  the  body  (the  smell  of  saffron).  Being 
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imbued  with  the  smell  of  saffron  (a  garment  or  the 

body).  First.  Beginning.  Semen  virile.  uSJj^  Jj^ 

ti)_5^  J  awtvala  sawkin  roa  bawkin,  At  first,  before 

all  things,  i^j^  j  uL^yO  I*  ma  MM  sarokun  roa 
bawhun,  There  is  no  motion  in  him  (or  it). 

A  sawl,  (  V.  n.  of  J  for  ̂ ^yo)  Being  proud, 

insolent,  perverse,  unjust,furious,assaulting,attack- 
ing,  rushing  upon.  Defining  in  quantity  or  measure. 

A        sasul,  Furious,  rampant,  fierce  (camel). 

A  i^^'O  sawalan,  (v.  n.  of  (JUa  for  (Jj-^)  Being 
proudly  obstinate.  Assaulting. 

A  f^J^yO  sawlab,  Seed  sown  and  harrowed  in. 

A  &5 sanlat,  (v.  n.  of  JLo  for  J ̂)  Attacking, 
rushing  upon.  Defining  in  quantity  or  measure. 

Fury,  violence,  ferocity,  impetuosity,  rampancy  (of 

a  stallion).    CL>s\i^  j  sawlat  ushajd^t, 
Ferocity  and  valour.  Sulat,  (Wheat)  winnowed 
and  heaped  up. 

A        sawlaj,  Pure,  unmixed.  Refined  silver. 

A  (j^j^o  sawlajan,  (pi.  'i^^to  sarvdlijai)  A 
long  bat,  curved  at  one  end,  with  which  horsemen 

strike  the  ball  in  the  game  of  horse-shinty.  (See 

^^y>-  chawgmi,  whence  this  word  is  coined). 
A  i-^yo  sanlajat,  Pure,  sincere,  unmixed. 

A  ̂jj^o  sawlaj  A  bright  spear-head. 
A  i^i^yo  sawUb,  Seed  sown  and  harrowed  in. 

A  ̂ yo  sawni,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \*o  for  ̂ ^*o)  Fasting. 
Standing  without  provender  (a  horse).  Ceasing 
from  all  accustomed  work  (as  a  silkworm  before 

it  casts  the  skin  ;  a  pulley,  or  any  thing  similar  that 

willnotturn).  Keeping  silence.  Beingstill  (wind). 

Becoming  noon.  Tasting  (death).  Muting  (an 

ostrich).  Taking  shelter  under  the  tree  ̂ ^jo  samm. 
A  fast.  A  sort  of  ill-looking  tree.  One  who  fasts. 

A  Christian  church.  ̂   Ostrich-dung.  C-J^Lo  j  ̂ yo 
sawm  u  saldt  (for  HjJ^),  Fasting  and  prayer. 

A        suwam,  (pi.  of  ̂\*o  sdsim)  Fasters. 
A  f^^ioyo  saivmdn,(p\.  ̂ ^U^)  One  who  fasts. 

A j<yo  sammar,  Wild  basil. 

A  'ij^^'O  sammarat,  The  herb  basil. 
A  ̂ ^*o  sawma^  A  cloister,  cell,  hermitage. 

A  iijMijo  sawma^t,  (v.n.  of  ̂ yO  Q)  Heaping 
up  to  a  point.  Collecting,  bringing  together.  A 

high-crowned  cap,  mitre,  tiara.  The  peak  or  point 

of  a  pudding,  (pi.  ̂ \^jo  sawami£)  A  cloister,  an 

oratory.  An  eagle.  (Jsjl^\  'i*it>yO  sawma^tu'n 
namra  ,  A  Christian's  cloister. 

p  Ciiij  &*<yo sawma^-daranifalak,The 
angels  who  surround  the  throne. 

p  {^,^>  e^yo  sawma^-nishln,  A  monk. 
A  (Jj«^  sarvmal,  Name  of  a  tree  that  grows  in 

the  highest  part  of  Arabia,  called  XaJIP'  ̂ liyat. 

A  "iXej^o  sarcmalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Having 
a  dry  skin  from  hunger  or  any  other  cause. 

A  ̂ ^yo  sawn,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^^^o)  Guarding, 
preserving.  Laying  up.  Standing  on  the  point  of  the 

foot  either  from  pain  or  a  defect  in  the  foot  (a  horse). 
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A  'i>yo  samnat,  A  dish  in  which  are  laid  per- 
fumes for  a  bridegi'oora  or  bride. 

A  ̂ yo  f^awna^  Name  of  a  bird  or  animalcule. 
A  Jj^w3  sa^wZ,  Fierce,  rampant  (camel).  Susul, 

(v.  n.  of  JLo  for  Jj**)  Being  insolent  and  over- 
bearing.   Attacking,  assaulting. 

A  ̂ yo  suwa',  (pi.  of  iyo  suwut)  Milc-stones. Herds  of  wild  beasts. 

A  !^yo  sawir/.  Withered  (palm).  8uimy,  (v.  n. 

of  Jfj-o)  Withering  (a  palm).  Beingstrong.  Dry- 
ing up,  losing  her  milk  (a  sheep). 

At— »^._5>«s«wiZ),Right,  straight,  hitting  the  mark. 

A  CL^lyo  suwayt,  (dim.of  C>_j*o)  A  gentle  noise. 

A  'iyt.^'O  suwayrat,  Mogadore  in  Morocco. 
A  ijlyo  suwayrrat,  Of  a  narrow  disposition. 

A  ̂ J>.yo  sawili.    See  ̂ jl^*>*  sawik. 
A       sail  or  sahin,  Hush  !  silence! 

A  sihds,  (pi.  o{  'iy^  sahwat)  Springs  of 
water  flowing  from  rocks.  Summits  of  mountains. 

Middles  of  horses'  backs.  Low  grounds  or  caves 
to  which  stray  camels  are  apt  to  repair,  (v.  n.  3  of 

^^*o)  Mounting  on  the  middle  ofahorse's  back. A  suhdbijj,  Reddish  (hair  or  wool). 

A  1^^^  suhabiy,  Of  a  reddish  colour,  mixed 
with  white  (a  camel).  Complete,  without  defect. 
Flocks  of  which  the  proportion  due  for  pious  uses 

has  not  been  paid.  A  man  who  keeps  no  account- 
book.    Violent  (death). 

A  'iXA^  suhdblyat,  A  locust. 
Aj\^^  sihdr,  A  making  matrimonial  alliances. 
A  suhdrat,  Marrow.  Melted  fat.  Poma- 

tum.   A  slice  of  fat  or  lard.    A  chameleon. 

A  •^j^if^  suhdrij,  (pi.  sahdrij)  A  cistern, 
bath,  pond,  or  other  reservoir. 

A  J^'f  sukdl,  The  neighing  of  a  horse. 

A  (J^^'O  sahhdl,  A  neighing  horse. 

p  A  p^-j-o  suhdm,  Name  of  an  imaginary  ani- 
mal, having  the  body  of  a  flame-coloured  dragon, 

and  the  head  of  a  horse  with  four  eyes. 

A     A.j.'O  suhb,  (pi.  of  as-hab)  Red  (ca- 

mels). ,JIju-3\  c-v"^  siJi&w's  siiaZ,  Red-whiskers, 
i.e.  enemies  (particularly  the  Greeks,  who  were  the 

chief  foes  of  the  Arabians,  and  mostly  red-haired). 

Sahab,  (or  suhbat)  Red  colour.  A  reddish 
colour  mixed  with  white  in  camels  about  the  belly. 

A  -*'U^'0  sahbds,  Reddish  (she-camel).  Wine, 
or  the  expressed  juice  of  white  grapes.  IsLii  t/W^ 

\js\  sahbdsi  nashdt-afzd,  Wine  raising  the  spirits, 

increasing  cheerfulness. 

Ad^sahd,  (v.n.ofs^)  Burning  one  (thesun). 

A  ̂^^S■(l*o  sahaddn,  Intense  heat. 
Aj^*o  sahr,  (v.  n.  ofj^ws)  Melting.  Dissolving, 

causing  to  melt.  Hurting  by  its  heat  (the  sun). 

Anointing  the  head.  Hot,  sultry.  Sihr,{T^\.j\^\ 

as-hdr  and  suhards)  A  father-in-law.  A  son- 

in-law.  A  sister's  husband.  The  grave,  as  being 
nearly  related  to  man.  Kindred,  relationship.  The 

sacredness  of  the  married  state.  Suhr,  (pl.of^_j^ 
sahur)  Roasters  of  meat.    Renderers  of  lard. 

A  suhards,  (pi.  of       sUit)  Relations. 

A  'ij^  sihrat,  (pi.  ̂ \jyO  siJu  dt)  A  mother-in- 
law.    A  wife's  mother. 

A  iis-^'O  sahrajat,  A  plastering  (of  a  cistern). 
A  iHsjic^  sihriy,  (also  .^j^^  sihrij){^\.  '^J^ 

sahd?'ij)  Cisterns,  reservoirs. 

AjjLa^saAsaKA,Noisy(old  woman).  Clamour. 

A  J^^La^  sahsalik,  Noisy  (old  woman). 
A  o^t^jo^  sahsahat,  A  bidding  to  keep  silence. 
A  esAla^  sahtalat,  Laxity,  looseness. 

A  sahal  or  saJil,  A  sharp,  hoarse  voice. 

A  j»^,»ij-o  sihmim,  One  who  recedes  not  from  his 
purpose.  Unmixed  (good  or  bad).  An  illustrious 
chief,  a  prince.  A  camel  which  does  not  bray.  Of 

a  perverse  disposition,  contumacious  (camel).  A 
gift  to  a  soothsayer. 

A  i'iyf'O  suhubat,  A  I'eddish  white  in  camels. 
A  S y^  sahwat,  A  spring  of  water  flowing  from 

a  rock.  Summit  of  a  mountain,  (pi.  ̂^^^  suha') 
A  castle  on  a  hill.  (pi.  -^1^  sihds)  Low,  hollow 
ground,  into  which  stray  camels  are  apt  to  get.  (pi. 

O^j^  sahawdt  and  ̂ \gto  sihds)  The  middle  of  a 
horse's  back,  where  the  rider  sits.  The  hinder  part 
of  a  camel's  bunch. 

A  i^jfffO  sahwad.  Large-bodied,  corpulent. 

Aj_5^  sahur,  {Tpl.j^  suhr)  Aroaster  of  meat. A  melter  of  fat :  one  who  renders  lard. 

A  sahy,  (v.  n.  of  ,_t-4-o)  Being  moist,  hu- 
mid, running  (wound).  Being  rich.  Svha\  (pi. 

of'iy^  sahwat)  Castles  upon  hills. 
A         sahlr.  Melted,  rendered  (fat  or  lard). 

A  (J-i^  sah^l,(Y.■n.of^y^)  Neighing.  The  neigh 
of  a  horse,    p  (ji^J^ iJ-it^  saMl  kardan,  To  neigh. 

A  ̂ ^^x^  sihyawn,  Zion. A  i-j->l|*o  suyydb,  (or  (— ->^J^  suydh)  The  better 
sort  of  mankind.    Root,  origin. 
A  suyydbat,  A  lord.  Suyydbat,  (or 

suydbat)  Any  thing  excellent.  The  better  sort  of 

people.    Root,  origin. 
A  »U.a  say  fat,  (or  siydsat)  The  matter 

coming  from  the  uterus  after  delivery. 

A  i^l^.'O  sayydjat.  Moonlight  (night). 

A  ̂ Ixo  siydh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Uo  for  ̂ )  Calling 
aloud,  shouting  to  one  another.  Exclamation,  cla- 

mour. Siydh  or  suydh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Uo  for^*o)  Shout- 
ing. Crowing  (a  cock).  Being  tall  (a  palm-tree). 

Bursting  full  formed  from  the  envelope  (a  cluster 
of  dates). 

A  sayydh.  Loud-voiced,  clamorous,  noisy. 
A  kind  of  perfume  or  lotion  for  tbe  head. 

A  liJLs-U^  saydkhid,  (pi.  of  sayhhud)  In- 

tensely hot  (days).    Hard  (stones). 

A  <ilj(o  sayydd,  A  hunter.  A  fowler.  A  fisher- 
man. A  lion.  lillo  sayyddi  ujal,  The  fatal 

hunter,  i.e.  death. 



A  'id\ijO  siyadat,  Hunting,  fowling,  fishing. 

A  iiJiilj;^  sayadilat,  (pi.  of  ̂ '^Si^  saydala- 
rfiy)  Natives  of  Saydalan. 

A  (_f  li^-xo  sayyadt,  Hunting,  fowling,  fishing, 
shooting.  The  chace  ;  field-sports. 

A         siyar,  Sound  of  a  lute.    A  musk-bag. 

Ajl>^  sayyar,  A  herd  of  wild  oxen. 

A  ij^/o  siyarat,  A  sheep-cote. 

A  I  ij\x^sayarif,(f.^J<i'_^ sayarif,and'ejj\x»o 
saj/drifat)  (pi.  of  i  fj^  sayraf  and  sayra- 

yiy)  Bankers.    Money-changers.  Jewellers. 

A  ̂^^Ix^  sayan,  (pi.  of  'i^a.x>o  stsat)  Cocks' 

spurs.  "  Horns  of  cattle.    Castles,  fortresses. 
A  la^J^^  siyaf,  A  loud,  confused  noise. 

A  ^(iyy^O^h  ̂   goldsmith,  silversmith.  A 
founder,  moulder,  caster. 

A  'is\x,>o  siyagliat,  The  art  of  a  goldsmith.  The 
art  of  founding,  casting,  or  moulding. 

A  (J's'^Ji^  sayaliil,  (or  sayaMlat')  (pi.  of 
^y^i.^  saykal)  Furbishers,  armourers. 

A  (v.n.of  Jl^  for  J_j^)  Insulting, 

overbearing,  assaulting, attacking.  Siyal,{ov  XJ^Jk.^ 

siyalat)  (v.  n.3  of  Jlo  for  Jj^)  Studying  to  in- 
sult, rivalling  any  one  in  committing  an  insult. 

A  |4^Ji*3  siyam,  (v.  n.  of  plo  for  ̂ ^^')  Fasting, 
(pi.  of  ̂ \*o  sashii)  Fasters.  ̂ ^^■^  shahr'i  si- 
yam, The  month  of  fasting,  i.e.  the  Ramazan. 

A  suyyam^  (pi.  of  ̂^\jo  sasivi)  Fasters. 

A  Jj^-sIa^o  suyama',  (pi.  of  (jlfo^^)  Fasters. 
A  1^^-^  S7?/aw,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jlofor  ̂ ^^*a)Keeping, 

preserving.  Laying  up.  Standing  on  the  point  of 

his  foot  (a  horse).    Si,  sa,  or  suyan,  A  wardrobe. 

A  &jU/£>  siyanat,  (v.  n.  of  for  (jyo)  Pre- 
serving, laying  up.  Defence,  protection,  preserva- 

tion. &3lj;.o.M  ahlu siyanat,  Honest,  upright 

people,  p  tiiiijS  Jl*  J  i^y^  CL^Vxms  siyanatihhun 
u  mal  hardand,  They  preserved  their  lives  and  pro- 

perty, ^jd^ CL^\xjs  siymiat  kardan,  To  defend, 
support, guard, patronize,maintain, observe.  lHa^I^ 

(j^iU  siyanaii  nafs,  Self-defence  or  preservation. 

A  u- sayh,  (or  'ii^xx^  saybubat)  (v.  n.  of 

L_,  l/s  ̂ 'orL^yo)  Being  well-directed  (arrow),  hit- 
ting the  mark.  Reaching,  attaining.  Suyub,  (pi.  of 

f^^x^  .sayub)  Arrows  hitting  the  mark. 
A  i^^^jc say y  ib,  A  cloud  pouring  down  rain. Rain. 

A  (jU>>£>  sishan,  (pl.of  susahaf^  Nits. 
A  (^^A'fi  sisbil  or  sisbid,  A  misfortune. 

A  'ii ̂ xx^  saybubat,  (v.  n.  of  t-^lo  for  i^yo') 
Hitting  the  mark  (an  arrow). 

A  Clj'XiO  sit.  Fame,  good  reputation.  A  mallet, 

a  smith's  hammer.A  goldsmith.  A  founder,moulder. 
A  furljisher.  j^^^  j  ul^i^  sit  u  ishtihar,  Fame 
and  reputation. 

A  sayyit,  Loud-voiced  (man  or  ass). 

A  'ixx^  sitat.  Fame,  good  repute,  reputation. 
A  sayh,  (i^  sayhat,  or  sayahan) 

(v.  n.  of  _lo  for  Shouting,  crying  aloud. 
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Crowing  (a  cock).  Being  tall  (palm-tree).  Burst- ing full  formed  from 
theenvelope(aclusterofdates). 

A  Jjlsi;^  sayhamy,  A  kind  of  Madina  date. 
A  &iSi.'^S(7?//iC(^,  Anexclamation,ciy,shriek.  Tor- 

ture, torment,  anguish.  Thunder. 

A  sayhhad,  Hard  (stone). 

A         sayhhad.  The  sun's  eye  (a  flower). 

A  (jj'^'^  sayhhadun.  Firmness,  hardness. 
A  sayhhud,  (pi.  (3.as>-Ixo  sayahhid)  In- 

tensely hot  (day).  Hard  (stone). 

/  A  sayd,  (v.  n.  of  i^\*o  for  J-Jy^)  Hunting. 

Making  (any  one)  wry-necked.  The  chase.  Prey,_ 
game.  A  net.  Any  thing  with  which  they  hunt. 

Any  thing  firm  and  strong  not  in  the  possession  of 

anyone,  p  ̂^d^L^X^  Sx^  saydisamahhardan. 

To  fish.  (j<^  0^  sayd  shudan,  To  be  hunted, 
caught,  snared,  or  entrapped.  A  Sid  or  sayad,  A 

distemper  incident  to  camels,  causing  them  to  run 

at  the  nose.  Sayad,  (v.  n.  of  liUs  for  i^a^)  Hunt- 

ing,   (v.  n.  of  li.*'*)  Being  wry-necked. 
A  Asxjo  saydas,  Sidon.  Rough  and  rocky 

ground.  Large  stones,  of  which  they  make  caul- 
drons. A  well  of  sweet  water. 

A^^;i.ju3,sfl?/f/a/(,Whoraiseshisvoice:clamorous. 

A  (^Sx>o  saydan.  Stone-kettles.  Gold.  Brass. 
A  djUxo  saydanat,  The  lamia  of  the  desert,(an 

imaginary  monster)  with  a  woman's  head.  A  lo- 
quacious, bad  woman. 

vj\s>\  Xy.^sayd-andaz(orj[i  baz),  A  sportsman. 

A  ̂\lNJ;.^  saydamy,  Of  Sidon,  Sidonian. 

A  ,^Xsa  saydah,  Who  raises  his  voice.  Cla- morous. Neicrhino;  loud.  Name  of  a  camel,  the 

property  of        ji  zu'r  ramat. 
A  ̂ Jl^^X:^  saydah,  Faithful,  trusty.  The  polar star.  A  king. 

pjl^AjL<3.w?/rZ-(7a^,Aforest,chace,hunting-place. 

p  JiSXjO  saydfjar,  A  hunter,  fowler,  fisher. 

A  ̂^SXjosaydaJan,'^z,mG  of  acountry  or  place. 
A  Ij^'^sx^  saydalariiy,  (pi.  sayadilat)  A 

native  of  Saydalan.  A  dealer  in  the  perfume  called 
's^,^XtO  saydalat. 

A  's})Sx^  saydalat,  A  kind  of  perfume. 

A  (jii>Ji^  saydan,  A  hyena.  A  king,  A  fox ; 
also  another  burrowing  animal.  Coarse  (garment). 

A  '^KiSXtO  saydananly,  An  animal  which  bur- 
rows under  ground.   A  hawker,  pedlar. 

A  &3ii,x^  saydanat,  Name  of  a  medical  treatise. 

A  sayr,  (v.  n.  ofjL^  forj\»o)  Cutting.  Be- 
ginning. Becoming.  Being  reduced  (to  charcoal). 

Returning  to  quarters  (a  foraging  party).  Flock- 

ing, assembling  (round  water).  Sir,  Aside,  quar- 
ter. A  crevice  in  a  door.  Water  to  which  they 

flock.  Fish-jelly,  or  a  food  prepared  from  fish. 
Small  fish  salted,  from  which  this  food  is  prepared. 

A  Jewish  bishop.  Sir  or  sayr.  End,  success,  con- 

clusion. /Siror.s??/ar,  (pi. of  S^jyasirai)  Sheep-cotes. 

A  Ji^o  sayyir,  Well-made,  goodly  (man).  A 
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company,  a  crowd.    The  grave. 

^  C)l!^^  srrara,  (pi.  ofjj.o  saivr)  Small  palm- 
trees  closely  united,  (pi.  of^^_j*o  sawar,  suwdr, 

andj\xtO  saydr)  Flerds  of  oxen. 

A  'ij^sirat,  (pL j^jo  sir  and  .s'<^ar)  A  sheep-cote. 
A  i-jj^ sayraf, (or ̂ j^sayrafiy)  (pl.uJ,lA.a 

saydrif,  'iijo^  saydrifat,  or  ̂ ^J.x^  saydrif)  A 
banker,  or  money-changer.  A  judge  of  money  or 
of  jewels  and  precious  stones.  A  deceiver,  cheat. 

A  p sayram.  Firm,  steady-minded.  A  single 
meal  taken  once  in  twenty-four  hours.  Misfortune. 

|ej\<a31  ̂   \  ahala's  sayram,  He  ate  only  once  in four-and-twenty  hours. 

A  '^jjJfO  sayrurat,  (v.n.  ofjU?  forj<>£i)  Being, 
becoming,  proving.  Beginning. 

A  i^i^  says,  (v.  n.  of  u^a^o)  Producing  bad 

dates  (a  palm-tree).  Sis,  {A^axao  sisds,  or  ̂^Loi-a 
sissdf)  Sour  dates  (produced  by  the  female  palm- 
tree  when  not  sprinkled  with  the  flowers  of  the 
male).  Grains  of  the  colocynth  without  pulp. 

A  &*aa.o  sisat,  (or  'Ixam  sisiyat)  (pi.  ̂ ^Ixo 
saydsi)  Spur  of  a  cock.  Horn  of  an  ox.  A  castle, 
fortification,  stronghold.  An  instrument  in  a  loom, 
which  stretches  equally  the  weft  and  warp.  A  shep- 

lierd  who  skilfully  manages  his  flock.  A  pin  with 

which  dates  are  pulled  oflf". 
A  ̂ ^jo-xto  sissif,  {orP^^jOLXto  sisis)  Root,  origin. 

A  say^  (v,  n.  of  ̂ Uc  for  ̂ -x-o)  Separating, 
scattering.   Attacking,  rushing  upon  one  another. 

^  ejW^  si^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jo  su7vd^  Certain 
dry-measures.  Di'inking-vessels. w 

A  \Jj*^  say^riy,  Large  (camel's  bunch). 
A  say^  fiyut,  A  distorted,  oblique  pace. 

A  mark  on  a  she-camel's  neck. 

A         sayyirjh,  An  inventor  of  fictions  ;  a  liar. 

A  i^'^^  sirjhat,  A  form  or  mould  for  casting  me- 
tal. A  form,  shape.  A  form  of  words  used  in  mar- 

riage-ceremonies. The  voice  or  mood  of  a  verb ; 

conjugation,  verbal  inflection.  Root,  stock. 

y\  sighasi  amr,  The  imperative  mood.  (_^^^  iUjwo 

sighaiu'l  mdzi,  The  form  of  the  past  tense.  &Axo 

jxio  sighasi  ma^'uf.  Active  voice.  J^^^^ 

sighufi  majlml,  Passive  voice,    'ikx^  ̂ ^y**  sihd- mun  sighatun,  Arrows,  the  make  of  one  man. 
A  sayyighat.  Bread  put  amongst  soup. 

A  J-sl^  siyaghl,  Compact,  impacted  (dates), 

sticking  close  together.  Compact,  adhesive  (mud). 
p  hmmo  sigha,  Marriage. 

A  I  h.x>o  sayf,  (v.  n.  of  i  sU^  for  u-Sxo)  Pass- 

ing the  summer.  Going  wide  of  the  mark  (an  ar- 

row), (pi.  (  asydf)  Summer  (i.e.  May  and 
June,  the  hotter  months  being  called  iaJj  hayz). 

Summer-rains.  Sayif,  Summer-rains.  Siyaf ,(-^\.oi 

'sJlx^  sayf  at)  Parts  of  summer. 

A  u-Aa^  sayyif.  Summer-rains. 
A  sayfat,  (pi.  i_flxo)  Part  of  summer. 

A  'iiyix^o  sayfufat,  (v.  n.  of  i  slxj  for  (_ajya) 
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Erring  (fi'om  the  mark). 

A  ̂ ^Jisjo  sayfly,  Pertaining  to,  or  bofn  in  sum- 
mer. (Offspring)begotten  in  old  age.  Summer-rain. 

Name  of  a  man. 

A  J^xo  sih,  (pi.  shjali)  Dust,  especially 
driven  about  by  the  wind.  Density  of  dust.  Noise. 
Sweat.  Stink  from  a  beast.  Somewhat  red  in  the 

interior  part  of  a  palm-tree.  (pi.  ̂ J^'0  sikan)  A 

sparrow.  Siyalt,  (jjI.  of  ̂ Jjlo  sih  or  &iUo  sihat) 
Particles  of  dust  driven  by  the  wind. 

A  ̂\^Rxto sayJtabdmy,  A  perfumer:  a  druggist. 
A  iiu/i^  sikat,  Dust  driven  about  by  the  wind. 

A  ̂Jiu/^»  saylial,  (pi.  (J-'s^J^o  sayakil  and  «JjU<o 
sfl?/a//?7a<)  Apolisher,furbisher.  A  sword-armourer. 

A  furbishing-instrument.  p  ,JiL«o 
sayhali  misi  qfirinish,  The  sun. 

A  jji*>^  sayham,  Stinking,  fetid. 
A  Ci^A^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^\*o  for  CiU^)  Ad- 

hering (the  smell  of  any  perfume  to  the  body). 

A  ̂jjO  sank,  Robust,  strong,  powerful  (man). 

A  ,J-J^«3  sayl,  An  attack,  a  rushing  upon. 

A  ̂^l*o  sasil,  Fierce  and  dangerous  (camel). 
A  «ixo  si/ai!,  The  knot  on  a  scourge. 

saylakhud,  Strong  (she-camel). 

Aj«Xi.oso?/?am,Adangerousor  momentous  affair. 
Misfortune.  A  sword.  A  single  meal  taken  once 

only  in  twenty-four  hours.  Thatby  which  any  thing 

is  extirpated  or  rooted  out.  iUij  wak^t  say- 
lamat,  An  exterminating  war. 

A  ̂X>o  shm,  A  drinking  (water)  copiously. 

A  ̂ A*o.«yam,  Hard,  strong, compactly-built.  Si- 
yam  or  myyam,  (pi.  of  ̂\*o  sajm)Those  who  fast. 

p  j^U^uo  slmgan,'Name  of  a  country  in  Persia. 
A  i^^->o  sin,  The  empire  of  Cliina. 

A  ̂[^J^^  svuy,  Cliinese.  Porcelain. 

A  i^\jJ^*3  siwan,  (pi.  [^j\j^)  A  palace,  tent. 

A  u^J^jJUo  sayub,  A  cloud  pouring  rain,  (pi. 
siiyuh)  Right,  direct,  what  hits  the  mark. 

A  '^^■i'/O  sayud,  (pi.  4i>xo  svyud  or  sic?)  A  hunter. 

A  lijA/^  sayyud,  An  arrow  striking  the  mark. 

Ajj\iO  sayyur,  Mind,  intellect,  prudence.  Dry 
herbage,  which  is  eaten  for  some  time  after  green, 

j^lop  umm  sayyur,  Intricate,  embroiled  business. 

Sayyvr,  (or  "ij^Jua  sayyurai)  End,  extremity. 
A  JjA/fl  saful,  Fierce,  rampant,  and  dangerous. 

A  t-^Ji<a  sat/Aaft,  Intense  heat.  A  sultry  day.  A 

sun-burnt  place.  Ahard  stone.  Atallman.  A  spit. 

A  sa?//<«;,  Large  stone.  Strong  she-camel. 

A  '^fA^  sayhad,  Long.  The  vapour  called 
sarab.  Intense  heat.  A  desert  without  water.  A 

thick  yard,  with  an  inclination  to  one  side. 

A  ̂ r((ifO  siyalm,(ov'^i^s'ihamm)Thick,coarse, strong  (man),  one  who  carries  his  head  high. 

A  ̂ ^y^^Xjo  sayhvj,  Smooth,  shining  with  plaster. 
A  sayltud,  A  desert  without  water.  j& 

^yi^y^o  ̂ zz  sayhud,  Inaccessible  glory  or  greatness. 

Aj^^/o  sayhur,  A  kind  of  earthen  shelf  for 

the  reception  of  copper  vessels,  and  the  like. 

A  t^tri^  sayhun.  Mount  Sion. 
A  j__^*fi>  sasiy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J\^o)  Twittering  (a  young 

bird).  Sasiy,  siJiy,  or  suHy,  The  braying,  grunt, 

or  squeak  of  camels,  hogs,  rats,  and  scorpions. 

A  'i^y^o  slsat,  A  slight  washing  of  the  head. 
A  sasll.  The  neighing  of  a  horse. 

(ja  zad,  (called  jds^jai/c  tilo  zadi  manhuta  or 
li^zadimu^ama,  Dotted  (jK9)The  fifteenth 

letter  of  the  Arabic  alphabet,  and  the  eighteenth  as 

adopted  by  the  Persians ;  not  radically  belonging  to 

their  language.  In  arithmetic  it  expresses  800.  This 

letter,  as  pronounced  by  the  Persians,  particularly 

in  India,  is  very  likej  z ;  but  its  true  sound  can 
only  be  acquired  by  ear  from  the  mouth  of  an  accu- 

rate speaker. 

A  &J\lo  zasalat,  (v.  n.  of  J _»^)  Being  small,  at- 
tenuated (in  body),  puny.  Being  weak  (in  mind). 

A  CLki\to  zdbis.  Sticking,  inherent. 

A  ̂\*o  zdbih,  (pi.  ̂ L..^  zawahili)  (A  horse) 
which  breathes  with  noise,  a  roarer. 

A  zdbit.  One  who  holds  firm.  Provident, 

prudent.  A  governor,  commander,  superior,  chief, 

lord,  master,  possessor.  Strong  (man  or  camel). 

A  lion.  ii>\^ jy9\  Ja^Uo  zdbiti  umuri  hhizdna, 

Chief-treasurei'.  j^*a»-  lajUo  zdbiti  kisdr;  Gover- 
nor of  the  city,  commander  of  the  garrison.  lajl*o 

^Ji)\  zdbitu'l  hull.  Omnipotent  (God). 
A  ftlajlo  zdbitat,  A  list.    Rule,  custom,  law. 

A  i*^^*^  zdbi^,  (A  loaded  camel  or  horse)  going 
quick,extendingtheneck,throwingout  thefore-feet. 

A  ̂ 3^^  zdll,  Hot  ashes. 
zajj,  One  who  raises  his  voice;  ashouter. 

A  '■^oji^  One  who  reclines  much  from  lazi- 
ness :  indolent,  lazy,  who  scarcely  ever  quits  the 

house.  Silly,  foolish.  A  star  setting  in  the  west, 

(pi.  ̂ \y>6  zawdji^  The  bending  of  a  river. 

A  W!».\.o2:a;?'^a^,  The  mouth  of  a  river.  Many, 
numerous(sheep).  Full(bucket),inclining,leaning. 

A  ̂s-Ua  zdhat,  Sight,  vision.    The  eye. 

A  uiU-l^  zdhik.  Smiling,  laughing.  A  ridi- 
culer,  laugher,  derider.  Flashing  (cloud).  A  bright 

white  stone  conspicuous  on  a  mountain. 

A  zdhihat,  (pi.  tiis>-^_j>o  zawdhik)  The 
fore-teeth  (as  being  conspicuous  when  laughing). 

Any  one  of  the  teeth  between  canine  and  grinders. 

A  (_J^^  zdlii,  Exterior,  jutting  out.  Exposed to  the  sun,  sunny. 

A  'iis^K^zdhiyat,  (pi.  ̂ '^yo  zarodhi)Axi  outer 
part(asthe  shoulder-blade).  An  open,exposed  tract 

of  country.    (A  flock)  drinking  in  the  forenoon. 
A  iop-\.o  zdhiyatan.  Openly,  publicly. 

A  as-Uo  zuhhat,  (or  's^\to)  A  misfortune. 

A  liuo  zasd,  (v.  n.  of  liVo)  Setting  upon,  quar- 

relling with.  Vulva. 
A  liUo  zdd,  The  letter  The  puet,  hoopoo. 

A^J6KtOzddl,(^\.'i\^zuddl)Ar\gvY.  (pl.^ii^^ 
zarvddV)  An  irritating,  exasperating  expression. 

A  JJlo  zdrr,  Noxious,  detrimental,  hurtful. 
At-^Lo2;ar/&,  A  beater,  striker,  bruiser,  stamper. 

A  coiner.  A  goer,  traveller.  Verging,  lying  to- 

wards. A  long,  rough  strip  of  land  in  a  level  coun- 
try. A  wide  part  of  a  valley,  (pi.  i^J\y6  zamd- 

rib)  A  swimmer.  A  she-camel  whisking  her  tail 

andtravellingon.  (Ashe-camel)  striking  the  milker 

and  running  away.  A  valley  planted  with  trees.  A 

night  overspread  with  darkness  towards  some  parts 
of  the  horizon,  but  clear  in  others.  A  bird  seeking 

his  food.  One  who  presides,  shakes,  and  throws 

the  arrows  at  games  of  chance.  (Those  arrows  were 
eleven  in  number,  without  points  or  feathers,  the 

first  having  one  notch,  the  second  two,  and  so  pro- 
gressively to  seven,  the  last  four  being  blanks  They 

were  much  in  use  among  the  Pagan  Arabs,but  were 

prohibited  by  Muhammad)  (Ezek.  xxi.  21). 

A  S^lo  zdribat,  A  she-camel  whisking  her  tail 
and  travelling  onwards. 

zari^  Small,  weak.  Humble,  suppliant. 

A zdrur,  (or  SjjjLo  zdrurat)  Need,  ne- 
cessity, straits.  Narrow,  strait. 

A  Aj^J^  zdrurdf.  Necessity,  need.  Dearth, 
scarcity.  Defect,  diminution.  Harm,  loss.  Bad 

plight,  evil  case.    Adversity,  affliction. 

A  (^j^  zdri,  (A  dog)  trained  to  hunting.  (A 
wound)  which  bleeds  profusely.  A  bottle,  in  which 

milk  being  kept  retains  a  good  flavour. 

AjLo  zasz  or  zaMZy  (v.  n.  ofjlo)  Acting  un- 

justly, defrauding. 
A  \>o\>a  zafzas,  Noise  of  men,  especially  in  battle. 

A  aU^La  zaszasat,  A  crying,  shouting  in  battle. 

aI$\\jO  zasza'  ov  zaMza',  Defective  (portion). 
A  laUo  zas-at,  (v.  n.  of  ia^o)  Moving  the  head 

and  shoulders  in  walking. 

A  L-iff-lo  zd^fa,  (In  prayer)  May  he  double! 

as,  ̂ \  zd^fa''lldh  ihtiddrahu,M.a.j 
God  double  (or  increase)  his  power! 

A  zd^l,  A  robust  male  camel. 

A  zdyhib,  (or  \,^^\t6  zdghis')  One  who hides  himself  to  frighten  boys  by  imitating  the  cries 

of  wild  beasts. 

A  ks-lrfO  zdghit,  A  guard,  observer.  Appointed, 
set  over :  a  collector  of  revenue.  A  lizard.  An  opening 

under  the  arm-pit  of  a  camel. 

A  (jS'Uo  zdghin,  Stubborn  (horse),  that  refuse  s 
to  run  without  the  whip. 

A  laiLo  zdjit,  One  who  makes  a  distant  journey. 

One  who  carries  merchandize  for  sale  from  city  to 

city.    A  burden-bearing  camel. 
A  aliil<o  zdfitat,  A  burden-bearing  camel.  A 

low,  base  fellow.    The  scum  of  the  people. 



A         zaft,  Long  (garment),  {j^])^ 

/rrra.fS,(Araan)witlia  longandthick  headofhair. 

A  jlc  zasl,  A  rendering  contemptible,despising. 

A  Jlo  ga/,  The  wHd  lote-tree. 

A  0^  zall,  (pi.  za?i;aZO  Straying.  A 

v.anderer.  Forgetful.  A  prevaricator. 

A  jJlo  2a^5Za<,  (v.  n.  of  Sy°)  Being  small,  at- 

tenuated (the  body).    Being  weak  (the  mind). 

A        zalat,  Arrows  and  other  arms. 

A        zRllat,  Wandering,  lost,  stray  (animal). 

A  ̂ Uo  zRli^,  Erring  from  the  right  way.  Lame, 
but  not  so  by  nature. 

A  j^L3^a»im,0ne  whocontracts,draws  together. 

Aj*U5  zamir,  (pl.j*«5  zummar)  Slender,  lank 

(camel).    (A  yard)  flexible  after  emission. 

A  J^Ufl  zamiz,  Silent.  One  who  hangs  back. 

One  who  dishonours,  disparages,  or  disgraces. 

A  zamil,  Dry. 

A^^lo2;amm,Asurety,sponsor,security,bonds- 

man,bail.  (pi.  t^^yo  zaryamw)  A  pregnant  camel. 

j^\s-  hazir-zdmin,  Security  for  personal  ap- 

pearance, personal  bail.  (^'^■^  iJ^  mal-zdmin, 
Monied  security,  security  for  payment  of  a  debt. 

A  &AoU<5  zaminat,  (Palm-trees)  comprised  within 
the  limits  of  a  town  or  a  village, 

p  zdmin-dar,  A  surety. 

A  (^Co  zdmini,  Bail.  P  ̂ jiib  zamini 
dddan,  To  give  bail. 

A  'ii^[jo  zdmtniyat,  Caution,  surety,  bail. 
A         zam,  (v.  n.  of  Separating  sheep 

(from  goats),    (pi.  azsdn,  (^t^  zaUn,  and 

(jj^l  azsun)  A  sheep.  A  wether.  Zasn  or  zasa7i, 

(pi.  of  zd4n)  Sheep.  Wethers. 

Ajoli  2:a^«ai  (or  iolo  zMtat)  A  earners  nose- 
rine:  when  made  of  a  sinew. 

A  ^aftzj:.  Fruitful,  prolific  (woman). 

A  (^^Ui  z'a?*!^.  Of  or  belonging  to  a  wether. 

A  "iiiLi  zdnisat,  Prolific  (woman).  Opulence. 

A  (^^jUjzaroljA  nocturnal  traveller.  The  morn- 
ino'-star.  Lean  and  weak. 

A  L?j^  sdw'ii/,  Slender-bodied,  puny. 

A  'i-lj\jO  zdwiyat,  Slender-bodied  (girl). 
A Jt>\^  zdhir,  The  top  of  a  mountain.  A  valley. 
A  zdhis,  One  who  bites  with  his  front 

teeth.  Cu,^  !i\  jla«»    j  U*fcU>     <i5J\  d-»*i»^  ̂   /a 

at^mahulldh  illd  zdhisan  wa  Idsahdhuilldlidri- 

san,  May  God  give  him  to  eat  only  as  much  ve- 
getable as  he  can  nibble  with  his  front  teeth,  and 

give  him  to  drink  water  with  no  milk  in  it  I 

A  '^iaUj  zdliilat,  Small  in  water  (a  well). 
A         zasy,  (v.  n.  of  j^lo)  Becoming  slender. 

A  zdsis,  (An  herb)  beginning  to  wither. 

A         zdA^  (pi.         ziydQ  Wandering,  lost, 
perished.  Vain,  useless,  fruitless,  abortive.  Addle 

(egg).    Empty,  hungry  guts.    Loss,  damage. 
A  zdsik,  Narrow,  strait. 

A  zdnk,  Straddling  (she-camel). 
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A  ̂[j6  zdsbn,  Oppressing,  oppressive. 
A  j^Vao  zdsin,  (pi.  (jl^  zam,  zasan,  and  tJ;vXo 

zann)  Wool-bearing  cattle,  sheep.  A  wether.  Lan- 
guid, relaxed  about  the  belly.    Well-shaped.  A 

little  eater.  Extensive  and  white  (sand-hillocks). 

A  zdsinat,  (pi.  i^^y^  zawddri)  A  ewe. 
A  CL**o  zahh,  (v.  n.  of  iJl»o)  Cleaving  unto  the 

ground.  Flowing,  distilling,  dropping  (as  blood 

from  the  gums,  saliva  from  the  mouth,  or  water). 

Anxiously  desiring,  having  the  mouth  watering. 

Hating,  bearing  a  concealed  grudge.  Having  a 

pain,  in  breast,  leg,  or  foot  (a  camel).  Being  silent, 

but  making  observation,  and  laying  up  for  future 

remembrance.  Milking  (a  camel)  with  the  whole 

hand,  or  with  the  thumb  and  fingers.  A  disease 

in  the  lip  causing  the  blood  to  flow.  A  disease  in 

the  elbow  of  a  camel :  also  a  swelling  in  the  bris- 
ket or  hoof.  Bold,  shameless.  Strong,  hardy.  A 

flower  of  the  palm-tree  before  it  opens,  (pi. 

azuhh,  l-jIjwo  zibdb,  zuhhan,  and  Xaas/o  ma- 
zabbat)  A  lizard  of  the  Arabian  or  Lybian  species, 

large-bodied,  with  a  pointed  tail,  and  much  sought 
after  for  the  delicious  flavour  of  the  flesh.  (^Jf^ 

ahyar  min  zabbin,  More  bewildered  than  a 

lizard  (in  regaining  his  hole).  tIl*/0  hhahhun 

zabbun,  Cunning  and  shrewd.  Zabb  or  zibb,  An- 

ger, hatred. 
A  bu3  zabs,{y.  n.  of  lf»a)Cleaving  to  the  ground. 

Throwing  down  (on  the  earth).  Joining,  causing 

to  stick.  Lying  hid,  lying  in  ambush.  Flying, 

taking  refuge.  Coming  by  surprise,  arriving  sud- 
denly. Being  high,lookingdownfroman  eminence. 

Blushing,  being  ashamed. 

A  zabbdf,  (fem.  of  CL*ja\  azabb)  (A  she- 
camel)  having  swellings  on  the  breast  and  feet. 

A  u^Ia^  zabdb,  Mist,  fog.     Zabdb  or  zibdb, 

Bold,  shameless.  Strong,  hardy.  Zibdb,  An  iron 

bar  or  nail  in  a  door.  (pi. of  i-l*/02:a&Z*)Lybian  lizards. 

A  'sj\x>a  zabdbdt,  (pi.  i— -^^f^  zabdb)  Mist,  fog. 
A  u^lfo  zabds,  A  lion.  Zubds,  The  soft  parts 

under  the  claws  of  a  lion. 

A  l^IjL^  zabbds,  (or  zubdsim)  A  lion. 
A  iL3ljwo  zubdsiyat,  A  large,  fleshy  arm. 

A  ̂ Ijoa  zubdh,  (v.  n.  of        )Breathing  hard 
(a  horse  in  running).  Litigating,  quarrelling  with. 

Changing  the  colour  of  a  thing  without  burning  it 

(fire  or  sun).  Barking  of  a  fox.  Hoot  of  an  owl. 

A J\iao  zibdr  or  zubdr.  Books. 
AjKLo  zabbdr,  Name  of  a  dog.  Zubbdr,  A  tree 

resembling  the  oak. 

A  Hjlfo  zaim-ai.  Compactness, strength.  Zibd- 
rat  or  zubdrat,  A  little  faggot,  bundle,  packet  (of 

sticks  or  papers),  (pi.  y Ifo  zabddr)  A  crowd, 
company. 

Ajjlf^  zubdriz.  Strengthened,  firmly  bound. 
Compact,  square-built  (man). 

k^Xiu^  zabdrik,  (pl.of  zib7-dh)Strong, 

large-bodied.  Zubdrilt,  A  lion.  Large,  corpulent, 

strong-bodied.  One  whohas  anumerous household. 

A  p^-i~*o  zubdrim,  (and  X/o^lxo  zubdrimat)  A 
strong  lion.  Bold,  intrepid  (against  foes). 

A  t_juoljLo  zubdzib,  Plump  and  short-bodied. 

Strong,  hardy.  Smart,  active.  Obscene,  bold, 
shameless.  Scurrilous. 

A  elslfo  zabdtat,  (v.  n.  of  lafo)  Binding  tight, 

seizing,  grasping,  holding,  keeping  fast. 

A  zibd^  Many  stars  lying  below  the  Great 
Bear.  (pi.  of  ̂ f/a  and  2;a6M^)  Hyenas,  (pi. 

of         zabi^t)  Libidinous  (she-camels). 

A  Aff-liwa  zubd^t.  Name  of  a  woman. 

A  ̂\x>o  zabd^',  (pi.  of  iUjwo  zabi^t)  Libi- 
dinous (she-camels  or  women). 

A  i^S'ixfO  zabd^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ jUa^)  Male  hyenas. 

A  \aS\x^  zabdghit,  (pi.  of  ̂^^akx^o  zabaghta') 
Bugbears  for  children. 

A  ̂ ^^o  zubbdn,  (pi.  of  ̂.^1*^)  Lybian  lizards. 

\ji^^K>6  zabdsir,{^\.oi'iJ^Xjo  zabdrat ov zibdrat) 
Crowds,  companies. 

A  i_-*Jw^  zabab,  (v.  n.  of  u-.*/o)  Abounding  in 

Lybian  lizards  (a  country).  A  tumour  on  a  camel's 
foot.  Zabib,  A  place  aboimding  in  Lybian  lizards. 

A  Xaxs  zabbat.  The  skin  of  the  Lybian  lizard 

rendered  into  butter,  (pi.  zabb  and  jIjuo 

zibdb)  Thefemale  Lybian  lizard.  A  broadstrength- 

ening  bar  of  iron  on  a  d  oor.  Bl  ossom  of  the  palm-tree. 
A  (.^»ol»o  zabs,  (v.  n.  of  i^x*^)  Striking.  Feeling 

whether  or  not  (an  animal)  is  fat.  Taking,  seizing, 

grasping,  griping.  Zabis,  A  lion. 
A  ftjkxo  zabsat,  A  brand  set  upon  (a  camel). 

A  j.rif^  zabsayn,  A  lion. 
A       zabj,  A  throwing  one's  self  on  the  ground. 

A  ̂ 6  zabh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Breathing  hard  (a 
horse  in  running).  Yelping,  barking  (a  fox).  Liti- 

gating, quarrelling.  Changing  the  colour  of  any 
thing  without  burning  it  (fire  or  sun).  The  place 

in  Arafat  from  whence  the  foremost  pilgrims  rush. 

Zibh,  A  slight  scorching,  Zibh  or  zabh,  Ashes. 

A  ̂\^t^  zabhds,  A  bow  affected  by  the  fire. 
A  a^*^  zabliat,  A  noise  in  the  nigrht. 

A  liJwo  zabd,  A  mixing  of  ripe  with  unripe  dates. 

Zabad,  Anger,  suppressed  wrath. 

Aj^  zabr,  (v.  n.  ofj<xj)  Leaping  with  joined 
feet  (a  horse  or  a  man  in  fetters).  Laying  (stones, 

books,  or  papers)  in  order,  one  upon  another.  A 

walnut-tree.  The  nutmeg.  A  wild  pomegranate. 

A  multitude  rushing  upon  the  enemy's  ranks,  (pi. 
zubur)  A  hide  stuffed  with  straw  and  wood, 

under  cover  whereof  armed  men  approach  a  for- 

tress.   ZtJr,  The  arm-pit.    Za&«V,  A  walnut-tree. 

A  Jxo  zibirr.  Capering  (horse).    A  lion. 
A  tdJlj*-o  zibrdh,  (pi.  zabdrik)  Strong, 

large-bodied  (man  or  camel). 
A  iJ^J^  zabardn,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Leaping  with 

joined  feet  (a  horse  or  fettered  man). 



A  zihrik,  Large-thighed  (woman). 

k'j^jo  zahz,  (v.  n.  of  'J^)  Looking  askance. 
Zabiz,  (A  wolf)  which  looks  fiercely  askance. 

A  ̂ j-fo  mbs,  (v.  n.  of  (j-J^)  Pressing  hard 

upon,  harassing,  or  dunning  (a  debtor),  {j^^ 
zibsu  sharrin,  A  malicious  man.  Zabas,  (v.  n.  of 

^j«Jwo)  Being  bad,  naught.  Being  ill-disposed  (the 

mind).  Zabis,  Bad-dispositioned  (man).  Diffi- 

cult.  A  desperately  cunning  and  deceitful  fellow. 

A.  (  ̂ Aftju^  zibzib,  Fat.  Bold,  brassy,  scurrilous. 

A  V*!-^  zaht,  (v.  n.of  laJ^)  Keeping  in  subjec- 

tion or  obedience.  Holding  fast,  preserving,  guard- 

ing, defending.  Managing,  keeping.  Tying  tight, 

grasping  firmly.  Spelling,  writing  (a  word).  Be- 

ing rained  upon.  Government,  direction,  admini- 
stration, discipline,  management,  regulation,  check, 

controul.  Confiscation,  sequestration,  attachment. 

P  j^iij^laJ^  zabt  kardan,  To  take  possession,  rule 
over,  watch,  guard,  preserve,  moderate,  keep  in  the 

line  of  duty.  To  seize,  restrain,  sequestrate,  confis- 

cate, forfeit.  (^^^^  zabt  namudan,  To  write, 

spell,  or  give  the  orthography.  A  k^j  j  lafo  zaht 

ti  rabt,  Adjustment,  settlement.  la^^sJ^  ̂ ^St'\ahlu'z 
zabt,  Agents.  Zabat,  Ambidextrousness. 

A  ̂Hafvi  zabtas,  Ambidextrous  (M^oman). 
T  zabf-begi,OYerseero{ confiscations. 

A  Hkj;^  zabtat,  Name  of  a  game. 

Ajlax^  zibair,  A  powerful  lion.  Strong,  firm. 
Thick-set,  compact  in  body. 
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-ahti,  A  confiscator.  Confiscated. 

A  zab^(v.  n.  of  Stretching  out  the 

arms  in  prayer;  also  when  striking  with  a  sword. 

Throwing  out  rapidly  the  fore-feet,  going  quick  (a 
horse).  Dividing,  sharing,  parcelling  out.  Making 

a  portion  of  a  road  to  or  for  any  one.  Tyrannizing 

over,  injuring,  oppressing.  Inclining  to  peace.  Go- 

ing fast,  and  shaking  his  sides  (a  camel).  Breathing 
hard,  making  the  noise  of  his  breath  heard,  roaring 

(a  horse),  (pi.  ̂ f^^  azba^  An  arm,  especially 

the  fleshy  part ;  the  arm-pit.  A  hillock  of  an  ob- 

long shape  and  a  dark  colour.  A  swift  pace.  A 

hyena.  l_«J>5  UfAO  zab^n  lab^in,  In  vain.  Zab^ 

zib^  or  zub^  A  tract  of  country,  a  coast.  Protec- 

tion. Zub^and  zubu^  (pi.  of  zab^and  zabu^ 

Hyenas.  Zaha^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^)  Being  libidinous 

(a  female).  Zabu^  (pi.  azbu^,  zibn^, 

zubu^zvb^,and  i^Xjojc  viazla^i.)  A  female 

hyena.  A  barren  yenr.  Hunofi'. 

A  ̂J^''X/0  zib^n,  (pi.  (j^S-U^o  zuba^n)  (Male) 
hyena.  Zaba^in,  (v.  n.  of         Throwing  out  the 
fore-feet  when  running  rapidly  (a  horse  or  camel). 

A&iljo->o«&^a?2«^,(pl.Ol3lstf*i)Afemalehyena. 

A  zab^t,  A  female  hyena.  Zaba^f,  Lust 

(in  a  she-camel).  Zabi^H,  {pi.  ziba^and 

JjpUxs  2-ai)a^a')  Libidinous  (woman  or  she-camel). 

^  ̂ ^xXjo  zaba^a',  A  fool.  A  word  used  to 
frighten  children. 

f^y^xjM  zahaghtarani,  A  pair  of  hyenas. 

A  Ijjinkxjo  zaharjlitara',  Tall  (man).  Strong, 
hardy.  Foolish.  A  bugbear  for  children.  A  scare- 

crow, a  dudman.  Any  thing  carried  on  the  head 

and  steadied  by  the  hand.  A  hyena;  or  the  female. 

A  j^laAjw^  zabaghta,  A  bugbear  for  children. 

A  ;J^^  zabn,  (v.  n.  of  ij^*^)  Preventing,  with- 
holding, detaining,  keeping  back.  Zabiiov  zabin, 

Clear,  transparent  water,  free  from  sediment.  Zibn, 

That  part  of  the  body  between  the  arm-pits  and 
short-ribs.  An  excavation  which  one  despairs  of 

making.  Zaban^  Detriment.  Za&iw,  Anarrow  place. 

A  'i'xy>ozabnat,zibnat,zubnat,orzabinat,Domes- 
tics ;  those  whom  a  person  maintains.  Indigent 
and  dependent  on  friends. 

A  Ia-Xmo  zabannat,  Sti'ong  and  powerful. 

A  JJaij^  zabanta',  Strong,  robust. 
A  ̂ Jwo  zahw,  (v.  n.  of  \x>i  for ̂ x>o)  Altei'ing  the 

colour  of  any  thing :  roasting(fire).  Taking  refuge. 

A  ̂ ^xJ)  zubus,  (v.  n.  of  Ifxs)  Cleaving  to  the 
ground.  Causing  to  cleave  (to  the  earth).  Lying 

hid.  Taking  refuge  (with  any  one).  Coming  upon 

one  suddenly.  Beinghigh  and  overlooking.  Blush- 

ing, being  ashamed. 
A  L_->^Jw«  zahub,  A  little  beast  that  voids  urine 

whilst  running.  (A  ewe)  nari'ow  in  theteat.  Zubub, 

(v.  n.  of  i!L*^)  Adhering  to  the  ground.  Distil- 
ling, dropping  (as  blood  fiom  the  gums). 

A  'jLi^i^  zabus,  A  camel,  concerning  which 
doubts  are  entertained  if  she  be  fat  or  not ;  whose 

fat  can  be  ascertained  only  by  feeling.  A  lion. 

A  j^fo  zabur,  A  lion.  Zubur,  (pi.  ofjyfO  zahr) 
Hides  stuffed  with  straw  and  wood,  under  cover 
of  which  armed  men  invest  a  citadel. 

A  yA/i  zubu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ f^)  Throwing  out 
the  fore-feet  in  I'unning  (a  hoi'se  or  camel). 

A  ̂ ^y>o  ziibuh,  Fui'rows  in  the  ground  made 
by  the  wind.  Herbage  sprouting.  Signs  of  rain. 

A  "^J*o  zubiy  (v.  n.  of  \y>o  for  jxo)  Altering  the 
colour  of  any  thing,  roasting  (fii'e).  Taking  re- 

fuge with  (any  one). 

A  i^xi.^  zablb,  (v.  n.  of  (-1*^)  Flowing,  tric- 

kling (water).  Running  (blood  from  the  gums). 

Swelling  (the  gum).  Anxiously  desiring.  The 
edge  of  a  sword,  (for  <>^>A  dahib)  Whatever 
crerps  on  the  earth. 

A  'i^yx^  zabibai,  Buiter.  A  kind  of  syrupgiven 
to  a  child  in  a  fever. 

Ajooo  zabir,  Strong,  firm.   Hardy.  Penis. 

A  zubayrat,  Name  of  a  woman. 

Ay^jo  zabiz,  (A  wolf)  looking  fiercely  askance. 
Fierce  and  sly  (wolf). 

A  i^l^i^  mbis,  Of  a  bad  disposition.  Foolish, 
silly,  weak  in  mind  or  body.  A  coward.  Heavy, 

stupid.  Difficult.  Stubborn  and  refractory  (horse). 

i^xK>6  zabisu  sharrin,  A  wicked  man. 
A  zabaytar,  A  powerful  lion. 

A         zabis,  Cleaving  to  earth  ;  (hence)  man. 

A         zat^  Name  of  an  animalcule  or  bird. 
A  t_-o^lo  zutayrib,  A  little  agitation. 

A  ̂   ̂ajj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Crying  out  (as  any  one helpless  or  overcome).  Submitting. 

P  ^ojaj,  Every  tree  which  yields  a  scent. 

Zyaj,  A  kindof  whitegum,used  in  washing  clothes. 

A  ('V.  n.  of  ̂ )  Forcing  one  un- 
justly to  work.  Mischief,  accompanied  with  tumult 

and  noise.  Ivory.  A  sort  of  pearl  or  bead.  Vio- 

lence. Zijaj,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Exciting  a  disturbance. 
A  kind  of  esculent  gurnT  Any  sort  of  tree  whose 
fruit  is  poisonous  to  bird  or  beast. 

A  zaja^m,  (or  zajd^mat)  De- scendants^of  zuj^im  or  zaj^m. 

A  ks^^  -ujjat,  Noise,  clamour  of  a  mob. 

A  ij 

Q)  Filling  (a 
zajliarui,  (v.  n.  of^s"^ leathern  bottle). 

A^s^  zajr,  Narrow  (place).  Znjar,  (v.  n.  of 

j^)  Being  oppressed  in  mind,  and  impatient  of 
anything  painful  or  irksome.  Braying  much  whilst 
being  milked  (a  camel).  Sorrow,  anguish,  grief, 
vexation,  distraction.  .Za/fr, Afflicted, melancholy, 

weary,  out  of  spirits.  Restless,  noisy  (camel).  Nar- 
row (place). 

A  zujrat,  Sorrow, anguish,  grief,  vexation, 

weariness^  of  spirit.    Name  of  a  bird. 

A  ̂f^zaj^{y.-a.  of  ̂ ^)  Reclining, especially 
on  the  side  (on  a  bed  or  the  ground).  Inclining  to 

set  (a  star).  A  sort  of  vegetable.  Any  thing  used 

(as  potash)  in  washing  clothes.  A  plant  resembling 
a  cucumber,  only  larger,  and  having  quadrangular 

leaves,  ̂ jj^  Inclination,  leaning,  bias. 

A  ̂1*5^^  zaj^s,  Many,  numerous  (sheep). 

A  '&x^  zaj^t,  One  sleep  or  recumbency  on  the 
side.  Weakness  of  mind.  Z/y'^af,  Sluggishness,  in- 

dolence. A  mode  of  lying  down  on  one  side.  A 

rug  or  any  thing  similar  to  lie  down  upon.  Zvj- 

^ai,  Disease,  Weakness  of  mind.  One  who  is  com- 
manded to  lie  down  much.  Zuj^t  or  zuja^t,  One 

who  reclines  or  sleeps  much,  sluggish.  Sedentary. 

Zaja^t,  A  lying  or  sleeping  on  one  side. 

A  ziij^tm  or  zaj^m,  Name  of  the  father 
of  a  ti'ibe,  some  of  which  reigned  in  Svria. 

A  ilt*^  ~'j>  (oi'  ̂^^j^y,'^^^  ~ij  or  zuj^yat) One  who  reclines  or  sleeps  much,  sluggish. 

A         zajam,  (v.  n.  of  Being  oblique, 
distorted  in  any  member,  as  in  the  mouth,  jaw, 

chin,  or  neck :  also  in  walking.  An  obliquity  or 

slant  (in  a  well  or  wound). 

A  ̂t,:^  zujinnt,  A  certain  stinking  insect. 

A  Braying  whilst  milking  or  car- 

rying a  load  (a  she-camel). 

Aj  _j^2a;Mr,Melancholy,glum,peevish,fretful. 
Braying  (camel)  whilst  milking. 

A  zaju^  Weak  in  mind.  A  woman  dis- 
obedient to  her  husband.  A  capacious  bucket.  A 



large  bottle  or  urn,  which  causes  the  person  carry- 
ing it  to  lean  on  one  side.  A  wide  well.  A  camel 

pasturing  in  a  corner  or  on  one  side.  A  cloud  full 

of  rain,  and  moving  slowly.  Zujv^  (v.  n.  of 
Reclining,  especially  on  the  side(oii  bed  or  ground). 

A  -cy'y'j  °^^)  Crying  out  (as  one helpless  or  overcome).  Clamour,  noise, tumult.  Fear. 

A  ̂ if^  zaji^  A  bed-fellow.  Hunger. 

A  ̂   zihh,  The  sun.  The  light  of  the  sun.  Any 
thing  exposed  to  the  sun,  or  that  the  sun  shines 

upon.    A  large  plain. 

A  Asf^  zahas,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Going  forth  into 
the  sun,  apricating.  Dinner  or  lunch.  Zihds,  (v. 

n.  3  of  Is:*'  for  _js."*^)  Coming  to  one  in  the  fore- 
noon, paying  a  forenoon  visit.  Zuhas,  That  part 

of  the  day  about  half-way  between  sunrise  and  mid- 

day. Luncheon.  (pl.of  '!i_j^^2;a^wa<)  Forenoons. 
CysS'  ̂ du'z  zuhas,  Name  of  a  festival  cele- 

brated on  the  tenth  of  Zi'l  hijja,  when  an  animal  is 
sacrificed  in  commemoration  of  Abraham's  sacrifice 
of  his  son  Ismael,  according  to  the  Muhammadans. 

A  aAli>  W*'  zaha'  zilluhu,  He  died. 
p  tdll^  zahhak,  Name  of  a  king  of  the  Pesh- 

dadian  dynasty,  proverbial  for  his  cruelty. 

A  ciJVs^  zahhak,  A  great  laugher.  A  ridiculer, 
mocker.    A  wide  road.    Middle  of  a  road. 

A  zikal,  (pi.  of  (Js^^)  Shallow  waters. 

A  zahaija',  (pi.  of  "i.As;:*'')  Sacrifices. 

h'i^  zihat  or  zahat,(y.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  clear, evident,  manifest. 

A  ̂ Uii^  zahzah,  (or  zahzah)  Little, 
shallow  (water).    Much  (water). 

zahzahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Undu- 

lating (the  shining  vapour  sarab).  Flow- 
ing (water).  Being  manifest,  apparent(any  thing). 

Zahzahat,  (^s^  zahzah  or  zuhzuh)  The  motion 
of  the  vapour  l-.5^a»»  sarab. 

A  Cils^  zahh.  Fresh  butter.  White  honey. 
White  fore-teeth.  Snow.  Froth  of  milk.  Admii-a- 

tion.  Flowers  of  the  palm-trees  bursting  from  the 
envelope.  Blossom  of  a  tree.  Middle  of  the  road. 

Zahh,  zihk,zihik,  or zahih,  (v.n.  of  C^:^*'')  Laugh- 
ing. Being  pleased,  satisfied, contented.  Grinning, 

chattering  (like  an  ape).  Being  menstruous  (a 

hare).  Flashing,  shining  (a  cloud).  Zuhh,  (pi. 

of  (-i3^s^^  zahuk)  Extremely  prone  to  laugh.  Za- 
hak,  (v.  n.  of  udl^)  Being  menstruous  (a  hare). 

Wondering  ;being  astonished  and  frightened.Flash- 

ing  (a  cloud).    Grinning,  laughing  (an  ape). 

zahhaf,  One  laugh.  Zuhkat,  A  laugh- 

ing-stock, object  for  ridicule  or  laughter.  Zuha- 

kat,  (or 's^-^^  zuhukkat)  A  satirist,  mocker.  A 
very  great  or  immoderate  laugher. 

A  zahl,  (v.  n.  of  (Js^^)  Being  little  and 
shallow  (water).  Containing  little  water  (a  pond), 

'pi.  Jls^^^  azhal,  zuhTd,  and  zihal) 
Little  or  shallow  water.  ̂ Jjs**^^       atanu'z  zahl, 
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A  stone  in  the  water,  the  upper  part  appearing  above. 

A_j^  zahw,(y.  n.  of  Is:^  for _js:*')Being  open, 
clear,  conspicuous  (a  road).  Pasturing  in  the  heat 

of  the  day.  Performing  the  forenoon-prayer.  Be- 
ing affected  or  scorched  by  the  sun.  That  part  of 

the  day  about  half-way  between  sunrise  and  mid- 
day. Luncheon.  Zahrv,  (or  zuhuiv)  (v.  n.  of 

Is^  for^s:^)  Exposing  one's  self  to  the  sun. 
A  zahwat.  Forenoon.    Lunch,  dinner. 

A  cfJ^sf  zahuk,  (pi.  zuhh)  Exti-emely 
prone  to  laugh.  A  wide,  open,  clear  road. 

A  l)^*^  zuhul,  (pi.  of  (J^^)  Shallow  waters. 

A  zahy,  (v.  n.  of  j_^^)  Sweating.  Zuha'', The  half-way  hour  between  sunrise  and  mid-day ; 

luncheon-time.  The  sun.  Clearness  of  meaning. 
The  forenoon-prayer. 

A  '^^0^  zuhayy,  (dim.  of  zahw)  A  small part  of  the  hour  called  zahw.  Zuhiy,  (v.  n.  of 

\^  for  Exposing  one's  self  to  the  sun,  apri- 
cating.  Being  scorched  by  the  sun. 

A  Us;"^  zuhayya',  A  small  portion  of  the  mid- 
way hour  between  sunrise  and  noon. 

A  ̂'^^i^  zahy  as,  A  woman  free  from  hair  on  her 

body.  (fem.  of  ̂^^^^  azha')  (A  mare)  white  or 
grey.  Clear  and  serene  (night). 

A  i^sT*^  zahyut.  Clear,  serene  (sky). 

A  ̂^Ls:*^  zahyan,  (fem.  ft.>Lso^  zahyanai)  One 
who  basks  in  the  sun.  Exposed  to  the  sun.  Bright 

(day  or  lamp).  One  who  eats  at  mid-day. 

A  •!>JiSr'  zahiyat.  That  part  of  the  day  half-way 

between  sunrise  and  mid-day.  (pi.  blsf®  zahaya') 
A  sheep  for  sacrifice. 

A^  zakhkh,Tears.  The  shooting  of  water  from 
a  fountain.   The  squirting  of  urine. 

Aiol^:^  2^0 /i/Ji'Aa^/af,Noisy,ill-tempered  woman. 

A  'i^\^zakhamai,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  great, 
thick,  and  bulky.  Bulk,  thickness.  Corpulence. 

zakhz,  A  tearing  out  (of  an  eye). 

A  ̂ s^zakhm,  (v.  n.  of  je^)Being  great,  thick, 
and  bulky.  Broad,  clear,  open  (way).  Heavy  (wa- 

ter). Zakhm,  (zakham,  ̂ ^s^  zuhhani)  (pl.|»l^^ 
zikham)  (fem.  'i^kf^  zakhamat)  (pi.  Ol*^  za- 
hliaviat)  Thick,  large,  bulky,  fleshy,  lusty,  stout. 

Zihkam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  thick  and  bulky. 
A  'i"^,^  zihhamviat,  (fem.)  Broad,  wide.  Soft 

and  delicate. 

A  joJ;^*^  zakhtm.  Large,  tall,  corpulent. 
A  3-^  zadd,  (v.  n.  of  3-o)  Filling  (a  bottle). 

Getting  the  better,  gaining  a  cause  (at  law).  Pro- 

hibiting, averting,  with  kindness.  Zidd,  (pi.  i:>\s^\ 

azdad)  The  contrary,  opposite  (as  virtue  to  vice). 
An  enemy,  a  rival.  Enemies,  rivals.  Resembling, 

alike.  An  assistant  (as  being  the  opposite  to  a  foe). 

A  company.  Malice,  spleen.  ̂ ^Ws^  ̂   ̂^^iLaM 

'az'ziddani  la  yajtami^ni,  Opposites  never  meet. 
A        zadas,  A  being  angry,  enraged. 

A  zadn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J'X>c>)  Rendering  easy. 

9s  ' 

Amending,  correcting,  restoring. 

A  i^S*o  zada',  A  being  angry. 

A  'iSs^  ziddtyat.  Contrariety,  opposition. 
A  i^„'\>o  zadid.  Contrary,  opposite.  Like. 

A  j*o  zarra,  (fut.  j-aJ.  yazurrii)  He  injured. 

AjjO  zarr,  (v.n.ofj^)  Injuring,hurting,  harm- 
ing. Marrying  a  second  wife,  the  first  being  still 

living.  Loss,  damage.  Zirr  or  zurr,  Matrimony, 

especially  (in  the  idea  of  polygamy)  marrying  a 

second  wife,  the  first  being  alive.  zirru 
azrdrin.  Extremely  shrewd.  Zurr,  Injury,  loss, 

damage.  A  bad  condition  or  habit  of  body,  leanness. 

A  ̂ j>o  zars,  (v.  n.  of  \yo)  Hiding  one's  self. 
A  Aj^  zaras,  (v.  n.  of  tjtj^)  Being  trained  to 

hunt  (a  dog).  Attempting  to  hide  one's  self.  Level 
ground  with  a  few  trees,  whither  wild  beasts  i-epair. 
Trees  in  a  valley  thick  and  entangled.  ^^J^ 

yamshVz  zaras,  He  walks  (stealthily)  among  thick 

trees,  (metaphorically)  He  deceives  his  friend.  Zi- 

ras,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^)  Being  trained  to  hunt  (a  dog), 

(pi.  of  jjjo  zinv)  Hunting  dogs. 

A  AJjO  zarrds,  (pi.  zarrdwdi)  Adver- 
sity, misfortune,  affliction  (opposed  to  AJ^  sarrdf). 

Loss,  waste,  murrain,  amongst  cattle  or  men. 
A  zirab,  (v.  n.  of  i— -^/^)  Covering  (as  a 

he-camel).  Whisking  her  tail  and  travelling  on  (a 

she-camel),  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Fighting,  striking 
with  a  sword,  fencing.  Being  distracted  among 

themselves.  Conquering,  getting  the  better  in  strik- 

ing. Carrying  on  trade  for  another  on  certain  con- 
ditions of  gain. 

A  ̂^\j*o  zarrab,  A  striker.  A  coiner  of  money, 

A  'i^>\yO  zardbat,  (v.  n.  of  l-.>^)  Excelling  in 
striking  a  blow  (the  hand). 

p  sj^\jjo  zarrdb-khdna,  A  mint  for  coining. 

A  'ix>\y6  zurdbiyat.  Name  of  a  town  in  Egypt. 
A         zardt.  The  being  greedy  or  addicted. 

A  zarrdt,  (pi.  of  'ij^  zarra€)  Women 
who  have  a  husband  in  common,  rival  wives. 

A  ,^^yO  zardhi,  (imper.)  Remove  to  a  distance. 
Zirdh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Kicking  (asa horse).  A  kick, 

(v.n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Contending  in  throwing  the  javelin. 
Assaulting,  attacking.  Approaching,  drawing  near. 

Zurdh,  The  heavenly  house,  situated  in  the  fourth 

heaven, called  alsoj_jvJ^  CL^x^\al  baytu  'Ima^nur. 
A j\jj6  zirdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  j-o)  Hurting. 
A  zardrat.  Loss,  decrease,  diminution  (of 

men  or  cattle).  Blindness. 

A  'i-lJ\fO  zardriyat.  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  (^^^  zurds,  The  toothache. A  zardsa\  (pi.  of  (j^j^  zarh)  Hun- 

gry, famished.   Wells  full  of  water. 
A  zurdt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Breaking  wind 

aloud.  A  fart. 

Al9^-.o;rar?-a<,0ne  who  breaks  wind  much.  One 
who  makes  a  contemptuous  noise  with  the  mouth. 

A  zurdtimiy,  Large,  thick  (muliebria). 



A  ̂ y^o  zird^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ yo)  Resembling. 

A  '&^\jjo  zard^it,  (y.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Humbling 
one's  self,  supplicating.  Being  weak,  infirm.  Hu- 

mility, submission,  supplication. 

A  ]A>\jtO  zurafit,  Corpulent,  gorbellied. 

A  till^  zurak,  Thick,  robust.  A  lion.  Very 
muscular  and  sinewy. 

zardhat,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^o^  Becoming 

poor,  unfortunate,oppressed,  afflicted,  blind,  or  fool- 
ish. Being  very  muscular  and  sinewy. 

A  ̂\yo  zirdm,  Chips,  brushwood,  or  other  fuel 
with  which  a  fire  is  lighted.    Lighted  wood. 

A  'i<\jiO  zirdmat,  The  turpentine-tree.  Chips, 
brushwood,  or  twigs  on  fire. 

A'ij^j.>6zardrvat,  (v.  n.  of(_$y<3)  Being  trained, 
accustomed  to.  Being  greedy,  addictdd  to.  Hunt- 

ing game  (a  dog).  Habitude. 

A  zardsih,  (pi.  of  zarib)  Frosts, 

ices,  snows,  hoar-frosts.  Equals,  (pi.  of  &i'>j>o  za- 
rihaf)  Natures,  dispositions.  Whatever  is  taken  for 
tribute  or  taxes.  Cotton  threads  rolled  into  a  clew. 

A  'i'>}j^  zardyat,  (v.  n.  of  Lfj^)  Being  greedy. 
Aj>\j^  zardsh-,  Necessary  things,  (pi.  of  sjlo 

zaiTat)  Palms  of  the  hands,  especially  the  fleshy 

parts ;  also  of  the  feet.  Women  who  have  a  hus- 
band in  common  with  others,  rival  wives. 

A  tdij^^  zardMh,  (pi.  of  ̂ ij^o  zank)  Blind. 
Poor.    Oppressed,  miserable.    Male  vultures. 

p  L^j'O  zarb,  A  porcupine. 

A  i-^jMS  zarh,  (v.  n.  of  <— -^^o)  Striking,  drub- 
bing, beating.  Pricking.  Removing,  causing  to 

go  afar  off".  Swimming.  Striking,  touching  (a 
harp).  Acquiring,  or  studying  to  acquire  (fame). 

Departing, making  haste.  Passing  (as  time).  Stay- 

ing, stopping,  standing  still.  Being  moved,  mov- 

ing. Being  long.  Taking,  holding,  or  preventing. 

Inclining,  tending,  verging  towards.  Turning  away 

the  face.  Covering  (a  camel).  Whisking  her  tail 

and  travelling  (a  she-camel).  Multiplying  (arith- 

metically). Making  any  saying  proverbial.  Sepa- 
rating. Striking  or  coining  (money).  Fixing  or 

pitching  (tents).  Crouching  from  fear.  Making 

clear,  pointing  out.  Travelling,  going  up  and  down 

(in  the  way  of  trade  or  hunting).  Flying  in  quest 

of  prey  or  food  (a  bird).  Any  thing  thin  and  de- 
licate. White  honey.  Velocity,  despatch.  A  blow, 

stroke.  Force,  violence.  Multiplication  (in  arith- 

metic). The  last  foot  of  the  second  hemistich  of  a 

couplet  (that  of  the  first  being  called  i^^ajjS'^ruz). 

(pi.  L^jj*ozu7'ub  and  ̂ j^^  azrub')  Form,  species, 
mode, ratio.  Similitude:  like, equal.  Slight  (rain). 

A  place  prepared  for  sowing.  (A  man)  active,  light 

ofbody,  sharp,  and  clever.  Struck,  coined  (money), 

coinage,  ̂ ^^i^ '  ̂ j-^  zaraba  ̂ la'  dzdnihivi, He  struck  upon  their  ears,  i.e.  he  prevented  them 

from  hearing.  piUai^  JO.  '—r'j'^  zaraba  ̂ la' 

yadiz  zdlim,'iLe  imprisoned  the  culprit,  {^jjo 
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zarbimasalfA  mode  of  expression,  an  idiom,phrase, 

proverb,  parable,  p  t^^^ '^j^  zarbi  lihiydm 
hardan,  To  pitch  tents,  to  encamp.  diA**>ii 
zarbi  dast,  By  force  of  arms,  by  strength  of  hand. 

^1^^ -f^jto  zarb  kardan,To  strike.  To  coin  money. 
To  multiply  (in  arithmetic).  ̂ ^ii^<^J>i3  &M>jii\jSMi 
silird  dnr  sih  zarb  kardan,  To  multiply  3  by  3. 

A  ddrii'z  zarb,  The  mint.  (— 

zarbu'l  khalds,  (orJajU5\  '-r^/^  zarbu'l ghddf)  A 

visit  to  the  privy,  a  Zai'ab,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^jm')  Be- 
ing struck  with  cold.  Thick,  white  honey.  Zarib, 

A  striker,  beater. 

A  \j>j^  zarban,  By  force,  violently. 

A  ̂\>j>o  zurabds,  (pi.  of  i— zurW)  Those 
who  throw  gaming  arrows. 

A  zar  or  zarabdt,  (pi.  of  &>^)  Blows. 

A  ij^j'<>  zarabdn,  (v.  n.  of  f^jio)  Travelling, 

going  up  and  down  (in  the  way  of  trade  or  hunt- 
ing). Being  full  of  matter  (a  wound).  Pulsation, 

the  throbbing  pain  of  a  wound. 

A  iij'O  zarbat,  One  blow. 

A  i^-*?;''^  zarbajiy,  Base  (coin), 

p  wis-  1—-^.^  zarb-khdna.  The  mint, 
p       yo  zarbuzan,  A  piece  of  artillery. 

A  (J,j^  zarbi,  By  force,  violence,  compulsion. 

A  'ij.^  zarrat,  (pl.^^-o  zardnr)  The  fleshy 
part  of  the  foot  near  the  toes  (on  which  one  treads). 

Wealth  on  which  one  relies  belonging  to  another. 

A  portion  of  wealth,  camels,  or  sheep.    A  bad  si- 
tuation, hurt,  damage,  adversity,  indigence.  Grief, 

care,  anguish.  Loss,  waste  of  men  or  cattle.  A  ca- 
mel's teat.  The  whole  of  the  udder.   The  root  of 

the  breast.   The  palm  of  the  hand  (especially  the 

fleshy  parts  under  the  thumbs).  One  woman  who 
has  a  husband  in  common  with  another,  a  rival 

wife.   ̂ j^stZi  sJL^  zarrat  shahra',  A  breast  or  an 
udder  abounding  with  milk.    Zurrat,  Necessity, 

force,  compulsion,  violence. 

A  ̂ ^>j^ zairatdni, (dual)Theupperandnether 
millstone.  The  buttocks  or  two  sides  of  the  bone. 

Two  wives  of  one  man. 

A  zarj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ •^)  Splitting.  Soiling. 
Staining  (with  blood).  Throwing  away. 

A  ̂ j'O  zarja^  A  leopard. 
A  ̂ j£)  zarh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^s)  Pushing,  thrusting 

away.  Refuting.  Digging  (a  grave).  Kicking 

(as  a  horse).  A  skin,  hide,  leather.  Zarah,  Bad 
(man  or  intention). 

A  ̂ jto  zirdikh,  Great,  large. 
/  Ajj^  zarar.  Injury,  damage,  detriment,  loss. 
Distress,  difficulty,  straits.  Narrow,  tight,  strait. 

The  brink  of  a  cavern,  ji  zH  zarar,  Narrow 

(place),  jyo  ̂  Id  zarar,  There's  no  harm,  p jjjO 
dj^ zarar  kardan,  To  prejudice,  demolish,  hin- 

der,  ruin,  injure,  hurt. 

aJj^  zarz,  Evenr Ajj>o.zirizz,AYa.ricio\i3.  Hard  (rock).  A  lion 

A        zarz,  Evenness,  absence  of  ruggedness. 
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A  zirizzat,  Short,  deformed  3  base  and 
covetous  (woman). 

A  [}jj>ozirzil,  Penurious,  sparing,very  covetous. 

A  pyo  zirzim,  A  viper  which  gives  a  severe 
bite.  Zirzim  orzarzam,  A  camel  giving  little  milk. 

A  she-camel  beginning  to  grow  old. 

A  '^jj^  zarzamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Biting 
severely,  digging  the  teeth  into.  A  penetrating  bite. 

A  zars,  (v.  n.  of  {^j^)  Biting  with  the 
teeth  (to  try  the  hardness  of  any  thing).  Being 

severe,  cruel  (fortune).  Making  an  incision  in  a 

camel's  nose  and  inserting  the  nose-ring.  Build- 
ing with  stones  (a  well).  Silence  kept  during  a 

day  and  night.  Land  in  which  the  vegetation  is 
scattered  here  and  there.  Zirs,  (pi.  t^^j^  zurus 

and  i^\j/6\  azrds)  A  tooth,  grinder.  Rain,  small 
drops.  A  long  continuance  in  prayer.  A  rough 
hill.  A  closing  up  of  the  place  left  for  the  eyes  in 

a  lady's  veil.  The  plant  shth  and  rims 
whose  roots  have  been  eaten,  (pi.  zurus) 

A  curb-stone  placed  round  the  edge  of  a  well;  stones 

with  which  a  well  is  built.  ̂ jU  (^j^  zirsu'l  hulm. 
Wisdom-teeth.  ^\  i^j^  zirsu'l  ̂ yr,  Name  of 
the  sword  of  Alkamat.  Zar  as,  (v.  n.  of  {^j>o) 
Being  benumbed  or  set  on  edge  (the  teeth).  Being 

hard  (the  times).  Zaris,  Easily  enraged  when  hun- 

gry. Of  a  difficult  and  touchy  temper.  Name  of 
a  horse  bought  by  Muhammad,  t^y^  L)*^ 

7-is  sharis,  (A  man)  of  a  touchy  disposition. 

A  '&Am3j^  zirsdmat,  Torpid,  stupid.  Ignoble, 
mean  ;  of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  ̂-^j-^  zarzam,  A  lion.  A  male  beast  of  prey. 
Ahj^  zart  or  za7-it,  (v.  n.  of  Isj^i)  Breaking 

wind.  Zarat,  Thinness  of  the  beard  or  eyebrows. 

Zarit,  One  who  breaks  wind. 

A  -f^j^  zai-tds,  (fem.  of  1?^^  azrat)  Thin 
about  the  eyebrows. 

A  &)£>j^  zartat,  A  fart. 

A  ̂ j>o  zirtim,  Large,  fat  in  the  belly. 
A  zar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 'o)  Breaking  in,  tam- 

ing (a  horse),  (pi.  ̂  yo  zuru^  The  udder  or  dug 
of  beasts  dividing  the  hoof  (a  camel's  being  called 

hhilf).  Zir^  (pi.  ̂ wrw^and  az- 
ru^  Similitude.  Alike,  equal.  A  single  thread  of 

a  rope.  Zara^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  humble,  sup- 
plicating. Infirm,weak(man  ormen).  Small.  Un- 

ableto run  (colt).  Zari^Weak.  Humble,  suppliant. 

A  -^U^^^'a/'^aj^,Large-breasted(woman) :  large- teated  (ewe). 

A  'is-j^  zara^t,  Humble,  suppliant,  mean. 
A  ]a^j^  zura^nit,J)esirons,  hankering  (man). 

Thick  milk. 

A'e^\Syo  zh^ghdiat.  Black,  adhesive  (clay). 

A  zirghdm,  (or  ̂ j*o  zargJiam)  A  lion. 
A&rols^  zirglidmat,  A  lion.  Strong,  intrepid, 

powerful.  An  excellent  stallion.  Strong,  stiflTclay. 

A  liS'jto  zarghad,  Name  of  a  mountain ;  also 



of  a  burial-place. 

A  'i^jjo  zarghamat,  The  fierceness  of  a  lion. 
A  i^jto  zarif,  A  mountain  fig-tree. 

A  'iij^o  zurfat,  Abundance  (of  wealth). 
A&lai^  zarfatat,  A  tying  tight,  binding  fast. 

A  ̂^^^^j^  zb-iftly,  (or  'ii^^jto  zirfatat)  Coi'- pulent,  gorbellied. 

A  f^j^  zurakuf,  (pi. of  uiJo^  zarlk)  Unhappy. 
Blind.  Poor.  Eagles.  Male  vultures, 

p  ̂ jto  zarm,  French  lavender. 

A  ̂ jto  zurm  or  zirm,  Name  of  a  fragrant  shrub, 
sticados,  French  lavender.  Zaravi,  (v.  n.  of  j^^) 
Being  hot(day).  Being  inflamed  with  anger.  Burn- 

ing and  casting  forth  flame  (a  fire).  Clinging  with 

hunger  (a  man).  Eating  voraciously.  Zarim,  Ra- 
pid, fleet  (horse).  Hungry  (man).  An  eaglet. 

A  'kiOjtO  zurmat,  Stoechas,  sticados,  or  cotton- 
weed.  Zaramai,  A  fire-brand.  A  live  coal.  Fire. 

'i<j^  U  ma  hilia  nafihhu  zaramatin,  There 
is  no  one  to  puff"  the  fire,  i.  e.  no  one  within. 
A  2am' or  s'irw,  Juniper-berries.  Zirw,A 

tree  (called  likewise  ̂ ^^kamhain).  The  unclean- 
ness  of  leprosy,  (pi.  ̂_$J'o\  azri  and  Aj^o  ziras)  A 

hunting-dog.  Zarm  or  zururo,{y,  n.  of^^  for j jto^ 
Streaming  (blood  from  a  vein  or  wound). 

A  L»^_jj>i2:arM&,  A  striker,  beater.  Zuruh^i^.oi 

'^yo  ̂ ar5)Modes,forms  of  speech,  idioms,  phrases. 
A  sarw/t.  Kicking  (horse).  Far-shooting 

(bow).  Zuruh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being  dull,  a  mar- 
ket (where  no  goods  are  sold). 

AjjjtO  zarur,  Necessary,  expedient,  unavoid- 
able, indispensable.  Essential. 

A  '^jjj^  zarurat,  Violence,  compulsion,  con- 
straint.   Necessity,  need.    JjjjjoIIj  M'z  zarurat, 

By  compulsion.    Of  necessity.  Wj-^^ 
zarurati  hashariya,  The  necessities  of  men. 

A  zaruriy,  Necessary.  Happeningof  ne- 

cessity. Forced,  compelled,  constrained.  Ol|ji)j>o 
zarnriyat  i  ma^s/n,  The  necessaries  of  life. 

A  (^jj'O  zarus,  A  vicious  camel  that  bites  her 

milker.A  bitingshe-camelthathas recently  brought 
forth.  Zurus,  (pi.  of;_>w^  zirs)  Stones  by  which 
a  well  is  built  up.  Grinders.  E-ough  hills.  Gentle 

rains.  (^jj^jdzuzuius,'Name  of  a  famous  sword. 
A  \sj jj6  zarut  or  zirrarvt,  A  great  farter. 

A  i'jj'^  zarrut,  Thick,  bulky. 

A  ̂ j'O  zaru^  Humble,  suppliant.  Ziiru^(Y. 

n.  of  ̂ ^)  Approaching  his  prey  (a  wild  beast). 
Being  near  upon  setting(thesun).  A  kind  of  grape, 

(pi.  of  ̂ .o  zar^  Teats,  dugs,  nipples,  paps.  (pi. 

ofgj-i  5;2V^)Similitude:  like,  equals.  Rope-threads. 

A  c5>^  ̂ary,  (v.  n.  of  i^yo)  Flowing.  Zara\ 
(v.  n.  of  i^j*o)  Being  turned  to  hunt  (a  dog).  A 

hunting-dog.  Zara'  or  zary,  (v.  n.  of  Jstj/^j)  Being 
greedy,  addicted  to. 

A  l^j>6  zariy,  Profusely-bleeding  (vein).  A 
species  of  date-wine. 
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A  (—4;^  zarih,  The  third  gaming  arrow.  A 
part,portion,lot,destiny.  A  small  tribe,an  offset  from 
a  larger  one.  A  striker,  beater.  Beaten,  struck,  (pi. 

AjjiO  ziirahas)  One  who  presides, shakes,or  throws 
the  arrows  at  games  of  hazard.  Thick  oxygal  of 

a  bad  qualitj',  or  a  morsel  broken  off.  Milk  drawn 

fi'om  several  camels  into  one  pail.  Snow,  frost,  ice. 

The  belly  of  a  man.  Like.  Kind,  species,  i-^yo 

J^wiJ\  zarihu'sh  shawl,  The  milk  of  several  camels 
milked  into  one  dish. 

A  i^j^  zaribat,  (pl.v_jO^^  zaranb)  Nature, 
disposition.  Whatever  is  received  in  tribute.  Wages. 
Cotton  or  woollen  threads  rolled  into  a  clew  or 

hank.  Struck  with  a  sword.  Any  thirtg  on  which 
a  sword  is  tried.  Slain  with  the  sword.  A  sword. 

Edge  of  a  sword.  A  bit  of  cotton.  Name  of  a  river. 

'ixiya^\  ̂J^Jiartnm'z zai-lbat, Ofagenerousnature. 

'ixi_jjai\  ̂ 2  laHmu'z  zarihat,  Of  a  base  disposition. 
A  'i-'>.j^  zariyat,  Name  of  a  village  on  the  road from  Basra  to  Mecca. 

A  ~cr'ij,  Rapid,  swift  (course). 

A  j^-s^xi  zarijiy,  Clipt  money. 
A  zar'ili,  Far  distant.  A  sepulchre,  tomb, 

grave  dug  in  the  middle  of  a  burying-place  (if  dug 
in  the  side  it  is  called  lahd). 

A  j>.j^  zarir,  (pi.  Aj^\  azirras)  Blind,  made 
blind  (not  born  so).  Sick,  emaciated.  Afilicted 
with  pain,  loss,  or  hardship.  Patience,  constancy. 

Loss,  damage.  Remains  of  the  body.  Side  of  a 
river.  Soul,  mind.  Jealousy.  A  quiet  quadruped. 

A  polygamist,a  husband  oftwo  or  more  wives.S>-^^^ 

l^-jds-  'iji.j^  ma  ashadda  zar'irahu  ̂ loyha,  How 
jealous  he  is  over  her !  j>yO  O^ii  zati  zarir,  (A 
camel)  enduring  much  labour,  not  easily  fatigued. 

^i^J*>  y>jjo zu  zarir  ̂ la'  sliayt,  Constant in  any  thing. 

A  zarirat,K  woman,  sick,lean,and  blind. 

A  ̂ j^ijic  zaris,  (pi.  ̂^^\yc>  zarasa')  (A  well) 
lined  all  the  way  up  with  stones.  The  vertebrae  or 

joints  of  the  back.  Very  hungry.  A  cant  name  for 

dates  and  biscuit  (such  as  grub  or  tuck). 

Ala^j^-«7i^,(v.n.ofl3j.io)Breakingwind.Afart. 

A  'i^i_j*o  zurraytat,  A  large,  bulky  ewe. 
A  Jjlaiji.^  zurrayia\  {zirritu^,  ̂ Ai^^o  zurayt, 

or  UaJ^^  zurayta')  (See  J^lajjji**  surrayta'). 
p  zari^  Name  of  a  plant  growing  on  the 

sea-shore. 

A  zari^  Large-breasted  (woman)  ;  large- 
uddered  (sheep).  The  periosteum.  Prickles  on 

palm-trees.  A  species  of  thorn,  particularly  when 

dry.    A  cei'tain  plant  called  sMhrik  when 

green,  and  ̂ j^'O  zarl^,  when  dry.  A  kind  of  bram- 
ble. A  certain  plant  growing  in  stagnant  water. 

Something  in  hell  more  bitter  than  the  aloe,  more 
fetid  than  carrion,  and  hotter  than  fire.  A  certain 

offensive  vegetable  cast  up  by  the  sea.  Wine 

(especially  weak). 

A  lLx.>j->a  zarl^t,  Large-breasted  (woman) ; 
large-uddered  (ewe). 

A  'kt!^aiL>_yO  zurayfitiyat,  A  kind  of  game. 
A  ̂^XiyO  zariii,  (pi.  i.^\yo  zarasUi  and  A^yO 

zurahcLf)  Poor,  unfortunate,  tried,  afilicted.  Blind. 
Paralytic.  Foolish.    An  eagle.   A  male  vulture. 

A  ̂ _j>o  zarim,  Burnt.  A  conflagration.  Zir- 
yam,  The  gum  of  a  certain  tree. 

A.jyO  zuzzaz,  (pi.  yo\  azazz)  Ill-natured, 
passionate,  surly.  Unable  to  speak  clearly  from  a 
bad  formation  in  the  jaws  or  adhesion  of  the  teeth. 

A  jyo  zazaz,  A  being  so  as  described  above. 

A  ij^yo  zazn,  (v.  n.  of  jjj^)  Snatching  out  of 
another's  hand,  taking  from  him  by  force. 

A  lala^  zatat,  (andla^lxo  zatit)  Strong  (mud). 

Zutut,  Evils,  calamities. 

A       za^  (for  ̂ yoy>  mawzu^  Placed,  put. 

A  '^o  The  exercising  or  training  of  camels, or  the  word  used  in  so  doing :  as,^*o       ̂ '^^  za^ 

A  ̂jo\}i*o  zu^zi^  A  little  pit,  into  which  water 
runs  from  a  mountain. 

A  I  i\tuo  zi^f,  (pi.  of  ~<^^f)  Weak. 

A  'ej{x^  za^fat,  (or  X-5^jt<o  zit^Jiyat')  (v.  n. 
of  L_A«*o)  Being  weak,  infirm. 

A  za^fa',  (pi.  of  cJiAxo  za^f)  Weak. 

A  za^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Humbling  one's 
self.  Cutting  off" the  head.  Taking  away,  removing 

(sin).  Situation,  position,  posture.  Name  of  a  salt 
and  bitter  shrub,  the  food  of  camels ;  or  a  plant  re- 

sembling the  sumam.  Za^t  or  zi^t,  (v.  n.  of 

i«*(jj)  Losing  in  trade.  Being  lowered,  let  down. 
A  sinking  or  lowering  in  rank  or  character.  Mean- 

ness. Zi^t,  Situation,  posture,  position. 

aJxjO  za^,  (v.  n.  ofjx^)  Treading  violently. 

A  ̂ ODfjC  za^a^  (and  ̂ .ojs^  za^a^  Weak 
in  body  or  mind ;  silly,  simple,  trifling. 

A  if^jojijo  za^a^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Aa**o  Q)  Demo- 
lishing, levelling  with  the  ground.  (Fortune)  hum- 

bling, depressing  (any  one). 

A  luto  za^,  A  slaying,  a  slaughtering. 

A  (  h.fuO  za^,  Weakness  of  intellect.  Semen  ge- 

nitale.  Za^ or  z^^,  (v.  n.  of  i  2*o)  Being  weak. 
Being  twice  as  much.  Being  superior  to,  exceed- 

ing in  number  or  in  fortune.  Augmenting.  Za^, 

zu^,  or  za^f,  Infirmity,  weakness,  imbecility  of 
disposition.  Jv>**  i»Jix^  za^  mi^.a,  Weakness 

of  stomach.  Z/^,  (pi.  <  i\x^]az^f)  Equal,  alike, 

so  much  again,  double.  A  pair.  Capital  punish- 

ment. Zu^,  Weakness  of  body.  Za^f,  Doubled 
or  lined  garments. 

A  zu^ifas,  (pi.  of  ̂__2J^3^^  ̂ "^.f)  Weak. 
A  za^an,  Weak.     Zi^ani,  (dual  of 

u-ixo  zi^)  The  double,  twice  as  much  (which 
being  added  to  the  thing  doubled,  trebles  it). 

A  'iJijua  za^fat,  (or  za^'a')  (pi.  of  (>_fijj«.o 

za^f)  Weak. 
A  f^ff^  za^l,  Thinness  of  body,  puniness  (from 



intermarriages  with  one's  own  relations). 
A  ytjo  za^,  (v.  n.  of  for  y^)  Lying  hid, 

concealing  one's  self. 
A  I  ?_jKx3  zapif,  Weak  (male  or  female). 

A  (_f5*»£>  za^miy,  Of  the  tree  ajto  za^t. 

A  za^f,  (pi.  (  9l*^  ~^^f> 

/aj,  'sJiM  za^fat,  J^*^  ~tt^a,  and  s^a- 
^a/a')  Weak,  feeble,  infirm,  impotent,  attenuated, 
emaciated,  enfeebled,  pov.'erless,  frail, fearful,  timid. 
A  fool.  Blind.  Of  little  weight  or  authority  (a 

word,  or  form  of  spelling  a  word). 

A  ̂lijv*^  za^fdni,  A  woman  and  a  slave  (the 
two  weak  ones). 

r  Vxx\  za^f-bina,  Weak-sighted. 
A  za^faf,  A  weak  female. 

za^f  I,  Weakness,  imbecility. 
A  zughcLf,  (v.  n.  of  lio  for_jio)  Cheating 

(at  play).  Crying  out  (as  afox,  cat,  or  one  in  distress). 

A  \^\k^  zughab,  Cry  of  a  hare  or  wolf.  Noise 

of  a  horse's  yard  within  the  sheath. 
A  zaghahis,  (pi.  of  i^^ykkjo  zuglibus) 

Small  cucumbers.  Branches  of  the  pl^'  sumam. An  esculent  thorny  shrub.  A  kind  of  vegetable 

resembling  asparagus. 

Ajd\kia  zaghddir,  (pi.  of  !5jii,«^)  Hens. 
A  M)[kjO  zughdniat,  Any  thing  seized  or  bitten 

by  the  teeth.  Whatever  is  ejected  from  the  mouth. 

A  ̂^Uui  zaghasin,  (pi.  of  iauJe^o)  Hatreds. 
A  {.^kio  zaghh,  (v.  n.  of  (»=.*»^)  Crying  (as  a 

hare  or  wolf).  Terrifying  by  imitating  the  cry  of 

a  wild  beast.  Lying  with.  One  fond  of  a  species 

of  small  cucumber  or  asparagus,  called  (_j*>jjJt^. 

A  zughbus,  (pi.  ̂j^jk^U^o  zaglidbis)  A 
small  cucumber.  A  camel  neither  aged  nor  fat. 

A  weak  man.    A  young  fox. 

A  {Jl^kjO  zaght,  (v.  n.  of  Cl^k^)  Masticating 
with  the  canine  and  wisdom-teeth. 

A  (.^.Jt^  zaghs,  (v.  n.  of  (.L*«*o)  Pronouncing 

words  confusedly  and  inarticulately.  Leaving 

(clothes)  still  dirty  after  washing.  Feeling  if  a  ca- 

mel's bunch  be  fat.  Crying  out  (the  lizard  called 
(Jj  J  waral).  Zighs  or  zaghs,  (pi.  azghds) 
A  handful  of  herbs,  partly  green  and  partly  dry.  A 

handful  of  saplings  from  one  root.  CL*^_0^  i.i.*A<o 

zighsu'l  hadis,  A  confused,  intricate  story. 
A  6k>6  zaghd,  A  strangling,  throttling. 

A  'ij  O^jO  zughdarat,  (pLjiiU^o  zaghddir)  A.  hen. 
A  {^y^fO  zaghras,  A  greedj"-  man. 
Ajk>o  zigkz,  A  lion.  A  malignant  wild  beast. 

A  zaghzaghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ak>6  Q)  Mut- 
tering. Chewing,  mumbling  (a  toothless  person). 

Making  a  noise  (as  a  wolf)  when  devouring  food. 
Talkativeness. 

A  )ak>a  zaght,  (v.  n.  of  lajLo)  Pressing,  squeez- 

ing, forcing,  driving  up  against  (a  wall). 

A  'e^aJt^  zaghtat,  Narrowness  (of  the  tomb). 
Zughtat,  Difficulty,  straits,  narrowness.  Pressure. 
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Anguish.  A  dilatoriness  on  the  part  of  a  debtor 

to  pay  a  debt,  so  that  the  creditor,  being  disgusted, 

consents  to  accept  of  a  part  instead  of  the  whole. 

ftK.KO  JiSi-^  ahhazahu  zughtatan,  He  seized  it  by 

force  against  the  owner's  will. 

A  ̂J^M  zaghta',  (pi.  of  Weak  in  mind. 
A  zaghm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ <^)  Biting,  seizing 

with  the  teeth.  Filling  the  mouth  with  any  thing 
one  is  fond  of. 

A  fjiijo  zighn,  Hatred,  malevolence.  Affection, 
inclination,  attachment.  A  side,  quarter.  The  arm- 

pit of  a  camel.  Zaghan,  (v.  n.  of  (^*^)  Hating. 

Liking,  having  an  inclination  for.  Resting,  repos- 

ing.   Zaghin,  Crooked  (spear). 

A  yi^  zaghrv,  (v.  n.  of  \k>o  for  y^o)  Using  per- 
fidy, cheating  (at  game).  Crying  (as  a  fox,  a  cat, 

or  one  in  distress).  Being  wearied,  weak,  beaten, 
and  knocked  up. 

A  CL^^kio  zaghus,  (A  camel)  felt  to  know  if  fat. 
A  u-AJi^-a  zaghib,  The  cry  of  a  wolf  or  a  hare. 

The  noise  made  by  a  horse's  sheath. 
A  \3.ik>o  zaghit,  A  well  adjoining  to  another 

filled  up,  and  overflowed  by  its  stagnated  water, 

(pi.  zaghta')  Weak  in  mind. 
A  'i^kiikii  zaghitat.  Weak,  feeble  (plant). 

A  ̂ if^  zaghigh, Plenty  of  provision  or  produce. 

ijSbd^^t^  zaghighu  dahrihi,  The  whole  of  his  time. 

A  '&kiJij6  zaghighat,  A  delightsome,  flourishing 
garden.  Thin  dough  ;  rice  cake  made  of  the  same. 
A  confused  multitude.  An  easy,  comfortable  life. 

A  SijJv^  zaghlfat,  A  garden  green  with  herbs. 

Freshness,  greenness,  verdure. 

A  (J-Ji«^  zaghil.  The  sound  made  by  the  sur- 

geon's mouth  when  sucking  the  air  from  a  cupping- 

glass  applied  to  the  body. 
A  zaghlnat, (j>L  ̂^J^i^  za^^/iajm)  Hatred, 

enmity.  Inclination,  attachment. 

A  ̂_JkAw^  zaghiniy,  A  lion. 

A  i__flA3  zaff,  (v.  n.  of  t-Ao)  Collecting.  Con- 
tracting the  fingers  and  rubbing  the  hands  when 

warming  them  at  the  fire.  Milking  (a  camel)  with 
the  whole  hand.  One  in  a  tender,  distempered 

state.  One  who  has  a  numerous  family  and  little 

means.  Zujf',  (pi.  'isSL>6  zifafat)  An  insect  resem- 
bling the  tike,whose  bite  raises  pustules  on  the  skin. 

A  la^^2'a/a',(dual  ̂ yu:  j:afwdni)  A  side. 

A  Olixs  zaffdt,  (pi.  oi'iSLjo  zaffat)  Banks  of 
rivers.    Sea-shores.    Bodies  of  men. 

A  ̂lili-o  zafddi^  (or  t^iila^  zafddl)  (pi.  of 

^^Ajo  zafda^Vvogs.  ts^.y^  ̂ \siJ}  zafddi^  mash- 

wiya.  Roasted  frogs,  aala^  ̂ Vi-i  tl^iL)  nakkat  za- 
fddi^c  batnihi,  The  frogs  in  his  belly  croaked,  i.e. 
he  had  a  roaring  (or  ravenous)  appetite. 

Ajla<<3  zafdr,  Any  thing  twisted,  wherewith 

they  bind  camels  or  pack-saddles. 

A  k^^U^  zafdnt,  (pi.  of  Ji*o  zw/rw^)  Wrin- 
kles in  the  face  between  tlie  cheek  and  the  nose. 

near  either  corner  of  the  eye. 

Ajlio  zaffdz,  A  calumniator,  whisperer. 
A  islio  zaffat,  A  hirer  of  camels.  A  camel- 

owner  or  driver.  One  who  goes  from  place  to  place 

(with  slaves  or  cattle).  Fat  and  flabby.  Heavy, 

sluggish,  not  going  forth  with  the  people.  Trou- 

bled with  diarrhoea.  Zuff'dt,The  scum  of  the  people. 
A  el?{a.^  zafdtat,  (v.  n.  of  iaa*o)  Being  foolisli, 

stupid.  Being  large-bellied.  An  Arabian  drum; 
also  he  wlio  beats  it. 

A  sIsIao  zaffdtai,  A  large  body  travelling  to- 

gether.   A  burden-bearing  camel. 
A  &slio  zafdfat,  Weak  in  mind. 

A jjILc  zafdAr,  (pi.  of  'ij^^  zafirat)  Braided 
locks.  IjlX ̂\su>  zafd^ru'ljinn,  (Elf-locks)  The 

plant  maidens'-hair. 
A^pli-o  zafdsiz,  (pl.of  8j<fl^)  Large  mouthsful. 
A  iLsLo  zaffat.  One  violent  rush  of  a  crowd  to- 

wards water.  The  first  gush  of  water,  a  freshet. 

A  river's  bank;  the  sea-shore.  A  body  of  men.  eJl>o 

zaffatu''sh  shuhhb,  (A  sheep)  that  gives 

milk  in  wide  streams.  Z  ffat,  A  river's  bank:  brink 

of  a  well.  (pi.  of  u_ttyo  zuff')  Ash-coloured  insects. 

A  zaff  or  ziff'atdnijBoth  sides(of  a  river). 
A  Jsivo  zafd,  (v.  n.  of  O'Sbo)  Striking  with  the 

palm  of  the  hand,  giving  a  slap  or  box. 

A  ̂ Jsixi  zafda^  zifdi^  zufda^  or  zifda^  (pi. 

^lilio  zafddi^  or  ̂_^^\si>6  zafddl)  A  frog. 
iulajJ  zafda^bi  batnihi.  He  hungered.  Zifdi^ 
A  bone  in  the  cavity  of  ahorse  s  hoof  called  the  frog. 

A  Xff- zafda^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 0^U>  Q)  Con- 

taining frogs  (water).  Zifdi^t,  (fem.of  ̂ JA/O  zif- 

di^  A  female  frog. 

A jSi>o  zfl/"/',  (v.  n.of^fl>o)  Plaiting, braiding  (the 
hair  of  the  head).  Drawing  together  (the  hair). 

Twisting  (a  rope).  Jumping,  running.  Throwing 

provender  into  a  horse's  mouth,  (pl.jy.^  zufur 

and  jLio  zufur)  Any  thing  twisted  or  plaited,  with 
which  they  bind  camels  or  pack-saddles.  A  large 
pile  or  hill  of  sand.  A  lock  of  braided  hair.  Any 
structure  of  stone  without  clay  or  mortar.  Putting 

food  into  a  horse's  mouth.  Zufur,  (pi.  ofjli^  za- 

fdr) Ropes  with  which  camels  are  bound. 

A  zafrdni,  (dual)  Two  locks  of  hair. 

A  'iji^  zafirat,  {pX.Ju)  zafir)  A  heap  or  hil- 
lock of  sand.  A  quiver  filled  with  arrows.  An 

insect  which  torments  camels. 

A  )oJuo  zifrit,  Large-bodied  (camel). 

A  'i^^Lto  zafratat,  Largeness  of  belly. 
A  lojjSijo  zufrut,  (pi.  ]a>JJl>o  zafdrit)  A  wrinkle 

in  the  face  between  the  nose  and  the  cheek,  and 

round  the  exterior  or  internal  angle  of  the  eye. 

AjLo  zafz,  (v.  n.  of^jio)  Forcing  any  thing 
into  the  mouth.  Swallowing  a  mouthful  against 

his  will  (a  camel).  Putting  a  bit  into  the  mouth 
of  a  horse.  Impulse.  Coition.  A  running,  a  leap- 

ing.   A  blow  given  by  the  hand  or  foot.  Zafaz, 



Bruised  barley  given  to  camels.  A  coarse  grind- 
ing of  barley  for  that  purpose. 

A  ̂ Jtt.!^>o  zafs,  A  making  up  mouthsful  of  hard 

and  dry  thistles,  and  feeding  a  camel  with  them. 

A  isSL^^  zafzafat,  A  crowd  of  people. 

A  lairfO  zaft,  (v.  n.  of  laii)  Tying.  Riding 

upon  and  not  quitting.  Purging. 

A  lai./0  zijitt,  Heavy,  sluggish,  not  going  forth 

■with  the  people.    Full  of  flesh. 

AjUaio  ziftar,  An  old,  ugly  Lybian  lizard. 

A  'i^kjo  zaftat,  (pi.  OUaio  zafaiat)  Folly, 
absurdity,  whim.  Weakness. 

A  l^ihJ)  zafta!,  (pi.  of  ̂a.^')  Stupid,  silly. 
A  "of^i  (v.  n.  of  ̂ sui)  Voiding  excrement. 

Breaking  wind.    Elephant's  dung. 
A  iolxLo  zaf^nat,  Fruit  of  the  sa^ldn. 
A  i^JiLo  zafaf,  A  multitude  of  people  eating 

together,  where  there  are  more  mouths  than  meat. 

The  rush  of  a  crowd  running  to  water  together.  An 

insufficiency  to  fill  a  measure.  Any  thing  less  than 
full.  A  number  of  domestics,  a  numerous  house- 

hold. Necessity.  Weakness.  Adversity,  anguish, 
straits.  Haste. 

A  'iasuo  zifafat,  (pi.  of  i__fl^  zuff)  Certain  in- sects which  blister  the  skin. 

A  Jjio  ~aflh  (v.  n.  of  ̂ yu>)  Voiding  at  once 
what  is  in  the  belly. 

A  ̂JS^  za  fn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Dashing  (the  foot 
against  a  stone).  Striking  with  the  foot  (a  camel). 

Kicking  on  the  backside.  Throwing  a  person  with 

violence  on  the  ground.  Accomplishing  (one's 
business).  Dunging  (a  camel).  Exciting  the  male 
camel  againstthefemale.Loading(acamel).  Grasp- 

ing a  camel's  teat  to  milk.  Voiding  excrement. 
Lying  with.  Approaching  (to  sit  down  near  one). 

A  ̂Lozifatm  or  zifinn,Foo\ish.  Thick  and  short. 

A  zafannad,  Soft,  loose,  and  gorbellied. 
A  zafandad,  Foolish.  Short  and  thick. 

A  ̂J<*jix5  zqfannas,  Soft.  Numerous.  Flabby. 
A  )aJSU)  zafant,  Fat  and  flabby. 

A  _ja«3  zafw,  (v.n.  of  \sl^  for^jfl^)  Abounding. 
Redundancy,  overflow,  profusion,  redundance.  The 
side  of  any  thing. 

A  »^jio  zafnat,  Affluence,  happiness. 

Aj^^ziifur,  (pl.ofjla^  ̂ «/ar)Camels'  halters, 

(pi.  of  'iji^  zafirat)Large  heaps  or  hillocks  of  sand, 
A  zafuf,  (A  camel)  full  of  milk. 

A  J.SU)  zafvr,  A  braided  or  plaited  lock  of  hair. 
The  sca-shore. 

A  'ij^  zafirat,  (pl.^li^  zafaAr)  A  braided 
lock;  hair  twisted  or  plaited.  Aheapor  hill  of  sand. 

Name  of  a  certain  ground  in  the  valley  of^jJ^^kik. 
AjfJu)  zafvz,  Thick.  Coarsely-ground  barley. 

A  'iySLji  zafizat,  (pi.  Jjli^)  A  large  mouthful. 
A  la-a^o  zaf'it,  (pi.  (]^a^  zafta)  Stupid,  igno- 

rant. Liberal,  generous'.'  Vicious  (camel).  Fat  and 
flabby.    Gentle  (camel).    ̂ ee)s>y>J:^  ̂ zyawt. 
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A  I  ttJkio  zafif,  One  admitted  to  the  society  of 
persons  at  the  time  when  he  is  ruining  their  affairs. 

A  'iSL^S.^  zafifat,  A  garden  green  with  herbs. 
A  f^to  zahk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J><^)  Imitating  the  noise 

of  one  stone  falling  or  impinfjine;  on  another. 

A  uiJl>o  zaJili,  (v.  n.  of  (..dLi)  Squeezing,  press- 

ing.   Being  oppi'essive  and  irksome. 
A  (.dLoK^  zuhazik,  (and  ciJLa^/O  zakzdit, 

fern.  'i^\ja.^si>a  zakzdhat)  Firm-fleshed,  compact, short  of  stature. 

Kj'C^  zahz,  Slander,  calumny.  A  hard  squeeze. 

A  i^Lo-^io  zakzahat,  (v.  n.  of  'ciAxi<liQ)Sq  ueez- 
ing,  pressing.    Quick  pace. 

A  ̂y>^  zakl,  A  little  water. 

A  'Jlj.^  zalla,  (fut.  ̂ y*a>,  yazlllu)  He  erred. 

A  zall  ov  zull,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y'o')  Erring,  stray- 

ing, losing  one's  way.  Being  lost.  Error,  ̂ y>6 
j!iL<5^  zillu  azldl  or  zullu  azldl,  Extremely  subtle 

and  worthless.  Zull,  Miss,  loss,  destruction, or  de- U  IK 

viation  from  the  way.  ̂ y>o  ̂ y>6  zillu^bnu  zil- 
liii  or  zullu^bnu  zullin,  Error,  the  son  of  error,  one 
who  persists  in  error,  i.e.  a  worthless  fellow,  who 

is  not  known  by  his  own  or  his  father's  merit. 

A  (J^'iLi  zaldzil,  Remains  (of  water).  Zuld- 
zil,  A  skilful  guide.    Rugged  ground. 

A  zald^f,  (v.  n.  of  Being  strong, 
iron-sided.  St)'en"th. 

A  (J^Lo  zaldl,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Erring.  Losing 

one's  way,  being  unable  to  find  (one's  horse  or 
home).  Being  lost  or  overcome  (any  thing).  Be- 

ing absent.  Disappearing.  Turning  to  earth  and 

bones.  Lying  hid.  Going  away  from.  Dying. 

Perishing,  Forgetting.  Erroi'.  Ruin,  i^jol^  J^La 
x;a/a/*5na/t2;,  Mere  heresy,  an  error  in  faith,  (j!iL<i3 ̂  

(J^W^  huwa  zaldl  ibnu''t  taldl,  He  and  his  fa- ther are  unknown. 

A  zulldl,  Wanderers,  stray ers. 

A  &JiL<3  zaldlat,  Aberration,  deviation,  error. 

A  zallat,  The  uncertainty  of  the  mind  when 

surprised  with  any  thing  uncommon,  good  or  bad  ; 

ecstacy.  Error,  deviation  from  the  way.  A  word 

concerning  the  absent  (good  or  bad).  Zlllat,  Error, 

mistake,  blunder,  'e^^  taba^  zillatin,  Ex- 
tremely subtle  and  worthless.  &La5  sjA  huwa 

ibnuhu  li  z'dlatin,He  is  his  illegitimate  son.  Zillatan, 
With  impunity,  Zullaf,  Skill  in  shewing  the  way. 

A  ̂y^\jozalzal,zulazil,or  zulzul, Hagged  ground. 

Zalazil,  Rugged,  hilly  ground,  where  travellers 

easily  lose  themselves. 
A  &S,<ai.*o  zalzalat,  Error.  Zalzalat  ov  zulazilat, 

Rugged  ground.  Zalazilat  or  zulazilat,  Rugged, 

hilly  ground,  where  travellers  easily  lose  them- 
selves, Zulazilat,  A  stone  which  one  can  barely 

lift.  A  skilful  guide, 

A         zal^,  (v,n.of  Inclining,  stooping. 
Deviating  from  the  right  way.   Limping.  Stuffing 

one's  self  with  food.  Striking  on  the  rib.  Crooked- 
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ness  by  nature.  Inclination ;  sympathy.  Zil^,(p\. 

azli!^  t?^  zulu^  and  azldQ  A  rib. 
A  side,  (in  geometry)  A  square  number.  Zal^ 

(pl.of  ̂ Lola^Za^)  Strong  and  thick  (men  or  horses). 
Tliose  whose  teeth  bend  inwards,  resembling  the 

curvature  of  ribs.  (pi.  of  ̂ x^lo  zall^  Compact 

(horses).  ZaZa^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ xLo)  Being  curved  (a 
sword).  Limping  naturally  (a  camel).  Leaning 
towards,  and  having  a  liking  or  sympathy.  Being 

strong,  robust  (in  bearing  loads).  Disputing,  liti- 
gating. Patience  (under  any  thing  burdensome). 

Strength.  A  load  of  debt.  Crookedness  by  nature. 

Zali^  Crooked,  lame  by  nature,  leaning  to  a  side. 

Zila^  (pi.  ̂~>o\  azlu^  zulu^  and  ̂ ^^\  az- 
Id^  A  rib.  A  side,  part.  A  district,  quarter  of 

land.  A  column  (in  the  page  of  a  book).  A  moun- 

tain; a  small  mountain  standing  alone;  a  low  moun- 
tain easy  to  cross.  A  lute.  Any  thing  broad  and 

curved  like  a  rib  ;  a  piece  of  wood  of  that  shape. 

An  oblong  slice  of  a  melon.  L-ftSisi-  ztla^  'l 
hlialf,  A  brand  behind  the  ribs  towards  the  back. 

^Is-^ff-  ̂ ^~ila^n  ̂ arjy'c/j, Woman  (a  crooked  rib). 
'5^l>-  ^  It-um  ̂ layya'  zila^jdsii-at,  They 
are  unjust  towards  me. 

A  'i^La  A  little  green  short-boned  fish. 

Pj\d  |*L^  zila^ddr,  One  who  presides  over  the 
collections  of  a  zilla  or  district  (in  India). 

A  zalfu^(ov  XjtaLi)  Mulier  amplarima. 
A  XxflUs  zalfa^t,  A  shaving  (of  the  head). 

A  (JIao  zalal,  An  error.  Running  water  (espe- 
cially among  trees  or  under  rocks,  to  which  the 

sun  does  not  penetrate). 

A  'iXiO  zulmat,  A  sea-port  in  Hijaz. 

A  ̂^^zulu^{^\.oi^J}zUoYzila^^\hs.  Grounds rising  in  a  curve.    Roads  through  stony  places, 

A  '^S-Ajo  zalu^t,  A  bow  in  whose  wood  is  cur- 
vature and  straightness,  whilst  the  whole  resembles 

that  part  which  is  called  liabid. 

A  (JjL^  zalid,  Straying,  stray ;  a  wanderer, 

A  1^^^  zaly,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Perishing. 
A  zali^  (pi.        zid^axiA  azld^ 

Strong-sided.  Firm,  muscular,  compact-bodied 

(horse).  Wide-mouthed,  with  closely-set  teeth. 
A  ,J.J^  zalil,  One  who  errs  greatly.  A  name 

of  Ami  u'l  kavs. 

A  zllUl,  Greatly  erring,  very  eri'oneous. 

A  zamm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Drawing  to  one's  self. 
Hugging,  clasping  to  one's  bosom.  Adding,  join- 

ing, incorporating,  inserting.  Closing.  Marking 

a  consonant  with  the  vowel —  zainmah(^u).  The 
vowel  itself.  Zimm,  Great  calamity. 

A  liU^  zamdd,  A  poultice.  Zimdd,  An  embro- 
cation. A  narrow  bandage  or  fillet  for  binding  the 

head  or  a  wound.  A  plaster. 

A  'Siil^  zimddat,  A  bandage  for  the  head  or 

a  wound.  A  plaster. 
A  jlv^  zimdr,  Any  thing  uncertain  (as  debt,  for 



the  payment  of  which  there  is  no  fixed  term ;  a 

mercantile  adventure,  the  returns  for  which  are 

doubtful ;  a  suspended  punishment,  or  any  other 

])robable  but  undetermined  event).  Property,  the 
return  of  which  is  not  looked  for.  Name  of  an  idol. 

A  Jjl«x5  zumariz,  Thick  (stallion).  Old,  milk- 
less  (camel). 

aIo^jI*^  zamarit,  (pi.  of  isjj.^  SMm?-M<)  Wrin- 
kles between  the  cheeks  and  nose. 

Ajjl»^  zvmazir,  Strong  (camel). 

A  p^lt^  zumazim,  (A  lion)  stirred  up,  seizing 
all  before  him.  Angry  (man). 
A  zamatir,  Places  were  streams  end. 

A  zimam  or  zumam,  That  by  which  one 

thing  is  collected  or  drawn  to  another. 

A  jUl^  2ima?wa<,  A  load,  bundle.  (du.jjlXol^ 
zimamatani)  The  boards  of  a  book. 

A  ekAol^.^  zammamat,  Any  thing  for  binding  or 

holding  together  books  or  papers. 

A  zatnan,  (yo  n.  of  (j^*^)  Answering,  being 
surety  for  another.  Achronicaldistemper,paralysis. 
Zimdn,  Recompense,  zimani  tamalluh. 

Recompense  for  the  assumption  of  property,  ̂ ^■lr>o 
zimani  fasad,  Indemnification  for  damage. 

A  KjI^jo  zamanat,  Ailment.  Paralysis.  Love. 

k  zamcLiir,  (pi.  oij^yto  zamir')  Secrets. 
Ideas,  minds,  thoughts.  Affixed  pronouns. 

A  zamasim,  (pi.  of  'is^)  Additions. 
a^jU^  2'«ma-ri?i,Properties  implanted  by  God. 

A  'i!!ifO  zammat,  Horses  running  for  a  wager. 

A  zamj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 'o)  Anointing  (the  body) 
profusely,so  that  the  unguent  drops  off.  A  stinking, 

biting  animalcule.  Zamaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Having 
his  passions  excited  (a  catamite).  Cleaving  to  the 

ground.  A  misfortune,  calamity. 

A  ̂ ^zamhh,  An  anointing  (the  body)  profusely. 
A  'is£*^  zimhhat,  A  fat  woman  or  she-camel. 

Ripe  dates  dropping  juice. 

A zummakhr,  Proud.   Large  and  fat. 

Ky^^  zimalihz  or  zumakhz,  Large  (man  or 
camel).  Bulky  (stallion). 

A  t^^zamd,  (v.n.ofti.^)  Striking  on  the  head 

with  a  stick.  Binding  up  (a  wound).  Laying  on 

a  plaster.  Joining,  yoking  together.  Dissembling, 

acting  the  hypocrite.  Moist ;  dry  (herbage).  Fat. 
Lean.  The  best ;  or  the  worst  of  a  flock.  A  woman 

having  two  sweethearts.  Zirnd,  A  friend.  Zamad, 

(v.  n.  of  i>«x5)  Being  dry,  withered.  Hating.  Be- 
ing angry.  Hatred.  Remainder  of  a  debt. 

A  zamr,  Slender  in  the  body,  thin  in  the 

belly.  Narrow,  strait.  (A  horse)  with  thin  eye- 
brows. Concealment.  Zumr  or  zumur,  Leanness. 

Slenderness.  Lightness  of  flesh.  Collapse  of  belly. 

A zummar,  (pi.  o^j^^o  2ram'r)Lank,slender. 
A  ij^j*^  zamr-an,  A  species  of  plant.  Zumran, 

Name  of  a  certain  bitch. 

A  'ij^  zamrat,  (fem.  of zamr-)  Slender- 
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bodied.  Zumrat,  (v.  n.  o^j^)  Being  slender,  thin, 
and  lank-bellied. 

aJjv^  zamraz,  A  lion.  Zamr.uz,  Hard  ground. 
Zimriz,  Old  and  milkless  (camel). 

Aijj^  zamrazat,(Y.n.  ofjj^  Q)  Being  rough 
and  hard  (a  country  or  the  grave).  Rough  stony 

ground  which  cannot  be  travelled  by  night.  Thick 

(woman).  Rugged-tempered  (woman). 
A  zumrUt,  A  place  of  concealment.  A 

hidden  and  narrow  place,  (pi.  la^^lv^  zamarit) 
A  wrinkle  between  the  cheek  and  the  nose. 

Aj^o  zamz,  (v.  n.  ofJ*<^)  Holding  one's  peace. 
Keeping  food  in  the  mouth,  whether  ruminated  or 

not,  without  chewing  the  cud  (a  camel).  Sticking 

closely  to,  keeping  fast.  Making  up  and  swallow- 
ing mouthfuls.  A  rugged  place.  A  low  hill  or 

solitary  mountain  with  red  stones  without  clay. 

A zamzar,  Hard  ground.  Thick  woman. 

A  lion.  Ztmzir,  Strong  (she-camel). 

A  SjJ*^  zamzarat,  Roughness  (of  a  country). 
A  ̂J*.♦^  zams,  (v.  n.  of  (j«^)  Chewing  gently. 

Hard,  difficult. 

A  zamzam,  One  who  comprehends,con- 
tains,  grasps,  or  holds  every  thing. 

A  zamzam,  Corpulent.  Zamzam  or  zu- 
mazim, (A  lion)  excited,  and  seizing  every  thing 

that  comes  in  his  way.   Angry  (man).  Bold. 

A  kftjiA^  zamzamat,{y.  n.  o^^iO.^  Q)  Taking 
courage.  Seizing  the  whole  (property).  Roaring. 

A 2'am^a7,Thick,squat,corpulent(woman). 

A  f^^^  zamn,  (v.  n.  of  j^*^)  Answering  or  be- 
ing surety  for.  Redeeming,  ransoming.  Zimn, 

Cover,  fold,  or  envelope,  of  a  letter.  Endorsement 

of  a  grant.  Contents,  any  thing  comprehended, 

contained,  or  inserted.  Idea,  conception.  Obliga- 

tion, suretyship.  Aid,  assistance.  Zaman,{Y.n,of 

^^«^)  Being  impaired  in  constitution  from  disease. 
Indisposition,  ailment.  Zamin,  Impaired  in  consti- 
tution/rom  disease.  An  invalid.  Smitten  with  love. 

A  zimnan,  Comprehensively,  intimately. 

By  way  of  surety  or  assistance. 
A&>v^^rMm«a<,Distemper:  disease,bodily  injury, 

ailment.  Inability  to  move  from  bodily  ailment. 

rj\,^i»*5  za^nn  or  zimn-dar,  A  sponsor.  Anally. 

A  zamna',{\i\.  of  ̂ ^♦^)  Ailing.  Invalids. 

Aj^^jO  zumur,  A  being  slender,  thin,  lank. 

Ajj^  zamUz,  Silent.  A  lion.  A  low  hill  or 
solitary  mountain  with  red  stones  without  clay. 

A  zamum,  Any  stream  flowing  between 
two  long  hills. 

A  zamy,  (v.  n.  of  (_5t^)  Being  dark.  In- 
juring, oppressing. 

A  zamir,  (pl.jjl*x3  zavianr)  Mind,  heart; 
thought,  reflection,  sense,  conscience,  conception, 
comprehension,  idea.  A  secret.  A  pronoun.  Dried, 

j  shrivelled,  withered  grapes,  jj^afli* zaniiri 

'  munfasil,  A  detached  pronoun.  ̂ *aj.*j<**o  zaviiri 

muttasil,  An  affixed  pronoun. 

Aj>^t*o  zimmh;  A  secret. 
P  zaviirdn.  Sweet  basil. 

A  ̂ J^v^  zavfil,  Dry. 

A  i^x^  zamilat,  Limping  (woman) ;  also  one 
decaying  or  withering  from  age. 

A  j^a^ns  zamtm,  Joined. 
A  'if^  zamimat,  Addition,  increment. 

A  (j^v^  -ra??ii«,  A  sponsor,  surety  :  undertaker. 
A  zinn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ x?)  Being  avaricious, 

parsimonious,  tenacious.  Peculiar,  special. 

A  U«i  zans,  (v.  n.  of  Ux?)  Goingr  off".  Havin"- 
many  children(a  woman).  Beingabundant(wealtb). 
Lurking  under  ground.  Zans  or  zint,  (pi.  p^jO 
ziinus)  Numerous  offspring, progeny.  Zin^,  Origin. 
A  mineral. 

A  Asjo  zands,  (v.  n.  ̂ ^o)  Having  many 

children  (a  woman).  Being  increased,  abounding. 
A  S^lxo  zundsat,  Grief,  anguish.  Necessity. 
A  slxo  zanMt,  (v.  n.  of  Uui)  Being  prolific  (a 

woman).  Being  numerous  (camels).  Zuntat,  Ne- 
cessity. Grief,  anguish,  vexation. 

A  zindt,  A  crowd  flocking  to  a  well. 

A  zandli  or  zindh,Virm  in  flesh.  Swell- 

ing-hipped (woman).  Ziiidk,  A  large  tree.  Zu- 
ndh.  Rheum,  defluxion. 

A  (.iJUwo  zunsak,  Large  (she-camel).  Zunsah 
or  zaiisak.  Firm-fleshed. 

zanahat,  (v.  n.  of  uilLi)  Being  nar- 

row, straitened.  Being  weak  in  mind  or  body.  Be- 

ing low-spirited.  Zundkat,  Firm-fleshed  (woman). 
A  &£=iUo  zunsahat,  Large  (she-camel). 

A  (jlLo  zindn,  (or  »ilxo  zandnaf)  The  being 
avaricious,  parsimonious,  tenacious. 

A  ̂ji\\to  zandsin,  The  choicest  or  most  pecu- 
liar of  the  creation  of  God. 

A  (_-«jo<p  zamh,  (v.  n.  of  t_-*>w3)  Dashing  (on  the 

ground),  daubing  (with  mud).  Seizing,  grasping. 

A  (j-JO^  2;m&w,  Enervated,  sluggish,  slothful. 

Easily  broken. 

A  '&^jO  zannat,  Parsimony.  Zinnat,  Name  of 
five  tribes. 

A  Ji^i^  zandal,  Big-headed. 
A  klo  zant,  Narrowness,  straits.  A  woman 

who  has  two  lovers.  Zanat,  (v.  n.  of  lajuj)  Being 

compact  and  full  of  flesh.  Boasting.  Being  dis- 
liked by  her  husband  (a  woman).  Alacrity. 

Scarce  year.  Fat. 

A  (j*.iUo  zinfis,  Enervated,  soft. 
zayik,  (v.  n.  of  i.ilxo)  Being  narrow. 

Narrow.  Straitness  of  circumstances,  wretchedness. 

A  zunkat,  Rheum,  defluxion. 

A        zanan,  Strong,  brave.  Versed  in  business. 
A  yy^o  zanw  or  zinw.  Offspring. 

A  zunui,  (v.  n.  of  l>^)  Being  fruitful,  hav- 

ing many  children  (a  woman).  Being  abundant 

(wealth).    Offspring,   (pi.  of         zans  or  zini) 



Numerous  progenies. 

A  ia^lo  zamit,  (A  woman)  who  has  two  lovers. 

A  zunuhat,  A  being  narrow.  Straits. 

A  zana',  (v.  n.  of  Increasing.  Hav- 
ing many  children  (a  woman).  Abounding.  Being 

sick  of  a  secret,  latent,  and  tedious  disease.  A  dis- 

ease.   Zana'  or  zaiii,  Sick. 
A  C3juo^  zanik,  Weak  in  mind  or  body.  Low- 

spirited.  An  indigent  state.  A  follower,  domestic 
who  serves  for  his  maintenance.  Cut,  amputated. 

A  zariin,  Avaricious,  close-fisted. 

A  zaws  ovzus,  (v.  n.  of  ■*lo)Shining,  spar- 

kling. Light,  splendour.  ^ya^\az''zawfu'l 
az7-ah,  Morning-twilight.  ^y>CLi\  az' zawsu'l 

asmad,  Evening-twilight.  j.»a)\  ̂ yo  ̂ i,fizamA'l 
hamar,  By  moonlight,  in  the  light  of  the  moon. 

A  Ayo  ziivas,  Light,  splendour,  brilliancy,  re- 
splendence. Zuivas,{Y.n.o^  ̂ Uo)  Shining,sparkling. 

A  zarvabih,  (pi.  of  zabili)  Horses 
which  breathe  with  noise  ;  roarers. 

A  \3S\y0  zarvahit,  (pi.  of  elxi\*o  zahitaf)  Regu- 
lations, rules,  precepts.  Lists. 

A  V\yo  zawat,  A  wen,  swelling,  gland.  A  sub- 
stance resemblinga  bladder  coming  out  of  the  uterus 

of  a  camel  before  brincrinsr  forth.  Hubbub,  noise. 

A  ̂ \^iO  zawaji^  A  crowd,  company,  (pi.  of 
zaji^  Setting  stars.  Windings  of  a  river. 

Low  hills. 

A  ijL\^\jj6  zawaJiik,  (pi.  of  &5^U<j  zahihat) 
The  laughing  teeth,  those  seen  when  laughing. 

A  zarvaJn,  (pi.  of  xJ;>-lo  zuhiyat')  Outer 
sides  of  any  thing  exposed  to  the  sun.  Tracts  of 

the  heaven.  Projecting  parts  (as  the  shoulders). 

Sides  of  a  cistern.  Exposed  parts  of  Roumelia. 

Ad\jjo  ziucid,  (v.  n.  of  ii.lo)  Having  a  rheum. 

AijCi\^jo  ̂ ajfarfljShamefuljexasperating  words. 

Lies,  amusing,  cajoling  words. 

A  K^J\yo  zawarih,  (j^\.o? \^J^  zarih)  Valleys 
planted  with  trees.  Camels  which  kick  their  milk- 

ers. Swimmers.  Dark  nights.  Strips  of  rough 

ground.  ̂ ^J\yai\j^  to?/?'M''2'2a?i'an'Z>,Birds  which seek  their  own  food. 

A  ̂>_J\^jo  zaivarih,  Mutual  beatings. 

A  ij^yo  zuKCLzat,  A  stick  used  as  a  dentifrice. 

A  ̂ ^\yo  zunaz'i,  Thick. 

A  'is^i^\yo  zurvazlf/af,  A  misfortune. 
A^\yo  zarcatir,(Tp\.ofJ^jj6  zaivtar  or  ̂ ^Jhyo 

zawtara')  Corpulent. 
A         zuwa^  The  hoot  of  an  owl. 

A  ̂ j-^  zawwa^  A  fox. 
A  &t zanahat,  A  crowd,  body,  troop. 

A  zawall,  (pi.  of  JI.0)  Stray ers,wanderers. 

Aj<i\>j^  zawamir,  (pi.  of,«lx3)  Slender  camels. 

A  ̂'e\j^2'awamm,(pl.of(^*l/i)Pregnant  camels. 
A  zarvasi^,  Slender  camels,  thin  of  flesh. 

A  ̂^i\yo  zarvasin,  (pi.  of&JjUa  za«««^)  Ewes. 

A  ̂ yo  zawb,  (or  i— zu^ub)  (v.n.  ofu-^Lo 
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foru..'_j^)Lying  in  wait,circumventing(an  enemy). 

A  f^^yo  zawban  also  zuban,  A  strong,  robust 
camel.  Zuban,  The  withers  of  a  camel. 

A  (jVj'^  zusban,  A  strong,  robust  camel. 
A  !S^/<j  zanmmt,  Noise,  hum  of  men. 

A  ̂ yo  zawta^  Name  of  a  volatile.  A  fool. 

A  zawj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lo  for  ̂ yo)  Inclining, 
leaning.  Turning  aside,  swerving.  Being  wide, 

diffuse,  spacious,  (pi.  a^wo;)  The  winding 
or  bend  of  a  river. 

zarvjan,  (or  &3l>- yo  zawjanat)  Hard, 

dry  (man,  horse,  or  palm-tree). 
A  it^^iO  zusdat  or  zusudat,  Rheum,  defluxion. 

A jyo  zawr,  Extreme  hunger.  Hurt,  injury. 

jyo  ̂ ^^yahya'  bin  zawr, 'Name  ofarenowned hunter.  Zur,  A  black  cloud. 

A  ijyo  zurat.  Vile,  abject.  Poor. 

Ajyo  zawz,  (v.  n.  ofjVo  forj^)  Diminishing. 
Defrauding  one  (of  his  right).  Oppressing.  Chew- 

ing (dates  or  a  dentifrice).    A  bit  of  a  dentifrice. 

A  {^ji'-o  zvsza',  A  part.  Deficient  (portion). 
Unjust  (woman). 

A  (^^^  zurvx,  The  eating  of  meat. 

A  \tOyo  zan-za\  Vociferation,  noise  of  men. 
A  ̂ jOyo  zusziu,  Origin,  root,  or  family.  A  mine. 

A  numerous  offspring.  A  black  and  white  bii'd. 
A^y6yozvszuf,^\xhh\3h.A.  numcrous  offspring. 

A  \oy6  zawat,  A  distortion  of  the  jaw. 

Ajll5_j^2;a?i;far,0ne  who  goes  to  market  without 
money,  and  gains  somewhat  by  his  wits  or  labour. 

A J^^^  zawfar,  A  corpulent, large-hipped  man. 
A  mean,  worthless  fellow. 

A  IjJ^y^jo  banu  zawiara',  Hunger.  Name of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂ yo  zaw^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Lo  for  ̂ yo')  Moving, shaking,  agitating.  Splitting,  dividing.  Striking 

with  terror.  Emaciating  a  horse  (fatigue).  Dif- 
fusing an  odour  (musk  when  shaken).  Bending 

a  tree  (wind).  Feeding  her  young  (a  bird).  Ex- 

tirpating. Writhing  or  throwing  himself  about  (as 

a  boy  crying).  Ziwa^ov  zuwa^  (pi.  ̂ yo\  azwa^ 

and  ̂ ^IjtJLO  zi^n)  An  owl.    A  species  of  crow. 

A  ̂^-^  zuka',  (fem.  of  ,3^^^  azyak)  Narrow. 
A  <jL}ya  zayvh,  (v.  n.  of  for  udJj^)  Leap- 
ing on  the  mare  (a  horse). 

A  ̂yo  zawha^  Corpulent,  heavy,  stupid. 

A  'kiOya  zawha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂yo  Q)  Being 
tired  (in  walking).  A  man,  corpulent,  heavy,  tor- 

pid, and  of  weak  intellect.  A  woman  who  walks 
slowly  and  languidly. 

A  f^^^*o  zusalas,  (pi.  of  ,J-^*^  zas'iT)  Small, 
slender,  contemptible. 

A  i^^*o  zuAan,  (or  yO  zawalan)  A  heavy 
burden,  trouble. 

A  'e^jto  ziisalat.  Thin,  slender,  weak  (man). 

A  ̂ yo  zawlaj.  Refined  silver. A  zawla^Yery  desirous,  much  inclined. 

A         zawm,  A  defrauding,  injuring. 

V y>yo  zawmar,  Cocks'-comb  (an  herb). 

A  i^jicyo  zawmaran.  Sweet  basil. 
A  i^yo  zawn,  A  yellow  putredinous  ferment  in 

the  stomach  of  a  camel  or  kid,  used  in  curdlins  milk. 

Aib^^2arorea<,Alittledoe.Anumerous  offspring. 

A  (Jj'^2:arya',(v.n.  of t/j.o)Being  thin,  meagre, 
slender  by  nature,  or  attenuated  by  distemper.  Lean- 

ness. Slenderness  of  bone  or  smallness  of  body. 

A  '^^^  zawhj,  Bright,  light.  Zuwiy,  (v.  n.  of 
{jyo)  Repairing  to,  taking  refuge.  Coming  in  the 
night.    Inquiring  about  news.    Becoming  lean. 

A  &JyA>.yo  zuwayziyat,  A  misfortune.  A  rag- 

ing stallion. 

A  'i^^^yo  zuwaytat,  Clay  or  mud  at  the  bottom 
of  a  cistern  or  pond.  Butter  melted,  mixed  with 

fat,  and  laid  up  in  a  skin.    Soft  dough. 
zaivikaty  A  crowd,  body,  troop. 

A  1^  zahh,  (v.  n.  of  eixa)  Resemblmg. 

A         zihas,  (v.  n.  3  of  "^^) 
sembling,  matching. 

A  t— zahb,  (v.  n.  of  (_a^)  Altering  (by 

fire).    Mixed  (multitude). 

A  Asuf^  zahhas,  A  bow  made  straight  by  the 
heat  of  the  fire. 

A  CLi-^  zaht,  A  treading  violently. 

A  uVj^  zahd,  A  subduing,  a  forcing. 
A         zululat,  One  who  submits  to  every  body. 

\  iJiJ  ̂   huwa  zuhdatun  li  hulli  ahadin. 
He  gives  way  to  every  one. 
A  2^a/ir,  A  mountain-top.  A  tortoise.  Arock 

on  a  mountain  of  a  different  colour  from  the  rest. 

A  ^ahz,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Trampling  upon. 

Lying  with.  Beating  hard.  Biting  with  the  fore- 

part of  the  mouth. 
A  z'lhzim.  Worthless,  mean  (man). 

A  i^j''^  zahs,  A  biting  with  the  front  teeth. 
A  &f  zahzabat,  (v.  n.  of  c-^o.^  Q)  Rak- 

ing together  a  fire. 
A  zahl,  (v.  n.  of  Returning  to  its 

origin.  Bringing  (intelligence).  Giving  little  (to 
one).  Defrauding.  Having  little  milk  (a  sheep  or 

camel).  Being  small  and  little.  Milk.  Anything 

made  up  of  different  parts ;  a  collection.  A  little 

water.  Zuhul,  (pi.  of  zahul)  (Sheep)  which 

yield  little  milk. 
A  zahlat,  A  small  quantity  (of  money). 

Little  (present). 

A  Ay^  zahwas,  Ground  without  herbage.  (A 

woman)  whose  breasts  do  not  swell. 

A  t_->_j^  zuhub,  (v.n.  of  l— y^)  Failing  in  pro- 
mise or  duty.  Being  weak  and  unlike  other  people. 

A  iy^^  zahmat,  (pi.  >V^\)  A  pond,  reservoir. 

A  J_5t^  zahul,  (pi.  zuhul)  (A  sheep)  hav- 
ing little  milk,  or  (a  well)  water.  (An  ostrich)  lay- 

ing many  eggs.  Awhite  ostrich.  Zuhul,{y.  n.ofj^ ) 
Being  collected  together  in  parts,  or  by  little  and 



little.  Having  little  milk  (a  sheep).  Being  thin  and 

little  (drink).  Returning.  Defrauding  (of  his  right). 

A  zaha',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^ic^)  Not  conceiving 
nor  being  menstruous  (a  woman).  Producing  no- 

thing (ground). 

A  (|^|y^2;a/ii?/,Resembling,answeringto  another. 

Au!^  zahyus,  (^Ia^  zahyas,  zahya\  or 
sbLjrfO  zahyasai)  A  woman  wanting  breasts  and  not 
conceiving.  A  woman  not  menstruous.  A  kind  of 

shrub  resembling  a  thistle. 

A  sbk^  zahyasat,  A  desert  place  with  no  water. 

A  slight  putting  together  or  construction. 

A  ii>A^  zahyad,  Hard,  strong,  firm. 

A  zayy,  (v.  n.  of  Ifyo)  Repairing  to,  or 
taking  refuge  with.  Coming  in  the  night.  Being 

drawn  together.    Inquiring  (about  news). 

A  ̂\ji>o  ziyas,  Light,  splendour,  brilliancy. 

A  L=->lxo  zaysdb,  (more  correctly  ̂ ^Ijy^  zaysaii) 
One  who  plunges  into  business,  or  interferes  incon- 

siderately in  any  thing. 

P  (^^.       ziya-jyasli,  Light-diffusing. 

I'^.iS^.  Ixc  ziya-pazir,  Admitting  light,  enlight- 
ened, illumined. 

A  ̂^i^  zayah,  Thin,  watery  milk. 
A  w— zayarib,  Mutual  beatings. 

A  )s>\Lo  zayyat,  A  corpulent  man  shaking  his 
body  as  he  walks. 

A jlalx^  zayatir,  (and  'ijtoKyjo  zayatirat)  (pi. 
of  jlaJ;*3  zaytar  and  jUajuj  zaytar)  Corpulent, 

heavy-hipped  (men).    Low,  mean  fellows. 

A  zaya^  (v.  n.of  ̂ Uo  for  Perishing. 
Being  ruined,  lost.  Domestics.  Awife  and  children. 

Any  poor  dependants.  A  kind  of  medicinal  herb. 

Ruin,  destruction.  Iff'ljwo  OU  mata  zaya^n,  He 
died,  and  nobody  cared  about  him.  Ziyaf;  (pi.  of 

1x3  ̂ aj^i^) Wanderers ;  perishing,lost.  (pLofiwoxi 
zay^i)  Fields,  villas,  estates,  farms. 

A  'ij\x>6  ziyafat,  (v.  n.  of  (_JUj  for  (_flA/o)  Be- 
ing a  guest.  A  feast,  banquet,  convivial  entertain- 

ment. Hospitality.  Invitation.  'i})\i^\j\ddaru'z 
ziyafat,  A  banqueting-hall. 

Pa3\i»-CL/iL>o  2;ii/a/ai-A/ta«a,Banqueting-house. 

A  ziydk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ U?  for  ̂ jJ^)  Squeez- 
ing, oppressing,  being  hard  upon.  Aspasia,  a  kind 

of  astringent  or  contracting  lotion  used  by  women. 

A  (J^^o  zayakfl,  (or  zayakilat)  (pi.  of 
zayhal)  Thick,  corpulent.   Naked.  Poor. 

Pjwi  \^  zhja-giistar,  Light-diffusing. 
A^}\x^zisal,  (pi. of  ,3ALs)Slender,  small,mean. 

A  t^l*^  zayawin,  (pi.  of  jj^J-o)  Ram-cats. 
A  ̂Uas  zryasiy,  Luminous,  bright,  brilliant. 

A  u-ax«  zisb  (or  L-*A>o  zayh)  A  pearl.  Any 
marine  production. 

A  (Jh*I^  zifhil  or  zifbul,  A  misfortune. 

A  j»jo;«5  zaysam,  A  lion. 
A  zayj,  (or  ij^^^zayajan)  (v.  n.  of  foi- 

^.^)Inclining,  leaning. 
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A  ̂ ^zayh,  (v.n.  of  for  ̂ o)  Mixing  milk with  water.  Being  void  and  waste  (a  country). 

Thin  milk  mingled  with  water.  Honey.  Wild 

dates  (called  ,_)£«  muhl  when  ripe).  Zih,  The  sun. 

Any  thing  exposed  to  the  sun. 

Aj^  zayr,  (v.  n.  ofj\-o  for^jyo)  Hurting,  in- 
juring. Harm.  Want,  need, necessity,  helplessness. 

A  i-r'l^  zirah,  (pi.  zawarib  and 
i^-Ojljwo  zayanb)  A  mutual  beating. 

A  uLlljoo  zirak,  A  sort  of  fish. 
A         zayram,  Burned. 

A_)jy<3  ̂ a?/j,  (v.  n.  ofjlo  for  joi)  Injuring,  hurt- 
ing. Defrauding.  Acting  unjustly,  oppressing. 

a"^jVj<^  zayzan,  A.\iovse  that  has  never  covered. 
A  zayzan,  A  rival  to  his  fother  in  a  wo- 

man's love.  One  who  contends  with  another  who 
shall  first  draw  water  for  their  cattle.  One  that 

hoards  commodities toenhance  the  price,a  regi-ater. 

Offspring,  children,  domestics,  family.  A  trouble- 
some foe.  A  smart,  active  water-carrier  or  cup- 

bearer. Apunctual  observer  of  agreements.  Trusty. 

A  brass  ring  within  the  axle-hole  of  a  pulley.  Name 
of  an  idol.    Associates,  partners. 

A  il$j\>o  z~iza\  (or  Ij'j^  zisza')  Deficient,  short. 
Not  properly  distributed  (portion). 

A  i^j''^  2:o?/s,(v.n.of(^l^for(^_;-Jw>o)Beginning 

to  wither(a  plant).  Zays,(oVi^'t^zayyis)AM  herb 
shrinking  and  beginning  to  dry  or  wither. 

A  IjQ^  ziszis,  (or  zuziy)  Origin,  root. 
Family.  A  numerous  offspring.  A  mine. 

A  laxo  zayt,  (or  ̂̂ .iaj-^  zayaiaii)  (v.  n.  of  )s>\J> 

forlaJwi)Shakingtheshoulders  or  body  when  walk- 

ing from  fat  or  flabbiness. 
A  )aj^  zasit,  One  who  shakes  his  arms  and 

shoulders  in  walking. 

AjUaJuO  zaytur,  (pi.  'ija\yfO  zayatir  at, ̂ \x>6 
zayatir,  and  ̂ ^Jj^  zayatirun)  A  large-hipped 
man.  A  mean,  worthless  fellow.  A  merchant  who 

does  not  quit  his  place. 

A  ̂̂ UajL-c  zaytan.  One  who  moves  his  shoulders 
in  walking  from  abundance  of  flesh.  Zayatan, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^-"  Q)  Shaking  the  shoulders  and 
body  in  walking. 

A J^*:^  zaytar,  (pi.  'ij^''^  zayatirat)  A  large- hipped  man.  A  mean  fellow. 

A  l^Jhs.^  zaytara'.  One  who  goes  to  market 
without  money,  and  earns  by  his  wits  or  labour. 

A  ij^^  zaytan,  One  who  moves  his  shoulders 
in  walking:  from  abundance  of  flesh. 

A  Liaxo  zaytanat,  (v.  n.  of  (^i^^  Q)  Shaking 

the  shoulders  or  body  in  walking. 

A  zay^ov  zt^  (v.  n.  of  ̂X>o  for  j^)  Pe- 
rishing, being  lost.  Becoming  obsolete.  OU 

mdta  zi^n  {ziya^n,  or  zl^tan).  He  died, 
and  none  inquired  after  him.  Z/ya^,  (pi.  of  5Ua^ 

zay^t)  Farms,  estates,  villas. 
A         ziiyya^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^o)  Perishing,  lost. 

A  jjV*A>c  zi^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ yo  ziyva^and  zurvaQ 
Owls.  Birds  resembling  crows. 

A  zay^t,  (v.  n.  of        for  ̂ j^)  Perish- 
ing, being  lost.  Becoming  obsolete.  Want.  (pi. 

^p>a  ziya^  ~iy^^  and  OUtXxa  zay^t)  An 
estate,  productive  farm,  villa  ;  any  immoveable  pos- 

session. Land  and  water.  Trade,  craft,  profession. 

A  j»*JU3  zaygham,  A  bitei'.  A  lion. A  zayghamiy,  A  lion. 

A  L_6.>'/^  iy-  of  1—5^  for  t_fiA^)  Be- 
coming a  guest.  Being  menstruous.  Seizing  one 

(melancholy).  Flyingwideof  the  mark  (an  arrow). 
Inclining.    Being  nigh  to  setting  (the  sun),  (pi. 

azyaf,  u-ijJ^  zuyuf, SiXid  (jl^Jui  zifdii)  A 
stranger,  foreigner,  guest.  Zif,  A  side.  The  arm. 

^JL^^\  l^A^  zifa'l  wddi.  The  two  sides  of  a  river, 
A  zifdn,  (pi.  of fiA^  ̂ ^yf)  Guests. 

A  iSLi^  zayfat,  A  female  guest.  Menstruous. 

A  ;^J^  zayfan.  The  friend  of  a  guest,  who, 
though  uninvited,  accompanies  him  to  a  feast. 

A  J^xo  zayk  ov  zik,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jVo  for  jJJ^) 

Being  narrow,  strait,  or  tight.  Being  close,  covet- 
ous. Being  unable  to  hold.  Anguish,  vexation, 

grief,sadness,  melancholy,  affliction,  anxiety,doubt, 

oppression  of  spirits,  or  any  thing  which  tortures 

the  mind :  straits,  (pi.  of  'i.ax>6  zikaf)  Afflicted 

circumstances.  (j-flJ^         zihu'n  nafas,  Asthma. 
A  ̂%*o  zayyih.  Strait,  narrow.  Narrow,  tight, 

narrow-hearted  (miser). 

A  'i&XjO  zayliat.  The  mansion  of  the  moon  be- 

tween annajm  and  ̂ jiCi!)\ad'  dabardn.  Zay- 
hat  or  zikat,  (pi.  ̂ Jj^o  zili)  A  melancholy  situa- 

tion, narrow  circumstances,  poverty,  straits. 

A  i^j^         zik-nafas.  Asthmatic. 
A  J^Jui  zika',  (fem.)  Narrower,  straiter. 
A  i-iixo  zayh,  (v.  n.  of  ulJlo  for  dSlxo)  Strad- 

dling (fi-om  heat),  and  being  unable  to  bring  her 
thighs  close  to  her  udder.  Swelling  with  anger. 

A  uilX^  zuyyah,{^\,  of  uiijlo  zdnK)  Straddling 

(camels). 
A  ̂J^^zayhdn,The  straddling  pace  of  a  fat  man. 

A  ̂J^J^  zayhal,  (pi.  ̂J^lJw<5  zaydhil  and  's^\x>o 2;a?/a7r<7c(i)Thick,  fleshy.  Poor,nakedfrom  poverty. 

A  ̂ ^y^o  zaym,  (v.  n.  of  for  pJui)  Diminish- 
ing, defrauding,  (pi.  zuyuin)  Injustice,  op- 

pression. Zim,  The  flank  of  mountain. 

A  f^j^zayviurdn,A.  species  of  odoriferous  herb. 
A  J^^lo  zimiy,  A  large  bottle  of  a  single  skin 

in  which  they  churn  milk. 

A  ̂ ji^  zuy^^jyiy- of  ̂^■^  for  ̂ /o)  Inclining. 
Aj_j>.o  zayur,  Want,  need,  necessity. 
A  ̂ jjto  zuyuf,  (pi.  of  I  axo  zayf)  Guests. 
A  zutulat,  Slenderness  of  body. 

A  j»_jJU3  zuyum,  (pi.  of  ̂ y>o  zaym)  Oppressions. 

A  l^^SJOzaywan,(^^\.^^^\x^6  zaydwin)A.  ram-cat. 
A  t—A^jk.o  zayhah,  A  spit  or  instrument  forroast- 

ing  meat.   Any  place  heated  by  the  sun,  wherein 



meat  may  be  cooked. 

A  &'<Juuj  zuyay^t,  (dim.of  w*xo)  Asmall  estate. 

A  y^^zafil,{}^\.f'^yO  zufolaf  and  Jlto  zisal) 
Slender,  small,  contemptible. 

A  islAA.o  zanlat,  A  slender  serpent.  The  uvula. 

A  eX^li  zaiin,  (pi.  of  (jt/fl  or  (^l^)  Wethers. 

A  zuyayn,  ziiyayy'tn  or  ,j^J^  zuyaywin, 

(^i^m.o?^^^^zaywan)A  male kitten,alittle tom-cat. 

1?  ta  or  fo,  (called  (_Jai»  I'a^z  huifi,ij^ 

s^s^'xc  tasi  ghayr  manhuta,  or  &l*^'e  tan 
muhmala,  Undotted  to)  Is  the  sixteenth  letter  of 

the  Arabic  alphabet,  and  the  nineteenth  of  the 

Persian  ;  expressing  9  in  arithmetic,  Capricorn  in 

the  zodiac,  and  the  moon's  descendant.  The  just 
pronunciation  of  this  letter  can  only  be  learned 

from  the  mouth  of  a  native  of  Arabia.  The  Per- 

sians give  to  it  the  same  power  as  that  of  our  t, 

and  in  spelling  English  vpords  in  Persian  charac- 

ters they  generally  use  Is  for  t.  It  is  interchange- 
able with  )a,  and 

p  ̂H?  tat,  A  man  who  frequents  the  society  of 

women  very  much. 

A  "j^lis*  tatat,  A  going  far  offin  pasturing.  Thin 
clay  or  mud. 

A  tab,  (v.  n.  of  L-^lla  for  i— *Jii>)  Being 

sweet,  fragrant,  agreeable,  good,  lawful.  Render- 
ing so.  Abounding  in  pasturage  (land).  Odour, 

perfume.  An  excellent  flavour.    L-^li?  ̂ ^i  »— 

rutbu  ̂ bnu  tab,  A  sort  of  date.  L^Ua 
bin  tab,  A  kind  of  MadTna  date,  (in  prayer) 

tdba  s/rrw/iM,  May  his  grave  be  fragrant!  may 
he  rest  in  peace ! 

A  ̂ V^^  tdbak,  A  large  brick. 
A  sjlif  tabat.  Wine.    The  town  of  MadTna. 

A  ̂lls  tdbikh,  (pi.  ̂ Is  tubbahli)  A  cook.  An 
angel  who  torments  the  damned.  A  burning  fever. 

A  X^Us  tdbikhat.  Mid-day  heat,  grilling  heat. 

A  ̂^i=>  tdba^  or  idbi^  (pi.  tarvdbi^  A 
seal-ring,  or  any  other  instrument  by  which  an  im- 

pression is  made,  or  with  which  tithe-cattle  are 

branded.  Stamp,mark,impression.ra&?^,  A  printer. 
A  stamper,  sealer.  A  fixed  or  settled  habit  of  body. 

A  ̂̂ ^^'vls  tdbak  or  tdbih,  (from  p  isS(i  tdba)  (pi. 
tan-abik  and  tawdblk)  A  frying-pan. 

A  large  brick.  A  cellar.  A  trap-door.  A  joint,  a 

limb.  The  hand.  Half  of  a  sheep  ;  as  much  as 

Avill  satisfy  two  or  thi-ee  persons. 

A  ̂jij^if  tabihiy,  A  mode  of  wrapping  a  turban 
round  the  head  without  passing  it  under  the  chin. 

A  (j^VIj  tdbin,  Very  skilful  or  cunning. 

T  Oyll?  tdbut,  (for  A  0^\3  tdbut)  A  bier. 
tabun,  A  pit,  or  other  place  where  they 

f.orcr  up  fire. 
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p         tdba,  A  frying-pan,  a  skillet. 

A  sUa  tasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  even,  level, 
soft  (ground  or  bed).  A  treading,  trampling.  ̂ ^S- 
sll^  ̂ Ja'  tasatin,  Commodiously. 

p  OUf  tdt,  Pei'sians ;  so  called  by  a  tribe  M-ho 
inhabit  between  Haraadan  and  Kurdistan. 

A  ij=r^  tdjan  or  tdjin,  A  frying-pan. 

A  (Js>-Ui>  tdhil,  Turbid.  Spleen-coloured. 

A  i^s-^  tdhin,  A  grinder.  An  ox  placed  in  the 
middle  of  a  thrashing-floor,  round  which  the  other 
oxen  move  when  treading  out  the  grain. 

A  iiis-llj  tdhmat,  (pi.  ̂ j>-\^)  A  back-tooth. 

A  io_ip-\i>  tdhunat,  (pi.  (jjs-^^jl?)  A  water-mill. 

A  (_^\^  tain,  Extending  a  great  way  (a  mul- 
titude). Large,  spacious  (arbour  or  shade).  Drawn 

out  a  great  way.  Whatever  fills  up.  Exalted,  high. 

A^U»  tdhhir,  A  black  cloud  covering  the  sky. 
p  uLU-IIs  tdkhak,  A  sort  of  tree  in  Tabaristan. 

A  tdhhl.  Thick  (darkness). 

A  Xjp-ll?  tdhlihjat,  Name  of  an  ant  said  to  have 
held  a  discourse  with  Solomon. 

A  tills  tdd.  Heavy.  Furious  (he-camel). 

A  (^Oll?  tddi,  (fern.  &^,iills>  tddiyai)  Old,  long- 
established  (custom). 

A  j'lls  tdrr,  A  youth  whose  mustachios  are  be- 
ginning to  appear. 

A  lijll?  tdrid,  Persecutor,  pursuer.  Hard  driver. 
A  tdrit,  One  who  has  thin  eyebrows. 

p  iSuhJ^s  tdratka,  A  cherry. 

p  ( — JjILj  tdraf,  Newly-acquired  wealth. 

A  ( — Sjll?  tdrif.  Newly-acquired  or  discovered. 
A  iijlls  tdrifat,  Plenty  (of  money). 

P  ̂jj^  tdrik,  A  door. 
A  Jjlif  tdrik,  (fem.  tdrikat)  (pi.  J^J-la 

^wrra/«)  A  nocturnal  traveller.  A  prophet;  a  diviner 

by  throwing  stones,  magician.   The  morning-star. 

A  aijlls  tdrikat,  (pi.  Jj^ji*  tawdrik)  A  family, 
kindred,  tribe.  A  small  throne,  sofa,  or  couch. 

An  event,  accident.    A  prophetess. 

A  tdriklyat,  A  sortof collar  ornecklace. 

p  jftjll?  tdram,  A  wooden  building  of  a  circular 
form  with  an  arched  roof.  A  dome.  A  roof.  A 

palisade  to  exclude  people  from  a  garden, 

j>^\  tdrami  akhzar  ( ij ̂jffiroza,  or  ̂ j^^Li  nil- 
gun),  Sky.  tdrami  chdrum.  The  fourth 
heaven,  the  firmament,  solar  sphere  or  orbit. 

A  iw,U»  tdrimat,  An  arch-roofed  wooden  house. 

A  |[j,jjU£>  tdruniy,  Raw  silk  orstuflP  madeofit. 

A  ̂JJ^tdr^,{^^\.  Ajla  turi-ds  or  turrasds) 
Who  or  what  comes  suddenly  and  unexpectedlv. 

A  iOjlla  tdrisat,  Calamity,  heavy  misfortune. 

p  eib^jlls  tdrika,  A  purgative  seed. 
A  tdzaj,  (from  p       tdza,  a  mute  »  be- 

comes ^)  Fresh.   Sound,  good,  pure  (tradition). 
p  (_5jli£>  tdzifKxi  Arab;  Arabia.  A  greyhound. 
PA  ids,  A  cup,  goblet.  A  dish.  The  ves- 
sel in  which  water  is  cooled.    Brocade,  p  ̂^^ll? 
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(j^io  I  tdxi  db-gun  (also  (j^-i  nigun),  Heaven. 
A  (_>ijll>  tdsi  afidk.  The  vault  of  heaven. 

PjJ  tdsi  zar.  The  sun  (the  golden  dish). 
A  l!Ii.>1<!»I>11>  tdssdt,  Cups. 

pjb^_jjll>  tds-bdz,  A  juggler  or  conjurer. 
A  ̂^lls  tdssat.  Deeply-penetrating  (stab). 

p  ««s^^li>  tdscka,  A  little  cup. 

A  (Jj-alls  tdsil,  Flying  (dust). 

p  tdsa,  A  kind  of  drum. 

pj\y  auulis  tdsa-nawdz,  A  player  on  the  Sj^jII?. 

A  (^**>'J^  tdsis.  Oppressed,  sick  from  eating  fat. 
A  IsUa  tdt,  Long,  tall.  Strong.  Courageous. 

Quarrelsome.    A  libidinous  and  noisy  stallion. 

A  ̂HjII?  tastds,  A  camel  with  a  short,  thick 

neck.  Low  ground,  a  hollow  where  one  can  lie  hid. 
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A  illslla  tastasat,  (v.  n.  of  Uslls  Q)  Lowering 

(the  head).  Giving  (a  horse)  the  rein,  or  jogging 

(him)  with  the  thigh  that  (he)  may  mend  his  pace 
or  caper.  Being  lavish  in  spending  money. 

A  &L>li:»  tdtat,  (pi.  of  lajUa)  Raging  stallions. 

A  ̂Ui>  td^  Obedient. 
A'iS-^td^t  ,{y  ,r\.o^  ̂ Usfor^li))  Obeying,sub- 

mitting  to.  Obedience,ob3equiou?ness.  The  service 

or  worship  of  God.  A  proper  name  of  a  woman, 

p  It'J^^  ia^a<-</a/i,  A  mosque,  temple,  church. 

A  td^l,  A  straight,  firm  arrow. 

A  j^ll?  td^m,  A  taster  of  food.  A  man  who 
feeds  delicately.  Independent  (of  a  person's  food). 

A(_^S-ll?         Reproaching,  blaming:  stabbing. 
A  piercer,  spearer.  An  asperser,slanderer. 

td^nfi's  sinn,  Stricken  in  years. 
A  td^n,  (pi.  ̂̂ ^^ff-^jl?)  Plague,pestilence. 

vlidj  ̂j^5-li9ia^M?i-^arZ(2,  Smitten  with  pestilence. 
A  td^yat,  A  woman  diseased  in  the  liver. 
A  C->_^ll?  tdgkiif,  (\)\.  {JL^^\^  tawdghit  and 

taivdghi)  An  idol,  a  demon,  or  any  object 

vvorshipped  (excepting  Omnipotence),  particularly 
an  ancient  idol  at  Mecca.  Satan.  A  diviner,  sooth- 

sayer, augur.  Juggling,  magic.  An  heresiarch. 

A  (^llf  tdghi,A.  rebel,  leader  of  faction  or  in- 
surrection; a  refractory,  disobedient,  insolent  man. 

A  tyrant  (applied  by  the  Muhammadans  to  the 
Greek  emperors  of  Byzantium  or  Constantinople). 

A  tdghiyat,  (pi.  ̂ ^^'^  tarcdgKl)  A  ty- 
rant. A  ringleader  of  rebellion.  A  Greek  empe- 

ror. A  proud,  insolent  fool.  A  thunderbolt,  liglit- 
ninsr.  An  idol.  A  loud  shriek  under  the  infliction 

of  castigation  or  torment.  Crimes,  sins,  trespasses. 

A  (  jUi>  taf,  (A  man)  who  goes  much  round. 
Wool  of  the  neck,  the  nape  of  the  neck. 

A  aills  tdjfat.  Any  thing  dividing  a  plain  fi'om 
a  mountain.  A  hedge,  border,  or  whatever  sur- 

rounds a  garden. 

A  Jli3;a/?/t,Overflowing(pond).  Fullofdrink. 

A  aliUf  tdfilat.  Good.  Utility,  profit. 

A  ̂jli'  tdfl.  Extinguished.  Overspreading. 

y  A  io.k,  (pi.  O^Oa  tdkdt  and  ̂ jUui?  t'l- 



han)  An  arch.  An  arched  building,  cupola,  or  any 

species  of  vaulted  work.  The  space  between  any 

two  planks  of  a  ship.  A  window,  balcony.  A  kind 

of  tree.  A  kind  of  garment,  cloak,  cloth,  or  green 

scarf.  Open.  A  peculiar  noise  or  echo.  The  pro- 
minent part  of  a  mountain.  A  projecting  part  of 

a  well.  Odd.  Unique,  singular,  one  part  or  fold 

of  any  thing  doubled  (as  a  single  or  double  sole). 

A  fold,  plait,  or  ply.  p  ̂^li?  jii  du  tah,  Double, 

two-fold,  M  sih  <aA,  Three-fold.  jVls 
tdki  ahru,  The  eyebrow  (of  a  mistress),  a 

taki  azrak,  The  azure  vault,  i.e.  heaven,  sky. 

(Synonymous  to  which  are  the  following,  in  com- 

position with^li?  tak:  Pijjjj  bazicha-ranfj, 
khazrd,  tar  am,  ij  yjfj  Jiroza,  (_^» 

kuhliy  Idjawardt,  ̂ j^^Lj  nilufari,  ̂  

ajls-  nhn-khana,  or  iO_l=-  ̂ ij  nirn-khdya^.  p 
(jiil^  j>  tdk  bar  niltadan,  To  forget,  leave,  omit. 

ClAa=-  tah-juft,  (or  ̂  "  ■o-^  l>  ̂ll*  tak  yajuft) 

Odd  or  even.  '6jy> ̂ ^Jlt  ̂jUs  taki  shahur-hura, 
A  kind  of  sweet  triangular  pasty.  A  (j-JjAsi  ̂ lL> 
taki  mukarnas,  The  throne  of  Solomon,  p 

J  tak  u  turumb,  (or  ̂J^a  j  tak  u  tu- 

rum)  Pomp,  pride,    a  ̂j^^  i^f^'^  '"^> 
window.  |jVi>  J^^j^joj  kasri  zumurrud-tak,  The 
palace  of  the  azure  vault,  i.e.  heaven,  sky.    p  iO 

nuh  tak,  The  nine  vaults  or  heavens,  ̂ ll? 

^i>^  ?a/t  skudan,  To  be  folded  or  doubled  up. 
A  iiill?  takat,  Power,  force,  strength.  Ability. 

Patience.  Rest,  repose.  Order,  series.  One  heap, 

bundle,  or  handful.  A  single  plat  of  a  rope. 

p  5^11?  tdkcka,  A  little  window. 

p  iO^i^illa  takdana,  The  cornel-tree. 

p^j«j_4\illsia/f  c?es.  Arch  wise.  Aportico,verandah. 

A  royal  pavilion.  The  throne  of  Khusraw;  like- 
wise that  of  king  Solomon. 

p  ai'lls  tdka,  A  single  twist  of  a  rope.  One  sprig 
of  a  flower.  A  single  silken  garment.  Power, 

strength.  Patience,  endurance. 

p  i^'^tahi,  A  kind  of  high-crownedhat  or  mitre. 
The  froth  of  urine  in  a  chamber-pot.  Sediment  in 

theurineofa  sick  person.  Acloud.Wall-eyed(liorse). 

p  A  s-^^^  tdkiya  or  tahiya,  A  fillet,  especially 
one  worn  under  the  head-dress.  A  balcony,  pent- 

house. A  cornice.  J  j<i  ̂4^^  tdkiya-doz,  A  head- 
dress maker.   A  deceiver. 

A  JUa  tola,  (in  prayer)  May  it  be  long!  Jlla 

sla^  tdla  bahdhu.  May  his  existence  be  prolonged ! 

^  A  tdlib,  (pi.  (_->!^  tullab,  u_Jl>  tullab, 

isJiia  talabat,  and  talab)  One  who  asks,  in- 

quires, demands,  interrogates,  or  requests :  craving, 

importunate.  A  beggar.  An  inquisitor,  inquirer. 

A  pursuer.  8tudious,desirousofknowledge,curious. 

^  tdllbi  ̂ Im,  A  student,  p  C^Axm^  tjV^ 
Ji^  tdlihdni  fazilat-gustar,  Learned  and  excellent 
men.  alu  tdlib,  The  name  by  which  JvaC' 

I  fM^^bd  mano/jthepaternaluncle  of  Muhammad 
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and  father  of  Ally,  is  usually  designated. 

A         tdlat,  A  she-ass. 

A  ̂lia  tdlih,(p\.  ̂ l?<?/ZZa/i)Wicked,  villainous. 
Wearied  (she-camel),  p  Ji\agarsdlih 

u  agar  <aZiA,Whether  good  or  bad.  A  ̂̂ ^^l*a)\  ̂  ̂  

law  la  as  salihuna,  la  halaka't  ta- 
lihuna.  Were  it  not  for  the  righteous,  verily  the 
wicked  would  be  cut  off. 

A  ia//^,  Who  or  what  arises,  appears,  breaks 
forth,  is  born  or  produced.  The  false  dawn,  twilight. 

The  horoscope  or  predominant  star  at  a  person's 
nativity.  Fortune(good  or  bad),fate,destiny,chance. 

An  arrow  which  flies  beyond  the  mark.  The  new 

moon.  ^ ^^tali^  mas^idu  'I  matdli^ 
A  constellation ofahappy  ascendant;  good  fortune. 

p^lcjl        tdli^dzmdsijTn&l  of  one's  fortune. p  tdlifmand,  Fortunate,  prosperous. 

Pjj^U:>  tdli^oar,  Fortunate.  Wealthy. 

A  i^Ua  tdlik,  (pi.  jils  tullak)  Divorced,  repu- 
diated (woman).  (A  camel)  without  a  halter,  or 

one  going  to  water.  (A  camel)  left  a  day  and  a 
night  without  being  milked. 

A  iLaJUs  tdlihat,  (pi.  tarvdlik)  Divorced 

(woman).  Temperate  (night).  (A  camel)  allowed 
to  pasture  where  she  likes  without  being  milked. 

p  j^^lls  tdlkun,  (or  (^^aJlls  tdlikun)  A  species 
of  poisonous  brass  or  mixed  metal,  composed  of 

iron,  antimony,  lead,  gold,  tin,  copper,  and  silver, 
of  which  tweezers  are  made  for  pulling  out  hairs, 

which  never  grow  afterwards,  or  at  least  but  slowly. 

A  ̂ Ua  tdlim,  (pi.  i^is*  talamat)  A  baker. 
A  l^Hs  tdla  md,  It  is  a  long  time  that. 

A  ii>_jlU3  tdlut,  (or  O jJUs>  tdlut)  Saul  (the  king). 

A  ̂jUa  tail.  Covered  with  green  scum  (a  horse- 
pond).  Dark  (night). 

T  (j\^Us>  tdlydn,  (Italiano)  An  Italian. 

p ̂ ^L^^  tdU.sfar, The  bark  of  an  Indian  olive; 
applied  to  the  mouth  it  is  a  cure  for  certain  diseases. 

A  j!l,Us  tdjnm,  Conquering,  victorious  (army). 
p  tdmdt,  Doubtful  words,  without  cer- 

tainty, raving  nonsense.  Barbarously  pronounced. 

A  siUa  tdmmat.  Adversity.  A  calamity  which 

overtops  all  others.    The  resurrection. 
A  JLa/oU*  tdynis,  A  menstruous  woman. 

A  y«Ui>^ami7t,  High,  elevated.  (A woman)  who 

flies  from  her  husband  to  her  friends.  Looking  up- 

wards. Covetous,  eager.  High,lofty.  L-sPal^^lij 
tdmihu't  tarf,  A  quick-sighted  horse. 

A^ll?^amzr,Aflea.  tdmiru'bnu 
tdmirin,  Unknown,  either  himself  or  his  father. 

A  (jM/cli*  tdmis,  (pi.  tawdmis)  Far  dis- 
tant or  separate,  invisible.  Hollow  in  heart  (a 

man)  ;  without  a  soul.    A  concealer. 

A  tdmi^  (pi.  -''Wi'  tuma^s,  ̂ ^U*  ta- 

md^',  and  atmd^  Covetous,  greedy,  desi- 
rous, hopeful.  Appetitive. 

A  iuwlls  tdmi^t,  Appetite. 

A  iJ-oU^  tdmil,  Wicked,  scurrilous,  shameless. 

Aj^ll?  tdmur,  (pi.  j^-e^^  tarvdmir^  A  book, 
volume,  roll,  scroll. 
A  tdmi,  Swelling,  raging  (deep). 

A         tdn,  Full  of  clay,  clayey.    The  body. 

Ajills  tdniz,  Sarcastic,  satirical,  derisive. 

A  ij,^  tdni,  (pi.  sUla  tundi)  A  whoremonger. 

A  (^^^  tdsus,  atrcds  and 
tarvdrvis)  A  peacock.  A  handsome  man,  a  beau. 

Ground  verdant  with  herbage,  or  covered  with  herb- 
age of  various  kinds.  Silver.  vj>,  (ji^  1  td- 

wusi  dtish-par,  (The  peacock  with  wings  of  fire) 

The  sun.  jiai>-\  tdrvus-pardni  akhzar. 
Angels.  Stars.  tiJi>- Us  ̂a/ywsi  MmW,  Virgins 
of  Paradise.  tdwusi  mashrik 

khirdm,  The  sun.  Heaven. 

p  Siilo  ̂ jjjjlis  tdsus-mdda,  A  peahen. 

A  (.sjUa  tdmi,  (fem.  io.j\i»  tdmiyat)  Starved, 
hungry,  eating  nothing. 

A  1^^^  tdrviy,  Any  one. 

A^lls  tdhir,  (pl.jl^l  aiAar  and  J^j^t^  tahd- 

ra')  Clear,  pure,  unsullied,  chaste,  clean,  holy.  A 
clean  woman.  l-^IjcJ^ tdhiru's  siydb,  (and 

JjiSJ\  jfell?  tdkiru^z  zayl)  Immaculate,  of  unsul- 
lied life,  jfcli?  c-aJj  kalbi  tdhir,  A  pure  heart. 

A'ijs>'^tdhirat,(^k.  woman)clear  of  all  impurity. 
A  ̂3^ll?  tdkil.  Fetid  (water). 

A  j^JS'U^  tdUi,  (pi.  il^  tukdt  and  ̂ ^j^^  tuha') 
Cooking.    A  cook.    A  roaster.    A  baker. 

A  i_-oU»  tdfib)  Good,  pleasant,  lawful. 

A  (j^lif  tdnbln,  (obliq.  pi.  of  JUa  tdsib) 
The  good,  the  lawful. 

A  io'vls  idyat,  A  flat  roof,  terrace,  or  surface.  A 
place  where  they  dry  dates.  A  large  stone  in  sandy 

ground.    Soil  in  which  are  no  stones. 
A y  lis  ifa.c2V,  Flying.  A  flier.  (Si^-J^tayr)X 

bird.  Work,  act.  An  omen  (especially  a  bad  one); 

and  also  the  thing  from  which  the  omen  is  taken. 

Anger,  I'age.  The  brain.  Any  thing  which  is  put 
upon  a  man  to  execute.  Dignity,  happiness.  What- 

ever is  necessary  for  the  support  of  life,  daily  bread. 

»jiJ*>J ̂ li*  tdsiri  sidra,  The  bird  of  Sidra  (a  spe- 
cies of  paradisaical  tree),  the  angel  Gabriel. 

tdsiri  kudsi.  An  angel.  ̂ Ua5\  ̂ ^U*  sdki- 

nu't  tddr,  Grave,  modest.  B^llbjOa  tdra  tdnru- 

hu,  He  flew  in  a  passion. 
A  (j2jU*  Volatile,  light,  flighty;  pettish. 
A  Ik^Ua  tddt,  (pi.  ftlslls  tdtat  and  ia^jla^  atrvdt) 

A  raging  and  noisy  stallion.  A  litigious  and  quar- 
relsome man.    Long,  tall. 

A  ̂lla  tdsi^  (pi.  tuwa^  Obedient,  cheer- 
ful, willing.  ̂   Ijo11»  tdd^n  bild  ikrdhin, 

Consenting  without  compulsion. 

A  tdsif,  Who,  what  goes  round.  A  night- 
watch  or  patrole.  A  wall  surrounding  any  place. 

The  ox  which  is  stationed  at  the  outer  edge  of  thp 

threshing-floor.   A  rock  projecting  from  a  m o"ii 



tain.  A  domestic  who  serves  gently  and  carefully. 
Name  of  a  town  and  of  a  district  in  Arabia.  The 

middle  of  the  bow,  between  ahhar  and  &x»»>' 
sis^at,  upon  which  the  arrow  rests.  A  spectre,  phan- 

tom, vision.  Temptation  of  the  devil,  a  vile  thought. 

A  &ijUa  tasifat,  (pi.  t_-fl^\ji9  tawanf)  A  people, 

nation,  tribe,  family ;  a  troop,  band,  body,  com- 

pany, clique,  suite,  train,  equipage,  attendants.  A 

person,  individual.  A  portion.  Part  (of  any  thing, 

especially  of  the  night). 

A  ̂ll^ajlla  tasifatani,  Two  companies,  i.  e.  Jews 
and  Christians. 

A  iasik,  Prominent  part  of  (a  mountain  or 

well).  Space  between  any  two  planks  of  a  ship. 

A  Jjll?  ?aj:i7,  Long.  Power.  Profit,  advantage. 
The  comforts  of  life,  riches.  Excellence.  Jjll?  ̂  

la  taAl,  (There  is)  no  profit.  JjllsjvP'  ghayr  tanl, 
Dull,  blunt  (sword).  ^     ma  huwa  hi 

tasilin,  He  is  low,  useless,  good  for  nothing.  ̂ ) 
jsjk*  Jjfi  lam  yalda  minhu  bi  taAlin,  No 

good  came  of  him  (or  it). 
A  tasilat,  Excellence.  Power,  riches.  The 

comforts  of  life.  Enmity,  hatred. 

A  taiiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  tayy. 

A  CLi^  tahh,  (v.  n.  of  tll^ia)  Strengthening  (a 

leathern  bottle)  by  covering  the  seams  with  a  strap. 

Skilful,an  adept,able  practitioner ;  expert(stallion). 

(A  camel)  placing  his  hind-feet  in  the  prints  left 

by  his  fore-feet).  Tibh,tdbh,  or  tuhb,  (v.  n.  of  CJ^) 

Executing  any  work  leisurely  and  comraodiously. 

Making  up  medicine.  Being  an  adept  in  any  science. 

Medicine  for  body  or  mind.  Magic,  witchcraft,  ne- 

cromancy, fascination.  Benevolence,  courtesy.  As- 

sistance. iHjh  ̂ .Imi  tibh,  Scienceof  medicine. 
iTtii,  Will,  desire,  inclination.  Nature,  habit,  cus- 

tom. State,  condition.  i^P^.  "-^^i^  ̂   zaka  bi 
tibhi,  That  is  not  my  custom. 

A  I— -jV*^  tabah,  A  long,  streaky  cloud.  Tibah, 

(pi.  of  djils  tibbat,  tihabat,  and  *&-JiAl»  tabi- 
fca<)Oblong  tractsof  land  orclouds.  Leathern  straps 

of  a  finger's  breath  for  covering  the  seams  of  a  lea- 
thern bottle. 

A&J Lis  to&a&a^, A  long,streaky  cloud.  Tihabat, 

The  medical  art.  A  strip  of  leather  for  covering  the 
seams  of  the  bottom  of  a  water-bottle, 

p  2oLl>  tabaha,  Meat  dressed  soft. 

a  jLI?  tahsat,  Nature,  disposition(good  or  bad). 

tabalih  or  tubahh,  Strength,  stability. 
Plumpness,  fatness. 

A  ̂VXls  tabhahh,  A  cook. 

A  X-p-Uls  tibahhat,  The  art  of  cookery.  Tuha- 

khat,  The  scum  of  a  pot  boiling  over,  slush. 

A  &A=-L1>  ta  or  tubakhiyat,  A  beautiful  and  sen- 
sible young  woman,  also  one  firm  and  well-made. 

AjLla  OUj  banatu  tabar,  Heavy  calamities. 

A         tubbar,  A  tree  resembling  the  fig. 
tihaz,  A  kind  of  large  red  fig. 
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AjfJitJ!h  tahashir,  A  substance  of  a  siliclous  na- 
ture produced  in  the  bamboo,  used  in  medicine  ; 

also  theashesof  the  roots  and  joints.  In  a  high  wind 
these  bamboos  rub  against  each  other  and  emit  fire. 

l?l!iiijylUli)iaJa,s/<irw7A/m?/^a<,Chalk,lime,plas- 
ter.  tabashiri  subh,  The  light  of  dawn. 

A  vJisLl?  tahataba,  Name  of  the  great-great- 
grandson  of  Ally. 

A ̂ Li?  tihd^  Nature,  temperament, complexion, 
disposition, nature's  stamp  ;  understanding,  genius, 

intellect,judgment.  ̂ \2ai\J\ddaru't  </Z)a^,  Aprint- 
ing-ofiice.    (pi.  of        tab^  Natures,  forms. 

A         tahba^  A  sword-cutler :  potter  :  sealer. 

A  iG^Ll*  tiha^t,  The  art  of  forging  swords  or 
moulding  earthen  pots. 

A  JJh  tihRk,  (v.  n.  3  of  jA>)  Agreemg,  suit- 
ing, fitting,  matching.  Higher  part  or  surface  (of 

ground).  Antithesis,  (pi.  of  tabah)  Things 

similar  to  one  another  (plates,  dishes,  orbs,  cupo- 
las, the  stories  of  a  house,  the  orders  of  the  heaven). 

A  ̂^i^  tuhbakjA.  certain  tree  found  on  the  moun- 
tains near  Mecca,  a  specific  against  poisons,  scab, 

or  fever,  or  inveterate  obstructions  in  the  liver. 

A  -^^Lls  tabakas,  Impotent  (stallion  camel). 

Weak,  helpless,  impotent  (man).  Heavy  and  fat 

(man).  A  stammerer. 
A  JIaI?  tahbal,  A  drummer. 

A  SiLla  tibalat,  The  art  of  drum-beating. 
A  &JlIl>  tahbalat,  A  female  drummer. 

A  &iLl?  tahanat,  (or  i^iLla  tabaniyat)  (v.  n.  of 

(j^l>)  Being  sensible,  intelligent,  knowing,  expert. 
Quickness,  sagacity. 

p  s^Lls  tahancha,  A  box,  blow,  slap. 

tabahij,  Meat  fried  in  batter. 

AiL^lJa  tabahljat,  A  dish  composed  of  slices  of 

meat,  onions,  eggs,  and  water. 

p  jvS^Ui?  tabdhja,  (or  tabahij)  An  ome- 
let. Soft  meat. 

A  ̂Lls  tabdAJth,  Hot  pestilential  winds. 
A  ̂_^l-l?faiaji^,(pl.ofwtJkJ£>)Natures,tempers. 

A  "^^^J^  tahdsi^y.  Natural,  physical. 
A  tibab,  (pi.  of        tibbat,  iolJa  tihd- 

hat,  ̂Jkfla  tahihat)  Sorts,  kinds.  Oblong  tracts  of 

ground  or  clouds.    Segments  of  cloth  or  leather. 

^jcZi  u-»A>  tihabi  shi^t^  shams,  The  rising 

sun's  rays  darting  through  the  air. 

A  'ill?  tibbat,  (pi.  (_««A>  tibab)  An  oblong  tract 
of  grassy  ground  or  clouds;  also  a  long  segment 
of  cloth,  or  a  leathern  strap  about  the  breadth  of 

the  finger.  A  house.  A  garment  open  in  front,  and 

long-skirted.  A  sun-beam.  Goats'  leather,  used 
by  shoemakers.  Tuhbat,  A  strip  of  leather  for 

covering  the  seams  of  the  bottom  of  a  water-bottle. 

A  ̂ 1?  tub),  (v.  n.  of  Striking  any  thing 
hollow  (as  the  head).  Confirmed  stupidity.  Tabaj, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  foolish,  insane. 
A  A  cooking;  cookery.  ̂ ^51  ii,!*- 

jayyidu't  tahkh,  Well-baked  (loaf).  Well-burnt 
(brick.) 

A  tuhbakh,  (pi.  of  ̂lls  tabikh)  Cooks.  An- 
gels who  torment  the  damned. 

A          tahhhat.  Quite  foolish  or  stupid. 

p  i6\j»-        tahhh-khdna,  A  cook's  shop. 
Aj^l?  tabr,  (v.  n.  ofj<l3)  Leaping,  skipping. 

Concealing  one's  self.    Covering  (as  a  stallion). 
Tibr,  The  angle;  also  the  side  curtain  or  buttress 

of  a  castle.  (foi-jO  tihr)  Native  gold.  Tabar,  (from 
tabar)  An  axe.  A  mattock. 

p  j\l?  tabar,  Name  of  a  district  in  Persia. 

A  tabardniy,  Belonging  to  Tiberias. 
A  tabraj,  An  emmet,  a  pismire. 

p  i^^J^  taharhliun.  The  red  Hyrcanian  or 
Tabristan  willow.  The  jujube.  A  red  colour. 

p  lijj^  taharzad,  {j^jj^  taharzaz,  ̂ ^jj^  ta- 

barzan,  or  tj^j^  tabar'zal)  Sugar-candy.  Con- serve of  roses. 

A  ̂j>>^l?  tahras  or  tibris,  An  arrant  liar. 

p  (^IjLwj^jda  iabaristdn.  The  ancient  Hyrcania. 

p  {^j^  tabari,  A  native  of  Tabaristau. 
A  (jrj<l>  ia&ariy.  Native  of  Tabariyat  in  Wasit. 

The  third  part  of  a  ̂ j^^  dirhain  in  Syria. 
A  tabariyat,T\hev\dLS.  Name  of  a  village 

in  Wasit.  s.\j<^  C^^^^  buhayrati  tahariya.  The 
lake  of  Tiberias. 

Ajd?  tabz,  (v.  n.  ofjd?)  Filling.  Lying  with. 

Tibz,  The  angle  of  a  mountain.  A  boulder-stone. 

(A  camel)  with  a  double  bunch. 

A  (j-aI?  tabs,  Black.  Tibs,  A  wolf. 
p  tabsa,  Tapestry,  a  carpet. 

A  [^J^i^h  tabsh.  Men  :  a  body,  troop.  (jiAkJl 

ayyu't  tabsh  huwa.  Who  he  is  (I  know  not). 
A  u_.jlla^  tabtdb,  A  bird  with  large  ears. 

A'iS\Vt^^  tabtdbat,The  club,  bat,  or  racket,  with 
which  they  strike  the  ball  at  the  game  of  tennis. 

A  iLlaJs  tabtabat,  (v.  n.  of  u-^laJa  Q)  Making 

noise.  The  sound  made  by  the  dashing  of  torrents 

or  water-falls,  or  in  walking,  or  in  whipping. 

A  XXaIiaIj  tabtabiyat,  A  twisted  garland,  with 

which  they  strike  one  another  when  dancing. 

p  _j1ia1?  tabtu,  A  kind  of  vv^ater-bird. 
— —  A  tahf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Forging  (a  sword). 

Coining  (money).  Moulding  (a  pitcher).  Printing, 

stamping.  Signing,  sealing,  making  an  impression 
with  a  seal.  Presenting  a  fair  mark  for  a  blow  (the 

nape  of  the  neck).  Striking  the  back  of  the  head 
with  the  hand.  Casting  a  veil  over  the  heart  (God). 

Filling  (a  bucket  or  measure).  An  impression  made 

with  a  seal.  Nature,  genius,  complexion,  tem- 

perament, quality,  intellect,  judgment.  Mould, 
make.  Form,  shape,  air.  Likeness,  resemblance. 

^^5^  tahfi  ildhi.  Divine  nature. 
tab^  hdfuri,  A  cold  and  dry  temperament.  A  dull, 

stupid,  reserved,  frigid  fellow.  Death.  ^la!^ 

\^i:>^\       at'tah^amlak  mini'l  adah,  l^&X\wc  is 



inore  powerful  than  education.  bi't  tab^ 
Naturally,  p  jO  tcz-iab^,  Ready-witted,  inge- 

nious; capricious,  whimsical,  fantastic.  A 

hatim-tab^  Of  the  nature  of  Hatim  (a  generous 

Arabian),  i.e.  incomparably  munificent,  p  (^y>- 

A'A?«Mi7<-i;aZ*^,Good-natured,benevolent.A^i\<) 

^^liJb  muduniy  hit  tab^O?  an  ui-bane  disposition. 
Tib^  A  channel,  stream,  rivulet,  (pi.  atba^ 

A  place  of  little  water.  A  measure  full.  A  lea- 

thern bottle  for  churning.  Rust,  soil,  dirt.  Tuha^ 

(v.  n.  of  ̂fi^)  Becoming  rusty  (a  sword).  Being 
mean,  sordid,  abject.  Being  idle,  slothful,  sunk 
in  low  and  vicious  habits  (as  a  sword  is  covered 

with  rust).  Excessive  rust,  dirt,  and  nastiness.  Dis- 

grace, vice,  infamy.  Tabl^  Sordid,  mean,  abject; 
unblushing,  not  ashamed  of  his  sordid  manners  or 

fihhiness.   Rusty  (sword). 

ptoji         tab^azma,  Trying  the  disposition. 

A  f^\xx^  ttib^n,  Sealing-wax  or  clay. 
ana,  A  printing-office. 

p       ̂ is>  tab^zdd,  Invention. 

A^^ajvl?  tab^y,  Natural,  physical. 

•^^  A  iabk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ {^)  Cleaving  to  the 
side  (the  hand).  Being  nuar  (doing  any  thing). 

Tibk,  Any  thing  corresponding  with,  or  joined  to, 
another.  A  multitude  (of  men  or  locusts).  The 

fruit  of  a  certain  tree.  An  hour  of  tlie  day.  A  long 

time.  Bird-lime.  (pl.ofa.ii;>li>i/&/iai)Gins,springes, 

snares.  Tithh,  (pi.  of  ̂ J;^  tabtii)  Hours  of  the 

night.  Tahak,  (from  jj'-l?)  Cleaving  to.  Being 
contracted,  shut,  or  clapt  to  the  side  (the  hand). 

Setting  about  a  thing  which  one  intends  to  finish. 

A  dish,  plate^ray.  (pi.  ,j^J*l»^  atbak  and 
atbihat)A  lid,  cover.  An  orb,  disk.  A  thin  bone  be- 

tween thejointsofthe  backbone. The  story  of  a  house. 

Vault  of  heaven.  Universal  (rain)  covering  the  sur- 

face of  the  globe.  Surface  of  the  earth.  A  leaf.  Gold- 

leaf,  tinfoil.  One  thing  following  another.  What- 
ever matches,  tallies  with,  or  fits  (another  thing). 

An  age.  A  period  of  twenty  years.  The  greater 

part  (of  night  or  day).  A  flight  of  locusts.  A  com- 
pany of  people.  State,  condition.  The  exterior  of 

the  vulva.  jjJ'ij  ̂ ji^  tabaki  zambur,  A  bee-hive. 
Jjfl?  |jA>  tabak  ̂ flZ^a/i,  One aboveanother(as plate 

upon  plate,  story  over  story).  ̂ Ji^  ̂sJia  tabu- 
han       tabaJdn,  Consecutively, following  in  order. 

OUj banatu  tabahm, Misfortunes.  Tortoises. 

Serpents.    JjfU  CL^lb  ihda'  banat  tahah, 
Misfortune,  sorrow  (literally,  the  mother,  or  one 

of  the  daughters  of  the  tortoise,  the  old  Arabians 

believing,  that  of  79  eggs,  the  usual  number  laid  by 

her,  one  of  them  produced  a  black  serpent).  cL-jo 

ijjIj  bintu  tabakin,  A  tortoise  which  lays  99  eggs, 
each  of  which  produces  a  tortoise,  and  lays  one 

egg  which  produces  a  serpent.  Tibak,  (pi.  of  isHjda 
tibJiat)  Gins,  nooses,  snares. 

aIs-I?  iihkan,  For  a  long  time  (we  abode  w  ith 
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him).  Tabahan,  One  after  another,  successively. 

a  OULl?  <aia/i£ii,(pl.of  &Ll»)Kinds(of  men). 
a  KLI?  iibkat,  An  hour  of  the  day.  (pi. 

tibak  or  tibk^  A  gin,  noose,  snare.  Tahakat,  One 

tiling  following  another.  A  degree,  stage,  story, 

floor,  stratum.  Race,  generation.  A  class  or  order 
of  men.  p  ̂btiul*  tubahad  bida,  An  upper  story, 

(^job  iJij,!?  tabakan  jyaAn,  A  lower  story.  xTabi- 
hat,  Contracted  or  shut  (hand).  A  hand  which 
cleaves  to  the  side. 

tabahcha,  A  small  plate,  saucer. 

v^sS"^  tabaltcliiyOne  who  has  charge  of  dishes 
or  plate,  clerk  of  the  scullery. 

p  tabkarl,  A  small  plate.  Side,  border. 

A  J-^is  tabl,(v.n.  of  (J-^)  Drumming.  (pl.JLl*\ 
atbdl  and  Jj-if  tubuT)  A  drum,  single  or  double.  A 
tambourine.  Garments  on  which  are  figures  of 

drums.  The  pool  in  which  gamesters  deposit  the 

stakes.  A  money-till,  a  save-all.  People.  Tribute, 

p  (jijUul  tahli  asdyish,  Sounding  a  retreat. 

U'^^  tahl  khwurdan,  To  be  afraid,  to  fly 
in  terror,  J'^jj'^         ̂ ^^^       ■^^^^  giUm 
zadan,  To  strive  to  conceal  what  is  notorious.  J,-!* 

j»J;iij>Jjii  tabl  dar  zirigilhn  mdndan,  To 
be  obseui'e,  little  known,  ^^dj  ̂y2o  tahl  zadan, 
To  beat  a  drum.  ̂ J"^3J  ij-^  tabli  rvdpas,  (or 

jS'l*  tabli  mdtavi)  A  drum  which  they  beat  on  tlie 
day\j^l5-  ̂ shura.  A ̂   ^Jj'^^  ̂   '^^ 
rl  ayyu't  tahli  huwa,\  know  not  what  man  he  is. 

pjb  JJrs  tabl-haz,  A  drum  hung  at  the  saddle. 
A  drummer. 

A         iablat,  A  tray  in  the  shape  of  a  sieve. 

tahl-hhana,  Warlike  music ;  a  concert 
of  drums.  A  band  of  music. 

p  ̂ ^J  iJ-Ja  tabl-zan,  A  drummer. 
A  ̂^-f^  tahlah,  A  bundle  of  papers. 
p  Cill^-ls  tablak,  A  little  drum  ;  also  a  drum 

made  of  two  kettles,  joined -bottom  to  bottom,  and 
covered  with  a  skin.   A  mitre,  cap,  tiara.  A  fillet. 

pj\ji  (3^^  tabl-narvaz,  A  drummer. 

p  (^^y  (J««i9  tahl-namazi,  Drum-beating 
p  tahla,  A  large  wooden  dish  in  which 

fruits  are  exposed  to  sale.  A  small  tambourine.  A 

round  butt  or  mark  for  archers.  A  sandal  or  slip- 

per. Any  thing  thrown  or  shot  at  birds,  sprung  by 

a  pointer,  which  brings  them  down.  jUaff  isLls 

tablad  ̂ ttdr,  A  perfumer's  tray. 
Pj^js-  ed*l5i(aWa-M/tar,Eatinggratis;  a  parasite. 

pj^y  &Ll>  tabla-narcdz,  A  drummer. 

A  'il}-^  tabllyat,  Tributary  money. 
A  (^ls>  tahn  or  taban,  (v.  n.  of  i^-^)  Covering 

up  (a  fire)  to  prevent  (its)  dying  away.  Person, 
people.  A  great  concourse  of  people,  ̂ jfc  ̂J^laJ^  ̂   \ 

ayyui  tabni  hurva,  What  countrymim  is  he?  Tubn, 

A  lute,  a  guitar.  Taban,  (v.  n.  of  tj^i>)  Knowing, 

perceiving,  understanding  well.  Quickness,  saga- 
city. Taban,  tabn,  tibn,  tubn,  or  tuban,  A  kind  of 
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game  with  lines  scored  on  the  ground.  A  carcase 
laid  to  entice  vultures.  Tubin,  Sensible,  intelligent, 

knowing,  sagacious.  Tiban,  (pi.  of  &:o3£>  ilbnat) 
Intellectual  powers,  subtilties.  Tuban,  (pi.  of  iufis 
tubnat)  Games  of  nine-pins. 

A  ssAy  tibnat,  (pi.  {^j^  tiban)  Understanding, 

quickness  of  apprehension.  Tubnat,  The  sound 

of  a  lute  or  guitar,  (pi.  ̂^y^  tuban)  A  kind  of  game 
with  three  or  nine  stones  or  pieces. 

Ajd^J^  tabandar,  Mischief,  malice,  evil. 

tabang,  A  green-grocer's  tray. 
A  ̂As  tabm,  A  calling  to. 

A  ̂\'^  tabKdi,  (A she-camel)  with  a  pendulous 
udder.    A  serious  and  important  aflfair. 

Pj^J^  s^Js  karyaritabur,The  city  of  Tiberias. 

Pj^i^         jahali  tabur.  Mount  Tabor. 
A  tubu^  (pi.  of        tib^  Rivulets. 

A  ̂>i5  tabbu^  An  insect  of  the  tike-species, 
uhose  bite  is  extremely  painful,  a  crab-louse. 

A  {^j/Ay  tubul,  (pi.  of  (J-jis  tahl)  Drums. 
A  &3_jji>  tahunat,  (v.  n.  of  ej^)  Perceiving, 

knowing,  understanding  well.  Quickness,  sagacity. 

Covering  up  (a  fire)  to  prevent  (its)  dying  away. 

p  e^taba.  An  European  carpet  with  a  short  pile. 

A  taby,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Inviting,  calling  to. 
Guiding,  leading.  Turning  from.  Having  a  loose, 
pendulous  udder  (a  camel).  Tiby  or  tuby,  (pi. 
^Ul?\  atbds)  A  nipple,  a  dug. 

A  (^1?  tabiy,  Consenting,  accepting.  An  udder 
easily  milked. 

A        tihhiy,  Medicinal,  medical. 

A  tahib,  (pi.  'i*!?^  atibbat  and  atib- 
bdf)  A  pliysician,  doctor :  a  skilful  practitioner  in 
general.    A  mjstress. 

A  ea*  tabihat,  (pi.  (— -'l^i*  tihah)  An  oblong 

tract  of  ground  or  clouds.  A  segment  of  cloth,  or 

a  leathern  sti'ap  of  a  finger's  breadth. 
tabibi,  Profession  of  a  physician. 

A  i^,-^  tabiyat,  (A  camel)  with  a  long,  swaggy 

udder.     A  grave,  important  atfair. 

A  'i^^  tibhljat,  Podex. 
p  tahil/h,  A  melon. 

A  -^.AstabifthjCooked.  Any  thing  dressed,  espe- 
cially Ealf-roasted  or  parboiled.  Adecoction,apozem. 

A  spirituous  liquor  obtained  from  dates.  A  brick,  tile. 
Plaster,  mortar.    A  violent  burning  or  fever. 

A         tibbihh,  A  melon. 
i>  ̂ij^^j^  tabidan,  To  palpitate,  throb,  beat. 

A  {j^t.i^  tabis,  Abounding,  overflowing  (sea). 

A  ̂>l9  tibbi^  The  centre  or  heart  of  the  early 
blossom  of  the  date. 

A  wiAjJf  tablet,  (pi.  OUaA»  tablet  and  ̂ jLl* 
tabdsi^  Nature,  essence,  quality,  property,  genius, 

complexion,  temperament,constitution,  humour,  in-, 

stinct,  temper,  disposition.  &x_.ala]l  (^SaIoJ  latij'u't 
tablet.  Gracious,  mild,  gentle  by  nature.  p  jO 

(JLajsaaI?  tez-tahi^t,  Constitutionally  sharp,  im}a- 



tient,  irascible. 

p  (^U^  tlA^-Jvl*  tal'i^t-shinas,  A  physician. 
A  ̂*:tJ>if  fahi^y,  Natural,  intrinsic,  physical, 

&!wuj1>'  C^j]f  hararati  tahi^ya,  Natural  heat. 
A  tahili,  (pi.         iubk)  An  hour  of  the 

night.  A  long  time.  Any  thing  agreeing  with,  or 

equal^to,  another. 

A  ̂^J^  tabikan,  For  a  long  while. 

A  Siijal?  tahikat,  What  is  suitable,  agreeable, 

p  ̂JJSo  tapan,  Restless,  agitated,  distracted, 

p  tapancha,  A  blow,  box,  slap.  A  pistol. 

(ji5,_js-  X^^-if  ia2}ancha  khwurdan,  To  be  slapped, 
cuffed,  buffeted. 

p  ̂J<JJ^\J^  tapanidan,  To  cram,  stuff, 

p  (j^aIa  tapish,  Palpitation.  Jii  (j^^  tapishi 
dil,  A  palpitation  of  the  heart, 

p  ̂Sfi^tapndarji,  Palpitation, 

p  ̂ii.xii>  tajndan,  To  palpitate  (as  the  heart), 
to  throb,  beat.    To  wallow.    To  totter,  fall. 

A  '^'^  ttctuw,  The  act  of  going  away. 
A  ,3-!^.^  tulayUk,  (dim.  of  |j^)Js>\  ittilah)  A 

moderate  degree  of  expansion. 

A  l1a1>  tass,  A  boy's  game,  throwing  a  ball. 
A  lilo  tasf,  (v.  n.  of  Ulfl)  Casting  forth  the  con- 

tents of  the  belly.    Playing  at  hockey. 

Ajila  tasr,  (v.  n.  ofjil?)  Being  thick  (milk), 
covered  with  cream. 

A.  'ij^  tasrat.  Thick  milk  covered  with  cream. 
Thick  water  full  of  weeds  or  sediment.  Thickness 

of  milk.  Water-moss.  Stinking  black  mud.  Wool; 

the  grease  and  sweat  on  sheeps'  shoulders.  Af- 
fluence, happiness. 

A  ̂\J^  tasraj,  A  small  yellow  ant,  a  pismire. 
A  (jj^la  tasn,  tisn,  or  tusn,  Affluence,  ease,  en- 

joyment.   Mirth,  jollity. 

A  jii*  iusuw,  (v.n.  of  lila  for  _jji>)  Playing  with 
the      liulat.    Voiding  excrement. 

A  j^ii?  tusur,  (v.n.ofj<l?)  Being  thick  and  co- 
vered with  cream  (milk). 

A  j^ia  tasa,  Small  pieces  of  wood. 

A  jljyl?  ta.s?/ar,  A  lion.  A  gnat.  A  brave  man. 

A  tajn,  (v.n.of(^^)  -frying  in  a  pan. 

A  ̂   tahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Expanding,  stretch- 
ing. Scratching:,  rubbino;,  bruising;  with  the  heel. 

A  W    taha',  Expanded,  wide,  level  ground. 
Aj\^  tuhar,  (v.n.  of j»)  Sighing.  A  deep- 

fetched  sigh.    Painful  gripes. 

tahaf,  High,  elevated  (cloud). 

A  Jlsf<«7*5;,(pl.J>  tuJiul)  The  milt,  spleen. 

Aj*ls^  tuhamir,  Large,  gorbellied. 
tahhdnat)  A  miller. 

A  &3ls^  tihanat,  Grinding,  trade  of  a  miller. 
A  tahhdnat,  Many  camels. 

•A^^jl*^^  i^jO^^mudawwinatu't  taharvi,(Yii\- 
tures)  hovering  round  their  prey. 

A  il.^  tahs,  (v.n.of  tl*s?*)  Pushing,  thrust- 
ing, driving  away  (with  the  hand). 
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A  tuhuh,  Scraped.  A  scraper,  that  where- 
with any  thing  is  scraped. 

talir,  (v.  n.  of  Throwing  out  a  mote 

(the  eye).  Casting  away  a  green  film  (a  fountain). 

Driving  away.  Extirpating  the  foreskin  (a  circum- 

ciser).  Lying  with.  Talir,  {tahar,  '^J^  taharat, 

j^j^  tuhrur,  ij^j^  tuhrurat,  or  'i>j^  tihri- t/at^  A  bit  of  a  thin  cloud. 

A  L^j^  tihrib,  Leaves  of  trees,  pieces  of  wood, 
or  rubbish  carried  down  by  a  stream. 

A  e^j^  tahrahat,  (v.  n.  of  L-^^  Q)  Filling 

(a  water-bottle).  Rubbing  (a  substance)  to  make 
(it)  soft  and  supple.  Becoming  open.  Saturating. 

Shaking  (a  vessel)  that  (it)  may  be  thoroughly  filled. 
Breakingwind.  Running  awayand  breaking  wind. 

Tahrahat,  tihribat,  or  tuhruhat,  (He  has  not)  a 

rag  of  clothes.    A  small  cloud,  a  bit  of  a  cloud. 

A  '^^^^  taharat  or  tahrat,  Hair.  Wool.  Any 
thing  covei'ing  another. 

tihrif,  (and  tihrifat^  Thin 
(broth,  cream,  or  cloud). 

A  'mj^  tahramat,  (v.  n.  of  j*;^  Q)  Filling  (a 
leathern  bottle).  Stringing  and  drawing  (a  bow). 

Tihrimat,  A  rag,  bit  of  cloth. 

Ajs;^  tahz,  Coition. 
A  [j^^  tahs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j«^)  Lying  with. 

tahtah,  A  lion.  Tihtah,  (v.  n.  of 

^las.  Q)  Separating,  scattering.  Destroying. 
Breaking.   Smiling,  shewing  the  teeth. 

tahtahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Sepa- 

rating, scattering,  destroying.  Breaking.  Smiling. 

Tihtihat,  (There  is  not  upon  him)  a  rag,  a  hair,  or 
any  thing. 

A  (.iAs^  iuhhah,  (A  camel)  that  has  not  yet 
learned  to  kneel  down. 

A  ̂Js^  fahl,  (v.  n.  of  Js^)  Filling  (a  vessel). 
Tahl  or  tahal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_J-^)  Hurting  in  the 

spleen.  Bringingon  a  complaint  in  the  spleen.  Ta- 

/(a/,(v.n.ofjJ.^*)Havinga  complaint  in  thespleen. 
Having  a  large  spleen.  Becoming  corrupt,  stink- 

ing from  mud  (water).  Being  dust-coloui  ed,  or  the 
colour  of  the  spleen  (a  wolf  or  a  sheep).  Tahil, 

Splenetic,  irascible.  Black.  Full.  (Water)  filled 

with  moss.  One  whose  spleen  is  enlarged  and  pain- 
ful. (Wine)  neither  turbid  nor  bright.  (A  crow) 

neither  of  a  dark  nor  of  a  lig-ht  colour.  Tuhul, 

(pi.  of  JU^  tihal)  Sple  ens. 

tahlas,  (fem.  of  ij'^^)  Dust-coloured. 
(Wine)  neither  of  a  turbid  nor  of  a  bright  colour. 

tihlib,  tuhlab,  or  tuhliib.  Water-moss. 
A  a>  tahlubat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being 

covered  with  a  green  mantle,  film, or  water- weeds 

(stagnant  water).  Being  overspread  with  verdure 

(ground).  Shearing  (a  camel);  killing  (him).  Tih- 
libat,  (There  is  not  upon  him)  one  hair,  one  rag. 

tiihlat,  A  whitish  ash-colour,  the  colour 
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of  the  milt  or  spleen. 

tihlimat,  The  smallest  cloud. 

A  iahmas,  A  plant  called  J-^*  najil. 
tahmai,  A  mass,  the  major  part.  A  sui  t 

of  plant.  A  kind  of  saltish  plant.  'i.^^  talt- 
matul  jitnat,  The  crowded  state  of  a  throng  in  a 

mutiny,  tahmatu iblla, Siitanic  agency 

or  mischief.  Tahmat,  tihmat,  and  tuhviaf,  Im- 

pulse. A  setting  in  (of  the  night).  A  crowd,  mul- 
titude. T«/<amai,  Intrepid  in  battle.  Many  camels. 

A  ij^,^  tahmarat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Filling  (a 
bottle)  with  water.  Stringingabow.  Jumping,leap- 

ing.  Tihmirat,  A  small  thin  cloud.  A  single  hair. 

A  'ij>j,i^  tahmar'irat,A  small  cloud :  anything. 
A  jv^sr'  tihrriir,  A  small  or  thin  cloud. 
A  tahn,  (v.  n.  of  (^^^)  Grinding  (a  mill). 

Fatiguing,  harassing,  crushing,  routing  (a  host). 

Coiling  up  (as  a  serpent).  Tihn,  Meal,  flour.  Tu- 
han,  A  dwarf.  A  species  of  animalcule.  A  lion. 

The  animal  called     J^S-  iJLt-i^  lays  ̂ frina. 

A>  tahw,  (v.  n.  ofl>for_j>)  Throwing 

(a  man)  on  his  face.  Travelling,  going  (across  the 

country).  Being  spread.  Expanding,  spreading 

abroad.  Being  sad  and  melancholy.  Being  absent. 

Perishing.  Drawing  out  lengthwise.  Inclining, 

carrying  one  strongly  to.    Lying  on  the  left  side. 

Aj_jS^  tahur,  Swift,  rapid.  A  strong  bow  shoot- 
ing with  velocity.  Tahur,  (or  'Sjj*^  tahurat)  (An 

eye)  throwingout  motes, or  (a fountain)  green  film. 

A  js^s^*  tahum,  A  propeller.    Tuhum,  Once. 
A  f^^^  tahun,  A  multitude,  phalanx  bearing 

down  all  before  them.  A  fierce  battle.  Many  ca- 
mels (about  300). 

A  tally,  (v.  n.  of  j_^^)  Lying  down. 
Spreading  abroad.  Being  spread  out.  Travelling 

(across  a  country).  Entering  cordially  with  one 
into  any  thing. 

A  &^s;^  taJiyat,  Part  of  a  cloud,  little  cloud. 

Aj^^  iaiiir,  (v.  n.  of Sighing.  A  deep- 
fetched  sigh.    Gripes  which  force  out  deep  sighs. 

A  tiJ^*'  tahin,  Flour,  meal. 

A  ̂Is  takhhh,  Projection:  removal:  coition. 
tahhas,  A  high  cloud.  Sorrow,  or  what 

clouds  the  mind. 

tuhharim,  Enraged,  passionate. 

Aibjl^*?a/i/(a?"«?/o^,Anactive,sprightly  she-ass. 

A y>..j^^  ̂aA/mrir,  A  mixed  multitude.  A  scat- 

tered multitude,  (pi.  ofjj^^^  <«/;/trMr)  Thin  clouds. 
tuhhatikh,  Darkness. 

tahhaf,  A  thin,  high  cloud.  Tihhuf 

or  tahhaf,  A  thin  cloud  through  which  the  sky  is 

seen.  (pi.  of        takhfat) Thin,transparentclouds. 

tahhamat,  (v.  n.  of  f»sr^)  Being  proud. 

\»  
A^^ 

tahhr,  A  thin  cloud  veiling  the  sky. 

tahhrabat,  A  rag  of  clothes. 
tuhhrubiyat,  A  rag  of  clothes. 

A  j^^*  tukhrur,  (pl.^^ls^  takharir)  A  thin 
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cloud.  A  slender,  relaxed  man.  A  man  neither 

brisk  nor  languid.  A  stranger. 

A  JsT*  tikhz,  A  lie,  a  falsehood. 
A  ^yVi/ts,  Root,  origin,  base,  cause,  author. 

A  [j!'^  tahhsli  or  tahhash,  (v.  n.  of  i^^) 

Being  dark,  dim-sighted  (the  eye). 

takhtakh,  Malignant,  evil-minded. 
Clouds  closely  packed.  The  rattling  of  a  necklace. 

A  ̂̂ y^iMi  tihh,  Laughing,  ha  !  ha!  ha! 

takJitakhat,{r.  n.  of  ̂k^Q)  Equal- 
ling, making  even,  equal,  or  level,  joining  one  thing 

to  another.  The  noise  made  in  laughinar. 

A  taliJtf,  Grief  which  clouds  the  mind. 

Sour  milk.  A  thin,  high  cloud. 

talihfas,  Black-rnuzzled  (she-ass). 

ihhaf)h.t\\\n  cloud. 

A  takhm,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Being  proud, 
haughty,  overbearing. 

A  'i,^^  takhmat,  A  herd  of  goats.  Tukhmat, 
Blackness  on  the  tip  of  the  nose. 

A  CLJjy^  to/;/mMrfl5,  Name  of  a  Persian  mon- 
arch (dynasty  ?),  said  to  have  reigned.  700  years. 

A  ̂J.A<>^  tikhniil,  A  roost-cock. 
a  Sj&   talilmat,  A  thin  cloud. 

tukhukh,  Depravity,  malignity. 

a  tukhum,  Limits,  bounds,  boundaries. 

A  tiililuiyy,  A  cock. 

talihyas,  A  dark  night.  An  unintelli- 
gible discourse. 

A         tahhyat,  A  piece  of  a  cloud,  (pl.jj 
talihyun)  Foolish,  stupid.  Tahh,  tihh,  or  tukhyat, 

Darkness.  Tuhhyat,  A  cloud  (is  not  in  the  sky). 

A  i^t^  <a/i/ii/a<,Gravy-soupj  broth  with  meat. 
A  takhim,  Flesh  dry  and  black. 

Aid^s  tided,  (v.  n.of  ;i.l?j)  Establishing,  con- 

firming. Rendering  heavy.  Ramming  hard,  mak- 

ing (ground.)  solid.  •  Being  firm,  solid,  perpetual. 
Travelling,  marching,  going.  Treading  upon,  tram- 

pling under  foot. 

Ajl^  tarr,  (v.  n.  of  Jls)  Compelling;  driving 
(cattle)togetherfrom  different  quarters,and  ranging 

(them)  up  to  the  I'ight  andleft.  Seizing,carryingoff. 
Splitting,  cleaving,  cutting  (purses).  Sharpening  (a 

sword  or  knife).  Shining,  glittering  (stars).  Carry- 
ing (a  building)  up  a  good  height.  Patching  or 

covering  (a  cistern)  with  clay.  Giving  a  slap  or 

a  blow.  Falling.  Sprouting  (as  herbage,  or  mus- 
tachios).  Dismembering,  cutting  off.  New  hair 

appearing  on  an  ass  which  has  cast  his  coat,  Turr, 

The  generality.  \^  tiirran,A.\\oi  them  (came). 

A  tars,  (v.n.  oi^Jio')  Coming  by  surprise, 
arriving  suddenly. 

A  \Jh  tara',  Innumerable  kinds  of  creatures. 

A  Ajia  taruf,  (or  iAjh  taj-asat)  (v.  n.  of  jj^) 
Being  fi'esh,  moist,  succulent  (a  vegetable). 

A  AJ^  turras,  (anAAjh  turasas)  (pi.  of  ijj^ 
tan)  Comers  by  surprise. 
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A^lii>^_j>J^b|^  tarabidusi  s/tam,Tripoli  InSyria. 
L_->jS'      >^\J^tarahulmigharhlii\^QVi  inBarbary. 

A  ̂^J^i\^  tirahuzan,  Trebisond. 
A  tarahll,  (pi.  of  J^Jji*  tirhal)  Lofty 

towers.  Syrian  churches  or  cloisters. 

A  s  \^  t  iirsa  <,  Force  or  i  m  petuosi  ty  (  of  a  torrent ) . 
p  taraais,  A  fruit  called  hil. 

A  taraJi,  A  distant  place. 

A  tarrah,  An  architect. 

A  &>- VJll?  tarrahat,  The  covering  of  a  sofa. 
A  tiirahiy,  Far  distant  (journey). 

\Jh  tarahliinat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^U--^  tarhhan) 
A  Wss- Princes,  dukes  (in  Khurasan). 

A  tirdd,  (v.  n.  3  of  li^^)  Making  a  headlong 

attack  in  battle.  A  hunting-spear,  javelin.  Stra- 
tagem in  hunting. 

A  tai^rad,  A  long  day.  A  small  swift  ship. 

Aspacious  place.  An  open  and  flatroof.Onewho  wea- 
ries the  patience  of  his  hearers  by  a  tedious  delivery. 

A J^Jh  tirar,  (pi.  of  8^  turrat)  q.v. 

AjVj'-li»  tarrar,  A  cut-purse,  pickpocket. 
p         ■&J\^  tarrara-zaban,  Chattering,  clack. 

P(_^Vjll>^an-ari,Quickness,fluency.Impudence. 
p  turaridan,  To  inquire,  search. 

p  taraz,  A  royal  robe,  or  rich  dress  so  or- 
namented ;  also  the  places  in  Persia  where  they 

are  generally  made.  A  place  where  water  is  dis- 
tributed in  small  canals  from  a  river  or  fountain. 

The  decoration  of  a  city  upon  any  public  solem- 

nity. An  ornament.  Painting,  embroidery.  Su- 

gar-cane. A  sugai'-refinery  in  the  province  of  Khu- 
zistan.  A  work -shop,  factory.  A  manufactory  of 
brocade.  Way,  form,  manner,  rule.  A  company 

of  people.  Wild,  desert,  scenite.  Name  of  a  district 
in  Badakhshan.  Name  of  a  city  on  the  confines 

of  China,  celebrated  for  the  comeliness  of  its  inha- 
bitants and  the  excellence  of  its  musk,  (in  comp.) 

Ornamenting,  adorning,  embroidering.  Singing, 

trilling.  j\j5j> yi\  asar  (orjul  asai-)  taraz,  A  his- 
toriographer.j|jl»  eis- If^.ii  f/i&a;a-/ara2;, Acomposcr 
of  prefaces  or  exordiums  (as  being  written  in  a 
highly-ornamented  style). 

Aj\Jis  fira^or  frt/'a2:,Border,fringe,edge.  Mode, 

manner.jj^  ̂ jJi^'^'bhari-taraz,'Rd,\'m^  edgings or  fringes  of  various  colours  or  figures.  \s» 

ij}j\Ji9      laysa  haza  min  tirazika,This  is  not  after 
your  nature  or  fashion. 

AjVJH?  tarraz,  An  embroiderer. 

A  (j^'ij];^' tirazdan,{h'OTCiv ^^^:i^J^^  taraztidan) 
A  case  in  which  scales  are  kept. 

Pj^j>J^  tarazgar,  An  embroiderer. 

p  isy)\J^  tarazanda,  A  decorator,  embroiderer. 

p  ̂J^>_^\Ja  ta7-azidan,  To  embroider.  To  sing. 

Qi^iS-Sjh  taracjhis,  (or  (j«a5^1>)  Pearl-barley. 

p  ̂^^\Jia  taraghayun,  Name  of  a  gum-tree. 

A  (^jy^  tiraf,  (pi.  i—i;!'  turf)  A  tent  made 
of  tanned  leather.  Whatever  is  taken  from  the  sides 

of  a  sown  field.  \\Jh  tan-arasu'l  majda 
tirafan,They  succeeded  to  greatness  by  inheritance. 

A  tarafat,  (v.  n.  of  u_i;l?)  Being  new, 

coming  out  (something  original  and  elegant).  Be- 

ing distinguished  by  a  long  line  of  ancestry. 

A  ̂^s\J^  turafish,  Depraved,  ill-tempered. 
p  tarak.  The  rattling  noise  made  by  any 

thing  tumbling  down,  or  in  breaking  a  bone. 

A  tirah,  (v.  n.3of  ̂ jl?)  Putting  on  two 
garments.  Sewing  together  (two  soles).  Lining, 

especially  thin  leather  with  which  they  line  boots 
or  shoes.  The  curvature  of  a  crest  on  a  helmet.  A 

piece  of  leather  cut  in  the  form  of  a  shield,  and  stuck 

thereupon.  Any  piece  of  workmanship  that  fits 

another,  (pi.  turk)  A  mark  set  on  the  middle 

of  a  goat's  ear.  Feathers  lying  one  over  the  other. 

A  ̂3^-^  tirrdk,  Treacle  (an  antidote).  Turrak, 
(pi.  of         tariK)  Necromancers,  diviners. 

tarah.  Noise,  din,  clatter. 

A  iLo^^  turumat,  A  greenish  tartar  on  the  teeth. 
Shreds  of  meat  sticking  between  the  teeth. 

A  Jh  tursdn,  A  mountain  abounding  with 
doves.  Unpleasant  and  bad  (road  or  business). 

A  ̂   \ ̂  tut^sdriiy,  A  dove  arriving,  or  an  affair 
happening  from  some  unknown  quarter. 
A  tardwat,  A  being  fresh.  Freshness. 

taramatnak.  Fresh,  moist,  juicy. 

p  tardwa,  A  pennant,  a  vane. 

A  Ci^\Jh  tarasid,  (pi.  of  ii^ij^  taridat)  Things 

driven,  as  game  into  nets.  Schooners. 

aJj^I?  taradz,  Fringes. 
A  <^io\Jo  tardfif,  Name  of  a  country.  Rare 

and  choice  vessels  or  pieces  of  furniture :  rarities. 

a  ̂J^])^  tardsik,  (pi.  of  tarikat)  Ways, 
tracts.  Lines  or  grooves  (on  a  sword-blade).  Troops, 

bodies,  sects,  assemblies  (especially  of  the  superior 

orders  of  men).  H-'y  sawb  tardsih,  A  torn 
or  worn  garment. 

\A  '^J^  iarah,  (v.  n.  of  u-^)  Skipping,  leap- 
ing, dancing  for  joy.  Cheerfulness,  mirth,  hilarity, 

joy,  gladness, rejoicing,  jubilee.  Desire,  inclination. 
Motion.  Emotion  (joyous  or  sad).  Grief,  sadness. 

L^Jh  (^^*»>-  husni  tarah.  Joyous  emotion.  Tarib, 
Name^of  a  horse  which  belonged  to  Muhammad. 

A  b,ls>  taraban,  Joyfully.   With  emotion. 

A  Jb^  tirbdl,  {T^X.^yi^yj^tardbil)  A  high  tower 
built  on  the  top  of  a  hill.  A  Christian  church  in 

Syria,  with  lofty  steeples  or  a  belfry.  A  part  of  a 
wall  or  mountain  towering  above  the  rest.  A  large 

stone  projecting  from  a  mountain.  Any  building 

large  and  lofty.  ̂ J^^  iJ^j^  tirbdli  mdsil,  A  lean- 

ing tower  or  wall. 
pyXj>\  tarab-angcz.  Mirth-exciting. 
A  tarbalat,  A  making  water  in  the  air. 

A       ̂   tirbil,  A  flail,  a  thrashel. 
A  jjji*  terras, The  waist.  Lnpregnation  effected 

by  a  single  covering.  Turrat,  (pl.j^  turar  and 



tirar)  The  bank  (of  a  river).  A  coast,  shoi-e, 
tract  of  country(especially  borderingupon  another). 

The  edge  of  a  garment,  plain  or  sewed,  but  not 

fringed,  the  selvage.  The  side,  border,  or  extreme 

verge.  The  border  of  a  garment,  especially  when 

embroidered  of  different  colours.  Long,  thin  (cloud). 

Forelocks,  ringlets.  A  particular  fashion  of  dress- 
ins:  the  forelocks  of  a  girl.    A  wallet. 

A  ij^j^  turrataiii,  (dual  of  'ij^  turrat)  Two black  streaks  on  the  shoulders  of  an  ass. 

-    A  »tfjl>  tartamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jh  Q)  Being  cor- 
rupt and  covered  by  a  green  film  (water).  Over- 

spreading.   Suiting,  agreeing  with. 

A  <L>Jii>  tars,  Any  building  fresh  and  new. 
Tirs,  The  extremity  of  the  clitoris. 

A  'sJ^^  tarsalihat,  Lightness,  levity,  volatility. 

A  'e^Jii>  tarsamat,  A  fixing  the  eyes  on  the  ground 
in  pride  or  anger. 

G  Lt^j^ji?  te?'SMS,  A  fruit,  called  in  Persian  jjj  h  il. 

A  L^j3ylj  tursus,  (pi.  uLaJO^I?  ta?'asis)  A  spe- 
cies of  fungus,  of  the  form  of  parsnips,  growing  un- 
der trees,  penetrating  deep  into  the  ground  (one 

kind  is  red  and  sweet,  the  other  white  and  bitter). 

Glans  penis. 

A  'ij\^Jh  tarja,  (tirjiharat,  'e!i\^Jh  tarji,  or 
tirjalialai)  A  drinking  vessel.  A  small  cup  or  bowl. 

A  tarh,  (v.  n.  of  '^■^)  Throwing,  casting, 
flinging.  Making  a  move  at  chess,  or  a  throw  at 

backgammon.  Driving  to  a  distance.  Fixing,  lay- 

ing, placing.  Position,  establishment,  disposition, 

location.  Manner,  mode.  Foundation  of  an  edi- 

fice. J'  tarhi  asas  liardan,  To 

lay  the  foundations.  ̂ ^O^a^^  ̂ jis  tarh  afgandan, 

To  practise,  (^'^j^ ■^^j^  tarh  hardan,To  throw  away, 
(jii^ii  tarh  dddan,  To  give  gratis  or  for 
nothing.  A  Tirh,  A  distant  place.  Thrown  away, 

driven  forward.  Tarah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^j^)  Being  evil 
and  odious  (the  disposition).  Being  blessed  with 
an  abundance  of  the  conveniences  of  life.  Distant 

(place),  remote  (design).    The  barberry. 

A^l>  turrah,  A  distant  place.    Thrown  away. 
A  (jl5>yl9fa?7iaK,Prostrate,enfeebled(by  disease). 

A  Xs-jl?  tarhat,  A  kind  of  cloak  of  camels'  hair 
hanging  from  the  shoulders. 

Pj^i^s«-jl?  tarh-dar,  Beautiful,  vt^ell-shaped. 

P  i_$J\:>s-Jk>  tarlt-dari,  Beauty,  elegance. 
A  turhum,  Tall.  Con  upted,  changed  in 

colour  and  taste  (water). 

A  Ij^J^  tarha',{^\.  of  ■^J^)  Prostrate.  Abject. 
A  (J^ji^  tarlihan,  (pi.  &i=-^  tarakhinat)  A 

prince  (in  Khurasan).  One  who  says  whatever  he 
pleases.    A  kind  of  vegetable. 

p  eols-jl?  tarhhana,  Wheat  coarsely  ground, 
boiled  to  a  consistency,  and  after  milk  has  been 

poured  upon  it,  is  made  up  into  balls,  dried,  and 
laid  up  for  future  use. 

A         tarhhat,  A  large  reservoir  at  the  mouth 
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of  a  water-pipe. 

A  'i'is'^  tarhhasat,  Agility,  lightness. 

p  (j^Lii-^  tarhhashkun,  Wild  endive. 
A  i_A=-^  tirhhif,  (or  &as-ji?  tirhhifai)  Thin 

butter  in  a  fluid  state.  The  very  worst  kind  of  butter. 

A  p  ̂ ^^^  tai-hhun,Ta.rragon,  a  herb. 
A  dj^  tard  or  tai'ad,  (v.n.of  (^^)  Banishing, 

chasing,  driving  away  :  persecuting.  Putting  to 

flight.  Hunting.  Seizing  or  watching  for  prey, 

applying  one's  self  to  the  chace.  Driving  (camels) 
from  different  quarters  into  one  body.  Coming  to, 

overtaking,  and  passing  by.  Banishment,  perse- 

cution, propulsion,  expulsion.  (— iardan 

U'l  hah,  By  driving  at  the  door ;  done  at  once.  Ta- 
rid.  Water  befouled  by  the  dung  of  cattle. 

A  ii^J^  tirdat,  One  attack  or  charge  of  cavalry. 

A  'Luid^  tardasat,  A  tying,  binding,  fastening. 
A  ijli^J^  turdin,  A  kind  of  food  of  the  Kurds. 

G  (j^.ijls  tarzilun,  Assafoetida. 

Ajjl*<?«'ar,(pl.of*»J-l3<i<?'ra^)Banks(ofrivers). 
Edges  of  garments,  plain  or  sewed,  butnot  fringed. 

aJjIs  tarz,  Form,  manner,  habit, fashion.  Rule, 

law.  ̂ "^jj^  tarzihalam,  Idiom.  Taraz,  (v.  n. 
ofjjls)  From  being  thick  and  rough,  becoming  ele- 

gant; from  being  bad,  becoming  good.  Being  well- 
dressed,  being  nice  and  neat  in  regard  to  dress. 

pjjl?  tirz,  Decoration.  An  embroiderer. 

p  i^^y^j^  tarz-ddn,  Acquainted  with  forms. 

V  (jA^Jjl?  tirzidan.  To  embroider,  work  with the  needle. 

A  (^jj^l>  tars,  (v.  n.  of  i^^')  Erasing  (writing), 
cancelling.  Tirs,  (pi.  {^\Jh\  atras  and  {^^^ 

turns)  A  leaf  of  papei',  a  book ;  a  page  (especially 
erased  and  re-written). 

p  tarastvj,  A  kind  of  sea-fish. 

A  'istMiJio  tarsa^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ l}^  Q)  Scamper- 
ing away  with  fright. 

A  'i^jM^  tarsamat,  (v.  n.of  Q)  Keeping 
silence,  fixing  the  eyes  upon  the  ground.  Retiring 

retreating  (from  battle). 

A  (^jii^tji^  tarsus  or  tursus.  Tarsus  in  Cilicia. 

v^^^i.^^  tu7-sihus,l>^aineof  a  Christian  monk or  learned  man. 

A  i^l^  tursh.  Deaf  (persons).  Tarash,(Y.r\ 

of^_^^i»)  Being  deafish,heavy  of  hearing.  Deafness 

A  'iZiJh  turshat,  A  slight  deafness. 

A  'i^Jio  tarshahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Ren 
dering  soft  (by  beating).    Softness,  flaccidity. 

A  iL*^;^^  ?ars^ama^,(v.n.ofja^Ij^Q)Beingdark 
p  ̂O^iZiJ^  tirshulan,  To  engage  in  any  work 

heedlessly.    To  be  anxious,  sad,  grieved. 

A         tarat,  (v.  n.  of l^jls)  Having  thin  eye 

browsor  eyelashes.  Folly, stupidity.  ran7,Foolish 

taritu^l  /«a;?'&c??/?z, Thin-eyebrowed. 

A  -s^Usjls  tartds,  (fem.  of'lsJis\)  Thin  of  eyelash 
A  1^,.^  \^Jir>  turtid)  or  turtuhh.  Large,  flagging 

breasts.  ̂ j^aIsjI?  j  duhdurrayn  rva  tur- 

tuhhayn,  A  term  applied  to  any  one  in  ridicule. 

A  'L^Jio  tartahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Calling 
(sheep  or  goats)  to  milk.  Running  away,  fleeing. 

The  whistling  sound  made  by  the  lips  to  goats 

whilst  milking  them.  The  agitation  of  water  in 

the  belly.    Turtuhat,  Long-dugged. 

A  'i.'pajh  turtuhhat,  (and  '^lA^isJ^  turtxihdriiyat) 
(A  she-goat)  which  has  long  dugs. 

A  l^)^J^  turtuhha,  A  large,  flabby  dug.  Penis. 
Large  and  flabby-breasted  (woman). 

A  ̂^xx^Jh  tartahis,  Plenty  of  water.  A  lan- 
guid old  woman.  A  she-camel  full  of  milk,  and 

quiet  whilst  milking. 

A tur  tur,  (im^er.)  Maintain  a  frequent  and 
intimate  acquaintance  with  the  house  of  God. 

A  'ijisjh  tartarat,  (v.  n.  of  j^J^  Q)  Boasting, 
vaunting,  sajnngand  not  doing.  Calling  (a  sheep) 

by  name.  Whisking  or  cocking  the  tail.  The  cry 
of  the  kata  bird. 

Aj^Jhturtur,\iOr[^&n([  slim.  Weak  and  worth- 
less. A  high-peaked  turban  worn  by  the  Arabians. 

A  i^^Jk)  tartus,  Name  of  a  champion. 

A  'iZi^^  turtushat,  Tortosa  in  Spain. 
A  tar^h,  Disproportionably  tall. 

A  'kZS-Jh  targhashat,  A  walking,  stirring  about, 
p  u-jjii*  tarf,  A  side,  corner.   An  angle  of  the 

eye.  A  girdle.  An  iron  hoop  round  a  chest.  Ta- 

raf.  Part,  portion. A  tarf,  (v.  n.  of  '-^^)  Averting,  turn- 

ing away,  repelling.  Giving  one  a  blow  on  the  eye 
and  making  the  tears  to  flow.  Looking  at,  behold- 

ing. Winking.  Closing  the  eyelid.  Giving  a  slap. 

(pi.  (  atrdf,  disallowed  by  some)  The  eye. 
The  ninth  mansion  ofthe  moon(twosmallstarsbeina; 

so  named, likewise  called  i>**>^\  UaS^  ̂ lynd'l  asad, 
The  eyes  of  the  lion).  A  blow,  box,  slap.  A  noble, 
liberal  man.  Extremity  (of  a  thing).  (—iyls 

tarfu'l  a9/wdn,The  extremity  of  the  piazza,  i.  e.  the 
upshot  of  any  business,  p  ji  i^J^  tarf  bar 
hastan,  To  derive  advantage,  a  (jl!)  (_J^  tarfi 

sdiii,  A  defendant.  An  enemy.  A  wife.  Ci\SiJ\ 
h  iidddu't  tarf.  The  twinkling  of  an  eye. 

Tirf  (pi.  '^\Jh\  atrdf)  (A  man)  noble,  well  de- 
scended, having  a  long  series  of  illustrious  ances- 

tors, (pi.  u_i_jj]2>  ̂wrw/")  High-bred  (horse).  A 
liberal,generous  man.  Grass  just  sprouted.  Newly- 

acquired(woalth).  One  who  is  soon  tired  and  weary 

of  another's  society.  A  camel  wandering  from 
pasture  to  pasture.  One  recently  ennobled.  Pleased 

with,  and  anxious  to  possess  all  he  sees,  u-i;!^ 

t^A^.JvU  tirful  had'is,  (A  woman)  pleasant  at  tell- 
ing a  story.  Turf  (pi.  of  <^\Jh  tirdf)  Tents  of 

tanned  leather,  (pi.  of  i  tarif)Vvesh,  newly- 

acquired  (riches).  Taraf  (v.  n.  of  '-^J^)  Crop- 

ping the  top  of  herbage  and  not  mingling  with  the 
others  (a  camel),  (pi.  L-j\^\  atrdf)  Side,quarter. 

End,  extremity.    Coast,  shore,  extreme  part.  A 



portion.  A  noble,  generous  man.  i — 

tarafu^l  hadan,  Hands,  feet,  and  head  ;  also  the  fin- 
gers and  those  parts  subject  to  ablution.  i^Jh 

{J^j^'^  taraf  minil  arz,T!he  nobles  or  learned 
of  the  earth.  The  distant  parts  of  the  earth.  i^Jio 

^ys>■J^  i^taraf  mini'r  rajul,  A  father,  brother,  pa- 
ternal uncle,  or  near  relation.  i—JpaJ  i—Jjl*  taraf 

hi  taraf,  (or  i^Jio  <  ijs>  taraf  taraf)  From  side 

to  side,  from  different  quarters,  p  i^J^  J)  bar  ta- 
raf, Apart,  aside,  separated.  uJjifj^ 

fa  bar  taraf,  Raillery  apart,  ( — '^j^  taraf 
giriftan,  To  protect.  To  retire  into  a  corner,  a 

l—i^s  alita^i  taraf  an,  Sharper-tongued.  Tarif 
(A  man)  not  adhering  to  one  woman  or  companion. 

One  whose  nobility  is  not  of  modern  date.  Nobly- 
descended  on  both  sides  (man). 

A  f^Jio  tarfas.  The  tamarisk-tree  (which  is  of 
four  kinds.). 

A  JS^jjls  tarfat,  A  single  tamarisk-tree. 

A  f^^J^  tirfus,  A  heap  of  sand  round  a  tree. 

A  ijji>j^  taraf ani,  (oblique  [.ji^J^  tarafayn) 

(dual  of  (  ijh  taraf)  Both  ends.    Tongue  and 
penis.    Mouth  and  anus.  Kill  or  cure. 

A  'isjh  tarfat.  One  wink  or  twinkle  with  the 
eye.  A  red  blood-spot  on  the  eye  from  a  blow  or 
other  accident.  A  scar.  Name  of  a  star.  One  ta- 

marisk-tree. A  slap,  blow.  'ii^  ij,  fi  tar- 
fatVl  ̂ yn.  In  the  twinkling  of  an  eye.  Turfat, 
A  watery  running  from  the  eyes.  A  wound  from 

a  malignant  eye.  Any  thing  new,  agreeable,  rare, 

or  wonderful,  and  never  possessed  before.  Newly- 

acquired  property.  Tarafat,  A  single  tamarisk- 

tree.  Tarif  at,  A  she- cam  el  roaming  from  pasture 

to  pasture.  A  she-camel,  the  tip  of  whose  muzzle 
is  peeled  with  age.  / 

■p taraf-dar,  A  partisan,  follower,  or  sec- 
tary. An  assistant.  Partial,  A  prince,  magistrate. 

An  officer  employed  to  collect  the  revenue  of  par- 

ticular parts.  j\s'sjh  taraf  dari anjitm,  The 
sun.  ̂ -.-jS^Ji^  taraf  dari  panjum,  The  planet 
Mars.  The  monarch  of  Turkistan.  The  fifth  cli- 

mate. The  Greeks. 

r  taraf  dmi.  Partiality.  Sectarism. 

A  A^jjh  tirfisas,  A  dark  night.  Darkness. 
A  tirfisan.  Darkness.  A  heap  of  sand 

(especially  collected  about  a  tree). 

A  tarfasat,  (v.  n.  of  i^sj^  Q)  Sharpen- 

ing (sight).  Looking  through  half-shut  eyes.  Put- 
ting on  many  clothes.  Being  dark  (night),  muddy 

(water).  Being  much  frequented  (cistern). 

A  'i.Zj.sJh  tarfashat,  (v.  n.  of  (j^ii,!*  Q)  Being 
weak  and  dim  (eye).  Looking  through  half-shut 

eyes.  Going,  stirring  one's  self,  rising. 
p  i^^ijia  twfagi,  Wondeifulness  :  a  rarity. 

p^^ijls  taraf-glr,  A  partisan.  Partial. 

p    jS^^taraf-ffiri,  Partiality,  partisanship. 

p  isijis>  turf  a,  Any  thing  new  and  agreeable.  Sur- 
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prise.  ̂ H?  t> ̂   turf  an  shash  tak,  The  world. 

A  (J-si;i'  tiijll,  Trefoil,  clover. 
A  ijr^ijis  tarafayn,  (oblique  of  taraf  ani, 

du.)Both  sides.  jj^iPaJlji  zu't  tarafayn,A\imd  of 
serpent  that  has  a  sting  at  either  extremity,  with- 

out being  deadly.  ̂ ^iJhl]\  kar'imu''t  tarafayn. Noble  by  father  and  mother. 

A  ̂J^o  tarh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Arriving  in  the 
night.  Knocking  at  a  door.  Covering  the  female 

(a  camel).  Striking  violently  or  with  a  smith's 
hammer.  Beating  with  a  rod  (cotton),  in  order  to 

separate  and  to  rarefy  it.  Mixing  wool  and  cotton 

when  practising  divination.  Throwing  pebble-stones 
and  gravel,  in  order  to  prognosticate  future  events 

(a  diviner).  Defiling  water  by  their  dung  (cattle). 
Drinking  muddy  water.  Touching  a  harp,  lute,  or 

similar  instrument.  Water  defiled  by  the  dungof  cat- 

tle. Weakness  of  intellect.  A  palm-tree.  A  stallion 

that  covers.  Once.  Spermagenitale.  ̂ jla5b  ̂ yo^\ 

^^^\  ̂^lo  ul^s-^  al  wazuf  hCt  tarh  ahabbu  ilay- 
ya  mini't  taya'mmum,Ah\ut\on  with  water  defiled 
by  the  dung  and  urine  of  cattle  is  more  pleasing 

to  me  than  that  with  sand.  {^}^  tarhan 
arc  tarhayn.  Once  or  twice.  Tirk,  Fat,  tallow, 

grease.  Fatness.  Craft,  trade,  calling.  Sti-ength, 

courage:  as,  ̂Jis  aJ  U  ma  bihi  tirh.  He  has  no 
strength.  Turk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jj^)  Arriving  at  night. 
Leaping  on  the  female  (a  stallion),  (pi. of  ̂J|^..^ 

tai'ih)  Roads,  (pi.  of  j^i'  iij'a/i) Marks  on  (goats') 
ears.  Taralt,  (v.n.  of  ̂ 3^)  Limping;  being  bow- 
legged  and  weak  in  the  knees.  Lying  one  over 

another  (bird's  feathers).  A  place  where  water  col- 
lects, (pi.  atrak)  A  ply,  fold,  wrinkle  (of 

the  belly  or  of  a  leathern  bottle  almost  empty). 

The  turning  down  the  top  of  a  leathern  bottle  in 

order  to  drink,  (pi.  oi'Hjh  tarakat)  Orders,  lines, 
rows.  Places  where  waters  stagnate.  The  prints 

of  camels'  feet  following  each  other.  Gins,  snares. 
Turak,  (pi.  of  turhat)  Grooves  in  bows.  Tu- 

ruli,  (pi.  of  (3?j^  tarik)  Ways,  roads. 
A  tarkas,  (A  she-camel)  crook-legged; 

weak  in  the  knees. 

aO^I?  turvliat,(p\.  of  turuh, ])]. of ̂ ij^ 

tarih)  Ways,  paths,  roads.    Many  ways. 

a  M^h  tarhat,  A  work,  art,  craft.  A  fowler's 

net,  gin,  snare.  Once.  [^Sijio  j\  'e^»Jk>  tarhat  aw 
tarhatayn,  Once  or  twice.  Tirkat,  A  gin,  snare. 

One  thing  laid  on  another.  Turltat,  (pi.  Jjji*  tu- 

rak) The  guiding  line  on  the  handle  of  a  bow.  A 

road,  way.  Custom,  habit.  Darkness.  A  heap  of 
stones.  Fold  upon  fold.  Any  one  thing  laid  upon 

another.  Foolish,silly ;  a  fool.  FJandiwork.  Con- 
cupiscence. Tarakat,  (pi.  tarak)  One  line 

(of  camels).  A  fowler's  snare.  The  print  of  a  ca- 
mel's foot.  T'urakat,  One  who  travels  much  by 

night  (to  join  his  friends). 

A  Sjj^l?  tarrakunat.  Tarragon  in  Spain. 

A  tarm  or  tirm,  Butter.  Honey.  A  full 

honeycomb.  Turm,  A  chafing-dish.  A  kind  of 

tree.  Taram,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ is)  Being  covered  with 
tartar  (the  teeth).  Dropping  from  a  full  comb 

(honey).  The  flowing  of  honey  from  the  comb. 
p        turum,  The  noise  of  a  drum. 

A  .^^j^  tirimmak,  High  and  celebrated.  Aspi- ring, ambitious.    Provident,  foreseeing. 

A  il*^  tirmaz.  Vain-glorious.    A  boaster. 
A  tarmat,  The  liver.  Tarmat,  tirmat,  or 

turmat,  A  pimple  on  the  middle  of  the  upper  lip. 

Turmat,  A  chafing-dish. 

A  tarmak.  One  who  takes  long  strides. 

A'i — tarmaliamyat,  Pride,  haughtiness. 

A  iLsijls  tarmakat,  The  carrying  out  an  edifice 
to  a  considerable  length. 

A tarmazar,  A  boaster. 

A  f^  'sic^  tirmizan.  Vain-glorious :  a  boaster. A  Sii/«yl?  tarmazat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^s  Q)  Boasting, 

vaunting.  Promising  but  not  performing.  Tirmi- 

zat.  One  who  makes  false  pi'omises.  One  who  does 
not  act  in  a  straightforward  manner. 

A  AmcJ^  tirtnisas,  Thick  darkness.  A  thin 
cloud.  Dust. 

A  'i.*^Jh  tarmasat,  (v.  n.  of  i^/^^  Q)  Being 
drawn  in,  contracted.  Departing,  desisting  through 

fear.  Erasing  writing.  Knitting  the  eyebrows. 
Contraction.  Austerity,  sternness.  Retreat,  flight. 

lo  tarmashat.  Darkness  (of  the  night). 

A  Li-Jj*^  turmtis,  Weak.  Bread  baked  under 
the  ashes. 

A  ̂ y>j^  turmuh.  Long,  tall. A  (^ysj)^  turmus,  Bread  baked  in  the  ashes. 

A  ̂ jy<>j^  turmuk,  A  bat  or  rere-mouse. 

p  ̂_fye^  tarmoy,  A  kind  of  hawk. 

A  f^J^  turn,  Raw  silk.    Stuff  of  the  same. 

G  ̂jwiUjsiji*  tara7}jumdnis,  Maidens'-hair. 

A  jj^  turu7V,  An  arriving  fi'om  afar. A  tunu,  A  coming  unexpectedly. 
A  tariib,  One  who  moves  with  alacrity 

fi-om  joy  or  sorrow. 

A  ̂ jj^  taruh,  A  distant  place.  Strong  andfar- 
shooting  (bow).  Long-branched  (palm-tree).  A 
man  who  lies  with  a  woman  and  begets  a  child. 

A  'i>-^Jio  turuhat,  Tribute. 

A jjj^  turur,  (v.  n.  ofjia)  Driving  cattle  to- gether from  different  parts.  Splitting,  cleaving. 

Patching  or  plastering  (a  cistern)  with  clay.  Ele- 

vating (a  building).  Falling  by  a  blow  of  a  sword 
(the  hand).  Shining  (the  stars).  Sharpening  (a 

knife  or  spear).  Sprouting  (herbage  or  whiskers). 
A  certain  mode  of  dressing  the  forelocks  of  a  girl. 

A  'ij^ tururat,  The  sprouting  (of  grass). 

A  jl*  turus,  (pi.  of  t^j^  tirs)  Erased,  can- 
celled sheets  of  paper. 

A  t— ijjl£>  turuf  (pi.  of  tirf)  Excellent, 
high-bred  (horses). 



A  Jfjjl?  turuh,  (v.  n.of  J^ls)  Arriving  at  night. 
Covering  the  female  (a  camel). 

A  i^^j^  tai-ukat,  A  marriageable  girl.  Any 
young  female  ready  for  the  male. 
G  taruliuhun,  A  medlar. 

G  turukun,  Cock's-comb  (an  herb). 
p  turra,  A  waving  ringlet,  dangling  fore- 

lock, tuft  of  frizzled,  braided,  or  curled  hair.  The 

end  ofa  turban  hanging  loose.  A  nosegay.  Twisted 

leathern  thongs,  with  which  they  beat  the  small 

brazen  drums  hung  at  their  saddle-bows.  The  black 

stripe  on  either  shoulder  of  an  ass.  t^lj^*^ 

turran  ̂ mbarin,  (or  ̂J^5^^o  turrasi  mushliin) 
Tresses  of  ambergris  or  musk  (from  their  colour). 

^\jai.\        \I>         Ci)^  "~  turran 

mushlii  sham  td  (jliurrasi  hayzan  bam,  From  the 

musk-like  (or  sable)  locks  of  the  evening  to  the 
white  star  on  the  forehead  of  Aurora,  i.  e.  from 

night  till  morning. 

A  isSfJ^  tarJuulat,  A  vain  boast. 

A  l^J^  tara\  (v. n.of  (_^ii>)  Approaching,  ad- 
vancing.   Passing  by. 

A         turrd' ,  A  she-ass  pursued  to  a  distance. 
A  ̂jj^  tarty,  (or^^Jh  taris)  Fresh,  green,  moist, 

humid,  new.  p  ̂ jio'j^ui jht»  tX^^  giydlii  sar-sabzi 
tm-i,  Herbs  green  and  fresh. 
A  tirydh,  Treacle,  theriaca.  Opium. 

p  j^b^l?  tir'ydht,  A  chewer  of  opium. 
A  (jb^^  thTiydn,Ta.hles  with  meat  laid  thereon. 

p  iAi'>Jh  tiribula,  The  lote-tree. 
A  ̂  Jh  tariJi,  Thrown  prostrate.  Abject. 
p         tarthh,  A  small  kind  of  fish. 

A         tirrikh,  Small  fish  pickled  :  a  sardine. 

A  <y>j!k3  tarid,  Banished.  Driven,  propelled. 
The  trunk  of  a  tree,  crooked  and  destitute  of  leaves 

and  branches.  A  bunch  of  dates.  Long  (day).  (A 

brother)  born  immediately  after  another. 

A  ̂\s>Jh  taruldni,  (du.of         Night  and  day. 

A  'is>J^  taridat,  Any  thing  forced  or  driven 
(as  prey  into  a  net).  Stolen  or  driven  away  by 

stealth  (herd  of  camels).  A  narrow  strip  of  ground 

or  pasturage.  A  long  strip  of  silk.  A  sort  of  game, 

commonly  called  es>w>  massat  or  &laJ«o  zabtat.  A 

dampclothjwith  which  an  oven  is  cleaned.  Anotched 

reed,  used  for  smoothing  a  spindle  or  an  arrow. 

p  id^i^  tarida,  A  swift  arrow.    A  robber. 

A  j^jls  ia?-ir.  Sharpened  (spear-head).  Ayouth 
whose  mustachios  begin  to  grow.  Sharp-sighted. 

p  ̂IjOjla  tangluin,  A  kind  of  endive. 

A  u_fl^^l>  tarif,  (pi.  i^Jh  turf)  New,  fresh, 
newly  acquired.  One  who  traces  his  descent  through 

a  long  line  of  ancestors.    Foreign,  strange,  rare. 

A  'sSO,^  tarifat,  The  plant  nasiy,  when 
compact  and  full-grown. 

p  ̂ iij^  tarlfalan,  The  lote-tree. 

p  ci3b  ifl^jls  ta7'ifandh,  Abundant  in  the  plant 
^*ai  nasiy,  when  compact  and  full-grown. 
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A  ̂_Jhtai'ih,  {^\.^Jh\atruh,  turuh, turh, 
Asj)a\  atrihdj:,  'i3jia\  atrikat,  and  CJ^Jh  turuhat) 
A  way,  road,  path.  Manner,  mode.  (pi.  of&iu^l? 

tarihai)Tii\\  palm-trees.  la«jj\  ̂ >J^tarihi  awsut, 

The  middle  road.  ^y>.^  tai'ihi  ̂ m,  A  public 
road.  U  ̂ j>J^  tarihi  md,  A  water-course.  Tu- 
rayh,  A  palm-tree. 

A  (3^.^^  tirrih.  Taciturn.  A  male  bustard  or 

crane.  p  ummu  turrayh,  The  hyena. 

A  'isL>^^  tar'ihat,  A  road,  way,  path.  A  furrow. 
A  line.  State,  condition.  Manner,  way,  fashion. 

Religion,  sect.  (pi.  tarik)  A  tall  palm-tree. 

Palm-trees  growing  in  a  row.  A  strip  of  cloth  of 

woollen  or  camels'  hair  about  a  cubit  in  breadth, 
connecting  the  opening  parts  of  a  tent.  A  head 

man,  or  (plurally)  the  chiefs  or  better  sort  of  peo- 
ple. The  stick  of  a  parasol.  A  musical  air.  A 

Christian  burial-ground,  p  iSj^.J^^.f'iri  tar'ihat, 
A  prior  or  head  man  of  a  sect. 

A  ̂a^/jLj  tirrVtat,  Gentleness,  softness.  Obe- 
dience. Soft,  even  ground. 

A  ̂Jh  tarim,  Anger.  b.^j]sJ^  tdra  tarim,uhu. 
He  waxed  wroth,  l^iryarn,  A  thick  cloud,  mass 
lying  upon  mass.  Honey.  Tall  of  stature  (man). 

A  i^>J^  tiryan,  Thin  clay.  ij>.J^^  j  Ij^ 

ata'  bft  tiryan  7va''l  (jhiryan,  He  was  enraged. 
A  Xjo^^la  taryanat,  (v.  n.  of  (^J^  Q)  Being 

muddled  with  intoxication  (a  drinking-party). 

Ajj5s»  tazr,  A  shoving  away  with  a  blow  or  a 

kick.  Tazar,  (from  Pjji  tazar)  A  summer-dwell- 
ing. A  plant  growing  in  the  summer. 

A  taz^  (v.  n.  of  Sitting  still,  not  at- 
tacking the  enemy.  Lying  with.  Taza^  (v.  n.  of 

^j^)  Being  free  from  jealousy.  Being  destitute 
of  meat  or  money.  Being  greedy  and  needy.  Be- 

ing impudent.  Taz/^,  Free  from  jealousy  or  punc- 
tilio.   In  want  of  meat  and  money. 

A  tazi^  Indigent,  destitute  of  meat  or 
money.  Freefrom  jealousy,  unsuspecting.  Greedy. 

A  tass,  (v.  n.  of  (j-if )  Overcoming,  si- 
lencing (an  opponent).  Putting  or  plunging  under 

water.  Going  away.  Tass,  tassat,  or  tissat) 

(pi.  tiisus,  tisds,  ̂ j*JU»l>  tasls,  and 
OUIls  tassdt)  A  cup,  a  bason,  tassie. 

A  L-latasj,  (or  tasds)  (v.  n.  of  l»-l>)  Hav- 

ing the  stomach  oppressed  with  any  thing  fat.  Be- 
ing ashamed,  blushing. 

A  I*-.!?  tasa',  (v.  n.  of  1?)  Having  the  sto- 
mach overloaded  with  any  thing  fat.  Oppressing, 

causing  indigestion. 

A  C^\l^  tassdt,  (pi.  of  i^)£>  lass)  Cups,  basons. 

A  (_>»»l*-j£>  tisds,  (pi.  of  ̂J~i2»  tass,  «JilJs>  tassat, 
tissat,  and  tasi)  Bowls,  basons,  cups. 

A  (^1*111?  tassds,  A  cup  or  bason-maker. 

A  'iMi^J^o  tisdsat,  The  art  of  bason-making. 

A  ̂ wiL-la  tasdsij,  (pi.  of  ̂^Jll?  tassuj)  Parts, 
tracts.  Quarters  of  a        ddnik,  or  twenty-fourth 
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parts  of  drams. 
A  j«L-l?  tasdm,(tusdm,tassdm., and  ̂ ^Ulls  tassdn) 

Dust  when  raised  and  driven  about  by  the  wind. 

^  ^^"^  iass,or  tissat)  A  cup,bason. 
A  ̂jli**"    tastikhun  or  tistihhdn,  (from  p 

tast,  Bowl,  cup,  and         hhwdn,  A  table)  A  large 
flat  plate  of  silver  or  other  metals, upon  which  other 
cups  or  dishes  are  placed,  and  used  as  a  table  by 
those  who  eat  sitting  on  the  o-round. 

A|«*«Ji5ias^,(v.n.of^i?)Ti-aversing(acountry). 
Lying  with.  Tasa^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J!h)  Being  impu- 

dent, wanton-eyed,  and  free  from  due  respect  to- 
wards women.  Being  desirous,  covetous,  greedy. 

Tasif^  Impudent,  wanton-eyed.  Desirous,  greedy. 

A  tash  or  tish,  A  tax  upon  lands.  Tri- 
bute exacted.  A  soi't  of  measure. 

A  CiJ>— 1?  tash,  A  kind  of  measure.  Land-tax. 

A  J.-^  tasl,  Water  flowing  on  the  surface  of 

the  ground.  The  glittering  of  the  water-like  va- 

pour sardb. 

A  tasm,  (v.  n.  of  j»*J»)  Being  obliterated 
(a  path).  An  extinct  branch  of  the  tribe  of  lils- 

^d.  (Tasm  was  son  of  Idma' ,  son  of  Shem, 
son  of  Noah).  ̂ .^L  O^ji  zawdt  tasm.  Name  of 
certain  chapters  of  the  Kur'an.  Tasam,  (v.  n.  of 

Is)  Being  oppressed  with  indigestion,  and  swol- 
len. Darkness,  beginning  of  night.  Adustycolour. 

A  is  tdsan,  (pi.  i^j^  O^ji  zandt  tdsan) 

Name  of  a  certain  chapter  of  the  Kur'an. 

A  tassuj,  {\)\.  j^^LJs>  fflsasy)  A  weight 
of  two  grains  of  barley  ;  The  twenty-fourth  part  of 
a  dram.  A  coast,  shore,  tract  of  land. 

A  ̂ ^yJh  tusus,  (pi.  of  ̂Jll3  tuss,  XJll?  tassat, 
and  tissat)  Cups,  bowls,  basons. 

A  i^^-^Jf  tusum,  (v.  n.  of  |»*^L>)  Erasing,  oblite- 
rating. Becoming  defaced,  cancelled,  obliterated. 

A  ̂^^^^^  tasif.  Oppressed,  incommoded  by  in- 
digestion or  fat  meat, 

A  iJl^A^-L  tusayt,  (dim.  of  C^J^is  tast)  A  small 

cup  or  bason. 

A  tasis,  (pi.  of  ̂ JlL  tass,  'iZ^io  tassat, and  tissat)  Bowls,  cups,  basons.  Tusays,  (dim.  of 
tass)  A  little  bason,    A  small  cup, 

A  ̂1^^  tasi^  Impudent,    Desirous,  greedy, 

A  ̂̂ ■^^        miydh  tusaym.  Error,  delusion, A  ̂jSils  tashsh,  A  raining  gently,    Tliin  rain. 
A  jj^Llla  tashdsat,  (v.  n.  of  liJs>)  Lvinffwith. 

A  ̂ \:^  tushovtushasat,Wt\e\im.  A  stammerer, 

A  ̂jiiLiA?  tashdsh,  A  sprinkling  (with  water, 

tears,  or  blood).    T'ushdsh,  Rheum,  defluxion. 
A  iLilia  tishshat,  An  infant.  Tushshat,  Rheum. 

p  (JlA^Jb  taslit,  A  large  bason,  ewer,  cup,  bowl. 

ulA-lla  tusitti  zar,  A  golden  dish.    The  sun. 

i^ljj  (^'i.is  tashti  zarrln,  A  golden  bowl,  goblet. 
iJL^Jl^  tashti  nigiin,  (Inverted  bowl)  Sky. 

Pjb  tashf-ddr,  (Ewer-holder)  The  ser- 
vant who  pours  water  on  the  hands  when  washing. 



ijli-j^ii  dA^if  tasht-dar  Ji/tana,A  butler's  pantry. 
p  tashtgar,  A  maker  of  basons.  Name 

of  a  musician. 

Pft^li-  J  CL.>J^  tasht  u  Itliaya,  (Bason  and  egg) 
The  filling  of  an  eggshell  with  a  fluid  (in  Persian 

sliah-nam,  Dew),  and  placing  it  in  a  bason 
exposed  to  the  sun;  when  the  bason  becomes  heated, 

the  e":gshell  ascends  and  flies  in  the  air  like  a  bal- 

loon  (a  kind  of  philosophical  toy).  Heaven  and 
earth.    Astronomy.  Magic. 

A  Ixi^la  tasht,  (pi.  tusliut)  A  bason. 

A  f^xt!^  tashish,  Gentle  rain. 

A  ̂   i^  '         ̂ )  Licking  (a  dish). 

V  A  jsUl?  ta^m,  (v.  n.  of  jo^i?)  Eating,  tasting. 
(pl.&K^\  G^^ma?)  A  meal.  Wheat.  Meat,  viands, 
victuals,  food,  refreshment.  Water ;  or  the  water 

of  the  well  Zamzam.  j»Ul?  ta^mi  ̂ ii^usi, 

A  wedding-feast.    jCU         ta^imi  matam,  A  fu- 

neral-banquet. i^x>  ha^la't  ta^m 
al  halam,  After  meat,  conversation  (a  saying). 

'  p  (ji^  ̂Ijsl?  ta^m-hahhsh,  A  ladle. 

p  1^'^'^  js^J^  ta^m-talash,  A  sponger. A  slislsis  ta^miya,  Expenses  for  provisions. 

A  ta^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^^^  Spearing  in  battle. 

A  ̂^Isl?  ta^^n,  A  spearer.    A  slanderer. 
A  t--"*!?         Pleasure,  delight,  enjoyment. 

A  «ja*l>  ta^anat,  Bad-tempered  (woman). 
Numerous  (flock  of  sheep). 

A^xls  ta^^,  (v.  n.  ofjjtl?)  Marrying.  Bringing 
to  justice  by  compulsion. 

AjKh  ta^,  (v.  n.  ofjjil?)  Repelling.  Copulating. 

A  H^J*!^  ta^ahat,  Ridicule,  irony. 

A  jj^*la  ̂a^5,  (v.  n.  of  (jMsi')  Lying  with. 
A  sA*^!?  <a^sa&a^,Extreme  iniquity,  oppression. 

A  iifl*^*!?  ta^afat,  (v.  n.  of  i^^*-.*!?  Q)  Stamp- 
ing on  the  ground.    Walking  unevenly. 

A  ̂laxls  tu^u^  Plain,  level  ground. 

A  bs^^iih  ta^a^t,1\\e  sound  made  when  lick- 

ing or  sucking  any  thing  nice' and  savoury. 
A  Jsia  ta^,  (v.  n.  of  P  iercing,  stabbing. 

Cursing  or  reviling. 

A        ta^ma,  (fut.  j«*ia^.  yat^mu)  He  ate. 

A  j4?ii>  ta^i,  (v.  n.  of  j^jtia)  Eating,  tasting,  (v. 

n.  of  j^jsls)  Being  grafted  upon.  Being  satiated. 
Ta^i  or  tu^,  Intellect.  Power,  strength,  (pi. 

^.ytis  tii^m)  The  finest  flavour  of  victuals.  Taste, 
flavour.  Any  thing  that  excites  the  appetite.  Tu^n, 

(v.  n.  of  j«*5s>)  Tasting.  Sipping  to  try  the  taste  or 
flavour  of  any  thing.  Being  able.  Being  full  of 

marrow  (a  bone).  Food,  eatables.  Meat  which  sa- 

tiates. Taste,  flavour,  relish.  Ta^m,  A  man  who 

eats  elegantly,  or  hunts  after  delicacies.  Tu^m, 

(pi.  of  S^kJo  tu^nat)  Eatables,  viands.  Dinners. 

A  t'l^iat,  A  manner  in  eating  or  tasting. 

l\i^at,(j>\.^)^  <2/^flm)Meat,food, fodder,  forage. 
Birds'  food.  A  bait,  lure.  An  invitation  to  an  en- 

tei'tainment.    Dinner.    A  meal.    A  dining-room. 
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or  any  place  where  people  eat.  Gain,  profit,  any 

mode  of  acquisition.  Wages,  salary.  The  woof, 

p  (jti^ii  tu^nat  dadan,  To  bait,  set  a  bait. 

ta^,  (v.  n.  of  (j^*i')  Piercing  with  a 
spear.  Chiding,  reviling,  reproaching,  cursing. 

Departing  (for  the  desert),  penetrating  (into  it). 

Travelling  all  night.  Giving  a  full  and  loose  rein 

(to  a  horse).  Blame,  disapprobation.  Accusation. 

1^  ̂jtl?  ta^na  fV s  Sinn,  He  is  stricken  in 

years,  ̂ jst)  j  t^f^  ta^  u  la^z,  Reproaching  and 

cursing.    Tn^,  (pi.  of  ta^n)  Speared. 

Pj<<\  ta^-amez,  Mixed  with  reproach. 

A  ̂^UjsI?  tartan,  (v.  n.  of  )  Cursing,  re- 
proaching, reviling.  Spearing  one  another  in  battle. 

A  ta^xat,  One  blow  (withspear  or  tongue). 

Contumely,  taunt,  reproach,  sarcasm,  gibe,  igno- 

miny, disgrace  (as  conveyed  by  reproachful  words), 

p  j^Uj  J  (jbj  a>A*»»  a^li-  hhamasi  siyah- 
zahan  u  namasi  ta^a-zanan,  Pens  having  sable 
tongues,  and  letters  which  strike  with  reproach. 

p       djji  ta^ia-zan,  Reproaching,  vilifying. 

A  ta^m,  (or  ta^m)  A  camel  in  good 
case,  neither  too  fat  nor  lean.  Tu^m,  (pi.  of  j^l? 

ta^i)  Fine  flavours  in  viands.  Tastes,  flavours. 

A  iUjjila  ta^tmat,  Home-fed  (sheep)  for  killing. 

A  ta^n,  (pi.  ̂ ji^  tu^)  Pierced  with 
a  spear.  Afflicted  with  pestilence  (i^_}S'^  ta^n). 

A  ̂   tagligh,  A  bull. 
A        tagha',  A  sound,  voice. 
A        fughat,  (pi.  of  ̂^pUi>)  Rebels, insurgents. 

A  ̂{i^tagham,  Of  a  mean  inferior  order  (a  man 
or  men)  ;  the  worst  species  of  birds.  A  fool. 

A  taghamat,  A  mean  kind  of  bird  or  man. 

A  fool. 

A  jih  taghr,  (v.  n.  of  jila)  Rushing,  coming 
down  upon.  Thrusting,  pushing  away.  Tughar, 

(pi.  (j^^is  ttghran)  Name  of  a  bird. 
p  tughra,  The  imperial  signature.  The 

royal  titles  prefixed  to  letters,  diplomas,  or  other 

public  deeds,  which  are  generally  written  in  a  fine 
ornamented  hand. 

A  ij\j'>^  tighran,  (pi.  of  jil?)  Kinds  of  birds. 
p  tughra Ji,  Expert  in  writing  the  Toghra 

character.  Name  of  the  author  of  an  admired  Ara- 

bic poem,  which  has  been  translated  into  Latin  by 
Pocock  under  the  title  of  Carmen  Tograi,  and  into 

English  verse  by  Carlyle. 

p  tughril,  Name  of  a  king  of  the  Selju- 

kian  dynasty.  Tiighrul,  A  kind  of  falcon. 

p  (.^1?  tughri,  A  sort  of  falcon  for  hunting. 
p  (JXiih  iaghak,  A  tree  like  a  cypress  or  pine. 

A  ̂ila  tagham,  The  sea.  Much  water. 
A  taghmashat,  Weakness  of  sight. 

A(j*,_j^*l?iw^A?wMS,Wicked,malignant(demon). 

A  tiighn-an,  An  exceeding  of  bounds  in 
wickedness,  a  being  insolent.  Insolence,  rebellion. 

A  taghwat,  A  high  place.  A  little,  small 

quantity  (of  anything).  The  summit  of  a  mountain. 
A  iL<ijil9  tnghumat,  (or  eloy^  tughumlyat) 

Folly,  stupidity,  ignorance.  Baseness,  meanness. 

A  ^o^/^ra''.  Rebellion,  disobedience.  In- 

solence, t^y^  (^^J  U^»«*  mu^ni  takrca!'  u 
mdni^  taghwa',  The  assister  of  piety,  and  repeller 
of  wickedness.  Tughwa',  An  exceeding  of  bounds 
in  wickedness,  a  being  insolent.  Insolence. 

A  ̂^J^  taghy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Being  rebellious, 
insolent,  impious,  unjust,  exceeding  bounds  in  wick- 

edness. Breakingforth,  overflowing  (water).  Dash- 

ing (billows).  Boiling  (blood).  Lowing  (the  wild 

cow).    Tagha',  Sound,  noise,  voice. 
A  IaxI?  ta  or  tughya',  A  small  wild  cow.  A  bull. 

^  (j^^i*^  tvghyan  or  tighyan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^) 

Being  very  rebellious,exceeding  bounds  in  wicked- 
ness. Overflowing  (a  torrent).  Raging  (the  sea). 

Boiling(blood).  Lowing(the  wild  cow).  Rebellion, 
sedition,  disobedience,  perverseness,  insolence.  ̂ \ 

(jUiia  alili  tughyan,  Rebellious.  Rebels,  p  \> 

(J  L*l3ia2wmrdjitw<7/i?/are,Withabodyof  insurgents, 
A  ̂Axls  taghyat,  The  loftiest  and  most  difiicult 

ridge  of  a  mountain.  A  tract,  a  coast.  A  smooth 
stone.  A  small  portion,  particle. 

A  1  als  taff,  (v.  n.  of  («_iil?)  Filling  (a  measure 
or  a  vessel)  to  the  brim.  Happening,  offering  it- 

self, being  possible.  Being  near.  Lifting  with  the 
hand  or  foot.  Tying  (a  camel)  by  the  feet.  The 

upper  part  of  a  measvire  not  filled.  That  which 
is  heaped  above  the  measure;  also  what  remains 

in  it  after  that  surplus  is  smoothed  off".  Fulness  to 
the  brim.  A  side,  shore,  coast,  bank  (especially 

high).  The  higher  part  of  Mesopotamia,  bordering 
on  Arabia  and  Chaldea.  Sprightly,  swift  (horse). 

^Uo)!  I  k)ataffu''s  sa^  Short  of  filling  the  measure. 
A  ̂lals  tifah,  Plentitude,  fulness. 
A  As-lila  tvfahat,  AVhat  runs  over  a  boiling- 

pot,  the  froth  or  scum. 
A  Xss-lfll?  taffahat,  Swift,  nimble  (she-camel). 
A  &**>lfll5  tafcisat,  (v.  n.  of  (j«.fll?)  Being  dirty, 

filthy  (a  man  or  a  garment).  Filth,  nastiness. 
A  -fl^Llfll?  tafashds,  Emaciated,  lean  (woman). 

A  L_il?lil5  tafdtif,  (pi.  of  &ikali>  taftafat)  Hy- 

pochondria, those  parts  lying  under  the  spurious 

ribs.  Soft  parts  of  the  belly. 
A  I  sIAIj  tajdf,  Darkness  of  the  night.  The 

brim.  Tfl/'o/' or  <//"a/',  Fulness  to  the  brim.  That 
which  is  heaped  above  the  measure ;  also  what  re- 

mains in  it  after  that  surplus  is  smoothed  ofi\  Ti- 

fdf,  Darkness  of  the  night.  Tufdf,  That  which  is 

heaped  above  the  measure. 
A  I  jUls  taff  of.  Sprightly,  swift  (horse). 
A  Xilfll?  tufdfat,  The  compliment;  also  the  re- 

dundancy of  a  measure.  The  upper  part  of  a  mea- 

sure not  filled. 
A  Jlfll?  tafdl  or  ivfdl,  Dry  clay.  Tifdl,  (pi. 

of  Jil?  taJT)  Young  and  tender  (boys  or  girls). 



A  &5lal?  tafalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jala)  Being  young 
and  tender.  Tender  age,  infancy. 

A  (jlflia  toff  an,  Filled  to  the  brim. 

A  a^Ula  tafdniyat,  A  contumelious  reproach. 

A(jolal>ffl/a«rrt,  Alie;  idle,  trifling,  discourse. 

A  prison.  A  lingering  behind. 

A  »j\il>  tufdwat,  Part  (of  spring).  Halo  round 
the  sun  or  moon.    Overflowings  of  a  boiling  pot. 

A  ̂als  tafh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Being  full,  running 
over  (a  vessel).  Filling  (a  thing)  till  it  overflows. 

Departing,  going  away.  (Wind)  carrying  off  (cot- 

ton).   Bringing  forth  (a  foetus)  fully  formed. 

tafhan,  (fern.  ̂   tafha^)  Over- 
flowing  (dish). 

A  jsflls*  tafz,  (v.  n.  of  iiJa)  Burying,  laying  in 

the  grave.  Tafz  ortafaz,  (pi.  lilfll?^  atfaz)  A  tomb. 

Ajs!h  tafr,  A  crupper. 

A  'ijS^s  tafrat,  A  leap,  upward  spring.  Cream. 
A  i^jS^  tifris,  Soft,  easy,  smooth. 

A  tafs,  (v.  n.  of  (j-iif )  Lying  with.  Tu- 
fas, (v.  n.  of  (j-iif )  Being  dirty,  filthy  (garment 

or  man).  Filth,  nastiness.  Tafis,  Dirty,  filthy. 

A  (jiifll?  tafsli,  Concubitus.  Filth. 

G  ̂^^ixLSi^s  tafsUihun,  Toxicum,  with  which 

they  poison  arrows. 

A  (Ja^I?  tifsliil,  (p  isAA-i.il?)  Boiled  lentils. 
A  1  taftdf,  A  coast,  shore.    The  sides 

(of  a  tree). 

A  silaAls  taftafat,  (v.n.  of  u_alail»  Q)  Becom- 

ing weak  and  submissive  in  the  hand  of  an  adver- 

sary, (pi.  ujJf  tafatif)  The  hypochondria ; 
also  all  tremulous  loose  flesh,or  soft  part  of  the  belly. 

A  tofaf,  A  heaped-up  measure.  Fulness 
to  the  brim  ;  also  what  remains  after  the  surplus 
has  been  smoothed  off. 

A  'ih^  tafufat,  Redundancy  of  any  measure: 

also  the  surplus  which  falls  off'. 
A  ̂s!h  iaflt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^1*)  Being  fixed  to,  or 

busy  in  any  place.  Realizing  one's  wish.  Setting 
about  any  thing  which  one  means  to  finish. 

A  Jab  taff,  (v.  n.  of  Jflla)  Be  ginning  to  turn 
dark,  near  sunset.  Rising  (the  sun).  Reddening 

towards  setting  (the  sun).  Bringing  up  well  her 

young (ashe-camel).  Enteringupon darkness,  (pi. 

(Jul?  iifdl  or  J^la  tiifid)  Young  and  tender  (boy 

or  girl).  Tif,  (pi.  ̂}\':Lk>\  affal)  An  infant,  a  little 
boy.  The  young  of  wild  beasts.  Necessity.  Night. 

Sunset.  Part  of  any  thing,  especially  a  spark  of 

fire  from  a  tinder-box.  p  ij't?"  (J-^  tiflichi- 
hal  roza,  A  child  of  forty  days,  i.  e,  Adam.  (J-^i? 

jjjs-  tijii  Jihurii,  The  sun.  ̂ ^^li  ̂ bj  ̂i/^* 
bdn-ddn,  A  child  who  understands  and  remembers 

what  his  teacher  has  once  told  him.  i^^>J^  J-^^ 

^//?/^/ias'/?/an,Beardlessyouths.  Wandering  monks. 
&«JL<  ̂ ils  tifli  maslamad  razdn,  Red  wine. 

jii-Ai"  J-fll?  tifli  Ji!ndu,The  pupil  of  the  eye.  jj^kAl? 
(jiju>  1  trfdni  dtish,  Sparks  of  fire,  a  Tafal,  (v.  n. 
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of  (J^)  Being  soiled  with  dirt  (grass).  Going 
uninvited  to  a  feast.  Tender  age,  infancy.  The 

time  fromjAiff'  ̂ sr  (which  is  the  middle  point  be- 
tween the  meridian  and  sunset)  till  sun-down.  The 

close  of  the  evening.  The  dawn.  Darkness.  Rain. 

p  ftililfll?  tifldna,  Infantine.  Childishly. 

A         taflat,  Young  and  tender  (female). 

p  ̂JK^lsLk>  tijiagdn,  Children. 
p  i!.laL>  tafia,  Cumine-seed.    Tifla,  A  child. 

A  ̂^i^  tifl'^,  Infancy.  Childishness. A  &AJ.al>  tijiiijut,  Childhood,  infancy. 

A  tiJi'il,Who  comes  uninvited  to  a  feast. 
A  i^sls  tafn,  Death.   A  prison.  Durance. 

A  ̂^JUiS^  tafannash,  One  whose  feet  are  broad 
at  the  root  of  the  toes. 

aLIJaI?  tafansliasji^ovAzJs^  tafanshdj:)Wea]s.- 

sighted.  Weak,  enervated.  Timid. 

A  ̂iL'^klo  tafanshal,  Weak,  feeble  (man). 
A  jfil?  tafw,  (or  jflif  tnfum)  (v.  n.  of  Iflis  for 

^il^)  S  wimming,  floating.  Appearing  (as  a  bull 

upon  a  hill).  Springing  (leaves).  Bounding,  leap- 

ing (a  doe).  Dying(aman).  Plunging  into  business. 

A  tifuf,{y.  n.of^fll9)Being  extinguished, 
going  out  (fire).  Being  darkened,  blinded  (eye). 

A  "j^jfll?  tafwat,  A  slender  plant. 

A  ̂ .^^  tiifuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂flla)  Being  full,  run- ning over  (a  vessel). 

Aj^fil?  tiifur,  (v.  n.  of y>^)  Leaping,  rearing. 
ttifus,  (v.  n.  of^^SLh)  Dying  (a  horse). 

A  ̂^iil'  tvfuk,  (v.  n.  of  i^flis)  Realising  one's 
wish.  Being  fixed  to,  or  busy  in,  a  place.  Setting 

about  any  thing  which  one  intends  to  finish. 

A  Jjil3!!;{/M/,(pl.of  ̂ J.al?  ̂ a;?)Youngand  tender. 
A  iil^jals  tnfulat,  (v.  n.  of  ij-il')  Being  young 

and  tender.  Tufulat,  (or  a^AJ^alj  tufuTvjat)  In- 

fancy, childhoodjboyhood.  p  O^S^ala  dar 

a^vdin  i  tufuUi/at,  In  the  years  of  childhood. 

A  ̂^^s  tufy,  A  leaf  of  the  dwarf  palm-tree. 

A  i-Al?  tufyat,  (pi.  (^ia  ̂'l/"')  ̂ ^^^ 
dwarf  palm-tree;  also  (in  the  dual)  two  lines  resem- 

bling it  on  the  back  of  a  serpent.  A  malignant  ser- 
pent, marked  on  the  back  with  two  such  black  lines. 

A  ̂Z^iS^  tafayslial,  A  kind  of  broth. 
A  i^^ala  ̂ ^f^fi  Little,  deficient,  incomplete. 

A  ̂ J>^  tafil,  Muddy  water  remaining  in  a 

cistern  or  a  pond.  T'ifyal,  An  infant.  The  young 

of  man  or  beast.  Tif'ayl,  (dim.  of  J-flif  tiff)  A 

little  child.  Tvfayl,  (and  j^}^^!'  i'^foyl'iy^  A  com- 
panion, especially  an  humble  one.  A  parasite, 

feast-hunter,  trencher-fly.  Cause,  means. 

A  i^ls  tah,  The  sound  made  by  the  collision  or 
rattling  of  stones.  Tih,  That  of  a  frog  jumping  out 
of  or  into  the  water. 

A  (^als  talis,  (pi.  ̂^^jflia  tukus)  Order,  cere- 
mony, ecclesiastical  constitution. 

p  Jjiaals  talitalt,  A  noise  in  general.  The  noise 
made  by  the  teeth  in  masticating. 

A  ̂akiils  ta/ttahat,(v.  n.  of^jkals  Q)  Making  a 

clatter  when  gallopping  over  stones  (a  horse).  The 
noise  thus  made. 

A        taliw,  Quickness  of  step. 

p  JJi>  tul,  A  widow. 
A^l?  taU,{j.  n.  of  (Jls)  (Dew)  slightly  moisten- 

ing (the  ground).  Shedding  blood  with  impunity. 
Being  bedewed  (the  ground).  Keeping  back,  re- 

straining. Being  spilt  unrevenged  (blood).  Driv- 

ing (camels)  violently.  Defrauding,  cheating. 
Making  void.  Plating,  washing  over.  Delaying 

payment  of  a  debt.  (pi.  J^Ua  t'ddl  and  (J)l>  t'dal) 
A  gentle  rain,  dew.  Beautiful,  charming  (hair, 

water,  or  night).  Milk.  Scarcity  of  camels' milk. 
A  serpent.  A  very  old  man.  Till,  A  serpent.  Tull, 

(v.n.ofj-l?)  Being  shed  with  impunity  (blood). 

Milk.  Blood.  Fat.  A  scarcity  of  camels'"  milk. The  neck.  A  draught  of  milk. 

A  !iU»  tala',  (pi.  -s^lal  atlds,  ̂ ^lla  tildi, 
tulydn,  or  tilydn)  A  fawn  just  dropt.  The  young, 

especially  of  any  animal  which  parts  the  hoof.  A 

person,  body.  Sick,  diseased.  Desire,  will,  wish. 

Spittle  drying  in  the  mouth.  Anointed  with  saffi'on 

or  pitch.  jamilu''t  tala  ,  Handsome, 
beautiful.  Tila',  Pleasure,  delight,  enjoyment. 

p  i)^  tild,  Gold.  Gold  fringe  or  wn-e. 

^XMi  aid  iu  Sim,  Gold  and  silver. 
A  -^^t^Vls  tilds,  Any  thing  used  in  anointing, 

especially  pitch.  Ointment,  liniment,  embrocation. 
Must  boiled  down  to  one  half.  Delicious  wine. 

A  rope  by  which  a  calf  or  lamb  is  tied  to  a  stake. 

Contumely,  contempt,  outrage,  (pi,  of  tala') 
Fawns  just  dropt.  Young  animals.  Tidds,  A  pel- 

licle, thin  skin  or  film  upon  blood. 

A-*^U£><a//aj^,Blood  shed  with  impunity.  Blood. 

Tulldf,  A  pellicle  upon  blood.  A  scratch  which 
fetches  blood.  Blood. 

A  L->:iU3  tUdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  t_,.!^)  Inqumng, 

searching,  asking.  Exhorting,  encouraging. 

A  L-J^kls  talldb,(])\.  'ikl?  talldbiin)  One  who 
asks,  seeks,  or  inquires.  Tulldh,  (pi.  of  t_*«)Ua  td- 

lib)  Students,  curious  inquirers. 
p  wlJvla  taldha,  A  scout,  spy.  Watch  and  ward. 

A  2^1?  tuldt,  The  neck.  A  scabby  she-camel. 

A  bit  of  rag  with  which  a  she-camel  is  anointed. 

A  taldli,  A  bad  state  (the  reverse  of  ̂ ^L<3 

saldh).    Tildh,  The  acacia. 
taldkat,  (v.  n.  of  Sh)  Being  fatigued 

A  &5- 
(a  camel).  Tiring  (a  camel). 

A  JjS-^kls  taldlia  ,  (Camels)  griped  from  eating 
of  the  acacia. 

A  ̂\f"'i^l*  ̂i/a/n^/ or  !!M/a/uy,  (A  camel)  feeding 
on  the  acacia.   Belonging  to  that  tree. 

pjjti!^).!?  tild-doz.  An  embroiderer  with  gold. 
A  talldsat,  A  cloth  with  which  they  wipe 

tablets,  effacing  what  is  written  :  a  wiper. 

A  taldsim,  (pi.  of  |»»Ji?)  Talismans. 



A  Jls^JJi?  ttilcdil,  Death.  A  calamity.  Tula  or 

talatil,  An  incurable  distemper  corroding  the  back. 

A  iiSis^is'  tnlaiilat,  A  misfortune.  Death.  A 

disease  affecting  the  loins  of  an  ass.  A  swelling  of 

the  throat,  or  the  falling  of  the  uvula. 

A  iildj^  (v.  n.  3of  ̂ )  Considering.  Being 

attenti've  to,  looking  at,  reading.  Proposing.  Ex- 
hibiting for  inspection  or  to  be  read.  (pi.  ̂   ttil^ 

Fulness,  plenty  of  earth  or  soil.  ___Whatever  thesun 

shines  upon.  _j  ̂ }^^  J^-j  rajulun 

talla^i's  soMiya  rva'l  anjudi,  A  man  who  meditates 
and  masters  liigh  things. 

A  Jtillf  talafih,  Things  wide  and  broad.  A 

broad  mark  upon  the  thigh.  Tulafh,Th\n  marrow. 

A  talah,  (v.  n.  of  jila)  Being  divorced 

(a  wife).    Divorce,  repudiation.  ul^S-^ 

talaki  bid^at,  Irregular  divorce.  ̂ ^---=^  J*!^!;*  fa- 
Za/ei/t«5aw, Laudabledivorce.  kita- 

bu't  talak,  A  bill  of  divorcement. 

A  talahat,  (v.  n.  of  Jjll»)  Being  temperate 

(the  day  or  night).  Being  of  an  open  countenance. 

Eloquence,  glibness  of  tongue.  Openness,freshness, 

joyousness  of  countenance. 

p  ismK>  j^i^  talak-nama,  A  bill  of  divorce. 

p  ̂JJ6':^  tila-liuri,  Gilding. 
A  tilal,  (pi.  of  ̂ yh  fall)  Gentle  rains. 

A  falalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jla)  Being  pleasant, 

agreeable.  Being  amazed,  astonished,  dehghted. 

Joy,gladness.  A  beautiful, handsomestate, quality, 

form,  or  appearance.  A  body,  figure.  Any  thing 

extant,  as  traces  of  a  house. 

A  tullam,  Hemp-seed. 

A  taldwat,  Delay,  expectation,  a  waiting 

for,  looking  for.  Ta,  ti,  or  tuldwat,  Beauty,  grace, 

loveliness,  elegance.  Joyousness.  Attractiveness. 

A  pellicle  on  the  surface  of  blood  or  milk.  Re- 
mains of  meat  in  the  mouth  after  eating.  Saliva 

drying  up  in  the  mouth  from  indisposition.  Magic. 

A  taldsih,  (pi.  of  taWi)  (Camels) 

jaded  and  attenuated  with  travelling. 

A  talasi^  (pl.of  woJ.i?)Advanced  guards. 

AP  b.>^^  taldya,  Advanced  guard,  reconnoi- 

tering  party.     Tildya,  Nightwatch,  rounds. 

P  (jtikls  tilas'i,  Golden. 
A  L-^iif  talh,  (in  Morocco)  Learned,  of  general 

information.  A  priest.  Tilh,  (pi, i_->^^  atlab  and 

'iJ^  iilahat)  A  lover,  a  suitor.  A  woman  sought 

after.  ̂   tilbi  ̂ Im,  A  student.  Talab,  (v. 

n.  of  u-Al?)  Petitioning,  begging,  requesting,  seek- 

ing desiring.  Being  absent,  afar  off.  Petition,  re- 

quest, demand,  application,  summons,  call.  Desire, 

wish.  Inquiry,  search,  quest,  summons,  sending 

for.  Pay,  wages,  salary.  io\j>-  talabi  khi- 

zana,  Demand  of  rent  or  of  revenue.  ^]!^ 

talabi  ddkhila,  Demand  of  rent  brought  to  account. 

P  (j^i^  t—ASvif  talab  kardan,  To  ask,  petition,  re- 

quest, demand,  exact,  solicit,  pursue  with  ambition. 
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ij<^j^  i_-a)1>  (JI^jlxo  mu^manat  talab  kardan, 
To  ask  help,  a  Talab,  (or  (.^^Jis  tullab)  (pi.  of 

u^^lls  tdlih)  Inquirers,  seekers.  Tulub,  (pi.  of 

i-^^jll?  talub)  Inquisitors,  inquirers. 

p  (.^a)!?  tulb,  A  company  of  persons  assembled. 

A  ASh  tulabds,  (pi.  of  (— ajAI?  taUb)  Inquisitors. 
p  i6L\l>  talbdna.  Daily  pay  to  constables,  paid 

by  those  whom  they  guard. 

A  iUl>  tilbat,  (v.  n.  of  i^Jila)  Inquiring,  search- 

ing. Any  thing  sought  after.  A  woman  sought 

after.  A  mistress.  XJl?  jjl  unim  tilbata,  An  eagle. 
Tulbat,  A  long  journey.  Angels  who  register  the 
acts  of  the  servants  of  God.  Talabat,  A  proper 

name.  Thai  aba.    (pi.  of  tdlib)  Seekers,  in- 
quirers. Students.  Talibat,  Any  thing  sought 

after.    Tilabat,  (pi.  of  tilb)  Lovers. 

PjWlis  talab-dur,  One  who  asks  or  inquires. 
Desirous.    One  who  receives  pay. 

PjlLlJa  talabgar.  Requiring,  demanding. 

p  (jjlQls  ialabgari,  A  desiring,  wishing. 
p  talab-nama,  Summons,  citation. 

A  (_^il3  ialalii.  Requisite,  demandable. 

p  (J  JsA^lia  talbidan,1o  inquire,  search,  call.  To 

call  for,  summon  into  one's  presence. 

A  'iS!h  tallat,  A  wife.  Delicious  wine.  Exqui- 
site odours.  A  garden  wet  with  dew.  Affluence ; 

plenty  of  food  and  raiment.  Immodest  (woman). 

An  old  woman.  Tillat,  (pi.  of  Jil»  taUl)  Mats. 

yMZ/a!;,(pl.  Jils  tulal)Theuec^.  Adraughtof  milk. 
A  Xiils  tulsat,  Weak  in  mind  or  body. 

A  ̂   iaZ/t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  fatigued.  Tiring 
(a  camel).  Palm-flowers.  Empty-bellied.  Jaded 

(camel).  A  large  thorny  tree:  acacia.  The  banana 

or  plantain-fruit.  The  muddy  water  at  the  bottom 

of  a  cistern.  Tilh,  (pi.  atlah)  Fatigued  (ca- 

mel). Attenuated.  A  fatigued  shepherd.  The  in- 
sect called  the  tike.  One  who  manages  flocks  or 

any  kind  of  estate.  A  follower  of  women.  Talah, 

(v.  n.  of  Being  empty-bellied.  Grace,  fa- 

vour. yJoy,  delight. 

A  ̂   tullah,  (pi.  of  ̂Al»)  Attenuated  (camels). 
iilhafan,  By  a  violent  blow. 

talihani,  (du.)  A  camel  and  his  rider. 

^flZ/iCi^,  A  single  tree  of  the  kind^  talh. 
Talihat,  (A  she-camel)  griped  from  feeding  on  the 

acacia.  (Land)  abounding  in  acacia  trees. 

A  talhasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Bedaub- 

insf,  defiling  with  a  dirtv,  disagreeable  business. 

p  ̂U*.^^  talkistdn,  A  grove  of  acacias. 
A  J^tilahf  or  tilhaff,Exeesshe  (hunger). 

Aa>  talahfan,  tilhaffan,  {tilahfan,ov 

tilahfa')  By  a  violent  blow. 
P^  talhand,  A  king  of  Hindustan. 

A  p^s^  tulhum.  Stinking  water,  unfit  to  drink. talhiyat,  A  sheet  of  paper. 

talhif,  Excessive  (hunger).  Tilh'if, 
Violent  (shock  or  blow). 

A  ̂   talhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Blotti  ng  out  writmg. 
Dirtying,  staining.  Dirty,  fetid  water,  full  of  black 
mud  and  tadpoles.    Defilement,  filth. 

A  talhhas,  (for  ̂       )  Foolish  (woman). 

tilhham,  A  she-elephant. 

A  iii^^  talhhasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ji/J^  Q)  Bedaub- 

ing, dirtying  one's  self. tilakhf,  A  violent  blow. 
A  tulkhum,  Corrupted,  stinking  water. 

tilkhif.  Violent  (blow). 

A  (^ii?  tals,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j<Ji»)  Erasing,  defacing. 

Throwing  (any  thing)  down  on  (its)  face.  Becom- 
ing lost  (the  sight).    Breaking  wind.   Being  cast 

into  prison.  Ablack  hood,  j^^^^  ̂  «^  tj**^ 

sa  bihifi 's  sijn,  He  was  cast  into  prison,  p  i^j>^'^ 
i^^J^  tals  kardan,  To  cancel,  expunge,    a  Tib, 

(pi.  ̂_)iJ^ll9^  atlas)  A  book,  page.  Smooth,  bald. 

A  bald  wolf.    The  skin  of  a  camel's  thigh  bare. 
Any  thing  erased.  Old,  ancient.  Dirty  (raiment). 

A  &*Jl»  tulsat,  An  ash-coloured  satin. 

A  jfc—Jia  tilsam-,  (pi.  j^^u^sia  taldsim)  A  talisman, 
or  magical  image,  upon  which,  under  a  certain 
horoscope,  are  engraved  mystical  characters,  as 

charms  against  enchantment  or  fascination.  They 
use  talismans  as  preservatives  in  various  ways,  par- 

ticularly in  burying  them  with  treasure,  to  prevent 

it  from  being  discovered. 

A  &**Ji'  talsamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >J^  Q)  Keeping 

silence,  looking  on  the  ground.   Arming,  defend- 

ing, preserving,  securing  by  talismanic  charms. 

A  i^J^^  talsh,  (for  laL**  shalt)  A  knife. 
A  iJ-laHs  taltal,  A  misfortune.  Tultul,  A.chvomc 

disease. 

A  Xikila  taltalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jkll>  Q)  Moving, 

puting  in  motion.    A  misfortune. 
A  (j->.kil9  tiilatin,  A  very  cunning  fellow. 

A  ̂tll?  tal^  The  spathe  of  a  palm-tree,  in  which the  fruit  is  enclosed ;  also  the  buds,  flowers,  and 

incipient  fruit.  Quantity,number,measure. 

aljayshu  tal^  ulfin,  The  corps  amounts 
to  a  thousand.  Tal^ov  til^  A  high  place  whence 

any  thing  is  viewed.  A  tract  of  country.  Til^ 

Level  ground.  Full  of  hills.  A  long  serpent.  In- 

spection of  any  business.  Sight,  view.  Arcana  of 

any  business.  til^'l  ̂ duw.  In  sight, 
in  view  of  the  enemy.  Tul^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^1?  tild^ 

Fulnesses  (of  earth  or  soil).  Tala^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a) 

Ascending  (a  mountain). 

A  ̂Uils  tula^s,  A  vomit. 

A  iUils  tal^t,  Aspect,  face,  countenance.  Ap- 

pearance, tal^tti  zaharin,  The  foreskin. 

uiliUils  <!^\  Ia5>-  hayya^lldh  tal^taha.  May  God 

give  your  face  life  !  (a  form  of  benediction).  Ta- 
la^it,  A  mind  that  considers  any  thing  attentively. 

Inclined  to  love.  '»Ia5»-  iUlla  tula^t  khubaMt,  (A 
woman)  who  now  peeps  out,  and  anon  withdraws. 

A  ̂J^^^  talaghdn,  Fatigued,  tired,  wearied. 



A  i_-ftil>  talaf,  A  gift,  present.  Any  thing  easy, 

agreeable,  or  excellent.    Much,  excess. 

A  lill^  talf  ov  talafan,  Gratis,  with  impunity. 

A  (j^i*  talafan,  Fatigued,  tired,  weary. 

A  'i^^  talfahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jl>  Q)  Rendering hin,  making  broad  and  thin. 

A  ̂jils  talk,  (v.  n.  of  Travelling  night 

and  day  to  water.  Opening  (the  hand),  i.  e.  giv- 
ing any  thing.  Being  distant.  Feeling  the  pangs 

of  childbirth.  A  heat  at  a  race.  Open  (in  coun- 

tenance). Free  from  fetters.  Liberal,  open-handed. 
Eloquent.  Temperate,  agreeable,  wholesome  (day 

or  night),  (pi.  Jj^^^  atlah)  A  fawn.  A  hunting- 
dog.  Free,  unfettered  (camel).  ^jii^ 

talhulyadVlyumna',  A  horse  on  whose  off  fore- 
leg there  is  not  any  white(contrary  to  muhaj- 

jal).  p  ̂J\ ijil?  talki  rarvan,  Wine.  A  Talk  or  tilk, 
Talc,  a  translucent  mineral,consisting  of  broad,  flat, 

smooth  laminffi  or  plates,  and  used  in  the  skylights 

of  baths,  &c.  Tilk,  Free,  clear,  quit.  Eloquent. 

Open  (in  countenance).  The  purest  and  best.  Al- 

lowed, permitted,  lawful,  laila  uLU  y^  huwa  laka 
tilkan.  It  is  lawful  or  allowed  to  thee.  Tulk,  Open 

(in  countenance).  Free  from  fetters.  Talak,  (v. 

n.  of  i^^il?)  Going  to  a  distance.  An  intestine.  The 

sheath  of  a  horse.  A  nocturnal  journey  to  awatcr- 

ing-place  two  nights'  distance.  The  first  night  of 
that  journey.  Free  from  fetters,  unchained  (cap- 

tive). A  leathern  fetter  or  foot-band  (for  a  cam,el). 
A  kind  of  liniment  good  for  burns.  One  heat  at  a 

horse-race.  Tythimallus,  or  a  plant  used  in  dyeing. 
A  part,  portion.  Talik,  Open  in  countenance,  smil- 

ing. Eloquent.  Tulak,  Eloquent.  Unfettered  (cap- 
tive or  camel).  Tuluh,  Free,  unchained  (captive 

or  camel).  Liberal,open-handed.  Eloquent.  Having 
three  feet  white  and  one  of  another  colour  (a  horse). 

A  ̂jHh  tullak,  (pi.  of^ji^  talik)  Divorced  (wo- 
men).   Camels  pasturing  freely. 

A-*'lii)i5ifMZa/<aj,(pl.of^jJi?)Liberated(captives). 
A  &ail>  Temperate  (night).  Tulakat,One 

who  frequently  divorces  his  wives. 

A  (Jils  talal,  (pi.  (J^Jvl?^  atldl  and  (J_j!l?  tulul) 
A  body,  figure,  substance.  Projecting  remains  or 

ruins  of  a  house.  Any  thing  moist,  fresh,  and  green. 

The  sail  of  a  ship.  A  bench  upon  which  they  sit 

(in  an  office  or  house).  Surface  (of  water).  Ias- 

CiJ.ill?  ̂ \  kayya  'llaku  talalaka,  May  God  pre- 
serve thy  body !  (a  form  of  benediction).  Tilal,  (pi, 

of  Jl>  tall)  Gentle  rains.  Tulal,  (pi.  of  ̂1?  trd- 

lai)  Necks.  Draughts  of  milk.  Tulid,  (pi.  of  Jiia 
talU)  Mats. 

A  ̂   talm,  (v.  n.  of  plls)  Working  a  mass  of 
dough,  making  it  ready  for  baking.  Txdm,  Atable 
or  dresser  on  which  bread  is  kneaded  or  spread  out. 
TaZam,Foulness  of  the  mouth  from  neglect  in  clean- 

ing the  teeth. 

A        tuhnat.  Coarse  bread  baked  under  the 
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ashes.  Talamat,  (pi.  of  jjll?  talhn)  Bakers. 
A*L*^  tilmhaf,  A  tract  of  land  without  tur- 
ret or  land-mark.  Darkness. 

AioL-^i;i7msawa^,Dark,hazy  (night).  (Land) 
without  water. 

A  talmasat,  A  knitting  (of  the  brows). 

A  laiils  talanfas,  (or  flij^l?  talanfdi)  Verbose, 
loquacious,  talkative. 

A^flJlil?  ̂aZa/i/a/i,  Empty,  hungry.  Fatigued. 
A  ̂\sAly  talanfa',  Verbose,  talkative. 
A  talw,  (v.n.  of^Us  for  _jil>)  Tying  a  lamb 

to  the  stake  (for  slaughter).  A  fawn  just  dropped. 

The  young  of  any  animal  which  parts  the  hoof. 

Tilw,  Contracted,  slender  in  the  body.  A  wolf. 

A  A^^!h  tulawds,  Delay,  expectation. 
A  tuhvdn  or  talarvdn.  Saliva  drying  up 

in  the  mouth.    Delay,  expectation. 

A  taluh,  Inquiring;  diligent, inquisitive. 

A  'ij^  tilwat,  The  young  of  any  wild  beast. 
rMZ?ya<,Whiteness,c!earness  ofthedawn.  The  neck. 

A  Li^^ils  tuliis,  The  flowing  (of  water). 

A^^il?  tulu^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Rising  (as  the  sun 
or  star),  ascending.  Ascending  (a  mountain).  Ap- 

pearing, growing  (teeth).  Budding,  beginning  to 

shoot  out  branches  or  flowers  (palm-trees).  Arriv- 

ing, happening,  approaching.  Seeking,  asking, 
searching,  making  for.  Being,  absent,  going  away, 

becoming  hid.  Knowing,  viewing,  considering. 

The  rising  (of  the  sun  or  of  a  star).  t—A^j^^^ii* 

0"*^  (jUaLrfj  ttilu^-  kawkahi  sultan  mukammad, 
The  ascendant  of  the  star  of  Sultan  Muhammad. 

A  ̂J_Ji5*  tiduk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji^)  Going  freely  to 

water  through  a  day's  journey  (camels). 
A  tulukat,  (v.  n.  of  Jji-ia)  Being  temperate 

(day  or  night). 

A  J_jil>  tulul,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Shedding  blood  with 

impunity,  (pi.  ofiJJ,!?  talal)  Vestiges,  traces. 
A  ill?  talk,  (v.  n.  of  d>)i?)Traversing  (a  country). 

Creeping.  Tulk,  (pi.  of  es.Jl?^  atlak)  Smooth,  bare. 
Tulak,  A  small  or  thin  cloud. 

A  'e-i^  ttdkat,  A  remnant  of  wealth  or  of  camels. 
A  (^j**^!?  tUhis,  A  large  army. 

A  i^x.^^  talakyas,  The  darkness  of  the  night. 
Talakyas  or  tilkis,  A  large  army. 

A  ̂_^la  taly,  (v.n.  of|^li>)  Anointing,  besmear- 
ing. Detaining,  imprisoning.  Tying  a  lamb  to  a 

stake  by  the  foot.  Tala',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Having 
yellow  teeth  (a  mouth).  Yellowness  of  teeth,  (pi. 

^^Ua^  atlas)  A  body,  person.  Anointed  with  pitch. 
Very  sick.  Desire,  wish,  will,  Tda  ,  Pleasure, 

delight.  Tula,  One  draught  of  milk,  (pi,  of 

tulyat)  Necks. 

A         tulla',  A  draught  of  milk. 

A  j^ii?  taUy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^)  Having  yellow  teeth 
(a  mouth).  Yellowness  of  teeth.  Bound,  fettered. 

Anointed,  besmeared,  (pi.  (jUi?  tulydn)  A  lamb. 

A         talyaf,  Anointed,  besmeared  (she-ca- 
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mel).  Scabby  (she-camel).  A  menstruous  cloth. 
The  scab.  Ringworm,  dry  scab. 

A  tilydn,  A  yellowness  of  the  teeth.  Tul- 

ydn, (pi.  of  '^^^  tatiy)  Lambs.  Tulydn  ov  tilydn, 
(pi.  of  ̂U:?  tala'  and  talm)  Young  fawns  re- 

cently born.  The  young  of  any  animals. 

A  I— talib,  (pi.  -<^\Ji»  ttdabds)  Inquiring. 
An  inquirer.  Studious. 

A  &J1>  tulyat,  (pi.  tula')  The  neck.  The base  of  the  neck. 

A  talik,  (fern,  talikat)  Fatigued,  at- 
tenuated with  travelling  (camel).  The  sheep-tike. 

A  (j-J^Jl'  tillis,  Blind. 
p  L«a)I?  talisd,  A  kind  of  oyster. 

A  'ijJ^  tali^t,  (pi.  ̂ ^U?  taldfi^  The  van- 
guard, picket,  advanced  post :  a  spy,  scout. 

A  u-flAlla  tatif,  Received,  accepted.  Given  gra- 
tis. False. 

A  ̂j^^  talik,  Liberated  (captive).  Open  (in 
countenance).  Eloquent,  ̂ i^h  ̂ j^^  talik  zalik. 

Eloquent.  ̂ ji^  taliku''l  ildk,  The  wind. 
A  Jjjdlj  tiirdi,  (A  man)  frequent  in  divorcing. 
A(J._JJ:><aZZZ,Sweet.(Blood)shed  with  impunity, 

(pi.  &.Ji]a\  atillatj'e^  tillat, and  tidul)  A  mat 
made  of  palm-leaves  or  of  the  bark  of  the  palm. 

A  jil?  tamm,  (v.  n.  of  Jll»)  Abounding.  Over- flowing. Prevailing.  Runningrapidly,going  easily. 

Perching  on  a  tree  (a  bird).  Biting.  Cutting  (the 

hair).  Filling  (a  vessel).  Filling  up,  making  level 

(a  well).  Timm,  A  male  ostrich.  A  large  penis. 
A  generous  steed.  Water  ;  also  whatever  rubbish 

is  carried  by  it  along  the  ground.  The  sea.  A  vast 

number.  Much  wealth.  Ins:enious,  shrewd.  Ad- 

miration.  A  marvellous  thing.  '^j  j  pis  tinun  u 
rimm,  Much  wealth. 

A  timdk,  Stubbornness,  viciousness  in  a 
4iorse.    Refractoriness,  disobedience  in  a  wife. 

A  tammdk,  Covetous,  M'ishful. 

tumakir,  Large-bellied. 

A__;="l«l5  tumdkkir,  A  male  camel. 
Aj\^  tamdr,  (v.  n.  of^Jt?)  Leaping  (a  horse), 

hopping  (a  crow).  An  elevated  spot,  Olb 
baiid/u  tamdri,  Misfortune. 

tamasat,  (v.  n.  of  (j-Jb)  Guessing. 

Observing,  watching.  Conjectui'e. 
A  iamdsilat,  (pi.  of  J«*-^)  Robbers. 

A^ls  tamd^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Wishing  greedily, 
hankering  after. 

A  tammd^  Wishful,  covetous,  greedy. 

A  tamd^t,  A  wishing  greedily. 

A  J^U^  tamd^',  (pi.  of  tami^and  ̂ Us) 
tdmi^  Greedy. 

A'&.ipK^tamd^yat,K  coveting,hankeringafter. 
A  tamdl'ikk, White  clouds,  thin, dispersed. 

As—il^  tamM7iat,{j.-a.oif^\^(^)  Stooping 
till  the  back  is  level  and  flat.  Resting  from  labour. 
p  tamdncha,  A  pistol.    A  slap,  blow. 



A  'b.JjJ>\^  tumaminat,  Rest,  repose,  tranquil- 
lity, quiet,  serenity  of  mind.  Evenness,  equality. 

A  tu'inmut,  Human  excrement.  A  bit  of 
dry  herbage. 

tarns  or  thns,  (v.  n.  of  L^<>«V>)Deflo\T- 
ering  (a  woman).  Being  menstrous.  Being  nasty 
and  dirty.  Touching.  The  courses.    Dirt,  filth. 

A  tamh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂♦i?)  Raising  (the  coun- 
tenance towards  an  object).  Running  away  from 

her  husband  (a  woman).  Going  a  long  way  in 

search.  Looking  after  other  men  besides  her  hus- 
band (a  woman).  Coveting.  TmaA,  A  kind  oftree. 

AOl^*^^a?nc[or?rtm/ta^,Bad,advei"se(fortune). 
A  iamharir,  Large-bellied. 

A  tamkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 1?)  Being  proud,  toss- 
ing the  nose. 

A  tamhharh',  Large-bellied. 
A tamr,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Springing,  leaping  (a 

horse),  hopping  (a  crow),  jumping  up  and  down. 

Hiding,  concealing^  burying  under  ground.  Fill- 

ing (a  subterraneous  store-house).  Swelling  (a 

wound).  s**ij*o  (3 jJ^  tumirafi  zirsihi,  His  tooth 

ached.  Timr,  (pl.jl^ls^  atmar)  A  tattered  gar- 
ment. A  worn-out  cloak  (not  of  wool).  Poor, 

penniless.  A  green  magpie.  High-blooded,  swift, 

spirited  (horse),  or  long-legged  and  prepared  to 
run.  j<i  zu  timr,  Clad  in  rags.  Tamar,  (v. 

n.  of  jji>)  Swelling  (the  hand). 

A  Jl^  tummar,  Root,  origin,  cause.  Youthful 
inexperience  and  ignorance. 

A  iimirr,  A  steed,  high-bred  and  swift.  A 
horse  compactly  built. 

p         famra,  The  plant  called  Palma  Christi. 

A  ij^  tummarat,  The  earliest  part  of  youth. 

A  'ijt)s  iimirrat,  A  horse  compactly  built. 
Aj^^  ̂mrir,High-blooded,  spirited,  and  com- 

pactly-built (horse). 

A  (^jj^J^  timris,  A  low,  base,  lying  fellow. 
A  >Umj^  timrisas,  Dust,  fine  dust. 

A  'iijij^  tamrasat,  Contraction.  Departure, desistence  from  fear. 

Aj_jj-*_1»  tumrur,  Old,  worn-out  clothes,  not 
woollen.  Poor,  penniless.  A  kind  of  speckled  bird. 

A  generous  horse.  A  long-bodied,  sprightly  horse. 
A  horse  ready  to  run  or  leap. 
A  tumrus,  Bread  baked  under  theashes. 

A  lamb.  A  horse-colt  six  months'  old.  A  liar.  A 
low,  base,  worthless,  lying  fellow. 

A  timrir,  High-blooded,  spirited  (horse). 

A  tarns,  (v.  n.  of  (j»»^)  Erasing,  defac- 

ing, obliterating,  destroying,  extirpating,  eradica- 
ting. Looking  to  a  great  distance.  Withdrawing 

to  a  distance. 

A  tumsul,  (pi.  «L^Ul?  tamasilat)A.i\\ie^. 

A  tamsalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-w*ti»  Q)  Being 

impotent,  deficient  in  virility. 

A  ̂^\9  iamsala',  Misfortune,  calamity,  ̂ s- 
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^la't  tamsala'.  Stealing  or  creeping  softly 
(as  a  thief). 

A  (jii-J*  tamsh,  (pi.  (_jw.j^)  A  man,  person. 

A  plla^  tamtam.  The  middle  of  the  sea. 
p  tumturah,  Magnificence,pomp,great 

attendance,  grandeur. 

A  Ax^timtim,  C^^^^^^thntimit/,  or 
tumtwnanii/)  Stuttering  in  speech,  unintelligible. 

A  Ji>  tumtmnaniyai,  Vulgar,  disallowed 

phraseology,  a  coarse  provincialism. 

A  X^lat^  tamtamat ,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Swim- 
ming in  the  midst  of  the  sea.  Talking  barbarously 

and  unintelligibly. 

A  tama^  (v.  n.  of  Coveting,  desiring, 
hankering.  Beingfilled  with  concupiscence.  Desire, 

concupiscence.  Greediness,  (pi.  ̂ U^^  atmu^  A 

soldier's  pay ;  also  the  time  when  paid,  p  ̂^Is 

{^'^.■j^  jjl»>j\  tama^az jdn  huridan.  To  give  up 

hope  of  life.  j»l="  tama^  Itham,  Vain-expec- 

tation. (jiiU  tama.'^dadan,  To  seduce  by  pro- 

mises, to  bring  over  to  one's  own  party,  a  Tami^ 
or  tamv^  (pi.  jj^a^l?  tami^7i,  tuma^s, 

j^ljij  ta77ia^\  and  ̂ ^-^^  atmuQ  Greedy,  eager. 
A  tmna^s,  (pi.  of  or  ̂ll?)Covetous. 

PjKx«l»  iama^kar,  Greedy,  covetous.  Glut- 
tonous. Avaricious.    Interested,  ambitious. 

A        tamagh,  A  copious  running  (of  the  eye), 

p         tamglia,  (and  &j<^  tamglia)  A  mark 

impressed  by  burning  on  the  king's  horses  j  also 
on  false  witnesses.  The  standard  mark  of  gold  or 

silver.  A  royal  edict.  A  diploma.  Toll  for  tran- 
sit of  goods.  A  grant  of  land  in  perpetuity.  (This  is 

properly  a  Turkish  word,  and  the  correct  orthogra- 
phy is  lxc3\  a/te???<7/m,  which  means.  The  red  seal). 

p^lA»l»  tamghaj,  A  country  in  Turkistan. 

F  ioU-  ■^^^^  tamghaj-khana,  Name  of  the 
king  of  Samarkand  ;  according  to  others  of  the 

king  of  Tibet  and  Yaghma. 

A  J,Ji>  taml,  (v.  n.  of  J-*!?)  Rolling  out  a  mass 

of  leaven.  Making(a  thing)  broad  and  even.  Driv- 
ing hard.  Weaving  (a  mat)  of  a  flimsy  texture, 

putting  (threads)  into  it.  Dyeingdeep(a  garment). 

Smearing  an  arrow  (blood).  Falling  into  any  mess, 

getting  into  any  shameful  business.  People,  mor- 
tals, creatures.  Creation.  Thnl,  A  garment  dyed 

of  a  full  deep  colour.  Black.  A  black  habit.  A 

green  robe.  Ignoble,  mean,  worthless.  Muddy 

water.  A  robber,  (pi.  J^*l> <««?««/)  Foul-mouthed, 
scurrilous.  A  villain,  daring  wretch,  scoundrel. 
A  blockhead.  Disobedient,  rebellious.  Foolish, 

stupid.  Poor.  Ill-tempered.  Naked.  Sordid.  A 

bald  wolf  slily  stealing  along.  A  necklace  or  col- 
lar. A  threadbare  garment.  Tamal,  (v.  n.  of  t^^) 

Being  smeared  (with  blood,  pitch,  or  grease). 

A  J^ls  tbnill,  A  dark-coloured  wolf  creeping 
along  stealthily. 

A  JtiUl»  timlal,  Poor.    Of  a  bad  disposition. 

malignant.  A  sorry  condition ;  bad  food  and  cloth- 

ing. Scantily  clad,  naked.  A  dark- coloured  wolf 
creeping  stealthily  along. 

A  tarn,  turn,  or  tamalat,  Mud,  clay,  slime 

(at  the  bottom  of  a  cistern). _^A  remainder  of  muddy 

water  in  a  vessel.  Sii^^^j  'iL^f^^\JjC  sara'hnas 
tamlutan  rvahidatan.  The  water  became  downright 

mud.  Timlat,  A  weak  woman.  Mud.  Tumlat, 

A  shameful,  dirty,  or  disagreeable  business. 

A  ;jJ^  tamallas,  Dry  (bread),  a  dry  crust. 
A  tamlasat.  Toilsome  effort,  painful  ex- 

ertion. Blandishment,  favour,  obligingness.  A  ly- 

ing hid,  concealment.  Hatred,  malevolence. 

A  JjJw^Js  timilul.  Coarse  fare  and  raiment. 
Wicked,  profligate.  Poor  and  coarsely  fed.  Naked. 

A  (J-.-J>*^  timlil,  A  robber,  scoundrel.  Poor  and 
coarsely  fed.  Coarse  fare  and  raiment. 

A        tomn,(pl.^_j^  fiimMrt)Quiet, quiescent. 
A  tumuw,  (v.  n.  of  for  _j*Ji»)  Raising 

one's  self.  Being  high-minded.  Being  filled  (a 
channel),  swelling  (the  sea  or  a  river).  Becoming 
tall  (a  plant). 

A^^^  tumuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Lifting  up  the  eyes towards  any  object. 

Aj_jU»  tumur,  (v.  n.  of Springing,  leap- 
ing (a  horse) ;  hopping  (a  magpie).  Travelling  by 

land,  passing  by. 

A  J        timviani'.  Root,  origin,  stock. 
A  (^jjs*  tumus,  A  being  obliterated,  defaced. 

A  (^^^  tumush,  (pi.  of  (jO*  tamsli)  Crowds 

of  people.  Men,  persons. 

A  (J^Jf  tamul,  (pi.  (Jj^is  tumul)  Wicked,  scur- 
rilous, shameless.  Tumul,  (pi.  of  ̂3.♦l»  timl)  Foul- 

mouthed,  impudent,  scurrilous. 
A  tumulat.  Impudence,  profligacy,shame- 

lessness,  scurrilousness. 

A  tumum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂s*)  Plaiting  (the  hair). 
Filling  (a  vessel).  Abounding,overflowing(water). 
A  tumun,  (pi.  of        iamn)  Quiescent. 
p  tama,  Account  of  revenues  estimated  by 

measurement  of  the  lands  and  a  regular  rent-roll. 

A  tamy,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Passing  rapidly 

by  (as  a  horse).  Being  high  (water,  mind,  or  de- 
sign). Beingfull(the  sea).  Growing long(a  plant). 

A  '^J^  tum'iy,  (v.  n.  of  )  Being  filled  (the 
channel  of  a  river).  Getting  the  upper  hand  of  her 
husband  (a  woman). 

A  tamTis,  Blind,  blinded.  Going  blind. 

A  i3.J;«if  tamxl.  Bloody  (arrow).  Hidden,  con- 
cealed. A  kid.  Water  of  mud.  The  prickle  of  a 

palm-tree.  A  mat.  Rolled  out  (dough).  A  broad 

point  (of  a  spear).  A  necklace. 
A  iljk^  tamilat,  A  kid. 

A         tamim,  (v.  n.  of  JIL)  Running  with  ra- 
pidity. Going  softly.  A  swift  and  generous  steed. 

A  ̂Ia.*!?  tumaysin,  (dim.  of  (Tjl^la/e)  Quietish.. 

A  tumaysinat,  (dim.  of  &j;jjl.Jb  tumas- 



riinai)  Little  rest,  somewhat  of  quiescence. 

A  ̂   tann,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Making  (a  bason) 
ring.  Making  a  noise,  ringing  (a  bason).  Tinn, 

A  sweet  and  fresh  date.  Tunn,  (pi.  atnan 

and  f^^Jh  tinan)  The  human  body.  A  truss,  or 
what  a  horse  carries  on  the  top  between  two  loads. 
A  bundle  of  reeds. 

A  tans,  (v.  n.  of  111?)  Being  ashamed,  blush- 

ing. Tanuf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂1?)  Having  a  disease  (a  ca- 

mel) in  which  the  spleen  sticks  to  the  side.  Hav- 
ing something  in  the  mind  which  one  is  ashamed 

of  revealing. 

A  ̂(^^  tins,  The  last  breath.  Remains  of  water 

in  a  cistern.  Extinguished  ashes.  Sickness,  dis- 
ease. Wickedness,  lewdness.  A  pit  dug  for  a  lion, 

especially  on  high  ground.  High  ground  to  which 
water  does  not  reach.  White  ground.  A  garden. 

Love,  affection,  inclination.  A  serious  design  or 

proposal.  A  mansion,  inn,  halting-place.  A  bed, 
carpet,  or  cushion.  A  stone  enclosure  for  cattle. 

A       tana'.  The  mortal  bite  of  a  serpent. 
A  (--^Uls  tanah  or  tinah,  A  tent-rope.  A  scal- 

ing-ladder. A  springe,  p  (_.^Ul»jii3^  L->Ul9  tanab 
andar  tanab,  Close  together,  as  close  as  possible. 

AjoUls  tanabir,  (pl.ofj^Jol?  tumhur^  Lutes. 
A  js\jl?  tanasat,  Whoremongers,  adulterers. 

A  'iVA>  tunat,  (pi.  of        )  Whoremongers. 
A  jUla  tannaz.  Facetious,  ludicrous,  sportive, 

jocund,  mirthful.  Sarcastic,  satirical,  derisive. 

A  SiUis  tanafat,  (v.  n.  of  t_ftjdg)  Being  suspi- 
cious. Being  internally  evil,  intrinsically  bad. 

A  tanafis,  (pi.  of  'i^j*S.^  tanfa,  tanji, 
tinfa,  tinfi,  and  ticnfusat)  Carpets. 

A  (jUls  tinan,  (pi.  of  (^1?  tunn')  Bodies. 
A  tanab,  A  bend  in  a  spear.  Length  of 

leg  with  looseness.  Length  of  back  (a  blemish). 

Tunub,  (pi.  atnab  and  tinabat)  A 

thong  which  connects  a  bowstring  to  the  horns  of 

a  bow.  A  tent-rope.  Root  of  a  tree.  A  tendon, 

especially  in  the  neck.  u^^ila  tunubu'l 
itnab,  Sublime  style,  hyperbole,  bombast. 

A  tambas,  (fem.  of  atnab)  Long- 

legged  but  lax.  Long-backed. 
timbar,  A  lute  or  guitar. 

k'L^  tinabat,  (pi.  of  i  ̂ ils  tunub)  Tent-ropes. 
Aj^.j<ilj  tambaziz.  Vulva. 

p  &^l!h  tambasa,  (for  &.«.2jl>)  A  carpet. 

ptdLjl>!!M??jZ)C[/;,  A  bagpipe.  A  trumpet,  clarion. 
P  J-^I^  tambal,  A  small  drum. 

A  tambalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-fll?  Q)  Feigning 
to  be  a  fool,  or  shewing  signs  of  folly  after  having 
made  pretensions  to  wisdom. 

A j^f^  tumbur,  (from  p  ■^i  dumba-barra) 
A  kind  of  lute  or  guitar  with  a  long  neck. 

A  'Jj^^f^  tumburumy,  A  guitar-player. 
A  Sjjf-l?  tambura,  A  kind  of  mandolin. 

p  ̂Jxh  tamb'i,  An  open-fronted  summer-room. 
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A  &Jj£>  tannat,  A  tinkling  noise.  Tunnat,  One 
reed  drawn  from  a  bundle. 

A  tansarat,  (v.  n.  ofjills  Q)  Eating  fat, 

indigestible  thing's. 

p         tanjat,  Tangiers  in  Africa. 
A  tinjh;  A  cauldron,  a  kettle,  or  a  copper 

saucepan  for  cooking  sweetmeats  in. 

A  ̂ Is  tank,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ja)  Labouring  under  in- 
digestion.   Becoming  fat  (camels). 

A  tinhh,  A  part  of  the  night.  Tanahh, 

(v.  n.  of  '^^)  Nauseating,  having  an  indigestion 
(from  fulness).    Growing  fat. 

tanalihat,  Foolish,  ignorant. 

A  jkls  tanz,  (v.  n.  of  jf*l>)  Holding  up  to  ridi- 
cule,bantering.  Irony,ridicule,jest,banter, derision, 

insult,  sarcasm.  A  kind  of  fish,  p  ̂̂ dj^'j^  tanz 
hardan,To  calumniate,  banter,  ridicule. 

A  (j^ii?  tanas.  Great  darkness. 

A  ̂jllall?  ( zu)  tantan,  Noisy,  clamorous. 

A  'L^^  tantanat,  Sound,  resounding,  re-echo- 
ing- of  musical  instruments.  The  murmuring  of 

water.  Noise.  Pomp. 

A  («_fl>ii>  tanaf,  (v.  n.  of  c-ftjis)  Being  suspicious. 

Beinginternally  evil,  intrinsically  bad.  Tawf,  tanaf, 

iunf, or  tunvf,  (pi.  (__iUi>^  atnaf  and  (  ? ̂'ikh  ttinuf) 
The  projection  of  a  mountain,  a  promontory,  peak. 

The  coping  of  a  wall,  a  projection,  slab,  or  pent  over 

a  door.  TaJio/,  Thongs  of  red  leather  over  boxes. 

Suspicion.  TVm?/",  Suspected.  A  little  eater.  In- 
wardly bad,  depraved,  of  evil  intentions. 

A  tinfis.  Deformed,  hideous,  ugly,  bad. 

A  'k^s^  tanfasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Becom- 
ing vicious,  corrupt,  and  wicked,  after  having  been 

good.  Putting  on  many  clothes.  Tanfa,  tanfi, 

tanfu,  tinfa,  tinfi,  or  tunfusat,  (pi.  j^^jwiUls  tanafis) 

A  carpetor  rug  with  a  shaggy  pile.  Mats  made  with 

palm-leaves,  about  a  cubit  in  breadth.  Garments. 

A  ̂JiiJJ^»  tanf ash, (or ̂ ^jLsd^)  Weak, enervated. 
A  f-\zJiS!h  tinfishas,  Weak  and  cowardly. 

A  LlflJ,!?  tanfashat,  (v.  n.  of  (jIAaI?  Q)  Con- 

tracting the  eyes  to  look  with  greater  steadiness. 

A  tanw,  A  bed,  carpet,  or  cushion.  Tunw, 

Debauchery  and  wickedness. 

A  ̂ jj^  tunuj.  The  different  parts  of  a  book. 
Different  sorts  or  forms.  Volumes,  papers. 

A  u-ijii*  tunuf,  (pi.  of  I  ajis  tanf,  tanaf,  tiinf, 

and  tunuf)  Promontories,  mountain-tops. 

A  tunufat,  (v.  n.  of  u-Ailf)  Being  inter- 

nally bad,  intrinsically  evil.  Suspecting. 

A  tany,  Suspicion,  Extinct  (ashes).  Dis- 

ease, sickness.  Water-moss.  The  purchase  of  a  tree. 

The  sale  of  a  palm-tree.  Tin?/,  Debauchery,  wicked- 

ness. Tana'  or  tarn,  One  whose  spleen  adheres  to 

the  left  side.  Tina',  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^)  Launching  out 
intowickedness  and  debauchery.  Having  the  spleen 

and  lungs  adhering  to  the  left  side.  Recovering 
from  the  effects  of  the  sting  of  a  scorpion. 

1> 

A  J[|l9  tunniy,  A  stout,  corpulent  man. 
p  f^dM^  tamdan,  To  tingle  (the  ear). 

A  (J^i*  tanin,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Is)  Tingling  (in  the 

ear).  Humming  (flies).  Quacking  (a  duck).  Dy- 

ing, (pi.  *Ul9^  atinnai)  A  tinkling  noise.  The 
ringing  of  a  bason.  tJl^^  tanini  zubcib, 
The  buzzing  of  a  fly. 

A       ia?yj,  (v. n.  of -*li>)  Travelling.  Goingfar. 

A  ̂^'p^  tawicab,A  maker  of  brick  ((--.'jl'  tub). 

A  tawabi^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^)  Seal-rings. 
A  ̂j>\^  tawabiJc,  (or  tawabih)  (pi.  of 

ij^lls  tabaU  and  tabik)  Frying-pans. 
A  tawajin,  (pi.  of  Frying-pans. 
A  tamaldn,  (pl.of  &A;>ll3  ia/tiMai)Back 

teeth,  grinders,  molars. 

A  (3=^^j'^  terea/4i,Vultures  hovering  o'er  a  corse. 
A  i^'s-\^ta7cahin,  (pl.of    ̂ 11?) Water-mills. 

Aj\^  tawar,  Any  thing  situated  on  a  border 
or  opposite  anothei-.  Tawar  or  tiwar,  The  area  of 
a  house  or  ground  which  it  covers,  including  the 

court.  The  length  and  breadth  of  a  house.  Ta- 

war, Edge,  limit,  border.  Quantity. 

A  (  jj^^l'  tawarif.  Eyes.  Such  wild  beasts  as 
hunt  their  prey.  Those  parts  of  a  tent  which  are 

lifted  up  in  order  to  look  out. 

A  ̂j\5^  iawarili,  (pi.  of  &?,\1>  tarikat)  Female 
augurs,  diviners,  soothsayers,  necromancers.  Ca- 

lamities. Dangers,  accidents  (of  the  night). 

A  tawarihat.  Female  diviners. 

p  Sj^jlsj  tawara.  Name  of  a  poisonous  herb. 

Aj\^l?  tawwaz,  Soft,  smooth.    Old,  aged. 

A  (^\^  tawas.  One  of  the  three  last  nights  of 
a  lunar  month.  A  drinking-vessel.  ^ 

A  ̂iM»\^tawasim,  (m  ore  correctly  O^j  j 

zawat  tasam)  Certain  siiras  in  the  Kur'an. 

A  ̂ ^\^  tawasJii,  Eunuchs. J  fawwasJn,  A  eunuch. 

A  )^\^  tuwat,  Strenuous,  intrepid. 

A  tawd^yat.  Obedience.  Service. 
A  tawd^n,  (pi.  of  (j^^W  ta^n)  Pes- 

tilential diseases,  plagues. 
A  iJl-tAP^jl?  tawcujlut,  {ov  ̂ ^\^  tawdglii)  (pi. 

of  0_5P-ll3  tdfjhut)  Idols.  Augurs. 
A  tawdf  (v.  n.  of  i  slJ*  for  t-ijls)  Go- 

ing round,  making  a  procession,  circumambulating 
(especially  the  tomb  of  a  pious  person).  Going 

to  the  necessary.  Cltf^AJ  tawafi 

baytu  'Udhi  'I  /tflra?;i,The2>rocession  round  the  Kaa- 
ba  or  temple  of  Mecca,  which  the  pilgrims  are  en- 

joined by  the  Kur'an  to  do  seven  times,  the  three 
first  in  a  quick,the  four  last  in  a  grave,ordlnary  pace. 

A  i_J^jis>  tawwdf  One  who  goes  round  and 
round,  and  gads  about.  One  who  serves  or  waits 
on  another  with  affectionate  solicitude.  One  who 

joins  in  the  sacred  procession  at  Mecca  or  in  other 

places.  A  deluge,  p  ̂Ji^**^  u-S^^l?  tawwdfi  sar- 
kash,  One  who  carries  fruit  about  to  sell.  The 



night-patrol.    A  thief,  robber. 

A  J^^jia  towaZjTheterraoflife.  Absence.  J^jis 

tawala'd  daliri,  At  no  time,  never.  Tiwal, 

(pi.  of  Jjjls  tawil  and  J\ji9  tuwal)  Long.  Tm- 
waZ,  Very  long. 

A  J^jla  tuwal,  Very  long. 

A  ̂^jls  taivali^  (pi.  of  Horoscopes. 

A  ̂^5^3  tanalik,  Temperate  (night).  Camels 
sent  to  adistant  watering-place  at  the  end  of  thefirst 

day's  journey,  (pi.  of  ̂iiJlls)  Divorced  (women). 
A  (jMi«^_jl9  tawamis,  (pi.  of  (j«*lla  tamis)  Far 

distant,  separate,  out  of  sight. 

Ajfj<>\^tawaniir,{T^\.  of,_j*ll3  or,ly«jl3)Volumes. 

A  ̂J.*>^^\^  tawawis,  (pi,  of  (^Jll?)  Peacocks. 

A  ̂^ji?  teTOaJz'A,  Adverse,  harassing  accidents. 
A  i«_fl^^_jla  tamasif,  (pi.  of  ̂fljUa  taMfat)  Peo- 

ples, tribes,  nations.  Troops,  bands.  Sorts.  (  io\^ 

jLs?  tarvafifitvjjar,  Merchants,  traders. 
tawasiji  nisa,  Different  kinds  of  women.  uiJ_ji/e 

I  aJljiaJ^  ynuluhu  V  tarcasif,  The  kings  of  those  pro- 
vinces into  which  the  empire  of  the  Arabs  in  Spain 

was  broken  up;  but  not  those  kings  exclusively. 

A  tawasik,  Collars,  necklaces. 

A  tub,  A  brick,  a  tile  (in  Egypt). 

A  tuba\  (in  regim.  for  ̂J,^!*  tuba')  Good, 
excellent(woman).  tiJb^jls  iziZ^a/ia,  Happy  art  thou. 

Ajbjls  tubaz,  A  topaz. 
A  &)bjl3  tubalat,  (pi.  C^ih^)  A  ewe. 

A  l^^tuba',  Good,  excellent.  Agreeable,  or 
sweet,  (fem.of  c-aaIsI  atyah)  Better,  best,  sweetest, 

(pi.  of  ftJ^.!*  tayyibat)  Things  lawful  or  excellent. 
Hail !  bravo !  excellent !  Name  of  a  tree  in  Para- 

dise, the  fruit  of  which  is  supposed  to  be  most  de- 

licious. ciJb^la  tubaha,  How  happy  thou  art! 
Bravo !  Well  done  ! 

A  ̂  ̂Ja  tubiy,  Any  one. 
T  top,  A  cannon,  piece  of  ordnance. 

T  j^sfj^ls  topchi,  A  cannonier,  artillery-man. 
T  j6l^^  top-khdna,  An  arsenal.  Artillery. 

A  ̂^la  tawh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Hs  for  ̂ ji»)  Perishing, 
or  being  in  imminent  danger.Falling.  Going.  Wan- 

dering about  as  a  vagabond.  Tawah,  A  distant 

aim,  remote  design. 

A  'i>-^]o  tawahat,  A  remote  design. 

A  tawhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ua  for  ̂ jia)  Haras- 
sing (one)  with  opprobrious  words  or  injurious  acts. 

Suspecting.  TwA/ijName  of  several  places  in  Egypt. 

A  li^ls  tawd,  (v.  n.  of  liUa  for  li^jJa)  Being  firm, 

immoveable,  (pi.         atrodd  and  Siijla  tiwadat) 

A  large  mountain.    A  high  sandhill.  (>jla)\ 

ibmi't  tawd,  (Son  of  the  large  mountain)  A  huge 
rock  which  tumbles  from  it,  a  boulder-stone. 

A  is iijl5iirwaJai,(pl.ofiijlfl<Mi^)Huge mountains. 

Aj^  tawr,  (v.  n.  ofjllj  forj^)  Going  round, 
wheeling  about,  skimming  in  circles.  Mode,  man- 

ner, condition,  state,  action.  Quantity,  measure. 

Limit,  boundary,  whatever  separates  two  objects ; 
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a  partition.  Equal,  parallel,  (pl.j^^la^  atwdr)  A 

time,  turn,  tl*^^  tawr  u  harahat,  Action 
and  motion.  Tawr  or  tur,  Any  thing  situated  on 

a  border,  or  facing  and  opposite  to.  Tur,  A  limit, 

boundary.  End,  extremity.  A  mountain,  especially 

Mount  Sinai.  A  court-yard.  The  precincts  of  a 

palace,  ̂ y^jabali  tur,  turisind, 

or  (^**»_y<J^  turi  musa')  Mount  Sinai,or the  moun- 
tain of  Moses.  turi  zibd.  Name  of  a  moun- 

tain near  Jerusalem,  ̂ ^jjlfc^^  turi  hdrun,  Mount 

Hor,  the  place  of  Aaron's  death. 

Pj^L  tor,  Wild,  terrified. 
A  IJjis  tawran,  Now  this,  now  that. 

A  ̂J^j^  tawardn,  (v.  n.  ofjlla  for j^)  Going 
round,  wheeling  about,  circumgyrating. 

A  <Mm?ji?/,  Wild  or  mountain  (pigeon). 

A  man,  any  body  (is  not  therein). 

A  ijj^  tiwarat  or  tm'at,  A  bad  omen. 
p     Jj^ls  turdan,  A  strong  horse,mule,  or  camel. 

p  i^y^iMij ^  turfikus,  Name  of  a  certain  in- 
dividual, a  Christian  monk  or  doctor. 

p  turah,  Name  of  a  general  of  Zahhak. 

p  tij^  tori,  Fear,  dread,  terror,  horror. 
A  L^^ls  tusrty.  Any  one,  any  body. 

a'^j^  tu7~iy,'Wi\A,  mountain  (man  or  pigeon). 
Any  one,  any  body  (is  not  therein). 
A  taws,  (v.  n.  of  (^Ua  for  (j^_^)  Being 

of  a  fair  countenance.  Trampling.  The  moon.  Fresh- 
ness and  clearness  of  the  face  after  sickness.  Tus, 

Continuation,  perpetuity.  A  medicine  which  assists 
the  memory.  Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan. 

p  ciA^wjJa  tusah,  A  kind  of  thorn. 

A  ̂ "»^  tusiy,  A  colour  so  called.  A  kind  of 
purple.  Native  of  the  city  of  Tus. 

A  (jwjl>  tawsh.  Levity  of  mind. 
A  Isjla  tut,  (v.  n.  of  ialls  for  Isjls)  Being  libi- 

dinous and  noisy  (a  stallion).  Long,  tall.  Quan-el- 
some.  Cotton.  A  sparrow-hawk.  A  bat.  Small.  A 

serpent.  Strong,  courageous,  (pi.  atwat)  A 
libidinous  stallion.  The  funnel  or  chimney  of  a  bath. 

A  ijh tawtarat,k.  prostrating  time  after  time. 
p  tutalt,  A  little  parrot.    A  paroquet. 

p  ,_Ji>^  tuti,  A  parrot.  f^^^ls  tutisi 

sahrd j'Yerdure  (literally,  parrot)  of  the  plain. 
p  a^\3  (^^ji*  tutl-ndma.  Parrot-tales  (a  book). 
p  tuti-nawdy.  Parrot-voiced.  Elo- 

quent. 
p^^j  ̂Ja^ia  tut'iwdr.  Parrot-like.  Eloquent. 

p  Li^j^j'  (_J*j^  tutiwdri,  Parroti-y.  Habits  of parrots ;  imitation  of  parrots. 

A  ̂   taw^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Obeying, 
complying  with,  humouring.  Lying  open,  afford- 

ing plenty  of  pasture  (a  field).  Easy,  gentle,  obe- 
dient to  the  rein  (horse).  Obedience,  voluntary 

submission.  Obedient. 

A^^la  tuwa^  (pi.  of  ̂ Ua  tdsiQ  Obedient. 
a\S'^  taw^n,  Obsequiously,  willingly,  l^jla 

lis^^  taw^n  wa  karhan.  Willingly  and  unwill- 
ingly, whether  he  will  or  not,  nolens  volens. 

A  'iS'^  taw^t,  A  proper  name  of  a  woman. 
Tuwa^t,  Obedient  to  every  body,  compliant. 

p  (j^^if  tughdn,  A  royal  falcon. 
A  (  j^la  tawf,  (v.  n.  of  (  jUa  for  i  jjla)  Go- 

incp  round,  circumambulatino-.  Goino-  all  about  or 

everywhere:  Going  to  the  privy.  Visiting  (one's 
wives)  in  succession.  Appearing  (a  spectre).  In- 

flated leathern  bottles  which  they  use  to  float  rafts 
or  assist  swimmers.  A  wall.  Human  excrement. 

Tvf,  Wool  of  the  neck.  The  nape  of  the  neck. 

p  u-Jjia  tuf,  A  decrepit,  doting  old  woman. 

APT  (j^jia  tufdn,  A  flood,  a  universal  deluge. 
Violent  rain.  Storm,  tempest,  hurricane,  tornado. 

Any  thing  that  completely  envelopes.  A  general 
mortality.  Sudden  death,  a  killing  at  once.  A 

quarrelsome  person.    Night.   A  very  dark  night. 

Torment,  punishment.  A  Tawafdn,  (v.  n.  of  i  jlL 

for(  j^li>)  Going  round,  circumambulating. 

A  tufdnat,  One  deluge, flood,  inundation. 

A  tuf  dm.  Stormy.  Quarrelsome. 
A  tamli,  (v.  n.  of  jjUa  for  ̂ j^)  Being 

able,  equal  to,  a  match  for,  or  having  the  power. 
Power,  ability,  capacity,    (pi.  atwoK)  A 

necklace,  chain,  collar.  A  bird's  ruff.  A  circle, 
ring.  A  rope  for  climbing  a  palm-tree.  An  open- 

ing. The  pillory,  p  iawJd  bahdr.  The 
rainbow.  tawki  zanjir,  Irons,  manacles. 

A  ta7vk  tdhat,  A  valuable  chain,  such 

as  the  servants  of  great  men  wear  round  the  neck. 

J^is•  iJ^L  tawki  ̂ mhar,  The  sprouting  of  a  beard, 
p  aU  ijjla  tawlii  mdlijk  halo  round  the  moon,  a^s 

^^  huwafl  tawki.  He  is  in  my  power. 
A  w^ls  tawkat,  Plain  ground  surrounded  by 

rocky  districts  (forming  a  ring  or  collar). 

Pj\s>^  tawk-ddr,Co[la.Yed.  Pilloried  ̂ prisoner. 
A  youth  whose  beard  begins  to  appear.  Lunar. 

A  J_jl>  tawl,  (v.  n.  of  Jlls  for  J^i»)  Conferring 
favours,  benefiting.  Excelling  in  goodness  and 

liberality.  Excelling  in  length.  Duration  of  life, 

age.  Absence.  Excellence.  Power.  Riches,  the 

conveniences  of  life.  J^iai^  ̂ ^j^  ulu't  tawl,The 

wealthy.  Jjlai\ji2M*'i <a/i-Z,Long-3uffering(God). 
Tul,  (v.  n.  of  jUi>  for  J^)  Being  long,  tall,  ex- 

tensive, lasting  long,  of  a  long  duration.  Exceed- 
ing in  length.  Length  of  life.  Absence,  (pi.  JljL»l 

atwdl)  Longitude.  ̂ fc^iJ^  tula'd  dakri,  At  no 
time,  never.  J_jl'  tuli  zamdn,  Length  of  time. 

Tawal,  Length  of  the  upper  lip  hanging  over  the 

under  one  (especially  in  camels).  jTwyaZ,  Duration 

or  life,  age.  Absence,  distance,  remoteness.  A  long 

rope  with  which  pasturing  cattle  are  tethered. 

iJjis  arklii  li'lfarasmin  tiwalihi,  Give 
the  horse  a  little  more  tether.  Tuwal,  Duration  of 

life,  age.    Absence,    (pi.  of  tula')  Longer, 

taller.  High  stations.  assab^'t  tu- 



wal,  The  seven  long  chapters  or  suras  of  the  Kur'- 
an,  viz.  from  the  second  to  the  eighth  inclusive. 

A        tuwal,  A  certain  long-legged  water-fowl. 

A  (1)^  tiwall,  A  tethering-rope. 
A         tulan,  In  length,  lengthwise. 

^  tj)*^^  tularii,  Long.  Lofty.  Loud. 
A  1*^^  tawla^  A  vomit. 

A  fJ^^Jf  tulumha,  A  hydraulic  musical  instru- 
ment.   A  trumpet.    A  pump,  a  syphon. 

p  eij\y  tarda,  A  stable  or  stall  for  horses.  A 

set  of  horses,  of  six  or  eight,  exactly  matched.  A 

longropeor  tether.  Aland  oftrick-track  or  draughts. 

A  tula',  (fern,  of  atival)  (pi.  J^ls 
tuwal)  Longer.  A  high  situation,  post,  rank.  JO 

yad  tula',  Pre-eminence. 

G  jjjuSjkJ^jlj  iutidun,  Fox-grapes,  nightshade. 

Ajl*jJ^  tumar,  (pl.jve^jlj  tawdmir)  A  book, 
volume,  long  roll.  A  kind  of  writing.  Household- 

accounts.        jUjl*  tumarijam^  A  rent-roll, 
p  tumar-navis,  An  accountant. 

A  X^jls  tmnat,  Death.  Calamity,  misfortune. 
A  female  tortoise. 

G  (jJ.-*3_jl9  tunuslus,  The  bog-rush. 

A  tuswiy,  ((^j^jls  turviy,  also  tuwawiij) 
Any  body  (is  not  within). 
^  ^0?/,  A  feast,  festival. 

A  ̂jla  tana! ,  (v.n.  of  (_^^)  Suffering  hunger, 
fasting  involuntarily ;  hunger.  A  leathern  bottle. 

Tawi,  Thin,  pliable  (about  the  belly).  One  who 
abstains  from  food. 

A  tawiy.  Built,  constructed  with  stones 

(a  well).  A  bale  or  bundle  as  big  as  one  can  carry. 
A  bale,  roll,  or  web  of  linen  or  muslin.  An  hour  of 

the  night. 

AW_ji2>^awI?/c[i,Purpose,design,intention,mind, 
heart,  thought.  A  secret.  A  well  built  of  stones. 

A tuwayr,  A  little  bird.  A  flying  insect. 

A  tuways,  (dim.  of  ̂JUs)  taj:us)  A  small 

peacock.  Name  of  a  certain  catamite  and  singer, 

who  used  to  say  of  himself,  "  My  mother  was  in 
the  habit  of  circulating  slanders  amongst  the  wives 

of  the  Ansars,  and  brought  me  forth  the  night  the 

prophet  died ;  and  weaned  me  the  day  Abu  bakr 
died.  I  attained  the  age  of  puberty  ontheday  Omar 
died,  and  I  married  on  the  day  Othman  was  mur- 

dered ;  and  on  the  day  of  Ally's  death  a  child  was 

born  to  me :"  hence  the  saying,  ̂ j«^.^i>  (j*  ̂\^\ ashsam  min  tuways,  More  ill-fated  than  Tuways. 

p  J^j^  tawU,  Name  of  one  of  the  seven  games 
at  ii^  nard. 

A  i^i.^^  tawil,  (pi.  J\_jl>  tiwal  and  JLls  ti- 

yal)  Long,  tall.  Prolix.  A  species  of  long  verse, 

^^^JS^J^A  ̂ ^^/a^SZwramj^/a^kw, repeated.  Jj.^ 
^y>i^\  tanilu'z  zayl,  A  robe  with  a  long  train,  a 
garment  with  long  skirts.  Any  thing  protracted 
to  a  great  length.  J^jli> ̂ c-  ̂ imri  tawll,  A  long 
life.  J^jif  Ol*  muddati  tawil,  (or  Jj'jl*  ij^j 
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zamani  tanil),  A  long  space  of  time,  ^ 

Jj<*l  hull  tawil  alimah.  Every  tall  fellow  is  a  block- 
head (a  ridiculous  proverb). 

A  iib._jl3  tawilat,  (fern,  of  ̂y>.^  tawil)  Long. 

Atether,  foot-band,  fetter.  A  stable,  stall.  A  string 

of  pearls.  'ij<'£xs  hasiratun  tawilat, 
Compendiousness  in  speaking. 

A  jj,y£>  iusiy,  Any  body. 

AjA^.^  tuwaysir,  (dim.  of yUa  taAr-)  A  little 
bird.  A  flying  insect. 

p       tah.  Tea  (little  used). 

A  eslj  tah.  An  interjection  commanding  silence; 

(hence)  a  pause  in  the  Kur'an.    O  man  ! 
A         tahas,  A  high  cloud. 

A  sl^  tuhat,  (pi,  of  ̂J&\i>  tahi)  Cooks.  Bakers. 

Ajl^  tahhd?^,  A  cleaner,  cleanser,  purifier. 
A  S;^-^  taharat,  (v.  n.  of j^)  Being  pure, 

clean,  holy.  Purity,  cleanness,  ablution.  Sanctity. 

p         Ojl^  tahdrat-hhdna,  A  privy. 

p  &/<l3  C^l^  taharat-nama,  A  treatise  on 
cleanliness,  or  corporeal  and  mental  purity. 

A  fa/<am',(pl.  ofysll?)  Clean,  pure, holy. 
A  ̂lal^ls  tahdtih,  Neighings  (of  horses). 

A  ( — tahcif,  A  high  cloud. 

A'ii\^  tuhdfut,(ov  'i^^'^-i^  tuhdwat)The  pellicle 
on  the  top  of  milk  or  coagulated  blood. 

A  ̂y<\^  tahdmil,  (pi.  of  (J.*^)  Deformed. 
A  s^Sic^  taliayat,  A  dressing,  cooking,  roasting. 

A  tahab.  Name  of  a  dwarf-tree. 

A  aIa^Is  tahhalat,  Peregrination  through  cities. 

A  'it-^  tuhsat,  Corpulent.  Weak  in  mind. 
A  ia/ir,  (v.n.  of^j^)  Placing  at  a  distance. 

Tuhr,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Being  clean.  (pl.jlj.is>l  athdr) 
Cleanliness,  purity.  Tahir,  Clean,  pure. 

A  i^]j-<^  tuhrdn,  Clean,  pure. 

A  'ij.^^  tuhrat.  Purity,  cleanness,  cleanliness. 
A  tahs,  (v.  n.  of  (j**^)  Entering  into  the 

interior  of  a  country,  thither  to  remain,  or  to  pass 

on.  Going  (nobody  knows  where).  (j^^ls  tu- 

hisa  bilii.  He  was  carried  off". 
A  tahsh.  Confusion.  The  spoiling  of  any 

thing  commenced  by  one's  self  or  by  any  one  else. 
AsUa^<a/t^aA,Ayoung,well-made,lively  horse. 
A  (--fl^la  taJif,  Bread  made  from  millet.  Tahf 

or  tahaf,  A  kind  of  grass,  slender  and  weak,  bear- 
ing a  grain  which  is  eaten  in  seasons  of  scarcity. 

A  'iSL^  tahfat.  Soft  butter.  ̂ The  upper  parts 
of  a  fresh  scallion.  The  plant  (jU^  silliydn  when 

tall.    Tihfat,  A  part  or  segment  of  any  thing. 

A  iiJi,^  tahfalat,  (v.n.  of  (Jfl^jl?  Q)  Eating  con- 
tinually bread  made  from  millet. 

A         tahk,  A  going  fast.  Quickness  of  step. 

A  (J-fif  tahl.  Fetid  (water),  Tahal,  (v.  n.  of 

(Jv^)  Stinking,  being  spoiled  (water), 

A  'i.^^  tahlahat,  The  traversing  of  a  countrv. 

A  's\^  tuhlat,  A  certain  tender  pot-herb.  A little  forage. 
10  A 

A  (jA^  tthlis,  A  large  army. 
A  6.^1^  tihlhat,  A  small  cloud  (is  not  in  the 

sky).  A  fool.  New  plaster  dropping  off'  into  a  cis- tern. Darkness. 

p  ̂ ^l^  tihlizaj.  Bitter  herbs  which  the  Jews used  to  eat  at  the  passover. 

A  tahm  or  fw/m,  Aword  expressive  of  dis- 

gust. jJ6  j^jiiM  ̂\  ̂j'^^  ̂   adn  ayyxit  tahm 
huwa,  I  know  not  who  he  is. 

p     »**>l*^  tahmdsb,  Name  of  a  king  of  Persia. 
A  tuhmat,  Blackness  inclining  to  yellow. 

Red  inclining  to  white.  Ta/»'ma^,(fem.)Thin-faced. 
A  (J-»^  tahmal,  Any  thing  which,  when  felt, 

has  no  thickness  about  it.  Slender  (woman),  (pi, 

(Jyeljl?  tahdmil)  Corpulent  and  ugly-shaped. 
A  tahmaliy,  Black  and  dwarfish. 

p  ijL>j^^  tahmuras,  The  third  of  the  Persian 
kings  of  the  Peshdadian  dynasty,  and  the  supposed 

founder  of  Babylon,  Niniveh,  and  Isfahan.  He 

reigned  about  830  years  before  the  Christian  asra, 

though  some  carry  him  beyond  that  period. 

A^ljl*  tahamba%  Strong  (camel). 

A  tahiv,  (or  tuhuw)  (v.  n.  of  V^ls  for 

_j^)  Dressing,  roasting  (meat).  Performing,  exe- 
cuting. Travelling.  Work,  action,  labour. 

Aj^^  tahur,  (v.  n.  of ji^)  Purifying,  clean- 
ing. Purification,  ablution.  A  purifier.  That  by 

which  any  thing  is  purified  or  cleaned. 

A  tahy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^i)^)  Dressing,  roast- 
ing meat.  Performing,  executing.  Travelling.  Ta- 

ha',  Small  bits  of  straw.  Tuha',  Cooked.  A  de- 
coction. A  wolf.  (pi.  of     Us  ̂a/ti)  Cooks.  Bakers, 

A  ([^^  tulny,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^^)  Cooking,  roast- 

ing.   Executing.  Travelling. 
A  tahyds,  A  person,  individual. 

A  jj^ii^  tahaydn,  The  summit  of  a  mountain. 
Filings,  scrapings,  chips. 

A  i^U^  tahydyat,  A  dressing  or  roasting  meat. 

A  ̂.A-pf  tuhayyat.  Name  of  a  tribe. 
tahir,  Clean,  pure. 

A  'iii^l'  tahyalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Eating  the 
herb  Xi^is  tuhlat.  Tahilat,  (or  Hhdlat)  New 

plaster  dropping  off" into  a  cistern.  Foolish ;  a  fool. 
A  ̂   tayy,  (v.n.of  t_^^L)  Folding  up.  Abridg- 
ing, making  a  compendium.  Constructing  with 

stones  (a  well).  Concealing,  suppressing,  keeping 

secret.  Travelling.  Declining,  turning  from.  Pass- 

ing by,  through,  or  beyond.  Ending,  finishing. 

Drawing  near,  in  order  to  sit  down  or  reside.  Bring- 

ing near,  causing  to  approach.  Fasting  voluntarily. 

Dropping  the  fourth  quiescent  letter  of  ̂,iAfljL«/o 

■mustaf^lun  and  l^^^^xSU  maf^ldt.  The  cover  or 
envelope  of  a  letter.  A  fold.  Name  of  an  Arabian 

tribe,    p  hardan.  To  cross. 

A        taya'.  Fasting  (woman). 
a>Ia1s>  ia?/?/aj:,(A  woman)  who  fasts  on  purpose. 

A    ->1>19  tiydb,  A  kind  of  Basra  palm-tree. 



A  L^^^tuyyah,  Good,  excellent,  sweet,  clean, 

pure.    Odour,  perfume. 

Ajl-ls  tbjar,  (v.  n.  3  ofjlia  for^^^s)  Making 
fly,  putting  in  rapid  motion. 

A  tayyar,  Flying.  Fleet  (horse).  Quick- 
silver. A  winged  animal. 

A  'jj^p*  tayyarat,  A.  kind  of  fast-sailing  vessel. 
A  tayyash,  Inconstant,  light,  vain,fickle, 

incapable  of  steady  application  to  one  pursuit. 

p  I  tiy^f)  The  nightmare. 
A  tiyal,  Duration  of  life,  age.  Absence, 

(pi.  of  (J-?.^  tarvil)  Long,  tall. 

A  L5i>  t  ay  alls,  (  pi .  ofijU^Ll?  taylasan)  Hoods, 
coifs,  turban-sashes.  Cloaks,  scarfs,  mantles  hang- 

ing down  from  the  shoulders. 

A  iwJLla  taydlisat,  (pi.  of  taylasmi, 

taylisan,  or  taylusan)  Ends  of  turban-sashes  hang- 
ing down  behind.  Mantles,  scarfs  hanging  from 

the  shoulders  as  badges  of  literary  distinction. 

A  tayalisiy,A.  maker  of  the  cloak,  hood, 

scarf,  or  sash  (jL<y.Llj  taylasan, 
p  tayan,  Wild  jasmine. 

A  j^^^is  tayyan,  A  starved  person,  one  who  eats 
nothing.  One  who  prepares  or  mixes  up  plaster, 

mortar,  or  clay  (ij^l^  tin).   A  plasterer. 

A  tiydnat,  The  art  of  preparing  or  work- 
ing in  clay. 

A  taydlnj,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^1?  tayliuj)  Small 
species  of  partridges. 

A  <--»Ji^  fih,  (v.  n.  of  u-^U?  for  i— O;!?)  Being 
good  and  lawful.  Being  sweet  and  delicate.  Be- 

ing favourable  (wind).  Abounding  in  pasturage 

(land).  Deliclousness.  (pi.  L-^Lls^aiy/oi)  Odour, 

perfume  ;  an  aromatic  unguent,  essence.  Any  thing 

lawful.  The  best  part  of  any  thing.  (_^^  i>-*Ala^ 

bi  fiM  nafsl,  With  a  willing  mind  (I  did  it).  jlfll»\ 

t.^laJ\  azfdru't  tib,  Perfumed  nails. 
A  u-*a1?  tayyih,  Good,  excellent.  Sweet,  agree- 

able. Legal.  Name  of  a  son  of  Muhammad. 

tayyihu'r  ra^ihat,  Fragrant,  odoriferous. 
tayyibdt,  (pl.ofXj^^l?  tayy{bat)Good, 

excellent  works,  pious  foundations.  Delights. 

A  'ii^  taybat,  Madina.  XaaIs  ̂ \  abu  taybat, 
Name  of  Muhammad's  barber  or  surgeon.  Tibat, 
(v.  n.  of  (_->U2>  fort— Ajis)  Being  good,  lawful.  Be- 

ing sweet,delicious.  Abounding  in  pasturage(Iand). 
A  lawful  thing.  The  purest  wine.  The  well  Zamzam. 

^^^^^  'i-*>^>  bi  tibati  nafsi,  With  a  willing  mind  (I 
did  it).  Tiyabat,  Fair,  not  treacherous  (captivity). 

A  ̂A^ls  tayy!bat,({em.  of  t— tayyib)  Good. 
A  name  of  the  city  Madina. 

A  [^J^  t'lba',  Paradise. 

A'i-il?  tuat,  (v  n.  of^_jl3j)  Being  smooth,  level 
(bed  or  place).  Convenience.  A  treading,  a  tram- 

pling. Softness. 'iS^}ys-zalu  tuatin,Com &ment\y . 
A  es.j;i9  tayyat,  Intent,  design.  Tiyat,  A  mode 

of  folding  or  wrapping  up  (of  any  thing).  A  long 
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fold.  Intention,  purpose,  mind,  heart,  thought. 

Any  distant  shelter  or  rest  whither  one  is  travelling. 

A taymr,  KWow.  A  gnat.  Fearless  (man). 

A  ̂̂ ^f*  tayjan,  A  frying-pan. 

a^Ij  tayh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 11?  for  Perishing, 
being  in  imminent  danger.  Falling.  Wandering 

about  in  astonishment.  The  plough-tail. 

iayhat.  Any  cause  of  discord. 

A  -^o  tayhh,  (v.  n.  of  for  Contami- 
nating. Being  defiled  by  any  thing  nefarious. 

Growing  proud,  strutting,  behaving  loftily.  Tilth, 
Pride.   Tlhhi  ttkhi,  The  noise  made  in  laughing. 

aX^  tayhhat,  A  fool,  a  worthless  person.  In- 
surrection, seduction. 

Pj<l>  tc-yi',  Sal  ammoniac. 

A  tayr,  (v.  n.  oijlls  iovj>^')  Flying.  Being 
carried  rapidly  along.  Being  long  or  tall.  Flight, 

(pl.j  tuyur  andjUl?^  atyar)  A  bird.  An  omen 
from  the  flight  of  birds  (especially  a  bad  one).  Light- 

ness, (pi.  of y  Us>  idsir^  Birds.  ^i- 

la'  rassihi't  tayru,  The  birds  are  on  his  head,  i.e. 
he  remains  immoveable,  tranquil,  grave  (asa  camel, 

on  whose  head  crows  alight  to  pick  out  the  tikes). 

J.JJ\^i£>  tayru  I  layl,  The  bird  of  night,  the  owl. 

tayran,  (pi.  of  Arab.^dsta^/r)  Birds. 
A  tayardn,  (v.  n.  ofjVl?  for^jJa)  Flying. 

Flight,    p  tayardn  kardan,  To  fly. 

^cilj^  ̂a?/raAii,  Belonging  to  birds,  volatile. 

A   t^l^ia  tvrdniy,  Native  of  t'lra'. 
A  tayrat,  Agility,  lightness,  levity  of  mind. 

Tirat  or  tiyarat,  A  bad  omen. 

A  'ij^j^  tayrurat,  (v.  n.  ofjlla  forjjla)  Flying with  velocity.  Levity. 

p  iira,  Grief,  pain,  uneasiness.  Shame, 

modesty.  Bashful. 

A  tira',  A  village  near  Ispahan. 

A  (j-Jkia  tays,  (v.  n.  of  for  (j«.Jkl?)  Being 
many,  numerous,  copious.  Tays,  (or  ̂.^^^Astaysal) 
Agreatnumber,multitude,plenty(ofwateror  sand). 

Living  things  which  multiply  exceedingly  (as  flies 

or  ants).  Dust  on  the  surface  of  the  ground. 

Aj^x^  taysar,  Abundance,  plenty  (of  water). 

A  ̂̂ -jilai'oysa^,  A  large,roomy  place.  Covetous. 
p  taysahun,  Name  of  a  city  in  Iran, 

formerly  a  royal  residence. 

A  (J*-J^  taysal,  A  dark  night.  A  violent  wind. 
Dust.  A  bowl-dish.  Much  of  any  thing.  The 
semblance  of  water  on  a  plain. 

A  iiL-Jkls  taysalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^-Jii?  Q)  Taking 

a  shortjourney.Beingwealthy,having  many  camels. 

p  s.^j)o  taysa,  A  bed,  couch,  pillow,  bolster. 

A  (jS.J;!'  taysli,  (v.  n.  of  ;j*>^lf  for  (j^ji»)  Being 

light,  inconstant.  Being  foolish,  losing  one's  wits. 
Passing  beyond  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Levity,  in- 

constancy, folly,  irresolution.  Anger. 
A  tit,  Foolish,  ignorant.  Long,  tall.  A 

libidinous  stallion. 

A  (jUiJils  titdn,  A  wild  leek  or  scallion. 
p  ̂   titu,  A  kind  of  water-fowl. 

A  t'ltaiva',  A  species  of  the  Uai*  katd. 

A  ̂ xh  tay^  The  act  of  obeying. 
A         tayyi^  Obsequious,  obedient ;  willing. 

Alexia  <cf?/?//^an,Voluntarily,of  one's  ownaccord. 
A  I  kxh  tayf,  (v.  n.  of  ujli*  for  '_o  tV»)  Ap- 

pearing (as  a  ghost).  A  phantom,  spectre,  appari- 

tion. Rage,  anger.  Madness.  (jUa_*-iJ\      i  ftjd? 
tayfun  minVsh  shaytdn,  A  spectre  raised  by  the 

devil :  a  suggestion  or  persuasion  of  the  devil. 

A  I— ftSla  tayyif,  Imagination,  fancy,  idea.  A 

suggestion  of  the  devil. 

P(j^vyy,fl-l5ta?/ya.5i<«,Ctesiphon:Madain:Bagdad. 

Pjji^  tayfur,  A  bird  or  winged  insect. 

A j^i^  tayfur,  Name  of  a  little  bird. 
tihan,  (pi.  of  jll?  taJi)  Arches. 

p  filii,  A  kind  of  red  grain. 

A  (J.Jkl3?iZor</?/aZ,DurationofIife,age.  Absence. 

Tiyal,  (or  (3^^  tiyall)  A  tethering  rope. 

p^^Ai^Jj>^aj/Za/i?/Mn,Houseleek.The  anemone. 
A  &Ll>  tJlat,  Life,  age.  Absence.  Delay. 

A  tayyilat,  One  wind  blowing  in  an  op- 

posite direction  to  another. 

A  (jLJula  taylasan,  taylisan,  or  taylusdn,  (also 
(jJ-.!*  taylas,  taylis,  or  taylus)  (pi.  ̂^jJLla  taydlis 

or  &<*.5L!L?  taydlisat)  (from  p  (jl-i<3l3  tdlishdn)  The 

end  of  the  turban-sash  hanging  down  behind  like 
a  tail  or  lappet.  A  hood.  A  mantle,  scarf,  or  tippet 

hanging  from  the  shoulders.  A  pall  (worn  as  a 

badge  by  literary  men).  _J'^j^  (j^*^^^  taylasdni 

muza^ar,  The  rays  of  the  sun.  ̂ J-k^e  ̂jL-Ll*  tay- 

lasdni mutari'd.  Night.  ̂ *AJ!h  ihni  taylasan, 

A  Persian,  a  barbarian.  ̂ jLwLi»(^j\  ̂ ..yd  ibni  tay- 

lasan, O  son  of  a  barbarian ! 
A  il^JJl?  tislihat,  A  fool.  New  plaster  dropping 

oflT  into  a  cistern. 

A  pjA*  taym,(v.  n.  of ̂ ^ia  fov ̂ x]i>')(God)  forming 
(any  one  for  good).  Being  good  (any  body's  work). 
Doing  a  good  work. 
A  tayn,  (v,  n.  of  ̂jll?  for  ij^)  Sealing  (a 

letter)  with  clay.  Working  up  clay  well.  Plaster- 

ing (a  roof)  with  clay.  (God)  forming  any  one 

for  a  good  end,  creating  him  with  a  good  disposi- 

tion. Tin,  Clay,  loam.  ^j^vls  tlni  asfar.  Yel- 

low earth  or  chalk,  p^^^s^*  i^j^  ̂ nakhtiim,Seal- 
ing-clay  or  wax  ;  earth  of  Lemnos,  ruddle,  ̂ j^ia 

tJni  armam,  Armenian  bole. 

A  e-^^  tinat,  A  bit  of  clay .  Nature,  complexion, 

temperament,  disposition,  genius. 

p  d^^xia  taynus,  A  species  of  the  cantharides. 

A  l^i^  tviiy,  Earthy,  clayey.  Natural,  innate. 

Aj^J^  tuyur,  (pi.  of_j<l>  tayr)  Birds.  Winged 
animals,  volatiles.  ij  i^^Hj ̂ A3tuyurisidra,Angels. 

Aj^j3j^'1)s  tayyii7-fayyiir, Qmck,sharTp,act\ve. A  tuyuriy,  A  dealer  in  birds. 

A  Is^jJtb  tuyut,  (v.  n.  of  isUa  forlx»l?)  Being 



ibidinous  and  noisy(a  camel).  Vehemence,severity. 

A  ̂r^i(^  icyhuj,  (pi.  tayahij)  A  small 
ipecies  of  partridge. 

^  zd  orv  zo,  (called  zazifjh, 

\)a jiiju*  zdsi  mankuta,  b^^^^^^^  za4  niu^a- 

na,  Dotted  za)  The  seventeenth  letter  of  the  Ara- 

jic  alphabet,  and  used  as  the  twentieth  of  the  Per- 

sian, denoting  900  in  arithmetic.  The  power  of 
;his  letter  is  that  of  z  pronounced  with  a  hollow 

iound  from  the  throat  not  easily  to  be  described. 

Tor jSt^  zahh'),  Evident. 
A  Ui»  za,  The  name  of  the  letter  )a. 

p  ̂lii>  zuf,  The  breast  of  an  old  woman. 

A(_j\]s>  zuih,  (pl.^-J^^  a  zsub  and  L^j^zusub) 

rhe  husband  of  a  wife''s  sister.  Oppression.  Mar- 
■iage.  Zasb,  (or  L-^Ui>  zdb)  The  rattling  of  a  he- 
^oat  at  rutting-time.   Shout,  noise,  clamour. 

A  OOi*  zttJ^t,  The  act  of  throttling,  strangling. 

AjOi  za^}-,  (v.  n.  ofj\ii>)  Hiring  a  nurse.  In- 

lucing  (a  camel)  to  suckle  another's  colt  by  tying 
ip  her  nose  that  she  may  not  detect  it  by  the  smell. 

Being  inclined  to,well-disposedtowards(as  a  nurse). 
A.sking,desiring,or  inclining(any  one  to  do  a  thing). 

,0i>  jiivS'  ̂ duw  zcifV,  An  enemy  with  whom  is  one 
like  unto  himself. 

A  ij^J^  znri,  A  biter. 
zaszas,  (or  sOiOi  zaszasaf)  (v.  n.  of 

jiOi  Q)  Bleating  softly.     Muttering,  speaking 

inintelligibly  with  a  nasal  twang. 

A  j^S-Ui  za^n,  A  traveller. 
A  XaS-Us*  zdohiyat,  A  nurse,  or  one  employed  in 

ittending  upon  children. 

A  zasf,  A  driving  away,  putting  far  off. 

A  I  jlia  zdf,  Hairs  of  the  neck,  i  jlla^  S 

ijJij  akhazaJm  bi  zdfi  rahabatihi,  He  took  it  all. 
siUa^  bi  zafihi,  (I  left  him)  alone. 

A^ll2>2:a^r,Victorious,conquering:  a  conqueror. 

A        z'aZ?'^, Leaning  to  one  side,  limping,  lame, 
riminal.  Suspected.  A  dog  or  bitch  in  heat. 

A  ̂ Ub  zdlim,  A  tyrant.    Unjust,  barbarous, 
;ruel,  oppressive.  One  who  puts  not  a  thing  in  its 

ight  place.  One  who  di-inks  milk  ere  the  cream 
sskimmedoff.  A  certain  plant  with  long  tendrils. 

pJ\Si        zdlim-gxiddz,  A  destroyer  of  tyrants. 

A  j,Os>  zasin,  (v.  n.  of  pUb)  Lying  with.  Hus- 

band of  a  wife's  sister.  Noise,shout.  A  speech,word. 
zdm,  Noise,  clamour. 

A  1^  zdnn,  A  suspecter,  supposer,  or  fancier. 

^  A  jfe\is»  zdhir,  Exterior,  external,  outer.  A  ppa- 

ent,  clear,  manifest,  glaring,  conspicuous,  evident, 

:ertain.   Superficial.   Exoteric  (meaning).  God. 

JfcUii)^  ij,fi'z  zdhir,  Externally.  ^Uj>  zd- 
hiraH  madinat.  Out  of  town,  without  the  city. 
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p  jjiij^^Ui  zdhir kardan,  To  expose,  manifest,  ex- 

hibit. A(J,JjJI t^yui  sababi  zdhi7-u' d  daRl, 
Evident  reason,  obvious  cause,  ijb^  Cl^jyo  su- 

rati  zdldra,  External  appearance,  p  i^\Jt>^  zd- 

hir-bin,  (a  JSb^  zdhir-nazar)  Who  looks  on, 
or  considers  only  the  surface,  superficial. 

A  zd.]tiran,  Externally,  to  all  appearance, 

publicly,  apparently,  evidently.  Certainly,  truly, 

p  (jiij^  C^A^  \jt>^  zdhiran  kirdsat  kardan,  To 
recite,  to  repeat  by  heart. 

PulA«J;^jJbUj»c:a/MV-/?ara.f^,Superficial  observer. 

,^  A  KjJ&Uj>  zdhirat,  (fern.  of^lii>  zdhir^  External. 
Manifest.  Prominent  (eye).  Family  relations,  al- 

lies. A  mid-day  watering  of  camels.  A  cistern 

where  camels  are  watered  at  mid-day.  Mid-day. 

^  (_gybUi>2:aAi?i,  Apparent.  Appearance,exterior. 

^     y^U3  zdhiynyat,  Manifestation,  externality. 

zibds,  (pi.  of  ̂_^)  Wild  bucks,  chevrils, 

■A  'i\J^  zab-tat,  A  lame  she-hyena. 
A  OlJj>  zubdt,  (pi.  of  HJj>  zubat)  Points  of  ar- 

rows.   Edges  of  swords. 

A  i_*Ii>lJi>  zabdzib,  Bleatings  of  sheep. 

A  'i2a  zubat,  (pi.  azbl,  OUls  zubdt,  [^^i^ 

zubun,  zibun,  and  zuba')  Point  of  an  arrow. 
Curved  edge  of  a  sword. 

zabzab,  (pi.  zabdzib)  Sick- 
ness, pain.  Clamour,  noise,  vociferation.  Menace, 

threat.  Bleating  (of  sheep).  A  blemish.  A  pimple 
on  the  eyelid  or  face.  u-.>Ua-ii>  «J  md  bihi  zabzdb, 

There  is  no  vice,  blemish,  ailment,  or  defect  in  him. 

A  sJaJi  zabzabat,  A  being  heated,  inflamed. 

A  ̂^^i^  zubun  or  zibun,  (pi.  of'k^b  2;M&ai)Points 
of  ari'ows.    Edges  of  swords. 

A        zaby,  (pi.         azbl,  C^Ljkli>  zabaydt, 
zibds,  and        zubiy)  A  wild  buck,  chevril, 

gazel.  A  mark  or  brand  used  by  some  of  the  Arabs. 

Zuba',  (pi.  of  ish  zubat)  Points  of  arrows.  Edges 
of  swords. 

A  zabaydt,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^)  Young  bucks. 
A  *-fii>  zabyat,  A  chevril,  doe,  roe.  A  cow.  A 

sheep,  ewe.  Rima  mulieris,  equse,  (pec.)  caniculas. 

A  money -purse.  The  bending  or  winding  of  a  river. 
The  well  Zamzam.    Tabitha  or  Dorcas. 

A  zabyiy.  Belonging  to  a  fawn  or  gazel. 

A^  zajj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Crying  out  (any  one 
imploring  quarter  in  battle). 

A  jli  zirr,  (pl.j^  zirdr)  A  round  sharp  stone, 
with  an  edge  like  a  knife. 

A  zars,  Congealed  water,  ice.  Ground  dry 
with  cold. 

A  ̂ ]]^  zirdb,  (pi.  of  zarib)  Small  hills. 

A  1^\J^  zardbiy,  (or  {^>\Jh  zardbin)  (pi.  of 

^^bjls>  zaribdn  and  Ai^  zaribds)  Skunks,  stink- 
ards, polecats. 

Ajl^ii  zirdr,  {ov zirrdr)  (pi.  of_}is>  zir-r 

andjjii  zu7'ar)  Sharp  stones. 
A  zirdf,  (pi.  of  I— i>jii>  zarif)  Intelligent, 

ingenious,  clever.  Zurdf^  (pi.  AiJ^  zurafdi)  In- 

genious, acute,  smart,  witty.  Beautiful,  pretty,  gen- 
teel.   An  elegant  speaker.    Neat,  spruce. 

A  I — j|pi>  zurrdf,  (pi.  zurrdfun)  Inge- 
nious, acute,  witty. 

A  'ij^jh  zardfat,  (v.  n.  of  i^-ijo)  Being  inge- 
nious, elegant,  witty,  clever.  Wit,  humour,  jocu- 

larity. Elegance,  grace.  Ingenuity,  genius,  ad- 
dress, politeness,  gallantry.  Dexterity. 

A  ̂^J^  zurrdn,  (pi.  of  j>J&  zarir)  (Grounds) 
full  of  sharp  stones. 

A  \^i\Jio  zarddf,  (pi.  of  'iSL>_^)  Witticisms. 
A  zarab,  (v.  n.  of  l--^)  Having  his  liver 

adhering  to  his  side  (a  camel).  Zarib,  (pl.i_->Jji9) 

A  small  hill.  A  projecting  and  sharp  part  of  a  stone. 

A  C^Ja  zU7'ubb,  Short  and  thick  of  body. 
A  Aj)b  zirbas,  (pi.  of  ̂ jb^)  Polecats,  skunks. 

A  ̂ ^Jh zaribdn, {awdiA^^zay^ibds) 
zardbin,  ̂ \J^  zardbiy,  A>j£>  zirbds,  and  zir- 
ba"")  A  stinking  animal  like  a  cat ;  a  fitchet,  pole- 

cat, skunk.  ̂ bjlaJ\  \jjjJ>_\^fasa' baynand  az^ za- ribdn. The  skunk  has  broke  wind  betwixt  us,  i.e. 

Our  friendship  has  been  broken  off. 

A  Xili^^  zarbighdnat,  A  serpent. 

Ajjii>  zurar,  (or  'ijj^  zurarat)  (pl.j\^  zird?-) 
A  round  stone  as  sharp  as  a  knife. 

Ajj^J^  zurzur,  A  round  sharp  stone  with  an 
edge  like  a  knife. 
...-'  A  zai'f,  (v.  n.of  (_j;Ji>)  Being  ingenious, 

witty,  clever,  (pi.  u-? ̂  ̂   zuruf)A  vessel,  vase,  vat, 
tun,pix,receptacle  :  a  machine.  Sagacity,ingenuity, 

intelligence, genius, wit,acumen.  Beauty,  elegance, 

gracefulness  (applicable  chiefly  to  youth),  esprit. 

An  adverb  or  preposition,  i—J^  za7'Ji  za- 
mdn.  Adverb  of  time,  zarji  makdn. 

Adverb  of  place.  u-Sjjliwj  i. 

The  containing  and  contained. 

za7'fu  mazruf, 

)b  addti 
zarf,  A  receiver,  holder,  recipient  (in  every  sense). 

!^JO  nakiiju'z  za7-f,  Faithful,  trusty. 
ftiylaJ  rasaytuhu  bi  zarfihi,  I  saw  him  himself.  Zu- 

ruf,  (pi.  of  1  hj^  zarif)  Ingenious,  clever,  witty. 

A  Aiijh  zurafds,  (pi.  of  zu7'df  and  u-fl^t^ 
zarif)  Elegant,  graceful.    Ingenious,  clever. 

A  ̂J^J^  zui-fdn,  (pi.  of  zarif)  Witty. 

A  C^J^  zarafi,  Witty. A  zarfiy.  Formed  by,  or  consisting  of,  a 

noun  denoting  time  or  place.  Adverbial.  Prepo- 

sitional. Zarafiy,  Relating  to  a  witty  person. 

A  ̂ ^jo  zarfiyat,  The  condition  of  a  vessel  or 
receptacle.  Inclusion,comprehension ;  receptibility. 

A^j^jibzarawa  ,  Ingenious, sagacious,sbrewd. 

A  u-jjjii*  zu7^uf,  (pi.  of(_j;Ji>  s'a?/)  Vases,  ves- 
sels, jars.  (pi.  of  I— fl^^  za7'if)  Ingenious,  clever. 

A  ̂JJ^  zai^y,  (v.  n.  of  (jjJa)  Flowing.  Being 
relaxed  (the  bowels).    Being  clever,  intelligent. 

A  ̂\>.J^  zirydt.  Land  of  one  sort  of  clay. 

A         zarir,  (pi.  ̂J|J^  swrraw  and  azir- 



ratySwW  of  sharp  stones(ground).  A  direction-post. 

A I — za7'if,{^\.  zurafas,  i^J^  ztiruf, 

i — '>\j£9  zircif,  (j^ij^  zai'ifin,  Jia  zuruf,  and 
(j\jjJi>  zurfan)  Ingenious,  witty,  subtile,  clever. 
Graceful,  elegant,  polite,  genteel. 

p  zarifana,  Ingeniously,  elegantly. 

A  iso,^  zarifat,  (pi.  \,^\p>  zara^if)  Any  thing 

pretty,  elegant.  A  sally  of  wit,  bon-mot,  epigram- 
matic point.  Quaintness. 

A  (jili>  zashsh,  A  rough,  rugged  place. 

»^^a?rt,(or  ̂ \jtii>  zi^n)  A  rope  for  tying 
on  a  camel's  travellins  litter. 

za^dn,  (pi.  of  iua»li>)  Camel-litters. 

za^  or  za^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Travel- 
ling, journeying,  migrating.  A  journey,  migration. 

Zu^,  or  zu^n,  (pi.  of  'klij^  za^nat)  Camel-lit- ters in  which  women  travel. 

A  (^y^  za^n,  A  quiet  camel  used  in  carrying 
the  hawda  or  burdens  in  general. 

A  'dJj^  za^nat,  (pi.  (^^"ii  zu^i,  zu^in,  (jjU^i 
za^sin,  and  (jl*ii>^  az^n)  The  (idjSt  hawda  or) 
camel-litter  in  which  Arabian  women  travel.  A  wo- 

man whilst  being  thus  carried. 

A  1  k]b  zaff,  (v.  n.  of  v_fllg)  Binding  (all  a  ca- 

mel's feet).  Indigence,  a  scanty  subsistence.  A 
continued  scarcity. 

AjlflJi  zafur,  Name  of  a  certain  perfume  resem- 
bling nails.  Zafari,  Name  of  a  city  in  Arabia  near 

Sanaa,  whence  they  bring  the  onyx ;  also  of  another 

to  which  the  costus  is  brought  from  India. 

A  Ji^o  zafara,  (fut.^flia^_  yazjiru)  He  clawed. 

A  J>Lio  zafr,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^)  Digging  one's  nails 
into  (another's)  cheek.  Zifr,  A  nail.  Zw/r,  Any 
one,  any  body.  Zufr  or  zufur,  (pi.  jla]i>\  azfdr 

andjoUi>\  azqfi?')  A  nail,  claw.  The  extremity  of 
a  bow.  A  film  covering  the  eye.  A  cataract  or 

web  in  the  eye.  Iaa5\ jflli  2;2{/"rw'Z/«^^,  Cats'-claw, 

a  plant.  j-*>3^jiii  zufru''n  nasr,  Eagles'-claw,  a 
plant.  ii3^\jrafaytuh.u  hi  zufrihi,lsQ.\\  him 

himself.  ̂ flia]\  ̂   iU  mukallamu' z  zufr,  (or  ,J-»K 
jS.]a^\  kal'ilu  'z  zufr^  One  whose  nails  have  been  cut ; 
weak,  powei'less,  contemptible.  Zafar,(y.n.  ofjS^) 

Accomplishing,  succeeding  in  one's  wishes.  Over- 
coming, gaining  a  victory.  Suffering  from  a  web 

or  cataract  (the  eye).  Seeing,  obtaining  a  sight  of 

any  one  (the  eye).  Victory,  triumph.  Plain,  level 

ground,    p  ji]i>  f^^kusi  zafar-masnus, 

A  drum  accustomed  to  victory.  j,t>jj^J^^  lash- 
hari  zafar-rahbar,  Troops  leading  to  conquest,  a 
victorious  army,  a  Zafir,  A  conqueror,  accustomed 

to  overcome  all  difficulties.  Victorious.  (An  eye) 
affected  with  a  cataract.  Cataractous. 

Ajai^2:/^7',Fortunate,overcoming  all  difficulties. 
a  zvfrat,  A  certain  plant  biting  to  tlie 

taste,  and  good  for  ulcers  and  warts. 

zufratu'l^juz,The^vmt  ofthe  prickly  plant  uil— 5» 
hasah.   Zafarat,  A  cataract  in  the  eye. 
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p  sjcXi zafar-nama,  A  congratulatory  letter 

on  a  victory.  Title  of  a  book  on  politics  and  morals. 

A  I  aili  zafaf,  A  throng  of  people  about  a  cis- 
tern. A  numerous  family  and  scanty  means. 

A-jSl^o  zaflr,  (or ziff'ir)  Accustomed  to 
triumph  over  all  difficulties,  always  victorious. 

A  ijsi^  zafira,  Wild  mint. 

A  ^(^llf  (j-  n.  of  ij^)  Continuing,  not  ceas- 

ing (to  do).  Becoming,  being.  Z'dl,  (pi.  J^kli  zi- 
lal,  J^)^  zulul,  and  JliUi^  azlal)  A  shadow.  A 
shade.  Darkness  of  the  night.  The  sheath  of  a 

sword.  Protection,  guard.  A  spectre,  apparition. 

Paradise.  Grandeur,  dignity,  difficulty  of  access. 

A  shady  garden.  The  roaring  of  a  lion.  Night. 

A  form,  figure.  A  cover,  covering.  The  flower  of 

youth.  Intensity  of  summer-heat.  A  cloud  veil- 

ing the  sun.  The  dark  fig-ure  of  a  cloud.  The  tints 
ofthe  day  given  by  the  sun.  Rareness,  excellence, 
valuableness.  Strength,  firmness.  A  fringe.  Pile, 

nap.  <s2\  Jii  zUlu'llah,  The  shadow  of  God  (a 

royal  title),  or  (J^^^^  (^<4ii^  J-b  zillu'llali  f'l'l  ar- 
z'ln,  The  shadow  or  representative  of  God  upon 

earth(a  royal  title  or  epithet).^  ^yo  zillu'z 
zahab,  Quicksilver,  p  J.ii>  zilli  2:ami«,Night. 

A  ^'^^^  zaltl,  The  shady  garden  of  de- 

light, e.  Paradise.  C^}^  zilli  ̂ nay at,  Sha- 

dow of  protection.  i3jui>*«  z'dlimamdud,  A 
lengthened  shadow,  l-aP^  muld^bu  zillihi, 

A  bii'd  so  called  (playing  with  his  own  shadow). 

Zull,  (pl,of3^\  azall)  Insidesoffingers,  or  ofthe 
soles  of  camels'  feet. 

A  ̂!iUi>  zuld^  A  disease  in  the  legs  of  quadru- 
peds caused  by  travelling. 

A  JiUi  zaldl,  Any  thing  which  affords  a  shade. 
Zildl,  A  cloud  or  any  thing  similar  which  affords 
a  shade.  A  garden.  Paradise.  The  waves  of  the 

sea.  The  shadow  of  a  cloud,  (pi.  of  zill)  Sha- 

dows, (pi.  of       zullat)  Couches,  benches. 
A  &l^Ui>  zaldlat,  A  body,form,  figure.  Zildlat, 

Shadiness.  A  cloud  seen  alone  in  the  sky,  whilst 

its  shadow  is  on  the  ground. 

A  j»^l5>  zalam,  Nightfall,  the  dai'kness  ofthe  be- 
ginning of  night.  Obscurity,  darkness.  Pj«U:\ 

zalam-anjam,'D2LTk,  cloudy.  AZildm,  (v.  n.  3  of 

,j»iii>)  Oppressing.  Oppression.  Oppressions.  A 
little.  A  certain  plant  with  long  tendrils.  jJaJ 

l/e^)>ii>  nazara  zildman,  He  darted  a  glance. 

A  ̂^Wa  zalldm,  Very  unjust  or  tyrannical ;  a 
great  oppressor.  A  certain  plant  with  long  tendrils. 

A  &j«!iLii>  ziddmat,  Oppression,  aggrievance. 

Redress  of  grievances.    A  cry  for  justice. 

A  ̂^"^  zalddl,  (pi.  of  &LJ^  zalilat)  Hollows 
in  beds  of  rivers.  Gardens  full  of  thickets. 

A  zallat,  Stay,  continuance.  Health.  Zil- 

lat,  Any  thing  which  affords  a  shade.  Zullat,  A 

covering.  A  parasol,  any  thing  shady.  A  cloud. 

Shadiness.  (pi.  Jiii>  zulal,  j!il3i>  zildl)  A  couch, 

areclining-bench  affordingshelterfromheat  or  cold. 
A  J]aili>  zulzul,  Ships. 

A  ̂ 9  zal^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b)  Leaning  to  one  side, 
halting.  Swerving,  deviating  from  truth.  Be- 

ing in  heat  (a  bitch).  Being  suspected.  Being 
narrow,  confined.  Soul,  self.  An  affair,  business, 

state,  condition.  esJjsb  i^ji>j':^\  C**Ui>  zala^til 
arz  hi  ahlihi,  The  land  could  not  contain  its  in- 

habitants, vjiljtiii*  ̂   irha^  ̂ la'  zal^ika, 
Spare  yourself  the  trouble,  attempt  not  what  is 
above  your  strength.  Zala^  (v.  n.  of  ̂i>)  Being 
narrow,  strait,  confined. 

A  i_ailj>zaZ/",  (v.n.of  c__aiii>)  Restraining,  check- 
ing. Refraining  from.  Concealing  (one's  footsteps), 

walking  for  that  purpose  on  hard  ground.  Trac- 

ing or  following  footsteps.  Striking  or  hurting  on 
the  nail,  hoof,  or  claw.  Being  shed  with  impunity 

(blood).  Narrowness  of  circumstances,  indigence. 

Lawful,  allowable.  False,  trifling.  Z///",  (pi. 

zulvf -And  azldf)  A  cloven  hoof.  A  follow- 
ing in  succession.  Need,  necessity.  Desire,  wish. 

A  suitable  pasturage.  i^jJd]  l-S^  zilfu'n  nafs, 
Of  a  pure,  ingenuous  soul.    Zulf  or  zuliif,  (pi.  of 

Q^iljj  zalif)  Badly  off.  Rough,  rocky  (grounds). 

Zalaf,(\.  n.  ofi  2\ii)  Abstaining,  refraining  from. 

Being  rocky,  rough  (ground).  Being  spilled  with 

impunity  (blood).  Perfect.  Straits,  penury,  indi- 

gence. Hard  ground,  which  leaves  no  foot  marks. 
The  whole,  the  entire,  aiikj  hi  zalafihi,  (He  took) 

the  whole,  (leaving  nothing).  Zalaf  or  zalif  jYli^ 

ground  out  of  the  reach  of  water  and  mud.  Zaltf, 

(pi.  of  'ih^  zal  fai)  Four  timbers  of  a  camel's  sad- 
dle sloping  downwards. 

Alilla^flZ  or  2:a/a/aw,With  impunity,unrevenged. 

A  ̂liiia  zalfdf,  A  hard  stone.  Even  ground 

spread  out  far. 
A  XflUi>  zalfat  or  zalifat,  A  mark  impressed  on 

a  camel.  Zalfat,  zalafat,  or  zalifat,  Rough,  rocky 

ground  which  receives  no  impression.  ̂ JJ>J!i\  'isS)a 
zalfatu'n  nafs,  (A  woman)  tender  of  her  honour. 

A  ̂̂ ll^oiii  zalifatdni,  Two  timbers  in  the  mid- 

dle and  two  at  the  hinder  part  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
Both  sides  of  a  camel's  dorsers. 

vJmS  J-lb  zil-gustar,  Shade-diffusing. 
A  ̂J)i^  zalal.  Water  under  trees  never  reached 

by  the  sun.  Zulal,  (pi.  of  Sili>  zullat)  Coverings. 

Shady  things.  Couches,  benches. 

^  A  pils>  zahn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  dark  (night). 
Hindering.  Puttingathingnotin  itsplace.  Bright- 

ness, whiteness.  Snow.  (pi.  ̂jiis^i/Zw/ra)  The  fresh, 
natural  colour  of  teeth.  Zalm  or  zulm,  (v.  n.  of 

jfcUi)  Injuring,  oppressing.  Defrauding,  seizing  the 
property  of  another.  Committing  injustice.  Fail- 

ing in  duty  (especially  to  a  father).  Digging  ground 

in  a  place  not  dug  before.  Drinking  milk  out  of 

the  churning-bottle  before  the  butter  is  formed.  De- 
viating, turning  aside  from  the  road.  Giving  people 



milk  to  drink  before  the  butter  is  formed.  Zulm, 

(v.  n.  of  j,)3«>)  Digging  (ground)  in  a  place  not  to 
be  dug.  Slaughtering  (a  camel)  without  disease. 

Rising  higher  than  ever  known  before  (a  river). 

Drinking  milk  out  of  the  churning-bottle  before  the 

butter  is  formed.  Covering  the  female  when  preg- 

nant (an  ass).  Putting  a  thing  not  in  its  place.  Tj- 

ranny,oppression,  injustice,  injury,  cruelty,  outrage, 

ferocity,  barbarity.  Idolatry.  Obscurity,  darkness, 

p  ̂ ^|^JSs  zulm  hardan,  (or  3 

zulm  u  ta^ddi  hardan)  To  oppress.  A  Zalam,  A 

body.  (pi.  j»}iis>  zulum)  A  figure  appearing  black 

at  a  distance.  A  mountain.  ̂   [^li^  adna'  zala- 
min,  Near,  neighbouring.  First  of  all,  before  all. 

Zilani,  A  certain  plant  having  long  tendrils.  Zu- 

lam,  (pi.  of  zuhnat)  Obscurities,  darknesses, 

(pi.  of  zalmaf)  Three  dark  nights  in  the  month 

immediately  following  dura^  Zulum,  Obscu- 

rity,^darkness.  (pi.  of  ̂   zulm)  Oppressions. 
zulman,  Oppressively,  tyrannically. 

A^l^j'aZma^,Obscurity,darkness.Dark(night). 
A  zulmat,  zulamat,  and  zulumat,  (pi.  of 

'i-^  zulmat  and  zulumat)  Darknesses. 

A  ̂JJ^ziloYzulman,{^\.oi ̂ ^)  Male  ostriches. 

A^U^  zulmamy,  Dark,  obscure. 

A  "jjl-jU^  zulmaniyan,  (Pers.  pi.)  Those  who are  dark,  or  sitting  in  darkness. 

A  "i^V^  zulmamyat,  Darkness,  obscurity, 
p  sJ^..       zulm.-2)esha,  A  tyrant,  oppressor. 
A        zilmat  or  zulmat,  Name  of  a  certain  wo- 

man proverbially  lewd.  Zulmat,  (pi.  ̂   zulam) 
DarknesSjObscurity .  Severity.Torment.Adark  place 

at  the  extremity  of  the  world,  where  the  fountain 

of  life  is  supposed  to  be  placed ;  also  the  fountain 

itself.    Zulamat,  (pi.  of  ̂ jUi  zalim)  Oppressors, 
tyrants.  Zalimat,  Dark  (night).  Zulumat,  Dark- 

ness.   Near,  the  first  thing  which  meets  the  eye. 

p  jj\xi^  zuhnatiyan.  Heathens,  idolaters, 
p  5^        zulm-kah,  A  diminisher  of  injustice, 

p  »  zulma-kada,The  mansion  of  dark- 
ness, this  present  world. 

p  i^J:^ zulm-kesh,  Oppressive,  tyrannical, 

p  i^S        zulm-gah,  A  dark  place.    A  place 
where  iniquity  or  oppression  abounds. 

A  zulmiyat.  Iniquity,  oppression. 

A  u-jjiii>  zuluf,  (pi.  of  L_fliis»  zilf)  Hoofs,  clovcn 

feet.  i_idii>  uJ^i^  zuluf  zullaf,  Hard  cloven  feet. 

A  {}^zulul,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Executing  any  work 

by  day,  not  by  night.  Becoming,  happening,  (pi. 

of  Jpi>  zill)  Shadows. 
A  zalum,  One  who  puts  a  thing  not  in  its 

proper  place.  Most  cruel,  unjust,  tyrannical.  Zu- 
lum, (pl.of  zalm)  Fresh,natural  colours  of  teeth. 

(pl.ofj,J.-ii>)  Figures  appearing  black.  Mountains. 
A  i-i^  zilUyat,  Shadiness,  umbrageousness. 

A  I— fljJ^  zalif,  (pi.  i_flyii  zulf  and.  zuluf)  Of 

a  bad  natural  disposition,  mean,  abject,  criminal 
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(man).  In  an  evil  plight.  Rough,  rocky  (ground); 

painful  (business).  Gratuitous.  The  whole,  the  en- 
tire.  Adversity,  difficulty.  The  root  of  the  neck. 

(j^aJJ  zalif u''n  nafs,  Pure,  ingenuous. 
A  zalifan,  Gratis,  without  price. 

A  zalifat,  The  whole  (of  any  thing).  j#>-\ 
eCLfljIla^  akhaza'sh  shays  hi  zalifatihi  (or 
H'SJ^iai  bi  zalifihi)  He  took  the  whole  thing. 

A,J.Aiii»zaZi/,  Shady(place).  Acool place.  Perpe- 

tual(shade).  jj-^  ̂ybzilli  zaUl,A  perpetual  shade. 

A  zalllat,  (pi.  iJj^^  zalasil)  A  hole  in 
the  bed  of  a  river  where  water  stagnates.  A  place 
full  of  thickets. 

A  zalim.  Milk  not  quite  turned.  Name  of 

two  stars.  Earth  thrown  from  a  new  well :  virgin 

soil.  (pi.  zilman  or  zulman)  A  male  ostrich. 

A  j»jlii>  zilUm,  Very  unjust,  most  oppressive. 
Ai^lb  zalimat.  Injustice,  oppression.  Loss,  da- 

mage. Requisition  of  justice.  Milk  not  fully  con- 
creted or  coagulated. 

A-^pii  zimj:,  (pi.  -*l»li>\  azmas)  Thirst.  The  space 
of  time  between  one  drinking  and  another :  hence, 

S^jkii  zimfU^l  hay  at.  The  interval  between 
birth  and  death. 

ijj  hadr  zimn'l  hi- 
mar.  As  long  as  an  ass  can  be  kept  from  water, 

i.e.  a  very  little  time  (this  animal,  of  all  others, 

being  least  able  to  endure  thirst). 

aU>  zamaf,  (v.  n.  of  j_^^y^)Being  very  thirsty. 
Burning  with  desire. 

x^^^^zamaf,{ov'iA^zamasat)(y.  n.  of  (_j.*l2>) 
Being  very  thirsty.    Zimas,  rarely  zumds,  (pi.  of 

zamis  or         zamMn)  Thirsty. 

A  zamasat.  An  evil  disposition,  bad  tem- 

per ;  unfairness.  Zimasat,  (v.  n.  of  (j^-Ui')  Being 
thirsty.    Burning  with  desire. 

zamsan,  (fem.  Silji  zamsdnat)(p].  -^{^ 
zimas  or  zumar)  Thirsty. 

A  zamM  ,  Hot,  dry  (wind). 

A        zim,ahh,  A  fig.  A  kind  of  plantain, 

zimakhat  or  2:imMa^,  Asingle  fig-tree. 

A  plane-tree. 

A  zama*,  (v.  n.  of  f_^)  Being  livid  (the 
lip).  A  scarcity  of  blood  at  the  roots  of  the  teeth. 

A  zamis,  (pi.  ̂L^l*  zitndj:)  Thirsty. 

AAx^zamyaf,  Livid  and  withered(lip).Blood- 

less  (gum).  Fleshless  (limb).  Thin  of  eyelashes 

(eye).  A  woman  whose  gums  are  bloodless,  whose 
eye  is  destitute  of  eyelashes,  and  whose  limbs  are 

slender  and  spindling.    Black  (she-camel). 

A  zanna,  (fut.  I^^^yazunnu)  He  thought. 

A  (t,li>  zann,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Thinking,  suspect- 
ing. Knowing  for  certain,  being  sure.  (pi.  ijy>^ 

zunun  and  {j;^S^\azdnln)  Opinion,  thought,  belief, 

persuasion.  Knowledge.  Doubt,  wavering.  f^yM 
^!jls>  susi  zann,  Bad  thought,  rash  judgment. 

A  \^^\^  zanabih,  (pi.  of  L-^^-jjJi  zumbub) 

Shank-bones.  Nails  or  studs  in  the  side  of  spear- 
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blades.  ^  kar^  'z  zanabih,  Any  thing 

vile  ̂ whatever  makes  one  contemptible.u-*A>.Uli>^* 
ji<)'^\  kara^  zandhlha'l  ami;  He  gained  the  mas- 

tery, he  subdued.  He  rendered  contemptible.  He 

prepared  for  war.  He  engaged  in  arduous  matters. 

A  zimb.  Trunk  of  a  tree.  A  root. 

A  wuJi  zumhat,  A  macerated  nei-ve  from  a  ca- 

mel's neck,  which  fastens  the  feathers  to  an  arrow. 

AU-^_jj^l3z2m&M&,(pl.(_.AJO.Ul5>2^aHa6ii)Ashank- 
bone.  A  stud  in  the  side  of  a  spear-head.  ^ 

kara^  zumhuhahu.  He  exerted  himself,  he  stirred his  stumps. 

A        zinnat,  (pi.         zinan)  Suspicion. 

A  'ii^  zanamat,  A  draught  of  milk  ere  the  but- ter has  been  extracted. 

A  zanun,  A  suspicious  man.    Any  sub- 

ject which  engages  the  mind,  especially  if  doubt- 
ful ;  whether  (a  debt)  be  discharged  or  not ;  or  if 

(a  well)  contain  either  little  or  much  water.  A 
well  of  little  water.  Weak  in  mind,  barren  in  men- 

tal resources.  A  noble  lady,  matron,  or  wife.  Zm- 

nun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^)  Thinking,  supposing,  deeming, 

(pi.  of       zann)  Opinions,  doubts,  surmises. 

A        zanni,  Supposed,  surmised. 
A  zanln,  (pi.  wJb^  azinnat)  Suspected. 

A  'i^t^^  zawsat.  Foolish,  insane. 

Aj\_jii>  3M^a/-,Trevets.(pl.  ofyii£>)Foster-mothers. 
Ajfe^jla  sa7i;a/«V,  Pot-herbs.  Highlands.  No- 

bles. Arabs  of  Kuraysh,  who  pitched  their  tents 
outside  of  Mecca. 

A8jjli>2;Mjr«^,(pl.ofjiii)Foster-mothers,nurses. 

Aj^jli  zu^ra',  A  cow  in  want  of  the  bull. 
A  u->_jli>  zuf.  Hairs  of  the  neck.  B.i^aJ  hi  zu- 

fihi,  (He  left  him)  alone.  eOL*,  i— Sjla^  1>i^\ akha- 
zahu  hi  zufi  rahabatihi.  He  took  it  all. 

A  L-.'j^ia  zusub,  (pi.  of  (_->ll3  zash)  Husbands 

of  wives'  sisters.  Noises,  clamours.  Marriages. 

Oppressions.    Cries  of  he-goats. 

Aj  J  ̂zusur,  (pi.  of^)  Nurses,  foster-mothers. 

A  ijj^  zasurat,  (A  camel)  fond  of  another's 
colt.  2Mj:Mra/,(pl.ofjilb2;ij:r)Nurses,foster-mothers. 
A  ^a/mr,  The  surface  of  stony  ground.  Zi- 

hdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^)  Pronouncing  the  words 

jf^h^^^^anti  ̂ layya  ha  zahri  umnii,  "Thou 
art  unto  me  as  my  mother's  back,"  a  formula  of 
repudiation  by  which  a  man  is  divorced  from  his 
wife.  ZM/<ay,Acrowd,multitude.  (pl.^^^^^  zuhrdn) 

The  narrowest  side  of  the  feather  of  a  bird's  wing. 

A  '^j^^  zahdrat,  (v.  n.  of  j-jii>)  Being  sti-ong  in 
the  back.  Being  effaced,  obliterated  (a  blemish  or 

defect).  Having  (a  camel)  ready  prepared  for  any 
occasion.  Zihdrat,  The  outside  (of  a  garment,  op- 

posed to  &3llaJ  hitdnat.  The  inside  or  lining). 

A  ̂J-^  zahdriy,  (pi.  of  zihriy)  (Camels) 
trained  and  ready  for  use  on  any  occasion. 

A  aJ^l^  zuhdriyat,  A  mode  of  tripping  in  wres- 
tling, or  throwing  the  adversary  on  his  back.  Mo- 



dus  coeundi.  X^^l.^^  «>iL5j^  awsakahu''z  zvhdrt- 
yat  (or  zuliariy at),  He  held  him  fast  by  the  shoul- 

der-blade, or  he  pinioned  him. 

A p^-^  zahatir,  (pl.of  *5^jv^  zaldraf)  She-ca- mels strong  in  the  back, 

A  zalir,  (v.  n.  of  j^')  Striking  on  the  back. 
Training,  breaking  in  for  any  kind  of  use  (a  camel). 

Boasting,  glorying  in.  azlmr,jy^  zu- 

hur,  and  {^ji^  zuhran)  The  back.  The  superfi- 

cies, especially  the  haj'der  and  more  hilly  part  (of 
ground).  A  camel  for  the  saddle.  A  road  through 
the  desert.  The  external  or  exoteric  part  of  the 

Kur'an,  i.  e.  the  text  (^J^  batn  implying  the  eso- 
teric part,  or  interpretation).  Much  wealth.  An 

old  kettle,  A  thing  absent,  concealed,  hidden.  The 

narrowest  side  of  a  bii-d's  feather.  Story,  news,  his- 

tory,  tradition,  i  ax]\ zahru'l  liaff,  The  back 
of  the  hand,  ^Is^  ̂la  zahrin,  Ready  for  a 

journey.  joLJ^^  '^S-  ̂da'  zahri  Usanihi,  (He 
read)  by  heart,  [j}^ ji^  CJ>\^  haras-iu  ̂ la' 
zahri  lisani,  I  read  off  by  heart,  jj^b  ̂fc 

huTvayaskulu  ̂ da'  zahri  yadi,  He  eats  at  my 
charges.  t—AiO^ viin  zahri'l  kalb,  From 

memory,  by  heart.  j^ff-  illaff-l  a^ahu 
zahri  yadin,  He  gave  to  him  without  any  recom- 

pense, "^jx^  ja^la'l  hajaia  hi  zah- 
rihi,  He  placed  the  affair  behind  him,  i.e.  he  for- 

got or  neglected  it.  j^^^  i  ̂ iP^  hhafifu'z  zahr, 

(sindj^\  t}.-a3  sakilu''z  zahr)  Possessor  of  few 

(and  many)  domestics,  j^'^  tjl^  har-inu'z  zahr, 
One  who  stands  at  another's  back,  or  follows  be- 

hind him  in  battle,  ahranu'z  zahr, They 

who  fight  in  the  rear,  i^lAS'  lassiin  ̂ idt 
zahrin,  A  thief  who  skulks  in  the  rear  and  steals. 

J^a.<  udii-c  lIaa^^  asabtu  viinha  viatara  zah- 

rin, I  have  received  fi'om  thee  much  good.  i>5j 

n-aladu'z  zahr,  A^boy  neglected  or  turned 

adrift  by  his  parents.  (•t^-'^^J 
dihivi  s'a/traWjTheir  valley  streamed  from  rain  fallen 

on  their  own  land  (>,iic?a?vansignifyingtheir  neigh- 

bours' land).  Zuhr,  Mid-day,  or  a  little  time  after 
the  sun  has  passed  the  meridian,  when  it  is  most 

sultry,  i ̂  sulatu'z  zidir,  Afternoon-prayer. 
Zahar,  (v,  n.  ofj^)  Complaining  of  or  having  a 
pain  in  the  back.  A  pain  in  the  back.  Household 
utensils.  Za/wr,  Pained  in  the  back,  Lumbaginous. 
Painful  to  the  back. 

A  zidiran,  (pi.  of      zahr)  Backs,  (pi. 

ofjipij  ̂!//iar)  The  narrowest  sidesof  birds' feathers. 

A  ̂^>\J.^\  i^f  i'z  zahranayni,  In  two  or  three 

days.  ^>baynzahi-anaynihim,'Beiy/een 
them,  among  them. 
A  zihrat,  An  assistant.  Assistance,  help. 

Zihrat,  zuhrat,  or  zaharat.  Families,  relations,  al- 
lies,   Zuhrut,  A  tortoise.    An  assistant. 

A  {^j-^  zihriy,  Thiown  behind  the  back,  for- 
gotten, neglected,  (pi.  zahariy)  Ready  for 
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use  on  every  occasion  (a  camel). 

A  i^fi'z  zahrayni,  In  two  or  in  three 

days,  ̂ .jt^  i^J^.bayn  zahrayhim,  Amongstthem, 
Aj^^  zahur.  High,  raised,  prominent.  Zu- 

hur,  (v.  n.  of  j'^)  Appearing,  being  conspicuous, 

happening.  Flowing  or  proceeding  from,  emerg- 
ing, being  born,  starting  into  being,  springing  up. 

Throwing  behind  one's  back,  forgetting,  neglect- 
ing, despising,  slighting.  Appearance, birth.  Reign, 

dominion,  fame.  (Jl,j1j^i3  zuhuri  ikbal.  Reign  of 

prosperity,  happy  progress,  fortunate  coincidence. 
J       I  *s-\.>o  sahib  zuhur.  Famous,  glorious,  (pi. 
of       zahr)  Backs. 

A  zahir,  Troubled  with  a  pain  in  the  back, 

afflicted  with  lumbago.  Strong  in  the  back.  An 

assistant,  supporter,  protector,  patron,  associate,  se- 
cond, backer.  A  poetical  name  of  a  Persian  poet. 

A  'ij^  zahirat,  Mid-day,  during  the  hot  sea- 
son, (pl.^fl^  zahasir)  (A  she-camel)  strong  in 

the  back.    'iy^^k:^\        kanmu'z  zahirat,  (or  "vs- 
haddu'z  zalilrat)  The  meridian,  the  high- 

est altitude  of  the  sun. 

A  ̂   zayy.  Honey. 
A         zaysat,  Foolish  ;  a  fool. 

zisar,  (v.  n.  of  jOi>)  Hiring  a  nurse. 

Giving  suck  to  the  young  of  another :  taking  a  lik- 

ing to.  Tying  a  bag  over  a  camel's  nose  to  induce 

her  to  suckle  another's  colt,  ̂ y'jllla  ̂̂ ^*ia]\  aC  ta^ 
zisar  harvmin,  Spearing  inclines  people  to  seek  re- 
conciliation. 

A  zayyan.  Wild  jessamine  j  also  another 

plant,  with  which  they  tan  leather.  Honey, 

A  'ij^  zayyat,  A  dead  carcase  ere  it  has  burst. 
Aj>ii>  zisr,  azsur,j^\  azmr,  jj ^ 

zumr,  *jj_j3^  zitfurat,^^  zusar,  and  Sj_aJi>  zusrat) 
A  nurse,foster-mother.  Kind,benevolent.  A  pillar, 

prop,  buttress  of  a  citadel  or  for  shoring  up  a  wall. 

^  ̂yn,  (called  «^ ̂ai«  j<ff-  (j-vS'  '^yni  (jhayr 
mankuta  or  cJii^  ̂ yni  muhmala,  Undotted 

^yn)The  eighteenth  letter  of  the  Arabic  alphabet, 
and  used  as  the  twenty-first  of  the  Persian  ;  ex- 

pressing 70  in  arithmetic.  The  power  of  this  let- 

ter is  that  of  \  alif,  pronounced  with  greater  exer- 
tion of  the  throat,  not  easy  to  be  explained.  As 

the  Roman  alphabet  does  not  furnish  any  character 

of  similar  power,  in  imitation  of  Meninski,  we  have, 

in  this  edition,  used  the  original  letter  itself  in  spell- 
ing the  words  with  the  European  alphabet. 

A  ^b,  (v.  n.  of  L-^ls-  for  u-aJv^-)  Being 
damaged  (merchandize).  Injuring,  spoiling.  Ac- 

cusing, reproaching,  treating  opprobriously.  A 
defect,  blemish.  Disgrace,  infamy. 

A  LL^jIs-  ̂ bis,  A  player,  a  dallier. 

A  ^bid.  An  adorer,  or  servant  of  God.  A 
votary.  Enraged, indignant.  Loathing,  refusing. 

Disgusted.  Denying :  a  denier,  disowner. 

p«j^iijlp^a&zc?ana.  Devoutly,  as  servant  of  God. 

A  ^bidiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A ^bar,  Heber,  son  of  Arphaxad,  son  of 

Shem.  ̂ bir,  Weeping  (man  or  woman).  A  pas- 
senger. An  interpreter,  commentator,  expounder. 

jJ-J— J\ ji\S'  ̂biru's  sabil,  A  passenger,  traveller. 
A  l>ji\S'  ̂ birat,  Whatever  passes  current,  or 

may  be  admitted  (as  a  word  or  idiomatic  phrase"), 

A  jj"^^  ̂ bis,  (pi.  (^^IjP  ̂ wabis)  Austere, 
stern,  sour,  crabbed,  grim.  A  lion. 

A  ftAJ.^  ̂ biyat,  Beautiful  (woman), 

A ^itir,  (j>i-J^  ̂ tU7')  Inflamed  with  lust, 
A  Jjilff-  ̂tih,{^\.  ̂ jSS'  ̂ th)  Free,  manumitted. 

Ancient,  old,  antique  (coin).  Wine  long  kept,  (pi, 

Jj'i^jP  ̂ waiih)  (A  girl)  in  the  bloom  of  youth, kept  confined  at  home,  and  not  yet  seen  by  her 

future  husband.  A  girl  somewhat  past  the  bloom. 

A  large  leathern  wine-bottle.  An  old  bow  red  with 

age.  (A  young  bird)  ready  for  flight.  That  part 
of  the  back  next  the  neck,  the  shoulders,  withers. 

iJ).xk\  am,yalu''l  ̂ tik.  Distorted  in  that  part, 
high-shouldered,  (Jas-  hablu'l  ̂ tik,  The 
nerve  or  tendon  between  the  neck  and  back, 

A  &a.!jlS'  ̂ tikat.  An  old  bow  red  with  age. 

A  tdblff-  ̂ tik.  Noble,  generous.  Excellent. 
Pure  (wine),  bright  (colour).  An  old  bow  red 
with  age.    Changeable,  inconstant ;  quarrelsome. 

A  i^^S-  ̂ tikat.  An  old  bow  become  red  with 
age.  A  palm-tree  which  has  not  been  fructified.  (A 

woman)  imbued  vvith  perfume.  A  woman's  name. 

A  jil'lp  ̂tim,  Late  (in  the  evening),  tardy. 
A  Olf'ls-  ̂ tlmat,  Darkened  by  dust  (stars). 

A  ̂^[s-  ̂ tin,  (pi.        ̂ tun)  Strong,  intense. 
A  e3\S'  ̂ tih,  (pi.  ̂ tahas)  One  who  takes 

a  pleasure  in  molesting  or  mimicking. 

A  ̂Jls-  ̂ ti,  (pi.  sll^S-  ̂ tat)  Proud,  overbear- 
ing, exorbitant.  Violent. 

A ^sir,  A  stumbler :  in  danger  of  falling. 

Aj^\S'  ̂ sUr,  A  pit  dug  for  catching  lions  or other  wild  beasts.  Adversity,  evil,  an  unlucky  af- 
fair.   A  dangerous  place. 

A  (Jls-  ̂ si,  (pi.  jsUs-  ̂ sat  and  ̂ JP  ̂siy)  Mis- 
chievous, destructive. 

A  ̂ U-  ̂j.  Ivory.  The  bone  of  an  elephant, Tortoiseshell.  Gentle  (she-camel).  ,^}s-  takhti 

^j.  An  ivory  throne, 
A  ̂Is-  ̂jj,  Full  of  travellers  (road). 
A  ^ji^y  Wonderful. 
Aj^-lff'  ̂ jiz,  (pl.Js-^jff-  ̂ rvajiz  and  SjjsP  ̂a- 

jazat)  Weak,  imbecile,  impotent,  exhausted,  defec- 

tive, hopeless,  powerless,  dejected.  ^5- 

jizu'r  rasy.  Weak  in  counsel,  p  ̂^lijSss^ls-  ̂ jiz 
kardan,  To  baffle,  defeat,  confound,  perplex. 

p  es,i\jis-\p^a;2>a«a,  Weakly,  hopelessly.  Weak, 



jl  ̂jy>\S'  "^jizi,  Weakness. 

A  J=-lff-  ̂tjil,  Hastening.  Swift,  expeditious. 

Agile.  Transitory,  frail,  fading,  fleeting  (opposed 

to  Js-T  ajiX).  ̂ ds-\i^  OUs-  hayati  ̂ ajila,  (This) 

transitory  life  (in  opposition  to  aJj>- 1  OUs-  hayati 

djila  and  s-ib  OIjis-  bdhiya,  Life  eternal). 

A  Sks-lff-  ̂ jilan,  (p  iotiks-lff'  ̂ jUdna)  In  haste. 

Hastily.    In  regard  to  the  present  life. 

A  iils-lp  ̂ jilat,  The  present  fleeting  life. 

A  jLctIp  ̂ jimat,  That  which  bites  :  a  tooth. 

A  ^jin,  (A  camel)  whose  foetus  does  not 

remain  quiet  in  the  -womb. 

A  "iis-ls-  ̂ jinat,  The  middle  (of  a  place). 

A  ̂jS"^  ̂m^l/>  Made  or  consisting  of  ivory. 

A  lilp-  ̂ afZ,  Name  of  an  ancient  Arabian  tribe, 

(pi.  of  Htilff-  ̂ dat)  Customs,  usages. 

A  315-  ̂ dd,  (in  arithmetic)  Any  number  which 
■will  divide  two  commensurable  numbers  without 

a  reraainder(as  6  and3  which  can  measurel2andl8). 

A  'id\S'  ̂ dat,  (pi.  C^\d\S'  ̂ ddt,  ̂ d,  and 
O^^^d)  Custom,  mode,  manner,  habit,  usage,  rite, 

observation.  Otilff- j<\  amri  ̂ dat,  Ordinary  bu- 
siness, any  thing  common  or  indifferent.  iOiilp  Jjp 

^la'  ̂adatihi,  According  to  his  custom. 

A  i'lilff'  ̂ datmi,  Habitually,  customarily. 
^,34i\p^a(^a<i,Customary,habitual.  A  catamite. 

Ajiils-  f^dir,  A  liar. 

A  Jiilp^ofZeAjUncertain,  irresolute  (in  opinion). 

^  A\^Ci\^^dil,One  who  deviates :  devious.  Equal, 

resembling,  (pi.  Jj^i^  ̂ dul  and  J^^ff-  ̂ dl)  Just, 
equitable :  one  who  administers  justice.  A  judge. 

One  who  gives  associates  to  God ;  a  polytheist. 

p  aj!l)iils>  ̂ dildna,  Justly,  equitably, 

A  ^din,  (A  she-camel)  continuing  at  one 

pasture.  A  camel  feeding  continually  on  a  kind 

of  salsuginous  herbage  (called  hamz). 

A  ̂̂ ^'b\S'  ̂ ddun,  (pi.  ofolp  ̂ dd)  Numberers. 
Angels  who  number  the  days  of  men. 

A  (ji^S-  ̂ di,  (pi.  Ij^S-  ̂ daov  ̂ ida')  A  passer 
by,  runner  on  foot.  A  transgressor,  wicked,  ra- 
pacious,fierce.  A  thief.  A  lion.  Side  of  a  plank,  (pi. 

Slj^-  ̂ ddt)  An  enemy.  ̂   S'S'  ijjd\  U  md 
adri  ayyu  ̂ din  liuma,  I  know  not  who  he  is.  (ir- 

reg.  from  Oiils-  ̂ dat,  but  much  used  in  Hindu- 
stan) Accustomed,  addicted. 

A  ̂<i\^  ̂ dly,  Belonging  to  the  ancient  tribe 

of  d\p  ̂ d.    Ancient,  old  (thing). 

A-^btilff-  ̂ f'^^samrnvsalhin  ̂ diyds,l!i2ime 
of  a  man  proverbial  for  keeping  his  promise. 

A  C^\>,i^\s-  ̂ diydt,  (pl.of  s^.iilS'^atZtya^)  Swift 
(horses).  Hard  running  camels. 

A  aJ.iilff'  ̂ diyat,  Injustice,  iniquity.  Hostility. 
Infantry  (and  sometimes  cavalry)  rushing  before 

the  rest  to  battle.  Swift  horses,  (-pi.  (jd\jS-  ̂ ivddi) 
Camels  pasturing  upon  ̂ jwi^*  hamz.  Distance. 
Business  which  diverts  the  attention.  Camels  not 

inclined  for  salsuginous  pasture.  Hard-running. 
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A  L-Jiilff-  ̂ zib,  One  abstaining  from  eating  on 
account  of  excessive  thirst.  (Beasts  of  burden) 
standing  without  meat  or  drink.  Under  the  open  sky. 

AjiilS'  ̂ zir,  A  circumciser.  One  who  makes 
excuses,  an  apologist.  The  scar  of  a  wound.  Dung, 
excrement.  A  menstruous  vein. 

A  'ijd\S'  ̂ zirat,  Ordure,  excrement. 

A  (  i'd\S'  ̂ zif,  One  eating  nothing -.^fasting. 

Ajilff'  ̂ :zU,  (pi.  'i^i^  ̂ zalat,  ̂y\  '^^zzdl, 
and  (J  ̂izzal)  One  who  reproves  and  blames, 

a  railer.  (pi.  Ji^jS-  ̂ wdziV)  A  certain  vein  from 
which  menstruation  flows.  The  old  name  of  the 

Arabian  month  Shaaban  or  Shawwal. 

A  jjils-  ̂ zur,  (pl.j^i^^  ̂ wdzir-)  Adversity, 
evil.  A  long  mark  made  on  cattle. 

aAj ̂  'd\S'^zurdi,A.-n  inflammation  in  the  throat. 
A  ^zi,  (A  place)  far  from  water. 

A  'i>d\s-  ̂ ziyat,  (Camels)  staying  in  a  place 
without  the  salsuginous  plant  i^ja.!?"  hamz. 

kJS'  ̂ar.  Reproach,  scorn.  Disgrace,  igno- 
miny, dishonour,  shame.  Bashfulness,  modesty, 

p  ̂J^liijlp-  ̂ ar  ddshtan,  To  be  ashamed,  to  blush. 
To  cause  to  blush,  to  put  to  the  blush. 

A  jls-  ̂ rr,  Scabby  (camel). 

AL^jS- ^ rib, Deep  (river);  plenteous  in  water 
(well).  Pure,  genuine  (Arab). 

^irat,  Any  thing  lent  or  borrowed. 

A         ̂ ''0'  Absent.  Concealed,  hidden. 

A  dj\P-  ̂ rid,  One  who  retires  to  one  side. 

'  A  l_^l5'^an'3,Happening,occurrent,accidental. 
Accident,  event.  Contingence.  A  misfortune,  evil, 

disease.  Diseased,  broken  down  with  age  (she-ca- 

mel). Reviewer  of  an  army.  Muster-master.  Ge- 
neral of  an  army.  Side  of  the  face,  cheek.  A  large, 

heavy  cloud  ;  a  low-hanging  cloud  bounding  the 

horizon,resembling  a  mountain ;  also  such  a  moun- 

tain. Any  thing  that  meets  the  eye  (as  a  curtain, 

and  the  like).  A  gift,  present.  The  grinding  teeth  ; 

or  any  except  those  in  front,  p  ^riz 

gardidanov  ̂ tivji>67tWa?z,  To  happen,  occur.  i^J^ 

^rizi  lashkar,  A  field-deputy,  a  i^Js- 

_^^rizi  mavidlih,  Paymaster  of  the  empire. 

A  \*oJ^  ̂ rizan,  Accidentally. 
A^^V.tfjjlff'  ̂ rizd7ii,{oh\ique  i^^jyOj\S'^rizayni) 

(dual  of  i^J^  ̂ riz^  Both  sides  of  the  face,  the 

cheeks.  (j^^U)^  hhafrfu'l ^rizayn,Th.\n 
of  hairs  on  the  sides  of  the  face. 

A  X/Ojls-  ̂ rizat,  (pi.  [^j^^  ̂ indriz')  Any 
thing  necessary  to  be  done.  A  note  or  memorial. 

Accident,  event.  The  side  of  the  face.  A  trans- 
verse or  horizontal  piece  of  wood  over  a  doorway 

or  on  a  roof.  A  side-tooth.  The  side  of  the  face, 
beard,  or  cheek.  Eloquence.  Strength,  hardiness, 

courage.  Skill,  ability.  A  camel  killed  when  la- 
bouring under  any  infirmity  (ia*j^  ̂ hit  implying 

one  slaughtered  without  a  blemish).  A  flush,  heat, 

or  scurf  on  the  face. 

If- 

A  'i*oJS'  ̂ rizatan,  Obliquely,  askance. 
p  ewib  ^riz-ndjna,  Particulars  of  receipts 

of  revenue. 

A  ^riziy,  Accidental 
sifati  ̂ riziya,  An  accidental  quality. 

'  A  ; — ijs-  ̂a/'?^,Knowing,  perceiving; scientific  ; 
wise,  skilful,  intelligent,  sagacious.  Well-known, 
notorious.  Patient.  A  holy  man.  Head  man,  chief. 

A  eolijlff-  ̂ rifdna,  Wisely,  acutely.  Piously. 
A  symbol.  Areckoning,proportionof  any  payment. 

A&ijls-^arz/af,(fem.)(pl.  (  iJSjS'  ̂ wdrif)Inge- 
nious.^  Known.  Patient.  Benefit,  favour,  gift. 

Xijls-  L«i>  Cl^^^^jo-  habasat  nafsan  ̂ rifuian,  She 
preserved  a  patient  mind,  she  kept  her  temper. 

A  uiljlff.  ̂ rih,  (pi.  t^^jS-  ̂ mdrik)  A  men- 
struous woman.  A  camel  whose  elbow  cuts  his  side. 

A  j»jls-  ̂rim  ,Intense,  violent.  Impudent.  Of a  bad  disposition.   Dirty,  obscene.   Cold  (day). 

sijnu  ̂ rimin,  Name  of  a  prison  in  Kiifa. 

A  (jj^  ̂ rin,  Distant  (place).  A  lion. 

A  *s,  J Js-  ̂rurat,  Sordid, hateful,  wicked  (man). Unlucky.  Bunchless  (camel). 

A  {jJ^S'  ̂7-1,  Whatever  surprises  or  comes  un- 

looked  for.  (pi.  "i^ff-  ̂rdt)  Naked,  denuded,  bare. Destitute  of  hair.  Exempt  from,  pure.  Simple 

(prose),  without  rhyme  or  measure.  Ignorant. 

A  ^riyat,  (pi.  {jj^j^  ̂ wdr'i)  Any  thing borrowed  or  lent,  p  (jiib  C^jlff-  ̂ riyat  dddan, 

To  lend.  ^>-iyat  girifian,To  borrow. 

-A-  '^.j^  f^riyat,  (pi.  Csj^^  ̂ ivdriy')  Any thing  borrowed  or  lent. 

p       ClOjls-  ̂ 7-iyat-sard,  The  present  world. 

A  iJ^J^^  ̂ riyatl,  Borrowed.  False  (hair). 
Common,  of  every  day's  wear.  Transient,  fading. 

Ajls-  ̂ zz,  A  long  mountain. 
A  ̂ j-^  ̂ dzib,  Unmarried.    Distant  pasture. 

A  sheep  feeding  in  a  distant  pasture,  (pi. 

^zib)  A  camel  which  feeds  abroad  all  night. 

A  iojls-  ̂ zibat,  A  wife.  A  camel. 

Ajjlff-  ̂ izar,  Lazarus, A  (  jjlP  ̂zif,  A  singer  or  player  of  music. 

A  j«jlP-  ̂zim,  One  who  applies  his  mind.  One 
undertaking  (a  journey).    An  enterprizer.  ̂ \s- 

^zimu''z  ziydrat,  One  who  designs  a  visit, 

p         i^lff-  ̂zim  shudan,  To  set  out  on  a  journey. 
A  (Jills-  ̂ is,  (pi.  ̂ sas  and  (j«Ju«P  ̂ m) 

Nightwatch,  patrole. 

A  I — h*n\s-  ̂ sif,  Dying  (camel).  (A  camel)  af- 
flicted Ti'ith  pestilence.  One  which  has  a  trembling 

or  falling  of  the  larynx. 

A  jJ-Awls-  ̂ sil,  One  who  takes  the  honey  from 
the  hives.  Tremulous  (spear),  (pi.  Jv*».S'  ̂ sid)  A 
good  man.  One  whose  deeds  are  praiseworthy,  and 

whose  fame  is  as  sweet  as  honey,  (pi.  (JJlff-  ̂ {ssal 

and  ^wdsiV)  A  wolf. 
A  'i^MiXs-  ̂ silat,  (A  hive)  full  of  honey. 

A  j^Ip  ̂sim,  (pi.  j.A-S'  ̂sum)  Who  earns  his 



bread  by  labour.  One  who  brings  trouble  and  vex- 
ation upon  his  household.  Covetous,  greedy. 

A  ^in,  Narrow,  confined  (place). 

A  ^asi,  A  palm-tree.  A  branch  and  bunch 
of  dates.  Hard  and  dry  (branch). 

A  l^m\S'  ̂ shib,  (A  camel)  pasturing  on  fresh 

grass  (i^^JLff-^shb).  (A  field)  abundant  in  herbage. 

A j^lp'  ̂ shir,  A  tenth.  A  tithe-collector.  A 
publican,  revenue-collector. 

A  'ijM^  ̂ shirat,  (pi.  O^^ls-  ̂ shirat)  A female  hyena.  The  circle  in  which  the 

wdshi7-(lOth.  verses)ofthe  Kur'an  is  contained,  (pi. 

j*^^^  ̂ washh-)  Every  tenth  verse  of  the  Kur'an. 
(pl.jLiP^  a^har)  A  prize  at  a  game  of  hazard.  A 
portion  of  a  slaughtered  camel.  The  outer  feather 

of  a  bird"'s  wing. 
A  ̂Zi\S'^shik,  A  lover,  inamorato,  sweetheart, 

mistress.  Amorous.  Transported  with  divine  love, 

p  ^J^^  ̂shiJci  bichdra,  A  species  of  ivy. 

udLii-  ̂ j^^S-  ̂ shiki  hlmshh,  A  faithless  lover. 

ijj^  (3'*'^  ̂ shiki  sag-jdn,  A  worldling. 

i^^Jm  ̂ isJdk  shudan,  To  fall  in  love.  3*«lS' 

^sliild  maftun,  (a.^l^.ii  Jj.^ulS'  ̂ shihi  diroa- 
na,  or  ̂ ^yi^  ̂3*^^^  ̂shiJii  majnun)  Frantic,  mad, 

dying  with  love.  A  ̂ ^Z^<  j  Jj*^^  f^shih  u  ma^ 
shuk,  Lover  and  beloved. 

p  joliLijlff'  ̂ .shikana,  Amorously.    A  lover. 

p  b  J^ls-  ̂ shik-bd,  (or  Jj^lp  ̂ shik-wd) 
A  dish  made  of  fruits,  as  dried  peaches,  prunes, 

grapes,  walnuts,  or  almonds  boiled  with  the  acid 

of  sumach  and  pomegranates, 

A  'ijiZi\s-  ̂ shikat,  A  mistress. 
j^^^J^\s-^sJdkt,TuO\e.  The  condition  of  alover. 

p  ̂ JilyC  (^JLilff-  f^sliihi  namudan,  To  fall  in  love. 
A  &IHjij\p  ̂ shildyat,  A  being  enamoured. 

A  ̂J^i^  ̂shiin,  A  sort  of  tree.    A  sand-hill. 

A  Aj^Jm\^  ̂ shurdi,  (or  ^sliura')  (pi. 

jw»^yi^an;as/tt?-)(oi']j^lp  j»3^.yaTO?rt?'^aAV/,Mra')The 

tenth  or  ninth  of  the  first  month,  ̂  jsi^  muharram. 
A  (_*«>lp'  ̂as/ti.  One  who  eats  or  prepares  (for  a 

journey)  in  the  evening.  A  traveller.  One  who 

approaches  or  makes  up  to. 

xkiMiS'^shiyatyKcidimel  grazingin  theevening. 

A  (^Is-  ̂ s,  (v.  n.  of  for  {jo^s-)  Confound- 
ing (an  adversary),  reducing  (him)  to  a  nonplus. 

A  ^sib,  One  intensely  hungry,  who  ties 
a  stone  round  his  waist.  Red  and  dusky  (horizon). 

A  ^sid,  A  dying  camel  turning  his  head 
over  his  shoulders. 

A j*o\ff-  ̂ sir,  A  presser,  squeezer. 

A  ^^>f)  Strong,  violent(wind).  Stormy, 
blowing  (day).  Declining,  deviating  (an  arrow 
from  the  mark).  Whatever  inclines  or  is  bent. 

A  afl^ls-  ̂ sifat,  A  strong,  violent  wind. 

A  J-^sls-  ̂ sil,  Firm,  strong  (arrow). 

A  ̂*o\s-  ̂sim,  A  defender.  Safe,  protected. 

Chaste,  virtuous.   A  man's  name.    ̂ Xs-  jj\  abu 
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^sim,  Father  of  safety,  i.  e.  Barley-broth. 

A  'i^\S'  ̂ simat,  (The  protected)  Madina. 
A  ^si,  (pi.  sUaS-  ̂ sdt)  Disobedient,  re- 

bellious, seditious,  refractory,  stubborn.  A  sinner, 

rebel.  Acamerscoltindependentof hisdara.  Avein, 
the  blood  of  which  cannot  be  stanched.  The  Orontes. 

p  (J  J>«)  ^si  shudan,  To  rebel,  mutiny. 

A  axolff-  ̂ siyat,  Inaccessible,  impregnable. 

A  (_>9ls-  ̂ uzz,  A  biter.  (A  camel)  feeding  on 
the  plant  i^ja.S'  ̂ zz. 

A  'L6\S'  ̂ zzat,  (pi.  ^wdzz)  A  camel 
feeding  on  the  thorny  plant  (^Jia^  ̂ zz. 

A  iX^ls-  ̂ zid,  An  ass  which  hugs  the  sides  of 
the  female  when  covering.  One  who  walks  by  the 

side  of  his  beast.  A  male  camel,  which  biting  the 

arm(^*aP  ̂ zud)  ofthefemale,  forces  her  tocrouch. 

A j^lfi'  ̂ zir, Who  or  what  hinders :  an  obstacle. 
A  !S^\S'  ̂ zih,  (pi.  a-o^jff-  ̂ rvdziJi)  Pasturing 

on  the  thorny  shrub  sLoS-  ̂ zdh  (a  camel).  A  ma- 
gician, sorcerer.  sJAS'  hayyatun  ̂ zihun  (or 

il^lsi),  A  serpent  stinging  to  death  on  the  spot. 

A  ^zihat,  A  she-camel  pasturing  on  the 
thorny  shrub  51<aP  ̂ zdh. 

A  ^zl,  Well  clothed  and  delicately  fed. 

A jLls-  ̂tir,  (pl.^jlaS'  ̂ itur)  Fond  of  odours. 
Odoriferous.  Benevolent,generous,noble.Gracious. 

A  (j«l>lff'  ̂ tis,  Sneezing.  Dawn.  (A  deer)  ad- 
vancing towards  or  meeting  a  person(a  good  omen). 

A  (jil^ls-  ̂ tish,  Thirsty. 
A  i^aialff'  ̂ tif,  (pi.  cijag  ̂ itf)  Inclined  to. 

Benevolent,  gracious.  A  sheet  or  mantle.  A  fawn 
whose  neck  is  bent  when  couchant.  The  horsewhich 

comes  in  sixth  in  a  race,  silsls-  j\j  rodwi  ̂ tifa,  The 

conjunction  j,  And,  connecting  two  synonymes,  or 
two  opposites,  which  is  then  pronounced  u :  as, 

^^JJ(^.  J  (jjj'^  darun  u  birun,  Interior  and  exterior. When  joiningdifferent  sentences  it  ispronouncedwa. 

A  ftiislS'  ̂ tifat,  (pi.  ^awaii/") Affection 
benevolence.  Kin,  relationship.    Grace,  favour. 

A  J,i>ls-^o<«7, Idle,  vacant,  wanting.  Vain,  use- 

less, (pi.  ̂y^^^S'  ̂ wdtil  and  J.laP  ̂uttal)  (A  wo- 
man) whose  neck  is  destitute  of  ornaments. 

A  ̂ \S'  ̂tim,  (pi.  ̂JaS-  ̂tum)  Perishing. 
Ajjisls-  ̂ itin,  (A  camel)  lying  down  near  the 

cistern  after  he  has  quenched  his  thirst. 

A  Xiblff'  ̂ tinat,  (pi.  (^^^^  ̂ rodtin  and  (^yiaS' 

^tun)  (A  camel)  lying  down  near  the  cistern  after 
he  has  quenched  his  thirst.  A  sea-port  in  Yaraan. 

A  ̂_>*j_jl9ls-  ̂ aiws.  Any  thing  exciting  sneezing, 
a  sternutatory.    A  certain  animal  of  bad  omen. 

A  i^l^ls-  ̂ tuf,  A  trap  or  gin  formed  of  a  bent stick ;  a  springe. 

A  ^ifi,  A  taker,  receiver. 
A  il»»ls>lff'  ̂ zib,  One  who  alights  in  a  sandy country. 

A  ̂^Xs-^zil,  ( ^JhS' ̂ zla')  (Locusts)  stick- 
ing close  together. 

A  1 — jls-  ̂o/*,  A  level  country  with  soft  soil. 
Aiai^.S'  ̂ a/?^,Breakingwind.  Bleating.  Sneezing. 

A  &lajlS'  ̂ jitai,  A  shepherdess.  A  ewe. 

A  jjS^  ̂ a^/j,Aman  going  constantly  to  and  fro. 

A  ,J.j^  ̂ fih  One  who  wears  short  garments 
over  long  ones. 

A ^o/iir.  Misfortune:  as,Jji»  j^jils-  ̂  

waha^  fi  ̂furi  shai^rin,  He  fell  into  trouble. 
A  (jls-  ̂o/i,  (pi.  slis-  ̂ ifdt)  Who  asks  or  re- 

ceives a  favour  or  food.  Plentiful,  abundant,  nu- 

merous, long,  luxuriant.  Forgiving.  Arriving.  A 

guest.  Long-haired.  Meat  left  in  a  kettle  in  re- 
turn for  the  loan  of  it.  (pi.  ̂ if^y)  Obliterated, 

effaced.  One  who  obliterates,  effaces,  or  destroys. 

.  '  AiJi\s-^Jiyai,  A  preserving  in,  or  a  restoring  to, 
health.  A  defending  from  harm.  Health,  safety, 

(pi.  ̂ mdft)  Seai'ching  for  food  (man,  beast, 
or  bird).  (A  crowd)  approaching  to  water.  Those 

who  ask  favours.  j»s;^^  ̂fiyatu  'I  lahm,¥leshy 
(she-camel).  kasiru'l  ̂ Jiyat,One\vho entertains  many  guests. 

A^jl5'^a/i,(or  Jjb  bdk)A  raven's  caw. 
A  jlS'  ̂ kk,  (pi.  'isi^  ̂ kakat)  Disobedient, undutiful,  rebellious,  disloyal. 

A  t_^^  ̂ kib,  A  successor  or  deputy,  one  who 
comes  last  (hence  an  epithet  of  Muhammad,  as 
being  styled  the  last  of  the  prophets),  (pi. 

^wdkib)  A  she-camel  that  eats  up  the  remains  of 
the  provender ;  also  one  that,  after  drinking  a  little, 

goes  to  her  lair,  and  presently  returns  to  the  water. 

A  iLslp  ̂ kibat,  (v.  n.  of  (»_Aa&)  Coming  after, 
succeeding.  Considering  the  end  of  anything,  (pi. 

u^^jS'  ̂ wdkib)  End,  conclusion^  success,  accom- 
plishment, issue.  Recompense,  reward.  A  son, 

offspring.    Finally,  at  length,  in  the  end. 

^hibatu''l  ami',  Termination  of  any  business. 
The  long  and  short  of  the  matter.  Finally. 

p  jjiJ,j6\  (.^aJjIp  f^kibat-andesh.  Provident. 

p  1^^,  CL>'i>\S'  ̂ Jubat-bim,  Foresight. 
A  ^kid,  One  binding,  fastening,  tying  in 

a  knot.  A  binder.  A  she-camel  when  she  has  con- 

ceived (as  she  then  twists  her  tail  in  a  knot).  A 
doe  which  turns  her  head  back,  placing  it  on  her 

rump.  The  environs  of  a  well. w 

A Js\s-  ̂hir,  (pl.jHs-  ̂ hhar)  Barren  (woman). 
Addle,not  procreating(man).  One  who  hamstrings. 

(Large  tracts  of )  unfertile  sands.  A  high  sand-hill. 
An  incomparable  woman. 

A  U-y> j^'^  f^hir  harhd,  Dracunculus. A  1^6  VLp  ̂ hif.  Crooked-legged  (sheep). 

A  Jjilff'  ̂ hil,  (pi.  -^iJJis-  ̂ ihalds  and  Jlttff-  ̂ k- 
kdl)  Prudent,  judicious,  intelligent,  sensible,  wise, 

sagacious.  A  mountain-goat  securely  perched  on 
a  high  rock.  A  deer.  The  relations  of  a  man  who 
may  inherit  his  property,  a^  a  father,  grandfather, 

or  son's  son. 
pj0^l^^a/a7a«a.  Prudently, wisely.  Prudent. 
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 A  Siilff'  ̂ kilat,  A  sensible  woman.    A  bride- 

dresser,  tire-woman.  Paternal  relations  who  pay 

the  expiatory  mulct  for  manslaughter.  Magistrates. 

^  ^kili,  Wisdom,  sense,  intellect. 

Aj^^S-  ̂ kur,  (A  saddle)  galling  a  (horse's) 
back.  Biting  (ass). 

A  Jji'^  ̂ ikul,  (pi.  ̂y3\^  ̂ wahil)  The  wind- 
ing of  a  river.  A  country  in  which  there  is  no  open 

road.  An  intricate  affair.  A  whirlpool,  gulf.  A 

kind  of  caper.  A  river.  A  heap  of  sand.  A  wave. 
The  teak-tree. 

A  (^^'^  ̂kula',  A  name  of  the  city  ofKufa. 
^Jiib,  (pl.u-J^SS)  A  great  multitude. 

A  1  fi^tp  ̂ kif,  (pi.  ^2<Am/")  Assiduous, 
diligent.  One  who  remains  behind.  Constantly 

employed  in  devotion,  p  {_ji*S>  ij^^  ̂ kifdni 
kuds,  Those  who  reside  constantly  at  Jerusalem 

from  motives  of  piety. 

A  ̂J^Vff-  ̂ kil,  (pi.  ,JiS'  f^huV)  A  dwarf.  A  mi- 
ser, a  niggard.  Inauspicious. 

A  <^^\S'  ̂ftub,  Dust. 

A  j^^^=ls-  ̂ a/«,  Dead.  Dying.  One  who  sells 

^  ̂lia',  or  who  is  given  to  drink  the  milk  or 
beverage  called  ^Ifiy, 

ma  lahu  ̂ lun  wa  la  ma- 
lun,  He  has  nothing. 

A  Jl^  ̂ 11,  Whose  camels  have  drunk  twice. 

A  ^lat,  A  parapluie,  or  any  thing  that 

shelters  from  rain.  A  she-ostrich.  Poverty,  (pi. 

of  ,Jj^  ̂«>?7)  Poor.  (pi.  of  ^yyil)  Domes- 
tics, persons  who  are  maintained  in  a  family. 

A  ^aZZai,(Camels)whichhave  drunk  twice. 

^lij,  (pi-  ̂^jff-^aroa/?;)  (A  camel)  feed- 
herb  ~^lajan.  Sand  lying  layer 

upon  layer. 

A  la5lp-  ̂ lit,  A  poet. 

A  ijilff'  ̂lik,  (pi.  ^walilt)  (A  camel) 

feeding  on  the  plant  i^J^  ̂ilka'.  A  camel  brows- 
ing on  the  higher  parts  of  thorny  shrubs  (as  if  sus- 

pended from  them). 

A  Cifills-  ̂ Uk,  Hard,  tough  (meat). 

A  U'^  ^laka  ̂ liyan,  An  exclamation 
made  to  any  one  when  about  to  stumble. 

»».  A  jjlff'  ̂dam,  (pi.  ^lamun  and  ^a- 
walim)  The  world.  The  universe.  Time,  age. 

Condition,  state.  Men,  creatures,  every  thing  which 

the  world  contains,  pu^l  ^lamiab,  A  great 

drinker.  A  drinking-bout.  A  ̂ jj^  ̂ lami 
arrvah,  The  world  of  spirits.  u^U*«\  ̂ J'^  ̂lami 
asbab,  The  world,  this  life.  ̂ Jb  ̂\S'  ̂lami  bald, 
Future  state,  p  ̂ Iff-  ̂lami  bala,  The  world 
above,  heaven.  Ji  ̂ lami  tar,  The  world  of 

pagan  ignorance,  a  CL^J>  ̂ Xs-  ̂lami  tarhiyat, 
World  of  discipline,  p  ^ys-  ̂lamijaUfW  orld 
of  spirits.  This  world.  The  elements.  ^JIp 
^lamijabarut,  (or  C^^^  ̂ lami  malahut) 
World  of  the  angels,  or  the  heaven  above  the  starry 

msron  the  h 
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firmament,  where  the  angels,  according  to  the  Mu- 
hammadan  system,  are  supposed  to  dwell ;  and 

immediately  under  t^'^  ^lami  ̂ zamat, 

The  high  empyrean  heaven,  the  residence  of  Om- 

nipotence, p  tiJls-  ̂ Iff.  ̂lami  lihak,  The  earth. 
The  human  body.  Ll/ijjii  ̂ lami  dnrang, 
The  earth  as  subject  to  the  vicissitudes  of  day  and 

night.  A  hypocrite,  j^.ii  ̂Jls-  ̂lami  dir/ar,  The 
other  world,  a  ̂ Jji  ̂ ilami  zarvJi,  The  world 

of  delight.  ̂ ^Lm  ̂ [s-  ̂lamisijii,  The  earth.  ̂ Xs- 

C^i^^^^laniishahadat,  The  visible  world.  ̂ Jls- 
OjljLo  ̂ lami  sabdmat,(^aTid  CUp jjl^  ̂lami 
tufuUyat)  The  age  of  youth,  childhood,  infancy. 

Jf^  ^lami  sagJnr,  The  world  ;  men  ;  kings. 

{Jjyo  jjls-  ̂lami  suri,  The  visible  world.  ̂ \S' 

^\S'^lam  ̂ lam,  The  greatest,  highest,  most,  ̂ lls- 

^lami  ̂ hm,  The  upper  world.  i»-aJ|5-  ̂ {.S- 
^lami  ghayb,  The  world  of  absence,  i.e.  a  future 

state,  joi'  ̂Iff-  ̂lam  hablr,  Nature,  condition. 
^\s-  ̂lami  hami,  The  visible  world. 

^lanii  Idhut,  Court  of  heaven,  p 
Jli*  dar  ̂ dlami  masdl,  In  the  world  of  fancy,  in 

a  dream,  in  ecstasy,  a  [^^lxjc  ̂ Xs-  ̂lamima^ml, 

The  rational  world.  (]^ow>  ̂ darni  ma^ia' ,  The 

invisible  world.  O _j**>li  ̂ JU-  ̂lami  ndsut,  The 

world  of  mortals.  Oli)l-3  ̂ Is^  ̂lami  nabdtdt, 

Botany,  ̂ {ff-j^^^^  mashhurl  ^dam,  Known  to 
all  the  world,  ̂ lim,  (pi.  ̂ dldm)  Learned, 
intelligent,  wise.  Theoretic  (in  contradistinction  to 

(Jyclff-  ̂ mil,  Practical).  One  who  makes  a  fissure 

in  the  upper  lip.  Xiil^^l^j  <-r^V«^^  ̂ lirnu'l 

(jhayb  ma^sh  shahddat,  (God)  who  knows  the  past 
and  the  present,  the  invisible  and  the  visible,  om- 

niscient. Pjj  ̂ ^S'  ̂limi  tar,  (A  wet  or  green 
doctor)  A  hypocrite  or  ignorant  pretender. 

p\j  I  ̂Is-  ̂lam-drd  or  (_5'^T,  World-adorning. 

Pjjj3^  jjls-  ̂lam-afroz.  World-illuminating. 
p  ^lijndna,  Wisely,  learnedly. 

p  sU-^'^  ̂ lam-pandh.  Asylum  of  the  world. 

p  ^lam-tab,  World-inflaming. 

i>J^*^ls-  ̂ lam-soz,  World-inflaming. 

J_j*-\lp&ar/»'^aZa7w-so2;,World-inflaminglightning. 

p  dij)  pJlff-  ̂lam-gard,  A  great  traveller. 

P  jjls-  ̂lam-gir,  Conquering  the  universe. 
One  of  Awrang-zeb's  titles. 

p  lij^  ̂ Is-  ̂tlam-naward,  A  great  traveller. 

A  ̂j^^  ̂ lamun,  (pi.  of  ̂ Is-  ̂lam)  Worlds. 
(^j^It  W  \  CLjjrabbu '  I  ̂lattiin, I^ord  of  h  osts  or  worl  ds. 

p  ̂_J^Xs■  ̂ lami,  Worldly,  existing  in  the  world. 

p  jjlJ^ls-  ̂ damiydn,  Men,  mankind. 
A  aJli^  ̂ lih.  Inconstant,  light,  vain,  fickle  (wo- 

man).   A  (female)  ostrich. 

A  ̂Iff'  ̂a/i.  High,  sublime,  eminent,  excellent, 
grand.  ̂ a/I,  (with  tanwin  Jiff-  ̂ lin)  The  upper 

part.  Above.  Jiff-  min  ̂ lin.  From  the  up- 

per part,  from  above.  O^^os-  ̂ ^Is-  ̂ U-hazrat, 

sU-        ̂ U-jdh,  iJIp-  ̂ I'l-jandb,  (Jli> 10  c 

^lt-shan,jS»  ̂ [ff-  ̂ li-hadar,  ^iR-ma- 

kdm,j\^suo  ̂ \si-  ̂ri-mikddr,iJL*i^j^  ̂ S'^ll-man- 

liibat,  i^J^o  ̂ li-makdn  (with  other  similar 
phrases,  which  are  often  joined  in  one  word,  as 

CL>j..>aj^\ff'  ̂ dR-hazrat),  are  titles  of  dignity  and 
address,  occurring  frequently  in  letters  to  and  from 

men  of  high  rank;  implying,  majesty,  excellence,  of 

exalted  dignity,  powerful,  u-**^^  ̂ '^S-  ̂iVl  ka^, 
Noble,    ijij'^  J  ̂[S'^Rudun,  High  and  low. 

A  ̂llp  ̂a%,*  Native  of,  belonging  to,  Hijaz. 
A  ^liyat,  (fern.)  (pi.  (_J^j^  ̂ wdlT)  High, 

exalted.  Sublimity.  Any  thing  high  or  tall.  The 

upper  half  of  a  spear.  The  upper  part.  The  higher 

part  of  Arabia,  from  above  Najd  to  Tihamat,  behind 

Mecca;  the  province  of  Hijaz  or  Arabia  Petreea. 

p  ^li  sardy,  The  high  seraglio,  a 
monarch's  court. 

p  j^llii Iff- ̂ aZi-s/mw,  Of  high  degree.  Imperial, 
royal, most noble,excellent,dignified.  ̂ ^^Ls^KS' ^^^J^ 

nishdni  ̂ li-shdn.  The  imperial  signet. 

p  ^li-guhar,  Valuable  pearl  or  gem. 

Aul**^i>  ̂ Iff-  ̂ U-himmat,  High-minded,  noble, 
gracious,  generous. 

p  (_|^  ̂Iff'  ̂li-himmatl.  Elevation  of  mind. 

A  j»lff-  ̂m,  (pi.  pljff-^  a^dm)  A  year.  A  day. 
al  ̂ am.  This  year.  (Jj^  ̂ mii  aivmal,  Last 

year,  p  j^,^  ̂   ̂mi  digar.  Next  year. 
^mu  sanatin,  A  year  of  dearth,  a  Jj1  ̂Iff-  ̂.Is- 

^mu  ̂ mi  awmal,  The  year  before  last,  plS" 
^mu'l  fil,  A  feast  in  commemoration  of  the  de- 

feat of  a  king  of  Egypt  who  besieged  Mecca  be- 

fore the  time  of  Muhammad,  (pi.  of  iwls-  ̂ mat) 
Many  handsful  (of  corn). 

A  jilff-  ̂mni,  Complete,  perfect.  A  year,  ̂ mm 
or  ̂ im,  Common,  universal,  public,  popular,  vul- 

gar. The  vulgar,  common  people,  commons,  com- 

monalty. 0!.*lff-  &J!!ls-  hussad  ̂ mnia,  Common 

sense.  ̂ \S'  ̂  ̂Jols-  khdss  u  ̂ mm,  Noble  and  ple- 
beian, gentle  and  simple. 

A  ^mat,  (pi.  jtlff-  ̂m)  A  handful,  or  num- ber of  handsful  (of  corn).  The  wreath,  sash,  or 
turban  rolled  round  the  head.  The  head  of  a  horse- 

man, as  appearing  above  the  crowd.  Inflated  lea- 
thern bottles,  used  as  rafts  in  crossing  streams. 

A  'k<\s-  ̂ mmat,  (fem.)  Common,  universal,  vul- 

gar, (pi.  ̂ mam)  The  vulgar,  commons,  ple- 
beians. The  general  resurrection.  A  community, 

society.  All,  every  body.  A  raft.  Jv*o\9\  ̂^Iff-  ̂ m- 
mast  afdzil,  All  the  doctors  or  learned  men.  &-<lff' 

^immaA  bardycC ,  All  the  nobility  and  vassals. 

C^AJ^ff^  aJols-  ̂ mmasi  ra^yat,  The  lower  order  of 

men,  the  common  people,  peasantry.  ̂ \ lilAff- aJolff- 

^mman  ̂ bddu'Udh,  All  the  servants  of  God.  All 
tlie  subjects.  is.<X^^m7naj:inds,  All  mankind. 

'ii^  '&i\s-  ̂ mmatan  kdffatan,  Generally,  univer- 

sally, commonly. 
A  (^ols-  ̂ mid,  One  who  proposes,  purposes. 



designs,  pursues,  or  makes  for. 

A  lijvols-  ̂ midan,  Purposely,  designedly. 

A jio\S'  ̂ mir-  ^immar)  Cultivated,  in- 
habited, flourishing.  Rich,  abundant.  A  visitant. 

J'requented,  standing,  in  preservation  (building). 
An  inhabitant.  A  family,  part  of  a  tribe.  Rustic. 

Royal,  imperial.  A  hyena's  cub.  A  serpent.  A 

proper  name,  j^ols-  ̂ \  ummu  ̂ mir,  A  hyena. 

A  'ij/cKs-  ̂ mirat,  (fern.)  Long-lived.  Cultivated 
(country).  Well-replenished  (treasury),  (pl.j*^^ 

^rvamir)  A  serpent.    S^lff-  hhazinasi 
mira,  The  royal  treasury. 

A;jia*lS'^a?«is,Akindofdish.  (See;ja/olam«5). 
A  ^imih,  (A  camel)  feeding  on  the  plant 

A  ^mil,  A  maker,  performer,  (pi. 

^malat  and  (Jl*5-  ̂ immaT)  An  operator,  work- 
man. An  intendantof  finance,  collector  of  revenue 

(inferior  to  an  (j^*^  mn'in  and  J\:>^ijcj  zamin-dar). 
An  ofBcer,  functionary.  Practical  (opposed  to 

^lim,  Theoretical),  (pi.  ,J-/«^_jff-  ̂ wamil)  (in  gram- 
mar) Governing.  That  part  of  the  spear-staff  near- 

est to  the  iron  head,  p  (j^j^jti  ̂ milani 
daryawaliun,  The  planets  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars, 
the  Sun,  Venus,  Mercury,  and  the  Moon.  A 

^mili  tab^  The  animal  spirit,  p 

^7nilijan,Cvea.to\'  of  the  soul,  i.  e.  God.  Elements. 

A  iiUlff'  ̂ milat,  (pi.  J.*^^?'  ̂ rvamil)  One  word 
governing  another :  a  governing  power  (as  a  pre- 

position or  particle).  That  part  of  the  spear-staff 
nearest  to  the  iron  head. 

p  m\>  (J-^ls-  ̂ m.il-nama,  A  government  war- 
rant or  order  empowering  one  to  lake  possession. 

AC-»»ti>*  j«ls-^oTO-7Ka7?/«^rt/, Universally  useful. 
Adyc[ff- ̂ 7nud,(\>\ .  ^wamid)  A  column . 
A  [^y<i\s-  ̂ rnus,  Emmaus. 

A  ^mih,  (pi.  f^mmah)  Astonished, 
confounded,  puzzled,  perplexed,  nonplused. 

j1         ̂ vimi,  The  common  people.  Ignoi'ant. 

A  ̂ ^S-  ̂ imly,  General,  common,  universal. 
Plebeian.  Dry  herbage  a  year  old. 

A  ^mniiy,  Annual,  or  a  year  old  (plant). 
Common,  plebeian.  Popular,  vulgar. 

A  Xa^iIs-  ̂ miyat,  Weeping,  wailing  (woman). 
A  ̂^Iff  ̂ nn,  A  long  rope. 

A  (  ol5''^awi6,Possessor  of  grapes(i_«*Aff-^ma6). 
A  Si  Iff-  ̂inat,  (pi.  ̂ M«)  A  herd  of  wild  asses, 

or  of  asses'  colts.  A  she-ass.  Hair  about  the  privy 
parts.  Certain  white  stars  below  those  called  dyun 

su^d.  A  town  in  Mesopotamia,  or  Diyar-bakar, 
on  the  banks  of  the  Euphrates,  famous  for  its  asses. 

A         ̂ nnatf  A  cloud. 

A  CLi^[ff'  ̂ nit.  See^jjiols-  ̂ nis. 

A  ̂Ks-  ̂ nid,  (pi.  liJkff'  ̂ mnad)  A  strayer  from 
the  road.  Obstinate,refractory,wilful, perverse,  con- 

tumacious.  Flowing  (sweat),  which  will  not  stop. 

Ai'Si\s-^nizat,T\\e  root  of  the  chin  and  of  the  ear. 

(  834  ) 

A  (^ilff-  ̂ nis,  (pi.  ^ircanis,  ̂ juj^^ns, 

;j«is-  ̂ nnas,  and  ̂ ^^'jS-  ̂ tnus)  (A  girl)  remain- 
ing long  in  her  parents'  house  after  the  marriage- 
able age ;  an  old  maid.  An  old  bachelor.  Hand- 

some, fat,  and  full-grown. 

A  &*-.)ls-  ̂ nisat,  (fem.)  Fat  and  full-grown. 

A  ̂KsoXs-  ̂ nihas:,  The  hole  of  a  field-mouse. 
A  uilils-  ̂ nili.  Sands  heaped  together,  high, 

pathless,  and  difficult  of  passage.  Necessary.  A 

hanger-on.  A  fat  woman.  Red  (blood).  Menstruous. 

A  ̂j,^  ̂ini,  (pi.  sLff-  ̂ nai)  Captive.  Flowing, 
fluid  (blood).  Fatiguing,  toilsome,  distressing. 

A  ̂Iff-  ̂riiy,  (An  ass)from  the  town  'i^^S'  ̂ nat. 

Ajj^  ̂ wiz,  Poor. A  ̂fclff-  ̂ ihat,  Murrain.  Blight. 

A  jS>\s-  ̂ kir,  A  whoremonger.  A  whore. 
A  ^hirat,A  female  thief.  A  witch,  hag. 

A  whoi'e. 
A  (J-fclp  ̂ hil,  A  mighty  king.  A  woman  in 

want  of  a  husband. 

A  (jfclff-  ̂ hin,  (pi.  ^wahin)  A  palm- 
branch  lying  close  to  the  heartof  the  tree.  A  mem- 

ber of  the  human  body.  A  vein  in  the  uterus  of 

a  camel,  or  in  the  human  members.  Hereditary 

(wealth).  (A  camel)  bred  by  its  owner.  Present. 
Fixed,  established  (in  a  place).  Poor,  indigent. 

Lazy,  slothful,  relaxed,  enervated. 

A  t—'^ls-  ̂ sib,  Thick  milk. 
A  iJL^\S'  ̂ iis,  A  lion. 

A  ̂Iff-  ̂uij,  Standing. 
A  t>jlff'  ̂ sid,  Who  or  what  returns,  refers  to, 

turns  towards,  appertaineth  to,  belongs,  relates,  or 

is  connected,  (pi.  lijff-  ̂ rvd,  li^^ff-  ̂ wad,  and 

^wad)  A  visitor  of  the  sick.  A  payer,  restorer. 

A  iStiilff-  ̂ jtidai,  (pi.  ^rcasid)  Return, 
produce,  profit.  Custom.  Merit,  reward.  Favour. 
Benefit,  utility.  Kindness.  A  present.  Pity. 

p  ^yida,  A  trowel. 

A  ^fiz,  (pi.  htfS-  and  ij^'^^^  ̂ san) 
(A  mare,  camel,  or  doe)  the  tenth  or  fifteenth  day 

after  colting,  from  that  time  called  J,ftla/«  muffil. 

A jjIp  ̂fir,  Striking  out,  piercing,  or  blinding 
the  eye  (an  arrow  or  stone,  especially  thrown  by 

an  unseen  hand).  Any  hair,  straw,  or  mote  pain- 

ing the  eye.  A  sty  on  the  lower  eyelid.  Watery- 

ness,  bloodshot,  i^^f-  'ij^^  ̂ nrahi  ̂ aynayni, 
Abundance,  as  much  as  can  satisfy  both  eyes. 

A  ^ms,  An  able  manager  of  stock. 

A  ytjlP  ̂ isish,  Living  comfortably  (man). 

A  ^sishat.  The  daughter  of  Abu  bakr, 
and  the  favourite  wife  of  Muhammad.  She  was 

distinguished  by  the  title  of  Mother  of  the  faithful. 

A  name  common  to  men  and  women. 

p  jL^lp  ̂ yisha,  A  wagtail.  s^>}-S' 

^yishaA  lahijoy,  Name  of  a  small  bird  called  in 

Arabic  iyt^  sa^'a. 

A  i^iKS'  ̂ isis,  (pi.  U^y^  ̂ W'O  A  sheep  not  con- 

ceiving  for  some  years. 

A  (,jaj\S'  ̂ 4z,  Given  in  exchange  for  another. 

A  (j;v*3jlff-  ̂ sizin,  At  any  time,  ever, 

^iwza'l  ̂ siz'ma,  Ever,  at  any  time. 
A  kjlff-  ̂ fit,  (pi.  iajS-  ̂t,  laAff-  ̂ t,  lalff-  ̂ ly- 

yat,  ^itat,  ̂ jvtat,  or  ̂ rvtut)  Not  conceiv- 
ing for  some  years,  yet  not  barren  (woman,  camel). 

A  camel  not  conceiving  when  covered  the  first  time. 

A  u_i.)lff-  ̂ aj»/^  Averse,  loathing :  one  who  nau- 
seates (meat  or  drink).  A  soothsayer,  augur,  pro- 

phet. Blushing,  ashamed,  disdainful.  (A  bird)  ho- 
vering over  a  corse  or  water,  with  intent  to  alight. 

A  eJij\s-  ̂ sifat,  A  female  soothsayer. 

A  (jj^lff-  ̂ sik,  (pi.  ̂^ff-  ̂ ivah)  Who  or  what 
prevents,  hinders,  diverts, frustrates,  detains.  Slack 

in  paying.  An  accident ;  hindrance. 

A^y)\s■^a■fil,  Inclining  to  one  side  (judge),  weigh- 

ing down  (scale).    One  who  undertakes  to  sup- 
port, mind,  or  look  after.  Conquering,  prevailing. 

Preponderating,  (pi.        ̂ lat,  Jaff-  ̂ yyal,  and 

^  ̂ yla')  Poor,  indigent.    Embarrassed,  at  a 
loss  where  to  search  for  a  thing:  that  is  missino-. 

A  &b\5'  ̂ silat,  A  painful  motion  or  gait. 

A         ̂ sim,  A  swimmer.  Name  of  an  idol. 

A  (j^lff'  ̂sin,  Flowing  (water).  Onewho  looks 
with  a  fixed  and  malignant  eye.  A  spectator,  be- 

holder, looker  on,  seer,  eyer.  Some,  any  one. 

A  ^sinat,  Any  thing  apparent.  Cattle 

and  shepherds.  "^Iff-  arvwala  ̂ sinaiin,  (or 
XjJlff-  Jj,!^]  adna  ̂ sinatin^The  first  thing  (I  stum- 

bled upon  him). 

A  i^jlff-  ̂ mhat,  Clamour,  exclamation. 
A  L-*ff-  ̂ b,  The  light  of  the  sun. 

A  ^ibb,  (v.  n.  of  i>^S-)  Drinking  (like  a 
horse,  or)  without  suction  (as  a  dove).  Drinking 
with  the  mouth  (without  using  a  vessel  or  the 

hands).  Falling  to  the  water  with  noise  (a  bucket). 

Being  long  (a  plant).  The  light  of  the  sun.  Hail. 

^bb,  A  gusset,  or  the  arm-hole  of  a  sleeve. 
A  fit^ff-  ̂ ibs,  (v.  n,  of  [iS-)  Mixing  (perfumes). 

Dressing  or  doing  up  properly  (merchandise).  Be- 
ing anxious  (about  any  thing).  Drawing  up  an 

army  in  battle-array.  Sunshine.  «J  bk5-\  l<i  via 

a^asu  biJii,  What  shall  I  do  with  him  ?  I  care  not 
about  him.  ̂ b^  or  ̂ bs,  (pi.  AiS\  a^as)  A  bale 
of  merchandise.  A  burden,  load,  weight.  Anything 

equivalent  or  equiponderant.  Like. 

A  ̂ Up  ̂ bas,  (pi.  'ixi^\  a^ifut^  A  coarse  cloth 
of  which  they  make  surtout  coats.  A  cloak  form- 

ing the  outer  garment  over  all  others,  worn  open  in 

front,  and  much  resembling  an  English  boat-cloak. 
A  black  striped  cloak  or  habit  worn  by  dervishes. 

Heavy,  imwholesome.  A  foolish  fellow,  p  Uff- 

(jSj^.  ̂ ba-posh,  Clothed  in  the  garment  aba. 

A  'iAxS-  ̂ bdsat,  A  sort  of  garment  of  goats'  hair. 
A  I— ->ljkff^  ̂ bdb,  (v.  n.  3  of  iJl^S-)  Contending 

about  glory  or  augmentation,     ̂ bdb,  A  wave. 



iurge,  billow  ;  a  great  body  of  water.  A  palm-leaf. 

A.n  inundation,  overflow  of  water.  First  or  upper- 

■nost  part.  <— -'1^5'  ̂ )  la  ̂ baba,  He  does  not  drink. 
A  u-J  lis- ̂ a&Z;a5, One  whofillshiniselfwith  drink. 

A  JojIaC-  ̂ ibabid,  Men  or  horses  going  diffe- 
•ent  ways.    Distant  roads.  Hillocks. 

A  "iK^^bat,  A  black  striped  cloth  of  goats'  hair. 
A  liUff-  ̂ bad,  A  servant,  (pi.  of  Jj^S^  ̂ hd)  Ser- 

vants. Men,  mankind.  A  society,  fellowship.  tilfP 

^badu'llah,  The  servants  of  God.  fdbad  or  ̂ a- 
had,  Certain  dispersed  Arabian  tribes  who,  in  Hira 

in  Mesopotamia,  embraced  Christianity. 

A  iSIaS-  ̂ bbad,  (  pi .  of  lijlp  ̂ ak'(i)Monks  or  others dedicated  to  the  service  of  God. 

A  'id\iS-  ̂ badat,  Divine  worship,  adoration. 
Obedience.    Service,  servitude.  Pious  works. 

p        lil*^  ̂ badat-khana,  A  house  of  worship. 

Pj^^JoIaS-  ̂ hadat-har,  Religious,  devout. 

p  i\^3d\^  ̂ badat-fjah,  A  place  of  worship  ; 
a  church,  chapel,  mosque,  temple,  synagogue. 

A  iiJiilAS-  ̂ badilat,'Name  of  certain  companions 
of  Muhammad,  in  number  two  hundred  and  twenty, 
of  whom  four  were  his  most  intimate  friends. 

A  ̂liUff-  ̂ badii/,  A  Christian  of  Diyar-bakar. 
A  iV.ii^  ̂ hadid,  Men  or  horses  going  different 

roads.    8t>.^.iilfff-  /«  marra  rakihan  ̂ badi- 
dahu,  He  went  his  own  way. 

A  ̂  Si  d^xS-^badidir/, HesemhYiDg  bodies  of  men 
running  to  and  fro  ;  erratic,  discursive,  desultory. 

AjJs-  ̂ bbdr,  Robust,  always  travelling. 
^  A  ^barat,  (v.  n.  of        Interpreting  (a 

dream).  Explaining,  (pi.  O^^fS-  ̂ barat)  Ex- 
planation, interpretation,  commentary.  Trope,  fi- 

gure, metaphor,  metaphorical  allusion  ;  a  mode  of 

expressing :  synonym.  Sense, meaning,intent.  Style 

(in  writing),  speech,  phrase:  word,  dialect,  idiom. 

p        C-^ljkS-  ̂ barat-sanj,  Attentive  to  style. 
A  t^J^  ̂ ibaridfTender,  delicate  beautiful  girl. 

Soft,  limber  (branch). 

A  i^j^aS-  ̂bdra',  (pi.  of  Ijjf-  ̂bra')  Weeping 
(women),  (pi.  of  (j^S-)  Weeping  (men  or  eyes). 
A  ^bbds,AYion.  The  son  of 

^bdu'l  miitlab,  Muhammad's  uncle,  and  ancestor 
of  the  Abbassi  caliphs,  who  reigned  from  A.  D. 
749  till  the  extinction  of  the  califat  in  1258.  Name 

of  a  plant,  marvel  of  Peru. 

A  ^bbdsvj,  Belonging  unto  the  house 
of  Abbas ;  also  a  species  of  coin  named  from  those 

caliphs.  Red  colour.  ̂ ^Xlff- yo  sarvti  ̂ bbasi, 

A  stentorian  voice.  P|^Vj!s^jCiJ  lashhari  ̂ bbasi, 
The  Arabian  or  Abbassi  army,  and  afterwards  used 

to  signify  the  Turkish  troops. 

A  CLJyo  ^bbdsi-sawt,  One  with  a  sono- 
rous voice,  like  that  of  Abbas.  A  stentor. 

A  IsUff-  ̂ but,  (pi.  of  ̂stxiS-  ̂ bit)  Fat,  unble- 
mished (camels)  slaughtered. 

A  -f^US'  ̂ aZya;^:aj:,  Amanwho  sticks  close  to  one. 

(   835  ) 

A  'sjXxS-  ̂ bakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JaS')  Adhering  to  a 
thing  (perfume).    Dwelling  in  a  place. 

A  ^bakariy,  A  kind  of  carpet. 
A  XJjUp  ̂ bdhiyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^)  Adhering  to 

any  thing(perfume).  Abiding  in  a  place.  Ashrewd, 
cunning  rogue.  A  certain  thorny  tree.  A  robber. 

The  scar  of  a  wound  on  the  principal  part  of  tlie  face. 

A  (jwji'Us-  ̂ bdliis,  The  remainder  of  the  re- mains of  any  thing,  a  remnant  of  a  remnant. 

A  {y^^i'S-  ̂ bdkil,  Remains  of  disease  or  love. 

A(JlAS-^ata/,A  thick  mountain  rose-tree,whence 

they  cut  rods ;  of  such  tree  they  say  was  Moses' 

rod.  ̂ bdl,  (pi.  of  -^^^S-  ̂ blds)  Whitish  stones, 

(pl.of  aJjkP^a&Zai)  Perfectly-formed  and  elegantly- 
shaped  (women). 

A  aJUff-  ̂ bdlat,  (v.  n.  of  J-J^ff-)  Being  thick,  stout, 
lusty.  Being  symmetrically  formed.  Being  white. 

A  'i^KxS'  ̂ bdllat,  (or  iiiUs-  ̂ bdlai)  Weight. 
A  ^bdm,  A  stuttering  man.  Distressed, 

helpless,    ̂ bdm,  Much  (water). 

A  -^loUs-  ̂ bdinds,  Foolish  ;  a  fool. 

A  eLoljkff-  ̂ bdniat,  A  being  foolish.  Folly. 

A  jfclj^  ̂ bdhir,  Fleshy,  delicate,  beautiful, 
large,  and  tall. 

A  (Jfclf^  ̂ bdhil,  Free,without  keeper  (camels). 

A  &JjfcljkS-  ̂ bdhilat,  Kings  of  Arabia  Felix. 

A  io.lfS-  ̂ bdyat,  A  black  garment  of  goats'  hair. 
Cruel,  injurious.    Heavy,  dull. 

A  jJIj^  ̂ bdsir,  (pi.  ofj^A^)  Yearling  (sheep). 

p  j3Uff-  ̂ bdH,  A  saddle-cloth. 
A  ^bab,  (pi.  of  isxS'  ̂ bbat)  Berries  of 

nightshade.  The  shrub  Palma  Christi.  A  tree  of 

the  sort  called  a^ds.  ̂ bub,  Waters  swell- 
ing and  diffusing  themselves. 

A  iaS-  ̂ bbat,  (pi.  c-*;^  ̂ ibab)  A  berry  of  the 
nightshade.  The  shrub  Palmi  Christi. 

A  L^>j^  ̂ bs,  (v.  n.  of  <^J>^)  Mixing  up,  pre- 
paring the  curd  called  iai\  akit.  Preparing  the 

dish  called  ^bisat.    ̂ bas,  (v.  n.  of  <^J>^) 
Being^vain,  idle.  Trifling,  playing.  Vanity,  folly. 

A         ̂ basan,  In  vain. 

A  ^bajat,  Odious  and  worthless.  Care- 
less and  reckless  in  speech. 

A  ̂JJkff-  ̂ bd,  (pi.  ̂ ^jii-AS-  ̂ bdun,  i^xiS-  ̂ bid, 
6~XJS-\  a^ud,  d>\xj^  ̂ bdd,  ^bda.n,  ̂ bddn, 

^j^SaS-  ̂ bldddn,  isi^  ma^adat,  via^ibid, 

A'^.iS'  ̂ biddds,  L^i^f^  ̂ bidda,  liJ^S-  ̂ hud,  ̂ tbud, 
AiH ̂xxro  ma^udds,  anddJ^^a^bid)  A  ser  van  t,sl  ave. 
A  man  (bond  or  free).  A  sort  of  fragrant  herb.  A 

spear-head  short  and  broad.  Quicksilver.  SiS- 

Zi\  ̂ bdu''lldh,  A  proper  name,  implying  servant 
of  God  (this  epithet  the  Muhammadans  gave  par- 

ticularly to  the  apostate  Christians  who  embraced 

the  Mussulman  religion).  fj^\  •S^S'  ̂ bdu'l  batn, 
A  slave  to  his  belly,  a  glutton.  ̂   ̂ bdu  kin- 

ram,  A  servant  whose  parentsare  slaves.  l^JjIlv*  li^fS- 

^ibdi  mamluli,  A  purchased  slave.  'i^L^<  ̂ b- 

du  mamlukatin,  A  servant  whose  parents  are  free- 

born,  ̂ bad,  (v.  n.  of  S^)  Being  penitent.  Peni- 
tence, self-displacency.  A  bad  scab  or  itch.  Re- 

probation, denial,  refusal.  Avidity.  Rage,  ̂ bid, 

Ashamed,  disgusted,  loathing,  disdainful,  ^bud, 

A  servant.  (pi.  of  iXyp-  ̂ bd)  Servants,  slaves. 

^ibud,  (pi.  of  SxS-  ̂ bd)  Servants,  slaves. 
A  A^.iS'  ̂ biddds,  (pi.  of  i^iS'  ̂ bd)  Slaves. 

A  ^bddn,  (^bddn,  or  ̂ j^JJ^  ̂ bidddn) 

(pi.  of  Si,s-  ̂ bd)  Servants.  Slaves. 
A  ^a&at/ai,  A  loathing,  disdaining  ;  indig- 

nation. Permanence,  durability.  Corpulence,  fat- 

ness. Firmness,strength,  thickness  of  cloth.  Power. 
Life.  A  stone  for  grinding  perfumes  upon.  One 

against  whom  anger  is  kindled. 

A  i^jd^  ̂ bdariy.  Related  to  the  tribe  of  ij> 
tV-S-  bani  ̂ bdVd  ddr. 

A  J^aS-  ̂ bdal,  A  servant,  a  slave.  A  man's 
name.    The  province  of  Hazraraawt. 

A  j^^j^aS'  ̂ bdun,  (pi.  of  L^^)  Servants,  slaves. 
A  J^'^J.S-  ̂ bidda',  (pl.of  liJ^)  Servants,  slaves. 

A  w  i^fS'  ̂ bdvjat,  Servitude,  slavery.  Submis- 

sion, obedience.  Wii.fS'  ̂ '^\)<^  dardhimi  ̂ bdiya, 
Name  of  an  excellent  coinage. 

Aj^  ̂ br,  (v.  n.  of;^)  Crossing  (a river).  Pass- 
ing, travelling,  walking.  Dying,  becoming  extinct. 

Reading  (a  letter  or  a  book)  in  silence.  Explain- 
ing, interpreting  (a  dream).  Leaving  (a  ram)  a 

year  unshorn.  Examining  (money  or  merchandise 

with  regard  to  weight  or  quality).  Chiding,  driv- 

ing off,  scaring  (birds).  Weeping,  being  sad.  The 

bank  of  a  river.  jla**»^\^j<S-  ̂ bru,  ̂ bru,  or  ̂ ibrii 

'Z  asfdr,  Continually  travelling  (a  man  or  she-ca- 
mel), ^br,  The  country  which  lies  between  the 

western  bank  of  the  Euphrates  and  the  Arabian 

desert.  Lll.^lij  bcmatu  ̂ bvhi)  A  lie,  falsehood. 

Any  thing  vain,  false,  or  absurd.  ^br  or  ̂ br, 
Fully-attended  (meeting  or  session),  ij"^ 

majlisu  ̂ ibr,  A  numerous  assembly,  ̂ br,  Many, 

copious.  Bereaved  (woman).  Clouds  travelling 

rapidly.  A  shore.  Weakness  and  heat  of  the  eye 

fetching  tears.  Rams  left  a  year  unshorn.  An 

eagle  (especially  black).  Name  of  a  tribe,  ̂ bar; 
Weakness  or  heat  of  the  eyes  from  crying.  Re- 

spect, reverence.  ̂ \  abu'l  ̂ bar,  A  nonsen- 
sical fellow,  ̂ bir,  Weeping  (man),  ̂ bar,  (pi. 

of 5_j*.C'  ̂ a&/'a^)Tears.  (pi.  of ^brat)  Examples. 
Admonitions.  Miracles,  wonders.  'P  ̂ :X:>.J^^ 

chashmi  ^bar-bin,  An  eye  beholding  wonders. 

A  ̂ bur,  (pi.  ofj^AS-  ̂ bur)  Uncircumcised. 

A  OVjvP-  ̂ iba7-dt,  (pi.  of  '»;<5'  ̂ brat)  Tears. 
A  (^Vj(.C-  ̂ b}'dn,  Weeping  (man). 

Ajj,]^^«Z)?'a?«iy,Hebraic,theHebrew  language, 

uil^  L>^y^  ndmusi  ̂ brdiii,  The  Jewish  law. 
A  &>iVjv5-  ̂ brdriiyat,  The  Hebrew  language. 

A  ̂  yS'  ̂ brab,  The  eatable  herb  sumach. 

A  'ili ^hrabiyat,  Dressed  with  sumach. 



A  ijS-  ̂ hrat,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Weeping.  Being 

sad  and  melancholy.  Explanation,  (pi.  0];^^a- 

harat  andjlj^S-  ̂ bar)  A  tear  just  starting.  Silent 
grief,  without  crying.  Suppressed  sobs  in  the  chest. 

^brat  or  ̂ brat,  The  bank  of  a  river,  ̂ brat,  (pi. 

jjvS-  ̂ bai-)  A  miracle,  prodigy,  mystery,  any  thing 
wonderful.  Example, warning,  p  Xjj j  (jiJjiO_jvS- 

^brati  shash  roza,  (A  six-days'  wonder)  Heaven 
and  earth.  The  face  ofthe  earth.  A  strange  event. 

{_^Ji.^..  ̂ brat  faziruftan,  To  take  warn- 

ing. '--^^  ̂ brat  shudan,  To  be  an  exam- 

ple, abu  ̂ barat,A  nonsensical,idly-talk- 
ing  fellow,  a  ̂ brat,  Much,  many :  large  quantity. 

A  crowd.  A  kind  of  bead  or  shell,  ̂ ibrat  or  ̂ a- 
barat,  Inflammation  of  the  eyes  by  hot  tears  (from 

sorrowful  weeping),  ̂ birat,  Weeping  (woman). 

pjw  I  0^^i&7'ai-ame2:,Mysterious:wondrous. 
p  jjissl  C^jS-  ̂ brat-bakhsh,  Exemplary. 

p  Ir  ̂ Jf'  ̂ braUnama,  Exemplary.  Myste- 
rious, A  prototype,  exemplar. 

p  '^Jt^  ̂ b7-at-na7nun,  Wystica.].  Won- 

derful, i^^i"' ̂ j^^  j^y^jo/cmazmuni ^brat-namun, 
The  wonderful  or  mysterious  contents. 

A  lijjS-  ̂ ibrud,  Slender,  flagging  (herb),  ̂ m- 

bTud,  (^barid,  or  'ii^j^  ̂ haridat)  Tender,  deli- cate, beautiful  (girl). 

A  i^jj^  ̂ brud,  Soft,  limber  (branch).  Trem- 
bling, flabby  (fat). 

A  tl^j^S-  ̂ ibra',  (pi.  Isj^  ̂ bara')  Weeping 
(female),  tjr^  {^XP'  ̂ V^un  ̂ brci,  A  tearful  eye. 
A  ^brly,  Hebrew,  Hebraic,  ̂ briy,  The 

lote  growing  on  a  rivei''s  bank. 
A  ^bnyat,  The  Hebrew  language. 

A  (jwJkS-  ̂ bs,  (v.  n.  of  (j*»J>S-)  Being  austere, 
crabbed  ;  frowning,  contracting  the  countenance. 

Mother  of  thyme,  f^bas,  (v.  n.  of  (j»f5-)  Having 
a  dry  hand  and  dirt  sticking  to  it.  A  dry  filthy 

substance  adhering  to  a  camel's  tail. 

Ajyt*iS-^bsur,  {oYj*j*xS'  ̂ bsur)  Swift  (camel). 

A  ^b.sh,  Any  thing  proper,  decent,  suit- 

able,becoming.  ̂ bsh,(^bask,'iJi^ ^bshat, or  ̂ a- 
bashat)  Carelessness,  negligence.  Folly,  stupidity. 

A  ̂^^JLxS'  ̂ bshamiy,  Related  to  the  tribe  of 
JvjkP  ̂ bd  shams.  The  title  of  Abd  Shams, 

or  servant  of  the  sun,  was  first  given  to  the  elder 

\xtM  saba',  son  of  {^.j^^^-yashjab,  son  of  ̂ ^jiO^ya^ 
rah,  son  of  (j^^  kahtdn,  son  of  lijfc  hud,  because 
he  introduced  the  worship  of  that  luminary. 

A  laAS-  ̂ bt,(^v.n.  oflaAS-)  Splitting,  tearing  (a 
new  garment).  Slaughtering  (a  camel)  without  a 

blemish.  Peeling  the  surface  of  the  ground  (wind). 

Distressing(unmerited  misfortune).  Going  cheer- 
fully to  battle.  Newly  digging  (earth  or  a  well). 

Absconding,  lying  concealed.  Inventing  (a  lie). 

Spurring  (a  horse)  to  the  gallop,  causing  him  to 

perspire.  Raising  the  dust.  Making  (an  udder) 

bleed.  Being  split,  torn,  full  of  fissures.  (Dying) 

^bliarat,  (v.  n.  of  jSi^  Q)  Glittering 
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in  full  health  and  vigour,  ̂ but,  (pi.  oflajj^  ̂ bit) 

Rent^(garments).  Unblemished  cattle  slaughtered. 

AalafS-  ̂ btatan,  In  full  vigour  (he  died). 

A  (— -jIxaS-  ̂ b^b,  A  tall  man,  corpulent  and 
handsome.  Of  ample  throat  and  capacious  paunch. 

A  ^b^b,  The  softness  and  gracefulness 
of  youth.  A  healthy,  plump  young  man.  A  large 

garment.  A  soft  garment  made  of  camels' hair.  A 
tall  man.  An  idol-temple.  Name  of  an  idol  and 

of  a  man.  Colour,  A  mountain-goat. 

A  &Jjo>^  ̂ b^bat,  (v.  n.  of  i^^xS-  Q)  Being 
put  to  flight  (the  enemy).  A  quantity  of  red  wool. 

A  ̂ jJS-  ̂ bak,  (v.  n.  of  JyJ^)  Adhering  to  any 
thing  (perfume).  Dwelling  in  a  place,  being  fixed. 

Being  greedy.  Adversity.  ̂ aZ)?7{,  Slightly  scented. 

A  ̂^VaAS>  ̂ bkdn,  (fem.  "iilafS-)  Naturally  bad. 
A  &Hjk^  ̂ bakat,  Butter  sticking  to  a  churn. 

A  jiuS'  ̂ bkar,  Name  of  a  solitary  place  where 
demons  dwell.  Name  of  a  town  noted  for  cloth. 

A  yus-  ̂ balturr,  Hail.  jHj^  abrad 
min  ̂ balmrr,  Colder  than  hail 

A  'ijs.^ 

(the  vapour  ̂ )f**  sardb).  Fat,  sleek,  smooth 
skinned  (woman). 

A  t^AS-  ̂ bkariy,  Perfect  in  every  respect,  ex- 
celled by  none.  Intense,  excessive,  severe.  A  lord, 

chief.    A  kind  of  carpet  or  tapestry.  A  sheer  lie. 

A  {juSjS'  ̂ bkas,  (;_>afiAP  ̂ bkas,  {^^jS-  ̂ b- 

hus,  or  (__^^aAS'  ̂ bhus)  A  sort  of  animalcule. 

A  ̂ -JLaS-  ̂ bkasiy,  Related  to,  or  descended 

from,  the  tribe  of  (j^^iiiJ^        ̂ bdu'l  hays. 

A  ftiafS-  ̂ btat,  FreshnesSb 
A  ^bh,  A  mixing  of  things  together. 

A  &SaS-^aZ)aA'a^,  A  vine-root.  Barley-meal.  Some- 
what, a  little.  A  bit  of  bread  or  of  butter  sticking 

to  the  churn.  Any  thing  light  and  weak.  Dis- 
tressed, helpless,  and  disliked. 

A  Jj^  ̂ bl,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^)  Twisting  (a  rope). 

Putting  a  long,  broad  point  on  an  arrow.  Strip- 

ping (a  tree)  of  leaves.  Driving  or  casting  back. 
Detaining,  imprisoning.  Cutting.  Taking  away. 

Throwing  one's  weight  upon.  Shedding  its  leaves 

(a  tree).  Putting  forth  leaves  (a  tree).  Thick- 
armed  (man).  Thick-legged  (horse),  ̂ bal,  (v. 

n.  of  Jj^)  Being  thick.  Being  white,  (pi.  JUS'^ 

a^dl)  A  curled  and  jagged  leaf  of  a  tree.  A  leaf 
fallen  from  a  tree.  A  new  leaf.  ̂ a&iZ,Thick.  White. 

A  ̂liUff-  ̂ blds,  (fem.  of  a^al)  Whitish 

(stone).  Rugged(hillock).  White  and  thick  (tree). 

Name  of  a  copper-mine. 

A  aJaS-  ̂ blat,  (pi.  Jl>S-  ̂ bal)  Perfectly-formed, 
elegantly-shaped  (woman).  Thick.  Name  of  a 
woman  and  mother  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂aS-  ̂bliy,  Of  the  tribe  e^sS-  ̂ blat. 

A  ̂fff-  ̂bamm,  Large  and  long-bodied. 
A  (^5-  ̂ bn,  Thickness  and  roughness  of  body. 

^bun,  Jolly,  handsome  (men). 
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A  J|j^  ̂ bann,  (fem.  ̂ i-ff-  ̂ bba?iat)  Large. 
Corpulent  (camel  or  vulture). 

A  sLj-rfff'  ̂ iban7idi,  (pi.  oUjuff'  ̂ hannaydt) 

Large  and  fat  (she-camel). 

A  ̂y^i^  ̂ bambal,  Large  and  strong. 
A  SJaS-  ̂ bnat.  Strength  (in  a  camel). 

A ^banjar.  Large  and  thick. 
A  ̂IflJoS-  ̂ banhas,  (or  sljiuff'  ̂ banhat)  Ra- 

pacious, sharp-clawed  (eagle). 

A  (j^a-lAff-  ̂ ibanhas,  Of  a  bad  disposition.  Tall, 
soft  (man).  One  whose  paternal  and  maternal 

grandmothers  were  foreigners. 

A  •^I-JLaS'  ̂ banhasds,  Brisk,  cheerful. 
A  tjtXy^  ̂ ba?inah,  Hard,  firm,  strong  (man). 

A  ̂ jiS-  ̂ banna',  Corpulent  (camel  or  vulture). 
A  yiS'  ̂ bw,  (v.  n.  of  for_jJ>&)  Having  a  shin- 
ing face.  Arranging  (household  furniture). 

A  ̂J\yyxs-  ̂ barvsardn  or  ̂ bawsurdn,  Name 
of  a  fine-scented  herb. 

AiijAS-  ̂ budfl'pl.  of  >^xS-^bd)  Servants,  slaves. 

A  li y'lS'  ̂.bbud,  Name  of  a  man  who  is  said  to 
have  slept  seven  years. 

A  SjjJkS-  ̂ budat,  Service,  servitude. 
A  ^M&Mf^iyai,  Servitude,  slavery.  Sub- 

mission, subjection.    Cl^>,i^ji^  j  hhulus  u 

^budiyat,  Profound  devotion  or  reverence. 

Ajy.xS'  ̂ bur,  (pI.jjLa^  ̂ bdsir)  A  young 

lamb.  (pl.j*5-  ̂ bur)  Uncircumcised. 
shi^a'l  ̂ Jur,  The  great  dog-star,  Syrius.  ̂ bur, 
(v.  n.  ofj^)  Crossing  (a  river),  passing,  travelling, 

walking.  Dying,  becoming  extinct.  Transition, 

transit,  passage,  p  ̂ jii^j^AS-  ̂ bvj-  namudan.  To 
cross  over,  j^a^       ̂ ^J^  ̂ cbur,  ToW  for  a  passage, 

A  ̂ _j*Jja5-  ̂ bwas,  A  vast  number,  ^bus,  Aus- 
tere, morose,  stern,  grim.  Adverse,  unfortunate 

(day).  A  lion,  p  i^jj  CJ*»J-^  ̂ bus-ruy,  Of  a 
sour,  disagreeable,  sullen  countenance,  a  ̂ bus, 

(v.  n.  of  tj-J^)  Being  austere,  crabbed,  stern. 

A  'sMiyJS-  ̂ ibusat.  Austerity,  moroseness. 
A  eljjiyXS'  ̂ busiyat,  Moroseness,  crabbedness. 

A  J^>ff'  ̂ bul.  Death. 
A  (J^-^aS-  ̂ bhdl,  A  being  angry:  expostulation. 

Aj-^aS-  ̂ bhar,  The  narcissus ;  jessamine;  ane- 
mone. Fleshy,  delicate,  beautiful,  large,  and  tall 

(male  or  female),  p  ̂J^\:>■J^^  ̂ bhari  jdndn. 
The  eye  of  a  mistress,  i^jj jici^  ̂ bhari  larzdn, 

A  ringlet  of  the  prophet. 

A  ^bharat,  Full  of  flesh,  delicate,  beau- 
tiful and  fair-complexioned  (woman). 

A  d.\.^^bhalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J.^Q)  Turning  (ca- 
mels) loose  without  a  keeper.  Manifesting  signs 

of  anger.  Expostulation,  accusation,  recrimination. 

A  ̂5-  ̂bba',  A  woman  whose  children  all  die. 

A  '^s-  ̂ biy,  A  portion  of  a  slaughtered  camel. Furnished,  equipped. 

A  'i^^  ̂ bibat,  Something  resembling  tears 
distilling  from  the  plant  laj,S'^Mr/Mi ;  meat  or  drink 



impregnated  with  this  herb.  A  camel's  pasturage 

ofbitter  herbage  in  asalt-marsh.Theplanti-l**,?"M?iS. 

A  esjS-  ̂ hbiyat  or  ̂ ibhiyat,  Haughtiness,  vain 

boasting.  a.AAff'  ̂ ihhiyatu'l jahilvjat,  The 
vain-glorious  boasting  of  the  Arabs  in  paganism. 

A  (.^.oaff-  ̂ his,  An  aromatic  herb. 

A  <>lj^S-^hhis,  Much  addicted  to  play  or  sport. 

A  &i-J^  ̂ hisat,  A  mixture  (especially  of  va- 
rious flocks  ;  of  wheat  and  barley  ;  of  flour,  dates, 

and  butter ;  or  of  different  tribes).  (A  man)  of  a 
mixed  race.  A  kind  of  dried  sour  milk  preserved 

with  herbs,  sour  milk,  and  cheese.  A  dish  in  which 

locusts  are  used  in  place  of  meat. 

A  jj^l^ijJ^  ̂ haysaran  or  ̂ baysuran,  Name  of 
a  fragrant  herb.  A  thing  difficult  or  disagreeable. 

^baysuran,  A  certain  thorny  tree. 

A  (>Ja?-  M.bid,  (pi.  of  9abd)  Servants,  slaves. 

^bayd,  (dim.  of  lioff-  ̂ bd)  A  little  servant.  ^\ 
umm  ̂ bayd,  An  uninhabited  desert.  J>ifS- ba- 
nu  ̂ bayd,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  Sii^Ji^ff-  ̂ baydat,  Belly,  paunch,  rough  tripe. 

A^jUS-  ̂ bir,  Ambergris  or  any  other  grateful 
perfume.  A  perfume  composed  of  musk,  sandal- 

wood, and  rose-water.  Saffron;  also  a  composi- 

tion in  which  it  is  an  ingredient.  Full-feathered 

(arrow).  Numerous  (concourse).  PjOkff' j^.  pur 

^bir,  Full  of  ambergris:  fragrant,  odorifei'ous. 
A  Ajf^-sS-  ̂ bayrcif,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ̂ 0  ̂aS-  ̂ hlr-tafsir.  Having  the  effect  of 
ambergris.  Fragrant  as  ambergris. 

Aj^ajtijf^  ̂ a6e7'-to^^Ir,  Fragrant  as  ambergris. 

A  iajoff-  ̂ b'd,  Pure  (blood).  Fresh  (blood, 
meat,  or  saffron),  (pi.  lafS'  ̂ hut  andiaUff' ^iia<) 
An  unblemished  (camel  or  ox)  killed.  The  flesh 

of  such  an  animal.  Rent,  though  new  (garment). 

A         ̂ .hilat,  (fem.)  Thick,  stout,  lusty. 

A  d^S-  ̂ tt,  (v.  n.  of  CL>S-)  Repeating  over  and 
over,  being  troublesome,  importunate.  Reproach- 

ing with  bitterness.  Biting  any  one  (a  serpent). 

A  Us-  ̂ tta,  (equiv.  to         hatta)  To,  until. 

A  L^Kis-  ̂ tab,  (v.  n.  of  u—*!?-)  Chiding,  (v.  n. 
3  of  e^off-)  Reproving  (lovers  or  friends).  Ex- 

postulating. Reprehension,  reproach,  rebuke.  An- 

ger, p  ̂jii^L-jUs-  ̂ tab  kardan,  To  chide,  to  re- 
proach, reprove,  rebuke,  rail  at. 

A  i-y^^     umm  ̂ ttab,  A  hyena. 

p  (— ̂ Uff'^w^a?),  The  inventor  of  waved  silk. 

P  ^itabi,  A  porter.   A  kind  of  rich  un- 
dulated silk,  named  after  the  inventor. 

A  jlis-  ̂ tat,  (pi.  of  jjlS'  ̂ ti)  Proud.  Violent. 
A  OUp  ̂ tat,  The  carrying  on  an  altercation. 

A  ^tad,  (v.  n.  of  jJff')  Being  ready,  pre- 
pared, (pi.  liJS^  a^ud)  Preparation  or  necessary 

apparatus  (for  a  journey  or  war).  A  large  cup. 

A  ii^KiS'  ̂ tadat,  A  being  ready,  prepared. 

AjljkS-  ̂ tdr,  Penis. 
A jUp  ̂ttar,  A  strong  horse.  A  rugged  and 
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desolate  place.  A  bold  man. 

A  JjUkff'  ̂ tah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji^)  Being  set  free  (a 
male  or  female  slave).  Becoming  noble  or  honour- 

able. Liberty,  ̂ tah,  (pi.  of  ̂ -aS-  ̂ fih)  Nobles. 
Animals  of  the  nobler  kind  (as  high-blooded  horses, 

camels,  or  falcons),  ̂ tak,  Wine  long  kept. 

A  'ejKiS'^tahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jis■)  Getting  the  start, 
taking  the  lead  (a  horse).  Beingsetfree.  Becoming 

noble  and  honourable.  Being  clear  and  tender- 

skinned  on  recovery  from  sickness.  Being  bound 

on  any  one  (an  oath).  Being  old  and  good  (wine). 

Being  in  excellentcondition  (flocks).  Manumission, 

liberty.  ̂ ^^'^  l^y"  ̂ tdkat,  A  freedman. 
A  Jlis-  ̂ ttdl,  A  digger  of  turf  (aJJs-  ̂ talat), 

A  f^^JS'  ̂ tdn,  Dung  and  salt  for  tanning  hides. 

A  sUkS-  ̂ idh,  (v.  n.  of  aoff-)  Being  distracted  in 
mind,  stupid.  Being  intelligent,  studious,  desirous 

tolearn.  Lovingto  annoy  orto  mimic  another's  talk. 
A  jj&ljkff'  ̂ tdhat,  Wanderers.  Delirium,  stu- 

pidity. Mimicry. 

A  SAJbljkff- ^a;a/t«_j/a<.  Wanderers.  Insane.  Fool- 

ish. ajkfcljut]\ ^\  abu^l  ̂ tahiyat,  Name  of  a  man. 
A  ̂^Up  ̂tdfih,  (pi.  oVisuJS-  ̂ tikat)  Manu- 

mitted, emancipated,  liberated  (female  slaves). 

A  u.jijk's-  ̂ tb,  (v.  n.  of  t— -•iff')  Being  enraged, 
chiding,  reviling.  Limping,  halting  on  three  legs 

(a  quadruped),  or  on  one  foot  (a  man).  Treading  a 

threshold,  ̂ tb,  One  who  reprovesand  chidesmuch. 

^iab,  The  space  between  the  fore  and  middle-fin- 
ger, or  the  middle  and  ring-finger.  Perplexity,  dis- 

tress. A  bridge  upon  a  stringed  musical  instrument. 

Rough  ground.  Corruption.  {\)\.  o^'&.JS' ^tabat) Thresholds.    Steps.  Pavements. 

A  OLjkff'  ̂ tabdt,  (pi.  of  S>jkff-  ̂ iabat)  Steps. 

A  i^^is-  ̂ tbdn,  (v.  n.  of  i_-JS')  Reproaching. 
^tbdn  or  ̂ taban,  (v.  n.  of  <— *aS-)  Hopping  on 

one  foot  (a  man);  halting  on  three  (a  camel).  ''^\ 
umm  ̂ tban,  A  hyena. 

A  &*iff  ̂ tabat,  (pi.  c->>ff'  ̂ tab)  A  gate, a  port; 
the  lower  and  also  the  upper  threshold.  A  pave- 

ment. The  round  of  a  ladder,  a  step.  Any  thing 

adverse  and  disagreeable.  A  royal  court.  A  wife. 

A  ̂̂ jis-  ̂itba',  Contentment,  satisfaction. 
A  LI^;^  ̂ tat,  Roughness,  coarseness,  of  speech. 

A  J^jkff'  ̂ tad  or  ̂ tid,  Ready  for  the  course  (a 
horse).  Strong,  bulky,  perfectly-formed  (horse). 

A  ̂j^J^iff-  ̂ ?7</a»,  (pi.  of  ii_jj!ff')  Yearling  kids. 
A  S  jJff-  ̂ tdat,  Instruments,  equipage,  appa- 

ratus for  a  journey. 

Aj^S-  ̂ tr,  (v.  n.  ofJ^ff•)  Being  strong,  trem- 
bling, vibrating  (as  a  spear).  Producing  an  erec- 
tion. Sacrificing  the  victim  called  ^tirat. 

^tr  or  ̂ tr,  Penis,  ̂ tr,  Root,  origin.  An  idol. 
A  dwarfish,  thorny  shrub.  Whatever  was  sacri- 

ficed (as  a  sheep,  &c.,  see  ^tvrat).  Name  of 
a  tribe.  The  handle  of  a  spade,  rake,  or  hoe ;  also 

that  part  upon  which  the  delver  sets  his  foot  when 
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digging.  Deliriousness,  raving,  doting,  ̂ tar, 

Strength,  power,  ̂ itm;  (pi.  ofylff'  ̂ tir  andjy^ 

^tur)  Open  and  ruttish  (vulvae). 

A  ij^J^  ̂ tardn,  (v.  n.  oCjCs-)  Trembling  (a 
spear).  Being  strong  (a  spear). 

AL^JiS'^itrub,  Sumach,  an  esculent  vegetable. 

A  'ij^  ̂ trat,  Little  balls  formed  of  musk  or 
other  aromatics,  and  worn  as  a  necklace.  A  pro- 

geny, family,  near  relations.  Beauty,  also  sharp- 
ness, of  teeth.  Fresh  and  sweet  saliva.  Sweet  mar- 

joram. A  bit  of  pure  musk.  That  part  of  a  spade 

upon  which  the  delver  puts  his  foot  when  digging. 

The  caper-cucumber.  ̂ _^^llaJ\  'ij^  ̂ tratu't  tci- 
hirin,  The  family  of  Muhammad,  i^^if-  iyS-  ̂ - 

trat  ̂ ynayn,  Plenty,  what  will  satisfy  the  eyes. 

A  c_>*ijXff  ̂ tras,  (also  (^J^  ̂ tarrax)  Firm, 
compact-bodied,  strong-jointed(man).  Large  round 

the  girth  (beast).  A  lion.  A  cock. 

A  ̂^\*nJiS'  ̂ trusdn,  A  lion.  A  cock. 
A  'iuiJS'  ̂ trasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Seizing 

with  rudeness  and  violence. 

A  ̂JiJs■  ̂ trufdn,  A  dunghill-cock.  A  certain 
broad  plant  growing  in  the  summer. 

A  &ijSs-  ̂ trafat,  Vehemence,  severity,  intensity. 

A  uJjj^S-  ̂ truf,  (or^^jiiff-  ̂ trif)  A  villain, 
scoundrel.  A  daring  fellow  careless  of  reputation. 

Strong  (camel).  Iniquitous,  oppressive. 

A  (j-^j^ff-  ̂ tris,  A  powerful,  angry  tyrant.  A 
male  sylvan  demon.  A  calamity,  misfortune. 

A  'isoJ^S'  ̂ trifat,  (A  camel)  which  gives  little 
milk,  is  high  spirited,  and  indifferent  to  threats. 

A  ̂jilff-^a^s/i,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jijkff•)  Bending.  Inclin- 

ing, being  favourable. 
A  (,jAiS'  ̂ ts,  An  obsolete  verb,  supposed  to  be 

synonymous  with  ̂ ^KjSS']  i^iyds,A  being  difficult. 

A  CL^'SS'  ̂ it^it  or  ̂ tt^t,  A  kid.  Strong,able. 
A  tall,  full-grown  man.    Tall  and  staggering. 

A  iwOkff-  ̂ t^tat,  (v.  n.  of  CL^i-jS'  Q)  Calling  to 

a  kid  ̂ f^t.  Madness,  phrenzy. 
A  i^jCis-  ̂ ff,  (v.  n.  of (  alff')  Plucking  up  (hairs, 

wool,  or  feathers),    ̂ tf,  A  part  of  the  night. 

A  ̂iS'^tli,  (v.n.of  JpkS-)  Seizing  with  the  teeth. 
Being  liberated,  manumitted  (a  male  or  a  female 

slave).  Becoming  noble  or  honourable.  Being 

old  and  good  (wine).  Managing  (flocks)  well. 

Being  well  managed  (flocks).  Taking  the  lead  (a 
horse).  Freedom, manumission.  (Wine)  long  kept. 

^th,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ff)  Making  haste,  preceding,  get- 
ting the  start  (a  horse).  Being  free  or  manumitted 

(a  male  or  female  slave).  Becoming  noble  or  ho- 

nourable. Being  clear,  but  tender-skinned  (on  re- 
covering from  an  indisposition).  Being  bound 

upon  one  (an  oath).  Being  in  good  condition  (cat- 
tle, an  estate).  A  tree  from  which  bows  are  made. 

Generosity,  excellence.  Nobility.  Liberty.  Free- 

dom, ^th  or  ̂ th,  Age  (applicable  to  inanimate 
objects,  as  wine  or  dates).  ̂ K</f,  Freedom,  (pi.  of 



^tiJ/)  Liberated,  manumitted,  ^tuk,  A  tree 
from  whicli  bows  are  made. 

A  ̂\sCff-  ̂ itahttf,  (pl.of^jJ[p-)  Free.  Old,  antique. 

A  {^'Js-  ̂ tk,  (v.  n,  of  iJ^Js-)  Adhering  to  the 
body  (unguents).  Drying  on  (a  camel's)  gaskoin 
(dung  and  urine).  Attacking,  striking  without  let 
or  hindrance.  Running  at,  intending  to  bite  (a 

horse).  Inclining  to.  Governing,  protecting.  Ral- 

lying, repeating  an  attack  in  battle,  ̂ tak,  (v.  n. 

of  C£)aS-)  Becoming  red  with  age  (a  bow).  Time. 

A  ^talfiy,  Of  the  family  of  tii)>:^  ̂ tik. 

A  ijj^  ̂ tl,  (v.  n.  of  (_)^)  Dragging  or  using 
with  violence  (a  man).  Leading  (a  camel).  Pull- 

ing away  (the  clitoris),  ̂ tal,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj^)  Mak- 
ing haste,  running  headlong  (to  any  thing  bad), 

(pi.  of  ^talaf)  Strong  Persian  bows,  ̂ til, 
One  who  hastens  to  any  thing  bad. 

A  ̂Jjls-  ̂itull,  A  savage,  malignant  man.  A 

glutton.  Athickspear.  j  ̂yiS' ̂ tull  u  zan'im, A  worthless  fellow. 

A  *^kIC5-^Mtoiaj,(pl.ofJ.*jk5')Hirelings,  servants. 

A  ellff-  ̂ talat,  A  large  turf  or  clod  torn  from 
the  ground.  A  wimble,  gimblet.  An  instrument 

with  which  they  pull  up  the  roots  or  lop  off  the 

suckers  of  palm-trees.  An  iron  instrument  for  un- 
dermining walls.  A  piece  of  iron  like  the  head  of  an 

axe.  A  thick  cudgel  or  walking-staff.  A  she-camel 

refusing  the  male.  (pi.  ̂yiS'  ̂ tal)  A  Persian  bow. 

A  ̂'SS'  ̂ tm,  (v.  n.  of  jJkS-)  Being  milked  at  even (camels).  Becoming  dark  at  the  crepuscle  (a  night). 

Abstaining  from  that  to  which  one  has  been  ad- 
dicted. Being  slow,  late,  lazy.  Retiring,  desisting 

through  timidity.  Having  a  portion  of  itself  past 

(the  night).  Pulling  out  the  hairs,  ̂ tm  or  ̂ m- 
tum,  A  wild  olive. 

A  'i-iS-  ̂ tamat,  A  third  division  of  the  night, 
beginning  at  the  evening-twilight;  the  time  of  the 

last  evening-prayer.  Return  of  cattle  from  pas- 
ture. Darkness  of  night.  Milk  remaining  in  the 

udders  at  that  time. 

A         ̂ tn,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Dragging,  hauling 

to  prison,  ̂ tun,  (pi.  of  ̂ j>^  ̂ tin  and 
tun)  Strong,  vehement. 

A  jAff-  ̂ ituw,  (v.  n.  of  X'is-  for  ̂ j^)  Exceeding  all 
bounds  in  wickedness,insolence,or  pride.  LajO  j  '^'is- 
^tuw  u  haghza,  Haughtiness  and  extreme  hatred. 

A  Sii^jIS'  ̂ trvadat,  A  short,  dwarfish  man. 
A  ij^yi^  ̂ tKarat,A  particle  of  musk.  A  short, 

dwarfish  man.  or  ̂ twarat,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  i^yS-  ̂ tub,  One  railed  at  or  chidden  in  vain. 

A  i^yS'^tud,(j>\.'idJ^\a^idat  or f^\iyS-^dddn) 
A  kid  one  year  old.  The  lote-tree.  The  acacia-tree. 

Aj^is-  ̂ tur,  (pl.j^S-  ̂ tur)  Ruttish  and  open 

(vulva),  ̂ tur,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Producing  an  erection. 

A  ci3 ^ituh,  (v.  n.  of  tiiiKS-)  Departing  alone, 
travelling,  j'ambling.  Doubling  the  hand  back  to 
the  breast.   Inclining  to.    Being  disobedient,  un- 
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tractable  (wife).  Meeting,  encountering  (for  good 
or  evil).  Becoming  red  with  age  (a  bow).  Being 

very  sour  (milk  or  wine).  Drying  and  sticking  to 

the  buttocks  of  a  camel  (urine).  Establishing,  in- 

controvertibly  maintaining  (an  argument  or  posi- 

tion). Being  noble,  illustrious  (a  woman).  Go- 
verning, guarding.    Swearing  falsely. 

A  JjaS-  ̂ iwal,  One  who  cannot  possibly  dis- 
pense with  women.    A  deer. 

A  ̂ yS-  ̂ tum,  Giving  milk  only  in  the  even- 
ing (a  she-camel). 

A  (j^^  ̂ tun,  (pl.^J^S- ^?i<Mw)  Strong,  powerful. 
A  t^sS'  ̂ tuh,  Delirious,  insane. 

A  &jk5-  ̂ ith  or  ̂ th,  (v.  n.  of  «j^)  Being  dis- 
tracted in  mind,  stupid.  Delighting  to  molest  or 

to  mimic  another's  talk.  Being  intelligent,  stu- 
dious, desirous  to  learn. 

A  f\^iS'  ̂ tahas,  (pi.  of  eolp  ̂ iih)  Molesters, 
annoyers.  Mimics. 

A  ^ty,  (v.  n.  of  (jff')  Being  proud,  exor- 
bitant, and  overbearing. 

A  Jjff-  ̂tta,  (equiv.  to        hatta')  Until. 

A  jjfS-  ̂ tiy,  (pi.  ̂ itli/)  Proud,  overbearing. 
(pl.-^LjkS-\  a^ftti)  Low,  mean.  A  destroyer,  ̂ tii/ 

or  ̂ ttiy,  (v.  n.  of  liS'  for^iP)  Being  proud,  haughty. 

^itiy  or  ̂ tiT/,  (v.  n.  of  Ij^  for  y^)  Beginning  to 
break  (an  old  man). 

A  l.-iAaS'  ̂ tib,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  i-i'^  ̂ tibat,  (A  city)  neither  remarkable  or 

praiseworthy. 
A  ^ttiba,  A  reproaching,  a  chiding. 

A  i^jkAS'  ̂ tid,  Ready,  prepared,  present. 

A  'i\yJ!iS'  ̂ tldat,  A  dish  in  which  are  placed 
the  perfumes  for  the  bridegroom  or  bride. 

A  ij^i^  ̂ firat,  Whatever  was  sacrificed  (as  a 

sheep)  in  the  month  ^  rajab  by  the  old  Ara- 
bians to  their  gods. 

A  ^iik,  (pi.  ̂jiS'  ̂ tk  and  f^^:^  ̂ italms) 
Liberated,  manumitted,  discharged,  free.  Old,  an- 

cient, antique,  the  past.  Chronic  (disease).  Thin 

and  clear-skinned,  (pi.  ̂j^'i^  ̂ tak)  Noble,  ge- 
nerous, choice,  excellent  (_in  any  kind  or  degree). 

A  palm-tree  whose  fructifying  pollen  does  not  be- 
come exhausted.  A  liniment,  embrocation.  Name 

of  Abii  bakr.  Wine  boiled  down  to  a  third.  Wa- 
ter. Milk.  Wine.  A  date.  A  man  whose  cheek 

is  fresh  and  clear,after  having  been  coarse  and  rough . 

Cl.*AjJ\flZ  iflJ/^M'^^a/i^,  The  old  house;  i.e. 
the  ifsx^ ha^a  or  temple  at  Mecca.  Jjs^ 

marvla'  ̂ fik,  A  freedman. 

A  'i^i^^tiliat,{^\.  ̂ iKis-^iadh)  Manumitted, 

freed  (female  slave).  ̂ Hjuis-  'i'^ymawlat  ̂ tikat, A  freed-woman. 

A  tdlJ^  ̂ ilh,  Sultry  (day).  Name  of  a  family. 

A  iJ.:^^  ̂ til,  (pi.  ̂ '^^  ̂ talai)  A  hireling,  a servant.  Severe  (ailment).^ 

A         ^ss,  (v.  n.  of  (-i^P)  Gnawing,  fretting 

(as  a  moth).  Importunity.  The  bite  of  a  serpent. 

^ss,  (pi.  of  &aP  ̂ ssat)  Moths.  (.1**  ̂ ssii 
malin,  An  unskilful,  wasteful  manager  of  property. 

^sas,  A  serpent. 
Asliff-^Msa<,(pl.ofi3l5-)Mischievous,destructive. 
A  Cijlis-  ̂ sas,  A  modulation  of  the  voice,  trill, 

quaver.  Serpents  devouring  each  other  in  scarcity. 

A  (J-s-uS-  ̂ sajil,  Large-bellied. 

Ajlis-  ̂ sar,  Evil,  adversity,  an  unlucky  affair. 
^sar,  (v.  n.  of  jJs-)  Stumbling,  striking  the  foot 
against  any  thing,  falling. 

^sa^s,  Adversities,  tribulations. 
A  J^/Us-  ̂ sahil,  (pi.  of  jKiff-  ̂ skal,  JjSsiff' 

^shul,  and 's^^^  ̂MsAil/ai)  Palm-branches  laden with  clusters  of  dates. 

^salit,  Thick,  (sour  milk). 

^san,  (v.  n.  of  ti^S-)  Smoking  (fire). 
Ascending  (a  mountain),    (pi.  (j5\jff-  ̂ masiri) 
Smoke.  Dust. 

A  (J^oIaP  ̂ sanin,  (pi.  of  j^yCS-  ̂ snun)  Long 
hairs  under  a  camel's  chin.  Rain  whilst  falling 
from  the  clouds  to  the  earth. 

x'i^^ssat,  (pl.t^iS-^M5.s)A  moth,  book-worm. A  serpent  that  eats  another  serpent  through  hunger 

in  a  barren  year.  An  old  woman  ;  also  one  silly 
and  shameless. 

A  ̂   (v.  n.  of  £5-)  Drinking  by  little  and 
little,  sipping,  ̂ sj  or  ̂ saj,  A  body  of  men  tra- 

velling together.   Part  (of  the  night). 

A  &^  ̂'sjat,  A  crowd,  company  of  men. 

^-V^j}  -A-  numerous  collection. 
A  ̂y4^  ̂sjal,  Large-bellied.  Wide  (wallet  or water-bottle). 

A  'i^4^^isjalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Rising  with 
difficulty  thi'ough  age  or  infirmity. 

aJ^S-  ̂ sara,  (fut.  jisO  ya^swrw)  He  stumbled. 
He  lied.    (The  artery)  beat. 

a  jis-  ̂ sr,  (v.  n.  of  jis-)  Stumbling,  or  falling. 
Knowing,  perceiving,  stumbling  upon,  discover- 

ing. Watered  only  by  rain  (a  sown  field).  ̂ Msr,An 

eagle.  A  lie.^flsa?',  Alie.  A  field  watered  only  by  rain. 

Ajis-  ̂ as««r,Name  of  a  placeabounding  in  lions. 

A  C^\JS'  ̂ sarat,  Slips,  lapses,  falls.  Sins. 

A  U-^jiff-  ̂ isrub,  A  kind  of  pomegranate. 
Al>J^^srat,A  slip, stumble.  Offence,sin,crime. 

A  l^J^^sar'iy,  (Asownfield)  watered  onlyby 
rain,  ̂ sarvj,  (and  sometimes  ̂ Js-  ̂ ssarly)  Un- 

concerned about  this  world  or  the  next. 

A  ^s^s,  (pi.  i^^Uff'  ̂ sa^s)  A  hill  of 
sand  producing  nothing.  Corruption,  depravity. 

The  soft  part  of  the  thigh.    Soft  earth. 

A  sjjt^  ̂ s^sat,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl^^'^g'  Q)  Putting 
in  motion.  Stopping,  staying.  Having  in  one's 
power,possessing  authority.  Beingfirm.  Soft  earth. 

A  ̂ is-  ̂ sah,  A  highway.  A  certain  tree. 
A  'isuS'  ̂ sahat,  Fertile  (ground).  A  fruitful, 

plenteous  year. 



^sah,  ̂ sik,  ̂ sak,  or  ̂ suk,  Roots  of 
the  palm-tree. 

^skal,  ( Jji^  ̂ skul,  or  ^ms- 
Aii/a^)  (pi.  (J.-^tis-  ̂safiil)  A  branch  of  the  palm- 
tree  laden  with  many  clusters. 

A  ii^iff-  ̂ sahat,  Mud,  clay  mixed  with  water. 

A  XKis-  ̂ shalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Decorating 
a  camel-litter  with  hanging  ornaments.  A  heavy 
mode  of  running. 

A  ^skulat,  Any  hanging  ornament,  as 
of  various-coloured  wools. 

A  (JjIS'  ̂ sl,  A  steward,  guardian.  One  who  is 

entrusted  with  the  management  of  live  stock,  ̂ a- 
sal,  (v.n.  of  (J^)  Being  large  and  thick.  The  caul 

of  a  sheep's  intestines,  ̂ sal  or  ̂ sil,  Large,  thick, 
much.  Very  fleshy.  ̂ ?(SMZ,(pl.ofJ^i5-^asMZ)  Fools. 

A  sAHs-  ̂ slabat,  (v.  n.  of  t^^iS-  Q)  Taking  a 
bit  of  wood  called  tiJj  zand  from  the  tree  without 
knowing  whether  it  will  emit  sparks  of  fire  or  not. 

Spoiling  (any  business).  Burying  (meat)  under 

the  ashes,  or  grinding  (wheat),  that  it  may  not  be 

lost.  Gulping  water.  Investigating,  examining, 

searching  diligently. 

A  klis-  ̂ isalit,  Thick  (sour  milk). 

A  J^J-is>  ̂ slul,  The  nerve  of  the  neck  of  a  horse, 
whence  the  mane  grows. 

A  ^flsm,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Setting  crookedly  a 
broken  (bone).  Being  thus  set.  Becoming  hard  and 

dry  (unhealed  wound).  Sewing  slightly  (a  wallet). 

A  ijj^  ̂ sman,  The  ancestor  of  the  Grand 
Seignor.  A  young  bustard  or  dragon.  A  serpent 

or  its  young.  ̂ j^AS-  (j^-J^  ̂ smanu'bn  ̂ ffan, 
Osman,  the  third  caliph. 

A  "Ij^^f^sman'iy,  Ottoman,  Ottomite, Turkish. 
p  ̂ L3l^  ̂ smaniyan,  Turks,  Ottomites. 

A  ̂ ^^asamsctOT,  A  tall,  strong  camel.  Alion. 

A  'ijiff'  ̂ smurat,  A  sucked  grape. 
A  tcX^  ̂ sn,  (v.  n.  of  {^x^)  Smoking  (as  a  fire). 

Ascending  (a  mountain),  ̂ sn,  Wool.  A  kind  of 
palm-leaf  eaten  green  by  cattle.  A  manager  of  an 

estate  or  property,  ̂ san,  (v.  n.  of  Adhering 

(as  perfume  to  clothes).  Smoke,  (pi.  (jljkff-^  a^aii) 
Alittle  idol,  ̂ sin.  Smoked,  unfit  to  beeaten  (food). 

A         ̂ sanjaj,  A  camel,  swift,  thick,  bulky. 

A  ̂^jJaS-^MSWMrt,(pl.  (j^iliP^asawm)  The  peaked 

pointof  thebeard.  Long  hairs  under  a  camel's  throat. 
The  beginning  of  wind  or  rain.  Rain.  Rain  whilst 

in  the  act  of  falling  between  heaven  and  earth. 

A  >^  ̂sw,  (v.  n.  of  lisi  for_j^)  Committing 
depredations,  damaging,  doing  mischief. 

A  Ays'  ̂ srvuf,  A  female  hyena.    A  decrepit 
old  woman. 

••  •••  l" 
A  ^swat,  (pi.  ̂ _^)  A  long  lock  of  hair. 

A  ^sawsaj,  (or  ̂ yS'  ̂sawjaj)  A  ca- 
mel, swift,  thick,  and  corpulent. 

A  jyS  ̂flsSr,  Failing,  fading  (world).  Apt  to 

trip,    ̂ sur,  (v.  n.  of  Js)  Comprehending,  per- 
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ceiving,  discovering,  stumbling  upon. 

A  Jjis-  ̂ sul,  (pi.  ̂ suV)  A  fool.  Thick 
and  rough  (palm-tree). 

A  JjiS'  ̂ swall,  Very  hairy  in  head  and  body. 

^srvall,  (or  J^_jJkS-  ̂ sawsal)  A  stutterer,  stam- 
merer.   Weak,  relaxed. 

A  ̂yS-  ̂ swatiy ,  Thick  and  entangled  (beard). 

A  (^^is-^MSMn,(v. n.of  (_;^)  Smoking.  Ascend- 
ing (a  mountain). 

A  ̂_^^ssa,  (pi.  of  5^^)  Long  locks  of  hair. 

A  ^siy,  (pi,  of  J^Ip  ̂asi)  Mischievous,  de- 
structive, ^isiy  or  ̂ siy,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Committing 

depredations,  damaging,  doing  mischief. 

A  j^Uis-  ̂ syan,  A  hyena,  ̂ sayan,  (v.  n.  of 

jJS-)  Doing  mischief.  ^ 
A  ^saysat,  (dim.  of  &iP)  A  little  moth. 

AjCS-  ̂ slr,  (v.  n.  ofjis-)  Stumbling,  falling. 
^syar,  Dust.  Dirt,  clay,  mud,  or  sludge  thrown 
up  by  the  feet.    A  slight  mark  or  impression. 

A  ^syal,  A  male  hyena.    One  who  nei- 

ther decorates  or  anoints  his  person.  jJj^AS"  ̂ \  umm 

^syal,  A  female  hyena. 

A  ̂   ̂jj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Scattering  dust  (wind). 
Being  clamorous,  noisy,  vociferous.  Pealing  (thun- 

der). Driving  a  camel  by  calling  out  to  him  ̂ Is- 

^Iff-  ̂ji  ̂ ji.  Being  very  expert  in  different modes  of  riding. 

A  c-^IjsP  ̂ ijab,  A  wonderful  thing,  wonder. 

A  (—-jIs?"  f^ijjab,  A  very  wonderful  thing. 
A  ^jyy  Dust.  Smoke.  Foolish.  Base, 

upstart  young  fellows. 

A^ls?'^a;ja/,Hard-blowing,dusty(day).  Bray- ing in  the  throat  (libidinous  camel). Roaringlustily. 

A  ̂̂ -Irs?  ̂ jajat,  A  whirlwind.  A  large  herd  of 

camels.  Clamour.  ^'1)  labbada  ̂ jujatahy. 
He  desisted  from  what  he  was  engaged  in. 

s.'S>-\^  laffa  ̂ jajatahu  ̂ layhi,  He  rushed 
upon  him  to  snatch  it. 

Ajf^\^  ̂ jajir.  Balls  of  dough;  also  he  who 
eats  them. 

A  ,J.A>  Ijs?  ̂oyqy'iZ,  (pi.  of  J^s^  ̂jjawl)  Calves. 
Certain  preparations  of  the  new  cheese  called  lai\ 

akit,  about  the  bigness  of  the  hand. 

A  ^jjar,  One  who  eats  balls  of  dough.  A 
wrestler  whom  no  one  can  throw  down  on  his  side. 

A  wrestler  who  entwines  his  leg  between  those  of 

his  adversary  and  throws  him  down. 

A  ^jarat,  A  veil,  a  covering. 

A  ^ijarid,  Penis. 

A  'iij^  ̂ijdridat,  Name  ofa  schismatical  sect. 
A  I  jjls^  ̂jarif,  The  accidents  (of  fortune). 

Violence  (of  rain). 

A  ̂j^^  ̂ijarim,  Strong  (man).  Penis. 
A  Csy^  ̂ jo-riy,  (or  ijj^  ̂ jari)  Heavy 

calamities.    Heads,  knobs,  or  processes  of  bones. 

Aj>J^^  ̂ jarir,  Streaks  in  the  sand. 

Aj^jl^  ̂ jariz,  (pi.  ofjjj^)  Streaks  in  sand. 

* 

A  i_A>jl:s?'  ̂ jarif,T\ie  accidents  (of fortune). Violent  rain. 

Ajl^  ̂jaz,  A  macerated  sinew  whipped  about the  haft  of  a  sword. 

A  ^jdzat,  A  little  cushion  worn  by  wo- 
men to  give  a  false  prominency  to  the  hips.  The 

spur  of  a  bird. 
^jdsttf,  Darkness.  A  large  troop  of 

camels.  A  part  of  the  night.  Impediments,  ob- 
stacles, hindrances. 

A  Jj**»lsP  ̂ jdsa',  A  large  troop  of  camels. 
A  (  sU?"  ̂ jaf,  Misfortune.    Time.  Fortune. 

The  colocynth,  the  wild  gourd,  (pi.  of  1.^1^^  a^af) 
Lean,  emaciated.  Thin  (spear-heads),  ̂ jdf,  A 
kind  of  date. 

A  ^jdfat,  (v.  n.  of  i_-fl^)  Being  lean. 

A  (JUs?  ̂ jdl  or  ̂ jdl,  (pi.  of  isl^  ̂ t/^^O  Bottles 
of  oil.  Watei'-wheels.  Wallets.  She-calves,  ^jdl, 

(pi.  of  tjj^  ̂'jil  and  (j^J"^  ̂ jldn)  Hasteners. 

(pi.  of        ̂ jalat)  Carts.  Wheels. 

A  ijls?"  ̂ MjyaZ,  A  quantity  of  dates,  with  milk, butter,  and  flour  taken  in  haste.  Whatever  one 
is  in  haste  to  eat.  A  handful  of  dates. 

A  B^^^^jdlat,  A  kind  of  plant,  ̂ jdlat  or  ̂ jd- 
lat,  Any  thing  that  is  ready  and  at  hand.  Any  thing 

hastily  procured  and  set  before  a  guest.  New  milk 
which  the  milkers  send  home  to  their  friends.  First- 

fruits  or  new  corn  toasted  slightly,  and  rubbed  be- 

tween the  hands,  at  tamru  ̂ m- 

jdlatu'r  7'dMb,  Dates  are  a  ready  and  convenient 
thing  for  one  who  is  riding  a  journey,  p  CL^{^ 

pls?**^^  j3  ^jdlatu'lrvaki  bi  insijdm,  Early 
fruit  not  watered  (implying  any  thing  done  or 

written  hastily,  without  being  well  digested). 

A  d3ls^  ̂ jdlatan,  Instantly,  without  delay. 

A  ^jdlid,  Thick  milk,  coagulated,  and 
turned  to  cheese. 

AjJUsP  ̂ijdliz,  Thick  milk. A  lail^  ̂ ijdlit,  Thick  (sour  milk). 

A  j^W^  ̂jdlim,  Name  of  a  people  in  Yaman. 
A  ^jdla',  (pi.  of  i^s?"  ̂jla')  Quick, 

hasty  (women),  ̂ jdla'  or  ̂ jdla',  (pi.  of  ̂^^Ls^ 
^jldn)  Quick,  speedy,  nimble,  active,  expeditious. 

^jdm,  A  fruit-stone. A  ja^s?  ̂jjdm,  A  large  bat.  A  swallow. 
A  jjl^  ̂joLn,  (pi.  a^i'iiat  and  ̂ ^j^  ̂m- 

jun)  The  ligament  or  seam  between  the  scrotum 
and  anus,  the  perinaeum.  The  part  of  the  penis  ex- 

tending from  the  testicle  to  the  anus.  The  neck. 

The  fundament.  The  part  below  the  chin. 

A  (jls?"  ̂ jjdn,  An  idiot.  Silly. 
A  (jmSIj^?  ̂ jdnis,  Beetles,  may-bugs. 
A  isjl^  ̂ jdwat,  A  date  close  and  fleshy.  A 

MadTna  date,  ̂ /jdivat  or  ̂ jdivat,Milk  with  which 
they  feed  a  child  that  has  lost  its  mother,  ̂ jdwat, 

(or         ̂ jayat)  (pi.  ̂   ̂ija%  JjS?  ̂ijly,  and 
^jdya')  A  tendon  from  the  knee  to  the  hoof. 



A  f^^^  ̂ jahin,  A  hedgehog.  The  friend  of 
the  bridegroom  until  he  has  taken  home  his  wife. 

A  match-maker.  A  cook,  domestic,  sewer,  table- 
decker.  A  man  of  mean  or  doubtful  birth. 

A  ftJJfcls?'  ̂ jahinat,  Servants.  Cooks.  Sewers, 
table-deckers,  ^jahinat,  A  bride-maid,  or  dresser. 

^jaya',  (pi.  of  io.l^^  ̂ jayat)  Tendons 
running  from  the  knee  to  the  hoof.  (pi.  of  J^s^ 

^jiy  or  ^jiyat)  Children  not  suckled  till 
after  the  stated  time. 

A  i_jolsP  ̂ joLfih,  (pi.  of  I— *Ass?'  ̂ jib)  Won- 
ders,mirac]es.  Prodigies, portents,  things  wonder- 

ful and  stupendous,  ̂ i^^  Lj-ols?  ̂ janbu'd  dun- 
ya*,  The  wonders  of  the  world.  •_  ^^Us?" 
^jadb  u  ghara^ib,  Wonderful  and  strange  things. 

p  ^jayabi,  A  sort  of  tent. 

A  ^jayaf,  A  close,  fleshy  date.  A  Ma- 

dma  date,  ̂ jayat,  A  protuberance  on  the  hin- 

der part  of  a  horse's  foot. 

A  JjUsP  ̂jasiz,  (pi.  ofjj^^fljM^)  Old  women. 

A  J.jIs?'  ̂ jasil,  (pi.  of  J^:^  ̂«i"0  Bereaved 
(mothers)  agonized  at  the  loss  of  their  young. 

A  I— ^jb,  (pi.  ^jub)  Termination 

of  sandy  tracts.  Root  of  a  horse's  tail.  Rump- 
bone  (of  a  man  or  woman).  The  hinder  part  of 

any  thing,  ̂ jb,  Pride,  presumption,  haughtiness, 

self-admiration,  conceit,  p  ̂ ^i^J^  fakh^- 

u  ̂ jb  kardan,  To  think  highly  of  one's  self,  a  ̂ jb, 
^jb,  or  ̂ ijb,  A  man  fond  of  the  society  of  women, 
or  in  whose  society  women  find  pleasure.  Ignorance 

of  that  which  may  befal  one.  ̂ jnb,  (v.  n.  of 

c-«js?^)Beingastonished,remaining  thunder-struck, 
being  lost  in  admiration.  Strange,  marvellous, 
wonderful.  A  marvellous  thing.  Admiration, 

wonder,  astonishment.  Ignorance  of  what  may 

happen.  The  grace,  favour,  and  good  pleasure  of 

God.  L— ^o;at^q/iZ>,  A  strange  thing. 

^jabu''l^jasib,  A  wonder  of  won- 
ders, strange  portents,  monstrous  appearances. 

abu'l  ̂ jab,  Fate.  al  ̂ jab,  (orb 

^_,-<?^  ya  III  ̂ jab)  Strange  !    p  •_  --f^ 
^jab  dashtan,  To  wonder,  to  be  surprised. 

A  ^jaban,(p\i^  ̂ jaba)  Astonishing! 
strange!  Is  it  possible ?  Wonderfully,  strangely. 

A  -^bjs?'  ̂ jbcu,  (fern.)  A  miracle  of  beauty.  A 
prodigy  of  deformity.  Slender  and  prominent  about 

the  buttocks  (she-camel)  :  also  rough,  coarse. 

p  lijj  <— «^  ̂jab-rud,  A  psaltery.  The  sound 
of  a  musical  pipe. 

p  LdJUukS?'  ̂ jabnak,  Astonished,  amazed. 
A  l^jjat,  An  egg-fritter,  omelet ;  to  which 

they  add  sometimes  a  little  meat,  onions,  and  pepper. 

A  6^  ̂ jd  or  ̂ itjd,  Grape-stones.  Bad  raisins. 

^jd,  Dried  grapes,    ̂ jad,  (pi.  of  'is^)  Crows, 
A  Siij^  ̂ jadat,  (pi.  iXs?'  ̂ jad)  A  crow. 
A  ^jr,  (y-  n.  of  j^)  Rushing  (upon  one 

with  a  sword).  Scampering  swiftly  by  (as  a  horse 
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when  frightened).  Importuning,  soliciting,  urging. 

Prohibiting,  preventing,  keeping  back,  ̂ jar,  (v. 

n.  ofj^)  Being  thick,  coarse,  fat,  and  large-bel- 
lied. Being  hard  and  firm  (a  horse).  Protuberance. 

^jir  or  ̂ jur,  Thick  (leg,  especially  above  the  an- 

cle), ^jar,  (pi.  of  ^jrat)  Knots  in  wood  or 
in  the  veins  of  the  body.  8^  j  ̂ jaruhu  rca 
bujaruhu,  His  blemishes  and  his  difficulties.  The 

things  he  does  openly  and  those  he  does  secretly. 

A  ^j'l"^^}  -A-  knotty  cudgel. 

A  ^jaran,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Running  away 
and  bending  theneck  in  fear.  Scampering  by  (horse). 

A  'ij^  ̂jrat,  The  mode  of  tying  the  turban. 
^jrat,  ^wjar)  A  knot  in  wood  or  in  the 
veins  of  the  body.  A  thick  and  knotty  place  in  any 

thing.  A  blemish,  defect.  A  difficult  and  intricate 

affair.  Any  thing  which  one  conceals  or  exposes  to 

public  view. 
A  i^j^  ̂jrad,  Light  and  nimble.  Strong  and 

corpulent.  Penis. 

A  Cyj^  ̂jarrad,  Bold,  brave.  Stript,  denuded. 

A  iij^  ̂jrafat,  Harsh  speech,  injurious  lan- 
guage, ^jrafat,  (or  i^j^  ̂ jrafiyat)  Celerity ; 

precipitation,  unskilfulness,  inconsiderateness,  te- 
merity, rashness,  heedlessness,  fearlessness. 

A  ^jarkab,  Impure,  scandalously  bad. 

A  j»j^^a; The  partwhere  the  muscles  unite 
inside  the  thigh  of  a  horse ;  the  root  of  his  pizzle. 

^jram  or  ̂ ijrum,  Strong  (man),  ̂ jrum,  Hard, 

strong  (camel),  ̂ jrim,  A  certain  hard  insect  found 
in  trees,    ̂ jrim  or  ̂ jram,  Short,  fat,  compact. 

aX/^jsP ̂ jramat, (v.n.  of  ̂ j^Q)  Goingquick. 

^jramat,  ̂ jrumat,  and  ̂ jrimat,  One  hundred, 
two  hundred,  or  from  fifty  to  a  hundred  (camels). 

^jrumat  and  ̂ jrimat,  (pi.  ̂ jrum  and  ̂ j- 
rir)i)  A  kind  of  tree. 

Ajyj^  ̂ jrur,  (pkj^jbs?"  ̂ jarir)  A  groove made  in  sand  by  the  wind. 

A  J_jj^  ̂ jruz,  (j>^-j>.j^)  A  streak  in  sand. 

A  ^jruf,  A  long-legged  ant.  Light  and 
nimble  (she-camel).  Asort  of  insect.  An  old  woman. 

A  i^i^j^  ̂ >jrvfat,  An  old  woman. 

A  {jj^  ̂^i'%>  ̂   ̂ i^'  ̂   misfortune. 

/  Aj^  ̂jz,  (v.  n.  of  Jrs?")  Being  infirm,  weak. Leaving  undone  what  ought  to  be  done.  Weak- 

ness,  infirmity,  impotence.  The  hilt  of  a  sword.  A 
disease  in  the  buttocks  of  a  quadruped. 

banatu'l  ̂ jz,  Arrows.  A  kind  of  bird,  dj 

jL^\  J^S'  raddu''l  ̂ jzi  ̂ la's  sadr,  A  species  of 
poetry,  where  a  verse  concludes  with  the  same  word 

with  which  it  began.  ̂ i^^That  part  of  a  bow  which 

is  grasped  by  the  hand,  ̂ jz,  (pi.  ofj^^  a^az 
and  ^j-o-f)  Large-buttocked.  f^ijz,  ̂ jz,  or 

^jz,  Buttocks,  bottom,  bum.  ̂ jaz  or  ̂ jz,  (v.  n. 
ofj^?)  Being  large  (buttocks),  ̂ juz,  ̂ jaz,  and 

^jiz,  (pl.j\:sP^  a^az  andjs?"^  The  hinder or  last  part  of  the  back,  buttocks,  hips.  A  penulti- 

mate  letter,  ̂ juz,  (pi.  ofj^  ̂ juz)  Old  women. 

A^]}^  ̂aj2^aj^,Large-buttocked(woman).  Short- 
tailed  (eagle),  or  one  having  a  white  feather  in  her 
tail.  A  high  hill  of  sand.  A  woman,  the  palm  of 
whose  hand  is  rough. 

A  i^J^  ̂jazan,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Being  weak  and 
impotent.  Leaving  undone  what  ought  to  be  done. 

Being  negligent.  Weakness,  impotence. 

A  sjs?"  ̂y^^fl^  or  ̂2/j0a<,  The  youngest  of  a  man's 
ofl^spring,  whether  male  or  female,  ̂ jazat,  (pi.  of 
J-s-ls^^qji^') Weak,  helpless.  Pjj^y  j  (3 

^jazasi  bi  tab  u  tuwan,  Feeble  persons  without 
strength  or  vigour. 

A  ^js,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J-^)  Retaining,  detain- 
ing, hindering,  throwing  obstacles  in  the  way,  creat- 
ing delays.  Apprehending,  grasping,  taking  by  the 

hand.  Running  off  the  roadwith  herrider  from  skit- 

tishness(acamel).  ̂ ajs,^ys,  or ^mJs,  The  middle  or 
handle  of  a  bow.  The  latter  part  of  the  night,  ̂ a- 

jus,  (pi.  o-UP^  apjas)  The  hinder  part,  buttocks. 
A         ̂ jsat,  An  hour  of  the  night.  The  dawn. 

^jsamat,  Quickness,  activity,  haste. 

A  ^j^Jy  One  who  vociferates  greatly. 
A  noble  and  aged  camel. 

A  ^j^ajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ts^  Q)  Crying  out 
from  being  beaten,  or  from  being  loaded  with  a 

heavy  burden  (a  camel).  Being  incessantly  clamo- 
rous and  noisy.  Driving  a  she-camel  by  crying 

^Is-  ̂Is-  ̂ty  ̂ j.  Substituting  a  ̂ jwi  for  ya. 
A  I— fl-s:^  ̂ ajf/,  (v.  n.  of  i«_i^)  Abstaining  from 

eating,  although  hungry,  that  another  may  have 

enough.  Making  lean.  Bearing  with  and  not  re- 

proving. Subduing  one's  own  spirit.  Being  sepa- 
rated, remaining  at  a  distance.  Accommodating 

one's  self  to  the  wants  and  humours  of  a  sick  per- 

son by  care  and  attention,  f^jaf,  (v.  n.  of  i_fljs?') 
Being  lean,  losing  fat  (cattle).  Leanness,  loss  of  fat. 

A  ^jfas,  (fem.  of  i  (^^«f)  Lean, 
thin.     Good-for-nothing  (country  or  soil). 

A  (j^j^ji^^  ̂ jfawani,  (dual)  Two  thin  (lips). 

A  eJi^  ̂ jifat,  Lean  (woman). 

A  Iji^  ̂jfa,  (pi.  of  (-iirs?)  Thin,  lean. 

A  (J-^  ̂jl,  (pl-  Jy?^  ̂fil)  -A-  calf.  (For  the 
first  year  he  is  called  ^jl,  then  tahi^ 

then  ̂ iSj>-  jaza^  then  ̂ 'i  saniy,  then  rabd^ then  ̂ jt^idMi  sadis,  and  then  saUgk).  ̂ jl, 

Whatever  is  ready  at  hand.  New  milk  which  a 

milker  sends  home  to  his  friends,  ̂ jal,  (v.  n.  of 

(J.s?')  Making  haste.  Haste,  expedition,  despatch. 
Clay,  mud  black  and  fetid,  (pi.  of  iLs?  ̂ jalat) 

Carriages.  Wheels,  ̂ jil  or  ̂ jul,  One  who  makes 

haste.  Quick,  speedy,  nimble,  ̂ jal,  (pi.  of  &Ls.^ 

^jlat)  Bottles  of  oil.  Water-wheels.  Wallets.  Fe- 

male calves,  heifers,  f^jul,  (pi.  of  J^^?"  ̂ jul)  Be- 
reaved (moth  ers)distracted  by  th e  loss  of  th eir  y  oung. 

A  ̂̂ ':^i<^  f^jlan,  (pi.  J^lsP  ̂jala'  and  ̂ jala') One  who  makes  great  haste.  The  month  Shaaban. 



1^*^^     umm  ̂ jlan,  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  sis?'  ̂ jalat,  Haste,  velocity,  expedition,  pre- 
cipitation, (pi.  ̂ jal,  Jlj^^  n^al,  and  Jls;^ 

^jal)  A  carriage,  vehicle,  chariot,  cart,  waggon.  A 

water-vrheel.  A  large  pulley  for  drawing  water. 
A  piece  of  wood  on  which  loads  are  carried.  Mud, 

clay.  A  ladder  for  ascending  a  palm-tree  (which 

is  made  by  notching  the  tree  in  steps).  aJjS?^^ 

^la^l  ̂ a/aZa,Inhaste,readily, expeditiously,  ̂ jlat, 
A  cow-calf,  heifer.  (ph(J-=?^  ̂ jal,  aland 
^oJaZ)  A  bottle.  A  water-wheel.  A  certain  herb. 
^jlat,  New  milk  which  a  milker  sends  home  tohis 
friends.  Whatever  is  ready  at  hand. 

A^X^^jalidjTlxick  milk  coagulated  and  turned 
into  cheese. 

A  ji-sP'  ̂jlaz,  Strong,  robust  (male  camel). 
A  ^jlazat  or  ̂ jUzat,  Strong,  robust  (she- 

camel),    ̂ jlazat,  Strong,  robust  (mare). 

A  kls:^  ̂ ijalit,  Thick  (sour  milk). 

A  ^jlamly,  Belonging  to  the  ̂ Jl^P^a- 
jalim  (a  people  in  Yaman). 

A  (fem.  of  ̂̂ ^Xs?"  ̂ jlan)  (pi,  j^J^? 
^Jala')  Quick,  hasty,  expeditious.  (A  bow)  shoot- 

ing with  velocity. 

A^a^^jm,  (v.  n.  of  j*^)  Seizing  orbiting  with 
the  teeth  to  try  whether  a  substance  is  hard  or  soft. 

Assaying,proving,examining.  Understanding,  per- 

ceivingjbeholding,  distinguishing,  discovering,  ex- 

ploring. Marking  with  points.  Pointing  a  con- 

sonant. Hating,  (pi.  ̂^4?  ̂?/;«m)  Little  or  young 

camels.  The  root  of  (a  horse's)  tail.  Intelligent, 
discerning,  discreet.  ̂ Mjm,  Root  of  the  tail.  A 

grape-stone.  Barbarians,  persons  other  than  Ara- 

bians, ^jam,  (pi.  (2 ̂ 'am.)  A  barbarian.  Bar- 
barians (not  born  Arabians).  A  Persian.  Stones, 

grains  or  kernels  of  fruit.  Little  or  young  camels. 

j.rsP  Llo.'ilj  wilayati  ̂ jam,  Persia.  Ki.)  nafti 
^jam,  Oil  extracted  from  fruit-stones. 

A       ̂ jHmm,Cameh  feeding  on  thorny  plants. 

^jvittf,  (fem.  of  ̂/^'^  a^avi)  Persian. Barbarian  (woman).  A  brute  (as  beingdumb).  Si- 
lent, mental  (prayer).  A  sandy  tract  without  trees. 

A  C->1.»^  ̂ jamat,  Hard  stones  or  kernels. 

A  ^jmat  or  ̂ ijmaf,  Part  of  a  sandy  tract. 

^jmat,  Heaped-up  sand.  Barbarism;^  foreignness. 

An  impediment  of  the  tongue,  ̂ jamat,  One  stone 

or  kernel,  ̂ ja  or  ̂ ajmoi,(pl.  OUsP  ̂ jamat)  A 
palm  tree  sprung  from  a  stone.  A  hard  rock. 

A         •    ̂ ijamjamat,  Strong  (she-camel). 

p  (jU^sP  ̂ jamistan,  Persia. 

A  (jj-^i**?  ̂ jamza,  A  small  kind  of  date. 

^jamiy,  (pi.  ̂sP"  ̂tjarn)  Barbarian, foreign,  although  a  correct  speaker  of  Arabic.  A 

Persian,  a  native  of  Persia  ^jam). 
A  H-*^  ̂ jannyat,  Barbarism,  foreignness. 

A  t^rf^  ̂jn,  (v.n.of  (^^)  Making  up  a  mass 
of  paste,  kneading.    Rising  or  leaning  upon  the 
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hands  (a  feeble  man).  Striking  the  ground  with 

the  feet  (a  camel).  Striking  on  the  perinseum.  ̂ a- 

jan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^j^)  Being  fat  (camel).  Being  af- 
fected with  a  tumour  which  prevents  conception 

(a  camel).  ̂ Jin,  Fat  and  firm  of  body,  f^jun, 

(pi.  of  (jjsP  ̂ijin)  Effeminate,  (pi.  ofjjl^?"  ̂ jan) 
Seams  between  the  scrotum  and  anus,  perintea. 

A  ̂Ix^  ̂ jnas,  Fat  and  giving  little  milk  (she- 
camel).  Afflicted  with  the  tumour  j^^sP  ̂ajaw.  A 

camel,  the  glandular  flesh  of  whose  udder  hangs 
level  with  her  dugs. 

A  ^j  'mnt,  A  she-camel  which  has  a  swell- ing in  the  matrix. 

A  ij^'  ̂ janjarat,  Short,  fat,  and  of  lively 
spirits  (a  woman).  Fat  and  fleshy  (she-camel). 

A  i^j-'^y^  ̂ jannas,  A  large,  hard,  strong  camel. 

A  ^j'>v,  (v.  n.  of  for_jjs?')  Suckling  (an 
infant).  Afflicting.  Turning  away  (the  face).  Be- 

ing malicious  and  bad-tempered  (a  camel).  Bray- 

ing (a  camel).  Opening  (the  mouth). 

AU-J ^ijub,  (  pi .  of I— *:sP  )  En  ds  of san  dy  tracts . 

sJ^^  ̂ juba,  Wonderful. 
v\^^^  ̂ ijubaka,(p].  ofAsJ^^)  Wonders. 
A  ^ijwat,  A  fine  Madina  date.  A  date 

very  fleshy  and  compact.  Date-paste.  A  delaying 

to  suckle  an  infant  beyond  the  proper  time,  ̂ tj- 
wat,  Milk  with  which  an  orphan  child  is  fed. 

A  J>-^^  ̂«/«WL/«''»  Large-boned  (man). 
^  A  ^juz,  (pl.^U?  ̂ jdsiz  ar\d_^^  ̂ /Juz) 
An  old  woman.  (To  this,  the  regular  meaning,  are 

to  be  added  the  following,  much  of  which  is  mere 

slang :)  A  young  woman  of  a  delicate  constitution. 
An  old  man.  A  (traveller.   A  king.  A  champion. 

A  kingdom.  An  army;  battalion.  A  thousand.  A 

year.    Government  of  a  province  or  city.  Vice- 

gerency.    A  companion,  familiar.    A  merchant. 
Heaven.    The  world.    Earth.    A  continent,  dry 

land.  The  sun.    A  parhelion,  halo,  or  circle  sur- 
rounding the  sun.  Road,  way,  path.  The  temple 

of  Mecca.  Mecca.  The  Kibla,  towards  which  they 

turn  the  face  in  prayer.    A  Christian  church  or 

monastery.  The  sea.  A  ship.  A  well.  A  hot  pes- 
tilential wind.  Fire.  Hell.  Calamity,  misfortune. 

Contrariety.    Repentance.    Abstinence  from  sin. 

Vanity.  Hunger.  Hungry.  Fever.  Health.  Weak. 

The  i-ight  hand.  Plaster.  War.  A  tent.  A  shield. 
A  kind  of  dart.  The  point  of  a  sword.  A  stud  or 

nail  in  a  sword-hilt.    A  needle.    A  sting.  A  scor- 

pion. A  bow.  A  quiver.  A  standard,  ensign,  co- 
lours. A  drum.  A  feather.  A  dish.  A  kettle,  pot. 

A  leathern  bottle.  A  trevet,  grate,  any  thing  sup- 

porting a  pot  or  holding  fire.    A  page.     A  leaf, 

sheet  of  paper.    A  woman's  shift  or  under-gar- 
ment.  A  dish  made  of  a  sea-herb.  Butter.  Wine. 

A  kind  of  perfume.    A  pelican.    Musk.  Silver. 

Price,  value.  Delay.  A  lion.  A  horse.  A  bull. 

A  cow.  A  he  or  she-wolf.    A  she-camel,  a  large 
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she-camel.  A  hare.  A  hyena.  A  dog.  Poison. 
Tremor,  palsy.  Uterus,  pubes  fera?.  A  balance, 
scales.  A  palm-tree.  A  certain  tree.  Name  of  a 

certain  sandy  tract.  J^^^  ̂{f]  ayyamu'l  ̂ juz, 
Five  (or  according  to  some)  seven  days  at  the  win- 

ter-solstice. They  are  as  follow  :  ̂   sinn,jKXjO 

sinnabr,j>j  rvabr,j<^\  al  dm,h-,j4-''^ al  mustamir, 
JI«V\  al  mv^llil,  and  rmitjisu'l Jamr, 

(or  ̂ Jf^\  muhjisu'z  za^).  p  JjJ^sP  ̂<7- 
juzi  bad-nama,  An  ill-looking  old  woman. 

(^IL-O  fjXz^  ̂ juzi  khushk-pisfdn,  A  dry-breasted 
old  woman,  i.  e.  who  has  never  borne  children.  The 

disappointing  world.  A  ̂ijuz,  (v.  n.  ofjs?)  Leav- 
ing undone  what  ought  to  be  done.  Weakness,  im- 

potence. Waxing  old  (a  woman). 

A  «jjsP^a;M-a;!, An oldwoman.  Oy^^^s^ 
^juzasifartut,  The  world  full  of  troubles. 

A  (_>*j^^  ̂ jus,  Pouring  down  copiously  (rain). 
A  heavy  cloud,  ̂ ijus,  The  march  of  a  large  herd of  camels. 

A  (_>^j^  ̂ Jj^n^'h  Very  swift.  A  calf.  A  hand- ful of  dates.  Dates  eaten  with  milk  and  flour. 

A  ^^j^f,  i"^-      of  i—SL^)  Abstaining 
from  eating,  though  hungry, that  another  may  have 

enough.  Accommodatingone's  self  to  the  wants  and 
humours  of  a  sick  person  by  care  and  attention. 

A  Jj4^  ̂Jul,  Fast-going.  Death.  Breakfast, 
a  whet.  (pi.  Js?  ̂ijul  and  Jjl^  ̂ jdsU)  Be- 

reaved (woman).  Distracted  for  the  loss  of  her 

colt  (a  she-camel),  ̂ ijul,  (pi.  of  Js:^  ̂jl)  Calves. 

A  Jjs^  ̂jjan-l,  (pi.  Ja5-Ij^  ̂ jajil)  A  calf. A  handful  of  dates.  A  quantity  of  dates  eaten  in 
haste  with  milk  and  flour. 

A  ^jum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Seizing  or  biting 
with  the  teeth  to  try  whether  (a  thing)  is  hard  or 
soft.  Understanding,  perceiving.  Proving,  assay- 

ing. Exploring,  examining,  (pi.  of  ̂s:^  ̂o;w) Little  or  young  camels. 

A  ^.jumat,  Strong,  able  (she-camel). 

A  ^jharat,  Inhumanity,  coarseness. 

A  i*^^^  ̂ijhum,  Name  of  a  certain  waterfowl. 
A  ^ja,  Dried  skins,  which  when  cooked 

are  eaten.  ̂ »ya',  (or^jsP  ̂ )'iy){p\.ori>\^^jd.yat) Tendons  running  from  the  knee  to  the  hoof,  leaders. 

A  '^Jp  ̂ijiy,  A  child  or  young  camel,  whose mother  being  dead  is  suckled  by  another,  ^tjiy, 

(fem.  ll^  ̂ iflyat)  (pi.  bU^  ffjaya')  A  child  not suckled  until  after  the  proper  time. 

A  <^,^^jib,  (pi.  L—JUP  ̂ tjd4b)  Wonderful, 
strange,  surprising,  astonishing. 

A  ^jibat,  A  thing  wonderful  or  worthy 
of  admiration.    A  marvel,  a  wonder. 

^  ^jibl,  A  sort  of  tent. 
A         ̂ 'ji/^f)  (pl-  Jj?^  ̂j^')  A  dried  skia which  they  boil  and  eat. 

A  ^ijayyat,  A  small  or  thin  sinew. 
A  ^ajij,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  clamorous, 



noisy.  Scattering  dust  (the  wind). 

^Jt^  t^fi^f  i'J^  ̂ fi^i  01"  LTi^  t^i^) 
potent  (man  or  stallion). 

Aj«^  ̂j'lz,  The  buttocks. 
Aj(^ ̂ jjayiz,(dim.of^^^)A  little  old  woman. 

A  ^jizat,  (A  woman's)  hips. 
A  (jwJisP  ̂ jis,  A  palm-tree  which  does  not  take 

the  fecundating  pollen  of  the  male.  A  stallion  un- 
able to  cover. 

A  A^ys^  ̂ j'lSOLf,  A  stallion  unable  to  cover. 

^jisas,  (or  J^^-jtfSp  ̂ jisa')  A  slow  step. 

A  ̂ j^^  ̂jjisa',  A  slow  step. 

A  v-flAS^  ̂ j]f)  (pl-         ̂ jf^')  Thin.  Lean. 
A  f^y^  Making  haste,  (pi.  ̂ jal 

and  J^UsP^wjaZo*)  Quick,  speedy,  nimble,  ̂ jayl, 
A  whet  before  dinner.  Any  thing  prepared  in  haste. 

A  SOu:??'  ̂ jaylat.  Quick  march,  rapid  journey. 

A  l^i^  ̂wja^/Za',  A  rapid  journey. 

A(j^^  ̂ fin,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^fr')  Kneading,  (pi. 
i^y^  ̂jun)  Kneaded.  Effeminate.  Flour  and 
water,  paste,  dough.    An  electuary. 

A5llAsP^flJiwa<,Atroop,multitude.  Silly,foolish. 

Effeminate.  sM^r^  p  umm  ̂ jinat,  A  pelican. 
A  ISff-  ̂ dd,  (v.  n.  of  ISp)  Numbering,  counting, 

computing,  reckoning,  estimating.  Numeration, 

number,  ̂ dd,  (pi.  a^ad)  A  perennial  foun- 
tain. A  multitude.  An  old  well.  The  right  num- 

ber (when  one  guesses  any  thing  exactly,  as  age). 
A  fellow,  a  companion.  Alike,  equal.  5p  zu 

^dd,  Numerous,  ^dd,  A  pimple  breaking  out 
on  the  face  of  the  beautiful. 

A  ^da',  (v.  n.  of  \^S'  for  jiiP)  Rushing  (as 
bandits  upon  merchandise).   Beside,  except. 

A  *^iiP^a(^aj,  (v. n.  of  \ii.PforjiiP)  Transgress- 

ing (the  law).  Acting  unjustly  towards  another. 

Averting,  diverting  from.  Transgression  of  the 

law  or  any  other  iniquity.  Any  employment  which 
diverts  the  mind  from  another  pursuit.  Length 

and  breadth.  Distance,  ^das,  (v.  n.  3  of  liiff-  for 

jt^S")  Passing  through  one  to  another  (as  piercing 

two  animals  with  one  shot).  Detesting,  being  ini- 
mical and  hostile.  Seeking  immediately  one  after 

another,  (pi.  of  ^dm)  Thin  flat  stones  with 

which  things  are  covered,  (pi',  of  XjiiP  ̂ dwat  and 

^dwai)  High  places,  (pi.  oi'i^dS'  ̂ dnat)  Banks 
of  rivers.  ̂ ^tZoj^or  ̂ tZa^,  Oneheatatarace.  Length, 
breadth,  limit,  or  extent. 

A  ̂^!Sp  ̂ ddas,  (pi.  ^ddasun)  Swift 
of  foot ;  an  excellent  runner.  Fleet  (courser). 

A  L-^^ii>P  f^dab,  A  place  thin  of  sand. 

AftJ  ̂  i>P^arfa&a^,Uterus:pecten  etpubes(feminae) . 

A  (j«j\i>S-  ̂ dabis,  Strong  (camels), 

A         ̂ dat,  (pi.  of  ij(:>\ff-  ̂ di)  Enemies. 
A  li^iiP  ̂ dad,  Number,  enumeration.  A  rising 

up  against  an  enemy .  A  preparing  for  a  fight.  The 
pain  from  the  bite  of  a  scorpion  or  other  animal, 

which  grows  raw  and  rankles  on  the  anniversary. 
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The  time  when  the  moon,  after  her  monthly  course, 
returns  to  the  Pleiades.  Equal,  alike.  A  gift,  pre- 

sent. A  companion,fellow.  A  fit  of  madness.  The 

hour  of  death.  \j\Ji\  ii\jp  {uLHJ  lakltuhu  ̂ dada's 
surayya\  I  met  him  once  a  month.  C^SS- 

^dadu'l  haws,  The  twang  of  a  bow-string.  Jiil^iP 

li)^  (j  ̂daduhuflhamfulan,He\si\io\xg\il 
to  be  of  the  family  of  such-a-one.  Jj6^  j\tiP  ̂ j  ̂  

^ii  huwa  ft  ̂dadi  ahli  'I  khayr,  He  is  numbered 
amongst  the  good,  i.  e.  he  is  dead,  gone  to  heaven. 

yawmu  ̂ dad,  Either  of  the  days  of'ixJfr 
jumu^t,^aj Jitr,  or  ̂^^^  nzha'.  yam- 
mu'l  ̂ dad,  A  day  dedicated  to  presents,  p 
{ji^J^ ̂ ddd  kardan,  To  prepare.     To  number. 

Aj^tXff-  ̂ dar,  A  certain  beast  said  to  exist  in 
Yaman,  which  generates  with  human  beings,  and 

whose  sperm  consists  of  worms.  A  proper  name. 

A ^ddar,  A  sailor. 
(_fj^JP  ̂ ddri,  A  kind  of  grape  (in  Morocco). 

A  ̂jjjIlJP  ̂ dds,  A  departing,  travelling. 
A  I  f\sff'  ̂ daf,  Any  thing  (eatable). 

A  (Jl^  ̂ dal,  (v.  n.  3  of  J;iP)  Being  crooked. 
Hesitating,  remaining  in  doubt  with  regard  to  two 
matters  before  one. 

A  &5\iiP  ̂ dalat,  (v.  n.  of  iJtNS')  Being  just, 
right,  equitable, lawful,  legitimate.  Justice,  equity, 

law.  A  court  of  justice  (for  the  trial  of  causes  re- 

specting property),  f  ij^^.ii  (-l^^iiP  ̂ dalatidi- 
wdm,  A  civil  court.  ^dalati 

fawjdari,  A  criminal  court.  A  B^tj»^  ^a- 
ddlati  kdsima,  Distributive  justice.  p^^i>^(J1a5^J>S- 

^dalat  kardan,  To  administer  justice,  to  proceed 
with  equity. 

PiCJOtJLA51iiP^acZaZai-;9esAa,Practiserofjustice. 

A  ̂ ^l^  ̂ ddlat-karin,  Connected  with 

justice. 
A  j^JVaC' ̂ a^ZaZi,  (pi.  ofj^jJiff-)  Old,  large  trees. 
A  il«\j>P  ̂ damat,  A  being  foolish.  Idiocy. 

A  ̂Jwe^^^  ̂ ddmis,  (or  ̂^^^^>ff'  "^^kalamn  ̂ m- 
ddmis)  A  heap  of  dry  herbage.  Thick,  old  (tree 
or  Lybian  lizard). 

A  ̂ yA^  ̂ ddmil,  (or  '^^\,^  ̂ ddmiliy)  Old. 
A^j);3,S'^arfaw,Shore(ofthesea);bank(ofariver). 

Space  of  seven  years. 

A  ̂j^^^Sff-  ̂ dddn,  The  first  or  best  part  of  any 
thing,  ̂ dddn  or  ̂ dddn,  The  time  in  which  anj 
thing  is  done  :  as,  CdiJ^i      hana  zalika 

^la'  ̂ dddnihi,  That  was  in  his  time.  f^^S^  ̂  
ejyxMhurvafi  ̂ dddni  shabdbihi,}ie  is  in  the  prime 

of  youth,  ̂ ddaji,  (for  f_^\iiJS- ̂ tddn)  Yearling_kids. 
A  &3!oiS-  ̂ ddnat,  A  body,  troop,  crowd  of  men. 

A  patch  on  the  bottom  of  a  leathern  bucket. 

A  'i^\ss-  ̂ ddwat,  Enmity,  hatred,  hostility. 
p         C-Jj^iiP  ̂ damat-guzin,  Inimical. 

A  JjUff-^acZaw?7,  (pi.  of  ̂^Jj  JS')01d,high  trees. 
A  ^ddyim,  A  kind  of  Madlna  date. 

A(^\iiP^a(Zaj:m,(pl.of  iuo.;^5-)Leathern  patches. 

A  ijJj^^dabbas,  (p\.^Jui\>^  ̂ ddbis)  Strong, 
firm-bodied  (camel).  Bad-tempered,  malignant. 
Coarse,  thick,  corpulent. 

A  Li-^  f^dabiy,  Excellent,  unblemished. 
A  i^S-  ̂ dat,  (v.  n.  of  4iS-j)Predicting  any  thing 

good  to  another,  promising.  Threatening.  A  pro- 
mise. A  term.  j 

A  8  JP  ̂ ddat, Number,  multitude  (of  children); 

many.  A  certain  (also  a  computed)  number  or 

body  (of  men  or  cattle).  The  state  of  a  woman 
when  it  is  unlawful  to  have  intercourse  with  her 

(as  when  divorced,  when  mourning  the  death  of 
her  husband,  or  when  menstruous).  The  time  of 

probation  which  a  divorced  woman  is  to  wait  be- 

fore she  can  engage  in  a  second  marriage,  in  order 
to  determine  whether  or  not  she  be  pregnant  by 

the  former,  ̂ ddat,  Disposition,  preparation,  readi- 
ness. A  provision  made  for  any  necessary  occasion 

(as  scarcity).  A  pimple  or  eruption  on  a  comely 

face.    'SiXS-  kunu  ̂ la'  ̂ ddatin,  Be  ye 
in  readiness.  Jlc  S^iis-  jto  huwa  min  ̂ ddaiin 
mdlun,  His  wealth  is  laid  up  against  a  time  of  want. 

A  L^iiP  ̂ ds,  Softness  of  disposition. 

A  (iJfi'  ̂ dad,  Number.  Numbered.  The  com- 

puted years  of  a  person's  life.  Jjl  liii^S-  ̂ dadi  aw- 
wal,  A  prime  number.  ̂   ̂ dadi  tdmm,  A 
perfect  number,  i.e.  one  whose  aliquot  or  even  parts 

joined  together  will  exactly  make  that  whole  num- 
ber: as  6,  which  is  equal  to  1+2+3.  '^'^ 

^dadi  sahih,  A  whole  number,  a  unit,  jo^ dSS- 

^dadi  kasir,  A  great  multitude,  i^jjj^^  al 

^dadu''l  ma^ud,  The  age  of  any  person.  liJtf- 
^dadi  murakkab,  A  compound  number. 

^dad,  A  return  of  the  pain  from  the  bite  of  a  scor- 

pion at  the  end  of  a  year,  ̂ dad,  (pi.  of  i'S^  ̂ d- 
dai)  Preparations  against  a  time  of  scarcity. 

A  iyi^Sff-  ̂ dadiy,  Numeral,  numerical. 
AjSS-  ̂ .dr,  Excessive  rain.  Boldness,  ^idr^ 

Much  and  heavy  rain,  ̂ dar,  (v.  n.  ofjiiP) 
Abounding  in  water  (a  place). 

A  ^darraj,  Light,  nimble. 
ibn  ̂ darraj,  Any  one,  such  a  one  (is  not  at  home). 

p  ^darnd,  Glasswort.  Pearl-ashes,  lye. 

A  (^4>vS-  ̂ ds,  (v.  n.  of  Wandering.  La- 
bouring. Conjecturing.  Trampling  hard.  Pas- 

turing, tending  (cattle).  Calling  out  to  a  mule. 
Serving  (as  a  domestic).  Carrying  any  one  off 

(death),  ̂ das,  A  mule ;  also  a  word  used  in  call- 
ing to  him.  A  lentil.  Name  of  a  harsh  muleteer 

who  lived  in  the  time  of  Solomon. 

A  ̂Ju>i6S'  ̂ dasdn,  (v.  n.  of  (^J^ff-) Travelling. 
A  &u>3P  f^dasat,  One  lentil.  A  species  of  pus- 

tules on  the  body,  which  are  often  mortal. 

A  's^xut^  ̂ dasiyat,  A  dish  of  lentils. 
A  liNS-iiP  ̂ d^d,  Used  in  speaking  to  a  mule. 

A  'i^^  ̂ d^dat,  Haste,  expedition  in  walk- 
ing. The  cry  of  the  bird  called  kata. 



A  u-j^  ̂ df,  (v.  n.  of  uJ^)  Eating.  Any 
thing  eatable.  A  little  fodder.  A  small  present. 

^df,  Part  (of  the  night).  A  company  of  men,  from 

10  to  50.  Root,  origin,  ̂ df,  (pi.  of  t-iji^  ̂ - 

dw/)  Eatables.  ̂ ac?6z/,  Chips,  straws,  motes.  Any 

thing  eatable,  ̂ daf,  A  company  of  men,  10  to  50. 

A  ej>ys-  ̂ dfat,  Root,  origin,  ̂ dfat,  The  up- 
per part  of  the  breast,  the  thorax.  Part  (of  a  flock, 

or  of  the  night).  A  small  bodyofmen,froml0to50. 

An  assembly,  a  company.  The  border  of  a  gar- 

ment, whether  plain  or  ornamented.  A  short  shift 

or  inner  garment,  ̂ dfat  or  ̂ dafat,  (pi.  i — 

f-idafdinA  ̂ daf )The  root  of  a  tree  underground. 

A  ̂ J'^  ̂ dh,  (v.  n.  of  JAS-)  Collecting,  gather- 
ing. Being  irresolute,  uncertain  what  to  do,  ask, 

3r  take.  Moving  the  hand  about  in  any  place  full 

of  water  (as  if  in  search  of  any  thing),  groping.  ̂ - 

dak,  (v.  n.  of  jii*)  Doing  (any  thing)  of  one's  own will  without  certain  knowledge.  Moving  the  hand 

about  in  any  place  full  of  water  (as  if  searching). 

A  WiiS-  ̂ daltat,  (pi.        ̂ dak)  A  hooked  in- 
strument with  which  they  pull  buckets  out  of  wells. 

A  ^dk,  A  beating  wool  with  a  mallet. 

^}^S■  ̂ dl,  (v.n.of  J^i*)  Appointing  what  is 
just,  administering  justice.  Equaling,  equalising. 

Making  ofthe  same  weight.  Inclining,turning  away 

from.  Beingcrooked(aroad).  Being  like,  equal  to. 

Desisting  from  covering  (a  stallion).  Driving  off 

a  stallion.  Riding  in  company,  occupying  the  op- 
posite panier  or  hawda.  Composing  differences. 

Giving  companions  or  equals  to  God,  being  an  ido- 

later. Being  irresolute,  wavering  in  one's  choice 
betwixt  two  things.  Returning.  Name  of  an  exe- 

cutioner. Equity,  justice,  correctness,  rectitude,pro- 
bity,integrity.  Measure.  Just,  equitable,equal  (man 

orwoman).  Legal,unobjectionable, competent  (wit- 

ness). Any  thing  alike,  equal,  equivalent  in  value. 

An  ordinance  of  God.  Recompense,  redemption, 

ransom  j  any  thing  which  redeems  another.  Irre- 

gularity, anomaly.  Deviation  from  the  right  way. 

(pi.  of  J(i\p  ̂ dil)  Just,  equitable.  JtiP  jdzu  ̂ d- 
lin,  Competent  (witness).  JiijJ^  iiJ6liJ\  ash  sha- 

hidu''l  ̂ dl,  A  just,  unexceptionable  witness,  who 
avoids  sins  great  and  small,  even  to  eating  or  mak- 

ing water  on  the  high-road,  ̂ dl,  (pi.  (J\ii^\ 

dal  and  Jjii>S-  ̂ dul)  Any  thing  equal  or  equipon- 
derant to  another  (as  load  to  load ;  what  a  beast 

of  burden  carries  on  one  side)  ;  whatever  resembles 

another,  animate  or  inanimate,  ^dal,  The  equal- 
izing of  two  packages  on  one  horse. 

A>^ii^^MrfaZaj,(pl.ofJj.;i^^adiZ)Pairs,equals. 

A  ^dlat,  Just  (woman),  ̂ dalat,  Per- 

sons competent  and  worthy  to  give  evidence,  ^w- 
dalat,  One  competent  and  worthy  to  give  evidence. 

p  ̂^liS-^daR,  A  sort  of  good  money. 
A  ^dliyat,  Justice.    Followers  of  Aliy. 

A        ̂ dm,  (v.  n.  of         Becoming  poor. 
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Being  a  fool.  Leaving,abandoning,  and  going  away 

(any  business),  ̂ dm  or  ̂ dam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^) 
Losing,  being  deprived  of.  Being  destitute  of, 

wanting,  ̂ dm,  ̂ dam,  or  ̂ dum,  Want,  priva- 
tion, defect,  inexistence,  nothing,  nonentity.  An- 

nihilation. Poverty.  CLj^j^^  ̂ dami  muka- 
wamat,  Inability  of  resistance,  weakness,  p 

^dam  1iardan,To  annihilate,  reduce  to  want, 
make  defective,  a  ̂ dim,  Poor,  indigent. 

A  -^U iXS-  ̂ atZTOa^,White  (earth).  Desolate  (coun- 
try). White  on  the  head  (a  sheep).  ̂ damaf,{^\. 

of  ̂ SS'  ̂dhn)  Poor,  needy,  indigent. 
A  ̂^i^>S'  ̂ dmul,  (or  ̂^ti-S-  ̂ dmuUy)  Old, 

aged.  Thick,  old  (tree  or  Lybian  lizard),  ̂ d- 
mul,  The  male  bird  rahham. 

A  JyOiiP  ̂ dmul,  Old,  aged.    A  frog. 

A  ^daniiy,  Privative.  Inexistent. 

A  &X<i;i«5'^acZami?/ai,Annihilation,non-existence. 

A  ̂ ^<i>S'  ̂ dn,  (v.  n.  of  (jii>S')  Settling  in  any 
country ;  remaining  in  one  place  (as  cattle  at  pas- 

ture). Dunging  (land).  Pruning  or  defacing  with 

a  hatchet  (a  tree).  Waxing  tall  (a  palm-tree).  Pull- 

ing up  (a  stone).  ̂ ^^>S'  CJ>K>s>-jannatu  ̂ dnin, 
Gardens  of  permanent  occupation,  ̂ dan,  A  per- 

manent dwelling.  Eden.  The  town  now  called  Aden. 

A  ̂ ^1^  ̂atZrtare,  Name  ofthe  father  of  Maadd. 
p  (^X^iiP  ̂ dang,  Foolish,  stupid. 

A  '^1^  ̂ daniy,  A  native  of  Aden. 
A  ^dw,  (v.  n.  of  forjiiP)  Averting, 

diverting  from.  Passing  by  or  over,  leaving.  Rush- 

ing upon.  Running  (a  horse).  Being  iniquitous, 

unjust,  ̂ dw,  (pi.  A^S'  ̂ dai)  The  length, breadth, 
extent,  or  limit  of  a  thing.  A  limit,  extremity.  A 

thin  stone  with  which  any  thing  may  be  covered. 

^  A  jii^-  ̂ dujv,  (pi.  AdS-\  a^dt,  a^di, 

and  IfSS-  ̂ da')  An  eneniy.  iji^ 

(Jjfcls"  ̂ durvun  ̂ kilun  hhayrun  min  sadi- 
Jiinjdhilin,  Better  a  prudent  enemy  than  a  foolish 

friend  (a  proverb),  ̂ duw,  (v.  n.  oi\^  forjAff') 
Running,  passing  by.    Being  iniquitous,  unjust. 

A  ^dawas,  (A  vehicle)  unequal,  incon- 
venient for  sitting  on.  Ground  hard  and  dry.  A 

distant  house  or  home.  Impediments,  obstacles 

(to  any  work).  Any  occupation  which  diverts 
from  other  pursuits. 

A  J'ff'  ̂ dwan,  (v.  n.  of  \^  for  Being 
iniquitous.  Hating,  ̂ drodn,  (v.  n.  of  for 

jtXS-)  Being  iniquitous,  unjust.  Averting  from. 
Passing  by  or  over,  leaving.  Rushing  upon  (as 

bandits  upon  merchandise).  Flagrant  injustice. 

Evil,  iniquity.  Hostility,  hatred,  oppression.  ,Jjb^ 

^ ahli  ̂ dwdn,  Resentful ,  rancorous,  inimical. 

i^ji^  J  L>**^  ̂ ughz  u  ̂ dwdn,  Hatred  and  en- 

mity. ^^\5^^S'  J  (j^^(^y^  u  ̂ dwdn,  Indignation 
and  hatred,  ̂ darvdn,  (v.  n.  of  for  Rush- 

ing (as  bandits  upon  merchandise).  Running.  Who 

runs  fast.        >^      zu  ̂ darvdn,  Very  rapacious. 

cruel,  fierce. 

A  L^ji^  ̂ dub,  Many  sands,  abundant  sand. 

p  liJjjiiP  ̂ du-band,  Subduer  of  enemies. 

A  ZjiiP  ̂ dwat,  ̂ dwat,  or  ̂ dwat,  (pi.  Ai^S- 
^ddi)  The  side  of  a  river,  ̂ drvat  or  ̂ wcZroai,  Length, 
breadth,  extent.  Limit,  extremity.  A  thin  stone 

or  slab  for  covering,  (pi.  AsS'  ̂ das  and  Obii.ff' 

^dydt)  A  high  place,  ̂ dwat,  A  distant  place. 

High  ground. 

A  s'jiiP  ̂ duwat,  (fem.  of  jii^)  A  female  foe. 
A  '^i^jdS'  ̂ darvdamy,  Swift,  strong  (camel). 
A  (_j**jii.ff'^afZM5,  Bold,  brave  (woman).  ̂ ^J^S' 

Ifj^^^dusu 's sura', One  who  travels  by  night,bold. 
A  hyena,    ̂ dus,  (v.  n.  of  (^i>P)  Departing. 

A  {^jdS-  ̂ duf,  Any  thing  eatable :  provender. 

A  ej^dfi-  ̂ dufat,  Any  thing  eatable, 

A  'iijiyP'^dwakat,(^p\.  ̂ SS'^duk)  Hookedin- 
struments  with  which  they  pull  buckets  out  of  wells. 

A  (Jj;i>ff-  ̂ dawl,  Name  of  a  renowned  ship- 
builder, ^dul,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^P)  Returning.  De- 

viating, swerving,  wandering,  receding,  deserting. 

Declining,  inclining.  Refusing.  Composing  dif- 

ferences. Driving  off  (a  stallion).  Reversion.  De- 
fection, deviation,  (pi.  of  J^i^  ̂ dl)  Things  equal 

or  equiponderant.  Things  resembling  each  other 

(animate  or  inanimate),  (pi.  of  J^ilfi-  ̂ dil)  Just, 

equitable,  p  ̂jii^  Jj'i>^  ̂ dul namudan,  To  turn 
away  from. 

A  'iij^  ̂ idulat,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^S-)  Administering justice.    Justice,  equity. 

A  ̂jiys-^dawla',  (pi. ̂ \i^^ddlia.nd  Jj^i^ff- 
^ddwil)  An  old  and  tall  tree.  A  maritime  town 
in  Bahrayn,  on  the  east  coast  of  Arabia. 

A  ^dawUy,  A  sailor. 

A  'il)^^  ̂ dawliyat,  A  kind  of  ship  (named from  ^dawla). 

A  ^dum,  Poor,  needy,  destitute. 

p       ji^ff'  ̂ du-mdl,  Crushing  foes. 

A  jjjii^  ̂ idun,  (v.  n.  of  f^i^)  Settling  in  a 
country ;  remaining  in  one  place  (cattle  at  pasture). 

A  ^ac?wa*.  Assistance,  aid,  protection.  Au 
action  brought  before  a  judge  for  revenge  of  an  in- 

jixry.  Any  contagious  disease.  Contagion,  ̂ d- 
wa'',  (v.  n.  of  \dS'  for  jiiiS')  Transgressing,  being 
iniquitous,  unjust.  Hostility,  hatred.  Evil,  injustice. 

A  Hjj'^  ̂ dawiy,  Inimical.  Of  the  family  of 

i^J>S-  ̂ dly.    ̂ dawiy,  Promissoiy. 

A  'iSjSS'  ̂ daw'iyat,  Plants  or  shrubs  on  which 
cattle  pasture  at  the  end  of  spring.    Small  sheep. 

p j^j^i^  ̂ dda-ddr  bikr,  Wine  not  yet tasted.  An  unbroached  cask  of  wine. 

A  J^'Aff-  ̂ da',  (v.  n.  o{\^S'for  jJ^)  Running. 

Wishing  to  run.  ̂ McZa',(v.n.oflti^for^ii,ff')Rushing 
(as  bandits  upon  merchandise).  ̂ da\  or  ̂ da% 

(pi.  A,^\  a^di)  A  side,  quarter.  A  river's  brink. A  beam  between  two  others.  A  thin,  flat  stone  for 

covering  any  thing,  ̂ da'  or  ̂ da',  Enemies,stran- 



gers.  Travellers.  Absent  (persons).  j»y 
hawmi  ̂ da,  Hostile  people,  enemies. 

A  Cfi^  ̂ diy,  Name  of  a  family  of  the  tribe  ol' 
Kuraysh.  (pi.  of  ^(Ti)  Runners,  especially 

on  their  toes,    ̂ dii/,  Promissory. 

A  Obj^  ̂ dyat,  (pi.  of  jj^^S-  ̂ dwat  or  ̂ d- 
Tvat)  High  places. 

Aii^.j.ff-^ac?if?,Numerous.Anumber.Enumerated. 

Acompanion,fellow,match.  Equal, alike.  Awidow's 

weeds.  S>,^      hum  ̂ didu'l  hasa'.  They 
are  as  numerous  as  the  pebbles.  iV.^iP  ̂ di- 

du'l  kawm,  One  of  the  people. 
A  8  jJ.t)^  ̂ didat,  A  lot,  part,  portion. 

A  ^dil,  (pi.  ̂"^^^  ̂ dalas)  In  quantity 
or  weight  equal  to  a  load  on  one  side  of  a  horse  or 

camel.  Any  one  riding  in  an  opposite  litter  on  the 

other  side  of  a  camel.  Equal.  Alike.  Just,  equita- 
ble. A  rival. 

A  ^a.rfim,  Destitute.  Poor,  indigent.  Not 

be  found,non-existent. Senseless:  crazed :  a  fool.  ̂  ̂ 

(Jli!^^  ̂ arfimu'/ /rtjsa^,  Incomparable;  a  nonpareil. 
^idimu  n  nazir,  Matchless,  peerless. 

jCciP  ̂dlmu'l  mafa,  Faithless,  dishonest. 
A  wo.^iP  ̂ dinat,  (pi.  ^idann)  A  patch 

on  the  bottom  of  a  leathern  bucket.  Name  of  a 

place  wherein  are  the  graves  of  sundry  pious  men, 

and  the  tomb  of  i^yM^  jii  zu  ashraf.  ̂ daynut, 
Name  of  Taizz,  in  Yaman  ;  also  of  a  woman. 

A  l^ii.S'  ̂ dayiy,  Of  the  family  of  ^diy. 

A  iA  '^  ̂a^-aj^fl^,  Healthiness,  salubrity  of  air. 

^  A(_->\il\ff-  ̂ zdb, (ph  'eJi^\a^ibat) Pain, punish- 
ment. Torment,  torture,  martyrdom  ;  a  whipping. 

^\ i^\j)S-^zdbi  alvn,Severe  punishment. 

^zahu'l  harih,  The  punishment  of  hell- 
tiames.  i^.  '^  ̂ V^^  ̂ zabu  ̂ zabln,  Incessant 
torture  :  torment  from  which  there  is  no  escape. 

Aib^ii^  ̂ a^a&ai,Uterus.  Pecten  et  pubes  feminas. 

A  'i\j>^  ̂ a^ai,  (pi.  O^jiS^'  ̂ zawdi')  Level,  ex- 
c^lent,  healthy  soil. 

/  Aj\i^  ̂ zdr,  The  cheek.  That  part  of  the  jaws 
over  which  the  bridle  passes  to  the  head.  The  side 

of  the  beard.  ^z?-)  That  part  of  the  bridle 
which  presses  upon  the  jaws.  A  mark  or  scar  upon 

the  cheek.  The  side  of  a  spear-head.  A  road.  An 
entertainment  made  on  any  novel  occasion  (as 

finishing  a  house,  or  circumcising  a  child).  Shame. 

An  extensive  hill  of  sand.  Rough  ground  reaching 

to  a  great  distance.  hltala^'l  ̂ zdr, 
He  went  on  fearlessly,  shamelessly.  Pj^^S^  U^*;^ 

^^li^^am  ̂ zar  kardan,  To  uncover  the  face,  to 

appear  or  shew  one's  self. 

A  ^zdra  or^zdri, (pi. of -<^lji.S-) Virgins. 
A  I  ^uzaf,  Any  thing  eatable,  f^zdf, 

Deadly  (poison). 

A ̂ ^liff' ^wzo/?/',  A  lion.  A  large,  strong  camel. 
A^Vi^  ̂ a2:2:a/,  A  railer, accuser.  ̂ (/Z2a/,Railers. 

A         ̂ zzdlat,  The  fundament. 
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A  plii^-  ̂zzdm,  (pi.  ̂ zum)  A  flea,  ̂ z- zdm,  A  kind  of  salt  bitter  plant. 

A  i^y^  ̂ zdnat,  The  podex. 

A  O^jliNp^aOT/i'a^,  (pl.of  5^1^)  Level  grounds. 
A  iaJ.j\i^ff'  ̂ zdwit,  (orlaJj33^  ̂ izdyit)  (pi.  of 

Isjj.i^  ̂ zyawt,  ̂ zyawt,  or  ̂ zyut,  q.  v.). 

A  ^zdsim,  (pl.of&^;SP  ̂ zlmat')  Repre- hensions, reproofs,  rebukes. 

A  (—-'lip  ̂ zb,  (v.  n.  of  (—-JiSp)  Hindering.  Pro- 
hibiting. Abandoning.  Abstaining  from,  or  loath- 

ing meat  from  excessive  thirst.  Sweet  water.  A 
kind  of  tree.  Meat  and  drink  which  glides  easily 

down  the  throat.  ^^^^  Itsdni  ̂ zbu'l 
baydn,  A  flowing  or  eloquent  tongue,  ̂ zab,  That 
which  accompanies  the  birth.  A  kind  of  tree. 

A  strip  of  cloth  worn  round  the  waist  by  mourn- 
ing women.  The  string  by  which  they  lift  a  balance 

or  scales.  The  extremity  or  edge  of  any  thing.  The 

tip  of  a  camel's  pizzle.  A  strap  hanging  from  the 
hinder  part  of  a  camePs  saddle,  (pi.  of  ^a- 

zabat)  Sticks  and  straws.  L-->i^  jii  zu  ̂ zub,  (Wa- 
ter) covered  with  rubbish,  ̂ zib,  (Water)  covered 

with  fenny  weeds. 

A  iOi^S-  ̂ zbat,  A  kind  of  tree  fatal  to  camels. 
Name  of  a  certain  medicine.  A  fenny  weed  float- 

ing on  water,  ̂ zbat,  ̂ zabat,  or  ̂ a2«7)ai,  Water- 
lentils,  fen-weeds,  ^zabat,  The  tip  of  the  tongue. 
The  extremity  of  the  turban  or  sash  hanging  be- 

hind. A  strap  hanging  from  the  hinder  part  of  a 

camel's  saddle.  The  string  by  which  they  lift  a 
balance  or  scales.  A  branch.  Rubbish ;  a  bit  of 

stick.  ̂ a2:<&a^,  Chaff".  Scum.  The  lash  of  a  scourge. 
p  aJti^  ̂ zba,  The  fruit  of  the  tamarisk. 

A  (J,3>ff'  ̂ zabiy,  Generous,  noble-minded. 

A  ̂iSp  ̂zj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂tS^-)  Drinking.  A  drink. 

^(iLi^  ̂C>S'  ̂zji  ̂zij,  A  great  draught. 

Ajii«S-  ̂ zara,  {i'lit.  j^jO/ya^iru)  He  excused. 
AjiSsP ̂ a2;r, (v. n.ofji^) Circumcising.  Bridling 

(a  horse),  or  rather  putting  on  him  the  headstall 

(called ^zd?-).  ̂ zr  or  ̂ za?',  (v.  n.  ofj^) 
Being  prolific  in  vices,  sins,  mischief.  ^izr,  (v. 

n.  ofjip)  Excusing.      (ph  a^dr)  Excuse, 

apology,  pretext,  objection.  Virginity,  (pi.  of,^ 

^zdr)  Those  parts  of  bridles  which  press  upon  the 

jaws.  Good  success,  fortunate  issue.  Victory,  con- 

quest. j'dS'  ̂ \  abu  ̂ zr,  A  first  husband,  ji^ji 

zu  ̂ zr,  Excusable.  ^t^fi-jS^-         031  U 

md  anta  biz'i^zrihdzal  kaldm,  Thou  art  not  the 
author  of  this  discourse.  ^zri  kadwm, 

Welcome  (a  form  of  salutation).  Humility,  p^i^ 

(^(ijjT  ̂,zr  dwardan,  To  apologize.  ̂ Jw^y-jiis- 

^zr  hliKdstan,  To  ask  pardon.  liL^ j'^  ̂izri la)i(j,  A  lame  excuse.  A  0\s  ^zrimdfdt, 

An  excuse  for  past  faults.  P  jdS-  ̂ izr  kar- 
dan. To  make  an  excuse  or  apology.  A  ̂ izur,  (v. 

n.  of,i>S-)  Excusing,  (pi.  of y.i^  ̂zir)  Apologists. 
Situations  urged  in  extenuation  of  a  fault. 

P  1)'^  ̂«z/-a,  A  virgin.  A  mistress.  The  sign 
Virgo.  Plainly,  openly.  A  word  used  at  the  game 
of  i>j  nard.  Name  of  the  mistress  of  rvdinik. 

A  AjjyS'  ̂zrds,  (pi.  ̂J^  '^  ̂ zdra',  ̂ zdri,  and 
O^j^ls-  ̂ zrdwdt)  A  virgin,  a  maiden.  The  sign 
Virgo.  An  iron  instrument  of  torture,  to  extort 

confession.  &c.  Sand  yet  untrodden.  A  pearl  not 

yet  bored.  Gemini.  Madlna.  A  place  near  Damas- 

cus, risdlati  ̂ zrd,  A  maiden  letter. 

Pjj  \jdS'  ̂ zr-dnar,  One  who  offiers  an  excuse ; an  apologist,  apologizer. 

^y'..'^,.j'^  ̂ zr-pazlr,  Excuse-accepting. 
A  SjiiJ-  ̂ zrat,  A  mode  of  excuse,  ^zrat,  Vir- 

ginity. The  taking  of  a  maidenhead.  A  lad's  fore- 
skin. Circumcision.  The  uvula  and  jaws,  or  any 

pain  in  them  from  inflammation.  A  mark  or  scar 

on  the  cheek.  The  mane  of  a  horse's  withers.  A 
handful  of  hair,  a  ringlet  growing  from  the  crown 
of  the  head.  A  disease  in  the  throat  producing  pain 
and  inflammation.  The  clitoris.  A  mark,  si^n.  Five 

stars  in  the  extremity  of  the  milky  way.  A  certain 

star  which,  when  it  has  risen,  the  heat  increases, 

'iji^  ̂ \  abu  ̂ zrat,  (Father  of  a  maidenhead)  A 
first  husband,  ^zirat,  Dung,  human  excrement, 

ordure.  A  court-yard  or  place  where  rubbish  or 

ordure  is  thrown.  Light  wheat,  tail-end,  and  rub- 
bish.   An  assembly,  convivial  meeting. 

p  ^zr-hliKuk,  Seeking  an  excuse,  ask- 
ing pardon.  An  apologist ;  apologizer. 

p  ajUs^j^jiS^  ̂ zr-khrvdhdna,  As  an  excuse. 

^  i^^^j  '^  ̂ M~r-/.7tna/a,Excuse;  an  apology. ^zr-lihndlii  namudan,  To  beg 

pardon.  To  offer  an  excuse :  to  apologize. 

p  uljl3         ̂ zirandk,  Full  of  rubbish  and  filth. 

A  lifj^  ̂ zra',  (v.  n.  of^^^S-)  Excusing. 
A  iai^  ■^zt,  A  stooling  in  coitu. 
A  I  ji^  ̂ ^fj  (v.  n.  of  i_Ji^)  Eating.  Any 

thing  eatable. 

A  Isyi.S'  ̂ zfut,  An  animalcule,  white  and  soft, 

resembling  a  girl's  finger. 
A  ^zh,  (v.  n.  of  ji— 5")  Upbraiding 

one  with  any  thing  infamous.  Tracing,  charging, 

imputing.  Distinguishing  any  thing  by  its  own 

peculiar  mark  (as  a  sheep  or  camel,  by  tying  round 

them  a  lock  of  different-coloured  wool).  Driving 

away  (a  stallion  camel  from  the  females).  Col- 
lecting, bringing  (them)  together.  Letting  the 

two  ends  of  the  turban-sash  or  head-dress  flow  be- 

hind. Dunging  (a  camel).  Lopping  the  branches 

of  a  palm-tree.  Producing  an  ear  (the  sweet  rush), 

(pi.  ̂ '^\a^ah  and  ̂ jl^^;5:/<')A  palm-tree  with  its produce.  A  sort  of  date,  ̂ zh,  (pl.^^j^l  a^dhandi 

ijjiS^  ̂ zuk)  A  bunch  of  dates  or  grapes.  A  bunch 
of  which  the  grapes  have  been  eaten.  Any  branch 

bearingtwigs.  Glory,  dignity.  ̂ a^«^.  Cunning,  art- 
ful, clever.  Fragrant  (perfume).  Glib-tongued. 

Aio^'j.P^ac/ia«a^,Aclamorous,brawling  woman. 



A  dJSS'  ̂ zhat  or  ̂ zhat,  A  mark  of  difFerent- 

;olourecl  wool  tied  round  a  sheep's  neck. 

A  J<i^  ̂ zl,  (v.  n.  of  JSS')  Reproving,  chiding. 
■azlov^nzal,  Reprehension.  ̂ m^mZ,  Sultry  (days). 

A  (JSs-  ̂ izzal,  Railers,  reproachers. 

A  ^'-^^m^  Agreeable,  easy  (life). 

A  ekJisS-  ̂ zalat,  (pi.  of  Jilff-  ̂ zil)  Railers,  re- 
)roachers.    ̂ izalat,  A  continual  railer. 

A  eX-ii^S-  ̂ zlajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Feeding  (an 
infant)  well.  Filling  (a  leathern  bottle). 

A  ia53^  ̂ izalit,  Thick  (milk). 

A^^)iSp^?(2'%',Beautiful,healthy,well-fed(boy). 
A  ^izluh,  A  light,  active  lad. 

A  f^zm.,  (v.  n.  of  j6iS>ff-)  Biting  (as  a  horse). 
Eating  voraciously.  Reproaching,  blaming  (her 

husband)  for  making  unnatural  proposals  to  her  (a 

wife).  aw-a3  ̂ P-  es.*^^  ̂ zamahu  nafsihi,  He 

drove  him  from  him.  ̂ zam,  A  kind  of  plant,  ̂ a- 

zim,  (A  horse)  apt  to  bite,  ̂ izum,  (pi.  of  ^z- 
zam)  Fleas. 

A  ̂ 3^3^  ̂zamzam,  Measure  by  guess.  Death 
of  great  numbers. 

A  j^'d'S'  ̂ zamhar,  Spacious,  extensive  (city). 
A  ji3s>  ̂ zw,  (v.  n.  of  \  for  ji"?-)  Having  a 

pleasant,  wholesome  air  (a  town). 

A  ^zvJ),  (A  horse)  abstaining  from  eat- 
ing on  account  of  excessive  thirst.  A  beast  of  bur- 
den standing  without  meat  or  drink.  Employed 

in  the  open  air. 

A  sJji^  ̂ izuhat,  (v.  n.  of  <--^3^)  Being  pure 
(water).    Purity  or  sweetness  of  water. 

AjjSs-  ̂ zarcwar,  Of  a  bad  disposition,  hard 
hearted.    Large-bellied  (ass).    A  mighty  king. 

A  Iaj3v5-  ̂ zwat,  (or  Isjjii^  ̂ zrvawi)  One  who 
stools  in  coitu.   See  la^l^  ̂ zT/awf. 

A  u_5j3p  ̂ zuf,  Whatever  is  eaten.  One  who 

eats  much,  or  who  takes  a  taste,  i^j^  jS'  ̂^is- 

^la  ghayr  ̂ zvf,  Without  any  thing  to  eat. 

A ^zawfar,  Laj-ge  and  strong  (camel). 

A  (Jj3p-  ̂ zuli,  (pi.  of  |j3^)  Clusters  of  dates. 
A  &^j3vP  ̂a^fljul^^a^,  Camels  feeding  in  a  sweet 

pasture  where  the  plant  (^^^  liamz  does  not  grow. 

A  1^'^  ̂ zy  or  ̂ zy,  A  field  watered  only  by rain.  A  country  in  which  the  salsuginous  plant 

(_>a.?"  hamz  does  not  grow,  ̂ aza',  (v.n.of  ̂ j^S-') 
Havingapleasantair.  Beingfarsituatedfrom  water. 

A  ^ziyat,  (pi.  CLi'\j'^  ̂ zarvat)  A  level, healthy  country.  Sticks  or  straws  floating  on  water. 

A  J>,iS'  ̂ zir,  (pl.j3ff-  ̂ tzur^  One  who  excuses, 
an  apologist.  An  assistant,  defender.  A  situation, 

especially  that  which  a  man  pleads  in  excuse  for 

a  fault.  A  convivial  meeting.  A  feast  on  the  oc- 

casion of  building  a  house  or  circumcising  a  child. 

A  «j^.3s>  ̂ z7irat,  A  circumcision-feast. 

A  «Ja>.3^  ̂ a2^?/afaf,(v.n.ofla^.3.5'Q)Stoolingin 
coitu.Experiencingan  effusion  antecedent  to  coition. 

A  ^zayh,  (dim.  of  ji^-  ̂ zh)  A  small 
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loaded  palm-tree. 

A  s-fisff-  ̂ zimat,  (pi.  j»^^3«P  ̂zanm)  Reprehen- 
sion, reproof,  blame.  A  biting  or  chewing.  A  stone- 

less  date. 

A  ^zyawf  or  ̂ zyut,  (pi.  laJ^\^  ̂ za- 
yit  or  laij^isS-  ̂ zawit)  Qui  se  concacat  in  coitu. 
One  who  experiences  an  effusion  before  coition. 

A  jS-  ̂ arr,  (v.  n.  of  jS-)  Injuring,  vexing,  ren- 
dering sad  (any  one).  Defaming,  accusing.  Pull- 

ing (hair)  up  by  the  roots.  Being  necessitous. 

Bringing  one's  necessities  before  any  one.  Giving 
without  being  asked.  Being  ulcerated,  scabby  (ca- 

mels). The  scab.  A  child  who  is  weaned  early. 

^rr,  Noise  which  a  horse  makes  less  than  neighing. 

^Mrr,  (v.  n.  of  Jp')  Becoming  pregnant  (camels). 
An  ulcer  in  the  neck  of  a  young  camel.  A  disease 

which  causes  a  camel's  coat  to  fall  off.  The  scab. 

A  boy,  a  slave.   Dung  of  birds. 

A  \jS'  ̂ra',  A  court-yard,  area,  piazza. 

A  AjS-  ̂ras,  (pi.  a^'iyat  and  a^'ai) 
An  open  place,  area ;  spacious  place  in  the  open  air. 

An  empty  place.  Surface  of  the  ground,  ̂ ras, 

(v.  n.  3  of  (S_^)  Riding  (horses)  without  saddles. 

p  AjS-  ̂ra,  The  square  lying  between  the  king 
and  the  tower  at  chess. 

A  Aj.^  ̂rras,  A  girl,  a  virgin.  Scabby  (she- 
camel).  Bunchless  or  small-bunched  (she-camel). 

A  (-T^^S'  ̂ rab,  Fruit  of  a  tree,  from  whose  bark 
ropes  are  made,  ̂ rab,  Fine  Arab  horses  or  camels. 

A  '-r'^j-^  ̂ rrab,  A  maker  of  the  bag 

A  ^rahat,  (pi.  Ob^ff-  ̂ irabat)  A  bag 
put  over  the  dugs  of  sheep  to  prevent  them  being 

sucked.  ̂ Vn&a<,Coarse,indecent,obscenelanguage. 

A  (^j&AjS-  ̂ irabiz,  Thick  and  strong. 
p         ̂ raha,  A  curricle.  A  two-wheel  cart. 

A  is^P  ̂trat,  A  court-yard,  area.  A  vestibule. 
A  shore.  Intense  cold,  ̂ trat,  (pi.  of  ^ari) 
Naked.  Unarmed. 

A  CL->\^S'  ̂ rrat,  Hard  (spear). 

A  -^J^  ̂^y>  Hyenas. 
A  tjri?-]jS-^arq;iw,(p!.  of  ̂ ^^JS'^rjun)Bunches 

of  dates  (dry),  stalks  of  bunches. 

A  ii^P^fl7'a^/,  A  thick,hard  plant.Akindofplant. 

A  'id\jS'  ̂ radat,  A  state,  qualitj',  condition.  A female  locust. 

A  8iiVj!.s-  ̂ rraclat,  A  kind  of  small  balista  or 
engine  for  hurling  missiles. 

A  f^juij^SjS'  ̂ radis,  A  joint  of  the  fingers.  Arti- 
culation or  joining-place  of  bones  (in  man  or  beast). 

AjI^S-  ̂ rar,  A  fragrant  forest-herb  resembling 
camomile.  Women  bringing  forth  only  male  chil- 

dren. A  child  weaned  early.  Retaliation,  lex  ta- 

lionis.  A  being  equal  to,  or  match  for.  Adversity. 

Elevation,  sublimity.  Principality,  dominion.  De- 
pravity. Name  of  a  cow,which  fought  with  another 

called  kahl  till  they  were  both  killed  :  hence, 
when  two  things  are  equal  they  say, 
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ba^at  ̂ rar  bi  kahl.  ̂ rar,  (v.  n.  of  jP)  Beingscab- 

by  (a  camel),  (v.  n.  3  of  J&)  Being  dilatory,  ̂ rar 

or ^wrar,(v.  n.ofjS")  Making  a  noise  (as  an  ostrich). 

A  ^7'arat,  Depravity,  badness  of  temper. 
A  female  child  soon  weaned.  Principality,  chief- 

ship.  Adversity. 

A        ̂ rdz,  A  corrupting,  vitiating,  spoiling. 

aJ\}-^  ̂ rraz,  Slanderers  of  the  absent. 
A         ̂ razim,  A  lion. 

A  ij^j];^  frazil,  Gangs  of  thieves. A  ^ras,  A  rope  for  binding  a  camel. 

A  ^i"ras,  A  seller  of  the  young  camel 

A{^\^  ̂ ras,  (pi.  ot'&jojS'  ̂ rsai)  Court-yards, areas,  open  spaces  without  buildings. 

A  i^SjJP'  ̂ rras,  A  thundering,  flashing  cloud. 
Incessantly  flashing  (lightning).  Tremulous,  lim- 

ber (spear  or  sword). 

A  j***^^  ̂irasim,  A  lion. A  L_ijf«o\j5-  ̂ rasif,  (pi.  of  i  ? y^j^  ̂ trsuf)  Fo  ur 

pieces  of  wood  used  in  making  a  camel's  saddle. 

Projecting  parts  of  the  vertebrae  of  a  camel's  back. 
Bones  of  a  proboscis  bending  inwards  to  the  nose. 

A  ^raz,  (v.  n.  3  of  [^^^  Going  side 
by  side,  and  step  for  step.  Doing  equal  with  ano- 

ther. Collating  (books).  Retiring  to  a  side,  giv- 

ing place,  going  away,  shunning,  avoiding.  Taking 

(a  thorny  plant)  obliquely  in  his  mouth  (a  camel). 
Bringing  forth  a  son  illegitimately(a  woman).  Co- 

vering the  female  when  brought  to  him  (acamel). 

A  side,  tract,  quarter.  A  half  or  side.  Primary  (ar- 

gument). The  greater  part.  A  broad  mark  on 
the  thigh  or  buttocks  of  any  animal.  An  iron  with 
which  the  hoofs  of  a  camel  are  marked,  in  order 

that  he  may  be  tracked  through  the  sand.  (pi.  of 

i^jki^^  ̂ riz)  Broad,  wide,    ̂ iraz,  Broad,  wide. 

A  'k*o\j^^irazat,(\.n.  of (^^,>i^)Having breadth. 
^razat,  A  present  (especially  in  provisions).  Pro- 

visions carried  from  place  to  place. 

haws  ̂ razat,  A  broad  bow. 

A  ^ra^r,  Sides  or  extremities  of  a  ca- 

mel's bunch,  (pi.  ofjS-\jS'  ̂ Mr«^?V)  Nobles,  chiefs. 

^ii'a^r.  Fat  (camel).  (pl.jS'^^c- ^ara^/r)  A  noble. 
The  chief  of  a  family.  Name  of  a  place  whence  salt 
is  brought. 

A  (_jVj!-S-  ̂ rrcif,  A  priest,  augur.  A  physician. 

A  'ii\jS'  ̂ rafat,  (v.  n.  of  »—';?■)  Becoming  an 
L-fi^^  ̂ rif,  i.  e.  one  next  in  rank  to  a  chief,  a  lieu- 

tenant, or  deputy,  ̂ rafat,  (v.  n.  of  (  s^ff-)  Exer- 
cising the  office  of  deputy.  The  rank  next  to  a 

commander  or  chief  judge,  lieutenant,  deputy. 

A         ̂ rafij,  Pathless,  trackless  deserts. 

A  jJ  \^  ̂'rafls,(p\ .  of [_^^jS-  ̂ rfds)  S  courges 
for  whipping  criminals.  Ropes  made  of  sinews  for 

fastenins:  theheads  ofthetimbers  of  camels'  saddles. 

A  ^rak,  The  part  of  the  belly  above  the 

navel,  the  diaphragm.  W^hat  surrounds  the  nails. 



The  external  part  of  the  ear.  The  court  of  a  house. 
The  stitched  border  of  a  circular  leathern  tablecloth. 

The  side  of  a  mountain.  (pi.  'iijS^  a^ihat  and 
3^  ̂m™7{)  a  double  stitch  in  the  bottom  of  a  bot- 

tle or  provision-bag.  A  piece  of  leatlier  with  which 
stitches  are  covered.  Remains  of  salt  and  bitter 

plants.  The  inside  of  a  quill.  Babylonia,  Chaldea. 

(Irak  extends  in  length  from  jjltilXfr  ̂ hhadan  to 
Mawsil,  and  in  breadth  fromlvadisTya  to  Hulwan). 

(pi.  ̂ ruK)  The  sea-shore.  The  bank  of  a 
river  during  the  whole  of  its  course,  (pi.  of 

^rk)  Veins,  arteries.  Roots.  (jl?^  ̂rahi  ̂ a- 
jam,  Persian  Iiak  or  Media,  '^j^  ijl?^  ̂ rahi 

^rab,  Arabian  Irak,  Babylonia,  Chaldea.  ^rak 

or  ̂ rak,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^P  ̂ rh)  Bones  without  flesh. 
^Mra/ijHerbage,  theimmediate  produceof  a  shower. 
Clear  water.  Copious  rain.  A  fleshless  bone. 

A  ̂J^\J^  ̂rahani,  The  cities  ofBasra  and  Kfifa. 

A  Xis^ff-  ̂irahat,  Clear  water.    Copious  rain. 

A  ^raki,  (pi.  of  5^5^  ̂ rkuwat)  Cross- 

bars on  buckets.  zatu''l  ̂ ralii,  A 
calamity,  misfortune,  distress,  adversity. 

A  Produced  in,  or  belonging  to, 

Irak  (especially  applied  to  a  breed  of  horses  from 

that  country).    A  Parthian. 

A  ^rakib,  (pi.  ofL^^jS-  ̂ rhub)  Large 
tendons  in  the  leg  reaching  to  the  heel,  leaders. 

Projecting  parts  of  mountains.  Narrow  mountain- 

passes.  i^Jj\jS-  ̂ rak'ibii' I  U7)iur, Important 
and  difficult  affairs.  u-aJ;*! tayru  I  ̂raJnb, 
The  bird       iZt  shikirrah  (a  species  of  pie). 

A  ̂yf}\jS'  ̂ rakil,  Misfortunes,  difficulties. 

A  <^\jS'  ̂ irak,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^)  Having  her 

courses  (a  woman),  ̂ rak,  (v.  n.3  ofcdJ^)  Fight- 
ing hand  to  hand,  jostling  one  another  in  battle. 

A  watering  (of  camels)  in  a  body. 

A  X^C-  ̂iraJtat,  Whatever  is  milked  before  the 

first  'i'lLifi/iat,  or  interval  between  two  milkings. 
A  ^iram,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ .^S-)  Being  malignant, 

of  corrupted  morals,  impudent,  saucy  (boy).  With- 
out flesh  (bones).  Unbarked  (trees).  What  has 

fallen  from  the  bark  of  a  bramble-bush.  Malignity, 

sauciness.  The  impetuosity,  brunt,  or  multitudi- 
nousness  of  a  large  army, 

A  5<o\jff-  ̂ ramat,  (v.  n.  of  j^S')  Being  malig- 
nant and  impudent.    Malignity,  impudence, 

A  ^iramin,  (pl.of^jU^P  ̂ Mr??ia«)  Pie- 
bald. Flocks  of  sheep  and  goats.  Uncircumcised. 

Wells  or  places  where  water  collects. 

A  ^ran,  (v.  n.  of  (^j^-)  Being  distant  (a 
house).  Being  hard  and  rough.  Whipping  a 
bruised  sinew  round  the  head  of  an  arrow.  Kill- 

ing, fighting.  Being  soft  and  smooth.  The  block 

of  a  pulley.  A  disease  in  the  heel  of  a  beast  of 

burden  causing  the  hair  to  fall  off,  and  the  foot  to 

crack.  A  callosity  in  the  pastern  of  a  horse.  The 

stud  or  nail  fastening  the  hilt  of  a  sword.  A  bit  of 
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wood  thrust  between  a  camel's  nostrils  (to  make 

way  for  therein-ring).Battle,conflict.  Ahyena's  den. 
A  horn.  Far-distant  (places).  Distance  from  home. 

A  ^raniyat,  The  main  ocean,  the  middle 
or  deepest  part  of  the  sea.  A  rising  tide. 

A;j^i^S-^ammw,(pl.of(jOjS')Leadersof  people. 

A  (Jj^];S'  ̂ irahil,  Finely-shaped  (horse). 
A  ^irahim,  A  lion.    Tender,  soft,  fresh. 

^rahim,  (or  s^^S')  Large-bodied  (she-camel). 

A  ^rahin,  Corpulent  (he-camel). 

A  ^rah'il,  A  multitude  ranging  at  li- berty with  nothing  to  do. 

A  ^rahm,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^ys^S-  ̂ Mr/iMre)Mush- 
rooms.    Funguses,  pufi^s. 

Ab\^^ara?/a', Naked  (objects),  (pl.of  &| JS-  ̂a- 
riyat)  Palm-trees  of  which  the  owner  allows  others 
to  partake.  The  sale  of  dates  upon  the  tree. 

A  ^rasis,  (pi.  of ^  ̂i-us)  Brides. 
-'^.^  abyati  ̂ rasis,Yerses,  the  letters  of 

which  are  marked  with  diacritical  points. 

A  ^raAli,  (pi.  of  'i^lj^)  Dispositions. 
A  t-^P  ̂ rb,  (v.  n.  of  (--^)  Eating,  ̂ irb  or 

^rab,  Alacrity,  briskness,  ^rb,  The  plant  ̂ ^■^ 

buhma  when  dry.  ̂ rb,  An  Arabian  who  inha- 
bits a  city,  ̂ rab,  (v.  n.  of  i— ̂ S')  Being  brisk. 

Having  much  water  (a  well  or  a  river).  Swelling, 

suppurating  (a  wound),  and  leaving  a  scar.  Being 

turned,  becoming  squeamish  (the  stomach).  Be- 

ing deep  (a  river).  Arabia.  An  Arabian  (applied 

to  those  who  inhabit  cities,  a^-ab  denoting 
the  roving  and  plundering  Arabs).  Much  pure 

water.  u-'jP  ̂ rab  ̂ ribat,  {^^^  t^' 

rab  ̂ rhas,  or  'ii^^jS'  ̂ rab  ̂ ribat  or 
^iribat)  The  true  genuine  Arabians,  of  unmixed 

blood;  'i>jxkMo^^^rabmusta^'ibat,  (oru-^ff' 
Xyj*jU!^a?-a6mM^a^arr«^'ai)(commonly  called  Mos- 

arabians)  implying  Arabians  descended  from  in- 
termarriages with  other  nations,  ̂ rib,  Squeamish 

(stomach).  Much  pure  water.  ̂ i«-M&,(pl.of(_->jjS- 

^rub)  Women  who  love  their  husbands. 

A  ObjS-  ̂ rabat,  Yesseh  moored  in  the  Tigris, 
to  sei've  the  purpose  of  a  bridge. 

A  {^^jS-  ̂ rbaz,  Strong  and  large  (man,  lion, 
or  camel).  The  lock  of  a  door. 

A  (j^-^jS-  ̂ rban,  Earnest-money. 

A  iii^^S'  ̂ irhanat,  A  sort  of  lizai-d. 

p  wbjS'  ̂ rabana,  A  drum.  A  tambourine. 

A  (--^S-  ̂ irbub,  Water  plentiful  and  pure.  A 
scar  left  by  a  wound. 

A  'iij^  ̂rahat,  A  rapid  river.  Soul,  mind,  self, 
A  wheel.  A  place  near  Madina.  ^ribat,  Pure, 
sjenuine  Arab.  A  woman  fond  of  her  husband. 

Refractoiy,disobedient,andlaughing(wife).  Abun- 
dant in  water  (a  well). 

A  ^irbuj,  A  stout,  fat  dog. 
A  c>.XjS-  ̂ .rbid,  A  serpent.    Rough  ground. 

A  3.^5-  ̂rbadd  or  ̂ rbidd,  Strong,  firm.  Cus- 

torn,  manner,  habit.    A  male  viper.  A  hissing  but 
harmless  snake.  A  red  malignant  serpent. 

(_^!S.JjS'  rakibtu  ̂ rbaddi,  I  passed  on,  but  inclined not  to  any  thing. 

A  HiJJjS'  ̂ ar&a(Z«i,Malignity  of  disposition.quar- 
relsomeness.  Conflict,  dispute,  battle,  riot,  uproar. 

p  (j'^s"  8  i^jS-  ̂ rbada-joy  ovjuy,  Quarrelsome, 
uproarious.    A  flatterer.    A  juggler. 

Pj^  S  JO^  ̂ rbada-har,  One  who  assaults  his 
pot-companions  and  friends. 

A  ̂ jI^  ̂ rabrab.  The  esculent  herb  sumach. 

A  '&hj>jS'  ̂ rabrabiyat,  (Meat)  dressed  with 
sumach ;  a  pot  seasoned  with  sumach. 

A  ^rbis,  Level  land  prepared  for  plant- 
ing. An  elevated  hillock,  smooth  and  suitable  for 

alighting  upon  at  the  end  of  night. 

p  ^rabistan,  The  land  of  Arabia. 

A  (^jmJu»^  ̂ rhasis,  Level  ground  ready  for 
planting.  An  elevated  hillock,  level  and  well 

adapted  for  pitching  upon  at  the  end  of  night. 

A  ^rbaz  or  ̂ rabz,  Strong,  bulky  (camel 

or  lion),  ̂ rabz,  Broad. 
A         ̂ I'banat,  A  giving  earnest-money. 

A  (jj^  ̂ rbunor^rabun,  Earnest-money,  ̂ a- 
rabun,  The  contents  of  the  belly. 

PiOj^  ̂ arata, Any  wheeled  carriage ;  a  chariot, 
coach,  curricle,  chaise,  waggon,  cart,  &c. 

A  jj, jff-  ̂rabiy,  (fem.  &?,>.^  ̂ rabiyat)  A  civi- 
lized Arabian.  Arabic,  Arabian.  The  Arabic  lan- 

guage: hence,  CJ^Mj^  ̂ rablyat,  Arabic  books  or 
phrases;  Arabicisims.  Whitebarley :  or  an  ear  of  it. 

A  Si.JijS'  ̂ rhul,  A  noisy,  drunken,  riotous  fel- 
low, who  injures  his  pot-companions. 

A  Bj.P  ̂ rrat,  (v.  n.  ofjp)  Annoying,  vexing. 

Strength,  fortitude,  military  courage.  Fierceness 
of  battle.  A  bad  temper.  A  female  child  weaned 

early,  ̂ rrat,  The  dung  (of  a  man  or  bird).  The 
infliction  of  what  is  distasteful  and  unpleasant.  The 

fat  of  a  camel's  bunch.  Injury,  crime.  The  scab. 

A  young  girl.  Sordid,  wicked,  hateful  (man),  the 

disgrace  of  his  tribe. 

A  ^rt,  (v.  n.  of  1.^5-)  Trembling,  vacil- 
lating. Flashing,  shining.  Rubbing  (the  nose). 

Being  hard  (a  spear). 

A  ^rtabat,  (or  X^S-  ̂ rtamat)  The  nose, 
tip  of  the  nose,  or  the  soft  part  of  it.  The  groove 

in  the  middle  of  the  upper  lip.  sl^^  ̂ la' 

^rtamatihi,  Against  his  will. 
A  ^rtan,  ̂ rtun,  or  ̂ ratan,  A  species 

of  tanning  shrub. 
AeJijS'^rtanatfAtarmmgwith  the  plant  (J>j^- 

Ai^JijS-  ̂ flra^ln,Acertainshrub  used  in  tanning. 

A  lI^S-  ̂ rs,  (v.  n.  of  C^jS-)  Being  uprooted. 
Rubbing  hard.  Tearing  up  forcibly. 

A  'i^jS-  ̂ rsamat,  The  tip  of  the  nose. 

A  ̂ ff-  ̂rj  or  ̂ rj,  (pi.  ̂ jS^  a^dj  and  ̂ j/- 
^ruj)  A  troop  of  camels,  from  80  to  90,  or  150,  or 



a  little  more,  or  from  500  to  1000.    ̂ rj,  (pi.  of 

a^-aj)  Lame.  Hyenas,  ̂ raj,  (v.  n.  of 
Limping  naturally.  Lameness  from  birth.  Setting 

(the  sun),  or  inclining  westward.  ^ 

ma  ashadda  ̂ rajuhu,  How  lame  he  is  !  f^rij,  A 
camel  that  suffers  from  incontinence  of  urine,  or 

that  squirts  it  out  awry. 

A  ̂\srj^  ̂ a?7'a*,(fem.)Naturally  lame.  A  hyena. 

A  ̂jV;?-  ̂ rjdn,  (pi.  of  ̂ Is-  ̂rij)  Lame  from 
birth.  ̂ a?•^ya?^,Lameness,  limping  mode  of  walking. 

A  e>s>-jS-  ̂ rjat,  Lameness.    Delay,  pause. 

A  «ij>^  ̂ rjad,  (or  S.*-^  ̂ rjudd)  The  stalk 
from  which  dates  hang. 

A  sJ*-^  ̂ rjalat,  A  herd  of  horses.  A  flock  of 
sheep  or  goats.  A  multitude  of  men  on  foot. 

A  ^rjanat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Striking 
(any  one)  with  the  stalk  of  the  palm-tree.  Mark- 

ing (a  garment)  with  the  figure  of  date-stalks.  Be- 
smearing with  blood  or  saffron.  Dyeing,  tinging. 

A  ̂ ^j^  ̂ rjud,  A  date-stalk.  A  vine-bud. 

A  u-jjs-^  ̂ irjuf,  A  strong  she-camel. 

A  ̂ y^JS■  ̂ rjawl,  A  troop,  body,  herd. 

A  ^rjum,  A  strong  she-camel. 

A  i^y^j^  ̂ rjun,  (pi.  ;j;\»-\jff-^arqym)  A  bunch 
of  dates  (dry).  A  kind  of  mushroom.  A  tree  be- 

come crooked,  and  having  its  branches  lopped ;  an 

old  pollard. 

AiiyP^ari^,  (v.  n.ofiijS-)  Fleeing,  runningaway. 
Hard,  strong.  Erect.  Stiff,  inflated  (yard).  An 

ass.  The  root  or  base  of  the  neck,  ̂ rid,  (or  S^S- 
^rudd)  Hard. 

A  (i^iijS-  ̂ rdad,  An  elephant.  Brave,  intrepid, 
hardy.  Robust.  A  piece  of  wood  with  which  they 
fasten  horses  and  camels. 

A  ̂^i^j^  ̂rddm,  A  branch  on  which  are  clus- 
ters of  dates.  A  large  branch,  from  which  smaller 

branches  issue. 

A  'iii^^iTada  t,  Amounta'm  with  water  at  itsbase. 

A  'i*ui^jS-  ̂ rdasat,  A  throwing  prostrate. 
A  (Jii^  ̂ rdal,  Hard  and  strong.  Tall. 

A  &}t5jff'  ̂ rdalat,  Laxity  of  gait. 

A  ̂ djS'  ̂ rdam,  Thick,  coarse,  gross.  Of  little 
flesh.  Strong  and  hard.  The  neck. 

A^jl«iijS-^MrdlMmare,Obstinate,stifr-necked,  stub- 
born. Strong. 

A  jUiijS-  ̂ rdamat,  Hardness. 

AjjS-  ̂ rar,  (v.  n.  of  j5-)  Being  bunchless  (a 
camel).  Smallness  of  bunch.  Scab,  itch,  mange. 

AjjS-^rz,  (v.  n.ofjjff')  Being  contracted,  drawn 
together,  and  wrinkled.  Pulling,  drawing  violently. 

Blaming,  reproving,  chiding.  Being  strong  and 

thick.  Holding  (a  thing)  in  the  clenched  fist,  and 

allowing  a  part  (of  it)  to  be  seen.  Being  contrary. 

^raz,  (v.n.  ofj^)  Being  hard  and  strong. 

A  (J^j^  ̂rzal,  A  place  on  the  summit  of  a  tree 
where  those  sit  who  watch  fields  (for  fear  of  wild 
beasts).    Apiece  of  meat  roasted,  which  hunters 
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use  in  catching  wild  beasts.  A  lion's  den  or  nest 
for  his  whelps.  Remains  of  flesh-meat.  A  kind  of 

large  sack.  A  portable,moveable  house  built  for  the 

use  of  a  king  when  on  a  military  expedition.  A  hut 

for  a  gatherer  of  mushrooms.  A  serpent's  hole.  A 
little  furniture.  The  branch  of  a  tree.  A  tavern. 

A  sect,  troop,  band.  Heavy.  Abject,  mean,  con- 

temptible. The  mouth  of  a  large  water-bottle.  Any 

thing  whereby  a  man  is  preferred  or  distinguished. 

A  ja^jS-  ̂rzam,  A  lion. A  ̂ jj^  ̂ rzab  or  ̂ rzabb,  Hard,  firm,  strong. 

A  ̂ jS'  ̂ rzam,  Compact,  solid.  A  lion,  ̂ r- 
zim,  An  old  serpent. 

A         ̂ rzamm,  A  lion. 

A  (_>*j;S-  ̂ ars,  (v.  n.  of  (_)»^)  Tying  a  camel 
neck  and  fore-leg.  Turning  away  from.  Continuing 

in  a  state  of  joy.  A  rope.  The  middle  pole  of  a 

tent.  A  wall  (between  two  other  walls  it  does  not 

touch),upon  which  the  roof  rests  in  a  peculiar  man- 
ner, which  conduces  to  warmth.  A  fair  held  at  the 

tomb  of  a  saint  in  honour  of  him,  ̂ rs  or  ̂ irs, 

(pi.  a^'ds)  A  young  camel  weaned  from 

the  dam.  ̂ rs,  (pi.  (_j>>^\  a^-ds)  A  spouse,  hus- 
band, or  wife.  A  lioness.  (_>>^  (^^^  ibn  ̂ rs,  (pi. 

OUo  bandt  ̂ rs)  A  species  of  weasel,  small- 
eared,  and  with  eyelids  turned  up.  Apole-cat. 

or  ̂ irus,  Matrimony,  nuptials,  (pi.  {^\^\  a^-ds 
and  C^l*OjS5-  ̂ rusdt)  A  marriage-feast.  (v. 

n.  of  (_)>»^)  Refusing,  denying,  withholding.  Be- 

ing confounded,  astonished,  losing  one's  wits.  Be- 
ing proud  and  insolent.  Being  necessary.  Being 

assiduous,  fixed  to.  ̂ ar/s,  Struck  with  astonish- 
ment. Timid,  afraid.  Assiduous,  fixed  to.  A  lion. 

^rus,  (pi.  of       jS-  ̂rus)  Bridegrooms. 

A  CL^^j^  ̂ i7-usdt  ov^rasdt,  (pi.  of  (^j»>J^ ̂ ^(■rs) 
Marriage-feasts. 

A  (jlujjS-  ̂ rsdni,  (dual)  A  lion  and  lioness. 

A  jj,**^  '^rsiy,  Of  a  weasel  or  tawny  colour. 
A  f^J^  ̂ rsh,  (v.  n.  of  (^j^)  Propping  up  (a 

vine),  training  (it)  over  a  trellis.  Making  a  trellis 
for  a  vine,  or  a  cover  for  a  well.  Building  (a  wooden 

house).  Pitching  (a  tent).  Abiding  in  one  place. 

Striking  (any  one)  on  the  side  of  the  neck.  Stick- 
ing close  (to  a  debtor).  Being  thunderstruck,  lost 

in  amazement.  Being  struck  with  fear,  and  not 

approaching  the  game  (a  dog).  Being  diflicult  to 
obtain.  Constructing  the  lower  part  of  a  well  for 

six  feet  of  stone  and  the  remainder  of  wood.  Keep- 

ing fast  hold  of  what  is  in  one's  possession.  Re- 
tiring, turning  away.  (pi.  ^rush,  (^j^  ̂i- 

rush,  a^'dsh,  and  'dMi^  '^rashat')  A  throne, chair  of  state.  A  palace,  citadel.  The  throne  of 
God.  Roof  of  a  house.  A  wooden  cover  to  a  well. 

The  convex  part  of  the  foot.  The  buttocks  of  a  lion. 

A  bier.  An  awning,  shade,  arbour,  alcove.  A  tent. 

A  nest.  A  prop,  buttress,  stay,  support.  A  leader 

or  chief  of  the  people.  A  piece  of  wood  whereon  a 

drawer  of  water  stands.  Mecca  and  its  old  wooden 

houses.  Glory.  ^ar*7a  a/t&ar.  The  hu- 
man heart,  ̂ kff'^  L>^^  ̂ rshi  a^la',  ((^■^j  LJ**j^ 

^rsld  raltmdn,  and  ^rshi  shartf) 
The  throne  of  God.     j3^f***  ̂ rshi  sabdn, 
The  throne  of  Bilkis,  tlie  queen  of  Sheba.  (^j^ 

uiJV»*J\  ̂ rshu's  simdk,  Four  small  stars  below the  constellation  ^wwds,  i^jS  j  O^/^  ̂ rsh 

u  farsh,  Heaven  and  earth.  (^^\  jii  zu'l  ̂ rsk, 
Lord  of  the  throne,  i.e.  God.  ̂ irsh,  The  side  oi 
the  neck.  The  root  of  the  neck,  or  the  part  to  which 

the  cupping-glass  is  applied.  A  bone  near  the  throat 
which  forms  a  fulcrum  for  the  tongue.  The  hair 

under  a  horse's  mane.  The  ear.  Thick,  large  (she- 

camel),  ̂ rsh  or  ̂ rsh,  (pi.  Ju^jP  ̂ rasliat  and 

a^dsh)  What  lies  between  the  instep  and 

the  toes,  ̂ rash,  (v.  n.  of  <^j^)  Being  thunder- 
struck, lost  in  amazement,  ^irush,  (pi.  of 

^rsh)  Thrones,  (pi.  of  \J^..^  ̂ rhk)  Shades, 
arbours,  bowers,  alcoves. 

p  I  i^j^  ̂ rsh-dshydni,  A  name  given 
to  the  Emperor  Akbar  after  his  decease. 

A  'iJli^  ̂ rashat,  (pi.  of  ^rsh)  Thrones, 
(pi.  of  or  ̂ rsli)  Convex  parts  of  feet. 

p  (Jjve  ̂ rsh-manzil,  A  title  given  to 
Alam-glr  the  Second. 

p  ̂ J^J^  ̂ rshrvardn,  Prophets,  saints. 
r  f^\x^lijS-  ̂ rshiydn,  Angels  who  carry  the 

throne  of  G  od,  bearers  of  the  celestial  throne. 

A  i^jS-  ̂ rs,  (v.  n.  of  i^J^)  Having  lightning 
incessantly  flashing  (the  sky).  Going  with  a  tot- 

tering gait  (a  camel).  Tying  a  camel  by  the  fore- 

leg. A  rafter,  ̂ ams,  (v.  n.  of  (^_,j.i»jS-)  Flashing  in- 

cessantly (lightning).  Being  cheerful,  brisk.  Smell- 

ing badly,  a  house  or  plant  (especially  from  damp- 
ness), ^ris  or  ̂ ars,Incessantly  flashing(lightning). 

A  C^\tOjS'  ̂ rasdt,  (pi.  of  &.>OjS')  Courts,  areas. 

A  (  ^'>'sof,  (pi.  I  iii:*o\jS'  ̂ rdsif)  Pack- 
saddles.  A  scourge  of  sinews  or  twisted  thongs. 

A  long  sinew.  Various  pieces  of  wood  used  in  con- 

structing a  camel's  saddle.  A  nail  in  a  camel 
saddle.  Points,  processes  of  the  vertebrse  of  a  ea- 

rners back.    The  bones  of  the  nose  bent  inwards. 

A  ̂ ^j^  ̂rsdm,  A  lion. A  'ijOjS'  ̂ rsat,  (pi.  {^\jS'  ̂ rds,  Cj\^jS'  ̂ ra- 
sdt,  and  a^'ds)  A  court,  square,  quadrangle, 
area,  open  space  free  from  buildings.  A  plain.  A 
field  of  battle.  A  chess-board  or  table  for  playing 

at  dice.  L^S-  ̂ rsatu'ljam^  Day  of  the  re- 
surrection, p  ij^'^j  s.'^jS'  ̂ rsa^i  zairiin,  Surface of  the  earth. 

A  ̂^iLoyP  ̂ rsatdni,  (dual)  Two  open  places 

in  the  ̂ j^^  ̂ Jiik  of  MadTna. 

A  ^rsaf,  Ground-pine. 

A  'ik^ojS'  ̂ rsafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  SiOjC-  Q)  Draw- 
ing.   Cleaving  down  lengthwise. 

A         ^rsam,  A  glutton.    Active,  cheerful. 



^rsim,  The  -wild  egg-plant  or  brinjal. 

A  p-^^  ̂ rsamm,  Thin.    Strong.    A  Hon. 

A  i^yOjS'  ̂ rsuf,  (pi. I  ixtc\jS'  ̂ rasif)  A  piece 
of  wood  used  in  a  camel's  saddle. 

A  [^yo^  ̂ irsufuni,  Two  pieces  of  wood  at 

the  plongh-tail. 

A  ̂ yOjZ'  ̂ rsum,  A  miser. 
A  ^.rz,  (v.  n.  of  {^j^)  Presenting  itself, 

appearing.  Happening,  occurring, befalling.  Meet- 

ing, confronting.  Exhibiting, offering  forsale.  Bar- 
tering, exchanging.  Giving  (cloth  in  payment  of 

a  debt).  Rendering  manifest.  Presenting  or  repre- 

senting (to  a  superior).  Perusing  (a  book).  Re- 
viewing an  army.  Running  with  extended  neck  ; 

also  going  on  one  side  (a  horse).  Putting  aloe- 
wood  into  a  censer.  Clapping  (a  sword)  across 

(the  thigh).  Being  cheated  (in  buying  or  selling). 

Marking  (a  camel)  crosswise.  Playing  an  inclina- 

tion or  desire.  Smiting  with  swoj'd  or  stick.  Crop- 
ping the  extremities  of  a  tree.  Striking  the  side  of 

any  thing.  Filling  (a  tank  or  leathern  bottle). 

Dying,  not  fi-om  disease.  Arriving  in  the  country 
of  Mecca  and  MadTna.  An  offering.  Exposition, 

proposition.  Petition,  request.  A  valley.  Breadth, 

amplitude,  width.  The  measurement  of  a  heap  of 

grain  from  the  bottom  to  the  top,  as  opposed  to 

J^ls  /wZ,  Length  (an  Indian  term  of  revenue).  A 
mountain,  or  the  foot  of  one,  or  side  of  one,  or  the 

place  whence  a  mountain  rises.  A  large  army.  The 

massofmen.  A  cloud  obscuring  the  horizon.  Many 

locusts.  An  hour.  An  hour  of  the  night.  Mad- 
ness. Merchandise,  household  furniture,  or  other 

effects  (money  excepted,  which  is  expressed  by  (jjS- 

^yri).     (pi.  a^az)  A  village  of  Hijaz. 

ctl  ̂ n-z,  Day  of  review,  i.e.  the  last  judg- 

ment. ,Jl=>-  i^j^jS-  ̂ rzi  hal  (or  only  t^J^  ̂«^'2')> 
Explanation  of  the  state  of  a  case,  memorial,  peti- 

tion, jj^ff-  i^jajS-  ̂ rza  ̂ yum,  Before  one's  eyes. 
J \0->P  tj^^  ̂ rzi  didar  kardan,  To  shew 

the  face,  to  discover  one's  self,  ̂ ^ii^ ̂̂ ^1^  <J^j^ 
^rzi  lashliar  hardan,  To  muster(review)an  army, 

j^ii^ {^JP-  f^rz  hardan,  To  speak,  say,  represent 
humlily,  put,  place,  state,  beg,  request, 

^jii^ ̂ rzi  mvrad  hardan,  To  explain  one's  inten- 

tions.   A  \^'oj>^_  ̂ ^4^  CIa^I^/-^^  ishtarayiu'l  mafd^ 
hi  ̂ rzin,  I  bought  the  goods  with  other  goods. 

i^\j>-  jaradun  ̂ rzun,  Many  locusts.  iJjif 
J  tul  u  ̂ rz,  Length  and  breadth,  i^j^  ̂j, 

{_y>^^f  'i  f^rzVn  nas,  (I  saw  him)  near  certain  peo- 

ple, t^^^       yawmu'l  ̂ rz,  The  day  of  the  re- 
surrection. P  (ji^^j*^  LA^;^J  zi  ̂ rz  dur  kai'dan, 

Tomortif}'.  To  kill,  a  ̂Vj',  Reputation,  honour, 
fame,  estimation.  The  soul.  The  body.  Effluvia 

of  the  body  (good  or  bad).    A  pore  of  the  body. 

A  valley  having  villages,  water,  and  trees.  Skin, 

leather.  An  army.  Ancestral  dignity.  A  praise- 
worthy disposition.    A  side  of  the  neck.    A  salt, 
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bitter  plant.  The  thorny  tree  <^\J\  arak.  The  side 
of  a  valley.  A  city,  town,  or  district.  Alarge  cloud. 

Many  locusts.  One  who  imposes  on  others  with 

follies  and  lies.  (_j*j^b  j  i^j^  ̂ I'z  u  namus,  A 
good  name,  ^irz,  The  foot  of  a  mountain.  The 
middle  (of  a  river  or  of  the  sea).  Primary  (argu- 

ment). The  mass  (of  mankind).  The  broad  part 

of  a  sword.  A  pace  approved  in  a  horse,  but  dis- 
approved of  in  a  camel.  The  side  (of  any  thing). 

Care,  anxiety,  (pi. of  ^aris) The  back-teeth, 
grinders.    The  jaws,  i^j^^  ̂ rzul  hasit, 

The  side  of  the  wall.  jSu2\  i^j^  ̂ rzu's  safar, 
(A  she-camel)  travelling  well,  L>*;*? 

^rzi  wajhihi,  (Looking)  at  him  obliquely. 

{^j^f^  ̂ rzi'n  nas,  Amongst  the  people. 

'^J^  t^<^  ̂ rzi'n  nas,  From  among  the 
vulgar.  ̂ Tuz,  (v.  n.  of  {^J^)  Bursting  from  eat- 

ing too  much  herbage  (a  sheep).  An  accident,  any 

thing  that  befals  a  person.  Disease,  sickness.  A 

philosophical  accident.  Any  thing  which  has  no 

duration.  Worldly  goods,  which  being  transient 

and  fleeting,  are  bestowed  alike  on  the  evil  and  the 

good.  Any  kind  of  wealth  (except  gold  and  silver). 

Prey,  spoil,  plunder.  An  army.  Desire,  concu- 
piscence, i^jo^  sahmu  ̂ mzm,(or(^_^P 

liajaru  ̂ razin,  An  arrow  or  a  stone  with  which 
any  one  is  sti  uck  accidentally  or  by  mistake,  ̂ raz, 

(v.  n.  of  [.J^J^)  Possessing  breadth,  ̂ miz,  A  side, 
tract,  confine,  border,  extremity.  Corner  of  the  eye. 

Alojff-^«r2'ar?,In breadth,  ̂ irzan, (or {^jS'  ̂^S- 

^n  ̂rzin)  At  the  side,  sideways  ;  as  it  may  hap- 
pen, without  choice.  Indiscriminately,  without 

inquiry,  ̂ razan,  Accidentally. 

A  ̂ ^'O^  ̂ rzan  or  ̂ rzan,  (pi.  of  i^i^ 

rlz)  Rampant  he-goats.  Yearling  kids. 

T  f^i^.  i^j^  ̂ rz-hegi,  The  person  who  pre- 
sents all  petitions,either  written  or  by  word  of  mouth . 

■  A  X/OjP  ̂ irzat,  An  offering,  exposition,  exhi- 
bition. A  review.  ̂ ?/rza<,Impediment,obstacle.  An 

object  exposed  to  loss  or  depredation.  One  who 
is  evil  spoken  of.  Inclination,  favour,  affection. 

Intention,  thought,  care.  A  manoeuvre  employed 

in  wrestling.  Adapted  (as  a  man  for  business,  or 

any  one  thing  to  another)  ;  agreeing  together  (as 

man  and  wife).  An  equal,  peer,  match.  Any  thing 

constantly  occuring  (as  an  oath  on  every  slight 

occasion).    Accustomed  to  affect  grief. 

vJ\<yJ)^  ̂ rz-dar,  Broad.  A  military  muster. 
An  accident,  any  thing  befalling:  disease,sickness. 

r  ul^^^  J  i^j^  ̂ rz-dasht,  A  memorial  or  ad- 
dress from  an  inferior  to  a  superior.  Breadth. 

p  iXLojS'  ̂ rz-gah,  (or  ^arza-gah)  A 
rendezvous  for  an  enemy. 

A  'bSjOjS'  ̂ raznat,  A  she-camel  leaning  to  one 
side  from  sprightliness.  ̂ raznatan,  (Looking  at 

one)  obliquely,  with  half-shut  eyes. 

A  Ij^J^  ̂razna',  (also  al  ̂ razna') 

Obliquely  from  sprightliness. 

P  euj^  ̂ rza-d,asht,  A  petition. 

A  ^rza,  A  kind  of  cloth.  Certain  con- 
veniences in  a  house  (as  sinks  or  drains). 

P  ^r~i,  A  petition,  memorial,  or  hum- 
ble representation. 

A  ^rizza',  Alacrity,  cheerfulness. 
A  ^rziy,  Leaning  to  one  side,  sprightly 

(camel),  because  badly  broke  in.  Disobedient,  un- 

tractable.  Not  firmly  seated  in  the  saddle,  ̂ ra- 

ziy,  Accidental. 

A  i^^^  ̂ rziyat,  Intractable  (she-camel). 
Fearlessness,  slubbornness,  intractableness. 

A  Is^  ̂rt,  (v.  n.  of  i»;ff-)  Slandering  and  tra- 
ducing the  absent.  Losing  his  teeth  by  feeding  on 

certain  trees  (a  camel),  ̂ rut,  (pi.  of  ifjjff'  ̂ rui). 

A  (_„»i»jP  ̂ rtah,  (LiisjS'  ̂ rtahat,  or  ̂ rta- 
hai)  A  lute,  harp ;  a  small  drum.  A  drum  used  by 
the  natives  of  Abyssinia. 

A  'i^^  ̂rtazat,  (v.  n.  ofjl?^  Q)  Being  far 
from  one's  friends.  Falling  out,  contending.  See 

^rtasat. 

A  X*-!?^  ̂ rtasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Retir- 
ing to  a  distance  from  mankind,  and  quietly  de- 

clining to  oppose  or  withstand  them. 

A  ^rtal,  (and  ̂ yS^j^  ̂ rtatiT)  Thick. 
Deformed  from  disproportioned  length. 

K^XiJ^^  ̂ rtanisa,A  root  yellow  without  and 
white  within,good  for  cleaning  woollens:  sowbread. 

A  ̂jIjjS'  ̂riuj,  Name  of  a  king. 
A  ̂y>_^JS'  ̂«r/fl?r7Z, Young,  well-proportioned. 

Ajlp^ff  ̂ r^r,  A  boy's  game. 
AjS^^^r^r,  The  juniper,  j^j^^  lL^s-  hah- 

hicH  ̂ r^r,  Juniper-berries,  ̂ ir^r,  The  septum 
of  the  nostrils.  Lower  part  of  the  belly,  t—*^^ 

l>j^^  rahiba  ̂ r^rahu.  He  behaved  perversely. 

A  'i^j^  ̂ r^rat,  (v.n.ofy^^  Q)  Pulling  out 
(an  eye).  Uncorking  a  bottle.  Putting  in  motion, 

shaking.  Name  of  a  boy's  game.  Skin  of  the  head. 

^r^rat  or  ̂ ir^rat,  A  coi-k,  stopple,  ̂ r^rat, 
Summit  (of  a  mountain).  The  upper  and  the  best 

part  of  a  camel's  bunch.  The  head  or  chief  part  of 
any  thing.  The  gristle  partition  of  the  nose.  The 
lower  part  of  the  belly.   The  nose.  Depravity. 

A  (  ij^  ̂rafa,  (fut.  >^j*>,ya^'ifu)  He  knew. 
A  u-j^ff-  ̂ rf,  (v.  n.  of  t— i;5-)  Polling,  clipping 

a  horse's  mane.  Perfuming  very  much.  Confess- 
ing a  sin,  acknowledging  a  fault,  or  confessing  one 

part  and  suppressing  the  remainder.  Being  patient. 

Compensating,  requiting.  Being  ulcerated  in  the 
palm  of  the  hand.  A  certain  plant,  the  sumam ; 

or  a  plant  neither  of  the  kind  (joi*"  hamz  nor 
^zah.  Smell  (good  or  bad,  though  generally  the 

former),  ̂ rf,  (v.  n.  of  i— i^S-)  Knowing,  discern- 
ing. Knowledge.  Being  patient.  Patience.  Tardi- 
ness, lateness  in  attaining  the  knowledge  of  a  thing. 

^rf,  Known,  public,  notorious.    A  just,  lawful, 



proper,  agreeable  thing.  Corresponding  to,  equal. 

A  benefit,  favour,  largess,  present,  gift,  liberality. 

Confession,  acknowledgment,  avowal  of  a  deed. 

Knowledge.  The  mane  (of  a  horse);  comb  (of  a 

cock),  crest.  A  wave  of  the  sea.  The  boundary 

between  heaven  and  hell.  A  high  place.  Heaped 

up  sands.  The  name  by  which  a  person  or  thing 

is  generally  called  (or  known),  commonly  called  ; 

alias.  Common  parlance.  A  kind  of  palm-tree ; 

one  that  has  not  yet  borne  dates.  A  sort  of  date- 
tree  called  hurslium,  growing  in  Bahrayn. 

An  orange- tree.  (pi.  of  ( — jjjff-  ̂ ruf)  Patient, 

(pi. of a^r(7/)Thick-maned (horses).  Crested 

(serpents),  (pi.  of  ̂'i^  ̂ rfai)  Hyenas.  Long- 

maned  (mares  or  she-camels)^^l3\ L;^  t^'''fi  j 
A  multitude,  all  mankind.  l-A-^^  alf  ̂ rfan, 

A  thousand  certain  or  confessedly.  (  SJS'  ̂1  aldi 

^irf,  Officers  of  justice,  attendants  upon  a  judge  or 

tribunal.  <—i^  tj/^  tl''^f'  Notorious,  well  known. 

Is^  C^^MijA  mursalati  ̂ rfan,  Angels  or  horses 

following  in  a  line  as  the  hairs  in  a  horse's  mane. 

^raf,  (pi.  of  f^rfat)  High  hills  of  sand.  Boun- 
daries, partitions.  ̂ Mrz/f,  Heaped  up  sands.  A  high 

place.    A  horse's  mane. 

A  ̂^SjS-  ̂rfcLf,  (fem.  of  uJjff-^  <3^^''^/)  Long- 
maned  (mare).  A  hyena  (because  of  the  thickness 

of  its  mane),    ̂ rafd^y  (pi.  of  i  ^«^lf) 
quaintances.  Intelligent,  ingenious.  Judges. 

kCJ^j^  ̂ rafdt,k.  mountain  twelve  miles  from 
Mecca,  from  which,  among  other  ceremonies,  the 

pilgrims  make  a  procession  to  the  Holy  Monument 
situated  on  another  mountain  at  a  little  distance. 

It  was  on  Mount  Arafat  where  the  Muhammadans 

imagine  Adam,  conducted  by  the  angel  Gabriel, 

met  Eve  after  a  separation  of  200  years,  in  conse- 

quence of  their  disobedience  and  banishment  from 

Paradise,  whence  he  carried  her  afterwards  to  Cey- 
lon. Eastern  writers  make  Adam  of  a  prodigious 

size,  the  most  moderate  giving  him  the  height  of 

a  tall  palm-tree,  whilst  others  say  that  his  foot  was 

seventy  cubits  long,  and  the  rest  of  his  body  in  pro- 
portion. 

A  (_jw\SjS-  ̂ rfas,  (pi.  ̂ J^^\^  grafts)  A  camel 
bearing  great  fatigue.  A  lion. 

A  i^'^jS-  ̂ rfas,  A  scourge  for  whipping  cri- 
minals. A  rope  made  of  sinews  for  fastening  the 

timbers  of  a  camel-litter. 

A  (j^S-  ̂rfdn,  Name  of  a  celebrated  female 

singer,  ̂ rfan,  (or  ̂J^J^  ̂riffdn)  (v.  n.  of  u-^^S-) 
Knowing,  discerning.  Confessing,  owning,  ac- 

knowledging, admitting.  Knowledge,  learning, 

science.^  tj^^        ̂ ^^^^  ̂ 'r/"an.  Learned. 
A  f^^j^  ̂ rvffan  or  ̂ riffdn,  A  large  kind  of 

locust.  Another  kind  of  insect. 

p     'l*  ^rfdn-masdb,  Learned. 

A  'ii^  ̂ rfat,  Wind.  An  ulcer  on  the  palm 

of  the  hand.    Diligent  inquiry,    ̂ 'r/a^,  (v.  n.  of 
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i—i^)  Knowing.  Diligent  inquiry.  Knowledge, 

acquaintance,  ̂ rfot,  A  college.  A  corporation, 
company,  or  body  of  artisans  ;  also  the  master  of 

such  company  or  guild.  A  large  fertile  district, 

(pi.  (..ijC-  ̂ iraf  and  i  a^-af)  A  high  sand- 
hill producing  long  grass,  (pi.  i  ijS-  ̂ruf)  Boun- 

dary or  partition,  party-wall.  A  high  place,  ̂ a- 

rafat,  A  vigil,  wake.  'iijS- ̂ ^Tjrnvmi  ̂ rafat,  The ninth  day  of  the  month  &  ^        zVl  hijjat. 

A  ^rfaj,  A  species  of  thorny  plants  grow- 
ing in  plains.  A  man. 

A          ̂ ^'fi^j^ty  A  single  specimen  of  the  plant 

^rfaj.  ̂   lai/i/u'' I  ̂/fajatjModus  coeundi. 
A  (j*Jk-wi^  ̂ rfasis,  Large  (camel  or  woman). 

A  lai^  ̂irfut,  A  species  of  the  plant  sLaS-. 

A  ̂jS-  ̂rfly,  (fem.  XXj^P-  ̂rf'iijat)  Accumu- lated, accessory, aggravated.  Notorious,known,  pub- 

lic.          1  2a! K3  tahdUfi  ̂ irfiya.  Public  imposi- 

tions,extraordinary  taxation.  ts^jS'CL^^Sis-hahikati 

^irfvja,  A  self-evident  or  well-known  truth,  ̂ a- 
rafvj,  A  resident  at  O^S^  ̂ rafdt. 

A  ̂ jS'  ̂ rk,  (v.  n.  of  jjjS^)  Gnawing  a  bone, 
and  stripping  it  of  the  flesh.  Having  little  flesh  on 

the  bones.  Travelling.  Putting  an  ^rdk  to 

a  leathern  bottle.  Any  thing  wrought  of  palm- 

leaves  ;  a  basket,  (pi,  ̂ ^j^  ̂ rdh  and  ̂ irdlt)  A 
bare  bone;  a  bone  with  a  little  flesh;  likewise  one 

with  a  great  deal.  A  path  beaten  and  made  bare. 

^rk,  (pi.  ̂ _5j^  ̂ ruk,  a^dli,  and  ^- 
rdJi)  A  vein,  an  artery.  Root  of  a  tree.  Spur  of  a 

mountain.  Origin,  stock  :  kind,  species.  Milk. 

The  body.  A  small  dash  of  water  in  wine.  Re- 

mains of  salt  and  bitter  plants.  A  long  sand-hil- 
lock. A  high  place.  Salt  and  barren  ground.  A 

rugged,  steep,  and  inaccessible  mountain.  A  small 

mountain.  Prolific  breed.  Saltish  ground  pro- 

ducing the  tamarisk.  ^jS-  ̂ rhu'r  rbja,  The 

windpipe,  -^l^^  ̂ JS-  ̂ rk  mini'' I  mds,  A  little 
dash  of  water  (amongst  wine).  L«JJ^  ̂ jS-  ̂rku''n 

nisa',  Sciatica,  hip-gout.  ̂ UaM  ̂JJ^^^  «^  ̂ rku''s zdlim,When  one  man  sows  in  a  field  which  another 

has  ploughed,  in  order  to  claim  the  land,  jjj^  ̂-^^ 

WtijAa5\  f^iofihi  ̂ rk  mini'l  ̂ ibudii/at,  There  is  in 
him  a  dash  of  vassalage.  ̂ irak,(v.n.  of^J^)  Being 

torpid  and  sluggish.  Gaining,  making  a  profit. 

Acquiring  or  becoming  possessed  of  camels' colts. 
Sweat.  A  heat.  Juice,  spirit,  sap.  Honey  flow- 

ing from  dates.  Spirituous  liquor,  rack.  Milk. 

Currants.  A  string  or  row  (of  horses,  birds,  or 

stones).  A  course  of  bricks  in  a  wall.  Tracks  of 
camels  following  one  another.  Any  thing  wrought 

of  palm-leaves  ;  a  basket.  Exudation  from  a  wall. 
Earth,  dust,  or  a  little  of  it.  Roads  through  a 

mountain.  The  breed  of  cattle.  (j!i)i>i-  ̂ i7'a- 
ku'lJihildl,  A  friendly  present.  Jj^_&  ̂ ara- 

ku'l  Mrhat,  Adversity,  labour,  toil,  \ifS> 

(j^jjff-  jaru  ̂ rahan  aw  ̂ irahayni,  (The  horse) 
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ran  again  and  again,  a  heat  or  two.  p  ̂J^^"^^ 
^raki ustuhhwdn,Anj thingchewed.  a |Jl*flj\  jjS- 

^raJii  infill,  Blush,  funk.    Pj^^J  ̂ jJ^  ̂ irahi 
bahdr,  The  aroma  of  orange-flowers,  t^'^^^ 

hardan, To  give  something.  To  blush,  funk. 

A  ̂ rik,  Sour  milk  impregnated  with  a  sweaty 
smell  of  a  camel  on  which  it  has  been  carried. 

Even,  level  (place),  ̂ rah,  A  man  who  sweats 

much,  ̂ iruh,  (pi.  of  Jj];^  ̂rdh)  Double  stitches 
in  the  bottoms  of  bottles  or  provision-bags.  Pieces 
of  leather  with  which  stitches  are  covered.  Re- 

mains of  salt  and  bitter  plants.  Insides  of  quills. 

Sea-shores.  Banks  of  rivers  during  the  whole  of 
their  course. 

A  'i^jS-  ̂rhdt,  (v.  n.  of  J^S-  Q)  Fixing  two 
cross  bars  (called  (J^^j^  ̂ rkmvatdni)  on  the  top 

of  a  bucket.  Clear  water.  ^Tkdt  or  ̂ 7'kdt,  A 
root.  Capital,  stock.  The  butt  end  of  a  tree,  from 

which  the  roots  strike  out.  ̂ rakdt,  A  cross  bar 
on  the  top  of  a  bucket. 

A  J^S'^i/7ia/,Who  swerves  from  the  right  way. 

A  (j^^  ̂ rkdn,  Sweating,  in  a  sweat. 
A  'i'^^  ̂ rkabat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Houghing 

(a  quadruped).  Lifting  one  up  by  the  hams  in  or- 
der that  he  may  stand  upright.  Laying  snares, 

dealing  deceitfully. 

A&ijff'  ̂ rhat,  Roads  through  a  mountain,  ^r- 
hat,  A  root.  Capital,  stock.  The  butt  end  of  a 
tree  from  which  the  roots  strike  out.  ̂ rahat,  (pi. 

JljS-  ̂ rali  and  O^c-  ̂ ?-aJtdt)  A  cross  beam 
between  two  buttresses  of  a  wall.  A  bull's  pizzle 
or  other  scourge.  A  leathern  thong  for  binding  a 

captive.  -Flaps  fastened  to  the  side  of  a  tent.  A 

string  of  birds.  A  course  of  bricks  in  a  wall,  ̂ i- 
rahat,  (A_  man)  sweating  much,  very  sudatory. 

A  ^7-ak-chin,  A  handkerchief,  napkin, 
sudary.  A  little  cap. 

A  'i^JS-  ̂ rhadat,  A  twisting  very  hard. 
A  ̂IxaSjP  ̂ rhusds,  (or  (^Ua?^  ̂ rakusdn)  A 

herb  like  fennel,  very  efficacious  in  medicine. 

A  '<La3 jS'  ̂rkasat,  A  leaping  or  dancing.  The 
motion  of  a  serpent. 

p  Jj^ff"  ̂ 7'ak-karda,  A  horse  that  can  run 
much  without  being  distressed  or  sweating. 

pj^  jjjC-  ̂ rali-gir,  A  handkerchief,  napkin, sudary.  Ashamed:  sweating,  funking. 

A  iJJ^C-  ̂7-kalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y^jC'  Q)  Swerving 
from  the  right  way.  Distorting,  wresting  (a  mean- 

ing). Speaking  to,  and  acting  tortuously  towards 
any  one.    Circulating  a  falsehood  respecting  one. 

A  ^7'kala',  A  stately,  swaggering  walk. 

p  tilL^jS-  ̂ 7'aktmk,  Sweating  to  excess. 

A  L^^'sjS'  ̂ 7'hub,  The  tendon  Achilles.  The 
hough  of  a  quadruped.  A  winding  track  through 
a  valley.  A  narrow  pass  over  a  mountain.  Fraud, 

stratagem.  The  leg  of  the  bird  UaS  hatd.  The  know- 

ledge of  an  argument.  A  man  notorious  for  breach 



ofpromise:hence,f^^jS'iJ,ip\ycmawa^di  ^rhuh, 
Promises  o^^rkub  (never  meant  to  be  performed). 

A  S^SfS-  ̂ rkuwat,  (pl-^']^  ̂ .raki)  The  cross- 
bar on  a  bucket.  A  cross-timber  in  a  camel's  sad- 

dle.   A  hillock  in  the  form  of  a  hog's  back. 

A  ^rhiij,  Related  to,  connected  with,  be- 

longing to  the  cross-bar  'i^i^  ̂irhunxit. 
p  B'i^ijS'  ̂ raliiya,  A  silken  pocket-handker- 

chief, a  sudary. 

A  ̂yi^J^  ̂ 7-hil,  The  yolk  of  an  egg. 
A  K^^^rli,  (v.  n.  of  (.d)^)  Rubbing  (the  ear 

or  side).  Feeling  (a  camel's  bunch)  if  fat.  De- 
vouring plants  (cattle).  Falling  heavily  upon  one 

(misfortunes  and  evils).  Trying  any  one  (fortune). 

Cutting  his  side  with  his  elbow  until  the  flesh  ap- 

pears (a  camel).  Turning  (camels)  into  a  pasture 
of  salt  and  bitter  plants  that  they  may  take  their 

fill.  Being  menstruous  (a  woman).  Dung  of  wild 

beasts,  ̂ rak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Locking  hands  with 
another  in  fight,  wrestling,  bruising.  Fishermen. 

Sound.  Salt  and  bitter  pasturage  for  camels.  Sea- 

men, ^an'/e,  Sound,  Tried,  proved :  powerful  in 
battle.  The  middle  of  the  sea,  the  main  ocean. 

Athletic,  overthrowing  (men).  Intermixed  (sands). 

^ruh,  (pi.  of  ui3j^  ̂a?'2l/t)  (She-camels)  whose 
fat  cannot  be  ascertained  except  by  feeling. 

A  Ol^^  ̂irahat,  (pi.  o^'i^JS'  ̂irhaf)  Times. 
^ralmtin,  Often,  oftentimes. 

A  &a3^P  ̂7-akaniyat,  An  adultress.  A  coarse, 
thick  woman. 

A  i^jS'  ̂rhat,  One  time  or  turn.  ^irakat, 
One  who  puts  up  with  inconvenience  and  trouble. 

A  dirty,  nasty  fellow. 

A  i^J^^  ̂ rakrak,  A  strong,  thick  camel.  A 
camel  whose  elbow  cuts  his  side.  Powerful,  ath- 

letic. Patient. 

A  i^j^^  ̂rah-ahat,  A  corpulent  woman.  A 
meagre-hipped,  ill-looking  woman. 

A  ^rkasat,  A  collecting,  accumulating. 

A  [^jS-  ̂ rhal,  A  drum. 

A  f^^j^^rihun,(jA.  of  u^J^)Wrestlers,  strong. 

A  ^ralnij,  A  fisherman.  A  mariner. 

A  slfj^  ̂rahiyat,  An  adultress.  A  coarse, 
thick  woman. 

A  zu''l  ̂ irhayn,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ̂ JS-  ̂ rm,  (v.  n.  of  j^S')  Baring  (a  bone)  of 
flesh,  or  (a  tree)  of  its  bark.  Eating  a  little  meat. 

Using  blandishments  and  playfulness.  Being  head- 
strong, malignant,  and  saucy.  Sucking  the  mother 

(a  child).  Browsing  a  tree  (a  camel).  Assaulting 
with  malice  and  impudence.  A  well ;  a  ditch.  Fat. 

Remains  in  a  pot.  ̂ irm,  An  egg  or  eggs,  espe- 

cially of  the  llai  hatd.  (pi.  of  a^-am)  Spot- 

ted with  black  and  white,  ̂ ram,  (v.  n.  of  j»^C-) 
Being  weak  and  languid.  White  upon  the  lips  of  a 

sheep.  A  variegated  colour  (especially  black  and 

white).   The  egg  of  the  kata.    (pi.  of  ^ra~ 
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mat)  Heaps  of  grain  upon  the  floor,  ̂ rim,  Un- 
grateful, petulant,  malIgnant,corrupted.  Ofablack 

and  white  colour,  (pi.  of  X/e^  ̂ rimat)  Mounds, 

banks,  or  dykes,  for  confining  water.  Great  rains. 

^yym  saylu'l  ̂ rim,  A  great  flood  which  de- 
stroyed an  embankment  constructed  by  theSabeans. 

p       ̂ arim,  A  kind  of  fish,  a  sardine. 

A  -*Ujff'  ̂ rmas,  (fem.  o{  a^am)  White- 
lipped  (ewe).  A  flock  of  diflTerent  coloured  sheep 
and  goats.  Speckled  (snake). 

A  ̂_^UjS-  ̂ 7'maz,(\.\\.  of  0<a<jS'  Q)  Being  co- 
vered with  a  green  film  (water).  A  green  film 

which  floats  on  water. 

A  (^-^jS'  firman,  (pi.  of  a^arn)  Pie-bald, 
dappled.  Flocks  of  sheep  and  goats.  Uncircum- 
cised.  Wells,  ditches. 

A        l/<jff- ̂ arma ' ZZa/t, Verily, truly ,by God! 

A  'iicjS-  ̂7'7nat,  A  place  where  sands  are  heaped 

up.  ̂ Js- ̂ \  ̂ irmahi 'r  rajul,  The  tribe  or  peo- 
ple of  a  man.  ^7-mat,  A  mixture  of  black  and 

white.  White  upon  the  lips  of  a  sheep.  The  egg 

of  the  kata.  ̂ ramat,  A  heap  of  grain  in  a  barn 
trodden  out  or  threshed,  but  not  winnowed.  Ac- 

cumulated sand.  The  smell  of  cooked  meat,  ̂ i- 
7n7nat,  A  vineyard.  A  male  field-mouse.  Great 
rain.  A  dam  for  impounding  water. 

A  ̂ jS'  ̂i7-a7nra7n,  A  numerous  army.  Strong, 

vehement,  ̂ ^j^^  J^'^ p'^j^  ̂ ramrami  kasij-u  'z zihdm,  Troopsin  prodigious,  overwhelmingraasses. 

A  {jM^JS-  ̂ 7-mis,  A  rock.  A  hardy  she-camel. 
A  (j-**;^'  ̂ ra77imas,  Sharp,  penetrating.  In- 

genious, clever,  witty. 

A  ^,7-7nasat,(y.  n.  of  ̂ju-iCjS-  Q)  Becoming 
firm  after  having  been  soft  and  relaxed  (the  body). 

A  i^jkiOjS-  ̂ vTnaz,  A  dwarfish  tree  of  the  lote, 
or  the  ara/.'-kind.  A  green  film  or  moss  which 

floats  on  the  surface  of  stagnant  water,  ^rmaz  or 

^7'7niz,  A  species  of  the  tree  called  jLoP  ̂ zdh. 

A  'i^^  ̂ 7-7nazat,  (v.  n.  of  t^jiuCjS'  Q)  Being 
covered  with  a  greenfilm  called  duck- weed(water). 

p  ̂ jS'  ̂ rn,  A  horny  excrescence  in  the  inside 

of  a  horse's  leg,  inside  the  knee  and  hough. 

A  yjS-  ̂ i7vi,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Passing  a  piece  of 

wood  through  (a  camel's)  nose,  and  inserting  a 
ring,  or  fastening  the  reins  to  it.  Anointing  the 

worn  part  of  a  camel's  hoof.  Whipping  a  bruised 
sinew  round  the  head  of  an  arrow,  ̂ irm.  The  smell 

of  cooking.  ̂ ran,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  hard 
about  the  pastern  (the  foot  of  a  beast).  Cracks  in 
the  feet  of  beasts  of  burden  above  the  ankle  (from 

dryness).  A  sore  in  a  camel's  neck.  A  hardness 
in  a  horse's  pastern.  Deep.  The  main  sea.  Smoke. 
The  smell  of  cooking.  Cooked  meat.  A  tree  used 

in  tanning,  ̂ tin,  One  who  sticks  close  to  the 
distributor  of  the  joints  of  a  slaughtered  camel,  that 

he  may  come  in  for  a  share,  ̂ run,  (pi.  of  (^>j^ 

^I'ln  and  'ij->.^  ̂ 7-inat)  Haunts  of  lions,  hyenas, 

wolves  and  snakes. 

A  (^U^  ̂ rnds,  A  bird  like  a  pigeon,  which 
you  hardly  perceive  till  it  rises  from  under  your 
feet.  A  projecting  part  of  a  mountain,  a  nose  or  ness. 

A  place  for  receiving  the  refuse  of  the  cotton  which 

drops  whilst  carding. 

A  'iijS'  ̂7-nat,  Fallen  through  weakness.  An 
unconquered  wrestler.  Veins  in  the  nose.  Wood 
of  the  tree  zimahh.  The  root  of  a  tree  with 

which  they  tan.  Impure.  Name  of  a  shrub  for 

tanning  hides,  ̂ rnat,  A  disease  in  the  heel  of 
a  beast  of  burden,  causing  the  hair  to  fall  and  the 

foot  to  crack.  Roots  of  the  shrub  (jj^jS-  ̂ 7-a7itan, 
^rinat,  Hard  about  the  pastern  (a  horse). 

A  ^ra7itan,  tin,  or  tun,  A  kind  of  shrub. 

A  O^jS'  ̂ irund,  Thick  (nerve).  Hard. 

A  i^iJOjS-  ̂ irandad,  Hard. 
A  <^0'>jS'^7'andas,  Strong  (camel).  A  great 

torrent,  a  heavy  flood.    A  lion. 

A  Ji^jjS-  ̂ 7-andal,  Long.    Hard  and  strong. 

A  ̂jL^xibjS'  ̂ rankusan,  Name  of  a  certain  ef- 
ficacious medicinal  plant. 

A  ^7-anlyat,  An  adultress.    A  coarse, thick  woman. 

A  tJ^3,S-  ̂ r7ivi,  (pi.  ij^>\jS-  ̂ ranln)  The  ante- 
rior, beginning,  or  best  of  any  thing.  The  nose. 

The  bony  part  of  the  nose.    A  prince,  lord. 

A  j^S-^fl/vy,  (v.  n.  of  \^  for  jj^-)  Covering  (any 
thing)  by  surrounding  (it).  Descending,  alighting. 

Visiting,  alighting,  coming  upon  one  (as  a  guest  to 

a  host).  A  pproaching  (especially  to  ask  a  favour). 

^iVw,  (pi.  A^\a^-dt)  A  side,  part.  Negligent,  lazy. 
Free.    L_^y33\  ^riv  ininiz  zunub,  Free 
from  crimes. 

A  AjjS'  ̂ imwds,  Tremor,  ague ;  paroxysm  (of 
a  fever).  The  low  growl  of  a  lion.  The  pale  hue 
of  the  sun  toward  night,  the  wind  blowing  cold. 

A  ^i7-7vdn,  A  sort  of  evergreen. 

A  L^Jjj^  ̂ 7-ub,  (or  i^jijS'  ̂ rubat)  (pi. 

^rub')  A  woman  who  loves  her  husband,  and  dis- covers her  affection.    Refractory  (wife) ;  also  a 

laughing  and  mocking  one. 

A  ̂^^j^  ̂ rubds,  Name  of  the  seventh  heaven. 

a'bJjjS'  ̂ 7'ubat,  (v.  n.  of  l_->^)  Speaking  Ara- 
bic well.    AnArabism.  ^^i  yarvmu'l 

7-ubat,  Friday  (in  old  Arabic). 

A  'iXij^  ̂ rublyat,  An  Arabicism,  an  Arabism. 
The  Arab  race  pure  and  unmixed. 

A  ijjjff-  ̂vTvat,  (pi.  ̂ M-m')  The  handle  (of 
a  jug  or  flagon).  A  loop  or  hole  for  a  button.  A 
fleshy  excrescence.  An  evergreen.  Any  thing  pre- 

cious which  one  possesses  (as  a  horse).  A  multi- 
tude. A  lion.  Whatever  lies  round  a  city.  A  large 

quantity  of  the  sUa.ff'  ̂ zdh  and  (^ja^  hamz  eaten 
in  a  time  of  scarcity.  i^J^  abu  ̂ rrvat,  Name  of 
a  man  whose  shout  would  frighten  a  lion  to  death. 

i^tl^Yij^^rTvatu'l  ?i;MsAa',The  firmest,  strongest 



handle,  (metaphorically)  Genuine  religion. 

A  ̂ jjS-  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Climbing  up  (a 
ladder).  Ascending,  becoming  high.  Limping 

from  an  accident,  (pi,  of  ̂ jS'  ̂rj  and  ̂ rj,  q.v.) 

T^j^  fjiji^j-i Jiisari  ffardun-^ruj,  A  fort 
as  high  (or  as  hard  to  climb)  as  heaven. 

A  i^jjS'^rud,  (v.  n.  of  lijS-)  Arising,  springing 

up,grovving(pIants  or  teeth).  Being  hard.  Throw- 
ing (a  stone)  far. 

Ajj jS-  ̂ rur,  (v.  n.  of  jff-)  Being  itchy,  mangy, 
or  scabby.    Itch,  scab,  mange. 

p  (^jjS-  ̂ rus,  Name  of  the  first  treasure  of 
Khusraw.  A  treasure  of  Kay  Kawus.  Sulphur. 

A  (^^jS'^rus,  (pl.(j*iyff-^«<rMs)  A  bridegroom, 

(pi.  ^rasis)  A  bride  when  carried  home 

to  her  husband's  house.  A  spouse  (in  general). 

^  CJJ  ̂y^^^  L^JJ^  ̂ rusi  arghanun-zan,  The 

planet  Venus,  idj),  i^jj^  ̂ rusi  2^arda,  A  spe- 
cies of  ruby-coloured  rose;  any  thing  of  that  hue. 

jjl^s-  c^vjjjS-  ̂ a?'M«ja/<a'/i,  The  world.  The  planet 

Venus,  uiiii  p'\=r  CJ**Jj^  ̂ rusi  chaliarum  fa- 
lah,  (^j=r  f^jj^  ̂ ritsi  charkh,  O'J^^ 
^rusi  }tha7varl,j^j  jS-  ̂rusi  roz,  or  (^^JS- 
uillj  ̂ rusifalah)  The  sun.  ̂ jli*-^.  uii.^5>-  f^^jS- 

^rusi  khushk-pistdn,  A  barren  woman.  The  dis- 

appointing world.  iJ>j>jd  (^j^^j^  ̂ rusi  dar^iar- 

da,  A  species  of  nightshade.  A  i^j^^^j^  ̂ ru- 

su'sh  sham,  (Bride  of  Syria)  The  town  Askelon. 

^jdS'  ^rusi  ̂ dn,  The  moon.    The  stars. 
A  servant,  handmaid.  LJ**J ̂   ̂rusi  ̂ rab, 

The  temple  of  Mecca,  p  ̂  ̂̂jj^  ̂ rusi  kaj,  A 
figure  dressed  up  to  terrify  children. 

CiiJi  ̂ rusi  nuhfalak,  The  sun.  The  nine  firma- 

ments. jjS-  ̂ 7  usdni  bdgli,  (or  ̂^j^s  ̂jU*> j JS- 
^rusdni  cliaman)  Flowers,  fruits ;  shoots,  suckers. 

jjIjIjo_  ̂ LujjS-  ̂ rusdni  biyabdn,  Camels  of  bur- 
den. Camels  employed  on  a  pilgrimage. 

v>).s-  ̂ rusdni  khuld,  The  virgins  of  Paradise. 

iJL^ji^  ^rusdni  dirahlit,  Young  shoots. 

p  ft^Lnj^S-  ̂ aruadna,  Like  a  bride,  bridelike. 

^J-  D** J f^rus-har,  (Leading  the  bride,i.  e.) 
A  brideman. 

p  ̂j^^j^  ̂ rusah,  A  little  spouse.  A  doll,  a 
girFs  puppet.  A  small  machine  for  throwing  stones 

and  other  missile  weapons.  A  flying  insect  of  the 

cantharides  genus.  A  cricket.  A  glowworm.  A 

ruby  colour.  A  female  owl.  uiL*>j ̂   ̂a- 
rusak  dar  parda,  The  herb  nightshade. 

p  isMij^  ̂ rusa,  A  bi'ide. 

I'  j_«,-"*_5^-^  ̂ rusi,  Nuptials.  A  marriage-feast. 

{^Jj^         sham.^  ̂ rusi,  The  nuptial  torch. 

A  (jj^jjS-  ̂ Tusiy,  Nuptial. 
^  lAjj^  ̂ wrws/j,  (v.  n.  of  (^J^)  Training,prop- 

ping(avine).  Making  a  trellis.  (pL  of  (^_ji^^arsA) 

Thrones.  Houses  of  Mecca.  Vaulted  roofs.  'i>.j\s- 

VAjj^  /j/iawiyai  ̂ aZa'  ̂ rushihd,  (A  city) 
entirely  overthrown. 
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A  ^rwashat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being 
mounted,  riding  on  a  beast  of  burden. 

A  J (A  she-camel)  smelling  sweetly 
when  she  sweats. 

A  ̂ __>s>JJp  ̂ ruz,  (pi.  a^arw or  (Jia^j^l 
a^riz)  Poetry,  poesy,  verse,  measure,  prosody. 
The  last  foot  of  thefirst  hemistich  of  a  couplet.  Mecca 

and  Madina,  with  their  territories.  Want,  neces- 
sity. Whatever  occurs  as  necessary  to  be  done. 

Any  person  or  thing  blocking  up  the  road  and  im- 
peding a  passenger.  A  way  through  a  mountain. 

An  unbroken,  stubborn  she-camel.  (A  camel)  de- 
vouring thorns.  Victuals.  Many,  much.  A  cloudy 

sky.  Argument  or  scope  (of  a  speech).  Way,  track. 

Border,  confine,  limit.  ̂ Mrw^,(v.n.of^_>9^)  Mak- 

ing one's  appearance,  arising  to  view  (any  thing), 
coming  in  sight.  Bursting  from  eating  too  much 

herbage  (a  sheep).  Cropping  the  highest  parts  of 

trees.  Giving  (a  kind  of  cloth  in  payment  of  a 

debt).  Arriving  in  the  territory  of  Mecca  and  Ma- 

dina. (pi.  of  ^rz)  Furniture,  clothes,  or  any 
kind  of  effects  (which  are  not  sold  by  weight  or 

measure,  also  exclusive  of  money  and  any  thing 

that  lias  life),  S^*^  (^jajjS-  ̂ ruzu'ljasad,  Acci- 
dents of  the  body,  whatever  afi^ects  it  (as  disease). 

aIsj jS-  ̂rut,  (pk  l^P  ̂iriit)  (A  camel)  losing 
the  teeth  by  devouring  trees. 

A  ^arw/",  Clear-sighted.    Knowing,  in- 
telligent,   (pi.  <— 5^  ̂ rf)  Patient. 

A  ̂ jjS-  ̂ rufat,  Very  wise  or  clever. 

A  ̂ jj ^ruli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)^^  Departing,  tra- 
velling, wandering.  A  plant  which  dyes  yellow. 

Capital,  said  to  be  of  four  kinds,  two  outward,  viz. 

plantations  and  buildings  ;  and  two  inward,  name- 

ly, wells  and  mines,  (pi.  of  Jj^ff-^irA)Veins.  Roots, 

origins,  Jjj^xJ\  aZ  ̂ iruku'l  humr,  Madder. 

^j^j^'^  ul  ̂ ruJm''l  htz,  A  certain  fattening 
plant,  j^^^  3^J^  ̂ iruku''shsJmja7;  Pine-gum, 

^jj ^iTuhu's  svfr,  (or  as  'sab- 
bdgh'm)  Turmeric.  Saffron.  j^i^W  ̂ jjS- ^/-uku'l 
hdfw',  Zedoary.  eiAajlj  ̂ Jj^  ̂ ruhi  ndbiza,  The 
pulse,  beating  arteries. 

A  J jff- ̂ ruJi,  (pi.  '^j^  ̂iTuli)  A  camel  whose 
fat  cannot  be  ascertained  except  by  feeling.  ̂ 7-uk, 

(v.  n.  of  t,dJjS-)Beingmenstruous(a  woman). Fisher- 
men. Sailors. 

A     jS-  ̂7-im,  Hard  about  the  pastern  (horse) ; 
or  one  that  has  lost  the  hair  about  his  feet. 

A  ̂^jjS-^7-7va',  A  hillock. 
A  ̂ y^j^  ̂ rhall,  A  strong  camel. 

A  jfc^S-  ̂i7'hani,  (or  ̂ ^S-  ̂rhainrri)  A  lion. 

A  ̂ ^^j^  ̂ rhum,  Withered  (tamarisk-tree).  A vine.  Tender,  soft,  fresh.  A  drop.  Rain. 

A  i^^^J^  ̂ irhun,  (pi.  ^rdhiri)  A  fun- 
gus, puff,  or  kind  of  mushroom. 

A  ^riya,  (fut.  lj^„  ya^a)  He  was  naked. 
A         ^ary,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)Making  a  handle  for 

a  wallet.  Coveringany  thing.  Approaching, com- 

ing upon,  ̂ ry,  (v.  n.  of  Being  naked.  Nu- 

dity, (pi.  a^'ds)  A  horse  witliout  a  saddle. 
^ra,  Nudity,  (pi.  of  ^rrvat)  Handles,  ̂ m- 

m'  or  ̂ 7'a',  A  handle.  A  loop  or  button-hole. 

A  L^j^  A  cold  wind. 
A  i^^.j^  ̂ rydn,  (fem.  a-ib^S'  ̂ irydnat)  (pi. 

^^ybjS-  ̂ irydnuii)  Naked,  stripped.  Name  of  a 
fortress  in  Madina.  A  heap  of  sand  without  a  tree. 

Long-legged  (horse),  i^t^ j^.^^  nuzw  ̂ rydn, 

A  faithful  monitor.  U^J^  ̂ u^ydnu'ri  najiy, 
A  woman  or  a  man  unable  to  keep  a  secret. 

A  (J,l>^  ̂ rydni,  Nakedness,  nudity. 
A  «— ^7'ib,  No  one  (at  home). 

A  'i>^  ̂ ryat  or  ̂ ryat,  Nakedness.  Those parts  of  a  woman  which  are  seen,  as  the  face,  hands, 

and  feet,  ̂ iryat,  (v.  n.  of  l^S-)  Being  naked. 

A  'i>,jS'  ̂ riyat,  (pi.  ̂ irdya')  Any  thing 
of  which  the  proprietor  allows  others  to  partake 

(as  a  grazing-field  or  palm-tree).  Sold  without  any 

bidding  being  permitted  (the  produce  of  a  palm- 
tree).  A  palm-tree  without  fruit,  or  whose  fruit 
has  been  eaten.    A  cold  wind. 

A         ^ary,  Lame,  trifling  (business). 

A  ̂ \^^  ̂ 1-ayjds,  A  watering  of  camels  one 
day  in  the  morning,  the  other  at  mid-day.  A  tak- 

ing of  food  once  a  day.  Mid-day  heat. 

A  ̂ ^^^  ̂ rid,  Distant.  Disposition.  Custom, 
mode,  habit,  usage. 

^J>..j^  ̂ rh',  A  stranger.  A  traveller. 
A  ^ris,  A  bridegroom,  spouse. 

A  i^>j^  ̂ Vrls,  (or  &*m;/Jp)  a  lion's  den. 
A  [^>j^  ̂ irish,  (pi.  finish)  A  shade  from 

the  sun,  an  arbour,  bower.  A  vine-prop.  Mecca. 
A  wooden  machine  in  which  women  are  carried  on 

the  backs  of  camels.  Four  or  five  palm-trees  from 

one  root,   i^lj^      abu  ̂ I'lsh,  Name  of  a  town. 

A  i^jA>J^  ̂ riz,  (pi.  i^^j^  ̂ rdz)  Broad,large. 

Wide.  Expanded,  (pi.  ̂jlojC-  ̂ rzdn  or  ̂ i7^zdn) 
A  kid  one  year  old.  A  rampant  he-goat.  A  wether. 

(jUaJ\  {^j^j^^r'izu''lbitdn,  Rich, wealthy.  P(^.\ 
&«>A>J^  t.^OjS'in  ̂ rsasi  ̂ ari2;a,This  extensive  plain. 
A  t^^S-  -s'lff'ii  du^s  ̂ 7'iz,  Much  prayer.  ̂ i7myz, 
Name  of  a  valley  near  Madina. 

A  {^j^ljff'^rr'iz,  One  who  calls  bad  names,  abu- 
sive. One  who  lays  stumbling-blocks  in  the  way 

of  others.    Busy  in  useless  and  trifling  pursuits. 

A  'i^__jS'  ̂ r'lzat,  A  petition, 
A  ̂ j*aJ>_^  ̂ rayzin,  An  oblique  sprightly  gait. 

A  j^^^wa>^  ̂ 7'iz'i,  Latitude,  bi'eadth,  width. 
A  ia^jS'  ̂ ryat  (p  nm7nu  ̂ ryatin),  A  scorpion. 
A  i__n^^ff-  ̂ rif,  One  who  knows,  (pi.  ̂ m- 

7-afdi)  An  acquaintance.  The  next  man  to  a  chief 
or  general :  a  lieutenant.  An  usher  at  a  school. 

A  f^..^  '^'''^fi)  The  office  of  lieutenant. 

A  "^j>.j^  ̂rilt,  Of  noble  blood  (man  or  horse). Rooted  in  noble  or  base  qualities.  Homogeneous. 



A  A^i:>_^  ̂ i^ayldsas,  (or  jo^«,oJu^  ̂ rayM- 
sanat)  Name  of  a  certain  plant  useful  in  medicine. 

A  &iaiu_^  ̂ rayMtat,  (or  ̂J^aSt^jS- ^rayhitan) 
A  species  of  animalcule  somewhat  like  a  beetle. 

A  udb^ff-  ̂ rik,  Compactly-built  (man). 

A  ^r'lhat,  (pi.  ui)j]^  ̂ rasili)  Nature, 
disposition.  Soul,  spirit,  self.  The  bunch  of  a  ca- 

mel, or  the  remainder  of  one.  ii5o_^x)\  layyi- 

nu^l  ̂ rikat,  Modest,  gentle. 

A  ̂ jS-  ̂ rim,  A  calamity,  misfortune. 

A  f^.jS'  ̂ rin,  (or  'i^_JS-  ̂ rinat)  (pi.  (^^5-  ̂ m- run)  The  haunt  of  a  lion,  hyena,  wolf,  or  serpent. 

The  hole  of  the  Lybian  lizard.  A  lion's  prey. 
Game,  or  game  the  neck  of  which  has  been  broken. 

Dry,  withered  (shrub  ^zah).    The  area  of 
a  house.  A  city,  a  town.  A  thorn.  Glory,  great- 

ness, might,  ̂ ariw,  The  murmur  of  a  dove.  Flesh. 
A  forest,  a  thicket. 

A  &^>jS-  ̂ raynat,  Name  of  a  sect  that  aposta- 
tized in  the  time  of  Muliammad. u  w 

Ajc-  ̂ zz,  (v.n.  ofJSi)  Disputing.  Conquering, 

overcoming,  ̂ zz,  (v.  n.  ofjff')  Being  rare,  scarce, 
excellent,  precious,  incomparable,  honourable,  glo- 

rious. Waxing  great  and  powerful  after  having 

been  poor  and  mean.  Flowing  (water).  Running, 

discharging  (a  sore).  Being  vehement,  heavy,  hard, 

painful,  adverse.  Being  necessary,  becoming,  be- 

fitting. Glory,  dignity,  grandeur,  magnificence. 

Pride,  rebellion.  Heavy,  copious  (rain).  Rare.jjff' 

^^l^  ̂ zz  u  shan,  Dignity  and  rank,  ̂ zza,  (3d 
pers.  pret.  used  optatively)  May  he  be  glorified  ! 

J  JS-  ̂ zza  wa  jalla,  May  he  be  honoured 
and  glorified !  i.e.  The  glorious  God.  !^'M\^^zza 
ismuliu,  His  name  be  glorified  ! 

A  ^zas,  (v.  n.  of  \^  for  jJC-)  Ascribing, 
relating,  attributing,  referring.  Professing  to  be- 

long. Claiming  or  asserting,  either  for  one's  self  or 
for  another,  a  relationship  to  such  a  person  or  thing. 

Pretension,  claim.  Evincing  patience,  (v.  n.  of 

(_5jS-)  Being  patient.  Referring,  tracing  (one  to 
his  father).  Consolation,  condolence.  Lamenting. 

A  benefit.  Lineage,  stock,  race.  Patience.  ̂ \.>\ 
\^  ayyami  ̂ jza,  Days  of  mourning  or  condolence. 

A       ^^zzcis:,  Severe  (year). 
A  ^zzah,  Those  who  go  far  with  camels 

to  pasture,    (pi.  of  L-JJS'  ̂ zab  and  aJjS-  ̂ zahat) 
Bachelors.  Maidens. s  s 

A^  \^^a^2aw&a2:2:a«,Inevitably:withoutdoubt. 

Pjjj-u^.^S-  ̂ za-parasti,  Mourning,  grief. 

ajI^  ̂ zaz,  Hard  ground,  ̂ zaz,  (v.  n.  ofjS-) 
Having  the  orifice  of  the  teat  narrow  (a  ewe  or  a 

camel),  (v.  n.  3  ofjS-)  Overpowering  by  words. 

(pl.of^JS-  ̂ ziz)  Powerful,  eminent.  Rare,  scarce. 

A  ij)}^  ̂zazat,  (v.  n.  ofjs-)  Being  rare,  valu- 
able. Being  great,  powerful,  honourable,  ^za- 

zat,  (pi.  ofj)^  ̂ 02-12)  Glorious.    Rare,  excellent. 
A  (J^j^  ̂ zazil,  An  evil  spirit.   A  small  bird 
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so  called. 

A  ^zzaf,  A  cloud  noisy  with  thunder. 
Name  of  a  sandy  tract. 

A         ̂ zzakat,  The  fundament.  The  ring  of 
the  fundament. 

A  J^JS-  ̂zal,  Weak. 
A  ^zalani,  (dual)  Two  large  feathers  at 

the  end  of  an  eagle's  tail. 

A  ^zala'  or  ̂ zall,  (pi.  of  ̂^ff-  ̂izlai) 
The  lower  mouths  of  travellers'  wallets. 

A        ̂ zzam,  The  lion. 

A  |Jj6^  ̂ izahil,  Finely-shaped  (horse). 
A  ^zalii,  (pi.  of  SJC-  ̂ zh,  ̂ zih,  ̂ JS- 

^zha'l'sWjS-  ̂ zhat,?Ln(\.'iAsb^  ̂ zhdsat)  Those  who abstain  from  women  and  all  amusements. 

A  (J,^Vjff-  ̂ zahtl,  Camels  feeding  at  large. 

Aji\jS-  ̂ zanr,  Price  of  fodder  cut  down. 

A         ̂ zdibn,  (pi.  of  'Lc^  ̂ zimat)  Incan- 
tations. Verses  of  the  Kur'an  used  as  spells.  Ne- 

cessary laws  prescribed  in  that  book.  JjJl 

zdsimu'lldh,  Divine  decrees  regarded  asobligatory. 

K,a*il  ̂ zdfimu '/  marjhfirat.  Acts  or  dispo- 
sitions insuring  forgiveness.  ̂ j1j30\  ii^MH  (jlla)u*> 

sultdni  mas'^dul  ̂ zdthn,  A  prince  of  happy  aus- 
pices or  undertakings. 

P  t^\j=»-  j*^]}5'^a^ajm-A/4ware,Conjuror,exorcist. 
A  t-r^  ̂ izh,  (v.  n.  of  (— -'JS')  Leading  a  single 

life.  Being  empty  and  deserted  (a  country),  i— ̂  

i^ji^j^  ̂ zaba  tuhru'l  marsat,  The  season  of  the 
woman's  cleanness  was  passed  in  celibacy  (i.  e.  her 
husband  was  then  absent),  ̂ zab,  (pi.  L-J^^  a^- 

zdb  and  ̂ ^S-  ̂ tzzab)  An  unmarried  person.  A bachelor.    A  maid. 

A  -^bjff-  ̂ zbas,  An  unmarried  woman,  a  maid. 
A         ̂ izbat,  A  single  life,  celibacy,  ̂ zabat, 

A  maiden,  an  unmarried  woman. 

A  'i^  ̂zat,  (pi.  i^jjS'  ̂ zun  and  ^za)  A multitude,  crowd.  A  sect. 

A  ^zzat,  A  young  doe.  A  young  woman. 
Name  of  a  woman,  ^zzat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being 
rare,  valuable.  Agreeing  with,suiting.  Being  great, 

powerful.  Conquering.  Victory.  Grandeur,  glory. 

Power,  might.  Honour,  esteem.  Rareness,  infre- 
quency.  Scarcity. 

AjO  I  C^JS-  ̂ zzat-dsdr,  Bearing  the  emblem of  honour. 

p  t>\y£.^  ̂ zzat-khwdh,  A  friend,  follower,  at- 
tached to  the  glory  of  another. 

A  ^zzat-Mrdr,  Seat  of  magnificence, 
i.e.  Illustrious,  glorious  (a  royal  title). 

A) ̂ j^^^?2;za^-maw/'Mr',Glorious,  honourable. 

A        ̂ zj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Beating  off",  driving 
back.  Lyingwith.  Turningover(earth)withaspade. 

A  djS'  ̂ zd,  (v.  n.  of  djff-)  Lying  with. 

^zr,  (v.  n.  of  jJS")  Censui'ing.  Compel- 
ling, forcing  against  one's  will.  Forbidding,  repel- 

',  ling.  Expounding,  explaining  matters  relating  to 

religion.  Assisting.  Matrimony.  The  price  of 
cut  down  forage. 

A  ^zrdsil,  Name  of  the  angel  of  death. 

Ajjff-  ̂ zuz,  (pi.  ofj^jjs-  ̂ zuz)  (She-camels) 
the  orifices  of  whose  teats  are  narrow. 

A  IsJS-  ̂zt,  (v.  n.  of  i»}P)  Marrying  (a  girl). 

Aj^jS'  ̂ z^z,  A  word  used  in  calling  to  a  goat. 

A  'i^J^  ̂ z^zat,  (v.  n.  ofy^jS-  Q)  Calling  out 
(to  a  goat).  Conquering,  overpowering  by  words. 

A  1— j}^  ̂~f}  ("V-  n.  of  (  jjS-)  Remaining  a  long 
time  eating  and  drinking.  Throbbing  at  the  time 

of  death  (a  camel's  gullet).  The  sound  of  winds. 
The  imaginary  nocturnal  sounds  of  demons  in  the 

desert,  (pi.  1  ij\x<  ma^zif)  A  stringed  instrument. 

^zf,  A  queest. A  ̂ ys-  ̂ zh,  (v.  n.  of  ijj^)  Cleaving,  digging 
(the ground).  Inflicting(ablow).  Runningswiftly. 
Retaining,  witholding.  Adhering,  sticking  close. 

^zak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Adhering,  ̂ zik,  Unkind, 
severe.  Low,  worthless,  ^jziik,  Malicious,  bad- 

tempered.  A  winnower  of  wheat. 

A  ^zl,  (v.n.  of  JjS-)  Removing  from  oiBce, 
deposing.  Keeping  back,  withholding.  Resigning 

abdicating.  Living  apart  from  (one's  wife).  Re- 
moval from  office.  Whatever  is  paid  beforehand 

into  the  exchequer  without  being  weighed  or 

counted  prior  to  the  time  fixed  for  the  regular  pay- 

ments, ^zl,  Weak.  An  unarmed  state.  Want  of 

employ,  ̂ zl  or  ̂ izzal,  (pi.  of  JjS-l  a^aV)  Un- 
armed, ^zal,  The  hinder  parts  of  (an  ass).  An 

unarmed  state.  Want  of  employ,  ̂ zul,  (pi.  ̂ zl 

and  a^dl)  Unai-med. 
A        ̂ izlcif,  (pi.         ̂ zdU  or  ̂ zala),  The 

mouth  of  a  traveller"'s  bag.  The  fundament.  The 
placein  a  cistern  through  which  water  runs  in  orout. 

A  ^zlan,  (pi.  of  Jj5-1  a^al)  Unarmed. 
A  &JjP  ̂ zlabat,  (v.  n.  of  i—*^  Q)  Marrying 

or  lying  with  (a  girl). 

A  is3j5-  ̂izlat,  Retirement  from  office,  resigna- 
tion. A  retired,  sequestered  life,  ̂ zalat,  The  top 

or  projecting  bone  of  the  hip  (which  comes  in  con- 
tact with  the  ground). 

p  jjj^  ̂zli,  Abdication,  resignation. 

A  ^zm,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Running  hai'd.  Ren- dering necessary.  A  design,  undertaking,  purpose, 

resolution,  (pi.  j^S-  ̂izum)  Dregs  of  raisins  sub- 

siding or  expressed.  pS-  ̂Z7nu' I  umur,  The 
divine  purposeconcerning  human  affairs,  p  ̂   ̂jS- 

^zmi  bazm  raftan,  To  go  to  an  entertain- 

ment, {j'^^ '^\)  ̂ zmi  rah  hardan,  To  set  out 
on  a  journey.  (^j^iyS^iwJ  ̂ zmi  safar  giriftan, 
To  undertake  an  expedition,  to  go  to  war.  a 

j^^l  ulu'l  ̂ as^m.  Those  endued  with  a  resolution  td obey  the  commands  of  God,  as  Noah,  Abraham, 

Moses,  and  Muhammad.  Those  endued  with  con- 
stancy and  patience ;  as  Noah,  Abraham,  Isaac, 

Jacob,  Joseph,  jGb,Moses,  David,  and  Jesus,  ̂ zm 



)!•  ̂ zm,  (v.  n.  ofj»JS-)  Applying  the  mind  to,  under- 
;aking.  Determining  to  accomplish,  being  resolved 

man  affair.  Adjuring.  Inviting.  Reading  charms 

)r  verses  from  the  Kur'an  to  avert  evil.  Being 

indertaken.  ̂ a2'aTO,Constant, trusty  ,sincere  friends, 

^\  ̂\  uimnu'l  ̂ zm,  (and  ummu'l  ̂ z- 
nat)  Podex.  ̂ zam,  (pi.  of  ^zmat)  Paternal 
•elations.  Tribes. 

A^jUjS'^i/^?waw,(v.n.ofp5-)Purposingstedfast- 
y  to  accomplish.  Applying  the  mind,  undertaking. 

A  'ijtJS'  ̂ zmat,  Design.  Necessary,  obligatory . 
Firm,  fixed,  stable.  A  claim,  right,  due.  The  de- 

cree of  God.  ̂ zmat,  (pi.  ̂ zam)  Paternal 

kindred.  A  tribe,  ̂ zamut,  Persons  sincere  in 
;heir  affection. 

A  ^zniiy,  A  vender  of  the  expressed  dregs 
af  raisins.  A  man  who  fulfils  an  engagement. 

A  jJS-  ̂ zw,  (v.  n.  of  \jS'  for  jj^)  Referring, 
tracing  (one  to  his  father), naming  (him from  him). 

Being  related  to,  descended  from. 

A  hanu  ̂ znan,  A  race  of  '^:>-  jinn. 
A  ^izub,  (v.  n.  of  L-^)  Being  far  off 

(meekness,  patience,  or  wits).  Going  far  away. 

Wandering  to  a  distance  (camels  at  pasture)and 

not  returning  in  the  evening.  Being  separated 

(husband  and  wife).  Lying  hid,  being  concealed 

and  out  of  sight.  Being  uncultivated,  miinhabited, 

widowed  (a  country).  Absence,  distance. 

A  'ii jJ5-  ̂zubat,  A  country  where  the  pasturage 
is  a  great  distance  off.  ̂ ?/2;i<&a^,  A  single  life,celibacy. 

A  ^Z7vat,  Relationship,  race,  stock.  Claim, 
pretension. 

A  J  j^^zwar, Wicked,  malignant.  A  cuckold. 

A  jjjjff-  ̂ zwarat,A  hill,hillock,  heap  of  stones. 

Ajjjff'  ̂ zuz,  (pl.JJP  ̂ zitz)  (A  camel)theori- 
fices  of  whose  teats  are  very  narrow,  ^zuz,  (v. 

n.  ofjS-)  Having  the  holes  of  the  teals  narrow  (a 
camel  or  a  sheep).  Becoming  strong. 

A  (__SjJff'  ̂ zuf,  One  who  abstains  from:  averse, 

loathful ;  a  loather.  ̂ zuf,  (v.  n.  of  i__jjC')  Abstain- 
ing, being  averse  from,  loathing. 

A  ̂ _3jJ^  ̂ zrvak,  Untimely,  unformed  (pista- 
chio-nuts), unfit  to  be  eaten,  and  used  in  tanning. 

Bad-flavoured,  disagreeable  (fruit). 

A  jij^JS"  ̂ zum,  An  old  woman.  An  aged  she- 
camel  with  some  remains  of  strength.  Resolved. 

A  'i^jj^  ̂ izumat,  A  pic-nic  party  held  in  a  gar- 
den, fete-champetre.  ̂ izumat,  An  entertainment. 

A  (jjJS'  ̂ zun,{p\. of '5JS'^?"2'a<)Sects, companies. 
A  L^'jJS-  ̂ zwa',  A  word  expressive  of  a  desire 

to  conciliate  affection. 

A  tJS-  ̂ zh,  (^izih,  Jjbjff.  ̂ zha',  '^jS'  ̂zJily, 

'i\i>JS'  ̂ zhaf,'iAb^  ̂ zliasat,  'i^^  ̂ zhtimat,  and 
t3^-^^  ̂ zhan'iy)  One  who  abstains  from  women 
and  every  amusement  ;  a  worthless,  stupid  fellow. 
One  who  hates  a  partner  or  associate. 

A  SljfcJS-  ̂ zhat,  A  woman  advanced  in  years, 
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but  still  indulging  juvenile  propensities. 

A  ^zhil,A  male  pigeon.  Swift,  outstrip- 
ping the  others,  ̂ zhil  or  ̂ zhal,  Tottering  (man). 

Irresolute.  A  male  pigeon.   A  young  pigeon. 

A  ^zhall,  A  strong  camel.  Free,  empty. 

A  Jy^jS■^M^■/<M^,Light,  swift,  outstrippingothers. 
Merry,  jovial,  facetious.  (pi.  Jj^*^  ̂ zahil)  A 
camel  feeding  at  large  without  a  keeper. 

A  ̂ ^fcJS-  ̂ zhuna,  also  ̂ zhuna,  Those  who  ab- 
stain from  women  and  eveiy  kind  of  amusement. 

A  (Jj^  ̂ zi,  Patient.  ̂ za\  (pi.  of  ^zat) 
Multitudes,  crowds,  sects. 

^ijj^  ̂ zza',  Excellent,  rare,  precious  (thing). 
Name  of  an  ancient  idol.  (fern.  ofjS-^  a^zz)  Bet- 

ter, moi'e  excellent,  more  or  most  glorious.  Rare, 
excellent  (woman).  Beloved  (woman). 

A  «^.}^  ̂ zib,  Camels  which  feed  separate 
from  the  flock.  A  man  who  lives  far  from  his  pro- 

perty and  home.  A  bachelor,  (pi.  of  '-^J^  ̂ zib) 
Camels  which  feed  abroad  all  night. 

A         ̂ zyat,  Race,  stock.  Claim,  pretension. 

A  ji^jS-  ̂ zir,  Price  of  forage,  ̂ zayr,  Esdras. 

^  AjJ>J5-  ̂ ziz,  (pl.J^  ̂ zaz,'i^^  ̂ zazat, 
a^zzat,  and  a^zzds)  Excellent.  Precious, 
dear,  valuable.  Rare,  choice.  Magnificent,  incom- 

parable, glorious.  Powerful.  Venerable,  pious, 

holy.  Centaury.  A  well-known  colly  rium  for  the 
eyes.    A  king  (especially  of  Egypt).  Difficult. 

^zizti'l  intikam,  God  the  avenger. 
jJdH/o^jS-  ̂ zizimuktadir,  God  Almighty. 

ii_j»-_j3^  ̂ zizu'l  mvjud,  Hard  to  find,   p  ̂ j^.j'^j'^. 
jndari  ̂ izizam,  My  revered  father. 

A  ^izayzas,  A  horse's  buttocks. 

A  iy>.j^  ̂z'lzat,  An  eagle. 
A  Lfjij^  ̂ zizl,  Greatness,  valuableness. 

A  ^tzayza',  A  horse's  buttocks. 
A  I  C^JS-  ̂Azif,  The  imaginary  nocturnal  sound 

of  demons  in  the  desert.  The  noise  of  thunder,  or 

of  moving  sands. 

A  ^zlh,  Level,  flat,  low  ground. 

A  ̂ jS-  ̂zim,  (v.  n.of  Applying  the  mind 
to,  undertaking.  Determining  to  accomplish.  A 

powerful  enemy,  (pi.  of  'i^JS-  ̂ z'lmat,  q.  v.). 

^  A  X^JS-  ̂ zhnat,  (v.  n.  of  p^),  Undertaking, 

(pi.  ̂ zasim),  An  incantatipn, 'spell,  amulet (against  fascination,  serpents,  disease,  or  any  other 

evil)  ;  verses  of  the  Kur'an  employed  for  that  pur- 
pose. Resolution,  determination  ;  an  undertaking. 

Departure,  '^i^^'^  ̂ nani  ̂ ztmat,  The  reins 

of  departure.  <_^^  mazVl  ̂ z'lmat,  Suc- 
cessful in  (his)  plans,  v  ̂^^^C^ ̂ ^zimatlmr- 

dan,  To  intend,  purpose,  design.  To  travel.  To 

charmj,  exorcise.  To  use  enchantments. 

P  ̂jS-  ̂jahf  A  certain  musical  instrument  bear- 
ing a  resemblance  to  a  Turkish  guitar, 

A  (j-P'  ̂ ss  (v.  n.  of  (J^ff'),  Going  the  rounds, 
patroling  at  night.    Arriving  late  (intelligence). 10  H 

Giving  little  meat.  Pasturing  alone  (a  she-camel). 
Refusing  to  let  her  milk  flow  before  any  person. 

^Mss,  (pi.  ^sas)  A  large  cup.  Penis. 
A  L-ff-  ̂ sa',  (v.  n.  of  U^ff-for  j-^S*)  Drying,  or 

waxing  firm  and  hard ;  coming  to  maturity  (a 

plant).   Growing  dark  (the  night). 

A  -^L-^-  ̂ sas,  (v.n.  ofL-ff-  for^^^)  Growing 

old,  withering,  drying ;  becoming  firm  and  hard ; 
also  thick  and  strong  (a  plant).  A  large  cup. 

A  js-lw^^astyfr,  (pi.  of,^^'^)  Hardy  camels. 

PjUmC-  ̂ sar,  Poverty.    A  religious  life. 
A  Sjl*,^  ̂ sarat,  (v.  n.  ofy—S-)  Being  difficult. 

Having  a  hard  time  in  labour  (a  woman).  Being 

hard  (the  times).  Refusing  to  come  forth  (the  con- 
tents of  the  belly).  Opposing,  resisting,  thwarting. 

A  [^j\*^^tsara' ,  (or  CL^hj^,^  ̂ (sarayat^One after  another.    Scattered,  dispersed. 

A  (ObjL^S-  ̂ sarayat,  Scattered  on  all  sides. 

^    A  ^sas,  (pi.  of  (^S-  ̂iss^  Large  cups. 
U**UmS-  C^jd  darrat  ̂ sasan,  She  (i.e.  the  camel) 
gave  her  milk  unwillingly,  only  by  compulsion. 

A  (__j**lJls-  ̂ ssas,  A  wolf  (as  a  prowler  atnight). 

A  ̂J<*5•l*«,ff•  ̂ sa^s,  Hedgehogs  (because  they 
go  to  and  fro  in  the  night). 

A  (  5l«.5-  ̂ dsaf,  (v.  n.  of  i_-a-*5-)  Being  near 
death  (a  camel).  A  trembling  or  a  falling  of  the 

larynx.  The  agony,  or  last  breath.  A  camel  af- 
flicted with  pestilence. 

A  t—^L-^  ̂ sah  'tb,  (pi.  of  -ifiL-P ^'s/ii5ai) Small 
bunches  of  grapes  at  the  bottom  of  a  large  cluster, 

A  ̂JiL-S-  ̂ isahil,  (pi,  of  ,J.H*wS-  ̂ shal)  Large 
mushrooms.  Detached  pieces  of  a  cloud. 

A  Jjj'L-S-  ̂ sahil,  Appearance  of  water,  (pi. 
of  J^iL^  ̂ ishul)  Large  white  mushrooms. 

A ̂ X^^  ̂sakir,  (pi.  of^j^l^  ̂as/iflr)  Armies. 
ij^joj^ ^saJtiri  manmra,  (or  CL>j*ai Ji\j^ 

j-i>\<  ̂ sdhiri  nusrat-7nasdsir)  Victorious  troops. 
A  iJUls-^assoZ,  Mellifluent.  A  vender  of  honey. 

A  taker  of  honey  from  hives.  A  trembling  spear. 

A  wolf.  A  small  black  and  white  fig,  very  sweet. 

A  ^ssdlat,  The  honey-making  bees.  A 

hive.  A  bee's  nest. 

A  ^>^alij,  (pi.  of  ̂^-S")  Tendrils,  shoots. 
A  j^^iL-ff-  ̂ sdUh,(\A.  of  ̂ Ji^^  ̂ slah  and  ̂ s- 

lik)  Bad-tempered.  Deformed.  Light,  nimble. 
Long-necked.  Lions.  Beasts  of  prey.  Ostriches. 

Foxes.  Wolves.  Vapours.  ̂ sdlUi ,  see  ̂ jL^  ̂ s- 
lak  or  ̂ slih. 

V  ^asa/iwy,(probably  an  error  for 

^a,sa/y)  A  vine-leaf. 
A  ^.idivid,  (pi.  of  'iS^S-  ̂ swaddat) 

White  animalcules  resembling  maidens'  fingers. 

A  (  ^asb,  (v.  n.  of  t_-*— ̂ ■)  Hiring,  letting 
out  a  (stallion).  Covering  (the  female).  The  price 

paid  ;  and  the  colt  brought  forth.  Sperma.  ̂ sh, 

Straight  palm-branches  without  leaves,  ̂ sib, 

(Hair)  long  uncombed. 
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A  jlxu.S'  ̂ sbar,  (or  ^sharai)  A  whelp 
between  a  wolf  and  hyena.  A  young  wolf. 

A  ̂J^x**S■  ̂ shan,  (pi.  of  \^X;»S' ^sih')  Straight, 
leafless  palm-branches. 

A  KjUuP  ̂ shat,  A  cleft  in  a  mountain. 

A ^---^  ̂ sbur,  (fem.  i^j*— 5-)  A  leopard. 

A  'ij-^^  ̂ Ms&Mra<,  A  swift,  excellent  she-camel. 
A  j3a*<*S-  ̂ shik,  A  bitter  plant  good  for  dress- 
ing wounds. 

A  XjJu*.P  ̂ shalat,  A  going  to  and  fro,  a  popu- 
lar commotion. 

A  ^ishur,  (or  »j      .5-  ̂ isburat)  The  off- 
spring of  a  dog  and  a  she-wolf, 

A  Sj_jAd-.^^ws&Mm^,  Aswift,excellent  she-camel. 
A  ^sj,  (v.  n.  of  Stretching  out  the 

neck  in  travelling  (a  camel  or  horse),  ̂ saj,  (v. 
n.  of  Being  distempered  by  feeding  on  the 

bramble         ^rvsaj,  (flocks  or  herds.) 

A  6.^^  ̂ sjad,  Gold.  Any  sort  of  jewel,  as  a 
pearl  or  ruby.  A  large  camel. 

A  Wii,;^^  ̂ sjadiyat,  Camels  upon  which 
kings  ride,  or  such  as  are  employed  in  the  trans- 

port of  gold.  Large  camels'  colts.  Horses  of  the 
breed  of  DTnariy. 

Aji^^  ̂ sjar,  Salt. 

A  'ij^^  ̂ sjarat,  (v.  n.  of^:^*^  Q)  Looking 
intently.  Being  wicked,  malignant,  impure.  Being 

constantly  on  the  march  (camels).  Salting  (meat). 

A'i^s^'^  ̂ sjamat,  Agility, quickness,  lightness. 
A  ̂ ^^sd,  (v.  n.  of  li.^)  Travelling.  Twist- 
ing (a  rope)  tightly.    Lying  with. 

A jd-dP  ̂ asr,  (v.  n.  ofj*«P)  Pressing  a  debtor  for 
payment.  Coming  from  the  left.  Tossing  the  tail 

in  running  (a  camel).  Having  a  hard  time  in  la- 

bour (a  woman).  Taking  away  (property)  per 

force,  ̂ sr  or  ̂ sr,  Name  of  a  tribe  of  demons ; 

also  of  the  place  they  inhabit,  ̂ sr,  (v.  n.  ofj-*P) 

Being  difficult.  Difficulty.  ^isru'lbawl, 

Strangury.  j^^isru'''nnaf as, Asthma,,  ̂ csr 
or  ̂ Mswr,  (v.  n.  of  j'^)  Having  a  hard  time  (a  wo- 

man in  labour).  Being  difficult.  Being  hard  and 

pinching  (the  times).  B,efusing  to  come  forth  (the 

contents  of  the  belly).  Opposing,  resisting,  thwart- 

ing, ^sar,  (v.n.  of  j**^)  Being  difficult  and  per- 
plexing. Being  equally  expert  (both  hands).  Be- 

ing left-handed.  Difficulty.  A  hard  and  griping 

disposition,  ̂ sir,  Difficult,  intricate,  perplexed. 
Hard,  ill-tempered.  Disastrous,  unfortunate.  Press- 

ing (necessity).  An  unbroken  camel  whereon  a 

person  rides.  A  she-camel  which  cocks  her  tail 

when  running,    ̂ sur,  Difficulty. 

A  Aj^S-  ̂sras,  (fem .  of;*-S'^  a  ̂ar)  Left-h  anded . 
(An  eagle)  having  more  feathers  on  the  left  than 

therightwing;  also  onehaving  white  quill-feathers. 
A  white  quill-feather. 

A  ^sarati,  (v.  n.  of ̂^-ff-)  Tossing  her  tail 
(a  camel)  in  running.  Coming  from  the  left  hand. 
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uj^^  ̂ srat,  A  difficult  or  indigent  condition. 
A  t_^**^  ̂ srdb,  The  lion. A  'ij^ 

Difficulty.  f^J:^  jayshul  ̂ sratjThesLYiQj 
of  Tabiik(becausesent  against  that  place  during  the 

hottest  season),    ̂ ■asat'at,  A  white  quill-feather. 

A  iSj^  ̂ sra',  also  ̂ sra  ,  A  certain  pot-herb. 
^sra',  Difficulty.  Distress.  Torment.  A  difficult, 
perplexing  affair. 

A  S-  ̂ sas,  (v.n.  of  (J^^S-)  Going  the  rounds 

at  night,  (pi. of  ̂JlA^'^ss)  Patrols,  nightly  watches. 

A  ^isf-is.  Marsh-mallows. 
A  kJla*^  ̂ stalat,  An  incoherent  speech. 

A  (j*»^la*«P  ̂ satus,  (or  (_^j,laJls-  ̂ ssatus) 
Name  of  a  tree,  a  cane,  or  rattan.  The  head  of  the 
Christians  in  Greek. 

A  &A*jjla>*5-  ̂ satusat,  (or  'i^i^ZS'  ̂ ssatusai) Cold  fresh  water.  Snow. 

A  ^s^s,  The  vapour  A  wolf. 

A  (jwj;**!^  ̂ as^as,  (pi.  ̂J>^[**S■  ̂ sd^s)  A  wolf. 
A  hedgehog.  Name  of  a  place;  also  of  a  man.  ^ws- 
^Ms,  Avaricious  and  greedy  merchants.  A  large  vase. 

A  X.wu.js^ff'  ̂ s^sat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j.***-?-  Q)  Prowl- 
ing at  night  (as  a  wolf).  Beginning  to  close  in 

(night).  Approaching  the  earth  (clouds).  Being 

ended  (night).  Setting  in  motion,  shaking.  Co- 
vering, concealing,  making  perplexed,  intricate. 

A  ^sf,  (v.  n.  of  u-ft^-S-)  Oppressing.  Ex- 
torting with  violence,  seizing  unjustly.  Patroling 

by  night  in  search  of.  Straying,  deviating  from 

the  right  way,  or  travelling  without  direction.  Em- 

ploying, taking  into  one's  service.  Managing  an 
estate  for  any  one.  Working  for  another,  and  giv- 

ing satisfaction.  Being  near  death  from  a  glandular 

swelling  (a  camel).  The  agony  of  death.  The  last 
breath.    A  capacious  cup. 

A^la*«5-^Msa/"aj:,(pl.ofu_iLA*-S-)Working-classes. 
A  ^safat,  A  trembling  or  a  falling  of 

the  larynx.    The  agony  of  death. 

A  j^lfl^-P  ̂ isfdn,  Name  of  a  place. 

A  ̂ j**-^  ̂ sak,  (v.  n.  of  ijy^)  Keeping  close 
to  the  male  (a  she-camel).  Being  assiduous,  stick- 

ing close,  importuning.  A  twisting,  contortion.  Ill- 
nature,  malice.  Sadness,  anguish.  Darkness,  dim- 

ness. A  cluster  of  bad  dates,  ̂ sik,  Bad-tempered. 

^suk,  Severe  to  debtors.  They  who  cause  (palm- 
trees  or  camels)  to  be  fecundated  and  impregnated. 

A  iijJL-S-  ̂ skabat,  A  dryness  and  stiffness  in  the 

eyes  from  weeping,  ̂ skibat,  (pi.  i__^fl>y»ff-  ̂ skib 

and  ^sakib)  A  small  bunch  of  grapes  at- 
tached to  the  bottom  of  the  cluster. 

A  dS-^S-  ̂ shud,  Long,  tall.  Foolish.  Coarse 
and  full  of  flesh. 

A  HaL^S-  ̂ shafat,  (v.  n.  of  t_iS^S-  Q)  Wish- 
ing to  weep  without  being  able ;  growing  stiff  on 

that  account  (eyes).  Proposing,  intending  to  do 

(any  thing  good)  without  having  the  power. 

A  ^as/eaZ  (pi.  JjV«i>^aia/«7),  (and  JjiL.S' 

^Ms7i?<^)(pl,  J^L.>ff.^asa/iiZ)Alargewhite  mushroom. 

A  ̂j'i},a*<*S'  ̂ skalan,  Askelon  in  Palestine.  The 
top  of  the  head. 

A  ^skalat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Moving  to 

and  fro  (the  vapour  called  c-.*];***  sarab).  A  detached 
piece  of  a  cloud.  A  hard  place  full  of  white  stones. 

A  (-di^-ff-  ̂ sak,  (v.  n.  of  L^^P-)  Being  neces- 
sary. Adhering. 

A  ^skibat,A  bunch  with  about  ten  grapes. 

AjC^^skar,  (from  p jCU  lashkar)  An  army, 
forces,  troops.  A  collection.  Any  thing  numerous. 

Darkness  of  night.  jC^  ̂shari  islam,  The 

army  ofthefaithful,  i.  e.  the  Ottoman  troops,  pj^^ 

j^jjS^  ̂ skari  zafar-rahbar,  Troops  leading  to 
victory. 

A  ^skarani,  (du.)  Arafat  and  Mina. 
A  ij^^  ̂skarat,  (v.  n.  ofj^j^  Q)  Encamp- 

ing. Assembling,  coming  together.  Drawing  up, 

preparing  an  army.  Being  thick(darkness  of  night). 
Falling  into  difficulties.  Vehemence.  Difficulty, 

adversity.  A  barren  year.  Enlisting  as  a  soldier. 

^skar-gah,  A  camp. 

p  t^^y^Ls-  ̂ skare,  A  soldier,  ̂ skari,  Mili- 
tary, belonging  to  the  army. 

A  ,Jw«.S>  ̂ sl,  (v.  n.  of  J—S')  Dressing  (meat) 
with  honey.  Giving,  providing  with  honey.  Com- 

mending, praising.  Lying  with  (a  woman).  Tot- 
tering when  running  (a  wolf  or  horse).  Trembling 

much  (a  limber  spear).  Being  ruffled  by  the  wind 

(water),  ̂ sl,  A  steward,  bailiff,  managei",  control- 
ler. A  tribe  of  ̂t>-  jinn,  ̂ sl,  (pi.  of  jJ.-^S-  ̂ sal) 

Honeys.  Bubbles,  ^isal,  (v.  n.  of  (J.*<-5-)  Tasting 

(of  any  meat).  Making  (one)  universally  beloved 
(God).  Making  haste,  running,  skipping,  hopping. 

Hasting  across  a  desert  (a  guide).  Being  agitated 

by  the  wind  (water),  (pi.  JUmS-^  a^al,  ̂ m- 

sid,  ̂ isl,  (Jj*-?-  ̂ sul,  and  ̂ j^— P  ̂ islan)  Honey 
(of  bees  or  of  dates).  A  honied  dew  gathered  from 

flowers.  Gum  of  the  plant  laiyff-  ̂ rfut.  A  bubble 
on  running  water.  Praise,  fame.  Ruin,  perdition. 

Swiftshe-camel.  J— 5-  ̂ sali  ddsud,  (David's 
honey)  The  oily  exudation  of  a  certain  tree.  (J.-*S- 

^salu'r  rims,  A  pearly  whiteness,  jj-w-^ 

i^j^  ̂sali  tabarzad.  Treacle.  ^sali 

laban.  Liquid  storax.  ̂  ^5^^  ij"-^  ̂ salu'l  lubna', 
Liquid  gum  storax.  \L,ajo  ̂ J— P  ̂ sali  musaffa'. 

Clarified  honey.  l^'^^  «;/<^a'  mini'l  ̂ a- sal.  Sweeter  than  honey,  sham^  ̂ sal. 

Bees'  wax.  4^^^  ̂ layha'l  ̂ sal,  Make 

haste,  walk  fast,  ̂ sil.  Nimble-handed  (thief). 
Striking  rapidly  and  with  vehemence,  ^sul,  (pi. 

of  (Jwu-S-  ̂ sal)  Bubbles.  Honeys,  (pi.  of 

^sil)  Good,  honest  men.  (pi.  of  J|_j*-S-  ̂ sul)  Tre- 

mulous spears,  (pi.  of  (J.^^  ̂ sil)  Pizzles  of  ele- 

phants or  camels. 
A  ^ssal,  (pi.  of  ijj^^  ̂ siT)  Wolves. 
A  ^salan,  Perdition  (seize  thee). 



A  ^islan,  (pi.  of         ̂ sal)  Honeys. 

Bubbles,    ^saldn,  (v.  n.  of  Being  ruffled 
by  the  wind  (water).  Hastening  across  the  desert 

(a  guide).  Trembling  (as  a  limber  spear).  Totter- 
ing (a  wolf  or  horse). 

A&jl^-P^asZa^ia^jDiscordjdivision  :  irresolution. 

A  'il^  ̂ salat,  A  little  honey.  Root,  basis. 
LvL-S-  i^jjojt  mazribu  ̂ salatin,  Any  thing  noble 

(is  not  in  him).  &L**ff- ̂ \  ahu^slatin,  A  wolf. 

^z/sZm;,  A  tendril,  young  shoot. 
liawamun  ^MsZwjMre,  A  delicate  form,  graceful  shape. 

A         ̂ sallaj,  Soft,  delicate  (meat). 

a'Lj^*^  ̂ slajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Producing 
shoots  and  verdure  (a  tree). 

A  ftlai-^ff-  ̂ slatat,  An  incoherent  speech. 

A  i^J"-*?-  ̂ slah,  (^slik,  or  ̂^J"*-?-  ̂ sallali)  (pi. 
^asaZi/j)  Vapour.  A  wolf.  A  lion.  A  beast 

of  prey.   A  male  ostrich.    A  fox.  Light.  Long- 

necked.  Bad-tempered. 

A  &Hi*^  or  ̂ slakat,  (fern.)  Of  a  bad  dis- 
position. Light,nimble.  Long-necked.  A  bitch-fox. 

A^^L~^  ̂isluj,  A  tendril,  shoot,  vine-branch. 

A  '&>■  _5L~P  ̂ slujat,  A  tendril,  a  delicate  young 
shoot.   Soft,  delicate  (girl). 

p  ̂^*>S-  ̂sali,  A  bit  of  yellow  cloth  which  the 
Jews  are  compelled  to  wear  on  the  shoulder  by 

way  of  distinction.  A  garment  worn  by  the  fire- 
worshippers.  A  particular  colour  with  which  the 

fakirs  of  India  dye  their  garments. 

A  ^asa%.  The  most  learned  man  amongst 
the  Jews.  A  mark  or  sign  of  the  Jews. 

p  lL^^^J^-C-  ̂ salt-rang,  A  dervish's  garment. 

A  ̂ j*S'  ̂s?n,  (v.  n.  of  j»«^) Coveting.  Striv 
Endeavouring  to  procure  subsistence,  or  to  acquire 

any  thing.  Precipitating  one's  self  (into  any  dan- 
ger) ;  rushing  into  a  crowd.  Shedding  tears  (the 

eye).  Winking  (the  eye),  being  closed  (the  eye- 

lids), ^sam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ «-S')  Being  stiff  and  dis- 

torted (hand  or  foot),  ̂ sum,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^S-  ̂sim  or 
^sum)  Those  who  toil  for  their  bread. 

A-fl»*-5-^asmaj:,(fem.)Crooked-handedorfooted. 

A  (jl^A-ff-  ̂ saman,  An  ambling  pace. 

A  'L^^  ̂ smat,  One  meal.  A  bit  of  dry  bread. 
^samat,  Fragments  of  dry  bread. 

A  &ia.v«-^  ̂ smatat,  (v.  n.  of  la^—PQ)  Mixing. 

A  ̂^[^H-ff'  ̂ sniiy,  One  who  manages  well  his  af- 
fairs. One  whose  business  is  all  awry.  A  deceiver. 

A  i^j^  ̂ sn,  Tallness  with  beauty  of  hair  and 

fairness  of  complexion,    ̂ sn,  ̂ sn,  or  ̂ sn,  (pi. 

a^an)  Fat,  grease,  lard,  ̂ sn,  Like,  equal, 

resembling,  ̂ sn  or  ̂ sun,  Fatness,  ̂ ismi  or  ̂ a- 

san,  The  beneficial  effect  of  fodder  upon  cattle,  ̂ a- 
sin,  (A  horse)  satisfied  with  a  little  corn.  Fat,  in 

good  condition  (beast),    ̂ sun,  Old  fat. 

A^yS-  ̂asannaj,  Injured,  unjustly  dealt  with. An  ostrich. 

A  Jji— P  ̂ wsnM^jBeautiful:  finely  proportioned. 
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A  y^S-  ̂ sm,  Wax.  A  wax-candle,    ^srv,  (or 

^tsujv)  (v.  n.  of       for^-.S')  Becoming  hard 
or  thick  with  labour  (a  hand).  Growing  old,  be- 

come feeble  (from  age). 

A  '^mS'  ̂ suw,  (v.  n.  of  L-C-  for  _j**^)  Withering, 
drying ;  becoming  firm  and  hard  (a  plant).  Grow- 

ing dark  (night). 

A  ^suh,  A  prince,  chief.  The  king  bee. 

A  'Sy*S-  ̂ swadd,  A  male  animal  bigger  than  a 
lizard,  on  which  demons  are  supposed  to  ride.  A 

sei'pent.    Strong,  vigorous. 

A  ^swaddat,  (pi.  O^J^S-  ̂ swaddat 

(or  lJjI.^.S'  ̂ isarvid)  A  kind  of  white  animalcule, 

which  resembles  maidens'  finders. 

A  (^j***S-  ̂ sus,  One  in  search  of  prey  or  game. 
A  woman  not  shy  of  approaching  men.  (A  she- 

camel)  pasturing  alone,  and  giving  little  or  no  milk 
unless  at  a  distance  from  men.  A  she-camel  exa- 

mined if  she  have  milk  or  not.  A  camel  which 

looks  out  for  bones  and  breaks  them.  A  she-camel 

bad  tempered  at  milking-time.  A  good-for-nothing 
fellow.    A  wolf. 

A  y*>^  ̂ suf,  Violent,  unjust.  An  oppressor, 
extortioner.    One  who  loses  his  vvay. 

A  eJy^  ̂ isTifat,  (v.  n.  of  i  a*-5-)  Being  near 
death  from  a  glandular  swelling  and  pestilence  (a 

camel)  ;  experiencing  a  trembling  or  falling  of  the 

larynx.    Fetching  a  short  and  cold  breath. 

A  J^— ̂  ̂ sitl,  (pi.  f^^)^isul)  A  good  man. 

Tremulous  (spear),  ̂ sul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^)  Trem- 
bling (a  limber  spear),  (pi.  of  (J— *^  ̂ sal)  Honeys. 

Bubbles. 

^sum,  A  camel  with  many  foals,  (pi. 

pAwS-  ̂mni)  One  who  earns  his  bread  by  labour. 
One  who  brings  much  trouble  and  plague  upon  his 

household,  ^isum,  (v.  n.  of  j*-—?-)  Gaining,  earn- 
ing. Rushing  into  a  crov/d.  Winking  (the  eye), 

being  closed  (eyelids).  Striving.  Shedding  tears. 

Paucity,  penury.    Fragments  of  dry  bread. 

A^^_^*^^asa',(v.n.ofL~&foi^**.S') Waxing  old.  It wanted  but  little  that.  It  may  be,  perhaps.  He 

became.  A  palm-branch.  ̂ J>«5  j  J^*^  ̂ sa' 
wa  la^ll,  By  perhaps  and  may  be.  ̂ si,  Apt,  fit, 

propel',  suitable. 

A  I^'^'^Uj  -Apt,  fit,  proper,  suitable,  ̂ siy, 
(v.  n.  of  I— ff-  for  Growing  old. 

A  ^sib,  The  exterior  part  of  the  foot, 
the  instep.  The  longest  feather  of  the  wing.  The 

outer  side  of  a  feather,    (pi.  ^shaii)  A 

straight  palm-branch  without  leaves.  A  cleft  in  a 

mountain,  ^sib,  (and  'ixu^  ̂ sibat)  The  bone  of 
the  tail,  and  the  skin  whence  the  hairs  grow. 

aj'mS'  ̂ sir,  Difficult.  Pressing  (necessity). 
Disastrous,  unfortunate.  Unbroken  (she-camel), 
on  which  a  person  rides.  Covered  (camel),  but 

not  conceiving.  (A  she-camel)  tossing  her  tail 

when  running.    ̂ ji^'^*^\j^MS' ^siru'l  istihhraj, 

Difficult  to  extract.  eO,lff^\^«^  JaJ^  sharatiti 

^isiru'r  ?7^%a, Conditions  difficult  to  be  observed. 
Ji***^  yaromi  ̂ slr,  The  day  of  judgment. 

^^.x^\ j<A*P  marazi  ̂ siru'l  ̂ laj,  A  disease  diffi- 
cult of  cure.  I'jj^U  Jt:'^  dlij^  dar-bandi  ̂ s'l- 

ru'l  murur,  A  pass  difficult  to  penetrate. 

^asw,(pl.of;^lS'^ass)Night-patroles. 
A  u_ft^*Mff-  ̂ slf,  (pi.  -f^li,*^  ̂ safdf)  A  merce- 
nary ,labourer,assistant,servant.  A  decrepit  old  man. 

A  'isLX^^  ̂ sihat,  Vapid,  watery  wine. 

A  ^sil,  (pi.  J—S-  ̂ sid)  The  pizzle  of 
an  elephant  or  camel.  A  man  who  strikes  a  heavy 

blow  and  brings  his  hand  quickly  back  again.  Fea- 

thers, or  any  thing  similar,  with  which  a  perfumer 
brushes  together  drugs  or  civet  brayed  on  a  stone. 

A  ^isaylat,  Sensual  pleasures  as  sweet  as 

honey.  ̂   Sperma  virile.  A  term  of  endearment. 

A  f^jS-  ̂ shsh,(v.  n.  of  ̂ jiS-)Disturbing,fright- 
ening  (a  deer)  from  (its)  place.  Turning  (one) 

away  from  (his)  purpose.  Alighting  upon  a  spot, 

molesting  the  occupants  and  forcing  them  to  quit. 

Beating.  Having  a  slender  trunk  and  few  branches 

(a  palm-tree).  Giving  sparingly.  Being  atten- 
tivetogain,industrious;  gathering,collecting.  Nes- 

tling (a  bird).  Mending,  patching  a  shirt.  Lean, 

spare,  dry  man.  A  scanty  gift.  A  stallion  camel 
conscious  of  the  wish  of  the  female,  and  yet  leaving 
her  unmolested.  ^shsh  or  ̂ shsh,  (pi. 

a^hash,  f^[zS'  ̂ shdsh,  or  bJlZS-  ̂ shashat)  The 
nest  of  a  bird  building  on  trees  (that  of  such  as 

nestle  on  rocks  or  in  houses  being  called  wakr 

(or  ivahn),  and  that  of  such  as  burrow  in  the 

ground  is  named  udhiy  and  i^^^  uflius). 

j_^^ii\s  LdLi.*J  UT'i^  laysa  bi  ̂ shshiki,fadruji,{0 
woman  !)  you  have  no  right  in  it ;  go  your  way. 

A  KLs-  ̂ sha,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^^^)  Being  purblind. 
Purblindness,  nocturnal  blindness. 

A  Azs-  ̂ sliai,  (pi.  'i>^s\  a^hiyat)  A  supper. 
Purblindness.  ij\L.S-  ̂ shdsi  rahbdni,  The 

Lord's  Supper,  the  Eucharist.  ^shds,  The  first 
watch  of  the  night,  or,  according  to  some,  from  the 
time  when  the  sun  begins  to  go  down  till  twilight, 
or  from  sunset  until  dawn. 

A  (jULlfr  ̂ shdsdni,  (dual  of  AJ:s-  ̂ slids)  The 
first  and  second  watch  of  the  nigcht. 

A'iAzS'  ̂ shdbat,  Plenty  of  herbage,grassiness. 
AjVLff-  ̂shd)',  (v.  n.  3  of^iP)  Living  upon  terms 

of  familiarity.  Forming  an  alliance  with.  (pi.  of 

^shards)  She-camels  ten  months  gone  with 
young.  A  word  applied  to  camels  until  some  have 

brought  fort]],  and  of  others  whose  parturition  is 

expected,    ̂ shdr,  In  tens.  J^LS-JJlS-  ̂ ^s}i\  As- 
jdsal  kawm^shdra  ̂ sliara,  The  people  came  ten 

and  ten,  in  companies  of  ten. 

Ajlii-P  ̂ .shshdr,  A  tithe-collector, tithe-proctor. 

A  ̂^j\Jls-  ̂ ishdrib,  A  lion. 
A  'ij\JLS-  ̂ ishdrat,  A  piece,  or  a  tenth,  broken  off 



a  pot  or  any  thing  else. 

A  ̂ j^^  ̂sharim,  A  lion. 
A  ̂JJLS'  ̂ shariy,Ten  cubits  long  (garment). 

A  kindof  barge  used  upon  the  Nile.  C->bj  1.^.5- 
zahabu  ̂ sharayatin,  They  went  off  dispersed. 

A  ̂^J'JLS'  ̂ shazin,  (pi.  of  (jjj-^^  ̂ sharvzan) 
Difficult,  intricate.   Strong,  thick. 

A  (jil^iP-  ̂ shush,  (pi.  of  (jiff-  ̂ shsh)  Birds' 
nests  built  in  trees  or  hedges.  ̂  

A  'eJ^y^  ̂ sliashat,  (v.  n.  of  i^J^-^)  Being  lean, 
slender  (body).  Having  few  branches  and  a  slen- 

der stem  (a  palm-tree). 

.   p  Jjl-i*?'  ̂ shak,  Name  of  a  musical  tone. 
A  ^shak,  A  dear  little  boy,  a  bantling. 

A  ̂^^^  ̂ shshhk,  (pi.  of  ̂J**>^S'  ̂ shik)  Lovers, 

p  ^shshaki  sag-jan,  Covetous, 

worldly-minded,  dog-souled  people.  A^jli^l  '^^J?" 
jaziratu'l ^ishshak,  The  lover's  isle,  i.e.  Sinope. 

A  j^l-i^  ̂ ishshan,  The  root  of  a  palm-branch. 

A  H^l-ls-  ̂ ishanai,  The  root  of  a  palm-branch. 
Dates  picked  off  the  ground.  The  trunk  of  a  tree. 

'<ij'^JLS'^\  ohu  ̂ ishanat,  A  cant  name  for  a  man. 
A^OLiVLS'  ̂ ishdnit,  (pi.  oilaj^^^  ̂ shannaf)  Tall 

and  handsome. 

A  ̂^l^;^  ̂ tshanik,  Tall  and  moderately  stout. 

A  'iso^^JlS'  ̂ shanikat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j>-£^  ̂ hannak) Tall  and  moderately  thick. 

A  Sjl^S-  ̂ shmvat,  Nocturnal  blindness. 

A  Jjl.i.S-  ̂ shawiz,  (pi.  of  yj^-i^  ̂ shawzan) 
Difficult,  intricate. 

A  bLlP  ̂ shaya,  (pi.  o{'i!ltS-  ̂ shlyat)  Even- 
ings. Clouds. 

Ay  llP^aiVi  j>,  (  pi.  of  S^S'^as/tira  i)  Kin  dr  eds, 
tribes.  The  neai-est  relations  on  the  father's  side. 

A  t—A-ii-S-  ̂ islib,  Green  fodder,  grass,  ̂ shab, 
(v.  n.  of  L—*.i.P) Being  hard  and  dry.  Grown  up, 

adult  (family),    ̂ shib,  Grassy  (field). 

A  iUZS'  ̂ ishbat,  Sarsaparilla.  &vjiS.H<i  'ixLs- 
^shbat  mitkaddisat,  Name  of  a  plant,  ̂ shabat, 
A  dwarf  (male  or  female).  A  large  tooth.  Old 

or  decrepit  (man  or  woman).  An  ngly  woman. 

An  aged  sheep  or  camel.    An  army. 

A  'ilLS-  ̂ shshat,  (A  tree)  which  has  slender 
branches  and  grows  badly.  (A  woman)  lean,  tall, 
and  slender  in  the  bones  of  the  hand  and  foot. 

Ground  dry  and  rugged.  (A  palm-tree)  having 
few  branches  and  a  slender  stem. 

A  ̂ S-  _^shy,  (for         ̂ shly)  Evening. 
A  (_-*^^  ̂ shjab,  A  languid,  relaxed  man. 
A  is^i^  ̂ shjazat,  A  raining  feebly. 
A  dJLff'  ̂ shd,  A  collecting,  gathering. 

j>j^  ̂ shr,  Every  milky  plant.  Name  of  a 
poisonous  milky  tree  in  India.  Saflfron.  An  arti- 

choke. Senna  of  Mecca. 

AjZS-  ̂ shr,(v.  n.  ofyi;.5')Being ten  months  gone 
with  young  (a  camel).  Taking  one  from  ten,  deci- 

mating. Adding  one  to  nine,  making  ten,  making 
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the  tenth.  Making  twenty.  The  ten  fingers.  Ten 

(females),  ̂ shr,  A  watering  of  camels  on  the 
tenth  or  ninth  day  (from  their  last  drinking).  A 

piece  or  tenth  part  broken  off  a  cauldron,  or  any 

thing  else,  ̂ shr,  (v.  n.  of Decimating,  re- 
ceiving (as  tithes  from  the  people)  the  tenth  of  their 

flocks.  (pl.jyLS' ^shur  andjli^^  a^har)  A  tenth 

part,  tithe.  A  decade  of  verses  in  the  Kur'an  (of 
which  there  are  621).  Camels  which  emit  small 
quantities  of  milk  in  streams  without  collecting  any 

amount.  ̂ ^Jm yLS-  ̂ isJm  shar^,  The  tenths  pre- 

scribed by  law.  ̂ os/iam.  Ten  (females).  CJ^^^jIl^ 
^shara  kalimat,  The  ten  words,  i.e.  the  decalogue 

or  ten  commandments.  jZ.S'  ahad  ̂ shara, 

Eleven.  ̂ shar,A  certain  tree  containing  inflam- 
matory matter  ;  emitting  better  fire  than  any  other 

kind.  It  is  used  in  making  bolsters  ;  and  from  its 

blossoms  and  branches  a  certain  kind  of  sugar  is 
made.  There  is  a  bitterness  also  about  it. 

A  Ajt^s-  ̂isliaras,  (pl.O)j^-i.P'  ̂ ishararvat  and 
^shar)  A  camel  gone  with  young  ten  months 

or  eight  months.  A  woman  in  labour,  or  who  has 

borne  a  child  within  forty  days.  The  summit  of  a 

mountain,  (pi.  of  jf^^  ̂as/<ir)  Companions  (espe- 
cially husband  and  wife).  Familiars,intimate  friends. 

A  {^jLs-  ̂ shrab,  (or  ̂ ^LS-  ̂ sharrab)  An 
arrow  flying.  A  lion.  One  who  runs  violently. 

■  A  'ijZS'  ̂shi-at  or  ̂ sharat,  Ten  (males),  ̂ sh- 
rat,  Conversation,  society,  agreeable  familiarity, 

Pleasure,delight,enjoyment ;  sociableness,the  plea- 

sures of  the  table,  ̂ sliarat,  A  certain  tree  or  gum. 

-ps^{^j^S-^sItrat-hhdna  (or  CL^jLS'  ̂ $hi-at- 
gdli),  A  house  of  pleasure,  a  place  of  entertainment. 

p  ̂ J^y>■  ̂ shca--hhwan,  A  reader  of  the 
Kur'an.  Deposed  from  office. 

p  ̂J^Mij^S-  ̂ sharistdn,A  grov  e  of  ̂ wsAar-trees 
^shrik,  Name  of  a  plant  good  for  the 

piles,  producing  milk  and  dyeing  the  hair  black. 

p  ̂ JJ^^  ̂ ishrik,  A  medicinal  seed  called 

^jo  tuhhmi  marv. 

A  'bijLS'  ̂ shrakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jj^  Q)  Flourish- 
ing (a  plant).  Being  verdant  (ground). 

A  j^-i-S^  ̂ shram,  Strong  and  rough. 

A  ̂ j'^  ̂ sharram,  Bold,  active.  A  lion.  An arrow  flying. 

^  A^JJyLff■^shruna){oh\.|J^JZS'^sJ(r'ma)^welltJ. 
{Jj^^  ̂ shriya,  My  twenty.  LiijjLS'  ̂ shruha, 
Thy  twenty. 

^  tJ^S'  ̂ sliara,  First  ten  days  of  Muharram. 

A  ^ishariy,  Subject  to  tithe,  tithable. 

A  i^j^  ̂ shrayni,  (obi. dual  ofjiiff-^shryiwo 
waterings  of  camels,  i.  e.  a  space  of  eighteen  days. 

A  CLiXj^^jts-  ̂ shrindt,  Companies  of  twenty. 

A  elp^^jIlS'  ̂ shrtniya,  A  monthly  pension,  pay- 
able upon  the  twentieth  day. 

AjZS-  ̂ shz,  Thickness  of  body.  Thick-bodied and  full  of  flesh. 

A  ̂J\}^  ̂ shazan,  (v.  n.  ofyLs-)  Walking  like 
one  that  has  lost  his  leg.    Leaning  on  a  stick. 

A  L-^-iff-  ̂ shzab,  (also  4-^}-^^  ̂ shazzab)  A 
lion,  strong  and  fierce. 

A  ^shazzan,  Naturally  hard. 

A  ioj^S'  ̂ shzanat,  Opposition,  contradiction. 

A  ILLLS'  ̂ shashat,  (pi.  of  ̂ J:s■)  Birds'  nests. 

A  ]aJiS'  ̂ sht,  A  drawing  greedily  to  one's  self. 

A  i^J:.jjLS'  ̂ sh^sh  or  ̂ ish^sh,  Birds'  nests built  one  under  the  other. 

A  J^.il.ff'  ̂ shk,  Love.  Intensity  of  the  passion 
and  a  blindness  to  the  failings  of  the  object  loved. 

^hk  or  ̂ shah,  (v.  n.  of^^yLs-)  Being  sick  or  dy- 
ing for  love.  Love.  ^Ls-  ̂ shhi  ilahi,  Di- 

vine love,  ̂ shak,  (v.  n.'of  ,3-^^)  Sticking,cleaving 
to.  (pi.  of  &a.i.5' ^as/ta/ia<)  Ivies,  ̂ ishuk,  Those 
who  have  the  charge  of  planting,  trimming,  and 

keeping  in  order  odoriferous  herbs. 

p         ̂ shak,  A  species  of  ivy. 

pjl-ilff-  ̂ shk-bdz,  A  man  of  gallantry.  A tumbler-pigeon. 

P  ij:j^^^^shk-bazi,Ga.\\antry,amoroas  talk, 

p  l^v         ̂ shh-pecha,  American  jasmine. 
p  (j^^-  ̂ shk-jyechan,  Ivy. 
A  'iizs-  ̂ shahat,  (pi.  ̂ j^)  Ivy,  convolvulus. 
p  n^sJiS-  ̂ shika,  A  kind  of  ivy. 

A  ̂ LS'  ̂sham,  (v.  n.  of  jit-i^)  Coveting,  desir- 
ing greatly.  Becoming  dry.  Beginning  to  fatten. 

Desire,  concupiscence.  Dry  bread  (without  meat). 

Mouldy,  dry,  spoilt  bread,  ̂ shim,  A  sort  of  tree. 

^ishum,(p\.  of        ̂ shim)  Trees  of  a  certain  kind. 

A  ^shmdf,  (Trees)  dried  to  a  powder. 
Ground,  where  trees  wither.    Dusty  (ground). 

A  'i^S-  ̂ shaviat,  A  piece  of  dry  bread.  Decre- 
pitude, dotage.  An  old  man  or  woman  bent  double. 

Withered,  dry  from  leanness.  Desire,concupiscence. 

A  ij,^  ̂ slm,  A  conjecturing,  guessing. 
A  ^shannaj,  Wrinkled  and  ugly-faced. 

Sour-faced  and  bad-tempered, 

Aj'jJ^  ̂ shanzar,  Large  and  robustly  framed, 
A  kjw^ff-  ̂ shannat,  (pi.  ia3li.S-  ̂ shanit)  Tall 

and  handsome.  Full  of  flesh  and  delicately  formed. 

Ingenious,  intelligent. 

A  ̂ '■^^  ̂ shannak,  (pi.  Xiijl.i^'  ̂ shdnikat) 
Tall  and  moderately  thick.  Light  and  thin  of  flesh. 

A  y:S'  ̂ shrv,  (or  ̂ tshuw)  (v.  n.  of  VLS'  for 
Eating  supper.  Giving  meat  to  men,  or  forage 

to  cattle  in  the  evening.  Travelling  in  the  night- 

time. Seeing  a  fire  at  night  from  a  distance  and 

making  for  it.  Drawing  near  a  fire  or  light  in  or- 
der to  see  better.  Receding,  turning  away  from, 

shifting,  ̂ shni,  A  cup  of  milk  drank  after  the 
flocks  return  from  pasture  in  the  evening, 

A  A^I^jS'  ̂ shwds,  (fem.  of  a^ha)  Pur- 
blind, A  she-camel  that  cannot  see  before  her  and 

paws  the  ground,  A  sort  of  date,  A^ZS'\a.is^  khabta 

^shwds,  With  great  confusion.   Ay:^\  i— «^  ra- 



kiha'l  ̂ shwas.  He  rode  the  purblind  camel, i.e. 
He  made  a  jumble  of  the  concern,  or  he  went  to 
work  in  the  dark. 

A  ij^y^  ̂ ishwdn,  A  sort  of  date. 

A  ^shwat,  The  thick  darkness  following 

the  crepuscle.  ̂ sliwat,  ̂ shwat,  or  ̂ shwat,  An 

attempting  or  engaging  in  a  gloomy,  dark  affair, 

stupendousanddangerous.  ^isAu-a^,  Amorous  play- 
fulness, blandishment,  caresses,  coquetting,  ogling, 

gallantry,  ̂ shrvat  or  ̂ shrvat,  A  lighted  fire. 

AjyLs-  ̂ shur,  (v.  n.  of  jJlS-)  Decimating,  tith- 

ing, (pi.  ofjZ,S-  ̂ shr)  Tithes,  legal  tenths,  (pi. 

of        ̂ sJn?-)  Tenths. 

A  AjylS'  ̂ shuras,  (or  ^shura)  The 

tenth  or  the  ninth  of  the  month  ̂ jS^  muharram. 

Ajy^S-  ̂ shrvaz,  (orJ^-i.C-  ̂ shawwaz)  Hard 
ground :  rough(road):  strong(camel):  much(flesh). 

A  (i)J_j-^  ̂ shawzan,  (pi.  yjV-^^  ̂ shazin  and 

JjU^ff-^as/tawJs:)  Difficult, intricate.  Hard.  Strong, 

thick  (camel).    Roughly-built  (man). 

A  'iJMy:s-  ̂ shushat,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Being  thin 
and  lean  (the  body). 

A  i^^LS'^shvf,  A  dry  tree. 

A  ^shum,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ .-iP)  Coveting.  Be- 
coming dry. 

p  ̂ ^J  » jZS'  ̂ shwa-zan,  One  playing  the  gal- 
lant or  coquette. 

p jl**>  » ^shwa-saz,  Gallant :  coquettish. 

p  S yts-  ̂ shwa-sazi,  Gallantry :  coquetry. 

A  {!s^^  ̂ shawiy,  Belonging  to  the  evening. 

A  i^.j^  ̂ shwiyat,  A  dark  place. 

A  ^shy,  (v.  n.  oi  ̂ JLS')  Acting  like  a  pur- 
bhnd  man.  Providing  meat  or  forage  in  tl>6  even- 

ing. Supping,  ̂ shy,  (pi.  of  i^J^\  a^ha')  Pur- 
blind, ^sha,  (v.  n.  of  f^J^)  BeiK-g  purblind. 

Pasturing  at  night  (a  camel).  Injuring,  oppress- 

ing. Shortness  of  sight  at  night,  ̂ sld,  Purblind. 

Blind  at  night,  ̂ isha,  (pi.  'kyZS-S  a^hiyat)  Supper, 
also  the  evening  lod  of  cattle. 

A  ̂ ^J^  ̂ shiy,  The  evening;  the  time  from 
sunset  to  the  first  wa  ch ;  also  the  first  watch.  A 

camel  long  in  eating  his  evening  meal 
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age,  kindred,  brethren  by  whole  blood,  a  family, 

tribe,  house.  Fellowship,  p  ̂J^^,^  ̂   C^j^Ls- ^- 
shirat  u  hhweshan,  Kindred  and  domestic  relations. 

A  ̂Ji.xLS'  ̂ slnsh,  (v.  n.  of  f^^^  Being  thin and  slender  (the  body). 

A  CL>\JLiJlS'  ̂ shayshat,  Short  evenings. 

A  i^'^iJLS'  ̂ shayshan,  (or  ̂^^>.xZtXZS'  ̂ shay- 
shiyaii)  (dim.  of  ̂ ^^^^  ̂ sJuy)  A  short  evening. 

A  <ZjX>\xLxLs- ^ishayskiyanat ,  Short  evenings. 

A  'i.xL.i^LS'  ̂ shayshiyat,  (dim.  of  ̂ ^j^^  ̂ shiy) A  short  evening. 

A  ̂ iZS'^slah,  (fem,  'isLxLff' ^shlhat)  A  lover. 
A  Jj^.iP  ̂ shshih,  Desperately  in  love. 

A  (_>3S-  ̂ ass,  (v.  n.  of  (.j^aS-)  Being  strong,  hard, 
firm.  Being  severe,  hard  on  a  debtor.  Root,  origin. 

,  A  XjoS-  ̂ isa,  (v.  n.  of  for^*aS-)  Bastinado- 
ing, striking  with  a  stick  or  sword.  Making  a  cud- 

gel. Using  a  sword  like  a  cudgel.  ̂ ^^aS-\a^i, 

*LflLff'\  a^as,  ̂ joS'  ̂ siy  or  ̂ fiy)  A  stick,  a  staff, 
cudgel,  baton,  bludgeon.  An  instrument  used  in 

taking  altitudes.  A  woman's  veil  or  head-dress. 
The  tongue.  The  leg-bone.  Chastisement,  disci- 

pline. A  society  (of  Muslims).  ̂ '\Ji\\jaS' ^sa'r 
ra^i,  Shepherds'-stafF,  a  pot-herb  of  a  red  colour. 

OaJ^.        (.^'Uaff'  ̂ sayi  matrapollt,  A  bishop's 

^sayi 

musa',  Moses*  rod. 

^JMS>\  j^^jis-  ̂ shiya  amsin,  Yester  eve. 

A  cloud. 

saldta'l  ̂ shiy,  Afternoon  and  evening- prayers. 
A  ^shydn,  Supping,  who  takes  supper. 

A  ̂ jIa^  ̂ shayydn,  (dim.  of  ^shiy)  A 
short  evening. 

A  iw^A^;^  ̂ shth,  Grassy  (field).  A  dwarf. 

^shayh,  A  dwarf. 

A  'iltS'^sh'iyat,  (pl.bl-iP  ̂ shdya')  The  even- ing.   A  cloud. 

A  ^shir,  (pi.  Aj^\  a^hirdf,  j_j^P 

shur,  andjU.e.\  a^hdr)  A  tenth.  The  tenth  part 
of  ajJii  kafiz  (a  measure  of  land).  The  cry  of 

the  hyena,  (pi.  AjJi^  ̂ shards)  A  friend,  inti- 
mate companion  (especially  husband  or  wife). 

A  ^shirat,  (pl,yULi>  ̂ shdfir)  Parent- 

crosier 

^Valka'  ̂ sa'hu,  He  threw  away  his  staff, 
i.e.  he  stopt,  he  gave  up  proceeding  on  a  journey, 

he  desisted  from  any  design.  He  arrived  at  his 

journey's  end;  he  halted;  or  he  pitched  his  tent. 

Lax5\  JjliLi»)\  inshikdku  'I  ̂sa',  Discord.  La*l\ 

shakJiu''l  ̂ sa',  A  breaking  of  the  stick,  i.  e.  a  sow- 
ing of  discord.  i  ajkjt^  za^fu'l  ̂ sa',  One 

who  pastures  (camels)  properly,  and  beats  them  but 

little.  1^  layyitm"'!  ̂ sa\  Of  a  mild  dispo- sition. One  who  administers  justice  well.  t>>J;JP 

\j.ajii\ ^hidu'l  ̂ sa\  Servants  of  thestick,  i.e. those who  are  liable  to  be  beaten. 

A  L^KtaS"  ̂ sdb,  A  rope  tied  round  a  she-camel's 
thigh  to  make  her  give  milk  plentifully.  Whatever 

any  part  of  the  body  except  the  head  is  tied  with. 

A  grasp  or  seizure  of  any  thing,  ̂ sdb,  Fumitory. 

AL-^UaS-  ̂ ssdb,  A  vender  of  thread.  A  spinner. 

A  's.>\jcS-  ̂ sdhat,  (pi.  (  oLaff-  ̂ sdnh)  A  ban- 
dage (for  a  wound)  ;  a  fillet,  wreath,  tiara,  turban, 

or  any  thing  which  they  bind  round,  or  wear  upon, 

the  head.  A  body  (of  men  or  horses)  ;  a  flock  (of 

birds).    A  red  cloud.    Difficulty,  trouble. 

A  'iKjo^^sdt,  A  stick.         sUaS-  ̂ sdtu  'I  jinn, 
Name  of  a  Syrian  plant,  ̂ sdt,  (pl.of  j^^lff'  ̂ si 

and  of  ̂AaS-  ̂siy)  Rebels,  obstinate  sinners. 

A  ̂ ^a^  ̂sdsij,  Hard,  strong,  thick,  and  fat. 
A^l^aff  ̂ sdr,  Great  dust.  Wind  gently  expelled 

from  the  belly.  ̂ 6!>\  ̂ ^jlwaS-  jds  ̂ la 

^sdrin  mini'd  dahri,  He  came  at  a  fixed,  or  at  the 
appointed  time,    ̂ sdr,  Expressed  juice. 

A  j^JoS'  ̂ ssdr,  An  oil-maker  or  pressor.  A 
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presser  of  grapes. 

A  iJ'.-jO.S'  ̂ sdrat,  Expressed  juice.  Sjl-AO-ff- 

(jjUx«»3\^Msa'mj:ia/im^ire,Wormwood-water.8jLa^ 

Cil^^Msaraji  ma/t/«.  Liquorice-juice. 
karimul  ^sdrat,  Liberal,  when  appealed  to. 

A  &3[*aS-  ̂ sdfat,  Chaff,  beards,  leaves  of  corn. 

A^jol-fOS-  ̂ sdfir,  (pi.  ofj_ja*aS-  ̂ isfur)  Spar- 
rows. A  certain  kind  of  tree,  u- »^^^^-*3P  ̂ asa- 

flru'l  kutuh,  Four  pegs  for  keeping  together  a  ea- 

rners saddle.j  jsj4^j<sUaff-^as«/irw'Z  munzir,An  ex- 
cellentkind  of  camels  used  by  princes.  joLaff- 

sMx)  nakkat  ̂ sdfiru  hatnihi,  He  hungered. 

A  t^sLaS-  ̂ sdfiriy,  A  sort  of  olive. 
A  A\Si\.^  ̂ sakiydf,  (or  sJJLaP)  Uproar. 

A  J./jUaff'  ̂ sd/dl,  Whirlwinds. 

A  (J^iaS-^sdl,  Crooked.  A  crooked  arrow,  (pi. 

of  jJ-AaP)  a^al)  Crooked  with  hardness. 

A  (Jl<aS-  ̂ ssdl,  One  who  twists  very  much. 

A  |«l->aff-  ̂sdm,  (pi.  a^dm)  A  dog's  col- lar, ^sdni,  Name  of  a  man  who  acquired  celebrity 
by  his  own  merits,  not  from  his  ancestry.  (j*>A> 

s-loK^aS-  nafsi  ̂ sdmiya,  One  who  does  not  glory 

in  his  father's  virtues,  but  in  his  own.  (pi.  'L^jaS'\ 

a^imat,  ̂ f^aLS- ̂ sum,  and  ̂ KjoS'  ̂'sa?;i)  Acollyrium with  which  they  anoint  or  paint  the  eyebrows.  The 

small  part  of  the  tail.  The  rope  or  other  fastening 

of  a  leathern  bottle,  bucket,  and  the  like.  A  rope 

by  which  the  camel-litter  is  fastened  to  the  breast- 

harness  or  girth  of  a  camel  to  prevent  it  from  slip- 

ping back.  The  handle  of  any  vessel. 

A  j<ioy>a^  ̂ sdniir,  Water-wheels, 

p  JjLoS-  ̂ sdrval,  A  state-messenger. 

A  ^sdrv'id,  Perplexed,  obscure  words. 
Thick,  accumulated  clouds.  Thirsty  persons.  Ca- 

mels tumbling:  one  over  another.  Warriors  stand- 

ing  by  their  comrades  in  battle,  ̂ sdwida,  One 
after  another. 

A  u«ol.<a5-  ̂ asa^?Z),(pl.  of&jl.^)  Bodies,herds. 

A jjLaS-  ̂ sdsir,  (pi.  of 'i^.^  ̂ sh'at)  Juices. 
A  p  jC^^  ̂sdyam,  My  stick,  my  staff. 
A  A*aS-  ̂ sb,  (v.  n.  of  (^.A^aP)  Surrounding, 

encircling,  enclosing.  Drying  round  the  mouth 

(spittle).  Twisting  hard.  Spinning.  Assembling, 

flocking.  Being  necessary.  Putting  on  a  turban 
or  tiara ;  binding  a  fillet  round  the  head.  Tying  a 

rope  round  a  camel's  thigh  to  make  her  give  milk 
plentifully.  Tying  tight  the  testicles  of  a  ram  or 

goat  that  they  may  perish  without  being  extracted. 

Grasping,  griping.  Laying  fast  hold.  Taking 
separate  things  in  hand,  and  holding  them  together 

(as  branches  of  trees  to  prune  or  strip  off  the  leaves). 

Acquiring  power  over.Changingthecesura^^05'li« 
mufd^latun,  in  the  metre rvdfir  (exuberant)to 

j^Ls-li/o  mafd^lun.  Reddening  (as  the  horizon). 
A  kind  of  striped  Arabian  cloth.  Cotton- thread. 
Dirt  upon  the  teeth.  A  cloud,  especially  a  little 
red  cloud  appearing  in  very  dry  seasons.  A  grasp, 



a  tight  fold  or  twist.    The  superior  rank  of  men. 

hasanatul  ^sb,  (A  damsel)  of  an 

elegant  shape,  ̂ sb,  ̂ sb,  or  ̂ sab,  Ivy.  ̂ sab, 

(v.  n.  of  Having  large  tendons  (flesh).  As- 
sembling round  a  cistern  (camels).  Atendon,nerve, 

ligament.  Chiefs,  upper  ranks,  (pi.  of  s.x^aS'  ̂ a- 
sabat)  Nerves,  tendons,  ligaments.  Children  and 

near  relations,  ̂ sab,  (pi.  of  ^sbat)  Crowds. 

^sub,  (pi.  of  u^AaoP  ̂ sib)  Hearts,  lights,  and 
livers  dressed  with  other  intestines. 

p  u-iwaff-  ̂ isab,  Gum-tragacanth. 
A  ^sbat,  A  mode  or  fashion  of  binding 

on  the  turban,  ̂ sbat,  A  body  of  men,  horses,  or 
birds  (from  ten  to  forty).  A  substance  which  cleaves 
to  trees  and  thorns,  and  which  cannot  be  detached 

without  difliculty.  ̂ sabat,  (pi.  (...uaS-  ̂ sah)  A 
nerve,  tendon,  ligament,  (pi.  ^sabat) 
Kindred,  distant  relations.  Sons.  Male  I'elations 

on  the  father's  side. 

A  u-A*<if«aS-  ̂ asa&saZ),  Intense,  oppressive  (day 
with  heat).  Disastrous  (day). 

p  &Xja.S'  ̂ sba,  Name  of  a  fragrant  creeper. 

A  'ixx^aS'  ̂ sablyat,  Zeal.  Bigotry,  prejudice, 
party-spirit,  tenacity.  Love  of  kindred  or  country. 
Help,  assistance. 

AiytaS'^sd,(Y.  n.of^iuiaS')  Bending  (the  neck). 
Lying  with.  Forcing  unwillingly.  Semen  genitale. 

A  jtoS'  ̂ sr,  (v.  n.  of j^aff-)  Squeezing,  pressing 
(grapes).  Imprisoning,  detaining,  hindering,  pre- 

venting. Giving  (a  gift).  Taking  refuge,  escaping. 

Milking,  ̂ sr  or  ̂ sar,  Afternoon.  Day.  Night. 
Morning.  A  number  of  men  (without  women)  un- 

der ten.  Kindred,  family,  tribe.  Rain.  A  prison. 

A  gift.  8_jLosa?«i!M  7  ̂asr,  Afternoon-prayer. 

harimu''l  ̂ sr,  Of  a  noble  race,  ^asr, 
^S7',  ̂ sr,  or  ̂ sur,  (pl.jUoS-^  a^ar,jyaS'  ̂ sur, 
jtaS\  a^ur,  and^^aP  ̂ sur)  Time,  an  age.  Even- 

ing-prayer. j<a^  ̂   i^^^  '^W'i^-^  laldn  lam 
yajis  li  ̂ srin,  He  came,  but  not  at  the  right  time. 

^Msr,  A  refuge,  asylum.  Escape,  deliverance. 

sar,  A  refuge,  asylum.  Dust.^^^^^jjj  banu  ̂ sar, 

Name  of  a  tribe.^M.sMr,(pl.of^AaS'^asa?')Times,ages. 
A.\jjaff-  ̂ sran,  (adverb)  Late. 

A  t^j'Off'  ̂ srani,  Morning  and  evening ;  day 
and  night.  Morning  and  evening-prayer. 

A  'ijioS-  ̂ srat,  A  kind  of  large  tree,  ̂ srat, 
Refuge,  a  place  of  escape.  Obedience.  One  who 

is  of  an  inferior  order,  ̂ sarat,  A  whirlwind, 
raising  the  dust  in  the  form  of  columns,  driving 

aboutthecloudsfraughtwith  lightning.  Much  dust. 

A  'iyoS-  ̂ isratan,  (adverb)  Below  the  rest. 
A  tJ^/oS-  ̂ sariy,  Of  the  tribe  of  jioS' 

A  {^ja^aS'^sas  or  ̂ sus,  Root  of  a  (horse's)  tail. 
A  {^ja3i*aS'  ̂ s^s,  Bad-tempered.  A  worthless 

fellow.  Firm  and  compact  in  body,  ̂ ms^ms,  ̂ m- 

sa^s,  or  ̂ as^as.  The  rump-bone,  root  of  the  tail. 

A  'i*a*jaS'  ̂ s^sat,  A  pain  in  the  rump-bone, 
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at  the  root  of  the  tail. 

A  t^jayuaS'  ̂ s^s,  The  root  of  a  horse's  tail. 
A  L-Q«n,g-  ̂ sf,  (v.  n.  of  (_A«aP)  Cutting  unripe 

(corn).    Blowing  with  violence  (wind).  Being 

carried  with  velocity.  Labouring  to  gain  a  liveli- 

hood for  one's  family.  Inclining,  being  bent.  Car- 
rying off,  destroying  (war).    A  blade  of  corn,  or 

corn  in  the  blade.  Straw  after  the  grain  has  been 
thrashed  out.  A  storm,  hurricane. 

A  eSljoff-  ̂ sfat,  The  scent  of  wine. 

AjAoiS'^ws/Jir,  Saffron  in  the  flower.  A  red  colour. 

A  i^LtoS'  ̂ sfarat,  A  dyeing  with  saff"ron. 
A j^l^aS'  ̂ sfur,  (fern.  ij^L^cS'  ̂ isfuraf)  (pi. 

^il«aS-  ̂ safir)  A  sparrow.  The  place  where  the 
forelocks  grow.    Protuberant  bones  on  each  side 

of  a  horse's  forehead ;  also  a  white  spot  on  his 
forehead.   The  half  of  the  brain.    A  male  locust. 

A  book.  A  nail  in  a  ship.  A  king,  lord.  Various 

pieces  of  wood  used  in  putting  together  a  camel's 

saddle  or  litter.  ̂ j\j^\j^k^S'^!ifuru't  ̂ m,Thefig- 

T[)echer.i^^jL^\jyuiS-^sfuru  'sh  Awagtail. 

A      pitas'  ̂ sfw'iy,  A  two-bunched  camel. 
A  JjK/.aff'  ̂ iskul,  A  male  locust. 

A  (J-j^  ̂ sl,  (v.n.  of  ̂y*o.S')  Inclining.  Bend- 
ing, making  crooked  (a  stick),  ̂ sl,  (pi.  of 

a^al)  Crooked  (arrows).    Bandy-legged  (men). 
Those  who  apply  closely  to  any  thing.  Bent,  in- 

clined,   ^sal,  (v.  n.  of  Being  naturally 
crooked  and  distorted.  A  crookedness  in  a  horse's 
tail.  A  crookedness  with  hardness.  A  crookedness 

in  the  teeth  and  leg.    (pi.  JUaS-l  a^al)  A  small 
gut.    A  certain  tree  which  purges  camels.  Rho- 

dodaphne  or  laurel-rose,    ^sil,  (pi.  (jLoff-  ̂ sal) 

Crooked  (tree).    Crooked  and  hard.  Crooked- 

tailed,  ̂ salf  A  small  gut. 

A  ̂^^^aS-  ̂ slas,  Lean,  fleshless  (woman). 

A  ^slab,  Large,  robust,  strong,  firm. 

^islub,  Long-bodied  and  tottering. 
A  aXoS-  ̂ slabat,  Excess  of  rage. 

Af^LiiP-  ̂ slubiy^  Hard  and  strong  (man). 

Anitas'  ̂asaZZfly,Bow-legged,  crooked. 
A  t5l«fiiS-^asZa<^,(or(ijLfliS-  ̂ sluciyHavA,  strong. 

A  ^slub,  Strong,  firm,  large-bodied. 

A  ja^aff-  ̂ sm,  (v.  n.  of  j»*aff-)  Gaining,  acquir- 
ing. Defending,protecting,preserving.  Fastening 

a  belt  or  guard  called  pl-aP  ̂sam  to  a  leathern 

bottle.  ̂ Msm,  (pi.  jal-aff-^  a^am)  Whiteness  on  the 
arm  of  a  deer,  and  the  like,  ̂ wsm  or  f^sum,  Marks 

left  (of  pitch,  or  of  privet  on  the  hands  or  soles  of 

the  feet,  ̂ sam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ,^)  Having  white  on 
the  fore-feet,  the  rest  of  the  body  being  red  or  black 

(a  doe).  ̂ 2sam,  (pi.  of  ».»*aS'^ismai)  Collars,  neck- 
laces. Protections,  safeguards,  ̂ sum,  Remains, 

vestiges.  (pLofpLaS-  ̂ sam)  Belts,  guards. 
A  ̂l^^aS-^amctj:,  White  on  the  fore-legs(she-goat) . 

A  j^^aff-  ̂ .smat,  (v.  n.  of  j**aS-)  Guarding,  de- 
fending.   Keeping  back  (from  sin  or  danger). 

Sticking  the  claws  into.  Preserving  from  famish- 

ing (food),  (pi.  ̂ sam)  A  defence,  a  guard, 
protection.  Continence,  chastity.  Integrity.  Ho- 

nour. A  necklace,  collar,  or  belt,  ̂ smat,  White- 
ness on  the  leg  of  a  doe.  A  collar,  (pi.  ̂ UaS-^ 

sam)  A  dog's  collar.  A  guard,  ̂ samat,  (pi.  of 

^*aS'  ̂isam)  (pi.  of  *,**aS'  ̂ smat)  Collars.  De- 
fences, guards. 

P  ^smatiyan,  Prophets.    Holy  and 
self-denying  men.  Chaste  and  holy  women.  Mary 
the  mother  of  Jesus  Christ. 

Ajy^^aS'  ̂ smur,  A  water-wheel,  or  the  bucket attached  to  it. 

A  J^*aA«aS-  ̂ sansa',  Weak. 
A  yafi'  ̂ sw,  (v.  n.  of  LaS-  for  yoS-)  Cudgel- 

ling. Beating  at  cudgel-playing.  Collecting,  draw- 
ing together.    Binding  up  a  wound. 

A  ii^j^p-  ̂ swacl  or  ̂ swad,  Malignant,  boiste- 
rous, surly-tempered  (man  or  woman).  A  diffi- 

cult and  important  affair.  A  watering-place  diffi- 
cult of  access. 

A  L-JyoS-  ̂ sub,  (A  camel)  giving  no  milk  un- 
less her  thigh  is  bound  with  a  cord.  Dirt  on  the 

teeth.    Meagre-hipped  (woman). 

A  i^yoS'  ̂ sud,  (v.  n.  of  JwiaS>)  Dying. 
A  lij-aS-  ̂ sarvwad,  Long  (day). 

A  (iyaS-  ̂ swadd,  Slim,  slender  (woman). 

A  'idy£iS'  ̂ swadat,  A  shouting  and  fighting. 
Aj^..aS-  ̂ sur,  (pi.  of  j*aS'  ̂ sr,  ̂ sr,  ̂isr,  or 

^sur)  Ages,  times. A  1 — iyoS-  ̂ suf,  Violent  (wind),  storm,  hurri- 
cane. (A  camel  or  an  ostrich)  borne  rapidly  along. 

Opaqueness,  dimness,  dulness.  Wine,  ̂ suf,  (v. 
n.  of  i_OAf>g')  Blowing  violently  (wind). 

A  ̂ yoS'  ̂ sum,  A  glutton,  devourer,  great  eater. 
A  lyyo.S'  ̂ sawiy,  Belonging  to  a  stafil 

A  ̂ _0oS-^sy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^^)  Being  disobedient, 
rebellious,  revolting.  Disobedience,  rebellion,  re- 

volt, ^sa,  (v.  n.  of  Jj-aS")  Striking  with  a  stick. 

A^^^aP-^siy,  Rebellious,  stubborn, disobedient. 
^sty,  The  bones  of  a  bird's  wing,  ̂ siy  or  ̂ siy, 

(pi.  of  UaP'  ̂ asa')  Sticks,  staff's,  cudgels,  batons. 

A  (jUxaP  ̂ syan,  (v.  n.  of  J^aP-)  Being  disobe- 
dient, rebellious.  Rebellion,  disobedience,  oppo- 

sition to  lawful  authority.    Sin,  transgression. 

p ̂   ̂̂lx«aS-  ̂ syangar,  Rebellious,  sinful. A  (..^ouaP  ̂ sib,  Intense,  vehement,  oppressive 

(as  a  day  with  heat).  Calamitous  (day),  (pi.  Xjk^oP'l 

a^ibat  and  i_jua5-^MSMi)The  heart,  lungs,  or  liver 
dressed  with  other  intestines. 

A  HjbaP  ̂ sayyat,  (dim.  of  LaP  ̂ sa')  A  little 

staff",  stick,  wand,  rod,  or  switch.  Name  of  an  off"- 
set  of  a  tribe. 

A  i^J^-aP  ̂ syad,  Infamous,  suspected,  abhorred. 

A  'idJ.*aff-  ̂ sidat,  Broth,  so  thick  that  it  can 
scarcely  bestirred  with  aladle.  A  kind  of  sweet  cake, 

generally  given  to  friends  on  the  birth  of  a  child. 



A y^^sir,  Squeezed.  Expressed  juice.  Juice 

pressed  from  grapes,  jj^^jj-^  ̂ sirimafdam, 
Mineral  juices  or  essences. 

A  iy^^  ̂ sirat,  Expressed  juice. 

A  'isixoS-  ̂ sifat,  The  blade  or  broad  leaf  when 
containing  the  ear  of  corn. 

A,a*<aP^Msa?/^r,(dini.of,^fl-oiP)Alittlesparrow. 

A  'ijii^  ̂ sayfirat,  The  yellow  violet. 
A jSLx>aS'  ̂ sayflr,  (dim.  oij^i.^oS'  ̂ sfur)  A 

little  sparrow. 

A  pJyoS-  ̂ sim,  Remains,  vestiges.  Marks  of 
pitch,  remains  of  privet  or  tincture  on  the  hands 

or  feet.  Black  hair  growing  under  a  camel's  coat. 

Sweat,  urine,  and  filth  adhering  to  a  camel's  thighs. 

A  i^S'  ̂ zz,  (v.  n.  of  i^jaS')  Seizing  between 
the  teeth,  or  holdingby  the  tongue.  Being  shrewd 

and  clever.  Severity  (of  the  times  or  of  war),  ̂ zz, 

(T^l.i^yo^^zuz)  Cunning,  clever,  shrewd  (man). 

Provident,  attentive  (to  matters  of  property).  Elo- 

quent. Strong,  able  to  travel.  (^5-  ̂ zzu 

safarin,  Able  to  travel.  JU  i^S-  ̂ zzu  malin,  An 
able  manager  of  live  stock.  Bad-tempered.  A  ri- 

val. A  raiser.  (A  lock)  difficult  to  be  opened,  ̂ zz 

or  ̂ zz,  (pi.  (^Laff-^  a^az)  A  dwarf  thorny  shrub 

eaten  by  camels,  ̂ zz,  Food  which  in  towns  they 

give  to  camels  (as  sesame-grains  after  the  oil  is  ex- 
pressed, or  the  broken  macerated  stones  of  dates). 

Dough  with  which  they  feed  camels.  Clover.  Bar- 

ley. Wheat.  A  date-stone.  A  rough,  rugged  tree 
remaining  in  the  ground.  Firewood.  Dry  grass. 

A  L-->\.^P  ̂ zab,  (v.  n.  3  of  c-./*n.»)  Repelling. 

A  ̂\jaS'  ̂ zzah,  An  abuser,  reviler,  railer. 

A  Ol^oS-  ̂ zat,  Any  thorny  tree. 

A  iSLoff-  ̂ zad,'Sihovt,  compact,powerfully-built 
(youth).  Thick  and  unsightly  about  the  upper 

part  of  the  arm  (a  woman).  Short,  squab  (man 

or  woman),  ̂ zad,  (v.  n.  3  of  liwoS-)  Helping  each 
other.  An  ornament  for  the  arm,  an  armlet.  A 

hook  or  bill  with  which  a  herdsman  pulls  down 
branches  to  feed  camels.  A  mark  branded  on  the 

arm  of  a  camel,  ̂ zad,  Short,  square-built(youth). 
(A  woman)  whose  upper  arm  is  thick  and  ugly. 

A  XiiLaP  ̂ zadat,  Side-post  of  a  gate  or  door. 

Ji\2\  \id\ja^  ̂ zadata'l  hob,  The  two  jambs  of  a 
door,    ̂ zadat,  Ugly  and  thick-armed  (woman). 

A  (]/4ilwaff'  ̂ z,  ̂z,  or  ̂ zadiy,  One  who  has  big 

arms  (  Jv^oS'  ̂ zud)  from  the  shoulder  to  the  elbow. 
A  ^zaris,  (pi.  of  (^j*a^  ̂ zras  and 

i^J^^oS'  ̂ zaris)  Hails,  ̂ zaris,  Hail.  Snow. 

Cold  water.  A  wild  ass.  Cold.  See  (^jtoS-  ̂ zras. 

A  isjUaff-  ̂ zarit,  (pi.  of  \s>jJtS'  ̂ zrui)  Hired 
labourers,    ^zarit,  A  hired  labourer. 

A  's^j^toS'  ̂ zaritat,  Hired  labourers. 
A^^^^U2S-^M2;aW<i?/,Flabbyfemale  parts.  Podex. 

A  I  iJ^toS'  ̂ zdrif,  (pi.  of  ^zrafui) 
Male  animals  on  which  the  demons  are  said  to  ride. 

A  laJjUaff-  ̂ zarit,  Veins  in  the  arm-pits.  (pi. 
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of  la^jjaS'  ̂ zrut)  Hired  labourers. 

A  ;_^LaS-  ̂ zaz,  Thick  (tree).  ̂ Whatever  may 
be  taken  in  the  teeth  and  eaten.  LoUaP  CI.*5<>  U 

ma  zuktu  ̂ zazan,  I  have  not  tasted  auglit.  ̂ zaz, 

(v.  n.  3  of  (_;a5-)  Biting  one  another.  A  habit  of 
biting  in  a  horse.  Living,  life.  Scarcity,  (pi.  of 

{^yaS-  ̂ zuz)  Deep  wells.  (jS.aS-  (^Laff-  ̂ za- 
zu  ̂ yshin,  Patient  under  misfortune,  ^zaz,  (or 

(^L-oS-  ̂ zzaz)  The  root  of  the  nose,  the  part 
next  the  eyebrow. 

A  jl^Uaff-  ̂ zaziy,  Fatted,  saginated  (camel). 
Soft,  tender,  delicate  (man). 

A^\*aS-  ̂zajij,  Hard,  strong,  thick,  and  fat. 
A  (Jlj^  ̂ zal,  Troublesome,  serious,  or  im- 

portant (business).  Strong  (ring).  Difficult  to  be 
cured  (disease). 

A  j«LaS-  ̂zarn,  The  rump-bone  (of  a  horse  or  ca- 

mel), (pl.of  ̂ ,AaS'^a2;m)Handlesormiddlesofbows. 
A  ^zamin,  Old  camels. 

A  i^J^^aJS'  ̂ zzani,  Name  of  two  individuals  pro- 
verbial in  their  day  for  their  sound  knowledge. 

A  'is>[jaS'^zahat,  (pi.  sl/oS-  ̂ zah,  {^yo^  ̂ zun, 
OU*3p)  A  thorny  shrub  on  which  camels  feed. 

A^^y^aS-  ̂ zahtyjA.  camel  feeding  on  this  plant. 
p  (Jl*A*aff'  ̂ zayat,  A  kind  of  green  lizard. 

A  L-,*oC-  ̂ zb,  (v.  n.  of  v«*»*aP)  Reproaching, 
reviling.  Striking.  Piercing.  Cutting  off.  Weak- 

ening. Returning.  Taking,  receiving.  Slitting  (a 

camel's  ear).  Having  one  horn  broken,  or  having 
a  slit  ear  (a  sheep).  Breaking  the  horn  (of  a  sheep). 

Virulent-tongued  (man).  Smooth-tongued  (man). 

A  shai-p  sword.  A  light-headed,  volatile  youth. 
A  calf  beginning  to  have  horns. 

aAxjoS' ^zhai,(Jeva.oi^^*aS'\  a^ah)  Broken- 
horned  (sheep).  Slit-eared  (camel  or  sheep).  (A 

mare)  having  above  a  fourth  part  cut  off  the  ears. 

Short-handed  (woman).  Name  of  a  camel  which 
belonged  to  Muhammad. 

A j^XjoS'  ̂ zbar,  A  small  millstone.  A  stone 
whereon  a  fuller  cleans  clothes. 

A  s^juoS-  ̂ zbarat,  (v.  n.  orjwoff-  Q)  Being  bold as  a  lion  (a  dog). 

A  (Jj^-xa^  ̂ zbal,  Hard. 

A'ktoS'  ̂ zat,  (pi.  {^yoS'  ̂ zun  or  C^\yaS-  ̂ za- 
wai)  A  multitude.  A  section.  A  lie.  Thorny  shrubs. 

A  H-xaS-  ̂ zzat,  A  bite. 
A  tJkrfaS-  ̂ zd,  (v.  n.  of  lis^iiP)  Helping,  aiding. 

Binding  a  thing  on  one's  upper  arm.  Being  strong 
in  the  upper  arm.  Seizing  (a  she-camel)  by  the 

upper  arm,  and  forcing  (her)  to  lie  down  (a  male 

camel).  Striking,  wounding,  or  taking  in  the  arm. 

Wounding  (a  camefs)  arm  (the  saddle  \..^hatab). 

Cutting  or  felling  (a  tree)  with  the  instrument  called 

O^^ojuo  mi^ad.  Approaching  the  arms  of  camels 
and  tying  them  one  to  another.  A  tall  palm-tree. 
A  side,  quarter,  tract,  coast,  ̂ zd,  ̂ zd,  ̂ zd,  ̂a- 

zid,  ̂ zud,  or  ̂ zud,  An  arm  (from  the  shoulder 

to  the  elbow  ;  or  the  corresponding  part  in  a  quad- 

ruped). HSjoS-  cL*5 fatta  fi  ̂zudihi,  He  frus- 
trated the  plans  of  his  allies  and  scattered  them. 

^zd  or  ̂ zud,  (pi.  liLoS-^  a^ad)  A  companion,  an 
assistant,  ^zad,  (v.  n.  of  CytoS')  Being  diseased 

in  the  upper  arm  (a  camel).  A  beating  pain  or  dis- 

ease in  the  upper  arm  ;  or  in  the  corresponding- 

part  of  the  fore-leg  of  a  beast.  Cut  (tree),  ̂ zid, 

One  who  approaches  the  side-post  of  a  well.  One 
who  complains  of  a  pain  in  the  arm.  An  ass  that  hugs 

the  sides  ofthe  female  when  covering.  Short-armed. 

A     juoiS-  ̂ zdan,  (pi.  of  ii.JuaS-)Tall  palm-trees. 
A  is-a^  ̂ zidat,  A  hand,  i.  e.  the  whole  arm 

whose  ii.AaS-  ̂ zud  (or  upper  arm)  is  short. 

AjtoS'  ̂ zr,  (v.  n.  of  j^o^)  Speaking,  uttering 
(not  a  word).  Name  of  a  tribe  in  Yaman. 

A  ijjoS' ^zrat,  News,  intelligence,  information. 

A  (^j^oS'  ̂ zras,  (pi.  jjjijLaP  ̂ zm-is)  Hail. 
Cold.  Snow.  Cold  and  sweet  water.  A  wild  ass, 

an  onager.  A  leaf  wet  with  morning-dew,  or  ad- 

hering to  a  stone  soaking  in  water.  Gi-ass  of  a 

bright  green  colour  bearing  much  dew.  ̂ zris, 
Wild  mallows. 

A  ^zrat  or  ̂ zrit,  The  podex.  ̂ zrit, 

The  rump-bone.  The  perinseum,  or  seam  which 

connects  the  anus  and  scrotum,  ^zrut,  A  mer- 
cenary, hired  labourer,  one  who  works  for  his  vic- 

tuals, (pi.  ijjUaff'  ̂ zdrit)  Mean,  base,  worthless. 

A  \a^j>a^  ̂ zrafut,  (pi.  i__i,UiS'  ̂ zdrif)  A 
male  animal  larger  than  a  lizard,  on  which  they 
believe  the  demons  ride.  A  white  worm,  to  which 

a  maiden's  fingers  are  compared. 

A  )i>jj>a^  ̂ zrut,  (pi.  liJ^LaS'  ̂ zdrit  also 
^zdritat)  A  hired  servant.  Mean,  base, 

worthless.  The  gullet,  or  the  head  of  it. 

Aj-^  ̂ zz,  (v.  n.  otyo^)  Hindering,  prevent- 
ing. Chewing.  (The  school  of  Basra  refuses  to 

acknowledge  this  root). 

A  (.^LoiS-  ̂ zaz,  (pi.  of  (ji_j*a5-)  Deep  (wells). 

A  Jorfiis-  ̂ zt,  (v.  n.  ofla*aS-)  Stooling  in  coitu. 

A  lL>axj£iS'  ̂ z^zat,  ( v.  n.  of  (j*a*.«aP  Q)Biting. 

A  ^zfut,  Name  of  an  animal  whereon 
demons  are  said  to  ride. 

A  ^zl,  (v.  n.  of  J-a5-)  Hemming  in,  re- 
ducing to  straits.  Being  troublesome  and  difficult 

(business),  ̂ zl  or  ̂ zl,  (v.  n.  of  J>-aS-)  Prevent- 
ing (a  kinswoman,  a  widow)  from  marrying,  ̂ zl, 

A  deep,  designing,  malicious  fellow,  ̂ izl,  (pL  of 
&La5-  ̂ izlat)  Misfortunes,  ^zal,  (v.  n.  of  (J-^) 

Being  muscular  (a  man),  (pi.  C^'^^^zaldt  and 
(j^LoP  ̂ zldn  or  fdizldii)  A  field-mouse.  (pL  of 
xLaS-  ̂ zalat)  Muscles,  ^zil  or  ̂ zul,  Muscular 

(arm),  ̂ zal,  A  field-mouse,  (pi.  of  &LaS-  ̂ izlat) 
Misfortunes.  J.<a*]l  SLojO  innahu  la  ̂ zlat 

mini'l  ̂ zal,  It  is  a  misfortune  of  misfortunes. 
A  ̂^liLaS-  ̂ zldn,  (v.  n.  of  J.-aS')  Tyrannically 

preventing  (a  woman)  from  marrying,  ̂ izldn  or 



^zldn,  (pi.  of  JwOtS-  ̂ asaZ)  Field-mice. 

A  sLaS-  ̂ zlat,  (pi.  ̂ ws'aZ  and  ̂ ws-Z)  Mis- 
fortune, ^zalat,  A  muscle. 

p  uiJli  &Lis-  ̂ zalanak,  Muscular. 

A|»«aS-?azw?.,Theplough-tail.  The  shelve  board 
of  a  plough,  at  the  end  of  which  the  share  is  fixed, 

(pi.  's-^jqS-\  a^hnat  and  p«aP  ̂zrri)  A  pronged  im- plement for  winnowing  corn.  A  mountain-goat. 
A  streak  in  a  mountain  of  a  different  colour  from  the 

rest.  Rump-bone,  root  of  the  tail  of  horse  or  camel, 

(pi.  pUaP  ̂zam)  Handle  or  middle  part  of  a  bow. 

A  H^y^  ̂ zmajat,  A  bitch-fox,  a  vixen. 

A jtrjoS-  ̂ zavtmar,  Avaricious,  narrow-minded, 
bad-tempered. 

Ajt'oS'  ̂ zammaz,  (fem.  'i^jitS'  ̂ zammazat) A  lion.    Strong.  Covetous. 

A  iyijo^^zammazat,  An  old  woman  with  large 
teeth  and  a  hideous  appearance ;  also  short,  de- 

formed, and  sly.  A  woman,  the  corners  of  whose 
mouth  are  thick. 

Ajy^jo^  ̂ zmur,  A  water-wheel.  A  wheel  at 
a  well.    A  bucket. w 

A  (jfllAoS^^flzamzflZ-jThick.  Strong,  ̂ zannak, 
(or  kSaL^  ^zannaJtat)  Large  and  fleshy  (fe- 

male parts).    Plump-thighed  (woman). 

A  S^5x«aP^a2:a7maAa<,Fleshy,flabby(woman). 

A  yoS'  ̂ zw,  (v.  n.  of  Lap  for  Cutting  in 
pieces,  dissecting,  dismembering,  ^zw  or  ̂ zw, 

(pi.  -f^Ua5'\  a^as)  A  member,  limb,  joint. 

A  yAS'  ̂ izuw,  A  being  well-clad,  in  good  cir- 
cumstances, and  passing  the  time  agreeably. 

A  C-'^^*aS-  ̂ zwat,  Certain  thorny  trees. 

A  'iiyaS-  ̂ zubat,  (v.  n.  of  ■  r"^c.)  Being  sharp 
and  reproachful  (tongue).  Having  a  smooth,  flat- 

tering tongue.    Being  sharp  (a  sword). 

A  j^y^  ̂ zawhar,  Thick,  gross,  large,  corpu- 
lent. A  huse  stone  for  breaking  rocks.  A  he-wolf. 

A  djij^aS-  ̂ zanharat,  A  she-wolf. 

A  {^yoS-  ̂ zuz,  (pi.  [^jajoS-  ̂ izaz  and 
^zaz)  Whatever  may  be  taken  in  the  teeth  and 
eaten.  Biting  (horse).  Adverse  (fortune).  Deep 

and  abundant  in  water.  A  string  sticking  close  to 

the  belly  of  a  bow.  Narrow  (woman).  A  king- 

dom wherein  oppression  is  rife,  ̂ zuz,  (pi.  of  i^jaS' 

^zz')  Shrewd,  cunning.    Strong,  able. 

A  p^-aS-  ̂ zum,  A  hardy  she-camel. 
A  (j_jAaS-^i2M«,(pl.of  Lia5-^i2ai)Crowds.  Sects. 

Sections.    Lies.    Thorny  trees. 

A  jwoS-  ̂ zh  or  ̂ zah,  (v.  n.  of  h-joS-)  Cutting 

the  tree  sLioP  ̂ zah.  Feeding  on  it  (a  camel).  Ly- 
ing, deceiving.  Accusingfalsely.  Enchanting.  Sus- 

pecting, ^zah,  (v.  n.  of  »^aP-)  Being  indisposed 
from  feeding  on  the  thorny  tree  tKtoS'  ̂ zdh  (a  ca- 

mel), ^zih,  A  camel  feeding  on  the  thorny  plant 

i\*aS'  ̂ zdh.  ̂ zah,  A  lie,  false  pretence,  ground- 

less accusation.  Magic,  sorcery,  ̂ zah,  (or 'i^S' 
^zahai)  A  thorny  kind  of  tree. 

(   800  ) 

A  X^jwaP  ̂ zhat,  (v.  n.  of  J(>*a5-)  Lying.  False 
accusation.  Sorcery,  ̂ zihat,  A  she-camel  feed- 

ing on  the  thorny  plant  sUaP  ̂ zdh.  (A  country) 
abounding  in  such  plants. 

A  ̂i^jjoS-  ̂ zhalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J'f^aS-  Q)  Stopping 
(the  mouth  of  a  flask). 

A  {^yaff-  ̂ zawty,  (or  '^^^*aS'  ̂ zaJiiy)  A  ca- 
mel feeding  on  the  plant  i\*aS-  ̂ zdh.  ̂ zawiy, 

Pertaining  to  the  members.  Membered. 

A  SXto^  ̂ zul,  (pi.  ^zddn)  A  tall  palm- 
tree.  A  palm-tree  within  arm's  reach. 

A  i^j<^aS-  ̂ zayrif,  (and  i_i^^_;yaS-  ̂ izayrif) 

(dim.  o'i\>^j,QS'  ̂ zrafut)  A  small  animal  on 
which  they  believe  a  demon  rides. 

A  i^jaXjo^  ̂ ziz,  (v.  n.  of  (^S-)  Taking  in  the 
teeth,  or  holding  by  the  tongue.  Sticking  close  (to 

a  friend).  Biting  hard.  Affliction,  calamity.  A 

hard  bite.  A  cotemporary,  compeer;  same-aged, 
of  the  same  ase. 

A  (Jj^-^iS-  ̂ zyall,  Mean,  sordid,  avaricious. 
A  iiUrfoS-  ̂ zilat,  A  muscle. 

A  tJJ'Aff-  ̂ zin,  Magic,  enchantment. 
A  Ij^jJuoS'  ̂ zyawt.  (See  \3tf>J^  ̂ zyawt). 

A  'i^*a^  ̂ zihat,  (v.n.of  aoioS-)  Lying.  Cutting 
the  thorny  tree  sLoS-  ̂ zdh.  A  lie,  false  accusation. 
Sorcery.  A  country  abounding  in  the  thorny  plant 
sLaff'  f'izdh. 

A  ]aS>  ̂ tt,  (v.  n.  oflaS')  Tearing  (a  garment). 
Tearing  (a  shirt)  lengthwise  without  separating. 
Throwing  down.  Overcoming,  conquering. 

A  Uaff'  ̂ ta%  (or  ̂UaS-  ̂ tds'^  (v.  n.  of  Uaff-  for 
_jlaS')  Giving,  (pi.  a^iyat)  A  present,  gift, 

donation,  favour,  (^^o  ̂̂ /llaff'  ̂ tdyi  kuhra',  The 
great  gift,  i.  e.  The  age  of  120  years,  p  ̂li^UaS- 

^td  hardan,  To  give,  confer  a  benefit,  present. 

A  ̂UaS-  ̂ tds,  (v.  n.  3  of  UaS-  for  Labour- 
ing for,  serving.  Submitting.  Giving. 

p  Uaff'  ̂ td-hahJish,  Giving  presents,  libe- 

ral, munificent,  jw^  ^td-bakhsh 

u  karmn-fjustar,  Bestowing  benefits,  and  diff'using liberality. 

A  (JjUaS>  ̂ tdbil,  (or  ̂J^.UaS-  ̂ tdhil)  (pi.  of 

f^^A:iPjmthv.V)  Beautiful  (women). 

A  jliaS-  ̂ ttdr,  (fern.  SjUaff-  ̂ ttdrat)  A  dealer 
in  perfumes,  drugs,  spices,  or  groceries. 

A  djUaS-  ̂tdrat,  The  profession  of  a  perfumer, 
druggist,^or  grocer.  Perfumery. 

A  HjliaS-  ̂ ttdrat,  Excellent  (she-camel)  and 
vendible  in  the  market. 

A  lijllaff'  ̂ itdrid,  The  planet  Mercury  (whose 
orbit  is  in  the  second  heaven).  Quicksilver. 

pi„.^l*a3  dj^S-^tdrid-nisdb, In  rank,Mercury. 

J  (jTjllaff-  ̂ ttdri,  The  business  of  a  perfumer. 

A  ̂j*jUaS-  ̂ itds,{'v.  n.  of  (j^ks-)  Breaking  forth 
(the  dawn).  Dying.  Sneezing.  Aurora,  dawn. 

A  ̂^^Uaff-  ̂ ttds,  A  sneezer. 
A  (^UaS>  ̂ tdsh,  (pi.  of  ̂^l-ilaS'  ̂ tshdn  and  of 

^Z^aS-  ̂tsJia')  Thirsty,  ̂ ddsh,  A  disease  in  which 
the  thirst  cannot  be  quenched.  Intensity  of  thirst. 

A  j^-lUaS-  ̂ idsha,  (pi.  of  ̂^\zJ!hS')  Thirsty. 
A  laUaff-  ̂ tdt,  A  bold  or  strong  man.  A  lion. 

Corpulent. 
Ai_Jlla5-^i7a/;(v.  n.3of  i_ftks-)  Shewing  kind- 

ness, (pi.  I — ftlaS-  ̂ itf)  A  loose  upper  garment 
wrapped  round  the  body.    A  sword. 

A  ( — sUaS-  ̂ ttdf,  Much  bent.  One  who  makes 
repeated  attacks  and  charges.  A  trap  or  gin  made 

of  a  bent  stick,  a  springe.  A  successful  arrow. 
An  arrow  which  neither  brings  profit  or  loss. 

A  ̂jw/cUaS-  ̂ tdmis,  (or  ;j«x«UaS' ^aiamis)  (pi. 

of  ̂ ^yl^JS■  ̂ ytamus)  Beautiful,  elegant,  com- 
pletely-formed (women). 

A  ̂̂ Uaff-  ̂tdn,  Dung  or  salt  rubbed  on  a  hide  to 
season  it,  and  preserve  it  from  rotting  and  stinking. 

A  (^UaP  ̂ ttdn,  Persons  who  halt  near  a  wa- tering-place. 

A  bUaS-  ̂ tdya',  (pi.  of  ̂paS-  ̂ fiyai)  Gifts. 
A  u-*laff'  ̂ tb,  (v.  n.  of  i_-*laS')  Being  soft  (cot- 

ton).   Softness  of  cotton,    ̂ tb  or  ̂ tub,  Cotton. 

^tab,  (v.  n.  of  (_»la5')  Perishing.  Breaking  down 
(a  camel  or  horse).  Destruction. 

A  'iAsS'  ̂ tbat,  A  bit  of  cotton  or  burnt  cloth. 

A  (J-laS'  ̂ tbul,  Beautiful,  well-formed,  full  of 
flesh,  and  long-necked  (girl). 

A  J las'  ̂ tbul, (or  &5 ̂flaff'  ̂tbulat,  (pi .  ,Jj lla* 

^tdbil,  or  (J^llaP  ̂ tdbll)  Beautiful,well-formed. 

A jlaS-  ̂tr,  (pl.j^laff- ^M^wr)  Odour,^perfume, 
fragrance,  otto,  attar,  ottar  (of  roses).  ̂ Ja^ 

^tri  musallasi,  A  composition  of  musk,  ambergris, 

camphor,  and  oil  of  ban-nuts,  ^tir,  Smelling  well, 

fragrant,  aromatic.  Perfumed,  scented  (man),  ̂ m- 

tur,  (pi.  of  jlsl^  ̂ tir)  Persons  fond  of  perfumes. 

A  'iJiaS'  ̂tirat,  (fem.  of ̂^iaS-  ̂tir)  Perfumed 
(woman).  Excellent  and  vendible  (she-camel). 

A  Sya.S-  ̂ tarrad,  Long  (day  or  rope).  Noble, 
generous  (man).  Open  (road).  Sharp  (spear). 

Entire  (year).  A.  quick  step.  Difiicult,  trouble- some (affair). 

p  ̂J^^JhS'  ̂ trddyi,  A  scent-box. 
A  idj^aS'  ̂ tradat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Preserv- 
ing, keeping.  Making  preparation,  providing  ne- 

cessary apparatus. 

p  ^trsd,  Fragrant,  odoriferous. 

A  j^iaS-  ̂trim,  Lions'  dung. A  i^jj^^  ̂ trud,  Arms,  apparatus,  equipment. 

A  L^iaS-  ̂t)-iy,  Perfumed,  scented. 
A  C>\>J^  ̂ iriydt,  Perfumes,  scents. 
A^j«]aS'^ci?s,(v.n.of(j«,laP)Sneezing.  Breaking 

forth  (as  the  dawn).    Dying.  eo 

^tasat  bihi'l  lujamu,  He  died. 
A  'i^AaS-  ̂ tsat,  A  sneeze.  Similar  to  another 

in  form  or  temper,  'k^J^iS'         fuldn  ̂ t- 
satu  fuldnin,  So-and-so  (is)  the  very  image  of  so- 

and-so.   p  »W  &«.laP  ̂ tsufi  chdh,  Echo  from  a 



well,  ̂ lij  x^.Wg-  ̂ a<sa  zadan  (or  ̂̂ li^ti  dadan), 
To  sneeze.  ^tsan  shah,  Break  of 

day.  A  L-laff-  ̂ a^saj:isMZ;/i,T]]esun.  p  t*«Ia5- 

^^^^aS-  ̂ tsasi  ̂ mbarin,  A  fragrant  scent. 

A  ̂jiiaS-  ̂af,s/i,  (v.'n.  of  (jilaff-)  Exceeding,  beat- 
ing in  thirst,  ̂ tash,  (v.  n.  of  jjiiaff')  Thirsting. 

Thirst,  ̂ tish,  Thirsty,  parched  (place),  ̂ tish 

or  ̂ tush,  Thirsty. 

A  ̂^ULks-  ̂ tshan,  (pi.  J^ks-^afs/ta', 

^tasha',  and  ^i^as/t)  Thirsty,  parched  with 
drought.  Consumed  with  desire. 

^tshan  naUhan,  Thirsty  to  excess. 

p  ̂\.M<Vi.C-  ̂ tashan,  Name  of  a  thorny  tree. 

A  wUJaff-  ̂ tshanat,  (pi.  OULi.iaS-  ̂ tskanat) 
Thirsty  (woman). 

A  K.M.K.C  ̂ tishat,  Thirsty  (woman). 

A  |\j.i^S-^a/s/<a',(fem.  of  ̂l-i.laP'  ̂ tshan)Yerj 
thirsty  (woman),  (pi.  of  ̂\-i<laS-  ̂ tshan)  Thirsty. 

A  lalaS-  ̂ tut,  Sheets  cut  ready  for  sewing. 

Aiajtiaff-^M/^2<f,  Ayearlinglamb:akid:anasscolt. 

A  '^oj^aS'  ̂ .t^tat,  (v.  n.  ofJaxlaff'  Q)  Making 
a  confused  noise,  as  in  battle  or  in  a  tumult,  or  in 

beating  and  winning,  calling  outlaj^ff'  IajS-  ̂ t. 

A  i__fllaP  ̂ tf,  (v.  n.  of  I  gVag-)  Inclining.  Be- 
ing propitious,  favourably  disposed  towards.  Turn- 

ing. Bending  (a  stick).  Folding,  doubling  (a pil- 
low). Connecting  by  a  copulative  conjunction,  as  j 

oru-S.  Rushing  upon.  Inclination.  Conversion. 

Favour,  affection.  Departure.  A  copulative  con- 
junction. A  present,  bounty.  The  horn  of  a  bow, 

or  the  notch  into  which  the  string  goes.  i__ftlaS' 

^ifi  hayan,A  copulative  conjunction.  i_gl^^ 

i>  ̂ tji  tafsir,  An  explicative  conjunction  (con- 
necting several  synonymous  or  explanatory  words). 

1'  ij^j^^ii  i^c^iC-  ̂ ff  dashtan,  To  have  an  affec- 
tion, to  be  propitious  or  favourable.    ̂ ^^J^  ■_  oVic 

^^i^^tfi^nan  har  dan, (or  ̂^^^^j  i  cla5-^a//i  zi- 
mam  }iardan)T!o  turn  the  reins  towards,  (jii^  i_fllaS- 

^tfi  gardan,  A  turning  of  the  head  either  in  co- 

quetry or  in  anger.  A  i— hai^Ji  ̂ tf,  A 
copulative  conjunction,  ̂ tf,  Side.  Arm-pit.  j||5 

luS'  esiiaS'  sanna'  ̂ tfahu  ̂ nhu,  He  turned  from 
him.  *;»alaP  ̂ ^ yanzurufi  ̂ tfayhi,  He  ad- 

mires himself.  iS^aff'  jd^a  sdrii  ̂ tfihi. 
He  came  free  and  cheerful.  He  came  bending  the 

neck,  proud,  and  disdainful,  ^tf  or  ̂ tf.  The  high- 

est part  of  a  road,  ̂ if,  (pi.  of  i__fil>ls-  ̂ ai//'and 

(__JjlaP  ̂ aJ!M/')Favourably  inclined,  (pi.  of  (_iUa5- 
^taf)  Loose  upper  garments  thrown  over  the  body. 
^taf,  Length  of  eyelids. 

A  iiaks:-  ̂ tfat  or  ̂ tfat,  Small  beads  or  shells 
hung  by  women  round  theirnecksas  acharm  to  gain 

the  affections  of  their  lovers.  An  alley.  A  tree  to 

which  a  vine-tendril  hangs. ̂ 7/a<,Goats'-vine.Pen- 
dulous  extremities  of  a  vine.  Ivy.  ̂ tafat,  A  kind 
of  plant,  without  leaf  or  branch,  encircling  trees, 

p  Jiiaff-  ̂ tfal,  A  kind  of  willow. 
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A  JJai^  ̂ tl,  Stringless  (bow),  ̂ itl  or  ̂ itul. 

Poor,  indigent  (man).  Ill-mannered,  ^tul,  (pi. 

^yaS'  ̂ ittal  and  JUaP^  a^dl)  Unornamented,  with- 
out bracelets  (a  woman),  ̂ tal,  (v.  n.  of  (J-iaS-) 

Being  without  a  necklace  or  other  ornaments  (a 

woman).  Being  empty  and  vacant.  Being  in  need 

(of  wealth).  Having  a  big  belly,  being  fat.  Want- 

ing manners,  (pi.  JUaP^  a^dl)  Any  thing  stand- 
ing up  erect.  Stature,  figure,  body.  The  neck.  A 

cluster  of  dates,  ̂ itul,  (pi.  (JUaS-\  a^al)  (A  ca- 
mel or  horse)  without  any  thing  round  their  neck, 

or  any  distinguishing  mark.  Unarmed  (man). 
Stringless  (bow). 

A  ̂HaS-  ̂ tlat,  Idleness,  absence  of  employ- 
ment, omission,  or  slackness  of  business.  The  ab- 

sence of  female  ornaments,  ^tilat.  Beautifully- 
shaped,  and  choice  (she-camel).  Rich  in  milk  (a 

camel  or  sheep).  (A  bucket)  whose  rope  or  handle 

is  broken  (and  therefore  useless).  &llaS-  fin 

^tilat,        sin  without  diacritical  points. 

A  ̂j^ilaS-  ̂ tallas,  Long,  tall. 

A  jJaP-  ̂tm,  Plucked  wool.  Coloured  wool. 

^M<Mm,  (pi.  of  j^klp  ̂tim  and  pJ^laff')  Perishing. 
A  ^tmus,  Beautiful,  young,  and  bar- 
ren (female). 

A  ̂̂ ff-  ̂tn,  (v.  n.  of  j^laS-)  Macerating  (hides) 

with  dung,  salt,  and  the  plant  J^iff-  ̂llta^,  or  bury- 
ing (them)  to  soften  and  take  off  the  hair,  ̂ tan, 

(v.n.  ofj^^aff-)  Stinking  (skins).  Being  thrown  into 
a  pit,  or  after  having  been  wet  being  buried,  to 

fetch  off  the  hair  (a  hide),    (pi.  a^ari)  A 
place  neara  well  where  camels  recline  after  drink- 

ing. A  sheep-cote  near  water.  One's  native  soil. 

(^la*l\  I— *s>^  ralihu''l  ̂ tan,  Wealthy.  Liberal. 
PowA-ful.    (j^iaso  zarahu  hi  ̂ ianin.  They 
drank  their  fill,  and  then  remained  near  the  cistern. 

^y^*^^  C^j^  zarahati'l  ihl  hi^tanin.  The 
camels  reclined  upon  bended  knees.  (^jla*J\ 

J  rvasi^i' I ̂ tanwa' lhalad,liihera\,mumQcent. 
A  Sjja5-^fttoHa<,Thelying  down  of  camels;  also 

people  who  halt  near  a  watering-place. 

A  ̂jlaP  ̂ tm,  (v.  n.  of  llaff'  for  ̂iaff-)  Receiving 
in  the  hand;  raising  the  head  or  hands  when  tak- 

ing any  thing.  Overcoming,  conquering  in  giving. 

^t7v,  ̂ tw,  ̂ itiv,  ̂ tuw,  (A  wild  buck)  that 
stretchesout  his  neck  to  reach  something  from  a  tree. 

A  L-^jVag-  ̂ ctuh,  Softness  of  cotton. 
A  li^laS-  ̂ tawrvad,  A  quick  step.  Wide,  open 

(road).  Noble,  generous  (man).  Difficult,  trou- 
blesome, perplexing.  Long  (day ̂ or  rope).  Sharp 

(spear).  Entire  (year).  \o^laS-  yamman  ^a- 
tawmadan,  The  whole  day :  an  entire  day. 

A  j^Z'^tur,  (pi.  of  jSaS-  ̂ tr)  Odours,  per- 
fumes, ottars,  ottos,  attars. 

A  (_j*>jla*5\  ̂   lujamu'l  ̂ tus,  Death. 

p  j^^jlaff-  ̂ tusi,  SnufF. 
A  vlijlaP  ̂ tuf,  (pi.  (.Jdaff-  ̂ tf)  Favourable, 10  K 

well-affected.  A  she-camel  which  is  induced  to 

take  a  liking  to  a^^  haww  (q.  v.),  and  to  part  witli 
her  milk  freely.  A  trap  or  gin  formed  of  a  bent 

stick,  a  springe.  A  successful  gaming  arrow.  An 

arrow  which  brings  no  luck,  good  or  bad.  An  ar- 
row which  is  shot  time  after  time.  A  sheet,  mantle. 

A  'ii gists'  ̂ tuf at  or  ̂ tufat.  Inclination.  Affec- 
tion, favour,  p  iOjiiJ,  lIaJ^oP  ̂ tufati  pidariya, 

Fatherly  affection. 

A  JjlaS-  ̂itul,  (v.  n.  of  J-ia^)  Being  without  a necklace  or  other  ornaments  (a  woman). 

A  ^tun,  A  camel,  male  or  female  lying 
down  after  having  drunk  their  fill,  ̂ iun,  (v.  n.  of 

j^laff-)  Lying  down  after  drinking  to  their  fill  (ca- 
mels). Camels  thus  laid  down.  People  who  halt 

near  a  watering-place. 

A  Jfjlaff-  ̂ tna',  (A  bow)  which  discharges arrows  easily  ;  easy,  flexible  (bow). 

A  J^aP-  ̂itayy,  (dim.  of  ̂UaS-)  A  small  gift. 
A  ii.Aks-  ̂ itiyat,  (pi.  bUaP  ̂ tdya')  A  gift. 
A  li^^kff-  ̂ tayyad,  A  quick  step.  Wide,  open 

(road).  Noble,  generous  (man).    Difficult,  trou- 
blesome, perplexing.  Long  (day  or  rope).  Sharp 

(spear).     Entire  (year). 

A  1  sAaS-  ̂ tif.  Gentle,  mild,  docile  (woman). 

A  (_}-kp  ̂ ttl,  A  long  branch  of  a  palm-tree. 

^itim,  (pi.  jJaS-  ̂ium)  Perishing. 
A  (j^P  ̂ tin,  Macerated  with  dung  and  salt 

tostripoffthe  hair(a  hide).  Stinking(man  orhide). 

A  s.J.As.S'  ̂ tinat,  Stinking  (man). 

A  ̂iS-^zz,  (v.  n.  of  kp)  Distressing  one  (war). 
Throwing  down,  causing  to  cleave  to  the  ground. 

A  Uaff-  ̂ za',  (v.  n.  of  ,_Ja£')  Having  a  swollen 
belly  fi'om  eating  the  herb  ̂ ^\^lais-  ̂ Mzuwan. 

A  -^Uaff-  ̂ zuf,  (pi.  of  io.UaS-  ̂ zdyat^  Certain 

reptiles  larger  than  lizards. 
A  S^llaff-  ̂ zcLMt,  (pi.  -^UaP  ̂ zas  or  ̂ zds)  An 

animal  larger  than  a  lizard. 

A  'i^  ̂ izarat.  Repletion  with  wine,  fulness of  drink. 

A  i^J^^  ̂ zara,  Male  locusts. 
A  kllaP-  ̂ zaz,  (v.  n.  3  of  iaff-)  Biting  one  ano- 

ther. Calling  one  another  bad  names.  Vehemence, 

intrepidity  in  battle.    Difficulty,  trouble. 

A  JUaff-  ̂ zdl,  (v.  n.  3  of  J-iaP)  Sticking  toge- 

ther (dogs  or  locusts).  Inserting  the  verses  of  ano- 

ther amongst  one's  own.  Repetition,  reiteration. 

A         ̂ zdm,  (pi.  of  ̂kfr  ̂zvi)  Bones. 

^zami  ramim,  Dry,  carious  bones,    (pi.  of 

^^^iS-^zim)  Great.  ̂ zam,(oT ̂ ^^aS'^zzain^  Great. 
A  S^oUaP  ̂ zamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂JaS-)  Being  great. 

^zdmat,  (pi.  of  ̂ JaP  ̂zm)  Bones.  A  cushion,  or 
any  thing  similar,  with  which  women  shew  a  false 

prominence  about  the  hips. 

A  &*UaS-  ̂ zzdmat,  A  cushion  with  which  wo- 
men give  a  false  prominency  to  the  hips.  Pomp, 

pride,  grandeur. 
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A  X^.lla5-  ̂ zayat  or  ̂ zayat,  (pi.  >Ua5-  ̂ 'zaj:  or 
^zas)  An  animal  larger  than  a  lizard. 

A  jojUaS-  ̂zafim,  Great,  mighty  things. 
A  \^.S^iS'  ̂ zh,  (v.  n.  of  i^^JaS-)  Adhering  to 

one  with  patience  and  perseverance.  Wagging  the 

tail  briskly  (a  bird).  Managing  properly  (cattle 

or  any  other  estate),  ̂ zah,  (v.  n.  of  c.-'wiS')  Be- 
ing fatjCorpulent.  Adhering  with  patience  and  per- 

severance. Growinghard  from  labour  (the  hands). 

^zib,  One  who  alights  in  a  dry  and  sandy  place. 

A  SiaP  ̂ zat,  (v.  n.  of  iaS-j)  Admonishing,  ex- 
horting. Admonition,  exhortation,  preaching. 

AX^aff-  ̂ zzat,  Vehemence,  intrepidity  in  battle. 

A  JaS-  ̂zar,  (v.  n.  of  Loathing,  abhor- 
ring. Filling  (a  leathern  bottle).  Pregnancy.  A 

foetus.   Jhji)\  ̂jS-  ̂7'kii'l  ̂ zar,  A  certain  vein 
which  prevents  a  she-camel  from  bearing,  ̂ zur, 

(pi.  ofjjJaS-  ̂ zur^  Filled  with  wine. 
A  ^zrib,  A  small  viper. 

A  SjlaS-  ̂ zirat,  (A  camel)  taking  the  male  and 
conceiving.  A  camel  which  does  not  conceive. 

A  p^i^  ̂zrim,  The  dung  of  a  lion. 
A  Blxlaff'  ̂ z^z,  (and  slaxlaP-  ̂ z^zat)  (v.  n.  of 

la^JaP  Q)  Wavering,  going  with  a  zig-zag  motion, 
or  turning  in  the  flight  (an  arrow).  Retiring  from 

battle,  swerving  through  cowardice.  Going  up  (a 

hill).  Wagging  the  tail  and  travelling  uneasily. 

A  ̂ y^^zl,  (v.n.of  (J.laS>)  Sticking  fast  toge- 
ther (dogs  or  locusts),  ̂ izul,  A  pathic.  Persons 

suspected  of  vicious  and  unnatural  propensities. 

A  jft^iiaP  ̂zlam,  Dark-coloured  dust. 

A  jjilaff'  fdzlim,  The  juice  of  woad  or  the  indigo- 
plant.  A  dark  night. 

A  &^Ja5-  ̂ zlamat,  Darkness. 

A  (^J'^a^  ̂zla',  (pi.  of  ^zil)  (Locusts) 
sticking  together,  riding  one  another. 

A  jja^  ̂zm,  (v.n.  of  jJaS-)  Giving  (a  dog)  a 
bone.  Striking  the  bone  (of  a  man).  A  plough- 

tail.  The  naked  timbers  of  a  camel's  saddle,  (pi. 
^zam,  and  aj«UaS'  ̂ zamat^  A 

bone,  ^^iaS'^zmu  rvazzahin,  A  kind  of  game. 
^zm,  Magnitude,  greatness.  Pride.  A  vast  crowd, 

numerous  assemblage,  ̂ zm  or  ̂ zm,  The  prin- 

cipal or  major  part  of  any  thing.  (-iij.k^  (jlaJ\  ̂ JoS- 

^zma'l  hatnu  hatnuha,  Ha  !  your  belly  is  very  pro- 
minent! ^a^am,  The  middle  of  the  road :  an  open, 

spacious  road,  ̂ zam,  (v.  n.  of  jjaff-)  Being  great. 
Being  grievous,  pressing  sorely.  Magnificence. 

Bigness,  magnitude. 

A  A,^hS'^zamai,{^\.o^  i*^^  ̂zim.')  Grandees. 
A  OUlaP-  ̂ zamat,  Princes,  lords,  leaders. 

A  &JaP  ̂ zmat,  (v.  n.  of  j*iaS-)  Thrashing,  be- 
labouring the  bones,  ̂ .zmat,  A  cushion,  or  any 

thing  similar,  with  which  women  shew  a  false  pro- 

minence round  the  hips,  ̂ zamat,  (or  OjJaS- 

^zamut)  Magnitude,  magnificence,  pride,  pomp, 

grandeui'.    The  largest  elbow-bone,  the  muscular 
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part  of  the  arm  nearest  the  elbow.  Thickness  of 

tongue,  or  the  thick  of  the  arm.  ^zimat,  A  fe- 
male that  longs  for  a  large  penis. 

A  Ijt^  ̂ zma,  A  sort  of  pigeon  inclining  to 

white,    ̂ zma',  (fem.  of  a^am)  Greatest, 

most  supreme.  ^J^ji  wizarati  ̂ zma', 
Thegrand-vazTrship,  the  dignity  of  prime-minister. 

A  ̂hS'  ̂ zw,  (v.  n.  of  UaP  for  Grieving, 
saddening.  Doing  evil.  Assaulting,  attacking  sud- 

denly, overcoming  and  destroying.  Poisoning.  Di- 
verting, turning  one  away  (from  good).  Traducing, 

slandering,  inveighing  against  the  absent. 

A  L^^^  ̂ zub,  (v.n.of  I  <1^C-)  Adheringwith 
patience  and  perseverance.  Waggingthetailbriskly 

(a  bird).  Managing  properly  (cattle  or  any  other 
estate).  Becoming  dry  (the  skin).  Growinghard 
from  labour  (the  hands).    Becoming  fat. 

Aj^Jaff-  ̂ zur,  Filled  (with  wine  or  drink). 

A  (^^^aP  ̂z'l,  (or  ̂jlJaC'  ̂ zyaii)  Swollen  from 
eating  the  plant  ̂ ^£ijS'  ̂ nzuwan  (a  camel). 

A  i^aIoS-  ̂ zyubb,  Large,  robust,  or  big-bodied. 
Of  a  bad  disposition. 

AjsSaS'  ̂ zyar,  (or__^JaS'  ̂ zyarr)  Short,  thick, 
strong.  Bad-tempered.  Ugly. 

^  A  ji^laS-  ̂zvn,  (pi.  jftUaff-  ̂zam  and  -^Ija^^w- 
zamas)  Great,  large,  much.  Grand,  magnificent, 

glorious.  High  in  quality  or  dignity,  much  esteemed. 
Grave,  serious.  Fat.  Severe  (punishment).  An 

epithet  of  God.  jdsS\  ̂ a^P  ̂izimu  I  kuduv,  High 

in  rank.  ̂ i^^fl?/7?i,(dim.ofplaP^rti'm)  Asmall  bone. 

ij  ̂xhs-  ̂ zaymu  ivazzahin,  A  kind  of  game, 
p      I  ̂jJaS-^a ~i»i-aJaf?,Patna,capital  of  Bahar. 

A  'e-t^^^zimat,  (pi.  |»JUaP  ̂a^'ajm)  A  sore  ca- lamity.  An  important  affair,  extraordinary  event. 

A  Is^J^S-  ̂ zyarvt.    (See  )aj>^s-  ̂ zyawt.) 

A  &-l»^JklaS-  ̂ zyawtat,  The  female  jerboa. 

A         ̂ ff,  (v.  n.  of  lefts')  Abstaining  from 
what  is  unlawful.  Remaining  in  the  udder(milk). 

Abstinence,  chastity.  Chaste,  abstaining  from  what 
is  forbidden. 

A  \ss-  ̂ ifa,  An  ass's  colt.  Untrodden  ground, 
uninhabited,  and  without  the  trace  of  a  building. 

^fa,  An  ass's  colt. A  ̂lip  ̂ fas,  (v.  n.  of  las-  for  jflff-)  Perishing 
(a  vestige).  Obliterating,  effacing  (vestiges).  Be- 

ing clear  and  undisturbed  (water).  Surpassing, 

getting  beyond  (in  learning).  Covering  the  ground 

(plants).  Shearing  (wool).  Obliteration.  Decay, 
ruin.  Dust,  earth.  Any  thing  white  on  the  pupil 

of  the  eye.  An  ass's  colt.  Rain,  ̂ fas,  An  ass's 
colt.  A  multitude,  luxuriancy  of  ostrich-feathers, 

abundance  of  camels'"  hair.  (pi.  of ̂ As-  ̂fm)  Asses' 
colts.    AstjtA  ̂ \  abu'l  ̂ fas,  An  ass. 

A  islflff-  ̂ ifat,  (pi.  of  ^fi)  Askers  of  fa- 

vours. Guests.  kasiru'l  ̂ fat,  One 
who  entertains  many  guests. 

AjlflP  ̂ far,  A  species  of  tree,  which  easily 

Us- 

kindles,  used  for  striking  a  fire.  The  fecundation 

of  the  female  palm-tree  by  sprinkling  over  it  the 
male  flowers.  Meal  of  wheat  or  barley  without  any 

admixture  of  sweets.  Dry  bread,  i.  e.  without  meat, 

^r/'ar,  (pi.  of  JlS'  ̂ufr)  Strong,  robust,  valiant. 
A  jl-flff'^a^ar,One who  fecundatesa  palm-tree. 
A  Sjlip ̂ ofara^,  Detestable,  malicious  cunning. 

Impurity. 

A  ̂JsS'  ̂fara',  (pi.  of  'i->,ja^)  Cocks'  feathers. 
A  ijj^^  ̂ fdriy,  Excellent  (spear-head). 
A  Ob^lflS-  ̂ fariyat,  Certain  dams  or  weirs in  the  valley  of  ̂ ^p^  ̂liih. 

A  'i^J^  ̂ fariyat,  A  sly,  wicked,  and  dan- gerous man.    Strong  (lion). 

A  Cl^yJ^SS-  ̂ farit,  (pi.  of  ul^i^as-  ̂ frit)  Horri- 
bledemons  orgiants.  ̂ y^ic-^i^^\j  CL*>J<S^ 

^faritu'l  jinn,  wa  afa^A  masmumu's  sinn, Dreadful  demons  and  vipers  with  envenomed  teeth. 

PjVi  I  (Jlo_jlflS-  ̂ furit-asar,  Diabolical  in  acts. 

aJ\slP-  ̂ faz,  A  walnut. 
A  'ij\sS'  ̂ fuzat,  A  hill,  heap,  tumulus,  f^fa- 

zat,  The  fruit  of  the  cotton-plant. 

A  ̂^\3S'  ̂ //'a.5,Corruption,wickedness,viIlainy. 
A  (^laff-  ̂ ifdsh,  Thick-bearded  (man). 

A  'dJlAsS'  ̂ ifdshat,  A  mob,  crowd.  Good-for- nothing  people. 

A  (^los-  ̂ fds,  A  little  purse  of  leather  or  cloth 
for  holding  petty  cash.  A  small  strap  of  leather, 
with  which  they  fasten  the  mouth  of  a  bottle.  The 
cover  of  a  flask. 

A ̂ Iflff-  ̂ifdzij,  Thick,  corpulent,  soft. 
A   ialaP  ̂ ffdt,  (or  ̂^\a^  ̂ fdtiy)  A  stutterer. 
A  ^iffatat,  A  shepherdess.  ^ 

A  I  slas-  ̂ fdf,  (or  iiilas-  ̂ fafat)  (v.  n.  of  flff-) 
Abstaining  (from  what  is  forbidden).  Chastity, 

continence.    (.iJJ-  i  ilflff-  ̂ fdfit'l  hubb,  Chaste 
love,  ̂ fdf,  Medicine,  remedy. 

A  XjUp  ̂ ifdfat,  Milk  left  in  the  udder. 
A  jjlfliJ'  ̂ fah,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jji^)  Coaxing,  de- 

ceiving, circumventing.  Applying  remedies.  Ra- 
vaging a  flock  (a  wolf).  Frequency  in  milking. 

Rapidity  in  travelling.  ^ 

A  Ri'lflS-  ̂ ffdhat,  Podex.  id3\I^  CLi^/d^ kaza- 

bat  ̂ ffdhatuhu,  He  broke  wind. 
A  (Jlflff-  ̂ fali,  A  term  of  reproach  to  a  woman. 

A  1^^^  ̂ jfdn,  Name  of  the  father  of  the  caliph 

^ismdn.  ̂ ffdn,  Time,  season.  ajlaS'  ̂ ^ff- 

^la'  ̂ffmiiJii,  In  good  time ;  seasonably. 
A  (jijlaP  ̂ fdnisk,  Thick-bearded  (man). 
A  Sjlflff'  ̂ ,  or  ̂ ifdivat,  The  fat  of  broth. 

^ifdwat,  Broth  which  remains  in  the  kettle,  as  the 
hire  paid  to  the  person  from  whom  it  is  borrowed. 
Food  which  children  send  as  a  present. 

A  ̂\ss- ̂ ifdhim,  Strongandactive(she-camel). 
Affluence,  enjoyment  of  life.  Hard  running. 

A  ̂^\sS'  ̂ Mya/tm,Strongandactive(she-camel). 
A  jLfclflP  ̂ f  dhiyat,  Thick,  large,  bulky 
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A  i^Jo^aS-  ̂ fdfif,(p\.  ofis.*s^)  Chaste  matrons, 

'iJiP-  ̂ ffat,  A  modest  woman,  ̂ ffat,  (v.  n.  of 
u-flff')Abstaining(from  what  is  unlawful).  Chastity, 
continence, purity, abstinence, modesty, virtue.  ̂ _}Jfc^ 

ahli  ̂ ffat,  Chaste,  ̂ ffat,  Milk  remaining 
in  the  udder.  An  old  woman.  A  certain  small, 
smooth  white  fish. 

A  Cl^iS'  ̂ ft,  (v.  n.  of  Cl^aff-)  Twisting  (the 
hand),  so  that  it  becomes  broken.  Twisting.  Break- 

ing, but  without  effecting  a  separation  of  the  parts. 

Committing  blunders  in  speaking. 

A  fJcsS'  ̂ fittan,  Large-bodied.  Smooth,  suc- 
culent, full  of  flesh,  and  compact.  Cruel,  oppressive. 

A  ̂ ^fj,(y.n.of  ̂ S')  Striking  (with  a  stick). 
Lying  with.  Beating  clothes  with  the  mallet  when 

washing ^li.swjw^/'^q;.  Committingsodomy.  ^fj, 
^faj,  or  ̂ fij,  (pi.  ^^^i)  The  small  guts. 

^faj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Lff-)  Being  large  (the  intestines). 

A  'i^^  ̂ Jijat,  Ditches,  receptacles  for  water 
near  a  tank.    The  small  guts. 

A  ^fd,  A  pigeon,  or  a  bird  resembling  it. 

^fd,  (^^\^J^S'  ̂ fdan,  or  ̂ fadari)  (v.  n.  of  li.ap) 
Leaping  with  the  feet  close. 

A ^fi'}  (j-  of  j^)  Rolling  in  the  dust, 
throwing  (any  one)  on  the  ground.  Burying  under 

groundjconcealing.  Dust.  ̂ i/r,Swine :  ayoungpig. 

Ahog,  boar.  A  dangei-ous,wicked,  shrewd,  cunning 

man.  Strong  (lion),  ̂ ifr,  (jA.J^\  a^ar  and 

jlip  ̂far)  Strong,  robust, valiant.  Sharp,shrewd, 
arch.  Dull  (market).  The  7th,  8th,  and  9th  night 

of  the  moon.  A  boar.  (pi.  of jis-W^ar  and 

^fras)  Short-necked  and  reddish  white  (hinds). 

jhs-  ̂ are  ̂ifi'in,  About  a  month  or  fortnight 

ago.  ̂ far,  (v.  n.  of  Being  of  a  whitish  red 

(a  deer),  (pi.  a^dr)  Earth,  dust.  The  first 
watering  of  sown  fields.  Difficulty,  ambiguity.  The 

arrow  called  mukhatu'sh  shaytdn. 

au9  jflS-  ̂   kaldvi  Id  ̂ fara  flhi,  A  discourse 
in  which  is  nothing  hard  to  be  understood,  ^fur, 
Time,  season.    A  month. 

A  ^Jirr,  A  dangerous,  wicked,  impure,  and 
cunning  man. 

p  \jas-  ̂frd,  Name  of  the  mistress  of  SjjS-. 

A        ̂ fra,  Feathers  on  a  cock's  neck. 
A  AJiS-  ̂frds,  (fem.ofjas-^  a^ar)  Whitish  red 

(deer).  White  (woman).  Trackless  (waste).  White 

(mortarorbread-crumbs).  Red  sand.  Bright  night. 

A  ^fi'^t}  Hairs  growing  in  the  middle 
of  the  head.    A  sly,  dangerous,  inhuman  person. 

A  (__j»>\^flS-  ̂ frds,  A  powerful  and  cruel  lion. 

A  ijSS-  ̂frat,  A  filthy  woman,  ̂ frat  or  ̂ frat, 
The  mane,  hair,  or  feathers  on  the  neck  of  a  lion 

or  cock,  which  bristle  up  when  they  are  angry. 

frat,  The  beginning  (of  cold).  Redness  of  a  deer's 
back  inclining  to  white,  ̂ frat  or  ̂ a/ra^,  White- 

ness, but  not  clear. 

A  'ijJiS-  ̂if/wrrai,  The  beginning  (of  cold).  The 

intenseness  of  summer-heat.  Mixed  crowds  of  men. 

A  ̂ J>^  ̂ farta,  Strong  (lion). 

A  ̂ j^^  ̂f^^^'j^^  Of  3,  bad  disposition. 

A  i^jj>-^ ̂ ifarrazdn,'^ame of aBasra catamite. 
A  i^jhS'  A  strong,  fierce,  ravenous  Hon. 

A  'iuijks-  ̂ frasat,  (v.  n.  of  (_>>i;^  Q)  Prostra- 
ting. Overcoming.  Rending,  tearing  (as  a  lion). 

A  ^farfarat,  Impure,  wicked,  base,  ma- 
lignant. A  lion. 

A  i^j^  ̂ farn,  A  lion. 
A  i^^^  ̂ far-nat,  Strong(lioness  or  she-camel). 

The  sylvan  demon  called  gliul. 

A  (j-^jip  ̂ 'farnas,  A  thick-necked  camel.  A ferocious  lion. 

A  i^i^flS'  ̂ farna',  Ravenous  (lion  or  lioness). 

A  'iSi^S'  ̂ ifarniyat,  Hairs  growing  on  the  mid- 
dle of  the  head.  Adangerous,  wicked,  cunning  man. 

A  (_j*)j|jflS'  ̂ ifrus,  A  strong,  ravenous  lion. 

A  {j^^  ̂ fra',  The  feathers  on  a  cock's  neck. 
The  hair  on  the  nape  of  a  man's  neck.  The  fore- 

locks of  a  horse.  Hairs  on  the  middle  of  the  head. 

A  ̂ ^aP^y/7?/,Dangerous, wicked, cunning  man. 

A  'iijSiS-^friyat,(p\.  ifj^  ̂fdra')  The  hackles 
on  a  cock's  neck.  Hairs  on  the  nape  of  a  man's 
neck.  The  forelock  of  a  horse.  Hairs  growing  on 

the  middle  of  the  head.  The  mane,  hair,  or  fea- 
thers on  the  neck  of  a  lion  or  cock,  which  bristle 

up  when  they  are  angry  or  pugnacious.  Conten- 
tious, quarrelsome.  Tyrannical,  oppressive.  A 

strong  lion.  A  dangerous,  wicked,  cunning  man. 

-  A  CL/^jks-  ̂ frit,  (pi.  ^fdrit)  A  giant, 
demon,  any  fancied  spectre  of  a  horrible  appear- 

ance, a  fright.  Powerful,  independent,  master  of 

one's  own  possessions.  One  who  does  a  thing  in 
a  careful,  artistical,andmasterly  way.  Strong(lion). 

^frit  or  ̂ fr'it,  A  sly,  dangerous,  inhuman  man. 

A  Cl^ojii?  ̂ firr'it,  Powerful,  independent,  mas- 
ter of  one's  own  possessions.  One  who  does  any 

thing  with  care,  art,  and  in  a  masterly  manner. 

A  'i^^^JiS"  ̂ fntat,  (A  woman)  powerful  and 
shrewd  in  managing  (her)  affairs. 

p,\ Ji^,ii  uLOj^ff-  ̂ «/'rii-&Za/",Ofdiabolicalaspect. 

A  (^j^^jO^  ̂ fns,  A  fierce,  ravenous  lion. 

A  i^lj^  ̂ frin,  Powerful,  independent,  master 

of  one's  possessions.  One  who  does  a  thing  atten- 
tively and  well. 

A  ^jirrin,  Name  of  a  place  frequented 

by  lions.  Powerful,  independent,  master  of  one's 
possessions.  A  large,  powerful  lioness.  One  who 

does  any  thing  attentively,  artfully,  masterly.  tLoO 

(^>jS£'  lays  ̂ firrin,  A  lion.  A  certain  insect  that 
lives  in  soft  ground  at  the  foot  of  a  wall.  A  rep- 

tile resembling  a  chameleon,  troublesome  to  a  rider, 

and  striking  with  his  tail.  A  full-grown,  strong, 
and  powerful  man.  A  clever  man,  one  who  brings 

every  thing  to  perfection. 

AjAff'  ̂ fz,  (v.  n.  ofjAs-)  Ordering  (a  camel)  to 

lie  down.  Toying  with  one's  wife.  A  walnut. 

Aj^as-  ̂ fzar,  One  who  runs  before.  A  fellow 
noisy  in  any  frivolous  and  trifling  matter. 

A  ̂ jmOS-  ̂ fs,  (v.  n.  of  (j*>AS')  Restraining,  re- 
taining, imprisoning.  Making  vile  and  despicable. 

Driving  with  violence.  Dragging  on  the  ground. 

Rubbing,  currying  (a  skin).  Using  (a  garment) 

every  day.  Kicking  the  posteriors. 

A  (j^as-  ̂ fih,  A  collecting,  bringing  together. 

A  JLiip  ̂ fshdl,  Of  little  fortitude  (man).  Im- 
pudent, undaunted. 

A  ^fi^'^^j}  Long,  tall :  corpulent. 

A  ,J.-i.fl5-  ̂ fshal,  Heavy,  and  troubled  with  in- digestion (man). 

A  J.JJLaS'  ̂ fshalll,  Inhuman,  stern,  severe, 
heavy  (man).  Very  hairy  (garment).  A  hyena. 
Flabby  (old  woman). 

A  (_>aas-  f^fs,  (v. n.  of  (^as-)  Closingthemouth 
of  a  flask  or  glass  bottle  with  leather.  Treading 

under  foot.  Squeezing  hard,  enfeebling  (in  wres- 
tling), twisting  the  hand.  Lying  with  (a  damsel). 

Bending,  doubling.  Pulling  up,  tearing  out.  A 

gall  (both  tree  and  nut),  ̂ fas,  An  obliquity  in 
the  nose.  ̂ Jis,  Styptic,  astringent  (food). 

A^aS-  ̂fzaj,  Hard,  ̂ fzaj,  (and  ̂IxaflS-^?/"- zdj)  Thick,  corpulent,  soft. 
A  'i.s^f^^  ̂ ifzajat,  A  waxing  fat. 

Alaas-  ̂ fit/if,  (v.  n.  oflaap)  Sneezing,  bi'eaking 
wind  (sheep  or  goats).  Driving  sheep  so  that 
they  sneeze.  Calling  to  sheep.  Making  a  noise 

with  the  lips.  Stammering,  stuttering.  A  fart. 

Mucus  from  the  nose  of  a  sheep,  ̂ fit,  A  farter. 

A  ̂Uaas-  ̂ fatdn,  (v.  n.  of  laac-)  Farting  (a 
sheep  or  a  goat). 

A  &ilaaS-  ̂ ftalat,  A  mixing,  mingling. 

A  ̂^as-  ̂ ffiy,  A  stutterer,  a  stammerei*. 
A  iw-axaff-  ̂ f^f,  The  fruit  of  the  ̂ la  talk. 
A  &axas-  ̂ f^ifat,  (v.  n.  of  (  a*a^Q)  Eating 

the  fruit  of  the  Ji»  talk. 

A  sSLOfi  ̂ fafat,  (pi.  of  (  OS-  ̂ ff)  Pure,  chaste. 

A  ̂jhS'  ̂fh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ as-)  Going  at  discretion, 
at  full  liberty,  disappearing,  and  afterwards  return- 

ing. Coming,  going,  or  repeating  any  thing  often  ; 

visiting  frequently.  Milking  very  often.  Covering 

frequently  (an  ass).  Whipping  severely.  Travel- 
ling fast.  Waking,  sleeping  little.  Doing  any 

thing  slightly.  Collecting.  Retaining,  restraining, 

hindering.  Retiring,  concealing  one's  self;  lying 
hid.  Shaking  any  thing  (wind).  Breaking  wind. 

^fali,  A  going  to  and  fro  of  camels  to  the  cistern. 

^fuk,  A  fly. A  'isJiS-  ̂ ifkat,  Absence:  concealment.  A  kind 
of  game  with  earth. 

A  «u-Jia^  \it>  md  ̂ fkasahu,  How  bad-tempered 
he  is  become  after  having  been  good-tempered  ! 

A  y  ■■■QoC'  ̂ fkasat,  A  spoiling,  making  bad. 

A  JiiaP  ̂ fkal,  Large-faced  (man). 



A  Cfii^  ̂ fk,  (v.  n.  of  CiliS")  Being  very  stu- 

pid. Not  connecting  well  (one's  discourse).  Re- 
straining. Deferring,  postponing,  ̂ fah,  (v.  n. 

ofuLliS")  Being  very  stupid,  ̂ rt^/f,  Foolish,  stupid. 
A>KaP^a/7/aj:,Stubborn,intractable(she-camel). 

A  (Jiip  ̂ flial,  Foolish,  stupid,  insane. 

A  ̂ysS'  ̂ Jl,  (v.  n.  of  (Jiff-)  Feeling  cattle  about 
the  thighs  if  fat.    ̂ fal,  (v.  n.  of  Having  a 

rupture  (a  female) ;  a  female  rupture.  The  peri- 

nseum.  Fat  of  a  ram's  testicles,  or  parts  adjacent 
which  are  felt.  Fat  between  the  buttocks  of  cattle. 

A  ̂^S-  ̂ ficLf,  Ruptured(woman  or  she-camel). 

A  'i'itskS'  ̂ Jlat,  A  lip  which  becomes  turned  out 
in  lautj;hinor. 

A  'iMi^  ̂ falat,  The  female  rupture. 
A  laiflS-  ̂ flit,  (or  Mac- ^a/flZki)  Foolish,  awk- 

ward, dull. 

A  B^a^P-  ̂ JJatat,  A  mingling,  mixing. 

A  Jjiiff-  ̂ flak,  (and  |_^iiff-^flfaZZa^)  A  lazy, un- 
skilful woman ;  an  ill-spoken  one.  Wide  and  flabby 

(vulva)^  Soft  and  fleshy  (thing). 

A  'i31aS'  ̂ fallakatf  A  lazy  woman;  a  foul- 
tongued  one. 

A  ̂ j^^  ̂ 'fluh,  Silly,  foolish. 

p  Ziij  aiaff-  ̂ fala-zada,  Ruptured  (female). 

A  k^-Jis-  ̂ flit,  A  fool. 

A  jjflS-  ̂ fn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^/|^)  Ascending  (a  hill). 
Corrupting,  causing  to  stink  (meat),  ̂ fan,  (v. 
n.  of  j^5')  Rotting,  falling  in  pieces  when  touched 

(a  rope),  ̂ fin,  Rotten,  putrid,  falling  in  pieces. 

A  ^fanjaj,  Foolish,  dull,  thick.  A  swift 
she-camel. 

A  i^ir^ ̂ fanjash,  Injurious, cruel,  unfeeling. 

A  (J^^  ̂ fanjal,  Heavy  and  disagreeable 
(person).  Very  talkative. 

A  (jSLiflff-  ̂ fannash,  A  very  aged  man.  Thick- 
bearded.  One  who  has  bushy  eyebrows. 

A  'sJl^SlS'  ̂ fnashat,  Thickness  (of  the  beard). 
A  (J^'JQg'  ̂ fanshal,  Heavy  (man),  and  trou- 

bled with  indigestion. 

A  laiflff'  ̂ fannat,Y'\\e,  contemptible.  Bad-tem- 
pered. The  creature  called  dabhatu  7  arz. 

A  (j*.alii?-^a/a?iAas,Mean,base.  Morose,  touchy 
(temper);  a  man  of  such  a  disposition. 

A  jis-  ̂frc,  (v.  n.  of  \hS'  for  jflP)Erasing,  cancel- 
ling, obliterating.  Effacing  (the  vestiges  of  a  house) 

the  wind,  covering  them  with  dust.  Being  effaced. 

Being  long,  luxuriant  (hair  or  herbage).  Allowing 

to  grow  long.  Being  pure  (water).  Giving  the  best 

part  of  broth.  Leaving  in  the  pot  the  best  part  of  the 

broth,  in  return  for  the  loan  of  the  kettle.  Cropping 

the  herbage  near  to  the  roots  (a  camel).  Being  fat, 

and  in  easy  circumstances,  and  good  case.  Going 

to  beg  a  favour.  Forgiving,  remitting,  passing  by 

a  transgression.  Good  pasture.  The  largest,  best, 

or  choicest  part  of  any  thing.  Pardon,  forgiveness, 

absolution.  A  benefit,  favour,  gift.    The  balance 
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of  one's  estate  after  all  necessary  disbursements  are 
deducted.  Water  left  after  people  have  drunk.  Un- 

trodden ground,  uninhabited,  and  without  the  trace 

of  a  building.  Easy,  p  ̂^i^/'  ̂^'/"^  Itardan, To  forgive,  excuse,  spare,  a  ̂ fw,  ̂ frv,  or  ̂ ifw, 

(pi.  SjAS'  ̂ frvat  and  -^las-  fifcii)  A  wild  ass's  colt. 
^  A  ̂ SS-  ̂ fuw,  One  who  forgives  much,  j  ̂SS- 

jlip  ̂ fum  wa  ghaffar,  (God)  granting  pardon  to 

sinners,  ̂ ifuw,  (v.  n.  of  la*  for  jflS-)  Being  obli- 
terated. Obliteration. 

A  \^iS'  ̂ fwan,  Gratuitously,  without  asking 
for.    Without  trouble  or  difBculty. 

p         ̂ SS'  ̂ fw-pesha,  Forgiving,  merciful. 

A  Hjip  ̂ fwai,  An  expiatory  mulct  for  murder, 

the  price  of  blood,  (pi.  of  yiff-  ̂ ftv)  Asses'  colts. 

^fwat,  ̂ fwat,  or  ̂ fwat.  The  fat  of  broth,  ̂ f- 
wat,  The  purer,  better,  or  choicest  part  (of  any 

thing).    A  she-colt  of  an  ass.    Excellent  pasture. 

A  'ifOjS^  ̂ m/msg^,  Astringency,  stypticity.  Bit- terness. 

A^j^aff-  ̂ ifuk,{y.-a.  of^^flff')  Ranging  at  liberty, 
pasturing  where  they  please  (camels). 

A  ^funat,  (v.n.  of  ̂^iff-)  Rotting,  falling 
in  pieces  when  laid  hold  of  (a  rope).  Corruption, 

infection,  stink,  funk,  miasm,  rottenness. 

A  X^flS-  ̂ fuh,  (v.  n.  of  ihs-)  Overspreading. 
Covering  with  a  lid. 

vssS-  ̂ !/^a,  Alamb'sskin  covered  with  soft  wool. 

A  ̂^^Js-  f^ifiy,  (pi.  of ^fi)  Obliterated,  ef- faced.  Those  who  ask  or  receive  benefits. 

A  Hjuflff-  ̂ fitat,  A  kind  of  sweet  cake  (called 

also  sSi-toS'  ̂ sidat'). 
p  ̂ ^6~ySJS'  ̂ fidan,  To  bark. 

A  j^os-  ̂ fii',  (Flesh)  laid  on  sand  to  be  dried 
by  the  sun.  Dry  bread  without  meat  or  condiment. 
A  kind  of  wheat  boiled  without  sweets.  Meal  of 

wheat  or  barley  without  any  admixture  of  sweets. 

(A  woman)  giving  nothing  to  her  female  slave. 

^ifayr,  Name  of  an  ass  whereon  Muhammad  rode. 

A  ij^stS-  ̂ fir  at,  Ayfom&iY  who  makes  not  a  pre- 
sent to  any  body.  Dung  rolled  into  an  orbicular 

form  by  a  beetle,  ̂ ifayrat,  Name  of  a  woman 
ranked  amongst  the  sages  of  pagan  antiquity. 

K^a^hS'^fit,  (v.n.oflafl5-)Sneezing(asasheep). 

Breaking  wind  (a  goat).  Mucusfromasheep'snose. 
A  I  a-aS'  ̂ fif,  (pi.  a^ffas)  Chaste,  ab- 

staining (from  any  thing  forbidden). 

A  Xfl-flSJ  ̂ fifat,  (pi.  Oli-as-  ̂ flfdt  and 

(  aS\ss-  ̂ fasif)  A  chaste,  modest  woman. 

A  ̂^liLaS'  ̂ flhan,  A  species  of  thorn. 
A  i^ii;^  ̂ f^^h  Foolish,  stupid.  Unsteady. 

A  Jff-  ̂kh,  (v.  n.  of  Js-)  Splitting.  Shooting 
(an  arrow)towardsthesky.  Slaughtering  (a  sheep) 

and  giving  it  in  alms  on  the  birth  of  a  child,  or  when 
its  head  is  first  shaved,  which  is  upon  the  seventh 

day.  Undutiful,  disobedient  (son).  A  deep  furrow 
or  trench  in  the  ground.  Bitter  and  thick  (water). 

^lili,  A  deep  ti'ench.    ̂ hh,  Bitter  (water). 

A  ̂IHfi-  ̂ Vtaj:,  (pi.  of  HUis-  ̂ a/fai  and  'i^  ̂ k- 
wat)  Areas,  courts. 

A  {^\Is-  ̂ kab,  (v.  n.  3  of  (-j^Hff-)  Coming  be- 
hind, following  at  the  heels  of.  Punishing,  chas- 

tising. Changing  turns  (with  another),  doing  duty 
alternately.  Making  gain  or  plunder.  Punishment, 
chastisement,  torment,  (pi.  of  *-aS-  ̂ kahat)  De- 

clivities or  difficult  passes  of  mountains,  p  <— 

»U>  L-j\sS' khawfi  ̂ hahi  shah,  Dread  of  royal  re- 
sentment or  punishment.  A  ̂MAa&,(pl.t-»aff'\a^/fM& 

and  jvjl-as-  ̂ hhan  or  ̂ hhan)  An  eagle  (especially 
black).  Name  of  a  constellation.  A  standard  be- 

longingtoMuhammad.Aprojectingstoneinamoun- 
tain,  or  in  a  well  under  water,  on  which  pitchers  are 
broken.  A  stone  whereon  a  water-drawer  stands.  A 

rivulet,  or  any  place  whence  water  flows  into  a  cis- 
tern or  reservoir.  High  ground;  anyhigh  place.  An 

excrescence,  in  shape  like  an  almond,  on  the  leg  of 
a  horse.  A  small  thread  in  the  hole  of  an  ear-rins. 
Name  of  a  woman ;  also  of  a  bitch,  p  ' 

jliusi  ̂ kdbi  dhanin-viinhar.  An  iron-beaked  eagle, 
u-jlftff-  ̂ kdb  shudan,  To  hanker  after. 

^akdhts,  Evils,  misfortunes. 

^  J^.^  lakdbil,  (pi.  oi'^^xss-  ̂ hbulat)  Re- mains of  a  disease,  enmity,  or  friendship.  Pustules 
breaking  out  on  the  lips  after  a  fever.  Adversities, 

tribulations.  Jjk^_lKff-_ji  zH.  ̂ hdbil.  Wicked,  evil. 

A  slflS-  ̂ hdt,  (pi.  ̂IftS-  ̂ kdf)  A  mansion ;  the 
court  or  ground  surrounding  it. 

A  JjlHs-  ̂ kddat,  A  knotting,  platting. 

■Ajlas-  ̂ kdr,  (v.  n.  of jas>)  Being  barren  (a 
woman).  An  immoveable  estate  in  land,  water,  or 
palm-trees.  A  palm-tree.  Any  thing  dry.  A  red 
dye.  The  choicest  fodder.  A  mansion,  palace,  or 

citadel.  Household  furniture.  A  kind  of  grass 

which  wounds  cattle.  jUis-  ̂jj^ii  aJ  U  wa  lahu 

ddr  wa  Id  ̂ kdr.  He  has  neither  house  or  land,  ̂ a- 
hdr  or  ̂ hdr.  Choice  furniture,  used  only  on  high 
days  and  holidays,  ̂ kdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  jftS-)  Boasting 
against  another  inregard  to  hamstringing(camels). 

^ikdr,  Wine.  A  kind  of  coloured  cloth.  ̂ liTjlSs- 
^kdri  ddam,  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant.  p^laP 

^thdri  kohdn,  Dracunculus. 
AjlaP  ̂ khdr,  A  medicinal  plant  or  root.  A 

tree.  Name  of  a  dog.  (pi  .^'laP  ̂ a^aAzr)  An  aro- matic root. 

A  C-j]jUiff-  ̂ kdrdt,  (pl.ofjUis-  ̂ aAa?-)  Immove- 
able estates  in  land,  water,  or  palm-trees. 

A  (__^lHff'  ̂ hdrib,  Whisperings,  slanders.  Ad- 
versities. The  depth  of  winter,  (pi.  of  t-^^  ̂a/i- 

rab)  Scorpions. 
A  'jjUiS'  ̂ hdrat  or  ̂ hdrat,  (v.  n.  of  jss-)  Be- ing barren  (a  woman). 

A  isj^  ̂ hdra.  Hamstrung  (horses). 

A  ̂̂ laff-  ̂ hds,A  fillet  for  the  hair.  (pi.  ofLasS- 

^ksat  and  ̂ ahisat)  (Women's)  plaited  or  braided 



locks,  ̂ kas,  A  disease  incident  to  sheep. 

A  I  jVaff-  ̂ haf,  A  distemper  making  the  feet 
of  sheep  crooked. 

A  ftilAff-  ̂ hhafat,  A  stick  curved  at  the  end, 
by  which  one  can  draw  any  thing. 

A  jlHsi  ̂ kak,  (v.  n.  of  Js-)  Being  with  young 

(a  mare).  Undutifulness.  ^hak  or  ̂ hah,  Fruit 

borne  in  the  womb,  ^hah,  (pi.  of  JjHs^  ̂ ahuh) 

Pregnant  (mares),  (pi.  of  jHp  ̂kuk)  Pregnant 

animals  of  single  hoof,  ̂ hah,  Bitter  (water). 

A  J.'ilHs>  ̂ hahil,  (pi.  of  JfljiiP  ̂ hanhal)  Large 
hills  in  sandy  grounds.  Ventricles  of  crocodiles. 

A  ^hakir,  (pi.  ofjUip  ̂ kliar')  Aromatic 

roots.  jayyidu''l^liahtr,  (Iron)  of  an 
excellent  quality. 

A  Jlaff'  ̂ hal,  Whatever  is  given  in  one  year 
by  way  of  tithes.  A  young  she-camel,  (pi.  ̂JS^S' 

^MAMZ)Arope  which  binds  together  the  feet  andneck 
of  a  camel  (to  make  him  obedient  when  otherwise 

untractable).  A  fetter,  {^j;^^  ̂ y^S' ^halu'hninn, 
A  prince,  whose  ransom  is  hundreds  of  camels. 

A  JlflP  ̂ kkal,  A  disease  in  a  horse's  foot  caus- 
ing him  to  limp.  The  limping  of  cattle,  (pi.  of 

Jj'\p^a/j27)Prudent,intelligent,  wary.  Jlii*l\ji2'M'Z 
^hkal,  Name  of  a  very  celebrated  stallion. 

A  fJ^'^S' ̂ halani,  (du.)Alms  paid  for  two  years. 

A  j»lHff'  ̂kam,  (pl.^l^Sff'  ̂ ihamas)  Barren,child- 
^ess  (man  or  woman).  A  strong  she-camel  in  her 

ninth  year.  A  kind  of  sea-serpent,  ̂ kam,  (pi.  of 

j.jJiS'  ̂kim)  Childless  (men),  ̂ ikam,  Disastrous 

(day),  ̂ ham  or  ̂ .ham,  A  man  of  a  bad  disposi- 
tion.  Raging  (war).    An  incurable  distemper. 

A  ^kkan,  An  excrescence  at  the  roots  of 
palms  and  vinesjwhich,  if  not  pruned,destroys  them. 

A  Ji^VHff-  ̂ kuiid,  (pi.  of  !l(>Jiflff'  ̂ Iddat)  Con- 
fections of  sugar.    Fundamental  articles  of  faith. 

A  (^jaf^sS'  ̂ hasis,  (pi.  of  'i^'sS'  ̂ ksat  and 

'ijossS'  ̂ lasat)  Locks  of  women's  hair  brought  to- 
gether on  the  top  of  the  head. 

A  ̂IHp  ̂kafik,  (pl.of  ̂ -flS-^cf^iyi)  Cornelians. 

A  JjlHff'  ̂ licifil,  (pi.  of  ftLa^)  Things  excellent 
in  their  kind.  Camels  of  the  finest  description. 

A  jJUi5-  ̂hRfim,  (pi.  of  j,jiis-)Barren (women). 
A  c-«as^  ̂ lih,  (v.  n.  of  i-JsS-)  Striking  upon 

the  heel.  Coming  behind  or  after,  succeeding,  fill- 

ing (a  father's  place).  Assailing,  assaulting  mali- 
ciously. Putting  forth  green  leaves  after  the  for- 

mer had  withered  (a  tree).  Running  (a  horse) 

again  and  again.  Taking  a  second  wife  after  the 
death  or  divorce  of  the  first.  Winding  (a  bow  or 

an  arrow)  about  with  a  bruised  gut.  A  son.  A 

son's  son.  Posterity,  grand-children.  A  second 
heat  or  course.  The  heel.  A  side,  quarter. 

CiiJis-  min  ayn  ̂ kbuka,  From  whence  comest 

thou  ?  ̂ hb,  The  latter  part  of  the  month,  ̂ hb, 
The  end  or  final  issue  of  any  thing.  c-Ji^  jj 

fl  ̂ hbish  shahri,  (He  came)  about  the  close  of 
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the  month.    ̂ Itab,  The  heel.    (pi.  of  LiiP  ̂ lia- 

bat)  Nerves,  macerated  tendons,  p J^J^  Cj-^aff- 
kdbi  lashkar,  Rear  of  an  army.  A  bi  ̂ kabi, 

At  the  heels  of,  after,  p  dar  ̂ kab,  In  the 

rear,  after,  behind,  a  ̂ Jdb,  (pi.  i^\s.S'\  afJiub) 

The  heel.  Offspring,  children,  grand-children,  suc- 

cessors, posterity.  End  of  a  month.  ̂ ^UaxSJ^  (__aHs- 

^hibu'^sh  sliaytan,  A  mode  of  sitting  like  a  dog. 
^ihab,  (pi.  of  »aHs>  ̂ ikbat)  Times,  turns.  Remains, 
things  left  behind.  ̂ mAwZ/,  End  or  issue  of  a  thing. 

A  c-aHP'  ̂ '/t^aJ,  Signs  or  traces  of  any  thing  good. 
A  Las-  ̂ kba,  The  future  world.  End.  Re- 

ward, or  punishment. 

A  OLHff-  ̂ kabat,  Summits  of  mountains. 

A  jjIaHs-  ̂ hban  ov^hban,  (pi.  of  u»>lS5-  ̂ ihab) 

Eagles,  ̂ kban,  End  of  the  month  (the  whole  be- 
ing elapsed). 

A  ftJis-  ̂ kbat,  Green  leaves  coming  out  to  suc- 
ceed those  that  have  withered,  ^hbat  or  ̂ kbat, 

A  kind  of  painted  litter-cloth,  ^ihbat,  Posterity. 
A  time,  turn.  The  turning  or  sweep  of  a  bird  from 

the  beginning  to  the  end  of  his  career.  Day  and 

night.  Any  thing  received  for  another  commodity, 

hire  (especially  part  of  the  broth  made  in  a  pot 
given  to  the  owner  for  the  loan  of  it).  Exchange, 

substitute.  'i-SLS-  ̂ ikbatu'l jamal,  Remains 

of  beauty.  'iJis-  ̂ kbatu''sh  shaytan,  A. 
mode  of  sitting  like  a  dog.  ̂ kbat  or  ̂ kbat,  Out- 

ward form.  Remains,  vestige.  iLiiS'  ̂ kbaiu  'Z 
kamar,  Once  a  month,  ̂ kabat,  (pi.  i_/flP  ̂ kab) 

A  nerve,  tendon  (particularly  the  nerve  of  a  ca- 

mel's neck,  used  when  macerated  to  bind  the  heads 
of  arrows).  The  summit  of  Mina,  where  Muham- 

mad was  first  publicly  acknowledged  by  twelve 

persons,  and  in  the  year  following  by  seventy,  (pi. 

L^\^^kab)  Summit  of  a  mountain,  steep  declivity. 

A  'iXJas-  ̂ ikabilat,,  A  follower. 

A  'iijiSi^ ̂ kbulat,  (or  Jjiflff-^w/iZ^al?)  (pl.,JjolHp 
^kabil)  Dregs  of  a  disease  ;  remains  of  enmity  or 
friendship.  Pustules  breaking  out  on  the  lips  after 
a  fever.    Hardness,  severity. 

A  IjSS-  ̂ikba,  End,  accomplishment,  issue, suc- 
cess. A  return,  requital,  reward,  or  punishment : 

hence,  the  life  to  come. w 

A  'isiS'  ̂ kkat,  A  long  streak  of  lightning  in  the 
sky.  A  deep  trench,  ̂ kkat,  (pi.  ̂jaff-  ̂ kak)  A 
deep  trench.  The  hair  of  young  animals,  with 

which  they  are  born,  ̂ kkat,  A  child's  plaything. 
A  0^  ̂ kd,  (v.n.  of  Binding,  fastening, 

tying  in  a  knot.  Twisting  (the  beard).  Knotting 

her  tail  (a  camel  that  has  conceived).  Making  an 

oath  without  any  exception  or  reserve.  Building. 

Confirming  an  agreement.  Marrying.  Entering 

into  partnership,  or  forming  any  commercial  con- 
tract. Establishing  a  confederacy,  concluding  an 

alliance.  Counting.  Counting  on  the  ten  fingers. 

Becoming  thick  and  concrete  (conserves).  Form- 10  L 

ing  a  stone  (a  peach,  date,  &c.).  Being  ready  for 
mischief.  A  knot,  compact,  league,  confederacy, 

alliance;  a  chain,  connection  (in  mati-imony  or 

trade),  bargain,  agreement.  Opinion,  belief,  judg- 

ment, thought.  Tongue-tied.  An  arch.  The  key- 
stone of  an  arch.  A  decimal,  p  ̂ jw^  liJip  ̂ kd 

baxtan,  To  tie  a  knot.  To  betroth,  engage  to  marry. 

{j'^^  0^  ̂ kdi  majlis  dashtan,  To  meet, 

or  to  hold  a  conference.  ̂ ^^>J^'  i^Hs-  ̂ kdi  ni- 
kah  kardan,  To  make  a  marriage-contract,  a 

aklu'l  kail  wa^l  ̂ kd,  Authorised  to 
loose  and  to  bind,  ̂ kd,  (pi.  li^flS-  ̂ ihud)  A  col- 

lar. A  necklace.  A  guard.  ̂ ^.^  dSiS-  ̂ kdu''lju- 
man,  A  string  of  pearls,  a  ̂ kad,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ioff') 
Being  tied,  fettered  (the  tongue).  Sticking  fast  (a 

dog  and  a  bitch),  fjjj^^  liiis-  ̂ kadi  shah- 

afro.:',  Stars  and  planets.  Jjj  j  u-»''»'>  >^ag-  ̂ kadi 
shab  u  roz,  Night  and  day.  Time,  fortune.  The 

world,  a  ̂ kid,  Dwarfish  but  hardy,  patient  of 

labour  (camel).  A  sort  of  tree  whose  leaf  has  the 

property  of  healing  wounds,  (pi.  of  iSi^aff-  ̂ kidat) 
Tracts  of  accumulated  sands.  ̂ jLJJ\  Sss-  ̂ kidu  7 

feara,Tongue-tied.Havingan  impediment  in  speech. 

^kad,  (pi.  of  iss^  ̂ kdat)  Knots.  Angers,  in- 
dignations. Pi'efectures,  commands.  Perplexed 

affairs,  confused  words.  iJ^SS-  CJi^  tahallulat 

^haduhu,  His  anger  subsided. 
A  ̂̂ liiis-  ̂ kdof,  Knotty-tailed.  A  sheep  with 

such  a  tail.  (A  woman)  who  has  an  impediment 

of  speech.  A  maid-servant. 
A  ^kdan.  Name  of  Farazdak  (from  his 

dwarfish  stature),  ̂ kaddn,  A  sort  of  date. 

p  &3\;iiiff'  ̂ kdana,  Marriage-fees,  formerly  paid 
to  the  Kazi  or  Musulman  priest  in  India. 

A  ^kdat,(p\.  SsS'  ̂ kad)  An  excrescence 
(especially  at  the  joints,  or  where  bones  have  been 
broken).  A  crookedness  in  the  setting  of  a  broken 

hand.  A  knot.  An  impediment  in  speech.  A  bun- 
dle. A  bargain,  covenant,  compact.  An  estate, 

manor,  villa  in  fee-simple.  Prefecture,  government, 

presidency,  command.  A  place  thick  planted  with 

trees  ;  abounding  with  pasture  j  or  provision  for 

men.  A  dog's  pizzle.  An  arch.  A  corner  of  a 
pasture.  Cattle  forced  or  driven  up  to  trees.  Name 

of  a  country  near  Yazd.    'idSiS'  f^t)  I 
alaf  min  f/hiirabi  ̂ kdat,  More  tame  than  a  crow 
of  Ukdat  (which  flies  to  a  very  short  distance,  so 

numerous  are  the  trees).  i,^^^kdaA  i^-as, 

The  marriage-knot,  ̂ kadat,  Root  of  the  tongue. 

^kadat  or  ̂ kidat,  A  tract  of  accumulated  sand. 
A  jj\!)tiiis-^MMaiawz,(obliq.  {^^^^ikdatayn) 

(du.  of  ij^iiiS'  ̂ ikdat)  Head  and  tail  of  the  dragon. 
p  C^i^lsiS-  ̂ kdat-kusha,  Resolver  of  diffi- 

culties. 

A  ^kr,  (v.  n.  ofjHff')  Wounding  (a  horse) 
in  the  feet  (or  a  camel).  Hamstringing.  Cutting 

off  the  head  of  a  palm-tree  and  killing  it.  Lopping, 



felling,  destroying.  Galling,  wounding  the  back. 

Falling  in  with  game.  Eating  up  forage.  Detain- 
ing long,  keeping  bound.  Preventing  from  going. 

Being  barren  (a  woman).  Killing  (a  camel)  over 

the  grave  of  his  master.  A  palace,  mansion,  or  ci- 
tadel; or  one  falling  to  ruin.  A  lofty  edifice.  Space 

between  two  objects  (as  the  legs  of  a  table).  A  white 

cloud.  A  mist  rising  before  the  eye  and  concealing 

the  sun  and  what  is  about  it ;  or  grows  up  in  the  ex- 
panse of  the  sky  and  passes  away  unseen,  only  its 

thunder  is  heard  from  a  distance.  Any  thing  white. 

A  mark  like  a  crack  in  the  foot  of  a  horse  oi-  camel. 

^kr  or  ̂ hr,  The  foundation,  also  the  area  or  court 

of  a  house.  A  place  where  people  alight,  ̂ hr, 

(v.  n.  of  JsS'')  Being  barren  (a  woman).  Not  yield- 
ing any  result  (an  affair).  Stripping  off  the  bark 

of  a  palm-tree  and  taking  away  the  medullary  sub- 
stance. Abstaining  from  intercourse  with  a  wife 

to  ascertain  whether  she  be  a  virgin  or  not.  Bar- 
renness (of  a  woman  or  camel).  The  centre  of  a 

fire.  The  examination  of  a  girl  to  discover  if  she 

be  a  virgin  or  not.  A  woman's  maiTiage  portion  ; 
also  the  fine  paid  for  vitiated  virginity.  ̂ Itr,  Food, 
fodder,  forage.  The  finest  verses  in  a  poem  or 

elegy.  A  palace,  a  citadel.  jiUl^  hayzatu'l 
^kr,  The  egg  of  a  cock  (being  supposed  to  lay  one 
every  year).  Agift  which  arrives  unexpectedly  from 

a  quarter  unlooked  for.  The  first  or  last  egg  which 

a  hen  lays.  An  egg  by  which  trial  of  a  woman's 
virginity  is  made.  A  childless  man.  The  place 
behind  the  reservoir  where  the  camels  stand  when 

watermg.  JstS-  ̂ JS'  lakihati'n  nakat 
^hrin,  The  camel  conceived  after  having  been 

barren,  ̂ liar,  (v.  n.  ofjHff-)  Being  seized  with  sud- 
den fright,  and  unable  to  advance  or  recede.  Mis- 

fortune. ^Mr,  (A  bird)  whose  feathers  having 

received  injury  do  not  grow  again,  ̂ ka?;  (A 

saddle)  galling  (a  horse's)  back.  A  man  who  by 
over-work  galls  the  back  of  his  beast,  ̂ kur,  Cen- 

tre, heart  of  a  fire.  (pl.of,yi5-^a7iMr)Biting(dogs). 

A jss-^khar,  (pi.  ofji'^^hir)  Barren(women). 
A  ^kras,  Lofty  (sand-hill),  ̂ karuf,  (pi. 

of,_jSs-  ̂ a/;wr)  Wounding  (animals),  biting  (dogs). 

A  ̂ J'S'  ̂ hrah,  (pi.  L^JCis-  ̂ harib)  A  scor- 
pion. The  sign  Scorpio.  The  wheel  of  an  arque- 

buse.  The  pin  of  a  dial,  hand  of  a  watch.  A  needle. 

A  halter.  A  shoe-latchet.  A  crupper-strap.  A 

quarrelsome  fellow.  p  ̂^l.^^^,  '-r^^  ̂ krahi 

pareshan,  A  lady's  veil,  j^^yjijo  (— ->jas-  ̂ krahi 
mlufari,  The  sign  Scorpio. 

A  -f^b ̂jHp  ̂krahas,  A  female  scorpion. 

A  (jb^ff-  ̂ }i7-uhdn,  Name  of  a  plant,  ̂ kru- 

han,{oY ^J^^^ ̂ hr-uMdn)  A  male  scorpion.  Any 
other  animal  with  a  tail  and  long  feet.  An  earwig. 

A  iobjHp  ̂ hruhdnat,  Firmness,  invincibleness. 

A  ^aAraSai,  A  (female)  scorpion.  A  hook 

fastened  to  a  saddle.  A  shoe-latchet :  bucket-strap. 
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An  intelligent  handmaid,  clever  at  serving. 

p  sS^JsS'  ̂ krab-khana,  A  needle-case. 

A  a^Hfi-  ̂ krat  or  ̂ krat,  Bari-enness  (of  wo- 
men). ^Mrat,  (A  she-camel)  which  drinks  not 

except  in  fear,  ̂ ikarat,  (A  woman)  diseased  in 
the  womb.  Alittle  spherical  amulet  orcharm  which 

some  women  wear  about  their  haunches  to  prevent 

them  from  becoming  pregnant.  A  man  who  galls 

the  backs  of  his  beasts  by  over-work.  (A  saddle) 

galling  a  horse's  back.  Any  thing  which  bites  or 
stings  (not  having  life).  ̂ ^ljL.-Jk5\  BjSS'  ̂ ka- 

ratu'l  ̂ Im  an  nisyan,  Forgetfulness  is  the  sterili- 
zer of  (or  that  which  renders  barren)  learning. 

A  (Jlsjiiff-  ̂ kartal  or  ̂ hirtil,  A  she-elephant. 

A  ̂ JtS-  ̂ hra',  Menstruous  (woman),  (pi.  of 

^iklr)  Cut,  wounded.  ^h'a' 
Jialha',  May  God  wound  in  the  feet  and  throat ! 

^Jira',  An  estate,  farm,  or  immoveable  property. 

aJsS'  ̂ikz,  (v.  n.  ofjiiS')  Creeping  close  to  each other  (ants). 

Ajji.HS'^aMt,  (v.n.of  ̂ jias-)  Bending  (a  stick). 
Collecting,  accumulating  (wealth),  ̂ hsh  or  ̂ a- 
hash,  A  kind  of  pot-herb.  Extremities  of  vine- 
branches.  Fruit  of  the  tree  cdJl^^  aralt. 

A  i,j«aflS-  ̂ hs,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^)  Plaiting  or  twist- 

ing the  hair,  ̂ has,  (v.  n.  of  ;jafl5-)  Being  ava- 
ricious and  bad-tempered.  In  the  measure  of  verse 

called  Kafir  (Exuberant),  a  dropping  of  the  ̂  
onhn  of  inufd^latun  after  it  had  been 

previously  changed  into  ̂ ^^i^S-lfl*  mafd^lun.  ̂ a- 
^M,Covetous  andfroward.  Sand  unequally  heaped 

and  difficult  to  cross,  ̂ has,  (pi.  of  L^oflS'  ̂ ksat) 

Spiral  ringlets,  ̂ ihus,  A  miser.  The  tripe. 

A  -*l*aK&  ̂ hsds,  (A  woman)  whose  fingers  and 

teeth  are  distoi'ted,  and  cross  each  other. 

A  X^aiiS'  ̂ ksat,  (pi.  i^joSlP'  ̂ has)  (A  woman's) 
braided  hair,    ̂ uhsat,  An  excrescence  on  a  horn. 

AlA&S-^ikt,  (for las<i'Aci^^)Thetyingon  a  turban. 
A  ̂ jf^  ̂ k^k,  A  magpie. 
AsiijtaS'  ̂ Ji^katfThe  chattering  (ofa  magpie), 

A  I  aHp  ̂ fif,  (v.  n.  of  1  qHs-)  Bending.  A  fox. 
aAaSs-  ̂ tlifdj:,(fem.  of  I  cap\a^/ja/)Crooked, 

curved.  An  iron  with  a  crooked  point.  A  certain  herb 

resembling  rue,  which  kills  sheep  but  not  camels. 

A  ̂jlaKff-  ̂ hfdn,  The  grandsire  of  the  red  ants. 

A  a^aHs-  ■^lifarat,  (v.  n.  ofjiHp  Q)  Ruining, 
destroying.  Throwing  on  the  ground. 

A  iwiftff'  ̂ hfasat,  A  spoiling,  a  deteriorating. 

A  jjiip  ̂luih,  (v.  n.  of  JS-)  Being  in  foal  (a 

mare).  Being  cleft,  divided,  branching  out.  Un- 

dutiful,  ̂ hah,  (pi.  of  a-aff-  ̂ hkat)  Hairs  upon 

young  animals,  ̂ ihak,  Lightning  piercing  the 
clouds  like  a  flaming  sword.  Undutiful  to  parents, 

froward,  audacious,  ̂ huk,  (pi.  jloS-  ̂ kdk)  Any 

pregnant  animal  dividing  the  hoof.  (pi.  of  Jj^jflS- 

^kuli)  Mares  in  foal. 

A  'isiSS-  ̂ hahat,  (pi.  of  jls>  ̂ hh)  Undutiful. 

A  JaS-  ̂ hl,  (v.  n.  of  Ja?')  Confining,  tying  up 

(a  camel's)  foot.  Constipating  the  belly  (astringent 
medicine).  Understanding,  perceiving, finding  out. 

Fleeing  for  refuge.  Standing  erect  on  a  high  rock 

(a  goat).  Eating  the  plant  JyV  ̂ kul  (a  camel). 
Excelling  in  genius  or  wisdom,  being  intellectual. 

Undertaking  to  pay  a  mulct  or  fine  in  case  of  dis- 
honesty in  the  offending  party,  and  afterwards  pay- 

ing it.  Paying  every  one  his  quota  of  a  fine  for 
manslaughter.  Paying  a  mulct  for  manslaughter, 

and  pacifying  those  who  threaten  revenge.  Comb- 

ing (her)  hair  (a  woman).  Being  vertical  and  per- 
pendicular (the  sun  at  mid-day).  Not  retaliating, 

having  received  an  amercement.  Tripping  up  the 
heels  in  wrestling.  Dropping  the  letter  {j  ye  in 

(^^Us-li/o  mufd^lun.  (pi.  J^Hj^  ̂ kul)  Intellect, 
knowledge,  reason,  prudence,  judgment,  sense, wis- 

dom, mind.  The  faculty  of  discrimination.  The 

heart.  An  asylum.  Afortification,  citadel.  A  fine, 

mulct.  A  red  cloth  with  which  a  camel-litter  is  co- 

vered. Assort  of  embroidery.  Jj^  Jiiff-  ̂ hli  arv- 

nal,  (or  Jaff-  ̂ ikli  hull)  Natural  genius  or  in- 
stinct. The  throne  of  God.  The  Holy  Spirit.  Mu- 

hammad. Gabriel,  Jiiff-  ̂ Jdi  bdligh,  Ma- 

turity of  mind,  when  the  judgment  is  formed  (about 
eighteen  years  of  age).  JUi  ̂ ^SS'  ̂ klifa^^l, 

Superior  wisdom.  Jiiff'  ̂Jtli  ma^d,  Medi- 

tation on  a  future  state.  (J^a^^^  ̂ Jiis■  ̂ klu'l  ya- 
hin,  Believing  without  suspicion.  ̂ jisU*  ,J,a5^  ̂ kli 

ma^sh,  Economy,  industry,  prudence.    (  j^Xi>- 

^as-  khildfi  ̂ kl.  Unreasonable,  inconsistent,  ^a- 
lial,  A  distortion  in  the  feet  of  camels.  A  knock- 

ing together  of  the  knees,  ̂ kul,  (pi.  of  Jlaff'  ̂ - 
kdl)  Ropes  with  which  the  fore-feet  of  camels  are 
tied  up  to  the  shoulder. 

A  ̂^Ui£>  ̂ Jdds,  (fem.  of  a^ial)  Bow- 

legged  (she-camel),  ̂ halds,  (pi.  of  ijjls-  ̂ kil) 
Prudent,  intelligent,  wise,  sensible,  judicious. 

p*3^Xa5-^aZfZa«a,  Prudently,  wisely,reasonabIy. 

A  iiiaff'  ̂ klat,  A  tripping  or  twisting  of  the  feet 
of  an  adversary  in  wrestling.  Magic  charms.  The 
character  ==  in  geomancy. 

p  ̂^'■^J         ̂ Jd-raftagi,  Loss  of  reason. p        (Jap  ̂ kl-rafta,  Bereft  of  reason. 
p  o.x^iiS'  ̂ hlmand,  Sensible,  judicious. 

A  J^^sKs- ̂ aM^,  Reasonable.  Intellectual.  Theo- 
retical. Judicious,  s^iaff-  af^li  ̂ hUya,  Pru- 

dent, judicious  actions. 

A  ̂ fiS-  ̂hm,  Any  thing  interyenient  or  inter- 
vening, ^km,  ̂ kam,  or  ̂ km,  (v.  n.  of  jji*)  Be- 

ing barren  (the  womb).  Withering,  drying  (the 

joints  of  the  hand  or  feet).  A  garment  ofa  reddish 

colour,  ̂ km  or  ̂ ik7n,  A  reddish  sort  of  garment. 

Colour,  paint,  ̂ hm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ »as-)  Keeping  si- 
lence, ^w/nm  or  ̂ hm,  A  hurt  or  mal-conformation 

of  the  womb,  whereby  it  is  sterilized,  ̂ km  or  ̂ m- 

/iwm,(pl.  of^JkHff- ̂ a/«m)(Women)  who  conceive  not. 



A  A^^ihamas,  (pi.  of  j.jiis^)  Childless  (men). 

A  ^kmat  or  ̂ kmat,  A  reddish  sort  of  gar- 

ment. Colour, paint.  ̂ a^ama^,Alunar revolution. 

A  l^fi^^hma,  (pi.  of  pAflS")  Childless  (men). 

A  '^^jfi^  ̂ k,  ̂k,  or  ̂ kmiy,  Obsolete,  uncom- 
mon, or  unintelligible  (speech),  ̂ hrriiy,  A  man 

of  hereditary  nobility  or  virtue.  Liberal,  generous. 

A  'iKsJsS'  ̂ hamhat,  Sharp-taloned  (bird). 
A  ^kambas,  Bad,  vicious. 

A,j«ilaff'^aAan/fl.s,Bad-tempered.Abad  temper. 

A  X-aaiis-  ̂ kankasat  or  ̂ kankisat,  A  certain 
animalcule. 

A  JiiJiisJ'  ̂ hanhal,  (pi.  JilSs>  ̂ hakil)  A  large 
open  valley.  A  hill  in  sandy  grounds.  Intestine 

of  the  Lybian  lizard.  A  cup,  goblet.    A  sword. 

A  jHff-  ̂krv,  (v.  n.  of  XsS-  for  yip)  Being  high, 
lifted  up  (a  banner).  Digging  in  the  sides  of  a  well 

to  get  more  water.  Abhorring,  loathing,  disliking. 

A  t_->jiis-^a^M&,  A  successor  (in  anygood  work). 

^hub,  (v.  n.of  i_-»ftff^)  Coming  behind  or  after,  suc- 

ceeding, filling  (a  father's)  place. 
A  ^kubat,  Punishment,  chastisement, 

torment,  torture. 

A  ^knat,  (pi.  •^Iflff'  ̂ hai)  A  mansion,  or 
the  court  surrounding  it.    A  sort  of  tree. 

A  djSS'  ̂ ihud,  (pi.  of  ̂ MlP-  ̂ hd)  Knots,  ties. 
Those  parts  of  a  building  which  serve  to  hold  and 

connect  the  whole  together  (as  doors,  &c.).  Agree- 
ments, obligations.  Decimals, numbers  above  units, 

(pi.  of  li-Ss-  ̂ kd)  Necklaces. 

A  O^ii^aff'  ̂ ikudat,  (pi.  of  iHj^sS-  ̂ kud)  Knots. 
Those  parts  of  an  edifice  which  connectthe  whole 

together,  ties.  Doors.  Arches. 

Aj^P  ̂ hur,  (pl.^yHs-  ̂ iku7-)  Biting  (dog). 
A  {  jjKs-  ̂fiuf,  The  teat  of  a  cow  whose  milk 

when  drawn  does  not  come  out  straight. 

A  (Jyis-  ̂ kuk,  (pi.  ijftP  ̂ ihuk  and  JjUis-  ̂ - 
hali)  Pregnant  (mare)  ;  also  one  not  in  foal,  ̂ w- 

huk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S-")  Being  disobedient,  undutiful. 
Being  pregnant  (a  mare).  Disobedience,  rebellion. 

Soft  date-stones  (with  which  young  camels  are  fed). 

A  Jyiff-  ̂a/iwZ,  Wise,  sagacious,  intelligent.  An 

astringent  medicine,  ^kul,  (v.  n.  of  (J-aS-)  Stand- 
ing erect  on  a  high  rock  (a  goat).  Being  verti- 
cal, perpendicular  (as  the  sun  at  noon).  Fleeing 

for  refuge,  (pi.  of  Jiis-  ̂a//^)  Wisdoms,  sciences. 

Intellects,reasons,  judgments.  »i3J.(3>**>  J^Kff-  l-^IJj^ 
arbahi  ̂ huli  sadida,  Persons  of  sound  judgment. 

A  j^Jis-  ̂ hy,  (v.  n.  of  j_JiS')  Hindering,  detain- 
ing, preventing.  Coming  from  any  place.  Dislik- 

ing, disapproving.  Giving  a  new-born  babe  some- 

thing to  make  it  void  its  first  excrement.  Voiding 

excrement  for  the  first  time  (a  new-born  babe). 

^hy,  (pi.  a^ai)  Excrement  of  a  new-born 

infant.  Jj-o  ̂ ^^S-  ^  {^jsA  ahras  min 

kalbin  ̂ la'  ̂ hyi  sahlyin,  Greedier  than  is  a  dog 
of  a  child's  excrement. 
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A  ̂jUHs-  ̂ kyan,  Purest  gold  produced  from 
plants,  or  growing  like  vegetables,  but  not  dug  from 
mines.    See  ̂ j^Afti^  ̂ kyawn. 

A  i-^aJjHs-  ̂ hib,  A  follower.     The  after  part. 
Behind,  after,  following,  at  the  heels  of. 

A  u—AAOff-  ̂ kkayb,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  ^hayyib,  (dim.  of  (»->Uiff-)  An  eaglet, 
A  iiJkHs-^a/iic?,Thick,  concrete,  coagulated.  Con- 

federate. ^J^\  AaoS'  ̂ Jddu  'I  haram,  Very  liberal. 
i^St^  ̂ hidu'l  lusm,  Extremely  covetous. 

A  Jii.jJiS'  ̂ ktdat,  (pi.  JolflS-  ̂ kasid)  A  fun- 
damental article  of  religion.  Faith.    Conserve  of 

roses,  dry  sweetmeats. 

p  (jijk^o  C^Si^  ̂ Indat-manish,  Faithful. 

a^Hp  ̂ ahlr,  (pi.  IjjOS-  ̂ kra')  Cut,  wounded. 
Lamed,  hamstrung.  Seized  with  sudden  fear,  thun- 

derstruck. Childless  (man).  ̂ M/ja?/r,  A  bitter  date. 

A^;j<a5'  ̂ kliir,  (pl.^^lHff-  ̂ Jmki)-)  A  tree. 
A  L-Vj<flS-  ̂ kayrib,  (dim.  of  t-.J^iff'  ̂ ,krab)  A 

small  scorpion. 

A  'ij^^  ̂ kirat,  A  wild  beast,  whose  legs  are 
cut  by  the  noose  with  which  he  is  caught.  A  cut 

leg.  A  noble  person  who  is  killed.  The  cries  of 
wounded  men  ;  also  the  noise  made  in  singing, 

weeping,  or  reading.  Truncated  (palm-tree). 

A  {^ja^S-  ̂ Jehis,  A  miser.  The  tripe. 
A  ̂l^AJkHs-  ̂ kaysds,  A  small  stomach  united  to 

the  larger  one. 

Aft-oAaC'  ̂ hisat,  (pi.  {^\siS-  ̂ Vjasand  t^j^^'^^ 

^liads)  (A  woman's)  braided  or  plaited  hair. 
a^/OlaKs-  ̂ kaysir,  A  certain  animal  found  in 

tlie  desert. 

A  AflJis-  ̂ kayfas,  A  herb  resembling  rue, 
fatal  to  sheep,  but  not  to  camels. 

A  jjlfl-SS'  ̂ ihayfan,  A  long-legged  ant,  found 
in  baths  and  ruinous  places. 

A  (j^S"  ̂ hik,  (pi.  ̂J^'^SS'  ̂a/m^j'/t)  A  cornelian, 
agate,  red  gem.  (pi.  a^hkat)  Any  place  ex- 

cavated by  a  torrent ;  a  channel  filled  by  a  stream. 

Hair  upon  new-born  infants  or  animals.  Name 

of  a  valley  near  Madlna.  r  i— -'li  ̂ Jtp^  ̂ hihi  nab, 
The  lip  of  a  mistress.  Tears  of  blood.  Red  wine. 

A  a^iLflP  ̂ klkat,  A  thunderbolt  piercing  the 
clouds  like  a  flaming  sword.  A  wallet.  A  river. 

A  bandage  or  fillet  torn  from  a  garment.  The  fore- 
skin of  a  child.  An  arrow  shot  towards  the  clouds. 

A  sheep  slaughtei'ed  on  the  birth  of  a  child.  A 
christening  or  name-day.  Hair  upon  new-born  in- 

fants or  animals.  Hair  on  a  kid.  Soft  date-stones 

with  which  young  camels  are  fed. 

A  t— ̂ lii>  (J-.'.^  ̂ Jiilbin  abt  tdlib,  Name 
of  the  brother  of  the  caliph  Aliy,  and  the  most  skil- 

ful genealogist  of  the  tribe  of  Kuraysh. 

A  iiLaff'  ̂ ih'dat,  Any  thing  excellent  in  its  kind; 
(as  a  prince  or  chief ;  a  chaste  and  noble  lady;  the 

best  camel),  ^Las-  ̂ hilatu'l  bahr,  Pearls 
(as  being  the  most  precious  product  of  the  sea). 

A  ̂J-^aS-  ̂ ihhayla',  Sour  fruit.  Unripe  dates. 

A  ^kim,  (pi-  ̂['s.S'  ̂kdsim,  ̂ fiS-  ̂hum 
and  ̂ M/i??t)  Barren  (woman),  (pl.^ljis.  ̂ kamds, 

pUip  ̂kdm,  and  ̂ jifiS-  ̂ kma')  Childless  (man). Vain,  futile,  trifling,  worthless.  Barren  (womb). 

Useless,  unprofitable  (intellect).  The  present  world. 

A  gentle  wind  moving  neither  clouds  nor  trees.  Ve- 
hement, raging  (war).  Unhappy  (day),  especially 

the  last  judgment,  p  ^  ranji  ̂ klm,  Use- 
less toil,  labour  in  vain. 

A  'ie^ss-  ̂ htmat,  Barren  (woman). 

A  ̂^jJiff-  ̂ kyarvn,  A  sea  of  air  under  the  throne 
of  God,  in  which,  the  Muhammadans  say,  angels 

stand  armed  with  spears  of  the  winds,  their  faces 

turned  towards  the  throne,  and  repeating  the  praises 

of  Omnipotence. 

A  eiip  ̂ kk,  (v.  n.  of  uLIp)  Restraining,  di- 

verting (from  any  purpose).  Delaying,  putting  ofi" 
(payment  of  debt).  Repeating  often  (orders,  words, 
injuries).  Attacking  charging.  Explaining  (a 

speech).  Turning,  inclining.  Overcoming  (by 

solid  argument).  Striking,  scourging,  chastising. 

Requesting  one  to  speak  a  second  time  or  explain. 

Putting  onacloak(a  woman),  so  that  the  ends  hang 
loose.  Being  intensely  hot  (the  day).  Continuing 

incessantly  hot  (a  fever).  Relating,  reiterating 

even  to  satiety.  Sultry  (day)  without  a  breath  of 
air.  Hardy,  strong  (man). 

A  Kp  ̂ kka',  Acre,  Ptolemais. 

^kds,  (pi.  of  'i^^)  Roots  of  tails. 
AL^Kp^'^aS,(pl.ofO_jjijkP^are7t«iMi)Spiders. 

^ilidb,  Smoke.  Dust. 
A  ioKs-  ̂ hdbat,  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

AjjKs-  ̂ kdbir,  Male  jerboas. 
A  (j«J^  ̂ M/«ai/s,Numerous  (camels)  approach- 

ingc  to  a  thousand. 
^khdr,  One  who  makes  repeated  charges 

and  attacks. 

A  jKp  ̂ikkdz,  A  staff*  with  a  ferrule,  crutch. 

A  'ij^^kJtdzat,  (pl.y^^ ^kdkiz)  A  ferruled 
walking-staff".  A  crutch.  A  shepherd's  crook.  A 

bishop's  crosier. 

A  (J>?J^  ̂ kazil,  A  lion's  whelp.  The  soft parts  under  the  claws  of  a  lion. 

A  (^^ju^S-  ̂ kds,  A  rope  (especially  tying  the 
neck  of  a  camel  to  his  fore-feet  in  order  to  make 

him  quiet).  (j^K^o  ̂ kds  mikds,  A  seizing 
one  another  by  the  forelocks. 

A  ̂j^Ks-^jf^Aas/i,Aspider:  male  spider:  spidei-'s web.   A  banner  woimd  about  a  tree  and  unfurled. 

A  'iZi^S'  ̂ kkdshat,  A  spider ;  a  cobweb. 
A  iiKs-  ̂ hdz,  The  celebrated  fair  formerly  held 

nigh  to  Mecca,  which  lasted  three  weeks. 

A  ^ihdzty,  (Leather)  bought  or  sold  at 
the  annual  fair  of  liKp  ̂ ihdz. 

^kak,  Intenseness  of  heat  without  a 
breath  of  wind.    (pi.  of        ̂ kkat)  Bottles  in 



which  butter  is  preserved. 

^Tioldz,  (pi.  of         ̂ khazai)  Fer- 
ruled  walking-sticks ;  crutches. 

A  JKS'  ̂hal,  A  rope  with  which  a  camel's  fore- 
foot is  tied  up. 

A  OklKs-  ̂ Imlid,  Thick  (milk). 

A  p^ff-  ̂ham,  (pi.        ̂ lium)  A  rope,  or  any 
thing  similar,  for  tying  up  bales. 

A  j*^^  f^likam,  One  who  loads  camels  with 
trusses,  bales,  &c. 

A  ̂jM<i^  ̂ hamis,  Very  dark  (night).  Many 
camels,  about  a  thousand  in  number. 

A  fjiS'  fdkan,  The  neck. 
A  ^hh,  (v.  n.  of  t_-«^)  Travelling  hard. 

Light,  nimble,  brisk.  Strength  in  travelling.  Dust. 

^hah,  (v.  n.  of  <— .*^)  Being  thick  (smoke).  Thick- 

ness of  lip,  chin,  or  teeth.  Closeness  of  toes.  ̂ 2^- 

kuh,  (pi.  of  O^jA^ls-  ̂ nkabut)  Spiders. 
A  ^kabh,  A  corpulent  dwarf.  Proud, 

disobedient  (man  or  devil).  One  whose  mother  has 

a  husband.  Name  of  the  jailer  of  Noman  binMunzir. 

^Jibas,  Malignant  (woman).  Thick, 
stout  (woman),  with  thick  lips  and  large  teeth. 

A  (jwL^  ̂ hhash,  A  budding-horned  fawn. 
^jf^  ̂ Mir,  Whatever  a  bee  carries  on  his 

legs  to  the  hive. 

A  ^khwat,  A  rude,  inhuman  woman ;  a 
coarse  woman. 

A         ̂ ihbuz,  Glans  penis  virilis. 

A  (^Jk^^i<^a&w,  Numerous  (caraels),nearlOOO. 

A  i^x^  ̂hbashat,  A  tight  fastening. 

A  &^^aA7ja^,(pl.uLl\^P^<7iaA)  Intense  heat  with- 
out a  breath  of  wind.  Scorching  sands  from  the  re- 

flection of  the  sun.  Hot  (night)  without  a  breath 

of  wind.  Ascalon,  called  likewise  Acca,  Ptolemais, 

or  St.  Jean  d'Acre.  &5i        ̂ ^>6  Jj^l?  tuba'  man 

raja'  ̂ hhat,  Fortunate  is  he  who  hath  seen  Acre. 
^hhat  or  ̂ kltat,  Intensity  of  heat  without  a  breath 

of  air.  ̂ ilihat,  A  paroxysm  of  a  fever.  The  change 

of  colour  in  a  she-camel  after  conception.  Sands 
healed  by  the  reflection  of  the  sun.     (pi.  uii5i 

^kah  and  i^Kff-  ̂ kak)  A  leathern  bottle  in  which 
butter  is  preserved. 

A  ^fl/fs,  Union,  agreement,  coalition. 

A  6^  ̂Itada,  (fut.  6^,ya^idu)  (The  thing) 
was  possible  (to  me).    He  took  refuge. 

A  ^kd,  The  middle  (of  any  thing),  ̂ a- 
kad,  (v.  n.  of  dSs-)  Becoming  fat  (a  camel  or  lizard). 
Adhering,  coalescing,  ̂ kid,  Fat  (camel  or  lizard). 
Dry  (trees)  one  upon  another. 

A  'ii^Ss-  ̂ kdatjThe  rump-bone.  Strength,power. 
The  den  of  the  Lybian  lizard,  ̂ hadat,  The  root 
of  the  tongue  or  heart.  A  feather  with  which  a  cake 

is  dotted,    ̂ hidat,  Fat  (camel  or  lizard). 

A  ^kr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Rushing  upon,  as- 

saulting. Returning  to  a  charge,  renewing  a  fight. 

Inclining  to,  departing  for.  Running  home  to  his 
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own  people  in  spite  of  his  rider  (an  ass),  ̂ lir,  Root, 

origin,  principle,  foundation.  raja^ 

ila'  ̂ krihi,  It  returned  to  its  beginning  or  origin. 
^kar,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  or  becoming  turbid, 
muddy,  feculent.  Dregs  or  sediment,  mother  of 

oil,  lees  of  wine.  Rust.  (pl.of»^^^a/fam^)  Herds 

of  camels.  Roots  of  tongues,  ̂ ikar  or  ̂ lir,  A 
number  of  camels,  exceeding  500.  Sixty  camels. 

Any  number  of  them,  between  50  and  100.  ̂ kir, 

Muddy,  feculent,  dreggy,  unracked  (wine). 

A  » ̂ S-  ̂krat,  One  assault  or  attack,  ̂ harat, 

(pl^feff'  ̂ kar)  A  large  herd  of  camels,  from  50 
to  100.  The  root  of  the  tongue. 

A  i^J^  ̂krad,  ̂ krud,  or  ̂ ikarid,  Near  to 
puberty  and  fat  (boy). 

A  ii^J^  ̂kradat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Becoming 
fat  and  strong.  Running  back  to  her  former  own- 

ers against  the  will  of  the  rider  (a  she-camel). 

A  (^J^  ̂hrish,  A  sort  of  plant  growing  at  the 
root  of  a  palm-tree  and  destroying  it.   A  he-goat. 

A  L2jj5^  ̂krishat,  A  fat  female  hare.  An  old 
woman  who  pretends  to  the  character  of  a  female 

•^Mi  shayhh,  or  one  who  assumes  an  aged  and  ve- 
nerable appearance. 

A ^harhar,  Thick  milk. 

A  ̂JfS'  ̂hrim,  Darkness  of  the  night. 

A  'ijc^S"  ̂krimat,  A  female  dove. 
A  ^krud,  (A  boy)  approaching  puberty. 

A  jiS  ̂ikz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Seizing,  grasping, 
griping.  Leaning  on  a  crutch.  Driving  (a  spear) 

into  the  ground.  Strengthening  (the  end  of  a  spear) 

with  a  ferrule  of  iron.  Finding  one's  way  to  any 
thing,  knowing  it.  Wrinkling,  shrivelling,  pucker- 

ing, ^kz,  Wicked,  ill-disposed.  Covetous. 

A  (j"^  ̂ks,  (v.  n.  of  (j-*^)  Turning  upside 
down,  inverting,  placing  the  last  first,  transposing. 

Checking,  keeping  back,  pulling  in  the  reins.  Ty- 
ing the  rein  of  a  camel  to  his  fore-leg  in  order  to 

make  him  quiet.  Pouring  milk  upon  any  kind  of 

food.  Tying  (a  camel)  with  the  rope  called  ̂ jwKff- 

^kas.  Mixing  up  milk  with  fat.  Reflection,  in- 
version. Reverberation,  recoil,  repercussion.  Re- 
fraction. The  contrary,  opposite,  jy  (j-^  ̂ksi 

nur,  Reflection  of  light,  p  ̂^i>^j\S^\  ̂ ks- 
andaz  kardan,  To  represent  by  reflection  (as  in  a 

mirror),     ̂ j"^ bar  ̂ ks,  On  the  contrary. 

A  (jli.^  ̂ ksk,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Collecting, 

bringing  together.  Rushing  (upon  anyone).  Sur- 
rounding a  bull  (dogs).  Tying  tight.  Spinning 

her  web  (a  spider),  ̂ kask,  (v.  n.  of  [J^)  Be- 
ing curly  and  heaped  together  (hair).  Growing 

luxuriantly  and  becoming  entangled  (grass  or 

plants).  A  collection.  Curled  (hair).  One 

who  collects  or  brings  together.    A  man  shewing 
himself  good  for  nothing. 

A  'iz^  ̂ kiskat,  (A  tree)  whose  branches  are numerous  and  entangled. 

A  tja^  ̂ks,  (v.  n.of  (.>3^)  Repelling,  driv- 
ing back.  Closeness,  compactness.  Malignity,  bad- 

ness of  temper,  ̂ a/f  2S,Bad-tempered.  (Sand)  diffi- 
cult to  walk  through,  ̂ kas,  (v.  n.  o{  (^j^S-)  Be- 
ing stubborn,  refusing  to  proceed  (a  horse). 

A  O"!^  ̂afe,  (v.  n.  of  (_>aS^)  Compelling,  sub- 
duing. Separating.  Silencing,  taking  down  (a 

boaster).  Confining,  detaining.  Deposing. 

^k^k,  A  magpie. A( — tt^^a^^,(v.n.of  i_a^)  Confiningin  chains 
or  in  prison.  Keeping  back,  hindering,  prevent- 

ing. Hovering  (a  bird  round  a  carcase).  Stay- 
ing. Being  assiduous.  Being  threaded  (pearls). 

^kif,  Curled  hair. Pi^  ̂ kak,  A  magpie. 

^kak,  Intense  heat  without  a  breath  of 

air.  ̂ kak,  (pi.  of  ^kkat)  Leathern  bottles in  which  butter  is  kept. 

A  (Ji-S'  ̂ kl,  (v.  n.  of  iJl-5-)  Being  obscure, 
doubtful.  Throwing  in  prison,  keeping  in  chains. 

Binding  (a  camel)  with  the  ropes  jK^^?7«a?.  Bring- 
ing back.  Piling  (furniture,  as  carpets)  one  upon 

the  other.  Throwing  headlong  on  the  ground.  Driv- 

ing (camels)  hard.  Collecting,  assembling.  La- 
bouring diligently,  striving.  Conjecturing,  giving 

as  one's  opinion.  Dying,  ̂ kl  or  ̂ kl,  (pi.  jKs-\ 

a^tal)  Inglorious,  mean,  avaricious,    ̂ kl,  Name 
of  the  father  of  a  tribe  noted  for  stupidity,  ̂ kal, 

(v.  n.  of  ;J^)  Being  sullied  by  the  oil  (a  lamp). 

^iktd,  (pl.of^J^lS'^aA•^7)  Dwarfs.  Misers,  niggards. 

A  jXs-  ̂ kal'td,  (or  laKC'^M/jaZii) Thick  (milk), 
p  A  aKS'  ̂ kla,  A  kind  of  ivy. 

A       ̂ km,  (v.  n.  of  |»^)  Tying  (effects  or  fur- niture) with  a  garment.    Loading  (a  camel)  with 

two  trusses;  assisting  another  in  binding  burdens. 

Desisting.  Attacking,  rushing  upon,  turning  back 

upon.  Expecting,  waiting  for.  Delaying,  deferring. 

Travelling,  making  for.    The  interior  of  the  side. 
^^Ato,  A  casket  for  jewels.    A  portmanteau,  (pi. 

jiKs-l  a^am)  A  rope,  or  any  thing  similar,  for  ty- 
ing up  bales.  The  pulley  of  a  well.  Half  a  horse 

or  camel-load,  as  much  as  is  carried  on  one  side, 

(pi.        ̂ kumi)  A  bundle  of  clothes,  ̂ kum,  (pi. 

of  joKff-  ̂kai)i)  Ropes  for  tying  up  bales. 
A  Xc^feff-  ̂ kmat,  A  corner  of  the  belly. 

KySs-  ̂ kmuz,  Glans  penis. 
A  i^i,^  ̂kmuzat,  A  woman  firm  and  full  of 

flesh.    Talis  penis. 

A  f^^S'  ̂ kamis,  Many  camels  (about  1000). 
A  ew*^  ̂ kmasat,  A  being  dark. 

A  [^jA^S-  ̂ kamis,  Misfortune.  Cautious, wary, 

on  one's  guard,  timid.  abu'l  ̂ kamis, 
Name  of  an  individual. 

Aj^^S'  ̂ kmuz,  Glans  penis. 
A  ij^.^S'  ̂kmuzat,  A  woman  firm  and  full  of 

flesh.    Talis  penis. 

A  i^^^S'  ̂ ikmus,  An  ass. 



A  ̂^=>i5'  ̂ han,  (pi.  of  ^hnat)  Wrinkles 
on  the  belly  from  fatness. 

^hnas,  (A  girl)  whose  belly  is  wrinkled 
from  corpulence.    Thick  about  the  teats  (camel). 

A  ̂^U^siP-  ̂ hnan  or  ̂ kanan,  Many,  plentiful 
(camels  or  ostriches). 

^Itambat,  A  spider. 

A  'iJ^  ̂ knat,  (pi.         ̂ kan  and 
/ean)  A  wrinkle  on  the  belly  from  fatness, 

A  ^kanha^  The  male  sylvan  demon 
called  Ghiil. 

p  edSS  ̂ hna,  Hermodactyls. 

A  ̂   ̂kw,  (v.  n.  of  \^  for  _j^)  Tying  in  a 
knot  (the  tail  of  a  horse).  Binding  up  her  hair  (a 

woman).  Partly  coming  out  and  partly  remain- 

ing (dung  in  the  fundament).  Making  a  spiral 

protuberance  with  the  garment  round  the  middle. 

Ascending  (as  smoke).  Coveringand  impregnating 

the  female  (a  camel).  Throwing  into  irons.  Being 

propitious, affectionate.  Beingfat, plump(camels). 

^Jiwas,  (A  ewe)  white  on  the  tail  and 
black  in  every  other  part. 

r  L-^jii  ̂hub,  A  kind  of  artichoke. 

A  L^^S-  ̂ huh,  Dust,    ̂ ihuh,  (v.  n.  of  u-*^) 
Boiling.  Pressing  upon  one  another  (camels  when 

watering).  Standing.  Crying  aloud,  (pi.  of 

^kib)  Great  multitudes. 

A  ^kkub,  Dust.    A  dense  multitude. 

A  e^^ss^  ̂ kwdt,  The  farina  of  the  wild  date. 

^hvat  or  ̂ hwat,  (pi.  ̂^^S-  ̂ ha  or  ^kai) 
The  thicker  or  greater  part  of  any  thing.  A  nerve 

split  and  twisted.  A  thick  waistband  of  the  breeches, 

(pi.  ̂ ha)  The  root  of  (a  horse's)  tail.  A  pe- 
riod, time,  turn.  Middle,  centre.  Root  of  the  tongue. 

Aj^S'  ̂kur,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Returning.  Rush- 
ing upon,  assaulting.    Renewing  a  charge. 

Aj^S-  ̂hrvaz,  A  walking-stick  with  an  iron 
ferrule  :  a  crutch.  An  iron  case  for  the  stump  of 
one  who  has  lost  his  foot. 

A  u-j^j^  ̂huf,  (v.  n.  of  u_fl^)Remaining  con- 
stantly in  the  mosque.  Remaining  behind.  Being 

assiduous,  sticking  close  to.  Hovering  round  a 

carcase  (a  bird).  Being  threaded,  turning  round 

on  the  string,  or  strung  (pearls  or  gems).  Paying 

attention,  shewing  kindness.  Approaching,  advan- 
cing towards.  Surrounding,  encircling,  (pi.  of 

i«_fl^^  ̂ hif)  Those  who  remain  behind;  whore- 
main  constantly  at  a  place  from  motives  of  piety. 

< — i^S'  J  wa'71  nas  ̂ huf,  And  the  people 
waiting  (outside  for  his  coming  forth). 

Ai^'^^^karvwak,  Plump,  short,  firm-bodied. 
A  hard  place.  A  plain,  level  country. 

A|«S=5^S^  ̂ Jiawka^  Short,  dwarfish. 
A  (J^^  ̂ Jiawwal,  Short  of  stature  and  fat. 

A  ^aHm,One  who  recedes  or  departs.  The 
place  of  receding  or  departing.  A  woman  accus- 

tomed to  bring  forth  a  boy  and  girl  alternately. 
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^hum,  (pi.  of  pSi-  ̂km)  Bundles  of  clothes. P  s^afr  ̂ hka,  A  magpie. 

A  ^hy,  (v,  n.  of  ,_^)  Dying.  Tying  the 
waistband  of  one's  dress  with  a  hard  knot.  Being 
bunchy  round  the  girdle;  that  part  of  the  Asiatic 

dress  which  is  wrapped  about  the  middle,  ^ha, 

(pi.  of  i^S'  ̂hvat)  Roots  of  horses'  tails. 
A  ^kha',  (Wearing an  upper  garment) 

with  the  train  hanging  loose,  ̂ kka',  The  farina of  the  wild  date. 

A  ^liiy,  The  stale  milk  of  sheep,  upon 
which  they  milk  fresh  to  make  it  coagulate.  Milk 
unmixed  with  water.  A  leathern  bottle  in  which 

they  put  it.  A  drink  made  from  the  fruit  of  the 
wild  date. 

A  K^^S'  ̂liis,  The  urine  of  an  elephant. 

A  (^A^  ̂his,  A  shoot  of  a  vine  laid  under  the 
ground,  the  other  extremity  re-appearing  above 

ground  at  a  little  distance.  Sour  milk  (especially 

poured  upon  broth) ;  also  new  milk  upon  which  fat 
is  poured.  Adishmadeofflourand  milk,  stir-about. 

A  'i^H.^S'  ̂ kisat,  Dark  (night).  A  great  num- ber of  camels. 

A  ̂a.^S'  ̂Jiiz,  Short  of  body. 

^JiiJt,  (pi.  ^kak)  Intense  heat 
without  a  breath  of  wind.  A  paroxysm.  Hot  (day). 

A  ̂ S-  The  upper  part  of  a  house.  ^lu, 

Above,  ̂ ^ff'  ̂   mill  ̂ lu  or  ̂ li,  (or  ̂kff-  min 

^la')  From  above,  from  the  upper  or  highest  part. 

A  ^U,  (v.  n.  of  (J.S')  Striking  one  with  re- 
peated blows.  Drinking,or causing  another  to  drink 

a  second  time.  Becoming  sick.  A  second  draught. 

An  attenuated  tike  (sheep-louse),  or  a  man  like 

it,  emaciated  with  sickness  or  age.  A  plump  tike. 
One  who  visits  and  converses  with  women  much. 

One  whose  skin  is  shrivelled  much  from  disease. w 

A  large,  bulky  he-goat.  ̂ Ua,  Perhaps.  ^lll 

or  ̂JiS'  ̂a/Za?ii,Perhaps  I  (may  do),  uiiip  ̂ llaha, 
Peradventure  thou  (mayest  see  him). 

A        ̂ aZa',  High.  mm  ̂ la',  From 

above,  (pi.  of  *5^)  Anvils.  ̂  j  ,J»-  ̂Js-  hahk 
jalla  rva  ̂ la',  God,  be  He  glorified  and  exalted  ! 

A  -f^^Xff'  ̂ ilas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^S')  Being  superior  to, 
above,  on  the  upper  part.  Being  high  in  rank  and 

dignity.  Glory,  sublimity,  height,  exaltation,  emi- 

nence, dignity,  superiority.  ^Idsu'd 
din,  (Glory  of  religion)  A  proper  name  (Aladdin). 

^las,  (v.  n.  3  of       for  ̂ is-)  Exalting,  elevating. 

A  (-j^^kff-  ̂ lab.  An  oblong  mark  impressed  on 
the  neck.  (pi.  of  ^Ihat)  Milk-pails  of  wood 
or  camels'  leather. 

A  ^labit,  (pi.  k^^kS'  ̂ labit  or  lax>.^ 

^aZa&iZ)  Thick  milk.  Any  thing  thick.  One's  own 
weight  or  person.  A  flock  of  slieep.  Corpulent. 

A  Ci^^  ̂ aZaZ^iy, Lead,  tin.  (pi.  of  ̂Llff'  ̂ Ibds  or 

^Ibds)  Strong  nerves  on  each  side  of  a  camel's  neck. 

A  5^  ̂ lat,  (pi.  ̂   ̂aZa')  An  anvil.  A  kind 10  M 

of  stone  on  which  they  place  Jai'l  akit  in  the  form 
of  a  milk-pail,  surrounded  with  dung,  and  then 
milk  upon  it.    A  tall  she-camel. 

A  ^lldt,  (pL  of        ̂ llat)  Accidents. 
Causes.  Diseases.  a3!^^  J^Is-  ̂la  kulli  ̂ lld- 

tiki.  In  all  respects.  Olikff-  abndsi  ̂ lldt, (or 

banu'l  ̂ llat)  Sons  of  one  father  by 
different  mothers. 

A  io^)^  ̂ wZasaf,  Mixture  of  two  things;  as  \a^\ 
akit  with  butter.  One  who  collects  here  and  there. 

^    A  ^«%'>  (j'  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Applying  (a  re- medy). Adjusting,  managing  (affairs).  A  medi- 
cine. Remedy,  cure,  treatment,  management.  PjJ, 

■^^^  Vi  fildj,  Without  remedy,  incurable. 

P  y.A^^.  ̂ laj-jjazir.  Curable. 
A  jfcAs-^^  ̂Idjim,  Strong,  robust  camels. 
A  (^li^Xff-  ̂ lada'.  Strong  (camel). 

A  (^^kP  ̂ Ids,  A  thing,  somewhat  (eatable). 

A  ^las,  An  advance  of  money  made  to 
one  on  condition  of  sharing  the  profits. 

A  la^ks-  ̂ lat,  A  rope  round  a  camel's  neck, 
(pi.  'ilaiff'^  a^itat)  A  transverse  mark  made  by 
burning.  Gossamer  floating  in  the  rays  of  the  sun. 

The  side  of  a  camel's  neck.  A  black  ring  I'ound  a 
dove's  neck.  Thread  (of  a  needle).  Mischief,  dis- 

pute, strife. A  I  5^5-  ̂Idf,  (pi.  of  L_fiis-  ̂ aZfl/)  Provenders. 
A  (  ^fl^^o/)  A.  vender  of  forage  or  fodder, 

a  purveyor  of  provender.    A  corn-chandler. 

A  C^{1j'!^^ldfii/dt,  Strong  pack-saddles,  large 
in  the  middle  and  behind,  made  by  i  j^kp  ̂ Idf. 

A  jji^  ̂ Idk,  Food,  fodder  sufficient  for  cattle. 
A  road.  The  beam  which  supports  the  pulley  of  a 

well.  The  pulley  itself;  also  the  rope.  A  large 

bucket.  Wish,  desire.  Friendship.  A  piece  of  meat. 

A  glance.    ̂ Idki,  Hang  on,  strike  your  claws  in. 

A  ^lldh,  A  kind  of  plant. 

A  fti'^JvS-  ̂ Idliat,  (v.  n.  of  Falling  in  love, 
being  attached.  A  strong  inclination  towards,  (pi. 

^y'^^ldsik)  Relation,  parentage,  connection,  de- 
pendency, attachment,  interest.  An  art  or  a  trade 

upon  which  one  is  dependent  for  a  subsistence.  A 

sufficiency  for  the  support  of  life.  Food  sufficient 

for  the  day.  Friendship.  Enmity,  altercation. 
Death.  A  road.  A  camel  employed  in  bringing 

provisions.  The  beam  from  which  the  pulley  of  a 

well  is  suspended.  The  pulley  itself ;  also  the  rope. 

A  large  bucket.  Wish,  desire.  A  woman's  portion, 
which  the  husband  is  bound  to  pay  in  case  he  sues 

for  a  divorce.  CL>^\^  dH"^  ̂ Idkad  harabat.  Con- 
nection of  kindred.  ^Idkat,  A  rope  or  strap  by 

which  any  thing  is  fastened  (as  a  shield,  bow,  whip, 

&c.).  (pi.  ijj^  ̂aZaj:z7t)  Fixed  love.  (>jua51  ai'^ks- ^Idkatu's  sayd.  Game  suspended  by  the  legs. 
A  '^"^^lldkat,  Death.    Calamity,  adversity. 

p  jJo  63'!^  ̂ Idka-band,  A  tape-maker. 

A  ^Idka,  (pi.  of        ̂ Ika')  Kinds  of 



brooms,  ^laka',  (pi.  of&J>^  ̂ lakiyai)  Titles, 
surnames.  Attachments,  fixed  affections.  Game 

suspended  by  cords  fastened  to  the  legs. 

A  iLi^kff'  ̂ lahiyat,  (A  man)  devoted  wholly  to 

any  thing,    (pi.  ^laha')  A  title,  surname. 
A  udJliiff'  ̂ lak  or  ̂ ddk,  Any  thing  eatable.  A 

certain  tree  in  Hijaz. 

A  (^i)^  ̂ llakyA.  vender  of  the  gum 

A  J'Sslikff'  ̂ lakid,  Thick  milk. 

A  j^^ls-  ̂ildkim,  (pi.  ̂ IdJiim)  Strong  (camel). 
A  J'ils-  ̂ Idl,  A  being  milked  at  mid-day. 
P  ̂^ff'  ̂ Idld,  An  acclamation  of  reproof. 
A  ^lalat,  Whatever  diverts  one  from  any 

pursuit.  Remains  of  any  thing.  Strokings  (in 

milking).  The  mid-day-milking  of  cattle. 

A  ̂ ^J^  ̂ laUy,  (pi.  of  ^lUijaf)  Supper- 
rooms,  upper  rooms,  parlours. 

AJ»^k5•^^7a?/^,(pl.of&«^5•^aZama^)Signs,marks. 
(pi.  of      ̂ aZam)  Milestones.  Landmarks.  Moun- 

tains. ^Idm,  A  sparrow-hawk,  ̂ lama,  (for 

U  ̂ la'jmd)  Upon  what? 
A  ^lldm,  Omniscient,  God  (as  knowing 

every  thing).  A  very  learned  man.  One  skilled 

in  genealogies.  («-.>^Jk>t5\  j^^JvS-  ̂Udmu'l  ghuyuh, 
Acquainted  with  things  future  and  invisible  (an 

epithet  of  God).  M         hi  hamdi 

'lldhi'l  malikil  ̂ lldm,  With  praise  to  God,  the 
king  of  knowledge,  or  the  Omniscient,  ^lldm,  (v. 

n.  2  of  ̂ )  Teaching,  instructing.  Wearing  any 
mark  or  badge  of  recognition  (as  soldiers  do  in 

battle),  ̂ lldm,  A  sparrow-hawk.  Privet.  A 
very  learned  man.  Skilled  in  genealogies,  (pi. 

of  jjls-  ̂lini)  Learned  men. 

A  X^e^kff'  ̂ Idmat,  (pi.  p^XS'  ̂ld7n)  A  sign,  sig- 
nal, mark;  any  distinguishing  characteristic  or  im- 

pression. Diagnosis  (of  a  disease).  A  pedigree, 

coat  of  arms,  armorial  bearing,  cognizance.  A  mi- 
racle, prodigy.  A  standard,  banner,  ensign.  A 

road-post,  milestone,  or  any  thing  similar  for  shew- 
ing the  way  or  the  boundaries  of  lands. 

A  X/e^J^  ̂ lldmat,  A  very  J  earned  man.  Skilled 

in  genealogies.  j.^a.-S' ^UdmaA^^sr,The 

most  learned  man  of  the  age.  tsj^^  ̂ lld- 

tnatu'l  Kara  ,  The  most  learned  of  men.  ̂ lldmat, 
That  whereby  a  thing  is  proved  or  demonstrated. 

A  i^jko"^  ̂ ildmiz,  Slow,  heavy,  oppressed  at 
the  stomach.  One  whose  company  is  disagreeable. 

Aa/o^P^rtZam«/t,(forl/«  ̂ ^^la''  md)XJponwha.t. 
A  ^lldnii,  My  very  wise  man,  the  fa- 

miliar title  which  Akbar,  Emperor  of  Hindustan, 

gave  to  his  minister  Abu'l  Fazl. 

A  J^*^S'^M/amif/,Light,active.Acute,intelligent. 
A  (^^^  ̂ dldmiy,  Most  exceedingly  wise. 

A  Si^'i^  ̂ Idmid,  (or 'i <y<:^  ̂ Idmidat)  (pi. 

of  ii^ff-  ̂ Irndd  or  'id\^  ̂ Imddat)  Things  round which  threads  are  wound. 

A  ^Idn,  An  acting  openly  with. 
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A  ^lldn,  Ignorant  (man). 
A  ̂i^JsP  ̂ lldnat,  Ignorant  (woman). 

A  S>'^^ldnid,  (pi.  of  l^S^^landa'')Th\ck, gross,  fat.  Certain  thorny  trees. 

A  ^ddniy,  (pi.  ̂J^Ai^  ̂ Idniyin)  Pub- 
lic, open,  manifest,  notorious. 

A  X^i^kff-  ̂ Idniyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)^)  Becoming 

manifest,  public,  open,  notorious.  Publication,  di- 

vulgation, notoriety,  publicity,  (pi.  (j;^^^  ̂ Id- 

nin)  Public,  open,  notorious.  External^(behaviour 

or  conduct).  ̂ IdniyatanjVnbWcXy.  'i^"^ 
sirran  wa  ̂ xldniyatan,  Privately  and  publicly. 

A  (jO^  ̂ Idnln,  (pl.of  ̂ aZan/?/a^)Open, 

public,  notorious. 

A  VjikS'  ̂ Idwat,  Redundancy,  superabundance, 
excess.  Height.  ̂ Idwat  or  ̂ ddwat,  The  upper 

or  better  part.  ̂ Idrvat,  (pi.  t^j^^  ̂ Idwa')  The 
upper  part,  any  thing  placed  above  another ;  the 
head  (as  above  the  neck),  a  small  package  laid  on 

the  top  of  a  horse  or  camel-load,  ^ddivat,  The 

upper  part.  !Sj!ilff  ̂ Idwatu  'r  rih,  An  upper current  of  air. 

^»j^^aZaroa,Moreover,beside,o''erand  above. 

A  (i'j^  ̂ ldma\  (pi.  ofij'^  ̂ Idwat)  Bun- 
dles placed  on  loads  of  horses  and  camels. 

A  s!il5-  ̂ Idh,  (and  Ij)"^  ̂ IdJia)  (pi.  of 
^Ihdn)  Hungry.  Sprightly  (horses). 

Ajtt&^S'  ̂Idhim,  Large  and  fat  camel. 
A  'ii*^  ̂ Idyat,  A  high  place. 

A  ij^ti^S-  ̂ Idsih,  (pi.  of  &j>!ikS'  ̂ Idhat  or  ̂ Id- 
hat)  AflPections,  studies,  attachments,  (pi.  of 

^Vikat)  Marriage-portions.  She-camels  employed 
in  bringing  provisions. 

A  ^Idnm,  Signs,  indications. 

A  ^Ih,  (v.  n.  of  c-AP')  Making  an  impres- 
sion,marking.  Catting.  Scraping.  Fastening  tight 

the  handle  of  a  sword,  or  the  like,  with  the  sinew 

of  a  camel's  neck.  Aiming  at  the  nerve  of  a  ca- 
mel's neck  with  the  sharp  part  of  a  sword,  (pi. 

L-'_jis-^MZM&)Amark,  vestige,  impression.  A  rough, 
rocky,  unfruitful  place.  A  hard  substance.  ^Ib, 

(pi.  ^dub)  A  worthless  fellow  from  whom 
no  good  is  to  be  expected.  A  place  which  no  rain 

can  render  fruitful.  A  rough,  rugged  place.  Ground 

where  lote-trees  grow.  ̂ Ih  or  ̂ Ib,  Old  (lizard  or 

goat),  ̂ lab,  (v.  n.  of  i--*^)  Being  firm,  solid 

(flesh).  Beginning  to  corrupt  (meat).  Being  bro- 

ken in  the  edge  (a  sword).  A  disease  in  the  neck 

or  in  the  two  nerves  of  the  neck  (of  a  camel),  ̂ a- 
lib,  A  hard  substance.  Old  and  tough  (goat  or 

lizard),  ̂ dah,  (pi.  of  'sJ^  ̂ Ibat)  Milk-pails  of wood  or  leather. 

A  ̂ Up  ̂ Ibd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   Q)  Piercing  or  cut- 

ting the  ̂ Up  ̂ Ibds  of  a  slave.  Becoming  very  pro- 
minent from  age  (the-^Up^i/ia^of  a  man),  fdlbdf 

or  ̂ Ihd,  (pi.  IJ)':^  ̂ Idbiy)  A  strong  nerve  on 
each  side  of  a  camel's  neck,  between  which  the 

mane  grows. 

A  S-Aff-  ̂ Ibat,  A  piece  of  hard  wood  whereof 
they  make  stocks  or  fetters,  also  censers.  ^Ibat 

or  ̂ Ibat,  (pi.  t-.'^kS'  ̂ Idb  and  t-jkls-  ̂ lab)  A  milk- 
pail  of  wood  or  camel's  leather.  A  case,  cofier.  A 

pill-box.  A  tall  palm-tree. 

A  ^labit,  A  corpulent  man.  A  flock  of 

sheep.  Thick  milk.  Any  thing  thick.  One's  own 

weight  or  person. 
A  ^labitat,  A  flock  of  sheep. 

A  io^jJvff-  ̂ dbubat,  The  better  sort  of  people. 

A  K-JkiS'  ̂ Ibiyat,  A  nasty,  dirty  she-camel. 

A'i^S- ^llat,lla.rm, hart.  Need,  want, indigence. 
^llat,  An  accident,  misfortune,  infirmity,  casualty, 

calamity,  disease,  suffering,  ailing,  ailment.  Dirt. 
A  pretence,  excuse.  A  cause,  reason.  Any  thing 

which  diverts  one  from  his  object.  A  corrupt  bias, 

perversion.  lIa^Io,  CLAs-  ̂ Uatipusht, An  unnatural 

propensity.  CLA-S-  ̂ llati  ziydrat,  Under 

pretence  of  a  visit,  {^jyo  LL*ip  ̂ llatisurl,  For- 
mal cause,  i.  e.  that  form  in  which  its  essence  con- 

sists.  Cl^S-  ̂ llati  ghdsi,  Final  cause  or  pur- 
pose for  which  it  was  made.  (^^^  ClSs-  ̂ llatifd- 

^li,  Efficient  cause,  (as  the  maker,  if  the  work  of 

man).  (_ff'ci\>c  ClJ^  ̂ Uati  mdddi,  Material  cause, or  the  matter  of  which  the  thing  is  made.  C*)^ 

^llati  kunmii,  A  plague  or  endemial  disease 
peculiar  to  the  city  of  Kumrn.  (metaph.)  Obscu- 

rities, difficulties  in  a  book.  bi  ̂ llatin,On  pre- 

tence, on  pretended  ground.  'US'  harfu  ̂ l- 
latin,  A  letter  of  infirmity.  u-ij^  hurufu'l 

^llat,  The  infirm  letters  and  (_$•.  p  tJZAfOba 
^dlat,  For  the  sake  of.  By  reason  of,  on  account. 

{JLAs-  ̂ 3  hi  ̂ llat,  Without  cause.  Independent. 

p  lLOiP'  ̂ llat-ddna,  Small-pox. 

A  ClAff-^ls,  (v.n.of  (.^J^)  Mixing  (wheat  with 
barley).  Collecting.  Tanning  a  leathern  bottle  with 

the  plant  U^J^  arta'.  Failing  to  strike  fire  (a  flint). 

^las,  Intrepidity  in  battle,  fierceness  of  combat. 

^Us,  An  adopted  son,  the  putative  son  of  a  man 
not  his  father.  Attached,  sticking  close  to  in  order 
to  secure  his  rights. 

p  iJL^S  fdls,  A  kind  of  wild  endive. 

A  iiii^-  ̂ dsaf,  Any  thing  within  the  reach  of 
cattle.    Food  sufficient  for  the  day.  Somewhat. 

A  ̂   ̂Ij,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Conquering,  overcom- ing, excelling  in  adjusting  or  healing.  ̂ Ij,  (pl.^jJp 

^duj,  a^dj,  jna^ujds,  j|_y="_jJjw  7na^ 
f-Uajat  or  ̂ lajat)  A  proselyte  (either 

in  a  religious  or  a  political  light).  An  infidel,  one 

of  no  i-eligion.  An  ass,  the  onager  (especially  fat 

and  strong).  Rough,  fierce.  A  cake  with  a  thick 

edge.  JU  ̂   ̂Iju  mdlin,  A  steward,  skilful  ma- nager of  camels,  ̂ laj,  A  dwarf-species  of  palm- 

tree,  ̂ lij,  ̂ daj,  or  ̂   ̂uUaj,  Solid,  grave,  firm 
(man).    An  able,  skilful,  vigorous  manager. 

^IJdn,  A  quantity  of  thorny  shrubs 



called  sUaiS'  ̂ zah.  ̂ lajan,  The  waving  pace  of 
a  she-camel.  Name  of  a  plant,  from  the  stem  of 
which  toothpicks  are  made. 

^lajan,  Name  of  a  plant  used  in  wash- 
ing the  liands. 

^lajanat,  Dust  collected  by  the  wind 
round  the  roots  of  trees. 

or  ̂ lajat,  (pi.  of  ̂ )  Proselytes. 
A  1*=^  ̂Ijam,  Long,  tall. 

A  (^s^  ̂Ijan,  A  woman  careless  of  what  she 
says  or  does.    A  stout  she-camel. 

A  ^Ijum,  (pi.  ̂ i^"^  ̂lajim)  A  robust, choice  camel.  A  male  frog.  An  old  bull.  A  drake. 

A  male  ostrich.  Aram.  A  mountain-goat.  A  wild 
buck  of  a  brown  colour.  A  certain  white  bird.  A 

tike.  A  wave  of  the  sea.  A  garden  thickly  set 

with  palms.  Very  deep  water.  Darkness  of  night, 

A  ^Ijun,  Strong  (she-camel). 

^lahidda,  Sepai'ate,  apart,  distinct. 
A  ijis-^ld,(Y,n.  of  jJ^)  Being  hard  and  strong. 

Hard,  strong.    A  nerve  in  the  neck.  Hardness. 

A  (l^iiiff  ̂ afeawii?/,Greedy,  eating  all  he  can  get. 

A  Jiff-  ̂laz,  (v.  n.  ofjiff-)  Being  covetous.  Fret- 
ting, chafing,  crying  out,  being  impatient  under 

mental  or  bodily  distress  or  bondage.  ̂ Uz,  Ava- 
ricious. Fretful,  restless,  unable  to  sleep. 

A  ^Is,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Drinking,  eating, 

tasting.  Meat,  drink.  ̂ aZas,  Thick  (tike).  A  tike. 
A  lentil.  A  sort  of  ant.  A  species  of  wheat  grown 

in  Arabia,  having  two  grains  in  each  husk. 

A  ̂   ̂ lasiy,  A  robust,  undaunted  man.  A 
plant  whose  flower  resembles  the  lily. 

A  yi.l'ff'  ̂ Ish,  Greediness. 
A  IxiJp  ̂ lashshat,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 

A  iLaiff  ̂ Isat,  A  small  quantity. 

A  ̂j^aiff  ̂ Iz,  (v.  n.  of^jkiis-)  Wagging  (a  stake) 
from  side  to  side  to  pull  (it  out  of  the  ground). 

A  lais-  ̂ Ity  (v.  n.  of  kip)  Marking  (a  camel) 
on  the  neck  with  a  transverse  mark.  Aiming  at 

or  hitting  (with  an  arrow).  Speaking  ill  of  any 

one.  A  black  mole  or  ornamental  patch  on  the 

face,  ̂ lat,  A  male  camel  without  a  bridle,  ̂ m- 

lut,  (pi.  l?^ff-\  a^at)  A  she-camel  without  a  burnt 
mark  or  a  bridle.  Short  (asses).  Long  (she-ca- 

mels), (pi.  of  ia-Aff^  i^U)  Transverse  marks  on  a 
camel's  neck. 

A  ̂j«juialS'  ̂ Itahls,  Resplendent,  bright,  glit- 
tering, smooth. 

A  '&lals-  ̂ Itat,  A  necklace,  chain,  or  any  similar 
ornament.  A  black  mole,  or  any  black  ornamental 

patch  on  a  woman's  face. 
A  kw-Aaiff  ̂ Itasat,  A  running  in  a  wrong  road. 

A  (jwxUalff'  ̂ Itamis,  Plump,  healthy,  delicate 
(girl).  A  large  head  bald.  A  glutton.  Tall  and 

strong  (she-camel). 

A  (^_jlais-  ̂ Itaws,  Active,  excellent  (she-ca- 
mel). Tall  (man). 

(   H71  ) 

A  ̂ S-  ̂la^  (and  (Jjtip  ̂ l^la)  Words  used in  calling  out  to  sheep  or  camels. 

A  (Jlxis-  ̂ l^l,  A  male  lark, 

A^yAs-  ̂ l^l  or  ̂ d^d, The  breast-bone  situated 
above  the  belly  and  in  shape  like  a  tongue.  Mem- 
brum  virile.  The  male  lark,  ̂ l^lla,  Haply. 

A  ̂^Ixls-  ̂ l^ldn,  A  certain  large  tree. 

A  {Jy!^^  ̂ ul^l,  Continued  evil.  Wavering,  un- 
certain, irresolute,  A  battle,  conflict,  strife. 

A  {..JAs-  ̂ If,  (v.  n.  of  (_iiff-)  Feeding  cattle,  giv- 
ing them  plenty  of  meat  and  drink.  Much  drink. 

^If,  Who  devours  much.  ^If  or  ̂ If,  A  certain 
tree  growing  in  Yaman,  the  leaf  of  which  resem- 

bles that  of  the  vine,  and  is  used  as  a  substitute  for 

vinegar  in  cookery.  ̂ If  ov  ̂ hif,  (pi.  of  ^a- 
lufai)  Stipends,  salaries,  ̂ luf,  (pi,  ^luf, 

I  s^^\  a^af,  and  i.  s^P  ̂ «^«/")  Grass,  forage,  fod- 
der, hay,  straw,  provender,  p  i^.j^***  i  ^laji 

sliirin,  (or^_ji,^=-  \^J^^lafi  h]iwurish)T\\e  med- 

IdLr.^duf,  (pl.of&ijiff'^a/?l/a^)Provisions  for  horses, 
A  (..ft-lp  ̂ llaf,  The  fruit  of  the  acacia,  resem- 

bling beans  (with  which  they  feed  camels). 

A  ij^iAS'^lfatanvj,  Foolish :  chattering  fellow. 
p  to         ̂ ilaf-khana,  The  world. 

Pjl^<^^^aZa/*-Mnjar,  Pasture,  ̂   ;_j'\jt^\_jsA^ 
^luf-hliwarahayi  khurram,  Charming  pastures, 

p j^^^  ̂laf-khwur,  Any  beast  fed  in  the 
stall  (as  a  horse,  ass,  or  mule),  stall-fed,  A  glutton. 

p  ̂^.^iiff-  ̂ lafdan,  A  hay  or  corn-bin.  The 
crop  of  a  bird.  The  maw  or  paunch  of  a  beast. 

Pj\jQlS'  ̂ lafzar,  Pasturage,  a  meadow. 
A  X-aiiff  ̂ Ifasat,  Force,  compulsion,  harsh- 

ness, severity.  A  tripping  or  twisting  in  wrestling 

of  an  adversary,  though  stronger  than  one's  self. 
A  Xkalp-  ̂ Ifatat,  (v.n.  of  kais-  Q)  Mixing. 

p  (^I3i_fti5-  ̂ lafnah,  Abundant  in  pasturage. 

A  O^ols-  ̂ Ifawt  or  ̂ dfut,  Ignorant,  careless 
of  what  one  says. 

A  u-J^jais-  ̂ Ifuf,  An  ill-tempered  old  fellow; 
also  one  fleshy  and  hairy,  A  coarsely-made  man. 

An  old  woman.  A  thick,  bulky  stallion.  A  she- 
camel  with  a  compact  bunch, 

A  ̂iff-  ̂Ik,  (v.  n,  of  j_^is-)  Browsing  the  sum- 
mit of  a  tree  (a  camel).  Tormenting  with  oppro- 

brious language.  Part  of  a  garment  torn  by  ad- 

hering to  any  thing.  Any  thing  very  precious  (espe- 
cially old  wine  or  costly  raiment),  A  certain  tree 

used  in  tanning.  An  earthern  vessel ;  a  bag  orsack. 

^Ih,  (v,  n,  of  ̂ j^)  Falling  in  love,  being  attached, 

A  shield.  A  sword,  (pi.  ̂ "^^  a^ak  and  ̂ J^Jp  ̂m- 
luk)  Any  thing  most  excellent  or  precious  (espe- 

cially wine  of  the  best  kind,  or  costly  garments). 

A  leathern  bag  or  sack.  An  interest.  A  sword  or 

shield.  ^Ihu  ̂ hnin,  Devoted  to  learning, 

jui  JjlP  sAarriw,  Addicted  to  wickedness,  ^a- 
lak,  (v.  n,  of  ij^)  Browsing  on  the  topmost  leaves 
of  a  tree  (a  camel),  as  if  suspended  from  it.  Be- 

ing  suspended,  hanging  (a  deer  in  a  noose).  Hav- 
ing a  horse-leech  fastening  upon  his  chin  whilst 

drinking  (a  camel).  Falling  in  love,  being  deeply 
affected  with  that  passion  (a  girl).  Conceiving, 

being  pregnant  (a  woman).  Quarrelling,  litiga- 

ting. Setting  about,  commencing.  Knowing,  un- 

dei'standing.  Lasting  love,  affection,  attachment. 
Suspension.  Any  thing  suspended  or  hoisted  up 

by  a  pulley.  A  rogue  who  deserves  tlie  halter. 
Any  thing  tenaciously  adhering  (as  viscous  clay). 

Lasting  litigation,  quarrelling,  or  any  thing  bad  to 
which  one  is  remarkably  addicted.  Thick,  clotted 

blood.  The  middle  or  main  part  of  a  road.  A  rent 

in  a  garment  from  something  sticking  to  it.  A  suf- 
ficiency of  fodder  for  daily  consumption.  The  ten- 

der leaves  of  trees  which  cattle  cannot  reach  and 

crop.  A  pulley  with  all  its  tackling,  including  the 

rope  and  bucket,    (pi.  of  &alp  ̂ laliai)  Leeches. 

^jiS'  ̂laku''l  hirbat,  Water  dripping  from  a leathern  bottle.  Shame.  Labour,  exertion,  ̂ dak, 

A  large  body,  troop,  herd.  Deaths.  Employments, 
occupations.  A  great  calamity,  prodigy,  portent. 

A  ftiiis-  ̂ Ikat,  A  drawing,  a  dragging  or  trail- 

ing (of  a  garment).  ̂ Ikat,  The  first  garment  worn 

by  a  boy,  A  sleeveless  shirt,  A  girl's  frock  open 
at  the  sides  as  far  as  the  waist.  A  rich  garment. 

A  certain  tree  used  in  tanning,  ̂ dkat,  A  part  or 

one  of  any  thing,  somewhat.  Any  thing  necessary 

for  the  support  of  life.  An  interest.  Suspension. 
Whatever  cattle  can  reach  on  a  tree,  A  tree  upon 

which  camels  browse  all  winter  until  spring.  A 

glance.  A  bit  of  meat.  Any  thing  precious,  ̂ la- 

hat,  Suspension.  A  quantity  of  coagulated  blood. 

One  drop  of  thick  clotted  blood.  A  horse-leech. 

A  j^S-  ̂Ikam,  The  wild  gourd.  The  bitter 
lote-fruit.    Any  thing  bitter.  Bitter  water. 

A  &,»aip  ̂ Ikamat,  Bitterness.  A  putting  of  any 
thing  bitter  amongst  victuals.  Name  of  two  poets. 

A  JjjiP  ̂Iha',  (pi.  l^'^yS')  A  kind  of  broom, 
A  LdUp  ̂ Ik,  (v.  n.  of  (.ilip)  Chewing,  Chew- 
ing (gum).  Grating  the  teeth.  Champing  the  bit 

(a  horse),  ̂ lli,  {^l.ij^^^luk)  The  gum  of  pine, 
juniper,  or  turpentine,  which  may  be  chewed,  ^a- 
lah,  A  certain  tree  found  in  Hijaz.  ̂ lik,  Adhe- 

sive, viscous.    Tough  (meat). 

A  OKiff-  ̂ lihat,  Strong  canine  teeth. 

A  ^lakat,  A  fine  fat  she-camel,  ^likat, 
Ground  having  water  near  it.  A  substance  like 

lights,  protruding  from  the  mouth  of  a  camel  in  rut. 

A  d^SS'  ̂ Ikad,  ̂ Ikid,  ̂ dkud,  or  ̂ lakid,  Thick. 
^Ikid,  A  monstrous-looking  and  shrewd  old  hag. 
A  woman  of  a  short  and  mean  appearance,  ̂ da- 
kid,  Thick  milk. 

A  S^Ss-  ̂ IJiadd,  Fat,  grease. 

ajSIp  ̂ Ikaz  or  ̂ IJtiz,  A  strong  big  man,  and 
full  of  flesh. 

A  j»S3^  ̂Ikam,  (or  ̂̂ ^^)  A  strong  camel. 



A  fi-^SS'  ̂ Ihamat,  Bigness  of  a  camel's  bunch. 
A  Jip^ftkZ,  (v.  n.  of  jjff')  Drinking  or  causing 

another  to  drink  a  second  time.  A  second  draught. 

f^lal,  (pi.  of  &iP^«7ZaO  Pretences.  Causes.  Defects, 

infirmities.  JIs-  ̂ Uli  arha^,  Four  causes. 

P  U^J^J'^        ̂ '^a/i  clary awalmn,  The  sun. 

A  pJ^ff-  ̂a/m,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J-S-)  Signing,  marking. 
Excelling  in  science,  being  learned.  Making  a  fis- 

sure in  the  upper  lip.  The  world.  Men,  creatures, 

every  thing  that  the  world  contains.  ^Im,  (v.  n. 

of  piff-)  Knowing,  understanding,  being  learned. 
Doing  any  thing  firmly  and  well,  (pl.^ji^  ̂ dum) 
Knowledge,  science,  doctrine.  Known.  Art,  pro- 

fession. Theory,  (in  the  language  of  SufTs  or  mys- 
tics) The  great  veil  which  conceals  the  Almighty. 

^^^i^  ̂ ^Imul  adab,  (or  ̂ %^'^\  ̂ S'  ̂Imu'l 
alihJak)  Ethics,  morals.  .^J^^  ̂   ̂Imiistikh- 
raj,  Astrology.  \^\  ̂   ̂hii  asmd,  The  know- 

ledge of  the  names,  i.e.  of  the  attributes  of  God. 

^lmu''l  ahtaf,  The  science  of  divining 
by  the  shoulder-blades  of  sheep,    p  ^  ̂l- 
mi  anclaza,  Geometry,  a  \^\  ̂ JuS-  ̂Imi  insha, 
Letter-writing.  ^Imi  bairn,  Speculative 
science.  ̂ ^U)  ̂   ̂hni  bayan,  (t^S-tib  ̂   ̂Imi 

balaghat,  CI^Lki-  ̂   ̂lm.i  hhitdiat,  ̂ '^'Sss  ̂  
^bni  kaldm,  or  J,Uo  ̂   ̂Imi  ma^ni)  The  ex- 

planatory science,  i.  e.  rhetoric,  oratory,  eloquence. 

^jZ.^  jjff-  ̂Imi  taslirih.  Anatomy,  ̂ ^ijto})  ̂  

^Imi  tasrtf,  (or  uJ^l  ̂   ̂bnu's  sarf)  Gram- 
mar. ( — jj^aJ  ̂ bni  tasawwuf,  The  mystic  or 

the  contemplative  science.  ^  ̂Imi  tanaz- 
zur,  Optics.  ^15-  ̂Imi  tawdriM,  Chrono- 

logy; history,  ̂ \s-  ̂Irmi'l  jabar,  Algebra, 

p  ̂-^^  (J^  ̂ys-  ̂Imi  chil  sabali,  The  leavening  of 
theclayof  which  Adam  was  formed.  A  ti^^.J^s-  ̂  
^Imi  kadis,  Knowledge  of  Muhammadan  tradition. 

(^Lm:.-  ̂   ̂Imi  hisab,  (j^JS-  ̂   ̂ilmi  ghuhm^, 

p*)  ̂   ̂hni  rakam,  or  d^S-  ̂   ̂Imi  ̂ dad) 
Arithmetic,  science  of  numbers.  ^  ̂̂7- 
mi  hikmat,  Philosophy,  physics.  LtJd\J^  ̂ il- 

mu'l  hawddis.  Astrology,  p  \^  ̂   ̂Imi  khudd, 
(or  ̂ ^]\  ̂S-  ̂Imi  ildln)  Theology,  a  ^ 
^lmiraml,Geomancj.  CL/^bj  ̂   ̂Imi  riydzat 
(or  ̂ _^^J  riydzT)  Mathematics,  p  ^  ̂l- 
mi  zamin,  Geology,  geography.  ^  ̂Imi 
sitdra.  Astronomy.  AjS^  ̂ [s-  ̂Imi  sihr,  Magic. 

^  ̂Imi  simiyd,  Alchymy.  Chiromancy, 

l^almistry.  ^5-  ̂ilmi  .iharif,  The  noble 
science,  that  of  the  stars,  ^  ̂Imi  shi^, 
Poetry.  \1J^\  ̂   ̂Imu't  tibb,  (or  eo^  j\  ̂ l- 
mi  adwiya)  The  medical  art.  ̂ J'M^s  ̂   ̂hni  ta- 
bi^,  Natural  philosophy.  ^  ̂Imu'l  ̂ - 
bdrat,  The  science  of  interpreting  dreams.  ̂  

fjlmi  ̂ ruz.  Poetry,  versification.  Scan- 

sion.   JHji  ̂   ̂Imi  ̂ hl,  Natural  knowledge, 
&afl5^^  ̂ Iniulfkh,  Jurisprudence._^  (j^j^^^ 
^Imu  'I  handfl,  Art  of  rhyming,  uJ^l 
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mu'l  kaff,  (or  ̂   ̂Imu'l  yad)  Palmistry. 
iX>UU5\j  pip  ̂Imu'l  kaldm  wa'l  ̂ kddd. 
Scholastic  theology.  Metaphysics.  \xe^^  ̂Imi 

/iimiT/a,  Alchymy.  ^  ̂dmi  lughat.  Lexico- 
graphy. LlAi*  ̂ Imi  musallas,  (or  ̂  

^Imi  rasad)  Gnomics,  trigonometry.  ^ 
^Imi  mardya.  Study  of  perspective.  ^ 

^Imu'l  masdhat.  Geometry.  Mensuration.  ^Is- 
A-sf^Lo  ̂ Imi  malldkat,  Nautical  art.  ̂ iaJ^^  ̂  

^Imu'l  mantik.  Logic.  ̂ JL*) ^  ̂hnu'l  musiki, 
(or  ̂jjs^^  i_ajJlj  ̂ ^7?/l^  tadifi'l  luhun)  Art  of 
music.  ^S'  ̂Imi  nabdtdt.  Botany.  ̂  

^Imi  nujum,  Astronomy ;  astrology.  ̂   ̂  

^Imi  nahv,  Grammar,  syntax.  Jiii  ̂   ̂Imi  nakl, 

Borrowed  or  revealed  science,  tfi-^^  ̂ Imu  'I 

wujuk,  Physiognomy.  ^  ̂Imu'lkan- 
dasat,  Geometry.  ^Imu'l  kisat.  Astro- 

nomy. \^(^  'ihb  pks-  ̂Imi  kisati  dunya',  Cosmo- 

graphy. tJ;^aJ^  ̂   ̂hnu'l  yakin,  Certain  know- ledge, demonstration.  A  religious  life.  lioS- 

^\  al^lm  ̂ nda'Udh,  The  knowledge  is  with  God, 

God  knows.  ̂ Js-  ̂_^\  ahli  ̂ Im,  Learned ;  a  learned 
person.  (.^ll?  tdlibi  ̂ Im,  Studious,  search- 

ing for  knowledge.  A  student,  ^lam,  (v.  n.  of 

^Jp)  Having  a  fissure  on  the  upper  lip,  or  at  the 
corner  of  the  mouth.  A  standard,  ensign,  colours, 

flag,  banner,  cornette,  guidon,  (pi.  ̂ Idm  and 

p^^W^/am)  A  sign,  mark,  boundary-stone;  a  road, 
direction-post,  milestone.  The  border  of  a  garment, 

especially  when  embroidered  of  diflPerent  colours. 

An  epaulette.  A  fissure  in  the  upper  lip,  or  at  the 

corners  of  the  mouth.  A  long  mountain.  A  prince, 

lord,  (in  grammar)  A  proper  name.  p^Jij-\iij\  ̂ IP' 

^lam  anddhhtan.  To  strike  or  throw  away  one's 
colours.  To  forget,  neglect.  ̂ Jw^ii^J  j^is-  ̂lam 
bar  ddsktan,  To  set  up  the  standard,  take  the  field. 

Jjj  jjs-  ̂lami  roz,  Break  of  day.  The  sun.  ̂  
^lami  suhh,  False  or  true  dawn,  ̂ ^t^x^ 

^lam  kashulan, To  draw,  unsheath.  a  ^  ̂  

^lami  kdsindtfUhe  sky.  p  jgl*  ̂>S-^lamimdtam, 
A  flag  borne  in  a  funeral  procession,  a  (^j^jw  ̂  

^lami  ma^us.  With  the  colours  reversed,  p  ̂iff- 

1^1^^^  ̂ lam  namudan.  To  prepare,  iinfurl.  ̂  

^^\^'S>  ̂ lami  kumdyun,  The  imperial  standard. 

Jjj  ^lamkdyi  roz,  The  true  dawn.  The 
false  dawn.  The  morning-star.  The  sun.  jJs-jy* 

mir  ̂ lam.  The  prefect  of  the  standard,  i.e.  the  go- 

vernor of  a  small  territory.  \^ ̂ t^i^"^  ̂  

lima''lldh  la  of^lanna  kazd.  By  the  all-wise  God, 
or  God  knows,  I  will  surely  do  so. 

A  -^'l^  ̂ Imds,  (fem.  of  ̂ S-]  a^am)  One  with 
a  fissure  in  the  lip.  Slit  (lip).  Armour,  mail.  A 

woman's  shift,    (for  ^la'l  mds)  On  the 

water,  ̂ lamdf,  (pi.  of  j^aIs-  ̂il'im)  Doctors,  theo- 
logians. The  learned,  ̂ 'i^ ^ilamdn  mu- hakkik,  Men  of  undoubted  learning. 

A  iiU^^iZmat/,(and  iSiil^^j/»iGfZa;)(pl.»ii^^ 

^Idmidat  and  ijo*^  ̂ Idmld)  Any  thing  upon 
which  threads  are  wound  into  clews;  a  ball  of  thread. 

P  ij^.  ̂   ̂lam-bakksh.  Prize-money  given to  soldiers  who  have  fought  under  the  same  colours. 

A  &^  ̂ ulmat  or  ̂ lamat,  A  fissure  in  the  upper 
lip,  or  at  the  corners  of  the  mouth. 

F  (^^5^*^*^  ̂ Im-kliKdn,  Studious. 
^lam-ddr,  A  standard-bearer. 

p  u^^>.Jvff'  ̂ Im-ddn,  Learned,  wise. 
A  ^lamis,  A  wonderful  thing. 

A  j^^-^  ̂?7mz?/.  Scientific,  theoi'etic  :  doctrinal. 
A  ^lamiyat,  Quality  of  proper  name. 
A  i^j&x^s-  ̂ hriis,  A  fatiguing  nocturnal  journey 

(in  search  of  water). 

A  ̂jlc- ̂ lan, (v. n. of ̂ JiS'') Becomingpublished, divulged.   Publishing,  divulging. 

A  'iAS'  ̂ lanat.  Who  conceals  nothing,  a  blab. 
A  sljJAs-  ̂ landdt,  A  thorny  tree. 

A  (^jJJ^  ̂ landas,  Strong,  robust.    A  lion. 

A  Jj'tiJJ^  ̂ landa'  or  ̂ danda',  (pi.  liJ^)^  ̂ Id- 
nid)  Corpulent,  large,  bulky.  A  kind  of  thorn. 

A  tiijis-  ̂ lankad,  Hard  and  strong. 

A^^Soyis-  ̂ lankaz,  A  thick,  gross,  fat,  big  man. 

A  ̂   ̂Iw,  ̂ ilw,  or  ̂ Iw,  Upper  or  better  part 

(ofany thing).  Height, eminence. ^^Irvu'd 

or  ̂ Inm'd  ddr,  The  upper  stories  of  a  house. 
A  \^  ̂Irvan,  By  force,  forcibly.  _jis-  ̂ ^min 

^Iwin,  From  on  high. 
A  ^I'm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  _jJ5')  Being  high, 

lofty,  sublime,  lifted  up.  Being  high  in  rank.  Pe- 

netrating, being  thoroughly  up  to,  knowing.  Be- 

having proudly.  Ascending,  mounting.  Conquer- 

ing, overcoming.  Striking  (with  a  sword).  Emi- 

nence, height,  sublimity.  ̂ Ilau*»  j  ̂JJm  ̂IS'  ̂m- 

lurvi  skdn  u  sutu^  Height  of  dignity  and  exaltation. 

A         ̂ Iwds,  A  lofty  business,  a  high  matter. 

A  ^Iwdn,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Prefacing  or 
writing  a  title-page  to  a  book.  Title-page,  preface. 

AL^^^lub,  (pi.  of  (^-jiiP^aZi)  Vestiges,  tracks, 
traces,  (pi.  of         ̂ Ib)  Good-for-nothing  men. 

A  l^lu],  An  embassy,  message.  An  am- 

bassador. ^jO^  "^J^  ̂luju  sidkin,  A  faithful 
ambassador,  ^luj,  (pi.  of  ̂ Ij)  Asses.  Prose- 

lytes. Barbarians. 

A  Sjip  ̂Irvadd,  Great.  Long.  A  man  of  rank 

and  gravity.  tJjJ^  ̂ Iwaddu'l  ̂ nuk,  Long- necked  (man). 

A  !Sti^  ̂ Ircadat,  (v.  n.  of  lijiS'  Q)  Adhering 
firmly,  remaining  immoveable. 

A  !S  JjIp  ̂ Iwaddat,  (Horses)  unmanageable  un- 
less goaded  from  behind.    Old,  decrepit  (camels). 

A  CL^pj  ̂   ̂lu-rutbat,  High  dignity. 

Aj^S-  ̂.llawz,  Cholic.  Fury,  madness.  Sud- den death.    A  thick  clitoris. 

A  ^lus,  Any  thing  (especially  eatable). 
Ln^jis^  UuJ^ff'  U>  7nd  ̂ lasnd  ̂ lusan,  We  have  not tasted  any  thing. 
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A  (j^ijkP  ̂ Uus,  A  certain  fort  belonging  to  the 

Kurds,  pilaws.  The  cholic. 

A  ^llawsh,  A  jackal.   A  wolf.    A  cer- 
tain small  animal.  A  species  of  beast  of  prey. 

Light,  not  heavy.    Greedy,  covetous. 

A  pilaws,  Indigestion.  Cholic. 

A  i^j'O^is-  ̂ llamz,  A  jackal. 

A  <_i_j).P  f;iduf,  (pi.  of  u^l^-  ̂ laf)  Provisions. 

A  ^llawf,  An  old  man. 

A  'ii^S-  ̂ Ivfat,  (A  camel  or  sheep)  fed  at  home 
on  the  fruit  of  the  acacia,  called  u-flis-  f^llaf.  (pi. 

^luf  or  ̂ .If)  Provender  for  a  horse.  Stipend, 

salary,  pension,  soldier's  pay,  subsistence-money. 

p  ̂■s^ ̂   ̂lufji,  A  stipendiary. 
A  ^luk,  Death.  A  demon  of  the  woods. 

A  draught  of  milk.  Any  thing  hanging  about  a 
man.  What  a  camel  eats,  especially  cropping  the 

tender  foliage  and  branches  of  trees.  Semen  aeni- 

tale  viri.  A  tree  eaten  by  she-camels  ten  months 

gone  with  young.  A  she-camel  giving  suck  to  ano- 

ther's colt,  thinking  it  her  own  (if  she  discovers  the 
mistake  by  smell,  she  gives  none ;  they  therefore 

stop  her  nose).  A  woman  liking  none  but  her  own 

husband.  A  she-camel  not  liking  the  male,  or  not 

keeping  close  to  her  colt.  A  woman  who  suckles 

another's  child,  a  wet-nurse.  One  who  talks  but 
does  not  perform.  A  calamity,  misfortune,  ^duh, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Loving,  being  inclined.  An  interest, 

(pi.  of  i^Ip  ̂Ik)  Most  precious  of  wines  or  clothes. 

A  ^uluk,  (pi.  ofCiiiff-)  Resins,  pme-gums. 

A  ̂^Is-^dum,  (pi.  of  ̂   ̂hn)  Sciences. 
&Xob^  J  J  xliaS'  ̂ lumi  ̂ kUya  u  nahliya  u 
riyaziya,  Speculative,  practical,  and  mathematical 

sciences,  'iij^'xi^  [•J^  ̂lumu'' I  muta^r  if  at,  Ax- 

ioms, common  sayings.  ̂ ^f~>\  ̂\^^  jawami^i'l 
^licm.  An  encyclopedia. 

A  (j^J'S-  ̂ lun,  A  becoming  public,  notorious. 
A  ^Iwanat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Prefacing 

or  writing  a  title-page  to  a  book. 

A  ^Imy,  Native  of  the  upper  parts  of 

Arabia  called  XJls- ^aZ/?/a^.  High,  sublime. 
eS.^  jawdhiri  ̂ ilmya.  The  gems  above,  i.e.  the 

stars,   ̂ lamy,  A  descendant  of  '^^^  ̂ «%>  Ally. 
p  jjbjis-  ̂ Iwiyan,  Angels.  Planets.  ^lawi- 

ydn,  Princes,  lords  (descendants  of  ̂^^^  ̂«%,  Aliy . 

A  s^^lS'  ̂ dwlyat.  Sublimity. 

A  ^lah,  (v.  n.  of  edff-)  Being  astonished, 
amazed ;  running  to  and  fro  in  terror.  Falling 

under  a  reproof.  Being  of  a  malignant  mind,  quar- 

relling. Being  hungry,  starving.  Being  sprightly 

(horse),  obeying  cheerfully  the  reins.  Applying 

diligently.  Experiencing  a  slight  crop-sickness. 

Sharpness,  ardour.  Foulness,  impurity.  ̂ Uh, 
Astonished,  confounded. 

A  -s^l^S-  f^lhas,  A  vest  doubled  and  lined  with 
camels'  hair,  worn  under  armour. 

A  (^Ifis-  ?-ilhas,  The  stopple  of  a  bottle. 
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A  (j^-jiff-  ̂ Ihdn,  (pi.  »^  ̂ lah  and  J^4>!ils>  ̂Id- 
/w')  Hungry.  A  male  ostrich.  Sprightly  (horse). 

A  I— ^Ihab,  (fem.  ^IJiahat)  Tall 

(man).    Long-horned  (goat).    A  mountain-ox. 

A  ̂ y>^  ̂Ihaj,  A  sort  of  tree. 
A  a.^t^  ̂lliajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Softening 

a  skin  at  the  fire,  preparing  it  for  eating. 

A  'iiS^S-  ̂ dhadat,  A  feeding  (a  child)  well. 
A^^is-  ̂Ihiz,  A  kind  of  food  which  the  Arabians 

prepare,  of  blood  and  camels*  hair ;  these  are  eaten 
in  great  scarcity.  An  aged  she-camel  with  some  re- 

mains of  strength.  A  sort  of  plant.  A  large  tike. 

A  iL<*P^  ̂ Ihasat,  A  handling  rudely. 

A  &*a^S^  ̂ Ihasat,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^^  Q)  (orX^a^^ls- 

^Ihazat)  (v.  n.  of  t^^i^  Q)  Handling  a  bottle  to 
draw  the  stopple.  Wishing  to  ])ull  out  an  eye. 

Incommoding.  Dealing  roughly  with,  compelling, 

forcing.^  Taking  forcibly,  obtaining.  Importuning. 

A         ̂ llahni.  Large  and  fat  (camel). 

A  jl!^  ̂Ihamm,  Large  and  fat  (camel). 

A^.,^^lha',(fem.)  Hungry.  Sprightly  (mare). 
A  ^dy,  A  high  place,  ̂ ly  also  ̂ ly,  (v. 

n.  of  (jiff-)  Ascending  (a  flat  I'oof  or  terrace),  ̂ ly, 
Chiefs,  nobles,  ̂ la  Above,  upon,  over.  On,  up- 

on. In  addition  to.  Before.  Tov/ards.  Against, 

opposite.  Alongside.  To.  According  to.  Of.  For, 

on  account  of,  in  consideration  of.  Although.  Not- 

withstanding. In.  From.  By.  \iJ.>J^^^^Js- ^lay- 
ya  zaydan,  Shew  me,  tell  me,  Zayd.  \v>^J  i^J^ 

^dayka  zaydan.  Take  Zayd,  bring  him  here.  s-As- 
^layhifHe  owes.  It  behoveth  him.  JlwiaLj^^^ff 

^la'l  Htisdl,  Connectedly,  continually,  without  in- 

terruption. yi\  j^J^  ̂la'  asar.  Instantly.  ̂ ^S- 

^da"!  istimrdr.  Continually,  incessantly. 

Perseveringly.  JU^.^  j  JlU  ^la' 

as^da'l  lidl  wa  aymana'l  fdl,  In  the  happiest  si- 
tuation, and  with  the  most  aupicious  omen.  J^is- 

ij^Jis^l  ̂ da  'I  itldh,  Absolutely,  universally.  J^ff 
^la  an,  On  condition  that.  Seeing  that.  Al- 

though, notwithstanding.  ^S- ̂ la'l  infi- 

rdd,  Separately.  Jl=-  JJ^S-  ̂da'  ayyi  hdlin, 
In  every  manner,  howsoever  that  may  be. 

^\  ^la'  hah  alldh,  Carelessly,  slightly.  ̂ ^Js- 

^^a^''^  ̂la't  iahhiJt,  Certainly,  surely,  in  truth. 

(Jji^^^  Jjlp  ̂da't  tayTd,  Hastily.  ,J.A.«ai,l3\  ̂ S- 

^la''t  tafiil,  (or  ̂ *^flli\  ^la  wajhCt 
tafsil)  Prolixly,  difFusedly,  at  full  length,  in  detail. 

jj>^^ y>.d^^  Jtf^  ̂da'  iakdirVz  zarar,  In  case  of 
loss.  ji^O^i  ̂ da'  tahdiri'l  ividm^  In 

case  it  happens.  ̂ :^\  eiib  ^da''  iilkVn  ni- 
^am.  For  these  favours.  ^da't  tawdl'i, 
Successively,  in  a  continued  series,  J^)^ 

L_*Ji'i;i  ̂ la''  liashi  tarfih,  In  order,  regularly. 

j*.^j^lvo  J  ̂a^^j^  t™.***.s»-  ̂ la  liashi  mara- tihUiim  ma  tartdn  mancisihilthn.  According  to  their 
rank  and  dignity. 

Especially,  particulai'ly.  Precisely, 

^la'd  daivam,  Continually,  perpetually,  always. 

L^wvl^  J  (^\Ji\  Jj.s-  ̂la'r  rass  wa''l  ̂ yn,  On  the head  and  eye,  i.  e.  willingly,  cheerfully.  ̂ S-J]  ̂  

^la^'rughm.  Against  one's  will,  ̂ j^s'!!)^  D^Jj 
^la'  I'UsusVlahrdn,  Above  the  heads  of  his  equals. 

jS^^  J^S-  ̂la^  sahar.  About  dawn,  towards  day- 
break. BS_^J!i\  ̂ da's  saw'iya,  (or  A^m 

^da'  sawdf)  Equally,  in  a  similar  manner. 

10  N 
^la'l  lilmsvis, 

]\  gala's  sahah,  In  the  morninn-.    'iJ  ,1»  'J 

XAjAflJi  ̂ j«,xS-  ̂ aZa'  tar'ihi  ̂ ksi'l  kaziyat.  On  the 
contrary,  2  jUl^S-  ̂ la  7  ̂ac/a^, According  to  cus- 

tom. ^aZaV  ̂ myds.  Blindly,  like  a 

blind  man.  5J>^  J^ls-  ̂la'  ̂ hdihi,  (It  happened) 

in  his  time.   «iax5\  J^is-  ̂la''l  gliafia,  Rashly,  im- 

prudently, inconsiderately.  JJ-S-  ̂da''l  fawr. 
Suddenly,  immediately.            ̂ S-  ̂la'  farvk, 

Upwards.    'i3\\x)\  jSs  ̂ S- ^la' "kadari't  idkat, According  to  his  strength  or  powers. 

y..^^  ̂ la'  hulli  shaysin  hadirun,  Omnipotent. 
U  ̂ la  md,  Wherefore  ?    u^U5i3\  dJ  ̂ la3  lo 

(-=->lla.L«^^  ̂ da"  md  natalia  bihi'l  Jdidbu''l  musta- tdh,  As  the  sacred  book  declares.  (^'^ 

^la'  mururish  shuhur  wa'l  a ̂ cdin,  In 
the  course  of  months  and  years,   i  ftixaV  ̂ a- 

la''l  musanrdf,  (It  lies)  upon  the  author  (to  prove). 

(j^Ul^  ^da'  mabi'n  nds.  Before  the  world, 

publicly.  t^M>  ̂ da'  mdayn  min,  At  two 
miles  distance  from.  ̂ ^»x)\&s-j  ̂ ki  wajhVl 

^imum.  All,  universally.  IJ-S-  ̂da'  waf- 
hi'l  viurdd.  At  pleasure,  nd  libitum, 

wUd,  Consequently.  jiS^'^  ̂   ̂lii  hdza't 
takdir.  In  this  case.  ^Is-  ̂a/a'  yad,  By  the 

hand  of.  {.^^S-  ̂   li  ̂yla'ka,  To  me  against  thee, 
i.e.  thou  owest  me.  Jjis-  ̂   min  ̂ ki.  From  above. 

^ki'.  Elevation,  height,  dignity,  nobility. 

A  ̂^^I'ly,  Strong,  powerful.  Ascendedhigh. 
Name  of  a  man,  the  son-in-law  and  fourth  caliph, 

or  successor,to  Muhammad.  (pl.'iJs-^lyat)  High, 
eminent,  noble.  ^^L-  jjSs}\  ̂ liyu'l 

hadr  wa  jal'iyu' s  sadr,  Eminent  in  power,  and  ex- 
alted in  dignity.    ̂ 2%,^Height,  eminence. 

A        ̂ Ikty,  (pi.  ̂^y'pS-  ̂ niyun)  High,  sublime. 
A  l-iff-  ̂ dya',  (fem.  of  ̂ \  a^a')  More  or  most 

high,  eminent.  LTpper. 
A  ̂ Up  ̂ lyds.  Heaven.  The  summit  of  a 

mountain.  A  high  place.  Any  thing  elevated.  A 

momentous  affair. 

A  (jbLp  ̂ dydn,  Disproportionately  tall  (man 
or  woman).  ̂ %a«,  Tall,  big,  and  corpulent.  High 
(she-camel).  Male  (hyena).  Loud  (voice),  ̂ dydn. 

The  title-page  of  a  book. 

A  jjblp  ̂ lliydn,  High  (she-camel).  Loud 

(voice).  A  male  hyena. 
A  &Jp  ̂ lyat,  (i^iff  ̂ Uayat,  ̂ Hyai,  Xllff.  ̂ UJ. 

yat,  and  ̂ dliyat)  Chiefs,  nobles.  s-a.LS'  ̂ ^,0  ̂  

i^\J!i\  huwa  min  ̂ /yati'n  nds,  He  is  one  of  the 

upper  classes. 



A  'b.mS'  ̂ llyat,  (fem.  of  ̂ ^S-  ̂ liy)  High,  ex- 
alted, sublime.  The  posterity  of  Ally,  son-in-law 

of  Muhammad. 

A        ̂ lUyat  or  ̂ lliyat,  (pi.  ̂ laliy), 
A  parlour.  An  upper  room.  A  handful  of  water. 

A  t^jklff'  ̂ Us,  Wheat  mixed  with  barley. 

A  is^^ ̂ la'liidda,  Separately,  distinct,  apart. 
A  fj^As-  ̂ lis,  Any  thing  roasted  in  the  skin. 

A  i^j&i^  ̂ llays,  Name  of  a  plant  which  fur- 
nishes a  condiment  for  broth. 

A  ia^J^  ̂ lyat,  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  I  ^lif,  Pastured,  fed,  fatted. 

A  XiJ^  ̂ lifat,  (A  sheep  or  camel)  fed  at  home 
on  the  fruit  of  the  acacia. 

A  f^''l'^l/f^y i  ̂  small  pack-saddle  made 

by  u-j^Xs^'  ̂ laf,  a  celebrated  maker. 

A  ^ilih,  Parchment.  Suspended.  A  nose- 
bag. Barley  or  clover  given  to  a  horse.  Weak,  soft. 

^Af^\j^'  samaru'l  ̂ Tik,  The  blackberry. 
p^JjAff-  ̂ layh,  Name  of  a  certain  tree,  from  the 

leaves  of  which  a  composition  is  prepared  for 

tinging  the  nails  or  hair. 

A  ̂jAS'^illayJt,  Dodder.  ^llayku'l 
khayl(o\-  Jiabl),  Nameof  a  plant.  (_^K3I  ̂ ji^ 

fullayhu'l  halb,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  'ij^f}^  ̂ Uhat,  (pi.  JjJ^ff-  ̂ ladli)  Affection, 
attachment,  intercourse,  commerce,  conversation. 

A  marriage-portion.  A  she-camel  employed  in 

bringing^provisions. 

A  jJsJff-  ̂ Uayka',  Dodder. 
A  ^layka,  Above,  on,  or  to  thee.  ̂ ^^^ 

^«Za?//mm,  Above  you.  Take.         i^^S- ^layka 
zadan,  Take  Zayd.  ̂  

A  ̂y^S'  ̂ rd,  (pi.  ̂^^\  a^llai)  Weak,  sick,  in- 
disposed, ailing,  infirm.    A  valetudinarian. 

A  KLiff'  ̂ lllat,  A  woman  who  perfumes  herself 
often. 

A  ̂As-  ̂lim,  (pl.-**l^  ̂ lamai)  Wise,  learned. 
Conversant  with  every  subject.  A  name  of  God. 

^aia'ma,^Wherefore?  why  ? 
A  tj^^s-  ̂ llina,  or  ̂ Z/ina,^Nobles,  grandees. 

A  ̂jjP^  ̂ lliyun,  (pi.  of  ̂Iff-  ̂lHy^  High,  sub- 
lime. A  place  in  the  seventh  heaven,  where  the 

records  of  men's  actions  are  laid  up  ;  the  books 
themselves.  The  seventh  heaven,  whereunto  the 
souls  of  believers  ascend. 

A  euls-  ̂ dayJii,  Upon,  against,  with  him  (or  it). 

ja^)wJ\  &J>S-  ̂ layhi's  salam,  Peace  be  with  him, 
which  is  often  abbreviated  thus  ̂   S-  ̂ am,  when  fol- 

lowing the  name  of  any  prophet ;  after  that  of  Mu- 

hammad they  frequently  add  j  *S ̂*ci)\ 

(3"*^  ̂aZa?/7u  afzalu's  saldt  wa  akmalu^t  ta- 
hiya,  On  whom  be  the  highest  blessing  and  the 

most  perfect  health;  or  h^d*:^***  j  s.^S'  O^jLa 
salamatullah  ^layJii  wa  salamuhu,With  whom  be 
the  blessing  and  peace  of  God;  or 

J  s.AS'  salla'  allah  ta^la'  ̂ layhi  rva  sallam, 
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May  heaven  bless  him  and  place  him  in  safety ; 

and  others  similar.  After  the  names  of  Ally  and 

others  famed  for  sanctity,  they  write  sJ.?-  <iil\  i^^yOj 

riz)van allah  ̂ layhi,  God's  good-willbe  upon  him ! 

'iJ^-JiS  sJS'  ̂ layhi'r  ralimat,  (or  aJs-  ̂ \  'sJ^j 
7'ahmatu'lldh^layhi)  On  him  be  the  mercy  of  God. 

A  jjlxAxM  05  saniyatani'l  ̂ lyaydni, 
The  two  upper  front  teeth. 

A e^y^^  ̂ a%i?ia,High, sublime.  Thestarry sky. 
A  f^j;^^  ̂ lUyin,  (obliq.  of  f^^i^  ̂ lltyun,  High, 

sublime.  (j/*'^  ̂ Uiy'in,  In  excelsis. 

A  ^aw,  (for  j»^LJ\  tiJSS'  ̂ layhi's  saldni)  On him  be  peace ! 

\  A  I^S-  ̂mtn,  (pi.  ̂Us-^  a^idm,  ^mumat, 

a^mmat,  ̂ \  a^mm,  and  a^umun) 
A  paternal  uncle,  father's  brother.  Tall.  A  crowd 
of  men.  Grass,  ̂ mm  or  ̂ mm,  (pi.  of  ^a- 
mimat,  Tall  palm-trees.  Excellent-shaped  (wo- 

men), ^mma,  Of  what  ?  concerning  what  ?  For 
what  reason  ?  From  that  which. 

A       ̂ md,  Verily,  truly. 

A  Us-  ̂ mmd,  (for  I*  ma)  For  what 
reason  ?  From  that  which,  concerning  what,  l^b 

^mmd  harib,  In  a  little  time. 
A  ^mds,  Deviation,  aberration,  loss  of  the 

way.  Blindness.  Contention,  litigation.  A  cloud 

on  a  mountain's  top.  A  cloud,  high,  dense,  rainy, 
or  transparent;  or  black  orwhite;  or  which  has  shed 

rain.  ̂ Ai>-  t^U?'  ̂ mdyijibilli,  Natural  blindness. 
A        ̂ mmdi,  Tall  (girl  or  palm-tree). 

A  ^mdd,  A  house.  Lofty  buildings.  A 
column,  pillar,  pilaster,tent-pole.  Confidence,trust, 
faith,  reliance,  support.  The  confidential  bearer  of 

a  message  to  an  army.  A  pronoun  of  the  nominative 

case  interposed  between  the  subject  of  a  proposition 

and  the  predicate;  as,  ̂ jikiU  '^.j  zayd  huwa^l 
inuntalih,  Zayd,  he  is  the  jolly  (fellow).  One  on 

whose  behalf,  or  along  with  whom,  men  engage  to 

fight.  ̂ ^>,<^\  iil^  ̂ viddu'd  din,  The  pillar  of  reli- 

gion, i,  e.  The  Kur'an.  C^Vd  ̂ \  tram  zdtu'l 
^mdd,  Iram  with  her  columns  pointing  to  the  skies. 

d\%3ii\  ahlu'l^indd,  People  who  dwell  in  tents 

(particularly  in  lofty  ones).  ̂ \^\  rafi^i''l 
^maf/.  Tall,  lofty.  iJ^vP*  tawllu'l  ̂ mdd, 
The  owner  of  lofty  buildings,  bearing  signals  for 

visitors.  A.  house  (celebrated  or  visited)  from  afar. 

A  ^mddat,  One  column  or  lofty  building. 

p  WiiUff-  ̂ mddrya,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff". 

Pj  ̂ amar,  A  myrtle :  alaurel.  Nameofthein- 
ventor  of  the  litter  {jj^  ̂ mdrt ;  the  litter  itself. 

A  jl*^  ̂ mdr,  A  salutation,  compliment,  con- 
gratulation. A  complimentary  gift.  Nosegays 

which  decorate  a  banqueting-room. 

AjUs-  ̂ mmdr,  Frequent  in  prayer  and  fast- 
ing. Strong  in  faith.  One  whose  whole  life  is  re- 

gulated by  the  precepts  of  Muhammad,  and  who 

keeps  his  household  and  dependants  in  the  same 

path.  Agreeable,  sweet  (in  praise  andin  perfumes). 
Benevolent,  favourably  inclined  towards  the  rulinor 
power,  and  attached  to  the  people.  Mild,  grave  in 
word  and  deed.  Firm,  steady  in  business,  ^m- 
mar,  The  inhabitants  of  a  house.  Visitors. 

A  ^mdrat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ )  Enduring.  Liv- 
ing long.  Any  covering  for  the  head,  as  a  crown, 

turban,  cap.  (pl.yl^  ̂ mdnr)  A  tribe,  society 
(smaller  than  'SLm  hahilat)  ;  a  large  hayy,  or 

part  of  a  tribe.  An  ornamental  patch'sewed  on  a parasol.  Salutation,  compliment,  congratulation. 

A  gift,  offering,  ̂ mdrat,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Cultiva- 
ting, rendering  habitable.  Cleaving,  sticking  close 

to  one's  house  or  property.  Worshipping,  pray- 
ing. Fasting.  Being  cultivated,  inhabited.  An 

edifice,  pious  foundation,  sacred  fabric,  temple, 
church,  mosque,  seminary,  college,  academy.  Any 
inhabited  place ;  habitation.  Culture,  cultivation. 
The  means  whereby  a  place  is  rendered  habitable. 
A  tribe,  society,  multitude.  The  fourth  degree  of 
consanguinity,  p  ̂̂ d/c^j\^  ̂ mdrat  kardan.  To 
repair,  refit.  JU  ^mdrathdyi  ̂ U,  Lofty 
buildings,  a  ̂ imdrat,lL\\e  cost  of  rendering  a  place 
habitable. 

^mdraigar,  A  builder. 
P(Jj^i-i^U^^«TOa?'a^(7a?'i,Edification, building. 
A  o*^U^  ̂ mdris,  (pi.  oi  {^^j^)  Lambs. 
A  ^mdritat,  (pi.  of  Isj^^)  Robbers. 

P  Lfj^  ̂ mdri.  An  elephant-litter. 
A  ij^>J^S'  ̂ .mdns,  (pi.  of  (^jjtS-)  Lambs. 

A  ia^jUs-  ̂ mdrit,  (pi.  oflajj^)  Robbers. 

A  ^mds,  A  furious  battle.  A  misfortune, 

(pi.  ̂ mus  and  ̂ wis)  Dull,  dark  (day  or 
night).    A  fierce  lion.    Perplexed  (business). 

A  &**»US'  ̂ mdsat,  (v.  n.  of  (j*»^)  Being  dark and  heavy  (the  day). 

A  i^Us-  ̂ tnds,  Obscure,  gloomy  (day). 

A  ̂ Us-  ̂mdzij,  Strong,  stout  (horse,  camel). 
A  j*S>l^  ̂ md^m.  Dispersed  (crowds). 
A  ^rndli,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji^)  Deep  (wells). 

A  ii'Us-  ̂ mdkat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ♦S)  Being  deep. 
Depth,  deepness,  profundity. 

A  Jl^  f^mmdl,  (pi.  of  J>«ls-  ̂ mil)  Artificers, 
artisans,  workmen.  Agents.  Tax-gatherers. 

A  '&>[^  ̂ mdlat,  Sprightliness,  activity,  ̂ md, 

^md,  or  ̂ imdlat.  Workmen's  wages.  Perquisites. 

A  ̂ ]\^  ̂ mdlik,  (or  &a]l»ff-)  Amalekites. 
A         ̂ mdm,  (pi.  of  X/«l»S-  ̂ mdmat)  Turbans. 
Aii/oUs  ̂ mdmat,  (pi.         ̂ mdnm  and 

^md)n)  A  turban.  A  head-dress  worn  by  judges, 
or  doctors.  A  helmet,  or  a  cap  worn  under  it.  A 

raft.  The  snake  of  a  hooka. 

A  (jUs-  ̂ mdn.  The  southern  coast  of  Arabia, 
extending  from  Maskat  to  Aden,  i.  e.  from  the  en- 

trance into  the  Persian  Gulf  to  the  Straits  of  Ba- 

belmandel.  Name  of  a  town  in  Yaman.  j^, 

hahri  ̂ mdn,  That  part  of  the  ocean  comprised 



betwixt  Ethiopia  and  India. 

A  ̂jUff-  ̂ mman,  Name  of  a  town  in  Syria. 

A  a-i^ff'  ̂ maniyat,  A  kind  of  palm-tree  in 
Basrali,  always  in  flower  and  bearing  fruit. 

A  ^mah,  (v.n.of»*S-)  Being  astonished, 
distracted,  wandering.  Being  bewildered  in  argu- 

ment or  losing  one's  road. 

A  ^wma/i?}',  Thick  milk.  Self-important, 
proud,  haughty.  Tall.  Swift.  Fleshy  and  fat. 

A  ^mahij,  (pi.  ^mhuj)  Plants 
green  and  entangled. 

A  ^mayat,  Deviation,  aberration,  loss  of 
the  way.  Contention,  litigation.  Remains  of  the 

darkness  of  night. 

A ji^S-  ̂ masir,  (pi.  of  iJ^S-  ̂ marat)  Tribes, 
or  part  of  tribes,  (pi.  of  ̂ marat)  Public  buildings. 

A  (3^Us-  ̂rnasili,  (pi.  of  (3^^)  Deep  (places). 

A  ^masim,  (pi.  of&.«l»ff-  ̂ mam«/)  Tur- 
bans. Helmets,  or  caps  worn  under.  Scattered 

bodies  or  herds.  p^U^-  ̂-^^j^  arhabi  ̂ madm, 
Judges,  ecclesiastics  (as  wearing  large  turbans). 

A  ^mmat,  A  paternal  aunt,  afather's  sister. 
^mviat,  A  mode  of  wrapping  the  turban  round 
the  head. 

A  ^vit,  (v.n.  of  C«*-*S>)  Clewing  wool,  or 
winding  it  in  skeins  round  the  hand  preparatory 

to  spinning.  Beating,  bastinadoing.  Overcoming 

by  force,  warding  of.  ̂ mut,  (pl.of  &ja«S-  ̂ mitat) 
Clews  of  wool. 

A  ̂ 5-  ̂riij,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ff')  Making  haste,  tra- 
velling fast.  Swimming.  Flying  aside(an  arrow). 

Twisting,  coiling,  crawling  (a  serpent),  ̂ maj  or 

^imaj,  A  serpent,  snake. 

A  ^md,  (v.  n.  of  li-^ff-),  Intending,  pro- 
posing. Looking  out  for.  Making  for.  Setting 

seriously  and  deliberately  about  any  thing.  Sup- 

porting, propping  (by  pillars),  establishing.  Break- 

ing the  constitution  (distemper,  love,  or  any  oppres- 

sion of  body  or  mind).  Grieving, making  sad.  Hav- 
ing a  spite  against.  S  trik  ing  with  a  col  umn  (a  mace  ?) 

Striking  the  back.  Weighing  (a  man)  down  (debt). 

Resolution,  resolve,  purpose,  design,  intention, 

bild  ̂ mclin,  Unintentionally,  unwittingly. 

1^}^  ^rnda  ̂ la  ̂ ynin,  Diligently,  at- 
tentively, purposely.  In  fact,  ̂ mad,  (v.  n.  of 

iXS-)  Being  wet  with  rain  (ground),  so  that  the 
dust  conglomerates.  Being  weakly  and  ailing.  Be- 

ing angry.  Cleaving,  sticking  close  to.  Being  sur- 
prised, astonished.  Being  swelled  from  riding  (the 

buttocks).  Having  the  inside  of  the  bunch  crushed 

and  injured  from  riding  (a  camel).  Wetting  the 

dust,  and  causing  it  to  stick  (rain).  A  raft.  Any 

bodily  swelling,  wound,  or  sickness,  (pi.  of  iij^ 

^mud)  Columns,  ^mid,  (A  camel)  hurt  inside 

the  hump.  Moist  earth.  IjJiiS  ̂   ̂ midus  sara, 
Extremely  beneficent,  ̂ mud,  (pi.  of  lij^  ̂ mud) 
Columns,  pillars. 
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aJs^  ̂ imudd,  A  youth  full  of  youthfulness. 
A^i^^^fl?«iZan,Deliberately:withmalice  prepense. 

A  (jjU-^ff-  ̂ mddn,  The  bearer  of  a  message  to an  army. 

A  (j^i^iJp  ̂ mmaddn,  Long,  tall. 

A  ̂^S-^S-  ̂ imudddniy,  Full  of  youthfulness. 

A  'id^  ̂ imdat,  A  support,  pillar,  prop.  What- 
ever is  trusted  or  confided  in.  The  bearer  of  a  mes- 

sage to  an  army.    Great,  rich,  consequential.  A 

minister,  vazir.  ^imdatu'l  kharvdss, 

A  prime-minister.  'is^  ̂ imdutu''l  mulk, Pillar  of  the  state  (a  title  conferred  upon  the  great 
officers  of  state). 

A  jifi'  ̂ mara,  (fut.j**^.  ya^nuru)  He  built. 

^  ^mr,  (v.  n.  ofj^ff-)  Preserving.  Living 
long.  Visiting.  Bringing.  Life,  age.  Faith,  reli- 

gion. (pl.j^.»S^  ̂ Mm'Iir)  The  gums.  A  ring  for  the 
nose  or  the  top  of  the  ear.  Any  thing  long  between 

two  cloves  of  garlic.  A  tall  tree.  The  sugar  palm- 
tree,  which  bears  a  superior  kind  of  date.  ̂ \ 

^mra''Udh,  (or  ̂ \ la  ̂ mru'llali)  By  the  life 
of  God !  ̂ \  ^m7-aha'lldhu,Ma.j  Godkee-p 
you  !  ̂ mrahalldha,  By  thy  acknowledgment  of 
the  life  of  God  !  (a  form  of  adjuration),  {jj^  la 

^imri  or  la  ̂ mari,  By  my  life!  ̂ ^^^  (pl.jUs-\ 

a^nd?')  (Long)  life,  age,  lifetime.  A  mosque  or 
church.  The  gums.  The  sugar  date-tree. 

^mri  ahad,  Eternal  life,  immortality.  Pj^ii 

^mri  dardz,  A  long  life.  A  J^JS'  ̂ mri  ̂ ziz, 

(or  p  ̂^J>  ji^  ̂ imri  (jirdmi)  Precious  life,  p 
^mri  farsd,  Perishable  life,    a  ̂ mar,  A 

kerchief  with  which  a  fi'ee-born  or  noble  woman 
covers  her  head.  She  who,  in  the  absence  of  a  veil, 

thrusts  her  head  into  her  sleeve,  ̂ mar,  Omar  (a 

man*s_^name).    ̂ mur,  Life,  age. 
a        ^mran,  In  his  life,  never. 

A  f^^jt^  ̂ mrdn,  Name  of  the  father  of  Moses. 
^mrdn,  Cultivated,  inhabited,    ^mrdni,  (dual) 

j^W"      J^*^  ̂ i  mr  bin  jab ir,  and ^^jd^badr 
bin  ̂ 7m:  Two  bits  of  flesh  suspended  over  the 

uvula,  ̂ virdni  or  ̂ mardni,  The  two  ends  of  the 

sleeves.    ̂ wmaraH?,  (dual)  The  two  Omars,  i.e. 
Abu  bakr  and  Omar,  the  two  first  caliphs ;  or  Omar 

andJJ>^j»J\  iSiS'  (^^j^S-  ̂ imar  bin  ̂ bdi'l  ̂ ziz. 

A  'ij^S'  ̂ mrat,  Any  covering  for  the  head,  as a  crown,  tiara,  turban,  or  cap.  A  small  pearl  or 

bead  by  which  a  string  of  pearls  is  divided  at  in- 

tervals. A  woman,  'ijt^ y>\  abu  ̂ mrat,  Penury 
and  hunger.  Name  of  a  man  who  carried  misfor- 

tune and  war  wherever  he  went,  ^mrat,  (pl.^^^ 

^Mmar)The  sacred  visitation  or  pilgrimage  toMecca. 
One  of  the  essential  elements  of  pilgiimage.  The 

visiting  or  cohabiting  with  a  woman  in  the  house 

of  her  parents  or  kindred. 

A  i^j^^  ̂ mmai-atdni,  Two  small  bones  at  the root  of  the  tongue. 

p  li^^  ̂ mrud,  Parsley.- 

A  iy,'«i>  f^marrad,  Of  a  bad  disposition.  Strong. 
Exceedingly  cunning  and  mischievous.  Noble  (ca- 

mel), an  excellent  roadster.  A  fierce  wolf  Long 

(horse  or  road), 

A  Cj^-oS-  ̂ ynarras,  Robust,  strong  (man).  Ac- 
celerated, vehement  (approach).  Malignant.  Se- 

vere, disastrous  (day). 

A  )sj^S'  iimrit  or  ̂ umrut,  Long. 

A  iSj^p  ̂ marrat,  Light,  nimble.  Bold,  strong. 
A  misfortune. 

p  S^j^  ̂ mr-Jidh,  Life-consuming. 
A  j^ff-  ̂ 7nru,  (pronounced  ̂ amr,  thcj  being- 

employed  solely  to  distinguish  this  word  frorn^S> 

^mar,  Omar)  (pl.^^S-1  a^nur  andj_j^  ̂ miur)  A 
proper  name.  Name  of  Farazdak.  unvn 

^mr,  A  hyena. A  i^jj^  ̂ imi-ud,  Long  (horse  or  road). 

p  ̂ ^6J^J^J^  ̂ mrrvai^  shudan,  To  grow  old. To  draw  towards  a  close  (life). 

A  o^jj'^  ̂ mrus,  (pi.  (j*OgL»S-  ̂ mdns  and 

^mdris)  A  sucking  lamb.  A  fat  camel's colt.    Plump,  firm  (youth). 

A  ̂jj^  ̂ wirut,  (pi.  &1>jUp  ̂ 7ndritat  and 
WjWs-  ̂ mdrit)  A  robber.  A  poor  wretch.  Wicked, 
malignant,  stubborn,  insolent. 

A  ij^  ̂ maralm  alldh,  God  grant  him  a 

long  life ! 
A  i!sj'^  ̂imra\  A  life-grant,  a  life-intei-est. 
^  ^mre,  An  age,  long  space  of  time. 

A  ̂ Jj^  ̂ nmy,  A  sort  of  date.  ̂ im'iy,  An- 
cient (tree).  Thelote-tree  growing  on  a  river's  bank. 

p        joS-  ̂m-zdda,  An  uncle's  son. A  ̂j"«S>^am.s,(v.n.of  (j-^ff')  Being  erased  (any 
writing).  Concealing,  hiding.  Being  dull,  cloudy 

(day).  Feigning  dulness  or  ignorance.  A  cruel  war. 

Perplexed  (business),  ̂ ms  or  ̂ imiis,  Dark  nights. 

^nias,  (v.  n.  of  {j^)  Being  dull,  cloudy  (day). 

A  ̂JS.♦5•  ̂ vish,  An  undesigned  blow.  A  con- 
venient, proper,  becoming  thing,  ̂ mash,  (v.  n. 

of  (ji^)  (An  exhortation)  suiting  (one)  well,  mak- 
ing a  suitable  impression.  Recovering  from  sick- 

ness (the  body).  Being  weak-sighled.  Weakness 
of  sight,  and  a  defluxion  in  the  eyes. 

A  AJl^  ̂ wishdf,  Weak-sighted  (woman). 

A  f^^lL.^  ̂ imshush,  A  branch  of  a  vine,  from 
which  the  grapes  have  been  partially  eaten. 

A  ^ms,  A  kind  of  food,  ̂ nris,  Addicted, 

ffiven  to  cat  acids. 

A  Is-U^  ̂        sabdhan,  Good  morrow  to  you. 

A  ̂ ^S-  ̂7nzaj,  Strong  (horse  or  camel). 
A  la^  ̂ mt,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Disgracing  or  dis- 

paraging. ^Tnt  or  ̂ nnat,  (v.  n.  of  la*5-)  Not  gi'ate- 
fully  acknowledging  the  mercies  of  God. 

A  &«3v»S-  ̂ m^mat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ st^  Q)  Having  a 
numerous  army,  after  having  had  a  small  one. 

A  J^S-  ̂ mli  or  f^tmk,  (pi.  a^tdk)  A 
widely-extended  desert.    Unripe  dates  laid  in  the 



sun  to  dry.  ̂ imh,  ̂ mli,  or  ̂ iniuh,  Depth  or  bot- 
tom (of  a  well),  ̂ imli,  (v.n.of  Being  deep. 

^mak,  A  right,  due,  or  claim,  ̂ mult  or  ̂ mak, 
Deep  (wells). 

A  dii^  ̂ inahat,  Grease  of  butter  sticking  to  a 
leathern  churn. 

A  J^H^S'  ̂ mha',  Name  of  a  tree  or  plant. 
^  (JUaH-^S-  ̂ imMijat,  Depth. 

A  (jjj ^imkus,  An  ass. 

A  (J^S- ^awiaZ,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Working.  Doing, 
making,  acting,  effectuating,  operating,  executing, 

labouring,  putting  in  practice.  Being  active  and 

sprightly  (a  camel).  Continuing,  lasting  (hght- 
ning).  Governing,  exercising  a  syntactical  govern- 

ment, (pi.  (J^.t5-\  o^)?«aZ)  Action,  operation.  Work, 
labour.  Servilework.  Practice  (as  opposed  to 

^7ot, Theory).  Effect.  Rule,  power,  dominion.  A 
border,  a  country.  The  collection  of  the  revenue. 

Seizure,  confiscation,  or  any  thing  liable  to  confis- 

cation. Trouble,  vexation.  ^^^^  ̂ mali  salih, 

A  good  action,  ij^**/*  (J-«^  ̂ viali  ma^iul,  An- 
cient usage,  ̂ y^\ hanuH  ̂ a??iaZ,  Pedestrians, 

footmen.  ̂ J..»ff•Jti  zu  ̂ malin,  A  workman.  j^'J^id 
dasiuru'l  ̂ mal,  A  manual  of  practice,  ̂ mil, 

Fit  for  work,  business,  or  action.  Long-continued 

(lightning).  He  who  executes  an  office;  a  revenue- 

officer.  £0  ̂ <^^mila bihi'l^millin(i^-^^l^ 
^mlin  or  ̂ imatin),  He  gave  him  hard  usage,  he 
sedulously  strove  to  annoy  him. 

A        ̂ malan,  In  very  deed,  truly,  in  earnest. 

A  ̂ j^^  ̂ mlak,  One  who  deceives  by  his  ele- 
gance and  address. 

A  'sX^  ̂ mlaf ,T!\\eh.  Deceit,  perfidy,  ̂ mlat, 
Work.  What  is  made  or  done.  Wages,  hire.  The 

mode  or  style  of  doing  any  thing.  Wickedness, 

depravity  of  the  heart,  ̂ imlat,  Wages,  workmen's 
wages,  ̂ malat,  (pi.  of  ,J.*VS'  ̂ mil)  Labourers. 
Officers.  ̂ amiVaf,  Active,  brisk, sprightly  (she-ca- 

mel). What  is  made  or  done.  Work. 

p^«S-  ̂xmlaj,  A  kind  of  winter-melon. 
p  jlj.l.^S' ^a?««/-Ja?',  One  in  command.  A  tax- 

gatherer,  (in  India)  A  native  collector  of  revenue. 

A  ̂jJ-^S-  ̂ ynallas,  Indefatigable  and  swift  (ca- 
mel). A  fierce  wolf.  A  hunting-dog.  Name  of  a 

dutiful  son,  who  bore  his  mother  on  his  back  a  pil- 

grim  to  Mecca;  hence,  (j*       abari-  min 
^mallas,  More  pious  than  Amallas. 

A  ^mlasat,  Speed,  velocity. 

A  k^S>^wmwia?«Y,  Robust,strong,hardy  to  travel. 

A  lAk^S-  ̂ «»iaZ/af,Robust,strong,hardy  to  travel. 

A  'isl^S-  ̂ mlaJiat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Making 
water.  Voiding  excrement.  Speaking  profoundly. 
Urine.  Excrement. 

p  jj^s-  ̂ mal-nama,  A  lease,  title-deed.  A 
warrant,  a  power  of  attorney. 

A  ^mlusat,  A  strong  bow  which  dis- 
charges an  arrow  swiftly. 
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A  "^^^  ̂ mally,  Practical  (in  opposition  to theoretical).  Laboured,artificial,wrought.  Forged. 

hihmati^maU,  Practical  philosophy, 

A  'i^^^  ̂ maUyat,  Practice. 
A  {^j&A^  ̂ mlis,  A  fatiguing  nocturnal  journey 

in  search  of  water. 

A  JjJiU^  ̂ mUk,  Amalek. 

A  js^S-  ̂ mam,  Complete,  perfect  (body).  Uni- 
versal (in  beneficence).  Bigness,  size.  Universa- 

lity, generality,  (pi.  of  ^mmat)  The  com- 
mons, plebeians,  ̂ imnm,  A  perfect  stature  of  body. 

The  entire  (of  the  body,  wealth,  or  youth),  (pi.  of 

^mlm)  Complete,  common,  general  (things). 

A  ^mn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Staying  (in  one 

place),  ̂ tmun,  Tarriers,  abiders. 

A  ^mnian,  (for  ̂ JS-  man)  From 
that  which. 

A  yt.S'  ̂ mw,  (v.  n.  of  for ̂ ^fi-)  Being  hum- 
ble and  submissive.  Being  tame  and  quiet.  Inclin- 

ing, leaning  to.  (pi.  a^ai)  Error,  aberra- 
tion. Humilitjr,  submissiveness. 

A        ^mmu,  A  paternal  uncle. 

A  ^mwas,  Emmaus,  in  Palestine,  ̂ am- 

n'cis  or  ̂ mrcas,  A  pestilence  which  raged  in  Syria 
during  the  early  days  of  Muhammadism. 

A  ̂ ^p^  ̂ muj,  (An  arrow)  flying  aside. 
A  lij^  ̂ mud,  (pi.  s  j>«P-\  a^idat,  ̂ mad, 

and  ̂ mud)  A  column,  pillar,  post,  prop.  A  mace, 
bludgeon.  The  support  of  a  family.  A  chief,  great 
man.  A  line  on  the  back  of  a  sword.  One  who 

conveys  a  message  to  an  army.  One  along  with 
whom  one  agrees  to  fight.  A  vein  extending;  from 

the  breast-bone  to  a  little  below  the  navel.  A  vein 

which  conveys  moisture  to  the  liver.  The  larger 

or  more  important  part  of  the  ear.  Gloomy,  sad. 

The  legs  of  an  ostrich.  The  posts  of  the  pulley  of 

a  well.  That  part  of  a  spear  which  lies  between 

the  two  shanks  of  the  iron  head.  ̂ ^la-M  lij^ff-  ̂ fl- 

muduHbat7i, Thehack.  i^y^^imudiraliJish, 

The  yard  of  a  horse,  a j^^^  i^y^  ̂ mudu's  suhr, 

The  heart-string.  ̂ -^^  i^^^  ̂ mudu  s  suhh,  The 
spreading  light  of  the  dawn.  A  morning  beam. 

d^S-  \3j>-  ^amw^Z,  A  perpendicularline. 

i»rf^}j  i^y^  ̂ la'  ̂ mudi  rasyiliim,  Upon  their 
fixed^principle. 

A^j^S-  ̂ mudan,  Perpendicularly. 

Ajy^  ̂ mur,  (v.n.ofj^S')  Cleaving,  sticking 
close  to  house  or  propei'ty.   Worshipping.  Pray- 

ing.   Fasting,    (pi.  ofj^  ̂ arar)  Gums.    (pi.  of 

^am?')  Amrs,  names  of  men. 
A  ^murali,  The  city  of  Gomorrah. 

A  {^y/S-^mus,  Obscure,  perplexed  (business). 
One  who  goes  in  darkness  or  uncertainty.  A  fierce 

lion.  ̂ MmMS,(v.n.of(j«*ff')Beingheavy,dark(day). 

A  ̂ j^'^  ̂ muh,  Depth. 
A  J^*^  ̂ 7nul,  Fit  for  work,  business,  or  action. 

Workmen's  wages. 

A  ^mum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  common, 
universal,  embracing  all.  Doing,  giving,  or  lend- 

ing in  common.  Community,  universality. 

aI/c^^c-  ̂ muman,  Commonly,  vulgarly. 

A  S/c^^  ̂ mumat,  (v.  n.  of  Jiff-)  Being  a  pater- 
nal uncle.  Relationship  of  paternal  uncle,  (pi.  of 

^mni)  Paternal  uncles. 
A  ^muiriiy,  Common,  universal. 

A  'ixoyifi-  ̂ mumiyat,  Generality,  universality. 

A  ^mun,  (pi.  of  j^^gvff'  ̂ rrii)  Blind. 
A  2 ^imuhf  (or  &J6 ^muhat)  (v.  n.  of  &^) 

Wandei'ing  here  and  there.  Being  bewildered  in 

argument  or  on  the  road. 

A  ^mawiy,  Belonging  to  a  blind,  fool- 
ish, silly  person.    Belonging  to  a  paternal  uncle. 

A  s^S'  ̂ mh,  (v.  n.  of  &^)Being  astonished,  dis- 
tracted, wandering.  Being  bewildered  in  argu- 

ment or  on  the  road,  ̂ mah,  (v.  n.  ofs^)  Being 

without  land-marks  or  direction-posts  (a  country). 

Astonishment,  bewilderment.  Irresolution,  uncer- 
tainty. Aberration,  perplexity,  puzzle,  nonplus. 

^mili,  (pi.  ^mihunn)  Astonied,  perplexed. 
A  li-t^  ̂ tmrnah,  (pl.of»-«lff-)Astonished,puzz]ed. 

A  A.^^mJias,  (A  country)  without  sign-posts. 

A  ^.mahan,  (v.  n.  of  &»S-)  Being  asto- 
nished, distracted,  wandering.  Being  bewildered 

in  argument  or  on  the  road. 

A  ̂ r*^  ̂mJiaj,  Thick  milk.  Self-important, proud,  haughty.  Tall.  Swift.  Fleshy  and  fat. 

A  ^mhuj,  (pi.  ̂ Us^  ̂mahij)  Herb- 
age, green  and  luxuriantly  entangled. 

A  ([_57^'»^  ̂ immaha',  Wandering,  straying. 
A  ^my,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^jfi-)  Casting  up  rubbish 

(water).  Throwing  his  foam  about  (a  camel).  Run- 

ning, flowing,  ̂ my,  (pi.  of  a^na  or  -^'^♦ff- 

^myas)  Blind,  ̂ ma,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S>)  Being  blind 

or  ignorant.  Being  dark,  obscure  (business).  Blind- 

ness (physical  or  mental).  Stature.  Length.  Dust. 

^^5-  I^jo  saJihat  ̂ ma'  (or  ̂^jfi-  ̂ mayy),  Mid- 

day heat,  ̂ mi,  (pi.  i^^^  ̂ mim)  Blind.  Igno- 

rant. w_..Aa_5\        ̂ ml'l  lialb,  Blind-hearted. 

A  jjts-  ̂ mmi,  My  uncle,  or  (simply)  a  pater- 
nal uncle,  ̂ mma,  (pi.)  On  the  brink  of  death. 

A  J\,4s-  ̂ immiy,  Common,  plebeian  (man). 
aIj^S'  J^j  liaiilu  ̂ mmiya,  Killed,  but  nobody 

knows  by  whom. 

A  ^nnyas,  (fem.  of         a^na')  Blind. 

A  (^^<^  ̂ myan,  (pi.  of  ̂\j>P^  a^na')  Blind. 
A  i^>\x^  ̂ myunis,  Name  of  an  idol  formerly 

worshipped  by  the  tribe  of  i^'^^  hhawlan. 

A  &J;«S-  ̂ myat,  An  object  of  choice.  Choice, 
election,    ̂ mhjat,  Blind  or  ignorant  (woman). 

A  ̂I^P  ̂ m'lyat,  Blind  (woman),  f^miyat  or 

^im'iyat,  Deviation,  aberration,  loss  of  the  way. 
Ignorance.  Contention,  litigation. 

A  ^mmlyat  or  ̂ mmlyat,  Pride.  Igno- 
rance.   Blind  bigotry,  ignorant  pertinacity. 



A  ^mit,  (pi.  of  ft-i^S")  Clews  of  wool. 

A  C-a^  ̂ mmit,A  Yigilant  watchman.  Drunk. 
Imprudent,  rash.  A  simpleton,  idiot. 

A  'iiA^  ̂ mitat,  (pi.  a^itat,  iJL*^  ̂ m- 
mut,  and  ^nfit)  A  clew,  hank,  or  skein  of 

wool  or  camels'  hair  («3-L*»  salilat  signifying  a  clew 

of  other  hair,  and  'i^^  suhijat  one  of  cotton). 
A  J-iA^S-  ̂ maysal,  One  who  drags  or  trails  (as 

a  man  or  woman  their  garments,or  beasts  their  tails). 

A  lion.  Slow,  dilatory  from  bulk  and  flabbiness. 

Long-tailed  (mountain-goat).  Long  (garment). 

Short  and  loose  (garment).  Thick,  strong,  broad. 
Quick,  active,  brisk.  A  noble  personage,  a  prince. 

A  ^«ma?/saZai,Corpulent,  fat(she-camel). 
Quick,  active  (woman). 

A&IlAJj^^Mma^si%a<,Asluggish,  trailing  pace. 

p  d^x^  ̂ mld,  A  house  in  which  one  is  forced 
to  take  refuge. 

A  ^rnid,  A  chief,  a  great  man.  Indis- 
posed. Sick  with  love. 

Ajii«x»S-  f^maydar,  A  delicate  youth.  Opulent. 
A  ^mlr,  Cultivated,  inhabited.  Coarse, 

thick  (cloth).  hasir  hajir  ̂ triir,  Very 

numerous,         ^\  ahu  ̂ mayr,  Penis. 

A  'ij<;^  ̂ mirat,  A  bee-hive,  'ij^  jaldu 
^mayrat,  Mastupration,  onanism,  self-abuse. 

A  (j^^/^  ̂ imayratani,  Two  bones  at  the  root 
of  the  tongue. 

p  ^mi-zada,  A  cousin,  uncle's  son. 
A  ^amis.  Obscure,  intricate  (business). 

One  who  pretends  to  be  ignorant  of  what  he  well 

knows.  (.T'i*^  ̂ misu''l  hamdAm, Name  of 
one  of  Muhammad's  halting-places  to  Badr. 

A  Jj^S-  ̂la'l  ̂ niisat,  (or  al 
^maysiyaf)  Rashly,  falsely-taken  (oath). 

A  (3i^  ̂ rriik,  (pi.  Jj^S-  ̂ muk,  ̂ mak,  JpUff' 
^mdsik,  and  jUs-  ̂ mdk)  Deep,  profound  (well). 
Distant,  deep,  and  long  (valley).  Widely  exten- 

sive.   A  gulf. 

A  (Jjj^S-  ̂ mil,  Operator.  Revenue-collector. 

A  pi^s-  ̂ mtm,  Full,  complete,  perfect.  The 
superior  rank,  better  sort  of  men.  (pi.  ̂ mum) 
Common  to  all  or  to  many,  universal, general.  Dry 

plants  called  J^^^  huhmo\  Dry  provendei-. 

^mimu'l  ihsdn,  Benevolent  or  benefi- 

cent unto  all.  CJ>^j^\  j«>Ji«^  ̂mirnu  'I  barahat,  En- 

riching universally.  ̂ ^'^  ̂ niimu'n  naf^ Advantageous  to  all,  of  universal  benefit. 

A  ^mlmat,  (pi.  j^P  ̂mm)  Of  a  perfect 
shapeand  good  figure  (a  woman).  Tall  (palm-tree). 

A  ̂^UvjMf^  ̂ mayniiratdni,  Two  bones  at  the 
root  of  the  tongue. 

A  Six^S-  ̂ rninat,  A  plain,  level  ground. 

A  ̂^i^S-  ̂ cmmaylia',  Wandering  one  knows not  where. 

A  ̂ JS'  ̂ n,  Off.  From.  From  off.  After.  Out 
of.  Without.  Through.  By.  With.  Concerning, 
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because,  on  account  of,  for.  Above,  on.  Before. 

Instead  of,  in  exchange  of.  According  to,  on  the 

authority  of.    LIaj,  bayyinatin,  After  a 

clear  demonstration,  jiii  ̂ ^C-  duburin,  After 

one's  decease,  t— j****^  samimi  7  kalb, From  the  bottom  of  the  heart,    i^j'^  ̂ ^-^  icf' 

haribi  'z  zaman,  (or  »— •^^J  harib)  In 

a  little  time,  soon,  immediately,  shortly.  tXna's 
kasd,  Designedly.  kawlika, 

On  your  word.  la  sJiay,  In  vain. 

iL^jl*«J,  ̂jff-  ̂ a?i  yasdri  makkat,  To  the  left  of 
Mecca.    &-.<*a>  nafsUii,  Against  his  will. 

-fl»*J\  (^ff-  I*  ma  ̂ nfl's  samdf  najm,  As 
long  as  a  star  is  in  the  sky.  ^jS-  Cl*  mata 

walad'tn,  He  died,  leaving  a  child.  J.=>- j 
u-Al?  wajada  talabin,  He  found  without  seek- 

ing, is  used  by  the  tribe  of  Tamim  for  ̂ J\ 

an ;  as,  ̂J^3^fli>       (^f^^  a^abani  taf^la. 
A  ̂ ^S'  ̂ nn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ t^)  Pulling  in  a  horse 

(with  the  reins).  Putting  reins  to  a  bridle.  Put- 
ting a  title  or  inscription  to  a  book,  or  a  direction 

to  a  letter.  Appearing  before  the  eyes,  presenting 

itself.  Reproaching,  reviling,  ̂ nna,  Perhaps. 

A  Ij^  ̂ana',  A  side. A  Up  ̂ nnd,  (for  Ij        ̂ aw  nd)  From  us. 

A  -^^liP  ̂ 7idf,  (v.  n.  of  yS'  or  Being  de- 
tained (a  captive).  Being  fatigued.  Being  hum- 

ble and  suppliant.  Affliction, labour,  lassitude,  ad- 

versity, distress,  p  Us-  j  ̂   ?>a?y'  u  ̂ nd,  Labour 
and  affiiction.  a  Up  jiu  maharri  ̂ nd,  The  house 

of  sorrow,  ̂ ndi,  (v.  n.  3  of  jjP)  Opposing  stre- 
nuously. Becoming  callous  to  evil,  enduring  it  with 

all  its  consequences.    Taking  care  (of  property). 

A  u-.>Up  ̂ ndb,  Large-nosed.  A  female  hernia, 
or  imperviousness.  An  excrescence  which  they  who 

practise  female  circumcision  cut  off.  A  small  black 
mountain.    A  long  round  mountain. 

A  ̂-sUp  ̂ nndb,  A  vender  of  grapes,  ̂ mndb, 
A  jujube-tree  and  fruit.  The  fruit  of  the  tiJU  ardk 

tree.  The  lip  of  a  mistress,  p  Ji  u-->Up  ̂ nndbi  tar, 
The  finger  of  a  mistress. 

A  ̂ Up  ̂mdbij,  Cruel,  severe,  morose,  unjust. 
A  (j<*jUp  ̂ ndbis,  Six  men  of  the  tribe  of  Ku- 

raysh.  ̂ ndbis,  A  lion. 
A  J->Up  ̂ ndbil,  A  thick  bow-string.  Thick. 

(A  man)^of  a  full,  perfect  stature. 

A  (J,Vjp  ̂ nndbiy,  Of  a  carnation-colour. 
A  jUp  ̂ ndt,  (pi.  of  (jlp  ̂a?(i)  Captives. 

A  J3lj>P  ̂ ndtil,  Hyenas  that  rend  their  prey. 
A  deer  cut  in  pieces  and  laid  to  entice  beasts  of  prey. 

A  ̂ Up  ̂ndsij,  Powerful,  fat,  and  thick  (moun- tain-goat). 

A  13UP  ̂ ndfi,  (pi.  of  H^jllP  ̂ nsurvat  and  ̂ n- 
suwat)  Grasses,  hard,  dry,  and  beginning  to  wither. 

A  ̂ Up  ̂ndj,  A  rope  passed  round  the  bottom 
of  a  large  bucket,  and  fastened  to  the  cross  bars  at 

the  top.  An  affair,  business  j  or  that  by  which  it 
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is  held  together.  A  pain  in  the  loins.  ^  Jj^* 
kawlun  Id  ̂ ndja  lahu,  A  speech  without  con- 

sistency, or  uttered  without  deliberation. 

A  ̂.j»-Up  ̂ a«q;y ,  (pi.  of  ̂ ■d^)  Swift  (horses). 
A  tiUP  ̂ ndd,  (v.  n.  3  of  ijj.P)  Declining,  re- 

ceding, departing.  Beingcontumacious:  obstinacy, 
stubbornness,  perverseness,  resistance,  repugnance. 

A  UUp  ̂ 7iddan,  Obstinately,  perversely. 

A  JiiUP  ̂ nddil,  (pi.  of  (.yJ^iioP)  Nightingales. 

A  (^^liUp  ̂ nd  or  ̂ nddildni,  The  testicles. 

A  j^j'iiUp  ̂ 7iddiy,  Opposing,  incompatible. 

ajUp  ̂ ndz,  (pi.  of  ji<P  ̂ nz)  She-goats. 
A  ̂ Up  ̂ 7ids,  (v.  n.  of  (j*Up)  Remaining  long 

unmarried  in  her  parent's  house  (a  nubile  virgin). 
A  mirror,  looking-glass. 

A  ̂ Up  ̂ 7idsh,  (v.  n.  3  of  yi^ip)  Hugging 
one  another  in  battle. 

A^jS>Up^awnas/i,Who  fights  with  an  adversary. 

Aj^oUp  ̂ ndsir,  (pi.  of^^olp)  The  elements. 

A  jJ^Up  ̂ ndsil,  (pi.  of  ̂ y^JS■)  Squills. 

A  (_^-oUp  ̂ nds'i,  (pi.  of  i ^msU7vat)  Small 
parts  (of  cattle  or  hair). 

A  e-^iaUp  ̂ 7idzib,  Yellow  male  locusts. 

A  &iUp^awa/ai,  (v.  n.  of  i_-fljsP)  Incommoding, 

being  troublesome.  Inconvenience. 

A  yiiUp  ̂ 7idjish,  Long  and  thick-bearded. 
A  laiUp  ̂ ndjit,  (pi.  of  laaip  ̂ mfut)  Bad-tem- 

pered.   Low,  mean. 

A  ijUp  ̂ ndh,  (pi.  JjiP^  a^iuk  and  ̂ ^j>P  ̂ m- 
7iuh)  A  female  kid.  A  calamity.  A  troublesome 

business.  Disappointment,  failure.  The  middle 

star  in  the  Great  Bear.  Two  years'  tithes.  ̂ jUp 

^a?ia/£M7ar3^,  The  animal  called  *U*>J 
siydh-gosh,  ̂ ndk,  (v.  n.  .3  of  ̂ j->^)  Catching  in  the 

arms,  hugging  (either  in  love  or  wrath). 

A  wUp  ̂ Tidkat,  Disappointment,  failure. 

ALNJs3Up^awa/«ic?,(pl.ofii^jup)Clusters  of  grapes. 

A  t.d)UP  ̂ 7idk,  A  sand-hill. 
A  u-'^'Up  ̂ ndh'ib,  (pi. of  OjJ^ip)  Spiders. 
A  ̂ Up  ̂ ndTi,  (pi.  of  &iUp  ̂ ndnat)  Clouds. 

^7id7i,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ S-)  Opposing,  resisting,  (pi.  &ip\ 

a^nnat  and  (^P  ̂ muTi)  A  rein,  a  bridle.  Any 
object  present  to  the  eye.  A  conspicuous  part  of 
tlie  heavens.  An  artery  in  the  back.  Opposition 

or  resistance  to  the  purchaser  of  a  chattel  on  the 

ground  of  a  personal  interest  in  the  thing.  Equa- 

lity in  partnership  in  one  particular  part  of  the  pro- 

perty to  the  exclusion  of  the  rest.  The  environs 

(of  a  house),  (pi.  of  &iP  ̂ mriat)  Enclosures  for 

camels,  p  ̂ ^S^  cIIajjj  (j^^  ̂7idni  a77ial  sa- 
buk  shuda7i,  To  despond,  despair.  ̂ ^IaP ji  ̂jUp 

^ndn  bar  ̂ ndn,  Equality,  (^x^^  (^Up^i«a?j  tdf- 
tan,  To  be  weak.  To  turn  away  the  face.  (jUp 

Jo.iijii  ̂ 7idn  duzdukm,  To  remain  behind,  be- 
come dispirited.  ^7idn-rez  kardan, 

To  relax  the  reins,  ride  full  gallop,  (jpjj  (jUp 

^ndTi-zandn  raftan,^o  go  at  full  speed .  uiijuu  ̂ Up 



^^i^J^^nan  sahuk  kardan,  To  proceed  gently.  To 

take  time  to  consider.  i^Xu*         ̂ nan  sa- 
huli  sliudan,  To  travel.  i^x^_f  j j>  ̂j^^  ̂ 7ianfaro 

giriftan,  To  set  about  any  thing  leisurely.  ̂ ^Us^  lil^ 

bad-^nan,  Swift  as  the  wind,  a  'i^jZ*  shir- 
kat  ̂ nan,  Partnership  in  trade  solely  in  regard  to 

one  particular  object.  yjj^  tarhu'l  ̂ nan, 
Active,  nimble.  )3>^  Jjifll)  LiJUUff-  ̂ nandka 

an  taf^Ia  kaza,  The  whole  for  you  to  do  (is)  this. 

A  ij^js-  Rinnan,  Slow,  dilatory. 

h{J^  KAi^S-^ndna  7»iaiw,Two  veinsin  the  back. 

A  uLlliliS'  ̂ indndka,  Your  object  or  effort. 

p  a(J.As*,v  ^nan-pecldda,  Contumacious, 
disobedient,  headstrong. 

A  ioUs-  ̂ ndnat,  Disinclination  to  women,  aris- 

ing from  impotency  or  fascination,  (pi.  ̂ a- 
nan)  A  cloud.    A  cloud  containing  water. 

p  (ji.^^US'  ̂ ndn-kash,  Pulling  the  reins. 

A  ^ndhij,  Long,  tall. 

AiL^liS'  ̂ nayat  or ^nay at,  (v.  n.  of^jP)  Mean- 

ing,signifying,intending(somewhatbyone'swords). 

Rendering  anxious,  engaging  one's  careful  atten- 
tion. Belonging  to,  concerning.  Bestowing  pains 

upon.  Happening,  occurring.  Agreeing  with  one 

j  (food).  Producing  herbage  (ground).  Guarding, 

preserving.  Assistance^  aid,_favour.  A  gift,  [pre- 
sent. Solicitude,  anxiety,  care.  Cloth  half  silk, 

p  (jiif^  CU>yjS- ^ndyat  kardan,  To  aid,  succour, 

favour.         iJ^A'jS-  ̂ ndyati  ildhl.,'Diy'mei'sL\our. 

p  s^X'i  CL^yis-  ̂ «a?/aY-Ha»wa,  A  certificate  or  a 
grant  in  writing.  A  deed  of  exemption. 

A  u-»is-  ̂ nab,  (and  A^'^s-  ̂ nabds)  The  grape, 
grapes.  Wine.  i^U>J\  i^iS'  ̂ nabu's  sa^ab. 
Fox  grapes,  nightshade. 

A  ^nabdn,  Light,  active.  Heavy,  dull, 
aged  (hart). 

A  i—aJ.JIP'  ̂ mbab.  Plenty  of  water.  The  fore 
part  of  a  torrent.  Name  of  a  river  and  of  a  plant. 

A  ^nabat,  (pi.  Oljiff-  ̂ nabdt,  U-Jjiff-  ̂ m- 
nub,  u-'ip  ̂ nab,  ̂Uls-  ̂ nabds,  and  u--»Us-l  a^db) 
One  grape.    A  tubercle,  pustule,  pimple,  button. 

A^ip  ̂mbuj.  Languid,  slow,  dull,  foolish. 
A  jo.S'  ̂ mbar.  Ambergris,  a  rich  perfume,  said 

to  be  the  excrement  of  a  marine  animal.  A  certain 

sea-fish.  Something  that  rises  in  the  bottom  of  the 

sea,  consumes  marine  animals,  and  dies ;  and  is 

mostly  found  in  the  belly  of  a  fish.  A  kind  of 

wax,  which  in  process  of  time  dissolves  and  falls 

into  the  sea,  and  by  the  waves  is  cast  on  shore. 

The  skin  of  a  sea-fish  ;  also  a  shield  made  of  it. 

Saffron,  p  iJ]}j^J'}^  ̂ mbari  arzdn,  (or  (^^jjj-}-^ 

^7nbari  Jarzdu)  The  musky  ringlets  of  the  ];ro- 

phet.  j'i ̂IS'  ̂ mbari  tar.  The  ringlets  of  a  mis- tress; also  a  mole  on  the  face.  Night. 

P  u;^/T_^is-  ̂ mbar-dgin.  Full  of  amber. 

Pjb^S-  ̂ mbar-bdr,  Odoriferous,  fragrant. 

p  (^J^>  j.'iS' ̂ miar-bdris,  Barberis. 
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p  ̂j^jjS'  ̂ mbar-ioy,  Smelling  of  ambergris. 

A  ij^jS'  ̂ mbarat.  Severity  of  winter.  Onions 
cooked  in  a  pot.  A  pure,  unmixed  genealogy. 

p  is.s--jf.xS'  ̂ mbarcha.  An  ornament  for  the  neck full  of  amber. 

A  C^jl'^^  ̂ mhariyul  balad,  A  name  for 
guidance  or  direction. 

P(j^j^jaS-^amZ)ariw,Of ambergris.  (J--xm»  i^.-J^ 

^mbarin-sumbul.  The  locks  of  a  mistress. 

p  «.joj<xS-  ̂ mbarina,  A  perfume  compounded 

of  ambergris,  musk,  and  wood  of  aloes.  A  woman's 
ornament  for  the  neck  full  of  amber. 

A  ^mbas,  A  lion. 
A  la-is-  ̂ mhut,  (or  &ia-i5-  ̂ mbutat^  Short, 

compact  in  body,  and  full  of  flesh. 

Af^.^S-^imbul,  (or  'ilijS'  ̂ mbulat)  The  clitoris. 
A  isAjaS-  ̂ imbulat,  (A  woman)  with  a  clitoris. 

A  '^^S-  ̂ mbuliy.  Thick.  An  Ethiopian. 

A^.xiS'  ̂ inibuj.  Languid,  slow,  dull,  foolish. 
A        ̂ nnat,  (pi.  jj^P  ̂ nan  and  j^liS'  ̂ ndn) 

A  wooden  pen  for  camels.  An  aversion  to  women. 

A  fire-place,  a  stove.  A  rope.  Impotency  produced 

by^witchcraft.  Ajudicial  declaration  of  impotency. 

^y7ia  ̂ innatin,  (I gave  him)  something 
more  than  the  rest.  Unexpectedly,  with  the  glance 

of  the  eye  (I  saw  him). 

A  Cl^'xS-  ̂ nat,  (v.  n.  of  CL^xS-)  Being  liable  to 
offend.  Being  vicious  and  corrupt.  Falling  into 

misfortune  or  difliculty,  from  which  a  man  cannot 

extricate  himself.  Disobeying.  Beingbrokenagain, 

(a  bone)  scarcely  consolidated.  Being  weak  and 

despondent.  A  fault,  crime.  Corruption,  depra- 
vity. Ruin,  destruction.  Difficulty  and  trouble 

coming  upon  a  man.  Fornication,  adultery.  A 

rent,  split,  ̂ nit,  (A  bone)  re-broken,  the  former 
fractui  e  not  having  been  consolidated. 

A  'i'JjSff-  ̂ ntatat,  (v.  n.  of  CJ.lxS'  Q)  Turning 
away  from.  Being  high  and  erect  (the  horn  of  a 

yearling  kid). 

A  JuP  funtar  or  ̂ ntar,  A  gad-fly,  horse-fly. 

A  'ijjS'  ̂ ntarat,  (v.  n.  oiJ.'xS-  Q)  Making  a 
buzzing  noise  (flies).  Encountering  with  intrepi- 

dity the  dangers  of  war.  Piercing  with  a  spear. 
Name  of  one  of  the  seven  Arabian  poets,  whose 

poems  were  hung  up  on  the  temple  of  Mecca,  and 

were  called  OlHijwi  mu^llahdt,  i.e.  Suspended. 

A  ̂ly.'xS'  ̂ ntaris,  A  camel  whose  flesh  is 
compact.  A  calamity,  misfortune. 

A  J:o^  ̂ nttd  or  ̂ ntal.  Hard,  The  clitoris. 

A  ftluis-  ̂ ntalat,  A  tearing  in  pieces. 

A  Oj-is-  ̂ ntut.  Grass,  hard,  dry,  and  begin- 
ning'to  wither.  A  small  mountain  in  a  desert.  The 

beginning  of  any  thing.  A  hill  diflicult  of  ascent. 

A  ̂ jSS-  ̂ intuh,  (or  ̂-i^'is-  ̂ ntuhiy)  One  who 
exerts  himself  and  strains  every  nerve. 

A  ■i-iff-  ̂ nsat.  Grass,  hard,  dry,  and  withering. 

A  ̂j,p^an5fl;,Languid,corpulent,thick.  Power- 

ful,  thick,  and  fat  (mountain-goat). 

A  ijiis-  f^nsal,  (or  Jiip  1\)  A  hyena. 
A  5jj^  ̂ nsun-at  or  ̂ nsuwat,  (pi.  j^Uff-  ̂ a- 

ndsi)  Grass,  hard,  dry,  and  beginning  to  wither. 

^msuwat,  The  hair  of  the  chin. 

A  ̂ S-  ̂nj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Training,  exercising 
(a  camel),  by  bringing  the  halter  back  to  his  fore- 

legs. Passing  a  rope  round  the  bottom  of  a  large 
bucket,  and  fastening  it  to  the  handle  or  cross-bar. 

^naj.  The  training  of  a  camel.    An  old  man. 

a's4^ ̂ najat,  Thejamborside-postofthe  door of  the  hawda  or  camel-litter. 

A  ^W^ji  Great,  large,  ̂ njuj,  A  sort  of 
fragrant  herb. 

A  0^4^  ̂ njad,  ̂ njad,  or  ̂ njud,  A  bad  sort of  dried  grape. 

A  ^njadat,  (v.  n.  ofs^^  Q)  Being  black 
and  bad  (a  grape). 

A  'ij4^^njarat,  (v.  n. ofjd^Q,)  Makingmouths, 
pouting  the  lips  in  contempt.    A  bold  woman. 

AiijS^  ̂anjarid.  An  impudent,  brawling  woman. 

A  1^—^  ̂ njush,  A  decrepit,  withered,  con- 
tracted, wrinkled  old  man. 

A  I — ^mjiif,  A  lean,  withered  dwarf,  shri- velled in  body. 

A  ijj*^  ̂ njal,  A  badger,  ̂ njid,  An  old  man thin  of  flesh  and  raw-boned. 

A  ̂^4^  ̂^JH?}  (pl-  ̂ "^-^  ̂ fiyy)  ex- cellent horse.    A  swift  camel.  Early  youth. 

A  ^vjurat.  The  cover  of  a  flask. 

A  I  'js*^  ̂ njuf,  A  lean  and  withered  dwarf. 
Contracted,  shrivelled  in  body.    An  old  woman. 

A  J_j^  ̂ njul,  A  certain  little  beast. 
^tnja,  A  collection.  Mixing,  kneading. 

A  'i^il^;^  ̂ injahdmyat or  ̂ mjuhdnvyat,  Pomp, 

pride.  Ignorance. 

A  '^^^^^  ̂njvliiy.  Proud.  Foolish,  mad,  crazy. 
^njuhiyat,  Ignorance,stupidity.  Pride. 

A  lyxS-^nada,  (fut.  yxx>,ya^ndu)  He  deviated. 
A  i^xS'  ̂ nd,  ̂ nd,  or  ̂ md,  A  side,  part,  quar- 

ter, ^inda,  ̂ nda,  or  ̂ mda,  (An  adverb  of  time 
and  place)  Near,  nigh,  with,  before,  about,  in,  ac- 

cording to.  ̂ \  s'xS'  ̂ nda''Udh,  With  or  before 
God.  t^ijtx5\  v^jiS-  ̂ nda  'I  ba^,  According  to  some. 

ly'xP  ̂ nda't  talilak,  Of  a  truth,  certainly, 

^^ii  s'xS.^nda^l  hhaldnh,  In  the  estimation  of 
men.  C^iJi  ̂ nda  sdltka,  Then,  at  the  same 

moment.  sJW^  ti.is-  ̂ nda'l  ̂ kibat,  At  length, 

finally.  ̂ ^yO^\  sis-  ̂ nda''l  wusul.  On  the  arrival, 
when  it  happens,  in  such  an  event.  tj^^\  ̂.xS' 

^nda'l  wakt,In  time,atthe  critical  juncture.  Liis'xS- 

\  3oj  ̂ndaka  zaydan,  Take  thou  (th  is)  Zay  d .  '^^^xS' 
S>,j  ̂ ndimmu  zayd,  (for  ̂ 1  i^iyxS-  ̂ ndl  umvm 
zayd)  Zayd's  mother  is  with  me.  Siij-S-  ̂ ndahu, 
With  him,  in  his  possession.  l*ti>jiS-  ̂ ndamd,  In 
the  meanwhile.  ufJ^iff-  ̂ ^to  min  ̂ ndika.  On  thy 

part.  (^d.'xS'  ̂ ndi.  According  to  my  notion,  in  my 



opinion.  (.^'Joff-  min  ̂ ndi,  By  my  authority, 
^inc?,  Heart,  mind,  intelligence,  ̂ nad,  Side,  part. 

A  SiS-  ̂ nnad,  (pi.  of  i^ils-  ̂ nid)  Obstinate, 
wilful.  Bleeding  veins  which  cannot  be  stanched. 

A  IjjS'  ̂ indas,  Bold,  brave. 

A  i j\SiS^ ^ndasrvat,  Bold.  Difficulty,intncacy. 
Trouble.  Wrong,  injury.  A  heavy  misfortune. 

Fraud,  stratagem,  deceit,  guile. 

A  f^i^.SxS-  ̂ ndahil,  A  nightingale. 

A  ii^iS'^ndad,  Art,  cunning,  fraud,  stratagem. 

Old,  ancient,    ̂ ndad  or  ̂ zndud,  Flight,  escape. 

A  'ijd^js-  ̂ ndarat,  (v.  n.  ofjiii.S'  Q)  Being 
heavy  (rain). 

A  sJSsf-  ̂ ndukat,  The  lower  part  of  the  belly 
below  the  navel,  the  abdomen. 

A  J  JiiP'  ̂ ndal,  A  long  or  tall  camel.  Large- 
headed  (camel). 

A  e-Jti^S-  ̂ ndalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^i.is-  Q)  Being 
strong  and  sinewy  (a  camel).  Warbling  (a  night- 

ingale). Long  (she-camel).  Large-breasted  woman. 

A  L_-'J^tij^S'  ̂ ndalib,  (pi.  JiiUff')  A  nightingale. 

A  ̂yJ^^jS'  ̂ ndalil,  A  sort  of  sparrow. 

A         ̂ awc^am.  Dragons' blood.  Brazil-wood. 
A  Ai^>SS'  ̂ nzas,  An  instigating,  an  exciting. 

A  ̂J^ldjs-  ̂ nziyan,  A  shrew. 

A'jS'  ̂ nz,  (v.  n.  ofj^S-)  Declining,  turning  away 
the  face  from.  Skirmishing  or  piercing(with  a  small 

spear).  (pl.J^S-^  a^M2;,Jy>S- ^w«m2^,  andjUp  ̂ naz) 
A  she-goat,^oe,  fawn,  gazel.  A  female  eagle,  vul- 

ture, or  bustard.  Little,  black,  and  bare  (hill). 
Name  of  a  certain  water-fowl.  A  stone  in  water. 

Name  of  a  horse,  woman,  and  sword.  Name  of  a 

large  fish(which  a  mule  can  scarcely  carry). 

ha  rulthatayi''l  ̂ nz,  Like  the  two  knees  of  a 
goat,  i.  e.  equal  (in  honour  and  rank). 

j<jO\  lahiyayarcma'l  ̂ nz,  He  met  his  destruction. 
A  ^nzuh,  The  edible  herb  sumach. 

A  ^inazat,  A  short  spear  with  an  iron  fer- 
rule at  bottom.  Edge  of  a  hatchet.  A  kind  of  ani- 
mal resembling  a  weasel,  which  is  said  to  crawl 

into  the  vulva  of  a  camel  when  asleep. 

A  C^^jjS'  ̂ nzarut,  A  Persian  gum  or  bal- 
sam. Flesh-glue. 

A  "ij^j^  '^muhaniy ji^^VjS'  ̂ nzahw,  or  'i ̂'j.S' 
^nzakwat)  One  who  abstains  from  all  amusements. 
One  who  dislikes  partners  or  associates. 

A  'i^JS'  ̂ nzahrvat,  Pride. 
A  ̂J*'>S'  ̂ aws,  (v.  n.  of  (j^^)  Bending  (a  stick). 

A  strong  she-camel  with  a  long  tail.    An  eagle. 

Crookedness  of  wood,    ̂ ns,  (or  ^nnas) 

(pi.  of  (j^jIS'  pant's)  (Girls)  M'ho  remain  long  in 
their  parents'  house  after  the  marriageable  age. 
^nas,  A  frequent  glance  at  a  mirror. 

A  J—'iS'  ̂ nsal,  A  swift  she-camel. 

A  (jiis-  ̂ nsh,  (v.  n.  of  (jt>&)  Bending.  Dis- 
turbing, frightening,  driving  away.  Uprooting, 

displacing,  separating. 
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A  ia.Z^iS'  ̂ nshat,  (or  la-iJ^  ̂ nashshaf)  Of  a 
bad  disposition.    Long,  tall  (man  or  woman). 

A  &lxiJS-  ̂ nshatat,  (v.  n.  of  IxiJ^-  Q)  Being 
angry.    Tall  (woman). 

A  ^nashnash,  Long,  light,  swift  (man or  horse). 

A  i^^Z^S'  ̂ nshush,  A  remnant,  somewhat. 
A  iil-oaP  ̂ nsat,  (Sj/ai^  ̂ nsurvat,  ̂ nsuwat, 

^nsuwat,  or  Xxols-  ̂ nsiyat)  (pi.  ^nasi) 
Scattered  herbage;  dispersed  cattle ;  remains  of  any 

estate  (in  money  or  flocks),  from  a  third  to  a  half. 

"  Ajtajs-  ̂ nsur,  also  ̂ msar,  (pI.j^Us-  ̂ nash-) 
An  element.  A  foundation.  Temperament,  con- 

stitution, complexion.  Root,  origin,  principle.  Re- 
putation, estimation.  Misfortune,  calamity.  Care, 

study  :  aim,  design.  Necessity,  need,  want.  Grief. 

A  a^is-  ̂ nsai'at,  The  Jewish  Pentecost. 

A  i^jj&'iS'  ̂ insuriy,  Elementary,  elemental. 
A  (J.^ais-  ̂ nsal  or  ̂ msuI,  (^^Lais-  ̂ nsalds  or 

^nsuW)  (pi.  J.yoUff'  ̂ inasil)  A  sea-leek.  A  wild 
onion.  A  squill.  tarikul  ̂ nsa- 
layn,  Any  road  where  one  is  lost. 

A  i^jaXtojS'  ̂ nasnas,  A  fatiguing  nocturnal 
journey  in  search  of  water. 

A  'i^ja'iS-  ̂ nsuwat  or  ̂ nsawat,  (pi.  ̂ ^Us-  ̂ a- 
nasl)  A  handful  of  hair. 

A  'sJ.^iS'  ̂ nsiyat,  A  lock  of  hair. 
A  \^JS>  ̂ nat,  Length  (of  a  beautiful  neck). 

A  (J^iaJlS>  ̂ ntabul,  Tall  (woman). 
A  lailaJS- ^awafwai,  Long,  tall.  A  jug,water-pot. 

A  ̂jlJaJ^  ̂ ntiyan,  The  beginning  of  youth, 

A  i^Uaj;^-  ̂ nzab,  (^nzab,  u-^JaJ^S-  ̂ nzab,  or 
^nzub^  A  thick,  fat  locust.  A  yellow  male  locust. 

A  ̂U)aJ&  ̂ mzubds,  (or  ̂iJaJP  ̂ nzuburC)  A 

yellow  male  locust. 

A  ^nzal,  A  spider's  web. 
A  aUaj^  ̂ nzalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J^J^S-  Q)  Running. 

A  jj^jlalff-  ̂ ww^Mjfare,  A  wicked,  foul-mouthed, 
obscene,  worthless  man.  A  hypocrite.  A  boaster. 

A  sorcerer,  magician.  One  who  forces  another  to 

go  to  war.  A  kind  of  salt  and  bitter  plant  which 

gripes  camels.    The  best  of  the  herb  alkali. 

A  &i\jlaJ;S'  ̂ tizuwdnat,  A  female  locust. 

A  ̂ '^Jff-  ̂ nzub,  A  thick,  fat  locust.  A  yel- low male  locust. 

A  X^jlais-  ̂ mzubat,  A  she-locust. 

A  (jLlaJ.ff-  ̂ nziydn,  A  very  wicked  man.  Fla- 
gitious, obscene,  foul-mouthed.  A  sorcerer,  an  en- 

chanter. Rude,  unfeeling.  The  beginning  of  youth. 

A  'i^^J.S'  ̂ nzayat,  A  telling  obscene  stories. 
ASAsis-^ajj^awa^jChange  of-* /(amsa  into  ̂ j^yn. 

A  ^nf,  (v.  n.  of  u-fiiS')  Incommoding, 
being  troublesome  to.  Inconvenience.  Hindrance. 

Beginning,  commencement,  first.  ̂ "??/,  Inconve- 
nience, ^e;??/",  Inconveniency ;  severity,  rigour,  vio- 

lence, fury,  force,  oppression.  Pjjwil  u-fliff- 

^mfi  ̂ 7a&-ame2',  Mixed  with  severityandreproach. 

A  ̂nuf,  (pi.  of  I— a^j^  ̂ "i^y)  Imperious,  tyranni- 
cal, violent,  cruel. 

A  liJvS-  ̂ nfan,  In  the  first  place. 

A  &aJ>S- ^nfat, Beginning,  commencement,  ^mw- 

fat  or  ̂ nyf at,  Aversion, detestation,  disgust,  ̂ na- 

fat,  Any  thing  forced  by  water,  which  turns  a  mill. 
The  space  between  two  rows  of  corn,  a  furrow. 

A  ̂s^'^^any'ayi;,  A  straddling  she-camel ;  also sharp  and  cunning ;  old  and  fat. 
A  Vile,abject,mean,  Short,dwarfish. 

A  (jS.fll.S'  ̂ nfash,  (and  i^xLsUS'  ̂ nfashisV) 
One  who  has  a  long,  thick  beard. 

A  &-i.flJ*ff'^aw/asAa^,(v.n.of(jiijS'Q)Being  thick 
and  bushy  (the  beard). 

A  (^_^iCS'  ̂ nfis,  An  impudent,  unchaste,  or  de- 
praved woman.  A  short,  small-bodied  woman.  A 

malicious  or  proud  and  arrogant  woman.  A  wo- 
man who  moves  much.  Malignant,  bad-tempered 

(man).    A  fox's  cub. A  &*afl-:s>  ̂ m^sa^,  (fem.)  Loquacious.  Stinking. 

A  IsJjs-  ̂ nfut,  (pi.  lail^p  ̂ ndjit')  Bad-tem- pered. The  space  between  the  mustachios  on  the 

upper  lip.  The  animal  called "iiKxui siydh-gosh. 

A  iji^^  ̂ nfak,  Lightness  (of  any  thing). 

A  'i^sCff-  ̂ nfahat,  Lightness.  The  hair  be- 
tween the  under  lip  and  the  chin. 

A  (^ilS-^aw/«/i,  Foolish.  Heavy, unwholesome. 

A  ̂fllS'  ̂ mfuw,  First,  beginning.  Beauty. 

A  ̂J\JSJ^  ̂ mfuwdn,  (and  e^sJS'  ̂ nfurvat^Yi- 
gour,  freshness,  beauty.  Flower  of  youth.  Begin- 

ning, first  or  early  stage  (of  any  thing). 

A  (^fl^  ̂ nfiy,  Rigoroiis,  severe,violent,  lordly, 
tyrannical.  n^p^  v_.flj3^i  takdlifi  ̂ nfiya,  Ex- 

actions, oppressive  extortions. 

A  ̂'yS-  ̂nli,  A  company.  Nobles,  princes.  The lower  orifice  of  the  stomach,  the  pylorus.  A  crust 

of  bread,  ̂ nk,  ̂ nuk,  or  ̂ nah,  (pL  a^ak 

and  u^uk)  The  neck,    ti^^  ̂ is-  hum 

^mukun  ilayha,  They  incline  to  thee,  areanxious- 
ly  looking  for  thee.  jSi<:^\  ̂jis-  J^S'  ̂ J6kdna 

zdliha  ̂ la  ̂ inuhVd  dahr,  That  is  of  high  anti- 
quity, ^nak,  Length  of  neck.  The  straddling 

pace  of  a  tired  horse  with  out-stretched  neck. 

p  ULlS-  ̂ nkd,  Name  of  a  note  in  music, 
A  AsJ.S'  ̂ nkcis,  (fern,  of  a^iak)  Long- 

necked.  A  hillock  on  the  top  of  a  mountain.  Ca- 

lamity, misfortune.  A  fabulous  bird  which  makes 

a  distinguished  figure  in  Eastern  romance,  and  is 
described  by  naturalists  as  (Jjt^  |**"^^ 

ma^umu  'I  ism,  majliulu  'lJisvi,{Acreature)  known 
as  to  name,  unknown  as  to  body.  L^jkX]  As,^k]\ 

al  ̂ nhdsu''l  mughribu,  (or  ̂ ^ff^  -^UiJ^  ̂ nkds 
mughribun,  mughribatun,  or  i_-^ifO  mughri' 

bin)  A  name  for  any  bird  of  mighty  wing.  An  un- 

meaning speech.  Calamity,  adversity,  A  woman 
who  sets  out  on  a  journey,  and  is  heard  of  no  more. 

A  dysJS-  ̂ nkdd,  A  bunch  of  grapes.  A  bunch 



from  the  fruit         arali  or  butm. 

A  (jiULlS-  ̂ nkash,  Vile,  abject,  base,  ignoble. 
A  lad  who  serves  for  his  victuals.  A  higgler,  a  re- 

tailer in  villafjes. 

A  JSCS'  ̂ nhar  or  ̂ nkur,  Root  of  the  reed,  or 
the  first  sprouting  of  the  papyrus  whilst  yet  white. 

Pith  of  a  palm-tree.  The  stock  or  origin  of  man. 

The  children  of  villagers  (on  account  of  their  fresh 

and  florid  complexion),  ̂ unkur,  Name  of  a  camel, 
the  dam  of  a  noble  race. 

A  JjHJ^  ̂ nhurat.  The  female  of  a  hawk, 

A  i.^^^'JS'  harib,  Soon,  near  to,  about,  pre- 
sently, shortly. 

aJHip  ̂ nkaz,  Sweet  marjoram.  An  ass's  pizzle. 

A  'iyL^S-  ̂ nhazat,  A  flag.  Poison.  Misfortune. 
^nkas,  Sly,  cunning,  and  malignant. 

A  i^J^-sCS-  ̂ nkash,  Lean,  spare,  thin. 

A  ^nkashat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jiiUP  Q)  Hang- 
ing upon,  being  dependent. 

Aj^s^JS  ̂ nkafi7;  Misfortune,  calamity.  A 
scorpion.  An  impudent,  noisy  woman.  An  aged 

camel,  the  back  of  whose  head  well  nigh  touches 

her  shouldei". 

A  ̂^S^^nkal,The  intestine  of  theLybian  lizard. 

A  Ci^sJS  ̂ nkud,  (pi.  S>J^CS-  ̂ nahicT)  A  bunch 
of  grapes.  A  bunch  of  the  fruit  of  theLi)^\  arali 

or  jja^  butm.  A  name  for  a  bull. 
p  tiL;S'^a«A,An  ass  which  goes  before  the  herd. 

^nh,  An  oil-mill.    Pillar  of  a  house  or  oil-mill. 
A  idX^  ̂ nk,  (v.  n.  of  (jLLp)  Becoming  thick 

(milk).  Being  heaped  up  (sands  in  the  deserts,  leav- 
ing no  trace  of  a  road,  dangerous  and  difiicult  to 

travel  over) ;  getting  slowly  through  such  sands  (a 

camel).  Travelling  through  a  country.  Attacking 

or  returning  to  a  charge.  Disobeying  her  husband 

(a  woman).  Being  very  red  (blood  or  sand).  Shut- 

ting, bolting  (a  door).  ̂ a?Ji,  ̂ nk,  or  ̂ nh,  The 
greater  part  of  any  thing.  The  greater  part  of  the 

night  elapsed,  a  third  left,  ̂ nk,  Root,  origin.  A 

door,  ^nk,  (pi.  of  uiLis-  ̂ nili)  Sands  heaped 
up.  ̂ ftTia^,  Root,  origin.  ̂ a?Jm,  From  or  by  thee. 

A  {^^^^nliab,  (fem.  'i.j^CS'^nkabai)  A  spider. 
^nhabuf,  A  spider. 

A  C^^A^JS-  ̂ jikabut,  (and  ^nhabat) 

(fem.  &ijjiUS-  ̂ nhahutat)  (pi.  u-A^tj^  ̂ naJdb) 
A  spider,    p  Jiill^sl  CL>^i^^S' 

gaswar  dar  jpardasi  ̂ nkabut  uftada,  Like  a  fly 
fallen  into  the  web  of  a  spider. 

aCL>^CS-  ̂ nkaSf'Name  of  a  plant.Impacted  wool. 
A  4ii«J.P  ̂ nhad,  Hard.  Foolish,  stupid. 

A  'i^CP-  ̂ nharaf,  (v.  n.  of J^JS-  Q)  Becoming 
fat  (a  camel's  bunch).  Large  (she-camel). 

A  (jiiCis-  ̂ nkash,  Negligent,  slovenly,  dirty, 

filthy  in  one's  person. 
A  iJ^J-S^  ̂ nkashat,  (v.  n.  of  i^J^^JS-  Q)  Begin- 

ning to  wither  and  turn  yellow  (grass).  Becoming 

mouldy  (bread). 
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A  iJl-S-  ̂ nkal,  Hard,  firm.  The  back-bone from  the  shoulders  to  the  buttocks. 

A         ̂ nkum,  From  you. 

P  LfX^  ̂ nff,  Braying  of  an  ass.   A  jackass. 

p  ̂'iS'  ̂nm,  Pomegranate-flowers. 
A  jfclff-  ̂nam,  A  species  of  Arabian  tree  bearing 

red  fruit,  to  which  a  finger  tinged  with  henna  is 

compared ;  also  the  extremities  of  the  Syrian  carob- 

tree.  The  tendrils  of  a  vine  twining  round  an  ar- 
bour. A  kind  of  lizard.  The  thorn  of  the  acacia. 

A  'kiS'  ̂ najnat,  A  fissure  on  the  lijj. 

A  ̂^^^^  ̂ namiy,  A  beautiful,  ruddy,  rosy  face. 

A  ̂ j^S-  ̂ nan,  (v.  n.  of  Happening,  occur- 

ring. Presenting  itself  before  one's  face.  A  side, 
quarter.  False,  vain,  wi'ong.  An  object  present  to 

the  eye.  (pi.  of  iuff  ̂ Mwiai)  Wooden  camel- 

pens,  ̂ nun,  (pi.  of  j^Us-  ̂ nan)  Reins  of  a  bridle. 
A  ^7irv  (v.  n.  of  Us-  for  y^P)  Bringing  out. 

Producing  (grass).  Approaching  a  thing  and  smell- 

ing it  (a  dog).  ̂ nw,  (pi.  A'xS-\  a^iai)  A  tract, 
district,  expanse.  A  crowd  or  body  of  men  of  diffe- 

rent ranks  or  families. 

A  jlis-  ̂ nuw,  (v.  n.  of  Us-  for  y^S-)  Being  hum- 
ble, suppliant.  Being  detained  (captive).  Hap- 

pening to,  coming  down  upon.  Producing  grass 

(the  earth).  Going  up  to  any  thing  and  smelling 

it  (a  dog).  Being  full  of  water  and  unable  to  re- 
tain it  (a  leathern  bottle).  Being  difficult  and  per- 

plexing (business). 

A  (_j*>^_j>S-^i'«wai7t,  Tall,  long-legged  she-camel. 
A  ̂^^jJkS-  ̂ mman  or  ̂ nwdn,  Title- jjage,  fron- 

tispiece, or  lettering  of  a  book  (generally  gilded  and 

highly  ornamented).  Beginningof  any  thing.  Most 
conspicuous  and  decorated  front  of  a  palace.  Royal 

signature  on  the  top  of  a  letter.  Pretext,  appear- 
ance. That  whereby  any  thing  is  known.  Mode, 

manner,  j^^^is- c— *=-^  sahib  ̂ nman,  Sovereign, 

supreme,  distinguished.  C->4i\je*<»  sa^dat- 

^nwan,  Happy,  glorious,  august. 

A  \^yS-  ̂ nub,  (pi.  of  XjJS-  ̂ nabat)  Grapes. 
A  i ̂is-  ̂ mvatjAnj  thing  produced,  published, 

brought  forth.  Production.  Force,  compulsion. 

Love,  affection,    ̂ nrvatan,  By  force. 

A  dJjsS-  ̂ nut,  (A  hill)  difficult  of  ascent. 
A  JjiS'^aHMrf,Contumacious,refractory,wayward. 

A  cloud  big  with  rain.  An  arrow  coming  out  victo- 
rious in  a  mode  different  from  the  rest,  ̂ nud,  (v. 

n.of;yis-)Deviating(from  the  right  way).  Acting  un- 

justly, being  contumacious,  rejecting  what  one 

knows  to  be  right  and  proper,  and  obstinately  stic- 
kling for  what  is  false.  Emitting  blood  which  can- 

not  be  stanched  (a  vein).  Flowing  without  drying 

up  (sweat).    Pasturing  alone  (a  she-camel). 

Aj^jsS-  ̂ nuz,  (pi.  ofji<S-  ̂ nz)  She-goats. 
A  yS-  ̂ nus,  (v.  n.  of  (j«j^)  Remaining  long 

unmarried  in  her  parents'  house  (a  girl).  Produ- 

cing an  alteration  in  a  man's  countenance  (old  age). 

1^ 

(pi.  of  (j-.ols  ̂ nis)  Girls  who  remain  long  in  their 
parents'  house  after  the  marriageable  age. 

A  j_jis  ̂ nuk,  (pi.  of  ̂^Us-  ̂ nak)  Female  kids. 

^yi^\        (J.^^^  ba^la'n  nuk,  She-kids after  she-camels,  i.  e.  poverty  after  opulence. 

A  uLJ _^is  ̂ nuh,  (v.  n.  of  cdl-lS-)  Becoming  thick 
(milk).  Getting  slowly  through  sands  (a  camel). 

Travelling  through  a  country.  Disobeying  her  hus- 
band (a  woman).  Being  very  red  (sand  or  blood). 

Shutting  (a  door).  Attacking,  returning  to  a  charge. 

Being  heaped  up  and  drifted  (sands  in  a  desert, 
leaving  no  trace  of  a  road). 

A  ̂jjj^S-  ̂ nun,  (A  camel)  outstripping  others 
in  travelling,  ̂ nun,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Appearing,  of- 

fering (itself)  to  one's  view. 
A  S3_jaS-  ̂ nwanat,  (v.  n.  of  i^y^S'  Q)  Putting 

the  title-page  or  frontispiece  to  a  book,  or  the  head- 

ing to  a  letter. 
A  ftiS'  ̂ nhu,  From  him  (or  it).  (See  ̂ ^S-  ̂aw.) 

A        ̂ na' ,  (fut.  ̂ jjO^T/a^ii)  He  meant. 

A  j^^JS-  ̂na',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Being  held  a  cap- 
tive, ^awi,  Solicitous,  anxious,  careful :  afflicted. 

A  (^UlS-  ̂ nyan  or  ̂ nyan,  Title  of  a  book. 
A  SjuS  ̂ nyai,  Labour,  affliction,  distress. 

A         ̂ niyat,  Camels'  urine  and  dung  dried 
in  the  sun,  used  as  a  liniment  for  scab  or  mange. 

A  ^nul,  (pi.  iXyS-  ̂ nud)  Obstinate,  stub- 
born, refractory.  One  who  strays  from  the  right 

way  purposely  and  intentionally. 

A  J-^JjJiS-  f^naydil,  {piixa.  of  ̂ ..^d^  ̂ ndalib') A  little  nightingale. 

A  jyS-  ̂ riiz,  Unfortunate,  distressed. 

A         ̂ mayzat,  A  gii-1's  name. 
A  V— aj;^  ̂ nlf,  (pi.  uJUs-  ̂ mf)  One  riding 

with  pain.  Violent  (speech  or  act).  Hard  (pace). 

Imperious,  tyrannical,  rigorous,  cruel,  severe  in  re- 

proach. Troublesome,  inconvenient. 

A  ̂-is-  ̂ nili,  The  neck.   One  who  embraces or  who  seizes  by  the  neck.  || 

A  ti.jJmS  ̂ nayhid,  (dim.  of  ̂ ^lS-  ̂ nkud)  A  |l! small  bunch  of  grapes,  [: 

A  Cilj;-^  ̂ tilk,  (pi.  C).is-  ̂ nk)  Sand  heaped  up.  I 
A  t-^SCis-  ̂ naykib,  (dim.  of  O^f^J^  ̂ nka-  |j 

but)  A  small  spider. 

A  ujis  ̂ a?tm, Unable  to  retain  wind  in  his  belly. 

A  ij^is-  ̂ nnin,  Impotent,  averse  from  women 
(through  dislike,  natural  deficiency,  or  fascination). 

A  XxoS-  ̂ ninat  or  ̂ nninat,  Impotency,  aver- 
sion to  women.  ̂ nnmat,A  woman  averse  from  men. 

p  ̂ S  ̂ v,  Clamour,  noise.  A  cry  for  help. 

A  ̂\jS  ̂ wuf,  (v.  n.  of  (.y^S)  Making  an  indis- 
tinct noise.  Barking,  howling.  Attaining  the  age 

of  thirty  (a  man).  Bending,  folding,  twisting. 

A  A^S-  ̂ wwuf,  (or  ̂ wwa)  A  dog  (espe- 
cially barking  much).  The  fundament.  The  thir- 
teenth mansion  of  the  moon,  or  four  or  five  stars  of 

the  shape  of  an  \  aZf/in  Virgo.  An  aged  she-camel. 



A  ̂ju^\^S-^n-abis,^\.of  (j«;U^^a&i<t,Grim(lions). 

A  ̂"■>\5S-  ̂ watik,  (pi.  of  jjjU'  ̂tik)  Blooming 
girls.  Shoulders.  Large  bottles.  Old  bows  red 

with  age.    Birds  ready  for  flight. 

A  l^\^^rvdtik,  (pi.  ofs^\s>^tikat)  Names 
of  women. 

A  (j^^^jff-  ̂ wasin,  (pi.  of^Uff'  f^saii)  Smokes. 
^wasin,  Hairy  (lion). 

A  ̂^JS' ̂awwq/,  Dealer  in  ivory  or  tortoiseshell. 

Ay^\^  ̂ wajiz,  (pl.ofjjs-lff-)  Weak,  impotent. 

A  j^^yp  ̂wajim,  (pi.  of         ̂ jiviat)  Teeth. 

A  d\jS-  ̂ wad,  ̂ wad,  or  ̂ wdd,  Any  agreeable 
object  to  which  one  always  returns  with  pleasure. 

^Tvddi,  Return,  descend,  or  alight  thou,  ̂ rvdd, 
(v.  n.  3  of      for  ̂ ^jP)  Making  a  habit  or  custom. 

A  li^^P  ̂wrvdd,  A  performer  on  the  lute  or  harp 

(lijS-  ̂ td).  A  visitor  of  the  sick,  ̂ wad,  (pi.  of 
^sid)  Visitors  of  the  sick. 

A  'id\jS-  ̂ iwddat,  A  visit  to  the  sick.  A  return. 
Victuals  served  up  a  second  time  (particularly  to 

any  one  after  the  others  have  finished). 

A  SO^jP  ̂ rvwddat,  A  female  player  on  the  lute. 

A  ^wudijJinemies.  Detainers,  (pi.  of 

ft^.iilp'  ̂ diyat)  Camels  feeding  continually  on  the 

plant  (.jwiu?"  hamz.  Vines  planted  at  the  roots  of 
large  trees. 

A_^i^jS-  ̂ wdz,  A  disliking,  a  disapproving. 

A^i^jS'  ̂ mdzan,  Unwillingly. 

A  Ji^_jS'  ̂ mdzil,  (pi.  of  Jiils-  ̂ ziV)  Certain 
veins  from  which  the  remains  of  menstruous  blood 

trickle.  Blamers. 

A  {jh\^S'  ̂ wdzi,  Camels  pasturing  in  a  field 
where  the  salsuginous  plant  hamz  grows  not, 

A j^.i^jS'  ̂ mdztr,  (pi.  ofjjils-)  Adversities. 

Aj\jS'  ̂ rvdr,  (^wdr,  ̂ rvctr,  alsOj^jS'  ̂ rvd?-') A  mote  paining  the  eye.  A  rent  in  a  garment. 

Blemish,  fault,  defect.  J\jS'  CjV^  zati^wdr,  Torn 
or  spoilt  (merchandise). 

Aj^jP  ̂ mcir,  (pl.^ij\jS'  ̂ wdnn?-')  Pusillani- mous, timid,  weak.  A  swallow.  Dust,  motes,  or 

any  thing  similar  in  the  eye.  A  bit  of  flesh  ex- 

tracted from  the  eye  after  having  injected  a  medi- 
cal powder.  One  unable  to  see  his  way.  Those 

whose  OWU-  Jidjdt  are  in  theirjbii^  adbdr. 

A  i^J^^  ̂ wdrid,  Things  thrown  aside. 

A  i^J^^S'  ̂ wdrrz,  (pi.  of  e^j\s-  ̂ rizat)  Ca- 
mels killed  when  labouring  under  any  disease.  Side- 

teeth.  Cross  timbers  in  the  roof  of  a  house.  Things 

necessary  to  be  done.  Accidents,  incidental  dis- 

tempers.Taxes,extraordinary  contributions. 

&JJ\^!>-  ^rcartzi  jhmamya,  Bodily  infirmities. 
^wdriz,  Name  of  a  mountain  whereon  is  the  burial 

place  of  the  celebrated  ̂ llb  ̂'W  hdtim  tuny. 
A  (— ij^jS-  ̂Tvdrif,  (pL  of  Xjjlp  ̂rifat)  Known, 

public,  notorious  (things).  Kindnesses. 

A  Jj^jS-  ̂ Kdrih,  Teeth,  grinders.  Years. 

A  l5j^J^  ̂ ndri,  (and  i^^jff-  ̂ wdriy)  (pi.  of 
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iOjlff-  ̂ riyat  or  ^riyai)  Loans. 

A  lsj^^3^  ̂ mdra' ,  A  tree  from  which  they  make collars  at  Mecca. 

A  j^^'^\L.^^^^wdzibu''l  athdr,  Wives. 
A  ^ivrvds,  A  night-patrol. 
A-^Lwj^^S-  ̂ awasoj^,  A  beetle  carrying  dung-balls. 

A  X^o^jS-  ̂ iwdsat,  One  draught  of  milk. 

A  ̂y*Ji\^  ̂ masil,  (pi.  of  J.*ul^  ̂ as^7)  Wolves. 

A  ^wdsJiir,  Camels  used  to  drink  once 

only  in  ten  or  nine  days.  \Js}i\ j^^^^  ̂ wdshiru''l 
kursdn,Th.e  tenth  verses  of  theKur"'an,  those  verses 
which  complete  the  decades  into  which  the  entire 
volume  is  divided. 

A  (_^^^  ̂ ivdslii,  Camels  and  sheep  grazing 

by  night. 
Aj^\^S-  ̂ wdsJnr,  (pi.  of  Aj^[S'  ̂ shurat) 

Tenth  days  of  the  month  niuharram. 

A  (^1^  ̂ wds,  The  track  by  which  a  fox  goes to  and  fro. 

Ajjo\^ ^7vdsir,Three  stones  with  which  they 
press  grapes. 

A I  Srf£5\jS-  ̂a?ros?/",(pl. of u-fl'^lS' ^s^J" ov&!ba\S' 
^sifa£)  High  winds,  hurricanes,  violent  gales. 

A  j^^_jP  ̂wdsim,  Those  countries  of  which Antioch  is  the  capital  city. 

A  ^wdsi,  (pi.  of  Xjk/als-  ̂ siyat)  Inac- cessible mountains. 

A  i^ja\jS-  ̂ wdzz,  (pl.of  a.^lp'  ̂ zzaf)  (Camels) 
feeding  on  the  thorny  plants  ̂ j^S-  ̂ zz. 

A  S/^y^ff'  ̂ wdzih,  (pi.  of  ^zih  and  e.^iS' 

^zih)  (Camels)  feeding  on  the  plants  sUaS-  ̂ zdh. 

A  ^rvdtlf,  (pi.  of  Xi.lalS'  ̂ itifat)  Af- 
fections, favours.   Benevolent  inclinations. 

A  ̂y^\^  ̂ rvdtil,  (pi.  of  J^lS'  ̂ til)  (Women) 
unadorned  with  necklaces.  Letters  without  diacri- 

tical points  (as       sin,  i^jo  sdd,  &c.) 

A  ^rvdtin,  (pi.  of  ^tinat)  (Ca- 
mels) lying  down  about  the  cistern  after  watering. 

A  (  s^^s-  ̂ncdf,  (or  Xsl^S-  ̂ iwdfat)  Whatever 
a  lion  prowls  after  by  night  and  devours.  Any 

thing  won. 

A  ^rvdfi,  (pi.  of  iLJlS'  ̂ Jiyat)  Healths, 
safeties.  (Birds  or  beasts)  in  quest  of  food. 

A  Jjl^  ̂wi'a/i!.  The  rumbling  noise  in  the  belly 
of  a  trotting:  horse. 

A  ̂jlj^  ̂ wdkk,  Shoots,  sprouts  growing  out 
of  a  palm-tree. 

A  i_->i1jS-  ̂ n-dJiib,  Camels  which  drink  alter- 

nately and  return  to  their  places,  (pi.  of  H-i'lff- ^a- 
hibat)  Ends,  conclusions,  issues,  consequences. 

p  i^Xv'.  (— •'^'^jP  ̂ wdhib-hin,  Foresightful. 
A  jS^jS-  ̂ wdMr,  (pi.  ofjils-)  Barren  (women). 

A  ^wdkil,  (pi.  of  Jyls- ^a/fwZ)  Wind- 

ings of  rivers,  j^^^  ^mdJulu'luviur,  In- 
tricate affairs,  or  the  intricacies  of  things. 

A  ^rvdlij,  (pi.  of  f^ly)  Camels  feed- 

ing on  the  plant  ̂ I'ajdn.  Sands  heaped  up 
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layer  upon  layer,  drifted  high. 

A  JjJ^^S-  ̂ wdlik,  (pi.  of  ^dih)  (Camels 
or  goats)  which  browse  the  tops  of  plants.  Name 
of  a  tribe  in  Yaman. 

A^jMi\^f^wdlih,  (pl.of  uiJ3y>)  Uterine  veins. 

A  jJ^_jS-  ̂wdlim,  (pi.  of  jJlS')  Worlds.  Ages. 
A  j_J\_jS-^awa/i,(pl.  of  &Jl£>)Straight,  tall  spears. 

p  2slb.  j^J^jS-  ̂ wdll-pandh,  Illustrious. 

A  j»^^P^a  wn-am,  A  swimmer.  Swimraing(horse). 
Swift-going  (horse).  One  going  on  or  attacking 
with  intrepidity.  A  raft,  or  any  thing  similar,  on 

which  people  pass  rivers. 

A  ^ajyamm,  (pi.  of  ^mmat)  The  com- 
mon j)eople,  public,  vulgar.  (^^^  ^wdm- 

mw'w  was.  The  populace.  j  "^\^  ̂ wdmm 
u  hhawdss,  Plebeians  and  nobles,  every  body. 

A j^^^  ̂aroamw',(pl.  of  '5^l5-^am?rflf)Serpents. 
A  ̂ ^^^^Kdm^l,  (pl.of  XLcls-  ̂ m  'daC)  Words, 

particles,  or  prepositions,  which  govei'n  other  words. 
Oxen  which  plough  or  tread  out  corn.  Feet. 

A  ii.Jk*\_jS-  ̂ irvdmid,  (pi.  of  ii_y«lp)  Columns. 

p  (j^jS-  ̂ wdn,  A  seizer,  holder,  griper. 

A  ^wdn,  (pi.         ̂ iTi)  A  middle-aged 
woman  (especially  married),  a  lady,  mistress  of  a 

family.  A  middle-aged  mare  or  cow.  War  deter- 

mined by  one  battle.  Land  wet  with  rain.  ̂ ivdn, 

(v.  n.  3  of  (jls-  for  (jjS')  Assisting,  bringing  help. 

p  ̂li^jS' ̂ awawaM,  (pi.  of (j^_^^flw;a«)  Gripers, 
oppressors.  ciJdi  (jb^_jP  ̂ ivdndni  falak,  The 
planets  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  the  sun,  Venus, 

Mercury,  and  the  moon. 

A  'e^\^S-  ̂ ndnat,  Ground  overflowed  with  rain. 
A  tall  palm-tree.  A  sand-worm.  An  animal  smaller than  a  hedsxehos:. 

A  ̂J*o|^5-  ̂ iwdnis,  (pi.  of  ̂jwjls-  ̂ n!s)  (Girls) 
remaining  at  home  long  unmarried. 

A  ij}^^  ̂ wdni,  (pi.  of  ̂^SlS'  ̂ nlyat)  Female 
captives.  Women. 

Ajj^jS-  ̂ nvdnir,  (andji.j^_j5'  ̂ rvdm?')  (pi.  of 

j]'^S'  ̂7vdr)  Swallows. 
A j>.^^^  ̂ n-dmir,  (pi.  ofj\jS-)Weak,  cowardly. 

A^^S'  ̂rvdhij,  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 
A  ̂3^\Jp  ̂ ivdhik,  (pi.  of  ̂ fc ̂   ̂whak)  Moun- 
tain swallows. 

A  i^i^^j^  ̂ wdhin,  (pi.  of  (jfclP'  ̂ hin)  Palm- branches  which  communicate  with  the  heart  of  the 

tree.  Veins  in  the  uterus  of  a  camel,  or  in  the  mem- 

bers of  the  human  body.  edjt>|^  ̂ S-  ̂̂ )i^b 

rama  bVl  lioldm  ̂ la  ̂ rvdhimhi,  He  cared  not 

whether  he  spoke  right  or  ■wrong. 

A  iyS\^S'  ̂rcdsid,  (pi.  of  !s\>jlp^aj?Wa^)  Favours, 
kindnesses.  Returns,  profits,  gains. 

A  lij^jS-  ̂ ndsiz,  Name  of  four  stars  forming 
an  irregular  square,  in  the  centre  of  which  are 
the  stars  called  ruba^ 

A  J>^^^  ̂wdsir,  Swarms  (of  locusts). 

A  ̂y^j^  ̂ rcdnk,  (pi.  of  Jjjlp  ̂sik)  Hinderers. 



Accidents,  calamities,  misfortunes.  Affairs  ■which 
occupy  greatly. 

A  iJi^i^  ̂ wbas,  A  road  over  a  mountain. 

AjJ^  ̂ rvbar,  The  whelp  of  the  cheeta. 

A  &lajy>  ̂ ary&aia^,  Misfortune,  calamity.  The 
depth  of  the  sea. 

A  Sjff-  ̂ wwat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj'^S')  Howling,  bark- 
ing. Curling  or  plaiting  (hair)  ;  bending  (a  bow). 

Attaining  the  age  of  thirty  (a  man).  Noise,  cla- 

mour. Noise  of  combatants,  ^wrvat  or  ̂ wat, 
The  backside. 

A  LL>jS'^rvs,(y.Ti.  of  L^lff' for  t.^^)  Restrain- 
ing, hindering  even  to  bewilderment. 

A  ^iwj,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ j^)  Stopping 
(in  any  place).  Standing.  Continuing,  allowing 

to  remain.  Receding,  retiring.  Bending  with  the 

reins  (the  head  of  a  camel  or  horse).  Drawing  in 

(reins),  ̂ w;',  Og,  kingof  Bashan.  (pl.of^^\a^- 
7i)fl/) Crooked,  ̂ maj, (v. n. of ̂ ^)Being  crooked, 
distorted.  Curvature.  A  distorted  form  (of  erect 

bodies),  ̂ maj,  Curvature,  crookedness.  Obli- 
quity (whether  physical  or  moral). 

A  -^WjS'  ̂ wjcLf,  (fem.  of  a^aj)  Crooked. 
Perverse.  A  bow.   Slender,  attenuated  camels. 

A  (ijff-  ̂ md,  (v.  n.  of  lils-  for  i^jS-)  Returning. 
Turning.  Becoming  (learned).  Restoring,bringing 

back.  Visiting  (the  sick).  Coming  step  by  step. 

A  coming  back.  Return.  Relapse.  IIabit,custom. 

Repetition,  (pi.  SiijS'  ̂ wadat  and  ii^^  ̂ yadat) 
Aged  (camel  or  sheep).  The  second  in  rank.  A 

man  of  ability,  experience,  or  prudence.  An  old 

road.  Ancient  dominion,  (pi.  of  lijlS' ^a^id)  Visi- 

tois  of  the  sick.  tijff'  ̂ wdi  sawdad,  An  old 

beaten  path.  [jp  raja^  ̂ wdan 

^da  hadAn,  (or  eOiiJ  ̂ ^S-  Sii_jS'  ̂ wdahu  ̂ la' 
hadAhl)  He  did  not  break  off  his  journey  till  he 

returned,  he  kept  moving  on  till  he  had  got  back. 

^d,  (pi.  (J^Aj^  ̂ dan  and  a^vad)  Wood, 
timber,  the  trunk  or  branch  of  a  tree,  a  staff,  stick. 

Wood  of  aloes.  Marine  costus.  A  lute,  harp,  lyre. 

The  bone  at  the  root  of  the  tongue,  p  lijP  ̂ d 

zadan,To  strike  the  lyre,  a  !!Jjdi\djS-^du'd  darlta, 
Root  of  the  assafoetida-plant.  p  i^X::S^  ̂ di 

simln,  The  dawn,  a  (_AxLa5^  lijff-  ̂ du's  salib, 
Name  of  a  wood  called  fawaniya.  A  kind 

of  wood  on  which  fire  makes  no  impression.  A  sort 

of  wood  which  breaks  in  squares.  A  triangular  bit 

of  wood,  used  as  an  amulet  to  keep  off  frightful 

dreams.  Streaks  of  the  dawn.  (j*jlla«51  ̂ m- 

du^l  ̂ tas,  Sneezewort.  ijj^i  ̂ di  kamarl, 
A  species  of  aloe-wood  brought  from  Kamar.  lijff- 

'^^idi  lialani,  Whiteness  and  blackness. 
u->lk^  J  ̂id  u  gulab,  Whiteness  and  blackness. 

^j^jJb  ̂ d  hindl,  Lignum  aloes.  A  p  um- 
mu'l  ̂ d,  The  rough  tripe. 

A  d^^rvad,  (pi.  of  4>J Iff-)  Visitors  of  the  sick. 

A  (j^ii^  f^dan,  Muhammad's  pulpit  or  staff. 

(   8B2  ) 

A  JiijS'  ̂ wdat,  A  return,  coming  back,  ̂ wa- 

dat,  (pi.  of  lijS' ^wd)  Aged  (camels  or  sheep). 

pj^ti^  ̂ MC?-so2;,  A  censer,  in  which  they  burn 
aloe-wood. 

A  Jji5^  ̂ wdali,  (or  ai'ii^  ̂ mdakat)A.  hooked instrument  for  pulling  buckets  out  of  wells. 

A  SsiijS'  ̂ wdakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jii^S-  Q)  Moving 
the  hand  in  a  place  full  of  water  as  if  in  search  of 

something.  Doing  (any  thing)  in  doubt  and  un- 
certainty. Pulling  a  bucket  out  of  a  well  with  a 

hooked  instrument.  A  hook  baited  with  flesh,  with 

which  they  catch  wolves  and  other  wild  beasts. 

p  CL>^  ^di-taltht,  Heaven,  sky. 

A  ^wz,  (f.  n.  of  jVs-for  li^)  Fleeing  for 

refuge.  Flying  to  God  fi'om  any  thing  bad.  ijC- 
^wzun  billahi  minka,  God  defend  me 

from  thee,  ̂ z,  (pi.  of  iSJlff-  ̂ nz^  (Mares,  camels, 
or  does)  the  10th  or  15th  day  after  colting.  ̂ waz, 

A  disliking,a  disapproving.  Refuge,  asylum.  Fall- 

ing (leaf).  Low,  base,  mean.  aJwi  CJ>i\  ajlata 

minhu  ̂ ar«a2;aw,He  frightened, but  struck  not.  liijff- 
dd-o  '^wazan  minhu,  (I  did  it)  unwillingly,  ̂ waz, 

(pi.  of  Siijff-  ̂ zat)  Amulets. 
A  i^P  ̂yvaz,  That  part  of  the  flesh  next  to  the 

bone.  Herbage  growing  at  the  roots  of  thorns,  or 

in  rough  places  wliere  cattle  cannot  crop  it.  A 

bird  which  takes  refuge  in  a  mountain,  u-zji?^ 

id'^S'  atydbu'l  lalim  ̂ mazuhu.  The  nicest meat  \s  that  nearest  the  bone. 

A \'d^S'^mazan,(JLaC3.'^'m^^  hardly,witli  danger. 
(pi.  of  ijls-  ̂ ajZ2;)Mares,caraels, 

or  does,  the  10th  or  15th  day  after  bringing  forth. 

A  st^^^zat,  An  amulet,  a  thing  repelling  evil. 

Aj_jS-  ̂ rvr,  (v.  n.  ofjlp  forj_j5')  Depriving  of 
one  eye,  blinding.  Taking  away,  carrying  off.  De- 

stroying. Obliterating,  ̂ r,  (pi.  ofj^\  a^va?') 

One-eyed,  ̂ war,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Being  blind  of 

an  eye.    ̂ wir,  Inwardly  bad,  secretly  wicked. 

A  Aj^^wra^,  (fern,  ofj  ̂\  a^ar)  One-eyed ; 
also  one  who  sees  double.  Without  water  (desert). 

Obscene  (discourse),  disgraceful  (action). 

A  lL>\j^  ̂ wrat,  {and  ̂ warat  when  applied 
to  females)  (pL  of  f^wrat)  Parts  of  the  body 
which  it  is  indecent  to  expose.  Fissures  in  mountains. 

A  ^ran,  A  ruined  well  or  wells,  (pi. 

of        a^ar)  One-eyed. 

A  'ij^  ̂w7-at,  (pi.  lL>\jjS'  ̂ wrat)  Any  part 
of  the  body  which  it  is  indecent  to  expose  (parti- 

cularly from  the  navel  to  the  knee).  Any  place 

exposed  to  hostile  incursions,  the  frontier  nearest 

an  enemy.  Any  weak  part  in  a  regiment  or  for- 
tress. The  state  of  having  only  one  eye,  monocu- 

lousness.  p  CL>j^  ̂ wrati  zan,  Pudenda  mu- 

lieris.  <ij«  Oj ̂ ^wrati  mar^Z,Pudenda  viri.  A  ̂ a- 
wirat,  Possessed  of  weak  parts,  flaws,  or  chinks. 

p  C^jP-  ̂ rvrat,  A  woman.    A  wife. 

p  ^  ̂n-rat-posh,  Breeches. 

P  kSj^  ̂ ri,  Nakedness. A       ■^wz,  A  grape-stone.    ̂ waZj  (v.  n.  of 

J^)  Being  strong,  hard,  and  severe.  Being  diffi- 
cult.   Wanting,  not  being  found.     Being  poor. 

Poverty.    Need,  necessity. 

A  u-^jS-  ̂ rvzab,  An  old  woman. 

A  'jj^  ̂ Tvzat,  A  single  grape-stone. 

A jj^^wzar,  The  mountain-plant  '^^jcO  nasiy. 

Kjyij^  ̂ miz  lawiz,  Poor  and  needy. 
A  ^wzam,  An  old  woman  or  she-camel 

withsorae  remains  of  strength.  A  dwarfish  woman. 

A  (_>*jy>  ̂ anv«,(v.  n.of;_j*>ls-for(_j*i_jP)  Rang- 
ing in  the  night;  catching  (as  a  wolf)  any  thing 

to  devour.  Governing,  managingjudiciously (one's 
property).  Labouring  industriously  for  the  sup- 

port of  one's  family,  ̂ ms,  A  species  of  sheep,  ̂ a- 
was,  A  going  inwards  of  the  corners  of  the  mouth 
when  laughing. 

A  Aut^  ̂ wscLf,  (fern,  of  a^vas)  (A 

woman)  who  draws  in  the  corners  of  her  mouth when  laughing. 

A  ^masan,  A  going  about  at  night. 

A         ̂ rvsaj, (or  'i^ ̂ )  A  kind  of  bramble. 

A&^^_jP^rtwsfl;a<,Nameofacertainsilver-mine. 
A  <iji\jui^  ̂ wsaranat,  An  unbroken  she-camel ridden  upon. 

A  &a3\^j5-  ̂ wsaraiiiyat,  A  she-camel  accus- 
tomed to  carry  her  tail  high  in  running.  A  she- 

camel  ridden  before  she  is  fairly  broke  in. 

A      ̂   ̂awsa?j,Tall  and  slightly  hump-backed. 

A  '^j*^^  '^siy,  A  species  of  ram. 
A  {^jo^  ̂ ws,  A  mark,  a  sign.  ̂ ms,Uz,  the  son 

of  Iram,  the  son  of  Shem,  and  the  father  of  tilff-^ac?. 

(pi.  of  {^jeti^  ̂ a^is)  (Sheep)  which  have  not  con- 
ceived for  several  years,  ̂ rvas,  (v.  n.  ofj^^jP) 

Being  unintelligible  (affair  or  speech).  Being  hard 
and  difficult.  Confounding  (an  antagonist),  re- 

ducing him  to  a  nonplus. 
A  >l<d ^wsas,  Foreign  (word).  Intricate  (bu- 

siness). Difficulty. 

A  ^wz,  (v.  n.  of         for  Doing 
or  giving  an  equivalent.  Compensation.  Time,  an 

age.  Name  of  an  old  Arabian  idol.    At  no  time, 

never,  usually  in  a  future  sense,  from  henceforth 

(laj  katt  implying  never  before).  ̂ J^^U5\ 

^wzu'l  ̂ tizina,  Never.  c^ii       min  zi 
^wzin,  Anew,  afresh  from  the  beginning,  ̂ naz, 

(v.  n.  oii^jo^  for  (^^)  Giving  or  doing  an  equi- 
valent, or  one  thing  for  another,  (pl.^^l^la^wa^;) 

Reward,recompense,compensation,premium,price, 

exchange,  any  thing  substituted  for  another.  es^jP 

^wazahu, (or  iJS'  \^^^?vazan  ̂ nhu)ln  his  room, 
instead  of  it.  p  ̂̂ lij^^jo^  ̂ waz  kardan,  To  bar- 

ter, exchange.  A  ^  bila  ̂ wazin,  Gratui- 
tously, without  reward,  return,  or  equivalent. 

A  ^wazi,  Equivalent,  in  compensation. 

A  ̂jS'  ̂t,  (pi.  of  iajlp  ̂ ajiY)  Camels  not  con- 



ceiving  for  several  years,  though  not  barren. 

A  u^^S-  ̂ wtab,  An  accident,  calamity,  mis- 
fortune. The  midst  of  the  sea,  abyss,  gulf.  The 

smooth  space  between  two  waves.  A  kind  of  tree. 

A  laia^C'  ̂ wtat,  ̂ tat,  or  ̂ wtut,  (pl.oflajls- 

^ni)  (Camels  or  women)  not  conceiving  for  se- 
veral years,  though  not  barren. 

A  AS'^  ̂ w^s,  Noise,  cry,  tumult,  clamour. 

A  slp^^a/D^ai;,Driving(sheep)bycalIingl5'^a. 

A  uJj5-^aw/,  (v.n.  of  i_Jlp  for  uJy^)  Flying 
round  any  thing  (as  birds  round  a  watering-place 

or  a  carcase).  Sticking,  adhering  to.  State,  con- 
dition. Good  fortune,  happiness.  A  guest.  Penis. 

Work,  business.  A  grandfather.  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  dunghill-cock.  Name  of  an  idol ;  also  of  a  moun- 

tain. A  lion.  A  wolf.  Good  pasturage.  A  cer- 

tain fragrant  plant.  One  who  looks  well  after  his 

camels.  One  who  labours  for  his  family. 

dbu  f^nf,  A  male  locust,  l— i'jS'  p  uvim  ̂ mf,  A female  locust. 

A  l^'>''-]f^y>  Addicted,  given  to. 
A  ^wk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^5-  for  ̂ j^)  Hindering, 

detaining,  preventing.  Changing,  turning.  En- 
gaging the  heart  of  her  husband  (a  wife).  Delay, 

procrastination.  One  who  diverts  another  from  any 

thing  good.  Time.  The  bending  of  a  valley.  j>-\ 

akhir  ̂ ivhin,  The  end  of  time.  ̂ 7vk  or  ̂ m/j, 

(pi.  a^vak)  Worthless,  good  for  nothing. 

^wh,  ̂ k,  or  ̂ wik,  An  accident  (hindered  me). 

^h,  One  who  diverts  from  any  thing  good.  Name 

of  the  father  of  ^J,  Og.  ̂ mah,  Hunger. 

^wik,  ̂ iwak,  or  ̂ wak,  A  hinderer,  a  preventer. 

(J-^  3-^  lanik,  Foolish,  sheepish,  bashful. 

^wak,  A  hinderer.  A  coward.  One  who  meets 
with  continual  interruptions  and  hindrances.  One 

who  having  set  his  mind  on  any  thing  performs  it. 

A  ̂ j^^  ̂ wah,  One  who  meets  with  continual 
interruptions  and  hindrances.  One  who  having 

set  his  mind  on  a  thing  accomplishes  it.  One  who 

diverts  people  from  their  business.  A  coward,  (pi. 

of         ̂ dk)  Hinderers,  preventers. 

A  'iJ^^mhat,  One  v/ho  diverts  from  any  thing 
good,  ̂ wahat,  A  hinderer,  preventer.  Dilatory. 

A  ^7vli,  (v.  n.  ofuillff  for  <^j5')  Being 
supported  (by  hope).  Returning  to  (her)  house 

and  eating  what  is  there  (a  woman).  Turning  to, 

inclining,  advancing  towards.  Fleeing  unto,  tak- 

ing refuge.  Returning.  Rushing  upon,  charging. 

Gaining  (a  livelihood).  Motion.  A  thing.  Jj\ 

J  awwalu  ̂ whin  ma  hawMn,  The  first 

thing.  lEJUs-\      tdAjji^'.  ̂   j^/jff- 

^ki  ̂la'  haytihi  iza  a^ahi  bay tu  jar atihi,'  Re- 
turn home  (O  woman  !)when  thy  neighbour's  house 

becomes  irksome  to  thee, 

A  'izSjS'  ̂ wkashat,  A  fan,  winnowing  machine. 
A  J^^^aTO/iaZ,Foolish(woman).  Biting  (hare). 

A  dwarfish,  bandy-legged  man.  Sands  heaped  up. 
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A  kind  of  seasoning.  A  particular  kind  of  broth. 

^J^jS'         halddd  ̂ whal,  Disgraceful  deeds. 

A  ̂̂ '^'i'yiiS  al  ̂ whalani,  Name  of  two  stars. 
A  ^mhally,  Food  prepared  with 

A  J^jff-  ̂ ml,  (v.  n.  of  Jls-  for  J^)  Deviating, 
swerving,  straying.  Leaning  to  one  side  (a  scale). 

Being  partial  (a  judge).  Exceeding  bounds,  be- 

ing high,  heavy,  and  exorbitant.  Exacting  or  levy- 
ing more  than  what  is  due.  Being  troublesome, 

oppressive,  and  vexatious  (affair).  Being  crooked. 

Exhausting  the  patience  of.  Overcoming,  getting 
the  better  of,  excelling;.  Becomina;  exhausted  and 

worn  out  (patience).  Supporting(a  family).  Hav- 

ing a  large  family  to  maintain.  Asking  aid.  Pro- 
vision for  a  family.  Lamentation,  howl,  wail.  Any 

thing  in  which  one  reposes  trust  or  relies  for  help. 

i^^^wla  or  ̂ wlu  zaydin,  Fie  on  thee,  Zayd  ! 
^Tval,  Confidence,  reliance.  Aid  implored. 

A  ^wlat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  bereaved 
(a  mother).  Wailing,  lamentation. 

A  ^wlah,  A  demon  inhabiting  the  woods. 
An  appendix  or  the  tail  of  a  discourse.  (A  bitch) 

which  wants  the  male.  A  wolf.  Hunger. 

A  ijMjS-  ̂ wlak,  (pi.  ^p;alik)  A  roll- 
ing of  the  tongue  in  speaking.  A  vein  in  the  uterus 

of  mares,  asses,  and  sheep. 

A  ^wm,  (v.  n.ofjols-  for  ̂ e^)  Swimming 
(a  man).  Floating,  sailing  (a  ship).  Travelling 

(a  camel),  ̂ nam,  (pi.  of  ^mai)  Black  ani- 
malcules swimming  on  water. 

A  ^wam,  (pi.  of  jftls-  ̂am  or  ̂jls-  ̂shn) 
Years.  ̂ ^S-  sinuna  ̂ ivamim,  Many  years. 

A  ^mat,  (pi.  ̂ wam)  A  black  ani- 
malcule swimming  on  water.  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  ^wmaj,  A  serpent. 

ASj(«_jS-  ̂ wmarat,  The  collecting  or  detaining 
of  a  number  of  men  in  one  place.  The  noise  of  a 
mixed  multitude. 

A  ^wn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jls-  for  (j^^-)  Being  mid- 
dle-aged (a  woman).  Aid,  assistance,  succour,  help. 

f^^s\a^van)  A  defender,  helper,  patron,  ally. 

A  servant.  ̂ ^^^  ̂ wni  ilahl,  Divine  aid. 

^n,  (pi.  of  A.ilff'  ̂ nat)  Herds  of  wild  asses,  (pi. 

of         ̂ waii)  Middle-aged  women.  Matrons. 

^\  ahu  ̂ 11,  Dates.  Salt. 

Ai^jo^^  ̂ a^i'MS,  A  sheep  giving  milk  sparingly. 

A  (Jj^  ̂iwul,  (v.  n.  of  Jlss-  for  Jj^')  Maintain- 
ing a  family  ( ^y^^- 

A  HjJs>jS-  ̂ whahat,  (v.  n.  of  u-aJSjS-  Q)  Accus- 
ing of  error,  charging  (one)  with  seducing  or  lead- 
ing astray. 

^whaj,  Long-necked  or  long-legged  (os- 
trich, camel,  or  roe).  A  serpent.  A  young  she-ca- 

mel. (A  roe)  marked  on  the  flank  with  two  stripes. 

A  ^rvhah,  Long,  tall.    Name  of  a  re- 
markable camel,  to  which  all  camels  of  a  superior 

quality  are  traced.  A  black  crow.  A  black  camel. 

0^ 

The  best  kind  of  the  tree  ̂   nah^  Lapis  lazuli, 
or  its  blue  tincture.  A  bull  inclining  to  black.  A 
mountain-swallow.    A  tall  dust-coloured  ostrich. 

Af^^^^S-^rvhafianijTwo  stars  at  the  side  of  the 
fa.rJiadani  in  a  line  towards  the  polar  star. 

A&afc^^a?y/ta/irtiJ,Aseducing,leading  into  error. 

A  e^S>jS-  ̂mhahat,  (v.n.  of  i^fc^  Q)  Fight- 

ing. Struggling.  Wrestling.  Vociferating. 

A  'il^  ̂ 7viyat,  (v.n.  of  i^^)  Making  an  in- articulate noise.  Barking,  howling.  (A  camel) 

bending  (his  nose-ring).  Attaining  the  age  of  thirty. 

Bending  (a  bow,  or  a  camel's  head  with  the  rein). 

A  ti-^^P-  ̂ rvayd,  (dim.  of  i^j^)  A  little  stick. 

Aj.^jS'  ̂ wayr,  (dim.  of  a^ar)  A  crow. An  odious  disposition,  kusayr  ̂ wayr, 

Corrupted,  depraved. 

A  AjZJ^^  ̂ mayshiraf,  Summit  of  a  mountain. 
A  (^iyi^a??;i.?,Difficulttobeunderstood(verse); 

foreign,  obsolete  (word).  Severe  (misfortune).  Dif- 
ficult, distressing  (aflTair).  Hard  (ground),  rugged, 

gravelly  (place).  Soul,  self,  spirit.  Strength,  power. 

Force,  vehemence,  severity.  Motion.  The  tracks 

by  which  a  fox  goes  to  and  fro. 

A  ^wihat,  A  battle,  a  combat. 

A  (J.^^  ̂ ivil,  A  groan,  wail,  lamentation,  p^. 

pur  ̂ rvil,  Full  of  groans. 

A  jC^«5\  O^ii  zata'l  ̂ cwaym,  In  a  certain  year. 

A  (^.^  ̂ mn,  All,  every.  Helpers. 
A  ekS-  ̂ aM,  Impudent.    Proud.  Quarrelsome. 
A  4il^  ̂ hdd,  Showers  in  spring  following  one 

another  close.  (pl.oftS,j5-^a/iiZ)Earlyvernal  showers. 

a  ^hdr,  (v.n.3  of  ji^)  Visiting  a  woman 
either  by  night  or  day  and  committing  fornication. 

A  'ij^  ̂ hdrat,  (v.  n.  of  j-^)  Fornicating, 
whoring.  Being  addicted  to  lewdness  and  thieving. 

A  ̂j^-fS-  ̂ hdn,  Root  of  a  cluster  of  dates. 
A  i—A^j^  ̂ Jih,  A  beingignorant  of,  not  knowing, 

A  ̂ ^f^  ̂ hibbds,  (or        ̂ hibba')  The  begin- 
ning (of  youth).    Feebleness  of  dominion. 

uiii^l  ̂ hibba''l  mallk,  Time  or  reign  of  the  king. 
A  ^ihkhu^  Name  of  a  tree,  the  leaves  of 

which  are  used  in  medicine. 

A  iXfff-  ̂ hd,  (v.  n.  of  i^f^)  Commanding ;  re- 
commending: enjoining.Makingawill  or  testament. 

Stipulating.  Fulfilling  a  promise,  treaty,  covenant, 

orengagement.  Becoming  surety  for  another.  Meet- 
ing with.  Being  civil  and  polite,  dissimulating. 

Observing;  taking  care  of,  keeping,  preserving. 

Being  moistened  with  rain  (ground).  Knowing. 

Knowledge,  acquaintance.  A  promise,  agreement, 

compact,  contract,  engagement,  obligation,  treaty, 

peace,  truce.  An  oath  ;  faith,  security.  Protection. 

A  mandate,  precept,  commission,  or  patent  for  any 

office  or  dignity.  A  place  which  one  frequents,  in 
which  one  does  a  thing  oft.  Testament,  last  will.  A 

religiousvow.  Time,season.  Aprofession  in  or  belief 
of  the  unity  of  God.  Honour,  reverence,  respect. 
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esteem.  Precedencj.  Modesty.  Successive  rains. 

Early  spring-rains.  Age,  time,  reign  :  as,  ̂ ^Js- 

^\  ^la'  ̂ hdi  rasuWllah,  In  the  time  of  the 
prophet,  p  (jjwJ  ^hd  bastan,  To  strike  a 

bargain.  ^laijTja'  ̂ hdu'llah 
la  af^luhu,  By  God  I  will  do  it !  p  (jlp^.  j  ̂i^ff- 

(jA^W  ̂ hd  u  paymani  janibayn,  The  conditions 

on  both  sides,  a  ^hdullah,  The  command 

of  God.  iSi^  ivaliy  ̂ hdlhi,  His  heir  ap- 
parent, his  successor,  ^hid,  A  manager  of  the 

affairs  of  a  kingdom. 

Af^\i^^S-^hdan,A  pledging  of  faith,  suretiship. 

A  5tS^  ̂ hdat  or  ̂ hdat,  Early  spring-rains. 

^hdat,  An  obligation,  debt;  an  obliging  one's  self 
to  pay,  a  becoming  surety  for  another.  A  written 

agreement  or  treaty.  A  bargain,contract.  Amulet, 

a  fine.  Office,  trust,  post,  business,  employment, 

situation.  A  returning  of  goods  (when  damaged). 

A  return.  Deficiency,  weakness  (in  understand- 

ing or  business).  cfj^^  Jj,^  al  ̂ hdatu 

^la'r  rarm,  It  rests  with  the  author  to  prove.  ̂  
iiy^  la  ̂ hdata,  There  is  no  returning  or  taking 

back  (an  article  sold),  p  ̂^iX*!  j^jjO.  J.^S- 
az  ̂ hdasi  ̂ hd  htrun  amadan.  To  pay  a  vow,  to 
fulfil,  or  get  quit  of,  an  obligation. 

^hd-sliihan,  A  promise-breaker. 

p  ̂J^J^  li^C-  ̂ hd-shihani,  Breach  of  promise. 

p  ewili  li,^  ̂ kd-numa,  Letters  of  agreement, 
articles  of  peace  or  capitulation.    A  diploma. 

P  iS-^S-  ̂ hda-harayi,  Performance  of  an 
agreement,ability  to  perform;  means;  performance. 

p  {ji^'ii  JSi^ff-  ̂ hda-bandi,  Stated  periods  for 
the  discharge  of  a  debt  or  payment  of  money. 

p jlii  Jii^  ̂ ilida-dar,  Entrusted  with  a  busi- 
ness, employed,  holding  a  commission  ;  an  officer. 

A  contractor,  collector :  security  for  rents. 

A j^^hr,  (v.n.ofj^S-)  Beingaddicted  to  whore- 

dom or  theft,  ̂ hr,  ̂ hr,  or  ̂ har,  (v.  n.  of  j^^) 

Whoring,  fornicating,  ̂ hr,  Adultery,  whoredom. 

A  ^ih^hh,  Name  of  a  tree  whose  leaves 
and  stem  are  useful  in  medicine. 

A  ^hn,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Withering  (as  the 
branch  of  a  tree).  Being  fixed,  established,  remain- 

ing (in  a  place).  Going  out,  and  travelling.  Mak- 
ing a  treaty.  Being  present.  Taking  pains  with 

any  business.  Hastening  to  accomplish  the  wishes 

of  another,  ̂ hn,  An  able  manager  of  an  estate, 
one  thoroughly  conversant  with  the  management 

of  camels,    (pi.  ̂ j^S-  ̂ ihun)  Dyed  wool. 

A  iXf^S-  ̂ Iinat,  A  tree  bearing  a  red  flower.  A 
part  of  a  lock  of  wool,  especially  when  dyed.  Ha- 

tred. Rage,  ̂ hnat,  The  fracture  of  a  bough  or 
twig  without  a  separation  of  the  parts. 

A  ̂ S-  ̂ hni,  A  colt.  A  camel,  fine-shouldered, 
slender  in  the  back,  and  strong  withal. 

A  <ij^  ̂ hud,  (pi.  of  li^ff-  ̂ hd)  Conditions, ca- 
pitulations,promises,agreements.  Successive  rains. 

A j_5^  ̂w/^wr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Visiting  a  whore  by 
night  or  day.  Being  given  to  whoring  and  thieving. 

A  ̂ j^-fS-  ̂ hun,  (pi.  of  ^hn)  Various  co- loured wools. 

A  i^J^S-  ̂ hid,  United  in  a  bond,  confederate. 
Cotemporary.  Tributary.  Old,  ancient. 

A  t^Jok^Js-  ̂ khayda\  Suretyship. 

A  ^yy,  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Plaiting  (hair),  twist- 
ing (a  rope).  (A  camel)  bending  (his  nose-ring). 

Folding,  doubling.  Exciting  to  sedition  and  dis- 
cord. Bending.  Distorting  (the  head  of  a  camel 

by  pulling  tight  the  reins).  Treating  as  a  liar. 
Driving  or  casting  back.  Making  an  indistinct 

noise.  Barking,  howling.  Attaining  the  age  of 

thirty,  having  a  strong  gripe,  and  twisting  the  hand 

of  another,  (pi.  o^as')  Unable  to  accom- 
plish a  work,  embarrassed,  ^y,  (v.  n.  of 

Stammering.  Being  ignorant  of.  (v.  n.  ot'^) 
Being  embarrassed,  unequal  to  any  business  or  en- 

terprise.   Stammering,  stuttering. 

A  ̂IaS-  ̂ ycLf,  (pi.  -^^^  (^^^■*)  Difficult,  incu- 
rable (disease).  Impotent,  unable  to  generate. 

A  L-.'\AP^v/ai,(pl.  of  &*j^5'^fl?/i«  <  )Portm  an  teaus. 
Breasts  and  hearts  as  the  repositories  of  secrets.  An 

instrument  which  separates  or  cards  cotton. 

A  I— ̂ l^ff"  ̂ yyab,  (or  e^^S'  ̂ yyabat)  Slan- 
derous, loquacious :  a  reviler. 

A  ̂^ip-  ̂ yyas,  A  lion. 
A  i^\xS-^yad,  (v.n.ofiilff-for  ii^jfr)  Visiting  (the 

sick).  Occupant  of  the  second  post  or  rank. 

^  A  SiiUS'  ̂ yddat,  (v.  n.  of  lils-  for  lijff-)  Visiting 

(the  sick).  A  visitation,  p  ̂^{^1^  OiiUS'  ̂ yci- 
dati  Jihastagan,  Visitation  of  the  sick. 

A  i^J^  ̂yo.z,  (v.  n.of  for  lijS-)  Flying  from 
evil  to  good,  takingrefuge.  Havingrecently  brought 

forth  (young  camels,  mares,  or  deer).  Sticking, 

cleaving,  adhering.  Refuge, asylum.  Abird  which 
takes  refuge  in  a  mountain.  The  first  birth,  also 

a  recent  birth.  IdiilAS-  ̂   ̂   hiyafi  ̂ yazihd, 
She  is  within  ten  days  or  a  fortnight  after  colting. 

JOJb  ̂ i^J^  Ryazan  bi'lldh,  By  flying  for  refuge  to 
God  ;  synonymous  to,Godavert!  Heaven forefend! 

AjIaP-  ̂ iydr,  (v.  n.  3  ofjls-  for^jS-)  Marking 
(weights  and  measures)  with  a  just  standard,  assay- 

ing. Dividing,  apportioning.  Seeing,  examining. 
A  standard  of  weight,  measure,  or  firmness.  Mark, 

proof,  touchstone,  assay.  The  pace  of  a  horse  or 

dog  running  away  when  escaping  or  set  at  liberty, 

(pi.  of ̂j^ff' ^a?/r)  Asses,  wild  or  tame,  p  (jijbjUs- 

^ydri  ddnish,  Criterion  of  knowledge  (title  of  a 

book).  AjUff-  tamdm-^ydr,  (pj^.S-  CL**»*)ti 

diirust'^ydr,  or  a  jUstM  ̂iSi:i^  mustakimu'l  ^- 
ydr)  Of  full  or  standard-measure.  Legal-marked 

(weight).  ddru'l  ̂ ydr,  The  assay-office, 

p  ̂J^j^ip  OwJjii  durust-^ydrdn,  (or 
rdst-^ydrmi)  The  just,  those  who  weigh  exactly. 

j^jXxS-  ̂ yar-gir,  (or  A  jIaC-  w-^^  sdliib  ̂ ydr)  , 

An  assayer,  the  officer  of  the  mint  who  tries  and 

marks  gold  or  silver ;  also  a  skilful  jeweller. 

Ajllff-  ̂ yyar,  A  cheat,  knave,  impostor,  char- 
latan, conjuror,  juggler.  A  horse  curveting  or 

prancing  from  sprightliness.One  who  travels  much, 

who  goes  and  comes  a  great  deal ;  who  goes  round 
and  round  much.  A  lion. 

A  O^jUs-  ̂ ydrdt,  (pi.  ofjUff'  ̂ yd?-  which  is 

pi.  ofjvC-  ̂ yr)  Many  wild  or  tame  asses. 

p  oJL.xijX'^S'  ̂ yydr-pesha,  A  knave  in  conduct. 
A  ^ydrat,  Publicity,  notoriety. 

A  p  SjIaC'  ̂ yydra,  A  sly,  cunning,  woman. 

^  L^j^iP"  l^yy^t'^}  Deceit,  imposture,  knavery. 
AjJIa?  ̂ ydzir,  A  certain  herb  smaller  than 

i\jaS'  ̂ zdh  and  larger  than  jti  dikk.  Small branches  or  loppings. 

A  ILuAip  ̂ ydsat,  (v.  n.  of  (^Is-  for  (^jjjjfr) 

Managing  (property)  carefully  and  judiciously. 

^  0**^^^  ̂ yi/^-^^j  ̂   jovial  fellow,  jolly  toper, 
boon  companion  ;  one  fond  of  good  cheer. 

A  ^y^^i  iy-  n-     i_>s^  for  (^_jS')  Con- 
founding (an  adversary)  reducing  (him)  to  a  non- 

plus, ^yds,  (v.  n.  of  t^jS-)  Being  unintelligible 
(speech),  difficult  (an  affair),  (v.  n.  3  of  i^jS-^ 
Wrestling,  struggling. 

A  ;_>3lxS'  ̂ ydz,  Retribution,  compensation. 

A  ^y^t,  (v.  n.  of  is  Is-  forl?^)  Not  con- 
ceiving for  some  years  though  not  barren  (a  wo- 

man or  camel).  Noise,  clamour,  wail. 

A  I— jIaS-  ̂ ydf,  A  kind  of  game,  ̂ iydf,  (v.  n. 
of         for  I— SaP)  Nauseating,  loathing  (food). 

A  ̂ilAS-  ̂ .ydfat,  (v.  n.  of  i  jIs-  for  i— Jj^')  Hav- 
ing an  aversion  to,  loathing  meat  or  drink.  Divin- 

ing, auguring  from  the  flight  of  birds.  Divination. 

Disgust,  loathing,  aversion.  wU«5^  Jjftl  ahlu''l 
^ydfat,  A  diviner  by  birds :  an  augur. 

A  J^.s-  ̂ ydl,  (pi.  of  ̂yiS'  ̂ yyil)  Family,  chil- 
dren, domestics.  A  wife. 

A^y^^yydl,  Proudly-moving  (man  or  horse). 
A  iiJIjkS-  ̂ ydlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jls-  for  Jjff-)  Main- 

taining a  family.  Having  a  numerous  household 
to  maintain.  Forage,  provender. 

A  i'^^Jp  ̂ yydlat,  A  woman  who  walks  with  a 
haughty  carriage,  or  with  a  delicate,  mincing  air. 

PjU  Jlj^  ̂ ydl-ddr,  Maintainer  of  a  family. 

P(_^b  JljkS'^'i/aZ-c?ari,Maintenance  of  a  family. 
p  Jo*  (JUp  ̂ ydlmand,  Possessed  of  a  family. 

A  jsUs-  ̂ydm,  A  day. 
A  jjlAff-  ̂ ydn,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jls-  for  (j^S-)  Seeing. 

Observing,  contemplating,  beholding  face  to  face. 
Ocular  demonstration,  (pi.  a^inaiand  i^S^ 

^yun)  A  ploughshare,  [^^p  ibnd  ̂ ydn, Two 
birds  or  two  lines  traced  on  the  ground,  from  which 

they  divine;  whence,  when  any  one  wins  at  chance- 

games  they  say  (jIaP       d?;?"  jcira'  ibnd  ̂ ydn. 
A^^^lAS'^a?/?/a«,Tired,embarrassed,unequal  to. 
AliljjS'^«3/aHaw,Publicly,clearly,  plainly,  visibly. 



A  ftjUc-  ̂ yanat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jls>  for  tj;^^)  Being 

a  spy  on  another's  acts,  eyeing. 

A  ̂j\i'p'  ̂ ydrii,  A  spy. 

A  'i^Sb\jS-  ̂ lyahimat,  Swift,  strong  (she-camel). 
Aj^jsUs-  ̂ yahir,  (pi.  of  ̂^l^^jJiS-)  Male  ghuls. 

A  -^^l^.Us-  ̂ yayaf,  Deficient  (in  action),  embar- 
rassed, unequal  to:  one  with  an  impediment  (in 

speech).  Impotent,  unable  to  generate  (camel). 

A  JjIaS-  ̂ yaAl,  (pi.  of  JIaP  ̂ yal,  which  is  pi. 

of  (Jiff-  ̂ yyil)  Household  servants.  Persons 
maintained  in  a  family. 

 .  A  c-^aS'  (v.  n.  of  u-^ls-for  L->'Aff')  Accus- 

ing, reproaching,  treating  opprobriously.  Spoil- 

ing, damaging.  Being  damaged  (wares).  Mak- 

ing (milk)  thick  (a  churn),  (pi.  ̂ ^iP"  ̂ 'y^^) 
Vice,  fault,  defect,  blemish,  stain,  disgrace,  affront, 

crime,  infamy,  dishonour,  ^yab,  (pi.  of  XjoS-  ̂ y- 
hat)  Portmanteaus,  bags  for  keeping  clothes  in. 

A  ^ylat,  Fault,  disgrace,  vice,  defect,  or 

blemish.  (pl.(_^AP^??/aZ/,L-->lAS'^??/a&,and  OUaS- 
^ybat)  A  portmanteau,  or  any  thing  similar  in 
which  they  put  clothes.  A  repository  of  secrets. 

^yabat,  Slanderous,  loquacious,  reviling  ;  a  great 
fault-finder. 

p  {J^f  I— ^y^-joy,  Fault-seeking, 

p  t_jiJkS-  ̂ yb-chini,  Criticism. 

P  (J'j^  t-^S'  ̂ yb-goy  or  guy,  A  slanderer, 
p  uLll-Ujkff-  ̂ ybnak,  Disgraceful,  vicious,  faulty, 

blemished.    Damaged,  spoiled  (goods). 

p  i^^ti  u.ja$>^a2/&na/ei.  Blemish, vice,  faultiness. 

A  pjJ^.S'  ̂ ytum,  A  big  man.  A  slow  camel. 
A  (-^Ajiff'  ̂ ys,  (v.  n.  of  lI^Is-  for  C^S-)  Destroy- 

ing, wasting  (as  a  wolf  the  flock).  «JLaAx5\  ji  zu'l 
^ys,  Mischievous,  destructive. 

A  ^ysam,  The  plane-tree.  Food  in  which 
are  dressed  locusts. 

A         ̂ ysat,  Soft  and  level  ground. 

aJ^xS-  ̂ aysar,  A  slight  trace,  vestige.  Essence, 
individual,  the  thing  itself.    Thin  clay. 

A  j/Aff-  ̂ ysarat,  (v.  n.  of  J^xS'  Q)  Seeing  (a 
bird)  running  and  frightening  (it)  away. 

A  ̂jj^S-  ̂ ysamty,  The  wild  ass. 

A  ̂ ^xp-  ̂lysum,  Large-bodied  (camel).  An 
elephant  (male  or  female).    A  hyena. 

^ysa',  Wondei",  amazement,  surprise. 

A* 

lAstonishing !  strange!  is  it  possible?  j 

^stja^ri,  A  particle  of  contempt,  used  when  any 
thing  is  rejected  as  false  or  trifling. 

A  ̂ p^yj,(y.n.of  ̂ Is-for  ̂ )  Fearing,  mind- 
ing, caring  for.  Taking  in  good  part,  being  pleased 

and  satisfied.  Quenching  one's  thirst.  Being  any 
better  (for  medicines). 

A  u-jji^^  ̂ yjaluf,  Name  of  the  ant  of  which 
mention  is  made  in  the  Kur'an. 

A^AS-^ii^,Any  thing  which  returns  (ofcare,  grief, 
or  sickness),  (pi.  liVjjS-^  a^ad)  A  solemnity,  feast, 
festival,  holiday.  Name  of  an  excellent  camel,  the 
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sire  of  a  noble  race.  A  sort  of  mountain-tree.  (pi.  of 

c'iilff-  ̂ dat)  Manners,  customs,  habits.  ^.xS' 
^di  sharif,  The  grand  festival,  i.  e.  Easter,  the  pass- 

over.  jHi  •\xS'  ̂ difahr,  (Poverty's  feast)  A  ceas- 
ing from  man,  and  the  union  of  the  soul  with  the 

Supreme  Spirit,  ̂ s:*^^  Sxp  ̂ di  azlia  ,  The  fes- 
tival of  sacrifices  at  Mecca.  rnasih, 

The  day  upon  which  a  table  descended  from  heaven 

at  the  prayer  of  Jesus  Christ. 

A  fJ\Sxp-  ̂ yddn,  (pi.  of  'i.i\d.xp  ̂ yddnat)  Tall 
palm-ti-ees.  ̂ dan,  (pi.  of  d^S-  ̂ d)  Timbers;  trunks 
or  branches  of  trees,  sticks. 

A'i>\sxS'^yddnat,(\)\.  ̂ ^\sxp')A  tall  palm-tree. 
A  ^yddh,  Bad-tempered  (man,  camel). 

A  iStiJjff'  ̂ yadat,  (pi. of  djS')  Old  (camels,  sheep). 

A  ̂ ^ZiSxS-^ydashuk,  A  certain  kind  of  insect. 

A  ̂ ^JmSxS-  ̂ ydashmi,  A  certain  kind  of  insect, 
A  I  s^JvS-  ̂ ydaf,  A  part,  portion. 

p  ^xS'  ̂ d-gah,  A  place  where  solemn  feasts 
and  festivals  are  held. 

A  !J4i»J;C-^fl?/6?a/<,  Proud,  unfeeling.  Ill-tempered 
(man).  Stubborn  (camel).  Badness  of  disposition. 

A  '&S>^xS'  ̂ ydahat,  (also  ̂ Afci^AS'  ̂ ydahiyat) 
Badness  of  disposition. 

A jjbSxS-  ̂ yhahur,  Swift  (she-camel), 

A  ijSxp'  ̂ diy,  Belonging  to  Easter,  or  to  any 
solemn  feast.  Paschal. 

A  it'^xp  ̂ diyat,  An  Easter-offering.  ioU 

B^.SxS-  ndltat  ̂ diyat,  An  excellent  she-camel  of 
the  breed  of  Sxp-  ̂ d. 

A  ^yzan,  Malignant,  spiteful. 

Aj^  ̂ ayr,  (v,  n.  ofjl&for_^C')  Travelling,  roam- 
ing. Coming  and  going.  Escaping,  running  away 

as  if  set  at  liberty  (a  horse  or  a  dog).  Taking  (any 

thing),  going  off  with  (it),  or  destroying  (it).  Leav- 

ing one  female  and  going  to  another  (a  male  ca- 

mel). Travelling,circulating(apoem).  Going  about 

in  every  direction  when  grazing  (a  horse).  An  eye- 

lid. The  inner  corner  of  the  eye.  The  pupil  of  the 

eye.  A  glance  of  the  eye.  A  prince,  chief.  The  mid- 
dle or  thickest  part  of  a  spear.  The  middle  fibre 

of  a  leaf.  A  bone  with  a  lump  in  the  middle.  A 

bump  or  prominence  in  any  even  substance  or  just 

below  the  instep  ;  also  in  the  ear,  or  in  the  artery 

of  the  back.  A  peg,  nail.  A  mountain.  The  point 

of  the  shoulder.  A  piece  of  wood  in  the  fore-part 
of  a  camel-litter.  Excessive  heat.  A  drum.  One 

side  of  the  back.  Name  of  a  place  once  rich  and 

fruitful,  but  now  sterile  and  desert.  An  increase 

of  salary  of  ten  dirhams  made  by  each  succeeding 

caliphofthehouseofUmayya.  Name  ofamountain 

near  Madina.  (pLjl^S-^  a^dr,j\xp-  ̂ ydr,j^xS- 

^ym\ij  ̂ xS'^yurat,Aj^xjtA  ??ia^M7'aj:,andO^U5' 
^ydrdt)  An  ass  (particularly  the  wild  ass).  jS' 

5^«J\  ̂ lyru's  sardt,  A  bird  resembling  a  pigeon, 

^^^>-  jawfu'l  ̂ yr,  The  belly  of  an  ass  (i.e. 
any  being,  place,  or  thing  in  which  nothing  good 
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is  to  be  found).  jS-  J,J>  kabla  ̂ yrin,  At  the  first 
glance  of  the  eye,  in  less  than  a  twinkle.  U 

^  i^j^  ̂ \  md  adriayyu  man  zaraba'l ^yra  huwa,  I  know  not  what  man  he  is.  ̂ r,  A 

caravan,  (pi.  C-jJ^S-  ̂ yardt  and  ij^  ̂ rat)  A 
great  number  of  beasts  of  burden  travelling  toge- 

ther, especially  with  provisions, 

A  ̂^Vj^ff'  ̂ yrdn,  Scattered  swarms  of  locusts. 

^yrdni,  (dual  of_^  Both  sides  of  the  back 
or  loins.    ̂ i-dn,  (pi,  ofj^ff-^  a^ar)  One-eyed, 

A  ioVj<s.  ̂ yrdnat,  A  she-camel  running  away swift  as  a  wild  ass. 

A  j^jS-  ̂ yzdr,  Firm,  hard,  solid.  Brisk,  lively 
(youth).  A  sort  of  drinking-glass.  A  kind  of  tree. 

jVjO(3^ y>\  abu'l  ̂ yzdr,  An  aquatic  bird  with  a  long neck,  a  crane.  Satan. 

A  '^Ij^jfp-  ̂ yzdriyat,  A  kind  of  glass  cup. 
p  ^zrdn,  A  medlar. 

Ays-jfS'  ̂ yza  ̂ yza,  Used  in  calling  to  sheep. 
A  i^jt^xS-  ̂ ys,  (v.  n.  of  (_>»jl5'  for  [^j^p")  Impreg- 

nating the  female  (a  camel).    Semen  admissarii. 

^s,  (pi.  of  o^as)  (Camels)  of  a  whitish 
yellow  colour.  Whitish  yellow  (in  a  camel). 

A  -^L-.Aff'  ̂ ysdf,  (fern,  of  ̂j^xp^  a^as)  (A  fe- 

male camel)  of  a  yellowish  white  colour.    A  (fe- 

male) locust,  A  woman's  name, 
A  ̂j\->-Jk5'  ̂ ysdn,  Men,  people, 

Aj^^"^  ̂ ysajur,  (pl.^s-U-S'  ̂ sajif)  A  hard and  swift  she-camel.  A  horrid  dragon. 

A  ^ysardn,  (or  "fj^j*.^^  ̂ ysurdniy^ 
An  unbroke  camel  on  which  a  person  rides,  ̂ y- 

sm-dn,  A  sort  of  a  plant. 

p  L^^^xp-  ̂ ysub,  Sweet  marjoram. 
A  ^sawiy,  Of  the  religion  of  Jesus.  A 

Christian.  A  Jesuit.  s-lyu^CLA-tiiiiillati^sawiya, 
The  Christian  religion  or  people. 

A  ̂_^xp  ̂ sa',  (pi.  ̂ ^^^xp■  ̂ saivna,  ̂ suna, 
i^^xp  ̂ sayna,  or  ̂ sind)  Jesus,  ̂ sa  is  a  name 
occasionally  met  with  amongst  Muhammadans, 

but  not  amongst  Christians,  l^xp  yc  manludi 

^.sa,  The  nativity  of  (the  Loi'd)  Jesus. 

A  (^*-JiS-  ̂ siy,  Belonging  to  Jesus,  Christian, 

p  i^^=»  Ij^P"  ̂sa'  khwurd,  A  bunch  of  grapes, 
p  ̂VoJiS  (^j*>xp  ̂ sa  dihkdn,  Grape-wine, 

p  t^j^'i  Sj  ^sci''  rah-nis/iin,  The  sun.  A sun-beam.  A  skilful  physician. 

p  s.S>\^Z^Zi  ̂ ^^^p^sa'  sliash  mdlia,  Fruits  Avhich 
come  to  maturity  in  six  months. 

p        l_^'*ip'  ̂ sa-kada,  The  mansion  of  Je- 
sus; the  fourth  heaven.  A  Christian  church. 

p  afcUi  to  (\-'J;S'  ̂ sa'  fiuh  mdha,  A  bunch  of 

grapes.  Grape-wine. 

p  lijiS ̂   ^^^"^  dard,  Wine. 

A  fj^xp^ysh,  (v.  n.  of  (^jlilff-  for  i^xp)  Liv- 
ing. Food,  bread.  Life.  Pleasure,  delight,  lux- 

ury. P  LT^^  ̂ yshi  dah  roza,  A  short  life. 
A  short  life  and  a  merry  one. 



A  l-i«J^  ̂ sha,  The  womb. 

A  jLijwS-  ̂ shat,  (or  Lii^-i-j^S-  ̂ ayshushat)  (v.  n. 
of  (^^ils-  for  i^yp)  Livings  leading  an  agreeable 

life.  'ii'/o\j  ̂ shat  raziyat,A.x\  agreeable  life. 
p  (jijkP^flv/s/i-sasi,  Pleasure,  enjoyment. 

A  j^-iAS-  ̂ysliam,  Dry,  mouldy  (bread). 

L^i^  ̂ ysh-mahal,  Place  of  joy.  One 
of  the  apartments  in  a  palace. 

A  ^yshicm,  (pi.  of  X/o^.ijkS'  ̂ .yshumat) 
Withering  plants.  Name  of  a  tree. 

p  a>i^>Af-  ̂ sha,  A  plant  resembling  a  reed. 

A  t^jAiS'  ̂ ys,  (v.  n.  of  f^jo^S'')  Being  unintel- 
ligible (a  speech),  intricate  (an  affair).  Esau,  ̂ s, 

(pi.  (^VaS-^  a^as)A  thick  grove  of  thcj  JkA*>  sidr; 
entangled  trees.  A  place  where  choice  trees  grow. 

Root,  origin.  Name  of  a  planted  valley  at  Madina. 

A  j^LaaS'  ̂ san,  Certain  mines  in  Arabia. 

A  yo.xp'  ̂ su,  Esau  (the  brother  of  Jacob). 

A  ̂ ^^p-  ̂ ysum,  A  glutton,  gormandizer. 
A  iSjS.^aip'  ̂ yznfut,  An  animal  whereon  de- 

mons ride. 

Ajj^-aoS'  ̂ yzamuz,  An  old  woman.  Tiarge, 
bulky  (she-camel),  unable  to  conceive  for  fatness. 

(A  she-camel)  long,  large,  thick,  strong,  and  com- 
pactly built,  and  apparently  full  of  wrath.  A  rock 

long  and  large. 

Ai^j^iQ^^yzamun,{^\.  (j^«UaS-)An  old  camel. 

A  ̂ y^^  ̂ yzum,  A  glutton.  A  biter. 

k\a^  ̂ yt,  (v.n.  of  laj^P-)  Having  a  long  neck. 
Not  conceiving  for  several  years  (a  woman  or  a 

camel,  although  not  barren),  ̂ t,  Excellent  young 
camels.  The  shouts  of  a  drunken  or  riotous  fel- 

low; orof young  chapswhen winning  agame.  (pi. 

of  a^at.)  Long-necked,  ̂ t,  (or  ls.ls-  ̂ y- 

yat,  (pi.  of  lajlS'  ̂ fit)  (Women  or  camels)  not 

conceiving  for  several  years  though  not  barren,  ̂ a- 

yat,  Length  of  neck. 

A  -s^Usuff-  ̂ ytas,  (fem.  of  laAS-^  a^af)  Long- 
necked.  High,  lofty.  Proud,  refractory. 

Aj_jJ.laJ^^a>/ia?;MZ,Beautiful,well-formed(girl). 

A  J-lajiC'  ̂ ytal,  Long-necked  and  handsome- 
bodied  (woman,  camel,  or  mare).  Any  thing  long. 

A  long  neck.  A  long  branch  of  a  male  palm-tree. 

Ajy^ip-  ̂ ytamuz,  Long  and  large  (she-ca- 
mels or  rocks). 

A  (^jOaJ^  ̂ ytamus,{p\.  ̂ Ju/o^^aS■  ̂ tamis  or 
(j**jk*UaP  ̂ tarnis)  Completely-formed  (woman  or 
camel).  Beautiful,  tall,  smooth,  and  succulent  (wo- 

man), but  barren  withal.  A  decrepit  camel. 

A  i\jop-^y^t,  (or-*^Uj^  ̂ J^a-t)  (v.  n.  of ̂ jof^Q) 
Calling  out  to  sheep. 

A  u-fiJiS-  ̂ yf,  (v.  n.  of  (_Jlp  for  i—iAS-)  (A  bird) 
planing,  hovering,  being  suspended  in  the  air  (over 

water  or  a  carcase)  intending  to  alight.  Loathing. 

A  j^lttJ>P  ̂ yafan,  (v.  n.  of  i — jls^  for  i— i>ff-) 
Loathing,  nauseating  (meat  or  drink). 

A  ̂j^i^-  ̂ yyifan,  Naturally  averse  from  any 
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thing.  Querulous,  disposed  to  complain. 

A  iSLip-  ̂ yfat,  An  obstruction  of  milk  in  the 
breasts  of  a  child-bearing  woman.  A  woman  who 
sucks  the  milk  of  one  who  has  an  obstruction  in 

her  breast.  A  bird's  flying  round  and  round,  or 
balancing  itself  in  the  air.  ̂ fat,  Choice  camels. 
The  best  part  of  cattle  or  other  wealth. 

A  (j.uAxff'  ̂ yafs,  Short  of  stature. 

A  j^Jj^S-  ̂ yk,  A  worthless,  good-for-nothing  fel- 
low. A  hinderer,  preventer.  An  allowance  of  wa- 

ter. Hindrance.  Dilatory,  delaying,  ̂ h,  A  word 
used  in  checking  or  driving  cattle. 

A  ^yyih,  A  hinderer,  a  preventer.  Dila- 
tory, delaying. 

A  'i^jp-  ̂ ykat  or  ̂ /mi,  The  sea-shore.  A  corner 
or  part  of  a  house.  A  part,  an  allowance  of  water. 

A  (_>aiUS- ^ay/jas,  A  miser.  Stomach,rough  tripe. 

A  (jKjkS'  ̂ yakan,  (v.  n.  of  i-^lp  for  ̂■dXtp)  Shak- 
ing the  shoulders  in  going. 

A         ̂ yhat,  A  grove,  thicket.  A  lote-grove. 

A  (Jj^S-  ̂ yl,  (v.  n.  of  Jls-  for  (J.aS')  Walking 
pompously,  moving  with  a  noble  carriage  (a  man 

or  horse).  Hunting  (a  leopard).  Travelling,  wan- 

dering,rarabling,makingatour.  Wishing  or  search- 
ing for  without  finding.  Tiring,  exhausting.  Being 

poor,indigent,destitute.  Impoverishing,  disappoint- 

ing, rendering  necessitous,  ^yal,  A  telling  of  a 
story  to  a  deaf  person,  or  to  one  who  will  not  hear. 

&5ls-  ̂ lat,  JVaS-  ̂ yal,  and  JjUS'^a?/a^iZ)A  wife, 
children,  domestic,  or  any  person  maintained  in  a 

family,  ̂ lyyal,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^\P^4l)  Poor. 

A  ^ylam,  A  male  hyena. 
A  jj^^  ̂fl?/Za«,A  male  hyena.  ̂ yalan,(y.  n.of 

Jls-  for  ̂ 3^)  Being  unable  to  find  a  thing  lost. 

A  'eXxS-  ̂ ylat,  (v.  n.  of  Jls-  for  J-J;S')  Becom- 
ing poor.  Poverty,  want,  indigence,  (pi.  ofjJjlS' 

^iiV)  Poor,  needy. 

A  jjjkff'  ̂ylam,  A  male  hyena.  A  well  full  of water.  Brackish  water.  The  sea.  Water  under  the 

earth.  A  frog.  A  soft,  delicate  youth. 

p        ̂ lim,  (from  Arab.^ls-  ̂ lim)  Learned. 

A  ̂Jjp  ̂yla',  (pl.of  Jjls-^a^^)  Poor,  needy. 

A  |,j;ff-^«3/m,  A  thirsting  (especially  after  milk). 

A  ̂ jW^  ̂ yman,  (fem.  ̂ jf^  ̂yma')  One  who thirsts  for  milk.  Thirsty.  One  who  loses  his  wife 

or  his  camels.  fj^^yman  ayman,  (A  man) 
whose  wife  and  camels  are  dead  and  gone. 

A  IsS-  ̂ ymat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Thirsting 

(for  milk).  An  intense  longing  for  milk.  Thirst. 

^mat,  The  best  of  one's  estate.    Choice  camels. 

A  (j^S-  ̂ yn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JS'  for  ̂ ^)  Flowing 
(water).  Following  or  wounding  with  a  malignant 

eye,  eyeing.  Reaching  a  spring  or  fountain.  In- 

juring (the  eye).  Inclining  to  one  side  (the  tongue 

of  a  balance).  Acting  as  watch,  keeping  a  look  out. 

(pi.         a^jan,         a^un,  ̂ ^iS-  ̂ yun,  ̂ yun, 

and  OUji&\  a^junai)  The  eye.  Sight,  aspect, vision. 
The  sense  of  seeing.  A  look,  a  glance,  (pi. 

a^jun  and  ^yuu')  A  fountain,  spring,  source, 
conduit ;  flowing  water.  The  letter  ̂ (the  head  of 
which  resembles  the  eye).  A  spy,  scout,  watch- 

man. The  eye  in  which  the  tongue  of  the  scales 

plays.  A  small  chink  or  eye-hole.  The  leather  or 
sling  of  a  balista,  in  which  they  place  the  ball  or 

stone  to  be  thrown.  The  ring  of  a  coat  of  mail. 

The  cavity  of  the  knee,  the  knee-pan.  A  cloud 

proceeding  from  Irak.  A  rain  with  little  interrup- 
tion for  several  days.  Profit  on  goods,  usury.  The 

best  kind  or  part  of  any  thing,  (pi.  ̂^V^S'^  a^ari) 
A  distinguished  or  dignified  man;  a  lord.  A  man, 

person  ;  any  one.  Appearance.  Any  thing  present. 

Essence,  reality,  individual,  thing  itself.  Ready 

(camels  or  grapes).  Fine  circles  on  the  skin.  The 

true  point  of  the  «>Li'  hihla.  The  people  of  a  house, 
a  family.  The  brother  of  a  father  or  mother.  In- 

clination, inequality,  bias  (in  scales).  The  half  of 

a  Jji^ii  danak,  or  seven  dinars.  A  crowd,  multi- 
tude. Abrother-germain.  A  kind  of  bird.  Citizens. 

A  tract  of  country.  The  body  of  the  sun  ;  also  his 

rays.  Money,  coin,  gold,  or  silver  specie.  Very, 
exact ;  intrinsic,  real.  Just.  The  eastern  part  of 

Irak.  ^.yiiu'l  insan,  The  eye  of  men, i.  e.  the  first  or  most  distinguished,  utt^  UJ* 

^yni  salihin,  A  hot  eye,  i.e.  anguish,  distress.  p^^^S- 

^fc^S  j_>a^  J  (_^V''  tabdhi  u  mahzi  gum,' ra/ti,Complete destruction andabsolute ruin.  Atj^S- 

.  ̂\  uiynii's  saivr,  The  buirs  eye  (name  of  a  star). 

»_jjkiJ-  ̂jivC-  ̂ ynu'l  hayat,  Fountain  of  life  or  im- 
mortality. Quicksilver.  ^ynu'l  hay- 

wan,  Quicksilver.  (J^P  ̂ yni  salwan,  The 

river  Jordan.  A  fountain.  ^J^S•  ̂ ynu  'sh 
shams,  The  sun's  eye  (a  flower).  ,^^^>o  ̂ yni 

salah,  Sincere  advice.  {.^\ya!i\  {^jyS-  ̂ ynu''s  sa- rvab,  A  right  road.  The  thing  itself.  Right  reason. 

C^Jp  ij!^  ̂ yni  ̂ hrat,  An  example-giving  coun- 
tenance, ulo^liff'  jjivS'  ̂ yni  ̂ nayat,  A  look  of 

favour.  J\ah}\  ̂ ynu'' I  ftatr,  Bvimstone. 
^y^^yni  hamal,  The  height  of  perfection ;  also 
the  eyes  of  some  Arabians  (called  Jl*^  hamaV), 

which  were  supposed  piercing  enough  to  kill  peo- 

ple, ti?,^^  ̂ yni  mizan,  The  eye  of  a  balance, 
(i.  e.  wherein  the  tongue  moves).  (j^SjJ^  t^S-  ̂ y- 

nu'l  yaldn,  Experimental  knowledge,  certainty. 

hi  ̂ ynihi,  The  self-same.  »-asO  _jfc  huwa  bi 

^ynihi,  He  himself,  propria  persona. 

(_^aS-  anta  ̂ la'  ̂ytii,  You  are  in  my  regard,  you 

possess  my  esteem.  insanu''l  ̂ yn, 
The  image  or  pupil  of  the  eye.  Jjl  ioJO  la- 

hituhu  awwala  ̂ ynin,  I  met  him  the  first  thing. 

SxS'  ̂ bdi  ̂ yn,  (or  jj^ff'  j_^.iX>«  sadihi  ̂ yn) 
An  eye-server,  friend  to  the  eye,  i,  e.  a  false  friend, 

a  hypocrite,  cheat,  dissembler.  ^j^S-  t^J^  ̂ rzu 

^ynin,  Near.   ̂ J^5•  ^mdan  ̂ la'  ̂ y- 



nin,  (or  ̂ ^C-  ̂ mda  ̂ yniri)  Certainly,  atten- 

tively, uninterruptedly  (I  did  it).  (JJ«3^  Jl.^^^^^'^- 

ru'l  ̂ yn,  Cold-eyed,  i.e.  cheerful,  happy.  {^xP"  ̂  
j31  ̂  J  la  ̂ yn  ma  la  asar,  Neither  shadow  nor 

trace.  'ijS'  ^ynu  ̂ nnatin,  Near,  hard  by. 
^n,  Wild  cattle,    (pi.  of  ^yun)  Stedfast 

lookers  with  malignant  eyes.  (pi.  of  a^jan) 

Large-eyed  (oxen),  (pi.  of  -^Uj^ff-  ̂ ynaS)  Black- 

eyed  (virgins),  ̂ yan,  (v.  n.  of  {j^)  Having 
large  black  eyes.  Width  and  blackness  of  the  eyes. 

Domestics,  a  household.  Citizens.  A  crowd,  com- 

pany, ^lyun,  (pi.  of  ̂j^S-  ̂ yan)  Ploughshares, 
(pi.  of  (^^^  ̂ yun)  Those  who  look  with  evil  eyes. 

A  ^'3f?/?/m  or  ̂ ayyan,  (A  leathern  bottle) 
full  of^holes  and  leaky.  New  (leathern  bottle). 

A  UjkS-  ̂ ynan,  (ij^  hi  ̂ ynin  and  e^^Jff^  bi 
^ynihi)  Exactly,  justly,  clearly,  truly,  effectually, 
precisely,  to  the  point. 

A  ̂UaS-  ̂ ynas,  (fem.  of  ̂j^S-^  a^an)  (pi.  ̂J^S- 
^?i)Large-eyed  (cow).  Black-eyed  (virgin).  Green. 
Ready  to  burst  (bottle).  Widely  circulating  (verse). 

A  ̂j^-IaS-  ̂ yanan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^S■  for  ij^)  Flow- 
ing (water  from  a  fountain,  tears  from  the  eye). 

A  iiJjiC'  ̂ nat,  (v.  n.  of  (jr^S')  Having  large  and 
handsome  black  eyes.  The  choicest  part  of  cattle 

or  other  wealth.  Money  lent  or  paid  in  advance. 

The  part  round  the  eye  of  a  sheep  or  a  wild  cow. 

Handsome  to  the  eye,  having  a  handsome  external 

surface  (a  garment).  The  subject  of  a  war.  A  loan 
without  interest. 

A  l-jIjLup  ̂ yn-tab,  Name  of  a  city  in  Syria. 

^  ^ynak,  Spectacles,  eye-glasses. 
p        '"^^J^^  ̂ ynalidan,  A  spectacle-case. 

A  ̂ y^S-  ̂ ynum,  A  male  frog. 

A  (^ff-  ̂ yniy,  Genuine,  essential,  real. 
A  ̂ ^iS-  ̂ tyub,  Dishonest,  shameful.  Faulty, 

vicious,  ̂ lyub,  (pi.  of  (--*J;ff'  ̂ yh)  Vices,  defects, 
faults,  blemishes,  bad  points  or  qualities. 

A  L^^Jiff-  ̂ yus,  A  lion. 

Ajjip-  ̂ yur,  (pi.  of^P  ̂ yr)  Asses. 

A  Sj^Aff-  ̂ lyurat,  (pl-of^S-  ̂ yr')  Asses. 
A  (  j^jiS-  ̂ yuf,  (A  camel)  smelling  the  water 

without  drinking,  although  thirsty.  A  woman 

whose  milk  will  not  flow  after  childbirth.  Nice, 

dainty  with  respect  to  food.  Unwilling.  One  who 

divines  by  the  flight  of  birds :  an  augur. 

A  ̂i^p" ̂ yyuk,  A  certain  bright  red  star  which 
follows  the  Pleiades. 

A  ^yul  or  ̂ yul,  (v.  n.  of  Jiff-  for  Jj^ff) 
Wandering,  travelling.  Being  poor.  Poverty. 

^  1^3^^  (pi.  ̂j^s.       and  ̂ njun)  One 
who  looks  stedfastly  with  a  malignant  eye.  ̂ ymi, 
(pl.ofj^Aff-^a?/'rt)  Eyes.  Fountains.  Buds  of  trees. 

(jyiP  ̂ yunu'l  bakar,  A  grape  called  the  ox- 
eye.  A  damson. 

A  s-iS-  ̂ yh,  (t.  n.  of  sis-  for  iuS-)  Being  attacked 

by  murrain  called  'ii>\£'  ̂ hat  (cattle). 
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A  u-.'ljJ^  ̂ hab,  Accused,  charged  with  error. 

A  (j^-^Jjff-  ̂ lyliak,  Error,  aberration. 

A  l]^J^  ̂ .yhdl,  A  swift  she-camel. 
A  ^yhamat,  Swift  (she-camel). 

A  (_^^S'  ̂ yhab,  Corpulent.  Indisposed,  di- 
gesting badly.  Thick,  woolly  (cloth).  Weak,  ti- 

mid, fearful  of  purpose,  incapable  of  retaliation. 

A  'ix^xS-^yhabat,  (v.  n.  of  u-a.^S-Q)  Seducing. 

A  ̂j^-jJ^  ̂ lyharan,  (pi.  of^fcUs-  ̂ ydhir')  A 
male        rjhul.  A  sti-ong  camel. 

A  'ijt(^  ̂ yharat,  (v.  n.  of^^^^S-  Q)  Behaving 
with  levity.  Playing  the  whore.  A  woman  light 

and  sprightly,  but  withal  unchaste.  The  animal 

called  Jj&  fjhul.  A  strong  camel. 

A  J^-jJ^ff-  ̂ yhak,  Alacrity,  joy,  glee. 

A  i^i^  ̂ yhakat,  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  ii^^Aff'  ̂ yhahat,  (v.  n.  of  idX^p-  Q)  Fight- 
ing. Throwing  down.  Wrestling.  Vociferating. 

A  (J-j-Aff  ̂ yhal,  Swift  (she-camel).  Powerful, 
strong  (she-camel).  A  he-camel.  Restless  (man). 
A  stronnr'  wind.  A  tall  woman. 

A  (JijJ^  ̂ yhall,  Swift  (she-camel).  Violent 
(wind).  Restless  (woman). 

A  ̂J-^s-  ̂ yhalat,  A  swift  she-camel.  Restless 
(woman).  An  old  woman. 

A  ̂ iS'  ̂ yham,  Swift  (she-camel).  Strong. 
A  male  elephant. 

A  (jU^^  ̂ yhaman,  Unable  to  prosecute  one's journey  at  the  beginning  of  night,  and  on  that  ac- 
count sleeping  on  the  road. 

A  ^yliamat.  Swiftness. 
A  ^yhamiy,  Thick,  bulky,  and  tall. 

A  ^lyhul,  A  swift  she-camel. 

A  ̂ y^ip"  ̂ yhum,  The  root  of  a  certain  tree. 
A  (jj^s-  ̂ yliun,  Name  of  a  delicious  vegeta- 
ble or  fragrant  plant. 

A      ̂ y'ly,  (pl-  ̂^tip^  o.^iy^-'  ̂ ^nd  '5!^- yiyat)  A  stammerer.  Let,  hindered,  embarrassed, 

puzzled,  perplexed,  unequal  to  a  work. 

Aj^iS'  ̂ lyayr,  (dim.  of  j^ff  ̂ lyi")  A  little  ass. 
S-Xs-j  ^lyayru  ivaluiiln,  A  man  wedded  to 
his  own  opinion.  One  who  takes  his  meals  alone. 

A  &jkAJ^  ̂ lyaynat,  (dim.  of  ̂ j^S-  ̂ yn)  A  little 
eye.  jjrvAjijk^ji  zu  ̂ lyaynatayn,  A  spy. 

t 

^(jhayn,  (called  esisjil*!  [^p-  ghayni  manhuta 
or  &*:sf*  tj^S-  ghayni  mu^ama,  Dotted  ghayn) 
The  nineteenth  letter  of  the  Arabic  alphabet,  and 

the  twenty-second  of  the  Persian.  In  arithmetic 

it  expresses  1000,  and  denotes  quadrature  in  the 
aspects  of  the  stars.  This  letter  is  articulated  in 

the  throat  with  a  vibration  producing  a  sound  like 

that  given  to  r  by  the  Northumbrians,  or  the  noise 

made  in  gargling.    It  is  occasionally  changed  to 

bis- 

Jj  k  or  cL/ijr,  and  is  sometimes  redundant.  It  seems 

to  bear  the  same  relation  to  ̂ hh  as  i— ->  b  does  to 

^p,  d  to  CLf  t,j  z  to  s,  and  lL/^/  to  uiJ  k. 
Poets  sometimes  use  this  letter  to  imply  the  night- 

ingale, one  of  whose  epithets  is  the  bird  of  a  thou- 

sand notes,  ̂ being  the  character  for  a  thousand. 
p  A  u-jIs-  ghab,  A  forest,  wood,  thicket,  grove, 

brake.  The  haunt  or  den  of  a  wild  beast. 

p\^\^ghab,  Foolish,  unmeaning  gabble.  Fallen 

back,  remaining  afar  off.  Spoiled,  destroyed  ;  use- 
less. Powerless,  paralyzed.  Leavings,  orts. 

A  l!L>\s-  ghabb,  (pi.  ghawdbb)  (A  camel) 
watered  every  second  day.  Corrupted,  stinking, 
tainted  (meat),  stale  (bread). 

p  i.dbblff'  ghabank,  A  kind  of  herb. 

A  'i>\S'(jhdhat,  (pl.(_->lp  ghdh)  A  forest,  a  dense 
thicket ;  a  wild  beast's  haunt.  (Ground)  lying 

low,  flat  land,  out  of  sight.  A  gulf,  pit.  A  multi- 
tude of  men.  A  long  limber  spear  waving  in  the 

air.  'iAS'  L^ji  Inysu  gliabatin,  A  lion  of  the  forest. 
A  j>\S'  gkablr,  (pi.  ̂S-  ghuhhar)  Remaining. 

Solid,  lasting.  Past,  passing  by.  The  future  tense. 

A  S^lff-  ghdbirat,  Remaining.  A  remainder. 

p  (ji..^lff  ghdhish,  Name  of  a  mountain-tree. 

A  ̂J^\s-ghdb!sh,  False,  insincere,  deceitful,  trai- 
torous. Weak-sighted. 

A  lajlff-  ghdbit,  (pi.  iaj^  ghubut)  Anxious  one's 
self  to  possess  something  equal  to  what  another 

enjoys  (it  implies  emulation  without  envy). 

A  ̂^^Iff-  ghdbin,  Languid,  remiss.  An  impostor. 
p  (jjJolff  gkdbandan,  To  slip,  slide,  stumble. 

p  jj^^  ghdbuh,  Wine  drunk  at  night. 
p  tdJ^lp  ghdhuk,  Ball  for  cannon  or  cross-bow. 
A  (J, Iff  ghdbi,  Careless,  heedless,  stupid. 

p ̂ ^Iff  ghdtfar,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan  ; 
also  of  a  quarter  in  Samarkand.  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

A  SJlff  ghdtiyat,  Simple,  silly,  weak  (woman). 

A j3lff  <//<asar,Ghasar,  son  of  Iram,  son  of  Shem, 
and  father  of  samud. 

AiSlff  ghddd,  (pi.  o£d\^ff-  ghiddd)  Infected  with 
the  plague  (a  camel). 

A  Hiilff-  ghddat,  Fat,  fresh,  tender,  fine-necked 
(woman).  Tender,  delicate,  limber  (shrub). 

Ajtilff  ghddir,  Deceitful.    A  swindler. 
A  i_»iii'.ff-  ghddif,  A  seaman.    A  rower. 

A  I  jjiilff-  ghdduf,  An  oar. 

A  (^tilff  ghddi,  A  goer  out  at  morn.  A  lion. 

A  WiilP  ghddiyat,  Morning-rain  or  clouds. 
A  jiff  ghdzz,  A  lachrymal  duct  which  ceases 

not  to  run.    Sense,  feeling. 

A  'i  'dXS'  ghdzzatjTy^o  bones  in  the  upper  part  of 
the  head  (which  are  tender  and  moist  in  infants). 

A  ̂j'l>\^  ghdzl,  Digestive,  peptic.  One  who 
looks  after  cattle  or  manages  property  well. 

A  ioilff  ghdziyat,  The  faculty  of  digestion.  A 
certain  vein  or  artery.  Two  bones  in  the  upper  part 

of  the  head  (which  are  tender  and  moist  in  infants). 



Pjls-  fjliar,  The  laurel. 

A  jiff-  (jltm',  (v.  n.  ofjls-  for_^)  Being  jealous. 

(pl.j^jS'\  aghwar  and  ̂ ^j)^  ghlrari)  A  cavern,  cave, 
pit,  or  niche  in  a  mountain.  The  den  of  a  wild 

beast.  Low  land.  The  cavity  or  socket  of  the  eye. 

The  interior  part  of  the  mouth.  An  army.  A  large 

oil-yielding  tree.  A  large  congregation.  A  vine- 
leaf.  A  large  measure  in  use  amongst  the  people 

of  3  nasaf,  containing  a  hundred  hafiz. 

Corn  carried  from  place  to  place.  Envy,  jealousy. 

Dust.  Name  of  a  cave  near  Mecca.  JS' fjliari 
gliam,  A  prison.  The  grave  of  the  wicked.  Pjb 

JkS'  yari  ghar,  A  companion  in  a  cave  or  prison, 

i.  e.  an  intiraate  friend,  a  al  gharu'l 

la',  The  roof  of  the  mouth  (hollow  like  a  cavern). 

A  jiff-  gharr,  Imprudent,  heedless,  thoughtless. 

A  well-digger,  (pl-jjj^  gliurur)  A  vain  hope,  trifle. 
A  ̂j]jl»5^  al  gliarani,  The  two  cavities  (venter 

et  pudenda).    The  sockets  of  the  eyes. 

A  t_-^l^  gharib,  One  who  comes  from  afar.  The 

summit  of  a  wave.  (pi.  u-^\_jff'  ghawarih)  The 

upper  part  of  a  camel's  bunch ;  also  the  space  be- 
tween that  and  the  neck.  uLl^jlff-  Jj.ff  uiiUs.-  hab- 

luha  ̂ la'  gliarihika,  Your  halter  is  on  your  wi- 
thers, i.  e.  you  may  go  where  you  please. 

A  Sjlff-  gharat,  (v.  n.  ofjlff-  forj^^)  Making  a 

hostile  incursion  into  an  enemy's  country.  Twist- 

ing a  rope  firmly,  (pi.  O^jls-  gliarat)  A  hostile 

incursion  into  an  enemy's  country  to  carry  off  spoil 
or  captives.  The  navel.  A  predatory  troop  of  horse. 

Rapine,  plunder.  Sjl«M  ̂,,0''^  shadidu'l  gliarat, 
Firmly-twisted  (rope),  p  ̂̂ Ci^ C^J^!>-  j  C^lff- 
gharat  u  lihasarat  J;ardan,To  plunder  and  lay  waste. 

A  Sjlff-  gharrat,  A  certain  long  fish. 

p  (Jjff-  Ojlff-  gharat-ghol.  Sudden  loss  or  de- 
struction.   Suddenly  or  unexpectedly  lost. 

Fji  Ojlff-^/ta7-«/<7ar,Maraudei-,robber,assassin. 
p  (jji  C^j\i>  gharatgarl.  Spoliation,  pillage. 

P  i^iijlff-  ghartang.  The  bar  of  a  door. 

p  JsJJjlff-  gharatidan,  To  ravage,  plunder,  pil- 
lage, rifle.  To  be  plundered.  To  roll  over. 

p  ̂ j^^  gharaj,  (gharij,  also  ghdrich)  A 
morning  draught  of  wine.  Wine. 

p  ̂ ^j^  ghm'iji,  A  morning  draught  of  wine. 
A  cup-bearer.    One  who  drinks  in  the  morning. 

A  Jjls-  ghariz,  (A  camel)  having  little  milk. 
&JI1m)  Jjlff-  kuwa  gharizun  rassuhufl  sina- 

<^7i^,Heis  ignorantand  siwYiHi.  Ghariz, {or'ijJ^Pgha- 
rizai)  (A  locust)  fixingher  tail  in  the  ground  to  lay. 

A  {^J^  gharis,  A  planter. 

p  (jlXuijlff-  gharistan,  A  place  full  of  caverns. 

A  (_>9)lff-  ghariz,  One  who  leads  out  animals  to 
water  early  in  the  morning.  Who  does  any  thing 

betimes.    Long  (nose). 

A  lojlff- gharizan.  Betimes, early  in  theraorning. 

A  'ijjXS' gharifat,(Tp\.[  gharvarif)  (A  wo- 
man) shorn  in  front.    Swift  (she-camel). 
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A  Jjjlff-  gharih.  Submerged,  drowned. 

A  j^lff-  gharim,  A  debtor. 
P  tf-^ijls-  gharang.  An  idiot,  a  fool. 

Pj^  J  j^-ff-  ghar  u  ghur.  Chaos,  confusion. 

A  fjjj^  ghm'uh,  The  mosque  of  Kufa. 
P  5, Iff-  ghara.  Plunder.  Plunderers.  A  morn- 
ing draught  of  wine.  A  twist,  plat.  A  cavern. 

P  Lfj^  ghari,  A  bushel.  A  sponge. 

A  jj^i^jlff-  gharikun,  Agaricum. 
Pjlff- ̂ //taa,  A  patch  on  a  garment.  Split,  opened. 

Arent,  slit,  crack.  Want,  scarcity,  dearness.  Eat- 

ing with  a  relish.  A  certain  water-bird.  Beating 

cotton,  (ji^^jl^  ghaz  hardan.  To  tease  cotton. 
To  take  to  pieces  the  worn  cloth  of  a  garment  or 

tent  (called  shoddy)  to  be  woven  again. 

pjlff^lff-  ghaz  ghaz.  Cleft  asunder. 
V  ̂̂ Iffjlff-  ghazghan,  A  cauldron,  a  kettle. 
A  &Jjls-  ghdzilat,  (fern,  jjjff-  ghuzzal  or  ijj\}ff' 

gltarvazil)  A  female  spinner. 

p  ajlff-  ghdza,  Rouge  for  the  face.  Noise,  cry. 
Root  of  the  tail.  A  peg  for  fastening  planks. 

p  i^lff  ghdzl,  A  courtesan.  A  rope-dancer. 

Sheep^s  chitterlings  stuffed  with  spiceries. 

„  A  ̂^Iff-  gJmz't,  (pi.  ,yjff-  ghuzza',  h^ghuziy, 
^Vjff-  ghuzzas,  and  '»\j5-  ghuzat)  A  conqueror,  hero, 
gallant  soldier  (especially  combating  infidels).  A 

general,  leader  of  an  expedition.  (_5jlff-  gJid- 
zVd  din.  Champion  of  the  faith  (a  proper  name), 

p  (^Iff-  sljlxib  pddshahi  ghdzi,  Victorious  king. 

p  iobjlff-  ghaziydna.  Bravely. 

p  liy'O  ghaz'i-mard,  A  hero.  A  horse. 

p  (jljw«  lSj^  ghdzi-miydn.  Name  of  the  nephew 
of  Sultan  Mahmiid  Ghaznawi.  (A  festival  is  held 
in  commemoration  of  him  at  the  beginning  of  May). 

Pjlff-  ghdj,  A  wide-mouthed  man.  A  thorn. 
p  g^m  hardan.  To  separate  the  seed 

from  the  cotton.  To  beat  wool  and  prepare  it  for 

spinning.  To  take  to  pieces  the  worn  cloth  of  a 
garment  or  tent  called  shoddy,  to  be  woven  again. 

A  ̂3***^-^  ghdsik,  That  part  of  the  night  imme- 
diately succeeding  the  crepuscle.    The  moon. 

A  ij-**»lff  ghdsil,  A  washer.  A  washerman. 

A  XL^jIs-  ghdsilat,  A  woman  whose  business  is 
to  wash  female  corpses.    A  washerwoman. 

A  J^*<*lff-  ghdsul,Ahevh  whence  potash  is  made. 

A  ,j*»*lff'  ghdsi.  Frail,  feeble  (old  man). 

p  (ji>lff-  ghdsh,  A  sincere  man.  An  ardent  and 
sincere  lover.  Petulant,  perverse.  Stupid,  dull. 

Tumult.  A  cluster  of  unripe  grapes.  A  cucumber 

kept  for  seed.  Partial.  A  dissembler,  hypocrite. 

A^jiilff  ghdshsh,  False, insincere,  deceitful.  Ma- 
licious, filled  with  hatred. 

A  ̂ Is-  ghdshim,  Iniquitous,  injurious. 
A&jJ*lff-  ghdshiyat,  (pi.  ̂j^^jff"  ghawdshl)  A  co- 

verinsr.  A  leather  covering  for  a  saddle  or  for  the 

hilt  of  a  sword.  The  pericardium.  A  piece  of  iron 

in  the  hinder  part  of  a  camel's  saddle.   The  resur- 

rection.  The  day  of  judgment.  Hell  fire.  An  in- 

ternal complaint,  cholic,  gripes.  Friends.  Visi- 

tors.   Beggars.  A  porter's  burden. 
p  (^jiijJ  sjuiilff-  ghdsliiyahar dosh.  Obedient. 
p  j^ii  &Juk»ilp  ghdshiya-ddr.  One  who  has  the 

care  of  saddles.  The  angel  Gabriel.    A  porter. 

A  (_>9lff-  ghdss,  Troubled  with  something  in  the 
throat.  (A  habitation)  crammed  full  of  people. 

A  \^to\S'  ghdsib,  A  usurper,  a  forcible  seizer. 
A      Is- ̂7^02^2;,  An  anklet  which  fits  the  leg  tight. 

A  u-*/olff-  ghdzib,  Angry,  wrathful. 

A j^lff-  ghdzir,  A  hide  good  for  tanning.  Ac- 

tive, bustling,  stirring  in  one's  affairs. 
A  u-0.^lff-  ghdzif.  Delicate  (life).  Onein  agree- 

ableandcomfortablecircumstances.  (A  dog)  whose 

ears  hang  forward.  Loose.  Soft,  worn. 

A  ,_^lff-  ghdzi,  Dark  (night).  Bright  (night 
or  fire).  Great  (luminary).  Plentiful,  accumu- 

lated, heaped  up.  Excellent.  Well  fed  and  well 

clothed.    A  camel  eating  the  tree  'i\*oS'  ghazdt. 
A  'ixto^  ghdziyat,  (pi.  (^^^jS-  ghawdzi)  A  she- 

camel  feeding  on  the  tree  isLaff-  ghazdt. 
A  is  Iff-  ghat,  A  multitude,  assembly,  congrega- 

tion.   Low-lying  ground. 

A  ̂j^lalff-  ghdtis,  (pi.  ̂j<>l>^^  ghawdtis)  Im- 
mersed.   Covered  with  a  coat  of  mail. 

A  &.-«.i>lff-  ghdtiyat,  A  vine  (as  covering  all). 

A  ̂ 5-  ghdgh,  Pennyroyal. A  .^Iff-ls-  ghasghds,  The  twittering  of  the  moun- 
tain-swallow. The  caw  of  the  black  mountain-crow. 

p  ̂^[p\ff-ghdghdti,A  bituminous  stone  brought 
from  Syria. 

A  Xs-ls-  ghdghat,  A  confused  medley  of  people. 

A  certain  plant.    A  gnat.    Locusts  unable  to  fly. 
F  eS'\S'  ghdgha,  Mint. 

A  i_il5-  ghuf.  Name  of  a  tree  bearing  sweet  fruit. 

p  A  Cl^ilg-  ghdfaf,  (or  tLJls^  g^i-ofis)  Swallow- wort.  Agrimony. 

A  jils-  ghdfir,  Forgiving.    Clement,  merciful. 
A  &*ailff-  ghdfisat.  Difficulty,  pressure  of  times. 

A  (J-ils-  ghdjil,  Imprudent,  inconsiderate,  care- 

less, incautious,  off"  one's  guard,  negligent,  indo- 
lent, incurious,  inattentive,  thoughtless,  p  Zii^^^ 

jla3  (Jils-  shah-zddasi  ghqfil-?iazar.  An  inconside- 
rate and  improvident  prince. 

A  !iXilp  ghafilan,  (p  a3!iJils-)  Imprudently. 

p  jS  (JilP-  ghdjil-gir,  Attacking  unawares. 

A  ̂ 5 Iff-  ghdfili,  Negligence,  inattention. 
A  ̂Is-  ghdh,  A  crow.  Name  of  an  aquatic  bird. 

Ghdhi,  The  croaking  of  a  raven. 

A  'iSlff-  ghdhat,  A  certain  aquatic  bird. 
p  uiJlff-  ghdh,  Noise,  disturbance,  riot,  tumult, 

sedition.  The  croaking  of  a  raven.  Fraud,  deceit. 

P  ghdl,  Rolling,  wallowing.  A  cavern  in 

which  they  keep  cattle.  A  burrow,  fox's  hole.  A 
bee-hive.  Going  round. 

A  Jiff-  ghdll,  (pi.  ̂jUff-  ghullan)  Thirsty.  Le- 



vel  or  low  ground  producing  wild  trees  or  thorns, 

or  the  tree  ̂ Lj*  salam.  Name  of  a  plant.  Produc- 
tive (estate).  The  hole  of  the  Lybian  lizard. 

p  \»^'^\S'  ghalalut,  The  Egyptian  bean. 
A  u^Slff-  ffhalib,  Overcoming,  overpowering, 

prevailing,  predominant.  Triumphant,  victorious. 

A  conqueror.  Chief.    The  greater  part. 

A  IJls-  (jhalthan,  (or  u^UJ\  ̂ ^  ft'' I  ghalih) 
Chiefly,  principally ;  finally,  upon  the  whole ;  ap- 

parently, probably;  necessary,  without  fail,  beyond 

a  doubt.  For  the  most  part. 

p  ioUlp  (jhalibana,  Triumphantly. 

A  ghaliliyat,  Victory,  prevalence. 

p        ghalij,  A  morning-draught  of  wine. 
p  O^lp  ghalad,  Who  moves  from  side  to  side. 

p  udJ^Jlff-  ghaluh,  A  play-ball ;  a  cannon-ball. 
p  s^lp  ghala,  A  kid. 

p         ghaU,  A  carpet,  tapestry. 

A  ghali,  (pi.  5^5-  ghulat')  Dear,  costly, 
high-priced,  precious,  valuable.  Fat  meat.  One 
who  exceeds  bounds.  A  zealot.  One  who  shoots 

an  arrow  with  his  whole  might. 

Pjb  Uls-  ghaliya-bar,  Fragrant,  odoriferous. 
A  SJl^'  ghalhjat,  A  kind  of  perfume;  civet. 

ghalicha,  A  carpet. 

p  ̂^^^\S'  ghalldan,  To  tumble,  roll,  wallow.  To 
surround,  wheel  round  either  in  defending  a  friend 

or  assailing  an  enemy.  To  instigate,  animate.  To 

start  up  suddenly. 

p  (^^jjuils-  ghalinus,  Galen  the  physician. 

A  ̂^^\S'  ghaliyun,  Name  of  an  herb  which 
causes  milk  to  coagulate  instantly. 

p  ajJls-  ghaliya,  Civet.  A  composition  of  musk, 

ambergris,  camphor,  and  oil  of  ban-nuts. 

Pjb         ghaliya-bar,  Fragrant,  odoriferous. 

Pf_f\jji  e^\s-ghaliya-say, Fragrant.  Aperfumer. 

A  ̂IP'  ghamm,  Intensely  hot  (day).  Gloomy, 
dull  (day).    Melancholy,  sad,  glum  (day). 

A  ti>(«\s-  gliamid,  Filled,  freighted  (sliip). 

A  B^ls^  ghamidat,  Filled  up,  fallen  in  (well). 
Full,  filled,  loaded,  freighted  (ship). 

A^lS'^;/«armr,Uninhabi  ted,  uncultivated,  waste, 

abandoned  (the  opposite  of  ^mir').  Over- 
flowed (country). 

A  ghamirat,  A  palm-tree  which  requires 
not  to  be  watered. 

A  jiXS'  ghamiz,  Expressed  by  amorous  winks. 
A  (jmc\s>  ghamis,  Plunging,  sinking. 

A  jj^lP  ghamish,  Weak-sighted. 

A  (^<\S'  ghmniz,  (pl.;jia*\j5-  ghaimmiz)  Low- 
lying  (place).  Obscure,  unintelligible  (speech). 
Mean,  obscure,  base,  contemptible.  Depressed, 
sunk,  subsiding,  or  falling  to  the  bottom,  precipi- 

tating. Doubtful  (pedigree).  Weak,  languid  in 
making  a  charge  or  attack.  (An  anklet)  that  sits 

tight  upon  the  leg.  Large  and  fat  (leg  or  ankle). 

A  'i^\s-  gUamizat,  A  house  situated  at  a  dis- 
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tance  from  the  high  road. 

p  f^S'  ghami,  Poor.  Weak,  feeble.  Lean. 
A  f\iJ\S'  ghdmiyas,  The  dens  or  holes  of  beasts 

or  reptiles.  The  burrow  of  the  field-mouse. 

A        glianat,  Loop  at  the  end  of  a  bow-string. 

p^Ip  ghanj,  (or  Uilff'  ghangha)  The  Ganges. 
A   iSjIs-  ghaniz,  The  windpipe,  throat. 

A  jf  Iff-  ghanim,  Laden  with  spoil.  Impotence, 
effeminacy,  want  of  spirit  or  manliness. 

p  iols-  ghdna,  Name  of  a  place  in  Arabia  where 
they  find  gold. 

A         ghdni,  Rich  :  able  to  do  without. 

A&^ilff-  glidniyat,  (pi.  ghamdrii)  A  woman 
despising  ornaments,satisfied  with  the  native  beauty 

of  her  person.  A  girl  much  courted,  yet  remain- 

ing contentedly  unmarried  in  her  parents'  house ; 
also  a  chaste  woman  in  general,  whether  married 

or  unmarried.  A  singing  girl.  A  harlot. 

p  jiff'  ghdw,  An  ox.  A  hole  in  the  ground  made 
for  the  security  of  sheep  and  other  animals. 

p  (^jls-  ghawash  or  ghawush,  A  cucumber 
kept  for  seed.  A  bunch  of  ripe  grapes. 

p  Lf.Xjul»jlp  ghdm-shang,  An  ox-goad. 

p  ̂Ztj\ff-  glidwsliu,  An  ardent  and  sincere  lover. 
A  cucumber  for  seed.  An  unripe  bunch  of  grapes. 

A  ̂^j^jjls-  ghawush,  A  cucumber  kept  for  seed. 

p  (jjj^^  ghdivun,  (pi.  of  t^j^^-  ghdwi)  Those 
who  are  in  error.  Devils.  Those  who  countenance 

scurrilous  or  flattering  poets. 

p  Sjlp  ghdrva,  Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  ghdmi,  (pi.  fjjj^^  gharcun)  Wander- 
ing, erring,  straying,  seduced.  Hopeless.  Small 

(head).  A  locust.  A  demon. 

A  iOjls-  ghdrviyat,  A  leathern  bag  wherein  is 

water.  A  traveller's  leathern  provision-bag. 

A  ghdy,  (pi.  of  X^ls-  ghayai)  Ends,  extre- 
mities. Goals.  Standards. 

A  (..^Iff-  ghdnb,  (pi.  ghuyyab,  <— -'VaS- 

ghiiyydb,  c— '^^jff'  ghawdsib,  and  «— aaS-  ghayaV) 
Absent,  latent,  concealed,  invisible.  Vanished,  (in 

gram.)  The  third  person,    p  jjjJ*  i  ghdAb 
shudan,  To  be  absent,  disappear,  vanish. 

p  eoljjls-  glidsibdno,  In  absence,  invisibly. 

pjVj  (--ols-  ghdfih-bdz,  A  conjuror. 

A  'ii^S-  ghdyat,  (pi.  ghdy)  End,  extremity, 
termination,  final  point.  The  goal.  The  starting 

post,orthe  winning  post.  A  ne  plus  ultra.  A  sove- 

reign remedy.  A  standard,  flag.  A  vintner^s  shop. 
Chiefly,  greatly,  extremely.  ioVff-  ghdya- 

tu'l  asdbi^  The  little  finger.  jO.UJ\  io_lff-  ghdyatu^l 
ghdya,For  the  most  part, very  much,  f^yos}]  ioW^ 

al  ghdyatu''l  husiva',  The  utmost  extremity. 
A  y\S'  ghdsir,  (Water)  flowing  down  upon  low 

grounds.  One  whose  eyes  are  sunk  in  the  sockets. 

A  jjJlff'  ghdArat,  Meridian,  mid-day,  noon. 
A  (.jiajls-  ghdsls,  A  diver.  One  who  is  carried 

on  with  great  zeal  and  earnestness  in  any  afiair. 
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One  who  comes  down  upon,  or  arrives  suddenly. 

A  Hxajls-  glidsisat,  A  woman  who,  from  greedy 

desire  of  venery,  fails  to  apprise  her  husband  that 
she  is  menstruous. 

A  (^jaS\S'ghdsiz,  Falling,  decreasing,  subsiding, 
sinking  (water). 

A  la^lff-  ghdsit,  (pi.  lajff-  ghiit,  \s\^\  aghwdt, 

Jslj^  ghiydt,  and  ̂ jUajkS- ghitdn)  Low,  level  ground 
widely  spread.  A  hollow,  a  lurking-place.  Dung, 
ordure,  human  excrement. 

A  X^ls-  ghdsihat.  Foolish,  silly  (woman). 

A  ̂Jjlff-  ghdsilat,  (pi.  (Jj^jS-  ghawdfU)  A  mis- 
fortune. A  secret  grudge,  malignity.  An  unfair 

attack.  A  crack,  a  flaw,  tjoji^  ghdsilaiu'l 

hawz,  A  rent  in  a  cistern.  ̂ ^ti«*a5\  'i^\ff-ghdsilaiu's 
sudd^,  An  excruciating  headache. 

A  i.L>S-  ghabb  or  ghibb,  (v.  n.  of  u^)  Drink- 
ing every  second  day  (camels).  Ghibb,  (v.  n.  of 

(»JJ5-)  Visiting  every  alternate  day.  Attacking  thus 

(as  a  tertian  ague).  Passing  the  night  with.  Suc- 

ceeding, coming  to  an  issue,  drawingto  a  close.  Suc- 
cess, issue,  termination.  An  unfrequent  or  weekly 

visit.  Becoming  stale,  stinking  (meat).  Ghibba, 

After.  \h  uL'S'  ghibba  zd.  After  that.  1*  ghibba 

md,  After  which.  kIjS-  ghibba\l  du^,  After 
salutations.  Ghubb,  One  who  travels  far  inland 

from  the  sea.  (pi.  aghbdb  and  i— ̂ jJ^  ghu- 

bub)  Low  ground,  whereon  water  lies. 

A\iS' ghaba',(v.  n.of  ̂ j^)  Not  considering,  or 
adverting  to,  from  weakness  of  mind.  Being  hid- 

den, not  apprehended,  from  stupidity.  Dust  raised. 

A  US-  ghabasa,  (fut.  uJtJ.  yaghbanC)  He  went 
in  search  of,  he  made  for. 

A  IfS-  ghihban.  Seldom,  rarely. 
A  -^Us-  ghabdf,  Rugged  ground. 

p  jUs-  ghubdd.  The  invention  or  production  of 
somethintr  new.  A  man  resolutelv  bent  on  doinf 

what  is  right. 

AjUff  ghubdr,  Dust,  (metaphorically)  Vexa- 

tion,atiliction,plague,perplexity.  Jl^l^-JlJvS■^/^^^Z)a■^•^ 
hhdtir,  Afiliction  or  disturbance  in  mind.  PjIaS- 

jI;  '  J  U^J  i/^*"^"^*'  ranjish  u  dzdr,  The  dust  of vexation  and  disgust. 

p  SiijJIjlfS-  ghubdr-dluda.  Covered,  soiled,  or 
defiled  with  dust. 

p  n^'i ̂  ghubdr-guna,  Dnst-cohnred.  Dust. 
p  ij^S'  ghibdr  a,  An  ox-goa.d.  Ghubdr  a,  Khomh. 

A  (j>J^ ghabdi-ln,  (pi.  of  ghubrdn)  Dou- 
ble dates  growing  from  one  stalk. 

p  ft^jUs-  ghubdr'ih,  Name  of  a  mountain-tree. 

pjUs-  ghabdz,  A  dervish's  staff. 

p  SjlfS-  ghabdza,  A  dervish's  staff. 
AjJlXs^  ghabdshtr,  The  twilight. 
A  &3\ji^  ghabdnat,  (v.  n.  of  {j^)  Being  weak 

in  mind,  liable  to  deception.  Weakness,  deficiency. 

A  ghabdwat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S-)  Not  consider- 

ing, or  adverting  to,  from  weakness  of  mind.  Be- 
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ing  hidden  and  not  apprehended  through  stupidity. 

Stupidity.    Want  of  feeling  or  pity. 

p  A  i-m*^  ghdbah,  The  dewlap  of  an  ox.  The 
wattles  of  a  cock.  The  loose  flesh  beneath  the  chin. 

A  (jhuhhat,  An  eaglet.  Food  sufficient  for 
one  day. 

A  L^xC ghahs,  A  mixing  new  cheese  with  butter. 

A        fjliabj,  A  drinking,  gulping  (of  water). 

A  &— ̂   gJiuhjat,  A  sip,  a  draught. 

AjS^  ghahr,  (v.  n.  ofj^S')  Passing,  going  by. 
Being  of  a  dusty  colour.  Ghihr,  Hatred,  secret 

grudge.  Ghubr,  (pl,jlAff-\  aghhar)  A  remainder, 
remnant  (particularly  of  milk  in  the  udder).  Gha- 

har,  (v.  n.  ofjS-^  Swelling  with  matter  (a  wound). 
A  great  misfortune,  the  like  of  which  it  is  difficult  to 

find.  Dust,  earth.  One  who  becomes  friendly  and 

obedient  after  having  been  hostile  and  refractory. 

A  sore  in  a  camel's  hoof.  The  breaking  out  again 
of  a  sore  apparently  healed.  The  corruption  or 

matter  of  a  wound.  jJ^]  ̂[^jo  sammafu'l  gliabar, 
A  heavy  misfortune,  sore  calamity.  One  who  be- 

comes friendly  and  obedient  after  having  been  hos- 

tile and  refractory.  'ky3i\t^  dahiyatu'l  ghabar, 
A  grievous  calamity.  Ghahir,  Corrupt,  stinking 

(wound).  A  vein  that  had  been  tied  up  breaking 

out  again.  Gliuhar,  A  sort  offish.  Name  of  a  cer- 

tain low,  swampy  country.  A  large  stream  amongst 

I'ocks  uniting  with  other  gravelly  streams.  Name 
of  a  boy  born  of  an  elderly  woman. 

A^^  ghuhbai^,  (pi.  of  j>'^  ghahir)  Remaining. 
Passed  by.  A  remainder,  remnant  (of  catamenia). 

A  Aj^  ghabraf,  (fem.  of  jS-S  aghbar)  Of  the 
colour  of  dust.  Defaced,  obliterated  (path).  Bar- 

]'en(3'ear).  A  female  partridge.  Earth, land.  Name 
of  a  country  abounding  in  trees.  A  plant  growing 

in  soft  ground.  According  to  some,  Aj<S-  ghabras 
is  the  fruit  and  ghubai/raj:  is  the  tree,  or  vice 

versa.  -^J^  di\sj  mattatun  gliabras,  A  footmark, 
new  or  old.  An  obliterated  footmark. 

banu'l  ghabras,  Children  of  the  dust,  i.e.  the  poor; 
also  strangers,  travellers,  or  pilgrims  met  together 

to  drink.  VfS'  iiil^  sajjadad  ghabra,  A  carpet : 
any  covering  for  the  ground. 

A  f^jf"  ghubr  an,  (pi.  ̂ ^j^J^  ghabarin)  A  dou- 
ble date  growing  from  one  stalk. 

A  tyS-  ghubrat,  A  dusty  colour.  Dust.  A  re- 
sidue, remainder.   Ghabarat,  Dust. 

A  *5f S> ghubrukat,  Large  black-eyed  (woman). 

Ajj^S-  ghubrur,  A  small  kind  of  sparrow. 
A  ghubrun,K  sort  of  bird.  A  small  sparrow. 

A  f^xS'ghabas,  (and  iwAP ghubsat)  Obscurity, 
darkness.  A  dark,  dull,  ashy  colour.  Ghubs,  (pi. 

of  aghbas)  Dun-coloured  (wolves). 

A  (ji-Aff-  ghahash,  (v.  n.  of  t^/^)  Being  dark 
(the  latter  part  of  the  night).  Ghahash,  (or  iLij^ff- 

ghuhshat)  (pi.  (^^U^^  aghbash)  The  latter  part  of 

the  night.   Ghabish,  Dark  (night). 
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A  jjl-ij'S'  abu  ghahshan  or  ghubshan,  Name 
of  a  man  who  had  charge  of  the  keys  of  the  Kaaba, 

which  privilege,  (Esau-like)  he  was  persuaded  in  a 
drunken  fit  to  sell  for  a  bottle  of  wine ;  an  act  of 

which  he  afterwards  fruitlessly  repented. 

A  'iJUiS'  ghuhshat,  Dust-colour  mixed  with  red. 
A  CJioAff-  ghahas,  (v.  n.  of  L^'SJ^)  Being  full  of 

white  sordes  (the  eyes).  Being  deeply  sunk  in  the 

socket  (the  eye).    A  flux  from  the  eyes. 

A  JoaP  ghabt,  (v.  n.  of  ia^s-)  Wishing  to  be  like 
or  equal  to  another  without  envy.  Feeling  the  but- 

tocks of  cattle  to  ascertain  their  fatness.  Envy, 

emulation.  Uaf*  ̂   UaAff-  allahumma  ghabtan 

la  habtatif  O  God,  may  this  happy  state  continue! 

Ghabt  or  ghibt,  (pi.  If^J^  ghuhut)  A  handful  of 

corn  when  reaping.  Ghuhut,  (pi.  of  ia^lff-  ghabit) 
Those  who  wish  to  possess  something  equal  to  what 

another  enjoys  without  envy.  (pi.  of  ia^AS-  ghabit) 
Dorsers  on  which  camel-litters  are  fixed. 

A  Xkji^  ghibtat,  (v.  n.  of  laJiS-)  Wishing  to  be 
like  unto  another  without  envy.  Emulation  with- 

out envy.  Envy.  A  happy  condition.  Joy,  glad- 
ness.  Ghubtat,  The  string  of  a  leathern  wallet. 

A  ghubta',  Raining  incessantly  (sky). 

A  ghabghab,  A  dewlap.  The  wattles  of 
a  cock,  A  double  chin.  Name  of  an  idol.  Name 

of  a  hill  at  Mina  where  sacrifices  are  offered.  P  sU- 

L^it^  chahi  ghabghab.  The  pit  in  the  chin. 

A  ghahk,  (v.  n.  of  JjJkS-)  Giving  wine  to 
drink,  or  drinking  it  in  the  evening. 

A  ghahhdn,(fem.^^^^S'  ghahhai)  One  who 
drinks  wine  in  the  evening. 

A  'i^jS-  ghahakat,  A  cord  fastened  on  the  head 
of  the  yoke  of  an  ox  employed  in  drawing  water 
or  in  ploughing. 

A  (J^ff'  ghahn,  (v.  n.  of  e^i^)  Laying  up  in  a  se- 
cret store  (grain  or  provisions)  against  a  scarcity. 

Cheating,  gulling  (in  a  sale),  imposing  upon  one. 

Doubling  up  and  sewing  part  of  a  garment  to  ren- 
der it  shorter.  Forgetting.  Passing  over.  Mis- 

taking. Being  negligent,  forgetful.  Being  igno- 
rant. Deceit,  fraud,  p  ̂̂ |^J^  ghabn  kardan, 

To  deceive,  a  Ghaban,  (v.  n.  of  (j;*-^-)  Being 
weak  in  mind,  liable  to  deception.  Being  negli- 

gent, forgetting.  Mistaking,  erring.  Imposing 

upon,  cheating,  deceiving.  Weakness.  Forgetful- 
ness.  Weakness  of  mind,  defect  of  judgment. 

A  ghubub,  (v.n.  of  il^)  Being  watered, 
drinking  on  every  other  day  (camels),  (pi.  of 

ghuhb)  Low-lying  grounds. 

A  SjAff-  ghabroat,  (or  S^aS-  ghubuwat)  Negli- 
gence, inadvertency,  forgetfulness,  thoughtlessness. 

Aj_jfS-  ghuhur,  (v.  n.  oij^)  Remaining,  being 
left.  Departing,  passing  by. 

A  )a^S'  ghabut,  (A  camel)  whose  fatness  can- 
not be  ascertained  except  by  feeling.  Ghuhut,  (pi. 

of  )aiS'  ghibt)  Handsful  of  reaped  corn. 

A  jJ^aS' ^/taiu/j,  Wine  drank  at  night.  Ghubuk, 

(v.  n.  of  JjAS-)  Drinking,  or  giving  to  drink,  wine in  the  evening. 

A  ghahiy,  A  dolt,  blockhead,  fool.  Weak 

in  mind,  forgetful.  Ghubvj,  Negligence,  inadver- 

tency, forgetfulness. 
A  -^l^^  ghabijas.  Thick,  entangled  (trees). 

A  &a*aP  ghabihat.  Ewes'  milk,  milked  in  the 
morning,  upon  which  in  the  evening  they  milk  a 
little  fresh  to  make  it  thicken,  in  order  to  churn  it 
into  butter  the  day  after. 

A  &-Aff-  ghahyat,  A  slight  rain,  just  sufficient  to 
wet  the  surface  of  the  ground ;  also  one  heavy 

plump  of  rain  or  torrent  of  water.  Dust  raised. 

A  lash,  a  scourge.  Setting  of  the  sun.  A  quick 

pace,  full  gallop. 

A  'itxxS'  ghabisat,  A.  mixture  ofnew  cheese  and 

butter.  See  ^ab'isat, 
Aj^xS-  ghahir,  A  kind  of  date. 
A  -*V)US'  ghuhayrds,  An  intoxicating  drink  made 

from  millet.  Name  of  a  plant.  A  kind  of  fruit. 

jf^^  ̂-Vj^aS-  Jjis-  bSJ>  tarahahu  ̂ la'  ghubayranz 

zahr,  (oYj.^\  AjXS-  ghab7'asi'' z  zahr,  He  returned 
disappointed. 

A  ̂ j«AA&  ghubays,  (dim.  of  aghbas)  A 

tawnyish  wolf.  Up  l*  7nd  gliaba'  ghubays, 
As  long  as  the  wolf  will  seize  the  sheep,  i.e.  forever. 

A  iaA-AP  ghabit,  (pi.  IsaS-  ghuhut)  Dorsers  on 
which  they  fix  the  camel-litters  in  which  women 
travel.  A  stream  flowing  from  high  ground.  Low, 

level  ground  widely  extended  and  high  at  the  extre- 
mities. Quicksilver.  Name  of  a  valley  and  desert. 

A  i^xS'  ghahm,  Weak  in  mind.  A  fool,  a  gull. 
Deceived,  gulled,  cheated. 

A  eJMS'  ghabinat,  Deceit,  fraud,  cheating.  De- 

ficiency, defect.  Weakness  of  mind,  dulness,  lia- 
bility to  be  imposed  upon,  cheated,  and  gulled. 

vijiLpghaj}ak,A  grass  of  which  mats  are  made. 
p  CL*P  ghut  or  ghat,  An  idiot,  fool. 
ACL/S-ghatt,  (v.n.  of  C^)  Plunging  (any  one) 

into  water  head  foremost.  Employing.  Afflicting, 

vexing.  Making  sad.  Concealing,  smothering 

(laughter,  laughing  in  one's  sleeve).  Subjoining, 
or  causing  one  (thing)  to  follow  another.  Follow- 

ing or  prosecuting.  Strangling.  Fatiguing,  tir- 

ing. Chiding,  reproaching,  railing,  sneering  at. 

Sipping,  drinking  often  without  removing  the  cup fi'om  the  lips. 

A  'iijis-  ghatrafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being 
proud  and  consequential.  Pride.  Petulance. 

V ghutfar,  Foolish,  stupid. 

p  Syflllff' gliutfara, Ignorant, inexperienced, fool- 

ish, stupid.  A  whoremonger. 
A  yhatal,  (v.  n.  of  ;_)^)  Being  thickly  set 

with  trees  (a  place).  Ghatil,  (A  place)  thickly  set 

with  trees.  Crowded  (grove  of  palm-trees). 

A  JkS-  ghatm,  A  sufibcating  heat.  The  oppres- 



sive  sensation  of  suffocating  heat.  Ghutm,  (pi.  of 

jJkS-l  aghtam)  Indistinct  speakers. 
A  XivS-  ghuimat,  Barbarism  in  speech. 

A  (^^^-e^S-  glmtniiy,  A  person  who  speaks  unin- 

telligibly. (Milk)  noiseless  when  poured  out. 

A  ghiitaym,  in  composition  with  tJ^W" 

hiyaz,jA.s  ̂ Juff'  hiyaz  ghutaym,  Death. 
A  (^S-  ̂ /tass,  (v.  n.  of  lIaS-)  Calling(any  thing) 

bad  and  leaving  (it).  Failing  to  ask  every  person. 

Being  full  of  pus,  suppurating  (a  wound).  Bri^sk. 

Corrupt  (discourse).  Lean  (meat).  iJJ^'j  CLS- 
yhass  u  samin,  Little  and  much.  Good  and  bad. 

Strong  and  weak.  Rich  and  poor. 

A  ̂Uff-  ghusas  or  ghussas,  (pi.  AjsA  aghsai) 
Foam,  decayed  leaves  of  trees,  bits  of  wood,  or  any 

rubbish  dirtied  by  foam  carried  down  by  the  stream. 

A  silis-  ghasasat,  (v.  n.  of  tiL^ff-)  Being  lean 
(sheep  or  meat).  Being  smutty  (speech  or  story). 

A  jUP  ghusar,  A  hyena. 

A  ti^S'liS'  ghusaghis,  A  lion. 

A  ghassat,  Lean  (sheep).  Ohussat,  A  suf- 
ficient part.  Food  sufficient  to  sustain  life. 

A  t.L-oS'  ghasis,  A  lion. 

Aj^ghasr,  (v.n.  ofjiff')  Waving  with  grass, 

being  verdant  (the  eaa-th).  Ghusr,  (pi.  otj<S-\  agh- 
sar)  Of  a  dusty  red  colour.  The  rabble,  the  ca- 

naille.  Ghasar,  Nap,  pile.  Fringe. 

A  Ajs-  ghasras,  (fem.  of  j^S-^  aghsar)  Ignorant. 
Low,  vile.  Dust-coloured.  A  mixed  multitude, 

rabble,  mob.  A  certain  long-necked  water-fowl. 
A  film  floating  on  stagnant  water.  (Cloth)  of  thick 
woollen.  A  hyena. 

A  Xji^  ghasrat,  Plenty  of  provisions,  cheapness, 

abundance,  ease,  convenience.  6r/u<srait,  A  black  co- 
lour mixed  with  red.  Dust-colour  inclined  to  green. 

A  crowd.  Ghasarat,  Dregs  of  the  people. 

A  i^jS-  ghasariy ,  A  sown  field  watered  by  rain. 

A  SiijkS'  gliasgJiasat,  (v.  n.  of  (.i.Jtlff'  Q)  Making 
a  feeble  fight  without  weapons.  Abiding  in  a  place. 

Folding  up  (a  garment)  at  the  sides.  Washing. 

A  ghasm,  (v.  n.  of  j«^)  Giving  the  best  part 

of  one's  property  at  once.   Ghusm,  A  crumb. 
A*^  ghusmat,  Black  inclining  to  dust-colour. 

Colour  of  hair  more  inclined  to  white  than  black. 

Ghasimat,  The  belly  or  paunch  ;  tripe. 

A  'ijiS' ghasmarat,  (v.  n.  oij^  Q)  Destroying, 
wasting  (one's  substance). 
A  ghasw,  (v.  n.  of  Us-  for  ̂ )  Carrying 

down  sticks  and  leaves  (a  river).  Spoiling  the 

sweetness  of  water  (sticks  and  leaves). 

A  eJy.S'  ghusmat,  (v.  n.  of  (JL^S-)  Being  lean. 
Being  corrupt  and  smutty  (conversation  or  story). 

A jSjiP  ghasawsar,  A  lion. 

A  JS-  ghasy,  (v.  n.  of  JS-)  Carrying  down 

sticks  and  leaves  (a  river).  "Sweeping  away  fod- 
der into  heaps,  and  destroying  the  flavour  of  it  (a 

flood).  Mixing,  jumbling  together  (words).  Strik- 
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Being  disturbed  and  fainting  (the  mind  and  spirits). 

Being  overcast  (sky).  Being  luxuriant  in  herbage. 

A  i-IajCS-  ghasis,  (v.  n.  of  i.^^)  Discharging 
matter  (a  wound).  Lean.  Pus,  matter. 

A  'il^  ghasisat,  Corrupted  flesh  (of  a  wound). 
Degeneracy,corruption,  failure  of  intellect.  A  fool : 

worthless.  (A  palm-tree)  bearing  black  sour  dates. 

A  X^is-  ghasimat,  A  dish  prepared  with  locusts. 
Conflict,  disturbance,  confusion. 

A^^^ ghujum,{{or^yt^ghumuj)CB.mels''  colts. p;^i^5f/MC^a^,  Akind  of  lute,  guitar,  or  violin. 

p^^^^^ghichaki,  A  player  on  the  i^^ghichah. 
p  i^y^  ghachmuh,  A  frog. 

A  JvP  ghad.  Morrow.  ghadan,  To-morrow. 

1^  i)jO  ha^a  ghadin,  The  day  after  to-morrow. 
A  S>P  ghadd,  (v.  n.  of  Being  afflicted  with 

pestilence  (a  camel), 

A         ghadai,  (pi.  aghdiyat)  Meat,  vic- 

tuals, provisions.  Breakfast.  ̂ j,\s-'jj  gha- 
dan ruhani,  Food  for  the  soul,  spiritual  food. 

ghadanjismdm,!^  ourishmentfor  the  body. 
Ghidas,  A  coming  early. 

A  ghadat,  Morning :  the  interval  between 
dawn  and  sunrise. 

A  lilii-S-  ghidad,  (pi.  of  SiiP  ghuddai)  Portions, 

parts.  Glands.  Wens.  (pi.  of  SIS' ̂ r/mc^c?)  Camels 
infected  with  the  plague. 

K  ghidar,  (v.  n.  3  ofjiiP)  Leaving,  relin- 
quishing. Remaining. 

A ̂ ts- ghaddar ,  Fraudulent,  perfidious  (man  or 
woman).  A  traitor.  Pj)ii^i^j\lSP  I  an  ghaddari 
bad-hirdar,That  perfidious  traitor.  fj>\ 

in  ghaddari  hhun-rez,'S\ns  treacherous  blood-shed- 
der.  Aj\sS'  \>,ya  ghaddri,  O  perfidious  (woman)  ! 

A  jjliiP  ghuda7-at,  A  thing  left  behind. 
A  Sj^llks-  ghaddarat.  False,  deceitful  (woman). 
p  i^S-  ghaddra,  The  broad  point  of  a  spear. 

A  copper  vessel.    An  hour-glass. 
A  ghaddari,  Perfidy,  fraud,  deception. 

A  (-J^i^S-  ghudaf,  (pi.  ̂ j^^  ghidfdn)  A  black 
crow.  Long  black  hair.  A  vulture  with  many 
feathers.    A  black  wing. 

A  ghadqfil,  (pi.  of  Ji^iii'  ghidafl)  Old 
clothes.   Ghudafil,  Bushy-tailed  (camel  or  ram). 

A  ̂ ^-^  ghuddfiy,  Dark  (night). 

A  ̂^^4^^  ghiddn,  A  cane  or  any  pole  on  which 

they  hang  clothes,  a  clothes-horse. 
A^)iiPf7/jWawi?/,Delicate,full  of  juice  (youth). 

A  ghaddya',  (pi.  of  'i>,SS')  Mornings. 
A  ghaddnd,  (pi.  of        ghuddat)  Por- 

tions, parts.    Glands,  wens. 

A ghaddfir,  (pi.  of  8^.ti,^) Women's  curls. 
A  OtiP  ghuduhh.  Short,  thick,  muscular. 

A  S^tXS-  ghiidhat, Th\ck.  flesh,  or  the  bump  under 
the  soft  part  of  the  ear. 

AilyS' ghuddat,  (pi.  li^iiP ghidad  and  gha- 

ddsid)  The  pestilence  in  camels.  A  wart  or  wen 

which  gives  no  pain.  What  lies  between  the  fat 
and  the  bunch  of  a  camel.  A  part,  a  portion  of 
wealth.  A  herd  of  camels.  Ghuddat,  (or 

ghudadat)  (pi.  li^iP  ̂ /mtZad)  A  hard  lump  formed 

in  the  flesh,  a  glandular  swelling,  a  kernel.  Ex- 
travasated  blood  between  the  skin  and  flesh. 

A  i5ii.P-  ghadad.  The  pestilence  in  camels.  Ghii- 

dad,  The  intestines  which  are  the  receptacle  of  ex- 

crement. Ghudud,  A  hard  lump  formed  in  the 

flesh,  a  glandular  swelling. 

Ajtii^  ghadr,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Acting  perfidious- 
ly, breaking  a  treaty  or  agreement ;  persecuting. 

Drinking  pond-water.  Perfidy,  fraud,  treachery, 

deceit,  malevolence,  malignity,  hostility,  injury. 

Villainy,  ingratitude.  Noise,  bustle,  ^}s>\ahli 

ghadr,  Perfidious,  cruel,  malignant.  Ghadar,{y. 

n.  of  j(^)  Drinking  rain-water.  Remaining  be- 
hind the  flock  (a  she-camel  or  sheep).  Being  sa- 
tiated with  pasturewhen  beginningto  grow(sheep). 

Beinghard  and  dilficultfor  a  horse  to  cross(ground). 

Being  dark  (night).  Hard,  stony, gravelly  ground; 

a  pond,  ditch,  furrow,  or  rut  in  such  ground.  Ground 

full  of  holes,  along  which  a  beast  can  scarcely  tra- 

vel. Any  thing  left.  A  great  stone.  Boldness  in 

speech, in  battle, orin any  thingthatoneundertakes. 
<-lo5  sabtul  ghadar,  Firm,  not  swerving  (in 

battle,  or  in  any  thing  one  takes  in  hand).  Ghu- 
dar,  A  sink,  drain,  sewer.  Water  left  by  a  flood. 

Treacherous. j;ii^b?/a<//iM<Zara,0  traitor!  (pi. of 

j>_^ ghadir)  Ponds,  ditches,  stagnant  waters.  Ghu- 
dur.  Knaves,  rogues. 

PjSS'ghadar,Breast  ofagarment.  A.breast-plate. 

A  AjdS-  ghadrds,  Darkness. 

A  (j^<^  ghudrdn,  (pi.  of  j>^:>S- ghadir)  Ponds, 

ditches,  stagnant  waters,  (pi.  of  'ij>,<^  ghadirat) 
Slips  of  plants.  Ghadardn,  (v.  n.  of  jSff-)  Acting 

perfidiously,  violating  a  treaty  or  agreement. 

A  Sj^S-  ghudrat,  also  ghidrat,  (pi.  C^\jdS^ghii- 

drdt)  Any  thing  left.  Any  thing  left  behind.  Gha- dirat.  Dark  (night). 

p  LiJji^P-  ghadr  ah,  A  breast-plate.  A  warlike 
instrument. 

T>  i^^S^  ghadaghan,  Speed;  hurry.  Confusion. 
A  (  5^  ghadf,  (v.  n.  of  (  j^)  Giving  libe- 

rally. Ghadaf,  Plenty,  abundance.  Cheapness. 
A  (  SJ>S-  ghidaff,  A  lion. 

A  ̂^^dS'  ghidfdn,  (pi.  of  \^\^  ghudaf)  Black 
crows.    Vultures  with  many  feathers. 

p  S^i^P  ghudfara,  A  stupid  fellow, 

A  ̂̂ ghidafl,  {x>\.^}3\^ghaddfil)A.mo\-n  gar- 
ment. Comfortable  (life).  Tall  (man).  Large-bodied 

(camel).  Wide,  ample  (mercy  or  outer  covering), 
A  sJici^  ghadfalat,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^iP  Q)  Enjoying 

the  conveniences  of  life. 

A  i^'^  ghidafn,  Complete,  ample,  full,  pro- 
fuse. Full-bodied. 



A  ̂ SS'  ghadah,  (v.  n.  of  Jii^)  Flowing  plen- 
tifully (water).  Plenty  of  water.  J^^P  jh  lur 

ffhadakin,  Name  of  a  well  at  Madina. 

A  (j*^  ghadan,  (v.  n.  of  Being  soft  and 
smooth.  Being  loose,  hanging  down.  Sleeping. 

Any  thing  within  one's  power.  A  flat  and  drowsy 
interval  between  two  prophets.  Softness,  gentleness, 

smoothness.  Languor,  relaxation.  Somnolency. 

A  ibiii>  ghudnat,  Softness,  smoothness.  Loose- 
ness, flabbiness. w 

A  »3ii^^/tWf?MWwaf,  Softness,  smoothness.  Flab- 
biness,   A  lump  of  flesh  behind  the  ears. 

p  ̂̂ Jo6S-  ̂ /iac?aw(7,Disproportioned,  ill-shaped. 
Rude,  unpolished.  Restless.  Stupid. 

A  ji^P  ghadw,  (v.  n.  of  \ii5-for  ji^)  Coming  in 
the  morning.    The  morrow. 

A  j^S-  ghuduw,  The  morning.  JUoSl^  j  Ji^^ 

bi'l  ghuduro  wa'l  asal,  Morning  and  evening. 

A  'ijiys- ghudwat,  (v.  n.  of  forjiii^)  Coming 
in  the  morning,  (pi.  Olj^iff-  gkadaTvat)The  morn- 

ing. The  interval  between  dawn  and  sunrise. 

A  '^(^jSS-  ghadawdanly,  Swift. 
Ajji^S-  ghadur,  Fraudulent,  most  perfidious 

(man  or  woman). 

A  Sjjii'^  ghadurat,  (A  she-camel)  lagging  be- 
hind the  herd. 

A  (l^jii^  ghadawiy,  Of  to-morrow.  The  fcetus 
in  the  womb  (especially  of  a  sheep). 

A  ̂ jt^S-  ghadty,  Of  to-morrow. 

A  ghadyan,  (Jem..A>,6S-ghadyai)  Break- 
fasting ;  at  breakfast. 

A  'i>,SS'  ghadyat,  (pi.  bj'^  ghadaya  or  Ob 
ghadayat)  Morning.    The  interval  between  dawn 
and  sunrise. 

Aj^.iiP  ghadir,  (pl.jci^ ghudar  and  fj^i^^ ghu- 
dran)  A  ditch,  pool,  stagnant  water.  Water  left 
by  a  flood.    A  sword. 

A  j^.ISs-  ghiddir,  Very  perfidious. 

A  'ij>,6^  ghadirat,  (pl.^^iiiv  ghadasir)  A  curl- 
ing lock  of  a  woman's  hair.  Left  behind  the  flock 

(a  camel  or  sheep).  A  kind  of  hasty  pudding,  (pi. 

^^\Jl^  ghudran)  A  slip,  graft.    A  bit  of  grass. 

A^diii^  gJiadya',  Breakfasting  (woman). 
AC^ghazz,  (v.  n.  of  Swelling,  suppurating 

(a  wound).  Diminishing. 

A  Ads'  ghizas,  Meat  or  drink,  diet,  provision, 
fiaiod,  victuals.  Aliment,  nutriment,    (pi.  of 
ghaziy)  Foetuses  of  sheep. 

A  p^Ss-^'/uizanm,  Indefinite,  conjectural  (mea- 
surement).   Abundant  (water). 

A  'i^y^  ghuzamat,  Great  plenty  of  milk. 
A  'i<\j^ghuzzamat,A  sort  of  plant  salt  and  bitter. 
A  j'c\^S'  ghuzamir,  Much  (water). 
A  ghuzamis,  Name  of  a  city  in  Africa 

whence  they  bring  skins,  called  i^j^^ 

al  jidudu^l  ghuzamisiyat. 
A  jf^y^  ghazaniir,  (pi.  of  8^3^)  Noises. 
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AjeO\iS^^/ia2aj^m,Things  piled  oneupon  another. 

A  'sMj  'i^  ghazramat,  (v.n.  of  ̂ j'^  Q)  Buying 
and  selling  (any  thing)  in  the  lump  by  conjecture. 
Mixture,  confusion  of  words. 

A  St^i^S-  ghazghazat,  The  act  of  diminishing. 

A  jeiS^  ghazm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Giving  away  the 
best  part  of  one's  property.  Eating  voraciously. 
Eating  with  difficulty.  Ohazam,  A  kind  of  herb. 
Ghuzam,  A  sort  of  sour  plant. 

A  'iic^  ghazmat,Tro\ih\e,  inconvenience.  One 

woi'd  (was  not  heard).  8ji<Lc  'Lc'^  gliazmatun 
munkar'atun,  An  inconvenient  place.  Ghuzmat, 
A  dusky  colour.  A  portion  of  wealth,  a  part  of 

one's  camels,  (pi.  j«3>S-  ghuzam)  A  large  quantity 
of  milk.  Ghazamat,  A  large  quantity  of  milk. 

A  'ijio^ ghazmarat,  (v.  n.of^3.pQ)  Suppress- 
ing one's  words  through  pride,  menace,  or  anger. 

Being  angry.  Selling  in  the  lump  by  conjecture. 
Bringing  out  bit  by  bit.  Crying  out,  making  a 

great  clamour.  Separating.  Mixing.  Seizing  by 

violence  from  one  and  giving  to  another.  (^pl.jf^\^ 

ghazamtr)  Clamour,  brawl,  quarrel.  Ghuzaniirat, 
Mixed  grass. 

A  ghazw,  (v.n.  of^S^  forjSp)  Feeding, 

maintaining.  Aff"ording  nutriment.  Being  sup- 
pressed (urine).  Stopping,  suppressing  (urine). 

Flowing  (water).  Making  haste.  Running,  flow- 
ing (blood  from  a  vein). 

A  ghuzurv,  (v.  n.  of  jiS^)  Flowing  (water). 
Emitting  blood  (a  vein).  Cutting.  Being  cut. 

A^lj  is- ̂ /ia2;aTOa?2,  Brisk,  swift  (horse).  Sharp- 
tongued.  Flagitious,  refractory,  disobedient. 

A  S3\jAS-  ghazawanat,  A  sharp  tongue.  Im- 
pudent, obscene  (woman). 

A  ̂ ^  'dS-  ghazawiy,  (or  ghaziy)  (pi.  A'^ 
ghizas)  New-born  (lamb  or  kid).  The  foetus  in  the 
belly  of  a  goat  or  sheep.  Cattle  sold  with  young. 

A  t^isff-  ̂ /tas?/,  (v.n.  of  (_?ii^) Feeding, nourish- 

ing.  Ghaza',  Camels'  urine. 
A        (jfiSP  ghaziyu'l  inul,  Young  camels. 

A  'j^J^ii^S-  ghazizat,  Pus,  matter,  blood,  or  proud 
flesh  (of  a  wound). 

A  iji,^  ghazirat,  Milk-pottage  warmed  by  a 
hot  stone. 

A  jgi^ff-  ghaz'im,  Wide  (well). A  ^/m^ma^.  Trouble,  inconvenience.  (A 

country)  yielding  plentifully  the  plant  ̂ SS'ghazam. 

A  wide  well.  'ix"^  ghaz'imatun  munhara- 
tun,  Inconvenient  place. 

p ̂   ghar,  A  whore.  A  coward.  Ghur,  Rup- 
tured. Filling  the  mouth  with  wind,  and  striking 

it  so  that  the  wind  escapes  with  noise.  Swelling 

in  the  neck,  a  wen.  Rupture.  A  Turkish  nation. 

A  Jff-  gharr,  (v.n.  ofJJP)  Deceiving, flattering, 
feeding  with  vain  hopes,  cajoling,  coaxing.  Mis- 

leading. A  bird  feeding  its  young,  putting  bill  into 

bill.  Tending,  feeding  (camels).  Sinking  into  the 

ground  (water).  Taking  a  gargle.  ghu- 
rur)  A  wrinkle  in  the  skin,  or  fold  in  a  garment. 

tawaytulm  gharrihi,  I  folded 

(it)  up  in  the  old  fold,  i.  e.  I  left  it  as  it  was.  Ghi)'r, 

(pl.j\^\  aghrar)  Unskilled,  inexperienced,  raw, 
easily  duped  (youth  or  girl).  A  dupe.  Ghur?; 
That  wherewith  a  bird  feeds  her  young.  A  fissure 

in  the  ground.  A  rivulet,  a  slender  water-course. 
A  wrinkle  in  the  skin,  a  crease  in  a  garment.  The 

edge  of  a  sword.  A  certain  water-fowl.  (^\.ofjS-\ 

agharr)  Most  illustrious  or  noble. 

A  ghara',  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Being  attached, 
wholly  dedicated  (to  any  thing).  Being  cold  (the 

water  of  a  spring).  Beauty.  Glue,  isinglass,  (pi. 

A^\  aghrat)  Lean,  attenuated.  The  young  of  a  cow. 

p  \^  ghura,  White,  bright.  The  sun. 
A  A^  gharas,  (v.  n.  of  {J_^)  Being  devoted, 

wholly  given  up  to.  Being  extremely  irascible, 

indulging  anger  to  excess.  Greediness.  Ghlrus, 

(v.n.  of  {^^)  Being  attached,  wholly  given  to.  Be- 
ing cold  (the  water  of  a  spring),  (v.  n.  3  of  SjS-  for 

jjS")  Joining,  subjoining.  (A  man)  destitute  of  a 
horse.  Glue,  isinglass. 

A  AjS'  gharr  as,  (fem.  of^^  agharr)  White, 
bright,  splendid,  illustrious,  noble.  Distinguished 
by  a  white  star  on  the  forehead  (a  mare).  Intense 

(noon-day  heat).  The  city  of  Madina.  A  certain  aro- 
matic plant.  Name  of  a  certain  white-headed  bird. 

^VJ'JtJ\  &L1  laylatu'l  gharras,  Thursday-night. 

A  IfAjS'ghurasa',  {pl.i^AjS'gharasa')  Froth  of milk.  A  large  stone  or  rock. 

A  t— -'^^S-  ghurab,  The  curved  part  of  the  edge 
of  a  sword  or  of  an  axe  (with  which  the  blow  is 

struck),  (pi.  ̂ j^^  aghrul),  's>>j^\  aghrihat,  jjbjS- 
ghirhan,  and  ghurb)  A  crow,  raven,  rook, 

jackdaw.  A  kind  of  ship  (commonly  called  a  grab). 

The  pi'ominent  part  of  the  hips  of  horses  or  camels, 
immediately  above  the  leg.  Name  of  a  constella- 

tion. Flail.  Snow.  The  back  part  ofthehead  behind 

the  ears.  A  cluster  of  the  fruit  of  the  tree  (jfJ|j\ 

arak.  0^''^^^^bu'l  bayn,  A  certain  bird 
with  red  legs  and  beak,  p  (^Jj-ej  '-r^\^  ghurabi 

zamin,  A  dark  night.  A  rijlu'lghu- 

rabf  Crows'-foot  (an  herb).  A  very  secure  kind 
of  fastening  with  which  they  lie  the  dugs  of  ca- 

mels to  prevent  the  young  from  sucking. 

A  gharabut,  (pi.  Ob^jS-  gharabat)  Any 
thing  admirable,  strange,  foreign.  Strangeness, 

singularity.  Ghurabat,  The  first  or  beginning  of 

any  thing.    Edge,  sharpness. 

A  gharnbiliy,  A  sieve-maker. 
A         ghurabiy,  A  kind  of  date. 

A  u^JO.^ gharabib,  (pi.  of  »x> jS-)  Very  black. 

A  (Jj^^.^  gharabil,  (pi.  of  Jb^S-)  Large  sieves. 

A  '^i^\^gharabiliy,^dls.evo\'  vender  of  sieves. 

A  (j^y^ gltarab'in,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j^ ghirban,  which 
is  pi.  of  t-^];^  ghurab)  Crows :  many  crows. 
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A  e\jS'  ffharat,  Lean.  Instigation. 

A  ghiras,  (pi.  of  ̂jVijS-  gharsan)  Hungry 

(men),  (pi.  of  ̂jS'  gharsa')  Hungry  (women). 

A  ̂^\^gliarasa' ,  {j^\.oi ̂ ^^gharsan)  Hungry, 
p  As-^S-  gJiaracha,  Infamous,  unmanly.  A  con- 

tented cuckold,  a  pimp  to  his  own  wife,  a  wittol. 

Ignorant,  foolish.  Name  of  a  country. 

A  gharad,  (pi.  ghirad)  A  kind  of  fungus. 

A  'id\jS'  gharadat,  A  kind  of  mushroom. 
^J^J^  ̂'/wVar,  (v.  n.  of  Js-)  Feeding  its  young 

(a  bird),  putting  bill  into  bill.  (v.  n.3  of^)  Giv- 
ing little  milk  (a  camel).  Returning  improperly 

a  salutation  :  as,  CiiJ^  ̂ ^**>  salam  ̂ laylia,vi\ien 

the  jSrst  saluter  had  said  ̂ ^^^  p^J^  salam  ̂ lay- 
huni.  Being  cold,  dull  (market).  A  deficiency 

or  short-coming  in  the  performance  of  the  ablutions, 
prostrations,  and  ceremonies  at  prayer.  Slumber. 

Edge  of  a  sword,  point  of  a  spear.  Haste,  speed. 

Space  (of  a  month).  A  little  sleep.  A  way,  mode 

of  doing  any  thing.  A  model,  figure,  form,  mould. 

A  mould  in  which  they  cast  arrow-heads. 

^la'  gliirarin,  In  a  hurry.     One  after  another. 
A  ghararat,  (v.n.  ofjS-)  Being  white  (the 

face).  Havinga  white  spot  (on  the  forehead).  Be- 

ing seduced  and  beguiled  after  having  had  expe- 

rience. Being  inexperienced,  unacquainted ^with 
the  use  of  things.  Inexperience,  youth.  ̂ ^h^J6 

^3  hana  zalika  fi  ghararaii,  That  happened 

in  the  season  of  my  inexperience  or  nonage.  Ghi- 

rarat,  (pl.jJ^S'  gUaraAr)  A  large  sack. 
P  gharara,  Washing,  rinsing  the  mouth. 

[  Gliirara,A  helmet.  A  gardener's  sack  with  meshes. 
Ajfj^  gliaraz,  Hard  ground.   Ghiraz,{y.  n.  of 

JjS")  Having  little  milk  (a  camel), 

p  t_>*»^5-  gharas,  Sadness,  sorrow. 

A  ghar-as,  Whatever  is  voided  by  one  who 
has  taken  a  cathartic  draught.  Ghiras,  The  sea- 

son proper  for  planting.  A  sapling,  a  young  plant, 

(pi.  of  {^jS-  ghars)  Saplings. 
A  gharras,  A  planter.  Learned. 

P(^j;S'(y/ia?as/i,Afracture,rent,scratch,  wound. 
Rage.  Force,  violence.  Grief. 

p  f^,^^^\jS'  gharasJndan,  To  chide.  To  scratch, 
p  gltarashida,  Angry.  Scratched. 

A  \^y,o\jS'  gliarazif,  (pi.  of  (__a glmrzuj') 
Gristles,  cartilages. 

A  I — i\j5'  gJiiraf,  A  large  measure  for  dry  goods, 

(pi.  of  'iijS'  ghurfat)  Draughts  of  water. 
A  i_J^^  gharraf,  Capacious.  (A  river)  abun- 

dant in  water.    Wide-stepping  (horse). 
A  ghurafat,  A  draught  (of  water)  taken 

with  the  hand. 

^        5f/ta?'am,  Desire,  cupidity,  greediness.  A 
fine,  mulct.  A  debt  which  must  be  paid.  Torture, 
torment.  A  tedious  calamity,  destruction,  j 

j.^P  shawh  u  gharam,  Desire  and  alacrity. 

A  'i^\jS'  ghardmat,  A  debt  which  must  be  paid. 
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A  fine,    p  jJiij  CLm)\jS'  gharamat-zada,  Mulcted. 

T^^^gharanoYgharTan,^.^.^2^Q,\ous,f^evce.  Iron. 

A  (j^jS-  ghurrdn,  (pi.  of  Jp\  agharr)  White.  Il- 
lustrious, (pl.of gharir)  Excellent  dispositions. 

Sureties.  Lives  free  from  care.  Bubbles  on  water. 

A  Jjj^  ghardnik,  The  root  of  the  bramble,  (pi. 

of  ̂ jy>j^  ghurnuK)  Braided  locks  of  hair.  Gha- 
■rdnili,  (or  -  ghardniJuy)  Delicate  (lock  of 
hair  flowing  behind  the  ear).  Ghurdnik,  (pi.  ̂j^]^ 

ghardnik,  Jjjj^  ghardnik,  and  'iso\jP'  gkardnikat) A  delicate,beautiful youth.  Young,fleshy(woman). 

A  'sso\^  ̂//iwmwi^ai,  Young(woman)full  of  flesh. 

A  ghar'dmk,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^ij^  ghmmuk') Roots  of  brambles. 

p  ̂^SijjSjS' gkardwrang,TL,aiV^e.  Ghirdwrang, 
A  great  throne. 

Ai^^\jS-gha7-dnb,(p\.orix>jS-gharibai)Strarige, 
extraordinary  things.  Foreign,outlandish  (women). 

A ghardsir,  (pi.  of  ij^j^ ghirdraf)  Sacks. 
A  ghardsis,  (pi.  of  gharisat) 

Young  palm-trees  just  appearing. 

A  i-r^S'  gharh,  (v.  n.  of  <— .^)  Being  hid.  Be- 
ing absent.  Going  to  a  great  distance,  or  to  one 

side.  Going.  Rejoicing.  Delaying,  procrastina- 

ting. Being  shed  (tears).  Sunset.  The  west.  Africa. 
The  flowing  of  tears.  The  overflowing  of  wine  or 

tears.  A  lachrymal  vein  or  duct.  Beginning  or 

first.  The  sharpest  parts  of  the  teeth  ;  also  their 

brightness.  A  sturdy  kind  of  tree  common  in  Hijaz. 

The  most  prominent  part  of  any  thing,  as  the  cur- 
vature of  a  sword.  Removal,  departure.  A  day  of 

watering.  A  leathern  water-bag.  Quickness  or 
vehemence  of  speech.  Distance,  longinquity.  A 

large  bucket.  A  beast  employed  in  drawing  water. 

The  first  course,  race,  or  starting  of  a  horse.  Cheer- 
fulness, briskness.  (A  horse)  running  much.  A 

distemper  or  swelling  in  the  inner  corners  of  the  eye, 

a  pimple  in  the  eye.  The  outer  or  inner  corner  of 

the  eye.  Protraction.  Spawl,  sputter.  A  traveller's 
leathern  provision-bag.  The  stone  of  a  grape. 

t—^P  saliin  gharb.  An  arrow  from  an  unknown 
hand.  Ghurb,  Distance  from  home.  (pi.  of 

ghurab)  Crows,  ravens.  Gkarab,  (v.  n.  of  u-^^) 

Being  very  black.  Being  obscure,  unintelligible. 

Lying  hid.  Being  afflicted  with  a  disease  in  the 

eye(sheep).  Silver.  Gold.  Plate.  Wine.  The  white 

poplar.  Water  dripping  from  the  bucket  whilst 

drawing  up  from  the  well.  A  distemper  incident 

to  sheep,  making  the  hairs  to  drop  from  their  eye- 
lids. Blueness  in  the  eye  of  a  horse.  A  goblet,  a 

bowl.  The  odour  of  water  or  mud.  A  willow. 

sahmi  gharab  (or  gharb),  An  arrow  of  which 
one  loses  sight,  and  knows  not  where  it  has  struck. 

Ghurub,  A  foreigner.    Rare,  strange. 

A  ̂^j^  ghurabds,  (pi.  of  i,^^  gharib)  Stran- 
gers, foreigners,  aliens.  Poor  people.  Travellers. 

A  Jb ̂   ghirbdl,  (pi.  (Jj^^,^  gharabil)  A  large 
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sieve,riddle,screen.  A  drum.  A  slanderer,  whisperer. 

P        I  ij^j^ ghirbdli  db-gun.  The  sky,  firmament, 

p        J^^^  ghirbdl-band,  A  sieve-maker. 

A  f^i^glm-bdn,  (pi.  ofL-j]^  ghurdb)  Crows. 
A  io^ gharbat,  Distant.  Distance,  longinquity. 

'i> ̂   ̂_j3  nawan  gharhatun,  A  great  distance.  iOjS- 
Is^^  gharbatu'n  nawa^,  The  distance  of  any  place 
to  which  one  goes.  Ghurbat,  (v.  n.  of  <-.^)  Tra- 

velling, going  away,  departing,  retiring.  Being  far 
distant  from  country  and  friends.  Being  thin  and 

fine.  Being  concealed.  Distance  from  home.  Con- 
dition of  a  strangfer.    Exile.  Wretchedness. 

p  (j^^  gliarbatdn,  A  roller  for  smoothing  the 
flat  roofs  of  houses.  Acuckold,  pimp  to  his  own  wife, 

p         gharbad,  A  blemished  bride. 
A  ftbjff'  gharhalut,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y>^  Q)  Sifting, 

searcing ;  riddling.  Cutting.  Grinding.  Killing, 

p  &>jS-  ghurba.  Hiding  tears,  weeping  privately. 

A  ̂jS-  gharbiy.  West,  western,  westerly.  Ex- 
posed to  the  setting  sun.    Smitten  by  the  heat  of 

the  setting  sun.  A  sortofdate.  A  red  dye.  Wine  pre- 

pared from  unripe  grapes  without  fermentation, 

p        ̂   ghar'bib,  A  kind  of  black  grape. 

A  (-_.*Ji^ ̂   gkirbib,  (pi.  i^x>\jS' ghardblb')  Very black.  The  best  kind  of  grape.  An  old  man  who 

dyes  his  grey  hairs  with  privet. 

p  jf^.jS-  gharbir,  (or  ̂^^.j^  gharbll)  A  sieve, 
p  ghai'bila.  Alternate  motion  and  rest. 

A  'ijS-  gJiirat,  A  promise. 
A  sJ.S'  gkirrat,  (v.  n.  ofjff')  Deceiving  or  flat- 

tering.   Feeding  with  vain  hopes.  Inexperienced 

(girl).    Inexperience.     Carelessness,  inattention, 

thoughtlessness.     sJ-S-  ̂^J^  ̂la'  ghirratin.  Una- 

wares, witliout  notice,  off  one's  guard.  'ijS' 
^aw  ghirratin.  Through  negligence  or  inattention, 
p    fjJli  ijS-  ghirra  shudan.  To  be  deceived,  cheated. 

A  Ghim-at,{v.  n.  of  j£')Being  white(the  face),hav- 
ing  a  white  spot  (the  forehead),  (pl.j^  ghurar) 

Whiteness,  brightness,  an  ornament,  a  blaze  on  the 

forehead  of  a  horse  (larger  than  p^ii  dirham).  The 
dawn.   The  human  face  (implying  also  a  shining 

brightness).  The  heart.  Noble,  illustrious.  A  lord, 
chief  of  a  peo])le.  The  most  excellent  of  any  thing 

(especially  the  richest  furniture).  The  firstappear- 
ance  of  any  thing  (particularly  of  teeth,  denoting 

likewise  their  whiteness).    The  new  moon.  The 

first  night  of  the  moon.  The  splendour  of  the  moon 

(especially  the  first  three  days).  Rapidity  of  growth 
in  a  vine.  A  servant,  male  or  female ;  a  slave,  cap- 

tive, boy  or  girl.    A  fine  of  500  dirhams,  derived 
from  the  appellation  generally  given  in  Arabic  to 
an  infant  male  or  female  slave  of  that  value.  Quick- 

ness of  growth  in  grapes.     pJ  jj  d^j^i  ijS' 

Ujj*^  (y/iifrra^i  In  dawlati  roz-afzun.  The  founder 
of  this  daily-increasing  empire.  sU  ajff-  ghur- 
rafi  mdhi  muharra^n,  The  beginning  of  the  month 

Muharram.  A  J^^j  0'i>^>l«^  ijS-  ghurrasi 



nasiyufi  suUanat  u  ikbal,  The  star  and  ornament  I 

on  the  forehead  of  the  state  (a  title). 

A  L^.^  gharas,  A  being  hungry,  hungering. 

A  ij^^  gharsan,  (pi.  gharsa' ,  gha- 
rasa,  and  ghiras)  Hungry. 

A  ̂j^gharsa',  (pi.  of  ̂̂ iSjff'  gharsan)  Hungiy 
(men),  (fem.of  ̂^^S^ff- gharsan)  (pi.  ghiras) 

Hungry  (woman).  ̂ l<ij^51  gharsa'l  wishah, 
Slender-waisted  (woman). 

p  !ij>-^  gharcha,  Ignorant,  stupid.  Infamous. 
A  catamite.  A  contented  cuckold.  Georgia. 

p       ghard,  A  habitation  for  the  summer. 

A  ghard,  A  house  of  reeds.  A  house  roofed 

with  planks.  A  certain  building  appropriated  to 

the  use  of  the  governors  of  ̂_$^J  ̂   j*n  surr  man 

ray.  Ghard,  ghird,  or  gharad,  (pi.  idjS'  ghira- 
dat)  A  species  of  mushroom  or  pulf.  Gharad,  (v. 

n.  of  iijp)  Singing,  warbling.  The  motion  of  the  body 

whilst  singing.  Gharid  or  ghird,  Singing  (bird). 

Ghirad,  Warbling,  melodious  (voice). 

A  'i^jC-  ghirdat,  A  kind  of  mushroom.  Ghira- 
dat,  (pi.  of  lijS'  ghard  and  ghird)  Mushrooms. 
A  ghardahat,  Dust,  or  the  darkness  of  the 

night  obscuring  every  object.  The  dropping  of  a 
curtain,  or  the  hiding  with  a  veil. 

p  Jii^  ghar-dil,  Timid,  cowardly-hearted. 
p»iijS-^/iaria,Awheel.  Ghnrda,k.  tumour,  wen. 

AjijC-  gharar,  (v.n.of^)  Havinga  white  spot 
(the  forehead).  Being  white  (the  face).  Anything 

subject  to  the  caprice  of  fortune  or  of  uncertain 

events.  Engaging  for  what  is  not  in  one's  power, 
(as  sellingabird  in  the  bush).  Personal  risk,  expo- 

sure of  one's  self  to  danger.  Ghurar,  (pi.  of 'jTJs- 
ghurrat)  The  three  first  nights  of  the  month.  Or- 

naments,  (pi.  of      agharr)  White.  Illustrious. 

AjjP  gharz,  (v.  n.  ofjj^)  Piercing,  pricking, 
poking  (with  a  sword,  needle,  or  sting).  Fixing  (a 

stake)  in  the  ground,  or  an  ornament  on  the  per- 
son. Yielding  obedience  to  a  prince  after  having 

been  rebellious.  Having  little  milk,  or  not  yield- 

ing it  (a  camel).  Putting  (the  foot  in  a  stirrup) 

when  going  to  mount.  Commands  and  prohibi- 
tions, edicts  and  interdicts.  A  leathern  stirrup  (one 

of  iron  or  wood  being  called  u-^^  rihab).  (pi. 

(//mj'Ms)  A  sucker  ingrafted  into  the  trunk 
of  a  vine.  Gharaz,  Very  bad  herbage  or  bog-rush, 

pj^ff-  gharaz,  Sort  of  the  herb  shepherds'-staff. 
p  4iVj ̂  ghar-zad,  A  son  of  a  whore. 
A  Xis-JjP  ghirzahlat,  A  staff,  a  stick. 

p  f^j^  ghar-zan,  A  strumpet, 
p  (^jS-  ghars  or  ghirs.  Rage,  passion,  excite- 

ment. Soon  angry.  Wearied.   Ghirs,  A  scratch. 

A  ghars,  (v.  n.  of  (j*^)  Planting,  setting 

(trees),  (pi.  aghras  and;j*»^S>  ghiras)  A 
plant,  a  sapling.  Ghirs,  A  black  crow.  (pi. 

aghras)  A  membrane  covering  the  head  of  a  new- 
born camel;  the  caul;  also  a  mucous  substance 
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which  comes  along  with  the  fostus. 

p  \rf*>jS'  gharsa.  The  herb  elecampane. 

P  gharsh,  Force.  A  scratch.  Anger. 

A  gharsh.  The  fruit  of  a  certain  tree. 

P  ghurrish,  Force.  Anger. 

P  C^j-S' ghurrisht.  The  roaring  of  a  lion.  The 
braying  of  an  ass.  The  neighing  of  a  horse. 

p  i^iZi^  ghurshna,  Name  of  an  herb  for  wash- 
ing the  hands. 

p  (j^xiii^  gharshidan.  To  be  angry. 
p  iSxZijS-  gharshula,  Angry. 

,/  A  {j^jS-  gharz,  (v.  n.of  i^jS')  Girthing  (a  ca- 
mel). Filling  (a  vessel)  ;  not  filling  (it)  quite  full. 

Withholding,  keeping  back.  Shaking  (a  bottle) 

in  order  to  make  butter.  Giving  whey  or  butter- 

milk to  drink.  Taking,  receiving,  cutting,  or  ga- 

thering (any  thing)  whilst  fresh  or  new.  Being 

doubled,  folded.  Weaning  (a  kid)  before  the  pro- 
per time.  Hurrying,  expediting,  doing  (any  thing) 

before  the  time.  Being  wrinkled  (the  body),  as 

the  effect  of  leanness  after  having  been  fat.  The 

space  of  any  place  or  vessel  which  is  not  com- 
pletely filled  (as  from  the  surface  of  the  water  to 

the  parapet  of  a  well).  The  breast-strap  of  a  ca- 
mel. A  vessel  which  is  left  without  any  thing  be- 

ing put  into  it.  A  bend,  a  fold.  After  having  been 

fat,  a  becoming  thin,  and  having  lines  or  corruga- 
tions remainingon  the  belly.  The  palm  of  the  hand. 

The  hastening  of  any  thing  before  the  time.  (pi. 

[^jhjjS-  ghuruz  and  (^^^  aghraz)  The  girth  of 
a  camel's  saddle,  (pi.  ghurzanand ghirzan) 
An  incomplete  rivulet,  or  a  large  branch  from  a 

river.  Ghurz  or  ghuruz,  (pi.  of  Lo^S-  ghurzat) 

Girths  of  camels'  saddles.  Gharaz,  (v.  n.  of  \^^) 

Being  tired  of  (any  place).  Having  a  strong  in- 

clination for  (it).  Longing,  desiring  greatly.  Fear- 
ing. Wish,design,  aim,  motive,  end,viewjmeaning, 

intention.  Desire,longing.  Ennui, langour.  Vexa- 

tion. Want.  Machination,  interestedness,  selfish- 
ness. Hatred,  rancour,  malignity,  rage,  spite,  (pi. 

(^^^jS'^  aghraz)  A  butt  or  mark  for  archers. 

^^^-5-  gharazi  hhafi.  Concealed  malevolence, 

p  (^i^ij'^  gharaz  hardan.  To  persecute,  con- 
spire against,  entertain  a  secret  but  mortal  grudge. 

To  lay  a  train  for  the  ruin  of  another.  To  intend. 

A  al  gharaz,  Upon  the  whole,  to  sum  up 

all,  in  short,  in  fine.  6~j6ji  ligharazihi.  For  his 

own  sake.  P  ^     gharaz,  Deliberately,  on 

purpose.  i3  hi  gharaz.  Without  intention, 
interest,  design,  or  selfish  motive.  A  Ghiraz,  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ ^j^)  Being  fresh  (meat). 

p  Uuij  I  {^jP  gharaz-ashna.  Interested. 

p  j_^4ij5 1  {J^^  gharaz-aludagi.  Defilement  by 
selfishness.  Sii^M  gharaz-aluda,  Defiled,taint- 
ed,  or  stained  by  selfishness. 

p_^T  (.jojS-  gharaz-amez.  Malicious. 
A  [J^_f'  ghurzan  or  ghirzan,(p\.  of  i^J>gharz) 

Large  branches  from  deep  rivers.  Deep  valleys. 

p  sj\j£)^  gharazana,  Malevolently.  ̂ 3 

sj>\>o^  mahabbatibi  gharazana, Disinterested  love. 
A  ghirzat  or  ghurzat,  (pi.  \Jo^  ghuruz 

and  ghurz)  The  girth  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
p  gharazmand.  Self-interested. 

P  {jSi^'O^  gharazmandi,  Selfishness. 
A  \^yo^  ghurzuf,  (pi.  1  2i>o\^  gharazif) 

Gristle,  cartilage,  ̂ ^yo^ ghurzuf  dni,Tvio  pieces 
of  wood  tied  right  and  left  between  the  middle  and 

the  back  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
A  Jj,L«.i?j^  ghurtumamy,  Comely  (youth). 

PL_^li|^^//iar^/ia&,]N'oise,clamour.  Awhirlpool. 

p  i^^^  gharghan,  A  loud  voice. 
PjS^jff-  gharghar,  Axis,  axle,  cylinder,  or  barrel 

around  which  the  rope  is  coiled  in  drawing  water. 

Ghurghur,  Ruptured.  A  man  muttering  with  rage. 

A ̂ J>ghirghir,  The  Guinea-hen  or  jungle-fowl. A  kind  of  herb. 

Ki^^ ghargharat,  (v.  n.  of Q)  Gargling. 
Piercing  the  throat  with  a  spear,  or  cutting  it  with 

a  knife.  The  sound  of  boiling  water  or  of  meat 

when  roasting.  Overflowing.  Being  near  death. 

A  sound  made  in  the  throat  when  dying  or  gar- 

gling. The  guttural  noise  made  by  a  shepherd.  A 
fracture  in  the  gristle  of  the  nose.  The  top  of  a  jug 

or  bottle.  The  maw  of  a  bird.  A  gargarism,  gar- 

gle. G^/t?w^//mra^,  A noble,illustrious  man.  A  white 
star  on  the  forehead  of  a  horse.  The  maw,  crop. 

p  t>^^  gharghara,  The  cylinder  or  axis  about 
which  the  rope  is  entwined  in  drawing  water.  Ghur- 

ghura.  Rupture.  Murmuring,  muttering. 

A  Ol^jff^  ghurghuriyat,  Excellent  camels. 
p  «ii;,.ff^(//mr(7/4a5/m,Dispute,causeless  quarrel. 

p  gharghan  or  gharghin,  A  kind  of  lea- 
ther of  which  shoes  are  made. 

p  s^jS-  gharghanja,  A  lewd  woman. 
p  JaP;5-  gharghand,  A  kind  of  leather. 
p  %S>^^  gharghanda,  Cordovan.  Angry. 

A  u-j;^  g^''0''>'fy  (v-  n-  of  I— ijS-)  Taking  up  (water 
in  the  hand).  Cutting,  lopping.  Cutting  (the  fore- 

locks). Clipping,  polling,  sheai'ing.  Tanning  with 
the  plant  u-SjS-  gharf.  Gharf  or  gharaf,  A  tree 
used  in  tanning.   Gharaf,  (v.  n.  of  u- s^)  Being 

griped  from  feeding  on  the  plant  (  tjS'  gharf  {p. 

camel).  The  plant  ̂   sumam,  or  only  as  long  as 
it  is  green.  Any  evergreen.  Any  one  of  the  trees 

CLJ^  shass,  j)^^  tubbah,  hasham,JsiS'  gha- 

far,  ̂ iS'  gliurnn,  ̂ yo  samm,  habaj,  f^i^J^ 
shadn,  ,Jij-?.5>-  hayyahal,  jtaS>  hayshar,  and  ̂ j^o 

zirm.  The  leaf  of  a  tree.  Ghiraf  (pi.  oi'iijS'  ghir- 
fat)  Slippers.  Ghuraf  (pi.  of  Hi^  ghurfat)  Par- 

lours, supper-rooms. 
A.  sjjS-  gliarfat.  One  draught  out  of  the  hand. 

A  single  cutting,  clipping,  or  shearing.  A  single 
taking  up  of  water  in  the  hands.  Ghirfat,  (pi. 

u-i^  ghiraf)  A  sandal  or  slipper.    A  mode  of 



drinking  with  the  hands.  Ghurfat,  (pi.  0\s^ 

ghur,  ghura,  or  ghurufat)  A  parlour,  upper  room, 

or  other  apartment  for  supping.    Paradise,  the 

seventh  heaven,  (pi.  (  ghiraf)  A  draught  of 

water  taken  up  with  the  hand,  as  much  as  one 

drinks  at  once.  A  ringlet  of  hair.  A  knotted  cord 

or  fringe  round  a  camel's  neck  by  way  of  ornament, 

p  ̂ ff-  ghurfuj,  Wormwood.  Touchwood. 
A  {^J^j^ ghurjishflieproof,  intimidation,  bully- 
ing (that  of  a  coward  that  affects  bravery), 

p^ijff'  glmrfanj,  Ruptured. 
A  gharfly,  (A  leathern  bottle)  tanned 

with  the  plant  (— O^^'^'f'f' 

A  jjff'_^/iara/f,(generally  pronounced  <7Aa?7s)(v. 
n.of  Sinking,  being  submerged  or  drowned. 

Being  contented,  independent,  in  want  of  nothing. 

Taking  a  pailful  of  milk  by  guess.  Drinking  a 

draught  to  satiety.  Submersion.  A  drowning, 

p  t-.'l^u**  gharhi  chashmaA  simab,  Fas- 

cinated by  worldly  objects.  ^jj^  gharki 
chashmasi  liir,  Diving.  Grovelling  in  the  world. 

Sunset.  ̂ ^<^J^  ghark  sliudan,  To  be  drowned, 

lo  sink,  (j'^^  Jj/^  gharh  kardan,  To  drown.  To 
dive  to  the  bottom,  to  plunge,  a  Gliarih,  Drowned. 

Immersed.  C^yc^\  ̂ ^gharihu's  sawt, One  v/hose 
voice  is  drowned,  and  unable  to  speak  from  terror. 

Ghurak,  (pi.  of  eJ^ ghurkat)  Draughts  (of  milk). 

p  u-->^3;5-  gharkab,  Deep  water.  A  whirlpool. 

A  shipwreck,  ̂ jii-j*  '-r'^^  gharhab  shudan,  To 
sink,  be  drowned.  \^^^jia£^  khatari  gharkab, 
Danger  of  shipwreck. 

A  sl^^  gharkasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ sf'  Q)  Coming 
forth  with  the  pellicle  on  (an  egg).  Laying  an  egg 

before  the  outer  shell  is  formed  (a  hen). 

A  ghurkat,  (pi.  ̂ jS-  ghurak)  One  draught 
(of  milk).  Gharikat,  Very  humid,  saturated  with 

moisture  (land). 

A         gharkad,  A  species  of  large  trees,  or  of 

the  thorn  ̂ t^^msaj.  The  white  of  an  egg. 

'Sifi>\  baki^''l  gharkad,  The  cemetery  of  Madina 
(because  formerly  thickly  set  with  these  trees), 

p  iOJ^  ijj^  ghark-shuda,  Drowned. 

A  'sXsj^  gharkalat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Becoming 
addle  (an  egg).  Rotting  (a  melon,  squash,  gourd). 

Pouring  out  (water)  on  the  head. 

A  ̂jS-  gharkam,  Glans  penis. 
^        gharka,  Drowned,    p  ̂^0«i>  sS^S-  ghar- 

ka  shudan,  To  be  drowned. 

A  Ij^f"  gharka',  (pi.  of  gharik,  ̂ jj^  ff^i^a- 

rik,  or  ̂j>.j^  ghar'ik)  Drowned.  J  Gharki,  In- 
jury to  standing  crops  from  a  flood. 

A  ghirhu,  The  white  of  an  egg.  The  pel- 
licle which  encloses  the  white  of  an  eggr. 

A  gharil,  A  man  of  a  loosely-built  frame. 
A  long  spear. 

A        ghurlat,  The  foreskin,  prepuce, 

p       gharm  or  gharam,  Anger.    Ghurm,  A 
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mountain-sheep.    A  horned  fighting  ram. 

A  gharm,  (v.  n.  of  Paying  or  owing  a 

fine.  Ghui-m,  A&ne.  Bad  fortune.  A  debt  which 
must  be  paid. 

A  ghuramas,  (pi.  of  jC^ff- gharim)  Debtors. Creditors. 

p  (.^.^XaiUjS-  gharmasang  or  gharamasang,  A 
cake  fried  in  butter. 

P  t^}^^  gharman,  Angry,  passionate,  choleric. 
p  (__pylAOjS-  gharmanush,  Dragon-wort. 

P  ̂ e^S-  ghartnij,  Carraways. 
P        gharmich,  Coriander-seed. 

p  is>^^  gharmanda.  Passionate. 

A  Jj*^  ghurmul,  A  thick,  dangling,  and  un- 

circumcised  penis.    A  horse's  pizzle. 

A  j\jc^  (//iarma',  Heavy  (woman).  Yes,  verily. 
p  (j(^xojP  gharnudan,  To  fly  in  a  passion.  To 

chide,  reproach.  To  thunder.  To  murmur,  mutter. 

To  roar,  bray.    To  rock  a  child  in  the  cradle. 

p  5i>Jk«jP  gharniida,  Enraged,  indignant. 

p  ̂ ^jff-  gharan,  Loud  weeping  and  sobbing. 
A  gharan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^jjC-)  Drying  on  a  fur 

gai'ment  (dough),  (pi.  aghran)  An  eagle,  or 
a  bird  resembling  an  eagle.  A  crab.  (T/tarm,Weak. 

A  's^Xi^  gharnatat,  Grenada  in  Spain. 
A  ghirnak,  A  comely,  tender  youth. 

p  (jS.j>3^  ghurumbish,  A  loud  and  a  dreadful 
noise  made  by  a  man  or  beast.  Thunder. 

p  »J0^  ghurumba.  Exclamation,  clamour.  A 
tumult.    A  walking-stick. 

p  jj3.jj3jff-r//m?-Mm&if?aw,To thunder :  bray,roar. 
p  ghurranda,  Roaring,  fierce  (lion). 

A  ghi7-nif.  Jessamine.  Papyrus. 

A  XiUjS-  gharnakat.  The  resemblance  of  a  thread 
in  the  eyes. 

P  ti-^^jS-  gharang  also  ghirang,  A  noise  in  the 
throat  when  sobbing  or  being  strangled.  Gharang 

or  ghurang,  Weeping,  lamentation,  groaning. 

A  (j^^;^  ghirnawk,  A  crane,  or  any  aquatic  bird 
with  a  long  neck.   Ghurnuk,  (pi.  gharan ik) 

A  braided  lock  of  hair.  (\>l.^^^\^gha7-dn'ik')  Roots 
of  brambles.  Ghurnuk  ov ghirnawk,  A  certain  black 

(according  to  some,  white)  water-fowl.  A  tender, 

comely  youth.  Ghurnuk,  A  crane  or  long-necked 
water-bird.   Delicate  (plant)  lying  concealed. 

p        jS-  gharnichi.  Intense  cold. 
A  ghurnayk  or  ghirnik,  A  tender,  comely 

youth.  6r/mr?2a?//j,  A  certain  water-fowl.  A  crane 

or  long-necked  aquatic  bird. 
p  gharw,  A  reed,  an  uncut  reed  or  pen.  A 

musical  pipe  made  of  a  reed. 

A  ̂ jS-  gha7-7V,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ for  j^S-)  Glueing.  Ad- 
hering (as  fat  to  the  heart),  covering  it.  Being 

filled  with  wonder,  surprised.  Being  carried  far  in 

rage.  Wonder.         ̂   la  gharrva.  No  wonder. 

p  (_)*>\;ijS'  gharrcash,  A  plant  resembling  a  brush 
used  by  weavers.  The  herb  elecampane.  Ghara- 

wash.  Anger,  indignation.  Sadness,  sorrow.  A 
scratch  with  the  nails. 

p  sJ^\jjS-  gharwdsha,  Aherh  with  which  weavers 
sprinkle  their  c]oth,or  curriers  anoint  leather.  Anger. 

A  ̂ j^ghurub,  (v.n.of  (_,J^)  Setting  (as  the 
sun  or  moon).  The  west.  (pi.  of  gharb)  The 

angles  of  the  eyes. 

p  BJj ̂   ghuruba,  Exclamation,  cry,  clamour. 

A  Jjjff-  gharud,  A  bride  whom  her  husband finds  not  a  virgin. 

—Ajjj&(//tarMr,  A  deceiver.  The  world.  Satan. 
A  gargle.  Ghurur,  (v.  n.  of  JJff-)  Deceiving,  flat- 

tering, feeding  with  false  hopes.  Pride,  presump- 

tion,vain-glory,vanity.  Folly.  (pl.of^///iarr)  Folds 

in  garments,  (pi.  of  jls-  ghcirr)  Trifles,  things  with which  one  is  amused  or  deceived,  p  (j  J^jS"  j_j ̂  

ghurur  khai'idan,  To  behave  proudly. 

Ajj^  ghm^uz,  (pi.  ofjjS'  gharz)  Suckers  in- grafted into  a  vine. 

A  glmruz,  A  wrinkle  or  corrugation  in 

the  belly,  arising  from  leanness  after  having  been 

fat.  (pi.  ofj.,>i^(7W2:)  Girths  of  camels' saddles. 
A  t—^jjS-  gharuf,  Water  (in  a  well)  which  may 

be  reached  with  the  hand.  A  large  bucket  hold- 

ing much  water. 

P  '^i^  ghurumba,  Noise,  clamour,  outcry. 

A  Is^^f"  gharna,  Any  thing  on  which  the  at- 
tention is  wholly  fixed.  Wonder.  Instigation.  ̂ ) 

{^j^  Idgharwa',  No  wonder. p  i^^j^ghurwidan,  To  make  a  noise :  thunder. 

p  (jj^j ̂   gharrcizan,  A  sieve. p  A  sJs-r7/«arra,Haughty,proud.  Deceived. Cross. 

Pride.  ̂ ji^<^  ̂jS- gharra  shudan.  To  be  deceived. 

A  gharcC ,  Beauty.  Ghari,  (or  ghar'iy) 
Handsome  (man  or  edifice). 

A  ̂ jjS- gkurra' ,  A  lady,  princess  in  her  own  tribe. 
p  i.^J^MubJi'  gharydsang,  A  kind  of  pancake 

fried  in  butter. 

A  ̂jj^J^  ghirydk.  Name  of  a  bird. 
A  <--»^j^  ghar'ib,  (pi.  AijS'  ghurabdi)  Uncom- 

mon, strange,  outlandish,  foreign.  Extraordinary. 
Exotic.  A  foreigner,  stranger.  Gentle,  humble, 

meek,dociIe.  Poor,  needy.  (]^^^  '^>j^^  al ghar'ib 
ka  V  a^na,  (proverb)  A  stranger  is  like  one  blind, 

p  fi/o  mardi  ghai'ib,  A  foreign  man. 

p  joU^j^  gharibdna.  Fit  for  the  poor. 

p jji^.  "-r^j^  gharib-parwar,  Cherisher  of  the 

poor.  (Sjjji  '^l_f'  oharib-parwai-i,  Kindness  to the  poor. 

A  *&J^^  gharibat,  (pi.  ghardsib)  Any 
thing  rare,  strange,  or  elegant.    A  hand-mill. 

pj^_j3  t_-0^  ghaiib-7iawdz.  Kind  to  strangers. 

A  i^j^  gha7'ibi,  Foreignness,  strangeness.  In- digence. Humility,  p  jjtJ^ ̂^..^  gharibikardan. 

To  travel,  become  a  stranger. 

p  f^^^  gh,a7-ichi,  Intense  cold.  Winter. p        gharid,  A  bride  falsely  given  as  a  virgin. 



^  "^J^  g^i'ii'rld,  Singing  j  a  warbler,  singer. 
P  (j'^l^  ffhuridan,  To  thunder ;  to  cry  with  a 

loud  voices  to  roar,  bray.    To  yawn,  stretch. 

P  (j'^^j^  ffhnrrldan,  To  roar  (as  a  wild  beast). 

Aj>^ gha7''ir,(])l.f^y^^\  aghirrasand aghir- 
rat)  Simple,  deceived,  inexperienced.  Buoyed  up 
with  false  hopes.  A  raw  youth,  easily  imposed 

upon.  (pi.  i^j-S-  (jhurran)  A  noble  disposition. 
An  agreeable  temper.  Beauty.  Cheerfulness,  a  life 

free  from  care.  A  surety,  caution.  One  who  cau- 

tions, bids  beware,  ed*  '-^Ji.j^  ̂ \  ana  (jhariru- 
ha  minim,  I  advise  you  to  be  diffident  of  him. 

A  ghurayraff'^ame  of  an  aromatic  plant. 

A  'ij>.^  gharlrat,  (fem.  of  gharir)  Inex- 
perienced (girl). 

P  <^j>.^  gfiareran,  Black  mud  lying  at  the  bot- 
tom of  a  pond. 

Fj>_^ghariz,  Meekness,gentleness,forbearance. 

P  {J^y>.^  gharezan,  A  sieve. 
A  gharizat,  Nature.  (A  camel)  abound- 
ing in  milk. 

P  ̂^J>JS■  ghanzan,  Mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  pond. 
A  sieve. 

A  ̂y>..j^  ghariziy,  Innate,  natural.  <^^^=" 
e->.y>.jS'  liararati  gliariziya,  Natural  heat. 

P  Li^i^jS'  gharijang,  Black  mud  at  the  bottom 
of  a  pond. 

A  [j^j^  gharis,  A  sheep.  A  word  used  in  call- 
ing them  to  be  milked. 

A  'i^^jS'gharisat,  (pi.  ghara4s)X  young 
palm-tree  just  appearing,  any  sapling  just  planted 
till  it  has  rooted.  A  name  common  to  handmaids. 

Ai^l^ghariz,'F\o-wexs  of  the  palm-tree.  Fresh 
(meat).  Any  thing  fresh,  bright,  and  shining.  Rain- 

water. An  excellent  singer. 

A  i_a->j-S-  gharify  A  reed-bed,  a  papyrus-bed. 
The  haunt  or  den  of  a  lion.  Water  in  a  reed-bed ; 

a  marsh,  swamp.  A  thick  forest ;  or  a  forest  of  the 

reeds  papyrus  and  ̂ lals-  half  as.  A  bed  of  the  J  lo 
zaland  salam.  Capacious  (bucket).  Ghiryaf, 
A  soft  and  limber  kind  of  plant ;  the  papyrus. 

A'isj)jS'gha7-ifat,A.  wood,  densethicket.  A  shoe. 
A  slipper  (especially  an  old  one).  A  piece  of  orna- 

mental leather  of  a  span  long  which  hangs  from 
the  hilt  of  a  sword. 

P^^  ff^tarefaj,(orjiOjS'gharefaj)  Mud,  clay. 
High  ground  from  which  boys  slide  down. 

A  JljP  ghar'ik,  (pi.  ̂^s-  gharha')  Immersed, sunk,  drowned,  shipwrecked.  A  drowned  or  drown- 

ing person.  Cased  (in  armour),  jlsi  ̂ yo\  ̂j^.^ 
ghariki  amrvaji  hiliar,  Swallowed  by  the  waves  of 

the  sea.  i^-Jj  ghariki  raZtma<,Overwhelmed 
with  mercy,  drowned  in  the  mercy  of  God. 

P(-->I  ̂ jS'gharik-ab,  Deep,outof  one's  depth. 
A  (J-JjS'  ghiryal,  A  remainder  of  water  in  the 

bottom  of  a  cistern,  unfit  for  drinking,  in  which 

only  tadpoles  live.  Sediment  in  a  jug.  Thin  clay 
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left  by  water  on  the  surface  of  the  ground.  Dirty 

foam  left  on  the  ground  by  a  torrent.  Dust.  The 

mucus  of  any  solid-hoofed  animal. 

A  jCjff-  gharim,  A  debtor.    A  creditor. 
A  ghar'in  or  ghiryan,  Folly.    Thin  clay. 

Clay  left  by  a  flux  of  water,  whether  moist  or  dry. 

Dirty  water  at  the  bottom  of  a  pond.  Fresh  butter. 

p  j^.^  ghirev,  Clamour,  exclamation,  lamenta- 
tion, complaint,  groaning,  crying,  howling,  shriek- 

ing.   Uproar,  tumult,  mob. 

Pf^^l^ ghirevdn, One  who  laments  or  exclaims. 

Pf^i^^^jS-ghirevulan,  To  exclaim,  lament,  make a  clamour. 

pjS-  ghuz,  Name  of  a  Turkish  nation. 
AjS-  ghazz,  (v.  n.  ofjS-)  Choosing,  selecting  from 

amongst  others.  Putting  various-coloured  things 

round  children's  necks  to  defend  them  from  malig- 

nant eyes.  Ghuzz,  The  corners  of  the  mouth  in- 
side.   Name  of  a  Turkish  nation. w 

A       ghuzzas,  (pi.  of  cjj^)  Soldiers :  generals. 

A  iV^  ghazat,  A  warlike  expedition  against  in- 
fidels. Battle.  Ghuzdt,  (pi.  of  ghdzT)  War- 

riors, soldiers,  heroes,  champions. 

AjI^  ghizdr,  (v.  n.  Sofjjff-)  Giving  somewhat 
to  receive  more.  (pi.  of  S^Jff- ghazirai)  (Camels) 
which  abound  in  milk,  (or  fountains)  with  water. 

A  ij)^  ghazd?'at,  (v.  n.  of^JS-)  Being  plentiful 
(milk).  Abounding  in  milk  (cattle).  Being  plen- 

teous (water  in  a  fountain,  or  tears  in  the  eyes). 

Plenty,  abundance. 
p         ghazdra,  Plenty,  abundance. 

jij^j-  ghizdz,  An  outstripping,  getting  before. 
A  ghuzzdz,  (pi.)  Beneficent  to  children,  re- 

lations, or  neighbours. 

\  A  (J]^  ghazal,  (pi.  SijS-  ghizlat  and  j^^jS-  ghiz- 
Idn)  A  fawn  just  able  to  walk,  or  till  it  can  run  at 

full  speed.  A  delicate  young  person.  ̂ ^^^^  J]jS- 

ghazdlu  shaman,  Name  of  an  insect.  (J^}«5^  da- 

mn''I  ghazal,  Name  of  a  biting  herb.  Tarragon. 

A  J^jS'  ghazzdl,  A  vender  of  cotton-thread. 

p  (j^^jS-  ghazdldn.  Singers,  musicians. 
A  ft3\jP  ghazdlat,  A  young  deer,  fawn,  roe,  ga- 

zelle. The  sun,  light,  rays ;  especially  the  sun's 
meridian  lustre.  A  certain  sweet  esculent  herb. 

Name  of  a  woman.  J^s^^  a^^jS-  ghazalatu'z  zu- 
ha'.  Breakfast,  luncheon.  Oliazdlatuz  zuha\  (or 

J^*^^  O^jS^'  ghazalatu'z  zuha')  Beginning  of 

the  part  of  the  day  called  J^s:*^  zuha',  or  from  the 
liour  the  sun  is  fairly  up  until  a  fifth  of  the  day  is 

gone.   CHiii        ghazdlasifalak.  The  sun.  Aries. 

A  ghazdwat,  (v.  n.  of  Vf-  for  jJS-)  Making 

war,  fighting.    Advancing  against  an  enemy. 

A  sjp  ghazzat,  Gaza  in  Palestine,  (the  birth- 
place of  the  Imam  Shafii). 

Ajjff- ghazr,  {pl.jjS- ghuzr)P\er)ty ,  abundance. 
A  basket  made  of  reeds  or  palm-leaves.  Ghazr 

or  ghuzr,  (v.  n.  ofjjS')  Being  plentiful  (milk  in 

cattle,  water  in  a  fountain,  or  tears  in  the  eyes). 
Abounding  in  milk  (cattle). 

A  (j])^  ghuzrdn,  (Camels)  yielding  an  abun- dance of  milk. 
w 

Ajjff'  ghazaz,  (v.n.  ofjS-)  Having  the  sole  pro- 
perty (in  any  person  or  thing).  Choosing,  select- 

ing from  among  others. 

Aj5j^  ghuzghuz,  The  corners  of  the  mouth  inside. 

P  ̂^J^ghazghan,  A  kind  of  leather.  A  cauldron. 
p  ojs^  ghazghand.  Kind  of  leather.  Cauldron. 

A  JjS-  ghazala,  (fut.         yaghzilu)  He  spun. 
^  Cff'  ghazl,  (v.  n.  of  JjS-)  Spinning.  Spun. 

(Cotton) thread,twist.  6r/<a2;aZ,(v.n.of  JjP-)Speak- 
ing  in  the  language  of  love  or  in  verse.  Spinning. 

Stopping  short,  astonished  at  the  voice  of  a  fawn 

of  which  he  was  in  pursuit  (a  dog).  An  ode.  Gha- 

zil,  A  poet,  writer  of  erotic  poetry.  One  who  talks 
or  amuses  himself  with  the  ladies.  Weak,  flexible. 

A  JjS-  ghuzzal,  (pi.  of  »3jl5-)  Female  spinners. 
A  ̂JiiJ^  ghizldn,  (and  iOjff-  ghizlat)  (pi.  of  JJjff' 

ghazal)  Fawns,  gazelles,  antelopes. 

p  (j^^  (J}^  ̂^Aa^aZ-M^rmi,  A  repeater  of  odes. 
p  ghazlddn,  A  basket  in  which  a  woman 

lays  up  her  thread  when  sewing. 

Pjj^j3^  ghuzluldwar,  A  copper  vessel. 
A  C'UjS'  ghazliydt,  Odes. 
p       ghuzm.  Fear.  Anger,  passion.  Hatred. 

FLil>^ghuznak,  Ahevh  used  in  washing  clothes. 

p  jijS'  ghaznu,  (fj^ ghaz7il,or  ̂ j\>^)Ghazmn. 
F        ghazna,  Ghizneh. 

A  _jJS-  ghazw,  (v.  n.  of  1^  forjJS')  Making  war, 
going  against  an  enemy.  Intending,  undertaking, 

purposing,  willing,  wishing.  Aim,  intent,  purpose. 

aCLJ'\^^ ghazan-dt,{-p\. oi'i\^ ghazdt)  Battles, 
wars  with  infidels.  Victories,  heroic  achievements. 

A  (j^jj^  ghazan-dn,  (v.  n.  of  V.ff-  forj ̂ )  Going 
against  (an  enemy),  waging  war  with  (infidels). 

A  jjJS-  ghazwat,  A  military  engagement. 

A  L^jj^  ghazwiy,  Warlike,  heroic,  military. 
p  ghaza.  Noise,  sound, clamour.  The  root 

of  the  tail.  Rouge  for  the  face.  A  wooden  peg  for 
unitinsr  boards. 

A        ghuzza' ,(^\.  of  (jjls-)Warriors,generals. 
A  ghaziy.  Warriors.  Ghuziy,  (pi.  of  {jj^ 

ghdz'i)  Warriors.  Generals. 
A  ghizyad.  Loud,  sonorous.  Tender,  deli- cate (plant). 

A j^J5'^/ta2ir,Copious,plentiful,ample;  abound- 
ing in  milk(cattle),  water  (a  fountain),  tears  (eyes). 

A  'i^^jS-  ghazirat,  (pl.^Jjc-  ghizdr)  (A  camel) 

giving  plenty  of  milk. 
Pjj^^  ghuzyur,  A  copper  pan. 
p55-<7/i<y,Crawling  on  his  posteriors(like  a  child). 
p  <— O^^^Jb}  A  grape-berry  separated  from 

the  stalk.  A  grape-stone ;  also  the  skin  of  a  grape. 

Anger.  A  cluster  of  dates.  A  cow's  teat. 
A        ghajghd,  {^^^ ghajghdw,  \§y>ghajgd. 



or  ffhajffarv)  A  sea-horse  or  cow,  of  the  hair 
of  whose  tails  they  make  little  tufts  to  hang  round 

the  necks  of  horses,  as  well  for  ornament  as  to  de- 

fend them  from  fascinating  eyes.  A  sort  of  ox 
found  on  the  mountains  of  Tibet. 

p  L^y^  ffhijak,  A  lute,  harp,  kind  of  violin. 

p  (jhujm,  A  grape-stone  or  seed.  Anger, 
rage.  Hatred.  Vindictiveness.  A  wart. 

P(jii.Jk5 jJff-ghujululanjTo  be  diligent,attentive,to 
make  haste.To  make  one  industrious.To  break  wind. 

p  ̂^S>j^ ghajidan,To  accumulate,  pile  up, story 
upon  story.  To  be  heaped  one  upon  another.  To 

pickjgather.  To  be  demolished.  To  hitch  forward  or 

backward  on  the  buttocks  (as  children  or  cripples). 

p  iS>/^  ghajida,  Stuck  together. 

A  (jI^S-  ghass,  (v.  n.  of  Entering  into  and 
travellingover(a  country). Eating,beingfed.Accus- 

ing,reproaching.  Drivingaway  a  cat  by  saying^^pp 

i^j^  ghass  ghass.  Plunging  (into  water).  Ghuss, 
A  worthless  man  or  men ;  weak,  languid. 

p  \*mS'  ghasa,  An  unripe  date. 

A  i'L-P ghasat,  (pi,  Jg-P'  ghasa'  or  CLAxu.S'gha- 

sayat)  An  unripe  date." 
A  (^jwIa-S-  ghusas,  A  disease  incident  to  camels. 

A  jj^**^  ghasah,  (also  Jj^^  ghassdk)  A  cold, 
clammy,  fetid  humour,  such  as  they  suppose  flows 

from  the  damned.    Any  thing  cold  and  stinking. 

p  u^L-P'  ghasah,  Ivy. 

A  (JULff-  ghassal,  A  washer.  One  whose  busi- 
ness is  to  wash  the  bodies  of  the  dead. 

A&)l*M?-^7/twsaZ«i,  Water  with  which  any  thing  has 
been  washed,  dirty  water.  Waterwhich  has  dropped, 
trickled,  or  oozed  out.  Filth  which  is  washed  out 

orfrom  off  any  thing.  Bathing.  Washed  (garment). 

p  jiSli-  JIJIp ghassal-hliana,  The  house  in  which 
the  bodies  of  the  dead  are  washed.  A  wash-house. 

A  J^^S-  ghasaUi ,  (pi.  of  &U*«P-)  Washed. 

A  (jU-ff-  ghisan,  A  leathern  dress  worn  by  boys. 
Ghitsan,  The  deepest  recesses  of  the  heart. 

A  (j^^  ghassan,  The  impetuosity  of  youth. 
Sort,  kind.  Men,  people.  Name  of  a  tribe  from 

which  sprang  kings  in  Yaman. 

A  J^Uis-  ghassariiy,  Very  beautiful,  handsome. 

A jM^gliasr,  (v.  n.  of^*-P-)  Covering  the  female 
when  she  was  not  in  heat  (a  camel).  A  dunning, 

harassing  of  a  debtor.  Gliasar,  Whatever  is  blown 

into  a  pond.   Ghasir,  Dark,  intricate  (business). 

A  X*<.«*«5' ghasghasat,  (v.  n.  of  (^i-,^  Q)  Driv- 

ing away  (a  cat)  by  saying  (J^S-  (j-S-  ghass  ghass. 
A  u-S^-S-  ghasaf,  Darkness. 

A  ̂j^ghask,  (v.n.of^J-»P)Beingdark  (night). 
Dropping  rain  (the  sky).  Flowing  from  the  udder 

(milk).  Ghasah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J—S-)  Becoming  dark 
(the  night).  Darkness,  especially  at  the  beginning 

of  the  night,  just  after  twilight.    Tares,  darnel. 

A  ̂yliL-S>  ghasahan,  (v.  n.  of  Becoming 
dark  (the  night).    Emitting  a  yellow  matter  (a 
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wound).  Being  dim  and  watery  (the  eye).  Drop- 

ping down  rain  (the  sky).  Flowing  from  the  udder 
(milk).    The  flowing  of  water  and  the  like. 

p  uiL-P  ghasah,  A  bug. 

A  uii— 5-  ghasah,  Darkness  at  night-fall. 

P  ̂y*^  ghasl,  Marshmallows. 

A  ̂y^S' ghasl,  (v.  n.  of (J—i^)  Washing,  perform- 
ing ablutions.  Enfeebling  with  pains  or  stripes. 

Pouring  down  sweat  (a  horse).  Cohabiting  much 

(a  man),  or  covering  frequently  (a  stallion),  in  vain. 
Ghisl  or  ghusal.  Whatever  is  used  for  washing  the 
head,  as  water,  in  which  is  infused  marshmallows 

or  myrtle-leaves.  (A  man  or  horse)  making  fre- 
quent but  ineffectual  efforts  to  impregnate.  Ghusl 

or  ghusul,  A  washing,  an  ablution  (especially  of  the 

whole  body  after  connubial  intercourse  or  any  cere- 

monial uncleanness).  CL^s^  (J-*-^  gliusuli  sihhat, 

The  first  bathing  after  sickness,  p  (jii^i^  ij— ̂  ghusl 

dddan,To  wash,  (^djf^y^ghusul hardan,Tohathe. 

A  >^L-S-  ghusalas,  (pi.  of  ̂ -•S'  ghasiV)  Washed. 
A  XaL-S-  ghaslahat.  The  removing,  drawing,  or 

tearing  of  a  thing  from  any  one. 

A  kL-^  ̂ //mZai,  Whatever  is  employed  for  wash- 
ing the  head,  as  water,  in  which  is  infused  marsh- 

mallows or  leaves  of  myrtle.  Perfumes  with  which 

a  woman  spi'inkles  her  hair  whilst  combing,  yi\ 
el— S-  abu  ghislat,  The  wolf.  Ghusalat,  A  stallion 
which  covers,  or  a  man  who  cohabits  much,  in  vain, 

p  ̂--5-  ghaslaj,  Pearl-ashes,  lye, 

A  ̂i—S-  ghaslaj,  The  plant  ̂   banj  (the  black 
kind)^  One  affair  intervening  between  two.GhaslaJ, 

(or  ghasallaj)  Insipid  (meat  or  drink). 
p  eol>-  ghusul-hhdna,  A  bath,  bagnio. 

A  ̂^^S' ghasla  ,  (pi.  of  (Jj;--*^  (y/tasiZ)  Washed. 

(Jexn.oi gliasil)  (pi. ̂ l^-S'^f/m^aZa') Washed. 
A  ̂^^L-S-  ghislin.  Washed  (garment).  Water, 

blood,  and  matter,  supposed  by  the  Muhammadans 
to  run  from  the  skin  and  flesh  of  the  damned.  In- 

tense heat.    Name  of  an  infernal  tree.  Very  hot. 

A  ghasam,  (v.  n.of  j»-*S^)  Being  dark,  ob- 
scure (the  night).  Dust.  Darkness.  Confusion 

in  a  speech.    Ghusam,  Bits  of  clouds. 

A  i^^y*J^  ghasn.  Mastication.     Ghusn,  Weak, 
soft,  or  flaccid.   Ghusan,  (pi.  of         ghusnat  and 

ghusnat)  Ringlets,  locks  (hanging  over  the 
forehead  or  from  the  mane). 

A  'ixx^S- ghasnabat,  A  putting  (water)  in  motion, 
A  'i'x^P  ghusnat,  (and  bUu-S-  ghusnat)  (pl.^j*»P 

ghusan)  A  ringlet,  a  lock  hanging  over  the  fore- 
head or  from  the  mane. 

A  ghusuw,  (v.  n.  of  l^-ff-  for  y>^)  Becom- 
ing dark  (night).  Being  frail,  decrepit  (an  old  man). 

A  'iy^  ghaswat,  The  fruit  of  the  lote-tree. 
A  t^j^y^S'  ghasus.  Food  of  any  kind. 

Jji>,o  ghasusu  sidhin.  Real,  substantial  food. 

A  ̂ y*>S-  ghusuh,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ *-^)  Being  dark 
(night).  Being  dim  and  shedding  tears  (the  eye). 
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A  (J_j*-5'  ghasul,  (or  J ̂ULs-  ghassul)  Any  thing 
for  washing  the  hands(as  water,  soap,  mallo  ws,&c.). 

A  iO^-^  ghaswalat,  A  stirring  up  (of  water). 

A  Jj.^-^  ghaswil,  A  plant  found  in  salt  land. 

A  j_5->~^  g^Msy,  (v.  n.  of  (_5-«-5-)  Being  dark. 

Ghasa',  (and  0\ju«P  ghasayat)  (pi.  of  'iK^S'  gha- 
sat) Unripe  dates. 

A  (j*»Ju«S'  ghasis.  New-gathered  but  spoilt  dates. 

A  jJi^-S-  ghasil,  (pi.  ̂   ghasla  and  -^^J— C- 
ghusalds)  Washed.  Purified.  Ghasil,  (or  [^yZS' 

ghissil)  A  stallion  which  covers  often,  but  in  vain. 

A  'iix^ghasilat,  (pl.^^U-S')  Washed(woman). 
P  (jiS-  ghash.  Longing  (as  a  pregnant  woman). 

A  slight  repose,  slumber.  Astonished.  Stupor, 

fainting^   Wheeling  round  (as  a  horse). 

A  (jS^^/ms/<s7i,(v.n.of  (^J^)  Dissembling,  de- 
ceiving by  false  pretences,  beguiling  by  pretended 

friendship,  giving  treacherous  advice.  Adultera- 

ting. Overlaying  with  a  thin  coat  of  base  metal. 

(A  man)  with  a  large  navel.  Ghishsh,  Fraud,  vice, 
treachery,  dissimulation  ;  hatred.  Ghushsh,  (pi. 

^^yLS')  A  deceiver,  traitor.  Weak.  An  adulterer. 
A  ̂{ZS'  ghishds.  The  pericardium.  The  cover- 
ing of  a  sword  or  saddle.  The  membrane  of  the 

brain.  A  pericarp. 

A  i^j\zs-  ghushdrib.  Bold,  brisk,  alert. 

A  (^\LS'  ghishdsh,  Beginning  and  end  of  dark- 
ness. ^  (Drink)  small  in  quantity,  doing  little  good. 

A  ghashdshan  or  ghishdshan,  About  sun- 
set, or  at  night.    Suddenly,  unexpectedly. 

p  (-dllis-  ghashdk,  Fetid  breath.  The  mouth. 

Aj6\zS'  ghashdmir.  (pi.  oi  'ij^^  ghashmarat) 
Oppressions.  Voices,  noises. 
A  ghushdnat,  A  tree  shot  up  again  after 

having  been  cut  to  the  root.  Single  dates  gather- 

ed from  the  branches  after  the  clusters  are  cut  off", 

A  ajLi^P  gha,  ghi,  or  ghushdwat,  A  veil,  cover- 
ing. A  dimness  in  the  eye-sight,  purblindness. 

A  'i>yLs-  ghi  or  ghushdyat,  A  veil,  covering. 
A  (_«Ji<£^  ghashb.  Iniquity,  injury. 

p  ajLj-S-  ghashta  or  ghishta,  Mixed.  Moistened. 
Smeared,  soiled.  Brackish,  sterile  ground. 

A  l.^jJlS'  ghasharrab,  A  lion. 
A  (ji-^P  ghashash.  Not  clear,  turbid,  mixed. 

A  ̂ySiZS■  ghashfal,  A  fox. 
A  ̂jftS-  ghashh,  The  striking  of  any  thing  soft 

(as  flesh). 
A  ̂.IlS'  ghashm,  Iniquity,  injury.  Ghasham,  (v. 

n.of  j*-i^)  Leaving  no  place  unanointed  with  pitch, 
whether  sound  or  unsound.  Cutting  wood  hastily 

(especially  at  night,  without  considering  quantity 

or  quality,  whether  dry  or  green), 

A  'ijjl^  ghashmarat,  (v.  n.  oij.^ZS'  Q)  Com- 
ing down,  advancing  (as  a  torrent  or  night).  In- 

juring, defrauding.  An  accident,  an  event  unex- 
pected, or  without  stability  and  permanency,  (pi. 

jcKzS'  ghashdmir)  Injustice,  violence.  Avoice,cry. 



(A  man's)  running  heedlessly  and  at  random  into 
a  business  without  caring  if  it  be  right  or  wrong. 

A  'iSj.^ZS'  ghashmariyat,  Injustice,  oppression. 
Aj«iL.*-i^^/tas/jams/tam,Intrepid,steady. Perseve- 

ring, constant :  obstinate,headstrong,  self-opiniated. 

A  ghashamshamat,  (ov'ii^Ji^^SLS'  gha- 
shamshamtyat)  Boldness,  daring.  Talent,  ability. 

A ghishniirjY'wleuce-,  force,  strength. 
A^j^ghashn,A  strik.ing(with  aswordorstick). 

A ^Ls-ghash7V,(v.  n.  of  U^for^ii:-)  Approach- 

ing, drawing  near.  The  fruit  of  the  lote-tree. 

AA^ZS-ghashrvas,{fein.oi'^_^:^\aghsha')White- 
headed  (mare  or  goat).  Name  of  a  mare. 

A  ijZS'  glia,  ghi,  or  ghushwat,  A  veil. 

Aj»5wiff'i7/«as/iMm,Iniquitous(man).War.  ̂ j^llai*u 

pjijj)  XJJi  ̂ J'«Jf'  ̂ y^S- sultan  ghashum  khayr  min 
Jitnat  tadum,  An  oppressive  ruler  is  preferable  to 

perpetual  anarchy. 

A  i^y^  ghushshun,  (pi.  of       ghushsK)  Weak. 
Worthless.    Deceitful,  treacherous, 

p        ghishih,  Leaves  of  reeds. 

A  ̂ JLs-  ghashy,  (v.  n.  of  Being  stupefied, 
fainting.  Surprising,  coming  unawares,  rushing 

upon.  Lying  with.  Striking  with  a  scourge. 

A  jj^UdiP ghishyan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^^)  Coming  un- 
awares, rushing  on.  Striking.  Lying  with,  (x/m- 

shayan,(v.  n.  of  ̂_5S;i^)Fainting,losing  one's  senses. 

A  'ijJLs>  ghashyat,  A  fainting  fit,  swoon.  Ghu- 
shyat,  A  veil. 

A  j»Ji^ ghasliim,  Simple,  easily  imposed  upon. 
A  ̂^\^o.ff■ghassan,  Choked  (with  meat  or  drink), 

or  any  thing  sticking  in  the  throat. 

A  u^^aP  ghash,  (v.  n.  of  i^-oP)  Seizing  vio- 
lently, ravishing,  sacking,  plundering ;  compelling 

one  to  do  any  thing.  Pulling  the  hair  or  wool  from 
a  hide  without  tanning.  Any  thing  taken  by  force, 

(in  law)  The  taking  the  property  of  another  which 
is  valuable  and  sacred,  without  the  consent  of  the 

proprietor,  in  such  a  manner  as  to  destroy  the  pro- 

prietor's possession  of  it. 

A  'L&S-  ghussat,  (pi.  i^jMiS-  ghusas)  Strangula- 
tion, suffocation.  A  choking  affliction,  grief,  an- 

guish, passion,  sorrow,  or  sadness.  Any  thing 

sticking  crosswise  in  the  throat.  ji  zu'l ghus- 
sat, Name  of  Husayn  Ibn  Yazid  (so  called  from 

an  obstruction  in  his  throat  which  prevented  him 

from  speaking  clearly). 

A  ̂ ^*aS'  ghasas,  (v.  n.  of  L>^^)  Having  food 

sticking  in  the  throat.  Sticking  in  the  throat(meat). 

Ghusas,  (pi.  of'i.*ai'  ghussat)  Griefs,  sorrows. 
A  (joi-off-  ghasghas,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  (_-«Ju<oiS'  ghusluh,  A  tall,  slim,  loosely-built, 
shambling  fellow. 

ghaslajat,  (v.  n.  of  J-aS-  Q)  Dressing 
meat  insufficiently,  and  without  salt  or  pot-herbs. 

A  RftLoS-  ghaslahat,  A  not  seasoning,  salting, 
or  dressing  properly  (meat). 
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A  (j*afi'  ghasn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^aP) Taking  and  cut- 
ting off.  Repelling,  restraining,  averting.  Hav- 

ing many  berries  (a  cluster  of  grapes).  Pulling  (a 

branch)  towards  one's  self.  Ohusn,  (pi.  ̂ ^yoS' 

ghusun,'il^gh{snat,?ind  fj\ja^\  aghsan)A  branch, 
especially  one  branch  growing  out  of  another. 

A  'ij-toS'  ghisnat,  (pi.  of  i^jtoS-  ghusn)  Branches. 
Ghusnat,  A  twig,  wand. 

A  ghusun,  (pi.  of  (^-^  ghusn)  Branches. 
p,ljes.<aS-  ̂ /tMssa-(Zar,Angry,choking  with  rage. 
P  tdllj  e^S'  ghussanah,  Afflicted.  Passionate. 

A  i^S'  ghazz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jaff-)Casting  down  (the 

eyes),  lowering  (the  voice).  Being  broken  without 

separation  (a  branch).  Enduring  any  thing  dis- 

agreeable. Lessening,  taking  away  a  part.  Break- 

ing partially  (a  branch).  Fresh,  new,  tender,  smil- 
ing ;  full  of  vigour  (youth).  The  tender  buds  of 

palm-trees,  (pi.  (^LaS-  ghizaz)  The  young  off"- 
spring  of  kine.  (_J^kJ\  {^S-  ghazzu't  tarf,  Pa- 

tience under  any  thing  odious  and  disagreeable. 

A  Lap'  ghaza\  (v.  n,  of  j_^olS-)  Being  griped 
through  eating  of  the  tree  sUoS-  ghazat  (camels). 
Name  of  a  country.  A  forest.  A  kind  of  tree,  ̂ }i>\ 

Uai3^  ahlu'l  ghaza',  The  inhabitants  of  Najd, 
A  L-^VtoS-ghizab,  (v.n.  of  t_juaP)Being  afflicted 

with  small-pox.  Any  mote  in  the  eye.  The  small- 

pox, (pi.  of  f^\x>aff-  ghazban)  Angry,  passionate. 
A jjLaff-  ghuzabir,  Hard,  thick. 

A  ̂̂ J\>aS'  ghazaba'  or  ghuzaba',  (pi.  of  j^buoiS- 
ghazban)  Enraged,  wrathful,  passionate,  choleric. 

A\i\*oS' ghuzabiy ,  Gloomy,  saturnine,  unsocial. 

A  'i\JiS'  ghazat, {^\.  LaP  ghaza')  A  kind  of  tree. 
A j^aaS-  ghazar,  Pure,  adhesive,  and  greenish 

clay.  A  bit  of  earthenware  carried  about  one  to 
ward  off  the  influence  of  evil  eyes. 

A  \^j\jaS'  ghuzarib,  Full  of  herbage  and  water. 

A  Sjljiaff'  ghazarat,  Affluence,  abundance,  com- 
fort, happiness.  Pure,  adhesive,  and  greenish  clay. 

The  female  of  the  bird  Uaa  hata. 

A  i.^^J^.toS' g]iazarif,{^\.  of  (.-jj^y^aP)  Gristles. 

A  ̂jiL>a.P  ghazdz  and  ghuzaz,  The  space  be- 
tween the  eyebrows.  The  nose.  The  part  of  the 

face  which  joins  the  nose.  The  part  between  the 

nose  and  the  root  of  the  forelocks.  Ghazaz,  (^ghi- 

zaz, and  LeLaP  ghazazat)  (v.  n.  of  (j^^S')  Endur- 
ing any  thing  disagreeable.  Breaking  partially 

(a  branch).  Casting  down  (the  eye).  Lessening, 

taking  away  a  part.  Ghizaz,  (pi.  of  {^jaS'  ghazz) 
The  young  of  cows. 

A  e-olrfaP  ghazazat,  (v.  n.  of  (_>aP)  Being  fresh, 

vigorous  (youth).  Harm,  injury,  loss,  detriment. 
Defect,deficiency.  A  mean,basecondition,baseness. 

A  jiUaP  ghuzafir,  A  lion. 
p  ̂ jLaP  gha  or  ghuzan,  Orts,  broken  victuals. 

A^Laff-^/«2:an,Abortion,miscarriage  ofacamel. 
A\>\jaS'ghazaya  , ( pi. ofix»aS'ghaziyat)( S h e-ca- 

mels)  griped  from  browsing  too  freely  on  the  sLaP. 

A  ioLaP  ghazayat,  A  herd  of  choice  camels. 

A  A-iaS-  ghazb,  Extremely  red.  A  bull.  A 
lion.  Stoniness.  Ghazab,  (v.  n.  of  u^maS-)  Being 

angry  or  in  a  rage.  Rage,  anger,  ire,  wrath.  t-x^aP 

JDjI  ghazabu'UdhjThe  wrath  of  God.  Ghazib,  An- 
gry, wrathful,  irate,  passionate.  Oppressive. 

A  (JLirfaP  ghuzubb.  Very  angry,  irate,  choleric. 
A  IjwaP  ghazaban,  In  a  rage. 

p  (jljwaP  ghazban,  K  stone  hurled  by  a  batter- 
ing-ram. A  balista.  C£)Ji  ̂ jlxoP  ghazhdnifalah. 

The  sun.  Mars. 

A  (^IxnaS-  ghazban,  (fem.  'iAxjo^)  (pi.  t-jLaS- 
ghizdb,  (J,l«aP  ghazaba' ,  or  ghuzaba')  Enraged. 

A  'io\x*aS' ghazbanat.  Angry  (woman). 

A  ix^a^  ghazbat.  The  skin  of  an  old  mountain- 
goat  ;  a  shield  made  of  it.  Hard,  rocky,  stony. 

The  skin  of  the  head  or  of  a  fish  ;  also  that  between 

the  horns  of  a  bull.  A  pimple  on  the  upper  eye- 

lid (from  the  birth).  One  scurf  or  incrustation  (as 
of  small-pox  on  the  skin). 

A  XLaP  ghazubbat,  ghuzubbat,  and  ghazabbat, 
Prone  to  anger,  passionate  (man). 

Aj^^a.i'  ghuzabir,  Hard  and  thick. 
p  cdlUjoaP  ghazabnah.  Enraged,  angry. 

A  Ij^oiff- ghazba^ ,  A  herd  of  one  hundred  camels. 

(fem."of  ̂ ^buiaP  ghazban)  Angry  (woman),  (pi. 
of  fj^^-aS'  ghazban)  Angry  (men). 

A  LotP  ghuzzat.  Detriment.  Diminution.  A 
mean  condition. 

A  jtoS-  ghazr,  (v.  n.  of  j-aP)  Assigning  to  ano- 
ther part  of  one's  estate.  Bestowing  plenty(God). 

Inclining  to.  Cutting,  dividing.  Declining,  re- 

ceding. Imprisoning,  detaining,  prohibiting,  pre- 

venting. Ghazar,  (v.  n.  of  j-aP)  Abounding  in 

produce  after  having  been  in  straits.^^ ̂ ^^aP  gha- 

zir  mazir.  Comfortable,  easy  (life).  iL.aU31^^*aP 

ghazirun  nasiyat.  Fortunate,  favoured  by  fortune. 

aAj^oS'  ghazrds:,  Conveniency,  happines3,com- 
forts  of  life.  Land  wherein  the  palm-tree  will  not 
grow  until  it  has  been  trenched.  Good  earth  lying 

near  water.  Viscous  and  greenish  earth.  Ground 

possessing  pure  clay. 

A  (  ̂ ^;iaP  ghazrab.  Full  of  herbage  and  water. 

A  'iyo^  ghazrat,  A  sort  of  plant. 

A  j^;'aP  gltazram  or  ghizrim.,  A  place  abound- ing in  good  soil.  Red  clay  dry  and  cracked.  Soft, 

adhesive  (soil),  Soft,mortary(place).  Coarse,thick. 

A  ̂ jjjoS-  ghuzruf,  Gristle,  cartilage. 

A  1  '^_jjaS'  ghizrlf,  J asmine. 
A  (jujoS'  ghazas,  (in  Yaman)  Caraway-seed. 
A  iLaA*aP ghazghazat,  (v.  n.  of  ;jiaA<aPQ)Less- 

ening  in  quantity  (water).  Being  lessened  and 
diminished.    Decrease,  diminution. 

Ai_LaP<7/taz/',(v.n.ofi__A«aP)Breaking(wood). 
Letting  (his)  ears  drop  (a  dog).  Setting  off  to  run 

(a  she-ass).  Farting  (a  she-ass).  Ghuzf,  A  black 
kind  of  the  bird  Ua5  hata.     (pi.  of  i-A-aP\  agh- 



2ra/")Bangle-eared(dog8).  Ghazaf,(r.n.  of(_A^) 
Having  pendulous,  flagging  ears,  or  letting  his  ears 

hang  down  (a  dog).  Being  dark,  dusky  (night). 

An  Indian  palm-tree.  Flabbiness  (of  the  ear). 

A  bJlo^  ghazafat,  (pi.  (»_2*aff-  (jhuzf)  The  bird 

Ua)' Aia^a;  also  another  bird.  A  hill,hillock,tumuIus. 

A ̂ 0aS'(jhazfar, 'Rough,  cruel,  coarse,unfeeling. 
A  S^xis-  fjkazfarat,  The  being  heavy. 

A  ̂ ^yQS'  ghazn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^-oiP-)  Detaining,  re- 
taining, keeping  back  (a  man).  Bringing  forth  an 

abortion  (a  camel).  ^^yo^  ghaznu'l  ̂ yn, 
The  skin  outside  of  the  eye.  Ghazn  or  ghazan,  (pi. 

(^yo^  ghuzun)  A  wrinkle,  plait,  fold.  Lassitude. 
A  iuuaP  ghaznat,  One  scurf  or  incrustation  (as 

of  small-pox). 

A  jsX>oS>  ghazanfar,  A  lion.  Coarse,  strong- 
bodied.  Injurious,  cruel,  unfeeling. 

A  j-^off-  ghuzurv,  (v.  n.  of  for  yoS-)  Being 
silent.  Being  dark  (night).  Plenty,  abundance. 

A  \^yaS'  ghazub,  Enraged,  choleric  (man  or 
woman).  Wayward,  dogged  (woman  or  camel). 
A  malignant  serpent.  A  lion.  A  bull. 

KjyoS'  gliazKar,  Viscous,  adhesive  clay.  A 
kind  of  tree.  Name  of  a  well  in  the  tribe  of  Tayy. 

KjyoS'  ghazawwar,  A  lion. 

A  'ijy>a^  ghaznarat,  A  being  angry. 
A  'ijo^^aS'  ghuzuzat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  fresh, 

vigorous  (youth). 

A^^yaS'ghuzun,(Tp\.of  ̂ ^yo^ ghazan)  Wrinkles. 
Roots  of  the  ears.  uiDii  i^y^  ghuzuni  za- 
lika,  In  the  meantime,  then. 

Af^yoff- ghazarviy, belonging  to  theherb  *s\.»aP. 
A  ghazy,  (v.  n.  of  j^^aP)  Being  well-off, 

and  able  to  maintain  a  family.  Ghaza',  (v.  n.  of 

^^joS-)  Being  griped  with  eating  of  the  tree  LaP 
ghaza  (a  camel).  A  forest.  Name  of  a  country. 

J^<ai5\  ahlu'l  ghaza  ,  The  inhabitants  of 

najd.  ̂ ^^aj^\^\>h  zuhahu^l  ghaza' , Sons  of  Kaab. 
Ghazl,  (A  camel)  griped  from  eating Sl^aP  ghazat. 

A  -*^ljuaP  ghazyuf,  (or  \xto^ ghazya')  (A  coun- 
try) abounding  in  the  trees  5l<aiP  ghazat. 

A  ioljuaP  ghazyanat,  A  troop  of  choice  camels. 

A  i'XtaS'  ghaziyat,  (pi.  bUis-  ghazaya)  (A  she- 

camel)  griped  with  eating  iiLaS-  ghazat. 

A^juaff-  ghaz'ir,  Green,  flourishing.  Soft,  ten- 
der, delicate. 

A  ghazirat,  Soil  containing  pure  mould. 

A  i^jciXtoS'  ghaz'iz,  (pi.  e.ja^\  aghizzat)  Deficient, 
diminished.  Languid,  weak,  dim-sighted  (eye). 
Mean,  abject,  submissive.  Fresh,  green.  Tender 

buds  of  palm-trees.  Deficiency,  loss. 

A  iLaJk.o5-(7/ta2i2;a^,  Harm,  hurt,  injury.  A  mean 
condition.    Defect,  deficiency. 

ghazya',  A  herd  of  a  hundred  camels. 
A  ghatt,  (v.  n.  of  laff-)  Plunging,  ducking 

(any  one)  into  water.  Braying  (a  camel). 
A  Ellas'  ghitctf,  A  covering,  a  veil. 
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A  {^J)aS'  ghataris,  (pi.  of  ghitris) 
Proud,  unjust,  oppressive,  tyrannical. 

A  XijUaS-  ghatarifat,  (pi.  of  i_-S^laff'  ghitraf 

andiwAJ^iaS-^/Ai^/'i/')  Illustrious  princes,lords,chiefs. 
A  ̂J^>J\^aS^  ghatuTis,  (pi.  of  {^jt^JiaS-  ghitris) 

Proud,  unjust,  oppressive,  tyrannical. 

A  (^UaS-  ghattas,  A  diver. 

A  IjliaS-  ghaiatjA  species  of  the  birdUai'^a^a. 
Ghatat  or  ghutat,  First  dawn.  Ghitat,  (v.  n.  3  of 

las')  Ducking  one  another. 
A  laff-llaff-  ghataghit,  (pi.  of  iailaSi'  ghutghut) 

Ewe-lambs  just  dropt. 

A  IxoUaff'  ghutamit,  A  heavy,  rolling  sea.  The 
noise  of  boiling  water  or  of  the  sea. 

A  X^.Uaiv  ghitayat,  A  kind  of  quilted  stuff  worn 
under  a  coat  of  mail;  also  by  women  to  give  them 

a  protuberance  round  the  hips. 

A ̂ ^laP  ghat?;  (v.  n.of^laS')  Swinging  the  arms. 
One  who  walks  with  a  swinging  or  graceful  air. 

A  I  s\jla5'  ghitraf,  A  great  prince,  lord,  chief. 

A  i^JiaS-  ghitrab,  A  serpent. 

A  {^J^ ghitris,(i)l.(^J^iiS- ghataris)  Proud, 
unjust,  oppressive,  tyrannical. 

A  'ijj>J^2ff'  ghatrasat,  (v.  n.  of  i^JhS-  Q)  Pro- 
voking to  anger.  Indulging  in  self-admiration. 

Being  overbearing  and  insolent  toward  equals. 

A  'sJ^J^  ghatrashat,  (v.  n.  of  (^J^  Q)  (The 
night)  beclouding  (the  sight).  Being  dim  (the  eye- 

sight). Being  proud  and  haughty. 

A  'iiJiaS-  ghatrafat,  A  being  proud.  Pride. 
A  (__s_5jlaff'  ghitrawf,  A  clever,  intelligent  youth. 

Ghitrawf  or  ghutruf,  A  handsome  youth. 

A  (j*J^^iaS-  ghitris,{^ .  (ju^j^laS'gha  <am)  Proud, 
unjust,  oppressive,  tyrannical. 

A  ghitrif,  (pi.  &ijUaff'  ghatarifat)  A 
great  prince,y oung,liberal,  and  generous.  Ayoung 

hawk.  A  fly.  Beautiful. 

A  u«laP  ghats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^laff-)  Plunging  or 

throwing  (into  water).  Immersing  one's  person. 
Drinkinc;  with  the  mouth  (without  usinsT  a  vessel"), 

Ij*''^^  ghatasa  hihi'l  lujamu,  Death  car- ried him  off. 

A  i^J:l3^ghatsh,  (v.  n.  of  (jilaP)  Walking  slowly 
from  disease  or  age.  Ghatash,  Weakness  of  sight 
attended  with  an  incessant  flux  from  the  eye. 

A  ̂ LiJaP  ghatshRi,  Weak-sighted  (woman). 

GhatshoLf,  (or  ̂^-iJaP  ghatsha')  (A  desert)  with- 
out road  or  direction-post,  blind  (so  to  speak). 

A  ̂jLiJaP  ghatashan,  (v.n.  of  (jSJaS-)  Walking 
slowly  from  disease  or  age. 

A  lailaS-  ghutghut,  (pi.  laS-UaP  ghataghit)  A 

ewe-lamb  just  dropt.  Ghut,  A  word  used  to  ex- 
cite a  mob  in  an  uproar. 

A  XlailaP ghatghatat,  (v.n.  of lailaP  Q)  Foam- 

ing (the  sea).  Boiling  violently  (a  pot).  Over- 

coming (as  sleep).    A  cry  like  that  of  the  iJai*. 
A  \^^Sl^ ghataf,  Comforts  (of  life).  Length  and 

folding  over  of  the  eyelid.  Hairiness  of  eyebrows. 

A  (j^-alaP  ghatafan.  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂J.laP•  ghatl,  (v.  n.  of  J-iaP)  Being  overcast 
with  clouds,  layer  upon  layer  (the  sky).  Ghatal, 

(v.  n.  of  JJaP)  Being  intensely^dark  (the  night). 

AjjJiaS-  ghatallas,  (and  (jJiai)\ ̂ \ ahu'lgha- tallas)  A  wolf. 

A  paff-  ghitamm,  The  great  ocean.  Vast,  deep 
(sea).  Alarge  assembly  or  congregation.  Liberal, 
munificent  (man),  of  an  open,  generous  disposition. 

A  )s>\,^iaS'  ghitmat,  Dashing,  rolling  waves. 

A  ̂jilJlaP  ̂ //tatemmasA,  Dull-sighted.  Unjust, 

violent,  cruel,  oppressive.  The  lion. 
A  iLii^laP  ghatmashat,  A  seizing  by  force. 

A  ghatmatat,'the  dashing  and  agitation 
of  the  waves  of  the  sea.  The  boiling  of  a  pot.  The 
noise  of  a  torrent. 

A ̂ ^h^^iaS- ghataintam,SvirgY  (sea),  vasty  (deep). 
A  la-ja^P  ghatmatlt,  The  noise  of  the  sea,  roar 

of  the  deep.  A  heavy,  rolling  sea. 

A  jlaS-  ghatro  or  ghuturo,  (v.  n.  of  UaP  for  jlaP) 
Being  dark  (the  night).  Rising,  swelling  (water). 

Hiding,  covering,  enveloping. 

A^j\^laS'^Aatanja?i,  Dignity.  Abundance,wealth. 

A  (__>*»_jlaff-^/miM5, Undaunted  inbattleordanger. 
A  la^jlaff-  ghatawmat,  A  heavy,  rolling  sea. 

A  j_^aP  ghaty  or  ghuty,  (v.  n.  of  (_JaP)  Being 
full  of  vigour  (a  youth).  Being  long  and  spread- 

ing on  the  ground  (the  branches  of  a  tree).  Hiding, 

covering.  Enveloping  in  its  darkness  (the  night). 

Existing  or  remaining  (above  any  thing).  Travel- 

ling well  (a  she-camel). 

A  _^5aP  ghit  or  ghutyarr,  A  corpulent  dwarf. 
A  la>kg-  ghatit,  (v.  n.  of  laP)  Braying  (a  camel). 

Snoring.The  noise  madein  the  throat  when  choking. 
A  *LlaS-  ghatyalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^^iS'  Q)  Being 

rich,  keeping  up  a  large  establishment.  Investing 

one's  money  in  cattle.  Being  diffusive  in  conver- 
sation and  raising  the  voice. 

A  ̂J^laS-  ghat'im.  The  vast  ocean,  mighty  deep. 
p  (  SLS-  ghaf,  A  curling  lock. 

A  i^flP  ghaff,  Dry  leaves.  Ghuff,  Food  suffi- 
cient for  a  day. 

A  is'liP  ghufat,  Any  white  or  pearly  substance 
on  the  pupil  of  the  eye. 

Ajlas-  ghifar,  A  helmet  fitting  the  head.  Name 
of  the  father  of  a  tribe.  Glmfar,  Hairs  on  the  legs, 

forehead,  cheek,  jaws,  neck,  or  back  of  the  neck. 

A  jlip  ghaff  ar,  One  who  pardons  greatly,  jlflff- 

L-^y3J\  ghaff'aru''z  zunuh.  The  forgiver  of  sins 

(God).  Ciiliic  C^j^as-hazratimaliku'l ghaf- 

far,  The  most  merciful  God. 
A  SjlflP  ghifarat,  A  cloth  worn  under  the  veil 

or  head-dress  to  keep  them  from  being  soiled  by 

the  perfumed  unguent  with  which  women  anoint 
their  hair.  Mail,  net  steel-work  worn  under  the  cap 

to  protect  the  head.    A  patch  of  cloth  round  the 



horns  of  a  bow.  One  cloud  overtopping  another. 
The  summit  of  a  mountain. w 

A  ̂Jlaff'  ghiffan,  Time,  convenient  time,  a  pro- 
per season. 

A  «ip  (jhuffat,  A  sufficiency  to  sustain  life.  A 

mouse.    A  hasty  mouthful  snatched  by  a  camel. 

p  ̂S-  ghufj,  (or  cjhufcli)  A  sword  having 
an  undulating  surface.  An  anvil.  A  place  full  of 

caverns  or  of  hollows,  especially  where  water  stag- 

nates.   Any  thing  long,  straight,  and  thick. 

p  f^^g^^  ghafcJii,  A  low  place  where  water  col- 
lects.   A  shining  sword. 

AjiS'  ghafr,  (v.n.  of^^)  Covering.  Laying  up, 
enclosing  in  a  case  or  in  a  repository.  Tinging,  dye- 

ing (grey  hairs).  Pardoning  (crimes).  Relapsing 
(a  sick  person).  Relapsing  into  melancholy  (a 

lover).  Rankling,  growing  raw  (a  wound).  Ren- 

dering the  market  cheap  (the  arrival  of  grain).  Little 

hairs  on  the  forehead  or  the  thigh.  Nap,  shagginess 

of  cloth.  {^\.j\ks-\  aglifar,  'iJtS-  ghifarat,  andj^OS' 
ghufui")  The  young  of  a  mountain-goat.  The  belly. 
A  bag,  a  sack,  or  any  thing  resembling  it.  A  man- 

sion of  the  moon,  consisting  of  three  small  stars  in 

Libra.  Ghifr,  A  calf.  A  certain  insect.  Ohufr, 

A  covering.  (pl.jlftff-\  aghfar,  'ijSS-  gliifa7'at,  and 
j^flS-  ghufur)  The  young  of  a  mountain-goat.  (pi. 

ofj^flS-  ghafur')  Forgivers,  merciful.  Ohafar,  (v. 
n.  ofjflP')  Relapsing  (a  sick  person).  Growing  raw 
(a  wound).  Being  hairy  and  shaggy  (cloth).  Hair 
on  the  lower  jaw,  on  the  back  of  the  neck,  and  about 

the  thighs  of  a  woman.  Shagginess  of  a  garment, 
nap  of  cloth.  The  fifteenth  mansion  of  the  moon. 

Small,  young  grass.  Gliajir,  Hairy  (nape  of  neck). 

A  gJmfran,  (v.  n.  of ̂ fi^)  Covering  over. 
Forgiving  (sin).  Pardon,  remission,  absolution. 

i-J"*^  oi)^  ̂//iMjTrare  hamil,  A  plenary  absolution, 

^j^j^ Ji\ J  J  'i^J\  ts^lff-^layhfr  rahmatwa 'I 
gJiiifran  mar  riznan,  On  him  be  (divine)  mercy, 

and  pardon,  and  complacency,  p  sUo.  i^^^  ghu- 
fran-panah,  Asylum  of  pardon.    Dead,  defunct. 

A  JjAp  ghifrat,  (v.  n.  ofjflp)  Forgiving.  Par- 
don, a  formula  of  remission  or  absolution.  A  co- 

vering. Any  thing  worthy,  suitable,  and  seemly 

for  adorning  or  perfecting  any  business.  Ghajirat, 

Hairy-faced, hairy-necked(woman).  Ghifarat,(p\. 

of  jif-  ghafr  or  ghufr')  Young  mountain-goats. 
A  (jiflS-  ghafash,  A  winking,  twinkling  of  the 

eyes.    Dirt  in  the  eye. 

A  ̂ SS'  ghafk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jS.S')  Coming  every  hour 
to  water  (camels).  Striking  often  (with  a  scourge). 

Approaching  (the  female)  frequently(an  ass).  Em  it- 
ting  an  odour.  A  gentle  rain.  An  assault,  a  sud- 

den attack.    A  sudden  return  from  an  absence. 

A  "iiiis-  ghafkat,  One  sleep,  a  slumber. 
A  (Jiff-  ghuft,  (pi.  Jlap\  aghfaV)  A  desert  with- 
out roads  or  direction-posts;  a  place  naked,  with- 

out the  vestige  of  habitations  or  people.  One  from 
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whom  no  good  is  expected  or  evil  feared.  An  ig- 
norant, inexperienced  (man).  A  man  without  rank 

or  character.  Anonymous  (poet).  (Verses)  of  an 

unknown  author.  A  blank  (in  a  lottery).  A  camel 

without  milk.  Unmarked  (cattle  or  arrow).  Ca- 

mels' hair.  Ghafal,  Carelessness,  negligence,  in- 
advertency. Comfort,  abundance.  High.  Much. 

A  (j^^^  ghaflan,  Inconsiderate,  incautious. 
Ghuflan,  Negligence,  carelessness,  inadvertency. 

A  "iiaff-  ghaflat,  (v.  n.  of  ,J^)  Doing  (any  thing) 
inconsiderately.  Forgetting.  Neglecting,  overslip- 

ping.  Leaving  (a  beast)  unbranded.  Imprudence, 
carelessness,  negligence,  indolence,  forgetfulness, 

inadvertency.  Ghaflatan,  Imprudently,  inconsi- 
derately. Unexpectedly,  unawares. 

pjj_5  CLAsS'  ghajlat-rvarz,  Negligent,  careless. 
Uninformed,  c^jj  tlAiiS-  ghajiaUmarzi,  Negli- 

gence, carelessness,  imprudence. 

A  &iLlas-r/7iq/a/^a/<ai,Alazy  woman  speaking  ill. 

A  ghafm,  High  ground  where  water  does 

not  reach.  A  pit  dug  for  a  lion.  Ghafw,  {ov'^hS' 
ghufurv)  (v.  n.  of  las-  for  jip)  Sleeping,  slumber- 

ing.   Floating  or  swimm.ing  (upon  water). 

A  5_ja5- ghafwat,  High  ground  where  water  does 
not  reach.    A  pit  dug  for  a  lion. 

p  SiJjA^  ̂/ZmyiiJa,  A  week,  se'nnight,  hebdomad. 

Aj^flP- ghafur,  (pl.^yflS'  ghufr)  Forgiving,  mer- 
ciful, clement.  A  name  of  God.  i— rahh  gha- 

fur, Most  merciful  God.  Ghufur,  (v.  n.  of_^.flff') 
Forgiving,  pardoning,  condoning,  absolving,  (pi. 

of  jip  g1>^ofr)  The  young  of  mountain-goats. 

A  ̂^^h^  ghaful,  A  she-camel  which  shies  not  at 
any  thing.  Ghuful,  (v.  n.  of  (J>AS-)  Neglecting, for- 

getting, leaving.  Imprudence,  heedlessness. 

p  ftflff-  ghufa  or  glmffa,  A  lamb*'s  skin  ;  a  curled 
sheep-skin. 

A  j^flS-  ghafa',  (v.n. of  ̂ _^)  Cleaning  (grain) 
from  tares,  darnel,  or  chaff.  Chaff,  tares,  and  re- 

fuse of  corn  when  winnowed.  Rubbish  carried 

down  by  a  stream.  Refuse  of  camels.  A  kind  of 

disease  or  blight  incident  to  palm-trees,  which  pre- 
vents the  dates  from  ripening.  Grains  of  corn 

which  drop  from  the  ear,  sheddings  of  grain. 

A  X-aS-  ghafyat,  (v.  n.  of  ,_^)  Sleeping,  slum- 
bering. High  ground  where  water  does  not  reach. 

A  pit  dug  for  a  lion. 
A  jSiS-  ghafir,  (v.  n.  of  JiS-)  Pardoning.  All, 

many.  Hairs  on  the  jaws  and  back  of  the  neck. 

jsjii\  al  jammRfu'l  ghafir,  A  helmet  which 
completely  encloses,the  head.  U?- 

iamman  ghaflran,  AX»-  jamma^a  ghafiran, 

ySi^\  '^:>-  jamma'l  ghaflri,j^Stj^\  jarnmaHi'l 
ghafiri,jJi}^\  -^l^  aljammasa'l  ghafira,  A5|s- 

^jJiii\  jam'inasa'l  ghafira',  'ijAiti\  jamma''l 
ghafirati,  'ijdLi^\  f'\X>'  jammasa''lghafirati,^\!0^ 

'ijjtji\  aljanma-ia'l  ghafir ata,'ij^JiS'  jam- 

mas  ghafiratan, jtU  aljamma'l  ghafira, 

jamma  'Ighafiri,  or  ghafiratin, 
All  came,  none  excepted,  noble  and  plebeian. 

A  'ijStS'  ghafirat,  (v.  n.  of^OP)  Pardoning.  Any 
thing  worthy,  suitable,  and  seemly  for  adorning 
or  perfecting.    A  covering  of  faults,  forgiveness. 

A  'iiUCP  ghaflfat,  A  garden  green  with  herbs. 

A  ̂   ghahk,  The  hoarse  croak  of  a  raven. 

Ghahh,  (and  ̂j^iS-  ghakik')  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jlff-)  Scream- 
ing (a  hawk).  Boiling  and  making  a  noise  (pitch). 

The  noise  made  by  water  when  passing  from  a  wide 
into  a  narrow  place. 

A  ̂   ̂   ghik  ghik.  Noise  (of  water)  boiling. 
A  'isJikS'  ghakghakat,  Chattering  of  a  hawk. 
A  iLiiHs-  ghahakat,  Mountain-swallows. 
p  uLIs-  ghah.  Fat  and  dwarfish  ;  ludicrous. 

ghuka,  A  hiccough. 

p  ghul,  A  saw.  A  yoke.  A  mountain-de- 

mon, (for  (Jj^iff-  ghulghul)  Tumult,  ghul 
qhadar.  Noise  and  tumult. 
A  ghall,  (v.n.  of  ,jp)  Suffering  extremely 

from  thirst.  Mixing  bruised  date-stones  with  clover 
as  food  for  camels.  Being  introduced,  entering. 

Gi'easing  the  roots  of  the  hair.  Turning  away  from 

looking  straight  (the  eye).  Flowing  amongst  trees 

(water).  Hurting  in  the  viscera.  Putting  on  an 
under-waistcoat.  Yielding  a  revenue  (an  estate). 

Handcuffing,  manacling,  or  fettering.  ̂   Putting  a 

chain  round  the  neck.  Ghill,  (v.  n.  of  (J-S-)  Foster- 

ing enmity,  cherishing  malevolence  in  the  heart, 
being  faithless,  perfidious.  Hatred,  malice,  envy, 
malevolence,  perfidy,fraud,  treachery,  ̂ ji^  j  (J^ 

ghill  ughishsh,  Oppression.  Objection,  hesitation, 

p  Ji^  (3  bi  ghill.  Without  guile,  a  Ghull,  Ex- 
treme thirst,  the  burning  heat  of  thirst,  (pi.  Jilff'^ 

aghlaT)  A  yoke  (for  oxen)  ;  the  pillory  (for  men)  ; 

a  collar  or  any  thing  put  round  the  neck  (of  iron, 

wood,  or  undressed  leather).  A  fetter,  chain.  ,jp 

^y^^ g]mllkamil,l[laTidicu^&  and  lice,^(a  proverb  de- 
noting) an  ill-tempered  woman.  J\  j  jj,^  &J  U 

ma  lahu  ghullun  ma  ullun.  May  he  possess  nothing 

at  all!  (an  imprecation). 

A  ̂"^ghalas,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)Being  dear  or  high- 
priced.  Scarcity,  dearness.  (A  man)  who  shoots 

an  arrow  with  force,  (pi.  'i-^^  aghliyat)  Name  of 
a  short-bodied  fish.  >^Jje5lj  hi'l  ghalas,  Dearly  (I 
sold  it).  Ghilds,  (v.  n.  3  of  j_^)  Bidding  against, 

raising  the  price  upon  another.  Shooting  (an  ar- 

row) with  all  one's  might,  (pi.  o{'i^i>)  ghalnat) 
Arrow-shots  discharged  as  far  as  possible. 

A  ghilab,  (v.  n.  3  of  t_-*is-)  Contending 

mutually  for  victory  or  supei'iority.  Prevailing 

against,  overpowering. 
A  ghallab,  One  who  conquers  often. 

A  Sx>.^)>5'  ghalabiyat,  Power  which  subjugates. 

A  ghulat,  (pi.  of  j^Jlff'  ghali)  Those  who 
exceed  all  reasonable  bounds,  zealots. 

A  ghallat,  (pi.  of  &)p)  All  sorts  of  grain. 



ApJbo^kff-  ghalasim,  The  parts  about  the  throat. 
A  is^ls-  ghilat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iai^)  Throwing  into 

confusion.  Leading  each  other  into  error. 

A  )a^ghilaz,  (pi.  of  laJi^  fjhaUz)  Coarse, thick, 

gross.   Ghulaz,  Thick,  rough,  rude. 

A  ghilazat,  Thickness,  spissitude,  gross- 
ness.  Hardness,  roughness.  Rudeness.  Valour. 

A  (_J!^  (pi.  ghulf,  ghuluf,  and 

i.jJff'  ghullaf)  The  sheath  of  a  sword  or  knife.  A 
slip,  a  cover.  The  cover  of  a  flask.  The  foreskin. 

P  Ji5  ghilaji  dil,  (a  L-JiiJ^  u- ghildfu'l 
kalb)  The  pericardium. 

A  ̂i^S'  ghilafiy,  Testaceous  (fish).  ̂ 

A  ghulal,  (pi.  of  ̂yAs-ghalil)  Thirsty.  Low 

or  level  grounds  producing  the  trees  f^"^ ghulldn. 
A  a3^ks-  ghalalat,  A  certain  disease  incident  to 

sheep.  Ghildlat,  An  under-waistcoat.  A  cushion, 

or  any  thing  similar,  with  which  women  shew  a 

false  prominency  about  the  hips.  A  pin  or  stud 

for  uniting  the  rings  of  a  coat  of  mail. 

p  ghildla,  Grease  at  the  roots  of  the  hair. 

Running  water  at  the  roots  of  trees.  Error,  devia- 

tion from  the  right  road.  G^/tJiZaZa,  Curls,  ringlets. 

A  ghuldm,  (pi.  aghlimat,  ghil- 

mat, and f^\^ghilindn)A.hoj,\ad,joiilh, one  whose 
mustachios  begin  to  grow  :  adolescent,  pubescent. 

A  servant,  slave.  Of  full  age.  v^^^'^ghu- 
Idmi  falaham,  The  termination  of  any  affair  in  a 

manner  contrary  to  one's  wishes. 

p  ̂^Jo  p^S-  gJiuldm-hdragi,  Pederasty. 

p  »jb  p^ils-  glmlam-bdra,  A  sodomite. 
A  iuitikff'  ghulamat,  A  servant-girl,  female  slave. 

p  ghuldm-gardish,  A  sitting-room 

for  servants,  a  servants'  hall. 

p  ̂"^ghuldmt,  Belonging  to  a  servant.  Ser- 
vitude, slavery.  A  sodomite. 

A  ghulaviii),  Youth-like. 

A  ghuldmiyat,  Youth,  boyhood.  Ado- 

Iescence,^pubescence. 

A  j^^Xff-(7/iaZZaw, Thirsty  (camel).  Ghulldn,{^\. 
of  Jiff-  ghdll)  Certain  plants.  Low  or  level  grounds 
producing  these  plants. 

A  iuj^lp  ghalaniyat,  An  exceeding  of  bounds 

in  any  thing.  Dearness.  Ebullition. 

A  ghaldnl,  (pi.  of        ghaTiV)  Low,  le- 
vel grounds  producing  the  trees  ghuUd7u  (pi.  of 

bL^S-  ghalilai)  Coats  of  mail.  Studs  by  which  the 

rings  are  fastened.  Quiltings  under  coats  of  mail. 

A  ghalh  or  gJialab,  (v.  n.  of  i— -'^)  Con- 

quering, excelling.  Prevailing.  Victory, dominion, 

power.    GJndb,  (pi.  of  aghlab)  Thickly- 

planted  (orchards).  Ghalab,  (v.  n.  of  u-»ip)  Being 
thick-necked. 

A  ̂Liff-  glialbds,  (fem.  of  u_^Jii^  aghlab)  Thick- 

necked.  Noble  and  powerful  (tribe).  High  (dig- 

nity). Lofty,  high  (hill).  Thickly-set  (orchard). 
A  isJi>  ̂ //ta/a&a?,  Victory,  conquest,  superiority. 
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assault,  strength,  power,  dominion,  prevalence,  pre- 
dominance. A  multitude.  Copiousness,  abundance. 

A  'il\S'  gJialabbat  or  ghulubbat,  Victory.  Ghu- 
lubbat,  Easily  provoked,  soon  in  a  passion. 

ghalbakan,  (or  (j^SCis-  ghalbahin)  A 
latticed  door.  A  garden-door  behind  which  they  sit. 

P  (_^f^ff  ghalabagi,  Victory. 
p  aj^ls-  ghulha,  (or        ghulpa)  A  magpie. 

A  l^'is-ghulubba'  or  ghilibba',  Victory,  conquest. 
pj^-x\^  ghalhiz,  A  sieve. 
A  Lis-  ghallat,  (pi.  ghalldt)Covn,  grain, 

fruits,  harvest,  produce.  The  return  of  an  estate, 

rent,  income.  Wages.  Ghullat,  Excessive  thirst : 

also  its  burning  heat.  An  under-waistcoat. 

p  (Jl*)^  ghalt,  A  rolling,  tossing,  wallowing. 

ACLAs-ghalt,  (v.  n.  of  Cl*)^)  Breaking  a  bargain, 
declining  to  buy.    Ghalat,  Error  (in  calculation). 

p  jjbls-  ghaltdn,  Any  thing  round.    A  pearl. 
P  ghaltdnldati,  To  cause  to  roll. 

p  f^\\i\S'  glialtbdn  or  ghaltabdn,  A  roller  for 
smoothing  the  flat  roofs  of  houses.  Aman  who  keeps 
a  mistress  or  connives  at  the  infidelity  of  his  wife. 

A  'kits'  ghaltat,  Beginning  of  night.  Ghultat, 
An  error  in  calculation. 

PLl}:is-  ghaltak,  (or  (.dJJcJiv  ghaltanak)  A  car- 

riage-wheel. The  pulley  of  a  well. 

p  soiff-  ghalta  or  ghidta,  A  rolling-pin. 

p  jji^A'JvS-  ghaltidan,  To  tumble,  wallow,  roll, 
A  ijLAS'  ghals,  (v.  n.  of  CJ^)  Mixing  wheat 

with  barley ;  eating  them,  or  bread  made  of  that 

composition.  Not  striking  fire  (the  stick  Joj  zand). 
Tanning  (a  leathern  bottle)  with  the  plant 

arta'.  Ghalas,  (v.  n.  of  c^is-)  Fighting  hand  to 
hand.  Sticking  close  to  the  enemy.  Failing  to 

emit  fire  (the  stick  S>j  zand).  Thick  of  the  fight, 
brunt  of  the  battle.  Ghalis,  Fightingfiercely,  hand 
to  hand.  One  who  exhales  a  smell  of  meat  or  of 

drink.  Staggering,  waving  from  side  to  side  from 
drowsiness.  Insane. 

A         ghalsa',  A  certain  bitter  tree. 

A  ̂   g^i-alj)  (v.  n.of^lff-)  Running  well  (as  a 
horse), with  an  even  pace.  G^/tMZ«j,Beautiful youth. 
p  ghilj  or  ghilaj,  ghilck  or  ghilach)  A 

knot  which  cannot  be  unloosed. 

P^ 

ghalcha,  A  villager.  A  vagabond,  strol- 

ling fellow.  A  rustic,  peasant,  A  wandering  soldier. 

A  (j-^is-  ghalas,  (pi.  aghlds)  The  dark- 
ness before  the  dawn,  cock-crowing.  (jJjO  bigha- 

lasin,  Before  day-break. 
A  (jifl^  ̂/iaZs,  A  cutting  or  seizingby  thethroat. 

A  X^'oiff-  ghalsamat,  The  top  of  the  windpipe, 
root  of  the  tongue ;  the  fleshy  part  between  the 

head  and  neck.  Acutting  or  seizing  by  the  throat. 

Princes.  An  assembly,  multitude,  crowd.  Num- 
ber or  nobility. 

A  IsLiS' ghalat,  (v.n.  oflaip)Blundering  in  speak- 
ing. Making  an  error  in  an  account,  Error,  blun- 
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der,  solecism,  barbarism  (in  speech).  kiff 

ghalatu  'I  ̂ mm,  A  popular  mistake,  a  vulgar  error. 
ghalati  mashhur,  A  received  abuse,  an 

idiomatical  expression,  or  mode  of  speech  currently 

used,  though  erroneous. 

p  (jUaiff'  ghaltdn,  Rolling,  wallowing.  Any 

thing  round.  A  pearl.  ̂ ^1^ ghaltan-pechdn, 
Wallowing,  rolling,  foundering. 

p  ciilais- <//iaZ^a7i,  A  wheel.  A  roller.  A  pulley. 

p  ̂  lalp  ghalat-go  or  ghalat-gu,  A  false  relater. 
p        iaiff-  ghalat-gosi,  Relation  of  falsehoods. 

p         ia3i>  ghalat-navis,  An  erroneous  writer. 

^  (_JaJ^  ghalati,  A  mistake,  error. 
p  jjiijdaiff-  ghaltidan,  To  roll,  wallow. 
A  lalp  ghalz,  Rough,  rocky  ground.  Ghilaz, 

(v.  n.  of  laip)  Being  thick  (the  body  or  a  humour), 
coarse  (cloth  or  fare),  rocky  (the  ground).  Swelling 

with  grains  (an  ear  of  corn).  Thickness,  coarseness. 

A  'i^xiS'  ghal,  ghU,  or  ghulzat,  Thickness,  gross- 
ness,  rudeness, asperity.  6^/«72ai,  Enmity,  hostility. 

p ghilghij,  A  yellowish  bee.  A  tickling. 

p  (JJJ^  ghulghul,  Tumult,  confusion,  contest. 
Vociferation,  clamour.  The  chirping  of  birds.  The 

noise  made  by  liquor  when  decanting  out  of  a  nar- 
row-necked vessel.  J  tl^V  tj^»^  ghidghuli 

tahVd  u  tahbvr.  The  resounding  noise  made  by  the 

Muhammadan  armies  when  pronouncing  aloud,  be- 
fore an  engagement,  ̂ \  jjJl  alldh  ulldh,  oyj^\ 

alldh  ahbar.  Great  God  ! 

p^'iUip  ghulghaldj.  Throwing  any  thing  vio- lently into  the  air. 

A  iUiff-  ghalghalat,  (v.  n.  of  (Jjjp-  Q)  Being  in- 
troduced. Haste.   A  quick  pace.  A  bringing  in. 

p  ftiiiff-  ghulghula,  Riot,  uproar.  A  kind  of  dish. 
tijt\p  ghulghulaA  ghamza,  A  wink  of  the  eye. 

p  aIaJp  ghalghalich,  (^ghilghilich,  or 

ghalghaticha)  Tickling,  titillation. 

p  ghidghuna.  Paint  for  the  face. 
A  c-ilff-  ghalf,  (v.  n.  of  u-ftiff-)  Putting  up  (a 

glass  or  flask)  into  (its)  case.  Perfuming  (the  hair 

or  beard)  with  civet.  Name  of  a  tree  with  which 
they  tan  or  dress  hides.  Ghulf,  (pi.  of  agh- 

laf)  Uncircumcised.  v__ai5-  kulicbun  ghulfun, 
Hearts  uncircumcised.  Ghulf  and  gladvf,  (pi.  of 

(  gh ildf)  Sheaths.  Ghalaf,  Uncircumcision. 

A  ghullaf,  (pi.  of  O^iUdf)  Sheaths. 

A  f\Ji!iS>  ghalf d^,  (fem.  of  u_a!i-\  ag^i^af)  U  ncir- 
cumcised.  Cased, sheathed  (bow).  Fruitful  (year). 

Uncropped,  ungrazed  (field). 

A  (jVfliff-  ghilfdk,  (A  woman)  who  walks  fast. Tall  (woman). 

A  ftfliff-  ghulfat,  The  prepuce,  foreskin. 

p  ̂ ip  ghalafch,  (ghalfach,  or^S-  ghalaf)  A 
hornet,  wasp.  A  bee.  A  leech. 

A  ̂aiff-  ghalfak,  Water-moss  ;  a  broad-leafed 
water-herb.  Delicate,  agreeable,  easy  (life).  Re- 

laxed, unstrung  (bow).  The  fibrous  wood  of  a  palm- 



tree.  Unskilful,  foolish  (woman)  in  conversation 
or  at  work.  The  leaf  of  a  vine  whilst  on  the  tree. 

A  "iiflis-  ghalfukat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jS^  Q)  Becoming 
poor  and  straitened.  Talking  badly. 

A  ̂ jiS'  ghalk,  (v.  n.  of  Shutting,  closing, 
bolting,  or  locking  (a  door).  Travelling  far  into 

a  country.  Lai-ge,  lean,  and  red  (man  or  camel). 
A  bolt,  bar,  lock,  chain,  or  any  fastening  of  a  door. 

Ghalak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^ff-)  Being  dangerously  galled 
on  the  back  from  overloading.  Belonging  of  right 

to  the  pawnee  if  not  redeemed  within  a  given  time 

(a  pledge).  Being  full  of  worms,and  consequently 

unfruitful  (a  palm-tree).  Sticking  fast.  Perishing. 
A  bolt,  bar,  or  lock.  Glialih,  DilBcult  to  be  com- 

prehended (speech).  6r/it/ZMA,  Shutjfastened  (door). 

p  IHis-  ghalka,  A  plant  resembling  capers,  but 
which  contains  a  milky  poisonous  juice. 

A  ftfliff'  ghalhat,  (ghilhat  or  ghalha')  A 
bitter  Arabian  shrub  used  in  tanning;  one  with 

which  the  Ethiopians  poison  their  arrows. 

p  cLUs-  ghiillak,  A  jar  used  as  a  till  or  save-all. 

A^^S-ghalal,(v.n.of  ̂ ff-)  Being  thirsty.  Drink- 
ing, but  not  sufficiently  (camels),  (pi.  agh- 

lal)  Water  flowing  amongst  trees.  Water  not  flow- 
ing, but  one  while  visible,  at  other  times  hid  from 

view.  A  colander.  The  burning  heat  of  excessive 

thirst.  Excessive  thirst.  A  disease  incidentto  sheep. 

A  ̂   ghahn,  (v.  n.  of  jjff-)  Being  lustful ;  lust. 
Ghalivi,  Lustful,  libidinous,  salacious. 

A  ̂^V^S-  ghilvian,  (pi.  of  ghulam)  Boys, 

youths,  lads.  Servants.  ijj^y>' ^  ̂J^^  ghilman  u 
jarvdrl,  Boys  and  girls,  lads  and  lasses. 

A         ghilmat,  (pi.  of  gkvldra)  Boys. 

Ghulmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ip)  Being  libidinous.  Lust. 
Ghalhnat,  Lascivious,  lustful  (woman). 

p        ghalmach,  (or  ghahnalich)  A  tic- 

kling under  the  arm-pits.  i^i^^'^  ̂ S-ghalmach 

dddan,{or^Jd\l^^^S'ghalmal^chdadun)  To  tickle under  the  arms. 

p  i^Z^is-  ghalmashak,  A  harsh,  rough,  or  per- 
verse fellow. 

A  fJi.S' ghaln,  (v.n.of  Outstepping  bounds 
(youth).    Being  quick  and  hasty. 

p  lCi\^>  i^S'ghul-nihada,  Pilloried ;  in  the  stocks. 
A  ghahv,  (v.  n.  of  for  _jip)  Flying  high 

and  overshooting  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Shooting 
an  arrow  with  the  greatest  force.  Becoming:  lono- 
and  entangled  (herbage). 

A  jJi>  ghulmv,  (v.  n.  of  for  _jlff-)  Shooting 
(an  arrow)  with  the  greatest  force.  Flying  hioh 

and  overshooting  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Becoming 
long,  tangly  (grass).  Exceeding  bounds.  Excess. 

A  A^\S'  ghulwdf  or  ghulands,  (v.  n.  of  ils-  for 

ji^)  Exceeding  bounds.  Passing  away  (youth). 
The  briskness,  vivacity,  or  insolence  of  youth. 

A^^\jlS'<7/tMZ«;a«,Youthful  vivacity.Early  youth. 
A  SjJp  ghalwat,  (pi.  ghalwat  and 
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ghilds)  The  shooting  of  an  arrow  as  far  as  possible. 
Bow-shot  distance.  The  utmost  stretch  of  a  horse, 

when  at  full  gallop.  A  butt  for  archers.  i^'sjXa 
misat  ghalwat,  A  hundred  lengths  (of  a  horse). 

A  'i^^S'  ghalutat,  Any  question  liable  to  error, 
reprehension,  or  criticism. 

A  (J^J^  ghalul,  Food  which  one  puts  into  one's 
belly.  Soft  food,  such  as  is  eaten  by  old  men.  A 

traitor,  deceiver.  Ghulul,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Defraud- 
ing, cheating,  purloining  a  part  (of  any  plunder). 

(Water)  flowing  (amongst  ti'ees) 
p  J^iff-  ghulul,  Meat  sticking  in  the  throat. 
p         ghalula,  A  ball. 

A  ghulumat,  (and  'kxKi^  ghuluniiyat) 
Youth,  boyhood,  adolescence,  pubescence. 
A  A  kind  of  black  perfume:  civet. 

p  AS'  ghala.  Unsteadiness,  anxiety. 

p  esIS'^AaZ/«,  Corn,  produce  of  the  earth.  Ghid- 
la,  A  till :  a  save-all.  A  narrow-necked  gugglet. 

p  ghuladdii,  A  money-box  or  till. 
p       dls-  ghalladdn,  A  granary.  ^^i^ 

ghalladdni  ̂ dam.  The  earth.    Ghulladdn,  A  mo- 
ney-box or  till :  a  save-all. 

Vj\j  als-  ghallazar,  A  place  abounding  in  grain. 
p  glialla-farosh,  A  corn-factor. 
A        ghahj,  (v.  n.  of         Boiling  (a  pot). 

A  il^iff-  ghaUy,  Dear,  high-priced.  hi' I 
ghalvj,  Dearly  (sold). 

p  f^^S-  ghilydn,  A  kind  of  pipe  for  smoking 
tobacco  through  water. 

A  j^UiS' ghalayan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^')  Boiling.  Work- 
ing (as  liquors  in  a  state  of  fermentation). 

A  'bJ^  ghalyat,  One  boiling  or  ebullition. 
p  sjJ^  ghalita,  A  grass  for  making  baskets. 

p  '-^i^ ^AaZ?s,  Adulterated  (as  wheat  with  bar- 

ley).   A  poisoned  bait  laid  for  a  vulture. 

PfiT^^  ghuVijan,  Mint. p  ̂^sAs-  ghalidan.  To  wallow  in  the  clay  from 
excessive  thirst  (cattle).  To  flow  (as  water).  To 

dive.    To  faint,  swoon. 

A         ghaliz,  Gross,  thick,  rough,  coarse. 

p  (jJ^J^  ghahjan,  (or  ̂^j^S'  ghaliz uTi)  Clay  or 
blackish  mud  at  the  bottom  of  ditches  or  ponds. 

A  ghalis,  Asses. 
A  la.AS' ghaliz,Coarse,th\ck.  Gross, rude, rugged, 

rough.  Rustic.  Avaricious.  Dirty,  foul,  filthy.  Se- 

vere in  punishing.  Sore  punishment.  la-lff- 

ghalizu'l  hall,  Hard-hearted:  gross,  unfeeling. 

A  ■ilaJ>S-<7/iaZl2'ai,  Uncultivated  and  hard  (land). 

Rough,  rugged,  craggy,  uneven  ground. 

A  ̂loAff'  ghalizi,  Coarseness,  thickness. 

p jkAff'  ghileghar,  (ovjL^  ghilegar)  A  master- 
builder  or  worker  in  clay. 

A  Jis- ̂ /ia/iZ,  (pi.  ji:i)^^Aa/5^27)  Thirst.  The 
pangs  of  thirst.  Malevolence,  hatred,  enmity,  envy. 
Warmth  of  love  or  hatred.  A  mixture  of  trefoil 

and  crushed  date-stones,with  which  camels  are  fed. 

Low  or  level  ground  producing  the  species  of  trees 

called  (j^^  ghulldn.  Thirsty,  parched  with  thirst. 

P  ̂^}AS'  ghulel,  A  pellet-bow. 

pjb  ̂yAs■  ghulel-bdz,  A  pelleter  with  a  bow. 

P  (_^b  ̂y^S'  ghulel-hdzt.  Pelleting. 
A  iJuls-  ghalilat,  (pi.  (J.'*^^^  ghald-fil)  A  coat  of 

mail,  A  stud  by  which  the  rings  are  fastened.  A 

quilting  worn  under  a  coat  of  mail. 

A  pjAp  ghillim.  Libidinous. A        ghulayyim,  (dim.  of  p^^)  A  little  boy. 
A  ghillimat.  Libidinous  (female). 

p  ̂As-  ghalev,  Astonished.  Folly,  wild  fancy. 

F  ̂\yjki5-  ghalervdj,  ghalendj ,  ghaUndj , 
or  1>j\^AS'  ghaliwdja)  A  kite  (bird). 

p^^^As-ghatiwan,^\ack  mud  at  apond's  bottom. 
sp.  i^yAff-  ghilyun,  A  galleon,  a  sort  of  ship. 

^^A  JIs-  ghamm,  (v.  n.of  j^S-)  Being  cloudy  (day). 
Beingintensely  hot  and  suffocating  (the  day).  Mak- 

ing sad.  Covering.  Stopping  the  mouth  or  nostrils, 

muzzling.  Gloomy  (day).  Intensely  hot,  suffoca- 
ting (day  or  night),  (pi.  ghumum)  Grief, 

sadness,  anxiety,  trouble  care.  A  source  of  regret. 

Remorse.  Loss,  harm,  v  ̂ ^^j ̂   ̂   gham  khwur- 
dan.  To  commiserate,  sympathize,  care.  ̂  

i^Ci^  daf^  gham  hardan.  To  dispel,  drive  off  care. 
A  •^US'  ghamdt,  Grief,  sadness.  Any  thing  laid 

upon  a  horse  to  throw  him  into  a  sweat.  Ghimdf, 

The  roof  of  a  house,  especially  the  upper  part  co- 
vered with  reeds  or  sand ;  also  these  materials. 

A  ̂IXs-  ghammdt,  Dark,  cloudy  (night).  Ca- 

lamity, misfortune,  (fem.of  aghamm)  One  who 

has  many  locks  of  hair  hanging  before  or  behind. 

Ajl»5-  ghamdr,  ghimdr,  or  ghumdr,  A  great 
crowd.  Ghimdr,  (pi.  ofj.^S-  ghamr)  Whirlpools. 

Beneficent.  Deep  seas.  (pi.  of  'ij^  ghamrai) 
Intensities,  severities.    Crowds,  throngs. 

A  S,l»£>  ghamdrat,  (v.  n.  of j^)  Being  inexpe- 
rienced, rude,  ignorant,  and  silly.  Being  plenteous 

and  abundant  (water).  Want  of  experience. 

A  S>.J^  ghamdi-id.  Sorts  of  mushrooms. 
AjllHs-^/iamwias:,  An  informer,  accuser,detractor, 

sycophant,  tale-bearer.  The  eyes  of  a  mistress. 

A  5jV«S-  ghammdzat,  A  girl  of  comely  counte- 
nance and  limbs  when  beckoning  and  making  signs. 

p  LiJjllis-  ghammdzak,  A  bit  of  wood,  cork,  or 

quill,  by  which  the  angler  discovers  the  bite  of  a 

fish,  a  float. 

A  t/jUs-  ghammdzi.  Slander,  detraction. A  ghammdsat,  (pi.  (_>*>lJl^  ghummds) 
The  diver  (a  bird). 

A  {ja^t^  ghanidz  or  ghimdz,J\.  n.  of  c>^-^) 

Winking.    A  wink  of  sleep.  l-^Us- 
md  ihtalialhi  gliimdzan,  I  did  not  sleep  a  wink. 

A  'i*o\^  ghamdzat,  (v.  n.  of  t^^^)  Being  low 
and  level  (ground). 

p       \  ̂gham-dluda,  Drenched  in  sorrow,  sad. 
p  A^  ghamdm,  A  sponge. 



A         ghumam,  Rheum,  defluxion,  cold. 

A  ghamamat,  (pi.  pjl^  ghamdsim)  A 
cloud  overspreading  the  sky.  A  white  cloud. 

mdmat,  (pi.         ghamdsim)  Hoodwinks.  A  bag 
used  as  a  muzzle.  A  bridle,  halter.  Ghimdmat  ov 

ghumdmat,  The  foreskin  of  a  boy. 

A  ̂ U^-  ghumdhij,  Thick  and  fat. 
A  ghamdsim,  (pi.  of  iUl^  ghamdmat) 

Clouds,  (pi.  of  ghimdmat)  Halters,  bridles. 
Muzzles.    Hoodwinks.  Blinkers. 

p  »iib  ̂ S-  ̂7/i£fTO-&ac?a,Sicknesscaused  by  sorrow. 
A  iCIs-  ghammat,  Cloudy  (night).  Intensely 

hot  (night).  Ghummat,  Grief,  anguish.  Obscu- 
rity, darkness.  The  bottom  of  a  churning-bottle. 

The  bottom  of  the  sea.  Difficult,  intricate,  unknown 

(thing),  being  a  source  of  grief. 

A  C^^S'  ghamt,  (v.  n.  of  Oppressing  the 

stomach  (meat),  making  the  head  to  ache.  Cover- 
ing. Lifting  the  head  to  breathe  (when  drinking). 

Plunging  (into  water).  Ghamat,  (v.  n.  of  «J1a*S-) 
Being  indisposed  or  stupefied  from  eating  meat 

which  disagrees  with  one. 

A^-^  ghamj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S-)  Drinking,  gulping 

(water).  Cr/iam?';,Sucking (colt).  Not sweet( water). 

Aj\^f^  ghimjdr,  A  glue  with  which  they  var- 
nish bows  to  prevent  them  /lom  cracking. 

A  'i.sf*^  gham  or  gliumjat,  One  sip  or  draught. 

A  '^j^^  ghamjarat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Varnish- 
ing(a  bow)with  glue.  Watering(agarden)thorough- 

ly  (rain).  Swallowing  (water)  gulp  after  gulp.* 
p  &3li£*^  gham-hhdna,  House  of  mourning. 

Pj\^^^  gham-hhtvdr,  Devouring  sorrow,  i.e. 
afflicted,  vexed,  sad.  Condoling,  pitying.  An  in- 

timate friend  (as  partaking  in  another's  feelings). 
p  gham-hhrvdragi,  Sympathy. 

p  ̂jj\^s^  gham-hlindn,  Sympathy. 

p       ̂       gham-hhwurah,  A  heron. 
A  ghamd  or  ghimcl,  (v.  n.  of  Sheath- 

ing (a  sword).  Ghimd,(p\.d\^\  aghmddand  lij^P 
ghumud)  A  sheath,  scabbard.  A  pod,  husk,  shell. 

Ghamadyiy.n.  of  Ov^)  Being  abundant,  also  scanty 

(water  in  a  well). 

p  ̂^^^S'  ghamddn,  Name  of  a  certain  edifice. 
The  world  (as  being  the  abode  of  sorrow). 

A  yhumd.dn,  Name  of  a  magnificent  pa- 
lace in  Sanaa,  the  capital  of  Yaman. 

A  jj^J^  ghumudddn,  A  sheath,  scabbard. 

p  gham-dida,  Having  seen  sorrow,  in- 
ured to  misfortune,  afflicted,  distressed. 

A  'ijS^  ghamzarat,  (v.  n.  ofjS^  Q)  Measur- ing and  giving  more  than  full  measure. 

ghamr,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Covering, overflow- 
ing (water).  Appearing  above, being  higher,  taller 

(men).  (pl.j^*5-  ghimdr  andj_j^ ghumur)  Plenty 
of  water,  sufficient  to  cover  any  thing ;  a  whirlpool, 
gulf,  abyss.  Full,  spacious  (garment).  A  crowd, 
mob,  mixed  multitude.  Deep,  the  main  (sea).  Ex- 
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cellent,  swift  (horse).  Liberal,  generous. 

ghamrul  hhuluh,  (&ndA^J\j^  ghamru^r  ridds) 
Liberal,  beneficent.  Ghamr,  ghimr,  ghumr,  and 

ghamar,  Inexperienced  in  business,  raw.  Ghimr, 
Thirst.  Malevolence,  hatred.  Ghumr,  Saffron. 

Ghumr  or  ghumur,  (pl.jl,»ff'\  aghmdr)  An  inex- 
perienced, rude,  unlearned,  boorish  fellow.  Gha- 

mar, (v.  n.  ofj^)  Hating,  detesting.  Stinking 
from  meat  (the  hands).  The  smell  of  any  thing  on 
the  hands;  as  meat,  fish,  or  rust.  A  mob, crowd 

(pl.j^^  ghumur)  Hatred,  ill-will.  js3^\  Jj.JOk« 
mindilu  'I  ghamar,  A  napkin,  towel.  Gha)nir,What 
stinks  offish  or  any  other  disagreeable  thing.  Ghu- 

mar,  A  small  dish,  cup,  or  vessel  (the  smallest  used 

by  the  Arabians),  (pi.  of  ghamrat)  Adver- 
sities, misfortunes. 

A  C^\j^  ghamardt,  (pi.  of  ghamrat)  In- 
tensities, severities.  Crowds,  throngs. 

A  ijtfi'  ghamrat,  (pi.  ghamardt  orjl^ 

ghimdr)  Intensity,  severity,  (pi.  C^\jJ>  ghama- 

j-dt,j[^  ghimdr,  and  ghumar)  A  mob,  crowd, 
mixed  multitude.  Adversity,  misfortune,  danger. 

Agony  of  death.  An  abyss,a  whirlpool.  Ghumrat, 

A  kind  of  liniment  (of  the  rocrs-genus),  used 

by  women  to  impart  a  lustre  to  their  complexions. 

An  inexperienced  and  foolish  woman.  Saff"ron. 
Ghamirat,  (A  hand)  stinking  of  meat  or  of  fish. 
A  black  garment  worn  by  slaves  and  handmaids. 

ghamz,  (v.n.  ofj^ff')  Accusing,  impeach- 
ing, defaming.  Beckoning,  making  a  signal  (with 

head,  hand,  or  eye).  Limping,  leaning  to  a  side. 

Being  evident,  apparent  (a  disease  or  a  blemish). 

Feeling  cattle  (if  fat).  Pressing,  squeezing,  push- 

ing. Poking  or  sticking  in  the  ground. 

ghamzi  ̂ yn,  A  winking  with  the  eye;  dissimula- 

tion: connivance.  G^/ta??ia^,  The  worst  of  one's  pro- 
perty. Weak  (man).  Lean  beasts. 

A        ghamzat.  One  wink, 

p  gham-zidd,  (or  ij^dj^  gham-ziddy) 

Who  or  what  drives  away,  or  wipes  off",  care:  cheer- 
ful, exhilarating. 

p  gham-ziddy , The  8th  day  of  the  month, 

p  ̂_jSiiJ^  gham-zadagi,  Affliction,  grief, 
p  Siij^S-  gham-zada,  Sorrow-stricken,  afflicted, 
p  A  ghamza,  A  wink  or  a  signal  with  the 

eye.  An  amorous  glance,  coquetry,  ogling.  The 

eyelid.  vy.s-\  I'y^  gliamzad  ahhtar,The  twinkling 
of  a  star.  Starlight  at  break  of  day.  j^j*^ 

ghamzasi  sar-tez,  Joy,  gladness,  (ji  gham- 

zad  gul,  The  opening  of  a  flower.  Lf'^j3^'^  f}^ 
ghaynzad  Idjrvardi,  Glances,  winks  not  repeated. 

A  (jw^S-  ghams,  (v.  n.  of  jj«_»-S')  Immersing, 
ducking  into  water,  dipping,  steeping.  Tinging 

(her)  hand  (a  woman).    Setting  (as  a  star). 

A  ghamash,  (v.  n.  of  (j^^S-)  Being  dim 
(the  eyesight)  from  hunger  or  thirst. 

At^^ghams,(y.n.oi'i^jA^)  Despising.  Dis- 

paraging.  Slighting,  neglecting.  Being  ungrate- 
ful. Lying.  Reviling,  accusing.  Ghamas,AQax 

from  the  eyes. 

M^ja^ghamz,  (v.n.  of  i,_^a^)  Being  easy,con- 
niving,indulgent.  Travelling,postingacross  a  coun- 

try. Penetrating  deep  into  the  flesh  (a  sword),  (pi. 

[^y^  ghumuz  and  aghmdz)  Low  and  level 
(ground).  Connivance.  Ghumz,  (v.  n.  of  ;.>»»S') 
Winking.  A  wink  of  sleep. 

A  la^ff'  ghamt,  (v.  n.  ofia^)  Despising,  hold- 

ing cheap.  Being  ungrateful  for  health.  Living 
inconsiderately,  returning  no  thanks  for  prosperity. 

Swaggering.  Absorbing  greatly,  drinking  much 
water.  Slaughtering  (a  victim).  Low  ground. 

A  ̂Ija^  ghamata\  (A  sky)  raining  incessantly. 
A's.^k^  ghamghamatlThelov^'mgoian  aflTrighted 

bull.  Noise  of  warriors  in  battle.  An  obscure,  un- 
intelligible speech. 

p  ̂_^'^y**^  j*^  r//i««i^an<;M6?a<7?,Care-crazedness. 

p  Siijwj^  ̂   gliam-farsuda,  Care-worn. 
A  ghamak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being  moist  with 

dew  (ground).  Lying  on  the  earth  (dew).  Ghamik, 
Rank  from  too  much  moisture  (a  herb).  Soaked 

with  dew,  heavy  with  moisture,  or  near  to  water 

(ground  or  night). 

A  ghamahat,  A  disease  in  the  loins.  Gha- 
mihat,  A  watered  field. 

p  2^^^  gham-kada.  The  mansion  of  sorrow. 

PjL«$^  gham-husdr,  (orj)ii\i>jjL*.C»5-  gham- 
husdri  wafd-ddr)  A  friend, an  intimate  companion, 

confidant.  jL-^!^  Siil>  hddad  gham-kusdr,  Wine, 
the  dispeller  of  care. 

p  gham-husdi'i,  The  driving  away  of 
melancholy.   Friendship,  society,  companionship. 

PjL^.^5'  gham-gusdr.  Whatever  drives  away 
sorrow ;  a  dear  friend.  The  8th  day  of  the  month, 

p  1^^-^  gham-gln,  Sorrowful,  full  of  grief, 

p  i^^f-^  gham-gini.  Grief,  sadness. 
A  ̂3-»^  ghaml,  (v.  n.  of  (_)-*-S-)  Putting  under 

ground  (a  skin)  with  the  hair  upon  it,  till  it  smells, 
becomes  soft,  and  loses  the  hair;  also  letting  it  re- 

main too  long  till  it  rots.    Putting  green  (fruits) 

under  straw  to  ripen.     Covering  (a  person)  with 

bed-clothes  to  produce  perspiration.  Amending, 

correcting, adjusting.  Riding(one plant  upon  ano- 
ther). Ghamal,  (v.  n.  of         Growing  sore,  angry 

from  bandaging  (a  wound).  Heaping  up  (grapes). 

A  ̂jij^)^  ghimlds,  Large  and  tliick  (substance 
called  'ssJ^JsiZi  shikshihat). 

A  ̂i^ff-  ghamlaj,{ ghamallaj, ^^^^^^ghimldj, 

^^t^g]iU7nluj,^ifi-  ghimllj,  or  ̂ V?-  ghumdlij ; 
fem,  ̂ S'^ghamlaj,         ghamallaj ghum- 

lujat^'iji^^  y/f»i/ya<)Inconstant,variable,fickle. 

A  ij-Uff-  ghamallas.  Wicked,  bold.    A  wolf. 

A  Li-L^P  gliamallat,  Long-necked. 

A  (JjU^  ghmnlul,  A  species  of  pot-herb  eaten 
boiled.  A  field  or  a  valley  abounding  with  trees  and 



plants.  A  shady  grove.  A  certain  esculent  vege- 
table. High  ground.  Dark,  cloudy.  A  cloud. 

Obscurity,  darkness.  A  valley,  long,  narrow,  and 

full  of  thickly-entangled  plants. 

A  ghamam,  Length  and  thickness  of  hair 
on  the  head. 

A  (jhamn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J<fi'^  Putting  green 
fruit  under  ground  to  ripen  and  mellow.  Putting 
under  ground  a  skin  with  the  hair  upon  it  in  order 

to  soften  and  become  smooth.  Throwing  clothes 

on  (any  one)  to  make  (him)  sweat. 

p  LillxtS-  ghamnah,  Disconsolate,  melancholy. 

A  'iX^  ghumnat,  Ceruse,  a  paint  used  by  wo- 
men. A  wash  orcosmeticlotion  for  the  face.  Civet, 

p  Xjj^^  ghamanda,  Sorrowful.  Enraged. 

A  ghamw,  (v.  n.of  for^^P)  Covering  (a 
house)  with  clay  and  wood. 

A  i^j^ghumud,  (v.  n.ofiis^)  Becoming  covered 

with  leaves  (the  plant  lai^  ̂ rfut).  Drying  up 
(water  in  a  well),  (pi.  of  ghimd)  Sheaths, 
scabbards,  cases. 

Ajj^  ghumur,  (pi.  of^  ghamr)  Whirlpools. 
Great  waters.  Beneficent,  liberal  persons,  (pi.  of 

ghamai-)  Hatreds,  ill-wills. 

A  'ijy^ ghumurat,  (v. n.  of^^P)  Being  plenteous 
and  abundant  (water).  Depth.  Liberality,  muni- 

ficence. Plenty  of  water. 

A.jy^  ghamuz,  (A  she-camel)  of  whose  fat- 
ness one  cannot  be  certain  except  by  feeling. 

A  i^jti yj>  ghamus,  Deep  (stab).  Difficult,  mys- 
terious (affair).  False  (oath),  gross  (perjury).  (A 

she-camel)  having  no  appearance  of  pregnancy. 

A  she-camel, concerning  the  marrow  of  whose  bones 
doubts  are  entertained  whether  it  be  stinking  and 

melted,  or  sweet  and  firm.  A  she-camel  pregnant 
without  raising  her  tail. 

A  (^^^S-  ̂ //tamMS, False  (oath),  perjury,  i^^^ 

eSj^ghamusu  havjaratiJii,  Alying  fellow, 

al  ghamus,  The  lesser  dog-star. 

A  {^^■^  ghumuz,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^')  Being  low 
and  level  (ground).  Being  unintelligible  (speech), 

having  an  occult  and  latent  meaning.  Being  easy, 

conniving  in  buying  and  selling,  (pi.  of  i^jix^ 

ghamz)  Low,  level  (grounds). 

A  'i^^^fi-  ghurnuzat,  (v.  n.  of  t>a^)  Being  low 
and  level  (ground).  Being  unintelligible  (speech), 
having  an  occult  meaning. 

Aj»_j^  ghimum,  (pi.  of  j^ff- ghamm)  Cares,  griefs. 
Small,  invisible  stars. 

^         i//ia?n2/>  ("^-n-  fainting,  swoon- 
ing (a  sick  person).  Recovering  from  a  fainting 

fit.  Covering  the  roof  of  a  house  with  earth  or 

reeds.  Ghamy  or  ghama,  Cloudiness,  absence  of 

the  moon.  Ghama  ,  (pi.  aghmai)  Fainting, 

swooned,  (pi.  'sJ^\  aghmiyat  and  aghmas) 
The  roof  of  a  house  or  soil  laid  upon  it.  j 
ghama'  wa'llah,  Verily,  as  God  is  true. 
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p  j^^.^S'  ghami,  Unhappy,  sad,  sorrowful. 
A  ghamma',  Moonless  and  cloudy  (night). 

Intensely  hot  (night),  also  a  melancholy  one.  A 

calamity,misfortune,  a  serious  affair.  Dust.  Dark- 

ness. Severity,  intensity.  ̂ \jO  sama'' I  gham- 
ma' (or  ghumma'),  He  fasted  late  in  the  evening, 

the  new  moon  being  concealed.  'Ghumma\  Cala- 
mity, misfortune.   A  serious  affair. 

A        gha77iya,  The  fifth  door  of  hell. 

Pjlx^ff-  gham-yar,  Yawning,  gaping.  Sad. 

Aji^jk^  ghamayzar,  Confused  in  speech  or  ac- 
tion. One  who  perceives  or  understands  nothing. 

Fat,  in  good  case;  full  of  youthful,  animal  spirits. 

A__jc»P  ghaniir,  (pi.  aglimiras)  Green  grass 
which  is  over-topped  and  sheltered  from  the  sun 
by  the  taller  and  drier  herbage.  Seed  of  the  plant 

buhma'.  A  sort  of  plant.  Green  stuff"  vege- 
tating at  the  root  of  hay  or  grass.  Plenty  of  wa- 

ter, an  abyss. 

A  is^^S-  ghamizat,  A  place  exposed  to  piercing 

and  reproach.  A  place  or  object  of  desire.  De- 
fect, blemish.   Weakness  of  intellect. 

A  ghamts,  Dark  (night).  Unknown 

(thing).  Darkness,  obscurity,  invisibility.  Green 
grass  growing  amidst  higher  and  drier  herbage.  A 

reed-bed  or  jungle,  wherein  one  may  conceal  one's 
self.  A  small  water-course  flowing  among  plants 

or  pot-herbs.  (j'^J^  istiJuai"  kasidatun  gham'isun, 
A  poem  hitherto  unrivalled. 

A  Ajox^  ghumaysRf,  Name  of  a  place.  •^L^jk^'J^ 

al  ghumaysas,  The  lesser  dog-star. 

A  &wij^  gham'izat,  Any  thing  censurable.  De- 
fect, blemish.    Meanness,  obscurity. 

A  (Jj^^  ghamil,  (A  skin)  buried  under  ground 
in  order  to  become  soft  and  lose  the  hair.  (Unripe 

fruits)  buried  in  order  to  mellow.  Rank  from  mois- 
ture, or  from  being  heaped  together  (herbs).  Thick 

and  rank  (herb  ̂ ^^aJ  nasty). 

A  ghamim,  Milk  thickened  by  boiling. 

Sour,  coagulated  milk.  Green  herbage  growing 
at  the  roots  of  the  dry. 

1'  (j^^S-  ghamin,  Sad,  sorrowful. 
A  ghamm,  (Skins  or  unripe  dates)  buried 

in  the  earth,  in  order  that  the  hair  of  those  may 

come  off",  and  that  these  may  ripen. 
p  ghan,  A  heavy  stone  suspended  for  press- 
ing oil  or  cheese.  A  stone  or  wooden  mortar. 

A  j^S-  ghanna,  Perhaps. 
A  ̂Uff-  ghands,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Abiding  (any- 

where). Giving  in  marriage.  Living.  Supplying 

the  place  of  another.  Becoming.  Meeting,  encoun- 
tering. Riches.  Profit,  advantage.  Power,  ability. 

Usefulness.  idJS'  ̂ Uff-  ̂   la,  ghanar  findahu,  He 

has  not^enough.    Ghinds,  A  song,  vocal  music. 
A  AsS^  ghanndf,  (fern,  of  ̂^^\  aghann)  One  who 

speaks  through  the  nose.  Abounding  with  trees  or 

herbage  (a  valley),  through  whose  trees  the  wind 

passes  with  a  whistling  sound.  (A  town)  full  of 

buildings,  and  resonant  with  the  busy  hum  of  men. 

A  'i\jS'jjhundt,  (pi.  of        gharii)  Rich. 
A  Li-'US'  ghunnas,  Well-bred  people  at  a  con- vivial party. 

A  ghindj,  Smoke  of  a  furnace.  Ghunaj 

or  gh hi dj,  Amorous  gesture. 

A  J^lis-  ghandjil,  (pi.  of  J-^)  Badgers. 

A  ghanddib,  (pi.  of  'iiS^S-  ghunduhat 
or  L-^ji^is-  ghnndub)  Hard  glands  or  swellings 
about  the  throat. 

p  id\j.S>ghu7idda,  Name  of  an  instrument ;  also 
of  a  game. 

A  uii-jalj^S-  ghandzayha  or  ghindzayha,  In  or- 

der to  give  you  increased  trouble  and  embarrass- 
ment (he  acted  in  such  a  manner). 

A  jiUff-  ghundjir,  A  shaggy  male  hyena.  Dull- witted,  stupid.  ^ 

A  UUS"  ghundmd,  A  great  endeavour, 
uiJtcliff-  hdzd  ghundmdka,  This  is  your  concern, 
or  should  be  your  chief  aim. 

A         ghundn,  The  buzzing  of  flies. 

A ̂ .JUff- ghandnm,{j^\.o^^ ghanam)  Sheep,  (pi. 
o{ ghanhnat)  Spoils,  preys, booties.  Enemies. 
A  ghamb.  Much  plunder.  Ghunab,  (pi. 

of  e..tjs-  ghumbat)  Dimples  round  the  mouth. 

A  Lviff-  ghumbat,  A  dimple  about  the  mouth. 

A  J^jj^  ghumbul,  A  sort  of  bird. 
Fi.x'jS'  ghumba,C\amonr,  Reproach,  defamation. 

•A  HjS-  ghunnat,  (v.  n.of  ̂ P)  Talking  through 

the  nose.  Being  full  of  trees  (a  valley).  Coming 

to  maturity  (the  fruit  of  a  palm-tree).  A  sound 
emitted  through  the  nose  :  a  nasal  twang,  nasality. 

The  clatter  of  the  collision  of  stones. 

A  ̂yjJS'  ghantal,  Low,  obscure.  (J^iis-  umm 

ghantal,  A  hyena. 
A  (JIaxP  ghanas,  (v.  n.  of  i^.o>5-)  Breathing  after 

drinking.  Being  disturbed  (the  mind).  Being  ill- 

disposed,  bad-tempered, 
A  jsiff-  ghansar,  ghunsar,  or  ghunsur,  Foolish, 

infatuated.  One  whose  company  is  shunned  as  dis- 

agreeable, jLiS-  b  yd  ghunsaru,  O  foolish  !  abject  1 
doltish  !  heavy  1  base ! 

A  'iJCyS-  ghansarat,  (v,  n,  of  jtiff-  Q)  Drinking 
without  being  thirsty.  Brightness  of  head,  with 
abundance  of  hair.    A  blue  fly. 

p  ̂   ghairj,  A  paint  for  the  face.  A  large  sack. An  amorous  gesture,  a  leer.  When  affixed  to  nouns 
it  denotes  affection  :  as,  bimdr-ghanj.  Sick, 

in  pain.   Ghanj  or  ghinj.  Buttocks. 

A  ̂   ghunj,  Black  smoke.  Gliunj  or  ghunuj, 
Amorous  gestures.  Ghanaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S-)  Darting 
amorous  glances,  or  walking  gracefully  ;  alluring, 

playing  the  coquette  (alovely  woman).  An  old  man. 

^s-  ghanaju'l  ha'ivm,The  head  of  the  tribe. 
Vj\^^ ghanj d7',  (or  ghanjdra^Ared  paint 

for  the  face.    Amorous  playfulness,  blandishment. 



p  (Jl—^  ghanjal,  Green  sour  fruit. 

A  iw^^  ghanijat,  Attractive,  lovely,  fascinating 
(vFoman),  a  coquette. 

Pjd^  gha7ijar,  (or  if^)  Paint  for  the  face. 
p  (^J^j.j^  ghanjrash  or  glianjrish,  A  frog. 

A  ghunjul,  (pi.  Jja-UP ghanajil)  A  badger, 

brock.  The  animal  called  {^^^  '^W**  ̂'>yo-h-gosh. 

p  ghan)7narish,{oT^^^^^)  A  frog. 

A  (Jj^^  gliuvjul,  Name  of  a  certain  animal, 
particulars  of  which  are  unknown. 

p        ghunja,  A  rose-bud  ;  the  plush  of  a  rose. 
ghanja  or  gJmnja  hardan,  To  bake; 

to  knead.  To  collect. 

p  f^<^i^  ghunjidan,  To  speak  obscenely.  To 

jest,  play,  toy. 

p  ghuncha,  A  rose-bud.  (_-'  I  (jhun- 

chaA  ah,  A  bubble  of  water,  {^^^j^^^  ghunchan 
arghan-an,  A  spark  of  fire;  a  live  coal.  f^dJ^ 
ghuncha  shiidan,To  assemble,  be  collected  together. 

(^jti  f^tS-^ti^  ghuncha  A  habgi  dai-i,  Name  of  the 
seventh  note  of  the  barbut.  ^^fcii  ghu7icha- 
dahan,  With  a  mouth  like  a  rose-bud  ;  a  mistress. 

P  i^'iS-  ghund,  Collected,  assembled.  A  crowd. 
Aj^tyis-  ghanddr,  One  who  thinks  evil.  One 

who  guesses  right. 

A  iitS'jS'  ghunduhat,  {^\.L^d\sb-  ghanadih)  A 
hard  gland  or  swelling  about  the  throat. 

A  i^^jJ^^js- ghundubatanij'Ewo  lumps  at  the  root 
of  the  tongue.  Two  pieces  of  flesh  encircling  the 

palate.  Two  pieces  of  flesh  resembling  a  gland 

covering  the  prominent  bones  under  the  ears. 

Aj^xS-  ghundar  or  ghundur.  Fat,  thick.  Soft, 
delicate  (youth).  b  ya  gliundar,  O  impor- 

tunate (teaser  or  questioner)  !  O  you  bore ! 

A  ijSiS-  ghandarat,  Evil,  wickedness. 

p  tijj  ii.>S>  ghund-rud,  k.  small  brazen  trumpet 
for  collecting  people  together. 

p  (^s'iS-  ghundisliyCoUon  beaten  out  of  the  pod. 
A  ̂'i)A>P  ghundulaniij ,  Large-headed. 
p  ̂jSiUtXis-  ghundmash,  A  kind  of  pulse,  a  sort 

of  French  bean. 

A  Jkis-  ghundub,  A  hard  gland  or  swelling 
about  the  throat. 

p  ghunda,  Collected,  accumulated.  A 

ball  of  dough.  Cotton  made  up  into  rolls  for  spin- 

ning. A  small  brazen  trumpet.  A  kind  of  spider 
or  tarantula.    Stink.  A  sour  cake.    A  bubble. 

Vj>  iSiS'  ghunda-hin^  A  knife,  scissors. 

P  d^j  Si^is-  ghunda-rud,  A  small  trumpet  for 
collecting  people  together. 

A  AssS-  ghinzas,  (or  ghanzat)  (v.  n.  of 
(^i^iS-  Q)  Instigating,  exciting. 

A'ixi'd^ ghanzamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ cUs-Q) Draining the  dam's  udder  (a  camel's  colt). 
A  ̂^Z^'iS-  ghunshush,  Somewhat.  Remains 

(of  possessions,  or  of  an  army). 

A  (^ip  ghanas,  (v.  n.  of  (j^is-)  Having  a  pain 
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or  tightness  in  the  breast.  A  tightness  in  the  chest. 

A  JiuS-  ghanz,  (v.  n.  oflais-)  Weighing  heavily 

upon,  breaking  the  spirits.  Ghanz  or  ghanaz,  Ex- 
cessive grief.  Grief  or  melancholy  that  brings  one 

nigh  unto  the  grave,  but  from  which  one  after- 
wards recovers. 

A  ii^UiiS'  ghanzasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jais-  Q)  Revil- 
ing, reproaching.  Talking  obscenely. 

A  (jLlals-^jf/ijn^iii^/aMjObscenejimpudent,  ribald. 
G  ghunhili,  A  turnip. 

p  lLXaS-  ghang,  A  strong  piece  of  hard  wood, 

from  which  they  suspend  the  stone  ̂ ^ff-  ghan.  A 
loud  noise.  An  ass.  A  wooden  or  stone  mortar. 

A  ̂ iS-  ghanm,  ghunm,  or  ghanam,  (v.  n.  of  j»j>S-) 
Carrying  off  as  plunder,  getting  booty.  Acquiring 

luckily.  G^/tw;???i,  Plunder,  spoil.  A  fortunate  hit. 

Ghanam,  (pi.  ̂Uff-^  aghnam,  ̂ ^iS-  ghunum,  and 

jC'ls-l  aghaiiim)  Sheep  or  goats;  cattle;  a  flock. 
A  (j^i^  ghunman,  (v.  n.  of  fJ^)  Carrying  off" 

booty,  robbing.   Ghana7nani,T'wo  flocks  of  sheep. 

ghunav,S\ee-p,  Ghunuor ghunav,Sleeping. 
A  i^i^S-  ghunwat,  Independence,  ability  to  do 

without.  Affluence. 

p  sl^tijis-  ghunud-gdh,  A  bed-chamber, 

P  j^J^is-  ghunudagi,  Drowsiness,  slumber. 
p  ̂ dyS-  ghmiudati,T!o  slumber,  sleep,  doze, 

rest,  repose.    To  roll.    To  faint. 

p  Uii^P  ghunuda,  Sleepy,  dozincr,  drowsy. 

A         ghunum,  (pi.  of  ̂.iff-)  Sheep.  Flocks. 
p  iM^iS-  ghunivand..  Condition,  pact,  covenant. 

A  t/jis-  ghanav'iy,  Pertaining  to  a  rich  man. 

p  ̂^s>_^'yb■  ghvnan'idan,  To  doze,  slumber. 
A  ̂V^IP  ghana',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J5■)  Being  independent 

of  ornament  (a  woman).  Abiding  in  a  place,  set- 

tling. Living.  Seeing.  Remaining.  Being.  Ability 
to  do  without.  Worthy.  Remedy,  help.  Escape. 

dJ^S-  £^5-  \<  ma  lahu  ghanan  ̂ nhu,  He  cannot 

do  without  it,  or  avoid  it.  Ghina',  (v.  n.  of  j_g'ff-) 
Being  rich.  Giving  in  marriage.  Joining,  asso- 

ciating. Riches,  affluence. 

A  "^^S-glianiy,  Rich,  wealthy.  Independent,  able 
to  dispense  with,  ̂ ^j^  j  gliani  u  muhtdj. 
Rich  and  poor. 

A  ghunydn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jS-')  Being  contented 
with  (any  thing),  considering  it  as  sufficient.  Abi- 

lity to  do  without.  Affluence,  independence. 

A  ghunyat,  (v.n.  of  ̂jS'~)  Being  able  to  do 
without,  being  independent.  Ability  to  do  without. 

Remedy,  help.   Ghunyat  or  ghinyat,  Affluence. 

A  iajaP'  glianiz,  Unripe  dates  cut  oflfin  clusters, 
and  hung  up. 

A  J^_j^S•(7/^^^wm,Plunder,spoil.  The  acquisition 
of  a  thing  without  labour  and  trouble. 

A  Sc-is-  ghanimat,  (v.  n.  of         Carrying  oflp 

booty.  Making  a  fortunate  hit.  {^\.^\js-ghananm?) 
Plunder,  booty,  spoil,  prey  (taken  especially  in  a 
war  with  infidels).    Abundance,  wealth,  plenty, 
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affluence,  good  fortune,  p  (jii;^  ghanima 

shumurdan.  To  account  as  gain.  To  have  his  life 

as  a  prey.  A  Ghunaymat,  (dim.  of  ̂ iS-  ghanam) A  little  sheep. 

p  ddjoS-  ghanina,  A  bees'  nest.  A  swarm. 

p  ̂   ghaw.  Thunder.  Tumult,  noise.  A  voice. 
Shouts  of  soldiers  or  clang  of  warlike  instruments. 

A  jS-  ghaw,  Free,  at  liberty. 
A  <— -'\3S'  ghawdbb,  (fem.  of  Ols-  ghdbb)  (Ca- 

mels) watered  every  second  day.    Stale  (meats). 

A  ut^^jS-  ghuwds,  (rarely  ghawds)  A  cry  for 
help.  An  assistant,  a  defender. 

Aj\^  ghiivdr,  A  making  a  hostile  excursion. 

A  i^J\^  gharvd7-ib,  (pi.  of  '^j^  ghdi-ib)  Sum- 
mits of  waves.  Upper  parts  of  camels'  bunches. 

A(  ghawdrif,  (pi.  ofSijlp ghdrifat)  Swift 
(she-camels)i 

A^j\^g]Lawdz'd,  (pi.  of  a3jl£>)  Female  spinners. 
A  ghawds,  (A  day)  of  rout,  flight,  plun- 

der, robbery,  or  bloodshed. 

A  ghaivdxhi,  (pi.  of'i.iZiKS'  ghdshiyat) 
Coverings  for  saddles.  Gloomy  thoughts  over- 

spreading the  mind.    Paintings,  swoonings. 

A  ghawn-ds,  A  diver  (for  pearls).  Sub- 

tile, penetrating.  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  f^^^S-  ghawwdsi,  Diving ;  a  plunge  into  wa- 
ter, p  yi;^  ghawwdsi  kardan.  To  dive. 

A  ̂ ^\^  g/iawdzl,  (pi.  o{"ix>6\S' ghdziyat)  (Ca- 
mels) eating  the  tree  isL^  ghazdt. 

A  ghawdiis,  (pi.  of  jj-ia'v^  ghdiis)  Im- 
mersed, covered. 

A  {^_^\jS'  ghawdmiz,  (pi.  of  (^j«3aoIp  ghdmiz) 

Low-lying  places.  Intricate  questions. 

A  ghawdrii,  (pi.  oi'iJAs-  ghuniyai)  Songs. 
Singing-women.  Women  despising  ornameflts, 
satisfied  with  their  own  natural  beauty.  Girls  much 

courted,  yet  remaining  contentedly  unmarried  in 

their  parents'  houses.    Chaste  women  in  general. 
A^.^\^S-ghd7vdsib,(p\.  of         ghdsib)  Absent. 
A  gha7vdyat,  (v.  n.  of  e^jP)  Being  de- 

ceived, erring.  Desperation. 
A  ghaivdyat.  Extremities. 
A  Jj^jff-  ghawdiil,  (pi.  of  aJjlp)  Misfortunes. 

A        ghaiKha7\  A  kind  offish. 
p  (.ili^jS-  ghubinah,  An  herb  used  in  washing. 
p  ghot,  A  sling.    A  plunge  into  water. 

A  certain  downy  plant.    Cheerful,  ready. 

p         ghaw  or  ghuta,  A  plunge  under  water. 

A  lL>^  ghaovs,  A  cry  for  assistance,  generally 

with  the  word  5u_jS-  Ij  wd  ghawsdh,  i.e.  Help! 

help!  An  assistant,  defender ;  one  who  redresses 

complaints.  A  title  of  Muhammadan  saints,  whose 
ardour  of  devotion,  according  to  vulgar  tradition, 

is  such,  that  in  the  act  of  worship  their  head  and 

limbs  fall  asunder. 

A  ghanj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Is- for  ̂ ^p)  Being  dou- 

bled, bent,  folded,  ij^^  —^S' ghiarju'l  labdn,  (A 



horse)  with  a  wide  brisket-skin. 

p        ghuch,  A  horned  ram  used  to  fight. 

p  (_5^_)^  ghawcia,  A  deep  well. 

Pj^  ghor,  A  pathick.  Gliur,  A  sort  of  mea- 

sure weighing  twelve  ̂   sukhkh.  Name  of  a  coun- 
try contiguous  to  Kandahar. 

A  j^P'  ghawr,  (y.  n.  ofjlff-  for^^)  Setting  (the 
sun).  Waxing  hot  (the  daj').  Arriving  in  any  low- 
lying  country.  Entering  into  any  thing.  Flowing 

down  upon  low  grounds  (water).  Gulping  water. 

Being  deeply  sunk  in  the  socket  (an  eye).  Bene- 
fiting, doing  good.  Giving  rain  and  a  plentiful 

crop  (God).  Expiating  murder  by  a  mulct.  Water 

which  flows  down  upon  low  grounds.  The  bottom 

(of  anything).  A  cave,  cavern.  Depth,  profundity. 

Whatever  lies  between  ̂ jS-  Oli  zat  ̂ rk  and  the 
sea.  Sloping  ground  west  of  Tihama.  Alow-lying 

district  betwixt  Jerusalem  and  Hawran,  three  days' 
journey  in  length  and  two  leagues  in  width.  Low 

ground.  Reflection,  consideration,  deliberation, 

meditation,  attention,  observation,  circumspection. 

tJ.AiO  ba^du''l  gharvr  huwu,  He  is  of  a  deep 
or  close  disposition.  Ghiwar,  The  price  of  blood. 

Aj^S-  gJiusur,  The  setting  (of  the  sun). 

FCL*s'\dji,j^  gharvr-parddkhi,  Attendance  on. 

A  'ij^^  ghamrat,  The  sun.  Noon. 
p  gliamr-rasi,  Deep  research. 

^      ji^  ghawr-har,  Bottom  of  any  thing. 
A  ghawr  kulUy,  Attentive  investigation. 

p  f^jSjdj^^  ghor-magas,  A  fly  of  reddish  green. 
p  iwCu^jjjP  ghurwasha,  Akindofherb  with  which 

weavers  smear  their  cloth  and  cun-iers  their  hides. 

p  SjjS-  gliura,  Unripe  grapes  or  dates.  A  co- 

lour in  pigeons.  8)^5-  ghura  afshurdan, 
To  cause  to  weep.  To  envy.  To  rejoice  at  ano- 

ther's distress.    To  overcome. 

]'  \>  ghura-ba,  Meat  dressed  with  the  juice 
of  unripe  dates. 

A  {Jj^  gharvra,  The  bottom.  Depth. 
p  ghori,  A  sort  of  porcelain  which  breaks 

the  moment  poison  is  put  into  it. 

p  ̂ ^Si^J^S■  ghurulan,To  encourage  to  &ght.  To 
put  to  flight.    To  be  satiated,  satisfied. 

AJ3S-  ghawz,  (v.  n.  of  jlp  forj^)  Intending, 
purposing,  aiming  at. 

p  ij^  ghoza,  A  cotton-pod.  A  string  of  silver 

beads,rosary.      I  sjjS-  ghozasi  ai,Bubble  of  water. 
p  ghuja,  A  cotton-pod  or  nut.  The  bud 

of  a  flower. 

p  ghosh,  A  very  hard  wood,  of  which  they 

make  arrows,  darts,  and  saddle-timbers.  The  ear. 

Dung  of  animals.  A  led  horse.  A  look,  a  looking 

about,  amusement.  Stark-naked.  The  birch-tree. 

p  l<2i^  ghosha,  Dung  of  animals.  A  bunch  of 
dates  or  grapes.  An  ear  of  corn.  A  fold  for  cattle. 

p  Li\J^jS-  ghoshad  or  ghawshad,  A  circular  area. 
A  halo.    A  nocturnal  fold  for  cattle.    A  halting- 
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place  for  caravans.  A  resorting-place  of  demons. 
An  inn.    A  tall  tree.    Dung  of  animals. 

p  (jJ[JijS'  ghoshak,  Dung  of  animals.  A  fold 
for  cattle. 

p  (jXm^  glioshay,  An  ear  of  corn,  especially 
those  left  by  the  reapers  for  the  poor  to  glean.  Dried 

cows'  dung,used  as  firing.  A  nocturnal  fold  for  cattle. 
p  CljMijS-  ghosht,  Stark-naked. 
p  aa^y>  ghoshna,  An  alkaline  herb,  used  to 

wash  the  hands.    A  species  of  mushroom. 

p  sJm^  ghosha,  A  herb,  eaten  when  fresh,  and 
used  when  dry  for  washing  clothes.  A  kind  of  food. 
The  birch-tree.  An  ear  of  corn.  A  cluster. 

A  ghaws,  (v.  n.  of  (^Is-  for  i^jS-)  Div- 
ing, plunging  under  water  to  bring  any  thing  up. 

Floundering,  sinking.  Studying  any  subject  to  the 

bottom,  knowing.  Coming  down  upon  suddenly. 

A  Is^S-  ghawt,  (v.  n.  of  l^j.^-)  Being  dipped  or 
plunged  into  ;  sinking  (as  the  feet  amongst  sand). 

Entering  (one  thing  into  another).  Digging  down- 
wards. Bread  crumbled  in  pieces.  Low-lying 

ground.   Ghut,  (pi.  oflaJlp-^/m^^^)  Low  grounds. 
A  gliawtat,  A  valley,  a  hollow,  low,  level 

ground.  The  city  or  country  round  Damascus. 

A  P  jolS'  ̂  jS-  ghotam-ghata,  A  game  in  which 
swimmers  dip  one  another  under  water. 

ghota,  Dipping,  diving.  A  dip,  a  dive, 

p  jjii)^  ghota  khwurdan,To  dive,  plunge, 

(jiib  e^^^S-  ghota  dadan,  To  give  a  ducking. 

pjb  id?^  ghota-baz,  A  diver. 
Pj^s-  es,!5s^P  ghota-kkmur,  A  diver.  Whatever 

dips  or  is  dipped. 

p  (jjy"  e^s^S'  ghota-hhwurt,  The  being  dipt. 
p  ghawgha,  A  noise,  cry,  tumult,  uproar, 

clamour,  disturbanoe,contest,squabble,  quarrel,  de- 

bate. Acompany,assembly.^lS^j,**»^jS&  (_fl^y>^/taw- 
ghayi  hrrasandagan,  Cry  of  penitents  for  mercy. 

A  As-^  ghawghas,  Locusts  of  a  reddish  colour, 

scarcely  able  to  fly.  A  certain  harmless  insect  re- 
sembling a  gnat.  A  confused  multitude  of  people, 

a  mob,  A  mixing  pell-mell  in  battle. 

p  (J,l5-y^  ghawghasi,  Noisy,  riotous.  Uproar. 

p  jS-jP  ghughu,  A  pigeon,  a  dove. 

Ajiy^  ghawfar,  A  kind  of  melon  or  cucurbi- 
taceous  plant  growing  in  the  autumn. 

p         ghoU,  (for  eiljP  ghok)  A  frog. 

p  <J}^  ghok,  A  frog,  A  butt  for  archers, 

p  ̂J^^  ghohan,  A  frog.  Frogs. 
p  (^jS^  ghok-choh,  A  stick  for  playing  at 

hockey  or  tip-cat.    Faithless,  fickle. 

A  ̂}^ghawl,  (v.  n.  of  Jlp  for  JjS-)  Assaulting 
suddenly  and  unexpectedly,  overcoming  and  de- 

stroying. Carrying  off  unawares.  An  oppression 
of  the  mind,  a  loss  of  the  senses  (from  drunkenness). 

Drunkenness.  A  headache.  A  grove  of  the  thorny 

trees  called  Jis  talk.  Low-lying,  sloping  ground. 

Much  earth.  Distance  of  a  desert,  stretch,  exten- 

sion.  Ghul,  (pi.  aghwal  and  (^^^P  ghilan) 
Destruction,  ruin.  An  accident,  misfortune.  A  ser- 

pent, a  dragon.  A  sorceress  of  the  jinns.  Death, 

fate.  A  man-devouring  demon,  a  demon  of  the 
woods.  A  certain  beast  which  appeared  in  Arabia, 

and  was  slain  by  Ta'abbat  Sharran.  One  who  as- 

sumes various  forms  by  magic,  ̂ jii  ghulu'l 
hilm.  The  demon  that  destroys  mildness,  i.  e.  anger. 

Ghul  or  ghawl,  Whatever  robs  a  man  of  his  senses. 

p  J^P  ghol.  An  imaginary  sylvan  demon,  of 
different  shapes  and  colours,  supposed  to  devour 

men  and  animals  (from  which  our  European  loup- 

garou,  or  man-wolf,  seems  to  be  borrowed).  Ca- 
verns made  for  the  protection  of  cattle  by  night. 

Twin  children.  The  seed  of  a  plant  called  horses'- 
ear.  A  rogue,  rascal,  whoreson.    The  ear. 

ghoU  hiyaban,  The  dragon  of  the  desert.  J ̂ 
51a**>  gholi  siyah,  A  dark  night.  J^j^j  ff^i-o- 

Zarti?'^^^/^^,  Worldly-minded,  unprincipled  people. 

A  (Jiff-  ghuwal,  Easy,  comfortable  (life). 

A  i^'^^ghawldn,  A  species  of  salsuginous  plant. 

p  i^Sip"!^ jS- gholdmdan,To  cause  to  put  to  flight. 

P  (^jiU^^ff-  ghultasli,  A  helmet. 
p  t^S^jP  gholak,  A  money-till,  save-all.  The 

pool  in  which  gamesters  put  the  stakes. 

p  ghawla.  Silly,  out  of  one's  mind.  Ghola, 
A  granary.  A  money-till,  save-all.  The  pool. 

p  ^  gholidan.  To  put  to  flight.  To  insti- 
gate to  battle.  To  chide,  revile.  To  quench  (thirst). 

p  tjij) ̂gholin,h.  wide-mouthed  cup,  ewer,or  jar. 

Ajj^  ghufur,  (v.  n.  ofjls-  forj^)  Arriving 
in  a  low-lying  country.  Setting  (the  sun).  Enter- 

ing into  any  tiling. 

A  ij&jP-  ghawhak,  Cheerfulness,  sprightliness. 
Madness.  A  crow. 

A  ghawa',  (v.  n.  of  (j'jS-)  Suffering  from 
indigestion,  or  by  being  kept  from  milk,  pining 

away  (a  lamb  or  a  camel's  colt).  Empty-bellied, 
unsatiated.  Ghann,  Erring,  straying,  wandering 

at  large.  Sickly,  pining  (colt).  Hopeless. 

A  l^^ghawiy.  Seduced,  led  astray.  At  liberty. 

A  t-i^^jP  gliarv'is,  Full  speed.  Any  thing  afford- 
ing aid  (whether  food  or  courageous  interposition). 

A ghuwayr,  (dim.  of  jls-)  A  little  cavern. 

p  aJiJ^P  ghawisha,  A  kind  of  mushroom. 

p  iO^S-  ghuyah,  A  churn-staff".  A  churn,  A 

crane,  ̂ ^^j  iO.jP  ghuya  zadan,  To  churn. 
A  ghahah,  (v.  n.  of  <— ̂ •jP')  Doing  any 

thing  carelessly  or  thoughtlessly.  Forgetting. 

A  Ix^  ghahaban,  By  chance,  unawares. 
A  ghihibba',  (or  ghihibhaf)  The 

flower  of  youth. 
A         ghahik,  Long-bodied  (camel). 

A  ̂   ghayy,  (v.n.  of  ̂ jP)  Eriing,  straying  01 
"being  deceived.  Deceiving, leading  astray,  (v.n. 

of  ̂ )  Planting  a  standard.  Error,  sin.  Devia- 
tion. Disappointment,  despair.   Name  of  a  river 



or  valley  in  hell. 

A  (— ghayab,  (v.  n.  of  u-'lS'  for  i— Be- 
ing absent.    Lying  hid.   Ghiyab,  (v.  n.  of 

forL— o^P)  Lying  hid,  being  invisible.  Setting  (the 

sun).  Being  doubtful,  occult,  mysterious,  (pi.  of 

u-*aC-  ghayh)  Doubts. 

A  u>>  VaC- ̂ /t  M?/?/a& ,  pi .  ofu^J  \p,  A  bsen  t,con  ceal  ed . 

A  'sS^  fjhmjahat,  Bottom  (of  a  well  or  valley). 
Any  place  which  conceals.  Ohiyahat,  (v.  n.  of 

u».>l&  for  (— aaS')  Lying  hid,  being  invisible.  En- 
tering, being  enclosed  (one  thing  within  another). 

A  (-i^Uff-  gliiyas,  Assistance,  redress,  succour. 
Cry  for  help,  clamour  for  justice.  A  redresser. 

A         ghiyasat,  Aid,  help,  succour,  redress. 

A  ̂ dXip-  ghayddlk,  Serpents. 

A j>d\iS- ghayazir,  (pi.  otj\iS}p-  ghayzar)  Asses. 
Vj\jS-  ghiyar,  A  strip  of  yellow  cloth  worn  by 

.Jews  in  Persia. 

A  j^p- gMym',(Y. n.oi Js-  for^jS-)  Giving  rain 
and  a  plentiful  crop.  Entering  into.  Setting  (the 

sun).  Alighting  or  reposing  at  noon-day.  (v.  n. 

ofjlp  forj<P)  Providing  for  one's  dependants,  be- 
ing useful,  doing  good.  Sending  rain  or  any  thing 

good  (God).  Being  jealous.  Bartering  (goods). 
Any  piece  of  dress  or  uniform  which  distinguishes 

soldiers  or  sects  of  people  (as  the  girdles  which  are 

worn  by  fire-worshippers). 

A  ijj^p"  gliayara,  (pi.  of  Jj;^  ghayra')  Jea- 

lous (women).  Qhayara  or ghuyara',  (pi.  of  ̂̂ ^^j^S- 
ghayran)  Jealous. 

p  SjUs-  ghayaza,  A  goad. 

A  ̂_>9^  gliiyas,  (v.  n.  of  (^Is-  for  (^jS-)  Div- 
ing.   Studying  deeply. 

A  X.oUff' ghiyasat, (v. n. of^_^lff'for^^^Jp•)  Div- 
ing. Studyingtothebottom.  Pearl-fishing.  Aplace 

where  a  diver  goes  down.  The  upper  part  of  the  thigh. 

A  i^^p"  gldyaz,  (pi.  of  &<aAS-  ghayzat)  Forests, 
places  abounding  in  trees,  but  having  little  water. 

A  \ai\^  ghiyat,  (pi.  of  lajls-  ghasit)  Low  lands. 

A  (Jlslj^P  ghayatil,  (pi.  of  aUsAS-  ghaytala€) 
Milch-kine  or  does. 

A  CiilaUS'  ghiyazaha,  (or  L^X^KiS'  ghiyazay- 
hd)  (He  did  so)  to  increase  your  embarrassment. 

A  i—il^  ghayyaf,  Long  and  large-bearded. 

A  J^S-  gliayyal,  A  lion. 

A  (jVjjS-  ghayan,  Quicksilver. 

A  (j^S'  ghayyan,  Erring:  deceived,  seduced. 

A  i^&^iS'  ghaydhib,  (pi.  of  u-^jJiS-)  Darknesses. 
^  ghaydyat,The  splendour  of  the  shining 

sun.  The  bottom  of  a  well.  Darkness.  Anything 
casting  a  shade  (as  clouds  or  dust). 

V  A  L_-oi'  ghayh,  (v.  n.  of  L-'lff'  for  c_^)  Being 
absent,  hidden  ;  lying  hid.  Being  invisible.  Set- 

ting (the  sun).  Being  doubtful,  or  concealed,  (pi. 

c.-'Us-  ghiydb  and  (—JjAS-  ghuyub)  Absence,  invi- 
sibility, concealment,  mystery,  doubt.  Any  thing 

in  the  womb  of  futurity.  A  low-lying  place.  Low- 
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lying  ground.  Fat.  Latent,  concealed,  absent,  in- 

visible, mysterious.  i-^>p        ̂ lami  ghayb.  The 
invisible  world,  future  state.  <--*i*5^  JW^  J 

junud  u  rijdlu''l  ghayb,  An  army  of  invisible  spirits. 
Ghayab,  (or  i  ghuyyab)  (pi.  of  c-a^Ip  ghdfih) 
Absent.    Concealed,  invisible. 

A  ̂jIj^S-  ghay  or  ghayyibdji.  Roots  (of  trees). 
.-^A  i*ip-  ghaybat,  (v.  n.  of  t-jls-  for  u-*^?')  Being 

absent,  invisible.  Concealment,  Low  ground,  (pi. 

OUaS-  ghaybat)  Things  concealed  or  mysterious. 

Ghayhat  or  ghibat,  (v.  n.  of  L_->ls-  for  i_-aJ^)  Ly- 
ing hid,  being  concealed.  Being  invisible.  Ghibat, 

Slander,  detraction,  calumny  ;  any  thing  secretly 

whispered  of  an  absent  person  (implying  truth, how- 

ever, as  f^yj^ifi  buhtdn  expresses  a  false  accusation). 

P ̂   '^i'ip'  ghibatgar,  A  slanderer. 
P  (j^ii  I— ghayh-ddn,  Skilful  in  discovering 

mysteries.    A  prophet,  diviner.  Omniscient. 

A  ghaybubat,  (v.  n.  of  for  t— »a5-) 
Being  absent.  Absence.  Concealment,  invisibility. 

p  ts.i.fP'  ghayba.  Bits  of  iron  from  which  coats 
of  mail  and  armour  are  wrought.  A  quiver.  Rings 
in  a  shield  of  wood  or  twisted  silk.  Carded  cotton. 

A  '^xp-  ghaybiy,  Absent.  Concealed:  invisible. 
Future.    Fatal.    Heavenly,  divine. 

A  iaff-  ghayyat,  Rashness,  carelessness.  ^ 

huwa  li  ghayyatin.  He  acts  rashly.  aIp  <^ j  wa- 
ladu  ghayyatin  or  ghiyatin,  A  bastard. 

A  i^aS-  ghays,  (v.  n.  of  \Jl>\s-  for  i-L^)  (Rain) 
watering  the  earth.  Being  rained  upon.  Giving 

rain,  causing  it  to  fall  (God).  Shining,  giving  light. 

Rain  widely  spread.  Plants,  especially  such  as  grow 

with  rain,  i^-^p-  O  u  zdtu  ghayyisin,  At  full  gal- 

lop (a  horse).  (A  well  of)  running  water,  peren- 
nial (spring). 

A  'ijitpghaysarat.  Dregs  of  the  people.  A  mixed 
multitude,  rabble.  A  scuffle  in  which  people  tram- 

ple on  one  another.    Threat,  denunciation. 

a'S-S^ ghaysamat,  A  quarrelling, fight, scuffle. 

A  iXip-  gh'id,  (pi.  of  ghayddi)  Soft,  delicate 
women.  Gliid  or  ghida.  Make  haste,  go  quickly. 

Ghayad,  (v.  n.  of  i3>aS-)  Having  a  tender,  flexible 
(neck).  Being  fresh,  soft,  tender,  flexible.  Softness. 

A  ̂\<^yp'  ghayddi,  (fem.  of  aghyad)  Soft, 

flexible,  or  mild. 

A  (_3*>\  JJvP      abu  ghaydds.  Penis. 

p ̂ \,yi.p- ghayddkjA  placein  thedesertofKipjak. 
A  ghayddJi,  Delicate,  and  of  a  fair  coun- 

tenance (youth).  A  noble,  generous  man.  Ayoung 

Lybian  lizard  or  crocodile.  Long  (horse).  The 

prime  of  youth. 

p  ̂_^l^^J^S■^/^  ̂7,?/^^a/^^,  Proceeding  or  coming  from 
Ghaydak.     i^^^'^iPj^       ghayddhi.  An  arrow 
of  a  very  hard  wood  manufactured  there. 

A  [^yiP  ghayddn,  Tender  age  of  youth. 

A  ̂ j6<ip-  ghaydak,  Soft  and  delicate  (youthful- 
ness  or  young  man). 

A  (j^'jas-  ghaydahdn,  Youthful  prime.  Of  a 
delicate  and  noble  disposition.  Delicate,  hand- 

some, and  good-tempered  (youth). 

A  ghaydakat,  (v.  n.  of  j^S-  Q)  Being 
plentiful  (spittle).  Being  full  of  saliva. 

A  J^aP  ghaydal,  Easy,  comfortable  (life). 

Aj^aS'  ghayzar,  {^\.J>d\^  gharjdzir)  An  ass. 

A  ̂j^3.J^  ghayzdn,  One  who  conjectures  or 
guesses  accurately. 

AjSiS'  ghayzar,  Flour  upon  which  they  pour 
new  milk,  and  warm  with  a  hot  stone. 

A  ij^.^  ghayzarat.  Evil.  Abundance  of  talk, 
and  confusion  in  the  same. 

—  ghayr,  (v.  n.  of,\p  for^;j<S')  Being  jealous. 
Watering  the  earth  (rain).  Sending  rain  or  any 

thing  good  (God).  Being  useful,  doing  good.  De- 
stroying, causing  to  perish.  Expiating  murder  by 

paying  a  fine.  Change,  alteration.  Other,  diffe- 

rent. No,  not,  un  ;  except,  beside,  unless.  P^jvS- 

^jliy/iayr?!  aw,  Besides  that,  jS-  i^min  ghayr 
an.  Although,  notwithstanding.  ghayr 

an,  Except  that.  ghayri  ba^d.  Not  far 

distant.  ̂ ^»-jS- ghayr jdzim, Inconchisive.  Pjf' 

ghayr  {or  ghayri)  jdwiddrii.  Not  eternal, 
frail.  AjA>-j(S'  ghayr  jdnz.  Illegal. 

gliayr  jins,  A  different  species.  j*ol>- j^S-  ghayr 
hdzir.  Absent.  ̂ j^oXs-j^  ff^ayr  hdziri.  Absence. 

(^j^\}>-  g^Myr  hhdlis,  Insincej-e,  impure.  J^5■ 

Sij  ghayr  zaydin,  (It  was)  not  Zayd.  jS' 

ghayr  shay.  Nothing.  t-oL^  tJ-»^  '^mali ghayri  sdsib,  An  unworthy  action.  ̂ ^jS'  ghayr 

hdmil.  Imperfect,  "b^ jS-  ghayr  karra,  Another 
time.  (— ̂ S/^^j^  ghayr  mutarakhib,  Unexpected, 

unlooked-for.  ^J^^.,JJJOJ^  ghayr  mutasdrvl.  Un- 

equal. j^UJwi  jfS'  ghayr  nmtaridht,  Unlimited, 
boundless.  j^Jp-  ghayr  musmir,  Unfruitful,  bar- 

ren. i^^J^j^  ghayr  mashkuk,  Doubtless,  un- 

doubted. ^y^jfS'  ghayr  ma^md.  Unusual,  ex- 

traordinary. i:Xi*^  ghayr  mu^yyan,  Undeter- 
mined. u^jix^j^S-  ghayr  maghlub,  Unconquered. 

ghayr  mufid.  Unprofitable.  j^dSUjfS' 

ghayr  mahdur,  Impossible.  J^Laj^ ghayr  mukar- 

rar,  Indefinite.  jLs.'OjS'  ghayr  muhaslishar,  Un- 

peeledjin  thehavk.  ̂ ^j^ghayr  7ija/<i^,Unfounded, 
untrue.  jS-  bandtu  ghayrin,  A  lie.  j^io  bi 

Otherwise.  Without.  jS'  \^!^  lay sa  ghay- 

rin or  ghayran.  Not  otherwise.  (-dlJlii^j^  j  iva 

ghayru  zdlika,  Besides,  et  caetera.  i^^hj^  ̂ \ 

ila'  ghayri  zdlika.  And  so  of  the  rest.    Ghir,  (pi. 

aghydr)  The  atonement  or  mulct  for  murder. 
An  altered  state.  Ghiyar,  {or ghiyaru\l 

dakr)  Vicissitudes  of  fortune,  (pi.  of  glnrai) 

Provisions.  Gkuyur,  (pi.  ofj^ji^^/ZiflT/ro-)  Jealous, 

p  ji'  gldr,  A  florid  ulceration  of  the  skin. 

A  f^Jp"  ghayran,  (pi.  l$jjS'  gkaydrcC  andgku- 
ydr a')  Jealous.  Gh'irdn,  (pi.  ofjls^  ghdr)  Caverns. 

A  'ijS'  ghayrat,  (v.  n.  ofjls-  forj^S')  Being  jea- 



lous.    Jealousy.    Zeal.    A  nice  sense  of  honour. 

C^j^ghayrati  ilahiya,A.  holy  zeal.  P 

j^iijj^  ghayrat  liliwurdan  (or  dasldari),  To 
be  jealous.    A  Ghirat,  (pl.j^^  gliiyar^  Provision, 

especially  brought  from  abroad.    Rain.    A  plen- 
teous crop.    The  atonement  or  mulct  for  murder. 

,  Perdition,  destruction. 

P  C-Jj^P  ghayraf7nand,  Jealous. 

A  ghayruha,  {^j^  gliayruhum,  orl^_^ 
ghayruhuma)  (com p.  of_^S-  ghayr  and  the  affixed 
pronouns,  and  sometimes  preceded  hy  ̂  wa:  as,j 

\s>jS'  wa  gliayruha)  And  the  others,  the  rest,  the 
above-mentioned. 

A         gliayra' ,  (pi.  l^J^P')  Jealous  (woman). 

A  '{3^ ghayr  I yai,Change,alteration.Un  real  i  ty . 
p  {^i^.i^p"  ghejidan,  To  movealong  or  hitch  for- 

wards on  the  hips.     To  walk  upon  all  fours;  to 

crawl  uponhands  and  knees.  To  crawl  as  a  serpent. 

A  (j«J>ff-  ̂   limamun  ghmm,  Locks  flowing  be- hind the  ears  full  and  luxuriant. 

A  Ol—Aff-  ghaysai,  Bloom  or  flower  of  youth. 

A  ̂l*«Jkff-  ghaysan,  Youth.  The  impetuosity  of 
youth.  Flower  of  youth.  Sort,  kind.  Men, people. 

A  ioL*,AP  <7/<o?/.xa;;a<.  The  flower  of  youth.  De- 

licate (woman),  well-fed,  and  in  good  health. 
A  ̂ L^P  ghoysaniy,  Beautiful  and  graceful, 

p  {^J^p'  ghish,  Sorrow,  sadness.   A  filleted  cir- 
cumstances.   A  thick  wood. 

p  ikZ*^  ghisha,  A  forest.  A  reed-bed.  A  reed 
of  which  they  make  sacks  for  carrying  earth  ;  such 

a  sack.  d^XJ^  ̂ ^^^  glmhasi  mushk,  Name  of  a 

drug  often  mixed  with  musk. 

A  {^J^'iP  ghayz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^^  for  (^jioaS-)  De- 
creasing, sinking  into  the  ground  (water)  ;  falling 

(as  the  price  of  commodities).  Coming  short  of  the 

propertime  fordelivery  (a  woman  or  animal).  Caus- 
ing to  subside  (water),  or  become  cheap  (goods). 

Immature  fruit  of  the  womb.  t^-*^  U^iP 

ghayzun  minfayzin,  Any  little  out  of  a  large  quan- 

tity. Ohiz,  The  pod,  sheath,  or  spathe  which  con- 

tains the  buds,  flowers,  and  fi'uit  of  the  palm-tree. 

A  'k^axS-  gliayzat,  (pi.  (^^oUp  ghiyaz  and  (^IaS-\ 
agJiyaz)  A  iTorest;  a  place  abounding  in  trees,  but 

having  a  little  water.  A  swamp,  a  low-lying  place. 
A  haunt,  a  den. 

A  iajS-  ghayt,  (v.  n.  of  IslP  for  la^P)  Entering 
(one  thing  into  another).  Lying  hid. 

A  j^llaj;?'  gliitan,  Low-lying  grounds. 
A  J.laJ^  ghaytal,  A  cat.  The  same  distance  of 

the  sun  from  the  meridian  in  the  forenoon  at  which 

he  is  in  the  afternoon  at  the  hour  called zuhr, 

the  hottest  time  of  the  day.    Thickets,  groves. 

A  &llaj^  ghaytalat,  (v.  n.  ofjJlaAff-  Q)  Eating, 

drinking,andenjoyingone''s  self  without  fear.Sleep- 
ing  securely.  One  thicket.  A  crowd  (of  tamarisk- 
trees  or  men).  Meat  and  drink.  Pleasure  with 

safety.  Worldly  blessings.  Prosperity  which  ren- 
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ders  insolent.  An  overpowering  propensity  to  sleep. 

The  sound  of  men's  voices.  The  intense  darkness  of 

the  night,  (pi.  JIjIj^p  ghayatil)  A  milch  cow  or  doe. 

A  piaAS-  ghayfcanm,  Thick  milk. 
A  (J^iajvC-  ghaytul,  Thick  darkness.  Darkness. 

Mixed  voices,  noise,  hubbub. 

A  laAP  ghayz,  (v.  n.  of  iils-  for  iaj^)  Rendering 

extremely  angry,  putting  in  a  passion.  Rage,  fur}', 
wrath, anger,passion,indignation,impetuosity.  An- 

ger suppressed  through  weakness,  j^^i  la^S-  IpO 

nasiran  ghayzi  iimur,'The  fire  of  Tlinur's  wrath. 
A  1  EjfcS-  ghayf,  A  flock  of  birds. 

A  j^^J^  ghayf  an,  (or  ̂^Vals-  ghayyafan)  The 

trees  ̂ «  marhh,  ujls-  ghaf,  or  C-J^j^.  yambut. 
Ghayafan,  (v.  n.  of  (  sls-  for  i  SJkP)  Waving  (as 
a  tree  from  side  to  side). 

A  &fiJ>S-  ghayf  at,  The  haunt  of  a  lion. 

A  (J-Jvff-  ghayl,  (v.  n.  of  Jls-  for  (3^5-)  Suckling 
a  child  or  cohabiting  with  a  man  when  pregnant 

(which  is  prohibited  by  the  Muhammadan  law). 

The  milk  of  a  pregnant  woman,  or  of  one  cohabit- 

ing with  a  man.  Thickly-entangled  trees.  A  val- 
ley of  fountains  and  springs.  Water  overflowing 

the  surface  of  ground  in  tillage.  Whatever  appears 

near  although  a  great  way  off".  A  line  drawn  upon 
any  thing.  A  variegated  purple  border  or  list  of 
cloth.  A  wide  garment.  A  strong,  nervous,  brawny 

arm.  A  corpulent,  fat  lad.  Ghil,  (pi.  J^J^^  agli- 

yaland  J^J^  ̂/iM?/i"<^)A  forest,  wood,  thicket,  grove. 
A  bed  of  canes  or  water-plants.  A  valley  full  of 

trees  and  water.  A  lion's  den.  Ghiyal,  (pi.  of  sIj^ 

gJnlai)  Unexpected  and  treacherous  attacks.  Ghu- 
ytd,  Many  and  fat  (camels  or  beeves). 

A  jjI^'VaP  gliaylan,  Name  of  a  man. 
umm,  ghaylan,  Egyptian-thorn,  acacia.  G/uldn, 

(pi.  of  ijjff-  ghul)  Sylvan  demons.  Destructions. 

Accidents,  misfortunes.     i^^^  (J'^iP  ghlldnu'l 
wagliy.  Valiant  soldiers. 

A  aljvff-  ghaylat,  A  fat  woman.  Ghilat,  (v.  n. 

of  (Jlp  for  (J-J^)  Suckling  a  child  or  cohabiting 
with  a  man  when  pregnant.  An  unexpected  and 

treacherous  attack.  The  substance  'isJ^SLui  shikshi- 

hat.  e\xp-  fti-li'  hatalahu  ghilatan,  He  slew  him treacherously. 

A  ghaylam,  A  male  tortoise.  A  pretty 

and  lascivious  girl.  Broad-crowned  and  abounding 

in  hair  (boy).  A  well-spring.  A  frog.  Anybody. 

A  ̂-^P  ghaylam'iy,  (A  lad)  the  crown  of  whose head  is  large  and  thick  of  hair. 

p  jeJkP  ghaym,  A  sponge. 
A  ghaym,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S'  for  ̂ )  Thirsting, 

being  hot  within.  Being  overspread  with  clouds 

(the  sky).  A  cloud.  Thirst,  internal  heat.  A  ca- 

mel's distemper.  Anger,  rage.  Secret  anger. 

A  ghaymdn,  (fem-^^'levS-  ghaymds  or  ̂ eS- 

ghayma')  Thirsty,  hot  within. 
A  i^S- ghayn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Is-  for  (jjP)  Thirsting. 
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Covering.  Being  altered,  stupefied,  and  fainting 

(the  mind).  Pressing  (any  one)  on  all  sides  (debts). 
Darkness.  Being  diseased  (camels).  A  cloud  co- 

vering the  sky.  Thirst.  Name  of  the  letter  ̂   Gh'in, 
Name  of  a  place  where  fever  is  prevalent. 

A  -^UaP  ghayndf,  (fem.  of  ̂ J^S■^  aghyan)  (A 

tree)  having  many  green  leaves  andtbick  branches. 
A  &-A>P  ghaynai,  A  place  full  of  trees  without 

water.   Ghinat,  The  matter  exuding  from  a  corpse. 

A'^.jiy^S- ghaynaf  An  abyss,  whence  issue  rivers 

and  fountains.  u-fti^S-jii  zu  gliaynaf,  Of  immense 
depth  (the  sea). 

p  ̂ aC-  ghev.  Clamour,  noise  great  and  loud. 

A  i--^_5^  ghuyubjij.  n.  of  for  **£■)  Lying 
hid.  Being  invisible,  (pi.  of  i— *J;P ghayl)  Doubts. 

A  io ̂jkP  ghuyuhat,  (v.  n.  of  for  <— «»aS-)  Ly- 
inghid,beingconcealed.  Doubt.  x4. secret,mystery. 

A  C-J_jaS'  ghuyus,  (pi.  of  'JL.^  O^^ttys)  Rains. 

A  j^ip' ghayur,{j^l.jS' ghuyur')  Jealous  in  point of  love  or  honour.  An  epithet  of  God.  Pj^ip'  i^J^  I 

J^j*»>  dtishi  ghayur-soz,  Jealousy's  consuming  fire. 
p  ghayurdn.  Holy  men.  u^uIj 

ghaym  dni  shah,  Those  who  keep  watch  by  night. 

A  (J^^  ghuyul,  (pi.  of  ̂ aS- glnl)  Woods.  Reed- 
beds.  Valleys  full  of  water. 

A  ̂ ^yp'  ghuyum,  {^l.o^ ^p  ghaym)  Clouds. p  es-AP  ghiya,  A  cry  for  help. 

A  i^^^ipghayhah,  {\A.\..Jt>\iS' ghaydhib)  Dark- 
ness. Extremely  black  (horse)  ;  pitchy-coloured 

(night).  An  indolent,  careless, foolish  man.  Very 

woolly  (garment).  Heavy,  troubled  with  indiges- 
tion. Disagreeable  (companion). 

A  jjlf^JvP  ghayhabdn.  Darkness.  The  belly. 
A  ii^P  ghayhahat,  Sounds,  noises  in  battles. 

A  ijt-i^  ̂//ta?//mA,Long-bodied  (camel).  Cheer- 
fulness, sprightliness.  Madness. 

A  ghayhahat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj.jJkP  Q)  Weaken- 

ing the  sight  (darkness). 
A         ghayham,  Darkness. 

( — jya,(called^jiafl«**>^\syajisa^as)The  twen- 
tieth letter  of  the  Arabic  alphabet,  and  the  twenty- 

third  of  the  Persian,  expressing  80  in  arithmetic, 

and,  in  almanacks,  the  moon  in  her  altitude.  It  is 

in  Persian  frequently  interchangeable  with  l—j  he, 

^  pe,  or  J  vdv,  (as  J-^i  fil  for  pil,  ̂   fdm. 
for  vdm  or  wdm).  In  Arabic  it  is  a  prefixed 

particle  ofinference  and  sequence,  signifying,"and, 
then,  for,  therefore,  so  that,  in  order  that,  in  that 
case,  in  consequence,  afterwards,  at  least,  lest,  for 

fear  that,  truly."  Its  power  is  that  ofjT.  CLi^jto 
zarabtii  zaydanfa  ̂ mran,!  struck  Zayd, 

and  then  Amr. 
p  \s/a,  A  beloved  object.  Bashful,  (for  b  hd) 



With :  as,  Ll*a^  j\  ̂fd  u giift,  He  spoke  with  him ; 

iZ^j  j\^fdu  raft,  He  went  with  him.  (for  Ij 
wd)  Again,  once  more.  Against,  opposite  to,  from 

the  other  side.  (^^J^\d  ̂ fd  ddshtan,  To  meet,  con- 
front. To  oppose. 

A  ̂'/a,  (accus.  of  ̂ fam  or  » y/MA)The  mouth. 
^^^^s>  ̂   fd  Mrshin,  The  nearest  road. 

p  >\s/a^,  Froth  of  the  sea. 

G  {^J^^fdbish,  A  bean. 

p  C^^fdt,  Fate.  Death.  (J^ib  0\s fdtydf- 
tan,  To  die. 

A  C^^fdta,  (fut.  0_ji>  yafutu)  He  died. 

A  ̂ fdtih,  (pi.  'i^  fataliat)  Who  or  what opens.  A  conqueror:  a  taker  (of  a  city). 

A  e^^fdtihat,  (fern.)  Who  or  what  opens,  (pi. 

fawdtih)  A  beginning,  exordium,  commence- 

ment. S^li3\  alfdtihat,  (or  es^^s  5j ̂   suranfd- 

tiha)  The  first  chapter  of  the  Kur'an,  (which  the 
Muhammadans  frequently  repeat  in  their  prayers), 

p  fdtiJiasi  huzurgdn,  Prayers  for  the 

dead.  j6\ji-  i^\s  fdtiha  khrvdnd,  He  recited  the 

first  chapter  of  the  Kur'an.    He  cursed,  a 

J'dtihasiJiJiratjThefivst'word  of  a  sentence. 

A Ji^  fdtir,  Weak,  languid.  Remiss.  Dim- 

sighted  (eye).  Lukewarm,  tepid  (water),  p Jh\s- 

i^Jki^hlidtiri fdtir ash,W\s  languid  soul,dull wit. 

p^jjAtjjjljya^awmjWildrue.Seed  ofnasturtium. 

p        Ji^  fdtarshudan,To ascend,beonhigh. 

A  ̂ i^  fdtih,  One  who  cleaves  open. 

A  ̂>\ifdtih,  (pi.  i^XiifvMdh)  Intrepid,strong. 
A  robber. 

A  ̂ ^fdtin,  Tempter,  trier,  prover.  One  who 
leads  astray;  a  seducer.  The  devil.  Tempted,  tried. 
Seduced,  fascinated. 

Ajy^fdtur,  Tepid,  lukewarm  (water). 

p  fdturtdan,  (or  ̂^Si^^i^fdtulidaii) 
To  be  farther  off.  To  keep  on  one  side,  to  shun,  to 

avoid.  To  be  afraid.  To  put  away.  To  straighten. 

V(j^^^fdtusin,'S^\\A  rue.  Seed  ofnasturtium. 

A  ̂^^i^fdiun,  Pharaoh's  baker  slain  by  Moses. 

A^^fdsij,Ajo\mg  (camel)  in  foal;  also  onefat, 
and  not  conceiving  the  first  year.  Large-bunched 

and  fat  (she-camel). 

Aj^i\sfdsur,  A  slab  of  marble,  gold,  or  silver. 
A  large  brazen  salver  or  plate,  upon  which  other 

cups  or  dishes  are  placed.  A  large  cup,  goblet,  or 
vessel  from  which  smaller  ones  are  filled.  An 

earthen  or  other  vessel  in  which  wine  is  kept.  A 

large  dish  or  saucer.  The  sun's  disk.  A  spy.  A 
troop  of  soldiers  stationed  on  the  confines  of  an 

enemy's  country,  for  the  purpose  of  making  inroads 
upon  his  territory.  A  post  of  honour,  dignity,  sta- 

tion. Cheerfulness,  gladness.  The  breast. 

p^li/aj,  (or  ̂li  fdhh)  A  branch. 
P  Straggling  fruits  remaining  on 

trees  after  the  general  gathering.  Above. 

A j^^fajir,  (fern,  'ij^'^  fdjirat)  (p\.j\^fi,j- 
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jar  and  'ijSf  fajarat^  A  sinner,  liar ;  an  adulterer, 
fornicator.  A  corrupter.  Disobedient,  rebellious. 
Rich.    An  enchanter,  magician.    False  (oath). 

p  &^  tjf^  fdjira-lacha,  A  son  of  a  whore. 
p  d.2L»-^  fdjisha,  The  testicles  of  a  beaver. 

A  ̂ ^faji^  Disastrous,  calamitous  (death). 
(A  woman)  sorely  afilicted.  A  sort  of  black  bird 
having  the  beak  and  legs  red. 

A  &*»-\s  faji^t,  Adversity,  choaking  grief. 
A  i^^fdjil,  A  gamester.  A  winner  at  gaming. 

A j^»-\3  /'a;Mr,  Wicked,  adulterous,  debauched. 
A  (ji»-\s  fdhish,  Shameful,  dishonest,  indecent, 

obscene,  impudent,  flagitious.  Enormous,  exceed- 
ing bounds  (in  any  thing  bad),  glaring,  outrageous. 

Avaricious.  Ugly,mis-shapen.  Disproportionate. 

J ^^J:^^fdhishu 't  ii5Z,Disproportionately  long. 
a\JLs-^  fdhislian,  Exceedingly,  outrageously. 

A  XiLj>-^  fdhishat,  A  whore.  Any  thing  ex- 
tremely bad,  an  abominable  crime.  Whoredom, 

adultery.  Whatever  God  has  forbidden. 

p  ̂^^iLs^^  fdliishagi,  Whoredom,  prostitution. 
p  O-ujjii  sJLs-^fdldsha-dost,  A  whoremonger. 
p  \j ya/t?sZta-cZos^i,  Whoremongery. 

A  i^jAS'^  fdliis,  An  examiner,  searcher. 

A  ̂^fdhitn,  Hoarse-voiced  (ram).  Very  black, 
coal-black  (hair).  Water  stagnating,  not  flowing. 

A  'i'^^fdkhitat,  (pi.  CL^\yfarvdkJiii)A  ring- 
dove.    A  woman's  name. 

p  Qt^'j^^  fdkhtak,  A  little  ring-dove. 
p  nl^^fdhhta,  A  ring-dove,  fdkh- 

ta-(jun,  Dove-coloured,  or  of  a  quince-flower. 

A  '^s'^  fdhhitii/,  Dove-coloured. 

p  ̂ '^^  fdkldan,  Dove-colour. 
A  J>-^  fdhhir,  A  boaster.   Precious,  valuable, 

sumptuous,  splendid,  brave.  Excellent, honourable, 

distinguished.  A  large  sort  of  date  without  stone. 

fj^^  habaku'l  fdJihir,  Large-leaved  basil. 

Ai,i- 
^fakhirat,  (fern.  ofj=-\s)  Excellent.  Name 

of  a  city  in  Turkistan.  S^\s  CL^l^  khil^ti  fd- 
hhira,  A  rich  dress  presented  by  Eastern  princes 

to  those  whom  they  mean  to  honour. 

p         fulihara,  Name  of  a  medicinal  grain. 

A  Js"^  fdhinz,  A  kind  of  stoneless  date. 

Aj^j>-\i  fdliliur,  A  species  of  sweet-smelling 
herb.    A  woman  walking  flauntingly. 

p  ̂ji^is-\sfd  khulan,  To  pluck,  pull.  To  beat 
or  card  cotton.  To  throw  a  javelin.  To  take,  re- 

ceive. To  assemble,  collect. 

p  i^d^\  j>f>-\i  fdkhez  dmadan,  To  crawl.  To 
go  staggering  or  tottering  along  (as  a  drunken 
man  or  child). 

A  ii\s  fas-d,  (v.  n.  ofiib)  Hitting,  wounding  in 
the  heart.  Making  a  coward.  Making  a  place 

under  the  ashes  for  baking  bread.  Roasting(meat). 

Baking  (bread)  under  the  ashes.  Fasad,  (v.  n.  of 
and  Jai)  Labouring  under,  or  complaining  of, 

a  disease  of  the  heart  {d\^'s  fusdd). 10  Y 

p  {^xJM\d\s  fdddshtan,To  retain.  To  keep  befor 

or  opposite,  to  front.  To  oppose,  to  meet  face  to  face. 

P  fddaj,  Name  of  a  stone  fromChina.  The 
bezoar-stone. 

A^Mfddih,  Important,  difficult.  Oppressive. 
A  &s-d\>fddihat,  A  misfortune. 

Aji^Mfddir,  (pl.j^i  fudr)  Weak,  knocked  up 

(stallion).  (Tpl.jd\y  faroddir)  Aged  or  large  (moun- 
tain-goat). A  she-camel  separating  from  the  herd. 

A  ijiiM  fddirat,  A  large,  solid  reckon  the  sum- mit of  a  mountain. 

p J!>jL)\i  fddzahar,  The  bezoar-stone. 

A  \'^\sfa  iza,  Then,  in  that  case,  therefore,  after 
that.    When,  lo! 

A  \i  far,  A  human  muscle. 

Aj\s  fa^r,  (v.  n.  ofjb)  Digging,  burying,  hid- 
ing, (pi.  ̂ J\^fisrdn,  fisarat,  and ^  fusar) 

A  mouse.  Musk. 

A^j^  fdrr,  (pi. ̂ /arr)  Flying.    A  deserter. 
p  \^\^>  fdrdh,  Name  of  a  province  in  Turki- 

stan. Name  of  a  city  in  the  same  province,  called 

by  theTurkspVjOiJsiram.Land  watered  by  irrigation. 

A  'ij\sfasrat,  A  mouse  (male  or  female).  Wind 
which  collects  round  the  pastern  of  camels,  which 

dissipates  on  being  rubbed,  and  collects  again  when 

let  alone,  wind-gall.  Name  of  a  tree.  A  bag  of 

musk.  (Jj^l  fatratu'l iblfAir&gvaxit^meWiroxa 
the  wind  of  a  camel  after  eating  odoriferous  herbs. 

Jj^\  'ij\>  fdratu'l  ihil.  The  smell  of  camels'  hides when  they  become  moist  after  watering.  tdl^Jt^ 

fdratu'l misk,  A  bag,  or  the  strong  smell  of  musk. 

A  ,^J^  fdrij,  A  dispeller  of  grief.  A  bow  bel- lying out  from  the  string.  A  she-camel  which  has 
long  ceased  to  breed,and  therefore  spurns  the  male. 

A  ,^J3fdrih,  (fem.&s>-jli_/'an7ia<)Glad,happy. 
p  i^j\s  fdrd  or  fdrid,  Name  of  the  first  round 

at  the  game  of      nard  (of  which  there  are  seven). 

A  dj\3  fdj'id,  Alone.  Solitary.  (A  tree)  stand- 
ing alone.  (A  doe)  separated  from  the  herd.  The 

best  and  whitest  sugar.    A  wild  ox. 

A  ii^J^  fdrklat,  (A  tree)  growing  by  itself.  (A 
she-camel)  pasturing  alone. 

A  Jjli  fdriz.  Clear,  distinct  (speech).  Plain 
(tongue).    The  grandsire  of  the  black  ants. 

A  'ijJ3  fdrizat,  A  road  through  soft  sands. 

p  t^J^  fdrs,  Persia,  Parthia. 
A  fdris,  Mounted  upon  any  solid-hoofed 

animal  except  a  horse  (as  a  mule  or  an  ass),  (pi. 

i^Ji^s  fandris  and  ̂ ^^^Ji  fursdii)  A  horseman,  a cavalier.    A  lion.   The  Persians.  Persia. 

G  jjj^^llaA»i,li  fdristdriyun,  Valerian, p  fdrs'i,  Persian,  Persic,    ̂ ^j^  (jVj 

zahdnifdrst,  The  Persian  language. 

A  ̂^ji»J3  fdrisiy,  Persic,  Persian.  A  Persian. 

P  j^\A*W)\iyarsn/aw,  The  Persians.  Pars  is  the 
proper  and  original  name  of  this  country,  Fars 

being  a  corruption  of  the  Arabians,  who  have  not 



the  letter  L^pe  in  their  language. 

A  'i^Mjjli  farislyat,  A  Persian  word  or  phrase. 
A  i^J^  fariz,  Aged  (cow),  {^pl.  t^jo^  furraz) 

Large,  bulky,  corpulent.  Thick  (beard).  Old,  an- 
cient. One  who  knows  or  understands  ;jia.)\^^  al 

faraAz,  i.e.  the  statutes  and  commandmentsofGod. 

A  farit,  (pi.  Islji  furrat)  A  leader;  one 
who  goes  on  before  a  herd,  a  troop,  or  a  caravan  to 

prepare  water  for  them;  also  the  first  in  a  flight 

of  the  birds  called  Uai'  Itata. 
A  al ya/•^^a«^,TwostarsbeforetheBear. 

A  ̂jliyari^,  A  high  mountain  overhanging  ano- 
ther. One  who  ascends.  Onewho  descends.  Hand- 

some, good-looking,  (pi.  'is-y  fara^i)  An  ally, 
auxiliary  (of  a  king). 

A  fari^t,  The  upper  part  (of  a  mountain). 
The  surface  of  a  valley.    Name  of  a  woman. 

P  ̂^/"a»"?^//<.  Leisure.  Joy.  A  summer-breeze. 

A  ̂li  farigh,  (pi.  '<^s  furragli)  Free ;  ceasing 
from  labour,  having  just  finished  any  woi'k.  At 
leisure ;  discharged,  ceased,  stopped.  Free  from 

care.  Empty,  hollow.  JlJ\  '^J^  farnjhu  I  hal,  (or 
JlU  ̂li  farighul  hal)  Independent.  Contented. 

A  j^LaPjIs  fai'igh-hali,  Joy,  gladness. 
T  ̂^^s-i^J'i  farigli-hlLaWi,  A  written  release. 
p  i^sJ6  fa  raftan,  To  be  before  or  greater  than 

others,  to  excel.  Fd  rvftan,  To  sweep  out. 

A  fdriJt,  Who  or  what  decides  or  distin- 

guishes. A  separator,  divider.  A  discerner.  (pi. 

iJjV  fai^^rih,  ̂ j'sfurrah,  and  furuK)  (A 
camel  or  ass)  near  delivery  and  withdrawing  from 

theherd.  Acloud  (especially  separated  from  others). 

A  O^lj  farihat,  Angels  who  are  sent  down 
to  separate  truth  from  falsehood. 

G  iaJijli  faraldit,  The  Comforter. 

A  '^J^fdrihiy,  Of  iJ;v*;ljVA*  viayyafdrihin. 
A  Lt)j\>fdrih,  (A  woman)  hating  her  husband. 

A  iOjli  fdrinat,  A  female  baker,  a  fornarina. 

p  ̂jSl^J^  fd  randtdan,  To  shovel  away. 

A  j3jj^  fdruli,  Timid  to  an  extreme.  Name 
of  the  caliph  Omar  (as  able  to  discriminate  truth 

from  falsehood,  or  to  make  orthodoxy  triumphant 

over  infidelity).  Fdruk,  (or  ̂j^J^>  \J^J^  tiryuM 
fdruk)  The  best  sort  of  treacle,  or  theriaca. 

A  'eJjj\s  fdruhatfYery  timid  (man  or  woman). 

A  tjj /an7i,(pl.  iJsfu?'rah,'iSb^fii7'raJiat,eJt>jS 
furhat,  %^  furuh,  and  furh)  Ingenious,  clever. 
Active,  brisk,  sprightly  (horse  or  mule). 

A  'iSiJ^s  farihat,  A  beautiful  girl,  extremely  vo- 
racious. A  singing  girl. 

p  i-r'bjli  fdryab,  (or  j^jli  fdrydv)  Ground 
watered  by  irrigation.  Name  of  a  country  and  city 
in  Turkistan. 

A  SjVi  fdzat,  An  awning  supported  by  two  poles. 
A  triumphal  arch. 

Kj^sfdzir,  An  open  road.  A  reddish  black  ant. 

A\)j^fazirat,A.vidi.y  leading  through  sand-hills. 
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A  ̂ \sfdzi^  Afraid,  frightened.  . 
PjXi  fdJ,  Yawning. 
p         fdjada,  Yawning.  A  canopy,  shade. 

p  j^iXi j\}  fdjulan,  To  yawn,  gape,  stretch. 
X^A  fass,  (v.  n.  of  t_>*»^)  Cleaving.  Striking 
with  a  hatchet.  Touching  or  hurting  on  the  hind- 

head.  Eating  (food),  (pi.  (_>»ijj^  afsus  and  (_)*>^ 

fusus)  A  hatchet,  an  axe.  The  bit  of  the  bridle,  or 
rather  a  piece  of  iron  suspended  to  the  bit.  The 

hind-head  protuberant. 

A  c_>»i^yas,  Fez  in  Africa. 
PLi)j^\>fdstarak,A.  little  behind.  A  swallow. 

A  fdsij,  (A  she-camel)  covered  when  too 
young.  A  she-camel  young  and  swift. 

A  ̂*i\>  fdsihli,  A  violator,  dissolver,  breaker. 
A  iS^mM  fdsid,  (pi.  (^iSj^fasda")  Vicious,  cor- 

rupt, perverse,  depraved,  naught.  Invalid,  null 

and  void,  ̂ j—^'^  SuAf  fdsidu^ I  mizdj,  Of  a  bad 
disposition.  (Jll^^  S*n\>  jiii  fihrifdsidu'l  masal, Bad  counsel. 

A  ̂^jjmM  fdsih,  (pi.  'isL^  fasakat)  A  worthless, 
impudent  fellow,  scoundrel,  prevaricator.  A  sin- 

ner, foi-nicator,  adulterer.  A  sodomite,  (in  law) 

One  who  neglects  decorum  in  his  dress  and  beha- 
viour, and  whose  evidence  is  therefore  not  held 

admissible.  '  (A  ripe  date)  that  quits  the  husk. 
A  'iSM»[s  fdsihat,  A  whorish,  lewd  woman. 

A  'i!>^M)\>  fdsihtyat,  A  mode  of  wrapping  the 
turban  round  the  head. 

A  f\xui\if  dsiyds,  (and  'ixtuMfdsiyat)  A  beetle. 
p  (^\>fdsh,  Manifest,  clear,  public,  divulged, 

spread  abroad.  Scattered,  jjii/^ (^\s  fdshhar- 
dati, To  reveal,  divulge,  publish,  blazon  abroad. 

AXjijlj/as/t5/mi,Disobedient,stubborn(woman). 

pSjM^jfdshrd,  A  species  of  ivy,  producing  clus- 
tering fruit.  Bryony. 

p  (_^!uoj  ̂ ^\ifdsh  rastani,  Seed  of  nose-smart. 
SY  {^^XMij^M  fdshiristin,  A  kind  of  wild  vine  : 

the  black  vine. 

p  f^ji^jZiM  fdshaysin,  Mustard-seed.  Wild  rue. 

A  '^jZiXs  fdshiriy,  A  certain  medicine  useful 
against  the  bite  of  a  snake. 

A  'ikZiM  fdshighat,  Scattered, fly ing(forelocks). 

K^^Mfdshi,  Divulged,  diffused,  made  known. 
Propagated,  multiplied.  ycmarct fdshi, 
Wide-spreading  death  ;  plague,  pestilence.  p^^^U 

f^O'Zi  i^^j  ndshi  ufdshi  shudan,  To  be  brought 
to  light  and  published. 

A  'ijJ^M  fdskiyat,  Cattle  multiplying  or  breed- 
ing.  Property  in  general.    Desultory  (foray). 

A  'i^\>  fdsihhat,  (pi.  ̂ \^s  fawdsihh)  Unfor- 
tunate, disappointed  in  one's  views.  A  man  to 

whom  an  acute  intellect  has  been  denied. 

A  ̂y>o\jfdsil,  A  separator.  Decisive  (sentence). 

A  'eLo\>  fdsilat,  Space,  intermediate  space,  dis- 
tance. Any  thing  separating  one  from  another,  dis- 

tinguishing between  the  true  and  false  religion.  In- 

tervening  (letter).  A  bead  which  separates  other 
beads  upon  a  string,  (pi.  yfawdsil)  The  end 

of  a  verse  or  period  in  the  Kur'an  ;  also  of  a  poetic 

distich.  A  species  of  metrical  foot,  ̂ ^jk^] 'e\^\J^\ 
alfdsilatus  sughra' ,  (in  poetry)  Three  inflected 
letters  before  a  quiescent  one  :  as,  0^.0  zarahat. 

al  fasilatu'l  huhra' ,  Four  inflected 
letters  before  a  quiescent  one :  as,  za7-abatd. 

A  'Lo^jfdzzat,  (pi.  i^\^farodzz)  Misfortune. 
A         fdzUi,  Gross,  shameful  (blunder). 

A  (Jjoli  fdzil,  Abounding,  excelling,  exceed- 
ing. Overflowing,  redundant.  Excellent,  virtuous. 

Learned.  Bountiful.  Large(bucket).Much(wealth). 

Preponderating  (scale).  Whatever  is  realized  over 
and  above  the  estimated  produce.  A  remainder. 

ji>i^\  ̂y^\i  fdzilu'd  dahr,  The  best  of  his  age. 
A  sLoli  fdzilat,  Beneficence.  A  valuable  pre- 

sent. Distinguished  virtue.  Prerogative,  privilege. 

XLiliJ^  al  fdzilat,  A  metrical  foot,  called  likewise 

alfasilatul  kubra'. p  jiL>o[s  fdziltai;  Better,  more  excellent. 

p  Isli  fdt,  Zedoary.    Nux  vomica.  Poison. 

A J^\9  fdtir,  The  Creator.  (A  camel)  breed- 

ing new  teeth.  J  0\J«*J\ J^\ifdt.iru''ssa- 
vidwdt  wa'l  arz.  Creator  of  the  heavens  and  earth. 
A  fdtim,  A  colt  ready  to  wean.  A  camel 

whose  colt  is  a  year  old. 

A  'i^Mfdtimat,  (pi.  fandtim)  Name  of 
Muhammad's  daughter,  called  also 

'i^yyuifdlimatu''  z  zahrds  sayyidatun  nisds, 
p  murghi  fdtima,  A  wagtail. 

A  e^L^\jfdtimiyat,  The  Fatimites ;  a  dynasty 

which  reigned  in  Egypt  from  the  year  908  to  1171. 
A         fdtin,  Intelligent,  penetrating. 

A  iy^\>fd^l,  One  who  makes  or  performs;  a 
maker,  doer,  performer ;  an  agent,  actor.  Govern- 

ing (as  one  word  another).  The  participle  active, 

or  noun  of  agency.  The  nominative  case.  Apede- 

rast(thepathic,or  person  abused,  being  called  J^»ie 

maf^l.  Patient).  ^yS'{>  fd^li  hakilii,  The 
true  agent  (God),  jli^  fj^\s  fd^li  mukhtdr.  Mas- 

ter of  one's  own  actions,  jli^  J-plij^.i^j  takdlri 

fd^li  muhhtdr,J}Wme  predestination.  (J^li  ̂ \ 

ismi  fd^l,  (in  gram.)  A  noun  denoting  the  agent. 

A  ,][^li/a^2Zi?/,  Effective,  efficient.  sH^M 

^llati  fd^Uya,  An  efficient  cause. A  slisX)  fd^liyat,  The  quality  or  the  nature  of 
agent  or  noun  of  agency :  agenc3% 

A  t^jSXs  /a^iis,  A  sluggish  old  beast.  A  stam- 
merer. A  serpent.  A  mountain-goat.  A  misfor- 

tune. A  narrow-necked  traveller's  water-bottle. 
Glans  penis.    A  kind  of  Arabian  game. 

A  'ijM^Vf  fd^sat,  The  privities  of  a  woman. 
A         fd^,  Enraged,  foaming. 

A  AAff'li  fd^yat,  The  plant  called  sumd- 
mat.  Privet-flowers.  Whispering,tell-tale(woman). 

p  sjsM  fd^ya,  Root  of  the  water-lily. 
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p faghir,  A  fragrant  flower  in  India. 

A fdghir,  A  species  of  animalcule. 

A  'ij-S\J  fagliirat,  A  certain  medicinal  root. 
Roots  of  the  water-lily.  Cubebs,  an  aromatic. 

p  i^\s  faghara,  A  spice  of  the  size  of  a  vetch. 

p  (^^\>faghush,  An  acrid  Indian  medicine. 

A  'iisM  faghiyat,  Flowers  of  the  privet. 

p  faghiya,  A  certain  fragrant  yellow  In- 
dian flower.  Privet-flowers.  Any  fragrant  blossom. 

p  lili  fafa,  Choice,  excellent,  rare,  astonishing. 

A  ̂'^fasfaf,  (or  p\s\sfaffaf)  A  stutterer,  stam- 
merer. One  who  pronounces  badly,  or  very  fre- 

quently, the  letter  (  s  fd  or  fe. 

A  l\s\s  faffasat,  A  vicious  pronunciation,  or  re- 
iteration, of  the  letter  i  i  fd. 

A  ̂{ifdh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji,  passively)Being broken 
in  the  notch  (an  arrow).  A  large  dish  full  of  meat. 

Cooked  olive-oil.  A  desert.  Tall,  shambling,  and 

loosely-framed  (man).  Name  of  a  long-necked 
water-bird. 

A  'iiKsfdhat,  Poverty,  necessity,  want.  A  day's 
fast.  ej\i  J  jSj  fahr  ufdha,  Povei-ty  and  want. 

A  Ss\>fdk'id,  (A  woman)  lamenting  the  loss  of 
husband  and  childi'en  ;  or  who  marries  after  the 
deceaseof  her  husband.  (A  doe)  missing  her  young, 

which  has  been  carried  off"  by  a  wild  beast.  Ss\i 

jtai!i\fdkidu'l  hasar,  Wanting  the  sight. 

A  'iJiVf  fdkirat,  A  misfortune.  A  bridle,  hal- 
ter running  through  a  ring  inserted  in  a  earners  nose. 

A  ̂ \>fdk!^  Intense  (yellow  or  red).  Pure, 
unmixed,  bright  (colour). 

A  '&ji>\3fdki^t,(p\.^^>fa')vdki^A  misfortune. 

p  ̂^{^ &>\ifdka-liash,  A  faster.  Famished. 
p  iHM  fdha-kasln,  Fasting,  hunger. 

p  -J'^ dJi\i  fdka-mast,  One  who  is  starving, 
but  conceals  his  distress. 

A  AS3\j  fdhifds,  A  membrane  enclosing  the 

head  of  a  foetus.  A  child's  caul. 

A  iJj^fdhh,  (pi.  'i^^  fakahat  and  uLl^i  Ji- 
/ea/f)  Silly.  Decrepit  (old  man).  Wide-mouthed 
(old  camel).  uLllj  /a/c/i/a/ii/r,  Very  stupid. 

A  s^Mfdhih,  Soft,  delicately  brought  up. Merry, 

blithe,  joyous,  jocose.  A  possessor  of  fruit. 

A  ̂I^VjAs  fdhihdmy,  A  fruit-seller,  fruiterer. 

A'i^Mfdkihat,  (pi.  &^\^>faKdkUi)  Fruit.  Sweet- 
meats. A  beautiful  palm-tree.  Jovial,  gay,  lively, 

merry,  entertaining.  'i.^\s  fdhihatu'' sh  shi- 
tds,  (Winter-frnits)  Fire,  firing. 

PlJ^^ili/a5imy'ton,Tomeet:interrupt,intercept. 
A  J\i faA,  (pi.  yjpfusul  and  Jy\  afiul)  (vulg. 

fdl)  An  omen, augury,  presage.  Jla5^  ̂   ̂hnu''l 
fdl,  Sortilege,  augury.  Cii-U-  ̂   IdfasJa  ̂ lay- 
ha,  Nothing  can  harm  thee  :  no  spell  against  thee. 

A  Ci^fdl,  (pi.  JIJ\  afydl)  Weak  (in  mind), 
imprudent.  The  flesh  on  one  side  of  the  hips.  A 

certain  vein  in  the  gaskoin  of  a  horse.  Name  of 

a  place  in  Persia. 
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P  ̂li  fdlij,  Assisted,  defended.  Victorious. 
A  fdlij,  The  palsy,  or  rather  a  paralytic 

affection  of  one  side  of  the  body,  hemiplegia.  A 

measure  for  dry  goods.  Name  of  a  wind.  A  large 
camel  with  two  bunches.  An  arrow  reaching  the 

mark.  Name  of  a  person,  the  son  of  Khalawat; 

whence  the  adage,  'i^*^  ̂   ̂ ^^(^li  ̂ ^-o  13^ 
ana  min  zdUka''l  arnrfdlij  bin  hhaldwat,  I  am  as 
clear  of  that  matter  as  Falij,  the  son  Khalawat. 

p  ii^j  ̂   fdlij-zada,  Paralytic. 

A  ̂ li  fdlih,  Prosperous,  successful. 
G  ̂jmS^Ij  fdlirghus,  (or  (^^J^)  A  stork. 
p         fdl-zan,  A  soothsayer,  diviner. 

-sangali,  Pebbles  for  divining. 

A  'ij^M  fdli^t,  (pi.  ̂ ^i)  A  misfortune. 
A  Jpli  fdlik,  He  who  creates,  brings  forth,  or 

splits  open.    A  palm-tree  whose  blossoms  have 
burst  forth  from  the  pod.  A  cleft  in  a  mountain. 

Low  ground  between  two  heights. 

fdiiku'l  asbdh,  Creator  of  the  morning. 
A&a)li yaZZ/ifl^jLow  ground  between  two  heights. 

A  LdiJlj fdlik,  A  girl  whose  breasts  begin  to  shew. 

az,  A  conjurer,  fortune-teller. 

p  \J^J>  ijli  fdl  giriftan.  To  foretell,  divine. 

v^'^fdl-go  or  gu,  fal-goy  or  guy) 
A  fortune-teller.  A  soothsayer. 

p  (Jli  fdl-gofi  or  gusi.  Fortune-telling, 
soothsaying,  divination,  augury. 

A  Li^\i  fdlud,  (from  p  i^j^[>_pdlud)  Strained. 

A  ̂1^3^^  f^^^daj,  {^i^yiVsfdludah,  dyMfdluz, 
or  ̂d^J!>\i  fdlUzah,  p  td^\s  fdluda)  A  dish  made 
of  starch,  honey,  and  water:  sweet  flummery. 

A  d^\s  fdluz,  Steel.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

A  '^\ifaAiy,  (orfdli)  A  soothsayer,  enchanter. 
A  ̂\s*^\'i.2\3fdliyatu'lafd^,The  beginnings 

of  evil.  A  kind  of  speckled  beetle. 

p  ji\s  fdlez,  A  field  of  melons. 

p  (^_y3^\j^\i  fdlinus,  Fumitory. 

Pj(,\i^a/w,Form,appearance.  Like,  resembling. 
Name  of  a  town  in  Khui  asan.  (Joined  to  nouns 

of  colour,  implies  a  tendency  to  such  colours:  as) 

pli  6joj  zumurrud-fdnijOfan  emerald-colour  j  aawj 
siyah-fdm,  Somewhat  black;  ̂ li  kahud- 

fdm,  Of  a  cerulean  or  turquoise-colour  ;  ̂li  (J-s^ 
liuhl-fahm,  Blackish.  (Equiv.  to       ?vam)  Debt. 

A  faun,  (v.  n.  of  pli)  Having  the  mouth 
full  of  grass  (a  camel).  Drinkingto  satiety.  Fasam, 

(v.n.of  j«ij)Beingfulloffat(the  withers  ofa  camel). 
a\<\.s  fa" ainmd,  But,  surely,  if. 

p  (__jijvoli  fdni'tursh,  Morose,  disagreeable. 

p fdmir,  (or  IjcM)  A  city  in  Turkistan. 

A  '^Ksfdmiy  ,Y  enAer  of  wheat.   Seller  of  garlic. 
A         fdmiyut.  Name  of  a  city  in  Sj-ria. 

A  !^  fa  inna.  And.  Indeed.  But. 
pi^lili yawa/;,Onewhostrongly  articulates  the 

letter  \^  fd  in  talking. 

p  (_/^^  fdnalii,  The  fault  of  pronouncing  the 

J 

letter  i  \  fd  much  when  speaking. 

A  Jj^Vi  fdnih.  Soft,  easy,  delicate. 

p  A  (^i^M  fdnus,  A  pharos,  a  light  house.  A 
lantern.  A  whisperer,  a  tale-bearer,  a  pick-thank. 

A  O**^^  fdnusi  hhiydl,  A  magic  lantern 

(or  Pij^^J>  (_>»» fdnusi  garddn,  A  revolving  lan- 
tern), A  lantern  which  revolves  by  the  smoke  of 

the  candle  within,  and  has  on  the  sides  of  it  figures 
of  various  animals.  The  heavens. 

p  loMfdna,  A  wedge.  A  wooden  peg,  which, 

dropping  into  a  lock,  prevents  it  being  opened  till 

that  is  drawn  up.  A  small  cistern,  (for  &>\sj  za- 

fdna~)  Flame.  The  tongue  of  a  balance. 

A  ̂j,\>fdn^,  Frail,  transitory,  perishable,  incon- 
stant ;  tottering  (old  man),    p  (^?.^ 

jahdnifdni,  This  transitory  world. 

ASi^Vsfdniz,  (from  p  lijob  j?amcZ)Sugar-candy. 
A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

A  fasw,  (v.n.of J  Is)  Striking,  splitting  (the 
head  with  a  sword).  A  fissure  between  two  moun- 

tains. An  extensive,  pleasant  tract  of  country  sur- 
rounded by  hills.  Low  and  trodden  ground  between 

rocky  or  rough  grounds.  A  narrov/  pass  through 

a  valley,  leading  into  an  open  country.  A  round 

heapof  sand.  Asmoothjbare  place.  Night.The  west. 

p\j li/awa,  Shamed,  dishonoured.  Dishonour, 

disgrace.   jjiijJ^jli  fdrvd  hudan.  To  be  exposed. 
A  \^\i)\ifdivdniya,  Name  ofa  wood,  called  also 

(__>AS,<aM        ̂ du''s  salib,  (Wood  of  the  cross). 

A  (^j\3faswa',  Glans  penis. 
A  i\»fdh,  (pi.  sl^\  afhdh)  The  mouth. 
A  &aJ&li  fdhikat,  A  stab  with  a  spear  fetching 

blood  or  hurting  the  first  joint  of  the  neck.  A  brand 

on  the  first  joint  of  the  neck. 

p  fdham.  Together,  ̂ ^.^ol  fdham 

dmadan.  To  suit.  To  be  drawn  together. 

A  ̂i>\i  fdh.im,  Understanding;  intelligent. 
A  <^^s  f  uy,  A  striking,  splitting  (of  the  head). 
A  C-ol5/a^i<,Apasser  by :  dead:  escaped, lost. 

A  'i:^\s  fdsijat,  A  crowd,  body.  A  large  valley 
between  two  mountains  or  sand-hills. 

A^yi  fdsih,  Diffusing  odour. A         fdsihat,  Fragrance,  perfume. 

p  S>}j  fdyad,  Until. 
A  SOjli  fdsidat,  (pi.  ̂i\^famdsid)  Profit,  gain 

(of  learning  or  wealth) ;  utility,  advantage,  emolu- 
ment. The  application  or  point  ofa  moral  or  tale. 

A  note,  notice,  advertisement.  A  sign,  mark,  or  as- 
terisk. Observation.  Explanation,  p ̂ SJjli^_ 

jyurfdfidatar.  More  replete  with  advantage,  more 
beneficial. 

p  i^A-o  isiXh  fdsidamand,  Profitable,  useful. 

A fds-lr,  Boiling.  (A  horse)  whose  sinews 

are  inflated,  (pl.j^  fur)  A  doe,  a  deer.  Hatred. 

•ijiXs  J3  fdrafdtiniJiu,  His  anger  raged,  his  pas- 
sion was  strong. 

A      /aj;/^,  An  overcomer.  A  flier.  Overtake 



ing,  reaching,  obtaining. 

A  i^iMfuiiz,  Abundant, overflowing,  aflBuent, 

exuberant.  Excellent.  i^jio\sfanzu's suru)-, 

Diffusing  joy.        (_jojlj/aj:/2:M''7j  wwr,  Luminous. 

A  'iio\s  fdfighat,  Acrid,  pungent,  overpower- 
ing, intoxicating  (smell). 

A  ijj^la fasih,  Superior,  super-excellent,  super- 
fine, transcendental,  overtopping.  The  joining  of 

the  head  with  the  neck.  A^ii  dawarun  fasi- 
hun,  A  sovereign  remedy. 

A  fdnl,  The  flesh  of  the  side  or  the  hollow 

part  of  the  hip.  Weak  in  mind,  silly. 

A  (jbbli  fdnlatani,  Two  veins  in  the  thighs. 

A  &A>li  fddyat,  A  large  district,  an  extensive 

tract,  partly  hilly,  partly  level. 

A  sLj  fahMt,  A  smart  shower  but  short. 

p  JLi  fahal,  A  beginning,  commencement. 

A  IjfJ  fahihd,  Well  and  good  1  Then,  be  it  so ! 

F^jM^fapusorfupus,  Ridicule,derision,Iaugh- 
tcr,  mockery,  sarcasm.  Cream. 

A        fait,  (v.  n.  of  cl/i)  Breaking  with  the 
fingers.    Crumbling.    A  crack  in  a  stone, 

Si^S-l**!  f^fattafi  sd^dihi,  He  weakened  him,  he 
crippled  his  arm.    Fuit,fitt,ovfutt,  (The  mem- 

bers of  a  family)  scattered  here  and  there. 

A  \^  fats,  (v.  n.  of  ti)  Ceasing,  desisting,  ab- 
staining. Breaking.  Extinguishing.  Otlsl  U 

md  aftastu  azkuruhu,  I  have  not  ceased  to  remem- 

berhim.  Fatat,{y. n.o^ ^^Vovgetimg.  Desisting. 

A  ̂\3^  faids,  (v.  n.  of  (ji)  Being  young,  and 
begetting  offspring  then.  Being  generous.  Youth, 

juvenileage.i^/7«j:,(pl.of^i/flZi?/)Young(animals). 

A  'i\'^fatdt,  (pi.  Cj\y^  fataydt')  A  young  girl. 
A  C^llJ  futdt,  A  crumb.     A  fragment. 

A  ̂Vii  fatdtih,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Kinds  of  birds. 

A  ̂ 'Si  fattdh,  An  opener.  A  conqueror.  A 
judge.  An  arbiter,  (pi.        fatdtih)  A  sortof  bird. 

A  'i='['JiJ'atdhat,  Aid,  assistance.  Victory,  con- 
quest. Futdhat  ovjiidhat,  Judgment,  award,  de- 

cision ;  judicature. 

A  'iis>'\^  fiitdhiyat,  A  kind  of  bird. 
p  ̂^ck:s  f vidian,  To  fall. 
p  ick^  futdda,  Fallen.    A  fall,  slip,  tumble. 

Ajllij  Jitdr,  (v.  n.  ofjsi)  Being  weak,  languish- 

ing; slackening,  flagging.  Being  lukewarm  (wa- 
ter). Measuring  with  the fitr,  i.e.  the  tip  of 

the  thumb  and  fore-finger  extended.  Futdr,  The 
beginning  of  ebriety. 

V  ̂^^>Jd  Jitdndan,l!o  digvi^.  To  scatter.  To 
tear.  To  cleave,  to  sunder. 

A  fattdsh.  An  exact  inquirer,  inquisitor. 

A  CLfs\'jifatdJit,  Secrets  mysteriously  whispered. 
A  JjllJ  JitdJi,  A  lump  of  leaven.  The  white 

root  of  the  fibrous  bark  of  the  palm-tree.  A  bunch 

of  dry  dates.  The  upper  limb  of  the  sun's  disk. 
The  sun  itself.  The  disappearance  of  a  mist  from 
the  face  of  the  sun.     Mixtures  of  medicines. 
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p  LdJljkiya^a/i',  Particular,  special.  Intense. 
A  fattdh,  A  daring  robber.  Futtdh,(Tp\. 

o?  fdtilt)  Intrepid,  strong.  Robbers. 

p  ̂ycs  fatal,  A  twisting,  coiling.  A  tearing  up. 

Dispersion,  diffusion.  A  newly-planted  tree.  Fi- 
tdl,  Tearing.  A  cutting  or  breaking. 

A  (JVii  fattdl,  A  rope-maker.  A  nightingale. 
p  fatdlida7i  or  fitdlidan,  To  tear  up, 

pull  away.  To  draw  off,  by  twisting,  any  thing 

which  adheres  tenaciously.  To  split,  to  tear.  To 

shed,  spill.  To  disperse.  To  dig  up. 

A  (jlus  fitdn,  A  leathern  saddle-cover. 

p  i^K'Ji  futdn,  Falling. 
A  ̂j\'sifattdn,An  assayer  (of  gold).  A  tempter. 

Malicious,  villainous,  factious,  seditious.  Bewitch- 
ing,seductive.  Satan.  A  robber,tliief.  An  inquisitor 

(such  as  the  angels ̂ ^la  munhar  and  naldr). 

A  f^"^'^  fattdndni,  (dual)  Gold  and  silver 
coin.  Two  angels  named^^i« ^Jt^  naJfirumun- 

har,  who  are  supposed  to  subject  men  to  an  initia- 
tory examination  in  the  grave. 

p  ̂^^•x>'^  futdnidan,  To  cause  to  fall. 

A  ̂jjVjj  fatdiva' ,  (pi.  of  ̂^y^fatwa")  Legal  de- 
crees, judicial  sentences  given  by  the  mufti. 

A  f^)^ fatd-iil,  (pi.  of'iXyji fafdat)  Wicks. 

A  'i^  fitat,  (pi.  ̂^ysifit^^n')  A  water-pot. 
A  ijLj^a^iai!  or  yw^te^.  Any  thing  crumbled;  as 

fuel  mixed  with  camels'  dung.  A  portion  of  dates. 
A  bit  of  dry  dung  placed  as  tinder  under  a  fire-steel . 

A  ̂   fataha,  (Jut.  ̂i^,  yaftahu)  He  opened. 

A  ̂ faih,(v.  n.of  ̂ )  Opening  (a  door).  Tak- 
ing (a  city).  Having  the  orifices  of  the  teats  wide 

(a  camel).  Beginning,  undertaking.  Deciding, 

giving  judgment  in  a  law-suit.  Assisting.  Mark- 

ing (a  letter)  with  the  vowel  is-S^  fat'lia  — .  Open- 
ing, aperture.  Victory,  conquest ;  the  taking  of  a 

city.  Water  overflowing  a  tract  of  land.  Judg- 

ment, award,  decision.  The  vowel /a<7ta — .  Fruit 

of  the  tree  ̂   nab^  resembling  a  green  berry. 

Aid.  The  commencement  of  the  spring-rains.  Ijj^ 

^J^HJ^  (J*  '^^^  fnajra'' s  sinkhi  miiiVl  Jddhi.  ̂  
L^\i  fathi  hdb,  The  setting  in  of  the  rainy  sea- 

son. Rain.  Opposition  of  two  planets,  p  u-^b  ̂  

f^d^  fathi  bdb  hardan,  To  open  a  door.  To 

commence  a  business,  ^fathi  kalam 

dddan,  To  begin  a  speech.  AFutuh,  Wide.  Open 

(gate).Wide-mouthed(bottle)andwithoutastopple. 

p^.  ̂fath-pech,  A  mode  of  tying  a  t
urban. 

A  'i^  fathat.  The  vowel  fatlia  — ,  which,  in 

Arabia,  Persia,  and  Turkey,  with  a  sound  like  "a" 

in  "bat,"  or  even  approaching  the  "e"  in  bet," 

is  pronounced  in  India  more  like  u"  in  but.' 
Futhat,  An  ostentatious  display  of  wealth  or  learn- 

ing. An  opening,  an  expanding.  Fatahat,  (pi.  of 

^fdtlh)  Conquerors.  Takers  of  cities. 

p  dJ^.^  fathmand,  Victorious. 

p  ^  fath-ndma,  Despatches  announcing 
victory. 

p  ̂jli^  ̂   fath-nishdn,  A  victorious  banner. 
At_-*x«3L)  ̂   fath-nasib,  Of  victorious  fortuue. 
A        fatha\  The  wmd. 

PL-.?b  ̂   fath-ydb,  Obtaining  victory. 

A  -^fatkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Contracting  and  ex- panding the  fingers  or  toes.  Fatakh,  Softness  and 
flexibility  of  the  joints.  Breadth  and  length  of  the 

palm  of  the  hand  or  sole  of  the  foot.  The  appear- 
ance of  fat  in  a  camel.  A  little  bell  which  emits 

no  sound,  {^l.oi'i'^  fathhat)  Rings  of  silver  on the  hands  or  feet. 

A  fatkhds,  (fem.  of  aftahli)  Soft  and 
limber  about  the  palms  of  the  hand,  soles  of  the 

feet,  or  finger-joints.  (A  camel  or  woman)  whose 
teats  are  large  round  the  base.  (In  the  former  it 

is  regarded  as  a  blemish ;  in  the  latter,  a  beauty). 

Soft-jointed  (hand).  A  frame  whereon  a  bee-hive 
is  placed.  Soft-winged  (eagle). 

A  'i^ii' fathhat  or  fatalihat,  (^l.-^fatahh,  ,^yh 
futuhh,2,ndLCJ^ fatahlidt)  A  ring  upon  the  hands 

or  feet,  especially  of  silver,  and  without  a  bezel 

(with  a  bezel  it  is  called  jcU>-  hhdtani), 

Affair,  A  woman's  name.  Fitr,  The  distance 
between  the  stretched-out  tips  of  the  thumb  and 

the  fore-finger.  (From  the  index  to  the  long  fin- 

ger the  space  is  called  i  ratab ;  from  this  to 

the  ring-finger,  ^itab ;  and  from  this  to  the 

little  finger,  ̂ ^ai  busm).  Futr,  A  mat  of  palm- 
leaves,  on  which  they  sift  meal.  Fatar,  Languor, 

relaxation.  Weakness.  Intermission  of  the  pulse. 

A  muscle.  A  certain  fixed  quantity  of  meat  or  grain. 

A  j'*'s  fittar,  The  torpedo,  (a  fish). 

p  fitrdh.  Saddle-straps.  Cords  fixed  to 
the  saddle  for  hanging  game  to. 

A  'iji  fatrat.  Languor,  debility,  relaxation,  re- 
mission, intermission.  An  interregnum.  An  inter- 

val of  time  between  two  apostles  or  prophets.  The 

torpedo  (a  fish),  'iji  JjiP  ̂la' fatratin,  After  an 
interval,  p  O/i  (3  bifatrat,  Without  intermis- 

sion, incessantly. 

p  djii  fatard,  Old,  worn,  rent.  A  tearer. 

p  ̂jiiijAfatardan,  To  scatter.  To  destroy,  tear. 
To  pull  to  pieces.  To  cleave  asunder. 

A  'Lojifatrasat,  A  cutting,  an  amputating. 

p  6:>,ji  fatrid,  Any  thing  old,  worn,  torn. 

p  ̂ ^^ji  fitndan  ox  fatridan,  To  tear,  break 
in  pieces,  tear  asunder.  To  scatter. 

A  ̂J:J::sfatsh,  (v.  n.  of  (j£«lis)  Examining,  search- 

ing, making  strict  inquiry. 
A  jcifatgh,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Treading  on  (a  thing) 

until  (it)  splits  open. 

A  'i'^ci  fatfatat,  A  drinking  shoi't  of  repletion. 

A  ̂ 'Ssfath,  (v.  n.  of  JlLs)  Breaking,  splitting. 
Leavening  (dough).  Rendering  (musk)  more  fra- 

grant by  an  admixture  of  other  odours.  Breach 



of  friendship  or  peace,  quarrel,  law-suit,  feud,  di- 

vision. A  rupture,  hernia.  A  disease  in  the  scro- 
tum. Dawn.  Ground  without  rain,  between  neigh- 

bouring fields  which  have  it.  An  opening.  An 

open  country.  '^\^  J'J  fat h ma jit/,  Watery  hernia, 

hydrocele.  ' C^^f^  ̂   fatk  ma Intestinal  her- 
nia, ^stf,  ̂ fatli  rViiij,  Windy  hernia, 

^  J)falh  sarhiy,  Hernia  of  the  omentum.  Fatah, 

(v.  n.  of  Being  plentiful  (season).  Being 

open,  large,  patent.  Plenty,luxuriance.  The  dawn. 

Futuli,  Talkative,  fluent  (woman). 

A  ̂\s.'J  fatjiuj:,  Ravished.  Wide  (woman). 

p         fatk,  A  badgej-,  a  brock. 

A  ij}'jifatk,Jitk,ovfutk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jX'l's)  Dar- 
ing to  perpetrate  whatever  one  meditates ;  attack- 

ing unawares,  and  treacherously  destroying  ano- 
ther. Being  impudent  (a  wench).  Importuning, 

urging,  dunning,  harassing. 

A^^^Jitahr,  (Jithir,  Jitahrin,fatah'in, futalirin,  and  fithann)  A  great  and  wonderful 

thing.  Misfortune. 

A  i^;^^!^  futaklin,  An  accident,  misfortune. 

A  fail,  (v.  n.  of  J^^i)  Twisting  (a  rope). 

Converting,  diverting  (from  any  plan).  Averting 

(the  face).  Following  in  the  track  of  deceit  and 

cunning.  Removing  the  forelocks  from  before  the 

eyes.  Singing,  warbling  (as  the  nightingale).  A 

plant  which  does  not  spread  but  twists  up.  A  pod 

which  stands  in  place  of  a  leaf.  Fatal,  A  lump 

or  callosity  on  a  camel's  elbow.  Wideness  between 
a  camel's  elbow  and  side. 

A  ̂'^Csfatlds,  (A  she-camel)  whose  legs  are  bent. 

A  's^fatlat,  The  pod  which  contains  the  berries 

of  the  jJmj  salam  and samur  trees.  A  certain 

part  of  a  camel's  ear.  Fatlat  or  fatalai,  The  fruit 
of  the  shrub  lai^ff-  ̂irfut. 

FfjSjkJjitll.dan,Totear.  To  scatter.To  pluck  up. 

A  f^sfatn,  (v.  n.  of  tj^)  Proving,  trying.  As- 
saying (metals).  Tempting.  Seducing.  Making 

mad  (as  a  woman  her  lover).  Filling  with  wonder 

and  astonishment.  Burning,  scorching.  Torment- 

ing. Meeting  with  trials.  State,  condition,  situa- 

tion. Mode,  manner.  Fitan,  (jA.  of 'ix^  Jitriat) 
Temptations.  Seditions,  wickednesses.  Futun,  (pi. 

of  i^jiCsfatvi)  Black  stony  grounds. 

p  (^jyizfaw.  Figure, form,  shape.  Endowments. 
Name  of  a  province  in  India. 

A  fatnani,  Two  kinds,  jj^xi  (ji^^  al 

^yshfatnani,  Life  is  checkered  with  pain  and  plea- 
sure. Futnani,  (dual)  Morning  and  evening. 

^  A  fitnat,  (v.  n.  of  Proving  (men)  by 

temptations,  or  (gold)  by  fire.  Seducing  (from 
loyalty),  leading  into  sedition  and  rebellion.  Be- 

ing tried  by  evils.  The  smelting  of  gold  or  silver. 

Sedition,  insurrection,  tumult,  mutiny,  discord,  dis- 

turbance, riot,  rebellion.  War.  Calamity,  distress. 

Toil,  pain,  torment.  Malignity,  impiety,  iniquity, 
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infamy.  Crime,  sin,wickedness.  Ingratitude.  Temp- 
tation, seduction  :  any  thing  diverting  a  man  from 

his  duty.  Discordance  in  opinion.  Anarchy.  Error. 

Madness,  delirium.  Wealth.  Children.  ̂ \  sSJi 

fitnasi  akhir  zaman,  The  wickedness  of  the 

last  times,  p  fitna  ra  kamar  gu- 

shadan,  To  quell  a  mutiny.  ejjSjitna  shu- 
dan,  To  revolt,  mutiny.  -  *  , 

p  sili^^wa.  Wickedness.  Fraud.  The  eyes,  hair, 

or  figure  of  a  woman  (as  that  whereby  a  man  is  be- 
witched). Name  of  a  female  slave  of  Bahram  Gur. 

p  fitna-angez.  Rebellious,  seditious. 

P  (_f3="  fitna-joy  or  juy,  Fond  of  tumults, 
seeking  disturbance,  quarrelsome,  seditious. 

A      fatw,  An  excelling  in  liberality. 

p      fataw,  Proud :  quarrelsome.  Deceived. 

A  future,  (pi.  of  ̂   fata')  Young  men. 
Liberal-minded. 

A  \y3fatwa,  (for (j'jliiya^wa')  A  judicial  decree 
pronounced  by  a  (ja*  mvfti ;  judgment,  sentence. 

Ki^y^fatawani,d.\i.of^^fata','Tysiojomgmex\. 

Ad_5l?j^^wa^,(pl.ofJ^I^/ato') Young  men. Liberal. 
A  Sjlj  futuwat.  Liberality.  Childhood,  boy- 

hood. The  rank  of  mufti,  chancellor,  or  patriarch. 

A  CJ^^'i fatut,  Crumbled:  ground  coarsely. 

A  ̂^l^jya^w/t,  The  commencement  of  vernal  rains. 
(A  camel)  having  the  orifices  of  the  teats  wide.  Fu- 

tuh,  (pi.  of  ̂   fath)  Victories,  conquests,  the  tak- 
ing of  towns.  Plenty,  easy  circumstances,  income 

received  gratuitously. 

A  iJ^\>-j'Jifutuhdt,  (pi.  of  ̂ '^futuh,  pi.  of  ̂  
fatli)  Numerous  victories,  conquest  of  many  towns. 

^  ̂ ^^^  fatulii,  A  jacket  without  sleeves. 
A  futukh,  (pi.  of  fatkhat)  Rings  upon 

the  fingers  or  toes  without  a  bezel.  The  joints  of 

a  lion's  claws. 

p  ̂^i^yifutudan,  To  speak  with  premeditation. 
p  ti^iyS  futuda,  Deceived.    Deceitful  (world). 

A j^'Ssfutur, (y .r\. of yi)  Slackening.  Languish- 
ing, flagging.  Being  weak,  languid,  relaxed  (the 

joints).  Being  tepid  (water).  Measuring  with  the 

extended  tip  of  the  thumb  and  index.  Weakness,  lan- 

guor, infirmity.  Coolness,  want  of  aflPection.  Pjy^ 

^^O^jl'^.futur~jmzirshudan,To  become  languid. 

p  'ijyi  futurat,  Lukewarmness.  A  temperate 
atmosphere. 

^  [ij^'jj  faturiya,  Dispersed,  ruined,  undone. 
Exciting  quarrels. 
A  futuk,  Calamities.  Wants.  Diseases. 

Debt.    ̂ Jy^      zufutuk,  (A  year)  of  little  rain. 

A  L^yifutuk,  (v.  n.  of  eilus)  Daring  to  perpe- 
trate whatever  one  meditates.  Importuning,  urg- 

ing, dunning,  harassing.  Being  impudent  (a  wench). 

Exceeding  bounds  in  wickedness.  Attacking  un- 
awares, and  treacherously  destroying  another. 

A  f^y>  fitun,  (pi.  of  'i'^  Jitat)  Water-pots.  Fu- 
tun, (v.  n.of  tif^)  Proving,  trying.  Throwing  into 10  z 

trouble  or  temptation.  Filling  with  wonder  and 

astonishment.  Falling  into  trouble  or  temptation. 

Desiring  to  commit  fornication. 

A  fatma  or futma,  (pi.  ̂^^fatdma')  A 
judicial  orreligious  sentence  pronounced  byamufti. 

A         fatawiy,  Fragmentary. 

A  fata',  (pi.  jjljtl^  fifydn,  'iyS  fitwat,  'ijpi 
fityat,  '^'Jjjuturo,  and  fiii'iy)  A  youth,  boy.  A 
man-servant.    Liberal,  generous,  munificent. 

A  '^j}  fatly,  (pi.  -^bi fitds  and  aftdf)Yo\ing 
in  years  (any  animal).  New.  Futayy,  The  cup 
or  bowl  of  daring,  impudent  fellows.  Futly,  (pi. 

of       fata)  Young  men.    Liberal,  munificent. 

A  \Xiifutya''  oryai^v/a',  A  judicial  or  religious  de- 
cree pronounced  by  a  mufti  orexpounderof  the  law. 

A  Cy^Sis  fataydt,  (pi.  of  slli)  Young  (girls). 

A  (jW.is  Jitydn,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^fata')  Youths.  Li- 
beral. Fataydni,1 -wo  young  men.  Night  and  day. 

A  'i^^ fi^yatj  (pl- of  ̂ sfata)  Young  men. 
A  'e^l's  fatly  at,  (fem.  of      fatly)  Young. 
A  CL*^  fatit,  Crumbled  (bread),  crumbs. 

A  ̂i^jifatlk,  Shining(dawn).  Eloquent.  Burst- 
ing with  fat  (a  camel).    Double-pointed  (spear). 

A  ̂ yi^fatH,  Twisted  (rope).  A  rope  made  of 
the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree.  A  match  for  a  cannon  or 

lamp,  a  linstock,  candle-wick.  A  tent  for  wounds. 
A  thin  membrane  in  the  groove  of  a  date-stone. 

Aught,  any  thing.  Little  rolls  of  skin  which  are 
peeled  off  the  body  by  friction  in  the  baths. 

A  'iXcs  fatllat,  fatdsil)  Particles  of 
skin  rubbed  off  the  body  in  the  bath.  A  wick.  A 

match.  A  clyster.  Aught,  any  thing.  s.h^  CLAxS 

fatllati  tawila,  A  long  wick,  (metaph.)  A  man  who 

supports  the  honour  of  his  family.  A^lSj^  hajari 

faiila,  A  stone  which  burns  like  a  match. 
p  fatlla-dahanj.  Small  forceps  for 

plucking  up  hairs.  Snuffers. 
ili:i3  fatila-soz,  A  candlestick. 

p      d.'lCs  fatll-mo,  Silly,  stupid,  mad,  crazy. 
A  t^Zsfatln,  Burnt  (silver),  (pl.  (^fi  futun) 

Stony, ^burnt  ground. A  CLijfass,  (v.  n.  of  CUs)  Dispersing,  scatter- 
ing. A  certain  herb,  of  which  they  make  a  kind 

of  coarse  bread  in  scarce  seasons.  The  colocynth. 
Scattered  (dates). 

A  lij  /asj:,  (v.  n.  oftis)  Pacifying  anger.  Still- 

ing (a  boiling  pot)  by  pouring  in  cold  water.  Avert- 
ing, turning  oflT.  Casting  up  froth  (boiling  milk). 

Taking  the  chill  off  any  thing. 

AO^^i\tifasdsuI,(orSi^\iifasdfld)Wh'itec'louds, 
one  piled  upon  another.  Lining  of  garments. 

A  ̂ fasj,  (v.  n.of  ̂ )  Diminishing,  decreas- ing. Cooling  (boiling  water)  by  the  pouring  in  of 
cold.  Bearing  heavily. 

A  ̂ fasih,  (pl.  afsdh)The  belly,  paunch. A  large  serpent  which  resembles  a  wallet  or  purse. 

A  ̂ fa.tgh,  A  breaking  (of  the  head). 



A  ̂yifusuj:,  (v.n.  ofUi)  Stilling  (a  boiling  pot) 
by  pouring  in  cold  water.  Taking  the  chill  off  any 

thing.  Averting  (evil).  Casting  up  froth  (boiling 
milk)  and  then  ceasing. 

P  ̂   fuj  or  jij,  A  camel  or  other  animal  whose 
lip  hangs  loose. 

A  ̂   f(^jj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  very  wide  between 
the  feet,  straddling.  Pulling  and  rendering  distant 

from  the  string  (the  middle  of  a  bow),  (pi. 

Jijaj)  A  broad  way,  especially  between  two  moun- 

tains. ^  (J*  ̂ ^'^^^fwjy^j)  (oJ"  (i)* 
JjA^  ̂   7nin  kuUfqjj  ̂ .mVi)  From  every  wide 
or  deep  valley,  fiom  every  quarter.  Fijj,  Raw, 
imripe  (fruit).    The  Syrian  melon. 

A  '^foj^,  (v.  n.  of  \^)  Lying  with,  knowing 
carnally.  Fajas,  (v.  n.  of  )  Being  large-bodied 

(a  camel),  (pi.  of  Sj:s?  frjl^at)  Court-yards. 

A  \^  faja',  (v.  n.  of  ,_^)  Being  wide  between 
the  feet,  straddling.  Being  distant  from  the  string 

(the  middle  of  a  bow).  Bigness  of  belly  in  a  she- 

camel.  Width  between  the  thighs,  knees,  and  legs. 
p  \dj^aja  or  jija,  Gleanings  of  grapes  or  dates. 

A  fijas,  (v.  n.  3  of  W)  Taking  by  surprise, 

rushing  upon  unawares,  (pi.  of  5 ̂   fajwat)  The 
courts  or  squares  of  a  house. 

A  fajjas,{iem.  of^^  ofajj){k  bow)  whose 
string  is  distant  from  the  handle.  Wide  between 
the  legs. 

A  »^Us?  fujasat,  (v.n.  ofl^)  Rushing  upon  and 
destroying  unawares.  Taking  by  surprise.  An  un- 

foreseen accident.  5^  O mawtu  'I  fujasat, 

Sudden  death.    'if\:d  fujasatan,  Suddenly. 
A  fajfat,  (v.  n.  of  U?)  Happening  unex- 

pectedly, taking  by  surpnse.^  Rushing  upon  and 
destroying  unawares.  sV^  fujMtan,  Suddenly, 
unexpectedly,  unawares. 

A^ls^_^ja;,(pl.of^/aj;)  Broad  roads  between 
mountains.^  Fujaj,  A  wide  road  between  mountains. 

A  /fljiyaf,  Crudity,  rawness.  Raw  fruit. 

Aj\^  fajar,  Wickedness.  Adultery,  fornica- 

tion, harlotry.  jU?  b  yafajari,  O  adul tress  !  Fi- 

jar,  Roads,  ways.  (pi.  'ijd^  afjh-at)  Name  of  an 
unjust  war  (of  which  there  were  four)  waged  be- 

tween the  Ai'abian  tribes  Kuraysh  and  Kays. 

^j^fW^>'}  (pl-  of^\i  fdjir)  Wicked;  sin- 
ners, fornicators. 

A^W^/rtja^?^,  (pi.  of  wtA^)  Afflictions,  pains. 
A  Ij^-^  fujaJiy,  Unforeseen,  casual. 

A  '&—^fujjat,  Interstice,  space,  gap. 
A  ̂   fajaj,  A  wide  divarication  of  the  feet, 

the  heels  being  close,  and  the  toes  turned  out  (con- 

sidered more  ungi-aceful  than  ̂   fahaj).  Fujuj, Heavy,  disagreeable  persons. 

A  fujr,  (v.n.of^)  Setting  a-flowing  (wa- 

ter). Deviating  from  one's  duty,  swerving  from 
truth.  Launching  out  into  wickedness  and  de- 

bauchery. Recovering  from  sickness.  Crepuscle, 
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dawn,  morning,  early,  S^La  snlatu'lfajr, 

Morning-pray  er.^^"^  ̂  i,.^^ hawkabu  'Ifajj^The 
morning-star,  rvaktifajr,  Day-break. 

Fajar,  Munificence,  beneficence,  liberality.  Opu- 

lence. Fvjur,  (pi.  ofjjrs?  faj^^")  Very  wicked. 
Adulterers,  debauchees. 

A  'ijd  fajrat,  (v.  n.  of _^)  Launching  out  into debauchery  and  wickedness.  The  widest  part  of  a 

valley,  towards  which  the  waters  flow.  Fujrat, 

A  channel  or  valley  down  which  a  torrent  runs. 

Fajarat,(^^\.  of^U/'o;'/?')  Impious,  infidel,  wicked, 

unchaste.     'ij—^  (— *^  rakiha  fajarata,  He  lied. 

kj^fa'jz,  (for  (j*^/cys)  Pride, haughtiness. 
A  fojs,  (v.  n.  of  (j«*^)  Being  haughty. 

Originating  a  shameful  or  odious  act.  Pride,haugh- 
tiness.  A  malicious  action.  Violence,  oppression. 

A  (jS^/fljVi,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Breaking  a  hollow 
substance  (as  head  or  cup).  Widening,  stretching. 

A  ̂jS?  fajl^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Vexing,  causing  grief 
(the  lossof  athing  on  whichonehas  prided  himself). 

A  '^^Mf^h  {^Pjfah'^'-f^jM)  Loqua- cious, talkative,  crammed  with  other  people  s  ideas. 

A  i^y^  fojl  or  fajal,  (v.  n.  of  J-:^)  Being  thick. 
Being  loose  or  soft.  i^?/j7  oryiyw/,  A  radish. 

^y^^  hahhu'l  fujl,  A  kind  of  medicine. 
A  ̂   fajw,  (v.  n.  of  W  for_j^)  Opening  (a 

door).  Drawing  a  bowstring  wide  from  the  handle. 

A  fajwas,  (A  bow)  whose  string  is  dis- 
tant from  the  handle.  (Cattle)  wide  or  straddling 

between  the  thighs,  knees,  or  legs  (from  fatness). 
An  extensive  tract  of  land. 

A  'i^  fajwat,  (pi.  fajarvat,  fijcu^, 
or  fajai)  An  interval,  intervening  space.  A  cleft 
between  two  mountains.  The  space  between  the 

right  and  the  left  side  of  a  hoof.  A  court-yard.  A 
wide  tract  of  land. 

Aj^^  fajur,  fyjui-)  Very  wicked ;  adul- 
terous ;  a  debauchee.  Fujur,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Devi- 

ating from  the  right  way,  launching  out  into  wick- 
edness and  debauchery.  Lying.  Charging  with 

falsehood,  giving  the  lie.  Rebelling  against,  re- 
sisting, opposing  divine  authority.  Leaning  from 

the  saddle  (a  horseman).  Being  spoiled  (business). 

Becoming  dim  (the  sight).  Recovering  (from  in- 
disposition). Wickedness,  adultery,  lust,  luxury, 

lying,  villainy,  impiety.  fujuru'l  ha- 
rabat,  Incest,  j^d  j  J-J  fish  ufujur,  Iniquity 
and  debauchery. 

A  ̂ ^faju^  Calamitous  (death). 
A  fajrva',  (fem.  of  ajja')  (Cattle) 

wide  or  straddling  between  the  thighs  from  fatness. 

A  ho^  faji^t,  (pi.  fajafi^  Adversity, 

poignant  grief. 
p  }s<J^  fuchfucha.  Whispering. 

A  "^fahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Hissing  (a  serpent).  Be- ing hoarse ;  making  a  hoarse,  snoring  noise  in  sleep. 

A  \^  faha  or  fiha',  (pi.  Ad'^  afhai)  An  onion 

or  other  herb  used  in  seasoning  meat  when  dressing. 

A  J.A»-ls;^/o/(a/uZ,  (pi.  of  Jl*:*)  Male  palm-trees. 

A  (_ji>l^^yaMas/t,  AVicked,  obscene,  indecent. 
A  'iZA^  fakashat,  Salaciousness,  obscenity. 

A  JU^  fiUm,  (pi.  of  ̂ fahl)  Males,  stall  ions. 
A  fj,\s?  fuhhal,  (pi.  Jj^Vs^/a/ta/iiZ)  The  male 

palm-tree  bearing  no  fruit. 

A  XJls:*  fihalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^s^)  Gendering  (a 
stallion).  Male  energy,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^/a/iQ  Males. 

A  fliam,  (pi.  of  ̂  fahwb)  Coals.  Fuham, 
(v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Sobbing,  being  unable  to  breathe  any 
more  (a  lad).  Bleating  hoarsely  (a  ram). 

A  ̂\.sP  fahham,  A  charcoal-burner. 
A  (_fj\s^  faharvi,  (pi.  of^^^)  Significations. 
A  'i^  fuhhat,  Heat  (of  pepper). 

A  L^.*  -i?  fahs,  (v.  n.  of  t^.*s?)  Examining,  in- 

vestigating, inquiring,  i^'a/t/s.  Belly,  paunch  5  tripe. 

A  ̂   fahj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *)  Being  proud.  Point- ing the  toes  inward  in  walking.  Fahaj,  A  mode 

of  walkingr. with  the  toes  turned  in  and  heels  out. 

A  A^^  fahjas,({em.of  ̂   afhaj)  (^Av/oman 
or  mare)  going  with  the  toes  turned  in  and  the 

heels  out :  pigeon-toed. 

A  ̂   fiihuh,  Vipers  in  motion  or  irritated. A  ̂^j^  fahs,  (v.  n.  of  (j^)  Taking  any  thing 
with  the  tongue  or  mouth  from  the  hand  (as  water). 

Rubbing  barley  in  the  hand  until  the  piles  drop  off. 

A  (^J:^fuhsh,  (v.  n.  of  i^J^')  Being  shameful, 
infamous.  Talking  obscenely.  Being  stingy.  Ex- 

ceeding bounds.  Answering  outrageously.  Ri- 

baldry, shameful  discourse  or  action. 
A  fahshas,  Stinginess  in  giving  (espe- 

cially that  which  is  ordained  by  the  Muhamma- 
dan  law  for  pious  uses).  Whoredom,  adultery. 

f^Ji^ftihsh-go  or gu,Ohscene  in  conversation. 
A  OU-ls^  falishiyat,  Obscenities. 

A  j_>a^  falls,  (v.  n.  of  i^jis^)  Examining,  in- 
vestigating, inquiring  into.  Choosing  a  certain  place 

for  her  nest, called  vfliits(t\\G  birdliaj*  Itata). 
Being  loose,  moving  (the  front  teeth).  Turning 

the  soil  over  (rain).  Making  haste.  Shaving  the 

middle  of  the  head,  so  as  to  resemble  a  bird''s  nest 
on  the  ground.  A  place  fully  inhabited.  A  dimple, 

p  ̂ ^Oj^  [^jci^  fahsi  murad  kardan,  To  exa- mine into  a  design. 

A  'ijQ^  fahsat,  A  dimple  on  the  chin. 

A  \^jA^faliz,  (v.n.ofi;_>aS'')Breaking  orsquash- 
ing  any  thing  soft  (as  a  cucumber  or  melon). 

A  .^^•Si^  faJfah,  Hoarse.  A  river  in  Paradise. 

A  'i^^  fahfahat,  (v.n.  of  ̂Ltf*  Q)  Being sin- 
cei'e  (in  love  or  friendship).  Bemg  hoarse.  Whis- 

tling in  one's  sleep. A  fahl,  (v.n. of  J-s^)  Allowing  a  stallion 
camel  free  access  to  the  females.  Choosing  an 

excellent  stallion  camel,  (pi.  J_j^  fuhul,  ̂ y^^ 

afJiul,  filial,  iOl^  fhalat,  and  'i^^  fuhu- 
lai)  A  male  animal,  stallion.  Fruitless  (tree).  The 



male  palm-tree  ;  also  a  mat  made  of  its  filaments. 
One  who  looks  after  horses,  (pi.  fuhul)  A 

historian,  narrator.  A  repeater  of  poetry.  Wise, 

learned.  The  star  Canopus.  Name  of  a  poet,  called 

also  eL^Hiff-  ̂ Ifiamat ;  one  who  excels  his  rivals,espe- 
cially  in  poetry.  jIjT  ̂y^fahli  afak,The  world. 

AB!i^fahlat,The  business  and  dutyofastallion. 

Audacious, impudent,masculine(woman).  Fihlat, 

(v.n.of  J^)  Gendering  (a  stallion),  Maleenergy. 

A  ̂-sS  fahm,  (v.  n.  of  Sobbing,  being  un- 
able to  breathe,  speak,  or  cry  aloud.  Bleating  (a 

ram).  Drinking  after  twilight.  Sound,  sensible, 

eloquent  (speech).  Fahm  or faliam,  (p].^\^Jiham 

or  ̂ ^fuhum)  Charcoal.  Fahim,  Hoarse  (ram). 
A  fahmat,  One  coal.    The  hour  of  twi- 

light or  dawn.  -'^UL*5\  fahmatu' I  ̂shas,  The 
beginning;  also  darkest  part  of  the  night  (after  twi- 

light. j^St  ̂ >  'i^fahmatu'bnjumayr, Midnight. 
A  f almas,  Seed,  pot-herb  seed.  Fahwus, 

{fuhawas,  or  ̂"i^ fahroad  halam)  Signifi- 
cation, sense,  meaning,  argument,  scope,  spirit, 

style,  contents.  \^ys-\  Oj—^e  fahwdti  ma- 
sarrat-ihtirva,  The  joyful  sense. 

A  i^s^  fahwat,  The  choicest  honey. 

A         fuhul,  A  male  palm-tree.    (pi.  of 
yh/t/)  Males.  Those  who  excel  others.  Historians, 

chroniclers.    Mats  made  of  palm-leaves,  ijj^ 

Aj)>J^\  fuhulu'sh  shu^ras,  Masculine,  vigorous 
poets.    Caustic  satirists. 

A  'eS^  fuhulat,  (v.  n.  of  ,J-^)  Gendering  (a 
stallion).  The  virtue  or  energy  of  the  male.  (pi.  of 

^yJ^  fahl)  The  males  of  any  sort  of  animal. 

A^^fuhum,  (v.n.of  j***)  Being  hoarse-voiced. Sobbing;  being  unable  to  speak,  reply,  breathe, 

or  cry  aloud.  Being  black.  Stagnating,  not  flow- 

ing (a  well),  (p],  of      fahm  ovfahani)  Coals. 

A  'ijntj^  fiihumat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂s:*)  Being  of  a  coal black  ;  dark,  or  jetty.  Blackness. 

A  ;^^s:'_/'aA?ra'',  Meaning,  sense, scope.  !ikilaflJ 
Ij^^  lafz  fa  ?aya/iwa',  A  word  without  meaning. 

A        fihyat  or  fahlyat,  A  sip,  a  small  draught. 

A        fahih,  (v.n.of^)  Hissing  (a  serpent). 
A  {^jai^  fahis,  A  prier  into  secrets  or  failings. 

A  ,J,jk^  /a/aZ,  Potent(man  or  stallion).  Clever, 

distinguished  (man).   Excellent  (ram). 

A        fahwi,  Very  black.  A  coal :  charcoal. 

p  ̂ fakh,  A  gin,  noose,  snare.  The  chase.  A 
hunting-place.  A  nose-bag  for  a  horse. 

■*  "^fakhkh,  (v.  n.  of^)  Snoring;  sleeping  on the  back.  Being  diffused  (perfume),  (pi. 

fikhahh  and  ̂ ^'fukhuhh)  A  gin,  snare.  Weak- ness in  the  feet. 

A^\^Jikhakh,(pLorjfahhkh)  snares,  gms. 
A  jK^falihar,  Glory^boast.  Fihhar,  (v.  n.  3 

ofyt*)  Boasting  against,  or  contending  for  glory. 
Aj\l^fahhkhdr,  One  who  glories, boasts,  vaunts 

greatly :  boastful,  vauntful.    A  potter.  Potters' 
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clay.    (pi.  of  Sj{^  fakhkhdrat)  Eartlienwares. 

A  'ij^i^  fahlidrat,  Glory,  boast,  vaunt. 
A  5jl^  fahhhhdrat,  Earthenware,  crockery. 

A  fakhkhdni/,  A  seller  of  earthenware. 

A        fihliam,  (pi.  of  Great,  illustrious. 

A'iioX^^  fahhumat,  A  being  thick  and  corpulent. 
A  e,^^a/J<Ma^,  Sleeping,  snoring.  A  morning 

slumber  (especially  on  the  back,  or  after  coition). 

A  corpulent,  greasy  woman.  A  flexible,  slender 
bow.  Weakness  in  the  foot. 

pCl.Asr'/'aAA^,  Trodden.  Wide,expanded.  Gain. 

A  CL>^  fahht,  (v.  n.  of  CL^)  Cutting.  Un- 

covering (a  vessel).  Striking  (the  head)  with  a 

sword.  Cooing  (a  ring-dove).  (A  cook)  taking 
meat  out  of  a  cauldron,  piece  after  piece.  Light  or 

splendour  of  the  moon.  Round  holes  in  the  roof. 
A  noose,  snare,  gin, 

A ̂ fakhj,(y.  n,  of  ̂ )  Being  proud,  A  mode 
of  turning  in  the  toes  (worse  than  ̂   fahaj). 

A  ̂   fahhalth,  Weakness  in  the  foot, 

a6^  fahhz,  (j.n.of'd^)  Smiting,  hurting  in, 
or  breaking  the  thigh.  Fahhiz,  fakhz,  or  fikhz, 

(pi.  il^^  afkhdz)  The  thigh.  Fahhiz,  Part  of  a 
tribe.    Relations,  brethren. 

A  As^  fakhzd-c,  (A  woman)  embracing,  clasp- 
ing, and  holding  fast  by  a  femoral  hug. 

Aj^fahhr,  (v.  n.  of^')  Excelling  in  glory. 
Preferring,  exalting,  regarding  as  more  eminent 

in  glory.  Fahhr  or fakhar,  (v.  n.  of jk^)  Excel- 

ling in  glory.  Boasting,  gloi:ying.  Glory,  orna- 
ment, grace.  Egotism,  vaunt,  boast,  (j)/^^ 

fahhru'^l  akrdn,  The  glory  of  his  cotemporaries. 

jjIaS-^^  j  ii^U>^)\ ̂   fakru'l  amdjid  wa'l  a^jdn, 
The  most  illustrious  amongst  the  nobles,  ^ 

'i!\\fahhrii''l  umarafVlmillati'l  masihii/a, 
The  ornament  of  the  Christian  princes,  j  Ijuo\ 

^y^ij  fahhri  ambiydurusul,  The  glory  of  pi-ophets 

and  apostles(Muhammad),  ̂ '(^'^J^jj^^ jj^j^-^'^ 
izhdri  fahhr  u  ghurur  hardan.  To  make  a  vain- 

glorious display,  to  boast,  to  vaunt. 

A&Aij^yw/JwawIya^jGlory.  Beatitude,  felicity. 

Pj ̂   fahhr iz.  Fat.    Strong,  lusty. 
A         fahhri,  A  kind  of  grape  so  called. 

A  d3jk?  fahhriya,  Boasting,  vain-glorious. 

Aj^ fakhz,  (v.  n,  ofj^)  Excelling,  exceeding. 

Being  proud,  haughty,  arrogant.  Causing  an  ex- 
cess, making  a  surplus,  leaving  a  remainder.  Boast- 

ing, Triumphing  in  a  contest  for  vain-glory.  Do- 

ing good.    A  residue,  remainder. 
A  (J:^ fahhsh,  (v.n.of  [J^)  Losing, wasting. 

Neglecting,  not  minding,  leaving  unattended  to. 

A  'i—^-^  fakhfahhat,  A  boasting  vainly, 
p  ijks^  fakhfara.  Bran.    Mouldy.  Stale. 

Pj  ̂ik'  fahhfur,  Title  of  the  Emperor  of  China, 
p  6.^J^  fahlilamu,  A  wooden  instrument  with 

which  they  strike  the  bow  when  preparing  cotton 

for  spinning. 

A  fahhm,  Noble,  illustrious,  honourable. 

A  grandee,  magnificent  man.  (A  discourse)  deli- 
vered with  a  full  voice. 

p  fahham,  A  sheet  stretched  on  poles  for 

catching  money  thrown  about  at  festivals  ;  also  one 

placed  under  a  tree  to  receive  the  fruit  as  it  drops. 

p  i,\^fahhamda.  Carded  cotton. 

p  idj^^  fahhmtnda,  (Cotton)  separated  from 
the  seed. 

p  (jiiJk^  fahhrnldan,  To  separate  cotton  from 
the  seeds.    To  pluck  hairs  from  the  body. 

p  fakhn  or  fakhan,  The  interior  or  centre 

of  a  garden,   Fahhn,  A  fathom. 

A         fuhhukh,  (pi.  of  ̂   fahlMi)  Snares. 
A fakhur.  One  who  glories,  a  boaster.  (A 

camel)  with  a  large  udder  and  little  orifice.  Thick- 
trunked  and  branched  (palm-ti-ee).  Large-pizzled 

(horse).  Large  (udder)  with  a  small  orifice  and 
little  milk.    Fuhhur,  Glory,  boast,  vaunt, 

A       fahhuz,  Thick  (teat)  with  a  small  orifice, 

A  fakhihh,  (v,  n,  of  ̂ )  Snoring.  The  hiss 
of  a  serpent.    A  snore. 

A^as;*  fakliir.  One  who  glories  (against  ano- 
ther), boastful,  vauntful.    Excelled  in  glory. 

Aj<h?  filiJihlnr,  Very  proud,  vain-glorious. 

fikhhlilra,  (or  >]^l^)  Glory,  boast. 

p        fahh'iz,  A  spur. 
A        fakliim,  Great  in  rank  and  honour. 
A         fuhhayniat.  Elevation,  grandeur. 

p  fadd.  Root,  origin.  A  model,  design, 

precept,  canon,  rule. 
A  Ac^i  faddf,  A  heap,  pile  (of  grain).  A  gran- 

ary. A  store-room  for  dates.  A  swelling.  Fidds, 

(v.  n.  of  ;_5ji)  Ransoming.  Paying  a  ransom.  De- 

voting one's  self  for  another.  A  redemption,  ran- 
som. Sacrifice,  offering.  (J,^  CiiJ.)  A\^s  fulddn  laka 

ahi.  May  my  fiither  be  a  ransom  for  thee ! 

A  fadddd,  (pi.  ̂jii^jli  faddddim)  Loud- 
voiced.  Possessingfrom200tol000camels.  Proud, 

arrogant,  lofty.  One  whose  tread  is  firm  and  strong. 
A  Sii\^i  fadddat  or  faddddat,  A  frog.  Timid. 

Fudddat,  A  sort  of  bird. 

A  i^^i^\jjfadddduna,  (pi. of ii^jJy«fMaf^) Loud- 
voiced,  noisy  (fellows).  People  calling  out  with 

a  strong,  rough  voice  (especially  they  who  drive 

oxen  at  plough,  shepherds  or  camel-drivers).  Pos- 
sessing from  200  to  1000  camels. 

A  ̂^_^\^  fadddin,  (pi.  of  faddn  and  fad- 
ddn)  Yokes  of  oxen.  Ploughs. 

A  ̂^\^  faddhil,  Important  affairs. 
A  fiddni,  (faddm  or  fadddm)  A  covering 

or  a  veil  for  the  mouth,  worn  by  the  Parsis  when 

they  drink  or  say  certain  prayers.  A  strainer.  The 

stopple  of  a  bottle  or  other  vessel.  Fiddm,  A  muz- 
zle for  an  ox  when  treading  out  the  corn.  A  tur- 

ban or  other  head-dress,    (pi.  of  ̂ i^fadni)  Stam- 
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merei's.  Fools. 

A  'ix^i^i  fadamat,  (v.  n.  of  Having  an  im- 
pediment in  speech.  Being  weak  in  intellect,  dull, 

heavy.  Being  cross  and  moody. 

A  ̂^^<^ fadan,  (s^so^^'J:>ifaddan)(^^\.^^i^\l^fa- 
dddin)  Anox :  yoke  of  oxen.  Aplough  :  plough-gear. 

A  fidaroiy,  (p  (j'j^iii fidavi)  Self-sacri- 
ficing, devoted.    A  volunteer. 

p  i3\(.vi  jidan,  (pi.  ̂J^\i:>ijidcisiyan)  One  who 
volunteers  or  risks  his  life  in  any  perilous  service: 
devoted.  A  lover.  A  robber,  murderer. 

A  ̂i^i  fadh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ t^i)  Pressing  heavily, 
weighing  down  (as  debt  or  shocks  of  fortune). 

A^d'ifadkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ SS)  Breaking,  cleaving 
open  (the  head  with  a  stone). 

Aj^fadr,  (v.  n.  of j^ii)  Being  languid,  im- 
potent from  too  much  work  (a  stallion).  Becom- 

ing cold  after  having  been  cooked  (meat).  Fudr, 

(pi.  ofjiili  fadir)  Weak,  knocked  up  (stallions). 

Fadar,  (ipl.jjii^fudur,  'ijSho  mafdarat,  or  mafdu- 
7"a^)  An  aged  or  full-grown  mountain-goat.  Fadir, 
Foolish,  silly.  Easily  broken  (wood).  Fudur,  (pi. 

of jj  liJ  y«fZM7')  Mountain-goats. 
A  jJ-i  fudurr,  Silver.  A  plump  boy  arrived 

at  the  age  of  puberty. 

A  ijdijidrat,  Piece  of  meat.  Part  (of  night  or  a 
mountain).  Fudarat,  (A  man)  who  travels  alone. 

P  fadranjak,  Nightmare.    The  lips, 

mouth,  or  parts  about  the  mouth. 

p  ijJjjSi  fadranf/,The  bar  of  a  door.  Apiece 
of  wood  used  in  wringing  clothes.  A  calender, 

mangle.  A  cuckold.  Food  carried  in  a  napkin. 

Leave,  permission. 

p  i^'ijjSS  fadrunah,  Loopholes,  embrasures 
in  the  walls  of  a  citadel,  through  which  stones  are 
hurled.  The  stones  thus  thrown. 

p  ijd^  fadra,  A  mnt  of  palm-leaves  laid  on  the 
roof  of  a  house  and  incrusted  with  clay. 

A  fuds,  (pi.  'ijM^  jidasaf)  A  spider. 
A  ̂jM^jfadasiy,  One  whose  family  and  tribe 

are  unknown. 

A  i^s's  fadsh,  (v.  n.  of  (_J^l^i)  Breaking  (the 
head),  (^t!^  (^djfadishmadish,  Dull, unskilful. 

A  ̂ ^fada^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ di)  Having  the  hands 
or  feet  distorted  and  turning  inwards.  A  distortion 

of  the  wrist  or  ankle.  A  mode  of  walking  on  the 

outer  edge  of  the  foot.  An  elevation  of  the  fore 

and  hinder  part  of  the  sole  of  the  foot,  so  that  a 

sparrow  miglitlieunderneath  uncrushed.Acrooked- 

ness  between  the  groin  and  hoof  of  a  beast.  A  pro- 

minence in  the  front  of  a  camel's  hoof.  A  crooked- 
ness in  the  joints. 

A  As-iSS  fad^s,  (fern,  of  ̂ t>i\  ofda^  (A  wo- 
man or  she-camel)  whose  wrist-joints  or  fetlocks 

bend  inwards  (as  is  always  the  case  in  ostriches). 

A  'iS'dj  fada^t,  A  joint  bent  inwardly.  The 
place  of  distortion  in  the  hand  or  foot. 
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A  ̂^fudgh,  (v.n.  of  ̂lii)  Breaking  (any  thing) 
hollow.  Moistening  (meat)  with  fat.  Fadarjli, 

Crookedness,  obliquity  in  the  soles  of  the  feet. 

A         fad(jham,CoTpu[entf  handsome  (man). 

Full  of  flesh  (cheek).    Succulent  (pot-herb). 

A  'i^i:>.s  fadc/hamat,  Ahe'mg  chubby-cheeked. 
A  diiiS  fadfad,  Level  ground.  An  extensive 

desert.  A  hard,  hilly,  rocky  district.  Fudfiid  or 

fudafid,  Loud-voiced.  J^wr/o^f/,  Very  thick  milk. 

A  'is>S9  fadfadat,  (v.  n.  of  SSsJ  Q)  Fleeing 
away  from  the  face  of  a  wild  beast  or  an  enemy. 
A  noise  resembling  that  of  a  snake  casting  h  is  slough. 

A  uiJtii  fadaJi,  Name  of  a  town  nearjop-  khay- 
bar.  Name  of  a  son  of  Ham. 

A  ̂ sifadm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ oiii)  Covering  up  (the 
mouth  of  a  vessel).  Muzzling  (an  ox).  (pl.|»\iii 

fidarn)  A  stammerer,  stutterer,  one  who  has  a  hesi- 
tation or  obscurity  of  speech.  Weak  in  mind,  dull, 

stupid.    Deep  red. 
A  fadan,  Red  tincture,  (pi.  ̂J^^J^  afdan) 

A  strong  castle  covered  with  plaster.   A  palace. 

Aj^di  fadur,  (pi. jSS  fudur)  An  old  mountain- goat;  also  one  young  and  full  grown.  Fudur,  (v. 

n.  ofjiii)  Being  weak,  languid  from  too  much  co- 
vering (a  stallion).  (pi.  of fadar)  Aged  or 

full-grown  mountain-goats. 

A  fadawhas,  A  lion.    A  strong  man. 
A  large  and  strong  camel.    Name  of  a  man. 

A^^'^'sfaddum,A  covering  or  veil  for  the  mouth 
worn  by  the  Parsis  or  fire-worshippers.  A  strainer. 

A  Mji^fudumat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ tji)  Being  weak, 
dull,  and  heavy  in  intellect.  Having  an  impedi- 

ment in  speech.    Being  cross  and  moody. 

P  d^^di  fadrcand,  The  bar  of  a  door. 

p  ̂J^^i fidvi, fidavi,  fidrcl,  or fidarm.  Your  de- 
voted servant.  It  is  much  used  by  inferiors  instead 

of  the  pronoun  ̂   man,  I. 

p  iobj^  ̂</?i'?2/awfl.  Like  your  devoted  servant. 

A  '^ij^}  fidaK^yat,  Devotedness,  devotion. 
A^i^i  fida'  or  fada\  (v.  n.  of  i^'^)  Paying  a 

ransom,  ransoming.    A  ransom,  sum  paid, 

(3^       fidan  laha  alt.  May  my  father  be  a  ran- som for  thee  ! 

A  lhs>  fidyat,  A  ransom,  jlafli^  fidyatu'l 

fitr.  Half  a  ̂ La  .sa^of  wheat,  and  a  sa^of  all 
other  kinds  of  grain,  ̂ b^ih  j  LdJJu.tiJ6  ̂   ji- 

hhtiz  ̂ la'  hidyatika  wa  fidyatiha,  Take  the  way 
you  were  going. 

A  s>^^sfadid,  (v.  n.  of  Iss)  Running.  Promis- 

ing. Threatening.  Crying  aloud.  The  noise  made 

by  sheep  running.  A  loud  noise.  A  noise,  as  that 

of  a  snake  casting  his  slough.  ,Jj^^  u<  fa- 

did  mini'l  ibl.  Many  camels. 

A  cJ^„^  fudayhut,  A  sect  of  schismatics. 

Ad-'sfazz,  (v.  n.  ofii)  Driving  on  with  violence. 

Putting  to  a  distance,  (pi.  h\'^\  afzaz  and  ijiSi 
fuzuz)  Alone,  singular,  unique.  Scattered  (dates). 

The  first  arrow  used  in  casting  lots  or  gaming,  the 

names  of  which  follow  :  1.  6ifazz,  2.  tawfam, 

3.  <— ajJ,  rakib,4:.  Mis,  5.  wq/«5,6.  J.Ju-* 

musb'd,  7.  mu^lla',  8.  safih,  9.  ̂ S/a 
manih,  10.  i^S-j  naghd.  When  drawn  they  all 
have  different  values,  the  three  last  excepted,  which 
are  blanks,  fazz  bazz,  Sjngle,  odd. 

^    A  J^i^iSi  fazaza',  {fuzaza',  VdV^i  fuzazan,  or 
ftizzdzan)  Separately,  distinctly. 

A  i_iJ\jJ_/a  zdlia.  Very  well,  well  and  good. 

A  'ii^difazfazat,  (v.  n.  of  djsi  Q)  Drawing 
one's  self  together  in  order  to  spring  upon  (any 

one)  by  surpi-ise.    Walking  stately. 
A  1^)^}  fazdlik,  In  the  same  manner. 
A  fazlahat,  (v.  n.  of  CiiJii  Q)  Bringing 

(an  account)  to  a  close.  Ascertaining,  taking,  or 

concluding  (so  much)  to  be  the  sum.  ^  (This  root 
is  coined  fi'om  the  wor  zaliha 

hazd  rva  kaza)  It  was  then  so  and  so. 

A  fuzuz,  (pi.  of  ̂   fazz)  Sole,  singular. 
Separate,  scattered  (dates). 

Pjifar,  Beauty,  comeliness,  ornament,elegance, 
decoration.  Light,  splendour,  brilliancy,  lustre. 

Voice,  sound.  A  feather.  A  torrent  of  water.  Jus- 
tice. Government.  Infliction  of  punishment.  Above, 

upper  part.  Magnificence,  glory,  power,  dignity, 

dominion,  pomp,  state.  ̂   i^jO^lj^  shahifa- 

ridun-far,  A  king  equal  in  power  to  Farldun.  Fur, 

A  J ewish  library  or  bookseller's  shop. 

A  ̂   far7'a,  (fut.  ji^.  yafirru)  He  fled  away. 

A  jiy'arr,  (v.  n.  of jS)  Fleeing  away.  Examin- 
ing, clearing  up  by  investigation.  Looking  into 

(a  horse's)  mouth  to  discover  (his)  age.  Fleeing, 
fugitive  (man  or  men,  woman  or  women),  (pi.  of 

j\i  fdrr)  Flying,  fugitive.  Ji  j  ""^karr  u farr, 
Attack  and  retreat.  Fui-r,  Better,  more  respectable. 

p  yam.  Back.  Behind.  Again.  Open.  Over. 
Before.  Foremost.  Opposite,  facing,  over  against. 
Towards.  Onwards,  along.  Above,  up,  on,  upon. 

Higher.  Height.  All.  Side,  quarter,  nook,  corner. 
Far.  Near.  Middle,  midst.  Increase,  much,  more. 

A  taking,  seizing.  A  particle  of  applause.  (It  is 

often  prefixed  or  added  to  words  to  prevent  a  ca- 

cophony ;  and  is  frequently  redundant). 

A  \^  faras,  (and  fardi)  (pi.  firds,  AJi\ 
afrds,  and        afruf)Ji.  wild  ass,  or  its  young. 

<S>:^\  \^hullu'ssaydfljanfi'lfa- 

ra',  (not  S^  faraA ;  because  in  proverbs  a  final  in- 
flected letter  is  made  quiescent,  as  in  Italian,  amore 

is  often  written  amor)  All  game  is  in  the  belly  of  the 

onager,?'.e.the  onager  is  the  mostvaluable  of  all  game. 

A  AJi firds,  (pi.  of ̂ ^furiv)  Fur-garments,  furs. 
A  Ayfarrds,  A  skinner,  furrier,  vender  of  furs. 

White,  splendid.  Beautiful  (woman).  (A  woman) 

whoactswell.-^Y^W7/arra^,Nameofagrammarian. 

■p j  \  \^  fard  dr,  Stop  thou  up. 

p  cjjii  cT^V  ]/fc>'d  bdftani  durogh,  The  mak- 
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ing  a  lie,  inventing,  feigning. 

V jji\yfarahurz,  Name  of  a  mighty  champion 
and  minister  of  Iran. 

p  i^y>  \jhfara  ■posh,  Stupidity,  folly,  madness. 

p  ̂^OM\Z»^>^  \ji  fara  poshariidan,  To  cover. 

p  f^xi\jifardpesh,  Before,  in  the  presence  of. 
Leading  the  van  in  battle,  the  forlorn  hope. 

jjJa^Sss  fard  pesh  kas/ndan,  To  dravF  towards 
one.    To  attract. 

A  CJ\jfurdt,  (pi.  ̂^\3^/a?-/are)  Very  fine,  sweet 
water  or  waters.  The  river  Euphrates.  The  sea. 

A  furdtdni,  The  Euphrates  and  Tigris. 

p fardtar,  More  behind.  Higher.  Name 

of  an  ancient  king.  ̂ ^^JMy>\^fardtar  shudan,  To 
be  in  a  higher  situation.    To  tend  upwards. 

p  ej\^fu7-dta,  New  wine  boiled  to  a  consistence 
with  fine  flour,  nuts,  and  almonds,  then  cooled  and 

made  up  in  the  form  of  sausages. 

p  i^\jS  faj-dtln,  Heavenly  (speech). 
A  fu7^asat,  That  which  is  contained  in  the 

ventricle,  or  in  the  liver  of  a  beast. 

A  ̂ \yfairdj,  A  dispeller  (of  grief). 
p^iijj  I  i,^J^\jifa7dchangdwardan,Toc\utch. 

A  ̂\jifardh,  Gladness,  joyousness,  cheerful- 
ness.    Skittishness,  wantonness. 

A  j^\ji/a?'a/«a', (pi. of  ̂lj/a?'?7i,) Joyful,  glad. 
p  ̂jSfardlili,  Open.  Wide,  spacious.  Large, 

broad.  Much,  plentiful,  abundant.  Cheap.  Jl**> 

soli  fardhh,  A  plenteous  year. 

A  firakh,  (pi.  ̂ farhh)  The  young  of 
birds  or  beasts.  Chickens.  Young  plants.  (Plants) 

beginning  to  branch  out.    Vile,  abject,  (men). 

pli-\jiyara/iAa,  Width,  breadth,  openness,  spa- 
ciousness. A  spacious  place. 

p  ^Aji  fardhh-dstm,  Wide-sleeved,  i.e. 
Liberal,  munificent.  High-minded. 

p  (Jb  ̂jSfai-dkh-bdl,  In  affluent  circumstances. 
p  fj^\j>  fardkhtan,  To  exalt,  extol. 

v^jPuotj»-  ̂ Ji  farakh-hawsalagi,  Nobleness. 
p  fardkh-dast,  Open-handed. 

Pjj**»ii  fardkh-dasti,  Open-handedness, 
liberality.    Wealth.  Power. 

p  eolfcii  fardkh-dahdna,  Wide-mouthed 
(vessel  or  river). 

P(jfcii^\^/araA/t-Ja/iaw,Open-mouthed :  blab. 

p  jj  ̂ >  fardkh-rav,  Wide-stepping.  Swift, 
quick.  Extravagant,  lavish,  profuse.  Fardkh-ru, 

Of  an  open  countenance,  good-natured,  merry. 

p  tjij^j  fardlih-rozi,  Abundance  of  the 
comforts  and  conveniences  of  life. 

P  (^jj  ̂jifardkh-ravi,  Extravagance,  profu- 
sion.   Furdhh-ruy,  A  pleasant  countenance. 

P         ̂ ^/araA/t-saZ,  A  plentiful  year. 
(_jlfc»> fardkh-saliydftan,Toen^oy  abundance. 

p  fardkh-kdm,  Rich,  happy.  Swift. 

p       ̂ \;i/amM-^a?n,  Wide-stepping  (horse). 

f\^\j—S  fardkhnd,  Width,  spaciousness.  In- 
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terval,  interstice.  An  open,  spacious  place. 

Pj^^ ^/araMwMr,  Worthy,  fit,  proper,  suit- 
able, suited.  Corresponding,  proportioned. 

fardhhwur  dmadan,  To  be  equal.  To  corre- 

spond, to  agree,  to  quadrate,  to  suit,  to  fit. 

p  iih'\Ji  fardhlia,  Tremor,  trembling,  horror, 

p  iZ>J>  6i>-\^  fardhha-oirifta,  Seized  with  a  fit 
of  trembling,  trepidation,  or  horror;  horrified. 

Pj_^^yaraA/<i,Wideness,width,openness;  large- 
ness. Abundance,  plenty.  Cheapness  (of  provi- 

sions). A  girth.  ̂ Jj  f-i^\j>fardJ{hifirizk,  Abun- 
dance of  wealth,  plenty  of  provisions. 

p  ̂^[y^\j3fardkhldan,  To  separate,  put  asun- 
der. To  stand  on  end  (the  hair  of  the  head).  To  be 

broad,large,  abundant.  To  be  dissolved.  To  belch. 

r  jf^\jS  fardkhez,  The  tottering  pace  of  infants 

or  drunkards.  ^^0^  \  'jf^\^  fardkhez  dmadan,  To 
begin  to  creep.  To  walk  staggeringly,  to  toddle. 

A  Jirdd,  (pi.  of  fai'd)  Parts  tallying 
with  other  parts.  Furdda,  (^fardda,  furddan, 

firddan,  and  ̂ .^\^fm-dda'')  Separately.  One  after another.  Sheet  by  sheet. 

A  d\y  far-rdd,  A  maker  or  a  vender  of  gems  or 
gold  beads  called  fai-id. 

p \jSfard  ddr,  Lift  up. 

Vj^\^fardda7',  The  bar  of  a  door. 
A  t^i^]j>  furddis.  Large-boned  (man). 
P  fa7-ddun,  (also  ̂ ^,(^\^  farddm)  Any 

thing  minute.    Certain  small  stars. 

A  furdda',  (pi.  of  li^i  fard)  Unique,  in- 
comparable.   One  by  one. 

A  i^>d\jS  faj-ddis,  (pi.  of  (_)*jjiiji)  Paradises. 

Aj\ji  fa7-dr,fi7'dr,  orfu7'dr,  (v.  n.  of  ji)  Look- 

ing into  a  (horse's)  mouth  to  discover  (his)  age. 
Clearing  up  by  investigation.  ij\j>  ̂ ynuhu 

fardruhu  (firdruhu,  or  fu7'druhu),  His  eye  for  his 
tooth,  i.e.  From  his  exterior  you  may  judge  of  his 

interior.  i^?rar,  (v. n. of Ji)  Runningaway.  Flight, 

escape.  Quicksilver.  (_fli>-^\  ̂ S-j\jS.\\  alfrdr 

^nVz  zahf  Flyingfrom  an  attackingenemy.  Pj|;i 

^^(^j^  firdr  wa?HMt/aw,Toflee,  shew  flight.  A  Furdr, 
The  young  of  the  wild  cow,  sheep,  or  goat.  Lambs, 
kids,  or  wild  calves. 

A  j\j's  far7'dr.  Fleeing,  fugitive,  runaway, 
p  i\j  \jSfa7-d  7-dh  iftddan,  To  be  taught, 

instructedjtrained.  5^  \^fard7-uhafkandan. 
To  instruct,  educate,  ti-ain. 

A  'ij\^fai'drat,  Flight,  running  ofi^,  absconding, 

p  ̂ ^0^^J  ̂ J>  fai'd  rasidan.  To  arrive, 
p  2l>>J^  \ji  fai-d  rasida,  Surrounding,  com- 

prehending. Arrived. 

p  i^'sj  \^fa7'd  raftan,  To  go  on,  proceed. 

P^jjj\^i/'a?-arMn,Untoward,unlucky,retrograde. 
^(^^/amri,  A  runaway,  deserter.  Absconded. 

A  fardrij,  (pi.  ̂ ""^  farruf)  Chickens. 
Pj|;i fardz,  Above,  up,  upon,  on,  upwards,  aloft, 

on  the  top.  Above  and  below,  up  and  down.  Back, 
11  A 
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behind.  After,  hereafter.  Again,  on  thd  contrary. 

Opposite.  Before,  in  presence.  In  the  way,  hin- 
dering. Near.  Almost.  Together.  Since.  Open. 

Opening.  Trodden,  flattened.  Broad,  wide.  Shut. 

Shutting.  The  ascent,  declivity,  or  summit  of  a 

mountain.  Height,  altitude.  Concealment.  Kin- 

dling, illuminating.  Exalted.  Stubborn,  obstinate, 

headstrong.  Alight  or  smooth  thing.  An  assembly, 

congregation.  Entrance,  ingress;  interior.  Union. 
Increase.  Additional, redundant.  Progress.  Blood. 

Merabrum  virile.  A  particle  of  praise,  approba- 

tion, or  redundant  pleonasm,  often  prefixed  to  verbs 

without  altering  the  sense:  as,  ̂^jii-jiV^J^yaraz 

andokhta7i,  (the  same  as  ̂=»-_jii>3^  andolilita7i)  To 

gain.  j\  fardz  dr.  Carry  or  bring  up.  J\j> 

^lijj  \  fardz  drcardan.  To  obtain.  1>dj\^fa7-dz  dih. 

Give  back,  give  again.  ̂ j(JoU»ijj\^ fai-dz  rasdn- 

dan,  To  cause  to  arrive.  ̂ ^O^yMij j^ji  fardz  las'i- 
daTi,  To  arrive,  occur,  happen.  ̂ ^^^ j\J)  fa7'dz 
kardan.  To  open  (a  door).  To  shut,  cover,  hide. 

To  build.  {:J^J> j^J^ fardz giriftan,  To  encompass, 
surround,  light  upon,  overtake.  \JL^xtj>  ̂  fa- 

7-dz  u  7i{shib,  Ascent  ai\d  declivity.  ̂ \x>oJ\az 
sahdh fardz,  From,  since  morning.  j\;*Jjj?.'ij^  o.^ 

dlrozfa7-dz,Vrom, since  yesterday.  Fardz  oYfi7'dz, 
High.  Height.   Exalting;  who  raises  or  elevates. 

A        fa7'dzid,  (pi.  of  Jjtij^)  Crumbs  of  bread. 

p  f^iX^^  fard  zadan,  To  open,  discover,  unveil. To  release. 

A  fardzi^  (pi.  of'iS'Jji  furzu^t)  Hand- fuls  of  fodder. 

A  jJJ^ fardzih,  (pi.  of  ̂Lijjifarazdak)  Crumbs 
of  bread.  Masses  of  paste. 

p  f^^^y  fa7dz7)idn,  An  order,  command. 
p  i^y^j^^  fa7-dzanda,  A  raiser.  A  planter. 
V         firdzi7iav,  A  butterfly.  A  moth. 

p        fa7'dza,  A  high  place. 

p         fa7'Zizi,  Highness,  exaltation. 

p  J^.j)/  fa7-dzid,  (pi. of  jj^y  farazdak)C'eikQs. 
p  ̂\y^^Ji  fardzidan,  To  erect.  To  open.  To shut.  To  unite,  join. 

A  ̂^^^^Jifai'dzin,  (pi.  of     Ji)  Queens  at  chess. 
A  ,^\^fards,  A  kind  of  date,  black,  though  not 

thej^^^^^  shikriz.  y>\  ahu  firds,  Name  of 
Farazdak  the  poet.  A  lion. 

A  i^jtX^ farrds,  The  lion  (as  tearer  or  render). 
A  fardsat,  (v.  n.  of  i^y)  Being  skilful 

in  horsemanship,  and  in  whatever  ajjpertains  to 

horses.  Fi7'dsat,  Physiognomy,  a  judging  of  the 
mind  of  another  from  external  appearances ;  saga- 

city, discernment,  slirewdness,  penetration,  judg- 
ment, understanding,  ingenuity,  address,  dexterity. 

(J^AMi^  ̂ hni  firdsat.  The  science  of  physio- 

gnomy. P(^ii;fe>  iJLj'M»\^fii-dsat  kardaTi, To con'^ec- 
ture,  divine,  judge.  «/o\3  CL^mi\jS  fi7-dsat-7idma,  A 
book  which  treats  of  physiognomy. 

p  yM>\j>  fai-dstu,  (or  Lily'***^)  A  swallow. 



p  b3'Mi\^  farasta,  A  little  backwards. 

A  ̂ \jS  farasikh,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^)  Parasangis. 
A  i^yM\Ji  fiirasin,  A  lion, 

V  td^uAJi  fai'a  suda,  Old,  worn  out,  tattered. 
p  L^\xui\jS  faras-7/ab,  A  bubble.  Name  of  a 

king  of  Turan,  Turkistan,  or  Transoxiana. 

p  ̂^jUiAjS  fa7'a!>ln,  Wild  leek. 
A  p  ̂^^^iM>\y  farasiyun  or furasuyun^Wdi  leek. 

p  (^\j3  farash,  A  bird  whose  wings  are  well 
fledged.  The  teeth  of  a  mill,  the  cogs  or  paddles  of  a 

wheel.  The  radii  or  arms  of  a  reel,  or  any  thing 

similar.  A  runner,  i^iras/*.  Numbness  of  limbs. 

A  (^\j9  fardsh,  A  moth  flying  round  a  lighted 
candle.  Mud  dried  on  the  surface  of  the  ground. 

Bubbles  on  wine.  Drops  of  sweat.  Two  greenish 

veins  under  the  tongue.  The  two  pieces  of  a  bit 

pressing  on  the  jaws,  to  which  the  reins  are  fastened. 

{^JlAJs  farashuW  rasR,  The  thin  scaly  bones 
of  the  skull  reaching  to  the  neck.  Firash,  (v.  n. 

of  Spreading  (any  thing,  as  a  carpet) ;  strew- 
ing with  stones,  paving.  Propagating.  Expanding, 

smoothing  the  way,  clearing  business  of  any  diffi- 

culty, (pi.  (^jS  furush)  A  bed,  couch,  quilt,  or 

any  thing  upon  which  one  reclines.  A  bird's  nest. 
The  place  where  the  tongue  lies  in  the  hollow  of 

the  mouth,  (metaphor.)  A  wife,  woman, 

l^\jS  sahib-firash,  Confined  to  (one's)  bed,  bed-rid- 
den, tji^i  J  &J>-~i»-  hhasta  su  sahib  firash, 

Sick  and  confined  to  bed. 

A  (^\j>  farrash,  One  who  spreads  the  carpets 
or  cushions,  i.e.  the  chamberlain  in  the  palaces  of 

kings  and  great  men  ;  an  officer  who  superintends 

the  pitching  of  tents.  L-yi->aS'  o^)/*  farrashi  gha- 
2'rt&,Executioners  who  waitin  the  royalantichamber. 

p  \^\jSfarasha,  Horripilation.  Horror,  the  tre- 
mor of  a  fever. 

A  'e-J^\j}  farashat,  One  moth.  The  tongue  or 
bolt  (of  a  lock).  A  small,  thin  bone.  A  little  wa- 

ter.   A  light  man. 

p  jJiM\j>fa7'ashtaru,  (or  Ci) A.  swallow. 

p  {^'JSmYj's  farashtuh,  A  swallow. 
p  ̂ J^\jSfarashtan,  To  lift  up,  raise. 

p  B.'i\si^^ji  fa7  ash-hhana,  The  room  where  car- 
pets are  spread. 

yi  ̂^\j  'sfar7-ash'i,  Spreading  carpets  ;  the  busi- ness of  a  farrasb. 

p  ̂O^iM»\^  fa7'ashida7i,  To  tremble  with  hor- 
ror.  To  shake  (with  cold).   To  stand  on  end  (as 

the  hair  of  a  man  in  terror,  the  pile  of  a  cat  on  the 

appeaj  ance  of  a  dog,  the  plumage  of  a  bird), 

p  farashma7i,  Wild  leek. 

A  i^jo\ji  fi7'as,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^j^)  Observing  ro- 
tation, doing  any  thing  alternately  with  another. 

A  garment,  clothing.  Strong,  thick.  Red.  (pi. 

of'i^jS  firsai)  Menstruous  cloths. 
A  fij-az,  The  mouth  of  a  i-iver.    A  gar- 

ment. Ways,  roads,    (pi.  of  <^j>farz)  Notches 
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in  the  horns  of  a  bow. 

A  'Lc\jSfa7'azat,  (v.  n.  of  {^jS)  Being  conver- sant with  the  commandmen  ts  and  ordinances  of  God 

(called  'i^>ji  fcmzat').  Being  old  (a  cow). 

A  )a\ji  fi7\it,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂j'i)  Endeavouring  to get  before  another.  (Water)  which  is  yielded  to 

the  first  comer,  though  other  families  have  a  right 

to  it.  j*K."i  takallama  fi7^atan,  He  spoke  pre- cipitately, his  tongue  outstripped  his  judgment. 

A  IsVJi  furrat,  (pi.  o^\>J3 fm-if)  Leaders,  those 
who  go  before  to  get  water  ready  for  the  caravan. 

llaa]\  furr'dtu''l  kaia,  Kata  birds  which  take 
the  lead  in  quest  of  water. 

A  'els\j$  fa7'dtai,  (v.  n.  of  l^ji)  Preceding  (espe- 
cially any  one  sent  before  a  caravan  to  prepare  the 

buckets  and  other  conveniences  for  drawing  water 

for  the  camels  on  their  arrival  at  the  end  of  the  stage. 

Fia-atat, (Water^which  is  yielded  to  thefii'st  comer. 
A(_j<*Jkl5^_y«rafis,Large,thick(glandes  penum), 

A  fii-a^  (pi.  of  ̂   fo-'>'^  Channels,  gutters, 

(pi.  of  'iS'^  far^t)  Mountain-tops. 

A  'i^\jS  fa7'a^t,  A  rag  used  as  a  pen-wiper. 
A  ̂^\jS  fara^l,  (and  fara^lat)  (pi.  of 

ij^ji  fur^d)  Hyenas'  whelps. 
A  'iiS'\jS  fa7'd^nat,  (pi.  ̂ j^^fi7'^7V7i)  Pha- 

raohs. Tyrants,  haughty  oppressors. 

A  ̂\jS  fa7-dgh,  (v.  n.  of  |_^)  Finishing,  bring- 
ing to  a  close.  Making  for.  Being  poured  forth 

(water.)  Termination,  close.  Firmfjh,  (pi. 

afrighai)  Cessation  fi^omjabour :  rest,  repose,  lei- 
sure, retii-ement,  retreat.  Happiness,  competency. 

(A  camel)  having  acapacious  and  distended  udder. 

A  large  leathern  water-vessel.  A  horse  going  with 

wide  steps.  Half  a  horse-load,  a  pack.  The  broad 
head  of  a  javelin.  A  large  cup  which  one  can 

scarcely  carry.  A  bow  which  shoots  to  a  great 

distance  and  inflicts  a  deep  wound.  A  place  be- 
tween the  handles  of  a  bucket,  over  which  they 

pour  the  water.  ̂ J^flil  lil  firdgh,  In  vain,  uselessly. 

(Jb  '^jS  firagld  Z>aZ,  Repose  of  mind,  contentment. 

p  '^s  fi7-agh,  Opportunity.  A  cool  summer- 
wind.  Joy.  Fu7-agh,  Splendour,  coruscation. 

A  '^'s  furrdgh,  Idle,  unemployed  (men.) 

A  'e.p\jS  far-aghat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  wide  and 
broad  (a  wound.)  Leisure.  Cessation,  quiet,  fi-ee- 
dom  from  business  and  care.  Forgetfulness.  Im- 

patience, restlessness.  CL*S>\jS  C^^ij^  mvkdtifara- 

ghat,  Hours  of  leisure,  p  ̂^dJ^  C^\Ji  fa7'dghat 
shudan,  To  be  at  leisure,  to  desist,  have  a  relaxa- 

tion from  toil  after  having  finished  any  thing.  To 

abandon  any  pursuit,  to  leave  a  thing  untouched. 

A  Furdghat,  Genitura  viri  qujE  eflPunditur. 

T  (jJai-  '^i  fi7'agh-hhatt/i,  Discharge,  release, 
p  e.^\jS  fu7'dgha,  A  piece  of  thin  black  silk  for 

wiping  pens. 

A  <^s\J>fardfib,  A  certain  kind  of  tree,  of  which 

they  make  camels'  saddles. 

A y)\^  fu7^dfir,  Who  breaks  every  thing.  The 
young  of  a  sheep,  a  goat,  or  a  wild  cow.  A  boy  or 

young  slave.  An  idle  or  unskilful  fellow.  A  horse 

which  champs  the  bit.  A  camel  eating  and  chew- 
ing the  cud.  The  blast  of  a  trumpet.  A  lion  which 

shakes  and  breaks  his  fellow.  A  ptisan  made  of 

the  fruit  of  the  treeO_jAi^.  yambut.  The  clash  of 
swords.  Name  of  a  horse.  Name  of  a  sword. 

A  'ijs\jifu7-dfirat,  A  lion  that  shakes  and  breaks to  pieces  his  fellow, 

A  fu7-afis,  A  strong,  thick  lion.  A  stout, 
savage  beast.  A  powerful,  vigorous  man. 

A  'ktoiS^  fui-afisat,  A  strong,  thick  lion. 

A  ̂ys\^  fu7-afil,  Ptisan  of  pulse  of  Oman, 
A  |j\^yara/i  or ^ra/i,  Departure.  Separation. 

Distance.  Grief,  regret  on  account  of  absence.  Fi- 

7'dh,  (v.  n.  3  of         Parting  (from  a  friend.) 

p  fiidh-zada,  Absent,  separated. 

A  firahiyat,  A  poem  made  on  the  absence 
of  a  mistress. 

p  ui)|^5/M?'a7e,  The  back.  A  catamite.  Impure. 

Vile,  bad. 
p  fa7^a-han,  The  channel  of  a  river  newly 

dug.  A  deep  ravine  excavated  by  a  torrent.  High. 

p  [^Ji  \y  fara  giriftan,  To  take,  assume,  re- sume. To  fill.  To  hold,  seize.  To  be  costive.  To 

have  a  dysentery.  To  adopt  (as  a  habit  or  temper). 

p  (jjiJlj^ii         \jS  fa7^d  gosh  ddshtan,  To  listen. 

A  ̂'\j's  fi7-dm,  A  constrictive  medicine,  wash,  or 
lotion  used  by  women.  A  menstruous  cloth, 

A  'i<i\j}  fii-miat,  A  menstruous  cloth. 

V  jj'nS^  fardmarz,  Name  of  the  son  of  Rustam. 

p  ̂J:^^  fardmush,  Forgotten.  Forgetfulness. 

^^^^  ,^J:^\^  fardmush  karda7t,  To  forget. p  Cl^<\j9fardmusht,  Forgetfulness.  Grasped, 
clutched  in  the  fist. 

fJ6^Z^\j}  fardm.ush-kdr,  Unmindful, 

p  ̂ ^J^^  fai'dmushi,  Forgetfulness,  oblivion. 
p  ̂yoyi/arawios/i,Forgotten,  Forgetfulness. 

i^yii\yfa7-dmosh  /iarJa?i,To forget.  {j^y6\^ 

^Sid^  fa7-dmosh  ga7'dida7i,  To  be  forgotten. 

p         (^yAy  fa7'dmosh  shuda,  Forgotten. 

p  j{^^fa\jS  fa7-d7noshgdi;  Forgetful. 

p  ̂^>a\J>  faTdmoshi,  Forgetfulness,  f 

p  ̂sxI^^AjS  fard77iosh'ida7i,  To  forget.  I 
A  fardmvi,  (pi.  of  p  iJ^jS  faryyidn)  Or- 

ders, mandates.  Passports. 

p^jSfardttaj,  The  nightmare. T  &d\jS  frdiicha,  (or  fi'dnsa)  France. 
A  :^\jSfard7i{d,  (pi.  of  S>ji)  Herbs,  seasonings, 

(pi.  of  >}>^jSfirind)  Glittering  surfaces  of  swords. 

A  ̂jJ>\j>  furdTiis,  A  lion. A  'ij^\jS  fardnisat,  (pi.  of  (^^^firnds)  Chief 
men  of  villages. 

A  ̂\Ji  furdnih,  (from  p  ̂jSi\^J>^  parwdnak) 
An  animal  which,  they  say,  precedes  the  lion,  and 

points  him  out  his  prey,  A  guide  (especially  to  an 



army).  A  courier.  A  lion. 

•anah.  Name  of  Faridun's  mother. 

p  t^i^^  \^  fara  namudan,  To  shew,  exhibit. 

A  f^Ji  faram,  Large  round  cakes. 

V j^^Ji  faran-ar,  {ov J\j^  farwaf)  A  balcony. 
p  farawan,  Much.  Abundant,  copious. 

SuflBcient.  Opulent.  Wide,spacious.  Deep.  Abun- 

dantly, ni^nati  farawan,  Plenty  of 
victuals,  an  abundance  of  good  things. 

p  farawani,  Abundance.  Depth. 

V farawar,  Name  of  a  fountain  in  Turki- 
stan  which  removes  a  quartan  fever. 

p  fr'>'  amaridan,  To  bring  down,  or 
cause  to  descend.  To  swallow,  or  make  swallow. 

p  farawand,  The  bar  of  a  door. 

vy>,j\^farawez,  Lace,  fringe,  edging,  any  orna- 
mentround  a  garment.  Any  thing  spread  as  carpets. 

A  'ii>\^  farahat,  (or  farahiyat)  (v.  n.  of 
IjS)  Beingingenibus,  clever,  and  sprightly  (a  man). 
Being  sprightly  (an  ass).  Sprightliness. 

p  tj^\j»farahat,  Elegance,  beauty,  pomp,state. 

P  ij^^]/  farahilihtan,  To  suspend.  To  in- 
struct, educate.  To  draw  (a  sword). 

P  ̂i^)^  faraham,  Collected,  gathered.  Collec- 
tion, conjunction,  contraction.  A  collective  par- 

ticle preceding  verbs  (similar  to  con  or  ad  in  Latin). 

Together:  as,  ̂jii/ol  ̂ i>\^  faraliam  amadan,  To 

come  together,  (ji^jl  fa/'aham  awardan, 
To  bring  together.  To  adjust.  To  collect,  accumu- 

late. To  clench  (the  fist),  (jiij^  faraham 

hardan,  To  assemble,  ̂ ^^•y^  faraliam  ka- 
shidan,  To  draw  together.    To  contract,  wrinkle. 

tjr-'^j^  ̂^\jS faraham  giriftan  khwudra,The 
drawing  of  one's  self  into  a  heap,  a  shrinking  into 
one's  self. 

P  (_/iJ'< '        faraham-amadafft,  A  collection. 

p  (^x^'^ji  farahehhtan,  To  educate.  To  draw (a  sword). 

A  i.>A&|^  farahid,  Lambs. 

A  farahiz,  (pi.  of  d^Ji  furhuz)  Com- 
pact, firm  of  body,  corpulent.  Small  sheep. 

A  tiJ^ji  farcifid,  (pi.  of  ̂ iJji  fai'ul)  Precious 
gems.  Ones.  Beads  separating  pearls  from  gold 

in  a  necklace  or  a  bracelet,  j^l^  fardAdu'd 
durr,  Large  pearls.  Unios. 

A  (j"^]/  faraAs,  (pi.  of  'i^.^)  Preys  of  lions. 
p  ii^LjJ\jS  farayista,  More,  greater.  Increase. 

A  fardsish,  (pi.  of  ,^J:^_jS  farish)  Solid- 
hoofed  animals  which  have  brought  forth  their 
young  seven  days.  Concubines. 

A  i^\jSfardAs,  (pi.  of  'i^^s  farisat)  Nerves 
and  muscles,  between  the  inner  parts  of  the  shoulder 
by  the  sides,  which  quiver  in  horses.  Veins  in  a 

horse's  neck  where  he  is  let  blood. 

A  (^Ajifarusiz,  (pi.  ofi^Jfarizat)  The  di- 
vine precepts,  statutes,  laws.  The  legal  knowledge 

of  dividing  inheritances. 
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A  fards'iziy,  Skilled  in  the  Muhamraa- dan  law  of  inheritance. 

p  {^y>\Js  fardyush,  Silly,  beside  one's  self. p        farh,  Name  of  a  large  river. 

p  tj^jS  farhdra,  Pomp,  state,  dignity. 

p  farhdl,  (or  si\jjS  farbdla)  A  summer- 
apartment,  a  latticed  balcony. 

G  ̂^•ii^\>^  farhdnhjun,  Camomile. 

p  d^ijS  farbud,  Straight,  right,«orthodox. 

p  tiiy>^farhud-kesh  (or  ̂^,C3  i^^^far-hud- 

dinor  ̂ jd^jifarhudi)  Sound  in  the  faith,  orthodox. 

p  i.>yfarbih,  Fat.  Gross.  Corpulent.  Much, 
abundant.  Immense  (mountain).  Heavy  (stone). 

Deep  (gash).    Flourishing  (kingdom). 

p       ̂   farbhan  ovfarbhin,  Purslain. 

p  ̂ ^^ji  farbihi,  Fatness.  Corpulence. 

p  (3 ̂   farbi,  Fat. 

p  ̂ jS>.\jS  firbidan,  To  deceive. 

p  (j_ja:> ̂   furbiyun,  Euphorbium. 

p  ̂j)_Ji  far  iparuh,  A  bat. 

A  'i^firat,{^.w.  ofji))Becomingfull,complete, 
entire,  numerous,  copious,  exuberant,  abundant,rife. 

Filling,  completing,  making  plentiful.  Abundance. 

p  'iji  farratj  Flight.  Furrat,  Severity,  hard- ness. Mixture.  Intensity  of  heat.  Beginning  of 

heat.  Better,  more  respectable. 

p  fart,  The  warp  of  a  web  in  the  loom. 

Furt,  Name  of  a  medical  plant.  Devotional  exer- 

cises, holy  obedience. 

A  C^^fart,  (v.n.  ofC^)  Being  wicked.  Firt, 
The  distance  between  the  stretched-out  tips  of  the 

thumb  and  fore-finger.  Farat,  (v.  n.  of  lH^)  Be- 
comino;  weak  after  having:  been  endued  with  a 
sound  understanding. 

p  ̂\j>Ji  fartdb,  Revelation. 

A  ,^J)  jirtdj,  A  mark  burnt  on  a  camel. 
p  fartdsh,  Existence. 

A  f^Ji  fartdn,  (pi.  of  0];i)  Sweet  waters. 

A  'iiS.^  fartakhat,  (v.  n.  of  Q),  Becoming 
easy  from  being  difiicult,  or  tame  from  being  wild. 

A  ijSijS  fartah,  (or  (_)*>^  rassu'l  far- 
tah^  Name  of  a  promontory  on  the  Indian  Ocean. 

A  'i^Ji  fartahat,  (v.  n.of  q)  Cutting  to 
atoms.  Marring.  Walking  with  short,  close  steps. 

p  ̂ jiij  L^i^furtah  sac?aw.  To  snap  the  fingers. 

A  'iSijS  fartanat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^i^i  q)  Speaking  in 
a  muttering,  unintelligible  tone  of  voice.  Going 
with  short  steps. 

A  fartana\  A  hand-maid.  A  lewd  wo- 

man. A  hyena's  whelp.  Name  of  a  woman. 

p  C^tf)^  fartut,  A  decrepit,  doting  old  man. 

P  ̂Jo^*^  CJ^y  fartut-shudaffi,  Decrepitude. 
P         fa7-tuti,  Decrepitude.  Dotage. 

p  li^^fartod,  A  decrepit  old  dotard. 
p        fartawr  or yhj'ior.  Reflexion,  inversion. 

p  ̂^>jS  fartuk,  A  swallow. 
A        fars,  (v.  n.  of  i-l^i)  Splitting,  loosing; 

opening  a  basket,  hamper,  paunch,  letting  out  and 
scattering  its  contents.  Pouring  out  any  thing  which 

has  been  cut  up.  Sticking  and  cutting  in  pieces 
the  heart  of  a  man  still  alive,  (pi.  \Jl>^^  furus) 

The  faeces  in  the  paunch  of  an  animal.  A  small 

ship.  A  small  bottle  or  water-pot.  A  fainting  to 
which  pregnant  women  are  subject.  Faras,  (v.  n. 

of  l1^)  Being  satiated.  Being  separated,  scat- 
tered (people).  iFaris,  A  place  neither  sandy  nor 

mountainous. 

A  sS>y  farsadat,  A  being  fleshy  in  the  face. 

A  'i^^farsatat,K  hanging  towards  the  ground. 
A       faraja,  (fut.         yf^fry"^)  He  cleft. 
p  farj,  Price,  worth,  value.  Esteem,  ho- 

nour. Dignity,  rank. 

A  farj{j.-n.o^^)^^\\i\\ng.  Separating. 
Opening  (a  gate).  Dispelling  (grief).  Privities  of 
man  or  woman.  The  space  between  the  two  hind- 
feet  of  a  horse.  Confines  of  a  hostile  country  ;  a 

dangerous  or  an  infested  place.  Furj  or  f  rj,  Un- 

able to  keep  a  secret.  Faraj,  (v.  n.of^ji)  Having 
the  haunches  wide  apart  and  the  privities  exposed 

(through  fatness).  Joy,  comfort,  pleasure,  cheer- 

fulness, delight.  An  exposure  of  the  privities.  Fa- 

rij,  Habitually  cheerful.  Furuj,  Unable  to  keep 

a  secret ;  leaky,  not  close.  A  bow  wide  apart  from 

the  string.  (A  woman)  dressed  in  a  single  robe. 

F  \s^^  farjd,  Here,  behold  ! 
A  -^Is-ji  fo-'^'jat,  (A  woman)  whose  hips  stand 

wide  apart ;  one  who,  from  negligence,  has  her 

privities  {.^^farj)  exposed. 
p         farjdd,  Excellent,  eminent  in  learning. 

A j^s-^ f>yar,  (or  <i,U- j>  farjdraz)  (from  Pj^j> 

parhdr^  A  pair  of  compasses. 

A  Cfj^^  fi''''i^i''^y^  Drawn  with  compasses. 

P  ̂Vj'  f<^''fii^j  End,  conclusion,  issue.  Utility, 
profit.  Happiness.  Convenient,  agreeable.  Cus- 

tom. The  newest;  that  which  is  last  poured  from 

a  flagon  into  a  cup.  ̂   13  i^mh\  asbi  nd  far- 

jdm,  An  unbroke  horse,  ̂ '^y  ̂   sukhuni 
nd  farjdm,  An  useless,  impertinent,  foolish  speech. 

j»l=-^  iu*-:^  mazmuni  hhvjasta-farjdm, 
The  august  contents  (of  a  royal  letter). 

pi\fjo\s>-j>fa?'jdrn-gdh,The  final  home,the  grave. 

A  jS  farjdni,  (or  ̂ \  al  farjdni)  Khu- 
rasan, and  Sigistan  or  Sinde. 

A  farjatyfirjat,  ov  furj  at,  The  cheerful- 
ness of  a  mind  freed  from  sorrow,  straits,  and  diffi- 

culties. Furjat,  Interstice  (or  space  between  two 

fingers).  A  crevice  (in  a  wall),  gap,  chink,  breach. 

p  i^^^  farjad,  A  great-grandfather. 
A  'b^^  farjalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Running 

with  the  fore-feet  close,  the  hind-feet  wide  (a  horse). 

p  ;>ljr^yar/wa?26?,  Adorned.    High  in  rank. 

A  Vi^ yya?7'a«a^,  A  curry  ing,cleaning  (a  horse). 

p  ̂ ^J>  farjud,  A  miracle. 
A  \}i=r^  fi^'jawh  (o>'  ti)^?:;-^)  A  curry-comb. 



A  fayjiy,  A  kind  of  garment. 

A       fariha,  (fut.  ,^^jjafrahu)  He  was  glad. 

^^farah,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Being  joyful,  glad, 
fain.  Being  saucy,  wanton.  Gladness,  cheerful- 

ness, joyousness,  glee,  briskness,  wantonness.  Fa- 
rih,  Free  from  care,  gay,  happy,  joyful,  cheerful, 

joyous,  blithe,  satisfied.  Saucy,  skittish,  pert. 

A  \>-^  farakan.  Gladly,  cheerfully. 
p  farah-nfza,  Mirth-increasing. 

A  ̂^\s'J^far}lan,(^{'em/i^\s^^^farJlanat)(pl. 
farha'  and  ̂ \jS  faraJia')  Joyful,  joyous,  glad, 
happy.  Saucy. 

A  'isJi\>-Ji  farhanat,  A  white  mushroom. 

A  'isfjffarhat  ory?ir^at,Delight,pleasure,cheer- 
fulness,  joy,  amusement.  Sauciness,  insolence.  A 

gift  for  any  thing  which  has  been  a  source  of  joy. 

Farihat,  Cheerful  (woman). 

Ajul  \Z.i^Ji  farJiat-asar,  Pleasant,  happy. 

r(_f^\  CLo* ̂   farhat-afzay ,  Increasing  delight. 

A  Uii3\  {JLks-jS  faj^hatu'l  Uha,  Pleasant  to  look 
at.  Name  of  a  kite.  The  Pondicherry  eagle. 

A  'i^^  far  ha j  at,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Walking with  the  toes  turned  inwards. 

A  ̂̂ ^"ji  farhaja' ,  A  straddling  gait. 
p  ̂Kia-Jt  faralmak,  Joyful,  delighted. 

A  J^i_/o?7<a',Cheerful (woman),  (pl.of^jla-^a 
farhaii)  Joyful,  glad. 

A        farhli,  (pi.  afrulih,  afrakh, 

^^firahh,  ̂  y  farulthy'&if^S  afrWiat,  andjjU-^i 
firhhan)  The  young  of  any  bird  or  beast.  Young- 
herbage  or  plants.  Vile,  base,  abject,  mean.  The 

fore  part  of  thebrain.  (A plant)  beginning  to  spread 

into  branches.  Corn  ready  to  burst  into  ear.  Fa- 

rakh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  secure,  exempt  from  feai' 
or  danger.  Cleaving  to  the  ground. 

p  farruhh,  Happy,  fortunate.  Beautiful- 
faced.  Name  of  the  second  of  the  five  supplemen- 

tal days  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

p       farkha,  Breadth.  Affliction,  grief,  pain. 

p  tils- j>  farhhad,  Victorious. 

PjVs-^  farkhar,  Ornament,  decoration.  Name 
of  a  city  remarkable  for  the  beauty  of  the  inhabi- 

tants and  a  number  of  idols. 

rO*>^^^ ya?7;/mA7«,War, battle.  Dispute,  strife. 

P  '^'^ji  farkhak,  (or  ̂y^jS  farkhaJ)  A  lock 
of  hair  hanging  down  neither  plaited  or  curled. 

P  \lJ^^  fai'khag,  A  dish  of  meat  and  eggs. 

A  (^1=^ firkhan,  (pi.  of  ̂  jSfarkh)Young  birds or  beasts. 

A  'ii-ji  farhhat,  A  broad  spear-head. 
p jVii-y  Jirukhtar,  A  seller. 

P  (J^j*^ firukhtan,  To  sell.  To  kindle,  inflame. 

p  iCL^^^  farkhujasta,  Prosperous.  Happy. 
A  musician.  Name  of  a  certain  flower. 

P  farkhaja,  Deformed,  sordid,  filthy. 

P  farakhji,  Shamefulness.  Impurity. 
Vileness,  wickedness. 
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A  j||^^c^ya7'7jAa;i?/,Onewho  straddles  in  walking. 

p  ̂^farakhch,  Rump  or  buttocks  of  a  quadru- 
ped.   Ugly,  ill-shaped.    Unclean.    A  bribe. 

pjjj      farrukh-roz,l!iz.me  of  a  note  in  music. 
p  farruhh-zad,  Happy.  Prosperous. 

Name  of  an  angel  stationed  on  the  earth. 

vsl^^jSfarkhastafJjymgon,  or  dragged  along, 

the  ground. 

p^jUrt       farrukh-sii/ar,  A  happy  disposition. 

p  i^_pi>-j>  farakhsh,  The  rump  or  buttocks  of  a 
quadruped.    A  crupper. 

p  ulLs-jS  farhhashta,  A  sort  of  cake  made  with 
leaven,  in  which  they  put  almonds  and  the  like. 

Dragged  along  the  ground. 

p jy^jS  farakkshm-f  A  messenger  from  hea- 
ven, a  prophet. 

farkhasha,  Almond-cake. 

p  i^Si^ji  farkhamidan,  To  beat.  To  clean 
cotton  from  the  seed.  To  pull,  pluck,  gather. 

p^^j>fa7-khanj,  Vain,  foolish,  useless.  Dis- agreeable (voice).  Joy,  pleasure,  merriment,sport, 

dalliance.  Interest,  profit,  share,  lot,  fortune. 

p  ̂^Sj^jS  farkhundaffi,  Happiness. 
p  i\}.ic-'jSfarkhunda,  Happy.  Fortunate,  pro- 

sperous. ^yi  ii^j^jh  (JliJi  salt  farkhunda-fal,  A 
year  of  prosperity.  t^ljjj  wuzarad 

farkhunda-ray ,  Sage  ministers,  ti^j^y  far- 
khunda-pay.  Of  auspicious  footstep. 

p^JUs  idji>-y  farkhimda-tali^  Fortunate. 
p  jJU  idj^ji  farkhunda-7nafal,  Happy  issue. 

p  ̂ s-y  farkhav,  The  lopping  of  a  vine,  prun- 
ing. Clearing  a  garden  or  field  from  weeds.  The 

Lybian  lizard. 

p  \^\y>-y  farkhwag,  A  dish  of  meat  and  eggs. 

V j^s-j»  farkhwar  or  farkhur,  A  water-course. 
The  young  of  the  bird^j^  tihu. 

V  ij^^  farkkuy,  Nature,  disposition. 
p  f^ii.i^^farkkaKidan,  To  prune,  lop  (a  tree). 

p  j__^=-j5  fai-ruhkt,  Prosperity. 
A  fard,  (v.  n.  ofiSji)  Being  alone.  Enter- 
ing upon  (any  business)  alone,  achieving  (it)  by 

one's  self.  (pi.  i^\^fii'ad)  One  thing,  one  out  of 
two,  a  half.  One  person,  an  individual.  An  odd 

number.  A  single  sheet  or  strip  of  paper;  a  list, 

roll.  A  verse,  piece.  The  singular  number.  Alone, 

(pi.  ofradmA  J^iiy/wrarfa')  Incomparable, 
sole,  single,  only,  unique.  God.  One  cheek  or  jaw. 

Single-soled  (shoe),  p  JS)  karfard,  Every  one. 

A  Fard,farad,farid,farud,dindfurud,A  glittering 

sword.  Farad,farid,farvd,an(ifuriid,  Alone,  sole, 

unique,  incomparable    Farad  or /arid,  One. 

p  \dyfa7^da,  To-morrow.  CL^^i^  i^\djS  far- 

dayi  Myamat,  The  resurrection-morn. 

p  \^]i:ij3fardab.  Manifestation,  revelation. 

A  Cj\;^j3  furdat.  Hillocks. 

p  i^^J\djS  farda-shab,  To-morrow-night. 

A       \djS  fardanfardan,  One  by  one. 

A  ̂^1^^  fardan,  One.  Alone,  solitary. 
A  fardariiyat,  Unity,  singularity. 

p  pj^iiy^  fardawum,  (or  &j^\i^jSfardayina)  Re- 
lating to  to-morrow,  of  to-morrow,  crastine. 

A  idj!  furadat,  One  who  travels  alone. 
p  fardajan,  The  month  of  October. 

A  LlloAjJi;-  (^jS  fard-hakikat,  A  memorial. 
vio\s-d^fard-kkana,  A  house  where  strangers 

put  up  on  the  road.  A  private  apartment.  A  cell 
in  a  monastery. 

A  (ii^i  fardad,  An  excellent  sword. 

Pjdjifardar,  (^or  tji^ji  far dara^  A  large  wooden bar  to  fasten  a  door. 

A  'itJi-iji  fardasat,  (v.  n.  of  (^li^i  Q)  Throwing 
prostrate.  Stuffing  (a  basket  of  dates)  quite  full. 
Ease,  facility,  amplitude. 

A  ̂y^y**  i^j9  fard  suwal.  Petition,  application. 

Pjti^jSfardfar,  (God)  the  supporter  of  men. 
A  furdud,  Certain  stars  ranged  in  a  line 

behind  the  Pleiades. 

A  {^jdj9  f  rdarvs,  (pi.  ̂j^^p\yfaradis)  A  gar- 
den, vineyard,  paradise.  A  fertile  vale.  Name  of 

several  delightful  places.  Furdus,  Provisions  set 
before  a  guest. 

(^jiiji  f  rdarvs-makani,  A  title  of  a deceased  emperor  (located  in  Paradise). 

p  ̂ ^ji^frdawsi,  A  famous  Persian  poet,  the 
author  of  the  great  epic  poem  e.j<\jjt\J^  shah-nama. 

A  tdji  farda,  A  poll-tax. 

A  i^^Ji  farda  ,  Singly,  one  by  one. 
A  ̂ji>Ji  fardi,  A  roll,  catalogue. 

A  CJ'^CiJi  fardiyat,  A  topical  remedy. 
A         fardiyat.  Unity,  singleness. 

A  ̂ ^.Pj>  fardayn,  (oblique  dual  of  liji  fard) 
Without  a  third  person,  tete-a-tete. 

p  ̂iijs  fardin.  The  first  month  of  the  Persian 

year,  when  the  sun  is  in  Aries. 

A  'ij^  furarat,  Fleeing,  fugitive  (man). 
pjji  farz,  Great.  Learned.  Firz,  The  queen 

at  chess.  Firz  or  furz.  Grass,  verdure.  Furz, 

Excess.  Victory,  conquest.  A  bank  of  a  large 

river  where  boats  may  harboui*. 

aJ ̂farz,  (v.  n.  of  Jji)  Separating,  parting,  or 
distinguishing.  A  plain  not  having  a  mountain. 
Firz,  A  road  through  hilly  ground. 

A J^i  furuzz,  One  quite  free,  or  a  mere  slave, sleek  and  full  of  flesh. 

p  •bCi\jji  farzada,  A  large  mass  of  leaven. 

p  j,Vj^ /arOTm,  Worthy,  suiting,  befitting. 

Y^j^farzan,  Science,  learning.  Strength, con- 
stancy. Wise,learned.  7^/rca?«, The  queen  at  chess. 

A         firzan,  (pi.  (j^\^)  The  queen  at  chess. 

p  ̂̂ ^Sj>\jji  farzanagan,  {j^.oi  farzana^ 
Learned  men.  Privy  counsellors.  Excellent. 

p  ̂^Jij>\j^  farzanafi,  Learning,  science.  Wis- dom. "Excellence. 

p         farzana,  A  learned  man,  wise,  excel- 



lent,  intelligent.  Noble,  honourable.  Happy,blest. 

p  ̂ y)  j^farz  hud,  Wisdom,  understanding. 

A  Xjji  Jirzat,  Part,  a  thing  separated.  Furzat, 
Occasion,  time,  turn.  A  road  through  hilly  ground, 

p  6s>-jji  fai'zaja,  A  suppository,  clyster, 

p  :ijjSfumzd,  A  green  weed  covering  stagnant 
water.  Verdure,  bright,  moist,  and  succulent. 

A  ̂ i>jy  farazdah,  (pi.  farazid,  ̂ ^j^  fa- 
razik,  and  farazid)  A  cake  baked  in  the 

oven.  A  crumb  of  bread.  A  name  given  to 

s.*«taK>o  humani  hinghalib  binsa^a^, 

Apoet,celebrated  alike  for  his  extravagance  of  praise 

and  bitterness  of  censure ;  hence,  he  is  not  unfre- 

quently  designated  ̂ i^^jf^^^^iisJ^shay  tan farazdak, 
Devil  Farazdak. 

Asjajjifarazdahat,  (Tp\.^j\j>farazik)  A  lump 
of  dough,  a  mass  of  paste  or  leaven. 

A        furzu^  The  seed  of  cotton. 

A  'iPJji  furzii^t,  (pi.  ̂\j>  faraziQ  A  handful 
of  fodder.    Name  of  one  of  Lokman's  vultures. 

A  i}jj>firzil,  Fetters.  Smiths'  shears.  Furzul, 
Thick,  lusty. 

A  '^j^  farzalat,  A  chaining,  a  fettering, 
p  i^j^  farzand,  A  son.  A  child.  Offspring. 

L-.'l  Sijjifarzandi  ab,  A.qu?Li\caxi\m2L\s.  Bubbles. 

{^d^>J^j\  iVjj*  farzandi  arjmandash,  His  illus- 

trious son.  u-.>ljkil  SijjS  farzandi  of  tab,  A  rah  J. 

'^j^  faf^andi  bihr.  Eldest  son.  An  evergreen, 

jjl^  Si farzandi  hhamar.  The  sun.  iiJ«i*, 
farzandi  rashld,  A  good  child,  farzandi 

zina,  A  bastard.  ii\Zt  s>jji  farzandi  shad.  Medi- 

tation. i^jjS farzandi  nek-ni- 

Aat?i^aZi-?«j;ac^,Ason  of  high  quality  and  noble  race, 
p          jSfarzandak,  A  little  child, a  bantling. 

piiiyc  \y>j^farzand-murda,^eve&yed  (parent), 
p  ̂ jjS  farzu.  Wisdom,  intelligence. 

A  ̂  ̂j^furzum,h.  shoe  or  bootmaker's  board  on 
which  he  cuts  his  leather.  A  cobbler's  last. 

p  tj^farza,  A  green  herb :  a  place  full  of  grass. 
Furza,^he  bank  of  a  river  where  ships  are  moored, 

p  \Jj^  farzi,  The  queen  at  chess, 

p  ;^J0  {^'j^  farzi-band,  A  term  used  at  chess, 
p  farzm.  The  queen  at  chess.  Learned. 

V ^^furj  or farj,  Root  of  galangale.  Rhubarb. 

A  (^ji  fars,  (v.  n.  of  o^*)  Catching,  tearing 
(prey).  Breaking  the  neck,  killing.  Eating  habi- 

tually the  black  date  faras.  Pasturing,  tend- 

ing (horses).  Slaughter.  Firs,  Name  of  an  herb, 

either  the(^lfl«aj/t?~Aa2',asphodel,orrhododaphne. 

Faras,  (pi.  afras  and  t^^Jifurus)  A  horse 
or  mare.  The  knight  at  chess,  v  f^;:^  (^J>  faras 
nihadan,  To  be  weak  and  vanquished. 

A  L^jf^'>^h  Persia.  The  Persians. 
^  ̂j>farsa,  (and  ij^jfarsay)  (in  compos.) 

Destroying,  wearing.  Old,  worn  out.  Rubbing 
against,  reaching(thesky).l«j,5^^Uja?z-/arsa,Dis- 
tracting  the  mind,  unhappy,  melancholy,  fatal. 
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firsah,  A  widely-extended  country. 

p  lilwj^  farsad,  Wise,  learned.   A  mulberry. 

P  f^}^y  farsan,  Any  animal  of  whose  skin  they 
make  fur-garments. 

A  ̂J^^fursan,  (pi.  of  (^J^faris)  Horsemen. 

^i^'^-}t^^*^j'>farsamdan,To  cause  to  rub  or  wear, 
p  i,x>j\uiji yarsaymc/a,  Waxing  old,  impaired. 

P  (— farsab,  (or  farasp)  The  main 
beam  which  enters  the  walls.  Tapestry  with  which 

they  adorn  the  walls  on  feast-days. 

A  'LjijS  farsat.  Wind  which  settles  in  the  back ; 
alsoa  painful  swellingon  the  neck.  i^a?-«sa^,Amare. 

pCI.A«j^yhras<,Magic,  incantation.  i^ms^jSend. 
A  letter.  Any  thing  sent  as  a  present.  A  mission, 

p  i^d^M^iji  fristadan,  To  send. 

p  id\l*tijS  firistada,  (jA.  i^^SGMijS  firistada- 
gan)  Sent.  An  ambassador,  envoy,  apostle,  legate, 

p  jjlXi;**!^  firistagan.  Ambassadors,  apostles, 
p  ̂LC:Oyo^  firistagoMi,  Apostolical, 

p  ̂Au^i  farastu,  firistu,  {y^^iut^  farastuli,  or 
firistuK)  A  swallow. 

p  i^Lti^  furistuh,  A  ceitain  king  of  China, 

p  &Lmj>  firista.  Sent.  An  ambassador,  apostle. 

A  present. 

A  ̂^farsahh,  (pi.  ̂*o^_/a?'asiA/j) A parasang, 
a  leag'Tie,  about  18,000  feet  in  length.  An  interval. 
A  chink,cleft.  Without  interval,  intermission,chink, 

or  cleft.  Rest,  quiet,  repose.  An  hour.  A  long 

time;  perpetual;  much,  farsahli far- 
sakh,  From  one  distant  place  to  another. 

A  'i^^  ya>'sa/i/<a<.  The  dispelling  of  grief;  cur- 
ing of  a  fever;  expulsion  of  the  cold, 

p  dMiJi  farsad.  It  decays,  wears  away, 

p  fjSMijS  farsudan,  To  be  worn,  to  wax  old. 
G  f  ristariywi,  A  species  of  pulse. 

G  ̂j_jia*«ji  farastun,  A  public  standard  of 
weights  or  measures. 

A  ̂t*i^  firsik,  (and  ̂ mjh  firsik)  The  finest 
red  peach,  or  one  which  separates  from  the  stone, 

p  ijXiM^  firisk,  A  peach, 

p  farslus,  A  fabulous  stone  obtained 

by  Alexander  the  Great,  which,  when  placed  on 

mercury,  was  changed  to  silver, 

p  fj^MijS  farsulun.  Talc,  mica. 
A  ̂J*^Ji  firsin  or  san,  Hoof  of  a  camel  or  sheep. 

Pi — jU**»^i^ri.s?2a/',(or&iUA«^)New-year'snight. 
p  ̂SiMiji  farsandaj,  A  messenger,  prophet, 

p  ̂^'xjMjS  farsang,  A  parasang,  league.  A  dis- tance of  twelve  thousand  cubits. 

¥ j'^Cxui^  farsangsar,  A  league-stone, 
p  ̂'^j'^'y farsudagi,  Obliteration.  Wear,waste. 

p  i^d^iMjS  far  Sudan,  To  rub,  scrub,  wear,  tear, 
consume,  diminish.  To  be  torn,  worn,  old,  inve- 

terate. To  rot.  To  kick,  strike,  shake.  To  tor- 

ment, persecute.  To  press,  urge,  compel,  impor- 

tune. To  expose  one's  self  to  dangei-.  To  hitch 
along  sitting  on  the  backside ;  or  to  be  dragged  by 
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any  thing  when  lying.  To  be  fatigued,  languid, 

spiritless.  To  detest,  loathe.  To  anoint.  To  be 
anointed.    To  repent.    To  congeal. 

p  ii^yjijS  farsuda.  Torn,  worn,  old,  decayed. 

A         farsa',  (pi.  of  far'is)  Killed. 

A  ̂ ^Ji  fursiy,  Persian,  Persic. 
A  CJ^^M^  fursirjat,  Persian  affairs  or  phrases. 

A  {Jujfarsh,  (v.  n.  of  i^j>)  Spreading  (a  car- 
pet or  the  like).  Furnishing  (a  house).  Paving, 

laying  flag-stones.  Lying.  Dispersing,  scattei  ing. 

Being  broad,  spreading  out  (a  camel  s  hoof).  En- 

larging, rendering  easy.  A  bed,  couch,  cushion, 

mat,  carpet,  bed-clothes,  or  any  similar  household 

furniture.  A  large  court  or  quadrangle.  Blades 

of  corn  just  sprouting  above  ground.  Small,  slen- 
der trees  or  sticks.  Small  camels  unfit  for  burdens. 

Animals  reared  for  slaughter.  A  lie,  a  falsehood. 

State,  condition.  Grief,  sorrow.  A  place  where 

many  shrubs  grow  (particularly  the  plant  ki^S-  ̂ r- 

fut).  The  middle-sized  and  best-shaped  camels'  feet, 
p  ̂^lL*il>  (^^farshi  basitan,  (or  (.dlls-  (j^^far- 
shi  khdk)  The  earth,  jii  farshi  du  rang. 
The  world.  The  earth.  Night  and  day.  A  {jLij 

.^\S' farshi  ̂ j,  (A  carpet  of  ivory)  Snow.  Furush, 

(pi.  of  i^\jf  f  rash)  Beds,  mattrasses. 
p         fursh,  Biestings.  Farish,  Tired  of. 

A  ,^X!:>i^  firshah,  A  widely-extended  country. 
A  solid,  broad,  and  fiat  hoof.  Clouds  without  rain. 

Large,  hideous,  stinking  (woman  or  camel). 

A  'iJ^ji  frshat,  A  mode  of  spreading  a  carpet. 
Face,  aspect,  external  form. 

p  ̂J.^:i!^jS  firishtagan,  (pi.  of  ilZiji)  Angels, 

p  ij^^S-'Jli^  firishtagani,  Angelical, 

p  ̂'iJli^  farashtu,  (or  tiJ_jA;ii,i)  A  swallow, 

p  s^Jm^  firishta,  An  angel.  i'iSM^  fi- rishtad  sahah,  The  angel  Michael,  the  angel  of  the 

clouds,  i^ji'^  VxIm^  firishtasisuri,  Israel. 

p  ̂jUo  i-'iZty  firishia-tanan,  Angelic  beings, 

p  t-l^j^  isj^jSfiris]ita-b^rat,An^e\-iem'pered. 
Ai^jifarshahat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Striding, 

either  when  sitting  or  standing  at  prayer.  Strad- 

dling (cattle  when  milking).    Sitting  down  v^ith 
the  hams  closely  touching  the  ground. 

A^^^j!  farshaha,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Sitting 
down'with  the  thighs  close  to  the  ground.  Strad- 

dling (cattle  when  being  milked). 

A         farshahh.  Rest,  quiet,  cessation. 

A  'i^^  farshahhat,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Being 

wide,  easy,  in  one's  power.  Amplitude,  capacity. 

A  sdMijS  farshadat,  (v.n.  of  Q)  Sitting  or 
standing  in  a  straddling  posture. 

A  k/lji  firshit,  {or  la\Mij>  Ji7-shat)  Seated  with the  legs  apart. 

farshatat,  (v.  n.  of  )aJ^^  Q)  Sitting 

with  the  legs  wide  apart,  and  the  hams  touching  the 
ground.  Riding  with  both  legs  dangling  on  one 

Lying  down  in  a  loose  and  languid  manner side, 



(a  camel).  Cutting  (meat)  in  pieces.  Stretching 

(a  thing).  Straddling  to  be  milked  (a  she-camel), 
or  to  stale  (a  he-camel). 

p  i^^yfarishk,  AsmaW  bunch joiningalarger. 

P  e-^fursha  or  fir  sha,  New  milk,  biestings. 

^^J*'J^ farshi,  A  kind  of  hookah. 

A  ̂ MjS  firshih,  The  male  organ  of  generation. 
p  lyiMiji  farshed,  The  brother  of  Piran  Visa. 

p  ̂ i^^ji  farsliim,  A  share,  division:  a  section. 
A  fo-rs,  (v.  n.  of  tj>a;i)  Cutting,  cleaving, 

tearing,  slitting.  Hurting  in  the  'LaJijj  farxsat. 
Stone  of  the  wild  date  Jiu  muld.  Fur  as,  (pL  of 

'LojS  fursat)  Occasions,  opportunities. 
A  farsuf,  A  camel  standing  aside  wait- 
ing her  turn  to  drink. 

p  li'wO^  firsad,  The  white  mulberry,  the  leaves 
of  which  being  boiled  with  those  of  the  black  fig 

and  of  the  vine  in  rain-water,  produce  a  liquor 
which  will  stain  hair  black. 

A  di>Oji firsad,  A  grape-stone.  A  white  mul- 
beriy.  A  red  dye. 

A  'Loj's  farsatjWind  in  a  tumour,  especially  on 
the  back.  Firsat,  (pi.  firas)  A  menstruous 
cloth.  Fursat,  Occasion,  opportunity,  fit  time,  con- 

venience. Coincidence.  Advantage.  A  time,  turn, 

(drinking  in)  rotation,  p  C/^^ fursat  yaf- 
fara,  To  find  an  opportunity,  CL^tO^  -'^ 
faroti  fursat  hardan,  To  neglect,  lose,  or  miss  one. 

p  ̂   iJl^jS  fursut-jo,  Seeking  an  occasion. 

A  'i.^'Oji  farsamat,  A  breaking;  a  cutting. 
A  <^i^y  firsid,  (or  A  grape-stone. 

A  farz,  (v.  n.  of  i^^s)  Cutting,  notching, 
nicking.  Ordering  (any  thing)  to  be  observed  (as 

an  article  of  religion).  Rendering  necessary  and 

obligatory.  Paying  what  is  enjoined  by  law,  dis- 

charging a  debt.  Appointing  a  time  for  any  thing. 

Giving,  allowing  a  stipend.  An  indispensable  duty, 

divine  command ;  a  necessary  observation  of  cer- 

tain precepts  of  the  Muhamraadan  religion  (the 

omission  of  which  is  considered  as  a  mortal  sin);  a 

definition  or  injunction  (of  any  kind).  The  read- 

ing of  the  Kur'an.  The  Sunna,  or  traditions  of  Mu- 
hammad. An  incision,  notch,  indent,  cutting, split- 

ting. Any  thing  given  away  from  a  sense  of  duty, 

without  expectation  of  reward.  Troops  in  the  re- 

ceipt of  regular  pay.  A  garment.  {j^\.i^\^firaz) 
The  notch  at  the  horn  of  a  bow.  An  unfeathered 

arrow.  A  sort  of  date.  One  of  the  timbers  in  a 

house.  A  widow's  jointure,  a  fourth  of  her  hus- 

band's property  if  she  have  borne  children,  and  an 
eighth  if  she  have  not.  The  mouth  of  a  river.  A 

shield.  That  part  of  the  steel  or  wood  which  strikes 

fire.  Jl^^  ^la"  farzil  mulial,  Grant- 
ing an  impossibility.  Firz,Hhe  fruit  of  the  dwarf 

palm-tree  -whilst  yet  green.  Furaz,  (pi.  of  'ijo^ 
furzat)  Notches  in  the  horns  of  a  bow.  Indents  in 
the  bank  of  a  river,  bights. 
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A  {.joji furraz,  (pi.  of  (^Jifariz^  Large, bulky 
(mentor  uvulas). 

A  \>OjS  farzan,  (or  {^^\>bVlfarz)  Supposing 
the  case,  for  example.  Clearly,  distinctly,  altoge- 

ther,entirely,  principally,  above  all;  so  that,  surely. 

A  •^^LcjS  firzakh,  Thick,  broad,  tall  (man). 

A  firzdhhat,  (and  '6M>\tO^  fir'zakhiyai) Full-breasted  (woman). 

A  'iJjJi  furzat,  (pi.  furaz)  The  notch  in 
the  horn  of  a  bow,  or  in  the  top  of  a  yarn-spindle 

into  which  the  thread  goes.  An  indent  of  a  I'iver 
where  they  draw  water.  A  bight  where  ships  ride 

at  anchor  ;  a  harbour,  dock,  or  station  for  ship- 

ping. The  mouth  of  a  river.  The  interior  part  of 

an  ink-holder.  The  hinge  of  a  door;  also  the  socket 
in  which  a  turnstile  or  any  thing  similar  turns. 

A  ̂ ^  firzilih,  A  scorpion. A  firzim,  A  large,  broken-horned, and  old 
sheep.  Toothless. 

A  ̂^j>^^  firzimiy,  (A  camel)  large,  strong,  and 
which  treads  firmly. 

A  {^yoy  farzul.  The  hammer  of  a  musket. 

A  Jl^^  faraziy.  Skilled  in  the  law,  ordinances, 
and  commandments  of  God. 

A  n^yjOjS  farziyat,  An  indispensable  precept. 

A  fart,  (v.  n.  ofla^)  Getting  before,  out- 
stripping. Passing  beyond.  Preceding  (especially 

one  sent  before  a  caravan  to  prepare  the  buckets 

and  other  conveniences  for  drawing  water  for  the 

camels  immediately  on  their  arrival  at  the  end  of  the 

stage).  Sending  (an  ambassador).  Being  rashly 

and  injuriously  reproachful.  Being  careless,  defi- 
cient in  duty,  or  inattentive.  Losing  any  thing,  or 

delaying  till  it  escapes.  Being  sprinkled  late  with 

the  male  flowers,  v/hen  the  pods  are  ready  to  burst 

(the  female  palm).  Losing  (a  son)  by  an  untimely 

death,  (pi.  \s>^\  afrut  and  )s\Ji\ afrat)  Excess.  Too 
much.  Victory,  superiority,  prevalency.  Time  re- 

cently passed  (especially  from  three  to  about  fifteen 
days).  The  summit  of  a  hill.  A  small  hill.  A  post 

or  stone  placed  for  directing  the  way.  uI^jIs^* 
farti  mahahhat,  Excess  of  fondness.  J^J 

Cl^iiys  )s>j>  J  wufuri  sadakat  u  farti  mawaddat. 
The  greatest  sincerity  and  affection.  Farat,  A  per- 

son or  persons  who  goes,  or  who  go  before  to  pre- 

pare buckets,  ropes,  and  whatever  is  requisite  for 
drawing  water.  Water  taking  the  precedency  of 
other  waters.  Good  works,  reward,  or  recompense, 

sent  before.  A  son  dying  under  the  age  of  puberty. 

lisjS  U)  ed»>-^  allahummaij^lhu  Una faratan, 
O  God  !  place  him  amongst  the  good  works  we 
have  sent  before  (a  form  of  condolence  when  any 

person  has  lost  a  son).  Furut,  A  swift  horse  (out- 
stripping all  the  rest).  Left  or  neglected  (business). 

Any  thing  done  beyond  bounds.  Iniquity,  injus- 

tice, oppression,  (pi.  )a\J\  afrat)  A  high  hill. 
A  firtah,  Broad  (head). 

A  {^^^  firtas.  Broad,  wide. 
A  'i^^fartat.  One  procession  or  departure  (noun 

of  unity).    Furtat,  Precedence.    A  going  forth. 
A  &~^^fartahat,  A  making  broad,  widening. 

A  'i^^^  fartasat,  A  putting  forth  the  snout. 

A  'i^^  /artamaf,  A  mending  the  toe  (of  a  boot). 

p  ̂j>>jl?^  fartus,  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

A  'i*ti^^  furtusat.  Snout  or  pizzle  of  a  hog. 
A  furtum,  A  boot,  or  the  toe  of  it. 

A  "^^^  fara  ovfuratiy,  Difiicult  to  manage. 
A  'kL^^firt'isat,  A  hog's  snout  and  pizzle.  Tip 

of  the  nose.  mani^''l  firtisat  is 
equivalent  to         ̂ ^'^  mani^'l  hamrat. 

A  ̂ ^far^  (v.  n.  of  gji)  Excelling  others  (in birth  or  in  beauty).  Deflowering(a  virgin).  Climb- 

ing (a  mountain).  Descending.  Amending,  cor- 
recting, adjusting.  Reconciling,  making  peace. 

Holding  a  stick  over  (the  crown  of  the  head)  in 
a  threatening  manner.  Prohibiting,  preventing. 

Checking  (a  horse),  pulling  the  bridle.  Interposing. 
Top,  head.  Chief  of  a  people  or  family.  An  ex- 

cellent bow.  The  top  of  the  ear.  Effect,  produce, 

descent,  offspring.  Ready  and  available  property. 
A  bow  made  of  the  extremity  of  a  branch.  A  bow 

made  of  a  single  piece.  The  branch  of  a  tree  (espe- 

cially the  top),  (pi.  furu^  A  woman's  head 
of  hair.  A  full  head  of  hair.  (pi.  ̂X^fira^  A  chan- 

nel, a  gutter.  Far^ov  far-a^,  (pi.  of  'sS-ji  far^t 
ovfara^t)  Large  lice.  pljL}^-^  tyV^^  ̂ J^fi'tl 
khwarani  khak,  Men.  A  kawsunfar^n 

or  far^tun,  A  bow  made  of  a  single  branch  or 

piece.  Fur^  (pi.  of  ̂ \  afra^  Well-haired  (per- 
sons). Fara^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji)  Having  a  large  head 

of  hair.  (pi.  ̂   furu^  Firstlings  of  camels  or 
sheep,  which  the  pagan  Arabians  offered  in  sacri- 

fice to  their  gods.  A  part,  portion,  division.  A 

piece  let  into  a  leathern  bottle,  (pi.  oi'iS-^  fara- 

^t)  Large  lice. 
A  far^j:,  (fem.  of  ̂ \  afraQ  (A  woman) 

with  a  fine  head  of  hair. 

A  ̂j\s-jS  fur^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  afraQ  Men  who 
have  much  hair  on  their  heads.  A  man's  name. 

A  'iSjS  far^t,  (pi.  ̂ j!  fira^  The  top  or  de- 
clivity of  a  mountain,  (pi.  ̂ji  farQ  A  louse.  A 

bow  of  the  best  kind.  (pi.  of  fdri^  Royal 

allies,  helpers,  or  defenders.  Fara^t,  (pi.  fa- 

ra^  One  large  louse. 
A  ̂yS'jS  fur^l,  (fem.  'iis^ji  fur^ilat)  (pi.  ,^\jS 

fara^l  and  'iiS'\ji fard^lat)  A  young  hyena. 

A  ̂^f^ji  fwr'^lan,  A  male  cub  of  a  hyena. 
A  'HjS'^far^na.t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  crafty, 

sly,  subtle.    Craftiness,  sagaciousness,  slyness. 

A  fir^wn,  A  crocodile.  Fir^Tvn,fur- 

^n,  or  fur^wn,  (pi.  eSS'\jf  fard^nat)  Pharaoh  ; 
and  in  general,  any  cruel  tyrant.  Proud.  The  name 
of  the  Pharaoh  of  the  Old  Testament  is  said  to  have 

been  u-o^jO/c  0^ j  rvalid  bin  mus^b. 
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A  ̂ j^yfir^mm,  Haughtiness.  Pharaoriic. 

A  ̂ jifar^i/,  Derivative,  descending, 

p  ̂   farglt,  A  chicken. 
A  f argil,  The  place  between  the  handles  of 

a  bucket,  over  which  they  pour  the  water.  A  ves- 

sel wherein  is  date-honey.  farghu ''d dalw, 
Name  of  two  lunar  mansions:  one  called 

al  mukaddam,  The  foremost;  the  other, j5-_jil  al 
musakhhhir,  The  hindmost.  They  form  the  26th 

and  27th  of  the  lunar  mansions.  Firgh,  (v.  n.  of 

^ji)  Being  shed  with  impunity  (blood).  Leisure, 

disengagement.  i^^arayt,(v. n. of ̂ )Beingpoured 
out  (water).  Farigh,  Fi-ee,  ceased  from  labour, 
just  finished  a  work,  disengaged. 

A^^i  furragh,  (pi.  of      farigh)  Empty. 
a\J>j>  farghan  or  Jirghan,  With  impunity. 
A         farghcLf,  Deep,  wide  (wound). 

Vj^^farghar,  Moistened,  wetted.  Kneaded. 

Mixed.  Broken,  bruised.  Name  of  a  scout  be- 

longing to  Afrasyab. 

p  i^'^lj^^  fargharidan,  To  moisten  well :  to 
mix(leaven)  with  any  liquid.  To  scratch  (the  head). 

A  ̂JS'^  farghani,  Two  stars,  lunar  mansions. 

v,^^^farghanj,  (or far ghancJi)  A  plump 
fat  cow  or  mule  full  of  flesh.    A  vineyard. 

p  iO^^  fargliana,  Name  of  a  country  in  Tur- 
kistan.  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  Name  of  a  moun- 

tain where  mandrakes  are  found  in  abundance. 

p  farglmr,  The  bed  of  a  river  when  almost 

dry  ;  also  the  small  quantity  of  water  remaining  in 
such  a  river.  A  minor  stream  derived  from  a  more 

considerable  one.  A  ditch,  pool. 

p  t^jS-^  fargharda,  Mixed,  kneaded. 

p  f^S-Js farghan, k.  channel  newly  made  through 
which  they  cause  water  to  flow. 

p         farghand,  (or  farghanda)  Any 

thing  stinking.  Ivy. 

V farghur,  A  bird  resembling  a  partridge, 

but  smaller.  A  lark.  A  frog. 

V  ̂^S-^farghok,  Silent,  taciturn,  modest.  De- 
lay, slowness. 

p  (J_jPj5_/ar^//ioZ,  Procrastination.  Negligence. 

p  i^^jf  firghuy,  A  sparrow-hawk,  merlin. 

p  (ji.jk5^  yar^/AtsA,  Old,  worn  out.  A  fur-gar- 

ment, the  hair  of  which  is  dropping  off".  Negligence. 
AjijSfarfar,  Loquacious.  Full  of  levity,  light, 

fickle.  One  who  breaks  every  thing.  A  species  of 
vehicle  for  the  women.  Name  of  a  tree  black  and 

hard  as  ebony,  of  which  they  make  dishes.  Far- 

far  or  firfar,  A  lion  which  shakes  and  breaks  in 
pieces  his  fellow. 

A        farfarat,  Talkative  (woman). 

p  C^Ji  farfat,  Fumitory. 
p  firiftan,  To  deceive,  cozen,  cheat. 

A ̂ ifarfahy  Soft  ground. 

P  ̂f^^'f^-^h,  {ovj^^farfahhez)  Purslain. Joints  in  stalks  of  corn. 
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p  Jiji  farfar,  Reading  or  writing  expeditiously. 
A  word  spoken  in  haste.  Quickness,  hurry,  expe- 

dition. A  boy's  top.  (jA.<i>y  farfar  navish- 
tan,  To  write  in  haste. 

A  ̂Jifirfir  ov  furfur,  Name  of  a  bird.  A  spar- 
row. Furfur,  The  young  of  a  wild  cow,  goat,  or 

sheep.  A  lion  which  shakes  and  breaks  his  fellow, 

A  'ijSjS  fayfarat,  (v.  n,  of ̂ J>  Q)  Calling  out 
to.  Talking  much  and  confusedly.  Breaking.  Cut- 

ting. Putting  in  motion.  Shaking.  Defaming. 

Shaking  himself  (a  camel),  and  running  fast  with 

short  steps.  Being  light  in  mind  and  swift  of  foot. 
Champing  the  bit  and  shaking  his  head  (a  horse). 

Making  the  vehicle  calledj\j^/a?^a?\  Tearing  (a 
leathern  bottle).  Lightinga  fire  from  the  tree  called 

jiji  farfdr.  Being  joyous  and  cheerful. 

p        Js^  farfuruzdn,  The  Creator. 

p  i^y^Ji^  farfaruk,  A  child's  peck-top. 
p  t^Ji  farfara.  Hurry  in  speaking,  writing,  or 

working.  A  child's  plaything,  formed  of  a  piece 
of  leather  cut  round  ;  and  which,  by  means  of  a 

double  string,  is  made  to  whirl  about,  making  a 

humming  noise.  A  paper-toy  like  the  sweeps  of  a 

windmill  applied  on  a  pin  to  the  end  of  a  stick. 

F jtjS^farfur,  A  kind  of  bird  smaller  than  a 
partridge  ;  a  quail.  A  fat  sheep.  Furfur,  Sour 
milk,  dried  and  become  black. 

A furfur,  A  boy,  servant.  A  fat  camel ; 
a  camel  eating  or  chewing  the  cud.  A  ptisan  made 

of  the  fruit  of  the  tree  O  ̂ ajj.  yamhut.  A  sparrow. 

V j^Ji  farfuz,  A  bird  smaller  than  a  partridge. 

p  (^jii^ji  farfus,  A  kind  of  pumice-stone  ap- 
plied to  wounds. 

p       farfa,  Purslain. 

p  ̂^f^Ji  farfahan  ov  farfahn,  Purslain. 
^ fci'^f^f,  A  small  kind  of  partridge;  a 

quail.  A  fat  sheep. 

A.j^syfirfir,  Purple.  A  violet. 
p  tj^viji  farfayn,  (or  sjoiyi  farfina)  Purslain. 

A  ̂^iij>  farfayun  ov  farfiyun,  Euphorbium. 

A  ̂ yfarh,  (v.n.  of  Separating,  dividing. 
Deciding  judicially.  Giving  to  a  woman  in  child- 

bed the  preparation  called  'i&i^^  far  that.  Voiding 
dung.  Possessing  fruit-stones.  Separation,  dis- 

tinction, division,  difference,  discrimination.  The 

liead,  sunjjmit,  or  top  of  any  thing.  The  division 

of  the  hair  along  the  top  of  the  head.  (pi.  (j^S^ 

furkdri)  A  certain  measure  at  MadTna.  Flax.  A 

kind  of  bird.  Away!  Aside!  v  ̂J\M>  Ss^ 

farhi  farkad-sdy,  (His)  head  reaching  the  stars. 

A  ijji  ̂   hila  fark.  Indiscriminately,  without  dis- 
tinction, indifferently.  Firh,  A  part  separated  from 

the  whole.  A  piece  split  off'any  thing.  A  moun- 
tain inaccessible  and  separate  from  others.  A  large 

flock  of  sheep.  A  herd  of  cattle  or  deer.  A  flock 

of  stray  sheep  under  a  hundred.  Date-stones,  the 
food  of  camels.    A  troop  of  children.    A  wave. 

i^MrA,Whatever  distinguishes  truth  from  falsehood. 

The  Kur'an.  Farah,  (v.  n.  of  jj*)  Trembling, 

being  frightened.  Diving,  plunging  into.  Drink- 
ing from  the  measure  farah.  (pi.  ̂ ^^fur- 

han)  A  certain  measure  at  Madina.  Dispersion  (as 
of  darkness  by  the  dawn).  Dawn.  (pi.  afrah ) 

An  interval  or  space  (between  the  teeth,  cloven 

hoofs  of  cattle,  beard  of  an  old  man,  or  comb  of 

a  cock).  An  interval  in  the  growth  of  plants,  i.e. 

when  they  are  not  close,  or  in  continuous  rows. 

Fright,  fear.  The  dawn.  An  inequality  in  the  hips 

of  a  horse,  one  being  higher  than  another.  (j^J^ 

^jj>^\  ahyan  minVl  farah.  Clearer  than  the 
dawn.  i^ari^,Small  (plant)not  covering  the  ground . 

Timid,  frightened.  Fai'uh,  Naturally  timid.  Fi- 

rak,  (pi.  of  'Mjifirhat)  Crowds,  bodies,  sects.  Fu- 
ruh,  (pi.  of  Jjy  \  afrah)  White  cocks.  Rams  whose testicles  are  wide  apart,  (pi.  of  farik)  Troops, 

bodies.  Furuh  ovfim'ak,  (pi.  of  fdrih)  (Ca- 
mels or  asses)  bringing  forth. 

A  f-^^  farkas,  Wide  between  the  points  of  the teats  (ewe). 

A^jS  firhd^  A  fart. A  f^yfurhdn,  (v.  n.of^J^)  Separating,  divid- 
ing,discriminating,distinguishing.  TheKur'an.  The 
Pentateuch.  Any  sacred  book  (as  distinguishing- 

right  from  wrong,  truth  from  falsehood).  Assis- 

tance. Victory.  Demonstration,  proof.  The  divid- 
ing of  the  Red  Sea.  The  dawn.  Boys,  children, 

^^'Sj^\yaw'mu'lfurhdn,The  day  of  the  battle  of  Badr. 
(pi.  of      fo-i'h  and  farah)  Measures  of  Madina. 

A  "^j^jS  furhdniy,  Kuranic. A  ̂^Jsji  furhuh.  Name  of  a  place  in  Egypt. 
A  furhuhiyat,  A  kind  of  Egyptian  linen. 

A  'si^  firhat,  (pi.  firah,  afdrihat, 
afrah,  and  ,3^^^^  afdrik)  A  body,  sect,  clan, 

troop,  band.  A  leathern  bottle,  so  full  that  it  can- 
not  be  churned  until  it  be  partially  emptied.  d.SjS 

frhan  ?jasara'.  The  Christian  people.  Fur- 
hai,  Separation,  distinction.  Distance.  Farihat, 

(A  country)  whose  plants  grow  up  at  intervals. 

A  Ssy  farhad,  A  calf,  or  a  wild  one.  A  bright 
star  near  the  north  pole. 

A  ̂Ssji  farhaddn  orfarkaddni,  Two  stars  near 
the  pole  of  the  Lesser  Bear. 

A  hSji  farha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^i  Q)  Running 
violently.  Twisting  the  neck.  Pulling  the  fingers 

till  the  joints  crack.  Farting.   Furku^t,  Podex. 

A  ̂ ^farham,  Glans  penis. 
A  1^^^  furhud,  A  calf.'  A  bright  star  near  the north  pole. 

V j^i^  farhur,  A  bird  resembling  a  partridge. 
A  i^Ji  farh,  (v.  n.  of  t,dJ^)  Rubbing  (an  ear 

of  corn  or  cloth)  with  the  hands;  cracking  (a  louse). 

Conjugal  hatred.  Firh,  Hatred  (between  husband 

and  wife).  Farah,  Limberness  in  the  root  of  the  ear. 

i^a?77<,  Whose  bark  or  skin  is  rubbed  or  peeled  oft'. 



A  farlias,  Limber,  loose,  flagging  at  the 
root  (soft  ear). 

A^ji  Jirhah,  One  whose  buttocks  stand  pro- 
minently out. 

p  ̂ ^/arAamwM,  A  young  lion.  Milk  poured over  meat. 

.4  ̂^jS  furuhhan,  A  hating.  Conjugal  hatred. 

A  'i^jS  furikat,  Limber,  loose,  flagging  (ear). 
A  farkahat,  Width  betwixt  the  buttocks. 

p  farhan,  A  canal  newly  dug  from  a  large 

river.  Rotten,  falling  to  pieces  from  age.  An  ex- 
cavation formed  by  a  torrent,  with  water  lodging 

here  and  there. 

p  i^j^^  farkand,  An  excavation  formed  by  a 
torrent.  An  artificial  canal  newly  dug.  A  ditch. 

A  stream  above  ground  flowing  from  one  spot  to 
another.  A  subterraneous  canal  which  works  its 

way  from  one  well  to  another.  Any  thing  falling 

to  pieces  from  age. 

P  f^s'i^jS  farliandan,  To  dig  a  canal,  and  to 
bring  water  into  fields  and  gardens.  To  do  one  an 

unpremeditated  or  accidental  injury,  to  lead  one 

into  danger  without  design.  To  destroy,  tear,  when 

pulling  up  (herbs,  hair,  and  the  like). 

p  5t>.i^  farhanda,  Old,  worn,  decayed,  fall- 
ing to  pieces,  torn,  destroyed.  Dug. 

P  ̂̂ S>l^j'^s  farkandulan,  To  cause  to  be  dug. 
p        fargah,  Presence.  Worship,  Majesty. 

P  Cl^s.ijS  farcjuft,  Order,  command,  decree. 

Vjii^Ji  far  gohar,  Essence. 

p  b^i ̂yhr^o^/a,  Speaking.  Rational  (animal). 

A  ̂Jsfarm,  A  constrictive  lotion  used  by  women. 
p      faram,  Grief,  anguish.  Baseness. 

p  Uji^a7'ma,(and  {^\i^Jsfarmay)  Commanding. 

Uji  ̂^Ji  farman-farma,  An  issuer  of  orders. 
A  AaJs  farmas,  Narrowed  (woman)  by  the  use 

of  a  constrictive  lotion  or  medicament. 

p  farman,  A  mandate,  command,  order, 

or  royal  patent.  ̂ jLi^jJlS'  ̂ ^^Jsfarmani  ̂ di-shan, 
The  exalted  or  the  imperial  mandate.  This  is  syno- 

nymously expressed  in  a  variety  of  different  ways : 

as,  j^lff'i^^  '-r'^lj  ̂ ^fij>  farmani  wajihu'l  iz^n, 
Oi'ders  proper  to  be  submitted  to.  i— /=»^j  (^^^ 

J^lx«^\y«?•ma?^^  majibtc'l  imtisal,  Ordinances  ne- 

cessary to  be  obeyed.  {^^'^  iJf.^?"  {^}^^  farmani 
jalil-^nwan,  Diplomas  with  the  illustrious  impe- 

rial signature.  jdsi\  (3^*"  f^/^^  farmanijaUlu'l 
Itadar,  Precepts  of  high  authority,  ̂ ^l^s-  (J^J* 

^S^ojcfarmanijahan-muta^  Injunctions  obeyed  by 
alltheworld.  j<^i farmanihadar-tuwan, 
Decrees  of  powerful  efiicacy.  (^^'^^ 

Jarrriani  haza-jarayan,  Commands  flowing  like,  or 

irresistible  as,  destiny.  J^i^j^  i^'^j^  farrnan-hardar, 
Obeying  commands,  i.e.  A  subject.  Obedient, 

p j>  ̂v)^/«^i/amaw-&ar,Order-bearing;  a  servant, 

p  ̂^J\ibj^\(ijS  farman-hardari,  Obedience,  sub- 

jection.   t^'^^LSj^'^  i^y/Cji Jhrman-bardai'i  har- 
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dan,  To  obey,  to  yield  obedience  to  commands. 

'Pj>M.  (j^/*  farman-pazir,  Submissive. 
p  Sii  i^y<jifarman-dih,(\jj  f^^^^farman-raroa, 

ovj\  '^  1^^^ farman-guzar^  Issuing  mandates,  i.e. A  monarch,  emperor,  king,  reigning  prince. 

P  ̂   0^\i^^farman-dilii,  (^_^^^  ̂ ^^Jifarman- 

farman,  or  {jj^i^  f^^^  farman-guzari)  Empire, 

sovereignty.  ̂ _^\s  ̂ ^^Ji  farman-dilasi  kdzi, 
A  written  order  or  sentence  of  a  judge. 

P  O^-Ijj  {^■^^  farman-ramayan,  Monarchs. 
p  ̂J^.>\^^  farinayish,  Order,  will,  commands. 

p  ̂_Jl.>\^^  farmayisJii,  Ordered.  Excellent. 

p  lS^\nijhfarmadnda,OTdiev'mg :  a  commander. 
A  iU^  farmat,  A  constrictive  medicament  or 

lotion  used  by  women. 

p  Sic^  farmad,  Name  of  a  village  near  Tus. 

P  iJLnjijfOjSfa7'marust,Wed,\  from  want  of  food. 
p  far7mis,  The  old  name  of  Damaghan. 

p  ̂ ^K)JS  faramush,  Forgetfulness. 

p  i^tiajs  faram-gin,  (or  i^tjtijs  faram-gin)  Kf- 
flicted,  melancholy,  grieved,  full  of  anguish. 

F  ̂i^CcjS  faramgini,  Sadness,  grief,  anguish. 

p  ̂ iM^  farmand,  Wise,  enlightened.  Pure. 

p  f^i^^io^  farmudan,  To  command,  order.  To 
deign,  to  favour.    To  come.    To  sit  down. 

p  l^ycjs  farmuda,  Ordered,  commanded.  A 
mandate,  order,  command,  injunction,  prescription. 

Fat.  ̂ s-  f  yti^  farmudan  kliuda,  The  command- 
ments of  God. 

p  f^yHjS  farmosli,  Forgetfulness. 
p  L^yc^  farmuh,  A  ball  of  thread  upon  its 

spindle.    A  boy's  top  set  in  motion  by  a  string. 

p  MtyCji  fa7-muhad,  A  village  near  Tiis. 

p  mJs  farma,  A  violet. 

A  ̂^^furn,  An  oven.  An  earthen  pan  in  which bread  is  baked.    A  furnace. 

A  'iX>jS  faimat,  A  breaking  of  the  neck,  a  kill- 
ing.   A  cutting  to  pieces. 

p  ̂^6^9Xi^ farTialiliulan,  To  blush.  To  become 
gentle,  well-mannered.  To  hang  the  ears.  To  be- 

come sly.    To  card  cotton. 

p  dKiy  farnad,  Power,  strength.  Bottom  of 
water.  A  fish-pond.  End,  extremity. 

p  [^K>jS  farnas,  Careless.  Indolent,  yawning, 

slumbering,  drowsy,  oppressed  with  sleep.  Igno- 
rant, untaught.  Ignorance,  carelessness. 

A  (^\'>jS  Jirnas,  A  thick-necked  lion.  Strong 
and  courageous,  (pi.  'i^\j>  faranisat  and 
farariis)  The  head  man  of  a  Persian  village. 

p  ctJlSji/arna/j,  A  privy. 

A  \^ijji7^nih,  A  mouse.  A  young  jerboa. 

A  faranta',  Name  of  a  woman,  of  a  fe- 
male servant,  and  of  a  castle. 

V  ̂ »  fwunj ,  faranj ,  or  firunj,  The  environs 

of  the  mouth.  A  large  branch  lopped  ofl',  in  order 
that  smaller  ones  may  shoot  forth. 

p  i^dji  faranjak  or  firinjah,  Nightmare. 
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A  1— )«,.»'^  faranjmish,  Sweet  basil. 

P  ̂-^X^^*^^  faranjmusKk,  A  sweet  basil. 
P        faranja  or  firanja,  France. 

A  'i-d^farnalihat,  Softness  after  hardness.  Rest 
after  flight.  Repose  after  rude  alarm. 

P  iVji  fa  or firand,  A  sword's  glittering  surface. 
A  firind,  (pi.  fai-anid)  A  sword,  or 

its  glittering  surface.  A  red  rose.  A  sheet.  The 

seed  of  the  pomegranate.  A  sort  of  garment.  The 

plant  j^j=-  Jianyam.  FirTiid,  (pi.  iX>\^  faranid) 
Pot-herbs,  seasoning  for  meat. 

A  firindat,  The  bird  lla*  kata. 

A  i>\d^jS  firindad,  A  sort  of  tree. 
A  k*«J^5  farnasat,  Skilfulness  in  domestic  ma- 

nagement, good  housewifery. 

A^^  fiimi^or  fwnu^  A  middle-sized  louse. 
A  ̂ ijSfurnuk,  Bad,  worthless,  useless. 
P  i^Siy  farang  or  firing,  A  Frank,  an  Italian, 

European.  A  Christian.  All  nations  which  wear 

short  garments.  A  galley.  jPeVwa^,  A  boy's  plaything. 

p  (^IjLwXJ^i  fi^angistan  or  firingistan,  Italy, 
France,  or  the  country  of  the  Franks.  Europe. 

p  ̂^^jSfrangi  or firingt,  French.  Italian.  An 
European  Christian.  A  matchlock. 

p  ̂j>.,,iXJ>yfarangls,The  daughter  of  Afrasyab. 

p  dyjSfarnud,  Demonstration,  proof. 

Pjl**j4i ̂ yfar-nudsar,  Name  of  an  encyclopaedia. 

p  e^ijifarna.  Malediction,  execration. 

A  'l^y  fmmty.  Cooked  in  an  oven :  also  bread bakedintheoven,i.e.  round  and  thick.  Stiff,sturdy 
(fellow).  Bulky  (dog). 

A      farro,  (pi.      fira/)  A  garment  of  fur. 

p  jji  faru,  A  species  of  fine  fox-fur.  Fh%faro, 
firo,  or  furo,  Down,  downward.  Below.  Under, 
beneath.  Low.  ̂ ^0^]  jjS  furo  amadan,  To  come 
down.  To  descend.  To  go  down  (as  the  sun).  To 

plunge  into  water,  (^i^  j j>  furo  burdan,To  carry 
down.  To  swallow.  To  duck,  to  plunge.  tiT'^jji 

furo  7-aftan,To  go  down,descend,  be  swallowed,ab- 
sorbed.  (jii;^ jj' sarfuro  kardan.  To  bow  the 
head,  to  bend;  to  subject.  L^fl.^ furo  guft. 

He  spoke  low,  he  whispered.  ̂ liiLij  j^i  furo 

nishandan,  To  put  down,  quell,  stifle. 

p^U|^  fa7~mar,  A  house  for  the  summer.  A winter-habitation. 

p  tJ\^jSfa7-7vara,  A  summer-house.  Treasury. 

pj\j ̂   fa7-n-az,  A  summer-parlour.  A  short 
piece  of  wood  or  lath  connecting  the  rafters,  and 

supporting  the  roof,  which  is  mostly  of  clay. 

p  ,J\j)jiyarwaZ,  (or  eO\jjiyam'aZa)  A  summer- habitation.    An  upper-room,  open  on  all  sides. 

p  »0i\jj}  farrvancha,  A  moth.    A  little  moth. 

p  ̂tij^  jji  ftiro  hurdagt.  Deglutition. 
p  i^^-^jji  faro  bastuTi,  To  fasten,  to  close. 

p  i^^j>_^^  faro  paridan,  To  fly  low. 

p  ̂ytJ^^i,  jji  faro  poshldaii,  To  hide,  conceal 

A  'i^^  fa7'rcat.  The  skin  of  the  head.    A  fur- 



pelisse.  Peltry.  A  purse  in  which  a  mendicant  puts 

his  alms.  A  heap  of  dried  provender.  Ground 

•without  herbage.  A  crown,  diadem.  A  woman's 
veil  orhead-dress.  A  tunic  havingtucked-up  sleeves. 

Half  a  cloak  made  of  camels'  hair.Jj  JitiS^iizu'lfar- 

wa^,  A  mendicant,  (for'sjji  sa7'wat)  Riches,  plenty. 
p  C^jjSfa  ovfurawt,  Much,  many,  abundant. 

A  C^^^  furut,  (v.  n.  of  C^)  Being  corrupt 
and  wicked.  Fornicating. 

A  'iiS^Ji  furutat,  Sweetness  (of  watej-). 
-p ̂ ^Ji  farotar,  Lower,  inferior. 
p  i^>Jiy ̂   farotann,  Lowest. 

p  (J>jji  faro-tan, firo-tan,  or  Jiru-tan,  Lowly. 
Humble,  depressed.  Submissive. 

v'id'ii j^furotanda,lrLa.v<\,  Pressed,compressed. 
F  ijijjSfaro-taJii,  Submission.  Humility,  low- 

liness., {^^^ i^j^  firu-tarii  hardan,  To  humble 
one's  self,  to  submit. 

A  d^jjS  furus,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^fars)  Fseces  in  the 
belly  of  an  animal. 

K  faruj,  A  bow  bellying  out  distant  from 

the  string.     Furvj,  (pi.  of       farj)  Privities. 

A  ̂ ysfarruj,  A  small  shirt ;  a  boy's  garment, 
having  an  opening  behind.  Farruj  or furruj,{j^\. 

^^^faTarij)  A  chicken. 

A  'i>-jj>furrujat,  A  hen-chicken. 
p  ̂jii,A^      faro  chahulan,  To  distil,  drop. 

p  ̂^SJ^jji  faro  chulan,  To  pick  up,  gather. 

A  ̂ jjSfaruh,  Glad,  happy,  joyous. 

A  jSfurukh,  (pi.  of  ̂ farhh)  Young  birds 
or  beasts. 

A  ̂ jSfarrukh,  Name  of  the  brother  of  Ish- 
mael  and  Isaac. 

p  0=-_j jf firuhht,fai'ohht,  or furoltht)  He  sold. 

Sale,selling.  (jii/^ CL^^jjSfaroJcht  ka7-dan,Tose\\. 
CL^h^jjSj  iSi^h"  Itliarid  u farohht,  Buyingandsell- 
ing,  purchase  and  sale. 

PjVii- J ji  firulili,farolili,  orfurohhtar,  A  seller. 

p  ̂ ^^^^^  farokhtagi,  Sale,  vendition,  vend. 

P  ij^^^  firukhtan,farokhtan,  or furokhtan, 
To  sell.    To  inflame,  kindle,  set  on  fire. 

p  fj'i^ j^  firuhh  orfarohhtani,Yenii\,  saleable. 
p  sSs-jjf firuJihta,  Sold.    Shining,  radiant. 

p  ̂J^fli'J^i  faro  khuftan,  To  become  thick  (as 
milk),  to  concrete  (as  honey). 

p  iCSi^jji  fa?'o  khifta,  Concreted.  Alow  hill. 
p  (ji-^^^jj^ /aro  khnandan,  To  call.  To  read. 

P  liJ't)  J^'JJ*/"'"  Mmurdan,  To  eat,  swallow. 

To  suppress  anger,  to  swallow  one's  rage. 

P  i^jj'sfarrvad,  The  bar  of  a  door.  Firod  or 
/arorf.  Below,  under,  down.  Descent.  Lower  part, 
bottom.  A  door-sill.  A  cheat,  rogue,  deceiver.  Vile, 
bad,  unlucky, wicked.  Proud,  arrogant.  Deceived. 
Name  of  the  son  of  Siy  awush.  firod  ama- 
dan,  To  alight.  ̂ jiijjT  d^J  farod  awardan,  To 
cause  to  alight.    Furod,  Fried  or  baked  (meats). 

Ai55ji/ar«,-a<Z,Incomparable,glittering(sword). 
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Farud,  Single,  alone.  (A  camel)  grazing  alone. 

Furud,  Appearing  distinct  and  bright  (rising  stars). 

P(JI.*.^bj^i/^ro-(Zas/i^,End,terra,extremity.  The 
dying  away  of  sound.  The  lower  or  latter  part 
of  anv  thine. 

p  i^^Jli\i^jj3  faro  dashian,  To  keep  down.  To 

preserve. 
p  ̂ (^1  firod  amadan-gah,  A  halting- 

place. p  iJL^tMi^^ faro-dast,  Inferior,  powerless.  Fi- 

ro-dast,  Speaking,  singing,  reciting  together.  A 
chorus,  concert.  The  province  of  Bengal  is  also 

so  called  by  the  people  of  the  upper  provinces,  and 

its  inhabitants  ̂ ^^i^jji  firo-dastl, 

p  i\S  (^jji  farod-gah,  Halting-place,  camp. 
P  2i5jji/ar?warfa,  The  bar  of  a  door.  Furuda, 

Meanness,  vileness.  Mean,  avaricious.  Furoda  or 

firoda,  Fried  in  a  pan,  baked  in  the  oven. 

P  (^.lij ̂   famadin,  Name  of  a  month.  Name 
of  an  angel.  The  nineteenth  day  of  every  month. 

Furodrn,  Lowest.    A  threshold.  The  west  wind. 

Pj_j^yarwar,  Separation.  Genius. 

A  jj jSfarur,  Fleeing  (man).  Flying  from  man 
or  fairy  (woman).  Farur,  {or jy^i  furrur)  The 

young  of  a  goat,  sheep,  or  wild  cow. 

A  ij^ji  farurat,  Fleeing,  fugitive  (man). 

Vi^iLijyjSfarwa7-dgan,orf^^'^jyjifarwardyan) 
Five  supplementary  days  added  to  the  Persianyear. 

p  (jti^j _f yarwfl?'<^a?i,To  nourish,  foster,  educate. 

p  i^Ajy ̂   farwardin,  The  nineteenth  day  of 
the  month.  The  first  month  of  the  Persian  year, 

corresponding  with  March ;  also  the  name  of  an 

angel  supposed  to  preside  over  it. 

p  ̂^^^  ̂   Jj^  /m?'o  raha  hardan,  To  drop,  to let  fall  (a  veil  or  curtain). 

p  ̂ ^j^j  y^  faro  relilitan,  To  pour  out,  to  spill. 
To  fall  off,  or  in  pieces.    To  be  shed. 

Vj^jSfuroz,  Splendour,  light,  brilliancy,  heat. 
Quality,  property,  (in  comp.)  Inflaming ;  illumi- 

nating, kindling,  j^ji  ,^^dil-furoz,  Inflaming  the 
heart  (with  love),  i^i^***  i^j^^  furozan  shudan. 
To  kindle,  inflame,  burn.    To  be  in  flames. 

Pjj^j ̂furozan,ljVLm\no\is,  resplendent,radiant. 

p jS  ̂J\jy^  furozmifar,  The  Creator. 

A  'ijjjifai'wazat,  (v.  n.  ofjjji  Q)  Dying.  Pe- rishing. 

p  lijj yfurozad,  The  planet  Jupiter.  A  fresh, 

juicy  pot-herb. 
p  ̂j\^Jyj!  furozgan,  Qualities,  properties. 

p  ̂s>jyji  furozandagi,  Light,  lustre. 

p  is>JjjS  fu7'ozanda,  Kindler,  shiner,  illumi- 

nator;  polisher.  ii^'>Jjjffu7'ozanda-kha7var, The  world-illuminating  sun. 

p  l^j jfi  furozhd,  Lights,  splendours.  Qualities. 

p  is^jji^  furozida,  Illuminated.  Qualified, 
described. 

F  ̂hj^jifinrozina, Chips:  tinder-box.  Quality. 11  c 

A  farm,  A  lion.    Furus,  (pi.  of  (^j> 

/ars)Horsemen,cavaliers.(pl.of(,,j*j_fi/ams)  Horses. 

A  'iuijjS  furusat,  (or  &^**>j_ji  furushjat)  The 
art  of  horsemanship.  Skill  in  whatever  relates  to 

horses ;  manege.  Sharpness,  quickness  of  intellect. 
p  Selling.  A  seller,  (jijjs^^is- 

halrva-farosh,  A  seller  of  sweetmeats.  (j^*»>j y 

/i/i?yM^?^ar£i5/mw,Vendersofthemselves,i.e.  boasters. 

A  {jl^^y  furush,  (pi.  o^ farsh)  Carpets. 
p  fa7'0sha.  Selling;  a  seller. 

p  ̂^O^KZiy^  furoshandan.  To  put  or  throw 

away,  to  put  aside. 

p         ^  faroshtan,  To  let  or  send  down. 

p  (jii><iJj  J ̂yarosAMc?a?2,Tosink,to  be  drowned. 
To  descend.  To  dive.  To  set  (as  the  sun). 

p  CiLlij ̂   faroshali,  A  dish  of  bruised  wheat. 
p  faroshanda,  A  vender.  f^^^XuijjS 

faroshandagani  mata^  Sellers  of  wares. 

p  aJjj ̂   farosha,  Any  species  of  pastry  made 
with  almonds.  FurosJia,  Bruised  wheat. 

p  ̂^sxZiyji  fa7-oshidan,To  sell. 
A  i^jjS  fuimz.  The  growing  old  (of  a  cow). 
A  )oyji  fiwut,  A  preceding,  an  outstripping. 

A  ̂ j}fu7-u^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Excelling  in  birth 
or  beauty,  (pi.  of  ̂  y«''^)  Heads,  tops,  summits. 
Heads  of  hair.  Branches.  Chiefs  of  a  people  or 

a  family.  -^^^^  y jS  fui-u^  ̂ Ijarczas,  (or  ̂  jS]\  ̂  
najmuH furuQ  The  greatest  intenseness  of  heat. 

aOIs-j jffuru^t,  (pi.  of  yji/M7'?'<^)Summits. Branches.  Ramifications. 

A  ̂j'i  farugh,  A  star,  the  sign  Gemini.  Fu- 
7-ugh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Finishing,  bringing  to  a  con- 

clusion. Dying.  Being  at  leisure.  Making  for. 

p^ ̂_/'Mro^/<,Splendour,light,brightness,flame. 
p  ij^yji  fur  ogham,  Luminous,  resplendent. 

p  i.'is-yj!  firoghta,  (or  Ji^ff-j ji  firoghda)  Sold. 

Lighted  up,  flashing,  radiant. 

A  ijj^ /a/'w/i.  Timid.  A  name  of  Constanti- 
nople. Furuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *)  Arriving  where  two 

roads  meet.  Retiring  from  a  herd  (a  camel  or  ass) 

when  near  delivery.  Possessing  date-stones,the  food 

of  camels,    (pi.  of        fa7-ik)  Troops,  bodies. 

A         farruh,  Timid. 

A  'i^yji  faruhat.  An  armful  (of  wood  or  corn). Fat  of  the  reins  or  kidneys.  Faruhat,  (or  aij ̂  

fari'uhat^  Pusillanimous,  timid,  cowardly  (man  or 

woman).  UjJ  J^i^^.  &ij ji  (.3)  7'uhha  fa7-uhatiii 

yud^'  laysan,  Many  a  craven  is  called  a  lion. 
pi^j^/ara^,  Ayoung  bird  that  has  not  yet  laid. 

A  yfa7-uh,  (A  woman)  who  hates  her  hus- 
band.   Furuh,  Conjugal  hatred. 

p  j>  farohas,  Mean,  vile,  contemptible. 

^(^1^^^ \^J^j / fi'f'o  hash  hardan,  To  squabble, to  call  one  by  a  bad  name.  To  stay  in  one  place. 

p  ̂̂ i^iJ:^ jyfaro  hashldan,  To  pull  down.  To 

drag  along  the  ground. 
p  f^y6^y^fa7-ohoftan,To  knock  down,  bruise. 



p  jjS  furo  guzasht,  Negligence,  re- 
missness, carelessness.  Shortness. 

p  J jS  faro  guzashtan,  To  dismiss,  dis- 
charge, quit,  leave,  omit,  neglect,  let  alone.  To 

dissipate,  destroy.    To  let  down. 

p  {^Ji  faro  girftan,  To  seize.  To  strike 
a  hard  blow. 

p  i^j^i  yjifro  gashtan,  To  disappear. 

p  ̂j^jJl*  jyfro  mdlidan,  To  pluck,  collect, 
gather.    To  twist.    To  press,  squeeze,  strain. 

p  ̂liiUi  jjifiro  mdndagi,  Helplessness,  indi- 
gence, poverty.  Distress,  despondency. 

p  ̂jtXJl/*  jj'sfif'o  mandan,  To  expect,  wait  for. 
To  adhere.    To  be  astonished,  weak,  helpless. 

p &<^\jti j^faro  maratZa,  Broken,  weak, fatigued, 
tired,  dejected,  depressed,  oppressed.  Helpless, 

without  relief.  Defective.  SiijUjji  jja-lp 

^jiz  ufaromanda  shudan,  To  be  powerless,  op- 
pressed, fatigued. 

p  ̂^\Sj\/o  jjS  faro-mayagm,  Base  people. 

p  ̂ ^\itt  faro-mdyagi,  Baseness,  meanness, 
despicableness. 

p  ̂ ^faro  or firo-may a,  Ignoble,  mean,  ab- 
ject, petty,  base,  worthless,  sordid.  Humble,  low. 

Ignorant,  unskilful.  Poor.  A  miser.  A  spendthrift. 

p  Ojo^^  farwnad,  Name  of  a  village  near  Tiis. 

p  S^fa''"'^  mlrdnidan,To  extinguish. 

p  L^^jj>fu7-unjak,  The  parts  about  the  mouth 
externally.    The  nightmare. 

p  d^^y  farwand,  (or  SiiJjji)  A  bar  for  a  door. 

P  j^tijli^j  jji  faro  nishdndan,  To  extinguish. 

p  ^jSfaro  nishdnldan,  To  put  down, 
quell,  lessen,  check,  quench,  extinguish. 

p  i^mJ:^  JjS  faro  nishastan,  To  be  quenched. 

p  ̂ li^  jj'sfaro  mhddan,  To  put  down.  To leave,  dismiss. 

A  'BjDjjtfuruhat,  Cleverness,  sprightliness. 
p  i^j^jjSfaroJiikhta,  Making  an  agreement. 

Arriving. 

V  JbjjSfuruhar,  Matter,  essence  (distinguished 
from  accident). 

p  ̂'Jj^$>  jjs  faro  hishtagi,  Pendulousness. 
p  i^Z*i>  j^  faro  Mshtan,  To  hang  down. 

p  i^'i!l*t>j^faroldshta,  Loose,  pendulous. 
p  jjS  furo  /t«7it?aw.  To  quit,  leave,  loose, 

let  go,  throw  away. 

p  isi'S^jji  furohinda,  An  angel.  Beautiful. 
Good-tempered. 

P  ei^i^^"  J yfc-ro  Idhhtan,  To  teach.  To  draw 
(a  sword). 

p  (ji^Jjfc J ̂ farohidan,To  abandon,  throw  away. 

p  id'.iJtjjS  faroJnda,  Ingenious,  wise.  Firold- 
da,  Manifest,  plain.    Pompous,  stately. 

V j>jjS  farwez,  Lace,  fringe,  edging. 

P  t^l^y  /«r«'es/i.  Error,  fault.  Omission,  neg- 
ligence, forgetfulness.  Leisure.  Want  of  employ, 

idleness.  Roughness. 
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A  ijS  furh,furuh,  ovfurrah,  (pi.  of  tJ3fdrih) 
Ingenious,  clever.  Brisk  (mules).  Farah,  (v.  n. 

of  tji)  Being  active,  nimble,  saucy,  petulant.  Fa- 
rih,  Brisk,  active.    Saucy,  petulant. 

p  i^fir'a,  Much.  More.  Increase.  Precedency, 
priority.  Good-tempered,  cheerful.  Thoughtful, 
attentive.  High-minded. 

P  i^farra,  State,  dignity,  pomp,  grandeur, 
magnificence,  power. 

A  firruh,  (in  the  dialect  of  Morocco)  Iron. 
Furrah,  Lively  (colts). 

p  d\s>jS  far'hdd,  A  cutter  of  stones,  a  digger  of 
mines;  so  named  from  a  celebrated  Persian  sta- 

tuary, who,  it  is  said,  to  please  his  mistress  Shlrin, 

dug  through  an  immense  mountain. 

p^[s>jSfarhdnj,  The  circumference  of  the  mouth. 
The  nightmare.  A  gore,  gusset.  A  large  branch 

lopped,  that  others  may  grow.  The  bough  of  one 

tree  tied  to  the  bough  of  another.  A  vine-branch 
bent  under  ground,  so  that  the  other  extremity 

shoots  up  and  flourishes  at  a  distance  from  the  mo- 
ther trunk. 

A  'iAjSfurhat,  (pi.  of  5j\i)  Brisk  (mules). 

A  'is>jS  furraJiat,  (^or 'is>^  fm-hat)  (pi.  of  Sjl? 
fdrili)  Ingenious,  clever. 

p  i^L/Jfji  farhat,  Decency,  propriety,  gravity. 
Grandeur,  pomp,  state. 

P(Jl.*se^/ar/<a7Ji/,Propriety,decency,decorum. 

p  f^^^j!  farhafthtan  or  farhihhtan,  To  teach, 
instruct,  educate.    To  draw  a  sword.    To  hang. 

p  a.jk;^5yar7ia7fAte,  Instructed,  well  educated. 

A  O^j'i farhad  or furhud,  Afresh,  handsome 
youth.  A  lion's  cub.  Furhud,  Compact,  square- 
built,  firm  of  body,  corpulent.  Soft  and  succulent. 

Rough  and  hasty. 

A  jvi6;S/«?"/t2'^^,Compact,firm  of  body,  corpulent. 

pCl.wJBji/a9'/iasi,Fascination,magic,conjuring. 

p  ,\)^^  farhmand  or /ar/iamamc?.  Intelligent, 
wise.  Near. 

p  ̂ ^fa  rli  anj,  S  cien  ce,  sk  i  11 ,  kn  o  wl  ed  ge,  lea  rn- ing.  Politeness,  good  manners.  Uaderstanding, 

intellect.  A  Pei'sian  lexicon.  A  vine-branch  bent 

underground,  so  that  the  extremity  shoots  up  at  a 

distance  from  the  parent  trunk.  Name  of  the  mo- 
ther of  Kay  Kawus. 

p  farlianja,  One  of  polite  and  of  elegant 

manners,  of  good  temper  and  handsome  person. 

p  i^d.id^jSfa7'hanjida7i,To  be  polite,  mannerly. 
To  teach. 

p  i  li.J;:^^i/ar/^a?^;■^^7^^',Instructed,well-mannered. 

F  ilX^jSfarhang,  Good-breeding.  Greatness. 

Excellence.  Gravity.  Wisdom, science.  Jurispru- 
dence. A  dictionary,  lexicon,vocabulary,  glossary. 

A  vine-branch  bent  under  ground,  so  that  the  other 

extremity  shoots  up  at  a  distance  from  the  mother 

trunk.  A  subterraneous  canal.  Name  of  the  mo- 

ther of  Kay  Kawus. 

p  ̂ASi^jf  farhangdhh,  Inside,  middle. 
p farhang-ddr,  A  magistrate,  judge. 

PjK^^XlSijSfarhangsdr,  Obliteration,  erasement. 
Transformation,  change  of  shape,  transmigration. 

p  f^J^^  fai'hangi,  A  preceptor,  tutor,  teacher, instructor.  A  man  learned  in  the  law. 

p  ̂ ^t^^  farliangiydn,  Preceptors,  teachers. 

A  furhud,  A  young  mountain-goat.  Com- 
pact, square,firra  of  body,  corpulent,soft,  succulent. 

p  ̂jii^^  farhudi,  One  stedfast  in  religion. 

A  furhuz,  (pi.  'sssi\^  fardhiz)  Compact, firm  of  body,  corpulent. 

P;iJ^-«y^y/ar/^ow^6t?^d, Virtuous  and  enlightened. 
p farrihi,  Possession  of  honour  and  glory. 

p  farhehlitan,  To  teach  politeness  and 

good  manners.    To  hang.    To  draw  a  sword. 

A  ̂ j^fary,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^s)  Cleaving,  splitting, 
cutting  (either  to  mend  or  to  mar).  Measuring 

accurately,  cutting  out  and  making  (a  wallet). 

Feigning,  inventing  a  lie.  Travelling.  Fara  ,  (v. 

n.of(_^i)  Being  astonished,  stupefied.  Being  asto- 
nished at,  or  admiring,  one's  own  performance. 

A^^farU,  Great,  wonderful  (thing). 

A  ̂jSfurra\  (A  legion)  put  to  flight. 

A  ̂^fariy,  Great,  wonderful,  astonishing,  sur- 
prising (thing).  Large  (bucket).  Fresh,new  (milk 

justfromthecoworthecamel).Important(business). 

Made,  formed,  prepared.  Artificial.  False,  lying. 

p  d\>_y  farydd  or  firydd,  An  exclamation,  cry 
for  help  or  redress :  clamour.  Lamentation,  com- 

plaint, (ji^j  1  ̂  i^^j^  fi^'y^d  bar  divardan,  To 
cry  out.  ̂ ^^x>*>J  farydd (or  lib^  hafarydd) 
rasidan,  To  assist,  siic^ojir.  i^;*^ J  '^^..j fir- 

ydd ufighdn  hardan,  To  cry  out,  to  lament,  com- 

plain. (jii,^iib^  J  lib  ddd  u  firydd  hardan,  To 
call  aloud  for  justice. 

p  j^)_j5-  :^Jsfirydd-hhwdn,  (or  :i\ij>fir- 

ydd-hhwdh)  Calling  for  redress ;  a  plaintiff". 
p  i^\>j>  firyud-ras.  An  assistant,  defender. 

Redressing  complaints. 

r  fi7'ydd-rasi,  Assistance,  redress. 

p  i!l}\j>  d\> jS far  or firyddndh,  Noisy,  clamorous. 

p  fij-yddi,  A  complainant,  plaintiff". 

^  L>=>^^J^  fi'>'y^^>  Wide. 
P  i^lj  firib,fireb,fareb,  or farih)  Deception, 

fraud,  duplicity,  trick,  deceit,  treachery,  imposture, 

fallacy.  Any  thing  by  which  one  is  beguiled.  A 

talisman.  Amorous  playfulness,  blandishment, 

(in  comp.)  Deceiving :  as,  j.ii/>  viardum- 

firih,  Betraying  men.  ̂ >JiJ^Ki  ndzir-firih.  De- 
ceiving beholders.  i^lj>fareh  hhwurdan, 

To  be  cheated,  gulled,  ̂ ^lib  farch  dddan, 

To  deceive,  cheat,  gull. 

p        firibd,  A  deceiver.  Deceived. 

p  jveT  i^i^  fareb-dmez,  Mixed  with  deceit. 

P  {jj^Si^  i^^^jS  fareb-anddzi,  Imposture. 

pj<£i\  i^ij!  fareb-angez,  Cheating;  aclieat. 

A, 



Pjj>  ̂J^far^burz,  Name  of  the  son  of  Kay  Ka- 
wus.  Name  of  a  certain  woman. 

t^ljSjirlb-khwur,  A  gull,  geek,  dupe. 

p  j^^s-  {.^j)  Jii'ib-khrvuri,  A  being  cheated. 

pjlwJ  i^^ji  fareb-saz,  An  impostor,  cheat. 

Ti\^jijirib-rjah,  (or  sXs>,^  firib-gah)  A  talis- 
man. Any  thing  to  which  a  talisman  is  tied. 

p  ̂s'x^i^^firlbandagi,  Deceit,  subtlety,  fraud. 
p  finbanda,  Fallacious.    A  deceiver. 

p  i^jffarebt,  A  cheat,  impostor. 

P  ̂f^^^^firibtdan,  To  deceive,  or  be  deceived . 

A  S^^/arya^,  A  heat.  A  single  milking.  Fir- 

yat,  A  lie,  a  fiction. 

A       fariyat,  Wide  (bucket). 

p       far'ij,  Galangale. 
A  farij,  A  long  bow  bellying  from  the 

string.  (A  camel)  delivered  of  her  first  colt.  Cold. 

p  \^\^^  farijab,  Small  rain;  dew. 

A  furaykh,  Illustrious  descendants  (of  Ku- 

raysh).     (dim.  of  ̂   farhli)  A  chickling. 

p  c^^^farid,  The  middle  bead  of  a  necklace. 
Furld,  A  hunter.  Congealed. 

A  SijSfai'ld,  (p\.Si\j> fardsid)  Aprecious  gem, 
pearl,  especially  one  of  a  larger  size,  or  a  bead  of 

gold  placed  alternately  between  smaller  ones  in  a 

necklace  or  bracelet.  The  back-bone  between  the 
vertebrae  of  the  neck  and  the  vertebrae  above  the 

hip-bone.  One,  unique,  incomparable.  Singular, 

only.  Bright,  glittering  (sword).  ̂ \^\  S^,jSfar'i- 
du''d  dahr,  The  phoenix  of  the  age. 

A         faridat,  A  precious  stone,  a  pearl. 

p  ̂ ^jS>,j>  fai'ldun  orjiridun,  Name  of  an  an- 
cient and  celebrated  king  of  Persia,  the  commence- 

ment of  whose  reign  is  placed  about  750  years  be- 
fore the  Christian  sera.  The  zodiac. 

p  iS>j!  farida,  Proud,  conceited. 

p  ̂ d^^y  faridi,  Sudden,  unpremeditated. 

p  f^j^_s>_jS  faridis,  A  shrimp. 

Pj>jSfartr,  The  herb  borage. 

A j>_jSfa7ir,  (])].J\j>  furdr)  A  wild  calf.  The 
young  of  a  sheep  or  goat.  The  mouth,  or  that  part 

of  it  where  the  teeth  are  examined  (in  a  horse).  The 

part  of  the  mane  which  a  rider  lays  hold  of  when 

going  to  mount.  Name  of  the  father  of  (j-J^'  hays. 
p  ̂ ^^J>_J3  farirun,  Unlucky,  unsuccessful. 
V farez  ovjirez,  A  fattening  kind  of  grass. 

Firez,  The  edging  of  a  garment.  Meat  dried  and 

hardened.  Shaving,  shearing,  peeling.  A  kind  of 

scented  grass.  (^;i,^J^^i_^re2^a?'f?ara,Toshear,clip. 
p          y>_y  firez  hardarii,  Fit  for  shearing. 
p  s  firez  harda  shuda,  Shorn, 

sheared.    id^\j>j>_^  firez  ndkarda,  Unshorn. 
p  faris,  Name  of  a  sweet-scented  herb. 

Meat  dried  and  hardened. 

A  {j^l^faris,  (pi.  ̂ jifarsa)  Killed,  slain. 
A  wooden  ring  or  hoop.    Furays,  (dim.  of 

fiaras)  A  little  horse,  a  tit,  a  pony. 
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A  'i^^jtfiartsat,  (v.  n.  of  (^jS)  Catching  and 
breaking  the  bones  of  game  or  prey.  A  lion's  prey. 

G  (^y^j^jS  fiar'ismus,  A  priapism. 
A  ̂^^>jS  farmy,  A  Pharisee. 

p  (^Ji^yam/i,  Rapine,  spoil,  plunder.  Roasted 
meat.  Bravo !  well  done !  The  parts  round  about 

the  mouth.  Firaysh,  Scattered,  dispersed. 

A  ̂ lyfarish,  (pi.  iJ:^\J>fiards.kli)  Any  solid- 
hoofed  animal  immediately,  or  for  seven  days,  after 

being  delivered  of  young.    A  concubine. 

p  s:^i^  firishfa,  An  angel. 

A  i^jaijifaris,  One  who  drinks  or  does  any  thing 
alternately  with  another,  (pl.of  &>aO^/ans«^,q.v.) 

A  'i*a>_jSfia7-isat,  (pi.  {^>jS  farts  and  (_>a.)^i 

farasis^  Tlie  vein  in  a  horse's  neck  where  he  is  let 
blood ;  also  a  nerve,  and  a  muscle  between  the  in- 

terior part  of  the  shoulder  and  the  side  (which  is 
observed  to  quiver). 

A  {^>^y  fariz,  Properly  notched  (bow  or  ar- 
row). Old,  ancient.  Conversant  with  the  ordi- 

nances and  commandments  of  God. 

A  'i^jf/arizaf,  (pi.  {^S\j9  fiardsiz)  An  ordi- 
nance of  God,  an  indispensable  religious  or  legal 

duty.  Tithes  or  other  proportion  of  cattle  due  for 

pious  uses.  A  part  or  portion  cut  off".  A  know- 
ledge of  the  law  of  inheritance.  A  decrepit  old  wo- 

man, a  crone.  ̂ \j.joJ>j9^\  alfarl.zatdni,Two-jear- 
old  sheep  and  four-year-old  camels  (they  pay  no 
tithes  before  that  time). 

A  ̂ Ij'sfuray^  AWttle  Pharaoh;  petty  tyrant. 
A'i30jSfiuray^t,(d\m.oisS'^fiara^t^  A  small 

louse.    A  woman's  name. 

A  ̂IjSfarlgh,  Wide,  stretched  out,large,  broad, 
ample.  Flat,  level  (spot).  Long-stepping  (horse). 

A  'ik>,jSfarifiiat,  Alarge  bottle.  Wide  (wound). 
PjCsiijt  firiftdr  or fircftdr,  A  deceiver,  cheat. 

p  f^kijS  firif  or  fai'ef tan,  To  deceive,  seduce. 

p  &'J.a.iyfiref  or fii-ifta,  Deceived,  seduced.  En- 
amoured, fi'nff^  shudan,  To  be  be- 

guiled, deceived,  cheated,  gulled. 

A        farik,  (pi.  ofrikaf,  'e$^\  afrihat, 

^ji  fimik,  and  fv.ruk)  A  troop  or  squadron. 
A  sect.  Strayed  sheep.  ̂ J}o  ̂Ijifariki  sdni,  The 

defendant  party  in  a  law-suit,  if  consisting  of  seve- 
ral individuals. 

A  'ihjS  fa7'Viai,  (A  few  sheep)  separated  from 
the  flock,  and  not  returning  at  night.  A  prepara- 

tion of  dates  and  fenugreek  given  to  women  in  child- 

bed. [^Si>j2l\  al  farikatayn,  (or  jjl::iuya5\  alfari- 
/<aiaMi)Two  kinds  ofcreatures  (as  men  and  demons). 

A  farikayn,(oh\\<\\xe  of  ̂J^jS/a^^ikdni) 
Both  parties. 

A  Q^j'sfarih,  Ripe,  dry,  or  rubbed  (ear  of  corn). 
A  fai-ihatdni,  (dual)  Two  bones  at  the 

I'oot  of  the  tongue. 

p         farm,  An  oven. 

p         ̂ j^ji  farln-puhhi,  Baked  in  the  oven. 

V jy>_j>  fareroar  or  firewar.  Straight.  Just, 
right,  true.   Orthodox.  Name  of  a  fragrant  herb. 

P  [J^jj^..^  farewardan,  To  be  just  and  true. 

^Lri^^j^  fa7'ewar-hesh,OY{hodox  inreligion. 
p  ̂JJy),^farerl}ar^,  J ustness,  rectitude.  Truth. 

Steadiness  in  relio-ious  matters. 

p  ̂S>j^_,^  farercaridan.  To  be  a  true  and  or- thodox believer  in  religion. 

p  furirvak,  A  melon. 

p  lOji  farya,  A  curse.  Firya,  An  imprecation, 
curse.    Detestation^  abhorrence.     Imposture,  lie. 

V ̂   faz.  The  male  organ  of  generation. 
Aji  fazz,  (v.  n.  of^)  Retiring,  turning  away. 

Separating  one's  self.  Springing  up  (as  a  surprised 
deer),  trembling.  Removing,  tearing  from  a  place. 

Disturbing,  making  restless.  (phj^^  afzdz')  A 
light,  active  man.  The  calf  of  a  wild  cow. 

p  y^fiza  or  fazd.  More.  Increase.  Increasing. 

Grown,  augmented.  Yawning.  \^  CaAjs?  hujnat- 
fizd,  Increasing  in  wickedness  or  infamy. 

p      fazdr,  A  tool.    Spiceries,  seasonings. 

A  fazdrat,  A  she-leopard.  Name  of  the 
founder  of  a  tribe.  Name  of  a  woman. 

A        fazdzat,  A  being  stirred  up,  inflamed. 

A  fazzd^t,  A  very  dreadful  man,  one 

who  inspires  great  terror. 

p  ijy\yfazdh,  The  crown  of  the  head.  Impure, 
defiled,  polluted.  Carrion.  Uncleanness,  ordure. 

p  f^'^  fazzdn,  Name  of  a  son  of  Ham.  Fez- zan  in  Western  Africa. 

p  (^y^  fizdy.  Augmenting,  increasing  (used  in 
composition).     More,  greater. 

p  &.Xj^}^  fazdyista.  More,  greater.  Increase. 

p  f^Ju>\j>  fazdyish,  Increase,  augmentation. 
p  fazdya)ida.  Augmenting. 

A  i^js  fuzd.  Camels'  blood. Aj^fazr,  (v.  n.  of  jja)  Rending  (a  garment). 
Striking  the  back  (with  a  stick).  Having  a  large 

excrescence  on  the  back  or  breast.  Fizr,  A  flock 

of  sheep,  from  10  to  40,  or  from  3  to  10 ;  also  two 
or  more  sheep.  A  kid.  Root,  origin.  A  tumour 

growing  near  the  pubes  (of  a  manor  sheep),  jji 

^jiua  fizrun  mi^an,  A  flock  of  goats  (used  pro- 
verbially for  any  thing  improbable,  as  those  ani- 

mals do  not  herd  together).  Fazar,  (v.  n.  ofjji) 

Having  a  large  excrescence  on  the  back  or  breast. 

Fizar,  Fissures,  clefts. 
A  fazrdf,  Full  of  flesh  and  fat,  and  near 

the  age  of  puberty  (a  girl). 

A  'ij^  fuzrat,  A  wide  road.  A  wen. 
A  ̂   faz^fiz^  or faza^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Fearing, 

flying  in  terror.  Calling  for  help.  Taking  refuge. 

Assisting,  succouring.  Y/aking  from  sleep.  Fuz^, 
Any  thing  dreadful,  whatever  frightens  people. 

Fazq^  (pi.  afzd^  Terror.  Cry,  lamentation. 

^  J  ̂J=- ;a~r/^Mya2«^,  Complaint  and  lamenta- 

tion, ^j^^  ̂y>,yawnm'l  faza^'l  alibar,  The 



day  of  great  lamentation,  i.e.  The  last  judgment. 

Fazi^  Terrified,  frightened,  afraid. 

A  fvz^t,  One  of  whom  all  are  afraid.  Fu- 
za^t,  One  who  implores  relief ;  much  frightened. 

A  SJsJsfazfazat,  A  banishing,  a  driving  away. 

p  i^dj  'jifuzudan,  To  increase,  multiply. 

p  ijjjs  J'azwara,  A  bar  for  fastening  a  door. 
A  ijjjs  fuziuzat,  A  being  stirred  up,  inflamed. 

p  j^jj5/w2MW,  More,  greater.  Increase.  Mul- 
titude. Size. 

p  ̂jjsfuzuna,  Greatly,  very  much. 

p         fuzun'i,  Augmentation. 
p  ijs  Jizih,  Ugly,  nasty,  filthy.  Conquering. 

p  ̂ ^jO^^Js  faz'iduti,  More,  greater. 
Aj>_\>faziz,  (v. n. ofji) Flowing, i'unning(blood 

fiom  a  wound). 

Pjifaj,  Dirt,  nastiness.  A  lie.  A  nasty,  sordid 
fellow.     Flame.    Fvj,  The  mane  of  a  horse. 

p  ijy\^fajd.k,  {^J\yfajaMn, or  ij^^'^^fajacjln) 
Dirty,  nasty.  Squalid,  loathsome. 

p  ijdjS  fajdara,  A  bar  for  fastening  a  door. 

p  Jji  fajaj,  Galangale  or  sweet  cane  (good  for 
stomach-complaints). 

p  liUjS'^  fajgharda,  Moistened,  wet,  softened. 

p iJy'j.S'jifajghand,  An  herb  windinground  plants 
like  ivy,  and  drying  them  np.  Filthy,  nasty, dirty. 

p  »  sjff-jsfoJfjhandaX  ̂ Jy>fajgan,6^'i^^fajgan  d, 

or  i^'iSy  fajganda)  Impure,  nasty,  filthy.  Ugly. 
p  ̂ jSfajm,  Afiliction,  distress,  indigence. 

^  {^•^i^j^fij^^'^^^^^i  wither,  or  to  cause  to 
wither.  To  be  scattered.  Fujulidan,  To  provoke, 

stimulate,  or  urge  (to  battle).  To  importune,  dun. 

To  drive  away.  To  shake  dirt  and  dust  from  the 

skirts  of  one's  garment. 
p  faja,  A  squalid,  filthy,  disgusting  fellow. 

Wardsof akey.  Fijih, Dirty,nasty.Rugged,rough. 

Pj^j^fiJy'^  Galangale. p^^yOjffaJeghun,  Name  ofaPersian  physician. 

A  ̂^j,Jfass,  (v.  n.  of  L-i)  Tearing  (a  garment). 
Striking  on  the  back  with  a  stick.  Preventing, 

warding  off.  Fasat,  (v.  n.  of  j^-*?)  Being  hollow- 
backed,  and  having  a  protuberant  breast.  Suffer- 

ing a  pain  in  the  backside,  loins,  or  thighs  when 

■walking.   Being  unable  to  rise  without  difficulty. 
p  \^fasa,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia,  whence 

stuffs  are  brought. 

A  A^fusas,  A  breaking  wind  without  noise. 

A  slight  wind  (from  the  belly). 

A  ̂LUi/assa*,  One  who  often  breaks  wind  gently, 

who  frequently  lets  a  quiet  faswat. 

A         fusah,  Spacious,  roomy  (apartment). 

A'is-\^fasahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *^)  Being  large, wide,  ample,  roomy,  spacious,  commodious. 

A  dXj^fasad,  (v.  n.  of  i^i)  Being  corrupted, 

spoiled.  Corruption,  depravity,  mischief,  malig- 
nity, perverseness,  iniquity,  villainy,  wickedness, 

violence,  war,  horror.  Mutiny, sedition,  rebellion. 
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Unjust  seizure  of  property.  Barrenness,  scarcity. 

A  diseased  state,  unsoundness,  affection  (in  sur- 

gery). lil^^J  |J,&^  ahlifasad,  A  villain,  criminal. 

jL«a  J  (.^.^b  ba^si  Jitna  fufasad,  The  author 
(or  exciter)  of  sedition  and  mischief. 

A  fasadat,  (pi.  of  jL-i  fasad)  Evils. 
Wars.    Villainies.   Diseased  conditions. 

P  IJ^?.'  Of  bad  principles. 

Pj6d\^fasad-ka7;  A  mischief-maker. 
A  fasadi,  Quarrelsome,  mutinous. 

PjL^fasary  A  headstall.   Yawning,  gaping. 

A  fussat  or  Jissat,  A  tent  of  goats'  hair. 
The  firstCairo,metropolis  of  Egypt.  Any  large  city. 

A  k-i?L-i /asa/t?,  (pi.  of  i»lk*«i/?<5<a<)  Tents 

made  of  goats'  hair. 

A  i^jJ>\*u's  fasajis,  Wall  or  paper-lice.  Bugs. 
A  b  yafasaki,  O  lewd  wench !  slut ! 

A  ̂yZJ  fussak,  (pi.  of  Jj#**\s  fdsik  and  fa- 
Hilt)  Scoundrels.  Highway-robbers. 

A^^jMSfasaJdi/,  (pi.  of  &^i-5)  Fountains. 

A  l^^s  Jisal,  (pl.of  J.-J)  Worthless  fellows. 
A  fasalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J—i)  Being  of  the 

worst  and  meanest  rank  (men).  Fusalat,  What- 
ever flies  or  falls  from  iron  or  other  metals  when 

hammering  or  forging. 

PjjLMi/asa?2, History,  story,fable.  A  whetstone. 

p  e.'i\^  fasana,  A  story,  fable.  Celebrated. 
p  ̂^^yy^K^  fasaiiidan,  To  rub,  make  true  or 

even.  To  tame,  charm,  fascinate,  enchant.  To  ro- 
mance.   To  observe. 

p  id-x>\j*Sfasanida,Tl\\hhedL, madeeven. Tamed, 

charmed,  fascinated.   An  enchanter,  magician. 

p  (j'l-Mi  fasay,  (in  compos.)  Fascinating.  A 
charmer,  fascinator.  A  grape-stone. 

A  ̂^\^  fasaAl,  (pi.  of  fasilaf)  Shoots 

or  suckers  of  palm-trees. 
p  iS^K^  fasayanda,  A  fascinator,  charmer. 

p  ̂ ^\y^\^  fasuyidan,  To  fascinate,  charm. 

A  C^\'L*S  fustcit,  (Jistat,  ̂ Ax^s  fustatyOv  Jis- 

tat)  A  tent  made  of  goats'  hair.  Cairo,  the  metro- 
polis of  Egypt. 

p  i^\jmJ  fist  an,  A  loose  gown,  petticoat. 

A  ̂j^'s  fitstuh  ovfustah,  A  pistachio.  Pine. 
p  ̂^^^j^9  Jiustulfi,  Of  a  pistachio  or  sea-green. 

A  ̂ sfas-h,  (v.  n.  of  Making  more  room for  one  in  an  assembly.  Being  spacious  and  roomy. 

Gi'anting  a  firman  or  passport.  A  passport.  Width 

of  step.  Easter.  Fus-Ji,  Large-breasted  (man). 
Fasah,  Width  of  step.  Fusuh,  Spacious,  capacious 

(sitting-room). 

A  'i.^'  f US-hat,  Largeness,  width,  amplitude, 
room,  space.  Liberty. 

Pi^\jiM  iJl^^'fiis-hai-saray,As-pac\ous  palace. 

A  ̂,s£^ f US-hum,  A  man  having  a  large  breast. 
Spacious,  roomy  (apartment).    Glans  penis. 

A  ̂ »^fashh,  (v.  n.  of  i)  Violating,  dissolv- 
ing (a  marriage),  breaking  (an  agreement  or  bar- 
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gain).  Dislocating  (the  hand).  Spoiling, corr  upt- 

ing,  vitiating.  Throwing  aside  (one's  clothes).  Se- 
parating, scattering.  Laying  waste,  desolating.  Be- 

ing corrupted.  Becoming  weak.  Being  old  and 

tattered  (a  garment).  Being  dislocated,  bruised  (the 

hand).  Being  ignorant.  Ignorance;  weakness  of 
mind  and  body.  Weak  in  mind  and  body,  and  unable 

to  manage  one's  own  affairs,  p  fashh  kar- 

da7i,Tohrea.\i.AFasakh,(Y.n.of ^yi)  Beingspoiled. 

A  'i^^  fashhat,  Unable  to  manage  his  affairs. 

A  t^S^fasda',  (pi.  of        fasid)  Corrupted, 
spoiled,  vitiated. 

A  j^fasr,  (v.  n.  of  j*»J)  Explaining,  interpret- 
ing, or  declaring,  making  clear.  The  inspection  of 

urine,  and  the  discovery  thereby  of  a  disease. 

p  i^i^S^\j**>s  fiisurariidan,  To  allow  to  become thick  and  congcealed. 

p         fusurd,  Jelly, 

p  ̂^jaJs  fusurdagi,  Congelation, 
p  ̂jiij^jis  ov  fusiirdan,  To  congeal,  concrete.  ̂  
p  ii^jj^  Jisurda  ovfusurda,  (Congealed,  frozen. 

Cold-hearted.    The  chace. 

p  ̂jbji,  i^j*>*s  fusurda-hayan,  Any  one  whose 
conversation  is  destitute  of  force  or  meaning,  cold, 

and  uninteresting.    An  unimpressive  orator. 

p  ti^j^fusurda-pistan,  A  barren  or  an 
old  woman  past  bearing  or  giving  suck. 

p  Jii  ti^jj^  fusurda-dil.  Cold,  hard-hearted, 
p  Ij^^h  Jisara,  Tremor  from  cold  or  fear. 

A  i^ju^fusus,  (pi.  of  (j«Ju<J  yhsis)  Weak  in mind  and  body. 

A  fusiat,  (pi.  laJalwi  fasdtit)  A  tent 

made  of  goats'  hair.  The  metropolis  of  Egypt,  an- 
cient Cairo,  built  by  (_^lp  Jj*^  ̂ mr  bin  ̂ s, 

Any  large  collection  of  houses  and  inhabitan  ts,a  city, 

p  i^Jila^fastafi,  Name  ofa  musical  instrument. 

A  ̂ jmSU^s  fasfas,  Extremely  foolish.  Blunt 

(sword).    A  certain  nasty-smelling  herb. 
p  a  fi^fis,  A  whispering,  a  humming.  A 

bug.    A  wall-louse. 

fisjisat,  A  sort  of  clover-grass. 
p«*-fl**J/a.s/a.sa,Trefoil,clover,Burgundianhay. 

A  ̂^^^^ifasfasa',  A  kind  of  game. 
A  ̂j^iA^i  fasfis,  A  wren. 
A  ̂ ^  fisk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3— i)  Slipping  out  of  its 

husk  (a  ripe  date).  Deviating,  swerving  from  the 

way  of  truth  and  righteousness.  Slighting  the  com- 
mands of  God.  Disobedience,  rebellion.  Iniquity, 

villainy,  sin,  impiety,  falsehood,  prevarication.  Im- 
pudence, obscenity,  adultery.  Fasih,  A  scoundrel, 

transgressor,  law-breaker.  Fusak,  Very  wicked  ; 

ever benton villainy.  ̂ j^\>:yafusak,0  scoundrel! 

A»H-J/asa7jai;,(pl.of  J**»\s)Wicked ;  adulterous. 

A'i^>SLuJjisByat  or  fa  shly  at, {ji\.'^\*^fasdhiy') 
A  cistern.  A  place  for  washing  the  hands  and  face. 

An  ornamented,  artificial  fountain. 

A  f^^^fshil,  (A  man)  of  the  worst  kind  :  lazy, 



worthless.  Fiskilovfuskul,T\ie  last  horse  in  a  race. 

A&K«i/asAaZa^,(v.n.of  Ji-«-iQ)Comingin]ast. 
Following.  Delaying,  tarrying,  lingering  behind. 

Becoming  a  follower.  Making  (any  one)  a  follower. 

A  [^^^  fuskul  ovfishawl,  The  last  horse  in  a 
race.  One  who  remains  behind,  comes  in  the  rear. 

A  ̂ y^fasl,  (v.  n.  of  J— i)  Weaning  (a  child), 

(pi.  J-»-i^  afsul,  J_j-*i  fusul,  JL«i  Jisal,  ̂ y^fusl, 

&J y^fusulat,  and  ̂ %^fusalds)  A  worthless  man. 

A  vine-tendril  or  slip  fit  for  planting.  Fisl,  A  fool. 

A  fi'^^fusalds,  (pi.  of  J-J  /asZ)  Base  fellows. 
A^j^LJ/MsZaw,(pl.of&iji-J/asiZai)P 

A  'iL^faslai,  The  sucker  of  a  palm-tree. 
p  *Ju«i  /asfo,  A  herd  of  horses.  Fisla,  A  nar- 

rative, history.    A  similitude. 

G  ̂ JjA^  fasliyun,  The  herb  flea-bane. 

p  i^j^fasan,  A  whetstone. 

A       fasw,  A  breaking  wind  without  noise. 

A  y^fasuw,  One  who  oft  breaks  wind  gently. 

A  ̂ Aa3\  C^\yH3  fasawatu'z  zibd^  A  kind  of 
fungus  (what  we  call  the  devil's  snufF-box  ?) 

A  !S_j-J_/aswai,Windwithoutnoise.  ^f^^  'iy^ 
fasmatu'z  zabu^  A  kind  of  fungus  or  mushroom. 
p  fusujan,  A  food  eaten  in  Gilan. 

A  tiyjJfusud,  (v.  n.  of  t.\*«i)  Being  corrupted, 
spoiled,  marred. 

G  {^y^s  fasus,  Ephesus. 

p  (^y^  fisos,  Seduction  or  straying  from  the 
way  of  safety.    Reproach,  blame,  sarcasm,  gibe, 

joke,  jest,  raillery,  ridicule.    Play,  sport,  wit,  hu- 
mour. Vexation,  sorrow,  regret,  grief.  Ah !  alas  I 

^«J^sos  kardan,To  rail  at,ridicule,banter. 

p  ̂j^^^*^_yiA'OS-Aa?'i,Chequered,  inlaid  work. 
p  ̂d^m^A^Jisosidan,  To  sigh  after,  grieve  for. 

To  joke,  jeer.  To  seduce,  lead,  or  go  astray. 

A  fusuk,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Going  out.  De- 
viating, swerving  from  the  commands  of  God.  Be- 

ing wicked,  adulterous. 

A  Jj— i/w«iZ,(pl.  of  J-«J/asZ)  Men  of  the  worst 
kind.  Vine-tendrils. 

A  's!iy*Sfusulat,  (v.n.  of  (J-«-i)  Being  worthless, 
of  a  vile  stock  (a  man),  (pi.  of  ̂ y^fasl)  Worth- 

less fellows. 

p  ̂ y^sfusun,  Incantation,  fascination.  Fraud, 

deceit,  ̂ ^y^i  j  dj\^fasana  sufusun,  Fables  and 
enchantments. 

p  ̂'>y*>ifusund,  An  enchanter,  fascinator. 
p  fusungari,  Fascination. 

A  ̂-*s/asi/j.  Ample,  large,  capacious,  spacious, 

roomy.  'i^r'  Olja*  haydti  fasihatu  7 
hasanat,  A  life  employed  in  pious  actions. 

A  •^^sfasikh,  Weak  in  mind  and  in  body.  Un- 
able to  manage  his  own  affairs. 

A  i^i-j/as2<Z,  (pi.  ̂ iJw-i)  Corrupted,  vicious. 
A  (jMjk*-j/asis,  (pi.  fusus)  Weak  in  mind 

and  body. 

A  Lxm..**  fasit,  A  nail-paring.  A  date-stalk. 
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A  ̂LaJlx^  fusayfisat,  A  sort  of  pearl  or  bead 
fixed  on  the  inner  walls  of  houses. 

A  ̂jxZsJissik,  Intent  on  villainy.  An  adulterer. 

A  i^yx^fasil,  (pi.  of       i  fasilat)  Palm-shoots. 

A  e\x^  fasilat,  (pi.  ̂^^^fasdnl,  Jju«j fasil, 

and  fusldn)  A  palm-shoot  or  sucker. 
p  dlx^  fasila,  A  herd,  flock,  bevy.  A  branch. 

p  ̂ ^jJfash,  Scattered.  The  noise  made  in  un- 
tying garments.  The  parts  about  the  mouth  (espe- 
cially of  a  horse).  The  end  of  a  turban-sash,  to 

the  length  of  a  few  inches,  hanging  down  the  back 

or  side.  A  horse's  forelocks.  (Sometimes  used  for 
rvash)  A  particle  of  similitude  :  as,  ̂ JtJ  sU 

mah-fash,  Like  the  moon.  Fush,  Mane  or  tail  of 
a  horse.  End  or  tail  of  any  thing. 

^[J^fashsh,  (v.n.  of  (j^)  Squeezing  (the  air) 

out  of  a  bag  or  bladder.  Belching.  Milking  ex- 

peditiously (a  camel).  A  kind  of  thorny  tree.  The 
fruit  of  an  African  carob  or  bean.  Foolish.  De- 

traction. The  pursuit  ofinsignificant  thieves.  Places 
wherein  water  collects  or  settles.  A  coarse  cloak 

of  open,  flimsy  texture. 

A  ̂^J^i  fash-f,  (v.  n.  of  Being  proud,  arro- 
gant, playing  the  great  man.  Pride,  pomp,boasting. 

A  f\JLi  fashof,  Breed  or  increase  of  cattle. 

A  ̂y^i  fashdh,  A  hyena. 

Vj\zJfashar  or  Jishar,  A  scattering.  Diff'usion. 
Compression,  constriction,  squeezing.  The  piercing 
of  one  thins  with  another. 

AjJii  fushdr,  A  word  used  by  the  vulgar  in  the 
sense  of  ̂biSjb/tazaT/aw, Vain,  idle  talk  or  gibberish. 
(It  is  not  an  Arabic  word). 

p  ̂C>j\JUs  Jishardan,  To  press,  squeeze,  wring. 
To  pierce  or  thrust  one  thing  into  another. 

p  (^j\JiJ  Jishdrish,  A  squeezing,  pressure. 
A  fashashi,  Disobedient,  shrewish. 

p  ̂X^s  Jishd^  The  white  or  black  vine. 

A  '^X^  Jislidgh,  Laziness,  slowness.  (See  also 
J^kui  shighdr).  Fushdgh,  A  patch  on  a  leathern 
bottle.  Fushdgh  or  fushshdgh,  A  species  of  herb, 

wh  ich,like  i  vy,twines  about  trees  and  destroys  them. 

p  (^^[zj  fashqfdsh,  The  whizzing  of  arrows. 

p  f^J:J\JLj  fashdfash,  The  whizzing  of  arrows. 

p  ̂JJLs  fashdn,  A  mace  of  iron,  silver,  or  gold. 

Fishdn,  (in  compos.)  Scattering,  strewing,  shed- 
ding. A  strewer.  hhun-Jishdn,  Blood- 

shedding.     {J^jj  zar-jishdn,  Strewing  gold, 
chashmash  sayydla-jishan,lrler 

(or  his)  eyes  shedding  a  torrent  of  tears. 

p  ̂jiVliJ  Jjshdndan,  To  scatter.  To  ventilate. 

A  ̂ JfashJ,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Straddling  in  run- ning or  when  about  to  stale  (a  horse). 

A^Lifashh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Spreading  open  the 
legs.    Turning  away  from. 

A fashhh,  (v.  n.  of  Striking  the  head 

or  back  of  the  neck  with  the  hand.  Injuring.  Tell- 
ing lies  at  play. 
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p  ̂^i^j^  fashurdan,  To  squeeze,  press,  wring. 
To  plant  the  foot  firmly. 

P|4i3j'  ii^jLi fashurda-kadam,Stea.dj.  Resolute. 
A  ̂ ^fash^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Drying  at  the  tops, 

withering  (ears  of  millet). 

A  ̂^sfashgh,  (v.n.  of  ̂ j^)  Rising  above,  over- 
topping, and  covering.  Striking  (with  a  whip), 

bringing  (one)  under  the  whip. 

A  f\kLs  fashghds,  Difl'used,  dishevelled  (fore- 
locks), overhanging  the  eyebrows. 

A  &iLiJ  fashghat,  Ivy,  bind-weed,  pellitory.  A 
cottony  substance  found  within  a  reed.  Whatever 

flies  from  within  the  plant  S^Lo^^  sawsaldt. 

A  ̂^^^iLsfashfdsh,  A  coarse  and  flimsy  cloak. 

A  [^J:J>J^  fishjish,  Vapid  wine. 
A&-ii-iJ  fashfashat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jiiaiJ  Q)  Being 

weak  in  intellect.  Lying  grossly.  Scattering  urine. 

A  ̂ Li  fashh,(\.  n.  of  J^-ii)  Giving  themselves 
up  to  play  and  pastime  by  reason  of  the  abundance 
of  worldly  possessions  (people).  A  breaking.  A 
violent  mode  of  eating.  Fashah,  Cheerfulness, 

sprightliness.  Greediness.  Speed,  flight.  Width 
between  the  horns,  or  between  the  fore  and  hind 

part  of  a  camel's  dug. 
p  Jishak,  A  parasol. 

A  ̂ytsfashl,  (pi.  JliJ\  afshdl)  Weak.  Slow. 
Cowardly.  Fishl,  (pi.  fushul)  The  hood  of 
a  camel-litter,  or  that  whereon  a  woman  sits.  Fa- 

shal,  (v.  n.  of  (J-i**)  Being  cowardly,  timid,  lan- 
guid, dull,  slow.  Fashil,  (pi.  ̂yz^sfushl)  Cowardly, 

languid,  torpid,  lazy,  dull,  slow. 

A  yLs  fashtv,  (^and  y^  fushuw)  (v.  n.  of  LiJ 
for  j-i-i)  Being  divulged,  published  (news). 

A  i^yLifashush,  (A  camel)  scattering,  spilling 
milk  whilst  milking.  A  vain,  boasting  fellow.  A 

rough,  coarse  cloak  of  open  texture.  The  bean- 

pod  or  carob.  A  leathern  milk-pail.  A  deceitful, 

lying  woman;  onewhosepartsmakeanoisein  coitu. 

A  i^yLs  fushul,  (pi.  of  ̂yLs  fishl)  Covers  of  ca- 
mel-litters. Cushions  to  sit  upon  in  camel-litters. 

A  ̂^J^  fushiy,  (v.  n.  oi\Li  for _j^)  Being  di- 
vulged, published  (news  or  fame). 

A  ̂j\xLi  fashydn,  Sorrow,  heaviness  of  heart. 
A  i,^s  fass,  (v.n. of  (_^)  Separating,  pulling 

(one  thing  from  another).    Making  a  whizzing 

noise  (a  locust).  Weeping  slightly  (a  boy).  Elo- 

quence. (_?*^.  (3  C^''  ̂   mdfassafi  yadi 
shaysun,  Nothing  remains  in  my  hand.  Fass,fiss, 

or  fuss,  (pi.  \^jay^  fusus)  The  bezel,  or  rather  the 
precious  stone  of  a  ring.  Pupil  of  the  eye.  J  uncture  or 

joint  of  bones,  articulation.  A  clove  of  garlic.  An 

article  or  distinct  part  of  a  writing  or  business. 

A  X^sfasa',  (or  'iK^ai  fasdi)  A  grape-stone. 

A  ̂ toi  fisdh,  (pi.  of  ̂ toi  fas-h  or  ̂ *oifasih) 
Eloquent,  rhetorical  (men),  (pi.  of  'i^;^  fasihat) 
Eloquent  (women). 

^A            fasdhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *ai)  Employing 



elegant,  perspicuous  language.  Eloquence. 

p  jlii;^.  (Jl^soUcJ  fasahat-pardaz,  Eloquent. 
A  ̂X^oijisad,  (v.  n.  of  (i«jai)  Breathing  a  vein, 

bleeding.  Assigning,  fixing  for  any  one  a  certain 

sum.   Venesection,  phlebotomy. 

A  i^\jaifassad,  A  bleeder,  phlebotomist,  surgeon. 

A  'id\ja}  Jisudat,  Bleeding,  venesection. 
J  ̂jJi\Jajfa,isadi,  Surgery,  phlebotomy. 

A  i^jo\^  fassas,  A  maker  of  ring-bezels.  One 
who  cuts  or  sets  the  precious  stone  in  the  collet. 

A  ̂S&Uai/a  sa^dan,  And  more,  and  upwards. 

A  t^jas\ja.ifasafis,  (pi.  of'iLaSLasJisfisat)  Fresh 
clover-grasses.    Fusafis,  Quick,  active,  brisk. 

A  'La}i\*aS  fusafisat,  A  lion. 
A  ̂y^^  fisal,  (v.  n.  of^/fli)  Weaning  (a  colt), 

(v.  n.  .3  of  (J-^)  Breaking  off" and  settling  accounts 
(with  one's  partner),  dissolving  partnership,  (pi. 
of  (Jj-ai  fasti)  Young  camels  weaned.  Low  breast- 

works on  the  outside  of  fortified  towns. 

A  [}\^ai  fassal,  One  who  praises  people  to  gain 
their  favour.  An  accuser. 

A^Loi/asa^i7i,(pl. of  iisi:*^)Eloquent(  women). 
A'i-^aj  fassat,  Medica,  a  sort  of  trefoil. 

A  fas-h,  (v.  n.of  ̂ ai)  Bursting  forth  and 
overcoming  one  (the  light  of  the  morning).  Em- 

ploying elegant,  perspicuous  language.  Being  elo- 

quent. (jA.A^^  fusahas,  ̂ Las  Jisah,  and 
fusuh)  Eloquent,  clear  (man  or  speech).  Fis-h,  A 
day  without  cloud  or  cold.  Easter,  the  Christian 

passovei'.  Fusuh,  (pi.  of  ̂ afi  fas-h  and  fasili) 
Orators,  eloquent,  rhetorical  men. 

A  fusalias,  (pi.  of  ̂ ai  fas-h  and  ̂ toi 
fasVi)  Eloquent  men. 

A  ̂ ^0^  fusha\  (fern,  of  ̂ ai\  afsaK)  More  or 
most  eloquent.  Clearer,  clearest. 

A  ̂ >Q.s  faskh,  (v.n.  of  Neglecting,  taking 
no  heed.  Dislocating(ahand). Cheating(inasale). 

A  i^sfasd,  (v.  n.  of  ;i>*ai)  Bleeding,  opening 

a  vein.  Assigning,  fixing  upon  a  thing  as  a  present. 

Phlebotomy,  venesection,  blood-letting,  surgery. 

A  'ii^^aifusdat,  Dates  mixed  with  blood  (which 
they  dress  in  this  manner  with  meat). 

A  ̂ ^fas^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ai)  Pressing  (a  fresh 
date,  so  that  it  slips  out  of  the  skin).  Rubbing  (an 

almond)  to  take  off"  the  bark,blanching(it).  Giving 

away  part  of  one's  property.  Taking  off'(the  turban). 
Drawing  back  the  foreskin  over  the  gland  (an  uncir- 

cumcised  lad).  Opening  and  shutting  the  puden- 
dum alternately  (a  mare). 

A  ̂\mlS  fas^t,  A  female  mouse. 

A  f^\».*a.9  fas^n,  Constantly  bare-headed  on 
account  of  heat. 

A  'ituai  fus^t,  The  foreskin  drawn  back.  A wide  foreskin  which  will  allow  the  nut  to  come  out. 

A  J-jt_*a-i  j^s^7  andfus^d,  A  scorpion,  or  its 
foetus.  A  worthless  fellow,  a  miser. 

A  's-toSLtoi  fasfasat,  (v.  n.of  (^Lai  Q)  Bring- 
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ing  true  information.  Being  hasty,  rapid  (in  utter- 

ance). Fisfsat,  (pi.  {^ja3\jai  fasafis)  A  species  of 

clover-grass  when  green  (ifdry  it  iscalled  cJs  katt). 

A  J-oi  fasl,  (v.  n.  of  J-oi)  Cutting,  dissecting, 

disjoining,  separating,  dividing,  interrupting,  inter- 

posing, intervening.  Weaning.  Cutting  off  one  or 
more  letters  at  the  end  of  a  verse.  Stringing  a  bead 

between  every  two  pearls.  Distinguishing,  dis- 

cerning. Deciding,  determining,  defining.  Being 

divided.  A  section,  article,  chapter,  or  other  di- 
vision of  a  book.  Difference,  distinction,  decision 

(between  i-ight  and  wrong).  A  right  and  true  say- 
ing or  speech.  Decision  of  a  cause.  A  division  be- 

tween two  provinces.  Any  thing  intervenient,  in- 
terposing, or  uniting.  The  juncture  orjoint  of  bones. 

A  pronoun  in  the  nominative  case  placed  between 

the  subject  of  a  proposition  and  the  predicate :  as, 

ijiiaw^^  JJJ  zaydunhuwa'lmuntalik,Zayd,he 
is  the  jolly  fellow.  Time,  season,  juncture.  Any 

one  of  the  four  seasons.  Harvest.  A  crop.  J>/ai 

(_jUail  faslu'l  hhitab,  The  phrase  lijO  \<\  amma 

ba^.  A  verdict  against  the  defendant.  A  verdict 
decisive  between  right  and  wrong,  p  (Jl*(Ojjiia>-  jj-*ai 

^jdj^fasli  hhusumat  hardan,  To  decide  law-suits, 

jl^  y^fasli  hahar,  The  spring  season.  The  ver- 
nal equinox.  A  i_A>^  fasli  hharif,  The  lat- 

ter end  of  the  year,  ̂ y>aS  fasli  rabi^  The  first 
harvest  of  the  year,   p  fasli  mihrjan, 

Autumnal  equinox.  (J,<aijl^  chahar  fasl,  The 

four  seasons.  A  ,Jjafl)\  ̂ y>,  yammu'lfasl.  The  day 
of  decision,  last  day,  day  of  judgment. 

A  ̂^'^^ai  fislan  or  fusion,  (pi.  of  ̂ Saoi  fasil) 
Weaned  camels'  colts. 

p  s^'^ta's  faslana,  A  fee  received  by  the  kazT 
on  the  harvest. 

A  &Lai  faslat,  One  segment.  A  transplanted 

palm-tree.    A  single  section  or  chapter. 

A  fasli,  Kfasly,  time,  season.  A  term  de- 
signating the  official  revenue-year  of  the  Muham- 

madans  (in  which  no  months  are  reckoned),  com- 
mencingon  thel2thof July.  (The  year  A.  D.  1840 

corresponds  with  1249-1250,  Fasly). 

A  ̂ iOi  fasm,  (v.  n.  of  j»<a5)  Breaking,  bruising 
(without  separation).  Being  demolished  (a  house). 

A  ;^_j*ai  fusus,  (pi.  of  fo-^s)  Stones  set 

in  rings.  Bezels  of  rings.  Fish-scales. 

A  ̂^^^oifusul,  (v.  n.  of  ijjai)  Departing,  going- 
out.  Coming  out  small  (the  stone  of  the  grape), 

(pi.  of  i^joifasl)  Sections.    Seasons  of  the  year. 

A  (_^«ai fasy,  (v.  n.  of^^jo})  Separating, dividing. 

Releasing,givingdeliverance.  Fasa',A  grape-stone. 

A  'ixioi  fasyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^oj)  Separating,  di- 
viding. Releasing,  giving  deliverance.  Tempera- 

ture, neither  extreme  heat  nor  cold.  Fasyat,  (or 

&^.>iai/asi^a<)Liberty,freedomfrom  ill,  deliverance. 

A  ̂*aifasVi,  (pi.  fusahas,  ̂ ^-«ai  fisah, 

and  ̂ tas  fusuh)  Eloquent,  rhetorical  (man  or  dis- 
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course).  Correct,  accurate  (expression).  Frothless 
or  skimmed  (milk). 

A  'i^u^  fasihat,  (pi.  ̂ Xas fisah  and  ̂ Uai/a- 
sasih)  Eloquent  (woman). 

A  •^^fasihh,  (or  'ei^^ fasikhat)  Unfortunate, 
disappointed  in  one's  views.  A  man  to  whom  an 
acute  intellect  has  been  denied. 

A  i^jyaJ  fasid,  Bled  in  a  vein.  Blood  drawn  from 

a  vein(especially  that  of  a  came],which  is  eaten  fried, 

and  even  set  before  a  guest  in  scarce  seasons). 

A  'id^aoifasidat,  Dates  mixed  with  blood  (wh  ich 
they  dress  in  this  manner  with  meat). 

A  i^jai^fasis,  (v.  n.  of  i^i)  Being  purulent, 

running  (a  wound).    Oily  (date-stone  or  kernel). 
A  )a.i.*Qi  fasit,  A  nail-paring.  Stalk  of  a  date. 

p  fasti,  A  kind  of  French  bean. 

A  J^*a3  fasil,  (pi.  ̂ ""^^  fuslan,  fislan,  and 
JLaJ  fisal)  A  child  or  young  camel  weaned  from 
the  mother.  A  breast-work  inside  a  fortification. 

A  CLJ'^kKj^  fusaylat,  Commas. 

A  'ih^  fasilat,  A  young  she-camel.  A  family; 
kindred,  the  nearest  relations.  A  slice  of  flesh  from 

the  thigh,orapiecefrom  any  member.  ̂ ..^jUjuaflJ  VjW 
jasu  bifasilatihim.  They  came  all  together. 

A         fasim,  Large  (battle-axe  or  halbert). 
A  i^jaifazz,  (v.  n.  of  t^jai)  Breaking  (the  seal 

of  a  letter).  Tearing  asunder,  breaking  so  as  to 

separate.  Dispersing,  separating  (people).  A  scat- 
tered multitude. 

A  \^*aifaza\A.  grape-stone.  Any  thing  mixed. 

j».^ix>  UaJ  amruhum^fazan  baynahum,  They 
have  no  chief  over  them,  ̂ -oi  sahmunfazan, 
A  single  arrow.  LaS  CJ^iSO  bakttu  fazan,  I  re- 

mained alone. 

xAjoifazcLi,  (v.  n.  of  l^^aJ  for  j^)  Being  roomy 

and  spacious  (a  place).  Not  putting  (one's  money) 
into  the  purse.  A  plain,  field,  or  open  place.  A 

court,  area.  ̂ Mi\^^\tASfazaA  ivasi^  A  wide  field, 

p  J^\i>-  dar  fazan  khdtir,  In  (his)  en- 
larged mind,  a  FizRs,  Water  overflowing  ground. 

A  ̂ \^fzah,  (or  'ss-\jajfazahat)  Disgrace,  ig- nominy, Jnfamy. 

A  ̂^aifazzdh,  A  detector,  exposer.  ̂ Loi 
al  muddmfazzdh,  Wine  exposes.  In  vino  Veritas. 

A  [^[.jAJ  fzaz,  Scattered  fragments  of  rock 
torn  from  a  mountain,  lying  one  upon  another. 

Fizdz  or fuzaz,  A  fragment  flying  off"  from  any 
thing  broken  or  beat. 

A(J)\jAifzdl,  (v.  n.3of^J.-a^)  Contending  about 
excellence.  An  every-day  garment.  Every-day 

garments.  Wine.  Wines. 
A         fuzzdl,  An  excellent,  deserving  man. 

A  aJLaJ  fuzdlat,  (pi.  C^i)\-^  fuzalat)  A  re- 

maindei',  redundancy,  exuberance.  A  propername. 

p  (jl^  aJUai  fuzdlasi  hhrodn,  Remains  of  an  en- 
tertainment, scraps  after  a  meal. 

A  \5Las/"M^aZa',Those  who  try  to  excel  their  peers. 
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A  ̂yaifazasih,  (pi.  oi'e^=^)  Disgraceful  acts. A  J-JLai/a^aj^iZ,  (pi.  of  sbuai fazilat)  Virtues, 

excellencies.  Sciences.  Literary  attainments.  Ex- 

cesses. Jod  j^lft>.  jlxiS*  ̂'^^  fazanl-shi^ri  ha- 
hddk-disar,  Clothed,  enriched,  or  conspicuous  for 

learning  (a  title  bestowed  upon  judges:). 

A  'Laifazzat  or  fizzat,  (pi.  i^^aijizaz)  Gra- 
velly ground  high  and  burnt.    Fizzat,  Silver. 

A  ̂ ^fazh,  (v.n.  of  Detecting  villainies 
and  exposing  them  to  infamy.  Blushing  (as  the 

dawn).  Breaking  out,  overpowering  one  (the  light 

of  the  morning).  Fazah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >a£)  Being  of 
a  whitish  colour.  Ruddy  (dawn). 

A  a^' 
J£L> 

fuzhat,  A  pale  white. 

A  ̂ fazkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Breaking,  bruising 
(the  head,  or  any  thing  hollow).  Tearing  out  (an 

eye).  Pouring  out  (water)  at  one  plump,  or  dash. 

A  {^jAtoi  fazaz,  Water  scattered  about  during 

the  performance  of  ablutions.  Fazaz  or  fuzuz,  A 

part  separated,  torn,  or  scattered.  Fizaz,  (pi.  ofijoJ 

fazzat  aud  Jizzat)  Gravelly  lands  high  and  burnt. 

A^^faz^(r.n.  of  ̂-ai)  Breaking  wind.  Void- 
ing excrement. 

A  ̂Aoifazgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j-as)  Breaking  (a  stick). 
A  (^\a.ja>  fazfdz,  Large  (coat  of  mail).  Con- 

venient, easy  (life). 

A  Loli-wai/a^fa^ai,  Large  (coat  of  mail).  A 

girl  tall  and  full  of  flesh. 

A  'LtaSLtoifazfazat,  Conveniency,comfort  of  life. 
Largeness  of  a  coat  of  mail  or  garment. 

A  ̂yji.ifazl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^■^)  Remaining  over 

and  above,  exceeding,  beingredundant.  Excelling, 

(pi.  ̂yaifuzul)  Redundancy,  excess.  A  remnant, 
remainder.  Science,  wisdom,  learning,  knowledge, 

sense.  Sediment.  A  gift,  present,  recommendation, 

reward,  favour,  benefit,  grace,  bounty.  Name  of 

a  mountain ;  also  of  several  compilers  of  traditions. 

Cl*i;*/e  J  J-«ai  ahlifazl  u  ma^'ifat,  Endowed 
with  wisdom  and  learning.  Fuzul,  Clad  in  the  same 

garment  every  day  (man  or  woman).  A  garment 

worn  every  day  (by  working  people). 

A  ̂^iya^^Zan,  The  more,  much  less.  ^*ai 

fazlan  ̂ n,  Much  less.  ':k>o.i  fazlan 
an,  Not  but  that,  much  less. 

A^'^^toifuzalds,  (pi. of  ,J.^\sya2;z7) Learned  men. 
A  0!iLaiya2aZai,  (pi.  of  XL^i)  Leavings,  orts, 

A  'sLaj  fazlat,  (pi.  Cl^'^.^  fazaldt  and  JLai 
Jizal)  A  remainder,  abundance,  redundancy ;  leav- 

ing, refuse,  orts.  Excrement.  An  every-day  or  a 

sleeping-garment.    Wine.    Fizlat,  The  habit  or 

mode  of  wearing  an  every-day  garment, 

A  (_^-^  fazli,  Learning,  science. 

A  yoifuzuw,  (v.n.of  l*ai  for_j*ai)  Being  spa- 

cious (place).  Not  putting  (money)  in  one's  purse. 

A  ̂^yajfazuh,  as  ̂ yoS  \j>_ydfazuh,  O  thou  ex- 
posed to  disgrace  1  Fuzuh,  Disgrace,  ignominy. 

A  'e^yAt  fuzuhat,  Disgrace,  ignominy. 
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k,^yai  fazukh.  Strong,  intoxicating  wine. 
A  \^^*ai  fazul  or  fuzul,  Exuberant,  excessive, 

redundant,  disproportioned  (about  the  head).  Any 

kind  of  plunder  which  cannot  be  divided  (as  one 

horse).  Fuzul,  Violence.  Excess.  Flabbiness  of 

skin.  A  busy,  meddling  spirit ;  folly ;  impertinent 

interference,  (pi.  of  ,J-«ai  fazV)  Augmentations, 

redundancies,  excesses,  ̂ ^yasi^  hilfu'lfuzul, 
Name  of  a  (chivalrous?)  treaty  entered  into  by  cer- 

tain tribes  to  vindicate  the  rights  of  the  oppressed. 

p  ̂ j*"  fazul-liharch.  Lavish,  profuse. 
p  ̂   (J yai  fazul-go  or  gu,  A  great  talker.  A 

boaster,  egotist. 

A  ̂yoifazull,  Redundance,  extravagance.  In- 
dependence. 

A  l^yoj  fuzuUy,  Proud,  haughty,  presuming. 
An  idle  talker.  One  who  busies  himself  in  things 

not  belonging  to  him,  or  acts  without  authority.  A 

busy-body,  meddler,  impertinent  fellow.  A  tailor. 

A  ^^yoi  fuzull-bay^The  sale  of  another's 
property  ̂ without  his  consent. 

A  l^^^ai  fizziy,  Made  of  silver,  silver,  silvery. 
A         y^~y>  Sweat. 
A  fazih,  A  bad  manager  (of  an  estate) ; 

one  who  improperly  employs  (wealth).  Ignomi- 

nious, infamous,  disgraceful,  i^f^  (J^^  af^U 
fazilia.  Dishonest,  dishonourable  actions. 

A  'i^  fazihat,  Dis  grace,  ignommy. 

A  1^^^!^^  fazihati,  Disgraceful,  infamous. 
A  ̂ ■^s  fazVih,  The  expressed  juice  of  grapes. 

Wine  made  from  unripe  dates  without  fermenta- 
tion. Watery  (milk). 

A  {^jki^  faziz,  Fresh  or  flowing  water.  Water 

scattered  about  in  performing  one's  ablutions.  Bud 
of  a  palm-tree  yet  unexpanded.  Any  thingscattered. 

A  ̂yx*aJ  faz^l,  Excellent,  eminent,  admirable. 
Fiizayl,  Name  of  a  celebrated  saint. 

A  'e^^xJii  fazilat,  (pi.  ̂ Lai  fazcidl)  Excess. 
Excellence,  eminence,  virtue,  perfection,  greatness. 

Science,  art,  ingenuity,  learning,  knowledge,  doc- 
trine. Superior  excellence;  qualification  which  one 

has  in  a  higher  degree  than  others.  Reward,benefit. 

p  t_->L«I>\  tl^JjLiai  fazilat-intisab,  Allied  to  ex- 

cellence :  excellent,  highly  distinguished. 

AVJai fatas,(j.  n.  ofj_^)Being  pigeon-breasted, 
i.  e.  having  a  depression  of  the  back  with  a  pro- 
jection^of  the  breast.   A  flatness  of  the  nose. 

A  f-^'^hi  fatms,  Pigeon-breasted  (woman). 
A  iilki  fattat,  (v.  n.  of  Uai)  Smiting.  Striking 

one  (on  the  back  with  the  open  hand).  Throwing 

prostrate.  Lying  with.  Voiding  dung.  Breaking 

(any  thing  hollow,  as  the  head  or  a  cup).  Break- 
ing wind.  Loading  (a  camel)  so  heavily  as  to  pro- 

duce a  depression  in  his  back.  Turning  (any  one) 

away  from  his  design.  Casting  up  scum  (a  boil- 

ing pot).  Imposing  on  people  that  which  is  dis- 
agreeable to  them.    Futtat,  A  depression  of  the 

back  with  a  projection  of  the  breast. 

xj^ifutdr,  Notched,  blunt  (sword). 

A  i^J^aifutariy,  A  man  without  a  good  or  bad 

quality. 
A  (j«Jjl?llaj fatatis,{^\.  of  ̂j^^}^  fittls)  Smiths' 

hammers. 

A  \3}^»  fatafit.  Noises  made  in  checking  ani- 
mals, or  in  coition, 

Aj,llai  fitam.  Weaning,  ablactation, 
A  eollaj fatanat,  {or'iJ>^a3fatdniyat)  (v.  n.  of 

(^lai)  Understanding,  perceiving.  Being  quick, 
shrewd,  intelligent,  sagacious. 

A  ̂ai  fath,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ f)  Widening,  making 
broad.  Striking  with  a  bludgeon.  Hewing,  chip- 

ping, smoothing  (wood).  Casting  (a  foetus).  Im- 

pregnating (a  palm-tree).  Fatah,  (v,  n.  of  ̂ ai) 
Being  impregnated  with  the  pollen  of  the  male 

(a  female  palm).  Breadth  or  largeness  of  head  or 
tail ;  also  of  the  tip  of  the  nose. 

A  fitald.  The  time  before  the  creation  of 
man,  or  when  stones  were  supposed  to  be  fluid.  The 

age  of  Noah.  A  great  inundation.  Large-bodied 

(camels).  Fat,  sleek,  and  large. 
A  j,lai/(2<2,  A  chiding,  checking,  driving  away. 

Ajla5 fair,  (v.  n.  of^ai)  Commencing,  broach- 
ing, beginning.  Creating,  producing,  stamping  an 

impress.  Breaking  a  fast.  Causing  one  to  break- 

fast. Not  saturating  (a  hide)  with  the  tanning  ma- 
terial. Baking  unleavened  bread.  Splitting,  cleav- 

ing. Coming  forth  (teeth).  Milking  with  the 

thumb  and  fore-finger,  or  with  the  tips  of  the  fin- 

gers. A  seminal  eff'usion.  (jA.j^iiai  futur)  A  fis- 
sure. -F2Yr,  He  or  those  who  breakfast.  Breakfast. 

^laflJl  O^ip  ̂ du'l  ftr.  The  festival  of  breaking  the 
fast,  which  immediately  follows  the  Muhammadan 

Lent.  Fitr  or  futr,  A  grape  when  the  heads  ap- 

pear. Futr,  The  kneading  of  flour.  Futi-  or fiitur, 

Unfermented.  A  sort  of  fungus,  puff",  or  mushroom 
which  is  deadly.  The  froth  of  new  milk. 

G  f^tii^\u>\J^»  futrasdUyun,  Rock-parsley. 

A  "j^laJ  fitrat,  Nature,  creation,  form  (which 
an  embryo  takes  in  the  womb).    Religion.  The 

power  of  the  Creator.    Alms  given  upon  the  SxS- 

^du'l fitr,  above-mentioned.  The  Catholic 
mass,  or  wafer.  Wisdom,  sagacity.  Deceit,  trick. 

A  iJ,J^  f  trail.  Sagacious,  cunning. 

A  (^J^  futr  us,  Peter. 
A  ̂J^s  fatra',  Unleavened  (bread). 
A  fitriy,  Natural,  constitutional. 

A^sfatz,  (v.  n.  ofjlai)  Dying. 
A  (jJai  fats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ki)  Flattening,  mak- 

ing wide  (iron).  Speaking  to  one's  flice.  Myrtle- 
berries.  Fatas,  (v.  n.  of  (j-iai)  Being  flat-nosed, 

having  the  nose  broad,  flattened,  and  depressed. 

A  A.j!ia.5  fatsas,  (fern,  of  ,j-lai\)  Flat-nosed. 

A  "i^Jai  fatsat,  A  glass  bead,  or  any  such  thin^;, 
by  which  men  or  animals  are  said  to  be  charmed. 



A  single  myrtle-berry.  The  skin  of  an  animal 

which  has  died  a  natural  death.  Fatasat,  Flatness 
or  depression  of  nose,  a  camous  state. 

A  iikalai  fatfatut,  (v.  n.  ofkiki  Q)  Voiding 

dung.  Speaking  unintelligibly. 

A  |Ja> fatm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jai)  Weaning.  Cutting. 

Restraining.   Futum,  (pi.  o^^i^ fat'im)  Weaned. 
A  ̂^ai  fatn,Jitn,futn,fatan,  ovfutun,  (v.  n. 

of  ̂^lai)  Understanding,  perceiving,  comprehend- 

ing. Fatin,  fatun,  or  fatn,  (pi.  ̂Jiaifutn)  Wise, 
intelligent,  sagacious. 

A  s^ifitnat,  (v.  n.  of         Perceiving,  know- 

ing. Understanding,  intelligence,  shrewdness.  J>fc^ 

(-L«Ala5  ahlijitnat,  Intelligent.  Fatinat,  (v.  n.  of 
nowing,understanding:beingquick,shrewd, 

intelligent.   Intelligent,  clear-sighted  (woman). 
A       fatw,  A  driving  violently. 

A  fatuh,  Large-bellied  (she-camel). 

A  j^ai  fatur,  (or  '^jyhifaturiy)  Any  thing  on 
which  one  breakfasts.  Breakfast.  Futur,{y.n.oi 

jki)  Splitting  (the  gum),  appearing  (teeth),  (pi. 

of  jiai  faU')  Fissures. 

A  'ij^i  faturat,  A  sheep  sacrificed  on  the  JoP 

jiaiJ\  ̂du''lfitr. 
A  (j*jjiaj  futus,  (v.  n.  of  (j«iai)  Dying. 
A      ̂ ai  fatawta  ,  Very  crooked  in  the  back. 

A  fatun,  Clear-sighted,  intelligent. 

A  's^i^^futunat,  (v.  n.of  (jiai)  Understanding. 
A  xki  fatah,  Width  of  back, 

Aj^fatir,  An  unleavened  mass  of  paste.  Any 
thing  precipitately  done,  or  meat  hastily  dressed. 

Fresh  (dates,  butter,  and  milk). 

A  'ij^hi  faiirat,  A  sheep  sacrificed  on  the  feast 
calledjlaa)\  SiS-  ̂ du  'Ifitr. 

A  (j^aIw fittis,  (pi.  [j.J^'^s  fatatis)  A  large 
smiths'  hammer.    Very  large. 

A  »*<,jkla5  Jittlsat,  The  snout,  or  any  adjacent 

part  of  a  hog.  The  lip  of  a  man,  or  of  any  hoofed 

animal.  The  proboscis  of  wild  beasts. 

A         fatim,  (^\.  ̂iX^  futum)  Weaned, 

A'iilajfatimat,  A  species  of  sea-bird,  A  weaned 
camel's  colt. 

A^i^lnifatin,  Intelligent,  quick,  clear-sighted. 
A  lai  fazz,  (v.  n.  of  lai)  Forcing  water  out  of  the 

stomach  of  a  camel  and  drinking  it.  Inhuman, 

rough,  morose,  unamiable,  hard,  speaking  harshly. 
Water  in  the  ventricle  of  an  animal, 

A  ̂sfaza',  The  womb. 
zaz,  Roughness,  inhumanity,  harsh- 

ness of  speech,  (pl.ofla^lai  y«zj2;)  Inhuman,  cruel. 

A  e^Waifazazat,  (v.  n.  of  Jai)  Being  inhuman, 

villainous.  Roughness,  inhumanity,  harshness  of 

speech.  Fuzazat,  A  portion  of  any  thing  ;  or  of 
that  which  is  in  the  loins  of  a  man. 

A  'ipy^faza^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂iai)  Being  disagree- 
able, shameful,  exceeding  bounds  in  turpitude. 

A  ̂]h.sfazaz,  Roughness,  inhumanity,  harsh- 
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ness  of  speech. 

A  ̂lai  faza^  (v.  n.  of  Considering  (a 
thing)  to  be  arduous,  troublesome,  and  beyond 

one's  power.  Being  filled  (a  vessel).  Being  un- 
equal (to  a  task). 

A  '  ki/aza  ,  The  womb. 
A  is.^!^  faziz,  Inhuman,  villainous.  Sperm  (of 

a  stallion  or  woman). 

A  fazl^  Hase,  shameful  (affair).  Impor- 
tant. Difficult,  troublesome.  Sweet,  fresh,  cold, 

and  limpid  water. 

A  j>J^  fa^nr,  The  young  of  the  herbs  called 

(j;olii  zascinin. 
A  fu^fi^  A  light,  active  fellow.  A  shep- herd. A  butcher. 

A  (Jl*i/a^a/,  (v.  n.of  ̂ aJ)  Acting, doing.  Mak- 
ing. Nobility.  Generosity.  A  good  deed.  A  scan- 

dalous deed  (restricted  to  one  agent),  (pi.  ̂y^^fu- 

^ul)  The  handle  of  an  axe.  Fi^l,  (pi.  ̂}y>ifu^^) 

A  handle  (of  an  axe).  Acts,  deeds  (good  or  bad 

performed  by  two  agents),  (pi.  of  ,Jj«i  fi^)  Ac- 
tions, operations,  works.  JUi  ̂^***  suAfl^l,  Bad 

works.  Fa^dli,  Do  thou. 

A  (Jy*i  fa^^l,  A  doer. 

A  '6][fii  fa^lat,  Name  of'eS'\^  khuza^t. 
A  &*Ia3  fa^mat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  brawny, 

nervous  (arm).  Being  well  made  and  stout-legged 

(a  woman).    Being  filled  (a  vessel). 

A j3>£fa^,  (v.  n.  of yi)  Eating  the  small  herbs 
called  (j^^li  zasriin..    Those  herbs  themselves. 

A  ̂ ^-^  ̂   coward. 
A  ̂2j<i  fa^a^  A  kid.  A  light,  active  fellow. 

Swift.  A  word  used  in  calling  to  cattle. 

A  ̂[itSijtS  fa^a^n,  A  shepherd.    A  butcher. 

A  '^\)iaj6  fa^a^iiiy,  A  coward.  A  shepherd. A  butcher. 

A  'ixkftsfa^a^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Driving  and 
calling  out  to  flocks,  using  the  word  ̂ kf^s  fa^a^ 

A  fa^a^y,  A  coward.  A  shepherd.  A butcher. 

A  i^xifa^,  (v.  n.  of  Jjo)  Acting,  Doing,mak- 
ing,  performing.  Fi^,  (pi.  Jl*i .^^^0  action, 
work,  deed,  operation.  The  matrix  of  an  animal, 

(in  gram.)  A  verb.  fi^i  asamm,  A  surd 

verb  (called  also  (__flS'l*a*mw0a^q/',  Reduplicated). 
f^ftifi^i  suldsi,  A  triliteral  verb.  ^3•*^ 

S.X3  d^^jafi^i  suldsi  maz'idunflhi,  An  increased  tri- 
literal verb.  (Jj<^  fif^i  rubd^,  A  quadrili- 

teral  verb.  t)^  J^t.^^  Miumdsl,  A  quinque- 
literal  verb.  e.xs  ii.^J*  tjp^  ruhd^  ma- 

zid fihi,  An  increased  quadriliteral  verb.  ̂ \t*>  ̂3-j«5 

fi^i  sdlim,  (or  sahih)  A  sound  verb.  Jjti 

j»5U»j J^ffli  ghayr  sdlim,  An  infirm  or  defective verb,  i.e.  which  contains  an  \  alif,^  wdw,  or  ijyd. 

j^l-j ^yjtifi^ighayr  hiydsi,  An  irregular  verb. 

^y>tiji^i  hiydsi,  A  regular  verb. 
fi^i  mdzt,  A  verb  in  the  preterite.    (_^!S»«X«  ̂ j'*' 

f^i  muta^ddi  (or  wdhi^,  A  transitive  verb. 

^JS^J(S'  f^i  ghayr  muta^ddi  (or  Id- 
zim),  An  intransitive  or  a  neuter  verb,  l^j^  JjJ 

f^i  mujarrad,  A  simple  or  primitive  verb. 

aai  d^^jefi^i  mazidfihi,  An  increased  or  deriva- 
tive verb,  ̂ j^^  fi^i  muzdri^  A  verb  in  the 

aorist.  cJjj*-*  ̂ JjC  fi^i  ma^'uf  (or  ma^ 
Zmw),  An  active  verb.  (Jj^^  ̂ y*>  f^i  majhicl,  A 

passive  verb.  ̂ J-i*«  ̂ ^li  fi'^i  mu^all,  An  infirm 

verb.  ijj^jw  ,JJti^^Z^  mw^iaZ^M '/_/a,  A  verb  in- 
firm in  its  first  radical  (called  also  (JU<  misdl.  As- 

similated). 'mu^allu''l  ̂ yn, 
A  verb  infirm  in  the  medial  radical  (called  also 

ajwaf,  Concave).  ̂ '^\  Jjow  ,Jjt5  f^i  mu^ 
tallu'l  Idm,  A  verb  infirm  in  its  final  radical  (called 

also  (jo'sU  ndhis.  Defective),  ̂ j^^  ̂ .^^  (J^** 

fi^i  mu^allu'l  Idmu'l  v.la',J^  verb  infirm  in  its 
third  radical.  i3^^  (Jj^  ̂ y^^f^^  mu^al- 

lu^l  Idmu's  sdnif^A  verb  infirm  in  its  fourth  radi- 

cal, j,^^  J  \s]\  (Jjovo  yxiji^i  mu^allu'' I  fd  wa'l Idm,  A  verb  infirm  in  the  first  and  third  radical, 

called  also  ̂ J^^f^  i  2jka!  lafiful  two/j-w/j.  Twined 
together,  but  with  an  interval  (as,       waha').  y*s 

J  lij^*^^  ̂ yi^fi^i  mu^allu'l  ̂ ynrva'lldm, A  verb  infirm  in  its  second  and  third  radical,  called 

also  v—O-flJ  lofifu  7  makrim,  Twined  toge- 
ther without  an  interval  (as,  Ij^^  sharva).  ̂ JjO 

C^\g  fi^i  mumdt,  An  obsolete  verb.  J_5*^ 

fi^i  mahmv.z,  A  verb,  having  a  \  liamza  for  one  of 

its  radicals.  \s^\jy^  [^^^  fi^^  mahmuzu'lfd,  A verb  hamzated  in  its  first  radical,  ̂ ^y^jy^ 

Ji^i  mahnmzu^l  ̂ yn,  A  verb  hamzated  in  its  se- 

cond radical.  ̂ ^Ij  Jjii Ji^i  mahmiizu''l  Idm, A  verb  hamzated  in  its  third  radical.  i^^^sS'  ̂ JxJ 

fi^i  ̂ bas.  Lost  labour,  an  absurd  undertaking, 

p  {^^i  fi^  hardan.  To  perform  an  action,  to 
labour.  \yn  13  ,Jjti  fi^i  nd  sazd,  An  unworthy 

deed,  a  Jj^aJb  bi''lji^,  In  fact,  actually.  Imme- 

diately. 5sjlii)\  J  (J^^  bi'lf^  wa'l  hHwat,  Ac- tually and  powerfully.  (Jj^'j  kawl  ufi^, 

Word  and  deed.  Fu^l,  (pi,  of  JUi  fa^l)  Han- dles (of  axes), 

n  ma  karvlan,  In  deed  and  word, 

A  'i\xs  f^at.  An  act,  work,  deed.  Fa^lat,  A 
work,  action.  A  shameful  deed.  (pi.  of  J-S'^i/a^iZ) 

Agents,  labourers.  Workers  in  clay,  excavators. 

Fa^lat,  Custom,  habit. 

A  1^)tifi^y,  Derived  from  a  verb,  verbal.  Ac- tual. EflTectual,  efiicient,  operative. 

A  ̂*iya^m,  (v. n. of  j^) Filling  (a  vessel).  Fill- ing with  perfume  (the olfactory  nerves).  Enraging. 

A  sort  of  tree.  A  rose.  Fa^,  (and  ̂3■♦«^ facial) 
Brawny.   Plump  (arm). 

A  fa^at.  Symmetrical  and  stout-legged 

(woman). 
A  ̂ yi  fa^l,  Effecting,  doing;  a  doer. 

A  'i^^xi  fv^mat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  full  and 



brawny  (the  arm).     Being  well  made  and  stout 

legged  (a  woman).    Being  filled  (a  vessel). 

p  ̂ fagh  or  f  ugh,  A  lover,  a  mistress.  A  hand- some man  or  woman.    An  idol.  Drunk. 

A  ̂ faghgh,  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Perfuming,  impreg- 
nating, blowing  upon  one  (sweet  scents). 

A  \isfagha',  Rotten  unripe  dates.  A  milk-pail. 

A  large  dish.  An  obliquity  in  the  mouth.  ChafF. 

tares,  and  refuse  of  corn  when  winnowed.  Rub- 

bish carried  down  by  a  stream.  Refuse  of  camels. 

A  species  of  malady  incident  to  palm-trees  which 

prevents  the  dates  from  ripening.  Grains  of  corn 

which  drop  from  the  ear. 

A  JJiifaghai'i,  Penetrating  (stab).  Fughar,  A 
man's  name. 

Aj\*3  faghghm-,  A  man's  name. 

A  'ijsXks  faghafirai,  (pi.  of j^if^  fagJifur)  Chi- 
nese emperors. 

p  (_d]Ui/M^/<a7j,  Foolish,  stupid.  A  bastard.  A 

pimp  to  his  own  wife ;  a  voluntary  cuckold. 

p^jljej^^/<are,Complaint,lamentation,  clamour. 

Oh  !  alas !  fji^J^i^^'^  j  i^^/  firyad  ufighan  liar- 
dan,  To  cry  aloud  and  to  lament.  Fughan,  (pi. 

of  ̂ fijgh)  Idols.  Lovers,  mistresses.  Drunkards. 
A  5je/fl(7%/ia<,Diffusion  or  breathing  of  odours. 

A jitifaghr,(r.  n.  of jxi)  Opening  (the  mouth). 
Unclosing  itself  (the  mouth).  Expanding  (as  a 

flower).  A  full-blown  rose  or  flower.  jitS  ̂**>\j 

^si\  n-asi^faghri'lfam,'Wide-mouthed.  Fughar, 
(pi.  of'ijiifughi-at)  Mouths  of  rivers. 

A  'ijksfaghrat,  (or  alfaghrat)  The  rising 
of  the  Pleiades.  Fughrat,  (pi.  j«i  fughar)  The 
mouth  of  a  river. 

F  ̂^\j^)tsfi<ghistan, An  idol-temple.  The  haram 
of  a  prince.  Handsome  persons  of  either  sex.  Fvgh- 
sutdn.  The  favourite  mistress  of  a  king. 

Kj^ijti  faghfur,  The  general  name  of  the  em- 

perors of  China.  The  porcelain  of  China.  Pj^^ 

^^-s^  faghfuri  chml,  An  emperor  of  China.  A 

porcelain  vessel. 

p  (jj^jti  faghfuri,  Royal,  imperial,  belonging 
to  the  emperors  of  China.  China-ware. 

A  ̂ faghm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *s)  Filling,  stopping  the 
nose  (perfume);  also  loosing,  unstopping,  de-ob- 

structing. Sucking  (the  dam).  Kissing.  Bloom- 
ing, blossoming.  Whatever  is  brouglit  away  by  the 

tongue  from  between  the  teeth.  Fughm  or  fughum, 

The  mouth.  The  chin  with  the  beai'd.  i^ASJ  sjss»-\ 
akhazahu  bifughmihi,  He  threw  him  into  trouble 

and  difficulty.  Fagham,  (v.  n.  of  pAi)  Being  de- 
sirous and  greedy  of.  Sticking  closely  to,  abiding 

in.  jPa^Mm,  Greedy,  wishful  (dog). 

A  'i^faghmat,  A  sweet  breath ;  odour,  scent, 
p  ii>iii  faghand,  Jighand,  or  fughand,  A  leap, 

dance.    Bounding  like  a  deer. 

p  j^iJkii  faghanshor  or  fughanshor,  Name  of  a 
city  in  China. 
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A  ytsfaghw,  (v.n.  of  Ui  for yi)  Being  diffused. 

Withering  (corn).    Flowers  of  privet. 

p  ij\y3  fughrvdi^a,  (Like  a  statue)  Unable  to 
speak  from  bashfulness,  anguish,  or  excessive  pride. 

A  ̂^ki  fughum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Filling,  stopping 
the  nose  (perfume)  ;  also  loosing,  unstopping,  and 

de-obstructing.    Kissing.    Sucking  (the  dam). 

pj\jjii  faghi/dz,  An  extra  gratuity  given  over 
and  above  the  wages  due.  A  present.  Good  news, 

glad  tidings. 

p  i_fj\i,k3  faghyazi,  A  present  made  to  a  bringer 
of  good  news.  Alms. 

p  (jiiji_fliy)// zadan,To  breathe  or  blow  upon. 
A  ̂ ifahk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s)  Opening. 

A  J^^jSfaks,  (v.  n,  of  Ifli)  Tearing  out  (the  eye, 
or  otherwise  depriving  it  of  sight).  Bursting(aboil). 

Appeasing  the  anger  of  any  one.  The  caul  enve- 
loping the  head  of  a  new-born  infant.  A  hollow 

in  a  stone  in  which  water  stagnates. 

A  i\SL3  fuhasat,  A  membrane  enveloping  the 
head  of  a  fcetus. 

A  ̂IHi  fihdh,  (pi.  of  &s^")  Annuli  podicum. 

A  ̂Uii  fukhah,  Any  species  of  flowers  produ- cing hairs  or  fibres.  Handsome  women. 

A  'i^^fakahat,  The  palm  of  the  hand. 

A  fuhdhi>/,(A  garment)  of  a  rose-colour. 

A  ,^\sijfihdhh, (v.  n.dof  ̂ )  Striking  one  (upon the  head). 

A j^s  fahdr,  (pi.  of 'jjlHi/a/mrai)  Vertebra  or joints  of  the  back.  A  thing  vpithout  head  or  tail. 

jlHi3^j(i  zu'lfahdr,  Name  of  the  celebrated  sword 
of  sjvi*  {^\jii\al  bin  munabbih,an  unbeliever 
who  was  slain  at  Badar.  It  became  the  property  of 

Muhammad,  and  afterwards  fell  into  the  posses- 
sion of  his  son-in-law  Ally. 

A  'ij^  fahdrat,  (pl.jVii  fahdr)  A  joint  of  the 
back,  vertebrae. 

A  ̂J3i  fahdfiy.  Vertebral. 

A  {_yi\ji'>  fukds,  A  disease  in  the  joints. 
A        fukd^or fahd^  Ruddy  (man). 

A^ihfahhd^  Dirty ,wicked,mischievous.  Fuk- 
kd^  A  kind  of  drink  made  of  water  and  barley,  or 
dried  grapes  ;  beer,  ale.  Name  of  a  plant,  which, 
when  withered,  is  hard,  and  of  a  horny  appearance. 

A  'i^Vis  fahhd^t,  A  bubble  on  water. 

p  ̂̂ liji^^  ̂ »  fuhd^gushudan,  To  belch.  To boast,  brag. 

A  ̂ Voj  fuhd^y,  Intense  (yellow  or  red).  ̂ 

A  '^\sj  fukhd^y,  A  seller  of  beer  called  ̂ liii 
fukhd^:  also  of  snow  and  syrup  of  grapes  or  dates. 

A  ̂j\sL»  fakdk,  (or  wlai)  Foolish,  silly  (man). 

A  'i}\sijfahdkat,  (pi.  ̂ ^)  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  ̂ Vi'sfahdhl^,  (pi.  of'i^Xai)  Bubbles. 
A  ̂ Xojfhdm,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Lying  with. 

A  'iuc^fahdmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  grave,  se- 
rious, important,  and  difficult  (business). 

A  sULi  fihdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  aJii)  Disputing  with 
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on  a  point  of  law. 

A  'is>\si3  fakdhat,  (v.  n.  of  usti)  Being  intelli- 
gent. Being  learned  in  the  law.  Legal  knowledge. 

A  Ji^i  fahdsir,  (pi.  of  S^Oi)  Poor  (women). 

A  wUii  fahdsih,  (pi.  of 'i^^^  fahihat)  Female 
doctors  of  law  and  divinity. 

A  ̂ sfah-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  First  opening  (his) 
eyes  (a  whelp).  Smiting  in  the  anus.  Taking  (me- 

dicine) dry  and  unmixed.  Flourishing  and  blos- 

soming (a  plant).    The  anus. 

A  'isPfah-hat,  (pi.  ̂   fihdh)  The  arse-hole 
(especially  when  wide).  The  palm  of  the  hand. 

The  garment  worn  by  the  pilgrims  at  Mecca  dur- 
ing the  month  miiharram.  (Ears  of  corn  or 

flowers)  shooting  out  into  hairs,  fibres,  or  beards. 

A  ̂y^^  fuh-hul,  Soon  angry,  easily  irritated. 
A  'Hjs^  fak-halat,  (v.  n.  of  (Js^  Q)  Growing 

soon  angry  unseasonably. 

A  ̂   fahhh,  The  act  of  striking  on  the  head. 
p  d^fahd,  Cinquefoil.    Seed  of  cinquefoil. 
A  i^fahd,  (v.  n.  of  usiii)  Being  deprived  of, 

losing,  missing.  Loss,  deprivation.  Name  of  a 
plant.  A  kind  of  drink  made  of  grapes,  honey,  or 

dodder.    Fakad,  Certainly.  Only. 

A  (j^i^H^  fihddn,  (v.  n.  of  dsu)  Losing,  missing, 
being  deprived  of.  Deprivation,  loss,  miss,  want. 

A  i^ssi  fuhdud,  A  drink  made  of  grapes,  honey, 
or  dodder. 

A jHi  fahr,  (v.  n.  of  jSls)  Piercing,  perforating, 
boring  (beads  for  threading).  Making  an  incision 
in  a  camers  nose,  and  inserting  a  ring,  to  which  the 

reins  are  made  fast.  Digging,  excavating.  Break- 

ing the  vertebrae  of  the  back.  Being  poor.  Po- 

verty ;  just  a  competency  for  the  support  of  life, 
and  no  more.  Asceticism,  ascetic  mortification. 

(^l.j^fuhur)  Anxiety,  care,  grief,  jHij\ 
alfahr  fahhri.  Poverty  (is)  my  glory  (a  saying  of 

Muhammad).  aj>\s  j ̂ ai  fahr  u  fdha,  Poverty  and 

hunger.  1>Jij  sadda'lldh  wujuhafa- 
krihi,  May  God  put  a  stop  to  his  poverty  !  Fuhr, 

Poverty.  (^\.Jstifuhar)  A  side.  Fahir,  One  who 
has  the  vertebrae  of  the  back  broken.  Fikar,  (pi. 

of  'ijai  fihrat)  Vertebrae  of  the  back.  Fuhar,  (pi. 

of  jsj  fuhr)  Sides.  Fuhur,(j)\.ofjSLifahi)-)  Ditches 
for  planting  palms:  palm-trees  so  planted. 

A  ̂\jfli  fuhards,  {j^\.ofjSL>fahir)  The  poor,  the 

common  people.    Fakirs,  religious  mendicants. 

A  'ijS.9  fihrat  or  fahrat,  (pi.  Jik  fihar,  C^\Js.'i 
fihrdt,fahardt,fihardt,fihirdt,  ^J^J^  fihrdn,  and 
fihirdn)  Vertebrae  of  the  back.  A  necklace  jointed 
like  vertebrae.  The  finest  verse  in  a  poem ;  the 

greatest  beauty  of  a  speech  ;  the  similar  termina- 
tions in  the  members  of  an  Arabian  oration,  hav- 

ing a  kind  of  rythmical  cadence.  A  sown  field 
destitute  of  trees  and  buildings.  Fahrat,  (pl.^jfli 

fahr)  A  species  of  plant.  Fihrat,  A  mark,  a  sign 
(such  as  a  mountain  or  target).  The  best  of  land 



in  tillage.  i^wArai, Propinquity.  Apit,  ditch.  The 

breast  or  part  of  a  shirt  thro'  which  the  head  goes. 

5^       ̂ fc  liuwa  vwiiiifuhratan,  He  is  near  me. 

p  i^Xy^  l^fiki-a-bandi,  Arrangement,  order. 

A  IjjStjfukra',  The  loan  of  a  camel. 
AyUfnliZ,  (v.  n.  ofjHi)  Dying. 
A  i^jJtifahs,  The  breaking  (of  an  egg). 

A  f^jAifaksh,  The  breaking  (of  an  egg). 

A  i^'iifaks,(Y.n.  of  (_>aa3)  Breaking  (an  egg). 
Broken  (egg).    Cloven  (skull). 

A       fahat,  Only,  solely,  merely,  simply. 

A  ̂Ki  fuli^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ai)  Expiring  from  heat. 
Overwhelming  any  one  (misfortunes).  Stealing. 

Farting.  Being  very  yellow.  Moving,  growing 

(a  lad).  Fak^orfik^  (jA.'iiisj  Jika^t)  A  white 

soft  mushroom.  ''^^^  ̂   (j^  (J"^^  azallu  min 
fah^n  hi  harkaratin,  More  contemptible  (or  help- 

less) than  a  mushroom  on  a  plain  (easily  ti-odden 
upon,  or  culled  without  difficulty).  Fuh^  (pi.  of 

afka^  Intensely  white.  Faha^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ p) 
Being  red. 

p  ̂ifaliU^  A  fungus.  Fuka^  Beer,  ale.  ̂ ai 

^^^y^fuha^gushudan,  To  boast,  brag.  To  belch. 

A  'if^  fiha^t,  (pi.  of  ̂  fak^oT  fih^y^hiie mushrooms. 

p  ̂J^-fjisifuka^m,  Pride,  boasting,vain-glory. 
A  ̂ \s^  fakfak,  One  who  talks  nonsense.  A 

blunder  in  speaking. 

A  9j\ssl£  fakfdkat,  One  who  talks  nonsense. 

A  'e^zi  fahfakat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Barking, 
liowling  (a  frightened  dog).  Being  reduced  to  the 

depth  of  poverty.  Mouthing  much  in  speaking. 

The  noisemadeby  the  running  or  dropping  of  water. 

A  ̂ epsLS  fakfuk,  Intelligence,  genius. 

A  'i^Sii  fakakat,  Fools. 
A  iJiiiyaAZ,  Ventilation,  fanning,  or  winnowing. 

Richness,  productiveness  (of  land).  [^j^ 

iJiLa5\  arz  kam-atu'lfakl,  Land  rich  in  produce. 
Fukl,  Name  of  a  small  poisonous  fish. 

A  j»ai  fakm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Hi)  Having  the  upper 
front  teeth  overhanging  the  lower.  Exulting,  be- 

ing insolent  with  joy.  Being  exhausted  (wealth). 

Being  abundant.  Lying  with.  Taking  by  the  jaw 

or  by  the  tip  of  the  nose.  Fakm  ovfukm,  The  jaw. 

The  tip  of  a  dog's  nose.  ̂ ^^J^«ia5\  U  7na  hay- 

na'lfahmayn,  The  tongue.  Fakm  ovfakavi,  (v. 

n.  of  jjii)  Being  weighty  and  not  goingon  smoothly 
(business).  Fakam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  filled  up. 
Having  the  front  upper  teeth  overhanging  the  lower 

ones,  or  the  contrary.  Suffering  from  indigestion. 

Exulting,  being  insolent  with  joy.  Being  exhausted 

(wealth).  Being  abundant.  Fulness,  abundance. 

Inequality  of  the  front  teeth,  either  overhanging  or 

underhanging.  Fakim,  Intelligent,  and  more  than 

II  match  for  one's  adversaries.  Fukum,  The  mouth. 
A  ̂   fakw,  A  tracking,  a  following  the  steps. 

A  ̂<pjtfukus,  (v.n.  of '.05)  Bespattering  the  plant 
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bukma'  with  soil,  so  that  cattle  refuse  to  eat 
it  (a  shower  or  a  torrent). 

A  'i^fukwat,  (pi.  j_yii)  Notch  of  an  arrow. 
A  i^<^  fukud,  The  act  of  losing  or  missing. 

Aj^fuhur,  (pi.  of^fakr)  Cares,  anxieties. 
A  ij;^^  fuhus,  (v.n. of (j-iii)  Dying.  Killing 

(an  animal).  Breaking  or  spoiling  her  eggs  (a 

bird).  Preventing,  restraining.  Dragging  down 

by  the  hair. 

A^^^fakkus,  A  Syrian  melon. 
A  t^^fakkiis,  A  small  unripeEgyptian  melon. 

A  fuku^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Hi)  Being  very  yellow. 
Moving,  growing  (a  lad).  Overwhelming  any  one 

(misfortune).  Dyingfromheat-White  soft  funguses. 

A  j»^Kj  fukum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ai)  Being  weighty,  se- rious (an  affair). 

A  fah-h,  (v.  n.  of  &Hi)  Conquering,  beating 
in  a  contest  respecting  law  and  divinity.  Fik-h, 

(v.  n.  of  aJij)  Knowing,  understanding  (law  and 

divinity).  Understanding,  comprehending.  Know- 
ledge, especially  of  religion  and  jurisprudence.  dSJ 

'ijM\j^\jik-hu'ssiyasat,T?oYit\cal knowledge.  Fa- 
kuh,  Deeply  versed  in  theology  and  jurisprudence. 

A  fukahas,  (pi.  of  e-iSiifakVi)  Doctors  of 
law  and  divinity.  Jurisconsults.  Theologians. 

A        fakihat,  (A  woman)  skilled  in  law. 

A  Jik-hiy,  Relating  to  law  and  jurisjiru- 
dence.   Theological.  Juridical. 

A  ̂^fuka',  (pl.of  5yLj)  Notches  of  arrows. 
A  f- ̂ ^ji  fakii,  Griped  (camel).  A  disease  pro- 

ducing in  a  camel  costiveness  and  strangury.  A 

hollow  in  a  stone  wherein  water  lodges. 

A  i^ii  fakul,  Destitute,  deprived  of.  Missed, 

regi-etted,  or  lamented. 

Ajsi  fakir,  (pi.  Ajij  fukarai)  Poor,  indigent. 
A  poor  man.  A  pauper.  A  poor  mechanic.  A 

religious  order  of  mendicants.  Broken  in  the  back. 

Pierced  in  the  nose  (a  camel).  The  channel  through 
which  the  water  flows  from  the  well  into  the  canal 

or  cistern  at  which  the  cattle  drink.  Contiguous 

wells  communicating  with  one  another;  any  plain 

in  which  they  are  dug.  The  mouth  of  a  subterra- 
neous canal.  Ditches  prepared  for  planting  palm- 

trees.    P  (^<^ f(i^ii'>"  kardan.  To  impoverish. 

A  p  i^jSiS  fakir  an.  Land  bestowed  upon  Mu- 
hammadan  fakirs  or  mendicants  as  a  provision. 

p  fakirana.  Poorly,  in  the  manner  of  a 

poor  man,  after  the  fashion  of  pauper  or  mendicant. 

A  'ijsjfakirat,  {Y>^.^'^faha4r)A.  poor  woman. 
^  i^j^  fakiri,  Poverty. 

A  (.j^ajiii  fakis,  Broken  (egg).  A  kind  of  farm- 

ing implement. 

A  ̂ j^jfakl^  Red,  ruddy.  Dirty.  Wicked. 

A  ̂ ^^/i/n^.  Intense  (white).  A  white  pigeon. 

A  djsjfakih,  (])\.A^fukahaf)  A  Muhamma- 
dan  lawyer,  theologian  (in  Spanish,  with  the  article 

alfaqui).  A  preceptor,  pedagogue,  or  schoolmaster. 

Expert  (stallion). 

A  'i-f^iksfakihat,  (pi.  sS\£ifakasih)  (A  woman) skilled  in  law  and  divinitv. 

A  Li^sfakh,  (v.  n.  of  udii)  Unloosing,  disjoin- 

ing. Liberating,  manumitting  (a  servant).  Releas- 
ing a  prisoner.  Releasing  (a  pawn  or  pledge).  Open- 

ing the  hand  and  shewing  what  is  in  it.  Putting 

(medicine)  into  a  child's  mouth.  Being  aged,  de- 
crepit. The  upper  and  under  jaw.  A  luxation  of 

the  hand.  (J-L**^  Lils  fakki  asfal,  The  lower  jaw. 

ijlifaklii  a^a%  The  upper  jaw.  p  ̂ fcj  tjils 

^i>^faki  rahii  kardan.  To  release  a  pledge. 

A  fakak  or  f  kak,  (v.  n.  of  cili)  Manu- 
mitting (a  slave  or  servant).  Releasing  a  prisoner. 

Opening  the  hand  and  shewing  what  is  in  it.  The 
ransom  or  release  of  a  pledge  or  a  pawn.  Fikak, 

(pi.  o^ijD^fdkk')  Fools.  Decrepit  (men  or  camels). 
A  i^fkah,  (v.n. 3 of  &^)  Jesting  (with ano- 

ther), being  merry,  jocose,  festive,  and  joyous. 

A  'iSb^fakahat,  (v.n. of  iiCi)  Being  cheerful, 

joyous,  jocose,  festive,  sociable,  sprightly.  Admir- 
ing, being  filled  with  astonishment.  Fukdhat,  A 

jest.  Joyousness,  cheerfulness. 
A  'iXsfakkat,  (v.  n.  of  tilj)  B  eing  relaxed  or 

disjointed.  Being  slip-shouldered  (man).  Bejng 
foolish  and  weak.  Folly,  stupidity.  Languor. 

alfakkat,  A  star  behind  Pisces  and  Sagittarius 

(vulgarly  called  &x*<a5  kas^tu'l  masakin. 
The  beggar's  dish). 
A  fikr  orfakr,  (v.  n.  of;^)  Thinking,  (pi. 

afkdr)  Thought,  reflection,  consideration,  opi- 
nion,deliberation,  counsel,  advice,  sentiment.  Care, 

solicitude,  anxiety.  Fikr,  Need,  necessity,  p 

^^i^ycyfikrfarmudan,  To  consider.  To  spy, ken,  or 

perceive,       f^hi fikr,  Inconsiderate,  thoughtless. 

A  'i^is  fikrat,  (or  ̂j^-i  fikr  a')  Thought. 

p  d^^^si fikrmand,'Y\ioxv^\^v\.  Sorrowful. 
-p^^isfakz  or  fakaz,  A  hole  to  let  out  smoke, 

a  louvre-window,  a  chimney. 

A  ̂Lifak^  (v.  n.of  ̂ ^i)Lookingtothe  ground 
from  erief  or  rage.    Going  no  one  knows  where. 

A  (.diSli /a /{«/«,  (v.  n.  of  uiJi)  Being  disjointed, 

dislocated,  relaxed.  Being  slip-shouldered  (man). 
Being  broken  (the  jaw). 

A  'i^fakakat^li-pl,ofJ}^fakk)  Fools.  De- 
crepit (men  or  camels). 

A  ̂^^fakn,  (v.n.  of  jj^)  Persevering,  per- sisting (in  a  lie). 

p  ̂̂ Cjfikan,  One  who  throws  away. 
A  'ij^fuknat,  Repentance,  regret  for  the  past. 
p  fikandan,  To  throw,  cast,  spread. 

p  j_j4ijiLi  fikandarii,  A  carpet,  or  any  similar 

thing  that  may  be  spread. 

Vju)  fikanda-sar,  (Hanging  the  head) 
Contemplative.    Ashamed,  confounded,  abashed. 

p^^^  S;ijili^/jan(ia-sMrm,Sittingfour-square. 

A        fakur,  One  who  recollects  much,  or  con- 



siJers  attentively  :  extremely  thoughtful. 

A  ̂^1}  fukii^  (v.  n.  of  Looking  down 
from  grief  or  rage.  Going  no  one  knows  where. 

fuhuh,  (v.  n.  of  tiJi)  Releasing  (a 

pawn  or  pledge).  Being  aged  and  decrepit. 

falmh,  (v.  n.  of  aiTj)  Being  cheerful, 

joyous,  blithe,  merry,  jocose,  festive,  social,  enter- 

taining. Being  surprised,  astonished.  Fakih,  Jo- 

vial, gay,  blithe,  lively,  merry,  entertaining,  bois- 
terous. One  who  takes  pleasure  in  speaking  ill  of 

the  absent.    An  eater  of  fruit  fakihat). 

A^^^—f^  fak-haniy,  A  fruiterer. 

A        filtii'ir,  Very  thoughtful. 
A\^Ji>^  fahayfyV^hy  then  ?  How  much  more  ! 

So  much  the  more  (or  less)  ;  the  stronger  the  ar- 

gument is. 

A  'i-f^^Ls  fakihat,  A  jest.  Jocularity,  pleasan- 
try, blithsomeness. 

Pj\X.S  Jiga7%  (or  figaV)  Soreness  of  back 
of  a  beast  of  burden.  Lame,  crippled,  wounded, 

galled.  Afflicted,  confused,  distracted.  J"^ 

dil-figar,  Heart-afflicting. 

p  so\Li  fagana,  (^figana,  or  s^a^S^S  fagama^  An 
abortion,  a  castling. 

p  ̂yjXJjigandan,  To  throw  away  or  lay  aside. 

p  ful,  A  species  of  water-lily ;  also  its  root. 
The  wood  of  the  quince-tree. 

A  (Ji  b  yafulu,  O  !  such  a  one. 

A  fall,  (v.  n.of  Ji)  Breaking,  notching  (a 

sword).  Routing  (an  army).  Leaving  one  and  af- 

terwards returning  (one's  intellect),  (pi.  ̂ J^fu- 
lul)  A  crack  or  notch  on  a  sword-blade.  A  crowd, 

troop,  body.    (pi.        fulul  and  aflal)  (An 

army,  cohort,  or  single  man)  put  to  flight.  Fill, 

Bare,  barren  ground.  Thin  hair.  Freshness,  mois- 

ture. Full,  Ground  wet  with  rain,  and  yet  pro- 
ducing nothing.  Land  not  rained  upon  for  several 

years.  Ground  not  wet  with  rain  lying  between 

grounds  that  have  so  been.  Any  thing  that  flies 

ofl^  from  any  substance  (as  filings  or  sparks).  Full 
or  fill,  (pi.  afal)  Ground  without  rain  and 

without  produce,  a  desert. 

A  '^fala',  (pi.  of  'ii^  falat)  Deserts. 
A  ̂'^^falas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for ̂ )  Weaning.  Draw- 
ing out,  striking  (with  a  sword  on  the  head).  Un- 

dertaking a  journey.  Recovering  one's  senses,  be- 

coming wise  again,  (pi.  of  i'^^faldt)  Deserts. 

A       falat,  (pi.      fala' ,  falarvat,  pi 
fuluw,  ̂   fuUy,  filly,  and  ̂ '^\  qflai)  An  exten- 

sive desert  without  water  or  herbage. 

p  Cj':^famt,  The  warp  of  a  web. 

A  Cj'^filat,  (v.  n.  3  of  CAs)  Coming  upon 
unawares.  A  sudden  and  unexpected  seizure,  b 

yafulat,  O  ye  Mesdames  So-and-so! 

p  si":^  filata  or/z(Zafa,  A  species  of  sweet  cake 
made  with  sheep's  milk. 

A  ̂/^^faldh,  Prosperity,  happiness.  Escape, 
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deliverance.  Safety;  asylum, refuge.  Permanency, 

continuance  in  good.  Breakfast,  ̂ ^la)^ 

hay  ̂ la'lfaldh,Come unto  the  asylum,or  to  safety. 
A  fallah,  A  farmer,  villager,  peasant,  boor. 

A  hirer  out  of  camels  or  horses.  A  seaman. 

A  'is^'^faldhat,  Agriculture.  Fraud,  cheating 

in  selling,  p  ak^ob  CL^'!^  faldhat-nmna,  A  treatise 
on  agriculture  (a  book  so  called). 

p  faldkhdn,  (or  ̂ ^':^)  A  sling. 
p  1^"^  faldd,  (iii'^  faldda,fildda,  or  fulddd) 

A  trifle,  useless  thing.  Vain,  unprofitable. 

A  ̂ ^"^  fallds,  A  boss-seller  (for  swords). 

A'iiui>':}jfaldsifat,(^pl.ofi^yJLi)'Phi\oso'phers. 
p  i^JSMi*:^  faldsang,  A  sling. 

A  ̂s'^fildt,  Any  thing  sudden  and  unexpected. 

p  ̂Jis'^  faldtun,  (or  ̂^yls'^  faldtun)  Plato. 

p  ̂^^*:)3faldtus, The  preceptor  ofji^S-  ̂ zrd. 
A  fildk.  The  separation  of  milk  into  par- 

ticles from  sourness,  (pi.  of  'ij'^  fuldkat)  Brick- 
bats. Bits  of  an  egg  broken  in  pieces.  Fildh  or 

fuldk,  Distinct,  separate  particles.  Fuldh,  Curdled 

(milk).  A  sheer  lie.  An  egg  broken  to  pieces. 

A  eJ'^fuldhaf,  (pi.  ̂j'^  fildh)  A  brickbat. 
A  i^'^fildk,  (pi. of  i^y^jfalak)  Circular  hills 

or  tumuli  of  sand  rising  in  the  midst  of  a  plain. 

falahat.  Evil,  misfortune,  adversity,  mi- 

sery. Cilli  aS^faldkatifalah,Vort\ix\e'shoyii\'5. 
A  faldhati.  Unfortunate. 
A         fildl,  (pi.  of  f^fall)  Routed  hosts. 

A  f_}'!^sfulldl.  Routed  (squadron). 

A  ̂ "^faldlly,  (pi.  of  fiUiyat)  Lands  not 

having  a  year's  rain. 

A  faldlij,  (pi.  of 's^^  fallujat)  Lands 
ready  for  sowing. 

A  fuldn,  (or  fuldnat)  The  name  of 
any  unknown  or  undefined  person.  He,  that  man. 

Such  a  one,  such,  a  certain.  jj^kflJ^  alfuldn.  Such, 

so-and-so  (applicable  to  all  except  men),  aa**; 

i^'^fi  sanatifuldn,In  such  a  year.  Pj^b  ̂J^ji^ 
darfuldn  tdrihh.  At  such  a  date,  on  such  a  day. 

A  \>^yd  fuldn.  Ho !  you  there !  b  yd fu- 

Idni,  (dual  of  ijf^fulu)  O  ye  two  men! 

P^j^ij^^j^/«/area^/t</a«,Boasting,bragging. 
p  fuldiiistdn.  Such  a  place,  the  resi- 

dence of  any  one. 

A  to'^faldna,  Penis,  Fuldna,  Such  a  one. 

A  Ix"^  fuldmy.  Of  so-and-so  ;  of  such  a  place. 

A'ijj':^faldnnrat,  (equiv.  to  aJob-o  sayddilat). 
V  ij"^  faldwa,  Distracted,  giddy. 

A  ̂j':^fald)va',  (pl.ofjb)  Full  -grown  colts. 
A  'ki^  fildyat,  A  hunting  for  lice,  a  lousing. 
A  Xb  b  ydfulata,  O  Madam  So-and-so  ! 
A  CLAi  falat.  Escape,  liberation,  deliverance. 

Fulat,  (or  CLA>  fullaf)  Quick,  swift,  sudden. 
AObii/aZa;a^,Errors,blunders,slips,mistakes. 

A  i^VA)  filidn  or  falatdn.  Brisk,  spirited,  and 
fleet  (horse).  jPaZaia??,  Hard,  strong.  Bold,  brave. 

A  certain  bird  with  which  they  hunt  monkeys, 

jjljj  bi/a/MZa<am,0  ye  two  Mesdames  So-and-so! 
A  'i:iiifaltat,  The  last  night  of  every  month.  The 

last  day  before  any  sacred  month,  when  fighting 

was  prohibited. 
A  icdi  faltatan,  Suddenly,  unexpectedly,  with- 

out previous  thought  or  consideration. 

p  ̂   fc-^jy  (also  faljavi)  A  bolt,  bar,  lock, chain,  or  fastening  for  a  door. 

A ̂ falj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Dividing  into  two  parts, separating,  making  a  partition.  Ploughing  (the 

ground).  Laying  a  tax,  imposing  tribute.  Being 
prosperous.  Conquering,  escaping.  Loss,  injury, 

damage.  Victory,  triumph,  (pi.  fiduj)  A 

half.  Palsy,  hemiplegia.  FilJ,  (pi.  ̂ ^jfulig)  A 
part,  half.  A  kind  of  measure  for  dry  goods.  Fulj, 

Victory,  safety,  escape.  Falaj,  (pi.  ̂ ^^^  ̂«/) 
Brooks.  Width,  space  (between  the  teeth  or  feet). 

aA^^  faljdf,  (fem.  of ̂ \afiaj)  One  with  wide- set  teeth.  (A  woman)  whose  hands  are  far  apart 
from  one  another. 

A  faljdni,  (dual)  Two  halves.  Falajdn, 
The  space  between  the  legs  or  teeth. 

A        fulj  at,  Victory,  safety,  escape. 

K^falh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ b)  Ploughing,  tilling  the 
ground.  Cutting,  cleaving,  splitting.  Cheating,  de- 

frauding in  a  sale.  Traducing,  speaking  ill  of.  Fa- 
lah,  Prosperity,  happiness.  Safety,  refuge.  A 
fissure  in  the  nether  lip. 

A  ^//da.?,  L^gly,stinking,and  ill-tempered. 

A  'iJ^  falahat,  A  sown  field  destitute  of  trees or  buildings. 

A  ̂j*k-s^yaZ/ta,<t,  Greedy,  avaricious.  One  who 
waits  for  the  time  for  people  to  be  at  meals.  A  dog. 
Anoldbear.  Name  ofa  man  proverbial  for  begging. 

A  'L^^^falhasat,  Lank-hipped,  ugly  (woman). 

falhh,  Taking  the  seed  out  of  cotton.  Fa- 
lalih,  The  beginning  of  any  work. 

A  ̂  falhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Breaking,  fracturing. Cleaving.  Making:  clear,  rendering  manifest. 

p  falahhm,A.  sling.  Falhham,  A.  wooden 
instrument  wherewith  they  strike  the  string  ofa 

bow,  with  which  they  separate  cotton.  A  burial- 

place  of  the  fire-worshippers. 
falakhmdn,  A  sling. 

p  falhhama,  A  lock.  An  instrument  used 

by  cotton-dressers.  A  burial-place  of  the  fire-wor- 

shippers.    Falakhma,  A  sling. 

p  f^i^-x-^-^falkhamidan  or  falahhniidan.  To 
beat  and  separate  cotton. 

p  falkhud,  (^or  dJ^falhhid)  A  seed  stick- 
ing in  cotton.  A  separator  of  cotton  from  the  seed. 

p  i^idjs}^  falhliudan,  (or  ̂̂ .y^^  falhJddan)  To 
dress  cotton  and  clear  it  fi  om  the  seeds. 

falhhuda.  Cleaned  cotton.  Pure,  mere. 

falhhula.  Cotton  cleaned  of  its  seed. 

Any  thing  pure,  freed  from  admixture. 



A  iSJi  falz,  (v.  n.  of  jii)  Cutting.  Cutting  off 

a  slice  for  any  one.  Giving  liberally,  at  once,  with- 

out delay  or  promise.  Filz,  (pl.i^li^  ajlaz)  A  ca- 

mel's liver.  Filaz,{Y)\.  of  'i3i,sjilzat)  Pieces,  slices 
of  livers,  meat,  or  ears. 

A  j'SJi  Jilzat,  (pi.  cMfilaz  and  i!i)J\  aJlaz)  A 
part,  slice,  segment,  bit  (of  an  ear,  meat,  or  camel's 
liver:  also  of  gold  or  silver). 

A  Cil531jya  lizalika,  And  on  that  account. 

V falarz,  (or  ̂L^ij^  faJarzancj)  Victuals 
carried  home  by  the  guests  from  an  entertainment. 

A  j)i  filizz,filazz,  or fuluzz,  Ore,  metal  in  ge- 
neral. A  kind  of  white  brass.  Stone.  Dross,  scoria. 

A  thick,  robust  man.  Any  thing  on  which  swords 
are  tried.  Avaricious. 

A  Oyi  filizzat,  (pi.  ot^JiUzz)  Ores,  metals. 

A  (^^^^/iZvz'^^i^y,  Metallic,  mineral,  fossil. 
A  (jJi  fals,  (generally  pronounced  Jih)  (pi. 

jjJil  ajlus  and  fulus)  A  small  coin,  an  obo- 
lus,  or  any  thing  of  similar  shape;  as  the  scale  of 

a  fish,  the  boss  on  a  bridle  or  a  book.  The  part  of 

the  throat  called  ̂ ■>^^  khutimu'ljizyat.  Fils, 
Name  of  an  idol.Indigence,insolvency,bankruptcy. 

A  f^^lxiJ^  Jilastun  or  falastun,  Palestine. 

A  ̂ ^.^f, lastly,  A  Philistine.  Belonging  to 
Palestine. 

A  f^yCh^Jii  f alas  fin  or  filastin,  Palestine. 

Gr'isuAs  falsafat,  Philosophy. 
A  'J^XiAsJilishk,  A  gugglet  painted  for  children. 

A  lalsfalt,  (v.n.  oflaii)  Being  astonished,  con- 
founded. Falat,  Any  thing  unexpected. 

A  llaJiyaZatan,  Unexpectedly. 

A  ̂laMjiltah,  Broad,  large  (head). 

A  (^'(^a^  Jilt  as,  {{^^Mjiltaws,  or  ij^^AAijil- 
tis)  Large  and  broad  (glans  penis). 

AX^^^aZia/mi,  Aspreading,expandingdough. 

A  jiltisat,  A  hog's  snout. 

A ^fal^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Cutting,  splitting,  crack- 

ing. Fal^or fil^  (pi.  ̂ ifulv^  A  crack  in  the 

foot.  Ful^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^faluQ  Sharp  swords. 

A  'ifiijU^t,  A  slice  from  a  camel's  bunch.  A 
cleft,  chink,  cranny.  ̂ ^^^  la^na'llah 
Jil^taha,  An  untranslatable  phrase  of  detestation. 

A  ̂   fultjh,  (v.n.of^)  Breaking  (the  head). 
p  falfjhand  or  fulghund,Thoras  or  spikes 

put  upon  a  wall  to  prevent  men  or  animals  from 

getting  over  it.  A  dangerous  place  in  the  sea. 

p  falghud,  A  seed  sticking  in  cotton. 

A  ̂yi^  filjil  or  fulful,  Pepper.  Long  pepper. 

<^y>\  ̂ yii^filjili  aZ)7/a2^,  White  pepper.  ̂ JJ^  JiJi 

filfili  harr'i.  Seed  of  agnus  castus.  Pj)jii  Jflii  Jil- 
fiU  daraz,  Long  pepper.  (j£>TjJ  J,AJi 
filfl  dar  atish  afhandan,T!o  render  uneasy,  a  Jiii 

filjili surJih,Red  pepper, capsicum.  Jiii^b 

da?-  jilfil,  Long  pepper.  Fulfill,  A  clever  servant. 
The  fibre  of  the  palm-tree. 

A  'sl^falfalat,  (v,  n,  of  Jili  Q)  Walking  with 
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a  starched  air.  Cleaning:  the  teeth  with  a  stick. 

p  (jjx)  (Jiis  jilfil  mun,  Wild  mint. 
p  lO^yo  (J-aii  filfil-muya.  Root  of  long  pepper. 

A  ̂\}falk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Splitting.  Pulling 
the  wool  off  a  rotten  skin.  Breaking  forth  (the 

dawn).  The  opening  or  middle  of  the  mouth.  A 

misfortune.  ̂ J'\\  ̂ falku  'Z  mafrih,  The  middle 
of  the  crown  of  the  head.  Filh,  A  branch  split 

into  two  parts,  of  which  they  make  a  bow,  each 

half  being  called  filk;  also  a  bow  made  of  half  a 

branch.  A  misfortune.  Any  thing  wonderful  and 

portentous.  The  opening  or  middle  of  the  mouth. 

Falah,  (pi.  fulult)  A  fissure,  crevice.  The 
stocks,  in  which  offenders  are  placed.  The  dawn 

or  its  spreading  light.  All  men  or  creatures,  (pi. 

^^^s^s  fulkan)  A  low  place  or  valley  between  higher 
grounds.  Hell;  or  a  pit  therein.  An  open  space 

between  two  heaps  of  sand.  Milk  separating  into 

particles  from  acidity.  Milk  remaining  at  the  bot- 

tom of  a  cup.  b  ya  ihna  sha- 

ribVl  falnh,  (a  term  of  reproach),  ̂ ii  ̂l^-  ̂ lak 
fulali,  Wonderful  and  uncommon  calamities. 

A  ̂\sMfalJias,  Wide  in  the  teat  (ewe). 

A  fiilkan,  A  sheer,  palpable,  manifest  lie. 

(pi.  of      falali)  Low  places  between  hills. 

A  'is^  falkat,  A  certain  mark  under  a  camel^s 
ear  in  the  shape  of  a  boy's  kite.  Filkat,  A  frag- 

ment.    A  half.  A  wonder.  Calamity,  adversity. 

A  'i^^  falkahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Eating  or 
drinking  up  whatever  is  in  the  dish  or  goblet. 

^  w^^flii  j-dijiaJny,  A  laugher  in  people's  faces. 
A  ̂JJi\J  falltas.  Base,  vile.  A  miser. 

A  'i^sM  falhatat,  A  talking  or  walking  fast. 
A       falkam,  Large,  ample. 

A  ̂ ^^falka',  A  prodigy,  portent,  calamity. 
p  L^\ijilk,  A  fire-worshipper. 
A  i^^Mifulk,  A  ship.  Ships.  Falah,  (v.  n.  of 

uiUi)  Having  round  breasts  (amaiden).  Becoming 

round  (the  breasts  of  a  maiden),  (pi.  cdJ^l  ajlak 

or  (.dJJi  fuluk)  Heaven,  sky,  firmament.  Time,  an 

age.  Fortune,  fate.  The  orbit  wherein  the  heavenly 

bodies  revolve.  A  stick  to  which  a  thong  is  fast- 

ened for  punishing  naughty  boys.  The  round  or 

swelling  part  of  any  thing.  Water  set  in  motion 
by  the  wind.  A  wave.  (pi.  i-dJ!i)J  fildk)  A  hill  or 

tumulus  of  sand  on  a  plain.  ̂ j-Alsl  iji}X>  falaln 

atlas,  (Pj^ii  uiJJi  falahi  parda-ddr  or  t^lDi 
falahi  sdda)  The  crystalline  sphere,  (.dili 

i^'^\falakiajldk,The  primum  mobile,  empyrean 

heaven,  p  jji^  XjW^  <ji}\3  falah  andaza  hardan. 

To  obtain  promotion.  A ^jt^falahu'l  hamar, 
The  moon's  orbit,  i  uliii falahi  muhawhah, 
The  starry  firmament.  Falih,  One  whose  bones 

are  out  of  joint,  or  whose  joints  are  thick  and  hard. 

Pained  in  the  knee-pan.  One  whose  buttocks  are 
round  like  the  whirl  of  a  spindle  (as  the  Ethiopians). 

Fuluh,  (pi.  of  fedDi/flZa/j)  Celestial  orbits. 

A  'i^falhat,  (pi.  iHiJi/aZaA  and  uLliU  fildk) 
A  round  tract  or  hillock  of  sand  in  the  midst  of  a 

flat  desert.  The  joint  between  each  vertebra  of  a 

camel's  back.  A  bit  of  flesh  on  the  head  of  the 
root  of  the  tongue  and  extremity  of  the  breast- 

bones. Any  thing  of  that  kind  which  is  round.  A 
circular  hillock  consisting  of  a  single  stone.  Any 

thing  circular  of  bones.  The  knee-pan.  A  round 
substance  made  of  bristles,  with  which  the  tongue 

of  a  weanel  is  scratched  to  prevent  him  from  suck- 

ing. That  part  of  a  camel  between  the  gaskoin  and 
the  root  of  the  tail.  Falhat  or  filkat, The  whirl  of 

a  woman's  spindle,  i.e.  a  globular  bit  of  wood  or 
leather  upon  which  the  thread  is  wound  in  a  ball. 

Falahat,  A  boy's  top,  which  he  either  throws  from 
his  hand  or  whips  on  the  ground. 

p  a^Sii^  ulDi  falak-dabdaba,  Pompous  as  the 

spheres,  stalely  as  the  firmament. 

p  2(^5  i.^}\3  falak-zada.  Oppressed  by  fortune. 

^JX^  falah  -sayr.  Extremely  swift, 

pj^y  ̂d}Xs  falak-nan-dz,  An  ignorant  upstart. 

A  ̂̂^^is  falki,  A  tasteless  sort  of  pear. 
A        falahiy,  Heavenly.  Astronomical. 

A  'il^  falakiyat.  Astrologers.  Astronomers. 
A  ̂3-^  falal,  Broken  edge,  notch  (of  a  sword). 
p  falmdkhun,  A  sling. 

p        falanja,  A  red  seed  used  as  a  perfume. 

v^^i^x^ falanfidan,To  assemble,  collect, gain. 

A  ̂ti>iiiyaZan<fa/t, Thick,  gross.  A  man's  name. 
A  (^jasM  falans,  The  citrul. 

A  i^'s.^  falanhas,  Born  of  a  slave  father,  but 
of  a  free  mother.  Born  of  slave  parents.  One  whose 

parents  were  free,  but  both  grandmothers  slaves  ; 

or  whose  mother,  though  not  his  father,  was  free. 

Bad,  vile.  A  miser. 

A  ̂   falm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for_j)i)  Weaning  (a  colt 
or  a  child).    Undertaking  a  journey.  Growing 
wise  after  having  been  foolish.   Fostering,  bring- 

ing up.    Striking  with  a  sword.    Filw,  (pi. 

afluf)  A  horse-colt  (especially  when  weaned). 

A^\sfaluw  or  fulurv,  (pi.  (^j^s  faldwa')  A 
horse-colt  (especially  when  weaned).  Fulurv,  (pi. 

of  'i'H^faldt)  Deserts,  wastes,  wildernesses. 

A  C^\^\f falarvdt,      of 'i"^)  Deserts, solitudes. 
A  Jjii  filrvat,  A  filly  weaned  or  one  year  old. 
A  falut,  Small,  narrow  (garment). 

A  .^^fuluj,  (pi.  of  ̂ falj  or filj)  Parts,  pieces cut  ofi".  Halves. 

A  ̂ ^falluj,  A  writer,  a  scribe. x'i^^  fallujat,  (pi.  faldlij')  Ground 
ready  for  sowing.   A  village  in  Arabian  Irak. 

A        fuluh,  Fissures,  cracks  (in  the  feet). 

p  fuluza,  (also  fulura)  The  timber 
which  supports  the  roof  of  a  building. 

A  i^^'s  fulus,  (pi.  of  i^jAifals)  Small  coins  of uncertain  value.  Scales  offish.  Bosses  of  bridles. 

falanjmishk,  A  sort  of  sweet  basil. 
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p  jjfi>l/«  {^^fulusi  main,  Dogs'-bane,  a  plant. 
Pj\ii  fulus-dar,  Scaly  (fish).  Bossy. 

A  ̂Jtifalu^  (pi.  ̂ ful^  Sharp  (sword).  Fu- 

lu^  (pi.  of  ̂   fal^or  Jil^  Fissures  in  the  feet. 

A  ̂ ^faluk,  Curdled  (milk).  Fuluh,  (pi.  of 

^jtifalk)  Fissures,  cracks. 

A  fj^Yifulul,  (pi.  of  Ji)  Notches.  Routed  hosts. 

A  ̂^jli  b  yafuluna,  (pi.  of  Ji /mZm)  O  ye  men, 
Messieurs  So-and-so ! 

p  lAsfala  ovfalla.,  Biestings.  Sour,  curdled  milk. 

A  O^^falhad,  {fulhud,OY        fulhud)  A  stout 

and  fat^youlh  who  has  arrived  at  puberty. 
A        falihaza,  And  because,  therefore. 

A  |»^/aZAam,  A  large,  wide  well.  A  weaver's shuttle.    Pudendum  muliebre. 

A       faly,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  (the  head) 

with  a  sword.  Hunting  for  lice,  lousing.  Search- 

ing carefully  into  the  meaning  of  a  poem.  Assay- 
ing, testing  the  intellect  of  any  one.   Fala,  (v.  n. 

of  ̂ i)  Being  cut  off,  broken,  detached. 

A  ̂ifulla,  Routed  (squadron). 

A '^s/m  or_^Zt?/,(pl.  of  s!iLj/a/ai)  Deserts,  wastes. 

A  ijSi fiUiyat,  (pi.  '^'^'s  falally)  Land  which  is 
without  a  year's  rain. 

P  ̂ l^falita,  (for  faiila)  A  gun-match. 
A  torch.  A  wick.  A  wick  composed  of  paper  in- 

scribed with  mystic  words,  by  inhaling  the  smoke 
of  which  demons  are  said  to  be  expelled  from  those 

possessed.  A  cord  of  twisted  thread  sewed  between 
the  two  folds  of  the  hem  of  a  garment  to  strengthen 

it.  jb  JCjJi  falita-dar,  A  match-lock.  Any  thing 
thathas  amatch  orwick.  Cloth  hemmed  with  acord. 

A  ̂ s  falij,  One  whose  teeth  stand  apart. 
falijat,  Part  of  a  tent.  A  single  breadth 

of  the  skirts  of  a  tent.  One  board  or  plank  in  a  house. 

A&^!^/aZi/ia^,Thesplitleaf  of  the^j*mar^7t  tree, 
p  ̂^O'Ai  faUdan,  To  be  a  coward.    To  seize 

with  violence.  Falulan  or  jiUdan,  To  thrust  with 
violence  so  as  to  leave  a  wound, 

p  f^jukAs  jilifus,  Philip, 

p  sJi^li  fulayfala,  Fruit  of  the  aloe-tree, 

p  ̂AifaUIi,  The  silkworm's  cocoon. 
A  ̂jJiyaH/;,  Any  thing  wonderful.  A  misfor- 

tune. A  vein  in  the  neck  or  in  the  upper  part  of 

the  arm.  The  lower  and  flat  side  in  the  upper  part 

of  a  camel's  throat. 

A  ̂A's  fullayh,  A  peach  which  separates  from the  stone. 

A  'isAs  fatihat,  An  evil,  a  misfortune.  Thin- 

haired  (woman).  A  portent,  prodigy.  'inAsli^  b 
ya  WlfaTihat,  O  monstrous! 

A  ̂Jijfa/iZ,  Broken, notched  (sword).  A  crowd, 

body,  troop.  Fibres,  filaments  (of  palm-trees).  The 
projecting  tooth  (of  a  camel)  broken  into  small 

parts  or  holes.  Falil,  (or  'i^As  falilat)  Hair  tied 
up  in  a  large  bunch. 

p  jAifaRv,  (or  i^Aj  falma)  Useless,  fruitless, 
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vain,  foolish. 

p  ̂   favi,  A  sheet  stretched  on  poles  in  which 
people  collect  the  money  scattered  on  occasions  of 
public  rejoicings. 

A  |*s/ttm,  A  single  tanning.  Fam,fim,fum, 

^  famm,  fimm,  fumm,  (in  the  oblique  case  ̂   fa- 
min,  faman,  fammin,  and  fumniin;  in  the 

genit.  (j/z;  accus.  \9/a;  dual  ̂ ^t^/amawi  and 

famawani,  and  f^\x^  famayani ;  pi.  ̂\^\ 

afmam  and  i\j>\  afwah,  which  last  is  most  com- 

monly used,  j»5  fam  being  supposed  to  be  corrupted 

from  i^fuh)  The  mouth.  » i>tU  ̂   famu'l  mi^a, 
The  orifice  of  the  stomach,  <L^^  nahang-fam, 

Having  the  (voracious)  mouth  of  a  crocodile. 

A  '^s  fumma,  Then,  after  which. 
A  !^y^famawiy,{ov  ̂ ^/amiy)  Oral,  belong- 
ing to  the  mouth. 

A  ̂fanriy  (v.n.of ̂ ) Driving(camels).  Adorn- 
ing, garnishing.  Forgetting.  Being  cheated,  gulled, 

or  imposed  upon.  Delaying,  putting  off  (a  debt). 

Fraud,  deceit.  A  song.  A  musical  voice.  Delay. 

Riches,  (pi.  afnan  and  ̂ ^yii  funun)  A  spe- 
cies, form,  mode,  manner,  ratio.  A  state.  Jj^^^ 

fanni  akhlak,The  science  of  morality,  ethics,  p  ̂ J> 

{^Ijh  fan  fareb,  Art  and  cunning.  f^^' 
/areK,  Artful,  cunning,  a  2^t«w,0ne  who  gives  close 
application  and  attends  sedulously  (to  erudition). 

a  ̂ ^J>  fans,  A  crowd,  multitude.  -^W 
jcLM  fan^un  7ninhum,  A  crowd  of  them  came. 

A  \^fana\  Solanum  hortense,  or  a  tree  with  red 

berries,  which,  when  dry,  they  hang  round  the  neck. 

A  \^  fanar,  Excess,  redundancy,  much. 

A  fanaf,  (v.  n.  of  (_^i)  Vanishing,  passing 
away,  being  ended  and  finished.  Being  old,  frail, 

and  decrepit.  Mortality,  frailty.  Corruption,  (in 

the  language  of  Soofiism)  Annihilation  or  loss  of 

all  consciousness  or  perception  of  this  world  or  the 

next,  whilst  the  soul  is  absorbed  in  the  contempla- 

tion of  the  divine  glory,  l-i  jb  darifana,  (Pj^ZJ^ 

Ui  kishwarifana)  The  frail  house,  this  kingdom 

of  corruption,  i.e.  the  pi'esent  world,  p  ^ 

fana  shudan,  To  die.  ̂^i^ji'ij.'i  fana  kardan.  To annihilate,  reduce  to  nothing,  a  Finuf,  (pi.  ii^^ 

afnhjat  and      fumy)  A  court  before  a  house. 
A -^^jj  fannds,  Very  branchy  (tree). 

Pj>5>-1  \ji  fand-pazir,  Transitory,  frail. 

A  'i\jjfandf,  (pi.  fafiarvdt)  A  wild  cow. 

(pi.  {jifana')  Fox-grapes,  nightshade. 
A  j=-Uiy«?ia/i/M>,  Large-bodied.  One  who  has 

inflated  nostrils. 

A         fanddid,  (pi.  of  X^Ji^a*  findufyat)  Axes. 

A j>_Li\Jfanddir,  (pi.  ofy.iils findlr)  Large  stones 
fallen  from  mountains,  boulders. 

p fandr,  A  lighthouse. 

A  i^juS^\js  fandfis,  (pi.  of  ij^^Ai^  fntis)  Ab- 
ject, base-born.    Broad-nosed.    Flat  noses  with 

wide  nostrils.  Penes. 
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A        fanndn,  A  wild  ass  with  various  paces. 

p  fundnidan,  To  make  a  pause  between 

speaking  and  doing  something.  To  do  deliberately 

and  prudently. 

A^A^  fandsik,  (pi.  of  &Hjus)  Large  sacks. 
A  wi  fannat,  An  hour,  a  small  portion  of  a 

day.  Space.  A  part,  the  end  of  an  age.  Fannat, 
Plenty  of  forage. 

G  ̂ji^  funtuh.  An  inn,  caravansera. 

p  ̂ fanj,  Ruptured.  Ugly.  Hernia  or  rup- 
ture. Jiil*  ̂ jyitHji'mafZa,  A  female  hernia.  Fimj, 

Ruptured.  Rupture.  Name  of  a  town  in  Zan- 
guebar.    Fanaj,  A  harmless  kind  of  snake. 

A  ̂   funuj,  Persons  heavy  and  disagreeable. 
p  l—^yanJa,  Yawning.  Snow.  The  first  sym- 

ptom of  an  approaching  fever;  a  shivering-fit. 

fanjd  kardan,  To  yawn.  Ftnjd,  Wind 
and  snow. 

p  1^^^  ;^«jaw,  Porcelain  dish,  tea, or  coffee-cup. 

V ̂   fanjar,  (or  t>j^  fanjard)  A  man  with  a 
large  organ  of  generation. 

A  t^J:^'  fanjasJi,  Wide,  spacious,  ample. 

A  ̂y^^  fanjal,  One  who  has  straddling  legs  or 
feet,  who  walks  with  his  toes  turned  in  and  his 

heels  out.  Funjul,  A  badger.  The  animal  called 
t^.iMi  siydh-gosh. 

A  'il^fanjalat,  (and  ̂ ^fanjala')  A  languid, 
slow,  straddling  pace  (especially  of  an  old  man). 

A  i^A^^  fanjalis.  Large  (glans  penis). 

p2ijl*  ̂   funfmdda,  A  swelling  of  the  clitoris. 
p  CLf-^ii^^  fanjamjusht,  Cinquefoil. 
p  fanjnosh.  An  electuary  composed  of 

iron  filings,  wine,  and  oil  of  almonds. 

p  fanjulan.  To  yawn  from  crop-sickness. 
To  yawn  and  stretch  as  on  the  approach  of  a  fever. 

A  ̂   fanh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Drinking  (a  horse) but  not  to  the  full. 

A  [_jA^  fanhalas,  Glans  penis  crassior. 

A-^fanhli,  (v.n.of  ̂ )Conquering,  overcom- ing, subduing,  humbling.  Breaking  small  (a  bone) 
without  cracking  or  spilling  blood. 

A-J^  finhliir,  Hard  and  unmoved  when  butted 
against.  Funkhur,  Large-bodied. 

A  'i^  fanJtha7-at,  (v.n.of jd^  Q)  Swelling  (the 
nostrils)  with  wind.  Boasting  vainly. 

A  ijf-i^^  finhliirat,  Vain-glorious,  boastful.  A 
substance  resembling  stone,  but  softer,  detached 
from  the  summit  of  a  mountain. 

p  (iiiya/irf.  Trifles,  vain  words.  A  lie.  Fraud, 

treachery,  deceit.  A  point,  dot,  mole,  or  freckle. 

Find,  Name  of  a  poet. 

A  liJi  find.  Ground  without  rain,  parched.  A 

branch,  twig.  Aspecies.  People  assembled.  Name 
of  a  servant  of  Aayishah,  who,  being  sent  by  his 
mistress  in  quest  of  fire,  fell  in  with  a  party  going 

to  Egypt,  which  he  joined,  and  did  not  return  with 
the  fire  till  a  year  after  j  hence  the  proverb  lkj\ 



liji  dbtafminfind,  More  dilatory  than  Find.  Find 

or  fund,  A  large  mountain,  or  a  long  portion  of  it. 

Fanad,  (v.  n.  of  liJi)  Being  impaired  by  age  (the 

intellect).  Blundering  (in  speaking),  making  mis- 

takes. Telling  a  lie.  Dotage,  impairment  of  in- 

tellect (from  indisposition  or  from  age).  A  lie.  In- 
gratitude. Weakness. 

A  fundak,  A  cash-book,  account-book. 

A  Sj\^l>Jindaswat,  (or  Sj^L^ji)  A  sharp  hatchet. 

A  'iJ>\^  jindasyat,  (pi.  d^^d\jjfanadid)  An  axe. 

p  ̂^SjMjd-'iifandarsag,  A  town  near  Astarabad. 
A  'sMiSii  fandasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Passing 

by  or  through.  Running. 

A  (^djj  fandash,  Robust  and  clever  (youth). 

A  's-Jm^jj  fandashat,  The  act  of  conquering. 
PA  ̂ ^ii funduk,  A  filbert-nut.  A  nut  good 

against  the  sting  of  a  scorpion.  A  ball  for  cannon, 

musketry,  or  cross-bow.  The  lip  of  one's  beloved, 

p  ̂ <ij  ̂dji  funduh  zadan,  To  make  a  particular 

noise  by  striking  the  fore-finger  of  the  right  hand 

against  the  fore  and  middle  fingers  of  the  left.  ̂ jS'ii 
lLJ^j  <>^\^^fundukisinjab-rang,Theeavth.  ^J^^Ji 

^tXuifunduki  Sim,  The  stars.  ^Ci^  fun- 
duh.  shihastan,  (To  crack  a  nut)  To  kiss. 

G         funduli,  An  inn,  house  for  travellers. 

A  'i^dji  fandalat,  Name  of  the  father  of  the  va- 
zir  and  scribe  Abu  Bakr  ibn  abi  Muhammad. 

A j>_Sii  jindir,  (and  Sf^.i^ii  jindlrat)  (pl.^.iiUi 

fanadh')  A  large  stone  projecting  from  a  mountain. 
A  large  lump  of  dates. 

p  ij>_dS->  jindira,  A  lai'ge  boulder-stone  rolled 
from  the  summit  of  a  mountain. 

A  fanzaj,  (from  p  a^-.-  'panja)  A  dance 
with  joined  hands. 

A j'yi  fanzar,  A  box  built  for  sentinels  raised 
on  pillai-s  about  sixty  cubits  high. 

A  i^Vi  fanas,  Depressing  poverty. 

A  c  fanslialihat,  (v.  n.of  ̂ .iJi  Q)  Being 
tired,  and  shrinking  from  any  work.  Straddling 

when  making  water.    Growing  old. 

A  (__jjjllaji  fintaSfl^he  hold  of  a  ship,  in  which 

bilge-water  lodges.  A  tank  in  a  ship  for  holding 
freshwater.  A  bowl  in  which  fresh  water  is  dealt  out. 

G  fantafilun,  Cinquefoil. 

A  i^A^s-Ji  fa7italis,  Glans  penis  magna. 

A  (j*o>laJi  Jintis,  (pi.  ̂J^)£>[^  fanatzs)  Abject, 
worthless.  Base-born.  Broad-nosed.  Penis.  A 
flat  nose  with  wide  nostrils. 

A  jintisat,  A  hog's  snout.  A  wolf. 

iL«J>l3-;aJ\  mani^^l Jintisat,  Firm-minded,  prudent. 
Jealous  of  one's  honour,  zealous  in  its  defence. 

A  ̂ifa?ia^  (v.  n.of  ̂ )  Abounding(in  wealth). 
Increasing,  growing.  Plenty,  riches.  Excellence, 

reputation,  fame.  Fragrance.  Generosity,  libe- 

rality. ^  _ji  zu  fana^  Fragrant  (musk).  Fa- 
ni^  Increased,  opulent,  wealthy. 

A  'iJsisifanfanat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^iii  Q)  Allowing 
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one's  camels  to  stray  all  about  from  laziness. 
A  Delicately-brought  up  (girl).  A 

fat  young  she-camel,  (pi.  of  ̂ j^fanik)  Stallions 
held  in  high  estimation. 

A        fanka^  Death.    Funku^  A  mouse. 

A  'ixSJi  f unhurt  ov  fanha^t,  Podex. 

A j^Cs  funliur,  (or  S^yUi)  The  arse-hole. 
A  fault,  (v.  n.  of  cilJ)  Eating  up  entirely 

without  shame  or  cessation.  Entering  upon.  Be- 

ing surprised.  Oppressing,  behaving  tyrannically 
or  unjustly.  Triumphing,  conquering.  Lying. 

Victory,  superiority.  Contention,  striving.  A  lie. 

Transgression.  A  door.  The  root  of  the  tail.  Fanh 

or  fanak.  Any  thing  wonderful.  Fink,  A  door. 
Fink  also  funk,  An  hour  of  the  night.  Fanak,  (v. 

n.  of  uLLi)  Being  surprised,  ap  A  hay-weasel; 
a  marten  ;  a  castor  or  beaver. 

p  idX^i  fanak,  A  kind  of  fur-pelisse.  A  leech. 
A  sort  of  dark  lantern  used  by  robbers  and  by  tra- 
vellei-s  by  night. 

v^^^  fang,  Distress, misfortune.  Acolocynth. 

A       fanan,  (pi.  and  (J^^^)  A  branch. 

p  ̂ fanav,  Fallacy,  deception.  Deceived, 

flattering  one's  self.  Quiet.  Agreeing. 
A  A^ii  fanwas,  Branchy  and  shady  (tree). 

Thick-haired  (woman). 

p  lijjJ  fanud  or  funud.  Slow  in  speaking  or 

walking.  Weeping,  cry,  lamentation. 

p  ̂^d^ii  funudan,  To  deceive.  To  be  deceived. 
To  make  a  long  pause  between  speaking  or  doing 

any  thing.  To  desist,  cease,  finish.  To  be  negli- 

gent, sluggish. 
p  8iijjJ  funuda.  Deceived.    Resting,  halting. 

V jyii  funur.  Separation. 
A  i^y^j  funuk,  (v.  n.  of  ciUi)  Being  pertina- 

cious, persevering.  Adhering.  Entering  into  an 

aflkir.  Lying.  Being  impudent  (a  wench).  Abid- 

ing, staying,  stopping.  Remaining.  Eating  the 
whole  up  without  stopping  or  being  ashamed. 

A  u^funun,  (pi.  of  (t)iy«nra)  Sciences,  arts. 

Modes,  ways.  Tiicks. 

A  1p  funiij,  (pi.  of  ̂Iji  finai)  Court-yards. 

A  -^i  fanikh,  Weak,  soft,  and  flabby. 

A  ̂ ^fani^  Rich,  increased  in  goods. 

A  ̂j/Xii  fanik,  (pi.  ̂'ii  funuk  and  afnak) A  camel  or  a  horse-stallion  of  a  noble  breed,  and 
never  ridden  or  worked. 

A  'iSiiJi  fanikat,  (^\,  ̂y^fanasik')  A  large  sack 
for  removing  eartli. 

A  Ciljua  fanih.  The  joint  of  the  chin-jaw.  Root 
of  the  tail  of  a  bird. 

A  ̂yfJfinsil,  Short  woman.  An  elephant's  neck. 

A  f^:jfan'in,  A  painful  swelling  in  the  arm- 
pit. (A  camel)  troubled  with  that  swelling. 

A  y /m,  The  mouth.    Phu,  valerian. 

A  C^\y  fawat,  (v.  n.  of  O^a  for  Oy)  Pass- 
ing by.    Slipping  by,  escaping  (an  opportunity). 

Dying. 0^_jflJ\  O yc  mawtu  'Z/awa<,Sudden  death. 

A  ̂^fawatih,  (^X.oi'i^'^fdtihat)  Openings. Beginnings.  Commencements  of  the  chapters  of 

the  Kur'an.  Introductions,  prefaces. 

A  J>\i^  fawatir,  (pi.  of ylj)  Languid  (eyelids). 
A fawajir,  Wicked,  loose,  lewd  persons. 

A  ̂ji,5»\y  farcdkisk,  (^pl.  of 'iJLs>-'^  fdhiskai) Shameful  things,  lewd  practices  :  ribaldries. 

A  iJLji>-\y  famdkhit,  (pi.  of  &jc»\j)  Ring-doves. 

A j=-^y ya?ya/i/m',(pl.of  a^\s)Precious(things). 
A  6\^fuMd,  (generally  pronounced  i^\jifun;dd 

or  fawad)  (pi.  afsidat)  The  heart,  liver,  or 
lungs.  Mind,  soul. 

A  ̂d\^fawddik,  Calamities,  shocks  of  fortune. 
Ajii|y/awatZM',(pl.of,ii\s)01d(mountain-goats). 
P  8j\y  fawdda.  Dough  mixed  up  with  a  kind 

of  gruel  or  drink  called         1  ah-kdma. 

Aj\y  fawdr,  (v.  n.  ofj\j  forjy)  Diff"using  its perfume  (musk).  Froth,  scum  of  a  boiling  cauldron. 

A  fuj-drat.  Fenugreek  and  dates  given  to 
women  in  child-bed. 

A        fuwdrat.  Heat  (of  a  boiling  cauldron). 

A  ij^^  fawwdrat,  A  hollow  in  the  hip  not  con- 
cealed or  enclosed  by  any  bone.  A  jet  d'eau,  foun- 

tain, spring.  Any  thing  round  and  immoveable. 

Fuwdrat,  Any  thing  round  and  moveable. 

A  ̂J^J\^  famvdratdni,  (dual)  Two  lines  be- tween the  buttocks  and  the  bone  which  encircles 

the  anus  to  the  edge  of  the  buttocks. 

A  ̂j\^s  fawdrid.  Excellent,  incomparable  ca- 
mel-stallions. Excellent  she-camels,  with  which 

the  stallions  cannot  remain. 

A^j<*j\jiya7ra?75,  (pl.of (^Jifdris)  Horsemen. 

A  (^^^yyc(?i'an2',Those  whose  bones  are  sound ; also  those  whose  bones  are  unsound. 

A  fawdri^  (pi.  of'is-Ji  fdri^t)  Upper 

parts  of  mountains.  ̂ ^^^  tild^'l  fawdri^ 
The  higher  parts  of  streams. 

A  '^\y  fawdrigli,  (pi.  of  '^Ji  fdrigh  or  'i^Ji fdrighat^Jum\>\.j.  Remnants  of  a  meal,  t—*^^* 
mardkibifawdrigk.  Ships  in  ballast. 

A  ̂ j^y  fandrik,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jifdrik^  Brood- camels  or  asses. 

A  ̂ ^\^  farodski,  Flocks  feeding  freely. 

A  ̂ \^s  fawdsihk,  (pi.  of 'ik^^  fd.tikhat')  Un- fortunate, disappointed  in  expectation. 

A  ̂yto\yfawdsil,  (pi.  of  'iLo^  fdsilat)  Ends  of 
verses,  periods  of  the  Kur'an  or  of  poetic  distichst pauses,^cesuras.  ^ 

A{^\^ffawdzz,(\:>l.of'sjo'^fdzzat^'Misfortiines. 

A  ̂y^\y  fawdzil,  (pi.  of  'e^iO^fdzilat^  Benefits. 
Jl!^\  ̂jo\i^  farodzilu'l  mdl.  The  benefits  and  ad- vantages derived  from  cattle,  such  as  hiring  out, 

&c.  (which  are  small  when  camels  are  pasturing 
far  from  home). 

A  ̂\yfaKdtim,{pl.of'L^^fdiinriatyPaiiiaas. A  ̂sS^  fuwdz,  (v.  n.  of  lils  for  i2>y)  Dying. 



A  fawah,  (v.  n.  of  for  Being  su- 

perior to,  excelling  (one's  companions).  Famak 
or  fuwali,  The  re-collection  of  milk  in  the  udder 
after  milking.  Delay,  waiting.  Rest.  (pi. 

afrvihat  and  oy^/ta^)  The  interval  between  two 

milkings ;  also  the  time  between  opening  tlie  hand 

and  closing  it  again  on  the  teat,  p  &il.JuI»  ̂ j^^fa- 
7vaki  shisha,  Pouring  out  wine  into  a  glass  with 

noise.  Fuwdk,  (v.n.of  ̂ jlj  for  ̂ J^)  Sobbing,  hic- 

cupping, Bi-eaking  the  notch  of  an  arrow.  Giving 
up,  or  being  about  to  give  up,  the  last  breath.  A 

sob.  Hiccup.  The  last  breathings  of  a  dying  per- 
son.   Tall,  but  loosely  knit  together. 

A^^^^-^fuMh,  Belching.  Abelch.  Hiccup.  Pain. 

A^al^i  ̂\^s  furcahan  fuwahan,  At  intervals. 

A         fawaki^  (pi.  of  &»i\s)  Misfortunes, 

A         famakih,  (pi,  oVi^'^  faldhat)  Fruits. 
A  [^itji  farcKul,  A  dealer  in  beans  ful). 

A        fanalij,  Large  double-bunched  camels. 

A         fawali^  (pi,  of  SjJU)  Misfortunes,  evils. 

A  fan-add,  (p\.  o£ 'iciJ^  fdsidat)  Gains, 
profits,  advantages,  benefits.  Notices,  signs,  obser- 

vations, fau'dfidi  ̂ niima,  Common 
benefits.  p  i^Zi\i^  j^h^i  fandsidi  hisydr 
ddshtan,  To  possess  many  advantages. 

A  sS\^i  farvdnh,  of  'iSb'^s  fwvahat)  Mouths 
of  streets  or  rivers,  embouchures.  Beginnings. 

p  i^^fitb,  Wind  from  the  mouth  blown  by 
those  who  fascinate ;  also  in  lighting  a  fire,  or  in 

blowing  out  any  thing  lodged  in  the  eye. 

A  'ijS  fmvat,  Madder,  a  red  dye. 
A  C^^s  fatvt,  (v.n.of  Olj  for  Oy)  Passing 

away.  Escaping.  Slipping  (as  an  occasion).  Escape 

loss.  Death,  (pi.  0^_j3\  ofji^ai)  The  space  between 

two  fingers,  CLJ^ifaivtafamin,  ((J>  O ̂ fawta 

yadin,  or  CLJ^s  fawta  rumhin)  Any  thing  near 
to  the  mouih,  to  the  hand,  or  to  a  spear,  but  which, 

however,  cannot  be  reached,  Oy  lysjj  ̂\  ̂ Jj^" 

ja^la'Ildh  rizkahu  fawtafamilii,  May  God 
tantalize  him  !  p  J>.«^  O _ji  fawt  slmdan,  To  die. 

To  be  lost,  escape,  jjiiji^O fawt  hardan,  To  die. 
{^Sij^        fawt  (jir  ftin,  To  brave  or  seek  death, 

p  C^^J  farvt-sJmda,  Dead  or  perishing. 
Ruined,    Passed  away.    Neglected.  Lost. 

A  futanaj ,  (from  p  s^d^i^imdina)  Penny- 
royal. Mint. 

p  eJjSfuta,  A  cloth  which  they  wrap  round  the 

middle  when  going  to  bathe. 

t3j^  foKii,  Dead.  (Property)  of  any  person 
who  dies  intestate  and  without  legal  heirs ;  which 

escheats  to  the  sovereign,  t^j^  ̂j^s  fawti-Jirdri, 
Killed  and  missing.  (Property)  of  persons  dying 
intestate  or  absconding, 

p  fawtl-ndma,  A  list  of  killed. 

A       fa'»j,  (v.  n,  of       for        )  Diffusing 
odour  (musk).  Being  cold  (the  day),  (pi. 

fuwuj,  ̂ ly\  afndj,  afdmij,  and  afd- 
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w'lj)  A  body  of  men,  company,  troop,  squadronj 

army,    ̂ y       fawj  fawj,  In  troops. 
p j\df.>-^  fawj-ddr,  An  ofiicer  of  the  police  in 

Hindustan,  and  chief  magistrate  of  a  chaklah,  who 

takes  cognizance  of  all  criminal  matters. 

P  ̂ Jj^'^ ̂   famfddri,  The  office  or  jurisdiction 
of  a  fawjdar. 

A  ̂ y  fawli,  (or  ̂^^^i  fawahdri)  (v,  n,  of 
for        i)  Diffusing  odour  (musk).    Bleeding  (a 

wound).  Being  widely-spread  (a  marauding  party). 

Boiling,  (pi.  afwdli)  Fragrance,  perfume. 

A  C^U-y  fawltdt,  (pi.  of  fawli)  Odours, 
fragrant  substances. 

A  ̂ y  fawkh,  (or  ̂ J^y  fawahhdti)  (v.  n.  of 

^  for  ̂ y)  Diffusing  (an  odour).  Coming  forth 
with  or  without  noise  from  man  or  beast  (wind), 

Makingahissingnoise(as in  making  water), Break- 
ing wind,  H3jb  hull  hdMlat  tafukh,  Every 

female  whilst  making  water  farts, 

A  liy  fawd,  (v.  n,  of  ii\s  for  tby )  Dying,  Cir- 
culating, or  being  fixed,  but  profitable  (property). 

A  troop.  Confusion,  mixture.  The  side  of  the  head. 
A  mass  of  hair  about  the  ear.  A  side.  Any  thing 

equal  or  equiponderant,  one  side  of  saddle-bags. 

p  i^^fud,  (equiv.  to  liypwcZ)  Cloth  in  the  loom, 

A  ̂ dt^  fawdaj,  The  camel-litter  in  which  Ara- bian ladies  travel.  A  vehicle  in  which  a  bride  is 

carried.  A  camel's  groin.  Wide-groined  (she-camel). 

p  "id^ifuda,  Dry  fermented  dough,  from  which 
tlie  drink  x^oK^I  dh-hdma  is  prepared, 

A         fv.zanaj,  Pennyroyal, 

A  j^s  fawr,  (v,  n.  ofj\s  forjy)  Boiling  (as  a 
pot),  bubbling  (as  a  fountain).  Causing  to  boil. 

Making  fiydrayn  for  a  pair  of  scales.  Heat. 
Celerity,  haste,  expedition.  Way,  mode,  manner. 

JjiS-  ̂la''lfaw7',{oYj^\^^fi'lfawr)Q,mc\i\Y, 

instantly,  in  haste.  j«^y  m'ln  famrihim,  Im- mediately on  their  arrival,  before  they  had  rested. 

Fur,  (pi,  ofjSKifdsir)  Does,  deer. 

Vj^fur,  Palish  red,  russet.  Name  of  a  Raja 

of  Kanv'ij  slain  by  Alexander  (Porus?), 

Aj^sfatar,  A  he-mouse, 
A  V^y_/a?i;?'a?i,  Immediately,  quickly,  directly. 

P  ̂^j^i  furdn.  The  city  of  Kanuj  in  India. 
A  f^jt^s  famardn,  (v.  n.  ofj^i  forjy)  Boiling 

(as  a  pot),  bubbling  (as  a  fountain).  Beating,  throb- 
bing, bursting  forth  (a  vein  or  artery).  DiflTusing 

perfume  (musk), 

p  ̂J^\j^s  furdnhjdn,  The  citizens  of  Kanuj, 

A  ij^  fan-rat,  Intenseness  (of  heat).  The  table- 

land of  a  mountain.  (J-f^  ij^'s  fawratul  jahal. 
The  summit  of  a  mountain.  The  back  of  a  moun- 

tain, fan-ratu'l  ̂ shdf,  A  part  of  the 
evening,  after  sunset.  Furat,  Fawns. 

A  ij^i  fusarat,  (or  sj^  furat)  Wind  which  col- 
lects round  the  pastern  of  camels,  which  dissipates 

on  being  rubbed,  and  re-collects  when  left  alone. 

P  ̂J^i^jyi  furdagd.n,  (^^^>-iij^  furdajdn,  or 

jjb^y  furdiydn)  Five  days  added  to  the  end  of the  Persian  year. 

p  (^^.i^y  furdin,  Fur,  made  of  fur.  Fawardln, The  first  month  of  the  solar  year. 

p  (^j^  furak.  Daughter  ofthe  king  of  Kanuj. 

p  i^yc fur-moy  ormuy,  One  whose  hair  is 
dark-coloured  inclining  to  red :  russet-haired. 

p  ̂Jo^j^  furiydn.  Descendants  of  Raja  Fiir. 

Aj^sfaroz,  (v.  n.  ofj^  fovj^)  Possessing,  get- 

ting, gaining.  Taking,  carrying  oflf".  Escaping, 
getting  clear  of.  Perishing.  Dying.  Victory,  su- 

periority. Escape,  refuge,  freedom,  safety,  salva- 
tion.   Death,  destruction. 

pjyyi<2.  Onset,  attack  :  impetuosity.  Belch- 

ing. Fuz,  (or  ij^  fuza)  The  borders  or  parts  about the  mouth  externally. 

J  i_fj^>  fawzi,  Triumphal,  triumphant. 

p  ̂J\J^  fujdn,  A  dreadful  voice  or  sound. 

V ^M^s  fushanj ,  A  village  near  Harat. p  fushina,  A  kind  of  fungus. 

A^\^y>6y  fawzuzds,(^or  ̂ ^yo^famzuza'')  A 
partnership  concern. 

A  j_^yya?U2'a*',  Equals  without  a  chief.  Scat- tered (people).  Mixed  (cattle).  Intermingled  (os- 
triches). Confused  (business).  Equally  shared 

by  all  (cattle), 

A  loji  fiiwat,  (pi,  of  ':^^'sfuiat)  Striped  cloths 
brought  from  Sinde, 

Ap'd^a^futat,  (p].]s^furvat)  A  kind  of  striped 
Indian  cloth,  of  which  trousers  are  made,  A  sash, 

bandage,  A  wrapper  for  the  body,  worn  by  Turk- 

ish women  in  the  bathing-room.  Treasure,  reve- 

nue, A  purse,  A  testicle. 

pJ\l)  s^o^  futa-dar,  A  treasurer,  banker. 
A  fawz,  (v.  n.  oi)a^  for  iiy)  Dying,  giv- 

ing up  the  ghost.  Death. 
A  &5yya?r^aif,  Fragrance  (of  aromatics).  The 

strength  or  virulence  of  poison.  The  beginning  of 
night  and  day. 

A  ̂ sfan-gh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  yi)  Diffusing 
odour  (musk).  FamagJi,(v.n.of  for  yi)  Dif- 

fusing itself  (perfume).    Thickness  of  mouth. 

A  'is- ̂   fan-ghat.  Fragrance,  perfume, 
A  i^yfanf,  (v,  n.  of  for  c-Jy)  Asking 

for  any  thing  (joining  the  nails  of  the  fore-finger 
and  thumb  together).  White  specks  on  the  nails. 

An  ox's  bladder.  Ftf,  White  specks  on  the  nails. 
A  white  kernel  in  the  interior  part  of  a  date,  whence 

the  palm-tree  germinates.  The  red  skin  of  a  date- 
stone.  A  thins:,  somewhat,  a  small  matter.  A  kind 

of  striped  stuff  of  Yaman.    Bits  of  cloth. 

A  ̂yi^'s  fanfal  orfvfal,  Betel-nut. 
A  ̂ Jy  famh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jls  for  jjy )  Being  above, 

superior  to  (one's  fellows).  Superiority, excellence. 
The  top,  upper  part.  Full,  (v,  n,  of  ̂   for  ̂ Jy) 

Breaking  (an  arrow)  in  the  notch,  (pi.  ̂^'sfunali 



and  af)vak)The  notch  of  an  arrow,  into  which  ' 
the  string  goes.  Tall,  but  loosely  knit  together. 

The  upper  part  of  the  penis.  The  first  road.  A  sort 

of  bird.  A  mode  of  speech.  Vulva.  The  tip  of  the 

tongue.  The  aperture  of  the  mouth.  Name  of  a 

monarch,  Phocas.  bH^  JjiS-  to  majrtadda 

^ila'  fukihi,  He  went  and  returned  not.  \fl^ 
raviayna  fukan,  We  discharged  a  rapid  arrow. 

Fawka,  Above,  more  than,  beyond.  Besides,  ex- 

cept. ^  ila'  fawh,  Upwards,  min 
fank,  From  above,  downwards.  (— faw- 

ha 't  iurah,  Above  ground.  ̂ ^fawha'l  hadd, 

Above  measure,  excessively.  fawka'' I 
^dat,  Unusual,  out  of  the  common  rule. 

J^\!t^  fawha  '1 7n.atmul,  Beyond  expectation.  Fa- 
n-ak,  A  bend  or  crack  in  the  notch  of  an  arrow. 

A  fawkas,  (A  pulley)  notched  twice  in 

every  tooth.   Sharp  at  the  point  (glans  penis). 

A  1^^^  fuhani,  (dual.)  The  two  sides  of  the 
notch  of  an  arrow.  Fawahan,  (v.  n.  of  for 

Being  superior  (to  one's  associates). 

A  "^j^^  fawkaiiiy,  Superior,  upper.  Dotted 
above  as  some  letters  (such  as  C-J  ta  or  nun). 

A  'iSy  fuhat,  Tall,  but  loosely  knit  together. 
The  notch  of  an  arrow.  Fawaltat,  Polite,  learned 

men:  eloquent  preachers. 

yf^y /aw^i^/jDotted  above  (as  O  to.  or  ̂ ^nun). 

A'iiit^  funiliiyat,  Supremacy,  superiority.  Pre- 
ference. Fuluyat,  (Coin)  of  the  emperor  Phocas. 

p  ijt}^  full,  A  vetch,  a  bean.  Tares. 

p  i^'i^i  fttgan,  A  kind  of  drink,  beer,  ale. 
A       fill,  A  kind  of  bean  (when  dry)  :  a  vetch. 

A  t^^s  fvtul,  (pi.  of  ̂y^faA)  Omens  (especially 
such  as  are  favourable). 

p  d^^y  fulad,  (equiv.  to  (^"^^^^  pnlad)  Steel. 

p  ijH^tfi  fulad'i,  Made  of  steel.  A  pike-staff. 
Ai^_ji/M/az;,(from  Pti^j^.)The  bestkind  of  steel. 

A  (  ft) farolaf,  A  large  vessel,  basket,  or  pan- 

nier made  of  palm-leaves.  Any  covering  (espe- 
cially for  clothes). 

Pjj^j^  y /mZ??/mw,  Amedicine  brought  fromSy  ria. 

A  ̂ ^s  fum,  Wheat,  vetches,  pulse,  grain  of  any 
kind.  Bread.  Garlic.  A  head  of  onion,  clove  of 

garlic,  A  large  mouthful. 

A  fuium,  (pi.  o{  fsatn)  Coverings  or 

cushions  of camel-litters,  ̂ pfusaman,  (^ov\>c^fu- 
ovamaii)  (He  cut)  into  small  pieces. 

A  'ijs>^  fumat,  An  ear  of  corn.  Any  thing  car- 
ried between  two  fingers. 

A        fumuj,  (pi.  of      fawj)  Bodies  of  men. 
troops,  squadrons. 

A  ̂ j^i  fuKuh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y)  Diffusing 
a  smell  (musk).  Bleeding  (a  wound).  Boiling  (as 
a  (kettle). 

Aj^^s  fufur,  (v.  n.  ofj\9  for^ji)  Boiling  (as  a 
pot),  bubbling  (as  a  fountain). 

^  O^jy/"-""*'?  (pi-  of  (^^)  Axes,  hatchets. 
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^  JjJ^/"-^^'^'  (v-  1.  of  jti)  Dying,  expiring, 
giving  up,  or  being  about  to  give  up,  the  ghost, 

A  fawh,  (v,  n,  of  sli  for  sy)  Pronouncing, 
speaking,  uttering  a  word,  Fuh,  (pi.  t>\y\  afwah 

or  afhali)  Any  thing  fragrant,  with  which 

they  make  up  ointments  or  perfumes.  Pot-herbs, 
spices.  The  colour  of  a  flower  or  blossom.  Sort, 

species,  kind.  The  teeth.  Ff</i,  (for  which  j»3_/am 
and ^ifu  are  generally  used  in  construction,  or  with 

the  affixed  pronouns)  (pi.  »\y\  afwaW)  The  mouth. 

t^i  fiihu.  His  mouth.  Fawali,  Width  of  mouth. 

Length,  projection  of  the  fore-teeth  in  the  upper  jaw, 

p  8ji  fawa  or  fuwa.  Madder. 

A  i'^sfuwah,  Certain  long  slender  red  roots  used 
in  dyeing.  Madder. 

A  Asci^  fawhas.  Large-mouthed  (woman,  well, 

wound,  or  pulley).    A  clothes-horse  or  line. 

A  «Jfc_jiya?y/<a^,  The  mouth.  A  word.  Fuhat, 
The  mouth  or  entrance  of  a  river,  road,  street,  or 

lane.    Noise,  uproar,  disturbance. 

A  'ii>'^fuwahat,  (pi.  sS\jSfawasih)  The  mouth. 
The  entrance  or  mouth  of  a  street  or  river.  A  word, 

saying.  Slander,  detraction  behind  the  back.  A 
commencement.  Sweetish  milk.  Noise,  uproar, 

A        fawhad,  Fat  (boy)  and  near  puberty, 

p  f^^fuhil.  Saltpetre. 
A         fuhiy,  Oral, 

A  C^i^  fuwayt,  A  man  or  woman  singular  in 
their  opinion, 

A        fuwayh,  (dim.  of       )  A  little  above. 

A  'i^kj^^^^  fuwaysihat,  A  mouse  issuing  from his  hole. 

A  Aa>^^  fuwayta,  A  little  strip  of  cloth. 

A  sJ>,^  fuwayh,  (dim.  of  5y)  A  little- mouth. 
p  eSfah,  An  oar.  A  paddle.  Fih,  An  oar,  A 

l  ake  or  shovel.  An  agricultural  implement  for  le- 
velling the  ground, 

A  tsfahh,  A  stutterer.  Weak, 

A  i^K^falUiad,  The  man  who  trains  the  panther, 

hunting-leopard,  or  cheeta,  and  teaches  it  to  hunt. 

p faliar,  A  precious  stone  from  the  East, 

A  (^j^faharis,  (pi.  of  (^j^fihris)  Indexes. 
A       fahham,  Very  intelligent,  learned. 

A  'iA^fahamat,,  (fhamat,  or  'iiA^  fahami- 
yat)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Understanding,  comprehending, 
perceiving. 

A         fahhamat,  A  very  intelligent  man. 

p        fahana,  A  wedge. 

A  'iA\sfahahat,  (v.n.of  n-^)  Stammering,  pro- 
nouncing improperly.  Forgetting.  Being  weak, 

impotent.    Hesitation  in  speech. 

A  fahhat,  A  stammering  or  hesitation  in 

speech.    A  slip,  fall.  Ignorance. 

A  O'i^fahd,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Attending  well  to 
any  one's  interests  during  his  absence,  (pi.  lij^ 

fuhud  and  aflmd)  The  cheeta  or  hunting-pan- 
ther ;  the  ounce.  A  nail  or  peg  in  the  middle  of  a 

camel's  saddle.  The  constellation  Fera,  Fahad,(j. 

if.  of  k}^)  Sleeping,  Neglecting  one's  duty.  Re- 
sembling the  cheeta  in  sloth.  Fahid  or  fihid,  Tor- 

pid, sleepy. 

A  1>^f^  fahdat,  The  fundament, 

A  ̂JoO'^  fahdatcini,  Two  prominences  on  the 
breast  of  a  horse.  Two  bones  gi'owing  behind  a 
camers  ears, 

\j\.y^fuhdur,  Compact,  firm-bodied,  corpu- lent. Flesh  full  of  juices  (a  young  man), 

Aj^  falw  oxfahar,  (v,  n,  of ̂ ^)  Lying  with  a 
woman,  and  withdrawing  from  her  embrace  before 

consummation,  in  order^to  lie  with  another  (a  prac- 
tice forbidden  by  the  «a*>j  sunna  or  Muhammadan 

law).  Fihr,{\±j\^\afh  ar  andjj^yw/iM?')  Astone 
filling  the  hand,wherewith  they  bray  drugs  or  crack 

nuts,  i^w/ir,  A  Jewish  university  or  college.  The 
festival  of  Purim,  which  the  Jews  celebrate  with 
much  feasting. 

A  (jx*;^ fihris,  (or  p  CL/Mtj^  fikrisf)  An  index, 
summary,  syllabus,  table  of  contents;  catalogue, 

inventory,  list.  A  canon,  rule.  Preface  or  begin- 
ning of  a  book,  (_j>>Ia>^  lL****^  fihrlsti  ajnas, 

An  invoice,  p  ̂  CL^uij^J \  ba^la  azfih- 
y/si!  «7je7ai.  After  theprefaceor  beginning  of  the  book, 

A  fahrasat,  (v,  n,  of  t^j^  Q)  Making 

an  index  or  catalogue,  catalog-uing, 

A  (_>a^  fahz,  (v,  n.  of  (.Ja^)  Breaking. 
A  h\k^fahfah,One  who  manages(property)well . 

A  a>i,jjya/i/a/i,  A  stammerer. 

A  fahfahat,  (v,  n,  of  sSLf^  Q)  Stammer- 
ing, hesitating;  hesitation  in  speech, 

A  ̂ ^fahk  ovfahak,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ -t^)  Being  full 
(vessel) ;  running  over  with  liquor.  Hurting  the 
first  joint  of  the  neck. 

A  'eSL^  fahhat.  The  first  vertebra  of  the  neck. 

p  ̂y^i  fahal,  Wide,  open. 
A         fahlala,  (or  (Ji^  (^^)  Vain,  futile. 
A       fahahimma.  Come  along  then,  do  so. 

A  ̂-^-i  fahm  or  faham,  (v,  n,  of  ̂ )  Under- 
standing.    Intellect,  knowledge,  comprehension 

-p^'jO  tezfahm,  Of  a  quick  capacity.    ̂   ̂ss 
suhhan-fahm.  Understanding  words,    a  ̂   Jyixo 

ma^mlfahm,  Rational,  comprehending  the  mean- 

ing (of  any  thing).  Fahim,  Intelligent, 

p  i^sx>\^fahmanidan,  To  give  to  understand. 
p         fahniid,  Understanding,  perception, 

v  ̂  Sifif^  fahniidagl,  Comprehension, 

p  '^^x^  fahriiida7i.  To  understand,  perceive. 
p  ii^x^fahinida,  Understood,  comprehended. 
A  ̂ fahw,  (v.  n.  ofl^i  for  _j^)  Forgetting. 

Slighting,  neglecting,  Fahwa,  And,  indeed,  but 

it  is,  J_}^^^ fahwa'l  7naj>mul,  And  that  is  the 
intention,  that  is  what  is  wished,  asked,  or  hoped  for. 

A  fuhud,  (pi.  of  i^H^  fahd)  Cheetas,  hunt- 

ing-panthers, ounces. 

Ajy^fuhur,  (pi.  of  j^fihr)  Stones  filling  the 



hand,  with  which  they  crack  nuts. 

p         fahula,  A  bundle. 

A  ̂ ^fuhmn,  (pi.  of  p^/a/m)  Intellects,  un- 
derstandings. l-jIsT^^  as-hahifuhum,  Intel- 

ligent, learned  men. 

A  i^fahah,  (v.  n.  of  &^')  Stuttering,  stammer- 
ing. Forgetting.  Fahih,  A  stammerer. 

p      jiha,  An  oar. 

A'ij^fahirat,  Milk  mixed  with  flour,  and  boiled 
by  throwing  into  it  a  hot  stone. 

A  fahvn,  Learned,  intelligent. 

A  i^faJuh,  Weak.  A  stutterer.  Ignorant. 

^  kf^fi,  In,  into,  among.  Above,  on,  upon.  Of. 

To,  with,  for,  by,  against.  Concerning.  For  the 

sake  of.  Notwithstanding.  According  to.  In  com- 

parison of,  each  (or  for  each),^per:  as,  i^f^ 

man,  Per  maund.  ̂ ^j^^  ij,  ^  saldsu- 
na  zira^nfl  ̂ shrlna,  Thirty  cubits  by  twenty. 

^,ci)\fjfilams,Ye&ter(}izy.  <^\)a\ j  Jill  j, 

J^\fl  anan'l  layl  rca  atrajfn  nahdr,  By  night 
and  by  day.  ̂ fci^M  Jj\  ̂^f^  awwaWd  dahr,  A 

while  ago.  &^.;ijJ\jj/i'/^)«f/I/<a^,  Readily,  quickly, 
extempore.  &UU  [jfVljumla,  Wholly,  totally, 
entirely,  universally,  in  all  things,  upon  the  whole, 

to  sum  up  all.  Jlil  jj/i7/taZ,  Now,  immediately, 

suddenly,  directly,  instantly.  jJi-aU  i^jVl  haJtika, 

Really, truly,  m  effect, in  fact.  Jj-^ii'tj/*  dakhil, 
Within.  IHJJ  j  (j^-^^  ijifighuzuni  zoiliha,  In  the 

mean  time,  after  which,  then.  (3/*'^/^^^' 
Now,  in  short,  immediately,  directly,  J^  (_j 

fi  hull  malidn,  Everywhere.  ijif  ̂'i  masal, 
As,  for  example.    Allegorically.  JLJ!i\ ̂   j<JS\ 

ft'n  ndr  wa's  saliar,  In  hell-flames.  {^Ki 
fi  nafsVl  amr,  To  the  bottom  of  the  affair.  s^SJ  (_j 

fl  nafsihi,  In  his  own  person,  personally.  (j 

fVl  ivciJii^  Really,  effectively,  ^3,  flyawm, 

One  day,  in  the  day-time.  (^J^  i  al\     J,Jj\  ah- 
balafi  alf  fdrisin,  He  approached  with  a  thousand 

horse.  Fi  is  the  oblique  of ̂   fu,  (for     fani)  The 
mouth.  iuaJ  Cj>\io  mdta  Ziy^/iz,  He  died  for  his  sake. 

A      fiya,  My  mouth. 

A^ll^fays,  (v.  n.of^ls for Lj) Returning.  Pay- 

ing a  fine  and  taking  one's  wife  back  again.  Re- 
ceiving plunder  and  booty,  (pi.  afyas  and 

fuyus)  A  shadow  (applied  particularly  to  an 

alteration  in  position,  pointing  to  the  west  before 

mid-day,  then  shortening,  disappearing,  and  after- 
wards taking  an  opposite  direction).  Shade  caused 

by  the  departui-e  or  shifting  of  the  sun  (that  which 
is  perpetual  being  called  JJi  zill).  A  flight  of  birds. 

Return.  Spoil,  prey.  Tribute,  ^^"^  tir^ 
&f«aff-  san^''lfays  min  ghazabihi,  One  who  soon 
recovers  from  passion.-^^b  ?/o/a?/aj:,Strange!alas  ! 

A  faysat,  A  return,  bringing  back.  A  kind 
of  bird.    Time,  season. 

A  C^\.tifimt,  (pi.  o^'kliJisat)  Troops,  bodies. 
A  ̂ Jfaydh,  A  word  used  when  making  an 
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onset  for  plunder.  Fayahi,  Make  room,  O  woman  ! 

A  ̂\!>Sfayydk,i'em.  'is^\X»fayydhat,W\de(sea'). 
A  'i^yii  fayyaliat,  FuU-uddered  (camel). 

Ay^\^  fayakhir,  Long-pizzled  (horses). 
A  fayydd  A  man  who  walks  haughtily.  A 

male  owl.  Onewhoseizes  andeatsall  he  can  get  at. 

A  'id\t>  fayyddat,  (A  beast)  seizing  whatever 
hecan  catch  in  order  to  devour  it.  AValking  proudly. 

fayar,  Employ,  work,  business,  art. 

A  fiydrdni,  (dual.)  The  two  upright  bars 

between  which  the  tongue  of  a  balance  vibi-ates. 
A  (^^^fiydsh,  Boast.  A  vain,  empty  threat. 

A  (^\lifayydsh,  A  vain-boaster.  A  noble  lord, 
chief  of  a  family.  One  who  excels  in  beneficence. 

A  faydshil,  A  sort  of  tree.  (pi.  of  &Li<jJ 

fayslialai)  Glandes  penis. 

^  (^^i^fayy^-i  Overflowing  (river).  Liberal, 

generous,charitable,profuse,bountiful.^ila<^jiilAi 

fayydzi  miiilah,  God  the  bounteous  bestower  of  be- 

nefits. v^ja\l>ji\  ahrifayydz,  A  cloud  full  of  rain. 

{.^^i:^  fiyy'^'^^}  Liberality,  bountifulness. 
A  t^Kiijiydf,  (pi.  of  L—ftjJ  fayf)V\?ans.  Deserts 

without  water. 

A         faydfi,  (pi.  of  -'^Iflji)  Soft  deserts. 

A  ̂^J^j  f'-y^K  Tall,  but  loosely  knit  together. 
p  JLiys?/aZ,  First,  beginning.  Land  cultivated 

after  first  rain.  Two-barbed  arrow. 

A  JLs  Jiydl,  {faydl,  also  (J\ii  fi^dl)  A  game 
among  the  Arabians  (something  is  hid  in  a  heap 

of  earth,  which,  being  then  divided  into  several 

smaller  heaps,  he  who  discovers  that  which  con- 
tains it  gains). 

A  JlAiya?/_?/a/,Thekeeperordriverofanelephant. 

A  s3Li  fiydlat,  (v.  n.  of  J\s  for  J-?)  Being 
weak  in  mind.  Erring  in  opinion  or  conjecture. 

Imbecility,  folly,  mental  weakness. 

A         faydlih,  (pi.  of  ,_^i^)  Armies,  legions. 

A  ̂di  Jisdm,  (pi.  fufUtn)  The  covering  or 
cushion  of  a  camel-litter  or  similar  vehicle.  A  m  al- 

titude, body  of  men. 

Pj\^\^faydri-dr,  (or faydwar)  Art,  trade, 
profession.   A  mechanic.   Skilful  at  work. 

A  'iSijisat,  (pi.  ̂^^jjjiiun  and  C^M's Jisdi)  An 
army,  body  of  men.  cJ^-*^  -^(j^  taldkui  fi^a- 
tayn,  The  meeting  of  two  armies. 

A  ̂jLi  faytah,  A  carpenter.  A  blacksmith.  A 
porter  at  a  gate.    A  king. 

A         fay  tan,  A  carpenter. 

A  ̂ fayj,  A  valley,  low  ground,  (from  p  CiJ-J^. 
payh)  A  messenger;  attendant.  A  crowd,  company. 

A  p        fay'jan.  Rue. 

A  ̂   fayh,  Fruitfulness  of  herbage  in  an  exten- 
sive tract.  Fayh,  (or  fayahdn)  (v.  n.  ̂  

for  ̂ )  Being  diflTused  (odour).  Boiling.  Flow- 
ing with  blood  (a  wound).  Fayah,  Amplitude. 

A  f\^fayhds,  (fern,  of  ̂ \ afyali)  La  rge  (house). 
Open,  spacious,  vast  (country),  alfayhaf, 11  G 

A  kind  of  spoon-meat  made  of  herbs. 

A        fayhak.  Extensive  (country). 

A  fayhakat,  (v.  n.of  Q)  Straddling. 
Extensive  (country). 

A        fiiii.  Make  way,  O  woman  ! 

A  '^/"-y^'^^h  (j-  n-  of  ̂   for  ̂ J)  Being  dif- 
fused, scattered  (an  odour).  Making  a  noise,  whis- 

tling (the  wind).  Dispersion. 

A  'ii^  fayhhat,  A  platter,  a  dish.  Amplitude, 
width  in  the  urinary  passage.  Excessive  heat. 
Abundance  and  luxuriancy  of  plants. 

AjStf  faykhar,  An  earthen  vessel.  (pl.^Li 
faydlihir)  Large  and  long-pizzled  (horse). 

fayhhaz,T!\\e  yard  of  any  solid-hoofed  ani- 
mal. (A  horse  or  man)  which  has  a  large  yard. 

A  ̂J^^  faylihamdn.  Self-willed,  determined  to 
have  one's  own  way.  A  great  man.  An  umpire, 

judge,  referee. A  ̂^Ji  fayd,  (v.  n.  of  for  yyi)  Dying.  Walk- 

ing pompously.  Accruing  to  any  one  (advantage). 
Moistening,  macerating,  diluting  saffron  and  other 
aromatics.  Circulating  freely,  or  remaining  fixed 

(property).  Turning  aside  from,  avoiding.  Clear- 
ing away  the  ashes  from  baked  bread.  Emolument, 

advantage.  SaflTron  macerated.  Hairs  upon  the 

lips  of  a  horse. 
V fayddr.  Trade,  profession,  art,  craft. 

p  M\s^fayddka,  Name  of  a  woman  who  reigned 
over  the  country  of  barda^ 

A  i^'^  faydas,  A  large  water-pot,  such  as 
persons  carry  with  them  on  a  sea-voyage. 

p  ̂ jSxs  faydum,  A  kind  of  white  manna. 
Ajxifasir,  (A  place)  full  of  mice.  (Milk)  ren- 

dered impure  by  a  mouse  fallen  into  it.  Fusar, 

(pi.  ofjli/a^r)  Mice. 
P  J?f"'>  Laughter,  laughing-stock.  Vexation. 
A         fisrdn,  (pi.  of  j\i  fan-)  Mice. 

A  sy.>  fiirat,  {fisarat,  fadrat,  or  'ij^firat) 
Fenugreek  and  dates  administered  to  women  in 

child-bed.  Fisarat,  (pi.  of j\i /a jr)  Mice. 

P^^^i^j/eran(^a<7i,Atriumphant,insolent  boast. 

p  'ij^y^jferanda.  Proud,  boastful. 

^j}J^J^^(^^  orfe7-oz.  Victorious,  triumphant, 
prosperous,  successful.  Victory.  Prosperity.  The 
third  of  the  five  supplemental  days  added  to  the 

Persian  year.  Jjjj  J^Z^  lashhari  firoz,  The  con- 
quering army. 

P  "i^^jj^  flrozdhdd.  Mansion  of  prosperity ; 
a  city  in  Persia  near  Shiraz ;  also  name  of  several 
other  towns. 

Pj5\jj^» f'lroz-asar.  Victorious,  conquering. 
P  (OiiJjjO firoz-bakht,  Victorious. 

A  flruzaj,  (p  ̂jjjvi)  A  turquoise-stone. 

p  i^^jyj^  f'lrozgard.  The  city  of  ArdabTI. 

P  Si^j^J^f  'irozmand,  A  conqueror. P  (J firozmandi,N Kciovy,  prosperity. 

p  {:X?jsJt^  firozanin,  A  good  work  or  act. 



P  ̂ JyJ^  firoaa,  A  turkois,  or  turquoise. 

P^\j  /iro2'a-<q;,(Bluediadem)Tlie crown 
of  Kay  Khusraw.    Holy  men,  dervishes. 

P  C*^  ̂ J-^^  firoza-tahht ,  (or  ^jj^ 
flroza-sahf)  Heaven  (the  azure  vault). 

p  ij^jfi ftroza-darya,  (or  bjii  8Jj_^ 

f'lroza  darya  gun)  The  azure  sea.    The  sky. 
1'  Cl^^l?  »Jj^5yrro2'a-!'fl.«7;i,The  throne  of  Khus- 

raw. The  sky.  The  seven  stars  of  the  Great  Bear 

disposed  in  the  form  of  a  (jl^j>-c/<a?c^a?«,  i.  e.  bandy 

or  shinty,  and  called  OUj  banatu'n  na^h. 

p  ̂   ijjjijj'troza-fiakh,  {or  SSyo  ̂jjj^firoza- marJiad)  The  world. 

P  Lfj3Ji:'  firoz'i,  Victorious,  happy,  glorious. 

P  ̂^<y>_J3  fer'idacfi,  Sauciness,  insolence,  ex- 
cessive joy.    Pride  of  purse, 

P  (J  ̂..ji feridan,'To  swagger,walk  pompously. 
To  be  very  benevolent.    To  vex,  deride. 

A'j^  fiijazz,  A  strong  nervous  arm.  One  whose 
flesh  and  sinews  are  hard  and  firm. 

A  'ilj^  fayzalat,  Lands  soon  flooded. 
p  ̂ ^yj  fizuvi,  The  river  Ganges. 
p  {^iflsa,  A  peacock. 

A  ̂^^'i^  faysaha,  Width  of  step. 
A  fj^^faysh,  (v.  n.  of  for  i^^)  Mount- 
ing (an  ass  the  female).  Boasting,  swaggering,  en- 

tertaining a  wrong  opin  ion  of  one's  self.  Glans  penis. 

A  'i^iS  fayshaf,  Glans  penis. 

A  'iXJLj^  fayshalat,  (pi.  fayasMT)  Glans 
penis  (particularly  of  a  stout  one). 

A  'iJM^^xs  fayf:hushat,  Weakness,  languor. 
A  f^^Z^xi  fayshun,  Name  of  a  river,  Pison. 

A  i^i^fcys,  (v.  n.  of  (^li  for  i^jaii)  Flying, 

escaping,  eluding  one's  pursuit  (a  lizard).  Going, 
departing,  budging  from  a  place,  travelling.  De- 

claring, uttering. 

A  ̂yj^jj  faysal,  A  decision,  decree,  determina- 
tion of  a  law-suit,  a  definitive  sentence  from  which 

there  lies  no  appeal.  Separation,  division,  rupture, 

disjunction.  A  stab  piercing  between  two  joints. 

A  judge,  arbitrator,  p  ̂^^^ f^^ojjfaysal  kardan, 
To  settle  a  law-suit  or  dispute. 

p  is^\>  ̂ y*a.^s  faysal-nmna,  Decree,  award;  an 
instrument  denoting  that  a  cause  has  been  settled. 

A  si^j^xifaysala,  Decree,  settlement,  adjustment. 

A  l^^xs  fay  salty,  A  judge,  arbitrator. 
Pj^^ji/a?/.wr,  Name  of  a  city  whence  they 

bring  camphire. 

hj^ioyifaysur,  A  sprightly  ass. 
A  cjw3^5  f'^y~>  i^'  of  for  (^ji)  Being 

plentiful,  copious  (water,  tears).  Being  bank-full 

(a  river).  Overflowing  (a  river).  Being  very  nu- 
merous, swarming  (wicked  men).  Appearing, 

peeping  out.  Being  published,  spreading  (news). 

Revealing,  divulging,  disclosing,  allowing  (a  se- 
cret) to  escape.  Dying,  expiring,  giving  up  the 

ghost.  Quitting  the  body  (the  vital  spirit).  Plenty, 
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abundance.  Grace,  favour._^ounty,  liberality. 
Death.  The  river  Nile.  The  river  of  Basra. 

Swift  (horse) :  an  excellent  runner.  {^■i^ 

fayzi  ahdas,  Communications  of  divine  grace  made 
to  angels,  prophets,  and  other  superior  intelligences, 
without  the  intervention  of  the  Holy  Spirit. 

^js>-  fayzi  halt,  (orj^l^  i^jajj  fayzi  rabbani)'rhe 
grace  of  the  Lord.  ̂ Iff-  {_;>axf  fayzi  ̂ am.  Creating 
general  abundance,  liberal,  profuse.  L>^^  f^^y^-^ 

haram,  Divine  bounty.  (j*i!!i.H«  i^jaxi  fayzi  mu- 
kaddas,  Communications  of  divine  grace  bestowed 

by  means  of  the  Holy  Spirit.  (^^jJ  l*3j^  sllapl 

a^ahu  ghayzan  viinfayzin,  He  gave  him  little 
out  of  much. 

Af^^<*ai.ifayazan,{y.  n.of  ;^\5for  i^.j^yi)  Over- 
flowing. Redundancy. 

p  (j^^  fay z-hahhsh, {or  ̂ j^j  L>^V'^Z/~" 
rasa.li)  Bestowing  favours. 

A  'Ltaisfayzat,  Effusion,  a  pouring  forth. 

A  sKtO^joM  fayzuzas,  (or  ̂^tj^Lii  fayzuza') 
Equally  shared  by  all  (cattle  or  goods)  ;  a  partner- 

ship concern. 

A  'i^ytaii  fayzuzat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jols  for  i^ja^) 
Overflowing.  Divulging. 

A  -*l*aJwijJ  fayzizaf,  (or  ̂^jOLX^Aii  fayziza^ 

(Goods)  shared  in  common,  a  partnership  concern. 
A  )a.J  fayz,  Death.  Fayz,  (or  ̂̂ ^^h^  fayazan) 

(v.  n.of  li>li  foria-i)  Expiring,  giving  up  the  ghost. 

p  yUlaji  fayzal,  Wild  anise. 

A  ̂   fay^{or  &*ji)  Beginning  of  business. 
A  ̂Jfayf  (pi.  "fy^fi  >— 'V-t* foy^ff 

fiyaf)  A.\e\e\  place.  Solitude,  plain,  desert  without 
water.    A  country  where  the  winds  are  variable. 

xAh^fayfat,  Qsui  fayfa' ,  or  s\s.J  fayfat)  (pi. 

jjljj /(7?/a/'t)  A  level  place.  A  solitude.  A  place or  desei  t  without  water. 

A^^^fayfara^  A  kind  of  tree. 
A  ̂^jik^  fayfa^y ,  A  shepherd.   A  butcher. 
A  ̂ xs  fayh,  (v.  n.  of  jli  for  Jjji)  Giving  up 

the  ghost.  The  cackling  of  a  hen.  Fih,  The  moun- 
tain which  surrounds  the  world.  Tall  (man),  but 

loosely  knit  together. 

A  "i^Ji  filial,  {^\.  ̂y^if\h.,fiyali,Cj>\sL^ filial, 

j^y\  afmak,  and  ̂ ^j^^  afawik)  Milk  collected 
in  the  udders  between  two  milkings.  The  half-way 

hour  between  sunrise  and  mid-day. 

A  jiJ  faykar,  A  calamity,  misfortune. 
p  l^Jfayh,  A  footman,  courier,  messenger. 

AjCj  fayliar,  Very  thoughtful. 
A  J^iyaj://,  Corpulent  and  full  of  flesh  (man). 

^  Jt;^/*''  (P^*  1-)^^  ̂ fy^h  J^i' f^y^h  and  &Li 
_yi?/aZai)  An  elephant.  Heavy.  Base,  ignoble,  pal- 

try. Fll  orfayl,  Weak  in  judgment,  silly.  O^i 

J^_fl3\  zatu'lfil.  Elephantiasis.  nabu'l 
fll.  Ivory,  the  tusk  of  an  elephant. 

^  Si^fiyy^^'  Weak  in  mind, silly.  J>Ai 

fayyilul  lalim,  Very  fleshy. 

G  iJwJ  fila,  A  lover. 

G  filasnf  A  philosopher. 
^  A  legion. 

P  [J'^  fif-ban,  An  elephant-keeper  or  driver. 

P  ̂}^^}  fi^-pa,  Swollen-legged.  Elephantiasis. 
P  f^h^aya,  A  pillar, 
A  Xi-j  faylat,  (v.  n.  of  Jli  for  J^j)  Being  weak 

(the  mind).  Being  weak-minded.  Makingamistake 
in  playing  at  the  game  of  C^\^fiyal.  Filal,  A  fe- 

male elephant.  Fiyalat,  (pi.  of  JJ/i^)  Elephants. 

P        faylaja,  Power,  strength. 

^^j?  faylalih,  A  mill.   The  nether  mill-stone. p  fll-liluma,  An  elephant-stable. 
p  fU-dandan,  Ivory. 

P  ̂   ̂y^i  fil-zahra,  The  box-thorn. 
p  isl^j /iZasto,  A  cheek.  An  arm.  Afino-er. 
A  L-!y*AJfaylasuf,  A  philosopher.  Intelligent, 

knowing.    Cunning,  artful. 

p  ̂jf-SyAJ  faylasufagi,  Philosophy. 

^  J^*}foyiali,  (pi.  jKJ  fayalih)  An  army,  le- 
gion. A  misfortune.  A  great  man. 

P  u^_}S}.J  faylahUs,  Philip  of  Macedon. 
p  ij^XiJfaylali,  A  double-headed  arrow.  T!ie 

planet  Mercury. 
A  faylaliun,  The  plant  papyrus,  A  reed. 

Pitch,  Barley-meal. 

p  i^^^^^i  fil-gosh,  Flowers  of  different  colours 

with  jagged  leaves.  The  iris  or  elephants'-ears. 
Name  of  a  sweetmeat. 

^  j*^.-^ who  has  a  large  forehead and  a  large  head  of  hair.  Wide,  deep  (well).  A 
comb.  A  sheet  of  dressed  leather  used  as  a  table- 

cloth. Numerous  (host).  Faylam,{or1j^\^  fay- 

lamaniy)  A  big  man.  A  coward. 

P  '^■^  fil-miirgh,  (Elephant-bird)  A  turkey. 
P  i^^'AJ  ftl-7iislnn.  Seated  on  an  elephant. 
A  &)_jLs  faylulal,  (v.  n.  of  Jls  for  JJ)  Being 

weak  (thejudgment).  Beingweak-minded(aman). 
Makingamistake  in  playing  at  the  g^rne ^{JjiyaL 

P       fill,  Of  an  elephant,  elephantine. 

A  ̂xifima,  Because  that,  inasmuch  as. 

A  ̂i}  f(^yyi>n,  (pi.  ̂ ^xifuywm)  A  strong  man. 
A  \^fvna,  In  that  which,  from  that  which  ;  so 

that,  on  which,  whence;  why;  whilst, in  the  mean 

time.  According  to.  i>sO  IsJ  or  U  ̂   7^,5 
ia^rf,  After  this,  henceforward,  (jy.  Wi/i;«a  bayn, 
Between.  Reciprocal,  mutual.  \^\>/yafima,  A 

cry  of  astonishment. 

A  ̂J^sifayman,  (p  Compact,  agreement. 

p  (jlci  fiman,  Aiming  at  moral  perfection. 

P  ̂jj^faymun,  A  name  given  to  ^zra. 
A  i^ffayn.  The  act  of  coming. 
P       f  in,  A  place  of  recreation  in  Kashan. 

A  (jUJ  faynan,  Hair  long  and  handsome.  One 
who  has  such  hair, 

AioUJ/«?/?2a?mf,(Awoman)withfinelonghair. 

A  '{^  faynat,  An  hour,  time,  a  small  space  of 



time.  RLft5\  lisjO  ej>Jiii\  iOkJi)  laJntuhu^l  /adnata 

ha^a^l  faynati,  {ov  faynatan  ha^  faynatiri)! 
met  him  ao-ain  and  affain. 

p  i^'i^  finali,  Froth  of  the  sea,  meerschum. 
A  f^iifiiyus,  (pi.  of -^(j/ayj^)  Shadows. 

A  ̂ xs  fiiyuj,  (pi.  of  ̂ fayj)  Messengers,  at- tendants.   Keepers  of  a  prison. 

fayyur,  Acute,  quick,  intelligent. 

A  fyuz,  (v.  n.  of        for  tj^)  Over- 
flowing (water).  Fiiyuz,  (v.  n.  of  for  tj^i^) 

Overflowing  (water).  Dying,  (pi- of  tjiiAS/a?/2:) 
Overflowings  of  water. 

A  C^\>o^iifuyuzat,{^^\.  of  {^j^ij)  Inundations. 

A  j^-o^jjkiy'wT/T^j'a', Intricate,  confused  (business). 

A  fuyuz,  (or  'e^^iJ  foyuzat)  (v.  n.  of  ii^ 
for  ̂ ri^)  Giving  up  the  ghost. 

A  (  s_jAiyM?/?(/",(pl.of  I  a-s /«?(/")  Lev  el  grounds. Deserts  destitute  of  water. 

A  ̂^^fuyul,  (pi.  of       f'll)  Elephants. 

A  'ii^ij  fuyulat,  (v.  n.  of  Jli  for  ̂ J^j)  Being 
weak  in  mind.  Erring  in  opinion  or  conjecture. 

Imbecility,  folly. 

A  ̂ ^iJfayum,  (pi.  of  ̂ Is fayytm)  Strong  men. 
A  fay  yum,  A  city  and  district  in  Egypt. 

A         jisun,  (pi.  of  i-xi  fisai)  Bodies,  troops. 

A  l^^^  fiyarvay,  Relating  to  ̂ j,f^,  In. 
A      fill,  The  mouth.    Filii,  In  him,  in  it. 

■"    A  ̂   fayyih,  (fem.  "ijli  fayyihat)  Eloquent, 
loquacious,  talkative.  Voracious. 

A  ̂ yii  fayhaj,  A  cup  filled  with  wine.  Wine. A  wine-measure.    A  strainer. 

Aj^fayhar,  Large,  robust  (she-camel). 

A  'ijf^  fayharat,  (v.n.of  j^xs  Q)  Being  tired, 
breathing  hard  (ahorse).  Large,  ]'obust(she-camel). 
A  fayhak,  Large,  wide.  (A  camel)  plen- 

tiful in  milk. 

A  ̂ dX^^fayhah,  Silly,  foolish  (woman). 

A  'i^xs  fayMt  orfimtjk.  large  bird,  a  species  of 

eagle.  Time,  age.  F'uat,  A  return,  bringing  back. 
A  <^ylh  fand,  Heartless,  spiritless,  cowardly. 

Fire.    Roasted  (meat). 

P(j;>Aj;5/a?/kZan,Tobedispleasedat,timid,afraid. 

3 

^  haf,  The  twenty-first  letter  of  the  Arabic, 

and  twenty-fourth  of  the  Persian  alphabets,  ex- 
pressing 100  in  arithmetic.  The  Persians,  it  may 

be  observed,  however,  do  not  acknowledge  this 

letter  as  originally  belonging  to  their  alphabet.  Its 
sound  is  harder  than  that  of  tiJ  haf,  being  formed 
deep  in  the  throat,  by  the  pressure  of  the  root  of 

the  tongue  against  it ;  and  has  been  compared  to 

the  cawing  of  a  raven.  J  haf'is  sometimes  used 

for  7io/"and  ̂ ghayn.  Ki,  (imper.  of  J^j  rcaka') 
Preserve,  take  care.  tiiJ.j«iis>  ̂   j  hi  ̂ la  zal- 
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^ha,  Mind  your  own  business. 
p  ̂^lly  kasan.  Title  of  the  Emperor  of  China. 
A         hasab,  A  being  filled  with  wine. 
A  L-^liJ  hash,  (v.  n.  of  i— ->\j)  Devouring  (meat). 

Drinking  (water  or  wine).  ICasab,  (v.  n.  of  (^xs) 
Drinking  much,  being  filled  with  drink.  Being 
full  (of  wine). 

p  L^\s  hah,  A  vessel  or  a  case :  as,  (.i^S- 

habi  ̂ aynah,  A  spectacle-case  ;       u-^^  kabi  ka- 
lam,  A  pen-case ;  eooj         habi  ayina,  A  case  for 
a  lookinof-glass. 

A  u_J^'/m&,  Quantity,  space, interval,  (du.jjblj 
kdbani)  The  distance  between  the  extremities  and 

middle  of  a  bow.  ̂ J^**^J^  hab  hawsayn.  Two 

bows'  (or  according  to  others)  two  cubits'  length. 
A         habb.  The  year  after  next. 

A  eo^S  habat,  An  egg.    A  chicken. 
A  io\a  habbat,  Thunder.  Drops  of  rain. 

A  (.^aJ^S  hahiz,  A  taker,  seizer,  griper,  grasper, 

clutcher.  A  receiver.  A  possessor.  Swift,  expedi- 

tious. One  who  drives  fast.  An  astringent,  con- 

stipator.   ̂ ^jj^^  hdbizu''l  arwdh,  The  seizer of  souls,  i.e.  The  angel  of  death,  ^=>-  ̂̂ JA>^  hd- 
bizijarhna,  A  receiver  of  fines. 

A  C-sUa^^  hdbizdt.  Astringents. 

A         hdbi^  Short-winded,  breathing  hard, 
A  ̂\jt.>\s       b  yd  ibna  hdhi^r,  O  thou  fool ! 
A  hdbil.  Approaching,  ensuing,  that  which 

is  next  or  approaches,  following  (year).  A  reci- 

pient. Capable,  able,  skilful,  clever.  Worthy,  suf- 
ficient. He  who  receives  the  bucket  from  the  drawer 

of  water.  Cain.  ^Jj^i'  hdbili  amdnat,  A  hu- 
man being.  (J>^^  hdbili  tahammul,  Tolerable, 

supportable,     i^j-^^  tj-^^  hdbilu't  tarcb,  (God) 
the  accepter  of  repentance,  i^y** 

hdbili  da^asi  shar^,  Authorised  by  law.  p 
hdbil  shudan,  To  be  able,  qualified,  capable. 

To  be  possible.  A  laU5\  lidbihi'l  fjhalat.  Fal- 
lible. (Jjlis  J  ̂y>^  hdbil  u  hdbil,  Cain  and  Abel, 

p  J,^^  \j  nd  hdbil.  Incapable,  unskilful. 
p         hdbilat,  A  midwife.  Next  night. 

A  hdbiliyat.  Aptitude  to  receive,  fitness, 

capacity,  skill.  Possibility.  Ability.  Sufiiciency. 

Desire,  appetite. 

p  j>\s  hdbu,  Ability,  power,  opportunity.  _jj\3 

hd.bu  ydftan.  To  find  an  opportunity.  To  be 

revenged  of.  tJL>^j>,»i>^  hdbu-parast ,  Tyrannical. 

p  fJ'Mj>.       hdbu-jiarasfi,  Tyranny. 
p  lidbus,  Name  of  a  kingof  Astarabad. 
A  hdbus,  A  man  with  a  handsome  face 

and  a  fine  complexion,  (for  p  (^jj^  hdvus)  Name 

of  an  ancient  king  of  Persia.  (^^\a^^  ahu  hdbus, 

Name  of  Nu^man,  son  of  Munzir,  king  of  Arabia. 

P  J_^^  hdhul,  (i^y^'  hdbu.h,  or  J^.ls  hdj)ul)  A 
pent,  eaves.  A  trough  for  water  under  the  eaves. 

P  t^y^'  hdbun,  (equiv.  to  C^SiH^^j}'). 
A  hdbiyds,  Worthless.  jJj  banti 
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AaJj?/aj,(Sons  of  infamy)  Wine-drinkers  at  taverns. 

Aixiji  /i?aJ?3/a<,Awomanculling  saiFron-flowers. 

A  ̂yx>^  hdbil,  Cain. 
AjJ^S  hdtir.  Elegant,  well-proportioned  (sad- 

dle) that  sits  well.  Parsimonious,  stingy  in  house- 

keeping. Of  a  just  proportion  (shield).  (A  rider) 

careful  not  to  hurt  a  camel's  back. 

A  J-'ila  hdtil,  (pi.  'ikiJ  hatalat)  A  killer,  mur- 

derer, slayer.  Deadly,  mortal.  (_^Jti3^  J«"i\a  hdti- 
lu 'z  zisb,  Wolfs'-bane.  hdfilu 'I  kalb, 

Dogs'-bane.  p  J.'j\3^&j  zahri  hdtil.  Deadly  poison. 

A  jfi^'  hdtim,  (or  ̂̂ 'i\3  hdtin)  Dusty.  Blackish. 
A  jC'lj*  hdsim.  Liberal,  most  munificent, 
A  hdha,  (fut.  ̂ ^jb.  yahuhu)  (The  wound) 

became  purulent.  He  swept  (the  house). 
A  hdhib.  Violent  (cough). 

A  e«9-^'  hdhat.  The  middle  court  of  a  house. 
A  (^5>-\a  hdhid,  Single,  solitary. 

A  C'|^>-\a  hdhizdt.  Adversities,  tribulations. 
A  ias..^  hdhit,  (pi.  Ia5-\y)  Severe  (season). 

A  1  fts-lS  hdhif,  Rain  coming  suddenly  and 

sweeping  away  all  before  it.  An  emptier  of  a  cup. 
A  J.=>-\a  hdh.il,  Withered,  dry. 

A  jfc^"^"  f*^^'  k^him  kdhim.  Jet  black. A^^*  hdhh,  Dark,  black  (night). 
A  4i\a  hdda,  (fut.         yahudii)  He  led. 

A  hdd.  Quantity.  ̂   d\s  hddu  rmihin,  A 
spear's  length. 

A  5l)^  hddat,  (pi.  of  i^j^*)  Leaders,  captains. 
A  hddih,  A  black  corrosion  of  the  teetli ; 

also  of  a  tree.  A  crack  in  wood.  A  blamer,  accuser. 

A  &s»-i.')\a  hddihaf,  A  worm  in  a  tooth  or  tree. 

Pjd^  hddir,  An  arrow. 
Ajd^  hddir,  Potent,  powerful,  able,  capable, 

skilful.  The  powerful,  an  attribute  of  God.  Cooked 

in  a  pot  (jdi  hidr).  p  (  5!iJi»  j  u-*?^  (J,  jii^S  hd- 
diri  bi  rayb  u  hhildf  Potent  without  doubt  or  op- 

position, i.e.  Omnipotent.  (jti>yi>jii^  hddir  shudan. 
To  be  able,  sufficient,  powerful. 

pj^;ij^jii^  hddir-anddz.  An  expert  archer. 
A  5j4i^  hddirat,  (fem.)  Powerful.  lay- 

latim  hddiraiun,  An  easy  night's  journey. 
A  (^li^ Cadiz  (in  Spain).  Alargeship. 
A  hddisiya.  Name  of  a  city  in  Chaldea, 

famous  for  the  battle  which  subjected  Persia  to  the 
Arabian  califat. 

A  hddim,  Arriving;  a  comer,  (pi.  ̂cis  hu- 

dum  and  hudddm)  One  who  arrives  off"  a  jour- 

ney, (pi.  ̂ d\jf  handdim)  A  (man's)  head.  The 
fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle.  A  camel's  front  teat. 

A(jl/<4i\i5/£«fZma?ji,Fore-dugs(of  sheep  or  camel). 
A  iUiila  hddimaf.  The  advanced  guard  or  van 

of  an  army.  The  fore  part  ofa  camel's  saddle,  (pi. 

jftii^^i*  handdim  and  kuddma')  The  first  or 
longest  feather  of  the  wing. 

A  ̂^IXciilS  hddimatdni,  The  fore-dugs  (of  a  ewe 

or  camel).  The  two  fore  timbers  of  a  camel's  saddle. 



A  X — Jiadiyat,  A  small  body  of  men. 

A  "ji^"  ̂   J  isiU^        Ic  jwa  yada^  shazzatan 
rva  la  kazzatan,  He  is  a  brave  fellow,  slaying  all. 

A  L—ioli'  kazif,  One  who  pelts  with  stones.  One 
■who  accuses  :  or  who  convicts.  Going  swiftly  and 
running  before  the  males  (she-camel). 

Ajji^*  kazur,  (or  ijji^  2m  hazuratin)  A 
misanthrope.  hazurat,  Dirt,  impurities. 

A  dJ.i^  kaziyat,  A  small  body  of  men. 

Pj^  liar,  Any  thing  very  white  or  very  black, 
as  snow  or  pitch,    (.ilis-      kari  khushk,  Thick, 

hard  pitch.  Jll«ij\a  kari  sayyal,  Liquid  pitch. 

Aj^  /mr,  Pitch.  A  large  herd  of  camels.  Name 

of  a  bitter  tree.  (pi.  of  ij^  karat)  Small  hills  se- 
parate from  others.  Large  stones. 

A      karr,  Cold  (day).  Cheerful  (eye). 

A  'i\J^  karat,  A  town,  i.  e.  a  fixed  residence. 
G  ̂J^j^^j^  karasiya,  Cherries. 

A  1-;-^^  karih,  (pi.  ̂ J^^  kawarib)  A  boat  be- 
longing to  a  large  ship.  A  camel  employed  to  make 

nocturnal  journey  s  in  quest  of  water.   The  owner 

of  such  a  camel,    (pi.  jj^^^  karihun)  One  who 

goes  to  water  in  the  night-time. 

Tjy^^  karpuz,  A  water-melon. 

A  'sJ3harat,  (plj_ji'/mrand(jVjO/iiraw)  Asmall 
hill  detached  from  the  others.  A  large  stone.  Ground 

abounding  in  black  stones.  A  black  stone.  A  she- 
bear.  Name  of  a  tribe  expert  in  throwingthe  javelin. 

A  i karrat,  Cold,  cheerful  (eye). 

A  karit.  One  who  seizes  every  thing  for 

himself.    The  best  and  driest  (musk). 

A  ̂̂ /ia?'27i,  Aveteran.  A  lion.  Pregnant,  and 
visibly  so  (camel).  A  bow  distant  from  the  string, 

(fem.  'i>-J(s  karikat)  (pi.  ̂ Ji  kirah,  kawd- 
rih,       kurrali,  and  ̂ ^Jsuiiviakarih)  A  tooth  that 
has  reached  its  full  size.  Five-year-old,  or  a  full- 

aged  (horse),  having  then  shed  all  (his)  teeth. 

A  l^j^  /fan's,  Cold.  Intense  (cold).  Old,  ancient. 

A  'sJmJ3  kdrishat,A  bleeding  wound  in  the  head. 

A(_^l'j  Aan's,Acid,acrid,sour  (milk  upon  which 
they  pour  fresh  milk  till  its  acidity  be  gone).  A  bug. 

^\skdrisat,(jpi\.{^jaj\^karvdris')'B[t'mgword. 
A  {^j^i  kd?'iz,  Corroding,  corrosive. 

A  ̂j\'>  kdriz,  One  who  collects  the  leaves  of  the tree  salam. 

A  A  gainer  at  drawing  lots.  A  striker. 

AjiPjl's  kdri^t,  (pi.  ̂ \^9  kawdri^  Adversity, 
evil.  A  curse.  A  court-yard.  The  highest  part  of 

a  road.    &S>)liO\  al  kari^t,  The  day  of  judgment, 

p  j^jVi  kdran,  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

A  f^Ji  kdrin,  An  assistant,  companion.  Pos- 
sessor of  a  sword  and  an  arrow. 

A  'Sjjj^*  kdrurat,  {\>\-j>.J^^  hamarir')  A  flask 
containing  wine  or  any  thing  similar.  A  glass  bottle, 

decanter.  A  urinal.  An  alabaster-vase  (for  oint- 
ment).   The  pupil  or  black  of  the  eye. 

P  hdrura,  A  glass  urinal,  in  which  the 
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urine  of  a  sick  person  is  shewn  to  the  physician  ; 

hence,  a  name  for  urine. 

A  karun,  Supposed  to  be  the  same  per- 
son called  Korah,  and  proverbial  for  his  wealth 

and  avarice.  Galangale. 

p  Sjli'  kdra,  A  plant  resembling  a  leek. 
A(Cjli>  Aaru,  The  appointed  time  (of  any  thing, 

especially  of  a  periodical  wind  to  blow),  (pi. 

harasat,  AjS  kurrds,  and  (j^^^s  kdrimn)  A  reader, 

especially  of  the  Kur'an.    Devout,  worshipping 
(man).    Pure,  holy. 

A  tjSjl*  kari,  Inhabitant  of  a  town  (t/iib  hadi 
implying  one  who  lives  in  the  country  or  desert). 

A  '^^.J^i  kdriyat,  (pi.  (_$J^^i  karvari)  A  species 
of  bird  with  a  long  beak  (a  great  favourite  with 

the  Arabians,  being  considered  as  a  bird  whose  ap- 

pearance is  hailed  as  a  presage  of  rain,  and  fre- 

quently denoting  a  liberal  man).  A  witness,  testi- 

mony, evidence.  A  spy  upon  the  actions  of  ano- 
ther. The  head  or  sharp  point  (also  the  lower  part) 

of  a  spear.   Edge  of  a  sword.  A  town,  fixed  abode. 

A  la^jli"  kdrlt.  Seed  of  the  tamarind. 
A  f^^j^  kdrhun,  (pi.  of  (^J^  karii)  Readers 

of  the  Kur'an. 

Tjl5  kdz,  A  goose. 

A  jli*  kazz,  Satan. 

A  L^^'i  kazib,  A  merchant  voyaging  by  sea  or 
travelling  by  land  athirst  for  gain. 

A  kazih,  Penis  durus.  High  (price  or  tax). 
Coarse  (garment). 

T  f^^j^  kdzkdn,  A  large  cauldron. 

A  SjjJ^'  kdzuzat,  A  cup,  jug,  drinking-vessel. 
A  {_jti\ikdsa,  (fut.  (jM.iSj^yaklsu)  He  measured. 
p  (^li  kds,  A  frog.    An  eyebrow. 
A  kds.  Quantity,  measure. 

A  kdsdn,  A  city  beyond  the  Oxus. 
A  kdsib.  Weak,  flaccid  (yard). 

A  la**ili'  kdsit.  One  who  deviates  from  the  truth. 
Unjust,  tyrannical,  oppressive. 

A  j»fc«\i*  kdsim,  A  divider,  a  distributor.  Distri- 
butive, i^^jj^^  kdsimu'l  arzdk,  The  distri- 

butor of  daily  bread,  i.e.  God.  CaJI  ̂ a- 
ddlati  kdsima,  Distributive  justice. 

A  kdsi.  Hard,  unfeeling  (heart). 

A         kttfsk,  A  cable,  hawser. 

p  {JiiiKs  kdsh,  A  slice  (a  of  melon).  Alike. 

T  (^IS  kdsk,  A  bit,  piece.  The  eyebrow. 

A  ̂ j^^'  kdshdn.  Name  of  a  city. 
A  t_-»j^"li'  kdskib,  A  tailor.  Weak-minded. 
A kdskih,  Thick  (cloth). 

A  jImKs  kdshir,  Skin-grazing  (blow).  Ground- 
brushing  (rain).  The  last  horse  in  a  race.  Name 

of  a  certain  horse  :  hence, jZi^  ashsam  min 
kdshir.  More  unlucky  than  Kashir. 
A  kdshirat,  A  slight  wound  grazing  the 

skin.  A  woman  rubbing  her  face  to  make  it  shine. 

T  kdshik,  A  wooden  spoon. 
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p  kdsh  kdsh.  Scattered,  dispersed, 

p  i3*^^*  kdshik-tardsli,  A  spoon-maker. 
A  (^15  kdsh  mdsh,  Utensils.  Furniture. 

Stuff,  merchandize. 

Aj^Artli'  kdshur.  Unlucky.  The  last  horse  in  a 
race.  Excoriating  every  thing,  i.e.  a  barren  season. 

A  'ij^ZiXs  kdshurat,  A  scarce  year. 
A  kdsht,  A  bad  obolus. 

A  (J^U)  kdss.  An  historian,  story-teller. 

A  i_^>-o\j*  kdsib,  One  who  blows  the  flute,  a 
piper.  A  butcher.  Loud  thunder.  A  male  or  female 
camel  leaving  off  drinking  before  quenching  thirst. 

A  Sjo^  kdsid.  Travelling, going.  One  who  aims 

at  or  who  makes  for.  Near.  A  traveller,  (pi.  iil/<ab' 
kussdd)  A  messenger,  courier,  express,  postman, 
cossid.    p  kdsidi  charkh,  The  moon. 

Thesun.  a  5j.^l5  &L)  laylatun  kdsidatun.  An  easy 
night's  journey. 

A jtoXs  kdsir.  Defective,  insufficient,  unequal, 
impotent,  falling  short  of.  Cold  (water).  (Water) 

far  distant  from  pasture.  Water  around  which  cat- 
tle feed.  One  who  hangs  down  the  head.  jtO^ 

^^LjJ\  kdsiru'l  baydn.  Failing  in  relation,  whose 
meaning  is  defective;  inexplicable.        j*o^  kd- 

sirM'Z?/a(Z,Short-handed,weak,puny. ;  j^k5\  'ij^\s 
kdsiratu''t  tarf,  A  woman  looking  down,  turning 

her  eyes  to  none  but  her  husband. 

A  kdsi^s,  (pi.  ̂ ^j^  kawdsiQ  The  hole 

of  the  jerboa  or  field-mouse. 
A  •_o-^\'i  kdsif.  Who  or  what  breaks,  shakes, 

or  drives.  Vehement,  violent  (wind).  Loud  (thun- 

der). One  who  presses  at  a  door  for  admittance. 

A  (J^l*  kdsil.  Sharp  (sword  or  tongue). 

A  j^li*  kdsim,  A  breaker  in  pieces. A  kdsi,  (fem.  Hxob  kdsiyat)  (pi.  ̂Lail 

aksds)  Remote,  far  distant. 
A  'ilfoXs  kdsiyat,  A  country,  territory,  district. 

Decrepit  (sheep  or  wild  cow). 

A  ̂.-fcolS  kdzih,  (pi.  u-A/olji*  kawdzib  and  c-.*oV 
kuzb)  Sharp  (sword). 

A  dj'jjoli'  kdzarmy,  Judicial. 
A  kdzl,  (pi.  'i\fa>  kuzdt)  A  cadi  or  cazi, 

a  judge,  civil,  criminal,  and  ecclesiastic.  Deadly 

(poison),  p  ̂  j>-  kdziti  charkh,  (or 
(.dlii  kdz'uifalak)  The  planet  Jupiter.  a 
OU-lU  kdzVl  hdjdt,  (God)  the  judge  of  the  ne- 

cessities (of  mankind),  kdzisi  shahr, 

Judge  or  mayor  of  a  city.  a^^L^  kdz'id 
^skar.  An  army-judge ;  also  sometimes  the  chief 

judge  of  the  empire.  sLoiill  kdzi'l  kuzdt. 
Judge  of  judges,  i.  e.  chief  judge,  lord  chief-justice. 

A  kdz'iy.  Judicial,  juridical. 
A  'ixjoKs  kdziyat,  Death,  fate.  A  certain  num- 
ber of  camels  by  which  manslaughter  is  expiated. 

Fixed  alms.  ^J«^^*  kdziyatu  'I  mamt,  A  sen- 
tence of  death. w 

A  lalS  kdtt,  Dear  (provisions),  high  (assize). 



A  c— •Jali'  hatib,  Who  knits  his  brows.  A  lion. 
A  hatihat,  All  (mankind),  every  one. 

A  XJi>D>  hatihatan,  Generally,  universally. 

T  JhKs  katir,  A  mule. 

A /iaiir,Gum-distilling  (tree,  especially  the 

)ne  called  dragon's  blood).  Dropping  urine  inces- 
antly  (a  camel).  The  tears  or  gum  of  a  tree. 

A  laialj'  hatit,  High,  dear  (assize  or  tariff). 
A  ̂ Xs  hati^  Who  or  what  cuts.  Keen,  sharp. 

A.ny  cutting  instrument ;  shears,  scissors.  One  who 

brsakes,  forsaker.  Decisive,  peremptory,  explicit, 

!ategorical.    Acid  (milk).  ^\j>  hati^i'r 
'ahim,  One  who  abandons  his  parents  or  kindred. 

kati^''t  tar'ik,  A  cutpurse,  highway- Dan,  assassin. 

kutin,  (pi.  ̂jliai  Imttan)  An  inhabitant, 

settled  resident.  A  servant.  \^      ̂ ^Ki  hatinu"  d 
iunycH ,  An  inhabitant  of  the  world,  i.e.  man. 

A&jiali'^aiiVia^jTnhabitants.  Servants,doraestics. 

A  Jjia^'  hatul,  Name  of  a  place  on  the  Tigris. 
T  j^^^  hatun,  Sal-ammoniac. 

A  ̂   ka^  (pi.       Jn^  JUa's  lii^t,  lii^n, 
akwa^  and  ̂ \aliwu^  A  plain,  level  ground. 

A  fiat,  level  country.    A  fortress  in  Madina. 

A  (_-*pl'i  kd^b,  A  howling  wolf. 
A         hd^t,  A  court-yard.  A  saloon. 

A  iJvS-\i'  kd^d,  (pi.  lijjsi  ku^d)  Sitting,  seden- 
tary.   Full  of  corn  (sack),    (pi.  OS^ji  karvd^d) 

A  dwarf  palm-tree  which  the  hand  can  reach.  (A 

woman)remaining  at  home,  and  separated  from  her 

husband  (in  child-bed,  or  during  her  courses).  A 
discharged  soldier  whose  name  is  not  inscribed  in 

the  muster-book.  A  sect  or  people  who  go  not  to 
war.  Nastiness,  ordure.  Weakness  in  the  pastern 

joint  of  a  quadruped.  (pl.i^«5  Afl^ac?)  A  schismatic. 

A  is^^  kd^dat,  (pi.  t^sA^  harvard)  Base,  ba- 
sis, foundation,  ground-work.  A  pedestal.  A  me- 

tropolis, capital,  seat  of  government.  Rule,  cus- 
tom, institution,  mode,  manner,  style,  regulation. 

A  rule  of  grammar.  lij^S-  S  J.ff'la  kd^dasi  ̂ mud, 
The  base  of  a  column. 

A  fid^f,  Rain,  a  torrent,  deluge. 

A  'iJ^lS  hd^lat,  (pi.  ̂yS'\^  kawd^l)  A  high,  ex- tensive mountain. 

A  (__5\i'  hdf,  A  fabulous  mountain,  anciently 
imagined  by  the  Asiatics  to  surround  the  world,  and 
to  bind  the  horizon  on  all  sides.  Mount  Caucasus, 

p  Xi  u-ili" j\  az  kdftd  kdf,  From  Kaf  to  Kaf, 
i.e.  the  whole  world,  a  Independent,able  to  do  with- 

out. The  letter  J  hdf.  The  Kur'&n.  The  upper 
part  or  tip  of  the  ear.  J\ii  j  i_J\j  kdfu  ddl,  Vain, 

foolish.  Foolish  prating, idle  talking.  A  discourse, 

argument.  Magnificence,  great  attendance,  gran- 

deur. euLSj  <_3lib  J>i>s'\ahhazahu  Uhafiraltaba- 
tiki,  He  took  him  by  the  nape  of  the  neck. 

A  'iiXs  hdf  at,  (pi.  of  uJjli'  hd^f)  Tracers,  those 
who  can  track  footsteps. 
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Ajili*  hdfiz,  (pl.jJ\y)  Prancing  (horse). 
A  Jili' /io/z^,  Dry  (skin).  Dry-skinned.  Dis- 

banded, (pi.  (jUi^M^aZ)Returningfromajourney. 

A  hdfilat,  (pi.  (J>'\j5  hawdfil)  A  caravan, 
body  of  travellers,  a  cofile.  A  travelling  party  re- 

turned from  a  journey,  p  ii.*<j  iHiiXs  hdjila  shud, 

The  caravan  is  departed  (metaph.).  The  prophet 

(Muhammad)  is  dead. 

Pj^l*«  dJilj*  hdfla-sdldr,  Chief  of  a  cai'avan. 

A  jyli'  kdfur,  The  envelope  of  palm-flowers. 
A  (^Uj  hdf  I,  A  follower,  attendant. 

A  &^jli"/.a/??/a<,(pl.(_^\_js7ea?i;a/l)Apoem,rhyme, 
cadence,  metre.  The  last  consonant  in  a  verse,  to 

which  all  the  other  distichs  rhyme.  The  neck  be- 

hind. ajUsli  ̂ la'  hdfiyatilii,  Close  behind 
him,  at  his  heels,   p  hdfiya  tanrj 

shudan,  To  be  feeble  in  speaking  or  acting,  a  jii 

IJ^AajIj  zu  hdfiyatayn,  Double-rhymed  (verse). 

p  f^J^***  B^Xs  hdfiya-sanjdn,  Poets. 
p  »^j>X>  hdfiya-sanji,  Versification. 
p^liVf  a/^,Flesh  orfish  smoked  ordried.Tall,lank. 
a  jli  hdk,  Very  tall.  Silly,  light,  flighty. 

A  -''Ij^"  hashds,  The  cawing  of  the  ravens  of  Irak. 

A  Sjj'li'  hdhuzzat  or  kdkizzat,  A  drinking-vessel, 
cup,  or  goblet. 

A  p'iXsXs  hdhuUat,  (or'iMXs  hdhulat)Cardamoms. 

A  ̂'iXi  hdhidla',  A  species  of  salt  herb. 
p       hdhum,  The  ermine.  An  emblem  of  day. 

p         piljj  kdkum-namdy,  Appearing  white. 

A  'jjy'^"  /^a/^M^a!!,  A  drinking-vessel,  cup,  goblet. 

p  l^'li'  hdhiyd,  All  juices  expressed  from  any 
thing  of  a  styptic  quality  ;  but  especially  the  juice- 

pods  of  an  Egyptian  thorn. 

A  (Jli*  hdl,  A  word,  a  saying.  Loquaciousness. 
A  beginning,  commencement,  (pi.  jj^Ls  kildn)  A 

stick  striking  another,  called  hulut,  in  the  boy's 

game  of  hockey.  A  speaker.  Jjii-  Jli'  hdlu'l  hahk, 
Jesus  Christ,  the  Word  of  God.  Jli'  _j  u 
hdl,  Much  conversation. 

p  (^l5  7ia/«&,  Aform,  model,  mould;  any  thing 

in  which,  or  from  which,  another  is  made.  The 

body,  bust,  shape,  figure.  ̂ ^U-  fj,  Jli'  hdlabi  hi 
jdn,  A  body  without  a  soul ;  a  trunkless  head. 
A  hdlih,  Who  or  what  turns  or  changes. 

Unripe  dates  reddening.  Of  a  different  colour  from 

the  mother  (a  sheep),  (pi.  t^^^j*  han-dlih)  A  form, 
mould,  model :  a  last  on  which  shoes  are  made. 

A  ̂)Xs  lidlibiy,  Cast  in  a  mould,  moulded. 

A  hdlat,  A  saying,  speech,  talk  (generally 

in  a  bad  light,  Jy  hmvl  implying  a  good  sense). 

Fluency  of  speech,  (pi.  of  Jjli'  hdMl)  Speakers. 
A  hdlis,  Vomiting.  Throwing  away. 

p  \^X>  hdlish,  A  friend,  fellow-student. 
A  hdlis,  Increasing  (water  in  a  well). 

Contracted  (shadow),  shrivelled  (lip). 

A  ̂I'j  hdli^  One  who  plucks  up,  a  puller  or  a 
stripper  off".  A  patch  of  white  hairs  under  the  sad- 11  H 
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die  (considered  a  blemish  in  a  horse). 

A  ̂\ihdUm,(p\.       kalamat)  Unmarried  man. 
A  (J'ii*  ijli'  hdl  malidl,  Altercation,  wrangling. 
V  t^\s  hdlinja,  A  magpie. 

p  i^yiXs  kdlics,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p^j^^'/;aZM«,Good.  Beautiful.  Name  of  a  fabu- lous island,  of  which  marvellous  things  are  related. 

p  ̂_Jli'  kdli,  A  costly  kind  of  carpet. 
A  i^Vi'  hdll,  A  cook.  One  who  hates,  a  hater. 
p  S'^Xf  hdlicha,  A  small  carpet. 

T  (j^^'  hdlyun,  A  kind  of  pipe  for  smoking 
through  water. 

—  A  &/cli'  hdmat,  (v.  n.  of  for  Standing, 

stopping.  Being  tired  (ahorse).  Beginning.  Ris- 
ing. Being  set  over  any  business,  attending  to  it. 

Being  moderate,  middling.  Being  thronged,  brisk 

(a  market).  Giving  pain.  Freezing  (water).  Be- 

ing worth  (ten  dinars),  (pi.  OUli*  hdmdt)  Sta- 
ture, shape,  form,  figure,  body.  A  measure  of  six 

feet,  a  fathom,  (pi.  ̂ jJ  hiymn)  A  pulley,  with  its 
apparatus,  for  drawing  water. 

A  hdmih,  (pi.  ̂   kumniah)  Raising  the 
head,  refusing  to  drink  (a  camel).  Languid  from 
intense  thirst  (a  camel). 

A        hdmir,  A  gamester. 

A  hdmi^  Large-kneed  or  large-houghed 
(horse).  A subduer, conqueror.  Onewhotears  up. 

A  (^yoljj  kdvius,  The  main  ocean,  the  middle 
or  deepest  part  of  the  sea.  Name  of  an  Arabic  lexi- 

con, compiled  by  Firozabadi,  who  lived  in  the 
fourteenth  century,  cotemporary  with  Tamerlane  ; 

who  made  him  a  present  of  5000  ducats,  as  a  re- 
ward for  his  industry  and  learning.  This  dictionary 

was  translated  into  Latin  by  Giggeus,  and  pub- 
lished at  Milan,  A.D.  1632. 

A  iwli"  hdmih,  (pi.  hummuh)  (A  he-camel) 
which  raises  the  head.  Travelling  well  (a  camel). 

p  ̂J(s  hdn,  A  title  of  the  emperor  of  China. 
A        hdn,  A  tree  from  which  bows  are  made. 

A  t-^ol'j /tawjZ',  A  howling  wolf.  Quick,  rapid 

(diff"usion  of  odour  or  flow  of  blood). 
A  hdnit.  Godly,  devout,  prayei-ful. 

AyKi  hdniz,  A  hunter. 
A  'i^Kshdnisat,The  gizzard  or  entrailsof  a  bird. 
A  hdnis,  A  hunter. 

A  iwoli'  kdnisat,  (pi.  hawdnis)  The  ci'op 
of  a  bird.    The  intestine  of  a  bird. 

A  la3\j'  hdnit.  Desperate,  despairing. 

A  ̂Ijf  hdni^  Contented,  satisfied  with  one's  lot. One  who  makes  humble  request,  an  abject  sup- 

pliant.   One  who  moves  from  place  to  place. 

A  jf  la  hdnim,  Rotten  (walnut). 
A  p  hdnun,  (pi.  eXl^^jS  hawdmn)  A  spe- 

cies of  dulcimer,  harp,  or  sackbut ;  the  strings  of 

which,  from  fifty  to  sixty  in  number,  rest  upon  two 

bridges,  and  are  touched  with  both  hands,  without 

making  use  of  any  kind  of  plectrum  or  bow.  A 



psaltery  with  catgut  strings.  A  canon,  rule,  regu- 

lation, foi'm,  mode,  manner,  law,  usage,  custom, 

constitution,  statute,  ordinance,  a  li<i>  ̂ ^y^"  ̂'o.- 
mini  shifa,  Rules  for  health  (the  title  of  a  book). 

V  (^'^/^(jy^*  kanun  kardan.  To  make  a  law,  to lay  down  a  rule,  to  introduce  a  custom. 

p  B-dy^j  hanuncha,  Name  of  a  treatise  on  me- 
dicine.   A  certain  musical  instrument. 

P(^b^jyli7fanMW-t?aw,ConTersantwith  business. 

p  ̂  i^^"^^  hanun-gu  or  go,  An  officer  whose 
duty  is  to  register  and  expound  the  laws  of  the  em- 

pire. An  officer  in  each  district  acquainted  with  the 
customs,  the  nature  of  the  tenures  of  the  land. 

p^/«l3      \j7<aHM;i-?ia»?a,Book  of  canons  or  laws. 

p  (j^y  j^y^*  kdnun-navis,  Writer  of  institutes. 

A  ̂ y^'  hanuniy.  Regular,  canonical. 
A  jjl^  kam,  (or  kanu)  Very  rosy.  Of  a 

beautiful  full  red  or  scarlet  colour.  ah- 

mar  kdnis,  Intense  red. 

p  tijjVj  karoard,  A  sort  of  sweetmeat. 

p  i^ijVa  kdtva7id,  A  kind  of  congealed  fat. 

A  i^jli'  hdwi,  Taking ;  a  taker. 

A  X^jVi'  hawiyat,  An  egg.  Name  of  a  flower  or 
kitchen-garden.    (A  year)  of  little  rain. 

p  J^jls  kdrcil,  Name  of  a  northern  nation. 

A  sis />o/i, Obedience.  Dignity.  Power.  Quick- 
ness in  despatching  victuals  set  before  one.  Easy 

and  comfortable  (life). 

A jS>l5  /ia/u'r,  Who  or  what  subdues  or  triumphs. 
A  conqueror.  Violent,  forcible,  oppressive.  PjfclS 

jS>Ji\Jidh'iru'r  zahr,  An  antidote  to  poison. 
A  «yi>l5  kahirat,  A  conqueress,  victrix,  Augusta. 

Thefleshy  part  between  the  neck  and  shoulder.  The 

breast,  bosom.  Haste,  expedition.  Beginning  of 

any  thing.  ̂ JJ^la)^  al  kdhha,  (The  victorious)  Al 

Cairo,  or  Grand  Cairo,  the  metropolis  of  Egypt. 

Sjfcli  C^^ddamlati  kdhira,The  conquering  dynas- 

ty,  i.  e.  the  Arabian  califat ;  also  theTurkish  power. 

p  jli*  Jsli'  kdh  hah,  A  horse-laugh. 

A  ̂fcli*  hahi,  A  man  in  easy  and  prosperous 
circumstances.  Quick,  sharp,  intelligent. 

A  j^fcls  hdJiiy,  Affluent. 
p        hay.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  (j'd  ha^y,  (v.  n.of^^ls)  Confessing,  acknow- 
ledging, telling  the  truth. 

A  t=./^ls  hdfih.  Absent. 

A         hasihat,  An  egg.  Acock.  A  chicken. 

A  iJL^Ks  kds'it,  Subsistence,  competency.  A  lion. 

A  tin^li"  hand,  (pi.  Oy  huroad,  J^ji  huwad,  and 
'iiiXs  hddaf)  A  leader,  general,  governor,  president. 
A  leader  of  horses.  The  greatest  of  the  ̂J.^  ful- 

jdn  of  the  ploughman.  A  promineiit  part  of  a 

mountain.  A  long  tract  of  country,  or  a  depressed 
mountain,  liolfl]^  al  hdsid.  The  last  star  in  the  tail 

of  the  Lesser  Bear,  (J^J^U  liJls  hdndu'ljaysh,  The 
general  of  an  army. 

(   946  ) 

A  S  jJljj  hasidat,  A  hillock  or  bank  reaching  far. 

A  u-i^li*  hasif,  (pi.  hdfat)  Skilful  in  track- 
ing, knowing  footsteps. 

A  Jjljj  kdsil,  (pi.  Jy  huwal,  J^'  kvyyal,  &JI5 
kdlat,  and  J^y  AmwmZ)  A  speaker,  spokesman.  One 

who  asserts  or  professes  a  belief,  or  stoutly  main- 

tains an  opinion.  The  author  of  a  verse,  (pi.  ̂3>.-^' 

hayl,  (Jj^s  huyyal,  and  JU'i  huyydl)  One  who  sleeps at  mid-day. 

A         hdfiian,  Saying. 

A  iOjlj  hanlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jlis  for  J.J>)  Sleeping 
at  noon.  Noon.  A  nap  at  noon. 

A  ̂Ks  hadm,  (pi.  j»y  hurvam,  ̂ Ti  huyya7n,^\Js 
huwdm,  and  huyydin)  Standing.  Erect,  per- 

pendicular. Firm,  fixed,  durable,  perpetual,  con- 
stant, stedfast.  Vigilant,  attentive.  Stopped,  drawn 

(game).  The  hilt  of  a  sword.  Name  of  a  building 

in  Surr  man  ray.  P  ̂ ^U"*'  jJl^  hdnmi  pan- 
jum  dsmdn.  The  planet  Mars,  i^^j  j»->lj'  hdnm 

rehhtan,  To  be  feeble,  to  decline  a  contest.  A  pjls 

^*3l5\  hdnmus  suhh.  Early  in  the  morning,  pjli' 
joUU  hdnm  mahdm,  A  lieutenant,  vicegerent,  the 
Kaimacam,  or  governor  of  Constantinople.  A  vi- 

car, administrator,  overseer.  jUM  kdshnu''n ndr,  Standing  the  fire,  uninjured  by  fire. 

pj\i^i^  ̂ Ks  kdsim-anddz,  An  expert  player  at 
chess.  Weak,  feeble. 

A  X/li'  kdsimat.  Erect,  perpendicular.  A  per- 
pendicular line.  Aright  angle.  Sightless  (eye),  but 

whose  pupil  appears  perfect  and  unblemished,  (pi. 

^\y  kawddm)  Foot  of  a  quadruped.  Hilt  of  a sword.  An  hour.  Leaf  of  a  book. 

A  jajli*  hdsim  mizdj.  Of  a  settled  temper, fixed.    Resolute,  persevering. 

A  ̂:>^<^li*Aaj^m-mi2;q;i,Fixedness,firmness. Resolution. 

A  (^jl's  hdnn,  Cain. A  u-.*s  liah,  The  sound  of  a  sword  falling  upon 

any  object. 
Aul-»"iAaZ)&,(v.n.of  CJs)  Cutting  off  (the  hand). 

Withering  (a  plant).  Being  heard  (the  grinding 

of  the  teeth  of  a  lion  or  stallion).  A  king,  gene- 

ral, chief,  lieutenant.  The  axle,  also  the  axle-hole 
ofa  pulley.  The  interstice  between  the  hips.  Aman 
of  a  noble  race.  The  cross-beam  of  a  pulley.  A  gore, 

side,  breast,  or  collar  of  a  shirt,  or  other  garment.  A 

stallion  of  a  good  breed,  and  skilful  at  covering.  A 

strong, hard  bridle.  Ji/ift,  The  rump-bone.  A  go- 
vernor, chief,  leader.  Kuhh,  (pi.  of  tJl/il  akahh) 

Gaunt-bellied  (horses). 

A  f-^^s  habs,  (v.n.  of  Us)  Eating.  Being  filled 
with  drink. 

p  \Js  hahd,  A  garment ;  a  short  tunic  open  be- 
fore. A  close  long  gown  worn  by  men.  ci-^  1-5 

^^ijjjj  hahd  tang  shudan.  To  be  weak,  feeble,  or 

poorly  off.  i^<^J^  ̂   hahd  kardan,  To  tear  up  a 
shirt.  i^i>2>l         hahdyidhanin,  A  coat  of  mail. 

US 

O^jJ  t/l^j*  hahdyi  zar-baft,  The  sky  on  a  dark night  without  a  cloud.  ij^-^  hahdyi  huhU, 

Sky.  pl«(«  (^^■ly  hahdyi  mu^am.  The  lunar  sphere. 
A  1*5  haha',  A  sort  of  plant.  A  demolishing. 

A  -*ly  kahds,  (pi.  ahhiyat)  A  vesture,  gar- 

ment. (Ji'^y  -^ly  hibdsu  kawsayni.  Two  bows' 
length.  Two  cubits'  lensth. 

A  -*Ij.5  hahhds,  (pi.  lL^'s  kuhh)  (A  woman)  slen- der round  the  middle. 

A  Lj->ly  hihdb,  A  sort  of  fish.  (pi.  of  sXi  hub- 
&ai)Towers,vaults,cupolas.  ^Mia/;,Sharp(sword). 

Large  (nose).  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Madina. 
A  s-->ly  hahbdb,  A  lion. 
A  slJs  habsat,  (or  i-^ly)  Grass,  pasturage. 

A yly  hubdtir,  Short,  dwarfish  :  a  dwarf. 
A j5ly  kuhdsir,  Vile,  mean,  base,  abject.  Ob- 

scure, unknown. 

p  ̂ U-Ls  habdchdy,  (or  to-Ui)  A  little  tunic. 

A  ̂ ^fhabdh,  The  joint  of  the  knee  and  thigh. 

Kibdh,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^habiJi)  Hideous, shameful,  ugly. 

Kubdh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  ugly,  foul,  offensive. 
A         hubhdli,  A  bear. 

A&si-Lj  kabdhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  base,  ugly, 
shameful.  Ugliness.  Villainy,baseness,  dishonesty. 

Evil,  ill.  Inconvenience.  Crime,  fault,  rascality. 

A  habdha',  (pi.  of  ̂ ^)  Shameful, ugly. 
Piil-J  hiihdd.  Name  ofa  king  of  Persia  and  fa- 

ther of  NoshTrawan.  A  kind  of  thorny  shrub  of 
which  camels  are  fond. 

A  ily  huhdz.  The  father  of  ̂j-*^ hisra\ 
A&?^iL5/n<&a2i?/ai,01d,spoiltjdamaged(wheat). 

A^IS  hubhdr.  Name  of  a  place  in  Mecca.  A 
company  collected  together  to  draw  the  game  from 

out  of  the  nets.  A  hunter's  lantern. 

p  tj*>ly  kiihds.  The  sun. 
AiL*jlJ>  kabdsat,{Y.n.  of  (jMA5)Coveringquickly, 

impregnating  at  once  (a  camel). 
A  (^\!is  habhdz,  A  fast  driver.  A  taker,  seizer. 
Ail^L5Aaia^ai;,Quickness,expedition,swiftness. 
A  habhdzat.  One  who  drives  fast. 

A         hubhdt.  White  sweetmeats. 

A  (^5i>\y  habdtiy,  (or  (_^ly  kahdti)  (pi.  of  ̂^^s^ 

hibtiy)  Copts,  Egyptians. 

A  ̂ 9  kihd^  (v.  n.  of  |«y)  Grunting  (as  swine). 
A  large  measure.  JsT^iZ^a^,  A  foolish  man.  A  hedge- 

hog. A  large  corn-measure  used  at  Basra.  The 

rough  tripe.  An  ample  woman.  A  wide  mirror. 

Name  of  C^ls-  hdris,  governor  of  Basra. 

A  ̂I's  kahhd^  A  timorous,  cowardly  pig. 
A  (JUS'ly  kahd^s,  (pi.  of  {jjjf-^  kaba^ara') 

Large  and  strong. 

A  kuhd^y.  Large-headed  (man). 
A  (_«*3ly  kuhdkib,  The  third  year  from  the  pre- 

sent, exclusive.    A  cruel,  savage,  unfeeling  man. 

A  great  talker,  a  doter.  ̂ '^'^  j  j,U]\  ̂ J 

u-^flju^j  w_-<jly      u-sli'^j  innaku  laniuflihd'l 
^ma,  Tva  Id  kdhila,  wa  Id  kdhba,  wa  Id  kubdhiba, 



im  la  muhalhiha,  Verily  thou  wilt  not  succeed  this 

year,  nor  the  next,  nor  the  ensuing,  nor  the  one 
after  it,  nor  the  next  to  that. 

A  JLS  hihal,  A  strap  which  passes  between  the 

toes  and  fastens  the  sandal  to  the  foot.  JLi*  ijjS^ 
Jiusayra  kibalin,  A  deadly  sort  of  viper. 

A  habalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-i')  Being  surety  for 
another.  Management  of  an  affair.  Deputyship. 

Suretiship,  Kihalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jfi')  Bringing  a  wo- 
man to  bed,  acting  as  midwife.  Midwifery.  Be- 

ing surety  for  another.  Deputyship.  Kuhalata, 

Opposite,  over  against.  jolLS  C^t,jJh>- jalastu  ku- 
balatahu,  I  sat  opposite  to  him. 

p  aJl-jj  hahala  or  kubala,  Any  contract,  espe- 

cially of  bargain  and  sale,  signed  by  a  judge.  A 

grant.  A  deed,  writing,  written  agreement.  Bail, 
bond.  Title-deeds. 

p  esJLS  kabala-navis,  A  conveyancer. 
A        kaban,  Scales  or  steelyard. 

A  (jIaS  kabbdn,  A  pair  of  scales.  Faithful,  trusty. 

^^Vjjjl?'  himar  kabban,  (or  ̂j\I>jS'  ̂ yr  habban) 
An  oval  insect  of  the  locust  kind,  with  six  feet  and 

a  target-back,  bred  in  moist  places :  a  scarabagus. 

p      Li* kaba-namad,A.  coarse,  rain-tight  cloak. 

p  jUi'  habaJi,  A  garment. 

A  'i^y^  habayat,  An  even  plain,  a  desert. 

A^Ws  habasih,  (pi.  of  'i-:^  kabihat)  Crimes, shameful  thoughts,  words,  or  deeds,  turpitudes. 

A liabasir,  (pi.  of  Aj^  kubras)  Larks. 

A  (ji^ji*  kabanl,  (pi.  of        kabllat)  Tribes. 
A  i^x'i  habab,  Slenderness,  slimness  of  waist. 

Kubdb,  (pi.  of      kubbat)  Cupolas,  domes,  arches. 
A  isjjj  kibat,  The  rough  tripe  of  a  sheep. 

A  'iXi  hihbat,  Rough  tripe  of  sheep.  Kubbat, 
(pi.  (— -^La  liibab  and  hubab)  A  cupola,  vault, 
dome,  arch,  alcove.  A  turret.  A  cathedral  church, 

duorao.  A  tent,  tabernacle.  A  parasol.  &j!a 

kubbatu''l  islam,  Basra.  'i^'i  kubbatu'z  za- 
man,  The  tabernacle  of  the  covenant. 

Aj^ii  liubfur,  Short,  dwarfish  :  a  dwarf. 

Aj^x'i  kubtur.  Name  of  an  island  in  the  West. 
A  C.*jj*  habs,  (v.  n.  of  Taking,  seizing, 

grasping,  clutching. 

Ajijj*/<a5sflr,Vile,mean,base:obscure,unknown. 

A  ̂ kabj, {or       kabjat,  p  t^-^)  A  partridge. 
p  hibchak.  Name  of  a  desert  in  Tartary. 

A^*  kubh  or  habk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  shame- 
ful or  ugly.  U gliness, foulness,  shamefulness.  &5 1^' 

hubhan  lahu,  May  God  keep  him  from  all  good! 

A^.^/ia6/ia',(pl.of       habih)  Ugly,  hideous. 

Aj3  kabr,  (v.  n.  of'_j<i)  Burying,  (pl.j^jj'  ku- 
bur)  A  grave,  sepulchre,  tomb,  monument,  p j3 

,j^<^ hab7'i  liohani,  A  grave  raised  in  the  middle 

like  a  camel's  back,  a  Kibr,  A  worm-eaten  place  in 
aloe-wood.  Kubar,  A  delicious  sort  of  grape  long 
and  white.    Kubar  or  kubbar,  A  lark. 

A-Ajj  hubrcLi,  (pl.^Ui'  kabatir)  A  lark. 
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A         kibirrat,  Glans  penis. 

A  'ij<s  hubbarat,  A  single  lark. 
A         habarsa^  A  skilful  manager  of  camels. 
A^^j<fkubrus,Cypvn3.  The  finest  Cyprus  brass. 

p  i^\xu)ji^  kahristan,  A  cemetery,  graveyard. 

A  ̂ "^uij^  kabr-salami,  A  consideration  or 
dues  paid  to  the  zammdar  by  the  Muhammadans 

for  his  allowing  them  to  dig  a  grave  for  their  de- 
ceased relations  (an  Indian  phrase). 

A  ̂^^J^  liubrusiy,  A  Cypriot. 
p  1^^^  habr-han,  A  grave-digger. 

p  "i^j^  habr-gah,  A  burying-ground. 

A  ij^-j'  hibirra\  A  nose.  Large-nosed. 
A  jo  liibz.  Short.  Avaricious. 

A  (j**JJ  habs,  (v.  n.  of  ij-J^')  Lighting  or  obtain- 
ing (fire)  from  another.  Acquiring  learning.  De- 

riving knowledge.  Kibs,  Root,  origin.  Kabas,  (v. 

n.  of  ̂J"J^')  Being  quick,  expeditious  (a  stallion 
carael).  A  portion  of  fire,  firebrand  for  kindling 

a  fire.  Kabis,  A  quick  and  sure  foal-getter. 

Ajy^ii  kubshur.  Not  menstruous  (woman). 
A  i^ja^  kabs,  (v.  n.  of  (.>af*)  Taking  up  (any 

thing)  with  the  tips  of  the  fingers.  Making  (any 

one)  break  oflF  drinking  before  his  thirst  is  quenched. 

Mounting  the  female  (a  stallion).  Running  a  string 

into  one's  trousers  and  drawing  it.  Being  bi'isk,  spi- 
rited, and  striking  the  ground  with  the  fore-edge  of 

his  feet  (a  horse).  Ktbs,  A  great  multitude  of  men. 

Root,  origin.  Kibs  or  habs,  A  great  heap  of  sand. 

-ffaZ^as,  (v.n.  of tjajj)  Being  brisk, spirited  (horse). 

Being  closed  up  (the  womb  of  a  camel).  Alight- 
ing on  a  tree  in  a  swarm  (locusts).  Being  long  and 

large  (the  head,  or  the  crown  of  the  head).  Being 

joyful.  Having  a  pain  in  the  liver  (caused  by  eat- 

ing dates  fasting).  The  pain  itself.  Lightness,  brisk- 
ness. A  projection  or  excrescence  on  the  crown  of 

the  head.  Kabis,  Brisk,  sprightly.  Slack  (rope). 

A  A*<2,jj>  kabsds,  Thick  and  lofty  (mountain-top). 

^IrfOjj'  'i<[3>  hdmat  kabsds,  A  head  thick  and  high. 

A  'i.jo.x>  kabsatjAlocust.Kabsatov  kubsat,What- 
ever  can  be  taken  with  the  tip  of  the  fingers.  As 
much  wheat  as  can  be  taken  in  the  two  hands. 

A  Jj,-<ifa  kibissa'.  Hard  running. 
Ai^jA>^kabaza,{(ut.i,^i~SL>_yakbiztt)lIec\utched, 

A  (^jj'  kabz,  (v.  n.  of  (.^a^)  Taking,  seizing, 
arresting,  grasping,  griping,  clutching.  Refraining, 

withholding  one's  hand  from  taking  hold  of.  Fly- 
ing or  walking  swiftly.   Contracting,  drawing  in. 

Driving  (camels)  fast.   Dying.  Capture,  seques- 
tration, confiscation.    Possession.  Constipation, 

astringency.  Contraction  (of  the  wings).  Swiftness. 

Agitation.  Compulsion.  Power.  Areceipt,voucher. 

jlsls-  {^^i!ikabzihhdtir,Contractiono{mmd.  (.jAjJ 

(J kabzu  'I  wusul,A  receipt,  discharge,acknow- 
ledgment.    Kabaz,  Grasped,  clutched.  Tribute, 
tax,  whatsoever  is  exacted  from  the  people. 

A  (_;o>s/£M&&a2:,  An  animal  resembling  a  tortoise. 

A  'La.xs  liabzat.  Power.  Grasp.  The  gripe  of 
a  sword ;  a  hilt,  handle.  Seized,  grasped,  clutched. 

^aJ^a^  or /iwJ^a^,  A  handful.  A  grasp,  gripe.  Kii- 

bazat,  A  shepherd  who  skilfully  manages  his  flock. 

Kubazat,  (or  &*ai)  kubazatun  rufazaturi)  (A 

man)  suddenly  snatching  and  immediately  drop- 

ping any^thing,  playing  fast  and  loose. 

A  Ij^i^  kibizza',  A  mode  of  running  or  leaping. 
A  'ixjo-iJ  habziyat,  Seizure.  Costiveness. 

A  la**5  habt,  (v.  n.  of  laJ)  Gathering  together, 
and  holding  with  the  hand.  Kibt,  Egypt.  Copts. 

A  'iSJiaJiLi\  al  liuhturiyat.  White  linen  cloth. 

A  '^^^^  kibtiy,  (pi.  (^La  kabdtiy  or  j_Jf  Li"  ka- bdti)  Egyptian.  Kubtiy  or  hibfiy,  Fine  linen  of 

Egypt.  Coptic. 
A  a^fpajj*  hibfiyat,  Egyptian  (woman).  'i>J^ 

jLjtlaJi3\  mariyatu'l  kibtiy  at,  Mary  the  Copt. 

A  ̂   kab^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ')  Lowering  the  head  in worship.  Turning  inwards  the  mouth  of  a  leather 

bottle,  or  putting  the  corner  to  one's  mouth  and 
drinking.  Grunting  (a  hog).  Breathing  hard,  puflp- 

ing  and  blowing.  Sound,  noise ;  the  cry  of  an  ele- 

phant. Kub^  A  brazen  trumpet.  Kuba^  A  hedge- 

hog. A  certain  marine  animal. 
A  &JtA3  huba^t,  A  woman  now  peeping  out  and 

then  withdrawing  herself.  al  kuba^t,  A  bird 

smaller  than  a  sparrow,  which  shrinks  its  head  into 

its  neck  when  frightened.  wtfJ  ̂ ,yd  ibna  hu- 

ba^t,  O  thou  stupid  fellow  ! 
A  wtAS  hubba^t,  A  garmen  t  like  the i^>j>biimus. 

A  jsliitAa  haba^dt,  A  female  rupture. 

Aj\»Jv*37i'a&a^'!ar,Greatinsize,large,bulky(man). 

Ai^Jiio^ kaba^a?'a' ,{p\.  u^^Us  kabd^s)  Great, 
large,  strong.  A  large  camel.  An  emaciated  vveanel. 
A  certain  marine  animal. 

A  Ij^i^  kaba^a',  (fem.  sllsuj  kaba^dt)  Large- 
footed  (man  or  camel). 

A  jj jxxs  kaba^'ur,  A  kind  of  a  bad  date. 
A  iviaaa  kabllat,  The  projection  of  one  foot  be- 

yond another.  Distance  of  heels.  A  weak  step, 

such  as  ploughs  up  the  dust. 
A  kablidb,  Loud-roaring  (lion).  Mur- 

muring or  braying  (camel).  The  grinding  of  the 
teeth  of  a  stallion  camel.  Vulva.  A  lake  or  cistern 

full  of  water.  A  wooden  shoe,  clog,  patten.  A  great 

liar.  A  shell,  or  any  thing  similar,  with  which  they 

glaze  cloth.    A  great  talker,  raver,  doter. 

A  c-uHjj  kabhab.  The  belly.  Kiblnb,  A  spe- 
cies of  sea-shell. 

A  &AaA3  habltabat,  (v.  n.  of  u-Jiji  Q)  Making 

a  rumbling  noise  in  the  belly  (a  horse).  Gnashing 

with  the  teeth.  Roaring  (a  lion).    Being  insane. 

p  ̂•el.jjj  l^ci>'  Jfij 
habh  Itatk,  u  kabk  gurg,  kabk  hath,  u  habkgurg, 

Behold,  a  stranger  comes ! 

p  u=»>  1  tjLljkj"  hubki  db.  Duck-weed. 

A  Jjj'  habl,  (v.  n.  of  (J>J^*)  Putting  the  thongs 



hahla'z zaman, 'Behove  the  time.  ̂ «a) 
Aa?;Z«'s  SM&A,  Befoi'e  dawn.  ̂ ^.i^Ijs^^  (Jj'^J 

Jl-i*  /jziaZ  to  a  sandal.  Tying  this  thong.  Blow- 
ing from  the  east  (wind).  Looking  to  the  tip  of 

one's  nose.  The  fore  part,  front,  face.  A  siege, 

blockade.  Before,  v  i^dj^^  ̂   hahlkardan,Tohe- 
siege.  A  ̂j«/o^l  ̂ yxskabla'l  ams,  The  day  before  yes- 

terday. ^J\  Jj^j  kahla  an,  Before  that.  Jj^i' 
kahla^d  dulihul,  Before  entering  or  arriving.  ̂ jJs 

kahla  wusuli'lmujahidm,  Before  the  arrival  of  the 
soldiers  of  the  faith,  i.e.  Muhammadans.  s!^ha- 

hlahu,  Before  that.  J-jJ)  kabla^haza,  A  little 

befoi'e,  not  long  since.  (JjJ  hahlu,  ̂ bi*  JiaMan,and 
(JjJ  ̂jio  min  kabli,  Formerly,  before  all,  in  the  fore 
part.  Heretofore.  Kiihl,  A\m,  design,  intent,  pur- 

pose, (pi.  of  ̂yxs\  akhal  and  -*i)aj'  kaUas)  Those 
who  have  the  pupil  of  the  eye  directed  to  the  tip 

of  the  nose.  Kuhl  or  kuhid,  The  fore  part.  Pu- 

denda(viri  vel  fcBminse).  Commencement(oftime). 

The  foot  (of  a  mountain).  <  Jjju  bi  hubltl 

hadaf,  Forward,  before  the  mark.  Jji*  (j/?  hu- 
bli,  In  the  beginning  (of  winter),  ^  7nin  hu- 

buli,  In  front  (Joseph''s  shirt  was  torn).  Kabul, 
(v.  n.  of  ̂ y^)  Looking  to  the  tip  of  one's  nose. 
Having  the  toes  turned  inward ;  or  the  horns  of  a 

sheep  bent  over  the  face.  Coming  on  (night). 
Drinking  water  (camels),  which  is  suddenly  thrown 

over  their  heads.  Speaking  extempore.  Having 

a  first  sight  of  the  new  moon.  A  squinting  inwards. 

Gentleness  and  lightness  of  manipulation  of  a  mid- 

wife in  extractingachild.  An  open  highway.  Any 
thing  seen  for  the  first  time.  A  shell  or  bead  used 

for  incantation.  A  piece  of  polished  ivory  hung 

to  the  neck  of  a  woman  or  horse.  The  top  of  a  hill 

or  sand  tumulus;  also  that  part  of  any  rising  ground 

which  is  opposite  to  us.  (pi.  of 'iiyjkabalat)  Whirls 
upon  spindles.  Kibal,  Power.  Plenty.  A  part, 

side.  Presence.  ^With,  in  (my)  possession.  Pjii 

S^^s^  <— ^yxs  dar  kibali^zzati  dostam 
vmhammad ,  To  the  presence  of  my  glorious  friend 

Muhammad  (a  mode  of  addressing  letters),  a  ̂ ^lO 

iJ.AS  min  kibali,In  respect  of, aside,  apart,  ̂ y^'i  ̂  
viin  hibali  anfihi,  (He  speaks)  through  his 

nose.  Kuhul,  (pi.  of  ̂yxxi  kabil)  Tribes. 

A  hahalan.  Extempore,  unpremeditated. 

Never  before  seen.  Kabalan,  kuhulan,  kubalan,  or 

kibalan.  For  the  first  time.  Before,in  my  presence 

or  sight.  Kuhulan,  By  troops  of  different  nations. 
Before  the  eyes. 

A  AflZ)Za/,(fem.  of^il  akhal)  (A  woman) 
whose  eye  looks  to  the  tip  of  her  nose,  squinting  in- 

wardly. (A  sheep)  whose  horn  is  bent  over  the  face. 
A  kahlat,  A  small  shell  or  bead  used  for 

purposes  of  fascination,  or  to  avert  the  influence 

of  malignant  eyes.  Kiblat,  Any  thing  opposite. 

That  part  to  which  people  direct  their  faces  in 

prayer ;  (especially  Mecca,  towards  the  Kaaba,  or 
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temple,  of  which  city  the  Muhammadans,  in  what- 
ever quarter  of  the  world  they  are,  turn  themselves 

when  going  to  pray).  The  tomb  of  Muhammad 
at  Madina.  Analtar,temple.  Worship.  Side, part. 

Mode,  manner.  A  father,  p  J>Jk.i^  kiblasi 

jamsked,  The  cup  or  mirror  of  Jam  ;  which,  ac- 
cording to  the  Eastern  fabulists,  represented  the 

whole  world.  Fire.  The  sun.  Red  wine. 

^^IHj&ii  kiblasi  dihkan,  (or  ̂jljuj^iyij  Axi  kiblasi 

zarrlushtiyan')  Fire.  K ̂ \pi\xsMl>lasi^lam, {'KxhXs. of  the  world)  A  title  which  some  Eastern  princes 

have  given  themselves.  (^^%\Ss  kiblasi  kaw- 
nayn.  The  kibla  of  both  worlds,  applied  to  a  father. 

Kuhlat,  A  kiss.  A  philtre,  by  which  witches  pre- 

tended to  reconcile  enemies.  A  mark  on  a  sheep's 
ear.  Bail,  surety.  The  thread  which  is  drawn  for- 

ward whilst  sewing,  p  ̂jii^<i  kubla  dadan.  To 

kiss.  A  Kahalat,  (pi.  kabal)  A  spindle;  like- 
wise the  whirl  used  in  spinning  with  a  distafi^  A 

small  shell  or  bead,  with  which  enchanters  pretend 

to  fascinate  people,  M'hilst  they  pronounce  the  words 

sjl^il  Xijii'  b  ya  kahalatu  akhiliki,  O  shell  go  to 
him  (these  shells  they  also  hang  round  the  necks 
of  cattle  to  defend  them  from  fascination).  The 

cabalistic  art,  dealing  in  any  thing  mysterious  or 

supernatural.  A  cough,  hoarseness.  Aheap  ofsand. 

A  kiblatayn,  (oblique  dual  of  SUi  kiblat) 
The  two  Kiblas,  i.e.  Mecca  and  Jerusalem  (the 

latter  having  not  only  been  the  Christian  Kibla, 

but  also  originally  that  of  the  Muhammadans ;  till 

their  prophet,  to  conciliate  the  good-will  of  his  fel- 
low-citizens, changed  it  to  Mecca  in  the  second  year 

of  the  Hijra). 

A  (j^iiA*  kaballash,  Glans  penis. 

p  jli  s]jj  kibla-gah,  Any  place  towards  which 

one  looks  during  prayer  (Daniel  vi.  10).  sl^  eJjkJ 

(^^^  kibla-(jahi  majus.  Fire. 
p  mK>  kibla-nama,  A  mariner's  compass ; 

also  &)uij  kibla-nama,  (Showing  a  place)  a  ma- 

chine, directing  the  Muhammadans,  at  a  distance 

from  Mecca,  to  that  point  where  the  Kibla  stands. 

A  ̂^JJ>^  kibliy,  Southern. 

AC*iSihabiriyan,'Befoxe,  in  my  presence  orsight. 

A  SJUi'  kuhnat.  Expedition  in  necessary  afl^airs. 
A kabanjar,  Large-bellied. 
A kabn,  (v.  n.  of  Uj  for ̂ i)  Collecting  in  the 

fingers.  Raising  (an  edifice).  Gathering  (saffi'on). 
A  L->^  kubub,  (v.  n.  of  k1J>)  Drying  up  or 

losing  its  moisture  (meat,  a  skin,  a  wound,  or  a 

date).    Brawling,  squabbling  aloud  (people). 

A  »^AS  kabwat,  A  contracting  of  the  lips. 

A  ̂ y'i  kubuk,  (and  &s» ̂ 'i  kuhukat)  (v.  n.  of 

^)  Being  deformed,  ugly,  foul.  Ugliness. 
AjjaS  habur,  Low  and  soft  (ground).  A  palm- 

tree  which  bears  quickly  :  or  one  whose  fruit  is  on 

the  branch.  Kubur,  (pi.  of^'/ia&r) Tombs, graves. 

j^'i  L-jlsi^^  as-habi  kubur,  The  dead,  the  buried. 

A  kalus,  Firm,  strong,  swift,  or  mettle- 

some (horse).  A  horse  that  strikes  the  ground 

with  only  the  fore-edge  of  his  hoofs. 

A  kubu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 5)  Hanging  or  hiding 
his  head  in  his  garment  (a  man)  ;  rolling  itself  up 

(ahedgehog).Travelling.Grunting(swine).Breath- 

ing  hard.    Remaining  behind  one's  companions. 

A  JjA5  kabul,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj')  Receiving  favour- 
ably, taking  well,  consenting,  granting.  Blowing 

from  the  east  (wind).  Submitting  to.  Coming, 

approaching.  Receiving  the  bucket  from  the  wa- 
ter-drawer. Sticking,  cleaving  to.  Beginning. 

Wind  blowing  from  the  east.  A  midwife.  Beauty. 
Ornament.  Garb,  dress.  Consent,  compliance,  a 

favourable  reception,  concession,  approbation,  as- 

sent. Approved,  consented.  Tolerated,  p  J^jJ* 

(jiibi^  kabul  uftadan,  To  prove  acceptable.  (J^JJ 

i^^^ kabul  kardan.  To  agree,  consent,  accept,  ap- 

prove, submit  to.  A  Jyki' jiJ  kabul.  Capable  of 
receiving.  J^jJ  karini  kabul.  Acceptable, 

agreeable.  J^ji'  uli-Aff'  ̂ layka  kabul.  Is  it  agree- able to  you  ?  Kuhul,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj^^)  Approaching, 

coming.  Blowing  from  the  east  (wind).  Taking, 

receiving,  accepting.  Receiving  a  bucket  from  the 
water-drawer.  Beauty.  Ornament.  Garb,  dress. 

A  ̂J^fi*  hahuH,  Acceptable.  A  kind  of  food, rice  and  pulse  boiled  together. 

A  (_J^J^'  /tfl&wfi?/, Belonging  to,  fanned  by,  or  ex- 
posed to  the  morning  bi'eeze  (Jj^i  kabul). 

A  'i^^yf  kahuUyat,  A  receipt,  acceptance.  An 
agreement  in  writing.  A  counter  agreement. 

A         kuhun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jo)  Travelling. 

p  eais  kubba,  A  vault,  arch.  A  dome,  cupola. 

A  cupping-horn.  u-J  1  sXi  kuhbasi  ab,  A  bubble 

of  water.  {JSO^j^j  kuhbasi  zabarjadi  (or  Uo* 

mma),  The  azure  vault.  lI1.*0^J  hubbasi  zar- 
baft,  A  starlight  night,  i^ljj  hubbasi  zarin, 

The  sun.  The  dawn.  LJp  aai'  kuhbasi  ̂ dya',  (or 
SiViij^  dXi  kuhbasi gardanda)  The  firmament. 
ti^Lj  kuhbasi  falak.  The  ninth  heaven. 

Y>j\d&Xskubha-dur,{oY^^!^iskubhawar)Con\e\. 
A      kuhbiy, Onevfho  fasts  till  his  flanks  shrink. 

A  *Joj'  kablb,  (v.  n.  of  <Jl^'i)  Being  heard  (the 
grinding  of  the  teeth  of  a  horse  or  a  lion).  Mak- 

ing a  grating  noise  (teeth).  The  preparation  of 
milk  called  ]a>\  a/«7  mixed  in  its  moist  and  dry  state. 

A        kabih,  (pi.         kihak,  J^^jj"  kabaha', 
habha')  Deformed,  ugly.  Shameful,  vile,  de- 

testable, bad.   J^A'\  ̂ >  habiku'l  mamar,  Of  a hideous  appearance.  al  kabih.  Tip  of  the 

elbow.  Joint  of  the  knee  or  thigh. 

A         kahikat,  (pi.  ,^1x5  kahasih  or  Qji'  ki- bah)  A  foul,  shameful,  unworthyact. 

kahihatu'sh  shulilib,  A  camel  with  wide  teat-holes. 

A  huhayrat,  (dim.  of  5^3*.^*  kibirrdt)  Small 
glands  or  nuts  of  yards. 

A  kab'is,  (A  camel)  soon  impregnating. 
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Kuhays,  in  composition  with  jj\  ahu :  as, 

aby.  kubays,  Name  of  a  mountain  near  Mecca. 

A  A-ajji'  hahisat,  Any  thing  taken  up  with  tlie 
tips  of  the  fingers.  Earth  heaped  up.  Gravel, 

pebbles,  small  stones.  Name  of  an  Arab  who  re- 
fused to  surrender  to  the  mighty  hunter  Bahram 

Giir  a  gazel  which  had  sought  refuge  in  his  tent ; 

whence  he  was  styled  mujiru'l ghizlan. 

A  cjoAjj*  Aafc,  Rapid,  hasty,  expeditious.  Skil- 

ful in  one's  profession.  3«iJ^;„>aAAJ  halnzu''sh  shadd, 
Moving  the  feet  nimbly. 

A  lajaS  hubhayt,  (  J^jS  huhbayta\  or  -^llaAjj' kubaytai)  A  white  sweetmeat. 

A  «*Jjf5  hdbi^t,  The  pommel  of  a  sword,  of  sil- 
ver or  of  iron.    The  nostril  of  a  pig. 

A  e-*^  kibhi^t,  The  nostril  of  a  hog. 

Af^*u^  1^  kabyu  kawsayn,  Two  bows'  length : 
two  cubits'  length. 

A  (J«iJi'  kabil,  A  midwife.  Capable.  A  thread 
drawn  forward  in  spinning.  A  surety,  bail.  A 

second  in  command.  Obedience  (opposed  to^^.ii 

dabir,  which  implies  disobedience).  A  winning 

arrow  at  games  of  hazard.  The  lobe  of  the  ear. 

Cotton,  (pi.  kubul)  A  crowd  of  different  na- 
tions ;  also  of  one  tribe,  or  any  miscellaneous  mul- 

titude. A  spouse,  a  husband  or  wife.  Apropername. 

A^Uji*  habilan,  Before,  in  my  presence  or  sight. 
Kubaylan,  A  little  before. 

A  aJjjj'  kabilat,  (pi.  JjUi  habaAT)  Tribe,  fa- 
mily, house,  kindred,  parentage,  race,  line,  stock, 

generation,  progeny.  The  various  parts  of  the  skull 

united  together.  The  thong  of  a  bridle.  A  stone 

on  the  mouth  or  front  of  a  well.  f^'^n  ha- 
hllatin,  By  their  tribes. 

A         kabln,  Swift,  active  in  business. 

T        kappan,  A  large  pair  of  scales ;  or  rather, 

a  scale  at  one  end  and  a  heavy  stone  at  the  other. 

p  Jcipchdk,  (or  dasliti  hip- 

chak)  The  Precop  or  Kipjak  Tartars.  Many  Per- 
sian words  have  been  borrowed  from  the  language 

of  those  people. 

p  CL/H  hut,  Trefoil,  clover,  hay. 

A  (JL*a  Jiatt,  (v.n.of  cJs)  Slandering,  whisper- 
ing, calumniating.  Cutting  into  strips  or  thongs. 

Diminishing,  lessening.  Following  another  clan- 

destinely. Following  footsteps.  Collecting  by  lit- 

tle and  little.  Directing  properly.  Preparing,  fit- 
ting, adjusting,  amending.  Smelling  the  urine  of 

a  diseased  camel  (a  keeper).  Perfuming  (oil)  by 

putting  (it)  amongst  flowers.  Detraction,  slander, 

lying.  Clover,  Burgundian  hay. 

A  ̂   hatu' ,  kita',  or  kuta,  (v.  n.  of  b5  for  jli) 
Serving  well  (a  domestic).    Serving  a  king. 

AOUiJ  kattat,  A  spy,  scout.  A  listener,  eaves- 

dropper, tale-bearer.  A  slanderer,  sycophant. 
A        hatad,  (pi.         aktad,  Sis\  ahtud,  and 

^yS  kutud)  A  thorny  tree,  called  the  tragacanth  ; 
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hence,  ikisi)\  Isp-  khartu'l  hatad,  The  stripping  of 
this  tree  with  the  hand  is  an  expression  employed 

to  denote  a  thorny,  troublesonae  business. 

A  j^iilli*  hatada',  Griped  from  eating  this  tree. 

A  Wtibi*  haiadiyat,  (Camels)  feeding  on  the 
tree  lilli'  hatad. 

A  Jcs  hutar,  The  smell  of  meat  roasting,  of  a 
boiling  cauldron,  or  of  a  burning  bone.  Perfume, 

odour  (of  wood  of  aloes,  &c.).  Soot  of  a  kettle. 

A  Jbi'/eaiaZ,Thesoul.  Remains  of  life.  Strength. 

The  body.  Jlii*  0\i  zati  hatal,  Compact  (she- 
camel).  Kital,  (v.  n.  3  of  JjS)  Fighting  for.  Op- 

posing, fighting.  Battle,  conflict,  combat,  engage- 

ment. Slaughter,  carnage,  j-^^  ij^-*-*  hitulu^l 
bahr,  A^sea-fight,  a  naval  engagement. 

A  Jlii7«a<<a/,Akiller,slayer, murderer.  Deadly 

(poison).^  Kuttal,  (pi.  of  (J3lj  hatil)  Murderers. 
A  aJUSS  hattalat,  Very  destructive  and  deadly. 
A  hatam,  Black  dust. 

A  jjUi'  hatan  or  kutan,  Dust. 
A  &3bi*  hatanat,  (v.  n.  of  Having  little 

meat.    Being  a  little  eater. 

A  lijlli*  hutdnd,  The  declivity  of  a  mountain. 
A  L  hatb,  (v.n.  of  i_-.*I^s)  Feeding  with  roasted 

intestines.  Putting  the  saddle-cloth  or  saddle  ̂ jCi* 
kith  upon  a  beast.  Kith,  The  bowels.  A  saddle- 

cloth (to  imbibe  the  sweat)  laid  under  a  pack-sad- 

dle. A  small  saddle-cloth  of  the  size  of  a  camel's 
bunch.  All  the  furniture  of  a  she-camel  employed 

in  carrying  water  for  purposes  of  irrigation.  A 

roundness  of  belly.    Katab,  (pi.  aktdb)  A 

small  saddle  for  a  camel's  bunch.  A  pack-saddle, 
particularly  a  small  one.  Katib,  Peevish,  touchy. 

A  bS^  hitbat,  One  intestine,  a  bowel. 

A  ̂'.i*  kutabiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  *-Jp>  hutaybat. 

A       hatad,  (v.  n.  of  liCi*)  Eating  of  the  thorny 
tree  liUi"  hatad,  and  being  griped  (a  camel),  (pi. 

ahtdd  or  li^jli)  The  timber  of  a  camel's  saddle. 

A        hatidat,  Camels  griped  with  oti'  hatad. 
Ajfi  hatr,  (v.  n.  of  j^S)  Sending  forth  a  scent  (a 

boiling  pot,  meat  roasting,  or  a  burning  bone).  Be- 

ing parsimonious  (in  housekeeping);  half-starving 

(one's  domestics).    Joining  one  thing  to  another. 
Driving  the  nails  ̂ ;jCi  hatlr  into  a  coat  of  mail. 
Sticking  close  to  a  thing.  Short  commons,  a  bare 

sustenance.    Katr  or  hatar  (equiv.  tOjd^  hadr). 

Kitr,  The  small  head  of  a  kind  of  arrow  (or  the 

reed  itself),  used  in  shooting  at  marks.  Kutr  or 

hutur,  {^\.Jz>\  ahtar)  A  tract,  side,  or  quarter 
(especially  of  the  heavens).  Katar,  Dust.  Katir, 

Proud,  haughty,  arrogant,  lofty.    Kutar,  (pi.  of 

ij^i'  hutrat)  Hunters'  lurking-places. 
Fjis  hatir,  A  mule. 

A  'iji  hitrat,  or  'ijG  j>\  abu  hitrat,  The  devil. 
Sj^S       ihn  hitrat,  A  small  virulent  serpent.  Ku- 

trat,  A  hunter's  lurking-place.  A  heap  of  globular 
dung  or  gravel.  Katr  at  or  hatarat,  Dust, 11  I 

A  ̂   hit^  A  bee-hive  in  a  cavern,  but  not  deep. 
Kata^  A  wood-louse  or  worm. 
A  hata^t,  Submissive,  mean,  abject,  vile. 

A  single  wood-louse. 
p  hatih,  Butter-milk  or  any  thing  acid  put 

into  broth. 

A  'i:JsC>  hathatat,  Detraction,  whispering. 

A  ̂y^katl,(v.^n.  of(J:i')Killing, slaying,  slaugh- 
tering, murdering.  Striking  on  the  body.  Diluting 

(wine)  with  water.  Knowing  for  sure.  Cursing. 

Slaughter,  murder,  death.  c^x.Jb  Jci'  katl  bi''s sabab,  Homicide  by  an  intermediate  cause. 

hatli  ̂ m,  A  general  massacre,  li^ff-  katl 

^md,  Homicide  by  misadventure. 
Ikii  had  hasim  maham  hi  hhuta.  Homicide  of  the 

same  nature  as  that  by  misadventure.    Kill,  (pi. 

ahtdi)  An  enemy,  adversary.  A  companion, 

equal,  peer,  associate,  friend,  cousin,  kinsman.  A 
strong  intrepid  man.  A  vital  part,  which  being 
hurt  death  ensues.  A  horn,  hitlu  sharr, 

One  up  to  mischief.  Kutl  or  hutul,  (pi.  of  Jjli* 
katuV)  Sanguinary,  murderous. 
A  hitldni,  (dual  of       hitl)  A  pair. 

A  hitlat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Killing.  A  mode 

of  killing,  f^yn  iito  kitlatu  sawsin,  An  infamous 

murder,  parricide,  'ii^  y*i  sharr  hitlat,  A  cruel 

death.  A'fi[teZa^,(pl.of^Jjl57^a^^7)Slayers,murderers. 
p  sLCJii  hatl-gah,  A  place  of  execution.  The 

seat  of  carnage. 

A  (^JIJ  hatla',  (pi.  of        hat'd  or  "^J^^')  Slain. A         hatliy,  A  murderer.    Meriting  death. 

A  hutmat,  A  dusty  colour.  A  certain  dis- 

gusting plant.    Katamat,  An  offensive  smell. 

A  t^y^  hatan,  A  certain  fish  of  a  hand's  breadth. 

A  yi  hatrv,  (v.  n.  of  Ui*  for  j^i)  Serving  well  (a 
domestic).    Serving  a  king. 

A  'i^yi  hatubat,  Saddled  with  the  small  saddle 
c-*^  hatah  (she-camel). 

A  'iyi  hatnat,  Detraction,  slander,  whispering. 
A  C^y!  hatut,  A  spy,  scout,  listener,  an  eaves- 

dropper, sycophant. 

A  liyS  hutud,  (pi.  of  jci'  hatad)  Timbers  of  ca- 
mels' saddles,  (pi.  of lil^'  hatad)  Tragacanth-trees. 

Aj^li'  hatur,  Avaricious,  parsimonious,  stingy 
(to  one's  household).  Kutur,  (v.  n.  ofj3)  Being 
parsimonious  in  housekeeping.  Emitting  a  flavour 
or  effluvia  (roast  meat  or  a  boiling  pot),  stinking 

(a  burning  bone). 

A  ̂'-i*  hutu^  A  being  mean,  base,  abject. 
A  i^yS  hatul,  (pi.  ya  kutl  and  hutul)  Sangui- 

nary, murderous. 

A  J^li'  hitroall,  A  stammerer,  a  stutterer.  Re- 
laxed, enervated. 

A  ̂ yS  hutum,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Being  raised  (dust). 

A(j^*/jM<M«,(v.n.ofy^)Becomingdry(a  fish). 
A  aJo*^'  hutaybat,  (dim.  of  'iS^  hitbat)  A  small 

intestine.    Name  of  a  tribe. 



A  J^^AAJ  kittita,  Detraction ;  whispei'ing.  A 
spy,  eaves-dropper,  tale-bearer. 

A  jCj  ̂ a<ir,The  heads  of  the  nails  used  in  fasten- 
ing coats  of  mail.  Hoariness;  orthe  beginning  of  it. 

A  tjfps  hutayrat,  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  (Jxi  hat'il,  (pi.  ̂'is  katla')  Killed,  murdered 

(man  or  woman).  ii>ff^\  ,Jjui'/ia<iZMVr«^r?,  (Killed 
by  thunder)  a  quail. 

A  &Jup  hatilat,  (A  woman)  killed  or  beheaded. 

A  pJuJ  {^[xs-  liiyazu  hutaymin,  Death :  ruin. 
A  (j^ili  kafm,  (A  man)  who  has  little  meat.  The 

tike  (an  insect  infesting  sheep  or  camels).  A  man 

or  woman  (implying  elegance;  and  baseness,  or 

deformity).  White  dressed  silk.  A  spear,  or  the 

point  of  it.  A  spear-head  thin  and  old.  A  man 
who  is  a  little  eater. 

kass,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -L^s)  Driving  into  one 

body  (cattle).  Pulling  up,  tearing  out.  Drawing, 
dragging.    A  kind  of  plant. 

A  IS  kasa,  Eating  a  crisp  thing  (as  cucumbers). 
A        MscLi  or  husas,  A  cucumber. 

A  ̂Ui  Itassas,  A  possessor  of  cucumbers.  Kis- 

suf,  A  cucumber,  i  0^^^  Aj!s  kissatul  asaf,  Caper- 

cucumber^  l.»U>li5AmajM'ZAmar,Wildcucumber. 
Jnisus,  Household  furniture. 

A  lL>\1's  hassas,  A  spy,  whisperer,  sycophant. 
A  &5li5  hasasat,  A  herd,  flock,  troop,  body. 

A  i^Jcs  kasaridjThe  tails  or  skirts  of  a  shirt  or 
garment.  Kusarid,  Household  furniture.  Rich  in 

sheep  or  furniture. 

Aj«lS  kasam,  The  female  hyena.  Much  spoil. 
A  maid-servant;  whence  ya  hasam,  (re- 

proachfully) O  sluttish ! 

A  iUlii'  kasamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  dusty. 
A  sS  hascl,  (v.  n.  of  liS)  Eating  of  the  plant  ̂ * 

hasad,  which  resembles  a  cucumber. 

A  ij^  hasarat,  Household  furniture. 
A  liasrad,  Furniture  which  is  not  carried 

on  a  journey.  Clippings  of  wool.  Kasrad^kisrid, 

or  husrud,  Household  furniture.  Kasrad  or  husa- 
rid,  Rich  in  furniture  and  sheep.  Kisrid,  Dry 

twigs  and  rubbish  at  the  root  of  a  vine.  A  multi- 
tude of  men. 

A  ̂ 5  lius^  A  cornet,  trumpet. 
A  &ifli5  hasJtasat,  Fulness  of  measure.  The  shak- 

ing of  a  peg  in  order  to  draw  it  out. 

A  jJS  kasm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Giving  away  a  con- 
siderable part  (of  one's  property).  Collecting.  Be- 

ing dusty.  A  defiling  with  dung.  Kasam,  (v.  n. 

of  jji")  Being  dirtied  with  dung.  Kusam,  Bene- ficent, liberal,  generous,  munificent.  Assembling, 

collecting  a  great  number  orquantity(goodor bad). 

A  male  hyena.  Great  spoil.  One  who  has  a  large 
family.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  &^  kusmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  defiled  with 
dung.  Dust.  Ash-colour.  Defilement  with  dun£r. 

A_525/Eflsw,(v.n.of\Sfor_jAj))Collecting  (wealth). 
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Chewing  (a  cucumber).  An  assemblage  of  sheep 
or  other  wealth.  Coriander. 

A  Jjii  kiswall,  A  stammerer.  Flaccid,withered. 
Abigbunch  of  dates.  A  big  piece  of  meat  and  bones. 

A  hasum,  One  who  collects  much  good. 

One  with  a  large  family.  Very  liberal. 

A  haswa',  A  concourse,  collection. 

A  jjS  kasy,  (v.n.  of  jji')  Collecting.  Eating  cu- cumbers. An  assemblage  of  sheep  or  other  wealth. 

A  'ixyJ-i  kasisat,  A  herd,  flock,  troop,  body. 

A  j]^JU^  /;misa',  A  collection,amountof  property. 

A  'ijXi  husayrat,  (dim.  oVsJ3)  Little  furniture. 
A  &JS.  ♦  kajhajat,  A  kind  of  game. 

huch,  A  fighting  horned  ram. 
p  kuchhar,  A  ram. 

p  uiljs^  hachak  or  kichuk,  A  kind  of  musical 
instrument. 

p  J.^  hachal,  A  magpie. 

A  ̂ *  kuhhjTrue,  real,  genuine,  unsophisticated, unblemished  (usedin  a  good  or  in  an  ironical  sense). 

Brutal  (man).  Unripe  and  full  of  pulp  (pumpkin). 

^'  L^);^^  a^^'obiyun  huhhun,  A  genuine  Arab. AL-.'ls:'  kihab,  (pj.  of  kahhai)  Whores. 
Kuliah,  (v.  n.  of  *^)  Coughing.  The  dry  cough 

(of  horses,  camels,  and  also  of  men). 

A  huhah,  The  best  part.  The  purest.  Sim- 

ple, guileless. 

A  &s-\^  kahahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ')  Being  pure  and unmixed.  Being  unripe  (a  pumpkin).  Being  fat 
and  full  of  marrow. 

A  tils?  hihad,  (pi.  of  'id^  hahadat)  Roots  of 
camels'  bunches. 

A  lil^  kahhad,  Alone,having  no  son  or  brother. 

A  'ij^  haharat,  Old  age  (in  a  camel)  with  yet 
some  remains  of  strength. 

A  'iij^  kuhariyat,  Aged  (camel)  with  some 
remains  of  strength.  A  man,large-bodied,  irascible, 

a  great  drinker,  and  short  of  stature. 

AjW?  kuhaz,  A  disease  incident  to  sheep.  A 

cough  among  camels. 

A  Sjls:*  kuhliazat,  A  snare  for  catching  birds. 

Ajjjls?  kahazin,  pl.of  Sojs^,  Staves,bludgeons. 
A  (  sis?  kihaf,  (v.  n.  of  i»_fts?)  Drinking  much; 

drinking  out  of  wooden  bowls.  Wine,  ujls?  pjjJ^ 

Iti.P'j  alyawm  kiluifna ghada  nihdf,J)v\VLk- 

ing  to-day,  and  breaking  of  pates  to-morrow.  Ku- 

haf,  Rapid,  irresistible  (torrent). 

A  &ils?  kuhafat,  Whatever  any  one  carries  off". 
A  (Jls?  huhal,  The  di-ying  of  a  sheep's  gums. 
A  'iio\^  hahamat,  Great  age ;  decrepitude. 
A  ̂as?  hahb,(v.  n.  of  i-^s?)  Coughing.  Speak- 

ing,talkingto.  Aged.  Taken  with  a  fit  of  coughing. 

A  &fS*  kahhat,  A  cough.  An  old  woman.  A 
whore  (because  she  is  said  to  invite  attention  by  a 

cough  or  hem).  A  woman  who  has  an  offensive 
stomach  arising  from  disease. 

p  jjIXas?  kahbagan,  (pi.  of  Prostitutes. 

P  u/ff^  hahbagi,  Whoredom,  prostitution, 
p         kahba,  A  whore,  courtesan,  prostitute, 
p  ioU-         kahba-khana,  A  brothel. 
A        kahat  or  hihat,  (v.  n.  of  jj)  Being  hard 

(a  hoof).  Being  impudent,  bare-faced. 
A  ul*^  hahs,  (v.  n.  of  <-Lu£?)  Taking  the  whole 

of  any  thing.  Commencing  at  the  end. 
A         kahsarat,  A  scattering,  throwing  away. 
A  lis?  kahd,  (v.  n.  of  lis?)  Having  a  large,  high 

bunch  (a  camel). 

A  'i^hahdatj  A.  she-camel  with  a  large  bunch. 
Kahadat,  (pi.  Jls?  kihdd  and  lis?^  ak-hud)  A  ca- 

mel's bunch,  or  the  root  of  it. 

A ̂   kahr,  (pi.  jS*^  ak-hur  and  kuhur) 
Decrepit  (old  man).  Aged  (camel)  with  some  re- 

mains of  strength.  (The  female  is  not  called 
kahrat,  but  l—jU  ndb). 

A kahz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Leaping,  springing. 
Wavering,tottering.  Striking(wit]i  a  stick).Throw- 

ing  prostrate.  Falling  at  the  archer's  foot  (an  ar- 
row). Squirting  urine  (a  dog). 

^  i^!)^  Aa/<a2'aw,  (v.  n.  ofjs?)  Squirting  urine. 
A  «Js?  hahzatjA.  striking  of  one  dry  substance 

against  other. 
A  «3}s?  hahzalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^s:*  Q)  Causing  to 

fall.  Striking.  A  staff". 
A  5^-^}^  kalizamat,  A  changing,  turning. 
A  Sojs*  kahzanat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^Js?  Q)  Throwing 

prostrate,  ̂ (pl.^ls?  kahazin)  A  club,  a  bludgeon. 

A  (Jj^^  hahaza',  A  springy,  elastic  bow. A  L>a^/i«K(v-n.  of  (.jcis?)  Passing  by  swiftly, 

running.  Sweeping  (a  house).  Striking  with  the 
feet,  kicking. 

^A  ks?  /ia/«<, (v.n. of las*)Beingwithheld,  fail- 
ing (rain).  Suffering  from  drought.  Scarcity, 

barrenness,  sterility.  Dearness.  Penury,  hunger, 

want,  famine.  A  hard  blow.  Jl»-j  las?  hahtiri- 

jal,  A  scarcity  of  men.  ̂ j^S-Ua  j  las?  haht  u  id- 
^Mn,Famine  and  pestilence.  Kuht,L  kind  of  plant. 

A'fl/m!?,(v.n.oflas')  Being  withheld,  failing(rain). 
Experiencing  drought,  /la/r/i;, Severe  ( bio w,year). 

A^jllas?/ja/t;a«,Sonoff*lS'^amirson  of  JL*  sd- 
lihh,  father  of  a  tribe.  Name  of  a  man  ciilledthe 

father  of  Yaman  (1  Chron.  i.  17 — 20). 

A  12^^  halitdmy,  Of  the  tribe  of  Kahtan. 
A  iUas?  hahtabat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂*las?  Q)  Throw- 

ing prostrate  on  the  ground.    Standing  over  one 
with  a  drawn  sword.  Striking:. 

A  »Pas?  hahtarat,  (v.  n.  of^ks*  Q)  Stringing 
a  bow.  Lying  with  (a  woman). 

p  Xi^Awi,  ks*  kaht-rasida,  Visited  by  dearth, 
p  JU*>  ks?  haht-sdl,  A  year  of  dearth, 
p  ciJLks?  kahtndk,  Barren,  unproductive. 

A  ̂ ka^  A  glutton  (causer  of  scarcity). 
A  i_is?  kahf,  (v.  n.  of  i_is?)  Wounding,  cut- 

ting, or  breaking  (the  skull).  Draining  the  con- 
tents of  a  vessel.  Drawing  out  of  a  vessel  or  a  pud- 



ding.  Drinking  all  up  (especially  emptying  a 

woodpn  bowl).   Winnowing  (wheat).    Kihf,  (pi. 

ak-haf,i  »^  kuhuf,  and  sias*  hihfat)  The 
skull.  A  wooden  cup  resembling  it  in  shape.  A 

potsherd.  Hard  drinking.  u-flS*  ̂   j  ji'  «3  U  ma 
lahu  kiddun  ma  la  kihfun,  He  has  nothing  (3j 

kidd 'impWmg  the  same  form  of  cup  in  leather). 
(  L^j\>o  ̂   (j"^^  ajiasu  min  zartbi  hihfi 

istihi,  Poorer  than  he  who  strikes  the  sides  of  his 

buttocks,  very  poor.  Kuhf,  (pi.  of  <_i:>lj  hahif) 
Emptiers  of  vessels. 

A  kahfas,  A  sweeping  whirlwind. 

A  'iSLJjdhfat,  (pi.  of  L_is^  /«■//)  Skulls. 

A  'iyi^  Uahfazat,  (v.  n.  of  Jfls:*  Q)  Employing 
harsh  and  severe  language.  Walking  fast.  Stuff- 

ing softly  (a  cloak-bag). 
A jjda^  kahfaliz,  Vulva. 

A  9-^^^  liahhah,  A  hard  nocturnal  journey  in 
quest  o?  water. 

A  ̂H^/jmAAmA,  The  bone  round  the  anus,  above 
what  is  called  t_-*j>  hibb. 

^  '^^^  hahkahat,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Laughing 

loudly.  The  laugh,  chatter,  or  grin  of  an  ape. 

A  (J-**  kahl  or  hahal,  (v.  n.  of  Being 
shrivelled  (the  skin).  Kahl  or  kahil,  Dry-skinned 
and  worn  with  age  (old  man).  Kahal,  (v.  n.  of 

^J^)  Being  dry-skinned  (an  old  man). 

A  'sp.s:'  hahlazat,  (v.  n.  ofjls^  Q)  Going  the 
pace  of  a  dwarf.  Using  harsh  and  gross  language. 

A  ̂   kahm,  (v.  n.  of  p**)  Crossing  (deserts). 
Approaching.  Decrepit,  shrivelled  (old  man).  Ku- 
ham,  Difficulties  (of  the  way).  The  three  last  days 
of  a  month.  Law-suits. 

A  kahmat,  Decrepit,  and  old  (she-camel). 

Kuhmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s*)  Attacking  rashly,  rushing 
upon  suddenly  and  with  precipitation.  Peril,  dan- 

ger, difficulty.  A  law-suit.  The  hardship  of  a  dry 
barren  season,  which  forces  people  to  emigrate. 

A^^  haliw,  A  taking,  a  seizing. 
A  Tiuhnian,  Anthemis,  camomile. 

A  'ic-^:^  kuhuhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ')  Being  pure,  un- mixed. Being  unripe  (a  melon).  Being  fat  and 
full  of  marrow. 

Ajy^  huhur,  (pi.  of ̂ ss*  hahr)  Decrepit  (old 
men).  Aged  (camels). 

A  liuhurat,  Old  age  (in  camels)  with  some 

remains  of  strength. 

Aj_js^  huhuz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Falling  down  as 
dead.  Squirting  his  in-ine  (as  a  dog). 

A  IsjS.'  kuhut,  (v.  n.  of  k^')  Being  withheld, 
failing  (rain).  Suffering  from  drought. 

A^^kuhyf,{p\.or^J  kihf)  Skulls.  Ladles. 
A  Jiuhul,  (v.  n.  of  J,s/)  Becoming  dry, 

withered  (skin  upon  the  bone). 
A  kahum,  Decrepit  (old  man).  (A  pulley) 

having  a  rapid  fall.  Kuhum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  At- 
tacking rashly,  entering  upon  with  precipitation. 
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A  &<^^  kuhumat,  Infirmities  of  old  age. 
A         kahih,  A  gulping  down  of  liquor. 

A  laAs;*  hahit,  Severe  (blow).  Scarce  (year). 

A  js^  kakhr,  (v.  n.  of ̂ )  Knocking  against 
one  another  (especially  dry  substances). 

A  hakhzat,  (v.  n.  ofjss*)  Knocking  against 
one  another  (especially  dry  substances). 

p  dfS  had,  Stature,  figure.  An  oblong  rent  in 

a  sleeve.  A  cutting  out  of  cloth  to  make  a  gar- 

ment. Excoriation.  {^'^^  [•i*  ̂   u-ft!^  lij*  liadi 
alif  chu  viim  har'dan,  To  hang  the  head  in  a  con- 

templative posture.  ̂ Jl^y>■'i)  kadi  Idjawardl, 

The  sky.  jC jc dikadimaryam,  Akind  of  houseleek. 

A  lii*  kad,  (A  particle  preceding  verbs,  signify- 
ing in  the  preterite)  Certainly,  doubtless,  already, 

meanwhile,  some  time  since,  long  ago,  formei-ly, 

just  now,  sometimes,  never,  when  (he  did  it);  (be- 
fore verbs  in  the  present  or  future)  sometimes,  now 

and  then  (he  will  come) ;  in  which  sense  iAH]  la 
had  is  also  used ;  though  both,  as  well  as  many 

other  Arabic  and  Persian  particles,  are  often  mere 

expletives,  which  give  a  nervousness  or  elegance 

to  the  style,  whilst  the  sense  would  be  complete 

without  them.    A  sufficiency.  Sufficiently, 

kad  zaydan  dirhamun,  (or  j,J&,i5  iJJJ  Si 
had  (also  kadu)  zaydin  dirkamun)  A  dirhem  is 

enough  for  Zayd.  i*^^'^  ir^*^  kadni  dirhamun,  A 
dirhem  is  sufficient  for  me.  <A^J  kad  rnata had 
zaydun,  Zayd  is  just  dead,  jo-  ̂ ^ 

kuntufl  kkayr,  Never  was  I  well  off. 

(_-oU5\  had  yakdumu^l  ghasib,W\thout  doubt  the 
absent  (man)  will  arrive.  l_.^j3>^\  j'^'^.  ̂ '^d 

yasduhu'l  hazub,  Sometimes  aliar  speaks  the  truth. 

aX«l3\  Ija^asi  f^jS}]  L^J>\  si  hadatruku'l  hirna  mus- 
farran  ananiiluhu,  Often  do  I  leave  my  opponent 

with  the  tips  of  his  fingers  yellow.  ^/o  ̂-i^  J^i' hadajlahaman  zahhaha,  Surely  he  who  pays  tithes 

for  it  (or  them)  will  prosper. 

A  isi  Itadd,  (v.  n.  of  1>5)  Tearing  (a  garment) 

lengthwise.  Cutting  up  by  the  roots.  Traversing 

(a  desert).  Interrupting,  breaking  short  (a  dis- 
course). A  lash,  a  scourge.  The  cesura  in  verse ; 

the  dividing  any  thing  with  propriety.  A  quantity, 

part.  A  fissure,  split, crack,  crevice.  (j^\.'2^i\akudd, 

lil^iJ  kidad,  i'o,s\  ahiddat,  and  iijti.*i  kudiid)  A  kid's 
or  lamb's  skin.  Stature  of  the  body.  Length.  Kidd, 
(pi.  akudd)  A  leather  strap  or  thong  cut  from 
an  untanned  hide.  A  vessel  made  of  leather.  A 

lash,  a  scourge.    Kudd,  A  kind  of  sea-fish. 

A  'i\Si  kaddt,  Good  flavour  of  meat  in  the  pot. 

A  hiddh,  (pi.  of  ,^di  kidh)  Arrows  ere 
they  have  received  heads  or  wings. 

A^^jj/iflfWa/jjA  fire-steel,  or  fire-striking  wood. 
A  potter,  a  maker  of  glass-ware.  The  extremities 

of  young,  tender  plants.  The  flexible  buds  of  clo- 

ver-grass. A  flint. 

A  'is"]^  kiddhat,  Potter  or  glass-blower's  trade. 

A  hadddhat,  A  flint,  or  fire-striking  wood. 
A  huddhisjA.  strong,  intrepid  man.  Of 

a  bad  disposition.   A  lion. 

A  haddd,  A  hedgehog,  an  urchin.  A  field- 

mouse.  Kiddd,  (pL  of  hadd)  Kid-skins.  Hu- 
man statures.  Knddd,  The  belly-ache,  gripes. 

Aj\si  hiddr,  (v.  n.  Sofjiii')  Doing  exactly  as another  does.  Instituting  a  comparison  between 

two  things.  Agreeing  with,  or  answering  to  ano- 
ther in  measure  or  comparison.  Kiddr  or  kaddr, 

(v.  n.  ofjSi)  Being  able,  powerful,  obtaining  the 
superiority.  Power,  strength,  ability.  Kuddr,  A 
camel-butcher.  A  cook.  One  who  cooks  in  a  pot 

(jiii  hidr).  A  table-decker.  A  large  serpent  or 
dragon.  A  middling-sized  man. 

A  'ij\si  haddrat,  (v.  n.  ofj(^*)  Directing  pro- 
perly, amending.  Appointing  a  time  for  any  thing. 

Power,  strength. 

p  ij\S^i  kadddra,  A  two-edged  sword. 

A  (^Ui'  hudds,  A  string  of  silver  beads,  a  ro- 
sary. (_.«>- U>  sdhibu'l  hudds,  A  presbyter. 

A  stone  placed  at  the  spot  where  water  is  poured 
into  a  cistern.  A  stone  placed  in  a  cistern  for  mea- 

suring out  water  equally  amongst  camels.  High, 
inaccessible  dignity. 

A  haddds,  A  stone  placed  at  the  spot 
where  water  is  poured  into  a  cistern.  Kuddds,  The 
catholic  mass.  The  consecrated  wafer,  the  host. 

A  uJl^'  huddf,  A  dish,  earthen  water-pot. 

A  ̂\Si  huddm.  Old,  ancient. 
A  ̂\si  kadddm,  A  king,  prince,  leader.  Kud- 

ddm.  Anterior,  prior.  The  front,  projecting  part. 

A  king,  prince,  leader.  A  butcher,  slaughterer  of 
camels.  Before,  (pi.  of       /mim)  Comers  from 

a  journey.  (--)U\  ̂ SSi  kudddmu'l  bdb,  A  portico. 

^si  hudddma'l  ba^,  Before  some,  ̂ "si 
huddami  ̂ shar.  The  front  or  first  line  of  an 

army.  >_2ii-  j  ̂\'si  kudddm  u  khalaf,  First  and last.  i^oVSi  ̂ \  ila'  hudddmiha,  (Wind  blowing) 
from  the  opposite  quarter  in  your  face.  CiL*^!!* 
min  hudddmiha,  In  your  presence. 

A         kaddmat,  (v.  n.     ̂ si)  Preceding  in 
point  of  time,  being  prior,  ancient,  eternal. 

A  kuddma'.  The  advanced  guard  of  an 

army.    (pi.  of       /ja Jim)  Ancient,    (pi.  of  iUiS' j 
hddimat)  Quill-feathers. 

Lr^^'^'^^^^^''^'^>(pl'0''L>^^'*'^*)Large  camels. 
A  kaddmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jsi)  Being  well- 

flavoured  (meat). 

Pj_5 1  Si  had  dmar,  Tall  of  stature. 

A  ̂\si  kadddm,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^si  kaduni)  Hatchets, 
(pi.  of  X^iii  hadimat)  Ancient  (things). 

A        kadat,  (pi.  kaddt)  A  kind  of  ser- 
pent. Kidat,  (v.n.  ofiiij)  Being  kindled,  blazing 

(a  fire).    An  excellent  man,  a  model,  exemplar. 

A  » kiddat,  (pi.  li^ii"  kidad)  A  thong.  Rule, 
regulation,  institution.  A  scattered  multitude  going 



different  ways,  each  following  a  plan  of  his  own. 

A  ̂ (^hadh,  (v.  n.of^iii)  Reviling,  reproach- 
ing, cursing,  anathematizing.  Striking  fire  from  a 

flint  and  steel.  Striking  fire.  Taking  (broth)  out 

of  a  pot  with  a  ladle.  Sinking  in  the  socket  (an 

eye).  Cracking  (the  bottom  of  a  spear-head).  Re- 

proach, cursing,  malediction,  satire,  lampoon.  ̂ SS 
J  kadh  u  mazammat,  Reproach  and  detrac- 

tion. Kidh,{^\.  ̂ Sskidah,  ̂ i^^  ahduh,  and^iilil 
akadili)  An  arrow  ere  it  has  received  head  or  wing. 

An  arrow  employed  in  drawing  lots.  Kadah,  (pi. 

^^1^1  ahdah)  A  cup,  goblet,  glass,  bowl ;  any  drink- 
ing-vessel  (especially  of  the  larger  size,  sufiicient 
for  two  persons).  A  black  corrosion  of  the  teeth  ; 

also  of  a  tree.  A  crack  in  wood,  p  ̂ tiJ  (^^Jj  zar- 
rin  kadah,  The  narcissus. 

A  X^iii  hadhat,  One  stroke  of  the  fire-steel. 

Kidhat,  A  striking  of  fire.  The  management  of  an 

affair.  Kudhat,  A  sup  of  broth. 

A  'ijs-0Si>  zahabu  hi  kiddahr-at,  They  went 
where  none  could  get  at  them. 

p jK^-iiS  kadah-kdr,  A  cup-bearer. 

A  liiii'  kidad,  (pi.  of  ii^'i  kiddat)  Slips  or  strips 
of  leather,  thongs.    Different  ways. 

Pj^ii  Si  kad-dar,  Of  a  fine  stature. 

A  j(V  kadr,  (v.  n.  ofjiii)  Making  great,  mag- 
nifying, honouring.  Measuring,  determining.  Dis- 

posing, arranging,  adapting,  regulating.  Cutting 

out  or  making  (a  garment)  exactly.  Confining,  re- 

ducing to  difficulties.    Looking  to  the  end.  Ap- 

pointing, predestinating.  Cooking  in  a  pot.  Mea- 

suring, comparing  one  thing  with  another.  What- 
ever is  fixed  or  ordained  of  God.    Fate.  Divine 

Providence.  Quantity. Worth, value,  price.  Power, 

strength.    Size,  dimensions,  measure.  Affluence, 

opulence.   The  head  of  the  shoulder.  The  centre 

of  a  saddle.  jds^\jd  zu' I  kadr, 'Possessed  of  power, 

high  in  station.  Pjiii'  i        shabi  kadr,  (or  A  &iJ 
laylaiu''l  kadr)  The  night  of  power;  the  night 

the  Kur'an  was  sent  down.  AJ^^H5\  j^.laP  ̂zimu'l 

kadr,  Of  exalted  rank.    ijSi  ̂s-       [jjiii'  Uma 
kadarullaha  kakka  kadrihi.  They  honoured  not 

God  as  he  deserved  to  be  honoured.    Kidr,  (pi. 

jji^i  kudur,  O^tii'  kidarat,  hidirat,  andjdj\  ak- dur)  A  cauldron,  pot,  kettle.  Certain  stars  disposed 

in  a  circle.  ̂ wtZr, Quantity,  price,  worth.  Kadar, 

(v.  n.  ofjii>*i)  Measuring.    Pre-ordaining,  render- 
ing necessary.  Being  short-necked.  A  decree,  man- 

date, judgment.   Whatever  is  fixed,  decreed,  and 

commanded  of  God.    (pl.j\iij*\  akdar)  PoM'er. 
The  power  of  directing  one's  own  actions  without 
restraint,  necessity,  or  irresistible  fate  (in  opposi- 

tion toys*-  jab?').    Quantity,  price,  worth,  value. 
Shortness  of  neck.  PjSi       in  kadar,  So  much, 

this  quantity.  jSS  !>■!>■  chi  kadar,How mnchl  what 
quantity?    Ajdi  j  \*as  kaza  u  kadar,  Fate  and 
the  divine  decree. 
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kAj^  kadras,  A  well-proportioned  ear,  neither 
too  large  nor  too  small.  ̂ \j<^  banu  kadras. 
Easy  matters. 

A  ̂j^jiii  kidran,  (v.  n.  oi  ji^H)  Being  able. 
Power,  ability. 

Pj^tij^ jdi  kadr-andaz.  An  excellent  archer. 

P  yii^  jiii'  kadr-bakhsh,  Conferring  dignity. 
The  source  of  dignity,  fountain  of  honour. 

A  *i,iij'^WfZra^,(v.n.  ofjiii*)Beingable.  Power, 
ability,  potency,  vigour,  force,  prowess,  authority, 

virtue.  Courage,  audacity.  One  of  the  attributes 

of  God:  omnipotence,  providence,  prescience,  des- 

tiny. So  much.  Ijis-  C^j^i  kudrat-halwa,  The 
sweet  cake  of  God,  i.  e.  the  manna  of  the  Israelites. 

*Sj jj*  jii  zu  kudrat.  Potent,  powerful.  Kadarat,  A 
small  flask,  decanter,  or  bottle.  The  distance  at 

which  palm-trees  are  planted  apart. 

A  j^*^'  kudrafiy,  Not  produced  by  man. 
p  (— -'b  C^j^kudrat-yuh,  Whofinds  the  power. 

p  \J>j'^  kudrati-rang,  White ;  natural  co- 
lour (not  dyed). 

p  jdyS  kadar-kkan,Ti\\e  of  the  emperor  of 
China  and  of  the  king  of  Samarkand. 

p  ̂j\^jSs  kadr-dan,  A  just  appreciator,  one  who 
knows  the  worth  (of  men  or  things). 

p  (_jMl3w2*jiij'  kadar-skinas.  Acquainted  with the  value  or  quality  (of  persons  or  things). 

p  (  ijdi  kadraf.  Name  of  a  city. 
p  kadrafi,  Name  of  a  gold  coin. 

p  C^Jjdijdi  kadar-kudrat.  Powerful  as  fate. 

p  eoUjiii'  kadar-maya,  A  little. 
A  (jjOo  kadri,  A  certain  order  of  dervishes. 

Whatever  is  predestined.  Name  of  a  celebrated 

author.  ̂ atZarejAlittle,  small  quantity;  somewhat. 

A  ijji^  kadariy.  One  who  maintains  the  doc- 
trine of  fi-ee-will  (opposed  to  jabariy). 

A  Ji*  kada7'iyat,'Name  of  aMubammadan  sect 
which  holds  the  doctrine  of  free-will  (the  opposite 

of  'i^j^  jahariyat,  which  denies  the  freedom  of 
the  human  will). 

A  {^1^  kuds,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_j»ji^')  Being  holy,  pure. 
Kitds  or  kudus,  Sanctity,  holiness.  Paradise.  The 

angel  Gabriel.  Jerusalem  (which  is  likewise  called 

uiJ,lf«  kudsi  muharak,  \^>_jZt  i^Ss  kudsi 

sharif,  and(__>»nii  tyj^ku^asi  kuds,'£he  holy  city). 

^_y>4i>a]^  haz'iratu'l  kuds,  The  holy  fold,  i.e. 
Paradise.  ruhu'l  kudus,  The  Holy 

Spirit.  The  angel  Gabriel.  A'ac?as,  A  two-handed 
vessel,  from  which  they  pour  water  on  bathers. 

Kudas  or  kudus,  A  cup  about  as  big  asj^  ghuviar. 

A  QjwJJ  kaddasa,  (passively  kuddisa)  (3d  pers. 
sing.  pret.  of  the  second  conj.  used  optatively)  May 

he  be  blessed '.  {j^si  kuddisa  sirruhu.  May 

his  tomb  be  purified  !  (speaking  of  a  departed  king 

or  great  man).  UaIp  (^^\  j  Sj*h  (^>Si 

kaddasa'llahu  ta^la'  sirraku,  wa  afaza  ̂ - 
layna  birrahu,  May  the  most  high  God  hallow  his 

grave,  and  shed  on  us  his  virtues  I 

■  A  '^juSikudsiy,  Holy,  divine.  Celestial.  Belong- 
ing to  Paradise  or  Jerusalem.  The  angel  Gabriel. 

p  j^bu*>;ij!  kudsiydn,  Angels,  holy  intelligences. 

A  kad^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Sf)  Prohibiting,  hinder- 
ing, diverting  (one)  from  any  thing.  Checking, 

reining  in  (a  horse).  Striking  on  the  nose  with  a 
spear  or  a  staff  (a  stallion,  a  horse,  or  camel  when 
good  for  nothing).  Causing  to  pass,  transmitting, 

despatching.  Sipping,  drinking  by  little  and  little. 

Kada^  (v.  n.  of  ̂tii")  Being  weak  (the  eyes).  Ap- 
proachingor  being  near,  pressingupon.  Being  bash- 

ful and  of  few  words(a  woman).  Being  weak-sighted 

and  shying  (a  horse).  Kadi^  Timid,  frightened 
(horse),  that  sees  badly  and  shies.  ( A  man)that  cries 

and  wails  piteously.  (Water)  brackish,  undrinkable. 

A  'is-Ss  kid^t,  A  short  tunic.  Kadi^t,  (A 
woman)  bashful  and  sparing  of  speech. 

p  ̂iii*  kadgk,  A  drinking-vessel  made  of  horn. 
p  ̂Piii'/jac^a^/Ztaw, Corroboration,  stress.  Seek- 

ing, inquiring,  solicitude,  care. 
A  1  kadf,  A  lading  out  with  the  hand,  or  a 

pouring  out  of  the  water  (of  a  well).  The  stump  of 

the  larger  palm-branches  after  the  lighter  branches 
have  been  cut  away. 

A  jiiii'  kidkid.  Name  of  a  mountain,  out  of 
which  stone  cauldrons  are  hewn. 

A  kadm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ss)  Preceding,  going  be- 
fore. Being  prior  in  point  of  time,  place,  or  degree. 

Being  bold  and  intrepid.  A  red  garment.  Kidm, 

Antiquity,  a  former  age,  ancient  times.  Kudm, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ d^)  Preceding,  going  before,  being  prior 
to.  Bold, audacious.  Kadam,  {^\.  ̂ diSakdam  sind. 

akduni)  Afoot.  The  toe  of  the  foot.  A  footstep, 

track,  trace.  A  foot's  length.  A  step,  pace.  Ago- 

ing before.  Merit,especially  any  qualification  which 

one  has  in  a  superior  degree  to  others.  Bold,  he- 

roic (man,  woman,  men  or  women).  Very  merito- 
rious (man,  men,  woman,  women),  p  ̂J^j^ 

^jiijj  I  j>  kadam  azjdn  bar  dwardan.  To  bid  adieu 

to  life.  ̂ J^^V**> i^iii*  kadam  az  sar  sdkhtan, 
To  proceed,  set  out,  or  go  away.  ̂ ^L>JLs\  ̂ Si  ka- 

dam afshurdan,  To  keep  a  firm  footing.  ̂ <iSL>  ̂.i^J 

kadam  ba  kadam,  Step  by  step,  gently.  uiJls^  ̂ Ss 
kadami  khdk.  The  ground,  jjfiy^  e^j  kadam 

ranja  namudan,  To  take  the  trouble  to  come.  To 

go,  march,  step,  a  v—i^j^  kadami  sharif,  A 
relic.  cLIjIaao  kadami  mubdrak,  A  stone  on 
which  the  foot  of  Muhammad  is  said  to  be  im- 

pressed, and  therefore  greatly  venerated,  tlou 

^si  sdbit-kadam,Constiint,&rm,  solid,immov  cable. 
Siij^p  jiiv^  lahu  kadamu  sidkin  ̂ ndahu, 
He  was  held  in  great  esteem  by  him  on  account 

of  his  superior  merit,  p  ̂J^J^^^^  wazf^ka- 
dam  kardan,  To  enter,  step  in.  A  Kadim,  Bold, 

courageous,  taking  the  lead  in  battle.  Rough,  stony 

(ground).  Kidam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂di)  Preceding  in  point 



of  time,  being  ancient,  eterna-1.  A  going  before. 

Age.  Antiquity,  olden  time.  ICu d am, 'N ame  o£ a 
place  in  Yaman,  where  cloths  are  made.  Kudum, 

Precedence.  An  intrepid  man,  excelling  in  cou- 

rage. The  fore  part,  before,  (pi.  of  ̂lili*  Itadim) 

Comers ofFa journey.  (pl.ofj»5i>i*/£af/Sm)Hatchets. 
Kiodi  ̂ _^ojomaza  kuduman,  He  preceded,led  the  van. 

p  ̂̂ S'f  kudum,  Effect  or  consequence  of  an  act. 
Alcoi*  kidman,  Formerly,  of  old.  It  is  long  that. 

A  ̂\icS>  kudamas,  (pi.  of  ̂ Ss  kadlm)  The  an- 
cients. Excellent  (men). 

A  kidvidn,  A  coming  (off  a  journey). 

pjl^  ̂SS  kadam-baz,  Fleet,  nimble-footed. 
Pj_j»*i^Ju«ti>s/jafZam-Z)o.sz,Foot-lvissing:  obeisance. 

A  'djoSs  kudmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S>)  Walking  pom- 
pously, stately,  or  gracefully.  A  pompous,  grace- 

ful, or  stately  carriage.  A  going  before,  a  taking 

the  lead.  Intrepidity.  A  footstep,  track,  trace. 

Kadamat,  Meritorious  (woman).  Kadimat,  Rug- 

ged, stony  ground. 

p  Is"  piii'  kadam-ja,  A  privy. p  kadam-(jah,  Place  of  arrival.  A  privy. 

A  {^yoSi  kudmus,  (pi.  kadaniis)  An- 
cient, antique.  A  large  camel.  A  great  king. 

A'i*nyCi^kadmusat,W\g('womany,  large(stone). 

p  \x>os'f  kadamiya,  Litharge  of  gold  or  silver. 
A  hadamlyat,  A  kind  of  goats'  leather. 

Kaduniiyat,  A  haughty  air  in  walking.  Kudu- 

miyat,  Precedence.  &ji^ot>ii5\  tjA*  ''nasha'l  hudu- 
miyat,  He  was  superior  in  birth  and  bravery. 

p  tSas-  i^t^  kadame  chand,  A  few  paces. 
A         kadn,  A  sufficiency.  A  sufficing. 

A  jS>  kadw,  (v.  n.  of\Si  for  jSs)  Being  finely 

flavoured  (meat).  Arriving  offa  journey.  Propin- 
quity. Kidw,  A  trunk  whence  branches  germinate. 

A  'ijSi  kadrvat,  kidwat,  or  kudwat,  An  exam- 
ple, exemplar,  pattern,  model ;  any  person  or  thing 

imitated  ;  a  man  of  renown.  A  trodden  road.  'ijSi 
kidwatu'l  ahrar,  An  example  of  justice,  a 

model  of  equity.  Sj^ii'  Imhvatu'l  altran, 
(or  L-.'l^^^  'i^Ss  kudwatu'l  as-hdb)  An  honour 
or  pattern  to  (his)  peers  or  companions. 

A  ̂jii^*  kadiih,  A  fly.  (A  well)  from  which water  may  be  drawn  by  the  hand. 

A  i^jSs  kudud,  (pi.  of  j'i  kadd)  Goat-skins.  Sta- tures of  human  bodies. 

Ajj<W  kudur,  Power,  strength,  (pi.  ofj  J^'s  kidr) Pots,  cauldrons. 

A  ijjiM  hudurat,  Power,  strength. 

A  hadus,  Bold,  intrepid,  dauntless. 

A  ;_j>>j S*5 kuddus or  kaddus, Pure,  holy, blessed : hence  a  name  of  God. 

A&AA»>j^"i^wc?rfM«?/a<,Extreme  purity  orsanctity. 

A  y^ii'  hadu^  (A  horse)  which  stands  in  need of  being  checked  when  at  full  gallop,  and  made 
obedient  to  the  word  of  command.  Abject,  sub- 

missive, easily  kept  in  check.   One  who  prevents 
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from  calling  out.  Poured  out. 

A  ̂jSs  kadum,  Bold,  magnanimous,  taking  the 

lead.  (pi.  ̂\Sfkaddsim  and ^dJkudum) A  hatchet, 
axe.  Kudum,  (v.  n.  of  Arriving,  coming 

near.  Preceding.  Coming  off  a  journey.  Acces- 
sion, approach,  advent. 

p  i^jSs  kuduma,  Mallows. 

A  &A/Oji>i  kudumiyat,  A  present  from  a  prince 

to  any  person  that  approaches  him.  &A/«jii>H5\  J^-i^ 

maslia^l  hiiduniiyat,  He  walked  before. 

A  j^^j  1^5 Rectitude.  Stability. 
A  ̂jsi  hady,  (v.  n.  of  (_f  liJ)  Coming  from  the 

desert  (famine-stricken  people).  Being  well-fla- 

voured (meat).  Kada',  (v.  n.  of  i^^d^s)  Being  well- 
flavoured  (meat).  Arriving  (off  a  journey).  A 

spear's  length.  Kadi,  Ofan  excellent  flavour  (meat 
in  the  pot).  Kida  ,  Quantity.  Length  (ofaspear). 

A  tj'^  hadiy.  Well-flavoured  (meat  in  a  pot). 

A  ̂J^.Ss  kadaijan,  (v.  n.  of  ijSs)  Running  fast. 
A  kidyat,  Custom  or  situation  in  which 

one  finds  himself. 

A  'i^Ss  kadiyat,  A  present,  an  offering. 

A  ̂^hadih, Broth, especiallytheremainsatthe 
bottom  of  the  pot,  which  requires  trouble  to  obtain. 

A  S^iS's  hadid,  Flesh  smoked  or  dried  by  the 
wind  and  cut  into  long  strips,  jerked.  Athread-bare 

garment.  Ktidayd,  A  small  striped  dervish's  habit. 

A  ̂ i^l^  Imdaydim,  (&^J>JJ.5  liudaydimat,  or 

kudaydimai)  (dim.  of  j»^S*5  liudddrn)  (Any thing)  a  very  little  anterior  or  prior. 
A kadidiyun, The  followers  ofan  army, 

camp-followers  (such  as  tailors,  farriers,  tinkers, 
and  the  like). 

A  liadir,  Powerful.  An  epithet  of  God. 

Cooked  in  a  pot  (jOi'  kidr).  ji,ys}>\  bi 
^wni  7  maliki'l  hadir,  By  the  aid  of  the  all-power- 

ful King,  jisi j>^>  takdiri  hadir,  Divine  pre- 
destination. Kudayr,  (dim.  ofjtiJ  Iddr^  A  little 

pot,  cauldron,  kettle,  or  pipkin. 

A  [j^>.i^  kadis,  Fresh  milk.  Milk. 

A  ̂ Si  kadim,  (pi.  A,css  kudamds,  ̂ \s>  ku- 
ddma',  and  ̂ S\Si  kadasim)  Ancient,  olden.  For- 

mer. Without  beginning  or  end.  ̂ ^^^^  al  hadim, 

God.  ̂ ^Ij'.'i)  ̂tii  kadlmu'l  ayyam,  Ancient  of  days. 
A  kadiman,  {^_^  niin  kadim,  p  jfiti^J^ 

az  kadim)  Anciently,  in  former  times,  from  of  old. 

A  ̂ si  kiddim,  A  king.  A  prince,  leader. 
A  kadimxy.  Ancient,  olden. 

A  .Si'  kazz,  (v.  n.  of  'Ss)  Cutting,  clipping,  and 
fitting  feathers  to  an  arrow.  Throwing  a  stone  or 

any  thick  substance.  Striking  on  the  back  of  the 
head  or  behind  the  ears. 

A  \Si  kaza\  Chips,  straws,  motes. 
A  As!  kizRf,  A  recompensing,  a  repaying. 

A  kuzdzat,  Small  particles  which  fall 

when  cutting  (feathers  for  an  arrow). 

A  'i  'l^VSs  kuzdzat,  A  filing  (of  gold,  silver,  &c.). 11  K 

A  kazdrat,  (v.  n.  of  j  ji)  Being  unclean, 

impure,  nastj'-,  dirty. 

A  ̂ IjVsi  kazdr-if,  (pi.  of  kuzruf) 
Vices,  blemishes. 

A  u—J^iSj/j^OTyjThe  velocity  ofagalloppinghorse. 

Any  thing  grasped  in  and  filling  the  hand,  either 
to  carry  or  to  throw.  A  she-camel  running  before 
the  males,  (pi.  of ;  idS  kuzf)  Sides,  parts,  tracts. 

(pi.  oVissi  kuzf  at)  Battlements,  pinnacles,  turrets. 
A  (  iV^i  kazzdf,  A  pair  of  scales.    A  balista, 

catapulta,  cross-bow,  or  any  engine  for  throwing 
stones  or  darts.  Rapid  (nocturnal  journey  in  quest 

of  water).  A  horse,  camel,  or  carriage  of  any  kind. 

A  L_J^ii  kazzdf  at,  A  sling  or  single  balista. 

A  J\ij*  kazdl,  (pi.  J3j'  kuzid  and  &53j»l  akzilai) 
The  back  part  of  a  horse's  head  behind  the  ears, 
over  which  the  headstall  passes. 

A  (J-i^'^'  huzdmil.  Wide,  broad,  large. 

A  (j^Si'  kizzdn,  (pi.  of  Siii"  kuzzat)  Fleas.  Kuz- 
zdn,  Hoariness  in  the  temple-locks.  White  on  the 

wins  of  a  bird. 

A  i^  'Si         kuzzdna  kuzzdna,  A  sort  of  game. 
A  kazdfif  (-p],  ofiSJ^Sf  kazifat)Thmgs 

thrown  away. 

A  'idi  kuzzat,  (pi.  huzaz)  A  feather.  The 
wing  of  an  arrow.  Ala  vulvae.  The  ear  (of  a  man 

or  horse),    (pi.         kizzdn)  A  flea. 

A  isi  *j  jj'  kuzzata  kuzzata,  A  sort  of  game. 
A  /</^/ia7?ia<, Illustration,  elucidation.  Ki- 

zahmat,  Concealment.  A  veil. 
A  iisi  kuzaz.  The  hinder  part  of  the  head  be- 

twixt  the  ears.  A  flea.  (pi.  of  iiij*  kuzzat)  Wings 
of  an  arrow. 

Aj'd^kazr,  (v.  n.  ofjiiJ)  Abhorring,  abominating 

as  being  filthy.  Kazar,  (v.n.  ofjii')  Being  unclean, 
impure,  dirty.  Abhorring,  abominating  (as  being 

filthy).  Dirt,  filth.  Kazar,  kazr,  kazir,  or  kazur. 

Filthy,  j  't^ afkdri  kazir,  Unclean  thoughts. 
A  kuzarat.  Pure,  unsullied,  free  from  cen- sure (man). 

A  u-Sjjiij*  kuzrvf,  (pi.  L-fljj^iSj  kazdrif)  Vice, 
fault,  defect,  blemish. 

A kaz^ (v.  n.  of  ̂ d^)  Reproaching, reviling, 

traducing, cursing.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Kaza^ 
Obscenity,  ribaldry, turpitude,  impurity,  filthiness. 

AjJ.S';^7i;/5'a^Zor/m2;^?<Z,Worth]ess.Paltry,stingy. 

A  ̂ y^si  kuza^al,  Corpulent  (camel). 
A  kuza^nalat.  Short  of  body ;  deformed, 

vile,  base  (woman).  Corpulent  (she-camel).  Some- 

what, any  thing.  Weakness. 

A  ̂yi^,^^  'S>  kuza^nil,  A  decrepit  old  man. 
A  I  isi  kazf,  (v.  n.  of  i — jji)  Accusing,  crimi- 

nating, convicting,  impeaching,  reproaching,  cen- 

suring. Accusing  (a  virtuous  woman)  ofinconti- 
nence.  Pelting  with  stones.  Rowing  (a  boat). 

Throwing  (stones).  Vomiting.  Kazf  or  kazaf, The 
side  (of  a  valley  or  river).  Kuzf,(Tp\.  kizdf) 



A  side,  part,  place,  tract.  Kazaf  or  kuzuf,  Remote 

(habitation).  Distant  (purpose).  Weary  (waste). 

A  slippery  place.  A  side.  Kuzaf  or  huzuf,  (pi. 
of        kuzfat)  Battlements. 

A  'iisi  huzfat,  (pi.  (  iVSi  hizaf,  i  JiSi'  kuzaf, 
kuzuf,  kuzaf  at,  or  AwCT/ai)  A  battlement, 

turret.  A  prominence  on  the  top  (of  a  hill).  A  side. 

A  jSi'  kazl,  (v.  n.  of  JSi)  Striking  on  the  back 
part  of  the  head  called  J^iii'  hazal.  Inclining.  Ac- 
cusing,reproaching.  Striving,strainingevery nerve. 

Deviation.  Injustice.  A'a^aZ,  A  vice,  fault,  defect, 

blemish.   Kuzul,  (pi.  of  J^ii'  kazal)  Hind-heads. 

A  kazm,  (v.  n.  of  pii)  Being  liberal,  muni- 
ficent. Munificence;  a  present.  Giving  away  much 

at  once.  Kuzam,  A  magnificent,  generous  prince 

who  gives  away  much  at  one  time.  Kuziim,  Wells 

dug  in  rocks  which  spring  continually. 

A  kizamm,  Strong,  vehement.  Swift.  Very 
liberal,  munificent. 

A  'ijoSs  kuzmat,  The  drinking  of  a  draught. 
AjyoSS  kuzmur,  A  silver  table  or  tray. 

Ajjcii  kazur,  (A  woman)  abhorring  all  impu- 
rity, and  keeping  at  a  distance  from  men.  (A  she- 

camel)  avoiding  the  males.  A  misanthrope,  one 
who  shuns  society. 

A  (  ijSi  kazvf,  Far-distant  (dwelling).  Weary 
(waste),  wide  (desert). 

A  ijSS  kazy,  (v.  n.  of  i.^iiJ')  Coming,  arriving 
Casting  forth  a  mote  (the  eye).  Throwing  out  a 

whitish  substance  from  the  uterus  (a  sheep  in  want 

of  the  ram).  Kaza',  (v.n.  of  {jsi)  Being  annoyed 
by  a  mote  fallen  into  it  (the  eye).  Casting  forth 

a  mote  (the  eye).  A  chip,  straw,  or  mote  swim- 
ming on  water  or  paining  the  eye.  Water  or  blood 

discharged  by  a  camel  or  sheep  before  or  after  the 

birth.  i^S-  ̂̂ ^ojc>,^  huwa  yughzi  ̂ la''l 
kaza',  He  closes  his  eye  onamote,  z.  e.  he  is  silent 
under  contempt  and  affi'ont.  Kazl,  Troubled  with 

a  mote  in  the  eye.  Kiza',  (pi.  akzas  and  ̂ ss 
kuzty)  Pounded,  pulverized  earth. 

A  (^iSi'  kaziy,  Troubled  with  a  mote  in  the  eye. 

Kuziy,(y.n.  of  (_^3j')Castingforth  a  mote  (the  eye), 

(pi.  of  (^ii'  kiza'')  Pounded,  pulverized  earths. 

A^^btij"Afl^a?/a«,(v.n.of(_5iSj>)Having  a  mote  fal- 
len into  it  (the  eye).  Casting  forth  a  mote  (the  eye). 

A  X^.iii*  kaziyat,  (or  Wiii'  kaziyat)  (An  eye) troubled  with  a  mote  in  it. 

A  kuzay^m,  (dim.  of  dl^S'iSj!  kuza^Uat) 
Any  thing  very  small. 

A  L_ i^.iii"  kazif,  Very  remote  (halting-place  or 
habitation).   A  cloud  rising  up  before  the  eye. 

A  Xa^.iii  kazlfaf,  Any  thing  thrown  or  darted. 

Any  thing  that  brings  suspicion  or  reproach. 

A  kizzifa' ,  A  mutual  reviling ;  also  a 
flinging  of  stones  at  one  anothei'. 

V ji  kir,  An  ape,  monkey,  baboon. 

A  j>  karr,  (v.  n.  of ji")  Drinking  for  the  first 
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time,  but  not  to  repletion  (a  camel).  Remaining 

firm,  resting,  dwelling  (in  any  place).  Being  af- 
fected by  cold.  Ceasing  to  cackle  (a  hen).  Pour- 

ing in  water  to  still  a  boiling  pot  or  to  prevent  the 

pot  from  being  burned.  Throwing  water  over 

one's  head  or  another's.  Pouring  words  into  ano- 

ther's ear,  i.e.  whispering  or  communicating  a 
secret.  A  kind  of  saddle.  The  camel-litter  called 

ti^^  liawda.  A  chicken.  Cold  (day).  ̂ ^^\jS 

karru's  sawh,  A  crease  or  fold  in  a  garment,  j'i 
tj^S-  kar7-i  ̂ yn,  Coldness  (or  liveliness)  of  eye. 

jflj\  ̂y>,yan)mu'l  karr,  The  eleventh  of  ass: ZTil  kija,  the  day  after  a  great  solemnity  at  Mecca, 

because  people  then  repose  either  in  the  valley  of 

Mina  or  at  home  after  the  performance  of  the  sacri- 
fices and  other  ceremonies.  Kurr,  Cold;  coldness. 

A  place  of  rest,  mansion  of  repose. 

A  ̂   kavf,  (v.  n.  of  \J»)  Reading.  Communi- 
cating tidings  relative  to  health.  Being  pregnant 

(a  camel).  Kars  or  kur^,  (pi.  akruf,  ̂ jji"  ku- 
ruf,  and  j ji1  akrus)  Catamenia.  Purifications,  or 
the  period  when  they  are  over.  Time,  season.  A 

similar  ending  of  verses  in  a  poem. 

A  \Jikara',  The  back.  A  kind  of  esculent  gourd. 
p\j  /«Va,  A  machine  for  hurling  stones  or  dirt. 

A  \jf  hara.ca,{fiit.\jS.>  yakrasuov  rusu)H.e  read. 

AV^j'Z'Mrraj:,(pl.of  ̂ j^'i)  Readers  of  the  Kur'an. 
A  ̂\J>  kards,(v.  n.of^i)  Being  kind,  receiving 

(a  friend)  hospitably.  Gathering  together,  collect- 

ing and  conveying  (water).  Being  pi^egnant  (a 
camel).  Bringing  forth,  (v.  n.  of  (jr^i)  Receiving 

(a  guest)  hospitably.  Swelling  from  a  pain  in  the 

teeth  (a  camel's  chops).  Pursuing,  travelling  from 
place  to  place.  Reading  a  book.  Kiras,  (v.  n.  3 

of  ]^)  Teaching  to  read,  practising. 

A  AJJ  karraf,  (pi.  jjj);-*  karrasun)  One  who 

reads  well.  Kurras,  (pi.  j^jVJs  kurrasim  and  lSj^" 
karai'ts)  A  devout  and  holy  man,  given  to  sacred 

reading,  (pi.  of  (jjljs/ia?-ij)  Readers  of  theKur'an. 

A  'iAJikirasat,  (v.  n.  of  lys)  Reading  the  Kur'an. 
A  proper  manner  of  reading  tlie  Kur  an  :  a  cor- 

rect pronunciation.  C^AJs  ̂   ̂Imi  kircuat,  Skill 

in  reading  (particularly  the  Kur'an  with  a  solemn 

tone).  p^jii^CI-'>y>  kirasat  kardan,  To  read. 

A^\^harab,'Ne&v.  L^\jLihi  karahin,  Shortly. 

Kirdb,{v.  n.  3  of  (— -^')  Dravvingnear,approaching. 
Taking  short  steps.  Lifting  the  leg.  Speaking 

gently  or  soothingly.  Letting  alone  excess  and 

aiming  at  what  is  right  and  just.  A  sword-sheath  ; 
also  a  case  in  which  it  is  laid  up  with  all  its  ap- 

purtenances. (]p\.of^J^Jikarhd.n)  (Vessels)  nearly 
full.  Mircib  or  kurab,  Any  thing  almost  full,  or 

any  business  nearly  accomplished.  Kurab,  Saga- 

city, penetration,  judgment. 

A  Cj>\i\^  hardbdt,  Kinsmen, relations.  ^ 
hum  karabuti,  They  are  my  relations  (an  inaccu- 

rate mode  of  speaking). 

A(^.'i^y'Vjaraia2l«,pl.L-^ljjibyj,Anantidote. 
A  'iS\js  kardbat,  (v.  n.  of  i— -y)  Becoming  near. 

(pl.Ob^'^araJa^)Propinquity,nearness,affinity, connexion,relationship,kindred,consanguinity,kin, 

parentage,  alliance.  aa>^'  CLx>\J  kardbati  kariba, 
A  near  relationship.  ̂ ji\Ji  ̂   huwa  kardbati.  He 
is  my  kinsman  (an  inaccurate  phrase).  ,Ji]j> jS> 

huwa  zu  kardbati,  He  is  related  to  me.  Kirdbat, 

(v.  n.  of  L_^')  Going  to  water,  distant  a  night's 
journey.  An  approach  to  fulness.  Kurabat,One 
who  comes  near.  Any  thing  almost  full,  or  any 

business  nearly  accomplished.  Nigh,  near.  Saga- 

city, penetration.  Like,  resembling.  A  relation, 
(.iii*  s^yb  ̂)  Id  bi  kurdbatin  minka.  Not  nigh  thee. 

p  kardba,  A  large  flagon  or  vessel  hav- 
ing two  handles  and  a  spout  (made  of  glass,  in 

which  they  allow  wine  to  stand  forty  days  in  order 

to  refine).  ̂ J>.Jj  wly>  hardbasi  zarm,  The  sun. 

A  li,\Js  kurdba,  Near  to  each  other. 

A  i^i^\jikardbis,  (pi.  of  (j*>j^*)  Saddle-bows. 
F  i^x^\Ji  kardbln,  A  carbine. 

A  hardhin,  (pi.  of  jj^'  kurbdn)  Sacri- fices, victims.  Intimate  associates  of  a  kinsr. 

A  hirsat,  Plague,  pestilence.  Karasat,  (pi. 

of        kdrif)  Readers,  particularly  of  the  Kur'an. 
p  kurdt,  A  strip  of  cloth. 

A  Ao\^  kardsdf,  An  excellent  sort  of  date. 

Pj^s^\Js  kai^dchur,  A  long  sword :  a  swordsman. 

p  Lfj^rr]j^  kardchuri,  A  swordsman  :  a  sword. 

A  kardh,  (pi.  'i=-^\  akrihai)  A  sown  field 
destitute  of  trees  and  of  buildings.  Land  especially 

appropriated  to  sowing  and  planting.  (Water) 

cold,  sweet,  pure,  limpid,  unmixed  with  any  thing. 

Kirdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  Meeting  face  to  face.  (pi. 

of  ̂ li'  kdrih)  Matui'e,  full-aged  (horses).  Kurdh, 
The  coast  of  the  sea  of  L_ij;k>'  katlf. 

A  ̂ ^)/  kurdhiy.  One  wlio  recedes  or  gives  up 
any  business.  One  who  abides  in  a  town  and  never 

goes  into  the  country.  One  who  has  never  been 

seen  in  a  battle-field. 

A^jb;A=-\^7jM>'a/tz?/a<a?2i,du.,Thehypoc]]ondria. 
p  kardklid;n,  Name  of  a  king  of  India 

cotemporary  with  Alexander.  Name  of  one  of 

Afrasyab's  champions. 

A  S\Ji  kurdd,  (pi.  (j^i^'  kirddnyihe  tike  or  tick, a  parasitical  insect  infesting  dogs,  camels,  or  cat- 

tle. A  nipple  or  dug.  The  point  of  a  nipple  or  of 

the  orifice  of  a  horse's  pizzle. 
A         karrdd,  A  keeper  or  trainer  of  apes. 

A  lii^y  karddid,(and  i^.iii\Js  karddid){j^\.  of  tiii^s 
/jart?aiandStiji5;j7iMrf?MC?(a;i!)High,rugged  grounds. 

^  A-  j'j^  kardr,  (v.  n.  of ji)  Dwellmg,  fixing  one's abode  in  anyplace.  Resting.  Constancy,  firmness, 

stability.  A  safe,  undisturbed  habitation.  Rest, 

tranquillity,  peace,  quietness,  repose.  Conclusion, 
determination,  ratification,  agreement,  engagement. 

Certainty,  truth,  reality.  Waiting,  patience.  Short- 



legged  and  ill-looking  sheep.  Ground  low  and  le- 

vel. P  (jjw^iij^j*  hai'a7'  dashtan,  To  acquire  sta- 
bility. To  be  confirmed,  settled,  ratified,  i^'^^jl^ 

harar  kardaJi,  To  conclude,  confirm,  ratify.  To 

resolve.  t^jJ)^j\Js  harar  giriftan,  To  be  still  and 
quiet.  To  be  firm  or  steady.  A  karari 

maki^  Completely,  entirely.  j  j\Js  harar  u 

madar,  Promise  and  agreement.  i"^''^ 

rar,  Firm,  established.  ̂ jCyA>J\Jfj>  bar  harar  shu- 
dan,  To  be  or  remain  firm,  unshaken,  ^^li f  ji 
bar  harar  hardan,  To  confirm,  strengthen.  ^J, 

In  harar,  Without  firmness;  inconstant, fickle,  va- 

riable. j3  Z)i  ̂ flrari.  Inconstancy,  j^'^j*^ 
(?oza/;/t-^arar,  A  hell-hound,  firebrand,  infernal  vil- 

lain.  j\J>  ̂ji5jla£=9  hvffari  dosahh-kardr,  Ac- 
cursedinfidels.  Aj\JsiJL^)j>,m  ma^lilat-ha7^ar,l^qm- 

table,  just,  of  unshaken  integrity.  Ki7'dr,  A  name. 

A  'ij\j'f  ha,  hi,  or  hurdrat,  Cold  water  poured 
into  a  pot  to  prevent  it  from  being  burned.  Kard- 

ra^.  Short-legged,  ill-looking  sheep.  Dwarfish.  Le- 

vel and  roundish  ground.  Rest,  tranquillity,  quiet- 
ness,repose.  Asmallpond.  ̂ timra?, (Meat, broth, 

or  seasoning)  sticking  to  the  bottom  of  a  pot. 

p  C>\^  J\Js  hardr-ddd,  Possessed  of  firmness,  i.e. 
established,  confirmed,  ratified.    An  engagement, 

contract,  agreement.  A  prescription. 

sulhi  hardr-ddd,  A  peace  concluded  and  ratified. 

p        j\Ji  /iamr-f^atZa,  Confirmed,  established. 

p  1^ kardr-hami.  Decrease  in  rent  of  land. 
p  kardr-gdh,  A  mansion,  quiet  place  of 

residence.  &i]a3  ̂ l^j^j  hardr-gdhi  nutfa,  Tiie 
womb.    Fundus  uteri. 

p  {Jj(f       hardr-giri.  Quiet,  peace,  security. 

p  AsiUj^jj  hardr-ndma,  A  written  agreement. 

A  {Jj\^  kardris,  (pi.  of  A^i  hurrdf)  Persons 

devoted  to  sacred  reading,  especially  the  Kur'an. 
A  tSj]/  hardrly,  Firm,  stable,  ratified,  agreed 

to.  A  citizen  who  does  not  leave  home.  A  tailor. 

A  butcher.  Any  tradesman  or  mechanic.  A  flute- 

player,  a  piper. 

A  ̂..j]^  kardrtt.  Seed  of  tamarind,  (pi.  of 

Isl^  ktrdt)  Half-dangs  (the  name  of  a  coin). 
A  (j**^*  hards.  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Yaman. 

0*'5/  l)'  hards,  Name  of  certain  cold  moun- 

tains near  as''sardt. 
vJsCm>\^  kardsunhur.  Name  of  a  bird  of  prey 

of  a  black  colour.    Night.    Name  of  a  king. 
T         hardsu,  A  river  near  Khwarazm. 

p  Umj^jS  kardsiyd,  (or  s.iMi\Js  kardsiya)A  cherry. 

A  &J;**j|j*5  hurdsiyat,  Robust  (camel  or  camels), 
p  (^\^  hurdsh,  (or  i^\Js  hirdsha)  A  fever  in 

which  the  hair  stands  on  end. 

A  u-^-^^s  kardshih,  (Y>\.of Jl^^Jihirshabb)  Aged, 
old.  Ill-tempered.  Badly  circumstanced.  Thick. 
Tall.    Gluttonous.  Lions. 

A  kardshim,  A  large  tike  or  tick. 
A  f\~J^\Ji  kurdshimdj:,  A  sort  of  plant. 
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A  'i„jM\J>  hurdshimat,  (pi.  ̂yZ)\^  hardshim)  K white  animalcule,  which  afterwards  turns  to  a  tike, 

and  is  bred  in  the  plant  i^t^j  rims. 

A  i^^-i'  hurrds,  Anthemis,  camomile,  especially 
the  dry  flowers.  Spring-grass.  The  plant  (.^j 
wars.  ahmar  hurrds,  Intense  red. 

A  harrdsat,  A  reviler. 

A  l^^^y*  hardsiyd,  A  cherry.  (_^U><5^*  hard- 
siydn  huh.  The  sweet  cherry.  ;_>a<;U».  ha- 

rdsiydd  hdmiz,  The  morel-cheny. 

A  hii'dz,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^Ji)  Repaying,  re- 
quiting (good  or  bad).  Going  partnership,  and 

trading  with  another's  capital.  Challenging  one  to 
dispute,  especially  in  verse.  Debt. 

A  u-A/^yj  hurdzib,  A  hungry  fellow,  who  de- 
vours whatever  is  placed  before  him. 

A  'B.Xj6\j'ihardzibat,  (pi.  o^f^\^Jshirzdh)  Sharp 
swords,  (pi.  of  (_j->j.«ij5  hurzub)  Poor,  starving 
men.  Thieves. 

A  'L>o\Ji  hurdzat.  What  falls  oflT in  filing;  filings. 
A  fragment,  small  particle  (of  gold  or  silver). 

A  \s\^  hirdt,  A  light,  lamp,  or  the  flame  there- 

of. Snuff"  of  a  candle  or  lamp-match.  A  funeral- 
prayer  or  oration,    (pi.  of  l>y>  hurt)  Ear-rings. 

A  Is  Vj.5  liirrdt,  A  carat,  the  24th  part  of  an  ounce. 

A  v_-»li>^'  kurdtib,  Sharp,  cutting. 
A  \a!h\j»  hardtit,  (pi.  of  Saddle-cloths. 
A  I  al?\jj!  hardtif,  Shaggy  carpets. 

A  ̂i!k>\y  hai-dtts, (pl.of i^\\?J>  Afr^as) Papers. 
A         harrdz,  A  vender  of  saZaw-leaves. 

A^^'  hird^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s)  Bulling.  Covering. 
A  ̂j'iharrd^  (pl.OlpVji' /iar?'a^ai)Hard,firm. A  bird  that  digs  with  his  bill  a  nest  in  solid  wood. 

A  karrd^t.  Scarcity  of  pasture.  Podex. 

A  1  hirdf,  (v.  n.  3  of  i  iji)  Having  to  do 

(with  one's  wife).   Drawing  near,  approaching. 
A         hurdfat.  The  bark  of  a  tree. 

A  ̂jiaS^  /iMro/is,  Hard,  strong,  large,  and  thick. 

Quick,  brisk,  active. 

A  iLai\^"  hardfisat,  Thieves,  robbers. 
p  esi^s  hardfa.  Name  of  a  city. 

A  i^^x}\Jshardfis,  (pi.  of  A*a£^hurfusdf,  q-'^-)* 
A hardhar.  Grumbling  of  the  guts  (bor- 

borygmi).  Noise,  outcry,  hubbub.  Mm'dhir,  (and 

^Ji\^  kurdhiriy)  Melodious,  tunable  (applied  par- 
ticularly to  camel-drivers,  who  sing  as  they  travel). 

A  'ij^]/  hurdhirat,  Talkative  (woman).  A  sub- 
stance resembling  lights,  which  protrudes  from  the 

mouth  of  a  male  camel  when  in  heat. 

A  (_Si|j5  hurdhif,  Sonorous  (crowing  cock). 

A  hardhil,  (pi.  of  J^')  Women's  shifts. 
T  J^s  hrdl  or  hirdl,  (Sclav.)  A  king.  A  chief. 

A  ̂ Js  hirdm,  A  painted  or  embroidered  veil  or 

curtain  ;  a  garment  of  coloured  or  figured  stuff".  A 
place  where  the  skin  is  cut,  by  way  of  mark,  in  a 

camel's  nose. 

A  iUyj  hurdmat,  Part  of  the  skin  cut,  by  way 

1/ 
of  mark,  from  a  camel's  nose.  Part  of  the  crust 
of  bread  sticking  to  the  oven.  A  mark,  spot,  stain, 

blemish.  An  orbicular  callosity  on  a  camel's  breast. 
A  kurdmis,  Sour  (milk). 

A  'i\x<\jskardmitat,(p\.  oi^^^<^harmatiy')Cev- tain  sects  of  people. 

A  (J^y*  hardmil.  Camels  with  two  bunches, 

A  i^Jw*^*  hardmid,  (pi.  o^dyo^  hurmud)  Young 

of  wild  goats,  (pi.  of  (>x^'/iW'»iif^)Bricks.  Tiles. 

A  („>sJi<«^'  hardmis,  (pi.  of  f^jo\<Js  hirmds  and 
[^ycy  kurmus)  Holes  dug  in  plains,  into  which 
shepherds  retire  to  shelter  themselves  in  winter. 

—  A  hursdn,  (v.  n.  of  lyJ)  Gathering  toge- 
ther, collecting.  Conveying,  carrying.  Reading. 

Teaching.  Invoking.  Bringing  forth.  TheKur'an. 
I j5  hursdni  sharif,  (or  ̂JjJaS-     1^5  hu- 

rtdni  ̂ zhn)  The  great,  the  noble  book. 

A  hirdn,  (v.  n.  of  i^ji)  Being  in  a  transi- 
tion state  from  green  to  moist  (a  date),  (v.  n.  3  of 

(jjj)  Living  together,  being  intimate.  Being  in 
conjunction  (two  stars).  Eating  two  dates  at  once. 
Conjunction  of  planets.  A  performing  together  of 

the  sacred  visitations  called  ̂   hajj  and  'ij^ rat.  A  pair  of  arrows  matched.  A  rope  joining 

camels,  or  oxen  to  a  plough.  An  arrow  finished  by 

one  man.  (pi.  of  ̂^Ji  ham)  Small  hills.  Tops  of 

mountains.  ^\J>  hii'dni  a^am.  The  greatest 
conjunction  (in  astrology).  ̂ Jl<Jy)eM^  ̂ j\J>  hirdni 

sa^layn,  Conjunction  of  the  two  beneficent  planets 
(Jupiter  and  Venus).  f^\Jf  hirdni  nahsayn, 
Conjunction  of  the  two  malignant  planets  (Saturn 

and  Mars).  ̂ ^Ji  ;__a=>-Io  sdhib-kirdn,  Lord  of  fe- 
licity, august  hero  (a  royal  title). 

A         harrdn,  A  flask  or  decanter. 

p  (j^_j=°"  (j'j^*  hursdn-hhwdn,  A  reader  of  the Kur'an.  Cashiered,  dismissed  from  a  post  or  office. 

A  (_^\}^  hurdna''.  Associated,  nearly  allied. 

A^Tj*  hursdriiy,  Coranic. 
A         hardniya',  Cornel-tree.  Sorb-apple. 

A  (j"J^^'  hardnis.  An  inundation,  or  its  begin- 
ningj,  vrith  leaves  and  rubbish  borne  on  its  surface. 

A  ̂jkajj^i'  hardnis,  (pi.  of  uay)Js  humus)  Seams 
on  the  tops  of  boots.  Fore  parts  or  toes  of  boots. 

p  Jj^*'  hardroul,  A  sentinel,  watchman,  spy, 

guard.  The  vanguard.  (j'^^Jj];'*  kardwul  har- 
dan. To  mount  guard. 

p  j_Jj];*  hardrvuli,  A  skirmish,  running  fight. 

A  ̂^^\j>  har7-dsun,  (pi.  of  Ay  harrds)  Readers 
of  the  Kur'an.  Kurrdmn,  (pi.  of  Aji  hurrds)  Ad- 

dicted to  sacred  reading. 

A  Csj^j^  kurrdrc'iy,  Belonging  to  a  reader. A  hardwih,  (pi.  of         kirrvdh)  Long- 

legged  (she-camels).  Tall  and  smooth  (palm-trees). 

Countries  exposed  to  the  sun. 
A  hardhid,  Young  sheep,  lambkins. 

A  i,l/S\jS  hardsis,  (pi.  of  Atiji  har'isdi)  Excel- 
lent sorts  of  dates. I 



A  jjL-Lls  u.>5»-lo  ̂ J\J>  harayi  sahib  taylasan, 
The  planet  Jupiter.  The  planet  Saturn,  (pv 

karayi  taylasant)  The  planet  Saturn. 

A  harasin,  Houses  opposite  each  other. 

O^jii  zawatu'l]iarasin,(ji\.oi jjjl^.jiiJl ji 
karinatayn)  Nerves  inside  the  thigh,  i^^^jij^i^ 

durun  liarann,  Houses  facing  each  other. 

A  kurrasiy,  Belonging  to  a  reader. 

^  A  I— -^5  Mrh,  (v.  n.  of  l- ̂ ji)  Putting  up  a  sword 
into  a  case,  wherein  the  scabbard  and  appendages 

are  kept.  Making  a  sheath  for  holding  a  sword 

with  its  scabbard.  Feasting  a  guest  on  the  parts 

betwixt  the  haunches  and  the  soft  parts  ofthe  belly. 

Kurh,  (v.n.of  Drawing  near,  approaching. 

Neighbourhood, nearness,vicinity,appioach.  Kurh 

or  huruh,  (pi.  (_*>yi^  oA'raZ*)  The  hypochondria,^or 
space  between  the  haunches  and  short  ribs.  _j 

hurhan  ma  hu^an,  Near  and  far.  hi 

kurhin,  (j^Ji  fj,^  Jiurhin,  or  i-^s  ̂   min  kur- 

hin)  Immediately.  (.-^HJbjfc  huwa  hi'lkurhi 
rninnl,  He  is  my  relation.  Karah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Js) 

Complaining  of  pain  in  the  hypochondria.  A  noc- 

turnal journey  (especially  towards  water  in  the 

deserts).  Relationship.  A  well  whose  water  is 

near  the  top.  l— ^iJ  laylatu'l  karah,  Anight 
on  vvhich  water  is  sought  at  a  little  distance.  lii- 

rah,  (pi.  of  iOjS  Jtirhat)  Large  leathern  milk-bags 
or  water-bottles. 

A  ̂\)j>  kurahas,  (pi. of  i^ijs  karih)  Relations. 
A  Obyj  kirhat,  kirahdt,  and  hirihat,  (pi.  of 

'ki ̂liirhat^  Leathern  water-bottles,  or  milk-bottles. 

A  ̂J^^harhan,  (pl.c^^l^i'/aVai)  A  vessel  nearly full.  Kirhan,  Coition.  Kirhan  or  kurhan,  (v.  n. 

of  L-i^)  Approaching,  being,  or  standing  near  to 

another.  Kurhan  or  karhan,  (pi.  i^^)-^  harahin) 
That  whereby  one  draws  nigh  to  God.  A  sacrifice, 

victim,  oblation.  The  Christian  communion  ;  or 

rather,  the  sacrifice  of  the  mass.  One  who  has  ac- 

cess to  the  king,  a  royal  favourite. 
r  hurhan,  A  case  for  a  bow. 

p  slX-ibj'i  hurhan-gah,  Place  of  sacrifice,  altar. 
^jjbjlj/<«?'iawi.  Devoted.  Sacrificed.  P  {jf^ji 

^tiji  kurbani  hardan,  To  sacrifice. 

G  ij^^'^^Ji  harhanryun,  Ox-eye  (a  plant). 

A  'iijf  kirhat,  (pi.  Ol^'  kirhat,  kirahdt,  hiri- 
hat, or  kirah)  A  large  leathern  milk-bottle  or 

water-bag,  particularly  stitched  on  one  side.  ̂ J^ff- 

'iijS^\  ̂ raku'l  ki7'hat,  Adversity.  Kurhat  or  ku- 
ruhot.  Kindred  :  afiinity,  vicinity,  proximity,  inti- 

macy ,familiarity.XaraZ/a<,An  approach  to  fulness. 

A        kurhaj,  A  tavern,  a  wine-shop. 

A  J^j'i  kurhvz,  (from         gurluz)  A  cheat. 
A  (^jJ^>jf  hai'hashusk.  Household  furniture. 
A         kurbak,  A  green-stall  or  shop.  A  vint- 

ner's shop.  Basra. 
A  Oj^s  karahut.  Saddle-bow  or  pommel. 

j\(j>5j^j^ara&ws,(dual^jUjj^/mra&Msarei)(pl. 
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hardhis)  The  bow  or  pommel  of  a  saddle. 
p         karhUla,  A  kind  of  ivy. 

A  (3^"  karha',  (fem.  of  ̂ ^b Ji  karhdn)  Nearly 
full  (vessel).  Kurha',  Afiinity,  relationship.  _ji 

^ ̂ aM  zu'l  hiirhd' ,  A  relation,  relative,  kinsman. 
p  karpixs,  The  bow  of  a  saddle. 

A  kirat,  (v.  n.  of  j5j)  Being  quiet,  modest, 
grave,  sedate.  Loading  a  beast  of  burden.  A  flock 

with  the  shepherd,  his  dog,  and  his  ass.  Family, 

children,  domestics.  A  burden,  load,  weight.  A 

very  aged  man.  A  time  of  sickness.  Pestilence. 

A  sheep.  Property,  substance.  Patience,  quiet- 
ness, gravity. 

A  'i Ji  karrat,  (v.  n.  ofj'i)  Being  cold  and  cheer- 
ful (the  eye),  (fem.ofji  karr)  Cold  (night).  Kir- 

rat,  The  cold  ;  the  cold  fit  of  an  ague.  Kurrat, 

(v.  n.  ofjS)  Being  cold  and  cheerful  (the  eye).  Be- 
ing charmed  by  the  sight  of  a  beloved  object  (the 

eye).  Remains  of  meat  or  of  jelly  sticking  to  the 

bottom  of  a  pot.  Joy,  gladness.  A  gush  or  a  rush 

(of  water).  {^_'^\  'i'^  kurratuH  ̂ yn,  A  coldness (i.  e.  a  lustre  or  cheerfulness)  of  the  eye.  A  beloved 

object.  A  kind  of  water-cress.  ijS  ̂i\ahu  kurrat, 
A  chameleon.  Kurrat,  karrat,  or  kirrat,  A  {rog. 

p         hart,  (or  t^iji)  A  contented  cuckold. 

A  ̂j'i  karat,  (v.  n.  of  C^s)  Changing  colour, 
becoming  pale(from  pain  or  anger). Ice.Snow.  Jelly. 

A  ̂J^ji  karratdni.  Evening  and  morning. 

p  (jVi;^'  kartahan,  A  contented  cuckold. 
p  i^^Ji  kartahus,  A  contented  cuckold. 

A  CLjJs  kars,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ji)  Labouring,  toiling. 
Gaining.  Giving  much  trouble  (any  business).  A 
small  leathern  bottle. 

A  ̂ J^'  karsa^  Foolish,  simple,  silly  (woman), 
painting  one  eye  and  not  the  other,  or  dressing  pre- 

posterously. Immodest,  shameless  (woman).  A 
male  ostrich.  A  lion.  A  little  kind  of  shell-fish. 

Mean,  paltry.  Small  hairs  or  down  upon  a  beast. 

A  'ifO^  karsa^t.  Small  hairs  or  down  upon  an 
animal.  Kirsi^t,  An  excellent  shepherd,  under 
whose  care  a  flock  thrives. 

A  ̂y>^  karsal,  Aman  of  a  middling  size;  dwarf- 
ish. A  small  leathern  bottle. 

A       kai'h,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ^')  Wounding, ulcerating. Digging  a  well  where  there  is  no  water.  A  wound, 

scar,  painful  ulcer.    A  pustule  tending  to  corrup- 
tion.    A  sore  ulcer  destructive  to  young  camels. 

Kurh,  A  painful  wound,  or  the  pain  of  a  wound. 

The  beginning  of  any  thing.  The  three  first  nights 

of  the  month.    Water  gushing  from  a  well.  ̂  

^ kurku'r  rahi^  Beginning  of  spring  Karah, 

(v.  n.  of^j)  Finishing  the  teething  when  full  five 
years  old  (solid-hoofed  animals).  Being  ulcerous. 

Karih,  Scabby,  pimply,  pustulous,  ulcerous. 

A  ̂kurrak,  (pl.of  ̂j\s)Fi  ve-year-old(horses). 
A  ̂U-jj"  karkds,  White  with  flowers  (garden). 
A  i^^>-Ji  karkan,  A  lion.    Kurhan,  One  who 

recedes,  or  gives  up,  or  is  free  and  clear  of  busi- 
ness. A  species  ofmushroom  or  fungus.  One  who 

has  never  been  present  in  a  battle.  (A  camel)  hav- 
ing never  had  the  scab  or  any  small  pustules.  (A 

boy)who  has  not  had  the  small-pox.  (A  man)never 
having  been  ill.  Ulcerous,  scabby.  One  who  has 

had  the  small-pox.  (pi.  of  ̂i'\a/tra/i)  Mushrooms. 
A  iol=>-^'  kurkdnat,  A  single  mushroom. 

A  j^y^ jf  kurhdnun,  (pi,  of  i^^J^)  Ulcerated. 

A  'Ij,^ J*  kurkdniy.  One  who  recedes  or  gives 

up  any  work. 
A  &s>-^'  karkat,  One  wound  with  a  sword.  One 

ulcer,  sore,  pimple,  or  pustule.  Ulceration.  Kur- 
hat, A  small  star  on  the  forehead  of  a  horse.  Com- 

mencement of  spring  or  winter. 

A  Jj=»'ji'  karha',  (pi.  of       karlh)  Ulcerated. 
A  A.x^jJ  kirkiyds,  A  sown  field  destitute  of 

trees  and  of  buildings,  appropriated  exclusively  to 

planting  and  sowing. 

p  uL)\^s^  karklmdk,  Broth  of  meat  cut  small. 

A  liji'  hard,  (v.  n.  ofiSji)  Gaining.  Collecting 
(as  butter  in  a  churn).  Short,  dwarfish.  The  neck. 

Kird,  (pi.  akrdd,  uJji kurud,  liji  karid,  'iCijf kiradat,  and  karidat^  A  male  ape,  monkey,  baboon. 

Kurd,  A  t\]<.e,t\ck,  louse  infesting  sheep, camels,  or 

horses.  Karad,(v.  n.  of iip>)  Beingcorroded,  worm- 
eaten  (leather).  Being  silent  (especially  from  an 

impediment  in  speech).  Being  small  (teeth).  Be- 

ing crisp  and  curly  (hair).  Being  matted  together  and 

impacted  (wool).  Being  spoiled  in  flavour  (resin). 
The  worst  or  coarsest  parts  of  wool.  Small  par- 

ticles beneath  a  cloud  which  do  not  amalgamate. 

Palm-branches  stripped  of  their  leaves.  A  kind  of 

down  adhering  to  the  lI^^J^  tursus.  A  repeating 

of  words,  tautology.  Karid,  Heaped  up,  cumu- 
lated. (A  camel)  swarming  with  tikes,  (pi.  of 

djs  kird)  Apes.  J-.,«<aU  Ci^  karidu''lkhasil.  Firmly- knit,  not  flabby  (horse). 

G  karddman.  Seed  of  wild  rue. 
G  karddmuman.  Cresses. 

G  karddmini.  The  herb  lady's-smock. Water-mint. 

A  kirddn,  (pi.  of       kurdd)  Tikes,  ticks. 

^j^iijH)^  p  ummu  'I  kirddn,  A  place  between  the  hin- der part  of  a  horse's  hoof,  over  which  the  hairs  hang. 

A  Hiip'  kirdat,  A  she-ape.  Karadat,  A  flock 

of  coarse  wool.  Kiradat  or  karidat,  (pi.  of  li^' kird)  Male  apes. 

A  kardah  or  hurduh,  A  striped  cloth.  Kur- 
duh,  A  large  ape. 

A  'is^iUjf  kardakat,  (v.  n.of  Q)  Acknow- 

ledging, owning  any  thingabout  which  one  is  asked. 

Submitting,  humbling  one's  self.  Kurduhat,  A 

swelling  in  tlie  throat,  Adam's  apple. 
A  'iJs^djjiy\  alkirdahmata,  al  kardakmata,  (or 

'i^^Js.>  hi  kirdahmata,^Yerj  where,  hereand  there, 

on  all  sides.     Xi^ii^iu  hi  kardahmatin  or  kirdah- 



matin,  Plainly,  distinctly. 

A  liiiji'  hardacl,  (pi.  karadid  and 
karddul)  High,  rugged  ground.  The  upper  part 
of  the  back.  Hardness.  Severity  of  cold.  The 
face.  Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  &**»iiy>  hardasat,  (v.  n.  of  {^i^y  Q)  Tying, 

binding,  fastening  tight.  Calling  (a  whelp).  Firm- 
ness, hardness. 

A  ̂iiji'  kirda^or  hirdi^  A  camel-louse,  or  a  hen- louse.  A  fovpl,  a  hen. 

A  aff-t^ji'  karda^t,  Baseness,  meanness.  Kir- 
di^t,  The  neck. 

A^i^Ji  kardam,  A  stammerer. 

G  bUii^i*  kardamana,  Cardmine.  Kurdumand, 
Wild  caraway. 

A  Ij^i^j^  kurdamdna',  Caraway. 

A  '^^ici^ji  liurdumdn'iy ,  A  coat  of  mail,  cuirass, 
either  of  rings  of  iron  or  quilted  cloth.  A  helmet, 
or  a  cap  worn  under  the  helmet. 

A  ̂ Ci^  kurduh,  A  large  ape. 
Afts-jiiji  hurduhat,  A  lump  or  swelling  in  the 

throat,  Adam's  apple. 
A  (ijiijS  kurdud,  High  and  rugged  ground. 

A  idjd^  kui'dudat,  High  and  rugged  ground. 
The  most  prominent  part  of  the  back,  the  shoulders. 

Severity  (of  winter). 

A(^jiiji  ̂ 2<rcZMS,Nameofthe  founder  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂lijjj  kurdu^  A  small  ant. 
A  ftSjii,*  kurdu^t,  A  nook  in  a  mountain-cleft. 

A  i^.'^f  hirdidat,  Rude  language.  A  stripe 
along  the  back.  The  head  of  a  man.  The  summit 

of  a  mountain.  See  'is>,Cij^. 
A  i^i^jst-i  biki  or  karzahmatin,  Plainly,  clearly. 

A         harza^  A  foolish,  silly  woman. 

AjjJ  hurar,  Soup,  broth,  pottage. 

A  ijjS  hararat,  Cold  water  poured  into  a  pot 
that  it  may  not  be  burned.  Kurarat  or  kururat, 

Meat  or  jelly  which  adheres  to  the  bottom  of  a  pot, 

Ajjjj  karz,  (v.  n.  ofj^'i)  Taking  up  earth  with 
the  tips  of  the  fingers.  Making  up  little  balls  be- 

tween the  fingers.  A  hillock.  Rugged  (ground). 

Kurz,  An  ointment-box :  a  cupper's  ointment-glass. 
A         kirzdm,  A  mean  poet,  poetaster. 

A  Sjji'  kvrzat,  A  handful. 
A  ̂jjs  hurzuh,  A  female  vest.  Name  of  a  tree 

and  a  horse. 

A  '*s»-Jj*  kurzuhat,  A  short,  mean  woman.  A 
kind  of  pot-herb.    A  kind  of  small  tree. 

A  'i\>-jjs  kirzahlat,  An  amulet  hung  round  a 
child's  neck.  A  bludgeon,  a  stick.  A  dwarfish 
woman.    Necessary  things. 

A  Jjj^'  kurzul,  Vile,  abject,  mean.  The  hair 
worn  in  a  certain  fashion  by  women  round  the  head. 
A  fetter.  Hard,  scirrhous.  Elegant,  graceful.  Com- 

pactly built.    Name  of  a  horse. 

A  'iijj  karzalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂}jjs  Q)  Collecting  her hair,  and  winding  it  in  a  certain  fashion  round  her 
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head  (a  woman). 

p  ̂jjs  kurzum,  The  Red  Sea. 
A  karzamat,  (v.  n.  of       Q)  Composing 

or  bringing  out  doggrel  verse. 

A  (•jjj'  kurzum,  A  shoemaker's  block  or  table on  which  he  cuts  out. 

A  (_>>jy>'/iar«,  Severe  cold, hoar-frost.  Cold.  &)J 
0!i  laylat  zdt  har-sin,  A  chilly,  frosty  night. 

Kars  or  haras,  (v.  n.  of  o^')  Being  very  cold,  freez- 
ing. Kirs,  A  small  gnat.  Karas,  Congealed,  stiff. 

p  s.'iM»^  hirisna,  A  scab. 

A  ̂j^"  harsh,  (v.  n.  of  (j^')  Collecting  from 
all  quarters.  Mixing.  Attacking  each  other  with 
spears.  Adding  one  to  another.  Cutting,  splitting. 
A  kind  of  marine  animal  or  fish  that  preys  upon  fish. 

A  ̂JmJs  hirshdm,  (pi.  ̂ \Js)  A  large  tike. 
A  X/fil^,j  hirsJidmat,  A  sparrow-hawk.  A  kind 

of  animalcule. 

A  C^:^^  hirshahh,  (pi,  kardshib)  Old, 
aged.  Thick.  Tall,  Of  an  evil  disposition.  In  evil 

case.  A  lion,  A  glutton.  Badly  circumcised.  Fat. 

A  'i^jf  karshahat,  Aleapmg  with  short  steps. 
A  |**»^  hirshi^  A  heat  in  the  breast  or  the  throat, 

heartburn,  A  white  eruption  like  salt  on  the  body. 

A  hirshamm,  Hard  and  strong.  An  old 

Lybian  lizard. 

A  ̂y**Ji  hurshum,  A  kind  of  tree  to  which  tikes 
resort.    A  large  tike  or  tick. 

A  fj^^  hurasliiij.  Of  the  tribe  of  i^Ju>_^huraysh. 

A  (joji  hars,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Taking  with  the 
finger  and  thumb.  Pinching,  nipping.  Making  up 
balls  of  leaven  between  the  fingers.  Biting  (a  flea). 

Squeezing  with  the  points  of  the  fingers  in  wash- 

ing. Spreading  out  dough.  Cutting.  A  flea-bite. 

Kurs,  (pi,  i^^Ji\  ahrds  and  'ijoji  hirasat)  A  round 
loaf  or  cake.  A  pastil.  A  lozenge.  The  sun's  orb 
or  disk,    p  SiMij^  hmsi  hhwurshed.  The 

orb  or  disk  of  the  sun.  jj  kursi  zar, 

t3j** JJ  magliribi,  or  S^ii  cJi^ 
hursi  haft  dara^  The  sun.  (j<.c\"»  simin, 

(or  M  i^jajs  ku7'si  mah)  The  moon,  j 
i^j*ti  hursi  garm  u  sard.  Sun  and  moon.  ̂ ^13  {^Ji 
kursi  ndn,  A  cake  or  loaf  of  bread.  AKaras,  (v.  n. 

of  t^ja^)  Persevering  in  a  contest  for  honour  or 
glory,  or  in  slander  and  detraction.  Kuras,  (pi. 

of  'i^ji  kursa  t)  Round  loaves  or  cakes.  Pastiles. 

A  'ii\^jS  kirsdfat,  (A  woman  or  a  camel)  that 
rolls,  as  if  she  were  a  ball.  See  i__jjjiii>-  khuzruf. 

&iLojS  'kjoKs  hassat  hirsdfat,  A  kind  of  game. 
A  harsabat,  An  amputating,  a  cutting. 

A  &^ 
,j  hursat,  (pi.  ̂ j^'  kuras)  Aroun^  loaf. 

A  pastil.  The  holy  wafer,  the  host.  PjJ  e-foji 
hursasi  zar.  The  sun  (the  loaf  of  gold),  a  Kira- 

sat,  (pi.  of  i^Js  kui-s)  Crusts  of  bread. 
A  ̂ ^Ji  karsad,  What  remains  on  a  threshing- 

floor  after  threshing. 

A  karsa^  Veretrum  breve.    Name  of  a 
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base  and  sordid  fellow  in  Yaman  ;  hence  the  pro- 

verb, (J-^i       ̂ '^\  aham  min  harsa^  (or  ̂ \ min  ibni  7  karsa^More  sordid  thanKarsaa, 

A  karsa^t,  (v.  n,  of         Q)  Writing 
in  close  lines.  Walking  awkwardly  (a  woman). 

Contracting  one's  self.  Seeking  to  hide  one's  self. 
Eating  sparingly,  or  eating  alone.  Sitting  at  home. 

A  karsa^iat,  Sea-holm,  sea-holly. 

p  Cii/Oji'  hursah,  A  small  sweet  cake. 
A  X_*wOjS  karsaviat,  A  breaking.    A  cutting. 

A  &A,»oy>  kursunnat,  (A  woman)  who  takes  not 
up  with  the  finger  and  thumb  what  she  supposes. 

A  (_-S^*3^'  hursuf.  Keen,  sharp. 
A  harz,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Cutting  (a  rope). 

Gnawing  (as  a  rat).  Rehearsing  or  composing 

(verse).  Repaying,  requiting.  Leaning  to  the  right 
or  left  in  travelling.  Declining,  moving  from  one 

thing:  to  another.  Going;  out  of  the  risht  road,  Turn- 
ing  aside  from  a  place.  Passing  by  a  place,  leaving 

it  on  one  side.  Dying.  Threatening  death.  Karz 

or  kirz.  Debt,  a  loan  ;  money  borrowed  or  lent  on 

interest  (especially  without  any  fixed  term  of  pay- 

ment, that  being  expressed  by  ̂>_i^  darjri).  Retri- 
bution, retaliation  (good  or  bad).  Good  or  evil  sent 

on  before,  and  for  which  a  future  recompense  will 

be  awarded.  harzi  hasan,  Money  ad- 

vanced without  interest,  and  repaid  at  the  pleasure 

of  the  borrower;  literally,  a  good  loan,  p  i^jo^ 

^^i^ii  karz  dddan.  To  lend.  ̂ '^^ LJ^'  harz  kar- 
dan  (or  ddshtaii).  To  borrow. 

A  u-.>lo^'j  hirzcib,  (pi.  'i^\Js  kardzibat)  A  lion. 
A  robber.  A  thief.  A  needy  thief.  A  sharp  sword. 

One  who  eats  any  thing  dry.  A  poor,  starving  man, 
who  eats  whatever  is  set  before  him.  A  small  matter. 

A  X^Lsji*  kirzdbat,  A  starving  fellow,  who  eats 
up  whatever  is  placed  before  him, 

A  ̂ -^'O^  kirzib,  ChaflT  thrown  out  of  a  sieve. 

A  &j^s  liarzabat,  (v.  n.  of  i_>>^'Q)  Collecting meat  in  a  cauldron.  Dividing.  Scattering.  Eating 

dry  things.  Eating  the  whole  of  any  thing.  Cut- 

ting. Running. 

p  "iS^  harz-hhmdh,  A  creditor.  A  dun. 

Pjlii  harz-ddr,  A  borrower,  debtor. 

p  ̂ ^^s*o^  karz-ddri.  The  being  in  debt. 
A  'L^Ji  karzamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Cutting, 

amputating.    Taking  every  thing. 

A  kurzub,  (pi.  'ix^\jf  kardzibat)  A  rob- 
ber. A  needy  thief.  A  sharp  sword.  A  poor  or  a 

starving  man,  one  who  eats  all  placed  before  him. 

A  u— j ̂iojskurz  uf,  A  she  ph  erd 's  staflP.  Agreat  eater. 

A  ̂jojs ki7-zij:,'Name ofayellow floweringshrub. 

A  ̂ ^j'i  harziy,  Borrowed. 
A  i^^o^  harziya,  A  loan. 
p  iayj  hart.  The  fruit  of  a  certain  thorny  shrub. 

Kurt,  A  kind  of  trefoil.  The  noise  made  in  swal- 

lowing water.  Patience. 
A  ifljjj  hart,  (v,  n.  of  Is^)  Slicing  in  pieces  (a 



leek).  Kirt,  A  leek.  Kurt,  (pi.  akritat,  \9\Ji\ 

akrat,  is^*  Mrat,  ̂ jji  kurut,  and  'b^Js  k  'tratat) 
An  ear-ring.  Clover.  A  little  boy's  cock.  A  dug, 

an  udder.  Fire,  flame.  Wjl*  Imrtay  mari- 
yat,  The  ear-rings  of  Mary, (proverbially)any  thing 
extremely  valuable.  Karat,  (v.  n.  of  Isji)  Having 

the  lobes  of  the  ears  hanging  down  (a  goat). 

A  w^s-llsja  hurtajannat,  Carthage.  Carthagena. 

A  ̂^'^jshartas,  kirtas,  or  kurtas,  (pi.  ̂j^xh\Js 
haratis)  Paper.  Kirtas,  A  beautiful,  fine-made, 

fair-complexioned  girl.  A  leaf,  a  page.  A  target, 
a  butt  for  archers.  A  brown  dusky  colour.  A  young 

she-camel.  An  Egyptian  striped  stuff. 

A  ,||^ll»y>  kirtasiy,  (A  horse)  of  a  pure,  un- 
mixed white  (as  white  as  paper). 

A  ialiayj  liurtat  or  kirtdt,  A  soft  cloth  laid  un- 
der a  saddle  to  imbibe  the  sweat.  Evil,  misfortune. 

A  iJUiJji*  Jiirtal,  (pi.  of  iilU^yj  hirtalat or 
liirtallat)  Fruit-baskets.     Panniers;  as  much  as 
an  ass  carries  on  one  side. 

A  SCllojij  hirtalat,  An  ass-load.  A  fruit-basket. 

A  Jcm'tati,  Misfortune,  evil.  (pi.  laL>^") A  soft  cloth  laid  under  a  saddle  to  imbibe  the  sweat. 

A  ̂jlJiSji'  hartahan,  A  pimp  to  his  own  wife; 
a  voluntary  cuckold,  a  wittol. 

A  hartahat,  (v.  n.  of  i>-J^^  Q)  Throwing 
on  the  back.  Cutting  up  a  slaughtered  camel.  Be- 

ing angry.  Running  fast.  Fleeing  away.  Kur- 
tubat,  Cordova  in  Spain. 

A  Jj^Ji  liurtuha\  (or  ̂l^^S^)  A  sword. 

A^J-lsy)  hirtihba',  Name  of  a  game.  A  mode 
of  wrestling. 

A  XIjjJ  kiratat,  (pi.  of  Isji*  hurt)  Ear-rings.  Ku- 
rntat  or  hiratat.  When  a  goat  has  the  lobes  of  the 
ears  hanging  down. 

A  (j-^^  kartas  or  kirtas,  Paper. 

A  hartasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J"i»;5  Q)  Hitting 

the  mark,  the  blank  or  the  white  (an  arrow). 

A         Mrta^ov  kirti^  A  camel  or  hen-louse. 

Ai_«*jil3^'  hirta^,  A  cloud.  Name  of  an  animal. 
A  i-^j^hji  hirtalat,  kurat^bat,  or  kvrut^ibat, 

Any  thing  little  or  much.  A  rag,  bit  of  cloth. 

A  ̂̂ al^ji'  kirta^,  Foolish. 
A  Xjijtlsjjs  hirtalat,  A  little.  A  rag,  bit  of  cloth. 
A  hartaf,  Velvet,  satin.  A  certain  pot- 

herb, or  the  fruit  of  the  (..1^  rims. 

A  ̂3^^'  hurtah,  (p  eOjT )  A  kind  of  garment. 
A  'iSLksJs  hartaJiat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^^  Q)  Putting 

the  garment  Jji^'  kurtak  on  (any  person). 
A  SJJlaji"  hirtallat,  A  pannier,  that  which  an  ass carries  on  one  side. 

A  ̂ Js  khtim  or  kurtum,  Seed  of  safflower. 
p  kurtuman,  Oats. 

A  \>\^Js  liartamana.  Wild  caraway-seeds. 

A  Xjoj's  hartamat,  (v.  n.  of  jU^'  Q)  Cutting. Kirtimat,  (or dual  ̂ JG^^ kirtim.atani)H\yo  dots 

on  the  root  of  a  (pigeon's)  beak. 
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Aj^ls^'  kartur,  A  fortress  in  Azarbayjan. 
p  6^0^  harta,  Sewing,  the  stitches  of  which  ap- 
pear distinctly.  A  kind  of  short  garment.  j_Ju*-i 

kartaAfistiki,  A  reddish-green  kind  of  garment. 

A  i-J^^  har  or  hurtiyat,  A  species  of  camel. 

A  i^t^^'  ̂*w"^*^>  Misfortune,  evil.  Somewhat. 
A  "ilaJays  hirtitat,  A  little,  somewhat. 
A  iiyj  karaz,  (v.  n.  of  li>y>)  Becoming  great  and 

honourable,  from  being  contemptible.  The  fruit 
of  the  acacia.  Leaves  of  the  tree  salam,  with 

which  they  tan  leather.  bilddu'l karaz, 
Arabia  Felix  (from  the  number  of  those  trees  which 

grow  there).  ̂ ^Sjjo marrvanu'l  karaz,l>i ame 
of  the  fourth  caliph  of  the  house  of  Umayya. 

A  '^^^  ho-  or  kuraziy,  Native  of  Arabia  Felix. 

A  kar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ')  Knocking  (at  a  door or  gate).  Beating,  striking  (the  head  with  a  stick). 
Winning,  beating  at  drawing  lots.  Covering  (a 

camel),  bulling  (a  bull).  Grinding  the  teeth  (from 

remorse  or  vexation).  Befalling  any  one  (cala- 

mity). Knocking  one's  forehead  with  an  empty 
cup  (a  drinker,  i.e.  draining  the  cup  dry).  Being 

empty,  or  not  crowded.  Emptiness  of  court.  A 

kind  of  gourd.  Kur^  (pi.  of  ̂ \  a/era^and  As-ji 

kar^i)  Bald  (men  or  women).  Hard  (places  or 
shields).  Fields  without  herbage.  Name  of  cer- 

tain valleys  in  Syria.  Kara^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ")  Be- ing overcome  in  archery.  Throwing  the  javelin 

for  a  wager.  Taking  advice,  acquiescing  in  it.  De- 
parting from  any  advice  given  and  acquiesced  in. 

Being  bald  through  disease.  Being  empty  (a  fold). 

Being  thinly  attended  (a  court  or  religious  festival). 

An  empty  camel-fold.  A  leathern  buckler.  A  fluid 

resembling  froth  floating  on  the  surface  of  camels' 
milk.  A  small  corn-sack  with  a  wide  bottom. 

White  pustules  on  the  feet  of  young  camels.  A 

wager  at  a  horse-race.  An  instrument  for  cauteriz- 
ing. Precedency.  Money  paid  in  advance.  Any 

thing  for  which  money  has  been  paid  in  advance. 

Kari^  Unable  to  sleep.  Rotten  (nail  or  hoof). 
One  who  takes  advice,  but  neglects  to  follow  it. 

>\3^b  iJ^-jJ^  ̂ ji*  kara^  jabhatahu  bVl  inds.  He struck  his  forehead  against  the  cup,  i.  e.  he  drank 

the  whole  up.  bb  ̂        ""^o.^  kara^ 
bdban  ma  lajja,  /faZaja,  Whoever  knocks  a,t  a  door 

and  perseveres,  gains  admittance. 

A  ̂ 9  hurray  (pi.  of  ̂ \ahra^  Hard  (places or  shields). 

A  -^Ip^'  kar^s,  (fem.  of  ̂ \  akra^  Bald  (wo- 
man). A  field  eaten  bare.  Adversity,  distress.  A 

court,  a  quadrangle.  The  highest  part  of  a  road. 
Decayed  (finger). 

A  S/«lsy  Mr^ynat,  Of  full  growth  (a  palm). 

A  ij^ji  kur^dn,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  akra^  and  -^{^ 

kar^s)  Bald  (people,  men  and  women). 

A  kara^al,  (or  io^J^'  kara^aldnat) 
A  species  of  marine  animal,  broad,  short,  and  thick. 

A  'is-Js  kar^t,  One  gourd.  A  mark  branded 
on  the  hardest  and  least  fleshy  part  of  the  leg  of  a 

camel.  Kur^t,  A  wager,  bet,  wagering,  drawing 

lots.  The  seeking  of  one's  fortune  by  opening  of 
a  book  ;  bibliomancy.  A  lot  (such  as  the  Arabians 
draw  with  arrows).  The  best  part  of  cattle.  A 

mark  branded  (especially  on  the  middleofa  camel's 

nose).  Ks^joJl  &5  (JIa^^  hdnat  lahu'l  kur^t.  The 
lot  fell  upon  him.  Kara^t,  Baldness.  A  bald 

place  on  the  head. 

A  {.l^Jf  kar^s,  A  congregation,  collection. 
A  (^^S>j5  kir^ros  (kur^s,  (^_y>^^  kir^Ksh 

or  kur^sli)  Double-bunched  (camel). 

A  (^jS'Ji  kur^sh,  A  lion's  whelp. 
A  ̂ y^*  kar^n,  Name  of  a  village  between Balbeck  and  Damascus. 

A  ̂^kar^',  (pi. of  ̂ ^'^ari^)  Young  camels. 
p  ij^^ji  kir  ghuy,  A  sparrow-hawk,  merlin. 

A  I  j^*  karf,  (v.  n.  of  1— i;*)  Unbarking,  skin- 
ning, laying  bare  (a  sore).  Peeling,  barking  (a 

clove  when  dry).  Accusing,  criminating.  Gain- 

ing a  livelihood  (for  one's  family).  Overbearing, 
tyrannizing.  Mixing.  Lying.  Suspecting.  A  bag 

of  camels'  or  cows'  leather,  tanned  with  pomegra- 
nate-rinds, in  which  they  carry  pickled  meats.  A 

certain  tree  used  in  tanning.  Forage,  provender. 

Proper,  fit,  worthy,  suitable.  Very  red.  Kirf,T\\Q 
bark  of  certain  trees  (as  the  pomegranate).  Earth 

which  comes  away  sticking  to  vegetables  or  roots. 

Crust  of  bread  adhering  to  the  oven.  Dry  mucus 

of  the  nose.  Kurf,  (pi.  of  i—J j haruf)  Extremely 

insolent  and  pugnacious.  Karaf,  (v.  n.  of  i— jy>) 

Being  near  happening.  A  certain  disease  fatal  to 

camels.  A  relapse.  The  spread  (of  plague  or  con- 

tagion). Infected  with  an  epidemic  disease  (a  coun- 

try). Proper,  fit,  worthy, suitable.  Mixture,  com- 
merce.  Karif,  Worthy,  suitable. 

A  (^^9/  hirfds,  A  stallion  that  satisfies. 
A  kirfat,  A  kind  of  cinnamon.  Suspicion. 

Suspected.  Dry  mucus  of  the  nose.  Turpitude, 

baseness,  vileness.  Gain.  Bark  (as  of  a  pomegra- 

nate). (_^^  huwa  kirfatt,  He  it  is  whom  I  sus- 
pect. (Jp/  banu  fuldn  kirfatl.  The  sons 

of  So-and-so  are  those  in  whose  possession  I  ex- 

pect to  find  the  object  of  my  search.  (^'^  Jjuj 
"iiji*  (.dlii'13  sal  bani fuldn  ndkatika 

fa  innakum  kirfat.  Enquire  of  the  sons  of  So- 
and-so  respecting  thy  camel :  they  can  tell  thee 

about  her.  'isy  ̂1  umviu  kirfat.  Name  of  a  woman who  had  so  many  male  relations  that  their  swords, 

to  the  number  of  fifty,  were  suspended  in  her  tent. 

A  f\jaij>  kurfusds  or  kurufsds,  {^^joijs  karfa- 

sa\  kirfisa',  or  kurfiisa')  An  Arabian  mode  of  sit- 
ting on  the  hips,  with  the  knees  close  to  the  belly, 

and  the  hands  folded  under  the  arm-pits,  or  em- 

bracing the  legs. 

A  &*aSj5  karfasat,  (v.  n.  of  (joi^i  Q)  Tying  to- 



gether  the  hands  and  feet.  Modus  coeundi. 

A  iOai jjj  karfatat,  A  mode  of  walking  with  short 
steps.  Modus  coeundi. 

p        kirfa,  A  sort  of  cinnamon. 

A  ̂ji'  harfvy,  Ruddy  (man). 
A^^hark,  Any  sound  uttered  by  a  fowl.  Kirh, 

A  bad  origin.  Custom,  habit.  Small  people.  A 

kind  of  game  c^WedtJ^Mtsuddar.  Kurlt,  Embargo, 
confiscation,  seizure.  Enclosure,  hindrance,  pre- 

vention of  success.  Karah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Travel- 
ling over  level  ground.  Karali  or  liarih,  Plain 

ground.  Level. 

Pj^'  harliar,  A  pigeon  of  Baghdad. 
A  Js^  ka?'kar,  The  braying  in  a  clear  voice  (of 

a  camel).  The  cooing  of  a  dove.  A  kind  of  vase 

or  vessel.  Kai-ltmn,  Remain,  be  quiet  (O  woman)! 

h  ij^ji  hafharatjA  substance  resembling  lights, 
protruding  from  the  mouth  of  a  male  camel  in  rut. 

A  (--'iy'  karho.b,  kurkub, or  kwhubb,The  belly. 
Kurhub,  Name  of  a  little  bird. 

A  'i^Ji  kurhubbat,  A  piece  of  flesh  or  bait  for 
catching  game. 

A  hai'kar,  The  suburbs  of  a  town.  A  wo- 

man's garment.  Level,smooth,andslippery  ground. 
The  back,  ji^  ̂ Hi  ,Jii\  azallu  tninfak^n  bi 
karkarin,  More  worthless  (more  easy  to  be  taken) 

than  a  fungus  on  soft  ground. 

A        karhara,  Name  of  a  bird  (Ardea  Virgo). 

A  Sjiji  karkarat,  (v.  n.  of Q)  Cooing  (as  a 

dove).  Braying  (a  camel).  Laughing  until  the 
tears  run  and  a  rattling  noise  in  the  throat  is  heard. 

Pouring  cold  water  into  a  pot  that  it  may  not  be 

burned.  Level,  soft  ground.  That  part  of  the  face 

which  is  uncovered.  A  mode  of  laughing,  giggling. 

p  t^jj^  hurkwun,  Galangale. 

p  i^ji^  harhai'i,  A.  mode  of  tying  on  a  turban. 
A         hirhirriy,  (or  cf;*/  kirkiriy)  The  back. 

Aj>.^J>  karkarir,  The  cooing  of  a  dove. 
A  liirkis,  A  species  of  small  gnat. 

A  harhasat,  A  calling  (of  a  dog). 

p  karkasya,  Cubeb  (a  drug). 

p  ̂̂ l^J^ s~Z^^  karkasha  hardan,  To  contend. 
A  iwOLjyj  karhasat,  A  calling  (of  a  whelp). 

P  c-iiji'  hurkvf,  Name  of  a  book  of  the  Magi. 
A  v_Jii|j'  harhaf,  Wine  which,  when  drunk,  ca  uses 

a  trembling.    Kurkuf,  A  kind  of  small  bird. 

A  'ijxiji  harkafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  i'sjs  Q)  Causing  to 
tremble.  Cooing  (a  dove).  Braying  (a  camel). 

Having  one's  teeth  chattering  with  cold.  Thunder- 
ing. Trembling.  Laughing  loudly.  Tremor. 

A  'ijMjS  harhaf annat,  Glans  penis.  A  certain 
bird  that  spreads  his  wing  over  the  eye  of  a  shame- 

less, contented  cuckold,  to  increase  his  shameless- 
ness  and  want  of  spirit. 

A  harhal,  (or  Jj^*  harhalT)  (pi.  ha- 
rakil)  A  woman's  shift. 

A        hirkim,  Glans  penis. 

(   959  ) 

p  (jWy  harhaman,Wood  found  in  the  middle 
of  the  tree  |Jji<  muhl,  and  used  as  a  dentifrice. 

A  'i^^  harhamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  badly fed  (a  child). 

P(3y^'  /ear or  kurhubi,A  garment  madein Irak. A  hurhvT,  A  long  and  large  ship. 

A  (_)*>j5^'  kurhus,  A  word  used  in  calling  a  dog or  kid.  A  wide  desert.  Karahus,  Hard,  level  soil, 

rugged  and  bare,  raised  or  depressed,  without  herb- 
age, and  abounding  in  hot  springs. 

A  1^^^  kurhus,  A  whelp. 

A  (  j^J^'  kurhvf,  Wine  which,  when  it  hath 
been  drunk,  causes  a  trembling.    A  silver  coin. 

p  harhumi,  A  sort  of  garment. 

A  hurhi,  Confiscated,  p  aj^j^.  /  hurh'i- 
pai'wana,  A  warrant  issued  to  sequester  a  pi-operty. 
p  harhan.  The  bed  of  a  river  fresh  dug. 

A  channel  excavated  by  a  torrent. 

A         hirilla',  Name  of  a  very  wary  bird. 

A  harm,  (v.  n.  of  jyi)  Marking  (a  camel)  by 
cutting  part  of  the  skin  of  the  nose  and  leaving  it 

dangling.  Unbarking,  peeling.  Eating  (meat). 

Eating  gently  (as  an  infant)  ;  nibbling  the  herbage 

(a camel).  Reviling.  Detaining,  imprisoning, keep- 
ing back.  (pi.  /iMrM??i)  An  excellent  camel 

stallion  kept  for  covering,  or  fed  for  slaughter.  A 

lord,  a  prince.  A  notch  upon  a  gaming  arrow. 

Kurm,  A  kind  of  marine  plant.  Karam,  (v.  n.  of 

1^')  Having  an  insatiable  craving  for  flesh  meat. Having  a  longing  desire  for  a  mistress  or  a  friend. 
Karim,  Carnivorous.  Kirim,  A  term  of  reproach. 

The  Crimea,    t  hirim-hkam.  The  khan 

of  the  Crira  Tartars,  a  ̂Js1\ bahru'l  kirim, The  sea  of  Azof.    The  Euxine  Sea. 

A  ̂l/eji'  kai'ynat,  (A  she-camel)  the  skin  of  whose 
nose  is  cut  and  left  dangling  as  a  mark. 

AjUjS  kirmaz,  A  loaf  round  and  flat. 

A  ;__>fll*y>  hirmas,  (pi.  (,jaJk*\jS  haramts)  Short- 
ness of  the  cheeks.  (See  i^ja*>^  hirmis). 

A  karman  or  haramdn,  Caramania  (Ci- 

licia).  Karaman,  (v.  n.  of       Eating  languidly. 

A  «<;S  karmat,  A  notch  upon  a  game-arrow.  A 

cloth  with  which  they  clean  beds  or  carpets.  J{^ar- 

mat  or  kurmat.  Part  of  the  skin  cut,  and  left  dan- 

gling by  way  of  mark,  from  a  camel's  nose.  ICur- 
mat.  The  part  of  a  camel's  nose  where  the  skin  is 
cut,  and  left  dangling  as  a  mark. 

A  J*/Cj5  harmad,  Plaster,  parget.  A  stone  that 

softens  by  fire,  of  which  they  make  plaster.  Saf- 
fron. A  brick  or  tile. 

A  'Si^(«j5  karmadat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Building 
(a  house)  with  burnt  bricks  or  tiles.  Writing  closely 

or  finely.  Going  with  short  steps. 

Aj/0j5  hirmiz,  Kermes,  an  insect  produced  upon 
the  kermes-oak,  and  used  in  dyeing  red ;  hence. 
Crimson.  Cochineal.  A  grain  resembling  a  vetch. 

A  Lf/^*  hirmiz'iy,  Crimson,  scarlet.  Pjjj 

hirmizi  roz,  A  ruddiness  in  the  sky  before  sunrise. 

u  jl****,?  hurram  sdk,  A  pimp,  cuckold. 

A  (j^*^  karmash  or  hirmish,  A  mixed  crowd. 

A  i^<Js  karammash,  One  who  eats  any  thing. 

Rogues,  scoundrels. 
A  'iZ^Js  karmashat,  (v.n.  of  Q)  Spoiling. 

Damaging.  Collecting. 

A  L>a*;5  hlrmis,  A  kind  of  ditch  dug  in  plains, 
narrow  at  top  and  wide  at  bottom,  into  which  shep- 

herds retire  to  shelter  themselves  from  cold  in  win- 

ter. A  dove's  nest.  The  place  where  they  bake 
bread  under  ashes.  Smallness  of  the  cheeks. 

A  harmasat,  (v.  n.  of  tjo*^'  Q)  Enter- 
ing the  shelter  i^j^i^  hirmis, 

A  karmatai,  (v.  n.  of  la*^*  Q)  Writing  in 
close  lines.  Going  with  short  steps.  Kirmitat, 

The  nostril  of  a  winged  animal. 

A  ̂^ojo^karmafiy ,  (pi.  &la«y))Narae  of  a  people. 
A  la^la««j5  harmaiit,  One  who  writes  small  and 

close.  Close  writing.  One  who  takes  short  steps. 

A  (J.*;*  karmal,  A  kind  of  weak  tree  without 
thorns.  Kirmil,  (pi.  ̂y<\f  kardmil)  A  species  of 
camel  with  two  bunches ;  called  also  ̂ ^^J^.  buhhfiy. 

Whatever  fastens  a  woman's  hair.  A  very  hairy 

young  camel. 
A  s^*'^  hirmiRyat,  Small  and  hairy  camels. 

A  i^y^  hurmud,  (pi.  O^ij^^  karaniid)  A  moun- 
tain-goat.  Fruit  of  the  tree  sUaff'  ghazat. 

A  i^_)oyc^  hurmus  (^"^X.  hardmis).  (See 

(^J^^  hirmis). A  kurmut,  A  globule  of  dung  formed  by 

a  beetle.  The  red  fruit  of  the  tree  l^ff-  r/haza\ 

A  (J^*;5  hurmiil,The  fruit  of  the  treelxaff-^/jaca'. 
A  i-ij^ji  hirmlyat,  A  knot  at  the  root  of  the  hair 

nose-ring  of  a  camel.  Kuramiyat,  (fem.)  Original. 

'i^"  hujjat  hurajmyat.  An  original  decree. 

A  i>Ji*p'  hirmid,  A  roof  or  gutter-tile.  A  drain 

made  of  earthen  pipes  rrdabbat').  A  female 
mountain-goat  (^jj^  urwiyat).  Some  think  this 
last  is  an  error,  the  words  being  much  alike. 

Aj^/CjS  kirmlz,  Weak. 
A  i^^i  hirmish,  A  miscellaneous  crowd. 

A  jj^'  ham,  (v.  n.  of  i^ji)  Joining  one  thing to  another.  Yoking  (two  camels).  Falling  into 

the  mark  of  the  fore-foot  (the  hind-foot  of  a  horse), 

(pi.  (jjj*  hururi)  A  horn,  j^"^  harnul  bahr. 
Amber.  A  smooth  clean  stone.  The  side  of  the 

head  (whence  the  horns  grow).  A  lock  of  hair, 

either  hanging  down  straight  or  curled.  A  lock  of 

wool.  A  rope  made  of  the  fibres  or  bark  of  a  tree. 

The  anterior  part  or  entrance  into  the  desert.  One 
time,  once.  First  and  the  last  (of  forage),  (pi. 

jj^"  hirdn)  Top  of  a  mountain,  (pi.  ̂ ^jj*  hurun 
and  (j^j  hirdn)  A  little  hill  or  part  of  a  mountain 
rising  above  the  rest.  The  bottom  of  a  sand-hill. 
A  small  tumour  like  the  hernia  (anteriore  vulvae 

parte  enascens).  Two  stars  near  Capricorn.  The 



covering  of  a  camel-litter  or  hawda.  The 

upper  limb  of  the  sun's  disk  (which  appears  above 
thehorizon);  the  rays  of  the  sun.  A  plump  ofrain. 

A  prince,  a  lord.  A  stone  pillar  erected  at  each 

side  of  a  well,  over  which  is  thrown  a  cross-beam, 

to  which  the  bucket-pulley  is  suspended.  An  in- 
strument for  anointing  or  painting  the  eyes.  Point 

or  the  ed<re  of  a  sword.  A  certain  station  for  the 

pilgrims  of  Najd.  A  generation,  a  period  of  forty 

years.  Many  years  (from  10  to  80);  a  decade  or 

space  of  ten  years ;  also  a  century,  an  age,  a  space 

of  120years.  Age:  as,,_3ji' huwa^la  karni, 
He  is  about  my  age.  Coeval, cotemporary.  Arace, 

or  heat,  course.  (^llaxiJ\  ̂ Js  karnu'sh  shaytan, 

(or  ̂llaJkiJWj^'  harna  sh  Rhaytan)  The  adherents 
of  Satan.^  The  dominion  of  the  devil.  (,_)<*;fl3\  ̂ ^aP 

j\  y>J>  ̂asara'lfaima  karnan  aw  harnayn, 
He  urged  his  horse  to  one  and  another  heat,  i.e. 

he  made  him  go  at  full  speed.  Kirn,  Equal  to, 

or  a  match  for,  another  in  bravery,  wrestling,  bat- 

tle, or  art.  Karan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Having  joined 
eyebrows.  Any  animal  joined  with  another  (as  a 

yoke  of  oxen).  A  rope  with  which  two  camels 
are  tied,  or  two  oxen  are  fastened  to  the  yoke.  A 

leathern  quiver.  An  arrow  and  a  sword.  Name 

of  a  station  for  pilgrims. 

A  f-\ijs  karnas,  Horned  (ewe).  Any  verse  of 
the  Kur'an  that  is  read  at  every  inclination  of  the 

head  or  genuflexion  called  'ij^j  rak^t.  Kura- 
nas,  (pi.  of  (j^j*  harin)  Companions,  peers. 

A  ̂jijl^  hirnas  or  kurnas,  A  part  of  a  moun- 
tain projecting  like  a  nose.  Having  projecting  sides 

(a  she-camel).  The  place  for  receiving  picked, 
teazed,  or  carded  cotton. 

p  (_j**lijS  kurnas,  A  knave,  villain,  scoundrel, 
cheat,  a  man  of  the  worst  description.  A  pimp  to 

his  own  wife,  a  cuckold. 

A  i^^ji  katman,  A  cuckold,  cornuto;  one  who 

allows  another  to  share  in  his  wife's  favours. 

p  (^f^j'i  kar-nay,  A  flute,  trumpet. 
A  ;_-<3,s  karnah,  A  mouse,  either  of  the  domes- 
tic or  field-species.  Kurnuh,  The  flank  where  the 

small  guts  are. 

p  tiUijS  hurumbad,  Wild  caraway-seeds. 

A  ̂■y^Ji  hirhnha^  Contracted.  Avaricious. 

A  '^^i.>Js  kurambazat,  A  dwarfish  woman. 
A  U^Ji  haramha,  A  kind  of  large  beetle. 

A  '&>Jsl(iirnat,  The  extremity,  projecting  part,or 
horn  of  a  thing  (as  of  a  spear  or  mountain).  The 

point  of  a  spear.  The  edge  of  a  sword.  The  neck 

of  the  womb;  or  rather,  ostincae.  A  corner,  angle. 

p  uiis^ji*  haranjak,  The  nightmare. 
A  i^>Ji  Idrnis,  Prominent-sided  (she-camel). 

A  'e^j'i  karnasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Changing 
plumage;  moulting  (as  birds).  Flying  when  beat 

(a  cock).  Being  hooded  (a  falcon  recently  taken). 

A  'i^ai^  harnasat,  (v.  n.  of  {^>^  Q)  Running 
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away  beaten  (a  cock).  Hunting  (a  falcon).  Sitting 

on  his  perch  (a  falcon).  Keeping  (a  falcon)  on  his 

perch.  Training  or  keeping  (a  falcon)  for  hunting. 

A  ̂jiflJji  karavfash,  Thick,  large. 

A ^yso^karanful,Kc\oNe.  A  gilly-flower.  v^ysj>Ji 
karanfuli  hustani,  A  kind  of  sweet  basil. 

A  Jj^^'  haranful,  A  clove. 
A  iy>ji  harnumat,  An  herb  growing  in  the  clefts 

of  sand-hills  useful  in  tanning.  A  horned  serpent. 

A  i^^Js  kurnm,  (pi.  ̂^J&s^\^  karanis)  A  seam 
on  the  top  of  a  boot.  The  toe  of  a  boot. 

A  Cs^^  karnawly,  Tanned  with  the  herb 
harnunat  (a  leathern  bottle).    Horned  (serpent). 

A  "i^Ji  karaniy.  One  whose  eyebrows  join. 
A  (^3ja3\ ^C)zu'l  Aa?'«a?/w, Two-horned:  aname of  Alexander  the  Great.  Name  of  a  certain  Arab. 

A  jjJi  karw,  (v.  n.  of  \jJ9  for  jj-^)  Intending. 
Piercing  with  a  spear.  Reproaching.  Pursuing. 

Travelling  from  place  to  place.  Mode,  manner,rule, 

regulation,  institution.  A  cup  or  small  vessel.  A 

wine-press,  or  that  part  through  which  the  juice 

flows,  (pi.  jj's  kuruw)  A  long  cistern  for  watering camels.  A  country  one  can  scarcely  cross.  The 

lower  part  of  the  palm-tree,  which,  when  hollowed 

out,  serves  as  a  trough  or  wash-tub.  A  tumour  in 
the  scrotum,  either  from  wind,  water,  or  a  descent 

of  the  bowels.  i>»-\j  jj*  J^C'  harnnn  wa- 
hidin,  In  one  and  the  same  manner. 

karwan  wahidan,  The  same.  (Ground  covered) 

equally  by  one  shower.  Karw,  kirrv,  or  kurw,  (pi. 

AJi\  akras,  ̂ j>\  aliri,  'i^y>\akriwat,  and  /m- ?%)  A  vessel  from  which  a  dog  laps  his  food. 

A  kurus,  (pi.  of  f-^  havf)  Catamenia.  Pu- 
rifications. Times,  seasons.  The  last  consonants 

in  verses  to  which  all  the  others  rhyme. 

A  -^'^jj-i*  kartvas,  Long-bunched  and  strong- 
backed  (she-camel).  The  back,  or  back-side.  Cus- 

tom, manner,  usage. 

A  ̂ jj'  hirrvdh,  A  camel  refusing  to  drink  with 
the  larger  ones,  but  drinking  with  the  smaller  ones. 

Gone  out  and  exposed  to  the  open  air.  A  sown 

field  destitute  of  trees  and  buildings.  A  wide,  ex- 
tensive tract  of  country  exposed  to  the  sun.  (pi. 

^j^5  haraicih)  Long-legged  (she-camel).  Tall and  smooth  (palm-tree), 

A  kirrvash,  A  parasite.  Big-headed. 

A  ̂^^Jy  karwan  or  harawan,  The  back. 

A  Iji^^ji  karwaniy,  Troubled  with  a  swelled 
testicle  or  hydrocele. 

A  karwai,  The  side  of  the  head.  A  tumour 
in  the  scrotum  from  wind,  rupture,  or  hydrocele. 

p  OjjS  kurut,  Dried  curds. 

A  Ojji"  kurut,  (v.  n.  of  C^Js)  Coagulating  or 
drying  (as  blood).  Assuming  a  livid  appearance 
(the  skin  from  a  blow).  ^6m>  (_3_)_jS  kurufi 

shudani  mu^mala.  Confusion,  jumble  of  business. 

A  ̂jjj>  kuruh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s)  Having  the  teeth 
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completely  grown  (solid-hoofed  animals).  Being 
pregnant,  and  visibly  so  (a  camel),    (pi.  of 

karh)  Ulcers,  sores.  ji  zu''l  kuruh.  The  sur- 
name of  Amru'l  kays,  an  Arabian  prince  and  fa- 
mous poet,  cotemporary  with  Muhammad,  whom 

he  opposed  and  satirized.  He  was  the  author  of 
one  of  the  seven  celebrated  Arabian  poems  called 

Llj\sl)ir<,  mu^llakat  (i.  e,  suspended),  from  being 

hung  up  in  the  temple  of  Mecca  on  account  of  their 
superior  excellence,  written  on  silk  in  letters  of 

gold.  He  took  refuge  from  his  revolted  subjects 
at  Ancyra  in  Galatia,  where  he  died  a  violent  death ; 

in  consequence  of  wearing  (according  to  some  Mu- 
hammadan  writers)  a  poisoned  shirt,  sent  to  him 

as  a  present  by  Heraclius,  emperor  of  Greece,  who 
had  taken  offence  at  his  lampoons. 

Adj Js  karud,  A  camel  which  does  not  run  away 

from  having  the  tikes  picked  off" him.  Kurud,  (pi. of      kird)  Apes. 

A  j^jS  karur,  (A  woman)  who  stands  still  with- out offering  resistance  to  a  man  who  kisses  (her). 

Cold  water  with  which  any  one  washes  himself. 

Kurur,  (v.  n.  of  jS)  Being  cold,  brisk,  and  ceasing 
from  tears  (an  eye).  Stopping,  resting,  standing 

firm.  Being  charmed  by  the  sight  of  a  beloved 
object  (the  eye). 

A  *5jj) j5  karurat,  Base,  contemptible.  Kururat, Meat  or  seasoning  sticking  to  the  bottom  of  a  pot. 
Cold  water  poured  in  to  still  a  boiling  pot. 

A(jjjji/farM?7?/,Long-bodied,long-leggedhorse. 

A  i^jji  karrvashjA.  collection  from  all  quarters. 

A  (_>9j Ji  kuruz,  (pi.  of         harz)  Debts. 
A  i^jj*  kurut,  (pi.  of  )oJs  kurt)  Ear-rings. 
A  karu^  A  well  dug  from  the  summit  to 

the  bottom  of  a  mountain.  A  well  of  little  water. 

A  i-Jjj'i  karuf,  (pi.  L.j^  kurf)  Exceedingly  in- solent and  pugnacious. 

p  (Jjij5  kurul,  Coral. 
p  (_J_5ji'  karuli,  A  duty  on  game,  fish,  &c. 
p  l«jjj>  kururn,  A  stone  of  seven  colours. 
A  ̂jjs  knrum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J>)  Eating  languidly 

or  gently  (a  child  or  a  young  camel),    (pi.  of 

karm)  Excellent  stallion  camels.  Princes. 

^OJ ̂ /mrM«,Whoeatstwo  dates  ortwomouths- 
ful  at  once.  (A  camel)  having  the  two  fore  and 
the  two  hinder  dugs  close  together;  also  kneeling 
on  both  knees  at  once.  A  camel  that  collects  milk 

in  the  udder  between  two  milkings.  (A  horse) 

placing  the  hind-feet  in  the  footsteps  of  the  fore. 

(A  beast)  soon  sweating.  Soul,  body,  self.  Ku- 

?'MW,  (pi.  of  ̂^ji"  Aarn)  Horns.  Ages.  Small  hills. 
^J-juJ\  kurunu's  sumhd,  A  poisonous  plant, 
the  filamentsof  which  are  sometimes  found  amongst 

Indian  spikenard. 

A  fij'jj*  karunat,  The  soul. 
p  isfcjiji'  kuroha,  A  ball,  a  globular  substance. 

A  c/jj*  AamTii?/,  A  citizen,townsman, villager. 
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A  harah,  (v.  n.  of  »^')  Having  a  dirty,  squa- 
lid skin.  Blackness,  dirtiness  of  teeth ;  squalidness 

or  blackness  of  skin ;  the  black  and  blue  marks  of 

stripes :  seams  left  by  the  scab. 

A  -^Usyj  karhcis,  (fem.  o{iJs\)  Squalid  (woman). 

A  ̂Sbj'i  karhah,  An  old  bull ;  or  one  big,  bulky. 
Hairy  goats.  An  aged  goat.  A  prince,  a  leader. 

A  <^J^;S  hurhud,  Soft,  delicate,  tender,  or  luxu- 
riously brought  up. 

A ̂ jSl«»  iy  harah  sanhar,  Black.  Blackness. 

Name  of  a  bird  of  pi-ey. 

A  ijji  hary,  (v.  n.  of  tjjs)  Following,  pursuing. 

Reading.  Kary  or  hara',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s)  Drawing 
(water  into  a  reservoir).  Laying  up  (provender) 
in  one  side  of  the  mouth  (a  camel  or  ruminating 

animal).  Kara',  The  back.  A  pumpkin.  Kira  , 
(v.  n.  of  {Jji)  Receiving  hospitably.  Hospitality. 

Water  collected  in  a  reservoir.  Kura',  (pi.  of  'iiji 
haryat)  Villages,  towns.  ahli  hura\  Vil- 

lagers, peasants.  Townsmen. 

A  \jjS  hurra',  Evil,  misfortune  befalling  after 
due  precautions  had  been  taken.  Water  in  a  desert. 

A  hariy,  (pi.  'i>.J>\  ahriyat,  AJ>\  ahras,  and 
^jbj5  haryan)  A  canal,  aqueduct.  A  stream  let 
into  a  sown  field.  Thick  milk  not  yet  churned. 

Kuriy,  (pi.  ofjj'i  /;arTO)  Cups,  small  vessels.  Ves- sels from  which  dogs  eat  their  food.  Lower  parts 

of  palm-trees. 

A  ̂ .J>  hiryah,  A  sown  field  destitute  of  trees 
and  buildings. 

A  (^^Ji  haryan,  (pi.  of  (jyj)  Canals,  aqueducts. 

A  ̂ ^iji  hat-lb,  (sing,  and  plur.)  Near,  in  point 
of  time,  place,  or  connexion,  (pi.  Js\  ahrihas) 
A  relation,  kinsman.  Neighbouring  (place)  ;  near 

(the  time)  ;  connected  (by  relationship).  Nearly, 

hard  by,  with,  in  his  possession.  Salted  fish  still 

retaining  its  freshness.  About.  »^^'  ha- 
rlb,  In  a  short  time,  shortly. 

A  haribat,  A  female  relation. 

A  'iiji  haryat  ovhiryat,  (pi.  ̂ ji  hura')  A  vil- 

lage; town,  city.  A  nest  of  ants.  jl*ai!j\  'iiji  harya- 
tu'l  a?2,sar,Madina,  the  town  of  Muhammad's  allies. 

A  s!SJ>  harvyat,  A  notched  piece  of  wood,  into 
which  slides  the  head  of  the  pole  which  supports 

the  tent.  The  yard  of  a  sail.  The  cross  stick  in  the 

upper  part  of  a  camel-litter.  A  stick.  An  ant-hill. 

A  Wji  hirriyat,  The  crop  of  a  bird. 

A  O^ysAarii,  Jelly  (offish).  Congealed  water. 

A  ̂jljkijfl]\  al  haryat ani,  Mecca  and  Tayf. 

A  (JU^ji  Mrris,  A  kind  of  sea-fish. 

A  ̂\^>^  harlsas,  (pi.  uLo\^*  haraAs)  An  excel- lent sort  of  date. 

A  l_p..j>  harisa\  An  excellent  sort  of  date. 

A  £j>  harih,  (pi.  l^Ji  harha')  Wounded,  co- 
vered with  ulcers.  Water  from  the  clouds.  Clear, 

limpid  water.  Pure,  uncorrupt, unmixed.  A  cloud 

beginning  to  appear. 
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A^ji  hiri'ih.  Ulcerated. 
A  ̂ '^^  hurayhas,  A  wen  on  a  horse's  belly  the 

bigness  of  a  man's  head.  A  camel  that  makes  the 
pebbles  fly  about  in  going. 

A  'i-^^  harihaf.  Nature,  genius.  Any  thing  to 
which  the  mind  has  a  peculiar  bias.  The  first  or 

beginning  of  any  thing.  Water  gushing  from  a  well. 

A  iV^'  hurayd,  (dim.  of      hird^  A  little  ape. 

^  J>..^  karir,  (v.  n.  of_^")  Ceasing  to  cackle  (a 
hen).  Hissing  (a  serpent).  Cold,  cool.  (J^a1\^^ 

harlru'l  ̂ yn,  Happy,  cheerful,  whose  eye  is  cold. 
A  Sjljf  harirat,  Cold,  cheerful  (eye). 

A  ij"^'  haris.  Cold.  Intense  (cold).  Frozen 
(water).  Jelly  of  fish.  Old,  ancient. 

A  (ji^^*  harish.  Strong  (camel).  Kuraysh,  A 
tribe  in  Ara^ia,of  which  Muhammad's  grandfather, 

SxS-  ̂ bdu'l  muttalib,  was  prince.  A  shark. 

A  '^^J*^.^  hurayshiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  Kuraysh. 
A  ija>y  harts,  Meat  or  fish  eaten  with  bread. 

A  <^JA>'^  hurrays,  A  nettle.    A  ship's  anchor. 
A  (^j^Js  hariz,  Verse,  poetry.  That  which  a 

beast  brings  up  when  chewing  the  cud.  A  nettle. 

A  'i'^Ji  kurayzat,  A  Jewish  tribe  at  Khaybar. 
A  kart^  Choice,  excellent.    A  prince,  a 

leader.  A  messmate.  An  antagonist  at  play.  A 

camel  stallion,  (pi.  har^')  A  camel's  colt 
aflfected  with  the  pustules  called  ̂ 9  hara^ 

jieiSi\  hari^'d  dahr.  The  hero  of  the  age.  l^XjO^^ 
harl^ha,  Thine  adversary. 

A  ̂ .j*  hiring  A  prince,  leader  of  the  people. 

A  XjijOji'  huray^bat,  (dim.  of  iot^J^P^i'  hara^a- 
ZaKaZ)Asmallmarineanimal,broad,thick, and  short. 

A  'i-fC>Ji  hari^t,The  choice  part  of  one's  estate. 
The  roof,  also  the  bettermost  part  of  a  house,  the 
coolest  in  summer  and  the  warmest  in  winter.  Slow 

of  conception  (a  she-camel). 

A  jfiji'  huraym,  A  term  of  reproach. 
A  f^i..J>  harm,  (pi.  -*l3jS  huranaj-)  Connected, 

joined,  next,  contiguous,adjoining;  related,  allied; 

adhering.  Tied  with  the  same  rope.  A  friend,  com- 
panion, cotemporary,  coeval,  of  the  same  age;  an 

associate.  A  demon  indissolubly  connected  with 

a  man.  One  who  unites  the  ̂   liajj  and  the 

^imrat.  The  soul.  The  body.  Self.  Pt^^'i^J^Ji karini  habul  shudan, Totakewell,toapprove. 

A  J^J^\  {^^.^  harinu'l  habul,  Acceptable,  agree- 
able, (j-?^  ̂ zzat-harin,  Honourable,  mag- 

nificent, illustrious. 

A  Ajj_^  hurayncif,  A  kind  of  pulse  or  bean. 

A  ̂^yJ^J>  harinani,  Abii  bakr  and  Talhat  (be- 
cause tied  together  by  one  rope). 

A  isiji  harinat,  (pi.  i^i^Ji  harann)  A  female 
friend,  a  wife.  Context.  Cause.  Conjecture.  Adver- 

sity. The  soul.  An  accompaniment. 

zuH  harinatayn,  (pi.  ̂ ^J^^  zamatu^l  ha- 
rann) A  sinew  inside  the  thigh. 

A  ̂  jS  harayiy,  A  villager.  A  townsman. 11  M 

pj5  haz.  Raw  silk. 
AjS  hazz,  (v.  n.  ofji)  Refusing,  disliking.  Leap- 

ing, springing,  drawing  one's  self  together,  prepa- 
ring to  leap.  Raw  silk.  A  silken  garment.  Kazz, 

hizz,  or  huzz,  (pi.  ahizzat)  One  who  abstains 

from  every  thing  impure  or  base.  Kazz,  Aversion 

to  every  thing  impure ;  cleanliness. 
A        huzah,  A  disease  incident  to  sheep. 

A  /ea^z^a/t,  A  dealer  in  onions  or  seasoning- 

herbs  (^^*        01"  kazh). Aj^J—J  kazdz,  A  large  dragon.  Short  serpents. 

A  jVp  hazzaz,  A  silk-merchant,  spinner,  or  wea- 
ver. A  maker  of  loops  or  flexible  handles.  Kuz- 

zaz.  Free  from  impurity.    One  who  shuns  vices. 

A  ̂ ji  hiza^  A  bit  of  cloth,  ̂ y  sAS'  U  ma 
^layhi  hiza^  He  has  not  a  rag  on  him. 
A  hazzah,  A  partisan.  A  light-armed  sol- 

dier.   A  highway-robber.    A  cossack. 

A y>\y  hazahiz,  Parts,  portions,  particles. 

p  (jVj's  hazzah'i,  A  military  incursion.  Gue- rilla warfare. 

p  d^\y  hazagand,  (i^^i^l  ji*  haz-agang,  also 
sjS'\^hazaghand)  A  garment  quilted  with  silk  or 
cotton,  and  either  worn  in  battle  by  itself  or  under 

the  armour.  A  quilt.  Bedding.  Night-garments. 

A  ̂\J»  hizam.  Vile,  base  persons.  Kuzdm,  Dex- 
trous; one  whom  none  can  excel.  Sudden  death. 

A  l_^^j>  hazdma'.  Mean,  worthless  (men). p        hazdtva,  A  camel-litter  for  long  journeys, 

A  (-7^*  hazb,  Much  coition.  Kizb,  A  title,  style. 
Kazab,  Hardness.    Strength.  Severity. 

A yji  huzbur,  {or  l^yjs  huzburiy)  Penis  longus crassusque. 

A  'ijiji  hazbarat,  (v.  n.  ofjiji  Q)  Lying  with. 
p  hazbin,  A  city  in  Persian  Irak. 

Pj_^Ji  hazbini,  A  copper  coin  worth  five  oboli. 

A  ijshuzatyA.'kmA  of  serpent  with  a  short  train. A  sort  of  game. 

A  'iy  hazzat,  hizzat,  or  kuzzat,  A  woman  who 
abstains  from  every  thing  impure  and  base. 

A  hazh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jS)  Seasoning  (a  pot) 
with  herbs  and  the  like.  Making  water  squirtingly 

(as  a  dog).  Casting  urine  on  the  root  of  a  tree. 

Dropping  its  liquor  (a  pot).  Being  high.  Eleva- 

tion, height.  A  dog's  urine.  Kizh,  The  dung  of 
a  serpent.  Kizh  or  hazh.  Onions  or  other  roots 

for  seasoning  victuals ;  also  their  seeds.  Kvzah, 

Satan.  An  angel  supposed  topresideoverthe  clouds. 

^y  haws  huzah.  The  rainbow. A  i^^y  hazahdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y)  Dropping  its liquor  (a  pot). 

A  'icyhuzhat,  A  blending  of  the  colours  yel- 
low, red,  and  green. 

A  'iXs-ji  hazhalat,  A  bow. 
A  i^ji  hazd,  (v.  n.  of  liji)  Purposing,  intending. 

Design,  purpose,  intention.  (See  S^ai  kasd). 

Pj^iip)  hazddr.  Name  of  a  city  in  Hindustan. 



A hazdir,  Tin,  pewter. 

AjJJ  hazaz,'EAeg&r\t,  polite, clever,  witty.  Free from  impurity  :  one  who  shuns  vice. 

A  ̂   haza^  Bitsofclouds.  Small  camels.  Tufts 
or  patches  of  hair  left  untouched  when  shaving  a 

boy's  head.  Locks  of  wool  that  fall  or  are  plucked 
off  in  the  spring.  Leaves,  sticks,  rubbish  borne  by 

a  stream.  Foam  on  the  tip  of  (a  camel's)  nose. 
A  Ss^jjj  kaza^t,  One  bit  of  a  cloud.  A  bit  of 

cloth,  rag,  or  piece  of  a  garment.  A  bastard.  l< 

eSji  J  Aiff'  7na  ̂ ndahu  haza^t,  Not  a  rag  on  him. 

A  &Siji'  liuzza^t,  A  side  lock.  A  tuft  left  on  a 
boy's  head. 

p  dJx-P^  kuzghund,  Seed  of  the  pine  used  in 
dressing  leather. 

p  (j^Ji  kazhan,  A  cauldron. 

A  (JjJ  liazal,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj5)  Limping  ungrace- 
fully, staggering.    Having  thin,  attenuated  legs. 

Walking  as  if  with  an  amputated  foot.     A  pom- 
pous and  stately  gait. 

A  ̂j;^*  hazalan,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj>)  Leaping,  spring- 
ing up.  Halting. 

Tj^^j^rtb  |Jji'/;a^aZ-&ai7«,(comp.ofT(Jp*A?'2;?7,Red, 
and  hash,  The  head)  A  kind  of  Mogul  sol- 

dier. The  kazal-bashis  are  considered  to  be  the 

descendants  of  the  captives  given  to  Shaykli  Hay- 

dar  by  Tamerlane.  They  wore  the  red  caps  as- 
sumed by  those  captives  as  a  mark  of  distinction, 

and  are  considered  as  the  best  troops  of  the  Per- 
sian armies. 

A  ̂ji  kazm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ji)  Accusing,  reproach- 
ing. Kazam,  (v.  n.  of  Having  a  small  body. 

Smallness  of  body  (in  cattle),  meanness  of  dispo- 

sition (in  man).  Baseness,  meanness,  worthless- 
ness.  (Any  thing)  of  a  bad  sort.  Kazim,  kuzum, 

or  kazam,  (pi.  jeji'  huzum  and  ahzam)  Small, mean,  worthless,  useless  (man).  Cattle  of  the  worst 

kind.  Kuzum,  Mean,  worthless  (men). 

A  kazamat,  Vile,  ignoble  (woman).  Short 

(man  or  woman). 

A  (J-*}5  kazmal,  Abject.  A  dwarf. 

A  'iUrtji  hazmilat,  Penis. 

A  jjj!  hazw,  (v.n.of  1^'  for  jji)  Playing  at  the 
game  of  'iji  kuzat.   Striking  the  ground  with  the 
point  of  a  stick,  and  leaving  a  mark.  Hating  and 

shunning  all  kinds  of  impurity  and  sin. 

A  ̂ jj-'  huzuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -5)  Making  water 
squirtiijgly  (a  dog). 

A  yji'  kuzu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i')  Being  quick,  nim- ble; flyingswiftly(adeer).  Being  slow,going  gently, 

p  (^jjf  hazwin,  A  city  in  Persian  Irak, 

p  ij>.jj>  kazrvmt,  Stupid,  silly.    A  fool. 
A        kizt/,  A  surname,  style,  or  title. 

A  Il^-ji"  hazziy,  Made  of  the  sllkji*  liazz. 
A        hazlh  is  often  put  after  ̂ Jj«  malih ;  as, 
)J         malih  hazih,  Handsome,  agreeable. 

A  'i.^^ji*  kazi^t,  A  side  lock.     A  tuft  of  hair 
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left  untouched  when  shaving  a  boy's  head. 
p  i^.y  kazln,  Any  thing  made  of  silk,  silken. 
p  i kajawa,  A  camel-litter  for  longjourneys. 

p  5^'  hijih.  Any  thing  impure,  filthy,  nasty. 
A  kass,  (v.  n.  of  i^i)  Slandering,  detract- 
ing, hurting  with  foul  language.  Eating, devouring 

the  flesh  from  the  bone.  Extracting  marrow.  Driv- 

ing or  pasturing  well  (camels).  Feeding  by  her- 

self (a  she-camel).  Seeking,  desiring,  pursuing, 

prosecuting.  A  camel-keeper  who  never  quits  his 
herd.  Hoar-frost,  rime.  A  bishop,  (pi.  (^y^ 

husus)  A  presbyter.  Kiss  and  kuss,  (v.  n.  of  {J^i) 

Seeking,  desii  ing,  pursuing.  Slander,  detraction. 

Kuss,  Name  of  a  very  eloquent  man  in  Arabia,  co- 
temporary  with  Muhammad.  LT*  J 

huss  ̂ la'  hazd.  And  so  with  regard  to  the  rest,  &c. 
p  L«J  hasd,  Cassia  of  Arabia. 

A  -s^LJj  kasds,  (v.  n.  of  L-i' for _j*-5)  Being  hard, 
unfeeling  (the  heart).  Being  coined  of  hard  and 
bad  silver,  or  dipt  (money).  Kisas,  (v.  n.  3  of 

for  y^)  Becoming  callous  with  regard  to  any  evil, 
and  enduring  it  with  all  its  inconveniences.  Kusas, 
Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  'ii\Js  husahat,  A  worthless  date. 

A  (^^L-J  husahiriy,  Penis  longus. 
A         husat,  (pl.of  ̂^*w\s  kasi)  Hard. 
A  kusdh,  Dry  and  hard. 

A  &i9-UJ)  hasdhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -J)  Being  hard. 
Twisting  a  j-ope.  Having  a  tremendous  priapism. 
A  /iMsas,  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Yaman 

where  the  cornelian  is  found.  (_)*>l— al  husds, 
Iron  mines  in  Armenia. 

A  |^wil*J(  kusdsvj.  Made  of  the  iron  of  Al  kusas. 

A  hisdt,  (pi.  of  ̂Ua*-i'  hastas)  Stiff  necks. 
A  kasdiirat,  (pi.  of  L^la*J>  hastariy) 

Expert  money-changers. 

A  ̂j-'iLJ)  hisdhis,  A  lion. 
p  kusdldrvan,  Oil  of  pitch. 

A  ̂l—i*  kasdm,,  Beauty.  Intenseness  of  heat. Sultry  afternoon-heat.  The  hour  of  sunrise.  Ki- 

saOT,(  V.  n.  3  of  Dividing  with  another.  Swear- 

ing, declaring  on  oath. 

A^\l^kassdm,A  distributor,  divider,partitioner. 

A  ii*L-s  hasdmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *J>)  Being  hand- 
some. Beauty.  The  administration  of  an  oath. 

Truce,  peace  between  the  enemy  and  Musulmans. 

A  party  swearing  or  testifying.  Kusdmat,  Alms. 
That  which  a  distributor  appropriates  to  himself 

A  "iULJ  kasdmilat,  (and  ̂ yiA*3  kasdmil)  Ara- 
bian tribes. 

A  kasdmvj,  One  who  laps  or  folds  cloth. 

A  horse  ̂ Ji\  akrah  on  one  side,  and  ̂ b,  rabd^ 
on  the  other.  One  thing  situate  between  two  others. 

A  &ijjU-s  kusdninat,  Hardness,  thickness  of  the 

hand  from  labour.  Feebleness  from  age.  Darkness. 

A  !Sjl*Jf  hasdwat,  (v.  n.  of  \Ji  for  i)  Be- 

ing hard  (the  heart).  Being  coined  of  bad  silver 

or  dipt  (money).  Hardness  of  heart.  Hard  for- 
tune. Grief,  melancholy,  sadness,  affliction,  an- 

guish, anxiety,  care,  pain,  chagrin.  Stinginess. 

A  ju<Jjl*-3  hasdwisat,{'^\.o? j^^^-li)  Presbyters. 
A  kasaba,  (fut.  (_>k-«Jb.  yahsihu)  (The 

water)  ran.  (The  sun)  began  to  decline. 
A  t_ju«5  hash,  Hard  and  ugly.  A  dry  date 

which  crumbles  in  the  mouth. 

AjlA*<^/twZ;ar,  (or  ̂]j5;^ju-a /iMsiwri?/)  Longus  penis . 

A  'ij^^  kasbarat,  (v.  n.  ofj<*J>  Q)  Lying  with. 
A  husband,  (from  p  J^liMt^^)  A  sheep. 
A        kassat,  A  small  town  or  village. 

A kasah,  Dryness.  A  continuous  priapism. 
A  Jl*^'"*  kus-hubb,  Corpulent,  large,  thick. 

Aj^Jf/easr,  (v.n.  of ̂ ^')  Compelling.  Compul- sion. Violence. 

A  ijj*^  hasri,  Forcible,  violent,  compulsive. 
husus,  Intelligent  (persons).  Expert 

camel-drivers. 

Ala*J!/efi!sa!fa,(fut.l3*Jb?/a^si<M)Hewas  unjust. 

A  la*j'  hast,  (v.  n.  ofia-J)  Being  unjust.  Dis- 
tributing, dividing,  scattering.  Kist,  (v.  n.  of  3a*~5) 

Appointing  what  is  just.  Administering  justice. 

Justice,  equity.  A  stipend,  salary,  pension.  A  por- 

tion, one's  share  of  any  thing  distributed.  A  pair 
ofscales,  a  balance.  A  jug,  decanter.  A  stipulated 

rate  and  time  of  paying  the  public  revenue  or  a 

private  debt ;  an  instalment,  dividend.  A  tax  paid 

by  whores  every  three  months.  A  dry-measure, 

half  a  ̂ lo  sd^  or  one  sixth  of  a  farh.  ia*-5 

^^^\  histi  anfa',  A  full  share.  eJolf*  li*-j>  kisti 
muhddala.  Commutative  justice.  Kust,  The  cos- 
tu3,  a  shrub,  the  root  of  which,  of  a  spicy  flavour, 

is  used  medicinally.  The  leg,  shank,  (pi.  of  la*Jj\ 

ahsat)  Straight-legged  (horses).  Stiff" (knees).  Ka- 
sat,  StiflTness  in  the  neck.  A  perpendicular  forma- 

tion of  the  hinder-legs  of  a  horse  (which  is  reckoned 
a  blemish,  a  degree  of  curvature  being  esteemed). 

Kusut,  Straight-footed  (man). 

p  histd  or  hustd.  Name  of  a  celebrated 

physician.  Name  of  the  son  of  Luke,  who,  father 
and  son,  were  eminent  physicians. 

A  .*^lla*j5  hastds,  (fem.  of  la.^]  ahsat)  Perpen- 

dicular-legged (mare).  Crooked  (leg).  Stiff(knee). 

(pi.  )o\J>  hisdt)  Stiflf  (neck).  (A  she-camel)  dry 

and  stiff"  in  the  nerves  of  the  legs. 

Ajlk^Js  histd7',  A  banker,  money-changer.  Cle- 
ver, clear-sighted. 

A  ;j*»lla-jf  hisids  or  hustds,  A  balance,  a  pair 

ofscales.    A  just  balance. 
A  (JUowJj/f as/aZ,  Dust.  JiTis^aZ,  Purling  (stream). 

A  ̂J^h^>  hustdn,  Dust.  Kustdii,  (J^Ua^Jj  huS' 
tdriiy,  or  &^illa-J>  kustdiiiyat)  The  rainbow. 

p  la—i*  hist-handi.  An  obligation  for  the 

discharge  of  a  debt  by  instalments. 

A  d>Lj;k-j'  hustabilat,  Penis.    Glans  penis. 
A  Wk>Aia*J>  hastdblnat,  Penis.    Glans  penis. 



A  &la*»J  hustat,  The  leg,  the  shank. 

A jla*<»j  liastar,  A  banker,  money-changer. 

A  'iJ^^hastarat,{-^.n.o^_^^Q)  Separating 
good  from  bad  coin.  Money-changing. 

A  ̂Jia^  hastariy,  Gross, corpulent.  {^\.sjh\^s 
hasutirai)  Acute,  intelligent.  Able  to  distinguish 

good  money  from  bad. 

A  ,J.la«<j'  kastal,  Dust.  'pi  ummu  liastal, Calamity,  misfortune.  Kustul,  A  chesnut. 

A  ̂^la-.ij  kastaldn,  Dust. 

A  &^i!iUa*-i'Aaste/a?%a<,  The  rainbow.  Rud- 
diness of  the  crepuscle.  Name  of  a  red  stuff. 

A  isJia.>J!  hastalat,  The  bray  of  a  camel.  The 

noise  of  a  running  stream.    Castile  in  Spain. 

A  (^Ula*-*s  hustanas,  A  stone  for  grinding  per- fumes.   Name  of  a  tree. 

A  hustantmiya,  (or  is,-ulajla**j  hus- 
tantina)  Constantinople. 

A  (^lalla*-;  kustantin,  Constantine. 

G  ̂^j^la*J>  kasturiyun,  (or  8j^3a*«5)  Castor. 
A  Jjla*-5  kustul,  Dust. 

A  eda^Jj/n'sto, Stated payment,instalmentof rent. 
G  j<ia*-s  Mstir,  Lead. 
A  &A)ala«<*s  hasfiliyat,  Castile  in  Spain. 

A  ̂j*iliL*.?  hmhas,  A  journey  in  quest  of  water 

prosecuted  with  despatch.  A  guide  who  points  out 

the  right  way.  Intense  cold.  Keen  hunger.  Blunt 

(sword).  Dark  (night).  Nimble,  swift.  A  lion. 

A  good  rope.    A  plant  resembling  parsley. 
A  &**»la<J>  kaskasat,  A  rod,  a  staff.  The  mov- 

ing of  a  stick. 

A  t^a**^'  kuskuhh,  Thick,  large. 
kashas,  A  lion. 

A  &*JLJj  kaskasat,  (v.  n.  of  ;j-.LJ>  Q)  Moving, 

shaking  (a  staff).  Using  expedition  (in  travelling). 

Calling  to  a  dog,  and  using  the  words  c_>*»y 

kus  kus.  Rapid  travelling,  especially  in  the  night- 
time. Travelling  all  night.  Acquiring  a  habit  of 

travelling  at  night.  Devouring  the  meat  which 
cleaves  to  the  bone. 

A  ̂ Ju■iSL^s  Mskis,  Expeditious  (journey). 

A  ̂ *J> /icrsm,  (v.  n.  of  je--j)  Dividing.  Observ- 
ing the  turn  or  time.  Scattering,  dispersing.  Mea- 

suring, disposing,  arranging.  A  gift,  a  present.  Di- 
vision. Judgment,  opinion.  Doubt.  Irresolution. 

Rain  widely  spread.  Water.  Power.  An  opinion 

which  gains  strength  in  the  mind,  and  ripens  into 

a  conviction.  sLas*  kasatu  'I  kasm,  The  peb- 
ble of  division,  i.e.  a  stone  put  into  a  jar  when  wa- 

ter is  scarce  on  a  journey,  so  as  to  make  an  equitable 

distribution,  p  ^  kasm  kardan,  To  divide, 
to  make  a  partition  amongst  others.  To  make  a 

measure  agreeable  to  its  just  standard.  To  expend, 
dispose  of.  To  begin  (a  business),  a  Kasm  or  kism, 

Nature,  quality,  habit,  custom.  Kism,  (pi.  ̂ Ji 
kasim,  j»Lj\  aksam,  A^s\  aksimas,  and  ̂ .J^^^ 
akasivi)  Part,  portion,  division.  Kind,  sort,  species. 
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(^^j  ̂*j1s  kismi  waft,  Complete  manner,  perfection, 
p  j«*Jjjii  cZm  7d/m,  Two-fold.  Two  sorts.  xKusm, 

(pi.  of  j,J;*-j  kas'im)  Handsome,  beautiful.  Kasam, 
An  oath.  Beauty,  v  f^i^j^  kasam  hhwurdan, 

To  swear,  ̂ ^tiji^aiub  kasam  hVllah  kardan, To  take  God  to  witness,  to  swear  by  God. 

A-*^l»-j*^Msamaj,(pl.of^Ju>JjA:a5m)  Coparceners. A  &»A«5  kismat,  Division,  distribution  ;  partition 

of  inheritance.  Any  thing  to  be  divided ;  portion, 

lot,  share.  Fate,  fortune ;  decree  of  God.  Destiny. 

A  perfume-phial.  A  druggist's  tray,  p  {^'^^ lIL***-5 
kismat  kardan,  To  distribute.  To  discern,  foresee. 

A  Kasamat  or  kasimat,  The  face  (especially  be- 

tween the  cheeks  and  nose).  Beauty.  A  druggist's 
phial  or  perfume-box.  A  market. 

A  jJ.*--J  kismil,  A  lion's  whelp.  Name  of  a branch  of  the  tribe  of  Azd. 

A  'ilj-As-i^^kusantiniyat,  Constantine  in  Africa. 
A         kasm,  Galbanum. 

A  kasm,  (v.  n.  of  Im-j  for^**.?)  Becoming 

hard  (the  heart).  Being  coined  of  bad  silver,  or 
being  dipt  (money). 

A  L-.^j-j>  kasub,  A  boot.  Kusuh,  (v.n.  of  c-a*-s) 

Being  hard. 

A  kasrvubb,  (or  L-J^Jlj  kassub)  Boots. 

A  dJ^^f  kusubat,  (v.  n.  of  l—*—^)  Being  hard. 

A  S_j*m5  kaswat,  (v.  n.  of  for  _y^)  Being 

hard  (the  heart).    Being  bad  or  dipt  (money). 

A  &s--_5*«3  kusuhat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  hard. 
Twisting  a  rope.   Having  a  priapism. 

A       .°9  hiswadd,  Thick-necked  and  strong. 

Kjy^  kaswar,  A  lion.  A  species  of  sea-herb. 
A  hunter  hurling  a  spear. 

A  ij^j^s  kaswarat,  (v.  n.  ofjy^  Q)  Growing 

luxuriantly  (plants).  Being  old  (a  man).  A  lion. 
Hunters  darting  spears.  The  beginning,  middle,  or 

better  part  of  the  night.  A  certain  plant  which 

grows  in  a  plain.  Glorious,  powerful.  A  buzz  or 
low  noise  of  men.    Youthful  and  strong  (man). 

A  (^jii^^  kasus,  A  she-camel  pasturing  alone. 
A  vicious  camel.  A  camel  whose  milk  begins  to 

diminish.  Kusus,  Ivy.  (pi.  of  jj^Aass)  Presbyters. 

A  'ijM^Zi  kussusat,  The  sacerdotal  office. 
A  husut,  (v.  n.  of  la-j)  Being  unjust.  Be- 

ing formed  perpendicularly  (the  hind-legs  of  a 
horse).  Distributing. 

A  kusarvty.  Belonging  to  a  bow. 

A  *  kasly,  Hard.  (pi.  ̂ ^^A-j  kisydn)  Of 

bad  silver  (coin).   Hard,  severe  (cold,  barrenness, 

drought,  fortune).   Name  of  a  man  called  i  s.j3.3 

sahif.  Kisiy  and  kiisiy,  (pi.  of  (^j^^^i  karos')  Bows. 

A  ̂^'s  kassly,  (Coin)  of  bad  silver.  Kassiy  or 
kissiy,  A  species  of  Egyptian  cloth  mixed  with  silk. 

A  (j^J^  kisydn,  (pi.  of  (^->-s)  Spurious  (coins). 
A  hasib,  Sound  (of  running  water). 

A  (JL»J;*JJ  kisyabb.  Strong,  long,  and  hard. 

A  (_j"aIL,*5  Aissi5,(pl. ^jy^j^xl^kissisun  and  iLojLJf 

A«.5awm^)A.bishop,presbyter,priest.Alearnedman. 
A  kissisat.  The  sacerdotal  office. 

A  'it^xH^  kissisiyat.  The  rank  of  presbyter. 

A  iaJi^-j*  kasit,  Sti'aight-footed  (man). 

A  kas'im,  (pi.  ̂jJskusm)  Beautiful,  hand- some. A  side  or  a  half.    (pi.  aksimds  and 

^U—j*  husamdf)  A  coparcener,  (pi.  of  kism) 

Portions.  &=- ̂ \        kasimu  'I  ?ya;7t,Comely-faced. 

A  kasimat,  A  perfume-box.  A  druggist's 

or  perfumer's  tray.    An  oath. 
p        kask,  Alike,  resembling.    A  friend. 

A  (jii*  kashsh,  (v.n.  of  ̂Ji.^)  Becoming  fat  after 
having  been  lean.  A  bad  species  of  palm-tree.  A 

large  bucket. 
A       kaska',  Spittle. 

A  Azls  Idslidf,  (jA.o^'iyLskaskroat?)  Baskets  of 
palm-leaves, wherein  women  put  perfumes  or  cotton. 

A  'h\lLs  kaskdbat,  Whiteness,  brightness,  purity. 

A  j>^^>  kuslidbir,  Spreading  (scab  or  mange). 

&A^^^\J;j/jMs/m6jrii'ZZ«7tv/a^,Long-bearded(man). 
A  kaskdh,  A  hyena.  Kushdh,  Dry. 

A  StiLii*  kushddat,  Sediment  of  melted  butter 
cooked  with  barley-meal  and  dates. 

A  'ijizJ  kushdrat.  Peelings,  shavings,  scrapings. 
Ajl«il.ij  kuskdsdr.  The  name  of  a  place. 

(_/jl**>LiJ?  milk  kuskdsdriy,  Salt  from  Kushasar. 
A  (_j^Lij7jMs/m.s/i,  A  thing  picked  up;  fragments. 

A  (^Lij'  kashshdsk,  A  mendicant,  one  who  col- 
lects and  eats- scraps. 

A  )s>\2Ls  kishdt,  The  removal  of  a  veil,  curtain, 

or  covering.   Denudation.  (See  ̂aKzJi^ kislidt), 

A  ̂^'/iis/ta^,  A  bitofcloth.  (pi.  of  Xr^' /m/t- 
^ai)  Dry  skins.  Kushd^  Cry  of  the  female  hyena. 

A  'iS''\JLs  kushd^t.  Phlegm,  spittle. 

A^ff-l— 5  kashd^r,  (pi.  otjjtAs.ic  muksha^rr) 
Trembling  with  horror.  (Men)  whose  hair  stands 

on  end.    Kuskd^r,  Old  and  rough-skinned. 

A  ̂ \J^  kashd^m,  (pi.  of^xZJ  kash^m)  Lions. Old.  Thick. 

A  I  kushskdf,  A  thin  stone. 
A  &il.i.s  kashdfat,  (v.  n.  of  i  a-la)  Being  of  a 

scorbutic,  squalid  habit.  Being  sun-burnt,  tanned  ; 
or  having  the  face  discoloured  or  aifected  by  dis- 

temper, disease,  or  poverty  of  living. 
A  kasltdk,  Palma  Christi,  castor. 

A  j»Vij*  kaslidm,  A  woollen-garment.  Kuskdm, 
(pi.  kuskumat)  Crumbs,  fragments  left  at 

table.  Any  thing  affecting  palm-trees,  which  makes 
the  fruit  drop  off  before  being  ripe. 

A  'ijAzJ  kuslidmat,  Crumbs,  orts  left  at  table. 

A  sj\Jls  kushdn-at,  Alonghank,  mound,  or  dike. 

A  kashb,  (v.  n.  of  t_-*-ij')  Mixing.  In- 
fecting, contaminating,  corrupting,  hurting,  being 

offensive.  Reproaching,  defaming,  calumniating. 

Shaming,  putting  to  the  blush.  Giving  poison. 

Acquiring  praise  or  censure.  Rendering  insane  or 

stupid.  Polishing  (a  sword).  Kashb,  kiskb,  or  ka- 



shab,  (pi.  ahshab)  Poison,  venom.  Kishh, 

Soul,  spirit.  A  kind  of  plant.  Rust.  k^Ls-  c-*-^;^' 
kishbuti  hhishbun,  Sluggish,  worthless  (mnn). 

AjU.ij'  kishbar,  Rough  (stick).  &jks^^jlxi.s 
hishbar  or  hushbai^u'l  lihyat,  Long-bearded  (man). 

A&x)lxij/iMsA&am?/a^,Anold  worn-out  garment. 
A  B^Z^  kishbat,  A  mean  man.  A  young  ape. 

Ajf-^  kishbir,  The  i-efuse  of  wool. 

A-j^^'i  hishbari-,  Thick. 
A  ftwiS  kishshat,  A  young  and  little  girl,  a  child. 

A  female  ape  with  her  young  she-cub.  Wool  used 
in  anointing  scabby  camels  with  pitch.  An  insect 
like  a  beetle. 

A  kashcl,  (v.  n.  of  Moving  from  (its) 

place,  taking  off  (a  cover).  Making  bare,  denud- 

ing. Flaying  (a  camel). 
A  ixJ:^.f  kishdat,  Sediment  of  butter  dressed 

with  meal  and  dates.  An  old  milch  camel.  A  thin 

skin  upon  milk. 
A  i^zJs  hislizat,  Sediment  of  butter. 

A  jt!s  kashr,  (v.  n.  of yLs)  Being  unfortunate. 
Bringing  bad  luck.  Unbarking,  peeling.  Kishr, 

(pl.jji;^  kushur^  Bark,  skin,  crust,  husk,  peel,  or 
shell.  A  garment.  kishru  I  bay zat,  An 

egg-shell.  Kushr  or  kishr,  A  certain  fish  a  span 
long.  Kashir,  (A  date)  enveloped  in  several  husks. 

A  AjZiikashras,  (fem.  ofj^\ahsliar)  Stripped 
of  the  outward  bark,  peeled,  excoriated.  A  snake 

that  has  cast  his  slough. 

A  ̂ ^J^>  kushran,  The  wings  of  a  locust. 

A  'ijZ^i  hishrat,  Any  covering,  natural  or  acci- 
dental ;  a  shell,  husk,  scale,  skin,  bark,  cuticle,  crust, 

(pronounced  keshre)  A  decoction  made  from  the 

skin  of  the  coffee-bean.  A  small  sheep,  round  as 
a  ball.  Kuslirat  or  husharat,  Rain  which  abrades 

the  surface  of  the  ground.  Kusharat,  Unlucky. 

A  haslit,  (v.n.  ofla^')  Uncovering,  denud- 
ing. Skinning  (a  camel).  Bastinadoing. 

A  ̂-i*  kash^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^*)  Milking  (a  camel). Uncovering.  Shaking  off,  dispelling,  scattering, 

dispersing.  Ascattered  cloud.  Sweepings  or  rubbish 

of  baths.  Crust  on  dry  clay.  A  thin  coat  of  ice. 

Loose  earth  scraped  off  the  ground  with  the  hand 
and  thrown  about.  A  chameleon.  A  worn-out  fur- 

garment.  A  leathern  table-cloth,  or  a  piece  of  one. 

A  basket.  A  male  hyena.  P  hlegm  (spit  ou  t) .  Ostrich- 
feathers.  A  man  losing  his  flesh  from  age.  Insane, 

foolish,  (pi.  hisha^  A  dry  bottle  or  skin, 

(pi.  ̂-ij'  kushn^  A  tent  made  of  skins.  Kish^ov 
kush^  Rubbish  of  baths.  A  vanishing  cloud.  Ka- 

sha^ (v.  n.  of  Being  light.  Kashi^  Incon- 
stant, fickle.  Dry.  Kisha^  (pi.  of  kash^or 

'isJ^J  kish^t)  Dry  skins. 
A  ̂\ftZ»s  kish^m,  A  large  male  vulture. 

a'm>\*J^  kish^mat,  A  gin,  snare. 

A  'iftJij  kash^t,  (pi.  ̂ Lii  MshaQ  A  worn-out 
bit  of  a  skin-garment :  a  crust  of  clay.  A  withered 
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old  woman.  Dodder.  Kash^t  or  kish^t,  A  part 

of  a  cloud.  A  dry  skin.  Kish^t,  Phlegm  spit 
out.    Kashi^t,  Lean  (sheep). 

A  jxZj  kush^r,  A  cucumber. 

A  ijijfJl^  kusha^'h  at,  Horror  making  the  hair 
stand  erect.  The  trembling  of  a  fever  or  ague. 

A  ̂ .xZJ  kash^m,  Aged(man  or  vulture).  Thick. 

A  lion.  j»xil-J  p  umtn  kash^m,  Death.  Misfor- 
tune. War.  A  hyena.  A  spider.  An  ant's  nest. 

A  f^\.^3>J^  kash^man  or  kush^man,  A  large 
male  vulture. 

A  kusk^m,  A  dwarf.  The  tike  insect. 
A  c-fl-i^  kasJif,  (v.  n.  of  i^zj)  Being  scor- 

butic and  squalid  in  spite  of  washing.  Kashf  or 

hashaf,  Squalid  and  scorbutic.  Kashaf,  (v.  n.  of 

i_-fi^j')  Being  of  a  scorbutic,  squalid  habit  of  body. 
Being  sun-burnt,  or  having  the  face  discoloured  or 

affected  by  distemper  or  penury.  Squalidness,  un- 
sightliness.  Scurf.  A  wretched  condition,  penury. 

Kaskif,  Sun-burnt.  Squalid.  Poverty-stricken. 
p  sSLZ^i  hashka,  A  sectarial  mark,  such  as  the 

Hindus  make  on  their  forehead.  ̂ ^Si.ZJ^ aSiJi^  kask- 
ka  kaskidan,  To  mark  the  face  (as  the  Hindijs),  a 

ceremony  used  by  the  Marhattas  at  the  installa- 
tion of  their  chief. 

A  L— kushlub  or  kishlih,  A  kind  of  plant. 

A  piLj  kaskm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^t)  Eating  the  best 
and  leaving  the  worst  of  any  thing.  Picking,choos- 

ing.  Sifting,  winnowing.  Splitting  palm-leaves 

for  weaving.  Eating  much.  Dying.  The  chan- 
nel through  which  water  passes  into  a  cistern  or 

reservoir.  Kishm,  Nature,  (pi.  kushum)  A 

narrow  channel  in  a  valley.  Any  channel  of  water. 

Fat.  A  root.  The  body,  habit  of  body.  Meat 

nearly  dressed.  Red  meat.  Kushvi,  (pi.  of  j*J^ 
kaskim)  Withered  fruits  of  dwarf  palm-trees.  Ka- 
sham  or  kaskm,  Dates  beginning  to  ripen,  being 
then  white  and  sweet. 

A  kashmazin,  (in  Yaman)  Heaven. 

p  (ji^zJ  kishmisk,  Dried  grapes  or  currant^ 

A  ij^y^i  kishriizat,  Name  of  an  esculent  plant. 

haskw,  (v.  n.  of  Lii*  for_jij>)  Stripping 
off  (the  skin).  Peeling  (a  stick).  Shaving  (wood). 

Stripping  the  leaves  off  a  bough.     Rubbing  (the 
face).  Wiping. 

A  f^^^  hash  or  kushwan,  Slender,  thin  of  flesh. 

A  'i yZ»  kashwa ^,  (pi .  O \ kaskawat  amlAz^ 
kiska^)  A  wicker-basket,  in  which  women  put  per- 

fumes or  cotton. 

Aj^i  hashnar,  A  woman  not  subject  to  men- 
struation. Kashur,  A  medicine  that  excoriates  the 

face  that  the  skin  may  become  clear.  Kushur,  (pi. 

of  jJz's  hishr')  Barks,  skins.  Garments. 
xjIU  hushuri  skajaratii'l  hayya,  Gentian  bark. 

A  'ijyZi  kashwar at,  Ki\mm\)'m^  (with  a  stick). 
A  _j-is  kuskush,(v.  n .  of^Jt^)Recovering  flesh. 

Walking  in  a  debihtated  manner.     Rubbing  any 

thing  with  the  hand  to  make  it  fit  properly.  Milk- 

ing (a  camel)  quickly.  Collecting.  Eating  what- 
ever t)ne  can  obtain,  clearing  the  table  of  what  one 

can  lay  one's  hand  upon.  Eating  whatever  is  thrown 
on  the  dunghill,  or  orts  given  in  charity.  Wither- 

ing (a  plant).  Departing,  going  away. 

A  ̂ yZj  kushu^  (pi.  of  j^)  Tents  made  of  skin. 
A  kushum,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^ZJ  kishm)  Channels 

through  which  water  passes  into  a  reservoir. 

A  M^zi  kushumat,  Fragments  left  on  a  table. 
p  kushun,  A  body,  company,  troop. 

A  lil>yZ>  kushunlyat,  Thin-skinned  and  small- 
mouthed  camels. 

A         kashiy,  (Money)  made  of  bad  silver. 
A  \^iJz>  hashib,  A  new  garment.  Sharp.  Old, 

worn  out.  White,  bi'ight,  clean,  newly-polished 

(sword).  (A  vulture)  killed  for  his  feathers  and 
skin  (by  throwing  him  a  piece  of  poisoned  meat). 

Rusty  (sword). 

A  ̂ ^xJls  kaskisk,  Any  thing  picked  up  here 

and  there.  Scrapings.  The  sound  of  a  serpent's skin  in  motion. 

A  ̂.-ij'  kaskif  Scattered  (forage). 
A  \^iJz>  kaskif,  Scantily,  coarsely  fed  or  clad. 

A  j^Xwii"  kashim,  (pi.  kushni)  Withered  fruit of  the  dwarf  palm-tree. 

A  i^j^f  kass,  (v.  n.  of  i^'i)  Following  (the  foot- 
steps of  another).  Bringing  one  to  death's  door. 

Being  near  (death).  Shaving.  Shearing.  Paring 

(the  nails).  Cutting  (hair).  Appearing  to  be  preg- 

nant by  refusing  the  male  (mares  or  sheep).  Ex- 

plaining, narrating,  (pi.  ;_^Ua5  kisas)  The  breast, 
especially  the  top  or  middle  of  it.    Shorn  wool. 

A  kasa'',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Going  to  a  distance. 
Retiring  to  one  side.  A  court  in  front  of  a  house. 

Remote  (ancestry).  4  region,  country.  A  slight 

incision  in  a  camel's  or  sheep's  ear. 
A  ̂{joS  kasas,  (v.  n.  of  l<a5  fcr  yoj)  Being  far 

distant.  A  court  before  a  house.  Remote  (ances- 

try). The  excision  of  a  camel's  ear.  Distance. 
A  region,  country. 

A  ujLa*  kisab,  (pi.  of'ixj^  kasabat)  Mounds 
erected  to  save  a  wall  or  house  from  being  under- 

mined by  torrents. 
A  (  >Uai>  kassab,  A  blower  of  a  flute  or  a  pipe. 

A  butcher.  One  who  cuts  up  joints,  puddings,  and 

entrails.  ̂ M5.sa?j,(pl. of  XA^i7mssa&c[<)Flutes,pipes. 

A  'iAjOLS  kisabat.  The  art  of  playing  the  flute. 

A  'iAjoi  kassabat.  The  part  between  the  joints 
or  knots  of  a  cane  or  hollow  stalk.  A  pipe.  Slan- 

derous, malevolent.  Kussabat,  A  lock  of  hair 

twisted  but  not  plaited,  (pi.  (_jl<ai*  kussab)  A  tube, 

spout,  syphon.  A  flute,  pipe,  psaltery.  Cane-root. 

p        L^\^i  kassab-kkana,  A  butcher's  shop. 
p  kasabak.  Name  of  a  bird  generally 

found  on  the  banks  of  rivers. 

A  hasaba,  A  handkerchief  tied  round  the 
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head  (worn  by  women  principally). 

A  XwlJai  kassabli/at,  A  duty  payable  on  hides. 

A  kussad,  (pi.  of  i^/oli*  kasid)  Messengers, 
couriers,  postmen,  cossids. 

A  Hiil*aa  hasadat,  (v.  n.  of  d-*e3)  Becoming  fat. 

Aj\*af  kasar,  Slothfulness,  worthlessness.  ICa- 
sar  or  k%sar,  End,  termination.  Ultimate  aim  or 

object.  Kisdr,  A  mark  impressed  on  the  necks  of 

eattle.  A  clipping,  or  a  shortness  of  the  hair. 

Bleaching.(pl.of5\*aj7iasIrand"j^<aiAa5ira<)Short. 
Ajl*aij  kassar,  A  fuller,  a  cleaner  of  clothes. 
A        liusara,  End,  termination,  limit. 

^iS^  (J>Ai>  1^  husaraha  mi  taf^la  liaza,  Your 
great  point  should  be  to  do  so  (or  thus). 

A  "jjLoJ  kasarat,  (v.  n.  of^*ai*)  Being  short. 
Shortness.  Kisarat,  The  fuller's  art.  (pi.  of  ''ijs^'&s 
kasirat)  Short  (women).  Closely-confined  (wo- 

men), (for  ij^'OJS  kasirat)  Short  (-woman).  Ku- 
sarat,  A  cabinet  or  closet  for  privacy  or  retirement. 

Corn  after  winnowing  or  sifting.  Grains  remain- 

ing  in  the  ear  after  threshing.  What  comes  out  of 

clover  at  the  first  threshing.  The  outer  skin  of  a 

serpent.  O*^^^  Xjloi'  husaratu'l  arz,  A  small 
quantity  of  ground,  50  cubits  or  upwards,  of  the 

fattest  and  most  productive  soil. 

A  husara',  End,  extremity.    The  last 
or  utmost  effort,  final  aim.  Strong  desire. 

V  A  (^l«a,*5  hasas,  A  certain  tree  from  which  bees 
extract  a  particular  kind  of  honey.  Kasas,  kisas, 

or  kusas, The  part  before  or  behind  where  the  growth 

of  the  hair  finishes.  The  meeting-place  of  the 
haunches.  Kisas,  La\yj)f  retaliation.  Revenge, 

retribution.  Reproof,  correction,  (pi.  of  ^ass) 

Breasts,  (pi.  of  'i^'s  hassat)  Particles  of  plaster, 
(pi.  of  ^Mssa^)  Forelocks.  JTMsas,  The  termi- 

nation of  the  back  of  the  head. 

A  ha  oi  uisasas,  Law  of  retaliation. 

A  &^l*aLS  kusasat,  Nail-parings,  Hair-cuttings. 
A  trifle  of  money. 

A  ̂Ua's  liisa^  (pi.  of  &3t*as)  Dishes,  plates. 
A  a.S'UaJ  hasa^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂*^')  Growing  slowly 

(aboy).  Kiisa^t,  Holeofthejerboaorfield-mouse. 
A  ̂\*ajt  Msa^y,  A  maker  or  vender  of  dishes. 
A  (_-sli«a5  kisaf,  Large,  bulky  (woman). 

A  knsakis,  (pi.  ;jiaJsl-*aJ>  hasakis  and 

Ol^LaJ  /ijwa^wa?)  Thick  and  short  (man).  Ma- 

lignant(serpent).  Big,bulky(camel).  Strong(lion). 

A  Jl-ffl's  hassal,  Sharp  (sword).  A  lion. 
A  &JLai  kusdlat,  Chaff,  winnowings.  Light, 

shrivelled  corn,  tail-end  cast-off  in  winnowing. 
A  sl^a  kasdhu,  Towards  him. 

A  bLai"  kasdya\  (pi.  of  'i.'Lai  Iia.mjat)  She-ca- 
mels kept  apart  and  exempted  from  labour,  and 

not  milked.    Camels  of  the  worst  kind. 

A  kasdsih,  (pi.  of  wa^as)  Curled  locks. 

A  ii.>Lffi*i  hasasid,  (pi.  oVisx.>as)  Poems,  elegies. 
A  p.>L<aJ  kasddm,  (pi.  of  S^«aa  kasimat)  Sandy 
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places  producing  the  plant  LaS- ghaza. 

A  (_juaij  hash,  (v.  n.  of  t— a/a's)  Cutting.  Cut- 
ting up  a  sheep  into  joints  (a  butcher).  Interrupt- 

ing (a  camel)  when  drinking.  Leaving  off  drink- 
ing before  his  thirst  is  quenched  (a  camel)  ;  refus- 
ing to  drink  (not  having  eaten  enough).  Accusing, 

blaming,  censuring, reproaching.  Kush,  (pl.L.-'l^aj^ 
ahsdb)  An  intestine.  A  fiddle-string  made  of  gut. 
The  back.  The  hypochondria.  Kasab,  A  reed, 

pen,  or  any  thing  similarly  hollow  (as  a  bone,  tube 

of  silver,  or  other  metal).  The  windpipe.  A  bril- 
liant pearl.  A  brilliant  emerald  set  about  with 

rubies.  The  bones  of  the  fingers.  Lachrymal  ducts. 

Tubes,  water-pipes,  canals.  A  fine  linen  cloth  made 

in  Egypt.  A  citadel,  u-*^  Jtasabu'l  bat- 
lids,  Waters  flowingto  the  fountains  of  wells.  {^toJ 

\^  Jeasabbawd,  Calamus  aromaticus. 

hasabu''l  hdsili,  A  weaver's  reed.     u-^AAii-  („»a5 

hasabiil  liabib,  Friendly  pen.  Sugar-cane.  i_-*><a'a 
hasahu''z  zarirat,Wovm-?,eedL\Aa.ni. 

j^^\hasabu's  sulikar,A.  sugar-cane.  i^^ajcl.? 
(j/o^ti  kasabi  sih  ddmanl,  A  torn  garment.  The  sea. 

A  tJj'OA  (-->uaa  hasabi  misr'i,  Fine  linen  of  Egypt. 
Rays  of  the  sun.  Lightning. 

A  >Ia^*s  kashdf,  A  reed.    A  reed-bed. 

A  iUxa'j  kasabdt,  A  single  reed. 

A  'ix^aJ  kasabat,  A  town,  or  the  middle  of  it.  A 
citadel,  or  its  interior.  A  large  village.  The  head 
station  in  a  district.  A  marrow-bone.  The  bone 

or  bridge  of  the  nose.  The  greater  part  of  a  town. 

A  lock  of  hair  twisted  but  not  plaited.  A  single 

reed.  A  well  newly  dug.  (pi.  L_->l*flL5  kisdb)  A  dam 
erected  to  prevent  the  foundations  of  a  wall  or  a 

house  from  being  washed  away  by  a  torrent.  Ka- 

sibat.  Ground  where  reeds  or  canes  grow. 
p  i.dX\j&i  Iiasbak,  A  snail. 

A  &U*ai  kasbalat.  An  eating  all  (the  food). 

Aj^XtoS  hasbur.  Coriander. 

A  '^^jjoskasabiy,  One  piece  of  \^*a>  kasab  cloth. 
A&_*as  kassat  or  kissat,  (pi.  i^jaX^aS  kisas)  Plas- 

ter. Kissat,  (pi.  (_>ffl«a5  kisas)  A  thing,  affair,  busi- 

ness, condition,  accident.  Case,  suit-at-law.  His- 

tory. A  tale,  fable,  apologue,  or  theme.  Kussat, 

(pi.  t^jeuci^  kusas  and  ;_^Ua5  kisds)  Forelocks. 

^  A  kasd,  (v.  n.  ois^ai)  Intending,  proposing 

to  one's  self.  Breaking,  splitting  (wood).  Giving 
one's  attention  to  making  verses.  Sparing  expense. 
Being  in  a  middle  state,  neither  corpulent  nor  slen- 

der, neither  prodigal  nor  sparing,  neither  swift  nor 

slow.  Keepingthe  right  middle  path.  Acting  justly. 

Making  distinct  and  clear.  Aiming  at  one  with 

intent  to  hurt  or  kill.  Intention,  design,  resolu- 

tion, resolve,  determination,  scope,  view,  prepara- 

tion, project,  purpose,  deliberation,  pretension,  at- 
tempt, endeavour.  Desire,  wish,  will.  A  part,  side. 

A  road.  Neither  corpulent  nor  slender,  ̂ ^^o* 
kasdi  musammam,  A  fixed  resolution,  firm  inten- 11  N 

tion.  p  ̂li^tixflj  kasd  kardan.  To  aim  at,  pursue, 

make  for.  a  iTasa^?,  A  species  of  thorn,  of  which  they 
said  the  rod  of  Moses  was  made.  A  soft  twisr  of  the 

same.  Hunger.  A  leaf  of  the  tree  sUaP  ̂ zdh  in 
the  autumn.  Kasid,  Broken  (spear).  Kisad,  (pi. 

of  is^i  hisdat)  Fragments. 
A  \s*a^  kasdan,  (iX/aV  kasdin,  or  i^*aJb 

hi  kasdin)  Deliberately,  expressly,  intentionally,  on 

purpose.  i3.<a*s       ̂ la'  kasdin,  On  the  right  road. 
A  J j,aai7j«siZa<, (pl.i^<as /a'sat?)  Afragment.  Ka- 

sadat,  The  first  appearance  of  buds  on  a  thorny  tree. 

AjlSioS  kasdir,  Tin. - —  Aj*a.i  kasr,  (v.  n.  ofjjoS)  Approaching,  begin- 

ning, drawing  in  (evening),  growing  dark.  Dimi- 
nishing, shortening,  abbreviating,  abridging,  con- 

tracting. Cutting  the  hair,  cropping  it  so  that  it 

cannot  hang  down,  shaving.  Driving  back,  caus- 
ing to  turn  back.  Restraining  any  thing  within 

certain  bounds.  Beating,  washing  clothes  (as  fullers 

or  bleachers).  Confining,  imprisoning.  Casting 

down  her  eyes  (a  woman),  looking  only  at  her  hus- 

band. Droppingor  drawing  aside  (her)  veil.  Short- 
ening the  ceremony  of  prayer  by  performing  only 

two  instead  of  four  inclinations.  Main  object,  ulti- 

mate design.  Shortness,  lowness  of  stature.  Brevity. 

Firewood.  Evening,  twilight.  (Tpl.jjjoi  kusu?-)  A 
citadel.  Apalace,  mansion,  or  any  house  of  stone. 

A  name  peculiar  to  fifty-seven  places,  either  town, 

village,  hall,  or  fortress,  the  most  remarkable  of 
which  was  the  palace  of  Bahrara  Gur,  of  one  stone, 

near  Hamadan.  p  (jjd  ii}>j\jd kasri  duwdz- 
dah  dart,  The  eighth  heaven,  i.e.  of  the  zodiac. 

A  ul*ilal«i  j*aS  kasri  rafi^  saltanat,  The  sub- 
lime palace,  the  principality,  or  kingdom,  v jta> 

i^Lii  kasri  shdhi,  A  royal  palace,  a  jtosi  j^as 
kasri  kaysar.  The  palace  of  Caesar,  i^y^^ 

kasri  wvjud.  Palace  of  existence,  i.e.  the  world. 

(J.*^  ̂ j-tQ~s  kasruka  an  taf^la  zdha, 
Your  great  point  is  to  do  that.  Kasar,  (v.  n.  of 

j*ot3)  Suffering  from  a  crick  in  the  neck.  Roots  of 
palm-trees,  or  trees  in  general ;  or  remains  of  roots. 
A  disease  which  makes  the  neck  stiff  or  crooked. 

Whatever  remains  of  corn  in  the  sieve  after  sifting; 

or  winnowing,  or  what  comes  out  of  clover  after  the 

fii-st  treading.  The  outer  skin  of  a  sei'pent.  Weak- 
ness, negligence.  Necks  or  roots  of  them.  Kasir, 

Troubled  with  a  stiff  neck.  Kisar,  Brevity,  short- 

ness. ^  Lowness  of  stature. 
a        kasran,  In  the  evening. 

A  Aj*aj  kasrds,  (fem.  of  j^ail  aksar)  Pained  in 
the  neck.    Kusardf,  {j^l.o? j^tos  kasir)  Qhort. 

A  'ij^e^  kasrat,  The  back  of  the  neck.  Kusrat, 

Shortness,  brevity.  Kasarat,  A  bride''s  bed-cham- 

ber, (pi.  jUai'^  aksdr)  The  neck,  or  root  of  it  (in man  or  beast).  Rumps  of  birds.  What  remains  of 
corn  after  winnowing  or  sifting,  or  what  comes  out 
of  clover  after  the  first  treading.    The  outer  skin 



of  a  serpent.  A  bit  or  splinter  of  iron  or  of  wood. 

A  smith's  hammer ;  also  his  anvil.  Slothfulness, 
torpor.  Kasratan  or  kusratan,  In  the  nearest  de- 

gree of  consanguinity. 

A  iljyai  kisra  or  husra',  What  remains  of  corn 
after  -winnowing  or  siftino;,  or  what  comes  out  of 
clover  after  the  first  treading.  The  outer  skin  of 

a  serpent.  Kiisra' ,  A  short  rib.  A  kind  of  dragon. 

ijy^  suratu''n  nisad'l  husra',  The 
chapter  of  the  Kur'an  called  j^J>i*  talah.  Kasa- 
ra'  or  husra  ,  A  kind  of  viper. 

A ^ii^A;as?-iy/,Noble, patrician.  ̂ 2S?7«/, Grains 
remaining  in  the  ear  after  threshing. 

A  ̂^„ya.ihusrayan\,  (du.)Thetwo  shortest  ribs. 

A  <,^*a.s  hasas,  (v.  n.  of  (jkci)  Following,  track- 
ing footsteps.  Explaining,  narrating.  History. 

Speech.  Relation,  exposition.  Shorn  wool.  The 

lower  part  of  the  breast  in  cattle.  Kisas,  (pi.  of 

hissat)  Histories,  narrations,  fables,  p  i^ja^as 

hisasi  pur  hisas,  Instructive  histories. 

A  Kusas,  (pi.  oVi*a»  hussat)  Forelocks. 

A  (_j*jlla/ai  hustas  or  histas,  A  balance,  scales. 

Aj^Jkia*a*i  hastahir,  Penis. 

A  ̂la^'  hastal,  A  castle,  a  fort.  Dust. 
A  ̂ *as  has^  (v.  n.  of  Chewing  the  cud. 

Biting,  pressing,  or  masticating  hard.  Killing  (a 

louse)  between  the  nails.  Shining,  flashing,  appear- 

ing. Suppressing,  stunting  growth.  Striking  on 
the  crown  of  the  head  with  the  palm  of  the  hand. 

Despising,  disparaging,  treating  with  contempt. 

Quenching  the  thirst  (water).  Gulping  draughts 

of  water.  Keeping  close  at  home.  Being  full  of 

blood  (a  wound).  JKasa^  (v.  n.  of  ,«*ai')  Not  grow- 
ing in  proportion  to  age  (a  boy).  Kas!^  (A  boy) 

stunted  in  his  growth.  Kisa^  {^\,  of s-kj^  has^t') 
Dishes,  plates,  saucers. 

A  hasa^if,  The  hole  of  the  jerboa. 

A  has^t,  (pi.  OU/flj  hasa^t,  ̂ *clS  hi- 

sa^  and  ̂ l^'  hisa^  A  dish,  plate,  saucer.  The bason  or  scale  of  a  balance.  A  box  or  casket.  Kus- 

^a^,(pl.  ̂ *ai7«(Sfl^)  The  foreskin  drawn  back,  Ku- 

sfl^ai  or  7i«5^a^,Theholeofthejerboa  or  field-mouse. 

A  ̂yftta'i  hus^l,  Worthless,  contemptible,  ava- 
ricious. Kus^l  or  his^l,  A  scorpion  or  its  young. 

A  young  wolf. 

A  i^^'i  kasf,  (v.  n.  of  (_c-aj)  (  A  gale  of  wind) 
breaking,  dashing  to  pieces  (a  ship).  Thundering. 

Playing.  Any  thing  ludicrous;  play,  game.  (pi. 

of  ei*aJ  hasfat)  Heaps  of  sand  broken  off'from  the 
mass.  Kasaf,  (v.  n.  of  ( — SU^i)  Being  broken  in 

the  midst  (a  tooth).  Being  crooked  from  its  dis- 

proportioned  length  (a  tree  or  pole).  Becoming 

rotten  and  fragile  (a  stick).  Being  broken,though 

not  separated  (a  cane).  Being  split  lengthwise 

(a  spear).  The  braying  of  a  camel.  Kasif,  Weak, 
infirm  (man).  Broken  in  two  halves.  Speedily 

broken  do  wn  by  misfortune  (man).  Limber  (stick). 
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A  ̂J^Suxshusfan,  (pi.  o{'is.*aJhasfat)  Sand-hills. 
A  XflrfOi  hasfat,  Impulse,  pressure,  thronging 

of  a  multitude,  (pi.  i  iL*c3  kasf  or  ;jli-oi*  htisfdn) A  hill  or  tumulus  of  sand  broken  off  from  the  mass. 

The  step  of  a  stair  or  ladder.  Slenderness  of  the 

tree  ̂ ^J^  aria',  ̂ asa/a^,The  braying  of  camels. The  worst  camels, 

A  &lfl*ai  hasfalat,  An  eating  (of  all  the)  meat. 

A  (^^jLoJ  /ias/tas.  Thick  and  short.  Malignant, 
dangerous  (serpent).  Roaring  (lion). 

A  {_)asuas  kashas,  The  place  in  the  breast  where 
hairs  grow.  Sound,  voice.  JiTws/eMs,  Thick  and  short. 

A  il«aL^'  hashasat,  (v.  n.  ofi^s^  Q)  Calling 
to  (a  whelp).  Kuskusat,  Short-bodied,  yet  thick 
and  strong.  A  lion. 

A  ̂J.*fflS  hasala,  (fut.  ̂J>Aafli  yaksilu)  He  cut. 

A  jj-aa  hasl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂y*£ts)  Cutting.  Behead- 
ing. Treading  out  wheat.  Cutting  green  corn  as 

food  for  horses.  Blossom  of  the  pL*>  saZam.  Kasl, 
kisl,  or  kasal,  Chaff.  Kisl,  A  herd  of  camels,  from 

10  to  40.  Ignoble,  worthless.  A  fool.  Weak. 
A  ftijoj  kaslat,  A  shock  of  cut  corn.  A  weak 

tree.  Kaslat  or  hislat,  A  herd  of  30  or  40  camels. 

A  flock  of  quadrupeds.  Kislat,  A  foolish  woman. 

A  hasm,  (v.  n.  of  Breaking  so  that 

the  parts  separate.  Returning  unto  a  place  from 

whence  one  came.  Kasm,  kism,  or  husm,  A  frag- 
ment. Kism  or  kasm,  (pi.  ahsdm)  The  root 

of  pasture-ground.  Knsm,  (pi.  of  ̂K^ftos  hasmcif) 

Broken-horned  (she-goafs).  Kasajn,  A  fracture, 
with  separation  of  parts.  A  fracture  in  the  front 

teeth.  Locusts'  eggs.  Kasim,  Fragile,  easily  bro- 
ken. One  who  is  soon  broken  by  age  or  grief.  Ku- 

5am,  One  who  breaks  whatever  he  meets.  Kusum, 

(pi.  of  &cwai>  hasimat)  Places  producing  the  plant 
Lap  ghazd. 

A  -*^l»-aa  hasmds,  (pi.  ̂j£»i  husm)  (A  she-goat) 
whose  anterior  horn  is  broken. 

A  hasmat.  The  step  of  a  stair  or  of  a  ladder, 

A  splinter  of  the  wood  i_iJ|^*wo  misrvdh  with  which 
they  rub  the  teeth.  Kas,kis, or  husmat,Atragment. 

A  J-»*a*  kismil,  A  lion.  Kusmul,  A  fatal  dis- 
ease in  the  joints.  A  disease  fatal  to  young  camels. 

Kusaniil,  hasmal,  or  kismil,  A.ha.r A  or  violent  man. 

A  hasmalat,  (v.  n.  of  J.*-^'  Q)  Break- 
ing, cutting.  Taking  short  steps.  Throwing  pro- 

strate. Eating  up  every  thing.  Being  afiiicted 
with  a  fatal  disease  in  the  joints.  A  hard  bite  or 

graunch.  A  little  worm  that  corrodes  the  teeth. 
Remains  of  water  in  a  vessel. 

A  ̂*a)>  kasmala',  Violently  (he  swallowed). 

A  ̂ ^aJw^a  kasansa^,  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  j*ai'  has7v,  (v.  n.  of  l*aa  for  Being  far 

distant  (place).  Retiring  a  great  way  from  one's 
friends.  Conquering,  overcoming,  excelling  in  tra- 

velling to  a  great  dIstance.Cropping  (a  camel's)  ears. 

A  ̂«aS  husurv,  (v.  n.  of  Lai*  for^j-aa)  Being  very 

distant  (a  place). 

A  Ayos  kasrvaf,  (A  sheep  or  she-camel)  the  tips 
of  whose  ears  are  cropt. 

A  ̂ yos  hasTib,  Sheep  that  are  sheared.  Ku- 
sub,  (v.  n.  of  I— *-^)  Leaving  off  drinking  before 
his  thirst  is  quenched  (a  camel). 

ASya!haswat,A.xa2iTk2Lt  the  extremity  of  the  ear. 

A  ̂ yoi  hasud,  Marrow. 

Aj^^ai  husur,  (v,  n,  of^aj')  Beginning  the  even- ing; doing  anything  then.  Falling  in  price  (goods, 
provisions).  Becoming  dear.  Being  unequal  to, 

and  therefore  desisting.  Not  reaching  the  mark, 
falling  short  (an  arrow).  Subsiding  (as  anger  or 

pain).  Defect,  default,  decrease,  failure,  want,  de- 
ficiency, impotence,  remainder ;  error,  sin,  fault, 

omission,  (pi.  of  j.«aj>  Aasr)  Palaces,  villas,  castles. 

P  O^j^jy^  husur  hardan,  To  fail,  neglect,  omit. 

A  Sj^tc^  kasurat,  A  closet.  A  bride's  bed-cham- 
ber. (A  woman)  closely  confined. 

A  L^yoS  kusuf,  Earnestness,  perseverance  in 
eating  and  drinking. 

A  Isy^  husiva  ,  (fern,  of  lj&>\  ahsa)  Farthest 
distant,  remotest.  A  remote  extremity.  The  side 
of  a  valley. 

A  hissa,  (properly  &*aj  hissat)  A  thing, 
affair,  business,  negociation.  History,tale,romance, 

fable,  apologue,  nai-ration.  Pudenda.  &*ftfl5\  al 
hissa,  On  the  whole,  to  sum  up  all.  p  »\!) ̂  sJas  his- 

sa hotdh,(or  io^kotah)To  make  short  ofthestory. 

P^^^js-  **ai'  hissa-hhwdn,  (j^i.^  &<ai>  hissa-guzdr, 
ori_ff ̂   B-Msj  hissa-goy,)  A  teller  of  stories,  a  narrator. 

A  hasa\  (v.n.of  ̂ ^Jas)  Retiring  far  from 
one's  friends.  Distance.  A  country.  Side,  direction. 

A  ̂^*ai  hasiy,  (pi.  Atci^\  aksdi)  Remote,  distant 

(place).  Kusayy,  Name  of  a  man. 
A  U*aa  husya\  (fem.  of  ahsa')  Distant, 

remote.  A  remote  extremity.  The  side  of  a  valley, 

A  (_^i.«ai'  hasih,  (A  male  or  female  camel)  that 
leaves  off  drinking  before  the  thirst  is  quenched. 

A  sAA^a  kasibat,  (pi.  t_,.oLaa  kasd^ih)  A  lock 
of  hair  twisted  but  not  plaited.  A  tube,  spout,  sy- 

phon. Thepartbetween  two  knots  or  joints  ofacane. 

A  &A.oi  kasiyat,  (pi.  bUoa  kasdya')  A  she-ca- 
mel of  value  kept  apart  by  herself  and  exempted 

from  labour.  One  of  the  worst  kind.  Distant. 

A  i^Xrota  kasid.  Broken  (spear).  Fat  (camel's 
bunch).  Marrow.  A  marrow-bone.  A  fat  she- 
camel  with  marrow  in  her  bones.  Dried  meat.  A 

staff,  a  rod.  (pi.  JoLoa  kasdsid)  A  poem,  of  which 
half  the  stanzas  must  rhyme,  but  the  other  half 

need  not.  According  to  some  authorities,  it  can- 
not be  less  than  three  verses ;  according  to  others, 

not  less  than  sixteen.  Elegantly-written  (poem). 

A  dt^JUAa  kasidat,  (pi.  i^Loa  hasdsid)  A  poem, 

kaslda,  or  elegy  being  a  kind  of  longer  ghazal  or 

ode  (which  last  seldom  exceeds  thirteen,  but  never 

eighteen  distichs).  A  staff,  rod.  A  fat  she-camel. 



A^jyaa  kasir,  (pi.  f\j,af  kusaras  andj\jas  kisar) 

Short.  (A  horse)  kept  in  the  stable.  A  curi-ent 
of  water  which  flows  not  in  a  channel  that  bears 

a  name.  u-*»"U^_^<aj  hasirun  nasdb,  One  whose 

pedigree  is  known  on  mentioning  his  father  with- 

out the  need  of  mentioning  his  grandfather.  Ku- 
sayr,  Cosseir,  a  town  on  the  western  shore  of  the 
Red  Sea.    Name  of  a  small  island. 

joJ  kusayraha  an  taf^la 
kazd,  Your  great  point  is  to  do  that. 

A  ij^MOj  hasirat,  Closely-confined  (woman). 

(pl.jLas  kisar)  Short  (woman).  &b.^ 

kasirafun  min  taw'ilatin,  A  date  from  a  palm-tree. 
A  compendious  discourse  made  from  a  long  one. 

A  ijfi'i^  kas'iratan,  In  the  nearest  degree  of  kin. 
A  iXJ'^  liusayra',  The  lowest  rib  of  the  side. 

The  lower  part  of  the  neck.  The  rib  nearest  the 

hypochondria,  and  the  one  nearest  the  collar-bone. 

(jTjUiaa)^  al  liusayra  ,  A  species  of  viper. 

A  ̂^..J^^  kusayrayani,  The  two  shortest  ribs. 
A  {^jAKtos  kasis,  The  place  in  the  breast  where 

the  hairs  grow.  Sound,  voice,  (pi.  of  iLaJuaj'^asi- 
sat)  Certain  plants. 

A  'ijQ^^  kas'isat,  A  species  of  plant.  A  camel 
following  a  troop  of  camels.    A  camel  employed 

in  the  transport  of  provisions  or  of  household  furni- 

ture. A  weak  camel  carrying  a  small  burden.  A 

crowd,  mob.  A  history,  fable,  tale,  story. 

A  ̂ ^toi  hasi^  A  dwarfish  lad.    A  mill. 

A  A)iX*aS  kusay^s,  The  hole  of  the  jerboa. 

A  'iftx^  Jiusay^t,  (dim.of  »**a5  /jas^a^)  Asmall dish,  plate,  or  saucer. 

A  (_flx^  kasif,  (v.  n.  of  i_i.oi*)  Being  violent 
(thunder  or  any  thing  else).  Thundering.  Impa- 

tient of  hunger,  soon  sinking  if  food  be  withheld. 

The  grating  of  a  stallion  camel's  teeth.  Broken  in 
two  halves.    A  broken  branch. 

A  A.-x>a!kas~il, Green  corn  cut  for  horses.  Acrowd. 

A  'ih^  hisyallat,  Short  and  broad  (camel  or 
man).    Big-bellied  and  thick-set  (man). 

Aj»x^s  kasim,  An  old  cotton-tree. 

A  'ii^s  kasimat,  (pi.  ̂ Xtoshasim,  ̂ ^ashusum, 
and  ̂ K^eHs  kasadm)  A  sandy  place  producing  the 

plant  ̂ -a»5^  al  ghaza' ,  or  a  crowd  of  these  plants. 
A  (jas  hazz,  (v.  n.  of  cjoi)  Boring  (pearls).  De- 

flowering (a  maid).  Detaching  (horsemen  against 

an  enemy).  Throwing  sugar  or  candy  into  a  ptisan. 

Hurting  the  teeth  by  champing  gravel  amongst 

one's  victuals.  Having  gravel  mixed  with  it  (meat). 
Bruising,  pounding  small.  Cutting  a  stake.  Small 
gravel.  A  place  rough  with  pebbles  or  gravel,  and 

inconvenient  to  recline  upon.  t^j^iXa^i  haz'iz  signi- 
fying large  pebbles,  they  say  ̂ ^..^J^iu  kaz- 

zahum  bi  hazizihim,,  All,  great  and  small  (came). 

A  ̂i^i  hazs,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^■)  Eating  up,  consum- 
ing. Being  rotten  and  stinking  from  damp,  and 

falling  to  pieces.  Being  red,  becoming  flaccid  and 
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dim  (the  eye).    Being  tarnished  (reputation). 
A  l-oi  hazo\  A  decree,  mandate,  judgment. 

^  A  Ajoi  hazcLf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Decreeing,  ap- 
pointing. Pre-ordaining,pre-judging.  Condemning, 

sending  destruction  (amongst  any  people).  Com- 

manding, enjoining.  Concluding,  finishing,  con- 

summating. Causing  to  arrive.  Going  to  the  ne- 
cessary. Performing,  creating,  making.  Paying 

(a  debt).  Reaching.  Dying.  Killing.  Relating 

(any  thing  to  another)^  giving  complete  informa- 
tion (on  any  point).  Office  or  sentence  of  a  judge. 

J urisdiction,  diocese,  (pi.  'iy>c^\  akziyat)  Decree, 
mandate,  judgment,  order,  charge,  edict.  An  act, 

deed.  Fate,  destiny,  predestination, fatality.  Death. 
Accident,  chance.  Arrival,  approach.  Departure. 

Prayer  repeated  at  the  appointed  time.  By  acci- 

dent, p  ^^'^^ (J1a>-Is-  hazasi  hajat  hardan, 

To  go  to  the  privy,  ̂ ^d^ C^y^  (jfl^ai*  hazasi 
shahrvat  hardan,  To  indulge  one's  lusts. 

ijj^  hazasi  ̂ imri,  Repeating  the  prayers  to  make 
up  for  having  omitted  prayers  in  the  former  part 

of  one's  life,  (jii^  \^  haza  hardan,To  judge,  de- 
termine.  To  make  up  for  any  former  omission  (as 

fasting  afterwards,  on  account  of  a  non-observance 
of  Ramazan  when  sick  or  on  a  journey.  A  (^LaJ 

^j<<c  hazasi  muhram,  (or  Jh^  hazasi  watr) 

Inevitable  fate  or  misfortune,  p  (JIa— jilv*  Uai'  haza 
7numhinast,  The  remedy  is  possible,  it  may  yet  do. 

ij\*as  hazasi  nagahdni.  Sudden  death,  a  fa- 

tal accident.  AjS>  ̂   \^as  hazd  su  kadar,  The  de- 
cree existing  in  the  Divine  mind  from  all  eternity, 

and  the  execution  and  declaration  of  the  decree  at 

the  appointed  time.  i_^s- \j  ̂̂ y>p  dvyuni  rvd- 

jibu'l  hazd,  Debts  necessary  to  be  discharged. 
A  >Ua5  hazzds,  Rouglii  to  the  touch,  not  yet  ren- 

dered smooth  by  wearing  (a  coat  of  mail).  Fast- 
ened with  nails  (a  coat  of  mail).  Camels,  from 

30  to  40.  An  aged  man.  Al2:~aj,  (v.  n.  2  of  j_^as) 
Performing,  finishing,  consummating. 

A  'iAjcis  hazdsat,  (v.  n.  ̂ joi)  Being  sullied 
(reputation). 

A  ̂\jaS  hazzdb,  Sharp  (sword). 

A  &^Loi3  huzdhat,  Loppings,  cuttings  of  a  tree. 

A  'iiKtoS  hazzdhat,  Active  in  the  management 
of  business.    Sharp  (sword). 

... 

A  1>\tas  kazsat  or  kuzsat.  Corruption,  sully,  tar- 

nish, stain,  defect,  blemish. 

A         huzdt,  The  membrane  which  envelopes 

the  head  of  a  new-born  babe,  the  caul.  (pi.  of 

hdzT)  Judges.         OUai         a^ami  huzdtiza- 
mdn,  The  greatest  of  the  judges  of  the  age. 

p  hazdrd,  By  chance,  providentially. 

A  (j^LaJ  hizdz,  (pi.  of  'i*a>Mzzat)  Stones  piled 
one  upon  another. 

A  ̂La5  kuzd^  The  gripes.  A  pain  inside  the 

teeth.  Kvzd^  (or  Xs-Lai'  huzd^t)  Small  dust. Fine  soil  at  the  base  of  a  wall. 

A  Ss-ljoj*  kuzd^t,  A  beaver.  The  cheeta  or  hunt- 
ing-leopard.  Name  of  the  founder  of  a  tribe. 

A  (_jUai  hizdf,  (pi.  of  («_flJwaJ  haz'if)  Slender. 

A  'iiX^ai  hazdfat,  (v.  n.  of  v_flj^")  Being  slen- 
der-bodied. Leanness. 

A  tjia'sUaj  kuzdhiz,  Prey-rending  (lion). 
u  uiJLaJ'  hazzdk,  A  robber,  cossack. 

A  ̂Loj  hazdm,  A  thingeaten(with  thefore-teeth). 

A  ̂\-*aS  huzzdm,  (pi.  ̂ xoUaJ  kazdz'mi)  A  kind of  salt  and  bitter  plant.  A  palm-tree  becoming  so 
tall  that  its  fruit  shrivels. 

A  l?.l«ai  hazdya  ,  (pi.  of  'ii!LaS  haziyat)  Com- 
mands. Things  done.  Philosophical  propositions. 

A  ̂ _  i-"^'*'  hazb,  (v.  n.  of  t-A^aJ)  Cutting,  lop- 

ping, pruning.  Striking  (with  a  switch).  Mount- 
ing a  young  unbroke  (camel).  Any  wide-spread- 

ing tree.  Branches  lopped  off"  to  be  converted  into bows  and  arrows.  A  tree  from  which  bows  are 

made.  Kazb,  (or  'ixJis  hazbat)  Green  clover-grass 
(especially  when  mowed).  7ij<2:&,  Young  branches, 
(pi.  of  u-A>a^  hdzib)  Sharp  swords.  Kuzub,  (pi. 
of  {^ktaii  kazib)  Twigs. 

A  (j^JwoS  huzbdn  or  hizbdn,  (pi.  of  ;_.Aik«nJ  ha- 
zib)  Long  and  slender  branches.  Yards  (of  men 

or  asses).    Unbroke  camels. 

A  'ix^aJ  kazhat,  (pi.  OIj^j  hazabdt)  A  long 
slender  branch.  An  arrow  made  from  the  tree  ̂  

nab^  Kizbat,  Light,  slender  (man  or  camel).  A 
herd  (of  camels),  a  flock  (of  sheep). 

A  'Ltoii  hizat,  (pi.  ̂joshiza^  and  LLj\jaS  hizdt) 
A  sort  of  herb.    Kiizat,  Vice,  defect,  blemish. 

A  'L>as  hazzat,  Bits  of  gravel.  Remains  of  any 
thing.  A  small  clew  or  ball  of  thread.  A  hillock. 

Kizzat  or  hazzat.  Small  gravel.  Virginity.  A  gra- 

velly place.  A  low  or  sandy  place  alongside  high 

ground.  Genus,  kind,  sort.  The  deflowering  of  a 
virgin.  Kuzzat,  Vice,  defect,  blemish. 

A  i^_}a*at  hazaz,  (v.  n.  of  (.joi)  Being  rough  with 

gravel  and  inconvenient  to  lie  upon.  Being  gi'itty 

with  gravel  (a  piece  of  meat).  Gravel,  or  bits  of 

stone,  making  any  place  inconvenient  for  reclining 
upon.  Food  mixed  with  gravel.  Kaziz,  Wheat 

mixed  with  gravel.  A  place  rough  with  gravel 

and  incommodious  to  lie  upon. 

A  ̂aj*  haz^  (v.  n.of  ̂ *a"i)  Subduing,  taming, 
conquering, overcoming.  Belly-ache,  gripes, cholic. 

A  Hxmo?  Corruption,  vice, disgrace,  stain. 

A  j»iuai  haz^m,  An  old,  decrepit  man.  Kiz- 
^m,  An  old,  debilitated  she-camel. 

A  t—n^gV  kazaf,  Small  stones.  Kazaf  or  kizaf, 

Slenderness,  leanness. 

A  jjlioi*  kizfdn  or  kuzfdn,  (pi.  of  'iLa-'s  haza- 

fat)  Rough  grounds.  Kuzfdn,  (pi.  of  w-fl^-xai'  ha- 

zif)  Slender,  slim. A  'iktoS  hazafat,  A  kind  of  bird,  the  kata.  (pi. 
I  h*ai  kazaf,  (  sl-oii  ̂ i^-df  jjliUas  kizfdn,  and  kuz- 

fdn) Rocky  ground  raised  in  the  middle.  A  hillock, 



as  if  consisting  of  a  singlestone.  Small  hillsbetween 

which  water  runs  in  low  ground.  Elevated  spots  of 

stones  and  mud.  ̂ is^tf/a^,  A  tract  of  moving  sands. 

A  (jkiliLoj'  kazhaz,  The  herb  alkali,  or  a  cer- 
tain salt  and  bitter  plant.  Kazhaz  or  kizkdz,  Level 

ground.  Kazhaz  or  hiizhdz,  Prey-tearing  (lion). 
A  X,*aiLi3j>  kazhazat,  Noise  of  breaking  a  bone. 

A  p^Lai'  hizldm,  Biting  (stallion). 
A  ̂ *a^  kazni,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *e^)  Eating  with  the 

fore-teeth,  or  any  thing  dry.  An  action  performed 

gradually,  and  with  ease.  Kazam,  (v.  n.  of 

Breaking,  cutting.  Being  notched  and  broken  at 

the  edges  and  black  (teeth).  A  sword,  (pi.  of 

^ytos  hazirn)  Membranes,  parch  ments  whereon  they 
write.    Kazim,  Old  and  notched  (sword). 

p  ̂ r>as  huzm,  Cotton. 
A  y\.^*a3  hazmdf,  Notched  and  blackish-toothed 

(woman). 

huzmat,  Aught  eaten  with  the  fore-teeth. 

A  ̂^yoi  Mzun,  (pi.  of  La?  kizat)  Plants  grow- 
ing in  soft  ground. 

A  ,_5>fli*  hazy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^^)  Determining,  pre- 
destinating, decreeing.  Judging,  passing  sentence. 

Kaza',  A  bad  sort  of  dried  grape.  Kiza',  (pi.  of 

&*ai'  hizat)  Certain  kinds  of  herbs. 

A  ̂^ai  kazis,  (fem.  'iLa»  kazuat)  Rotten  from 
damp  (cloth  or  leathern  bottle). 

A  ̂^j&i  haziy,  Death.  One  who  quickly  decides, 

ready  at  returning  a  verdict.  One  who  readily  pays. 

A  t_.*A*a*s  haz'ib,  (pi.  ̂j^f^aJ  huzhan  and  kizbdn) 
Sharp  (sword).  A  long  slender  branch  or  rod,  a 
switch.  A  bow  made  of  the  branch  of  a  tree.  An 

elastic  sword.  A  yard  (of  man  or  ass).  A  soldier. 
A  n  unbroke  camel.  Name  of  a  date-dealer  in  Bah- 

rayn,  who,  having  purchased  a  hamper  of  dates 

wherein  lay  hid  a  purse  of  10,000  dirhems,  was 

persuaded  by  the  seller  to  restore  his  purchase.  On 

discovering  what  a  treasure  he  had  missed,  he 

stabbed  himself  through  vexation  with  the  knife 

which  the  seller  had  brought  to  kill  himself  withal, 

in  case  of  his  not  being  able  to  recover  his  property : 

hence,  i_>juai  j^io  i_ft^\  alhafmin  hazib,  More 
vexed  at  a  loss  than  Kazib. 

A  sjl-aj  haziyat,  (v.  n.  of  Decreeing.  Pre- 

destinating. A  thing,  substance,  action,  fact.  (pi. 

\>\*as  hazdya')  A  declaration,  proposition,  decision, 
or  determination.  A  syllogism.  History,  narra- 

tive. Quarrel,  dispute,  contention.  A  case,  legal 
question,  suit,  cause.  A  command,  order.  Death. 

Vulva,  p  d.*A<*,_j^i«  ̂ sjos  kasiyasi  mashJiurast, 
It  is  a  celebrated  story.  13  elJii  liaziyasi 

nd  marzlyu,  An  unworthy,  displeasing  action. 

A  ̂jiA^i  haziz,  (v.  n.  of  (,j«aj>)  Cracking  as  if 

bursting  (girth,  belt).  The  noise  itself.  Large  gra- 

vel. j»^*aA.«aiu  \j  WJgjm  hihazizihim,  They  all  came. 

A  <^x^  kazif,  (pi.  (^Ifl^os  kuzfdn  and  (  sUai' 
kizdf)  Slender,  slim. 
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A  hazirn,  (pi.  ̂ Jl!  hazarn)  A  white  skin 
or  membrane  on  which  they  write.  Barley  given 

to  horses.  Any  thing  eaten  with  the  front  teeth. 
A  leathern  table-cloth.  A  mat  woven  of  leathern 

thongs.  A  defect,  blemish.  Silver.  One  whose 
teeth  are  notched  and  blackisli.  An  old  broken- 

edged  sword. 
A  X^^iias  hazimat,  Barley  given  to  a  horse.  A 

leathern  table-cloth. 

A(J'i)^  s^^'OlS  haziya-dalldl,  Exciter  of  a  quarrel. 
A  iaj  hat  or  hatt,  Enough.  tHllai  hatha,  Let 

it  suffice  thee,  ̂ ^lai*  hati,  {^j^  hatni,  also  ̂ lai' 
hattarii)  It  is  enough  for  me.  j*^*^  ists 

hattu  ̂ hda'Udh  dirhamun,  (or^&jti  <3J\  ̂ Jl&s 
hatnu  ̂ hdilldh  dir-hamun)  (or  ̂ ^j'^  J'f^'  laj 
hat  ̂ bda'lldh  dirhammi)  A.  dirhem  is  enough  for 
Abdallah.    Kat,  hut,  hatt,  or  kutt.  Ever,  never. 

&'ij>\j\ji>  ma  rasaytiijm  hatt,  I  never  saw  him. 
Alai  hatt,  (v.  n.  of  las)  Cutting  (a  thing)  trans- 

versely, side-ways,  across ;  cutting  or  making  (a 

pen).  Cutting  out  any  thing  hard  (as  a  box  or 
casket).  Calling  the  kata  bird.  Becoming  dear, 

increasing  beyond  the  common  price  (provisions). 

Short,  curly  hair.  (pi.  IsHai'^  ahtdt  and  IsHai*  hi- 
tdi)  One  whose  hair  is  much  curled.  Dear  (pro- 

visions). Kitt,  (pi.  IsUai  hitdt  and  Xlalaa  hitatat) 

A  he-cat.  (pi.  l?jlas  hutiit^  A  written  decree  of  a 
judge.  An  hour  of  the  night.  A  gift  of  convey- 

ance. A  part,  portion,  share.    An  account-book. 
A  lla5  hata\  A  bird  of  the  tetraonidse  or  grouse 

family,  flying  in  large  flocks,  and  knowing  where 
water  is  to  be  found  at  a  great  distance.  It  makes 

a  noise  resembling  hatd  hatd ;  whence  it  receives 

the  name.  There  are  two  kinds;  one  is  called  i^jO^^ 

hud?'},  the  other  (3^s"  juni ;  the  first  of  a  brown 
colour,  the  back  and  belly  variegated  with  black 

and  white,  the  neck  yellow,  and  the  tail  short;  the 

other  much  larger,  the  interior  part  of  the  wings 

and  the  tail  black,  the  back  tawny,  with  a  mixture 

of  yellow  ;  whence  the  proverb  ̂ ^Jaii)^  Uaa!^ 

laysa'l  hata  ha' I  hutayy.  The  hata'  is  not  like  the 
hutayy,  i.  e.  The  small  are  not  like  the  great.  A 
bustard.  A  bittern.    A  disease  incident  to  sheep. 

A  U-.jllaj>  hitdb,  (v.  n.  of  v-^laV)  Mixing  wine. 
A  mixture.  The  meeting  of  the  breast  of  a  garment. 

A  sJlla's  hutdbat,  A  slice,  a  bit  of  meat. 
p  (^Uaa  kutdbt,  A  kind  of  triangular  pasty. 

A  iUa)!  ̂ aiai.  One  bird  of  theUas'^a^a' species. 
The  buttocks,  the  place  on  which  a  person  sits  who 
rides  behind  another  on  a  camel  or  horse. 

A^llaif  hatdj  or  hitdj.  The  hawser  of  a  ship. 

A  jUaJ  Mtdr,  (v.  n.  3  ofjlai*)  Coming  and  go- 

ing. (pl^laS  hdur  and  O^^l^'  huturdt)  A  string of  camels  following  one  another.  A  rank,  order, 

series,  row.  (pi.  of^Ws /iair)  Showers,  drops.  Ku- 
tdr,  (A  cloud)  having  large  drops. 

A  t-^UaS  hatdrib,  (pi.  of  hitrub)  Syl- 

van  demons. 

A  SjUai  h2itdrat,'Wha.te\eT  drops  from  anything, 
droppings,  dribblings  of  a  barrel.  A  little  water. 

A  tl^Uoj hutdriy,  (fem.  iOjllai  hutdriyat)  Black 

(serpent)  ;  or  which  lodges  in  the  trunk  of  a  palm- 
tree  ;  or  one  from  which  poison  drops  through  the 
abundance  of  the  same. 

p  (^Iki  hutds,  A  fringed  knot  made  of  the 
mane  or  tail  of  a  sea-horse,  set  often  in  gold,  and 

hung  round  the  necks  of  horses,  by  way  of  orna- 
ment, or  as  a  defence  against  fascination. 

A  l?UaS  hitdt,  Curly-haired  (men),  (pi.  &lai'\ 
ahiitat^  A  model  or  pattern  on  which  any  thing 

is  cut.  The  circumference  of  the  hoof  of  a  quadru- 

ped. Extreme  curliness  or  crispness  of  the  hair. 

The  upper  part  of  the  side  of  a  cavern.  The  edge 
of  a  mountain  or  of  a  cliff,  (pi.  of  laS  hitt)  Cats. 
Katdt},\t  suffices  to  me. 

A  isUas  /ea<<a<,Turner,makerof  boxes  or  caskets. 

A^lsllai  hatdtat.  Extreme  curliness  (of  the  hair). 

A  ̂Uai'  hatd^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂lajf)  Flying  from  a cold  to  a  hot  climate,  or  vice  versa.  Migrating  (as 

birds).  Failing  (as  water  in  a  well).  Cutting  clus- 

ters of  dates.  Kitd^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂lai*)  Migrating  from 
a  cold  to  a  warm  climate.  Cutting  clusters  of  dates. 

Any  cutting  Instrument  (as  a  knife  or  shears),  (pi. 

of  ̂ aj  hit^  The  points  of  spears,  small  but  broad, 

(pi.  of  ̂Ixihati^  Loppings  of  trees.  Herds,  flocks. Monies,  coins. 

^^A  ̂Uai*  Aa^ia^,  Keen,  sharp,  tranchant.  Kut- ^a^,(pl.  of         hdti^  Robbers,  assassins, 

^Jlai\  kuttd^'t  tarih,  Highway-robbers. 
A  ̂pUaa  hatd^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂a'j)  Being  unable 

to  speak,  abashed,  or  interrupted  in  the  middle  of 

a  speech,  ̂ w^a^ai.  Apart.  A  mouthful.  Loppings, 

chippings.  Any  fragment  which  drops  in  cutting, 
such  as  a  nail-paring,  or  a  bit  of  leather. 

A  I  jllai*  hatdf  or  hitdf,  The  vintage,  the  sea- 
son for  cutting  grapes.  JTa^oy?,  A  handmaid.  Ki- 

tdf,  (v.  n,  of  L-filais)  Taking  slow  and  short  steps 
(ahorse).  The  slow  short  step  of  a  horse. 

A  (  sLla's  hattdf,  A  vintager.  A  vine-dresser. 
A  iiillaJ  hutdfat,  Whatever  drops  in  gathering 

grapes  :  gleanings  of  the  vintage. 

p  JUaj'  hatdl,  A  soldier. 

A  jftllai*  hatdm,  Flesh. p  j^Uai'  katdma,  A  lascivious  woman. 

A  (^^iai'  hatdrriiy  or  hutdniiy,  A  kind  of  hawk (especially  when  darting  his  eye  upon  his  prey). 
Flesh  of  a  hawk.  Strong  wine  from  dates  or  grapes. 

A  j^liai'  hitdn,  (pi.  ̂JkiS  hutun)  The  frame  of a  camel-litter.  The  bar  of  a  door. 

A  (jUai"  ̂cti^aw,  A  cleaner  or  spinner  of  cotton. 
Kuttdn,  (pi.  of         hdtin)  Inhabitants.  Servants. 

huttani  arzin  u  samdwdt, 

The  inhabitants  of  earth  and  heaven. 

A  aillaj  hatdnat,  A  kettle,pot.  Catania  in  Sicily. 



p  ̂jS^>  hatarii,  A  sort  of  meat-pasty. 

A  l^^^  hatanlij,  (pi.  of  s^ilaa)  Vegetables. 

A  O  b  Ik^Vja  <  a_?/fz  (  pi .  of  »  Ua'j/taiaiJ )  Kata-birds. 
A  k.)llaj*  hatadt,  Detached  companies, 
p  (__a5Uaj>  katasif,  A  cake  of  fine  flour,  honey, 

and  sesame-oil  and  almonds. 

A  u_fi^llaij  katdfif,  A  red  date.  (pi.  of  eJulaJ 

hattfai)  Velvets,  satins. 

A  hath,  (v.  n.  of  t— aL*)  Frowning,  knit- 

tingtho  brows,  looking  stern.  A  buying  by  sample, 

a  conjecturing  of  the  weight  or  value  of  the  whole 

by  the  examination  of  a  small  quantity.  Katb, 
liith,  kutb,  or  hutuh,  The  iron  axle  around  which  a 

wheel  turns.  Kutl,  (v.  n.  of  i_^la5)  Cutting.  Col- 

lecting. Mingling  (wines).  Putting  in  a  passion. 

Filling  (a  vessel).  Drawing  together  the  two  ears 

of  a  sack,  and  fastening  it.  Assembling,  flocking 

together,  (pi.  L->Uaj\  aktab,  '^^^  hutuh,  and 
»JaJ  hitahat)  The  polar  star,  north  pole.  A  centre 

round  which  any  thing  revolves ;  an  axis,  a  pivot. 

A  prince,  lord,  chief.  A  general,  a  commander-in- 

chief.  (Ji^j«?-  »la5  hutbijanubi,  The  south  pole. 

^^.j3^;_>aa5/m<&M'£/  t^i«,Theaxis  ofreligion. 
hutbi  sama.  The  axis  of  heaven,  i.e.  the  pole. 

I— ̂ laj'  huthi  shmaH.,  The  noi'th  pole.  t_>kla3 

(^j,l3«5\  kutbu'l  ̂ rifln,  Chief  of  the  wise  men, 
i.e.  Plato.  uiiii  hutbi  falahi  visa- 

lat.  The  celestial  pole  of  prophecy,  i.e.  Muham- 

mad. '^^^  L-*iai'  hutbul  mulh,  The  pole-star  of 

the  empire.  Katab,  (pi.  ofw^lai'  huthat)  Points  of 
spears  on  which  they  fix  targets  to  shoot  at. 

A  (j^lai'  hutban,  A  kind  of  plant. A  «w*la5  huthat.  The  iron  axle  round  which  a 

wheel  turns,  (pi.  t_>la9  hutab)  The  point  of  a  spear 

at  which  they  shoot.  Name  of  a  plant.  Kitabat, 

(pi.  of  u-*ia5  hutb)  Polar  stars,     Centi-es  about 
which  objects  revolve.   Princes,  chiefs, 

p  l^*  u^la5  hutb-nama,  A  compass. 

A  ]j^>  hitibba'.  Name  of  a  plant  from  which 
the  strongest  ropes  are  made. 

A'ilai7ia<iai,Thenibofapen.X(iifaf,A  queen-cat. 

A  ̂iShaij,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ V)  Twisting  (a  hawser) 
firmly.  Drawing  water  from  a  well  with  such  a  rope. 

A ̂ ^ai'  hatr,  (y.  n.  of ̂ iaS)  Dropping  (as  water 
or  tears).  Letting  (water)  fall  in  drops.  Tying 
(camels)  so  that  they  follow  each  other  in  a  line. 

Seizing,  holding,  detaining.  C^J^  hatarat 

istuhu.  His  stool  fell  in  liquid  drops.  (pl.jUaS  hi- 

tar)  Rain.  (pi.  of  iSjla?  hatrat)  Drops.  JCiir,  Fu- 
sile  brass,  or  a  kind  of  it.  A  species  of  striped  cloth. 

Property,  paternal  inheritance.  Kuti^,  (pi.  j\\is\ 
aktar)  The  side  of  the  body.  A  tract,  quarter.  A 

diameter-line.  Wood  of  aloes.  Katar,  (v.  n.  of 
)=^)  Tying  (camels)  in  a  string.  A  buying  by  sam- 

ple, guessing  the  weight  or  value  of  the  whole  by 
the  examination  of  a  small  quantity.  Name  of  a 

place.  Kutur,  Wood  of  aloes,  (pi.  ofjUai*  hitar) 
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Strings  of  camels  following  one  another. 

A  O^ka  hatarat,  (pl.of  ̂jlai*  hatrat)  Drops, 

p  ̂ja^ij  O^^lai*  hatarati  shabnam,  Drops  of  dew. 
A  Kuturdt,  (pi.  ofjllaiAiiar)  Strings  of  camels  fol- 

lowing one  another. 

A^J\j]aLi  hatrdn,hitrdn,  or /m/Zmw,  Liquid  pitch, 
tar,  the  juice  of  the  pine,  ̂ ^^laa  j  ̂   ̂ift  ̂ 

tirdn.  Tar  and  pitch.  Katardn,  (v.  n.  of  Dis- 

tilling, falling  in  drops  (water  or  tears).  The  drop- 
ping of  water  from  the  eaves  of  houses.  Katirdn, 

Name  of  a  poet. 

p  |^i>jJUi  hatirdn-mdUdafji,  An  anoint- 
ing or  daubing  with  pitch.  (j]^iaa  kati- 

rdn-mdlida,  Besmeared  with  pitch. 

p  tj,|;iai*  hatrdin,  A  sort  of  money. 
A  t— ̂ iai  hutrub,  A  species  of  sylvan  demon, 

the  male  gliul.  A  little  demon,  goblin,  fairy, 

elf.  A  whelp.  A  little  animal  perpetually  in  mo- 
tion on  the  surface  of  the  water.  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  mouse.  A  robber.  A  bald  wolf ;  hence,  a  spe- 
cies of  deep  melancholy,  which  makes  men  fancy 

themselves  wolves,  and  run  howling  to  the  woods. 

An  oaf.  A  coward.  Ignorant.  Mean,  vile.  Thrown 

prostrate.  Epileptic. 

A  hatrahat,  (v.  n.  of  L^-^lai"  Q)  Making 
haste.  Throwing  prostrate. 

A  &jJ.Iylaa)\  al  hutrubbulbjat,  (also  &Abjlai  hu- 
trubulUyat)  Name  of  a  wine  grown  in  Irak. 

A  hatrabus  or  hitrahus,  A  severe- 

stinging  scorpion.  A  swift  and  strong  she-camel. 

A  Sjlai'  hatrat,  (pl.^lai'  7mir)  One  drop.  iJisLS 
Sjlas  hatra  katra,  Drop  by  drop,  p  l_->  1  'ijisis  ha- 

traA  db,  A  drop  of  water.  A  sword.  A  spear's 

point,  ly^i^  "ijlas  hatran  duzd,  A.  c\q\iA.  S^laa 
hatra  zadan.  To  run  to  and  fro,  to  make  haste. 

lijj  fjlaa  katrad  zard.  The  sun.  xKutrat,  Small, 
few,  mean.  A  trifling  thing. 

A  \^^Jias  hutrub,  A.  sylvan  demon,  a  (jhul. 

p  (jj  Sjlaa  hatra-zan,  A  fast  runner. 

A  '^J^  hitriy.  Cloth  or  stuff"  made  at^las  hatar. 
AOljjlaa  /iato/%ai,Excellent  camels  of  katar. 

A  i^,.J^  hitrlyat,  A  kind  of  striped  cloth. 

p  i^j^  hat-zan,  A  piece  of  bone  on  which  they 
nib  their  writing-reeds  or^pens. 

A  laia'i  hata.t,{y.n.  of ki') Curling much(hair). 
Very  curly  (hair).  (pi.  klka  hitdt)  One  whose 

hair  is  very  curly.  Kitat,  (pi.  oi'e^siihittat)  Cats. 

A  &Ja.laJ>  kitatat,  (pi.  of  lai'  hitt)  Tom-cats. 

A  ̂aj*  hata^,  (fut.  ̂aio.  yahta^)  He  cut. 

A  |*-ki>  hat^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s)  Cutting  off",  ampu- 
tating. Splitting,  cracking.  Dividing.  Stanching 

(blood).  Breaking  off".  Giving  up  (hope).  Re- 
jecting, discarding  (a  name  era  title).  Retiring, 

withdrawing  (from  one's  kindred).  Terminating, 
concluding,  finishing,  stopping  short.  Filling  (a 

cistern)  half-full  and  then  cutting  oflT  the  water. 

Fixing  the  price  of  a  ransom.  Defining  or  ordain- 11  o 

ing  any  thing  necessary  to  be  observed.  Passing 

(a  river  or  bridge).  Traversing,  crossing.  Con- 
vincing by  clear  proofs.  Silencing,  stopping  the 

mouth  of  an  adversary  by  good  offices.  Strangling. 

Being  sufficient  for  one's  stature  (stuff"  for  a  gar- 
ment). Striking  with  a  scourge.  Migrating  (a 

bird  of  passage).  Infesting  (a  road).  A  section, 

segment,  cutting.  A  shape,  form,  cut.  A  separa- 
tion from  kindred.  Cut  out  (garment),  ̂ yc6 

kat^  harnil,  Folio-size. A  definitive  answer.  p .lib  ̂ \ 
hat^  janab, ilaj  hati 

jawdb  dddan,  To  give  a  categorical  answer,  ̂ xlai* 

1^'^^ ^^'^^^  rahim  hardan,  To  break  off"  all connexion  with  relations.  ̂ ^'^J^  0"J^  ̂ '^^^ 

tarih  hardan,  To  infest  the  roads,  rob,  assassinate, 

(jii^ &5^5-  ̂ is  hat^  ̂ Idha  hardan,  To  renounce 

all  right  to.  To  manumit  a  slave.  ailw>  ̂ ki' 
^1^^  hat^  masdfa  hardan.  To  travel,  make  a  jour- 

ney, (^li/' hat^  nizd^hardan.  To  de- cide a  law-suit,  ̂ jiib^ki  ̂ Ja.s  hat^.  nazar  dd- 
dan. To  turn  away  the  eyes.  To  abandon  or  think 

no  more  of.  a  Kit^  Whatever  is  cut  from  a  tree. 
A  bad  arrow.  A  failure  of  water  in  a  well.  A 

shortness  of  breath  from  over-exercise  ;  asthma.  The 

darkness  at  the  extremes  of  the  night ;  the  first 

watch,  (pi.  ijkjj^  ahtu^  ̂ VkSl  ahtd^  and  ̂ Uaa 
hitd^  A  small  broad  head  to  an  arrow,  (pi. 

hutu^  and  ahtdQ  A  shaggy  clotli  spread  un- 
der a  man  when  riding  a  camel.  Kut^  (v.  n.  of 

^ka)  Being  amputated  (the  hand).  A  failure  of 
waterinawell  in  theintenselieatofsummer.  Short- 

ness of  breath.  Highway-robbers,  (pi.  of  ̂xkal 
akta^  Those  whose  hands  are  amputated,  (pi.  of 

i^^ki'  hati^  Branches  from  which  they  make  ar- rows. Kata^  (v.  n.  of  ̂sii)  Losing  (the  hand), 

having  it  cut  off"  on  account  of  a  distemper.  Be- 

ing cut  off  (the  hand),  (pi.  of  iUki'  hata^it)  The 
stumps  remaining  after  the  hands  are  cut  off".  A'a- 
ti^  Dumb.  Kita^  The  darkness  of  the  latter  part 
of  the  night ;  the  space  between  the  first  and  se- 

cond watch,  (pi.  of  Sjtka  kit^it)  Segments,  cuts, 

slices.  Kuta^  One  who  forsakes  his  relations,  (pl.of 

'ixhJS  hut^t)  Portions  cut  off".  Kutu^  (pi.  of^s^ka 
/fa^i^)^Loppings,  or  any  thing  cut  from  trees. 

A  Uka  hatpin,  In  no  shape,  not  at  all,  never. 

A  >ls<ka  hat^f,  (Commerce)  with  relations  cut 

off".  Kuta^s,  (pi.  of  ̂ ka  hati^  Scoui-ges  cut 
off*  at  the  end.  Like,  resembling,  equal  to. 

A  OUka  huta^t,  kata^t,  or  kntu^t.  Points 
of  knots  of  a  tree  which  project  when  they  are  cut. 

A  (j^««ka  hut^m,  (pi.  of  ̂ ka  hatl^  Herds  of 
oxen.  Branches  from  which  they  make  arrows, 

(pi.  of  ̂ka\  ahta^  Amputated  in  the  hands.  Deaf. 
A  k'a  kat^t,  (v.n.  of^ka)  Being  amputa- 
ted on  account  of  disease  (the  hand).  Kit^t,  A 

segment,  section,  portion,  part,  division,  piece,  cut, 

morsel.     A  strophe.     Distichs  corresponding  in 



measure  and  rhyme  but  without  a  matla^. 

A  nameofthefemalekata.  nj^aJ  kit^  kit^, 

In  pieces.  Kut^t,  The  failure  of  water  in  a  well. 
The  place  at  which  any  thing  is  cut  off  or  fails, 

(pi.  hata^  The  stump  of  an  amputated  arm. 

(pi.  ̂laJ /iw<a^)  A  part  or  portion  cut  oiF.  Apiece 

of  land  given  in  feudal  tenure.  A  vicious  pro- 

nunciation peculiar  to  the  tribe  of  tai/7/  ;  as  in- 

stead of  saying  yd  ahd'l  haham,  they 

sayKi^  lj\b?/a  aha'lhalid.  The  bran  of  fine  flour. 
Kata^t,{^\.  ̂ Ia5  hata^  The  place  where  cut;  the 
stump  of  an  arm  or  branch.  Kuta^t,  One  who 
does  not  associate  with  his  kindred(who  cuts  them). 

A  place  where  any  thing  is  cut  off  or  finishes. 

p  4>jkj  kit^-hand,  A  kind  of  verse  in  which 
the  meaning  of  the  first  verse  of  each  stanza  is  com- 

pleted in  the  last. 

A  liat^,  Verily.    A  tailor's  measure. 

A  '^j^hat^y,  Disjunctive,  p 
huhmi  kat^  dddan,  To  insist.  A  Kut^y,  Related 

to  the  tribe  of  X*lai'  ̂ )  bam  kut^t. 
A  u-olai'  haff,  (v.  n.  of  i__alaS)  Gathering  in  the 

vintage,  cutting  the  clusters.  Scratching  with  the 

finger-nails.   Going  slowly  (a  horse).   A  kind  of 

broad-leafed  herb.  Orage.  (pi.  (  s^lai  huiuf)  A 

scratch.  Kitf,  (pi.  u-J^ias  kutuf)  Grapes,  a  clus- 
ter. Gathered  fruit.  Orach.  KataJ,  A  vestige, 

mark,  trace.  Orage.  A  certain  hard  mountain-tree, 

of  which  rings  are  made.  Kutuf,  (pi.  of  iiajJai*  ha- 
tifat)  Velvets. 

A  fciiajj  kitfat,  A  certain  herb,  long  and  prickly, 

red  within,  and  M'ith  leaves  of  dust  colour.  Kata- 
fat,  A  mark,  trace,  vestige. 

A  iaiala'j  hatlidt,  A  hasty  journey  performed 
during  the  first  watch  of  the  night. 

A  iaaWi  kitkit,  Hail ;  small  hailstones.  Very 

small  rain,  or  successively  falling  in  large  drops. 

A  'ilaHla'i  katkatat,  (v.  n.  of  laalai  Q)  Raining. 
Crying  in  solitude  (the  bittern). 

A  ̂^)!kxs  had,  (v.  n.  of  J-ia)))  Cutting,  amputa- 

ting. Beheading.  Kutul,  (The  trunk  of  a  palm- 
tree)  cut  off  and  thrown  away. 

A  ̂^Uaj  katlab,  A  wild  strawberry  or  cherry. 

A  ̂sliatm,  (v.  n.  of|,laj>)  Biting,  seizing  with 
the  teeth.  Cutting.  Tasting.  Katam,  (v.  n.  of 

^ias)  Having  a  strong  desire  for  eating  flesh  or  for 
coition  (man  or  beast).  A  strong  desire  for  any 

thing.  Katim,  Eager  for  food  or  venery. 

Ajj^iai  hutmur.  The  dog  of  the  seven  sleepers. 

A^la'j  kitmlr,  (or J^-^kii  kitmar)  Thethin  pel- 
licle on  a  date-stone.  A  white  speck  on  the  back 

of  a  date-stone.    Name  of  the  seven  sleepers'  dog. 
jOaJ  J       nakir  u  kitmlr, ^Minute,  particular. 

A  kutn,  (kutun,  ̂ laJ  kuttan,  or  l^lxi  hu- 
tiinn)Cotton.  Xa<aw,Therump.  The  part  between 

the  hip-bone  and  the  root  of  the  tail  in  a  bird.  Cur- 

vature.    Kutun,  (pi.  of  ̂^llaJ  kitdn)  Frames  of 
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camel-litters,  (pi.  of  i^}aLS  kafin)  Servants. 
A  iLJa*  kitnat  or  katinat.  Part  of  the  stomach  ; 

the  many  folds.  A  pomegranate.  A  quantity  of 
twisted  cotton. 

A  yai*  kutniy,  Made  of  cotton.  A  garment  of silk  and  cotton. 

A  &AjJa3  kutmyat  or  kitniyat,  (pi.  ̂Oai  hatd- 

tiiy)  Millet,  pulse,  or  grain  in  general  (excepting 

wheat,  barley,  currants,  and  dates).  Garments. 

A  ̂lai'  hatw,  (v.n.  oflk'i  for  jlai)  Going  with 
a  short,  sprightly  step.  Having  a  heavy  step.  Cry- 

ing hata  hata  (the  kata  bird,  a  kind  of  grouse). 

A  C^\yl:L'ikatawdt,  (pi.  of  llaj  ̂ aia')  Kata  birds. 
A  (^^^iai  hatn-dn  or  katarvdn,  One  who  moves 

with  a  short  step.  Long-legged.  Kataivdn,  Nsime 
of  a  place  in  the  district  of  Kiifa. 

A  i^^^^ias  hatawdniy,  A  kind  of  Kufic  garment. 

A  u^^jlai*  katub.  One  who  knits  his  brows,  stern, 
austere,  crabbed.  A  lion.  ̂ Tii^wZ),  (v.n. of  *ia5) 

Knitting  the  brows,  frowning,  looking  stern,  (pi. 

of  (_^laj"  kutb)  Polar  stars.  Centres  around  which 
things  revolve.  Princes,  chiefs. 

Aj^lai'  katur,  (A  cloud)  that  drops  much  wa- 
ter. Kuiur,  (v.  n.  of^Wi)  Falling  in  drops  (water, 

tears,  or  liquid  gum).  Travelling,  going.  Mak- 

ing haste.  Throwing  (one)  prostrate  with  violence. 

Sewing  (a  garment). 
A  kuturds,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A^sjla^  kutut,  (v.n.  of  iai")  Becoming  dear  (pro- 

visions), (pi.  of  lai*  kitt)  Portions,  shares.  Written 
sentences  of  a  judge.  Account-books. 

A  l?jWi  hatawnat.  Light  and  swift. 

A  JJsi^laa  katawta',  One  who  moves  with  a 
short,  sprightly  step. 

A  ̂)as  hatu^  (A  camel)  soon  ceasing  to  give 
milk.  Kutii^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i>)  Passing  (a  river  or  a 
bridge).  Convincing  by  clear  proofs.  Silencing, 

stopping  the  mouth  of  an  adversary  by  good  ofiices. 

Splitting,  cracking.  Strikingwith  a  scourge.  Stran- 

gling. Flying  from  a  cold  to  a  warm  climate,  or 

vice  versa.  Failing,  drying  up  (water  in  a  well), 

(pi.  of  jia5  hit^  Rough  camel  saddle-cloths. 

A  uJ^ia-'i  katuf.  Slow-paced,  short-stepping 

(horse).  Kutvf,  (v.  n.  of  t_ilai')  Taking  slow  short 
steps  (a  horse),  (pi.  of  ̂l^haif)  Scars,  scratches, 

(pi.  of  L_iWi  kitf)  Grapes.  Clusters  of  grapes. 

T  ̂i^S^iai"  katoliki,  (from  the  Greek)  Catholic. 
A  (^jWi  kutun,  (v.  n.  of  J\aJ)  Dwelling  in  (a 

place),  making  it  one's  home.  Serving,  waiting  on. 
A  kitund,  Flea-wort. 

A  ̂^ikaty,  A  disease  in  the  buttocks.  Kati, 

Troubled  with  the  disease  Uai'  hata'  (a  sheep). 
A  \2s^kutayya\  A.vo'pe  made  of  cocoa-nut  fibre. 

A  (---jJai'  kat'ib.  Mixed  (wine). 

A  hatibaf,  A  mixture  of  camels' with  sheep 
or  goat-milk.    A  crowd,  multitude. 

A  'i^s  hutayrat,  (Ahm.oi'iJ^katrat,  A  drop) 
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A  little  drop,  a  droplet.    A  particle.    A  trifle. 

A  (j-jla3  kit'is,  Cytisus  (an  hei'b). 
A  '&^><kj  katltat,  Upper  part  of  a  mountain-cave. 

A  ̂lai  katt^,  (pi.  ̂^btlai"  kut^n,  &*laj'\  akti- 

^t,  ̂Iks  kitd^,         aktu^  akdti^  ̂ ki'  ku- ^M^and  kut^  A  branch  from  which  they  make  ar- 

rows, (pi.  ̂llai'^  aktd^  {J^'^  hui^n,  ̂ llaS  hitd^, 
and  |«^^^  akdti^  A  herd  (of  oxen).  A  flock  (of 

sheep),  (pi.  -fUlai'  kuta^i)  A  scourge  cut  off  at  the end.  Alike,  resembling,  equal  (in  figure  or  stature). 

Any  thing  lopped  from  a  tree  and  soon  taking  fire. 

pba3\  ̂.iai  hati^'l  hiydm,  Unable  to  rise,  worn 
out,  weak  ;  lazy ;  corpulent.  ^^i^'  kati^^l 
kaldm,  (A  woman)  keeping  silence,  but  not  dumb. 

A  ̂WWs  hutay^s.  Alienation  or  dislike  among 
relations.    Dissensions.    A  kind  of  date. 

A  &*Jilai  kati^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ aj)  Retiring,  with- 

drawing from  one's  kindred.  Separation  from  kin- 
dred. A  portion  ofland  (especially  in  feudal  tenure). 

Tribute,  toll,  impost. 

A  XflAlaJ  kattfat,  (pi.  i  SjOai*  hatdsif  and  i«_ftia5 
hutvf)  Velvet,  satin.  Any  inner  garment  with  a 
long  pile.    A  mantle  or  sheet  folded  up. 

A  i^-^s  katil,  Cut.  Cut  up  by  the  root  (a  palm- 
tree).    Name  of  a  man. 

A  sLiai  katllat,  A  clout  for  imbibing  water. 

A  jljiiajj  kityamm,  A  rampant  stallion. A  &*Ja5  katimat,  Mil  k  which  has  lost  its  flavour. 

A  fragment.    A  large  dish  of  meat. 

A  ij^lai'  katin,  Inhabitants.  Handmaids.  Ser- 
vants, domestics,  followers,  attendants. 

A  'i^Ala's  hatinat,  Pulse.  The  inmates  of  a  house. 

A  ̂   ha^^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ')  Using  bold  and  confi- dent language.  Ku^  Exceedingly  bitter  (water). 

A  Ui"  ha^i,  (v.  n.  of  Turning  up,  so  as  al- 
most to  touch  the  bridge  (the  tip  of  the  nose). 

A  L->>Ui*  ki^b,  (pi.  of  u-*«*)  Wooden  bowls. 
A  L^Ui*  ku^s,  A  disease  on  the  nose  of  a  sheep. 
A  Jbi/iJi^afZ,  A  distemper  affecting  the  haunches 

of  camels.  Lameness  from  that  disease.  A  lame- 

ness disabling  any  one  from  moving, 

A  Siilxi'  ku^dat,  A  wife. 

A  'ij\x>  ka^rat,  (v.  n.  of  jus)  Being  deep. 
A  hu^s,  A  disease  incident  to  sheep 

from  too  much  food. 

A  u-A**)lji5  hu^sib.  Long. 

A  (^Ui"  ku^s,  A  distemper  which  carries  off 
sheep  immediately  when  attacked,  the  neck  ap- 

pearing broken. 
A  ka^^s,  A  lion  that  kills  instantly. 
A  lalxS  ka  or  Id^t,  A  violent  driver  of  cattle. 

A  ̂1*3  ku^^  Exceedingly  bitter  (water). 
A  hu^f,  All-sweeping  (torrent). 

A  ̂i'L«_3  ha^ki^  Incessant  claps  of  thunder. Noise  of  cuirasses  in  battle. 

A  Jlxi  kii^l.  Flowers  of  vines  full  blown  and 

beginning  to  fall.    Camels'  hair  dropping  off". 
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A  ha^n,  Shortness  of  tbe  nose  with  a  cock- 
ing up  of  the  point. 

A  t_-oUa  kii^nib,  Strong  and  hard.  A  lion. 

A  JjUi'  ka^sid,  (p],  o{ ku^at  or  i^y^'i  ka- 
^d)  Able  to  travel  (young  camels),  (pi.  of  is^^s 
ka^daf^  Sacks.  Husbands. 

A  ka^,  (pi.  {^f3\  ak^b,  L-.^UiJ  hi^h, 

and  'ixxs  ki^bat)  A  cup.  A  large  wooden  bowl, 
holding  as  much  as  a  man  may  drink  at  a  single 

draught.  The  hidden  meaning(of  a  speech).  Ku^, 
A  deep  furrow  or  cavern  in  a  mountain. 

A  'ii-fS  ka^at,  A  little  box  or  casket.  Ku^at, 
A  hopper  in  which  seed  is  put  for  sowing.  Ki^- 

bat,  (pi.  of  (_^>t's  ha^)  Cups,  wooden  bowls. 

A  ijj^  ha^ariy,  Hard,  unkind  towards  one's 
family  and  friends.  Avaricious.  Bad-tempered. 

A  (J-J>*5  ka^al  also  hi^il,  Rough-mannered. 
Rooted  up.  Hard, rugged.  Mushrooms,  funguses. 

A  milk-dish.  A  side,  edge,  margin.  A  kind  of 
white  plant. 

A  'iixxs  ka^alat,  (v.  n.  of  ,J.J^  Q)  Turning  in 
the  toes.  Distance  of  heel.  A  weak,  shuffling  step. 

A  (Jjf**  liu^ul,  A  kind  of  white  plant,  or  sort 
of  mushroom.  A  milk-dish. 

A  'UjiUi'  Jta^arat,  Extirpation,  eradication. 
A  ka^ab,  Many. 

A  ka^aban,  Many.  Ku^uban,  An  in- 
sect resembling  a  beetle. 

A        ka^at,  A  giving  sparingly. 

A  ij^sti'  ha^arat,  A  tearing  up  by  the  roots. 
A  'i\t}^s  ha^alat,  A  turning  of  the  tot  s  in  and 

of  the  heels  out.  A  weak,  straddling  pace. 

A        ka^da,  (fut.  Sxii>,  yah^dii)  He  sat. 

A  1^  ki^l,  A  companion.  4JJ\  i^dj^  kanaka 

or  ki^laka'llah,  May  God  preserve  you!  I  be- 

seech you  for  God's  sake  !  Ka^d,  Human  excre- 
ment. Weakness  in  a  camel's  pastern.  Schisma- 

tics. Disbanded  soldiers  who  are  not  inscribed  in 

themuster-book.  Ku^d,(jA,oid^)i>ha^d){YQm\g 
camels)  fit  for  riding. 

A  ̂^1^*3  ki^an,  (pi.  of  lijWj  ka^d)  (Young  ca- 

mels) fit  for  the  saddle.  Ku^lan,  {j^\.oi'is*s  ku^ da€)  Asses. 

A  sSjtS  ha^at,  One  sitting,  or  a  single  session. 

Ka^lat  or  ki^lat,  The  space  which  one  person  oc- 

cupies when  sitting.  5ii,5tii)\  ji  zu'l  ka^Iat  or  Jd^ 
dat,{p\/i^*sl\C^\y:sm7vdtulka^lat)Thee[eventh 

month  of  the  Arabian  year.  Kt^Iat,  A  mode  of 
sitting.  The  youngest  child  (male  or  female). 

Ku^lai,  (pi.  ̂^\^*s  hi^lan)  An  ass.  A  camel  which 

the  keeper  rides  on  all  occasions.  A  camel's  sad- 

dle. A  saddle.  A"a^ac?ai,  A  carriage  or  beast  cm- 
ployed  in  carrying  women.  A  shaggy  camel  sad- 

dle-cloth. Ku^dat,  Sedentary. 
A  i^SxS  ku^lad,  {Jtu^ud,  or  liji^wj  ku^ud)  One 

who  is  nearly  related  to  the  head  of  his  family  or 

tribe.  Ku^vd,  One  very  remotely  so  allied.  Ig- 

(  ) 

noble,  mean,  woithless,  pusillanimous. 

A  (^SxS  ki^y  or  hu^iy,  Weak.  Ku^iy  or 

ki^liy,  (io  ku^liyat  or  ki^llyat)  One  who  sits 
much,  or  sleeps  much.  Ka^diy,  A  schismatic. 

A  j>iS  ka^,  (v.  n.  of^jii)  Going  to  the  bottom. 
Making  (a  well)  deep.  Eating  to  the  bottom  of 
the  dish,  devouring  all  up.  Drinking  up  the  con- 

tents of  a  vessel.  Bringing  forth  an  abortion  (a 

sheep).  Eradicating,  unrooting  (a  tree)  so  that  it 

falls.  Throwing  down,  levelling  with  the  ground, 

(pl.j^  ku^r)  The  bottom  or  depth  (of  a  well). 
A  ditch,  hollow,  or  low  ground.  A  large  dish, 

wooden  saucer.  A  town,  p  b^ti^xa  ka^'i  darya, 
Bottom  of  the  sea.  a  Ka^r,  Intellect,  knowledge. 

A  ha^an,  A  deep  dish,  one  especially  con- 
taining remains  of  food. 

A  Tkjxi  ka^at  or  ku^^at,  Any  thing  remaining 
in,  and  just  covering,  the  bottom  of  a  dish.  A  ditch, 

hollow,  low  ground,  or  declivity.  Ka^rat,  A  ves- 
sel whose  bottom  is  just  covered  with  the  contents. 

Libidinous  (woman),  whose  passion  is  deep  seated. 

A  'i!hj)3  ku^atat,  Demolition  of  a  structure. 
A  ha^'a',(^A  vessel)  the  bottom  of  which 

is  just  covei-ed. 

Ajxsha^,  (v.  n.  of^)  Filling  (a  vessel).  Drink- 
ing up  (the  contents  of  a  vessel). 

A  [^y*3<3  ha^,  Fetid  earth.  Ka^s,  Protuberance 
of  breast  and  concavity  of  back.  A  hollow  in  the 

middle  of  the  back,  with  high  shoulders  and  crup- 

per. Ka^s,  One  who  has  such  breast  and  back, 
cradle-backed,  sway-backed. 

A  ̂L-jJ  Ita^cit,  (fem.  of  ak^is)  Hollow- 
backed,  with  a  protuberance  on  the  breast.  A  grave, 

steady  woman.  Firm,  solid  (glory).  (An  ant) 
with  an  erected  tail  and  breast. 

A  &Ju««i  Ita^abat,  A  swift  running  through  fear. 

A linear,  Ancient.  A  small  pumpkin. 

Ka^ar,  (or  ka^arty')  Thick  and  strong. 
A  ha^arat,  (v.n.  of^*«ji5  Q)  Being  power- 
ful, strong,  bearing  up  against.  Firmness,  hardness. 

A  ̂ j^i^  ha^ariy,  A  small  mill's  wooden  axle. 

A  (j*>^*Mxi*  ku^us,  A  word  applied  to  a  mean, deformed  woman. 

A  ka^h,  A  collection.    Destruction,  de- 
molition (of  a  house).  The  turning  or  bending  of 

a  piece  of  wood.  (pi.  (^^Jt*  hu^sJi)  A  camel-lit- 
ter in  which  women  travel. 

A  (_>3»s  ka^,  (v.  n.  of  L>9**)  Killing  on  the 
spot.  A  sudden  death  without  moving  or  stirring. 

Ka^s,  (v.  n.  of  L>*«5)  Acquiring  a  habit  of  strik- 
ing the  milker  and  withholding  her  milk  (a  ewe). 

Being  struck  with  the  distemper  i^^\)t>  hii^s. 

A  i^joj^Jia^,  (v.  n.  of  (_><ax5)  Bending.  Bent. 
A  t_A«io  ha^ab,  (or  ̂■'^^  ka^ably)  Strong, 

thick.  Expeditious.  Bold,  brave.  Name  of  a  cer- 

tain maker  of  spear-heads. 

A  Kxtoxi  ha^abat,  (v.  n.  of  u-^uaxj*  Q)  Extir- 

pating,  eradicating.  Hardness,  vehemence. 

A  ̂ Ji^  ha^am  or  hi^im,  Decrepit,  toothless. 

A  h.f3ka^,  (v.  n.  of  kxi")  Binding  hard.  Strait- 
ening, crowding,  confining,  distressing  (a  debtor). 

Being  abject,  contemptible.  The  binding  on  of  a 
turban.  Rage,  anger.  Cowardice,  pusillanimity. 

Great  noise,  clamour.  Driving,  forcing.  A  disco- 

very, an  uncovering.  Drought,  dryness.  Nume- 

rous sheep.  Ka^t,  (v.  n.  of  iaxi*)  Being  humble, 
supplicating. 

A  XAi^i  hafdabat,  A  cutting,  an  amputating. 

A  Ij-la**  ka^abiy,  Quick  (journey).  Strong. 

A'»j_lax3  ha^arat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ A3*s  Q)  Throwing 
prostrate.  Tying,  binding  (any  one).  Filling. 

A  alk*5  ka^alat,  (v.  n.  of  ,Jlia3  Q)  Talking 

much.  Pressing  hard,  distressing(a debtor).  Throw- 

ing prostrate. 
A  1^*5  ha^,  (v.  n.  of  u_flj«j')  Rooting  out  (palm- 

trees).  Exhausting,eating,ordrinkingup(whatever 
is  in  a  vessel).  ([lain)goingrapidly,(orany  person) 

brushing  (the  ground)  with  the  feet,  sweeping  off 

(pebbles).  Ka^f,  The  falling  of  a  wall.  Little 
hills  rising  one  above  anotlier. 

A  "jjfljta  ka^azat,  (v.  n.  ofjijo  Q)  Walking 
with  short  steps.  Sitting  with  the  knees  and  thighs 

joined  in  a  contemplative  mood.  j»^kxS\  &)j2j<5  ha^ 

faza  lahu'l  kalama,  He  wished  by  words  to  drive 

him  off.   (^j.SL.x3.y\  jalasal  ka^aza',  He 
rested  on  the  tips  of  the  toes  as  ready  to  rise. 

Aj^ixsku^uz,  A  kind  of  plant. 
A  ha^ta^  A  clashing  of  arras  or  any  thing 

similar.  A  trembling  fever ;  ague.  One  who  makes 

a  noise  with  the  joints  of  the  feet  when  walking, 

Dry,  hard  (dates).  Difficult,  troublesome,and  pain- 
ful to  walk  in  (road).  Painful,  laborious  (noctur- 

nal journey  in  quest  of  water).  Name  oflbn  Shawr, 

a  man  proverbial  for  his  conversational  powers. 

Ki^ta^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )if  Q)  Making  a  crashing  noise 
(as  thunder,  arms,  or  the  teeth  when  eating  anv 

thing  crisp  or  dry).  Shaking  and  rattling  any  thing 
hard  and  dry.  Driving  a  bull  and  crying  ̂ ^ka^ 

ka^    Travelling,  making  a  tour  or  circuit. 
A  'ij,SM  ka^iabat,  A  wound. 

A  ̂KjJ  JiU^iu^,  A  magpie ;  also  another  forest- 
bird,  large,  black,  and  white,  with  a  long  beak, 

tail,  and  feet. 

A  ̂UKx3  ka^ia^niy,  One  who  makes  a  noise 
with  the  joints  of  his  feet  when  walking.  Ku^ 

ku^riiy.  Loud-braying  (ass). 
A  'ijSjS  ka^ta^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ H*a  Q)  Making  a 

crashing  noise  (as  thunder,  arms,  or  the  teeth  when 

eating  any  thing  crisp  or  dry).  Shaking  and  rat- 

tling any  thing  hard  and  dry  (especially  an  old  and 
shrivelled  leathern-bottle,  which  being  struck  with 
a  stick  is  used  to  frighten  camels  and  make  them 

mend  their  pace).  Shaking  the  gaming-arrows  pre- 

paratory to  drawing.    Driving  a  bull  and  calling 
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out  ̂   ̂  ka^ha^  The  noise  itself.  Travelling, 
making  a  tour  or  circuit.  The  crash  of  thunder. 

^iX^  tIlA*a*J  ha^ia^t  ̂ muduhum,  Their  tent- 
poles  have  rattled,  i.e.  they  have  migrated.  l« 

^^lxi.5b  «J  ̂HjsKj.  ma  yuka^ta^lahu  bisli  shinan, 
He  is  not  to  be  intimidated  by  empty  noise. 

A  (Jxi'  ka^,  A  stick  serving  to  prop  young  vine- branches.  Short  in  body.  A  miser.  Base,  unlucky. 

A  ha^n,  The  mewing  of  a  cat.  Ka^m,  (v. 
n.  of  Being  attacked  by  disease.  Distortion  of 

the  nose.  An  inclination  or  height  of  the  buttocks. 

A  'L^fis  Im^at,  The  choice  part  of  one's  estate. 

A  'i^a^  ha^asat,  A  voiding  excrement. 
A  (^^*r5  hu^us,  Whatever  is  contained  in  the 

belly  :  excrement.  Funguses,  mushrooms. 

A  l3j«*5  liUfmut,  Infants'  swaddling  bands. 
A  &1?j*r5  hu^nutat,  Dung  rolled  up  by  a  beetle. 

A  ha^i,  A  large  dish  in  which  they  knead 

paste.  Ka^n,  A  deformed  shortness  of  nose.  A  pro- 
minency of  nose,  and  turned  up  at  the  point.  Wide- 

ness  between  the  feet. 

A  (_-Aj«*55//«^waZ),  Strong;  hard.  A  lion.  A  male 

fox.    Name  of  a  man.    Ku^uh,  A  hooked  nose. 

A  sUiji'i  Jia^mhat,  Plooked-taloned  (eagle). 
A  *ja«5  ka^iahat,  Curvature  or  crookedness  of 

nose.    Short  (woman). 

A  _5»5  ha^,  (pi.  hu^y)  The  wooden  cheek 

of  a  pulley  which  supports  the  axle  ;  also  the  pul- 

ley itself  and  the  iron  axle.  Lanky,  firm,  promi- 

nent-hipped (man).  Ka^v  or  ̂ kS  ku^w,  (v.  n.  of 

US  for  ̂fti)  Mounting,  leaping  on  the  female.  Tread- 

ing (as  a  bird). 

A^yo  ka^as,  (^km.of  a/i^a')  Pug-nosed ; 
also,  slender-thighed,  or  slender-legged  (woman). 

A  ka^ani,  The  two  cheeks  of  a  pulley. 

A  iij»s  ha^d,  (A  young  camel)  ready  for  the 

saddle,  (pi.  'iiy)^s\  alt^dat,  s>is  liu^d,  ̂ J\S*s  Id^ 
dan,  and  ka^sid)  A  camel  on  which  the 

keeper  claps  the  saddle  on  every  occasion.  Ku^d, 

(v.  n.  of  S3^)  Sitting.  Remaining  at  home  and  se- 

parated from  her  husband  (in  child-bed,  or  during 
courses).  Rising  up.  Reclining  on  the  breast  (a 

pelican).  Bearing  one  year  and  not  another  (a 

palm-tree).  Being  a  match  for  a  rival.  Preparing, 

accoutring  (one's  fellow)  for  conflict.  Getting  a 
stem  (a  young  palm-tree).  Becoming.  Widow- 

hood,   (pi.  of  d^S-^  Ita^d)  Sitters. 

A  i"iij»3  ha^idat,  A  camel  which  the  keeper 
rides  on  any  occasion  whatever ;  a  hack-camel. 

Aj^sha^r,  Deep.  Ku^r,  (pi.  of,;e))Bottoms. 

A        ka^.r,  A  deep  well. 

A  (_j^j5«5  habeas,  A  very  old  man. 

A  <^j*>  ha^ash,  Light.  A  corpulent  camel. 

Kv^sh,{p].of  i^*sha^h)  Camel-littersfor  women. 

A  'iJ^iciis  ha^-asliat,  The  act  of  prostrating. 
A  Jta^us,  Striking  the  milker,  and  hold- 
ing her  milk  (a  ewe). 

(  972  ) 

A  i^yif  ka^^atat,  Demolition  of  a  structure. 
A  &5jjt5  ha^alat,  (v.n.of  J_j«s  Q)  Walking  in 

a  shuffling  manner  and  kicking  up  the  gravel  be- 
fore him.    Sitting  on  the  top  of  a  hill. 

A  (pl-  of       ka^)  The  wooden 
cheeks  of  a  pulley  which  support  the  axle. 

A  (— ha^h,  A  great  number. 

A  'JL^>^  ha^s,  Easy,  light,  small.  A  large  pre- 
sent.   Much  rain,  a  great  torrent. 

A  Si^'i  ha^d,  He  who  sits  with  another;  i.e.  a 
colleague,  confederate.  Coeval.  Coming  behind, 

following.  Game  coming  behind  one.  One  whose 

father  or  ancestors  are  nearly  related  to  the  prince 

or  chief  of  a  tribe.  A  guardian.  A  father.  A  locust 

whose  wings  have  not  yet  grown.  tdJj.A*5  ka^da- 

ha,  By  thy  father !  cfJtiJkxj  ka^daka''llak,  May 
God  preserve  you  !  I  beseech  you  for  God's  sake  ! 

A  0)t\AjtJ  ka^dat,  Saddles.  Pack-saddles. 

A  ̂J^tykK^  Jia^dani,  (dual  of  ly}^}  ka^d)  Guar- 
dian angels,  especially  two  whom  they  suppose 

constantly  to  attend  on  the  right  and  left  of  man. 

A  'idJ^ ha^dat,Asacli..  A  wife.  Aheapofsand. 
A  jwsjj  ha^r,  Profound,  deep. 

A  'ij^'s  ka^rat,  Libidinous  (woman),  whose  pas- 
sion lies  deeply  seated. 

A  (j**^  hii^ys,  (dim.  of  (j«,*Mij<a<«  muh^nsis) 
Moderately  strong      ̂ j,  and  ̂ j*>,  being  rejected). 

A  (J-Ji«s  ha^l,  A  male  hare. 
A  I  Kf  hif,  (imp.  of  I  hsjjvakafa)  Stop,  halt. 

A  I  SJ  Itaff,  (v.  n.  of  I  as)  Being  collected, 

heaped  together  so  as  to  resemble  a  gourd.  A  dry 

herb,  chiefly  such  as  they  eat  raw.  Kvff,(^p\. 

hif  of  and  i_-sl^'^  ahfaf)  A  rugged  hill,  or  any 
piece  of  rough  ground.  Clouds  piling  one  over 

another,  representing  the  appearance  of  mountains. 

The  back  of  any  thing.  The  hole  in  a  hatchet,  in 

which  the  handle  is  fixed;  any  thing  resembling  an 

axe.  A  mob,  a  mixed  crowd.  Short.  Stones  piled 

one  upon  another  without  admixture  of  loose  earth. 

A  hill  whereon  huge  stones  lie  about  as  big  as  re- 
cumbent camels. 

A  ̂ t— a'i  hafs,  (v.  n.  of  (_^5)  Being  rained  upon 
(land),  and  rendered  unfit  for  grazing  by  dirt  and 

grit  brought  by  a  flood. 
aUs  hafa  ,(J\xL ̂ iso^yahfu)  Hefollowed(him). 

A  las  hafa' ,  (or  >las  Jtafas)  (pi.  ahfi,  Xjkis^ 
ahjiyat,  ̂ \sis\  ahfat,  hiifiy,  kifiy,  and  (j^fls 

/<?/ire)Thehind-head,back  part  or  nape  of  the  neck, 

nuke.  Following,  pursuit.  JbtS^WKikafaddahr, 

At  no  time,  never.  titlJi  ̂j\sls  kofadfalak,  Acci- 
dents which  occur  by  the  influence  of  the  heavenly 

bodies,  jlai'  ̂ o/a'  hnfahi,  After  him,  at  his 
back,  close  at  his  heels,  las  rudda  hafan,  (or 

jlas        ̂ la'  Jiofdhi)  He  became  decrepit. 

A  ̂ las  kifaJih,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ as)  Striking  on  the 
head,  or  on  any  thing  hollow.  I^ufaJih,  A  woman 

of  an  elegiant  shape,  and  well-proportioned. 

A  J>\si  hufahhir,  Thick-bodied. 
A  Vp-las  kufakhirat,  Handsome  (woman). 

A  ̂l/^lis  hufakhiriy,  Thick-bodied.  The  best 
of  its  sort.  Delicately  formed  and  fleshy. 

A  w^:>-lfls  kufakhiriyat,  Large,  fine  (woman). 

Pj\d\sj  hafd-dar,  Assistant,  helper,  comrade. 

AjlflS  hafdr,  Bread  without  meat.  Meal  of 
wheat  or  barley  not  moistened.  Name  of  tiJli- 

khdlid  bin  ̂ mir,  who  served  up  an  entertain- 
ment with  bread  and  milk  without  meat.  ijj>-  ̂ \ 

\jlas  akala  khubsahu  hafdran,  He  ate  his  bread 

without  meat.  Kifdr,{jp\.  ofjSJkafr)  Deserts  with- 

out grass  or  water. 
Ajlas  hafdz,  (v.  n.  ofjas)  Leaping,  jumping, 

bounding.  Dying. 

Ajlas  kujfdz,  A  glove  lined  with  cotton.  A 
muff".  Ornaments  for  the  hands  or  feet.  A  kind 
of  iron  lattice  on  which  a  falcon  perches.  ̂ White 

hairs  round  the  hoof  of  a  horse,  p  ̂jt^juijj^  jlas  kuf- 

fdz poshidan,  To  put  on  gloves:  to  wear  a  muff". 
A  (^lai  hafds,  Vile,  abject,  base  (woman). 

A  ̂^las  hufds,  The  mountain-goat.  A  certain 
disease  incident  to  quadrupeds,shri  veiling  their  legs. 

A  t_>olas  haffds,  A  maker  of  bird-cages. 

A  ̂las  /??/'a^,  (pi.  of  «jtas^fj/"^fl<)  Baskets  with- out handles  made  of  palm-leaves.  Eufd^  A  dis- 
temper which  crooks  the  legs  of  sheep. 

A  ̂las  haffd^  Parsimonious,  thrifty.  Kuffd^ 
A  kind  of  shrub,  which,  when  hard  and  diy,  has 

the  appearance  of  horns  ;  whence  it  is  called  i  ai 

kaffu'l  kalb. A  'i£\&>  huffd^t,  (or  'i&lfls  kufd^i)  A  net  for 
catching  birds,  made  of  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree. 

A  ̂S-las  kufd^y,  Red.  One  whose  nose  is  in- 
tensely red  and  excoriated,  (^^-lai jl^\ahmarhu- 

fd^y,  Intense  red. A  uJlas  A//'a/;(pl.ofi-Js  huff)  Hills.  Clouds 
piled  up. 

A  i^\sj  kqff'df,  One  who  steals  money  between 
his  fingers. 

p  IfiS  kafd-girdn,  The  oppressed. 

A  Jl-as  kaffdl,  A  locksmith.  Kuffdl,  (pi.  of 

Ji^"  kdjil)  Comers  off"  a  journey. 
A  kaffdji,  The  hind-head.  End,conclusion, 

result.  A  troop,  herd,  body,  collection  of  any  kind. 

Time,  season,  opportunity.  Trusty.  Attention, 

study,  diligencein  getting  the  knowledge  ofathing. 

A  large  pair  of  scales,  eolas  ̂ ^.S-  ̂la  haffdnihi, 
Close  on  his  steps. 

A  j6lis/;a/"attiJ,(pl.  ofi^O^kafandud^'BroaA- shouldered  (men). 

A  Sjlfls  kafdtvat,  Any  thing  by  which  a  guest 
is  honoured.  Joy,  exultation.  Kindness,  favour. 

Pj^fclfls  hafdldr,  A  handsome  face. 
A  &fl5  kaffat,A  little,  weak  man.  Kaffat,  hif- 

fat,ov  kvffat,  The  trembling  of  an  ague,  paroxysm 

of  fever.  Kiffat,  The  first  excrement  of  a  new-born 



animal.  Kuffat,  A  hare.  A  mouse,  (pi.  i_aw  hu- 
fqf)  Any  thing  like  a  hatchet.  A  tree  withered  and 

dead.  A  decrepit,  spent  old  man.  Any  thinggourd- 

shaped  made  of  palm-leaves.  A  case,  casket,  box, 

basket  (especially  of  palm-leaves,  or  a  dry,  empty 

gourd  or  calabash  invrhich  women  keep  their  sew- 

ing-cotton). High  ground. 
T  ̂^b;a5  /);a/ifa?2,  A  robe  of  honour  which  Eastern 

princes  present  to  ambassadors  and  other  persons 
of  distinction. 

A  'ftiiai  kafsalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jlflj*  Q)  Sweeping 
off  with  haste.  Uprooting. 

A  ̂   kafh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂flS)  Abhorring,  disliking, 
disapproving.  Nauseating  food.  Taking  medicine 
in  powders. 

A  kafkaj:,  (Smoke  or  dust)  which  appears 
to  branch  out. 

A  ̂ fls  hafhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 5)  Striking  (especially 
on  the  head,  or  on  any  hollow  substance). 

A         hafhhat,  A  cow  in  want  of  the  bull. 

A  kafd,  (v.  n.  of  d>SLS)  Striking  one  slightly 

on  the  back  of  the  head  (with  the  palm  of  the  hand). 

Finishing  any  work.  Having  a  thick,  flabby  neck, 

short  hands,  feet,  fingers,  or  toes.  Turning  inward 

the  point  of  the  hoof  (a  camel).  Folding  the  tur- 

ban-sash round  the  head,  so  that  no  part  hangs 
down.  A  perpendicular  straightness  of  the  pas- 

tern. An  oblique  position  of  the  human  foot,  the 

toes  being  seen  from  behind. 

A  f-\SSLS  hafdas,  A  folding  of  the  turban-sash 
round  the  head,  so  that  no  part  hangs  down. 

A'ij\ssjkafadanat,(ov^j\d-S^>kafaddn)  A  casket, 
case,  or  sheath  in  which  the  collyrium-pot  is  kept. 
A  leathern  box  in  which  druggists  put  uparomatics. 

A jSSLS  hafdar,  Ugly,  of  a  hideous  aspect. 
p y^s  kafr,  Dodder. 

AjSS  hafr,  (v.  n.  of  JH)  Following  (another's 
steps).  Having  little  (money).  Being  without 

meat  (bread),  (pl.jlii*  Mfdr  and^^aa  kufur)  A desert  without  herbage.  Bread  without  meat.  Bi- 
tumen. Hair.  A  steer  taken  from  the  mother  in 

order  to  be  yoked  to  the  plough,  hafru  'I 

yahud,  Jew's  pitch,  jffiH)\  hdta'l  hafra,  He 
slept  in  the  open  air  (finding  no  shelter).  Kafir, 
Thin  of  hairs,  A  wolf. 

A  Hjii'  liufrat,  A  desert,  a  solitude. 

Ajaa  liafz,  (v.  n.  ofjai')  Skipping.  Dying. 
A Imfzan,  (pi.  of^aa  Jiaftz)  Measures  con- 

taining about  eight  ̂ «  mahakil.  Kafazan,  (v. 
n.  of Jfljj)  Leaping,  skipping.  Dying. 

liafaza',  A  spring,  a  leap.  A  particular 
pace  of  horses  and  camels. 

A  (j«fla  kafs,  (v.  n,  of  (j«ai*)  Dying.  Tying  by 
the  feet  (a  deer).  Seizing  by  the  hair.  Seizing  in 
an  angry  mood.  Kiifs,  Name  of  a  people  in  Kara- 
mania  resembling  the  Kurds.  Kafas,  (v.  n.  of 
(j**fl>)  Having  the  tip  of  the  nose  large. 
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p  ̂fti'  hafas,  A  bird's  cage :  a  lattice,  grate, 

window-bars.  ^j^^i*  kafasi  marlidb,  The 
netting  of  a  ship,  especially  on  the  tops. 

A  -f'l*-,aj  hafsdf, The  belly.  The  stomach.  Vile, 
base,  abject  (woman). 

A  (jlai'/ifl/^/i.  Agility,  cheerfulness.  A  taking, 
a  collecting.  A  striking  with  a  stick  or  sword.  Vo- 

racity in  eating.  A  short  boot.  Milking  hastily. 

Multus  coitus.  Kafash,  Terror-inspiring  robbers. 

A  ̂yXLsis  kafslialil,  (p  ̂ Z^m  hafsh'd)  A  ladle. 
A  (_>aai  kqfs,  (v.  n.  of  i^jaSJ)  Tying  (a  deer) 

by  the  feet.  Confining  (a  queen-bee)  in  the  hive, 
or  (a  bird)  in  the  cage.  Putting  (its)  parts  very 

near  each  other.  Giving  pain.  Ascending,  being 

high,  (pi,  (.jolai^  aJifas)  A  bird's  cage,  Kufs  or 
kafas,  Net-work,  Kafas,  A  bird-cage,  A  wicker- 
basket.  An  agricultural  machine  in  which  the 

wheat  is  carried  to  the  stack.  Lightness,  briskness, 

joy.  A  shrivelling  up  from  cold,  A  burning  heat 

in  the  throat.  Acidity  on  the  stomach,  heart-burn 

from  drinking  water  after  eating  dates,  Kafis,Con- 

tracted,  drawn  together  (horse),  (A  locust)  whose 

wings  are  stiff  with  cold. 

p  Jii^jab^  hafasgar,  A  maker  of  cages, 

A  (J-^oW  Tiifsul,  A  lion. 

A  iaii  haft,  (v.  n.  of  laii*)  Treading  (as  a  bird), 
gendering  (any  cloven-footed  animal).  Collecting. 

Recompensing,  requiting.  Kift,  Copt,  a  city  in  Up- 

per Egypt,  settled  on  the  descendants  of  Ally. 
A  ei]a.SJ  kaftalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jvlaai?  Q)  Snatching 

from  another's  hand. 

A  ̂^^as  Jiafata\  (A  man)  addicted  to  venery. 

A  ̂   haf^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  on  the  fin- 
gers (with  a  ferrule).  Refusing,  denying.  Prohi- 

biting, driving  back,  withholding,  hindering.  Be- 

ing contracted,  shrivelled,  shrunk.  Being  shri- 
velled or  scorched  from  top  to  bottom  (an  ear).  A 

pent-house,  or  any  thing  similar,  under  which  sol- 
diers made  formerly  their  approaches  to  the  walls 

of  a  besieged  town.  Kuf^  Those  whose  fingers 

are  bent  inwards.  Kafa^  Straits,  anguish.  La- 
bour, toil. 

A  -^l^aa  Jiaf^s,  A  female  whose  fingers  bend 
downwards,  or  whose  toes  turn  in  towards  the  sole. 

Singed,  scorched  (ear).  A  pent-house.  A  limber 
or  slender  stick.  A  kind  of  tree  bearing  green  rings, 

which  fall  olF when  dry.  (A  foot)  whose  toes  are 
turned  downwards  towards  the  sole. 

A  'ifd^  kaf^t,  (pi.  glai  hrfd^  A  basket  with- 
out a  handle  made  of  palm-leaves.  A  date-hamper. 

A  sack  of  hair-cloth,  in  which  they  put  the  grain 
sesame  in  order  to  be  pressed  for  oil.  A  circular 

vessel  in  which  they  gather  fresh  dates. 

A  dd-x^  kafa^lad,  A  dAvarf. 
A  livfaf,  (pi.  of  XaS  kuffat)  Hatchets. 

A  \^'isLS  kafkaf,  (dual  ̂J^sslSJ  kafkafdni)  The 
jaw  or  beard  of  a  camel.    Wing  of  an  ostrich. 
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A  &aaai*  kafkafat,  (v.  n.  ofL-Aaai*  Q)  Trembling 
with  cold.  Chattering  (as  the  teeth).  Making  a  noise 

(the  jaws  when  eating).  Withering  (as  a  plant). 

A  ,Jaj7iqy?,  (v.  n,  of  (Jajj)  Preserving,  Wither- 

ing (a  tree).  Laying  up  (corn)  against  a  season  of 
scarcity.  Measuring.  Estimating,  guessing  at  the 
amount  of  any  thing.  Withered  (tree),  dry  (wood). 

Kufl,  (pi.  Jlail  akfdl,  akful,  and  J_jas  kuful) 
A  lock,  bolt,  bar.  A  standard,  ensign,  banner.  A 
sort  of  tree  found  in  Hijaz.  A  proper  name,  p  ,J.ai 

^l»M>  I  kufii  dsmdn,  (or  LdJJi  j>aj*  kufiifalak)  Im- 

piety, heresy,  infidelity.  J-^'  kii/li  runii,  A padlock.  Name  of  the  fifteenth  musical  note  of  the 

barbud.  ̂ jj^ul^ww*  J,aj*  kufl  sust  kay^dan,  To open  the  door.  A  ̂^\^uij  ̂ ai  kufii  wasrms,  An 

intricate  kind  of  lock.  Kafal,  A  multitude  re- 
turned from  a  journey. 

A  Hiai'  kafiat,  The  hind-head.  Giving  a  present 
once.  (Money)  of  just  weight.  Kafiat  or  kafalat,  A. 

dry  tree.  Kufalat,  Onewho  remembers  all  he  hears. 
A  Xlalw  kafiatat,  (v.  n.  of  la).ais  Q)  Snatching. 

p J^^yKi  kufigar,  A  locksmith. 
p  l?_jiaa  kufiut,  A  kind  of  leek. 

A  (^a5  kafn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Striking.  Beating, 

lashing.  Smiting  on  the  back  of  the  head.  Fight- 

ing. Slaughtering  (especially  on  the  back  of  the 
head  or  neck).  Lapping  with  his  tongue  (a  dog). 

Drinking  water  out  of  an  earthen  vessel.  A  whip, 

lash,  scourge.    Kafan,  The  hind-head. 

A  (^ai'/jfl/a/m,  The  hind-head,  Kifatm,  Severe, 
hard,  unjust.    Foul-mouthed.    A  fool. 

A  SjJii  kafannad,  One  with  a  large  hard  head. 

A  iiii.iai'  kafandad,  (pi.  lioLflJj  kafdnid  and 

^jtiJ.iai'  kafandadun)  Broad-shouldered  (man). 
AjSJM  kafandar,  Hideous,  ugly.  Who  has  a 

strong,  hard,  and  small  head.  One  who  has  a  little 

thick  foot.   Short  and  compact-bodied.  White. 

A  'i^j^SJ  hafanza^t,  A  very  dwarfish  woman. 

A _ja)f  kafiv,  (and^ai*  kufuw)  (v.  n.  of  lai'  for  _jaj>) 
Following  another,  tracking  closely  his  steps.  Strik- 

ing the  nape  of  the  neck.  Preferring,  esteeming 

rather.  Choosing,  selecting  for  any  particular  busi- 
ness. Involving  in  any  unpleasant  aflTair.  Accusing 

publicly  of  any  shameful  action,  especially  of  adul- 

tery. Suspecting.  Calling  bad  names.  Setting  food 
before  a  guest.  Obliterating,  effacing.  Kafiv,  Heat 
at  a  time  of  rain. 

A  Sjai*  kifwat,  Any  thing  agreeable  which  one 
prefers.  Anunpleasantthing.  Any  shameful  act  with 

which  one  is  charged.  A  crime,  sin,  fault.  An  accu- 

sation(trueorfalse).  Suspicion.  Greatness,honour, 

glory.  Calumny,  falsehood,  detraction.  Disgrace. 

Aj^  kufur,  (pi.  of kafr)  Deserts. 

Aj^  kaffur,  The  branch  of  a  palm-tree ;  also the  envelope  of  the  flower.   Name  of  an  herb. 

p         kafura,  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant. 

A  J^*  kafuz,  Jumping,  limping  (deer).  Kufuz, 



(v.n.  ofjii)  Leaping,  jumping,  skipping.  Dying. 

A  (^jii*  kufus,  (v.  n,  of  ̂J«ii*)  Dying.  Tying 
(a  deer)  by  the  feet.  Seizing  by  the  hair.  Seiz- 

ing any  thing  in  an  angry  mood. 

A  hafus  also  hufus,  Name  of  a  country 

whence  a  fragrant  fumigating^herb  is  procured. 

A  Jtufyf,  (v.  n.  of         Withering  (as  a 

plant).  (Any  thing)  becoming  wrinkled,  shrivelled. 

Drying  after  being  washed  (clothes).  Filching, 

stealing.    Standing  on  end  from  fear  (hair). 

A  J_jfli'  kuful,  (v.  n.  of  (Jfl?)  Returning  from  a 
journey.  Becoming  dry  (skin).  Measuring.  Esti- 

mating, guessing  at  the  amount  of  a  thing.  Hoard- 

ingup(grain)againstscarcity.  Being  very  impatient 

and  excited  (a  stallion),   (pi.  of  Jii'  kvJT)  Locks. 
p  »5ji5  hiifula,  A  clew,  a  ball. 

A  i^^asJiiifun,  (v.n.  of  jjij*)  Lapping  (as  a  dog). 
Striking  on  the  back  of  the  head.  Slaughtering  (a 

sheep)  on  the  back  part  of  the  head  or  neck.  Dying. 

A  fi({fy}  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^')  Striking  on  the  hind- head.    Slaying  a  sheep  on  the  back  of  the  head. 

A  '^^Jls  hafiij,  Killed  by  an  incision  or  blow  on 
the  back  of  the  head  or  neck.  An  honoured  guest. 

Food  set  before  a  guest.  One  who  inquires  minutely 

into  people's  affairs.  Benevolent.  A  follower,  one 
who  marks  the  motions  of  another.  A  lieutenant, 

locum-tenens,  vicegerent.  Any  shameful  act  with 
which  one  is  charged.  Any  person  preferred  before 
or  esteemed  above  another.  Accused,  suspected. 

Learned,  knowing.  Suspicion.  Ill-name,  abuse,  re- 

proach. Kiij^yoYhifly,(j>\.o{\hshafa')}i.mA.-headLS. 
A  aAfl5  livfyat,  A  pit  dug  for  a  lion. 

A  'ils^  hafiyat,  A  successor,  a  follower.  A  vice- 
gerent, lieutenant.  Excellence,  superiority.  Any 

thing  by  which  a  guest  is  honoured.  A  sheep 

slaughtered  behind  the  head. 

A  hafiliat,  Cream,  upon  which  milk  is 
poured  drawn  fresh  from  the  ewe. 

A  'i!^  hafilihat,  Food  prepared  with  dates 
dressed  with  fat.    A  fleshy  limb. 

AjA»  kafir,  Dry  bread.  A  basket.  A  large 

date-basket  made  of  palm-leaves.    Dry  dung. 

A  i^SLS  hufayrat,  The  mother  of  Farazdak. 

A  haftz,  (pi.  eyis\  ahjizat  and  (j^*  hufzari) 
Ameasure containing  about  eight^£=\^/«  makahil. 
A  space  of  ground  containing  about  144  cubits 

square,  equal  to  a  fourth  of  a  i^^_j>-  jarih.  Ku- 
fayz,  Name  of  a  servant  of  Muhammad. 

A  !jy^  kvffayza',  A  boy's  game. 
A  (^Aa5/ja/is,Aploughshare;  also theringofit. 

A  ia-flj  hafit,  A  man  much  given  to  venery. 

A  i^isis  hafif,  (v.  n.  of  i  si)  Shrivelling,  dry- 

ing, withering.  Dry,  withered  herbage.  Vegeta- 
bles which  are  eaten  raw. 

A  ,J^'  hafil,  Dry  (skin  or  wood).  A  scourge. 
A  narrow  pass  through  a  mountain.  A  turn-again 
lane.    Name  of  an  herb.  Rose-water. 
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A  ij;^hafin,  Slaughtered  by  a  cut  on  the  back 

of  the  head.  Kifln,  (pi.  of  Ui'  Aa/a')  Hind-heads. 
A  &ai'  Mkat,  The  scream  of  a  child.  A  noise  by 

which  they  frighten  or  deter  children. 
A  »_aJ  hahkat  or  hikkat,  The  excrement  of  a 

child.    Bad  counsel. 

p  ̂j^i^Hi'  hahadan,  A  perfumer's  bag. 
A  jjfljJ  hahah,  The  excrement  (of  a  child). 

A  'issLS  hakahat,  Tame  crows  taught  to  speak. 
The  excrement  of  a  child. 

p^jjjiiu  haknus,  ,^jxsj  kakorkuknus,  Phoenix. 
A  ̂y>  hall,  A  low  wall.  Kill,  (pi.  (JSi  Jdlal)  A 

tremor  which  seizes  a  man.  A  date-stone  that  ger- 

minates alone  weakly.  Kill  or  ktdl,  (v.  n.  of  ,Jj') 
Being  rare,  not  happening.  Lifting,  raising  up. 

Kidl,  A  little,  small  quantity,  paucity.  Solitary 

(man).  The  least  thing.  ̂ ^i  jjj  hullu  bin  kul- 
lin,  An  unknown  man. 

p       kala,  A  sling.  Lixivium,  potash. 

A  ̂*  hila',(y.  n.  of  ̂*  for ̂ ')Hating,  detesting. 
A  kaldj:,  (v.  n.  of  for  _j\j»)  Hating,  de- 

testing. ^  Leaving.  Hatred. 
A  kallat,  One  that  fries.  A  frying-pan 

maker.  A  burner  of  potash        hily  or  Mia'). 

A  'i^'^halafUt,  A  manufactory  of  frying-pans. 

A  u-J^i'  kilab,  A  wolf.  Kulab,  A  disease  of  the 
heart.  A  disease  of  which  a  camel  instantly  dies. 

p  t_^!iii>  kulab,  A  fish-hook. 

A  L_->^'  kallab,  A  counterfeiter  of  coin. 

A  kilat,  (pi.  oi'eXskulai)  Small  pieces  of 
wood,  struck  forward  by  a  larger,  in  boys'  games. 

A  kullat,  (pi.  oi'iSi kullat)  Mountain-tops. 

p  i^j^  C^^'  kalati  gazuran,  Name  of  the burial  place  of  the  Shaykh  Sadi  in  Shlraz. 

p  ij^'i^'  kalatm,  A  tub,  a  cistern. 

p _5»-^'  kalachu,  A  dervish's  leathern  drinking- 
cup.  A  channel  from  which  cattle  drink  in  winter. 

p  ̂_fJ^'!^  kalackurl,  A  glittering  sword. 

A^^'  kulak,  Yellowness,  dirt  of  the  teeth. 
A  d'^'f  kilad,  A  copper-thread  running  through 

the  nose-ring  of  a  camel  or  round  an  ear-ring. 

A  Xii^"  kiladat,  (pi.  tiJti)^'  kaland)  A  collar, 
necklace,  chain,  or  any  ornament  for  the  neck.  A 

leash,  by  which  a  courser  holds  his  dog.  A  term 

appliedjo  elephants  (as ju»  sar  is  to  horses). 

aJ^^  killar,  (or  l^J^  killariy)  The  white  fig. 

p  (^jj^'  kala7'un.  Generals,  military  tribunes. 

p  (jj^'  kuldri,  A  kind  of  white  fig. 
p  kaldzara,  (or  "ijj^)  A  magpie. 

A  (j*>!i)j*  AaZfc,  Foaming  (sea).  A  seller  of  the 

high  caps  or  mitres  called  'iyJi^  halansumat. 
v^L}3^'^kalasang,As\mg.  A  ball, sling-stone. 

A kaldsiy,  (or  ka las'i)  (pi.  of  ̂_5-^" kalansuwatandlLk*^kidansiyat)M\tres,h\ghcaps. 

A  (ii!iJ>5  kaldsh,  A  shrivelled  pistachio. 

P  /iaZZas/t,  Cunning, crafty.  A  drunkard, 

a  haunter  of  taverns.  A  needy,  worthless  fellow. 

A  s^"^  haldshat,  Smallness,  shortness. 

p  (_^^"  kallaski.  Revelry,  drunkenness. pJ^w^/faZaA'/trra,  Ashes  of  which  soap  is  made. 

A  {^':^kilds,  (pi.  of  i^^)  Young  she-camels. 
A  kallcis,  Increasing  (water  in  a  well). 
A  kuldt,  Extremely  dwarfish  (man,  cat, 

or  dog).  The  brood  of  demons. 

A  kild^  (pi.  of  ̂   kalQ  Scrips,  shepherds' 

bags.  (pi.  of  ̂   kil^  Sails,  (pi.  of  w«Ji'  kal^t) 
Castles;  forts,  citadels,  (pi.  oi'iAs  kala^t)  Large 
and  high  stones  or  pieces  of  rock  detached  from  a 

mountain,  p  ̂^^^  ̂ i***  kild^  sifihr-irtifd^ 

Castles  high  as  heaven,  a  Kuld^  St.  Anthony's 
fire,  or  any  similar  disease,  corroding  the  flesh  to 
the  bone.  Pustules  in  the  mouth.  Clay  which  dries 

and  cracks  when  the  water  covering  it  evaporates 

or  runs  off.  A  fragment  or  crust  of  earth,  under- 
neath which  mushrooms  are  found.  Sudden  death 

overtaking  a  healthy  camel. 

A  kalld^  A  beadle  or  ofiicer  attending  a 

magistrate  or  collector  of  revenue.  One  who  rakes 
up  the  ashes  of  the  dead.  Unsteady,  not  firm  on 

his  feet,  or  tottering  in  his  saddle.  A  pimp.  Stu- 

pid. A  sycophant,  whisperer,  tale-bearer,  slanderer, 

or  liar.  Kulld^  Clay  which  dries  and  cracks  when 
the  water  covering  it  evaporates  or  runs  off.  A 

fragment  or  crust  of  earth,  beneath  which  mush- 
rooms lie.  A  plant  eaten  by  camels,  dry  or  fresh. 

A  s.S'^  kild^t.  The  sail  of  a  ship.  Kuld^f, 

A  bit  of  clay.  A  stone  or  a  ball  thrown  by  a  sling. 

A  large  stone  standing  perpendicular  in  a  plain.  A 

stone  or  a  piece  of  earth  torn  from  the  ground  to throw  at  any  thing. 

A  w!l^'A«7a/aif,The  art  of  caulking  a  ship.  Ku- 

lafat,  Skin,  husk,  bark. 

p  Ji'lilj'  kildkal,  The  wild  pomegranate. 
A  Jj'!i^'  kuldkil.  An  active  ally.  A  sort  of  plant. 
A  kaldl  or  kuldl,  Little,  small  (thing).  Ki- 

Idl,  (v.n.SofJj*)  Giving  little.  A  vine-prop.  (pi. 

of  isli>  kidlat)  Buckets.  Mountain-tops. 

A  j!:^'  kulldl.  Few  (persons). 
A        kildm,  (pi.  of      kalam)  Pens,  reeds. 

A       kulldm,  A  plant  of  the  (.jii?"  kamz  sort. 

A  iUi^'  kuldmat,  A  nail-paring. 

P  (j^'  haldn,  A  tax  in  Shirwan.  A  catamite. 

A  ̂ jJ^"  kaldnis,  (or  (j-^it^Jj"  kaldnis)  (pi.  of 

»_j*JJj*  kalansuwat)  Mitres,  high  caps. 

pJj^lGj  /jaZawMZ,  A  road-guide.  Horsemen  who 
guard  the  flank  of  an  army.    Spies,  scouts. 

P  j^j^'  kuldwuzi.  Guidance. 

P  (jjjj^'  kaldwajun,  A  magpie. 

Pjjjtili'  haldwuz,  A  road-guide. ^'iikaldya  ,{p\.  of  iulis  kaUyat)  Fried  victuals. 

A  liJ^'  kaldsid.  Necklaces.  Poems  which  re- 
main from  age  to  age. 

A  u^^'  ̂ «Za*w,  (pi.  of  {ja^  kalus)  Young she-camels. 



A  Jj^'  halasil,  (pi.  of  JJvJ /jaZiZ)  Few  (men). 
^  p  u>)j»  halb,  Bad  money.  Left  (not  right). 

^  A  t— a)^'  AaZft,  (v.  n.  of  t_-«li')  Converting,  invert- 
ing, turning,  turning  inside  out,  changing,  permu- 
ting, transmuting,  commuting.  (God)  receiving  to 

himself.  Striking,  hurting  (especially  in  the  heart). 

Beginning  to  redden  (unripe  dates).  Robbing  (a 

palm-tree)  of  (its)  pith.  H^rt,  mind,  soul,  under- 

standing, intellect.  Kernel,  marrow.  Middle.  Cen- 

tre (of  an  army).  Permutation  of  one  letter  with 

another,  inversion.  Pure,  genuine,  unmixed  (Ara- 

bian). Inverted.  Adulterated.  Counterfeit  coin. 

Rugged,  difficult  ground.  c-AHJ^  al  halb,l!he  heart 

is  the  name  of  the  eighteenth  lunar  mansion,  t— ̂ is 

i>,*o^\  halbu'l  asad,  Name  of  a  star  in  Leo. 

jjsllj  lialbi  iahir,  A  pure  heart.  kal- 

bu'l  ̂ a/irai, The  heart  ofthe  scorpion,  i.e.  A  bright 
star  in  Scorpio,  the  twenty-eighth  mansion  of  the 

moon.  istihbaru''l  kalb,  Loftiness 
of  soul,  pride,  arrogance.  (Jl;i1  u—Aj  halbi  ihbal, 

The  inversion  of  Jl-i'^  ikhal,  Prosperity,  i.  e.  IHj  ̂  
la  baha,  No  permanency,  p  (—^5  halbi  risk, 

The  inversion  of  (ji^j  risk,  i.e.j^t  shir,  Milk. 

Kalb,  hilb,  or  hulh,  (pi.  (--'^I  ahlab,  i—^jii*  hulub, 
and  kilabat)  The  pith  of  a  palm-tree,  or  the 
best  leaves  thereof.  Kulb,  A  bracelet.  A  whitish 

serpent.  A  very  hard  species  of  grain.  Pure, 

genuine  (in  descent).  Kulb  or  hulub,  (pi.  of  u- aaIj 

kalib')  Ancient  wells.  Kalab,  Inversion  of  the  lip. 

A  v_-A!j*  hullab.  Skilful  in  managing  affairs.  An 
artful  fellow,  a  cheat.  Changeable. 

A       halban,  Cordially,  heartily. 

A  ASi  halbas,  (fem.  of  u- ahlab)  Inverted- 

lipped  (woman).  Inverted  (lip). 

AcLii'  ZictZJa^, True  (Arabian  woman).  Kulbat, 
Redness  (of  unripe  dates).  Purity  (of  descent). 

Kalabat,  Pain,  disease,  grief  (either  from  love  or 

vexation).  Fatigue,  lassitude.  Kilabat,(^\.oi i,„J!^ 
halb  or  hilb)  Hearts.  Kernels.  Marrows. 

halb-khana,  The  barbican  of  the  for- 
tress of  Herat. 

p  (^yj^s  halb-zan,  (oijUn  i^^^ kalb-saz)  A  coiner 
of  false  money. 

p  sl-Qi*  halb-gah,  Middle;  centre  of  an  army. 

p  tSXiJi'  halabang,  A  sort  of  odoriferous  wood. 
Tj^jJjj  halbur,  A  sieve. 
p        hulba,  A  plough. 

p  sSi  hiilba-ran.  Ploughing.  A  plough- 

man, (javi  hulba-ran,  A  ploughing-ox. 

tiC^j^Lil)  hulba-rani  kardan,To  drive  plough. 
To  plough. 

A  ̂i'j  halbiy,  Cordial,  hearty.  Adulterated. 
A  ̂ -W  hullabiy,  Skilful  in  managing  business. 

Artful,  cunning.  Changeable,  changeful,  versatile. 

A  &ij>  hulat,  (pi.  hilat,  ̂ ^^s  kilun,  and 
hidun)  A  small  piece  of  wood  struck  forward  by 
a  larger  in  the  game  of  hockey. 
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A  sli*  hallat,  A  rising  up  from  sickness  or  po- 
verty, Killat,  (v.  n.  of  Ji)  Being  little,  few ;  di- 

minishing. Paucity,  littleness,  fewness,  scarcity. 

Tremor,  palpitation.  ̂   CLSs  hillati  fahm.  Po- 
verty of  understanding.  Kullat,  (pi.  JJj  hulal  and 

(J^*  hilal)  Summit  of  a  mountain,  top  or  head  of 
any  thing:  head  of  a  man  :  pommel  of  a  sword.  A 

crowd.  A  large  jar  or  water-pot.  A  small  jug. 

p  CJj*  halt,  A  pimp.  Kilt,  Kind  of  vetch. 
A  CLi^  halt,  (pi.  hilat)  A  hollow  in  a 

mountain,  or  tarn  where  water  collects,  jal^j^'i)^ 
haltu''l  ibham,  A  hollow  under  the  thumb.  Kalt 
or  halit,  One  who  has  little  flesh  on  the  bones. 

Kult,  Saxifrage.  Kalat,  (v.  n.  of  CJ^)  Perishing. 
Death,  destruction. 

p  Jjl^*  haltah  A  saddle-tree.  A  housing, 
p^^ljul5^aZ^a&a?2orAa^^&aw,Acontented  cuckold, 

wittol,  pimp.   A  roller  for  levelling  clay  roofs. 

p  (Jjl^i^'  haltabam,  Panderism.  {^^^ 
haltabam  hardan,  To  pimp  or  pander. 

p  (_j)SjA^ls  haltbos,  A  contented  cuckold.  Faith- 
less, irreligious. 

A      halitat,  (A  sheep)  whose  milk  is  not  sweet. 

p  &j\>Jialta,  A  cuckold,  wittol.  A  pimp. 

A  ̂J^ji5^^^Wa^a^/?^,  A  warm-bath.  A  cup  which 
is  in  common  use  by  many. 

p  ̂kulj,  A  four-footed  animal,  whose  feet  stand 
wide  apart,  and  whose  knees  are  close  together. 

A  ̂   halh.  An  old  ass.  Kilh,  A  dirty  garment. 

Kalah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  dirty,  yellow  teeth. 
Foulness  or  yellowness  of  teeth.    Kalih,  Dirty. 

A  hillias,  Ugly,  ill-looking,  deformed. 

A  S/cls.^"  kilhamat,  Decrepit  (old  man). 
A  Ja^  hilhazz,  Fat.    A  vain  boaster. 

halhazat,  A  dwarf's  pace. 
hilhavrm,  Of  a  noble  or  elevated  mind. 

Aged,  old,  worn.    Proud,  haughty,  stately. 

halhamat,  A  being  decrepit. 

A  hulhum.  Large-bodied. 

A ̂   halhh,  (v.  n.  of  Braying  in  the  throat 
(a  stallion  camel).  Striking  one  dry  substance 
against  another.  Eradicating  (trees).  An  aged 

ass.  A  hollow  reed.  An  impatient  stallion. 

A  ps^*  hilhhamm,  A  large  thick  camel. 
A  hald,  (v.  n.  of  di^)  Collecting  (water  in  a 

cistern,  milk  in  a  pail,  or  drink  in  the  belly).  At- 

tacking any  body  (a  fever,  especially  a  quotidian 

ague).  Watering  (sown  fields).  Making  thin  (a 

piece  of  iron)  and  folding  it  over  any  thing.  Fold- 

ing (one  thing  over  another).  Twisting  (a  rope). 

Bracelets  of  twisted  silver.  Kild,The  periodical  re- 

turn of  an  ague  fit.  A  quartan  fever.  Weekly 

rain.  The  caravans  passing  between  Mecca  and 

Judda  (because  they  only  drink  once  in  the  four 

days'  journey).  A  kind  of  bowl.  Water  given 
away.  A  multitude.  A  horse's  yard.  cXs  aoJaP^^ 

(_^<\  a^aytuhu  hilda  amri,  I  committed  my  bu- 

nt  Sinai.  ̂ >j^ bahr hulzumi 

siness  into  his  hand. 

A  Ad!h  haldas,  A  she-camel  having  a  long  cop- 

per-string put  through  the  nose-ring.  Long-necked 
(she-camel). 

A  Bd^hildat,  Sediment  of  melted  butter :  dregs. 

A  iSii  halaz,  A  tike,  tick,  or  sheep-louse. 

A  iiJj*  halizat,  Flocks  infested  with  the  tike. 

A  j»iiJj>  halzam,  Wide  and  watery  (pudendum). 

A  jli  halz,  (v.  n.  ofjii")  Drinking  the  beverage 
caWedJi^  halz.  Causing  (one)  to  drink.  Prickingthe 

ground  with  the  point  of  a  stick  and  leaving  a  mark- 

Laying  eggs  (a  locust).  Striking,  beating,  shoot- 
ing, darting.  Being  nimble.  Leaping,  rushing 

upon,  or  assaulting.  Limping.  A  kind  of  drink. 

A  light  and  weakly  man.  Briskness,  cheerfulness. 

A  jli'  kuluzz  also  hilizz,  A  hardy,  strong  man. 
Hard  copper  on  which  iron  makes  no  impression. 

Ajftjli"  /t27s:im,Base,avaricious.  Kulzum,C]jsma , a  town  in  Egypt  near  Moir 

hulzum,  The  Red  Sea.  p 

panj  shahh,  The  palm  of  the  hand.    The  hand  of 

the  liberal.  (^^-^       hulzumi  nigun.  The  sky. 

A  'iAjH  halzamat,  (v.n.  ofj»jli  Q)  Swallowing. 
Reprehension.  Noise,  clamour. 

A  (j-is  hah,  (v.  n.  of  (j-i>)  Vomiting  at  one 
time  a  small  quantity.  Spilling  (wine)  from  an 

overflowing  cup.  Dashing  its  water  over  the  bank 

(an  overflowing  stream).  Dancing  to  vocal  music. 

Good  singing.  Drinking  largely  of  date  or  raisin- 
wine.  Being  disturbed  (the  mind),  (pi. 

hulus)  A  thick  rope  or  halser  made  of  the  fibres 

of  the  palm-tree  or  cocoa-nut.  A  cable.  Any  acid 
humour  which  the  stomach  throws  up  into  the 

mouth,  vomiting  once  in  a  slight  degree  (when 

repeated  again  and  again  it  is  called  hays,  or 
the  true  vomit). 

A  'i\Ji^halsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^-ij  Q)  Putting  a  hat 
or  the  high  cap  S^*-iIj  kalansuwat  on  a  person. 

A  {^jAiihalas,  (v.n.  of  iJAi^)  Being  disturbed 

(the  mind).  ̂ MZMs,(pl.of     ̂ s)  Young  she-camels. 
A  eualj  Art/asai!,  Well-water  flowing,  increasing. 

A  laij*  halt,  Ugliness  of  face.  Kalat,  The  off"- 

spring  of  demons. 
A  ̂UJaii  /jaZto&are,  Apimp,  voluntary  cuckold. 
A  Afilab  haltafat,  Lightness,  smallness  of  body. 

A  [[_^ali'  halatiy,  Extremely  dwarfish  (man,  cat, 
or  dog).    Impure,  wicked,  obstinate. 

A  ̂  hal^(y.n, of  ̂ )  Drawing  out,tearing  off, 
extirpating,  eradicating,  extracting,  pulling  down, 

subverting,  overturning,  ruining,  removing  from 

(his)  place.  Cashiering.  A  removal  from  ofiice. 
A  builder's  hatchet,  (pi.  ̂ ^Jj  hdu^  ̂ \  aklu^ 

hild^  and  wJi'  kila^i)  A  scrip,  a  shepherd's 
bag.  Any  thing  paid  into  the  exchequer  by  anti- 

cipation. Kal^  hil^  or  hala^  Intermission  (of  a 
fever) ;  the  period  of  such  intermission.  Mines 
from  which  they  dig  the  best  lead  (or  tin)  called 



^  kal^  Kil^  (pi.  A?7a^and  kulu^The. 
sail  of  a  ship.  Standing  infirmly  on  the  feet,  or 

tottering  in  the  saddle.  Stupid.  Any  clothing  for 

a  man's  breast.  Kul^  A  stout  walker,  (pi.  of 
kaluQ  Large-bodied  (she-camels).  Bows  which^ 
when  drawn,  fly  back.  Kul^ov  kala^  A  lifting 

up  of  the  feet  high  in  walking.  Kala^  (v.  n.  of 

^)  Being  moveable,  unfixed,  ready  to  fall.  Be 
ing  stupid  and  unable  to  comprehend.  Blood.  Scurf 
or  scab.  Thick,  clotted  blood.  A  stone  under  a 

rock.  (pi.  of  hala^t)  Pai  ts  of  a  large  cloud. 

Kali^  Slipping  the  foot  (in  wrestling).  Sitting 
totteringly  on  horseback;  unsteady.  Stupid.  Lifting 

the  feet  high  in  travelling,  (pi.  'iKiJkila^t)A  shep- 

herd's wallet.  Kila^  (pi.  of  Xxii'  hala^t)  Stones 
high  and  large,  detached  from  a  mountain,  (pi.  of 

eUlj  kil^t)  Halves  of  things  split  lengthwise. 

A  X*)j>  kal^t,  (in  India  AiZ^a)  (pi.  ̂ /Za^and 
liulu^  A  castle,  fort  (especially  on  the  top  of 

a  mountain).  Name  of  a  place  in  India  where  the 
best  lead  is  found  and  the  best  swords  are  made. 

PjiivAJ  hal^si  bandar,  Name  of  a  fortress  in 

Shiraz.  ̂ ^^^b^.^:^  e^Ai  kal^si  kah-rubagun  (or 

^j^t)  payhar),  The  world,  a  Kal^t,  A  sucker  torn 
from  the  root  of  a  palm-tree.  A  palm-tree  torn  up 

by  the  root.  Part  of  a  camel's  bunch.  A  scrip,  a 

shepherd's  bag.  Kil^t,  (pi.  ̂   hila^  The  half 
(especially  of  any  thing  split  the  wi'ong  way).  Kul- 
^t,  A  moving  from  place  to  place  (the  having  no 

fixed  habitation,  or  when  sitting,  compelled  fre- 
quently to  rise  up).  A  removal  from  ofiice.  Any 

sum  paid  into  the  exchequer  un weighed.  Borrowed 

money.  Fleeting  treasures.  Any  thing  not  perma- 

nent. Weak,  unable  to  maintain  one's  ground  in 

wrestling,  or  one's  seat  in  the  saddle.  Anything  bor- 
rowed or  lent.  A  mouthful  pulled  off  a  tree. 

daru  hul^tin,  The  present  world, 

^a/a'  hul^tin,  On  a  journej.  Kul^t,  kula^t,  or 
kulu^t,  Slipping  the  foot.  Unsettledness,  absence 
of  stability  and  permanence.  Unsteady.  Stupid. 

Kala^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Being  unsteady,  tottering, 
ready  to  fall  from  a  saddle.  Being  stupid  and  un- 

able to  comprehend.  A  citadel.  A  purse,  scrip,  or 

shepherd's  bag.  'iAs]\  ̂ jAinarju'l  hala^t,  Name 
of  a  place  where  swords  are  made.  (pi.  hila^ 

and  ̂ ikila^  A  huge  piece  of  rock  uprooted  from 
a  mountain,  and  difficult  to  pass  by.  A  great  stone, 

a  boulder,  (pi.  ̂   hala^  A  piece  of  a  large  cloud. 
Acloud  veilingone  sideof  the  sky.  Abigshe-camel. 

Kila^t,  (pi.  of      hal^  Shepherds'  bags,  scrips. 

A  p  Ol^^'  kil^jat,  (pi.  of  &*ii')  Fortresses. kil^cha,  A  redoubt. 

A  'cilajds  hal^tat,  Exceeding  crispness  or  cur- liness  of  the  hair. 

p  ̂ JiAi  liil^giyan,  Garrison-soldiers. 

A|ftx\jj  hal^m,  An  old  woman. 
A       kil^mm,  A  decrepit  old  man. 
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Pjlii  wJi'  Jtil^-ddr,  The  commandant  of  a  gar- 
rison, governor  of  a  fort.  kil^-dari 

sipihr,  The  sun. 

p  t^xA^  ewtli'/jaZ^a-nis/im,  Besieged.  A  besieger. 
A  (_^«^  kal^y,  Tin  (from  the  mine  ̂   kal^vfheve 

it  is  found),  p  {j<^^ kal^  hardan,  To  tin  (pots 

and  kettles).  A  Kala^y,  (A  sword)  of  the  make  of 

Xwlfti^  ̂ jcmarju'l  kala^t.  Part  of  a  large  cloud. 
p  kal^gar,  A  tinman. 

p^xljj  kalghanj,  A  lock.  The  ring  of  a  gate. 
p  jJJtb  kaJghand,  Di'iving  a  nail  into  a  horse's 

hoof  and  clenching  it.  Anenclosureof  wicker-work. 
p  eiJtb  halgha,  A  flower.  An  insignia  of  rank 

worn  in  the  turban. 

p  ̂̂ llal**j  sj^  kalgha-sultan,  The  lieutenant  or 
next  brother  to  the  khan  of  Crim  Tartary. 

A  I  aJj'  half,  (v.  n.  of  i  flli)  Stripping  off"  the 
bark  of  a  tree,  tearing  off"  a  nail.  Circumcising,  cut- 

ting the  foreskin  clean  off".  Opening  up,  giving  free 

vent,  by  carrying  off"  any  obstruction.  Unbunging 
(a  wine-cask).  Caulking,  pitching,  filling  up  seams 

of  a  ship  with  the  fibres  of  palm-leaves  or  moss. 
Turning,  inverting.  Foaming,  frothing.  Kilf,  A 

basket  made  of  palm-trees,  which  is  drawn  toge- 
ther at  the  top.  Skin,  husk,  bark.  Bark  of  the 

mastich-tree,or  of  the  pomegranate.  Arough  place. 

Kulf,  (pi.  of  aldaf)  Uncircumcised.  Kalaf, 
(v.  n.  of  i„_a)j>)  Being  uncircumcised.  Cutting  the 

foreskin  clean  off'.  Uncircumcision.  Kuluf,  (pi. 

of  'ist^^  kalifat)  Baskets  for  holding  dates. 

A  c-iJi*  killaf,  Thin  clay  left  by  the  water  and become  dry. 

A  ■^{si'fkalfas,  (fern,  of  i  s!ki\)  Plenteous  (year). 

A  ̂^lalij  kalaf  dni,  (or  j^UkiJj'  kulfatdni,  du.)The 
edges  of  the  whiskers. 

A  Siii  half  at,  (  v.  n.  of  L_flli')  Unbunging  (a  wine- 
cask).  Turning,  inverting.  Caulking  (a  ship).  Foam- 

ing, frothing.  (pL  (»«si5  half)  A  hamper  full  of 

dates  (in  Bahrayn).  Kilfat,  A  certain  plant.  Co- 

vetous, greedy.  Torn  off  (nail).  Kulfat  or  ha- 

lafat,  The  prepuce,  foreskin. 
halfaliat,  An  eating  up  of  the  whole. 

A  kilfa^  or  kilfi^  Cracked  crust  of  clay. 

A  splint  flying  off"  from  iron  when  hammering. 

A  'ix.sXs  kilfi^t,  A  crust  of  earth  covering  a 
mushroom.  A  kind  of  crust  upon  a  scabby  camel. 

G  Ijjjfli!'  hidfuniya,  A  kind  of  pine-tree  gum. 
p  &aii  kalfa,  A  sub-preceptor. 

A  ,_^"5  Jiulfl,  A  small  hukka-snake.  A  cup 
with  a'  cover  in  which  ice  is  moulded. 

A  ̂   halak,  Fretfulness,  restlessness,  disquie- 
tude, agitation,  commotion.  Kalih,  Unquiet,  rest- 

less, fretful.  ̂ ^^^^  fj^  haliku''l  wishah,  A  wo- man whose  necklace  hangs  loose. 

A  (^Uiiij  kullids,  The  root  of  a  plant  which  is 

edible  when  cooked.  (It  is  stimulating  and  fatten- 
ing, but  when  eaten  for  long,  breeds  melancholy). 

A  Jlflijj  halkal,  Violent  motion.  Kilkdl,  (v.  n. 

of  J,a\i"  Q)  Moving,  disturbing.  Travelling  through 
a  country.  The  lip  of  a  camel. 

G  ̂J*l.);^iib  kulliadis,  Shoemakers'  black, vitriol. 

A jllaaij  hulhatar,  (orjUaloli')  Yellow  vitriol. A  kilkal,  A  pomegranate  growing  in  a 

place  without  water.  Kilkil,  A  species  of  plant 

producing  a  grain,  hard,  black,  and  odoriferous. 
Kulkul,  The  noise  made  by  water  in  the  neck  of  a 

bottle  when  pouring  out,  guggling.  A  light,  brisk, 

active  man.   Swift  (horse).  An  expeditious  helper. 

p  (j^lKii*  kulkuldn,  Name  of  a  plant. A     ̂ LHij  hulkuldmy,  A  species  of  pigeon. 

A  aiaii*  kalkalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Moving,  dis- 
turbing. Ti'avelliiig  through  a  country.  Crying. 

Siali)^  ij j>-  hurufu'l  kalkalat, Theletiers  t>j'. A  eJiiij  hulkida,  A  hookah. 

G  Oiali'  kalkant,  (or  JoJiiiAaZ/jaratZ)  Copperas. 

G  joiiia  kulkuna,  A  sore  in  a  horse's  foot. 

A  JJiiiJ  kalka',  A  sort  of  necklace. A  kilal,  (pi.  of  J,5  kill)  Tremors,  agitations. 
Kidal,  Scattered  people  assembled  together,  (pi, 

of  'iXs  hullat)  Tops  of  mountains.  J  ars.  Kulul,  (pi. 

of  J^*  kaldl,  kuldl,  and  kalil)  Few.  Small. 

Thin.    Scattered  men  of  diff'erent  tribes. 

A  ̂ ^^^  kululun,  Few  or  thin  (persons). 

Aj,\j'  kalm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Paring  (the  nails).  Ka- lam,  (pi.  kildm  and  akldm)  A  pen,  reed. 

A  pen-knife.  An  engraving-tool.  Sheep-shears. 
A  character,  mode  of  writing.  An  arrow  without 

wings  for  gaming.  A  weaver's  reed.  The  state  of 
a  woman  remaining  long  unmarried.  Cuttings  of 

trees  for  planting.  A  kind  of  fire-work,  p  ̂li' 
;J\=>-^^\  halam  anddkktan,  To  throw  away  thepen, 

i.e.  to  neglect  writing,  jj^j  I  ̂kalam  dmardan, 

To  write,  (jii^^  j>  ̂  halam  har  dftdh  ran- 
dan. To  draw  a  pen  across  the  sun,  (met.)  To  have 

a  beard  just  appearing,  ̂ ^djf  ,^jt»-  ̂   halam  ja^ 
kardan,  To  write.  ^  halam  dar 

siydlii  nihddan,  To  draw  the  pen  over  any  one's 

words.  ̂ ^d.y^ji^  jjj  kalam  dar  hasJiidan,  To 
obliterate,  ^  kalam  zadan,  To  write.  To 

erase,  t--^*^  ̂   lialami  surh,  A  lead-pencil.  ̂ Ja 
kalam  shudan,  To  be  written,  (ji^j^ ̂   ka- 

lam kardan,  To  cut,  lop,  prune.  To  cut  in  two  at 

a  single  blow,  ̂ j^s's^ ̂   kalami  kandagari,  A 
chisel.  ̂ JyD  ̂   kalami  muy  or  moy,  A  hair-pencil. 
Ll*—^^  ̂   kalam  rust,  He  has  no  account,  he  is 
clear.  ̂ ^\akli  kalam.  Men  of  the  pen ,  viziers, 

scribes,&c.  ̂ J^j  O^jiicZaroai m AaZam,Penandink. 
p  L^j'  kabnd,  A  sling. w 

A IJJ  ?talldma,Itis  v  cry  rare  that,it  is  seldom  that, 

p  i,^Jj>**i\^ kalmd-sang,  A  sling.  A  round ston 
for  a  sling. 

p  jji>l^'  kalmdsh.  Vain,  futile,  frivolous,  ab- 
surd, nonsensical.  Kulmdsk,  A  worthless,  despi- 
cable man.  A  liar.  Taken,  received,  occupied. 



p  jU^'  kalmak,  A  Calrauck  Tartar. 

p  i^O>j^,  jjj'  halam-handi,  Signature,  signing. An  agreement. 

A       kalamat,  (pi.  of  ̂J^a)  Unmarried  persons. 
p  halam-tardsh,  A  pen-knife. 

P  J^'  halamdan,  A  pen-case.  A  standish. 
The  ensign  of  the  vazirship. 

Pj;ijv5  Imlamdar,  A  young  tree  or  shoot. 

A        ̂ kalam-rassam,  An  engraver  on  brass. 

Pjj^  kalam-rav,  (or^^j kalam-rav'i)  Em- 
pire, dominion,  sovereignty,  jurisdiction,  district. 

A  'ij^  halammazat,  A  female  dwarf. 

p       ̂   kalam-zada,  Committed  to  writing. 

Jlj'  kalam-zan,  A  scribe  (quill-driver). 

A  ̂jM^Ili*  kalammas,  Overflowing  (sea  or  well). 
An  intelligent,  generous,  honourable  man  ;  a  great 

lord.  A  deep,  cunning  fellow, 

A  wt^'  kalma^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   Q)  Beheading, 
knocking  on  the  head,  or  (according  to  others) 

shaving  (the  head).    The  dregs  of  the  people. 

PjK^'  kalam-kar,  An  engraver  on  brass,  sil- 
ver, or  gold. 

P  ijj^i^  kalam-kari,  The  engraving  art. 

p         ̂   kalam-kaslii,  Writing,  caligfaphy. 

p  jV)^^"  halamun,  (y  hu,  or  ̂ ^^^ abu  hala- 
mun)  A  chameleon.    A  changing-coloured  cloth, 

p  bojjjj  halmumya,  Resin  of  the  pine-tree, 
p  sJi^  kuhna,  A  sausage,  or  any  food  stuffed 

into  the  intestines  of  animals,haggis,  black  pudding. 

^         kalami,  Crystallized  (saltpetre,  &c.). 

p        halumlfA  kind  of  quilted  garment. 

kalami  far'mudan,  To  write, 

p  (.dljjJ."s  halambak,  A  fragrant  kind  of  wood. 
A  'ijSi  kalannat,  Corunna  in  Spain. 

V  j^^halandar,  A  kind  of  wandering  Muham- 
madan  monk,  with  shaven  head  and  beard ;  who 

abandons  every  thing,  wife,  fiiends,  possessions, 
and  retires  from  the  world.  Name  of  the  founder 

of  this  religious  order.  The  fly  of  a  tent. 

A  ̂lyjjji  kalandara,  A  kind  of  silk  cloth.  The 
fly  of  a  tent. 
p  halandari,  A  fly  for  a  tent. 

A  ibjiiijAij  halandariyat,  Kalandars,  a  Mussul- 
man sect  of  SufTs,  indifferent  to  the  externals  of  re- 

ligion, unobservant  of  the  common  rules  of  good 

breeding,  and  seeking  only  internal  tranquillity. 

G  halandis,  Shoemakers'  black,  vitriol. 

A  'LJi^  kalnasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jJ>Xs  Q)  Putting  a 
hat  or  high  cap  (s^*»i).s  kalansuwat)  on  any  one. 

A*5  jkJj'  kala7isun-at,{p\.  ̂ jJ>'^kalanis,  jj^i^' 

halanis,  halansi,  (_^^*  Italasi,  or  ̂ ^j^*^ 
kalasiy)  A  high  cap,  tall  hat,  or  mitre. 

A  halansi,  (pi.  of  s^j^jJi')  High  caps. 
A&j;-J>)j'  kulansiyat,  A  high-crowned  cap. 

A      halw,  (v.  n.  of  ̂*  for  ̂ )  Frying  (meat) 
11  a  pan.     Running  away  furiously  (as  a  camel 

vith  a  rider).  Driving  the  female  before  him  (an 
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ass).  Driving  fast  (a  herd  of  camels).  Striking 

with  a  large  club  (the  smaller  piece  of  wood  called 
&la  kulat  in  the  game  of  hockey).  Kilw,  Light, 

nimble  (animal).  Potash,  barilla.   A  young  ass. 

A  (— haluh,  Very  versatile.  A  wolf.  Kulub, 

(pi.  of  kalb)  Hearts,  kernels,  piths,  marrows, 

p  (^1^*1^1  i_^^"/i?iZM&ia(^am??/a/i,Theheartsofmen. 
A  kallub  or  killarvb,  A  wolf, 

A  halawba^  A  sort  of  game. 
A  i kilwat,  A  horse  running  oflf  with  his  rider, 

pj^  kalarvuz,  A  highway-robber.  Horsemen 
who  lead  the  van  of  an  army. 

A  (^jli  kulus,  (pi.  of  ̂ jJj  hals)  Thick  ropes 
made  of  the  fibres  of  palm-trees. 

kulusus  safaAn,  Ships'  cables,  or  hawsers. 
A  liolus,  (pi.  ̂_>A>^5  halasis,  {^j^  kulus, 

and  k'ilds)  A  young  she-camel ;  or  one  which 
keeps  on  travelling ;  or  when  ready  for  the  saddle, 

and  before  she  has  changed  her  first  teeth  (when 

she  is  called  ndkat).  A  she-ostrich,  and  Her 
female  young  one.  A  young  bustard.  A  proper 

name  for  a  young  girl.  Kulus,  (v.  n.  of^_>a)j)  Ris- 
ing, increasing  (as  water  in  a  well).  Packing  up 

one's  things  and  setting  off".  Diminishing,  decreas- 
ing ;  contracting  (as  a  shadow)  ;  shrinking  (a  gar- 

ment with  washing);  shrivelling  (the  lips).  Leap- 

ing, springing  upon.  Being  disturbed  (the  mind). 

A  ls>_jlj  killawt,  The  offspring  of  demons. 
A  kalu^  A  large  she-camel,  (pi.  ̂   kul^ 

A  bow  which,  when  drawn,  flies  back.  Kulu^  (pi. 

of  ̂   kal^  Wallets,  shepherds'  scrips,  (pi.  of  ̂  
kil^  Sails  of  ships,    (pi.  of  iwJa  kal^t)  Citadels. 

A  jIJ^^*  kalawla',  A  bird  soaring  in  flight. 
G  (jM/ejJjf  kulumus,  Bears'-ears  (a  plant). 

G  (^_5^'  kuluman,  Froth  of  the  sea. A  kilun  or  kuluii,  (pi.  of  kulat)  Small 

pieces  of  wood  struck  forward  by  a  larger  one  or 

bat  in  the  boy's  game  of  tip-cat,  hockey,  or  shinty. 
A  kalah,  (v.  n.of  eXs)  Being  dirty  (the  body), 

being  covered  with  spots  (the  skin)  from  scab.  Be- 

ing black  (skin).   Being  peeled  (skin).  Dirtiness. 

pes.li'A'wZfl,  Asortof  grape.  Dun-coloured  (horse). 
p  aJ5  kulla,  The  top  of  a  mountain.  A  large  ewer, 

A  I— kalhab,  Corpulent,  gross.  Aged. 

A  (jlj^'j  kalhabdn,  Long. 
A  'ixf^  kalhabat,  A  white  cloud, 
A  ̂ jux^  kalahbas,  Aged  (wild  ass),  Glans 

penis.    Circular  (crown  of  the  head). 

A  ̂ O^kalahdam,  Light,  active.  The  great  sea. 
A  kalaJizam,  Light,  active.  The  great  sea. 

A  square-shaped, large-headed  man.  Ashortdwarf. 
A  high-bred  horse.  A  little  bump  under  the  lobe 
of  the  ear. 

A         kalhamat,  Swiftness,  velocity, 

A  jjM*^  kalahmas,  Short,  but  closely  and  com- 

pactly built. 
A  c_gJ^  halahnaf,  Tall  in  stature. 
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A  ̂   kaly,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^i)  Cooking  in  a  frying- 
pan.  Striking  on  the  head.  Playing  the  game  of 

hockey.  Kily  or  kilo',  Potash,  barilla.  Kila',  (v. 

n.  of  ̂_^)  Abhorring,  detesting.  Hatred.  A  small 
piece  of  wood  struck  forward  by  a  larger  one  in  the 

game  of  tip-cat,  hockey,  or  shinty.  Kula\  Moun- 

tain-tops, Crowns  of  heads, 

p  (_^*  kill,  Potash, A        kulla\  A  dwarfish  girl, 

p  IJj  kaly  a  or  kily  a,  Potash,    Black  vitriol. 

p^jLSj/fflZ^i'^M,  A  pipe  for  smoking  through  water. 

A  (_-«jJj>  haVib,  (pi.  'i^Saklibat,  {..^kulb,  and 
kulub)  An  old  well.  A  wolf.  Kulayb,  (dim.  of 

halb)  A  little  heart.  An  amulet.  ku- 

laybi,  My  Jittle  heart  (an  endearing  expression). 
A  (  Aifi  hilRb,  A  wolf. 
A  &_jLJi  killiyat,  A  cell,  a  Christian  cloister. 

A  'ej^kariyat,(jp\.\>^haldya')Ai\j  thingfried. 
A        kalliyat,  A  crowd.    The  whole  or  best 

part.  KilUyat,  All,  the  whole  :  bones  and  all. 

A  -.i^As  kalikh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Braying  inwardly. 
A  lijJj'  kalid,  Twisted  (rope).  A  palm-leaf  rope. 
A         killid,  A  treasury,  a  magazine, 

G  (^JjJi  kuUdus,  Euclid. 

A  piijJ^  kalayzam,  An  overflowing  well. 

A  ̂j<*JiJj'  kalis,  A  miser. 
A  (j-i^'  kullays,  Name  of  a  church  in  Sanaa 

built  by  Abraha. 

A  &i*-JiJ«s  kulays'iyat,  (or  &A*»jJj')  A  little  cap. 
ki^^  /iafe,Rising,increasing(  water  in  a  well). 

A  la;.)s/<aZl^,  Ruptured,  having  a  swelled  testicle. 
A  laJi  killit,  Rupture,  hydrocele. 

A  (_-8JuLj>  katif,  Unbunged  (barrel).  A  date- 

basket,  (pi.  of  &ajJj*  kallfat)  Date-baskets.  Kit- 

yaf,  A  strong,  thick  she-camel. 

A  i-S'.^  kallfat,  (pi.    ajAj)  kal'if  and  >  nig"  ku- 
luf)  A  pannier,  haraper,or  basket  for  holding  dates. 

A  J.Jj'  kalil,  (pi.  (J)i'  kulul  and  f-"^]  akilldf) 
Little,  small,  moderate.  Few,  rare.  Lean.  Short. 

jljjkS-^\  ̂ ySs  kardu''l  i^ibar,  Of  small  estimation. 
&e'UaJk5\  (JjJj  kalilu'l  blzd^t,  Poor,  indigent.  A 
mei-chant  with  a  small  capital.  ̂ yJf»  kalilu  'I 
kurmat.  Profane,  unworthy  of  veneration,  p ̂ ^SCiJ 

^yA'i  laslikari  kalilu'l ^dad,  A  small  army, 
a  handful  of  troops,  a  lilA^^  ̂ Jfs  kalilu'l  mafdd, 
Of  little  advantage.  Teaching  little.  ^  iSif> 

kalil  u  kasir,  Small  and  great.  ̂ ySs  ̂ J>-  kharji 
Aa/iZ, Small  expense,parsimony .  ̂^Jj^^^sha ymn 

kalil,  A  small  thing,  a  trifle,  a  bagatelle. 

A  ̂Ji'  AaH/ara,  Little ;  a  little.  3-i^i^ffshali- 

lan kalilan,'By  degrees,  sparingly,  by  li  ttle  and  little. 
A  &iJj*  kiUilat,  The  whole. 
A  (j^_yjj>  kaliluna,  (pi.  of  (J^)  Few  (men). 

A  J^Jj'  killila\  The  whole. 
A  l-i-cJj'  Mlimiyd,  Litharge  of  gold  and  silver. 

Dross  of  metals.  Gold  or  silver  filings.  Name  of 

Adam's  daughter. 



A  X-.iJi'  kulaynisat,  (or  X*,.jujJi*)  A  small  hat. 
p  jjj_aJJ>  halyun,  A  sort  of  pipe  for  smoking 

through  water.  A  galley,  a  pinnace. 

p  wii"  kalya,  Fried.  Ashes  of  which  they  make 
soap.  A  species  of  pumice-stone.  A  kind  of  earth 
or  composition  from  herbs  put  amongst  colours. 

Flesh-meat  dressed  with  any  thing.  &a15 

halyati  suglidi,  A  dish  made  of  meat,  suet,  and  eggs. 

Pjlji-  sjJi'  halya-khnar,  A  pimp,  cuckold. 
p  til^  ajJi'  kalya  mishh,  Civet. 
p  hum,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persian  Irak,  si- 

tuated between  Kazwin  and  Ispahan. 

A  pi  hamm,  (v.  n.  of  p)  Impregnating  the  fe- 
ma]e(a  camel).  Sweeping  (a  house).  Eating  any 

thing  picked  off  the  ground  (a  sheep).  Eating  every 

thing  that  is  on  the  table.    Drying.  Collecting. 

A  \s  kams,  (v.  n.  of  v)  Growingfat  (a  sheep). 

Abiding  in  rich  pasture  and  growing  fat.  Root- 
ing up.  Being  small  and  mean  (a  man).  Digging 

up.  JSr«mjorA!tW,(v.n.of  v)Beinglittleand  mean. 

A  ̂\^liamat,  (v.  n.  of  l»i')  Growingfat  (asiieep). 
Abiding  in  rich  pasture  and  growing  fat.  Ki  or 

kumas,  (pi.  of^^^  kamis)  Short  and  contemptible. 
A  S^l»5  hamaMt,  (v.  n.  of  Wj)  Being  small 

and  mean.  Becoming  fat  (a  sheep).  Abiding  in 

luxuriant  pasturage  and  becoming  fat. 

A  i\s  kamsat,(\.  n.  of  Wi)  Being  little,  mean, 

and  contemptible.  A  place  sheltered  from  the  sun. 

KamMt  or  kumsat,  Much  fodder,  plenty.  Ease. 
A  shahra  kumah  or  Mmah,  The  two 

coldest  months. 

A  &s>-l!Ii>  kummdhat,  Saffron  :  also  another  plant 

dyeing  yellow.  The  dregs;  also  the  musty  flavour 
of  wine. 

A  iSs-\^  hamdhid,  (pi.  of  »jii,^^)  Hind-heads. 
A        humdd,  (or  (^liU*)  Large,strong,  bulky. 

Pjl^'s  kamdr,  Name  of  a  place.  Kvjnd?;  Name 
of  a  city  in  India. 

Ajl^'  kimdr,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^)  Playing  at  dice. 
Dice  or  any  game  of  hazard,  p  (^y^^  kimdr 

hdkhfan,  To  game. 

Pjb kimdr-bdz,  A  gamester. 
p  kimdr-khdna,  A  gaming-house. 
A  kumdris,  Acid,  acrid,  sour  (milk). 

T  j\v  kumdr-hdghizi,  Playing-cards. 

A  ̂ J-^  kamdriy,  (pi.  of  X"^'  kumi-iyat)  Fe- male turtle-doves.  A  kind  of  wood  so  called  from 

kamdr.  ̂ J^^^\  al  waraku'l  kumdriy ,  K 
certain  leaf  of  a  pungent  scent  and  pleasant  taste 

brought  from  j.^  kumr,  a  country  beyond  Ethiopia. 

A  ;_j»>W'  ktmds,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j-**)  Contending 

(with  another)  in  diving.  A  dip,  a  plunge.  Abun- 
dance of  water  in  a  well. 

A  (_^l«s  kammds,  A  diver. 

A  (jil^  kimdsh,  Name  of  a  suit  at  cards.  Ku- 

mash,  (pi.  &-S^s\  akmishat)  Silken  cloth,  fine  linen. 
Merchandize,  goods,  stuff.   Any  thing  picked  up 
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f  here  and  there.  Trifles,  things  of  no  value.  House- 
hold furniture.  The  meanest  of  mankind,  the  rab- 

ble.  (_i,Ua5'\  U  md  a^dni  ilia  humushan, 
He  gave  me  but  the  worst  he  could  find. 
A  kamdshtr.  Gum  of  the  wild  parsley. 

A  kivids,  A  contraction  in  the  sinews  of 

a  horse.  Kimds  or  kumds,  (v.  n.  of  {.Jia**)  Dashing 

(waves),  driving,  tossing,  heaving  (a  ship).  Gallop- 
ping,  cantering  (a  horse).  Motion,  leaping,  dancing. 
Restlessness,  unsteadiness.  ^ 

hVl  ̂ yri  min  kimdsin,  A  proverbial  expression, 
used  in  reference  to  any  one  who,  after  having  been 

powerful,  has  become  weak  and  contemptible. 

A  kimdt,  A  swaddling  or  cradle-band.  A 
rope  for  tying  a  sheep  for  slaughter,  or  the  hands 

or  feet  of  a  captive.  e)a\^  rvaka^u 

^la'  kimdtihi,  I  am  up  to  his  tricks. 
A jli>l»5/f?/???a<i>,  Calamitous  (day).  Injury  done 

to  milk  by  rennet. 

A  J>Jk5'l^'  kamd^l,  (pi.  of  'iiytu^  kum^lai) 
Flower-cups,  buds.    Knots  in  the  veins. 

A  |«j>U*  kamdkim,  Small  tikes  or  sheep-lice.  A 
kind  of  louse,  (pl.of  &*i»a/«Mm^Mma^)  Jugs,  tank- 

ards. Kumdkim,  A  liberal-minded  nobleman.  A 

large  number. 
A         kamdl,  A  louse. 

A  joUa  kvmdm,  (pi.  of  &<l«5)  Sweepings. 
AM\^kumdmat,  Sweepings,  rubbish.  A  crowd, 

body  of  men.  kanisatu'l  kumdma, 
The  church  of  the  holy  sepulchre  at  Jerusalem. 

A  &*-/<W>  kamdmisat.  Commanders  of  10,000. 

A  kamdrms,  (pi.  of  ̂j^i^i  kimmis)  Seas. 

A  kamdsi^  (pi.  of  i'O^  kanii^t)  Protu- 

berances behind  horses' ears.  Tips  of  stumps  of 
horses'  tails. 

A  iCi'  kimmat,  The  body.  Stature,  figure.  Fat, 
grease.  Crown  of  the  head,  top  of  any  thing.  A 

crowd,  a  body  of  men.  »jk«i'  i!uJ^  alka'  ̂ a- layhi  himmatahu.  He  threw  his  body  upon  him. 

&!ia5\  hasanu'l  kimmat.  Handsome,  of  a  fine 
person.  Kummat,  Whatever  a  lion  takes  in  his 
mouth.    A  crowd. 

A  ̂   kamk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Taking  up  any  thing 
with  the  hand.  Putting  somewhat  dry  (as  a  medi- 

cine) into  the  mouth.  Wheat. 

A  ̂   kummah,  (pi.  of  ̂   kdmih)  (Camels) which  raise  their  heads  and  refuse  to  drink. 

A  f^^*  kummuhdn  or  kummahdn,  A  plant  dye- 
ing yellow,  found  in  Arabia  Felix.  A  pellicle  float- 
ing on  the  surface  of  wine.  Saffron. 

A  kimhdnat.  The  part  betwixt  the  hind- 
head  and  the  hollow  of  the  neck. 

A  as:**  kumhat,  A  mouthful.  Saffron.  A  yel- 

low-dyeing plant.  A  pellicle  on  the  surface  of  wine. 

A  SjJ^^**  kamahduwat,  (pi.  (y^\^ kamdhid)The 
hind-head.  A  projection,  little  bump  behind  the  ears. 

p  &^  kamha,  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant. 

A         himka',  (or         himhdi)  Glans  penis. 
A  kamd,  (v.  n.  of  Jv*)  Refusing,  rejecting, 

hanging  back.  Persevering  in  any  thing  (good  or 

bad).  ̂ Tawiat?,  Length  and  thickness  of  neck.  Ku- 

mud,  Strong,  hard,  of  a  large  body  or  weight. 
A  kumiidd,  Long-necked.  Hard,  strong, 

robust.    Very  stiff  (penis). 

A  Ad>^  kamddf,  (fem.  of  akmad)  Thick- 
necked  (woman). 

A  kumudddn.  Hard,  strong,  and  bulky. 

A  ̂l!S«j'  kumudddnty.  Hard,  strong,  and  bulky. 
A  X^j^i^^  kumudddtiiyat,  (fem.)  Long-necked. 
A         kumuddat.  Long-necked  (woman). 

Ajd^  kavidar,  Long. 
A  lijiisV'  kumdud,  Hard,  strong,  and  bulky. 

Aj^  kamr,  (v.  n.  of  jV")  Gaming  and  gaining 

at  dice.  Marrying  a  wife.  Kumr,{^\.oi'sSj^kum- 
riyaC)  Female  turtle-doves.  Name  of  a  country 

beyond  Ethiopia,  from  whence  they  bring  a  cer- 

tain leaf  called  {i$J^^\  ̂ jj^^  o-l  waraku'l  kumdriy. 
Kamar,  The  moon  (especially  from  the  third  day 

to  the  end).  jV*  kamaruH  mukanna^  The 
moon  of  Mukanna.  (See  ?ia^/isAai).  (v. 

n.  of'j.^)  Having  the  eyes  blinded  or  contracted 
from  the  reflection  of  snow  or  any  bright  colour. 

Satisfying  thirst  (camels).  Being  abundant  (forage, 

water,  &c.).  Being  spoilt,  as  a  leathern  bottle,  the 
water  entering  between  the  outward  and  interior 

skin.  Watching,  lying  awake  in  moonlight.  Ka- 
mir,  Much,  abundant  (water). 

A  hamrdt,  (fem.  of^\  akmar)  Of  a  whitish 
colour,  with  a  mixture  of  brown  or  green  ;  a  she- 
ass  of  this  colour.  The  splendour  of  the  moon.  A 

bright  moonlight  night.  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  (j^J*  kamard?ii,  (dual)  The  sun  and  moon. 
A  ijji  kumrat,  A  dusky  white  colour,with  a  mix- 

ture of  green.  Kamirat,  A  bright  moonlight  night. 

AjJ^i  kummariz,  (ovjj^  kumariz)  Dwarfish 
and  small-eared. 

A  a^Oj^i*  kamrasat.  The  eating  (of  almonds). 
p  So^V'  kamar-gdh.  The  hunting-ring  formed 

to  enclose  the  game  in  the  grand  royal  chase. 

p  i^^j'^  kamrun,  A  shrimp. 
p  t_Sj^  kumri,  A  turtle-dove,  ring-dove. 
A         kamariy,  Lunar.  Lunatic. 

A  'sSj^  kumriyat,  (pi.  'CsJ^  kamdriy  and 
kumr)  A  female  turtle-dove  (the  male  being  called 

^  ̂jLo  sdku  hurrin). 
A  kamarayn,  (obliq.  du.)  Sun  and  moon. 

Ajv*  kamz,  (v.n.ofj^)  Scraping  together,  or 
taking  up  with  the  points  of  the  fingers.  Kamz 

kamz,  Separate,  sparse,  here  and  there.  Kamaz, 
The  worst  part  of  any  thing.  Low,  worthless,  good 
for  nothing. 

A  kumzat,  A  handful  of  dates.  The  folli- 

cle, containing  the  seed  of  a  plant.  Compact  flesh. 

A         kams,  (v.  n.  of  (j-^)  Plunging  (one's 



self  or  another  into  water).  Stirring  (as  a  foetus 

in  the  womb). 
A  kummas,  A  nobleman. 

A  hamsh,  (v.  n.  of \J^)  Collecting,  glean- 
ing from  every  quarter. 

A  kavis,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^)  Cantering,  gal- 

lopping  (a  horse).  Dashing  (waves), tossing,  heav- 
ing, driving  (a  ship).  A  contraction  of  the  sinew  in 

a  horse.  Kamas,  Little  flies  swimming  on  water. 

Locusts  just  hatched.  Kumus,  (pi.  of  i^jAX^  hamis) 
Shirts,  shifts. 

A  f^^'^a^  humsan,  (pi.  of  (_j«aJ^)  Shirts,  shifts. 

A  f^jA^  kimissa' ,  Hard  running,  hard  shaking. 
A  hamt,  (v.  n.  of  li*5)  Binding  (a  captive 

or  sheep  for  slaughter).  Swaddling  (an  infant). 

Treading  (as  a  bird).  Failing,  falling  short.  Tak- 

ing. Pleasure,  voluptuousness.  Kimt,  A  rope  with 

which  a  reed  cottage  is  girded,  or  a  sheep  for  slaugh- 
ter is  fast  bound. 

A jli^i  kijnatr,  A  library,  a  book-case.  A  large 
strong  camel.  A  short  man.  That  which  is  placed 

on  the  legs  of  men:  gyves.  A  pot  for  holding  plants 

or  sugar.  (Js-^^ kimatru'r  riji,  (A  dog)whose 
legs  being  crooked  are  supported  by  a  stick. 

A  S^la^s  kamtaraf,  (v.  n.  of^la^  Q)  Tying  close 
(a  leathern  bottle).  Lying  with.  Drawing  (itself) 

together.  Kimatrat,  A  library,  book-case. 

A  Jfjii^  kimatra',  A  short  man.  A  mode  of 
walking  with  short  steps. 

A  j^Ji^  ka7ntarir,  Calamitous  (day). 

A  ̂   kam^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ')  Striking  on  the  head with  a  mace.  Smiting  an  (elephant)  with  the  hook 

wherewith  (he)  is  driven.  Humbling,  suppressing, 

putting  down.  Diverting  one  from  his  purpose. 

Destroying,  breaking.  Subduing,  bringing  into 

subjection.  Drinking  the  entire  contents  of  a  lea- 

thern bottle.  Entering.  Nipping  plants  (cold). 
Running  down  the  throat  without  being  gulped 

(liquor).  Listening,  paying  attention  to.  Adjust- 

ing (a  leathern  bag)  for  the  reception  of  liquor, 

either  by  introducing  a  funnel  or  bending  outwards 

the  orifice.  Large-kneed,  or  large-houghed  (horse). 

P  fji^j^j^jZi]  s.Jjj  ̂   kam^ jitnaA  ashrar  liardan, 
To  quell  sedition,  to  quiet  the  public  discontent. 

A  Kam^  Jdm^  or  Mma^  A  funnel.  The  stalk  of 
a  date,  or  the  hollow  place  of  the  fruit  to  which  it 

joins.  Kum^  (pi.  of  *i»*a  kum^t)  Best  parts  of 
any  thing.  (pi.  of  akma^  (Men)  troubled 
with  the  fistula  lachrymalis.  Kama^  (v.  n.  of 
^)  Suffering  from  a  fistula  lachrymalis.  Hav- 

ing a  mote  fallen  into  the  eye,  and  trying  to  ex- 
tract it  with  a  ring.  Taking  medicine  simple  and 

unmixed.  Getting  a  bunch  (a  camel's  colt).  A 
kind  of  smoke  or  dust  rising  in  the  air.  The  head 
or  lid  of  the  windpipe.  Flies  tormenting  the  heads 
of  cattle  in  hot  weather.  A  small  projecting  bone 
in  the  windpipe.  A  pimple  on  the  edge  of  the  lip. 
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A  diseased  state  of  the  inner  corner  of  the  eye,  a 

redness  and  inflammation  of  that  part.  The  inces- 
sant watering  of  the  eye,  and  weakness  of  sight.  A 

largeness  in  the  knee  or  hough  of  a  horse,  (pi.  of 

&ji»s  kama^t)  Tops  of  camels'  bunches.  Heads. 
Kami^  Large-bunched  (camel).  Large  (bunch). 

Pimpled(eye).  Timid  (horse).  A"Mma^,Indigestion. 
A  Aam^aj,  (fem.  of  Troubled  with  fis- 
tula lachrymalis.  Large-kneed  or  houghed  (mare). 

A  (Jl**a^im^aZ,Chiefof  atribe.  Headshepherd. 
A  iOlx«5  kim^lat,  A  large  glans  penis. 

A  ̂j^W*  liam^ni,  Handles  of  a  date-hamper. 
A  kum^t,  A  plug,  stopple,  or  fastening 

for  the  mouth  of  a  wallet.  Kum,ham,  or  kama^t, 

(pi.  ̂   ]ium£)  The  best  part  (of  a  thing),  the  best 
(of  camels).  Kama^t,  (pi.  ̂   kama^  The  head. 
The  top  of  a  caraeFs  bunch,  (pi.  ̂ la*  mahami^ 
A  blue  fly  infesting  camels  in  hot  seasons. 

A  (J-jhU  hum^l  or  kum^il,  Nympha,  clitoris. 

Kum^l,  A  large  goblet.  A  small  cauldron  or  cop- 
per having  a  narrow  neck,  A  little  bird  with  a 

short  neck  and  beak.  A  small  bowl. 

A  kanif^lat,  (v.  n.  of  ,J.>t^'  Q)  Being  the head  of  his  family,  the  chief  of  his  tribe. 

A  ci^^*^  hum^s,  A  pimp  to  his  own  wife. 

A  Jj3tJ>  hum^l,  A  large  goblet. 
A  is3_jx*5  kum^dat,  (pi.  ̂ ^jsK^  kaviu^l)  Cup 

of  a  flower,  bud.  A  knot  in  a  vein. 

A  j»lS^  kamkam  or  kumkam,  The  deep  sea.  An 
important  affair,  deep  business.  A  great  number. 

Larger  or  better  part.  A  prince, lord.  Small  tikes. 

A  'i/o\s^  kamkdmat,  One  tike  or  sheep-louse. 

A  J,^*/^^mA^m,  A  withered,  unripe  date.  Kiim- hum,  A  decanter.  A  water-pot.  A  cucumber- 

shaped  vessel,  used  for  warming  water.  News,  in- 
telligence. The  throat  or  gullet. 

A  ̂j^**  kumhuman,  A  great  number.  The 
larger  or  better  part. 

A  iUiv  kamkamat,  (v.  n.  of  jJU*  Q)  Assem- 
bling. Surrounding,  encircling.  Taking,  seizing. 

Sending  lice  (God).  Kumkumat,  (pi.  hama- 

kim)  A  bowl,  jug,  or  tankard. 

A  ̂JJ>  ha7nl,  A  louse.  [J^^  (J-**  kamlu  hu- 
raysh,  Seed  of  fir.  Kamal,  (v.  n.  of  (J.^)  Being 

lousy  (the  head).  Being  large  (the  belly).  Being 

black,  as  covered  with  insects  (a  thistle).  Becom- 

ing fat  after  leanness.  Being  very  numerous  (a 

tribe).  Kumal,  The  tike  or  louse  (which  infests 

sheep  or  camels).  (J-ff-^'/iw/ZAamz'/,  Handcuffs 
and  lice,  an  expression  employed  to  denoteany  trou- 

blesome affair.  (The  Arabians  used  to  handcuff 

their  prisoners,  who  frequently  had  lousy  heads, 

which  required  scratching). 

A  hummal,  An  insect  less  than  the  tike, 
found  on  lean  camels.  A  small  ant.  A  locust  with- 

out wings. 

A 's^  kamlat,  One  louse.  j^'yW  kamlatu''n 

«as?',  Akind  of  insect.^amzVa^, Very  short  (woman). 

A  hummalat,  Very  short  (woman).  A  wee- 

vil, which  destroys  corn,  (ji^^  kummalatu'l 
uzn,  The  beetle.  The  earwig.  The  centiped. 

A  liamala! ,  Short,  little.  Mean-looking, 

base,  contemptible  (man).  An  inhabitant  of  the 
desert  who  has  chosen  a  town-residence. 

A  X^U*  hamaliyai,  A  short,  little  woman. 

A  ̂   kimam,  (pi.  of  &i5)Tops,  summits. 
A  ̂ jV* Near.  Aneighbour.  Amode,man- 

ner.  Kavian,  A  mode,  form.  Kaman  or  kamin, 

Fit,  proper,  worthy,  well  adapted. 
A  i6lx»i  hamnanat,  A  tike  in  its  smallest  form. 
A        kaminat,  Filthy  (smell). 

A  kumus,  (or  i^y^  kumusat)  (v.  n.  of  v) 
Becoming  fat  (a  sheep). 

A  humuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Raising  (his)  head 
and  refusing  to  drink  (a  camel). 

A  {^j^  kamus,  So  abundant  in  water  that  the 
bucket  disappears  (a  well). 

A  [^y^  kamus,  Gallopping  (horse)  that  shakes 
his  rider.    A  lion.  Restless. 

A^^^a?«M^,Troubledwith  a  fistula  lachrymalis. 
A  i^j  kamah,  A  little  appetite  for  meat. 

A  s^i  kummah,  (pi.  of  sJ^  kamih)  Ti'avelling 

well  (camels),  carrying  their  heads  high. 

A  i>.^  kamhad,  Sordid,  base,  ugly.  Kum- 

kad.  Stationary,  that  stirs  not  from  his  place. 
A  kumahziyat.  Very  dwarfish  (woman). 

A  i^kamu.  Small  and  contemptible. 
A  (J.ix»j>  kamaysal,  (A  man)  who  walks  awry. 

A  'i-^^  hamlhat.  As  mucli  of  medicine  as  one 
puts  into  the  mouth  at  once.  Any  thing  taken  to 

aid  digestion. 

Ajs^  hamir,  (pl.jl»i\  ahnar)  An  antagonist  at 
play.  Kumayr,  (dim.  of     kamar)  A  little  moon. 

kumir,  Name  of  a  city  in  Hindustan. 

A  [j^^  kimmis,  (pi.  (j**JUil^*  kamdm'is)Thesea. A  iJ^^  kamlshat,  A  dish  composed  of  milk 

and  the  seeds  of  the  colocynth. 

A  i^jAX^  kam'is,  (pi.  (jia^'  kumus,  akmi- 
sat,  and  kmnsdn)  A  shirt,  shift,  or  any  kind 
of  inner  garment  of  linen  ;  also  a  tunic,  a  surplice 

(of  cotton,  but  not  of  wool).  The  membrane  which 
inwraps  the  foetus  in  the  womb,  and  comes  along 
with  the  birth.  Purse  of  the  heart,  pericardium. 

A  gallopping  horse  that  shakes  his  rider. 
A  iaJ^V'  kamit.  Entire,  whole,  full  (year). 

A  kamt^  The  top  of  a  camel's  bunch.  An 
exostosis  on  the  spinal  vertebrae. 

A  kami^t,  (pi.  |*^IJ>  kamad'Q  The  pro- 
tuberance behind  the  ears  in  horses.  The  tip  of 

the  stump  of  a  horse's  tail. A         hamim,  A  dry,  withered  pot-herb. 

A  ij^*  kamln.  The  chimney  of  a  bath.  Fit, 

proper.  Swift. A         hamifttt.  Name  of  an  Arabian  poet. 



A  ̂ 9  kann,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Examining  (a  mes- 
senger), inquiring  after  news.  Scrutinizing.  Strik- 

ing with  a  stick.  Kinn,  (pi.  akndn  and 

ahinnat)  A  slave,  especially  one  born  in  the  family, 

•whose  father  and  mother  are  slaves.  One  whose 
father  is  free,  but  whose  mother  is  a  slave.  Kunn, 

Sleeve  (of  a  shirt).    A  small  mountain. 

A  f-f^  hanf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Dying.  Being 
spoiled  (tanned  leather). 

A  Iji*  liana',  A  Roman  or  hawk-nose.    (pi.  of 

jjlji'  hanat)  Canes.  Spears,  i  2J^\  \'J>  kana  V  anf, 
A  hookedness  and  height  of  nose,  with  length  and 

narrowness  of  nostril  (similar  to  the  nostril  of  a 

bird).    Kana'  or  hina\  A  bunch  of  dates. 
hanas,  Water.  The  shadv  side  of  a  wall. 

Kinat,J^\A.  of  Aji'  hanat)  Spears.  Canes. 
A  -^U57ia«?iaj,  Aspearman,ora  spear-maker.Skil- 

ful  in  discovering  water.  f^J^\  hannufu'l 
arz,  The  hoopoo  (as  skilful  in  discovering  water). 

A  ̂ \Ss  kinab,  A  bow-string.  The  claw  of  a 
lion.  Kinab  or  hunab,  The  appearance  of  the  leaves 

of  corn  when  the  grain  begins  to  form. 
A         kunabat,  Name  of  a  fort  at  Madina. 

A  'iA'xi  kunnabat,  The  leaf  or  husk  enveloping 
the  grain.    Name  of  a  fort  at  MadTna. 

A j^Uis  kanabi)',  (pi.  of  ̂\;^^*>  humburai)  Larks. 

A  t^^-i'  Jiundbira\  A  kind  of  wild  pot-herb. 
A         handbi^  (pi.  of  Sjaii)  Boys'  tunics. 

A  (JjUS  handbil,  (pi.  of  &)>Joi'  kambalat)  Troops 
of  horses  or  horsemen,  from  30  to  40.  Kunabil, 

A  kind  of  ass.    Gross,  rude  (man). 

A  sU*  kandt,  (pi.  0\j^'  kanaivdt,  kana\ 
"^Jshumy,  and  OUjj  hanaydt')  A  cane,  spear,  ja- 

velin (the  Arabians  in  general  making  use  of  cane- 

spears).  The  back-bone,  the  vertebrae  of  the  back, 

(pi.      huniy)  A  subterraneous  canal.  A  syphon. 

A  kandt,  The  walls  of  a  tent  or  canvas- 

enclosure,  with  which  a  sort  of  court-yard  is  formed 
in  a  camp.  A  screen. 

A  ajLiS  handtat.  Abstinence,  abstemiousness. 

A  'is-Xxs  hunndhat,  A  long  crooked  key. 
A  J>-\Ss  liundlihir,  Coi'pulent. 
A  (iUj)  kanndd,  A  maker  of  sugar-candy. 

A  Jiilji'  kunddil,  Large-headed  (camel).  Long. 

A  i^>d\J3  j^S- f\s>-  jdfa''l  amr  ̂ la'  kand- 
didihi.  The  business  came  in  its  regular  course. 

A  J^.iiUj  kanddil,  (pi.  of  kindil)  Candles. 
Lamps,  p  kanddlli  charhh,  (Candles 

of  the  sky)  The  stars. 

A  handzi^  Obscene  talk,  ribaldry.  Mis- 

fortune, (pi.  of  SPiiji'  fiunzu^t)  Long  hairs  left on  the  crown  of  the  head. 

A  ijljj  hann  or  Mnndrat,  A  slaughter-house. 
p         kanndra.  Shambles. 

AjLii  kanndz,  A  huntsman. 

A  handzi^  (pi.  of  'bS-j3  Jianza^t)  Long 
hairs  about  the  head.  Heavy  calamities.  Remains 
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of  the  plant         nasiy  and  of  camels'  bunches. 
A  j*>iUi'  kundsir,  Hard,  vehement. 
A  liannds,  A  hunter. 

A yaKis  hnndsir.  Strong,  vehement. 
A  hundsirin,  Name  of  a  place  in  Syria. 

A  Rlslji'  handtat,  (v.  n.  of  laJj)  Despairing. 

A  JhXSs  kandtir,  (pi.  of  s^laJi*)  Bridges.  Arches. 
A  handfir,  (pi.  ofjUaJJ  hintdr)  Weights 

of  100  lbs.  ^ia^'  kandtiri  muhantara.  Ta- lents heaped  together. 

A  ̂SJi  hand^  A  name  for  a  sheep.  Kind^  (pi. 

^jj  hunu^  A  sort  of  plate  or  dish  made  of  palm- 
wood.  A  large  kerchief  or  hood.  The  pericardium. 
Arms,  armour. 

.  A  &S-U)>  hand^t,  Content,  contentment,  tran- 
quillity, resignation.  Ability  to  do  without. 

A  ̂ j^\Ji  hund^s,  (pi.  hand^s)  Large-bodied. 

A  ̂ju.ip-\Sshand^s,  (pi.  of(_j»>Ujj'  hints')  Large camels.  Men,  stout,  strong,  and  inaccessible. 

A  (  sljjj  hindf  or  kundf,  One  who  has  a  large 

nose  or  a  long  and  thick  beard.  Glans  penis  grandior. 

A  iSiUi"  handfiz,  (pi.  oi  '^SiJs  hunfaz)  Hedgehogs. 
Hillocks,  sand-hills. 

A y\S>  hunafir.  Short-bodied.  A  dwarf. 
A  hundfish.  One  who  has  an  excoriated 

nose  or  a  neglected  beard. 

A  (jUi'  kundfi,  Crassior  glans  penis. 
A  i^i^Ss  hundhin,  (pi.  ̂ ^^^  handhin)  Skilful 

in  discovering;  water. 

A  f^^kindn,(p\.  oCsJJ  kunnat')  Mountain-tops. 
Kundn,  Sleeve  (of  a  shirt).  Stench  of  arm-pits. 

A  XiUa  kindnat  or  hundnai,  Servitude. 

A(j,Ui'  handm,  (pi.  of  'ii^jj')  Glass  wine-bottles. 
A  'i^\Ss  hindn-at.  Desert,  merit. 
A  humb,  A  large  sail.  A  bow-string.  Cli- 

toris. The  claw  of  a  lion.  The  sheath  of  a  horse 

or  other  solid-hoofed  animal. 

A  t^.^hinnab  or  hunnab,liemp. A  hempen  rope. 

A  humburds,  (j)\.j>\'Js  handhir)  A  lark. 

A  *IiVjuj"  kumburdmyat,  A  sort  of  crested  hen. 

A  'ijCis  hmburat,  A  lark.  A  bird's  crest. 
A  ̂ y-^  kumburiy.  Crested  (cock). 

A  ̂J^x2  hambas,  A  woman. 

A  tjnafii*  kumbuz,  A  serpent.  Short-bodied  and well-fed  (man). 

A  'LajSi  humbnzat,  Short  and  ugly  (woman). 
A  humbug  A  place  where  they  lay  up 

wheat.  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  &joJ5  hamba^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Concealing 

one's  self  in  one's  own  house,  or  itself  in  its  cup  (a 
flower).  Swelling  with  rage.  Kumbu^t,  A  kind 

of  tunic  worn  by  boys.  A  kind  of  veil  or  head- 
dress worn  by  women.  Short  (woman).  Thepod 

in  which  the  flower  is  concealed. 

A  Jj^ij  hambul,  A  body  or  troop  of  men  or  horse 
(from  30  to  40).  Kumbiil,  A  sharp,  lively  boy. 
A  kind  of  tree.  Gross,  rude  (man). 

A  /iMm&?</a«I?/,  A  cauldron  sufficient  for 
a  whole  tribe. 
A  kambalat,  (v.  n.  of  JjJJ  Q)  Joining 

one's  self  to  a  troop  after  having  been  alone.  Firing 
the  tree  ̂ y^Sihumbul.  (pi.  ̂ y>^  ka7idbU)  A  troop 
of  horsemen,  herd  of  horses.  A  band,  small  body 

of  men.    Kumbulat,  A  sparrow-hawk  net. 

Aju-^'  kimbir,  A  kind  of  plant. 
A  kimblt  or  kunnabit,  A  cauliflower. 

A  i*^^  kimbl^t,  The  nostril  of  a  pig. 
p  ̂yxx*^  kambil,  An  earth  which,  when  baked, 

becomes  yellow  and  is  good  for  worms  in  the  bowels. 

A  J-»xiJ  himbil,  A  small  grain  like  manna  fall- 
ingin  Yaman fatal  to  earth-worms  and  good  against 
the  mange. 

p  d-ixiJi  kambila.  Name  of  a  medicinal  herb. 

k'iXs  hinnat,  (pi.  ̂j^S  kinan)  A  single  thread 
of  a  rope  made  of  palm-tree  fibres  called  i  SjJ  tif. 
Galbanum.  Kunnat,  (pi.  i^j3kunan,  kindn, 

and  hunun)  A  mountain-top.  A  little  moun- 
tain. A  mountain  separated  from  the  others  and 

reaching  far,  or  stretching  up  into  the  sky. 
A  &Jkls  kantat,  A  decanter,  flagon. 

Aj^  kantar,  (^ovjCii  kansar)  Short-bodied. 
A  UJjLi*  hansalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂yJi  Q)  Raising  the 

dust  (as  a  horse  when  travelling). 

p  ̂   hanj,  Pressure,  compression.  Dissimu- lation. Amorous  playfulness.  Kunj,  Idle,  vain, 

futile.  An  ass  with  his  tail  docked. 

A  (_)^  kunjul,  A  slave  (of  the  worst  kind). 

kj^^  hunjur.  Small-headed.  Weak-minded. 
p  &^  kanja.  Amorous,  languishing.  The  cup 

of  a  flower. 

A^7ia«/<,(v.n.of^)Bending,curving.Quench- 
ingthe  thirst  and  raising  the  head.  Setting  up  (a 

door)  of  planed  wood.  Refusing  to  drink. 
A^yJi^  kunhul,  A  slave  (of  the  worst  kind). 
A  kinnahhr,  One  with  a  large  mouth  and 

nostrils,  strong  voice,  or  hard  head.  Large-bodied. 
A  substance  like  stone,  but  softer,  torn  from  the 

top  of  a  mountain. 
A  jjjj^'  kunhkurat,  (or  i^^)  A  large  stone. 
p  A  tiJj  hand,  Sugar,  sugar-candy,  p  sxs 

kandi  khdm,  Sugar,  a ^  kandi  mukarrar. 

The  lips  of  a  mistress. 
A       hund,  (from  p  >\i^ hund)  The  testicles. 

abu'l  kundayn,  Name  of  a  certain  man. 

p  (--'T  lijj'  kand-db.  Wine. 
A  .liijj'  kindafW,  Light,  active,  nimble.  Kin- 

dasm,  (or  'i^Ssa  kindaswat)  A  foul  feeder,  or  one 
poorly  fed.  Bad-tempered.  Rough.  Short,dwarfish. 

Large-headed.  Small-bodied.  Lean.  Bold,  intre- 

pid. Short-necked,  strong-headed.  Agile,  nimble 

(epithets  chiefly  applicable  to  a  camel).  The  loins. 

A  'i^\s,'i£  hinddmat,  Aciive.  Swift  (she-camel). 
Sharp  (axe). 

A  »t>jJ>  kandat,  Sugar-candy.  isjyi)  kan- 



datu^r  riha^  A  sort  of  date. 
Ajs-i^^  Jiindahr,  An  opponent,  hinderer. 

A  'jp-iia^  l^jkjfcii  zahahu  bi  kindahraia,  They went  where  none  could  find  them. 

A  i^S^  liindid,  Condition  of  man  (good  or  bad). 

pjjjj /jM?!^Z«i2',  The  beaver.  Sable.  An  emblem 
of  night.  A  dark  night.  Wine.  Name  of  a  country 

on  the  confines  of  the  region  of  darkness. 

^j^I  liunduz  amadan,  To  become  night. 

p  i_fj^jX^kunduz-hurt,Te?,i\c\es  of  the  beaver. 
p       J'jjs  kundus,  Alkali.  A  kind  of  animal. 

A  handasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_>»»ii-i  Q)  Repent- 

ing, turning  away  from  sin.  Wandering,  travel- 
ling through  the  earth. 

A        kundu^  A  contented  cuckold. 

A  liinda^,  {ov  ̂ypS^i)  Foolish;  a  fool. 

Kjjd^s  liandafir,  (from  Pj*.i  iO^^tanda-pir^ 
An  old  woman. 

A  ̂^ijijSi Itandnfil,  Bulky,  big-headed  (camel). 

A  Ji^ii  handalov  /jj^nat^iZ,  Large-headed  (horse 
or  camel).  Long. 

A  «J jji'  kandalat,  (v.  n.  of  JjJi  Q)  Having  a 
large  head.    Going  with  a  slow,  languid  pace. 

A  kandatii/,  A  sort  of  tree. 

A  J5<xi  handul,  A  certain  tree  found  in  Syria, 

whose  flower  yields  a  costly  oil.  Kindul,  An  aro- 
matic bark  of  a  prickly  tree. 

A  ̂y>_^  dSs  kandawil,  Large-headed  (horse  or  ca- 
mel). Long. 

PjUsiisJi*  handaliar,  Name  of  a  city,  Candahar. 
A  (l^iisj.*  handiy,  Sugared,  made  of  sugar. 
A  6'>,6Ss  hindid,  Wine.  Saffron.  Expressed 

juice  rendered  more  fragrant  by  an  admixture  of 

aromatic  herbs.  Ambergris.  Camphor.  Musk. 

A  perfume  compounded  with  saffron.  The  state 

of  man  (good  or  bad).  Candied  sugar. 

A  ̂ ^^hindil,  (pi.  ̂y>p\l^llanad^l)  KcandXe; 
a  lamp,  lantern,  chandelier,  branched  candlestick, 

p  lujjj  (J^.>Ji^'  kindili  tarsa,  A  lamp  kept  perpe- 
tually burning  in  a  church.  (J.>tiJi  kindili 

charkh,  The  sun  and  moon,  j/m  j<i  ,J^.lO  kindili 

du  sar,  The  sky.  t_^»'»>  (Jj.i^i^'  kindili  shah,  The 

darkness  of  the  night.  A  l^ip-  (J-?.'^-*  kind'ili  ̂ sa', 
The  sun  (situated  in  the  fourth  heaven,  which  is 

said  to  be  the  abode  of  Jesus  Christ). 

Tj_j^-ii,ji'/fm(Znc/«,  Alamp-lighterin  a  mosque. 
T  is^,dJi  kandiya,  The  isle  of  Candia  or  Crete. 

A         kunzu^  A  contented  cuckold. 

A&S'i.ij  hunzu^t,  Long  hair  about  the  head. 
A  kinza^,  A  fool. 
A jij  kinz,  A  small  flagon  or  wine-vessel.  Kinz 

or  kunz,  (A  man)  hating  uncleanness.  Kanaz,  Any 
kind  of  earthenware.   Prey,  game. 

A  kanza^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   Q)  Running 
away  from  the  fight  (a  cock),  shewing  a  white  fea- 

ther. Kunzu^t,  kanza^t,  or  kinzi^t,  (pi.  ̂ U* 

kandzi^  and  Ols^j^'  kunzu^t)  Hair  round  about 
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the  head.  A  tuft  of  hair  left  on  the  head  of  chil- 

dren. Long  hairs.  A  patch  of  ground  without 

vegetation.  A  few  remaining  feathers.  The  root 

of  the  tail.  The  feathers  on  a  cock's  neck,  his  hac- 
kles. A  stone  bigger  than  a  nut.  ̂   A  knot  of  hair 

of  the  size  of  a  pomegranate  on  a  woman's  head. 
A  kans  or  kins,  A  root.  The  root  or  foun- 

dation of  greatness.  Kins,(j)\.  (^yikunus)  Crown 

of  the  head.  Kanas,  Elecampane.  A  slight  vomit. 

Aj-Ji'  kansar,  (JJ-*jj'  kinsarr,  or j^^iS  kinnasr) 
Old,  aged,  worn  out,  decrepit. 

A  Sj,^  kansar  at,  (v.  n.  of^*«ji*  Q)  Rendering 
hoary  (age  or  care). 

A  kansar'vj,  Old,  aged,  decrepit. 

A  t^^-A*  kinnas7-iy,  A  native  of  Kinnasrin. 

A  ̂J>J^JiJ  kinnasrin,  (kinnisrm,  or  kin- 
nasrun  or  kltmisrun)  Name  of  a  town  in  Syria. 

A  kinnasriniy.  Native  of  Kinnasrin. 

Ala-k-Ji*  kimsatit,  A  sort  of  tree. 

A  'ij^^  kanskurat,  A  woman  free  from  menses. 
A  (^iS  kans,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ joM)  Taking  by  hunt- 

ing. Kins,  Root,  origin.  Kanas,  Brey,  game. 

AjXjojj  kinsa^',  Short  in  the  neck.  Contracted 
in  the  back.  Compact-bodied. 

A  I  a^ii*  kinsif.  Cotton  of  the  papyrus. 
A  (J.*aj.j>  kunsnl.  Short. 

A  la;i'/ia?i^, Hindrance,  prohibition.  Penis  pueri. 
Kanat,  (v.  n.  of  laj>)  Despairing.  Kanit,  Over- 

whelmed with  despair. 

G  llaljj  Uinta,  Dragons'-blood. 

AjUaJi*  kintar,  (pl.^kUi'  kanatlr)  A  weight  of 
40  ukiyat  (ounces)  of  gold;  or  of  1200  dinars; 

or  of  1200  &-!>j\  ukiyat,  i.e.  a  talent  of  120  lbs. ; 
or  of  70,000  dinars,  or  80,000  dirhams,  or  100  Jk, 

rati  of  gold  or  silver,  or  of  1000  dinars.  An  ox's 
skin  full  of  gold  or  silver.  The  freshness  of  fra- 

grant aloe-wood. 

A  'izlaJS  kantasat,  Flight  from  terror. 

A  jlaii'  liintir.  Misfortune.  A  black  bird  with  a 
tuneful  note.  A  wood-pigeon,  a  queest. 

A  'i^sJi  kantarat,  (v.  n.  ofjlaJi'  Q)  Dwelling 
in  cities  or  villages.  Abandoning  the  desert.  Pos- 

sessing wealth  by  the  jUaJJ  kintar.  Marrying  a 

girl.  Abiding,lengtheningoutastay.  {^\.Jia\J»ka- 
natir)  A  bridge.    An  arch.    Any  lofty  building. 

A  ̂j^OjlaJi"  kantaris,  A  mouse.  A  large  and 
strong  she-camel. 

p  u«laji'  kantus.  The  myrtle-tree. 
A  jjtk  ;V  kinta^.  Centaury,  a  medicine. 

A  Aj^ki^  kanturas,  Keturah,  Abraham's  con- 
cubine, from  whom  the  Turks  are  descended. 

AjyiaSs  hanu  kantHras,  Turks  and  Negroes. 

G  ̂^y^^laij  kanturiyun,  Centaury. 

A^jda;*  kintir,  A  misfortune. 

A  ̂   kan^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Turning  downwards 
(the  mouth  of  a  ewer).    I?eing  high,  with  no  dis- 

position to  come  down  (a  sheep's  udder).  Kin^ 
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or  ku7i^  A  kind  of  plate  or  dish  made  of  the  wood 

of  a  palm-tree.  Kin^  Root,  origin,  (pi.  ̂Ui"\  ak- 
na^  Arms.  (pi.  of  hoikin^t)  Level  grounds  be- 

tween two  hills.  Kun^  A  brazen  trumpet.  Ka- 

na^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  contented.  Longing  for 
the  meadow  (camels).  Contentment.  Fine  sands. 
A  level  spot  at  the  foot  of  a  sand-hill.  ^  ̂  

ui)!  j  (jj*  J  man  kani^  shabi^,  wa  man  sha- 
bl^  zaka,  He  that  is  contented  is  full,  and  he  that 
is  full  has  enough.  Kani^  Taking  well,  satisfied 
with  what  one  receives,  contented.  Kunu^  (pi.  of 

kinaQ  Plates  or  dishes  made  of  palm- wood. 
Large  kerchiefs  or  hoods.  Pericardia.  Arms. 

A  kin^t.  Hairy-faced. 

A  CjUjj'  kin^is,  Very  hairy-faced  and  bodied. 
AjUjj  kin^r,  A  large,  fat,  wild  goat. 

A  (^Uii*  kin^s,  (pi.  ̂j^xff-Ui  kana^s)  A  large 
camel.    A  man  strong  and  unassailable. 

A  kin^n,  (pl.of  wuJj  /«'«^c<if)Level  grounds 
between  two  hills,  (pi.  of  ̂ Ji'\  aknd^  pi.  of  ̂  
kinQ  Arms.  Kun^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  content 
with  one's  lot.  Sufficient,  satisfactory,  valid  (wit- 

ness, witnesses,  or  evidence). 

A  i_.A*JJ  kina^,  Gluttonous,  greedy. 

A  iUii  kan^t,  A  camel's  desire  for  the  fold,  or 
a  longing  for  sweet  herbage.  Kin^t,  (pi.  ̂   kin^ 

and  (jljoj  kin^n)  A  level  place  between  two  hills, 
a  valley.    Kun^it,  A  petition,  request,  begging. 

Kana^t,  The  top  of  a  mountain  or  camel's  bunch. 
A  Ji>*jj  kana^lal,  Short.    A  fool. 

AiL-xjj'/;a«^«sa^,Shortnessand strength  ofneck. 
A  ̂yxxf  kun^l,  A  dwarf,  dandiprat. 
A jsiM  kanyhar,  A  tree  like  the  caper  (but  firmer 

in  the  wood),  of  which  camels  are  fond. 

A  i_ais  kanaf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_fijj')  Cracking  (dry 
mud  left  on  the  surface  of  the  ground).  Thickness  of 
nose.  Smallness  and  thickness  of  the  ear  and  close- 

ness to  the  head.  AVhite  upon  the  pizzle  of  an  ass. 

A  (  aw  kinnaf.  Clay  or  mud  which  a  flood  leaves 
behind,  and  which  cracks. 

A  Asm  kanfat,  (fem.  of  v_fl-S\  aknaf)  Small 
and  thick-eared  (woman).  (A  mare)  whitish  on 

the  back  of  the  neck.  Thick  and  flat  (goat's  ear). 
A  large  glans  penis.  Straight  (human  ear). 

A  ̂Js  ̂<-injij,  A  corpulent  she-ass. A  kanfakh  also  hinfikk,  A  severe  misfor- 
tune.   A  kind  of  plant. 

Aj^"^  kinfakhr,  Bulky.  Root  of  the  papyrus. 
A  jAxs  kunfud,  A  hedgehog. 

A  dsiys  hunfuz  also  kunfaz,  (pi.  jJUs  kanafiz^ 

A  porcupine.  A  hedgehog.  A  protuberance  behind 

a  camel's  ear.  A  high  sand-hill.  A  mouse.  A  tree 
growing  in  the  midst  of  sands.  A  place  producing 

luxuriant  plants.  ̂ J..J  tiij^J  kunfuzu  layWi,  A  whis- 

perer, slanderer,  defamer. 
A  'i^siks  kunfa  or  kunfuzat,  A  she-porcupine. 

A  jfljj'  kanfar.  Penis. 



A  {^jSM  kanfurish,  A.  decrepit  woman.  Cras- 
sum  penis  caput. 

A  eJiSui  hanfashat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being 

collected,  contracted,  -wrinkled.  Collecting  (any 

thing)  quickly.  Being  costive.  Containing,  re- 

straining one's  self.  KirifisJiat,  A  species  of  rep- 
tile with  a  shrivelled  skin. 

A  Jijj'AMw/wZ, Abulky she-goat.  Apropername. 
A  'iisuS  kanfalat,  A  sluggish  gait. 
Aj^sui  hunfur,  Anus,  podicis  foramen. 

A  jJiyi  kinfir,  A  dwarf ;  short-bodied. 

A  u-jliui*  kanliuh,  A  shell  for  glazing  clothes. 

A  ̂HJi'  hinlii^ov  kunhu^  A  mouse.  Kunku^ Short,  low,  ignoble,  trifling,  paltry. 

A  X*Sjj>  kunku^t,  Podex.  A  she-urchin. 
A  (Jiii  kankal,  A  large  measure  for  dry  goods. 

The  crown  of  Khusraw,  king  of  Persia.  Heavy- 

stepping  (man). 

A  fjS^  hinJiin  or  hanhan,  A  skilful  guide.  In- 
genious in  discovering  water  in  a  desert.  A  field- 

mouse.  A  kind  of  sea-shell. 

Ajt^  hanhahir,  Name  of  a  certain  gum. 

A  jjj"  kanam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Smelling  strong  of oil  (the  hand).  Stinking  (a  leathern  bottle).  Be- 
ing rotten  (a  walnut).  Being  wet  with  dew  and 

then  made  dirty  by  the  dust.  Kanim,  (A  hand) 

which  stinks  (of  oil). 

A  Sii*  kanamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Smelling  strong (a  leathern  bottle).  Being  rotten  (a  nut).  The 

strong  smell  of  oil  or  any  thing  fat. 
A  kanan,  Rule,  mode,  manner.  Kinan, 

(pl.  of  kinnat)  Threads  of  ropes  made  of  palm- 

tree  fibj'es.iirMwaw,(pl.of&jjM«wai)Mountain-tops. 

A  y^i  hanw,  (v.  n.  of  USforjji)  Blushing  con- 
tinually. Creating.  Gaining,  acquiring.  Keeping 

goats  for  milking.  Kinn  or  kunw,  (pl.  AJs\  ak- 

nas,  ̂^^Juli"  ktin,  kan,  kinyan,  kun,  kan,  or 
kinwan)  A  cluster  of  dates. 

A  ̂i*  kunus,  (v.  n.  of  Us)  Being  very  red  (as  a 
woman  with  paint,  or  fingers  after  pressing  fruits). 

Mixing  milk  with  water.  Killing.  Urging  any 

one  to  kill.  Being  put  into  a  tan-pit  (a  hide). 
Dyeing  (the  beard)  black. 

A  jJ«5  kunuw,  (v.  n.  of  Ui'  for  jjj')  Gaining,  ac- 
quiring. Keeping  goats  for  milking.  Blackness. 

A-^^ ̂ kanwas,  (fem.  of       altna')  Hook-nosed. 

A  CLJ'\^')J  hananat,  (pl.  of  i>\<i")  Canes.  Spears. 
A  (^yyi  Mn7van,  hanrcan,  or  kunrvan,  (pl.  of 

kinw)  Clusters  of  dates.  Kunwan,  The  sleeve  of  a 

shirt.  Kanawan,  (v.  n.  of  \J£  for  ̂ iS)  Gaining,  ac- 

quiring. Keeping  goats  for  milking. 

A  <— -Jjji'  ku7iy.h,  (v.  n.  of  t-..***)  Setting  (sun). 
Entering.  Pruning  (a  vine).  Sprouting  from  the 

envelope  (a  flower).  Buds,  cups  of  flowers. 

A  S_jji'  kin  or  kunrvat,  (v.  n.  ofUi*  for  jii)  Ac- 
quiring (sheep).  Gain:  mode  of  acquisition.  A  flock 

wholly  and  entirely  one's  own.  A  cluster  of  dates. 
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A  Ojjj'  kmiut,  (v.  n.  of  Ll*is)  Standing  long 
in  prayer.  Refraining  from  speaking.  Being  silent. 
Obedience.  Supplication. 

p  ̂y*^'  kinnawj,  Name  of  a  city  of  India. p  Jjjjj  kunud,  Animated,  or  presuming,  in  say- 
ing or  doing  any  thing. 

Ajyis  kannur,  Name  of  a  salt-pit  whence  the 
finest  salt  is  brought.  Kinnawr,  A  slave,  servant. 

Tall,  handsome.  Long.  Long-headed. 

AjjjS  kanawwar,  Having  a  large  head.  Hard 
and  rough.  Bad-tempered.  Untractable  (camel). 

A  ̂  yj'  kunus,  (pl.  of  ̂j-jj*  kins)  Tops  of  heads. 
i^o^kunut,(\.n.oi\aJs)  Despairing:  despair. 

A  Aanw^,  Contented.  A  humble  suppliant. 

Steep,  sloping  (ascent  or  descent).  Kunu^  (v.  n. 

of  ̂ jj)  Humbly  begging. '  Being  content  with  what 
is  given.  Longing  for  sweet  pasture  or  for  the  fold 

(a  camel).  Being  high  and  not  coming  down  (a 

sheep's  udder).  Ascending.  A  petition,  asking. 

Contentment,  ̂ yo^ yia)^j^  j  Is'^^Jf' 

kkayru'lgkina'lkunu^  waskarru'lfakri''lkkuzu^ 
The  best  riches  is  contentment,  and  the  worst  po- 

verty is  humble  entreaty^ 

A  ̂^^hunun,  (pl.ofSjj7i;Mwma<)Mountain-tops. 

A  'iJiyH  kununat,  Servitude. 
A  idi  kinna,  Galbanum. 

A.jy^  kanahwar,  Tall.  Flaccid,  weak. 

A  ̂ 9  kany,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^')  Gaining,  acquiring. 
Kana',  A  hookedness  of  the  nose.  (pl.  of  jUi*  ka- 
nat)  Canes.  Spears.  Kani,  Badly-smelling  (lea- 

thern bottle).  Kina',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Being  contented. 
Being  independent,  needing  nothing.  Any  thing 

which  satisfies  a  person.  Contentment, satisfaction, 

(pl.  of  'ixji  kinyat  or  knnyat)  Gains. 

A  J^"  kaniy,  A  part  of  a  flock  kept  for  store  or 
milking,  ̂ wm^,  (pl.  of  XUS  ̂ anai)  Spears.  Sub- 

terraneous aqueducts. 

A  CVjuS  kanayat,  (pl.  of  sUi'  kanaf)  Spears. 
A  (j^J^^  kinyan  or  kunyan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i)  Gain- 
ing, acquiring.  Acquired  wealth  (in  flocks).  Kin, 

kan,  or  kunyan,  (pl.  of_j>s  kinw)  Clusters  of  dates. 

£Mw?/aw,(v.n.ofj_^')PreservinginTiolate(chastity). 
Blushing  continually. 

A  kanib,  Crowds  of  men.  Clouds. 

AjuXi  kunaybir,  A  sort  of  plant. 

A  K-Ji'  kinyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JS)  Keeping  (a  girl)  at 
home,  not  permitting  (her)  to  play  with  the  boys. 

Kinyat  or  kunyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂js)  Acquiring  (sheep), 

(pl.  ̂   kina')  Gain,  acquisition.  A  store. 
a'C.*aJj  kanit,  Eating  little  (a  woman).  Hold- 
ing water  badly  (a  bottle). 

A  tJoA^  kanls,  A  huntsman.  Game. 

A  ̂ Si  kanif.  Contented.  An  abject  beggar. 
Ai^iJskanrf,  Crowds  of  men.  A  cloud  fraught 

with  rain.  Part  (of  the  night).  Eating  little  (a 

man).  Thin  of  hairs. 

A  f^jSikiufiljAxi  elephant'sneck.A  shortwoman. 

A  U:^*^'*«"*«>TheGrecianlyre.  Akindofgame. 
A  'ijJyi  kinninat,  (pl.  ̂3^')  A  glass  bottle. 

A      kuwa',  (for  J^y  huwa')  Powers,  forces. 
A  kawas,  A  mansion  without  inhabitants. 

Aysi\  lata' I  kamd^,  He  remained  in  the  open 
air,withoutshelter;  starving,  wanting  every  neces- 

sary. J^Tawajor /twi'aj:,Adesert,uncultivated  ground. 

A  L-^^jfS  kawsab,  (or  '^^y  kawsabiy)  Capable 
of  holding  much  (a  vessel). 

A  kawabi^  Horses  outstripped  and  left behind  in  a  race. 

A  Jj^ji'  kawabil,  (pl.of  &b\sAa&i7ai)MidwiveH. Beginnings  (of  affairs). 

A  0\y  kuwat,  Aliment,  nourishment. 

A O^y  kumat,{j)\.oi  sy  ̂Mroai!)Powers,virtues. 

A  (J^\y  kawatil,  (pl.  of  &)o\3)  Deadly  (things). 

Ak>.\jj7iawa/tii;,(pl.oflas»^')Severe,hard  times. 
A  J^y  kawwad,  A  pimp,  (in  Himyaritic)  The 

nose.  Kuwad,{^\.oi kasid)  Leaders,governors. 

A  i' kawwadat,  A  bawd,  procuress. 

A  ̂i^V*  ̂̂ '^''^^dih,  Curses,  censures. 
p  ̂^'^y  kawadagi.  Pimping,  panderism. 
A  kawadim,  (pl.  of  ̂ di^  kadim)  Heads, 

(pl.  of  kadimat)  The  first  or  the  longest  fea- 

thers in  a  bird's  wing. 
p  5t>)y  kawdda,  A  procuress. 
A  kawadi,  (pl.  of         kddiyat)  Small 

bodies  of  men. 

A  (  Aa?iw?y,  Missiles,  things  with  which 

any  one  is  pelted. 
A  kawdrib,  Camels  hastening  to  water 

by  night.  Camels  on  the  second  night  of  a  journey 

toawatering-place.  (pl.ofu-^,\sAaH&)Ships' boats. 
A  y  kuwdrat,  A  round  piece  cut  (out  of  cloth, 

or  more  especially  of  leather).  A  slice  from  the  side 

of  any  thing.  Any  thing  from  the  side  of  which  a 
slice  has  been  cut. 

A  ̂ ^y  kamdrih.  Five-year-old  horses. 
A  i^J\^  kamdrish.  Spears  intermixed  in  battle. 

A  ̂ _^j\y  kawdris.  Harsh,  biting  words. 

A  ̂\^s  kandri^  (pl.  of  'is-ji  hdri^t)  Adversi- 
ties, evils.  Harsh ,  bitin  g  words.  Verses  of  the  Ku  r'an , 

which  the  Muhammadans  repeat  incessantly  when 

in  apprehension  of  danger  from  men  or  demons. 

p  ij\ykawdra,  A  remnant,  piece,  bit,  fragment, 

scrap,  shred.    A  finger. 

A  ̂JJ\^kawdr^,(\:>\.  of'i>,jikdriyat)W\tnesses. Points  or  lower  ends  of  spears.    Edges  of  swords. 

A  j>.j^^  karcdrir,  (pl.  of  ij^J^  kdi-urat)  Flasks, 
decanters.  Broken  bottles.  j)J\^kawd- 

rir  ininfizzatin,  Decanters  brilliant  as  silver. 

A  J^y  kawrvdz,  Soft,  smooth.    Old,  aged. 
A  kawdzih,  Bubbles  (of  water). 

A  kawdzi^  (pl.  of  ̂ y  kawza^  Chains 
round  the  neck,  from  which  men  will  never  be  free. 

A  t_>*»^y  kaw  was,  A  bow-maker.    An  archer. 
A  Sjij^y  kawdshat.  The  stump  of  a  lopped  vine. 



A  j>a\^  hanasir,  (pi.  oi'ij>o^  kawsarat)  Bas- kets or  hampers  for  dates, 

A  Jeawad^  (pi.  of  kdsi^j:)  Holes 
of  field-mice. 

A  I  h^\^liawasif,  (pi.  of  &i«fl^)  Violent  winds. 

A  ̂y*o\^  han-asil,  (pi.  of  (J*^^)  Sharp  swords. 
A  t._jui> \^iharvazih,(ji\.o^i^'n^)  Sharpswords. 

A  is^^*  kawwat,  A  shepherd. 

A^\j>  hawati^  Birds  of  passage.  Incisors. 

A        kiirva^  A  hare. 

A         hawwu^  A  howling  wolf. 

A  JsS'^ji*  karva^d,  (pi.  of  ka^d)  Dwarf 
palm-trees.  Women  remaining  at  home,  and  not 

visited  by  their  husbands  (on  account  of  child-birth 
or  menses).  Women  who  have  no  hope  of  being 
married.  Four  pieces  of  wood  whereon  the  litter 

of  a  cripple  is  laid.  (pi.  of  ka^dat)  Bases, 

foundations,  pillars,  props.  Rules,  canons.  Mili- 

tary exercises.  J>S'^_ji'  hawd^di  din.  Articles 
of  religion. 

A  kan-d^l,  (pi.  of         ka^lat)  Long, 
extensive  mountains. 

Kyj\^-»  kawafiz,  (pi.  of  jJ^'  kafiz)  Leaping 
(horses).  Frogs. 

A  i,ja.s\^  karvqfis,  High  grounds. 

A  (Jj\y  kawajil,  (pi.  of  ftii^i  hafilat)  Caravans, 
bodies  of  travellers.  Animals  lean  and  weak. 

A  j3V'  ̂i0.wa.fi,  (pi.  of  iL}\j>)  Tlie  last  consonants 
orsyllablesin  verses  with  which  all  the  others  rhyme. 

A  'i^\(^ikawahilat,  Descendants  of  (Jiji*  kawkal. 
A^j\y  hawd]a,{^\.  of  S^ULs)  Rugged  grounds. 

A  yyr^liawwal,  (or  kaivwalai)  Loquacious. 
One  who  speaks  fluently,  eloquent.  A  professional 

story-teller  .JVy>  ifew /jawwa/,  Eloquent.  j»L?" 
^y\^ha■ma.'m.  hawmal,  (Talkingpigeon)Thecuckoo. 

A  i—J^^*  hawdlih,  (pi.  of  c-»5\5)  Moulds,  forms. 
A  karvdm,  Straightness.  Justice,  equity. 

Truth,  consistency.  A  well-proportioned  shape. 
The  stature  of  a  man.  That  on  which  any  thing 
rests,  or  in  which  it  consists;  essence;  substance, 

competency;  syrup.  Alwaz/i,  The  chief  or  support 

of  a  family.  The  joining  together,  connexion,  di- 
rection, or  constitution  of  any  thing.  That  whereon 

a  thing  rests,  or  in  which  it  consists,  (pi.  of  jfiy 
hawltn)  Of  a  fine  stature.  Kurcdm,  A  disease  in- 

cident to  the  feet  of  sheep. 

A  j»\^"s  Aar<j?('«wi,  Standing.   Superior  to.  Erect, upright.  Of  a  fine  stature.    Kuwdm,  (pi.  of 
kdAm)  Standers. 

A  (jMo^^i  karvdmis,  Heavy  calamities. 

A  (^^Mj'i  kawdnis,  A  small  column  for  the  sup- 
port of  a  roof  or  any  thing  similar,  (pi.  of  'mx>\3 

kdnisat)  Birds'  intestines. 

A  e^i^V  ha-wdnin,  (pl.of  ̂ ^y^a  kdnun)  Canons, 
regulations,  rules,  statutes.  Harps. 

A  ̂\t^  ]<u>a',  (fem.  of         akwa')  Stronger. 
A  &^3y  hamdyat,  A  field  not  watered  by  rain, 
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between  two  others  which  are.  Strength.  A  de- 
sert country. 

A  jCly  handsim,  (pi,  of  */^)  Quadrupeds'  legs. A  (—Jy  kawh,  (v.  n.  of  (-_.j\s  for  L-J y)  Digging. 

Breaking.  Crushing  (as  her  bird  her  egg).  Flee- 

ing. Approaching.  Kub,  (pi.  ̂ ^^'^  akrcdh)  A 
chick.  i_-'_jH3\  p  Mmmw  7 /mi,  Misfortune.  Ku- 
wab,  An  egg-shell. 

A  i-r^y  kasub,  A  great  drinker. 

A  I— ->y  kuwab,  (pi.  of  A>^huhdi)  Ring-worms. 

A  -^b^'  hubds  or  huwabdf,  (A  woman)  losing 
the  hair  by  an  old  scab.  Ring-worm,  dry  scab. 
A  hubat  or  Awwa&a^,  A  woman  made  bald 

by  an  old  scab.  Kuwabat,  One  who  keeps  at  home. 

A  karvba^  The  pommel  of  a  sword.  A 
certain  red-legged  bird. 

A  ifO ji  harcba^t,  A  certain  insect. 

A  J^^'  kubiy,  Fond  of  eating  young  birds. 
/  A  !Sy (v.  n.  of  (_5y)  Beingstrong, power- 

ful.   Excelling  in  strength,    (pi.        hiiwa'  and 
kiwa')  Power,  force,  vigour,  strength,  firmness; 
virtue,  authority,  faculty.    A  stedfast  determina- 

tion to  observe  a  law.    A  single  thread  of  a  rope. 

L^'^hurvatidhhiza,  Strength  of  mind. 
liuivati  tasira,  Visible  faculties,  sight.  Oy 

»b  liwvati  bdh,  Lust.  coiW  O^i  kuivati Jdziba, 

Power  of  attraction  ;  allurement.    ̂ iSL>-  Cl^i/'i  hu- 
wati  hifz,  (slails*-  hdjiza,  or  B^[^7nuhdJiza)The 

conservative  power,  i.e.  memory.    6.'x>\y^  CL.>ji 
kuivati  haywdniya,  Animal,  vital  power.  Cl-'ji 

esjeb  kumati  ddfi^,  Expulsive,  repelling  power. 

J  J  Oy  kuwatidil,  Strength  of  mind,  aa-'^'^  -'j* 
huwati  zdtiya,  Natural  virtue  or  powers.  -'y 

huwati  zdsiha,  Tasting.  C->^*  hurcati 
sdmi^,  Hearing.  CL> ̂   kuwati  shdmma, 
Smelling.  hurvati  shahwdniya,  Con- 

cupiscent power.  isJx.aP'  ̂ ^y  Jmnati  ghazabiya, 

Irascible  power  (also  rage,  anger).  s-^"^  ̂ y 
kumati  Idmisa,  Touching.  a.^**il«  C-'y  humati  md- 

sika,  Retentive  power.  i-— 'y  kurvatimuta- 

khayyila,  (or  (JUs*  khaydl)  The  power  of  fancy. 
iij^kio  kumati  mutasarrif a,  Yo\it\on. 

i..^^ kurvati muhrika,M.o-v'mgpower.  &^  J</«C^y 
kuwati  mudriha,  Apprehending,  comprehending. 

5  J»jt^  O^Jj  huwati  mi^a,  Strength  of  stomach. 

JJavo  i-^y  kuwati  mumayyiza,  Power  of  discri- 

mination, discernment.  s.^\j  C^"^  kuwatiwdhima, 
(ia.vft^j  rvdhimiya,  and  ̂ Jbj  wahvi)  Faculty  of  ima- 

gination. s^\£>  C->y  kuwati  hdzima.  Digestion. 

A  Oji'  kawt  or  Awf,  (v.  n.  of         for  OjS) 

Maintaining  (one's  family).  Kut,  Nourishing,  ali- 
ment, food,  victuals,  livelihood,  sustenance.  ^ 

huti  ruh,  Food  for  the  soul.  ^  ̂ y 

/a  yamut,  Food  sufficient  to  keep  body  and 

soul  together.  &JJ  0_jS  /twiw  laylatin,  A  night's 

provision.  ̂ ^cC^^shuti  masih,  One  night's  wine, p  Awii  masihi  yakshaba,  A  date. 

p y.ii-^,  op!  kuwat-pazlr,  Acquiring  strength. 

A  ib^  hutat,  A  day's  provision. 
J'  hut-kkwdli,  Food-seeking. 

p  j^y  kuti,  A  box,  generally  of  wood,  though 
sometimes  of  silver,  in  which  precious  stones  or 
electuaries  are  preserved. 

p  tJ-Jj^y  kulil,  A  weight  of  three  drams. 

Pjjy  husir,  Sweet  cane,  galangale. 
p        Itoch,  A  horned  fighting  ram. 

A  hawh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y )  Being  full  of 
matter  (a  wound).  Sweeping  (a  house).  Kuh, 

(pi.  of  &5>-^  hdhat)  Courts. 

A  ̂ y  hawkh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y)  Becoming 
corrupted  from  disease  (the  stomach  or  belly). 

A  liy  hawd,  (v.  n.  of  ii\a  for  t>ji')  Leading  (op- 
posed to  i^y**  sawh,  which  means  driving).  A  led 

horse  or  mule  (not  mounted).  A  troop  of  horse. 

Kud,  (pi.  of  liyl  ahwad)  Long-necked  or  long- 
backed  (camels  or  horses).  Kawad,  Retaliation, 

lex  talionis.    Length  of  neck  or  back. 

A       kuwad,  (pi.  of  1^)^  hdsid)  Governors. 

A  Ad^i  hawddf,  (fern,  of  iiy\  akwad)  Long- 
backed  or  long-necked  (camel  or  mare).  High, 

lofty  (road  over  a  mountain). 

A jjjj  kawr,  (v.  n.  ofj^  forjy)  Walking  on  tip- 
toe, so  as  not  to  be  heard.  Attacking  suddenly  from 

an  ambush.  Circumventing  (game).  Making  a 

circular  incision  in  the  middle  of  any  thing.  Cir- 

cumcising (a  woman).  A  new  rope  of  fine  cotton. 

Fresh  cotton.  Riband,  tape.  A  cotton-plant  of  the 

present  year's  sowing.  Kur,  (pi.  of  'iji  hdrat) Hills.  Black  stones.  Kawar^  (v.  n.  ofjy)  Being 

blind  of  an  eye.  Purblindness,  dimness  of  sight. 

The  state  of  having  only  one  eye,  monoculousness. 

Pj^  kur,  The  top  of  a  gourd,  or  any  ball  placed 
on  an  eminence,  at  which  they  shoot  with  arrows. 
Cotton.    A  testicle.    A  knot,  wen.  Armour. 

A  Aj^  haw/'df,  Large,  roomy  (house). 

A  i-^y  hawrab,  A  large  mass  of  water. 
p  T  hur-befji,  Keeper  of  the  arsenal. 

P  f^^j^  hurchi,  The  keeper  of  the  armoury. 
A  horseguard,  a  cuirassier. 

p  s3U>-jy  hur-khdna,  An  arsenal,  armoury. 

G  b*i,y  hu7'sd,  The  balsam-tree. 
Pj^lJjjiAMrZafan,(inKhwarazm)Aconsultation. 

p  ̂ ^y^y  kuriyun,  Coriander. Ajy  hawz,  (pl.jly\  ahwdz,  (jVjO  kizdn,y>_^^\ 
ahdwiz,  and  Jj\a^  akdwiz)  A  round  heap,  hill,  or 

high  tract  of  sand. 

pjji"  huz,  Curved,  crooked.    A  sheep. 
p  Ll«..i^.Jy  kuz-pusht,  Crook-backed. 
A  kawza^  (pi.  ̂ ^y  kawdzi^  A  chain 

round  the  neck,  from  which  one  will  never  be  freed. 

A  HPjy  kamza^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *y  Q)  Running 
away  beaten  (a  cock). 

A  (j'jy  kaws,  (v.  n.  of  (j*>^  for  (_)*»y)  Measur- 
ing, comparing.  Preceding,  outstripping,  surpass- 



ing.  Drawingup  (race-hoi-ses)  in  a  row  preparatory 
to  starting.  Acubit.  (pi.  ̂^j^  hisiy,  husiy,  {^\^\ 
akwas,  and  i_>»il-3  hiyas)  A  bow.  Sagittarius  the 
zodiacal  sign.  The  lesser  seerment  of  a  circle.  A 

few  dates  lying  at  the  bottom  of  the  bin.  iuJ^  (J**^' 
kawsu'lldh,  God's  bow,  the  rainbow.  L)"^* 
haws  Ituzah,  The  rainbow.  Kvs,  A  cloister,  her- 

mit's cell.  The  lurking-place  of  a  hunter.  A  word 
used  in  scaring  away  dogs.  Kawas,(v.Ti,oif^i^s) 

Being  crook-backed.  Curvature  in  the  back.  Ka- 
wis,  Difficult  (times). 
p  hus,  The  cell  of  a  monk. 

A  kawsas,  (fem.  of  ahwas)  Crook- 
backed  (woman). 

A  'ijijiji kawsarrat,  (or  V^_jS  hawsarat)  A  bas- 
ket or  hamper  made  of  reeds  or  osier-twigs. 

p  is,u>^  harcsa,  The  rainbow. 
A  liawsiy,  Of  the  form  or  colour  of  the 

rainbow ((_>»» ji7ian'«).  XM6%,Troublesome (times). 
SY  U*wjS  liusiya,  The  costus  (a  shrub). 

A  hush,  (fi'om  p  i^s--^^ huchah)  Small- 
bodied  (man).  A  word  used  in  scaring  dogs. 

pjljuiij*  hushhaz,  A  fowler.  A  seller  of  birds. 

p  jj^y  hushun,  A  house.  A  hospital. 

p  j^j'Sjy  hushi,  A  scarecrow. 

A  {^^i  hus,  Name  of  a  place  in  Egypt. 

A  Oj^^  hawsarat,  (or  'ij^^  hawsarrai)  (pi. 
j*o\^  kan-asir)  A  basket  or  hamper  of  reeds  or 
osier-twigs  for  holding  grain  or  dates.  A  woman. 

A  I  iua^  haivsaf,  A  carpet  with  a  long  pile, 

striped  and  four-square. 

Af^^'s  harvz,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^ys)__^Destroy- 
ing,  demolishing  (a  building),  i^^^yharv- 
zan  bi  hawzin,  Instead  of. 

A  hamt,  (pi.  ahwat)  A  flock  of  sheep, 
or  a  hundred  of  them. 

A         harvtat,  A  large  date-basket. 

A  lijjj  hatvz.  Midsummer-heat. 

A  ̂   haw^  (v.n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ ')  Covering  (as a  camel).  Retiring,  receding,  retreating,  desisting, 

(pi.  ahwa^  A  piece  of  plain  ground,  on  which 
dates  or  corn  are  gathered. 

A  jj^y  hawa^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ ')  Mount- ing, covering  (a  camel),  lining  (a  dog).  Limping. 

A  ;j-^jj'/jaTO^as, Thick-necked;  strong-backed. 
A  &\s-^s  haw^lat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Sitting  on 

a  hillock.  An  eagle  that  soars  round  high  moun- 

tains called  (JS'^y  harva^l.  A  little  hill,  hillock. 

p  Is-y  kawgha,  (for         ghawgha)  Tumult. 
A  I  hawf,  (v.  n.  of  i  for  <-J^)  Follow- 

ing (the  footsteps), coming  behind,  tracking.  Kuf, 
The  upper  part  or  opening  of  the  ear.  Margin,  ex- 

tremity. The  hinder  part  of  the  back.  «jL5j  i.— SjKj 

bikufirahabatihi,  (or  hufati  rahaba- 

tihi,  (He  took)  by  the  nape  of  his  (or  its)  neck. 

p  \sjjs  hufa,  Turpentine  of  fir. 

A  Jiy  hufal,  Betel-nut. 
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A  Jy  hawk,  (v.  n.  of  for  Jy)  Clucking  (as 
a  hen).  Kuk,  An  aquatic  bird  with  a  long  neck. 
Rima  mulieris.  Disproportionably  tall.  Name  of 
one  of  the  Greek  emperors. 

A  5wy  kawkasat,  (v.  n.  of  liyQ)  Clucking. 

A  jsDjy  hawhat,  (v.  n.  of  J^y  Q)  Screaming. 

p  l^y  huhabd.  An  opening  medicine.  Name 
of  an  herb. 

A  «y  huhat,  A  bald  place  on  the  head. 
A  kawhal.  The  male  partridge.  The  bird 

kata.  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  Kijjj'  hawhalat,  (v.  n.  of  JiJy  Q)  Ascending 
a  hillock.  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

p f^j^^kuhnus, {or (^^yhuknus')  A  phoenix. 
p  huhu,  (or  ajy  huha')  A  top-knot  on  a turban,  a  button  on  a  garment. 

p  fj,^s  huki,  A  kind  of  beaver. 
A  huhiyat,  Coins  bearing  the  image  and 

superscription  of  the  Greek  emperor  ̂ y  huh. 

A  (Jy  kaml,  (v.  n.  of  Jl*  for  J y)  Speaking,  say- 
ing, pronouncing,  or  giving  an  opinion  upon  (any 

thing).  Thinking.  Killing.  Striking.  Dying. 

Leaning.  Reposing.  Advancing.  Preparing  for 

any  thing.  Overcoming,  conquering,  (pi.  (J\yl 

akwal  and  (J-^j^^  ahawiT)  A  word,  saying.  Pro- 
mise, agreement,  compact,  consent,  acquiescence. 

Contract,  bargain,  (in  India)  A  lease  or  agree- 
ment in  writing  given  to  the  ryots,  to  shew  the 

principles  and  rules  by  which  the  demands  of  go- 
vernment on  the  land  in  their  occupation  are  to  be 

regulated.  Kind  of  song.  [^^hawlihasagar, 

A  term  of  music.  A  _j  Jy  hawluji^,  Word 

and  deed.  j)y  j  t^^s  kawhi  karar.  An  agreement. 

A  Jy  kusul,  (pi.  of  Jjy  kaml)  Talkative. 

A  Jy  huwal,  (pi.  of  Jjli'  hdAl)  Speakers. 

p  ̂^ji'/iMZo;, A  fathom,  f^ii^ hulaj  har- dan,To  measure  with  a  fathom,  to  fathom. 

A  &)y  kawlat,  (v.  n.of  J\i"  for  Jy)  Speaking. 
A  speech.  Kuwalat,  Talkative.  Eloquent. 

p       ̂ hawl-ndma.  Treaty,  written  agreement. 

A^5y  hawlanj,  hawlinj,  or  kulinj,  Chollc. 

A   J^y  kawBy,  Verbal. 
A  &I5y  hawliyat.  Noise,  tumult.  A  mob. 

A^^hawm,  (v.n.ofj»\jj  forj,y)Being  brisk(the 
market).  Freezing  (water).  Being  dull,  at  a  stand 

(the  market).  Rising  up.  Rebelling  against.  Being 

middling,  moderate.  Beginning.  Paining.  Fetch- 

ing (its)  value  (a  thing).     Overseeing,  minding, 

tending.  Standing.  Being  set  over  (any  business),at- 
tendingto,executing.Stopping(asafatigued  horse). 

Being  straightforward  (business),    (pi.  ̂ \^\  ak- 

wdm,  ̂ jls\  ahdwi7n,^jXf\ahdnnm,  and^^lil  ahdsim) 
People.  Anation ;  a  tribe,  famil}',  kindred.  Asect, 

caste.  Some,  somewhat,  a  certain  person.  A  com- 

pany of  men  (exclusive  of  women).  haw- 

mi  lut.  The  people  of  Lot,  i.e.  inhabitants  of  So- 

dom. lj*iy>  M^kawmimusa', The  people  of  Moses, 

the  Israelites.  ij«jy.  |»y  hawmi yunas.  The  people 
of  Jonah,  i.e.  the  Ninevites.  p  (ji^.^j  ̂ ^hawm 
u  hhwesh.  People  and  kin,  friends  and  relations. 

A  j,y  huwam,  (pi.  of  ̂'\s  hdsim)  Standers. AS/oy  hawmat,  (v.  n.  ofpl5forj»y)  Being  brisk, 
bustling  (the  market).  Freezing  (water).  Rising 

up.  Standing.  Beginning.  Being  middling,  mo- 
derate. Paining.  Being  appointed  to  any  charge, 

giving  attention  to  any  trust.  Beingtired  (a  horse). 

Standing.  One  standing  erect  between  two  pro- 
strations. One  rising  up.  Stature.  Kawamat,  (pi. 

of       kdsim)  Administrators,  prefects. 

A  ̂ j-'oy  hawmas,  A  prince,  commander.  The 
main  ocean,  middle  of  the  sea.  Kumas,  Name  of 

a  tract  of  country  between  Khurasan  and  Irak. 
Name  of  a  province  in  Spain. 

P  t^y  humiiii,  An  intoxicating  liquor  made 
from  barley  and  other  species  of  grain. 

A         'ej>i\  ihnatu  hurni,  A  maid-servant. 
A  *X«y  kawrriiyat.  Connexion,  the  being  of  the 

same  tribe:  clanship.  Stature,figure.  That  by  which 
any  thing  subsists  or  is  supported ;  stay,  support. 

A  ioy  hunat,  A  thin  plate  of  copper  or  of  iron, 
with  which  they  repair  vessels. 

P  ̂ y  hunj,  A  kind  of  beech-mast  employed  in 
tanning  leather.   The  oxyacanth  ;  the  wild  plum, 

p  ̂J)J^.^"■^y  honduruj,  Frankincense. A  (j"iy  hawnas.  Crest  of  a  helmet.  Crown  of 
the  head.  A  prominent  bone  between  the  ears  of 

a  horse.  The  beaten  part  of  a  road. 

A  ;^yy  hawnus,  The  crest  of  a  helmet. 
A  &-jy  huniyat,  (or  JU.>y  huniyd)  Iconium. 

A  lijy  hasud.  Manageable,  well-trained  (horse). 

A  Jjy  AajMZ,(pl.  Jy  ̂m-*mZ)  Loquacious,  talka- tive. Eloquent. 

A  Jjy  huwul,  (pi.  of  Jjl5  hasil)  Speakers. 
A  &4iy  huhat,  Milk  beginning  to  spoil. 

A  (jljLj6y  kuhistan.  Name  of  a  place  famous 
for  the  manufacture  of  cloths. 

A  |[j^y  huliiy,  A  kind  of  white  cloth. A  (]/y  hama  ,  (y.ti.  of  ̂ j^)  Being  empty  and 

deserted  (a  house).  Being  famished.  Being  with- 

held (rain).  Hungry.  A  desert.  (jyOl  Ob  bd- 
ta^l  hawa'.  He  passed  the  night  famishing.  Kawl, 

A  rope  made  of  threads  of  unequal  thickness.  Ku- 

wa'.  Intellect,  sense,  mind.  (pi.  of  »y  huwai)  The 

different  threads  of  a  rope.  Kuwa'  or  hiwd',  (pi. 

of  »y  huwat)  Powers,  virtues,  energies. 
A  hawiy,  (pi.  -^^y^  akwiyds)  Robust,firm, 

strong,  solid,  powerful,  vigorous,  p  ̂ ^y  ̂^);j^t> 

Jii  dildwardni  hani-dil.  Warlike  and  courageous 

soldiers.    A  (i^y  ̂jllal-i  sidtani  hawiyu'l 
jandn,  A  prince  of  a  great  soul.  Kiiwayy,  The 

young  of  any  bird  or  beast. 

Pjjb  f_j^hawi-bdzu,(^or^yobdl)  Strong-armed. 
pCL->M  ij^shawi-bahht,  Fortunate,  prosperous, 

p  hawi-iwy.  Sinewy,  muscular. 
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A  e^->-        karci-jussa,  Strong-bodied. 

A  hmvays,  (and  iu-^.y  hurcaysat)  (dim. 

of  (^j^^i  hares)  A  little  bow. 

A  /ict/ii-tat^,  Of  strong  natural  parts. 

A  ii\ja]\  ̂ jjj  harciyu'lfujad,  (andj\i>i^\ 
kamiyu'l  iktiddr,  Firm-hearted;  most  potent. 

A  Jj.jJ  kuwayl,  (dim.  of  Aa«;Z)  An  unusual, 
inaccurate,  cant,  trivial,  trite,  or  familiar  word. 

A  jCy  kaw'tm,  (pi.  ̂.^jj*  hirvam)  Right,  straight. Of  a  fine  stature.  Kuwayin,  (and  kuivaymat) 

(dim.  of  1*55  harem)  A  little  people. 

A  &-<"j-i>  kuwaymat,  (dim.  of  hamat)  An 
hour,  a  little  while. 

A  (Ji-Js  ti'J^'  karci-kayhal,  Robust. 
A  &s  hih,  (imper.  of         Preserve  thou. 

A  &i  kahh,  Loud  laughter. 

A  <— -'V'  (^"^  LiV*  ̂^uhahiy)  White. 

A  (3^"  hakahi,  (or  (-^j^i*  hahawih)  (pi.  of 
'ib^f^  haharvhat)  Triple-pointed  arrows. 

A  lil^*  kihad,  (pi.  of  v>^")  Small-eai-ed  sheep. 

Ajllji'  hahhar,  Powerful.  A  conqueror,  sub- 
duer.  An  avenger.  An  oppressor.  jC^s!i\  al  hah- 

har, The  omnipotent  or  avenging  (God). 

A  hahhari,  Vindictive :  the  avenger.  Di- 

vine. (_^jl!J*s\_rfUOiP^//«a^«Z'«/ia/t/mn,  Divine  wrath. 
A huhahir,  That  by  which  any  thing  is 

rubbed  or  pulverized. 

A  t-ji-ji'  hahh,  Of  a  brown,  also  of  a  dark  colour, 
between  black  and  white.  A  large  mountain.  An 

aged  camel.  Kahab,  (v.  n.  of  t--*^)  Being  of  a 
black  and  white  colour. 

A         hahhas,  (fem.  of    i*'^'^  ak-hab)  Brown. 
A  'ix^  huhbat,  A  dark  colour,  between  black 

and  white.  Kahibat,  (fem.)  Of  such  a  colour. 

A  hahbasat,  A  thick,  fat  she-ass. 

A  J.x^*  kahbal,  The  face. 

A  &ijv^'  kahbalat,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Saying  \^s» 
hayya'llahu  hahbalaha,  May  God  pre- 

serve your  charming  face  !    A  stout  wild  she-ass. 
A  mode  of  walking. 

A  (j^f'^  kahbalis,  A  large  and  thick  penis.  A 
dull  white.  A  small  louse.  A  large,  stout  woman. 

A        hahbiy,  A  male  partridge. 

A  'i^  kihat,  Pure  milk. 

A  Js^*  kahd,  (v.  n.  of  0^^)  Going  with  short 

steps,  (pi.  lil^*  kihad)  A  species  of  red  sheep  with 
very  small  ears,  and  reddish,  and  whose  mouth  is 

something  like  a  dog.  Small  black  sheep  without 
tail  or  ears.  A  small  ox.  An  unblown  narcissus. 

Brown,  dark.  Clear-coloured.  White.  A  hart. 
A  wild  ox. 

Aj^  hahr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Conquering,  overcom- 
ing, subduing.  Force,  violence.  Power.  Oppres- 

sion, subjection.  Lordship  or  rule.  Vengeance,  se- 

verity. Torment,  punishment,  chastisement.  Judg- 

ment. Rage,  indignation,  p  fji^j^ hahr  har- 

dan,  To  conquer,  oppress,  tame.  jt^  hahr 
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giriftan,  To  take  fire,  to  fly  in  a  passion.  A  Kahir, 
Lean,^scraggy  (thigh). 

A  huhran,  {v  sj>\j^  hahr  ana)  By  force,  com- 
pulsively, by  authority. 

A  'ij^huhrat, Force.  Kuharat,  Wicked, malig- 
nant (woman).  A  large  needle. 

A  'ij^  huhratan,  Forcibly. 
p  kahraman,  A  valiant  warrior,  an  in- 

vincible hero.  Name  of  a  celebrated  fabulous  hero 

of  Persia.    Power,  authority. 

p  uL)13^  hahrnah,  Disturbed,  indignant. 
A  Aa/tri?/,  Vested  with  the  power  to  punish 

(as  a  magistrate),  avenging,  vindicating. 

A^^  Aa/i2,(v.n.ofJ^')  Leaping,  springing.  Kaliz or  hihz,  Cloth  made  of  red  wool  mixed  with  silk. 

A  ̂ y<^  hahzah,  A  dwarf.  Short. 

A  df}^'  hihziy,  Cloth  made  of  red  wool  and  silk. 

p  jjlju*.^"  hiihistan,  The  country  of  Kohistan. 

A  jJa^*  hihtim,  Base,  sordid,  and  clamorous. 
AjUi^'  hahhar,  A  hard  stone. 

A  ̂Ulji'  hihha^  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Gnashing  the teeth,  grinning,  raging  (as  a  bear). 

A        kahhah,  A  short  night-journey  for  water. 

A  I— aH^'  hahhab,  Tall,  handsome,  and  jolly.  The 
brinjal  or  egg-plant.  Kahhab,  (or  i4-"^  kahkahb) 

Thick,  corpulent,  and  aged. 

Ajii^s  hahhar.  Much  wheat  stored  up  in  ves- 
sels. That  with  which  any  thing  is  rubbed  or  re- 
duced to  a  powder.  A  very  black  crow. 

A^Ji^i*/e«/t/iarr,  A  hard  stone.  A  he-goat.  Aged, 
old.  Knhhurr,  A  red  cuticle  over  the  pith  of  a 

palm-tree.  Gum. 
A  hahharat,  (v.h.of  ji^  Q)  Retiring,  re- 

treating back.  Green  wheat  turning  black. 

A  t^J^  hahhara',  Much  wheat  stored  up  in 

vessels,  (dual  jj^i^i'  hahharani)  A  retreat,  a  re- 

trograde motion.  Is^^'f^  t^'^J  ruju^hahkara',  A shameful  retreat. 

Aja^j  hahhaz,  Black. 

A  'ij^  hahhazat,  High-blooded  (camel). 
A  m^ji^  hahhaziyat.  Dwarfish  (female). 

A  Jlii^'  hihhamm.  Voracious,  gluttonous. 
AJ^H^'/^^^/i/<^l?•,Along  structure  of  pebbles,such as  children  build. 

p  &s~^hahka,  A  horse-laugh.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  'i-i^f^  hahhahat,  (v.  n.  of  sSl^  Q)  Laughing 
loudly  or  indecently.  Walking  hastily.  A  loud 

laugh,  hoise-laugh. 
A  hahl,  (v.  n.  of  J^^)  Praising  immode- 

rately. Being  ungi-ateful  for  benefits,  inhuman ; 
using  one  shamefully  and  ungratefully  in  word  or 

action.  Shrivelling  (the  skin).  Unaccustoming 
the  body  to  the  use  of  water,  keeping  the  person 

dirty.  Esteeming  little  (a  gift). 

A  haham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ s)  Having  little  appe- 
tite for  food. 

A  0^  kahmad,Of  base  origin,  low.  Ugly-faced. 11  s 

A  sj-»^  Aa/tma2a<,  A  spring,  leap.  Short-bodied 
(man  or  woman).  Bulky,  slow-paced  (she-camel). 

A(_f^_»^^  halimaza',  Celerity,  alacrit}'. 
A  t_>j^/ia//aw«fl&,Tall  and  hump-backed. Long. 
A  hahnaban,  Long. 

A  (j^^-^'  hahivan.  Stout-horned,  aged  (he-goat). 
A  'sJy^  hahubat,  (orab_^  haharvbat)  (jA.fJ^ 

hahabl or  kahawib)  A.  tri-forked  spear- head. 
A  small  arrow  hitting  the  mark. 

A  'i^  hahn-at.  Wine.  Coffee,  or  a  decoction 
of  berries  called  bunn,  which  gives  an  appetite. 

Breakfast,  a  collation.  A  coffee-house.  A  plenti- 

ful, satisfying  meal.  Pure  milk.  Odour,  smell. 

A  i^^f^  hahwas.  Tall.  A  he-goat  with  large 
horns  browsing  on  sandy  grounds. 

A  &**>_^'  hahwasat.  Celerity,  swiftness. 
A  Jj^/n//tM/,(v.n.of ,Js^)Shrivelling(theskin). 

Tj^>S^^  hahrvaji,  A  coffee-house  keeper. p  ij'i-        hahwa-khana,  A  coffee-house. 

p  (^lii  t hahrvadan,  A  cofiee-pot. 

p  ̂_^J        hahiva-ranfji,  Coffee-coloured. A  haliy,  (v.  n.  of  j_j.^)  Having  no  desire 
for  food,  loathing,  detesting. 

A  &*J^J  kahibat,  A  sort  of  bird. 

A  'ij^  hahirat,  The  fleshy  part  between  the 
neck  and  shoulder.  The  breast,  bosom.  al 

kahvrat,  Cairo,  the  metropolis  of  Egypt. 

A'j^  kahiz,  A  coarse  silk. 

A  ̂l^ix^*  huhayhiran,  A  sort  of  insect. A  "  j'  hiy,  A  desert. 

aU*  kayt,  (v.  n.  oi\\>  for  LS)  Vomiting.  Drink- 

ing in  the  dye  (cloth),  being  thoroughly  saturated. 

A  A^i  huyuf.  Frequent  vomiting.    An  emetic. 

A         kiyatat,  The  act  of  nourishing, 

A  liLi'  khjad,  Reins,  a  bridle.  A  halter  for  lead- 
ing. i>LH3^ ^sirul  kiyad,  Diflicult  to  guide. 

A  SiilJj  kiyadat,  (v.  n.  of  d%  for  liy)  Leading 

(ahorse).  Conduct,guidance. Panderism, pimping. 

A  kayadld,  Qpl.     dj^X^  kaydud)  Long- 

bodied  (she-asses). 

Ajl^jj  kayyar,  Possessed  of,  or  vender  of  pitch. 

p  JiiOjl       kay-aranda,  An  emetic,  vomitive. 
A  ̂^^s  hiy  as,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^^li  for  ̂ j<*as)  Agree- 

ing, answering  to  in  measure  or  comparison.  Mea- 

suring, comparing.  Regular  form,  analogy.  The 

regular  measure  (of  a  noun,  verb,  &c.).  Reason- 

ing, logic  ;  syllogism.  Opinion,  judgment,  argu- 
ment, thought,  design,  conjecture,  imagination, 

supposition,  guess.  (_|Uijuul  O^y*  kiyasi  istisnas'f, 
Conditional  syllogism.  ̂ \JlLh\  kiyasi  is- 
tikrani,  Absolute  syllogism,  p  (3  bi  kiyas, 

Immense,abovemeasure.  a (_j*>lJi3^  i  s^fe-  khilafu 

^23/05,  Anomalous.  ̂ _)*»LH]\  ̂ la"" I  kiyas,  Ac- 
cording  to  analogy,  regularly.  ̂ La5\^j<ff.  ̂ Js- 

^la'  ghayri'l  kiyas,  Without  rule,  irregular,  ano- 
malous, p  (jii;^  1^^^  kiyas  kardan,  To  estimate, 

judge,  or  imagine,  a  (pi.  of  (j*ija  kaws)  Bows. 
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A  (^^> kai/yaSyOnewho  starts  horses  atarace. 

A  liayasir,  (and  'ijtji\Ji  hayasirat)  (pi.  of 
haysarly)  Large  camels. 

A  Idyasiy,  Analogical,  analogous,  regu- 
lar. Conjectural.  Probable.  ghayru 

hiyasiyin,  Irregular,  anomalous. 

A  'i*o\^  Jiayyasat,  (A  well)  whose  parapet  has fallen  to  ruin. 

kayanrat,  (pi.  of j>aJJ  kaysaf)  Caesars. 
A  i^joK^  kiyaz,  Equal. 

A  ii>Us  hiyaz,  (v.  n.  3  of  ii>lj  for  iaji')  Agree- 
ing with  any  one  for  the  summer-season  (called  laAi 

hayz).  Summer-heat. 

A  ̂1-5  liiya^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  Mounting, 
covering  (a  camel). 

A  kiyafat,  Appearance,  semblance,  like- 
ness, resemblance,  imitation,  representation,  port, 

air,  manner,  mode,  habit. 

A         kiycih.  or  liuyah,  Long. 

A         kaycihi,  (pi.  of  S-flH^5)  Rugged  grounds. 

A  jUi'  Imyyal,  (pi.  of         lianl)  Those  who 
sleep  (taking  their  siesta),  or  who  drink  at  mid-day. 

A        kryalal,  Noon-day.  Siesta. 

A  ̂ Ss  kiyam,  (v.  n.  of       for  j»y)  Standing 
upright,  rising  up.  Making  an  insurrection.  Giv- 

ing pain.    Beginning.    Being  appointed  (to  any 

charge),  watching  over,  preserving  (it)  ;  giving 

attention  to  any  trust,  overseeing,  managing,  tend- 

ing. Being  worth,  fetching  the  value.  Being  mid- 
dling, moderate.  Being  brisk  (as  a  market  where 

much  business  is  done).  Being  congealed  (water). 

Being  fatigued  (a  horse).    Resurrection.  Insur- 
rection. Assistance.  Application,attention.  Station, 

dignity.  The  woof  in  weaving.  Residence,  settle- 

ment. That  by  which  any  thing  subsists  or  is  sup- 

ported. Alvi  dejectio  et  fluxus.  j  lijJtJj 

Jiiyam  u  ku^d,  u  rukii^u  sujud,  Standing, 
sitting,  stooping,  and  prostration  (Muhammadan 

postures  in  worship),  p  hiyam  kardan,(^or 
liiyavi  namudari)  To  observe,fulfil.  To 

set  about,  attend  to.  a  (pi.  of  ̂jli  kannrC)  Standers. 

Aj»us  hayyam,  Subsisting,  eternal ;  hence,  God. 

Kuyyam,  (pi.  of  ̂ jls  kanm)  Standers. 
A  »-/«^».-*  kiyamat,  The  resurrection,  last  day. 

Confusion,  tumult.  Calamity.  Excessively  great, 

p  ̂̂li;^  C*/«l-5  hiyamat  hardan,  To  achieve  won- 

ders. A  O/eU'  c/^^  sahrasi  hiyamat,  The  plain 
or  valley  of  the  last  judgment,  on  which  they  sup- 

pose the  souls  of  mankind  will  be  assembled.  ^^>_ 
&x>LaJ\  yarcmul  Idyamat,  (often  written  XfJiS^)  The 
day  of  the  resurrection. 

A  (_^^  kiyami,  Stability,  steadiness.  Stagnant. 
A  ̂ Us  hiya7i,  (pi.  of  ;joAa3/?j)  Servants,  slaves, 

(pi.  of&lxs7ja?/?«cti)  Girls,  maidens.  Singing  women. 

Pj^jlJf  kayawar,W  ork,  employ,  business,  trade. 
A  badger.  A  jackal.  A  workman.  Interrupted 
in  work. 
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A  u-«>.^  Jtib,  Quantity,  longitude,  space,  interval. 
The  partof  abow  between  thehandle  andextremity. 

A         hit,  Food,  victual,  provision  (for  a  day). 

aJc^  hitar,  A  guitar,  harp,  lyre. 
A  ̂yc^Jkitdl,  (v.n.3  of       irregularly  formed) 

Fighting,  resisting,  opposing,  striving  to  kill. 

^   A  «^Aj7a?a^,A  day's  provisions.  Fuel.(.iJ,lj3  ■  "  -"-i^ 
iktat  li  nariha  hitatan.  Put  fuel  on  your  fire. 

hijak,  A  violin. 
T  hayclii.  Scissors. 

A       hayh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ IK  for  ̂ )  Being  puru- 
lent (a  wound).     Matter  unmixed  with  blood. 

A  ̂   hayhham,  Eminent,  high. 
A  (jU^  hayhhaman,  A  chief  or  leader  who  acts 

agreeably  to  his  own  will. 

A  Sii  hayd,  (pi.  C>\S\  ahyad  and  li^J^*  huyud)  Con- 
finement, restraint,  imprisonment,  restriction,  ob- 

stacle. A  fetter,  pinion,  manacle.  The  thong  with 

which  the  two  timbers  of  a  camel's  saddle  are  held 
together.  The  straps  which  connect  the  rings  of  a 

sword-sheath  with  the  belt.  Tractable,  manageable 

(horse).  A  paction,  bond,  compact,  treaty,  bargain, 

rule,  regulation,  article  of  agreement,  obligation, 

restriction, modification.  Length  and  quantity.Mea- 
surement.  The  enrolling  of  any  thing  in  a  public 

register.  The  quiescent  letter  (excepting^, j, or of 

prolongation),  which  immediately  precedes  the  j 
ramy,  or  final  consonant  of  the  rhyme  (as  thcj  ra 

in  djc  mard).  'ijoJi\  j  al  hayd  wa''r  rai^t, 
Captivity,  and  plenty  to  eat  and  drink.  jjli**>^\ 

haydu'l asnan,The  gums.  d^haydu''lawa- 
hid,  A  generous  horse  outstripping  the  wild  beasts. 

j_^IaS-  lioi  hayd  ̂ yani,  Before  my  eyes,  (j^i^fl)^ 

haydu'l  faras,  A  mark  burnt  on  the  neck  of  a  ca- 
mel, p  ̂ ^S>jS  SiS  haydifaraiKj,  A  kind  of  fetter 

used  by  the  Europeans.  A  ̂ KJl  haydu  'n  nihah, 
The  bonds  of  matrimony,  p  ̂̂ i^^S^  hayd  kardan. 
To  confine.  S^s  In  hayd,  Free,  unfettered,  a  Kid, 

Quantity.  Worth,  value.  ̂ jCj  Si^  hidu  rumhin, 
A  spear's  length. 

A  i^i  kayyid,  Ductile,  tractable  (horse). 

Aj\>^  huydar,  A  proper  name. 
Piii\;^jj(7£(23/cZo/a,Nameofa  queen  of  ̂ jibarda^ 

A  ̂dSihaydam,  (ov ̂ ^Siihayduni)T\ie  project- 
ing part  or  ness  (of  a  mountain).  A  prow.  Before. 

p       sis  hayd-hand,  A  fortress. 

Aj^s-S^kS  hayduhur,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 

p         t>.jj'  hayd-khana,  A  prison. 
p  ti^j^ kayd-karda,  Fettered,  imprisoned. 

T>  jS^'s  haydu,  Name  of  a  Mogul  emperor. 

A  djjS^  haydud,  (pi.  '^l'^^-^  hayadid)  Long-bo- 
died and  long-necked  (she-camel).  Long. 

A  ii^^S^  haydudat,  (v.  n.  of  for  liy)  Lead- 

ing (a  horse)  :  conduct,  guidance. 

A  (j_5ii>J^'  hay  dun,  The  third  or  heaven  of  rubies. A  (_^Aj;s/f«?/c?i,  Imprisoned.  A  prisoner,  captive. 

AjVdSi  hayzar,  Kedar,  son  of  Ishmael,  and  pro- 

genitor  of  the  Arabians. 

Aj^Sii  kayzahur,  Of  a  bad  disposition. 
A  Idr,  A  kind  of  pitch,  used  in  smearing 

ships  or  camels.  Black. 

A  JJi  hayyir,  A  skilful  darter  of  javelins. 

A  IsVjO  hirat,  (pi.  ̂..J]/  hararit)  A  weight  of 
four  grains.    Half  a  dang. 

A  i^jfJ  hlran,  (pi.  of  'iJ3  karat)  Little  moun- tains.   Black  stones. 

p  djij^\j<>  hir-andud,  Besmeared  with  pitch, 

pitched,  tarred,  ̂ ^ci/jjoj  hir-andudayi 
hardan.  To  tar,  pitch. 

Pj^JijO  hlr-ddr,  (or  »iij)  Besmeared  with  pitch. 

P  (j^j^  hir-gun,  Of  the  colour  of  pitch. 
P  {J^^jf}  kirrcdn,  The  environs  of  a  cultivated 

place.  Going  through,  viewing  cities.  The  hori- 
zon, east  and  west.    A  caravan. 
A  hayrarcdn  or  hayrunan,  (Arabicised) 

A  caravan,  a  body  of  travellers.  A  battalion.  A 

lock,  bar,  bolt.    Cyrene  in  Africa. 

G  i3jj^*'  hayruil,  A  cerecloth. A  ̂  ̂Js  hayrutly,  A  kind  of  plaster  cerecloth. 
P  {^Js  hiri.  Of  a  pitchy  blackness. 

p  jo  hiz,  A  wife  of  the  infidels. 

A  ̂J\J^hlzdn,{\A.o^j^kan•z)  Round  sand-hills. 
A  ̂J-.Jj'  hays,  (v.  n.  of  (^\>  for  i^_y^)  Measur- 
ing one  thing  by  another,  comparing,  estimating. 

A  pompous  mode  of  walking.  Hunger.  Vehe- 
mence. Penis.  Name  of  the  founder  of  a  tribe. 

The  tribe  itself.  ̂ j*iJ;2^^  jj^*^  amruml  hays,  A  name 
common  to  several  men.  ̂ ^yy^  ̂ j-*ishaysimajnun. 

Name  of  a  lover  famous  in  the  east.  Kis,  Quantity, 

measure,        (j-xs  hisu  rumhin,  A  spear's  length. 

G  io^L-jj"  haysdriyat,  Caesarea  in  Palestine. 
A  (_<u.*jj*  haysah,  A  kind  of  salt  bitter  plant. 
A  ̂ y^yi  haysahdn.  Thick,  strong  (penis). 

A  &J>— A*  haysahat,  A  man's  name. 

p  LlA*<-J;i'  hist,  A  small  apricot. 
A  kaysarty,  {^\.ju>\S>  haydsir  and 

kaydsirat)  A  large  camel.  Great,  large.  Aged. 
An  old  man.  A  kind  of  beetle. 

p  h'lsus,  A  kind  of  ivy. 

A  ̂ ^i^  haysiy.  Of  tlie  tribe  of  i^juM  kays. 

PjyLM  hayshur,  A  sort  of  stone  found  in  the  sea. 

A  (^jj'  hays.  The  dropping  out  of  a  tooth.  A 
commotion  in  the  belly.     (pi.  [^\^\  ahyds  and 

huyus)  Braying  (camel). 

A  s^jUajj'  haysdriya,  Cassarea. 
A  XiLajj'  liaysdnat.  Name  ofa  I'ound  yellow  fish. 

A  jtoM  haysar,  (pi.  syo\xi  kaydsirat)  Ceesar, 

an  emperor,   ̂ ^jj^a.^  hay  sari  rum.  The  Roman 
or  the  Grecian  emperor.    i^^^J^ kaysaru'r 
rumiy.  The  Roman  Ctesar,  i.e.  Julius  Ctesar. 

p  ̂J\j*oM  kaysardn,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  ̂j*aiS  haysariy.  Imperial.  Cesarean. 

A'oSjtoSikaysariyatjlm'peylzl dignity.  Caesarea. 

Vjyo^  kaysur.  Name  of  a  city  whence  the 



finest  musk  is  brought.  Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  ̂ yo^  haysurn,  Southernwood  (a  plant). 

A  i^ja^  Imyz,  (v.n.  of  for  c_>ajj')  Break- 
ing, cracking  (an  egg).  Changing,  exchanging. 

Doing  exactly  like  another.  Drawing,  pourtray- 

ing  a  countenance.  Being  divided,  split,  cleft.  Be- 

ing full  of  water  (a  well).  An  egg-shell,  or  a  frag- 
ment of  it.  A  chick,  or  the  water  which  comes  out 

of  an  egg.  Afissui'e  in  a  well  (through  which  the 

water  runs  off).  Equal.  Recompense,  compensa- 
tion. Comparison.  Similitude.  Kiz,{j^\.  oVkioM 

hizai)  Small  bits  of  bones. 

A  ;_>a^'  Itayyiz,  A  hot  stone  with  which  they  cau- 
terize cattle.  One  who  offers  goods  in  exchange. 

A  (jLali  hayyizani,  (dual)  Buyer  and  seller. 

A         h'lzat,  (pi.  i^jaiS)  A  small  bit  of  a  bone. 
A  &-aA5  hayyizat,  A  hot  stone  with  which  they 

cauterize  cattle. 

G  haytis,  A  myrtle.    Kitas,  The  con- 
stellation called  the  whale. 

A  ̂j^Waj  hayiun,  A  magazine,  store-room.  A 
small  house  within  a  larger. 

p  jj^laj-i'  h'ltun,  A  border,  edging  of  silk. 
A  laJkS  kayz,  (v.  n.  of  )oXs  for  JaJ^*)  Being  ex- 

tremely hot  (midsummer).  Passing  the  summer, 

summering.  (pl.ij>ljks1  akyaz  and^^  kuyiiz^  Mid- 
summer, the  two  hottest  summer-months. 

A  ,_^aJiS  kayziy,  Produced  in  summer's  height. 

A  ̂   hay^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ ')  Grunting  (a 
hog).  Ki^  (pi.  of  ̂   Jta^  Level  grounds,  plains. 

A j\}ti£  kay^r,  (oi jAjJ /?a?/^r)  One  who  moves 
his  mouth  much  in  speaking. 

A  f^^JO^  k'l^n,  (pi. of  ̂ f)  Level  grounds,  plains. 
A  iooJ  /.i^a^, Level  ground,  field,  plain,  (pi.  of 

^  kdQ  Level  grounds  without  mountains. 
A  ilUjjJ  hay^lat,  An  eagle  that  soars  round 

lofty  mountains.  A  large  masculine  woman. 

A  |«3»ji  hay^m,  A  cat.  Old,  thick  (camel). 

A  i^y^^  hay^n,  Name  of  an  herb. 

A  1— fljj'  Itif,  A  funnel. 

G  Jlfljj'  hifal,  (or  ̂}SL^)  The  cephalic  vein. 
A\aSiSihayfat,A.ra2Ln  greatly  addicted  to  venery. 

A  liayh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jli*  for  ̂ Jji")  Clucking  as 
a  hen.  Kih,  Disproportionately  long.  Foolish, 

giddy.  Amountain  surrounding  the  world.  Kiyak, 

(pi.  of  *5^lflA5  Jnhasat)  Rugged  grounds. 
A  -*^lflJJ  layJms,  (v.  n.  of  Jjjy  Q)  Screaming, 

clucking,  cackling.  Kayhas-  or  Jti/ias,  Rugged, 
rocky  ground.  A  flagon  with  a  spout.  The  white 

of  an  egg,  or  the  pellicle  surrounding  it ;  also  the 
envelope  of  a  palm-flower. 

A  ii-s^lfljj  JiVta^at,  (pi.  karoaki,  ha- 

yaJii,  and  JjAS  kiyak)  Rugged  gi'ound.  Kikasat, 
(or  HUiJ  kihai)  A  kind  of  drinking-vessel. 

A  (-r'^aJ  kaykah,  A  shell  for  glazing  stuffs. 
A  kaykah,  A  saddle.     A  kind  of  wood 

whereof  saddles  are  made.     Leather  with  which 
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saddle-bows  are  covered.  The  bit  of  a  bridle. 

A  ̂^^fS-s  kaykaban,  A  saddle.  A  kind  of  wood 
of  which  saddles  are  made. 

A  WUJ  kikat,  The  interior  skin  of  an  egg. 

A  |»HJ  kaykam,  Wide-throated  (man). 
p  j^ijiiJ  kaykahin,  Name  of  a  certain  gum. 

A  kukis,  (or  jjiUJ  kikii)  The  white  of  an 
egg,  or  the  membrane  in  which  it  is  enclosed. 

A  (_}*J  hayl,  (v.  n.  of  Jli*  for  (J^)  Sleeping  at 
mid-day;  also  drinking  then.  Breaking  ofFa  bar- 

gain, putting  an  abrupt  end  to  any  negociation.  A 
camel  milked  at  noon.  One  who  sleeps  at  noon. 

Milk  drank  at  mid-day.  (pi.  J^y^  akwal  and 
akyal)  A  king  of  the  Himyarit  Arabs,  (pi. 

of  (Jjljj  kasil)  Sleepers  at  noon-day.  l-^^^ 
skarabun  IV I  hayl,  One  whose  constitution  requires 

him  to  drink  at  mid-day.  Kayl  or  kil,  A  rupture ; 
swelled  testicle.  Kll,  (v.  n.  of  for  J y  )  Speaking, 

saying,  pronouncing.  A  word,  speech, saying(espe- 

cially  in  answer,  J\i'  kal  being  used  in  the  com- 
mencement of  a  discourse  or  by  way  of  a  question). 

(Jlj*  J  It'll  u  kal.  Proposition  and  answer ;  con- 
versation, dialogue,  chitchat. 

p        kll.  Pitch.  Name  of  a  vast  desert. 

A  (J-AJ  kuyyal,  (pi.  of  Jj^J  kaAT)  Those  who 
sleep  or  take  their  siesta  at  noon.  Speakers. 

A  ̂ ^^^  kilan,  (pi.  of  Jli'  kal)  Sticks,  bandies, 
or  clubs  for  strikintr  in  the  same  of  'eXs  kulat. 

A  &Lj  kaylat,  A  camel  milked  at  noon. 

A  kayla^  A  woman  who  has  large  feet  and 

a  large  stature. 

p  ̂_jaLs  kaylaki.  Pearl-ashes,  lye. 
v^^yi^kaylamus,  Prudence,  wisdom,caution. 
p  la^i-i  kaylut,  A  kind  of  leek. 

A  a.3^Li  kaylulat,  An  afternoon's  nap,  siesta. 

A  ̂ yskiyam,  (pi.  of  ewli'  hamat)  Pullies,  blocks, (pi.  of      /awa<)Prices, values.  Statures.Fathoms. 

A  ̂   kayyim,  True.  One  who  has  charge  of, 
who  looks  after ;  a  guardian.  A  prince,  chief.  Kuy- 

yam,  (pi.  of        kashn)  Standers. 

T  JjW  kaymak,  (or        kaymarjh)  Cream. 

A  /«»iai,  (pi.  ̂   liiyam)  Price,  value,worth. 
Estimation.  Measure  or  stature  (of  a  man).  Steadi- 

ness, fixedness.  Kiyamat,  Resurrection. 

A  wli  kayyimat,  (fem.  of  IjJ  kayyim)  Straight. 

ii.jtSLi\  al  kayyimat.  The  true  religion,  orthodoxy. 

A        khnaii,  Valuable,  high-priced,  costly, 

.^o  kaymuliya',  Slabs  of  white  polished 
marble,  on  which  fire  makes  no  impression. 

p       lama.  Hashed  meat. 

p        e.^kima-pilam,  A  dish  of  meat  and  rice. 

p  l^^-i       klma-skorba,  A  sort  of  soup. 
A  (j^is  kayn,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^^)  Hammei'ing 

(iron).  Collecting  together,  adjusting.  Repairing, 

composing,  mending  (broken  pots  or  pans).  Form- 

ing, framing,  creating,  adapting.  Smithcraft,  (pi. 

^\J>\  akyan  and  jjji*  kuyun)  A  blacksmith,  (pi. 

d 

^^La  kiyan)  A  slave,  captive,  servant.  ^ 
banu'l  kayn,  (contracted  to  ̂ J^ab  balkayn)  Name 

ofan  Arabian  tribe,  (j^^  iJ>.nMtsa^lu'lkayn,  Alie. 
p        kinu,  A  kind  of  purslain. 

A  <— -'^j  kaynab,  A  rapid  effusion  of  blood. 

A  1^^^  kayndn,  The  jjarts  of  the  feet  of  cattle 
to  which  the  tether  is  fastened.  Cainan,  son  of  Enos, 

son  ofSeth. 

A  eJj^  kaynat,  (pi.  ̂JJi  kiyan)  A  maid-servant, 
female  slave,  singer,  or  musician.  A  tire-woman. 
Middle  of  the  back  between  the  haunches.  Podex. 

H  (_^-^^  kayncki.  Scissors.  St.  Andrew's  cross. 
A  [^j-'j^  kaynas,  A  bull. 

A  ̂lijjj'^  banvi.  kaynnkd^  (Jtaynaka^  ovkay- 
nikd^  A  society  of  Jews  that  lived  at  Madina. 

A        kayniy.  Of  the  tribe  of  Banii'l  kayn. 

A  -^^JJ  kayui,  (or^jj'  kayuw)  One  who  vomits much.  An  emetic. 

A  liyi'  huyud,  (pi.  of  J>AJ  kayd)  Chains,  fetters, 
pinions.  Obligations;  laws.  \>o  li^^  j  lojj^  shu- 
rut  u  kuyudi  sulk.  Articles  and  conditions  of  peace. 

Aj^Ii'  kayyur.  Of  a  mean  origin,  unknown  as to  pedigree. 

A  kuyus,  (pi.  of  L>ajj')  Braying  camels. 

A  l^jJ^  kuyvz,  (v.  n.  3  of  isli*  for  iaj^s,  irreg.) 
Bargaining  with  (any  one)  for  the  summer,  (pi.  of 

kayz)  Midsummers,  hottest  months. 

A  Jyj'  hayul.  Milk  drank  at  mid-day. 
A  &5 kayulat,  A  camel  which  the  owner  keeps 

tied  up  for  the  purpose  of  drinking  her  milk  at 
mid-day,  or  for  tlie  mid-day  draught  (^JJ^  kayl). 

A  p^Ii'  kayyum,  Permanent,  lasting.  Stable, fixed,  steady.  Peerless,  matchless.  The  eternal 

God.    An  appraiser,  valuer. 

A  'i^yyi  hayyumvjat,  Permanency,  stability. 

A  (j^jj"  kuyun,  (pi.  of       kayn)  Blacksmiths. 
p  JOyj*  kirvand,  A  concreted  oil  drawn  from 

the  pistachio-nut. 

A  sji*  kih,  (for        wakiya)  An  ounce. 
A  haykal,  (or  i^i^  haykalat)  Counte- 

nance, face,  aspect. 

A  "^i  kaiiy,  Who  vomits  much.    An  emetic. 

ui)  kaf,  (called  ̂ J'^  (  kdji  tdzi  or  <  

(J, ̂   kdfi.  ̂ rabi)  The  twenty-second  letter  of  the 
Arabic  alphabet,  and  the  twenty-fifth  of  the  Per- 

sian.   In  arithmetic  it  expresses  20.    In  Persian 

writing  it  is  frequently  confounded  with  (  ill  (/of; 
but  in  some  books,  in  order  to  mark  this  sound,  it 

is  written  with  three  points,  or  a  line  over  it  thus, 

or  lL)1  This  letter  is  interchangeable  with  ̂  

jhn,  ̂   kkd,  '^gkayn,  J  kaf,  and  »  ke. p  ak,  (i.e.  ufJ  preceded  by  — fatka)  added 
to  Persian  nouns,  forms  diminutives,  or  denotes 



contempt :  as,  t^j*^.  pisarak,  A  little  boy,  from 

jM^,  pisar,  A  boy.  td)  Jj/e  mardak,  A  little  man, 

or  one  of  no  value,  from  i^jc  mard,  A  man.  It  is 
also  an  expression  of  endearment :  as,  tii^el*  ma- 

mak,  Dear  little  mother.  It  is  also  employed  pleo- 

nastically  :  as,  ijJijMi  jol-ii  shana-sarak,  (for  sS^Zt 

ju*  shana-sai-)  The  hoopoo,  or  crest-head. 
A  ciJ  ha  is  an  inseparable  adverb  of  similitude 

prefixed  to  Arabic  nouns  or  particles  (never  to  pro- 

nouns), signifying,  "As,  like,  so.  As  soon  as.  Be- 

cause of,  for.''  Jj^\^  ha'l  awwal,  As  at  the  first, 
like  the  first,  as  before.  kasan,  As  if.  \^ 

haza,  So,  thus  :  as,  ̂s^^ lia  rajulin,  Like  a  man; 
and  others,  which  will  be  found  in  their  alphabe- 

tical places.  Ka  (masc),  hi  (fem.),  is  the  affixed 

pronoun  of  the  second  person  singular,  having,  with 

verbs  or  prepositions,  a  relative  or  personal  signi- 
fication, and  a  possessive  or  relative  with  nouns  : 

as,  uib;^  zarabaha,  He  beat  thee.  (jS3\:;^ hitd- 
buka,  Thy  book. 

(v.  n.  of  1^  fori/)  Being  weak  and 

cowardly.   JCds,  (or  'if^  hdtat)  Weak,  cowardly. 
A         hasdbat,  (v.  n.  of  l— *1^)  Being  sad. 

(v.  n.  of        )  Desponding.  De- 
spondency, depression,  grief. 

A  <— hdba,  (fut.    -'j^.  yahubu)  He  drank 
from  a  vessel  having  neither  handle  or  spout. 

as,  Grief,  sadness. 

A  'i->^  hasabat,  (v.  n.  of  u-»^^  Being  sad. 
A  'iS^ hasbat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^1^  Being  disconso- 

late, sad,  melancholy.  Grief,  sadness. 

p  tjji^  hdbtara,  Foolish  discourse. 

A  ̂   habili,  (pi.  kawdbili)  A  bird  or  other 
object  of  ill  omen. 

p        hdbahh,  A  condiment  eaten  with  bread. 

A  O'^^  hdbid,  Any  evil  or  inconvenience  which 

a  person  endures,  and  against  which  he  bears  up. 

Aj>^  /jaJir,  Great,  grand.  j^^i^J^ 

tarvdrasu'l  majda  hdbiran  hdbirin,  They 
inherited  glory  in  an  uninterrupted  succession. 

A  [j^i^  hahis,  Prominent  (tip  of  the  nose), 

advancing  towards  the  upper  lip.  (So-and-so  came) 
running.  Alone,  separate  from  the  rest. 

p  uLIj^ /<a&wA,  A  bird's  nest.  A  pigeon-house. 
A  basket  hung  up  in  a  house,  in  which  domestic 

pigeons  lay  their  eggs  and  rear  their  young.  Old 
clouts  sewed  together,  whereon  bread  is  laid  and 
baked  in  the  oven. 

p  ̂y>^  habil,  Short.  Xa&wZ,  Name  of  a  country 
and  of  a  city.  Name  of  a  musical  instrument. 

V  ̂%hd.bUj,  The  little  finger ;  the  smallest  toe. 
p  (^^\^/i;ai?7i,Myrobalan.  JTa&wZi,  Kind  of pea. 
A  habuUy,  Short,  dwarfish. 

p  hubUj,  The  little  finger.  The  smallest 

toe.  A  basket  hung  up  in  a  court-yard  for  pigeons. 

p  ̂^>^  hahin,  A  marriage-portion. 
p  d.h^  hdbina,  The  eye. 
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A  (^y^  hdhus,  Nightmare.    Modus  coeundi, 

hdbuh,  A  bird's  nest.    A  hen's  nest. 
A  pigeon-house.    A  kind  of  basket  in  which  a 

pigeon  lays  her  eggs.  Old  clouts  sewed  together, 
whereon  bread  is  laid  to  be  baked  in  the  oven. 

A  (J_j^^  habul,  A  hunter's  net. 
A  ̂̂ ^hcibi,  Falling  prostrate,  prone.  Elevated, 

exalted,  high.  Great.  iil<cj5\  hdb'i'r  ramad, 
Very  hospitable,  one  whose  ashes  form  a  high  heap. 

P  J'Ji->,^  hdbulan,  To  dig.  To  excavate,  hol- 
low out.  To  scratch.  To  cleave  asunder. 

p  aJ^xi}^  habisha,  Saff"ron  in  the  flower. 
habila,  A  mortar. 

p  hdbin,  Matrimony,  or  rather  the  rati- 
fication of  it  before  the  judge.  A  marriage-portion 

or  settlement  which  a  husband  is  obliged  to  pay  to 
his  wife  if  he  divorces  her  without  sufficient  cause. 

p  (JJJ.^  habini,  A  marriage-portion.  ̂ ^J  ̂fj^^ 

^jii^  kabinisi  zan  hardan,  To  assign  or  promise  a 
portion  or  settlement  to  a  woman  before  marriage. 

p  hut,  A  kind  of  rice  which,  with  one 

sowing,  will  yield  crops  for  seven  years.  A  drop. 
Name  of  a  drug.  Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan,  or, 

according  to  others,  in  Turkistan. 

A  c-^Oo  hatib,  (pi.  'm  atabat  or  t^^i^^ha- 
tdtib)  A  writer,  scribe.  An  amanuensis,  copier, 

clerk,  notary.  One  who  stitches  (leathern  bottles). 

Learned.  The  planet  Mercury.  c-*-?^  hatibi 

azali,The  eternal  writer  (i.  e,  God,  whom  they  sup- 
pose to  have  written  from  all  eternity  every  thing 

that  was  to  happen  till  the  end  of  time),  p 

hatibi  jdn,  An  epithet  of  the  Almighty. 

A  (_-?<ijii  /iaii&M'ZAMrw/",  The  writer  of  these 

lines.  ju»  t.-*'->^  hatibi  sir,  (J*~5^  hdtibu's 
sirr,  or  t  j***  sir-hatihi)  A  secretary.  u-O^ 

hatibi  wahy,  Name  of  the  caliph  Othman. 

jj&ls-  u-oK  hull  hatib  jdhil,  Every  scribe  is  a 
blockhead  (implying  that  he  who  writes  a  fine 
hand  is  generally  ignorant  of  every  thing  else). 

p         hatibi,  A  kind  of  short-sleeved  vest. 

A  /mf?/'.  Abhorring :  one  who  abhors.  A 
locust  beginning  to  fly. 

A  hdtim,  Concealed,  secret.  A  concealer. 

Absconding.  A  stitcher  of  leathern  bottles.  Noise- 
less (bow). 

A  'i^f^  hdtimat,  Noiseless  (bow). 
p  hdtura,  The  headache.  Astonished, 

stupefied,amazed.  Astonishment,amazement.  One 
who  announces  news. 

p  ijj^^  hatuzi.  Religious,  devoted  to  the  ser- vice of  God.  The  sacerdotal  class,  or  the  first  of 
the  four  orders  or  castes  into  which  Jamshed,  an 

ancient  king  of  Persia,  divided  his  subjects. 
A  iJ:J^  hass.  That  which  sprouts  up  from  the 

scattered  grains  left  by  the  reapers.  Self-sown  grain . 
A  hdsibat,  (pi.  t-^li^l  ahsdb)  The  lower 

part  of  the  withers  of  a  horse. 

A hdsir,  Much,  many. 

A  'iio^  hdsi^t.  Thick  (lip).  Turgid  (gum). 

A  jgi^  hasim.  Thick  (mushroom). 

A  ̂   husj,  (v.  n.  of         Being  very  foolish. 

p  ̂   kdj,  A  blow,  box,  slap.  A  wild  pine-tree. 
Squint-eyed.  Would  to  heaven !  Nameofacara- 
vansera  between  Kum  and  Ray. 

p  (_^?-^  hcgahi.  Would  to  heaven  that! 
p  ij^^  hdjira,  A  seed  whence  oil  is  extracted. 

p  ̂   hack,  A  blow,  cuff",  slap  on  the  nape  of the  neck.  A  varnish  with  which  earthen  vessels 

are  glazed.  Crown  of  the  head.  Would  to  heaven  ! 

^^liJy>■  hdch  hhwurdan.  To  receive  a  blow 
on  the  nape  of  the  neck.  To  turn  tail,  to  run  away. 

PjWK  hdchar,  Household  furniture. 
p  (Jl>-\^  hdchdl.  Household  furniture. 

p  2^&-^  hachi'a.  Seed  of  bastard  saff"ron. 
p  jk=>-^  hdchghar.  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 
p  hdchak,  The  crown  of  the  head. 

p  hdchura.  Seed  of  bastard-saffron. 

p  Jj»-K  hachul,  Wagging  the  hips  in  dancing or  buffoonery. 

p  s.!>-^  hdcha.  The  chin.  Joy,  gladness. 

p  (_5^^  hdchl,  Milk-pottage.  A  kind  of  sweet- meat. A  sort  of  varnish  with  which  earthen  ves- 

sels are  glazed  over. 

p  ij^^  hdchira,  Seed  of  bastard-saffron. 
pudijtfj-^Aac/a^,  An  electuary  or  hard  balls  pre- 

pared from  honey ;  syrup  of  raisins,  or  dry  grapes. 

p  «juk»-^  hachma,  Seed  of  bastard-saffron. 

A  ̂   hah,  (pi.  ahydh  and  <^^>^ huyuh) 
The  side  of  a  mountain ;  also  the  hinder  part,  croup, 
or  breadth  of  it. 

A 's^^  hdhibat,  Much.  A  multitude.  Fire 
blazing  into  flame. 

A  {^ja^%  hdhis.  One  who  strikes  with  the  feet, 

(pi.  {jos--\^  hawdhis)  Obliterated  (vestige). 
A  la>-\^  hdhit.  Scarce,  barren,  without  rain. 

p  ̂   7iaM,  A  palace,  villa, summer-dwelling; 
an  apartment  at  the  top  of  the  house  open  to  the 
front.  An  upper  story.  A  tower,  gallery,  balcony, 

battlements,  or  any  similar  erection  for  the  benefit 

of  air  or  a  prospect.  Rain.  Name  of  a  town  in 

Khurasan.  »l«  ̂   hdhhim.dh,  The  sign  Scorpio, 
and  the  first  heaven  or  region  of  the  moon.  ̂  

i_fJijL<  hdhhi  mushiari,  Mansion  of  Jupiter,  i.e. 

the  signs  Sagittarius  and  Pisces.  The  sixth  heaven. 

A  ̂   hdhh,  A  hut  or  house  without  windows, 

(pi.  'ii^^  hiwahhat)  An  upper  apartment. 
p        hdhhij.  Rust,  spot,  stain,  dirt. 

p  jh-^  hdhhar,  Jaundice.  Blight.  Rain. 
A  hdhhirat,  The  lower  part  of  the  ring  of 

the  fundament. 
p  ia**ij5-^  hdhhrvusta,  Seed  of  bastard  saffron. 

p  Jjs>-\^  hdhhul,  A  variegated  starling ;  the  lo- 
cust-destroyer. 

p  &5>-^  hdhha,  Rain.  Jaundice.  Winter. 



A  i^^kufd,  (v.  n.  of  4iV)  Being  sad,  disconso- 
late, and  broken-hearted. 

p  li^  had,  Avidity,  greediness. 

A  li^  kad,  is  often  pleonastic :  as,  e.^^. 

md  kdda  yafhamuhu,  He  understood  it  not. 

A       kadd,  One  who  labours,  studies  to  gain. 

A  Aii^  Itasdds,  (A  mountain)  difficult  of  as- 
cent. A  dark  night.  Severity,  adversity.  Tyranny, 

cruelty.  Grief.  Prudence,  fear,  caution. 
A  kddih,  Studious,  attentive,  laborious. 

A  kddis,  (pi.  t^i^\^ kawddis)  Any  thing 

from  which  one  takes  an  omen  (as  sneezing);  espe- 

cially a  bad  omen  (as  a  deer  appearing  at  your  back). 

A  (^li^  kddis,  Of  slow  growth,  dwarfish. 

A  w      kddhat,  (Ground)  slow  in  producing. 

A         hddiyat,  Hard  earth  in  which  vegeta- 
tion is  slow.  Misfortune,  adversity. 

A  ̂j^ii^  lidzdn,  Large,^fat,  corpulent. 
A  Aa^ii,  (pi.  L^d^kuzzab  and  L-^ol^^ 

kamdzib)  A  liar.  False.  (A  camel)  failing  to  con- 

ceive. False  (lightningnot  followed  by  rain).  ̂ -'O 

i^'S^ subhi  hdzih,  The  false  dawn.  O*"^' 

kiydsi  kdzib,  A  false  syllogism.  L-^i^  ̂ '13  ndkili 
kdzib,  A  false  reporter. 

A  ioi\^  kdzibat,  (v.  n.  of  (_->ii^)  Lying.  A  lie. 
A  *S(i^  kdzat,  The  groin.  The  flesh  on  the  back 

of  the  thighs. 

p  kdzi,  Name  of  a  fragrant  flower. 

A  kdzi,  Ksovt  of  unguent.  A  certain  fra- 

grant plant.  Red. 

A  Aasiy,  A  certain  tree  whose  flowers  are 

used  to  give  a  perfume  to  ointment. 

£> J6  kdr,  An  action,  work,  thing, affair;  busi- 
ness, occupation,  labour,art,  profession,  trade,  com- 

merce. Effect,  impression.  Exigency,  need.  Til- 

lage, agriculture.  Strife.    Contention,  battle.  A 

word,  (participle  of  ̂^O^^j^  kdridan  or  of  t^-yJ^^ 
kdshtan)  Labouring,  acting.  Sowing  (land).  An 

agent,  operator.    A  sower.    This  word  is  much 

used  in  composition  (but  should  not  be  confounded 

withjlf  gdr^.    L-->l      kdri  db,  Excessive  drink- 

ing. f^^M*>j6  kdr  bastan,  To  set  to  work,  put  in 
practice.  To  use,  exert,  apply.  To  obey,  yield  obe- 

dience.  jjljJ^jis-  kdri  chardgh  khcdwati- 
ydn,  Continually  burning.    The  lighting  up  of  a 

dark  place.  The  manufacture  of  lamp-black.  J6 

^^Ji_yOjj  kdr  farmudan,  To  enjoin,  order,  give  di- 
rections, oversee  any  work.  To  employ,  make  use 

of,  adopt,  put  in  practice,    i^'^^j^  ̂^^^  hardan, 
To  work,  toil,  labour,  trade.  To  give  effect,  pene- 

trate, pervade.  L^j^  kdrigiyd,  A  king.  A  prime- 
minister.    Any  one  who  commands,  or  is  skilful 

in,  business.  Each  of  the  four  elements.  Jo 
kdr  u  bar,  Negociation,  transaction.  Occupation. 

t^^-M.^         kdr  u  kasb,  {or     j         jahdu  kdr) 
Labour  and  industry,  any  thing  by  which  one  gains 
daily  bread.                 ba  kdr  dmadan,  To  be  fit. 
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proper,  useful,  (ji^j '  ba  kdr  dnardan,Ho  per- 
form, execute,  cause  to  take  place.  To  bring  to 

use.  i5jJj\^jii  dar  kdr  bud,  He  was  at  work.  jJ 
S>J^  dar  kdrand,  They  are  useful,  s^ij  j\  az 

kdr  rafta,  Useless,  powerless  (limb).  Si  bad- 
kar,  A  bad  action,  an  infamous  business. 

kila-kdr,  A  layer  of  snares,  deceiver. 

kj^kdr.  Wheat-laden  vessels  foundering  at  sea. 

p  Siiyojl  kdr-dzmuda,  {or jyf>\  kdr-dmoz~) 
Skilful,  expert,  intelligent,  practised. 

p  &ju*>|j\^  kdrdsta,  Planks,  building-materials. 

P  (^\)^  kdrdsi.  Name  of  a  whining  little  ani- 
mal ;  also  of  a  plaintive  singing  bird. 

P  JjJ^^j^  kdr-afjul,  An  overseer.  A  workman. 
p  sli  1  kdr-dgdh,  Acquainted  with  the  truth 

of  any  afl^air.  Sagacious,  penetrating,  intelligent. 
One  who  brings  news ;  a  spy,  informer.  An  astro- 

loger. An  historian.  ̂ J<i>\{\  J6  kdr-dgdhdn,  Cle- 
ver people.  Overseers. 

p  kdr-dgdhl,  Knowledge  of  the  matter. 
p  kdr-dmadam,  Useful,  serviceable. 

p  ̂(>Jj|j^  kdrdnidan,  To  cause  to  labour  or  till. 

p  (Jjjj\j^  A-a/'-at^yMZ,  An  overseer.  A  hireling. 
p        kd-rubd,  (for  kdk-rubd)  Amber. 

Pjbjl^  kdr-bdr,  Work,  labour,  or  business. 
p  kdr-bdri,  A  trader.    A  transacter  of 

business,  a  manager,  officer. 

p  fJ^J^  kdrbdn,  A  string  of  camels,  horses,  or 
mules.  A  caravan,  body  of  travellers.  iJL/^\j>\>J^ 

(jii^ kdrbdnrd  bast  ̂ ar(Zare,To intercept  a  caravan. 

p  LfJ'^j^  kdr-barddri.  Undertaking  a  work. 

p  i^j^  kdr-band,  Any  one  giving  attention  to 
any  work  or  regulating  himself  properly. 

^^liji  kdr-band  shudan.  To  obey. 

Fj\djij6  kdr-parddz,  Transacter  of  business. 

p  i_fJdji_J6  kdr-parddzi,  Completion,  manage- ment of  work. 

p  i^jjj^J^  kdr-parward.  One  who  thinks,  works, 
or  expends  with  propriety. 

p  ̂j\^^ar-^cc/t,  Atruss,pack,bundle.  Awrap- 
per  in  which  an  embroiderer  folds  up  his  work  when 

he  leaves  off".  One  who  makes  up  goods  into  bales. 
A  ij^  karat,  A  bundle  of  clothes.  Any  large 

quantity  of  corn. 

p  (j^j^  kdrtan,  A  spider. 
p  dJ3j^kdrtana,  Aspider.  Kdratna, Fenugreek. 

A  CL^J^  kdris,  Troublesome  (business). 

p  ̂J~rJ^  kdrclidn.  Thigh  or  rump  of  a  bird. 

p  L^y>-J6  kdr-chob,  The  instrument  by  which 
the  web  is  stretched  when  working.  A  weaver's 
loom.    Embroidery.    An  embroiderer. 

p  (J,^»-j^  hdr-chobi,  Embroidered. 
A         kdrik,  (or  i^J^)  Windpipe  of  a  man. 
A        hdrikk,  A  conductor  of  water. 

p  CjLs£*_5-j\^  kdr-kkdnajdt,  (Arabic  pi.  of 

p  iols^^  kdr-kkdna)  Workshops. 

p  6^\h-J6  kdr-kkdna,  A  shop,  workshop,  manu- 11  T 

factory.  A  laboratory.  An  arsenal,  dock-yard,  or 

any  place  where  public  works  are  carried  on.  A 

great  work.  i>\s>'j%  kdr-kkdnanfalak,  Tlie 
world.    The  sky. 

p kdr-khdna-ddr,  Steward,  butler. 

p  i^J6  kdrd,  A  knife. 

Pj^iij^  kdr-ddr,  Busy,  occupied.  A  money- 
maker. One  in  office,  a  prime-minister.  {JJ^j^ 

CiiJj  kdr-ddrdni  falak,  The  planets. 

P  {^i^j^  kdr-ddn,  Intelligent,  skilful,  expert, 
versed.  A  prime-minister,  i^^i  ̂ J'^J^  kdr-ddni 

falak,  The  planet  Mercury.  tiUi  Jo\sJ^  kdrdd- 
ndni  falak,  The  (seven)  planets. 

p  (.ib^iij^  kdrddnak,  A  bustaid,  crane. 

p  kdr-ddrii,  Skill,  experience,  sagacity. 

p  S  JjkAijj  kdrd-rasida,  (A  hide) touched,  in- 

jured by  the  knife. 
p kdrdfjar,  A  cutler,  knife-maker. 
p  kdrdu,  The  flower  of  the  palm-tree.  A 

fragment,  broken  meat  served  up  the  second  day. 

A  pair  of  large  shears  (for  clipping  wool)  ;  sheep- 

shearing ;  a  lock  of  wool. 

p  kdr-dida.  Experienced.    A  veteran. 

P  {J^jJ^  kdr-rdn,  (Business-driving)  Skilful  in 
business.   A  factor,  agent,  broker. 

p  |<uj^  kdr-rarcd,  Useful,  fit  for  use. 
p  ̂3lj)jj^Aar-mwaji,  Usefulness.  The  carrying 

on  a  business  ;  occupation,  management,  conduct. 

Ajj\^  kd.riz,  A  preacher;  a  public  crier. 

PjVjj^  kdrzdr,  A  battle ;  engagement,  conflict, 
combat.    A  field  of  battle. 

p  kdrzdr-jdy,  A  battle-field. 

p  sl^j^j^  hdr-zdr-gdk.  The  field  of  battle. 
p  kdrzdri.  Warlike. 

p  Jjjj^  kdrjul.  An  inspector  of  workmen. 
pjlwjj\^/iar-.sa;r.  Dexterous,  skilful, clever.  Con- 

senting, agreeing,  adapting.    The  Deity. 
p  kdr-sdzi.  Dexterity.  Preparation. 

Intrigue,  under-hand  practice,  setting  up  false  pre- 
tences for  not  settling  an  account,  and  the  like. 

p  ̂J^t*»J^  kdrsdn,  A  wooden  chest  or  an  earthen 
vessel,  in  which  bread  and  sweetmeats  are  kept. 
p  kdr-sipurdagi,  An  intrusting  of 

an  affair ;  a  commission. 

p  ij3aMj6  kdristdn,  The  seat  of  action. 
p  kdr-skinds.  Skilful  in  business. 

p jjLwU^^  kdr-skindsdn.  Wise,  learned,  intel- 
ligent, experienced  men.  Astronomers, astrologers. 

p  ̂̂ MiJliJ^  kdr-skindsi,  Knowledge  of  business. 

p  t^^J^  kdr-talab.  Seeking  action  or  work. 

A  ̂Ji  kdri^  Any  one  who  goes  into  the  wa- ter, whether  he  drinks  or  not. 

A  &S>,K)^  al  kdri^t,  A  palm-tree  near  water. 

p  \<^j6kdr-farmd,  An  emperor.  A  minister, 
commander,  superintendant,  any  one  vested  with 

power.  (J^jii  ij^^yj^  hdr-farmdydni  darvlat, 
The  ministers  or  grandees  of  the  kingdom. 



p  f^j^  har-kvn,  Labouring.  Impressive,  ef- 
fective. A  director,  manager.  An  operator.  The 

registrar  of  the  collections  under  a  Zamindar. 

1'  {_^^^  liar-kurii,  Office  of  a  (j^^  kdr-kun. 

p  sl^^  kar-r/dh,  A  shop,  workshop.  A  wea- 

ver's instrument  supporting  the  web.  The  world. 
i^J6  kdr-ydhifalak,  The  world.  The  sky. 

f^\yji^y>__  l\^J^  hdr-fjdhi pur wasivds,Thevf or\d. 

j^Ki  hdr-(jdhi  kun fakdn,  The  world  and 
all  that  it  contains.  The  laboratory  of  (Him  who 

said),  Be,  and  it  was. 

Vj\6^J6  kdr-fjuzdr,  A  curator.  Skilful. 

p  ̂JJ,'^^J^  kdr-guzdr'i,  Discharge  of  duty.  J6 

^iiy$'^)joAa7'-^M2ariAar(ZaM,Toachieve,perform. 
Vjtj^  hdrgar,  One  who  labours  in  adjusting 

affairs ;  a  skilful  negociator,  an  intelligent  man  of 

business,  one  who  penetrates  to  the  foundation,  and 

brings  matters  to  bear  with  address.  Any  thing 

that  takes  effect  (as  a  moving  oration,  medicine, 

penetrating  sword).  A  workman.  Effective.  Qua- 
lity, attribute.  Description. 

p  iS kdr-ffah,  A  workshop. 

p  kdr-giyd,  An  emperor.  An  element. 

p  jSJ^  lidr-gir,  A  man  who  superintends,  un- 
dertakes, or  bears  the  weight  of  any  business.  A 

cavern,  cellar,  vault.  A  kind  of  coarse  cloth.  A 

solid  structure  of  stone,  supporting  or  strengthen- 

ing ahouse.  \'i^j^J6kdr-gir  bind,A  stonebuilding. 
p  AA*,^  hdrmand,  Performing  work. 

P  (_J'ii_y<)T  K>J6  hdr  nd  dzmudagi, Inexperience. 

p  5iiy«]T \3j\^  kdr-nd  dzmuda,  Inexperienced. 

p  s-taXiJ^  hdr-ndma,  A  model,  design,  specimen, 
example,  plan,  draught.  Any  difficult  or  delicate 
handicraft  which  few  can  attain  unto.  A  record  of 

battles.  A  commentary,  memoirs.  A  register, 

chronicle,  date,  ̂ ^ii^ e^Xi  hdr-ndma  kardan, 
To  oblige,  caress.  To  glorify,  praise. 
P  kdravjak,  A  large  fresh  cucumber. 

p  iO-'>j6  lidrinda,  Laborious,  working.  A  ma- 
nager, agent. 

p  vlfij^  lidranfj,  Joyful,  glad.  Eloquent. 

P  ̂j^jj^  hdrrvdn,  A  caravan,  a  large  company 

of  travellers  or  merchants.  O^JJ^  hdrrcdn- 

sardy,  A  caravansera,  a  public  building  for  the  re- 

ception of  caravans. 
p  lidrwdnah,  A  crane,  a  heron. 

P  fj^jj^  hdr'Tvam,  (pi.  karwdniydn) 
One  who  forms  part  of  a  caravan. 

P  Jjjjj^  lidr-mijul,  A  head  man,  superinten- 

dant,  inspector,  overseer.  A  workman. 

piiji^jj^  Aar M  AariZ,Business,trade,  profession. 
^J'3J^  Aar  u  gar,  Prop,  refuge.  Design. 

p  tj^  ltdra,  As  much  as  a  man  can  carry  on 

his  back  (of  faggots,  straw,  and  the  like). 

A  t>J^  kdrih,  One  who  abhors,  detests,  loathes, 
or  abominates.    Loath,  averse,  unwilling. 

p         kdrhd,  (pi.  ofjK  Aar)  Difficulties. 
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p  (_^\^Aa7'i,  Sharp,  acid.  Vehement, impetuous. 
Effectual.  An  able  wrestler.  A  champion.  A  war- 

rior. (j:J6  kd7-l  zalihm,  (or  ̂ JJ6  zakhmi 
hdri)  A  deep  wound.    A  mortal  wound. 

p  (^O'^.J^  hdridan,  To  sow.  To  work.  To  saw. 

'Pj^.j^  kdi-ez,  A  subterraneous  canal,  a  sewer; 
a  ditch  dug  round  a  field  to  convey  water. 

p jt>J^  lidi'igar,  An  artisan,  clever  workman, 
p  ̂ ^^^  hdrigari,  Good  work,  workmanship, 

p  (^j^  lidrin,  Far  off,  distant. 
V kdz,  Shears,  scissors,  forceps,  or  any  thing 

similar,  or  two-pronged.  A  pruning-hook.  A  branch. 
Branches  on  which  old  rags  are  hung  to  frighten 

wild  beasts  into  the  hunter^s  toils.  A  swing.  The 
den  of  a  wild  beast.    A  hut  built  of  wood,  canes, 

or  straw  on  the  border  of  a  sown  field  or  melon- 

p-round.  A  hermitage  on  a  hill.  Caverns  in  which, 

in  some  places,  men  or  sheep  are  lodged  in  winter- 

time. A  pine-tree.  A  slap,  box,  or  cuff  on  the  neck, 

p  jjjjj^  hdzar'un,  A  city  and  country  in  Persia, 
p         hdzura,  Seed  of  bastard  saffron, 

p  iijj^  hdzud,  Shears,  scissors, 
p  Sj\^  hdza,  A  house.  A  hut  erected  in  the  cor- 
ner of  a  field  or  melon-ground.    A  bed-chamber 

built  of  wood  and  supported  by  columns.  A  hermit- 
age on  a  hill.  A  malkin  to  terrify  game  into  a  net. 

A  hunter's  liiding-place.  A  canopy.  A  shady  place, 
p  hdzira,  A  small  cauldron. 

Pj6  kdj,  (or  jj\^)  Squint-eyed.    A  pine-tree, 

p  i^^jj^  hdjarun,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

PjPj^  lidjghar,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 

p2j^^qy'a,Aresidence.A  hunter's  lurking-place. 

P  iji.j^  hdjlra,  Wild  saffron, 
p  (_>*)^/£as,Acup,  goblet,  bowl  (especially  when 

filled  with  wine).    A  hog.    A  large  drum. 

A  i^'^  liass,  (pi.  alisus,  kusus, 
Ol»*»\^  hdsdt,  and  (^\^kiyds)  A  cup  filled  with 

wine.    A  drinking-cup.  Wine. 

A  hdsdt,  (pi.  of         hass)  Drinking- 

cups.    Cups  filled  with  wine. 

p  ̂t**^  hdsdn,  A  village  near  Samarkand, 
p  ajlfcul^  hdndna,  A  kind  of  bird  of  a  reddish 

green  colour  found  in  Khuzistan. 
A  K^iM^  hdsib,  A  gainer,  acquirer :  one  whotoils 

for  his  bread.  An  artist,  tradesman.  An  inquisitor. 

A  receiver  of  fines,  u-***'^      ahu  hdsib,  A  wolf. 

p  kdst,  He  diminished.  Diminution. 

Loss,  damage.  A  lie. 

Dull,  flat  (market).    Destitute,  in  debt. 

Pj\^  hdst-hdr,  A  liar. 
P(^*o^  hdsian.  To  lessen,  diminish,  damage, 

destroy.  To  finish. 

p  njMi^  hdsta.  Diminished,  lessened, 

p  hdsti.  Decrease,  diminution, 

p          hdsiij,  (or  L^^^^  /if av/w/d) A  porcupine. 
A  J**o^  hdsid,  Worthless,  deficient  in  quantity 

or  quality,  not  selling  or  passing  current,  despica- 
ble, in  no  esteem.  Dull  of  sale,  unsaleable  (goods). 

^jlff'j^^  haywani  hdsidu'l  iz^n.  An  irra- 
tional animal. 

AjtJ6  hdsir,  (lA.jZS' hussa?-)  A  breaker.  An eagle  closing  his  wings  when  about  to  pounce.^l^ 

j—^  h d si ru' I  hajar,(Stone-hr eaker)  Saxifrage. 
A  'ij**)^  hdsirat,  (fem.  ofJ***\^  hdsir)  (pl.^^\j^ 

karvdsir  and hussar)  Breakers. 

A  hdsi^  (An  animal)  clapping  the  tail 
between  the  leofs. 

A  i_flAO^  hdsif.  In  a  bad  situation.  Austere, 
frowning.  Unfortunate,  disastrous  (day). 

A  eJuu^  hdsifat.  Eclipsed  (sun). 

hdsah,  A  small  goblet. 

p  s.li^Ln^  hdshina,  Name  of  certain  birds :  as, 
a  kind  of  swallow,  the  bee-eater,  a  green  magpie. 

A  ̂y>Ji^  hdsil.  Slow. 
p^****^  hds-mu'or  mo,  (or  ijy^^  hds-muy  or 

moy)  Hogs'  bristles.  The  whiskers  of  the  wolf  or 
fox.  Hair  about  the  pubes.  Inexperienced,  igno- 

rant. Improper,  unsuitable,  useless,  trifling, 

p  ̂jui^  hdsan,  A  village  near  Samarkand. 

P  (_^'^^  hdsni.  Endive,  white  succory.  The  sun- 
flower. Kdsard,  An  inhabitant  of  hdsan. 

V  jtM^  hdsu,  (or  hdsura)A  cloth  at  the 
end  of  a  pole  with  which  bakers  damp  their  ovens. 

Ajy*i^  hdsur,  A  village  green-grocer. 
A  p  SMi^  hdsa,  A  cup,  goblet.  A  plate,  saucer, 

large  or  small,  of  brass,  wood,  or  clay.  Porcelain. 

The  body  of  a  violin  or  guitar.  A  large  drum. 
Thefirmament.  Thesun,  The  earth,  world.  pt**>% 

^j^-IjI  hdsan  dtish'm.  The  sun.  i^jb  e^*^^  hdsan 
ballut,  The  cup  of  an  acorn.  hdsasi  pa- 

nir,  (or  C>|^A»-  s-t^^  hdsan  jughrdf)  The  full 

moon.  j^LiJijijiS  tjM^  hdsasi  darweshdn,  (or%Mi^ 

fjy«l)Jidsanyatimdn)  (Beggar's  or  orphan's  dish) A  kind  of  drinking-cup,  in  the  form  of  a  ship  on 
one  side,  with  a  groove  or  a  spout  on  the  other.  A 

certain  star,  Corona  Borea,  or  Ariadne,  i^jj  tu)^ 

hdsan  rud.  Name  of  a  certain  river.  j*>5  hdsan 

sar,  The  skull.  ̂ ^yL>j**»  s«>^  hdsan  sar-nigun, 

(The  inverted  bowl)  The  heavens. 
hdsan  sifdlln.  An  earthen  jug  or  bason.  ̂ jO>«i  e^u)^ 
hdsa  shudan,  To  labour,  strive.  To  search,  inquire. 

To  be  curved,  bent.  **«^  hdsasi  garddn. 

The  heavens,  (jj*^  hdsan  gardun.  The  sun. 
Ux«  hdsan  niind,  (or  (j^^  hdsan  ni- 

gmi)  The  sky.  sm^  hdsan  hamsdya,  A 

portion  of  meat  sent  to  one's  friends.  s-tJ^  s-xut 
siyah-hdsa,  Mean,  sordid,  avaricious. 

p  1^  &*ti^  hdsa-band, M.ender  of  cups  or  dishes, 

p  t-loi^.         hdsa-^ouslit,  A  tortoise.  The  sky. 

p  ̂   «**J^  lidsa-tan.  Hump-backed.  Desti- 
tute of  all  capacity  or  ability.  A  corpse. 

pjjii  &tJi6  hdsa-doz,Amenderof  pots  and  pans. 

p  (j3^jj*rt  hasa-sar-nigun,  (One  whose 
cup  is  inverted)  Liberal,  hospitable. 



r  sljuj*  sm>^  hasa-siyah,  A  miser. 

i>  ijl:^  a>**j^  iMsa-shihanah,  A  green  magpie. 

p  u->l-S^a.M>^  hasa-labab,  Meat  drest  in  a  pot. 
iuuO  Aasa  ̂ J/ja  haram,  A  parasite, 

wlio,  by  means  of  a  common  friend,  obtains  an  in- 

troduction to  a  person's  table. 
p  jl^  hasa-gah,  A  band  of  music.  The 

place  at  the  porch  of  a  palace  where  the  drums  are 
beaten  at  stated  intervals. 

p ̂   kasagar,  A  maker  of  plates  and  dishes. 
A  drummer.  Name  of  a  note  in  music  ;  also  of 

the  inven  tor  of  it .  The  sixth  lin  e  on  th  e  c  up  of  Jam . 

p  j^lii^        hasa-gardan,  A  beggar.  A  cup- 
bearer. Pass  the  bowl.    Again,  anew,  afresh, 

p  ̂̂ ijiS/         hasa-gardun,  A  cup-bearer, 

p  ̂JJ         hasagari,  The  manufacture  of  cups, 

plates,  dishes,  or  porcelain. 

\S  kasa-tis,  (Plate-licker)  A  parasite, 
feast-hunter.  A  flatterer.  A  beggar.  A  miser.  A 

mean,  low  fellow. 

pj\y  hasa-nan-az,  A  drummer. 

A  Jtas'i,  Clothed,  clad,  dressed, 

p  (jis^  hash,  Would  to  God !  I  wish  to  hea- 
ven !   The  city  of  Kashan. 

A  1^'^  ka^sh,  (v.  n.  of  {J^^)  Eating, 

p  (jl^^  kashan,  A  winter-habitation.  Name 
of  a  city  in  Irak. 

p  j6U*\^  kashana,  A  small  house.  A  hall,  din- 

ing-room, or  parlour.  A  gallery,  balcony,  portico, 

lodge.  A  stove.  A  winter-dwelling.  A  bird's-nest. 
p  ̂Jw^  kashtan,  To  turn  up  or  cultivate  the 

earth,  to  labour,  plough,  sow.  To  disappoint,  ren- 
der hopeless.  To  turn  away,  avert. 

p  BjJ^^  hashta,  Sown,  laboured.  Seed. 

A^^  hashih,  Secret  enemy ;  dissembling  foe. 
A  Jwj\^  hashid,  (pi.  ̂ZJ^ kushud)  A  man  who 

labours  to  support  his  family.     One  who  is  kind 
to,  and  mingles  much  with,  his  relations. 

A jL^  kashir,  Modus  coeundi.  A  grinner. 
Jm^  hashghar,  A  city  in  Turkistan. 

A  hashif,  A  discoverer,  revealer. 

A  &ii>\^  hashifat,  (pi.  <^J^\^ kaKashif)  Ma- 
nifestation, disclosure,  apocalypse. 

p  hashlt,  Would  to  heaven  !  ha- 

shake,Mzy  it  happen  !  God  send ;  would  to  heaven ! 
p  kashake  danistame,  O  would 

that  I  knew '. 

A  ̂L>^  kashim,  The  assafoetida-plant. 
p  jj^^  hashmar,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 

Name  ofa  village  in  Khurasan,where  there  formerly 

stood  a  cypress  of  great  size  said  to  have  been 

planted  by  Zoroaster.  Itwascutdownand  conveyed 

to  Baghdad  by  order  of  the  caliph  Mutawakkil. 

p  ij^^  hashm,  Succory,  endive, 

p  jZi^  kashu,  The  crupper  of  a  horse, 
p         kasha,  Wild  saffron.  Ice.  A  straw  hut 

erected  in  the  corner  of  a  sown  field. 
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p  AasAe, Would  to  heaven  iraA7ti,Painted 

and  glazed  tiles,  with  which  they  cover  the  insides 
of  baths  or  houses.  Of  the  city  of  Kashan. 

Pj>.  kashi-paz,  A  potter. 
A  liuss,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^jo^)  Overpowering, 

subjugating,  mastering.  Eating.  Eating  or  drink- 
ing much.  Extremely  patient  in  regard  to  eating 

and  drinking,  one  who  fares  hardly. 

A  (>9^  has,  Extreme  avarice.  A  quick  pace. 

A  ̂ rJao  hazim,  (pi.  Ja_>  kuzzani)  (A  camel) 
that  ruminates  not.  Silent.   Kazim,  (or  ia-ii^ 

hazimu'l  ghayz')  One  who  restrains  his  anger. 
A  kazimat,  Name  of  a  place. 
A  kazi,  Dry  (ground). 

A  ̂   ka^  The  wrist-bone  (especially  the  outer 
side,  i.e.  the  side  next  the  little  finger).  Fearful. 

A  L— ka^b,  (pi.  u-kff'l^  kan-a^b)  (A  girl) 
with  swelling  breasts.    A  swelling  breast. 

A  (_^^  ha^,  One  who  takes  to  flight. 

p  ̂   hagh.  Fire.  That  which  ruminant  ani- 
mals bring  up  to  be  masticated,  the  cud.  The  rat- 
tling noise  of  beads  shaken  in  a  goblet.  Complaint, 

lamentation.  A  moor-hen,  coot.  Croak  of  a  raven. 

p  «3ls-\^  haghala,  A  seed  whence  oil  is  extracted. 

A  p  haghiz  or  haghaz,  (li^^  haghid  or  ha- 

ghad)  Paper.  A  letter.  A  charter  or  patent,  pre- 
sented by  the  kings  of  Persia  to  those  whom  they 

mean  to  honour ;  by  virtue  of  which,  the  governors 

of  every  district  through  which  aj\i!i  kaghiz- 
dar  travels  must  supply  him,  the  moment  he  pre- 

sents it,  with  carriages  and  every  necessary  to  which 

his  rank  is  entitled,  p  5i>jkilju«=»-  Ss-^  haghizi  chas- 

pamda,  (or  kaghizi  wasll)  Pasteboard. 

kaghizi  daftar,  A  sheet  upon  which  the 

revenue-accounts  are  drawn  out.  jj  kaghizi 
zar,  Gilt  paper.  Gold  leaf.  Any  paper  in  which 

gold-beaters  envelope  gold  and  silver  leaf.  A  roll 

of  gold  coin.  A  draft.  A  i^\L>  iiS'^  kaghizi  nash- 

shaf,  Blotting-paper. 
p  lib  i^s-^  kaghaz-bad,  A  paper-kite. 

p  aj\i»-  li^^  kaghiz-kkana,  A  paper-mill. 

p ̂ js-^  kagkizgar,  A  paper-maker  or  dealer. 
p  Aa^//t      A  paper-maker  or  vender.  A 

stationer.  A  paper-case.  Any  thing  covered  with 
a  thin  skin,  as  nuts  or  almonds.  Delicate,  thin, 
soft.  A  kind  of  lime.  A  writer. 

p  ewW-  i^J^^  kaghizin-jama,  Weakness,  des- 
titution. Cries  of  the  oppressed,  lamentation. 

p  cilff-^  kaghak,  Happiness,  joy,  content. 

p  ̂   ̂  kagh  kagh.  Caw  or  croak  of  a  raven. p  a.lS'^kaghla,  A  seed  whence  oil  is  extracted. 

p  s-iS"^  kagkuna,  (or^jiP^  /ia^/inw)  A  venomous 
worm  of  a  reddish-black  colour.  A  certain  bird 

which  flies  in  the  night.  Cantharides. 

G  kaghuTta,  Golgotha. 

p  iS-^  kagha,  An  idiot,  a  simpleton. 
A         kaghi.  One  who  takes  to  flight,  routed. 

P(— 5^ /do/",  A  fissure,  breach,  crack.  The  science 
of  alchymy.  One  who  manages  well  his  affairs. 
Cleave  thou,  (in  compos.)  Cleaving,  splitting. 

A  p  ._J\^  khf,  The  letter  ui)  k.  a  <JM  _j5  ̂% 

kafi  law  laka,  An  epithet  of  Muhammad,    i  'r>% 
J  kaf  u  lam,  Amaii  bald  from  disease.  Vanity; 

an  idle  saying  or  empty  boasting.  A  lie.  Play, 

amusement,         j  (  kaf  u  nun.  Two  chapters 

of  the  Kur'an  so  called.    j^yJ^j  (  >K)\  ̂ Jau  bi 
kalamVl  kaf  wa'n  nun,  With  the  pen  of  omnipo- 

tence. (The  letters  ui3  kaf  and  nun  being  abbre- 

viations of  (j^^      kunfayakunu,  Be,  audit  is). 

A  <  kaJf,A  preventer,  a  hinderer.  Preven- 
tive. One  who  refrains  or  abstains. 

A  &io  kaff'at,  All,  universal,  whole,  total,  ai^ 
kaffan  andm,  (or  CL^j^  bariyat)  All  mankind, 

(or  jZ^  jJLjuo  iS^  kaffan  ma^kari  basilar)  The 

wholehuman  race.^  blff^  si^  kaffaA  ra^ya'.  All 

thesubjects.  j*^!^' &i^/ia^aj:t^2;ZMrrt, Allthesciences. 
A         kaffatan,  All  of  them  (came). 

A  kafit,  A  certain  cavern  wherein  thieves 

lay  up  their  spoils. 
p  kaftan,  To  split,  cleave.  To  dig,  bore. 

To  examine,  investigate. 

p  iCi^/ia/Va,  Cleft,  riven.  Searched,  examined. 

p  StiJui^  kaftida,  Cleft. 

A kafir,  (pl.jl^kvffar,  'iji^  kafurat,  and h  far)  One  denying  God.  Ungrateful,  un- 
thankful for  divine  favours.  An  infidel,  pagan,  im- 

pious wretch.  A  Caffi'e.  A  mistress.  Armour,  a 
coat  of  mail.  Dark  (cloud).  Darkness  (night).  A 

farmer,  a  sower.  The  envelope  of  the  flowers  of 

the  palm-tree.  The  sea.  A  mighty  river.  Low  or 
level  ground  trodden.  A  plant.  A  large  valley. 

Land  far  from  habitations.  One  who  wears  a  gar- 

ment over  his  coat  of  mail.  j>%kafiri  majara', 

A  denier  of  facts,  quarrelsome  fellow.  s-^3<j^\js'^ 
kafiru'n  n?^wo,Ungrateful,  unthankful  for  benefits. 
p  kafirana,  Infidel-like,  impiously. 

A  iyi^  kaf  rat,  (pl.ji\^  kawafir)  Unbelieving, 
impious,  imthankful,  ungrateful  (woman). 

A  kafiratani,  (dual)  Buttocks.  Groins. 

p  kafr-kesk,  Infected  with  infidelity. 

A  C.*v«^^^'«^''-?i'^wiai,Ungrateful, thankless. 

y{  ̂ -^j>-> yi^  kaf  r-ni^natl,  Ingratitude. 
A  kaf  I,  (pi.  ,J.lSs9  kuffal)  One  who  fasts 

often,  and  imposes  silence  upon  himself  whilst  fast- 
ing. One  who  maintains,  or  manages,  the  aflrairs 

of  another,  an  administrator.  One  who  undertakes 

to  support,  attend  to,  or  look  after.  A  sponsor,surety, 

Pj^ \^  kafur.  Flowers  of  the  palm-tree  or  vine ; 
also  their  envelope.  Camphor.  A  fountain  in  Pa- 

radise. Any  thing  white.  Name  of  a  tyrannical 

king  put  to  death  by  Rustam.  ̂ SiJ^j^'^  kafur 
baridan,  To  snow,  eo^iija-  jji^  kafiirijawdana, 
A  very  fragrant  sort  of  camphor,  (j*^^  jj' ̂  

kafur  khwurdan,  Eating  camphor  (an  expression 



used  (0  imply  deficiency  of  virility). 

A liafur,  harmfir  and ka- 
wajir)  Tiie  flowers,  buds,  spathe,  or  envelope  of  the 

flowers  of  the  palna-tree.  Name  of  a  plant  bearing 
a  fragrant  blossom  like  the  camomile.  Camphor, 

the  produce  of  a  tree  growing  in  the  island  of  For- 

mosa. (Tiie  camphor-tree  is  large  enough  to  over- 
shadow a  hundred  horsemen).  The  bud  of  the  vine. 

Pjb kafur-har,  (Raining  camphor)  Any 
thing  cold  or  fragrant.  Snowing. 

p  t^y^  Itajuri,  Pure,  an  emblem  of  whiteness. 

Camomile-flowers.  Title  of  an  eunuch.  (_5^y\^^*vi 

sham^  Itafuri,  A  wax-candle,  camphorated  wax. 
A        hafih,  The  commander  of  an  army. 

A  j_^^^/£q/i,  Sufficient,  enough.  Efficacious.  En- 
tire, perfect.    ̂ -^^-^^  kqflha,  Let  it  suffice  thee, 

p  kafidan,  To  dig.  To  split.  To  seek, 

p  sJjJK  hafisha,  Saffron  in  the  flower, 

p  ̂Li^  kafilu,  A  kind  of  slender-stemmed  Ara- 
bian thorn,  to  which  slim  persons  are  compared. 

p  hah,  Biscuit.  Dry  bread.  Bread  in- 

differently baked.  Any  thing  dried  (especially 

meat).  A  thin  man  or  beast.  The  moon  on  the 

fourteenth  night.  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  A  man. 

A  boy,  infant.  A  master,  preceptor.  Small,  mi- 
nute.  Empty.  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Azarbayjan. 

p  haha,  An  old  slave.  An  elder  brother. 

Dry  fruit.  Apaternal  uncle.  A  schoolboy's  satchell. 

A  f-^'^ hathat,  Pusillanimous.  Very  impatient 
and  greedy.  The  running  of  a  thief. 

A  i^'^ Itaskasat,  (v.  n.  ofVt^Q)  Being  weak, 
cowardly.  Retiring  from  fear.  Congregating,  be- 

ing collected  together. 

p         hahaw,  A  boy's  game. 

p  ̂J^^  hahhan,  Saffi-on  in  the  flower. 
hahira  or  hahara,  Pellitory. 

V hahrez,  Name  of  a  purplish  colour, 

p  ̂jy>,^^  hahrezi,  Purple-coloured, 
p  ̂J^\^  hdhil,  Flowers  growing  in  water.  Ka- 

hul,  (or  JjS^^  hahul)  Origany,  marjoram.  The herb  alkali.  A  salt,  bitter  plant.  A  kind  of  wheat. 

A  lock  of  hair,  of  boys,  men,  or  horses;  a  forelock, 

p         hahula,  Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 

hahnaj,  Winter-cherry.  Nightshade. 
hahanaj,  A  gum  produced  by  a  tree  in 

the  mountains  of  Herat. 

p       /mAw,  Mother's  brother.  Name  of  a  man. 

p  (3^^^  hahui'i,  A  kind  of  origany,  marjoram. 
p  hahosh,  The  violet. 

p  (Jy  ̂  hahul,  A  ringlet,  a  forelock. 

p  hahuli,  Origany.  Penny-royal. 

p  kahuya,  A  mother's  brother. 

p  ̂̂ '^  halti,  Name  of  ̂ J^^  mdhan's  father. 
p         kakl,  An  aunt. 

hdhiyd,  A  spider's  web. 
P  Imhiyan,  Seed  of  wild  saffi-on. 

p  tji^  hagara.  Name  of  a  medicine. 
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p  (J^^  kaffal,  A  pen,  a  hollow  reed, 
p  hdl.  Unripe  fruit.  A  gourd.  A  leek.  A 

kind  of  rose.  Breaking  the  line  of  battle  and  fly- 

ing, put  to  flight.  Confused,  mixed.  Rout,  disper- 
sion, flight ;  a  clandestine  flight.  Cracked  ground. 

A  ditch.  Bent,  crooked.  A  place. 

A  jV/fa^^,  (or  'ef\^kaJat)  (v.  n.  of  jV)  Trans- 
ferring, buying  or  selling  a  debt. 

A         /^aZZ,  Dull,  thick,  blunt :  hebetated. 

p  hdld.  Silk  cloths,  and  in  general  any  kind 

of  household  furniture,  (zand  and  Paz.)  Cry,  wail. 

Pj^^  haldr,  A  torrent,  very  deep,  and  so  wide 
that  a  man  or  horse  cannot  leap  over.  Slabs  or 

flag-stones,  with  which  they  cover  sewers  or  sub- 
teiraneous  water-courses. 

kalashhan,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

A  Jj^\^  ha^l  awmal,  As  before,  like  the  first. 
p  halabjA.  mould.  Confection  of  fruits. 

A  (_»a5^  hdlih,  A  pack  of  dogs.  Keeper  of  dogs. 

p  hdlhud  or  hdlhad,  The  body  of  a  man 

or  animal.  "  The  heart.  A  model,  figure,  form, 
mould.  Unripe,  sour  fruit.  A  finger-joint. 

^  hdlbudi  tan,  Stature,  size,  bulk,  mould  of  the 

body,  ioljb  lijJ^  hdlbudi  ydrana,  Axij  thing  pre- 
served in  vinegar,  syrup,  or  honey. 

Pj^^aI^  hdlbud(jar,  A  sculptor.  A  founder. 
p  O hdlhut,  A  bird  fastened  to  a  net  to  de- 

coy others,  a  lure. 

p  t/yJ^  hdlboy,  (or kdlbo)  Astonished, 
surprised.  Ignorant,  foolish. 

Pj\i-1^  hdljdr.  War,  battle.  Rice-grounds. 

Pi^^'^^hdljosh,Spoon-mea.t,food  of  dervishes. A  hdlih,  Adverse  (fortune).  White.  Cold 

(winter).  Frowning,  crabbed,  austere  (man).  One 

who  grins  and  shews  his  teeth. 
A        hdlid.  Old  (cluster  of  dates). 

p  eOlfl3K  hdlufta,  (or  es>a5\^)  Smitten  with  love. 

p  c^l^  hdlah.  An  unripe  melon.  A  cupping- 

glass.  A  kind  of  sandal.  Hideous. 

p  j,)^  hdlum,  A  woman  whose  husband  is  dead, 
or  who  has  been  divorced. 

p        hdlanj,  A  medlar. 

p  jsS^V  hdlanjar,  Name  ofafortin  Hindiistan 
from  whence  they  bring  indigo. 

p  8.^^  hdlinja,  A  ring-dove  :  queest :  magpie. 

V  hdlu,  (or  L^^^  hdlub)  The  body.  A 
model,  mould,  figure. 

p  hdluj,  (or  ̂y)^  hdluch)  The  little  fin- 
ger.    A  pigeon. 

A  ̂j^^  /ia/w/Ji,  Name  of  a  stinking  plant:  leek. 

Aj^^  huluz,  (p\.j(i\^hawdtiz)  One  who  goes 
to  water  armed  (in  case  of  attack). 

p  kdlus,  Foolish,  stupid. 

p  hdlusak,  A  bean. 

p  sJ^^'^  kdlusha,  A  cauldron.  A  dish  peculiar 
to  the  people  of  Delam,  made  of  rice,  vetches,  beet, 

and  vinegar,  over  which  they  pour  coriander-seed 

and  mint  pounded  and  fried  in  butter. 
P  hdluiii,  Origanv. 

hala.  Household  furniture  or  utensils. 

Worldly  goods  or  gain.  A  yarn-reel.  A  large 

hank,  clew,  or  heap  of  cotton,  of  which  they  make 

sewing-thread.  An  unripe  melon  or  cucumber.  A 

dry  hollow  gourd  full  of  wine.  Ground  prepared 

for  sowing.  «jj  i^J"  j>  eJ^^  kdla  bar  kharash  bi 
nih.  Place  the  goods  upon  his  ass,  i.  e.  Let  him 
know  who  he  is. 

p  kdladdn,  A  basket  in  which  women 
keep  thread.  A  wardrobe.  A  casket. 

p        hall,  A  guard,  keeper. 

Aj^K  hdlis,  Purchased  on  credit.  Earnest. 
p       hdlyd.  An  unripe  melon. 

PjU^  ̂a/?/a?-,  A  sandal,  shpper.  Spittle.  Galls, oak-apples. 

p  hdlidan,  To  be  routed,  put  to  flight. 

To  rout,  defeat.  To  dissolve,  scatter,  cut  in  pieces. 

To  be  confounded,  disturbed.  To  have  the  hair 
stand  on  end  (from  terror).  To  grow  grey  (the 

hairs).  To  have  scales  or  scurf  on  the  head.  To 
have  dishevelled  or  neglected  hair. 

p  StiJK  hdlida.  One  whose  hair  is  dishevelled, 

or  stands  up  when  terrified.  Mixed.  Any  thing 
covered  with  dust  or  earth. 

kdliv,  (or  8yJ^  haliva)  Foolish,  mad,  in- 
sane, crazy.  Astonished,  bewildered.  Ignorant. 

Deaf.  Beautiful.  Intrepid.  Liberal-minded.  Un- 

suitable, inconvenient.  Ostentation,  boasting.  Ac- 
cident, event.  A  narrative.  Dispersion.  Quiet, 

rest.  Headache. 

P  hdlyus,  Crumbled  bread,  with  butter- 
milk,walnuts,  and  spices  (on  which  dervishes  live). 

p  hdm,  Desire,  wish.  Design,  intention,  pur- 

suit. The  palate.  The  uvula.  The  mouth.  Chew- 

ing well,  digesting  well.  Masticated  food.  Any 
thing  which  assists  digestion.  A  bar,  fastening  of 

a  door.  (^'^J^  hdm  hhdrulan,  To  long  for, 
hanker  after.  8i\<il  j  ji  hdm  faro  dmada,  Dis- 

appointed in  one's  wishes.  ̂ jtiJw**^  ba  hdm  rasi- 
dan,  To  arri  ve  at  perfection.  To  attain  one's  object. 

p  ^  kdm-bahhsh,  Giving  the  enjoymentof 
one's  desires.  Name  of  Awrangzib's  youngest  son. 

p  j_y^iJ!ii*\^  hdm-bahhskl,  Fulfilment  of  one's wishes.    Liberality.  Power. 

p  ̂J^A*\^  hdm-bin.  Fortunate,  happy,  rich,  con- 
tent, successful  in  every  undertaking  or  wish,  gra- 

tified.   Absolute,  powerful. 

p  aJw^  hdmata,  A  town  in  Kutch  (India). 

p  ̂   ̂   hdm-jo  or  ju,  Seeking  enjoyment. A  kdmak/i,  (from  p  &jc^  hdma)  A  sourish 

kind  of  stomach-water  for  creating  an  appetite  and 

promoting  digestion.   Sauce,  condiment.  Ordure. 

A  hdmid,  Sad,  sorrowful.  One  who  con- 
ceals or  smothers  his  grief. 

p  hdm-7-dn,  Successful  in  every  undertak- 
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ing,  fortunate,  happy,  blest.  Voluptuous.  ̂  

p  (3^;'*^  ham-rarii,  Happiness, felicity,  pleasure, 

delight.  August,  royal.  Absolute,  despotic.  For- 

tune, prosperity,  success.  {^'^^ ham-ram 

hardan,  To  live  in  the  gratification  of  one's  desires. 

'P  jyo^  kami  u,  The  city  of  Kamrijp,  situated  be- 
tween Bengal  and  Khota,  famed  for  its  magicians. 

p  kam-rana,  Enjoying;  gratified. 

p  jJ,\«i_/>^  ham-rawan,  Fruition,  enjoyment. 

p  ̂^j^^ham.-zan,  Having  an  intention  or  desii-e 

(especially  to  go  any  -where).  Striking  the  palate. 

p         ̂   ham-tab^  Greedy,  covetous. 

Fjjjj      kamfiroz,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

PjlCe\^  kamgar,  One  who  accomplishes  what- 
ever he  wishes.  Powerful.  An  absolute  monarch. 

Fortunate,  happy.  A  hunting-bird  which  infalli- 

bly secures  its  prey. 

p  (^ICsl^  hamgari.  Power.  Happiness. 

Pj^iXol^  kam-ffuzar,  One  who  has  the  means 
of  gratifying  all  his  desires. 

A  iJ*^  kamil,  (pi.  amalat)  Perfect,  com- 

plete, full,  plenary,  entire.  Folio-sized  (paper). 
Learned.  A  kind  of  verse  containing  the  measure 

^^\si^<  mutafd^lun  six  times  repeated.  A  name 

common  to  several  celebrated  horses.  ̂ J^^  (J-*^ 

kdmilu'l  roazn,  Of  full  weight.jU»J\  kdmilul 

^ydr,  Of  perfect  standard. 

P  ̂   ̂kam-ligam,  That  part  of  a  bridle  which 
touches  the  palate,  the  bit. 

A  'i'^^  hmniliyat,  The  worst  sect  of  the 

mwq;?^:,  (calledfrom  their  leader(Jj«^y  W&w/iamj'Z). 
A  f^A^  kdmin,  Concealed,  hidden,  latent. 
p  13  ham  na  ham,  Willingor  unwilling. 

Necessarily. 

p  yc^  hdmu,  A  particular  kind  of  skin. 

p  1^^166  hdmud,  Simple  (opposed  to  compound). 

Pj^A^  hdnin-ar,  Successful  according  to  his 

wishes.  (Any  thing)  worthy  of  one's  choice. 

p  tjyi^  hamrcara  shuda,  Renowned.  Suc- 
cessful. 

p  jjjj       hdmwarij,  Wish,  purpose,  intention. 
P  hamos,  Name  of  an  ally  of  Afrasyab, 

P  ̂j^*^  hdmun,  Cummin-herb  or  seed. 
P  hdma,  Acid  bread  soured  with  vinegar 

or  meat  dressed  with  it.  A  sourish  kind  of  stomach- 

water  for  creating  an  appetite  and  promoting  di- 
gestion. Milk  or  butter-milk  boiled  together.  A 

confection,  electuary ;  preserved  fruits ;  pickles. 

Desire,  wish,  will,  intent,  object,  scope,  aim.  A 
bridle.  Coral.  Name  of  a  township  or  district  in 

Kabul,  containing  one  hundred  villages  or  hamlets. 

A  «/o^/jamjA,A  blundering  man,  going  he  knows 
not  where. 

A  hami,  Armed :  cased  in  armour.  War- 
like, brave. 

p  t-->lj<c^  hdni-ydb,  One  who  obtains  what  he 
desires.  Prosperous. 
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P  tiW"^  hdm-yabi,  Fruition,  prosperity. 

p  ̂ji^jk<K  hamidan,  To  desire,  wish. 

PU!^*^  hdmin,  The  root  of  galangale. 
A        hasn,  A  being  firm  and  strong. 

p  /ia«,  A  sheath.  A  mine  or  quarry.  Dig- 

ging, excavating.  The  backside,  (for  (jl  6^ hi 
an)  Because  that,  since  he. 

A  hdna,  It  was,  existed,  became,  happened. 

&5  hana  lahu,  He  possessed.  It  became  him, 

it  was  lawful  or  expedient  for  him.  hana 

11,  It  was  in  my  power.  I  had.  ̂ ^^J^  hana 

li'l  shays,  He  was  equal  to  the  thing.  ̂ S- 

hdna  ̂ la'  amrin,  He  was  engaged  about  a  busi- 

ness. (3tj\  Jjlff'  hdna  ̂ la^t  tasahbi,  He  re- 
fused. ijSLs'-  li<i»  hdna  ̂ la  shafa  hufra- 

tin,  He  was  on  the  edge  of  a  gulf  of  fire. 

A  ̂jli  ha  anna.  As  if,  as  though.  Verily. 

p  li^  hand.  Foolish,  stupid,  senseless.  The  stem 

of  a  bunch  of  grapes  or  dates.  A  part  of  a  bunch 

of  grapes. 

pj\j\^  hdndz,  That  part  of  the  stem  of  a  bunch 
of  grapes  or  dates  which  joined  the  main  branch 
or  tree.  A  bunch  of  dates. 

A  hdnib.  Full  from  repletion. 

p  (J^s^  <_r^^  hdnji-mahdl,  Licensed  stews. 
p  lij^  hdnd,  Sugar,  sugar-candy. 

Vjdji^k'andar,{^orj^\i.^hiandar')  For  within. 
A  hdnis,  (A  deer)  hiding  under  a  cover. 
A  hdnsa,  (prop.  eu*»^  hdsa)  A  cup,  bowl, 

glass,  goblet. 
p &*«3\^  hdnsagar,  A  cup  or  bowl-maker. 

A  hdni^  (A  nose)  beaten  flat  on  the  face. 
(A  prisoner)  confined  tight  with  thongs. 

A  'ifO^  hdni^t,  (pi.  of  hawdni^  A  nose beaten  flat  on  the  face. 

A  hdnifat,  A  fortification,  bulwark,  ob- 
struction, a  means  of  protection. 

P(j^(j\^  hdn-han,  A  miner.  Name  of  Farhad. 
A  hdnim,  A  certain  race  of  negroes,  of  whom 

there  was  a  celebrated  poetcalled  J^<f  alhanimly. 

Pjy>^  hdnur,  A  fruit-basket, 
A  (j^^  hdnun,  (pi.  (jol^  hawdnin)  A  fire- 

grate, a  chafing-dish,  or  place  for  holding  fire.  Any 
man  to  whom  others  look  up,  or  whose  words  are 

generally  attended  to.  Heavy,  dull,  phlegmatic, 
whose  society  is  shunned.  Form,  manner,  habit, 

fashion,  rule,  law.  Name  of  two  Syrian  winter 

mon  ths.  Jj:J\;jy^  kanumi'l  awTval,  December, 

and jJ^\  hdnunu^l  dhhir  (or  ̂J)^^ 
hdnunu''s  .sdnl)  January. 

A  &3ji\^  hdnunat,  A  chafing-dish,  any  place  for 
holding  fire.  Grave,  heavy,  dull  (woman). 
p  hdna,  Price  of  provisions.  Dissimulation, 

hypocrisy.  A  place  for  sitting  down. 

A        ha'annahu.  As  if  he  (or  it),  as  if  indeed. 
P        hdni.  Mineral. 

A        kdm,  (pi.  (jjJ^  hdnun)  One  who  calls 11  u 

any  thing  by  a  figurative  or  metonymical  name. 
p  hdnei-u,  Mezereon. 

PjL<0_        hdn  yasdr,  Opulent,  wealthy. 
p  hdni.  Excavation,  hollowing  out,  digging. 

Examination,  investigation,  disputing  about  the 

truth  of  any  thing,  (in  compos.)  Digging,  exca- 

vating. A  digger,  excavator.  Bold,intrepid,warlike. 
K       hasm.  Fearing,  a  being  cowardly. 

r  uil^j^  hdnak,  Hollow.  miydn 
hdrvdh,  Hollow  in  the  middle. 

p  (_/^_5^  hdrvdhi,  Hollowness.  Presumption. 
A  hdmdn.  Name  of  an  island. 

p  (jtij      \j   /mwam-(Z«Vfl/sA,Kawa's  standard . 
p  ̂jvXjo^jI^  kdn-dnidan.  To  cause  to  dig. 
p  hdrvarh,  A  bird's  nest.  Kdrvarah, 

Name  of  a  plant  resembling  a  cucumber. 

p  0*^?^  hdwish.  Digging.  Investigation,  in- 

quiry, meditation. 
hdmah,  Empty,  hollow. 

p  ̂^j^  hdwhdm,  A  tap  with  a  pick  or  sharp- 
pointed  tool.  Speed,  diligence,  haste.  Investiga- 
tion,inquiry,  search.  Perturbation.  In  small  pieces. 

Pj^j^  ham  haJur,  A  man's  yard. 
p  Jj^  hdwul,  A  table-decker,  sewer.  Wild- 

leek.  Kabul. 

p  hdwanjah,  A  fresh  cucumber. 
p  hdwinda,  An  examiner,  investigator. 

p  aj_j^  hdwuna,  A  Spanish  fly.  A  fire-fly. 

P(^jj\^  hoKus,  (or,  according  to  the  modern  or- 
thography, (^j^  kdsus)  Name  of  an  ancient  king 

of  Persia.  Pure.  Elegant,  graceful.  Radical.  Firm, 

constant.  Generous,  noble.  Strengthened  by  di- 
vine aid.  A  subduer,  conqueror.  A  spark.  Light, 

splendour,  corruscation.  Swiftness,  impetuosity. 

p  kdwuh,  A  bird's  nest. 

p  Jjj^  haKul,  A  taster,  table-decker. p  hdma.  The  famous  smith  of  Ispahan  who 

defeated  the  usurper  Zahhak.  A  bag  of  mugk. 

A  hdm'i,  Caustic. 
A  hdmiyds,T\\e  cdMtevy,  a  hot  instrument 

applied  to  the  skin,  leaving  an  impression  or  scar. 

P;ji.ijii^j,bj^/<a?t-/3/a«I-i^?7'a/i7<,Kawa'sbanner. p  hdwidan,  To  examine,  to  investigate, 

search.  To  dig,  excavate,  hollow  out.  To  plough. 

To  dispute,  contend,  struggle,  wrestle,  strain  every 
nerve.  To  mix,disturb,trouble.  To  fight,  make  war. 

p  ̂Ji■JJ^  lidrvlsh,  A  milk-pail. 

p  ̂J>.J^  hdmrn,  A  dower. haminak,  A  year. 
p  i%  hah,  Stiaw.  Hay.  i%  hdhi  mahhi, 

Camels'-hay,  bog-rush,  (in  comp.,  from  the  verb 

{^ut^  hdstan)  Diminishing:  as,  033  lazzat- 
hdh,  Weakening  or  destroying  pleasure. 

A  u-^^  hahib.  Dark  red  or  brown  (camel). 

p  ̂^If*^  hdhbdn,  A  keeper  of  a  straw-bin. 
p  i^Si^  hdh-bun,  Stubble.  A  stubble-field. 
p  jols-      hdh-khdna,  A  straw-bin,  hay-loft. 



P  (^liiifcl^  kahdan,  A  hay  or  straw-loft. 

p  hdh-rula,  (or  j^b^fcl^  hah-ruhay)  Yel- 
low amber  (from  its  attracting  straws).  Gum  of  the 

walnut-tree;  also  of  a  tree  resembling  the  pistachio. 

Pj^^  hah-rez,  (or  hah-reza)  Straws  or 
(lust  blown  into  the  eyes.  Chaff, 

p  ajL-fc^  hahista,  Diminished, 

p  ̂JUt^  hakish,  Diminution.  Consumption, 

p  huh-farosh,  A  seller  of  straw, 

p  8 ̂ ^Aa/i^aj'os/u,  A  dealing  in  straw, 
hah-faroala  hardan,  To  deal  in  straw. 

hah-hashan,  The  milky-way. 

p  ̂JJJfc^^  hah-(jil,  Clay  and  straw  for  plastering. 
]iuh-c)ir,  Stubborn  mule ;  unbroke  beast, 

p  ̂jSsi^  hah-giri,  Restiveness,  stubbornness. 
A  Jj6^  hahil,  Slow,  tardy,  languid ;  indolent, 

idle,  lazy,  negligent.  Sick.  One  to  whom  people 

look,  and  on  whom  they  depend.  Middle-aged, 

(pi.  ̂y^)]^ kawahil)  The  space  between  the  shoul- 
ders, withers.         jii  zu  hahil,  Boiling  with  rage. 

jjj£i^\  uXJ.l)^  shadidu'l  hahil,  Difficult  of  access. 
A         hahila.  Ailing,  sick,  indisposed, 

p  ̂6^b^\^  hahilana,  Slowly. 

A  hahil-mizaj.  Indolent. 

A  hahUi,  Sloth,  inactivity.  Slowness,  tar- 

diness, languor,  indolence,  cowardice.  Sickness. 

A  hahin,  (pi.  'sj^hahanat  and  (^{^{'huh- 
han)  A  soothsayer,  augur,  prophet,  priest.  An  ad- 

ministrator, agent,  factor. 

p  ̂JSjs>^  hahangan  The  milky-way. 
p        hahu,  Lettuce.    A  bier  (of  the  ParsTs). 

hahuhub,  A  bier,  a  coffin, 

p         hald,  Greenness.    Name  of  a  dish, 

p  ̂<l>si>^  hahidan,  To  be  diminished.  To  lan- 

guish, pine.    To  diminish. 

A        hasy,  A  paining  by  words. 

A  JI^O  haayy.  How  many  ? 
A  lii^  hasid,  Fraudulent,  deceitful.  A  deceiver. 

A         hasi^  (pi.  'is^  ha^t)  Timid,  fearful. 
A         hdfin.  Being,  existent.  A  creature. 

fj/o  hdsinan  man  han,  Be  he  who  he  may, 
whoever  he  was,  whatever  it  was. 

A  i^}^ha'ayyin,  (or  ̂'^hamsin^  How  many  ? 
A  OU.)^  hdtindt,  (pi.  of        hdAnai)  Beings, 

creatures,  existences.  The  universe.  Oljjl^  I  JJj 
zubdan  hdsindt.  The  cream  or  most  excellent  of 

creatures  (title  of  Muhammad). 

A  iiJjK  hannai,  Existing.  A  creature.  A  no- 

velty, event,  accident.  Any  thing  new  or  original, 
that  never  existed  before. 

p  &i>.^  hayina,{oY  6^^-!%  hdylna)  Turn  not  away 

your  eyes  from  me. 
p        hah,  The  inside  of  the  cheek. 

A  »Jl*$^/iaZ)&,  (v.n.of  (JL>^) Inverting, overthrow- 
ing, tumbling  on  tlie  ground,  throwing  one  upon 

his  face.  Winding  thread  into  clews.  Being  heavy. 

Kindling  a  fire  with  the  herb  CJ^ huhh.  Kuhb, 
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A  kind  of  bitter  and  salt  herb. 

iha\  (pi.  ahhai)  Dung,  filth,  rub- 

bish, sweepings ;  a  dunghill. 
hdbas,  A  spring  of  water.  Scattered  rays 

of  the  moon.  Kihds^,  (pi.  l^fhuba')  Wood  of  aloes. 
Kuhdf,  Elevated,  exalted,  high. 

A  habdb,  Meat  cut  in  small  pieces  and 

roasted  with  onions  and  eggs  stuck  on  skewers. 

Meat.  Roast  meat.  p_jfcT  (j^J^ ̂   L^'^  habdhi 
tar  az  rani  dhu,  Flakes  of  snow,  ̂   ̂\^habdb 
hardan,  To  roast,  a  Kubdb,  Waving  hills  of  sand. 

A  herd  of  camels.  A  flock  of  sheep.  Mud,  clay. 
Earth,  moist  and  dewy. 

a         habdbat,  (p         habdba')  Cubebs. ^Kj^hab  ab  clam,  Cubebs. 

p  ej\jiX^ habdb-hhdna,  A  kitchen,  cook's  shop. 
A  fj}^  habdbi.  Fit  to  be  roasted.  Roasting. 

One  who  roasts,  a  roaster.    A  maker  of  kabobs. 

A  ClJ^ habds,  Ripe  fruit  of  the  tree 
A huhdhh,  Greatness,  pomp,  haughtiness. 

A  <il/ hi  bad,  (v.  n.  3  of  <>-/)  Waxing  callous  to 

evil,  enduring  it  with  all  its  inconveniences.  £^u- 

bdd,  Disease  of  liver,  liver-complaint. 

p  "ii^K^ hahdda,  A  weak  bow  for  practising. 

V j^habdr,  A  man  who  brings  wood  from  the 
forest  for  sale. 

K       hiibdr,  (pi.  oij^ habar)  Capers,  (pi.  of 

habir)  Great.  Grandees,  nobles :  men  renown- 
ed for  wealth  and  knowledge.  Kubdr,  Great,  huge. 

Aj^^hibbdr,  (v.  n.  2  oij^)  Making  or  esteem- 
ing great.  Magnifying  God  by  sayingj<^  ̂ \ 

alldh  ahbar,  God  is  great !  Kubhdr,  Great,  huge, 

very  large,  (vulgarly  {ox habaf)  Capers. 
habarat,  The  being  large  and  bulky, 

p         habdra,  A  kind  of  basket.  A  bee-hive. 

A  sort  of  earthenware-cup. 

A  'sS_JCy^  hubbdriyat,  Greatness. 
A  i^jtX^ hubds,  Great  and  large-headed  (penis). 

One  who  wraps  his  head  in  his  garments  and  sleeps. 

A  hibdsat,  A  bunch  of  dates. 

A  (^\^ hibdsh,  (pi.  of         habsh)  Raras,tups. 

A  i^V^hubds,  (or 'Lo\j^  hiibdsat)  (Camels  or 
asses)  strong  to  labour. 

abdk,  (also  ̂y^habdl)  A  rope  made 

of  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree. 

A  (^'A^habdhib,  (pi.  of  (.,-»ij^A?<&/fMZ»)  Com- 
pact, closely  built.  iir2«ia/f<7;,Compact,closely  built. 
Jiosejy  b 

hu itubati,  A  camel's  disease,  (in  the  dia- 
lect of  Yaman)  Millet. 

A yli'  habdsir,  (pi.  of  'ij^  habirat)  Great, 
large,  enormous  things.  Mortal  sins. 
A  habdtis,  Clusters,  bunches. 

A  (  ̂ J^hubab,  (pi.  oi'el{)  Balls  of  thread. 
A  'ixS  hubat,  (pi.  ̂^^^^ hibun)  Sweepings. 
A  a.A^7ia&Z>ai,  A  blow,  collision.  A  crowd.  One 

heat  at  a  race.    One  attack  or  charge  in  battle. 

Severity  (of  winter).    A  shot  discharged  into  the 

air.  Kubbat,  (pi.  kubab)  A  herd  of  horses. 

A  troop,  body  of  men.  A  large  and  valuable  ca- 
mel. A  clew  or  hank  of  thread, 

p  habt  or  hibt,  A  bee. 

habt,  (v.  n.  ofCLo^ )Throwing  prostrate 
with  the  face  downwards.  Bringing  under,  subju- 

gating, humbling,  disgracing.  Driving  back,  re- 
pelling with  wrath  and  severity.  Turning,  avert- 

ing. Grieving. 

P  ̂̂ij^ habitd,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
V        hdbtar,  A  pigeon. 

hobs,  (v.  n.  of  Being  tainted, 

stinking  (meat).  Rendering  sad  and  melancholy. 
Kahis,  Corrupted. 

P  ̂   Jtabj,  Self-praise.  Conveniency,  utility. 
Part,  portion.  A  stick  for  stirring  beer.  A  hook 
with  which  they  remove  ice.  A  little  garden.  Kabj, 

(or  habja  )  A  docked  ass.  A  beast  of  burden 
having  the  lower  part  of  the  throat  swelled. 

P  jjjj  habch,  A  beast,  the  lower  part  of  wh ose mouth  is  swelled. 

Pf^rT/ia&c/m,  A  ladle, skimmer:  spatula,trowel. 

A  ̂  habli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Reining  in  (a  horse). 
Keeping  back,  hindering  from  business.  Striking 
with  a  sword.  Kubh,A.  kind  of  dark-coloured  whey. 

p  tiji^/iaW,  (or\jji^)  Solder,  glue.  Haste.  Fat. 
A  1^ habd,  (v.n.of  liJ^)  Striking  in,  or  aiming 

at,  the  liver.  The  liver.  The  middle  of  the  vault 

of  heaven.  Cutting,  distressing  (cold).  Kibd  or 

habid,  (pi.  tijji^ /«i&Mt7  and  iSV-il  aAiarZ)  The  liver. -*l»*Jl  Jo^  kabidu\i  samds.  The  midst  of  heaven. 

Kabad,  (v.  n.  of^)  Being  in  pain,  suffering  from 
a  diseased  liver.  Air,  atmosphere.  The  midst  of 

heaven.  The  centre  of  a  sand-hill.  Adversity. 

Severity  (of  winter).  Bigness  of  the  belly.  Ka- 

Z)?'cZ,  The  belly.  The  interior  cavity  of  a  thing.  The 

bulging  part  of  a  bow,  or  a  cubit's  length  from  the 
part  which  the  archer  grasps.  A  side. 

A  Asi^ habdds,  (fem.  of  ahbad)  (A  wo- 

man) corpulent,  especially  about  the  middle.  Slow- 
paced.  Thick-handled  (bow).  (A sand-hill)  large 
in  the  middle.  A  hand-mill.  The  middle  of  the 
celestial  vault. 

A*8t>ji^;aZ'(/af,Aspellorphiltreto  conciliate  love. 
Aj(^ habara,  (ixxi.  yahbuni)  He  was  old. 

He  exceeded  in  age  by  a  year. 

p ̂   habr,  (in  Pehlevi)  A  corslet  of  iron.  Ka- 

bar,  Capers. 
Ajfhibr,  An  enormous  crime.  Pomp,  pride, 

haughtiness.  Magnitude,  magnificence.  Power. 
Kibr  or  hubr,  Nobility,  eminence.  The  greater  or 

better  part.  Kubr,  (v.  n.  of  jf)  Being  large  and 

bulky.  Great,  greater,  greatest.  Kubr  or  huburr. 
The  chief  of  a  family,  the  first  degree  of  kindred, 
the  nearest  of  kin  of  the  head  of  a  family.  Kabar, 

(pl.j\j^kibdr  and  jLSl  ahbdr)  Capers.  A  drum. 
Kibar,  (v.  n.  of y^)  Reaching  to  an  advanced  age, 



being  full  of  years.  Being  large  and  bulky.  Full 

age.  A  great  age,  Kubar,  (pi.  of  huhra!^ 

Great.  Majors,  (in  syllogisms). 

A         huhdras,  (pi.  o{jS^ kahii-)  Great. 
p  \>j^  habar-ha,  Broth  season£d  with  capers. 
A  sy^ hahra  t  or  haburat,  A  great  age.  Kibrat, 

The  last  born  son  or  daughter.  A  great  crime. 

Greatness.  Pride.  The  head  (of  a  family).  Ka- 
barat,  One  caper  (pickle). 

A  'ij^^ huburrat,  The  head  of  a  family.  The 
nearest  kin  to  the  head  of  a  family. 

A  'sSjf  habratat,  (v.  n.  of  O^jo  Q)  Anointing 
with  sulphur  or  brimstone  (^CL^Jf^ kihit^. 

A  ̂^j^ habarsal,  A  male  beetle.  A  beetle.  A 

young  beetle. 

p  L^j^ kabarahf  Name  of  a  thorny  plant. 

p         habar-wa,  Meat  dressed  with  capers. 

p  ijS  lidbra,  A  coat  of  mail. 

A  Ijj^ kubra! ,  (fern.  of^j*i1  akbar)  ku- 
har)  Greater.  Great  (city).  The  major  proposi- 

tion of  a  syllogism. 

A>l)J<^^&r/^/aJ,  Grandeur,  magnificence,power, 
excellence.  Pride,  haughtiness.  A  name  or  an 
attribute  of  God. 

A  {^^..^ hibriyasi,  Almightiness. 
A  Itabariyat,  Food  dressed  with  capers. 

A  i,^_j^}dbrlt,  Fine  (gold  or  silver).  Sulphur, 
brimstone.  A  match  dipped  in  sulphur.   A  ruby. 

ibrtti  a/ma/", The  philosopher's  stone. 
p  ̂̂ ..J^  liihriti,  Of  the  colour  of  sulphur. 

A  fju.^ kahs,  (v.  n.  of  (j^)  Filling  up  (a  well 

or  river).  Lying  once  with.  Wrapping  up  one's 
head  in  a  garment.  Alighting  at  the  foot  of  a  moun- 

tain. Coming  under  a  mountain.  Assaulting;  sud- 

denly  and  surrounding  (a  house).  Kibs,  Earth 

filling  up  a  well  or  river.  A  large  head.  A  house 

of  mud.  Root,  origin.  [ju^ ̂j,  ̂   hurva  fi 
kibsi  ghinan,  He  is  in  the  source  of  wealth. 

A  {juJ^ kubbas,  Hard,  granitic  (mountains). 

p  CJ^i^ habast,  The  dog  or  ass-cucumber. 

p  _jjL*JkS^  habastu,  (or  ajL*ji^)  The  bitter  gourd. 
A  f^JiJ^kabsh,  (pi.  (^J:^i^\  akbush,  Mbash, 

and  akbasJi)  Aram.  A  battering  ram.  A 

prince,  chief,  leader. 

A  ̂^hab^  (v.  n.  of        Prohibiting,  restrain- 
ing. Cutting  off.  Counting  out  money,  separating 

the  good  from  the  bad.  ̂ w&a^,  A  sea-camel;  hence 

Jw^j  b  yd  najlta^l  kuba^  O  face  of  a  sea-ca- 
mel (applied  to  an  ill-favoured  woman). 

kaba^at,  A  sort  of  female  hernia. 
p  <.:ii^ habk,  The  hand ;  palm  of  the  hand, 

uii-i^  kahk  shikastan,  To  lose  a  track. 
A  habkab,  A  coarse  and  fat  date. 

A  'i}^J^  kabkdbat,  Fat  and  jolly  (woman). 
A  i^t^^ hibhib  or  kabhah,  A  sort  of  game. 

Kibkib  or  kubkub,  A  troop.  A  ball  of  thread.  A 

large  camel.   Weight,  heaviness.    Kubkub,  (pi. 
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i^^i^ii^ habdJdb)  Compactly-built  (man). 

A  'i^^i^ kabkdbat,  (v.  n.  of  i^^X^Q^  Overturn- 
ing, throwing  (one)  prostrate  on  the  ground.  Kab- 

kabat  or  kubkubat,  Any  thing  thrown  or  shot  to 

a  height.  Kibkibat,  kubkubat,  or  kabkabat,  A  troop, 

A  ball  of  thread.  A  large  camel.  Weight,  heavi- 
ness. Kubkubat,  A  troop  closely  wedged  together. 

Pe^  kabkaba.  The  noise  made  by  the  feet 

of  camels,  horses,  or  men. 

^ jtl^^ kabkanjir,  A  sling.    A  woodcock. 
A  L^^^ kubkub,  (or  eJ^J^kubkubat)  Atvoop. 

A  crowd  pressed  closely  together. 

p  t^fj^  kabg,  A  partridge.  (_f,4i  ̂iS^-^  kabgi 

dari,  A  beautiful  kind  of  partridge.  i  ̂ 
kubgirakkas,Ai>ra.nc\nghorse.^i.^iSkabgikar,A. 

woodcock.  j,JJ  f/dni  bazni,  Cup-bearers. 
A  J.-^ kabl,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^)  Fettering  (a  prisoner). 

Keeping  fast  bound  in  jail.  Deferring  payment  of 

a  debt.  Granting  (a  debtor)  a  respite  or  time  for 

paying  a  debt.  (pi.  J^J>^ kubul)  A  large  chain  or 
fetter.  Very  furry  (garment).  The  edge  or  lip  of 

a  leathern  bottle  folded  down.  Kibl,  (pi.  J^J^  ku- 

bul) A  large  and  heavy  fetter.  Kabal,  (A  skin) 
with  short  hair  or  wool. 

p  J.*^ kabal,  A  garment  made  of  sheep-skin. 

A        kabn,  (or  kubun)  (v.  n.  of  {j^) 

Sewing  (cloth  or  a  leathern  bottle)  which  has  been 

turned  in.  Keeping  back,  withholding.  Deviating 

from.  Cleaving  to  the  ground,  being  low-bodied 

(a  deer).  Causing  to  disappear,  be  invisible,  or 
not  to  be  found.  Turning  away  (a  benefit  from 

any  body).  Turning  in  the  lip  of  a  bucket.  Run- 

ninggently,  comingshort,  breaking  down  (ahorse). 

Having  the  upper  part  of  the  front  teeth  inclining 
inwards.  Becoming  fat.  Being  cowardly,  retreat- 

ing, turning  back.  The  edge  of  a  leathern  bottle 
turned  in  and  sewed.  Kaban,  (v.  n.  of  Be- 

ing thick  and  fat  (the  finger). 

A        kubunn,  K  miser.  {See'iX^kubunnat.) 
A  'i'xf^ kubnat,  A  sort  of  game. 
A  &ja^  kubunnat,  Covetous,  avaricious ;  con- 

tracting the  body,  shrugging  the  shoulders,  looking 
down  (as  a  miser  when  applied  to).  Dry  bread. 

A  kabw,  (or  ubu/v)  (v.n.  of  l/for  _jj/) 
Falling  on  the  face.  Rising  (as  dust).  Failing  (as 

a  flint  to  strike  fire).  Refraining  from,  breathing 

hard  (a  horse).  Being  high,  piled  up  (live  coals). 
Running  without  sweating  (a  horse).  Collecting 

(rubbish)  by  sweeping.  Withering  (a  plant).  Emp- 

tying (a  flagon). 
A  kabwat,  (v.  n.  of  L/for^A^)  Keeping 

back,  standing  off,  on  account  of  something  shame- 

ful or  dirty.  Being  high  (ashes).  Being  covered 

with  ashes  (fire).  Dust.  A  dusty  colour.  A  fall- 

ing flat  on  the  face.  A  flint  which  fails  to  strike 

fire.    Kubwat,  A  chafing-dish.    A  censer. 

p  J>^3^ kabutar,  A  pigeon,  dove,   jt/j^  J^S^ 

habutari  tez-par,  A  swift-flying  pigeon,  ̂ ^s- 
kabutari  haram,  Mecca  pigeons  which  are  not  al- 

lowed to  be  killed.  A  lady  of  high  birth  whose 
hand  it  is  difficult  to  obtain.  t^j\^!^  Ji^ kabu- 

tari shalwai'i,  A  sort  of  pigeon  plumaged  about  the 
feet,  j)  M^oji^i^  kabutari  ndma-bar,  A  carrier- 

pigeon.       JS^jS  kabutari  niydz,  A  sort  of  pigeon. 

^ ̂ ^•J'i^ ̂io-butar-bdz.  Playing  or  gaming  with 
pigeons,  laying  bets  on  their  flight. 
P  kabutarbdn,  A  breeder,  feeder,  or 

trainer  of  pigeons :  a  pigeon-fancier. 

P  *^  ^«Z'M^ar-Z'ac/ia,  A  young  pigeon.  An 

unripe  poppy-head,  wrapped  in  pease-meal,  and fried  in  butter  or  oil. 

p  sjls-jj^A^ kabutar-kkana,  A  pigeon-house. 

P  j»>i  kabutar-dam.  Kissing  and  billing 
(as  lovers).  Kabutar-dum,  (Pigeon's  tail)  The  end 
of  a  turban-sash  or  waistband  standing  straight  out. 

P  (-r*  1  j^^         habutarwdr  ab,  Fordable  place. 
A  Jo^Ssa  kabajvsal,  A  kind  of  locust. 
P         kabud,  Blue.   Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  lijji  hubud,  (pi.  of  ̂ Mbd  or  habid)  Livers. 

P  (j^-^J^ kuboddn,  Coriander-seed.  Name  of 
a  village  in  the  dependencies  of  Nishabiir. 

p  ti^j/' kabud-pusht,  (jUas-  •:)^kabud- kisdr,  or  tlA-il?         Imbud-tasht)  The  sky. 
P  habud-diaskm.  Blue  or  grey-eyed. 

Pjii^J^ kabudar,  An  animalcule  living  in  wa- 
ter, which  the  small  fry  devour.    A  heron. 

P  O^J'^.^f^ kabudwash,  A  blue  colour. 
p  i^^Sss  kabuda,  The  gnat-tree.  A  kind  of 

tough  willow  growing  spontaneously. 

p  (ji^kabudi,Ki\xrh?Ln  with  a  blue  sheep-skin 

border,  lijji^ kabudi kabud,  Oi^Ld^ee^hXixe. 
P  t-L^-i,  kabud  i-rang.  Blue,  azure. 

P  (^^i^  kabos.  Crooked,  bent. 
A  kubu^  Submission,  obsequiousness. 
P  ijJ^kab  uk,  A  female  bird  (there  being,  it  is 

said,  no  male  of  the  species)  which  flocks  and  pairs 
with  birds  of  different  kinds.  A  certain  water-fowl. 

A  ij^^i^kabb  uk,  A  lark. 
A  kubul,  (pi.  of        ka  or  kibl)  Fetters. 

A  f-*^^ kabuldt,  A  kind  of  thick  broth. 
A  ̂̂ »,^kubun,  (v.  n.  of  [j^)  Running  gently; 

failing  or  breaking  down  in  running  (a  horse). 

Stillness,  quiet.    {^^X.oi'i^ kidjat)  Sweepings. 
kaba,  kuba,  or  kubba,  A  cupping-glass. 

A  rising,  a  swelling. 

P       kabl.  An  ape,  a  baboon. 

A       kuba',  (pi.  of       kibdS)  Aloe-woods. 
P  kubaytd,  A  sweetmeat  made  of  almonds, 

pistachios,  walnuts,  and  oil  of  sesame.  A  cake 

made  of  sesame  and  sugar.  Kubitd,  A  cake  made 

of  fine  flour,  honey,  and  sesame-oil. 

Vij}Zx^ku  baytak,  A  tool  for  notching  millstones, 
p  eCixi^ ktibita,  A  sort  of  sweetmeat. 
A  CIajui^ kabis,  Stinking,  tainted  (meat). 



icha,  An  animal  whose  lower  jaw  is 

swollen.  An  instrument  for  scratching  the  back, 
a  curry-comb. 

ahid,  Solder.  Glue. 

huhaydat,  (or  huhaydat)  The 

liiglier  parts  of  the  sky,  the  zenith. 

p  ̂^i^^ hahidan,  To  put  out  of  its  place. 

1'  huhida,  Meal  baked  in  the  oven.  A 
disli  made  of  barley,  rice,  and  butter.  Coarsely- 

ground  (wheat  or  barley). 

Ajui^  halir,  kibar,  f\j^*Ce  maJdjura^, 
and  Aj.^ huharas)  Great.  Large  in  body.  Great 

in  power  and  wealth.  Heavy,  serious.  One  ar- 

rived at  full  age,  completely  grown,  elder,  p jS^ 

fjS^  hahir  shudan,To  grow  up  (to  man's  estate), 
to  become  strong  or  great.  Aj<i^ fasadiha- 

htr,  An  enormous  sin,  capital  crime,  j^^^  l^*^!? 

madl  '/AatIr,(The  Great  River)TheGuadalquiver. 
A  i^i^^  kalis,  A  kind  of  date.  A  little  hollow 

ornament  filled  with  scent,  and  hung  on  the  neck. 

A  k*<^^AaZ(wa<,Intercalary,embolismal.  p  Jl*** 

s^i!^ salt  kabisa,  Leap  year. 

P  hahiliaj,  A  kind  of  wild-parsley,  and  a 
deadly  poison. 

P  hahin,  A  dower,  marriage-portion, 
p  t— *5  liwp,  The  mouth. 

kapah,  A  wngtail. 

p  ̂J^x^  hapan,  A  balance  with  a  scale  at  one 

end  and  a  stone  weight  at  the  other.  A  steelyard, 

p  &^  kapcha  ,  A  ladle,  skimmer. 

P  f^\j.-^ hapras,  Joke,  jest,  wit,  humour, 

p  hopuh,  A  female  bird  (there  being,  it 

is  said,  no  male  of  the  species)  which  pairs  with 
birds  of  different  kinds. 

p  e^^ kappa  or  kuppa,  A  cupping-glass. 

v^j^  hapi  or  happi,  An  ape. 

p  ̂Sy^ hapidan,  To  rob,  seize,  ravish. 
P  ul»-J  kui,  A  subterraneous  canal,  common 

sewer.    A  royal  throne.    The  throne  of  the  kings 

of  India.    Kit,  (for  y      ki  tu)  Who  thou,  that 

thou,  (for^  eki/a<zn'a)Whattothee?  Whotothee? 
A        halt,  (v.  n.  of  Whispering  in  the 

ear.  Injuring,  compelling.  Making  sad,  depress- 

ing, humbling.  Numbering,  counting,  computing ; 

comprehending  in  a  number.  Boiling  (as  a  pot). 
Lean  (man  or  woman).  Braying  softly  (a  camel). 

pUli  Aa/a,(in  zand  and  raz.)A  writing, mandate. 

A  kit  ah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂..J^)  Writing.  De- 

scribing, (pi.  or  76Mii)A  bookjVolume; 

writing.  A  letter,  missive,  despatch.  A  commis- 

sion, command.  Law,astatute.  Ilelcase,dischargc. 
Fate.  An  inkstand,  al  kitah,  The  book. 

The  Bible.  The  Kur'an.  L-^lki'^^  \^\-:^\  al 

hitabul  mnstatah,  (or  ̂ \  kiiahu''Uah)1hc 
holy  or  the  divine  book,  the  book  of  God  (used  by 

Christians  to  denote  the  Scriptures,  and  by  Mu- 

hammadans  the  Kur'an).  Jfi>^  aklu'l 
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Zrz<a&,In5tructed  in  the  sacred  writings,  i.e.  A  Chris- 

tian or  a  Jew.  p\  ummu'l  kitab,  The  first 
ciiapter  of  the  Kur'an.  <jhayr  kitubi. 
Without  abook,i.e.aheathen,ashavingno  scripture. 

uttab,  (pi.  katafib')  A  small 
arrow  with  which  boys  learn  to  slioot.  A  writing- 

school,  (pi.  of  katib')  Writers,  secretaries, scribes.  Learned  men. 

A  eo  ̂k  itabat,  (v.  n.  of  u-«  '*■'()  Writing,  de- 
scribing, inscribing.  An  inscription,  motto,  title 

of  a  book.  A  painting  (on  the  walls  of  houses). 

An  epitaph.  A  tax.  The  ransom  of  a  slave. 

p  hitcd)-khana,  A  library.  A  study. 

A  bookseller's  shop. 

p  f^Si^ kitabdan,  A  book-case. 

p  (^jiji  L^^C^ kitab-fai'osh,  A  bookseller. 

p  ̂̂ y>\'J^  katabun,  Name  of  a  man  and  woman. 
The  daughter  of  Caesar  and  wife  of  Gushtasb. 

a'^^  kit  ably,  Belonging  to  a  book.   A  Jew. 
A  'i"^ katsat,  The  herb  rocket. 

A  \^\::^kaicttib,  (pi.  of L^\j^ kuttab)  Writing- 
schools.  Small  arrows  with  which  boys  learn  to 

slioot.  (pi.  of  L_-0^  hatib)  Scribes. 

H  ijC^katara,  A  spear,javelin.  A  short  sword. 

A  kita^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^)  Fighting,  assay- 

ing to  kill.  (pi.  of  isjC^/.'a/^«<)  Pieces,  bits.  Ku- 

fa^  Any  body  (is  not  here). 

A  ̂l:/ ki  tcif,  (y>\.  i^'SS  kuff)  A  chain,  fetter, 
tether.  A  cord  for  tying  the  hands  behind  the 

back.    Kiitaf,  A  pain  in  the  shoulder-blades. 

A  (  kattaf.  Shaky  in  the  shoulder-blades. 

A  ̂Ji\'J^ katal,  Thickness  of  the  body.  Flesh. 
The  soul.  Any  thing  needful,  as  food  and  raiment. 

Bad  diet.  Xital,  (v.  n.  3  of  J:/)  Fighting.  Xu- 

tal,  A  mountain  or  hill-pass,  a  ghaut. 
katala,  A  short  spear. 

p  ̂\'J^ katdm,  A  place  raised  on  pillars  six  or 
seven  yards  high,  where  they  sleep  on  account  of 

the  dampness  of  the  ground. 

p  i^Ki^ kattan.  Linen,  flax.  rangi 
hattan.  Of  the  colour  of  linen,  grey  (as  in  French 

gris-de-lin).  Kattan  or  /eaiaw,  Akind  of  garment 
made  of  straw.  Kattan  or  kitan,  A  grain  from 

which  they  extract  oil :  linseed. 

A  kattan,  Water-moss.  Foam  or  rubbish 

floating  on  water.  Flax.  Linen.  Kuttan,  A  red 

biting  insect. 

A  {.^'^ katasib,  (pi.  of  'ixs^^ katibat)  Armies, 
battalions,  troops,  cohorts,  squadrons. 

ath,{Y.n.  of  (_-*l^)  Writing,  describing. 

Ordering,  enjoining.  Knowing.  Joining,  binding 

firmly.  Closing  the  mouth  of  a  leathern  bottle  with 

a  stopple.  Sewing  a  leather  bottle  or  bag  with  two 

thongs.  Stitching  up  behind  (a  camel)  so  as  not 
to  aflbrd  access  to  the  male.  Putting  an  iron  ring 
through  the  nostrils  of  a  camel  in  order  that  she 

may  not  scent  the  young  of  another,  but  may  be 

induced  to  suckle  it  as  her  own.  Kutub  or  kutb, 

(pl.ofw>\:i^/<j7ai)Books.  Letters.  iiai'JULj^..^ 
kuti/bi  sidtan'iya,  The  royal  books,  divine  books, 
word  of  the  Lord.  ijjK*^  i„;X^ kutubi  samaivt, 

The  holy  Scriptures.  i-..^^ kutubi  musa' , 
The  books  of  Moses.  dari  kutub,  A I  ibrary. 

j      A  ia:;^A/7/;a/,  The  requesting  of  another  to  write 

j  a  letter  that  one  is  dictating.  Description,  inscrip- 
j  tion,  the  writing  of  a  book.     Kutbat,  A  stitch,  a 
suture.    A  leathern  thoner  with  which  thev  stitch 

up  any  thing.  Katabat,(\)\.ofi.^^ /iatib,)^Vnters. 
p  «3V=-  kutub-hhana,  A  library. 

hntubixtan,  A  library,  a  museum. 

A         Itntubiy,  A  bookseller,  bibliopolist. 
A  'i—x.Xi^ kutubiyat,  A  library. 

A  'iMkattat,  Verdure.  Kuttat,  The  worst  kind 
of  property  or  camels.   Goats  of  the  worst  sort. 

A  ̂   kath,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Eating  to  the  full. 
Throwing  any  thing  so  that  it  penetrates.  Striking 
the  skin  and  making  an  impression.  Devouring 

the  grass  (locusts).  Driving  dust  and  scattering  it 

i  over  a  person  (wind).  Any  thing  thrown  and  hurt- 

j  ing  the  body.  A  slight  scratch  from  grit  or  gravel. 

[      p^^7i;a/«/</(.  Butter-milk.  Milk,  butter-milk, i  and  salt.  Katikh,  A  mixture  of  sweet  and  sour. 

kat-kkuda,  (for  ji^  had-kkuda. 
Master  of  the  house)  A  lord-lieutenant,  a  viceroy, 

vicegerent,  vicar,  locum  tenens,  deputy.  A  rich 

or  great  man,  the  chief  inhabitant  of  a  place,  (as- 

trologically)  The  lord  of  the  ascendant,  the  pre- 

dominant star  at  a  person's  birth. 
kat-khuda-pasand, Common,]ow. 

p  kaikhudaii,  The  ofiice  of  overseer. 

State  of  a  householder,  house-keeping.  Marriage. 

p  katakh-shir,  Butter-milk  mixed  with 
milk  and  butter. 

A  kcitad,  Name  of  a  star.  Katnd  or  ka- 

tid,  (pi.  iillii  ahtad  or  kiiiud)  The  place  of 
union  ofthoshouldcrs,  or  part  between  the  shoulders 
and  the  back.  The  withers  of  a  horse. 

Aj^katr,  A  small  camel-litter  in  which  the 
ladies  travel.  Quantity,  quality.  Dignity,  estima- 

tion. Numbered.  The  middle  of  any  thing.  A 

wall  enclosing  a  place  where  dates  are  dried,  or 
where  corn  is  stacked.  A  staggering  pace  like 

that  of  a  drunken  man.  Ka,  ki,  or  hntar,  A  camel's 
bunch.  Kitr,  A  cupola  or  arched  building  resem- 

bling it.  A  tomb  of  the  old  tribe  of  ols-  ̂ id. 
p  kat/a)!.  Liquid  pitch. 

A  'ij^ katrat,  A  earners  bunch. 
p  f^^jj^ katrimitan,  (in  zand)  To  remain  still. 

p  f^'SS  katas,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Small. 

A  ̂   kut^  (v.  D.  of  ̂  )  Going  off  with.  Be- 
ing active,  alert,  quick  in  the  despatch  of  business. 

Being  contracted,  drawn  together.  Fleeing,  run- 

ning away.  Swearing.  Running,  i'a^a^,  (v.  n. 
of  x'J^)  Being  active,  stirring  in  business.  Draw- 



ins  one's  self  tosrether,  restraining  one's  self.  Ki- 

ta^  (pi.  ̂   kutaQ  A  small  piece.    Kuta^,  (pi. 

it^n)  A  fox's  cub  (especially  the  worst). 
A  wolf.  Mean,  abject,  sordid,  despicable.  A  light, 

active,  nimble  man.  Clever,  expert,  intelligent. 

Contracted  within  (himself),  (pi.  of  Af^hat^i) 

All.  (pi.  of  hCJ^kut^t)  The  ends  of  glass  phials. 
Small  buckets. 

A  Ajt^ kat^t,  A  female  slave,  maid-servant. 

Kat^,{ov^\30^f\3tJ^jam^fkat^i)A.\\,i\iev/ho\e. 

it^n,  (pi.  of  ̂ huta^  Fox-cubs. Wolves.  Mean. 

A  5U::^Aa^^a^,(pl.^l:^/f2Va^)A  bit,  piece.  Kut^t, 

(p\.^ki(ta^  A  small  bucket.  End  of  a  glass  phial. 

p  ̂  hatagh,  Sour  milk  dried. 
A  i^Jc:^ katf,  (v.  n.  of  i-i:/)  Striking  on  the 

shoulders.  Galling  the  shoulders  of  a  horse  (a  sad- 

dle). Tying  one's  hands  behind  his  back.  Draw- 

ing ticrht  the  curved  timbers  of  a  camel's  saddle 
one  upon  the  other.  Hooping  a  barrel  or  other 

vessel.  Being  high  in  the  withers  (a  horse).  Walk- 
ing softly, moving  the  shoulders  in  walking.  Being 

kind  and  easy  ;  favouring.  Loathing,  detesting, 

nauseating.  Kitf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂..Jo^)  Flying  and  com- 
pressing his  wings  towards  his  hinder  parts  (a  bird). 

Kitf,  katif,  or  haiaf,  (pi.  'isC^ kitafat  and 
aktaf)  The  shoulder,  or  the  shoulder-blade. 

u»ft:.Ss3  lawhi  kitf  (or  hatif),  The  shoulder-blade, 

omoplate.  p  ji  t^'J^ Jdff  bar  zadan,  To  shrug 
the  shoulders,  to  rejoice,  ak- 

taf) Wide-shouldered.  Lame  in  the  shoulder.  Ka- 

taf,  (v.  n.  of  L_i::^)  Being  broad-shouldered.  Be- 

ing broad  in  the  withers  (a  horse).  Walking  softly. 
Breadth  of  shoulder.  A  halting  from  dislocation 

or  pain  of  the  shoulders. 

Tidtfas,  (fern,  of  aktaf)  Slip- 
shouldered  (mare). 

A  ̂J^k^tfan,  (v.  n.  o^i^^)  Flying  and  com- 
pressing his  wings  towards  his  hinder  parts  (a  bird). 

Kitf  an  or  kutfan,  A  locust  beginning  to  fly.  Ka- 
tafan,  A  quick  step. 

A  'isC^ hitafat,  (pi.  of  ̂̂ Jl^ katif )  Shoulders. 
Shoulder-blades. 

p  8,U*»  '^.^  kitf -sura,  The  withers  of  a  horse. 
The  shoulder-blade. 

p  ̂J^kutk,  A  stick.  Katak,  A  species  of  ugly 

short-lego:ed  sheep  (peculiar  to  Bahrayn). 
H  katak,  Cuttak.    The  crab-apple. 

A  Cj>^^ katkat,  A  blabber,  a  prater. 

-p  Ji::^ katkar,  (or katkar)  A  carpenter. 
A  CL^^^  katkat,  The  note  of  a  bustard.  Kut- 

kut,  A  sort  of  game. 

A  'i':^ katkatat,  (v.  n.of  Oic:^Q)  Laughing 
low.   Taking  short  and  quick  steps. 

P^  kutkutu,  A  kind  of  origany. 

A  ̂^^^ kutkuta\  A  sort  of  game. 

p  f^^^^ kat-kan,  A  well-digger. 
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p  «Jk5o;^^/£a^^/wa,  Portion  ofa  farm  re-let.  jsa 

1^^^ katkina  karclan,  To  re-farm,  or  re-let. 
katkina-dar.  An  under  tenant. 

p        katcjar,  (or kat gar)  A  carpenter. 

A  ̂y:^ katl,  (v.  n.  of  Js^)  Binding,  imprison- 

ing. Katal,  (v.  n.  of,J,:^)  Being  viscous,  adher- 
ing.   Grossness  of  body. 

p  kutal,  A  led  horse  for  parade.  A  high 

hill.  The  skirts  of  a  hill.  y^^JiZt  shuturi  kutal, 

A  led  camel. 

A  kutlat,  (pi.  y^ kutal)  A  mass  of  clay. 

A  quantity  of  dates  in  a  lump.  A  little  ball  of 

gum.  Kutlat  or  katlat,  A  piece  of  meat. 

kutaljiyan,  (or  ̂^^^^ kutalchiyan) 

The  king's  domestics,  those  who  have  the  care  of 
pitching  the  royal  tent. 

p  ̂  katm  or  katam,  Leaves  of  woad  or  indigo. 

A  ̂  katm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Hiding,  lurking,  ab- 
sconding; covering,  veiling,  concealing.  Suppress- 

ing (anger),  p  ̂̂ ^^ y**  ̂̂ katmi  sir  kardan,  To 

keep  a  secret.  ̂ ^li^Oiil^j^  ̂  katmi  shahadat 
kardan,To  refuse  to  give  testimony.  JTzf^w, Indigo- 
leaf.  Katam,  A  species  of  herb  which,  mixed  with 

privet,  makes  a  tincture  for  the  hair.  Kutum,  (pi. 

of  ̂yj^ katum)  Camels  which  conceal  their  preg- 
nancy by  not  cocking  their  tails. 

A  ̂J^kitman,  (v.  n.  of  ̂)  Concealing,  keep- 
ing in.  Retaining  liquor  (a  leathern  bottle). 

kitmani  asrar.  The  keeping  of  secrets.  Kut- 

man,  A  species  of  herb  which,  combined  with  hin- 
na,  makes  a  dye  for  the  hair. 

A  'iJt^ katmat,  A  word  in  reply.  Kitmat,  Se- 
crecy, concealment.  Kutamat,  (A  man)  who  con- 

ceals his  thoughts. 

A  katan,  (v.  n.  of  )  Being  dirty,  nasty 

(as  a  house  with  smoke,  hands  with  blackness,  the 

lips  of  cattle  with  eating  viscous  herbage).  Nasti- 

ness,  filth.  Viscosity.  Soil  at  the  i-oot  of  a  palm- 

tree.  Katin,  Dirty,  grimy  (leathern  bottle).  Ka- 
tin  or  kitn,  A  large  platter  or  dish. 

p  j^i:;^katambar,  (or  J>-j^)  Slow.  A  glutton. 

A  'iSS^  kitnat,  A  certain  fragrant  tree. 
A       katw,  A  going  with  short  steps. 

p  y^katu,  Name  of  a  bird  which  devours  gra- 
vel.   Kutu,  A  cotton-pod. 

A  y\y^ kutmal,  The  porter  of  a  castle.  A  kind 
of  officer  of  police  or  magistrate,  who  apprehends 

rogues,  inspects  taverns  and  houses  of  promiscuous 
entertainment,  and  determines  disputes  of  inferior 
moment. 

p  kutmaR,  The  office  of  kutwal. 

A        kutud,  (pi.  of  6^ katad)  Interscapulae. 

A  ̂^kutu'^  (v.  n.  of  ̂  )  Travelling  far  off". A         katul.  High  (ground). 
A  ^;a<Mm,Close,who  conceals  (his)  thoughts. 

Notchless  (bow).  (A  bow)  emitting  no  sound.  (A 

camel)  silent  when  mounted  upon.  (pi.  ̂  kutum) 
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A  camel  that  does  not  cock  her  tail  though  preg- 

nant. Kutum,  (v.  n.  o{  ̂:^)  Concealing  her  preg- 
nancy by  not  cocking  her  tail  (a  camel).  Emitting 

nosound(abow).  Retaining  liquor(leathern  bottle). 
cJk  lit  u  mut.  Really,  truly,  exactly. 

A  Sewed.  Fastened,  closed  (bottle). 

P^  kitib,  A  chain,  fetter;  manacle,  shac- 

kles, (from  A  i^\::^kitab)  A  book. 

A  kat'ibat,  (pi.  i^^^katdsib)  An  army; 
atroop,  squadron,  battalion  of  men  fromlOOtolOOO. 

A  <JL>S^ kafit,  (v.  n.  of  C^)  Walking  gently, 

or  taking  quick,  short  steps.  A  miser.  Any  gentle 

noise,  as  the  cry  of  a  young  camel  when  beginning 

to  bray,  or  in  the  chest  of  a  very  angry  man.  The 

noise  of  a  boiling  pot,  or  of  fermenting  liquor. 

A  'k^S^ katitat.  Broth  so  thick  as  scarcely  to 
be  stirred  with  a  ladle. 

V  katir  or  kutir,  The  appearance  of  water  in 

the  desert.  Marshy,  unfertile  ground.  A  kind  of  stuff. 

p  ̂^jC^ katiran,  Pitch. 
p  tjC^ katira,  Gum-tragacanth. 

A  ̂k  ati^  Any  body,  any  thing  (is  not  there). 
Entire,  full,  whole  (year).  Worthless,  vile,  sordid. 

A  i^KJ^katif,  (pi.  L^i'S^kutf)  Broad  (sword). 
A  barrel-hoop.  Broad  plates  for  casing  doors. 

A  'isXJ^katifat,  A  large  iron  plate  for  strength- 
ening, and  occasionally  enough  for  covering,adoor. 

Malevolence.  A  crowd,troop.  Blacksmith's  pincers. 

A  'i^X^kattlat,  A  palm-tree  beyond  hand-reach. 

p  kat'im,  A  leathern  bag  or  bottle  from 
which  the  water  has  not  entirely  run  out.  Brack- 

ish, unfruitful  soil. 

A  |*J^  kat'im,  Well-sewed  (bottle),  (xi  stitch) which  does  not  leak.  Silent  (camel).  Twangless 

(bow).  A  bow  made  of  a  piece  of  unsplit  wood.  A 

bow  in  which  there  is  no^notch  for  the  arrow. 
A  iJL>^ kass,  (v.  n.  of  i-L*^)  Voiding  excrement. 

(pl.L^li^/t2ia.s)Thick-bearded  (man).  ̂ «S5,Thick- 
bearded  (persons).  Thickly-congregated  (people). 

A  ̂  kast,  (v.  n.  of  lii^  Floating  on  the  surface 
of  the  whey  (milk).  Throwing  up  scum  (a  pot). 
Taking  off  the  cream  or  scum.  Growing  long,  thick, 

and  entangled  (herbage,  the  beard,  or  camels'  hair). 

A  \^kasa',  (pi.  ̂^^kasa')  The  herb  (j'Ji^\. 
kassas.  Thick  (beard). 

A  {^[^  kisdb,  Any  thing  which  strikes  one 
(as  an  arrow  or  stone).    Kusdb,  Many,  much. 

A  u->lw  kassdb  or  knssdb.  An  arrow  without 

point  or  wings. 
kassat  or  kussat,  Cream.   Scum.  Kas- 

sat,  (or        kasdt)  A  species  of  the  herb  rocket. 

kasat,  (pi.  ̂_^kasa'')  The  herb  ̂ ^Ift^.^. 
ALL>\j^kisds,(p].o'fijL>^)  Thick-bearded  men. 
A  kasasdf,  (Land)  of  strong  deep  soil. 

A  kasdsat,  (v.  n.  of  t^^) Being  thick  and 

dense.   Being  bushy,  curling,  and  short  (beard). 
A       kasdr  or  kisdr,  Troops,  herds.  Kusdr, 



Much.  A  great  multitude. 

A  u       hasufut,  (v.  n.  of  Being  thick, 

dense;  much;  numerous.  Density, tliickness.  Lux- 
uriance. Multitude,  number,  abundance. 

A  ̂'j^ hash,  (v.  n.  of  Collecting  toge- 
ther, heaping  up.  Pouring  in  or  out.  Entering, 

being  introduced.  Making  an  assault,  charging 

upon.  Inverting  (a  quiver).  Decreasing  (the  milk 

of  a  camel).    Kasah,  Nearness,  neighbourhood. 

<«  m'm  hasah,  Near  at  hand, from  hard-by. 

Kusuh,  (pi.  oi' ̂ ^xi^ hasib)  Sands  blown  in  aheap. 
li(i!>has.  Earth. 

A  f^J^^ huxhan,{^\.  of  t_-*jji^AasI&)  Sand-hills. 
A  ixii^  hushat,  (pi.  i^'i^  liusah)  A  pail  of  milk, 

as  much  as  is  milked  at  once.  A  little  milk  or  wa- 

ter. As  much  remaining  in  a  vessel  as  is  sufficient 

for  a  draught.    Meat,  drink,  and  in  general  any 

tbingcollected  or  composedfrom  smallerquantities. 

A  valley  between  two  mountains.    A  heap. 

■    A  io  hassat,  Thick  (beard). 
usas,  (v.n.oftL^)  Beingthickjbushy, 

and  short  (the  beard). 

A  ̂  hasj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Eating  food  and  lay- 
ing up  an  abundant  store. 

A  ̂  has-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Taking  or  collecting. 
Separating,  scattering.     Driving  about  the  dust 

(wind).  Baring  (the  buttocks). 

A        has-hat,  A  small  crowd. 

A        kus-hum,  (A  man)  having  a  short,  thick, 
bushy  beard. 

A  'i^^ hus-hamat,  Small  bits  of  wood,  broken 
branches,  dry  leaves,  or  other  rubbish.  Kus-humat, 
A  short,  thick,  curly  beard. 

A  kasr,  Much.  Surplus.  Kasr  or  hasar, 

The  marrow  or  pith  of  a  palm-tree;  also  a  branch 

and  the  envelope  of  the  flower.  Kusr,  (v.  n.  of j^) 

Excelling  in  multitude.  Being  numerous.  Abun- 

dance, riches.  The  greater  part  of  a  thing. 

A  'ij^ hasrat,(y.  n.  ofj^)  Becoming  numerous. 
Kasrat  or  hisrat,  Multitude,  plenty,  abundance, 

8uporfluity,excess.  The  best  or  greatest  part.  C^j^ 

JjJ^U-  liasrati  hhalaAli,  (also  |jJi>-  C^J^ kasrati 

hhalh)  Many  people.  'ij^ hasratus  suhr, 
Too  much  watching.  C^J^ hasrati  ghida, 

A  superfluity  of  victuals.  CJ>j^ kasrati  ha- 
lam,  Loquacity,  tautology. 

A  IsJ^  hasra',  Name  of  an  idol  of  the  Arabian 

tribes  jadis  and  ̂ ^ia  tasm,  destroyed  by 
^y^t^  nahshal,  who  embraced  Islam  under  Mu- 

hammad. i'i/sm'jThc  h;.bitofdrinkingmuch  wine. 
A  ha.'i^  (v.  n.  of  ̂)  Having  cream  swim- 

ming on  the  surface  (milk).  Jlos^or  hasa^,  (v.  n. 
of^^)  Being  red,  turgid  with  blood  (the  lip). 

■''^l,  A  woman  whose  privities  are 
large.  Large  and  thick  (female  privities). 

A  Jtas^t  or  has^f,  Scum  of  a  pot,  fat  of 
broth.    Cream  of  milk.    luis^t,  The  groove  in 
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the  upper  lip.  Kasa^it,  Clay,  mud. 

A  ̂̂ <j^ kas^m,  A  panther.  A  cross  breed  be- 
tween a  wolf  and  hind.  (See  also  (._.**jk^/i«*'^ai). 

A  hasf,  A  crowd,  a  multitude. 
A  C.*^^ kashas  or  hiskis,  Small  fragments  of 

stone.  Earth. 

A  hashasat,  (v.  n.  of  Having 
a  thick  and  bushy  beard. 

hushusa'  or  hashasa',  A  certain  game 
played  with  sand  or  earth. 

A  ̂^j^ hasl,  A  crowd.  A  heap  of  corn. 

A  ̂  hasm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Collecting,  assem- bling. Filling.  Eating  a  cucumber,  or  any  thing 

green  and  crisp.  Following  (the  traces  or  footsteps). 

Turning  (a  quiver)  upside  down.  Diverting  from 

(any  purpose).  Approaching.  Delaying,  being 

slow.  pJS  ̂nhasamin,  In  the  neighbourhood, 
nearat  hand.Fromnear,from  hard-by.Xasm,Thick. 

A  'it^hasamat,  Drunk, or  full  of  drink(woman). 
Kasimat,  Hard  and  thick  (mushroom). 

A  {^'xj^ hasjiah,  Strong,  hard,  robust. 

A  'i^husnat,  Any  thing  made  of  myrtle,  osier, 
or  palm-leaves  (as  wicker-work  or  matting),  on 

which  they  lay  fragrant  herbs  or  flowers. 

A  husw,  Heaped-up  earth.  A  little  milk. 
The  bird  Uaa  hata\ 

usiisat,  (v.  n.  ofvl/)  Being  thick.  Be- 
ing short,  curling,  and  bushy  (beard). 

A  ̂y^husu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  diarrhoea 
or  liquid  stools.  Throwing  up  scum  (a  pot).  Pro- 

ducing cream  (milk).  Being  red,  turgid  (the  lip). 

A        hasa',  (pi.  hasa  or  hasat) 
Plants  called  ̂ j^i^  ayhuhan. 

A  i^xi^ hasib,  (pi.  'i.Ji^\ahsilmt,  i,^^ kusuh, 
or  ̂J^J^ kiishnn)  Sand-hill,  sand  blown  in  a  heap. 

K'^ij^hasWiy,  nillocky,prominont(buttocks). 
A  (.^aJj  Aasis,  Thick,  dense. 

slsu'l  Uhl/at,  Thick-bearded,  bushy-bearded. 

A  jC^ hash',  Many,  much,  copious,  abundant, 

plentiful,  numerous.  Superfluous.  Fruitful, 

^^L-i>-^WiaAi?'w'Zi/i.sa?2,  Most  beneficent. 

kastru'ljihad.  Warlike,  heroic.  kasiru'z 

zarar.  Most  noxious  or  hurtful.  yM  haslru'l 

lawn,  Many-coloured,  r  d*"^^^- 

mai}i  kas'iru't  iahahhum,A  powerful  enemy.  jU» 

J\yJ\ jj^shahi  kasiru'n  naival,  A  most  beneficent 

prince,  a  ̂   JJii]\  j  J^^^okS^l  al  kasiru  zarra, 

Tval  kalllu  nafa^,  Superfluity  is  hurtful,  whilst 
a  little  docs  good,  zajnani  kaslr,  A  long 

time.  ̂ Jp^^  JJj'  hafil  u  hash',  Little  and  much. A        kaslran,  Many  times,  often. 

A  Ajo.'^ hash-Of,  Gum-tragaeanth. 

A  'ijphash-at,  (fem.ofj^kas'ir)  Much.  Many. 

J^iS^Jls-j  ?vja/t  Aasi?-a,  Many  men.  tj^ 
marrati  kasira,  (or  S^jC^C^Ui  J  dafa^ti  kasira) 

Many^timt's,  often. 
A  'iji^ kasiratan,  Oftentimes. 

-*  ̂-^i^ Aa«/,  Thick,  dense.  Opaque.  Many, 
much,  numerous,  abundant. 

^^I^"j>  Crooked,  curved,  wry,  distorted,  bent, dislocated.  A  kind  of  silk  of  little  value.  A  hook. 

A  grappling-iron.  Auj,  A  sort  of  herb  used  in  set- 
ting broken  bones.  A  species  of  the  shell  called concha  veneris. 

*  (^-  n-  of^)  Playing  at  the  game  iSf 
hujjat,  or  racket,  bandy,  shintv,  or  hockev. 

/t»//a,  Where?  Whither?  After  what  man- 
ner? how?  Who?  what?  Eveiywhere, wherever. 

When?  A  place.  ̂ ^-j^'jT hujamt  rav't,  Whither goestthou?  ta  huja,  How  long? 

huja,{oT\^-\S  ta  ia  Aiya) Whither?  to  what  place? 

W J'  a~  huja,  Whence  ?  by  which  way  ? 

har  huja,  Everywhere.  Wheresoever.  Jjfcj  J'ui- 
W  (— ^^^^  ̂   hliayali  zuhd  huja,  nashai/i 
sha?-ah  huja,  How  (can  any  one  reconcile)  the  idea 
of  piety  and  the  fumes  of  wine  ? 

P       ̂ haj-ahru,  Finely-arch-browed. 

P  ciji^^  ̂iuj-ahruii,  The  possession  of  finely- arched  eyebrows,  graceful  curvature  of  eyebrow. 

hajaha,  A  camel-litter  for  women, 

rj^^ — hajaz,  A  hatchet,  axe,  pick,  mattock. 
-ayhand,  (or  jjiT  j  haj-wjand) 

A  cuirass  quilted  with  silk. 

P     — kajaiva,  A  camel-litter  for  females. 

hajaiva-7iislim,  Seated  in  a  litter. 

kujaJi,  Where  thou  art.    Where  art 
thou  ?  Wlience  art  thou  ?   A  dweller,  inhabitant. 

pjV  2  haj-baz.  An  unfair  player.  Fraudulent. 
P  t^-*-^  ̂   haj-hahs,  An  absurd  reasoner. 

V ij^, ̂ Itaj-haksi,  Absurd,  tortuous  reasoning, 
p  isJk.L_)  ̂  kaj-basta.  Ill-set  (broken  bone). 

P-/ 
kdjuba,  A  camel-litter  for  women, 

p  (^jo  ̂  kaj-h'in,  Squint-eyed,  looking  awrv. 
huJJat,Ahoy'sgame,  the  game  ofracket. 

p         ̂  kaj-chashjn,  Squint-eyed, 

p  ^ Itaj-chashm'i,  Strabism,  squint. 

p 
-iJ>-  kaj-khulk,  Ill-tempered,  cross. 

1^-3-        kaj-khivnk.  Deceitful. 

p  ̂ \^-^^ kaj-hhivahi,  Deceitfulness. V  haj-dar  marez,  Evasion,  subter- 

fuge, putting  oflT. 

p  ̂   ̂  haj-ra,  Of  crooked  policy. p  kaj-rav,  Going  awry.  L^nprincipled. 

p  (^^jj^/ii/y-ravi,  A  walking  obliquely  or  awry. 
The  want  of  principle:  perversencss. 

p         ̂ /irty-?ai^,  Cross-tempered. p  haj-falm,  Misunderstanding,  per- 

verting a  meaning. 
pC^L/  hajak,A  hook  used  in  driving  elephants. 

An  iron  curved  at  one  end.  A  rod  having  one  end 

bent,  from  which  is  suspended  balls  of  gold  and  sil- 

ver for  shooting  at.  A  drum-stick.  A  black  feather 

in  a  duck's  tail,  which  couriers  wear  on  their  head 
and  women  in  their  hair.  A  jar  for  keeping  rose- 



water  and  dates  in.  A  kind  of  shell  from  which 

a  medicament  for  the  eye  is  prepared.    A  snail. 

A  'is^^ kajkajat,  Name  of  a  game  called 
istu'l  halhat. 

p        ̂ liaj-hulah,  A  beau,  (lit.)  wearing  the 
cap  awry.  A  beloved  object. 

kajala,  A  magpie, 

v^yo^kaj-mizaj,  Cross,  peevish.  Stupid, 

p  JV3  ̂hajnal,  A  small  cannon  carried  on  an 
elephant. 

p  jla)  ̂  kaj-nazar,  Envious,  malignant  looks. 

p  lil^  ' ̂  kaj-nihad,  Crooked-minded. p  ̂̂ —^kajwaj,  Crooked,  bent,  wry. 
H         Itajur,  Zedoary,  a  Chinese  root. 

p  kujuk,  Sciatica  or  hip-gout. 

p  ̂̂ y^  hajuman,  A  kind  of  nightshade. 

p  8j  ̂  kajawa,  A  camel-litter  for  women. 
P^  kaja,  A  thing  crooked  at  the  extremity. 

A  hook  on  which  they  hang  meat. 

p  haji,  Raw-silk  from  the  cones.  Crook- 
edness, wryness,  distortion.  Crossness. 

p  i^j^ hujirda  or  kujayrda,  A  leader,  head  of 

a  party,  chief  of  a  religious  sect. 

p  j»A^Aq;m,  Armour  for  man  or  horse.  (Ja^j^ 

I  i^jMyJ)^  pAS^i_^i*»>\  sahlli  ashi  kajim-poshtda,The 
neighing  of  a  barbed  warhorse. 

p  i^^kajm,  Made  of  raw-silk.  Armour  quilted 
with  silk.    Kijin,  Flour  and  oil. 

p  ̂   kuch,  The  scale  of  a  fish, 
p  Mchri,  A  kind  of  food  made  of  rice, 

pulse,  and  butter  (eaten  in  Hindiistan). 

p  tdis^ kachak,  Name  of  an  animalcule  which 
frets  a  leathern  water-bottle. 

p  [J)^-^  kachkul,  A  beggar,  mendicant, 
p         kaclial,  One  who  has  no  hair,  and  is 

marked  with  wounds  or  scars.    Crooked,  bandy- 
legged.  Kaclial  or  kuchal,  An  animalcule  which 

eats  holes  in  a  leathern  water-bottle. 

p  ed^  kuchula,  Dogsbane.  Wolfsbane, 
p         kachall,  A  disease  incident  to  the  heads 

of  children  and  causing  the  hair  to  fall  off.  Name 

of  a  valley  near  Ispahan. 

p  hachol,  Motion  of  the  hips  in  dancing, 
p  6^ kacha,  A  ring  without  a  bezel.  The  chin. 

A  ladle.    A  hook  on  which  they  hang  meat, 

p  ijjO  6.^ hacha-bazi,  Tricks  done  with  a  ring, 
p  e-^ hadia  gul  kardan,  To  become 

manifest  (any  thing  concealed). 

P^^^ kaclm;  {tdij^ kachii-da,  or  huchayrdd) 
A  leader,  head,  chief  of  a  party. 

(fem.«>si^)True,aboriginal  (Arabian). 
kihal,  A  species  of  antimony.   A  col- 

lyrium.    Small  beads,  or  any  thing  similar,  used 

as  amulets  against  thefascinationof  malignant  eyes. 

A  Jls^  kahhal,  An  ocuJist.     tJi^xij!^  Jl-^^ 
kahhali  shari^t,  An  epithet  of  Muhammad. 

A  hahaAl,  (pi.  of        hahil)  Anointed 
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with  antimonj'  (eyes). 

kahb,  (v.  n.  of  4^)  Striking  on  the 
backside.  Sour  grapes.  The  backside. 
A^  kahbat,  A  single  sour  grape. 

A  i^x^  kahs,  (v.  n.  of  i^r^)  Drawing  (part 

of  any  thing)  towards  one  with  the  hand. 
A  kahsalat,  Protuberance  of  belly. 

A        huhuh,  Old  decrepit  women. 

A  kahs,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^ )  Obliterating,  de- 
facing. Being  obliterated.  Running  round,  going 

over.  Going  off,  and  being  lost  sight  of  (an  os- 
trich). Searching,  groping  with  the  foot.  A  kind 

of  plant  the  seed  of  which  resembles  locusts'  eyes. 
A  kaht,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Giving  over,  ceasing 

(rain).  Sterility,  barrenness. 

Ai  i.^ kalif,{^\.i^ ̂  ̂m/im/")  A  limb,  member. 
A  Inhliih  or  huhhuh,  A  decrepit  old  wo- 

man ;  aged  camel. 
j/^  A         hahl,  (v.  n.  of  Being  barren  (the 
year).  Afflicting  and  distressing  people  (a  barren 

year).  Anointing  the  eyes  with  antimony.  Being  co- 
vered with  green  herbage  for  thefirsttime(ground). 

A  barren  year.  Dearth,  scarcity.  Heaven,  sky. 

Name  of  a  cow.  Cl**^  sarrahat  kahlun. 

The  sky  was  serene  and  cloudless.  Kuhl,  (pi.  Jl^^ 
ah-hal)  A  collyrium,  or  antimony  reduced  to  a  fine 
powder,  used  for  the  eyes.  Accumulated  wealth, 

(pi.  ̂>-\^l«/ta/tz7)Asortof  pot-herb.  Pj^^^js^ 
huhli  kharvlan,  Juice  of  boxthorn.  A^^)ii^«Jl  u)"^ 

kuhlu's  Sudan,  A  tree  bearing  black  berries,  which 
are  excellent  for  the  eyes.  huhli  fars, 

Sarcocolla,  a  Persian  gu  m  or  balsam,  used  in  dress- 
ing wounds.    6^j>,         huhli  parand,  (Jjj 

kuhli  roz,  or  huhli  skab^  Darkness  of 

the  night,  ̂ j-?"  ̂̂ ^-^  huhli  charkh.  The  lower 
heaven.  Darkness  of  the  night,  a  Kahal,  (v.  n. 

of  J^)  Having  black  at  the  roots  of  the  eyelashes 
(naturally,  without  the  aid  of  paint).  Kahil,  (pi. 

^J^kahla'  and  ̂ ^\^ kahasil)  Anointed  with  an- timony (eye). 

uhla,  Ox-tongue  (an  herb).  Melilot. 
Chickweed.    Wild  mustard. 

A  ̂'^J^ kahms,  (fern,  of  ̂yJ^^  ah-hal)  One  who has  naturally  black  eyes  and  eyelashes  without  the 

assistance  of  art.  (Awoman)  whose  eyes  are  anoint- 

ed with  collyrium.  Black-eyed  and  white-bodied 
(sheep).  A  kind  of  bird.  A  certain  plant  on  which 
bees  feed.    The  herb  bugloss. 

hahlat,  Small  beads  used  as  amulets 

against  the  fascination  of  malignant  eyes.  The  sky. 

A  kahla\(p\.ofij^hahil)  (Eyes) anointed 
with  antimony. 

A         hahmaf.  The  eye. 

A  {^^^  kuhm,(v .n.oft^jc.s~  )Departing, vanish- 
ing, disappearing,  being  obliterated,  and  effaced. 

A  (  huhuf,  (pi.  of  (__fls;^ )  Members,  limbs. 

A  ̂̂ ^s  hahy,  A  spoiling,  damaging,  injuring. 

A  J^J^ hahil,  (pk  hahdsil  and 

hahla')  An  eye  anointed  with  collyrium  or  anti- 
mony. An  eye  of  the  colour  of  antimony.  Kuhayl, 

Pitch  or  naphtha  (with  which  they  anoint  camels). 

A  ̂"^^^.x^  huhaylds.  Ox-tongue  (an  herb). 

p^hakh.  Name  of  a  city.  Kahh,  hihh,  or  kuhh, 
A  mask,  a  deformed  appearance,  any  thing  similar 

with  which  they  frighten  boys.  JTjM, Tasteless,  insi- 

pid. iTwAA,  A  reed  of  which  mats  are  made.  Aworm. 

A  ̂hikh,  hakhkh,  or  hikhhh,  A  word  used  in  de- terring children  from  doing  any  thing,  or  in  detes 
tation  of  any  thing  dirty. 

huhhta,  A  flame  of  fire. 

p  ̂   huhhj,  (or  ̂   huhhcli)  Birch,  broom. 
pSA-ij  ̂hahh  janda.  An  evil  spirit,  a  demon. 
p  hikhhikh,  A  word  used  in  deterring  chil- 

dren from  doing  any  thing.  Laughter.  Kukhhukh, 

Cougrhing.    Heat,  warmth. 

A  'isf-^  kahhhahhat,  {y.n.  of  ̂^Q)  Crying 

out  to  a  child  ̂  ̂ hihh  hihh. 
A        hahhm,  A  pushing,  thrusting  away. 

A         hahhihh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Snoring  in  sleep. 
p  had, Khouse.  Beginning, first,  (in  zand 

and  Pazand)  A  person,  somebody. 

A       hadda,  (fut.        yahuddu)  He  laboured. 
aS/  hadd,  (v.  n.  of  35)  Importuning,  urging 

a  request.  Combing  the  head.  Making  a  signal 
with  the  finger.  Plaguing,  tormenting,  desiring  one 
to  take  any  trouble.  Taking  away  (any  thing,  fluid 

or  solid)  with  the  hand.  Trouble,  labour,  fatigue, 

diligence,  endeavour.  A  mortar  (in  which  any  thing 

is  pounded).  Examination, search, inquiry.  ̂ jiS^ 

haddifarj,  Meretricious  work,  p  j.i'  kadd u hawish.  Search, inquiry , examination, application. 
a  \^ AafZj,  (v. n.  of  Ici^  Being  nipped  by  cold, 

or  knocked  down  by  hail  (a  plant)  ;  also  growing 

slowly  for  want  of  rain.  Pinching  a  plant  (cold). 

Kadas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂<i>^)  Appearing  to  vomit  when 

croaking  (a  raven).  Being  stunted  (plants). 
haddt,PL  name  of  CJ^^^rafdt.  Kidat, 

Hindrance,  prohibition.    A  cutting. 
A         kadat,  A  collection  of  meat  and  drink. 

A  kuddd.  Name  of  a  celebrated  stallion-ass. 
The  refuse  of  the  herb  (j^^^  silUydn. 
A  kudddat.  Remains  of  meat  at  the  bottom 

of  a  pot.  Sediment  of  butter  dressed  with  pounded 

grain  (^^_y*»  sarvih)  and  dates. 
A  i^li^S^hadddis,(j)l.of(^'}\^^)  S  h  ock  s  of corn . 

A  Sj^iii^ kaddrat,  (v.  n.  of Being  muddy 
and  opaque.  Kuddrat,  Broth  remaining  at  the 
bottom  of  the  kettle.    Sediment  of  butter. 

A  ̂JiS^ huddriy ,  A  transparent  cloud. 
A  hidds,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Sneezing  (an 

animal).  Kudds,  A  heap  of  snow.  The  sneezing 

of  an  animal. 
A  (^\^{ huddds,  A  shock  of  unthreshed  corn. 

A  'i*n\S^ huddsat ,  Any  thing  collected  from  dif- 



ferent  quarters. 

A  {^\'^ haddash,  One  who  pinches  or  nips. 

p ^\^/tudd>n,\Vh[ch'!  whosoever.  Wlio?  what? liudam,  An  old  man.  The  root  of  grass 

trodden  and  invisible  till  the  rain  brings  it  to  light. 

A  hudainat,  Remainder  of  any  victuals, 

p  hidavii,  A  light  rough  stone  of  a  dark 

green  colour,  found  on  the  sea-shore,  used  by  tin- 
men.   Kv.dami,W\\ot  what?  which? 

V  {^jyi\^hudunnn,  Which  of  them  ?  (jj* 
dar  hudamin,  Where?  in  what  place?  In  whom? 

^J^1  jio  ha  hudamin,  What  ?  whither  ? 
idan,  A  piece  of  untwisted,  unravelled 

rope  sticking  in  a  knot. 
A         hadanat,  Turpitude,  baseness. 

A  'e^\i^Jnjdai/af,  A  collection  of  meat  and  drink. 
A[^S^kadb,Jladib,hadab,ol•hudb,Awhitespec^i. 

on  the  nail.  Kadib,  Whitish,  thin,  watery  (blood), 

p        kadba,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  lie. 

p  ̂\jd^had-banu,  A  married  woman,  mistress 
of  a  family,  lady,matron.  The  body.  An  iron  instru- 

ment, used  by  engravers,  seal-cutters,  and  painters. 

A  'iS^ hiddat,  Rough,  rugged  (ground). 
A         kadaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂lii^  Drinking  wine 

at  pleasure  to  one's  fill. 

A  ̂^hadhjiy.n.oi^^)  Scratching  (the  face 
with  the  nails).  Combing  (hair).  Studying,  giving 

attention,  labouring  (especially  in  providing  for  a 

family),   (pi.  huduli)  A  scratch,  a  scar. 

p  \6s'' had-hlMda,  Go^.  Master  of  a  family. 

A  magistrate.  Any  one  looked  up  to  with  reve- 
rence and  respect.  A  bridegroom;  married  man. 

The  soul.    A  king. 

p  (3^LJi-  d^/cad-hhuddn,A  family-establishment, 
housekeeping.  Marriage. 

A  ii^S^ka  or  kudadat,  Broth  left  in  a  pot. 

Kj^hadr,  (v.  n.  oijd^ )  Pouring  out  (water). 
Kudr  or  liadir,  Muddy,  obscure.  Kadar,  (v.  n. 

oijd^)  Being  turbid,  dirty,  muddy  (water).  Be- 
ing distracted,  perplexed  with  misfortunes  (life). 

Trouble,  affliction,  agitation,  vexation,  sorrow,  sad- 

ness, grief,  anguish,  solicitude,  anxiety,  perturba- 
tion, melancholy.  Darkness,  dimness,  impurity  (of 

colour,  of  the  eye  or  water),  (pi.  of  kadarat) 
Ilandsful  of  corn  cut  down.  Cisterns.  ICudur,  A 

stout,  thick  ass. 

V hadar,  Name  of  a  fragrant  plant. 

A  j^kudurr,  A  well-made  young  man,  strong- 
built,  and  fat. 

kadras,  (fem.  of  ahdar)  Dark  ; 

brown,  tawny.  Name  of  a  place  in  Yaman  famous 

for  goats'  leather. 

p ji'^jS^ hadar-pazir,  Disturbed,  afflicted. 
hudrat,  (v.  n.  ofjSS)  Being  muddy, 

opaque  (as  colour),  perplexed  (life).  Darkness, 
dimness  of  colour.  Kadarat,  The  mud  at  the  bot- 

tom or  the  green-weed  swimming  at  the  top  of  a 
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cistern.  A  thin  cloud.  A  large  lump  of  clay  scraped 

together.  A  huge  clod.  (pl.jji^/ia(/a;-)  A  handful or  a  shock  of  cut-down  corn. 

p  ̂j<^ hudram,  A  vegetable  like  millet. 
A  Am<^;-I//,  A  thin  cloud.  A  species  of  the 

bird  Uai  kaid,of  abrown  colour,  neck  yellow,  back 

and  belly  powdered  with  black  and  white  spots. 

A^_y»Mhads,  (v.n.of^^L^)  Sneezing(beasts). 

Going  fast,  though  heavy  laden  (a  camel).  Throw- 
ing or  spreading  on  the  ground.  Accumulating, 

heaping  up.  Kuds,  (pi.  ahdds)  A  stack  of 
unthreshed  corn.  A  heap  of  snow. 

A  liadasdn,  (v.  n.  of  (^li^)  Sneezing. 

A  sm)^  hadsat,  Sneezing  (as  brutes,  though 

sometimes  applied  to  men ;  this,  however,  is  gene- 

rally expressed  by  .laS-  ̂ tsaC), 
V  iJL^i^ hudtst,  A  span. 

A  ij^^kadsh,  (v.  n.  of  {j^i^)  Scratching  with 
the  nails.  Cutting.  Striking  with  a  sword  orspear. 

Driving,  urging  onward.  Communicating  a  por- 
tion of  intelligence.  Endeavouring  to  provide  for 

a  family.  Acquiring,  obtaining.  Receiving  (a 

present).    Pushing,  thrusting  violently. 

A  ̂d^kad^  (v.  n.  of  ̂i^)  Driving  away,  beat- 
ing off,  averting. 

A  'is-d^  kud^t,  Vile,  base,  mean,  abject. 
A  i^d^  hadaf,  The  noise  of  feet  or  of  any  thing 

unseen,  or  of  feet  falling  on  a  hard  place, 

p  CL*i^ haduft,  The  skull. 
A  i^^S^ kidhdd,  Immoderate  laughter. 

A  'id^d^ hadliadat,  (v.  n.  ofA^^Q)  Driving, 
thrusting,  pushing  with  violence.  Running  gently. 

A  heavy,  slow  pace.  Immoderate  laughter.  A  blow 

of  the  furbishing  instrument  on  a  sword  when  be- 

ing polished.  The  noise  of  the  hammer  descending 
on  the  anvil. 

p  id^;^ liadhada.  The  noise  made  by  a  ham- 

mer when  striking  a  red-hot  iron. 

A  hadm,  (v.  n.  ̂ d^)  Biting  or  seizing 
with  the  fore-teeth;  taking  any  thing  with  the  lips 

(in  the  manner  of  an  ass).  Marking  with  an  iron 

instrument, makingan impression.  Pursuing,hunt- 

ing.  Searching,  looking  for.  Kudam,  A  black 

locust  with  a  green  head. 
A         Jiadmat,  An  impression,  mark,  or  scar. 

Kadamat,  Motion.  .Kadimat,  A  fat  sheep. 
A         kudummat,  A  strong,  brawny  man. 

A  iJJoii^i  «i/M?ttmMZ,  An  isl  a  n  d  in  the  sea  of  Yam  a  n . 

A  fji^/tadn,  (v.  n.of  ̂ i^^ )  Girding  (one's  vest) 
with  a  girdle.    Kadn  or  Mdn,  (pi.  hudun) 

An  upper  garment  put  on  to  keep  the  clothes  clean. 
A  cloth  in  which  women  wrap  their  feet  when  tra- 

vellinc:  in  the  hawda  or  camel-litter;  also  that  ve- 

hide.    A  camel-saddle.    The  skin  of  an  animal's 
leg  tanned,  which  they  use  as  a  mortar  for  braying 

drugs.  Kadan,  (v.  n.  of  f^^)  Being  black  from 

eating  viscous  plants  (a  camel's  lip).  Having  its 

y 
tops  croppedand  the  roots  remaining(tlie  herb^^U^ 
sdlhjdn).     Muddy,  obscure.    Kadhi,  Corpulent. 

P  ̂̂ kid  in,  A  village  in  which  near  ten  thou- 

sand people  assemble  on  the  day  called  [jy^^S'  ̂ 5- 
shurd.    A  pathic. 

A  u  idnat,  VlGsh.  Fat.  The  bunch  of  a 
camel.  People. 

p  ̂iSo:^ hudang,  (or  «Xj^)  A  fuller's  beetle. 

udiv,  (or        hidiiw)  (v.  n.  of  Ij/for 
j^)  Producing  plants  slowly  (ground).  Grow- 

ing unkindly  (corn). 

p        ftadu,  A  gourd.  A  cupping-glass. 
A  ̂J^^ hudut,  (v.  n.  of  Ijk^)  Being  nipped  by 

cold,  or  lodged  by  hail  (a  plant).  Nipping  and  lay- 

ing plants  (cold). 
p  td\^^ had-n-dda,  Foundation  of  a  house. 
P  \>^^ kadu-ld,  Pumpkin-soup. 

liuduh,  (pi.  of         kadh)  Scratches 
with  the  nails. 

P  hadokh,  A  bath.  A  cup. 

A  hadud,  A  well,  the  water  of  which  is 
difficult  to  draw. 

p&3bj^ ̂ mrM-i^awa, Intestinal  worms.  Afatal 
disease,  breaking  out  internally  like  seeds  of  gourds. 

'ttidur,(v.  n.  of,  J^)  Being  turbid,  muddy. 

A  ijj^^ kudurat,  (v.  n.  of  jii!^')  Being  turbid, 
muddy,  opaque.  {i\.C^\j^::>^  hudurdt)  Foulness, 
impurity  in  water.  Dimness  of  the  eye.  Anguish, 

perturbation,  oppression  of  spirits.  Resentment. 

P  {J^^'^ kadu-kash,  An  instrument  for  cuttinof 

pumpkins. A^jii5^ hudun,  (pi. of  ̂JCl>^ kadnor  /i/<?rt)  Upper garments  for  keeping  the  clothes  clean.  Wrappers 
for  the  feet  when  travelling. 

P  hadu-nima,  A  half-gourd;  a  decanter. 

p  ijS^ /iuduh,  A  tearing,  wounding.  Seizure. 
A  t^:)^ kuduh,  (v.  n.  of  »ji)  Scratching  (the 

face)  with  the  nails.  Striking,  woundinij,  and  leav- 
ing a  mark  (a  stone).  Parting  (liair).  (pi.  of 

kadli)  Hard  blows  (with  a  stone). 
A  hadh,  (v.  n.  of  i^)  Scratching,  wound- 

ing. Breaking.  Parting  (hair  with  a  comb).  Vic- 

tory. (pl.Sj  udu/i)  A  hard  knock  (with  a  stone) 
leaving  a  mark.  Kadk  or  kudh,  A  word  used  in 

frightening  wild  beasts. 

p  St>i^/ifli/a,  A  habitation.  A  tavern.  A  vault, 
cavern,  or  cellar.  A  village,  (added  to  any  word  is 

a  noun  of  place:  as)  i^^  (j£>t  dfisJi-hada,  (Place 
of  fire)  A  temple  of  the  Magi,  may-hada, 
A  wine-cellar ;  a  tavern,  an  inn.  Kuda,  A  scratch. 
The  uvula.  The  wards  of  a  key.  The  bolt  or  lock 

of  a  door.  The  wooden  bar  of  a  gate. 

A  i^ii^ hady,  (v.  n.  of  t^J^)  Being  good  for 

nothing,  giving  little.  Retaining,  detaining,  im- 

prisoning. Occuijying,  keeping  employed.  Scratch- 

ing (the  foce).  Perishing  (sown  corn).  Kada', 
(v.  n.  of  ij'^)  Biting.    Drinking  milk,  and  hav- 



ing  the  belly-ache  in  consequence"(a  young  camel). 
Being  choked  by  a  bone  in  the  throat.  Vomiting, 

coughing  (a  whelp).  Being  worn  (finger-nails) 

by  digging  earth.  Milk  and  bruised  dates,  which 
oirls  eat  to  gain  flesh.  A  disease  to  which  whelps 

are  subject.  A'arfi,  Inodorous  (musk).  Kuda',{^\. 
of         Jnidi/af)  Hard  soils. 

A  had'iy,  Inodorous  (mnsk). 

A  Ax>_d-{^ kudayhasjAvihiie  speck  on  the  nail. 
A  hudyat,  (pi.         kuda')  Hard  ground 

or  clay.  Misfortune.  A  store  of  meat  and  drink. 

A  large  and  hard  rock. 

A  kadtd,  An  extensive  tract  of  country. 

Larce-Errained  salt ;  and  the  sound  made  in  pour- 

ing  it  out.  Rough,  rocky  ground. 

A  j>,d^  kadir,  Muddy,  turbid,  obscure. 

A-^^.i^AM(/o2/ra^,Milkand  bruised  dates,which 
women  eat  to  recover  flesh. 

pO^j  hadl-zad,  House-born  (man  or  beast). 
The  son  of  a  man  of  distinction  by  a  female  slave. 

A  had'in,  A  girdle. 

p  1^1^^  hudin,  (or  nhs^ kudina)  A  large  bee- 
tle or  wooden  mallet  used  by  bleachers. 

Pj^lS^hadervar,  A  landlord,  master  of  a  family. 
The  head  man  of  a  village.  A  farmer,  sower.  A 

gardener.  Time.  Fortune.  The  world. 

p  ̂JJ^>J^{hadewar^,  Agriculture.  Horticulture. 

A  ̂̂ y>.6^  Mdyawn,  Fine  sand  and  dung  mixed 

with  dregs  of  oil,  with  which  they  scour  armour. 

A  iSi^  hazz,  (v.  n.  of      )  Being  rough. 
A  Vd.^  kaza,  (comp.  of  ui3  ha  and  )<i  za)  This, 

that.  Thus,  such.  Some,  such  and  such. 

laylatu  haza,  This  or  that  night.  hahcizn, 

Thus,  haza  wa  haza,  So-and-so,  conse- 

quently, consecutively,  et  csetera. 

kazzab,  A  liar.  An  impostor.  Kiz- 

zab,  (v.  n.  ofi_^3i')  Lying.  Denying  stoutly.  Be- 
ing necessary  to  be  done.  (v.  n.  2  of  i^d^ )  Call- 
ing one  a  liar.  Kiizzah,  A  lie. 

hazzahani j^he  two  liars,  viz. 

^aJA  rnusaylimat  al  hanafiy,  and  ̂ ^i*]^  dyM\ 

asrvadal  ̂ nsiy. 
hazzan,  Soft  stones  resembling  clay. 

A  f^  's^ hazaha,  (fiit.  t—^iis^.  yahzihu)  He  lied. 

A  (  )  '^^ hizh  or  hazib,  (v.  n.  of  L^^^)  Lying. 
Taking  the  male  and  not  conceiving.  Being  ne- 

cessary to  be  done  or  observed  (as  pilgrimage,  the 

sacred  visit  called  ^imrat,  or  war  with  infi- 

dels). Kizh,  A  lie.  p  jjti/j^^j  ̂ '^^  hizh  u inliar  hardan,  To  deny  with  a  lie,  to  speak  falsely. 

A  Kvzh,  A  white  speck  on  the  nail.  Kazih,  (v.  n. 

of  u-'iS^)  Delaying.  False.  A  lie.  Kvzuh,  (pi. 

of  L^j^^  hazub),  ?tr)d  ̂ ^^^  huzzah  (pi.  of  L-^i^ 

hazib)  (Men)  of  lying  tongues,  liars. 

A  ̂>'s( hazban,  A  liar.  Kvzban,  A  lie. 
A  'iiS^  hazbat  or  hizbat,(Y.n.  of \  iS^)  Lying. 

Being  necessary  to  be  done.  Kuzabat,  A  liar. 
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A  ̂'s^  '^ huzuhzub  or  huzztihzub,  A  liar. 
A  f^\^Si^ kuzubzuban  A  liar. 

A  Ijii^/ew-^a',  A  lie. 
A         hazaj,  (from  p  i^kada)  A  habitation. 

A,^S^hazh,  (v.n.of^3.^)Diivinggravel  against one  (wind). 

p kazar,  A  silly,  stupid  man. 

kazhazat,  Intense  redness. 

AciDiii^ kazalik,  So,  thus,  in  the  like  manner 

(compounded of ijJha, Like, and  i^'d  zallk,  That). 
Ai^j^kazub,  (pi.  L^^kuziib)  A  liar.  Soul. 

A 'iij^ kazubat,  AYiar.  The  soul. 
V j—^har,  Deaf.  Strength,  power.  Intention, 

design,  will,  desire.  Felicity,  ji  ̂ ̂  har  rifar, 

Pomp  and  pride,  ̂ ^ii^ ̂  har  hardan,  To  deafen, 
to  stun.  Kur,  Rice.  Name  of  two  rivei%. 

A      karra,  (fut.j^.  yaharru)  He  returned. 

A  karr,  (v.  n.  of  j5i^)  Repeating,  reiterating. 
Returning,retiring,  retreating.  Inclining  to.  Shew- 

ing kindness.  Making  an  attack,  rushing  upon. 

A  chain, fetter, tether  madeof  palm-leavesor  fibres. 
A  thick  rope,  hawser,  cable.  A  rope  in  general. 

That  whereby  the  two  sides  of  a  camel's  saddle 
are  united.  A  rope  for  climbing  palm-trees,  (pi. 

J\j^\  ahrur')  A  napkin  for  kneeling  on  at  prayers. 

A  well.  (^p\.J\jJhirar  and jjjj" hurur)  A  low place  where  water  collects  and  filters  itself  clear 

(as  in  sandy  grounds).  Kurr,  (pl.j^il  ahrar)  A 

dry  Babylonish  measure  of  six  ass-loads,  or  sixty 

j<flj'  hafiz,  or  forty  iJl^ii,^  irdabb.  A  garment,  ap- 
parel. A  well.  An  upper  garment,  a  short  cloak. 

A  \^  hara\  A  mode  of  walking  with  the  toes 
turned  in  and  the  heels  turned  out.  Slenderness 

of  leg.  Lustiness  of  arm. 
kira,  To  whomsoever.  To  whom  ?  Whom ? 

A  hiras,  (v.  n.  3  of  {^^)  Hiring,  renting. 

Letting  on  hire.  Hire,  rent,   p  ra  har- 

dan, To  farm,  rent,  give  or  take  upon  hire. 

A  hirab,  (v,  n.  of  <— .^^)  Ploughing  and 

sowing  land.  Water-courses  thi'ough  valleys. 
A  karrab,  Somebody,  any  one. 

A  '6^\^ harahat  or  hurahat,  (pi.  ahribai) 
Dates  which  are  gathered  from  the  I'oots  of  the 

branches  after  the  clusters  are  cut  ofl". 

A  i^xi\j^  hai'abis,  (pi.  of  (^Ij,^)  Fine  linens. 

A  ̂^^i.}}^  ̂o?"aiI.si?/,  Made  of  fine  white  muslin. 
One  who  deals  in  fine  linen. 

A  hurai,  {^X.oi'i^ hyraf)  Globes. 
A  CJ\^^harrat,{'^\.  oi'i'^harrat')  Times,  many 

times.    CJ^<  harratmarrat.  Repeatedly. 

A  karas,  A  kind  of  large  tree  found  grow- 
ing: in  the  mountains  of  i  SjlJa  tatif. 

A  L^Vji  kvrras  or  kar7'as,  A  leek,  purret. 
A  ̂Ki\j^ karasas,  A  good  unripe  date. 
A  hurrasiy,  Leek  (seed). 

T  ,  -&-\,^/fna;i,  A  hirer.  A  renter.  A  hirelino-. 

p  f^,^y>-\ji  karajldan, (or  ̂̂ t^'i^-^i  karachidan) 
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To  cluck  (as  a  hen  when  she  has  laid  an  egg). 

P  ̂jS" karakh,  (or  karaj)  The  clucking of  a  hen  after  layincr. 

p  1^^]^  kar'aklian,  The  eldest  son  of  Afrasyab. 
A  '6s-\^ karakhat,  A  mat. 

A  hirad,(jA.o{'i^ji^hirdidat')  Hampers of  dates.  Dates  left  in  the  bin. 

V kurad,ii^\^ ka orhurada,k-Ro\d.  garment. 
kuradih,  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  s>,^\^ kai'adl.d,{\>\.  of  5iiJ.<i^/<mZiia<)  Dates 
remaining  at  the  bottom  of  a  bin  or  hamper. 

A  karadls,  Herds  of  horses.  Members. 

Aj\^  karar,  A  little  bead,  shell,  or  other  charm used  by  the  Arabian  women,  saying,  sJ>_^ Jy^ 

i^^jioi  J>^  ̂   J  (JJ>\      iO^^fc^  'ij*t>  ̂.  J  ya 
karari  kur7-ihi,7vayd  liamratu  ahmarihi:  in  ahba- 
la  fa  surrVii,  nva  in  adbarafa  zurrVii.  Kirar,Qp\. 

ofj^harr)  Low  places  in  sandy  grounds  where 
water  collects. 

p kurar,  {ov\^^ kurara)  The  threshold  of 
a  door.  A  plot  of  ground  with  a  raised  border  pre- 

pared for  sowing. 

Aj^ji^/;w?Tar,  Impetuous:  an  attacker,  an  as- sailant. An  epithet  of  Ally.   Kind,  friendly. 

A  'i^Jy^  kararijat,  A  kind  of  short,  green  fish. 

A  ijj^ hararizat,  (pi.  ofjj^  kurraz)  Falcons. Birds  a  year  old. 

p  ij^y  karai-a,  An  old  ragged  garment. 

A  (j*o^\j$^/fflrari5, (pi. of &>y»>V^f!//'?'«sfl<) Sheets, 
writings.  is>^J\j^^jid.^ J^tj  S^i-si^js-^'^ 
at'tajir  majduliufi  kisihi,  ira'l  ̂ lim  majduhu 

ft  karrm'isihi,  The  glory  of  a  merchant  is  in  his 
purse;  the  glory  of  a  learned  man  in  his  writings. 

haraz,  The  fever  and  heat  which women 

in  labour  suflfer.  Kiraz,  A  wanton  or  proud  air 

in  walking.  A  harrow  which  they  draw  over  a 

field  to  make  it  even.  Kuraz,  A  phial.  A  bottle 
with  a  close  mouth.   The  crop,  gizzard. 

Aj^j^  hu7'az,{y^\.  ^ir^'an)  A  jug,  narrow- 
necked  gugglet.  An  eai  then  vessel  without  handle. 

AjC^ karraz,  The  jam  on  which  the  shepherd 
lays  his  wallet.  Kurraz,  An  earthen  vessel  with- 

out a  handle.  A  jug,  a  gugglet  with  a  narrow  neck. 

p  {^j'^  hirazan,  One  who  walks  pompously. 
p  hirdzidan,  To  walk  haughtily ;  to 

affect  such  a  gait,  or  to  wave  from  side  to  side  with 
a  coquettish  air  (a  woman). 

A ̂ ^>j\j^ka7^dzin,  (pl.of  j^^J^^Woodmen'saxes. 
p  f^jtAj^ ku7'ds,  A  wagtail. 
A'iM»y^hvrrasat,  (pi. ̂ ^^^hu7•7'asandf^>^J^^ 

hardris)  A  sheet  of  paper  folded  so  as  to  form  a 

tract  or  pamphlet  consisting  of  several  leaves. 

p  &.M>\^  hwasa,  The  Kur'an. 
A  ha7'dsiy,  (pi.  of  "^^j^kursiy)  Chairs. 
p  (^\^kardsh,  Distraction,  perplexity.  Name 

of  a  reddish  green  bird. 
A  hurrdsh,  Name  of  an  animalcule. 
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p  hara-sha,  Form,  habit,  quality,  colour. 

P(j»AjuI»^^Aa/  a»/(«/a«,  To  be  disturbed  in  mind. 
To  be  spoiled.    To  be  dispersed. 

p  8  ras/tWa,  Distracted,  insane.  De- 
stroyed. Dispersed. 

A  \jie\^ hiraz,  (v.  n.  oi  i^^)  Bringing  forth 
before  the  time  (a  camel).  Casting  forth  seed  from 

the  womb  (a  she-camel).  Preparing  the  food  called 

[_ja>,^ har'iz.  An  imperfect  work.  A  stallion,  or 
Iiis  seed,  which  tlie  female  casts  out.  The  cori-uga- 
tions  of  the  womb.  The  notch  in  the  extremity  of 
a  bow  into  which  the  string  goes. 

A  hura^  (pi.  \  aArw^and  ̂ J^^  ahari^ 

The  smaller  part  of  a  sheep's  or  cow's  leg,  the  shin. 

Camp-followers,  (pi.  ̂jU^S^/aV^att) The  rocky  pro- 
jection of  a  mountain.  Atroopof hoi'ses.  Theextre- 

mityof  anything;  the  part  below  the  knee  in  aman. 

A  ̂j^/<a7-7a^,Thefriendor  companion  of  worth- 
less men.    One  who  gives  a  flock  rain-water. 

A  ̂^\^ liura^y,  A  dresser  and  vender  of  the 
shins  of  cattle. 

P  kuragh,  Name  of  an  hei  b  used  in  setting 
dislocated  joints. 

A  \^\^ harraf,  A  follower  of  women. 
harah,  A  wagtail.    A  quail.  Karah 

or  hurah,  A  magpie. 
p  1^1/  ha  ralia,  A  wagtail. 

haraliur  or  hurahar,  A  crow,  rook. 

A  '^\^ harah'vj,  (])1.  of         liurliiy)  Cranes. 

A        hi  ram,  (pi.  of       karim')  Generous,  no- 
ble.   Mild,  benign,  eminent.  Kuram,  (pi  -^^y^^ 

huramuii)  Generous,  kind,  noble. 

A  hui-ram,  {lA.  ̂^yX^  hurramun)  Ex- 
tremely generous,  very  beneficent. 

A  haramat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  venerable, 

liberal,  beneficent,  precious,  valuable,  worthy,  dig- 
nified. Being  fertile  (land).  Pouring  forth  rain 

(a  cloud).  Generosity,  munificence,  dignity,  noble- 
ness, excellence,  reverence.  A  miracle.  The  cover 

of  a  wine-jar.  Cj>\A^s>  jizw  haramat,  Endued 
with  miraculous  powers.     Ol/«)i^5\  (_-i=>-l>a  sa- 

hihu'l  haramat,  A  worker  of  miracles.    (  >\>^ 
arhuhu^l  Itaramat,  Workers  of  miracles. 

(j'^J'tr'  ̂ -^^  haramat  farmudan.  To  grant. 
•amatan  laha,  In  honour  of  thee, 

/■awl,  Most  noble,hononrable,revered. 

Precious,  (j'i/' hirmnihardan,  To  honom. A  harumiyat,  Name  of  a  sect  which 

ascribes  materialism  to  the  Great  Supreme, 
p  hiruinldan,  To  honour,  venerate, 

p  (j);^  haran,  A  shore,  coast,  margin,  bank, 
side,  boundary.  An  end.  Retiring  into  solitude, 

courting  privacy.  (j]/^t3  haran.  Immense, boundless.  Kuran,  A  dun-coloured  horse. 

A  ̂̂^i^Zf^■m>^,  Alutc,  harp.  A  fiddle.  Cymbals, 
(pi.  of         harinat)  Female  musicians. 

P  {j^j^  /<a»'''a??,  Name  of  a  quarter  in  Ispahan; 
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of  a  country  near  Tibet ;  and  of  a  fort  in  the  west. 

p  harana,  A  margin,  side,  quarter,  corner. 
A  tip.   A  black  bird  slow  of  flitrht. 

A  u_flJJy  haran'if,  (pi.  of  i  j'j^  hlr  or  hurnaf) 
Trunks  of  palm-trees  after  the  branches  are  cutoff. 

p  hirosh,  An  oil-press. 

p  hardrvii/d,  Caraway-seeds. 

A  hardivin,  (pi.  of  ̂j\j^karan'dn)  Red- 

legged  partridges. 

p  B^/tarnA,  A  side.  An  end.  A'wra/t,  Alike, 
resembling.  A  wagtail. 

A  'is>\^hard]Lat,(Y.  n.of  5^  Abhorring, loath- 
ing. Becoming  abominable.  Aversion,  horror, 

detestation,  disgust,  dislike.  Hard,  rough,  uneven 

grouiul.  p  ̂Ji.^b  CL^\j^ harahat  dasktan,  To  ab- 
hor, abominate,  nauseate,  hold  in  detestation. 

A  'ii>\^ liardhatan,  Unwillingly. 
A  luirdliiyat,  (v.  n.  of  8^  Abhorring, 

detesting,disIiking,disapproving.Disgust,aversion. 

A  hardhin,  Loathing,  abhorrence. 

harasih,  (pi.  ofioo^)  Misfortunes. 

A  ̂\jS  hardiim,  (pi.  of  &£^^)Generous,  noble. 
pLy  haraya,  A  certain  black  bird  slow  of 

flight.  Kirdya,  Hire,  price  paid  for  labour,  fare, 

rent,    (jii^ii  hirdya  dddan,  To  hire  out, 
to  let  or  farm  to  another.  ̂ jivUa»»  ha  hirdya 
satdndan,  To  take  on  hire. 

p  hirdya-ddr,  A  tenant,  renter. 

p  8t)Jj6ii  d.>\ji'hirdya-dihinda,\Y]\o  lets  on  hii-e. 
irdya-dihi,  Hire,  rent. 

P  i^ji^ s^}^ hirdya-hash,  One  who  draws  rent. 

A  hardy  IS,  (pi.  of  (^^^J^  hiryds)  Pri- 
vies on  the  roofs  of  houses. 

A  i^^harh,  (v.  n.of  L-^^  Pressing  heavily, 
weighing  down  the  spirits  (grief).  Drawing  tight 

(a  fetter).  Taking  the  root  of  a  palm-branch.  Sow- 
ing an  open  field.  Ploughing  (land).  Twisting. 

Tying  (a  bucket)  with  a  double  or  treble  rope  to 

the  cross  bar  called  i^^p"  ̂ rhmvat,  lest  the  long 

rope  should  rot  in  the  well.  (pi.  L-.'jj^/iMriii)  An- 

guish, vexation.  iSj!/7'&,  Nigh,  thereabout.  Karah, 

(v.  n.of  I— 'j^)  Being  broken  (the  rope  of  a  bucket). 
The  root  of  a  palm-branch  broad  and  thick.  A 

rope  tied  to  the  handle  of  a  water-bucket  that  the 
main  rope  may  not  become  wet  and  rotten. 

p  i^jj\>j^ harhds,A.  white  cotton  garment,muslin. 

A  i^\>^ liirhdi,  {\)\.^j^}j'i'ha>  dbis)  Fine  linen, carbasus.  A  garment  of  white  muslin.  (_jjjb^*3»laj 

hit^n  hh-hds,  A  web  or  piece  of  cloth. 
{hi  rhasa.  Fine  linen  or  cotton.  A  web. 

Lint.    A  lizard. 

A  ̂jii\>^lnrhdfiy,lic\ox\gmgio  cotton,  cottony : 
muslin.  A  vender  of  linen,  a  linen-draper. 
A  hirhul,  A  bow  for  separating  cotton. 

!/;ia/,  Name  of  a  rice-district  in  Persia. 

p  harhdyh,  (or  ̂JiS^^ harhdyish)  A 
venomous  kind  of  lizard. 

A  "ii^ hurhat,  Affliction,  mental  anguish,  dis- 
tress. Karahat,  (pi.  {^^^ hirdb)  A  water-course 

through  a  valley.  A  socket  of  wood,into  which  thev 

fix  the  head  of  the  principal  pole  that  supports  a  tent. 

A        /(fMria;,  A  warehouse,  a  shop.  A  green- 

grocers stock. 
A  'iai^ harhahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Throwing 

prostrate.  A  severe  attack.  A  kindofamblingpace. 

•iaf/a/,(v.n. of JOji^Q)Exerting  one's self  in  running. 

A  r hirbiz  or  kurhuz,  A  large  cucumber, 

p  {^j^^ harhas,  A  large  venomous  lizard. 

A  'L^^ harbasat.  The  pace  of  a  man  fettered. 
V  harbasu  or  s^^,  A  poisonous  lizard, 

p  [J^^  harbash,  A  large  and  poisonous  lizard, 

p  ajb  i^J^^  harbash-pdya,  Name  of  a  plant 
found  on  the  sea-shore, 

A  'LLi^ harhashat,  (v.  n.  of  (j£j^Q)  Taking 
and  binding.  Going  with  the  feet  bound.  Joining 
the  feet  in  order  to  jump. 

p  harhashu,  Alarge  and  poisonous  lizard, 

p  &JL>^ karbasha,  A  lizard. 

A  'i.)0^ harba^t ,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^Q)  Prostrating. 
Cutting  off"(with  a  sword).  Separating  (the  feet). 

A  J.^^/m/-ia/,Nameof  a  scarlet  flowering  plant. 
A  ̂^J^ haj-halof,  Name  of  a  place  in  Irak, 

noted  for  the  murder  of  Husayn,  son  of  Aliy. 

A  'H^^harbalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj/' Q)  Sifting,  win- 
nowing (wheat).  Mixing,  Relaxation  or  languor 

in  the  limbs.  Going  through  clay  or  water.  A 
weakness  in  the  foot. 

p  e^^harba,  Name  of  a  bird  (coracias).  A  large 
kind  of  venomous  lizard.  Kurha,  A  shop.  Name 

of  an  esculent  plant, 

p        hiirpd,  Trefoil, 

p  f^\>_j^  h'irpds,  Fine  linen, 
p  yuA>_^ harpdsu,  {eaM\jJ^hat-pdsa,y^hj^har- 

pdshu,or!sZi^.J^/to?-pdsha)\ sortof  poisonous  lizard, 
p  harpdifdn,  A  kind  of  trefoil. 

A  '»p  hurat,  (pi.  ̂J>,^kur^n,  hirvi,  {J^^^C-^^l/t 
hura',  and  hurdt)  A  globe,  a  sphere, 

ball,    p       1  ji  hurasi  db,  The  water  which  sur- 
rounds the  earth.    A  {J<>J\       hurati  arz,  (p  5^ 

uL)Ui-/(?/raj?/</(aA)Theterrestrialglobe.  •^^^ 

hurati  Idjaivard,  (oy  jy^  hurad  ivahm- 

soz)  The  sky.   \^ ̂  tuhhmi  hura.  Tares,  darnel. 

A  Sj^karrat,  (pl.OVj^/.«n-af)  Once,  one  time 
or  turn.    One  assault  or  attack.    A  retreat.  The 

whole,  sum  total.  Morning.  Evening,  v 

yah  harra,  (or  O^tdb  ijah  harrat)  Once. 

i^^du  harra,  (or         ̂ i^du  harrat)  Twice.  SjO 

Ti^ sad  harra,  (or  CJy        sad  han-at)  A  hun- 
dred times.  ij{ ba^ze  harra,  (or 

ba^e  harrat)  Sundry  times.  Hj^ jk  liar  harra,  (or 

C^j^Jt)  har  harrat)  Every  time,  as  often  as.  a  Kur- 
rat.  Putrid  pill-like  dung  of  cattle,  with  which 

they  scour  coats  of  mail. 
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A  'ij^ harratan,  Sometimes. 
V  hart,  The  fruit  of  a  certain  tliorn. 

p  hartahlt,  An  important  affair  pending. 

A  ̂J^j^ liarratani,  Morning  and  evening. 

A  'i^^  hartahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^Q)  Going  like a  dwarf,  waddling.    Throwing  prostrate. 

A  harta^,  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  iUjji'  harta^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Meddling in  any  affair  which  does  not  concern  one. 

p  hartak,  A  wooden  mallet.  Kurtali,  A 

short  tunic  close  to  the  body  like  a  cuirass,  with 

sleeves  reaching  to  the  elbows.  Feathers  (of  os- 
triches, cranes,  or  herons)  which  they  wear  in  the 

head-dress.  A  species  of  sewing  or  embroidery. 
A  thorny  shrub. 

p  ii!)^  hartala,  A  beardless  and  perverse  youth. 

A  '^f^ kirtim,  An  axe. 
A  Jcurium,  Large  smooth  stones.  High, 

elevated  ground. 

p\j<iyj^ hartuma,  Name  of  a  Persian  sage. 

p  eJ^karta,  A  piece  of  ground  in  tilth.  Kirta, 
A  camel-thistle  or  thorn.  Akind  of  shrub  of  which 

brooms  are  made.  i-i^  Mrtan  dashti,  The 

bog-rush.  Kurta,  A  tunic,  waistcoat,  jacket.  A 

long  loose-skirted  under-gown  or  shirt.    A  shirt. 

P  fj,^  kurt'i,  A  waistcoat  for  women,  a  short 
bodice  reaching  to  the  hips,  with  very  short,  if  any 

sleeves,  open  under  the  throat.  A  soldier's  jacket. 
A  liirtim,  A  hatchet,  axe  for  felling  trees. 

p  hartina,  A  spider's  web. 
A  \Jl>^ liars,  (v.  n.  of  )  Oppressing,  griev- 

ing, afllicting. 

A  'i'd^ karsaMt,  Great  thickness  (of  hair). 
A  ̂J^kirsh,  A  towering-cloud.  An  egg-shell. 

A  'iXi^ liar  or  kirsiMt,  Thick,  entangled  grass. 
p  karj,  A  collar-button.  A  slit  in  a  gar- 

ment. Kirj  or  livrij,  A  slice  of  a  melon.  Kirij, 

A  piece  cut  out  of  the  collar  of  a  garment. 

A  haraj,  (v.  n.  of  Becoming  stale  and 

mouldy  (bread). 

A  ̂̂ kurraj,  (p      hurra)  A  foal,  horse-colt. 
p  y.T.t'-^ harjafu,  A  quail. 

p  ̂̂ ■>-^  hurjan,  Gristle. 

A  ̂^^j^ hurrajiy,  A  sodomite. 
p  _  ..^ hurch  or  harach,  A  segment,  cut,  slice. 

p  &s>-j>  7jiVc/(a,Cotton,  raw-silk  put  into  an  ink- 

holder.  A'wrc/ta,  A  hut  of  boughs  or  reeds,  whence 
husbandmen  watch  their  fields  or  melon-grounds. 

A        hirh,  (pi.  ahrali)  A  monk's  cell. 
p  harhh,  A  mansion,  habitation,  turreted 

building.  Name  of  a  place  in  Baghdad.  Karahli, 

Destitute  of  feeling,  bereft  of  consciousness,  insen- 
sible,paralyzed,  benumbed,  A  place  in  Turkistan. 

pCL*5»-j^/^«'"«/«/tf,Insensible,  deprived  offeeling. 

p  ̂_^':s-^ karahhtagi,  Dryness,  austerity. 
p  5]j  ̂  harhh  zarah,  A  pedestrian. 
p  lij^hard,  He  made.  Work,  labour,  employ- 
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mont.  An  action,  good  or  bad.  Kard  or  kird,T!he 

loppings  of  trees.  Kurd,  A  sown  field  having  a 

raised  bank,  border,  or  balk  about  it.  Land  in  til- 

lage. A  rice-ground.  Lowland  where  water  stag- 
nates; a  small  lake,  a  ditch.  A  shepherd. 

A  hard,  (v.  n.  of  li^)  Driving,  i-epelling, 
pursuing  (a  foe).  Cutting,  shaving.  The  neck, 

or  the  root  of  it.  Ktird,  (pl.ii^\  ai^rat^)  The  Curds, 
a  nation  in  Armenia  near  the  Gordian  mountains. 

Part  of  a  field  ;  a  furrow. 

p  \Ci^ harda,  Yesterday. 
A  hirdah,  A  swift  runner. 

p  kaj'dad ,  (or  idSd^ hardacla)  The  erec- 
tion of  a  wall. 

p  J^^^ hirdar.  Work,  business,  continued  la- 
bour. Em^iloyment  in  which  a  man  is  constantly 

engaged;  profession,  trade, art,occupation.  Effect. 
Manner,  conduct.  Action  (good  or  bad).  Jid^ 

had-hirdar,  Malignant,  trained  to  villainy. 

aJ^l)^ kirdar.  An  edifice.  Trees.  A  place 
filled  with  earth. 

p  ̂J^^^^J^  hardanidan.  To  cause  to  do.  To 
effect,  render.  To  change  from  one  state  to  another. 

A'ii^d^ kui-dabii/atfAhaU-sleeved  tunic, reach- 
ing^ to  mid-thifjh. 
A  idS  hurdat,  Part  of  a  sown  field. 

A  'is^d^ hardahat,(Y.  n.of  ̂ JjS^Q)  Running (an  ass).  Throwing  on  the  groimd.   Running  fast. 

A  ̂dj^hirdih.  An  old  woman.  Ahard,strongman. 
A  ̂\s^i>^ hardahcu,  A  mode  of  walking. 

p j<^j^ hardar,  Hillocky  ground.  Hard  ground. 
A  plain,  valley,  or  pass  between  mountains. 

A  SMid^ hardasat,  (v.n.of(^ii^ Q)  Dividing 

(horses)  into  troops.  Going  with  a  short  step,  as 
if  the  feet  were  tied.  Driving  violently.  A  rope, 

ligature,  or  other  fastenino;. 

p  (jU-wjii^  hurdistan,  Kurdistan. 
hirdah,  An  enigma  in  prose  or  verse. 

V J^d^ kirdlcjar,  God  the  omnipotent.  Know- 
ingly, w  ittingly,  on  purpose,  expressly. 

pj^fJij^ hirdigaz,  God  the  omnipotent.  Know- 
ingly, designedly. 

A  hardam,  Short  and  thick.  A  dwarf. 

An  intrepid  man. 

A  hardamat,  (v.  n.  of  j«iij^Q)  Leaning 
to  oneside,walkingorrunning.Runningdwarfisbly. 

Assembling,  collecting,  and  drawing  up  (an  army). 

p  S^^j-^  l^o,fdmand,N  quick,  swift,  expe- 
ditious, brisk,  hasty. 

p  hardan,  To  do,  make,  perform.  (.iXUfc  I 

i^t^^ y>Ji  ahangi  gurez  hardan.  To  make  prepara- 

tion for  flight,  ̂jii;^  ̂ <  tamam  hardan.  To  com- 

plete. ^j(5j$^t_-'biTjii  dar  aftab  hardan.  To  ex- 
pose to  the  sun.  ̂ ^^^  ̂ ^^0jJ^dar  zinddn  hardan. 

To  imprison,  ̂ ^tijj  J  durogh  hardan,  To  lie, 

feign.  j^i  du  ta  hardan.  To  double,  ̂ jii 
dur  hardan,  (also  f^i^^        juda  hardan) 

To  remove,  alienate,  separate.  {^^^  zanhar- 
dan,  To  take  a  wife,  to  marry.  {^'^^ j^***  shumar 
hardan,  To  number,  reckon.  i^iHJ^  ̂.^jS  fareb 

hardan,  To  deceive.  ̂ ^t^J^ fasad  hardan, 
To  act  like  a  villain.    To  commit  adultery. 

y     _     _  /  -^^Z ^jii^  harzar  hardan.  To  make  war.  jji^J  i^J^y 

gosh  hardan,  To  lend  an  ear,  to  listen. 

p  <^tJ^^^ hardang,  [ox  ̂̂ ^t^i>^  hardangaV)  A 
cuckold.  A  silly  fellow.  Deformed. 

p  hardan'i,  Fit  to  be  done,  practicable, 
p        hardu,  A  branch  lopped  from  a  tree. 

A  'Lui^d^  /jMrcZwsai,  A  troop  of  horsemen.  A 
number  of  horses.  Amember,alimb.  Abonehav- 

ing  another  adapted  to  it,  or  one  joint  correspond- 

ing to  another,  as  the  knee,  hip,  or  shoulder-joints. 
Any  bone  thickly  clothed  with  flesh. 

A  joji^  hurdum,  Short.    A  dwarf, 
p  5ii^  harda,  Made.    Done,  performed,  exe- 

cuted, effected.  What  is  done.  Who  has  done.  A 

harda  amadan.  To  be- 

short spear,  j^i. 

come,    idj^ hhway-harda.  Sweating. 

p        Sii^Ss  harda  shuda  added  to  substantives 
or  adjectives  forms  a  passive  participle :  as,  s^>*t 

sihha  harda  shuda,  Coined.  8^W* 
id^ muhasara  harda  shuda,  Besieged. 

SjJ^  idj^ gar)7i  harda  shuda,  Heated,  made  hot. 

F  J^idji  harda-har,  Experienced  in  business, 

p  ̂jii^ hurdi,  A  native  of  Kurdistan. 

A  w  ̂/h  urdiijat,  Dates  remaining  in  the  cor- ners of  a  hamper. 

A  'isid^ kirdidat,  (pi.  ̂d\j^harddid  and 
kirdd)  A  hamper  of  dates.    Dates  left  in  the  bin. 

p  ̂J^d^ hardaylin,  A  kind  of  pellitory,  which 
is  said  to  make  cattle  very  prolific. 

Aj^harz,  (v.  n.  o^j^)  Persevering  in  eating 
the  preparation  ofacidmilkcalledlajjlaAi'Y.  Preach- 

ing (the  gospel).  Kurz,  (pi.  'ij^ hirazat)  A  wal- let, sack,  bag,  purse. 

p j^hurz,  A  field  jjrepared  for  sowing,  having 
a  raised  border,  bank,  or  balk  round  it. 

hurraz,  (pi.  hardr'izat)  A  worth- 
less fellow.  Dishonest,  villainous,  filthy.  Mas- 

terly, ingenious.  A  stammerer.  A  hawk.  A  fal- 
con.   A  bird  one  year  old. 

A(jV;^^i«Vsare,(pl.ofj^) Narrow-necked  phials. 
A  ijj^ hirazat,  (pi.  oij^)  Sacks,wallets,purses. 
A        harzam.  An  axe.    Short-nosed.  Kxir- 

zum,  Voracious,  devouring. 

p  ̂^^j^ harzaman,  Heaven.    Karzamdn  or karazman,  The  throne  of  God.  Religious  people. 

A  'Lajj^ harzamat,  An  eating  at  mid-day. 

p  ̂^j^ liarzan,  A  crown  richly  adorned  with 
gold  and  jewels.  An  embroidered  coronet.  A  basket. 

A  ̂^j^  harzan  or  hirzin,  A  large  hatchet. 
P  t"^^ harza.  An  infant  born  without  the  organ 

of  generation.  Xi«r^a,  A  field  prepared  for  sowing, 

having  a  raised  border,  bank,  or  balk  round  it. 
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p  tj^ hurza  malt,  A  species  of  sweet-scenf  ed 
grass  and  herb. 

A  l^s'J^ hurraziy.  Worthless,  covetous.  Dis- 
honest, villainous,  filthy. 

A  jCjji^  Jiirzhn,  A  hatchet.   A  misfortune, 
A  ̂^_J^ hirzin,  (pi.  harazin)  A  wood- 

man's axe. 

A  hirs,  A  heap  of  dung  and  of  urine,  con- 

sisting of  difTorent  layers.  (pl.(^^$1a/n-rts, 
aharix,  and  (^j^J^S  aliurls)  An  adjoining  house.  A 
crowd  of  men.   A  string  of  pearls  or  other  beads. 

AbuildingcjTcted  foi'  voung  goats.  A  pigeon-house, 
(more  correctly         hils)  Chalk,  lime. 
p  hurs,  also  huras,  A  lock  of  hair.  A  curl 

or  ringlet  of  hair.  Kuras,  Dirt  on  the  body.  Ku- 

rus,  Scurf,  foulness  of  the  skin,  dirt  on  the  body. 

A  'i-'s\t*>^ hiraafat,  Dimness  of  the  eye. 
V  t^}^^  harsan,  An  eai'then  or  wooden  vessel 

in  which  they  keep  sweetmeats  and  the  like.  Kir- 

xan,  An  agriculturist. 

p  haraah,  Parsley.  Celery. 

V  i^y^^ haraslun,  (or  ̂^i^y^i^ harastman) 
A  large  public  weighing-engine. 

p  harasim,  (in  the  language  of  the 
Gospel)  Christ.  Kirutus,  A  name  of  God. 

A  'i^m^ liarsa^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^J^i^Q)  Running. 
Smiting  the  wrist-bone  with  a  sword.  Kursa^t, 
A  muilitudo,  a  crowd. 

V  1  iitjij^ liaraxf.  Parsley. 

A  ( — htti^ huraiif.  Cotton,  or  similar  thing,  put 

in  an  inkholder.  A  menstruous  cloth.  A  pessary. 

A  harsafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Ham- 

stringing. Tethering  (a  camel)  very  tight. 

A  '^uij^ hursvfly,  A  whitish  kind  of  honey. 

A  'i^^ liarmviat,  (v.  n.  of  p*oj^Q)  Keeping silence.  Closing  the  eye.  Hanging  the  head. 

A  harsanat,  A  sort  of  tree  bearing  a  me- 
dicinal fruit.  A  vetch. 

p  harmvj,  Cowardice,  want  of  resolution, 

p  \^iMi^  harsana,  A  kind  of  pulse.  A  bread- 
basket. KirisTta,  A  scab. 

A  y*^^  liursv^  The  wrist-bone,  particularly 
the  prominent  bone  near  the  little  finger. 

A  {■S'tiJiJ^  kunv^t,  A  multitude,  crowd. 
A  hvrsuf,  Cotton  put  into  an  inkstand, 

p  t^j{ hurasia,  Curly  hair.   Filth,  impurity. 

A  hursiy,  (pi.  hurafiy')  A  tlirone, 
chair,  seat,  stool,  bench  (of  a  judge).  A  pulpit. 

The  crystalline  or  the  empyrean  heaven  (as  being 

the  supposed  throne  of  God).  A  fiilcon'snest.  The 
stone  or  seal-part  of  a  ring.  Learning,  knowledge. 
A  learned  man.  A  king.  The  ])ower,  sovereignty, 
or  providence  of  God.  Name  of  a  place  within 
about  14miles  of  Lueknow,the  inhabitants ofwhich 

are  said  to  be  foolish  or  mad.  v  LiJU»  ̂ ^^ImrsTi 

lihali,  The  earth.         ̂ _^ls,*j)ii  hmsi  dari 
majVtsi  ivr,  The  prophet  ]Moses.    jj  Imrsi 
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^or,  (Golden-throne)  The  sun.  Day.  White  hips 

c_j^  1^^^ liur.-<i  shai-of,  Aries.  sJ^^  [^_^^  ̂ ^^^ 
Jiurs't  sliash  ̂ /o.-V/o,  The  world.   A  CiU^^ 

siyu'l  mulh,  The  metropolis  of  the  empire. 
U7it.si  hhuli,  A  hen  that  has 

done  laying. 

p  ̂̂ ^yxui^ haraulan,  To  deceive,  to  act  meanly. 
To  endeavour,  strive,  strain  every  nerve.  To  dis- 

pute, controvert.  To  shrivel,  wrinkle,  contract. 

A  {^}y*>^ harsin,  The  barbel  (a  sort  of  fish). 

p  «xi\3  ̂ ^^^ lairiCi-nama,  A  genealogical  tree. 

p  ̂ ^J^3  ̂ uijS' hurfi-nishin,  Enthroned. 
p  (^J^  Jturxli,  Scurf,  dirt  of  the  body.  Karxh 

or  /wrfli/t.  Deceit, meanness,baseness.  ifm^/f, Snor- 

ing. ICt/rtish,  A  hair-line,  cord. 
A  harsh,  (v.  n.  of  i^J^^)  Putting  into  the 

stomach  or  paunch.  K/rfh  or  karhh,  (pi.  (^^^ 

kurusli)T\\e  rough  tripe  or  stomach  of  abeastchew- 
ing  the  cud.  A  body,  crowd  of  people.  Children 

or  domestics  whom  one  maintains.  A  kind  of  pas- 

turage. A  piece  of  high  ground.  ijyLj^ 
harishi  manshura,  Infants.  Karash,  (v.  n.  of  {^^) 

Shrivelling  (the  skin).  Becoming  possessed  of  a 

legion  after  having  been  alone. 

A  A^j^ harshaf,  Big-bellied  (woman).  A  deep 
womb.  Swelling,  but  hollow  in  the  belly  (ashe-ass). 

Thick,  fleshy,  flat  in  the  soul  (foot), with  short  toes. 

A  'i>\J^j^ kirshafat,  Hard,  rough  (ground), 
A  fj\ZiJ^ karshatii,  The  tribes  of  Lij\  azd  and 

OOiS-  ̂ hdu'  I  hays. 
A  C^Ziji  hirshalh.  (See  {Z^Z>^  hirshabb.) 

p  s3,^j^ Itirishta,  Rubbish,  chips. 

p  I  iiZi^ ha7'shaf,  Cotton. 

A  'ihJ^S^ harshafat  or  Mrshafat,  Rough,  hard, 
uncultivated  (ground). 

A  'i^j^ harsliamat,  The  face.  The  cheek. 
p  !i..^^hirishma,A  wink,  nod,  glance,  looking 

languishingly  through  half-shut  eyes,  an  amorous 
gesture  or  blandishment,  coquetry ;  consenting, 

asreeinc  with  a  look  of  love  or  bcni";nitv  :  also  re- 

fusing  with  an  oblique  or  side  glance. 

p  i>.>Jlij^  Jiirshana,  A  species  of  pulse. 

A  ̂jZi^ hiirsJium,  Defoi  med  in  face,  ugly. 
r  ̂.^iO<rtrs/«S«I,The  Arabic  language  written 

in  Syriac  characters;  any  Syriac  wriling. 

p  liZtJ^ harsha,  Deceit,  flattery,  pretended  sub- 
mission. Kwvsha,  A  hair-line. 

p  f^^y^j^ har  or  harashiJan,  To  deceive,  de- 
fraud, act  meanly.   Kirshuhm,  To  go  on  l)adly. 

A  ̂^Zi^  hirslnyun,  Inhabitants  of  \A'asit. 

A [^J'hars,{v.  n.  of  )  Beating,  pounding. 
Mixing  milk  with  dates. 
A  harzamat,  (v.  n.  o{  Q)  Giving 

battle,  attacking  a  foe. 

A  harz,  (v.  n.  o{)b^)  Slandt  ring,  defam- 

ing. Kirz,  A  slanderer,  detrnclcr. 

A  'iHib^ hurza t,  A  notch  in  the  end  of  an  arrow 

or  horn  of  a  bow.  A  bit  of  wood  at  the  end  of  a 
bow.  A  sinew  within  the  notch  of  an  arrow. 

A  ̂  har^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Drink  ing  with  the 
mouth  (without  using  a  vessel  or  hands).  Hittin<'- 
on  the  shank.  Courageously  eating  up  shank-bones. 
Having  a  pain  in  the  small  of  the  leg.  Being  slen- 

der (the  shank).  Being  of  the  most  infiunous  class 

(a  man).  Raining.  Arriving  at  a  stony  and  burnt- 

up  spot.  Perfuming  one's  self.  Longing  for  a 
man  (a  woman).  Kara^  (v.  n.  of  gj^)  Cou- 

rageously eating  up  shins  and  shank-bones.  Long- 
ing for  a  man,  being  lustful  (a  woman).  A  base,  ab- 
ject wretch.  Slendernessofshin.  The  leg  of  a  quad- 

ruped. Rain-water  collected  in  a  cistern.  Aplace. 

■A^j^.5^A/r^5w,(pl.  of  ̂J^htira^  Promontories. 
A         hari^it,  Libidinous  (girl). 

r*  hurafjh,  A  plant  used  to  bind  up  a  dis- 
located shoulder. 

p  harghast,  A  plant  bearing  a  yellow 
flower  with  which  they  feed  cattle.  A  kind  of  pot- 

herb eaten  boiled. 

I'  I — Liquid  pitch.  A  black  stuff useil 
by  goldsmiths.  Kurf,  Pitch. 

AuJ;^ /ffl//,  (v.  n.ofL_i^SmelIingto.  Smell 
ing  the  urine  of  the  female  (a  male-ass),  and  then 
raising  the  head  and  inverting  the  lips. 

A  h  arfasut,  (v.  n.  of  \i^$^Q)  Foaming  (n 
boiling  pot).  Being  mingled  together  (men).  Be- 

ing very  thick  (hair).  Compact,  unblown  (flower). 
r  Dirt, soil,  foulness.  A  man  who 

does  not  purify  himself  after  any  uncleanly  act,  or 
take  care  to  avoid  pollution. 

P  ̂  harfaj,  A  species  of  grass,  broom,  or  hea- thei",  with  which  they  light  fires. 

P  (j'-'j^ harafs,  A  plant  of  which  they  make  a 
salad,  the  seeds  of  which  are  said  to  promote  venerw 

.  A  {j^^ Jiarafs,  Parsley.  tJ];S^  t^'s^ haraffi 
sa/iras'i,  Wild  j)ar?ley.  hnrafs'i  hold, 
Rock  or  mountain-parsley.     Kurfus,  Cotton. 

A  'LjJj^harfasat,  (v.  n.  of  t^'s^ Q')  Being  close 
fettered  (a  camel).  Going  as  if  the  feet  were  bound. 

p  ̂^s^ harfash,  A  s])ecies  of  poisonous  lizard 
infesting  houses.  (Whoever  destroys  one  of  the>e 

reptiles  is  considered  rnliilcd  to  a  reward  of  seven 

maunds(^i<i  mai\)  of  wheat). 

p        h'irfn,  Virtue,  merit. 
A         hirjjt,  A  high-towering  cloud. 

A  -i^/  hb  •fisai,  A  part  of  a  high  cloud.  The 
outward  shell  of  an  egg.  The  caper-tree. 

p  iJ^^ harh,  A  domestic  fowl.  A  partridge. 
A  crab.  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  The  limb  of  a  tree. 
Karah,  A  kind  of  quail.  The  roof  of  a  house. 
Name  of  a  town  near  Jerusalem. 

or  harah,  Name  of  a  place  on  the 

confines  of  Arabia  Petrea.  Karih,  Red. 
vrrah,  A  kind  of  game. 

p  (^^j^harhas,  A  plant  that  grows  among 



corn  J  tares,  darnel. 

p         harham,  Strength,  ability.  Desire,  •will. 
A  (_-^^  lairhuh,  Name  of  a  fragrant  plant. 

rhaddan,  (often  pronounced  as  if 
written  (j        karhadann^  A  rhinoceros. 

v^ykarkar,Go^.  A  powerful  prince.  A  fir, 
pine-tree.    Kirldr,  A  kind  of  bean  or  pea. 
A  Ttarkar,  The  sheath  of  a  camel,  goat,  or 

bull.  Name  of  a  town  near  (jValx)  laylakan,  built 
by  Noshiravan. 

rharanak,  Gristle  or  soft  bone. 

A  'i^^ karharat,  (v.  n.  Turning  (a 
mill).  Grinding  coarsely.  Driving,  agitating  (as 

wind  the  clouds).  Thrusting  away,  repelling.  Col- 
lecting, gathering  together.  Retaining,  detaining. 

Calling  (to  a  fowl).    Being  routed,  put  to  flight. 

Laughing  immoderately,    (v.  n.  2  of^^  Causing 
to  return  time  after  time.    Kirkirat,  The  callous 

part  of  the  breast,  on  which  a  camel  or  other  soft- 

footed  animals  recline.  A  ci'owd,  assembly  of  people. 

i/j^       i5n  kirkirat,  Name  of  a  lexicographer, 

p  clJ,1>^i^ar^arfl^,Awagtail.  A  magpie.  A  quail, 

p  f^j^^ kai'karukan,  A.  tonic  electuary, com- 
posed of  split  cubebs,  mace,  sandal,  spikenard,  oak- 

apples,  honey,  and  the  seed  called  falanja, 

A         liarkara.  Immoderate  laughter, 

p  ̂i>Ji_^ karkarhin,  Pellitory. 
p  karkari  or  kurhuri,  Gristle,  soft  bone, 

p karkuz,  A  directing-post :  road-guide. 

A  'smSj^  karhasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Driving 
about,  tossing  to  and  fro.  Making  prisoner. 

V karkafis,  A  skimmer. 

A  ̂  ̂ karkam  or  kurkum,  Saffron;  a  yellow 
root  which  dies  of  a  saffron  colour ;  dioscorides  ; 

name  of  a  medicine.  The  gum  of  pine  or  juniper. 
The  rainbow. 

p         karhama,  A  wagtail, 

p  kurkuman,  The  lot-tree. 

A  (^^^ //MT-Ziwrnaw,  Sufficiency  to  support  life. 
p**«jt^^i;ar/jamsa,Name  of  a  fine,sweet-smell- 

ing  flower,  chiefly  found  on  the  mountain  Alwand. 

V  f^^karkatifkarkin,  or^ar^MW,Wheat,barley, 
vetches,  or  beans,  cooked  when  half  ripe. 

■p karkuz,  K.  direction-post:  road-guide. 
A         karka\  One  who  suffers  himself  to  be 

abused  contrary  to  nature ;  a  catamite. 
p  kurkx,  A  sort  of  crane,  whose  brains,  if 

applied  to  the  eyes,  are  said  to  cure  blindness. 

A  "ij^  kurkiy,  (pi.  karakiy)  A  sort  of 
crane,  whose  brain  and  gall  are  supposed  to  possess 
marvellous  medicinal  virtues. 

A  ii^^ kirkidat,  A  hamper  of  dates.  Dates 
left  in  a  bin. 

p  <L/^ karg,  A  rhinoceros.  Kurg,  A  hen  which 
has  done  laying,  and  is  inclined  for  the  cock.  A 
kind  of  down  or  fine  wool  combed  from  the  roots 

of  the  long  hair  of  a  goat,  of  which  shawls  are  ma- 
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nufactured.  Kurag,  A  head  rendered  bald  from  a 
scald ;  the  disease  called  the  scald  head. 

V ^^^^ kargadan,1\ie.  rhinoceros.  Ahuge  kind 
of  bird  which  pursues  an  elephant  ten  years  old. 

p  [jS^  kargas,  A  vulture.  A  sort  of  arrow. 

\^J^J>  {^'i^ kargasi  tarkask,  Arrows  left  in  the 
quiver.    t2jJi  ̂ ^jJi^ kargasifalak,  The  dog-star. 

kargasani  falah,  The  constellations 
called  nasri  taAr,  The  Eagle;  and 

nasri  wdki^  The  falling  vulture,  i.  e.  the  Lyre. 

Pj\*^J^ karagsdr,  Name  of  a  place  and  hero, 

p  ̂jf^^kargasijThe  natureof avulture. 
^liySs  kargasi  kardan,  To  imitate  a  vulture. 
p  karm,  Any  species  of  plant  growing  by 

the  water-side.  Kirm,  A  worm.  ̂ ^}^  kirmi 

ayyuh,  The  worm  of  Job,  the  silkworm,  ew^iib  ̂  

kirmi  hdddma,  The  silkworm.  l^^CxZ*  kirmi 
skah-tab,  The  glowworm.  [Ji^J>  kirm  giriftan, 
To  breed  worms.  Kurm,  Grief,  sorrow,  affliction, 

wound,  hurt.  Karam,  A  cauliflower,  cabbage. 

A  ̂^karm,  (v.  n.  of  Excelling  in  honour, 
nobility,  generosity,  munificence.  Land  from  out  of 
which  the  stones  have  been  picked.  A  mode  of 

founding,  casting,  or  moulding.  A  kind  of  orna- 
ment worn  in  the  days  of  paganism,  (pi.  ku- 

ruvi)  A  grape-vine.  A  necklace,  ornament  for  the 
neck.  A  true  believer,  religious  man.  p  ̂ J^ii 

karmi  dashti,  Bryony,  a  Kurm,  Generosity,  no- 

bility. Karam,  (v.  n.  oi Being  generous,  libe- 
ral, honourable.  Noble,  generous.  Good,  generous 

(land).  Generosity,  liberality,  nobleness,  grandeur, 

magnificence,  beneficence,  grace,  favour,  clemency, 

courtesy,  graciousness,  goodness,  kindness,  benig- 

nity. High  breed.  A^wram,  Good,  generous  (lands). 
A  hurman,  For  the  sake  of  honouring. 

A  Ait^ kuramd^,  (pi.  of  ̂^')  Noble,  generous, 
p  ̂^^^ karmdn  or  /aV?na«,  Carmania,  famous 

for  steel.  The  capital  of  Caramania.  Kirmdn,  A 
castle ;  an  emporium.  ^ 

A  ̂^^^ kurmdn.  Generosity,  liberality. 
js3  kurmdnan  laku.  In  honour  of  him. 

p  i\t^\ic^ karmdn-shdh,  Name  of  a  province 
in  Persian  Irak. 

p  ̂ J^^  f^^j^ kirmdn-skahdn.  Name  of  a  city. 
irmdni.  Belonging  to  Karman.  Car- 

manian,  also  Damascus  steel. 

p  ̂y^\jc^ karmdiil,  One  of  Zahhak's  cooks, 
p  sJ^i^,  karam-pesha,  Munificent,  liberal, 
p  kirm-pila,  A  silkworm. 

A  'iiC^sharmatjOneVme.  The  top  of  the  thigh- 
bone, ^irmai.  Noble,  generous  (woman).  Kurmat, 

Liberality,  magnificence.  Benignity.  Karamat, 

(v.  n.  of  |»^)  Being  generous,  liberal,  honourable. 

A  'L^^kurmatan,  (or  'it>^kurmata  ̂ yri) In  honour  of. 

A  'i^^ karmahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Q)  Waddling like  a  dwarf.    Throwing  on  the  ground. 
11  z 
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p  Si^y*-       kirm-khwurda,  Worm-eaten. 
irm-dana,  A  species  of  mezereon. 

Myrtle-seed. 
A  i"i>ej^ karmadat,  A  running  in  the  track  of. 
p  ka  rmak,  A  food  prepared  from  pulse. 

Kirmak,  A  small  worm.  A  fire-fly.  An  herb  with 
which  they  wash.    An  enigma. 

V j^y^^ karam-kar,  Generous,  gracious.  Mer- ciful. Benevolent. 

p  karam  kun,  Do  (me)  the  favour. 

V Jf~*^^Sja^ karam-gu&tar,  Gracious,  diffusive. 

A  (J.*;^ kirmil,  Carmel,  in  Palestine. 
p  dj./c^ karmand,  Quick,  speedy,  hasty,  expe- 

ditious.   Haste,  expedition. 

p  kar-mosk,  A  deaf  mouse.  A  mole. 

A  kurma'.  Generosity,  liberality. 
p  kur-mekh,  A  nail  having  a  large  broad 

head.    A  large-headed  peg,  pin,  or  stake. 

p        kuran,  A  dun-coloured  horse. 

p  harnd.  The  ass-mushroom  or  fungus. 
The  red  gooseberry.    A  trumpet. 

p  ̂JX>(>^ karndtak.  The  Carnatic. 

A  (^K>J^ hirnds,  A  cotton  or  muslin  garment. 

A I  >\j)J^kirndf  or  kurndf,  (pi. i_ajO ]j^Aarani/') 
The  palm-tree's  trunk  after  the  branches  are  cut  off. 

p  iJo^ kar-ndma,  Example,  model,  exemplar. 

p  i^Xi^j^ karrandy ,  A  kind  of  trumpet. 
p  {^^S^ karamh.  Cabbage,  cauliflower.  \^^^ 

^jij  karamhi  runn,  A  cauliflower.  Karnab,  A 
species  of  poison  for  dogs. 

A  L^iJ^^kurtiub or karamb, Beet;  akindofbeet. 
p  \l>j^karambd,  A  dish  prepared  from  cabbage. 

A  carpet.  Kurimhd,  Name  of  a  carpenter^s  tool. 
Ai^j^karnabat, Gift  of  milk  and  dates  to  a  guest. 

A  'elxij^ karnabiyat,  A  dish  made  of  cabbage. 

p  ̂̂ -^^M-awJorAaraw/,  A  sortofdate.  Poison. 
Karinj,  kiranj,  or  kurinj.  Coriander-seed.  Kurinj, 
Rice.  Black  pepper.  Silver.  A  falcon,  a  hawk. 

kurinj-khdna,  A  falconry,  a  house  for  hawks, 

p karanju,  The  nightmare, 

p  kurand,  (iSi^ karinda,  or  kuranda)  A 
course  for  racing.  A  concourse  or  circle  of  men.  A 

grey  colour  in  a  horse.  A  large  circle  formed  by 

huntsmen.  A  dyer's  vat.  Name  of  a  river  in  Lo- 
ristan.  Kurund,  {t^^ karinda,  or  kuranda^  A 

sort  of  brush,  used  by  weavers  and  the  like  in  put- 

ting their  size  or  glue  on  their  yarn. 

A  'iso^ karnafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Cutting 
with  a  sword.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Cutting  the 

trunks  of  palm-trees  (called  i^^SiXi\^kardnif).  Kur- 

nafat.  Slender-bodied  (man  or  camel). 

p  K^J^^ kurang,  A  bay-horse.  A  place  for  ex- 
ercising troops.  A  ring  made  by  hunters  or  troops. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Loristan. 

p  ̂̂ JiJ>^ karangdni,  A  species  of  grapes, 
p  aL^j^Awran^/a/i,  A  race-ground.  A  place  for 

reviewing  troops.  Abay  colour.  Adyer'svat.  Name 



of  a  river  in  Loristan.  A't/rMw/^a/i,  A  weaver's  brush. 
vto^ karna,  Name  of  a  village  in  Budaklishan 

famous  for  its  pears.  Kirna,  A  kind  of  thorn  eaten 

by  camels.  A  sort  of  snake.  A  tike,  sheep-louse. 

A  K^^^ harnxh  or  liirnib,  Milk  and  dates. 

A  'isu^j^ hb  nifat,  A  tliick  nose. 
A  jjSkarw,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ibr  j J^)  Walking  pom- 

pously or  gracefully  (a  woman).  Digging.  Build- 
ing up  (a  well  with  wood).  Playing  or  striking 

with  a  ball.  Going  fast  (a  horse).  Repeating,  reite- 

rating, doing  over  again.  iTim or/(Mm,Price,hire. 

p  jj^/iaru,  That  part  of  a  spider's  web  in  which 
it  lays  its  eggs.  Karv  or  kirav,  A  hollow  tooth. 

Broken,  rugged.  Bitter  lettuce,  endive.  Kirav,  A 

small  ship,boat.-K'!»"«,NameofAfrasyab'skinsman. 
p  \jj^harrva,  A  joining,  uniting. 

A^lj j^Aa/'?i;a^,Slender-leggcd  and  thick-armed 
(woman). 

i>  karrvan,  Name  of  a  plant  of  an  exhi- 

larating property.  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  fjijji ka7-arvan ,  {^\. ̂ ^^^ kirrvan  and  i^^..^^ 
Itaraimn)  A  red-legged  partridge.  A  bustard.  A 
woodpecker.    Name  of  a  village  in  Tus. 

p  i,j\>\^^ lianvanah,  A  bustard,  crane. 

A  ̂^j^ liUruh,  (v.  n.  of  (— Approaching. 
Being  near  setting(sun),nearexpiring(lifeor  fire); 

being  near  doing  any  thing.  Lading  a  beast  of  bur- 

den. Eating  the  datesio^$^/i!/;'aiai.  Making  (the 
rolling-pin)  clatter,  (pi. of u-^/ta7-J) Griefs,  cares. 

V  ̂̂^^_^^harruhiyan,A\\^(&X\Q.  ranks,  cherubim. 

A  ̂ jo J j^^/fa?'Mii«,  Cherubim.  ̂ ^j^&^.>^ malankuii  harulnn,  The  cherub  angels. 

A  haruhiijun,  (pi.  of  Cherubim. 

A  ̂ ^^=^  kinvat  or  Jiurrvat,  Price,  hire. 

r  ClJj^ hurut,  Fat. 
p  nJjjJ^ harawtana,  A  spider. 

p  -j^hnrukh,  Name  of  a  village  in  Khurasan. 

r^^^jj^ JiU7-uJthan,The  brother  of  PiranwTsah. 
p  djjS  harud  or  luirud,  A  well  so  deep  that  it 

is  with  difficulty  water  can  be  drawn  from  it. 

Aj^^ hurur,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Rushing  upon,  at- 
tacking. Returning,  receding.  Shewing  kindness, 

inclining  to.  (pi.  of  ̂  harr^  Napkins  for  kneel- 
ing on  at  prayers. 

vjy^huruz,{oYj^^  /i!wri{/)  Cheerfulness;  song, 
dance.  Sorrow,  distress  of  mind. 

Kj^^huruz,  (v.  n.  ofjj^)  Entering.  Abscond- 
ing, lurking,  taking  refuge.  Inclining.  Smelling 

urine  (a  stallion). 

p  1^^^  hirnas,  An  enigma. 

A  ̂̂jji'harawicas  or /ra7'aww«s,Large-headed. Black.  (A  camel)  with  large  hoofs  and  legs. 

A  hurush,(\)\.of'  (^Ji^J^ Jiirsh  and  karish) 
Paunches,  maws  of  ruminants. 

A  kuru^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Drinking  with  the 
mouth  (without  using  a  vessel  or  hands). 

r^j^  liar  uhar,  A  name  of  God.  A  workman 

(    lOOG  ) 

A  pjj^  hurum,  (pi.  of       harm)  Vines. p  liurwan,  A  dun-coloured  horse. 

p  f^j^j^harunis,  Name  of  an  island  in  which 
wamih  the  lover  of  \jiSp  ̂ zrd  lived. 

p  Sjij^Aa/Tfa,  A  hollow  or  a  rotten  tooth.  Ku- 
roh,  A  road-measure  of  about  two  miles.  The  nest 
or  roost  of  birds.  Kararva,  An  animal  whose  bite 

is  said  to  be  worse  than  that  of  a  serpent. 

A  1^^^ Iniranvj,  Spherical,  globular. 

A  bjj^Aa;'a?r_;/a',  Caraways. 
A  •^'bj ̂harrviyat or  harawycu.  Caraway-seeds 

or  plant. 

p^.j ̂  harmz  or  harawlz,  Speech,  reason. 
p  iiJ>_jj^ harrviya,  Caraway. 
A        hariha,(i\xi,  8;ij.y«AraA2<)  He  detested. 

A  hark,  Whatever  one  is  compelled  by  ano- 

ther to  do  reluctantly.  A  strong-headed  camel. 

Karh  or  hurh,  (v.  n.  of  1>j^)  Hating,  abhorring, 

objecting  to,  disliking,  disapproving.  Aversion, 

abomination,  detestation, abhorrence.  Trouble, mo- 
lestation. Karh  or  harih,  Detestable,  abominable. 

Kurh,  What  one  forces  one's  selfto  do  reluctantly. 

p  5^/;a7-a,  Filth,  dirt,  nastiness.  Fresh  butter. 
The  skin  of  the  hands  or  feet  become  hard  and  stijSF 

from  labour.  A  chamber  in  a  place  of  repose  for 

travellers,  or  a  school.  Staleness,mustiness.  Moul- 

diness  of  bread  or  fruit.  A  bracelet  of  gold  or  sil- 

ver. A  clasp.  A  spider's  web  where  she  lays  her 
eggs.  A  kind  of  thorn.  Name  of  a  city.  ̂ JwJ  8^ 

hara  bastan,  (or  (ji^j '  har  awardan)  To  con- 
tract mould,  become  mouldy,  stale,  or  musty.  Ku- 

ra,  A  cannon-ball.  A  globe.  A  thing  spherical. 

A  lock.  A  ward  of  a  lock.  A  smith's  forge.  A 
colt.  An  element.  u-jT  huraA  ah,  The  water 

which  surrounds  the  globe.  t>^ huran  arz, 

(or  uiJ'i-  hurasi  hhah)  The  terrestrial  globe. 

i^jy--'^^^ huranlajuward,  (oij.j**»j^j  hura^i wahm-soz)  The  sky. 

p  "t^  liurra,  The  colt  of  a  horse,  camel,  or  ass 
(one  or  two  years  old).    A  girth,  surcingle,  belt. 

^"t^ hurrati  ah,  A  wave. 

harhan,  (or       ̂ _^^la'  harhin)  With 
difficulty,  inconveniently.  Kurhan,  Unwillingly. 

p  %^ hara-hasta.  Mouldy,  musty. 

p  ̂j>1>^  hara-tan,  A  spider. 
p  ̂̂ i^t^ haradun,  A  place  for  rubbish. 
p  hurragari,  A  strapping,  a  flogging. 

A  ̂j^har  or  hurha',  The  upper  part  of  the 
cavity  of  the  hind-head.  The  face  with  the  head. 

A  ij/hary,  (v.  n.  of  )  Digging.  Playing 

with  a  ball.  A'ara',  (v.n.of  i^)  Inclining  to  sleep 

ing,  dozing.  Being  slender-limbed.  Throwing  her 

legs  about  when  running  (a  she-camel).  Running 
fiist,  or  leaping.  An  inclination  to  sleep.  Digging 

(a  well).  A  bustard.  A  male  red-legged  partridge. 
A  male  woodpecker.  Sleep,  /lari,  Sleepy ;  slum- 

bering. A  runner.  ̂ Kra',  (pi.  of 'jj^/.'i/ra<)  Balls, 

globes,  spheres. 

p  gr/ har'i,  Deafness.  That  part  of  the  spider's 
web  where  she  lays  her  eo^o^. 

A  ̂ jy  hurra'.  Once,  one  time.  One  attack. 
har'iy,  Sleepy  ;  slumbering.  A  runner. 

A  hirer  out  of  mules,  asses,  or  horses,  a  muleteer. 
A  taker  on  hire.  Much  of  any  thing.  A  kind  of 
plant.  A  tree growingin  sand,  (pl.of  8^ftMra<)BalU 

globes,  spheres.    Kur'iy,  Spherical,  globular. 
p  {^^..^ hiryas,  Court  or  levee  of  a  prince. 

ryas,  (pi.  ̂ju^}^ harayis)  A  privy 
on  the  roof  of  a  house,  having  a  communication 
with  a  subterraneous  passage. 

A  {J^..^l'aryan,  Somnolent,  sleepy.  A  runner. 

P  i^..^ Itiryan  or  huryan,  Sacrifice,  ransom. 

A  ̂-^..^harih.  Ploughed  land  or  a  sown  field 
destitute  of  trees  and  buildings.  Sad,  mournful. 

The  knot  of  a  reed.  A  baker's  rollinsr-pin. 

'^..fharihat,{}^\.  haraAb)  Misfortune. 
A  'i^[fhariyat,A  tree  growing  in  sand.  A  plant. 
A  CL>^^ har'it,  Entire,  complete  (year). 

P  (J^J        haritunitait, {mzzndi  &  Paz.)Toread. 
A  ̂.l^^J^harif,  Troublesome(business).  Acow- 

ard,  one  who  shrinks  from  any  disagreeable  busi- 

ness.^^l  \jL^__^karisu  'I  a7n7',Bothered,nonplused 

by  any  affair. A  har'iscis,  A  good  unripe  date. 

V  harij,  (or         huridi)  A  roof  for  pro- 
tecting unthreshed  corn  from  the  rain.  The  moult- 

ing of  birds'  feathers.  Karij,  (^a^^ hur'ija,  or  ajs^ 
huricha)  A  small  house.  A  hut  or  cottage  formed 

of  wood,  reeds,  and  straw  on  the  side  of  a  corn- 

field or  melon-ground. 

AjiJ^ harlr,  (v.  n.of^i^)  Returning,  receding. 
Rushing  upon,  attacking.  Shewing  kindness,  in- 

clining to.  Making  a  rattlins:  noise  in  the  throat 

(a  strangling  man).  A  sound  in  the  breast  resem- 
bling that  of  a  person  strangling  or  dying.  Hoarse- 

ness from  dust.  Name  of  a  river. 

PjiJ^hi/i'ir,  An  overseer,  superintendant. 

A  ̂jij^kiirayi-aj,  A  kind  of  short  green  fish. 
V yj>_^ har'iz  or  huriz,  The  moulting  of  birds. 

A  hut  built  of  reeds.  A  corner.  Kurtz,  A  falconry. 

K yi_^ hartz.  Soft  cheese  called  ahit. 
r  hxu'iza,  A  hut,  hovel,  shed.  jMoulting. 

p  ̂jy>_^ huriz'i.  An  old  man  bent  with  age  and infirmities,  and  in  a  state  of  dotage.  A  falcon 

moulting  in  the  desert.  Any  thing  given  to  birds 
to  make  them  shed  their  feathers. 

p  f^j^J^ hiris.  Fraud,  deceit.  Flattery. 

p  a^^J^  hh-isa.  Fraud,  deceit. 
v^^Sx^J^ hirl.sidan,To  deceive, defraud,  cheat. 
p  i^^l^  hireshah,  A  warrior.  A  deep  hol- 

low place,  a  cavern.  A  chick,  chicken. 
p  ijJjJLi_J^ kurishanrj ,  A  mountain.  A  cavern. 

Ai^jA>_^harh,  (v.  n.  ofj^j^i^)  Mixing  soft  cheese with  dates.    The  soft,  acid  cheese  called  Jail  ahit 



mixed  with  t^Auj^g  tarasis  or  (joXpoI?"  hamasis. 
A  treasure,  hoard.  A  cooking  of  wild-sorrel  and 

milk,  and  a  drying  and  eating  of  it  in  the  summer. 
The  place  where  the  cheese  ]aj\  akit  is  made. 

A  {^ja>,^ kariz,  A  sort  of  cheese. 

A  ̂j^kari^  One  who  drinks  water  from  a 
river  with  the  hands  (having  no  vessel). 

p  hur'ujh,  Flight.    Moulting  of  birds. 
p  i^j^,^  Itureftan,  To  flee,  escape,  retreat. 
p  karim,  Name  of  an  ancestor  of  Rustam- 

Zal.    Name  of  a  city  in  Karmania. 

A  hartm,  (pi.  A>o^\  alirimat,  kura- 

niot,  and  ̂ ^hiram)  Generous,  munificent,  liberal, 
magnificent,  splendid,  grand.  Benign,  benevolent, 

beneficent,  kind,  courteous,  gracious,  merciful,  for- 

giving, venerable,  reverend :  respectable,high-bred. 
One  of  the  attributes  of  God.  A  religious  man,  fearing 

God.  Easy,  kind,  conciliatory  (language).  Abun- 

dant and  good  (food),  ̂ j^^  karimu'sh  shdn, 

(or  J^U-^\JC/  km'imu'l  akhlak)  Most  noble, ge- 
nerous. jj«>a^\  ̂ J^ karimu'n  wa/6-,0f  a  noble,  gene- rous soul.  allah  karim,  God  is  merciful. 

p  \c ̂  hm'ima,  O  merciful  (God)  ! 
p  ̂ U" ̂  hariman,  The  great-great-grandfather 

of  Rustam-Zal.  A  city  in  Karmania. 

A  j^U" j^ja»i»?art?',du.,Pilgrimageand  holy  war. 
p  iuU" ̂  harimana,  Generous.  Generously. 
A      ̂ karimat,  (fem.  karim)  (pi. 

karasim)  Noble,  generous.  A  princess,  lady.  The 

nose.  The  ear.  The  hand.  A  verse  of  the  Kur'an : 

as,  Liofcl^  uLU  Us*'  \j>\  If  /'karimafi(JorCl*}J ^       "*  _  *  — 
is^ ̂ jSs  ai/ati  harimaft)  inna  fatahna  lalia  fathan 

mubinan,  That  sacred  verse  of  the  Kur'an,  "  We 

have  granted  to  thee  a  decisive  victory"  (a  mode 
of  expression  used  by  the  Muhammadan  writers 

when  they  quote  the  standard  of  their  religion). 

al  harimatani,  The  two  eyes  (as  the 

noblest  or  most  precious  parts  of  the  body). 

A  &Ay ̂  karimiyat,  Bountifulness. 

A  ̂ij^hinn  or  hurin,  ̂ pl.  of  'i^hurat)  Globes, 
spheres.  Cannon-balls. 

A  'i^,^^ karinat,  (pi.  f^^)  A  female  musician. 
p  {^jOyyl^karinunitan,  (zandandPaz.)To  read. 

p  ̂^^^^  liarayudum,  Perfidy,  breach  of  faith. 
p  ̂jy^j^ haryun,  Centaury. 

A  i^j^ harih,  Detestable,  abominable,  dirty, 

filthy, ofiensive.  Alion.  lO^^karihu' s sawt, 

Harsh, unpleasing-voiced.Jla'Jt^  lO^ltarlhu  7  man- 
;rar,Ugly  in  countenance,  s^.^^  al  /janA,Thelion. 

A  e^,,^ karihatf  (fem.  of  «Jj^/«ari/i) Detestable. 
War,  and  the  calamitous  circumstances  attending  it. 

Adisaster.  Impetuosity ,vehemence.  'd^_^\ zu'l 
harihat,  A  sharp  sword  penetrating  at  one  blow. 

v^kaz,  Raw  silk.  K*az,  (forj^  e^^ki  az)  From 
which,  by  what,  whence.  That  from.  Kaz  or  haza, 
Name  of  a  country  in  India. 

Aji  kazz,  (v.  n.  ofj>  )  Contracting  (one's  steps). 

(   1007  ) 

Being  seized  with  ague  or  a  shivering  fit.  (pl-J-J 

kuzz)  Dry,  contracted,  shrivelled.  Avaricious. 

Ugly  (in  face).  Hard,  rigid,  stiff. 
p         kazaha,  A  camel-litter  for  women. 

p        ha  or  kizad,  An  old,  worn-out  garment. 
P kuzar,  A  lancet. 

A  huzaz,  (ov Jiuzzaz)  A  disease  from 
cold;  trembling,  ague. 

A  kazazat,  (v.  n.  ofji^  Being  dry,  drawn 
together.  Being  of  an  acrid  and  astringent  taste. 

Being  stingy  and  good  for  nothing. 

p  huzacjh,  An  herb  used  in  bandaging  dis- 
located joints. 

zawa,  A  camel-litter  for  women. 

p  ktzaT/ish  or  kuzayish,  Fit,  proper,  suit- 
able. A  stick  for  driving  cattle. 

A  kuzh,  The  sediment  of  fruits  or  sesame 

remaining  in  the  hair-cloth  after  the  juice  or  oil  is 

expressed.  (It  is  given  to  the  poor  or  to  cattle). 

A  kind  of  hard  tree.  Kazab,  A  smallness  and  nar- 
rowness of  the  instep  (regarded  as  a  blemish). 

p  bj^  kazha,  A  gooseberry  or  bastard  corinth. 

A  'ij>^ liuzhurat,  Coriander. 
p  d^y^ kazbud,  A  chief,  master  of  a  family. 
p        kazba,  Dregs  of  oil  and  the  like. 

ki^hazzat,  Shrivelled (vvoman).  Close,creak- 

ing(pul]ey).  Dry,rigid,stiff'(bow),difiicultto bend. 
p      kazd,  The  loppings  of  a  tree. 

p  f^O-iA^ hazdidan,  To  lop,  clip,  trim,  polish. 

p  ̂jiijj^  kuzardan,  To  seek  for  help  or  aid. 

p  ijyS  kuzra,  Name  of  a  sweet-scented  grass. 
A  watered  field.  Irrigation. 

Aj^kazaz,  Avarice. 
V ̂ ^y^-Jh^haztarlihun, VeWitory.  Dracunculus. 
p  liuzrjh  or  Imzagh,  An  herb  which  they 

fasten  round  dislocated  bones.  Kazagh,  A  kind 
of  medicine. 

p  huzf.  Black  stuff  used  by  goldsmiths. 

Kuzf,  Ituznf,  or  kazif,  Pitch.  Silver  burnt  black. 
i~Zi7i,  Aknife,  penknife,  scraper,  clasp- 

knife,  razor.  The  curved  point  of  a  sword  ordagger. 

P  ̂   p  kazm.An  herb  grovvino;  on  banksofrivers. 

A  j«p  kazm,  (v.  n.  of  )  Breaking  with  the 
front-teeth,  and  extracting  the  contents  to  eat  them. 

Kazam,  Shortness  and  thickness  of  lips  in  quad- 

rupeds. Shortness  of  nose  or  of  fingers.  Avarice. 

Voraciousness.  Kazim,  A  poltroon,  coward.  Ku- 

zam,  A  nightingale.  A  young  sparrow.  A  bird 

resembling  a  sparrow. 

A  s\<^ hazmat,  Short-lipped  (mare).  Short 
in  the  nose  or  arms(woman).  Short  (nose  or  hand). 

Short-fingered  (hand). 

izmazaj,  (or  kazmazak')  The berries  of  the  tamarisk.  The  tamarisk. 

A  'ijo^ kazmat,  Compact,  close  (fat). 
p  f^^kazan,  A  catamite.  A  village  where  many 

people  meet  on  the  day  called  ̂ ^yiilff-  ̂ shura. 

p  i^y^^ kazinda,  A  teasel,  A  meshy  sack. 

p  eoj^ kaz  or  Jiizna,  A.  rock-swallow.  Nettle-seed. 

p  ̂'^kaznay,  Wet,  withered  (plant  in  winter). 
P       kazu,  (for  hi  azu)  Who  or  which, 

from  that  or  him. 

p        hazrea,  A  gooseberry  or  bastard  currant. 

P  ̂̂ ^'^ hizrcan,  Mountain-balm. 

A  ij^^  kuzuzat,  (v.  n.  ofji^)  Being  dry,  shri- velled. Being  of  an  acrid  and  astringent  taste. 

Being  stingy  and  good  for  nothing. 

P         hazugh,  The  vertebras  in  man  or  beast. 
A         hazum,  An  old  toothless  camel. 

A  hazy,  (v.  n.  of  cf}^  Conferring  favours 
on  an  emancipated  slave. 

p  hazin,  (Made)  of  raw  silk. 

P(^  J ̂   1^,/^kazin-farosh,  A  vender  of  raw  silk. 
V ̂   kaj,  Crooked,  carved,  distorted.  Coarse 

silk  of  little  value,  ̂ ^^i^  haj  kardan,  To  crook, 
bend,  twist.  Kuj,  The  root  of  a  tree. 

p  sS\^ kajaba,  A  camel-litter  in  which  Persian 
ladies  travel ;  it  may  be  covered  or  opened  at  plea- 

sure. The  arched  covering  of  cradles. 

p         hajata,  Cod  of  the  silkworm,  cocoon. 

V  kajar,  A  strip  or  piece  of  any  thing  torn 

off.  Kujar,  Tiie  crop  of  a  bird. 

P  hajaridan,  To  tear,  tear  in  pieces. 

p  SiSAy  haj-aghand,  {j^^HiSA^ haj-aghan- 
dish,  kaj-agand,  or  haj-agan- 
disli)  A  kind  of  jerkin,  of  thick  quilted  cotton  or 
silk,  worn  in  battle  instead  of  armour. 

p  tj^y^ hajama,  A  litter  on  a  camel's  back. 
p  kaj-bin,  Squinting.  Malignant. 

pb^^fo/-7)a,Wry-footed,whosefoot  is  distorted. 

p ^jy:^y>ykajtarkhun,'P eXWtovy.  Dracunculus. 
p  ̂s--^ kaj-chaslim,  Squint-eyed. 

p  ̂ ^^^fZ^ ̂   haj-chashmi,  Strabism,  squint. 
P  ijsj^\}>-^ kaj-khatiran,  (pi.)  Cross-grained. 

p  CLiMi^^ haj-dast,  One  witli  a  distorted  hand. 

p  ̂i>^ haj-diim,  A  scorpion  (crook-tail).  The 
sign  Scorpio.  ̂ Jj^.  ̂^[^ kajdumi  bahri,  Name  of 
a  dark-coloured  fish  of  the  sword-fish  kind. 

^^ji^^  kajdmnigardun,  (^^^T(^ll?  ̂ dj^ kajdu- 
mi tdsi  db-gun,  uilb  kajdumi  la k,  or  ̂dj^ 

f^jSjhj  hajdumi  n'llufari)  The  sign  Scorpio. 

p  8j\j="  ̂1^^ kajdam-hhwdra,  Name  of  a  poi- sonous reptile. 

puiJ'j  pii^^o/fZwrnnaA,  Abounding  in  scorpions. 

p  MdJ^  kajduma,  A  whitlow. 
p  i^j^ kajraf,  Name  of  a  stinking  herb. 
pjcij^ haj-raftar,  Walking  shamblingly,  go- 

ing awry,  crooked,  in-kneed. 

p  uf^J^ kaj-rang,  Whitish-coloured. 
P(^^jl3^/iq/-to7V<;/;M«,Pellitory.  Dracunculus. 
p  kajghd,  (or  j\s-^ kajghdv)  The  moun- 

tain-ox of  Tibet  with  a  bushy  tail.    The  sea-ox. 

p  ̂j\s-^ kajghdn,  A  cauldron,  pot. 
p         hujf,  Burnt  silver.  Pitch. 



P  hiijuli,  Tlie  iron  liook  with  which  ihcy 

goad  and  regulate  tiie  motions  of  the  elephant.  A 

crooked  stick  attached  to  a  tall  post,  to  which  they 

fasten  balls  of  gold  and  silver  as  marks  and  prizes 
to  archers.  A  crooked  stick  with  which  tliey  strike 

theirlurge kettle-drums.  Anvkindof  hookorcrook. 

The  wards  of  a  lock.  The  feathers  of  a  duck's  tail 
with  which  women  adorn  their  heads.  An  earthen 

jar  in  which  rose-water  and  dates  are  kept. 

p  ^'ojtja,  {or  hajrjaw)  The  bushy-tailed 
cow  of  Tibet.  The  sea-ox;  also  his  tail. 

p  hajmazun,  Name  of  a  medicine, 

r  hajmaj.  Crooked,  distorted. 

P  ̂^jyjoy^ hajmaj-zaban,  A  child  that  cannot 
yet  speak  plain. 

p  ̂J\M>-^ Itaj-miyan,  Crooked  about  the  loins. 
V  jiai      kaj-nazar,  Squint-eyed, 
p        kajna,  A  patch. 

V hajur,  Zedoary,  a  Chinese  root, 

p  ̂ ^  '^  hajnand,  The  wards  of  a  lock, 
p  Vjfe  /'o/a,  A  hook  or  crook.  An  iron  hook 

with  which  they  drive  and  guide  elephants.  A 

curved  stick  with  which  they  beat  a  drum.  Sham- 

bles. The  uvula.  The  wards  of  a  lock.  A  piece  of  wood 

so  placed  as  to  prevent  a  lock  from  being  opened, 

p        liaj'i,  Crookedness,  curvature,  obliquity, 

p  '^J^ haj'iijh,  Flight,  departure. 
P  [fjr^  hajim,  (or  ̂J>f^  hajin)  A  quilted  jacket 

worn  in  battle.  Horse-armour. 

P  ̂j^has,  A  man,  person.  One,  any  one,  some 

one.  Intelligent,  learned  (persons).  (j«^T3j  ̂ j*.^ 
has  u  ndhas,  Every  body,  noble  and  plebeian, 

[^y^ hama  has,  (or  ̂juS  J>  har  has)  Every  body, 
all  the  world.  Kus,  Pudendum  muliebre.  ̂ j^^ 

^  J  kusi  u  hurt,  Vulva  et  podex. 

A  jjl^ hass,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^^)  Pounding  small. 

Knss,  (pi.  (_>^U^^  ahsas)  Vulva, 

x^i^'i  hast,  (v.  n.  of  Following,  pursu- 
ing, driving  (one  beast)  after  another.  Striking 

(with  a  sword).  Overcoming  (at  law),  (pi.  s^yji 
husui)  Part  of  the  night.  Kusf,  (pi.  ahsas) 

The  latter  part  (of  any  thing),  rahila 
husftthu,  He  fell  on  his  back. 

p  \^^hasa.,  A  sort  of  coarse  woollen  cloth. 

asuf,  Glory,  nobility,  eminence.  Ki- 

$cit,  ( V.  n.  3  of  Lii^br ̂ ^)  Contending  about  glory. 

(p\.'M:^\ahsii/at)A  garment,an  upper  short  cloak. 

Milk  covered  with  cream,  (pi.  of  'ij^ huswat 
or  hisivut^  Vestments,  clothes,  garments. 
A  kasabi,  A  wolf. 

hassab,  (A  man)  who  gains  much. 

A  hasabir,  (pi.  of^*~^  Ivory  bracelets. 
A  husdh,  A  disease  incident  to  camels. 

A  'is-\^ husdhat,  Impotency  in  the  hands  or 
feet,  lameness.  Sweepings,  rubbish.  Swept  snow. 

A  kasdd,  (v.  n.  of  J.*-^)  Not  meeting  with 
customers.  Difficulty  in  despatching  of  any  thing. 
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badness  of  markets,  cheapness  of  merchandise,  de- 
cline of  trade,  unsaleableness,  flatness,  dulness. 

usdr,  (in  comp.)  Drinking.  Suffering, 

undergoing:  as,jl—5oo«7na?/-/i«ia/'.  Drinking  wine. 
j\<^^».C-  gham-husdr,  Experiencing  sorrow. 

usar,  Chips,  fragments. 

aJCL^  hassur,  A  breaker  in  pieces. 
A  hiisdrai,  A  fragment.    A  fraction. 

p  ̂^^J^^ husdrdan,  To  endure.  To  drink. 
p  husdranda,  A  drinker.  Suffering. 

A  hasdra' ,  (pi. ofjiw^/ta«/-)  Broken. 

A  'iju>\^ hasdsirat ,  (pi.  of  Isj^ hisra')  Chos- 
roes,  kings  of  Persia. 

A&iL^/;asa/</<,Eclipse:  obscuration.  Sediment. 
A  hasdlat,  Heaviness,  slowness,  gravity. 

Sickness,  grief,  affliction,  distress.  Embarrassment. 

said',  hisala',  husala\  andhasali,  (pi. 

of  f^'^^ hasldn)  Lazy,  slothful,  slow,  heavy. 
p  ̂J^^ hasdyi,  (pi.  of  ̂^j^ has)  Men,  persons. 
p  joL-^/msartfl,  Human, like  a  man;  humanity. 

A  ̂^\^ hasdwi.  Garments,  vestments. 

A|[3Ly}^/sajiy,Nameof  an  Arabian  grammarian. 
A  i^,^k^hasb,  (v.  n.  of  (— -*-»^)  Gaining,  acquir- 

ino:,  earnin"'.  Seeking  one's  daily  bread.  Causingr 
to  get  or  gain.  Gain ;  acquisition  (by  labour),  in- 

dustry. Art,  trade,  profession,  employment,  han- 

dicraft, p  ^jiij^ (Jjl-ai  i^K>^>^ hasbi  fazdf'd  har- 
dan,  To  acquire  science,  a  Kisb,  Gain,  acquisi- 

tion.   Kush,  Sediment  after  the  oil  is  extracted. 

A  hasbat,  A  bitch's  name.  Kisbat,  Gain, 
or  a  mode  of  acquisition. 

p  iSLkXjJ^ kisbat,  The  case  (or  the  bag)  in  which 

barbers  or  surgeons  keep  their  instruments.  A  bit  of 
leather  worn  by  a  waterman  on  his  Icfthip,  on  which 

he  rests  the  bag  containing  water. 

p  &/el3  CLjJi-*S hisbat-ndma,  A  book  containing 
the  histories  of  barbers  or  surgeons,  with  directions 

for  their  practice.  The  bhishtis  (water-carriei-s  in 
India)  have  also  such  a  book. 

A  ̂ {h  usbtij,  Sediment,  dregs. 
A  jia.^husbar,  (pl.__^L^)  An  ivory  bracelet. 

A  'iy^ hxisburat  or  hiisbarat,  Coriander. 
p  ,i>j^^ hus-hand,  A  belt,  a  girth. 

p  husba,  Sesame-grains  remaining  in  the 
hair-cloth  after  the  oil  has  been  expressed,  which 

they  give  to  the  poor,  or  as  food  to  buffaloes. 

yi         kasbi,  An  artisan.    A  prostitute. 

p  hasj)a7'aj,  A  pearl. 
p  CJ^hast,  Shameful,  dirty,  base.  A  blueish 

gem  with  a  tincture  of  red.  Kist,  (for  hi 

ast)  Who  is  he?    Kust,  Cauliflower,  cabbage. 
A  hvsi,  The  costus,  a  kind  of  shrub. 

A  ̂^{hustaj.  An  armful  (of  palm-tree  fibres). 
p jL^  ha  star,  A  black  thorn. 

p  ̂yL^ kastal,  A  beetle,  tumblc-dung. 
p  ,^y^^  hustaii,  To  pound.  To  seize.  To  put 

on  a  girdle. 

p  *jLi^ husta,  Pounded  ;  rice  that  has  been  se- 
parated from  the  husk  by  pounding,  but  not  cleared 

from  the  chaff.    Shepherd's-staff  (an  herb). 
Pjj-i/t;<s/i,Wrestling.  Agirdlewom bythePar- 

sis  and  Brahmins;  also  by  the  wrestlers  of  Khurasan. 

A  ̂^L^ husty,  (from  p         hust'i)  A  girdle. 
p  a^roLi^ hustima,  A  thorny  plant  of  which  ca- mels are  fond. 

A^J^ has-h,  (v.  n.  of  S  weeping  (a  house 

with  a  broom).  Brushing  the  earth  (wind).  "Weak- 
ness, impotency.  Kasah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having 

a  weakness  in  the  hands  or  feet.  Kasih,  One  who 

does  not  give  assistance  when  called  to. 

A  ̂J^kas  -hdn.  Weak  in  the  hands  or  feet. 

Kus-hd)i,(p].oi' ^^\ahsah)  Lame,  unable  to  move. 
A  'ix^h  as-habat,  The  motion  of  any  one  who 

is  frightened,  and  who  strives  to  conceal  himself. 
A  ji*-^ kusd,  The  costus,  a  kind  of  sl)rub. 

A         hasara,  (fut.^^Jo  ?/aA.NvVM)  He  brake. 
A  hasr,  (v.  n.  of Breaking.  Destroy- 

ing. Routing,  putting  to  flight.  Marking  with 
the  vowel  point  kasra.  Closing  the  wings  (as  a  bird 

descending).  Bringing  forth  merchandise  by  de- 

grees (as  one  piece  when  another  is  sold).  Casting 

down  the  eyes.  Taking  little  trouble  in  looking 

after  one's  camels.  Doubling  a  cushion  and  lying 
down  upon  it.  A  rupture,  breach,  rout.  A  frac- 

tion in  arithmetic.  Affliction,  contrition.  An  al- 

lowance upon  the  exchange  of  rupees.  The  vowel 

point  kasr  or  kasra  — ,  or  short  i.  A  small,  trifling, 

or  insipid  a.Tair.  p  ̂̂ li^^j-^ hasri  tiafs  kar- 

dan,  To  mortify  the  flesh,  to  humble  one's  self. 
AKasrorhisr,  ahsdrandjy^  /<«*•«;•)  The 
lower  part  of  a  tent,  or  tlie  flap  nearest  the  ground, 

in  which  are  openings  for  the  convenience  of  going 

in  and  out.  The  side  of  a  house.  A  portion  of  the  body 

or  members.  A  complete  member.  Haifa  bone  with 

fleshuponit.  Aboncwithalittlefleshon it.  ̂ -Jij^ 
hisru  habihin,  The  bone  of  the  fore-arm,  half-way 

of  the  elbow.  Aj^°^^j^hasru's  sahrdt,1iot\\  sides 
to  a  desert.  Kasar  or  hasir,  Trouble  wliich  one  is 

unable  to  bear.   Kisar,  (pi.  of  is  rat)  Frag- 

ments, broken  pieces.  Kusar,  High  and  low  lands. 

hussar,  (pi.  of       and  8^**)!^)  Breakers. 

A  hasardi,  (or  C->]^— i  j  j  zH  hasardt) 
One  who  is  cozened  in  buying  or  selling. 

hasrat.  The  vowel  —  i.  One  fracture. 
Affliction.  Flight,  rout  (of  an  enemy).  Kisrat, 

{\>\.j^ li  'isar)  A  fragment,  broken  piece. 
A  !^jjxJ^ hisramy,  (or  (_sy-^ hisriy)  Royal. 

A  ̂jl^hasra^,  (pl.of,j<*~^  /;««;•)  Broken.  Kis- 
ra"  or  hasra',  (from  Vjj^^  hhus-rav,  Of  wide  do- 

minion) (pi.  ahdsirat,  'ij-u>\.,J^ hasdsirat, 
jt*t6\  ahdsir,  andj^— ̂  husUr)  Chosroes,  Cyrus,  an 
emperor,  tlie  surname  of  several  kings  of  Persia 

(like  Ptolemy  among  the  Egyptians,  or  Caesar 
with  the  Romans). 



p  ̂j.^ kisi-i,  Name  of  Noshlrwan  the  Just, 
or  of  any  of  the  kings  of  Persia. 

hasas,  Shortnessandsmallness of  teetl), 

or  firm  adhesion  hy  their  roots. 

Costus  (a  shrub).  Justice. 
A  kastal,  (or  kastal)  Dust. 

A  ̂̂ Vi^M^ hastan,  Dust. 

A  has^  (v.  n.  of  Striking  one  upon 
the  buttocks  with  foot  or  hand.  Clapping  the  tail 

between  the  legs  (a  camel  or  a  doe).  Leaving  a 

little  milk  in  a  camel's  udder  in  order  to  increase 

the  quantity.  Throwingcoldwaterupon(acamers) 
udder  to  make  her  retain  or  increase  her  milk.  Ra- 

sa^ Whiteness  about  the  fetlocks  of  horses.  Ku- 
sa^  Name  of  a  tribe  in  Yaman.  Crumbs  of  bread, 

(pi.  of  'i)t^ kus^t)  White  spots  on  beasts'"  fore- 
heads. White  feathers  under  birds'  tails. 

A  HjtjJ^ kus^t,  (pi.  Imsa^  A  white  spot 

upon  a  beast's  forehead.  White  feathers  under  a 
bird's  tail.  A  she-camel  lent  in  order  to  be  milked. 
Nameofanidol.  An  ass.  An  ox  of  burden.  A  slave. 

A  ̂ yuJi  lius^'^m,  (in  the  Himyarit)  An  ass. 

A  l^jt^ kuso'^y,  Of  the  tribe  of  kusa^ 
A  (  h.^  kasf,  (v.  n.  of  i  E-^)Cutting  i  nto  pieces 

(cloth).  Houghing  (a  camel).  Being  crabbed 

(the  countenance).  Causing  (an  eclipse).  Casting 
down  (the  eye).  Being  sorry  (the  condition  of  a 

man).  An  eclipse.  In  poetry,  the  substitution  of 

a  quiescent  for  an  inflected  letter  at  the  caesura  :  as 

whenO^ ytiumaf^latuhecomesiji ̂ xsumaf^lun. 

Kisf,  (pi.  of'iSL^kisfat)  Parts,  segments.  Kisaf, 

(pi.  of  &a*-$^  kisfat)  Segments,  sections,  parts. 
A  'isu^  liufut,  (pi.  hhf,  Msaf,  i  

aksaf,  and  kusuf)  A  part,  section,  segment. 
p  hasah,  A  fricassee  of  meat.  A  magpie. 

A  fragment  of  bi  ick,  or  of  a  broken  wall. 

A  i^^^^ kashas,  Thick,  short ;  a  dwarf. 

A liashar,  A  tract  of  country  whose  capi- 

tal was  la**»^j  rvasit,  and  whose  revenue  was  twelve 
millions  of  JUii*  mishal,  similar  to  Ispahan. 

A  f^jJ^i^  kuslius,  A  farinaceous  dish,  prepared 
in  the  way  of  millet,  common  in  Morocco. 

A  'lJ^ hashasat,  (v.  n.  of  Beat- 
ing, pounding  small.  Adding  the  letter  (_>o  s  to 

the  uL)  It  of  the  second  person  singular  feminine  : 

as,  ahramtulds  for  akramtuki, 

hi  his  for  tib  hi  ki  (a  practice  peculiar  to 

the  tribe  of  ham  tamhn). 

V  (^jii^i^^ws-^ai'/i,  A  pimp:  contented  cuckold. 
kascjar,  A  plasterer.  A  potter. 

A  kisl,  A  string  hanging  from  a  bow  for 

beating  cotton.  Kasal,  (v.  n.  of  J.-^)  Being  tor- 

pid, sluggish.  Not  emitting  (in  coitu),  being  un- 
solicitous  for  offspring.  Laziness.  Laxness,  slow- 

ness, indolence  ;  cowardice.  Sickness.  ̂ ast'Z,  Cow- 
ardly, slothful,  lazy,  indolent. 

A  ̂j^)— —i^AasZaw,  (pi.  kasala',  kisala, 
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kusalu',  hasali,  and  ̂ ^^^ hasla')  Lazy,  cowardly. 
p  •^■j^^^  Jmsalmand,  Languid,  sick,  relaxed. 
p  i^XliL^ hasalnuh,  Cowardly,  lazy,  sluggish. 

A  kasla',  (pi.  o^^i^haslan)  Slothful. 
A  hasm.,  (v.  n.  of  ̂»^)  Breaking  or  crum- 

bling (any  thing)  with  the  hand.  Labouring,study- 
ing,endeavouring,workingtomaintainahousehold. 
Kindling  the  flame  (of  war).   Much  herbage. 

A  iL^^  kasmalat,  A  going  with  short  steps. 
p  6^%**^ hasma,  A  ringlet  of  hair  parted  to  hang 

over  the  cheek.  An  artificial  or  false  lock  of  hair. 
A  sort  of  cake. 

p  ̂\x^ kasnaj,  Endive,  succory. 
PjSj^^  kasan  or  kusundar,  Mean,  worthless. 

kisnak,  A  grain  used  to  fatten  cattle. 
p  /tasnt  or  kisrii,  Succory. 

kasnhi  tal/ch,  Wild  succory.  Kism,  Assafoetida. 

kasw,  (v.  n.  of  l*-^  for  ̂-^)  Clothing. 

A         JlUS.,  (pi.  ahsas)  The  hinder  part. 

A^_5^-^/iM.sMj,(pl.of^;j<*^/iasj)Parts  ofthe night. 
A  ̂y*^ hasuh,  A  great  gainer.    Any  thing. 
aJ.i^  hassuh,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ByShiswat or  husrvat,(])\,  ̂ jSliusa'  oxA^ 
Msai)  A  robe,  habit,  dress,  apparel.  A  mode  of 

dressing,    p  Mswati  jan  liar- 
dan,  To  impart  life.  To  invest  with  a  property, 

t^y^  kisrvati  hafuii,  (Dress  of  camphor) 
Snow  coverinsf  the  face  of  the  ground. 

p  ̂ yjS  hisTvad,  Harshness,  unkind  behaviour. 

A  ̂..^ liusud,  (v.  n.  of  twi^)  Not  going  oflp 
(goods).  Flatness,  dulness  of  markets. 

Ajy^hasur,  Large-bunched  (camel)  ;  or  one 
which  draws  his  tail  down  after  cocking  it.  K%i- 

sur,  (v.  n.  of  Clapping  close  the  wings  when 
descending  or  pouncing  (a  bird).  Inequalities, 

high  and  low  places.  The  bendings  or  reaches  of 

valleys  or  rivers,  (pi.  of  liasr  ox  hisr)  Bones 

having  little  meat  upon  them.  Lower  parts  of  tents. 

Portions  ofthe  body,  or  the  members.  Sides  of 

houses.  (p].  o{  kas7-at^  Fractures,  chinks, 
breaches.  Fractional  parts  (in  arithmetic),  (pi. 

of  l^j^ hisrd)  Caesars,  emperors,  ̂ ^.^ij^^ 

kusuru'l  arcdiyat,  Bendings,  windings  of  valleys. 

Vj^^husur,  Gaining,  preserving,  keeping. 

A  I  i^^husuf,  (v.  n.  ofu-fl*-^)  Being  sad  (cir- 
cumstances of  a  man).  Being  obscured,  eclipsed 

(the  sun).  Frowning.  An  eclipse,  (pi.  of  &fl*-^' kisfai)  Parts,  sections,  segments  of  any  thing. 

A  J^-^/ja5M/,Slow,dull,lazy,tardy.  (A damsel) 
delicately  educated,  who  scarcely  moves  from  her 

seat  (this  being  considered  as  an  accomplishment). 

A  ̂y^^  liasum.  Expeditious,  sharp. 
p  ̂̂ y^  hasun,  Name  of  a  Magian  philosopher. 
p  sIj^ kasa.  Facility,  ease. 
p  hase,  One,  some  one,  any  one,  a  certain 

person.  ̂ ^^^ liase  chand,  Some  persons. 
A         liusy,  (pi.  aksa/)  The  hinder  part, 
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extremity  of  the  rump.  Kasa\  A  putting  on  of 

clothes.  Kasa  ,  (pi.  oi'iy^huswat  or  hisrvat) 
Vestures,  clothes,  garments. 
A  '<W5a?/&,  Name  of  a  dog.  ^\ 

{b7m'l  kusayh,  A  bastard. 

A  ̂^kasih  or  liusayh,  Infirm  in  hands  or  feet, 
lame,unableto  move  from  place  to  place.  Impotent. 

A  i^j^^hasid,  Not  selling  or  passing  current;  a 

drug  in  the  market.     Base,  mean,  despicable, 

p  kasida,  Cassia  of  Arabia. 

A  liasir,  (pi.  ̂jjJ^kasra  and  IjJ^.^ ka- 
sara')  Broken.  Routed.  Poor.  Dried  pitch.  Ku- 
sayr.  Name  of  a  mountain  overhanging  the  furthest 
point  of  the  sea  of  Oman. 

p  {^x^  kas'is,  A  kind  of  drug  which  gives  a 
lustre  to  steel.  Wine.  Wine  from  dates  or  millet. 

A  kasis,  Date- wine.    Meat  dried  upon 

heated  stones,  reduced  to  powder,  and  carried  as 

travelling  provision;  pemmican.    Broken  bread. 
A  ̂^x^  Jtaslf,  Thick,  gross,  impure. 

A  eSLi.^  hasifa,  Dregs,  dross,  scoria, 

p  ̂̂ i^K^ hasikun,  A  kind  of  wild  lily, 
p  ̂y^J^  kusel,  A  betrothing.  The  prosecution 

of  a  journey.  A  driving  away. 
kasila,  Cassia  of  Arabia, 

p  i\x^  hasayla,  A  sort  of  cassia. 

A  ̂xZS' kiss'da' ,  A  certain  medicinal  bark, 
p  [^_^kash,  The  arm-pit,  or  that  part  of  the  side 

under  it  (as  servants  carry  their  master's  clothes 
under  the  arm).  The  groin.  A  corner,  angle.  The 

breast.  The  planet  Saturn.  A  running  sore  in  the 

foot  of  a  camel,  for  which  they  cauterize  the  feet  of 

healthy  camels  to  prevent  the  contagion  from  spread- 

ing. A  mode  of  putting  the  hands  to  the  sides  as  a 

mark  of  respect.  Empty.  Good.  Beautiful.  Name 

of  a  city  iuTurkistan.  kashi  7'aw,The  groin, 

(imperat.  oi  ̂̂ ^yxtJ^  hasliidan)  Draw  thou;  and  in 
composition  it  is  used  for  the  part.  ii^jJ^hashanda, 

Drawing,  pulling,  carrying,  bearing  :  who  draws  ; 

a  drawer,  drainer.  (jii^u-J  1  ah-kash,  A  drawer 
of  water,  (ji^^  har-hash,  A  porter  or  a  bearer  of 
burdens,  ei\x>,  piyala-kash,  A  wine-drinker. 

uL«**0  dasti  khanjar-kash,  The  dagger- 

drawing  hand,  (ji^ i5;iifZM?'c?-/eas7/,  A  drainer  ofthe 

dregs.  (J^{^i^  dil-hash,  Heart-attracting.  i^Ji^ jji 
sar-hash.  Drawing  in  the  head, i.e.  refractory,  stub- 

bom,  disobedient.  i^Ji^ bmS  klna-kash,  Bearing 

malice.  i^J:^  malham-kash,  A  spatula  for 

spreadingplasters.  ̂ J2i^ hezam-liash,C&Trymg 

wood.  ̂ ^^^ y*i  sar-hasld.  Disobedience  (in  which 
mannei',  by  adding  (_5,abstract  nouns  may  be  formed 
from  the  whole).  Kish,  A  line  drawn  through  a 

word  to  erase  it.  It  is  also  often  for^j\  a-^ki  ura: 

as,  Ll*fl^  ̂ ^^kish gvft,i.e.  s^ki  ura  guft. 
Who  said  to  him.  Kish  or  hish  hish,  A  word  an- 

nouncing the  approach  of  a  king  or  great  man,  that 

the  by-standers  may  keep  silence  and  behave  with 



propriety  (similar  to,  Have  a  care!  standby  !);  it 
is  used  likewise  at  chess  when  thekinjr  receives  a 

check  ;  or  in  drivingfowls.  Kush,  A  male.  (imp.  of 

kushtan,  in  composition  used  for  tO^J^ 

kvshanda)  A  killer;  who  kills,  slays,  murders,  op- 

presses. f^J:S'\s>ti^\  ajdaha-hush,  A  dragon-killer, ^ji^ zuhun-hush,  The  oppressor  of  the  dis- 

tressed or  weak,  (j^l^io  safra-hush,  The  bile- 

killer,i.e.breakfast.  ̂ jii^^Jlp  ̂lam-hush,  Destvoy- ing  the  world,  killing  whom  he  will. 

hhishmi  ̂ a/om-ZiWA'/t,  Fury, universally  destructive. 
A  f^J^hish,  occasionally  hash,  by  a  particular 

idiom,  is  sometimes  employed  in  place  of  the  affixed 

pronoun  Ci)/.?,in  the  second  person  fem. :  as,(jiiL\5' 

^layliLih,  Above  thee,  for  ciLlff-  ̂ layhi. 
A  hashsh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ji^  Lowing  (a  cow). 

Kushsh,  The  male  palm-tree's  fructifying  flowers. 
A  ̂̂ J:^haiiht,(v.n.  of  Li/)  Beingfilled  (with). 

Being  transparent  (the  under  skin  of  a  leathern 

bottle  appearing  through  that  which  is  above). 

Striking  with  a  sword,  cutting.  Lying  with.  Being 

chapt  (the  hand).  Roasting  (meat)  until  it  becomes 

quite  dry.Eating(cucumbers).  Peeling,  unbarking. 

p  \JLSJtasha,  (from  ̂^l^xL^ hashidan)  Drawing. 
hushadaii,  used  in  composi- 

timifor  I  hushai/anda)  An  opener :  one  who 

opens,  solves,  loses,  reveals,  displays.  Who  makes 

cheerful.  Who  besieges,  who  conquers.  U/j^  dil- 

htjs/td,  Heart-expanding,  exhilarating.  jyJi 
hixhivar-hu^hh,  Conquering  provinces. 

A  AL^ hasliCLf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^^  Being  filled  (with 

food).  Being  transparent  (the  under  skin  of  a  lea- 

thern bottle  appearingthrough  that  which  is  above). 

Being  chapt,  rough,  or  shrivelled  (the  hand). 
nshsat,  Vice,  defect,  fault,  blemish. 

A  ̂JSJ^ hishah,  (v.  n.  3  o{        Harbouring  a 
secret  grudge  (against  another).  A  mark  burnt  on 
the  sides  of  animals. 

p  ̂̂ s-\z^ hushahhaljA.  grain  for  making  bread, 

p  li^wi.^ 'iW.?/tarZ,PIeopened,displayed, uncovered. 
He  exhilarated.  He  seized.  An  opening,  uncover- 

ing; cheerfulness.  Expansion.  Aseige.  The  shoot- 
ing of  an  arrow.  A  move  at  chess.  Open,  wide. 

tjcKi  husliad-ncima,  A  royal  diploma,  privi- 
lege, or  license.  A  bill  of  divorce,  atir- 

Inishad,  Cheerfulness  of  mind,  lightness  of  heart. 

hiishadafji,  An  opening,  an  aperture. 

Openness,  expansion.  Joy,  cheerfulness,  openness 
of  heart.  Siege  or  taking  of  a  town.  An  area,court. 

An  interstice,  interval,  space  between  two  things. 

j^jLi/jiS  dar  Inishadarjt,  Openly,  in  face  of  day. 
p  ̂^^\^ hushadan,  To  open,  disclose,  detect, 

discover,  explain,  expose  (merchandise  to  sale).  To 

take  (a  town),  to  subdue.  To  laugh.  To  polish. 
To  shoot  an  arrow.    To  move  at  chess. 

p  liiKJ^J^ husliada.  Opened,  discovered,  unco- 

vered, expanded,  detected,  revealed,  explained^  dis- 
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played  (goods  for  sale),  diffused,  stretched.  Wide, 
ample,  extensive.  Taken  (castle),  subjected.  Glad, 

cheerful,  rejoiced,  jovial,  banpy,  frank.  Serene, 

clear.  Who  opens.jb  J  SiiLii  hushada  su  6ar,0pen 

and  back  (as  a  door),  displayed.  Jii'-ii^\jl>  bd- 
zdri  fiiishddn,  An  open  market,  raitf/t 

kushdda,  An  open,  clear  colour. 

Pj ji\  iii\z^hushdda-abru,  With  wideeyebrows, 
not  joined  at  the  nose.    Of  an  open  countenance. 

kushada-peshdnt,  Of  an  open 

countenance,  having  a  broad  forehead. 

p  tJL»4*»(5  id\Ji^  hushdda-dast,  Open-handed. 

Liberal,  generous. 

p  ̂J^i^  id^Z^ kushdda- da hdn,  Open-mouthed. 

p  jij  't(^\zJ^ Itushdda-rav,  Straddling  (horse). 

p  ̂ JJJ  hnshdda-1-uy,  Of  an  open,  serene countenance. 

p  fjs^  sd\J^ kushdda-sukhan,  Plain-spoken. 
Distinct,  perspicuous,  clear. 

p  {^jZ^  "Si^XJl^ hushdda-anashrab,  Open  by  na- 
ture, candid,  sincere.  Jovial. 

a^.  Nudity,  nakedness.  A  covering 
of  skin.  The  taking  off  of  a  covering,  skinning.  A 
skin  taken  off. 

A  liishaf,  (v.  n.  of  '_ "  "■■^)  Taking  the 
male  (a  camel)  followed  by  her  foal,  and  thus  breed- 

ing two  years  consecutively.  Taking  the  male  (al- 
though in  foal). 

A<^\J^hashs]idf,A  detector,  discoverer, looser, 

solver,explainer.  C^)^^^  i  >\L^ kashshdjimush- 
hildt,  A  resolver  of  doubts,  a  solver  of  difficulties. 

(  jL^i         sharhi  hashshuf,A  clear  explanation. 

rid}\J^  hashuh,  Mind,  thought,  reflection. 

p  fJS:^\J:^ kash-d-kash,  Attraction,  allurement. 
Takincr,  fetching.  Distraction.  Orders  issued  in 

continued  succession.  Commands  and  prohibitions. 

Contention,  tumult.  War,  battle.  Deep  sorrow, 

intense  sadness.  Pleasant  and  unpleasant. 

A  j^^J^ hmhdmir,  Deformed,  ugly  (man). 

A  ijoKJ::^  haslidmirat,  (pi.  of  l^j^^ZJ^  hishmi- 
riy)  Natives  of  Kashmir,  or  Cashmere. 

hashdn,  (part.)  Drawing,  attracting. 

Drawn,  carried.  A  single-posted  tent.  Name  of  a 

country.  ̂ Jj^ ̂ ^^J^ hashdn  hashdn,  (or ji  ̂j^-i^ 
kflslidn  bar  hashan)  Drawing,  attracting, 

alluring,  ravishing,  (pi.  of  f^J:^ hash)  Drawing : 

as,  f^y^J^  Lf'^j'^  durdi-hashdn,  (Dreg-drawers) 
Wine-drinkers,  or  such  as  drain  the  bowl. 

p  ̂̂ ^ij>[^ hashdnidan,  To  cause  to  draw. 

pJ^jLl^/ifls/(a/i"a?-^,  A  husbandman,  cultivator. 
A  cultivated  field.  A  sowing;  seed-time. 

p  (_5jjjLi^/.-fl.s/ia7i'ar2:i,  Cultivation,  ploughing, 

farming,  (j*^^^  t_$jj^\J:J^  hashdrvarzi  namudan, 
To  follow  agriculture,  to  cultivate. 

p  i^sx>\>\Jl^ hushdydntdan,  To  cause  to  open. 
p  liushdyish,  Aperture,  opening,  un- 

loosing. Clearness,  serenity,  tj^j  ̂>\J:J^ hushd- 

yishi  roza,  The  breaking  of  a  fast,  breakf;ist. 
r  iS>^)J:J^ hushdyanda,  An  opener. 

Av—*^^  hashb,  A  greedy  devouring  (of  fle^h). 
A  a— hushshat,  The  forelocks,  or  any  spiral 

or  twisted  ringlets. 

p  CL'f'.^ hasht,  An  herb,  red,  and  resembliu'^ 
a  thread,  which  creeps  twiningly  along  the  ground. 

Very  dry  and  friable.  Salt,  salsuginous.  Ugly,  de- 

formed. ^^.^7<^  Seed  ;  a  sown  field.  Tillage.  The 

hypochondria,  the  body  between  the  haunches  and 

short  ribs.  Check  at  chess.  C^v.ii'vijj^Ai-  hhrt- ddwandi  hisht,  A  husbandman.  CJ:^hishti 

hdnda,  A  sown  field.  Kiisht,  He  killed.  Killing. 
The  back,  belly,  waist,  side. 

Pt-.>  I  ClA.i.^A»A7i<-a6,Seedsownduringtherains. 

vj^jj^hushtdr.  Slain  in  sacrifice.  Slaughtered. 

A  sacrifice.   ̂ ^li^J^J:^ hushtur  hardan,  To  slay. 

p  j\xL^  hashtdw,  Compassion,  condolence. 

Pj^KiJ^ hishtdnar,  A  husbandman. 

Pj\j  CLf  ''S 'tisht-zdr,  A  field  sown  and  beginninjr 
tolookgreen.  Ripecorn.  A  seminary.  i 

hisht-zdri  dev,The  devil's  corn-field,  ?.  e.  the  world, 
p  LdS'iz^ hushtah,  A  beetle, 

p  Jizz^ hislit-hdr,  A  sower,  husbandman,  agri- 
culturist.   A  sown  field. 

p  ij^'izJ:^ hisht-hdn,  Tillage,  husbandry, 
p  ̂j^^lLl^  hushtarjdn,  (pi.  of  s3J^  hushta)The 

hushtaydni  zinda.  Martyrs. 

slain.  ^ 

V  ̂̂ ^^ZZJ^ husldaiji,  ̂ Murder,  slaughter. 
iSjjJ  hushtagi  dar  rdhi  khudd,  Martyrdom, 

p j<^l^  husht-yir,  A  wrestler, 
p  ̂j^^Jlj^ hishtmand,  A  cultivated  field, 

p  i^^^J^ hishtan,  To  till,  sow.  To  reap,  mow. 
Kushtan,  To  kill,  murder.  To  slay,  sacrifice.  To 

beat,  bruise.    To  extinguish  (a  fire  or  candle). 

p  8\i  hushtan-fjdh,  The  time  or  place  of 
slaughter. 

p   xxzS  hushtam,  Fit  to  be  killed,  destined  for 

slaughter,  i^^^*^  (J^^  hnshiani  shudan,  To  be 
fit  for  the  butcher. 

p  ̂xzJ^ kashtu,  Half-ripe  grapes. 

p  ̂̂ ^iJl^ hasht uh,  A  tortoise. 

V  is'xL^  hashta,  Squint-eyed.  7i.7.</<^a,  Tilled, 
sown.  Seed.  Seed-time.  An  apple-pippin.  Dried 

fruit.  Kushta,  Killed,  murdered,  sacrificed.  Ex- 

tinguished. Killing ;  a  killer.  djJlS  hushta 
shitdau,  To  be  killed. 

p  ̂jJL^ hashii,  (in  India  hishti)  A  boat,  ship, 

vessel,  bark.  A  tray.  A  beggar's  plate.  A  drink- 
ing-vessel  in  the  form  of  a  ship.  ̂ O^jj 

hisht'i  ran-andaM  subh,  A  camel,  jj  ̂jl/hish. 
tin  zar,  The  golden  skiff,  i.e.  The  new  moon.  The 
sun.  A  drinking-vessel  in  thcform  of  a  ship.  ̂ ^^Z^ 

^^;}s^j\y*t  hisht'i-su)vd!-  shudan,  To  go  on  board 
ship  or  boat,  to  embark.  ̂ ^^^  ̂^^ZJ^hisld'tsliwlan, 

To  swim.  ̂   ̂ hishtiy't- (jliam.  The  vessel  of sorrow,  i.e.  The  world.  kishtiri  gu- 



zara,  A  ferry-boat,  fi^^^hishttnnuh,^oa.}is 
ark.  i^ji^dud-kishti,lSmoke-boat)  Asteamer, 

steam-boat.  A'Ms/t?i,  Fighting.  Wrestling.  A  belt, 
a  girdle,  ̂ ^dj^ ̂ ^^^  kushtl  kardan,  To  wrestle, 

fight,  struggle,  contend. 

p  iJuJiJ:^ kishtiban,  The  captain  or  comman- 
der of  a  ship.    A  pilot.    A  sailor. 

p        i^^t^ kishtiharii,  Seamanship. 

P  ij\>-  "^jt:^hushti-jdy,  An  arena  for  wrestlers. 
pjCaj  ̂jl^kishti-saz,  A  ship-builder,shipwright. 

p  ̂ jl^ kishfi-sazi,  Ship-building. 

Pj\y>^  ̂Jzl^hishti-survar,  Embarked  inavessel. 

P  f^J:^  ̂L^kishti-hashyA.'pWoi.  A  wine-bibber. 

p  s\i  ̂^^^kishti-ffah,  An  arsenal;  sea-port.  An 

anchorage".  Kushtl-gah,  A  place  where  wrestlers 
exercise  their  strength,  a  gymnasium. 

p  J>  ̂jL^  kishtigar,  A  ship-builder. 

vjf  '^J^^  kusJdi-gh',  A  wrestler. p  kushti-glrt,  Wrestling. 

P  JUi  ̂IlS  hishii-mdl,  A  tax  levied  on  boats. 

P  f^^^'^zJ^kish  ti-nishm,  S  e  am  en:onshipboard. 
A  J:^ hash-h,  (v.  n.  of  Burning  or  cau- 

terizin"-  under  the  short  ribs.  Clapping  the  tail  be- 

tween the  legs.  Having  a  private  hatred  (to  any 

person).  Sweeping  (a  house).  Becoming  dispersed. 

Separating,scattering,dispersing.(pl.^yi^AMs/tMA) 
The  side,  the  short  ribs,  hypochondria,  waist.  A 

kind  of  shell,  j*^^  ha&lh-liun  muhhassarun, 

A  slender  waist.  ty.^"^ taroa'  kash- 

hahu  ̂ la''l  amr,  He  kept  the  matter  secret.  Xa- 
shah,  Pleurisy.  A  disease  of  the  side  requiring 

the  cautery. 

p  kashakh,  A  line  on  which  they  hang 

grapes  to  dry. 
ashhlian  or  kishhhan,  A  pimp  to  his 

own  wife;  one  who  winks  at  his  own  cuckoldom. 

p jiJ^  Jiiishkhar-,  A  climate. 
p  kush-khurmd,  A  male  palm-tree. 

A  'i^i^ hasJihhannt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^^  Q^CaW- 
ms  one  a  shkhan,  i.e.  cuckold,  or  wittol. 

A  0^ hashd,  (v.  n.of  J>-i^)  Cutting  with  the 

teeth  (as  in  biting  a  carrot).  Milking  (a  camel) 

with  three  fingers.  A  species  of  edible  grain.  Ka- 
shad,  One  who  labours  hard  for  the  support  of  his 

family.  Kushud,  (pi.  of  f^J^^  hdshid)  Those  who 

labour  hard  for  the  support  of  a  family,  and  endea- 

vour to  keep  relations  united,  (pi.  of  i^^Z^ ha- 
shud)  Camels  milked  with  three  fingers.  Camels 
whose  teats  are  short  and  orifices  narrow. 

A  jL^kashr,  (v.  n.  of^-i-^)  Displaying  the  teeth 
in  laughter  or  otherwise.  A  smile.  Certusquidam 

coeundi  modus.  Kasliar,  (v.  n.  ofjZJ^)  Fleeing, 
running  away.  Dry  bread.  A  bunch  or  cluster 

whose  grapes  have  been  eaten  off. 

A  ijl^^kishrat,  A  discovery  of  the  teeth  in  laugh- 
ter or  otherwise. 

^J^J  Lr^''^*/*-^^'5^''>  An  elegant  walker. 
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p  s-A—ii^ kushsa,  A  written  document,  parti- 
cularly in  Arabic,  Persian,  or  Hindi. 

p  (^t^ hashish,  A  drawing.  Attraction,  al- 
lurement. Blandishments,  coquetry,  amorous  play- 

fulness ;  a  wink,  nod,  glance.  A  walking  with  a 

graceful  air.  Travelling  night  and  day.  Kushish, 

Killing,  slaughter.  Sacrifice,  i^'^^ i^JUZ^ hushish 
kardan.  To  fight,  to  try  to  kill.  To  slaughter. 

A  \xZJ^  kasht,  (v,  n.  of  ]a^^)  Removing  from 

its  place,  taking  off  (a  cover  or  horse-cloth).  De- 
nuding, stripping.  Flaying  (a  camel). 

A  's^aJU^  hashatat,  Sharers  or  proprietors  of  a 
slaughtered  camel. 

A  kash^  (v. n.of  ̂ y^)  Retiring,  departing 

from  one  killed.  Kasha^  Anxiety,  difficulty,  sor- 
row, anguish,  grief. 

A  ̂J^kasha^aj,  (ov^^jt^kasha^aj^Ahan- 
dleof  fibres  off  the  palm-tree.  A  thick  cord  or 

girdle  worn  by  tributaries. 

A  i^Z^kashf,  (v.  n.  of  i  a.Z^)  Opening,  mani- 

festing, revealing,  declaring,  solving,  explaining. 

Exposing  to  shame.  Averting  evil.  Manifestation, 
disclosure,apocalypse,  revelation,  p  (^i^J^j]j 

hashfi  rdz  kardan,  To  disclose  a  secret,  a  Kashaf, 

(v.  n.  of  1  2.ii^)  Being  put  to  flight,  routed.  The 
curling  of  the  hair  on  the  forehead  (when  sprout- 

ing after  being  shaved).  The  twisting  of  a  horse's 
tail ;  the  bending  of  the  bone. 

Pi  aili^/iMs///",  Burnt  silver.  Pitch.  A  black 
substance  used  by  goldsmiths.  Kashaf,  A  tortoise. 

The  sign  Cancer.  A  large  vessel  for  cooling  liquors. 

A  AsJl^  kashfdr,  Bare  (forehead)  whose  locks 
turn  backwards. 

A  'ikt^  kashaf  at,  Part  of  the  forehead  marked 
by  i^^SLZ^  kashaf.  Kushufat,  The  hair  of  the  fore- 

head grown  again,  and  the  curling  thereof. 
p  CfSJlJ^  kushuft  or  kashaft,  He  dissolved, 

scattered.  Separated.  Scattered.  Ktishift,  AJevf''s 
synagogue. 

p  (^fJiJL^  kashaftan  or  hushuftan.  To  open.  To 
cleave.  To  dissolve,  scatter,  disperse,  separate.  To 
wither,  decay,  perish. 

p  siii^ kashafta  or  kushufta.  Dispersed,  dissi- 
pated,scattered,  dissolved.  Annihilated,  consumed. 

Piijj  (_Q  ''.,'( kashaf-rud.  Name  ofa  certain  river. 
ashk,  Sour  milk  dried.  A  sort  of  con- 

diment made  of  butter-milk.  A  kind  of  thick  pot- 

tage made  of  wheaten  flour  or  barley-meal  with 

sheep's  milk,  to  which  they  add  flesh  or  wheat. 
Ktishh,  An  upper  chamber,  gallery,  or  balcony  on 

the  top  of  a  house ;  a  hall,  parlour.  Kashak,  A 

magpie.  A  line, stripe.  jJ^.  kashahhdyi 

•partav,  The  sun's  rays. 
A  i.j^Xz^ kashk.  Barley-broth.  Barley. 

p  i^^^Jl.'^  kashhdb,  Barley-water.  A  ptisan. 

F  j^6Ji^ hashhdv,  Food.  Barley-broth. 
hashk-ha,  A  kind  of  milk-diet  dressed 

in  the  Muharram. 
-khdna,  A  granary. 

Pj^^^^^ii^ hushk-ddr,  A  guard,  sentinel, 
p  ̂^J:^ hashkrak,  (in  Kazwin)  A  magpie, 

p  ̂̂^^JljCtl^ kashkashdn.  Travelling  gently. 

A  'izJ^t^ kashhashat,(j.xi.  of  (jS-SCiSQ)  Low- 
ing (a  cow).  Substituting        kishfor  ui)  ki,  the 

affix  pronoun  of  the  second  person  singular  femi- 

nine :  as,  (ji.^ls-  ̂ laysM,  (or  i^Ji^J^  ̂ layMsh  for 

ijXls-^layki).  Exhausting  by  drawing  water.  The 

noise  ofa  serpent's  skin  when  crawling.  Flight. 
kashkak.  Barley  or  wheat  (especially 

boiled  whole  with  meat  till  it  has  become  soft). 

p  a^L..^  kashkala,  A  covering  for  the  feet,  as 

worn  by  running  footmen.  A  buskin. 

P  kashkanfir,  A  column  with  a  pulley 

on  the  summit,  over  which  they  pass  a  rope,  at  the 

end  of  which  is  fastened  a  bag  of  sand.  (It  is  chiefiy 

used  by  archers  as  a  trial  of  strength).  A  sling. 

Kashkanfir,  A  cannon.  A  cannon-ball.  A  stone 
slung  from  a  balista. 

p  sjCz^ hashhina,  Barley-bread.  Bread  made 

of  wheat,  barley,  beans,  and  vetches.  Fried  wheat, 
whichjwith  onions,beet,  and  purslain-seed,is  steeped 
in  fish-jelly  and  dried  in  the  sun. 

kashku,  Barley-broth.  A  magpie, 

p  ̂̂ J:^ hashkul,  A  beggar.  A  goblet.  A  beg- 

gar's cup,  generally  made  in  the  form  of  a  boat, 
p  ̂jy^Cj:*^ hashhin,  Bread  made  of  barley,  mil- 
let, beans,  and  lentils.  Wheat  soaked  in  sour  milk 

and  dried  in  the  sun, 

p  sj^x'^sJl^ kashkina.  Barley-bread.  Wheat 
softened  by  boiling. 

PjV^§  iJiJi  kash-guftdr,  An  elegant  speaker. 

A        kashm.  An  amputation  of  the  nose.  The 
hunting-leopard.  Kasham,  A  defect  in  the  forma- 

tion of  the  body,  or  a  flaw  in  one's  pedigree. 
kishmdn,  A  field  ploughed  and  sown. 

kushmakhat,  Sea-purslain,  an  herb. 

p         kishmar,  Name  of  a  village  in  Khura- 

san, where  one  of  Zoroaster's  two  cypresses  for- 
merly grew.  Name  of  a  village  in  Turkistan, 

A  'ijjU^ kashmarat,  (v.  n,  oij^tl^Q,)  Breaking 
(the  nose).  Being  about  to  weep, 

A  (jS^^i^ hishmish,  Dried  grapes,  corinths,  or 
currants,  a  species  of  small  grape  without  stones. 
Raisins.  The  Armenian  apricot  with  a  bitter  kernel. 

Pjjii^w::.^ ?:a-s/«-ma-^as/i,Pulling  different  ways. 
Orders  issued  successively.  Sorrow,  distress.  Com- 

mands and  prohibitions.  Pleasing  and  displeasing. 
Want,  distress.  Kush-ma-kush,  Fear,  terror.  The 

noise  of  combatants  (crying  Kill !  do  not  kill !  &c.). 

A  ̂^Jl^ kushmalakh,  Sea-purslain,  an  herb. p  jy,^ kashmur,  Name  of  a  desert.  Name  of 
a  place  in  the  desert  ofjj/c  mur, 

p  SwUvi^ hashmlda,  A  line  drawn  over  writino' 
to  erase  it.  A  line.  Written. 



V hashvur,  Cashmere. 

A  l^j^J:^  hishvnrii/,  (pi.  'ij^\JL^ hashamirai') A  Casliinerian,  a  native  of  Cashmere. 

p  (j.^'.fe3  hus/ian,  hashn,  or  hashin,  Large,  co- 
pious, ample,  much,  numerous. 

Jta.ihnaJ,  A  species  of  fungus. 

p  ̂,^>jJ:J^ Inisliandaffi,  Slaughter. 

p  isi^  hashanda,  A  drawer,  attracter.  Ku- 
shinda  or  hushanda,  A  killer.  Fatal,  mortal. 

p  uLUuL^  hhhnah,  A  kind  of  black-coloured 

vetch  of  a  fattening  quality,  which,  when  deprived 

of  its  husk,  is  given  to  cattle. 
p  \,L^^y^ hashanfj,  A  large  melon  or  gourd  flat 

like  a  plate.  A  rope  made  of  palm-tree  fibres,  used 

by  weavers. 
p  slzJ^ haslina,  A  functus  resembline:  an  etrs. 

A  plant  resembling  a  fungus.  A  sort  of  medicinal 

plant.  Coriander.  Thirsty.  Facility.  Kashna, 

kunhna,  hashana,  or  Aws/iana, Pease,  pulse,a  vetch. 

p  kashni  or  kishrii,  A  thick  forest,  a  wood, 

wilderness.  Kishnl,  A  vetch,  pea.  Kushrii,  A  goat. 

A  J_eLii^/t«s/tna',  A  vetch. 
p  ̂jJi^  kishmj,  Coriander.  Name  of  a  blue 

flower!  ̂ J^kishnijidashti,^lounta\n-ha.\in. 
■p hiskmz,  Coriander. 

A  hashw,  (v.  n.  of\J^for  yL^)  Biting  and 
extracting  with  the  teeth. 

p  hashav,  A  tortoise.  The  sign  Cancer. 

Name  of  a  plant  from  which  ropes  are  made. 

p  i>\y^ hishn  ad,  Name  of  a  strong  man. 

p  {iyZJ^ hashuba,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  bow. 

A  i^y^ hashus,  (Jiushus,  l^y^  hashusa',  or 
f^3yL^ hashusas)  Dodder,  <jL^y^ kushusi 
7nimi,Grecian  wormwood,species  of  southernwood. 

A  ̂yL^kashuh,One  of  the  seven  swords  brought 
by  Bilkis  to  Solomon.  Kushuh,  (pi.  of  kashh) 

Hypochondria.  Waists. 

p  dy^liushwadf  The  basest  profligacy.  Ku- 
sliud,  Dodder. 

A  liy^^ hashud,  (pi.  6JL^ huslmd)  A  man  who 
labours  to  support  his  family.  One  who  is  kind  to 

his  relations.  A  camel  milked  with  three  fingers; 
also  one  short  in  the  teat  and  narrow  in  the  orifice. 

p  ̂jJyL^ hushudan,  To  open. 

p»iij£i^/iMs/iwda,Opened.  Open,  Jwj  li^y^J^ liusltuda  $hudan,  To  be  opened. 

v^^Zi  idy^hushuda-shiJiam,'Loose  in  thebelly. 
Vjy^ kishwar,  A  climate,  country,  quarter,  or 

region  of  the  world,  as  divided  into  seven  climates, 

each  of  which  is  supposed  to  be  more  immediately 

dependent  on  one  of  the  planets ;  thus,  the  first  cli- 

mate, i.e.  Hindustan,  is  assigned  to  the  planet  Sa- 

turn ;  the  second,  i.e.  China  and  Khota,  to  Jupi- 

ter; the  third,  ?'.e.  Turkistan,  to  Mars;  the  fourth, 
a.  c.  Irak  and  Khurasan,  to  the  sun  ;  the  fifth,  i.  c. 

Transoxania,  to  Venus;  the  sixth,  i.e.  Greece,  or 

the  Turkish  empire  (Rum),  to  Mercury ;  and  the 
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seventh,  i.  e.,  the  hyperborean  regions,  to  the  moon. 
P  1^ hlshrvar-hhvda,  {(J\^  hish- 

n-ar-hhudaij,  also  y>.:>^ hkhn-ar-hkidlv)  A 
king,  paramount  sovereign. 

P  {^^-^         hishwar-hhudoA,  Sovereignty. 

P  iSj'^  hUJin-ar-duri,  Sovereignty. 
Pjjy^ hisluvarz,  Great.  A  great  man. 

P  U^Jj^-^ hishwarziyan,  Grandees,  nobles, 

p  ̂J^i^ij^:^ hhhwar-.%atan,(}J:J^jy:J^ki!ihivar- 

kusha,  hhn-ar-gushay,  or j^L^ h'uh- 
rvar-gir)  A  conqueror  of  kingdoms  or  countries. 
p  hishwar-liushaA,  (or  ̂JJ^Jy:^ 

hishrcur-fjii  i)  Conquest  of  provinces. 

A  1 — i^JUJ^ ItasliTif,  A  camel  having  colts  two 

following  years.  A  camel  covered  although  in  foal, 

p  I — iyL^ hishuf,  A  scattering,  dispersion, 

p  i^yL^ hushuftan,  To  open.    To  cleave,  to 

be  burst  open.  To  scatter,  to  dissolve.  To  wither, 
to  dry.    To  vanish,  disappear. 

p  XiyZJ^ hasliuna,  (in  ancient  Persian)  A  bow. 
p  kasha,  A  mendicant,  poor  man.  A  girth, 

surcingle,  or  other  fastening  for  saddles  or  loads. 
Ease.  Kisha,  French  lavender.  A  line  drawn  to 

erase  writing.  Kisha  or  husha,  A  line  in  general, 

whether  drawn  on  paper,  on  a  wall,  or  on  the  ground. 

[^'^^        kisha  kardan,  To  erase. 
p  hashsha,  A  beast  which  has  thrown  his 

pack-saddle. 
P  i^J^ kaski,  Health,  happiness,  goodness. 

A  ,^jL{kash  is,  (or  fi^^jL^  kashit)  Full,  over- 
loaded (with  food). 

A  hisha\  Fat  parts  of  the  Lybian  lizard. 

A  '^xL{  kushjat,  (pi.  ̂^JL^husha)  The  fat  of  a 
crocodile  or  Lybian  lizard  ;  also  the  root  of  its  tail. 

P  (jl2sir^^as/(i/'/*an,  A  cuckold,  a  wittol. 
p  ̂\^kash  thliani,  Cuckoldom. 

p  "^sxL^ kashldaffi.  Stretch.  Displeasure. kashidan.  To  draw,  extract,  attract, 

protract,  extend,  prolong.  To  draw  lines,  delineate. 
To  exhaust,  draw  out.  To  bring,  bear,  carry.  To 

bring  before,  present.  To  withdraw,  remove.  To 

conquer.  To  support,  suffer,  endure,  put  up  with. 

To  experience.  To  lead,  induce.  To  bind.  To  see. 

^jiXxiij^jT  aivaz  kashulan,  To  extend  the  voice. 
i^i^yt^^  sT  ah  kushldan,  To  fetch  a  sigh.  ji 

^^'SxZ^  bar  dar  Itasliidan,  To  hang  on  a  gibbet. 

^ji^jLi,^laj>-  hhat  kash'idan,  To  draw  a  line,  j^ti 
^JSxL^ darham  kash'idan,  To  contract,  draw  to- 

gether, wrinkle,  shrivel,  ̂ ^lijui^  ruy  kashi- 
dan,  To  knit  the  brows,  disdain,  turn  away  the  face. 

^jSxL^^^^Ijm ̂ gursna(fi  hashidan,To  suffer  hunger. 
p84iJui;.^;a,'j/<uZa,Drawn.  Extended,lengthened. 

Long.  Shrivelled,  wrinkled  (face).  Disturbed  in 

mind,  stupefied,  thunder-struck.  Weighed.  One 
who  has  suflTered  or  felt.  Sullen,  supercilious.  A 

kind  of  needle-work.  A  clenched  fist  ready  to 

strike  a  blow.    High,  tall.  iSx^ kaskida 

shudan,  To  be  drawn,  extended.  iSxL^ ̂ \  alam- 

kash'ida,  Afflicted,  pained,  distressed. 

Pjji^  ISyJ^ hashida-abru,  (or  i^xL^j ji\  abri- 
hashida)  One  who  has  distant  or  long  eyebrows. 

P  ̂'j  ISxL^ kashida-bald,  Tall  of  stature. 

P ji»'-j>-  lyxL^ hashida-khalir.  Displeased. 

P  ufij*^  ISit*^  hasliida-dozi,  A  kind  of  em- 
broidery. 

p jj  t SxL^ltashida-ru,  Long  or  wrinkled-faced. 

p  i^J^j  lyyJ^  haslnda-risli,  Long-bearded. 
p  Jiifi-  iSx^ kashida-^hl,  A  fool. 
p jJLi.£=  hushidagar,  An  embroiderer. 

p  ̂JL^J:^ hashish,  A  priest,  presbyter. 

A  (jioi^  hashish,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ji£^)  Making  a 

noise  (a  serpent's  skin  in  motion).  Braying  for 
the  first  time  (a  young  camel).  The  sound  of  a 

serpent's  skin  in  motion.  The  noise  made  by  the 
collision  of  the  steel  and  flint.  First  bravintrs  of  a 

young  camel.  Noise  made  by  wine  in  fermentation. 

p  ̂.xL^ hashisht,  A  monastic  life,  priesthood. 

hashis,  Roast  meat. 

A  (^{"hass,  (v.  n.  of  c^s^)  Speaking  in  a  thin, 
piping  voice.  A  shrill,  small  voice.  A  congrega- 

tion, meeting,  assembly. 

G  ̂̂ yjj^j^ hasmsun,  The  wild  egg-plant. 

A  ̂̂ j£x^ liusum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂*a^ )  Retiring,  return- 
ing, turning  one's  back.  Failing  to  attain  the  whole 

of  one's  wishes.  Driving,  repelling  with  vehemence. 

A  ̂̂^a^ha.ii/,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_^o^)  From  beingexalted, 
becoming  debased. 

A         kasir.  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  j_^JL«a^//fls7s,  (v.n.  of(^jai^)  Having  a  shrill, small  voice.  Being  moved,  agitated,  trembling. 

(Water)  being  frequented  (by  people).  Twisting, 

writhing,  contracting  one's  self,  shrinking  with  fa- 
tigue. The  chirping  of  a  locust.  A  shrill,  small 

voice.  Thunder.    Commotion,  tremor.  Terror. 

A  'Lto^x^ kasisat,  Crowd.  Net  for  taking  deer. 
kazkazat,  The  act  of  going  fast. 

A  hnzJ,  A  repulse. 

aV  Ituzz,  (v.  n.  of  V)  Oppressing,  indispos- 

ing (too  much  meat).  Perplexing,  overwhelming 

one  (business).  Overwhelmed  with  business,  lai^ la3  hazzun  lazzun,  Ill-tempered. 
hazaz,  (and  azazaf)  (v.  n.  of 

laS=>)  Burdening,  oppressing,  vexing,  harassing 

Kizaz,  (v.  n.  3  ofia^)  Doing  business  with  diffi- 

culty, going  heavily  or  reluctantly  to  work.  In- 
volving one's  self  in  the  thick  of  the  battle.  Difii- 

eulty,  trouble,  labour.  Enmity,  hatred. 
A  ̂Ua/  hi  zum,  Whatever  obstructs  or  fills  up  : 

stop-gap.  Firmness,  solidity,  (pi.  of  j*.^)  Mouths. 
A  'i^\^a^  hizamat.  That  part  of  an  arrow  where 

they  place  the  feathers;  also  the  sinew  with  which 

they  are  bound.  The  string  run  through  a  camel's 
nose.  The  mouth  of  a  valley.  The  place  whence 

urine  issues  forth  (in  a  woman).    One  at  the  ex- 



tremity  of  a  bow.  The  ring  where  the  ropes  or 

chains  meet  which  suspend  the  scale  of  a  balance. 

A  well  dug  near  another  (especially  such  as  are 

supplied  under  ground  by  the  same  spring). 

hizzat,  Repletion.  Indigestion.  Nausea 

from  over-eating,  squeamishness. 

X  Ja^ kazr,  (v.  n.  of^la^)  Notching  the  horn 
of  a  bow  to  receive  the  string.  Notching  (a  fire- 

steel).  JTj^/",  A  bruised  nerve  whipt  about  the  notch 
of  an  arrow.  Kuzr,  Fat  of  the  reins  or  between  the 
two  clavicles  of  the  breast.  The  notch  in  the  horn  of 

a  bow  into  which  the  string  goes.  The  edge  of  the 

pudendum.  ̂ M^r,(or  '8Pa^iM2:ra^)  A  bitof  wood  at 
the  corner  of  a  bow.  The  middle  of  the  collar-bone. 

hazhazat,  (v.  n.  of  Being 

(equall)")  distended  every  way  (a  bag  with  water, 
or  the  belly  with  victuals). 

A         hazm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂'()  Restraining  (an- 
ger).  Shutting  (a  door),  stopping  or  damming  up 

(a  water-course).  J5ria2'am,  The  mouth.  The  throat. 

A  jjoi  liuzzam,  (pl.of^laoAazm)  Silent  people. 
A  of  Ui/for  jl^)  Waxing  firm, 

compact,  and  hard  (the  flesh  on  the  body). 

A  huzub,  The  being  full  of  fat. 
A  kazum,  An  animal  that  does  not  chew 

the  cud.  Kuzum,  (v.  n.  of  Abstaining  from 

chewing  the  cud  (camels).    Keeping  silence. 

Tiaziz,  Over-fatigued,  overwhelmed. 

A  ̂.^a^ hazlnt,  Who  checks  his  rage,  restrains 
his  passion.  Afflicted,  sorrowful.  A  lock,  bolt,  bar. 

A  'ii^ia^hazimat,  A  well  dug  near  another  (espe- 
ciall)'^  such  as  are  supplied  under  ground  from  one 
spring).    A  large  water-bottle  of  a  double  skin. 

A  '^^ko^  Timid,  cowardly.  Thin-fiiced. 
AL^\^ hu^h,  (A  girl)  with  swelling  breasts. 

Ki^ih,  (pi.  of  L-A»i^/<a^&)  Ankle-bones.  Dice. 
A  ej\)0  ki^bat,  (v.  n.  of  u^s^  Having  swell- 
ing breasts  (a  young  girl). 

A jAf^ ha^hir,  (pi.  of  ijj^ ku^arat)  Joints 
in  stalks  of  corn. 

Ajol^  ka^lnr,  Sheaths,  pods,  capsules. 

A  i^juKj^ hi^s,  (pi.  of  ha^')  The  joint- bones  in  the  hands  or  feet  of  men  or  cattle. 

A  ha^sim,  (pi.  of  j»*~*^)  Wild  asses. 

A^A*»jl*i^ifl^a.siw,(pl.of  ̂ ^*«36^)  Domestic  asses. 

(v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Muzzling  (a  ca- 
mel). Kissing.  A  camel's  halter  or  muzzle,  (pi. 

of       ki^n)  Sheaths,  repositories  for  arms. 

A  (j^^ji  zu  ki^n,  Name  of  a  certain  king 
of  Yaman,  whose  height  was  ten  cubits. 

A  ka^nib,  Swellings  or  bumps  (on  the 

head).    Ku^nih,  Short.    A  lion. 

A  <--»«^ Aa^&,  (v.  n.  of  u-««$^)  Filling  (a  vessel). 
Being  round  and  plump(a  girl's  breast),  (ph 
ah^ib,  kv^h,  and  i^Xx^ki^b)  The  protu- 

berant joint-bone  of  the  foot  and  leg,  the  ankle:  any 
joint  resembling  h.  The  top  of  the  foot,  the  instep. 
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Dice,  tables,  or  the  bones  with  which  they  play  at 

those  or  similar  games.  A  geometrical  cube.  The 

projecting  part  in  the  joint  of  a  cane  or  reed.  Any 
quantity  of  milk  poured  out  at  once.  A  roundish 

piece  of  butter.  Nobility,  grandeur,  ancestral  glory. 

'-r**^  ha^u'l  hahr  (or  hibr),  Name  of  a  certain 
Jewish  doctor,  who  embraced  the  religion  of  Mu- 

hammad. ^j|\^k]\  ha^u'lfjhazal,  (J^  '"r^ 

ha^i  ghazal,  or  u-**^  ka^u''l  ghaza)  AWndi 
of  sweetmeat.  A  lump  of  sugar.  Wine.  Ku^,  The 

breast.     (pi.  of  /io^?;)  Dice. 

ka^at,  (pi.  of  'ixf^ ha^at)  Dice. 
A  ka^at,  A  die  or  play-bone.  A  parlour. 

A  kind  of  comb.  Hair  plaited  in  four  divisions. 

Any  kind  of  square  building;  hence,  the  square 

temple  at  Mecca,  p  ̂ ^U-  ha^msi  jan,  Aim 

or  object  of  one's  life,  ti,^  (j^?"  s^i'^ ha^aA  ja- 

han-gard,  ( j ji>j  t^x^ ka^asi  rah-rav,  or  tjji^ 
^jUio  lia^ati  inuhrim-nislcdn)  The  sun.  A  Ku^ 
bat,  Virginity. 

A(j^ijji^/i:a^Jai?a?/?z,(obliq.ca.du.of&f«^fa^&a^) 
Two  dice.  The  two  temples,  Mecca  and  Jerusalem. 

p  Si^A«$l;a^Z)aJa,The  site  of  the  templeof  Mecca. 
A  theatre,  or  any  place  for  public  spectacles. 

A  ij^K^ lia^arat,  (v.  n.  of^x^Q)  Catting  oflF 
(with  a  s  woi'd).  A  woman  of  foreign  origin,  coarsely 

made  and  bad-tempered.  Ku^urat,  A  large  pro- 
tuberant bone.  A  piece  of  flesh.  Protuberance  of 

the  wrist-bone  next  the  thumb.  The  root  of  the  head. 

Any  thing  drawn  together  or  compact,  A  lusty  hip. 

Dry  dung  about  the  tails  of  camels.  Ku^urat,  (or 

'i^^ Jiu^urraf)  (p], j>\f^ ka^bir)  A  joint-knob 
on  a  stalk  of  corn ;  also  the  refuse  in  winnowing. 

A  'iZj.ij^ ka^ashat,  (v.  n.  of  i^J:>jji^  Q)  Seizing 
and  binding.  Going  as  if  fettered.  Joining  the 
feet  to  leap. 

A  ha^urat,  Any  thing  drawn  together, 

p      6^}^ ka^a-rav,  A  visitor  to  the  Kaaba. 
A  ha^,  Short-bodied  (man), 

A  ̂JCir^ hi^an,  (pi.  of  (JLaJj^S^  Nightingales. 

A  &jk*$^/;«^fa<,  Short-bodied  (woman).  Ku^at, 
The  stopple,  cover,  or  casing  of  a  glass  bottle. 

k         Im^ur,  A  bird  resembling  a  sparrow. 

A  ijf^ ka^arat,  (v.  n.  of>/Q)  Reeling  like 

a  drunkai'd.   Running  with  speed.   Walking  fast. 

A  {^if^ ha^ab,  Magna  et  ampla  (pubes) ;  rima 
raulieris  ;  magna  pube  praedita  mulier, 

ka^l,  A  sack,  a  bag, 

a^lab,  (orio  J^)  Slothful,cowardly. 

A  'iiS}>^  ku^lubat,  A  bubble  of  water. 

A  'i^fi^  Jia^at,  The  stopple  of  a  glass  bottle. 
A ka^,  (v.  n.  ofj3i^)  Being  big-bellied  from 

over-eating  (a  boy).  Kv^;  Name  of  a  smooth- 
leaved,  thorny  plant.  Ka^r,  (v.  n.  of js^)  Hav- 

ing a  large  belly  from  much  food,  waxing  fat  (a 

boy).  Beginning  to  grow  fat  in  the  bunch  (a  young 

camel),  Ka^r,  Fat,  full-bellied  (boy). 
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A  'ijf^ ha^-at,  A  glandulous  tumour, 
A hu^,  A  scraping  together  with  the  fingers. 

A  f^f^ha^,  (pi.  ̂_^lj«^/jj^as)  The  joint-bones in  the  hands  or  feet  (of  men  or  cattle). 

A  ka^abat,(Y.  n.  of  i_>«-j<^)  Running, 

going  fast.  Fleeing.  Proceeding  leisurely.  Stag- 

gering (like  a  drunken  man). 

A  ̂t^*^ ha^am,  The  onager  or  wild  ass. 
A  e^M*)i^ ka^amat,  A  turning  the  back,  fleeing. 

A  ̂y^^ ku^um,  (pi.  pJuulxi^  -A-  domestic  ass. A  i^)>^ ha^,  (v,  n,  of  i_ja^)  Eating, 

A  ̂yhJ^ ka^al,  Stretching  the  body,  or  expand- 
ing the  nails,  A  lion. 

A  'iH^aj^ ka^alat,  (v,  n,  of  Jlaxi^Q)  Running, 
|)assingquickly,orslowly.  Outstretching  (the  hand). 

A  ̂y^j^ ka^al,  Stretching  the  body,or  expand- 
ing the  nails,  A  lion. 

A  tjXj^ ha^,  Biscuit.  Cake  without  milk  or butter  in  it. 

ku^ubbat,  Four  braids  of  hair  plaited 
together  in  one.  A  sort  of  comb. 

A  «ja        u^tuh'vjat,  A  sort  of  comb. 
A  ku^iu^  Timid,  cowardly. 
A^  ka^ta^t,  An  imprisoning,  detaining. 

A  ,J,*^/ia^/,  Fresh  dung  (of  any  animal).  Sweat 

of  sheep's  wool.  Filth  adhering  to  the  testicles  of 
a  goat.  A  careless  shepherd.  A  rich  miser.  Dates 

adhering  closely  together.  A  mountain.  Ka^  or 

ku^l,  A  black  dwarfish  man. 

A  ̂  ha'^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂  )  Muzzling  (a  camel). 
Closing,  stopping  (the  mouth  of  a  vessel).  Kiss- 

ing. Ki^,  (pi.  ki^in)  A  sheath,  scabbard, 
or  repository  for  arms. 

A  u-*A*-^/m^wa&,  Short.  A  lion.  One  who  has 
bumps  or  swellings  on  the  head. 

A  ̂s^^ka^nha^  A  male  sylvan  demon,  a  Ghiil. 
A       ka^v,  The  being  cowardly. 

AL^y^ liu^ib,  (v.  n.  of  (— *S5^)  Having  swell- 
ing breasts  (a  girl).  Filling  (a  vessel)  so  that  the 

contents  make  a  convex  swelling  above  the  bi'ira. 

(pi,  of  u^^xJ^Aa^Z*)  Ankle-bones.  Cubes,  t-^^a^ 

^Sku^buW  rumhf'KMois  or  joints  of  a  cane-spear. A  iiy^ AiM^M^ai,  (v.  n.  of  Having  swell- 
ing breasts  (a  girl), 

A  ha^carat,  Large,  thick-nosed. 

A  ku^^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  timid,  pusil- lanimous, weak. 

A  ku^m,  (v.  n.  of  ̂x^)  Kissing.  Mouths, 
open  ends,  embouchures  (of  roads). 

hii^yt,  (pi.  The  nightingale. 
a  (_jaxx^  ka^s,  The  piping  of  chick  or  mouse. 

A  ha^z,  A  dwarf,  a  short  man. 

A  ̂ij^ ha^m,  Muzzled  (camel). 
p  si\it^  Jmghdla,  A  seed  whence  oil  is  drawn. 

P^^  kaf,  Froth,  foam,  scum,  soap-suds,  spit- 
tle. A  black  tincture  with  which  the  eyebrows  of 

a  bride  are  dyed.  Purslain.  Cleave  thou,  (from 



A  ̂Ji^ Uaff)  The  palm  of  the  hand.  The  sole  of 

tlie  foot.  hiif,  ulxfina,  The  scum  or 

dross  which  floats  on  tlie  surface  of  glass  when  in 

fusion.  LaJO.  \^J^ Itaji  bayza,  A  white  hand.  (It 

generally  denotes  the  miracle  wrought  by  Moses, 

as  recorded  in  Exod.  iv.  0).  b  (.iT haji  pa,  Sole 

of  the  foot,  b^d  <^haji  dunja,  Froth  of  the  sea. 

Scuttle-bone.  i__o/b^;i  darrja-kaf,  Bountiful  as 

the  ocean.  ,_ii^hafi  dast,VAm  of  the  hand. 

A  level,  bare,  desert  plain,  jjiij  hnf  zadan, 

To  foam,  to  froth.    O^SU>»  haJi  safed,  Snow. 

^^J^ haff/hu7}chaka7'dan,To  clench  the 
iist.  hafi  mis,  A  scoria  produced  by 

pouring  water  on  brass  when  in  a  state  of  fusion. 

^^(^  ̂//rniAf//,  Chiromancy,  fortune-telling  by 
the  lines  on  the  palm,   (jiijj  I  ba  liafawar- 

dati,  To  seize,  to  grasp,  to  chitch. 

AiJi^kaff,  (v.n.  of  Prohibiting,  restrain- 

ing, averting.  Abstaining,  refraining,  containing 

one's  self.  Turning  in  and  hemming  a  garment. 

Shutting  (a  purse),  drawing  together  the  strings. 

Wrapping  (tlie  feet)  in  swathes.  Being  holden  (the 

eye  so  that  it  cannot  see).    Filling  a  vessel  till^it 

overflows,  (pl.i  B.^\a}tiijf',i — i^s^ 
Jiiiff)  The  hand.  Tlie  palm  of  the  hand.  A 

handful.  The  foot  of  a  quadruped  having  toes. 

Purslain.  Plenty,  comfort,  abundance  (of  good 

things).  When,  in  verse,  the  seventh  quies- 

cent consonant  drops:  as,  ̂ ^  nun  from  the  end 

of  j^lil^S-^  fa^latun  or  ̂ ^b^li*  mofa^lun  be- 

coming C^'':^S^  fufdlatu  and  Ja-S-lo,*  mafa^lu. 

i_^K31         kufful.  halh,  hajf'u's  sahu^ 

(org-o  zahui),  ̂ J^\ hufful  liird,  i^M^HS  lJl.^ 

hajf'u'l  asad, 

haffu'l  ajzam,  (or  -^^Ji^-^^  aljazmas),  ̂ lil 

haffu  adam,  s.^\S'     A-^  haffi  ̂ yisha,  ̂ jc  cJi^ 
luiffu  mh-yam,  Names  of  plants.  Kuff,  (pi.  of 

liuff)  Hands.    Palms  of  hands. 

A^"^  hap,  (v.  n.  oflfl^)  Turning  back  (any 
thing).  Turning  off,  diverting  from  one  thing  to 

another.  Inverting(a  vessel).  Following.  Enter- 

ing on  a  path  between  mountains  (sheep).  Driv- 

ing. Dejjarting,  being  put  to  flight.  Missingamark. 

Like,  equal.    Kip,  The  bed  of  a  river. 

P  \slS  kafa,  Adversity,  straits,  difficulty ;  affl  ic- 
tion,  sickness,  disease.  Strangulation. 

hafas,  Recompense,  requital.  Resem- 
Idance.  Kifaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ifl^)  Being  equal,  alike, 

resembling,  corresponding.  Repelling,  warding  off. 

Spearing  alternately  (two  horsemen).  Observing, 

watching.  Rewarding,  requiting,  recompensing. 
A  kind  of  skirt  fastened  to  the  lower  jiart  of  a  tent. 

Power,  (pi.  ('hf'^^-')  Lil^e,  equal,  (pi.  of  ̂fl/ 

/iY//^j)Equals.  w  la  J,  if  aslahu,!^  oneVilie  him. 

kafasat,  Resemblance. 

A  'i\s^  hapat  orkupatyThe  produce  of  camels 
foroneyear,viz.  colts, milk,  and  hair.  A  year's  pro- 
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duceofa  palm-tree,or  crop  ofthe  fruits  of  the  earth,  j 

A»\s^/iufaf,(p\.o{'fj,^  /ia/'I).Sufficient,enough.  I 

Entire,  perfect.  Efficacious.  Those  who  perform  ' 
their  duties  efficiently.  | 

aCJ^  hifat,{y.  n.  of  oingfast.  Draw-  ; 

ing  one's  self  together,  (v.  n.  3  of  Getting 
the  start  in  a  race,  surpassing,  excelling,  straining 

every  nerve  against  another.  A^place  where  any 

thintr  is  collected  and  contained.  GUflJ^OUi  mata 
hijatan,  He  died  suddenlv. 

haffat,  A  lion. 

A  ̂Xa^hifhk,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Looking  in  the 
face  and  speaking  to.  Kissing  with  unveiled  lips. 
Firrlitins.  War,  battle.  An  abundance  of  the  efoods 

of  this  world  and  the  next.  ,^}s6  sylj  natirasiki- 

fah,  The  heat  of  battle. 
X hifar,  (pi.  of hafir^  Unbelievers. 

A  jlA^^/i«^ar,  Ungrateful.  A  farmer.  Kvffar, 
(pi.  of^^  hafii-)  Infidels,  unbelievers,  pagans,  idola- 

ters. 'i_^J^^huffaritira-rozijar,'\N\c]i.eA. 
fideis.   X^{^j\l^h  riffari  khaksar,  Grovelling 

pagans.  huffari  dozalth-harar,  In- 
fernal unbelievers. 

A  is.lfl^  kaif'drat,  Penitence,  penance,  atone- 

ment  (by  alms,  fasting,  &c.).  '-^y j  C^lii  haf- 

farati  zunub,  Expiation  of  sins. 

A  hufariy,  Large-eared. 

A  (^\a^ liifds.  Swaddling-bands,  swathes  for 
the  hands  and  feet.  An  upper  garment. 

A I  'i\a^hafaf,  Sufficiency, competency, enough 
(to  keep  one  from  begging).  Pittance,  daily  bread. 

Alike,resembling,equal  to.  Measure. 

hafnji  nap.  Sufficient  for  the  sustenance  of  life. 

;  BSf-jwajhi  hafaf,  A sufficientquantity.  ̂ S'd 

(  i\s^ da^ii  kafdfi,  Let  me  alone,  and  I  will  not 
trouble  you.  Kifaf,  The  external  part  of  the  ear. 

Edge,  hem.  Edge  of  a  sword,  (pi.  of  'il^kiffat) 
Scales  of  a  balance,  (pl.of  &fl^/fw/f'a<)Hems,borders. 

A  'sS^hafalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jii  )Bccomingsurcty, 
giving  bail.  Security,  caution,  responsibility,  bail. 

A  pledge,  pawn.  ciJjii3b  'i]\a^ kafdlat  bi'd  dark, 

Bail  for  whatever  may  happen.  ailii^/ea- 
fdlut  bin  nap,  Personal  security. 

p  eo\s^  hafdna,  An  abortion,  castling. 

p  i^d-jJ>\^  kafdnldan.  To  cleave  lengthwise. 
To  cut  or  split  open. 

A  'iS}^ hifdyat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  sufficient, 
sufficing.  A  sufficiency,a  supply  adequate  to  wants. 

Ability,  adequacy,  adequate  means,  enough,  abun- 

dance, plenty.  A  surplus.  Prudence,  good  sense. 

Economy,  thrift.  Profit,  advantage.  io.lflS5\ 

bay^'l  hifdijat,  Purchasing  on  condition  of  trans- 
ferring to  the  seller  the  debt  of  a  third  person. 

fjiiji^  CL^i\i:^IiiJdyat  hardan.  To  suffice,  serve,  do. 
To  save,  spare.  I<ifdyat  shudan,  To 

be  saved,  spared.  To  be  sufficient. 

A  ̂).Jl^ hifdyati,  Abundance,  plenty,  suffi- 

ciency, adequacy.  Thrifty.  Cheap,  purchased  for 
less  than  its  value. 

A  ///"a t  or  haffat,  {pX. ̂ a.'^h ipif  and 

hifdf)The  bason  or  scale  of  a  balance.  ist^'iJi^ljd  f- 

futa  haffata,  (^ISD  il^hajfatan  lihaffatin,  or  'iii.'i 
'ia^ i^haff'dtan  hoffatin)  Openly  and  fairly, 

face  to  face,  hand  to  hand.  Kiff'at,  Any  thing  cir- 
cular or  spherical.  The  wooden  rim  (of  a  drum). 

A  wet  ditch,  or  any  piece  of  stagnating  water.  A 

(fowler's)  net.  The  lower  part  (of  the  gum).  Kip 
fat  or  huffat,  A  flaccid  gum.  Kuffat,  (pi.  >_ia^ 

hufaf  and  i  'i\s^ hifdf)  Hem  (of  a  garment)  ;  bor- 
der or  list  (of  cloth)  ;  extremity  (of  a  sandy  desert). 

The  net  of  a  hunter  or  fowler.  A  crowd  (of  peo- 

ple), those  nearest  to  you.  Any  part  of  the  world 
where  night  and  day  meet.  The  part  where  a  tree 

has  been  cut  off.  The  edge  of  a  cloud.  The  bottom 

ofa  coat  of  mail.  An  oblong  tract  of  sand.  A  stone 

round  which  they  place  ox-dung  and  mud,  and  then 
cook  thereon  the  cheese  \i>\  ahit. 

p  haft,  He  burst,  he  split.  He  dug.  Split, 

cleft.  A  bursting,  splitting,  rupture.  Kift,  The 

shoulder.  Kuft,  A  rupture.  A  fissure.  A  break- 

ing, pounding  in  pieces.    A  sprain. 
A  iJLiiS  haft,  (v.  n.  of  C*Q^)  Receiving,  col- 

lecting together.  Diverting  (one  from  any  design). 

Grasping.  Flying  fast  (a  bird).  Getting  up  to, 

overtaking.  Shrinking,  drawing  one's  self  together. 
Being  turned  upon  the  back.  Killing,  destroying. 

(Bread)  without  meat.  Death.  Swift,active,nimble. 

Kaft  also  hift,  A  small  pot.  Kft,  A  sack  which 

lets  not  any  thing  drop  out.  Kifat,  (or  kis^ hu- 

fatat')  A  horse  drawing  himself  together  when  tak- ing a  leap. 

hafta,  Broken,  burst. 
haftar,  A  hyena. 

A  f^jCS^ hafatdn,  (v.  n.  of  d*flS^  Flying  or  run- 

ning fast.  Drawing  one's  self  together. 
A  'i:^  hnf  tat,  The  cemetery  of  ̂ ladTna. 
v        haftar,  A  pigeon. 

p  ̂jiSL^ haftari,  A  weaver's  comb. 
P  ̂̂ ^:iS^ haftafi,  A  split,  crack,  rent.  Kufta- 

i/i,  A  sprain.  A  bruise. 
p  ̂̂ ^Ji^ kaftan,  To  split.  To  be  divided  or  split. 

Kvftan,To  beat,bruise,smite.  To  pound.  To  sprain. 

PjyO^ haftur.  Perseverance  in  any  undertak- 

ing, patience  in  affliction. 
p  sla^ kafta,  Split,  burst,  cracked.  Divided. 

Bipartite.    Kufta,  Sprained.  Bruised. 

p  ̂   iCSi^ hafta-sum,  Cloven-hoofed.  iCi^U 
nd  kafta-sum,  Solid-hoofed. 

p  ̂}^—^kap)ul,  A  chopping-block. 

p  ̂  hafch,  A  skimmer.  Froth,  scum.  Soap  • suds.    Spittle.  A  curl.  The  hood  of  a  snake. 
hafckak,  A  skimmer.  Saddle-flans. 

p  ̂y^^  kofrhal,  Crupper,  haunches  ofa  horse. 
p 

^y:^  hafckal-posh,  A  horse-cloth. 



pyX^^  kafchalez,  A  ladle  full  of  holes  for 
taking  rice  out  of  a  pot :  a  skimmer.  The  dog-fish. 
A  tadpole. 

P  i^j^^^  hafchalezah,  A  little  skimmer.  A 
tadpole.  A  small  crocodile.  A  red-tailed  lizard. 

FtyX^^/t afchaleza,  AsmaW  skimmer.  A  tadpole. 
afcha,  A  ladle,  spatula,  spoon.  A  skim- 

mer. A  curl,  a  ringlet.  A  kind  of  serpent.  The 

hood  of  a  snake.  An  open  jacket. 

p  Jy         kafcha-nol,  Spoonbill  (a  bird). 

A  luifh,  (v.  n.  of  Revealing,  uncover- 
ing.Looking  at,or  speaking  to,  face  to  face.  Kissing 

with  naked  lips.  Drawing  in  the  bridle,  checking 

(a  horse).  Striking  with  a  stick.  Kafah,  {y.  n. 

of         Being  timid,  pusillanimous,  cowardly. 

A  ̂  liaflth,  (v.  n.  of  Giving  one  a  blow 
on  the  head  (with  fist,  stick,  or  spear). 

A-^  hafkJiat,  White  fresh  butter. 

p  f^jSs-'S-^ haf-darl,  Play,  trick,  sport. 
^ haf-dast  bar  ham  Su- 

dan, To  wring  the  hands.  To  rub  the  palms. 

AjSiSkaf?',  (v.  n.  of jS^)  Covering,  hiding,  con- 
cealing, enveloping.  Relapsing  into  infidelity.  A 

Persian's  magnifying  or  honouring  his  king.  Un- 
belief, impiety.  The  grave.  Earth,  dust.  A  piece 

of  wood.  A  short  and  thick  piece  of  wood.  A  short 

staff  or  cudgel.  A  village.  Obscurity,  the  dark- 

ness of  the  night.  Any  place  remote  from  habita- 
tions. Kifr,  Darkness  of  the  night.  Kvfr,  (v.  n. 

of^fl^)Beingunbelieving, impious,  ungrateful.  Blas- 

phemy, incredulity,  impiety.  Unbelief.  Ingrati- 

tude. Pitch.  »-^^tLj  j.SL^  Itufri  nafsihi,  Denying 

himself,  p  \^^J>Js^ hvfr  (jiriftan,  To  blaspheme. 
A  Kafar,  An  eagle.  The  envelope  of  the  flowers  of 

the  palm-tree.  A  high  mountain.  A  Kafir,  A  large 

mountain,  or  a  declivity  of  it.  Kvfur,  (pi.  of j^S^ 
kafur)  Infidels.  Ungrateful. 

r  \^  kvf  ra,  Blossoms  of  the  date-tree.  Kufra, 

(or  1>\^ hvfrah)  The  envelope  of  the  flowers  of 
the  female  palm-tree. 

A  \^  \jSS  hafrankafran,  From  village  to  vil- 
lage, from  street  to  street. 

A  ̂J\jS^  kufran,  (v.  n.  ofjS^)  Being  ungrateful 

to  one's  Divine  Benefactor.  Ingratitude.  Unbelief. 
Cl.***^  hufrani  ni^at,  Unthankfulness  for 
benefits. 

A  ijS^ kafrat,  Darkness.  Kafarat,  (pi.  ofy^ 

kafir)  Infidels,  pagans,  unbelievers. 

P  ij^-^>J^  kufr-goy  or  (juy,  A  blasphemer. 

A^jflS^Aa/ar?ia',Mean,obscure,ignorantfellow. 

A  isj'^  kvfiurra  ,  kufarra",  or  kufirra  ,  The  en- 
velope of  the  flowers  of  a  palm-tree. 

A  (^y'jS.')  kifirrin,  Sly,  cunning,  astute. 
A  (j-fl^ kafas,  A  turning  in  of  the  toes,  so  that 

tlie  person  walks  limpingly  on  the  outer  edges  of 
the  feet.  A  curvature  of  the  breast. 

A  >L.fl$^  kafsuf,  {fern,  of  ̂J^s^\  ahfas)  Bow- 
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legged  (woman),  who  walks  limpingly  on  the  outer 

edges  of  her  feet. 

p  ti-Jkiwi         kaf-safed,  (White  hand)  Liberal. 

p  i^Jj^  L-S^ kaf-sang ,  A  hand-stone  ;  a  stone 
held  in  the  hand  with  which  any  thing  is  brayed 

upon  a  slab;  a  muller.  A  stone  for  cracking  nuts. 

p  i^J^^Jj^ liufnk,  A  shoe,  sandal,  slipper,  high- 
heeled  and  shod  with  iron.  \^J^  kafsU 

khwastan,  (To  ask  for  one's  shoes)  To  set  out  on  a 
journey,  ̂ ^li^-^  i^h^ kafih  niliadan,  (To  lay  by 

one's  shoes)  To  remain  at  home,  not  to  travel. 

pjjii  \Jlsi^ kafsh-doz,  A  shoemaker. 
PjCtJi^  kafskgar,  Dealer  in  shoes.  A  shoemaker. 
V  jJLSi^  hafshir,  Solder.  Borax.  Lead,  tin, 

pewter,  ̂ ^i^j^ j.Ls.^ kafshir  kardan.  To  solder. 

^^J>  jCLa^s  kafsldr  giriftan,  (or  ̂J^^;^.i>^.  Jjazi- 
ruftan)  To  be  soldered,  closed  up,  united.  To  heal. 

p  ̂ Jih^ kajsh-kan,  A  place  where  the  slip- 

pers are  pulled  ofi". 
p  ̂Lh^  kafsJian,  A  desert;  also  ground  which 

has  formerly  been  cultivated. 

Ai^SiSi^kafafjA.  sufficiency,competency,  enough 

to  keep  one  from  begging.  A  request  made  with 
outstretched  hand.  Kifaf,  (pi.  of  &l5^f?^ai)Scales 

of  a  balance.  Kifaf  ov  kafaf  Lines  of  a  circular 
form  stained  upon  the  hands.  Kifaf,  Holes  from 

whence  springs  of  water  arise.  Kufaf,  (pi.  of 

hiiffat)  Hems  of  garments.  ̂  

A  'sSiSi^  kifaf  at,  (pi.  of  i  ^off)  Hinderers. 
p  'jyi^kafh.  Froth,  scum.  Soap-suds.  Spittle, 

(jiijj  I J)  L^Xs^ kafk  bar  awardan.  To  cast  up  scum. 
To  froth,  foam. 

A  'si^Si^ kafkafat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Repel- 
ling, averting,  preventing,  stopping. 

pj^  ̂jXh^ kafk-gir,  A  spoon,  ladle,  skimmer. 
p  jSs^ kafffir,  A  skimmer,  spoon,  ladle,  gene- 

rally perforated  like  a  colander. 

A  Ji5^/w/,(v.n.of  Ji/)  Fasting  continually. 
Maintaining  or  educating.  Being  security  for  ano- 

ther.  Kifi,  Alike,  equal.    A  part,  portion,  (pi. 

akf  at)  The  cloth  covering  a  camel's  bunch, 
on  which  the  rider  sits.  Hair  growing  after  hair 

has  fallen  oflP".  One  who  throws  himself  upon  peo- 
ple. Apiece  of  cloth  under  the  yoke  ofan  ox.  One 

who  sits  badly  on  horseback.  Flight.  Any  thing 

on  which  one  is  carried.  One  who  keeps  in  the 

rear  of  an  army  that  he  may  easily  escape.  Kafal, 

(pi.  JUSi  ahfal)  The  buttocks,  the  rump. 
p  f^i^ kafal,  The  buttocks,  haunches ;  crupper 

(of  a  horse).  A  kind  of  cloth  used  insteadofasaddle. 

A  Ji//^«#aZ,(pl.ofJi^  kafil  and 
Sureties,  bondsmen.  Persons  who  fast  continually. 

A  f'^Xa^ kifalds,  (pi.  of  (J-fl^/ifl/'i^)  Securities, 
sureties,  bondsmen,  pledges,  bail. 

p  i^s^ kafal-j)Osh,  A  horse-cloth. 
hafal-gah.  The  hips,  buttocks. 

p'j^  kafiez,  (or  ij^s>^ kafleza)  A  ladle,  skim- 

mer.  A  colander,  strainer. 

A  ̂̂ J>^ kafn,  (v.  n.  of  Spinning.  Burying 
bread  in  the  ashes  (to  bake).  Wrapping  (a  body) 

in  a  winding-sheet.  Kafan,  (pi.  ̂ ^^\  ahfdn) 

Grave-clothes,  a  winding-sheet,  a  shroud.  Meat 

without  salt,  p  ̂̂ iJ^ j>  kafan  bar  gardan, 

With  a  winding-sheet  round  one's  neck. 

p  ̂ fcl  kafun-aliayij ,  (alsoiJjii  kafan- 
duzd)  A  stripper  or  plunderer  of  the  dead. 

P  j_jjfi^T  f^s^ kafan-dhanjl,  A  stripping  of  the 

dead.  ̂ ^^^  i_5-^^  kafan-dhanfi  kardan.  To 
plunder  or  strip  the  dead  of  their  grave-clothes. 
A  kufnat.  Name  of  a  tree.  Kufnat,  Good 

ground  producing  all  kinds  of  vegetables. 

p  ̂s^kafanj,  A  fish  which  stimulates  to  venery. 
A        kafni,  A  dress  worn  by  fakirs. 

A  ̂  kufw,  Like,  equal. 

A  kafuf  (pi.  As6  kifdf),or  kufus-  (pi.  -s'liSi 
akf  as)  Like,  equal. 

A kafur,  (Tpl.jO^ kufur)  Unthankful.  An 
infidel.  Kvfur,  (v.  n.  of ji^)  Being  impious,  un- 

grateful to  one's  Divine  Benefactor.  Infidelity. 

A  (_«J_ji^ kafvf,  (A  camel)  whose  teeth  are  worn 
to  the  stump  with  age.  Kufuf,  (v.  n.  of  i__a^)  Hav- 

ing teeth  worn  down  with  age  (a  camel).  (pl.ofi_a^ 

kaff)  Palms  of  the  hands.  Hands. 
A  C^^kiful,  (v.  n.  of  Ji/)  Being  security  for. 
p  si^  kafa,  A  heap  of  com  in  a  barn  winnowed. 

Ears  of  wheat  or  barley  not  threshed  or  trodden  out. 
A  tambour  de  basque. 

p  ssi^ haffa.  Name  of  a  city. 

A  kafy,  kify,  or  kufy,  Sufficient.  Kvfa, 

Like,  equal,  (pi. of  ̂fli^/«//v/ai)  Sufficiencies.  Vic- 
tuals, livelihoods. 

A         kafiy,  Sufficient.  Rain. 

p jCp^kafyar,  Laborious,  pains-taking  in  praise- 
worthy deeds. 

A  'i^ kvfyat,  A  sufficiency,  (pi.  Unfa') 
Food,  sustenance. 

A  C^h^ haf'it,  (v.  n.of  )  Running  or  fly- 

ing fast.  Drawing  one's  self  together.  A  sufficiency, 
a  competency.  Swift,  active,  nimble.  A  sack  which 

lets  not  any  thing  drop  out  of  it. 

A^ai^ kafik,  Alike,  equal,  resembling.  A  hus- band, a  bedfellow.    An  unexpected  guest. 

p  ̂C>ss^ ̂o/"ic?an,Toburst,crack,bi'eak.Tofoam. 
p  ici^ kafida,  Burst,  broken,  cracked,  split. 

p  kafiz,  A  measure  containing  about 
04  lbs.  weight. 

A  J;>agia  kafil,  (pi.  ̂"^S^ kifalds)  A  security, 
surety,  cautioner,  bail.    Like,  equal.  Sureties. 

A  ̂̂ ^hafis,  {^^\.f\i^kifdf)  Like,  resembling, 
equal.    Changed  (colour).    The  bed  of  a  river. 

A  'sL^ kafisat.  Like,  resembling,  equal. 
p  K^kak  ,  Dry  biscuit.  Name  of  a  sour  herb. 

Kuk,A.hen  that  has  left  ofl^layingand  wants  the  cock. 
A  uLl^  kak,  (for  cLll^i^/ja  zdlika)  Like  that. 



p      hnha,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  The  teeth. 
r  *js^ hahclia.  Cotton-seed. 

Vi^^ hahri,  Name  of  a  city  in  India. 
V        haldj,  The  herb  rocket. 

r  hahish,  A  pungent  plant  like  nosesmart. 
hahvtah,  A  mole  or  freckle. 

I'       huha,  (or        hahi)  Human  excrement. 
p  (Ji  hal,  A  man  who  has  wounds  and  scars  on 

his  head  and  has  lost  his  hair ;  bald.  The  male  of 

any  animal.  A  male  buffalo.  /iTm/,  Crooked-backed. 
Bent,  curved.  A  Yillage,  hamlet.  Short,  defective. 

A      holla,  (fut.  (Ji-J7/aA?7/K)  He  was  wearied. 

A  jji  hall,  (v.  n.  of  ,J^)  Being  blunt  (a  sword); 

(lull,  dim  (sight);  slow,  stammering  (tongue).  Be- 
ing tired.  Having  neither  parent  nor  child,  (pi. 

JjK  huluV)  A  heavy  bui-den.  Trouble.  Injustice, 
oppression.  Domestics,  or  those  whom  a  person 

maintains.  An  orphan.  Blunt  (sword);  dim  (sight). 

One  who  has  neither  parents  nor  children.  Heavy. 
Worthless.  An  accent,  a  commissioner.  The  back 

of  a  knife  or  sword.  \  hhafifu'l  hall, 
One  who  has  a  small  family.  All,universal,the 

whole.    Each.  j->a^  ̂   hullunhazara,{ov 

\jj^os>-  hullun  hazaru)  All  were  present.  ̂  

hnllu  rajulin,  Every  man.  ji>^j'^^  \^  hullu  imrata- 
tin,  Every  woman.  ;_)>jU\  ̂Ji  hullu  anas,  All  men. 

hullu  1ms,  The  whole  cup.  (Ji3V;  hi'' I  hull. 

In  toto.  jJW\  jJW\  hurca^l  ̂ lim  hullu  'I  ̂ a- lim.  He  is  a  learned  man  every  inch  of  him. 

bi  yadihi  hulliha.  With  his  whole  hand.  ̂ Ji 

tSs>-\  hullu  ahadin,J£iYeYj  one.  0^  hvllavia,  As 
often  as.  win  hulli  jdnibin,  From 

every  side,  from  all  quarters. 

A  ̂   kah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Guarding  (as  God 

does  man).  Flogging,  lashing.  Being  deferred  (a 

debt).  Abounding  in  forage  (land).  Turning  (the 

eye)  again  and  again.  Devouring  forage  (a  camel). 

A  ̂hala^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Abounding  in  green 
herbage  (ground).  Devouring  forage  (a  camel). 

Forage,  fodder,  herbage. 

r  "^haia,  A  frog.  Potash. 

A  ':^{h.ila,  (dual  of      hull)  Both. 
hallci,  A  cabbage.    The  head. 

A  '^haim,  Not  at  all,  not  in  the  least.  By  no 
means.  Certainly,  by  all  means,  yes.  Verily,  truly. 

iluf,  (v.n.of  Guarding.  Flogging. 

Being  defcrred(a  debt).  Abounding  in  foragc(land). 

Directing  (the  eye)  again  and  again.  Drawing  to 

a  close  ̂ (life). 

a  J^'ishalia^,  The  station  or  moorino;  of  a  ship, 

it  dock.  A  river's  bank.  Name  of  an  anchoring- 
place  at  Basrah.  A  place  little  exposed  to  the  wind. 

A  »^!i)>^/t(7a^fl^,  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Guarding.  Flog- 

ging. Being  deferred  (debt).  Abounding  in  fo- 
rage (land).  Turning  (the  eye)  again  and  again. 

Drawing  to  a  close  (life).  !5-*!i)i^(j  izhah 
fl  hiloMt  allah.  Go  under  the  protection  of  God. 

(    1010  ) 

p  ̂V:^ halciu  or  hulau,  A  frog. 
A  L^"^ hulab,  Madness,  loss  of  reason.  Hy- 

drophobia. Kilab,  (v,  n.  3  of  t— *K)  Feeding  on 

thorns  (a  camel).  Being  malignant,8narrmg.  Being 
pinched  with  want.  (pi.  of         halh)  Dogs. 

A  (--J^  hallab,  A  keeper  of  dogs.  A  hook 

whereby  a  traveller  suspends  hisprovision-bag  from 

the  saddle.  Kulldb,(p\.^.^':^halarib)Ai>ot-hook ; 
or  for  drawing  bread  from  ovens.  A  saw.  A  spur. 

p  ̂^^"^  luildbatun,  A  kind  of  needle-work  or 
embroidery.  Gold-thread. 

A  CL*^"^ kuldbis,  Avaricious,  stingy. 

halaba,  A  raw  thread  as  it  is  wound 

from  the  spindle,  yarn.  A  ball  of  thread,  a  clew, 
hank,  skein.  A  reel,  wheel  for  winding  thread  on. 

p  i^G-j  io':^^haldba-sang,  A  stone  for  a  sling. 
p  hnldhiya,  A  wafer:  marchpane. 

V  a^b  ̂  halld  ipdxjcha.  Name  of  a  dish,  the 
head  and  trotters. 

p  C^i!^ huld-fiuaht,  (ortCJL^^ huld-pushta) 

A  kind  of  goats'-hair  cloth  black  and  green. 
p  haldpcsa,  A  rolling  and  shewing  the 

whites  of  the  eyes  from  anger,  debility,  or  volup- 
tuousness. 

A  'i^huhat,  A  debt  to  be  paid  hereafter.  Ear- 
nest-money. Any  thing  purchased  on  credit. 

p  lLj'^  halat,  A  castle  on  the  top  of  a  moun- 
tain or  other  high  grround  (either  inhabited  or  de- 

serled  and  in  ruins).  A  market-town.  Name  of  a 

city  in  Turkistan  ;  also  of  a  fortress  in  Kandahar. 

C^*^ halati  fZera«,Devirs  castle,  i. e.A  sort 
of  mushroom  or  fungus  growing  among  ruins. 

p  eo":^ haldta,  A  market-town.  A  palace  or 

superb  building  surrounded  by  other  houses.  A 
castle  on  a  hill.  A  small  level  sown  field. 

A  i^'i':^ huldsib.  Close-fisted,  stingy,  crabbed. 

P  ̂^huldj,  A  wafer:  marchpane. 
P  CiI:>.^)i^/<fl/qy■«/^,  A  small  white  species  of  the 

concha  venerea,  with  which  they  ornament  the  col- 

lars of  dogs.  The  shell  of  the  murex  or  purple  fish, 

out  of  which  they  drink  wine. 

p  ̂^'^ haldju,  A  cup,  for  wine  or  coffee. 

^ haldjud,  A  small  dish,  plate,  or  sau- 

cer, whether  of  gold,  of  silver,  or  of  earthen  ware,  on 

which  another  dish  or  cup  is  placed.  A  full  cup 

or  bumper  drank  to  another's  health. 
p  B^'^ halucha.  Marrow.    A  magpie. 

halacha-gav,  A  party-coloured  ox. 

A  ̂̂ *^hildh,  haldh,  or  huldh,  A  barren  year. 

Kuldh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Putting  on  a  sour,  stern,  grin- 
ning countenance. 

p  ̂^haldhh,  A  fillet,  a  head-b.ind. p  ijXLs"  ̂   halld  hhwushh.  Lantern-jawed. 

Treacherous,  cunning,  malicious.  Noise,  tumult, 

p  i'd'^haldza,  Squint-eyed. 
alar,  A  frog, 

p  ̂JJ^  haldrl,  A  salt-pan,  or  salt-work. 

Aa/a/,Squint-eyed.  Amagpie.  Mouldiness. 
halajdra,  A  magpie. 

haldjaha,  A  grappling-hook  or  iron, 
particularly  that  used  to  recover  things  from  a  well. 

P8jj^)i^/(a/a/fl,  Squint-eyed.  Amagpie.  A  green 
magpie. 

A  1^'^ hallds.  Extremely  sharp. 
P  <l/^'^hald  -sang,  A  sling. 
p  e^Mi"^  haldsa.  Wells  where  travellers  drink 

(especially  jjilgrims  going  to  or  from  Mecca). 
P  1^%^ haldsh,  A  spider. 

p  {j^*!^ haldsh-jdma,  The  film  in  which 
the  spider  deposits  her  eggs.  A  cobweb. 

P*^ ̂ -s^i)^.«/a.</i-/f/(a«a,  A  spider's  web,cobweb. 
p  ̂̂ i^haldsh  ah,  A  sling. 

p  1^^^^*:^ hald.-<hhan,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
p  is^J^"^  haldshaha,  A  hook  for  recovering 

things  from  a  well. 

A  huld^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  cracks  in 
the  feet.  Patience,  fortitude  in  battle  or  conflict. 

A  huld^i/,  Strong,  bold,  strenuous. 
P  hald(j]t,  An  enclosure  of  wood  or  stone 

erected  about  tlie  tombs  of  the  great.  Kaldgh  or 
huldgh,  A  crow,  rook,  raven.  (J^i/  haldgh 

gii'iftan.  To  laugh  at,  hold  in  derision. 
F  «  M..>->         haldgh-pesha,  A  jackdaw. 

p  s-^"!:^ huldghcha,  A  magpie.  A  little  rook. 

p  wili^/ftf/o/h,  Araw  thread  as  it  is  wound  from 
the  spindle.  A  reel. 

A  fj,":^  hiddjli/,  (A  grape)  grown  at  Kulaf. 
p  i^"::^ haldh,  A  mere  desert.  The  upper  part 

of  the  forehead.  Kildh,  A  crook  stick  for  sather- 

ing  fruit.   Aw/aA,  Empty,  void.  A  large  wave. 
halla-hdr,  Noisy,  tumultuous. 

A  ̂':^huldhil,  Crowds, bodies.  Kuldkil,  Short, 
thick,  and  strong  (man). 

p  (^^♦^^iJ^/iia/a/i  ̂ nMA/j,  The  jerboa.  A  mole. 
haldgar,  A  kind  of  food.  Whatever 

deepens  colour  (as  vinegar),  or  gives  a  flavour  to 
victuals  (as  spices  or  honey). 

haldl.  The  crown  of  the  head.  Top  of 
a  mountain.  Weakness.  A  natural  defect.  An 

orphan.  A  cliildless  man.  ̂ Kuldl,  A  potter. 

A  J^Ji^  Aa/a/,  (v.  n.  of  ̂)  Being  tired  (a  man 
or  camel).  Weakness,  languor,  fatigue,  lassitude, 

impotency.  Dimness.  A7/a/,  (pl.of  iJ^  A///a^)  Bits 

of  red  wool  on  the  top  of  a  hawda  for  ornament. 

A  'ii':^ haldlat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂)  Being  fatigued. 

Being  blunt  (sword).  Being  dim-sighted.  Stam- 
mering, being  slow  in  speech.  Being  crowned. 

Ceasing  (as  wind).  One  who  has  neither  parents 
nor  oflspring.  Remote  relationship. 

p  ajU>-  alal-hhdna,  A  place  where  arrack 

is  sold.  An  arrack-farm  (an  Indian  term). 
ulala,  Hair,  locks,  rinfrlets  dansling: '  '  '  D  DO 

from  the  forehead.  A  handful  of  flowers,  a  nosegay. 

A  ̂ji'^haldlibfdil.ofL^'^hidldbd.ndL^^'i' 



hallub) 'Pot-hooks.  Spurs.  Saws.  The  talons  of  a 
hawk.  The  thorns  of  trees. 

p»^j3^^/,'a/a/e/i-a,Astonied,amazed,confounded. 
—  h kalam,  Aword, speech, oration, harangue; 

discourse,  talk,  conversation.  A  sentence  or  pro- 

position complete  in  itself.  Disputation.  Scholas- 
tic theolo<ry.  Combat.  A  salutation,  compliments. 

JJJI  haldmu'liah,  The  word  of  God.  ̂ "^^ 

K^OjZi  kaldmi  sharif,  (or  OJS'  ̂'^halami  ̂ zzat) 
The  holy  writings,  i.e.  the  Kur  an.  P 

kaldni  Itardan,  To  speak.  To  reason.  To  relate. 

A  j^laJ  batisu'llialam.,  Slow  of  speech,  p  5, 
raddi  halam  hardan,  To  refute,  to  con- 

tradict, to  oppose.  A  ^Irni  halam,  Meta- 
physics.   Scholastic  theology.  Rhetoric. 

^''^]\fasihuHhaldm,(^'^j<<  nnriJtaldm,  or 

maUhu' I  halam)  Eloquent.  *^Ji^&/a^J>>-  khu- 

Idsasi  hala,m,(^'!^ ̂ y^^  muhassali  kaldm,  ,JjtfW 
hasili  halam,  also  J^lU  al  hmil)  The  sub- 

stance of  the  discourse  is,  i.e.  in  a  word,  to  sum  np 

all, upon  the  whole.  ̂ t7am,(pl. of  pK/iaZwj)  Wounds. 
Kuldm.,  Coarse,  thick,  and  hard  earth. 

Aj«^  hilldm,  (v.  n.  2  of  jj^  irregular)  Speaking. 
halan,  Large,  great,  big,  stout,  grand, 

bulky.  Elder.  High.  More.  A  great  bulk,  mass. 

Crown  of  the  head.    A  large  public  standard  for 

weights  and  measures.  ^^^^ haldnirawza, 

An  epithet  of  Muhammad,  {j^^jj  halan, 

A  great  day :  a  festival.  Christmas.  Kildn,  A  fast- 

ening  for  an  out-house. 

p  ̂ j)^^         haldn-hini,  Large-nosed. 

p  f^"^ kaldn-pesha,  Amplification,  dim- 
ness in  the  eyesight,  confusion  of  vision. 

pj^"^ haldntar,liigger,  greater,  larger.  The 
chief  man  (especially  for  life)  in  a  town,  in  whose 

name  every  thing  is  done. 

p         f^'^  halm-sdl.  Aged,  old,  grandevous. 

p  (_JVwJ  fj"^ haldn-sdli,  Old  age,  grandevity. 

p  piCii  haldn-shikam.  Big-bellied. 

p      ̂   i^"^  haldn-gosh,  Large-eared. 
halaiii,  Greatness,  size,  bigness. 

halav,  A  frog.  A  clew.  A  reel. 

V haldmaj-,  A  frog. 

p  ̂^'^ haldmu,  A  species  of  field-mouse. 

p  t)^'^ haldma,  A  hank,  a  skein.  A  reel.  A 

frog.  Astonished,  confounded,  amazed.  Sj^Ji^ haldwasi  charhh,  The  Zodiac.  The  revolution  of 
the  heavens. 

p  i^huldh,  A  cap,  cowl,  night-cap,  especially 
one  worn  by  theMuhammadan  monks  or  dervishes ; 

also  in  general  any  similar  head-dress.  A  mitre, 
tiara,  turban,  a  Tartar  cap,  hat,  fillet,  or  wreath. 

A  crown.  s^iki^  huldh  anddhhtan,  (or  j> 
bar  anddhhtan)  To  fling  away  one's  hat ; 

(met.)  To  rejoice  greatly,  to  exult  extravagantly. 

^iSljj^jjJ j>  i'^^  huldh  har  sar  nihddan.  To  put  on 
one's  hat ;  (met.)  To  shew  respect,  to  honour. 
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huldhi  charhh,  The  sky.  The  sun.  jj  8^)^ 

huldh-zar,  (or  '^'^ i^.jj  zarnn-huldh)  A  golden 
fillet  or  head-dress  worn  by  the  Persian  ladies. 

iJ-Cjj  huldhi  zangula,  A  ridiculously-shaped  cap, 

from  which  are  suspended  many  little  bells  and 

foxes'  tails,  and  in  which  any  person  detected  in 

selling  short  weight  is  exposed  to  public  view.  S^K' 
tjiyej  /j«Za/<izfl?;««,  The  sky.  The  sun.  The  moon. 

A  fungus,  toadstool.  iJ^^^^^^J^  i'^huldh shihastan, 
To  turn  down  the  corner  of  one's  cap  or  turban. 

To  wear  one's  hat  awry.  5^  huldhi  hdzl, 
A  kind  of  cap  worn  by  the  cazis  or  judges.  A  fun- 

gus, a  toadstool.  h'!^ huldhi  mulk,  A  king. 

(^/^Jj.*  i*:^^ huldhi  niawlav'i.  The  dervish's  cap, 
called  in  general  mawlavi.  huldh  ni- 

hddan, To  salute  respectfully,  to  make  humble  re- 

verence. S^^SjJ  zirih-huldh,  A  helmet,  casque. 
p  i'^ kuldh-ddn.  Sovereignty,  royalty. 
p  Italdhu,  A  sort  of  deer  without  horns. 

Pj^':^haldhur,  Name  of  a  champion. 

p  i^ySt'^kaldhun,  Name  of  a  renowned  warrior. 
A  u-*3^  halb,  (v.  n.  of  i_J^)  Imitating  the  bark- 
ing of  dogs  to  induce  them  to  respond.  Acquiring 

the  habit  of  eating  men  (a  dog).  Being  seized  with 
a  fever.    Cutting  leather.    Spurring,  (pi. 

ahlub,  ahdlib,^^':^ hildb,C^\>':^^ hildbdt, 
and  t.— *iK  halib)  A  dog.  Any  biting  animal.  The 

dog-star.  A  lion.  A  sort  offish.  Side  of  a  hill. 
The  first  gush  or  flush  of  a  torrent.  The  pivot  of  a 

mill-wheel.  A  leathern  thong cutfrom  an  untanned 

hide.  A  stripe  along  the  middle  of  a  horse's  back. 
An  offshoot  of  the  tribe  of  &-g-l..o  V  kuzd^t.  A 
thong  with  which  a  bag  is  sewed.  A  beam  which 

props  or  supports  a  wall.  A  round  knob  on  the 

hilt  of  a  sword  ;  also  any  thingfixed  there  by  which 

it  is  hung  to  the  belt.  A  hook  by  which  a  travel- 

ler suspends  his  provision-bag  to  the  saddle. 

halbu'l  bahr,  (Sea-dog,  or  river-dog)A  beaver. 

^\  (^U  li  sanu'l  halb,  (Dog's-tongue)  Name 
of  a  plant.  Name  of  a  certain  famous  sword,  p 

*K]\  umniu''l  halb.  Name  of  a  thorny  little  tree. 

haffu^l  halb,  (Dog's-paw)  A  spreading 
kind  of  grass.  Kalab,  (v.  n.  of  *)^)  Being  severe 

(winter).  Being  hard  (the  times).  Being  enraged 

or  rabid.  Being  seized  with  hydrophobia.  Slip- 

ping between  the  cheek  of  the  pulley  and  the  wheel 

(a  rope).  Producing  hard  leaves  (a  tree  for  want  of 

watering).  Beingfoolish,losing  one's  senses.  Eating 
much  without  being  satisfied.  Acting  meanly  and 

basely.  Extreme  cold.  Canine  madness  (whether 

affecting  men,dogs,  or  other  animals).  A  canine  ap- 
petite. Thirst.  Procurement,  panderism.  The  yelp 

of  one  bitten  by  a  mad  dog.  Avidity.  Vehemence. 

Severity.  ̂ aZi6,  Mad,  rabid  (dog  or  camel).  Hard, 

pinching  (times). 
p  c-aK  halab,  The  circumference  of  the  mouth. 

The  beak  of  a  bird. 
12  c 

halba,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  dog. 

p  jLK  halbdd,A  mighty  man  of  Turan,  killed 

by  Fariburz  in  the  combat  of  the  twelve  champions. 

p  halbdsu,  A  noxious  kind  of  lizard. 

A  s-K  halbat,  A  bitch.  A  thorny  tree.  Athorny 

shrub  destitute  of  branches.  An  opprobrious  epi- 

thet given  to  a  woman.  -^1^^  &-J^  halbaiu'l  mds,  A 

beaver.  ^\  ummu  halbat,  A  fever.  Kulbat, 
A  thong  or  the  fibres  of  bark  used  in  stitching.  A 

closet,  cell.  Severity  (of  cold).  A  tavern  or  wine- 
cellar.  Straits.  Sterility  of  a  season.  Whiskers 

of  a  dog  or  cat.  jraZi&a<,Mad(bitch).  A  thorny  tree. 

A  ̂^^J^  halbatdni,  A  blacksmith's  or  farrier's forceps,  with  which  they  take  hold  of  hot  iron  or 

pull  out  nails. 
/mZiitaw,  A  smith's  forceps  or  pincers. 

A  halbas,  hulbus,  or  hulabis,  Avaricious. 
p  t>>-K  hulbad,  A  closet,  a  cell. 

p  halbasu,  A  large  lizard. 

p  hulbah,  A  covering  for  a  stack  of  grain. 

A  hut  built  for  those  who  keep  watch  over  sown 

fields  or  melon-grounds. 

p  hidba,  A  closet,  a  cell.  A  cot.  A  shop, 

warehouse.  A  corner,  (j^js'^  *^  hulbasi  ihzdn, 
(Cell  of  sorrow)  An  afflicted,  distressed  family. 

a"^j^  halbiy,  Canine.  Of  the  tribe  halb. 
p  ̂J^-'^  halpatra,  Foolish  sayings. 
A  iLK  hallat,  A  large  blunt  knife.  Killat,  (v. 

n.  of  (J^)  Being  blunt  (sword);  dull, dim  (sighted). 
Being  slow,  stammering  (tongue),  (pi.  ̂i^hildl) 

State,  condition.  A  woman's  veil.  A  bit  of  red  wool 
on  the  top  of  a  hawda  for  ornament.  A  canopy  ;  an 

awning  for  keeping  off"  gnats,  a  mosquito-curtain. 
Kullat, {iem.oi ,^/i;M/Z)All,every  (woman).  Delay. 

A  halt,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl*)^)  Collecting,  drawing 

together.  Pouring  (into  a  vessel).  Spurring,  gal- 

lopping  (a  horse).  Flinging  (a  thing).  iJLJij> 
fullat  hullat  or fulat  kulat,  A  swift  horse. 

A  lliK  hiltd,  (in  regimen)  Both  females. 

p  ̂jUK  haltdn.  Jambs,  side-posts  of  a  door. 
A  kiltdni,  (dual  fem.  of  ̂   hull)  Both. 
p  L_«cJ^  haliab  or  hultub,  Hyjjocrisy,  deceit. 

A  u_.*jkK  haltab  or  hultub,  Weakness,  inability, 
want  of  efficiency. 

p  (j^-jJ^  haltahdn,  A  pimp  to  his  own  wife. 
A  icK  hidtat,  A  portion  of  meat  or  corn.  A  lit- 

tle, somewhat.  'kAs  fulatat  hulatat,  A  horse 
drawing  himself  together  when  preparing  to  leap. 

A         haltahat,  A  mode  of  walking. 

A  l^yi^  hiltawiy.  Relating  to  both  females. 
p  halta,  Dock-tailed.  A  short  stick  which 

fills  the  hand.  Short,  defective,  little,  mean,  con- 

temptible. Any  thing  old  of  its  kind ;  past  his  la- 
bour, or  any  animal  that  can  no  longer  hunt  from 

age.  One  who  has  an  impediment  in  his  speech. 

p  ̂ y>-       halta-chob,  A  dervish's  short  staff". 
A  v_^uiK  halsab,  Stingy.  Crabbed,  contracted. 



A  'i^  hahamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  full- 
faced,  plump-cheeked,  chubby  (yet  handsome). 

A  p^iK  huhum,  Full  of  flesh  about  the  face  and 
cheeks.  An  elephant.  The  silk  flag  at  the  top  of 

a  standard,  ̂ y*^  ̂   ummu  huhum,  The  mother  of 
plumpness,  (by  the  figure  metonymy)  the  name  of 
a  woman, as  of  Fatima  the  daughter  of  Muhammad. 

p  ̂   hilj,  Baskets  in  which  they  carry  coals 
or  dried  dung  for  heating  baths.  A  fold,  wrinkle. 

Proud,  arrogant,  conceited. 

A  ̂   halaj,  Generous.  Bold,  brave.  Kuluj, 
Strenuous,  strongr,  robust,  bold  men. 

p  jjLs?  haljan,  A  dunghill  or  receptacle  for 
dirt  and  sweepings. 

p^/^a/c/t,  Dirt,  filth.  A  wrinkle.  Pride,  arro- 
gance, self-conceit.  A  dung-basket.  Kulch,  Asort 

of  cloth  brought  from  Cashmere.  Crumbs  of  bread. 

Pi-L/i^  kulacluinrj,  A  crab. 
V  e-^^  lial  or  hilchtcha,  Tickling,  titillation. 

P  ̂   hilh,  A  gum,  benzoin  or  benjamin. 
halhahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Striking 

with  a  sword.  The  crackling  sound  of  fire. 

halahat,  The  mouth  ;  the  environs  of  the 

mouth,  especially  when  stretched  to  a  grin. 

Aps:^  Jiilhim,  Earth,  dust. 
p  ̂   Indkk,  A  kind  of  herb.  u 

p        //aZa/Jic/t,  Filth  of  the  body.  {Jr^>  ̂  
halaldich  hastan,  To  become  nasty,  contract  dirt. 

A  hald,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Heaping,  accumula- 
ting. Kalad,  Hard,  rough,  soil,  without  gravel.  A 

hill.  A  leopard.  A  weasel. 

A  isHi  huldat,  A  tract  of  hard  ground.  8^  ̂ \ 
dbu  lialdat,  A  hyena. 

A  /iaWa/i,  Hard,  rough.  An  old  woman. 
A  ii^ii>K  haldahat,  A  certain  manner  of  walking. 

A         Jialdam,  Hard,  thick. 

A  j»jii>K  huldum,  Short.  A  dwarf. 
p  iii}^  halda,  Dry,  barren  ground.  A  name. 

AjK  halz,  (v.  n.  ofjK)  Collecting. 
r^_\^  kilz,  Root  of  the  wild  pomegranate. 

A      hilazz,  Strong-muscled,  compactly  built. 

A  p  ̂j«K  Mis,  Quick-lime. 
p         lads,  Carded  cotton. 

A  iwK  huhat,  A  blackish  ash-colour. 

/'        halsira,  Depraved,  vicious.  An  enemy. 
A  &vmJ^  halsamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  sloth- 
ful, negligent  in  doing  any  thing.  Going  quickly. 

Directing  one's  steps  towards. 
a  VjuJ^  kalhiya,  A  church. 

A  'L^Jl^  hahhamat.  An  old  woman. 

A  'L^jcl^^  licdsamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Passing 
by  (a  fugitive). 

A  laJ^  kulut,  Saucy,  petulant  people. 

A  &ia)^  haltat,  (Jialatat,  »la)^  halazat,  or  halza€) 
A  limping,  halting  gait. 

A  ̂   kal^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Drying  on  the  head 
(dirt).    Being  dirty  and  chapt  (the  foot).  Being 
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cracked  in  the  feet  (a  camel).  Kil^  (pi.  &*J^  hila- 

^rt<)  Rough,  of  a  repulsive  aspect.  Vile,  abject, 

sordid.  (Jl<«  ̂   hV^i  malin,  The  steward  or  ma- 
nager of  an  estate ;  an  able  manager  of  camels. 

Kala^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  dirty  (the  foot,  a  vessel, 
or  the  head).  Being  cracked,  chapt  (the  foot).  Filth  | 

adhering  to  the  feet,  to  a  vessel,  or  bottle.  Fissures  ' 
in  the  feet.  The  sorest  of  the  fight,  the  brunt  of  the 

battle.  Kalip,  Dirty  (leathern  bottle).  (A  camel) 

afflicted  with  the  disease  called  ̂   siJm  shnhak. 

A  hul^t,  A  distemper  in  the  hips  of  a  ca- 
mel. Kala^t,  A  part  of  a  flock.  Kila^t,  (pi.  of 

^  h/l^  Rough,  repulsive.  Vile,  sordid. 
p  jJo»K  htd^ind,  Uncouth,  froward,  perverse. 

A  strong  beardless  youth.     A  foolish  talker. 

p  kalfjhar,  A  species  of  very  fine  soft  wool. 
A  sort  of  wood  used  for  fuel. 

A  Jidf,  A  man  in  love.  Kvlf,  (pi.  of  L_iK\ 

aldaf)  Of  a  blackish  red  colour.  Kalaf,  (v.  n.  of 

I  cK)  Attending  carefully  to  any  thing,  being  en- 

grossed by  any  object ;  being  in  love.  Inclining  to  a 
dirty  black  (red).  A  blackish  yellow.  Any  pimple 

or  spot  in  the  face  of  a  reddish  black.  A  freckle. 

p         halaf,  A  freckle. 

A  u-i)^  halaf,  (from        hitji)  A  padlock. 

A  >lflK /io//'a^,  (fern,  of  L_i3^W/iZa/)  Of  a  black- 
ish I'ed  colour.  Wine. 

A  iiAK  hidfat,  A  blackish  red  colour.  Trouble, 

vexation,  distress,  inconvenience. 

p  halaft.  The  beak  of  a  bird.  Kuluft, 

Rough,  uncouth. 
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p  ̂jJJi.JL-kP'  halfahhshang,  (or  LL^-i-.S.^iK 

halfahshanrj)  An  icicle. 
p  halh  or  hulk,  The  side  under  the  arm- 

pit. ir«7A, Ahollowreed, akex;  apen.  Anarrow. 

Thecanineteeth.  Abrasier.  Flesh-glue,  {j^^  i-i^ 

hUki  hhnmsh-raftar.  An  easy-going  pen.  <_ilK 

jOj^  hilhi  ̂ mhar-bar,  An  odoriferous  reed.  Kulh, 
The  fine  wool  of  which  shawls  are  made,  which  they 

comb  from  the  root  of  the  hair  of  a  species  of  goat. 

Kalah,  A  lancet.  An  earthen  fire-stove.  A  con- 
course of  people.  Headache.  A  kind  of  float  for 

passing  rivers,  constructed  of  bundles  of  reeds  and 

the  like,  and  a  number  of  inflated  skins.  Ill-omened, 
unlucky.  An  owl.  A  pod  of  cotton  not  yet  ripe. 

A  young  he-buffalo.  Name  of  a  place  nigh  unto 

Daraaglian  remarkable  for  its  excellent  wheat.  (jIK 

'  halah  hliasp,  A  crowd  of  people  huddled  to- 

gether round  afire  in  winter.  Poor,  indigent.  Ka- 
///^,  An  owl.  ̂ <7e7/.  Squint-eyed.  The  little  finger. 

Ktduh,  Squint-eyed.  Gripes. 

A         halhal,  Breast.  Girth-place  of  a  horse. 
p  aJilK  AaZ/ia<^a,  Calcutta,  capital  of  Bengal. 

V  ̂   ̂   hal  /^rtZ,  Vain  words,  nonsensical  talk. 
Search, inquiry.  Kal  hal,hilhil,orhid  hid,  Bdellium. 

A  halhal.  The  breast.  The  girth-place  of 
a  horse.  Kulhul,  Short  but  robust  (man). 

A  i^^JxjS  htdhuUan,  (from  fjf  hull)  One  en- 
trusted with  the  whole  economy  of  a  house;  a  fac- 

totum, or  major  domo. 
P^£3^  hulhula,  A  small  kind  of  hooka. 

p  j*^-^  halha^n,  A  cleaving,  splitting.  The  rain- 
bow. Kalham  or  hulhum,  A  balista,  catapulta. 

hilhanh  or  hilhanah,  Purslain. 

p  halahi,  A  plume  worn  on  the  head  by 

the  youths  of  Pei-sia  in  battle  and  on  great  occasions. 

p  iM^i^  hulh'ma,  Soft,  shaggy  silk  or  velvet. 
p  (j)^  halal,  A  plume  worn  on  the  head  by  the 

Persian  youths  in  battle  or  on  festivals. 

A  ̂   halal.  State,  condition. 
A  halm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Wounding,  (pi.  ̂yi^ 

hulum  and  ̂"^^J^ hilam)  A  wound.  Kalim  and 
kilam,  (pi.  of  'i-^  halimat  and  hilamat)  Words. 

p  ̂   halam,  A  cabbage,  cauliflower. 
pUK  hahnu,  (in  zand  andPazand)  A  vine. 
A  \^  hullama.  Whatever.  Kulluma,  As  often 

as,  every  time. A  Cj\^  halimat,  (pi.  of  /ia/??«fl<)  Words, 

vocables,  discourses,  speeches. 
p  tlXij-nlJ^  hulmasang,  A  sling. 

A  ijl^K  halmaniy  or  halamaniy,  Eloquent. 

A  J|3l^/i///(?Ha«7^,Loquacious,chatty. Eloquent. 
A  hilimmaini/.  Eloquent. 
A  halmat  or  kilmat,  (pi.  C^\^  halmat)  A 

word.  Kalimat,  (pi.  ̂   hallm  and  C^l»K  halimat) 
A  word,  saying,  discourse,  vocable,  part  of  speech. 

A  poem,  complete  or  incomplete.  iiJ\  halijiia- 
tu'llah,  The  word  of  God.  Jesus  Christ. 

&^\J\  alhalimatu'l  hahiyat,  (The  enduring  word) 

A  profession  of  the  unit}"  of  God.  ioal?  halir 
mast  tayyiha,  Good  words,  p  eo  halima 

ba  kalhna,  Word  for  word,  a  iiilj  j  j  zTi  ha- 

limatin  najizatin,  (or  jJu  nafizu'l  hali- 
matayn)  Possessed  of  a  penetrating,  or  of  two  pene- 

trating words,  i.e.  such  as  produce  conviction  or 

enforce  obedience;  one  from  whose  "Yes"  and 
"No"  there  is  no  appeal:  of  absolute  authority. 

jtS'  ̂ shara  halimat.  The  decalogue.  Ki- 

lamat,  (pi.  ̂   hilavi)  A  word. a  halimatani,  (dual,  oblique  case  [jy^ 

halimatayni)  Two  voices,  two  words,  or  two  divi- 

sions of  a  discourse :  as,  halimatayi'sh 
shahadat.  The  two  members  of  the  Muhammadan 

confession  of  faith,  i.  e.  jw\  ii\ ̂   la  ilalia  ilia  'llah. 
There  is  no  god  but  God,  J^*^  ̂i.*^ j  wamu- 
kammad  rasululldh,  And  Muhammad  is  the  apo- 

stle of  God. 
a        hilmih.  Earth,  dust. 

V^j^  hahnurijh,  A  species  of  vulture. A  iL— hahnasat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Going. 

Vjy^  halm  TiJ,A  lizard  with  a  head  like  a  serpent. 
p  hulan,  A  swelling  in  the  body.  A  wen. 

Elephantiasis.  Carded  cotton. 
p         hulumba.  Almond-cake.  A  ball. 



p  ̂   kilanj,  Dirt,  filth.  Vain-glory.  The  lit- tle finger. 

Vj\^  hilinjar,  A  crab,  a  crayfish. 
p         hilanjar,  A  place  and  fort  in  Hindiistan. 

p  i^J^  kalinjari,  A  kind  of  black  grape.  Ki- 
lanjari,  A  native  of  Kilanjar. 

kilanjak,  The  little  finger.  Kulanjak 
or  kilinjak,  A  crab. 

p  JklK  kaland  or  huland,  A  mattock,  a  pick-axe, 

shovel.  A  vine-dresser's  pruning-hook.  Kuland, 
A  lock,  key.  Rough,  unshaved,  unsmoothed.  A 

log  fastened  to  a  dog's  neck. 

Pj\j^  liJkK  liuland-bardar,  A  pioneer. 
PjjjJ^  kalandar,  The  stocks.  Bar  of  a  door. 

A  rough,  untrimmed  stick.  A  rough,  uncouth  man. 

p  ij^ji^  kalandara  also  kulandara,  A  rough, 
unshaved  stick.  A  man  uncouth  in  his  manners. 

P(jti>jJ^  /iw/aHfZaWjToshakea  garment  or  carpet. 
p  halanda,  The  hopper  of  a  mill. 

A  l^Sx£  lialunda,  A  hillock,  a  bank. 

p  (j'lijJ^  halandi,  Hard  and  rough  ground. 
p  halandidan,  To  dig,  to  excavate. 

A  jO^  kalnaz,  Of  a  squat  shape,  with  a  plump 

jolly  countenance. 

p  Cil^  halinh,  Squint-eyed.  Kilnak,  Purslain. 

Kilnak  or  kilank,  A  key-hole.  Kulank,  A  crane, 

heron.  A  large  cock.  Kulunh,  A  pick-axe. 
kilnahak,  Purslain. 

p  ̂̂ 3^  hulunki,  Greedy,  overreaching.  A  sort 
of  cock.  One  who  uses  a  mattock  or  pick-axe. 

plLXiK  A«7a«^/,  Akey-hole.  XmZmh^, A  pick-axe. 

p  iJkK  kulna,  A  bird's  beak. 
p  ̂   /f«Zo,  The  head  man  of  a  ward.  The  judge 

»  of  a  market.  A  large  buttered  cake. 

A        haluf,  Able  to  do  with  very  little  sleep. 

p^^  kalwa,  A  joining  of  two  things.    A  frog. 
liiliraz,  The  ark  of  the  Mosaical  law. 

p  umni  kilrvaz,  Misfortune. 
p  hulub,  A  form,  model,  mould. 

A  (-j-'^-J^  hallub,  (pi.  u^j3^/ea?aZI&)  Forceps, 
pincers.  A  spur.  A  saw. 

p  1>i\y>^  kuluhanda,  A  head  servant. 

A        hulwat,  (pi.  1^  hula)  Reins,  kidneys. 

p  uLIo^  kulotah  or  kaloiak,  An  implement  of 
wood  used  by  fullers  and  washers  of  linen. 

p  eOjK  liidota,  A  kind  of  veil  of  net-work  worn 
by  the  Persian  ladies,  through  which  may  be  seen 

the  ornaments  or  gems  of  their  head-dress  without 
distinguishing  the  features.  A  sort  of  angular  cap 

wadded  with  cotton  worn  by  children. 
p  kaluj,  Bread  which  has  fallen  from  the 

wall  of  the  oven  into  the  ashes  and  become  baked 

there.  A  hand  or  foot  which  has  lost  its  fingers  or 

toes  by  frost.  Knluj,  A  large  round  cake.  Crumbs. 

P^j5^/iaZoc/t,  Exchange,  return,requital.  Chew- 
ing any  thing  which  makes  a  noise :  scranching. 
p  halochidan,  To  scranch,  to  bite  or 
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chew  things  which  make  a  noise  in  masticating, 
such  as  biscuits  and  the  like. 

A  kuluh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Putting  on  a  sour, 
stern,  grinning  countenance.  Drawing  the  lips  so 
that  the  teeth  appear. 

P^jK  haluhh,  An  unburnt  brick.   Kulukh,  A 
clod  of  earth.   Dried  clay.   Fragments  of  an  old 

wall,  brickbats.  Dull,  stupid,  mean-spirited. 

^ji^aIU  i—A^j^  kulukh  har  lab  malidan,  ((ji^  ̂a- 
dan,  or  ̂^i>\^\ihadan)  To  conceal  any  thing. 

Piij yi>\        kuluhli-amritd,  A  hard,  insipid  pear. 

Pjljil  huluhh-andaz,  Apertures  in  a  for- 
tified wall,  through  which  they  may  throw  down 

stones  and  combustibles.  A  grandchild.  A  sling. 

Kvlukh-andaz,  (ov  .^J^lmlukh-midazan)  A 
festival  celebrated  at  the  closeof  the  month  Shaaban. 

P  hulukh-hdb,  A  clod-crusher. 

Pj^  halur,  Gleanings  of  corn. 

pj_j5^  huluz,  (or         huluza)  A  cotton-pod. 
F  hulus,  A  horse  white  about  the  foce, 

eyes,  and  muzzle. 
A  (_J^J^  haluf,  Difficult,  troublesome  (affair). 

p  halok,  A  smooth-faced  boy.    A  grain 

somewhat  resembling  a  French-bean.  Knloh,  Ill- 

bred,  impudent,  shameless. 
A  liidul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^)  Being  dim  (the  sight) ; 

blunt  (a  sword).  Stammering  (the  tongue),  (pi.  of 

^J^  liall)  Heavy  burdens. 
A  jsJjJ^  kululat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  dim  (the 

sight);  blunt  (a  sword).  Stammering  (the  tongue). 

A        liulum,  (pi.  of      halm)  Wounds. 

p  lij^/mZwawc?,  A  kind  of  cucumber.  Figs,  wal- 
nuts, or  dates  strung  on  a  string.  IVame  of  a  mountain. 

p  kalwanda,  A  cucumber.  A  small  and 

slender  cucumber.  A  large  cucumber  kept  for  seed. 

An  unripe  melon. 

A  hihciy,  Relating  to  both. 
p  &K  hala,  The  face  or  cheek  ;  the  risings  about 

the  mouth  in  laughing.  The  inside  of  the  lips.  A 

bow.  A  stitch  in  sewing ;  the  act  of  stitching.  The 

motion  in  venery.  A  trevet.  An  iron  mace.  A  city 

in  an  island.  ̂ _^^*»»  halaA  sasili,  Misfortune, 

ill-luck.  A  name  given  to, the  infidels  of  Hindii- 

stan. Crows  gathered  about  a  carcase.  Kila,  Stitch- 

ing or  quilting.  Name  of  a  city.  Kida,  Short,  de- 
fective. A  short  man.  ̂ w/a/t,  A  cap,  tiara,  mitre, 

or  fillet.  A  wriggling  motion.  hulah 

andakhtan,  (or  ̂J^^^iiJ^  j)  &K  hulah  bar  andahh- 
nat)  To  be  in  high  spirits,  to  shout  with  joy  on  ob- 

tainingtheobjectof one'swishes.  f^\^ ̂ j>jjzarrin- 
hulahan,  (Golden-caps)  Certain  officers  about  the 

king  of  Persia's  household  that  wear  golden  tiaras. 
p  &K  halla,  The  head.  The  crown  or  hinder  part 

of  the  head.  Top,  summit.  Faithless,  insincere, 

dishonest.  Everywhere.  ̂ /Z/a,  The  roof  of  a  house, 

or  any  thing  which  answers  the  purpose  of  a  roof. 
A  screen.  A  curtain  formed  into  a  kind  of  dressinsr- 

room  for  the  ladies.  \j^os-  hillad  khazra,  The 

sky.  j^ls-ii  *K  hillad  duhharii,  The  sky.  A  black 
cloud.  A  dark  night,  ti^ ̂  ̂  a>K  killaA  nilufari, 

The  sky.  Kullah,  The  hair  of  the  head,  a  lock  of 

hair  tied  in  a  knot.  The  heel,  the  protuberant  joint- 

bone  of  the  foot  and  leg.  ̂J^5^i<u«  esj^  hullahi  mush- 
^m, Curls,  ringlets. 

pji  &k  kalla-paz,  (or  {j^^^ farosh^Oneviho 
dresses  and  sells  the  heads,  feet,  and  tripe  of  cattle. 

p  {^y>.  halla-posh,  A  tiara,  mitre,  or  cap, 
a  square  bonnet  worn  by  young  girls. 

p  i  aJ^  kalla-hhushk,  Mad,  crazy ;  sad. 

An  opium-eater.  A  hen's  egg  which  has  been 
placed  with  the  head  downwards  and  left  to  dry. 

Pj\ii  diK  kalla-dar,  A  conqueror.  An  absolute 
sovereign.  Proud,  haughty,  arrogant.  Stubborn. 

p  halla-dari,  Sovereignty.  Obstinacy. 

p  ̂jj^  Jialahri,  A  squirrel. 
p  8iij  aJ^  hilla-zada,  A  throne  with  a  canopy. 

P  (jj      halla-zan,  A  boaster,  swaggerer. 
p      es,K  halla-zant,  Boasting,  swaggering. 

A  'L^^  halhasat,  (v.  n.  of  {j-*^  Q)  Walking 
with  the  breast  projecting,  the  head  low,  and  the 

shoulders  contracted.  Fearing,  dreading.  Attend- 

ing diligently  to.  Attacking  manfully  (the  enemy). 

^  hulah-shajara,  Succession  and  pro- 

perty of  a  saint,  fakir,  &c. 

p  s^^L^  hulah-gosha,  The  corner  of  a  cap. 

ji         hulah-gosha  bar  dsman,  High  rank, 
exaltation,  dignity,    (.ill/*         aJ^  kulah-goshan 

mulh,  Asking's  son,  prince. 
A         hulluhum,  All  of  them,  the  whole. 

p  i^^J^      hullah-mushhin,  A  lock,  a  ringlet. 

A  ̂   haly,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  the  reins  or 
kidneys.  Kila  ,  (v.  n.  ̂ )  Being  hurt  in  the 
kidneys.  Kula  ,  (pl.of  iLK  hulyat)  Reins,  kidneys. 
Sides  of  a  river.  Lower  parts  of  clouds.  ̂ ^^\  Aj^ 

hamrasu''l  hula',  Lean,  emaciated  (sheep).  ajuftJ 
lakiiuhu  bi  shahmi  kulahu,  I  met  him 

in  his  early  youth  and  lively  spirits. 
p  hall,  An  eruption  on  the  head  which 

children  are  subject  to.  Kuli,  A  tambourine.  A 

large  cake.  A  small  kind  of  fish  which  stimulates 

to  venery.  Any  thing  which  eats  or  corrodes  (as 
rust,  the  moth,  leprosy,  or  gangrene).  Rustic,  ru- 

ral. One  village.  A  country  life. 
A        hulUy,  Universal,  total,  all,  every. 

p  IL)^  liilya,  A  plant  used  by  soap-boilers,  pot- 

ash, (in  Zand  and  Pazand)  A  sheep. 

A  Jiulyat,  (pi.  of  &^)  Reins,  kidneys. 
A  OLaJ^  kulllyat,  (pi.  of  X-aJ^  huUiyat)  All, 

every  one,every  thing,  the  wholework  of  an  author: 

as,j^l_la)  ClJy!yl^kuUiyatina~aim,l!^Sizam'\s  works. 
p  i^y^  hUyas,  The  door  or  entrance  to  a  house. 

A  privy  on  the  roof  of  a  house. 
p  kilyant,  Gum-ammoniac,  galbanum, 

assafoetida. 



p  SjUK  haJyaiva,  Deaf. 
A  /ffl/ii,  A  pack  of  clogs. 

A  iiK  hulimt,  Land  fruitful  in  herbage. 

A        hulijuf,  (pi.  hulyul,  hulai/ai,  and 

hula  )  A  kidney.  A  piece  of  leallior  of  a  kid- 
ney-form sewed  about  the  handle  of  any  thing  in 

order  to  strengthen  it.  The  curved  part  of  a  bow 
between  the  handle  and  the  extremes,  about  three 

spans  from  the  middle.  Feathers  of  a  bird  next 

those  callf.d_jfi)bl  ahahir.  The  lower  part  of  a  cloud. 

A  's^  huJUyat,  (Jem.  oi '^\r^1inlliy)  All.  Uni- 
versality, the  total,  whole.  a^Klb  hi'l  hulliya,\]ni- 

versally,  totally,  in  toto,^on  the  whole. 
A  (-LoK  ItuUt,  (or  hilFit)  An  oblong  stone 

w  idi  which  thoy  block  up  the  hole  of  the  hyena. 

A  (jb^  liulyatani,  (dual)  The  reins  or  kidneys. 
The  two  sides  of  a  spear-head. 

p  kalij,  Vain,  proud.  Dirt,  filth.  Kilej, 

A  horse  whose  hind-legs  are  crooked.  £w/y,Bread 
which,  having  fallen  from  the  side  of  the  oven 

(the  ovens  in  Asia  are  often  mere  holes  in  the 

ground),  has  been  baked  in  the  ashes.  Alarge  cake. 
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hidijan,  Galangale. 

p  ̂   lianch,  Pus.  Dirt,  filth, 
p         liuUclia,  A  wooden  bolt  or  key.  KuU- 

cha,  The  disk  or  body  of  the  sun  or  moon.  A  small 

buttered  loaf.  A  splendid  garment  closely  sewed. 

Stitched, quilted.  ̂ t*il^  hulic ha siiim moon. 
key.  A  ploughshare.  jjW^ 

hiUdi  man,  (or  l tS^l^  killdi  hihisht)  A  tes- 

timony, attestation,  confession  of  faith.     ̂   Sj)^ 
^^i^hiluli f/anji  hahlm,  The  sentence 

j»As^)\  U/**^^  ii'smr  llalii  r  1-ahmanir  rahimi,  In the  name  of  the  most  merciful  God. 

p  haTidan,  A  lock,  stocks,  or  any  thing 

similar  by  w  hich  a  number  of  people  are  confined 

by  the  feet,  Kilidan,  A  lock,  bolt,  bar. 

p  hilidana,  A  lock,  bolt,  bar. 

p       hcdiz,  A  bee. 

p  hatizd  an,  A  bee-hive. 

P  ij^  haliza,  A  cup  for  water,  a  ewer, 

p  V*<*J;K  holisd,  (or  a^j>K  hilesa)  A  chui-ch,  syna- 

gogue. *-r'^^  ai-bdbi  hal'isa,  Christians,  the 
patrons  of  churches,  churchmen. 

p  hal'ih,  An  owl.  Seed  of  roses.  KuUh 
or  hiUh,  Squint-eyed.  The  little  finger. 

P  (j^^^  harihun,  Name  of  a  very  stinking  plant. 
Killhdn,  Dragon-wort. 

P  haliht,  Squint-eyed.  Strabism. 

A        Zffl/I/,  Dim-sighted.  Stammering.  Blunt* 
(sword)  ;  dim  (eye)  ;  stammering  (tongue).  JJ^ 

jflla)\  kalilu'z  zvfr,  Short-nailed :  despicable,  abject. 

p  iU/<iii  J  &LK  halila  tu  diriina,'Name  of  two  jack- 
als (who  make  a  conspicuous  figure  in  a  book  called 

L^^^ J «wwan  suhayli,  «*13  jj^.U*  humdyun- 

ndma,  or  Pilpay's  fables). 
A        hahm,  Wounded.    One  who  speaks  to 

another,  a  familiar.  iU^       halimu'Udh,  One  who  i  it  was,  in  the  same  manner  and  situation,  equally, 

[alike.    s^KjoSO  "^c       haind  marra  tafiduhu,  As speaks  to  God,  i.e.  Moses, 
p  lHoi^O  halim-dast,  Dexterous,  successful 

(as  though  having  the  hand  of  Moses). 

halervdj,  (or  J^^aK  haleicuj)  A  kite. 

before  fully  enlarged  upon.  j  \^ha- 

md  rvarada fi'l  hadis,  As  it  is  related  in  the  say- 

ings (of  Muhammad).  dSts-  ̂   \^hamd  hurva  hah- 
p  j^^jkJ^/(«/;/!iH,  A  kind  of  cloth  of  seven  colours,  huhu,  As  it  ought;  agreeable  to  justice,  j-* 
p  Aa/n,  Few,  little.  Deficient,  defective, 

mutilated, wanting, diminished,scarce, less.  Worse. 

Poor,  wretched.  Base.  Abandonment.  Deficiency, 

destitution.  Excellent,  precious,  glorious,  honoured. 

The  waist,  side,  ij'^jy^j)}  ̂  ̂Min  zdr  Idvvurdan, 

To  eat  little.  ̂ ^  J*-i»  '^J^  ji)  ̂  ham  zdr  hhwu- 
rish  shudan,  To  be  diminished  or  scarce  of  provi-  ̂  

sions.  f^dJli  ̂ ham shudan, (^^Li^hudun, or 
dmadan)  To  fail,  become  deficient,  be  lessened. 

JJ^-P  /jflm-^af/aJ,Deficientin  number,  small  in 

quantity'.  ,JJiff'  ̂  ham-^ld,  Distressed  in  mind. 

Stupid,  ignorant,  ̂ ^^^  ̂  ham-hdshii.  Shameful. 

Disgrace.  (^^^  ̂ kam  hardan,  To  diminish.  To 

withhold,  defraud.  CL^^  ̂ham-f/osht,'Lean.  ̂  
^j^iy^  ham  (jir[ftan,'V.o  abandon,  give  up, consider 
as  lost.  Owj^  J  ̂liam  u  kdst.  Loss,  deficiency ; 

defect  and  diminution,  ̂ ham-ydh.  Rare, 
scarce.    Kum,  A  thorn  which  bears  the  gum  tra- 

gacanth.  Name  of  a  city  in  Irak. 

A  ̂  ham.  How  much?   How  many?  How 
long?  Many,  much.  A  multitude,  a  quantity.  ̂  

ham  harra.  How  often  ?  io.l       ̂ Ji  ham  min 

dyat,  How  many  a  sign  ?  ^ham  mini'l kurun.  How  many  ages  ? 

A  hamm,  (v.  n.  of  jH^)  Covering,  concealing. 

Stopping  up,  corking.  Muzzling.  Pi'oducing  date- 
pods  (a  palm-tree).  Covering  a  young  transplanted 

palm-tree  in  order  to  protect  it.  ̂   Assembling  to- 

gether (men).  A  quantity.  J-olI*  hammi  mut- 

tasil,  A  continued  quantity.  ,J.w.aiv/«  '^'i  hammi munfasil,  A  separate  quantity.  Kimm,  (pi. 

ahimmai  and  ̂,1*^1  ahmdtn)A  rose-bud ;  the  follicle 
or  outward  loaf  of  an  unblown  palm  or  other  flower. 

An  envelope  or  cover.  Kumm,  (pi.  ̂S^\  ahmdm 
ana        himamat)  A  sleeve. 

A        hams,  {^\.^^^\  ahmus  and  hamsat) 
A  mushroom.  A  substance  resembling  manna. 

hamar,  (v.  n.  oi Being  worn  in  the 

feet  (a  man)  although  shod.  Being  cracked  and 

chapt  (the  feet).  Being  ignorant  of.  Being  a  fool. 

Pi/  hamd,  A  sleeve.  Old  cloth  sewed  toge- 

ther, whereon  they  lay  bread  to  be  baked  in  the 

oven.  Kamd,  himd,  or  kumd,  The  envelope  of  nut- 
megs, mace.  Kimid,  A  certain  stinking  plant. 

A  \^ hamd,  (comp.  of  ui3  ha  and  U  md)  Like,   brisk,  active.  Being  consumed  (provisions).  Be- 
as.  Because,  on  account  of.  hamdzuhira,  \  ing  sufiicicnt,  sufiiciency. 

As  it  is  asserted,  as  above  related,  Jj'i)!  (j  \^ ha-  |      v  j^lkS hamdsKir,  A  gum  like  opoponai 

vidfil  awiial,  (or  Jj^  l/  haniu  an-n-of)  As  be- 
fore, as  in  the  beginning.  ([J^      \^ kamd  kdla 

ia^la',  As  God  spake.  ̂   j"       hamd  hila,  As  it 

>-^^\  haiyid  hu/va'l  ivdjib,  As  it  may  suit  or  be 

agreeable.  ̂   \S hamd  hiya,  As  things  are,  as 

the  affair  stands.  ̂ ^^uJo  l/^a/na  yamhayhi,  As  it 

is  proper,  perfectly!  ̂ ^^JJ  j^J>^  ̂  hamd  tadin 
tuddn.  As  you  judge,  you  will  be  judged. 

/7i7/ia^,Aseller  or  gatherer  of  mushrooms. 

P  {^J-^yS ham-d-hesh.  Less  or  more. 

A  '8l»£»  hamfat,{^\.  of       hams)  Mushrooms, 
A  single  mushroom. 

umat,  (pi,  of  '^j^hamiy)  Heroes,  cham- pionSjWarriors,  armed  men.  {^J^^  fawdrisu 

/<M?na<, Cavaliers  armed  at  all  points,  from  top  to  toe. 

A  dj\^ hamdtat,  (v.  n.  of  Cj-^)  Being  bay- 
coloured  (a  horse). 

A  J\^h  umatir,  Short  and  thick-bodied. 
A  humdtil,  Strong,  hard,  firm. 

A  13^-/ hamdfiy,  Bay  horses. 

A  J)^.^ humdsir.  Short-bodied, 
p         humdj,  (or         humdch)  Unleavened 

bread ;  bread  baked  in  the  ashes.  A  round  bit  of 

wood,  perforated  in  the  middle  for  receiving  the 

top  of  a  tent-pole. 
imdd,  A  beating  of  cloths.  Kimdd,  (or 

himddat)  Hot  cloth,  or  any  fomentation  ap- 
plied to  an  afflicted  part.  The  gripes. 

ij^^       (li^     A//?iaf/  ahahh  day  yd'  7niiii'l  kayy, Fomentation  is  more  agreeable  to  me  than  cautery. 

G  hamddaryus,T\\c  herb  germander. 

PjU^  hamdr.  Land  cultivated  by  contract, 
p  hamdr  a,  A  mortar  or  howitzer. 

kamdridan,  To  smile. 

Pj|jT  ̂  ham-dzdr,  Uninjurious,  not  cruel, 
p  ^ ham-dzdri.  Mildness,  humanity, 
p  hamd.^,  Little,  few.    Kamdji,  (;__)>>0^ 

hum77idSfOr  kamdsh)  Akind.  of  short-necked 
earthen  or  wooden  vessel,  flat  on  one  side  (carried 

under  the  arm,  in  which  they  smuggle  home  wine). 

A  beggar's  wooden  dish. 
p  iu**l»-^A«?«asa,  A  wooden  bowl.    A  short, 

narrow-necked  vessel.     Kumdsa,  A  well-digger, 

canal-cutter.    A  mistress,  courtezan.    A  herma- 

phrodite.   Name  of  a  mountain  in  Khurasan, 

p  ̂^\^ haminii,  Littleness,  deficiency. AsJ^\^hamdshat,  (v.  n.  of  jji/ )  Being,quick, 

is  said,  as  hath  been  said,  ̂ Ji  \^hama  hana.  As 

p  ̂y^]      ham-aitJ,  Of  mean  origin. 
A         himd^  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ /)  Lying  within 

one  garment  with  another.  Drawing  to  one's  self, 
o  (j«>laJl/Aa??)a/l/Ms,  The  herb  ground-pine. 
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a  strong  diuretic,  which  opens  obstructions,  and 

powerfully  promotes  the  menstrual  discharge. 

A         Itarnal,  (v.  n.  of         Being  complete, 

entire,  perfect.    Perfection,  excellence,  integrity. 

Completion,  conclusion.  Punctuality. 

hamal  martah a, Ver{ect]y,  entirely,  punctually,  ex- 
actly. 

perfect  way,  in  perfection. 

A         hummal,  (pi.  of         kamil)  Perfect. 

A  O^U^  hamalat,  (pi.  of  J^-*^)  Perfections. 

O^l^^  ^^i^  zatijami^'l  kamalat,  En- 
dued with  every  perfection. 

p  ̂^^^^ hamal-hami,  A  gift  from  the  tenants to  their  landlord. 

liumala,  Coarse,  low-priced  silk. 
hamaViyat,  Perfection. 

p  hamaliyun,  A  kind  of  mezereon. 
p         himam,  Frankincense. 

kimam,  A  halter  or  muzzle  (for  a  biting 

camel),  (pi.  of  m  himamat)  Rose-buds,  folli- 
cles, outward  leaves. 

A  "iA^ kimaniat,  (pi,  ̂l^^mam) The  follicle or  outward  leaf  of  an  unblown  flower.  A  muzzle 

for  a  camel.  The  nose-bag  for  a  horse. 

p  f^^^  haman,  A  bow.  The  sign  Sagittarius. 

(  pl.of  ̂/tam)  Few,  small.  Deficient.  (jl.»*»»T  (jU^ 

pjLwjj  kamani  rustam,         ̂ ^^^  hamani  sam,  or 
amani  shaytan)  The  rainbow. 

kamani  kikmat,  A  species  of  balista  for 

throwing  arrows.  {Jj^j 
kamani  zamburi, 

A  musket,  firelock.  SiJIm*  ̂ ^^^ kamani  saJa,  The 
sun.  Moonlight.  Sunshine.  Cdii*  kamani 

falak,  The  sign  Sagittarius.  {^^^^  kaviani 
yardun,  The  rainbow.  The  sign  Sagittarius. 

kamani  kuroha,  (sJ^j^  f^^^ kamani  guro- 
ka,  or  kamani  mukra)  A  cross-bow. 

p  ̂ j^^ kaman-ahru,  One  who  has  arched 
eyebrows.  A  mistress. 

p*J^        kaman-jola,  Ahow  and  arrow-case. 
p  s-jd\^ kamancka,  A  little  bow.  A  bow  with 

which  women  strike  cotton.  The  bow  of  a  violin. 

A  lute,harp,  species  of  violin.  A  figure  in  the  shape 

of  a  bow  at  the  head  of  a  royal  patent  instead  of 

the        tugkra.   A  cup. 

p kaman-ddr,  An  archer,  a  bowman. 

p  (^^jjl*^^amara-c?ari,  Bow-holding,  archery. 
P  kamandan,  A  bow-case. 

pjU-il^/tawia/i-saz,  A  bow-maker.  Anarcher. 

p  (jt^l^  kamdn-kask.  An  archer.  j>\ 
^^jSS^  dbruyi  kamdn-kask,  Eyebrows  like  bows 
(letting  fly  the  arrows  of  love). 

Vj£~>\S kamdngar,  One  who  makes  bows. 

P  ̂ ^^J>  kamdn-gardan,  (Bow-necked)  A 
large,  strong,  hairy  camel  with  two  bunches.  Any 
thing  thin,  lean,  and  weak. 

P ^^^kamdn-gir,  An  expert  bowman.  Name 
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of  the  archer  \  drask,  who  shot  an  arrow  from 

J^l  dmul  to  jjc  marw,  a  journey  of  forty-days. 
p  »^  kamana,  A  plectrum  or  bow  of  an  in- 

strument. A  bow.  The  bow  for  a  drill.  A  cup. 

A  harp.  A  digger  of  graves,  wells,  or  ditches ;  a 

miner.  A  hole  dug  in  the  ground  in  order  to  try 
the  quality  of  the  water. 

kamani,  Bowed,  bent. 

p  kamsak,  A  white  mushroom  like  an  egg; 

a  toadstool,  puflT,  devil's  snuff-box.    A  truffle. 
p  6S>\^ kumdka.  An  amulet,  any  thing  worn 

on  the  arm  as  a  preservative  from  fascination. 

P       \S kamd  hiya,  As  it  is  ;  true  state. 

P  kumdy,  Name  of  a  very  stinking  herb. 
Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 

p  ̂J:^]^ kamdyisk,  Affairs,  business.  The  nja- 
nagement  of  aflPairs. 

umayuk,0\A  clothes  sewed  together, 

on  which  they  lay  bread  to  be  baked  in  the  oven. 

PjKx^  kambdr,  A  rope  made  of  the  fibres  of 
the  palm  or  cocoa-nut  tree. 

P  ̂  kam-bakkt,  An  unlucky  wight. 

P        ̂  kam-bakkti.  Adversity,  misfortune. 

p j>  ̂  kam-bar,  A  division  of  the  suit  at  cards. 
P  Cl^s\ja.>  kam-bazd^t  or  bizd^t,  Poor, 

possessed  of  little  capital. 

am-baha.  Low-priced,  worthless. 

^U*^.      ham  hesk,  Less  or  more. 

p  [^\x^ kam-pdy.  Remissness,  backwardness. 
p  i^\x^ kam-pdya,  Mean,  of  low  degree. 

Vjf^x^  kam-pir,  A  feeble  old  man,  a  dotard. 
A  'L^ kummat,  A  round  cap. 

A  kamt,  (v.  n.  of  ul*v  )  Restraining  an- 

ger. Being  bay-coloured.  Kumt,{jp\,oi  iJLj-i^ ku- 

mayf)  Bay-coloured  (horses). 

A  'sj^ kamtat,  (v.  n.  of  iJL^)  Being  bay-co- 
loured. Kumtat,  A  dark  red  or  bay  colour. 

p       kamtar,  Less,  least.    Smaller.  Meaner, 

baser,  viler,  more  contemptible.    Lower,  inferior. 

^Jjj\^J<^ kamtar  ydftan,  Not  to  find,  j^j^ 
man  faktri  kamtar,  I,  a  poor,  low  man. 

kumtur,  Short,  thick,  and  strong-bodied. 

pljui>T/L»^tam<a/'-asAna,Littleversed,unskilled. 
A  kamtar  at,  (v.  n.     Ji^  Q)  Fastening 

the  mouth  of,  or  tying  tight  (a  bottle).  Filling. 

Taking  short  steps.  Kimtirat,  The  walk  of  a  broad, 
thick-set  man. 

p j<iS-J^ kamtar-gkubdr,  The  least  dust. 

p  kamtarin,  (or  sli^Ji^'i'  kamtar ina) Least,  most  vile,  despicable,  infamous,  defective,  or 

insignificant.    The  rabble. 

A  ̂yL^ kamtal,  Strong,  hard,  firm. 

A  kummas7'dt.  One  pear. 

A  'ij^ kamsarat.  Compression,  compactness. 
A  i^Ji^'i  kummasra' ,  A  pear;  pears. 
A  ̂yL^  ka  misli.  Like,  as,  according  to. 

A         kamaj,  The  hip-joint,  the  point  of  the ^  12  D 

huckle-bone.    The  groin. 

p  C^\j>-  ̂  kam-jursat.  Cowardly. 
kamcka,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  locust. 

A  ̂   kamk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Checking  (a  horse). 
p  '  "  '^j-^        kam-karakat,  Indolent,  lazy. 

p  1^1^^'  ̂   kam-kurmad  namudan.  To disparage,  to  shew  little  respect  or  reverence. 

p  eLojs-  ̂  kam-kawsala,  Unaspiring,  unam- 
bitious. Poor-spirited,  not  high-stomached. 

A  ̂  kamkk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Pulling  the  bridle and  checking  (a  horse).  Drawing  up  the  nose,  i.  e. 

being  proud,  behaving  contemptuously.  Going  to 
the  necessary,  voiding  excrement. 

pU^  kamkha,  Damask  silk  of  one  colour. 

Kimklid,  Damask  silk  of  different  colours. 

p  {^{^ kamkhdb.  An  embroidered  garment 
of  one  colour.  Kimkkdb,  An  embroidered  cloth 
of  divers  colours. 

p  ̂bl^  k  imkkd-bdf,  A  satin-weaver. 

kimkkd-bafi.  Satin-weaving. 

p  kumakkt,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Mixed. 

p  ̂ y>-  ̂  kam-kkarck.  Parsimonious.  ^ 
{^X^Li  "^^^  kam-kkarck  bdld-niskin,  Applied  to  any 
thing  of  good  quality  purchased  cheaply. 

p  ^  kam-kkarcki,  Parsimony. 
p  lip-  ̂  kam-khirad,  Unwise,  ignorant. 

p  '--'^jj-  ̂ kam-kkmdb,  One  who  sleeps  little. 

Pj\^  ̂   kam-kkrcdr,  A  little  eater. 
p  ^ kam-kkrvdragi,  Abstemiousness. 

Pj^  ̂  kam-kkivur.  Abstemious,  eating  little. 

p  tkj|j^-s-  ̂  kam-kkrourdk,  A  little  eater. 

p  ̂jj]^  kam-kkwuri,  Abstemiousness. 
p  jvs-  ̂kam-kkayr.  Good  for  little  or  nothing. 
A  ̂kamd,  (v.  n.of  iX»^)  Beating  (a  garment). 

Kavid  or  kamad.  Change  of  colour.  Excessive  grief, 

inward  pain.  Kamad,  (v.  n.  Ofii^)  Being  afflicted, 

vexed,  anxious.  Kamid,  Sad,  sorrowful.  Conceal- 

ing one's  grief. 
A  'is.^  kumdat, Change  of  colour.  Inward  pain. 
A  i'!^^ kumuddat,  Penis,  veretrum. 

p  ^ kam-zdt,  Low-bred,  of  low  caste. 

p^^ij^/iaw-2:«7m.  Forgetful.  Without  abilities. A  kamr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Excelling  any  one  in 
the  size  of  the  glans  penis.  Kimr,  A  date  which  has 
fallen  to  the  ground  and  is  very  soft.  Kamar,  (pi. 

of  'ij^kamarat^  Glandes  penum. 
al  kamaru  askubu'l  kamar,  Glands  are  like  glands 
(said  of  things  which  resemble;  as  like  as  two  peas). 

p kamar,  The  waist,  loins.  A  girdle,  zone, 

belt.  The  middle  of  a  mountain.  The  flank  of  an 

army. An  arch,  cupola,dome,  arched  bridge.  Rocks 

tumbled  from  a  mountain,  especially  when  present- 

ing an  arched  appearance.  Height.  An  apartment 

open  in  front.  A  fold :  enclosure  for  cattle, 

\^^^:s  \  kamari dftdb,A  linepassing  the  sun*'s  centre. A  mountain ;  also  the  hollows  or  caverns  in  it. 

j^j)  kamar  bar  kamar,  Height  above  height.  jS 



(J^«-J  hamar  bastan,  To  prepare  for  action,  to  en- 
gase  heart  and  soul  in  business.  To  choose.  To 

be  opposite,  over  against  (an  enemy).  (^^— ̂ ^^v 
u-^T  hamar  fca^fani  at,  The  freezing  of  water, 

hamari  rustam,  The  rainbow.  ii^jS hamu- 
li hoh,  The  middle  of  a  mountain.  The  world- 

illuminatinssun.  The  fourth  heaven.  Jesus  Christ. 

The  heavenly  temple,  i.e.  Mecca,  being  built  in 

imitation  of  the  vault  of  heaven.  ̂ C>^ ha- 

mar hushadan,  (or  ̂dyL^  gushudan)  To  abandon, 

resign,  give  up,  desist.  To  wait.  To  turn  away  the 

eyes,  hamari  hilal-payhar,  A  waist 
like  thefaceofthenewmoon,  i.e.  extremely  slender. 

A       humurr,  Penis.  Magnum  habens  penem. 

p       hamra,  A  sheepfold.    A  tower  or  lofty 

archway.    A  high  wall.    The  string  worn  by  the 
followers  of  Zoroaster. 

p        ham-rah,{K  horse)  slow,  without  bottom, 

p  «uL^ jS  hamar-hasta,  Ready,  prepared.  A 

servant.    C^ii^j^ff-  kamar-bastan  ^hu- 
diyat,  Attentive  in  serving. 

p  hamar-band,  A  waistband,  sash,  belt, 

girdle,zone.  Alert,ready  for  battle, prepared,armed. 
A  servant. 

p  jS  hamar-bandagi,  A  girding  of  the 
waist,  a  readiness  for  service. 

p  t/iiJo  hamar-handi,  Armament,  prepara- 
tion for  battle.  Readiness  for  service. 

A        hamar  at,  {^\.      hamar')  Glans  penis. 
A        humurrai,  Penis. 

Pj)i> jS' hamar-dar,  A  servant,  serving-man. p  hamar-duwal,  A  leathern  belt. 

p  ̂^dj^  hamar  dun,  The  rainbow. 

v\JLjs-jj^hamar-rahkt,  An  ornamented  bridle. 

pj'^ hamar-saz,  A  horse-belt  or  girth.  A 
maker  of  girdles.  A  clasp,  buckle. 

p  f^_pjSs>j^ hamar-hash,  A  hero,  a  brave  man. 
amar-kushaA,,  Ungirding  the  loins. 

An  exaction  made  by  peons  placed  in  restraint  over 

any  one  for  permission  to  pull  off  his  clothes  and 

perform  the  ordinary  functions  of  life. 

p  <tX>j  ̂ham-rang,  Pale,  faint-coloured. 
p  jj        ham-rav,  Slow-paced  (horse). 

p  (^j^  hamri,  (A  horse)  weak  in  the  loins. 

A  l^j^  kimirra' ,  Short-bodied.  Qui  grandi 
est  penis  glande. 

p  \>j-^hamriya,  (in  zand)  Moonlight. 
hamz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Rolling  any  thing  into 

a  globular  form.  Kumaz,  (pi.  of  ij^  humzat) 
Lumps  of  dates.  Heaps  of  earth  or  sand. 

A  'iyS  hurnzat,  (\A.J^  humaz)  A  heap  of  earth or  sand.  A  mass  of  dates. 

p  ̂^j^ ham  zadan,  To  diminish. 

p  t>^^ ham-zada.  One  who  always  throws  low 
at  dice.  A  hypocrite.  An  infidel.  Perverse,  un- 

toward, miserable,  t^is^  ̂ ham-zadasi  chand. 
Unbelievers,  hypocrites. 
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P  (jj  |,»— ̂  kam-zan,  A  low  thrower  at  dice.  Un- 
fortunate. One  who  does  not  entertain  too  high 

notions  of  his  own  excellence.  A  prudent  manager. 

P jjj      ham-zor,  Weak,  powerless,  feeble. 

P  ijjij  ̂   ham-zori,  Weakness,  feebleness. 

p  Jlwj  ̂  ham-sal.  Young,  juvenile. 
p  lL>...<i^ hamast.  It  is  little.  A  kind  of  stone 

of  little  value.  Alow,ignorantfellow.  Akindofcup. 

P  i^^^  ̂   ha7n-stihhan, Taciturn,  of  few  words. 
p  »yLa  ̂ham-sufra,One  who  keeps  a  poor  table. 
p  lLL^*^ kamask,  Milk  and  butter-milk  mixed 

together,  called  by  the  Arabs jVjoS*  shiraz. 
A  [Ju^  hamsh,  (v.  n.  of  (j^I^)  Lopping  (the 

extremities).  Being  spent  (provisions).  Swift, 

quick,  penetrating  (man).  Small-pizzled  (horse). 
(A  mare)  with  small  dugs.  A  string  with  which 

they  tie  the  dugs  of  camels  to  prevent  the  young 
from  sucking. 

p  f^^-^  ̂  ham-shan,  Humble,  unassuming. 
k'iZ^ hamishat,  (A  camel)  having  short  teats 

or  a  small  uddei*. 

p  8i\__»!o  ̂   ham-shuda,  Lost. 

Pj^  pJ^/iflwi-sAar,  Well-disposed, good-natured. 
p         ̂  ham-sharh.  Low  wages. 

p  ̂ Jm  ̂  ham-sharm.  Shameless,  immodest. 

p  JjJ^'^  ̂  kam-sharck.  Indifferent. 
^  ham-shtr.  Giving  little  milk. 

ham-sala,  A  method  of  transmutino- 

words,  so  as  to  form,  in  writing,  a  cypher,  and  in 

speech,  a  gibberish  or  cant  language,  unintelligible 
to  all  who  do  not  possess  the  key.  The  rule  is  con- 

tained in  the  following  couplet  : 

ham  said  aw  hatun  lahu  dar  sa^; 

hatji  manhutishrd  lajdi/ish  da^ 

That  is,  the  letters  composing  the  following  pairs 

are  mutually  interclianged  for  one  another,  and  all 

those  which  have  diacritical  points  remain  unal- 

tered :  uiJp ,  (^^.  The 
word  C1a-<«^L*j,  written  according  to  this  rule,  be- 

comes d.Xia5-. 

p  d.AS>ll?  ̂  ham-tu^t,  Disobedient. 
p  ^ ham.-zarf.  Shallow.  Stupid,  silly, 

witless.  Ignoble,  vile. 

A  ̂Shaw^  (v.n.  of Cutting  off"(thefeet). 
Going  into  (water).  Plunging  the  head  (into  a 

vessel).  Going  slowly  (a  horse).  Kim^  A  tunic, 
garment.  A  tract  of  low  ground  rising  at  the  ex- 

tremities. The  brink  (of  a  river).  A  bed-fellow. 

A  house,  mansion,  home.  Kama^  The  joint  of  the 

thigh.  JTam?^,  Weak,  at  everybody's  beck  and  call. 
A  ijx^ ham^rat,  (v.  n.  of  j^Q)  Being  fat 

(a  camel's  bunch). 

P  i^j^  ̂   ham-^rz.  Narrow. 
PjUff-  ̂  ham-^yar,  Below  standard,  alloyed. 

P(j^j ̂   pi  /mwi;/arosA, Asellerofshortweight. 

^  ham-fahm,  Stupid. 

P 
p       ̂   h 

V 
^  ham-hadar,  Worthless. 

1'  j«-> — ?  ̂ ham-hadam,  Slow-paced. 
P  ̂  ham-huKat,  Feeble,  powerless. 

^ha  m-himat.  Low-priced. 
P^  hvrnah,  A  corps  of  auxiliaries, 

Pj^  ̂  ham-har,  Inexperienced  in  business, 

p         ̂  ham-hasa,  (pi.  ̂   ham-hd- 
sagdn)  Niggardly,  sordid.  Mean-spirited. 
A  hamhdm,  Compressed,  squat.  Tears  or 

gum  of  a  free  found  in  the  hilly  parts  of  Yaman. 

P  A  tankard.  A  quicksand.  Saf- 
fron.  Kamhum,  (or  (_->lljT  ̂  ̂ humhumi  dftdb) 

The  noise  made  in  counting  out  gold.  Kumhum, 

(or  u-jliii         humhumi  nthdb)  The  noise  made 

in  digging  a  well  or  mine. 

P  humah'i.  Auxiliary. 

Pj^^  ̂  ham-gvjtdr.  Of  few  words,  taciturn. 

^  ̂  ham-go  ov  gu,  Taciturn,  speaking  little. 
A        hamal.  The  whole. 
A        hamalan.  Altogether,  wholly,  entirely. 

A        hummal,  (pi.  of  J^K)  Perfect.  Learned. 

A  'sLS hamalat,  (pi.  of        hdmil)  Perfect, 
p  haynalhdn,  A  streamlet. 

A  Jji^^«7?i/?7/,Akiud  of  wild  pot-herb.  A  desert. 
v^h  amla,  A  kind  of  blanketing.  Kuvila, 

Foolish,  ignorant,  stupid. 

P  (^-^ hamVi,  A  very  coarse  woollen  dress  worn 

by  the  poor. 

F  ̂  ham-mayagi,  Smallness  of  capital, 

p  eo.Ui  ̂  ham-mdya,  Ill-provided  or  stocked. 
A        himaviat,  (pi.      htimm)  Sleeves. 

P         ham-ndm.  Unknown.  Anonymous.  Of 
little  repute. 

P         ̂  ham-ndmi,  Obscure  reputation. 
A  'ix^haj}i7iat.  Men  l.ving  in  ambush.  Kum- 

nat,  A  dulness  in  the  eyesight ;  also  an  itching  or 

a  gummy  redness  round  the  eyes. 
n-if*^ hamatija,  A  sort  of  violin, 

p  ̂l/h  amand,  A  lialfer,  noose,  snare,  lasso. 

A  scaling-ladder.  A  lock  of  hair.  (Jii-^j6\  »iJk^ 
kamand anddhhtan,To  throw  a  noose, to  catch  any 

fugitive  man  or  animal.  ̂ ^^^  Sj.^ hatnand  har- 

dan.  To  scale  a  wall,  ̂ ^ti^ Ai^iS  dar  hainand 
hardan,  To  catch  in  a  noose  or  toil. 

PjiaJ  ̂  ham-nazar.  Dim  or  weak-sighted. 
A  i^yi^ himnuti,  {fov         hammTin)  Cumine. 

r  CIajo  ̂  humnayt.  An  archer. 

l>  ̂  havinayd.  Archery. 
A  'iliy^  hmnudaf, Change  of  colour,  lividness. 
A  ''•«wi"*",Moroseness,  austerity,  sternness. 

A  ij^^ AflmMs/t,  (A  sheep)  having  short  dugs 

or  a  small  udder. 
A  hu7)nd,  (v.n.  of  ̂y^)  Being  perfect,  en- 

tire, complete. 
A  f^yS hainun,A.  camel  which  does  not  whisk 

her  tail  when  covered  or  in  foal.    Kumm,  (v.  n. 



of  1^ )  Lurking,  lying  hid,  lying  in  ambush.  Be- 
ing dim-sighted,  and  having  a  gummy  redness 

about  the  eyes.    An  ambuscade. 

A  ̂Jy!^ kammun,  Cummin-seed,  '^j^'^  i^y^^ 
al  kammu/iu^ I  armanly,  Cara.wa.ys.  ̂ ijpi 
al  kammunu'l  habashti/,  A  sort  of  coriander.  (jjX^^ 

jlii  al  kammunu^l  hulw,  Aniseed. 
A  kamurii,  A  medicine  in  which  cummin- 

seed  is  mixed. 

A  Jj^*^  kammumi/,  Dressed  with  cumine. 

aIs}^ kamwa',  A  moonlight  night. 
A  6^  kumli,  Name  of  a  fish.  Kamali,  (v.  n.  of 

9^)  Being  blind  from  one's  birth;  having  a  dim- 
ness of  sight.  Being  dark  (day).  Changing  co- 

lour. Being  ignorant  of.    Losing  one's  reason. 
A  Sif^kumhudf  Having  a  large  glans  penis.  A 

large  glans  penis. 

A  SiiLj.*-^ kumhudat,  (^or^ty^^)  Glans  penis. 
A  s^f^  kamhalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-j^^Q)  Tucking 

up  the  garments,  girding  up  the  loins,  preparing 

to  set  out  on  a  journey.  Gathering  together  (cat- 

tle). Concealing,  mystifying  (any  thing).  Deny- 
ing a  debt,  or  defrauding  any  one  of  his  due. 

p  tJL*Zi>  ̂  kam-himmat,  Unambitious.  Mean- 
spirited. 

A  ̂̂ j^ hamy,  (v.  n.  of  Concealing,  sup- 

pressing (evidence).  Covering  one's  self  with  a  coat 
of  mail  or  a  helmet. 

p  ̂̂ ^kami,  Smallness,  deficiency,  paucity,loss; 

abatement.  Lurking-place,  ambush.  A  horoscope, 

(jii;^       hami  kardan,  To  be  scanty  or  deficient. 

A  hamiy,  (pi.  kumat  and  sK^\  akmai) 
Armed.  Bold,  brave. 

A        hamniiy,  How  much? 

kam-yab,  Rare,  difficult  to  be  found. 

p  kam-ydbl,  Rarity. 

p  kami-beshi,  An  abstract  account  of 
the  increase  and  decrease  of  the  rental  of  each  indi- 

vidual in  a  village  (a  revenue-term  in  India). 
A  *AlIi^ta??rmi?/«^,Quantity  :form:  number:  value. 

A  CL-KX^kurnayt,  (pi.  kumt)  A  bay  horse 

with  a  black  tail  and  mane.  Wine  of  a  deep  red 

colour.  "^'"^  i^Lki^ kvmayt  ahamm,  Dark  chesnut 
or  bay.  ij^j^x^  kumayt  mudamma',  Bright 
chesnut.  Name  of  a  poet.  humayti 
nishat,  Red  wine. 

A'iZx^  kamitat, (or  s3:^x^)  Wholly,  altogether. 
A  ifx^ Jtumaysirat,  A  small  pear. 

A  f^lxS hamaysal,  Short,  dwarfish. 

P  kamecha,  A  small  bow.  A  harp,  lute. 
A  fire-fly. 

P  kumikht,  (in  zand)  Mixed  together. 

A  Jj^^ kamid,  Sad,  son-owful,  one  who  smo- 
thers his  grief. 

P  U^^^i^ ̂iO-midaUjUo  grow  less,  be  diminished. 
To  rise  in  the  scale.  To  suck. 

Pjl^  kimlz  or  ktmtz,  Urine.    Dung,  ordure. 
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L^Mt^j^^ kuniiz  ha  shitab,  Diabetes.  \^^^Jt^ 

liumiz  kardan,  (or  iJ\s«-\;V^  andahhtan)  To  urine, 

stale,  ̂ .^^^hundzi  munjamid,  Gravel  or  stone 
in  the  bladder. 

V  ̂•iij^ twwH7£?aw,The  bladder.  Achamber-pot. 

V  ̂̂ ^^j:s J,       kumiz-giriftagi,  Strangury, 

p  smJi        kuniiz-girifta,  Strangurious. 

'P  ̂j^-^j^kumizidanfTo  make  water,urine,stale. 
A  (^jlx^/famis/t,Swift,  quick,  penetrating(man). 

(A  mare)  having  small  dugs.j|j^\  f^i^kamishul 
azdr,  One  whose  breeches  or  apron  are  tucked  up. 

A         kami^  A  bed-fellow. 
A^y^ kartiil,  Entire,  perfect. 

A^h  arriim,  Wrapped  in,  folded  in. 

A  'iy^.^kumaymhrat,{^i>_j!.t^ kumaymisTiyat, 
or  kumaymisi-at')  A  small  pear. 
p  kamin,  Deficient,  defective.  Meaner, 

baser.  The  little  finger.  An  ambush. 

A  ̂̂ y^kam'm,An  ambush, lurking-place  where 
any  one  can  make  observation  without  being  seen. 

Liers  in  wait.  An  entering  into  an  affair  which  one 

does  not  understand,  p  i^j^\u»  {^j^ hamin  sdhh- 
tan,  To  lie  in  wait,  to  form  an  ambuscade. 

p hamln-sdz,  (orjU  ddr)  A  Her  in  wait. 

p  (_^U*>  ̂ ^y^ haniin-sdzi,  A  laying  of  snares. 
i>i\j^lx^ kamm-ffdh,  An  ambush. 
p  slx^  kaniina,  Defective.  Base,  abject,  in  a 

mean  condition.  Humble,  servile. 

A  ̂̂ x^kummayha',Go\ng  none  knows  where. 
p  kan,  A  tree.   A  place  full  of  trees.  A 

fish-spear,  trident,  (from  ̂ d^kandan  incomp.) 

Dig,  tear  out,  eradicate;  and  in  composition  a  dig- 

ger :  as,  hhara-lian,  Breaking  stones.  iuJS 

lial^-han,  Demolisher  of  castles.  f> <^  hoh- 
kan,  An  underminer  of  mountains.  S^iilfc^ 

^^^\  ijJjjM  jfarhddi  koh-kan  usang-afkan,  Far- 
had,  the  underminer  of  mountains,  and  the  piercer 

of  stones.  (This  is  a  celebrated  Persian  lover,  who 

is  said  to  have  dug  quite  through  a  large  mountain 
on  account  of  his  mistress  Shirin).  lSJ'^ 

^duyi  behh-kan,  An  enemy  who  extirpates  by  the 
roots, and  gives  a  total  overthrow.  ^m,Close stitch- 

ing. Kun,  The  podex.  (imperative  o{ i^^i^ kardan). 
It  is  used  in  a  compound  form  from  iS^^kunanda, 

A  maker  or  doer,  who  makes  or  does  :  as,  ̂ ^^jii 

dar  miydn  kun,  Producing  in  the  middle. 

A  f^kun,  (imp.  of  kdna')  Be,  let  it  be:  as, 
(j^So,i       kun  fayakun,  (God  says)  Be,  and  it  is. 

maliku  kun  fa  kana,  An  epithet 

of  Omnipotence. 

A  ̂   kann,  (v.n.  of  Covering,  preserving, 
protecting.  Shading  from  the  sun.  Concealing, 

keepingsecret.  Layingup  in  the  mind  (knowledge). 

Kinn,  (pi.  ̂^Uil  akndn)  A  veil,  or  any  covering 
by  which,  or  under  which,  persons  or  things  are 

protected.  Acocoon.  A  shade,  umbrella.  An  asy- 
lum, refuge.  The  court  or  middle  of  a  house. 

p  \j^kand  or  kund,  Ground.  A  field  prepared 
with  a  raised  border  for  sowing.  Kind,  (in  zand 
and  Pazand)  A  fish.    Kund,  Doing,  making. 

A  i--Jui  kindb,  A  branch  or  cluster  of  dates. 

A  kundbis.  Hard,  contracted.  A  miser. 

p  kandbad,  Name  of  the  place  where  the 
twelve  champions  of  Iran  and  Turan  fought. 

A  0^'^kundhid,  Deforraed,hideous,ugly  (face). 
A  ̂S^kundbiz,  One  who  has  a  large,  crabbed, 

and  hideous  face. 

A  kundbil,  Hard  and  robust. 

A  'i\j^kundt,  (pi.  of  ̂j^^kdni)  Those  who  employ 

figurativeormetonymicalnames,calledeol;^?na3/a.' A  our  kunndt,  (pi.  hunnat)  Shades  or 
pents,  eaves  or  cornices  over  doorways. 
A  kundtib,  A  dwarf. 

kundsib,  Strong,  hard,  robust. 

Aji\^Otundsir,  Compressed,  contracted.  Glans. 

Pi^\jfjiandd,A  turtle-dove.ZM«a/i,(God)grant ! 
A  kanndd,  An  ungrateful  man. 

my  '  O 
P jbUi  kanndddr,  A  kind  of  shoe  or  slipper. 
A ku7tddir,  A  short,  thick  man.  A  dwarf. 

A  short,  thick  ass. 
anar,  A  side,  brink,  coast,  shore,  extre- 

mity, limit,  boundary,  edge  ;  hem  (of  a  garment); 

margin  (of  a  book).  The  stalk  whence  bunches 

of  grapes  or  dates  hang.  Banana  or  plantain-fruit. 
andri  bakr.  The  sea-shore,  i^^ji J> ka- 

ndr  giriftan.  To  fly,  retire.  Kindr,  Tlie  lap.  The 
bosom.  An  embrace.  Dalliance.  Separation,  dis- 

union, kindr  kardan,  To  embrace.  To 

approximate,  draw  to  one.  Kwidr,  (or  kun- 

ndr^  The  lote-fruit. 
A        kundr,  The  lote-fruit. 

A  'ij^ kanndrat  or  kinndrat,  (pi.  C^\j\j^kan- 
ndrdt,  kinndrat,  andi kandnir)  A  harp,  lute. 

A  drum,  tabor. 
V  kandr-gir,  A  circle,  hoop,  ring. 

kana  or  kund-rang,  Governor  of  a 

province ;  a  grandee.  A  lord-marcher,  margrave, 

landgrave.  A  petty  dynasty.  Weeping  in  secret. 

Whispering,  speaking  privately.  A  tax-gatherer, 
revenue-collector.  A  night-watch. 
p  ka ndra,  A  side,  shore,  coast,  verge.  A 

hem,  border.  A  hook,  especially  that  whereon  a 
butcher  hangs  his  meat,  shambles.  i^Ji  ijKi^ha- 

ndra  giriftan,  To  retire,  withdraw. 

P  (jlj^  ij\j^kandra-girdn,  Coasters.  Withdraw- 
ers  from  a  crowd,  from  business,  from  the  world. 

H  (j;J6^ kindri,  (Gold  or  silver)  lace, 

p  lSj^  kindri-farosh,  A  laceman. 
p  f^Jc^ kandrin,  An  extremity.  Extreme. 
■pj\-L^ kandz.  The  stalk  whence  bunches  of 

grapes  or  dates  hang. A^C^kandz  or  kindz,  (v.n.  ofjS)  Laying  up 

dates  in  store.  Dates  heaped  up,  in  order  to  be 

packed  up  for  preservation.  jU^=0\  ̂ J«jzamanu'l 



or 

hanaz,  The  season  of  packing  up  dates  for  store. 

Kinaz,  (p\.j^ Jcunvz  an  inaz^  (A  she-camel 
or  girl)  firm  in  flesh. 

A  (^\j^hinas,  (v.  n.  of  tj^^)  Fleeing  to  cover, 

hiding  amongst  the  bushes  (a  deer),  (pi.  (j-i^ hii- 

vusor  i^'i^ hunnaii)  The  place  where  a  deer  lies. 
A  (^U^Aa;2wai-,  A  sweeper.  An  avaricious  man. 
A  lLn\j^ hundsat,  Sweepings,  rubbish,  dust. 
A  kannasi,  The  office  of  a  sweeper. 

A  hunnashat,  Roots,  principles.  This 

word  is  sometimes  inscribed  on  books,  implying 

treatises,  digests,  and  the  like. 

Ai^[^  kutias,  Strong  to  labour  (camel  or  ass). 

A         hana^i7;(pl.  of  a^xji^Large  she-camels. 

p^U^iMKa///i,Silk,athreadofsilk.  Asilkworm's 
cocoon.  A  spider's  web.  A  side,  border,  margin. 

A  (  f\j^ Jiviaf,  A  helping,  bringing  assistance. 

kunafis,  Short. 

A ̂ ^kunujij,  Many,  copious,  numerous.  Full 
of  flesh,  firm.    Compact  (ear  of  corn). 

p  liJli^  hanah,  Belly-ache,  gripes. 

p  ̂y^hu7iam,  (or  ̂̂ hunnarti)  A  house,  dwell- 
ing. The  den  or  retreat  of  a  wild  beast.  A  bed, 

l  esting-place.     A  bird's  nest.  Pasture. 

man,  (pi.  '^\a}iinnat)  A  veil,  covering, 
(pi.  kunnat)  Shades  over  doorways,  eaves. 

p  ̂J^kunan,  (part.  pres.  of  ̂̂ i)^ hardan)  Mak- 

ing, doing.  '^J^  tafarruj-hunan,  Taking  re- 
creation, walking,  jj;^-^^  ii^jilrva-hunan,  Shin- 

ing, resplendent.  ̂ Jc^  {^J^  jang-hunan,  Mak- 

ing war,  fighting.  (^llS^^^sayr-AMwaWjTravelling, 

going,  walking.  Ojlff-  gharat-hunan,  Mak- 
ing depredations,  nala-liunan,  Groaning. 

A  'e^K^hinanat,  A  quiver  of  leather  without  any 
Avood,  or  vice  versa.  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

v         kanana,  Old,  not  new.  Worn  out. 

p  hunanidan,  To  cause  to  do  or  make. 

A  hanuriir,  (pi.  of  *»,U^/tawnarai^Harps, lutes.    Drums,  tabors. 

A  'iAj^hinayat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂)  Call  ing  (any  thing) 
by  a  significant  name.    A  metaphor,  metonymy, 

nickname.  (Under  the  words ̂ \  ahu,  umm, 
ibn,  or  lI^Jj  bint,  many  examples  may  be  seen). 

A  ̂^\^ kanatin,  (pi.  of  kannat)  Sons'  or 
brothers'  wives. 

AU^  hamb,  (v.  n.  of  Collecting  (in 

a  bag).  Kanab,  Callousness  of  the  feet,  or  of  the 
hands,  from  labour.    Kanib,  Hemp. 

P^  humb,  Cassia  fistularis.  The  city  of 

Kum.  Kanab,  Hemp.  A  hempen  rope.  The  in- 

ebriating hemp-seed. 

Aj\j^^  himbar,  A  rope  made  of  cocoa-nut  fibres. 

p  ̂̂ O^^^yJ^  kambdriidan,  To  incline. 
p  iS-kXJ^ hanabt  or  hinibt,  A  bee. 

A  hu7nbus,liard,  strong.  Contracted,shri- 
velled.  Miserly. 
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A  'iXk^  hambasat,  (v.  n.  of  t^fJ^Q)  Being 
shrivelled,  wrinkled  (the  skin).    Being  costive. 

p  Itanab-dana,  Hemp-seed. 

A  ijJ^himbarat,  A  thick  tip  or  ridge  of  the  nose. 

A  ̂yy^ hiimbul,  Hard.  Robust. 

A  C->^J^ hujiibus,  Hard  and  contracted.  A  miser. 

p j^y^  hambur,  Fraud,  deceit. 
p  ij^x^  hambur  a,  Fraud,  deceit.  Usury. 

p  f^s>,j^y^ Jtainbur'idan,  To  defraud,deceive. 
psjS^ hanaba,  Raw  thread. 

p  f^^xJ^himbahrif  Seed  of  turpentine.  Juniper- 
berries. 

p  f^d-isJ^ hambidan,  To  draw  (a  thing)  from  a 

place  and  lake  it  away.  Kumbulan,  To  rise  up, 
to  ascend.    To  leap. 

p  Vj^^ liumbiza,  A  species  of  cucumber.  An 
unripe  melon. 

A  ij^ hannat,  (pi.  ̂^^^ kancifin)  The  wife  of 
a  son  or  of  a  brother.  Kinnat,  A  veil,  any  covering 

by  which,  or  under  which,  persons  or  things  are 

preserved.  A  shade,  umbrella.  Whiteness.  Kun- 

nat,  (pi.  hindn)  A  pent  over  a  doorway  or 
projecting  from  a  wall.  A  cupboard  or  safe.  An 
arch  with  a  wall. 

A  CLKk^hant,  (v.  n.  of  CL*\^)  Being  strong  and 

powerful.  Kanat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  rough. 

A  sKiJ^ hintasat,  A  plant  resembling  rocket. 

A  ̂̂ ^CL^ huntasl,  A  dwarf. 
Intafiv,  A  strong  rope.  A  man  with 

a  large,  handsome,  bushy  beard. 
Imntuh,  A  dwarf. 

A^S^ hantah,  Foolish. 
A  ̂iS^ huntu^  Short.    A  dwarf. 

A  lyi^ Jdntall,  Short. 
A  ̂jjJ^  Jtu7itu7wj,  Large  and  strong.  Of  great 

age.    An  egotist. 
p  yJ^ kinatu,  Seed  of  the  Palma  Christi. 

A  '^j^  Jiunttt/,  Strong.  Large.  Old,  decrepit 
(from  unta,  Thou  hast  been).  An  egotist. 

liinsdh,  Sand  poured  out. 

A  kaTisa^at,  (v.  n.  of  ti/  Q)  Being  large 

and  bushy  (a  beard). 

A  kinsa^iv,  A  strong  rope.  A  man  with 

a  large  bushy  beard. 
A  hunsab  or  hunsub,  Strong,  robust. 

A         hunsat,  A.  myrtle  or  a  willow-basket,  in 

which  they  keep  aromatic  herbs. 

hansah,  Foolish. 

A  jiJ^/.'U«sM7-,  Compressed, contracted.  Glans. 
A  iji^ hansarat,  The  nostril  of  an  ass. 

p  ̂  hanj,T\\e  uvula.  A  vain,  foolish  fellow. 
Saying,  telling.  Coagulated  milk.  Drawn  out. 
Chosen.  The  little  toe.  ̂ T/n;,  A  huge,  powerful, 

formidable  elephant.  A'mw/,  A  corner.  A  narrow 
street,  confined  place.  A  subterraneous  excavation. 

Wrinkle,plait.Bent  double,crooked,hump-backed. 

^Ji^^kunji  chaslim,  The  inner  corner  of  the  eye. 

00^ 

P j^-^ /iunjdr,(ij\^ kunjdra,  kunjdl,  or 
8^\^  huiijdla)  Sediment,  dregs,  caput  mortuum, 
remains  of  any  thing  squeezed. 

hunjud,  The  grain  sesame.  Rape-seed. 
hunjudah,  (5       kunjada,  kunjida, 

or  Itu/ijuda)  A  kind  of  gum,  sarcocoUa,  flesh-glue. 
Bezoar-stone.  A  freckle,  a  mole. 

kunjada,  Sediment,  dregs,  remains  of 

any  thinfr  squeezed,  caput  mortuum. 

P h'lnjnr,  A  large,  stout,  wild  elephant. 

Pj^-j  jii^  hinjar  u  pinjar,  Pinching, 

p  ̂   l^J^ 'iM«Js/tKw;,  A  subterraneous  passage, 
a  mine.    The  undermining  of  a  wall.  A  covered 
way.   A  ditch.  ^ 

P  '•i^^ hanjak,  A  tree  called  Jlsi  e^  pwslisfia- 
<7/(aZ,havinga  thick,smooth  stem, and  dense  foliage. 

Kunjali,  A  curiosity  of  any  kind,  whatever  is  new 
and  excites  admiration. 

P  ̂  ̂  kinj  kinj,  (or  ̂  kinch  kinch) Little,  small.  By  little  and  little. 

P  liunjul,  Any  thing  contracted,  shrunk 
up,  or  wrinkled  ;  the  hand  or  foot  with  the  fingers 
or  toes  contracted.  Bread  which,  by  accident,  has 
fallen  into  the  embers  of  the  oven. 

knnj  or  hunjidali.  Wrinkle,  fold,  plait. 

^  hunj  lunj.  Full  of  folds  and  wrinkles. hinjur.  Treasure.  Kanjwar,  Treasurer, 

p       hunja,  An  ass  whose  lower  jaw  is  swollen. 
An  ass  thnt  has  lost  his  tail. 

liunjid.  Sesame-seed, 
p  iSJ^  kunjida.  Oil-cake,  the  husks  of  seeds, 

after  the  oil  has  been  expressed. 

A  \_       kanhab,  Name  of  a  plant, 
p  -Xi  kanaJik,  Sour  milk  thickened  by  straining 

oflP  the  whey. 
fln/iAaia<,Aconfused,blunderingspeech. 

p  kanakht,  The  water  of  a  sword-blade. 

and,  Hemp.  Sugar.  A  wound.  A  pick- 
axe. Flight.  A  village.  Name  of  a  village  in 

Turkistan  whence  they  bring  the  best  almonds. 

Kund,  Dull,  blunt.  A  stupid  man,  blockhead,  dolt. 
A  blunt  sword  or  knife.  Any  thing  unsaleable, 

not  fetching  its  value.  Bold,  brave,  strong.  Wise, 

learned,  sage;  a  philosopher.  A  fetter,  clog;  stocks. 

Penis.  The  testicles,  jjii^'  kund  namudan, 
To  set  (the  teeth)  on  edge,  to  dull,  benumb. 

A       kand,(\.  n.  of  ̂)C  uttms. 
kunda  or  kandd,  Learned,  wise.  A  phi- 

losopher, prophet,  soothsayer.  Bold,  warlike.  Kun- 

da, Name  of  a  painter. kinddrat,  A  sort  of  high-backed  fish, 

p kanddgar,  A  carver,  engraver.  Kun- 

ddgar.  Learned,  wise.  Brave,  bold. 
p  kanddgari.  Carving,  engraving, 

p  lyiyiXx^ kunddmoya.  The  hair  a  child  is  born 
with.  The  small  yellow  plumage  on  young  birds, 

p  kunddivala.  Tall,  corpulent,  robust. 



A  fat,  ugly,  ill-formed,  beardless  youth. 

A  jiiiJSs  Jiindasw,  A  strong  camel. 

Pjj\sJ^ hundatvar,  Brave,  bold,  valiant,  cou- 
rageous, warlike.  A  hero,  champion.  Wise,  learned. 

kindat,  A  part,  segment(of  a  mountain). 
Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  C^S^ hundus,  Hard. 

A  'ist-^t^kandajat,  (p  ly^handd)  Excavation. 
p  joli-  kand-khana,  Depressed,  humble.  A 

small  basket.  A  bed,  or  sleeping-place. 

V  jS:^  handar,  A  town,  city.    Name  of  a  city 

in  Khurasan,  (forjjj^     hiandar)  Who  or  which 
(is)  in.  Kandur,  An  earthen  vessel  in  which  they 

put  wheat  and  bread.     Kundur,  Mastich.  j'^'^ 
kunduri  rumi,  Mastich. 

Aj^j^  handar,  A  species  of  astrological  calcu- 
lation,borrowed  from  the  Greek.  J5rM7i(ZMr,Adwarf, 

a  thick,  short  man.  Frankincense.  A  kind  of  ju- 

niper-gum, which,  when  chewed,  is  good  for  the 
bile.  A  stout  ass. 

A'ij6J^kandarat,YL\^  rough  ground.  A  hawk's 
perch  or  nest. 

p  L^jd^'i  hundurah  orj^iiJ*^ hundru,  Mastich. 
p  jjS^ kundru,  Name  of  the  vazir  of  Zahhak. 

F  (^jjS^ handai'ush,  Hillocky,  hilly  ground. 
p  tj^:^  handar  a,  Name  of  a  small  water-bird. 

pJS^ kiin-diz,  An  old  fortress.  An  old  palace 
or  upper  room.  Name  of  a  city  built  by  Faridun 

inTuran.  ̂ mwcZm^,  Name  of  a  city  builtby  Jamshed. 

p  (jbj        Itund-zahan,  A  stammerer. 

p  i^^^j  kund-zahan'i,  An  impediment  or 
hesitation  in  speaking,  stammering. 

A  i^d^ hundus,  A  certain  root,  black  without, 

yellow  within,  and  a  sternutatory  in  medicine. 

p  Jmndusa,  Glasswort. 

p  (^SS^ ha7idush  or  hundish,  A  lump  of  cot- 
ton prepared  for  spinning.  A  stick  for  winding 

cotton  upon.  Glasswort. 

A  (^s^kundtish,  A  magpie.  Name  of  a  ster- 
nutative medicine. 

p  ̂        hund-fahm,  Dull  of  intellect. 
p  kund-faliml,  Dulness  of  intellect. 

p  ̂s'i^ liundah,  Bread  broken  in  pieces. 

vi^^is'^liund-gosh,  Hard  of  hearing,  deafish. 
p  ̂SS^kandagi,  Sculpture,engraving.  A  ditch. 

P  i^*^L>^^  handulan  or  kundalan,  A  sort  of  tent. 
p  jiJiiJfe  kundula,  Any  thing  surrounded  and 

brought  together. 

A  ̂dS.^ handala' ,  (or  ̂'I^SJ^kandalds') 'Name 
of  a  marine  plant  whose  bark  is  used  in  tanning. 

p  i^j^SJ^ Jiand7nand,  A  house  in  ruins. 

p  ̂̂ li.-^  kandan,  To  dig.  To  pluck,  extract, 

tear  up,  root  out,  extirpate ;  to  raze  (the  founda- 
tions of  a  house).  To  skin,  peel,unbark.  To  carve, 

engrave.  To  separate.  To  gather.  To  flee.  To 
be  entangled,  embroiled. 

p  ji^^  ka7idu  or  Imndu,  A  vessel  made  of  clay. 
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in  which  they  keep  grain.  A  demon  of  the  woods. 
A  bee-hive. 

pi^\^S^ hundwala,  Firm,robust,andtall(man). 

An  ugly,  ill-made,  beardless  youth. 

A  ̂1^^ kanduj,  (from  p  kandu)  A  clay vessel  in  which  they  keep  grain. 

p  kandu-khana,  A  vessel  in  which 

the  butter  is  separated  from  the  churned  milk.  A 
small  basket.  A  bee-hive. 

p  ijj^J^ handura,  A  large  table.  A  linen  or 
leathei-n  cover  for  a  table,  a  table-cloth. 

p  ̂jj^,^ kandurl,  A  leathern  cover  for  a  table. 
A  napkin.  A  feast  held  in  honour  of  Fatima,  of 

which  only  women  (and  those  the  most  virtuous) 

can  partake.  No  male  is  ever  permitted  to  see  the 

food  dressed  on  this  occasion  and  set  apart  for  an 

offering  to  the  prophet's  daughter.  Name  ofagourd. 
pJjdJ^ kundoz,  A  large  needle. 
P  Jiandosh,  A  stony,  rough,  difficult 

road.  The  wages  of  a  day's  labour,  daily  pay. 
Mastich,  white  resin.  Kundosh,  A  poisonous  weed. 

pudJjiiJS^ hunduk,  A%\io\).  Acapaciousjarmade 
of  clay,  in  which  they  lay  up  grain  for  future  use. 

p ^ i^jS^ hand  u  hob,  Disquiet,  unsteadiness. 
hundula,  A  basket,  a  jar  for  holding 

grain.  Broken  pottery. 

V  JLtji^jd^^kundwidastar,  Testicles  of  beaver. 
p  iS^ hajida,  Digged,  excavated.  Engraved, 

carved.  A  ditch  round  fortified  towns,  gardens,  or 

fields;  a  fosse,  moat.  A  mound,  dike.  Any  hollow 

place  made  as  a  shelter  for  travellers.  A  fold  for 
cattle  cut  out  at  the  foot  of  a  mountain.  An  old 

man  or  woman.  Misfortune.  Inconvenient.  Of  a 

bad  disposition.  ts-J^  handaA  chahar 

5a«c?,  The  world.  isJ^  handan  hezam,  An 

engraver  in  wood.  Kunda,  The  stocks  for  offen- 
ders, a  kind  of  clog  or  wooden  fetters  for  captives. 

Stump  of  a  tree.  A  butcher's  chopping-block,  a 
shoemaker's  cutting-board.  Stock  ofa  gun.  Afool, 
blockhead,  man  of  dull  understanding.  A  robust, 

beardless  youth.  A  demon  of  the  woods.  Any 

thing  brayed  in  a  mortar.  The  silken  bands  with 

which  a  falcon's  wines  are  confined  when  travel- 
ling;  his  collar  and  fastenings  of  bells  to  his  legs. 

A  falconer's  cage.  A  potter's  wheel.  A  stable. 

PjO         handa-plr,  An  old  woman. 
pwls-  i d'^handa-hhai/a,  Jiuptured.  Castrated. 

p  (jyj  1^1^ handa-ruy,  A  table-cloth  or  towel. 
pji  idJ^handa-ka?;  An  engraver.  Engraved, 

carved  (as  seal-rings  or  sword-hilts). 

p ̂          handagar,  A  carver,  engraver. 
p  ̂Ji  SwVJ^Aawi/fl^fari,  Engraving.  t^Ji  1>d>^ 

^jd^ handagari  hardan,  To  grave,  to  carve. 

p  ̂ j^m  iS^handa-moy,  The  down  upon  a  new- 
hatched  bird. 

p  handa-wash,  A  stony  road. 

p  ̂ yjt  t^kanda-hezam,  Wood  felled  upon  the 12  E 

mountains.  The  stocks. 

p  (^/iX-l^ handi,  Name  of  a  flower  (Pandanus 
odoratissimus).7iM«f?j,Dulness,hebetude,stupidity. 

jJjUj^,  ̂ ^jJlfe  hundisi  Innaxi,  Dimness  of  sight. 

^^\4ijii  f^^jSJ^  hundifi  dandan,  The  stupor  of  the 
teeth  from  eating  any  thing  acid. 

handidan,  To  dig,  or  cause  to  dig. 

A  J>,6^  hindAV,  A  thick  ass. 
A  'sy.J-^ kindlrat  or  handirat,  Largeness,  mag- 

nitude, bulk,  thickness. 

pj^hanar,  (or  hanara')  Canara  in  India. 
A'j^ ha.nz,  (v.  n.  of'j^)  Treasuring,  storing, 

hoarding,  laying  up ;  putting  any  thing  into  a  case 
or  repository.  Fixing  (a  spear)  in  the  ground. 

Forcibly  thrusting  one  thing  into  another  or  into 

the  ground.  Treasure  (especially  buried  gold  or  sil- 

ver). Kunuz,  {jpX.oi hinaz^  Firm-fleshed  (she- camels  or  girls). 

P'j^  hanaz,  That  part  of  the  stem  of  a  bunch 
of  dates  which  joins  the  tree. 

p  hanza,  Wise,  learned,  philosophic.  An 
herb  or  flower  which  grows  spontaneously. 

A  i^j^ kans,  (v.  n.  of  ;j«A$^)  Sweeping,  clean- 
ing. Kttnus,(j)\.  of  (_>uU^ /««a.s)  Coverts  of  deer. 

A  f^'i^ hunnas,  (pi.  of  hanis)  Stars.  An- 

gels. Wild  cows  or  their  young,  (pi.  of  (_)*>l-ji^ 
hinas)  The  coverts  of  deer. 

p       ..i'*^ hanast  or  kunist,  A  fire-temple. 
p  ̂L*^ hanasiu,  An  alkaline  herb  for  washing. 
A  hinsih,  (or  Root,  origin  ;  race. 

A  (ji-li^  hansh,  A  plaiting  or  flouncing  of  (he 
fringe  of  a  garment.  A  softening  of  the  rough  den- 

tifrice called  i^\y^ic  misrcak. 

p  ̂Ju'i^ hanisk,  A  digging,  plucking  up.  ̂ =>- 

^jiji^'ara-^ams/i.  Agony  of  death.  iTwvjisA,  Action, 
operation,  business.  Custom,  habit,  manner,  dis- 

position. A  criminal.  A  Christian  church.  A  Jew- 

ish synagogue.  A  fire-temple. 
?ns/<aj,Curly-haired(man). Ugly-faced, 

r  CLiJ^i^himisht,  A  fire-temple.  A  Jew's  syna- 
gogue. A  pigsty.  Profession,occupation. 

had-kuniskt,  Malignant,  villainous. 

p  fyZ^ kanasktu,  An  alkaline  herb  with  which 
they  wash  clothes.  Unripe  grapes.  Rubbish. 

p  t^i^Lz^^ kanasktuk,  An  alkaline  herb  for 

washing  clothes. 
p  ̂j^zj^ kiniskk,  A  throbbing  pain, 

p  f^^'i^ hunishn,  An  act,  work.  A  fire-temple. 
A  Jews'  synagogue.  A  pigsty, 

p  ̂tj^S  kansku,  Unripe  grapes. 
A  ̂x>^ kanz,  (v.  n.  of  iaji^Afflicting,  grieving, 

annoying,  oppressing.  Filling. 
A&]a-;^/jMnsaf,Anguish,distress:squeeze,pressure. 

A  ̂̂ /tm^.  The  greater  part  of  tlie  night  elapsed, 
a  third  remaining.   Root,  origin.  Agate.  Kun^ 

(pi.  of        aknaQ  Disabled  in  the  arms,  by  frac- 
ture or  dislocation.  Unequal  to  any  business.  Ka- 



na^,(v.n.of^ii')Beiiig  drawn  together  and  wrinkled (the  fingers),  lieing  assiduous,  sticking  to.  Being 

thrown  flat  on  the  chin.  Kuni^  Broken  with  age, 
wrinkled  (old  man). 

1'  i^jiM  han^l,  A  falcon  raising  his  head  and 
body  when  he  eyes  his  prey.  A  dangler  after  wo- 

men. Greedy  of  prey. 

hdn^n,  Canaan. 

A  f^^^jfj^ hail ̂ niijun,  Canaanite3. 

A  iJL^^ han^t,  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  i^>j>j^  han^d,  A  kind  of  sea-fish. 

A  ijiij^han^rat,  (pl.^U^  A  large  she-camel. 

r  '^j^ liingh,  The  matter  which  hardens  in  the 
corner  of  the  eye. 

p  JUj^  hinglial,  A  wencher.  Kunghal,  An  in- 
terview in  private  between  friends. 

r  iOlio /.a/i/z/tn/ajWhoredom.  A  matrimonial 

suit.  A  whore.  A  request,  wish.  A  miser.  A  whore- 

monger. Avarice.  A  hero.  Name  of  a  mountain 
in  Khurasan. 

A  i^'^ hanf,  (v.  n.  of  l-A*^  Guarding,  pre- 
serving, protecting,  aiding,  assisting.  Enclosing. 

Driving  (cattle)  into  a  fold  or  enclosure.  Prepar- 

ing a  covering  or  the  shelter  called  L.JL}j^ kanif. 
Placing  both  hands  on  the  head  of  a  measure,  and 

holding  grain  in  them.  Constructing  a  privy  or 

place  to  throw  filth  into.  Turning  from,  retiring. 

Kinf,  A  shepherd's  scrip.  A  kind  of  bag  in  which 
a  trader  puts  up  the  meaner  sort  of  commodities. 

hanvf)  (She-camels)  lying 
down  among  the  males,  (pi. of  ̂...Sisj^ karaf)  Pri- 

vies, necessaries.  Kanaf,  Side,  edge,  margin,  coast, 

shore.  Wing  (of  a  bird).  Protection,  guardian- 
ship. Shade,  shadow. 

r  c-A*^ hanaf,  A  cord  made  of  flax. 

A  f\a^ kanfuf,  A  sheep  whose  rump-bone  is 
conspicuous  from  leanness. 

A  iSL^ hanafat,  A  tract  of  country  where  ca- 

mels feed.    A  side,  margin,  coast. 

kunfus,  Short. 

i/)Jirat,The  tip,  also  the  side  of  the  nose. 

A  hun  fa  han,  Let  it  be,  and  it  was ;  (or, 

1^  CilJlo  maliki  Jam  fa  han,  Lord  of  Let  it 

Ije,  and  it  was),  An  epithet  of  the  Almighty. 

^'  ijtt^^^^^  kanfaBl,  A  large  beard. 
hanfuhl,  Large-bearded  (man). 

A  's^iAsi^  havfalilat,  Alarge  beard. 
r  tiJj/ hank,  Hump-backed.  A  cat.  A  cock. 

A  dwelling  for  the  spring-season.  A  temple:  an 

Indian  pagoda.  Kinh,  A  mandate.  A  young  man 

•whose  beard  begins  to  grow.  Kunh,  Earthen  wa- 
ter-pipes or  conduits.  Kanah,  hinih,  or  hiriak,  A 

kind  of  grass  of  which  they  make  cord.  A  wal- 

nut, the  kernel  of  which  it  is  diflicult  to  pull  out. 
Parsimonious,  stingy. 

A  'i:^ hanhanat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^-^  Q)  Fleeing 
away.  Being  lazy  and  inactive.  Sitting  in  the  house. 
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p  (^^^ hanhus,  A  demon. 

P  i^iJ^ hangyW'mg  of  a  bird.  Arm  of  a  man 
from  the  tips  of  the  fingers  to  the  shoulder.  Limb 

or  branch  of  a  tree.  King,  A  youth  of  a  clumsy, 

ill-shaped  body.  A  vulgar,  impudent,  talkative  fel- 
low. A  man  ofa  gross,  stout  habit.  A  beardless 

and  impudent  youth.  Name  of  a  certain  sea-port. 
The  end  of  the  stalk  of  a  bunch  of  dates  nextthetree. 

hangdb,  Syrup,  jalap,  ptisan. 

P^U-iS=  hanhaj,  A  crab.  Kangaj  or  hingaj. 
Counsel,  consultation,  deliberation. 

haiigar  or  hungar,  A  snake  which  has 
recently  cast  his  slough. 

p  (^\^^kin  or  hangas,  Counsel.  A  crab. 

W'7as/<,Counsel,delibcration. 

i^-y^\y^hingash  hhwastan,Toask  counsel.  (^^\X^ 
hinga.ih  namudan.  To  consult,  deliberate. 

p  ei\X^ hangala,  A  dangling  after  women.  A 
matrimonial  suit.  A  courtesan.  A  miser.  Name 

of  a  mountain  in  Khurasan. 

angar,  A  kind  of  artichoke.  Obstinacy, 

contentiousness.  hangar  handanf'lo  toil 
in  vain.  Kingir,  Name  of  a  musical  instrument 

used  in  India.  Kungur,A\a.rgco\\\.  A  beam  pro- 

jecting from  a  wall.  A  player  on  the  kettle-drum. 
A  young  branch.  Shameless.  A  kind  of  beggar  (see 

joLi,-»-Li»  shahh-shana).  A  battlement,  pinnacle. 

\j>_j^j^^  hungui-i  hibriya.  Pinnacle  of  greatness. 
p  hangar  an,  An  owl.  Rye. 

p  Cijji^ hangar-zad.  Artichoke-gum. 
p  t>y^  hingira,  A  musical  instrument  having 

only  two  wires.  Kungura,  A  niched  battlement, 

notched  parapet,  pinnacle,  turret.  An  acroterium. 

Plumes  upon  helmets,  ornaments  upon  crowns. 

Pj^ii  ttji^ hungura-dar,  Embattled,  crested. 

p  ̂jtj:,^  hangari.  Artichoke-gum.  Kingir'i, Name  of  a  musical  instrument  made  of  two  gourds, 

used  in  Hindustan  ;  a  kind  of  lute. 

A  'ii^  hanmat,  A  wound. 

p  ̂  hun  mahun.  Do  and  do  not;  irreso- 
lute, hesitating  in  giving  orders.  A  sovereign,  a 

commander.    Commands  and  prohibitions. 

p  hanand,  A  hoe,  spade,  or  instrument  for 

turning  up  ground  which  cannot  be  ploughed. 
p  t,\y^hananda,  A  digger,  one  who  tears  any 

thingup.  Kunanda,Av[ia]i&v.  Afactor,agent,doer. 

p  ̂  hanav  or  hanu.  Hemp. 

A  L->yui^ hunuh,  (v.  n.  of  Being  thick, 
coarse,  and  rough.  Being  contented,  independent, 

able  to  dispense  with,  and  to  do  without. 

A  'i^ hinwat  or  hunwat,  A.  patronymic. 
A  hanud,  Ungrateful,  unthankful,  rebel- 

lious acainst  God  or  man  ;  avaricious.  One  who 

docs  no  good,  beats  his  servants,  and  eats  by  him- 
self. A  woman  untrue  in  her  love,  unfaithful  in  her 

attachment.  Barren  (ground).  Kunud,  (v.  n.  of 

Being  ungrateful.  Ingratitude. 

p  ̂̂ ^y>^ hananddn,  (Jtanudan,  sji\:> ̂  hanaiv- 
ddna,  or  hanuduna)  Hemp-seed  (eat  roasted  to  pro- 

cure an  appetite  or  get  fat). 

V  j^i^  hanur,  A  basket  or  wooden  vessel  for 
holding  bread  or  corn.  A  large  jarof  unbaked  clav, 

in  which  grain  is  preserved  from  fire.  Kanur  or 

hinur,  Fraud,  deceit.    Kunur  or  hanur,  Thunder. 

p  'ijyi^ ha  or  hinura,  A  cheat,  deceiver,  trifler. 

p  ̂jO^jjj^ ha  or  AZ/jM/'icZa/j,  To  cheat,  deceive. 

Ajyi^ huituz,  (pi.  of  j^^/tanz)  Treasures. 
p         ha,  hu,  or  hinuza,  Dressed  cotton-wool. 

A  ̂^j^ hutiu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Drawing  one's  self together;  contracting  or  clapping  close  the  wings 
when  flying  downward  (an  eagle).  Running  away 

from,  being  cowardly.  Approaching,  being  near. 

Setting  (as  a  star).  Being  submissive,  gentle,  hum- 
ble. Adhering  to  the  garments  (musk  or  other  per- 

fume). Striking  the  fingers  so  that  they  become  dry. 

Swearing  by  God.  Striking.  Contractingor  wither- 
ing (fingers).  Desiring,  being  greedy  of  (any  thing) 

A  hanuf,  (pi.  L-ftj^ /'"'i/')  ("A.  she-ca- 
mel) lying  down  among  the  males.  Retiring  from 

the  herd  or  flock  (a  she-camel  or  a  sheep).  A  sheep 
blissomed  although  pregnant. 

p  ̂jy^iS' hnun,  (used  for  ahnun)  Now. God  willing.  Kanun,  A  large  jar  of  unbaked  clay 

to  preserve  corn. 
A  ̂̂ y^kunun,  (v.  n.  of  (Tj^)  Covering,  veiling, 

protecting,  preserving.    Shading  from  the  sun. 
Aio>^/;«?i/j, Substance.  Quantity, species, mode. 

Time.  Face,  aspect.  Sum,  extreme,  or  height  (of 

any  thing),  jui^  bijO^ya^-ifuhu  hiniha  ma^ 
rifatihi,  He  knows  it  thoroughly. 

P^  hanah,  (pi.  Ifcesj^ hanahha)  A  tike. 
hunna.  Shady. 

A  (^V^  hanhan,  A  plant  like  the  juniper. 
A  f^y^ hanahhal  or  hanahhul,  A  kind  of  large 

tree.  Barley  with  large  ears. 

AjS^ hanahdar,  An  instrument  upon  whieii 
they  carry  grapes,  unburnt  bricks,  or  milk,  &c. 

A  ̂̂ S^jJ^ hanahdal,  Large,  thick,  strong. 

p      ̂  han  haza,  A  yawniug-fit  before  a  fever. 
A  'iJLfX^ hanliafat,  (v.  n.  of  u-ft^J^ Q)  Going 

away,  making  haste  in  walking  or  running. 

Ajy^  hanahn-ar,  Clouds  like  mountains.  A large  man. 

A  'ij^^  kanah warat,  A  large  old  she-camel. 

A  i^jJkuna',  (pl.ofajai^/.M?;y«/)  Metonymies. 

A  '^hanli/fOne  who  jokeswith  another's  name. 
One  who  has  a  patronymic  similar  to  that  of  ano- 

ther person ;  cognominal. 
pUJ^/^aw^/a,  (inzand  and  Paz.)  Hollow  within. 

A  {_^x^ hanib,  A  tree,  dr}^,  withering,  or  hav- 

ing the  thorns  broken. A  'ixi^hinyat  or  hunyat,  (v.  n.  of^J^)  Calling 

or  naming  (any  one)  by  a  word  which  has  another 

meaning,  dubbing:  as,j3c»  ̂ \  abu  hazar,  Father 



Timidity,  a  name  for  the  chameleon,  (pi.  ̂J^ku- 
na)  A  patronymic,  or  a  filionymic  :  any  name  be- 

ginning with       ab,  Father;  ̂   umm,  Mother; 
ibn,  Son  ;  (JL^h  bint,  Daughter;      aM,  Brother; 

or  CL*i>-\  ukht,  Sister. 

A  CLo^ karat,  (A  bottle)  that  holds  water  well. 

p  CLj^^^ kunet,  (for  ,yjJj  kuned)  Do  you. 

AjdJj^ hanaydar  or  kmiaydir,  Thick,  gross. 
p        kanu;  A  glutton.  A  lazy  fellow. 

pjf^kamz,  A  female  slave,  maid-servant.  A 
maid,  virgin,  girl.  Kaniz  or  huriiz,  The  stalk  where 

bunches  of  grapes  or  dates  hang.  \yjij^ hanizi 

sa2;«,  A  retributive  particle.  iCij\^y^  han'izi  rca- 
zada,  A  conditional  particle. 

Kj^haniz,  Dates  packed  in  hampers  and  laid 

up  in  store  for  winter-use. 

p  ̂'j^ kanizali,  A  girl.  ̂ ^^J>  ̂y!)^ harii- 
zaki  Jirashi,  A  kept  mistress. 

p  ̂'j^l^  kanizagi.  The  condition  or  duty  of  a 
female  servant,  or  girl. 

p  kanizi.  Maidenhood,  girlhood. 

A  'L^yi^ kanisat,  (pi.  lianafis)  A  Chris- 

tian church.  A  Jew's  synagogue;  a  pagan  temple. 
A  beautiful  woman. 

A  'i^Jxi^ kunayyisat,  (dim.  oCL^^jj^ kantsat')  A 
email  church,  a  chapel. 

p  ̂Jus^  kmiish,  An  action,  good  or  bad. 

A  ̂-i^/iawi^,  Broken-armed  or  broken-handed. One  who  strays  from  the  right  path,  or  wandering 

from  one  road  to  another.  Extreme  (hunger). 

A  i__ajji^ kanif,  (pi.  hunf)  A  privy,  ne- 
cessary. A  place  where  rubbish  or  excrement  is 

thrown.  A  place  for  washing  the  face  and  hands. 

A  veil,  covering.  A  shield.  An  enclosure  for  cat- 

tle made  of  rushes.  A  palm-tree  sprouting  after  be- 

ing cut  down  to  the  height  of  a  cubit.  Kunayf, 

(dim.  of  ■_  hh)f^  A  small  shepherd's  wallet. 
lianin,  Hidden,  concealed. 

p  _jJ>  ham.  Clever,  ingenious.  Power.  Stature. 

Ku,  (forjU^Ai  m)  That  he.  Who,  which,  what. 
Ku,  Where  ?  Where  is  he  gone  ?  A  broad  street, 

square,  market-place.  A  narrow  street,  an  alley. 
A      hawK,  A  window. 

A  kawf,  (v.  n.  of  Being  pusillanimous, 
infirm,  weak. 

A  htKcif,  (v.  n.  3  of  )  Reviling  one 

another,  (pi.  of       kamimat  or  Imnat)  Windows. 

A  -^^^iOiawruaj,  Foul-mouthed,  abusive ;  reviler. 

ahu'l  hawKas,  An  Arabian  nickname. 

A  ̂/kaKRbih,  (pl.of^^)  Objects  of  omen. 
A  karcatil,  Name  of  a  halting-place  on 

the  road  to  Rakkah. 

Ay  \^/«an-a.s?>,(pl.ofyji^)Fountainsin  Paradise. 
A  ̂\^'^  kawasil.  Name  of  a  country, 
A  Itiwah,  A  good  manager  (of  cattle). 

A(.>x>-^ji^Aa«;a/M's,Obliterated(vestiges). i^sA^ ailal  karvahis,  Effaced  marks  of  a  house. 
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A  kawadis,  (pi.  of  kadis)  Omens 
taken  from  sneezing. 

p  id\<^  kiwada,  The  wooden  sill  of  a  door.  The 
piece  of  wood  in  which  the  lower  pivot  turns. 

arvazib,  (pi.  of  t_->i^)  False.  Liars. 

Pj^ykawar,  A  leek.  A  thick  mist  which  appears 
in  summer-nights.  Kawar  or  kuwar,  A  basket  for 
carrying  about  fruit  on  the  back.  Kuwar,  Name 
of  a  town  near  ShTraz. 

p        ka  or  kuwar  a.  The  wooden  sill  of  a  door. 

A  CJ^j\<^ kunarat.  Domestic  hives. 
A  kircarat,  A  sort  of  wine.  K.imarat, 

kurvarat,  or  kuwarat,  (pi.  C^\J\'t^  kuwar  at  orJi\^ 
kawasir)  A  hive,  or  place  where  bees  make  honey. 

A  karoaris.  Troublesome  (affairs). 

p  ̂̂tij^i^ kuKarun,  Disease  of  skin,prickly heat. 
p  harvara,  A  basket  or  pannier  for  carry- 

ing fruit  about  upon  the  back.  A  thick  mist  which 

appears  during  the  night  in  the  summer-months. 
A  bee-hive.   Kuwara,  An  earthen  vessel. 

p^^t>  iji^ /iarra?'a-c?aw, A  shepherd, herdsman. 
Pj^^  karvaz,  A  kind  of  bottle  carried  by  tra- 

vellers. A  stick  for  driving  cattle. 

p  i^^kawaza,A.  close-mouthed  travellers'  bot- 
tle. Khvaza,  An  ox-goad.  KuTvaza,A  poached  egg. 

p        karcaj.  Reproach,  reprehension,  taunt. 

p  kaimja,  Jesting,  bantering,  jeering,  ri- 
diculing. A  jester.  Bread  half  baked.  A  poached  egg. 

PQ_jwy5^AMwas,Quality,  property;  way ,manner. 
A  kawasib,  (or  t__***»\j^^  al  karvasib) 

Wild  beasts.    Extremities  of  the  body,  hands,  feet. 

A j***^^ /iawas/r, (pi.  of  a^j-j^/iasirai)  Breakers. 
Eagles.  Camels  which  break  the  branches. 

p  kunasama.  Easy,  not  difficult. 

urvasa,  Quality, property, way, manner. 

p  s.e<M>\^  kuwasima,  Easy.  Easiness,  facility. 

p  (^\^ kuwask.  Mode:  quality,  property. 
A  kmvashat,  A  large  glans  penis. 

A  \^SLJ^\^kawaskif,  (pi.  of'isJ^^kaskifat)  Dis- 
closures, discoveries,  revelations. 

p  n.^]^ kuTvashama,  Easy,  not  difficult.  Ease. 

p  &Jli\^^ ktiwasha,  Quality,  way,  manner. 

p  jJ^\^^ kaTvashtr,  (or  jfZ>\^  gawashir)  Name 

of  a  place  whence  they  bring  turquoise-stones  of  a 

light  colour  and  little  value. 

p  s.sJ^\j'^ku'washlma,  Easy.  Easiness,  facility. 

A  t..^\^ karva^b,  (pi.  of  Aa^'6)  Swell- 
ing-breasted girls. 

A  dsA^^haifvaghiz,  (pi.  of  p  SS-^  kar/hiz)  Papers. 

A  J>\^  kawafir,  Wine-jars,  (pi.  of  'ij'^  kafi- rat)  Infidels,  unbelieving  (women),  (pi.  ofjy^ 

hqfur)  Flowers  of  the  palm-tree.  (Seej^^^/^q/w/-). 

Aj^j^^/iaryq/tr,  (  pi .  of,  y  ̂)  F I  owers  of  th  e  palm . 

\\.^\^kawahib,  (pi.  of  \,^^kawkab)  Stars, 
constellations.  zu  karvahib,  Sorrowful, 

mournful  (day).  Kuivahib,  Name  of  a  mountain 

whence  they  cut  mill-stones. 

p  (^\ju2*  {,.^\^ kawakib-shinas.  An  astrono- 
mer.   An  astrologer. 

A  (J^^_5^ kawsakal,  (^yi\^ kawaAal,  and  J>5^j^ 
kawalil)  Short-bodied.  One  who  turns  his  toes  in 
and  his  heels  out. 

A  i-^^^  kuwakiyat,  A  dwarf. 
p  (J^j^^a  or  kunal.  Gain,  growth,  increase. 

p  n-^^'^  1^ kuroalfjhuncha.  Red  paint  for  theface. 
p  cfll^jj kawalif,  A  kind  of  white  thorn  or  this- 
tle of  M'hich  camels  are  fond. 

p^^\^ka  or  kuwalidarifTo  gain,  acquire,heap 
up.  To  grow,  increase,  abound  ;  to  flourish,  ripen. 

p  iSx)]^ ka7valida  also  kuwaUda,  Gained,  ac- 

quired.   Grown,  increased. 

A  'jpi^^ kamaUz,  (pi.  ofj^^  kaluz)  Those  who 
go  armed  to  water. 
A  kawani^  (pi.  of  &jO^  kuni^t)  Noses 

beaten  flat  on  their  faces. 

A  [^\^kaivanin,  (pi.  of  ̂y\^)  Chafing-dishes. 
p  kuum,  The  bog-rush. 

A  kan-ahU,  (pl.of  J,S>\^  kRhil)  The  cavi- 
ties between  the  scapula  and  the  vertebrae. 

^^\yc^\  ̂ y^\^ min  kawakiWs  saroahil,  From  the 
backs  of  neighing  steeds. 

A^\j^  kajvasir,  Domestic  hives. 
A  I  kanasif,  Particulars,  contents. 

p  jC^j^  kuim,  Name  of  an  herb. A  L>/k  a7vb,  (v.  n.  of  i—-'^  for  <-^^)  Drink- 
ing water  out  of  a  vessel  without  handle  or  spout. 

Kub,  (pi.  akrvah)  A  cup,  or  any  such  vessel 
without  spout  or  handle,  a  ewer.  Kawab,  Large- 

ness of  head,  with  a  slenderness  of  neck. 

(in  compos,  from  koft> 

^[yx>,y  kolulan)  Beating,  striking,  smit 
who  beats  or  strikes,  ((--.^j^i^^b /jay-Zio?),  A  dancer. 

1^^^;^  dushman-kob,  Routing  enemies,  u-*^ 
toiii  kal^-kob,  Cannon  battering  a  fort. 

(_-.'ji^J~a?'-^o&,Agoldsmith.)Astroke,bang,whack, 
knock,  blow,  thump.  A  touch.  An  elephant-goad. 
A  mat  made  of  very  coarse  reeds. 

p  ̂̂ [^>j[}ji'kobdmdan,  To  cause  to  beat,  bruise, 
bang,  whack,  or  thump. 

A  'i>^ karcbat,  A  sigh  for  any  thing  lost  or  ir- 
retrieveable.  Kubat,  The  game  of  chess ;  tables. 

A  small  drum.  A  kind  of  lute.  A  stone  filling  the 

hand,  with  which  they  bray  drugs  or  crack  nuts. 

A  'if^ kusabat.  Shame. 

P  (_5^j^ kubakki,  A.  great,  distinguished  man. 

p  ̂J^'^i^ kob-hari,  Chastisement. 
ku  ba  ku,  From  street  to  street,  from 

place  to  place. 
p  kubal.  Camomile. 
p  d!^^ kubala  or  kawbala.  The  hair  on  the  top 

of  the  head. 

p  ̂^>^ hoban,  A  sledge-hammer. 
p  d.-}y^ koba.  An  instrument  with  which  any 

thing  is  brayed.  A  mallet,  beetle.  A  whip,  scourge. 

an  or 
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A  drum  formed  of  two  kettles,  joined  on  their  con- 
vex sides,  and  covered  with  a  skin,  played  upon 

like  a  bagpipe.  A  wave  of  the  sea.  A  vessel  in 

wliich  butter  is  separated  from  the  milk.  Name 
of  an  edible  plant. 

r  ̂jj^  e-i^ huha-hui  i,  A  thumping. 

V  l>J-X>,^l(uhyaza,  A  sledge-hammer,  hammer. 

v^jSs3_^huhiclan,l!o  beat, strike, bruise,  pound. 

^jjjo^t_5bj;a>/  hobidan,  To  dance,  strike  the  feet. 

V  liohvi,  A  hammer,  mallet.  A  bleacher's 
Iteetle.  A  strainer  of  reeds  used  by  those  who  sell 

oil ;  a  sack  made  of  reeds,  in  which  they  put  seeds 

to  be  squee/ed  for  the  oil.  The  press  of  an  oil-mill. 

V  hup,  A  hill  or  mountain.  A  large  wa- 
ter-jar. A  mat. 

p  t>j^..^ hupara,  A  herd. 

p  ij^i.y  kupal,  A  ponderous  club,  a  mace.  A 
thick  neck.  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

p  (3^.^  Itupal,  A  young  shoot,  sprout,  or  bud. 

p  d^Jy^  Jiupala  or  kampala,  The  bud  or  young 
shoot  of  a  tree.  A  cupola,  an  arch  decorated  with 
festoons  of  flowers.  A  lock  for  a  chest.  Bubbles 

on  wine  or  water.  The  hair  on  the  top  of  the  head. 

p  &:>,^-^ liupa,  A  surgeon's  cupping-glass. 
A       liawwat  or  huwat,  (pi.  Ajf  hiwdf, 

hama',  or  Iiurva')  A  window. 
p  liant  or  hot,  The  buttocks.   Kut,  (for 

\j>  ̂  6^  Id  u  tura)  Who  to  thee. 
H  C^<^ hot,  A  fort. 

V  J3^^ hotar,  A  covered  market-house. 
p  tXi^{ hotali.,  Short,  small,  little.  Mean.  A 

dwai'f.  1^'^**^  oidh  shudan,  To  be  shortened. 
f^ii^  lX> ̂  kotah  hardan,  To  abridge. 

p  tK'u^ hotah-andesh.  Short-sighted. 
p  cjWo^ liotcihana,  Like  a  dwarf,  dwarfishly. 

p       iKi^^ liotulL-huldy  Short  of  stature. 

p  (jO.  rXi^ hotdh-bln,  Short,  or  dim-sighted. 

pb  »\3_5^ h  otah-pd,  ((_^b  iXi^ hotak-pdy,  also 

iX3^^ hoidh-pdcka)  Name  of  a  quadruped 
with  a  spotted  back  and  horns  like  a  deer.  A  hare. 

p         tXi^^ hoidh-pdcha,  A  very  shoi'tman. 

p  i^^d^j  1>\i^^  hotali-zindafjdni,  Short-lived. 
i>  Si         hofdh-had,  Short  of  stature. 

p  (jiij^  ̂^3^ holdk-gardan,  Short-necked. 

p jla3  jlijj/fO^aA-nas'ar,  Short-sighted  :  care- 
less, negligent,  improvident.  Stingy,  avaricious. 

p  (jj^b_ji^  hoidki,  Shortness,  brevity.  Little- ness, deficiency. 

p J>^  hawtar  or  hutar,  (foryy/)  A  pigeon. 

A  hawta^t.  The  nut  of  an  ass's  yard. 
p  i^JJj)^^  hotatif],  A  washer's  beetle. 
P  H  hotn-dl.  The  porter  of  a  castle.  A 

magistrate. 

p  e3 ̂^hotnh,  (for  15 \j koidh)  Short,  contracted. 

i<  ijjo^  &i ̂liotah-amal.  Moderate  in  one's  hopes, 
p  hotah-andesh,  Short-sighted,  im- 

prudent, rash,  improvident,  wanting  foresight. 
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p  Jb         hoiah-hdl,  Of  short  stature. 
p  b  i3^hotah-jm,  (or  a>»-b  iJ^hotah-pdcha) 

An  animal  resembling  a  deer.  A  hare. 

Piii  i3j^ hotah-had,  Of  a  short  stature. 

p  (jii;-^  hotah-gardan.  Short-necked. 
Wicked,  deceitful. 

A  hawta' ,^\iOTt.  Dwarf.  Corn  sprouting 
up  after  rain. 

A  1^  ̂  liufnj ,  ̂hovt.  A  dwarf.  A  man's  name. P  hoiiiid,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  mule. 

A  haws,  (pi.  Li-»l_j5i)  A  shoe,  a  short  boot. 
A         hawsat,  Plenty,  fruitfulness. 

Aji^  haivsar,  (pl.j5\^  hawdsir)  A  river  in 
Paradise  whence  all  the  other  rivers  derive  their 

source.  A  river.  Name  of  a  village  in  Taif.  The 

Muhammadan  religion.  Prophecy.  A  liberal,rauni- 
ficient  man.  A  prince  or  chief.  Much.  Much 

(dust)  piled  up. 

A  Jj^AawsaZ,  Stern  or  poop  ofaship;  helm. 

p  hit).  Squint-eyed.     Kawaj,  A  quilted 
jacket  worn  in  battle.  Gum  exuding  from  a  tree. 

p  i^^hoch,  A  robber,  footpad,  assassin.  A  wan- dering tribe.  Migration,  decamping.  Marching, 

setting  off.  Squint-eyed.  A  kingdom.  A  man's 
family,  wife,  children.  An  owl.  Assistance,  ser- 

vice. Name  of  a  country  lying  between  Bengal  and 

Khuta.  ̂ ii^ Aoc7t/ja?'JaK,  To  decamp,  move 
to  another  place.  To  set  off  on  a  march.  To  run 

away.  To  set.    [j^^  ^'^f^^^^j  To  serve. 

^_jb  J  hoch  u  hillock,  A  wandci'ing  tribe  set- 
tled on  the  mountains  bordering  on  ̂̂ Uj^/^a?'ni.a«. 

p  ^  hochdnulan.  To  cause  to  march  on. 
p  hoch  hakoch,  Travelling  one  after 

another.    A  highwayman's  horse. 
p  tH).=.-«^/^M67^a/^, Small, little.  Amusicalmode 

or  style.  "  llck'ni  huchah,  A  little 
ambassador,  internuncio,  envoy,  resident. 

p  !i)b  huchah-h  ala,  Small  in  stature. 

p  J^.s^^  huchahtar,  Less,  smaller. 

p  ̂^^^ huchahi,  Smallness.  Purple. 

p  (jA^  ̂{hucUahin,  (or  ̂_,jC>-^ huchahtarin) 
Smallest,  least. 

p  s.s^^ hucha,  (dim.  u)  A  narrow  street. 

A  lane,  slum,  row,  passage.  A  street,  square,  mar- 
ket-place. A  thread.  Migration.  (jU*»>b  s^>^ 

huchan  hdsitdn,  {ov  Ja}>-  t>-^  huchasi  hhatar) 

The  world,    sl^jut  huchasi  sai'-basta,  A 
blind  alley,  cul-de-sac.  j^iibi  s.^'^^ huchafitddan. 

To  be  a  stranger,  far  from  country  and  friends. 

p  dji  s^t^ hucha-cjard,  A  vagrant.  A  street- 

walker, pcrnmbulator  of  the  streets. 

p  fj^Ji  sj>.^  Jtucha-gardi,  Vagrancy.  Street- 
walkins.  Perambulation  of  the  streets. 

A  ̂^hawh,  (v.  n.  of  for  )  Conquering 
in  war.  Immersingin  water,or  burying  in  the  earth. 

p  hohh,  A  small  hut  of  reeds.  A  house 

without  a  window.     A  species  of  grass  of  which 

they  make  mats.  The  matter  wliich  hardens  in  the 

corner  of  the  eye.  A  worm. 

A         huhh,  (p\.  ahtidhh,  ̂ ^\^ j^' huhhdn, 
hihhdn,  and  '»s>-y  kitcah hat)  A  smaW  hut  or 

house  of  reeds  without  a  window. 

A  jjls>- ̂huhhdn,  (or  &j>- /tiTvahhat)(p\.oC 
huhh)  Small  huts  of  reeds  without  windows. 

A  'ii>-^ hurvahhat,  (pi.  of  ̂\^)  L^pper  rooms. 
p  Ciiii>-  ̂ huhhah  oxhanahlih,  A  bunch  of  grapes. 

A  brand)  after  the  grapes  have  been  pulled  off. 

A  i><^ haKd,  (v.  n.  of  Ci^  foriij^)  Being  just  on 

the  point ;  every  thing  but ;  hardly  being  able  (to 

accomplish).  Preventing,  hindering.  Wishing,de- 

siring.  Being  liberal.  This  verb  is  sometimes  pleo- 

nastic :  as,  Ifc^.  «^-^.  |J  lam  yakad  yardlid,  which 

isequi valent  to  \s>\j>,  ̂   lam  yardlid,  He  saw  her  not. 
rva  la  han-dun,ln  no  shape, by  no  means. 

p  hod,  A  stack  or  heap  of  corn.  Collected, 

the  reverse  of  scattered.  Manure.  Kajvud,'B\ue. 
A-^Uj^/i?/ja<Zaj,Deep,long-fetchedbreath,sigh. 

p  \^\^^ koddh,  Food  dressed  with  grape-juice. 
A  ib^J  hawdatat,  (v.  n.  of       Q)  Running. 

p  ̂y^J^ hoddl,  A  ditch.  A  well.  A  hoe. 

p  ̂J^d^^hudhdn  or  Aii<?aia«,  A  kind  of  camel's 
saddle.  The  timber  of  a  camel's  saddle. 

A  iLi^ harvdat,  (pi.  ii\^l)  A  heap  of  earth. 

Ajdj^  han-dar,  Name  of  a  king ;  also  of  a  cer- 
tain seneral  or  lieutenant. 

Pjiij^  hudar,  The  skirt  of  a  mountain.  Thin 
leather  for  lining  boots  and  shoes. 

p  iJjii^/ia?rf?am,  A  water-fowl.  A  cormorant. 
A  sort  of  duck. 

p  ij^iH^ hudak,  A  boy,  lad,  youth,  child,  infant. 
A  slave-boy. 

p  sj^d^^ hiidnhdna,  Childish,  childishly. 

p  i.'^d^ hudaha,  A  little  infant. 

p  ̂̂ ti^ /i)7f/a/«.  Puerile,  infantine.  Childhood. 
Childishness,  puerility. 

p Jii^)^ hodgar,  A  digger,  an  excavator. 
p  ̂^1^^ haivdan,  Weak  in  mind,  dull,  stupid, 

thick-headed.  An  old  beast  of  burden.  A  bustard. 

A  (jii^/.'a«v/a??,Lazy,  slow,  and  stupid.  Katv- 

dan,  (or  [Xdj^ haivdaniy)  A  mean  or  sorry  horse. 

A  pack-horse.  An  elephant.  A  mule. 
p  haivdanl,  Stupidity. 

p  id^huda.  The  bow  of  a  saddle.  A  key  with 

the  head  or  extremity  bent.  Teeth  or  work  of  a  key. 

%i^<^  hudasi  pisldn.  The  nipples  of  animals. 

V  &l>ii»-i  hud'ina,  A  large  hammer  or  mallet. 

A  bleacher's  beetle. 

A  ̂J^'d^ haKzdn,  Large  and  fat. 
r  jii^S  huzar,  A  calf-skin  ;  leather  boot-lining. V hanr,  Ground  full  of  hollows  and  unfit 

for  cultivation.  The  semblance  of  water  floating 

over  the  plain.  jEur,  Blind.  ̂ ^^^  j^hur  shudan, 

To  be  or  become  blind.  ̂ ^i>J:^J^ hur  hardan,  To 

make  blind.    Kanar,  Capers. 
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Kj^kaKT,  (v.n.  ofj^  forjj^  Wrapping  (the 
turban-sasli)  round  the  head  in  a  spiral  form.  Dig- 

ging, excavating  in  the  ground.  Carrying  a  bundle 

of  clothes.  Killing.  Haste,  expedition,  accelera- 
tion. Nature.  Plenty,  increase,  abundance,  (pi. 

J^^\  ahwar)  A  herd  of  camels,  from  150  to  200  or 

upwards.  A  herd  of  oxen.  JoOj^  ̂/«  i^\>  hyO 

j  <^'^  na^zu  hi'Uah  mini  7  hawr  ba^a 7  karvr,  God 
defend  us  from  want  after  plenty!  Kur,  (pl.jl-^\ 

altyar,j^\  akmur,  and  f^\j^kiran)  A  camel's  sad- 
dle with  the  furniture.  A  smith's  forge  made  of 

clay.  A  bee-hive.  A  hornet's  nest.  Kuwar,  (pi. 
of  ijj^ kurat)  Cities,  towns.  Regions. 

P  L^\j^'^ hurab,  A  false  appearance  of  water  on 
a  sandy  plain.  One  very  thirsty,  but  drinking  little. 

p  liwabin,  A  sack  made  of  palm-leaves 
or  reeds,  wherein  seeds  are  put  to  be  squeezed  for  oil. 

p  f^j^ Ituran,  (pi.  ofj^/jwr)  Blind. 

P  \>j<^^ hawar-ba,  Food  dressed  with  capers. 

p  CL^j^kur-baJdit,  Blind-fortune,  i.  e.  unfor- 
tunate, wretched.  A  whisperer,  tale-bearer,  spy. 

A  'ij^  kurat,  (pl.j^ kuwar)  A  e\ty.  A  town. 
A  tract  of  country,  region.  A  terra  of  contempt 
addressed  to  a  female. 

p  C^ji^ hurt,  A  long  narrow-necked  jug. 

p  ̂Z^j^ hiir-chasm,  A  kind  of  garment. 
p  ̂ j^'^  liurd,  A  Curd. 
p  kurdistan,  Country  of  the  Curds. 

p  Jiij^A'l/'-iZ?7,Blind-hearted,mad,foolish,du]l. 

p  (^L>j^ kurdi,  A  woollen  garment. 

p  f^Jij^ kurdin,  A  woollen  garment.  A  blan- 
ket. A  sock. 

vjj^  Jtarvarz,  (or         kawarza)  Capers. 

p  i^j^ kawars,  A  curl.  Koras  or  kunurs,  A 
lock  of  hair,  a  curl.    Dirt,  pus,  matter. 

p  ̂^j^ liurfi,  A  seat,  chair. 

p  (^j^  kur  ash,  Cyrus,  king  of  Persia. 

p  {.^XxJ^^j^^ kurshabak.  The  mole  (an  animal). 

p  CL^jj^ kurisht.  Two  sticks,  the  one  long,  the 
othershort,with  which  they  play  the  gameof  hockey. 

p  i^j^haroark,  Capers,  Name  of  a  place  near 
Ormuz.    Name  of  an  infidel  sect. 

Vj^j^kor  kor,  A  kite. 

p  ̂j^j^ kwgani,  A  sort  of  Morocco  leather. 

p  \Sjy^kawarQiyaovkorgiya, Capers.  Carobs. 

p  {^ydj^ hur  mush,  A  species  of  mouse  or  rat 
very  offensive. 

p  -^j^ kur  mehh,  A  large  wooden  pin  or  peg. 
p  kornish,  Obeisance,  salutation.  Pro- 

stration. Adoration. 

p  kur-namayish,  Dark,  obscure. 

p  (^^j^£=  kur-namak.  An  ungrateful  fellow, 

p  6^^£=3  hurana,  An  onion. 
p  f^>j^ kawarnin.  Household  furniture.  Im- 

moveable effects.    A  ditch,  a  furrow. 

p  ̂̂ j<^ kanar-rva,  A  dish  dressed  with  capers. 
p        kamra,  A  channel  hollowed  out  by  a  tor- 
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rent.  A  torrent.  A  river-shell  or  worm.  Name  of 

a  people  in  India.  Kura,  A  large  village  or  market- 
town.  A  number  of  contiguous  villages.  Hard 

ground  excavated  by  a  torrent.  A  wild  ass,  the 

onager.  A  fire-place.  A  smith's  forge.  A  furnace. 
A  brick-kiln.  A  lime-kiln.  Little,  most  minute.  An 
earthen  vessel  which  has  not  been  used. 

(^\xe^ kura-yabani  klmiyayi  sipihr,  Astro- 
nomers.   Astrologers,  almanack-makers.  Kora, 

A  fifth  part,  one  of  the  five  ancient  divisions  of 
Persia  called  Ardshir,  Istikhar,  Darab,  Shahpur, 
and  Kobad.    Unbleached  cloth, 

p j5-  1>j^  kura-khar,  An  elk. 
p  1>\j         hura-rah,  An  indirect  road,  which 

winds  like  a  labyrinth,  and  leads  one  astray. 

pj<        kura-maz,  A  dish  of  milk  and  curds, 

p  i^j^ han-ri,  A  large  leathern  dish  in  which 
drugs  are  offered  for  sale.  Kuri,  Blindness.  A  sort 

of  wild  grain.  A  lively,  dancing  pace.    An  easy, 

agreeable  life ;  jovialness,  cheerfulness. 

kj^ka-wz,  (v.  n.  ofj^  forj^^)  Collecting,  as- 
sembling. Drinking  out  of  a  cup.  Kuz,  (pi. 

klzan,j\^\  akwaz,  and  'ij^ kiwazat)  A  jug,  de- canter, drinking-cup. 

V  huz,  A  hump,  crooked  back.  The  sky. 

p  ku'zciR-ara,  A  glass  bottle, 

p  JijTj^fe  kuz-awez.  Any  thing  by  which  a 
pitcher  is  suspended. 

A  {^j^ kawzab,  Close,  stingy,  avaricious, 

p  CL^-^.j^ kuz-pusht,  Hump-backed. 

A  'ij^ kiwazat,  (pi.  o^j^huz)  Jugs,  gugglets. 
F huz-dar,  Crooked,  hump-backed, 

p^ji"  huzar,  Grain  left  in  the  ear  after  thresh- ing.   A  sieve  or  screen  for  lime  or  gravel, 

p  ijj^  kvtzara,  Name  of  a  blue  water-bird, 

p  i^^j^  kuzasJtb,  Name  of  a  certain  king, 

p  ̂J^j^ kuzgam,  A  kind  of  Morocco  leather, 

p  i^j^=^  kuzan,  A  wooden  mallet. 
p  » huzrvara,  A  glass  bottle. 

p  5jy  huza,  An  earthen  bottle  with  a  long  nar- 
row neck  for  water.  A  gngglet.  A  kind  of  rose. 

Sugar  which  hasbeen  crystallized  in  anearthenpan. 

pJj.jT  ij^ kuza-arvez,  That  whereby  a  gugglet 
is  suspended. 

p  kuza-pusht,  Hump-backed.  The 
firmament. 

p        ij^ kuza-pamba,  A  cotton-pod. 

p ̂ ftij^  huzagar,  A  potter. 
p  uibU^  jj^S^iM2;a-(7arf/anaA,Nameofagame. 

p  ̂j^^ kuzi,  A  reservoir,  small  lake,  pond. 
p  kiv]  or  himij,  A  species  of  medlar.  Kuj, 

Crooked,  curved,  bent  in  two. 

FL^XAj^'^ hujdnuk,  The  wards  of  a  lock. 
p  Kijij^koJ  bar(a,(\n  zand  andPaz.)  Coriander. 

p  CLkL^.j^^  kuj-pusht.  Hump  backed,  having  a 
gibbous  excrescence  upon  it ;  ill-made,  deformed. 

p         kojad,  (or  'ij<^^ kojada)  Flesh-glue. 12  F 

p  i^j^ kuj-girih,  A  button,  a  button-hole. 
p  ciljJjji  kujnuk.  The  wards  of  a  lock. 
p         kuja,  A  whitish  ass. 

A  f^^haws,  (v.  n.  of  for  i^^)  Walk- 

ing gently.  Limping  upon  three  feet  (cattle).  Coil- 
ing up  (as  a  serpent).  Throwing  (any  one)  down. 

Pushing,  shoving  (in sexual  intercourse).  Beating 

down  a  price  (when  buying).  The  north-west  wind. 
An  exclamation  uttered  when  in  fear  of  drowning. 

p  c_>»jj^ kos,  A  tymbal,  large  brass  drum,  which 
is  beat  in  the  palaces  or  camps  of  eastern  princes. 

A  road-measure  of  about  two  miles.  A  row,  rank, 

line.  Two  persons  who  knock  their  sides  or  shoul- 

ders together.  Collision,  shock.  A  game  in  which 

the  men  are  drawn  up  in  rows  like  chess.  The 

longest  corner  of  a  garment  or  a  mantle.  A  nod, 

a  wink,  signal,  or  intimation.  Name  of  a  town  in 

Mazanderan.  CL*ls>^  kosi  rihlat,  (or 

(J-As-j  kosi  rahil)  Beating  the  retreat ;  a  signal  for 
departure.  kos  faro  kofian.  To 
decamp,  to  set  off  to  another  place,  (j'^ 

kos  kardan,  To  fight ;  to  assault ;  to  pierce  or  strike 
one  upon  the  side  when  fighting.    Kus,  A  drum. 

A  triangular  instrument  or  rule  used  by  carpenters 

in  squaring  their  wood. 

A  kus,  Accumulated  sand-hills. 

A  {^^^ kusus,  (pi.  of  ka.cs)  Drinking- 

cups.  Cups  filled  with  wine. 

A  Aui^S^ karvsas,  (pi.  kus)  A  thick,  en- 
tangled plant,  beginning  to  wither  and  turn  white. 

A  e}\jM^'^ kUsalat,  Glans  penis. 
kosan,  Name  of  a  famous  flute-blower 

to  one  of  the  ancient  kings  of  Persia.  A  mode  of 

singing.  A  town  in  Mazandaran. 

P  CJMij^ host,  Concussion,  sbock,  collision.  A 
blow.  Affliction.  A  drum.  Karvast,  A  colocynth. 

p  i^JKtji^ kostan.  To  beat,  strike,  hurt,  injure. 

A  karosaj  or  kusaj,  A  thin-bearded  man. 

The  su  ord-fish.  Toothless.  Slow  (pack-horse). 

A  isf^ ̂  hawsajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Q)  Becom- 

^^^kawsaj,  i.e.  thin-bearded. P  iSir^j  Ly^^ kos-rahil,  Beating  a  retreat. 
p  i^iXtM^  kanisk,  A  bean. 

A  'i^Mi^^ kusalat,  Glans  penis. 
p  sm>^  kosa,  (A  man)  with  little  or  no  beard. 

One  who  has  eight  and  twenty  teeth.  The  fifth 

figure  in  geomancy.  ji  s.u»^ kosa  bar  nisk'in, 
Name  of  a  festival  held  at  the  besinnins:  of  the 

monthjii!  azur  by  the  ancient  Persians. 

A  kusa' ,  Ingenious,  sensible  (woman). 

A  ̂^^'^ kusiy,  Short  in  the  fore-leg  (horse). 
p  iilx**>^/fi(.5_yaf?,  A  hard  and  black  stone,  whicli 

if  thrown  into  the  water  attracts  the  fish,  and  if  re- 

duced by  fire  unites  with  iron  and  fixes  mercury. 
p  kavsh,  A  shoe,  a  slipper.  Kosk,  Exer- 

tion, effort,  pains.  The  fourth  day  of  every  month, 

(from  ̂jSiJ^^  koshidan,  used  in  forming  com- 



pounds)  Striving,  labouring.  Industrious,  doin^' 

one's  endeavour,  attentive,  j 

i^J^>^^)a^  sultani ^ta-hosh  u  hhatu-poslt,  A  mon- 
arch attentive  (to  confer)  benefits  and  bide  offences, 

i.e.  beneficent  and  merciful. 

A  han-sh,  (v.  n.  of         for  {^•^)  Being 
frightened,  calling  for  help.  Lying  with.  Kush, 
A  large  glans  penis. 

p  \J^j^}tosha,  One  w  ho  displays  a  great  energy 
in  war.  Labouring,  striving. 

p  ̂.^^L^ hoshah,  Syrup  of  grapes,  new  wine 
boiled  with  herbs.  Barley-water,  ptisane;  the  juice 
or  broth  of  meat.  Pollution. 

p  liusliad,  Gentian. 

p  Jiushddan,  To  open. 

p  {^.^[Zi^kushasb, Sleep:  a  dream. Nightmare. 

Pollution.  A  youth  whose  beard  begins  to  grow. 

A  ka7vshalat,  Glans  penis  magna. 

p  kushalang,  A  spade.    A  wooden 

bolt.  Alog  fastened  to  a  dog's  neck.  A  stupid  man. 
A  crane.  A  large  cock. 
A  hawshan,  A  dish  made  of  rice  and  fish. 

p  f^\Zij^ koshdn,  Endeavouring;  pains-taking. 
hoshish,  Study,  endeavour,  striving, 

effort,  exertion, attention,  application,  labour,  work. 

Search.  War,  battle, strife.  Amustachio.  ̂ JlLi^ 

ii^y^,  hoshishi  hihoda,  A  vain  attempt.  f^JuZij^ 

hoshisli  hardan,  (or  (jiij^  namudan)  To  la- 

bour, exert  one's  self,  be  deeply  engaged.  To  try, 
endeavour,  strive. 

p  \^Z>^^ hushk,  A  palace,  villa.  A  castle,  ci- 
tadel. Kvakah,  Small,  little;  a  dwarf. 

V  j^^***^  Itushkanjv-,  A  stone  or  iron  ball  pro- 
jected from  a  catapulta  or  cannon. 

A  i^Zi^ kawslialat,  A  large  glans  penis. 

p  js<l»y  hosha,  Sought,  hunted  after:  object  of 
endeavour,  search.  Any  thing  acquired  by  labour. 

F Jioshydr,  Name  of  a  physician  under 
whom  the  celebrated  Avicenna  studied  medicine. 

p  ̂dJ^Zi^^ koshidan,li!o  labour,  struggle,  strive, 

endeavour,  try,  exert  one's  powers.  To  force,  com- 
pel, beat.  To  dispute,  wrangle,  debate.  To  wan- 
der, stray.  To  search. 

A  'kto^<^ hufsat,  Extremely  patient  in  regard  to 
eating  and  drinking  :  accustomed  to  hard  fare. 

A  ̂̂ haiv^iYM.  of  ̂  for  y^)  Going  obliquely 
on  one  side  of  the  feet  (as  a  dog)  on  hot  sand.  Hav- 

ing a  large  wrist-bone,  or  a  distorted  wrist.  Ku^ 

(pl.^j^  ahwdQ  The  protuberance  of  the  wrist- 
bone.  The  wrist-bone(especially  on  the  thumb-side). 

Kawa^  A  pain  in  the  wrist-bone  next  the  thumb. 

A  haw^t,  Distorted-wristed  (woman). 

A  'ijs-^^ liaw^rat,  (v.  n.  ofjff'j^Q)  Becoming 
fat  (a  earners  bunch). 

p        hogh,  A  going  within,  concealment. 

A  u-j^ /ean/,  (v.n.ofi_Jl^for  (  jj^)  Doubling 
down  nnd  sewing  the  edges  of  leather. 
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p  huf,  A  large  owl.    A  weaver's  sley. 
A  ̂Ji^  hairfdn,  (v.  n.  of  c-?^  Being  of  a  cir- 

cular form.  Kawfdn,  (Itufun,  ̂ ^"1^ kuivafun,  or 
kawwafdn)  The  city  of  Kiifa  in  Arabian  Irak  (or 

Chaldea).  Any  thing  round  (especially  a  heap  of 

sand).  A  circle,  circuit,  compass.  Estimation, 

esteem,  honour.^  Dignity,  glory,  grandeur.  A  gar- 
rison. Difiiculty,  trouble.  A  whirlwind,  hurricane. 

Mixture.  Confusion.  Hateful,  disagreeable.  A 

forest,  grove,  or  thicket  of  reeds. 

A  'ii^ liufat,  A  round  tumulus  of  sand  (espe- 
cially red  and  mixed  with  gravel).  The  city  of 

Kufa.  A  blemish,  'ii^  *^  ̂'ii^  bj  {JL/.^^  laysat 
bihi  tufatun  wa  Id  Idtfaiun,  There  is  no  vice  in  him. 

Pd*i}^ ';q/i!, Interwoven.  Ablow,  bruise.  Grief, 
sadness.  Anguish,  vexation. 

pJ^j^hofta7',Asauce  made  of  p]  unis  and  grapes. 
p  C^>^ Itoft-kob,  Beating. 

p ̂       ̂   liofigar,  A  gilder ;  a  gold-beater. 
Pj_^UJ^/;o/i;o_^I,  A  bruise.  Atreading,trampling. 
p  Jwftan,  To  break,  bruise,  knock,  strike, 

smite,  beat,  thrash,  shake,  trample  under  foot,  tread 

upon.  To  precipitate,  to  throw  down.  To  bleach. 

Jii  lioftani  dil,  A  palpitation  of  the  heart. 
dar  lioftan,  To  knock  at  a  gate  or  door. 

p  s-'ii^ hofta,  Thrashed.  Trampled  upon.  Dis- 
tressed, vexed,  grieved.  Wearied,  knocked  up.  In- 

laid. Hashed  meat.  Balls  of  pounded  meat  cooked 

in  soup.    An  ignorant,  weak,  silly  fellow. 

liofta  hardan,  To  inlay. 

p  fJOji  »i5j^/to/i;a-&f/'?/aK,  Meat  pounded  and 
spiced,  fried  in  butter,  and  poured  upon  boiled  rice. 

p  Ao/Jy,  (orj^l^j^Ao^'a«)Nameofatribe of  Karmanian  mountaineers. 

p  f^^^ ̂'i  hofjdn,  A  cage. p  liqfshdna,  A  weaver. 

A  hufiy,  (pi.  {^^^  kujiyuii)  Native  of 
Kufa  in  Chaldea. 

A  hufiyat,  A  kind  of  female  garment. 

p  holt,  Lettuce,  a  soporifcrous  lettuce.  A 

cough.    Long  stitches  in  sewing,  called  basting. 
Tuning  an  instrument.    A  dome,  cupola. 

^^^^  holi  hardan,  To  tune,  accord,  make  even, 
harmonize.  Kuh,  A  bow.  A  very  loud  noise. 

p       harohd,  Tumult,  loud  noise.    The  moon. 

A  'i^^ hawhat,  A  dwarf. 
p  ̂̂ ^^//o/(a«.  Apparatus  of  fuller  or  bleacher. 

A  1^^^  hanhah,{jp\.  karodhih')  Ast&Y. A  little  star  formed  by  nails  on  the  sole  of  a  shoe. 

Any  thing  shining  of  a  round  figure.  The  white 

of  the  eye.  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  A  flower.  A 

tall  plant.  The  lustre  (of  a  sword).  A  mountain. 

A  woman's  name.  A  fountain,  jct-d'cau.  Water. 
A  mushroom,  fungus,  puff.  Nocturnal  dew.  The 

greater  part  of  any  thing.  A  prince,  chief,  gene- 
ral. A  cavalier.  An  armed  man.  A  youth  at  the 

ageof puberty.  Talc.  Intenseness  of  heat.  A  sword. 

A  nail,  pin.  A  prison.  A  strip  of  land  whose  co- 
lour differs  from  the  other  part.  i_>-ye'Jj  ̂  

hawhahi  slidmus,  Samian  earth.  ̂   ̂^jjt  j 
habu  tahta  hulli  haivhabin,  They  were 

dispersed  everywhere,  under  every  star. 

P         hawhabd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  star. 

A  "i-^y  harvhabat,  (v.  n.  of  i^^^Q)  Shining 
(star);  glittering  (steel).  A  star.  Crowd,  company. 

P(^y^^ harchbusor  kaivahbus,  Crooked, bent. 

p  A—iSyS' haivhaba,  A  polished  steel  ball  sus- 
pended to  a  long  pole  and  carried  as  an  ensign  be- 

fore the  king.  A  concourse  of  people.  A  royal 
train,  retinue,  cavalcade.  Splendour. 

p  ̂/hohlah.  The  pod  which  contains  the 
cotton  before  it  is  ripe. 

1"  d}^^^hohila  or  haivhala,  A  kind  of  hoopoo. 

P         hohmd,  (in  zand  in  Pazand)  Tbe  sun. 

P  ̂̂-i^j^^AoAart,  An  owl.  Unripe  parched  grain. 
V hohndr,  Poppy  (after  the  opium  has 

flowed  from  it  they  bruise  and  boil  the  heads,  the 

oil  of  which,  called  koknar,  has  a  strong  inebria- 
ting quality). 

p  \:^/hoha  nah,  A  small  owl. 

P  i^^-S  huhu,  A  fried  egg,  fritter.  The  cooing 
of  a  dove. 

A  i<^<^ hamhanat,  (v.  n.  of ji^Q)  Walking 
like  a  dwarf.  Hastening,  making  haste. 

V  j<^<^ huhuz,  A  kind  of  embroidered  silk. 

p        ̂  hanhan-a,  An  owl. 
p  s^^AoAa,  An  owl.  A  little  round  cake. 

p  Jj^  hoi,  A  pond  or  reservoir.  An  owl.  Kid, 
The  shoulder.  The  back.  The  back  of  a  hill  or 

mountain.  A  carp.  A  salmon-trout.  A  ford,  shal- 

low water,  ditch,  or  place  where  water  stagnates. 

Inexperienced,  rude.  Kanal,  A  baggage-horse, 

clumsy  and  slow.  Leather  of  a  large  coarse  sheep- 
skin. A  coarse  kind  of  woollen  stuff.  Name  of  a 

town  in  Pci'sia. 

p  L->^ji^A()/aZ),  A  pond,  reservoir.  A  large  wave. 
Name  of  a  district  in  Badakhshiin  ;  also  of  a  town. 

p  hiddj,  A  certain  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  ̂"^Z  holdh,  A  large  wave. 
A  hawldn  or  huldn,  The  plant  papyrus. 

p  f^*^^^ haivaldn,  Name  of  a  mountain.  Name 
of  an  aquatic  plant  from  which  mats  arc  made. 

p  liTddnj,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  Cholic. 

p  ̂J^y^^ hiddiviydn,  Able  wrestlers. 

p  jj^yS  hidijiar,  Name  of  an  herb. 
A  'ii^^kusidat,  (v.  n.  of  J\i)  Transferring,  buy- 

in"',  or  sellinor  a  debt. 

A  }^  hawlah,  Ugly,  hideous. 

p  ̂̂ holahh,  Name  of  a  champion.  Kulahh, 
A  chafing-dish. 

A  «3,/a  aivla^  Filth,  nastiness,  dirt. 

p  s^j^ ̂  hulghiincha,  Red  paint  for  the  face. 

p  uLD^^  holah,  A  hollow  gourd  or  calabash 
in  which  women  put  their  cotton  for  spinning. 
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p        karvlam,  Black  pepper, 

p  ̂ ^-^ /iif/a/y',  Cholic.   Lumbago.  Afire- hearth.  A  chafing-dish.  Name  of  a  note  in  music, 

p  \±J^i^^ holanfi,  A  sodomite, 

p        kola,  A  place  where  hunters  lie  to  sur- 

prise their  game.   Foolish,  stupid,  dull,  ignorant. 

Short,  dwarfish,  A  bastard.  A  porcupine,  hedgehog. 

p  koridan,To  dig,  excavate,  hollow  out. 

To  eradicate,  tear  out,  pluck  up. 

A       Jiamm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for         Leaping  (as 
a  horse  upon  the  mare).    Lying  with.  Pudenda. 

Kum,  A  herd  of  camels.    Kawam,  (v.  n.  of 

Having  a  large  bunch  (a  camel). 

p  hum,  Hay.    Dry  herbage  growing  in 

ploughed  ground.    The  bog-rush. 

awmas,  Large-bunched  (she-camel), 

p  ̂\Lo^kumaj,  (or  ̂^j^ )  Unleavened  bread. 

ASM^ kawmat,{\.  n.     ̂   for^^^  Lying  with. 
Kumat,  (pi.         Jamdn)  A  high  heap  of  earth. 

A  ̂ ^^s9  Jiawmah,  Large-hipped.  One  whose 
teeth  so  fill  his  mouth  as  to  prevent  him  from  ar- 

ticulating distinctly. 

p joi^ humar,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  pear, 

p  (ji.ro^ Itumish,  A  well-digger. 
A  kawmal.  Name  of  a  fort  in  Yaman. 

p  Sjc^homa,  A  straw-hut  or  shed  for  sheltering 
those  who  watch  the  fields.  Kuma,  A  coat  of  mail. 

A  haKn,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂<^')  Being,  be- 
coming, happening.  Continuing  at.  Being  per- 

manent and  firm.  Becoming  surety  for  another. 

Staying,  stopping.  Thinking,  supposing,  fancying, 

(pi.  ahwan)  Essence,  existence,  entity.  Na- 
ture, the  universe.  Any  thing  novel  or  original. 

Motion.    Rest,  quiescence.  j         hawn  u 

mahan,  The  universe,  world,  every  created  being. 

di^liltanmihi,  Because  of  its  being  or  its  existence. 

p         liun,  The  backside.    ̂ jJJ^ls-  hun 
liharidan,  To  scratch  the  backside,  (met.)  To  be 

ashamed,  to  be  sorry,  js-       liuni  lihar,  The  fun- 
dament of  an  ass,  (met.)  A  great  fool.  Mischievous, 

depraved.         -^y**  sw-ahhi  kun,  The  arse-hole. 
Kaman  or  hunmn,  A  sodomite.   Kuwin  or  haivan, 

A  concourse  of  people  assembled  on  the  tenth  of 
the  first  month.  Kuwan,  A  kind  of  willow, 

p        hawinj,  A  falcon.  Coriander, 

p  {^j^  (j^AMn-7J<ari,Evil,wickedness.  Folly. 
vli^><^ kawanda,  A.  net  made  of  straw  or  long 

grass  in  which  they  carry  about  dry  cow-dung  for 
sale.  An  unripe  melon.  A  corn-sack. 
p  kunasta.  Buttocks  of  man  or  horse, 

p  j6_j^  huna,  Buttocks  of  man  or  horse, 

p  ̂j^^  livm,  A  catamite. 

A         liawnuj,  Existent.  Kun'iy,  Very  aged. 
kunyan.  Sleep 

pJ-i_j-5  /jawni2,  A  basket  of  oats.  A measure 

(especially  one  of  24  lbs.). 

A  hawnayn,  (dual,  kawn)  Both 
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worlds ;  both  kinds  of  beings,  corporeal  and  spiri- 
tual, men  and  angels. 

A         hasud,  (A  mountain)  of  difficult  ascent. 

P  <^^^ havud,  (for  i^y^ hnhud)  Blue. 

A  'i^^^kumlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jl^)  Transferring,  buy- 
ing, or  selling  a  debt. 

A  "6^ liawh,  (v.  n.  of  for  i^)  Bidding  a  per- 

son breathe  in  one's  face  (to  discover  if  he  be  drunk). 
Kawah,  (v.n.of  8^^Beingastonished,confounded. 
p  koh  or  liuh,  A  mountain,  hill.  ̂ ];^^  * ̂  

kohi  ihrahim.  Name  of  a  mountain  in  Karmania. 

jjas>-\  kohi  ahhzar,  The  green  mountain,  i.e. 
The  mountain  Kaf.  Jwj\  i^.^ kohi  asad,  A  burn- 

ing mountain,  volcano.  » ̂   » ̂ koh  la  koh,  From 

mountain  to  mountain.  ^  8 yhohitegh,  A  moun- 
tain of  light,  a  blaze  of  light.  JJ^  iy  kohi  jaUl, 

Name  of  a  mountain  in  which  Noah  dwelt,  and  from 

which  the  first  waters  of  the  flood  gushed  out. 

CLkJ^j  hohi  rahmat.  Name  of  a  mountain  near 

Mecca.  SJ^jj  %^ kohi  raw anda,  Amoy'mgmovm- 

tain,  (met.)  A  horse.  iJ3j^  ̂ <^^"'  "mahruk. 
Name  of  a  black  mountain  on  the  confines  of  jj*,^ 

arman.  kohi  nur.  The  mountain  of  light, 

a  name  given  to  a  large  and  celebrated  diamond. 

kiillan  koh.  The  peak  of  a  mountain,  t.-'lli  I 

i^^X^j  aftah  ha  koh  raftan,  To  die.  Kurva, 
The  pod  which  contains  the  cotton;  the  seed-ves- 

sel of  any  plant.    A  silkworm's  pod. 
P  ho-hamun,  A  table-mountain. 

P  ̂J\^JS  kohan,  A  saddle  for  a  horse.  A  ca- 

mel's bunch.  The  hump  of  a  camel  or  of  the  In- 

dian ox.  jy  ̂^^^ kohani  sawr,  The  hump  on  an 

ox's  back,  (metaphorically)  The  Pleiades. 
p      y       hoh  bar  koh,  A  kind  of  amber. 

p  »0^<iy  "i^ koh-budanda,  A  mountaineer.  An anchoret. 

p  ijO  ij^koh-para,  A  piece  of  a  mountain.  A 
horse  (this  meaning  is  metaphorical). 

p  io  b  5 ̂ koh-paya,  The  base  or  foot  of  a  moun- 
tain. A  mountainous  tract. 

p  iSLtJ^.       koh-pusht.  Curved,  hump-backed. 

P^;^.  iy  koh-paykar,  In  form,  a  mountain. 

p^^kuhij.  The  oxyacanth-fruit.  A  bramble. 
PjXj>-        koh-jigar.  Valiant,  courageous. 
p  kohcha,  A  hillock,  small  mountain. 

p Sj^/io/i-/J<a?',  The  onagei',  mountain-ass. 
A  sSb^  kawhad,  Tremulous  from  age. 

p  ̂^^^ hukari,  Exchange,  equal  return. 

^  i^<yi^^ huhar~ulan,To  exchange;  to  sub- stitute one  thing  in  the  place  of  another. 

p j\mJc>j^ kohsar,  Mountainous ;  hilly  country. 

p^^ljLjs ̂ kohistan,  A  forest,  a  place  surrou  nded 
with  mountains  or  forests,  and  almost  impassible. 

Persian  Irak  (ancient  Parthia).  Samarkand. 

p  ̂   i^koh-fahm,  Name  of  a  black  mountain, 
whose  stones  are  burntto  make  soap.  Mountain-coal. 

p  ̂̂ ^^koh-kan,  One  who  cuts  through  moun- 

tains.  Name  of  Farhad,  lover  of  Shirin.  A  horse. 

^'^^ "^^koh-hohfA-horse.  A  camel.  Name 
of        farhad,  the  lover  of  f^.j<^  shirln. 

p  (j^^       koh-gln,  A  lord,  master,  great  man. 
P  kohim,  (pronoimced  hoim)  Name  of  an 

herb  which  grows  amongst  corn. 

p  ijjo       koh-mazrca,  A  disease  in  the  eye. 
p  LLXifcy  kohang,  Jumping  up,  rising. 

p  ii,y      koh-naward,  Traversing  mountains. 
p  jsJs ̂   koka.  The  hunch  of  a  camel  or  ox.  The 

prominent  parts  of  a  saddle  before  and  behind.  A 

saddle.  Height;  any  thing  high  and  elevated.  A 
hillock,  knoll.  A  wave.  Fear,  terror.  An  attack, 

a  charge.  A  faiiy.  I  aJ^ ̂  kohan  ab,  A  large 

wave,  billow.  ̂ \.,»  **>  I  si> y  kohasi  a$man.  The 

height  of  heaven,  {^'^j^^  j>ii> ̂   hoha  bar  amar- dan.  To  toss  its  waves  (as  the  sea).  &S> ̂  {j^j 

hoha.  The  stuffing  of  a  saddle,  cushion,  saddle-cloth. 

p  VjtJ^J  kohha-viuy,  A  boy's  game,  in 
which  hair  is  hidden  in  a  heap  of  wet  earth. 

p  imJ,  &S> koka-girifta,  Bewitched. 
P  kohl.  Mountainous.    A  mountaineer. 

The  medlar. 

p  ̂ifkuhij,  A  medlar.  Burnt  lime. 
p  {^j^^ kohm,  An  herb  growing  amongst  corn. 
p  'fw?/,  A  town,  village.  A  side,  quarter,  dis- 

trict. A  turn-again  lane,  a  street  without  a  thorough- 

fare.    i\j  lilllato  (^y  kuyi  haftad  rah.  The  world. 

A  }j<^ kawa\  (pi.  o{  'iy^  kawwat)  Windows. 
Kuwa',  (pi.  of  i'^^  hurvat)  Windows,  small  aper- 

tures for  the  admission  of  light. 

A         kitwayy,  Name  of  a  star. 

A  '^•^ kumy,  Belonging  to  a  window. 
p  ^  ku-yaft,  A  foundling,  bastard. 

p  s^^s^huycha,  A  narrow  street.  A  small  vil- 

lage.   A  cell. 
p  kuy-dash,  A  fellow-townsman. 

p j>_^ kiver,  Salt  and  sour  ground,  where  no- 
thing grows.  The  vapour  called  t_->\;*<*saro&.  Wet 

ground  made  uneven  by  the  trampling  of  men  or 
beasts,  and  afterwards  become  hard.  A  fierce  lion. 

Pj>_^hawez,  A  hollow  place.  A  corner  of  a  house. 

Pj>^^kannJ,  A  measure,  bushel.  A  medlar. p  kurvisf,  A  blow.    Hurt,  injury. 

p  kuwistan,  kiwlstan,  or  kaivistan,  To 

beat,  pound,  thresh.    To  shake. 
p  is3^^^ kaKista,  Beaten,  pounded,  threshed. 

p  j^(JujL**)j$^ huwisfidan,  kiwistidan,  or  karvts- 
tidan,  To  beat,  po  und,  thresh. 

p  ̂̂ J:^_^ kawish,  (or  e^j^)  A  vessel  in  which 
they  separate  the  butter  from  the  churned  milk. 

p  ̂y>_^'^ kav;el,  Camomile-flowers. 
p  e^y{^ kaivela  or  kuyala,  A  lock  of  hair  on  the 

crown  of  the  head. 

p  ̂̂ ^kurcin,  A  basket  made  from  palm-leaves, 

used  by  oil-pressers. 
p        huya,  A  sweet  esculent  herb. 



p  CjJb         huy-yaft,  A  foundling. 
p  s^hah,  Straw.  Grass.  7u,Who?  what?  which? 

Whom.  That.  While, whereas.  Lest.  When.  Lo! 

.  l)ehold!  Whelher.  For,becau3e.  And.  Than.  Nay, 

no.  Ki  is  much  used  as  an  explanatory  particle  at 

the  beginning  of  a  sentence,  in  passing  from  nar- 
rative to  the  very  words  used  by  the  speaker:  as, 

i^jii^ ̂ malih  ̂ bidera  pursicl,  hi  anhati  ̂ izizat 
r/ti  Quna  mi  (juzarad,  A  king  asked  a  certain  holy 

man  what?  "How  are  thy  precious  hours  spent?" 

It  may  be  therefore  rendered  by,  "saying,  namely, 
videlicet."  CL>Mi\'j.^  s<>-  \>\  a^^V^U ^Vj<s- 
ran  mandand,  Id  aya  chi  chiz  asf,  They  stood  asto- 

nished, saying,  "  Oh  !  what  is  the  matter?"  Kih, 
Little.  Small,  slender.  Kuh,  A  hill  or  mountain. 

Kuha,  (for  &S>^  hoha)  Prominent  parts  of  a  sad- 
dle before  and  behind.  Bunch  of  a  camel,  hump 

of  an  Indian  ox.    A  wave. 

A  Itahh,  (v.  n.  of  t^)  Belching  in  another's 
face  (a  drunken  man). 

Modest,  ashamed,  bashful. 

ijiuf,  A  contending  for  glory. 

p  Jiahcih,  A  fomentation  of  hot  herbs  and 

drugs  for  a  bruise  or  w'ound. 
A  hahat,  An  old  fat  she-camel.  A  camel, 

the  skin  of  whose  teats  is  loose. 

A  ̂y^hilial,  (pi.  of  ̂f^hald)  Men  of  full  age, 
i.e.  from  thirty  to  fifty.  Men  beginning  to  turn 

grey.    Kuhal,  Name  of  a  pagan  soothsayer. 
haham,  Blunt  (sword).    Slow  (tongue). 

Sluggish  (horse).  Old  and  worn-out  (man  or  men). 

A  'ijc^^ hahamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Waxing  old. 
p  hahan,  The  world,  the  universe.  Ki- 

han,  (pi.  of     liili)  Little,  small. 

A  huhhan,  (pi.  of  f^Sf^  Itahin)  Priests. 

Prophets,  soothsayers. 

A  's^\^ kalian  at,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^)Turrrmg  prophet, 
pi'iest,  or  soothsayer.  Soothsaying,  auguring.  Ki- 
l(anui,  Divination,  soothsaying.  The  priesthood. 

A  V— A^i^/ifl/tft,  An  old  camel  (or,  an  old  buffalo). 
p  huliih  or  IdJiib,  Disgrace,  infamy. 

A  'i-i^ liuhhat,  A  ruddy  brown  (in  camels). 
p  dsi^  halibad,  Itahbud,  Jdhbud,  or  kuhbud,  A 

broker  (that  examines  goods,  and  buys  and  sells 

for  others).  A  king's  tax-gatherer.  A  treasurer. 
A  banker,  money-changer.  Kuhbud,  A  hermit, 
recluse.    A  villager. 

p        hahbar,  Name  of  a  country  in  India. 

A  ̂y^^ hahbal,  A  kind  of  large  tree.  Barley 

with  large  ears.    A  dwarf. 

p  ̂yy^ huhbal,  (Jiakbul,  lAx^hahbala,  or  kuh- 

bala)  An  idiot. 

p  Lt}js.f^  hahiparah.  The  brinjal  or  egg-plant. 
p 6^  huh-poyhar,  A  huge  elephant.  A 

powerful  horse  (in  size  a  mountain). 

A  'i^^hahhat,  A  large  aged  she-camel  (whether 
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fat  or  lean).    An  old  woman. 

P  ̂̂ ^hahtub,  Hot  herbs  laid  on  a  swelling. 

rj\^ hihtar.  Less,  junior,  very  small,  low. 

I'  ijj^ /'iV<ia7-I,Littleness,  smallness:  minority. 

P  ̂.J^ hihtarin,  The  least,  the  smallest. 
P  hahj,  The  common  or  wild  strawberry. 

A  cherry.    Kuhj,  A  large  strawberry. 

A  1^ hahd,  (v.  n.  of  0^)  Making  haste.  Caus- 
ing or  ordering  to  make  haste.  Being  fatigued. 

Importuning.    Labour,  endeavour,  exertion. 

A  ASi^ hahdaf,  A  maid-servant. 
A  f^l^ kahadan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  swift, 

running  fast  (an  ass).  Being  fatigued.  Importun- 

ing.   Causing  or  ordering  one  to  make  haste. 
A  hahdab.  Heavy.  Ill  with  indigestion. 

A  [^S^ kahdal,  A  plump  girl  j  one  in  the  bloom 
of  youth,  kept  at  home  from  the  sight  of  men.  An 
old  woman.    A  spider.    Name  of  a  poet. 

A hahr,  (v.  n.  oi )  Advancing  (as  the  day), 

being  hot  or  bright.  Assuming  a  severe,  indignant 

look,  givinga  contemptuous  reception.  Oppressing, 

subjugating.  Shouting.  Laughing.  Playing, amus- 

ing one's  self.  Forming  a  matrimonial  alliance, 
marrying  into  a  family. 

kahur,  A  chesnut  or  bay  colour  (particu- 
larly in  a  horse  or  mule). 

P  ̂ji^ huhram,  Name  of  a  fort  in  Hindustan. 
P        hah-ruba,  Attracting  straws,  i.  e.  Amber. 

P  CL>^/o\s-  \>ji^si]tah-ruba-hhcmyat,  Havingan 
attractive  virtue,  or  the  properties  of  amber. 

p  hah-ruba-rang.  Amber-coloured, 

yellow.  Possessed  of  the  virtues  of  amber.  Quick, 

light-fingered.    A  robber. 
p        huhram.  Name  of  a  champion  of  Turan. 

Aj^j^ kuhrur,  (or  ij^j^ huhrurat)  A  scowl, 
grim  look.  A  scolder,  chider,  rebuker,  or  railer. 

p  tj^  hahra,  A  kid  six  months  old. 
^■a/^jMustard-seedinosesmart:  rocket. 

p  t3rr  ̂'^^'-"^^j  The  herb  nosesmart.  Rocket. 

Pjl*«^^/i'«/isar,Mountainous.  A  mountain-peak. 
p  cS**^ hihist,  A  stone. 
p  huhistdn,  Persian  Irak  (Parthia). 

vej,.^^  huhastu,  (or  sS-L^  hu)iash(a)  A  cup 
full  of  water.  An  idiot,  simpleton. 

p  s\~.,^  hahsala,  A  fool. 

A  ̂.Jl^  hahf,  (pi.  ( — i^f^  huhnf)  A  cave.  A 
large  cavern,  grotto.  An  asylum,  especially  a  cave 

dug  by  men,  or  formed  by  nature,  in  a  mountain. 
A  place  of  refuge.  Speed  in  running  or  walking, 

^j^s^y  ̂   '—^i^  hiihfu'r  raj'in,  The  asylum  of  suppli- 

cants. |»^\  I  liahfu''lhawm,A  chief  or  leader of  the  people.  as-habi  hahf,  The 
companions  of  the  cave,i.e.  the  seven  sleepers.  This 
is  founded  on  a  legend  of  seven  young  Christians 

of  Ephesus,  who  fled,  they  say,  from  the  persecu- 
tion of  the  Emperor  Decius,  and  slept  in  a  cave, 

accompanied  only  by  their  dog,  for  309  years.  Mu- 

ij4 

hammad  has  adopted  this  story  in  the  18tb  chap- 

ter of  the  Kur'an. 
A  i^^^^ halihamat,  A  timid,  terrified  man. 

P  A' «A-/ia«,One  who  breaks  rocks  in  pieces, 
or  who  digs  through  mountains.  Name  of  Farhad. 

A  'iSt)^^^ hahhahat,  Fearful,  afraid.  A  fat  girl. 
P  hahhahi,  A  kind  of  dervish's  cap. 
A  liahhab.  The  brinjal  or  egg-plant. 

p  huhhashan,  The  milky-way,  galaxy. 

A         /(a/(/ia?re,  Timid.  Aged.  The  egg-plant. 

p         i^huh-hob,  A  horse.  A  camel.  Farhad. 

A  'if^^ hahhahat.  The  roaring  of  a  lion.  The 
braying  of  a  camel.  A  warming  of  the  hands  with 
the  breath.  Heat,  warmth. 

p  (_)^-^  hah-yil,  Plaster  of  mud  and  straw. 
A  kahl,  (pi.  huhTd,  kahlun, 

f^"^^-^ huhlan,  ̂ ^Vj^ hihdl,  and  huhhal)Oi 
full  age,  i.e.  from  30  to  50.  A  full-grown,  flourish- 

ing plant.  A  man  beginning  to  grow  grey  and 
venera  taralahu  tatirun  hah- 

lun.  He  has  worldly  happiness  and  good  fortune. 

A  hahldn,  Name  of  a  man ;  also  of  a  tribe. 

A'M/t/a?),(pl.of,J.^Aa/(i)Menbeginningtoturn  grey. 

A  V
' 

hahlal,  (pi.  C^*^^ hahlat  or  hahalai) 
A  middle-aged  woman. 

p        hahlam.  The  brinjal  or  egg-plant. 

A  Jji^i?//<Z:l/,Agreatlaugher.Noble, generous. 

ofj/A«//OFull  -grown  men. r       /ia/Ja,Currcntsilver:  bitsof  goldorsilver. 

A  ̂  halim,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Depressing,  dispirit- 
ing, dejecting  one  (misfortune). 

A  ̂jM.»^/;a/i Shortof stature.  Alion.  Ugly- 
faced.  (A  she-camel)  with  a  large  bunch. 
A  kahmasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being 

close  together,  and  kicking  up  the  dirt  (the  feet). 

A  J.*^/i-a/ij«fl/,  Adwarf  Heavy,  unwholesome. 
A  hen  vy,d  isagreeable  man,whosc  society  is  avoided, 

p  ̂̂ ^huh  an,  Old,  ancient.  Worn.  cf 

iimardfi  huhan-sdl,  Ancient  chiefs,  ̂ i^jb 
ydri  Indian,  An  old  friend. 

vjiy'x^hahambar,  A  stack  of  straw.  Kxdiam- iar,  A  house,  habitation.  A  court.  (SeeVfc^Vjfc^). 

PjO.        huhan-jnr,  A  very  old  man. A         hahanat,  (pi.  of  (j-*^  hahin)  Priests. 

Prophets,  soothsayers. 

huhunj,  The  oxyacanth  fruit, 

p  oWp-  i.ji^ huhan-ldtarubdt,  '] 

The  present 

transitory  world. 

r  Jii  f^^huhan-diz,  An  old  fort  in  Badakhshan. 
r  J>d        huhan  dayr,  The  world.  Heaven. 

V  iji^ hahanza,  Yawning,  stretching. 

P  {^J>        huhan-farsh,  The  earth. 

P  lLJ^  j^^i^AM/(Y77!-^Mri7,(01d  wolf )The  world. 

r ̂ ^^J^  liuhnarj'i,  Old  age  or  clothes.  Oldness. p  01d,ancient.  Inveterate,  chronic. 

Beardless;  a  youth.    j^Jwi  huhna  shudan. 
To  become  old  or  inveterate.  tA>-  jamaA 



kuhna,  An  old  or  tattered  garment. 

P  fjif^ hihn'i,  A  winter-house.  A  bear. 

P  (j^.^^  '^i-^hahudu''l  Tjadayn,  Swift(she-ass). 
A  I — huhuf,  (pi,  of  Caves,  caverns. 

A  Jj^-i  kahwal  or  kahul,  A  spider.  Kuhul,{\:i\. 

of  J-t^  Zfcr^i/)  Full-grown  men,  i.e.  from 30  to  50. 

A  'i^y^ kulmlat,  Cowardice,  laziness. 
A  tyt^kiOiuh,  (v.n.of*^)Beingdecrepit.Breath- 

ing  in  another's  face,  making  the  sound  kah, 
p  {^..y^ huliKin,  Old. 
p  kihe,  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Sistan. 

A         kuhuy  A  being  weak  or  cowardly. 

p  \>\Lf^ hahyana,  The  herb  piony. 
p         lialiech,  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Sistan. 

V         lialier,  A  wild  apple,  medlar. 

p  ̂ih^ hahila,  Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 

p  eXx^  hahlla,  Name  of  a  medicinal  bark. 
p  kahtm,  Old,  decrepit. 

p  1^-^ kih'in,  (or  aJx^y-^ hlluna)  Least,  less, 
younger.  The  little  finger.  A  medlar. 

p  ̂  hay,  When  ?  A  great  king.  A  strong 
giant,  genie.  Any  one  of  the  four  elements.  Clear, 

pure,  innocent,  elegant,  graceful.  Noble,  excellent. 

Just.  ii\J>  ̂ kay  hulad,  Cyaxares.  (_j>>j^  ̂_J^ hay  Aa7i'MS,Darius  the  Mede.  j hay  hhus- 
raw,  Cyrus  or  Chosroes;  the  three  first  kings  of 

the  Kayanian  or  second  Persian  Dynasty.  Ki, 
Who?  which?  what? 

A  ̂hay.  That,  in  order  to,  in  order  that.  How  ? 
A        hayy,  (v.  n.  of  Marking  with  a 

brand.  Cauterizing  the  skin.  Stinging  (as  a  scor- 
pion). Looking  intently  at.  A  mark  burnt  upon 

the  skin.  A  cautery. 

A  ̂f^hays,  (v.  n.  of  1^  for  Fearing.  Weak, 
pusillanimous  (man). 

p  \^ h'lya,  A  king,  protector,  defender.  A  hero, 
champion.  A  lord,  master.  A  lord  marcher,  land- 

grave, margrave.  A  peasant.  Powerful.  Work,  la- 
bour. The  four  elements.  Pure,clear,innocent.  Heat, 

cold,  dryness,  or  moisture.  The  mouth.  Mastich. 

p  ̂bL^ h  ayahad,  Power,  dominion. 

ajU  haysat,  (v.  n.  of  \%  for  l^)  Dreading, 

fearing.  Weak,  pusillanimous,  timid. 

A  hisaj,  Folly,  stupidity,  with  badness  of 

disposition,  and  an  impediment  in  the  speech. 

Pj^^\f^  kayajur,  Wise,  learned. 

p  tJ^\ffkiya.-hhura,(or  \^kiya-kh7vura) 
Divine  light  imparted  to  enable  kings  to  govern. 

p  (^\^hayakhan,  Working  slowly,  doing  any 

thing  imperceptibly,  by  degrees.  Soothing  expres- 
sions, flattery,  with  an  intention  to  deceive. 

p  hiyada,  Dishonourable,  infamous.  Dis- 
grace, infamy. 

vjjfhiyar  or  huyar,  Slowness,  laziness.  Name 

of  a  plant.  Jjf  ̂  hi  hbjdr,  Brisk,  cheerfully. 
hayara,  Grief,  trouble.  A  longing  for 

any  thing  (particularly  in  women).  Blackness  of 
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face  from  having  any  thing  tight  about  the  neck. 

P  {J^j^ hayarash,  A  son  of  Kay  Kubad. 
P  cirniin,  A  son  of  Kay  Kubad. 

p  {.^S—>j\jfhiyarang,  Pure,  fair,  white,  clear. 
p  hiyazand,  A  great  king. 

A(^^{ huas,  (pi.  of  (^^^  hass)  Cups  filled 
with  wine.  Drinking-cups. 

A  'sMi\j^ hayasat  or  hiyasat,  (v.  n.  of  for 
[j-*-^ )  Being  quick,  ingenious.     Sagacity,  inge- 
nuity,quicknessofparts,vivacity;  cunning. 
CL^*u\^ sahib  hiyasat,  Ingenious,  sagacious. 

A  hayasim.  Persons  of  the  tribe  of  Kay- 

sam(now  extinct). 

A  (jo^i^  kayyas.  Languid.  One  who  walks 
with  his  thighs  wide  apart. 

p        hiyugh.  Grass. 

A  hayahi,  (pi.  of  'i^f  hayhat)  Eggs. 
p  ̂\^hayagin.  Repugnant,  contrary,  absurd, 

improper.  Rugged,  uneven. 

^  Ky^h'^yy^h  -A-  measurer  of  grain,  weighman. 

A  title  given  to  a  certain  silly  man  who  was  per- 

petually weighing  dust. 

A  kayalij,  (and  hayalijat)  (pi.  of 

'iJ^^h'aylajat)  Measures  of  wheat. 
A  ̂\j,J^ hayyaR,  Fees  for  weighing. 

P  ̂Jy^ hayan,  A  star.  The  point  made  by  the 
compasses  at  the  centre  of  a  circle,  (pi.  of  ̂   hay) 
Great  kings.  The  surname  of  the  second  dynasty 

of  the  Persian  kings.  A7?/an,  Who?  what  persons? 

hiyanand.  Who  are  they  ?  sam- 

7  hiyan.  Name  of  a  Persian  book.  Kuyan  or  hi- 

yan,  A  round  tent  propped  by  one  column. 

A  iJ^J^ hiyan,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂j^)  Becoming 
surety  for  another.  Being,  existing.  Existence, 

state,  mode  of  being. 

p  X>\^ hayana.  The  elements.  Heat,  cold,  dry- 

ness, and  moisture.  Root,  foundation.  A  landgrave. 

A  kiyaHat,(y.  n.  of  for  ̂^/)  Becom- 
ing surety  for.  Suretiship. 

P  ̂ ^^^ hiyan-hhura,  (or  ̂ J^^hiyan- 
hhwura)  Divine  light,  whereby  kings  reign  well, 

or  people  are  instructed. 
p  hiyanand.  Who  are  ? 

hay  mil,  Royal.    ̂ ^^^ hamari  ha- 
yani,  A  royal  girdle,  a  precious  belt  or  cincture. 

hiyaniyat,  Medicine,  physic. 

Vf^J^\S^ ?ifl?/a««v/a?i.  The  second  Persic  dynasty. ,  Twisting,  bending.  Confused. 

A  c=-«Jki  haAh,  Afilicted,  distressed,  melancholy. 

p  hibu,  Name  of  a  large  bird  calledjlbii 

dinar.  Name  of  a  small  motley-coloured  bird  which 

builds  a  hang-nest  in  trees. 

p  i^O^^x^ hebidan.  To  twist,  turn,  turn  on  one 
side,  deviate,  to  go  from  place  to  place. 

p  U-i^  haypa,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Silver. 
puy  hipa,  A  sheep  or  goat's  ventricle  stuflTed 

with  minced  meat  and  rice.   A  pudding. 
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P  To  light  a  candle.  Ki- 
panidan.  To  incline.    To  administer  justice. 

P  (J^~^-      hay-pushin,  A  son  of  Kay  Kubad. 
P^s^/«;>'",  Lettuce.  Ignorant.  The  chaffinch. A  butterfly. 

hayyat,  A  place  where  the  skin  is  cau- 
terized or  branded. 

P  Hit,  A  bee.  Astonished.  How  much, 
how  great.  Of  what  kind  or  quality. 

aC^  hayta  or  hayti.  Only.  Thus.  • 

i^j^ hayta  7va  hayta.  In  this  or  that  way. 

A  CJxf  hayyit,  (or  CL^hayt)  (pi.  ah' 

yat)  Ingenious,  shrewd,  clever. 
p  hitu,  Name  of  a  bird  said  to  feed  on  gra- 
vel and  sand  instead  of  grain. 

A J'if  haysar,lsl\xch,mdiny.  Liberal, munificent. 
p        hha,  Dross  of  silver. 

ij.  An  ass  which  has  lost  his  tail.  A 

quadruped,the  lower  part  of  whose  mouth  is  swollen. 

p  ̂   hich,  Distracted,  scattered.  A  species  of 
silken  cloth.  Small,  little.  Slow.  Name  of  a  coun- 

try near  Sistan.  ̂   ̂  hich  hich.  By  little  and little,  slowly. 

v^h  icha,  A  lane  or  narrow  road  or  street. 

A  hayh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Making  an 
impression  (a  sword).  Kayh  or  hili,  Thick  (teeth). 

Kayh,  (also  ̂ \  hay  hurt,  ahyahii)  A  rough, 
hairy,  gross  man.  Kih,  (pi.  ahyah  and 

huyuh)  The  side  of  a  mountain.  Kayah,  Rough- 
ness. Thickness. 

p  hihh.  Matter  which  collects  in  the  corner 

of  the  eye  ;  dirt  which  settles  on  the  hands  and  feet. 

A  hihhan,  (pi.  of  .^j^hUhh)  Huts  of  reed. 

p  (^j^ hayhhurs,  A  species  of  vetch. 

p^yj^ hay  hhusram,  Cyrns.  A  great  monarch. 

Pj^j j^J^hayhhusravi,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
hayhham,  Great  king  (a  royal  title). 

P ^  hay-]i]miir,TYe?Lsme. 
p  d'i-fhayd,  A  king  of  Kanuj,  whose  daughter 

is  said  to  have  been  married  to  Alexander.  Solder. 

A^  hayd,  (v.  n.  of  li^  for  Deceiving, 

laying  snares,  entrapping, plotting  mischief.  Adapt- 

ing, adjusting,  addressing,  applying  a  remedy.  Ex- 

erting one's  self  liberally.  Beingnear.  Dying.  Vo- 
miting, castingforth.  Being  menstruous  (a  woman). 

Using  harshness  and  severity.  War.  Striking  fire 

(a  steel).  The  loud  croak  of  a  raven.  Deceit,  fraud, 

stratagem.  Malignity,  malice.  4JJ^  tiji^ haydullah. 
The  recompense  of  God  in  kind  to  those  who  act 

deceitfully.  K:^  i>  ̂   Jj/ti)  la  hayda  na  la  ham- 
man.  Neither  stratagem  or  serious  design  (is  pur- 

posed by  me). 

p  \i^^J^ kaydapa.  Name  of  a  queen  of  Barda^ 

A  ̂Jos^ hayzaban  or  hayzuban,  A  liar. 
p  jJ^ hir.  Penis,    s^.li-  Penis  et  testes. 

A        hir,  {pl.j^J^Sahyar,  'ij^ hiyarat,  and 

hlrdn)  A  smith's  bellows. 



A  J^hayyir,  A  horse  cock-tailed  when  running. 

A  huan,  (pi.  o{ hur)  Camels'  saddles. 

(f)I.  o^j^hii-)  Smiths'  bellows. 

V hir-awar,  (or  i^j^j^)  Large-yarded. 

A'ij^h'njarat,  (pi.  of _^/<ir)  A  smith's  bellows. 
p         Inrahh,  A  desk  or  support  for  a  book. 

p ^ji^j^ ](ir-daru,  Fern,  brake. 

p  ̂J^'^j^ htr-haslii,  (or  A  dildo. 

Vj~j^h'iru,  Custody,  care,  retention .  Memory. 
Getting  the  knowledge  of  a  secret. 

p  ̂̂ jj^  liirbjan,  An  offering  by  way  of  expia- 
tion or  protection  from  misfortune. 

p-jJ^hiz,  Felt-cloth. 

A  ̂̂ j^lnzan,  (pi.  ofjj^/nl~)  Cups,  goblets. 

A  i^jil^  hays,  (v.  n.  of  for  [j^)  Being 

clever,  shrewd  (a  boy).  Excelling  in  genius.  Sa- 

gacity, ingenuity,  intellect,  reason.  Coition  (espe- 

cially with  moderation  and  circumspection,  with- 
out overstraining  the  natural  powers,  or  touching 

uncleanness).  Medicine.  Goodness,  beneficence. 

Kis,  (pi.  (^L$1  ahyas  and  'k.^^lnyasai)  A  purse. 
The  membrane  which  envelopes  the  fnetus  in  the 

womb.  The  scrotum.  ̂ j^X^jSii  f^juJ^  Jnsi  tafrik, 
A  red  eamelot  bag  for  rubbing  the  body  in  a  bath, 

p  ̂J*^Ji^  kli,  A  wrinkle,  fold. 

A  fjJx^Jcayyis,  (pi.  ̂_^if  hisa  and  ̂j**^^  ak- 
t/ai')Ingenious,sagacious,prudent;  cunning,shrewd, 
sly,  crafty. 

A  ̂J^j^^ haysan,  Imposture,  perfidy,  treachery. 

^^L-jk/'p  wnm  haysan,  The  knee.  A  kick  on  the back&ide.  Measure,  quantity. 

A  'ijj>\j^^^  /laysamyat,  Name  of  a  sect  of  schis- 
matics called  rarcajiz.  A  sect  of  those  who 

hold  the  two  principles,  who  maintain  that  all  things 
were  created  from  water,  fire,  and  earth. 

A  'ix^^ haysahat,  A  wolf. 
iyasat,  (pi.     ̂ jui^ liis)  Purses. 

p  CL*„.y^ Inst,  Who  or  what  is  he? 

V J3^f  hixicir,  Torment,  torture.  A  screw. 
p  Idstan,  An  oil  or  wine-press.  Achurn. 
p  liisiu,  The  colocynth  or  wild  gourd. 

p hesar,  Saffi'on. 

p  aj^  j^:^  haysai'-gnna,  The  herb  poloy. 
A  liaymm,  The  father  of  a  tribe  extinct. 

p  e^y^^lCisana,  A  rope.  A  clew  of  thread  from 
the  distaff. 

p hiyiixi,  The  herb  poley. 

A  p  ̂y^^ liaysium,  (pi.  aliaahn)  (A  gar- 
den) full  of  herbs,  moist  and  verdant.  Dry  herbage 

in  large  quantities. 
p  Insa,  A  purse  either  for  money  or  for 

enclosing  letters  (when  sent  to  persons  of  distinc- 
tion they  are  generally  made  of  rich  silk  and  mus- 

lin). A  kind  of  small  sack  made  of  goats'  hair, 
which  they  put  upon  their  hands,  and  use  in  the 

manner  of  a  flesh-brush ;  a  purse  of  money  contain- 
ing about  500  dollars.     A  complete  horse-load. 
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^^^J  ''"^  basabun  zadan,To  expend, 

ijv-jii  ̂  ̂''■•'a  dohldan,  To  wait  for,  to  expect, 

^li'-ij  ̂ jy°  ̂  liimii  sural  Jiushadan,  To  be 
metamorphosed,  to  undergo  a  transformation. 

Vji  Su»^ /nsa-bur,  A  cutpurse. 
Pj^ii  hisa-dar,  A  purse-bearer.  A  letter- 

carrier.    A  forestaller,  re^rater. 

A  ̂—Ji^  lusa,  Ingenious,  clever  (woman),  (pi. 

oi  ̂jJif  hayyis)  Clever,  shrewd,  sly. 

P(jiJ^/to?/.f/«,  Matrimony.  A  dowry.  Muslin, 
fine  cotton  cloth.  Filth.  Kesh,  Faith,  religion, 

sect.  A  quiver,  case  for  bows  and  arrows.  A  fea- 

ther, pai'ticularly  of  an  arrow.  A  kind  of  animal 
of  whose  skin  they  make  fur-garments.  The  box- 

tree.  A  kind  of  linen-garment.  A  word  used  to 

drive  away  birds ;  also  at  chess,  as  when  the  king  is 

in  check.  Name  of  a  city  in  the  isle  of  Ormuz.  (in 

composition  it  denotes)  Practising:  as,  (jij^^J^ 
zulm-kesh,  Oppressive.  ̂ JuS^ hafir-hesh,  Prone 
to  infidelity.    A  mistress,  a  sweetheart. 

p  O^^t^^ hayshmand,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

Strong,  powerful. 
A  i^jAi^hays,  Extreme  avarice.  A  swift  pace. 

Kays,  (and  ̂J^*a^ hayasan)  (v.  n.  of(^^for(^Jk^) 
Abstaining,  being  cautious  from  fear.  Eating  (espe- 

cially alone  or  much).  Feasting  (with  any  one). 

Making  haste.  Kis,  Narrow-minded,  very  covet- 
ous.   Short  and  fleshy.  Kiyas,  Very  muscular. 

A  (^jAifhayyu,  Narrow-minded,  very  covetous. 
Short  and  full  of  flesh. 

A  liiyass,  Very  muscular. 

A  ̂jOM  haysa  or  Idsa',  One  who  lives  alone, 
and  eats  alone,  caring  only  for  himself. 

A  ̂fhay^  (or 'is-yii^ hay ̂ ^t)  (v.n.of  ̂ ^for 
^^Declining,forbearing,ab3taining  from  timidity. 

A yS^ hay^r,  Fat  (whelp). 
p        hujh,  Matter  in  the  corners  of  the  eyes. 
p  \*S  hay(jlia,  Distress,  affliction.  Pain. 

p  Li\^^k^ hay-ghuhad,  J ust,  equitable,  stcdfast  in 

the  truth.  Name  of  the  greatest  of  the  ancient  kings 

of  Persia.   (It  is  now  written  kay-hibad). 

A  (_flJ^ /'«2//>  (v-        '  for  k—OAJ  )  Cutting. 

Hilarity,  good  humour,  high  spirits  produced  by 

drinking  or  chewing  bang.  Kayfa, Kow  2  How! 

How,  in  what  manner.  {„^sij^ hayf  shat,  At 

his  pleasure,  hayfa,  How  then  !  How 
much  the  more. 

scoundrel:  aloose,  dissolutefel- 

low.  Afrequenter  of  stews.Fond  of  wine  and  women. 

p  ̂̂ i^\sL^ h'lfamdaii,  To  incline.  To  admi- 
nister justice. 

A  'iSLj^ Ji'ifat,  A  section,  segment.  A  patch  in 
the  front  skirt  of  a  sliirt. 

p  i^^ySiJ^ Inftan,  To  do  justice.    To  incline. 

p  J^^^  hayfar,  A  return  for  good  or  evil,  re- 
payment, reward,  exchange.  Thirst  for  revenge. 

Repentance.  A  river.  A  vessel  of  a  peculiar  form. 

■ 

in  which  sour  coagulated  milk  is  prepared.  Cala- 

mity, affliction,  injury,  oppression.  Name  of  a  cer- 

tain impregnable  fort.  Kayfar  or  h'lfar,  A  stone 
placed  on  the  battlements  of  a  fortress,  readv  to  be 
rolled  on  any  assailant. 

p  ̂t^-jJi^ hayfasam,  The  keeping  of  a  secret. 

A\^!L^kayfama,  In  whatever  manner,  in  what- soever way. 

p  i^Ji^  kayfus,  Connivance,  lenity. 
p  sSlS  hayfa,  The  palm  of  the  hand. 

i^^'-^  I'oyfi,  Intoxicated.  Any  thing  of  an intoxicating  nature. 

A'iia^;fl;//7^a^,Quality,mode,story,statemenf, 
account,  relation,  state,  detailed  circumstances,  par- 

ticulars, news.  Hilarity,  mirth  caused  by  drinking. 

{J^J^^kayfiyati  tashhtr,  The  manner  of  at- 
tack. ^'^Jif^i/^fi  Tcisihha,  A  fixed, 

permanent  quality.  bIjoJ^  ij^pjf  kayfiyati  ̂ a- 
riziya,  A  moveable  or  accidental  quality. 

kayhubad,  A  great  king.   Name  of  a 

king  of  Iran. 
p  ij^X/  kayk,  A  flea.  ̂ ^Al6aj\  ̂ T^j*^ 

kayk  dar  pacha,  (2J^^.  paza,  or  shalwar)  of- 

kandan,  To  throw  a  flea  into  (another's)  trowsers, 
(met.)  To  disturb,  disquiet,  render  fidgetty.  Kih, 
A  man.  The  jjupil  of  the  eye.  Kiyah,  A  kind  of 
fruit.    A  cat.    An  ash-coloured  horse. 

A  ̂̂ 6^  hay  has.  Worthless,  good  for  nothing. 

p  (_j>jjK^^^  hay-ha)vu>!,  Just,  noble.  Name  of 
a  king  of  Persia. 

A  'i^jf  haijhat,  (or  &a      kayliiyui)  (pi. 
hayahV)  An  egg. 

In  or  hihan,  Darkness.  Solder. 

V  haykir,  {'j^i^ h'lkiz,  iJLx^^ kaykish,  or 
hViish)  The  herb  rocket. 

A  kayJ,  (v.  n.  of  for  J-/)  Measuring 

(grain).  Measuring  out  to  any  one.  Weighing 

(money).  Satisfying  (as  regards  measure).  Com- 
puting or  measuring  (one  thing  by  another).  Fail- 

ing (as  a  flint  and  steel  to  strike  Are).  A  measure 
of  grain  ;  also  of  other  dry  goods  and  liquids.  Heat, 

also  cold,  with  certain  modifications  of  both.  Sparks 
struck  with  flint  and  steel. 

p  J^/.I/,  Crooked.  Anxious,  longing.  Dressed 
in  a  warm  blanket.  X/yaZ,  Name  of  a  fruit.  A  medlar. 

kayyil,  Refuse,  chaff".    The  best  and choicest  of  any  thing. 

A        hay  Id,  Lest,  that  not. 
A  dL^haylat,  Measure.  Kilat,  Any  thing  mea- 

sured. The  mode  of  measuring. 

A  'iJ^ kayhjat,  (pi.  hayalijat  and 

hayalij)  A  corn-measure  of  3  lbs.  3  qrs.,  or  1  and 

'I'ths  of  a  mana'. 
T hayl-dar.  One  who  over-sees  the  mea- 

surement of  grain,  or  an  officer  employed  to  attend 

the  measurement  of  grain. 

p  i^^^^jf  kiyalah,  A  medlar. 



J/ p  ̂Jii^-^y  Ifilahan,  A  certain  black  medicinal 

wood  from  the  shores  of  theCaspian.  Asortof  leek. 

p  ̂jLi^AI/M,  A  pond,  ditch.  A  place  on  the  bank 
of  a  river  or  other  piece  of  water  where  the  Mu- 

hammadans  ease  and  purify  themselves  before  per- 

forming their  religious  ablutions.  A7?/aZM,Amedlar. 

p  irilnas,  Name  of  a  city,  the  birth- 

place of  the  Hindu  saint  (j^^  shahmuni. 

Q{^i^ kaylus,  Chyle. 

ila,  A  measure  of  corn. 

A  ̂h'lm,  (in  Himyavitic)  A  master,  an  owner. A       hayma,  Why  ?  In  order  to. 

p  hi  or  hayvmh,  A  sort  of  surcingle  with 

which  they  secure  the  loads  of  asses  and  camels. 

Name  of  a  city  in  Tartary,  and  of  a  river.  Cream. 

pJlsv^/amaZ,  A  weasel.  A  certain  furred  animal. 

A  J^e^/nm  an,(pl.  of   ̂ kuma  <)H  illocks,heaps. 

A  '^^li^ h'lmamy,  An  alchymist.  A  deceiver. 
himlthab,  Brocaded  silk. 

p  CL^^  htmuhhtyThe  back-leather  of  a  horse 

or  ass,  shagreen.  A  wrinkled  skin.  CL^^hi- 
mulihti  mail,  The  sky. 

Idmuhhfi,  Made  of  kimukt. 

p  Idmhhn-ah,  Brocade. 

A       hay  mar,  Name  of  ghalih,  grand- 
father of  the  satirical  poet  j^^jj*  farazdah. 

A  ̂̂ kaymuh,  Imminent,  impending.  Earth. 

G  {^^s^  haymus,  Humour.  Chyme. 

p  ̂̂ ^^i^i^  liimunistan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

To  request,  beg,  ask. 

Im?^aj:,  Fraud,  deceit,  art.  Chemistry, 

alchymy ;  the  philosopher's  stone.  Lead.  Love. 
The  sagacity  of  an  instructor,  or  guide.  Elixir. 

The  basis  of  gold  and  silver,  miyasi 

akhar,  The  grand  alchymy,  the  philosopher's  stone 

or  tincture,  of  which  they  say|*j(^»e  j  ̂^^j^La 

^-r-^  maslihurii'l  Ism  wa  ma^lumu'l  jism,  A  name 
celebrated,but  the  existence  unknown.  P^j^>-  cfV.*^ 

kimiyayi  jan,  Wine.   A  (jU*  kimiyan  ma- 

^0.711,  The  chemistry  of  meanings,  i.e.  the  study  of 
truth,  ahli  liimiya,  An  alchymist.  A 
deceiver,  cheat. 

imiya-asar,  Effective  as  chemistry. 

■Pji  Ifimiyaga?',  An  alchymist.  A  deceiver. 
A  lover. 

p  liimiyagari,  Love.  Alchymy. 

A  kayn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J6  for  jj^^)  Being  hum- 
ble and  submissive,  (pi.  ̂^J^ kuyun)  A  caruncle, 

gland  within  the  matrix. 

p  i^j^  kin,  Hatred,  enmity,  rancour,  malice. 

Revenge.  ̂ j^ldni  iraj,  (or  ̂^j^}  t'j^^hinasi iraj)  Name  of  the  nineteenth  note  of  the  barbud. 

hini  siyamush,  (or  (j^j^J^  tjjf  hi- 
nasi  siyawush)  Name  of  the  twentieth  note  of  the 

barbud.   i^jj^        Inn  giriftan,  To  conceive  re- 

sentment. K'ln,  (for       s^ki  in,  written  also 
Which,  for,  because,  that  this. 
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AU^U*^a«a^Iwa,Chinchina,a medicinal  bark. 

Idnal,  A  sot,  drunkard. 

A  &A^Aa?/?2a<,Thelote-tree.  Security,  caution, 

bail.  Kinat,  Bad  situation,  plight,  ill-luck. 

Pjy       hin-toz.  One  who  foments  dissensions 
and  law-suits ;  malevolent-minded. 

Pj^3i         lun-guzar,  A  revenger  of  injuries  j 
full  of  fury,  athirst  for  vengeance. 

V j^Sx^ Idnwar,  Malevolent,  inimical. 

A  'ij^'x^haynunat,  (v.  n.  of      for  (jj^  Being, 
existing.  Happening,  coming  to  pass. 

P  aoj;^ Hatred,  rancour,malevolence.  aJjki^ 
(_Jw>U  Idna  dashtan,  To  hate.  ̂ ^SiJL^  ox}^  Jdna 
kashidan.  To  take  vengeance.  \Ji^J>  aj^xS^j^h 

la  has  kina  giriftan,  To  conceive  hatred  against 

any  one.  idji^^^^ii  dushmani  hina-hhwah, 
A  mortal  foe.  i^^ji^  sina4  pur  hina,  A 
breast  full  of  enmity  or  revenge. 

p  'f««a-Mwa/j,  Malevolent,vindictive. 

p  io-^ hina-hhwahi,  Malevolence,  vin- 
dictiveness,  thirst  for  vengeance. 

P  [J^  hina-hash,  Revengeful.  Name  of 
the  twelfth  day  of  the  month. 

P  j^^^&>-»^/.'7?2a-Aas/a,  Vindictiveness,  revenp^e. 
hma-gah,  A  field  of  battle.  Any 

place  of  quarrel. 
P  hinarcar,  Hostile,  malicious,  spiteful, 

revengeful,  rancorous. 

^ hayu,  Lettuce.  A  bier.    Cause,  motive, 

^  i^^f  ̂^aywan.  The  planet  Saturn  ;  likewise 
his  orbit.  A  bow.  The  seventh  heaven. 

A  ̂̂ J^ hityuh,  (pi.  of^\^or  ̂ ^M^oun tain-sides. 
p  d^i^kayud,  (or  »4i_jj^)  Cause,  motive,  matter. 
P  hayus,  Name  of  an  island  where  they 

sold  ^z?'a,  mistress  of  J/o^j  iramih.  Name  of 
the  brother  of  Anoshirwan.  Kiyos,  Curved,  crooked. 

P'^p^ ha-yugh.  Clay  unmixed  with  straw. 
A  hayijul.  The  rear  of  an  army,  the  rear- 

rank.  Timid,  pusillanimous.  High  or  pi'ojecting 

ground.  Gold-filings.  Refuse,  chaff.  The  best 
and  choicest  of  any  thing. 

P  <LJj<i^^ hayumars,  (also  C^jc^ kayumarf) 

Name  of  the  first  of  Adam's  offspring  who  ever 
exercised  regal  authority.  He  is  generally  consi- 

dered as  the  first  king  of  the  Peshdadian  dynasty, 
and  is  sometimes  confounded  with  Adam  and  Noah. 

A  ̂ji^ kuyun,  (pi.  of  [:y^ kayri)  Caruncles. 
P  i^iJ  haywa.  Lettuce.  Name  of  a  plant  that 

bears  a  fragrant  fruit.  K'lroa,  A  kind  of  cotton- 
shoe  used  chiefly  in  Persia  by  prize-runners. 

A  tS^if  kayarciy.  Belonging  to  the  particle  ̂  
hay.  That,  in  order  that. 

A  a-J^kayk,  (v.  n.  of     for  sjf)  Desiring  a  person 

to  breathe  in  one's  face  (to  discover  if  he  be  drunk). 
P^  kiya,  Mastich. 

A  f^if  kayyih,  A  man  odious  and  shunned  on 
account  of  his  deceitfulness. 

A         kayhas.  An  old  fat  she-camel. 

p  ̂̂ 1^/  hik  an  or  kayhan.  The  world. 
p  kihan-kkidlv,  Lord  of  the  world. 

The  universal  monarch,  i.e.  God. 

p  s^i>^kaykakayka,{ovii^^kayha)So-and-so. 

p  i^f^^^^ kihunistan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

To  spring  up,  to  grow,  to  be  fresh  and  green. 

p  f^:^^ kikundan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) To  come  up,  to  grow. 

p  9^  k'lha.  The  bramble.   A  kind  of  ivy. 
A       kayt.  Fearful. 

p  ̂   kin,  Who  art  thou? 
A  [^^i^kasih.  Afflicted,  distressed,  melancholy. 

A  'ilS  kaysat,  (v.  n.  of  1^  for  V-x/)  Fearing. 
Weak,  pusillanimous  (man). 

p^ji.jiJ^;aor/n'?/is/t,Conqueror,tyrant,oppressor. 

kuyaykat,  (and  'i^f^j^ huyaykiyat) 
(dim.  of  kaykat)  A  little  egg. 

A         hayAn,  How  many  ? 

uf/  gaf,  (called  <  hafifarsi  or  i  i% 

hafi  ̂ ja7td)  The  twenty-sixth  letter  of  the Persian  alphabet,  the  power  of  which  is  precisely 

that  of  g  before  a,  e,  o,  u.  In  manuscripts  it  is  often 
confounded  with  Li!  kaf,  as  well  in  sound  as  shape; 
and  some  words  Avill  be  found  indifferently  spelled 

with  either.    It  is  interchangeable  with  ̂ ghayn. 

p  gabara,  A  cavern  or  a  cleft  in  a  rock. 
A  herd  of  cows. 

p  'i^y>-\^  gakhvara,  A  cradle. 

p  ̂ jtio  gadan,  To  embrace,  lie  with. 
p        gada,  Lain  with,  depucelated. 

V gar,  A  particle  which,  subjoined  to  a  word, 
denotes  agency  or  possession  :  2iS,j^jj<\  amurzgar, 

j\^j^di^khid7natgar,j\S^^Mtsita7ngdr,j\Sj\u»sazgdr. 
p        gd7'i,  Frail,  unsteady,  inconstant  (thing). 

pjo  gdz,  Shears,  scissors.  Pincers,  tweezers, 
snuffers.  The  teeth ;  biting  the  lips  or  any  other 

part  with  the  teeth  ;  biting,  chewing.  Seizing,  tak- 

ing away.  Pasturage.  A  cavern  in  a  rock.  A  hole  or 
trench  dug  in  the  ground  as  a  shelter  for  men  and 

cattle.    A  hermitage  on  the  top  of  a  hill. 

Pjjl^  gdzur,  A  bleacher,  fuller.  A  wagtail. 

p  <^jj^  gazurak,  A  wagtail. 
p  jl^jll  gdzur-gah,  (The  bleaching-ground) 

Name  of  a  place  at  Shiraz  where  the  Shaykh  Sadi 

lies  interred;  also  of  a  place  in  Harat,  containing 

the  remains  of  Kh'ajah  Abdu'llah  AnsarT. 

p  /7acM?n,  Bleaching.  jjii,i^(_5^jl^ (/azwri 
ka7^dan,  To  wash,  bleach,  or  full. 

■p gdza,  A  small  gardener's  hut  covered  with 
a  coarse  cloth  (to  which  the  world  is  sometimes  com- 

pared). A  swing.  A  cradle.  A  hermitage  on  a 

hill.    The  lurking-place  of  a  hunter. 



p  ufjl^  ffazi,  Name  of  a  sweet-smelling  flower. 

Vj^  f/aj,  A  place,  situation.    A  stage. 
f/ashah,  A  sausage  made  of  the  small 

guts  stuffed  with  meat  and  condiments. 

p  jjijiil^  (jcishtan,  To  turn,  cause  to  revolve. 

P  uJ^  fjaf,  Name  of  the  letter  lL/!  Boasting. 
A  crack,  fissure.    Exceeding  bounds. 

p  gaga,  Any  thing  given  at  entertainments 

uith  wine,  as  fruits  or  sweetmeafs. 

p  Jl^  fjal,  Far,  distant.  The  pod  in  which  the 

cotton  is  produced.  A  sort  of  millet.  A  jackal. 

A  cock.  Rolling,  tumbling.  Deceit,  fraud,  im- 
posture. A  species  of  spider.  Dung  hanging  to  the 

v/ool  of  a  sheep's  tail. 
p  lLXJjJ^  gal-hang,  Name  of  an  intoxicating 

herb  growing  amongst  wheat. 

p  aJ'^i  gala,  Far,  distant.  A  ball  of  carded  cot- 
ton.   A  bag  made  of  wool  and  hair. 

gaUcha,  A  magpie, 

p      gam,  A  step,  pace.  The  distance  between 

the  feet  in  walking.  A  foot's  length.  A  cubit.  The 
jaw.  The  palate.  The  uvula.  A  bridle.  A  village. 

gam  zadan,  To  step,    (jii^  ̂   gam  ni- 
hadan,  To  go,  to  travel. 

p  ̂ ^y^  fjamus,  A  buffalo, 
p    J>A«l^  gamidan,  To  go,  walk,  step,  travel, 

p  gamesh,  A  buffalo, 

p  gan,  Coition.  A  whore.  Worthy,  fit, 

proper.  A  tyrannical  king.  Joining,  uniting.  ̂ ^1^ 

^jjiiU  gan  dddan,  To  play  the  whore.  Gan  at  the 
end  of  a  word  terminating  in  silent  5  he  forms  the 

plural  number  when  the  8  he  is  dropped ;  as  from 

isiada,  Standing,  is  formed  is- 

tadagan,  Those  who  are  standing. 

gan-dada.  An  infamous  boy.  A  whore, 

p  s\Xj\i  gan-gah.  The  nuptial-bed. 

Pjyl^  ffdnur,  A  fruit-basket, 
p  ftil^  gana,  A  redundant  particle  used  after 

numerals :  as,        CLJlS)  haft  gana,  Seven, 

p        gdrii,  A  whore.  An  infamous  boy. 

p      gau,  gdo,  gam,  or  gdv,  Ahull.  Abullock. 

A  cow.  A  drinking- vessel  made  in  the  shape  of  an 

ox.  Bold,  intrepid.  A  land-measure  of  about  six 

miles,  (^^.li      guvi  diycis,  A  threshing-ox. 

^jii^  gdv  zddan.  To  inherit.  To  derive  advantage 

from,  jj      g^vi  ~"''}       (^jj       gavi  zarr'in) 
A  golden  cup  made  in  the  form  of  an  ox.  Name 

of  the  golden  calf  made  by  sdtniri,  a  rela- 

tion of  Moses,  ^jljj  jo  gdvi  zarrin,  Name  of  a 

green-coloured  animal  of  the  beetle-kind.  tj;y«3j^ 
gdvi  zaviin.  The  energy  implanted  by  the  Creator 

in  the  heart  of  the  earth.  j\l  gdvi  sifdlhi, 

An  earthen  vessel  made  in  the  shape  of  an  ox.  jli 

gavi  fim'in,  A  silver  cup  made  in  the  form 

of  an  ox.  jl^  gdvi  hdr,  (or  "Sjj^  gdvi  rvarza) 
A  working-ox.  tJ^ii^^gdvifalak,  The  sign  Tau- 

rus. jO  gdvi  hulba-rdn,  A  ploughing-ox. 
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i)'^ gdvihoht,  The  mountain-cow.  ̂ jjii/ j'-^ 
gdvi  gardun.  The  sign  Taurus.  A  draught-ox.  jli 
^J^\^ guvigiUn,  An  earthen  vessel  made  in  the  form 

of  an  ox.  8cV*,.<.jJ  s3j\^  gdviiia  lis'ida,  Proud,  vain; 
untaught,  ignorant  of  the  world  (an  unlicked  cub). 

p  u—J  Ijli  gdv-db,  Green  scum  collected  on  the 
surface  of  stagnant  pools,  duck-weed. 

p  gd)vd>-a,  A  cradle.  A  herd  of  oxen. 

p  (jfi>  1  j'^  gdv-dhan,  A  ploughshare. 

P  (J ^-^  ̂a;i-iaw,  A  herdsman.  A  bullock-dri- 
ver. A  blacksmith. 

p  8iijj      gdw-banda,  A  neatherd. 

p  jlS  gdrv-besha,  The  world. 
p  d.'»>>._jl^  gdw-pusht,  The  sky. 

gdw-palang,  A  cameleopard. 

p,^.  J  ^  gdw-payhar,  (ovj^^\^  gdw-ch  «7ir)The 
mace  of  Faridun,  having  a  head  like  that  of  an  ox. 

p  i^jO  ̂^t  gdw-tdzi.  Threat,  intimidation. 

P^,^^j\^gdrv-chashm,ovs^>-j^gdw-chashma, 
Ox-eye  (a  plant).  A  fragrant  forest-herb  resem- 

bling camomile.  A  kind  of  wild  grape.  Large-eyed. 

p  lijl^  gdwid,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  wild  ox. 

V ̂ ^^dj\^gd)v-dashtt,  A  wild  bull  or  cow.  Adeer. 
p  gdw-dil.  Ignorant,  foolish. 

p  gdrv-dum,  A  cow-tail.  A  trumpet,  tube. 

Any  thing  thick  at  one  end  and  thin  at  the  other. 
Acclivity,  descent. 

p  JL3  J»jl^  gdm-dumhdl,  A  cow-tail.  Any  thing 
broad  at  one  end  and  narrow  at  the  other. 

p  ̂jl»jtij\i  gdw-dosh,  (&jui»_jii  gdrv-doshna, 
or  gd)v-doshna)  A  vessel  for  milking,  hav- 

ing a  broad  mouth  and  narrow  bottom.  A  milking- 

pail.  A  churn. 

p  gdwdi.  Ignorant,  foolish. 

p  gdw-dida,  A  kind  of  bread. 

p jj6  gdivr,  An  infidel.  Gdniar,T\\c  opoponax. 

p  Sjjj^  gdivarza,  An  ox  yoked  to  the  plough. 

p  (^yijjl^  gdwars,  Millet.  A  kind  of  vetch, 

^juu  (_^jO  gdivarsi  sim,  (A  silver  vetch)  A  star. 

^^j>  gdwarsad  nuhra-gun.  The  lustre 
of  a  sword.  The  milky-way. 

p^/IIjjjI^  gdrvar-shv;  Gum  of  the  opoponax. 
p  gd>v-)'ang,  King  Faridiurs  mace. 

p  (^jiJ^jl^  gdw-rhh,  (Cow-beard)  A  fool. 

p  li^j^  gdw-zdd,  Unexpected  good  fortune,  an inheritance. 

p  gdw-zabdn,  Bugloss,  ox-tongue  (an 

herb).  A  plaster.  A  kind  of  bread. 

Pjjjl^  gdm-zar,  A  cup  made  of  gold. 

p  fijjjO  gdw-zana.  An  ox-goad. 

Pjjjjli  gdrv-zor,  Rude,  brutal,  an  able  wrestler. 

p  L5;jjj^  gdrv-zori,  Violence. 
p  gdw-zahra,  A  stone  found  in  the  gall- 

bladder of  an  ox,  considered  as  an  antidote  against 

poison.  A  coward. 

Pjl**»jl^^aw-sar,  Likean  ox.  Ox-headed.  Name 
of  Faridun's  mace. 
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p J***  j)^  gdn-sar,  (or  8^  j'^)  Faridun's  mace. 
p  Ll/j-*>j'^  gaw-sang,  A  stone  found  in  the 

gall-bladder  of  an  ox.  An  cx-goad. 
p  8>.\>M.ikb  gdrvash  na  HsM/a, Proud,  vain. 

Ignorant  of  the  world. 

p  (.iXwj'i  gdn-shang.  An  ox-goad.  A  sort  of 

pot-herb. p  liJbiijl^  gdrvshed.  Name  of  a  dreadful  dragon, 
said  to  have  long  infested  Persia,  but  killed  at 

length  by  Cyrus ;  in  commemoration  of  which  event, 

they  add,  he  built  a  splendid  l\!^L>\  diish-gdh, or 
temple  to  the  sun  or  fire. 

V  gdiv-shir,  Gum  of  the  opoponax-tree. 

PjO»5-  gdn-^mhar.  Ambergris;  the  Per- 
sians believe  it  to  be  the  excrement  of  the  sea-cow, 

thrown  on  shoi  e  by  the  waves,  and  there  concreted 

by  the  sun.  Sad!  calls  a  stupid  man  jO^C^jV^  gdrv- 

^nibar,  The  ambergris-bullock. 
p  uiJjl^  gdn-ak,  A  little  ox.  A  tike  or  a  louse 

infesting  cattle.  A  kind  of  mule. 

gdiv-hdr,  A  sown  field. 

p  ̂ ^|^J^  (J^J^  0^"^  hardan,  To  purify. To  ease  nature. 

p  gdivahi,  A  kind  of  mule. 

p  gdw-gun,  (Ox-like)  Stupid,  dull. 

p  JiiU)  jlS  gdm-mdda,  A  cow. 
p  cL^jw*      gdu  mashang,  Grain  like  a  vetch. 

p  (jlxojll  gdu-mesh,  A  buffalo. 

p  J>       gdtv-nar,  A  bull. 

p  jjl^  gdi-u,  A  mountain-ox. p  8jl^  gdiva,  A  wooden  wedge.  A  chief  magi- 
strate. The  master  of  a  family. 

p  (j^iJkfcjl^  gdivahulan.  To  agitate,  shake. 

p  (^jl^  gdn-c.  One  bull  or  cow. 
p  (jj^jl^  gdivizan,  A  beautiful  yellow  pigment 

made  from  the  gall  of  an  ox.    The  gall  of  an  ox. 

p  ̂jSiJjl^  gdw'ish,  A  vessel  for  holding  milk. p  gdh,  Time.  Place(always  in  composition). 

A  throne.  A  golden  seat.  A  noun  of  time  and 

place.  A  crucible  (for  melting  gold).  The  dawn. 
Abed.  A  large  cushion.  The  sign  Capricorn.  An 

alligator.  Office,  dignity,  public  employment.  A 

ditch  dug  for  planting  or  preserving  vines.  A  dim- 

ple in  the  chin.  A  bridegroom,  wooer,  suitor.  Some- 

times, now  and  then.  8\i  ̂ ^  dngdh.  In  that  time. 

tahht-gdh,  A  throne.  Residence  of  a  prince, 

sl^  tihi-gdh,  The  waist.  8lC;«»i>  dast-gdh,  A 

workhouse,  shop.  i^J^  shihdr-gdh,  A  place 

proper  for  hunting,  a  chace.  bIlj  ̂ Uff-  ̂ bddat- 

gdh,  A  place  of  worship,  sl^  Jjl*  manzil-gdh,  A 

caravansera,  inn,  lodging,  or  halting-place.  8l6  sl^ 

gdh  ha  gdh,  (or  8li  sli  gdh  gdh)  Sometimes,  at 
times,  from  time  to  time,  now  and  then.  (3  j  8l^ 

8l^  gdh  u  hi  gdh.  Well-timed  or  ill-timed,  at  every 

turn,  at  all  times.  In  season  and  out  of  season. 

p  \s>J^\^  gdh-bdrhd,  (or  li^,Uis>l^  gdhambdrhd') The  six  days  or  periods  in  which  (according  to  the 



cosmogony  of  the  ancient  Persians)  God  created 

the  world.  The  first  period,  called  in  the  language 

of  the  Zand  mldyuzaram,  embraces  an  in- 

terval of  forty  days  (forty-five  days,HYDE),in  which 
God  is  said  to  have  created  the  heavens.  The  se- 

cond period  is  called  a^^Si^t,  mldyusama,  and  is 
made  to  comprise  a  space  of  sixty  days,  in  which 

God  created  the  waters.  The  third  period,  called 

iJi^.-P^^^  sahim,  includes  an  interval  of  seventy- 
five  days,  in  which  the  earth  was  created.  In  the 

fourth  period,  called  ayya  talirim,  the  du- 
ration of  which  is  limited  to  thirty  days,  the  trees 

and  grass  were  created.  The  fifth  period,  called 

jCjbiio*  maydiyaTim,  consists  of  eighty  days,  in 
which  the  animal  tribes  were  created.  In  the  sixth 

period,  called  ̂ \,^^^J:*^hamshpatamahdim,\fh\c\i 
lasted  for  seventy-five  days,  man  was  created. 

gah  gahe,  Sometime  or  other. 

p  ̂jlCifcl^  gakangan,  The  milky-way. 
p  gahivara,  A  cradle. 

p^ll5ra/<e,Sometimes.a^jJ6l^^a/<eAiWhenever. 

p  ̂jtJ.jkJ&lS  galddan,  To  embrace,  to  copulate. 
p  ̂̂ j^Jsl^  galiin,  Root  of  sweet  cane. 

gayan,  A  buffalo.  Coition. 

gaya,  Coition. 

p  jjAJol^  gdsidan,  To  embrace,  copulate. 
p  S;^Jo\^  guiida,  A  woman  depucelated. 

p  t— «^  gah,  Large  and  thick. 

p  iJ^S  gulara,  A  herd  of  oxen. 

p  (jCA^  gabihmin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Low 

(uL*— past),  (according  to  another  reading)  The 

back  {^CLj'Z^>.  pushi). 

Vj^  gair,  A  guebre,  ancient  Persian,  one  of 
the  Magi  of  the  sect  of  Zoroaster,  a  priest  of  the 

worshippers  of  fire.  A  pagan,  infidel.  A  plant  re- 

sembling ginger.  A  vest.  A  stone.  Gab?''  or  gabar, 
A  corslet  or  coat  of  mail.  A  helmet.  Gabar,  AMnd 

of  transparent  stone,  whence  cups  and  the  like  are 

made.  A  tent  supported  byacolumn.  Nameofacity. 

p  gahr-abad,  (Habitation  of  fire-worship- 
pers) The  suburbs  of  Ispahan. 

p  gabraln,  A  vessel  for  holding  wine. 

p  ClOj^^  gabrunat.  Raining. 

p  ijj^  gabri.  The  Magian  religion.  Paganism. 

p_^^  gabz,  Any  thing  thick,  gross,  dense. 
p  CL^M^  gabast,  Poison  of  a  serpent.  A  kind 

of  bitter  herb.    A  kind  of  wild  gourd. 

p  Ua^  gahna,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  man. 

p  &aS  gabba,  A  cupping-glass. 

p        gahha.  Grass,  herbage. 

p  c—A^  gap.  Idle  report,  gossip,  chit-chat,  news, 

false  rumour.  Worcl,saying.Thick,gross,densejlarge. 

P  {^■^ guptan,  {{or  i^si guf  tan)  To  say,  speak. 
P  CL^  gut.  Great,  large,  grand. 

p  ̂ji^  gutrum,  Vain,  idle  conversation. 

p  &'S^  guta,  Great,  large,  grand. 

p^^aj,  A  species  of  white  earth  used  in  building; 
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also  of  which  they  make  lime.  Advantage,  con- 

veniency.  Self-admiration,  folly.  A  fool.  Spurn- 
ing, kicking. 

P  C^\jy:S  gujrat  or  gujarat,  Guzerat. 

r  ff^'jih  Name  of  a  certain  quarter  in  Ta- 
briz ;  also  of  a  burial-ground. 

P  ̂  goch,  A  kind  of  white  earth  of  which  they make  lime.  Plaster. 

py>  ̂   gach-bar,  A  plasterer.  A  hodman. 

P      ̂   (jach-paz,  A  lime-burner. 
p  lSj-^  ̂   ffochri,  A  dish  of  rice  and  beans. 
P  uil-s;  qichah,  Name  of  a  musical  instrument. 

p^^Ksr  gach-km-i,  Whitewash. 

P      ̂   gachgar,  A  plasterer. 

Pt/;^^i/«c%an,Plastering,working  in  plaster. 
V i^j^^  gachan.  Passed,  elapsed. 
p       gacha  or  gachcha,  A  stammerer. 

p  1^  gad,  A  beggar.    Begging,  mendicity. 
p^J^  gada,  Poor,  indigent,  beggarly. 

gada  hardan,  To  beggar,  impoverish,  ruin. 

p  i^f\^\i^  guddkktan.  To  melt,  liquify ;  clean, 

purify,  clarify.  To  be  melted. 
p  sjc>-\jS gudahhta.  Melted.  Purified,  clarified. 

p  i^\<^  guddd,  A  worn  or  patched  habit.  A  wide 

garment. 
p  "S^di  /7M(?ara,  A  lofty  summer-house.  A  bal- 

cony. Planks  on  which  is  laid  the  terrace  ofahouse. 

pJ^iii^^McZax,  Liquefaction.  Melted.  Mild,  gen- 
tle, affable.  Anguish,  (in  comp.)  Melting,  con- 

suming;, jigar-guddz.  Melting  the  liver. 

jjyji  soz  u  guddz,  Burning  and  consuming. 
p  guddzdn,  Melters,  refiners  (of  gold). 

p  (jii.j3\j\iiS  gudazdntdan.  To  cause  to  melt. 

p        ji^ guddzish,  Liquefaction.  Consumption. 

p  8 ̂ ijliii^  guddzanda,  A  melter,  dissolver.  A solvent,  dissolvent.  j 

ddzandasi  zulm  u  fisk  u  bada^  The  destroyer  of  in- 
justice, iniquity,  and  impiety  (innovation,  heresy). 

p  guddzidan,  To  melt.  To  be  melted. 

p  gaddsh,  A  horn.  An  antler. 

p  ̂Ja^^^/ac^a-^aJ^jBeggarly-natured;  greedy. 
p  gadd-ghdzi,  A  rope-dancer. 

P  gaddy.  Poor,  a  mendicant. 

p  gaddya.  Beggary,  mendicity. 
p  gaddii,  Beggary,  mendicity. 

Pjii.^  gadr,  A  warlike  instrument. 
p  K^jdS  gadrah,  An  instrument  of  war. 
p  {.^.t^si  gidast,  A  span. 

p  LdJiil^  gadali,  Little.  The  ventricle  of  a  sheep 
or  kid  (stuffed  with  meat  and  dressed),  a  haggess. 

p  ̂Ji^      gud  gudi,  Tickling.  A  call  to  goats. 

p  i^<^  gadmin,  (in  zand)  Light,  illumination. 
p  16^  gada,  The  wards  of  a  key. 

Vj^isi  gadivar,  A  beggar. 
p  d.>i^  g^dya,  Begging,  mendicity.  A  beggar. 

Pj^iS.^  guzdr,  A  passage,  transit,  passing.  A 
ferry.  Haste, expedition.  Payment.  Desertion.  A 
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broker,  factor.  A  beam,  joist.  Pasturage.  A  lan- 
cet, (in  comp.)  Passing.    Passing  by,  remitting. 

Paying,  performing,  satisfying.  khardj- 
guzdr,Who  pays  tribute,  tributary.  J\i^  ̂''j^^ 

khanjari  sina-guzdr,  A  dagger  piercing  the  breast. 

^sZi  shukr-guzdr,  Giving,  or  a  giver  of  thanks. 

kissa-guzdr,  A  moralist.  j\j>i  Jl*  mal- 
guzdr,  A  farmer,  renter.  mdl-guzdrl, 
Rent,  revenue,  maslaliat-guzar,  (or 

^iO/o  masdlih-guzdr)  Expert  in  business. 
guzard,  A  ferry,  ferry-boat. 

p  (ji^Jk3^^3^  guzdrdriidan,  To  cause  to  pass. 
p  j>S  guzdrdan,  To  pass.  To  cause  to  pass. 

To  pay,  perform,  satisfy.  To  clean,  purge.  To  dis- 
cern, distinguish. 
p  guzdrish,  A  quitting,  leaving,  passing. 

Payment.  Tribute.  Representation,  explanation. 

Petition.  ̂ ^^>J^(^J\^ guzdrishkardan,1osuggesl. 

p  ^i/j-arantZa,  A  passer,  transmitter.  A 
messenger,  bearer.  Who  causes  to  pass. 

p  guzdra.  Passing,  penetrating. 

P  guzdrtfiin  compos.)  Performance,  ̂ j^ii 
shukr-guzdri,  Thanksgiving. 

p  i^^>J\^  guzdridan,  To  pass  by.  To  cause  to 
pass.  To  transact.  To  pay. 

p  ̂^I^Ysi  guzdshtan,  To  quit,  leave,  relinquish, 

forsake,  dismiss,  discharge,  leave  off",  cease,  put 
away,  place.  To  perform.  To  allow,  let,  suffer, 
jjermit.  To  pay. 

Pj^LSj^S^  ̂ /Mras/tfani,  Proper  to  be  relinquished. 

p  &L2*\i^  guzdshta,  Passed  by.  Left  off". 
p  I  j^ii^^/Mzo/",  A  vain,  rash,  inconsiderate  word, 

falsehood,  lie.  Useless  act.  (  ba  guzdf, With 

impunity.  (  iV^^  j  t  >^  Idfu  guzdf,  Boasting. 

Pj(i.^^/2/2'ar,  Pass  thou.  Passing  by.  A  passage, 

ferry,  ford.  A  pass,  passage,  way.  ̂^l^'^J^ gu- 
zar  hardan,  To  pass.  Guzir,  A  carrot. 

p  guzard,  Passing.  Livelihood,  mainte- 
nance, employment. 

p  t-->1j3.^5'w2'ar-aJ,  A  canal,  aqueduct.  Aford. 
p  guzardn,  Passing  by.  Exceeding. 

p  ̂jdJ^Sjd'S  gtizrdnulan,To  cause  to  pass,  to  pre- 
sent. To  raise  (a  disturbance).  To  live,  to  get 

along.  jjiiJO^ii^  (•W^-  Voyghdm  guzrdnidayi,  To deliver  a  message. 

p  (jb, guzarbdn,  A  ferryman.  An  officer 
who  collects  the  customs  at  the  ferries.  A  guardian 

at  a  pass,  a  road-watch. 

p  {__y>j^^ guzarish,  Sigh,  complaint;  accusation. 
p  xl^iS^  guzar-gdh,  A  ferry,  ford,  passage. 

p  «/o\3jiS^ guzar'-ndma,  A  passport,  safe-conduct. 
p  guzarldan.  To  pass  by.  To  omit,  to 

leave  undone. 

p  guzasht,  A  road,  a  pass.  After.  Other, 

beside.  Fetching  the  last  breath.  j^T  CL^^j\  az 

guzashti  an,  After  that. 
F  guzashtagdn.  The  ancients. 



p  (^jw  guzashtan,  To  pass,  pass  by,  outstrip, 

precede,  proceed,  go  on,  advance,  ascend,  surpass. 

To  cross  over,to  abandon.  To  pass  byafault.Todic. 

p  ijJ^^S  (juzashta,  Past,  elapsed.  s3Jm  ':S  ̂ } ayyavii  guzashta,  Time  past,  past  days. 

Pjf  (jar,  If.  Scab,  mange.  Purpose,  design, 
intent.  Power,  strength.  Felicity.  A  performer, 

workman,  maker  (when  added  to  nouns,  as  "er" 
in  plasterer)  :  as,^^Cfc  I  ahangai-,  A  blacksmith. 

hafsltgar,  A  shoemaker.  t..'->-  gai-i 
hhushfi,  Dry  scab.  Gir,  A  smith's  bellows.  Take. 
Gur,  Ruptured.  Name  of  a  river. 

p  \jigarra,  Confined,not  free.  A  slave.  A  bar- 
ber. A  term  of  abuse.  A  sort  of  harrow. 

p       ffi>'(i<J,  An  old  garment. 

r  i^jjy  gararun,  Ring-worm,  dry  scab. 

P  j]/  guraz,  A  hog,  a  boar.  A  rake,  a  harrow. 
A  shovel,  spade.  A  large  iron  mace.  A  shepherd 

or  bufFalo-driver's  staff.  A  heat,  to  which  women 

in  labour  are  subject.  A  phial,  or  traveller's  bot- 
tle. A  chink,  crevice.  Growth,  increase.  A  haughty 

airin  walking.  A  cushion  or  pillow.  A  brave  man. 

P  (j^l;^  gurazan,  A  polisher.  One  who  walks 

pompously.  A  pompous  air.  (pi.  ofj\^  guraz) 
Boars.   Hogs.    Sturdy  wrestlers. 

p  ti}:jj\f  gurazanda,  A  proud,  stately  walker. 

P*jl/ii""'^'^^>A-boar.NameofachampionofIran. 

P  (J  ̂̂ j]/gu7-azidan,To  ma  rch  ,'w  alk  pom  po  usly . 
P  garas,  A  mouthful. 

P  ̂ J  girasidan,  To  be  necessary.  To  cheat. 

T  {^\fgara»h,  A  scratch.  Distracted,  disturbed. 

p  ̂̂ i3.jJo\jS  garasliidan,  To  scratch.  To  disturb, 
confuse.   To  be  disturbed,  confused. 

P  garami  or  gii-anii,  Precious,  excellent. 
Dear,  beloved.  Revered. 

P  (J  J>J;*^^  giramidan,  To  honour,  respect. 

P  ̂J>giran,  IIcavy,weighty,  ponderous.  Slow. 
Great,  important.  Difficult.  Precious,  dear,  valu- 

able. Gain,  profit.  Penury.  ̂ JlJl  ̂J,  hi  gir  an,  {or 
e^yf  j3  hi  girana)  Immense,  infinite,  gi- 

ran-haha.  Of  high  price,  of  immense  value,  sump- 
tuous. Crwraw,  A  handful  of  corn  as  cut  by  the  reaper. 

vj^  i^J>giran-har,  Heavy-laden.  Fruit-bearing 
(tree).   Pregnant  (woman  or  animal).  Wealthy. 

P        (jy  {P''^'i-pai/,  Slow-footed. 
P  O-i^J  ̂ J^Ji  giran-pusht.  Strong,  sturdy.  A 

porter.    Arrogant,  proud,  silly. 

giran-jan.  Oppressed  in  mind,  un- 
happy, unfortunate.  Wearied  with  life.  Poor,  sick. 

Slow,  sluggish,  tremulous  with  age.  Lazy.  Proud. 

A  sweet  beverage  made  of  water,  flour,  and  honey. 

p  giran-jani.  Affliction.  Misfortune. 
Laziness.  Pride. 

Pjl>^  ̂J^Ji  giran-lihaiir,  Afflicted  at  heart, 

p  ^Jlf  giran-hhn'ah.  One  who  goes  to 
sleep  late  and  liscs  late,  a  heavy  sleeper. 

P  j^ji^]/ giran-Iihwar,  A  great  eater,  a  glutton. 
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p  f^\jS  giran-dast.  Heavy-handed,  slow. 
p  i^S>]/  girandan.  To  look,  behold. 

P  jii  ̂̂ J^  g'lran-dav.  Slow-running  (horse). 
v  iijii        giran-dud,  Dark  cloud,  fog,  mist. 

p  t^]/  giran-rihab,  A  bold  rider.  (A 
horse  or  a  man)  going  slowly  and  heavily.  One 

who  does  not  flinch  from  the  impetuous  assault  of 

his  enemy.  Grave,  sedate,  ̂ ji^  t-J^^  ̂^^^^/jVan- 
rihab  shudan.  To  attack  impetuously.    To  die. 

p  JU*»       givan-sal,  Old,  aged,  great  in  years. 

p  i^j^  giran-saVi,  Old  age. 
p  aJlfcJ         girayi-saya.  Of  exalted  dignity. 

p ^^J^  girati-sar,  Proud.  The  commander 
of  an  army.  Heavy  (dragoons).  A  numerous  army. 

p  ̂^.jJmju*  ̂ J^Ji  giran-sirisht.  Proud.  Grave, 
sedate,  dignified.    Slow,  tardy,  languid. 

p  (.fX.jua»  ̂ ^J^  giran-sang,  Heavy,  weighty. 

Grave,  dignified.  Precious,  valuable.  Low-spi- 
rited.   Patient,  contented. 

Pjw»  giran-sayr,  Slow-going,  heavy-mov- 

ing. jMt  ̂  ̂ ^^^ kashtlsi  giran-sayr,  A  slow- sailing  ship. 

p  f^'.yS'        giran-^nan,  Slow  (man  or  horse). 
p         ̂ ^ji giran-gosh,  Heavyof  hearing,  deaf. 
p  giran-goshi.  Heaviness  of  ear. 

p  giran-mayagi,  Preciousness.  Ex- 
cellence of  birth.  Weightiness. 

p  jol/c  giran-viaya,  Precious.  Of  noble 

birth.    Weighty,  ponderous. 

p        giratii.  Heaviness,  weight,  gravity.  Im- 

portance.   Scarceness,  dearth,  dearness. 

(j*>j^  girariifi  gosh,  Heaviness  of  hearing,  deafness. 

p  ̂jJ>jk3^  giranidan.  To  be  heavy,  grave,  pon- 
derous. To  weigh,or  guess  the  weight  of,any  thing 

in  the  hand.  To  make  heavy.  To  augment  the 

price  of.  To  esteem,  to  think  highly  of,  extol.  Gu- 
rdnidan,  To  make  one  take  or  hold  any  thing. 

p  8  Joj^^  girariida.  Poor.  Oppressed. 

p  ̂ jj^  gai-amus,  (or  ;^j^)  An  oil-mill. 
p       girdh.  Inclination,  will.  Inclined.  Like. 

p  gardy,  Mentioned,  recorded.  A  title  of 

the  princes  of  Tartary.  Girdy,  Inclination,  wish, 

desire ;  intention,  preparation.  Diminution.  Mer- 
chandize. Heavy.  Seizing  by  the  hand,  the  feet, 

the  waist,  or  the  hem  of  the  garment.  Attacking, 

pretending  to  strike  or  throw  stones ;  threatening. 

Inclining,  propense.  Examining,  investigating. 

p         garrdy,  A  barber.  A  slave. 

p  f^y<^)Ji  girdyisian  or  gardyisian.  To  incline 
towards,  to  love.  To  intend,  prepare,  or  make  for. 

To  explore,  examine.  To  happen.  To  behold.  To 
rebel.  Girdyisian,  To  move  any  thing  up  and 

down  whilst  weighing  it.  To  scatter,  disperse.  To 
macerate  or  soften  hides. 

p  i^Ji^)^  fjirdyish  or  ̂ am_y?Wt,  Inclination,  de- 
sire, will,  wish.  Disobedience,  rebellion. 

p  ̂^^X>}^  girdyldan  or  gardyidan,  To  have  an 

inclination  oraflection,  to  love.  To  examine,  prove, 

try.  To  weigh  in  the  hand  ;  to  lay  out  of  the  band. 
To  intend.  To  contend,  endeavour.  To  attack.  To 

compose,  accord,  tune  (the  string  of  an  instrument). 
To  lessen,  diminish.  To  estimate,  esteem,  think.  To 

involve,  to  wrap  round,  to  cover.  To  disobey, rebel. 

p  '^^^  gurhdh,  A  wide  dish. 

P  (Jb^  girhdl  or  garhdl,  A  sieve. 

PjJ^  gurbuz,  (or  ji^  gurbij)  A  deceiver,  se- ducer, flatterer,  cheat.  Artful.  Ingenious,  skilful, 

intellifjent.   Stroiis,  invincible. 

p  gurbuzi,  Fraud ulence,  seduction, decep- 
tion.   Intelligence,  wisdom.    Greatness,  valour. 

p         gurhagu,  Name  of  a  fragrant  shrub. 

p  aJj^  gurba,  A  cat.  Wild  thyme.  Name  of  an 
odoriferous  tree  called  (_Xm.<c  Joo.  bidi  mushk.  bJ>^ 

(3 1  gurba fi  dbi.  An  otter.  (jjjLCj\  j3*^J^  gurba 

az  baghal  afgandan,T!\\Yoy;\x\^  the  cat  from  under 

the  arm  ;  letting  the  cat  out  of  the  bag,  discover- 

ing the  secret.  Leaving  ofi"deceitful  ways,  jii  iJ^ 

^J^jlb  ̂ J^^  gurba  dar  ambdn  ddshtan,  To  prac- 
tise deceit.  i^'^jj'^  '^.J'  0^^^^  ~inddn 

hardan,  To  be  extremely  avaricious.  ^.J' 

gurba f i dashtifAkind  of  pantheror  wild  cat.  Bog- 
rush,                  gurban  mishin,  A  wicked  rogue. 

p  iijL>_        gurba-bid,  A  species  of  willow. 
p  jOj^  gurba-chashm,  Grey-eyed. 

p  ̂ x^ny  i^J>  gurba-chashnil,  Grey-eyedness. 
peJ^  s.ij^  gurha-dala,  A  ferret,  marten,  weasel. 

p  &:>J>  gurhasdn,  (or  sJiJ  gurba-gun) 
Cat-like,  wily,  cunning,  deceitful. 

p        gnrpd.  Trefoil. 

p  Job  C^jt  garai  hd y ad,  (JorS>\>  ]^ _f  9°-^  ̂ «''« 
hdyad)  If  thou  meanest  (if  it  must  be  to  tliee). 

p  ̂   gurj,  Georgia.  Native  of  Georgia. 
p  jjbL-»-jl  gurjisfdn,  Georgia. 

p  jS  gurji,  A  Georgian.  A  servant  boy. A  hut.  A  kind  of  dog. 

p        girach.  Mortar,  plaster. 

p  1^^^  garchand.  How  much  soever. 
PtVa- ̂ garcha,  Although,  though,  notwithstand- 

ing. Certainly,  indeed.  Gurcha,  A  cottage.  A 
dungeon.  A  subterraneous  excavation. 

p  f^J6>-j^ gurikhia>i,TQ  fly,escape,  flee  for  refuge. 

p  djS  gard.  Turning  round.  Revolving.  The 
celestial  globe.  Fortune.  The  sun.  Dust,  earth. 

Flyino- dust.  Advantage,  profit,  emolument.  Re- 

flexion, inversion,  repercussion,  refraction.  Light- 

nin"'.  Joy,  mirth.  Sadness,  sorrow.  A  kind  of 

silk.  A  fragrant  smell.  L-.'l:^!  gardi  dftdh, 

Atoms  which  appear  playing  in  the  sun-beams,  li/ 

^lijjT j>  gard  bar  dwai-dan,To  trample  under  foot, 
lo  ann  ihilatc.  iij>  gardi  zumurrud,  A  sprout- 

ing beard.  Cr</Y/,  Round.  A  circle,  orbit,  circum- 
ference, circuit,  rotundo.  Environs,  parts  adjacent. 

A  collection,  assembly.  A  city.  A  tent,  pavilion. 

^^;j^T  ̂J>gird  dmadan,To  convene,  meet  together. 



To  accumulate,  collect,  mount  up.  ̂ ^i^jT  gird 
awardan,  To  accumulate,  girdi  rah,  The 

circuit  of  a  road,  jj  6^  girdi  ru,  The  contour  of 

the  face.  A  woman's  ornament  worn  about  the 

face  set  with  jewels.  j^^Li  0,1  girdi  shahr,  Suburbs, 

^f-i^j^  girdi  kar  gashtan,  To  engage  in,  to 

attempt  or  commit  any  thing,  i^^^ ̂J'  0^^^ 
dan,  To  collect,  assemble,bring  together.  To  make 

round,  to  encompass,  environ.  To  wrinkle,  shri- 

vel, contract.  To  wager,  especially  at  a  horse-race. 

To  put  in.  (^^^  ̂ jt  gird  gashtan,  To  go  round. 

tif  ̂y^i^  darab-gird.  The  city  of  Darab.  Gurd, 

Strong,  brave,  valiant ;  a  hero.  (Jj\j  t)jS  gurdi  za- 

bul,  The  hero  of  Zabul,  i.e.  Rustam.   Gir-ad,  (for 
girad)  He  may  take.  Girid,  Crete  or  Candy. 

garda,  Returning,  wheeling,  encircling. 

A  boy's  top.   Girda,  Pretence,  pretext,  excuse. 
p  (— .>  I gird-abjA.  whirlpool,  abyss,  gulf,  vor- 

tex.   Gurd-ab,  A  wave. 

Vi^\S\d^  girddbad,'Ihe  city  of  Madain,  founded 
by  Tahraiiras  and  finished  by  Jamshed. 

Pj^ti^  gar-ddr.  Scabby,  mangy. 
p  giirdds.  An  oppressor,  tyrant. 

p  (^\dj3  gurddsh,  An  oppressor,  tyrant. 

-pt^\^j^ gard-d-gard,'Site'physie'^.  Continually 
revolving.  Gird-d-gird,  Round  abotit,  round  and 
round.  The  winding  of  a  river,  road,  or  mountain. 

Parts,  sides,  boundaries. 

p  tii^  ̂Ji  gard-dluda.  Soiled  with  dust.  En- 
cumbered with  riches  or  worldly  cares. 

p  {J^i^^  garddn,  Turning,  winding,  changing, 
inverting,  converting.  One  who  turns  or  goes 

round.  Conjugation,  inflexion.  Meat  parboiled 

and  roasted  with  spices 

dan.  To  revolve,  turn  round 

duni  garddn,  Tlie  spheres,  the  heavenly  heavens. 

{^^j^  UJ*^  ̂^^^^(^■'^  ff(^r  duni  garddn.  The  vault 
of  heaven  (perpetually)  revolving. 

p  lili^l  garddndd.  May  (God)  effect  it! 

p  gird-anddm,  Of  a  middling  stature, 
square,  compactly  built. 

p  i^i^Sl)^  garddndan,  To  turn  round. 

p  uib^ii,^  garddnak.  The  pointei's  (two  stars  in 
the  Bear). 

p  &>\dj^  gardnna.  An  iron  ring  (to  which  any 

thing  is  suspended).  Girddna,  A  child's  go-cart, 
leaning  against  which  it  learns  to  walk. 

P  ̂̂ i^y>\i^jt  garddnidagi,  A  rolling  about. 

P  garddmdan,  (transitive  of  ̂^iV.^^ 
gardidan)  To  change,  alter,  avert,  convert,  divert, 
drive  round,  surround.  To  cause  to  become.  To 

represent  as  becoming,  to  regard  as.  ̂ ^S^\df 
drvdz  garddmdan,  To  make  inflections  of  the  voice, 

i.e.  to  sing,  modulate,  shake,  quaver,  or  trill,  ji 
jj;ijj\ti,^  bar  garddmdan,To  invert,  transpose. 

(jiiJO^iijS  ba  chard  garddmdan.  To  lead  to  pasture. 

p  tsjj>\i:iji  garddnida,T\irned  round.  Meat  par- 

gar  dan  shu- 
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boiled  and  roasted. 

p  garddniya,  Name  of  a  note  ia  music. 
p         girddwd,  A  patrol. 

Pjj  I  li;^  gird-dwar.  All  round,  round. 
p  f^^j^  1      gird  dwardan.  To  assemble,  collect. 
P        i       gird-drvari,  A  drawing  together. 

P  lijjj^iij^  gurddyvjand,  Name  of  a  champion. 

p  (ibiij^  gird-bdd,  (or  A  whirlwind. 

K([eraon.\M»\d\id^  gird-bdddsd.  Like  a  whirlwind. 

p  i^\>i)ji  gird-bdlish,  (or  (j^jJl^)  A  small  pillow 
laid  under  the  cheek.  A  large  cylindrical  pillow. 

P  gardbdn,  A  leader,  commander-in- 

chief.  The  tree  of  paradise.  An  artificer's  Avooden 
block  fixed  in  the  ground  for  polishing  his  work. 

A  shirt-collar;  neck  and  breast  of  a  shirt. 

P ̂ "^i  girdbur,A  wimble,  gimlet. 

P(ji>,j  I jidj^ gard  bardjvardan.  To  raise  a  dust. 
To  trample  down,  destroy. 

p         ji      gird  bar  dwardUfYaxLlted,  domed. 

p  lijio  djS  gird  ba  gird.  All  round. 

p  jjiij^      gard-bandan,  ColIar,neck-ornament. 
p  (_^bii^ gird-pdy.  The  space  about  the  foot  of 

a  throne  or  other  seat.  ̂ ^Sid^  LA*^**  l?^.*^^  gi^rl- 
pdyi  haivz  gardidan,To  wander  about  any  place 

incognito  in  search  of  any  thing.  ̂ Jw^ij  ̂ j\>_  dj^ 

gird  pdy  nishastan.  To  sit  in  a  square  posture. 

p^lx>«^.iij$^(7?>-cZ-/?is<a«;Round-breasted  maiden. 
p  gird-posh.  Bed-clothes. 

p  (j^.      gird-pesh.  All  round. 
P  f^y>-       gird-khrcdn,  A  circular  table. 
PjiijS  gardar.  Hard  ground  at  the  foot  of  a 

mountain.    Hilly  ground.    A  city. 

p  ̂J^J^^  gird-rdn,  A  fleshy  thigh.  An  easy 
life.    Root  of  the  thigh,  groin. 

p  {jl^tiji gardish,  Revolution,  turning  round,  re- 
version, conversion,  motion.  Turn, change.  Abend. 

^jVv^I  (^i^j^  gardishi  dsmdn,  Revolution  of  the 
heavens. 

P  i^M>L>^  gard-shab.  Darkness  of  the  night. 
p  8i>Lliiijj  girdshanda,  Reptiles. 

p  uLlii^ girdak,  (dim.  of  gird)  A  small  royal 

tent.  A  large  round  tent.  A  bride's  chamber.  An 
enigma.  Arichcake.  Asum,total,whole, collection, 

gird-kund,  A  collector.  Surrounding. 
p  girdgdn,  A  walnut.    The  ball  of  a 

pellet-bow.    Any  thing  round. 

p  gird-gdh.  The  navel. 
p  gird-giribdn,  A  shirt,  a  shift. 

p  ̂^^Z.^       gird-gashtagt,  A  going  round. 
p  ̂'^Ji  girdagi,  Roundness,  rotundity. 

Vj^dj^  gurd-glr,  A  conqueror  of  heroes.  The 
title  of  the  son  of  Afrasyab. 

p  eoUiJj^  girdmdyia.  Seed  of  mezereon. 

p  ̂jii^  ̂/arcZaw,  The  neck.  A  pole.  Strong,  ro- 
bust, firm,  powerful.  A  brave,  stout  man  ;  a  hero. 

Strength,  power.  ̂ ^0^J^  ̂ jii/  gardan  hhdridan. 
To  scratch  the  neck  j  (met.)  To  seek  an  excuse. 

ti?*^  g(irdan  zadan.  To  decapitate.  js-S*  jj"^ 

gardani  shutur,  A  camel's  neck  ;  (met.)  A  purse 

full  of  gold,  (jii^^  W't'^  gardan  nihddan,  To  place 
the  neck,  i.e.  to  submit,  obey.  ji5 ̂ Sa-iJ  i^)^  ̂  

j\  (jiij^  bd  khuni  lashkar  dar  gardani  u,  With  the 
blood  of  the  (whole)  army  on  his  neck,  i.e.  he  was 
the  cause  of  their  destruction.  y>  ̂  

bd  shamshlr  u  kafan  bar  gardan,  With  a  sci- 

meter  and  a  winding-sheet  about  (his)  neck. 

p  I3ii^  gardand,  A  spit.  A  go-cart,  in  which 
a  child  learns  to  walk.  A  boy's  top.  Meat  par- 

boiled and  then  roasted  with  spices.  The  peg  of  a 

musical  instrument.  ,^^j>-  ̂jKi^j^  gar  dandy  i  charhh, 
The  sky.  G'tV^Zana,  Aspit.  The  kneepan.  A  red 
rose.    A  deep  dish. 

p  ■^'^^ gardandj.  Meat  parboiled  and  roasted. p  td)l3ii^  gardndh,  Full  of  dust,  dusty. 

p  ewliii,^  gird-ndma,  An  incantation  written 
upon  a  bit  of  paper,  accompanied  by  the  name  of 
a  slave  who  may  have  run  away  from  his  master, 

which,  being  hidden  under  a  stone  or  in  the  ground , 

is  supposed  to  have  the  power  of  preventing  his 

escape  and  obliging  him  to  return.  A  die  for  coin- 

ing, the  impression  on  money. 
p  gardandn,(^pl. of  ̂ ^i^ gardan)  Strong, 

powerful,  illustrious.  j«-Ji>j^  U^*^^  gardandn  ha 
nazm,  Illustrious  poets. 

p  gardndy,  A  boy's  top.    Girdndy  or 

gardndy,  A  red  rose.    A  child's  go-cart. 
p  ajw^  (i)*^^  gardan-basta.  Chained  or  fastened 

by  the  neck.  ijJJ^JL>  j  euLiJ  cj*^^  gardan-bas- 
ta su  dil-shikasta,  With  the  neck  in  chains  and  a 

broken  heart. 

p  liJj  gardan-band,  A  chain,  collar,  neck- 
lace, ornament  for  the  neck. 

pj]j>  (jii^  gardan-firdz,  Stretching  the  neck. 
Long-necked. 

p  ̂jiioiij^  gardan-kash,  Exalting  the  neck, 
i.e.  proud,  haughty,  refractory,  disobedient,  stub- 

born, obstinate,  ̂ ^\J:^  ̂^^J^  gar  dan-kasha  ni 
nazm,  Poets  of  distinguished  merit. 

p  j^^Soii,^ gardan-hashi,  Pride,  arrogance,  pre- 
sumption, stubbornness,  ̂ ji^^ ̂^^^jCii^^  gardan- 

kashi  kardan.  To  rebel. 

p  ijJ-'ii^j^  gardang,  A  fool,  idiot.    A  cuckold. 
p  (JXjJj^  gardangal,  A  fool.  GardaJigul,  A rolling-pin. 

p  i^Ji  gird-narcdhi.  Environs. 

p  sji^j^  gardana,  A  rolling-pin.  A  saw  worked 
by  twomen.  A  musical  instrument.Nameofanherb. 

P  ̂i^j^  gardanhd,  (pi.  of  ̂^iS^  gardan)  Necks. 

p  ijii,^  gardani,  A  horse-cloth.  A  blow  on  the 

nape  of  the  neck,  f^ii^ i^i^^ gardani  kai-dan,  To 
disobey,  to  rebel. 

Pjii,^  girda,  A  nut,  a  walnut. 
p  ̂jjii;^  gardun,  A  wheel.  Heaven,  the  celes- 
tial globe  or  sphere.  Chance,  fortune,  and  her  re- 



volving  wheel.  A  chariot,  calasli,  chaise.  A  child's 
go-cart,  by  which  he  learns  to  walk.  A  gun-car- 

riage. A  cobweb.  iOui^^^  j  j)y  ijj'i)^ gardunl  dwi-narvaz,  iva  cliarUIti  hlna-saz,  Fortune 
smiling  on  the  base,  and  preparing  adversity  (for  the 

deserving).  ljok«j^ji>,i^//rtrJ««/7«I«o,Thc  azure  sky. 
p,li^:i\^ojii/i/rt''t/««-?V(<*V/a/',Powerfu]asheaven. 

p  &a2jiijif  (jarduncha,  (or  uiljj^^ s^jdj^ gardun- 
chaA  hudaJi)  A  child's  go-cart,  by  which  it  learns 
to  walk. 

p  iJL*tiju>  (jji>,^^a7Y/Mn-st'mA/, Proud, conceit- 
ed, pompous,  dignified.  Slow,  negligent.  Absurd, 

p  e^j^j^  fjarduna,  A  chariot,  calash,  gig. 

V  idji  garda,  Powder  used  by  painters,  which, 
tied  in  a  cloth,  they  rub  over  the  outlines  of  their  de- 

signs pricked  on  paper,  and  which  passing  through 

the  holes  transfers  a  dotted  outline  of  the  subject  to 

another  piece  of  paper  j  also  the  pricked  paper.  A 
shield.  Girda,  A  kind  of  round  cake,  but  not  thin. 

Any  thing  round.  A  round  pillow.  A  round  yellow 

patch  sewed  upon  a  garmenttodistinguish  a  Jew.  All, 

the  whole.  Watch,  guard,  .^^tdj^ rjirdaAcharkh, 
(or  ̂^jiij^  Sii;^  {jirdati  garduri)  The  sun  and  moon. 
Gurda,  A  kidney.  The  reins.  Courage. 

P_j5l         gnrda-alu,  A  fruit  like  an  apricot. 

P  (jiJl^  td^  girda-balish,  A  round  pillow. 

P  (jb  ii^jt  girdahan,  One  who  claps  his  hands 
upon  meat  on  a  fable,  to  prevent  it  from  being  car- 

ried off.    A  watchman. 

p j>  tiijt  gh-da-bur,  A  wimble,  augur,  gimlet. 

p  itij^  girda-pech,  A  circuit,  surrounding, 
investing,besieging.  Herb-seeds  dressed  with  meat. 

p  ̂jiV.ii,^  gardidan,  To  turn,  become,  return, 
change.  To  be  inverted,  converted.  To  go  round, 

walk  about,  saunter.  To  be  surrounded,  embraced, 

comprehended.  To  embrace.  To  stretch  one's  self 
(especially  when  wakingfrom sleep),  f^d^dj^ O^^J^ 

az  hal gardidan,  To  change  one's  state  or  condition. 

jjv>^iij^^  jb  laz  gardidan,  To  turn  back,  to  retire. 
rU0>^.iij>^/a7Y/IJa,Become,changed. Surrounded. 

Tumbled  down,  revolved. 

Pjj^  gxirz,  A  mace  of  gold,  silver,  or  iron.  A 
club,  battle-axe.  A  pestle.  Penis. 

V  J^i^j>jji  gurz-hardar,  A  mace-bearer. 
P  ̂^<^JJi garazdamin,(z?Lndi&cViz.)  An  enemy, 

p  <^)^jj'  gurazdan,  To  help,  aid ;  tend  the  sick, 

p  l>^jj^  gar-zada,  Smitten  with  scab,  scabby. 

V  f^jj^ garzish,  A  cry  against  injustice,  remon- 
strance, supplication,  the  groans  of  the  oppressed. 

p       gurazw,  Name  of  a  brother  of  Isfandiyar. 

p  t^jj-^  garazman  or  garzman,  The  highest 
heaven.  Heaven. 

p  ̂̂ jj^  garzan,  Crown  of  the  old  Persian  kings. 

p  ijj^ garza,  A  vei'y  venomous  kind  of  serpent. 
Gurza,  A  large  wooden  club.  A  mace.  A  large- 
headed  serpent.  Ravenous,  fierce.  Membrum  vi- 

rile, ijj^  gvrzasi  gau-payhar,  (j\l  sjj^ 
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\j^gurzaAgau-ch{hr,j\jj*j\§  tjj^  gurzangau-sar, 

jui  jlf  ̂'j^ gurzatigau-sar,or  {^JUSAi^  gurzan 
gau-mcsli.)  The  mace  of  king  FavTdun,  which  had 

the  figure  of  an  ox's  head  on  the  top  of  it. 

p  (jv>iy^i/?<ra2i£?an.  To  help,  assist.  To  care. 

p  {j^.jy  girz'in,  A  rich  crown  worn  by  the  an- cient kings  of  Persia.  A  basket.  A  pointed  arrow. 

p  Hunger.  Dirt  upon  the  body  or 
linen.  Curled  hair ;  a  ringlet. 

P  ̂Z^uiji  garast,  Full  of  drink,  intoxicated. 
p  (jj^*>j,S  giristan,  To  weep,  to  cry. 

p  ̂jd^XtjUj^ garadudan,  A  steelyard  for  weigh- 
ing large  weights. 

p  ̂^^yjMj.^  garastun,  A  large  public  standard 
or  weiiiliino-  engine. o       o  o 

p  ̂'iMiji  gursnagi,  Hunger, 
p  s-xmIj^  gursna  or  gttrusna,  Hungry,  famished, 
p  aj._A*j^  gursna-chashm,  Hungry-eyed. 

Envious.  Niggardly.  Poor  ;  a  beggar.  One  who 

has  just  escaped  from  a  famine.  ̂ J^^i:^  ajuJj^ 

i^^xM  gu7'sna-cJiashmani  kan^n,  An  epithet  of  the 
brethren  of  Joseph. 

p  ̂\xijij§  garsiyan,  Name  of  a  certain  stone. 

vj^xtJiji  garsewaz.  Name  of  Afi  asyab's  brother, 
p  girish,  An  amorous  glance  or  gesture, 

p  garsliash,  (i__fi**>l«»jS  garsliasf,  or 

c— <....^^S  garshasb)  Name  of  an  ancestor  of  Rustam. 
Name  of  the  son  of  Tahmasb. 

p  JI<2j,^  gurshal or  girshdl,  An  animal  between 
a  wolf  and  a  jackal,  or  between  a  bear  and  a  jackal. 

^  gar  ghast.  Name  of  a  plant  resem- J 
bling  spinage. 

,^  girift,  He  took  or  seized.  Capture,  sei- 
zure, detention,  sequestration,  fine,  mulct.  A  han- 

dle, catch,  clutch.  A  fault,  sin,  crime  (for  which 

one  is  reviled).  Blame,  reproach,  taunt.  Objec- 
tion, criticism.  Observation,  watch.  An  eclipse 

of  the  sun  or  moon.  A  thrust  with  a  spear.  Fric- 
tion. Shaking  with  the  fingers,  or  pressing  upon 

the  finger-board  of  a  musical  instrument,  so  as  to 

produce  a  tremulous  sound.  A  small  shrill  trum- 

pet, f^d^  CLt'Sjt  f/ifift  hardan,  To  shake  upon  a musical  instrument.  To  turn  away  from. 

1? j^j^  giriftar,  A  captive,  prisoner,  slave  ;  in- 
volved (in  trouble).  A  commencement.  \^<^^ j^J' 

giriftar  hardan,  To  take  prisoner,  carry  oif  captive. 

p  ij^'^J>  giriftari,  Captivity,  bondage,  impri- 
sonment, embarrassment. 

p  iK^Ji  girift-gah.  The  handle,  hilt,  or  grasp- 
ing-place (of  a  sword,  knife,  and  the  like). 

p  giriftagi,  Capture,  seizure,  detention, 

imprisonment.  The  setting  of  a  broken  bone.  A 

contraction.  An  impediment.  J^jl  ̂(.J^^  O^rif- 

tagisi  awaz,  Floarseness.  f-^^^^^  giriftagisi 
shiham,  Costiveness,  constipation. 
p  giriftam,  I  admit,  take  it  (for  granted), 

p  {J^ij^  giriftan,  To  take,  seize,  catch,  snatch. 

To  make  prisoner.  To  intercept  To  rebuke.  To  be- 
gin. To  set  a  broken  bone.  To  close  up.  To  un- 
dergo an  eclipse.  To  make  (a  dwelling).  ̂ J^Jj\) 

laz  giriftan,  To  keep  back,  retain.  ̂ J^J  j  lav 
giriftan,  To  take  up,  to  pick  up.  sU  (J<iJ girif- 
tani  mah,  A  lunar  eclipse.  ̂ Jvi ̂   Ciy^ j}  bar  khrvud 

giriftan,  To  take  upon  one's  self.  To  assume  airs, 
presume,  arrogate,  tjls,^  pesh  giriftan.  To 
anticipate.  To  undertake,  ij^ij  ̂_}iJ^  da rdil gi- 

riftan,To  conceive  (fe&r)  in  the  mind.  ^J^J>i 

(^J^  dar  miyani  hlavud  giriftan,  To  contain  or 
restrain  one's  self.  ̂ J6J  L5b_yj  z'lri  pay  giriftan, 
To  trample  under  foot.  ̂ J6J  Jo  fali  bad  gi- 

riftan. To  take  a  bad  presage,  ijo/  htin-at 
giriftan,To  gain  strength ;  to  prevail. 
nakhun  giriftan.  To  pare  the  nails. 

P  iJ'^J  giriftam.  Criticism. 
p  iOJp^  girifta,  Taken,  received,  seized,  cap- 

tured. Adopted,  assumptive.  Blamed,  reproached. 
Obstructed,  shut,  closed.  Eclipsed.  A  prisoner, 
captive.  Blame,  reproach,  contumely.  A  crime, 
sin.  A  mulct,  fine.  A  boasting,  bragging  ;  a  foolish 
saying  or  action.  A  thrust,  stab.  Wages,  price  of 
labour.  Avaricious,  stingy,sordid;  a  niggard.  b:^J 

(j<ij  girifta  zadan.  To  reproach.  To  pierce.  To 
boast.  i^ji  girifta  shudan,  To  be  eclipsed. 

«::s,^t--'i5\af/aJ-^j>?/i;fl,Polite, well-bred.  iCiJ 

fay-girifta,  Fled,  escaped.  Baked,  kneaded. 

i^ji  pisari  girifta,  An  adopted  son.    iCijJ  Jdj 
pand-girifta,  Admonished ;  taking  advice, 

iCi^  darham  girifta,  Contracted,  drawn  together. 

Pjif^         girifta-hhatir,  Afflicted  at  heart. 
p       i-'^ji  girift a-dam,  A^ihmvi.  Asthmatic. 
p  ̂Joj  iCi^  girifta-zaban.  Stammering,  having 

an  impediment  in  speech. 

p  L— *J  iJiSjS  girifta-lab.  Tongue-tied,  dumb. 
Silent.  Silence. 

garg.  Scabby,  mangy.  Gurg,  A  wolf 

^  (jACuuj  KlJji  gurgi  s'min-sum,  A  strong,  able- bodied  man.  jLi^^  gurgi  fusungar,T\\e 
world.  The  sky. 

gurgabi,  A  kind  of  sandal  or  shoe. 

P|^-«>l  ̂ -^i  gurg-ashti,  An  insincere  peace. 
p  ̂ U^l  cL/ji  ̂ /j/?-<7-a,'i//«a^i,Hollowfriendship. 

p  i^^j^  gurgan,  A  desert.  Name  of  a  city. 
p  <7Mr-<7a?y,  The  metropolis  of  Khwarazm. 

p  j^/  gurgav,  A  kind  of  shoe  or  sandal. 
p  tijo.  lL^^  gurg-band.  Conquered,  made  cap- 

tive: a  prisoner.  Light  (not  heavy).  ̂   t^^^ 

^jJij^ gurg-band  kardan,To  take  prisoner.  To  op- 

press. To  render  light. 
p        gargaj,  A  redoubt  in  front  of  a  fort. 

p  ji>         gurg-dav,  A  trot  like  that  of  a  wolf 
P  l>y>.'^  ijJj3  gurg-deza,  A  dun  colour.  Satin. 
p gargar,  One  of  the  names  of  God.  A 

throne.  Name  of  a  town  in  the  province  of  Azar- 

bayjan.    Girgir,  A  species  of  bean  or  pea.  Gur- 
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gur,  A  whisper,  what  is  said  aside. 

p  CI^.Mic  £/w?'^7-masf,  A  beloved  object,  cruel 
and  fickle. 

P  {^^J>  gargan,  The  scab.  Gargin,  One  who 

has  a  cutaneous  eruption.  Scabby.  Ourgun,Vn- 
ripe  corn  gathered  for  food. 

P         garganj,  The  capital  of  Khwarazm. 

P  or  garguz,  Governor  of  a  province. 

P  {Jy>^  gO''''goyi  Name  of  a  champion  and  ally 
of  Afrasyab. 

P         gtirgi,  Wolfish ness. 

P         g^^gVf  Name  of  a  certain  city. 

P  i^,^^ gargin,  Scabby,  mangy.  Gurgin,  Name 
of  a  champion. 

p  SM^j^  gurgina,  A  fur-garment. 

p  pi  garm,  Warm,  hot.  Choleric,  fiery.  Ar- 
dent, active,  zealous.    Thronged,  busy  (market). 

Anguish,  vexation.    Haste,  despatch.  ̂ jii-S* 
garm  shudan,  To  grow  warm.  To  fly  in  a  passion. 

^  garm  karclan,  To  make  hot.  To  excite, 

inflame,  put  in  a  rage,  ti;***  j  ̂  garm  u  sard,  Hot 
and  cold,  ups  and  downs,  prosperity  and  adversity. 

^j>-  lijui  J  pi  garm  u  sardi  charkh,The  sun  and 
moon.  Accidents  of  fortune.  Gurmor  garm,  Grief, 

sorrow,  affliction,  distress  of  mind.  Taking  little 

when  much  is  required.  Gurm,  The  rainbow. 

pU/  garma.  Heat,  warmth,  sultriness. 

P  ̂̂ ble;S  garmaban,  A  hot-bath.  A  bath-keepcr. 

Pj\s>\ic^  garmdb-dar,  A  bagnio-keeper. 
p  eole^  garmaha,  A  hot  bath. 

P^j^  iol*^  garmababan.  Keeper  of  a  hot- bath. 

p  fj^ji  garmabi.  Warmth,  heat. 

p  Siij  [icji  garma-zada.  Smitten  with  heat. 

p  ij\y\jeji garmci-Jizay,  Increasing  heat.  Name 
of  the  third  month  in  the  era  of  Yazdagird,  cor- 

responding to  May. 

p  «3U^  garmala.  Name  of  a  certain  medicine. 

p  Jjl/«jS  garmurta,  A  hot  bath. 

P       1>^\jCji  garmawaban,  Keeper  of  a  hot  bath. 

P  (_^^^  gar-mahi,  (Scab-fish)  A  shad. 
p  girmanl.  Name  of  one  of  the  princes 

who  were  compelled  to  perform  the  office  of  cook 
to  the  tyrant  Zahhak. 

P  ̂ ^y>-       garm-joslii,  Warmth  of  affection. 
p  is^\^ji  garm-lihana,  A  hot-house,  subterra- 

neous dwelling  for  warmth. 

P  ̂ ^^="  garm-hliun.  Of  a  hot  blood ;  lively. 
An  ardent  lover.    Wine  containing  much  alcohol. 

'^'jt^y  garm-hhez,  An  early  riser.  Quick,  ac- 
tive. One  who  passes  part  of  the  night  in  prayer. 

p  ̂J^S'lf  garmdan,  A  kind  of  fruit. 

P         j»/  garm-dilan.  Ardent  lovers. 
P  garm-ran,  A  furious  driver. 

^  (jljJ  (t/  garm-rawan,  Quick  travellers.  Im- 
patient lovers. 

p  J^ji  garm-ser,  A  warm  climate.  A  winter- 
habitation  in  low  grounds.  Waiting  impatiently. 
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P  \^J^J>  garmish,  Heat.  A  fever. 
P  ii^ji  garmak,  Boiled  beans.  An  early  melon, 

(dim.  of  ̂   garm)  Somewhat  hot,  warmish. 
p  garm-gah,  A  warm  place.  Mid-day. 

p  &jOji  garma.  Fruits  which  ripen  early  (espe- 
cially melons)  ;  first-fruits.  Hot  or  white  bread. 

P  jO  a.-o^  garma-hez,  (or  wez)  A  fine  sieve. 

P  ̂^Ji  garmi,  Heat,  warmth.  Briskness  of  mar- 
ket. The  venereal  disease. 

p  (JIaa^jS  garmiyat,  Heat,  warmth,  ardour. 

P  '^Ji  gur-mekh,  A  large  pin  or  stake  to  which 
they  fasten  the  heel-ropes  of  horses. 

peoUj=»-^^^^^armi-^AM«a/ja, Excessive  weeping. 

p  sj\s^^  garmi-dana,  A  rash,  prickly  heat. 

p  ̂Jl3Ji*;^  garmidan.  To  be  hot,  wax  warm. 
p  gurinj,  A  wrinkle.  The  corner  of  a  house. 

Gurinj  or  guranj.  Rice. 

'P j^J>  gurinjar,  A  rice-ground. 
p^jL^J        guritij  ba  shir,  Rice  with  milk. 
p  idi^^ gurinda,  A  sort  of  brush  used  by  weavers 

to  apply  paste  or  size  to  their  warp. 

p  lLSo^  garang.  The  rendezvous  of  an  army  ; 
a  field  of  battle.  Giring,  Broken  to  pieces. 

p  sjjt  garna,  (or  garni)  Unless.  Gurna, 
Name  of  an  herb. 

p  jj^  giraw  or  girav,  A  wager,  stake,  bot.  A 

pledge,  pawn,  earnest.    A  contract.  ^J>  gi- 
raw burdan.  To  win  the  game,  carry  off  the  stakes. 

{^y^  y ji  giraw  bastan,  (jjii^ii  giraro  dadan, 

^lij^jj^  giraw  hardan,  ̂ jkXxi^  giraw  kashi- 
dan,  or  ̂jii^j  j ̂   giraw  nihddan)  To  wager,  bet. 

P  ej'^b'j^  girwdnidan,  To  cause  to  bet.  To 
make  believe. 

p  D^jji  guruclia.  Gristle,  a  tendon. 

PjUji^  giraw-dur,  A  layer  of  bets.  A  holder 
of  stakes. 

PjjjS  girwar,  Fit, proper,  necessary,  expedient. 

p  (^Ijjijj ̂   gir  war-far  task,  Whose  existence is  necessary. 

p         guruza,  An  assembly,  concourse. 

p  (^jji  gm^its,  A  ringlet  or  braid  of  hair.  Dirt 
on  the  body  or  clothes.  Hunger. 

p         gurogh,  A  lie. 

p  (j^jj^  girawgan,  A  wager,  stake.  A  slave. 
Gu7-ugdn,  The  male  organ  of  generation. 

p J ji garugar.  An  attribute  of  God,  signifying, 

"  Who  grants  our  desires." 
p  girwand.  Pustules  on  the  lips  (which 

are  said  to  rise  in  consequence  of  horrible  dreams). 

The  rinfrworm  or  tetter  excoriating-  the  skin  and 
becoming  white. 

p  Sjjji^^/wro/t,  A  troop,  squadron,  com pany,band, 
levy  of  people,  crew.    A  body  of  travellers. 

C^i^ gurohi  kaiti  angnbin,  Swarm  of  bees, 

^jlilti  gurohi  sagdn,  Pack  of  hounds.  5jjl 

ijji gu7-oh  guroh,  In  troops,  company  by  company. 

p  ̂sZiijj^ guroh-shudagi.  Association,  a  unit- 12  I 

ing  in  a  body,  confederation. 

p  sScij^  giroha.  The  clew  of  thread  as  formed 
upon  the  spindle.  Guroha,  A  ball,  bowl,  globe, 

or  any  spherical  figure.  A  ball  of  thread,  ball  for 

a  cannon,  balista,  or  cross-bow.  The  head,  crown 
of  the  head.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  An  assembly, 

concourse,  multitude  of  people, 

p  (j-j  J>giraw~i,  Pledged,  pawned.  Gurni,  Name of  a  kinsman  of  Afrasyab. 

p  girawidagl,  Admiration,  adoration, 
adherence,  attachment. 

p^iVjj^  girawidan,  To  follow,  admire,  obey, 
adore.  To  believe,  confide  in.  To  form  a  sincere 

alliance  with  any  one.  To  be  attached.  To  pledge. 

p  StiJjj^  giranida.  Attracted,  attached  to,  ad- 
miring, captivated.  A  believer.  Confiding. 

p  5^  gara,  A  cup  or  ewer.  Mouldiness.  Gi- 
rih,  A  knot,  a  knur  (as  in  a  thread  or  on  wood), 

a  knob,  a  joint.  A  button  or  any  thing  for  fasten- 

ing garments.  An  abscess.  A  knuckle.  Articu-  ' 
lation.  Three  finger-breadths.  A  difficulty.  The 

seed  of  a  thorny  tree  used  for  tanning.  The  heart. 

iji j>  tj>  girih  bar  girih.  Knot  upon  knot,  diffi- 
culty upon  difficulty,  ̂ jiij  j>  \f  girih  bar 

gosh  zadan.  To  be  deaf  or  hard  of  hearing,  ij-i 

(^jwJ  girih  bastan,To  knot, to  concrete  (as  honey). 

iji  girihi  zabdn,  Impediment  in  the  speech, 

jjiij  8^  girih  zadan,  To  lay  up  a  treasure,  to  amass 
wealth.  To  knot  the  hair.  iJVi;^  girih  girif- 

tan.  To  be  tied  (as  the  tongue),  and  unable  to  ar- 

ticulate. '  "  '"'j^  giriJii  gosht,  A  gland  in  the 

body,  kernel  in  the  flesh. 

p  j>       girih-bur,  A  cutpurse. 
p  ii\->  ji  tjS  girih  bar  had,  (Difficulties  to  the 

wind)  IndiflTerence  to  worldly  concerns. 

p  jjj      girih-band,  A  coat-button.  The  waist- 
band of  drawers.  One  who  ties  a  knot. 

ps.^^girihcha,(orL^}jti^  girihak)  A  little  knot. 
girih-kusha,  A  looser  of  knots.  A 

solver  of  difficulties. 

p  (j^ii/      girih-garddn,  Name  of  a  game. 
p  B£>ji  giriha  or  girihha,  A  little  knot.  A  joint 

in  an  herb.  Guruha,  A  ball.  A  company  of  people. 

Pi^^gari,  Any  standard  of  measure,  whether  for 
land,  cloth,  grain,  liquids,  or  time.  A  measure  of 

time,  twenty-two  minutes  and  thirty  seconds.  The 

itch,  scab.  Gire,  {for  ij>  girih)  A.'knot.  The  neck. 
Giri,  Weep  thou ;  weeping.  The  neck.  A  moun- 

tain,   (for  (^jS  girl)  Thou  mayest  take. 

p  l>_^  giryd.  Weeping :  one  who  weeps. 

PH  Jl?^ ̂ar?/a/.  Around  flatplate  ofbell-metal, 
used  in  the  east  as  a  bell  to  strike  the  hours  upon. 

p  liiJ       giryd-liha,  A  monstrous  appearance, 

a  hideous  figure. 

p  f^\^.j^  girydn,  Weeping,  crying  excessively. 
Causing  to  weep.  A  weeper.  ^^>_^  girydn 

shudan,  To  weep,  bewail.  Gurydn,  The  fire-place 
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or  furnace  of  a  hot-balh,  A  sacrifice  or  offering 

made  for  deliverance  from  calamity. 

r  ̂Ji>Si\iJ>  Qiryamdan,  To  cause  to  weep. 

V  f^^^,^  tjir'ihan,  A  collar,  the  opening  or  breast 
of  a  garment.  A  pocket.  rjirthan 

daman  hardan,To  meditate,  to  be  wrapt  in  ecstacy. 

p  j4  (j^j^  fjinlan-ffir,  An  accuser,  a  plaintiff. 
An  apologist. 

p  ffiiibanl,  A  kind  of  loose  vest.  A 

leathern  binding  sewed  to  the  collar  of  a  coat. 

p  gurich,  (or  s^^t  gunclia')  A  hut,  hovel, 
cottage,  cell.    A  small  building  set  upon  posts. 

p  s^ji  guricha,  A  sort  of  sweetmeat. 

p  i^x^ji  gurehhtan,1o  fly,  flee,  run  away.  To 

escape.    To  take  refuge,  retire,  reti'eat. 

p  ajkitfj^^  gurehhta,  A  fugitive. 
p  Si.^  girid,  The  island  of  Crete  or  Candy. 

p^jS^2/rez,  Flying,  a  fugitive.  Flight.  Devia- 
tion, regression,  abhorrence,  aversion,  abstinence, 

fasting.  The  general  or  leader  of  an  army.  An 

eloquent  man.  A  part  of  a  beam  projecting  beyond 

a  wall.  i^^\Zi\^y>Ji  gurez  dashtan,  To  dispense 

with.  (Jl*...  .>  Jj,jS  mara  az  shuma  gurez 
Tiist,  You  are  indispensable  to  us,  we  cannot  do 
without  you. 

P  t:j]}?j^  gurezan,  Taking  flight.  (jii^-^J  i^yLj> 
gurezan  sltudan.  To  fly. 

p  ̂̂ ,^)>\y>Ji  gurezandan,  To  put  to  flight.  To 

cause  to  escape,  ̂ ^i^^^f^ii  dar  gurezandan,  To 
cause  to  take  refuse. 

P  gurezamdan,  To  put  to  flight. 

P  S^^j^^rwr-ez-iya/t,  Time  or  place  of  fleeing.  A 
place  of  escape.  An  asylum,  placeof  refuge,retreat. 

P  JSi^^^s  gurezanda,  A  fugitive.  Quicksilver. 

p  i^j^J^  gtirezl,  Flight. 

P  ij'^j^.j^  giirezidan,  To  fly,  to  flee. 

1'  {j^j^  girts,  Deceit,  fraud,  artifice. 
p^Jw?j^  girlstan,  To  weep,  cry, be  wail.  y^^^Ji 

^J-*  giristdni  haivd,  Weeping  of  the  atmosphere, 
i.e.  raining. 

p  y^Si^__j^ gai-isang,  A  ditch,  a  hollow  place  in 
the  ground.  Cr«maw^,The  note  of  the  nightingale. 
The  shout  made  by  a  party  of  religious  mendicants. 

p     ̂ jS  girha,  Fraud,  deceit. 

ij<^^!t~^./ girifidan,To  deceive,  defraud, cheat. 

1'  uHj-^  garesh,  Name  of  a  little,  long-legged, 
and  swift  animal. 

P  gurigh,V\y\ng:  a  fugitive.  Flight. 

P  tiJ^ji  gureftan,  To  flee,  to  run  away. 

p  giri-gdh,  That  part  of  the  pilaw  which 
touches  a  neck  of  mutton  when  stewing  in  a  pot. 
P  givTjanda,  A  weeper,  a  wailer. 

P  ̂.j^  giriv,  A  stake,  pledge,  hostage. 
P  giriwara,  A  necklace. 

tJ^yj^  giren-aza,  A  string  of  beads. 

I'  u^^j^  gh'man,  A  collar. 
(•J'^^i/  garayudum,  Perfidy,  treachery. 
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p  {jy>.J)  garirvan,  Scab,  ringworm. 
p  garirva  or  girtwa,  A  low  hill.  A  high 

bank,  high  ground,  a  mound  of  earth  which  has 
been  worn  into  gullies  by  the  rain. 

p  girya,  A  plaint,  lamentation.  Crying, 

weeping,  tears.  ̂ i^^&i  j>  girya  liardan,  To  weep, 

to  cry.  ̂ ^Uj  &jjk>J J  girya-kundn  u  sina- 
zandn,  Bewailing  and  beating  the  breast,  j  lOji 

girya  m  zdri,  Weeping  and  wailing. 

vj>  gaz,  The  tamarisk-tree.  A  yard  for  mea- 
suring cloth.  A  cubit,a  length  of  24  finger-breadths, 

or  six  hands.  A  ramrod.  A  sort  of  arrow  or  dart 

without  wing  or  point,  the  two  ends  being  small 
and  the  middle  thick.  gazi  shdygdn,  (or 

CilL^^^  gazi  mulk)  A  measure  equal  to  half  the 
height  of  a  man  of  ordinary  stature  (used  chiefly 

in  Khurasan),  (in  comp.)  Biting,  pungent.  jjbj 

zahdn-gaz,  Biting  the  tongue,  acrid.  Giz,  A  tooth. 

p  \^  ga~d,  Biting.    Hurtful.    Harm,  loss. 

Pjif  guzar,  A  pass,  passage.  A  surgeon's  lan- cet or  cupping-instrument.  The  outline  of  a  draw- 
ing. Payment  of  debt.  Performance  of  prayer. 

Sleep,  dream,  (imper.  oi {^^V^ guzdshtan)  Leave 
thou,  (in  composition)  Who  leaves,  quits,  or  pays. 

p       guzdra,  Paying.  An  utterer  of  words. 

p  guzdrdan,  To  quit,  leave.  To  pay,  dis- 
charge.   To  draw  the  outline  of  a  picture. 

p  guzdrda,  Discharged,  paid  (debt). 

p  guzdrish,T\\e  interpretation  of  a  dream ; 

explanation.  Utterance.  A  quitting,  a  leaving.  A 
discharging,  paying. 

p  jl  o^]}"^  guzdrishgar,  An  interpreter  of 
dreams.  One  who  transmits,brings,conveys,  carries. 

One  who  agrees  or  consents. 

p  guzdrishn,  Interpretation  of  a  dream ; 
explanation.  Utterance.  A  quitting,  discharging. 

p  a>o\3  guzdrish-ndma,  (ai/«l3  ̂ ^Jtj^ guzd- 

rislii-ndma  or  sjc\ij\ji  guzdr-iidma)  A  book  on  the 
interpretation  of  dreams.    A  commentary. 

p  8tijj\j^(7M»ara;«f/a,  Who  leaves  or  quits.  Who 
causes  to  pass.  A  payer.  A  speaker.  A  drawer 

of  pictures. 
p  gazdi'a,  A  thing,  substance,  fact,  history. 

Guzdra,  The  interpretation  of  dreams.  Explana- 
tion. Excess,  much. 

p  ewU  guzdra-ndma,  A  book  containing 
the  interpretation  of  dreams.    A  commentary. 

p  guzdridan,li!o pay,  perform, orsatisfy. 

To  speak.  To  sketch,  draw  an  outline,  mark,  or 

trace.  i^'^.Jif        mihta  guzdridan,  To  put  a  dot. 

Pj^j^  f/uzdz,  The  uneasiness  which  men  suffer 
from  heat,  passion,  and  the  like. 

p  (^^^^  guzdsta7i,  To  curry  hides,  dress  skins. 
To  lay  stones. 

p  guzdshtan,  To  pass  by.  To  quit,  leave. 

To  pay  a  debt  or  fine,  make  a  present  on  the  renewal 
of  a  lease  and  the  like.  To  transmit,  remit  an  offence. 

To  make  a  sketch  of  a  drawing  to  murk  or  trace. 

P  I — >]}^^/^a/or^7«2'a/', Foolish, vain,  idle,extra- 
vagant.  Xery  much,  innumerable,  extreme,  i  

ha  guzdf,  At  random,  by  guess,  ̂ ^ivljuu  i  ha 

guzdfsatdndan,To  take,  to  buy  any  indefinite  quan- 
tity, without  weight,  measure,  or  number,  c-j]^ 

ijr^jji  ha  guzdf  farohhtan.  To  sell  in  the  gross. 

p  (jlCi^lj^  /7a^a/"-?-a/?^/aH,  Quickness,  activity. 

p  &i|j^^7/2q/a.  Innumerable,  much.  Boundles.--. 
Vanity,  an  idle,  foolish  saying  or  action. 

P  i^^gazdn.  Biting,  pungent.  Gj/raw,Choosing. 
p  ̂Jf^sSL>\j^ gaz-angubm,  Basrah  honey,  manna ; bitter  honey. 

p  gazdmdan,To  cause  to  bite.  To  injure. 

p  va;raf-raw(7a«.  Quickness,  haste. 

p  f^\X->j\^ gazdn-angdn,  Haste,  speed,  activity. 
p  tj\^  gazdrva,  A  litter  for  camel  or  elephant. 
p         .'7«2'ay,  Who  wounds  or  injures. 

V  ̂^y^  gazdydii,  Injurious,  hurtful,detrimental. 
p  guzdyistan,  To  pass,  pervade. 

p  gazdyish  or  gizdyish,  A  stick  for  driv- 
ing cattle.  A  twisting,  contortion.  Guzdyish  or 

gazdyish,  Fit,  proper. 

PjJ^f/as'ar,  A  carrot.  Guzar,  A  passage,  transit. 
Ascrip.  Adream.  6'«^iVor<7J/rar,  Remedy,  help. 

p  t^j^  guzard,  A  remedy,  help,  or  cure,  djj^  ̂ 

Id  guzard,  Remediless. 

p  ̂jdjj^  guzar  dan,  To  apply  a  remedy. 
p  lijcXij^  guzar-7idma,  A  book  on  the  interpre- tation of  dreams. 

p  ij^  gazura,  An  herb  called  l>j^.jj»^  sarz'va. 
p  I— i}^  gazfor  guzf.  Pitch  or  tar.  Silver  burnt 

black.  Goldsmiths'  black  (a  kind  of  composition). 

PuiJjS^r/rti'a/t,  A  relish  (eaten  with  wine),a  devil. 

Nipped  with  cold. 
P  gizU/i,  A  small  long-handled  knife.  A 

sort  of  penknife  with  a  crooked  point,  and  narrow 
at  the  other  end,  chiefly  brought  from  Egypt. 

p       gazm.  The  tamarisk-tree. 

p\jc^  gazmd,  A  kind  of  sorrel. 
p  uiJjl*^  gazmdzah,  (or  jjlcj^  gazmdzu)  The 

fruit  of  the  tamarisk-tree. 

p  lij}^  gazand.  Loss,  injury,  damage,  mishap, 

misfortune,  ruin,  calamity.  A  fatal  accident  in  con- 
sequence of  witchcraft. 

p  gazand-rasdn,  Injurious,  hurtful. 

p  (_3Ujj  Si^  gazand-rasdni,  Injuriousness. 

p  "i^yyf  gazundagi.  Mordacity,  bite,  sting. 
V  ̂j^jJTJj^  gazanguhin,  Manna. 

p  litjyf  gaznand,  A  sack  filled  with  straw, 

p  djjl  gazna,  A  nettle. r       gaznay, Wei  and  withcred(winter-plant). 

p  cll<t?j^  gazit  or  gizyat,  An  annual  tax  exacted 

by  government.  Capitation-tax  paid  by  Jews  and 
Christians.    Guzit,  Chosen,  approved. 

p  gazid,  A  gift,  present,  douceur,  bribe.  A 
tribute  imposed  by  conquerors.    Guzid,  Selected, 



chosen,  distinguished.   A  game  like  leap-frog. 

p jS        gazldgar,  Tributary,  subject. 
P  (jazidagi,  A  bite,  a  sting. 

P  ti)'^^  fjazidan,  To  bite.  To  sting,  prick  with 
a  needle.  To  wound  with  weapon  or  tongue.  To 

cutoff.  To  fear.  To  imagine.  Guzidan,To  choose, 

select,  prefer.  To  assist. 

p  »tVj^^a^ic?a,Bitten.  Alarmed,  afraid.  Vexed, 
indignant.  Imagined.  Guzida,  Chosen,  excellent. 

Peculiar,  private.  A  selection.  Assistance.  Name 

of  a  boy's  game.  i^^j^  guzulan  ahhi/ar,Cho- 
sen  above  all  people,  the  most  excellent  of  the  just. 

iii^J^  guzidasi  shahan,  The  best  of  kings. 

^  iSij^  J  jJlP'  sLSj  ay  shahi  ̂ lam  u  gu- 
zidan  harii  adam,  O  king  of  the  world,  and  chosen 
of  the  sons  of  Adam  ! 

^j>.^  gazir  or  gizir,  A  vazir.  The  superinten- 
dant  or  collector  of  the  revenue.  A  hero,  cham- 

pion. Guzir,  Aid,  help,  remedy.  Escape.  j>jt 

jjw^ guzir  kardan,  To  help.  j>J>  U  na  guzir,  Re- 
mediless, helpless. 

p  l>j>.j>  guzira,  A  remedy,  help,  cure. 

P  ̂^jS^a^ira,  Biting.  A  nettle.  Guzin,'EAect- 
ing,choosing.  Chosen.  ̂ ^>_Jt  lihalwat-guzin, 
Fond  of  solitude,  solitary,  retiring  from  the  world. 

Pjji.ijJ^^^jfjfZiniWj,  Approbation.  Property, pe- cularity.  Chosen. 

p  i'Xu^^^j^  guzinanda,  A  chooser. 
p  gazina,  An  iron  or  wooden  mallet.  A 

coppersmith's  hammer.  A  storehouse,  treasury. 
A  thick  (or  close)  ani:  rather  coarse  kind  of  cotton 

cloth  for  maklngtents  or  for^othing  for  the  poor. 

Guzina,  Choice,  excellent,  chosen,  approved.  Pro- 
perty, innate  quality. 

P  [J^.j^  guzini,  Property,  quality,  disposition. 

p  eOJ^  gizya,  A  poll-tax,  capitation-tax. 
P       gujaj,  The  crop  or  gizzard  of  a  bird. 

Ppi>iij;^(7a;c?a/<am,Name  of  a  champion  of  Persia. 
P  I  gcjff  Pitch.  Silver  burnt  black. 

p  g'ujm,  Sorrow,  distress  of  mind.  A  large- 
stemmed  and  leafy  tree,  called  the  gnat-tree. 

F gusar,  Carrying  away,  removing, 

jL*.^  gham-gusar,  Removing  grief,  i.e.  A  friend. 

jL-uGio  may-gtisar, Who  drinks  wine.  jU^^  ̂S- gham- 
gusar,  Who  experiences  sorrow. 

p  gusardan,  To  quit,  leave.  To  drink 

(wine).  To  experience  (sorrow). 

p  mj^^  gusarda,  Left,  quitted. 

p  j/asi,Ugly,  shameful,  base,  displeasing. 

P  ^fMs^aMjArrogant,  presumptuous,  bold, 
rash,  audacious,  uncivil,  rude,  impudent,  cruel. 

p  wli-lL-S  gustaJihana,  Impudently.  Rashly. 

P  q,^-^^^ gusicikh-dast.  Quick,  dexterous. p  i^lL*.^  gustahhi.  Arrogance,  want  of  urba- 
nity or  politeness,  rudeness,  freedom,  familiarity. 

pji^i  gustar,  Abed.  A  bolster,  a  pillow.  The 

black  or  white  thorn,  (in  comp.)  Spreading,  strew- 
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ing,  scattering,  diffusing.  A  spreader,  strewer,  scat- 
terer.  jw^  U<o  ̂ ^j/a-^'Msiar,  Light-diffusing.  Ijj 

wafd-gustar,  A  propagator  of  religion,  one  of 

the  true  believers,  ̂ ^^^i^  ̂jls"-  hhdni  mak- 
ramat-gustar,  A  most  merciful  prince. 

p  gustarandan,  {and.  f^sx>\ji^ gusta- 
ranidan)  To  spread,  strew.    To  cause  to  spread. 

p  tS^Sf^S gustarariida.  Strewn,  spread. 

p  ̂jiyjiL-..^  gustardan,  To  expand,  diffuse;  to 
make  (a  bed).  To  spread.  To  arrange. 

p^^i^J^M*^ gustaj^dani,  A  bed,cushion,  carpet,  &c. 
p  idJL^§  gustarda,  Spread  (bed).  A  foundation. 

p  {j^Js*>S  gustarish.  Any  thing  that  may  be 
spread  ;  a  carpet. 

p  ̂^^_Ji^  gustaridan.  To  spread.    To  arrange. 

p  ̂^\^jL*S^  gustUTvdn,  Horse-armour. p  ojm.^  gasta,  The  dung  of  horses  and  the  like. 
Gusta,  Starving,  hungry. 

p  ̂rf^L^i  gustaham,  Name  of  the  grandson  of 
Minuchihr;  also  of  a  certain  champion  of  Iran. 

p  (_^^  g^si^)  Ugliness,  deformity. 
p  j^a£^^j7Msi7;/<^a'rt,  To  break,  tear,  pull,ortwist 

off.   To  burst,  be  broken. 

p  ̂'Ss^^*^^  gusistagi.  Breach,  interruption. 
p  [^.^.^i  gusistan  or  gusustan.  To  break  off. 

To  be  broken  or  twisted  off. 

p  «jL-*<w^  gusis  or  gususta.  Broken,  broken  off. 

p2iijj  el**^  gusista-ruda, Grimed  in  the  bowels. 

Pjl^  gusista-mahar,  Ungovernable. 
Pjy>  sJL^^i  gusista-nUr,  The  new  moon.  A 

drinking-vessel  in  the  form  of  a  ship. 

p  (J>-.^  gusil,  A  breaking.  Breaking,  tearing. 

(J>-*-_^  ̂ jU-  jan-gusil,  Heart-breaking,  ̂ y^t  ̂S- 
gham-gusil.  Destroying  care. 

p  b\j^§  gusila,  A  bit  broken  off,  a  fragment. 

p  f^^sxLjJ  gusilidan.  To  break. 

p  (^^S"  gusn.  Hunger. 
PjUiU*-^^  gus-namar,  Extreme  hunger. 
p  is'y^^ gusanda,  Desire,  appetite.  Pith  ofa  tree. 

gusnagi.  Hunger. 
p  sJy^  gusna.  Hungry. 

p  ̂^J*i  gusi,  Dismission,  discarding,  a  sending 
away.  A  bidding  farewell.  Sloth,  heaviness,torpor. 

P  iir^=^^  guslkhiati.  To  snap  asunder,  separate. 

p  nlJ^  gusik/ita,  Broken  off. 

P  l)"^^ gusil,  Dismission.  Farewell.  A  break- 

ing, tearing.  ̂^dj^^y.y*>'^giisil  hardan,To  send  away. 

p'^^^i gusila.  Bending, doubling.  Nuxvomica. 
P  U"^  gash.  Delicate,  handsome,  genteel.  The 

blandishments  and  coquetry  of  girls;  the  elegant 

air  of  a  pi-etty  woman.  Joy,  gladness.  A  boat. 
Interruption,  hindrance,  impediment.  Gish,  The 

heart.  Gush,  Humour  or  temperament  of  the  body, 

of  which  there  are  four  :  as,  ii,J  gushi  zard, 

(Yellow  humour)  Bile;  i^ysun  ̂ jtS  gushi  safed, 

(White  humour)  Phlegm  ;  ̂ J^S  gushi  surhh, 

(Redhumour)Blood;  sIjlmj  gushisiyah,{^\d,ck 

humour)  Bile,  gall. 

p  iilii'  gushad.  He  opened.  Wide.  Victory, conquest.  Happy,  well.  Happiness.  Discharging 
an  arrow,  d\Ji§  gushadi  hdr,  The  opening  or 
accomplishing  of  an  affair. 

p  ̂J^\L^  gushddagi,  Width,  space,  openness. 
p  ̂jiil.^  gushddan,  To  open. 

p  &/«U  til.ii'  gushdd-nama,  A  royal  mandate,  di- 
ploma, patent,  or  privilege.  Lettering  or  title-page. 

p  tdKLt  gushada.  Opened.  Open. 

p  Jii  gushdda-dil,  Open-hearted,  liberal. 

P         »4ili.S  gushada-zahdn.  Eloquent. 

p  ̂Ul^Ifi)        gushdd-hang avian,  V OUT  seasons. 
V  i>^ui\J:^  gushdsb.  Name  of  an  ancient  king 

of  Persia  (the  same  as  u^lllf  gtishtdsb). 

p  uillii"  gushak,  An  arm  long  from  the  shoul- der to  the  elbow. 

p  (_*^^  gushh.  Leaping.  A  leaper,  jumper. 
p  (-l*viS  gasht.  It  came  to  pass.  Walking,  strut- 

ting, looking  about,surrounding,going  round  (espe- 
cially guards  patrolhng),  perambulation,  recrea- 

tion, amusement,  diversion.  Erasure,  obliteration. 
State,  condition,  posture  of  affairs.  A  pumpkin. 
The  bitter  purging  apple.  C^-i^  j  C^gashti 
hohudasht,  A  tour  through  hills  and  deserts.  CJJ^ 

^^ii^U^j  gasht  uguzdr  kardan,To  take  a  walk. 
To  wander,  stray,  stroll,  saunter. 

p  1x1^  gushtd.  Heaven. 

P  gushtasp,  Name  of  a  king  of  Per- 
sia (Darius  Hystaspes).  A  channel  by  which 

communications  of  divine  grace  are  made  from  the 
Creator  to  the  creature. 

p  CL^^ji  C^JlS  gasht  bar  gasht,  Fold  upon 
fold.    A  certain  creeping  plant. 

p  i^^jJS^S  gushtasb,  An  ancient  king  of  Persia. 

T  jjo^Lwj  C^uii"  gasht-saldmi,  A  tax  exacted  by the  kazis  when  on  a  circuit. 

p  tiikHS^  gashtah,  A  beetle. 
p  ̂^JLJl^  gashtagl.  Perversion,  perverseness. 
p  (J^iS  gashtan.  To  turn,  return,  change,  alter, 

repeat,  renew.  To  become,  to  be  changed,  con- 
verted, perverted.  To  twist.  To  go  away,  depart. 

1^3 J  (J^i^'^s^i'fawirM?/,  A  distemper  attended  with convulsions.  A  squint  of  the  eye,  twist  of  the  nose  or 
mouth  to  one  side.  A  wrinkle.  ̂ JxL^j^Jbdz gashtan, 
To  return,  come  back.  Gishtan,  To  bend,  incline. 

p  elL^  gashta,  Returned,  converted,  perverted. 
Inverted,reversed.Become,formed.Firm. Changed. 
Squint-eyed.    Gushta,  Hungry. 

P  (j-ii^  gashti,  Watch,  sentinel,  patrol.  Glad- 
ness, happiness,  health.  A  merry,  sportive  air. 
p  gashasb.  Splendour,  lustre,  (in  comp.) 

Aworshipper.  Leapingjjumjsing.  Name  of  a  king. 

p  u-fi-iS"  gashf.  Pitch.     Silver  burnt  black. 

Goldsmiths'  black. 
p  gashn,  gashan,  or  gushn,  Much,  abun- 

dant, numerous.  Gushn,  The  male  of  any  animal. 
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A  male  palm-tree.  A  desire  for  the  male.  Preg- 

nancy, gestation.  Fruitfulness  of  a  palm-tree.  &J 

j^i><«l  ba  gufhn  amadan,To  be  in  heat  (a 

bitch).  (^liU  fjushn  dudan,  To  give  the  male 

(to  any  animal).  To  sprinkle  the  female  palm-tree 

with  the  male  flowers,  jjii/  ffushn  gi7-ifian, 
To  take  the  male.  To  be  impregnated. 

I'  jjo-i^  (jvslin-lvz,  A  he-goat. 

p  5\y>-  f^jLS  ffushn-fthnah,  In  want  of  the  male. 

f^jJ^r/tis/ni-fi/m-ak  s]iudan,To  be  in  heat. 
p         i^tgash  «/.v/a«,The  fourth  of  the  month. 

P  CdJ^(^^  gushnnah,  Pregnant. 
p  djJ:S  gushna,  Himgry. 

p  ̂jJ^  gushm,  The  act  of  generation.  Appli- 
cation of  the  male  flowers  of  the  palm  to  the  female. 

gushrii  hardan,  To  engender,  to  cover. 

p  *;Jb  (^-i.^  gushn-yafta,  Taken  the  male,  co- 
vered, lined,  impregnated  (female). 

p  ^jZ.^  guslinl-dada,  Fructified,  impreg- 
nated (female  palm-tree). 

v'j^jJ^^ gashniZjA  mirthful,  sportful,  joyous  air. 
Joy,  mirth.  Joyful.  Gishniz,  Coriander-seed. 

p  ̂ ^jjOs*-  yjJi^  gishnlz-hisrim,  Grape-wine. 
p  gushudan,  To  open. 

p  i^^S  ̂/a.s/zi  or /7as/<s/«,Health,happiness.  Gash- 
shi,  A  graceful  air  in  walking. 

p  Ual^  gaia,  A  trap-ball  stick. 
p  oil  gvft,  He  said,  he  spoke.  A  word,  say- 

ing, speech,  discourse.  Any  thing  thick  and  dense. 

A  garment  of  a  close  texture.  j  gufi 

u  guy  or  goy,  (j^ j  CLi^  guft  u  gu,  or  CL^  guft- 
</M)Conversation,common  talk,  discourse,  rumours, 

reports,  news  ;  disputes,  jarring  pretensions,  law- 

suits, squabbles;  superfluity  of  words;  also  elo- 

quence. 4iJ>j,<ij  J  Ofl^  gvft  u  shumd,  Speaking 

and  hearing,  question  and  answer,  dialogue,  con- 
versation, conference,  debate,  controversy. 

p  \jJi^  onf^^f  said. 

PjCsi^  guftdr,  Speech,  conversation  ;  a  saying. 

A  chapter.  j\Jsi^  sliahar-guftar,  Speaking 
sweetly,  eloquent. 

p  ̂J\y^>Jcs^l  guftaridan,  To  speak. 
p  ̂^^CS^  guftan,  A  locust,  or  a  bird  like  it.  A 

green  fish. 

p  j^lifl^  guftgu,  Parley. 

P(jjla^  gvftan,To  say,speak,call,  relate,  rehearse, 

repeat.  To  tell.  To  compose  (a  poem).  To  open, 

cleave.  haz  guftan,  To  state  fully,  openly. 

p  j_^'-i2^  guj'tani,  Fit  to  be  said  or  spoken. 
p  iCai  gufta,  Said,  related,  spoken.  A  speech. 

i^^i  gi'fici  shudan,Tohe  related  or  published. 

p  jjiaS  gvfii,  Speech. 
p       gil,  Clay,  mud.    i^-^j^  ij-^  i"^'  armain, 

(or  ̂  ̂  ̂  gili  surJih)  Bole  armoniac.  ̂ j-liijil 
gili  ihritus,  Cretan  earth.  ij^  (1^^^  parii, 
A  kind  of  clay  with  which  women  wash  their  heads. 

tCtj^Ji,       gili  parrvarda,  The  human  body. 
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gili  hihnat,  Lute,  cement. 
gili  hhurasani,  A  kind  of  chalk  which  they  eat. 

i^jj  gili  zard,  A  kind  of  yellow  clay  brought  from 
the  neighbourhood  of  Constantinople,  {^y^ ju»  ,_)^ 

gili  sar-shuy,  Persian  earth  used  for  cleansing  the 
head.  iJjjL^j  gili  safed,  Chalk.  ^ 

gili  flidmufi,  Samian  earth,  ̂ ^j^  ̂   0^^'  huhrusi, 

Cyprus  clay,  ̂ ^jj^  iJ^i/'^'  mahhtum,(ov  ajlLLx)  ̂  
gili  nihishta)  Sealing-clay  or  wax,  the  earth  of 

Lemnos,  ruddle.  ̂ jyax>  gili  misri,  Egj'ptian 
clay.  Gul,  A  rose.  A  flower.  Embers.  A  red 

colour.  Snuff"  of  a  lamp  or  a  candle.  Albugo.  A 
seton,  an  issue.  A  mark  made  by  burning.  Balls 
ofcharcoal  used  for  burninji  the  tobacco  in  a  hooka. 

The  caput  mortuum  of  tobacco  left  on  the  tile  of  a 

hooka  after  smoking.  Good  fortune.  ^  guli 

urha,  Name  of  a  medicinal  plant.  ̂ jU**"!  guli 

asman,  The  sun.  ij^j-^^  (1^^^  ashrafi,  Calen- 
dula.  3i  gul-agm  kardan,  To  fill  to 

the  brim.  \^Jjj^\  Ji^  guliawrang,'Na.xae  of  a  flower. 
^Ujib  gul  ha  farrnan,  A  violet.  (3 

gul  hifarviun,  A  reddish  rose  growing  in  the  mea- 

dows. The  anemone.  ̂ ^Jo,^^gidij)(i.rsi,Aycry 
red  and  fragrant  rose,  isiiljo.  ̂   guli piydda,  Any 

flower  that  grows  on  a  small  plant.  Wild  flowers. 

ji>  ij'^  gM  tar,  A  fresh  rose.  The  cheek  or  hand 
of  the  fair  sex.  jji  gidi  ja^ari,  Tagetes 
patula.  guli  hajar,  Fire.    \^  ̂   guli 

Ithayru,  {or  guli  hhayi-u.)  Chinese  and  Per- 
sian hollyhock.  [J^j  ji^  ̂   guli  du  Tang,  The 

rose  of  two  colours  (pale  yellow  and  red),  ̂  

guli  ra^d,  A  sort  of  rose,  yellow  within  and  I'cd 
without,  uillj  djj  guli  zardifalah,  The  sun. 

^t*t  ̂  guli  surlilt,  A  red  rose.  ̂ ^J-sm  gidi 
sang,  Lichen.  ̂ ^Uij^«>  guli  suranjdn,  Flower 
of  the  hermodactyl-plant.  ij^  f/^^i  siii-i,  A 
remarkably  beautiful  and  odoriferous  Persian  rose. 

^***_j**>  ̂ 1  guli  susan,  A  lily.  ̂ ^<^  ̂   gul  shu- 
dan,  To  become  manifest.  To  arrive  at  the  sum- 

mit of  greatness.  0^  gidi  sad  barg,  The 

hundred-leaved  rose.  j^U***!  '-^-^  (J^ guH  sad 

bargi  dsmdn,  The  world-illuminatingsun.  Sjia 

guli  turra,  Poinciana  pulcherrima.  j_y>l5£- 

guli  ̂ bbds,  Name  of  a  plant,  marvel  of  Peru.  ̂ JJ> 

v__>olsP  guli  ̂ ijdfih.  Name  of  a  flower  (Hibiscus 

mutabilis).  ijS>^  (Ji<7M?//a7-an<;,  Name  of  a  flower 
(Vinca  Rosea).  ̂ _^J^  guli  hubrusi,  A  Cyprus 
rose,  iia^  guli  luihba,  A  red  and  yellow  rose. 

Iij'^^  (J-^  gull  lidchira,  (or  ei^^  gidi  Jiq/lla) 

A  kind  of  saff'ron-flower  used  for  dyeing.  ̂ ^ 

gtd  kardan.  To  extinguish,  to  snufl" (a  candle).  To 
become  apparent,  manifest.  ^  g>di  huza,  A 

wild  rose.  gul  giriftan,  To  snuff"  a  can- 
dle. ^3i  guli  giti,  A  particular  species  of  rose. 

J.«s^3-^'-/i///wa/J(7??aZ,Globearaaranth.  i^^^^^ 
gidi  JuisliJdn,  Narcissus.  (J^  Hfdi  muharrar, 

Syrup  of  roses.           ̂   guli  nishdt,  Grape-wine 

« — i^y.      guli  yusuf,  The  anemone. 
gilab,  Clay  and  water.   Guldb,  Rose- water.  J  ulap. 

p  ^_J^Ji  gul  ab-pdsh,  A  bottle  for  sprin- 
kling rose-water.  A  rose-water  bottle,  generally  of 

silver  or  gold. 

P  giddbddn,  A  vessel  for  rose-water. 

P  (3 "i^i/J^/a^  Rose-colour.  A  flagon.  A  kind 
of  sweetmeat. 

guldj,  A  Persian  cake  of  flour,  honey, 

and  sesame-oil.  A  delicate  confectionary  made  of 
starch  and  ecfcs. DO 

p  ij^"^  guldguna,  A  red  paint  for  the  face. 
p  » 1       gil-dlttda.  Bedaubed  with  clay. 

p  guldla,  A  shirt.  A  long  lock  of  hair 
hanging  loose.  A  bunch  of  flowers.  A  nosegay. 

p  guldn,  A  kind  of  cake  fried  in  butter 

and  eaten  with  syrup.  Shaking  a  carpet  or  skirt 

of  a  garment,  (pi.  of  J<i  gul)  Roses. 

p  ̂ JJ\^\  gil-anddzi.  An  embankment  of 
earth  with  a  ditch,  for  confining  water  on  the  lands, 
and  to  serve  as  a  reservoir. 

Pp^iV^^i^f/Z-rt/jf/aw,  Slender,  graceful,delicate. 
p'  ,^^J^  gulandan,  To  strew,  to  scatter. 
p  jj(>jo^ guldnidan.  To  shake  (a  carpet,  or  the 

skirts  of  one's  garment).  To  scatter. 

galali,  Black. 
PjUK  gulbdr,  Name  of  a  city. 

P  ̂   ̂J.^  gul-hdgh,  Paradise. p  j-^^  gulbdm,  A  loud  shout  or  noise  made 
by  a  concourse  of  mendicanCs  or  travellers.  The 

noise  of  a  kettle-drum. 

p  t^X^Ui  gulbdng,  A  loud  shout.  The  war-cry 

of  "Allah  !  Allah  !"  The  note  of  the  nifrhtinfTale. 

p  galbat,  A  large  boat  or  ship. 

p  gul-badan.  With  a  body  like  a  rose 
(epithet  of  a  mistress).    A  kind  of  silken  cloth. 

p  '^^-Jj^  gul-barg,  A  rose-leaf.  A  mistress. 
p  iSjSS  gulbargah,  A  place  in  the  Deccan. 

p  j^Jz^  gul  ha  shahar,  Conserve  of  roses. 

p  ̂J;^A^  gul-bun,A  rose-bush.  The  foot  of  a  tree. 
The  root  of  a  rose-tree. 

p  L^XuJi  gulbang.  The  noise  of  a  drum. 

p  J^J^  JO       gul  ba  shahar,  Conserve  of  roses. 

p        gul-bez.  Scattered  rose-leaves. 
p  gulpdyagdn,  Name  of  a  city  in  Irak. 

r         ij.^  gul-piydda,  A  kind  of  inodorous  rose. 

p  (^^jlAs  gul-iardsh,  Snuffers. p  LL^'ii^  gil-tang,  Viscous  clay. 

p  ̂ r.-w  ̂  gul-chashm,  Troubled  with  albugo. 

p  (jlXs-  ̂3-^  gul-chagdn,  A  kind  of  fire-work. 
Gul-chigdn,  Name  of  tree. 
p  (^a/c/ifl,  A  magpie.  Cr?7c/ta,  Aquail.  Gul- 

cha,  A  small  rose  or  flowei-,  a  floweret,  floret. 

p  (ji  gul-chihra,  Name  of  the  mistress  of 
a  man  calleu  tiJjjj^  awrang. 

p        ̂   gul-chin,  Gathering  roses  or  flowers. 



A  gardener.  Name  of  a  certain  woman, 

p ̂   (jalkh,  A  wrinkle, 
p  J\i-  Ji  gul-khdl,  Spotted.  Flowered, 
p  (jul  hhaj,  A  round  lump  of  dough, 

p        gul-khan,The  fire-place  in  a  bath ;  stove, 

p  L_j\j         (julkhan-tab,  One  who  lights  the 
furnaces  of  baths. 

p  ej>-^  gulkhocha,  Tickling. 

Pjy"  (J^  gul-hhwur,  A  horse's  halter, 

p  iji'^j^  (J^  gil  lihwurdam,  Chalk. 

Pj^jK  gil-dar,  Full  of  clay.  Gid-dar,  Possess- 
ing roses.  A  rose-garden.  Spotted.  Flowered, 

p  ̂^'^  guldan,  A  flower-pot. 
p  LlI-o-jiiK  gul-dirakht,  A  rose-bush.  Barberry, 
p  &L*>t>)S  gul-dasta,  A  handful  of  roses;  a  nose- 

gay. A  minaret  whence  people  are  called  to  prayer. 

p^^_;Ji(/MZ-rM^/t(or,U»^rM^/<5ar)Rosy-cheeked. 
p\_i5>ji^^M7-ra^a,  A  beautiful,  delicate-scented 

rose.  Rouge  with  which  ladies  paint  their  cheeks. 
A  bed  of  roses  in  full  blow. 

p  lLX3,       gid-rang,  Rose-coloured,  roseate, 

p  jj  J,$  gul-ru,  Rosy-faced,  red-faced,  ruddy, 

p  {Jjj^  gul-ruy,  Rosy-faced,  ruddy,  having  a 
blooming  complexion.  A  mistress,  sweetheart, 

p  jjjj      gid-rufi,  Rosy-facedness. 

Pj>J^  gul-rez,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff. 

Pj)j^  gilzdr,  Clay,  mud.  A  miry  place.  Gul- 
zdr,  A  garden  of  roses.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  (j^^J  gul  2;ar?/uw,Name  of  a  city  and  river 
in  Turkistan. 

pjIm>  gil-saz,  A  worker  in  clay, 
p  OuJ>^  galast,  Dead-drunk, 

p  (jljuJ^  gulistan,  A  rose-garden.  A  flower- 
garden.  A  celebrated  Persian  book  in  prose  and 

verse,  by  Shaykh  Saadi  Muslihu'd  din  ash'  Shi- 
razT.  Sadi  was  boi'n  at  Shiraz,the  capital  of  Persia 
Proper,  A.  D.  1175,  and  spent  most  of  his  life  in 

travelling  as  a  dervish.  He  died  A.  D.  1291,  aged 

116.  p\  ̂JCL^  ciUijj  7-ashki  guUstdni  iram,  The 
envy  of  the  gardens  of  Iram. 

p  ̂LU^  gulisiu,  A  flower-garden, 

p  ̂-J^  gul-surhh,  A  red  flower.  The  world- 
illuminating  sun. 

p  ̂^y^  gulsun,  A  net  in  which  women  confine 
their  hair.  A  row  of  pearls. 

p  TbKS:^  gil-shdh,  King  of  the  earth.  Name  of 
the  first  monarch  of  the  Peshdadian  dynasty,  called 

also  <JlJjc^^ kayumars.  Adam.  GuUhdh,  Name 
of  the  mistress  of  &3j^  warha. 

PjXiJi  gul-shakar,  gul  ha  shakar, 
or         ha  shakar)  Conserve  of  roses. 

p  gulshan,  A  rose  or  flower-garden.  A 

delightful  spot;  a  place  where  a  person  enjoys  him- 

self. Florid,  cheerful,  agreeable.  ^^Z^^  gul- 
shani  kuds,  The  highest  heaven.  ̂ jCiJ^  ̂^J^  gul- 

shan hardan,  To  recreate  or  amuse  onjs  self.  To 

sing,  dance,  and  be  happy. 

(   1045  ) 

P  c^lr***  ij*^  gulshan-sardy,  A  garden-palace. 
p,  j-iK  gil-shu,  A  depilatory  used  in  baths. 

p  eJ:^^  gil-shah,  The  king  Kayiimars.  Adam. 
Gulshah,  Name  of  the  mistress  of  aijj  warka. 

Vjic^ gulshahr,  Name  of  the  wife  of  &— (jlj^?. 

Xnrdn  n'lsa,  commander  of  the  forces  of  Afrasyab. 
p jVo^  gul-^zdr,  Rosy-cheeked. 
^j*^  gilghar,  An  architect.  Gulghar,  A  fine 

down  or  wool,  combed  from  the  roots  of  a  species 
of  goat  bred  in  Tibet,  of  which  shawls  are  made. 

^  gul-ghincha,  Tickling.  Gtd-ghuncha, 
A  rose-bud.  A  red  paint  for  the  face,  rouge,  fard. 

gulghanda,  Cotton  ready  for  spinning. 

p  l^ytiS  gulghunda,  A  ball  of  cotton  ready  for 
spinning.  A  fat,  lazy,  sluggish  fellow. 

p  &3^i  gulghuna,  Paint  for  the  face,  fard. 

P  s^u     gulghicha,  Tickling. 
p         gul-fdm,  Of  a  rose  colour.  A  mistress. 

p  jjliai^  gul-fishan,  Scattering  roses.  Agree- 
able, pleasant. 

p  i^>^x^Ail  gulfahshang,  Water  which  petri- 
fies in  the  form  of  icicles. 

p  gul-hand,  Candied  conserve  of  roses. 

(J^  gitl-handi  ̂ sali,  Conserve  of  roses 
made  with  honey. 

p  Ciil^  gulak,  (dim.  of     gul)  A  little  rose,  A 
floweret.  A  satire,lampoon,abuse.  A  reddish sortof 

gum.  j\j>\  UilK ̂ 7MZflA^  awar,  A  pomegranate-flower. 
gil-kdr,  A  worker  in  clay.    A  potter. 

p  (JTjKK  gil-hdrt,  A  working  in  clay. 

f^i^ gil-hari  hardan,  To  work  in  clay.  Gul-hdri, 
Flowering.  Flower-painting. 

p        gxdkaj,  A  lump  of  dough. 

gulkunda,  Golconda  (in  India). 

p  {j^ii  gil-huy,  Mud  in  the  street. 

p^ji.A^  gul-hesh,  The  cock's-comb  flower. 
P  e^^^  gul-gaja,  Certain  ceremonies  ordained 

to  be  performed  upon  infants. 

p  gul-gaslit,  A  pleasant  place  for  walk- 
ing or  recreation,  especially  blooming  with  roses 

and  other  flowers.  An  evening  walk.  Name  of  a 

charming  place  near  ShTraz  in  Persia. 

P  gal  gal,  A  very  acid  kind  of  citron. 
Gulgul,  Name  of  an  Arabian  gum,  bdellium. 

p  gilgandum,]!iame  of  a  medicinal  root. 

p  SiiJiS  (J.S  gul  ganda,  Name  of  a  very  stinking 
plant,  which  women  render  sweet,  and  eat  in  order 
to  become  fat. 

p  gul-goristdn,  A  fungus. 

p  gul  gull,  A  walk  in  a  garden  in  spring. 

p  (^^XJi^  r/i<Z-^MW,  Of  a  vermilion  colour.  Paint for  the  face.  A  goblet  of  wine.  A  bright  bay  horse, 

especially  one  belonging  to  Shirin,  the  mistress  of 

Farhad.    ,^j>-  ̂^J^>  gulguni  charlth,  The  sky. 
sheri  gul-gun,  A  tawny  lion. 

p  {6^^^  gul-guna,  Cosmetic.  Rosy-cheeked. 

Rose-coloured.   ̂ oTjCiJ^  e^^^^  gul-gunad  adlmi 12  K 

ddam,  An  epithet  of  Muhammad.  e^^^^gul- 
gunasi  charhh,  A  ruddiness  in  the  sky  after  sunset. 

V  j^f^  gul-gir,  Snuffers. 
p       Ji'  gul  lala,  The  anemone. 
p  jJA-       gul  lahana,  Cauliflower. 

p       galmij,  The  fin  of  a  fish. 
p guhnar,  Name  of  a  fragrant  flower.  A 

kind  of  arrow-head. 

Pjy^  gcLlmuj,  A  species  of  lizard. 
p  (^y^  gulamush,  A  species  of  the  willow. 

p  (jl  gil-muhra,  A  ball  of  clay  for  a  cross- 
bow.   The  terrestrial  globe.  Man. 

p  gul-mekh,  A  large-headed,  rose-shaped 

nailfixedin  gates.  Aspike-nail,tent-pin.  A  stud,  tack. 

PjLK/7MZ«ar,Sour  cherry.  Pomegranate-flowers. 

p  i^j^  gulndri,  Of  the  colour  of  the  pome- 
granate-flower, ^.f-^  ijj^ gulndrl-rang,  Carna- 

tion-coloured. 

p  (jl^  ̂       gul  nd  farman,  A  violet. 
p  uiJbAj  gilndh,  Muddy,  miry,  clayey  (place). 

Gilndk  or  gulndk,  A  fortification,  a  castle  or  for- 

tress.   Gulndk,  A  rose-garden ;  a  flower-bed. 
p  SiiJJ^  gulanda,  A  woman  of  bad  character. 

p  gul-nasrin,  Camomile-flowers. 

p  gul-nafsi,  A  sweet  smell.  Pleasant 
conversation. 

p  i^j^iX^  gulanguhin,  A  conserve  of  roses  made with  honey. 

p  ̂   gulu,  The  neck,  gullet,  throat.  IjujI 
giduyi  dsyd,  The  hopper  of  a  mill.  ffu- 

luyi  surhh,The  gullet,  t^'^^ Li/^Jj  i'' — ^/7'^^"  roshan 
hardan,  To  hem,  to  clear  the  throat.  ̂   1  _jj5 ̂  

guVufuro  dmadagi,  A  catarrh  in  the  throat.  ̂  

i,j^J>  gulu  giriftan,  To  strangle.  ̂ J'^J>  j ̂   ha 

gulu  furo  hurdan,  (or  ̂ ^'^j^  J'^  i7"^"  hur- 

dan)  To  swallow.  Deglutition. 

p  ̂^jJ  ̂   gidu-hand,  A  neckcloth.  A  necklace. 
A  cloth  worn  by  women  on  their  head,  and  fastened 

under  the  chin,  to  keep  their  head-dress  from  being 
stained  by  the  unguent  or  pomatum  of  the  hair. 

p  SJijj      gidu-handa,  Kgrowx\\2i()L.  A  glutton. 

p  lyi^i  gulu-tah,  A  kind  of  cornered  capfor  chil- 
dren, lined  with  cotton,  and  tied  under  the  chin. 

F         guluch,  A  wink  with  the  eye. 

p  guludan.  To  fill. 

pj^i  galuz,  A  filbert.  A  pistachio-nut.  A 
mountain-almond. 

p  ^  gulu-giriftagi.  Hoarseness. 

p  iCijS  _ji^(72</M-(7/r?/'ta,Throttled.  Hoarse, gruff. 

pj^j  I  iCi^ ̂^/MZM-^7W'//ifa-a/i'a2:, Hoarse- voiced. 
p  jf^^  gulu-glr,  Suffocating,  throttling.  Sour 

or  unsavoury  food,  which  sticks  in  the  throat  and 

is  digested  with  difficulty.  A  wild  or  choke-pear. 
An  accuser. 

V  gulula,  A  reel.  A  ball  of  thread.  A 

stone  for  a  cross-bow  or  balista,  a  bullet. 

p  tVji^  galwand,  Any  thing  sent  as  a  present, 



especially  a  composition  of  nuts  and  figs, 

p        gulrca,  The  mouth  of  an  oven. 

V  eJ^  fjala,  (or  eJi  tjalla)  A  flock,  herd,  bevy. 

A  crowd,  heap.   Gila,  A  complaint,  lamentation, 

reproach,  blame.  A  pass  between  two  hills.  A  single 

grape.  ̂jii^aJi  ̂j7a  Aarcfan, To  complain.  Gula, 
A  cannon,  musket,  or  cross-bow  ball.    A  cotton 

reel.  A  cotton-pod.  A  ringlet,  a  curl. 

gulla,  A  swallow,  a  martinet.  An  arbour, 

bower,  projecting  roof.  Hair  collected  together. 

^^J<  ftJo  gullasi  murghan,  Tapestry  embroidered 
with  every  kind  of  bird.  A  shadow  cast  by  an  im- 

mense flight  of  birds. 

p  j^l)  id^  galahayi,  A  pastor,  shepherd,  keeper, 
p        ikK  rjalabam,  Pastoral  care, 

p  d***>jii  «Ji^  (/a/a-c/osi,  A  cough,  a  sore  throat. 
PSjwj5i5^&l^  (jila-harda-shuda,  Complained 

of,  complained  against. 

p  s'i'  aJ^  gala-gah,  A  lodging-room  in  an  inn. 
p^j^  fiigilamand,  Complaining:  acomplainer. 

p  al^  gilamandi,  Murmur,  complaint, 

p  i^yc      gida-mush,  A  kind  of  willow, 
p        giU,  Earthen,  made  of  clay. 

guticha,  A  sob.    The  hiccough.  The 

sun  or  moon's  disk.  A  small  round  cake. 

Pj^  gi  or  galiz,  Spittle,  saliva,  slaver,  drivel, 

p  f^^^  guUgan,  Name  of  a  stinking  plant, 

p  j£Jo  gillgar,  Maker  of  mortar,  worker  in  clay, 

p        gilim,  A  garment  made  of  goats'  hair  or 
wool.  A  carpet  or  rug  to  lie  down  upon. 

p  ̂_>i^.       gilim-posh,  Clad  in  a  gitim. 

p  ijyS^         gitim-shui/,  A  scourer  of  cloths. 

Pearl-ash,  lye  ;  root  <jib^  chubak  vs/man. 

p  j^^^        giVim-goshan,  (pi.)  A  race  of  men 
whose  ears  are  so  large  that  the  one  serves  them 

for  a  mattress,  and  the  other  as  a  counterpane, 

p         giVin,  Made  of  clay  or  mud,  clayey, 

p  ijji  {^j^  gilin  guy,  The  terrestrial  globe, 

p  j^^.^  gahjun,  A  kind  of  stuff"  of  seven  colours, 

p  1^  gum.  Lost,  wanting,  missing.  Absent,  in- 
visible.   Wandering,  distracted,  confounded.  jS 

,.,iiySj  gum  shudan,  To  be  lost.  To  lose  one's  self. 

^ gu7)i  hardan,To  lose. 
\j  gum  hardani  ni^xati  kase  7-a,To  lose  the  remem- 

brance of  any  one's  services ;  to  be  ungrateful.  ̂  
J  j^ii  6jJl^  gum-gashtati  dar  u  diyar,  Losing 

house  and  home,  driven  from  country  and  friends. 

p       gumar,A  large  ladle.  The  noise  made  by 

the  feet  in  walking.  (Imp.  of,  and  contracted  from, 

;Ji-S»l»l  gumashtan  and  gumaridaii). 

p        gumura,  Committing.  A  fold  forcaftlc. 

p  guinandan,  To  gnash  the  teeth  in 

indignation.  To  force,  compel.  To  sew, so  that  the 

threads  and  stitches  are  seen.  ̂ SiJ^  na  gu- 
W!arIf/«w,Toshew  theteeth  inlaughing;  smile,  grin. 

Pj^^ijl^^Mmas/i<fl*/i,Lieutenancy,commission, 
delegation,  charge,  appointment. 

(    lOlG  ) 

p  ijf^^^  gumashtan,To6.\sva\s%,  set  at  liberty, 
to  let  alone.  To  set  over,  to  place  at  the  head.  To 

commit,  deliver  over,  recommend,  consign,  assign, 

entrust  to  another  (any  business);  to  commission, 

furnish  with  plenipotentiary  powers.  To  send  upon 

any  special  business.  To  prefix.  To  view  the  ac- 
tions of  another  (in  a  bad  light).  To  compel  one 

to  speak.  To  pursue  or  prosecute  one  by  the  power 

and  authority  of  a  prince  or  judge.  To  extort. 

p  isjLi*l»^  gumashta,  Appointed,  set  over.  A 

minister,  vazir,  superintendant,  commissary,  agent, 

factor,  head  clerk,  accountant,  or  servant.  One 

whose  sayings  and  doings  are  noticed. 

p  sZ>\^  gumasha,  Silver. 

p  guman,  Doubt,  suspicion,  surmise.  Opi- 
nion, fancy,  supposition,  imagination,  (in  comp.) 

Thinking,  suspecting.  bad-guman,  Suspi- 

cious, jealous,  malignant,  i^i^j^  guman  bur- 

dan,  {t^'^^ guman  Itardan,  gu- 
vian  dashtan,  or  i^^^  ̂^l^jiJ  dar  guman  budan) 

To  think,  imagine,  suppose,  believe,  conjecture,fan- 

cy,  doubt,  suspect.  ̂ ^(Xi*  ̂ jl^jJ  dar  guman  shu- 
dan, To  be  doubtful,  suspicious. 

gumana,  Doubt,  suspicion.  A  shaft 
sunk  in  order  to  ascertain  the  depth  of  the  water 

when  making  a  subterraneouscanal.  Awell-difjeer. 

p  j^iiJol»i  gumanidan,  To  think,  imagine,  sup- 

pose. To  doubt. 
p  gum-rah.  Losing  the  way,  wandering, 

stray,  deviating,  seduced.  Abandoned,  depraved. 

Intrepid,  bold,  rash,  perverse,  fearing  neither  God 

nor  man.  ̂ ^li-i*  gum-rah  shudan,  To  be  se- 

duced, to  deviate,  ̂ jii^ 'i\jS gum-rah  harda7i,To 
seduce,  to  lead  astray. 

p  ̂\jS  gum-raid,  A  missing  or  losing  of  one's 
way.    Deviation,  seduction. 

p  "bjS  gum-rah.  Erring,  lost. 
p  gamast,  An  inferior  precious  stone. 

p  ^  gum-shudagi,  A  lost  condition. 
p  ^ gum-shuda,l,ost.  b^ii  8 

gum-shudagi  labi  darya.  Lost  on  the  sea-shore. 

p  j3  "iii^ ̂   gum-harda-pay,  One  of  whom  all 
tracesare  lost.  Unrivalled,  beyond anothcr'sreach. 

p         gxtm-nain,  Whose  name  is  lost,  extinct. 

p  B^  gima.  Name  of  an  herb  resembling  fen- 
nel.   Guma,  A  kind  offish. 

P'j^  givnz.  Urine. p  gimizidan,  To  maTce  water. 

p         gimija,  Mixed  together. 

p  ̂   gin,  A  particle  put  after  substantives  to 
form  attributives  :  as,  f^jCcj^  sharmgin.  Ashamed. 

Gun,  A  testicle.  guni  ibVis,  (Devil's 
testicle)  Name  of  a  certain  hard  black  grain  about 
the  size  of  a  nutmeg. 

p  i\:Jgunah,  Sin,crimc,crror,vice,fauIt,iniquity. 

p  (j^U^  gunalian,  (pi.  of  sU^  gu7idh)  Crimes. 

p  JSi>\£  gunahgar,  A  sinner,  culprit,  criminal. 

j  p  ̂JJ^\^  gunahguri,  A  state  of  sin,  a  habit  of 
I  vice,  criminality,  sinfulness.  A  fine  for  an  offence. 

gunah  na  hard,  Faultless, 

j      p  lijJi^  gumbad,  An  arch,  vault,  cupola,  dome, 
[  tower.  An  arched  gateway.  Bud  of  a  flower.  A 
cup.  A  leap,  tumble  heels  over  head,  summersault. 

'  gumbad  i  db,  A  bubble,  ̂ jjj^  ii>fj>^  fjum- 
badi  azrah.  The  azure  vault,  i.e.  the  vault  of  hea- 

ven. (Synonymous  to  which  are  the  following: 
I  gumbadid/at-pazir,  ^jjO  ̂ sj^gum- 

badi  tezrav,  jJjjW  lijo^  gumbadi  char  band,  JjJ^ 

jjIjL*  gumbadi  jdn-satdn,  ̂ ^^J^j  ajVJ».  jijjii 

gumbadi  harrdha-rang,\j^ai-  JJO^^  gumbadi  hhaz- 
rd,  Q.tfC  ssj^  gumbadi  dud-gasht,  j^i^  SijS 

gumbadi  dur-gasht,  '^J^j  v— J  Sxy^  gum- 
badi doldb-rang,  (3^j'i  gumbadi  doldbi,  Jjki/ 

(_ij_Ci»  gumbadi  shigarf,  (^l-J  ^/wm- 

badisufi-libds,  i^jj^guynbadi  tdhdcs,sxj^ 

CL*f'-^  ijjj^  gumbadi Jlroza-hhisht,  L)jy>  ̂ji^  skx^ 

gumbadi giti-narvard,  (jt^iji^  OM^gumbadi  muhar- 

nas,  <^Jo  Sij^  gumbadi  ndranj,  y^jjj^  Sxt^  gum- 
badi ndranrj,  and  ̂ jjS^jJ  jjJk^  gumbadi  nilufuri). 

tJJo^  gumbadi  a^am,  The  great  vault,  i.  e. 
the  highest  heaven.  jjJu^  gumbadi  dimdgh. 

The  palate,  roof  of  the  mouth.  ̂ _}^  SiSi  gumba- 

di gid,  A  rose-hud.  A  golden  goblet.  ,JjI/c  jjj^ 

gumbadi  mdyil,The  fourth  heaven.  .ijo^  gujn- 

badi  n].u^mbar.  The  hair  of  a  mistress  (her  head 
being  uncovered). 

p  SJoi^  gumbada.  An  arch,  vault.  A  tumble 
head  over  heels.  Bud  of  a  flower.  A  cup. 

p  ̂^Si-^  gumbadi,  A  dome,  vault,  arch.  A 
summersault.  A  tent  supported  by  one  column. 

p^/jra?y,Astore,  hoard,  hidden  treasure.  A  ma- 
gazine, granary,  grain-market,  storehouse.  A  mart. 

A  case.  ^  i/aw/*  afrdsydb.  Name  of 

the  fourth  of  Khusraw's  treasures.  ^  ganji 
ildhi.  The  divine  treasure,  i.e.  The  word  of  God. 

Contentment,  kib  ̂ {J»yi  bdd,{i^jj  \  lib^-i"  gatiji 
bdd-dcard, or jj  \  ̂ ganji  bdd-dwar)  Hidden 
treasure,  any  thing  which  one  gets  without  any 
trouble.  A  windfall.  Name  of  the  second  of  Khus- 

raw's  treasures.  Name  of  a  note  of  tlie  barbud. 

jb  ̂   ganji  bar.  Name  of  the  eighth  of  Khusraw's treasures  (called  likewise  ̂   ganji  gdu  and  ̂  

lijy  1  libij  ganji  shdd-dward).  ̂  

h'lm.  The  sage's  treasure,  7.e.  The  first  chapter  of 

the  Kur'an.  ^  hhdlu,  Adam  or  his 

posterity.^^-ai-  ̂   (7a«//Ma27-a,Thesixthof  Kb 
raw's  treasures.  ̂   O'^'V'  '^"'■>  ̂ ^ame  of  a  n 
in  music.  eoJ.ii  ̂   .'/"".y  diba,  Name  of  the  third 
treasure  of  Khusraw.  ̂ ^^jj  ̂   ganji  ra7cd?i,  Name 

of  Korah's  treasure,  sjs-yn  ̂ ganjisohhta,'Name 
of  the  fifth  of  Khusraw's  treasures;  also  name  of 

a  note  in  music.  lijjT  liUi*  ̂   O^'O^  shad  dtvard, 

us- 

note 

Name  of  one  of  Khusraw's  treasures. 

ganji  shdygdn,  Name  of  another  of  Khusraw's  ti  ea 



sures.  ^  ̂   ganji  ̂ rus,  Name  of  the  first 

of  Khusraw's  treasures ;  also  of  a  musical  note.  ̂  

UJ'^J^  <7an;iya7-i£?M«,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
ganji  hawus,  Name  of  a  musical  note. 

^  yanji  gav,  ̂   ffanjifjavdn,and 

(j£jk*j\i  ganjiyawmesh)  Name  of  one  of  Jamshed's 
treasures,  dug  up  in  the  reign  of  Bahram,  and  dis- 

tributed amongst  the  poor.  Name  of  a  note  in 

music.  6^'<rt;,A  proud,  conceited  man.  Astonished, 

surprised,  bewildered.  Gunj,  Space,  room,  capa- 
city. A  proportion,  or  ration,  observed  where  large 

numbers  are  to  be  served  with  provisions,  so  that 

they  ma^  all  share  alike. 
p        gunja,  Capability  of  being  contained. 

V       ̂ ganjar,  Rouge  for  the  face. 

ganjara,  Rouge  for  the  face.  Sesame, 

p  gunjanidan,  To  cause  to  be  held, 

p  yunjdi/ish,Capa.citj,  holding, contain- 
ing. Profit.  Room  to  contain,  stowage. 

j>_S>.gimjayish-j)azv-  shudan,  To  be  contained. 

i^}^  gunjdyish  ddshtan,  To  have  room 
or  stowage,  to  be  able  to  contain. 

gunjdn,  The  power  of  containing, 

p  yanj-hdr,  One  of  Khusraw's  treasures, 

p  {^J^.^  ̂   yanj-bakhsh,  Liberal,  lavish. 
ganj-dar,  A  treasurer.  Name  of  a  note 

in  music. 

p  ji^ ̂ganjar,  Rouge,  fard  for  the  face, 

p  ij^  ganjara,  Red  paint  for  the  face, 

p  ganj-rezi,  A  scattering  of  treasure. 

P(.iLi.^  gunjishk,  A  sparrow.  A  chick.  Any 
small  bird. 

ganj-gdh,  A  high  note  in  music. 
p  gunjulunj,  Any  thing  small. 

p  j'^^^z/arywr,  A  treasurer.  A  rich  man.  Trea- sure. A^treasury. 

Pj>^^ ganjmer,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  treasurer. 

p  ft^r/anjajName  of  the  city  where  (_^Ui>  -^Jm 
shaykh  nazarni  was  born.  An  ass  without  a  tail ; 

docked.  Saddle-bags. 

p  gunjidan,  To  be  contained  or  held.  To 

hold  exactly,  to  be  filled.  To  be  gathered  in  (corn). 

p  yunjida,  Contained,  held,  stowed. 

p  sSLy^^  ganjifa,  Pack  of  cards.  Game  of  cards. 

p  JUAs*^  gimjina,  A  treasury,  magazine,  granary, 
barn.  Any  place  for  holding  provisions.  A  pan- 

try.   Revenue.    A  pocket-book. 

Pj^J  sj^i^  gunjina-ddr,  A  treasurer. 

p  i^Jiii  *^-h^  gunjina-ddri,  Treasurership. 
p  &i  gunjina-nih,  A  treasurer. 

p  j^^j^  f^j^  gunjina-nihi,  Treasurership. 

p  jiji^  gand,  Any  thing  fetid,  bad  smell,  stink, 
funk,  jjjt^  yandi  hnghal,  Stench  of  the  arm- 

pits. Ound,  A  testicle.  J<u>^x>  Jo^  gundi  hidastar, 

Testicles  of  the  beaver.  i^L^Mt  jj*^  yundi  sag,  Orchis. 

p        gandd,  Any  thing  putrid,  stinking,  fetid. 
p      jjk^  gandah,  Fetid,  stagnate  water :  a  ditch. 
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Vj^d^gund-dwar,  A  brave  man,  commander. 
P  t^^oj^  ganddy,  Stinking.  Gunddy,  A  diviner. 

v^fMi^^  ̂   gund  hidastar,  Castor. 

pjtio^  gandij,  Name  of  a  fortress  built  in  Ba- 
bylon by  Zahhak. 

p  (_jiii>ji  yandish.  Sulphur,  brimstone. 
yandak.  Brimstone.  Gunpowder. 

p  ;^<SjS  gandayl,  Filth,  stink,  stench.  Putre- 
faction.  Gundayi,  Coarseness,  thickness. 

gand-giydh,  Name  of  an  herb  of  which 
bears  are  fond. 

p  gandaldsh,  A  stinking  kind  of  herb. A  rotten  egg. 

p  ̂'Si.^  gandum,  Wheat.  gandumi 
diwdna,  Tares,  darnel.  ̂ \<^  gandumi  kir- 
mdni,  Vermicelli. 

p  I?  j4ii>-A-^  gandum-bd,  (Wheat-food)  A  dish 
called  |»aL>-  haUm,  made  of  wheat. 

p  (JiiotiJi^  ganduniak,  Lingula  vuIveb. 

Pjj^^iia^^a?if^im-(yMn,Wheat-colour,«.e.brown. 

p^3^  ̂^.ii  gandu7n-yum,Ta.vni'me3s,  brownness. 
p  ^i^iyJ  gandum-gum  vdm,  Brown-co- 

loured, of  the  colour  of  wheat,  tawny. 

p  CiJwii"-  W.L«  gandum  mdyad  hhushk, 
Wheat  coarsely  ground. 

p  Mdj^  gandama,  A  wart.  A  freckle.  Gan- 
duma,  A  kind  of  grain  deprived  of  the  husk. 

p  i^<^^  gandan,  To  rot,  stink.   To  wax  hot. 
p         gandand,  A  leek.  Chives. 

r>  J\jOd^  gandandzdr,  A  bed  of  leeks. 

p  (jjS  Xi,^  gandand-gun,  Of  a  bright  green. 

F ji>Ji  13 gandand-gawhar,  A  colocynth. 
Ftd^ ganda,  Fetid,stinking,rotten.  Ruptured. 

Castrated.  An  old  man  or  woman.  ^^Sm 

yanda  shudan,  To  stink.  Gunda,  Coarse,  thick.  A 

wart.  Hashed  meat.  A  lump  of  dough.  Marrow. 

A  shoemaker's  board.  A  pit  in  which  hunters  con- 

ceal themselves  from  the  sischt  of  wild  beasts,  is'i^ 

^jLi^yundad  pashm,  A  clew  or  ball  of  wool.  Si^j.^ 
jvi*  yundasi  hhamir,  A  lump  of  dough.  ̂ ji>^8 
yunda  kardan,  To  paint,  figure  with  needle-work. 
To  cut,  clip,  pare. 

p  (JjO  »4ia^  yanda-bayhal,  One  whose  arm-pits 
emit  a  stench. 

P  lS^  StJa^  ̂ 7ant/a-&o?/,  Smelling  bad,  stinking. 

Pjl^.  SiiJ^  ganda-bahdr,  Rain  in  cold  weather. 
p  Siiw^  guyidu-pech,  A  spinning-wheel  ;  a 

reel ;  a  piece  of  wood  or  hand-reel  for  winding  cot- 

ton. A  potter's  wheel  (turned  by  the  hand). 

V  j^.  tSj^  yanda-pir,  A  decrepit  old  woman. 

L^-^ yanda-piri  kdbull.  Name  of  a  cele- 
brated enchantress  who  lived  in  Kabul. 

p  e0.l»-  SiiJk^  yanda-hhdya,  A  stale  egg. 

p  ̂ JS>l^  idj^  yanda-dahan,  Stinking-breathed. 

p  SJj^  » yanda-firoza,  Olibanum. 
p  ̂ jjko  8J>i^  yanda-mayhzi,  Pride,  insolence, 

boast,  bluster.   Foolish,  absurd  talk.  Harshness, 

severity.  Any  one  in  whom  these  qualities  appear. 

P  ̂̂ <^,s'i£  yandidayi,  Putrefaction, 

p  ̂̂ iP.iiJi^  yandidan,  To  stink,  to  putrefy. 
P  SiWjJ^  gandida.  Putrid,  fetid,  stinking. 

vjS  yanar,  Name  of  a  place  where  a  battle  was 

fought  by  Mahmiid  Ghaznavi. 
P^  yany,  The  Ganges.  Name  of  a  temple 

in  China,  and  of  another  in  Turkistan.  Any  thing 

bent  or  distorted ;  one  born  crooked.  Wind  in  the 

body  brought  on  by  melancholy.  Handsome,  fine. 
Name  of  several  cities;  and  of  a  certain  mountain 

and  island.  Guny,  Dumb.  One  who  converses  by 

signs.  Stupid.  An  earthen  pipe  for  conveying  water 
under  ground.  Jii         g^ngi  dah  zabdn,  (or 

sad-zabdn)  A  red  rose. 

P  JS.^  gunydr,  A  serpent  that  has  just  changed 
his  skin,  that  has  recently  cast  his  slough. 

yang  bihisht,  A  fort  in  Babylon, 

p  jii  tfX;^  gang-dij,  Name  of  a  fortress  in  Ba- 
bylon.   Name  of  a  place  in  the  East. 

rCLiy^ji^^^Js^  gangidijhuhht,  (diJkikht,^jSbj^ 

dijhurj,  dijhirj,  dijharaj,  or  dAs-ySjti  dijiiukht) 
Jerusalem.    An  idol-temple. 

p  (J-Ci^  gangal,  Play,  joke,  jest, 

p  ̂ ^LC^  yunyaldj  or  yungldj,  A  stammerer. 
^LC^  yunyldji,  Stammering,  stuttering. 

p         gii^g^i  Dumbness. 
Pj^^  ganwdr,  A  thief,  robber,  plunderer. 

Pj^  ganur,  Name  of  a  fort  in  Hindtistan. 

p  1>j^  gunw'a,  A  workman,  a  mechanic. 
p  ij^  yunali,  (for       yundh)  A  sin,  crime.  ̂  
mm  yunah,  Half  a  crime,  a  peccadillo. 

Pj\-C^^/?iwa/<^a/',  Asinner.  A  criminal,  tl^.l^ 

jl^^  nihdyat  yunahydr.  An  arrant  villain. 
p  t^^Ji^  yunahydri,  A  fine  for  crimes  and 

misdemeanours. 

vjs>^  gunlz,  A  glutton. 
p  ̂   gam,  A  ditch,  or  any  low  or  hollow  place. 

The  sun.  Venerable,  respected.  A  hero;  bold,  war- 

like, powerful ;  a  chieftain.  Go,  A  cow.  Gu,  A 

ball.  A  button.  Dung.  Little,  small.  G'm,  (though 

by  some  go)  (verbal  noun,  and  imp.  of  guf- 

fan)  Saying.  Say  thou.  Suppose.  Although.  A 

word,  speech.  ̂   ̂jti  durogh-go,  A  liar.  ̂  
mu^iz-go.  Speaking  miracles,  expressing  himself 
admirably.   _jS  j  C*i^  guft  u  gu,  Conversation. 

p  IjS  guwd,  A  witness. 
p  gawdb,  A  ditch.  The  socket  of  the  eye. 

p  y>-^^  guwdchu,  (or         yuwdcha)  A  swing. 

Pj\ji  yawdr,  A  race  of  gipsies  in  India.  Gu- 
tvdr,  A  thing  easy  of  digestion.  Digesting.  (^y>- 

hhwush-yurodr.  Sweet,  agreeable,  easy  of  di- 

gestion. Wholesome,  salubrious. 
p yuwdrd, Digestible.  Agreeable, pleasant. 

Digesting.  Approval,  consent.  Bearing,  enduring, 

submitting  to.  {^^^^j'^  yuwdrd  kardan.  To  con- 

sent, approve,  ̂ j^j^i^jj  zud-yuwdrd,  Qnick  of  di- 



gestion.        J>j^  dtr-gunara,  Slow  of  digestion. 

i>  fjuTvai-an,  Agreeable,  easy  of  digestion. 

r  i^S^\J\^§ r/U7varantdan,  To  help  digestion.  To 

cook.   ̂ jLijjy_}^  jji  furo  tjuicaran'ulan,  To  digest. 
Pj3y^/y!m-a/tt.i,WhoIesomeness,digestibility. 

p (^J\J,  ijun-ansh,{or  O^^j^ <jurvansht)A.ny 
electuary  for  assisting  digestion. 

p  ̂^^_5^  fjutvarandatfi,  Wholesomeness. 

p  (jun-aranda,  Wholesome,  easy  of  di- 

gestion. That  which  digests.  13  ̂.l^ia  ta- 

^mi  na  (junaranda,  Meat  overloading  the  sto- 
mach ;  difficult  to  be  digested.  Si>3j\^  [J^}^  1m- 

nayash  gurvaranda,  Its  salubrious  air. 

P  ̂jijj^j^  (jurvarun,  A  disease  of  tlie  skin,  scab. 

p  fjan-ara,  A  bee-hive.  A  herd  of  oxen  or 

buffaloes,  (for  Jj^^^^ra/troara)  A  cradle.  Guwa- 

ra,  Digesting.  Meat  light  and  easy  of  digestion. 

p  ̂J^..J^^^ gimmidan,  To  digest,  to  be  digested. 

^jIj^  (.^^        ganaza)  A  large  wooden 
mortar  in  which  they  beat  off  the  husk  of  rice.  Ga- 

Tvaz,  (guwaz,  or  ij^j^  gawaza)  An  ox-goad. 

p  ganaja,  A  jest,  joke,  fun,  merriment. 

Jovial,  jolly,  jocose.  A  woman's  coif. 
p  gu  or  (7ar(;aA7<,Quality,species,  colour. 

V  gun-ashtan,  To  digest. 

p  ay»^\jS  gan-ashma,  A  large  veil  of  fine  linen. 
p  gawashtr,  Name  of  a  country  in  which 

are  produced  white  turquoise-stones  of  little  value. 

Gum  of  the  opoponax-tree. 

p  ui]^^^  guwalt,  A  wagtail. 

P  J^jl"  <jrww;aZ,  A  closet.  A  carp.  Gurval  or  ga- 
7i-a/, Increase,  augmentation,  growth.  Gain, acqui- 

sition. A  sack.  A  rubbing,  polishing,  furbishing. 
A  herdsman. 

p  guwalanda,  A  crawling  infant. 

PjU^jf  guwuliyar,  Gualior,  in  India. 

p  ̂^s^\J>  gun-alidagl,  Increase,  growth. 
p  gurvciEdan,  To  creep,  as  an  infant 

upon  hands  and  knees.  To  wave  from  side  to  side 

in  walking.  Gumalidan  or  gawallda?},  To  grow 

up,  to  come  to  maturity. 

p        ganan,  (pi.  of garv)  Valiant  warriors. 

p  gawanji,  A  hero,  a  captain  or  com- 
mander of  an  army. 

p  jsiCj\^  gu-angula,  A  button  and  loop.  A 
kind  of  knot.   The  sun: 

r  i\^t  (/un-ah,An  evidence,  witness,  testimony. 

^jiijjT        guKuh  uwardan,  (or  (J^^ji  ginfUui)  To 
take  to  witness  ;  to  bring  evidence,  to  invoke. 

yjt>  gurvahi  durogh,  A  false  witness. 
p  gunahi,  Testimony,  evidence.  j_^fc\5> 

gmvald  dadan.  To  give  evidence,  to  attest. 

]>         gurvaJi,  Testimony,  evidence. 

p  go-hara,  A  herd  of  oxen.  A  cow-stall. 

p  yohan,  A  herdsman. 

V  V.i-JjS  gohasha,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Honey, 

p  U^j^  gohhja,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  tongue. 
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p  J'>^^  g^pcil,  An  iron  mace.  A  throne  of  iron 
or  wood.  Name  of  a  Scythian  warrior, 

p  1^..^^  i/^y-*^")  -A-  herdsman, 
p  Sj^.jJ  gupiyaza,  A  kind  of  food  in  Balkh. 

p  Oji  gawt.  The  hips  or  buttock, 

p^y  garvach,  Gum. p  gaw-chah,  A  shallow  ditch  or  trench. 

p*»-j^(/a?rc/ta,Threads  on  the  edge  of  a  garment. 

p  1^^^  gqnchi,  A  deep  trench. 
p  lij^  gawd,  Deep;  a  ditch;  low-lying  ground. 

GuKad,  (a  contraction  of  Si^^  guyad)  He  says. 

p  t_->b_j^  gudab,  (or  ̂ \jyS  guzab)  Syrup  of 
dates  boiled  down.  A  dish  of  meat,  rice,  vetches, 

and  walnuts,  on  which  a  condiment  of  vinegar  and 

syrup  is  poured.    Food  dressed  under  roast  meat. 

PjiSj^  gawdar,  (or  tj^^  gawdard)  The  young 
of  the  wild  cow.  A  calf.  A  calf-skin.  Gawdar, 
A  fawn.  A  species  of  goose.  A  plant  growing 

amongst  wheat  and  barley.  Name  of  a  son  of  Sha- 

pur;  also  of  a  wrestler. 

pjj^ij^  gudarz,  Name  of  a  bird  which  frequents 
the  banks  of  rivers.  Name  of  two  kings  of  the  Ash- 

kanian  dynasty.  Any  two  bodies  which  never  sepa- 
rate, and  yet  are  never  found  close  together  (a  term 

chiefly  applied  to  the  heavenly  bodies). 

p  JSiij^  guda,  Reins,  kidneys.  Marrow,  kernel. 

j»\^Siijf^/M(Za&a/mraw,Lazy,sluggish,do-nothing. 

Tj^S  gawr,A  pagan, infidel,  guebre,or  worship- 
per of  fire.  Name  of  a  city  in  Bengal,  now  in  ruins. 

Gor,  A  wild  ass,  the  onager.  A  tomb,  grave,  se- 

pulchre, monument.  A  desert,  a  plain  without 

water.  Wine,  mirth,  hilarity,  the  pleasures  of  the 

table.  A  miser.  Name  of  a  Persian  king  of  the 

Sassaniandy  nasty  (calledBahram  gor).^J^S<\^J^ 

gori  ha  madfun,  (or  ̂ jS^  0^^^  madjun) 

(Tomb  of  the  unburied  one)  The  fish  which  swal- 

lowed Jonah,  (j^^^jj^  g(^^'i  ghariban,  A  bury- 
ing-place  for  strangers,  f^^j^^ gori  nafs,  (Grave 
of  the  soul)  The  human  body.  (^^^ ji^  dar 

gor  liardan,  To  bury,  inter,  entomb. 

p  gorabjA  horse-course.  A  cupola  raised 
over  a  tomb.  Short  socks  worn  under  stockings 

in  the  winter-season.  A  false  appearance  of  water 

on  a  sandy  plain  common  in  hot  countries,  mirage. 
Name  of  a  city. 

p  iO^^  goraha,  A  cupola  raised  over  a  tomb. 

Name  of  a  j)lace  where  Rustani's  father  is  interred. 

^J5^])^  !Jor-a-gor,  Very  swift,  active,  quick. 

p  (j^j^  gawran,  (pi.  of  ganr)  Pagans,  in- fidels. Giiran,  The  rendezvous  of  an  army.  An 

assen>bly-room.    Rice  browned  in  the  oven. 

p  t— -^^^  gorah,  Short  socks. 

1  ;B.j^bjj^  gorban,  Keeper  of  a  burial-ground. 
p  LiliO  gorah-hafali,  Name  of  a  bird 

which  builds  a  stocking-form  hanging-nest  in  trees. 

p  Wjj^  {jor-ja,  A  burial-ground,  cemetery. 
p  gurjistan,  Georgia,  a  province  ly- 

j/ 

ing  between  the  Euxine  and  Caspian  Seas. 

P  ̂^j^  gurji,  A  Georgian. 
p  ̂ Z^j^  gor-chaslim,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff  in which  are  woven  spots  like  the  eyes  of  the  wild  ass. 

P(^ls>^j^/707"-A/tan,NameofanEmperorofChina. 
p  gor-hhana,  A  sepulchre,  a  tomb.  A 

cavern.  An  empty  room  without  a  window ;  a  cell. 

p  J>-      gor-hhur,  The  onager  or  w  ild  ass. 

p  i^j^  garvard,  A  beetle. 
p  i^.i^j^  gordin,  A  rough  carpet.  A  dress  worn 

by  dervishes. 

p  (^j^  ff^^^t  Hunger. 
p  ̂JGMiJ^ goristan,  A  burying-ground.  A  her- 

mit's cell. 

p  gor-shiharcana,  One  who  digs  up 

dead  bodies  and  carries  off  the  grave-clothes. 

p  O^rk,  Beauty.    Guralt,  A  stone  on 
which  washers  beat  their  linen. 

p  i^j;f  gor-han,  A  grave-digger.  A  digger  up 
of  graves  in  order  to  strip  dead  bodies. 

p  {^^j^  gurganl,  Goats'  leather. 
p  piXx^j^  gor  gandum,  A  kind  of  wheat. 

Vj^j^  gorgor,  Very  swift,  active,  quick,  nim- ble.   Name  of  a  certain  bird. 

P  ffor-giya,  (or  l\J  gor-giyah)  Ca- 
mels' hay,  bog-rush. 

p  CLa*<>1«jj$^  gor-mast,  New  cheese  prepared 
from  wild  asses'  milk. 

p  ̂;Ojj^  garcarniTi,  Household  furniture.  Im- 
moveable effects.  A  ditch,  a  furrow. 

p  ijji  garvra,  Name  of  a  tribe  in  Hindustan. 

p  ijjji  gor'i,  Avarice.  A  lively,  dancing  pace, like  that  of  the  wild  ass.  An  easy,  agreeable  life. 
Jovial  cheerful  in  company. 

pjj^  ganz,  A  walnut,  ̂ ^j^'^  gaivzi  hutia,  The 
thorn-apple.  G'm^,  A  walnut.  A  fart.  Bad.  Bdel- 

lium. ^j\jj^_(7«~/ wn/^/i,  A  rotten  nut.  {^j^j^ 

J>-  guz  az  hunt  hhar,  Wind  from  the  anus  of  an  ass 
(a  proverb  applied  when  nothing  is  expected), 

jlAb  guzi  balghar,  A  filbert.  ̂ li^JJ^^  guz  dadan, 

(or  zadan)  To  fart.  Ganaz,  A  fiiUow  deer. 

The  mountain-ox. 
p  gawz-ab,  A  dish  of  walnuts,  vetches, 

and  rice. 

pj^^  guzaz,  A  bird  like  the  nightingale. 
p  gawz-aga7id,  A  dried  apricot  stuffed 

witli  walnut-kernels. 

p  i^j^  gozhan,  The  crupper  of  a  saddle. 
p  gaivz-hun  or  guz-buu,  A  walnut-tree. 

p  L>j^  gawzad,  A  beetle. p  SOjjj  guzada,  A  red  kind  of  gum. 

p  (jJJ^i  guz-zan,  One  who  breaks  wind. p  gawzistan,  A  place  full  of  nut-bushes. 

•     p  iJ^J^I^j^  gaivz-shihasta,  The  sky. 

p  sS-j^  gaiczaglia,  A  cotton-pod. 

p  uiJjj^  guzah,  The  heel. 

p  (j^^  guzgani,  (or  ̂Is^y)  Goats'  leather. 



p  t^J^  gawz-girih,  A  sort  of  ornamental  button. 

p  liJk^ Jj^  fjuz-gand,  Vain-boasting,  idle  talk,  lie. 

p  j»ja^Jj^  gawz  gandnni,Name  of  a  plant. 

P  i^j^  gawazn,  A  kind  of  mountain-ox.  A 
deer,  doe,  elk. 

p         gam-zanahh,  A  dimple  in  the  chin. 

p  »j^<70sa,  A  cotton-pod.  The  silkworm's  cone. 
The  head  of  a  poppy. 

p^J^^JJ^  ganizahr,  The  dragon's  head  or  tail. 
The  sphere  of  the  moon. 

p  ̂»j^^02'a-mw/J<,Thespatheofthedate-flower. 
p  {jj^  ff^-^j  Badness. 

p  ̂jSiJ^  guzldan,  To  break  wind. 

p  e^jy  garvz'ma,  Asweetmeat  made  of  walnuts. 
p  I— -'Jjj^  Qojab,  Syrup  of  grapes  or  dates. 
p  Siijj^  gmcida,  A  kind  of  red  gum. 

p  *3l**jj5  go-sala,  A  calf.  A  young  camel  or  ele- 
phant. Young  in  years.  A  dolt,  a  blockhead. 

CiJJi  dJLwj^  gosalasi  falak,  The  sign  Taurus. 

pClA**>^.ii3la>_j^<70AaZa-j)ara.s<,Acalf-worshipper. 
p  gospand,  A  sheep,  a  ram.  A  goat. 

p  iiJu*»_j^  gospand-charan,  A  shepherd. 

p  gospand-hushan,  (Sheep-slay- 

ing) Name  of  a  certain  Muhammadan  festival  called 

^byj  ̂iS-  ̂ di  kurbdn. 
p  gost,  A  breach,  break.  A  large  drum. 

p  s^Jutiji  gosfand,  A  sheep.  A  ram.  A  goat. 

p  (j^j^  gosh,  The  ear.  (from  f^^xZi^S  gosh'i- 
c?an)  Hearing.  A  hearer, listener.  A  spy,  emissary, 

informer.  A  corner.  Look,  sight.  Desire,  expec- 
tation. Custody,  preservation.  Name  of  an  angel. 

Name  of  the  fourteenth  day  of  the  month,  {^j^ 

jj^illJ^  gosh  vftddan,  To  be  deaf.  (^x^ixL^  O^j^ 

O'^j^^j:^ ̂ os/i  ba  shiniftani  chize  hardan,Tlo  give 

ear  to  any  thing.   iJwbj^  gosh  bar  dash- 
tan,  To  expect,  to  wait  for.  To  give  up  hope,  to 

despair.  ̂ Jw^^liJli j§  gosh  bar  dar  ddshtan, 

To  expect,  to  wait  for.  (j^^lj^  g^sh  hhdri- 
dan.  To  scratch  the  ear,  (met.)  To  wait,  tarry.  To 

think,  meditate,  (jii^ii  lAj^  gosh  dddan.  To  give 
or  lend  an  ear.  ji  gosh  ddshtan.  To  give 

ear.  (jiij  0^*^^  gosh  zadan.  To  prick  up  the  ears, 

to  listen  attentively.  jjt>«>  ̂ j^^ gosh  shudan,  To 

listen,  pay  profound  attention,  {ji^j^  lAj^  f'^^'* 

hardan,  To  hear,  listen,  (ji^^^  0**^^  ffo^^  nihd- 
rfan,To  listen,  attend  to.  To  leave,abandon. 

(^yo  goshi  mush,  MouseVear  (a  plant),  (^j^ 

(jijfii  goshi  hosh,  The  ears  of  the  understanding. 
Gush,  A  mustachio,  whisker. 

p  UpJuu^jL^  gushdsb,  Sleep.  A  dream.  Pollu- 
tion. The  nightmare.  A  youth  whose  beard  has 

'scarcely  begun  to  appear. 
p  ̂^l^j^  goshdn,  Juice  pressed  from  grapes, 

p  joUj^  goshdna,  An  ambush,  lurking-place. 

p  (_>wj^^os/t-aroa«, One  who  understands 
and  remembers  all  he  hears. 

PjiiJ         gosh  bi  dar,  Expecting  impatiently. 
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P  Ly*^^  gosh-huridagi,  A  cutting  oflF of the  ear. 

p  tc^^ji  {^<^  gosh-burida,  Crop-eared. 
pji^>         gosh-bistar,  A  race  whose  ears  were 

so  large  as  to  serve  for  a  mattress  and  a  counterpane. 

p  ̂.(_)i>^^^7os/i-/)ec/t,Twistingthe  ears.  Punish- 
ment. A  cap  covering  the  ears  against  cold.  An 

ornament  worn  in  the  turban. 

Pid-^; gosh-pechulafOne  who  has  hadhis 
eai  s  pulled  or  twisted.  A  scholar,  pupil,  schoolboy. 

P  CLjS^js  gosht,  Flesh,  meat.  Pulp  of  fruit. 

t^X^j^  C'^  <l>j^  gosht  giriftan,  To  gather  flesh,  to 
wax  fat.   i^jc  goshti  murda.  Proud  flesh. 
Gawasht,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  L^\jJ^^  goshidb,  (Meat-water)  Gravy, 

p  u->\jkii>j^  gosh-tdb,  A  twisting  of  the  ears  as  a 
punishment.  Castigation.  Any  thing  worn  round 
the  head  to  keep  the  ears  warm. 

p  goshidba,  Minced-meat  soup. 

Pt--iu*»ljoi>y  ̂ Ms/t^a.spjPollution ;  the  nightmare. 
A  bird's  beak. 

p  CL>'^^^gosht-dganda,'M.eat-p\e,sausage. 
P  ij  I  u1.»jI>jj  gosht-dwa.  Gravy,  soup, 

pjjj  I  ul*^^  gosht-dmez,  A  flesh-market, 

p  ̂1       »> gosht-dhanj,  (or  lLXJ*  I  dhang) 
A  flesh-hook.  A  trident,eel-spear.  Alittlespit.  Akite. 

p  ijo  gosht-pdra.  Bit  of  meat;  akernel. 

p  t>j^  iJL^^  gosht-khwura,  Carnivorous. 
>^  gosht-ddr,  Full  of  flesh,  corpulent. 

>^  gosht-rubd,  (or  (_^bj(JL«oi>j^  gosht- 
rubdi/)  A  kite,  crow.   A  flesh-hook. 

p  f^S^ jJ  gosh  tar  shudan,  To  listen, 

p  slfj  gosht-rafta,  Lean,  emaciated, 

p  0*>_5^  iJi^^^  gosht-farosh,  A  seller  of  meat, 

p  L^^CJM^'i  gosht-hob,  A  butcher's  cleaver, 
p  lili^y^  goshtmand,  Fleshy,  made  of  flesh, 
p  ti!\3  C^Z>^  goshtndk,  Fleshy.  Pulpy, 

p  (_/^  '-"  ''"'j^  goshtndhi.  Fleshiness. 
F  ̂ji^iJli^  goshtin,  Fleshy,  fat.  Meat-dishes, 
p  goshchi,  A  listener,  hearer.   A  spy, 

watchman,  sentinel,  emissary,  informer. 

p  LdJjl^  gosh-khdrak,  (orud)^  kharak) 
Any  thing  which  scratches  the  ear.  An  earwig. 

p  gosh-khaba,  (or  &Jp-  gosh- 
hhaya)  An  ear-pick.  An  earwig. 

pji>-  ̂   gosh-khaz,  {ov  '^J>-  ̂   gosh-kha- 
zak)  Scolopendra,  millipede.  An  earwig. 

p  Sii)^  <70sA-^A«/"?<r£?a,Boxed  on  the  ears. 

Pj^Jwi^^^jfos/t-fZa?*,  Guardian,  keeper,  preserver. 

Piij(ji.jl^os^-;ra(i,Whatstrikestheear:  hearsay, 

p  f^^jui  0*>J^  gosh-sardy.  One  who  remembers 
or  thoroughly  understands  all  he  hears. 

p  ̂ ^j^  O^j-^  gosh-surdhh.  One  whose  ears, are  bored. 

Fij}Ju^§  goshak,  (dim.)  A  little  ear.  The  uvula. 

gosh-guzdr,  A  hearer.  Heard, 

p  u-*5  O^j^  gosh-lab.  One  whose  beard  has  not 
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yet  sprouted. p  ̂^.^^gosh-mdl,  Chastisement,  especially  that 
of  schoolmasters  upon  boys  by  rubbing  their  ears. 

p  ̂ \^^ gosh-mdhi,  A  small  Indian  shell  with 
which  they  ornament  bridles.  Tortoiseshell.  A  cup 

made  of  mother-o'-pearl. 

Pj\^i^j§goshwdr,  An  ear-ring  (befitting  the  ear). 

p  (^j^  gosh-rcdra.  An  ear-ring.  A  large 
pearl  (the  only  one  in  the  shell).  An  embroidered 
cloth  worn  as  an  ornament  over  the  sides  of  a  tur- 

ban. Total,  aggregate  amount.  Abstract  of  an  ac- 
count.  Boring  the  ears  of  female  children,  ij^^f 

uLldi  gosh-wdrasi  falak,  The  ear-ring  of  the  sky, 
i.e.  the  new  moon. 

p  aJjj^  gosha,  An  angle,  corner,  nook,  closet. 
Retirement,  privacy,  side.  The  handle  of  a  vessel. 

A  button-hole,  loop,  or  noose.  A  species  of  wicker 

travelling-basket.  A  notch  (at  the  end  of  a  bow, 
into  which  the  string  goes).  The  womb.  &M>y) 

s!x^^SJm        goshaAjdmi  shikasta.  The  new  moon. 

iZt^  goshasijigar,  The  lobe  of  the  liver,  aul*^ 

j*-!^  goshasi  chashm.  The  corner  of  the  eye. 
^'J^  goshasi  chize.  Extremity  or  point  of  a  thing. 

sJ^^i goshaddahan,Coxnevoit\\emo\xih.  eJj^ 

goshasi  zamin.  Corner  of  the  earth,  tract  of 

land.  f^\^tZi^  goshaA  kamdn,The  notch  for  the 
string  at  the  end  of  a  bow.  tiT^  gosha  girif- 

tan, (or  (J^i/  iJ^^ goshasi  bdghe giriftan)To 
seek  retirement^  court  privacy.  To  retire, withdraw. 

sJij^  B.ui^  gosha  gosha,  (They  searched  for  it)  from 
corner  to  corner.  im  sih  gosha,  A  triangle. 

p  jf  sJ^^  gosha-gir  (Possessing  a  corner),  or 

;J^.i-3  eJuj^  gosha-nishin  (Sitting  in  a  corner),  So- 
litary. A  hermit. 

Pj\ju5jj^  goshydr,  Name  of  a  learned  man  under 

whom  the  celebrated  Ujuj*  ̂ ^U'&wsiwa  (Avicenna) 
studied  medicine. 

p  ̂ ^Sm^  goshidan.  To  listen,  hear,  hearken. 

gu  or  go  hi.  Although. 

p  cL)^^  gog,  A  button.  A  wart.  A  calf. 

-pjS^igugdr,  (or  J^_/  gugdl)  A  beetle. 
p  uLlU  (J^j^  gugdhidh,  Full  of  beetles. 

p  li/j^  g^g^^dj  Sulphur,  brimstone. 
p  f^j^XiX^Ji  ̂   gu-garddnah,  A  tumble-dung. 

p  d^t  goga,  A  coat-button.  A  calf.  A  wart. 

P  gawl,  A  dervish's  coarse  woollen  garment. 
Gol,  A  fool.  Stupid,  rude,  unlearned,  ignorant. 

An  owl.  Fraud,  deceit.  A  pond  containing  little 

water.  A  ball,  jjiij  Jj^  gol  zddan.  To  play  the 

fool,  to  play  tricks. 

p  gold],  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  li^j^  guldd.  Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 

p  ulJ^j^  guldk,  A  fuller's  beetle. 
p  ̂j^j^  gawldn,  A  medicine  made  from  the  root 

of  boxthorn. 
p  guldnj,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  A  vei  y 

thin  sort  of  cake  eaten  in  soup. 
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p  jjji^  f/ol-band,  (in  Gilan)  Swaddling-bands. 

I'^X'^  f/ul-haj,  (Foolish  piIgrim)A  pilgrim  tra- 
velling on  foot  to  Mecca ;  also  a  pilgrim  ignorant 

of  the  rites  to  be  performed  there. 

p        golahh,  (or  i^^)  Stove  of  a  bath. 

Pis_^*^^  fjTihjhuiicha,  Red  paint  for  the  face. 

p  uiD^  (julah,  The  kotwal's  treasure-pot.  A 
till,  a  drawer.  Gulak,  Root  of  assafoetida. 

I'J^jjJ^  {jolanduT,  A  cannonier,  bombardier. 
]>  tjolandazi,  Gunnery. 

11  eJji  >jola,  A  store-house  for  keeping  grain, 
salt,  and  the  like. 

p  aJ^  gola,  A  ball  in  general.  A  cannon-ball. 

A  cotton-pod.  The  silkworm's  cocoon.  A  poppy- 
head.  A  hedgehog.  A  porcupine.  An  earthen 

pitcher  for  water. 

pj^jj^        f/ola-andaz,  A  cannonier,  gunner. 

p  |_J^  f/oti,  Folly,  thoughtlessness.  Goti  also 
guH,  A  ball,  bullet,  bowl,  orb,  pill. 

p  ̂^S^^  (jultdan,  To  bark  (as  a  dog). 

p       fjom,  The  bog-rush. 

p  \^^(juma,  Name  of  a  plant  used  as  a  topic,and 

cureforear-ache,ague,&c.  (PharnaceumMollugo). 
F  i^JL\xcJi  <ju  ma  hash,  Say,  let  it  not  be.  Leave 

done,  if  it  cannot  happen  it  won't  happen. 
11         gumti,  Name  of  a  river  in  India. 

p  ul-wej>  gawmist,  Name  of  a  book  that  de- 

scended toa  Magian  priest  named  C^-^y>-jarcmist. 

p  ̂ j^^jS  gumasUun,  (in  zand)  Them,  these. 

]'  f^ic^  guman,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  This. 
p        goma,  A  hovel  made  of  reeds  or  straw. 

Pjj_j^  ̂M«,  Colour.  Species.  Form,  kind,  mode, 

manner,  fashion,  law,  rule,  regulation.  Like,  re- 

sembling. (When  added  to  nouns  it  implies  a  simi- 

litude of  colour):  as,(j^ gul-gun,lXose-co\o\xreA. 
eJ^  lula-gun,  Of  the  colour  of,  or  like,  the  tu- 

lip. {^^^ t^J'  J^-i^  digar-gun  kardan,  To  make  of 
another  colour.   Guniyi,  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

p  K>mt  guna,  Colour.  Paint  for  the  face.  Form, 

figure,  habit,  mode,  manner,  rule,  law,  regulation, 
(in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  lamb. 

p  i-^^j^  gunah,  Paint  or  wash  for  the  face. 

p  (jj^  gun-a-gun,  Of  different  kinds,  spe- 

cies, sorts,  or  colours.  U ̂   i,..,./j:^hutubi gun-a- 
<7ii?i,Various  authors,  all  sorts  of  books,a  miscellany. 

p  ̂j^Gj^  gunaguni,  Variety. 

p  giiwrnji,  Noble,  excellent,  brave,  cou- 

rageous. Dear,  precious. 

p  Sibj       gunjada,  A  cricket. 
p  s3^^  gunasta,  Buttocks  of  man  or  horse. 

p  jjj^yM?;a7i(Z,  A  packing-needle.  Asack-maker. 
p  ajj^  guna,  Colour.  Species.  Form,  figure, 

external  appearance,  mode,  manner,  kind.  The 

■check.  The  buttocks.  Various,  diversified.  Red 

paint  for  the  f<ice.  sij^  es3j^ guna  guna,{oT  j6 ̂  
gunagu?i)  Of  different  kinds,  of  various  sorts. 

^^v>j5*  eo^  gmagima  shudan,  To  be  distinguished 
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by  genus  or  species,  to  be  of  different  sorts.  jL; 

haz  guna  (or  aj^J^jri'az  g^na)  ̂ i^^ hardan, 
To  overset,  turn  topsy-turvy.  To  reserve. 
du  guna.  Double,  of  two  kinds.  eJ ̂   tib.  yah  guna, 
Simple,  in  one  manner. 

p^^       gima  ̂ wM.Ofvarious  kinds  or  colours. 

pU/  guni/u,  A  perpendicular,  a  mason'sor  car- 
penter's rule.  An  architect's  line. 

p       ̂   gaw-n-ara,  A  herd  of  oxen.   A  cradle. 
p       guh.  Human  dung.    Guwah,  A  witness. 

P(jO.  5^  (7j//t-ii«,Inspector,or  cleaner  of  privies. 
P  f^\^^ gtihddn,  A  necessary,  jakes,  privy. 

p^j^  gohar  or  garvhar,  A  gem,  jewel,  pearl, 
precious  stone.  Lustre  of  a  gem  or  sword.  Root, 

origin.  Of  a  noble  family.  Essence,  substance, 

form.  Offspring.  Any  hidden  virtue.  Intellect, 

wisdom.  A  substitute.  jSt^  ̂ li-gohar  was 
the  title  of  the  late  Great  Mogul,  Shah  Aalam,  be- 

fore he  ascended  the  throne.  ̂ 1^1  gawhari 
adam,  The  origin  and  substance  of  man.  Earth, 

dust.  The  offspring  of  Adam.  jjI»a*»I  Jti^  gaw- 

hari  asman,  The  origin  and  matter  of  the  firma- 
ment. The  stars.  gawhari  iar,  A  liquid 

pearl,  (met.)  A  tear.  jfJ>-  ails- JS>^ gaivhar-hhanan 

hhez,  (or  j^l^ JSi^i  gaKliar-hhaij')  An  epithet  of 
Muhammad.  ^ ̂   garvhar  suftan,  To  begin 
a  discourse,  to  tell  a  story.  (^,....^<> garvhar 

shihastan.  To  befriend  (as  fortune).  To  laugh. 

a  >n  garvhari  mirrihh-sifat,  Alive  coal, 

jljlxo jti^i  gawhari  mutahhar,  Any  thing  pure  and 

excellent.  Jt> ̂   garvhari  mulh,  A.  T^rmcQ.  A 

king.  Cl.«o>*>  ̂   jb^  garvhari  nim-suft,  A  half- 
bored  pearl,  (met.)  A  discourse,  imperfect,  or  but 

partially  imderstood. 

p  jSi> ̂  garvhar -agin,  Set  with  pearls,  filled 
with  jewels.  Brave,  mettlesome. 

p  (j^j^  garcharan,{^^\.  of ̂ ^)  The  elements. 

pjjtij\ garvhar-andoz,  Collecting  jewels. 

PI— -J I!) ̂  ̂   gatvhar-tab,  A  transparent  summer- 
garment,  worn  by  ladies.  A  wreath,  fillet.  A  veil 
adorned  with  gold. 

Pjbjfc^^a?)7ta7'-Jar,Bright,glittering(sword). 

p  j^^i  garvhar-zay,  Nobly-born.  Good, 
benevolent,  virtuous.  Just.  Prudent.  Skilful. 

Generous,  bold.  Eloquent. 

p  ji>^i  gawhar-hashjK  female  ornament  for 
the  wrists  or  arms,  of  gems,  gold,  or  silver. 

V  Jjt>^i  garvhargar,  A  jeweller. 

p  (jil jSi^  garvhar-gish,  Bold,  courageous. 

Pjlii gaivhar-nisar,  (o^j^^j^y  garvhar- 
rez)  Scattering  gems. 

p    jt>^ gawhari,  Generous,  noble.  High-bred 
(horse).  Innate,  essential.  Adorned  with  gems.  A 

dealer  in  precious  stones,  connoisseur  in  gems,  jew- 

eller. ^jjS)^  i,.^j^\ashi gawhari,  A  generous  horse, 

p  ̂J^.Jfi>J^  gawharidan,  To  exchange,  barter. 

P|jUaJp»)^r/M/«-^//ta/<art,(Tumble-dung)Abectle. 

r  1^^^  8^  f7"A  garddn,  Name  of  a  game. 

r  {J^y>  guh'in,  A  ditch,  a  channel. I'  A  ball,  golf-ball,  globe,  sphere,  but- 
ton;  any  thing  globular.  Dung.  Gui/ OT goi/,  S&y- 

ing.  A  speech,  word.  ̂ ^^iJ^  guy  hurdan,  To 

bear  away  the  ball,  to  excel.  aiilj\  g^iyi  an- 

gula,  A  button  with  the  loop.  A  button-hole.  A 
particular  kind  of  coat-button.  The  sun.  jj 

guyi  zar.  The  sun.  ̂ ^/t-j  guyi  sdhin,  The  ter- 
restrial globe.  A  dot,  a  diacritical  point, 

guyi  sim,  The  moon.  guy  shudan.  To 
place  the  head  on  the  knee,  to  watch  narrowly. 

^J^f  h'lhoda-goy,  (or         aib  yrifa-goy)  A 
trifling  babbler,  idle  talker,  ̂ jj^  CLt.<j>^mazammat- 

goy,  (or  t-^vg-  ̂ yb-goy)  Satirical,  censorious. 
A  facetious  man,  a  jester,  an  agreeable  story-teller. 

pb^^o?/aor^i/y(/,  Saying,  speaking.  Aspeaker, 

singer.  Loquacious,  talkative.  The  tongue.  A  sing- 

ing-bird. Well-tuned  (instrument).  Thus,  in  this 
manner,  as  you  would  say,  as  it  were.  Chiefly, 

principally,  apparently,  probably.  L)^y^ 

hhwush-goya.  Speaking  elegantly  (as  a  man),  dis- 
tinctly (as  a  parrot) ;  singing  melodiously  (as  a 

bird),  Jog-  ̂ ndaUbi  goyd,  The  sweet- 
singing  nightingale,  bjS  goya  shudan.  To 

speak.  L^^^i702/a^?'7a/t7i"a/'a,(orJy«(_5bji 
goydyi  muhd)  Jesus  Christ  (speaking  in  the  cradle). 

p  ciJbj^  ffoydh.  Talkative,  loquacious. 

P  ij\>j^  ffoydsl,  Conversation,  talk. 

Pjb  guy-bdz,  A  player  at  trap-ball  or  at 
shinty.  One  who  throws  several  balls  in  the  air 

successively  and  catches  them.  Name  of  the  nine- 

teenth day  of  the  month. 

p j>,^ gawer,  A  desert.  A  vapour  which  appears 
like  water  in  a  desert.    The  prefect  of  a  city. 

p  [j^>^  ga}vis,  A  churn  or  the  staff. 
p  l1<...\^  gawest  or  ginvlst,  A  blow,  kick. 

p  ajL~J>j^  gaivlsia.  Beaten,  pounded. 

p  au~J.^  gaivisa,  A  milk-churn  or  the  stick. 

p  (ji^.^^  gawish,  (or  a-ioj^  gawisha)  A  churn. 
A  churn-stick.  6'M_j/i5/i,  A  word,  a  speech, discourse. 

p  uib.j^  f/w'/^^'j  -A-  button.  A  little  ball. 

P  lS^^  O^y-garddn,  (on.il>^*i^  guy- 

garddnah.)  A  beetle,  a  tumble-dung. 
p  JoJ.^  guyand  or  goyand.  They  say. 

r  ̂̂ ,^guyandagt,Adiix\ect.  Amode  of  speech . 
i>  isjj,^ guyanda.  An  orator,  speaker;  a  singer. 

The  tono-ue.    An  instrument  well  tuned. 

V  iO_^i  giiya,  A  cavern,  place  of  shelter. 

r  ij,^  giiy'h  (o""  t3j^  i/"-'^  Thou  shouldst  say. 

p  (jJ^j^  guyidan  or  goy'idan.  To  speak. V  isi gah,Time.  Place.  A  throne.  A  crucible. 

Quickly,  a^lji- /'/iH"«/^-i/a/t,  A  sleeping-place,  e.^ 
ai  gah  gah,  Sometimes.    Guli,  Dung,  excrement. 

p         gihdn.  The  world. 
V gahhcir,  (or  bsjUji  gahbdrhd)  The  six 

days  or  periods  of  the  creation. 



Pj^<7M/iar,  Race,  stock,  family.  Offspring.  Es- 
sence, quality.  Wisdom,  intelligence.  Substitute, 

exchange,recompense.  Root,origin,form,substance. 

Agem,  jewel.  Clilli  SsS'j^  guhari  ̂ kdi falak,  The 

stars,  jb  j^S/7w/<ar-?;ar,  Raining  or  scattering  gems. 

p  Sjb^S  guhar-para,  A  piece  of  a  gem.  A 
precious  pearl. 

p  (juhar-pash,  Strewing  jewels. 

Pjjj>j^ guhar-parvar,  Nourishing  pearls,  i.  e. 

the  shell  in  which  they  grow,  jjjij^^  j*^^  madari 

<7w/iar-79anja7',Motherofan  incomparable  daughter. 

p  io\s-  (juhar-lihanan  asli,  A  phrase 
denoting  nearness  to  the  Deity. 

jfif  cjuhar-rez,  Sprinkling,  scattering  gems. 

p  j^^^jf^  (juhar-gustar,  A  faithful  adviser. 
p  ijj^  guhari;  Adorned  with  gems.  A  dealer 

in  precious  stones.  High-bred  (horse).  Recompense. 

p  ̂^y^  gahzan,  A  shoemaker's  tool. 
p  jl^  galda,  Uncoined  gold  or  silver. 

p  i^ji^  guhn,  A  worm  bred  in  trees,  wood-louse. 

Pj\>X^  gahambar,(^or\jtj\ij<^  gahambarha)The 

six  days  of  the  creation.  (See  Us^lAfco  gah-harha). 

p  i^j'yx^  gahwaragi,  Cradled  (infant). 

p  gahrvdra,  A  cradle.   Us  ij^y^ gahwa- 
rasifana,  The  cradle  of  mortality,  i.e.  the  present 

transitory  world. 

p  f^y(f  gahuB,  Exchange,  barter. 

p  jjJjJ^i  gahulidan,To  barter,  exchange. 
p  gay,  Name  of  a  speckled  bird  whose  wings 

are  used  in  feathering  arrows.  Gi,  taking  the  place 

of  mute  i  he,  is  an  affix  employed  to  form  the  ab- 

stract noun :  as,  ̂Si^LH-  hahhshandagi,  Liberality, 

from  ii^jJ^,  bahhshanda,  Liberal ;  ̂dSi\y-h]iwa- 
nandagi,  Perusal,  from  8iXJo\^  hhrvdnanda,  A 

reader;  ̂ _^^i5j/«TOarfZa«fl^/i,Manliness,from 

marddna,  Manly ;  ̂̂ ^\^i>  ham-sdyagi,  Vicinity, 
from  iOl->-*fi>  ham-sdya,  A  neighbour. 

p  \tf  giyd,  Dry  herbage.  Enclosure  of  a  village. 

p  j^U/  (7a?/a/i/mw,  Adoingslowly,deliberately. 
p  giydrang,  A  general  or  commander. 

Pj\jU^  giydzdr,  A  meadow,  place  full  of  grass. 
p       \J>  giyd-shir,  The  milk  of  any  plant. 

p        giydgh,  Grass,  herbage. 

p  sL^  giy('-h,  Green  herbage,  grass ;  also  dry 

bay.  «>AA^I  sV.^  giydhi  dhgina,  A  plant  used  in 

giving  a  lustre  to  glass.  giydhi  ahhzar. 

Green  herbage.  J*."^  sU^  .s/*M<?/?',Tragacanth, 

which  camels  like.  j*afj'  l^S  giydhi  kaysa);The 
herb  melilot.  (.dJW  i^ff  giydhi  namndh,  Purslain. 

p  giydhdn,  (pi.  of  i\J  giydh)  Grasses. 

P  tiJU        giydhndk,  Grassy,  full  of  grass. 

giyahnahl,  Grassiness. 

p       gaybur,  A  kind  of  spear-head. 

gipd,  A  sheep  or  goat's  ventricle  stuffed 
with  minced  meat  and  rice ;  a  sausage,  pudding. 

p  gtpdsi,  A  seller  of  sausages. 

p  ijji^  giti,  The  world.  Time,  fortune. 
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P  I  jjj^  giti-drdy,  World-adorning :  the  or- 
nament of  mankind.  Abeautiful  Basrah  rose,which 

preserves  its  leaves  a  long  time  (when  withered 

they  put  these  roses  amongst  clothes  and  linens, 

which  give  them  a  perfume  resembling  a  mixture 
of  musk  and  ambergris). 

P       (JJ*^  git'ibdn,  Protector  of  the  world,  king. 
P  gili-pijuh,  Worldly.  A  king. 

p  jjljuu  |_|jkS  glti-satdn,  Conqueror  of  the  world. 
!•  ijli***       giti-saidm,  Conquest  of  the  world. 

Pjj^i        giU-faroz,  World-illuminating. 

p  W"  (_^*-^  gitl-namd,  Shewing  the  world  ;  im- 
plying a  mirror  supposed  to  be  in  possession  of 

Alexander  the  Great,  which  represented  every  trans- 
action on  the  face  of  the  earth. 

p  giti-naward,  Who  has  travelled  the 
world  over.  The^sun.  Alexander.  A  horse. 

P  ̂   gij,  (*:^f  i/y«>  O''  ̂   O^'^^O  ̂ 0°^  pleased 
with,  or  praising  himself.  Light  or  giddy-headed, 
one  that  has  the  vertigo.  Distracted. 

(7l/i<Za,Astonished,confounded,  amazed. 

!•  liJ^  gid,  A  kite.  Spiritless,  dastardly. 

p  i^iS^  gidi,  Stupid,  a  blockhead. 

^Jtf  (i'uper.  of  (^j\ijS  giriftan)  Take,  seize, 
hold.  Rebuke,  chiding.  Abitter  taste  (in  an  almond 

or  walnut),  (in  compos.)  Seizing,  taking.  Keep- 

ing, holding.  A  captor,  taker,  seizer.  jfjff*'  -^her- 

glr,  A  conqueror  of  lions,  Jilff- ghdjil-g'v,  One 

who  surprises  the  unwary.  ̂ !Is-jwvIIj  sham- 
shiri  ̂ lam-gir,  A  world-subduing  scimeter. 

p  Vj<^  gird,  One  who  holds  or  is  held  firmly. 

Prehensile.  A  captive.  Detention,captivity.  Treat- 

ing, handling.  A  cough.  \jS  C^\jy/«  mirds-g'ird. 
Who  takes  an  inheritance,  i.e.  an  heir. 

Vj(f      gir-d-gir.  Take,  seize,  hold  fast. 

p  i^<^^\^  glrdnidan,  To  cause  to  take.  To 
hold  together. 

p  girdn,  Grasp,  seizure.    The  power  of 
taking  or  laying  hold ;  prehension,  prehensility. 

p         girahh,  A  desk  or  support  for  a  book. 

i^^iyjvS  gir-ddr,  Take  and  hold.  The  confused 
clamour  of  combatants  ;  battle. 

p  lii^j^  giriftan,  To  take. 

Pj^_j^^</i/'aTO,Itake,take  for  granted,allow,  admit. 
p  giranda,  A  taker. 

p  i^Lfjjf^  girafig,  Name  of  a  place  in  Khurasan. 

p  ̂ j^^  {/"'HI)  The  herb  restharrow. Pj^ii  gir  u  ddr.  Take  and  hold.  The  con- 
fused noise  of  combatants  ;  battle,  combat.  Abso- 

lute authority,  dominion. 

p  i^^j^  0'^^'^^y>  Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 
p  tj^  giva,  A  basket. 
p  t^j^  girl,  A  taking,  a  handling. 

p  i^^.j^  ff^'yon,  Sacrifice,  ransom.  Weeping. 

pyS  glz,  The  pine-tree. 
p  glm,  (or  gls)  A  ringlet  of  hair,  a 

forelock,  a  side-lock,  curl.  {Jy*i^ glsiiyi 

^mbar-dmez.  Locks  fragrant  as  amber. 
p  iiJj^--jkS  gisu-band,  A  hair-fillet.    A  purse. 

p  jSi^y^if  ghu-ddr,  An  old  man  of  authority. 
An  aged  prince. 

p  jojUdiA^  gislna,  Belonging  to  the  hair. 

p  gil  or  gel.  The  country  called  Gilan.  (in 
the  dialect  of  Gllan)  A  subject,  peasant,  plebeian. 

p  (j^L^  glldn,  Name  of  a  country  and  city  be- 
tween the  Caspian  and  Euxine;  also  of  a  warlike 

tribe,  and  of  a  mountain. 

p  (3^U^  glldrfi,  A  native  of  Gilan. 

p  jj\.jJuC  gll-ddru,  Name  of  a  certain  medicinal 
wood,  black  without  and  green  within,  found  on 
the  shores  of  the  Caspian  Sea. 

p  tdU^/  gelak,  (in  the  dialect  of  GTlan)  A  sub- 
ject, plebeian,  villager,  peasant. 

p       gilu,  Name  of  a  mountain, 
p       gila,  Name  of  a  place. 

p        gell,  Native  of  Giian.  Name  of  a  tribe. 

p  ll^X  gimyd,  A  kind  of  garment  of  fine  texture. 

p  (j^^  gin,  (a  contraction  of  [^xf^  dgln.  Filled) 
A  particle  added  to  substantives,  forms  adjectives 

of  possessions  :  as,  from  ̂ C-  ghavi.  Sorrow ; 
ghamgln.  Sorrowful,  filled  with  sorrow. 

p  juuk^  ginn,  (for         ! )  A  glass.  A  mirror. 

p  gev.  Warlike,  brave.  Name  of  the  son  of 

jjJ^gixdarz.GayU,  A  speaker.  Thetongue.Chiefly, 
principally,  apparently,  probably. 

Pj^^i  giroar.  An  historian.  Common  sense. 
gevgan,  Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 

p        ̂ j/ gayumars.  Name  of  the  first  jnonarch . 

p  Jjj;S  gerva,  A  kind  of  cotton-shoe  used  chiefly 
in  Persia  by  prize-runners.  Glwa,  Name  of  an ancient  king. 

p  5.^i  giyo-h.  Fresh  grass. 
p  \^  giyahd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Grass. 
p  gayhdn,  The  world.  Time.  Fortune. 
p        giha,  The  bramble  (red  or  black). 

J  Idrn,  The  twenty-third  letter  of  the  Arabic 
alphabet,  and  the  twenty-seventh  of  the  Persian. 
In  arithmetic  it  denotes  30 ;  and  in  the  ephemerides 

it  expresses  night,  the  planet  Saturn,  and  the  op- 

posite aspect  in  astrology ;  and  is  also  an  abbrevia- 

tion of  J\^-^  shawrcdl,  the  tenth  Ai-abian  month. 
It  is  interchangeable  with  l--^,  C->,  ̂ >  j>j)  ̂ >  >— *j 

^,  and  »  ;  and  in  poetry  it  is  the  emblem  of  a 
ringlet  of  hair. 

A  J  la,  (a  particleof  asseveration)  Surely,  verily, 
certainly.  It  is  also  employed  in  swearing:  as, 

^mrika,  By  thy  life  !  It  marks  tlie  da- tive when  followed  by  the  affixed  pronouns :  as,uill 

laka.  To  thee ;  &5  lahu,  To  him ;  U)  hmd,  To  us ; 

lahum,  To  you.  It  may  sometimes  be  rendered 



by  '  from:"  as,  \i>-J^  aJ  sami^u  lahu  su- 
rahhan,  I  heard  from  liim  a  cry.  (Xa  becomes/? 

before  tlie  pronoun  of  tlie  first  person  singular :  as, 

li,  To  me).  It  serves  also  to  ex  press  wonder  and 

admiration,  as  1^  b  ya  laha  :  and  is  occasionally 
employed  with  the  vocative  case;  as,  ̂ .}J^ 

zaydin,  O  Zayd  (help)  !  Li,  (an  inseparable  parti- 
cle, denoting  the  genitive  as  well  as  the  dative  case) 

That,  to,  unto,  for.  By,  because  of,  against,  on  ac- 
count of,  belonging  to.  Therefore,  in  order  to.  On, 

upon.  After.  In  favour  of  (opposed  to  ^la', 

Against).  CLjJ^  U'r  rabbi,  Of,  or  to,  the  Lord; 
and  also,  because  of  the  Lord.  li't  tasdib, 
For  instruction  or  correction.  au*.flJ  li  nafsihi,  For 

himself.  <S3  Zt'Z/a/i,  By  God;  for  God.  &5^j 
li  'Uahi  wu  U  rasuliiti,  For  the  love  of  God  and  his 
apostle.  1^^^  (j***^  iCxH^ katabtuhii  li  hliumsin 
khalawna,  I  wrote  him,  five  (nights)  being  passed, 

i.e.  on  the  fifth  of  the  month.  (This  particle  is 

often  prefixed  likewise  by  way  of  pleonasm  or  ex- 

pletive, without  having  any  precise  meaning). 

p^/a,  A  particle  expressive  of  multiplication :  as, 

"^ji^dula,  Double.  Boasting, bragging,vain-glory. 
A  ̂  la,  No,  not,  not  at  all.  (for  {^j^  laysa)  It 

is  not.  ^1  a3\  ̂   la  ildha.  illa'llah,  There  is  no 
god  but  God.  l(i  shay.  Nothing.    ̂   bila, 

Without.    ̂   J  wa  la.  Neither.    La  is  the  correct 
name  for  \  alif. 

^  A      lasi,  (with  the  article  -^^^  allad)  (pi.  of 
allati)  (The  women)  who. 

A  >^  lasscit,  A  dealer  in  pearls. 

A         ̂   lu  ubal,  I  don't  care,  I  fear  not. 
A         ̂   la  ubali,  I  fear  not.  Fearing  nothing, 

insolent,  licentious,  petulant.  Fearless. 

A  luiut,  (fern,  of  laM)  The  wild  cow. 
A  shield. 

A  dk/ci^  lasamat,  (v.n.  of  ̂ y)  Being  inglorious, 
ignoble,  sordid.  Meanness,  sordidncss. 

p  (--'^  lab,  The  sun.  Request,  supplication. 

A  L_^!i)  lab,  (pl.ofio^ /aZ^ai!)Black  stony  places. 

A  ̂j>>b!i)  la  basa.  It  is  not  bad ;  there's  noharm. 
A  «J  b  ̂  Za  ia  lahu,  (for  «J  b\  ̂   /a  aba  lahu) 

He  has  no  father. 

A  labat,  (pi.  L--J^  lab)  A  place  full  of  stones 

(especially  black).  Black  she-camels  congregated. 
A  ti^J^  lahis,  A  delayer,  dilatory. 

A  0^"^  lahid,  Much  wealth.  v>^^\  al  labid. 
The  lion.  Labud,  A  key  for  tuning  an  instrument. 

A  5-)^  la  biidda,  No  flight  or  escape.  Neces- 

sarily, infallibly.  Entirely.  It  cannot  be  but. 

p  ̂   ̂   Zo  bar  Id,  Fold  upon  fold.  Manifold, 

muUiplied.  A  kind  of  confection  of  almonds,  nuts, 
and  a  little  fine  flour. 

A  (j*>j!i)  Icibiti,  Clothed:  one  who  puts  on  clothes, 

p  !>b  "i)  Zd  ba  Id,  Manifold,  multiplied. 
A  i-iU  '-r'^  Za&a  Za/;a, By  all  means,  of  necessity. 

A         Idbin,  Who  abounds  in  or  gives  milk. 
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A  Xjj^  Idbinat,  (pi.  ̂ Ji\^)The  breast  or  udder, 
p  aJ^  luba,A  supplication,  prayer,  request,  de- 

sire. A  word.  Submission.  Confession  of  weak- 

ness. A  demonstration  of  sincere  friendship.  Ri- 

dicule, irony,  jest,  joke,  any  thing  facetious.  Adu- 
lation, flattery,  coaxing.-  A  root.  Anything  en- 
twined about  another  from  head  to  foot. 

ZaZ)fl^a7-iZa??,  To  ask,  pray,  petition.  To  jest,  ridicule. 
P  (jii^.^  lubulan,  To  boast,  brag.  To  ask,  pray. 

A  'i^  lasdt, The  wild  cow.  A  shield. 
A         Idf,  Name  of  an  idol  worshipped  of  old 

by  the  pagan  Arabians.  Lata,  (for^  Za)  (or 

lata  h'lna)  It  is  not  time. 
A  Idtib,  Firm,  sticking.  Necessary. 

A       Idtih,  Ingenious,  intelligent,  skilful. 

a\<cJ>  ̂)  Id  tara  7nd,  Especially. 

p  Za^M,  A  boy's  top.  Atrap,snare.  A  pad- 
dle. Steps ;  a  ladder. 

A  ,3^  Idtt,  (with  the  article  alldii)  (fem. 

of  ̂_^\  allati)  (The  women)  who. 
A  C^^  Ids,  (fem.  io^)  Entangled  herbage. 

saMj,  Incomparable,  without  a  second. 

A       Idsim,  (pi.  ̂   lusm)  A  breaker,  hurter. 

p  ̂   Idj,  A  bribe.  Naked.  A  bitch. 

A  jv^^  Idjaram,  Undoubtedly.  Necessarily, 
of  necessity,  indispensibly,  by  all  means.  Conse- 

quently, of  course. 

A  (_y?-^  li  fly'ZZ,  Because  of.  j  aJU^j 
&)>wa5  li  ajli  mdlihi  iva  jamdlihi  wa  fazlihi 

wa  hamdlihi,  On  account  of  his  wealth  and  his 

beauty,  and  his  learning  and  his  perfection.  ,J.»-^ 
d«<i^Ljj\  liajli  islumihi,  Because  of  his  orthodoxy. 

^_^=>-^  liajli.  On  my  account.    dJi  li  ajli 
zdliha,  On  that  account,  on  account  of  that. 

A  L-J^js-^  la  jawdb,  Incapable  of  answering,  si- 
lenced, speechless,  disconcerted. 

P  i^j^"^  Idjaward,  Lapis  lazuli. 

p  ̂   '^jS^'^  Idjaward-hlium,  Azure  vault. 
p  cJiij^^  Idjawardi,  Azure,  cerulean. 

p  (»c'o'*n  ijitj^':^  Idjaivardl  sahf,  The  sky. 
p  (_^la3  j_5ii,^a-^  Idjawardi-nihdb,  Mourning. 

p  ̂ ■>-  !sj^J>jy>-*^  Idjanardina-hhum,  The  sky. 
A  Za/'Z^,  A  refugee. 

p  ̂   Idch,  A  deception,  a  trick  ;  a  jest. 
Pjl»-^  Id  chdr,  Helpless,  destitute,  poor. 

p  ̂j\^'!^ld  chdrayi,  Forlornness,  helplessness, 
destitution.  Poverty. 

p  Idchl,  Common  cardamoms. 

p  Idch'tn,  A  servant,  slave. 

A  ̂   Idhh,  Narrow  (place). 
A    ̂y>o[>■'!^  Id  hdsil,  Unproductive,  profitless. 
A  i__*:>-^  Idhib,  An  open,  beaten  road. 

A  ^altij,  Sticking,  remaining  fast. 

A         Idhid,  (A  grave)  dug  in  upon  one  side, 
or  which  has  a  niche  cut  in  one  side. 

A  &--i>-^  Idhisat,  Calamitous  (year). 

A  &iiu>-^  Idhizat,  (pi.  las-^)  Glancing  (eye). 

A  Idhili,  Who  or  what  touches  or  reaches 

unto.  Adhered,  conjoined,  adjoining,  affixed.  An 
appendage.  A  name  of  several  horses.    ̂ Js-^  y\ 

abU  Idhih,  (Father  reacher  or  overtaker)  A  falcon. 

A  (Js>-^/a/ioZZ,Difficult,nottobcsoIved,abstruse. 

A  Idhim,  (pi.  j*=>-^^  lan-dhim)  (A  hawk) 
which  eats  flesh.  Who  feeds  with  meat.  One  who 

gives  or  possesses  meat        lahm  or  laham). 

A ^j>-'!^ldhin,Onewho  pronounces  vowelsimpro- 
perly .  Who  perceives  the  true  meaning  of  a  speech. 

A(_j**^^  Idhus,  Unfortunate,  unhappy. 

A  ji)b     "jy  ̂)  J  Id  hawla  wa  Id  hurvata 
illd  bi'lldh.  There  is  no  power  nor  strength  except  in 
God,  i.e.  there  is  no  striving  against  fate.  (It  is 
uttered  also  to  drive  away  evil  spirits). 

A  (_^^  Idhi,  A  rebuker,  reprover,  chider. 

p  ̂   lakh,  Cotton  or  silk  put  intoan  ink-holder. Hard.  A  rock,  a  stone.  Much,  copious,  numerous, 

(in  composition  it  signifies  "  place")  ̂ ^)joi**»sa»^7- Idhh,  A  stony  place. 

A^^  lakh,  Wry-mouthed. A        Idhhhh,  Narrow,  choked  up  (valley). 

A  ̂i;^^     hhardj.  Rent-free,  allodial. Idhhisha,  (or  i(uLiJ>-^  Idkhishia)  Ver- p  laUluslia,  [ov  bjj:^' 
raicelli,  or  long  slices  of  paste  put  into  broth. 

A  (_j*jU5\  (_Jj>  Jj^jlai-  ̂   Id  hhaiara  ̂ la'  hal- 
bi'n  nds,  It  never  entered  into  the  heart  of  men; 
it  is  incomprehensible. 

p  &i>-^  Idhha,  A  piece,  a  patch. 

pjjii  iw-^  Idhha-doz,  A  mender  of  old  clothes. 

p_^^  Idhhez,  A  flood;  a  torrent. 
p  li^  lad.  An  incrustation,  plastering  of  a  wall. 

Earth,  dust.  A  wall.  Rows  of  bricks  or  turfs  in 

a  wall.  A  foundation.  Root.  Reason,  cause,  mo- 

tive. The  gum-herb  ladon.  A  flower;  a  rose.  Soft, 
thin  silk.  The  cultivation  or  improvement  of  a 

place.  A  fortress.  The  city  of  Lar. 

A  3^  Iddd,  An  advei-sary,  an  antagonist. 

pjjii^  Idd-raz,  A  partition  made  of  wattles. 

p  ijjii^  Idd-raza,  A  wall. 
A  t^^^ii  ̂   Id  da^va',  A  release,  acquittance. 
A         Iddim,  A  mender,  a  patcher. 

p         Iddan,  The  gum-herb  lada. 
p  Wii^  Iddina,  A  kind  of  grass  from  the  outer 

coat  of  whose  stalk  they  make  ropes. 

A  ̂jii^  Za  datvd,  Incurable,  irremediable. 
p        Idda,  Idiot,  fool,  blockhead.  A  bitch. 

A  isi^  Idzat,  (pi.  i^)  A  dress  of  red  China  silk. 

A  "iii'i^  Idzihiyat,  Laodicea,  or  Lattakia,  a  sea- 

port on  the  coast  of  Syria. 
A  jji^  Idzan,  Moisture  adhering  to  the  hair  and 

beards  of  goats  whilst  feeding  on  a  certain  herb 

called  (^y^  halsn.'i  or  (^jujx^i  hasiUs, 
Pj^  Idr,  Name  of  a  country  in  Persia.  Name 

of  a  city  in  the  same  province,  four  days' journey 
from  Bandar  Abbas. 

p  (j^j^  Idrjdn,  Name  of  a  mountain  inTaba- 



ristan,  in  which  there  is  a  petrifying  well. 

p  Sii,^  larda,  A  quail. 

p  '^Sij*^  larang,  A  kneading-trough. 

p  J j*^  laru.  Southernwood. 
p  Jiijj^  laruda,  (or  larura)  A  quail. 

p  ijj^  Ian,  Name  of  a  Persian  silver  coin. 

A  la  rayh,  No  doubt.  Undoubted.  In- 
fallible. Unquestionably,  infallibly,  certainly. 

A  f^J^  la  rayhi,  Indubitable. 

A      laz,  (or  L^jJ^  lazurt)  Lazarus. 
A  ̂   la  zala,  (in  prayer)  May  it  never  fail ! 

may  it  last  for  ever!  Not  deficient. 

A  lazib,  Firm,  solid.    Firmly  adhering. 

*— Adhesive  mud.  ̂  ^^J^\J^ 

L-^^  i^j-^  sara'sh  shaytu  zarhaia  lazihin,  The 
thing  was  done  necessarily. 

A  ̂JJ^  lazik,  Adhering,  coalescing,  adhesive. 
A  lazim,  Necessary,  urgent,  indispensable, 

obligatory,  important.  Proper,  suitable.  Insepa- 

rable, inherent,  adhering.  An  attendant,  hanger- 

on.  Necessarily,  in  consequence,  (in  gram.)  In- 

transitive or  neuter.  lazimu'l  ada,  Neces- 

sary to  be  done.  jIaJu>^\  lazimu'l  inhiyad, 

Necessary  to  be  obeyed.  ^j*^  lazimu'l  binas, 

Indeclinable  (word).  jCii>2:,i\  ̂j"^  lazimu'l  takdim, 

Proper  to  be  prefixed  or  placed  over.  jC ^j"^ 

lazimu'l  tahrim,  (or  lazimu''r  ri^ya) 
Honourable,  worthy  of  reverence,  p  la- 

zim shudan,  To  be  necessary.  (•j^J 
himm  u  lazim  shudan,  To  be  urgent ;  to  be  of  great 

consequence,  tii^i/  lazim  giriftan,  To  adhere, 

stick  close.  A  lazimu'l  rvaka,  Necessary 
to  be  preserved,  carefully  to  be  watched  or  kept. 

jUjL<  lazim  muta^ddi,  Neuter  and  active, 
intransitive  and  transitive  (verb).  ,Jje  Ji^i 
lazim,  A  neuter  or  intransitive  verb. 

A  'i^y^  lazimat,  (pi.  lawazim)  Necessary 
(thing).  Contumelious  (word).  Necessity,  exi- 

gence. Obligation,  debt. 

rj^  lazim-(fu-,  One  who  abides  in,  and  who 
keeps  close  to. 

p  I'^jff  p^  lazim-giranda.  One  who  regards 
as  obligatory  and  indispensable. 

A  j»5jJj«       Za2;im  ?«akMm,  Intimate  friendship. 
A  lazimi.  Any  thing  that  is  necessary. 

A  iJbj  ̂     zamal,  Imperishable,  eternal. 

p  lazuwardt,  (a  (^i^jj^  lazarcai'diy) 
Of  a  blue  colour,  of  the  colour  of  lapis  lazuli. 

A  ̂3JJ^  lazuk,  A  plaster  left  on  a  wound  till  it 
be  healed. 

Pj^  laj,  Name  of  a  village  in  Khurasan. 

p  i^_5j^  lajuward,  Lapis  lazuli. 
P  C_j*>^  Icis,  Refuse  oT  silk  or  lint.  Coarse  silk. 

The  female  of  any  animal.  A  bitch. 

p  ^  la  suhhan,  Silent,  taciturn.  Abuse, 

improper  talk. 

A  ̂**>^  lasi^  Who  or  what  stings. 
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p  [jff-u*  ̂   la  sahwi.  Name  of  a  melodious  bird. 
A  V^J**»^)  la  styama,  Especially. 

p  lash,  A  dead  body,  carcase.  A  kind  of 

bread.  Devastation,  plunder,  laying  waste  a  coun- 

try. Spoil,  plunder,  booty.  A  mean  fellow  un- 
worthy of  credit.  Ruined,  undone.  Small,  little, 

mean,  base,  ignoble.  Nothing.  arra- 

fyu'l  lash,  A  vain,  foolish  notion. 
A  la  shalih,  Incomparable,  unequalled. 

A  L^/I»^  la  shakk.  Without  doubt.  Indubitable. 

p  eol)^  /as/ta,  A  carcase.  Onereduced  toskin  and 

bones.  Rude,  rough.  Slow,  negligent.  A  shoulder. 

A  la.  shayf,  Nothing,  a  trifle,  of  no  value. 

p  ̂ji^Xii>^  Idshidan,  To  strew,  to  scatter. 
A  L-fl<a^  ldsif,A  stone  whence  comes  antimony. 

A  ̂^^^  lasik,  Adhering,  joined,  adhesive.  Low 
(building),  as  if  cleaving  to  the  ground. 

A  last,  (v.n.  ofi^^))  Commanding.  Urg- 

ing, importuning.  Wounding  with  an  arrow.  Strik- 
ing with  a  stick.  Dunning,  exacting.  Looking 

after  one,  following  him  with  one's  eyes  till  he  dis- 
appears. Fleeing,  passing  rapidly  by  without  cast- 

ing a  look  behind.  Being  severe  upon. 

A       Idt,  The  act  of  persevering  in. 

A  Zaii,  Impure,  dirty.  laUia^  Idtt  mulitt. 

One  filthy  himself,  and  whose  associates  are  filthy. 

A  (Jjlla^  la  tasil,  Useless,  unprofitable. 
A      ̂   Idtat,  Sodomites,  people  of  Lot. 

A         lati^  One  who  licks,  a  licker. 
A         latim,  A  striker,  boxer. 

A  ̂'^IdtifjA.  refugee.  Cleaving  to  the  ground. 
A  'sj^*^  latitat,  An  incurable  wound  in  the  peri- 

cranium, or  from  the  bite  of  an  insect. 

Aii^  la^z,  A  driving  away  any  one  who  is  near. 

A  dunning,  exacting  rigorously.  Gloom,  sadness. 

alnd^)  Fearful,  timid.  Distempered,  impatient, 

from  love  or  disease.  ̂   ̂li>  hd^n  lu^n.  Trem- 
bling, cowardly.  Impatient.  Greedy.  Bad,  wicked. 

A  ijjls^'^  la  ̂ hil.  Foolish,  stupid. 

A  Id^b,  A  player,  gamester. 

A  &JvS-^  Id^bat,  Name  of  a  certain  milky  plant. 

A  Id^t,  A  prudent,  discreet  woman.  One 
who  inflames  a  lover  with  words,  but  permits  no 

liberties.  An  ass,  astonished,  stupefied,  and  fear- 

fully agitated  by  maternal  affection,  (pi.  of  ̂   la^ 
Fearful,  timid.  Distempered. 

A         ld^j>  Ardent,  passionate  (love). 

A  laS-^  Id^t :  as,  Ua5-^  j*  marra  Id^tan,  He 
passed  by  the  wall  (of  a  house), or  theside(of  a  hill), 

A  ̂^Ip^  la  ̂ ?Za;,Incurable,remediless,hopeless. 
A  Id^n,  One  who  drives  away.  One  who 

curses  and  pours  forth  imprecations. 

A  Za^i,  Terrified  by  the  slightest  trifle.  One 
who  licks  with  the  tongue,  j^^l^  l/e  ma 

hid  ddr  Id^  karwin,  There  is  no  plate-licker  (i.e. 
nobody)  in  the  house. 
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A^uff•^)  Id^yat,  A  shrub  of  a  yellow  colour  which 
kills  fish.  It  is  a  strong  purgative  and  vomitive. 

p  ̂   Idgh,  A  jest,  burlesque.  Deception,  de- 
ceit, fraud,  imposition.  Cowardice,  heartlessness. 

A  (._^^  Idghib,  Weak  and  foolish  (man). 

Pj^*^  Idghar,  Lean,  meagre,  gaunt,  slender, 
poor.  Idghar  shudan,To  be  or  grow  lean. 

U'^/j^^  Zay<ar  kardan.  To  make  lean. 

P  (^^jff-^  Idghar-miydn,  Slender-waisted. 

P  Lf;^^  ldghai-i,  Leanness. 
P    J^^^  Idgharldan,  To  grow  thin,  poor,  lean. 

G  (j^^  Idghun,  A  hare. 
A  iLs-^  Idghiyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Blundering,  err- 

ing (in  speech).  Talking  triflingly  and  nonsensi- 
cally. Obscene  (discourse).  A  base,  shameful, 

rash,  obscene,  or  foolish  saying. 

P  tj'^^  Idghidan,  To  trifle,  to  jest. 
p  Idghina,  Tithymal,  sea-lettuce. 

p  eukS'^  Idghiya,  A  plant  bearing  a  flower  like 
the  aniseed  flower  (Tithymal). 

p  i_J^  Idf,  Praise.  Boasting,  self-praise,  brag- 

ging. Idfzadan,  To  praise,  vaunt,  boast, 
commend  one's  self.    To  traduce. 

A         la^f,  (v.  n.  of  L_iSl)  Eating  gracefully. 

A        Idjih,  (pi.  ̂ \^)  Scorching  (wind). 

P  ijjj^  Iqf-zan,  A  boaster,  a  braggart. 
P  1 — >^  Idf-zam,  Boasting, 

Idf-zanl  namudan,T ohoast,  brag,  bluster, swagger. 
A  &lai^)  Idjizat,  The  sea  (as  that  which  throws 

upamber,&c.).  A  mill.  A  millstone.  The  world.  (A 

bird)  feeding  young  ones.  A  dunghill-cock.  A 
sheep  which  runs  readily  to  be  milked  when  called. 

p        Idfi,  Boastful,  braggart. 

P  U'V^  /a/if^an,  To  boast,  to  vaunt.  To  talk 

nonsense.  To  fail  in  keeping  one's  promise. 

P  LH^^  ̂ "f^^>  LT^^  Idhis)  Name  of  a  de- 
mon which,  during  the  hour  of  prayer,  suggests 

wicked  thonghts  to  the  mind. 

A  ̂̂ /a/«"A,  Distressing,  cruel  (war),  (pi.  ̂^la- 
wdkih)  A  camel  which  has  been  covered  and  holds. 
A  Idkis,  A  railer.    Itch,  mange. 
A  laii^/a/aY,  Onewhopicksup;  a  gatherer.  An 

emancipated  slave.  A  mender  of  clothes ;  a  darner. 

A  &la5^  Idkitat,  (fem.  of  lai'^)  Idkit)  Low,  despi- 

cable (man  or  woman).  &]ai*^)  Wiitatu  'I  ha- 
sa'.  The  crop  of  a  bird  (as  enclosing  gravel).  Ji) 
iilai^  &ksL*>  It  hulli  sdkitat  Idkitat,  For  everv  thino- 
that  drops  there  is  a  picker  up. 

p  uLl^  Idk,  Lac,  a  kind  of  lake  produced  from 
lac,  used  for  dyeing  red.  A  parget-trough,  or  any 
place  in  which  they  make  plaster  or  mortar ;  also 

a  kneading-trough.  A  tortoise.  A  wooden  cup. 
Spoiled,  ruined.  Bad,  useless,  good  for  nothing. 

p  Cl^Z^.  ui3^  Idk-pusht,  A  tortoise.  iZ^Z^ 

^bjii  Idk-pushti  darydsi,  The  sea-turtle.  tdJ^ 

f^j^  Cl^.  Idk-pushti  sahrdsi,The  land-tortoise 
lakcha,  Vermicelli,  macaroni,  or  lono- 



slices  of  paste  put  into  broth. 
lakiz,  A  striker. 

A  j.^^/a/;a/aw),Witboutaword ;  indisputably, 
no  question :  let  it  pass,  agreed,  no  more  to  be  said. 

A^Jb  ̂!jv/!i)/a  kalam  ?;aAt,Undisputed  balance. 

p  [^^^"^i  lahan,  Name  of  a  mountain  on  the confines  of  Russia. 

A         lakin,  But. 

Aj_^!i)/d/n,Aseekeroffaults;critical,Tiialevolent. 

A  jrS)  latiil,  (for  j^'S)  lamlif)  Pearls,  gems. A  j5  lafsal,  A  seller  of  pearls. 

p  lul,  A  ruby.  Red.  Inflamed.  Darling, 

dear.  An  infant  boy.  To-morrow.  Dumb.  Name 

of  a  bird  (the  male  of  Fringilla  Amandava). 

p  Ma,  Incomparable.  The  anemone.  The 

water-lily.  The  chief  servant,  intrusted  with  the 

education  of  his  master's  sons :  a  major-domo.  A 
slave.  Babbling,  prating.  A  grain  resembling 

sesame.  A  certain  plant  brought  from  the  neigh- 
bourhood of  Mecca.  Shining,  resplendent. 

A     ̂   /a  lu.  No,  no,  not  at  all. 

A        laAcLf,  A  dealer  in  pearls.  Excessive  joy. 

A  -^b)^  lalassat,  A  pearl-merchant. 

A  'i^H  laAatat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Glancing  her 
eye  (a  woman).  Blazing  (flame).  Wagging  the 

tail  (a  deer).  Pouring  out,  shedding  (tears).  De- 
siring the  male  (a  she-goat).  to  isl*j\  U 

ma  af^luhu  ma  laAataii'l /m?-,I'11  not  do  it  as  long 
as  the  deer  continues  to  whisk  her  tail,  i.e.  ever. 

p  Idld-sard,  A  eunuch  who  has  the  chief 

superintendence  of  the  women. 

pearl-merchant. 
p         IdBn,  (pi.  of       lal)  Dumb  (people). 

A        lisdlat,  Pearl-dealing.   The  wild  cow. 

p  1^*^  Idlast,  A  kind  of  red  silken  stuff"  of  a delicate  texture.  The  face.  Love,  friendship. 

Pi^Li  Idlsdg,  Name  of  a  vegetable  (Ama- 
ranthus  gangeticus). 

PcLli'i) /a/a/?,  A  cock's  comb.  A  crest.  A  crown. 
A  shoe  or  slipper.    A  fritter. 

p  Idlahd,  A  slipper,  sandal.  A  cock's  comb. 
A  crown. 

p  ̂LI^"^  lalang,  Broken  victuals  which  poor 
people  carry  away  from  an  entertainment. 

p  aJ^  Idla,  A  tulip.  Any  wild  flower.  A  pas- 
sionate lover.   The  lip  of  a  mistress,  tjj^^ 

Idlasi  duhhiari,  The  anemone. 

p  ̂   ,  fti'i)  /a/a-j-M/f/i,  Tulip,  vermilion-cheeked. 
p        aJ^  Idlazdr,  A  bed  or  garden  of  tulips. 

p^U*>  eii^)  Idla-sdr,  Name  of  melodious  bird. 
p  eJ^  Idlasdn,  Tulip-like. 

p  \j*n        Idla-sard,  A  eunuch. 
p        iJ^  Idla-fjun,  Of  a  tulip-colour. 
p  Idlawash,,  Like  a  tulip. 

Aj^'S  latdlu,  (pi.  oip^)  lusluf)  Pearls. 
p        IdVi,  Redness,  rubicundity. 

A       /a^w,  (v.n.  of  j»^)  Consolidating,  healing 
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(a  wound),  cementing,  mending,  soldering  (a  bro- 
ken vessel),  repairing  (any  thing).  Receiving  into 

favour.  Putting  good  feathers  or  wings  to  an  ar- 
row. Charging  with  meanness  and  avarice.  An 

arrow  furnished  with  the  wing  called  liisdm. 

A  person,  a  figure,  (pi.  of  lamiat)  Coats  of 
mail  closely  woven. 

p  lam,  The  ragged  garments  of  a  dervish. 
Ornament, decoration ,  dress.  A  tree  creen  and  hanfj- 

ingdown.  Boasting.  Acomposition  of  drugsagainst 
fascination  and  evil  eyes.  A  sash  or  belt. 

A  /a?«,  The  letter  J  Idm ;  (and  hence,  from 

thesimilitude)  Crooked,  curved, twisted,bent(espe- 

cially  in  body,  ̂ aZ/yimplying a straighterect  shape). 

The  article  al.  The.  A  ringlet.  A  wing.  Cul- 

pable, criminal,  obnoxious  to  punishment  or  cen- 
sure ;  doing  any  thing  which  deserves  it.  Strong, 

vehement,  violent.  The  person  or  stature  of  man. 
Fear,  dread.  Nearness. 

Al  a)\  j«^/awi  a/?/",Thiscompound character^  Id 
some  Arabian  grammarians  consider  as  the  29th 

letter  of  the  alphabet;  and  support  it  by  saying, 
that  Muhammad  denounced  eternal  damnation  to 

all  who  refused  to  adopt  it  as  such. 

p  Idmdn,  Bragging,  boasting.  Active, 

ready,nimble.  Adulation, flattery.  Amusicalmode 

of  reciting  verses,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Bread. 

A  ̂^^^  latmdn.  Ignoble,  knavish,  avaricious, 
p  13^0^  Idmdni,  Flattery,  adulation.  A  lie. 

Vain  boasting.  A  request,  prayer,  petition.  Sing- 
ing verses.  A  flatterer.  Anv  thing  fasteninsr  a  fillet 

or  head-dress.  One  who  accompanies  verses  with 

song.    The  being  clad  in  a  coat  of  mail. 

A        lufdmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  inglorious, 
ignoble,  or  sordid.  Baseness,  sordidness,  avarice. 

A        lasmat,  A  coat  of  mail  closely  woven. 

A        Idmat,  Any  thing  deserving  of  reproof. 

Fear,  dread.    A  coat  of  mail. 

A  ii*^  /aw;w?o/, Malignant  (eye).  Dreaded  thing. 

A         Idtnij,  One  who  eats  much,  and  indulges 
much  in  venery. 

p  «si*^  Idmclia,  A  charm  against  evil  eyes. 

A  ̂   Idmih,  Who  looks  slily,  but  attentively. 
Shining,  glancing,  glittering. 

A  iJl^^  Id  mahdla,  Inevitable.  Inevitably,  as- 

suredly, undoubtedly. 
p        Idmihh,  The  father  of       nuh,  Noah. 

A  Idmis,  Touching,  feeling.    A  feeler,  a 

groi)er.    One  who  strokes  with  the  hand.  ̂  

iV.        imrasafun  Id  tamna^i  yada  Idini- 
sin,  An  immodest  woman,anadultress.  ^ 

(ju.*^  iJJ.  rajulun  la  yamna^  yada  Idmisin,  A 
spiritless,  powerless  man,  making  no  resistance. 

^  lamisaty  Touch,  sense  offceliiiij. 
J  liuwati  Idmisa,  The  sense  of  touch. 

p^£lxl^)  ldmishfjar,A  tree  having  a  large  smooth 
stem  and  thick  foliage,  called  the  gnat-tree. 

A  |*Ja/c^)  Id  matma^,  Hopeless,  desperate. 
A  Idini^,  Who  or  what  shines.  Bright, 

flashing,  splendid.  Idmi^u 'I anrvdr,  The 
vibrating  rays  of  light,  luminous,  resplendent.  j\S  I 

j^y^\  'sm'^  dsdr  Idmi^tu'l  anrvdr.  Most  clear  or 
striking  signs  and  miracles. 

A  ijiyc^  Idmi^t,  The  bregma  of  a  new-born  child. 

A  Jj*^  Idmik,  One  who  gives  aslap  on  the  eye. 
p  Ci)vc^  Idmah,  A  piece  of  cloth  worn  over  the 

turban.  Lamech,  the  father  of  Noah. 

p  jjK^^  la  makdn,  Inexistent,  with  no  abode. 
p  «-c^  Idryia,  A  piece  of  cloth  worn  over  the  tur- 

ban. Whatever  fastens  the  head-dress.  An  orna- 

ment. A  thing  entwined  about  another  from  head 

to  foot.  A  corslet  of  iron.  Spiritless. 

A  ̂"^i  Inmiy,  Belonging  to  the  letter  J  Idm,  or 
to  the  end  of  a  word ;  as,isXe^  izdfaii  Idmiya, 

The  regimen  of  two  nouns:  in  which  the  fii-st  is 

pronounced  with or  short?;  as,tiil^\j  (_*,i> 

shahi  tdrili,  A  dark  night,  a  al  ̂ z- 

mu^l  /a»i7^,  A  forked  bone  at  the  root  of  the  tongue 
called  hyoides  os. 
p  Idn,  A  wall  round  a  house.  An  area.  A 

fold  or  enclosure  for  cattle.  A  ditch,  farrow,  pit. 

Ingratitude,  insincerity.  A  tremor  from  excess  of 

pain.  Affixed  to  nouns,  it  denotes  abundance  or 

place;  as,       uLL^  «aiH«/[/aM,  A  salt-warehouse. 
A  Idn,  Name  of  a  country  and  people  adja- 

cent to  Armenia.    Ldna,  (for        aUdn)  Now. 

A  jT,^  lasanna,  Perhaps.  Lisanna,  Because, 
since,  in  order  to. 
P  Idndan,  To  move,  shake,  agitate.  To 

totter,^stagger.  To  tumble.  To  bark. 

A  jj— J  !J  Id  nusallhn,  We  do  not  grant  or  admit. 
A  ̂'^Id  naziv,  Incomparable,  unequalled. 

A  jfi^  Id  nam,  (a  contraction  of  ̂Ju-)  ̂  Id  nusal- 
lhn) We  do  not  giant  or  yield. 

p  aj^  ldna,  A  nest.  A  bee-hive.  A  hen-coop. 

Vain,  empty.  Idle,  lazy,  negligent.  Spiritless. 

Singing.  A  shout,  noise,  cry.  Torn  to  pieces,  bro- 

ken to^pieces.  Driven  away.  A  guide. 
A        hi  anm,  (or  ̂ \  ̂)  Id  annanV)  Haply  I. 

p  jj^^  Idnidan,  To  move,  agitate,  shake. 
Pj^ /rtw,  Plaster,  whitewash.  Submission.  Flat- 

tery. Supplication,  request.  Ajest,joke.  A  small 
piece  called  the  cat,  which  is  struck  in  the  game  of 

tipcat  or  hockey. 

A         latan-df.  Distress,  trouble.  A  wild  cow. 

A  Li->j^j  ̂   Id  n-dris,  Heirless,  leaving  no  heir. 

A  (JW*  C^Ji^'^ld  Kdris-malidl,  Revenue  aris- 
ing fom  persons  dying  without  heirs. 

A  i)^  J  ̂  /5  ivalldh.  No,  by  God 

A  ij^  Idn-az,  Name  of  a  son  of  Shem. 

p^jwijj^  ldn-a)-K/ni;  Gum  of  the  opoponax-tree. 

Food  given  to  boys. 
Pjw>j^  Idivashi?-,  Gum  of  the  opoponax-tree. 
p  i^j^  IdKult,  A  kneading-trough.  A  wash-tub. 



A  thin  round  cake. 

A  (Jclj  ̂  Za  ryaWjWithout  offspring,  childless. 

A  ̂   J  ̂  Za  wa  na^m,  No  and  yes. 

A  (jjj^  lamna,  (or  with  the  article  i^^y^'^  «^ 

latuna  and  allanu)  (pi.  of  ij'ii^\allazi)  (The 
men)  who. 

P8j^Zawa,Supplication, request.  Trick,  fraud. 
Adulation,  flattery.  A  jest,  joke.  A  kite.  The 

gameoftipcat.j^iip  2Sj^/awa  kardan,To  supplicate. 

A  c5"j^  law'iy,  A  Levite.  Levitical. 
A  -^bj^  larciyas,  A  kind  of  plant.  A  mark  set 

on  cattle,  a  brand. 

p  (^<y>.j^  Idwidan,  To  ask.  To  boast,  vaunt. 
p  »^  lah,  A  kind  of  red  silken  stuff. 

A  5^  lah,  God. 

A  &is^  lahat,  A  serpent. 

A  Jfc^  lahiz,  A  mountain  or  rising  ground  mak- 

ing a  road  narrow.  Lahiz,  (orJJ6^\  dasira- 

tu'l  lahiz)  A  spot  upon  a  horse's  jaw  below  the  ear. 
A  Idhizani,  (du.  of^^  lahiz)  Two  moun- 

tains almost  meeting,  leaving  only  a  narrow  pass. 

A  I  aJ6^  Idhif,  Injured,  afflicted,  sad,  sighing 

(man  or  woman).  (._-*LaJ^  \_  °  Idhifu^l  halh, 
Pained  at  heart. 

A  jlfc^  lahumma,  (for  ̂ \  alldhumma)  O  God  ! 
Pjy>      Idhnor,  Lahore  in  the  Panjab. 

A  Oyfc^  lallut.  Divinity. 
p  Idhutl,  Divine. 

Pj^b^  Idhor,  Lahore  in  the  Panjab. 

p  »jjJ6^  Idhura,  Cucumber  or  melon-parings. 
A  Idhuna,  (pi.  of        lain)  Men  or  boys 

lazy,  lounging,  trifling  away  time.  Those  who,  if 

they  do  wrong,  do  it  thoughtlessly,  not  designedly. 

A  Ij*^  lata  ,  (fut.  J?^.  yaha')  He  was  slow. 
A         lasy,  (v.  n,  of  ̂Jii)  Being  slow,  tardy ; 

retained,  contained.  Hanging  back.  Adverse  for- 

tune, indigence.  Delay,  slowness.  Lasa' ,  (jA, 
ahds)  A  bull,  a  wild  ox.  Adverse  fortune. 

p  {jii  Za?/,  A  speaker.  Acomplainer,lamenter. 

A  kind  of  silken  stuff  brought  from  India  and  China. 

Black,  viscous  mud.  Sediment,  lees.  One-half  of 

a  horse-load.  A  valley  between  mountains.  Afold, 

ply.         jii  du  lay,  Double,  twofold. 

A  Id  Ah,  (pi.  ̂ ^y>  and  (— .^^jJ)  Thirsty. 
A  (JlSjkJ^.^  Id  yutahaddal.  Incommutable. 

A  Id  yutahammal,  Intolerable. 

aJ\joO^  la  yataghayyar.  Unalterable. 
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A  L- -jIiV.  ̂   Id  yuzdh,  Indissoluble. 

A  J^.  ̂  Id  yazdl.  Eternal,  durable,  unfading. 

A  (j-J^  Idfis,  A  glutton,  an  epicure. 

p  jjll^,^)  Idyistdn,  A  miry  place. 

A  j^joJ^i^ldyusbar- or  ̂^^^ldyutdh,Intolerah\e. 
A  laj^  Idsit,  A  Sodomite,  one  of  Lot's  people. 
A  ^\jci  hdsi^ldsi^  Trembling,  cowardly. 

Bad,  wicked.    Impatient,  greedy. 

A  'iic'^  Idti^t,  (An  ass)  whose  affection  for  her 
foal  is  mingled  with  stupefaction  and  fear. 

A  i^x)  ̂   Id  yu^dd,  Innumerable.  SjO  ̂)  ii.**>la« 

mafdsidi  Id  yii^dd.  Innumerable  evils. 

A  ijfi*^.  ̂   Id  ya^il,  Insane.    Mad,  drunk. 

A  jj^.  ̂  Id  ya^am,  It  means  nothing. 
A(jjO.  ̂   Za  ?/a^m,Unmeaning,  absurd.  Obscene. 
A  ju[jjisdsiffh  Idsiffh,  (Food  or  wine)  which 

flows  gently  down  the  throat. 

A  Id  yvghlah,  Invincible,  unconquered. 

A  O^i^.  ̂   Id  yafv.t,  Immortal. 
A         ̂   Za  yufham.  Unintelligible. 

A  ̂JJ^  Za^i^,  Worthy,  proper,  suitable,  capable, 
adapted,  consistent,  convenient,  congruent,  con- 

gruous, decent,  due,  fit  for,  able,  qualified. 
p  wlio^  Zaj27iawa,  Worthy,  proper.  Suitably. 

A  CiJj^ZajiVi,  A  seeker  of  faults,  critical;  cynic. 

in  comp.,  as,  (Jj^  laylun  Idfi- 

lun,  A  night  long  and  dark.  Misfortune. 

A        Idsim,  (pi.       Ivwam,        luwdm,  and 

luyyam)  A  blamer,  censurer,  reprover.  An  ac- 

cuser of  any  thing  mean  or  criminal.  l!1>^ 
rubbu  Idsimin  muUm,  Many  (or  ofttimes)  a  censurer 

is  himself  deserving  of  censure. 

A  is~^'^  laAinat,  Reproof,  accusation,  censure. 
A  Idyamut,  Immortal. 

p         Idyin,  A  short,  narrow-sleeved  shirt. 
p  uiJU        Idyndh,  Filled  with  black  mud. 

A  ̂ fj^.  ̂   Za  yamhaghi.  Indecent,  impertinent. 

A  ̂Ujo.  ̂   Za  yatandha'.  Boundless. 
A  t^J^  Za^/s,  Entangled  (herbage).  A  lion. 

A  J^'i)  Za  yajuz.  Prohibited,  illicit,  unlawful. 

A  ̂"i)  Za*?A,  Evident,  clear,  appearing.  Bright, 
splendid  (star).  Flashing  (lightning). 

A  'iJ-*^  Idnhat,  Any  thing  evident.  Clearness, 
splendour.  Proof. 

A  j^-as£^  Id  yuhsa'.  Innumerable. 
A  Za  yuhall.  Unlawful,  illegitimate. 

A  Li^j^y:^  Id  yudrak,  Incomprehensible. 

p  St>Jo.^  Za?/a?z<^a,  A  complainer.  A  vain  talker. 

A  uilil)^)  Idyunfuhh,  Indissoluble, inseparable. 

Aj*J^^  la  yankasir.  Infrangible, 
p        Idyini,  A  short  shirt  with  narrow  sleeves 

worn  at  work.  A  short  vest  worn  by  dervishes. 

p  Idya,  A  kind  of  silk  stuff  brought  from 

India  and  China.  Speech.  Black,  adhesive  mud. 
Sediment  at  the  bottom  of  a  cistern.  Half  a  horse- 

load.    A  valley  between  two  mountains. 

A  !^'^  IdJiy,  Of,  belonging,  or  relating  to  the 
particle  of  negation  ̂   Id,  Negative,  negatory, 

p  (jiiJk^.^  Idyidan,  To  talk  idly.  To  complain. 
P       ZaJ,  The  lip.  Edge,  margin.  Shore,  bank, 

coast.    A  blow  on  the  nape  of  the  neck  with  the 

open  hand  edgewise.    ̂ ^-^  (j^  I  <— J  lahi  dtish- 

fishdn.  Lips  scattering  fire.    The  lips  of  one  who 

pours  forth  sighs  and  groans ;  also  curses  and  im- 
precations. The  lip  of  a  mistress.  !  la- 

hi dftdh.  Sunshine  intercepted  by  a  shadow. 

K^'^j}  lah  bar  lab,  Full,  stuffed.  Brimful.  \j 

tJij»-U*>j^ai-  t^JL>-  lab  rd  chashmati  hhizr  sdhh- 
tan.  To  drink  incessantly,  l^-oi- lahi  hhuzrd, 

The  horizon,  welkin's  bound.  c_J  lahi  dar.  The 
lips  of  a  door,  i.e.  a  bolt,  bar,  or  any  thing  which 

keeps  a  door  shut.  The  post  or  cheek  of  a  gate. 

^jii(_^ZflZ»«fZar?/a,Sea-shore.  A  mighty  river  or  sea. 

^jii^  i>jka**i        lah  safed  hardan.  To  smile.  ■_. 
labishamsher.  Edge  of  a  sword.  s\X»LI>^u_J 

lahi  kashtigah,  A  pass,  ferry,  ford.  j^U)  lahi 

Zfljoare,  The  shining  brightness  of  a  sword, 

lab  u  lahja.  Conversation. 

A        lah,  A  lioness. 
A  CL^  lahb,  (v.  n.  of  (-»a5)  Standing,  stopping, 

remaining  in  a  place.  Putting  on  the  poitrel  or 

breast-harness.  Steadiness,  assiduity.  Facing  ano- 

ther (a  house).  Striking  (any  one)  on  the  throat. 
One  who  stands  still.  One  who  sticks  close.  >, 

CLjh  labh  tabh.  Assiduous,  attentive,  industrious. 

Lubb,  (pl.L-^Ul  alhdb,  alubh,  and  (_*j3UZ- 

iw&)  The  heart,  soul,  mind.  (pi.  u-'_jjJZmZ)mZ>)  Mar- 
row, kernel  of  an  almond  or  walnut :  pith  of  a  tree. 

The  best  part  of  any  thing.  Understanding,  genius, 

judgment.  Poison,  CJi  lubbijawz,  Kernel 
of  a  nut. 

A  -^'t-J  laht,  (v.  n.  of  U)  Milking  the  biestings 
from  a  sheep.  Giving  biestings  to  drink.  Boiling 
biestings.  The  first  milk  after  delivery,  biestings. 
The  first  watering  of  asown  field.  Thefirst  draught. 

A  L)  libaj:,  Biestings,  first  milk  after  delivery. 

A  (—'Ip  lahdh,  A  little  green  fodder.  A  small 
quantity,  less  than  a  mouthful.  Libdb,  (pi.  of  i_>AJ 

labth)  Prudent,  intelligent.  Luhdh,  Pure,  unsul- 
lied, untarnished,  unmixed  (nobility,  reputation). 

^L!i\  (— .>\J  lubdbu''l  hamh.  Starch.  Lahdbi,  There is  no  harm. 

A  labdhat  or  luhdhat,  (v.  n.of  CUi)  Being 

intelligent,  ingenious.  Intelligence,  judgment. 

A  »IJ  labittt,  lubasat,  (slJ  lahdt,0T  lahd- 

sat)  (pl.OU  lahsdt)  A  lioness. 
A  OU  lahsdt,  (pi.  of       labfat)  Lionesses. 

A  Olp  labbdt,  (pl.of  &j3  labhut)  The  throats 
of  animals  where  they  are  stuck.  Excellent  women 
who  love  their  husbands. 

A  lahds,  (v.  n.  of  (-loJ)  Delaying,  tarry- 

ing. Slow-paced  (horse).  Delay. 
A  &5\J  Za&asai, (v. n.of (-IajJ) Delaying.  Delay. 

A         lihdj.  Foolish.  Weak. 

p         lahdcha,  A  mantle.  An  outer  garment. 

A  judge's  robe. 
aJ^IJ  lihdhh,  A  striking,  buflTeting.  Wrestling. 

A  &Jp-lJ  lubdhliiyat,  (A  woman)  full  of  flesh, 

unblemished  in  body,  tall,  and  handsome. 

p  lilJ  labdd,  Any  garment  worn  overall  in  wet 

weather.    Luhdd,  A  yoke  for  oxen. 

A        lahhdd,  A  felt-manufacturer  or  vendei-. 

A  *SiiL5  lubbddat,  A  short,  thick  woollen  coat 
worn  in  rainy  weather.  A  wrapper. 



!•  SijU /a  Ja^/a,  A  cloak  for  rain.  Xuiarfa,  A  yoke. 

A  i^^J^--^  labada,  (Camels)  suffering  from  a  dis- 

ease in  the  tliroat.    Luhada  ,  (or  J^ii^  lubhada') 
A  kind  of  bird  which  is  taken  when  lying  on  the 

ground.  An  assembled  throng. 

A  Vibctf,  (pi.  a  alb'mt)  A  garment, 
vesture,robe,apparel.  Drawers.  Aspousc,liusband, 

or  wife.  An  assembling,  flocking  together.  Mix- 

ture, confusion.  (_>^tj\  Vibasu'lbass,  Deep 

distress.  1$^^  L>"^  libasut  talava',  The  robe 
of  piety.  A  tliick,  rough  garment.  Bashfulness, 

shame,  modesty.  A  covering  for  the  nakedness. 

Religion,  faith.  ^_).>U  libasu'lju^  Extreme 

hunger.  ■  ̂   -fej^  C_>^V  '<^ci*'""«^<«^>  (p  L>**V 
Ubasi  ̂ mharsa)  Black  clothing.  ij^^^(_)*>^ 

hasu''r  rajid,  A  wife.  ^'hasu'l  marsat, 
A  husband.  (_j>>^  ̂__><9^)i>-\  ihhlas-libas,  Clothed 

with  sincerity  and  candour.  p^^IjJ  S>  (jJ  zani  bad- 
/ib(t.i,  A  slatternly,  untidily-dressed  woman. 

A  (^VjJ  /a65a^,Possessed  of  a  great  deal  of  cloth- 
inz.  A  mixer.  A  thorough  dissembler, 

p  labasi,  Forgery, 

r  (^^U  labashan,  (or  j-SjIJ  labasha)  An  instru- 

ment for  holding  a  horse's  lip  or  nose  while  shoe- 

ing, a  farrier's  twitch. 

A&i'U/a&aAa<,(v.n.of^jJ)Beingintelligent,cle- 
ver,skiIful:mentalabilities.Fitting  well  (a  garment). 

A&ilj  lubdhatfA  body,heap, multitude.  Sheep 

mixed  with  other  sheep. 

p  lab-a-lab,  Lip  to  lip.  Brimful. 
A  t— *JU  labalih,  The  bleating  of  sheep, 

p         laban,  A  kind  of  gum.     A  partner  in 

labour.  (A  slave  or  beast  of  burden)  that  has  toiled 

long  in  service,  (pi.  of  i_J  lab)  Lips. 

A  (jU  laban,  Breast,  bosom :  brisket  or  chest 

of  any  cloven-hoofed  animal.  Liban,  (v.  n.  of  (^) 

Sucking.  (pi.  of  labun)  Milch  (camels  or 

ewes).  Luban,  Frankincense.  Benzoin.  Any  cone- 

bearing  tree.  Juniper-gum.  Work  undertaken 
from  generous  motives,  not  from  necessity. 

A  ̂^VjIJ  labban,  A  brick-maker.  A  milk-seller. 
A  ajU  lubanal,  (pi.        luban)  An  affair  un- 

dertaken gratuitously.  Want,  necessity  in  any  high 
and  arduous  affair. 

A  ft^.VJ  lubayat,  A  sort  of  the  tree  ,||[^a/e\  uvitiy. 

A  lubatin,  (pi.  of        labun)  Milch  (ca- 
mels or  ewes). 

A         labdb,  (pi.  i-— 'V^  albab)  The  throat,  that 

part  in  particular  about  which  they  hang  orna- 
ments, or  where  they  slaughter  animals.  Poitrel, 

breast-harness  of  a  horse.  A  small  heap  (of  sand), 

p  AjiuM.)  (_J  lab-basta.  With  closed  lips. 
A  iiJ  labat,  A  lioness. 

A  lahbat,  Thethroat,  especially  the  sticking- 
place  in  animals.  Excellent  (woman),  loving  her 

husband  ;  lovely,  elegant. 

AC^labt,  (v.  n.  of  C.*jJ) Twisting(the  hand). 
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Striking  on  the  breast,  belly,  or  ribs  with  a  stick. 
A  i^*jJ  labs,  (v.n.  of  cloJ)  Delaying,  tarrying. 

Delay.  Lnbis,  A  delayer;  tedious,  dilatory. 

A        lubsat,  A  delay,  stay,  stop,  halt. 

A  ̂labj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )Throwingon  theground, 
strewing.  Striking  with  a  stick.  Labaj  or  lubaj,  (p], 

lub/at,  labajat,  or  lubujat)  Traps  for  wolves. 

lubjat,  labajat,  or  lubujat,  A  forked  trap 
made  of  iron  for  catchinfT  wolves. o 

p  (._^  lab-chara,  Fruits  and  sweetmeats 
handed  about  at  an  entertainment,  and  which  peo- 

ple eat  slowly  when  chatting  together.  Food  in 
general  for  man  or  beast. 

A  ̂   labh,  (v.n. of  ̂ )  Growing  old  (a  man). 
Labah,  Fortitude,  strength,  bravery.  An  old  man. 

A  labhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Laying  snares.  Taking. 

Beating.  Killing.  Using  ill  in  Avord  or  deed. 

P  Is-  lab-hha,  One  who  bites  his  lip  :  fasti- 
dious, fretful.    A  prig. 

A  labalihat,  A  larsre  tree  which  bears  fruit 

resembling  dates,  sweet,  but  disagreeable. 

P^'  lab-lihand,  (or  JiiJ^s-  kkanda)  Smiling 
agreeablj' :  of  a  gracious,  cheerful  countenance. 

A  liJ  labd,  (v.  n.  of  s2)  Carding  or  teazing 

(wool),  moistening  it  and  stuffing  it  into  the  head 
of  the  sheath  tosavethe  sword-belt.  Libd,  (pi.  liUl 

albad  and  li^^l  lubud)  Felt-cloth  ;  any  kind  of  car- 

peting or  saddle-cloths  made  of  it.  Business.  La- 

bad,  (v.  n.  of  J'J)  Having  a  violent  pain  and  tight- 
ness in  the  throat  from  eating  too  freely  of  the  plant 

(jLLa  silliyan  (a  camel).  Stopping,  remaining. 

Sticking,  cleaving  to.  AVool.  ii>Ju*>  &)  U>  ma 
lahu  labad  rva  la  sabad,  He  has  neither  woollen- 

cloth  nor  hair-cloth,  i.e.  he  has  nothing.  Lubad 
and  libad,  One  who  keeps  close  at  home  ;  sluggish 

in  seeking  a  livelihood.  Lnbad,  Much  wealth. 

Name  of  the  last  vulture  of  Locman.  (This  Loc- 
man  was  sent  on  an  apostolic  mission  by  the  tribe 

of  d\s-  ̂ d,  and  is  said  to  be  a  different  person  from 

Locman  the  sage  and  fabulist).  ̂ \  abu^l  lu- 
bad or  libad,  The  lion. 

A        labadan,  Closely  (like  felt),  pell-mell. 
A  Sx^  lubbad,  Much  wealth. 

A  J  jJ  libdat,  A  piece  of  woollen-cloth  united 

together  without  weaving.    Felt.   A  lion's  mane. 
The  inside  of  the  thigh.  A  patch  on  the  breast  of  a 

shirt.  A  string  or  line  round  the  collar  of  a  shirt. 
A  locust.  A  number  of  men  in  one  place.  A  shoot 

of  the  tree  ̂ ^U»>o  sill  ly  an.  » iiJ  j  li  zti  Ubda   A 1  ion . 

^ijrfi^^i'iiJ  ̂ j^\a7nna^viinlibdati'lasad,More 
unapproachable  than  the  lion's  mane.  Lubdat, 
A  crowd,  mass  of  people  packed  together.  Felt. 

A  Ji'^jJ  lubada'  or  lubbada',  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  {^S'^'P  lubbada',  Assembled  (people). 

P y>j^  lab-rez,  Brimful,  running  over.  jlxijA*» 

jjiiJj^^  J  sar-nisar  u  lab-rez  shudan,  To  be  too full  and  overflowing. 

A  labz,  (v.  n.  of  jJ)  Eating  fast  and  greedily. 

Striking  violently ;  hitting  on  the  back  with  the 

hand.  Driving.  Calling  bad  names.  Putting  on 

a  veil  worn  across  the  nose  by  the  Arabian  wo- 

men. Going  a  gentle  pace,  the  whole  foot  touch- 

ing the  ground  (a  camel).  Zil;-,  (v. n.ofjjO)  Anoint- 
ing a  sore  with  an  embrocation. 

A  (j-jJ  labs,  (v.  n.  of  ij<*jJ)  Proposing  to  one 

any  thing  obscure  or  confused,  mystifying.  Mix- 
ture, confusion,  ambiguity.  Libs,  A  covering,  espe- 

cially that  of  the  kaabah,  orsquare  temple  of  Mecca . 

The  covering  of  a  camel-palankin.  A  kind  of  dress. 
The  membrane  of  the  brain.  Lubs,  (v.  n.  of  (_;^) 

Putting  on  a  garment.  Enjoying  long  the  company 

(of  a  wife),  or  the  society  (of  a  friend).  ̂ jm.^\ 

lubsu'l  musuli.  The  wearing  of  sackcloth. 
A-^U-jJ(&Afcbrfa/t?_ya<)/atsat,Agreat  misfortune. 

p  (j^— J>J  labsan,  Like  a  lip.  Name  of  an  herb 
eaten  with  sour  milk.  Wild  mustard. 

A  libsat,  A  mode  of  dressing,  costume.  A 

kind  of  dress.  Jjubsat,  Obscurity,  mystification, 

doubt.    Labasat,  A  kind  of  pot-herb. 
A  laJ  labt,  (v.  n.  of  laJ)  Falling  flat.  Being 

seized  with  epilepsy.  Throwing  (on  the  ground). 

Striking  the  ground  with  the  fore-feet  (a  camel). 
A  &iaJ  labiat,  A  rheum  in  the  head.  Labatat, 

The  gait  of  one  who  limps  or  is  spindle-shanked. 

The  pace  of  any  quadruped  where  the  fore-feet 
move  at  once. 

A  UtjJ  lab^n,  (or  UjJ  \jtx^ zab^n  lab^n)  With 

impunit}',  unrevenged  (blood  was  spilt). 

A  ijjJ  labh,  (v.  n.  of  |_»jJ)  Softening  (as  cake 
amongst  broth,  or  a  leathern  bottle).  Being  intel- 

ligent, skilful,  ingenious,  worthy,  proper,  fit.  Fit- 

ting well  (a  garment).  Ingenuity,  quickness.  La- 

i/'A, Intelligent, clever, skilled, glib-toiigued.  Finely 

clad.    A  garment  which  fits  well. 
A  siiJ  lubhat,  Ingenuity,  quickness.  Labikat, 

(A  woman)  well  versed  in  the  lore  of  looks. 
A  labh,  (v.  n.  of  i^LU)  Mixing  (flour  with 

honey).  Taking  (pudding)  with  the  fingers.  ̂ lix- 
ing,  confounding.  A  mixture.  Labih,  Any  thing 
mixed  or  confused. 

A  labhat,  A  mixture.  Labahat,  A  bit  or 

mouthful  (of  steeped  bread  or  of  dates,  butter,  and 

coagulated  milk). 
P  (— -'^^  lablab,  A  conjurer.    Liblab,  Ivy. 

A  (— lablab,  Ivy,  bind-wecd,  peilitory. 
A  lablab.  Bleating  (ram).   Lablab  or  lul- 

lub,  Benevolent,  kind  to  domestics  or  neighbourf. 
A  aJJ  lablabat,  (v.  n.  of  t-A*)  Q)  (A  sheep) 

licking  tenderly  her  new-dropt  lamb.  Being  scat- 
tered. Being  tender-hearted  and  affectionate.  The 

rattling  of  a  goat  at  rutting-time.  Separation,  dis- 
crimination. Parental  affection. 

p ̂ jJJ  lablabu,'Qeet  boiled  and  eaten  with  whey 

and  garlic. 



6^ p        u-J  lab-la^,  Lip-ruby,  or  ruby-lipped. 

A  |»a5  labam,  Inequality  in  the  shoulders. 
A  1^  Jahn,(y.  n.  of  ̂ ^5)  Giving  milk  to  drink. 

Striking ;  bruising  the  breast  (with  a  stick  or  a 

brick).  Making  brick.  Eating  voraciously.  Libn, 

labin,  or  libin,  A  brick  or  tile.  Libn  or  lubn,  (pi. 

of        labun)  (Ewes  or  camels)  having  plenty  of 

milk  in  the  udder.  Laban,  (v.  n.  of  Having 

plenty  of  milk  in  the  udder  (a  ewe).  Being  seized 

with  a  pain  in  the  neck  from  the  pillow,  (pi.  ̂ ^^\ 
alban)  Milk.     Coagulated  sour  milk.    Gum,  or 

any  juice  exuding  from  a  tree.  Quicksilver.  C>lb 

bandti  laban,  Lacteal  glands.     Labin,  Fond 

of,  or  drinking  milk.  A  gore  in  the  side  of  a  shift. 

The  breast  of  a  shirt,  (pi.  of  LjJ  labinat)  Bricks. 

A  i^J^  lubnan.  Mount  Libanus. 

A  is>^Uu5  lubnanlyat,  Great,  important  (affair). 
A  e.-jJ  libnat  or  labinat,  Breast  of  a  shirt.  A 

brick  or  tile.  A  mural  quadrant.  Lubnat,  A  large 

mouthful  or  morsel.  Labinat,  (A  sheep)  abound- 

ing in  milk.  A  gusset  in  a  shirt,  (pi.  (j^J  labin) 
A  square  brick. 

p        labanj,  A  kind  of  plane-tree, 

p  i-L^iJ  labang,  A  timber  or  ship-worm. 

p&jkJ  labna,  An  insect  which  injures  grain.  Lub- 
na.  Part  of  an  astrolabe. 

A  lubna',  A  tree  which  emits  a  gum  from 
which  a  fumigating  perfume  is  made.  JjoJJ^  ̂ J—P 

^salu  'Z  lubna'.  Liquid  gum-storax. 
p  labam,  Storax.  Any  thing  made  of  milk 

and  curd. 

A  OIaaJ  labamyat,  Aliments  made  of  milk. 

A        lubaf,  {lubus,  or^j.jJ  lubuf)  (pi.  of  jj^jJ 
labuMt)  Lionesses. 

A  labuwat,  (pi.  of  »^))  Lionesses. 

A  <— -'^  lubub,  (pi.  of  (JLa))  Kernels.  Piths. 

A         labuMt,  (S^  labwat,  libwat,  or  labu- 
wat) A  lioness. 

A         liibukh.  Fulness  of  flesh. 

A  (J^jJ  lalud,  A  tike  or  sheep-louse.  Lubud, 

(v.  n.  of4^JJ)  Stopping,  remaining.  Adhering,  cleav- 

ing (to  the  earth)  ;  sticking.  Lighting  (a  bird  on 

the  ground),  (pi.  of  lijJ  libd  or  S^ijJ)  Felt-cloths. 

A  lubudly,  A  dealer  in  felt,  a  felt-maker. 

A  labus.  Coat  of  mail.  Clothing,  raiment. 

A         labun,  (or        labunat)  (pi.  ̂jLJ  liban, 

libn,lubn,and^^\Ji  labadn)  (Cattle)  with  milk 

in  the  udder,  milch,  ^j>\  ibnu    labun,  (Jem. 

ibnatu  'I  labun)K  young  camel  two  years 
old.  OUj  banatu  labun,  Young  dwarfish 

thorny  plants  called  \aijS'  ̂rfut. 
p  8_jjJ  labwa,  Rennet  for  curdling  milk. 

A  j_^5  laby,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^)  Consuming  much  meat, 
p       labi,  A  slice  of  bread  or  melon.  Labe, 

Yes,  sir ;  hey. 

p  i—^Vju)  labyab,  A  great  river. 

A  labib,  (pi.        alibbai)  Prudent,  intel- 
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ligent,wise,sagacious,acute.  Industrious, attentive, 
assiduous,  who  sticks  to  his  work.  Dressed  in  a  cloak. 

A  labibat,  A  kind  of  cloak.  A  sleeveless 
vest,  tunic,  or  shirt. 

A  <-^i-5  labis,  (as  (.^ajJ  u1*ju=-  khabis  lab'is) Wicked,  malignant. 

A  'iliJ>  labisat,  (v.n.of  <-^ajJ)  Delaying.  A  mul- titude out  of  different  tribes  and  nations. 

A  ̂ >  labij,  A  herd  of  camels  about  a  tent. 
A        lab'ihh,  Fleshy. 
A>^~^^  lablkhat,  A  bag  of  musk. 

p  1^x2  lah'id,  Boast,  brag.   A  historian.  A  poet. 
A  tijJ  lubid,  A  small  woollen  sack  (which,  filled 

with  food,  they  hang  round  the  neck  of  a  horse). 

Name  of  a  poet.  Lab'id  or  lubayd,  Name  of  a  bird. 
P  {^'^4  labidan.  To  boast,  to  brag. 

P  (J'i^aJ  labidi.  Poetry;  story-telling. 
A  iTjoJ  labirat,  Name  of  a  province  in  Spain. 

A  (^-aJ  labis,  Often  worn,  threadbare  (dress). 
Clothed,  clad.  Like,  resembling.  Name  of  a  fish. 

^LT^.'?^  labi^hf^sJLxJi  labisha,or  ̂ j^^*^  labishan) 

Barnacles  for  holding  a  horse's  nose  when  shoeing, 
a  farrier's  twitch. 

A  JjxJ  labik.  Intelligent,  clever,  skilled.  Glib- 
tongued.    Fitting  well  (garment). 

A  &iuJ  labikat,  (A  woman)  well  versed  in  the 
lore  of  looks :  coquettish. 

A  (-dlja)ZaJ6a?/A,  What  dost  thou  want  with  me? 
What  wouldst  thou  have?  Here  I  am  :  I  wait 

your  commands. 

A  'i^^Oi^  labikat,  A  multitude.  A  mixture  of 
sheep.  A  dish  of  meat,  flour,  sliced  sour  curd  or 

oxygal,  dates,  and  butter.    (See  &ijio  bakilat). 
A  ̂J^A)  labin,  (A  horse)  fed  with  milk.  (JjaS  ̂ \ 

abu  lubayn,  Membrum  virile. 

p  IxoJ  labina,  A  certain  musical  mode. 

A  JuaJ  labinat,  (Cattle)  having  plenty  of  milk 
in  the  udder.    The  breast  of  a  shirt. 

A,\j;AJ/MJa?/wa',Thedevil's  daughter;  a  woman's 

name.  ̂ iJ)  ̂\  abu  lubayna' ,  A  name  of  the  devil. 
p  (—/J  lap,  A  large  mouthful. 
p  lajMcha,  An  outer  garment.  Breaking. 

P         lipan.  Splendid,  shining,  glittering. 

Pjj^  lapchur.  Large-lipped. 
p  lap  lap.  The  noise  made  in  taking 

soup  or  lapping. 

A  lat,  A  hammer.  A  mace,  battle-axe.  A 

stick.  A  knock,  blow,  thump,  flagellation.  Apart, 

fragment.  A  piece,  as  a  piece  of  cloth  and  the  like. 

One  half  of  a  folding-door.  Linen.  The  belly. 
Name  of  a  river. 

A  CI.*)  latt,  (v.  n.  of  C1a5)  Breaking.  Bruising, 

pounding,  braying  small.  Moistening,  rendering 
fluid  a  ptisan,  and  mixing  it  up  with  fat.  Collect- 

ing, drawing  close,  tying  tight,  causing  to  adhere 

closely  together.  Making  firm.  Being  united  in 
friendship.  A  blow,  stroke,  bastinado.  Punishment. 12  N 

{^^•C^ y^lutut)  Won^-nedkeA  glassdrinking- vessel. 
A  U  lats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Beating  on  the  breast. 

Striking  (with  a  stone).  Going.  Being  deficient. 
Lying  with.  Fixing  the  eyes  upon  (any  thing). 

Bringing  forth.  Voiding  dung.    Breaking  wind. 

A  Ol:3  lutat,  Bark  of  trees  pounded  small.  Any 

thing  triturated,  broken,  pounded,  or  mixed. 

A        lutah,  Intelligent,  clever. 
p  L1a)1^  lat-a-lat.  In  pieces.  Fragile. 

p  ̂jjLiU /rt^-am6a«,  A  glutton.  A  term  of  abuse. 
A  (_<a3  latb,  (v.  n,  of  (_>j3)  Adhering,  sticking. 

Being  firm,  fixed.  Spearing.  Tying  tight.  Put- 

ting on  clothes.    Girding  a  housing  on  a  horse. 

A  ̂   lath,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  the  face  or  body 
of  any  one  with  gravel,  so  as  to  leave  marks.  Tear- 

ing out  (an  eye).  Casting  a  look.  Lying  with. 

Spoiling  of  every  thing.  Striking  with  the  hand. 

Clever, intelligent.  Latah,(\.n.of ^)  Being  hun- 
gry. Hunger.  Xa^^7^,  Ingenious, intelligent,skilfuL 

A         lathan.  Hungry,  starved.  Intelligent. 
aI^  lutuhat,  Ingenious,  intelligent. 

A        latha'.  Hungry,  starved  (woman). 

A^  lathh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Staining,  contamina- 
ting. Splitting,cleaving.  Cutting(with  a  scourge). 

Peeling,  skinning. 

A  latkkan,  Hungry,  famished. 

A^  latihhat,  Ingenious,  skilful  (man). 

A       latd,  (v.  n.  of  tij3)  Striking  (with  fist). 

V  ji  latar,  A  certain  weight,  half  a  man  of 
Tabriz.  A  vessel  for  holding  wine. 

p  latra,  A  part,  fragment.  A  man  rendered 

indolent  by  fat.  Rent,  torn  in  pieces.  Old.  Low, 

base,  vile.  Lutra,  By-words  used  by  two  persons 
and  not  understood  by  others.  One  who  tells  what- 

ever he  hears.  Expelled,  ejected,  driven  off. 

p        tji)  latra  latra.  In  pieces,  piecemeal. 

A  jij  latz,  (v.  n.  ofj<))  Striking  on  the  breast  or 
jaws  with  the  fist  in  fighting.  Pushing,  thrusting, 
beating  off. 

A  ̂ 'J  latgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  (with  the 
fist).  Biting  (as  a  serpent). 

p  [^'J^  latah.  Name  of  a  game. 
p  lIIJ        lat  lat.  In  pieces,  piecemeal. 
A        latlatat.  Perjury. 

A  j»j3  latm,  (v.n.of^)  Piercing  in  the  nostril 
with  a  spear.  Throwing,  darting.  Striking,  beat- 

ing. Latam,  A  wound. 
A        latin.  Sweet. 

PjlxlD  latambar,  (^UiX)  latamban,  or^joci  la- 
tambar)  Lazy ;  slothful.  A  glutton.  Ignorant. 

A  &ju3  latnat.  Any  thing  necessary  to  be  done. 

A  &ju)  lutunnat,  A  hedgehog. 
A  lutub,  (v.  n.  of  c-*i5)  Being  firm,  fixed. 

Sticking  close  to.  Piercing  with  a  spear.  Tying 

tight.  Putting  on  raiment. 
A  lutut,  (pi.  of  CIaJ  latt)  Long-necked 

drinking-decanters  made  of  glass. 



p  ii)  iatia,  Lincn-rags. 
p  *j3  aj3  laialuta,  Piecemeal.  Broken  in  bits. 

A  U-^  lutayya  or  lutai/ya  ,  (dim.  of  allatl) 
Tiie  little  she  who.  Misfortune. 

A  j,jJ3  latim,  A  proper  name. 

I.         lat'in,  Latin. 
Aj_^jkJ  lulls.  One  who  moves  not  from  his  place. 

A  lass,  (v.  n.  of  Being  importunate. 

Remaining  (in  a  i)lacc').  Hitting,  reaching,  getting 
to.  (Ilaining)  for  several  clays.  Dew. 

A  1a5  lass,  (v.  n.  of  ISJ)  Thrusting  his  muzzle  into 

a  pot  (a  clog)  and  lapping  the  contents. 

A  U)  lasa',  (v.  n.  of  ̂j))  Being  very  wet  (dress). 
A  iUJ  lasat,  The  uvula.  A  sort  of  tree. 

A  OU)  lisat,  (pi.  of      lisat^  Gums. 

A  |«IJJ  lisam,  A  veil  or  a  fillet  bound  over  the 
mouth  to  disguise  the  face  or  to  keep  out  the  dust. 

A  ijJ  lisai,  (pi.  Oli)  lisat  and  Zwa')  The 
gum.  A  kind  of  tree. 

AiJjJ/a.sc/,(v.n.of  i>jJ)  Filling  a  dish  with  grated 
bread  levelled  ready  for  the  reception  of  milk  or 

brotii.  Laying  (furniture  or  wares)  side  by  side. 

A  isi)  Usdat,  A  crowd,  stationary  multitude. 

A  laij  last,  (v.  n.  of  lai))  Throwing  lightly  or 

gently.  Abusing,  reviling  in  an  under  tone.  A 

throw.  A  slight  blow  (especially  slap  on  the  back). 
A  slow  and  gradual  voiding  of  excrement. 

A  'ij>J^  las^ii,  That  j)art  of  the  lip  which  adheres to  the  roots  of  the  teeth. 

A  ̂   lasf/h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Making  (any  one) 
stammer,  or  looking  on  (him)  as  a  stutterer.  La- 

sayh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Stammering,  stuttering,  being 

large-tongued,  pionouncing  ̂   (jhayn,  ya,  or  J 
lam,  instead  of j  ra;  or  ijLJ  tha  instead  of  (_>»j  sa. 

A  Aio^  lasfjhas,  (fem.  of  ̂ \  alsaf/h)  A  woman 
who  has  the  defect  above-mentioned. 

A 'iJoi  lusghat, The  defect  in  the  pronunciation  of 
the  letters  mentioned  above.  Lasay/uit,  The  mouth. 

A  ̂jj^  /asc(/^,  (v.n.  of  ijjJ)  Being  moist.  Being 
calm,  with  much  dew  (a  day).  Moisture.  Lasih, 

(A  bird)  wet  with  dew  or  water. 

A  ui^^^J  Zas7a.'.',(and  eo^^  laslusat)  Slow,tardy ; 
one  who  recedes  from  what  he  was  expected  to  do. 

A  XiJiJ  laslasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Wavering, 

licing  inconstant  in  any  business.  Giving  a  little 

rest.  Working,  making  (a  camel)  toil.  Detaining, 

hindering.  Tumbling  (in  the  sand).  Being  obscure 

in  speech.  Importunity.  Sojourn.  Weakness. 

Several  days'  rain. 

A  ̂   lasm,  (v.  n.  ofpiJ)  Kissing.  Veiling  the 
mouth.  Breaking  stones  with  the  foot  (a  camel). 

Givinga  blow  (on  the  nose)  with  the  fist.  Bruising, 

wounding  (as  stones  do  a  camel's  foot).  Lusm,  (pi. 

of  jC'^  /  as'n)i)  Camels  breaking  stones  with  their  feet. A  &^  lismaf,  A  manner  of  veiling  the  mouth. 

A         lisii'iy,  Pertaining  to  the  gum,  gingival. 
A       lasy,  (v,  n.of  ̂ jJ)  Drinking  (water)  spa- 
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ringly.  Licking  (a  pot)  violently.  Dirtying,  soil- 

ing (a  garment).  Lasa',  (v.  n.  of  ̂j))  Being  moist 
and  dewy.  Distilling  gum  or  juice  (a  tree).  Thin 
gum  or  exudation  which  distils  from  a  tree.  Mois- 

ture, dew.  The  tread  of  a  boot  in  water  or  blood. 

Adhesive,  viscous  (grease  of  milk).  Dirt.  Last, 

Moist  (garment).  (A  tree)  which  distils  gum  or 
juice.  Lisu\  (pi.  of  &i)  lisat)  The  gums. 

A  ̂i)  I'lsiy,  Greedily  fond  of  the  gum  lasa. 

A  AJi  lasyat,  (A  woman)  who  sweats  in  front 
or  all  over  her  body. 

A  dui)  lasy  at,  (A  woman)  who  sweats  about  the 
privities,  or  over  the  whole  body.  Lasiyat,  A  tree, 

or  gum  which  distils  from  a  tree. 

A         lusayvdyat,  A  costly  kind  of  habit. 

P  ̂   l(jj,  A  kick.  Dispute,  quarrel.  A  cross rent.    A  wound  from  a  blow  with  the  foot. 

A  P  lajja,  (fut.      yalajju)  He  was  litigious. 

/^"^lujj,  A  great  crowd.  The  rugged  part  of  a mountain.  Plenty,  especially  a  great  body  of  wa- 

ter. A  sword.  Side  of  a  channel  or  valley.  ̂   ̂4i\ 
adhamu  Intensely  dusky-coloured  (camel). 

A  \i-  lajaf,  (v.  n.  of  li-)  Taking  refuge.  An 

asylum,  place  of  refuge.  A  frog. 

A  L-^li- Z/yai,  (pi.  of  laj,  lij,  or  lujbat)  Ewes 
whose  milk  fails  four  months  after  yeaning. 

A  i^^^  lajabat,  (v.  n.  of  t— Beginning  to 

fail  four  months  after  delivery  (a  sheep's  milk). 
lajasat,  A  female  frog. 

p         Idjaj,  Quicksilver. 

A  of  ̂)Quarrclling,  wrangling. 
Contest,  litigation,  quarrel,  squabble.  ^"^^ 

lajdj,  (^or  ^a/a' Za;o;)  Importunely.  Lijdj, Hard  riding. 

A  ̂■■^  ̂ojjdj,  A  brawler;  litigious  fellow. 

A  i">-^^  lujujat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Disputing,  quar- 
relling. Contention,  litigation.  Importunity.  Adu- 
lation.  Palpitation  of  the  heart  from  hunger. 

A  lil^  lijdz,  (v.  n.  of  li^)  Doing  any  thing  suc- 
cessively and  by  degrees.  Disputing,  contending, 

wrangling.  Glue,  isinglass. 

lijqf,  The  threshold  of  a  door.  A  stone 

projecting!;  from  a  mountain  (over  a  cavci's  mouth). 
A  (from  p         Ugdm)  (pi.  ̂   lu- 

jum  and  uljhnat)  A  bridle,  reins.  A  mark 
resembling  a  bridle  made  upon  cattle  by  burning. 
A  menstruous  cloth.  Name  of  a  famous  horse.  iaiJ 

Sjo^  lafaza  lljdmahu,  He  desisted  from  what  he 
was  doing  (from  fatigue).  Liijdm,  Any  thing  from 
which  one  takes  a  bad  omen.  Inclination,  attcciion. 

A  ̂̂ l^  lajan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^)  Being  stubborn  and 
lazy.  Being  slow,  sluggish  (a  camel).  Lijdn, 
Stubbornness,  refractoriness  (in  a  camel). 

A  "-r^)  ̂i^l'^i'iy  ̂   noise, 
shouting.  Roaring  agitation  (of  the  sea);  voices 
of  men.  Lajih,  (or  L-J^^hzu  lojab)  Noisy  (cloud). 

(A  host)  numerous,  tumultuous,  and  uproarious. 

I      A'iJ^luj,Uj,luj,  laja,  la ji, or Ujahat,  (pi.  i— 
lijub){A  ewe)  with  much,or  little  milk.  A  ewe  four 
months  after  yeaning,  and  whose  milk  has  dried  up. 

A  6^  lijat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Creeping  into  (a  hole). 

A  lajjut.  Noise,  \'T)ciferation,  clamour.  Luj- 
jat,  A  large  body,  multitude.  Plenty  (of  water), 

the  great  deep,  middle  of  the  sea;  an  abyss.  Sil- 

ver. A  looking-glass,  mirror. 

A  (pl-  ofii^  /'{iy«0  Large  bodies, mul- 
titudes. Bodies  of  water,  mighty  deeps.  Silvers. 

lujajat,  Quarrelsome,  contentious. 

A^^  lujh,  A  hole  in  the  bottom  of  a  well  or channel  of  a  river.  Lajah,  A  pimple  in  the  inner 

corner  of  the  eye.  A  flux  from  the  eye. 

A-^  lajz,  (v.  n.  of  ti^)  Eating,  pasturing  (as 
cattle).  Cropping  the  pasture  with  the  tip  of  the 
tongue.  Taking  or  receiving  little.  Asking  again 

and  again  after  having  received  a  present.  Rous- 

ing, stirring  up.  Licking  a  pot  (a  dog). 

A  lajiz,  Extensively  drawn  out,  or  ductile. 
Tenacious,  adhesive,  viscous,  clammy,  ropy. 

A  lajf,  A  blow,  stroke.  A  digging  at  the 

foot  of  the  hiding-place  of  a  deer.  Lajaf,  (pi.  (  jlii 

aljaf)  A  well  or  trench  in  a  stable.  A  cut  in  the 

side  of  a  well,  through  which  some  part  of  the  wa- 
ter runs  off.  Any  part  round  the  bottom  of  a  well 

eaten  away  by  the  water.  A  well  narrow  at  top 
and  wide  at  bottom.  A  dam,  mound,  weir.  The 
channel  of  a  torrent.  A  trench  cut  at  the  side  of 

a  deer's  covert. 
p  '^^lio  gives  instruction  in 

cames  of  hazard.  Name  of  the  author  of  the  "ame 

of  chess.  Irresolute,  perplexed,  hesitating.  Tongue- 

tied ;  a  stammerer.  Silver.  Quicksilver. 

A  ̂̂ /ajVo/,  A"y  thingembarrassing,or  in  which onecrrs  ;  obscure,  doubtful, shifting,  uncertain,  ̂ jii 

JislJ^  J       al  hak/i  ablaj,  wa^l  bdtil  lajlaj. 
\'i.Jr^lajli/Jii(,(v.n.ofJ^Q)  Repeating  words, 

being  tautological. 
lajlaja.  An  aromatic  electuary. 

p       /<y''«i  Black  mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  pond. 

A  jJU  laj'n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Sewing  (a  garment). 
Unripe  grapes.  Xfz/wi,  A  frog,  Air,  atmosphere. 

Lajam,  Any  thing  from  which  one  takes  a  bad 

omen.  That  part  of  a  horse's  cheek  which  is  co- 
vered by  the  headstall.  A  frog.  Lujam,  A  large 

and  venomous  kind  of  lizard.  A  frog.  Lujuni, 

(pi.  of  pVi-  lifini)  RtibiS)  bridles. A  liijmat.  An  extensive  and  flat  mountain. 

The  side  of  a  valley.  Lajamat,  That  part  of  a 

horse's  check  which  is  pressed  by  the  headstall. 
A  lajn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Licking.  Mixing 

leaves  of  trees  with  meal  or  barley  as  food  for  cat- 
tle. Lajan,  (v.  n.  of  Sticking,  hanging  by. 

Leaves  shaken  from  trees  for  fodder.  Lajin,  Filth. 

p  ̂^lajan  or  lnjin,  Black  nmd  or  clay  in  the 
bottom  of  a  pond.  Any  thing  mixed  up  with  clay. 



A  lajnat,  Many  men  consenting  to,  and 

approving  any  thing. 

A  ,^^^lajuj,(or'is>-^)^')  Litigious,  quarrelsome. 
A  ̂j^^ /a; MW,  Stubborn  and  lazy  (camel).  Lu- 

jun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^)  Being  stubborn  and  lazy.  Be- 
ing heavy  and  sluggish  (a  camel). 

A^s5/MorZ/2;i?/,Deep(sea),fathomless  (ocean). 
A  I— flJ^         Broad-headed  arrow.  Door-post. 

A  eJiJf-  lajifat,  (du.  ̂J:JSlX')  A  door-post. 
A  lajin,  Leaves  shaken  from  trees  for  feed- 

ing camels.  Foam  of  a  camel.  Lujayn,  Silver. 

p ̂ Zac/i,Face,cheek,complexion.  iwc7<, Naked. 
p  L^Llir  lachah,  A  square  mantle  which  women 

■wear  doubled  into  a  triangular  form. 

A  "^lahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  very  close  and  in- tjmate  (relationship).    A  near  relation. 

ibnu  ̂ mmi  lahhan,  (or  ̂   j^S-  i^>\  ibnu  ̂ am- 
min  lahhin)  A  very  near  relation. 

A  lihas,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂_^)  Opposing,  contend- 
insr  with.  The  bark  of  a  tree  or  of  a  stick. 

A  Siil^  lahadat,  A  piece  of  meat.  A  mistake 

in  reading  or  inflecting  a  noun  or  verb. 

A  lahhas,  A  greedy  licker. 

A  K**ilsi^  lahhasat,  A  lioness. 
A  lahasim,  (pi.  of        luhsum)  Narrow 

water-courses. 

A  (^l^  lahasi,  An  affair  of  great  importance. 
Misfortune,  calamity.    Mixture,  confusion. 

A  lahaz,  The  outer  corner  of  the  eye.  Li- 

Ituz,  (v.  n.  3  of  la3»*)  Observing  attentively, looking 

through  half-shut  eyes.  Look,  glance,view,  obser- 
vation. Sense,  respect.  A  mark  burnt  under  the 

eyes  of  sheep.  A  feather  plucked  from  the  wing. 

The  feathered  part  of  an  arrow. 

A  uJli-  lihdf,  (pi.  luhuf)  A  n  upper  gar- 
ment. A  blanket,  coverlet,  quilted  counterpane.  A 

wife.  v^,L=>-  (  s^liJiafi chashm,  Theupper  eyelid. 
A  laltah,  (v.  n.  of  ji*-)  Overtaking,  reach- 

in"' to,  touching.  A  collapse.  i?7to/f,  A  bow-case. 
Uliam,  Metallic  cement,  solder,    (pi.  of 

^X-  lahm)  Meats,  bits  of  meat. 
lahliam,  A  meat-seller,  vender  of  flesh. 

A^^ls^Za/(/<are,  Onewho  pronounces  very  badly. 
A          lahanaf,  Error  in  pronouncing  words. 

A  XJls^  lahhanot,  One  who  pronounces  badly. 
A«J>li»-Za/<an??/af,  An  inaccurate  mode  of  reading. 

A  (  .i-  lahb,  (v.  n.  of  ̂-J^)  Beating,  wearing 

(a  road).  Proceeding  straight;  passing  briskly 

on,  going  forward.  Throwing  on  the  ground.  Ly- 
ing with  (a  woman).  Drawing  the  bark  off  a  tree, 

or  the  flesh  from  a  bone.  Being  sleek  and  plump 

(a  horse's  back).  Cutting  (meat)  the  long  way. 
Striking  (with  a  sword).  Making  an  impression, 

marking  the  way.  Making  (a  road)  clear.  A  wide 

and  clear  road.  Lahdb,  (v.  n.  of  i^J^)  Being  ema- 

ciated with  age.  ia/u'i',  Beaten  (path),  broad  (road), 
p  ̂JCL^  luhhatan,  A  doll,  a  puppet. 
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laht,  (v.  n.  of  O^)  Striking  (with  a 
staff).  Taking  the  bark  off  a  branch.  Ll^^  CL^. 
hahtun  lahtun,  True,  sincere.  Excessive,  intense, 
clear,  and  stunning  (cold). 

A  ̂i-  lahaja,  (fut,        yaViaju)  He  struck. 

A  lahj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Sticking  in  the  scab- bard (a  sword).  Striking.  Hurting  (the  eye). 

Wounding  with  an  evil  eye.  Fleeing  for  refuge, 

iw/y,  Corner  of  a  house.  Corner  of  the  eye.  Luhj 

or  lalij,  (pi.  ̂lii  alhaj)  The  socket  of  the  eye.  A 
hollow,  a  cavity.    Lahij,  Narrow  (place). 

A  ̂lahah,  (v.n.of  ̂ )Havingtheeyelidsglued 
together  by  viscous  matter.  ia/t«7i,Narrow  (place). 

A  lahd,  (v.  n.  of  Burying  or  preparing 

a  place  in  the  side  of  a  tomb  for  depositing  the  dead. 

Burying  (the  dead).  Inclining  towards.  Deviating 
from ;  becoming  an  infidel.  Lahd  or  luhd,  (pi. 

alhad  and  tij-i^  luhud)  A  place  dug  in  the  side  of 

a  grave,  a  sepulchral  niche,  a  catacomb. 

Aj^  lahz,  (v.  n.  of  ji-)  Being  importunate. 
Striking  on  the  breast  with  the  fist.  Lahaz,  (v.  n. 

ofj3»-)  Being  avaricious.  Being  of  a  sour,  crabbed 

temper.  iaAz'z or Z/A^, Avaricious, narrow-minded. 
A  lahs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j-^)  Licking  (a  dish). 

Eating,  corroding  (as  a  moth  or  locust).  ̂ «« 

iSLiS  ij"^  asra^  min  lahsVl  halb  anfaliu, 
Quicker  than  a  dog  can  lick  his  nose. 

A         lah  or  luhsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j-^)  Licking. 

A         luhsum,  A  narrow  water-course. 

A  lahs,  (v.  n.  of  (^^)  Engaging  in,  stick- 

ing (to  business).  Hunting  after  or  publishing  news 

by  little  and  little.  Lahas,  A  shrinking  of  the  up- 

per eyelid. A  ̂l*a^  ZaAasaw, Velocity.  A  running,  leaping. 
laht,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Sprinkling,  pouring 

(water).  Thrusting,  poking,  driving. 

A  la^/a/<z,  (v.  n.of  lal^)  Looking  through  half- 
shut  eyes,  or  through  the  outer  corner  of  the  eye. 

A  ̂J^iS^lahazaji,  (v.  n.  of  lai-)Looking  through 
half-shut  eyes,  or  through  the  outer  corner  of  the  eye. 

^  A  &iai-  lahzat.  One  look,  glance.  A  moment. 

The  twinkling  ofan  eye^.  Nameof  a  part  of  Tihama 

abounding  in  lions,  m  Tva  law  lahzatan. 
But  for  a  moment,  if  only  for  an  instant,  though 

but  a  glance. 

A  lahze,  One  moment.  Straightways. 

A  ^(^f'f}  (v-     of  v_i^)  Covering  with  a 
cloak  or  coverlet.  Licking(with  the  tongue).  Lilif, 

Foot  of  a  mountain.  Cleft  of  the  buttocks.  Lulivf, 

(pi.  of  (  jVi>-  lihaf)  Upper  garments.  Bow-cases. 

A  'kJ^  lahfat,  (v.  n.  of  i  C^)  Losing  part  of 
one's  flock.  Lihfat,  A  mode  of  putting  on  a  cloak. 
A  lakh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j^^  Joining,  adhering. 

Reaching,  overtaking,  attaining  to.  Lahah,  Any 

thing  following  and  joining  another,  (pi.  ̂jli^  al- 
hcili)  Part  of  a  valley  or  bank  of  a  river  wliich  is 
sown  after  the  overflowing  waters  subside.  Dates 

or  figs  produced  under  others. 
AC^  lahh,  (v.  n.  of  Lili-)  Putting  one  thing 

into  another,  and  making  them  to  adhere  closely. 

Putting  medicine  into  another's  mouth.  Drenching 

Licking  (honey).  Lahik,  Qui  lente  sperma  fundit. 

luhahas,  (or         luhahat)  An  animal 

like  a  lizard,  livid,  shining,  swift,  and  short-tailed. 
lahlah.  Narrow  (place). 

A'i^"^  I  ahlahat, {\. n.of ̂ Q)R  emainingfixed, without  moving  from  the  spot.  Dry  bread,  crust. 

A  ̂   lahm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂i-)  Feeding  (one)  with 
meat.  Gnawing  or  picking  (a  bone).  Fixing,  esta- 

blishing, doing  firmly  and  well.  Soldering  (gold 

or  silver),  (pi.  alhum,  luhum,  ̂ ^liham, 
and  i^\.^luhman)  Flesh,  meat.  Pulp,  heart,  core. 

Lilim,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Abiding  in  a  place.  Laham, 

(v.  n.  of  pi»)  Longing  for  meat.  Coming  into  a 
place.  Hanging  by,  sticking  to.  Being  fleshy  about 
the  body.  Flesh.  Lahim,  Carnivorous.  A  lion. 
A  house  where  people  meet  for  slanderous  gossip. 

A  (jW^  luhman,  Slices  of  meat. 
A  lahmat,  A  piece  of  meat.  A  bruising 

match,  fisticuffs.  Lahmat  or  luhmat.  Woof  of  a 

web.  That  part  of  prey  which  is  given  to  a  hawk, 
his  reward.  Luhmat,  Propinquity,  relationship. 

The  fleshy  skin  of  the  head. 

A  lahn,  (v.n.  of  ̂ji*)  Speaking  or  reading 
in  a  tuneful  pronunciation  or  recitative,  chanting. 

Inclining  to  one.  Deviating,  pronouncmg  the 

vowels  erroneously.  Saying  any  thing  to  one  which 

he  understands,  but  is  unintelligible  to  every  other 

person.  Understanding,  perceiving  a  thing  said 

by  another,  (pi.  jjlii  alhan  and  (j^-ir  luhun)  A 
sound,  note,  tone.  Melody,  modulation.  An  error 

in  pronouncing  the  vowels,  cacophony.  The  signi- 

fication of  a  word.  (_^*"  SI  Za/<w,The  thirty  notes 
in  music  as  arranged  by  the  celebrated  musician 

Barbud.  (See  j_^).  a  ia/mw,  (v.  n.  of  (^^) 

Being  intelligent,  sagacious,  understanding  what 
is  said.    Reading  incorrectly,  pronouncing  badly. 

A  luhnat.  One  who  pronounces  badly."  La- 
hanat,  One  who  pronounces  very  incorrectly.  Lu- 
hanat.  One  who  charges  others  with  inaccuracy  in 

pronunciation. 
A  ̂   laliw,  (v.  n.  of  li-  for  _jl»-)  Stripping  the 

bai'k  off  a  branch.    Reviling,  reproaching. 

A  L^^luhub,(j.  n.  of  ̂-«5»-)  Being  open  (way). 

A  H=-^3»»  lahivajaf,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Confusing, 
puzzling,  mystifying. 

A  ̂_5^  luhuli,  A  kind  of  Arabian  cake. 
A  lahud,  Deep  down  (water  of  a  well).  Lu- 

hud,  (pi.  of  li.^  lahd)  Niches  dug  in  theside  of  tombs. 

A  (__^ji»»Za/i7i'a.?,  Desirous,  wishful,  greedy.  La- 
hus  (A  person  or  fly)  fond  of  any  thing  sweet. 

A  ̂J^'^  luhuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji»-)  Following,  reach- 
ing. Being  thin,  slender,  and  lank.  Arrival.  Con- 

junction, touch,  adhesion. 



A        luhum,  (pi.  of  ̂   lahm  or  'i»ir)  Meats. A         lultun,  An  error  or  inaccurate  mode  of 

pronouncing  tlie  vowels,  (pi.  o( i^^lahn)  Sounds, 
notes,  keys,  tunes,  modulations,  melodies. 

A  liharviy,  Belonging  to  beard  or  jaw. 

A  (v.  n.  of        Peeling  (a  tree).  Re- 
prehending, reproaching.  Confounding,  cursing. 

Speaking  evil  of,  traducing.  (pl.J^  a//aand^ 

luhv/)  The  chin.  Bark.  Laha',  (pi.  allii  and 

"^^^  luhii/)  The  part  where  the  beard  grows ;  jaw, 
chin.  Llha'  or  luha  ,  (pi.  of  aai-  lihijat)  Beards. 

A  il^^  I'ihiy  or  luliiy,  (pi.  oVi.^lihyat)  Beards. 
Luh'iy,  (pi.  of        /a/itt')  Chins.  Jaws. 

lihyan,  Drops  of  water.  A  furrow  made 

bv  a  torrent,  a  ditch,  gutter,  gully. 

lihyaixiy,  Large  or  long-bearded. 
A  L-aJ*.  lahlh,  Th  in  of  flesh  on  the  back. 

A  »J-  lUiyat,  (pi.        liha'  and  ZwAa  )  Beard, 

mustachio,  or  whisker.  lihyatu't  lays, 

Goats'-beard  (a  shi-ub).  jU^^  lihyatu'l  himar, 
(Ass's-beard)  The  plant  raaidens'-hair. 

A        lahlj,  Fraud,  guile,  deceit.  «u5  U 

ma  fiki  lahyas,  There  is  no  deceit  in  hira  (or  it). 

A  luliayjas,  Revocation,  repeal,  reversal. 

A  Aj)>'  luhnyzas,  A  treasure. 
A  (^J^  lahis,  Narrow,  strait.  Calamitous. 

A  ia^^^  lah'iz,  Alike,  resembling,  equal  to. 
A  v_j!J^  An  outer  garment.    Lahif  or 

luhayf,  Name  of  a  horse  belonging  to  Muhammad. 

A  laliim,  Fleshy.  One  who  has  meat  in 

the  house.  Killed,  slain.  Like,  resembling.  Suit- 
able, befitting. 

luhh,  A  bulrush. 

A  ̂/«/J</^/<,  (v.  n.of  ̂ )  Being  tearful  (an  eye). 
Being  obscure,  confused,  barbarous,  and  unintel- 

ligible. Pursuing  upon  the  mountains.  Inclining 

in  excavating.  Anointing  with  perfume.  Giving 

a  blow.    Inquiring  (news). 

p  li"  lahha,  A  shoe,  slipper,  sandal. 
A  lahhuf,  A  gallipot  for  holding  medicines. 

An  instrument,  or  the  skin  of  a  fish,  by  means  of 

which  a  sternutatory  is  injected  into  the  nostrils. 

Moist  (female  pudendum).  Lihhas,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_J»-) 
Cultivating  mutual  friendship.  Endeavouring  to 

conciliate,  soothing  by  presents.  Opposing,  con- 
tradicting, dissenting  from.  Instigating,  setting  by 

theears.  Lying,  colouring  with  falsehoods.  Soaked 

bread,  or  the  soaking  of  bread.  Pap  for  children. 

A  {jo^lihhas,  (pl.of  &*ai-/aMosa<)  Pimples 
in  the  inner  part  of  the  eye. 

A  (  sl5»»Z('A/<a/',(pl.of  &i^)Thinwhitish  stones. 
A  ̂.-j^  lahhaldh,  (pi.  of  ̂^^luhhhuk)  Cracks 

in  the  ground. 

Jaliliam,  Bones. 

a'&oI^  lah]iamat,(Y.  n.  of       Being  very  fleshy 
(the  face).    Being  thick  and  hard. 

A  (-_^'^  lahhh,  (v.  n.  of  t-^i-)  Marrying.  Smit- 
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ing  upon  the  cheek,  slapping,  boxing.  Lahhab,  A 
kind  of  tree. 

lakhJeltat,  A  dirty,  stinking  woman. 

lahht,  An  iron  mace.  An  iron  hook 

used  in  driving  or  managing  an  elephant.  A  stick, 

a  scourge.  Flagellation.  Somewhat,  some,  a  little. 

A  piece,  bit,  part,  portion.  A  shoe,  slipper,  sandal. 

Hose  worn  over  boots  to  keep  them  clean.  Lea- 

ther for  making  soles.  Strife,  contention.  Break- 

ing in  pieces.  A  butcher's  knife.  An  iron  helmet. 

A  horse's  mane.  A  gad-  fly.  ̂   Lli-  lakhtiji- 

yar,  A  piece  of  one's  liver  (applied  generally  to  a 
beloved  child).  \JL^ijJ^-**>sang-lahht,  Solid  rock. 

A  ClA-  lahht,  Great,  large,  corpulent.  A  wo- 
man abused  so  that  both  passages  have  become  one. 

sahhtun  lahhtun,  Excessive  (heat). 

V  j^bi-  lahhtRn,  (pi.  of  cJ")  Parts,  portions. 

pjjii  lahht-doz,  Mender  of  old  clothes. 
lahhta,  A  piece,  part,  portion. 

p  &j>Ai^  lahhtina,  A  place  raised  upon  wooden 

pillars  seven  or  eight  yards  high,  where  they  sleep 

on  account  of  the  dampness  of  the  ground. 

p  lahhfiha,  Parts,  portions.  Trifles. 

p^"  lahhaj,  A  white  humour  congealed  about the  eyes. 

lahhijat,  Blear,  dirty  (eye). 

A  lahhjam,  An  open  road.  A  large-bel- 
lied camel.    Frigidioris  vulvaj  mulier. 

p^»-/rt/Jtc/tor/a/i/tat7t,Yitriol,copperas.Potash. 
lahhcha,  Flame,  live  coals. 

Aj^  lahhz,  A  sharp  knife. 
p  ̂^l-i^  lahhshan,  Slipping,  sliding.  Clear. 

Plain,  level. 

p  (ji-i.^  lahhshish,  A  slip,  slide. 
p  CiLiJ»>  /aA/i67(a/;,  A  kind  of  frumenty.  Acer- 

tain  sweetmeat.  A  stone  on  which  a  man  sits  and 

slides  to  the  bottom  of  a  mountain.  Level  ground 

frozen  over,  on  which  boys  slide. 

p  sJ:X'  lahhsha,  A  live  coal.  A  spark  of  fire. 

A  kind  offrumenty.  Fallen  down  in  a  slippery  place. 

p  ̂̂ OoLii»-  lahhshidan,  To  slide. 
A  (^i-  lahhs,  (v.  n.  of  Ooi*)  Examining  the 

eye  of  a  camel  to  see  if  she  be  fat  or  not.  Lahhas, 

(v.  n.  of  jjia-^)  Having  a  hard  fleshiness  of  the 

upper  eyelid.  Becoming  swollen  round  about  (the 

eye).  A  hard  fleshiness  of  the  upper  eyelid.  La- 

hhis,  Very  fleshy  (udder),  with  difficulty  milked. 

A  >La3»-  hihhmf,  (An  eye)  swollen  round  about. 

A  ̂   lahhaj  Languor,  relaxed  habit  of  body. 
A  u-fli-  lahhf,  (v.  n.  of  i-ii-)  Branding  with  a 

broad  mark.  Thin  foam  or  froth.  Thin  fresh  but- 
ter. A  hard  blow. 

A  Xii*  luhhfat,  (\-)\.i^^lihhaf)  A  thin  whitish 
stone.    A  brand  on  cattle.  Posteriors,  backside. 

A  Jyii"  luhhhuk,  (pi.  Jt^^^  lahhahih)  A  gap 
or  crack  in  the  earth,  like  the  hole  of  a  field-mouse. 

p        lahhlahh,  Weak,  feeble,  languid,  lean. 

A  Ijj^J^  lahhiahhdnty,  One  who  speaks  badly. 
A  il)^J£^  hthhlahhumyat,  Rudeness  of  speech. 

A  sJi^lahhlahhat,  A  kind  of  aromatic  unguent. 
P  lahhlahha,  A  cephalic  medicine.  Lahh- 

lahha,  (or  \^J^^  (-^V*"  lakhlahhayi  ̂ rnbarl) 
A  ball  composed  of  aloe-wood,  musk,  and  camphor. 
The  hours  of  the  night. 

A  ̂   lahhm,  A  cutting,  amputation.  A  box, 
a  blow.   Luhhm,  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  luhhmat,  Languor,  heaviness.  Lahha- 
mat,  A  back-sinew.  A  difficult  pass  over  rough 
ground.  Lahhaviat  or  luhhamat,  Heavy,  dull. 

A /oMh, White  matter  which  collects  within 

the  foreskin  of  an  uncircumcised  lad,  or  in  the  sheath 

of  an  ass.  Lukhn,  (pi.  of  alhhan  and  lahh- 

nas)  Stinking,  uncircumcised.  La/than,  (v.  n.  of 

1^^)  Being  stinking,  rank,  rancid,  or  rotten.  Rank 
smell  of  female  pudendum  :  of  arm-pit  or  groin. 

lakhnof,  Rank,  uncircumcised  (girl). 

A  likhnat,  The  fleshy  part  below  the  shoul- 
der-blades. 

A  lahhiv,  (v.  n.  of  for ̂ )  Injecting  me- 
dicine or  snuflT  into  the  nostrils  of  any  one. 

A  A^  lahhnas,  A  pratingwoman,  gossip.  (An 

eagle)  which  has  the  upper  beak  longer  than  the 

under  one.  (A  she-camel)  having  one  knee  larger 
than  the  other.  Wide  (woman). 

A^ji-  /a/(/<i//i7j,yicious,b]eniished  (root,  stock). 

A  lahliy,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Giving  one's  pro- 
perty. Making  one  sneeze,  putting  medicine  into 

his  nose  or  mouth.  Much  nonsensical  talk.  La- 

Itha,  An  instrument,  or  the  skin  of  a  fish,  by  means 

of  which  a  sternutatory  is  introduced  into  the  nos- 
trils. Flabby  and  moist  (pudendum).  Lahhi,  (A 

camel)  having  one  knee  larger  than  another. 

A  iv.Q..."^  lahhifat,  The  noise  of  running  wafer, 
the  sound  of  wind  or  of  an  eagle  flying,  or  of  one 

being  strangled. 
A  S!)  ladu,  lad,  or  lud,  To,  with,  nigh,  at. 

A  ladd,(\.  n.  of  t>J)  Contending  with  animo- 
sity. Disputing  at  law ;  gaining  a  suit  at  law  or 

victory  in  the  field ;  being  a  formidable  or  severe 

enemy.  Confining,  imprisoning.  Pouring  medi- 
cine into  the  corner  of  the  mouth  of  a  sick  man  : 

giving  a  drench.  Taking  in  medicine  at  one  cor- 
ner of  the  mouth.  A  sack,  bag.  Ludd,  Lydda  in 

Palestine,  (pi.  of  jJ\a/fl(W)  Bold  (antagonists). 

A  W  ladd,  To,  with,  nigh,  at. 

A  liddf,  (pi.  of "» a3  lidat)  Contemporaries. 
A         liddd.  Bold,  unfair  antagonists. 

A  '^S^  luddatjh,  A  sharp  thorn,  a  sting. 
A  iL£-^3>3  ludddghat,  A  curse,  cutting  speech.  A 

troublesome,  disagreeable  fellow. 

A  lidam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ oJ)  Patching  a  garment 
or  shoe.  A  patch  (on  a  boot  or  garment). 

A         lida7i,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^)  Limber  (spears). 
A  aJ^i>J  ladaitat,  Limberness  (of  a  spear). 



A  iiiiJ  lidat,  (v.  n.  of  liJj)  Bringing  forth  (as  a 

woman).  A  birth-day.  (pi.  ZztZwreand 

lidat)  Coeval, contemporary,  born  at  thesametime. 

A  ladh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jJ)  Striking  or  slapping 
with  the  hand  on  the  back. 

A  ii(>3  ladad,  Litigation. 

p  SjjiiJ  ladruh,  Name  of  a  fort  in  India. 
A  (^d^i  lads,  A  throw.  A  blow  with  the  hand. 

Gentle  lowing  or  bleating.  A  licking,  lapping. 

A'^ladgh,(j.  n.  of  Stinging  (a  scorpion). 
Biting  (a  serpent).  Using  a  cutting  expression. 

A  ̂L^iiJ  ludaghat,  Detractors,  slanderers. 

A         ladghat,  A  sting  or  venomous  bite. 

A  ladgha\  Detractors,  slanderers.  (pL  of 

^.lii  ladigh)  Bitten  bya  serpent. 
AL^di  ladh  or  Zac?a^,  A  sticking  close,  adhering. 

A  j»i>J  ladm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ «^5)  Beating.  Giving 
a  box  or  a  blow.  Striking  with  any  thing  hard. 

Striking  the  bosom  or  face  (as  a  woman  in  grief). 

Making  dough  flat  by  striking  it.  Mending,  patch- 
ing (a  garment).  The  sound  of  a  stone  falling  to 

the  ground.  Weak  in  mind,  dull.  Ladam,  The  ho- 
nouring or  acknowledging  as  a  relation;  whence 

this  formula  in  confirming  any  alliance, 

al  ladamal  ladama,  Your  honour  will  be  our  ho- 

nour, (pi.  of  ̂ (i^  Iddim)  Strikers.  Menders. 

A  'ifCi^  ladmat,  A  part,  portion. 
A  ̂^^ladn,  (pi. ̂ ^liJ  ludnsLud. lidan)  Flexi- 
ble, limber  (spear).  Z/arfun,  Soft, ill-dressed  (meat). 

Ladun,  ladan,  ludun,ludn,ladin,orladni,To,  with. 

Nigh,  near.  At. 

A        Zm  or  ladunnat,  A  thing  needful  to  be  done. 

p         ladum,  Inspired,  infused  (knowledge). 

A  43jJ>J  ladud,  An  adversary,  opponent,  (pi. 

aliddat)  A  medicine  poured  through  a  tube  in- 
to the  corner  of  themouthof  asickperson:  a  drench. 

A  pain  in  the  mouth  or  throat.  Ludud,  (v.  n.  of  l!>3) 

Pouring  medicine  into  the  corner  of  the  mouth  of 

a  sick  person.  Giving  adrench.  Taking  in  medicine 
at  one  corner  of  the  mouth. 

A  ̂j^jiiJ  Udun,  (pi.  of  iiiiJ)  Born  at  the  same  time. 

A  iOjii.J  ludunat,(y.  n.  of  (ji^5)  Being  supple, 
flexible,  and  limber. 

A         ZacZajiiy,  Pertaining  to  the  particle  (^^. 

A  i^Si  ZafZa',To,with,  nigh,  near,  after,  at.  Whi- 
ther? ladayha,  Near  or  with  thee. 

A  0>i.;ii  ladid,{^\.  aliddat)  Medicine  poured 
into  the  corner  of  the  mouth.    A  drench. 

A  ladidani,  The  two  sides  of  the  neck  be- 
low the  ear.  Banks  of  a  river.  Sides  of  a  valley. 

A  SiiJ^t^  ladidat,  A  gay,  flourishing  garden. 

A         ladis,  (p].(^\>^\  aWai()Fat,firm  in  flesh. 

A         ladigh,  (pi.  ladgha')  Bitten  by  a 
serpent.  Stung  by  a  scorpion. 

A  jCiiJ  lad'im,  A  worn  or  tattered  garment;  also one  mended.  ^ 

A  di  lazz,  Sweet,  agreeable  (water).    iSJJ^  al 
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lazz,  Sleep.  Luzz,  (pi.  of  '^i^^diiHaziz)  Sweet,  plea- sant, delectable.  Wines. Ul  w 

A  lazzat,  (pi.  of  s3J  lazzat)  Delights. 

»Ji«-=»  OiiiJ  lazzati  hissiya,  Pleasures  of  sense. 

A  i^iS3  lazaz,  (or  lazazat)  (v.  n.  of  liJ)  Tak- 

ing delight  in,  finding  (a  thing)  agreeable.  Being 

sweet  and  delicious.  ^lilfc  hadimu'l  lazaz, 
The  destroyer  of  pleasure,  i.e.  death.  Lizaz,  (pi. 

of  iJiSJ  laziz)  Sweet,  delicious,  delightful.  Wines. 

A        lazza^  A  liar,  promise-breaker. 

—  A   'ij^  lazzat,  (pi.  0\i^5  lazzat)  Pleasure,  de- 
light, enjoyment,  content,  sweetness,  deliciousness; 

taste,flavour,  relish,  savour.         al  lazzat.  Wine. 

A  ̂liJ  lazj,  A  sipping.  A  being  importunate. 

A  ̂   laz^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 33)  Burning,  scorching, 
singeing.  Paining  the  heart  (love).  Making  a 

mark  by  burning.  Reproaching  with  words. 

A  ftff'jJ  laz^t.  One  mark  made  by  the  cautery, 
a  dot  with  the  end  of  the  branding-iron  ;one  reproach . 

A  i^iJ  Zaz/aa;,  Quick,expeditious  at  work . 
al  lazldz,  The  wolf. 

A  StiJiSJ  lazlazat,  A  being  quick  at  work. 

A  <i.il3iJ  lizdlika.  Because,  on  account  of. 

A  pjJ  lazm,  (v.  n.  of  piJ)  Affording  pleasure, 
causing  surprise.  Dwelling,  being  fixed  (to  aspot). 
Breaking  stones  with  his  feet  (a  camel).  Kissing. 

A        luzamat,  One  who  keeps  always  at  home. 

A  (-^-'jiiJ  luzub,  A  remaining,  a  stopping. 

A  JjiSJ  laza',  (v.  n.  of  j^3J)  Being  assiduous, 
adhering  to,  cleaving  unto.  Lazl,  Who. 

A  laziz,  (pi.  ̂   luzz  a.nd  lizaz)  Sweet, 

full  of  juice,  delicious,  savoury,  tasteful,  pleasant, 

delightful.  al  laziz.  Wine. 

p j5  lar,  A  water-course.  Arm-pit.  Poor,  thin, 
meagre.  Lur,  Name  of  a  people  of  large  stature 

dwelling  in  the  open  fields.  The  men  of  Kohistan. 

Ability,  wish,  will, object.  Alamb.  Nameofacity. 

p  li^  lar-d,  A  race-course,  public  place. 

pjj^  larz,  Tremor,  fear,  terror. 
p  larzan.  Trembling,  tremulous. 

p         larzana,  (or  ̂ ^^j^)  Terrifying. 

p (J d^'^j  J  la rzdn'idan,To  make  tr emble,fr i ghten . 
^Ly^jJ  Idi'zish,  Shivering,  quaking,  trembling. 

p  (^^Jj5  larz-maht.  The  torpedo. 
p  larza,  A  shaking,  shivering,  trembling, 

quaking.  Tremor.  The  paroxysm  or  cold  fit  of 

an  ague.  An  earthquake,  f^i^  ijj>  larza  girif- 

tan.  To  shiver.  'i>^j  1>jj>  larza-zada  shuda, 
Struck  with  a  tremor,  seized  with  a  shivering  fit. 

p  L?iP  larzi.  Ague,  cold  fit  of  an  ague. 
p  i^<y>.jji  larzidan,  To  tremble,  shiver,  quake. 

p  f^J>  lars,  A  blow,  cuff",  kick.  Lurs,  Pity, 
commiseration.  Playing  (on  an  instrument)  with 

a  plectrum  or  bow. 

p  jjljLi»p  luristdn,  A  country  in  Persia. 
p  uiJp  lurk,  Sour  milk  thickened  by  boiling, 

Lurak,  A  bow  for  cleaning  and  separating  cotton. 
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PjJjJ  larlar,  A  name  of  Omnipotence. 
Aj>  lazz,  (v.  n.  ofj5)  Fastening,  joining,  glue- 
ing together.  Adhering.  Tying,  binding.  Piercing 

with  a  spear.    The  ring  of  a  door.   ̂   kazzun 

lazzun,  Dry,  shrivelled  (man).    A  miser, 
lizzu  sharrin.  Addicted  to  evil. 

A  >p  lazs,  (v.  n.  of  Ip)  Giving.  Filling.  Feed- 

ing (camels)  well.    Bringing  forth. 
A         lizab,  (pi.  of  L_->p  lazih)  Few,  small. 

Aj\j>  lizaz,  The  bar  of  a  door.  One  inveterate 
in  his  hatred  against  his  enemy. 

A  Jj\p  lizdk,  Glue.  Coition,  lj-^  a^^  liza- 
ku'z  zahab.  Gum-ammoniac.  A  certain  medicine 

made  from  the  ui  ine  of  children ;  also  of  one  leek- 

coloured,  brought  from  Armenia,  j^*^  ̂J^p  lizd- 

ku^l  hajar,  (or  ̂ ^^^  ̂jlP  lizdhu''r  ruhhdm)  A  me- dicine extracted  from  a  certain  stone. 

A  lazdm,  (or  lazdmat)  (v.  n.  of  j»p) 

Being  necessary,  ensuing  of  necessity.  Remaining 

constantly  firm.  Being  assiduous,  inseparable,  ad- 

hering steadily.  p\p  'ixut  suhhat  lazdm,  An  eter- nal reproach,  ia/rami.  Contumelious  (expression). 

Lizdm,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂Ji)  Being  conjoined,  individual, 
adhering.  Death.  Number,  reckoning.  Assiduous, 

attentive.  An  equitable  judge.  A  judge  who  makes 

a  just  decision  between  what  is  right  and  wrong. 

A  JJ^  lazdsiz.  Breast-bones. 
A  u->j5  lazb,  (v.  n.  of  <— -J^)  Adhering,  having 

his  several  parts  united.  Becoming  hard  (clay), 

(pi.  of  iop  lazbat)  Straits,  difliculties.  Ziizb,  A  nar- 
row path.    Lazib,  (pi.  v--'^  lizdb)  Few,  small. 

A  Obj3  lazbdt,  (pi.  of  ioj5)  Straits,  difficulties. 
A  iop  lazbat,  Difficulty,  penury,  want,  scarcity. 

A  ̂   lazaj,  (v.n.of^)  Being  drawn  out  (any 
thing  viscous).  Being  joined,  glued  together ;  ad- 

hering. Being  greedy.  Lazij,  Tenacious,  adhe- 
sive, viscous,  ropy,  stringy,  ductile. 

A        laz  or  lazijat,  A  man  who  keeps  at  home. 

Ajji  lazaz,  (v.  n.  ofjJ)  Fastening,  joining,  glue- 
ing together.  Tying,  binding.  The  bar  of  a  bar. 

A  jJjJ  laziha,  (fut.  ̂ '^o^yalzahu)  (It)  adhered. A  lizk.  Contiguous,  adjoining,  close  to  the 

side.  ̂ J,^  Uzhi,  My  companion  (as  being  close  to 
my  side).  Lazah,  Whatever  grows  up  on  a  rainy 
morning  and  adheres  to  the  lower  parts  of  stones. 

A  (.dJp  lazk.  Coalescence  (of  the  lips  of  a  wound). 

A  lazm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jt)  Being  necessary,  neces- 
sarily following.  Being  assiduous,  adheringsteadily, 

or  inseparably.  Keeping,  observing  strictly.  Stick- 

ing close  to.  lazimahu.  It  stuck  to  him.  La- 
zam,  A  distinction  (between  what  is  right  and 

wrong).  Lazim,  A  judge  who  makes  a  decision 

between  right  and  wrong-. 

A  ̂j^Jiluzmdn, {or 'i^e^luzmat) (v. n.of^^)'Be'mg necessaryj  following  as  a  thing  of  course.  Remain- 
ing steady.  Being  assiduous,  inseparable,  adhering. 
A       luzamat,  Always  fixed  on  one  object. 



A  jjjJ  lazn,  Narrowness  of  circumstances,  bad 
fortune,  an  indigent  situation,  (pi.  of  la:nut  and 

liznat)  Straits,  difficulties,  distresses.  Lazn  or  la- 

zan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^jJ)  Pressing  upon  one  another  (peo- 
ple in  a  narrow  spot,  or  round  a  watering-place). 

Lazn  or  lazin,  (A  well  or  drinking-place)  beset  by 
a  tbrong  of  people. 

A  &3jJ  laznat  or  Uznat,  (pi.  lazn)  Indigence, 

scarcity,  a  life  of  distress.  'iL!ilaj/laiun  laznatun 
orliznatun,  A  night  of  intense  cold  or  great  scarcity. 

A  luzub,  (v.  n.  of  (-->p)  Adhering  tena- 

ciously. Being  firm,  settled.  Stinging  (as  a  scor- 
pion). Dearth,  scarcity. 

A  luzujat,  Adhesiveness,  viscosity. 

Ajj^  (JysP  ̂ juzun)  lazuzun,  An  old  woman. 

A  ijjj)  lazuli,  A  plaster,  sarcocoUa  (a  Persian 

medicine  for  wounds).  Luzuh  (v.  n.  of  |jj5)  Ad- 
hering, stickintr. 

p  pjj)  luzum,  A  weak  bow  for  practising  with. 

A  luzum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jJ)  Necessarily  follow- 
ing, behoving.  Being  inseparable  adheringsteadily , 

keeping  close.Necessity,compulsion,obligation.Ne- 

cessary  connection.  Expediency,  behoof.  Imposi- 

tion of  a  task  upon  one's  self.  Debt.  pj'^ 
hudumi  bahjat-luzum,  (His)  fortunate  or  auspi- 

cious arrival. 

A  &^  lazijat,  One  who  keeps  much  at  home. 
p  e-jSp  lazicha,  A  clew  of  thread. 

p j)/^  lazir.  Clever,  expert,  wary. 

Aj),^  laz'iz,  (pi.  lazatiz)  The  breast-bone, 
where  the  flesh  is  thickest,  j^j!^  lazizusharrin, 
Addicted  to  evil. 

A         lazih,  An  inseparable  companion. 

A  -^Ifl^^  /M2a?//;aj,Whatevergrowsupin  a  rainy 
morning  and  adheres  to  the  lower  parts  of  stones. 

A  Ij^.^  luzzaylta',  Any  thing  agreeable  (in 
speech),  (which  adheres  or  is  remembered). 

p  ̂ ji  lajam.  Black  mud  at  a  pond's  bottom. 
p  ̂ ^^Ji  lajan.  Mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  pond. 
A  lass,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JI^)  Cropping  herbage. 

Eating.  Licking. 

A  ^?isa.f.  Early  grass  which  cattle  canjust 

crop  with  their  lips.  A  kind  of  forage. 

A  ̂_j>>\J!)  Inssas,  A  kind  of  forage. 

AgV-D  lassa^  Stinging;  a  stinger. 

^    A  j»LJZjsa7«,(v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Tasting  (any  thing). 
V«LJ       Ic  ma  lasamu  lisa7nan,lJe  tasted  nothing. 

A  ̂jLJ  lisan,  (])1.  alsun,  'ij^\ahinat,  and 
lusn)  The  tongue.  Language,  dialect,  idiom, 

diction,  speech,  brogue,  jargon.  Tongue  of  a  ba- 
lance, or  of  a  buckle.  Flame  of  fire.  A  mission  ; 

anepistle.  Style  of  abook.  An  interpreter.  A  ready 

spokesman  (for  the  people).  The  hilly  ground  of 
Kiifa.  lisRn  alldfi.  The  word  of  God. 

(J^^^  lisdnu'l  ibl,  A  kind  of  medicinal  plant. 

j^}^  lisdmi'l  bahr,  Sebestens.  jjiJ\  ̂ ^LJ  li- 
sdnu's  faKr,  Ox-tongue.  A  sole.  ^^l*J 
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sanu'l  hamal,  Plantain.  ̂ ^^^  tij^  lisanussa- 

bu^,  Name  of  a  plant.  lisdnu^s  sidh, 
A  high  encomium.  Suitable  praise.  ̂ La*J\^^LJ 

lisdnu  'I  ̂ sufir,  Seed  of  the  ash.  {j-^jO}^  U- 
sanw'Z/aras,  Horse-tongue  (an  herb). 

lisdnu  'I  /t«/zuwi,Tongue  or  bay  of  theEgyptianSea. 

The  Red  Sea.  e-*K]\^U  lisdnu'l  kalb, The  herb 

dogs'-tongue.  J^J^^  (^LJ  lisdnu'l  mizmdr.  Head 

of  the  windpipe,  larynx.  jU\  (jUJ  lisdnu''n  ndr, Tongue  of  fire,  i.e.  lambent  flame  without  smoke. 

JU-  ba  lisdni  hdl,  In  language  (expressive) 

of  (one's)  state  or  condition  (as  a  haggard  counte- 
nance, or  tattered  garments,  in  contradistinction  to 

language  uttered  by  the  lips,  and  which  is  called 

lisdni  hdl).  jj^iLJ  ji  zu  lisdnayn,  Two- 
tongued,  bilingual.  Deceitful. 

a13LJ  lisdnan,  A'erbally,  orally. 

A^^^UU  lassdn.  Eloquent.    Lussdn,  An  herb. 
p  \sJl>  \  ̂^LJ  ZMa«-as7tna,Aphilologist,lingui3t. 
p  lisdn-dshndn.  Philology. 

A  lassdniyat.  Eloquence. 

A  i_  lasb,  (v.  n.  of  t_>-J)  Stinging  (as  a 

scorpion).  Striking  (with  a  scourge).  Licking 

(honey).     Adhering,  persisting  in. 
A  &J>*J  lasbat,  Bite  of  serpent,  sting  of  scorpion. 

aj«-i]\  'i^s>.  i_-J^Hp  'i\J^  almar-fot  ̂ krabhulnatul 
lasbat,  Woman  is  a  scorpion  with  a  sweet  sting. 

p  O.J  last.  Firm,  strong.  Good,  handsome. 
A  iJLf.^  lastu,  (Jrom  the  negat.  verb  ̂ ju.^  laysa) 

I  am  not.  C*-J  \  a  lastu  bi  rabhihim.  Am  I 

not  your  Lord  ?  (spoken  by  the  Almighty  when 
He  entered  into  covenant  with  Adam  and  his  seed, 

Kur'an,  ch.  vii.  See  Maracci  or  Sale  in  loc.  Al- 
lusion to  this  transaction  is  not  unfrequent  among 

the  mystic  poets  of  Persia,  in  such  expressions  as 

(-1a*J|Jjj  1-ozi  a  last,  iJLa*J^        ̂ hdi  a  last.  Sec.) 
A  ̂X-J  lasd  or  lasad,  (v.  n.  of  JuJ)  Sucking  (as 

a  kid).  Licking  (a  plate). 

A        5  lusus.  Expert  managers  of  camels. 

A  ̂ -J  las^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *-5)  Stinging  (as  a  ser- 
pent or  scorpion).     Reproaching.  Travelling. 

A  las^t,  A  scorpion's  sting.  Lusa^t, One 
who  has  a  reproachful  tongue. 

A  ,j-J  Close,  contiguous,  near,  adjoining. 

j_^*J  jto  huTva  lisJn,  He  is  my  companion  (close  to 

riiy  side).  Lasah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^-J)  Having  the  lights 
adiiering  to  the  side  from  excessive  thirst  (a  camel). 

A  (_^^)-J  lislds,  A  camel's  bunch  cut. 
A  iiLJuJ  lislisat,  A  camel's  bunch  cut. 

A  j»-J  (v.n.of  p-J)  Being  dumb,  silent 
from  stammering  in  speech  and  from  ignorance. 

Keeping  (the  road).  Tasting. 

A  lasn,  (v.  n. of  ̂j;-J)  Taking  hold  of  ano- 

ther's tongue.  Sucking  (a  damsel's)  tongue.  Mak- 
ing (a  shoe)  tapering  to  a  point.  Overcoming  in 

argument.  Stinging  (as  a  scorpion).  Lisn,  Idiom, 

tongue,  language.  Lusn,  (pi.  of        lasin  and  of 

alsan)  Eloquent,  (pi.  of  ̂ jLJ  lisdn)  Tongues. 

Lasan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being  eloquent.  Eloquence. 
Lasin,  Eloquent.  Sharp-pointed  like  a  tongue. 

A  >ILJ  lasndt.  Talkative,  tongued  (woman). 

A        lasiv.  The  act  of  eating  voraciously. 

A  1—-'^— 3  lasub,  (or  <— -'^.lU  las.^b)  Whatever  is 
or  may  be  licked  ;  hence,  any  thing,  somewhat. 

A  ̂^-J  lasu^  A  woman  who  hates  her  husband. Lusu^,  Fissures,  gaps. 

A  ̂jy^  lusuh,(v.n.  of^J-J)Adhering,stickin<:. 
A  ̂J--3  lasi^  Stung  (by  a  serpent  or  scorpion). 
A  ii*juJ  lasi^t,  A  kind  of  herb. 

A  J^JuJ  las'ih,  An  inseparable  companion. 
p  ̂jl)  lush.  Mud  at  the  bottom  of  a  pond. 

A  (jjJ  lashsh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Driving,  compel- 
ling.    Sumach.     A  kind  of  pease. 

p  ̂JviJ  lashtan.  To  sport,  play,  amuse,  Zt*7i- 

tan.  To  lick. 
p  (iiliJ  lashh,  A  bit  or  piece.  Lashh  or  lishh. 

Dew,  hoar  frost. 

p  ̂   laslihar.  An  armv.  lasli- 
har hashidan.  To  muster  or  lead  an  army. 

jU^j^o  lashhari  mur-shumdr.  An  army  numerous 
as  ants.  {Ji-i^pesh  lashhar.  Advanced  guard, 

van,  forlorn  hojte.  ̂ J:^  ̂j^jias  lashhar,  The  rear. 

p  ij^^j^j^  lashkar-piJUh,  A  spy,  a  scout. 
r  i^"^ lashhar-hhalds,A  trull,  strumpet. 

p  jdi^  lashhar-shihan,  (or  uJ'j^m^ jiCiJ 
lashhai-shihiif)  A  conqueror  of  armies. 

P(ji5^^y^ij  lashltar-hash,A commander,general. 

P  ,_5--^ j^Ji)  lashhar-hashi.  Generalship. 
lashhar-gdh,  A  camp,  parade,  or  any 

place  where  an  army  is  quartered  or  manoeuvres. 
lashhar-nishtn,A  military  station. 

p  (j-J.y lashhar-navis,  Paymaster-general. 
p  ̂̂ jSCiJ  laslihari,  A  soldier.  Any  thing  belong- 
ing to  an  army :  military.    An  officer. 

p  LiLiJ  lashk-sifat.  Like  hoar  frost. 
p  CiiLi)  CiJjJ  lashh  lashh.  In  pieces. 
p  ei^iJ  lashha,  A  bit,  a  piece.  Dew. 

p  a5wJ         lashha  lashha.  In  pieces. 

A  ̂_^^L^J  lashldsh,  Disturbed  in  the  bowels. Timid  (man). 

A  iLiiiJ  lashlashat,  Commotion  in  the  bowels. 

Disquietude.  A  going  to  and  fro  in  fear  and  alarm. 

A  i^jLl  lashn,  lashan,  or  lashin.  Soft,  nice,  deli- 
cate. Plain, smooth,  even.  2/^7.^7^fl;^,  A  prop, support. 

A  lashw,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ iJ)  Becoming 

wretched  after  having  been  in  a  high  station. 

A  '^^J^  lasliiy.  Abounding  in  new  milk. 
A  i^j^  lass,  (v.  n.  of  (_>3)  Shutting  a  door.  Do- 
ing any  thing  slily.  Liss,  lass,  or  luss,  (pi.  {^y^ 

lusus  and  (_>alo3^  alsds)  A  robber. 
A  lassdf,  (fem.  of         alass)  (A  sheep) 

whose  one  horn  projects  forwards,  the  other  back- 
wards. Close-thighed(woman).  Narrow(forehead). 

A  L-.>loJ  lisdb.  Narrow  passes  between  hills. 



A  olio)  lassat,  (pl.of  iL^aJ)  Female  thieves. 

A  (^LaJ  lasas,  The  act  of  robbing :  robbery. 

A  ̂_>aJUaJ  lasasis,  (pi.  of'L^)  Female  thieves. 
A  lisb,  (pi.  u-jl-aJ  lisab  and  i_->_y>AJ  lusuh) 

A  fissure  in  a  mountain,  or  narrow  pass  or  valley 

between  hills  (greater  than  l  z*-^  ski^  and  less 

than  lihb).  Lasab,  (v.  n.  of  t->-^)  Sticking 

fast  (a  sword  in  the  scabbard).  Adhering  (skin  to 

theflesh  from  leanness).  Beingtight  upon  thefinger 

(a  ring).  Lasib,  A  kind  of  barley.  Avaricious. 

A  iLia3  lassat,  (fem.  of       lass)  (pi.  O^*^  las- 
sat  and  lasaAs)  A  female  robber. 

A  ^asi,  fe^,  or  /ws^,  (pi.  O^-^)  A  robber. 

A  tjia^  lasas,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Robbing.  Robbery. 

Closeness  of  shoulder-blades,  teeth,  or  thighs. 

A  I  g.^  lasf,  (v.  n.  of  (__fl-a5)  Shining,  lighten- 

ing. Joining  together  (stones  in  pavements),  lay- 

ing (stones  upon  each  other  in  a  building).  Whip- 
ping an  arrow-head  about  with  a  bruised  sinew. 

Agreeing,  being  suitable.  Lasaf,  The  caper-tree. 
A  substance  resembling  a  cucumber  springing  from 

the  root  of  the  capers.  A  sort  of  date.  Hares'-ears 
(an  hei'b).   Dryness  and  adhesiveness  of  skin. 

A  ijw^  Usk,  The  side.  lishi,  (or  j_Jlob 

hi  lislii)  A  companion  (as  close  to  one's  side).  La- 
sak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^^)  Having  the  lights  adhering  to 
the  side  from  excessive  thirst  (a  camel). 

A  AjioLa)  ZasZasa^,  A  setting  in  motion.  Motion. 

Ayoilasw,  (v.  n.  of  Uai  for _jja5)  Joining  one's  self 
to  another  to  avoid  suspicion.  Accusing,  convicting. 

A  '^yoi  lusuh,  (pi.  of  lisb)  Narrow  paths 
between  mountains. 

A  Ll^yo)  lusut,  (pi.  of  (Jl*-a3  last)  Robbers. 
A  lusuz,  Robbers. 

A  i^yo.)  lusus,  (v.  n.  of  (^5)  Robbing,  (pi.  of 
;_>a)  liss  and  luss)  Robbers. 

A  'i^yo^  lususat,  The  being  a  robber :  robbery. 

A  «X^_jxa)  lusus'iyat,  (v.  n.  of  (^5)  Robbing. 
Robbery,  the  profession  of  a  robber. 

A  '^j^  hisugh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 5)  Cleaving  to  the bones  from  leanness  (the  skin). 

A  j^*a3  lusith,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J-^)  Adhering,  being 
joined  to.     Conjunction,  adhesion. 

A  i_ijua)  lasif,  Lightning.  Effulgence. 

A  ̂ A-*a3  lasih,  An  inseparable  companion. 

A  i^Ja)  lazz,  A  man  who  drives  away,  or  who 

commands  to  drive  away. 

A  (^!iLa5  lazlaz,  Intelligent  (guide). 

A  SLoLaJ  lazlazat,  A  looking  to  right  or  left. 

A       Za2m,  A  being  inconvenient,  troublesome. 

A  j-aJ  lazw,  (v.  n.  of  Ua5  for  yoi)  Being  clever, 
intelligent  (as  a  guide  through  sandy  deserts). 

A  lazi/,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^-laJ)  Being  added, 
joined,  attached. 

A        '^j^  ̂^^ai^  khaziy  haziy  iazz^, Impotent. 
A  la)  latt,  (v.  n.  of  iaJ)  Being  assiduous,  adhe- 

ring steadily  to,  sticking  close.  Joining,  fastening 
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to.  Clapping  the  tail  between  the  legs  (as  a  camel 

when  going  to  run).  Denying  (a  debt).  Loosing, 

letting  drop  (a  veil).  Covering,  veiling.  Closing, 

bolting  (a  door).  Concealing,  suppressing  (news), 

(pi.  lallaJ  litat).  Any  thing  hung  round  the  neck 

(especially  a  necklace  of  dyed  colocynth-berries). 
A  lU  latt,  (v.  n.of  UaJ)  Adhering  to,  or  being 

near  the  ground.  Striking  (with  a  stick).  Beat- 

ing, thumping  (the  back). 
A  sUa)  latat,  A  place,  ground.  Robbers  near 

athand.  The  forehead,  ortbe  middle  of  it.  A  weight, 

load,  *jUai)\  Jyb  daAratu'l  latat,  A  star  on  the forehead  of  a  horse. 

A  Xi-llaJ  lutahhaty'WhQ.i^yeT  falls  from  the  hands 
or  mouth  in  eating. 

A  laUaJ  latat,  A  year  of  scarcity,  when  gifts  and 

presents  are  forgotten  to  be  made.  Litat,  A  salient 

point  from  the  side  or  summit  of  a  mountain,  (pi.  of 

la5  Za<<)^Necklaces  made  of  dyed  colocynth-berries. 

A  ̂Ua5  latta^  A  licker  of  his  fingers  in  eating. 

A5  jUaJ  latafat,  (v.  n.  of  i  '<i\-i\)  Being  small, 
slender,yet  handsome.  Slimness,slenderness.  Grace, 

elegance,  beauty.  Pleasantness,  facetiousness,  wit. 

A  j,UaJ  litam,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂Ja))  BuflTeting  each 

other.  Giving  a  blow,  box,  slap,  or  cuff". 
A  lataiif,  (pi.  of  &i-la5  latifat,  Jests, 

jokes,         \  CjllaJ  latufifu'l  hiyal,  Arts  of  finesse. 

A  jJUaJ  latasim,  (pi.  of  &*ia))  Perfume-boxes. A  latah,  (v.  n.  of »— *iaJ)  Adhering  (as  skin 
to  the  flesh  from  leanness). 

A  &la]  lattat,  Vermicelli. 

A  tl^laJ  lats,  (v.  n.  of  (-l*laJ)  Striking  (with  the 

palm  of  the  hand,  a  broad  stick,  or  a  stone).  As- 
sembling, collecting.  Being  severe,  distressing  (af- 

fair). Being  overloaded  (a  camel).  Mischief. 

A  ̂ia)  lath,  (v.  n.  of  3a3)  Striking  (gently  on 

ness  of  lips.  A  wearing  away  of  the  teeth  to  the 
roots.    A  lack  of  flesh  about  the  female  privities; 

A  lat^s,  Toothless  (old  woman).  (A  wo- 
man) small,  lean,  or  skinny  about  the  privities. 

A  1  flla!  latf,  (v.  n.  of  i  fila))  Being  small,  slen- 

der, yet  elegant.  Luif,  (v.  n.  of  i_Jila3),  Approach- 

ing, drawing  near.  Being  propitious,  favourable 

(God).  Being  small,  slender  (but  elegant).  The 
grace  or  protection  of  God.  Gentleness,  humanity, 

graciousness,  goodness,  favour,  courtesy,  kindness, 

benignity,  bounty,  generosity,benevolence.  pi  ftW 

harda'n,  To  do  a  favour,  confer  an  obli- 

the  back)  with  the  palm  of  the  hand.  Throwing 

(a  man)  on  the  ground.  (Any  thing)  becoming 
dry,  or  worn  down  (no  vestige  remaining). 

A  ̂   lathh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Stai  ning,  defilinsc, 
contaminating.  Defaming,  accusing.  Striking  with 

the  hand.  A  small  part  (of  a  cloud).  Latikh,  Un- 

cleanly in  diet.  Badly  fed. 

lutahhat,  (pi.  lutahhat)  A  fool. 

A  ̂JJ^  lats  and  latas,  (v.  n.  of  (j*»la5)  Strik- 

ing, dashing  (as  stoneagainststone).'  Strikingwith 
any  thing  broad.  Pelting  (with  stones).  Bruising. 
Kicking.  Boxing. 

A  lala5  latat,  (v.  n.  of  la3)  Denying  (a  debt). 

Dropping  out  (teeth)  being  worn  to  the  stumps. 

A  ̂ aJ  lat^  (v.  n.  of  ̂la5)  Licking.  Kicking 
(the  backside).  Giving  one  a  blow  (upon  the  eye). 

Striking  with  a  stick.  Hitting  (the  mark).  Esta- 

blishing, confirming.  Erasing  (a  name).  Having 

no  water  (a  well),  euifo^  ̂ la)  lata^  isha^hu,  He 

died.  (pi.  ̂\iaJ\  a/ia^)  The  jaw.  Xaia^,Whiteness 

in  the  interior  part  of  an  Ethiopian's  lips.  Thin- 

gation.    A        J  lutfan  wa  haraman,  Gra- 

ciously, generously.  Lataf,  A  benefit,  favour,  kind- ness. A  small  quantity  (of  food). 

A  ̂jlala)  latf  an,  Kind,  gentle,  courteous. 
A  ailai  latafat,  A  present,  an  offering. 

A  ̂^^L^lutft,  Adopted,  brought  up  in  thefamily. 
A  lallaJ  litlit.  Toothless,  decrepit  (she-camel  or 

old  woman).  One  who  has  large  thick  teeth. 

AjJaJ  latm,  (v.  n.  of  pla3)  Slapping  (the  face) 
buffeting.  Joining,  glueingtogether.  A  blow,  box, 

slap  on  the  face.  ̂ Jx^  JiyJ!i\Cj\h  ̂   law  zatu's 
sirvdr  latamaini,Ra.d  one  wearing  a  bracelet  slapped 

me  ....  (indignantly  said  by  a  lady  who  had  re- 
ceived a  slap  from  a  menial). 

A  d-JaJ  latmat,  A  blow. 

A  '^^^^  latarmy,  Aromatic. 
A  ̂laJ  latm,  A  fleeing  to  a  rock  or  cave. 
A  jlai  lutus,  A  cleaving  (to  the  earth). 

A^^la)  latukh.  Filth,  defilement,  stain. 

Aj^JaJ  laty  ,{y  .\i.oi ̂ ^^)  Cleaving  to  the  ground. 

Supposing  (any  thing  to  be  in  another's  possession). 
Being  oppressive,  distressing. 

-A         littikh,  A  fool ;  foolish. 

^  A  I  otl^^  lattf.  Elegant,  graceful.  Beautiful, 

agreeable,  lovely,  genteel,  gallant,  pleasant.  Gen- 
tle, benign,  benevolent,  affable,  kind,  courteous. 

Thin,  delicate,  slender  with  elegance.  (A  speech) 

having  an  occult  or  mysterious  meaning,  a  quaint 

saying.  Acute, quick -sighted,  penetrating,  know- 
ing occult  subjects.  u-ft^iaJJ^  al  latif,  God. 
A  eJiAa]  latifat,  (fem.  of  i  QjkVi)  lafif)  Elegant, 

fine.  Delicate,  delicious,  (pi.  i  ajlla)  latasif)  A 

jest,  joke,  pleasantry,  jeud'esprit.  p  ji  a^ia) 
lattf  a  bar  taraf,  Jesting  apart.  ̂ ii^&i-la5  latifa 
kardan,  To  laugh  at,  jest. 

A         i_aAla!  latlf-tab^  Of  gentle  disposition. 

A  '^jZjo  L_ijkla)  latlf-mashrah.  Facetious, 
p        ikfljdaJ  latifa-guy ,  Facetious,  witty. 

A  ̂►AlaJ  laiim,  (pi.  ̂la)  lutum)  Cut  with  blows. 

j»jAaiJ\  al  latim,  A  camel's  colt.  (The  Arabian  shep- herd has  a  peculiar  ceremony  in  weaning  the  young 

camel.  When  the  proper  time  arrives,  he  turns  the 
colt  towards  the  rising  star  Canopus,  and  saying, 

"  Seest  thou  Canopus  ?  from  this  moment  you  taste 

not,  by  Allah,  one  other  drop  of  milk  ;"  gives  it  a 



slap  on  the  cheek,  drives  it  from  the  mother,  and 

sends  it  to  feed  on  herbage  with  the  restof  theherd). 

A  horse  distinj^uislied  by  a  white  mark  on  the 
check.  An  orplian  (deprived  of  both  parents,  or  of 

the  father  ;  a  motherless  child  being  called  '^j^ 
lojiy).  The  ninth  horse  in  a  race  (when  ten  is  the 
number  started).  Musk,  or  any  odour  with  which 

they  perfume  tlie  temples.  A  stallion-camel.  pjJa) 

l«^kla3/£[<mZ£/<m,Used  in  calling  sheep  to  be  milked. 
A  ieU  lutimat,  A  perfume-box.  Musk.  A 

market  where  perfumes  are  sold.  A  troop  of  camels 

carrying  perfumes  and^fine  cloths. 
A  la)  lazz,  (v.  n.  of  la))  Importuning,  urging, 

harassing.  Being  assiduous,  persevering.  Repel- 

ling, driving  away.  A  bad-tempered,  grasping  fel- 
low. Vk)  lazzun  kazzun,  An  ill-tempered  man. 

A  Ua)  lazas,  A  small  thins,  a  trifle. 

Ala^)Ja)ZazZaz,Warm(day).Ill-tempered(man). 
A  &]a3la)  lazlazat,  (v.  n.  of  laila)  Q)  Coiling, 

writhing,  or  twisting  (as  a  serpent).  Tossing  and 

turning  the  head  with  indignation. 

A  ftla)  lazh,  A  slap  with  the  palm  of  the  hand. 

A       laza',{v.x\.  of  ̂^Ja))  Blazing,sending  forth 
a  flame  (fire).  Hell,  or^hell-fire.  Fire,  flame. 

A  la-la)  laz'iz,{v.  n.  of  la))  Being  assiduous,  per- 
severing. ^Urging,  importuning. 

A  (.iU  U)  la^n  laha,  May  you  rise  from  yourfall 
(a  formula  of  benediction  when  any  one  stumbles)! 

A  ̂   ̂"^^>  {y-     '^^  ̂ }  Shining  (as  the  vapour 
xarah).     Greedy.    Hot,  lascivious. 

A  -^U)  li^t,  (pi.  of     la^)  Bad-tempered  and 
low-bred.  Gluttons. 

A  L-^W  li^h,  (v.  n.  3  of  t— oJ)  Playing,  joking, 

toying.  Lu^b,  Spittle.  Slaver  running  from  the 
mouth  (of  an  infant).  Snot,  mucus,  sliminess,  vis- 

cosity. (j*^/i.)\  L-^l*)  lu^hu'sh  shams,  (Saliva  of 
the  sun)  Floating  substances  in  the  air  during  warm 

weather, resembling  spider's  webs,gossamer.  l-jU) 

0_^jiaP  lu^ihi  ̂ nhabut,  A  spider's  web.  Draw- 
ing, painting,  p  jl^  lu^bi  gav,  (or  L-.'l*) 

jjjy )  lu^bi  gawazn)  Brightness  of  the  sun  or  of 

lightning.  Morning-light.  Snow.  Dew.  t-->U) 

J-iJ  lu^hi  la^,  The  sun.  ̂ ^\*n  ̂_).«)  l--^U)  lu^ihi 

la^-sun,  Red  wine.  ̂ J-KX«  lu^bi  mayas, 
Honey.  Wine,                            n  naJilfJionej. 

A  (—-jIjI)  la^^b,  A  player.  An  instructor  in  any 
game  or  exercise. 

p  ii)l3  L^\ji  lu^bnali,  A  slaverer,  slabberer. 

A  Ililx)  lu^ibiy,  Slimy,  snotty,  ropy,  stringy. 

A  jl*)  la^t,  A  bitch. 

A  ̂l*)  lii^i^  Herbage  when  just  sprouting. 

A  's^\)ilu^^t,  Endive.  Younggrass,  excellent 
pasture  quickly  eaten  up.  Fruitfulness  of  a  year 

(in  grass).  The  world.  A  draught  of  wine. 

A  ftS'li)  la^i^t,  One  who  makes  an  inefiectual 
eflbrt  to  sing. 

A  ̂ U)  lu^ah,  The  lickings  of  the  lips  or  teeth. 
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A  "ila/«U)  la^mizat,  (orlaxo\«)  la^rriiz)  (pi.  of 
l&^vJ  lu^uz)  Greedy,  gluttonous  people. 

A  ̂j\i<iili^n,(^\.  n..3  of^^)  Execrating, cursing 
(one  another).  Pronouncing  judgment,  sentencing 

(as  a  judge).  A  malediction,  curse.  Exclusion 

from  society,  (pi.  of  &i*)  la^at)  Curses. 

A  &JoW  la^niyat,  A  malediction,  curse.  Ex- 
clusion from  society. 

A  la^,  Play,  sport.  La^,  li^,  and  la^b, 

(v.  n.  of  i_*3»))  Playing.  Li^  and  la^b,  Addicted 

to  play.  La^b,  (v.  n.  of  i_-o<))  Slavering,  drivel- 
ling (as  an  infant).  La^b,  Play,  sport,  game.  Lu- 

^b,  (pi.  of  iujt)  ̂ ?/^ia<)  Games,  sports. 
A  ̂Lju*J  la^ms,  Name  of  a  place,  whence  are 

brought  the  dogs  called  i^ilf*)  la^aniyat. 

A  ̂^Ux)  la^an,  Given  to  play,  playful. 
A  io*)  la^at,  One  game.  Any  sort  of  game. 

{Jj^j^  CL>>Xiii  la^ati  6a/'iflri,Hcrmodactyls.  pL1*ax) 

'^jj  jc^c^f  i  zarmhh,  The  world-illuminating  sun. A  a-O  ),Vi/<i  uIaa*)  la^ati  mutallaha,  (or  &i)j</«  lT^^ilh) 

la^ati  'mu^Uaka)The  mandrake.  Li^at,  A  mode 
of  play.  Lu^a  ̂,  Play  of  any  ki  nd(as  chess  or  cards) : 
a  game.  Any  thing  with  which  one  plays  (as  dice). 

A  ludicrous  man,  of  whom  they  make  game.  A  pup- 

pet, doll,  or  plaything.  Lumbal,  Addicted  to  play. 

A  j^ljJ^  lii^aian,  (Pers.  pi.  of  A  &a*)  lu^at) 

Dolls,  puppets,  p  8  J^.O  ̂ ^^J^  lu^atani  dida,'£\ie 
pupils  of  the  eyes. 

pjLjo*)  lu^at-baz,A  player,comedian,buffbon, 
punch,  Punchinello.  A  player  of  puppets.  A  fas- 

cinator, conjurer,  ̂ ^loiij  jLIf*)  lu^at-bazi  shat- 
ranj,  A  player  at  chess. 

p  (_5jljC;A*)  lii^at-bazi,  Play,  amusement ;  co- 
medy, theatrical  representation  :  ombres  chinoises. 

A  (^«)  lu^iy,  Ludicrous,  belonging  to  play. 
A  &*)  la^^t,  Beautiful,  chaste  (woman). 

A  CI.**)  la^s,  A  being  slow  and  heavy. 

A  &<U)  la^am,at,{y.  n.  ofj»i*)  Q)  Delaying, he- 
sitating. Considering  attentively,  descrying,  per- 

ceiving. Not  daring,  being  deficient,  coming  short. 

A  /a^',  (v.  n.  of  Entering,  occurring, 
forcing  a  way  into  the  mind.  Giving  pain  (a  blow), 

making  the  skin  smart.  Inflaming,  paining  (love). 

A  ̂)A*)  la^lan,  The  gum-herb  lada. 
A  &/cA*)  la^amat,  (v.  n.  of  j« jjJ  Q)  Delaying. 

Considering  attentively.  Not  daring,  coming  short. 

A  ̂^  '^  la^amiy,  Greedy,  covetous. 
Aj*)/a^2:,  (v.  n.ofj*))  Lying  with.  Licking  (her) 

colt  (a  camel).  Striking  on  the  breast  with  the  fist. 

A  (j*j«)  1(1^,  (v.  n.  of  (j-jJ)  Biting.  Lu^,  (pi. 

of  (J-*))  al^s  andof  *-L- jJ  la^as)  Blackish-lipped. 

La^is,  (v.  n.  of  (j«**))  Being  ruddy,  with  a  mixture 
of  black.  Blackness  of  the  lips,  natural  or  artificial 

(sometimes  esteemed  a  beauty  in  Arabia). 

A  -pL-*)  la^ds,  (Jem.  of  tj^^  al^as)  A  girl  of  a 
dark  complexion,  with  a  mixture  of  red  ;  also  one 
blackish-lipped.    Blackish  (lip). 

A  c>a_*J  la^s,  Difficulty,  hardness,  severity. 
Gluttony,  guzzling,  swilling. 

A  (..AO*)  la^,  A  taking  (with  the  tongue). 
A  la*)  la^,  (v.  n.  of  la«))  Burning,  cauterizing, 

branding  in  the  neck.  Wounding  (with  an  arrow 
or  a  malignant  eye).  Feeding,  grazing  (camels). 

Making  haste.  Asking  for,  and  taking  care  of,  the 

whole  of  one's  due.  (pi.  l9'j«)\  al^t)  A  line  on  the 
face,  such  as  the  Ethiopians  disfigure  themselves 

with.  Lu^,  The  side  of  a  wall  or  mountain  parallel 
to  which  they  travel. 

A  -^Ua*)  la^ds,  (A  sheep)  marked  with  a  black line  in  the  neck. 

A  &la»)  lu^at,  A  malignant  eye;  fascination. 
Blackness  mixed  with  red  on  a  falcon's  head.  Black- 

ness across  a  sheep's  neck.  Black  or  yellow  lines, 
with  which  a  woman  paints  her  cheeks.  A  black 

mole  or  ornamental  patch  on  the  face.  Archery. 

A  &^x)  la^amat,  A  devouring  (of  flesh). 

A  jj*)  la^ha,  (fat.  ̂ jA>  yal^hu)  He  licked. 
A  Jjx)  /fl^Zt,  (v.  n.  of  ,3*^)  Scraping  a  dish  with 

the  fingers ;  licking  a  plate  or  the  fingers.  Dying. 

la^ha  fulanun  isba^hu,  So-and- so  licked  his  finger  (a  phrase  denoting,  He  died). 

i3*^  i3^-J  la^Jiun,  Greedy,  gluttonous. 
A  iia*)  la^cat,  One  lick  or  one  scrape.  A  little, 

lick  (of  spring-grass).  Lariat  or  lu^hat,  (v.  n.  of 

Jj*))  Scraping  with  the  finger,  licking.  Lu^tat, 

Any  thing  licked.    A  ladleful. 

Alaiu)//^/a'<,Foul-mouthed,scurrilous(woman). 

p  Jj»)  la^,  A  gem,  a  ruby  of  the  most  brilliant 
lustre.  A  species  of  red  rose.  The  vermilion  lips  of 

a  lovely  woman.  Red  wine ;  called  also  j»«  JjJ 

la^i  muzab  or  mazab,  ((^^jj  (J>*)  la^i  ravdn,  or 

euiwj  (JjJ  la^i  sufta)  Liquid  ruby.  Blood.  ̂ JjO 

\  la^i  ab-ddr,  (or  ̂ ^^y-  JjJ  la^i  hhwush- 
db)  A  most  brilliant  ruby.  The  lip  of  a  mistress. 

j^iiU  JjJ  la^  az  sang  dddan,  (or 
zddan)  To  acquire  any  thing  with  great  difiiculty. 

^i^^ ^jj^  ̂   ijj<)  bd  iabarzadjiift  har- 
dan,  To  speak  agreeably,  i^^.  ,_)j«)  la^i  p'lydzi, 
A  kind  of  ruby  red  and  white.  iJ-«)  id^i 

payhdni,  A  ruby  of  the  size  of  an  arrow-head  worn 

in  the  ear.  Jo  jiiZt  ̂x)  la^i  shahar-bdr,  Lip  of  a 

mistress.  tiUi  ,Jji)  la^ifalah,  The  -world-illumi- 
nating sun.  iJUS  (JjJ  la^i  habd^i,  Drunkenness. 

^ji^=^  Jj*)  hi^i  kah-rubd,  Lip  of  a  mistress.  JjJ 
iCfl**>  X>  la^i  ?id  sufta,  (An  unbored  ruby)  Origi- 

nal airs  or  compositions.  An  agreeable  discourse 
on  a  new  topic. 

A  (Jx)  la^lla  or  /a^a/,  ̂ Perhaps,  haply,  would 

that,  i^x)  la^lll,  (and  ̂J\fi  la^llani)  Perhaps  I. 
(.dJdx)  la^Uaha,  Perhaps  thou. 

A         /«^/a^.  Pusillanimous,  timid.  A  coward. 

p  j\Jh  (JjJ  la^-tardz,  He  who  creates  rubies 
and  imparts  to  them  their  lustre. 

A        lafla^  A  wolf.  The  semblance  of  water 



appearing  over  a  plain.  Name  of  an  Arabian  tree 

and  of  a  mountain.    (See  U)  la^). 

A  &*1*5  la^a^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Lt)  Q)  Shining  (the 
vaponr L^\j**i sarab).  Being  restless(from hunger 
or  any  other  cause).  Moving,  shaking.  Breaking 

(bones).  Grief,  affliction.  Anguish  through  hunger. 

p  Li*  ̂J,^J  la^-haha,  The  thread  of  a  crimson robe.    Blood.    The  liver.    Red  wine. 

p  (JjJ  la^-gun,  (or  iJJ.Cj,  ,J,*J  la^-rangin) 
Ruby-coloured,  ruddy,  rosy.  A  species  of  red  rose. 

p  ̂_^\/«  (JjJ  /a^/-»iaAi,  A  kind  of  red-boned  fish. 
p  aJjJ  la^a,  A  tulip. 

p  la^n.  Ruby,  ruby-coloured.  Set  with 
rubies.    Name  of  a  red  and  white  flower. 

A  ̂ )  la^m,  Saliva. 
^k>[^  U^mz,  A  taking  of  a  bone  in  the  mouth. 

A  stripping  of  the  flesh  from  a  bone  with  the  teeth, 
A  vain  boaster. 

A  lav«5  la^iaz,  Greedy.   A  gluttonous  man. 

A  'i^ix^  la^azat,  Gluttony.  The  taking  of  a 
bone  in  the  mouth.  A  stripping  of  the  flesh  from 
the  bone  with  the  teeth. 

A  )b lu^uz,  A  humble  companion,  parasite, 

feast-hunter.  Lu^uz,  (or  lu^uzat)  (pi. 
aia*U5  la^mizataiid  laJo<iU5  la^miz)  A  glutton. 

A        la^na,  (fut.         yal^nu)  He  cursed. 

A  Za^/i,  (v.n.  of  ̂^5)  Cursing,  imprecating. 
Driving  away  (from  any  thing  good).  Pulsion. 

CL^>\  abayta^l  la^a,  A  formula  of  congra- 
tulation or  compliment,  implying,  you  have  done 

nothing,  or  will  do  nothing  deserving  of  censure. 

Fjjii^^^«J  Zfl^w  kardan,  To  curse,  a  Lu^n,  (pl.of 

'sj^  lu^nat)  Those  who  execrate  or  speak  ill  of. 
A  1^  la^nna,  Perhaps.  ̂ J^^i  la^nni,  (or  ̂i*) 

la^nnani,  Perhaps  I. 

A  XijO  la^at,{^\.  (jIjJ  Zi^awand  OU*t5  la^nat) 

Imprecation,  curse,  anathema.  sjkiS'  &1<J  la^ 

natu'llah  ̂ layhi,  (saIs-  'ejkti  la^atun  ̂ Jayhi,  or 
ajls-  ̂ layhi'l  la^a)  May  the  curse  of  God 

be  upon  him  (an  imprecation  generally  added  to 

the  name  of  the  devil,  or  any  worthless  wretch). 

v_j,^l/c  ̂ Uaju^  skaytani  la^at-mamb,  The 
accursed  devil,  p  la^ai  ba  hech,  So  so, 

better  than  bad.  i^i^^  CL>j^]  la^at  hardan,  To 
curse.  To  excommunicate.  A  Lu^at,  Execrable, 

accursed.  Lu^nat,  (pi.       lu^n)  One  who  exe- 
crates, curses,  or  speaks  ill  of  others. 

A         la^ati,  Cursed. 

A  la^,  (pi.  *UJ  li^f)  Bad-tempered  and 
low-bred.  A  glutton.  Greedy.  Lecherous. 

A  I— ?a^?),Playful(woman).Beautiful(girl). 

A  'iyt)  la^at,  A  bitch.  Greedy  (she-wolf  or 
bitch),  ia^wa^  or  Zw^wa^,  Excess  (of  hunger).  A 
blackness  round  the  nipple. 

A  (j*>^fe^MS,Something,any  thing.  La^-as,A 
wolf.  A  man  suddenly  devouring  any  thing ;  greedy. 

A  i^yi  la^az,  A  jackal. 
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A  1^^'^  /fl^n-fl/i.  Ignorant,  ia^w^.  Licked.  An 
electuary,  or  any  medicine  which  may  be  licked  or 
sucked,  a  linctus,  a  lambative. 

A         lu^hat,  Activity,  expedition  at  work. 

A  la^',  Of  a  bad  disposition  or  stock.  A 
glutton.  Greedy.  Lecherous. 

A  Ja^^t,  Bread  baked  of  millet. 
A  la^n,  Detested,  execrable,  abominable, 

accursed, anathematized, excommunicated.  Driven 

out  of  society.  (A  woman)  who  curses  others.  A 
wolf.  A  scarecrow.  Deformed,  transformed  into 

any  vile  shape.  Destroyed,  ruined,  covered  with 

shame  and  ignominy.  al  la^n,  (  Satan),  the 

accursed.  '''ojulun  la^nun,  A  scarecrow. 

p  ̂/a^/<.  Bald,  having  no  hair.  A  desert  with- 
out vegetation.  An  addle  egg. 

A  lagha',  (v.  n.  of  Blundering,  making 
mistakes  (in  speech  or  in  pronunciation).  Talking 

triflingly  and  nonsensically.  Being  addicted  to  any 

thing  (as  drinking)  ;  drinking  much  (without  sa- 
tisfying thirst).  Making  a  noise. 

A  L-^li)  lufjhab,  The  worst  feather  of  an  arrow. 
An  arrow  badly  trimmed. 

A  wli5  laghabat  or  lughabat,  Folly,  weakness. 

A  OliJ  lughat,  (pi.  of  Xi)  lughat)  Tongues, 

languages,  brogues,  dialects,  idioms.  Forms,  modes 
of  writing  and  pronouncing  words. 

A  i^i^  laghasin,  (pi.  of  ̂j^Si)  lughsun')'Y\\e'm- sides  and  roots  of  noses. 

A  laghadid,  (pi.  of  ̂^Siii  highdud)  The 

parts  of^the  mouth  about  the  throat  and  jaws. 

A  jIA)  laghghaz,  A  slanderer. 
A  IbliJ  lighat,  (v.  n.  of  laJi)  Making  a  confused, 

unintelligible  noise  (people). 

A  (  laghghaf,  A  hectorer,  blusterer,  bully. 

p  pUt)  lugham,  A  bridle,  a  bit. 
A        lugham.,  The  foam  of  a  camel's  mouth. 
A  (j^iW  laghanin,  (pi.  of  lughnun)  The 

fleshy  parts  between  the  palate  and  throat. 
A  (— *iJ  Zfl<7/(Z>,(v.n.of(_-*A5)Becomingfatigued, 

tired,  weary.  Corrupting,  injuring,  causing  mis- 

chief. Relatingany  thing  wide  of  the  truth.  Thrust- 
ing his  muzzle  into  a  pot  (a  dog).  The  weakest  of 

a  bird's  quills  near  the  belly.  A  bad  arrow, roughly 
polished.  A  vicious  pronunciation.  Weak,  foolish 

(man).  Flesh  between  the  fore-teeth.  Lagkab,The 
hair  of  the  neck,  ^\ akhaza  bi  laghabi 

rahabatihi,  He  apprehended  or  understood  it. 

A  «*5  lughat,  (pi.  lughat,  ̂ ^yii  Ivghun, 

and  ̂   lugha')  Tongue,  idiom,  speech,  language, 
dialect ;  word,  vocable.  A  dictionary,  lexicon,  vo- 

cabulary. An  error  in  pronunciation.  (_j  ioJ  lu- 

ghatunfl,  Another  or  a  less  accurate  mode  of  writ- 

ing :  as,  sudgh  for  '^d^  sudgh,  ̂ t^j  zidk  for 
^6jO sidh,k,c.  ̂ iii  ahii  lughat,The  writer  of 

a  dictionary,  a  lexicographer.  ^s-  ̂Imi  lu- 
ghat, Lexicography.  (JIaA)  kitabi  lughat,  A 12  p 

dictionary,  vocabulary  (literally  a  book  of  words), 

A  (j^^  lughsun,  (pi.  laghasin)  The  in- side and  root  of  the  nose. 

A  lijJ  laghd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Driving  (camels)  into 

the  right  road.  Keeping  in  order.  Restraining  (from 

anything).  Pricking  the  ears.  Lughd,{i^^Sj^lugh- 
dud,  and  lighdid)  (pi.  alghad  and  liJ.iSViJ 

laghadid)  The  flesh  about  the  throat  and  jaws ;  also 
the  lobe  and  the  interior  part  of  the  ear. 

A"»\iJ«5/i/^^Ja<,NameofagrammarianofIsfahan. 
A  laghzamiy,  A  violent  eater,  glutton. 

pji)  laghz,  A  slip,  stumble,  fall. 
A JjJ  laghz,  (v.  n.  ofJiJ)  Changing,  inverting, 

distorting.  Lughz,  laghaz,  Ivghaz,  or  lughuz,  (pi. 

jUJl  alghaz)  An  enigma,  riddle ;  any  thing  occult, 
ambiguous,  or  mysterious,  diffic  ult  to  be  understood ; 

any  speech  liable  to  misinterpretation,  or  to  give 

offence.  Lughz,  laghz,  or  laghaz,  (pl.jli3\  alghaz) 

The  hole  of  a  lizard,  rabbit,  field-mouse,  or  mole 

(as  formed  in  an  intricate  manner).  A  labyrinth, 
maze,  crooked  path,  meander. 

p  (^y^  laghzan.  Slipping  down.  Slippery. 

p  ̂^\y^  laglizani,  Slipperiness. 
p  jjtijjlji)  laghzanldan.  To  make  any  thing  slip, 

slide,  or  fall.  To  lubricate. 

p  (^yi  laghzish,  A  slip, slide.  Offence.  Anger. 
p  uL)l3j*)  laghznah,  A  slippery  place. 

p  ̂^J0_^  laghzidan,  To  slipe,  slide,  fall.  To 
drink.    To  milk. 

Pj^ii  lagh-sar.  Bald-headed.  Scald. 
A  Lij  laght,  A  court  in  front  of  a  house.  Laght 

or  laghnt,  (v.  n.  of  laA))  Making  a  loud  noise,  ut- 

teringacry.  Cooing  (a  turtle-dove,  or  the  bird  kata). 

(pl.l?li5\  alg  hat,  A  confused  noise,  indistinct  voices. 
A  u_ft*3  laghaf,  ( v.  n.  of  t_g«l)  Making  up  (meat) 

into  balls  and  eating  (it). 

A  -^loi)  lughafaf,  (pi.  of  fl^iJ  laghrf)  Compa- 

nions of  thieves. 

A  'sJj^  lughfat,  A  morsel,  a  mouthful. 
A        laghlagh,  A  stork  or  similar  bird. 
A  &AW  laghlaghut,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \i3  Q)  Stuttering, 

being  barbarous  in  speech.  Tautology.  Moisten- 

ing (a  bread-pudding)  in  soup. 
A  ̂   laghm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Foaming  (camel), 

throwing  saliva  out  of  his  mouth.  Relatinc;  un- 

certain  news.  Lagham,  A  little  perfume  or  un- 

guent. The  veins  or  nerves  of  the  tongue.  Ex- 
treme heat,  restlessness,  or  disturbance. 

p       lagham.  Reins,  a  bridle. 
A         laghmdf.  White-faced  (sheep). 

A  ̂yii  laghn.  Juvenile  warmth  and  sprightli- 
ness.  Lughn,  The  flesh  between  the  palate  and  the 
throat.  The  flesh  about  the  ear  and  neck.  The 

gristly  part  of  the  ear.  A  lie.  (-iij^S- 
jhta  bi  lughni ghayriha,  (Spoken  to  one  when  you 
understand  not  what  he  says). 

A       laghanna,  Perhaps. 



A  lughnun,  (pi.  i^^^  laghariin)  A  nerve 
witliiu  the  ear.  The  flesh  between  the  palate  and 
ihroat.  The  inside  of  the  nose.  Root  of  the  nose. 

A  laghanin,  (^or^^J^  /a^/Aannani) Perhaps  I. 

laghw,  (v.  n.  ofW  for yi)  Talking  tri- 
flingly  and  nonsensically.  Barking  (a  dog).  Swear- 

ing rashly.  Moistening  (a  cake)  in  soup.  Being 
disappointed,  cut  off  from  hope,  despairing.  The 

barking  of  a  dog.  Theory  of  the  bird  kata.  Thought- 

less and  improper  conversation.  A  blunder,  mis- 

take. Battology  in  prayer.  Any  thingcontempti- 

ble,  low-priced,  of  small  value.  A  camel's  colt  or 
sheep,  small  and  of  little  or  no  value. 

A  (— -'^'5  laghub,  Foolish,  weak.  Lughuh  also 
laghub  (v.  n.  of  i_-*i5)  Being  exceedingly  tired, 

greatly  fatigued.  Fatigue. 

A  ioji)  lughubat,  Folly,  weakness. 

A  i^ji^  laglm-as,  A  wolf,  a  greedy  eater,  gob- 
bler. A  robber,  villain.  A  kind  of  fattening  herb. 

A  delicate,  slender  plant,  which  trembles  from  its 

delicacy  and  flexibility. 

A  &jjiyi  laghwasat,  Any  uncertain  news  or  in- 
formation, of  which  nothing  sure  is  known. 

A  ̂̂ ^ii)lughun,{]A.  of  /i/^7/ia^)Tongues,idioms. 
p  e^yii  laghuna,  Decoration,  ornament,  dress. 

A  j^yJ  laghrva,  Foolish,  trifling  talk.  The  cry 
of  the  bird  kata. 

A  liighawiy,{y)\.  {^^.y^  lugkatvii/un)  Be- 
longing to  language.  A  lexicographer.  The  lite- 

ral meaning  (of  a  word).  i_$yi  t^li**  ma^iayi 
lughaici,  The  literal  sense  (of  a  passage). 

A  laghy,  (v.  n.  of  Barking  (a  dog). 

Lagha',  Talk  of  which  no  account  is  made.  A  blun- 
der, mistake.  Any  thing  mean,  little,  contemptible ; 

spoken  rashly  Lugha! ,  (pi.  of  »i3  lughat)  Words, 
vocables.  Idioms,  phrases. 

A  t— laghib,  Bad  or  spoilt  (feather). 

A  ejJi  lughayyat,  (dim.  of  &*J  lughat)  A  little 

error,  a  trifling  inaccuracj'.  A  trivial  word. 
A  <J1*a*)  laghis,  Mixed,  adulterated  ;  a  mixture. 

Wheat  and  barley  mixed.  A  poisoned  bait  set  for 
a  vulture. 

A  AjjilughayzdfyOr^jffilughghayza'jEmgma. 
A  liJL*.^  lagJiit,  (v.  n.  oflait))  Making  a  confused 

noise,  uttering  unintelligible  sounds  (people).  Coo- 

ing (a  turtle-dove). 

A  (— ilJ^  ̂(ig^i'^ft  (pl-  -^VftiJ  lughafat)  A  friend, 
an  intimate  companion.  An  abettor  of  thieves  ;  one 

who  takes  care  of  their  concerns,  without  accom- 

panying them  in  their  robberies  j  a  receiver  of 

stolen  goods. 

A  laghlfat,  Gruel  or  porridge  so  thick  that 

it  can  scarcely  be  stirred^with  a  ladle. 

A  ■_g^  loff,  (v.  n.  of  i_-n))  Involving,  wrapping, 
foldinsc.  Joining,  adding  one  thinff  to  another. 

Assembling,collecting.Mixinginbattle(twohosts). 

Refusing  to  give  another  his  due.  Being  thick  and 

(    lOGC  ) 

entangled  (trees).  Eating  many  kinds  of  food,  mix- 
ing them  together  in  a  disgusting  manner.  Being 

reckoned  amongst,  belonging  to.  A  crowd  of  dif- 
ferent sorts  of  people.  \j\^jdfubilqffihim or 

bi  liffihim,  They  came  with  their  mixed  multitude. 

Liff,  (pi.  (_-S^  ̂ "fifi  -A.  crowd,  multitude,  troop, 
legion,  body  of  men.  Asort  orkind  of  men.  Abody 

of  false  ̂ witnesses  packed  together  from  various 
places,  la)  \I^/;Mn«a /i^an,Wewerecongregatedin 

one  spot.  ■,_  J  IjW"  J"-'"  ̂ ''^  '"^'^  ̂ ^.ff^ 
liffahum,  They  came  with  all  that  were  reckoned 
to  belong  to  them.  Liffov  lajf,  A  garden  thickly 

planted  with  trees,  (pi.  i  >la3\  alfaf)  Thick,  en- 
tangled trees.  Luff,  (pi.  of  alaff,  and 

loffds)  Thick,  fleshy-thighed.    Tall,  plump  girls. 

A  >(«_a3  laf^,  (v.  n.  of  li3)  Peeling  off"  the  bark 
of  trees.  Denuding.  Diverting(one  from  any  pur- 

suit). Striking  (with  a  stick).  Railing  at,  tradu- 

cing (the  absent).  Paying  the  whole  that  one  owes  j 
or  somethinor  short.  Remaininsr  over. 

A  -*la3  lafds,  (v.  n.  of  la))  Peeling  ofi"the  bark. 
Denuding.  A  thing  of  littlemoment,atrifle.  Some- 

thing short  of  one's  due.  Rubbish  or  furniture  on 
the  ground.  Ground,  earth. 

A  ̂Ifl)  laffa^,  (fem.  of^\  alaff)V\  ump-thighed 
(woman).  Plump  thigh.  Thick,entangled  (foliage). 

A  Olft)  lafdt,  Ill-tempered,  foolish. 

A  ̂\si}  h/ff'dli ,  A  well-known  plant  resembling 
the  brinjal  or  egg-plant.  Fruit  of  the  ̂ ^jOyabruh. 

A  islfl)  lifdz  or  lufdz,  A  pot-herb. 
A  )b\sl  laffciz,  Eloquent. 

A  'e^\s^  lufdzat,  Any  thing  thrown  out,  espe- 
cially from  the  mouth.  A  thing  uttered.  A  word 

dropped  from  the  mouth.  Remains  (of  any  thing). 

A  (_Ji»la5  laffdzi,  Eloquence. 

A  ̂li)  ̂ifd^  A  cloak  or  upper  garment  of  a  man 
or  woman.  A  covering,  carpet,  quilt.  A  table- 

cloth. The  front  teat  of  a  quadruped. 

A  sJ-la)  Itfd^t,  A  patch  upon  a  garment. 
A  &ili)  Ufdfat,  (pi.  v_iJla3  lafdtif)  Any  kind 

of  bandages,  swathes,  or  rollers  wrapped  round  the 

feet  of  a  corpse,  mummy,  &c.  A  wrapper.  Outside 

cover  of  a  letter,  an  envelope. 

A  jjla)  l>fo.k,  Two  cloths  sewed  together. 
A  lifdm,  A  fillet  or  veil  whicli  covers  the 

tip  of  the  nose  or  only  the  mouth. 
A  (.Jiiilfl)  lafdtif,  (pi.  of  wla)  Ufufat)  Swathes 

for  the^feet,  rollers.  Wrappers,  covers,  envelopes. 

A  &a)  laff'at  or  Vffat,  A  garden  studded  with 
trees.  Ijffat,A  light,  sprightly,  and  pretty  woman. 

A  Cl*2)  ̂ uft)  (v.  n.  of  (JI>a3)  Twisting,  bending, 

rolling.  Peeling,  barking.  Turning  away  the  face 

from  (any  body).  Leading  away,  diverting,  pre- 
venting from  following  (his  plan).  Putting  (fea- 

thers) askew  (upon  an  arrow).  Striking  (cattle) 
cruelly  and  indiscriminately.  Lift,  A  rape,  turnip. 

One  half  of  any  thing.    Side,  edge,  margin.  A 

cow.  The  genitals  of  a  lioness.  Foolish  (woman). 
Inclination,  proneness.  A  friend. 

A  >l::fl)  laftdt,  (fem.  of  tlAa)\  alfat)  Crooked- 
horned  (she-goat).  Squinting  (woman). 

A  iua)  lufatat,  One  who  strikes  cattle  cruelly 
and  indiscriminately. 

p  8^  laftara,  Vile,  mean,  ignoble. 
A  i>>i;a)  liftiyat,  A  dish  of  turnips. 

P  ̂   Uifch,         lafchan,OT  lafchin) A  thick  lip  like  the  lip  of  a  camel,  dirty,  or  hang- 

ing down  when  angry.  A  piece  of  meat  without 
bone.  A  woman  of  loose  character. 

A  ̂   lafj,  Aflliction,  wretchedness. P  — lafjdn, One  who  hangs  his  lip  from 
extreme  anger. 

P  (^)^  lafchan,  Thick-lipped. 
A  ̂   lafh,  (and  lafahan)  (v.  n.  of  ̂   ) 

Burning  (fire).  Striking  slightly,but  briskly(with 
a  sword).  Being  full  of  virulence  (poison). 

A  ̂   lafhh,  A  giving  a  blow  on  the  head. 
A  la-fll/o/^',  (v.n.of  laiJ)  Ejecting,  throwing  out 

(of  the  mouth).  Pronouncing,  articulating(words). 

Dying.  A  word,  vocable.  Pronunciation,  j 

jI^jI**  lafz  u  ma^a^.  Pronunciation  and  significa- 
tion. J]^**  J  Uia)  misluhu  lofzan  wa  ma^ian, 

(A  word)  resembling  another  in  sound  and  sense. 
A  Uai)  /a/raM,Explicitly,distinctly  pronounced. 
A  *lafl)  lafzat,  (pi.  ii>la)\)  Word,  speech,  saying. 

A  "^JaS^  ̂«/-«Z/>  Enunciative.  Verbal. 
A  ̂   ̂('fl>  (v-  n.  of  ̂ )  Covering  the  head 

(grey  haii-s). 
A  t_aa)  lafaf,  A  stuttering,  stammering.  The 

distortion  of  a  vein  in  the  fore-arm  which  disables 
a  man  from  working. 

A  Icfh,  (v.  n.  of  Jji3)  Sewing  two  things 
tofrether.  Being  unable  to  find  what  one  seeks. 

Setting  about  any  thing  which  one  intends  to  finish. 
Finding  and  taking.  Catching  nothing  (a  hawk 

let  loose).  LiJ7i,  One  part,  side,  or  edge  of  two 

pieces  sewed  together. 

p lafgar,  Smoke,  soot. 
A  uJi)i)  lafli'f,  Weak,  infirm. 
A  c-ftla)  fcflaf.  Infirm,  weak. 

A  ftiJi)  lafiafat,  (v.  n.  of  i__a]i)  Q)  Eating  vo- 

raciously. Tottering  from  a  distortion  of  the  sinews 

(a  camel's  leg). 

A  ̂   lafm,  (v.  n.  of  j*fl3)  Binding  a  fillet  over the  nose  or  mouth.    Binding,  fastening. 

AO_ja)/f/"0(Awoman)staring,lookingabout. 
Perverse,  ill-tempered,  and  foolish.  (A  she-camel) 

braying  when  milking,  and  giving  it  with  reluc- 
tance. (A  married  woman)  who  has  children  by 

another  husband. 
A         ̂ ('f^-^^>  Scorching  wind. 

A  hlf^f,  (pl-  of  u_fl))  Assembled  crowds. 
A  &lUfl3  lafitat,  A  kind  of  thick  soup. 

A  la-fl)  /o/T*,Thrown  out.  Spoken,  pronounced. 



A  lafi^t,  Patch,  addition  to  a  garment. 

A  ̂_A»fl)  /o/i/j  Wrapped, folded,  involute.  Com- 
plex. A  crowd,  mixed  multitude,  or  congregation 

out  of  every  tribe.  Mixed  grain.  The  doubly  im- 

perfect Arabic  verb ;  where  infirm  letters  are  sepa- 

rated it  is  then  called  ̂ Jj^fi/*  " -o^  lofifi  mafruh, 
(Complex  separated)  as  in  waka,  He  pre- 

served ;  and  when  united  it  is  called 

lafifi  makrun,  (Complex  joined)  as  in  sha- 
rva\  He  roasted. 

A  li-aJ  lafifan,  Assembled  from  every  tribe. 

A  i^^^  Jof  ifat,  Flesh  on  a  camel's  rump. 
A  t^iJ^  laflh,  Ill-tempered.  Foolish. 
A         laftsat,  A  piece  of  meat  without  bone, 

p  ̂   laJi,  Destitute  of  hair,  bald.    An  addle 

egg.        J  (3^  ̂"^^    ̂ ^ky  ̂   desert,  a  wild  uncul- 
tivated country.  Lak  or  luk,  Cheating,  deceiving. 

A      lakh,  (v.n.  of  ̂^5)  Striking  with  the  hand. 
Striking  on  the  eye.  A  crack  in  the  ground,  p 

^liji^^J)  j  dakk  u  lalik  hardan,  To  clap  the  hands, to  applaud ;  to  make  a  noise. 

A  p  Ia5  lika,  Face,  form,  visage,  countenance, 

p  la)j^  hur-Uha,  With  a  face  like  an  angel,  i.e. 
beautiful.  Ui5  ̂^Jui»,y►  khmurshed-lika,  With  a  face 
like  the  sun. 

A  Ukas,  (v.  n.  of  (_Ji5)  Meeting,  encountering, 
being  opposite ;  lighting  or  hitting  upon.  Thrown 

into.  (pi.  of  «^a)  lakwat  or  likwat)  Soon  conceiv- 

ing (as  women  or  she-camels).  Female  eagles.  -^Ifl) 

jii\Ukafu'Udh,The  meetingof  God:  dayofjudgment. 
A  5>\ii3  lihasat,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Meeting.  One 

meeting  or  encounter.  (An  inaccurate  word). 

A  isUi)  lahat,  A  meeting.  The  middle  of  the  road. 

A  ̂Ui3  lakah,{y.  n.  of  ̂ S)  Taking  the  male  and 
conceiving  (a  she-camel).  Being  impregnated  with 
the  flowers  of  the  male  and  bearing  fruit  (a  female 

palm-tree).  The  male  palm-flowers.  A  masculine 

or  noble  tribe  (such  in  Pagan  times  being  so  dis- 

tinguished, who  had  never  known  captivity,  nor  a 

dependence  upon  kings).  Lihah,  Sperma  admis- 
sarii.  A  milch-camel.  A  she-camel  that  has  a  colt 

two  or  even  three  months'  old.  (pi.  of  &^  lik-hat) 

Souls.  Minds,  (pi.  of  ̂ yi)  lahuK)  Male  camels, 
(pi.  of        lih-hat  and  luk-hat)  Milch-camels. 

A  ̂lal  lahkdh,  One  who  causes  the  fructifying 
energy  to  be  imparted  to  a  she-camel  or  palm-tree. 
A  lihds,  A  railing,  a  calling  names. 

A  LlflJ  lahat,  Stalks  of  corn  left  uncut  by  the 

reapers,  being  missed  by  the  sickle.  Likdt,  (v.  n. 

3  of  kii5)  Meeting  from  opposite  quarters.  Being 

Icftinthefield  bythereapers  (stalks  of  corn).  «I»lab 

Z*i7/Aaij7t'*,  Over  against,  opposite  him.  Xw^ail,Ears 

of  corn  picked  up.  isliiJ  lukdtu's  sumbul, 
Gleanings  of  corn. 

A  ftlslfl)  lukatat,  Any  thing  gathered  from  off" the 
ground.  Gleanings,  pickings.  Sweepings,  rubbish. 

A  ̂UO  likd^  A  coarse  garment  or  covering. 
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A  ̂ UO  lakkd^  A  fly. 
A  Ols^la)  luhkd^t,  Sounds  from  the  bottom 

of  the  throat. 

A  &pUi)  luhhd^t,  Ready  and  prompt  at  giving 
an  answer.  A  fool.  A  railer,  slanderer,  giver  of 
ill  names,  or  nicknames. 

A  j5lii]  lahdlik,  (pl.of  j!iJjy  laMak)  Storks. 

A  'eS\si^  lalidnat,  (and  iijoUO  lakdniyat)  Quick- 
ness of  apprehension. 

A  io.liO  Uhdyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Meeting. 

A  (—Aii)  lakah,  (pi.  {^'^Valhdb)  A  titlaof  ho- 
nour, style,  surname,  addition  ;  a  nickname. 

A  (.^.JiJ  lahs,  (v.  n.  of  i_l«iO)  Mixing.  Taking 

(any  thing)  quickly  and  entirely. 

A  ̂   lah-h  or  lakah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Taking  the 
male  and  conceiving  (a  she-camel).  Lahah,  A 
mountain.  The  fructifying  sperm  taken  from  the 

male  to  be  put  into  any  thing  else.  That  by  which 

a  palm-tree  is  fructified.  Likah^pl.of'e^  lik-hat), 

and^  lukkah,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^lakuh)  Milch  (camels). 
A  &^  lik-hat,  An  eagle.  A  crow.  A  woman 

giving  suck.  (pi.  ̂ liO  lihdh')  Soul.  Lik-hat  or 

lak-hat,  (pi.  ̂   likahand  j^liO  likdh)'Mi\ch  (camel). A  jS5  lakz,  (v.  n.  of^)  Striking  on  the  breast 
or  neck  in  fifrhting. 

A  i^jt^laks,  (v.n. of  jj«B)  Accusing,  reproach- 
ing, treating  opprobriously.  Inclining,  drawing 

(one)  towards.  jj*.fll3\  al  laks,  Itch,  scab.  Lakas, 

(v.n.  of  (jwii))  Being  ill  inclined  toward  any  thing, 

being  disturbed,  perplexed.  Being  spoiled  and  de- 
praved. Lakis,  A  slanderer,  reviler ;  ridiculer ;  fo- 

menter  ofdiscord.  One  who  calls  men  by  nicknames. 

Intelligent.  A  man  who  is  never  in  one  stay. 

A  (jiii)  lakish,  Old,  dried-up  (leathern  bottle). 
A  (_>afl5  laks,  (v.  n.  of  i^jasi)  Burning,  scorch- 

ing (the  skin).  Lakas,  (v.  n.  of  (^jas})  Being  nar- 

row and  tight.  Being  disturbed  (the  mind).  Be- 

ing impure  (the  soul).  Lakis,  Narrow.  Loqua- 
cious, verbose.  Prone  to  evil. 

A  laflJ  lakt,  (v.  n.  of  laiiJ)  Gathering,  picking 

from  the  ground.  Mending  or  darning  (a  garment). 

Liht,  (v.  n.  of  laii))  Escaping  the  reaper's  sickle 
(stalks  of  corn).  Lakat,  Any  thing  picked  up  or 

gleaned  from  the  ground.  A  little,  somewhat.  A 

species  of  odoriferous  pot-herb.  ̂ jd.^\  laii)  laka- 

tu's  sumbul.  Gleaning  of  corn.  (jJi*^\laii)  lakaiu'l 
ma^an.  Particles  or  small  pieces  of  gold  in  the 
mine,  or  mixed  with  ore. 

A  ̂llaii^  lukatds,  (pi.  of  iaJi3)  Foundling-boys. 
A  ftlai]  luktat  or  lukatat.  Any  thing  gathered 

from  oflT the  ground.  Property  which  a  person  finds 

on  the  ground  and  takes  away  to  preserve  it  in  the 

manner  of  a  trust ;  stray,  trove.  A  foundling. 

A  ̂   lak^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a5)  Throwing  away.  Hit- 

ting (with  a  pebble).  Flinging  (camel's  dung  at 
any  one).  Hurting,  wounding  with  a  malignant 

eye.    Biting  (a  serpent).   Overcoming  in  talk  or 

disputation.  Taking  up  with  its  proboscis  (a  fly). 

A  ̂jl*a)  laka^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Passing  quickly. 
A  Zw/io^a^,  One  who  speaks  foolishly.  One 

who  terrifies  by  opprobrious  and  abusive  words. 

A  I  a'a)  lakf,  (v.  n.  of  i_AaJ)  Seizing,  snatching 

eagerly  (like  a  hungry  man),  t  ft'oi  i  oa)  lakfun 
sakfun,  Of  a  quick  genius.  Lakaf,  (v.  n.  of  i_fla3) 

Falling,  ruinous  (wall  or  cistern),  bursting  at  the 

lower  part.    (pi.  alkdf)  Side  of  a  well  or 
cistern.  Lakif,  (A  well)  tumbled  down  or  sunk  at 
the  bottom.  A  weak  structure  of  bad  bricks.  A 

well  constructed  of  weak  and  bad  materials.  A 

well  full  of  water,which  flows  as  soon  as  dug.  Quick, 
intelligent  (man). 

A  i^^S^  lakaf  an,  A  snatching,  taking  eagerly. 
A  ftaii)  lahakat,  Wells  narrow  at  top.  Those 

who  strike  with  the  palm  of  the  hand  (on  the  eyes). 

A^^)JOZa^ZaA,(pl.  ̂ ^silakdlik^A.  stork.Sonnd, 

voice.  jjW^  (j^^  lakldk  bahbdk.  Talkative. 
A  i^^liiJ  laklak,  A  stork.  The  tongue. 
A  'isi)^  laklakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^lii)  Q)  Crying  tre- 

mulously. Moving,  shaking,  agitating.  Chatter- 

ing (a  stork).  The  voice  of  a  stork.  A  continued 
sound  or  motion  of  the  jaws ;  or  thrusting  out  the 

tongue  (of  a  serpent).    Eloquence,  pronunciation. 

A  pH)  lakm,  (v.  n.  of  Blocking  (up  the 
road).  Eating  fast,  gobbling.  Eating  or  swallow- 

ing leisurely  (any  thing).    Laham  or  luham,  The 
middle  or  main  part  of  the  road.  Luham,  (pi.  of 

lukmat)  Morsels,  gobbets,  mouthsful. 

A  (i)^^  lukmdn  bin  bd^rd,  Name  of 
a  certain  wise  man,  by  some  said  to  have  been  a  son 

of  Job's  sister  or  aunt :  by  others,  to  have  been  a 
disciple  of  David :  by  others,  a  judge  in  Israel: 
while  others  declare  him  to  have  been  an  emanci- 

pated Ethiopian  slave.  He  is  the  author  of  some 
Arabian  fables,  and  is  supposed  by  many  to  be  the 
same  as  ̂ sop. 

p  j3lji5  lukmdm,  Locmanic  ;  wise,  sage. 
A  »*a3  lukmat  or  lakmat,  A  mouthful,  morsel. 

A  kindof  globular  fritter  made  of  flour,  dried  grapes, 

and  oil ;  also  mixed  with  new  wine,  and  fried  with 

sesame-oil.  p  i^O^xt^ ̂ JS>  \  lukmaA  dhan  ka- 

shidan,  (To  get  a  taste  of  iron)  To  receive  a  sabre- 
wound.  To  be  fettered.  A  »sJ^  lukman  kha- 

lifa, (Caliph's  bonne  bouche)Name  of  a  sweetmeat. 
PjLviij  lukma-shumdr.  One  who  attends 

feasts  uninvited,and  counts  the  n  umber  ofmouthsful. 

p  lukma  lukma,  In  mouthsful. 

A  j^H)  lakn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Perceiving,  under- 
standing. Quickness  of  apprehension.  Likn,  A 

side,  edge,  border,  margin,  coast.  A  pillar,  prop, 
buttress.  Sharp,  quick,  intelligent  (lad).  Lakan, 

(v.  n.  of  (^)  Having  a  quickness  of  apprehension. 
Lakin,  Who  soon  comprehends  or  easily  retains. 

A  'iSsl  laknat.  Quickness  of  apprehension. 

A  _jiiJ  lakw,  (v.  n.  of  la)  for  ̂ )  Bringing  on  the 



disease  laktvat. 

A  8^  lahrvat,  A  disease  or  distortion  of  the 

moutli.  SjiiJJl  j(i  zu'l  lahnat,  Name  of  a  certain 
eagle.  A  black  eagle.  Lahnat  or  lih7vat,{y\.  f^ja}) 
/t7/a^or^\ii)\aZ/<i«)  A  female  eagle.  A  light,nimble, 
active  woman.  Soon  conceiving(woman  or  camel). 

}ahuh,{\)\.  ̂ 'JD //7<a/<)  A  hc-camel.  (pi. 

^  luUhah)  A  she-caniel  tliat  has  taken  the  male. 
A  she-camel  that  is  milked.  (This  word  is  used  for 
two  or  three  months  after  foaling). 

p  Itilium,  A  kind  of  fritter  made  of  flour, 

butter,  and  honey. 

G  (^jiU^  laliumash,  (or  a^yi)  lahuma)  Nico- 
machus,  the  father  of  Aristotle. 

A  ̂   Wiy,  lihy,  or  luha',  (v.  n.  of  Meet- 

ing. Laka',(p\.  ■^\a)\  aZ/ia^)  Any  thing  thrown  away 
as  worthless. 

A  (llyH-J  lakiy,  Any  person  or  thing  one  meets. 
Thrown  into,  hitting,  or  lighting  on. 

shahiyun  laliiyun,  Miserable,  abject.    Luhiy,  (v. 

n.  of  (_^)  Meeting. 
A  (^Ufl]  lilt  or  luliyan,  (v.  n.  of  Meeting. 

A  ̂jj^HJ  Za/ti^arei,Two  persons  meeting  together. 

A  ej\J}}li/iyanat  OTluhyanat,{\ of  (^)Meet- 
ing,  encountering.   Luhyunat,  One  meeting, 

A  iLfli  luliyat,  (v.n.  of  ,_^)  Meeting.  A  meet- 
ing, an  encounter. 
A  shahih  lahih,  Deformed. 

A  la-ftJ  laliit,  Picked  up.  A  child  exposed  to 

chance,  a  foundling-boy.  An  old  well  upon  which 
one  alights  unawares. 

A  Sv^,.a)  laltitat,  A  contemptible  man  or  woman ; 

one  of  the  meanest  rank.  &laJi)3\ hanu'l  lalii- 
tat,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  luhhayta',  A  tell-tale,  whisperer,  spy. 
A  lahif,  Quick,  intelligent  (man).  (A 

well)  fallen  in  at  the  bottom.  Badly-constructed 
(cistern).  A  well  full  of  water,  which  flows  as  soon 

as  it  is  dug. 

A  lahlm,  A  globular  morsel  or  any  thing 
similar  swallowed. 

A  &>*>fl3  luhaymiyat,  A  large  sort  of  wheat. 

ri,dX2}ah,  A  hundred  thousand.  Weakofmind, 

foolish ;  idle,  foolish  words.  An  old  garment  in  holes. 

The  dress  worn  by  country  people.Aspot,stain.Bald. 

Name  of  a  tribe  of  gipsies.  CllJ  lahi  rupiya, 

A  lack  of  rupees.  Lih,  Name  of  a  well-flavoured 

bird.  Ziuh,  The  substance  commonly  called  gum- 
lac,  being  the  nidus  of  an  insect  found  deposited 

on  the  twigs  of  certain  trees  in  India,  and  from 
which  a  beautiful  red  lake  is  extracted,  used  in 

dyeing.  A  red  colouring  substance  produced  from 

gum-lac.  A  knot,  bump,  or  swelling.  Any  thing 
not  pared  or  trimmed.  A  wound  in  the  belly,  an 

iuiposthume.  A  ball.  The  ankle-bone. 
A  1^  laha,  To  thee. 

A  C)J  lahhy  (v.  n.  of  ciU)  Striking  one,  espe- 
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cially  on  the  nape  of  the  neck  with  the  clenched 

6st.  Knocking  and  beating  off".  Tearing  the  flesh 
from  a  bone.  Mixture.  Flesh.  A  plant  used  in 

dyeing.  Lulth,  The  expressed  juice  or  residuum 
of  the  plant  tdU  laUh,  used  as  a  dye.  Firm  in  flesh. 

Luhh  or  lahli,  The  scrapings  of  skins  dyed  with 

the  juice  lukh,  used  in  fastening  knife-handles. 

A  >=ciU  lalu,  (v.  n.  of '\5^)  Striking.  Paying 
the  whole  of  what  is  due.  Throwing  prostrate. 

A  ̂  lahaf,  A  stopping,  staying,  abiding. 

p  K3  laha,  (A  baker's)  kneading-trough.  A  stain 
upon  cloths.  A  soft  kind  of  skin.  Goats*  leather. 
A  red  flower.  A  shoe  or  slipper.  Undressed  lea- 

ther. Laha  or  luha,  Sediment  of  lac, used  in  fasten- 

ing knife-handles.  Luha,  A  red  colouring  substance 

produced  from  gum-lac.  An  inhabited  country,  re- 
gion, district.  A  window, 

A^Jaha',  A  being  greatly  addicted,  cleaving  to, 
A  -S'KJ  lahhas,  Leather  coloured  with  lukk, 

P  lahat,  A  thing  spoilt,  good  for  nothing, 

A  ul^K)  luhas,  A  sparkling  stone  amidst  plaster. 
Pustules  in  the  mouth  of  a  camel. 

A  lIjKJ  luhhas,  Pargeters,  workers  in  plaster, 
A  luhasiy,  While,  very  bright. 

Aj\^)  lihaz,  A  piece  of  brass  or  cloth  put  into 
the  axle-hole  of  a  pulley  when  grown  too  wide  in 
order  to  tighten  it  (technically,  a  bush  or  box). 

A        laha^,  Dirty,  slatternly  (woman). 

a'Ls-^  laha^t,  A  being  mean,  sordid,  dirty. 
A  (  sKJ  lih^f,  A  thick  coarse  cloth  placed  un- 

der an  ass's  pack-saddle. 
A  ijyi)  lihah,  (pi.  1^53  luhah)  Compression, 

squeezing,  crowding.  Fleshy  or  fat  (she-camel). 

Fleshy  (camels),  (pi.  of  lahih)  Closely  ar- 
rayed, compact  (squadrons).   Firm  in  flesh. 

A  luhalih,  Thick,  firm-fleshed  (camel). 

Pj»W  luham,  Shameless,  impudent,  bold,  saucy. 
Name  of  a  mountain. 

A        lahham,  Hard  (hoof)  breaking  stones. 

p  lahama,  (or«j\^  lahana')  A  sheep's  pud- 
ding, chitterling,  sausage.  Penis. 

p  ̂J^^  Jahan,  Red  colour,  red. 

A-^  lahs,  (v.  n.  of  JLa^)  Striking.  Over- 
loading, oppressing.  Lahas,  (v.  n.  of  ijj^)  Ad- 

hering to  any  one  (dirt).  Having  pustules  in  the 

mouth  (a  camel).  The  pustules  themselves. 

A        lahisat,  Fat  (she-camel). 

A  ̂   lah-h,  A  striking  with  the  fiston  the  chin. 
A  li.^  lahd,  (v.  n.  of  iii3)  Striking  with  hand 

or  foot.  Driving  away.  Lahad,  (v.  n.  of  iii3)  Ad- 

hering (dirt).  Jjahid,  Avaricious,  narrow-minded. 

p  ti.^  lahad,  A  kick,  cuff",  blow,  ̂ ^i^j  la- 
had  ~a(Zan,  To  strike,  kick,  cuff".  To  tread,  trample. 

p  idj  1^  lahad-zada,  Kicked,  cuffed.  Trod. 
p       <ii5  lahad-zan,  Striking.    A  kicker. 

PL-.» ^liiJ /a/iarf-/ioZ>,Kicking.  Kickcd,trodden. 

Aj<5  lahz,  (v.  n.  ofjS^)  Striking  with  the  fist 

on  the  breast  orjaws  in  fighting.  ZaAiJ-,  Avaricious. 
A^  lahis,  Stubborn,  obstinate,  untractable. 
A  (.>i53  Icihz,  A  bl  ow  with  the  clenched  fist. 

A  ̂   lah^  (v.  n,  of  ̂J^)  S  tinging  (as  a  ser- 
pent or  scorpion).  Striking  the  udder  with  his 

head  (a  sucking  lamb).  Eating,  drinking.  Bite, 
puncture.  Lih^  A  dwarf.  Laha^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ) 
Being  mean,  sordid,  dirty.  Adhering  (especially 

mud  or  dung,  and  hardening).  Luka^  Worthless, 
criminal,  sordid,  avaricious,  abject,  slavish,  servile, 

base,  mean, despicable.  Lascivious,  Careless,  heed- 
less, inattentive.  Filth,  dirt.  A  slave.  An  infant. 

A  fool.  A  horse.  The  young  of  any  quadruped. 

A  colt.  The  two  sons  of  Ally,  Hasan  and  Husayn. 

^  b  yd  luha^,  O  wretched,  sordid,  abject! 
A         lah^s,  Mean,  servile  (woman). 

liiha^t,  A  mare. 

A^  lahfu,  A  tribe  of  Ethiopians. 
lihah,  A  sour  plum. 

Auii5^ZwAa/t,(pl.ofuiJKJ)Firm-fleshed(camels). 

p  ̂Ji3  I  thai,  A  pear. 
p  CilKJ  lahlah.  Idle  talk.  Lihlih,  A  mill-hopper. 
A\£i^lahlakorluhluh,Th\ck  andshort(camel). 

lahlaha.  Vain,  idle  talk.  Lihlika,  A 
mill-hopper. 

A^lahm,(v.  n.ofj^)  Driving,  knocking  off. 
Striking  with  clenched  fist.  Lahu7n,To  you,  your. 

A        lahmat,  A  blow  with  the  fist. 

p  lahan,  Any  bason  or  vessel  in  which  the 

hands,  feet,  or  body  are  washed.  A  candlestick.  A 

censer.  A  chafing-dish.  A  cotton-cover  or  screen 

for  a  candle.  A  fire-steel.  A  large  grate. 

A  lahan,  (v,  n,  of  Speaking  barba- 

rously (especially  bad  Arabic),  A  bason,  a  bowl. 

A  ̂̂ ^^  lahin,  (or  (tjO  lahinna)  But,  still,  not- 
withstanding, nevertheless. 

A  luhnat,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Stammering,  stut- 

tering. Pronouncing  (Arabic)  barbarously.  Im- 

pediment in  speech. 
A  'sJy^  luhnunat,  A  stammering,  a  stuttering. 
p  til^.^  lah  upah,  Running  up  and  down.  An 

old  carpet;  household  furniture,  especially  when 
worse  for  the  wear.  Rude,  unskilful,  inexpert.  Luh 

u  puh.  Coarse,  thick,  rough,  untrimmed. 
p        J  (jill  luhu  pulii,  Thickness,  coarseness. 

A         laliii^.  Abject,  wretched,  mean,  servile. 
A  iLj^  luhunat,  (v.  n.  of  Pronouncing 

(Arabic)  barbarously. 
p  &feaJ  laha,  Spot,  stain.   Red  dye,  lac.  Timid. 

p  lah-han.  Hunger.    A  fast-day. 

A  j^/aW,(v.n.of  J5)  Being  greedy.  Stick- 
ing close  to.    Jjihay,  That,  so  that,  in  order  to. 

A        lah'iy,  Addicted  to. 
A  ̂.S3  /rt/ij^.  Abject,  wretched,  mean,  servile. 
A  BJO^  lahi^t,  Mean,  servile  (wench), 

A  uiijl  lah'ih,  (pi.  CiJKJ  lihah)  Closely  arrayed, 
compact(army).  Flesh.  Firm  in  flesh.  Liquid  pitch. 



Name  of  a  certain  slender  tree. 

lukayhat,  Fleshy,  firm  (she-camel). 
lihayla,  So  as  not. 

Wiayma,  That,  so  that.    So  as  not. 
ItiJiln,  A  coarse  woollen  cloth. 

PtiXJ  log,  Pain,  trouble,  sorrow,  affliction,  suf- 
fcring.Imprisonment:  a  prison.  Astick.  Flagellation. 

P  pl^^J  ligdm  or  lugam,  A  bridle ;  the  bit.  j»lCJ 
^Jjoli-  lugam  hhafidan,  To  champ  the  bit.  To 

be  refractory,  (jii^ti        lugam  dadan,  To  attack. 

^ yi.j         Ivgam-rez,  Slack-rein,  full-speed. 
p  laglag,  A  stork. 

p         lagala,  A  kick,  blow  with  the  foot. 

p  ̂jXJ  lagan,  A  brazen  or  copper  pan  in  which 
the  hands  are  washed  ;  also  in  which  they  bake. 

Pjj^CJ  lagur,  A  tribe  of  gipsies  living  in  the 
vicinity  of  Harat. 

A  li'l  waht.  Suddenly,  extempore. 
A  iji  liMh,  (for  iJ^)zrZ/5/t)ForGod. 

Wllalitl  ̂ azim,  By  the  great  God,  for  the  love  of 

God.  ^  lillahi'l  hamd  iva'l  minnat. 
To  God  be  the  praise  and  glory  (or  thanks). 

PjJ  Zam, Mercy, forgiveness.  Rest;  tranquillity. 

A  ̂   lam.  Not.  When  prefixed  to  the  aorist  it 
gives  it  the  preterite  signification  :  as,j*ajj_  ̂   lam 

yansur,  He  did  not  assist.  iJ^VJ^  l^Lto  ̂  

lam  yuhhlah  misluha  fi'l  hilad,  The  like  hath  not 

been  created  on  earth,   i^^j^.  ̂   l^^n.  yazali,  (Jem. 

p5  lamyazallya')  Eternal.  Lam  is  sometimes pleonastic.    Zfw a.  Wherefore  ?    For  that  which. 

A  p  lamm,  (v.  n.  of  p)  Assembling,  collecting 
what  had  been  dispersed.  Repairing,  mending, 

restorino-.  Eating  one's  own  substance,  and  that  of 

one's  friends.  Descending,  alighting  at. 
A^lams,  (v.n.of  l^)  Stealing,  taking  the  whole. 

Striking  the  hand  on.  Looking  askance,glancing  at. 

p  U  la  ma,  Nightshade,  foxgrapes. 

A  lit  lama,  Surely  not.  Lima,  (from  J  and 

Uma)  For  that  which,  whereas.  Why?  Wherefore? 

lamma,'Not  yet,never.  Why  ?  If  not.  When. 
i^jjoJ,  O  lammayazrib,  He  has  not  yet  struck. 

A  Oli  lumat,  (pi.  of  'i\  lumai)  Bodies  of  men, 
from  three  to  ten.    Peers,  equals,  cotemporaries. 

A         lammat,  pl.of  ii^!.  Fortunes. Misfortunes. 

A        lamaj,  A  small  bit,  morsel,  taste,  sip. 

A  lammah.  One  who  looks  slily  but  atten- 

tively. Shining,  glancing.  Liimmah,  Intelligent 

l)irds  of  prey. 

A        limaJth,  A  striking,  a  giving  of  blows. 

maza,  (comp.  of  (J  //,  \oma,  and  M^za) 
For  what  reason?  why?  wherefore? 

Ajli  lamas,  A  defamer  (of  one  present). 
A  (^1^  hanalM  lamasi,  He  cauterized  his 

diseased  part. 

A         lumasat.  Necessity,  but  not  extreme. 

A  )o\  lamaZf,  Something.  Any  thing.  What- 
ever is  tasted  with  the  tip  of  the  tongue. 
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A  aJi>l^  lumazat,  Shreds  of  meat  about  the  teeth ; 

remains  in  the  corners  of  the  mouth  after  eating. 

A  lima^  (pi.  o{"if\  lum^t)  Parts  of  a  plant 
beginning  to  wither  and  turn  white. 

A        lamma^  Bright,  glittering  (sword). 
A&£>1^)  lamma^at,  A  desert  where  the  vapour 

^\j<jA  sardb  glitters.  The  middle  of  an  infant's 
head,  as  long  as  it  remains  soft.  An  eagle. 

A        lamak,  Aught  (I  have  not  tasted). 

A  ̂Jy\  lamdh,  A  small  bit,  morsel,  taste.  Lu- 

mak  or  limdh,  A  coUyrium  used  for  clearing  or 
brightening  the  eyes. 

A  ̂y\  la  or  lumdl,  Collyrium  for  the  eyes. 

p        lam-a-lam,  Up  to  the  brim. 

A  j»l»5  limdm,  (pi.  of  llmmai)  Locks  of  hair 
flowing  below  the  ears.  UIJ  Umdman,  (He)  seldom 

(visited)  us.    Sometimes,  from  time  to  time. 

A  A  peer,  equal,  cotemporary.  A  chief, 
leader,  exemplar.  A  body  of  men, from  three  to  ten. 
A  lammat,  Fortune ;  misfortune.  Vehemence, 

intensity.  A  little.  A  slight  touch  (of  insanity). 

Limmat,  (pi.  ̂   limam  and  limmn)  A  head  of 
hair,  locks  flowing  below  the  ears  (that  which  flows 

to  the  shoulders  is  called  'iirjummat).  The  ragged 
appearance  of  the  head  of  a  stake  which  has  been 

much  thumped  by  a  mallet.  Lummat,  A  compa- 

nion, partner,fellow-traveller.  Companions,friends. 

A  company,  fi'om  three  to  ten.  Of  the  same  age. 
Like,  resembling ;  a  match.    A  leader. 

vj^  lamtur.  Uneven,  rough.  Strong-bodied, 
Coarse,  thick.  Fat.  Idle,  tardy,  languid. 

A  U)     p  lam  tara  md,  Especially. 

A  ̂   lamj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Eating  with  the  fore- teeth, or  with  the  corners  of  the  mouth.  Lying 

with.  ̂   samjun  lamjun  or  samijun  lamijun, 
Deformed,  base. 

A  'i^  lumjat,  A  whet  before  dinner. 

A  ̂ lamh,  (v.n.of  ̂ \)  Looking  at  slily,  glan- 
cing theeyes  at  any  object.  Shining,twinkling(star), 

flashing(lightning).  A  glance,  twinkling  of  an  eye, 

instant.  ^  lamhul  hasr,  The  twinkling  of 

an  eye.  ̂ lamhunhasirun,A.nyihm^c\ea.r. 

A  jjlsA  lamahdn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Shining,  twin- 
kling (a  star),  flashing  (lightning). 

A  lamhat,  A  glance  with  the  eye ;  a  wink. 

Lightning.  ̂ ^^malamili)  Similitude, resem- blance. Lumhat,  (pi.       lumali)  A  shining  spot. 

lamha  lainha,  Every  moment. 

A  1^  lamd,  (v.  n.  of  li.^)  Beating,  lashing,  box- 

ing, slapping.    LIumility,  submission. 
A         lamddn.  Humble,  submissive. 

A  34  lamz,  The  stealing  of  a  glance. 

A  lamz,  (v.  n.  ofjlt)  Defaming,  accusing,  re- 
proaching. Winking,  making  a  signal  with  the  eye. 

Striking,  pushing,  thrusting,  beating  off",  bruising. 
Trampling  upon.    Appearing  (as  grey  hairs), 

A  ij^  lamzat,  A  wink,  Lumazat,  A  slanderer 
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(of  the  absent), 

p^jiij  p/flmzarfara,Tosleep  soundly  .To  stretch  out. 
p  ̂^J\lams,  Soft,  tender,  delicate. 
A  i^jXlams,  (v.  n.  of  (^jA)  Touching,  handling, 

feeling.  Lying  with.  Prying  into  the  mysteries  of 

heaven,  and  longing  to  overhear.  The  sense  of  feel- 
ing or  touch.  Lumus,  (pi.  of  {^^lamm)  Camels 

which  must  be  felt  before  it  is  ascertained  if  they 
be  fat  or  not.  Spurious. 

A  {^JiX  htmsh.  Play.    Folly,  trifle. 
P  limishh,  A  sort  of  curd  eaten  with  fresh 

milk  and  salt. 

A  lams,  A  dish  resembling  <ij5\iyaZM^,  witli- 
out  sweetness,  which  children  eat  with  date-honey, 

(v.  n.  of  c>^l)  Eating  of,  jiartaking  of,  the  afore- 
said dish.  Taking  up  (honey)  on  the  point  of  the 

finger  and  eating  it.  Pinching. 

A^x^lamt,  Agitation,  commotion.  A  spearing. 

A  &la4  lamtat,  Name  of  a  country  famous  for 
shields  of  solid  leather  soaked  in  milk  for  a  year. 

A  lai  lamz,{y,  n.  of  la^)  Rolling  the  tongue  about 

the  mouth  to  pick  the  teeth.  Licking  the  lips.  Tast- 

ing. Giving  one  his  due.  Lamaz,  Whiteness  on 
the  under  lip  of  a  horse. 
A  lumzat.  Whiteness  on  the  nether  lip  of  a 

horse.  A  little  white  on  the  fore  or  hind-foot  of  a 

horse.  Any  white  spot.  The  heart's  core.  A  bit 
of  meat.  A  particle  of  butter  taken  on  the  finger. 

A  ̂   lam^  (or  layna^n)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Shin- 
ing, glittering,  glancing,  twinkling,  flashing,  glar- 

injr.  Going  oft' with.  Pointino- at.  Movins  his 
wings  in  flight  (a  bird).  Going  out  of  the  door. 
Convulsions  (of  death). 

A  lama^t,  Splendours,  eff"ulgencies. 
A  'is\  lavi^t,  One  flash.  Splendour,  brilliancy. 

The  glare  of  the  sun.  Lum^t,  (pi.  ̂   livid^  Part 

of  a  plant  besinnins;  to  wither.  Part  of  a  limb  re- 

maining  dry  during  the  performance  of  ablutions. 

Any  part  untouched  by  water  when  making  ablution. 
A  glossiness  on  the  human  body.  A  competency,  a 

sufficiency  to  support  life.  A  crowd,  a  congregation. 

A  lam^zat.  Greedy  (man).    A  licker. 

p  (jlA  lamghdn,  Name  of  a  quarter  of  the  city 
of  GhaznTn  ;  or  of  a  city  near  Ghaznin. 

A  ̂ lamk,  (v.  n.  of|^^)  Striking  (especially 
with  the  palm  upontheeye).  Writing.  Obliterating. 

Looking  steadily  at.  Lamak,The  greater  part  or  the 

middle  of  a  road.  Lumuh,  (pi.  of  Idmik)  Those 

who  strike  upon  the  eye  with  the  open  hand. 

A  lamli,  (v.  n.  of  uiil)  Kneading  leaven. 
A  collyrium  for  clearing  or  brightening  the  eyes. 

p  iji^X  lamak,  Lamech,  the  father  of  Noah. 

A  pi  lamlam.  Numerous  (tribe  or  host). 
A         lamlamat,  (v.  n.  of  p^  Q)  Wishing,  de- 

siring.  Turning  round,  causing  to  revolve. 

A  pJlt  lamlum,  A  crowd,  a  company. 
A  p  laviam,  (v.  n.  of  p)  Being  on  the  verge 



of  sin,  without  positively  committing  it.  A  slight 

(ouch  of  madness.  Venial  sins.  Limam,  (pi.  of'i^ 
Ihnmat)  Locks  flowing  below  the  ears. 

A  Ihnan,  (from  (J  li  and  man)  To  him 
or  to  them  who.    To  whom  ?  whose  ? 

A      lamrv,  An  eating  of  the  whole. 

A  lamuh,  One  who  looks  silly  but  atten- 

tively.   Glittering,  bright,  shining. 

A  (^*\  lamis,  (pl.^jJ^lumus)  (A camel)  which 
must  be  felt  before  it  can  be  known  if  she  is  fat. 

Spurious,  one  whose  gentility  is  doubtful. 

A  lammat,  A  road  through  which  one 

must  grope  or  feel  one's  way. 
A  i^^lamus,  A  liar.  An  impostor.  A  defamer. 

One  who  winks  or  makes  signs  with  the  eye. 

A  aiJji  ('>^^^.  ̂ (^yi)  Umusallijihi,  A  verse  of  the 
author  {i.e.  such  as  the  reader  can  perceive  is  not 

borrowed,  but  the  composition  of  the  author). 

A  ̂^lamum,  (or &*jV^«wiOTna<)(Ahouse)  which 
holds  many  people  and  supports  them. 

A  iX  Umah,  Wherefore? 

A^^  lamhaj,  Rich  and  sweet  (milk). 
A  lama",  (v.  n.  of  Having  brown  or 

blackish  lips.  Lama',  lima',  or  luma',  A  brown 
or  blackish  colour  of  the  lips  (in  some  instances 
esteemed  beautiful  in  Arabia). 

A        limmiy,  Pertaining  to  ̂   lima,  Why  ? 
A        lamyut,  Black  or  brown-lipped  (female). 
A        limmiyat,  State  of  why  or  wherefore. 

A  ̂   lamij,  A  great  eater.  One  who  indulges 

much  iiTvenery.   ̂          samij  lamij.  Deformed. 

A  Jj_>  ̂ )  lam  yazal,  (or  ̂^J>.  ̂   lam  yazaU) 
Unchangeable. 

A  {j-**^  lam'is,  (A  woman)  soft  to  the  touch.  A 
woman's  name.  Lumays,  Name  of  a  man. 

A  <-ilj^  lamih,  One  whose  eyes  are  anointed 
with  collyrium. 

A       Ian,  Not,  it  shall  not  be  that,  certainly 

never  (from  ̂   la,  Not,  and     an.  That).  ̂ \y> 
Ian  tartnn,  (Thou  shalt  never  see  me)  Boasting, 

bragging.  (Why  it  means  this  is  not  very  obvious). 

lamban,A  used-up  strumpet  who  acts  as  a 

])rocuress.  X?iTOZ)an,Nameof  a  villagencar  Ispahan. 

j>      lambar  or  lumhur.  Strong,  fat.  Buttocks. 
P  LdXjjJ  lamhak,  Name  of  a  cup-bearer.  Lum- 

hali,  Fat  and  unwieldy. 

r  (^jJj3  lumhosj'ihc  inside  lining  of  the  cheek. 
r  «aJ  lamha.  Any  thing  round  like  an  orange 

or  an  apple.  Lumha,  Fat.  Large. 

Pj«»  i>.j,J  lamba-sar,  (Round-head)  Name  of  a 
mountain  in  Mazandaran. 

r  ̂   lanj,  A  proud  or  graceful  air  in  walking. 
Pulling  up  and  carrying  from  place  to  place.  Tear- 

ing any  thing  from  the  ground,  eradicating.  Hang- 

ing, suspending.  Lunj,  The  cheek,  the  inside  (ac- 

cording to  some,  the  exterior  part)  of  the  cheek. 
The  lower  parts  of  the  face,  the  mouth  and  chin. 
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A  lip.  A  cripple,  without  the  use  of  hands  or  feet. 

V  \^  lanja,  A  pulling  out,  a  tearing  up. 

lunja,  A  cripple,  without  hands  or  feet. 
linjan.  Name  of  a  district  in  Ispahan, 

abounding  in  rice-grounds  and  gnats. 

p  lanja,  A  proud  air  in  walking,  a  waving 
from  side  to  side.  Pulling  up  and  carrying  away. 

Lunja,  Lip.  Environs  of  the  mouth.  A  cripple. 

p  (jii^^  lanjulan.  To  pull  up  by  the  roots,  to 
eradicate.  To  chide,  reproach  ;  to  mock,  ridicule, 

or  point  at  with  the  fingers.  To  wave  from  side  to 

side  in  walking,  with  a  swagger.  To  diffuse  odour. 
p  tij)  land,  Membrum  virile.  A  boy,  youth,  son. 

Lund,  Vain  boastintj.    A  trrurablinii  from  anger. 
p        lundd,  Murmurinjr. 

p  {j^i^'ji  lundi.ih,  Murmur. 
p  jybtiJJ  land-lior,  (Offspring  of  the  sun)  Name 

of  a  great  king  in  Hindustan. 

Pjji\^.iyj.)  lundidan,To  boast.  To  murmur,mutter. 

P  ̂jal)  laJiti,  Name  of  the  son  of  Yunan. 
A  e.^s.^  li  nafsihi.  For  his  (or  its)  own  sake. 

P  cfXiJ  lang.  Lame.  Maimed.  The  halting  of 
a  caravan  for  a  day  or  two.  Penis.  Ling,  The  leg, 

from  the  groin  to  the  tip  of  the  toe.  The  ankle. 

Lunij,  A  cloth  worn  round  the  loins  and  passed 
between  the  le^rs. 

p  udllG)  lamjah.  An  opprobrious,  reproachful, 

contemptuous,  or  disagreeable  word. 

p  jjlivJ  langcin,  Halting,  limping.  Sneezing. 

p  ̂^^^j  (jlX.,lJ  lanfjan-raftacji.  Lameness  in 
walking,  a  limping,  halting  mode  of  going. 

p lanfjar.  An  anchor.  A  stay  or  rope  for 

supporting  u  tent.  The  house  or  monastery  of  the 
Calendars  or  Muhammadan  monks.  A  wall  of 

stone,  brick,  wood,  or  clay  round  the  tomb  of  a 

distinguished  person.  An  alms-house.  Worthless, 
mean,  fraudulent, deceitful,  disliked  by  every  body. 

Strong.  Majesty,  authority.  jj^s»-\iij\ langar 

andahhtan,  (jjiil^  nihadan,  or  zadan)  To  cast 

anchor,  (j'^jj'^  jSiL)  langar  bar  awardan,  (or 

f^Zi\i^j>  bar  dashtan)  To  weigh  anchor. 
p  ftil=>-  langar-hhana,  An  hospital  or  bede- 

house  for  the  entertainment  of  the  poor  and  indi- 

gent. A  house  or  arsenal  where  anchors  are  stored. 

p  langar-gah.  An  anchorage,  sea-port. 

p  ijj^  langari.  Provisions  distributed  to  the 
poor.  A  kind  of  drinking-glass. 

P  (^j         lang-zun.  Bow-legged. 
p  (^^J  langan,  Hunger.  Afast  kept  by  Hindus. 
p  II  si  lungota,  A  narrow  strip  of  cloth  which 

poor  people  wear  about  their  waists.  is3^^ 
lungota  bastan,  To  tie  on  the  lungotah  ;  to  renounce 
the  world. 

p  ̂^^^  langi,  Lameness.  Lungi,  A  cloth  worn 
round  the  loins  and  passed  between  the  legs. 

p  ̂^vi-jXJ  langidan.  To  halt,  lame,  limp.  To 
roll,  wallow  (as  a  horse  or  dog). 

p  lav,  The  lip.  An  eminence.  Bile.  A 
kind  of  sweetmeat.  Name  of  a  town  in  Mazanda- 

ran. i'7,  A  repository,  any  vessel  containing  some- 
what. Lu  or  lo,  A  ply,  fold.  j3  j,i  du  lu,  Two- 

fold, double.  ̂   &M>  sih  lu.  Threefold,  triple,  (jlfl^ 

(.ib  hafshiyali  lu,  A  single-soled  orunlinedshoe. 

A  ̂   law.  If,  but  if,  did  but,  had  but.  That.  ̂  

law  hana.  Had  (he  or  it)  been.  ̂   ̂   Ian-  la. 

If  not,  unless,  but  for.  ̂ 3  ̂  law  lam..  If  not,  un- 

less. _j) J  7ra/(77i',  Although,  notwithstanding,  even 

then.  |»-L*»  ̂  J  iva  lu7v  sallam.  Although  he  sur- 
rendered or  submitted.  When  used  as  a  noun, 

law  takes  tasbdid  :  as,  ̂ \  \lL>j^\  ahsarta  mi- 

ni'l  lawKjYou  multiply  ordeal  too  plentifully  in  ifs. 
A  Vncas,  The  twisting  or  coiling  of  a  serpent. 

The  winding  (of  a  river,  of  a  valley, or  channel),  (pi. 

&J.^\aZH'/_ya<)Standard,flag,cnsign,banner,colours. 
A  government  (of  a  small  district,  town,  or  castle). 

C^jtoi  lircayi  nusrat-iltijva.  The  victo- 
rious banner.^^^jwimmZma,  The  governor  of  a  small 

province  or  of  a  city.  j  Ay^ii  ba^sH 

bi's  sirvdi  wa'l  liwds.  They  sent  to  implore  help. 

A  A'^  lawwas,  A  kind  of  bird. 
A  u-->\j5  lusdb.  Thirst. 
A  L_->l_y!/«?i-ai,(v.  n.  of  (— -J^  forL.-'^j))  Thirsting. 

Thirst.  Saliva,  spittle. 

A  (^\^  lawdbin,  (pi.  of  aj>^^)  Breasts.  Udders. 
A  sljJ  lawjat.  The  privities  of  man  or  woman. 

Any  thing  shameful  and  bad. 
A  ij}^^  allawdtl,  (pi.  of  ̂ \  allatl)  (The  wo- 

men) who. 
A  lujvus.  Flour  sprinkled  on  the  table 

under  the  dough. 

A&J\^  ZM;i'aAYZ<,A crowd, company.  Floursprin- 
kled  on  the  table  under  dough.  One  who  mixes 
in  every  thing. 

A         luwdh,  A  thirsting.  Thirst. 

A  ia^l^  lawdhiz,  (pi.  of  &ia:>-^)Glancing(eyes). 

A  htjvdhih,  (pi.  of  ̂j^"^  Idhih,  or  offem. 
XiL*-^  Idfiihat)  Dependencies,  appurtenances.  Fol- 

lowers, clients,  domestics.  Consequent  upon. 

A  lawdhim,  (pi.  of         Idltbn)  Hawks 

d  of  flesh  (j,i»  lohmovlahani). 
A  &=>-l^  liwdhhat,  Butter  melted  amongst  milk. 

A  il^  liivdz,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  i^)  Fl  eeing  for 
refuge  to  one  another.  Wrestling  against,  opposing, 

contradicting.  Using  art  or  fraud.  Lawdz,  lindz, 

or  havdz,  (v.  n.  of  0^  for  (i_jJ)  Taking  for  one's defence  or  safeguard. 

A  ̂ ^j^  la7vdzi^  Bitter,  poignant  words, 
p         lawdra.  Name  of  a  town  in  Hindiistan. 

aJ\j1  lawivdz,  A  seller  of  almonds  (j^  lawz). 

A  (^^^  landzim.  Necessary  things,  requisites, 
accompaniments,  consequences,  inevitable  results. 

Baggage.  A  fee,  perquisite. 
A  C->l«j^j5  lawdzimdt,  Necessaries,  requisites. 

a  \^\^  lands,  A  taste,  any  thing  to  be  tasted. 

fond 
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K(^\yila)VTvas,  A.  glutton,  an  epicure, one  who 
hunts  after  delicacies. 

A  L*>^j)  luwasat,  A  small  mouthful  or  morsel, 

p  (_>i^^  latvash,  A  thin  cake  or  biscuit, 

p  iiJ^\^  luivasha,  Barnacles  for  restive  horses, 

a  farrier's  twitch. 

A\^\^  Za?iJas,Pure  honey.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat 
made  of  flour,  water,  and  honey. 

A  lanasib,  Narrow  and  deep  wells. 

A  la^^  lin-at,  The  commission  of  sodomy. 
A  Isip  lawrvat,  A  sodomite  (people  of  Lot). 
A         liwatat,  Sodomy,  pederasty,  p 

f^':i^liwaiat  hardan,  To  commit  sodomy,  to  bugger. 

F  f^cJ^'\^Urcatat-hiin, K&odiOimte,  buggerer. 
A  u_oi?^^  lawatif,  The  short  ribs  next  the  chest. 

A  I  lawwaf,  A  maker  of  carpets.  A  spin- 

ner, particularly  of  materials  for  tent-making. 

A         lan-afih,  (pi.  of  ̂ )  Scorching  blasts. 
A  lawak,  Something,  any  thing. 

\s\^  la  zaha  lawahan,  He  tasted  nothing. 

A  J5^_j)  lawahih,  (pi.  of  lahih)  (Camels) 
which  have  taken  the  male.  (Winds)  which  drive 

about  rainy  clouds,  and  which  shake  the  trees. 

A  lawakin,  The  lower  part  of  the  belly. 

A  eiJ\_j)  lawak,  What  is  eaten  or  chewed.  l« 

j^i  ma  zal'M  lawakan,  He  tasted  nothing. 
A     »i^p  lawalib,  (pi.  of         larvlab)  Staples, 

holes  into  which  a  bolt  shoots.  Screws,  vices. 

p        lav-a-lav,  Light,  trifling,  undignified, 

p  lawa  larva,  Light,  fickle,  inconstant. 

A  lu^am,  The  wing  or  feather  of  an  ai'row, 

especially  the  best  kind.  Feathers  skilfully  set 

on  an  arrow.  Necessity,  need,  lack.  Unavoidable 
business.  A  call  of  nature. 

A  lawnam,  An  accuser,  censurer,  blamer. 

Luwam,  Accusers,  blamers. 

A  Ian-ami^  (pi.  of  &**^)  Lights,  rays. 
A  ̂   ̂  lam  anna,  Perhaps,  haply.  _j)  law 

anni,  (or       y)  law  annarii)  Perhaps  I. 
A  lawahis,  Light,active,  swift  (persons). 

A         limay,  A  standard,  banner. 

A  W_j5  lawaya",  (pi.  of  ̂SyJ  lawlyat)  Portions 
or  messes  of  meat  which  one  lays  by  for  another. 

A  i—olp  lawadh,  Thirsty  camels  going  round 

a  well  without  being  able  to  get  to  it  for  the  crowd. 

A  'eS\^  linayat.  The  spear-staff  of  a  banner. 

A         lawaAh,  (pi.  of       laAhov  'i^"^ Idsihat) 
Lights,  splendours,  luminous  appearances. 

A  jC^jJ  lawasim,  (pi.  oi'ij*^  lasimat)  Accusa- tions, reproaches.  Slanders.  Faults. 

A  lawb,  (v.  n.  of  for  i-*>p)  Going  round 
a  well  without  being  able  to  get  to  it  on  account  of 

the  crowd  (thirsty  camels).  Lawb  or  lub,  (v.  n.  of 

i—-)^  for  i-^^p)  Thirsting.  Thirst,  iwi,  A  piece 

of  meat  turning  and  rolling  about  in  a  pot.  A  bee. 

(Palm-trees  or  camels)  thirsty,  remote  from  water. 
A         Imub,  Thirst. 
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A  Ai^  lubds,  A  kind  of  pulse. 
A  luhdn,  A  thirsting. 

A  1^^^  loban,  Male  frankincense  reddish,  in- cense, benzoin. 

A  'iiyi  lubat,  A  place  full  of  stones  (especially 
black).  Negroes.  Ethiopians.  People  living 

amongst  others  without  consulting  them.  Lybia. 

p  iji^  lobara,  A  wild  ram.  A  wild  buffalo. 
paJLj^  Zi<Z)a5/«a,Thrashed  grain  still  in  the  chaff. 

A  ̂ p  lubiy.  An  Ethiopian,  Lybian. 

pljjj)  lubiyd,  (aJi>jJ  lubiya,  and  lubd^  A 
kind  of  pulse,  a  species  of  French  bean. 

A  5^  lawwat,  Ugliness  of  face.  Luwat,  A  fra- 

grant kind  of  wood. 
A  lawt,  (v.  n.  of        for  O^)  Relating, 

declaring,  telling  news  without  being  asked.  Sup- 
pressing, concealing  (intelligence). 

p  lot,  Del  icious  viands.  A  sort  of  pastry. 

A  large  mouthful.  A  harsh,  disagreeable  youth. 

Lnt,  Naked,  bare. 

PjOj5  lotar,  (}y>^  lotard,  also  ij^^  lotara^  A 
secret  mode  of  conversation.  An  enigma. 

p  i-^^.j         lotupot,  Sorts  of  meat  and  drink. 
A  CJj5  laws,  (v.  n.  of  C-*^  for  C-^_jJ)  Being 

powerful,  strong.  Rolling  a  mouthful  or  globular 
fritter  in  fat.  Wrapping  (a  turban,  sash,  or  fillet 

round  the  head).  Remaining  close  at  home.  Tak- 
ing refuge,  flying  to.  Rolling  any  thing  in  the 

mouth  to  masticate  it.  Macerating,  dissolving  in 

water.  The  semblance  of  an  argument  or  demon- 

stration. Slowness,  tediousness.  Wounds.  Wicked- 

ness. Queries.  Hatreds,rancours.  Power,strength. 
Contamination,  defilement,  impurity. 

A  -^Op  lawsas,  (Jem.  of  \^^\  alwas)  Languid, 
feeble.  Gentle(rain)causing  grass  to  be  entangled. 

Slow  of  speech  or  gait. 

A        /«sa^.  Impetuosity.  Languor,  weakness, 

slowness.    Relaxedness.    Folly,  insanity.  Abun- 

dance of  fat  or  flesh.  A  ball  of  cloth  used  in  a  game. 

O^ii  zatu  lusatin,  Fat,  fleshy  (she-camel). 

A  ̂   lawj,  (v.  n.  of      for  ̂ p)  Rolling  (any 
thing)  about  in  the  mouth. 

p^j3  loj,  A  country  in  Iran.   Luj,  Naked. 
A  lawjds,  Necessity,  a  necessary  thing. 

Doubt,  scruple.  A  reply  (good  or  bad), 

p        loch.  Squint-eyed. 

A        lawk,  (v.  n.  of       for  j^^)  Rising,  ap- 

lawhi  klidmosfn.  Silence. 

pearing,  or  shining  (as  the  sun,  or  a  star).  Flash- 

ing (lightning).  Turning  the  colour,  tanning  (as 

by  travelling,  the  sun,  or  thirst).  Being  manifest. 

Looking  at.  (pi.  alwdh)  A  table,  plank,  or 

any  thing  flat,  of  wood  or  bone,  especially  on  which 

any  thing  is  inscribed.  A  black  board  used  as  a 
slate  to  write  on.  The  pannel  of  a  door.  The  shoul- 

der-blade. The  air,  atmosphere.  The  brilliant  ap- 

pearance (of  a  star),  p  b  lawhi  pd.  The  foot- 

board or  treadle  of  a  weaver's  loom.  ̂ ^yc\>- 

rang,  The  world.  Time.  Fortune,  a  )b^i^  ̂  

lawhi  mahfuz,  (or  li>_jis^^  lawhu'l  mahfuz) 
The  indelible  tables  (on  which,  according  to  Mu- 

hammadan  belief,  the  transactions  of  mankind  have 

been  written  by  God  from  all  eternity),  Luh,  (v. 

n.  of      for  ̂ )  Thirsting.  Thirst.  A  glance. 
A        lufuli.  Thirst. 

A  lawahdn,  A  thirsting.  Thirst. 

A'is'y)  lawhat.  One  table,  plank,  or  board. 

A  (j^^tjJ  lawhash,  (or  kJ^^  lawhash  alldh 
for  <i^\  (^jis-_j]  ̂   Id  lawliash  alldh)  God  forbid !  may 
God  remove  all  sorrow  from  him !  Bravo !  well  done ! 

A  Ij^yi  lawha\  Thirsty  (camels). 

A  ̂   lawhh.  The  act  of  mixing. 

p  ̂   luhh,  A  reed.  Hump-backed. 
P  ̂-J^y>  lohhan,  The  moon. 
A  lijJ  lawad,  (v.  n.  of  for  iSj))  Being  per- 

verse, obstinate,  refractory. 

p  ti^y)  lawda,  A  pannier. 

A  <ij3  lawz,  (v.  n.  of  for  ij])  Fleeing  unto, 

taking  refuge.  Taking  for  a  protection  or  fortress. 
Surrounding,  embracing,  comprehending.  The  side 
or  circuit  of  a  mountain.  Name  of  the  son  of  Shem. 

(pi.  h\^\  alwdz)  The  winding  of  a  vale  or  a  river. 
A  mountain,  asylum. 

A  lawzdn,  A  side,  border,  quarter. 

A  ft^i^iip  lawzdniyat,  A  taking  refuge  with  one 
another.  The  use  of  art  and  fraud.  A  wrestlinf 

or  striving  with. 

A        lawza^  (or  lawza^y)  Eloquent, 
ingenious.  Nimble,  dexterous.  Smart,  witty,  ca- 

pable of  saying  piquant  things. 

V  lor,  The  channel  of  a  torrent,  a  torrent.  A 

dish  made  of  new  milk  or  sour  whey  boiled  and 

thickened.  The  bow  of  a  cotton-dresser.  Impudent, 
shameless.  A  sort  of  cheese.  Name  of  a  bird.  Name 

of  a  country,  and  of  a  people  in  India. 

p  \jyi  loi-d.  Cream-cheese.  A  quicksand. 

p^^\j^lordnak,(orjd\jy)  loi-ddar) Ano'il-hottle made  of  skins.  A  copper  vessel  for  making  butter. 

p  (j'^^p  loristdn,  A  country  in  Persia. 
P  lorah,  A  cotton-dresser's  bow. 

p  '^i^jyt  lor-kand,  A  gulley  made  by  a  torrent. 
p        lora,  A  torrent,  water-course. 

p  Ion,  Bold,  impudent,  shameless.  A 

singer,  street-beggar.  Nice,  delicate.  Name  of  a 
bird.  Name  of  a  people  in  Persia.  Luri,  Leprosy. 

Ajp  lawz,  (v.n.ofj^  ̂ o^Jp)  Fleeing  unto,  tak- 
ing refuge.  Eating.    Saving  one's  self,  escaping, 

being  delivered.  An  almond.  Akind  of  sweetmeat. 

Kyy^\jyi  lawzu^l  hind.  The  quince.    Lawiz,  (or 

jyi        ̂ imiz  lawiz)  Indigent,  needy. A  Sjp  lawzat.  One  almond.  Preserved  fruit. 

p  ̂jbjp  lawzatdn,  The  uvula. 
p  5jj3  loza  or  lawza.  Any  thing  sweet,  nice,  and 

delicate,  whether  to  the  palate  or  ear.  Deceit. 



A  OlJj^  lan-zii/ut,  Sweetmeats  in  which  al- 
monds are  used,  almond-confections. 

A^J^  lawzinaj,  A  confection  of  almonds. 

p  aJjJjJ  lanz'ina,  Any  food  in  which  almonds 
form  a  part,  {^^jf^  ftj^J^j*^  dar  laivzina  sir 

hhrcurdan,  (or  ̂ jb  diidan)  To  eat  (or  put)  gar- 
lic with  almonds,  (met.)  To  experience  an  alloy 

to  one's  pleasures.  To  be  cheated  or  gulled.  To 
render  another's  existence  miserable. 
A  laws,  (v.  n.  of  (_>«^  for  (^^)  Tasting, 

hunting  after  delicacies.  Rolling  any  ij^ing  round 
the  mouth.  Taste.  Lus,  Meat,  food. 

p  (^jJ  los,  Flattery,  seduction,  deceit.  Pre- 
tended humility.  Adulteration,  debasement.  Wry- 

mouthed.  A  wry  mouth.  Adhesive  mud. 

p  ajLu^  losana,  Flattery. 

V  ̂ ^sxuiyi  losidan,  To  cheat,  act  dishonestly. 
V  laivsh,  A  withered  melon.  Xos/t,  The 

Grecian  painter  Zeuxis.  Lush,  Leprous.  Torn  in 

pieces.  Ignorant,  stupid.  Black  thin  clay;  mud 

adhering  to  cattle.  Wry-mouthed. 
p         losha.  Name  of  the  painter  Zeuxis. 

p  joLij^  loshaba,  Sweet,  agreeable  to  the  pa- 
late or  the  ear. 

p  tj\Zi^  loshara.  Ground  worn  into  gullies. 

p  C'AZi^  loshana,  Sweet,  agreeable  to  the  palate 
or  ear.  Flattery,  adulation.  Pretended  humility. 

A  i^<i!ojj  laivshab,  A  wolf. 

p  ̂j^yi  loshan,  Black  mud  at  a  pond's  bottom. 
p  (>iJUi>j5  loshnah,  Full  of  mud.  Muddy  water. 

A  ̂J<^_JJ  laws,  (v.  n.  of  {^'^  for  i^y>)  Prying, 
peeping  through  the  chinks  of  a  door.  Swerving, 

turning  aside  from.   A  pain  in  the  ear  or  throat. 

A  S<o_jJ  lawsai,  A  pain  in  the  back,  lumbago. 

A  l9^Zfl7j;<,(v.n.of  la^forlsy)  Possessing  one's 
affections,  being  dear  to  one.  Joining,  uniting,  bring- 

ing together  (friends).  Aiming  ator  wounding  (with 

an  arrow  or  malignant  eye).  Bedaubing  with  mud, 

plastering(a  cistern)  with  mud.  Hiding.  Commit- 

ting sodomy.  A  cloak.  A  man  expert  and  expe- 

ditious in  business.  Profit,  usury.  Any  thing  which 
sticks  and  adheres.    Lut,  Lot. 

A  ̂|^^Wr/^t^,The  people  ofLot  or  Sodom;  a  so- 
domite. A  n  impudcnt,furward  fellow ;  a  bravo,bully. 

A  l2>jJ  lawz,  (v.  n.  of  ia^  for  ii>j))  Driving  away 
one  who  is  near.    Dunning,  exacting  rigorously. 

A  ̂   law^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ ^5)  Being  avari- 
cious, villainoiis,andcovvardly.  T;inning, freckling, 

turning  the  colour  of  the  skin  (the  sun). 

A  "ftS-jl  law^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   f(.r  yJ)  Afflicting, distempering  any  one(love).  Being  indisposed  either 

from  disease  or  fear.  A  blackness  round  the  nipples. 

Heat,  pain,  indisposition  arising  from  love,  care, 
or  sickness. 

A  ̂   la7Vfjh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Rolling  (any 
thing)  in  the  mouth,  and  then  casting  (it)  out. 
Sticking  close  to. 
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j      p  ̂   liiff/t,  Drinking.  A  milking.  A  drinker, 

j  A  milker.    A  roller. 

1      p  jj^'sP^  luijlian'idan.  To  cause  to  milk. 
\       p  ̂jJJiff-jJ /u^/(I(/an,Todrink.  To  milk.  To  spill. 
I       A  I— Idn'f,  (v.  n.  of  I  for  I— jjJ)  Eating, 

j  chewing.  Eating  dry  fodder  (cattle).  Meat  or  fod- 
der which  is  not  agreeable.  Luf,  A  certain  bulb- 

ous plant  called  'is^Y^  sarrakhat. 

PuJ^/w/^Dragon-wort.Theplantelephanfs'-car. 
p  \sj)  lufa,  A  species  of  the  herb  sempervivus. Centaury. 

Aj_^^  lufa',  Name  of  a  certain  plant. 
A  lawh,  (v.  n.of  ̂ j^for^J^J)  Softening  with 

butter.  Remaining  firm  and  quiet  in  a  place.  Strik- 

ing (on  the  eye).  Putting  silk  or  cotton  into  an  ink- 
holder.  Xaroa/i,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^)  Being  a  fool.  Folly. 

p  ISjJ  lulta.  The  evangelist  Luke. 

SY  (j^o^jjjS  luhaUin,  Seed  of  wild  rue. 
A  iij]  lawliat,  An  hour.  Luhat,  Butter.  A  dish 

of  fresh  dates  and  butter. 

SY  (j»Ji^j5  luhiijun,  The  box-thorn. 
A  uiJ_y  lank,  (v.n.of(^^foruLSj3)  Rolling  any 

thing  in  tlie  mouth  to  masticate  it.  Chewing  any 

thing  hard  (as  a  horse  champing  the  bit).  Injuring 

one's  reputation. 

I'  :-^y>  loh,  A  sort  of  burden-bearing  camel  hav- 
ing very  little  hair.  Weak,  silly,  mean,  contempt- 

ible. Ivy.  Milk  boiled  to  a  consistency.  One 
who  crawls  on  hands  and  knees. 

Pji^  luhar,  Name  of  a  city  in  Hindustan. 

SAN.j^^y^  lohishwar,  A  being  who  translates 
perfect  souls  from  the  fetters  of  the  brute  form  into 

the  human  form  (a  notion  of  the  followers  of  Sak- 
yamuni,  who  are  believers  in  metempsychosis). 

p  /w/m.  Cotton  separated  from  the  seed.  Any 

kind  of  flour.  The  cry  of  dog  or  cat.  Toasted  meal. 

lulddan,  To  crawl  on  hands  and  knees 
like  an  infant.  To  stasTirer  or  walk  uneven. DO 

p  J^5  lol,  Shameless,  bold,  impudent. 

A^j!/aAi7a,Unless,save,except,butfor. Comeon!  j 
law  laka,  But  for  thee  (the  world  would  not 

have  been  called  out  of  non-existence).  | 
A         lawlat.  Adversity,  affliction.  Loss. 

A  'iiiy)  lawlat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Turning  the back  in  flight. 

p         lulanch,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

P  cdli^^  lulanaJi,  (orjj^jJ  lidawar)  A  sort  of  : 
bottle  for  keeping  oil  and  the  like.  j 

A  t— lawlah,  The  staple  or  place  into  which  j 

a  bolt  goes.  A  spring.  A  screw,  a  vice.  Much  wa- , 
ter  flowing  through  a  narrow  tube,  and  spouting  ; 

out  with  a  noise.  An  alembick-spout.  Any  tube  \ 

or  canal  tiirough  whicli  water  flows. 

A  J  lawlahiy,  Belonging  to,  or  resembling  a  j 
screw  or  vice.  j 

A^^  lawla^  Blackness  round  the  nipples. 

p        law  larv,  A  light,  frivolous,  undignified  ' 

man.  Lu  lu,  A  figuredressed  up  tofrighten  children. 

A  j3 luflut,  (pl.^  ̂  lasal'is)A  pearl,  gem,jewel. 

The  wild  cow.  y'^  luAut  mahiun,  A  pearl 
concealed  in  the  shell,  (metaph.)  An  unblemished 

maid,  j-ojk*  yy/a»/M^mMnar^a<f,  Pearls  neatly  and 

regularly  strung,  (metaphorically)  Well-set  teeth. 

A  ̂ ji^y  luilusan,  Pearl-coloured. 
Pjb  ̂yi  luslut-har.  Raining,  scattering  gem<. 
p  litslut-pash,  Scattering  gems. 

^^>i  0"'"J-  lailuf-pashi  dumu^  shudan,  To shed  pearly  tears. 

A  i^f^  luAutat,  A  single  pearl.  ai^ 
/M^ZM^a/,Theslave  whoassassinated  thecaliphOmar. 

A  lS^^  luAiuii/,  Pearl-coloured,  pearly.  A 
pearl-merchant,  a  dealer  in  pearls. 
P  lola,  Flour  toasted.  A  handful  of  flour 

kneaded  into  (lou<^h.  Lula,  A  canal,  tube,  syphon, 

the  pipe  or  spout  of  a  ewer  or  alembick.  A  tobacco- 
pipe.  A  reed  used  by  weavers  to  wind  thread  upon. 

Sj^aJ^  b  ha  lula  kuza,  A  flagon  with  a  spout. 

p  /o/i,  Nice,  delicate.  Merry,  glad.  Intel- 
ligent, clever.  A  public  singer.  A  strumpet.  Name 

of  a  handsome  people  called  KarajT. 

p  j6\W^  lori-hhana,'A  bawdy-house,  brothel. 

p  (J^)J3  luUn,  A  jug,  flagon,  or  any  similar  ves- sel with  a  spout. 

A         lutluni),  A  pearl-merchant. 

A  /a;t;;H,(v.n.of  for^^)  Blaming,  rcprc- 
hending,accusing.  Reproof.  Fear,dread.rault,error, 

sin,  crime,  p  (ji^^.y  j  ̂y'  lawm  u  tawb'ihh  hai  - 

dan, (or  jjii^j.^  laicm  luirdun)  To  accuse,  a  La- nam,  A  perpetual  finding  of  fault. 

A  liMH,  (v.  n.  of  j,^)  Being  ignoble,  inglo- 
rious, mean,  sordid,  avaricious.  Covetousness,  vil- 

lainy,vice.  i;ijajM,(pl.of&K^)/(;^wfl/)  Coats  of  mail. 

A  luwam,  (pi.  of  Idsim)  Blamcrs,  ceii- surers,  accusers. 

A  UjJ  law  ma,  If  not,  unless. 
A  lairtnat.  Reproof. 

A  -^lot)  litsainas,  (pl.of  j»J;jJ  lafim')  Mean,  sordid. 
A  jjb/«^  lutman,  Deserving  of,  obnoxious  to, 

reproof,  (pi.  of  lanm)  Mean,  sordid,  base, 

grovelling,  avaricious. 
A  iUijJ  lawmat,  (v.  n.  of  for  |»jJ)  Reproving, 

blaming.  A  severe  reproof.  Any  thing  deserving 

of  reproof.  The  choicest  honey.  Luinat,  (\  man) 

accused.  Expectation.  Delay.  Luwumat,  (A 

man)  who  blames  others. 
A  luMViat,  One  who  relates  or  imitates  the 

actions  of  nnother.  Plough-gear.  A  choice  piece 
of  Iionschold  fnrnilure,  which  one  is  very  reluctant 

to  lend  or  part  with. 

A  J^ji  larvnia',  Reproach,  accusation. 
A  lawn,  (pi.  1^^^^  alwan)  Colour.  Com- 

plexion. External  form.  A  species,  genus.  Akind 

of  palm-tree.  Any  thing  intervening,  interposing, 

or  uniting.  ̂ ^^\J^kaslru' llawn,  Many-coloured, 
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variegated ;  deeply  tinged.  (j^W^  haUlu'l  lawn, 
Discoloured,  of  a  bad  or  weak  colour. 

A       Imiat,  A  species  of  palm-tree. 
V  laivand,  Free,  independent.  A  soldier, 

volunteer,  adventurer.  Without  a  fixed  residence. 

A  libertine  who  fears  not  God  nor  regards  man. 

Ignorant.  Slothful,  sluggish,  lazy.  A  frequenter 
of  taverns  and  stews.  A  whore.  A  man  who  is 

fond  of  his  wife ;  gallant.  A  servant  or  labourer. 

A  naughty  boy.  Good  news. 

T  SjiVjJ  londra,  (ital.  Londra)  London. 

p  ij,j<^y>  larvand-zan,  A  whore.  Married  to  a 
harlot,  wedded  to  a  whore. 

p  eO^  lawna,  Paint  for  the  ladies. 

A  (^jp  las-US,  An  epicure,  one  who  hunts  after 

delicacies.  Any  thing  tasted. 

A  lurvu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  Being  greedy 
and  ill-tempered,  and  cowardly. 

A  '&S>j^  liiwuliat,  Shining  of  the  i— sarah. 
p  ̂.^yi  luviya,  (or       luviya)  A  French  bean. 

A  S_j3  lawh,  (or  ̂j^j^  lawalimi)  (v.  n.  of  for 

Shining  as  the  vapour  u-P^**)  sarah.  Crea- 

ting; creation.  Laivh,  The  vapour  t_->|^«j  sarah. 
p       lawa,  A  kite.  A  bird  like  a  partridge. 

Pjjli>^5  larohamar  or  lohawar,  Lahore. 

Pjfc^J  latvhur,  (orj^^  laivhur^  Lahore. 
p  i^jyyS>3^  lohanin,  An  instrument  for  separating 

cotton  from  its  seed. 

A  Ij^  lawa',  (fut.  ij^..  yahv'i)  He  bent. 
A  larva',  (v.  n.  of  (^^5)  Having  thecholic. 

Being  crooked  (an  arrow).  Winding  (a  valley). 

Withering  (herbage).  A  pain  or  contortion  in  the 

stomach,  (for  ̂J,'^  laii)  (pi.  of  allat'i)  Those 
females  who.  Zan'i,  Griped  in  the  belly.  Crooked, 

sinuous  (arrow  or  tract  of  satwi).  Lima  ,  (pi. 

alwiyat^  The  extremes  of  sandy  deserts  bordering 

upon  more  solid  ground,  (pi.  ahva^  and 
alwiyat)  A  distorted  hill  of  sand.  The  termination 

of  a  sand-hill.  Lurva',  Vain  things. 

A  i^yi  lawiy.  Withering,  dry  (herbage).  Lu- 
wayy,  A  kind  of  tree.  Lurciy,  (v.  n.  of  i]/^)  Bend- 

ing, twisting  (a  rope). 

A        lawnny,  Pertaining  to  j5  law.  If. 

A  j5  la7i~iyat,  (pi.  larmya')  A  part  of  meat 
which  one  lays  aside  for  another. 

A  i^.^  larmsat,  A  mixed  multitude. 

A  -^l^ _j5  ZM7i-a?/Jaj:,Hope,desire,wish,expectation. 

A  1^^^  lurvayhih,  A  partridge-hawk. 

p  lannd, (lirvid,  or j>_Jilawlr)  Alarge  caul- 
dron or  kettle,  especially  of  brass. 

p         laiviza,  Name  of  Abel's  twin-sister. 

p  (ji^jJ  larvesh,  (^JZ.>_J^  lannshan,  or  eJ^>^  la- 

n  isha)  A  blacksmith's  twitch  for  holding  the  nose 
of  a  horse  whilst  shoeing. 

A  Imvaytat,  A  dish  of  different  meats  ;  a 

hodge-podge. 
p  &!  lah,  Scent,  smell.   Wine  made  from  grapes. 

La,  The  pine-tree.  Name  of  a  town  in  Turkistan. 

Lih,  Any  thing  old  and  ready  to  fall  in  pieces.  Luh, 

A  black  eao'Ie. 

A     lahu,  His,  to  (from,  or  of)  him. 

A    lakh,  (v.  n.  of  S3)  Making  (the  hair)  appear 
delicate,  beautifying  (it). 

A  lf5  lalia.  To  her.  Laha\  (pi.  of  51,^)  Uvulas. 

A  ̂1^5  lihaf,  (pi.  of  sl^  la/tat)  Uvulas.  Lithat, 
A  quantity,  sum.  lukasu  miMtin,  The 
number  of  a  hundred  (men). 

A  lihdb,  (pi.  of  t— Aij3  lihb)  Spaces  between 
mountains.  Fissures,  (pi.  of  (jlf^  Za/iia/i)  Thirsty 

people.  Luhab,  (v.  n.  of  (_-<ip)  Burning,  flaming 

(fire).  Being  inflamed.  Heat  of  the  fire.  Flame 
without  smoke.  Thirst. 

A       lihabat,  (pi.  of  u-*^  lihh)  Spaces  between 
mountains.Fissures,narrowpasses.iM/iaZ*a^,F]ame. 

A       lahat,  pi.  O^j.^  lahawat, Olx^  lahayat, 

luhiy,  lihly,  1^3  laha',  and       lihas.  The  uvula. 
A  i-i-jl^J  lahas,  (v.n.  of  i^\3)  Thirsting.  Thirst. 

Luhds,  (v.  n.  of  ̂..^^.^J)  Lolling  out  the  tongue  (as 

a  dog,  either  from  thirst  or  fatigue).  Burning 

thirst.  Pangs  of  death.  Red  points  on  palm-leaves. 

A  luhlids,  Those  who  weave  palm-leaves 
into  baskets. 

A  luhdsiy,  A  person  having  many  red  moles 
on  the  face. 

A  liljj.!  luhad,  A  sigh,  a  sob.  Hiccup. 

A  j^ii^-J  lahdzim,  (pi.  of         lahzam)  Sharp 
points  of  spears.  Robbers. 

p jl^  luhdr.  Name  of  a  city. 

A  jl^  lihdz,  A  bit  of  wood  driven  into  an  axle- 
hole,  or  into  the  head  of  a  hatchet,  to  tighten  it. 

A  lahdzim,  of 'i'C^  lihzimat)  Jaw-hones 
projecting  under  the  ear. 

A  t_>»i^3  luhds,  (and  «*j1.jJ)  A  little  food. 
A  lahdsim,  (pi.  of         luhsum)  Narrow 

parts  of  streams. 
P  lahdshum.  An  ugly,  disagreeable  thing. 

A  'is\^  lahd^f.  Sluggishness,  languor;  care- 
lessness (in  purchase),  a  liability  to  be  cheated. 

A  I — lihdf,  (and  ̂1.^3  lalidfa')  (pi.  of 

lahfa')  Afflicted,  oppressed,  suffering  (women). 
A         lahdk,  A  white  bull.    White.  Lihdh, 

(pi.  of  Jj.jJ)  Brown,  tawny  (camels).  Very  white, 
^j^jj.l  ahyazu  la  or  lihdhin,  Intense  white, 

p         luhdh,  Cause,  motive,  reason, argument. 

A  LiJl^J  lahhdk.  Name  of  the  brother  of  PTran 

Wisah,  Afrasyab's  general. 
A  aJip  lahdlih,  (pi.  of  luhlnhat)  Widely- 

extended  plains,  over  which  the  vapour  i-^^***  sarah 
is  seen  to  float. 

A  luhdm,  A  numerous  army  (as  devouring 
or  destroying  all  opposition). 

A  lahdmim,  (pi.  of  j»^^)  Generous, 

p^yl^  la  or  luhdnur,  The  city  of  Lahore. 

Pjjl^P  lahdwar,  The  city  of  Lahore. 12  R 

A  <— *^  lahh.  Flame,  blaze.  Lahh  or  lahab, 
(v.  n.  of  Blazing,  flaming  without  emitting 

smoke  (fire).  JJIib,  (pi.  i—'l^^  alhdb,^y^  luhub, 

lihdh,  and  lihdhat)  The  space  between 
two  mountains.  A  fissure  or  narrow  pass.  A  steep 

or  perpendicular  precipice,  which  it  is  impossible 
to  climb.  XaAa&,  Flame(especially  without  smoke). 

Redness.  Flying  (dust).  <— »ip  y>'\  ahu  lahah  or 
Ztt/iijNameofone  of  Muhammad's  uncles,  of  whom 
mention  is  made  in  the  Kur'an. 

A  (jlf^  lahbdn,  (pi.  t— lihdb)  Thirsty.  Xa- 
}iahdn,{y.  n.of(_>.p)  Blazing,flamingwithoutemit- 
ting  smoke  (fire).  Excessive  heat.  Flame  without 
smoke.  A  hot  day.  Thirst. 

A  &Jk^  luhbat,  Thirst.  A  burning  or  shining 

brightness. 

A  ij^^lahharat.  Short,  mean-looking  (woman); 
or  one  whose  speech  or  clamour  is  unintelligible  ; 
or  one  who  walks  slow  and  heavily. 

p  lahbala.  Foolish,  stupid ;  unlearned,  ig- 
norant, unskilful. 

A       lahba',  (fem.  of  jjlx^)  Thirsty  (woman). 
A  "-^-^  lahs,  (v.  n.  of  t^-^)  Lolling  the  tongue 

(a  dog,  from  thirst  or  fatigue).  Lahas,  Thirst. 

A  (jli^J  lahsdn.  Thirsty.  Ijuhasdn,  Thirst. 
A  iXf^  luhsat,  Lassitude;  Thirst.  A  red  point 

on  a  palm-leaf. 
A  J^i^  lahsa\  (fem.  of  ̂jIa^5)  Thirsty  (woman). 

A  ̂   lahaj,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Being  greedy,  devoted, 
or  habitually  addicted  to.  Lahij,  Gi'eedy,  one 
who  hankers  after. 

A  &s:t^  lahjat  or  lahajat.  The  tongue.  Voice, 

sound,  tone,  ^^asfasihu^l  lahjat,  Eloquent. Ijuhjat,  Breakfast ;  a  whet  before  dinner. 
A  lahjam,  A  cup,  goblet.  A  highway,  open 

road,  beaten  path. 

Aii^5  (v.n.of  ̂ ^)  Oppressing, overwhelm- 
ing, beating  down  (a  load).  Wearing  out  (cattle) 

by  overworking.  Beating,  thrusting,  pushing ; 

striking  on  the  back  or  breast  in  contempt.  Ac- 

cusing, impeaching.  Eating  or  licking  with  the 

tongue.  Any  kind  of  fissui-e  in  the  feet  or  thighs 
of  men  or  animals.  A  fissure  in  the  breast  of  a  ca- 

mel from  a  blow.  A  tumour  under  the  shoulder- 

blades  of  beasts  of  burden  A  grave,  also  an  indo- 

lent, or  ̂ sedentary  man.   Ignoble,  sordid. 
A  lihdzd,  (from  J  li  and  ̂ ij6/i!a^a)Because 

of,  therefore,  consequently,  for  this  reason. 

A  (--'j^iP  lahzah,  A  close  joining. 

A  lahzayn,  (pi.  pOlj]  lahdzim)  Sharp,  pene- 

trating (spear).  Wide  pudendum. 
A  S*3s^  lahzamat,  A  cutting,  amputating. 
p  lahar,  A  tavern,  public  house,  where  they 

sell  wine  and  strong  liquors.  A  brothel. 

P  '_  ■  ■  -'^  ̂  luhrdsp,  A  king  of  Persia,  father  of 

Gushtasb.  Justice. 
A      lahz,  (v.n.  of^)  Beginning  to  come  upon 



one  (grey  hairs).  Striking  on  the  breast,  or  on  the 
lump  under  the  ear,  with  the  fist.  Piercing  the 

breast  (with  a  spear).  (Any  young  animal)  strik- 
ing the  udder  of  the  mother  with  it»  head  when 

sucking.  Mixing  in  any  society. 

A  'iy^  lakazat,  That  part  of  the  jaw  under  the 
oar.  Lahizat,  A  woman  having  plump  cheeks,  or 

the  corners  of  whose  mouth  are  protuberant. 

A  lahzamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Cutting  away 

the  jaw-bone  projecting  under  the  ear.  Beginning 
to  appear  on  the  cheeks  (grey  hairs).  Lihzimat, 

(pi.        lahazim)  The  jaw-bone  under  the  ear. 

A  ̂jtK,^  lahs,  (v.  n.  of  (jt*^)  Licking  (a  dish). 

(A  child)  pulling  or  licking  the  teat  without  suck- 
ing. Running  hungrily  and  eagerly  to  victuals. 

A  iL~^  luhsat,  A  little,  somewhat. 

A         lu/isum,  (pi.  lahasini)  A  narrow 
part  of  a  stream. 

A  lajJ  laht,  (v.  n.  of  lo^)  Striking  with  the  open 

hand.  Aiming  at(with  an  arrow).  Sewing  (a  gar- 
ment). Throwing  or  dashing  one  upon  the  ground. 

Bringing  forth.  Dashing  water  on  the  privities. 

A  ilx^  Inlitat,  Doubtful,  uncertain  news. 

A  laha^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -p)  Accommodating 

one's  self  to  the  temper  of  another;  being  sociable, 
free  and  easy.  Twisting  the  mouth  to  a  side  when 

speaking.  ia/i?^,Accommodating,obliging,affable. 
A  I— i^J  i(^hf,  Ah  1  alas  !  (a  particle  of  regret). 

Lahfif,  (v.  n.  of  t— ft^)  Lamenting  (especially  for 
any  thing  neglected  and  gone). 

A  (j^^  lakfdn,  Injured,  ojipressed ;  afflicted, 
sad,  sighing. 

p  C«fl^  luhfat  or  lilitifat,  A  doll,  puppet, 

p  iJcL^  luhfatan,  (pi.  of  iJLtSL^  luhfat)  Dolls. 

A  sSi^  b  ya  lahfaliu,  (&jJ^         I?,  ya  lahafa' 
^dayhi,         b  ya  lahfatv,  b  ya  lalifi 

^layhi,  i—ip  b  lahji,  lo^  b  ya  la/ifd,  b 
yd  lalifa,  b  ?/a  lahfdhu,  b lahfaiuhu, 

or  sbufl^  b  yd  lahfataydhu)  Alas ! 

A         lahfa',  (pi.  jjljJ  lahafa  and  i  li- 
Itcif)  Afflicted,  oppressed,  sufflsring  (woman). 

A  Jj^  lahk  or  lahah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j-^)  Being  in- 
tensely white  (but  not  glossy  or  shining).  Lahik, 

White  but  not  glossy  (bull,  garment,  or  hoariness). 

Laliih  or  lahah,  (pi.  Jj^^-^  lihdh)  A  white  bull. 
Whitish.  Brown,  tawny  (camel).  ̂   L>^)  ab- 
yazu  lahah,  (or  lahili)  Intense  white. 

A  al^  lahlah,  Cloth  of  a  fine  thread  and  open 

texture.  Flimsy  verse,  or  other  composition.  Luh- 

luh,  (pi.  aJlj)  lahdlih)  A  plain  over  which  the  va- 

pour t— sa7'db  is  seen  to  move  to  and  fro. 
p  j^^)^  lahlahdn,  A  species  of  sweet  basil. 

A  ijip  lahlahat.,(v.  n.  of Q)  Weaving(cloth) 

slightly.  Luhluhat,  (pi.  a3l^  lahdlih)  A  wide  coun- 

try, over  which  the  vapour  (— -^^^  sardh  floats. 

A  ̂   lahm,(\.n.  of*^)  Swallowing.  Liberal, 

munificent.  Lahm  or  laham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Swal- 
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lowing  quickly  and  at  once.  Lihm,  (pi.  lu- 

hum)  Aged  (bull),  ia/tim.  Voracious,  gluttonous. 
Luham,  A  glutton. 

A  jILp  lihamm,  Outstripping  in  the  race  (a  horse). 
The  ocean.  Wise,  prudent.  Liberal,  munificent. 

A  &^  luhmat,  A  handful  of  barley-meal. 
A  lihnwti,  (luhmum,  or  Uhmim)  Ex- 

cellent, fleet  (horse).    Liberal,  munificent  (man). 

A  luhmum,  (A  camel)  giving  much  milk. 
Liberal  (man).  A  large  number.  A  vast  army.  A 

deep  or  large  wound.  Clouds  full  of  rain.  Vulva. 
Female  dress  or  appurtenances. 

A  luhnat,  A  breakfast;  whet  or  collation 

before  dinner.  Any  present  brt-ught  by  a  traveller. 

P  lahanj,  A  stone  upon  which  washers  beat 
their  linen.  A  whetstone.  Concord,  harmony. 

A  lahinnaha.  Because  thou.  Certainly. 

p  aJ^P  /a/t?2a,  A  fool,  idiot.  A  stone.  Ix^^ 

lahnasijdn-gazd,  A  stone  which  causes  any  one  who 
looks  on  it  to  burst  out  into  a  violent  fit  of  laughter. 

A  ̂   lahw,  (v.  n.  of  1^  for  _j^)  Playi  ng,  amus- 

ing one's  self,  passing  the  time  agreeably,  unbend- 
ing. Dismissing,  letting  alone.  Lying  with.  Play, 

any  thing  ludicrous  or  jocular ;  whatever  diverts 
the  thoughts  from  any  thing  serious  (especially 

women  or  children).  j  ̂  lahw  u  la^,  Play- 
ing and  toying.  Sport,  amusement,  game,  fun. 

Lahw,  (or  luhuw)  (v.  n.  of  for  y^)  Listen- 
ing to  a  story  and  being  amused  by  it. 

A  ̂   laliuw.  One  who  dismisses  any  thing,  or 
turns  away  from  it ;  negligent,  careless. 

A  CJi^y^  lahawdt,  (pi.  of  'iy^  lahwat)  Uvulas. 
A  ̂^y^luhub,{\)\.  of  u-*^  Uhb)  Spaces  between 

two  mountains.  Clefts  between  mountains. 

A  lahwat,  A  woman  with  whom  one  plays 

or  toys.  Lahwat  or  luhwat,  (pi.  ̂^^^  luha')  What 
the  miller  throws  with  his  hand  into  the  hopper. 

As  much  gold  as  the  two  hands  can  hold;  a  thou- 
sand pieces  of  gold  or  silver.  A  valuable  present. 

A  luhwajat,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Not  dress- 

ing (meat)  enough,  leaving  (it)  half-cooked.  Doing 

(any  business)  wretchedly. 

A  yjy-<^  lahwah,  A  vain  boaster ;  who  speaks 
or  acts  carelessly,  or  who  says  but  does  not.  Un- 

practised, inexperienced. 

A  'Hy^  lahwahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Making  a 
vain  boast,  putting  forth  false  pretensions.  Saying 

or  doing  any  thing  carelessly. 

A  ̂ y^  lahum,  A  glutton.  Milch  (camel).  Li- beral (man).  Excellent  (horse).  Luhum,  (pi.  of 

^  lihm)  Aged  (bulls). A  ̂ y^  lahwty,  Pronounced  from  the  uvula,  as 

J  hdf  (by  some  spelt  qdf)  and  uiJ  haf. 
A  laha',  (and  luhydn)  (v.  n.  of  ,_^) 

Loving,  delighting  in,  solacing  one's  self,  diverting 
by  one  thing  the  thoughts  of  another.  Dismissing 

from  one's  thoughts, forgetting.  Dismissing,  aban- 

doning.  Luha\  (pi.  of  5^  /u/twa/)  Valuable  gifts. 

*\ia*«  mi^aru'l  luha',  Munificent,  liberal. 
P        liln,  Leave,  dismissal,  discharge,  liberty. 

A  luhiy,  (v.  n.  of  f_^)  Loving,  delighting 

in,  solacing  one's  self,  diverting  one's  self.  Dis- 
missing from  one's  thoughts,  forgetting.  Abandon- 

ing.   Luh'iy  or  lihiy,  (pi.  of  S^-ji  lahdt)  Ll^vulas. 
A  OU-P  lahaydt,  (pi,  of  s'^  lahdt)  L^vulas. 
A  t— »JuP  lahtb,  (v.  n.  of  i--*p)  Burning,  blazing 

without  smoke(fire).  Ardour,  inflammation,  heat. 

The  passion  of  love.  Heart-burn. 

A  iuLjJ  luhyat,  A  costly  present. 
A        lahul.  Tired,  jaded  (beast). 

A  isx,^  lahidat,  Pulse,  pottage,  panado,  neither 
thick  nor  thin. 

A  ̂■jtx,^  lahi^t,  Sluggishness,  languor.  Care- 
lessness in  making  purchases:  a  liability  to  be  im- 

posed upon.  Name  of  a  man. 
A  (— Oj^P  lahif.  Injured,  afflicted.  Oppressed, 

ruined.   Sighing.  Tall,  coarse,  and  thick. 

v_JJiJ\  lahifu'l  halb.  Pained  at  heart. 
A  lahlfat,  (pi.  (  lihdf)  Sighing,  af- 

flicted, injured  (woman). 

A  lahim.  Death,  fate.  Luhaym,  A  large 

kettle  or  pot.  ̂   ummu  'Z  luhaym,  Misfortune ; 
fever;  fate;  death. 

A        lihhim,  A  horse  outstripping  in  a  race. 

p  ̂   lay,  A  vessel,  casket.  Clay. 

A  ̂   /I,  To  me. A  ̂   layy,  (v.  n.  of  i^yi)  Bending,  crooking, 
turning,  twisting  (a  rope).  Inclining  (the  head). 

Denying  what  he  ought  to  say.  Concealing,  sup- 

pressing. Attaining  his  twentieth  year  (a  youth). 

Moving,  wagging  (the  tail).  Desisting  from  any 
thins  through  indolence.  Preferring  one  to  ano- 
ther.  Inclining  to.  Expecting.  Layy  or  Uy,  (v. 

n.  of  (_5'^)  Delaying,  deferring,  putting  off  payment 

ofa debt.  iM?/y,(pl.of J^^\a/«'a')Crooked(horns). 
A  >\J  liydf,  A  kind  of  white  vetch.  A  fair  wo- 

man. A  sort  of  fish  which  supplies  good  materials 

for  making  shields.  Land  far  distant  from  water. 

A  >bJ  layydf,  (fem.  of  lsyi\  alwa)  Crooked, 
distorted.  Disputatious.  Lone,  solitary.  A  place 
distant  from  water. 

A  lay  or  liydh,  White.  A  white  wild  bull. 

iMorning.         {,J<^\  abyazu  liydhun,  Pure  white. 
A  «»-b3  liyahhat,  Butter  melted  amongst  milk. 
A  lib)  luydd,  A  thing,  any  thing. 

A  ibJ  liydz,  (v.  n.  3  of  li^  for  li^)  Taking  re- 

fuge. Taking  for  a  protection  or  fortress. 
A  JiibS  liydzat,  A  taking  refuge. 

A  ;_>»»b5  liyds,  A  wittol,  a  cuckold.  One  who 
never  moves  abroad. 

Aiab)  liydf,  ProfitjUsury.  Plaster,lime,  mortar. 

Dung.  (pi.  of        litat)  Barks  of  canes  or  reeds. 
A  iali)  layydt.  An  active  man. 

A  ̂   liyaf^  Violent,  strong  (wind). 



A         liyaghat,  Foolish,  frantic. 

A  ijlJ  lay  ally  Perseverance  in  any  business,  per- 
manence in.  A  wide,  open,  grassy  field.  Liyak, 

Flame,  heat. 

A  &ilJ  Uyahat,  Propriety,  fitness,  suitableness. 

Congruence,  congruity.  Dignity,  worth,  merit. 
Skill,  ability.  Prudence,  judgment. 

A  layali,  (pi.  of  JJ  layl)  Nights,  (pi.  of 

JjJ  layla')  Scents  of  black  wines.  Laylas. 

A  luam,  (pi.  of  ̂ 3  lafim)  Mean,  sordid, 
avaricious.  Like,  equal.  j»l2 khiyar  u  luam, 
The  good  and  the  bad,  the  precious  and  the  vile. 

p  layan  or  liyan,  Splendour,  brightness  (of 

a  sword).  Lightning.  Flashing,  glittering. 

A  (jLJ  layan,  (v.  n.  of      foi"  (JJ^)  Being  smooth 
and  soft :  softness,  gentleness :  lenity,  smoothness. 

Conveniency,  ease,  comfort.  Liyan,  (v.  n.  3  of 

for  (j^J)  Behaving  placidly,  compassionately,  hu- 
manely.   Being  soft  and  smooth,    (v.  n.  of 

Delaying,  putting  off  payment  of  a  debt.    (pi.  of 

lin)  Certain  kinds  of  palm-trees. 

A         layyan,  (v.  n.  of  j]^^)  Delaying,  defer- 
ring, putting  off  payment  of  a  debt.  Concealing, 

suppressing.  Inclining  to.  Expecting.  Inclining 

(the  head).  Wagging  (the  tail).  Preferring. 

A  (J^.y  layayil,  (pi.  of       layl)  Nights. 

p  tipa,  (or  ̂^^^  tipan)  Sheep's  tripe  stuffed with  minced  meat  and  rice. 

aS.a5  layyat, One  ply,fold,  (pi.  Ziwa')A  wo- 
man. Union  of  relations.         al  liyat,  A\oe-wood. 

A  lIIajJ  layt,  (v.  n.  of  for  (-1*^5)  Hindering, 

preventing,  diverting  one  (from  a  pursuit).  De- 

frauding; diminishing,  jjjj  j  layt  u  la^ll, 
Eva8ion,prevarication,  subterfuge,  procrastination. 

Lit,  Side  of  the  neck.  Layta,  (or  Kl^\>.ya  lay  to) 

Would  to  God!  I  wish.  Oh!  if,  layti,  {orji^ 

laytant)  Would  to  heaven  that  I !  til^  laytaha, 
I  wish  that  thou.  Sometimes  it  is  used  in  the  sense 

of  C^^j  wajattu,  I  found. 

p  i-dllJk)  Utah,  Poor,  indigent,  distressed.  A 

slave  boy.  A  girl  agreeably  plump.  One  of  mean 

origin.  Remainder  of  any  thing,  dregs  and  the 
like.    Confounded,  bewildered. 

A  lays,  A  lion.  A  spider  that  jumps  upon 

flies.  Eloquent,  ̂ ^J^  ̂   laysu  ̂ firrin,  A 
strong  lion.  A  forest  for  lions.  A  kind  of  animal 

that  lurks  in  the  ground  at  the  foot  of  a  wall.  A 

well-made,  strong,  powerfully-built  man.  Clever, 
expert  at  business.  An  animal  resembling  a  cha- 

meleon. Lis,  A  species  of  plant.  Thick  herbage, 

(pi,  of  <-Lax5\  alyas)  Brave,  strong, 

A  layyis,  Entangled  herbage.  Strong  (ca- 
mel).   A  beard  black  and  grey. 

A  'ili^  laysat,  A  strong,  stout  camel. 
p lechar,  (or  JLtfi)  lechal)  A  confection, 

electuary,  preserved  fruits,  pickles, 

p^  ler,  Slaver  running  from  the  lips  and  coi- 
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ners  of  the  mouth. 

V  C^j^leratorlert,  A\[e\met.  A  kind  of  armour, 

p  lyjO  lerd,  A  kind  of  armour. 
A      layz,  A  fleeing  unto,  a  seeking  refuge, 

P  jO  liz.  Soft  and  slippery  ground.  Any  thing 

smooth  and  soft.  Drawing  a  manual  instrument 

across  any  thing.  Mixed.  Any  thing  rare,  choice, 
delicate,  good. 

p  lezam,  A  kind  of  bow  with  an  iron  chain 

instead  of  a  string,  with  which  the  natives  of  the 
East  exercise  their  bodies. 

p  tyi  liza.  Mixed.  Drawing  a  manual  instru- 
ment across  any  thing. 

P  t^i^..j(^  lizidan.  To  mix.    To  slip,  slide. 
p  Us,  (in  comp.)  Licking  (with  the  tongue), 

liMi^  kasa-lls,  A  plate-licker,  glutton. 

A  lis,  (pi.  of  (j^^  alyas)  Bold,  strong, 

Lnyas,  Fortitude,  boldness.  Imprudence,  careless- 

ness, negligence.  ia3/sa,  Not ;  is  not.  Except.  (j«jk5 

Oj<^j^ti3\  laysafi'd  ddr  ghayruna  dayyar. 
There  is  nobody  at  home  but  us.  ̂ J,i^j^  laysa 
ha  iradatl.  It  is  not  according  to  my  wish. 

p  lespana,  (or         lesana)  A  weaver's reed  on  which  he  winds  his  thread. 

p  (j£«-»J^  Rsish,  (from  lisidan)  Licking. 

p  (jOJu-jJ  Usldan,  (and  ̂ jwA*-jJ)  To  lick. 
p  ,3tJju-jJ  lisidam,  Capable  of  being  licked. 

An  electuary,  ̂ jju^  lS'Jj^'^  daruyi  lisidam,  A 
linctus,  a  lambative  medicine. 

A  (_>ajJ  lays,  (v.  n.  of  for  CA^jJ)  Being 
crooked  and  wry.  Bending  or  shaking  (any  thing) 
in  order  to  extract  (it). 

A  laJ  layt,  (v.  n.  of  Js^  for  JaJ)  Being  dear  to, 

intwining  (itself)  round  the  heart.  Wounding  with 

an  arrow  or  malignant  eye.  Cursing,  Being  wor- 

thy, deserving.  Concealing,  Attaching,  causing 
to  unite,  Layt  or  lit.  Colour.  LM,  Skin,  bark. 

Disposition,  temper,  nature,  habit,  constitution, 

(pi,  of  'ilaJ  Utat)  Barks  of  canes.  Bows.  Canes. 
A  j^^:;)  laytan,  (or  ̂jlla^J  ̂ jlliw)  Satan. 
A  &laJ  Utat,  (pi.  kJ  Ut,  iaU  Uyat,  and  al- 

3/a^)  Bark  ofa  cane  or  reed.  A  bow.  A  cane.  A  spear. 

Disposition,  temper,  nature,  habit,  constitution. 

A  ̂   If^y^  A  being  timid,  cowardly. 
A  (j^joJ  laya^n,  A  being  vexed,  melancholy. 
A        lay^t,  Pangs  of  hunger,  starvation. 

A  ̂   icygh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ )  Asking,  de- 
siring.   Layngh,  Downright  folly. 

A  sayyigh  layyigh,  (Wine  or  food) 

which  glides  gently  down  the  throat. 

A  i-_fljJ  layf,  (v.  n,  of  (  for  (_-fljJ)  Eating  food. 

Lif,  Fibres,  filaments,  especially  of  palm-trees. 

p  V— Aj^  Uf,  A  brush  made  of  palm-tree  fibres. 
A  1j,\sJ^  lifaniy.  One  with  a  very  large  beard. 

A  [jt^  liy(^fi>  Bold,  brave,  courageous, 
p  ssJ^  Ufadan,  An  inkholder.  A  shell  for 

holding  vermilion. 

A  JjJk5  layk,  (v,  n,  of  for  ̂ i^)  Putting  silk 
or  cotton  into  an  inkholder.  Adhering,  Having 

the  ink  adhering  to  the  cotton  (an  inkstand).  Pre- 

serving, reserving,  keeping.  Flying  to,  taking  re- 

fuge. Being  proper  (as  an  action),  fitting  well  (as 

a  garment).  Lik,  A  black  substance  which  they 
mix  with  collyriums,  LAyali,  Thin  clouds,  or  the 

openings  in  them, 
A  laykat,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ )  Putting  silk 

or  cotton  into  an  inkholder,  L'lhat,  Raw  silk  or 
cotton  put  into  an  inkholder.  Clay,  or  any  thing 

similar,  with  which  they  plaster  walls. 

p  tdljJ  leli.  But,  notwithstanding,  nevertheless. 
A  bustard.    A  measure  for  corn  or  dates. 

Ukak,  A  bustard. 
p         lekin,  (or        leha)  But. 

A  layl,  (pi.  laTjali  and  layayil) 
Night.  A  female,  also  a  young  bustard.  tJj^  (J^ 

layli  lanl,  (or  ,JJ\  ̂ JJ  laylu  alyalu)  A  long  and 

darknight;  thatwhich  precedes  the  newmoon.  Mis- 
fortune. J  ,J-J  layl  u  nahar,  Night  and  day. 

(JJ  ̂ J;c^^\ajban  min  laylin,M.OTe  timorous  than 

a  young  bustard, 
A^_J  laylan.  In  the  night-time. 
A  lifalla,  (comp.  of  J  li,  ̂Ji  an,  and  ̂   la) 

Lest,  that  not,  in  order  that  not. 

A  laylas,  (or  ̂   layla)  (as  &L)  laylntu 

layldf  or  layla'')  A  long  and  dark  night ;  that 
which  precedes  the  new  moon. 

Ai%i  layldt.  Night, 

A  sL)  laylat,  One  night.  iOu5  laylatu'l 
kadi;  The  night  of  power  (the  27th  of  Ramazan). 

(  aJJ  laylasi  zifaf,  The  wedding-night. 

p  ̂   Idaj,  (^^>  01'  i^X^)  Indigo-plant, p  j-lJ  Ulij.,  A  pond,  a  ditch, 

V  j>,^  UBpar,  (or  J->.^)  The  water-lily, 

A        layla',  (pi,  ̂^JIJ  layali)  The  odour  of 
black  wine,  or  the  commencement  of  its  intoxica- 

ting influence.  Name  of  a  lady  frequently  alluded 

to  in  the  East,    The  loves  of  ̂ jy^^  majnUn  and 

layla  are  celebrated  in  a  fine  Persian  poem 

by  ̂Ui>  nazami.        Jl^  umm  layla'.  Black  wine. 
A  lo^y^yj  Nocturnal.  One  who  does  any 

thing  by  night. 
p  LIJ  layliyd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Night, 

A  p>5  lism,  Consent,  concord.  Peace.  Honey. 

A  ̂   Urn,  Peace,  concord.  Equal,  resembling 
in  form,  stature,  and  disposition. 

A  pis  luyyam.  Accusers,  blamers,  censurers. 
p  ̂   Uvm,  litnun,  or  13_^  Umiind)  A  le- 

mon, citron. 

p  jj^ii^  Umu-ddrij.,  Name  of  a  plant  or  herb 
which  grows  in  rocky  places,  and  has  the  odour 

of  a  lemon  :  verbena. 

A         laymun,  (or  ̂   laymu)  A  lemon. 
p         limimd,  Lemon-juice.  A  lemon,  citron. 

p  (^fjp^  U-?*^  UmUn-kaghzi,  A  lime. 



p         limunl,  Made  or  imbued  with  lemon. 

A  layn,  (v.  n.  of  for  (j;0)  Being  smooth. 

Being  gentle,  mild,  plaeid,  humane.  Soft,  smooth, 

inild,  placid,  (j^)  (_j\fii  hayuun  lai/nun,  Easy,  con- 
venient. Lin,  Softness,  smoothness,  (pi.  li- 

yan)  A  kind  of  palm.  {J^^  '— ̂   harfu'l  lin,  A 
letter  of  softness,  i.e.  the  diphthong  j\  an,  au,  or 

^\  ay,ai,  in  such  words  as  ̂ ^yajvm  or  tL»J^.  huyt. 
A        /«^/«,  Certainly  if. 

A  (j^  layyin,  (pi.  t^y^  layyhiua  and  -*UjJ\  o/- 

yinuf)  Soft,  smooth  (thing).  layyinu'l 
jdnib,  Of  gentle  manners. 

A  XJjJ  laynat,  A  leathern  cushion.  Linat,  (v.  n. 

of        Being  smooth.  (pl.;J^5/^?^)  Akindof  palm. 

p  ̂ )  /««07,  A  litharge  produced  in  Cyprus. 
Soft,  as  applicable  to  or 

p  jjJ  /ev,  The  sun. 

p  Uwan,  (pi.  1^..^^^)  An  ante-chamber. 
A  lI.'jjJ  (pi.  of        /a?/i)  Lions.  Spiders. 

p  <-iJjjJ  livak,  A  stout,  uncouth  young  man. 

p  uiU^  levlanli.  Butter-milk  dried  in  the  sun. 
Levlanlt  or  layulanh.  Snow. 

p        Urea,  A  deceiver,  flatterer.  Jocular. 

A  «jJ  (v.  n.  of     for  iol)  Being  covered, 

veiled,  concealed.    Being  high,  eminent,  exalted. 

A         luyayl,  (dim.  of  ,JJ  layl)  A  short  night. 

A  ftJlxx-J  Ivyf^liyat,  (dim.  of  luylai)  A 
short  night. 

A  pJuJ  luiim,  (pi.  plD  lisam,  liisamat,  and 
jjl<«^)  lusrnan)  Vile,  abject,  mean,  base,  worthless, 
inglorious,  ignoble,  sordid,  avaricious,  cowardly. 

A  miser.  (pl.^\  aham  and  ̂ VD  lifcirn)  Like, equal. 

P  ̂^WiJ  lanman,  (pi.  of  A        las'im)  Base. 
]'  ̂jii'AjJ  layedan,  To  chew. 

j»  7?iiOT,  The  twenty-fourth  letter  of  the  Arabic 
alphabet,  and  the  twenty-eighth  of  the  Persian.  In 
arithmetic  it  denotes  40,  and  in  almanacs  is  the 

character  for  Sunday.  It  is  also  a  contraction  of 
the  month  muharram,  and  the  word 

vtantih,  Logic ;  and  when  pi  eceded  by  the  letter 

^is  an  abbreviation  of  ftjJs-  ̂ layhi's siiJam. 
It  is  interchangeable  with  u-J,  O,  J,  and_j. 

Ma,  (for  U  ma),  as  ̂'^\  ilama.  To  what? 

p  p  mwi  preceded  by  fathah  —  added  to  a  noun 
forms  a  possessive  pronoun :  &s,  ̂ ji^J^,]) klaram.  My 
father.  liltuham,  My  book.    It  stands  also 

for  \j*  mara:  as,  i^^^j^  ̂ '^j^  i^J^-^.'^  diJanasli 
hurdam  az  Itosh  for  i^ji  O^^J^  'mara  az  hosh 
burd,  The  sight  of  her  robbed  me  of  my  under- 

standing, zaram  dad,  He  gave  me  gold. 

1^^^^  L^^jj^.  iihtaiii  parivayi  hai^e,!  care  for 

iiobodj'.  It  occasionally  stands  also  for  ̂ J<  mail, 
as  in  the  first  person  singular  of  the  tenses  of  verbs. 
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It  is  also  prefixed  to  the  second  person  singular 

and  plural  imperative  mood  to  imply  "forbidding 

or  dissuading:"  as,j^i^  mahhwur.  Don't  eat. 
ma  (ju.  Do  not  speak.  Si,^j<ma  ravid,Go  not  ye. 

[•  m,  preceded  by  zamm,  is  added  to  cardinal  num- 
bers to  form  ordinals  :  as,  yakum,  First;  ̂ yiJ 

durmim  or  jCjii  t^M?/«7«,Second ;         «7i'W7«, Third. 
p  Ic  ma.  We.  Us,  our.  az  ma,  From  us. 

l/« jS>,  pidari  ma.  Our  father. 
A  U  77ia,  Which,  what,  that  which,  whatsoever. 

Somewhat,  something.  Why,  wherefore.  Whilst,! 

during,  as  long  as.    As  much  as,  as  far  as.    No,  | 

not,  nothing.    How!    What!  What?    Who,  he  ' 
wlio.  Beside,  except,    l/o  ijj]^  (^^^  Hialnm  da- 
siratu  ma.  Let,  there  be  some  (or  a  given)  circle. 

u^J^.      UI*  inna  zaydun  mimma  an  yak- 
tub,  Indeed  Zayd  is  an  excellent  writer,  or  of  those 

who  write  well.  l«  jV^S-  ̂a/a'  ma  Itana,  Ac- 
cording as  it  was.  Cii-.)  L«  ma  laJta,  What's  the 

matter?  what  ails  thee?  ̂ \  ̂^.'«  ̂  ma  min  aha- 

din,  There  is  not  one.  t^;-^^  ̂   ahsan  ̂ w- 
mar,  How  excellent  is  Omar!  ̂ j**^)^  ̂   arshah. 
How  rapid  !  With  what  velocity  it  vibrates  1  U 

sUfcj^  7na  azhahu,  Most  superb  ;  how  glorious!  U 
«Juij\  ma  ashhaha.  How  like!    aoAS  \~<  ma 

amrvata  halbuhu,  How  dead-hearted  he  is !  lo 

ma  awsam,  How  bari  en  of  herbage  !  |X^lajLw*\  l« 

7na  astati^,  As  far  as  I  can.  CL^^  ̂  
ma 

dumtu  huyyan,  As  long  as  I  live.  ,^Jo  U  ma  ba- 

ha',  The  rest,  remainder,  arrears,  balance.  jO  1* 

^Ljtf>-^  ma  bihtl  ihtiyaj, Whatever  is  (or  may  be) 
necessary,  j^lii  U  ma  al  hcizif;  Whatever  comes 
first  to  hand,  aji  U>  ma  nahnufiltiyThe  subject 

which  we  are  about.  This  particle  is  frequently  added 

to  others,  without  making  any  sensible  difference 
of  sense :  as,  U\  amma.  If,  but  if.  \^\  innama,  (for 

^\  inna)  Because,  certainly  ;  although.  iza- 
vici,  (for^i^  izd)  When.  lc^\  aTjnamd,  Wheresoever. 

JaiUamd,  As  often  as.  Whatsoever.  \^]iamd, 

As,  as  if,  like,  according  to.  ayfa7nd,llow'i 
In  any  manner,  hoymd,  That,  in  order  to. 

Ip.^  lihaymd,  In  order  to.  mahmd.  As  often 
as.  Wherefore. 

A  -^l/*  mat,  (originally  mdli)  (pi.  s\^\  am- 
jvdh  and  jU*  ?M/_yo/f)  Water.  Juice,  sap,  humour, 

liquor.  Semen,  sperm.  Splendour,  lustre,  temper 

(as  of  a  sword).  Clearness  (of  the  face).  ̂ ^\p\ic 
mdii  ajuj,  Brackish  water.  mdsijdn, 

Flowing  or  running  water.  Sto\^  ̂ \icmdnjdmid, 

Stagnant  water.  Ice.  Jelly.  f\i«mdfijubn, 

Scrum  orwhcy  which  drops  from  new-made  cheese, 

s^jii  A<  mafu""!  hoydt,  Water  of  life  or  immorta- 

lity. j^^Uyna^israAa?', Sperma.  Armani' z 
zujaj,  Scum  or  dross  which  floats  on  the  surface 

of  glass  when  in  fusion.  Am  mati  ziddl,  (-^Ic 

mdfi  haidli,  or  mdsisdfi)  Pure  wa- 

ter. j(f<J^\  Ak>  mdfii^sh  sha^r.  Barley-water. 

^^ia)^  mdsu  'z  zahr,  Sperma.  *)\ >U  r/jotu '/  ̂ sal, 
Water  and  honey,  metheglin.  ̂ ^\f\it>  mdsu'Ikar^ 

Juice  of  the  pumpkin.  ̂ ^^^^U /Htitu'i /«/<»»,  Dis- 
tilled waterfrom  (kid's)  flesh  with  spices.  'i\J^\ 

mdsu^l  mir^dt.  Lustre  of  a  mirror,  jla^  mdjt 
viatar.  Rain-water,  jlaiu  -flo  mdsi  muktar.  Dis- 

tilled water.  ̂ JO  >V«  mdA  7iah^  A  fountain,  spring, 

source.  djj  -*^lc  md^i  ivard,  (or  Aa  jhoju  'I 
Tvard)  Rose-water.  >l»*J\  f\jo  md*u's  samds,  Rain- 

water; >lo  mdsu'l  bahr.  Sea-water;  -^U 

mdsu'n  nahr.  River-water;  Aa  mdsu'l  birr, 

Wpjl-water  ;  A^  mafu''l ^yn,  Spring-water  ; 

^^^^  *U  menu's  sfl(/,  Snow-water;  >\<c  vidsu'l 
barad,  Hail-water  (the  seven  kinds  of  water  with 
which  the  Muhammadans  may  legally  purify  them- 

selves). f^X^  d*v\  haytulmdf,  A  water-closet. 
s\<  rajulun  mdsun,  A  watery-hearted  man.  ^ ̂  
Ic  tarihi  md,  An  aqueduct. 

A masdhir,  (pi.  ofjljJw«  niisbnr  or 

Needle-cases,  (pi.  of jfJ^  m'ubar)  Detractions. 
A  matdbiz,  (pi.  of  {^jA^matbiz)  Ten- 

dons of  the  hams. 

A  sAk  mdsat.  Water.   Slanderous  (woman). 

A  jC'iU  masdtim,  (pi.  of  |CU)  Mournings. 
A  J^^^  masdjil,  (pi.  of  ̂ 3^U)  Ponds,  ditches. 
Ai^WA  maidkhiz,{\A.  of  majhhaz)  Baits 

for  catching  game. 

A  L-Jii^U  wiajoi^ii,  (pi.  of  mosda  or  wio^- 
fZ«&fl<)Feasts,entertainmentsto  which  one  is  invited. 9  9 

A y>,i^\\M  masddir,  (pi.  ofjjiiU)  Ruptured. 

A  ̂̂ l^\\lcmasdzin,  (pi.  of  &3  ja^mi^zana^)  Towers 
of  mosques,  minarets. 9  9 
A  masdrlb,  (pi.  of  iOjU  j/ja^ra,  masri, 

or  masrubat)  Things  necessary  to  be  done. 

A  {^.y^  mafarin,  (pi.  of  ̂ ji/-*  mirrun)  Lairs of  wild  beasts. 9  ¥  - 

A  j^llo  viatdzim,  (pi.  of  ̂ .jU  iiuuzim)  Narrow 

places,  passes. 
A  i^^jWie  masdzib,  (pi.  ofi—^^^  miszdb)  Wa- 

ter-courses, pipes,  conduits. 
9  _  "  * A  iijboilc»)ajn.s/(/,(pl.of  » mofsadat)  Places 

abounding  in  lions  {^S>j»\  asad). 

A^Aicmatdkim,  (pi.  of mathamat)  Pro- minent hips. 

A  J\U>  maidl,  (v.  n.  of  J I  for  Jj^)  Returning, 

retiring.  Being  carried  back,  failing.  A  place 
whither  one  returns. 

A  ̂l\<?naja/i,(pl.of 's^)ji/c7?i?Va/)Handkerchiefs which  women  hold  in  their  hands  when  weeping. 

A  (JjiU  mardivid,  IMisfortuncs. 

A  ̂       mdny,  Watery,  aqueous. 
A  (_->^  mardb,  (pi.  of  matdivib)  (v.  n. 

of  I  for  (— ->j^)  Returning.  (A  noun  of  place,  of 
which  there  are  great  numbers  in  Arabic,  as  well 

as  of  nouns  of  time  and  of  instrument,  which  be- 

gin with  the  letter  p).  A  receptacle,  repository, 
centre  or  point  to  which  any  thing  returns,  or  a 



place  in  which  it  is  contained.     Such  words  are 

chiefly  used  in  composition  :  as,  l-jV*  C^j-^ 

zat-masab,  Seatofmagnificence,  residence  of  glory ; 

(also,  simply)  magnificent,  illustrious.  uIiaS-^j 
L-^l«  halanhat-masob,  Eloquent. 

A  »bU  masbat,  (fern,  of  ̂J,\<  masba!)  Abomi- 
nable. Water  which  a  camel  refuses  to  drink. 

A  (ib  U  ma  bahi,  The  remainder, rest. 

A  iVl/o  wia^&ic?,  Place,  mansion.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  (_>a^\/«  masbiz,  (pi.  (^jU  masobiz)  The  back 

orsinewy  part  of  the  knee-joint,  the  hamstring.  The 
inside  of  the  elbow  of  a  camel. 

A  iibU  ma^balat,  A  place  full  of  camels. 

A  ma-cbut,  Hot  in  constitution,  burning 
with  indignation.  Troubled  with  lumbagro. 

Aj^U  masbur,  (An  animal)  in  whose  food  a 

needle  {^ij>\  ibrat)  is  concealed.  Stung  by  a  scor- 
pion. Suspected.  Reproached. 

A  "^jj^^  masburat,  (A  female  palm-tree)  sprin- 
kled with  the  male  flowers  and  rendered  fruitful. 

A  [^^\o  masbuz,  Tied.  Injured  in  the  tendon 
of  the  thigh,  and  having  the  leg  contracted. 

A  (Jj-JI*  masbul,  A  well  surrounded  by  a  para- 
pet. Gotten  (as  colts,  hair,  or  milk  from  camels). 

A  aJj^U  masbulat,  (A  camel)  set  at  liberty  from 

old  age.  (A  camel)  drawn  and  set  apart  for  breed- 
ing and  for  milking. 

p  f^^^  mabun,  Infamous ;  a  catamite.  Name 
of  a  disease. 

A  f^^Xiomasbuny  Suspected. Infamous.  A  wretch 
held  in  abhorrence.  One  who  suffers  himself  to 

be  abused  contrary  to  nature. 

A^l^-o4\  s-i  U  ma  bihil  ibtihaj,  That  in  which 
there  is.  joy.  ^ 

Aj^U  mfljaJi?/,  Pestiferous.  (^^^  am- 
razi  matabiya,  Pestilential  diseases. 

A  (JJ^.^  ma  bayii,  (or  ̂Ji^}^  ma  baym)  An  in- 
terval, interstice,  space  between  two  bodies.  Both 

sides.  Between.  Among. 

p  (j^.jj^.^  ma-parwin,  The  herb  zedoary. 

A  C^Kki  mdta,  (fut.  C>^<'  yamutu,  Olw"  yama- 
tu,  and  CL^yC  yamitu)  He  died,  he  is  dead.  He  re- 

posed. He  slept.   He  became  old  and  worn. 

T  p  OUi  mat,  Astonished,  amazed,  confounded, 

perplexed.  Conquered,  subjected,  reduced  to  the 

last  extremity  (especially  at  chess),  receiving  shah 

mat,  or  check  mate,  p  j^ii^C>L«  mat  kardan, 
To  confound.    To  check  mate. 

A  sIjUi  mastat,  A  coming,  drawing  near. 

aj\jU  ̂ j-e ataytu'l  amra  min  mattatihi,  I  set 
about  the  business  in  the  best  manner. 

A  &jU  masattat,  (v.  n.  of  O^)  Overpowering 

in  argument.    Breaking^the  head. 

A  &>l-/c  mattat,  (pi.  O)^)  Honour,  respect. 
Cause,  occasion :  means,  way  of  conciliating  favour. 

A  ̂\/e  matih,  A  drawer  of  water. 
matirang,  A  kind  of  lizard. 
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A  mati^  Long.  Preponderating  (scale  of 
a  balance).  Well-twisted  (rope).  Excellent.  Very 
red  and  excellent  (wine). 

A  ̂o.H!)  U  ma  takaddam,  What  is  gone  before. 

The  past,  antiquity,  p  pilfl3  UjiJ  dar  ma  takad- dam, In  the  first  place. 

p  ̂\ic  matam.  Grief,  mourning.  A  bitch. 

jJU  ta^yni  matam,  A  funeral-banquet.  j»>l*  [^\*> 
libasi  (or  eJjf'khirkan)  matem,Mourning-apparel. 

A  p]>U  mastam,  (pi.  pi>\U  masatim)  A  misfor- 
tune. An  assembly  of  female  mourners,  beating 

their  breasts,  tearing  their  hair,  face,  or  garments, 

and  making  a  melancholy  noise,  on  account  of  any 

misfortune,  as  the  death  of  a  friend.  It  also,  some- 

times, implies  a  promiscuous  meeting  of  men  or 
women  on  any  festive  occasion. 

P  (_^^.  1*^^  matam-pursi.  Oblations,  funeral- obsequies.    Compliments  of  condolence. 

p  Xi^  matam-zada.  Melancholy,  almost 
dead.  A  mourner. 

p  Si^^'U  matam-kada,  House  of  mourning. 
matam-hunan.  Mourners. 

p  matam'i,  Mourning,  clad  in  sable. 
p  tipO^y  l/c  maturang,  A  lizard,  land-crocodile 

^called  in  Arabic  zabb). 

a^^^\a  ma^tunas,  (pi.  of  ̂15^  ataii)  She-asses. 

A  J^l-c  masta',  Face,  appearance.  That  part 
of  any  thing  (which  can  be  approached  or  handled). 
A  place  to  which  one  comes,  a  rendezvous. 

A  (_J,U  masfiy,  (the  passive  participle  being  used 
in  the  sense  of  the  active)  Coming,  about  to  come. 

Sii^j  iva^uhu  mait'iy,  His  promise  (namely 
God's)  is  at  hand,  or  will  be  fulfilled  in  due  season. 

4. 

A  lKi\jo^massat,  Whisper,  detraction,  slander. 

A  >il/«  masdsib,  (pi.  of  c-*^^*  missab)  Short 

swords.  Plain  grounds.  Rising  lands.  Rivulets. 

A         mdsid,  A  spy,  scout,  observer. 

Ajli\*  masdsir,  (pi.  of  massarat^  Glories, 
excellencies.  Signs,  memorials.  Illustrious  acts. 

Histories,  traditions.  Places  of  efficacy,  jflli J^\m^ 

J>\<  ̂sdliiri  zafar-masdsir,  Y'lcionons  armies. 
A  J^U  massarat  or  massurat,{j^\.y\icmasdsir^ 

Gloy,  nobility,  greatness,  hereditary  honour. 

A  (J-31/e  mdsil.  Obliterated  vestiges  of  a  house. 

(JjU  misli  mdsil,  Extremely  like. 

A        mdsilat,  A  lamp-stand.  A  lighted  lamp. 

A  jC'U  massam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Sinning.  Punish- ing for  crimes.  Iniquity.  Maisim,  Punishment. 

..5 
A         massamat,  Iniquity. 

Ajj5U  massur,  Recorded,  handed  down  by  tra- 
dition. Remarkable,  memorable.  Noble.  A  his- 

tory, saying,  tradition.  (A  sword)  having  a  glit- 
tering surface,  or  whose  back  is  made  of  soft  steel, 

and  its  edge  of  male  steel ;  also  an  hereditary  sword, 

jy  1^1  al  massur.  Name  of  a  sword  said  to  have  been 
forged  by  demons. 

A  j«y  vc  massum,  Guilty  or  suspected  (person). 12  s 

A  iLolc  massiyat,  Whisper,  detraction,  slander. 

p        mdj.  The  moon.    An  historian,  j 

^yc  mdj  u  muj.  Kissing  and  licking  (as  a  cat  does her  kittens). 

A  masj,  Bitter,  brackish  (water).  Foolish. 
Agitated,  disturbed.  Battle,  slaughter.  Agitation. 

A^U??iaJj,  Slavering  (old  man  orcamel).  Afool. 
ahmak  mdjj,  A  weak,  slavering  old  man. 

A  i^s-lo  ma;«rf,(Aman)conspicuous  for  honour, 

nobility,  glory.  Eminently  beneficent  and  humane. 

S:>-\ic  u-fi^,^  sharif  mdjid,  Most  glorious,  noble. 

A  \j>-\a  mdjard,  (or  J^a-l*  mdjara')  An  ac- cident, event,  occurrence,  adventure,  thing  past, 

state,  condition,  circumstances. 

A  CJ>\>,j>\iomdjaraydt,  Events  of  past  ages. 

A  7ndjushun,  A  kind  of  ship.    A  co- 

loured stuff".    (See  j^yi*^5-U  majushun). 
A  k»>-l«  majhat,  A  whore. 

A  (J?-^  masjal,  (pi.  ,J^\l«  mafdjil)  A  place 
where  water  lies.    A  pond,  ditch. 

A  (J^l*  mdjil.  Water  at  the  foot  of  a  mountain 
or  in  a  valley.  Ameeting-placeatthegateof  Mecca. 

A  fj>-\'0  mdjin,  (pi.  ̂ jl^  mujjdn)  Licentious, 
insolent,  careless  and  indifferent  as  to  what  one 

says  or  does,  bold,  impudent. 

p  _j»-l/e  mdju,  A  gall-nut. 
A  U  masjuj,  Magog,  son  of  Japhet.  That 

part  of  Eastern  Tartary  which  borders  on  China. 

Aj^Xk  masjur.  Recompensed,  paid,  remune- 
rated.   A  sort  of  vessel.    A  flower-pot. 

A  ̂̂ >I»y>-l/e  mdjushun, (from.  P  i\i«mdh-gun) 
(Like  the  moon)  A  ship.  A  kind  of  dyed  cloth. 
p  mdch,  A  kiss.  A  bitch.  A  beast  of  bur- 

den.    A  ball  of  paste  boiled  amongst  soup. 

p  tj^^  mdchdn.  Leaning  upon.  Remaining, 

stopping.  j^U-lo  (_^b  j9a?/-macAa«,  Abitch.  Aball 
of  paste  boiled  amongst  soup.  Asking  pardon  for 

not  knowing  the  lesson.  (In  Persia  a  custom  pre- 

vailed, that  when  a  boy  could  not  say  his  lesson  he 

was  obliged  to  buy  something,  on  which  the  other 

boys  feasted  in  a  recumbent  posture  while  he  con- 
tinued standing  and  asking  pardon). 

P         mdchihh,  Study,  labour,  exei'tion. 
p  mdchucha,  A  cup  with  a  spout  for 

pouring  medicine  down  a  child's  throat, 
p  tit^s-l*  mdchin,  The  Emperor  of  China. 

A  ̂ Xc  mdh.  The  yoke;  also,  white  of  an  egg. 
A         mdhat,  A  court  or  inner  quadrangle. 

A  jjJis-l*  mdhish,  A  glutton.  Gorged  with  food. 
Burning,  blistering. 

A  ̂y,a»X6  md  hasal,  Any  thing  collected.  The 

harvest;  harvest  of  fruit-trees  and  the  like.  Pro- 
fit, income.    Result,  upshot  (of  discussion,  &c.) 

A  (^ji»'\io  mdhiz,  One  who  possesses  or  longs 

for  pure  milk,  unmixed  with  water  ((_josi*  mahz). 
A  j,A>-\i«  md  hazar,  Whatever  is  ready  or  pre- 

pared in  haste  (particularly  victuals). 



A  la>'U  mahii,  (A  year)  of  little  rain. 

A  ̂y>■^  mahih,  (pi.  ̂j/s'\yc  maicahih)  Intense 
(licat);  liot((lay);  heat  (ofsummer).  Keen  (sword). 

A  ̂ y^V^  7Hahil,  An  informer.  (A  country  or 

season)  barren  from  want  of  rain.  Clianged,  altered 

in  body,  emaciated.  Avaricious,  sordid  ;  destitute 

of  a  single  good  quality. 

Ajy\<  mahuz,  A  certain  fragrant  herb. 
A  mala,  Obliterating,  defacing;  who  or 

what  erases,  expunges,  or  defaces.  A  name  of  Mu- 
hammad. Mecca. 

PA  mahh,  Adulterated  gold  or  silver.  A 

perfidious  man  :  a  coward,  scoundrel.  Despicable. 
An  old  man. 

p  (jLs»-Lxi  viakha)i,  A  title  of  the  Emperor  of 
China.  Name  of  a  village  near  maro. 

P|_ysf  L/C  makhchl,  A  horse  between  an  Arab 
and  a  Turk!,  commonly  called  {juj^  mujannas. 

An  ambli^ng  nag.  A  pack-horse. 

A  i>»-l/«  masahhiz,  Nets  or  other  implements  by 
which  birds  are  caught. 

A  ̂\ic  maskhaz,  Bait,  or  whatever  animals  are 

taken  with.  A  place  where  any  thing  is  taken  or 

derived.  A  receptacle.  Source,  origin.  »iSi»-t«  ̂ \ 
ahhaza  mafhJtazahu,  He  took  entire  possession. 

A  j^Ui  viahh'n-at,  (pi.  J>-'^yf>  mawahhir')  (A 
shi]))  ploughing  the  ocean,  cutting  the  water  with 

a  noise.  A  cut-water,  shear-water. 

A  (^>a>-l/«  mahhiz,  (pi.  {^ja!s'\y6  mawahhiz  or 
{^ja^  muhhhhaz)  (A  woman,  camel,  or  sheep)  in 

labour,  end  ui-ing  the  pangs  of  birth.  Pregnant(ewe). 
A  la=>-l/«  rnd/ihit,  One  who  strips  the  caul  from 

tlie  head  of  a  new-born  camel. 

A  maJthil,  Fugitive. 

A       l/«  7nd  hhald,  Besides,  save  and  except. 

A  ̂\  ijIp-  U  via.  hhalaka'Uuh,  That  which  God 
hascreated,  i.  e.the  world, all  sortsof  men  or  animals. 

p  (^i>-Uima///i!an,  Impure.  Vile,  naughty.  False. 
Aiy>-t/o?najMM2;,Taken,occupied;lield(opinion). 

Pj^lc  mahhwur,  A  profligate  assembly,  com- 

pany of  drunkards.  A  tavern,  pot-house,  sot's  hole. 
A  gambling-house. 

vi.uhllur,  (^\)\.j>-\ycmaiva.khir  andj«»-^j/« 

mawdkldr)  (from  Pjy^  viay-khmur)  A  tavern, 
gaming-house,  or  brothel,  or  whatever  attracts  that 
way.   A  frequenter  of  taverns. 

o  LJ^l/o  vmhJioliya,  Melancholy,  madness. 

\jJ»-\>ti  masdhhir,  Hinder  or  extreme  parts. 

V  lil/c  mad,  (fromjiil*  mddar)  A  mother. 
A  masd,  (v.  n.  of  liU)  Waving  to  and  fro 

(a  young  pliant  branch).  Being  young,  soft,  and 

succulent  (a  bough).  Tender,soft (branch  or  plant), 

delicate  (youth).  Water  before  it  springs  up.  d\i 

^iU  msdunmatdun,  Easy,  soft  (place). 

A  oU  mddd,  Who  or  what  extends  or  prolongs. 
A  wire-drawer. 

A  md  dam,  (or  p  ii.^bU  ma  dam  hi)  (or 
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l/«)  During,  whilst,  so  long  as,  until  that. 

A  viotddib,  (])].  of  i~>iA^matdabat  or 
ma^dubat)  Feasts,  entertainments.  ^ 

A  BJii\x  mafdabat  or  maxdubat,(\:)\.{^ii\i«  ma*d- 
dib)  A  feast,  entertainment  to  which  one  is  invited. 

A         mutdat.  Soft,  tender,  delicate  (girl). 

A  5j'>/«  maddat,  (pi.  0^^)  Continued  augmen- 
tation. Matter.  Article,  point,  subject,  argument. 

P  mdd  cliin,  A  loop  or  ouch. 

A  ̂ liU  mcidih,  A  praiser,  encomiast. 

A  ̂i^l/c  mddihh,  Great,  excellent,  precious. 
P  jiiU  mddar,  A  mother.  (ji3l  j  (_->lj«iU 

mddari  db  u  dtish,  (Mother  of  water  and  fire)  Who 

sheds  tears  of  grief.  ̂   jd\/c  mddari  bdrjh.  The 
earth.  A  garden.  UaiijiiU  mddar  ba  hhutd,  A 

term  of  abuse.  j^iU  J^--i^  ildidli  mddar-zdd,  For- 
tune, prosperity  from  the  cradle. 

mddir,  One  who  plasters  with  clay.  Name 
of  a  man  proverbial  for  his  avarice. 

Pjiij\jiil*  mudar-ayular,  A  stepmother. 
p  C^iijiiV*  mddar  duhlit,  Mallows. 

Pii^  jCi\io mddar-zdd,  Innate,  congenital, sucked 

in  with  the  mother's  milk.  jiilcj^i^Awri  md- 
dar-zdd. Blind  from  one's  bii  th. 

p  ̂^L>^        mddar-zddi,  Birth. 

p  (^^Jjfi^  mddar-zan,  A  wife's  mother. PjSijd\i«  mddarandar,  A  stepmother. 
p  tj^yiornddira,  A  country  in  the  west,  IMadeira  ? 
p  mddari.  Maternal. 

p  mddagi,  Female  nature,  feniinality. 

P  .iitiU  mddandar,  A  stopmother. 

AjjiiU  masdur,  (pl.^.iiu  masadir)  Ruptured. 

A  pjii^  matdum,  (Bread)  dressed  or  eaten  with 
meat  or  fish.  CiJj**^^^  at^mtuha  masdu- 
ml,  I  have  put  a  sop  for  you  in  my  victuals,  i.e. 
I  have  made  you  all  the  apology  in  my  power. 

p  ?warfa,  A  female.  jw>  id\j«7nddasi  shcr, 
A  lioness.  When  affixed  to  a  noun  it  denotes  the 

female,  as  the  word  "she"  prefixed  in  English: 

as,  id\ic  {jtiji^  hhirs-mdda,  A  she-bear.  JiiU  (.L^^ 
mg-mdda,  A  she-dog,  a  bitch. 

A  Jiilxi  mddih,  (pi.  sX«)  A  praiser,  commender. 

p  i.fX*»         mdda-sag,  (Slie-dog)  A  bitch. 

p  ̂Vfiilc  7ndda(/dn,  (pl.of  Siil«  mddd)  Females. 

p_jl^  8iil/o  mdda-fjdv,  A  cow. 
A  Jj-iSUi  mdddiij.  Material. 

mdddii/n,  A  material  cause. 

P(jbtj\jo  mddiydn,  A  mare. 

A  ̂.liUi mfl^a(/i/',(pl.ofjjiilcmaj^r/i2r)Rupturcd. 
P  »jo_<il/c  m,d(lina,  A  female  in  general. 

A       7iidz,  Good-natured,  gay,  jovial. 

Vj!i\ic  mdzar,  A  mother. 
p  mcizariyun,  A  Persian  plant  5  or 6  feet 

high,  bearing  green  berries  likecapers,  which, being 
preserved  in  vinegar,  are  excellent  for  the  dropsy. 

A  JiU  mdzil,  Weak,  languid.  One  quite  con- 
tent and  satisfied  to  relinquish  any  thing. 

A  jl«  matzanat,  (vulg.  miszanat)  A  tower  be- 
longing to  a  mosque,  from  w  hich  the  crier  {^j^y 

murazzin)  proclaims  the  hour  of  prayer. 
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A  ij^i^^  maszun,  Dismissed,  suffered  to  depart. 
Licensed,  permitted,  allowed.  Pained  in  the  ear 

uzn  or  uzun).  A  privileged  slave. 

Aj]^iiU7/ia2i_y,New,white,  pure,  excellent  honey. 

Arms  or  armour.  A  smooth  coat  of  mail,  ̂ ^^i'^ 

jLL«  mdz'ty  mu^hdr,  White  honey,  for  the  procure- ment of  which  one  has  had  recourse  to  assistance. 

A  OUbiilic  mdziydndt  or  mdzaydnat,  Places 

through  which  water  flows,  water-courses.  Grass 

,  growing  about  rivulets. 
A  io  jlc?«o^7^a^,A  woman.  Mild,  pleasant  wine. 

A  soft  breast- plate  or  corslet.  A  shining  coat  of  mail. 

Pjl«  vidr,  A  serpent.  A  beating  or  striking. 
An  accountant.  An  account-book,  register.  Sick, 

unwell.  A  mother.  Name  of  the  governors  of 

Georgia.  It  is  also  sometimes  used  forjlxc  maydr. 

Bring  not.  ̂ ^^lj'^7?2an  fl/^a',  Aviper.  Ou-iiVjU 

i^ij^  i^j^A  dusti  dlyare  rjiriftan.  To  take 
the  snake  by  another's  hand,  (met.)  To  employ  ano- 

ther in  any  perilous  business.  jlc  mart  pa- 

Ids  or  mdr-palds,  A  lizard.  {^'^j^J^  ̂ h7vur- 
dan,  To  devour  a  snake,  (met.)  To  suflfer  grief,  jto 

^VjO.  jiJ  mar  dar  p'li-dhan,  A  snake  in  the  sleeve, 
(met.)  A  neighbouring  foe.  jiijLo  mdri  du 
zabdn,  A  double-tongued  serpent,  i.e.  a  hypocrite. 

^'C^ mart  shikatn-surdkh,  A  musical  pipe 
with  seven  stops.  mdri zahhdfn, Xchain, 

fetter.  8...JL^j\<  7ndri  Jtaltkaha,  A  basilisk,  jlc 

(_^*a/«  mdri  7nisri,  An  Egyptian  spear.  jj*>  jOjIo 
7ndri  nuh  sar,  The  nine  heavens. 

A jl«  masr,  (v.  n.  ofjlo)  Exciting  enmities,  in- 
stiijatine  one  against  another.  Fillin"-  (a  leathern 

bottle),  (v.  n.  of ̂ j^)  jNIeditating  hostility.  Jla^ar, 

(v.  n.  of ̂ )  Becoming  corrupt  (a  wound). 

A  jUi  7ndr,  (from  the  Syriac)  A  lord.  A  saint. 

L_>^ajO_jlo  mdr  yo^iub,  Name  of  a  heretical  teach- 
er of  Christianity,  whose  followers  In  the  East  are 

called  Jacobites  to  this  day.  (j«Ji»-^jl«  mar  sar- 
jlc.  Saint  Serjius. 

Aj\jc  7)idrr,  A  passer,  walker,  goer.  Any  one, 
some  person.  That  whicli  passes  away,  the  past. 

^jbjJI  jlc  mdrru'lbaydn,  The  before-mentioned, the  above-explained. 

I'  \j\/c  mdrd.  Us.  To  us. 

p  (— ̂ |jU>  7ndrdb,  Recent  good  fortune. 
p  jJu**)\jl<i  indr  ispand,  (^^^.>j-o*»^U  mdr  iitpaii- 

ddn,  i^JLft**j\^U  mdrisfaiid,  or  ̂^)j>ia*«\jl<>  iiidrisfan- 

ddn)The  twenty-ninth  day  of  the  Persian  month. 
Name  of  an  angel. 

p  mdr-afid,  (jl*-i\ mdr-af!idr,J^ 
7imr-afsd)i, or  mdr-afsdy)  A  tamer 

or  charmer  of  serpents. 

p^^U)  mdrdn,  (pl.of,l«?Ma/-)  Serpents.  Smiths. 
A  t— -Jj^  7natrab,  The  time  or  place  for  any  ne- 



cessary  business.  Maxrib,  A  small  place  between 
Sana  and  Hazramawt  in  Yaman,  famous  for  salt. 

p  ̂ ^5bjl«  mar-balisht,  An  asp. 
A,io^lc  masrabat,  masrubut,  or  masrihat,  (pi. 

1  >J\iQ  ma^arib)  Any  thing  necessary  to  be  done. 
Necessity,  indigence;  (whence  the  proverb) 

isjli*-^  masrabat  la  hafawat,  Necessity  is  not  im- 
portunity, i.e.  necessity  has  no  law. 

p  marb'in,  Name  of  a  district  consisting 
principally  of  gardens  near  Ispahan. 

p  b^U  mar-pa,  Having  feet  like  a  serpent. 
p  mar-j)ech,  Circumvolution. 

p  ̂ J^mar-tan,  Having  a  body  like  a  serpent. 

p  (J_j^b)  martol,  (port.  Martello)  A  hammer. 
A  marij,  Flame  without  smoke. 

Aj^ys-jU  marijiy,  (A  Christian)  perverse  in  re- 
ligion. 

p  aJ^»-jL«  mar-choba,  Asparagus.  A  kind  of 
grass  (so  called  from  its  resemblance  to  a  snake). 
A  marihh,  Flowing,  current.  Who  or  what 

causes  to  flow  or  run. 

A  Xs»-jl«  marikhat,  Name  of  a  certain  woman 
■who  used  to  assume  airs  of  excessive  modesty  until 
she  was  discovered  one  day  grubbing  in  a  grave : 

hence  the  proverb,  Si-^l*  -^'bs-  \^  hdza  kayasu 

marikhat,  This  is  Marikhat's  delicacy  (for  you). 

Pj^y^j^  mar-lihrvar,  The  wild  ox.  A  kind  of 
wild  sheep. 

A(^j\icmdrid,  (pi.  'ii^jti  maradat)  Contumacious, 
stubborn,  rude,  insolent,  proud.  High,  elevated, 

lofty.    Name  of  a  certain  fortress;  also  of  a  man. 

p  (^tijUi  mdrdi  or  maridi,  Red. 

p  ̂lijUi  mdridln,Q>\t\  and  fort  in  Mesopotamia. 

Ajjlo  masriz,  An  asylum,  lurking-place. 

F^L^U  mar-sdr,  Name  of  the  tyrant  Zahhak. 

r  ̂jlfcOjU  mdrisdn,  An  hospital,  infirmary. 
p  maristan,  A  place  abounding  with 

serpents  (^U  mar).  An  hospital  or  infirmary  (a 
contraction  of  ̂jlju*>jl*J  bimaristdn). 
p  mdrash,  Name  of  an  old  idol-temple. 

A  {^j\f!>  mdriz,  Sick,  infirm,  diseased. 

A        mciri^  A  place  full  of  grass  and  fodder. 

A&^Ui  mdri^t,  Name  of  a  king  and  father  of 

a  tribe,  whose  descendants  were  called  ̂ yo- 

A  gjl<a  mdrigh,  A  fool. 
p  mdrfash,  Name  of  the  tyrant  Zahhak. 

A  ̂ JJ^  mdrih,  An  apostate. 

A  «>5jU>  mdrikat,  Schismatics. 
G  lixijjU  marhashisa,  The  marcasite. 

p  ̂'^J>      viar-gazidacji,  A  snake-bite. 

p  2i"iVjSj\/o  mdr-gazida,  Snake-bitten. 
p  JsU^jl*  mdr-giydh,  Asparagus. 

p_j^l*??jar-<7ir,Asnake-catcher.Ashrewd  rogue. 

p  ̂l/Cjl*  mdr-mdlii,  (Snake-fish)  An  eel. 

p  ij^io mdr-muhra,  A  Btone  found  in  the  head 
or  brain  of  a  large  serpent  (sometimes  black,  some- 

times ash-coloured,  marked  with  three  lines). 

(    1079  ) 

A  marin,  Limber  and  hard  (spear).  The 

nose,  or  the  point  or  soft  part  of  it. 

p  uLlljjUi  marnak,  A  place  full  of  serpents. 

PjtijjU  mdrandar,  A  mother-in-law. 
p  eOjl/e  marina,  Goats'-beard  (an  herb). 
P  J jl/e  mdru,  A  mother. 
APOjjl(emarM!;,Great.  Nameofaking.  Name 

of  an  angel,  and  companion  of  CJjjlib  hdrut. 

A  '»j_jjl«ma7-Mraf,  A  soft,  delicate  girl,  tremulous 
from  fat.  Ablack  and  bitter  grain  growing  in  wheat. 

A  masrush,  Created,  formed. 

A  (.^ijj^*  masruz,  Troubled  with  a  rheum  or 
running  at  the  nose.  Worm-eaten  (wood).  Pos- 

sessed by  the  demons  called  arz. 
Troubled  with  convulsions,  or  epilepsy. 9 
A  masruzat,  Worm-eaten  (wood). 

A  l9j|j\/o?wa-t?'5^,(Leather)  tanned  or  dressed  with 

with  the  bark  of  the  tree  IJ^j^  arta' ;  (a  camel)  fed 
■with  its  fruit ;  extremely  fond  of  it ;  or  griped  from 
eaiing  too  much  of  it. 

p  mdrugh,  A  kind  of  puff  or  fungus. 

A  ̂ jjj^  rnasruh,  (Corn)  mildewed,  smutty. 

A  ̂Jjj^*  mdrvk,  Blighted,  mildewed,  smutty 
(corn).    Jaundiced  (man). 

A         ̂   masrWi,  An  origin,  root. 

A  6<jjU  mafvumat,  Handsome  and  well-made 
(girl).  Firm-fleshed.  Desert,desolate,empty(place). 

p  (jjj^  marun,  Name  of  a  stone  which,  when 
dissolved  in  vinegar,  is  good  for  the  eyes.  Name 

of  a  medicine.  - 
p  Jjl<i  mara,  An  account.  A  seal,  stamp. 

p  (_^b>  maTi,  Smitten,  slain.  Trod.  A  virgin. 

A  (_5jUi?«a/-i,Ayoungbullock  smoothand white. 
A  kind  of  small  narrow-striped  cloak.  Woollen 
breeches.  A  worn  garment.  A  hunter  of  the  bird 
called  UaJ  Itatd. 

p  dj\ij\iomdr!ydna,  A  bit  of  sugar.  A  sweetmeat. 
A  mariyat,  White,  shining  (woman).  A 

cow  whose  calf  is  sleekand  white.  A  she-calf  smooth 

and  white.  Name  of  the  daughter  of  one  Arkam, 

whose  valuable  ear-rings  are  proverbial.  (She  pre- 
sented them  to  the  Kaaba).  Name  of  an  Egyptian 

woman,  by  whom  Muhammad  had  a  son  called 
ibrahim.  A  female  of  the  bird  called  Uai 

hatd.  'i-lj\«>  ̂ ^jS->  ̂   J  8iS~^  khuzhu  ma  law  bi 
liurtay  mariyat,  Procure  it,  though  with  Mariyat's 
ear-rings,  i.  e.  at  any  cost. 

A  i^jl*  mariyat,  The  bird  called  kata. 

p  Sj^^l*  mdrira,  A  mother-in-law. 
pjl«  mdz,  A  chink  in  a  wall  or  door.  A  wrinkle. 

A  gall  or  oak-apple.  A  purgative  medicine.  A  plait, 
fold.  A  twist.    One  particle  or  ingredient  in  ink. 

Pj\jl«  mdzdr,  A  druggist,  a  vender  of  simples, 

(forj^lj**  maydzdr)  Do  not  afflict. 

A  ̂jb)  mdzij,  One  who  mixes,  mixer,  mingler. 

A^l*  mdzih,  A  joker,  a  jester. 
A  masdzir,  (pi.  ofjjX'O  miszar)  Aprons. 

Breeches,  trowsers. 

mazi  rassaha,  Stretch  out  your 

neck  (pronounced  when  going  to  behead  a  man). 

p  i^y-^-jj^  mdzaryun,  Mezereon,  spurge-olive. 
A  &ijlo  vMszifat,  (pi.  (  jjUi  masdzif)  Excre- 

ment, human  dung.  Dirt,  filth. 

A  jJjU  maszih,  A  narrow  place.  A  close-fought field  of  battle. 

p  (Jjl*  mdzil,  A  mountain  in  Hindustan. 

A  (Jjl«  maszil,  A  narrow  place,  strait. 
A  ma^^m,  (pi.  of  masdziin)  A  narrow 

place,  pass  (as  between  mountains,  aut  nature  mu- 
liebris) ;  a  narrowness  of  fortune,  difiiculties  in  life. 
A  field  of  battle.  Maszim,  (or  maszimdni) 

Name  of  a  narrow  pass  between  Mecca  and  Mina, 
and  another  between  Muzdalifat  and  Mount  Arafat. 

p  mdzan,  The  back-bone.    A  groove  in 
the  back  caused  by  fatness. 

A  (jj^  mdzin,  The  eggs  of  ants.  Name  of  the 
father  of  a  tribe. 

p  tJOjL«  mdzand,  (orjJOjL*  mdzandar)  (for 

AjjUi  mdzandardyi)  Name  of  a  country  near  the 
Caspian  Sea,  to  the  north  of  Gilan. 

p  f^xPj^  mdzniii.  Name  of  a  man  who  built  the 
fortress  of  iO^^^Jm*  sanguya,  in  India,  with  the  co- 

operation of  a  woman  named  edijU  mdzina. 

p  jj^  mdzii,  A  gall  or  oak-apple.  One  particle 
or  ingredient  in  the  composition  of  ink.  The  back- 

bone. A  hari'ow.  A  roller. 

A  jjle  maszuWj'W ovn  with  labour  and  vexation. 
A  «jjjL«  maszHrat,  (for  Sjyjy^  marczurat  for 

the  sake  of  rhyming  with  'ijy>\«maf jurat)  Laden 
with  sin  and  guilt,  criminal. 

p  (^jj^  mdziin,  A  certain  astringent  medica- 
ment, or  constringent  lotion,  used  by  women. 

p  mdza.  The  back-bone.  The  groove  down 
the  middle  of  the  back. 

Pjti8jl«  mdza-dar,  (or  i^jl>  5jl«  mdza-dard)  A 
pain  in  the  back,  lumbago, 

A  {jj^  mdzi,  Separate,  asunder. 
p  XjbjU  mdzydra,  A  sweet  dish  or  confection. 
p  JuOjU)  mdzina,  The  woman  who  assisted  Maz- 

nin  in  the  erection  of  the  fortress  of  Sanguyah. 

p  jlxi  mdj,  Sport,  play,  mirth,  merriment. 

j'y  J  '"^  '^''^  '^^y  of  ̂  mouse  at  the  sight of  a  cat  or  a  snake. 

PjiijU  7ndjdar,  A  large  serpent. 
p  mdjdistdn,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

Purity,  freedom  from  sin. 

p  {_>wl«  mas,  (for  (^Ul)  Tumour,  swelling. 

A  ̂jwlo  mass,  (v.  n.  of  ;_)^U)  Rubbing  (a  skin 
or  hide).  Breeding  dissensions.  Having  much  milk 
in  the  udder  (a  camel).  Being  large  or  deep  (a 

wound).    Being  angry,  enraged  against. 
A  mas,  Light,  fickle  (man),  one  on  whom 

advice  or  reproof  is  thrown  away.    A  diamond. 

A  mdss.  Contiguous,  adjacent,  touchino-. 



Nearest  (kindred).  Important,  urgent,  pressing 

(business),  demanding  care  and  concern. 

p  ̂_^^^\/cmasul/,  (forj_ylj*»U<  waj/aj>a^)Restnot. 

A  ̂Jju^l*  ma  sabak,  What  precedes  or  has  pre- 
ceded ;  any  thing  past,  said,  or  done. 

V  tiiast ,  Sour,  coagulated  milk.  Mastich. 

p  ajULuU  mastaba,  (»jlju«>l«  mastava, 

mast-7vdXfLM\jcmdst-ba,^L*i\A  mastu,  43yi**»l«  mas- 
tuna,  or  iuJL*il«  vtastina)  Butter-milk  strained, 
thickened,  and  dried.    A  dish  dressed  with  dried 
sour  milk. 

P  ̂jjb  O**»to  mastdan,  A  bottle  for  churning, 

p  io  '^ 

(  loeo  ) 

'^\^  mast-maya,  Rennet  for  curdling. 

A masih,  A  comber.  One  who  indulges 

much  in  venery.  A  liar.  A  land-measurer.  One 
who  curries.  (An  excresence  on  the  callous  part  of 

a  camel's  breast)  which  galls  the  elbows,  yet  not 
so  as  to  fetch  blood. 

A  &s^^l/o  masihat,  A  comber,  tire-woman. 

A  &a£*^l/«  masihhat,  Name  of  a  celebrated  maker 
of  bows  of  the  tribe  of  i^j^  azd. 

A  '^^*^\jc  masihhvj,  A  bow-maker. 
A  Oliii^U  masihhiyat,  Good  bows  (named 

from  the  maker).  . 

A  'is*^\t>7Hassadat,  (or  arz  matsa- 
dat)  A  country  abounding  in  lions.  A  lion's  den. 
(pi.  of       asad)  Lions. 

A  )aM>\A  masit,  Bad,  brackish  water;  a  species 

of  plant ;  or  any  thing  which  purges  the  bowels. 

AtdL*»l*7?ia5?7f,IIolding;  retentive. 

huwati  masiha,  The  retentive  faculty. 

A  &^«»l/c  masihat,  An  interwoven  affinity  or  re- 

lationship. The  caul  on  a  new-born  infinl  or  colt. 

A  (_jL^\/e  md  salafy  Before-mentioned  or  done. 

A  y*)\i«  mat&uiv,  Cured,  healed  (wound). 

A  \y*>'^  Via  sand,  That  which  is  over.  Exte- 
rior, outside.    Besides,  moreover,  save. 

p  »>-yji\Kmdsucha,  A  turtle-dove,  wood-pigeon. 

Ajyjlo  mufsur,  Bound,  imprisoned.  Pained 

by  a  strangury  ( jt*t\  vsr\  strangurious. 

p^^U  mdsitr.  Any  thing  mixed, 

p  »jy*jU)  md&ura,  A  weaver's  reed. 
A  <^yM\<  matsvf.  Vexed,  troubled,  grieved, 

sad.    sjAff-  i^yJ^icyS'  tjhayr  matsuf  ̂ dayhi.  At 
whom  no  one  has  been  vexed. 

A    ̂ ui\i«mutsuhat,  Awoman  circumcised  badly. 

A  j^***^*  mdsu.  Fearless,  forward,  impudent. 
A  vidsi,  One  who  listens  to  no  advice, 

p  ̂JoujIo  mdiiidan.  To  break  out  in  blotches. 
To  coagulate  (as  milk);  to  congeal.    To  lick. 

A  ̂ju*>Ui  mardiih,  (pi.  of  JjL—xc  j?jI,s'aA)  Birds 
flapping  their  wings  when  flying.^ 

p  mash,  Pease.  Pulse.  jUaff-  (^l*  7ndshi 

^ttar.  Name  of  a  small  black  grain.  (_f  iisifc  (^^^jc 
md.shi  hindi,  A  sort  of  vetch. 

A  (^Uijnas/t,  A  small  round  green  pulse.  Mean, 

common  household  furniture.  jjio  (^^^ 

al  mash  hhayr  min  Idsh,  Shabby  furniture  is  bet-  ,      a  mdai^,  Shining,  glittering,  glancing, 
ter  than  an  empty  house,  .  Salt  (water),  small  in  quantity,  and  muddy.  Go- 

A;^l«»jaji7j, (v.  n.oft_jiU)Drivingofr, thrust-  ing  away,  departing.  Altered,  changed.  i 
ing  away.    Shaving,  grazing  the  ground  (rain). 

p  i^\Jm\a  mdshdd,  A  woollen  garment. 
I  mdsi^tu' d  darr,{Xczivae\)  whose  milk  diminishes 

P  jj^ii  viash-ddru,  Giound-pine. 
SY  \j^\/>  mdshard,  A  bloody  swelling. 

or  dries  up. 

A  J-oU  »/i5,sj7,  Small  (present),  little  (milk). 

A^l*»(a^///,Onewhohurtsanother's  character. 
A  »^_i»Lo  mdshirat.  Ground  whose  vegetation  ̂       a ̂ ^Lc  mdzij;  (Milk)  becoming  sour.  Ex- 

shakes  through  freshness.  tremely  white. 

p J mdsharz,  Forceps,  pincers.  a  j^UuoUi  mdzirjhdni,  (dual)  Two  veins  in  the 

A  mdshit.  One  who  combs;  a  comber.    |  jaw.    The  roots  of  the  jaws. 

A  'i^a^\Amdshitat,{iA.)sJi^yQmarvdshii)Aure-  \  A  SioU  mdz'ujhat,  The  jaw,  that  part  whence 
woman,  comber,  or  dresser  (of  a  bride).  A  clever  ■  the  teeth  grow.    A  fool. 
woman,  good  manager. 

A  ,J-«il/c  mdshil.  Lean,  spare  of  flesh. 
A  (_fyo[<  7)idza7viy,  Relating  to  the  past  tense. 
A  mdzi,  (pi.  f  OLoU)  indziydt)  Passing 

p  mdshu,  A  sieve,  scarce,  bolting  or  rang-  '  away ;  past.  Dead.  Swift,  fleet, expeditious.  Quick, 
ng  sieve.  A  spattle,  ladle,  skimmer.  A  coarse  j  clever,  expert.  Sharp,  piercing  (sword).  The  pre- 

woollen  garment.  ,  terite.  A  lion.  Asword.  j_^'4^a/wa^I,Thepast, 

Pe-J^lomnsAMi,  A  sieve,  scarce.  (fort-^j^U*  time  past.  U  ̂^''\\  al  mdzi  ind  yuzhar.  Of 
7no?/as/tM&)Donotdistressyourself,benotdisturbed.   the  past  nothing  is  mentioned.  ^_y-oL« 

p mdshur,  Things  mixed  together.         |  7ndzl  istimrdri,  The  imperfect  tense,    lijuo  ̂ ^'v* 

A  'ij^\,c  7Hajshurat,  Sawed,  split  (wood).       j  mdzi  ba^d,  The  preter-pluperfect.    ̂ -r^.J>  ̂ ^'-^ 
p  ijylXo  mdshoi-a,  A  reed  used  by  weavers  to  I  mdzi kartb,The  preterperfect.  'icjfi\  mdzi' I 

wind  their  thread  upon.  A  syphon,  pipe,  spout.  Raw  J  ̂zimat.  Successful  in  his  plans.  tdJ^iwc  ̂ ^\< 
thread  or  yarn.  Any  thing  mixed.  A  sort  of  game,  j  mdzi  7nashhuh,  The  preterite  subjunctive  or  doubt- 

^Is-  5,yi*l*  mdsho7-ati  ̂ J,  The  neck  of  a  mistress.  ;  ful  preterite,  ̂ jila*  mutlah.  Preterite 
p  7ndshuh,  A  sieve.  positive  or  absolute  past.  ̂ _^'-«  ̂_y^,fi^i  mdzi,The 

p  iwilc  7«aA7(a, Tongs,  smiths'  forceps  ;  pincers,  preterite  tense.  sSi}^  ij^  j  outvie  ̂ \  umatni  md- 
A  weaver's  brush.  A  spade.  A  small  weight.  A  ziya  su  7nUali  sdlifa.  The  ancients,  the  people  of 
twelfth  of  a  <MZc/ta,weighing2^  JlfljUimMaZ.  former  times. 

That  part  of  a  match-lock  which  holds  the  match. 

p  f^J^^  7ndshi,  Any  dish  made  of  pease. 

A  ̂ ^^o mdshi,  (p].  'i\^mushdt')  Rich  in  flocks. A  goer,  walker,  traveller.  On  foot.  A  pedestrian. 

An  informer,  tale-bearer. 
p  mdshiyd.  Wild  tansy. 

A  J^j^l*  7ndziy,  Relating  to  the  past  tense. 

A^lc  mdtihh,  (A  horse)  that  runs  gently. 
Aj-lsU  7)idiir,  (pl.^^\j/c)  Raining,  rainy. 

A  mdt!^  Who  eats  with  the  fore-teeth. 
A  (Ufte  7»dtil,  Name  of  a  celebrated  camel. 

A  jyaU  7imstur,  A  well  situated  near  another. 

A  Xjuiil*  7ndshiyat,  {^\.^^\yt>murvdshi)  Quad-   Water  lying  in  a  level  spot,  and  directed  towards  a 
rupeds.  Sheep,oxen,or  camels.  (Ashe-camel)having  i  tree  that  it  may  not  flow  away,  and  be  lost, 

many  coUs.    (A  woman)  having  many  children,  j      a  ij^lslo //m^/Mrfl^,  A  leathern  milk-pail,  whose 

A  jJm\a  matdshv',  (pi.  ofjLi.I/c  misshdf)  Saws,    rim  (j^^  ildr)  is  made  of  wood. 
Knobs  at  the  ends  of  locusts'  tails  :  serrulations.         A  7nattum,  Bound  in  the  body,  costive, 

p  8^x<i>U  mdsheivah,  A  sieve.    A  strainer.      j      a         md^j,  Swift-paced  (ass), 

p  ;_^l/o        The  moon.  j      a l<c  wa  ̂ rt</a,  That  which  is  past.  Besides, 
A  (_>9\/o  nuuas.  White  and  noble  camels.  !  except.  That  which  follows  orremains;  sequel, rest. 

A  (^\n>  mass,  A  sii)per,  sucker,  jj^-^^  aJpU  jnd^z,  (pl.Jft\y«  7na7i'd^z)  A  goat  (male 

jvayU  ̂ jla' 7ndssdni  bin  7nassdn,  May   or  female).  GoatsMeather.  Strong,  muscular.  A 
my  troubles  and  sorrows  light  on  him  !  man  sinewy  and  st?-ong-built.  Shrewd,  clever,  and 

A  'i^\fc  7}idssat,  A  child's  disease  (hair  growing  able  to  defend  what  is  behind  him. 
on  the  back-bone,  which,  unless  removed,  prevents        a  ̂j^aC^U  7iid^z,  Angry,  vexed,  sick  at  heart, 

digestion).  a  j^^L*  7h«^m«,  (jil.  ̂J^C■^^JC  7na7vd^ii)  Any 
a  ̂ t^-oU  md  sadah.  That  which  is  true.  Any  |  kind  of  household  utensils,as  kettles,  pots,hatchets, 

thing  which  demonstrates,  confirms,^r  verifies.       or  any  thing  of  similar  necessary  use.    That  part 

A  jjo\«  matsi7'  or  ma^sar,  (pl.j^l*  mamsir)  A  !  of  a  man's  effects  which  was  dedicated  to  pious  uses. 
place  of  confinement,  a  prison. 

A  ̂U?HaA7>,  (A  sheep)  giving  little  milk.  (pi. 

jLo/onisa;-)  (A  camel)  which  gives  her  milk  slowly. 
Whatever  separates  or  intercepts  two  objects. 

Any  thing  whereby  one  is  benefited.  Obedience, 
submission  to  God.  Kindness,  good-will,  favour, 

courtesy.  Any  thing  refused  and  withheld.  Rain. 

Water.  Leather.  ̂ ^^S■^^^^^iS'\a^dha'l  md^na, 



He  submitted  to  you.   l^^U  C^\a^\  J^s- 
zarabaha  hatta  a^at  ma^naha,  He  beat  her  till 
she  mended  her  pace. 

A  ma^,  Tender,  soft  (meat). 

A&xP-l*  7)ia^it/at,(A  woman)  enraged  and  pour- 
ing forth  invectives. 

p  ̂   magh,  A  cormorant,  having  a  black  spot 
on  the  head.  A  kind  of  pigeon,  greenish  or  reddish 

about  the  wings,  breast,  and  tail.  A  mist,  a  fog. 

A  H-S-l/e  maghiyat,  Pleasant-spoken  (woman). 
A  C\j  \<  ma  fat,  That  which  is  past. 

A  ̂j^-i  ̂   mafawk,  Beyond,  without,  above, 

aforesaid.  ^Jy  U  ma fawka'' I hadd, That  which 
is  beyond  all  bounds. 

A  udjJL*  masfuk,  Weak,  deficient  in  under- 

standing, inverted,  subverted.  Unfortunate.  Flat- 

tered by  hope,  credulous,sanguine(like  weak  men). 

A  a^ilo  maj:fuhat,  (Land)  wanting  rain  and 
yielding  nothing. 

A  J_jil«  mosful,  Weak,  silly,  deficient. 

A masfun,  Corrupted,  tainted, rotten  (meat 

or  nut).  Silly,deficient  in  understanding.  Pleasing, 

surprising,  and  good  for  nothing.  A  vain-boaster. 
p        mafa,  The  bar  of  a  door. 

A  JV^  (j  ̂   /*'^  Oy^^  (j  ̂  mafi'z 

zamir,  or4i\^\  ma fl'l fusad')  That  which 
is  in  the  mind;  intention,  thought,design, reflection. 

A  j-fO^\  (j"^  {j,  ̂  mafi  nafsi'l  amr,  What  is 
in  the  thing  itself,  i.e.  essence,  substance,  principle. 

A  ijUma^/j,  (or|jl/o)The  inner  corner  of  the  eye. 
A        U  ma  kihal,  What  precedes  ;  antecedent. 

A  cil/o  makat,  The  inner  corner  of  the  eye. 

A  sale  masokat,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Sighing,  sobbing, 
breathing  with  difiiculty.  A  sob.  Anger. 

A  tll^jlo  mah.it,  A  hater. 

A  Jailo  maskit,  A  field  of  battle.  Difficulty, 
straits  in  battle. 

A  makit,  (A  horse)  unable  to  move  from 
lassitude  and  attenuation.  The  freedman  of  a  freed- 

man.  The  straitest  and  narrowest  part  of  a  battle- 

field, (pi.  laS/e  mukut)  A  halter  or  bridle.  The 

rope  of  a  bucket.  A  diviner  who  prognosticates 

by  throwing  flints  and  gravel,  iajlo  iail*** 

lai^  sakit  bin  makit  bin  lakit,  A  reproachful  mode 
of  expression. 

p  oyjU  mukut,  Name  of  a  sweetmeat. 

A  is>y*U  maskut,  (Meat)  dressed  with  )ai>\  akit. 
Heavy,  unwholesome. 

A  masaki,  (pi.  of  maski)  Inner  cor- 
ners of  eyes. 

A  ̂\>«  muika' ,  The  inner  corner  of  the^eye. 
A  |_^sUi  maki,  (pi.  mawahi  or  ma- 

sdkV)  The  outer  or  inner  corner  of  the  ey  e. 

makan,  Name  of  a  certainjudge.  Name 
of  a  country. 

p  mahani,  Native  of  Makan.    A  short 

spear  or  javelin  used  by  the  natives  of  that  country. 
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A  ClS\jc  makis,  Permanent,  durable,  abiding. 

m,ahid,(fem.  Perennial,  unfailing. 

A  Vii,^  makidat.  Perpetual  (spring  of  water). 

(A  camel)  which  gives  much  milk. 

A  j^jiiit*  makadun,  Macedonia.  Nicomedia. 

p^S=U  makir,  The  day  after  to-morrow. 
A  makir,  (pi.  makarat)  A  deceiver, 

cheat.  A  troop  of  camels  laden  with  raisins. 

A  ̂Jt*^\rc  makis,  A  collector  of  tithe  or  tribute. 

p^j^^^l*  makisin,  A  town  iuj^ls-  khabur. 
A  ,^Ui7na^a/j?7,  (pl^of  &KU  maskalat)  Victuals, 

eatables.  ^[<masakilu7nashdrib,'M.eats 
and  drinks,  eatables  and  drinkables,  p 

(J^lo  J  dar  malabis  u  mamkil,  In  clothes  and  food. 
A  J^te  maskal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ \)  Eating.  Gaining. 
A&KU  maj^kalat  or  maj/<?/Z«<,  Aliment, food,  any 

kind  of  nourishment.  A  pantry,  larder,buttery.  VJm 

XKU  shatun  maskulatun,  A  sheep  fit  for  food. 

A  ma^hamormaskim,  (^ii.^s>\Amaikamat, 

or  mashimat,(p\.  ̂ ^\icmasdkivi)  Protuberant  hip. 

p        maim,  A  weaver's  shuttle. 
p  J^^=3lo?na/tM?,A  glutton.  A  collar.  A  grown- 

up youth. A  J^^sU  maskul,  Eaten,  devoured.  Meat, 
food,  victuals,  viands.  Eatable,  edible,  esculent. 

Subjects,  people. 

A  O'^^SssU  7«aj:/<M/a<,(pl.  of  J^SsU)  Eatables. 

A  p^Ssalo  maskum,  (Ground)  eaten  bare.  Sad, 
sorrowful.  One  who  conceals  his  grief. 

makiyan,  A  hen,  fowl.  tjbljJ* 

makiyani  biydhdni,  Jungle-fowl.    An  Ethiopian 
hen.    A  woodcock,    '^^^j  ̂  makiyani 

zdgh-rang,  Night.  fji^J^ J'^  fj^^^^ie  makiyan 
bai'  dar  kardan.  To  be  extremely  avaricious. 

A  JU  masdl,  (v,  n.  of  Jl  for  Jj\)  Returning, 

retiring.  Failing,  being  deficient.  A  boundary, 

goal,  any  place  whence,  after  reaching  it,  one  im- 
mediately returns.  Centre,foundation,  orsubstance. 

End,  event,  consequence,  issue,  tendency.  (JlS*  Jl« 

mamli  makal,  The  substance  or  tendency  of  the 

words.  (Jl-c/^-  tJ\j*"^  akrvdli  khayr-maml,  Aflfairs 
having  a  happy  issue  or  tendency ;  fortunate  cir- 

cumstances. (JU  af^li  shaka-masdl. 
Actions havingmiserable tendency.  pCtSL^^^^Jo^ 

i^\<ydrd7iihaklkat-masdl, Sincere^friends.  jLx>  ̂  

bt  masdl,  Absurd,  groundless.  (jSJu  nakshi 

bi  masal.  Writings  without  solidity,  trifling. 

p  JU  mal,  Quiet,  rest,  repose.  Alike,  resem- 

bling. A  lottery,  (in  comp.  from  ̂ ^i^aJUi  maZif^aw) 

Wiping.  Rubbing.  Crushing.  J^'Ojj  ru-mdl,  A 

handkerchief,face-wiper.  Jl«j ̂ S'^du-mal,Crv&h- 
ing  foes,  exterminating  enemies. 

A  (Jl*  mal,  (pi.  J\ye^  amwaT)  Riches,  money, 
property,  wealth,  possessions,  stock,  goods,  effects, 
estate.  Flocks,  herds,  cattle.  Any  thing  yielding 

a  revenue  to  the  state.  Rent  or  revenue  arising 

from  land.  The  product  of  any  number  multiplied 
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by  itself :  thus,  9  is  the  JU  mdl  or  square  number 

of  3.  (pi.  '^\a>  mdlat  and  ̂ ^y>^  mdlun)  Rich,  af- 
fluent. ij}f^^  Jl^  mdli  ukhrawi.  Blessings  of  fu- 

turity. ^_J'^liJUw^aZ^■^^MW?/a7l•^,  Temporal  goods. mal  taksil  kardan.  To  acquire 

riches.  To  collect  revenue.  (jii^i__a]o  mal 

talaf  kardan.  To  squander  wealth.  8t>jj  JU  mdli 

z'mda,  Live  stock,  cattle,  flocks,  a  CL**lo  Jl«  mdli 

sdmit,  Gold  and  silver.  {Jjf>  iJ\<mdU  m'lri.  Royal 
revenue  or  domains,  ̂ lali  JU  mdli  ndtik.  Live 
stock.  Coined  gold  or  silver.  (Jl^«l>o  (Jl/«  j  ̂̂i^Vi 

mdli  ndtik  u  mdli  sdmit.  Goods  moveable  and  im- 

moveable ;  also  an  estate  animate  or  inanimate  (as 

slaves,  flocks,  herds,  and  money,  lands,  or  houses). 

Cy^ifjsf  _5  jLo  mdl  ujikdt.  Rent  of  the  grounds. 

^\Xo  J  Jl/o  mdl  u  matd^  Money  and  effects. 
baytu''l  mdl,  A  treasury,  exchequer.  Confis- 
cated goods. 

A  ̂y^  matal,  (v.  n.  of  JU)  Coming  to  pass  sud- 
denly and  finding  one  unprepared.  Corpulent. 

A  JU>  mdli,  Tired,  wearied,  disgusted. 

ma  Id  kaldm.  Unspeakable,  inex- 

pressible, unutterable,  ineflTable. 

p  JU^lo  mdl-d-mdl.  Heaped,  brimful. 

P  ̂̂ J^„'^\        masdl-andeshi,  Forethought. 
p  (.iJj^U  mdldnak,  A  red  peach. 

A  iO.l^  ̂   \a  md  Id  nikdya,  Infinite.  ̂   U 

eol^  amkinasi  md  la  nikdya,  Houses  innumerable. 

Pjjl  JL/O  mdl-dwar,  (Carrying  off"  wealth) 
A  name  given  to  Arabian  pirates. 

P  t/'i)U  moldy,  {^ov^J*^lkfi  maydldy)J)eG.\enot. 
ma  layatdk,  Insupportable. 

^ij^.  ̂   ̂  ̂«     yC'^'h  Foolish,  unmeaning. 
A         ̂   U  ma  /a  yankall.  Inexplicable. 

mal-bakhsh.  Name  of  the  eighth  day 

of  the  month. 

p  Ca«j_^Ix>  mdl-parast,  A  votary  of  mammon. 
A  &}l<)  masdlat,  A  being  fat  and  thick. 

A  maAat,  (pi.  Jl>^e  misdl)  A  meadow.  A 
mill  or  wheel.  3Iasalat,  (v.  n.  of  jU)  Coming  to 

pass  suddenly,  and  finding  one  unprepared. 
A  's^\A7ndlat,  (fem.of  jUmaZ)  Wealthy  (lady), 

(pi.  of  JU  mdl)  Rich,  opulent,  (pi.  of  JjU  mdyil) 
Inclined,  leaning  to. 

T  &jOlc  mdlta.  The  island  of  Malta. 

A^U  ma%',  (p  &)U  maZa)  A  plasterer's  trowel. A        maZ?7«,  Salt  (water).    Salted  (fish). 
A mdlikh,  A  fugitive. 

P  ioli-l*  7nd.l-kJi.dna,  A  treasury,  storehouse. 

p  liijls-  Jl«  7ndl-kkdwand,  A  man  of  propei  ty. 

G  L5^^U  mdlikholiyd,  Melancholy. 
p  Sii^iiJUi  7ndl-ddda,  Bought  with  a  price.  A 

youth,  slave. p mdl-ddr,  Rich,  monied ;  a  proprietor. 

p  (_fj\j)^\'0  mdl-ddri.  Opulence,  wealth. 
p  5ii\j  JU  mdl-zdda,  A  son  of  a  whore;  a  pimp. 

Aj»pUmaZ«^m,Thatwhichis necessary.  p,ji,**>  j 
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purtishi  ma  lazim,  Necessary  inrjuiry.  VjV^  J'^c  mcil-gxtzar,  A  landholder,  one  who 
p  J'/*  mal-zainin,  Land-security  for  debt,    holds  land  under  government.  A  tenant,  subject. 

i',jiJl«o  wfa/ii/t,  A  rubbing,  kneading.polishinir,        P  i^J^^        vial-guzari,  Land-revenue.  The 
furbishing,  friction.  Shampooing,  tripsis.  A  fur-  state  of  a  renter.  Assessed  land, 

bishing-instrument.  j      A  jjl*  7?ta As  long  as  not,  whilst  as  yet  not. 
Pj^.iJU;n<///.s/i//ar,  A  barber  :  one  who  scrubs  or  ^jj-*"  i*'-^;-*  (J^  mardum-hhivur,  Con- 

shampoos  the  bathers  in  a  warm  bath.  sumer  ofthe  property  of  others;  one  who  borrows 

A  ̂^l<o       mal-zumin,  Bondsman  for  the  pay-  and  never  pays, 
ment  of  rent  or  a  debt.  j      p  iJL*— «  (JU  mal-inast,  Purse-proud,  boastful. 

Jlc;/i«/-ca/«/>ii,Securityforrentordebt.  |       P  i^^^        t)ial-7nasti,  Pride  of  wealth 
A  ilaJlc  malitat,  Malta. 

A         maligh,  (pi.         mullagh)  Impure.  A 
wnoremonfrer. 

A  Jl«  vtal-ghayhi,  Hidden  or  lost  goods 
and  treasure,  which,  when  found,  is  the  property  of 
the  state :  treasure-trove. 9 

A  I  iii\ic  maslaf,  A  place  to  which  one  is  accus- 
tomed, and  with  which  one  is  familiar.  A  leafy 

tree,  the  habitual  resort  of  game.  Society. 

A^^l/cw)a/a/i',(fromp«J\^/?in/a)Animj)lemcnt  with 
which  ahusbandman  smooths  ploughed  ground.  A 

plasterer's  trowel.  Malik,  A  flatterer. 
A  «Ji]\/o  malaliat,  Malaga,  in  Spain. 

.5 
A  uiuU  inatluh,  A  mission,  en^jjassy. 

A  i.^\AVialik,  (pi.  uL3_jLc\  uiiiluh)  A  possessor, 

occupier, lord,  master,  proprietor,  ruler,  (pi.  td3^L« 

viullak  and  L^^mvllah')  A  king.  A  pirate.  Name 
of  an  angel.  Name  of  the  keeper  of  hell.  A  title 

of  the  Imam  of  Madina.  maliku'l  ha- 

zln,  Name  of  a  certain  water-fowl.  jUo.ii  uiJJLo 
tiialihi  dinar,  Name  of  a  certain  saint,  p  ciUU> 

;jA/oj  malihi  zamin,  Lord  ofthe  soil,  (jj^ 
iiialih  skudan,To  possess,  ma- 

liku'l milki  hi  hamia,The  Lord  of  the  incomparable 

kingdom,  i.e.  God.  a  ̂^.J^^  ̂ y-i,  uiUl*  maliku 
jinmmVd  din,  Lord  of  the  day  of  judgment,  y)^ 

ahu  mTdik,  Hunger.    Old  age. 

uiJJUi  xhajaran  ahi  malik,  Pearl-ashes,  lye. 
imam  vialih.  Name  of  one  of  the  four  great 

Muhammadan  lawyers.  Ptii5l<«,_j  y/ia/«7t,  With- 
out owner,  masterless. 

PA  ajK)\/«  malhana,  A  sort  of  sweetmeat  from 
seven  kinds  of  nuts.  A  sweetmeat  made  from  rice. 

A  sort  of  date.  3falihana,  Like  an  owner,  in  the 

manner  of  an  owner.  An  annual  or  monthly  al- 

lowance paid  to  a  j^^jucj  zamin-dar  by  the  person 
who  occupies  his  lands,  whether  it  be  the  state  or  a 

j^iVj^U-  jayir-dar.  ioKJU  i  tasarrufi  mali- 
kana,  Complete  possession,  absolute  dominion. 

malikat,  A  queen.  {J^j-^^  &^\/o  mali- 

hatu'z  zavian.  Queen  of  the  age.  Name  of  Mali- 

mud  Shah's  empress. 
A  viaslu  or  matlahai,  Mission,  embassy. 

ji  maliln,  State  of  master,  mastership. 

A  ̂^Ui  malikiy,  Royal,  kingly. 
A  iii^Ui  vmlihiyat.  Possession.  Ownership. 

mal  (jana,  Penis. 

mulamk,  Barley-sugar, 
p  K^l/c  malamka,  A  sweetmeat  made  of  rice. 

malajihhullya,  Melancholy. 

P  j^cXjJle  inalandagi,  Friction. 
A  ̂^lo  ma^Ziij,  (or  pl«  7Ka*/Mw)  (Leather)  tan- 
ned with  the  bitter  shrub  ala*. 

A  '^^j  JU>  mal  n-ajib.  Revenue,  rent,  dues, 

estate.  Pj^j^m  mal  n'dj ibi  sai-kar,  The 
revenue  of  the  state. 

p  j^^^^/o  malKaVi,  A  small  Lybian  lizard. 

PjjiJUi  malKur,  Rich,  opulent, 
p  ?«a/«s,  A  green  lizard.  A  sweetmeat. 

A  (_j.>^l<)  maAus,  Insane.  Demoniacal.  Fool- 
ish milk  (which  will  not  make  butter). 

A  ̂ ^^^  maAu^  Insane,  mad,  foolish. 
A  u-S^U  ??;a^Zu/",  Familiar,  accustomed  to  live 

in  friendship  with.  Habituated.  Ordinary,  custo- 

mary. P  \^^Jt*3^\A  maskani  maAufa&h,  His 
ordinarj'  residence. 

A  (j^^  maAuk,  An  ambassador.    Name  of  a 
horse.  MaAuk  or muMwlak,  Mad,  frantic,  insane. 

maAuk,  An  ambassador,  legate, 

p  J^l/«  mulol,  A  grown-up  lad.    A  glutton. 
A  maAulat,  Fatigued,  wearied. 
A         maAum,  Sad,  mournful,  afflicted. 

A  f^^^  mulun,  (pi.  of  JU>  mal)  Rich,  monied. 
A  S^JU  maAuk,  Worshipped,  adored,  deified, 

p  iy)\ic  vidbva,  A  province  in  central  India, 
p  eOlo  mala,  A  trowel  for  plastering  w.ills.  Any 

thingwithwhiehthey smooth  ground.  Ashoemakcr 

or  weaver's  thread  (of  the  fibres  of  a  palm-tree).  A 

harrow.^  Brimful.  Friction. 

A  j^Ui  rna^«/I, (pi. of  !i^)Xo/H/>/a^)IIandkerchiefs 
which  women  hold  in  their  hands  when  weeping. 

A        9Ha/a%,Centrical.  Belonging  to  a  future 

life,  or  any  place  to  which  one  necessarily  returns. 

A         malls,  Filling;  who  fills,  a  filler, 

p  j_^l/o  mdli,  Much,  many,  abundant. 

A  Jjlc  ?Ha/i,  Worth ;  the  quality  of  becoming  or 
constitiiliiigproperty.Ofor belonging  to  therevenuo. 

^_^Lcj  ̂{Aviali  u  mulki,  Finance  and  government. 

A  ̂ JU  wa.t%.  Tanned  with  the  shrub  •*^\o/a^. 
A         mdliy.  Pertaining  to  riches.  Wealthy, 

p  Qlc  mdl'iya,  A  tall  slender  tree,  from  which 
they  make  javelins.  ^ 

A  masdUyat,(fem.  of^U>»i«^a%)Pertain- 
ing  to  a  future  life.  umttri  masdUya, 

Things  which  appertain  to  the  next  life. 

A  SLJ'-c  wja/jya/,  Opulence.  Finance,  exchequer. 

o  U^^lc  mdhkholiyd,  Melancholy,  madness. 

P(jJ>-)U  /;ia/i</«/i,To  rub,  polish,furbish, smooth. 
To  shampoo.  To  chafe.  To  box  the  ears.  To  knead. 

To  grind.  To  incrust.  To  bedaub,  anoint,  besmear. 
To  thrust  at  and  wound.  To  move  a  knife  backwanis 

and  forwards  (as  in  slaughtering).  To  resemble. 

To  plough.    To  throw  (one)  down. 
p  8>>jJl<c  mdrida.  Rubbed.  Polished.  Sham- 

pooed. Broken  in  pieces.  Anointed.  Ploughed. 
Cakes  made  with  flour,  milk,  butter,  and  sugar. 

PjjOlie  mdtiz,  (and  jndlin)  A  leech. 

p  ̂'«(C  mam,  Mother,  mamma. 
mama.  Mother  (old  women  are  so  called). 

A         maxmasat.  The  bleating  (of  a  lamb). 

p  »^l/cLc  mdmucha,  A  midwife. 
Pi^Ww* /«a/«a.ti.  Midwifery.  (^'^J^^J^  fyj\ie\ic 

mdmdsisi  zandn  kardan.  To  deliver  a  woman ;  to 

receive  the  infant. 

A^lic  //( asa m i r,  ( pi .jC m utta m ir) M  uharrams. 

A  j^^o/o     ma  maza'.  That  w  hich  is  past.  ̂ _fCu« 

^^go^Xiomaza'  md  maza',That  which  is  past  is  past, 
let  bye-gones  be  bye-goncs  ;  speak  not  ofthe  past. 

mamak,  A  little  mother. 

A  mammal,  A  place  of  hope. 

A  CiJi/o'jo  7nd  malah,  All  that  one  possesses. 
A  masman,  A  place  of  security.  Name 

of  a  town  in  Irak. 

p  1  jli  pU>  mdm-ndf,  A  midwife. 
p        j«U>  mdm-ndfi.  Midwifery. 
A  O^le  ma^mut,  Fixed,  appointed  for,  defined 

\.\me.^^yf>\ie'^y>-\ajali  ma^mut, An  appointed  term. 

A  liyoU  masmud,  Boundary,  term,  end  in  view, 

Aj^-olc  mafiinn;  Fixed,  defined,  determined. 
Ordeied,  commanded.  Any  one  to  whom  autho- 

rity or  orders  are  delegated ;  a  commissary,  plenipo- 

tentiary. Usage, established  custom.  jj/c\^^  (_«■■.->• 
/tasi»a'/  ?Hrt.r?«ur,  Agreeable  to  orders.  *J jyXo  maf- 

1  mur  biki.  Ordered,  commissioned,  deputed. 

yanmu'l  matmur,  A  day  observed  by  the 
tribe  of  ^  bant  I  It  arts. 

ASjy>l«w«>^//*";-«/,Multiplied,grown  numerous. 

A  io^jX)l*  ma^muriyat.  Command,  order,  com- 
mission.   Submission  to  a  mandate. 

A  ̂^j/cU  mdmus,  (or  &jjjy«l«)  Fire:  fire-place. 
A  Iw^U  mdmusat,  Afoolish, unskilful  woman. 
A  J^lc  majrmul,  Hoped  for,  expected.  Hope. 
A  masmum.  Struck  on  the  crown  of  tlic 

head,  wounded  in  the  dura  mater,  or  in  the  brain. 

Hurt  in  the  bunch  (a  camel).  Whatever  hurts  the 

membranes  of  the  brain. 
p  mdmun,  A  kind  of  wild  mint. 
A  masmun,  Rendered  secure,  preserved. 

Freed  from,  exempted.  Firm,  constant.  An  uncle 

by  the  mother's  side.  A  person  in  whom  confidence 
is  placed,  to  whom  one  trusts.  The  great  Almamian, 



son  of  Harun  Ar'rashld,  and  the  seventh  caliph  of 
the  house  of  Abbas.  He  reigned  from  A.  D.  813 

to  833.  iO  ̂jyoloTna^wMwiiViijTrusted,  confided  in. 

A'i^xiyXe  mas^nurdyat,  Name  of  a  city  in  Irak. 
p  sJL> y^\^  mamuniya,  Marchpane,  sugared 

bread.    A  covering. 

A  »j/olcmaj^iiA,  Pustulous  (cattle).  Disturbed 
in  mind,  bereft  of  reason. 

p^^lju-^l*?na?«a/«'s<aw,  Indian  leaf  (medicine). 
p  ̂jeUi  mami,  A  mother,  matron. 
A  \ja*U  mamisa,  Juice  of  a  kind  of  poppy. 

A^/olc  maMmv^  (pi.  of  jfyo)  Muharrams. 

p  (^Vjyc^  maniiran,  Swallow-wort. 

p  ̂j^lo  man,  A  lord.  A  family.  Household 

furniture.  Hereditary  property,  an  heirloom.  A 

house.  Grief,  melancholy  ;  disease.  Besides.  Like, 

resembling.  Agreeable.  Eternal,  perpetual,  (for 

Ui  ma)  We,  us.  Our.  (imper.  of  mandan) 
Remain  thou.  Do  thou  resemble.  Leave  off,  let  1 

alone,  desist. 

A  mam,  (v.  n.  of  j^^)  Striking  on  the  ab- 
domen or  lower  belly.  Carrying  burdens  or  pro- 

visions (to  others).  Being  cautious,  wary,  timid. 

Minding,  regarding,  attending  to,  caring  for.  Mak- 

ing provision  for  any  undertaking.  Preparing,  get- 
ting ready,  expediting.  Searching, seeking ;  taking 

muchtrouble.Knowing.  (pi. ̂ jjj/«mM^«) A  plough- 
share of  wood  or  iron.  The  hypochondria. 

A        man,  A  liar.  A  plough. 

p  Vil/c  mana,  Alike,  equal,  resembling.  Cer- 
tainly. You  would  think  or  say.  Forthwith, quickly, 

immediately.  (inzandandPazand) Aname ofGod. 

A  131*  manan,  Truly. 

p  t  jlilc  manaf,  A  midwife.  The  navel. 

p  (iUlx)  manafi,  Midwifery. 

A  eol*  mamat,  (pi.  Obu  mamat  and  (jj^ 

mMj:Mw)Thehypochondria ;  navel,  orthe  part  of  the 

belly  surrounding  it.Fatadhering  to  the  peritoneum. 
A  ioU  maMunat,  A  thing  worthy  of.  A  sure 

indication,  an  infallible  sign  or  criterion. 

A        manih,  A  giver,  bestower,  liberal  man. 

p  ̂^\it)  manda(ji,  Fatigue,  lassitude. 
p  mandan,  To  remain.    To  be  redun- 

dant, superfluous.  To  be  fatigued.  To  abandon, 

relinquish,  leave,  slight,  neglect,  dismiss.  To  place. 

To  resemble.  To  dress,  adapt.  ̂ ^^\<^  haz  man- 
dan, To  remain  behind,  ̂ j*^^  pay  mandan. 

To  stand  firm. 

p  » ii3\ye  manda,  Remaini ng,  left.  Fatigued,  tired, 

wearied.  Permitting,  dismissing.  ̂ ^sZtlj^fAA  man- 
da  shudan,  To  remain  or  stand  still  with  fatigue. 

SiijUi  ̂ mal-manda,  Unequal  to  any  business 
from  fatigue. 

PjlL-^U  manistar,  The  universal  spirit. 
p  i^^y^\to  manistan,  To  resemble. 

A  ̂\(C  mani^  (pi.  'sm^c  mana^t)  A  refuser,  de- 
nier, forbidder,prohibiter.  Close-fisted,  avaricious. 
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A  stout  defender  of  a  fortress.  Diflicult  of  access, 

reserved.  Impediment,  obstacle,  opposition,  hin- 

drance.    j»t\51  (Jljj*>^  J  I  't\S'j  OIjoU  mani^ti 
ru^f  u  is-haJid  dam.  Styptics. 

mank.  The  moon.  The  sun. 

p  (^tf'U  manmin,  (in  zand)  A  drinking-cup. 
PiXjj\/oTOawan£?,Like,resembling.  Resemblance. 

As,  thus.  liJolo        daryd-manand.  Like  the  sea. 
p  L-->liiJ3l/«  mdnanddb.  The  rainbow, 

p  liL^I  ii«JL)l«  manand-abad.  The  region  ̂ j^- 
p  S^Ui  mananda,  Like,  resembling, 

p _jiUi  tndnu,  Echo.  Voice,  sound,  rumour.  The 
first  month  of  the  year  according  to  the  aera  of  Ja- 
lalu'd  din. 

A  C->yU  mamut.  One  who  is  envied, 

p  ipdl^yl*  mdnurak,  A  lark.    A  duck.  Name 
of  a  medicine. 

A  ̂_j»>yl«  ma^nus,  (or  (^jilo  mammun  hihi) 
Familiar,  intimate.  A  companion,  associate,  friend. 

A  domestic.  Name  of  a  man.  Jl^xJ^***^^  o^^^ 

mamus  I  istt^ndl,  Any  thing  commonly  used,  trite, 

vulgar.  p  jjii"^  (^^U  J  i^jJLk  musharraf  u 
mamus shudan,To  be  favoured, honoured,respected. 

A  (_j*»j3lo  (Oijl-*^  sa^dat-mamus,  Happy,  the 
favourite  of  fortune.  ;_j*j^L<i  ghazd-mamus. 
Inured  to  war,  warlike. 

PjLu^Ui  mdnusdr,  One  of  the  assassins  of  Dara. 

A  &*<j|yU)  masnusat.  Fire. 

p  i^JL^\a  mdnush,  Name  of  a  mountain. 
A  (__i^Ui  mamuf.  Hurt  in  the  nose  ((  io\anf). 

p  Ld3^l«  mdnuk,  A  lark.  A  large  duck. 

A  '^^>\iomdnanny,  ManichcEan,ManesMisciple. 
p  &3U  mdna,  Household  furniture.  A  house, 

p  ̂Lo  mdm,  Thou  remainest.  Thou  resemblest. 
Rare,  uncommon.  Name  of  a  celebrated  Persian 

painter,  the  founder  of  the  sect  of  the  Manichosans. 

A  (^Ui  mdm,  One  who  metes  out  or  determines, 
p  mdnid,  A  sin,  fault,  failure.  Omission. 

He  is  dead,  at  a  stand-still  (a  phrase  used  at  dice). 

p  ̂^lijjU  mdnidan,  To  remain.  To  resemble. 
To  wander,err.  To  forget.  Toquit,forsake,let  alone, 

p  jlL-jolo  mdmstdr,  The  soul  of  all. 

A  jL«  maiW,  (v.  n.  of  iLo  for  j\-/o)  Extending, 
stretching  (a  hide  or  leathern  bottle).  Intensity, 

violence,  severity.(pl. of  jjWi.a-tn;ai)Low  grounds. 

^  A  \j\<  mafwa',  A  mansion,  dwelling,  abode,  ha- 
bitation, p  (jj^;^  maswa  giriftan,  To  reside, 

make  a  settlement,  a  t/^J^  mamdyi  kha- 
mdhin,  The  residence  of  the  princes. 

A  maswdt,  (v.  n.  of  Js^^)  Being  tenderly 

affected  to,  pitying,  compassionating.  A  habitation. 

A(  ̂ jL/c  masdwib,  (pi.  of  (_jl/<  ma^db)  Places 
to  which  one  returns.    Stages,  resting-places. 

A  I  'jU  muiawwab.  Round,  circular,  compact. 

Mtuawwib,  (Wind)  blowing  every  day. 

A         mamat.  Low  ground. 

A  iSjU  masdwid,  Misfortunes,  evils. 

p  jjU  mdn'ar,  (for maydrvar)  Bring  not. 
A  ̂]jj^<  md  ruara-c,  That  which  is  behind,  after, 

-^^jj^  md  wardtu'n  nahr,  That  which  is  be- 
yond (or  behind)  the  river(Oxus),  i.  e.  Transoxiana. 

AjjU  mafwaz,  (A  place)  abounding  in  geese. 
A  muMwwik,  Dilatory  about  one's  food. 

A  md  naka^,  An  accident. 
A  musawla^.  Mad. 
A  muMwlah,  Insane,  mad. 

A  ̂^lo  mufawwam,  Large  and  ugly-headed. 

A  (^yjti  mafwa  or  ma^wi,  A  mansion.  An  asy- 

lum, refuge.  Mami,  (or  (Jj^^  kJ^^  mami'l  ibl) 
A  place  where  camels  are  kept. 
A  U  maswiy,  (pi .  of  U  masmiya  t)  M  irrors. 

A  mdwiy.  Any  copy  of  verses,  of  which 

every  distich  ends  in  U  md.  Watery. 

A'k>,^\iomamiyat,(j,  n.of  j^j^) Being  touched, 

affected,  commiserating. 

A  iOjUi  maswiyat,  A  looking-glass.  Name  of 
a  woman. 

p  sUi  mdh.  The  moon.  A  month,  whether  lunar 

or  solar.  Name  of  the  twelfth  day  of  every  solar 

month.  A  mistress,  (in  Pahlevi)  A  city.  A  coun- 

try. 1  sU  vidhi  db,  Month  of  October.  sLc 

^^\jb mdhi  barhohdn,  Name  of  a  note  of  the  bar- 
bud.  8^  mdh  ba  mdh,  From  month  to  raontl), 

every  month.  iiij^  i\/o  mdhi  chdrdah  shaba, 
The  fourteenth  day  of  the  moon,  i.e.  full  moon. 

f^jj^  ̂   »l«  mdhi  chu  .<;hdhhi  gaivazn,  The new  moon.  eCa*  *^  mdhi  ckahdr  hafta,  A 

term  used  to  signify  non-existent.  ̂ ^^^  »l«  mdhi 

hhar-gahi.  The  moon  when  surrounded  by  a  halo, 
(met.)  A  mistress.  mdhi  si  roza,  A 
moon  thirty  days  old,  i.e.  very  small,  (met.)  A 

delicate,  weak,  and  sickly  mistress.  sU)  malt  / 

siydm,  ( jkZ>6  i\<  mdhi  hdshghar,  (ji-$^5l«  mdlii 
kashfj^ja  iKiumdhimuzawwar,  ^jsm  mdhi  mv- 
kanna^  and  u-* ■» mdhi  nakhshah)  A  lumi- 

nous appearance  resembling  the  moon,  produced 
from  a  well  at  the  foot  of  mount  Siyam  by  the 

juggler  Mukanna  every  night  during  a  period  of 

four  months.  s.xZi  ̂ ^jm  i\ic  mdhi  si  shaba.  An  ex- 
pression used  to  denote  any  thing  annihilated,  de- 

stroyed, vanished,  {j^^.  (--**a5  mdhi  hasab- 

posh,  (or  ajc^jti  dokhta)  A  mistress  arrayed  in  fine 

linen.  ̂ ^^^  »U  7ndhi  hdshghar,  A  beautiful  Turk- 
ish damsel,  mdhi  kan^ni,  (Moon  of 

Canaan)  Joseph,  son  of  Jacob.  mdhi 

manjuh-chatr,  A  golden  dome  on  a  pavilion,  slo 

y  mdhi  7iav,  The  new  moon.  The  first  month. 
mdhi  yamdni,  The  enlightened  cheek  of  the 

most  exalted  of  ci'eatures,  i.e.  of  Muhammad. 
A  jl/e  mnh,  A  town  or  a  large  village.  Water. 

i^\^\l\Kmd]tu  7 /i/ jac?,(Watery-hearted)Cowardly. 

Stupid.    c—Aiai^  sic  mdhu'l  kalb,  Foolish,  stupid. 

Pjlfe\/c  mdhdr,  A  camel's  halter,  a  bridle. 
p        1  »te  mdh-dfnd,  Name  of  a  slave  of  Iraj. 



r  mahan,  Name  of  a  village  dependent 

on  Kirman.  (pi.  of  slo  muh)  Moons,  months, 

p  iolfc'^  mahana,  Monthly.  Monthly  wages, 

p  j3'>e>U(  maltani,  Name  of  a  medicinal  stone. 

i>  jb  sic  mah-pai;  (Piece  of  the  moon)  Lovely. 

Pj^j^  mah-par  rvar,  (or  ̂^jj>_ pai-ivln)  Ze- 
doary,  a  Chinese  root  like  ginger,  but  perfumed. 

PjioJ  sl/o  7nafi-pai/har,  One  with  a  face  beau- 

tiful as  the  moon.  ̂ ^j^) »U  mah-paykari 
dirafah,  An  epithet  of  iiigiit. 

A  AfcU  mahat,  (v.  n.  of  sU>  for  ty)  Being  full, 

overflowing  with  water  (a  well).  Leaking  (a  ship). 

Silly,  stupid  (woman).  (A  well)  which  contains 
much  water.  ̂ leasles. 

p  t.-'ljJtil*  mall-tab,  Moonlight,  moonshine. 
The  moon.  The  face  of  a  mistress.  A  kind  of  fire- 

work. Breath,  animal  life. 

p  (^IjJsl/c  mah-iahi,  A  fire-work  ;  blue  light. 

A  ̂ l/o  mahij,  Thin  milk  or  fat. 
p  *^lyc  mahcJia,  A  little  moon.  A  little  gilded 

globe  or  crescent  on  the  top  of  a  flag- spear.  A  pin 
worn  on  the  head  or  bosom.  A  gusset.  A  small 

weight,  the  twelfth  part  of  a  i4ry  iulcha. 

A  i3Jt>lc  7nahid,'Who  spreads  out.  Name  of  God. 
j'jS>\k  mahir,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  To-morrow. 

A mahir,  (pi.  *j^/c  maharat)  Acute,  inge- 
nious, sagacious,  expert,  cunning.  Skilful  in  swim- 

ming.   Master  of  any  art. 

p       sic  mah  rama,  Wimble,  auger,  trepan. 

p  8jj)yt>l/«  mah-roza,  An  almanac,  ephemeris. 
Date,  day  of  the  month. 

p  {^x^^  sUi  mah  firfin,  Zedoary. 

p  wUjslo  mah-(jana,{,j^\^\<  mah-gam  or  mahi- 

(janV)  A  monthly  pension  ;  soldier's  pay. 
p  iJLjijS  i\-K>  mah-girift,  A  lunar  eclipse.  A 

freckle  or  mole  on  a  beautiful  face. 

A  ̂^lomdhil,  Who  makes  haste,  or  goes  before. 

p ̂ \jc  mdhilu,  Stone-parsley.  Jamaica  pepper. 
p  md/tluj,  Amomum. 
A  mdhin,  A  domestic  servant. 

p  i.i)Ui>l/«  mdhndk,  Enlightened  by  the  moon. 
Moonlight. 

p  muhu^  Ornament,  decoration.  A  stick 

for  driving  camels.  The  name  by  which  the  princes 
of  STstan  are  addressed. 

A         md  /t?<rm.  What  is  that  ?  That  which  is. 

vJy^\io  mdhwdr,  (or  »j\y6l«)  Monthly  stipend. 

p  j^^j^ytUi  /Ma/t7i'a?7,  The  revenue  which  is  col- 
lected within  a  month.  Monthly  wages. 

pW^cVjlftl/*  wa/iSif/ancf,  (or  ajUytU)  A  cherry. 

Pftj  ̂ \jomuhuba,  A  title  of  the  governor  of  STstan. 

Pj^fclo  rndhur,  Name  of  a  branch  of  music. 

A  |Jji>\/«  marhul,  Inhabited,  peopled. 

p  si^lo  muhuya,  Name  of  a  governor  of  STstan 
under  Yazdagird,  king  of  Persia. 

p  sJftL*  mdha,  Moonlight,  a  night  illuminateil 
by  the  moon  and  stars.  A  wimble,  auger,  gimlet. 
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Pincers.  A  small  weight,  a  twelfth  of  a  tul- 
cha.   Monthly  stipend. 

p  j^^lo  mdhl,  Lunar,  monthly.  A  lunatic.  A 

fish.  The  sign  Pisces,  i^y^^  (_^'"^  mdhi  (jiriftan, 
To  ̂ sh.j>as»-  J  mdhl  u  chashmari  khizr, 
The  tongue  and  mouth  of  a  mistress. 

A  j_^l<  tiidhtf  A  pourer  out  of  water.  A  Mede. 
3Id  hiya,  (fern.)  That  which  is. 

A  mdhiy,  Watery,  li^^l  mdhlyu'l 
fusdd,  Watery-hearted;  cowardly,  stupid. 

p  ajUfcl/c  mdhiyuba,  The  jelly  of  the  fish  called 

iUui»\  mdht-ashna,  especially  salted. 

p         j_Ji>l«  mdhi-ashna,  A  small  kind  of  fish. 
p  (jLfcCe  mdhiydn,  (pi.  of  »l/o  mah)  Months. 

^Ul«*i  J  j^UftUi  mdliiydn  u  sdliydn,  Months  and 

years,    (pi.  of  j_^l«  mdhi)  Fishes. 
p  ajLfcl/o  7)t«/(/^a«fl, Monthly  wages.  Fish-jelly. 

p  ̂JU_i^\/«  indhhjdn-a,  Jelly  of  salted  fish. 

^t^lj^  j^Ui/«a/<i-i?7/awri«,Amistress'sfinger. p  L^-'-  >  mdhi-pusht,  Fish-(hog-)backed. 
A  /»a/(i?/a<,Quality,essence,  value,  intrinsic 

worth.  Nature.    State,  condition,  circumstances. 

p  8j!>         mdhi-tawa,  A  pan  for  frying  fish. 
p  sJ^^  rndhicha,  Slices  of  paste  eaten  in  soup. 

p  (^^le  m.dhl-chin,  A  cormorant.  A  weir. 

Pj\^  t_5^^  mdhi-hhivdt;  Piscivorous.  An 
icthyophagist,  fish-eater.    A  heron,  crane. 

Pi^jy^  ̂ ^\<<>mdhihhwurd,Agudgeon:  smallfry. 
p         ̂ fc^/*  maluddn.  Fish-pond,  store,  stew. 
p  mdhi-ddna,  A  cherry, 

p  ̂^^iV  j  ̂^lo  mdhi-danddn,  A  fish's  tooth,  of which  the  hilts  of  swords  are  made. 

p  ̂J^,J  (_^^  mdld-rabydn,  A  shrimp. mdhl-rez,  (or  iy>j  reza)  An  anchovy. 
p         mdhiz,  The  herb  mullein. 

p  iiVj<i>le  mdhi-zdd,  The  row  or  spawn  of  fish. 

p  i^ljj  ̂ ^f"  mdhi-zarin,  A  sand-eel.  A  skink. 

p  8y_j6j  ̂^fcU  mdhl-zahra,  A  poisonous  yellow- 
floworing  milk  grass.  (Thrown  into  water  it  in- 

toxicates the  fish  and  brings  them  to  the  surface). 

P ^JfcUi  mdhl-sipUir,  The  sign  Pisces. 

p  pju»>  mdhi-svx ,{oy ̂ iMi  mdhi-shim) 
A  kind  of  small  sturgeon.     A  shad. 

p  O^j^  jj^^**  tndhi-farosh,  A  fishmonger. 
P  lij^  A turbot:  sturgeon ;  shad. 

p  Jj^  ̂jXa  mdhl  gol,  A  carp. 
P mdh'i-gir,  A  fisherman.  An  otter. 

p^U  mdhi-mdr,  (Fish-snake)  An  eel. 

p  L_-*j^j^  (_^^  ma/ii-mara<«&.  Certain  honours 

of  which  the  "privilege  is  c?pecially  conferred  on 
princes  and  great  nobles.  They  are  denoted  by  the 

figure  of  a  fish  with  other  insignia  (two  balls),  car- 

ried as  ensigns  upon  elephants. 
p  xiAfclo  mdhina,  Monthly  pay  or  pension. 

p  may,  Any  stinging  or  biting  animal,  as 

serpents,  leeches,  &c.  Name  of  a  city  in  India, 

which,  according  to  Castellus,  was  much  celebrated 

for  sorcery.  Name  of  a  king  of  India,  (for 

tnaydy)  Do  not  come. 

A  masy,  (v.  n.  of  (_f^)  Extending,  stretch- 
ing. Using  diligence,  straining  every  nerve.  Go- 

ing deeply  into.  Budding,  beginning  to  shoot  (a 

tree),  putting  forth  leaves.  Making  with  one's  self 
a  hundred.  Whispering,  and  exciting  thereby  dis- 

sensions. Mitan,  (pi.  of  ioU  m'uat)  Hundreds. 
mdydn,  We,  us. 

A  Ss>V«c  mitat,  (pi.  (OlXc  mitdt,  mhun,  and 

t/U  7nha')  A  hundred,  ibtiu^l  muat,  A 
man  a  hundred  years  old  (Son  of  a  hundred).  • 

7«aji7,  Dying.  Moribund.  Ll*ol«C>j/« 
mawti  mdsit,  A  hard,  painful,  lingering  death. 

\i^^G^misatdni,A\i.oi'sJ^mhat,T\\o  hundred. 
A  iji^"  l«  md  yatahallal.  Whatever  is  dissolv- 

able by  liquefaction  or  concoction. 

A  ̂Ic  md/ij,  Tossed  by  the  waves.  Stormy. 

A  ̂bjtfUi  md  yahtdj,  What  is  needed. 
p  mdy-hhimsh,  Subacid. 

A  's^l*  mdsidat,  (pi.  ̂\ya  maivdjid)  A  table, 
especially  one  covered  with  victuals.  A  circle,  cir- 

cumference, circuit,  orbit,  p  ̂^J^  SJjlo  mdsl- 
dasi  hhargahi,  The  joys  of  Paradise. 

Pj^U*)  8.ij\/o  mdsida-gdldr,  (or  !Jj\/o  mnsi- 
da-nih)  A  table-decker,  a  sewer. 

A jjl/o  mdfir,  (pi.  jVXo  muyydr  and  m.ay- 
ynrat)  Who  brings  grain  from  other  countries  for 
family-use  or  sale.  A  purveyor.  (An  arrow)  light, 
and  which  strikes  the  mark. 

A  jjjlc  md-tirat,  Flowing  (blood). 

A^j-jl/«  )«a^?**,Who  walks  proudly, waving  from 
side  to  side.    A  calumniator,  a  whisperer. 

A  Jjl«  mofi^  Melted,  fluid.  Liquor. 
masi^it,  Liquids,  fluids. 

A  &3o\a>  mdsi^it,  A  certain  ottar  or  perfume  ex- 
ceedingly fragrant.  Storax.  Oil  of  myrrh.  The 

forelocks  of  a  horse  long  and  flowing. 

A  I— j;*?.  I/O  7»d  //?/^/'rt/',Whatever  is  known ;  all. 
A  mdtih,  (pi.  Ijy^  mo7vha')  Stunid,  silly, 

mad,  foolish.  (3*^^  ahmak  Dms'tk,  An  arrant 
fool,  sheer  blockhead. 

A  \jaJ,  Ui  md  yuhraf,  What  is  read,  legible. 
A  7ndf  il,  (pi.  aJlo  mdlat  and  ̂ yl<c  muyyal) 

Inclining,  inclined,  propense,  biased.  Who  takes  de- 

light in,afrcefionate,  partial  to,  addicted.  An  eccen- 

tric orbit.  i!Si>^  (JjIo  7ndfilul  hhadd,'\\ vy-chaekeA. 
A  mdfUdt,  Women  who  walk  with  a 

swinging,  flaunting,  jaunty,  or  haughty  air;  or  who 
swerve  from  obedience  to  God  ;  or  who  wear  their 

hair  in  the  fashion  called  mayldf. 

A  XiJlo  vidsilat,  (pl.jjj\j/c7na7ya.»i7)  A  (camel's) 
bunch.  Large  (sand-hill).  Very  branchy  (tree). 

(A  woman)  waving  gracefully  when  walking. 

p  jJijIo  77idriltar,  More  inclined. 
A  iL^t»  ma-cyamat,  A  cause  of  widowhood. 

'-rir^  alhaTbuTTiatyamat,  War  destroys  men, 



and  bereaves  women  of  their  sons  and  husbands. 

A         niacin,  A  liar, 

p  jtiJjlx  mayandar,  A  stepmother. 

^  A  (__j»»y.Vo?/iaj:?/Ms,  Desperate,  hopeless.  P(^_jivo 
^iX^  masyus  shudnn,  To  despair,  lose  hope, 

p  ̂j^.^  mayun,  Name  of  Farldun's  cow. 
F  ioU  maya,  Ferment,  leaven.    Root,  origin, 

principle,  essence.   Foundation.  Wealth,  money, 

cash.  A  capital  in  trade,  stock,  principal.  Semen 

virile.    Measure.  Quantity,  amount.  A  woman. 

The  female  of  any  animal ;  and  a  female  camel  in 

particular.  Name  of  Farldiin's  cow.  A  coat-button 
or  loop.  Name  of  a  note  in  music.  aJ,l«  ma- 

yasi  shah,  Darkness  of  night,  ̂ j'^  mayaA 

sidk,  Name  of  Abu  bakr.  tij-***  j  ̂^.^  may  a  j^u 
sud,  Principal  and  interest. 

p  io\/e  maya-hhwush,  Sweet  or  agreeable 
to  the  taste. 

Pj\ii  iO.l*  maya-dar,  Thick,  solid,  strong.  Rich. 
Fermented  (bread),    (in  Gilan)  Camp-followers, 

p  (J,lju«»  iO_l/c  maya-satani,  Investment. 

p^jw>        maya-shir,  Oxygal  («.e.  a  prepara- 
tion of  sour  milk  and  herbs)  put  amongst  new  milk, 

which  sours  and  coagulates  it. 

p  jl^  sSKa  maya-gav,  A  cow. 

i>       masi,  We-ism,  wegotism. 
A        masiy,  Watery,  aquatic,  aqueous.  Of  or 

belonging  to  the  particle  l«  ma,  What. 

A'^\i<imafyiy ,  (Aplace)ofunwholesomeforage. 
A  maAsat,  {'s^\a  inasiyat,  or  'iJoUs  7nasi- 

yat^  A  cat,  an  animal  that  mews. 

A&X)l/«?;ia^22/ci^,Essence,quiddity,nature,quality. 

p  j^Ui  maAm  or  masem,  We  are. 
A  ij^i^^  mi  Ana,  (pi.  of       misat)  Hundreds. 

J  (3^0  masi  u  marii,  Pride  and  egotism. 

A  j^Ui*  maia^a^,  A  dwelling,  residence,  habita- 

tion. The  part  of  the  womb  where  the  foetus  lies. 

A  spot  where  cattle  lie  round  a  watering-place.  A 

resting-place  of  camels.  A  wild  bull's  haunt.  A 
nest  of  wild  bees. 

A  'iZt^\xc  muba-fushat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_jib)  Taking 
and  prostrating  one  without  reason  or  resistance. 

A  "i»-lfe  mubajjat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Sallying  forth against,  descending  into  the  arena. 

A  ̂ U*  muhah,  Allowed.  Lawful,  allowable. 
Common  property.  Any  indifferent  action,  what- 

ever a  person  may  do  or  let  alone;  being  attended 
neither  with  praise  nor  blame. 

A  OWUx  mubahat,  (pi.  of  mubali)  In- 
difFerent,allowable(acts).Lawfulpleasure,festivity. 

A  'sjs^Xxiti  mubahatat,  (v.  n.3  of  O*?)  Shewino- 
sincere  friendship.  Acting  openly  with.  Feeding 

(a  beast)  with  the  plant  ^an^  pure  and  neat. 
Sincerity,  purity. 

Ai.L^\i^mabahis,  (pi.  ofi^^^mabhas)  Places 
of  inquiry  or  scrutiny.  ̂ \  iJi^s>Xx<  mabahisu'l 
lakar,  (proverbially)  A  place  whose  situation  is 
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unknown.   Mubahis,  A  disputant. 

A  7/iubdhasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^<)  Examin- 
ingjsearching.  Disputing.  A  dispute,  debate,wager. 

^  &Ai«.U^  mubahiyat,  A  being  lawful. 

A^\i^mabdkhir,^\.oi'ij^mabhhar  at, Censers. 
p  lilx*  mabad,  (and  l;iU<  mabada)  Let  it  not  be, 

by  no  means,  away  !  God  forbid  !  lest. 

A  mubaddt,  (v.  n.  3  of     forj  Jo)  Mani- 
festing, discovering  (enmity)  towards  any  one. 

A  5^La_/«  mubaddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  3j)  Bartering 

goods.  Contributing  to  a  general  fund. 

Ajiibuo  mubadir,  One  who  makes  haste.  A 
youth  arrived  at  maturity. 

A  Sjiilj>/o  mubddarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjjj)  Making 

haste.  Outstripping,  getting  before.  Beginning. 

Attacking.  Labouring.   Haste,  expedition. 

A  iiJiilxo  mubddalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J«J>^)  Changing. 

Exchange,barter.  Retaliation, recompense.  paJtilf« 

mubadala  kardan.  To  exchange,  barter. 

A  mtibdda/iat,  (v.  n.  3  of  5iiJ)  Coming 

upon  one  suddenly. 

A(_^iilA/«  mabddi.  Beginnings,  origins. 
A  sliiljk^  mubdzasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ijj)  Talking 

obscenely.  Immodesty,  obscenity. 

A  8<ilx<i?ttM&a^;rfl^,An  outstripping,  a  preventing. 

A  *jj4iU<mM&a2ra7'a^,(v.  n.3  of,  ii.J)  Squandering. 
A  JiU/o  mabdzil,  (pi.  of  sJiS-a^o  mibzalat)  Every- 

day clothes. 
A  io  ilji/c  mubdzanat,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂ ^^)  Knowing. 

Confessing.    Humbling  one's  self,  submitting. 
Pjlfo  viahdr  or  muhdr,  A  pudding,  sausage. 

A         mabdrr-,  (pi.  of  J^/c  maharr')  Benefits. 
A  i'^U/o  mubdrdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ]jJ  for  j^)  Oppos- 
ing, contending.    Separating  peacefully  (a  man 

and  wife).  Equality. 

A  ji^U*  mubdrasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Dismissing 
a  partner,  dissolving  partnership.  Departing  from, 

leaving.  Divorcing,  putting  away  a  wife  on  friendly 
terms.  A  dissolution  of  marriage  by  mutual  consent. 

A  mubdrrat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jj)  Being  bene- 

ficent, shewing  kindness  or  dutifulness. 

AjjU/o  mabdriz,  (pi.  ofjj^  mabraz)  Fields  of 
battle.  Privies.  Mubdriz,  Prepared,  ready  for  war. 

A  warrior,  combatant,  brave  soldier,  hero. 

A  mubdrazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjjj)  Sallying 

forth  against,  descending  into  the  arena.  War,  bat- 

tle, p  ̂^^Jt  C^j^^if  mubdrazat  kardan.  To  war. 

A  Jjj^  mabdrik,  (pi.  of  ̂j;*-«)  (Camels)  which, 
with  uplifted  tails,  give  false  signs  of  pregnancy. 

A  <-i)j\j»o  mubdrak.  Blessed.  Happy,  fortunate, 
auspicious.  August.  Sacred,  holy.  Welcome, well. 

<-i)jbu«  mubdraka' lldh,  Blessed  of  God.  uiJ,lf«  < 
mubdraku'd  darvlat,  Blessed  by  fortune. 

(J\j  CiJjV'O  mubdrak-fdl.  Of  happy  omen,  prognos-  ' 

ticating  felicity.  'i^\x^\'i]3^  baklatu''l  mubdrakat, 
(The  blessed  pot-herb)  Endive,  'e^ &L!3\  al  lay-  ; 
latu'l  mubdrakat,  The  middle  night  of  the  month  ( 
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Shaaban.    p  ijb  uiJjU/«  mubdrak  bdd.  May  he  be 

•  blessed  or  fortunate  !  ̂^iLSsSjUxi  mubdrak  bddi, 

Congratulation.  Benediction. 
A  H^V*  mubdrakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  <-iJ^)  (God) 

blessing  (man),  prospering  (him).  Blessing,  wish- 
,  ing  happiness  to.    Being  assiduous,  persevering. 

Long-eared  wheat. 

^  u/j^  mw&araAiJ,  A  benediction.  Good-for- tune. Sanctity. 

A  d.x  mubarahiyat.  Name  of  a  certain  fort. 

A  mabdrim,  (pi.  of        mibrani)  Spin- 
.  dies  for  distaffs. 

A  iis-jlx*  mubdzajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Boasting, 
contending  for  pre-eminence. 

A  'iicj\iA  mubdzamat.  Resolution,  enterprise. 
A  iojUx)  mubdzanat,  A  bringing,  adducing. 

A  5j**iljiy«  mubdsirat,  (A  she-camel)  that  thinks 
of  the  stallion  before  she  is  completely  in  heat. 

A  &iaA*>U/«  mubdsatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  la**j)  Laying 

aside  shyness,  becoming  free  and  easy.  Cheerful 
conversation,  mirth ;  the  feast  of  reason  and  the  flow 

of  soul.    Sauciness,  unbliishingness,  impudence. 

A  mabdsik,  (pi.  of         mubsik)  Camels 
which  have  biestings  in  their  udder  before  foaling. 

A  &L»ilf/o  rimbdsalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J.— j)  Attacking 

one  another  furiously.  Getting  round  (an  enemy) 

to  take  advantage  of  him. 

A  ̂\xie>viabdsim,{)}\.of  ̂ .--Juc)  The  fore-teeth. 
p;_jiil*Ai/«a?;as/<,Beit  not!  Stay  not. Lestjperhaps. 

A  jM>\y<  mubdsldr,  A  manager,  superintendant, 
supervisor,  inspector,  commissary,  deputy,  factor, 

agent,  plenipotentiary.  A  mare  in  want  of  the  horse. 

A  ijZXxio  mubdskarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j-i<J)  Direct- 
ing, managing,  superintending  personally.  Lying 

with,  lying  skin  to  skin.  Announcing  good  news. 
Management.Superintendency,  prefecture,  agency, 

investiture  with  full  power.  A  beginning.  vC^jJmXxk 

^^^Jt  mubdskarat  kardan.  To  commence.  To  un- 
dertake, take  the  management  of  any  thing. 

A  'j^lxo  muhdsarat,  (v.  n.  3  of^^,)  Trying  who 
shall  see  first.  Endeavouring  to  spy ;  looking  from 

a  height.  Watchingc. 

A  &x.oljk/«m?<&a2'a^a?,(v.n.3of  ̂ a^)  Lying  with. 

A  'iJ^Ksia  mubdtashat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jjiia^)  Seiz- 
ing each  other  by  force.  Fighting  in  close  combat. 

Applying  a  remedy. A  iiiiaUyo  inubdtanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^;ia^)  Taking 

secret  counsel  with  any  one. 

A  ̂Vf«  mubd^  Exposed  to  sale. 
A  "jjsff'U/o  viubd^dat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i,i>«j)  Remov- 
ing far.  Retiring.  Separation,  distance,  removal ; 

departure  of  one  from  another. 
A  'i^^yio  mubdrrat,  (v.  n.  3  of yci)  Dunging 

upon  her  milker,  whilst  being  milked  (a  camel). 

A  ftlp-lfo  mubd^lat,  (v.  n.3  of  ,Jj»^)Toying  with 
Espouse);  receiving  with  caresses, agreeinghappily 

(asmarried  people).  Taking  a  husband  (JjO  ba^l). 



Intermarrying  (tribes).  Sitting  with  another. 

A  s'^U*  muhuijhut,  (v.  II.  :}  of  Playing 
llic  wlioro.  Treating  (anotlicr)  unjustly. 

A  iCff'ljL/o  vtuhaijliatat,  (v.  n.  :3  of  CL^)  Attack- 
ing unawares.  Happening,  befalling  unexpectedly. 

A  iLAff^'ji/*  iiixthaijliazat,  A  haling  of  one  another. 

A  ft^U/c  iiiuhuijhainat,  (v.  n.3ofj»ij)  Speaking 
softly,  treiitly  to  one  another. 

A  S^'ji/o  tiiuhahat,  (v.  n.  ;iof,_^)  Contending 

with,  or  rivalling  in  weeping.  "Weeping  together. 

A  i^'^  viuhaharat,  (v.  n.3of^)  Coming  to 
(any  one)  in  the  morning. 

A  (JUxi  inalcil,  The  urinary  passage,  urethra. 

A  j^^'x-A!  /DvJialat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^->)  Caring  for, 
Iieeding,  minding,  regarding.  Consideration.  dUi 

hillatu'l  mulalat,  Inattention,  indifference. 

A  *jj.5\jwc  mubaladat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^')  Fighting 
or  fencing  with  sword  or  single  stick. 

A  'jpU/«  vnibtilazat,  A  takingany  thing  together. 
A  iLaJlf/*  7mthalasat,(\ .n.dof {^jah) Rushing  on. 

A  iiaiU*  7nubalatat,  (v. n. 3  of  lab)  Striving  or 

labouring  in  swimming.  Fencing  with  sword  or 

stick;  cudgel-playing.  Fleeing, running  away  from. 

Reproaching,disgracing.Coming  down  upon  in  war. 

A  mahali^h,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jk^  mahlatjli)  Sums 
(of money).  Perfections,  ̂ l/i/^/a/f/ry/t.  Exaggerated, 

carried  to  the  highest  pitch.  Jlulaligh,  Diligent, 

j)ains-taking,  who  does  any  thing  to  excess. 

V.  k'H^iKiAinuhalarjltat,  (v.n.3of^)  Endeavour- 
ing, using  diligence.  Straining  every  nerve,  striv- 
ing. Dwelling  on  a  subject.  Insisting,  pressing, 

ursrin"-.  Dili^ence.care.endeavour.effort,  exertion. 

J'iXaggeration,  amplification,  intensity,  excess.  Su- 

periority. Stress.  V  6ji>^  -iitithala^ihanamu- 
dan,  To  exaggerate.  d*»»-.o  etiJlf*  jj^^^j^  chan- 

(/anmMZ)a/fl(7/(fl?JM<,'Tis  not  of  such  vast  importance. 
A  (jU^B  vmhun,  Separated,  divided. 
A  mabani,  Edifices,  fabrics,  structures, 

buildings.  Foundations,  r-^i^ ̂)jtf'  -^(3^^ Jt:^^ 

ia^firi  mahanin  hhayrat  hardan,'Yo  build  or  re- 
pair ])ious  works  (as  caravanseras  or  hospitals). 

A  Jljlf*  muldwasat,  (v.  n.  3  of for  \_jJ)  Be- 
ing equal,  even,  quits  (in  retaliation). 

A  uiJjUxi  vmhawih,  A  meddler  in  a  neighbour's 
concerns. 

A  'i\s>\xic  vnddhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ -j^)  Disputing 
for  superiority  in  beauty  or  any  other  qualification. 

JJoasting,  contending  for  glory.  Vain-glory,  pride, 

arrogance.  Glory,  honour. 
A  C.^ifcU*  muhdhit,  A  fraraer  of  lies. 

A  X'lfclf*  )iivhdliatat,(y.  n.  3  of  O^)  Framing 
a  lie  (Oi^  buht  or  (j^i^^  huhtan). 

A  ws?U«  mubahajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Disputing 
about  beauty,  boasting  against.  Conviviality. 

A  s^KxK  mvhdharaf,  A  boasting,  a  glorying. 

A  Jj2ilf«  mabdliil,  of  'i^^^  mubhalat)  She- 
camels  turned  loose  without  a  mark.  Mtibdhil,  (A 
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she-camel)  free  from  marks  (of  burning). 

A  &li>U/o  mubdhalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^-J)  Cursing. 
Wishing  mischief  to  one  another.  Execration. 

A  ̂U/«?/(W^^(iAi,Glorious, exalted.  Proud,vain. 
AdxaJU/c  muhdyazat,  (v.n.  3  of  for 

Contending  with  for  whiteness  (i^b^.  bayaz). 

A  &x>.lx<i  micbdija^t,  (v,  n.  3  of  ̂ Ij  for  J-xi.) 
Making  a  contract  of  purchase  or  sale.  Inaugu- 

rating. Saluting,  acknowledging  any  one  invested 

with  authority.  Plighting  faith,  promising  obe- 
dience. Traffic. 

A  mubayanat,  (v.  n.  3  of       for  jjo) 

Departing  from,  relinquishing.  Being  separated, 
distinguished. 

A  C*x«  miibitt,  One  who  pronounces  an  irre- 
vocable divorce. 

A  vmbtd^  A  buyer. 

A  ̂ -y^  vnibtajj,  (Cattle)  whose  sides  are  ready 
to  burst  from  repletion. 

A  \S^  mubiadas,  (A  thing)  begun.  Beginning, 

principle,  or  subject  of  a  proposition.  A  noun  put 

ill  the  nominative.  jf>-  j  \XS<  mubtada^  u  hliabar, 
Subject  and  predicate:  substantive  and  adjective. 

A  jviC^  muhtadir,  One  who  rushes  to  seize; 
one  who  flies  to  arms.  One  who  overwhelms. 

A  inubiada^  Newly-invented,  originated. 

A  new  invention.  3Tubtadi^An  inventor,  innova- 
tor, author ;  a  heretic,  or  broacher  of  new  opinions. 

e^S:^JC  &flj\l?  tasifan  miibtadi^,  A  sect  of  heretics, 
A  miibtadi,  A  beginner,  commencer, 

young  scholar,  discjple  just  commencing  to  learn, 
tyro.  A  founder.  mubtadiyan,  At  first,  in 
the  bemnnino;.    Of  his  own  accord. 

A  (Jikji/«  Jiiubtazal,  Used  every  day,  treated  as 

of  little  value,  common,  hacknej'ed ;  contemptible, 
base.  Mubtazil,  Clad  in  an  evcry-day  garment. 

One  who  does  his  own  servile  work.  Jci>ij4^  Jj*^ 

sidkuV,  mubtazal,  Deep-cutting  (sword). 

A^^jk*»iwia^<a?',Docked ;  mutilated ;  incomplete. 
A  dji-x-ic  vmbtarid,  One  who  washes  with  or 

drinks  cold  water. 

A  i-i3js>.*  mubtarik,  (A  camel)  reclined  on  the 

brisket.  Who  lays  any  one  on  his  breast.  One 
who  makes  haste  or  rims  fast. 

A  ̂ jj^io  mubtara',  Hewed  (with  an  axe).  Mub- 
<art,^A  hewer,  a  cutter  of  chips. 

A  jOwo  mubtazz,  A  star  by  which  prognostica- 
tions are  made  at  the  birth  of  a  child. 

A  ̂'jixA  mubtazal,  Burst  (bud  of  palm-flower). 

Aj-^^xxxt  »i  ubtasir,  A  doer,  or  one  desirous  of  do- 
ing any  tiling  unseasonably.  A  beginner.  One  who 

takes  any  thing  whilst  fresh. 

A  J— if«  mubtasil,  A  charmer  of  serpents  re- 
ceiving his  hire. 

A  ̂ ^JxM  vntbtasim,  A  srailer,  or  gentle  laugher. 
A jJuii^  mubtashi?;  A  receiver  of  good  news. 
A  (^jii^ilJi^  mubiaziz,  One  who  does  by  degrees 

(that  which  he  ought). 

A  mubta(jha',  (or  J^to/*  vtuhiagha')  What 
is  required.  Requisition  ;  debt,  duty,  obligation. 
A  inubtaylti,  A  lion. 
A  ObilJk/o  mubtagliiydt,  (pi.)  Requisitions. 
A  mubtahil,  Pot-herb-eating  (ass). 

A ^^Lx/Q  niitbtahir,  An  early  riser.  One  who  ar- 
rives betimes.  A  receiver  of  first-fruits.  Present 

from  the  beginning  of  the  Muhammadan  form  of 

worship,  and  a  hearerof  the  prefatory  oration  called 
ft*V>.^  Idiutba,  in  which  they  praise  God,  bless  the 

prophet,  and  pray  for  the  sovereign. 
A  i^ixjQ  mubtahirat,  (A  female)  who  bears  a 

male  at  the  first  birth. 

A  ,3-^  mubtilyA  palm-tree  which  has  a  shoot 
readv  for  ti-ansplantinf;. 

A  (Jj^  vnibattal,  Finely-proportioned  (camel). 
A  mubtall,  One  recovering  from  indispo- 

sition ;  convalescent.   Moistened,  watered,  moist. 

A  mubtala,  Afflicted,  sorely  tried. 
A  &Jjju>»i?/Z)af<a?af,(Awoman)  elegantly  shaped, 

exquisitely  proportioned. 
A  mubtala^  Swallowed.    3IubtaU^  A 

swallower. 

A  w;/i^a/a'.  Afflicted,  unfortunate,  tried, 
or  inured  to  distress.  JIubtaR,  One  who  insists 

on  an  oath  or  a  confession. 
A  »iM6fa?ij,  A  builder.  One  who  causes  to 

build.  One  who  fattens.  Founded,  erected,  built. 
A  viabtutat,  Divorced  finally  (wife). 

A  ijy^  mabturat,  Docked. 

A  ̂yXKmiibtaliij,  Exultant ;  joyful,  full  of  glee. 
AjfxA)  nmbtahar,  Publicly  talked  of  (on  the 

subject,  especially,  of  an  amour).  JIubtahir,  One 

who  imputes  falsely  ;  or  gives  to  any  one  the  merit 
of  what  he  does  not  deserve.  Assiduous  (in  prayer); 

incessant  (in  talking). 

A  (J-fj^  mubtahal,  Cureed.  Mubtahil,  A  sup- 
plicator.  Groaning  (in  prayer).  One  who  impre- 

cates or  pours  forth  curses. 
A^j»XJw«  wM/;^i^?V,Sad,fullof complaints  against 

fortune.    Loath,  averse,  unwilling. 

A  CLiy^Sjc  mabsus,  Dispersed,  scattered.  Spread 
out.    Published,  divulged. 

A  "iJijifo  mabsmat,  (pi.  Ob^jjw*  mabsusdt)  A 
thins:  divulged. 

A  j^Ia/o  mnbmr,  Envied.    Extremely  rich. 

A  w«iay}"a/.  Much  esteemed.  Venerable, 
Mubajjil,  A  reverer,  honourer,  venerator. 
A  mabhas,  (pi.  t^^-lxc  luabahis)  A  time 

and  place  for  disputation,  study,  or  inquirj'.  Dis- 

sertation, invt'Stigation,  debate. 
mubahsir,  (Milk)  separated  into  parti- 

cles, granulated,  curdled. 
Aj^  mubhar,  Salt  as  the  sea  ( bahr). 

A^j^^  mubahznj.  Water  at  boiling  heat. 
A  'i!^^  mubakhbahhat,  (A  she-camel)  large  in 



the  inner  cavities  of  the  body. 

muhahhkharj'PGYiMxnedi.  Vaporous.  3In- 
lakhkhir,  Fumous.  What  makes  the  breath  stink. 

A  mabkharat,  A  cause  of  offensiveness  of 

breath  (as  fasting,  for  instance).  (])\.js-\jjcinaba- 
Jihir^  A  censer  for  burning  incense  in. 

A  muhahhzaj,  Made  to  boil  fiercely. 

A'&.»a^  mihkhazat,  A  churn. 
A  viuhahhhhal,  Very  avaricious. 

A  mahhhalat,  An  object  of  avarice.  A 

source  of  carefulness  and  solicitude  (as  children). 

A  CJ^^  mabhhut,  Fortunate,  happy. 
A viahkhur,  Perfumed.  Intoxicated. 

A  (_>»»}j^^  mabJihus,  Unlucky.  Blinded. 

A  {^y^  mabkhus,  Spare  of  flesh  about  the  feet. 

A  'ijo^C  maWihusat,  (A  she-camel)  hurt  in  the 
fleshy  part  of  the  foot,  and  halting. 

A  inabMiuh,  One-eyed. 

A  \sxA  mabda',  A  wilderness,  a  desert. 
AljJk*  mabdof,  {inubdat,  or  a       mabdasat)  Be- 

ginning, original,  origin,  principle,  source,  head. 

A  ̂^^t3>f/«  mibdan,  One  that  grows  soon  fat. 
A  iilSjw*  mubaddad,  Scattered,  dispersed. 

A  jd^Xjc  mitbdir,  One  upon  whom  the  full  moon 

(jviJ  hadr)  shines  brightly. 

A  ̂ tiJ-*  mabda^  An  invention,  discovery,  first 
production.  Fiction.  The  place  where  any  thing 

new  is  produced.  Mubda^One  whose  beast  is  tired. 

Made  void,  abolished.  J/Mirf/^,Who  first  hits  upon, 
strikes  out,  produces.  A  creator,  author,  originator, 

inventor,  founder.  Who  feigns  or  tells  a  lie.  A 

heretic,  heresiarch,  leader  of  a  new  sect;  innova- 
tor. (A  beast)  which  halts  or  limps  from  fatigue. 

A  0\pii.f/«  mabda^t,  (pi.  of  ̂ tiJ^  viabda^  In- 
novations (in  a  bad  sense),  revolutions,  heresies. 

A  ̂^^J^  7nuhdal,Chax)ged.  ao/o  almubdal 

minliu,{\n  grammar)The  word  exchanged  for  some- 
thing else. 

A  J^fe???M?'a(ZriaZ,Changed,  altered. Exchanged. 

Turned  into,  metamorphosed. 

A  ̂jSj««?ftMiarff/aw,Corpulent,thick,big-bellied. 
A  jii>f<  mabdaw,  A  desert  place. 

A  ̂ jd-XK  mabdus,  One  on  whom  the  small-pox 
begins  to  appear,  pitted. 

A  ̂ jii>f«  maZ)rfM/(,Extensive(plain),wide(area). 
A  tjiif*  7)iabdu^  Name  of  a  horse. 
A  »iiJ>/o  mibdaJi,  A.n  improvisatore.  3Iubdah, 

Extempore,  irregular. 

A  mubdis,  A  beginner,  one  who  does  any 

thing  first.  An  inventor.  Who  makes  manifest. 

One  of  the  names  of  God.  t^i*^  ts^i'^  mubdis  viu- 

^d,  Skilfully  trained,  well-broken  (horse).  An  ex- 
perienced warrior.  Practised,  well-versed. 

AjtiO/e  mubazzir,  Prodigal,  lavish,  unthrift. 

A  |Jjia/c?ttMiam'^, Very  bashful.  Guide,escort. 
A  ti^jkA/e  mubazziri,  Prodigality,  luxury. 

A  5-'>iS.f*  mubazzikat,  One  who  deals  more  in 
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words  than  in  deeds. 

A  J.^xc7)n'&2a/,  A  worn-out  garment.  An  every- 
day or  working-garment. 

A  s!)'d^ynibzalat,  (pi.  Jilf*  mabdzil)  An  every- 
day or  working-garment.   A  threadbare  garment. 

A  ̂ii>J^  mubazlikh,  One  who  promises  but  does 
not  perform. 

A  J»^^Jw«  viibzam,  Strong,  robust  (she-camel). 

A jjiiJ^  mabzur,  Much. 

A^iiJw*  viabzu^  Frightened,  timorous. 
A  Jjii.fxj?nat^w/,Expended,bestowed,lavished. 

A  magnificent  present.  Acceptable.  Name  of  a  poet. 

Pjj<^e  mabar,  (imper.  negat.  of  ̂ ji^-^  burdaii) 
Do  not  carry,  bear,  or  receive. 

A  JVC  TOM&irr,  Strong.  Provident,  prudent.  Su- 

perior to  one's  companions. 

A  \yfmabr a' , The  place  where  a  pen  is  cut  (gene- 
rally an  inch  or  so  from  the  point).  Mih-a,  A  pen- 

knife. A  razor.  A  hatchet ;  any  sharp  instrument. 

A  \_^/c  mubarra,  Exempted,  free,  absolved,  far 
removed  from. 

A  i]/;^  mibrdt,  A  penknife.  A  knife  with  which 
they  trim  bows.  A  plane.  Afile,arasp.  Mubrdt, 

(A  she-camel)  which  wears  a  nose-ring. 
A  mabar  rat,  (pi.  of  5^J««)  Good  works. 
A mubarbir,  A  lion. 

A  5j</e  mabarrat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Doing  good.  A 

public  work  (as  an  inn)  built  by  pious  Muhamma- 
dans.  Beneficence.  Dntifulness,  obedience.  Name 

of  a  liill  near  Madlna.  3Iubarrat,  Sugar-candy 
broken  to  pieces  with  a  hatchet. 

AC^j<Kmibrat, (or  cJ^7nubar7'at)Sngar-C'dridy. 

A  ̂_jt^?rewZ;«rra/,  (A  garment)painted  or  wrought 
with  figures  or  holes  like  eyes,  or  like  a  tower  (^^ 
bmj).  Blubarrij,  A  boaster  of  his  own  merits. 

^  A  ̂■^Jf  ''nnbarrih,  Severe,  heavy,  distressing. 
ls«-j*rf<i  i^j^  zarabahu  zarban  viubarrihan,  He 
struck  him  a  violent  blow. 

A  ̂ jvo  wairac/,  A  refrigerative.  (Land)  hailed 

upon.  3Iibrad,  A  file.  Mubrid,  One  who  comes  in 

the  cool.  A  bringer  of  any  thing  cool,  or  a  drinker 

of  cooled  liquor.  Who  or  what  cools.  One  who 

despatches  a  messenger(j.^^Z)a?'ifZ).  A  post-master. 
L^}^*^  jiftuka  miibridan,  I  came  to  you  post 

(or  in  the  cold  weather). 
A  mubarrad,  Chilled.  Allowed  to  cool. 

Name  of  a  man.  Mubari-ad  or  mvbrad,  Struck 

with  hail  (li^  barad),  hailed  upon.  Mubarrid, 
Refreshing,  cooling,  refrigerative. 

A  mibriddnat.  (See  «i\iyj<fi'  hih-iddnat). 
A  viabradat,  A  thing  cooling  or  cooled. 

A  refrigerative,  a  refrigerant. 

A  ̂j<ij<*  mubarzin,  The  owner  of  a  dull  hack. 

Ajj.10  wrabarrar,  Justified.    3Iubarrir,  Who 
or  what  justifies.  A  sheep  which  has  shining  parts 
on  the  udder. 

A mabraz,  (pi.  JjV*  mabdriz)  A  field  of 

battle.  An  amphitheatre.  A  privy.  A  march  to 

battle.  Blubraz,  Published.  Mubriz,  A  publisher. 

A  rnubarsam,  Afilicted  with  a  pleurisy. 

A  mubarriz,  One  who  squanders  all. 

A  (j«l?_j<yc  mubartis,  One  who  lets  out  camels 
and  asses  on  hire.    A  broker. 

A  ̂jilvj^x  mubartish,  A  broker,  one  who  eflTects 
sales  between  buyer  and  seller. 

A  (_y^^  mubarttl,  Long-shaped. 
A  mubai'tim,  Proud,  haughty,  irascible. 

A  ̂ ^J^  mabrah,  The  time  of  the  breaking  forth 

of  the  dawn.  Mubrik,  (pi.  mabdrik')  A  ca- 
mel shewing  false  signs  of  pregnancy. 

Ai^_^jsA>mubarhash,  Speckled, spotted, dappled. 
A  iaj^jco  mubarltat,  Food  saturated  with  oil. 

A  ̂ sj^  mubarha^  Veiled. p  inubarld^  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A         ?/n/Jar7ia^aY,  A  white-headed  sheep. 

ba^hi^t,  A  white  spot  on  the  forehead  of  a  horse 

spreading  over  the  face. 

A  <-iJ/^  mabrah,  (pi.  (.iJjU/o  ynaharili)  A  place 
where  a  camel  reclines. 

A  i^yjo  mubrikat.  Fire. 
A  mibram,  (pi.  mabdrim,  A  spindle 

for  a  distafi\  3Iubram,  Twisted,  of  two  threads 

twined  together.  Cloth  woven  with  such  threads. 

Firm,  strong,  doubled,  (^Lai*  kazdA  mubram, Irresistible  fate.  3Iubrim,  Strengtheninfr.  Urgent, 

wearisome,  importunate.  Morose.  Insipid  in  con- 

versation. A  gatherer  of  the  fruit  of  the  sLaS-^t- 
zdh.  Who  hollows  out  large  stones  for  making  caul- 

drons ;  or  who  hews  those  stones  from  a  mountain. 

A  mubranti^,  ̂ hovt.  Deceitful.  Choleric, 

caring  for  nobody.    Ready,  prepared. 

A  i^j^  miibarnadat.  Very  plump  (woman). 

A  ̂ ^y^mubrandi^Owe  who  contracts  his  face. 
A  ̂ Z^j^  mubranshik,  Joyful,  exulting. 

A  'ijj^  7nabrurcat,  (The  ring  burai)  passed 
through  the  nose  of  a  camel. 

A  4ij_^  maZ'rMC?,  Cooled.  Cold.  Struck  with 
hail.    (Bread)  moistened  with  cold  water. 

Ajj^jwi  mab7'ur,  Purified,  absolved.  Accepted 
of  God,  pious.    Fair,  equitable  (bargain). 

Ajj^  Tuabruz,  Produced,  edited  (book). 

A  i^jo^yj^  7)iabrus,  Leprous.    A  leper. 
A  rn,ab7  uz.  Impoverished  by  liberality. 

A  ̂ ^y^7nuba7'han,  Demonstrated,  proved.  De- 
monstrative, authentic,  evident,  manifest. 

Aljj^7nvbra\{A  camel)having  the  ring  of  cop- 

per or  hair  i'iji  burat)  passed  through  the  nose. 

A  Isyfo  iiiubai-ra',  Free,  exempted. 
A  Zsj^  mabriy.  Cut,  chipped,  hewn. 
A  (J._^;vo  mubarnl.  Ready  for  mischief. 
A  7nubazzaj,  Dressed,  ornamented,  beau- 

tified, 3Iubazzij,'\Nh.o  or  what  adorns  or  beautifies. 

Ajjyc  7nibzar,  A  bleacher's  beetle. A        mibzacjh,  A  fleam,  a  lancet. 



A  mibzal,  (or  aJjw  mibzalai)  A  cullender, 
wine-strainer,  filtre. 

A  j/jV/«  mihzcun,  A  tootli. 
Ajjijj«-«'/'«Z'~i</',Possesse(l  ofa  numerousoffspring. 
A  Jjj^  inabzul,  Split. 
A         mubzi,  Powerful,  able  to  overcome. 

AjL-Jk^  niibsar,  A  palm-tree  which  bears  dates 
that  will  not  ripen,  and  are  called bust: 

A  jj^— fc  mibsak,  Long-uddered  (sheep). 

A  j«L»-f<>  inibsanif'Who  smiles  much,  or  simpers. 
A wMis/7-,(A  palm-tree)  with  unripe  dates. 
A  djZ^  mubassirat,  A  wind,  forerunner  of  rain. 

A  Ja— x«  mabsat,  An  open,  spacious  place.  Mib- 

sat,  Any  place  where  carpets  or  cushions  are  spread. 

A  mubassat,  Expanded,  spread.  Mubas- 
sit,  One  who  spreads. 

A  muhsih,  (j)l.  ̂^^U,c  mahasih  or^^^JUrtlxo) 
A  camel  with  milk  in  the  udder  before  delivery. 

A  J--f<>  mubsal,  Given  over  to  destruction. 

A  ̂y!LxA  mubassal,  (A  colocynth)  eaten  by  itself 
and  its  flavour  detested. 

A  X/o  inabsam,  A  smile,  llabsim,  The  mouth 

•when  smiling ;  the  fore-teeth  which  then  appear. 
Ajy^  mabsur,  Troubled  with  hemorrhoids. 

A  (_y»^*-Jix)  mabsus,  (A  mountain)  crumbled  to 

dust.  Deprived  of  a  part  of  one's  property. 
A  )oy.t*XA  mdbsut,  Spread,  extended,  expanded, 

dilated,  stretched  out.  (The  hand)  outstretched 

(in  prayer).  A  certain  form  of  a  (camel's)  saddle 

(the  reverse  of  jjjj^  mafruh).  'iHhy^^x^  ij-^ 
l?l»lJl  ̂ marat  mabsutatu's  sumat,  An  inn,  cara- 
vansera,  hospital  in  the  East,  where  provisions  are 

kept  for  poor  travellers. 

KjL^A  mubshar,  Exhilarated  with  good  news. 

(•'^S*  mM^acZtZawi?w.?^i>s/iar,Prudent,judicious, 
behaving  with  propriety.  Expert,  skilful.  Blend- 

ing mildness  with  severity. 

Aj^^  mubashshir,  An  announcer.  A  bearer 

of  good  news  ;  an  evangelist,  p  mubash- 
shir ba  7iam,  A  title  of  the  Lord  Jesus,  as  announ- 

cing (the  advent  of  Muhammad)  by  name.  It  is  ge- 

nerally supposed  that  Muhammad  or  his  prompter 

mistook  Paracletes,  "Comforter,"  for  Pcriclutos, 

*'  Very  illustrious,  or  greatly  praised,"  which  is__^the 
meaning  of  the  word  muliammad.  O^^i^vU 
al  mubashshir  at,  (Winds)  the  harbingers  of  rain. 

p  ̂3-i.f«  mabshal,  Do  not  hang  up.  Do  not 
twist.  Do  not  sleep. 

Aj^^^  mabshur,  (An  upper  garment)  hand- 
somely cut  out,  and  of  a  beautiful  colour. 

A  "ij^^icmabshurat ,  (A  woman)  of  a  handsome 
figure  and  fine  complexion. 

A  s^^Lxjo  inabshushfOidL  cheerful  countenance. 

A  y-i^  viabshwjh,  Wet  with  small,  fine  rain 
which  does  not  flow. 

P  Jj-lf«  mabshid,  Do  not  be  perplexed.  Do  not 
distress.  Look  not  at.  Acqua  int  not  yourself  with. 
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A  j'O^  mabsar,  An  evident,  convincing  proof. 
JIubsar,  Lightsome,  clear,  shining,  il/uii/r,  Who 

sees.  Clear-sighted.  Clear,  manifest.  Who  ren- 
ders intelllgpnt.  Middling, moderate (garment,talk, 

or  pace).  One  who  hangs  a  curtain  before  his  door. 
A  lion  which  sees  and  makes  for  his  prey  afar  off. 

AjtoSK  mubassar,  Clear,  perspicuous.  Made 
manifest.  JIubassir,One  who  shews,  renders  quick- 

sighted,  or  causes  to  understand. 

A  *ij*3J«««(aisara^,An evident, convincing  proof; 
undoubted  fact.  JMubsirat,  A  visible  sign  or  token. 

A  i,syaJ««  mubsiri,  Foresight,  prudence. 

A^asjc  »n'6;ra^,  A  lancet.  A  veterinary.surgeon's 
fleam.  A  penknife.  A  leather-cutter's  paring-knife. 
Jlubzi^  One  who  carries  goods  for  sale. 

AjUafo  mabtatat,  A  hindrance,  cause  of  delay. 

A  ̂UaJk/c  mibtan,  A  slave  to  his  belly.  Swelled 
with  over-feeding. 

A  i^la-Jaxo  mubatbitaty  A  hen-partridge.  Dis- 
tant country. 

A  'ilaf*  mibattat,  A  lancet,  a  fleam. 
mabta  or  mabtuhliat,  A  melon-ground. 

AjJiaJw*  mubtal,  (or  ̂3.iaA/«7>^u&a<^a/)  Abolished, 

annihilated.  3Iubtil,{o\-  ̂ ^^3^  mubattil)  Who  or 
what  invalidates ;  frustrative  ;  a  defacer,  destroyer, 

A  (ji:*^/*  mubattaii,  (A  garment)  elegantly  lined. 
One  whose  belly  is  fallen  in  (from  hunger).  (A 

horse)  white  about  the  back  and  bellv. 

A  sJooj^o  mubaitanat,  Slender-waisted  woman. 

A  (^jji^lasia  iituhtiish,  Seized  by  force. 

A  iJjlaA/*  mabtul,  Paralyzed.  A  paralytic. 
A  mabtun,  A  distended  belly.  Pained 

by  the  cholic,  griped  in  the  belly  batn). 

A  (JaJ^  »tMZ)ijj,Late,  tardy.  Lazy,  slow,  p  S_jX« 
nj^ajjD  viwasi  mubtisa.  Late  fruit. 

A  jjpiixo  muhazzirat,  A  female  circumciser. 

Aj\xXAmib^r,A  sheep  dunging  whilst  milked. 
A  CL^ny/Q  mab^s,  INIission,  embassy. 

A  SxXMntib^d,A  traveller,one  who  goes  far  from 

home.  3Iuh^id,  Removed  to  a  distance. 

A  viab^r,  The  place  which  contains  the 
dung,  the  rectum  (of  a  beast).  3Iab^r  or  mib^r, 
A  stable,  fold,  stall.    A  laystall. 

A  'ijx^  inab^rat,  Fundament  (of  a  beast). 
A  CLJyt^  mah^t,  Sent.  Raised. 
A  Li.>^jax)  mab^SjSent.  Raised  (from  thedead). 

Awakened, 

A  mab^ij,  Cut  open. 

A  (_^yo««  vuib^iz,  Infested  by  gnats. 
A  sUfc  wahjhdt,  A  way  of  asking  or  seeking. 

A  muba(jhbafj}i,  Mixed,  confused.  Near. 

Mubafjlib'ujh,  Near.  Quick  in  doing  any  thing. 
A  mixer;  one  who  creates  confusion. 

A  {^jaiojn  mubghaz,  Hated,  hateful. 
A  iZitioK  Diabghushat,  Land  wet  by  gentle  rain. 

A  (^jja/<i  inabghuz,  Detested,  hated.  Odious, 

Hated  of  all  men. 

A  mabfjhulas,  (pi.  of  Jjo  butjhl)  Mules. 

A  (l^^fo  mabgh'iy.  Desired,  wished,  sought. 
A  |J»J-«  mibahh,  Talkative. 
A  i^'^  inabkarat,  A  way,  a  path. 

A,jAA(e//(u6/<a/,(Ground)producingherbs.3/ui- 

hil,  (Plants)  which  are  putting  forth  their  leaves. 
A  ftiajk/c  iiiahhalat  or  mabhulat,  A  garden  of  pot- 

herbs, a  kitchen-erarden. 

A  j*fiJk/«  mubahham,Dyed  with  ̂   bakham  wood. 
A  i^j&xc  mabhus,  Abhorred.  Confused: mixed. 

A j^iif*  viabhur,  Split,  burst  in  the  belly. 

A  ̂   viabhu^  Reproached,  abusively  ad- dressed,^or  falsely  spoken  of, 

A  i^^yAf*  viubahha',  Preserved,  remaining. A  C-'lJixc  mubkiyat.  Horses  which  continue  to 
run  after  others  started  with  them  have  stopped. 

A  mibhar,  Early  ripe.  Fertile  (ground), 

quick  in  bearing. 

A  CL^XiK  mubahhit,  A  woman  who  bears  alter- 

nately boys  and  girls.  A  striker  (with  sword  or 

stafi").  One  who  terrifies  (especially  by  reproaches). 
One  who  silences  either  by  reproof  or  argument. 

One  who  receives  or  treats  another  ungraciously. 

A iinibltir,  Early  spring-rains.  One  who 
does  any  tiling  early  in  the  morning, 

A  j^/e  mubuhhir,  A  doer  of  any  thing  early  in 

the  morning,  A  traveller  (especially  in  the  night- 
time, or  before  break  of  day).  Who  or  what  causes 

to  rise  earl  v.  Active  in  the  prosecution  of  business. y  '  ■  ■ 
A  inubahhi^  A  cutter  m  pieces. 

A  ̂J^J-o  inubahhil,  One  who  mixes. 
A  mubahkim,  Mute,  dumb.  Silencing. 

AAj^sCc/«aZ)/(u?ja<,Base,contemptibIe(woman). 

A  vmbh'i,  Who  or  what  forces  to  weep, 

A  viubahha'.  Deplorable. 

A  ,2/^  mabh'njt'SYe^i.  ̂ ^^^XAinabhvj  ̂ lay- 
hi,  Wept  over,  bewailed,  mourned. 

A  J-A/o  miball.  Firm,  resolute  (opponent).  Mu- 
bill,  A  follower.  A  helper. 

A  Diiblas,  (alsop^Ja^o  TO/Wa??i)  (A  she- 
camel)  silent  with  lust. 

A  LL*ife  muZ)a//«<,Well-con)posed  or  well-adapt- 

ed (speech),  CiAxoj^x)  vialiri  inuballat,  A  mar- 
riage-portion settled  in  trust  or  suretiship. 

A  ̂XAi  mublij,  Shining  and  bright  (dawn).  Who 
or  wliat  i-enders  clear. 

A  ̂a/«wi/Z)////,(A  palm-tree)  with  unripe  dates. A^Axo  mublid,  An  old  cistern  or  pond. 

A  ̂ jJlw Despairing,desperate;  broken- 
hearted, melancholy,  wretched,  silent  with  grief. 

A  ioLk/o  mublit,  One  who  lays  flag-stones,  a  pa- 
vier.  Ruinous,  reducing  to  beggary.  Importunate, 

troublesome ;  a  beggar.  Mublit  or  mublat,  Re- 
duced to  poverty,  beggared, 

A  klx/*  muballat,  Paved,  flagged  (city).  3Iu- 
ballit,  A  pavier. 



A  jifc  mahla^  The  yuUet,  swallow.  The  hole  of 

a  privy  or  sink,  guUey-hole.  llibla^  A  glutton. 

A  'iAxc  muhla^t,  A  well,  smooth,  even  on  the 
inside,  from  the  surface  of  the  water  to  the  parapet. 

A  jlyo  mahlagh,  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Being  good  and 
excellent.  (pl.^ljk/07/iaftaZ/<7/i)  A  sum, ready  money. 
Perfection.  Quantity,  price,  produce ;  product  or 

quotient  in  arithmetic.  Much,  many.  Place  of 

arrival.  viahlayhi  marhum,  The  above- 
mentioned  sum. 

A  mahlaglie,  A  considerable  sum. 
A  muhallak,  Planked  with  teak  (the  sides 

of  a  well  dug  in  loose  earth). 

A  (3Jf«  muballil,  Screaming  (peacock).  A  con- 
tinual roarer.  One  who  wets  much. 

A  pJjk/c  muhlhn,  Swelling.  Swollen  (Hp).  Si- 
lent, dumb  with  lust  (she-camel).  (A  she-camel) 

which  has  not  taken  the  male. 

A  (^dJ^iSK  muhlandi,  Hardy  and  fleshy  (camel). 

A  i^<^^  viallud,  Stupid,  stolid,  ignorant. 

A  mahlu^  Swallowed. 

A  '^y^  mahlugh,  Involved  in  difficulties. 
A  (J^^o  mahlul,  Moistened,  watered,  wetted. 

A  f^XA  mubl'i,  A  wearer,  tearer,  consumer.  An 
experimenter.  A  tempter.  Onewho  renders  happy. 

A  cleaner,  purifier.  One  who  has  enough  ;  content. 
A  muballi,  Who  causes  one  to  cover  or  to 

clothe.  One  who  ties  (a  camel),  without  meat  or 

drink,  to  the  grave  of  (her)  deceased  master,  tliat 

(she)  might  die  and  accompany  him  to  the  other 

world  (a  rite  of  the  pagan  Arabians).  A  wearer, 
tearer,  consumer. 

A  OLL/o  muballii/at,  Women  who  stand  round 

a  camel  tied  to  the  grave  of  his  deceased  master  and 
rend  tiie  air  with  their  cries. 

A  j^i-i/o  mabli)/at,  (A  she- camel)  tied  to  the  grave 
of  (her)  deceased  master  (a  pagan  rite). 

A  i^/e  7nubi7in, Onev/ho  stands  or  stops.  (A  hind's 
lying-place)  impregnated  with  the  smell  of  dung. 

A  jlLx  mabnat  or  mibnat,  A  tanned  hide  spread 

out  for  sitting  upon.    A  portmanteau.    A  veil. 

A  lLowo  mubannit,  An  inquirer,  a  querist.  A 
person  who  tells  all  that  he  knows. 

A  mubannaj,  Drugged  with  lL^a^J  hhavy. 

Jf2<6a?2n{;',  Piping  (partridge).  Giver  of  hog's  bean. 

A  ̂ s'i^  nmbandik,  A  musqueteer,  fusileer. 
Aj^jkwo  mubnis,  Who  flees  from,  shuns  evil. 

A  i^'y^  mubanniSfOne  who  retires,  stays  behind. 
A(jtj.*«  mubannish,  Remiss,  careless. 

A  mubannik,  Who  stands  (in  one  place). 

A  shortener,  polisher  (of  a  speech).  An  inventor 

of  a  lie.  One  who  cuts  (the  back  with  a  scourge). 
One  who  puts  any  thing  round  the  neck.  One  who 

enlarges  (a  shirt)  by  inserting  a  gore.  One  who 

makes  (a^quiver)  wide  at  top  and  narrow  at  bottom. 
A  i.Lij.MO  mubannik,  A  teller  of  family-secrets. 

A  i^mc  mubannin,  One  who  keeps  a  sheep  tied 
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in  order  to  fatten. 

Aj^M  mabnur,  Tried,  proved,  experienced. 
A  mabna  or  mahni,  An  edifice,  fabric.  A 

foundation,  llubnl,  One  who  orders  or  causes  to 

build.  A  fattener.  liL-i  ̂ ^^mo  mubniA  fasad,  A 
transgressor,  author  of  mischief, 

A  mubanni,  Who  builds  or  rears  (with  ex- 
pedition, and  well).    A  builder. W 

A(_^A/e  ma  Jm^/jBuilt,  constructed,  formed, found- 
ed,   (i  n  grammar)  Indeclinable  (noun). 

A  ̂xxmo  mabniyat,  (fem.)  Built. 

mabniyat  bVl  /^as/-,Ending mj^hasr  or  i  short  —. 
A  Ijf/c  viubawwas,  Habitation,  resting-place. 

A  I— -'jfo  mubawwab,  Divided  into  chapters, 

io^xo  abtvab  mubawwabat,  Different,  dis- 
tinct doors  or  chapters. 

A j^io  mibwar,  A  stallion-camel  that  distin- 
guishes whether  the  female  is  pregnant. 

A  mubawwish,  Mixed,  confused. 

A  ̂^-o  mubawwaJi,  Vain,  foolish  (speech). 

A  J^Jk/«  mibwal,  A  vessel  for  holding  urine,  uri- 

nal, chamber-pot.    Muhwil,  Diuretic. 

A  J^-w«  mubawwil,  Provocative  of  urine,  diuretic. 

A  mabwalat,  Any  thing  diuretic.  Mib- 

ivalai,  A  urinal,  a  chamber-pot. 

A  ww'Wta/',  A  beautiful,  jolly  girl.  Fat  (ca- mel's bunch). 

A  CI^^J^  mubahhit,  Who  or  what  astonishes, 
confounds,  or  distracts. 

A  ̂ ^?«mW(?7,  Joy-inspiring, recreative;  cheer- 
ing.    (Ground)  luxuriant  in  herbage,  verdant. 

A  ̂ y*^  mubalihij,  A  beautifier.  Exhilarant, 
gladdening.  Who  looks  on  as,  or  declares,beautiful. 

A  jfi^^  mubJiir,  A  producer  of  any  thing  admi- 
rable. Enriched  after  liaving  been  poor.  Scorched 

by  the  noon-day  sun.  One  who  behaves  sometimes 
well,  sometimes  ill.  One  who  weds  a  woman  of  a 

short  slender  form,  or  good  family  ('j^^^  baJdrat). 

A^..^_*_*  mubahraj,  (A  well)  common  to  all. 
(Blood)  which  may  be  shed  with  impunity. 

A  mubahram,  Dyed  with  saffron. 

7nibhaz,  A  beater,  thruster,  trampler. 

A  (ji^^f^  mubahhash,  Quickened  (pace). 

A  i^ja^mubhis,  A  prohibiter,  hinderer. 

A  t^ja.^  mubhiz,Tvo\xh\esome,  afflictive. 

A  (J.^*  rm'i/iaZ, Light,  active.  Mubhil,One  who 
sets  at  liberty,  or  permits  another  to  do  what  he 

pleases.    One  who  caresses. 

A  elj^  mubhalat,  (pi.  ̂ ^\mc  mabahil)  (A  she- 

camel)  turned  loose  without  a  mark. 

A  pjw««mw&/iam.  Shut  (door).  Occult,  unknown. 
Doubtful,  obscure,  uncertain.  Indeterminate.  Si- 

lent, dumb.  Unintelligible  (speech).  Any  thing 

prohibited  (as  marriage  between  a  bi-other  and  sis- 
ter), ismi  mubJiam,  The  demonstrative 

pronoun.  iU^f/o  i^St>  hazihil  ayatu  mubhama- 

tun,  This  verse  (of  the  Kur'an)  is  general  and  in- 
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definite.  3Iubhim,  One  who  shuts  (a  door).  Who 
keeps  concealed.  Who  leaves  (any  thing)  hid  or 
unknown.  A  diverter  from  any  thing. 

A  ̂!^mubahhim,\Nho  separates  or  weans.Who 
remains  or  dwells  (in  a  place).  ̂ \  7nubahhi- 
mu'l  baham,  Who  weans  lambs  or  kids. 

P  f^ji^MC  mabhan,  A  place  of  safety.  One's  na- tive country  or  habitation.  That  part  of  a  house 

where  guests  are  received.  Domestic  affairs.  The 

habitation  of  enchanters  or  fascinators.  A  tribe, 

family.  Ancestors.  Kindred. 

A  CJy^mabhut,  Stupefied,  confounded,  asto- 
nished, struck  dumb,  mute  with  astonishment.  De- 

famed, falsely  accused. 
A mabhur,  Fatigued,  breathless. 

A  ̂y^(MO  mabhuz,  Heavy  laden,  tired. 

A  Jj^^  mabhuk,  Afflicted  with  leprosy,  white 
morphew,  tetter,  or  ringworm  ((J^  bahak). 
A  mubhi,  One  who  renders  uninhabitable 

(a  house),  who  lays  waste.  An  emptier  (of  a  vessel). 
A  tearer  (of  a  garment  or  tent).  Who  keeps  idle, 

and  does  not  allow  (a  horse  to  travel  or  go  to  war). 

A  mubahhi,  An  enlarger  of  a  tent. 

AOlA'^;«HZ)a/t/t/^a^,Aplirodisiacal  medicines. 
A\JL>^iM6mabit,  (v.n.of  for  CLaJJ.)  Passing 

the  night.  A  bed-chamber,  or  sleeping-place. 
A  Lll>ok*<i  mnbayyit,  Who  surprises  (an  enemy) 

by  night.  Who  goes  about  (business)  in  the  night. 
A  talker,  thinker,  ponderer  by  night.  One  who 

renders  possible,  disposes,  or  prepares.  One  who 

peels  (a  palm-tree). 
A         mubayyatat,M.ZYv\edL,  housed  (woman). 
A  <-LkJU«  mubis,  An  examiner,  scrutator. 

A^A«  mMZ;z/<,Onewho  discloses  (a  secret),  opens 
(the  mind).    Who  allows  one  to  follow  his  incli- 

nation.   A  doer  of  any  thing  by  common  right. 

al  mublh,  The  lion. 
A  mubayyih,  Who  makes  one  a  confidant 

in  a  secret,    A  cutter  and  distributor  (of  meat). 

A         mub'ikk,  A  quencher,  extinguisher. 
AJ.A.y<>  mubid,  A  destroyer,  ruiner.  God. 

Ajwo  mubir,  A  ruiner.  Ruinous,  destructive. 

p  S^Joo  mablja,  Name  of  Afrasyab's  daughter. 
A  7nabiz,  A  place  where  a  bird  lays  her 

eggs.  3Iubiz,  A  bleacher,  fuller,  whitener. 

A  {,JAJ^  mubayyaz,  White-washed,  whitened. 
Mubayyiz,  A  whitener,  bleacher,  scourer,  embel- 

lisher. Clad  in  white.  A  filler.  An  emptier, w 

A  i^jAi^ia  mubyazz,  White. 
A  ft-oA-xi  7nubizat,  (A  woman)  who  brings  forth 

fair  or  white  children. 

A  &-a^-x)  mubayyizat,  One  who  brings  forth  a 
white  child.  A  Muhammadan  sect  so  called  be- 

cause they  wearwhitegarments(opposed  tothe  sect 

called  'Sii^/o  mnsawTvidat). 
A^;lajk*«  7nubayiir,  A  veterinary  surgeon. 
A         mabi^  (v.  n.  of       for  J-i^.)  Selling. 



Sold  or  bought.  Muhi^  One  who  exposes  to  sale. 

^  i^j'J^  invfn^,  Sold.  Bouf^ht.  Venal. 

A  (j;u/e  viub'in,  Manifest,  clear,  distinct.  A  di- 
vider, Bcparater,  distinguisher,  or  explainer. 

i^j^amri  mubtn,  An  evident  thing.    iJJf«  (^.i^ 

d'lni  muhin,  The  true  rclifjion.   Mtihyin,  A  divider. 
A  li^u*  muhuyijan,  Declared,  explained,  illus- 

trated. Separated,  distritnitcd  under  distinct  heads. 

Muhayyin,  Illustrative,  explanatory.   A  declarer. 

p  ti'^-U^  mahinad,  God  forbid  ! 

A^^jju^  inubyu^,  Sold.  Bought.  Venal.  Pur- chaseable. 

A        mtibit,  (fern.  &J^J^)  Difficult,  severe. 

r  {J^.jf^  inaprish,  Do  not  scatter. 

I'  CL^  mat,  Syrup  of  grapes  or  dates. 

A  matt,  (v.  n.  of  Extending.  Draw- 

ing water  from  a  well  without  a  pulley.  Seeking 

an  alliance,  assaying  to  establish  a  connection. 

A  ̂ CLf-K  viats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂)  Striking  (with  a 
stick).   Stretching  (a  rope). 

A         mutafum,  Doubly-woven  (cloth). 
AS/«Ux«  mutasamat,  A  weaving  of  cloth  double. 

A  t_->Uic  matah,  (v.  n.  of  u-J^  for  (--'y)  Re- 
penting, being  converted  from  sin.  Being  moved 

with  pity,  relenting  (as  God  to  man).  A  place  to 
which  one  returns. 

A     *5\::/c  muta^abhib,  Hoarse.  Full  of  wonder. 

A  iob/o  matabat,  A  vowing  of  repentance. 

A  iJL*>'^^  muiasubbit,  Burning,  glowing  (coal). 
A  ̂   he  mutasabbid,  Wild,  frightened,  flying. 

One  who  shuns  society,  a  misanthrope.  (A  dwell- 

ing-place) deserted  by  inhabitants,  resorted  to  by 
wild  beasts.  Freckled  (by  the  sun). 

A  (jmJ  tic  TKM^fljCfiiw,  Changed, disordered.  Soft. 

A  (_jK3j\li«  mulasabhiz,  One  who  binds  the  fore- 

foot of  a  camel  with  a  rope  (the  knee  being  bent  to 

the  shoulder  or  thigh).  Bound  by  the  cord  (^bV 

mutasubbit,  One  who  carries  any  thing 

under  the  arm.  The  wearer  of  a  cloak  or  any  other 

garment,  with  the  right  arm  clear,  ready  for  action, 

one  end  being  thrown  over  the  left  shoulder. 

A  mviaba^  Firm,  strong.  3futabi^  Con- 
tinued, following.  A  follower,  imitator.  Obedient. 

A  *joI:U  mutaha^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ 5)  Following. 

Imitating.  Conforming  one's  self  to,  submitting, 
obeying.  Giving  every  member  its  due.  Doing 

any  thingsolidly  and  certainly.  (A  field)thoroughly 

fattening  (a  camel).    Obsequiousness,  obedience. 

J  iJ^fo\'^  muiaba^t  u  muwafahat,  Mu- 
tual conformity,  concord,  harmony,  agreement. 

A  mutasabhih,  Hid,  concealed,  lurking, 
latent.  A  denier,  refuser.  Abstinent.  Conformable. 

A  ̂Jjllio  mutaiobhil,  A  mourner  (as  Adam  for 

the  death  of  Abel).  One  who  abstainsfrom  a  spouse 

(when  mourning)  ;  one  who  leads  a  life  of  celibacy. 

A  purchaser  of  camels  (JjUW).  (Camels)  which 
feed  on  green  herbage. 
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A  'db\::Kmutabalat,  (v.n.ti  of  ,_)jj)  Seasoning  (a 
pot)  witji  herbs  and  spices  ( Jj^J  tabil  or  tubal). 

A  «Jti«  mutufabbih,  Haughty.  Disobedient. 

A  ̂j^:^  muta^abbi.  Refractory,  disobedient. 
matat.  That  by  which  water  is  drawn, 

or  by  which  a  connexion  is  formed. 

A  i_-'.>tu  mxttasaltlb,  (A  woman)  clothed  in  the 

garment  itb.  One  who  puts  on  a  coat  of  mail. 

One  who  slings  a  bow  upon  his  back.  Armed  for 
battle.  Hardened,  becomintr  obdurate.  Crucified. 

A  ̂ J,^  mutasatit,  Who  or  what  arrives,  meets 

by  chance,  co.Ties  on  suddenly,  surprises :  happen- 
ing. Mild  in  behaviour ;  kind,  humane.  One  who 

conforms  to  society.  Ready,  disposed,  prepared. 

Easy,  expeditious  (business). 

A  j,l^i\^mutafasxis,  Wealthy,  opulent. 

Aj3\:icmM?ajas«>,Touched,  impressed.  Afflicted, 

disturbed.    A  preferer.    An  esteemer,  thinker. 

A  mutasassil,  A  chooser  or  receiver  of  the 

best  of  any  thing.  An  accumulater  of  riches.  One 

who  is  waxed  great,andassumesairs  of  consequence. 
Who  considers  as  noble  or  radical.  A  well-dieser. 

A  |C  u<  mutatassim,  Penitent.  Careful  in  avoid- 
ing sin  (fi\  ism). 

A ^X^mutasajjij ,  Burning,scorching.  Angry. 

A j^^'^  matajir,  Wares,  goods,  merchandize. 
A  mutajarat.  The  driving  on  of  a  trade. 

A  muiasajjal,  Gathered  into  one  place. 

Muta^ajjil,  Who  arrives  at  an  appointed  term,  or 

who  reaches  the  mark  (jj.>^  Dammed  up 

(water).  Divided  into  herds,  flocks,  or  bevies. 

A  p?-wo  mutasajjim,  Scorching  (sun,  day,  or fire).  Angry. 

A  ̂b[/«  mutah.  Determined,  defined.  j*^. 
yawm  vnitah,  The  day  of  death. 

A^'itc  ?«a??a/;.  Long  (night).  Striding  (horse). A  t^llUi  mutatahhid,  United;  made  one. 

Ajs»-u*  mitta^akhJihir,  Delayed,  deferred,  re- 
tarded. One  who  retires  or  lags  behind.  The  last. 

Modern.  ^j>ji>-^  {J^^  liitani  mvtafahlihhirin, 
The  lancuase  of  the  moderns. 

A  j,s^V:;>  vnitahhhn,  Bordering  (country). 
A  mttlalihamat,  A  bordering  uj)on. 

A  ̂>-l!«o  mutasalihi,  United  in  brotherhood. 
A  ??ni<oja/f/(Mi,Onewhoactsorreceives 

as  a  brother.  Who  studies  attentively,  pays  attention . 

A  (_^3tie  vnitasuddab  or  muia^addib,  Well- 
bred.  Learned. 

A  (SSlli*  mutataddid,  (Misfortune)  befalling  any 

one.   Strong,  vehement ;  one  who  waxes  stronger. 

A  j^iSlli*  vnttafctdl,  Reciprocal  in  giving  aid. 
Prepared  for. 

A  f^jhcmtttasaddl,  Prepared,  ready,  arranged. 

(A  messenger)  who  arrives.   A  payer,  performer. 

A  Qjii^  mutasazzin,  Signified,  published. 
A  (_^(i\:ic  mutasazzi.  Injured,  vexed,  grieved. 

A  'hjCA  mutardbat,  (v.  n.  3of  i--^)  Being  co- 

eval,  cotemporary  ((— .^^  tirh).  Being  a  friend  or 

companion.  Associating  with  one's  equals. 
A  i^_jOj\^  muta^arriz,  Whatever  occurs,  meets, 

opposes,  happens,  or  befals.  Gravitating  to  the 
earth.  Fixed  to  any  country  (^ji,^  arz).  Shaved, 

cropt  (grass).  Delayed.  Contingent. 

A  i^jC^  mutarahat,  A  dismissing  unmolested. 

p  iJC-A  matara,  A  flexible  leathern  drinking- 
bottle  or  cup  used  by  travellers.  An  ewer  from 

which  they  pour  water  when  performing  ablutions. 

A  mutasazihh.  Dilatory,  slow.  One  who 

stops  by  the  way.  One  who  draws  back. 

A^  'j^muiajazzifih,  Who  loiters,  draws  back. 
^  muta^azzar,  Breeched.  Begirt. 

Ajjt:^mM<ajazir/z,Violently-boiling(cauldron). 
A  mutatazif,  Short  of  stature.  Adjacent 

(houses),  contiguous  (tents). 
A  mtitamzzif,  One  who  takes  close  or 

shortste^.Narrow(place).  Close,churlish  (fellow). 

A  ̂ j^'^mutaiazilt,{or  7nutasazzik)J{e- duced  to  difliculties,  hard  pressed  (in  battle). 

A  (Jjl^  muta^azzil,  Oppressed  with  anguish. 

A  muia^azzim,  Tried  by  a  season  of  un- 

common scarcity  (S**]^  azmat  or  azamat). 
A  mutatazi,  Seated  near  one  another. 

A  (^jtu>  mutarazzi.  One  who  retires,  recedes, 
or  abstains.  Arestrainer.  Hindered.  (An  arrow) 

which  hits  fairly  the  mark. 

A  5Lolu<«  ??i?<^aAa^,(v.n.3of|_^obsolete)Hurt- 

ing.  "fDespising. 
A  iN«> U« mu  t  asass (V/,  F u  ri ou s  as  a  1  i on  ( S>*»\  asad) . 

AjMi^  rmttafassi)',  One  who  seeks  a  pretext (for  delay). 

A  (^jiwujti*  vmiasassif,  Groaning.  Anxious. 

r  i6liMj\:u>  mutasassafana,  Filled  with  grief  and 

lamentation.   Grievingly,  lamentingly. 

A  ,J.!l>t:;:x)  mutasassH,  One  who  bears  a  resem- 
blance to  (a  father). 

A  ̂^^^  muta^assin,  Altered,  changed,  stink- 
ing (water).  AflToctcd  (by  the  noisome  vapour  of 

a  well).  One  who  resembles  (a  father).  A  delayer. 
One  who  excuses  himself  or  seeks  for  a  pretence. 

A  viutasas'i,  Reciprocal,  mutual  in  as- 
sisting or  in  comforting. 

A  ̂ J^^  muta^assi,  Patient.  A  receiver  of  con- solation.   A  follower,imitator.  Grieved, distressed. 

A  L  .^l"-^  Diutafaslisllib,  Mixed,  crowded,  as- 

sembled from  all  quarters.  Adhering  (client  to  his 

patron).^  Mixed,  intertwined  (trees). 
A  miitajdsir,  Neighbouring,  contiguous. 

A  muiatatiir,  Bent. 

A  jjat:/*  muiasatiim,  Inflamed  with  rage,  an- 
Cry.  Agitated, raging(sea).  Growingdark(night). 
One  who  restrains  himself  (from  saying  or  doing). 
A  snorer.  Purring  (cat). 

^  A  maia^  (pi.  amti^t)  Merchandise, 
o-oods.  Furniture.  Clothes,  effects.  Utensils.  Va- 



luables.  Any  thing  refuse,  or  of  which  one  has  the 
use  for  a  little  while.  Membrum  virile.  Lead.  Iron. 

Brass.  Copper.  Profit,  gain,  advantage,  benefit, 

use,  enjoyment,  usufruct.  <-l*JiJ^^  mata^^l 
hayt,  Household  furniture.  J/m/o^,  Vomited  forth. 

A  mata^b,{^\.  of  mat^b)  Diffi- 
culties, toils,  vexations,  afflictions,  evils. 

A  mata^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ xa)  Being  liberal, 
beneficent.  Being  ingenious,  witty,  or  graceful. 

A  ̂j*Uk^l:io  matd^s,  (pi.  of  (j*>j_»cC*  mai^s) 
Fallen,^lost,  perished. 

A         mutasaffin,  Injured,impaired,minished. 

A  ̂^^UiTOzYj^flA, Vigorous, swift.  Swift todoevil. 
A  iujlli*  mutahanat,  A  sitting  together. 

A  i^feaU*  7?iw<a^a^Aad,  Corroborated,  strength- 

ened, confirmed.  Repeated.  3Intasakkid,  A  con- 
firmer,  strengthener.  Repeated. 

Aj»\X«m«toj:aAAir,Adiggerof  atrench  (called 
uhraf)  for  planting  trees. 

A^llL.*  mutaMkhil,  Eaten.  CoiToded,  con- 
sumed. An  eater,  devonrer.  Glittering  (sword). 

A  js^ljk*  mutcildt,  A  following  in  succession. 
A  mvtasallib,  Assembled,  collected. 

AaJlli*  muldUat,(y.  n.  3  of  jji)  Seeking  a  stal- 

lion (for  one's  mare). 
A^l-IU  mutalu^  Name  of  a  mountain. 
Ai^^^mutasallif, Onewho  cultivates  acquaint- 

ance, or  conciliates  good  will  of.  An  exerciser, 

teacher,  or  breaker  in.  Associated,  conjoined,  fa- 

miliar, Jntimate.  Fitting,  agreed. 

A  ̂j>^<  mutasaUik,  Flashing,  shining,  glancing 
(lightning).  Dressed,  adorned  (woman).  Trussed, 

tucked  up.  One  who  raises  the  head  (especially 

when  quarrelling,  or  with  any  bad  design). 

A  pJllio  mutasallim,  Afflicted,  pained,  grieved, 
vexed,  troubled,  sad.  Discontented. 

A  ̂ll^  matdli,  Camels  not  foaling  till  summer. 

(pl.of'^10<jmw<Z2andXJ^ni2<</r?/a<)Camels  followed 
by  their  colts.  Blutdli,  Consecutive,  a  follower 

(especially  one  who  accompanies  another  in  a  song 

in  a  high  tone  of  voice). 

A  OUllU  mutaliyat,  Things  consecutive. 

A  i^Cio  mitsam,  (A  woman)  used  to  bring  twins. 

(A  garment)  woven  with  a  double  thread. 

A&/«Mx«  muidsamat,(v.  n.  3  of  Weaving  (a 

garment)  with  a  double  thread  (as  with  silk  and 

cotton).  Having  a  twin-brother.  Running  course 

after  course  (a  horse). 

A  JCic  matdma,  How  long  ?  Until  when  ? 

A  j»u<«  mitsavi,  A  woman  who  bears  twins. 
A ̂ rttUimw^fljamnnV,  Raised  to  dominion.  One 

who  obtains  or  exercises  sovereign  power. 

A  mutasammi^  Weak,  inconstant. 

A  (Jviet:*  wiw^ajflmm?/.  Contemplative,  thought- 
ful, meditative.  Considerate.  A  careful  examiner. 

A  mutasammim,  An  assay ist,  trier.  One 

who  proposes  to  do  any  thing.  Who  receives  as  a 
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mother  (^  umrn),  or  supplies  a  mother's  place.  One who  purifies  or  rubs  liis  hands,  face,  and  other  parts 

of  the  body  with  sand  or  dust  (agreeable  to  the  Mu- 
hammadan  law),  where  water  cannot  be  procured, 

before  engaging  in  religious  exercises. 

A  &v«^  mutdmamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  p)  Contending 
with  in  finishing  or  perfecting  any  thing. 

A  ̂/<i\X«WMfajamm?re,  Who  confides  in;  secure. 

A^^llio  mutasamnii,  Buyer  of  a  female  slave. 

A  (jllU mi^aw,  (pi.  of  f^y^jomatn)  Hard  and  ele- 
vated spots  of  ground.    Sides  of  backs  or  loins. 

A  iolli«  maidnat,  (v.  n.  of  f^f)  Being  firm,  solid, 

fixed,  constant.  Being  hard  and  high  (ground). 

Firmness, solidity.  Fortification,  castle,  stronghold. 

Obstinacy.   A  place  where  figs  {^^>  (in)  grow. 

A  iolXo  mutdnnat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^)  Instituting  a 
comparison  between  two  thinss. 

A  (Jl*ou«  mutuMnnas  or  mutasannis,  Of  the  fe- 
minine gender.  A  soother,  caresser. 

A  mutdnahhat,  Opposition  in  battle. 

A  ̂ j-Ju*  mutasannis,  Tamed,  familiarized.  Do- 
mestic.   A  lion :  or  one  which  sees  his  prey  afar. 

A  L-Ou*  mutasanmf,  One  whoseeks,  longs  for, 

pursues,  seizes,  gets  possession  of  (one  after  ano- 
ther). Hitherto  ungrazed  (field). 

A  mutasannik,  Dainty, nice, squeamish. 

A  7?iw?a^awr<2W,  Pleasing,  agreeable.  One 

who  studies,  desires,  or  wishes  any  thing  to  be  ac- 
ceptable :  who  makes  any  one  contented. 

i7itiiaMnni,  One  who  behaves  with  ad- 

dress and  attention  in  any  aflTair ;  patient  and  cool 

in  doing  business.  One  who  waits,  lingers,  delays. 

A  L^^'^mutafawwab,{Y .n. 5  of  l-^  Ifor  e-.^_j\) 
Arriving  at  night-time.  Mutasawwib,  One  who 
arrives  during  the  night.  A  comer  in  quest  of  water. 

A  ii^jllU  mutdwabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u-^l^  for  i— ̂ jj) 

Standiner  in  another's  stead. 
A  mutdivaj,  That  part  of  the  head  which 

is  bound  about  by  a  fillet.  3IutdwiJ,  Crowned. 

A  lijUo  mutasawwid,  Crooked,  curved,  bent. 
Troublesome,  burdensome  (business). 

A  ijijuo  mutaiawwik,  Averse,  hanging  back. 
A  mutasawwil,  An  interpreter.  First. 

A  ij\:ic  mutasawrvihtOxie  who  sighs,crying  Ah  ! 

A  mutasawnl,  Assembled.  One  who  re- 

mains quietly  at  home.  C->bjt^jd?  tayrimuta- 

samwiydt,  Birds  in  flocks. 
A  mutasahhib,  Ready,  prepared. 

A  (J^tU  mutasahhil,  One  who  marries  a  wife. 

A  family-man.    Worthy,  proper,  suited. 

A  S^fcllU  mutdhamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  p^)  Arriving 
in  that  part  of  Arabia  called  Tihamah. 
A  mutasahliih,  Sorrowful,  apt  to  sigh. 

A  mutasayyab,  (v.  n.  6  of  l_-jT  for  c-«^3) 

Arriving  at  night-fall.  Mutaiayyib,  One  who  ar- 

rives at  night-fall. 
A  (^51:,;*  mxitatayyid,  Strengthened,  confirmed. 

A  sj^.u*  mutdyazat,  A  contention  for  victory, 
superiority,  or  pre-eminence. 

A^j-^.t^e  mutaMyyis,  Tender,  softened. 
A  mutdyasat,  (v.  n.  3  of         for  (j«J^) 

Taking  in  hand,  managing.  Procrastinating,  de- 

laying, spinning  out.  Repelling. 

A  iuoU-*  mutdya^t,  A  hastening  to  do  mischief. 

A  ̂ \:^mutdnm,  (A  horse) which  renews  a  race. 

A  j.J'.lX*  mutaMyyim,  Unmarried  (man  or  wo- 
man).   Become  a  widow,  widowed. 

A  mutasayyi, One  who  establishes  himself, 
or  who  tarries.  One  who  fixes  his  mind  on,  or  goes 

in  quest  of,  the  very  thing  or  person  (io  I  dyat). 

A  |«Job*  matdsim,  (pi.  of  ̂lli*  wiVjam)  Double- woven  (cloths). 

A  mutibb,  Whatever  enfeebles,  enervates. 

A  51x^0  mutabudd,  Engaged  in  attacking  one 
another,  man  to  man,  in  battle.  One  who  takes 
an  associate  {s>  bidd)  in  any  thing. 

K  mutabddir,  One  who  makes  haste  and 

endeavours  to  get  the  start.    A  riser.  Emergent. 

A  (JiiljJ/o  mutabddil,  Agreed  to  take  turn  about. 
A  mutabddi,  Rustic,  rural,  wild. 

AjK^mutabdrr,  Mutual  in  conferring  benefits. 

aJjLjI/«  mutabdi'iz,  A  champion  who  comes 
forth  from  the  crowd  to  engage  with  his  rival. 

AuiJjLXo7/i?/iaiaHA,BIessed  (God), reverenced. 
Holy.    Illustrious.    Happy  and  comfortable. 

A  ̂^\^Lcmutabdrif,  Engaged  to  release  one  ano- 
ther, or  to  dissolve  partnership. 

A  ,_sjLLe  mutabdrl,  Mutually  contentious,  op- 
posed to  each  other.    Rival  in  dignity. 

A  ̂ I^LjU  mutabdriydni,  Day  and  night. 
A  mutabdzij,  Boastful  to  each  other. 

A  mutabdzi,  Wide-stepping.  One  who 
shakes  his  hips  in  walking.  One  who  glories  in 
what  he  does  not  possess. 

A jZi^Ji/o  mutabdshir,  Reciprocal  in  communi- 
cating good  news  or  joyful  tidings. 

A^Jo\^  mutabdtis,Dl\atory,s\ow  in  travelling. 
One  who  lies  on  the  side.  Weak-minded.  Careless. 

A  li.ff'l^  mutabd^d,  Absent.  Distant,  remote. 
A  {^joS^Sa  mutabdgliiz,  Full  of  mutual  enmity. 

A ^\*'xK7nuiabdgh'i,  Insolent,  rebellious,  tumul- 
tuous towards  or  against  one  another. 

A  j_^L.^X«  mutabdhi,  A  residue,  remainder. 
A  i-iJlJU  mutabdhk.  Crowded,  thronging. 

A  mutabdki,  One  who  forces  himself,  or 

is  forced  to  shed  tears.  One  who  shams  weeping. 

A  ia)l.(Xo  nmtabdlit,  Engaged  in  fencing. 

A  &3l-X<>  mutabdUh,  One  who  feigns  ignorance. 

A  j^Ljwj m?/!!a&a/i,  A  prover,trier,experimenter. 
A  rmitabdhij,  Gay,  flowery  (garden). 

A  (J^LjUi  mutabdhil,  Mutual  in  execrating. 

A  ̂ ^Ll«  mutabdhi,  Boastful  to  each  other. 
A  mutabdfi,  Equally  matched. 

A  i£S\Sij<>  mutabdyish,  A  receiver  with  another. 
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A  ̂\JLcmutaba>/i^lJn\led  in  a  mutual  covenant. 
Associated  to^rether  in  commercial  transactions,  as 
buyer  and  seller  to  one  another. 

A  ̂̂ ^^Ljk*  mutahatin,  Distant  from  each  other. 

A  (^.UjU  mutahayin,  Distinct, separate  from  one 
another.  A  link  which  joins  separate  bodies,  (in 

arithmetic)  Incommensurable. 

A  i^yLJ^  mutabattil,  One  who  retires  from  the 
world  on  a  religious  account:  a  recluse. 

A         mutabahhih,  Received  into  a  house. 

AjJt^  mutabahhir,Very  learned,  deeply  read, 

profound  (like  the  sea,^*:  bahr).  Very  rich. 

AjiL^.'*^;««/nia/.A</;-,Apompous,struttingfelIow. 
aJ^^  mutabahlihhir,  A  perfuraerof  his  person. 
Aj!!>^7reM<aiac?f^2C?,Dispersed,scattered,wasted. 

'idiy^'i\j>>\  imra^atmufabaddidatfAle&n  woman. 
A  ̂^JLo  mutabaddi^,  An  innovator,  an  inventor, 

author.    An  arch-heretic,  broacher  of  novelties. 

A  Jj.*LomM<a6a(/cZi7,Changed.Onewhochanges, 

substitutes,  inverts.  A  receiver  of  one  thing  in  ex- 
change for  another. 

A  mutabaddi,  A  beginner.  A  dweller  in 

the  desert  (i)t5bJafZe?/a<).Onewho  comes  into  view. 

At^xSLcmutabazzilfA.  doer  of  his  own  drudgery. 

A ̂ jjU  mutabba?;  Ruined,  broken.  3Iutabbir, 
A  destroyer,  a  breaker  in  pieces. 

A^x'ijo  mutabari'ij,  Fine,  gay,  showy  in  dress. 
A  ii^jJv<>?«M<a&aj7'i(Z,Collected,  gathered  (water). 

Mutabarradovmutabai-rid,Wsiohe(!i\x\  cold  water. 

A  jjil^  mutabarrar,  Justified.  Mutabarrir, 
Pious,  devout,  dutiful,  obedient.    True,  just. 

aJ^JjjUi  mvtabarriz,  One  who  goes  abroad  into 
the  fields  to  ease  nature. 

A  t^jcj^  mutabarras,  (A  field)  eaten  quite  bare. 

A  {^j^mutabarriz,  A  receiver  (of  any  thing) 
by  instalments.  One  who  earns  a  scanty  livelihood 

and  fares  meanly. 

A  mutabarri^  One  who  supererogates  or 
does  voluntarily  that  which  is  not  obligatory  on  him. 

A  vuttabarrah,  Blessed,  holy,  sacred, 

sanctified,  consecrated.  Fortunate,  happy,  august. 

iy^ssj^  ̂ ^^^  amaJiini  mutabarraha,  Holy  man- 
sions, sacred  places.  Mutabarrik,  Resolved,  de- 

termined, bent  upon. 

A         mutabarrim,  Sated,  wearied,  irked. 

A  jjrJ.fJ^  mMifttarra',  Freed,  absolved.  3Iuta- 
fcorrl,  Free, clear.  Interposed, intervenient:hinderer. 

A(JjvXo  rnutabazzil,  Split,  cleft,  riven.  One  who 
taps  or  broaches. 

A  ̂j<**X«  mutiabis,  Drj',  dried. 

A  j^x'^  mutabassir,  Cold  (day).  Benumbed, 
asleep  (foot).  (A  wild  bull)  which  roots  up  and 
devours  the  dry  roots  of  plants. 

A  laJljXo  mutabassit,  Extended  far  and  wide, 

spread  abroad.   Who  ranges,  or  expatiates  at  large. 

A  ̂y!!LC/c  mutabassil,  Stern,  crabbed.    A  lion. 

Aj,*~>IU  mutabassim,  Smiling:  one  who  smiles. 

Flashing  (lightning). 

A  (^jiJ^iLjCUi  wu<aias/itj.s7(,Joyou8,  merry,  blithe. 
A  {_}AXjaj!xc  ynutabasbis,  Tail-wagging  (dog). 

Aj/oX^o  mutabassir,  One  who  contemplates  at- 
tentively; considerate,  prudent,judicious.  One  who 

keeps  a  sharp  look  out  for  the  new  moon. 

A  ̂.-lOJCi*  mutabassil,  (Bark)  formed  like  an 

onion  (i^^>  basal),  coat  upon  coat. 
A  i^jAjOL^L^  mutabazziz,  One  who  recovers  (a 

debt)  by  degrees,  by  little  and  little. 

A  ̂ /oJU  mutabazzi^  Flowing,  fluid  (sweat). 
Cracked,  split  (skin). 

A  ̂W^jU  mM^aZ)a<<j7t,  Extensive(plain).  (Water) 
diffusud^and  widely-spread  over  a  plain. 

A  J._lx*Lo  mutabattil,  Bold,  brave,  courageous. 

A  (^;iajJ««  mutabattin,  Interior,  internal.  One 
who  places  (any  body)  under  his  belly.  One  who 
pierces  the  middle  of  any  thing,  or  understands  the 
truth  of  any  matter.  One  who  walks  through  (a 

garden).  Cattle  pasturing  at  large. 

A  J-*A/o  mittbi^  A  follower.  Who  causes  to  fol- 
low anotlicr,  or  wlio  joins  one  thing  to  another.  (A 

ewe,  cow,  or  concubine)  followed  by  her  offspring. 

A  (^jU  muttabi^  A  follower.  Diligent  in  seek- 
ing, importunate.  A  pursuer  in  battle  or  in  exile. 

One  who  overtakes.  A  client.  Under  protection. 

A  (.1a*-X«  mutaba^s.  Easy-flowing  (verse). 

A  ;_>a?LjL«  mutaba^^s.  Put  in  violent  motion, 
writhing,  as  a  snake  when  trampled  on. 

A  i^^ji^i^  mutaba^^z,  Divided  into  parts. 

A  mutaba^l,  (A  wife)  obedient  to  her 

lord  (,J-50  ba^),  or  one  who  adorns  herself  for  him. 
Ajii*xo  mutabarjhsir,  Disordered,  confused. 

A  mi<<a&cr^/(/7Az2^,Hostile,inimical ;  hater. 

A  mutabaghghim.  Bleating,  lowing. 

A  ̂ ^k^mutabaf)h()ln,A.  seeker  of  a  thing  lost. 

Aj—iJijo  mutabakkir,  Profoundly  learned.  Af- 
fluent. Open,  wide.  One  who  dwells  in  a  town 

or  village,  his  family  still  remaining  in  the  country. 

A  tJ-S^  mutubakkil,  (An  ass)  which  feeds  on 

pot-herbs  (  Jij  bald).  One  who  gofes  out  to  gather 

herbs,  or  who  feeds  his  cattle  with  them. 

Aj-^^mutabahhir,  One  who  goes  before. 

A^_^«?nM<aZ)a/J"7,OnewhospeaksconfusedIy. 
One  who  overwhelms  with  blows  or  reproaches.  A 

plunderer.  An  opposer,  obstructer.  Who  walks 

haughtily,  a  strutting  coxcomb. 

Apia-*  mutabahkim.  Faltering  (speech). 
A         mutbal,  Seasoned  with  pot-herbs.  3Iut- 

bil,  Who  or  what  impairs  friendsliip.  Whatever 

weakens,  sickens,  or  grieves.    One  who  seasons  (a 

pot)  with  herbs  and  spiceries  ( Jj\j  tabil  or  tdbal). 

A  ̂'As::^  muiabnlti^  Who  affects  grace  or  wit. 

A  ̂L-'io  mntahaUij,  Bright  (dawn).  A  smiler. 
A  ̂LdU  mutab(dWi,  Fatigued,  tired,  jaded. 

A  i^)^  mutaballikh,  Proud,  lofty. 
A  ̂̂ Lx^mutaballid,  Stupid,  dull.  One  who  claps 

the  hands.  Astonished,  stupefied,  vexed.  Fallen 
on  the  ground.  Arrived  in  an  uninhabited  region. 

One  who^^takes  possession  of  another's  country. 
A  (.^aLio  mutaballis,  (Cattle)  which  eat  a  field 

bare.  O  ne  whocauses  a  field  to  be  eaten  bare.  Onewho 

asks  for  any  thing  privately.  Covetous,  desirous. 

A  ̂^-i*  mutuballifjh,  Contented  with  what  one 
has.  (A  disease)  which  gains  ground.  One  who 
labours  to  reach  (a  stage  or  halting-place). 

A^yL.^  mutabalVd,  Moistened,  wet.   A  lion. 
A  «J-j»«mK<aZ>a////(, Ignorant, simple.  Onewho 

shams  ignorance  or  simplicity.  One  who  wanders 

about  without  inquiring  the  way  or  taking  a  guide. 

A  ij^X«  matban,  A  bin  for  straw  (jjO  tibn). 

A  viuttabin,  Dressed  in  the  short  breeches 

iubban,  which  barely  conceal  the  nakedness. 

mutabban.  Dyed  of  a  straw-colour.  Mu- 
tabbin.  Intelligent,  sagacious.  Who  fixes  the  mind 
or  eye,  and  sees  clearly. 

A  «JjjU  matbanat,  A  straw  or  hay-loft. 

A^yXA  mutabannij,  Who  boasts  a  noble  race. A  CiJ-Ju*  mutabannik,  Stationary,  firm,  steady. 

A ̂ j^mutabanna' ,  Adopted  (son).  3Iutdbanni, 
One  who  adopts  as  his  son  ;  adoptive  (father). 

A  l^-IU  mutabaivtvaf,  The  place  in  the  womb 
which  contains  the  fcetus.  A  place  where  a  bull  is 

kept.  A  spot  where  cattlelieaboutawatering-place. 

A  l^'^xLa  mvtabawtvab,  Appointed  as  door- 
keeper. 3Iutabanwib,  One  who  appoints  a  porter. 

Aj^JoU  matbur.  Perishing,  ruined. 
A  i^'^xijomutabaivivish,  Mixed  (crowd). 

A  ̂yuU?«a/Z^r/^,  Followed,  obeyed.  A  lord,  chief, 

leader.  CL^<\  ̂ ^pXXA  matbu^ummat,  A.  ch'\e{oii\\c 
people,  a  high  priest. 

A  ̂^J^-o  mutabawwi^  One  who  measures  with 
a  fathom  (^b  Jo^).  Long-stepped.  Long  (rope). 

A  ̂^J^*  mutabawwih,  Propagated  (murrain). 
A  J^jC*  matbul.  Sick,  pining  (heart). 

A  {Syi^  mulabaiviril,  One  who  makes  water. 
One  who  overwhelms  with  blows  and  abuse. 

A  ̂ vfj^  mutabahhij,  Merry,  gay,  pleasant. 
A^-!l-Xo  mutabahhir,  Breathless  from  fatigue. 

Filled.   Bright  (cloud). 

A  ̂ ji^-Xo  muiabahhish,  Assembled,  convened. 

A  jJJj^  viutabahhim,  Doubtful,  uncertain.  Hid- 
den, concealed,  unintelligible,  not  understood. 

A^J-l^Jwo??l^/^a?;a/^«^s•,  Astately  walker.  Alion. 
AJsiloLo  imitabayijitat, Avfoman  who  has  gotten 

a  husband  and  home  (Ojo.  bayt),  housed,  settled. 

A  (j^-J*  7?!M^flJrt///y/;;,  Whatever  renders  clear  or 
manifest.   Explained,  illustrated.    Clear,  distinct. 

A  i^^LjLjU  mutatabi^,  Consecutive,  successive, 
comingone  afieranother.  Uninterrupted,continual. 

Who  does  any  thing  often  ;  falls  into  repeated  er- 

rors; or  staggers  often  (as  a  drunken  man).  A 
camel  whose  shoulder  moves  to  and  fro  in  walking. 

(A  man)  of  an  excellent  understanding,  and  of  ge- 



neral  and  extensive  knowledge.  Finely-shaped 

(horse).  Straight,  without  knots  (a  branch),  p  **«> 

sih  rozimutatahi^'Thvee  following  days. 

JjjO\  J^^y  hawajili  mutatahi^'n  nuzul, 
Troops  or  caravans  alighting  one  after  another. 

A  mutatarik,  Mutual  in  abandoning, 

desisting,  or  withholding  the  hand. 

A  ̂^->J**  mutatali^  One  who  walks  with  head 
erect  andstretched-outneck,particularly  from  pride. 

A  ̂'^iJw*  mutatali,  One  following  another  in  re- 
gular succession.  Consequent. 

A  ̂ UjU  mutatamim,  Simultaneous  in  flocking 
to.  Complete  in  number,  perfect. 

A  ̂ ^^^  JWM^a^a?/?^,  One  who  rushes  or  plunges 
into  (vice).  Hasty,  precipitate  in  doing  any  thing. 

(Wind)  which  carries  off  or  scatters  (dust  or  leaves). 

Ready  to  rise.  Quarrelsome :  self-opiniated.  Va- 
cillating (drunkard).  A  camel  whose  shoulder 

moves  to  and  fro  in  walking.  Quick  in  succession, 

distracting,  embarrassing  (affairs). 

A  C^'i/c  mutibh,  What  weakens  or  debilitates. 
A  <-7-*Jo!/*  mutahhih,  Ruinous,  destructive. 

A  ̂pC/fl  mutatahhi^  Diligent  in  seeking.  A 
searcher.  Imitative ;  an  imitator. 

A  mutatahtih,  Moved,  put  in  motion. 

At_-^-iJU  mutatarrib, Strewed  with  earth,soiled. 

aJ>JCm  mutatartir,  Agitated,  moved;  reeling. 

A  ̂'Jjm  mutatarrih,  Grieved,  made  sad. 
A  ̂ ^jjjxk*  mutatarris,  Armed  with  a  shield. 

A^'ixA  mutatarri^  In  haste  to  do  evil. 
A;__jJxUi?wMfafa?'r?/',Blessedwithlife's  comforts. 
A^j>Amutatalli^^ho  stretches  forth  the  neck, 

or  raises  the  head  to  see  and  hear  any  thing.  One 
who  goes  before. 

A  (_^^ijU>  mutatalti,  One  who  follows,  pursues, 
and  prosecutes  a  claim.  Consecutive. 

A ̂ ^i^mutatammim, Split,  apparent  (fracture); 
also  without  separation.  One  who  walks  painfully 

from  a  broken  bone.  Like  the  tribe  of  ̂ a^"  tamim, in  regard  to  climate,  locality,  or  opinions. 

A  mutatannihh,  A  sojourner. 

A  ̂ J-^  mutatawmij,  The  wearer  of  a  crown 

(^\3  taj),  crowned. 

A  s.'i.^k^  mutatahtih,  A  stammerer. 
A  mutatahhim,  Who  arrives  in  Tihama. 

A         matta',  Matthew. 
A  mutatat/yi^  One  who  rushes  headlong 

into  mischief.  Self-conceited,  opiniated. 

Ajilju^o  mutasabir.  Mutual  in  rushing  upon, 

A  ̂JiljLlLA)  mutasakil,  Heavy,  slow,  sluggish. 

Gravitating  towards  the  earth.  One  who  grudges 

to  do  (any  thing)  and  desists  (from  it).  Cowardly, 
declining  battle. 

A  (jj\i«o  mutasawin,  An  insnarer  of  game  or 
wild  beasts  ;  catching  them  on  all  hands.  Crafty. 

A  t— <olii<  mutasasib,  Slothful.  NeorH"'ent. 

A\JL>oM^mutasabbit,  Fixed, established,  settled. 

(    1093  ) 

A  delayer.    A  performer,  finisher. 

A  j^^^uu*  mutasabbin,  One  who  carries  with  both 
hands,  in  an  apron  or  skirt  of  a  garment(&j>^sMi«a^ ). 

A  pJoXc  mutasattim,  Obscene  in  talk.  Tattered 
(garment).   Dissolved  in  rags  (meat,  by  overboil- 

ing). Ruinous,  dilapidated  (shallow  well). 

A  mutasa^m,  Agreeable,  pleasant. 

A  ̂ _JCmc  mutasa^l,  (A  mean  original)  preven- 
tive of  the  achievement  of  noble  actions. 

mutasahkib,  Bored.  Worm-eaten 

(hide)^  One  who  drills  holes.  A  kindler  of  a  fire. 

A(Ua'-1«  mutasallil,  Ruined,  overthrown. 

A  jJiicTOM<asttZ/m,Broken  in  theedges,notched, 
chipped  (sword  or  earthen  dish);  pierced  through 
the  middle  (a  wall  or  vessel)  ;  chinky. 

A  ,J.*ii«  mutasammil,  Who  protects  or  supports 

others  (especially  in  meat  and  drink);  who  manages 

the  concerns  of  his  dependants.  A  devourer,  eater, 
or  drinker ;  who  or  what  absorbs  or  exhausts. 

A  j^^jwo  mutasanni,  Folded,  doubled  ;  inflected, 
complicated.  Who  goes  with  the  body  bent.  Long 

without  breadth.    Haughty-walking  (woman). 

A  i^jj^  mutasarvwib,  One  who  says  his  prayers 
a  second  time,  and  thereby  fancies  himself  entitled 

to  a  reward  (l-j\j3  sawab). 

A  j^ij'M  mutasawwir,  Set  in  motion.  Boiling. 

A  (J^Ju*  mutasanwil,  One  who  gets  the  better 
of.  Reproachful,  insolent;  one  who  inflicts  wounds 

by  blowsj.   Swarming  (bees). 
A  ̂^a^jI/o  muiasa-ffib,  Indolent,  yawning,  osci- 

tant.    Employed  to  gain  intelligence. 

A  mutajdsi,  Seated  knee  to  knee.  Seated 
on  the  knees. 

A  u-fl^-ls^*  mutajahif,  Engaged  in  fencing,  cud- 
gelling, or  carryingoff  the  ball  in  the  game  of  shinty. 

A^\^  mutajadi^M.vAvL?!  in  quarrel,  fighting. 
A  (Jiil:^  mutajadil,  Mutually  contentious. 

Ai_j^iil:5^mM^a;a2;2&,Mutualinpulling.Dragged. 

A  mutajazi^pNe^ik  (lamb  or  horse-colt). 

A  (Jj^^  niutajarl,  One  who  goes  in  company 
with  another.  Quarrelsome,  contentious. 

A  mutajazi,  Importunate  creditor,  dun. 

A ̂ ^l:5*mM^a;asir,  Brave, magnanimous.  Bold, 
audacious,  fierce  in  contending.  One  who  shakes 
a  stick  at  another. 

A  s j*n\^mutajasirat,  Swift, active  (she-camel). 

A  ̂J^-li^^  mutajazi,  One  who  fixes  a  price  or 
wages.  People  taking  a  thing  amongst  them. 

A  ̂^^{j^  mutojafl,  Indifferent  or  unconcerned. 
Unsettled.  Separate,  distant.  Removed  from  its 

place.    Inclined  (to  one  side). 

A  isJl^*  mutajallat.  Aged,  old  (woman). 

A  ii3L:5*  mutajalid,  Employed  in  fighting,  in 

fencing,  or  in  sword-exercise  together. 

A  (jJl^  mutajalis,  Seated  together. 
A  mntajalil,  Disdainful,  contemptuous. 

One  who  takes  the  finest  and  best. 
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A  jJ^J?*  mutajali,  Mutual  in  making  a  disclo- 
sure of  each  other's  condition. 

A  u^l^  muiajanib,  One  who  avoids,  shuns. 

A  (j^^liS^  mutajanis,  Homogeneous. 
A  i,_  Q3l^  mutajanif,  Inclined. 

A  i^i^^  mntajanin,  Apparently  insane. 
A  mutajawib,  Reciprocal  inanswering. 

A  jjl:^"  mutajawir,  Neighbouring,  nigh. 
A  mutajawiz,  One  who  transgresses,  ex- 

ceeds, or  goes  beyond.  Who  passes  by,  or  forgives. 

Insolent,  extravagant. 

A  cJj^J^  mutajatvil,  Circumambulant  (as  two 

parties  preparing  to  fight  or  to  wrestle). 
A  ̂iJfcl^  wiwtoJa/mZ,  Pains-taking;  a  striven 

A JSt>\^  mutajahir,  One  who  appears  in  public. 

A  ̂yi>\^  mutajahil,  One  who  pretends  to  be  a 
foolorignorant(  J>Wja/«/);  who  shamsstupidity. 

al  mutajabbir,  The  lion. 

A  mutajabbis,  Pompous  in  walking. 

A  (j^^  mtitajabbin,  Curdled  (milk),  cheesv. 
A.^  mutajahdir,  (A  bird)  ready  to  fly. 

Aj^:^  mutajahhir,  Sunk  in  the  socket  (eye). 
A  mutajaddib.  Droughty,  barren  (year). 

One  who  deems  (a  thing)  irksome. 

A  ii!S:^j?2M<(yac?<Z«t^,  Renovated,  renewed.  New, 

recent.  Dry,  milkless  (udder). 

f^j^*  matjar,  Commerce.  Mutjir,  A  trader. 
A  mxittajar,  A  place  of  business.  3Iutta- 

Jir,  A  trader.  A  medicine-taker. 
A  matjarat,  A  country  or  market  where 

trade  (ijl^  tijarat)  is  brisk. 
A  ifj^  mutajarrad,  (v.  n.  5  of  C>fr,  irregular) 

Being  stripped.  Nakedness,  nudity.  ij*^ 

hasami'' I  mutajarrad,  Beautiful  when  naked.  Mu- 
tajarrid,  Stripped.  Level  (ground).  (Seeii^a?). 

A  i^jj^  mutajarris,  A  speaker. A  mvtajarri^  One  who  swallows  his  cares 
and  griefs.    One  who  swallows  by  sips  or  gulps. 

A  i^J^  rnutajarrif,  (A  ram)  which,  having 
lost  his  fat,  shakes  with  leanness.  (See  i— ij^.) 

A  j^J?^  mutajarravi,  Falsely  accused.  Muta- jarrim.,  Completed  (year).  Past  (night).  A  false 

accuser.    A  transgressor.    (See  ̂J^a?  tajarrum.) 

A  {jj^  mutajazzis,  Divided  into  parts  (-^ 

juzf).     Content,  satisfied. Ai^Jl^mwfq7assi<f,Incarnate,embodied.,Corpu- 

lent, stout.  ,:>2^j(S-ghayrinutajassid,\neorpoveSi\. 

A  ̂^jJL^  mutajassis,  A  close  searcher,  spy. 

A  j*-Il>^  mutajassim,  Corporeal,  incarnate,  in- 
corporate. Large-bodied,  corpulent.  A  chooser 

(from  among  other  men).  One  who  proposes  or 

engages  in  any  thing  great  or  laudable.  Who  en- 
ters upon  the  ascent  of  a  mountain,  or  the  most  dif- 

ficult stage  of  any  business.  A  chooser  of  a  piece 

of  land  near  a  particular  district. 
A  mutajashshi^  Very  greedy,  covetous. 

A  ̂ -Z^  mutajashshim,  Pains-taking. 
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^i-Irf"-    '""'«7«'/'*/*2-'>  One  who  belches. 
A  f^'O^mutdjazzim,  Asnatclier  with  theinouth. 

At_-**:^  w<w<fya^^/i,  Thrown  prostrate.  Dead. 

A  ̂ —^^  mutaja^i^  One  who  throwshimself 
on  the  grouiicl  from  excess  of  grief. 

A  lsJc^^  mutaja^d,  Curly  (hair).  Wrinkled. 

^J^^  mutaja^r.  One  who  ties  the  ropejU>- 
ji^r  round  his  waist  when  descending  into  a  well. 

A  jJ"^  mutaja^m,  Desirous  of  meat,  greedy. 
Sounding  (harp). 

A  I  Qg^^  mutajajjif,  Partly  dried(garraent). 
Aji;^  mutajaffir,  (A  kid)  four  months  old. 

A  t_-*J_:5*  mutajallib,  Clamorous,  noisy. 
A  (_}^*^  mutajaljil,  One  who  crosses  a  country. 

Shaken,  tottering  (foundation). 

A  liJ-:^^  mutajallid,  Stubborn,  sturdy,  hardy. 

A  (jAj**  mutajalUs,  Seated  (as  a  judge). 
A  1  mutajallif,  Lean,  emaciated. 

A  Jj^j^  mutajallik,  Open-mouthed  (laugher). 
A  y^^^  imdajallal,  Covered,  clothed.  Magni- 

fied. Mutajallil,  Who  overcomes,  rises  superior 

(in  dignity).  Seated  on  horseback.  A  taker  of 
whatever  is  best  or  most  illustrious. 

A  mw^ajfl/Zi,  Illuminated.  Splendid.  Dis- 

played. Transfigured. 

A  sX^"^  mutajammad,  Congealed,  frozen. 
A j*rr  niutajammir,  Assembled,  met  together. 

Encamped,  stationed  in  the  seat  of  war. 

A         mutajammi^  Collected,  congregated. 
A  JJJ-^  mutajammil,  Comfortable,  well  off. 

One  who  adorns  his  person.  An  eater  of  melted  fat. 

A  mutajamrrii,  Who  draws  himself  toge- 
ther (under  a  covering).  Congregated,  assembled. 

A  taker,  hider. 

A  mutqjannih,  One  who  recedes  or  re- 
tires from,  who  shuns  or  avoids.  Polluted. 

A  (.lAASi*  mutajannis,  One  who  pretends  to  be- 
long to  another  family.  Kind,  friendly.  A  bird 

that  drops  its  wings  and  sits. 

A         mutajannih,  Inclined  to  one  side. 

A  ̂j5l_ii*m!<<a;flwmn, Seemingly mad.Furious. 

A  'i—Lj^  ynutajanninat,  A  country  so  covered 
with  grass  that  the  paths  have  wholly  disappeared. 

A  jj:^^  7?iM<a;anni,  A  false  accuser.  A  gatherer 
of  fruit. 

■*JJ  •  mutajamwir,\i^\^  prostrate,  fallen  on  the 
side.  Broken,  routed. 

^jS^  '^^utajarvwiz,  One  who  docs  any  thing 
slightly.  Perfunctory,  careless  (in  prayer).  Loose 
in  conversation.  A  conniver,  winker. 

A  {j^"^^  mutajarvwish,  Slightly  emaciated. 
A         mutajarvTvi^  One  who  starves  himself. 

A  u-Jj:^*  mutaj arvivif, lloWow.  One  who  enters. 
A  mulajammik,  Collected,  assembled. 

muttajih,  (A  notion  or  idea)  which  en- 
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A  ̂^*mutaj(thhim,  Stern, ungracious,  crabbed. 
A  (^j-^*  muttaji,  (Dates)  packed  together. 
A  i^J^^^  mutajayyishjA  mustered  army((jijv>- 

jaysh).  Agitated,  fluttered  (spirits). 

A  ̂ maih,(v.n.  of  ̂ )  Drawing  out,  extract- 
ing. Drawing  (water)  from  a  well.  Advancing  (the 

day).  Breaking  wind.  Voiding  (dung).  Fixing 
her  tail  in  the  sand  when  laying  her  eggs  (a  locust). 
Throwing  down.  Cutting.  Striking. 

mutahahh,  Bound  by  mutual  love. 

A  Cjl^  mutahatt,  Falling  (leaf).  Flayed, 

skinned,  excoriated,  scratched. 

A  ̂ ^\^  mutahatin,  Like,  equal,  agreeing. 
A  c^L^  jnutahass,  Reciprocal  in  animating 

with  desire,  in  instigating  and  egging  on. 

A  mutahajj,  Mutually  disputatious. 

A  viutahajiz,  Intent  upon  opposing,  hin- 

dering, or  throwing  obstacles  in  each  other's  way. 
Mutual  in  retreating. 

s-L^  mutahaji,  Engaged  in  proposing 

ters  the  mind. 

^    •    mutajahhiz,  Prepared  for,  equipped. 

questions,  enigmas,  or  riddles  to  one  another. 
A         mutahadd,  Mutual  in  resisting. 

A  tL>iil^  mutahadis,  Engaged  in  conversation, 
mutual  discourse,  or  talk. 

A  i^J^  mutaharib,  Mutual  in  fighting. 
A  mutahasib,  Engaged  in  reckoning. 
A  twl^  mutaUasid.,  Envious  of  each  other. 

A  ̂ ^\^  mutahasi,  Engaged  in  compotation. 
A  ̂ ^\^  mutahashl,  Separate,  standing  apart 

from  each  other. 

A  mutahass,  Employed  in  distributing 

portions  (&A<a^  hissat)  amongst  themselves. 

A  (^jc>\^  mutahazz,  Reciprocal  in  stimulating. 
A  viutahuhh,  Mutually  contentious. 

A jil^  mutahuhir,  Mean  in  one's  own  eyes. 
A  mutahahhn,  Agreed  to  go  together  be- 

fore the  judge  hakim). 

A  mutahalif,  Leagued,  bound  together 

by  oath,  covenant,  league,  or  treaty  (i  Si\s>-  hilf). 

A  jjl^  mutalial'nn,  Falsely  meek,  demure. A  mutahaVi,  Delicate,  dainty  (dame). 

A  mutahamth,  One  who  shams  the  fool. 

A  mutahumal,  (v.  n.  G  of  J-?",  irregu- 

lar) Putting  up  with,  being  patient.  A  place  where 
the  exercise  of  patience  is  needed.  Blutahamil, 

Who  puts  up  with  trouble,  patient. 
A  mutuhami,  Cautious,  heedful,  wary. 

A  mutahawir,  Engaged  in  a  dialogue. 

Ajjl^  miitahawlz,  Mutual  in  retreating. 

A(_^jl^m?/<a/m/i'/.s-,Quick-sighted,eagle-eyed. 
One  who  shews  himself  to  be  \  ahivas. 

A  u^J^  mutahaijis,  A  mixer,  a  mingler. 
A  i^i^  miii  alicihbib,  Loving,fond,  affectionate. 

Granulntrd.   (See  also  i^Jx^  taltabbub.) 

mutahabjir,  Griped  in  the  belly. 

A  ̂J-JI^  mutahabbis,  Self-restrained. 
A  (jtj!:^  mutahabbish,  Congregated,  met. 

A  U^/-^  mutahatrish,  Assembled,  met. 
AUfiii^  mutahattih,  Ashort  and  quickstepper. 

A  ,Jjsi^  mutahattam.  Needful.  Mutahattim, 

One  who  prays  for  good,  or  augurs  well  for  ano- 
ther. Joyous,  light,  blithe,  An  eater  of  broken 

bits  (Lc'jc*  liutumat):  one  who  clears  the  table. 

Ajsr  mutahajjir,  Petrified.  Stony.  Puru- 

lent, mattery  (wound).  (See^^i^  tahajjur.) 

A  |_j_s^  mutahajji,  Stationary.  Greedy. 
A         viuttahul,  United,  made  one. 

A  u-Jj^  mutahaddib,  Benevolent,  friendly. 

A  'sS%^  mutahaddibat,  A  woman  who  remains 
a  widow  that  she  may  look  after  her  children. 

A  lI^j.^  viutahaddas,  A  place  of  conversation, 

an  assembly.  Mutahaddis,  A  relater,  historian. 

Any  thing  happening  new. 
AjS^  mutahaddir,  Fluent,  flowing  (humour 

in  the  eye,  or  water  from  a  cloud). 
A  7ttM^a/<fl(Zc/w, Aninquirer:  inquisitive. 

A  i^'jy^  muia/iaddi,  Temperate,  abstemious. 
A  i^S^  muttahuRyat,  Singleness.  Union. 
A  mutahazzik,  Wise ;  a  wise  man. 

A  ̂ Jk^  mutahazlik,  Sharp,  clever.  A  boaster. 

A  (_J>J!^  miitaharrib,  A  lion. 

A  ̂ jr^  mxitaharrij,  Penitent.  One  who  ab- stains from  wickedness.  Escaped  from  straits. 

A  CijS^  mutahai-rid,  Separate,  solitary,  remote from  friends. 

A  i^j^  mutaharris,  Careful,  cautious,  watch- 

ful, wary,  abstemious. 
A  u-jj-^  mutaharrif,  Changed,  inverted. 

A  sij.^  mutaharrifa,  A  tax  on  people  of  par- 
ticular trades,  a  professional  tax. 

A  mutahaiTik,  Burnt;  inflamed. 

A  tiVjl^  mutaharrik,  Moved  ;  moving  one's 
self ;  moveable.  Accented  with  short  vowels.  jS- 

ghayr  mutaharrik, Immoveable,  d^^^^f^^^ 

kuwayi  mutakarrika,  iNIoveable  powers. 

A  ftj^ imitakarrim,  Forbidden, unlawful.  Self- 
denying.  Revered.  A  refugee.  Robber,  outlaw. 

A  iSj^  muiaharr't,  A  purposer,  intender. 
Ajji^  mutahazziz,  Cut,  notched. 

A  (jj^  mutakazzik,  Covetous,  close-fisted. A        mutahazzim,  Girt  round  the  waist. 
A  vmtahazzin,  Grieved,  afflicted,  sad. 

A     Jlsi^  mutaliassib,  A  seeker  of  intelligence. 

A mutahassir,  Sorrowful;  regretful. 

A  i^jjl^  7nutahassis,  An  explorer,  examiner. 
A  ■_Q  ■"'■■^  mutahassif,  One  who  leaves  nothing, 

but  eats  up  all. 
A  vnitahashshid.  Convened,  assembled. 

A  I  a-i^  mutahaskshif,  Clad  in  old  raiment. 
A  mutahashshim,  Covered  with  blushes. 

A  ̂ j*^^  mutahasrim,  Close-fisted. A  (J-^a^  mutahassil,  A  gatherer,  acquirer. 
A\^':^j£i^  mtitahassildt, l?Toductions,Y)rodacts. 

A  fj^^a^  mutahassin,  Who  retires  to  a  strong- 



hold  and  fortifies  himself  there.  A  refugee.  Grown 

up  to  be  a  stallion  ((jUas-  hisan). 

A  'oSJa^  mutahassinat,  Chaste  (woman). 
A  ̂_^~,OL^  mutahassi,  Cautious,  wary. 

A  ̂ J^i^  mutahattim,  Broken.  Hot  with  rage. 
A  mutahazzi,  Fortunate,  favoured. 

A  muthaf,  Dedicated,  given.  Muthif, 

Giver  of  a  present,  maker  of  an  ofFering(&isi^M/t/*a^). 
A  lafl^  mMia/tq^2^, Vigilant,  cautious,  one  who 

takes  heed  to  himself.  One  who  commits  to  me- 

mory, or  recollects  one  by  one. 

A  mutahaffil,  Met  together,  assembled. 

A  ̂^^^ mutahaffi,  Transported,  filled  with  joy. 
Humane,  benevolent.  Industrious. 

A  ̂s^mMtoAaA^aA,  Verified,  true,sure,  certain. 
Mutahahhik,  Certain,  true.    A  verifier. 

mutahahhik,  Evil-designed. 

Aj«S^i£*7MMiaAaAA<m,Lord  paramount,  sovereign. 
A  muttahil,  One  who  makes  an  exception 

or  saving  clause. 

A  mutahallih,  Milked.  Flowing  (sweat). 

A  (J-^^  ?wM^a^aZ/ii7,  Removing  or  moved  (from 
place  to  place).  Dispersed,  scattered,  beat,  carded, 

or  teased  (as  cotton). 

A  mutahallih,  Seated  in  a  circle  (people). 

Halo-encircled  (moon). 

A  (Jl^  mutahallil.  Melted,  dissolved.  Sick  on 

returning  from  a  journey.  Exceptive  in  an  oath. 

Released  from  an  oath  by  an  expiation. 

A  mutahallim,  A  dreamer.  One  who  pre- 
tends to  have  had  a  dream  or  a  vision.  One  who 

strives  to  evince  meekness  and  patience.  Fat  (ca- 
mel, child,  locust,  or  Lybian  lizard). 

A  mutahalM,  Adorned  (especially  with 

bracelets  or  other  female  ornaments).  3IutahaUi, 

One  who  decorates.  One  who  finds  (a  thing)  sweet. 

A  mutahham,  (or  i^^^  mutahhamu'l 
lawn)  (A  horse)  of  a  dark  or  chesnut-colour. 

A         muthamat,  A  striped  stuff  of  Yaman. 

A  'sJ^^mutahhamat,  Striped  stuff  from  Yaman. 
A  mutahamhim,  Neighing  (horse). 
A  mutahammid,  Praised.  Commendable. 

One  who  lays  another  under  obligation. 

A  J!^^  mtitahammir,  One  who  calls,  or  is  called, 
an  ass.    A  speaker  of  the  Himyaritic  dialect. 

A  mutahammis,  A  steady  resister.  In- 

trepid (in  battle).    Unflinching  (in  religion). 
A  i^ja^^  mutahammiz,  (A  camel)  which  feeds 

on  the  salt  and  bitter  plant  hamz. 

A  (J-*^  mutahammil,  The  bearer  of  a  burden. 

One  who  supports  or  suffers  patiently.  Capable  of 

bearing.  One  who  moves  a  camp.  Affable,  con- 
siderate, enduring;. 

A  (JU^  mutahannis,  One  who  abstains  from 

or  discards  sin.    A  renouncer  of  idolatry. 
A  lajk^  mutahannit,  Buried  with  sweet  herbs. 

A  v_A*^  mutahannif,  A  follower  of  the  sect  of 
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hanifa,  i.  e.  true,  orthodox  in  religion.  Self- 
circumcised.  A  renouncer  of  idolatry.  Inclined  to. 

A  tiJa^  mutahannik,  One  who  passes  the  tur- 
ban-sash under  his  chin  ((.dJas*-  kanak). 

A  (jjv^  mutahannin,  Tender,  full  of  pity. 
A         mutahanm.  Curved,  bent. 

A  L-->^j^  mutahawwih.  One  who  refrains  from 
crimes.  One  who,  from  being  rich,  has  become 

poor;  and  from  being  poor  has  again  become  rich. 

TOMia/iawwir,  Quick, hasty.  Passionate. 

Aj^^  mutahawwiz,  Coiled  (serpent).  Assem- 
bled. Retired,  gone  aside. 

A  (^j^  mutahawwis,  Intrepid,  bold,  daunt- 
less. Sorrowful,  sad ;  querulous. 

A  mutahawwish,  Retired  to  a  distance, 

absent,  separated.  Ashamed. 
A  muiahawwif.  One  who  chips  away. 

A  (^^^  mutahawwi.  Collected,  contained,  com- 

prised.  Round,  circular. 
A mutaha^yir.  Astonished,  stupefied,  won- 

dering. Amazed,  thunderstruck.  Dim  (sighted). 

Wandering,  driven  here  and  there,  erratic.  Flow- 
ing water,  whirling  in  an  eddy.  Filled  with  water. 

ji^y.^^hawkahi  mutahayyir,K  wandering  star, 

a  planet,  p  ̂ ^'^  mutahayyir  shudan,  To  be 
lost  in  amazement,  to  be  thunderstruck. 

Aj^_^mMfa/ja?/y?^,  Congregated.  Coiled  (ser- 
pent). A  deserter  to  the  enemy. 

A  mutahayyish,  Fearing,  frightened. 

Hasty  in  running.  Increased.  Overflowing. 

A  i^jAi^  mutahayyiz,  A  woman  who  abstains 

from  public  prayerthrough  ceremonial  uncleanness. 
A(  iii^  mutahayyif,Onev!\xo  pares  (anything) 

round  the  edges. 

A  i^x^  mutahayyin.  Elapsed,  going  by,  past 

(time).  Perished.  One  waiting  for  his  meal. 

A  ̂   mathh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Removing,  extract- 
ing. Carrying  off.  Placing  at  a  distance.  Striking. 

Cutting.  Being  firm,  fixed.  Lying  with.  Fixing 
her  tail  in  the  ground  when  laying  eggs  (a  locust). 
Voiding  (dung). 

A  mutihhhh,  One  who  puts  acid  or  ferment 

(into  a  mass  of  paste).  A  good  kneader. 

A  ̂j-'^^  mutahhatil,  Reciprocal  in  cozening. 

A  mutahhadi^  One  who  affects  to  have 
been  duped.  Mutual  in  deceiving. 

A  Jil^  mutahhazil.  Averse  from,  disinclined 

to  help  each  other.  Weak  in  the  leg. 

A  i^rj^  mutahharij,  (A  company  of  fellow-tra- 
vellers) who  make  up  a  common  purse  for  the  ex- 

penses of  their  journey.  Mutual  in  dividing  (one 

party  taking  the  house,  and  the  other  the  lands). 

Ajjlj^  mutakhazir,  One  who  looks  through 
half-shut  eyes  in  order  to  discern  more  accurately. 

A  ̂^^\^  mutakhasi.  Employed  in  pelting  each 
other  with  stones. 

A  mutakhashi,  Timid,  fearful,  timorous. 

A  jjO^v^  mutakhasir.  Hand  in  hand  in  walking. 
A  J — •o\j^  mutahhdsil,  Mutually  emulous  in 

throwing  the  javelin,  or  in  archery. 

A  mutahhasim.  Disputatious,  mutually 

contentious.  An  adversary,  opponent  in  a  law-suit. 

A  (jjvoli^?WMteMasma?/w,  (obi.  du .  of 
mutahhasimdni)  Plaintiff  and  defendant. 

A mutahhdttr.  Engaged  in  betting. 

A  'Aal^  mutahliatif,  Apt  to  err  or  blunder. 
A  mutahhdff.  Active,  nimble,  light. 

A  mutahhdfit,  A  reader  in  a  low  tone. 
A  t_flili^  mutahhdff.  Light,  agile. 

A  Jli^  mutahhdll,  Mutually  friendly. 

A  mutahhdlij,  Occupant  of  the  mind. 

A  ̂jJli^  mutahhdlis.  Mutual  in  snatching. 

A  ̂ yi^  mutahhdlij  Separated,  divorced  (man 
and  wife).  Mutually  perjured. 

A;_>fl3li^*?KM<aMaZ//",Opposed,opposite;adverse. 

I  a5\i^'*'ii\f  ̂ mddimutahhdlifu'lab^d,  Co- 
lumns at  opposite  distances,  i.e.  facing  each  other. 

A  mutahhdlil.  Amicable,  very  friendly. 

A(jia/«li^mMtoA/iamis,Distant,retired,removed. 

The  payer  of  a  debt.  Waning  (night). 

A  mutahhdwish.  Lean. 

A  (^jls^^mMto^/taw^s,  Onewho  winks  to  look more  steadily. 

A  (^jli^  mutahhdwiz.  Remote,  far  distant. 

A  J^.li^  mutahhdyal,  (fern.  &b.l^  mutahhdya- 

lat)  (Ground)  overspread  with  luxuriant  herbage. 

\  JiS^  mutakhahhir,  A  picker  up  of  news. 

A  i^i^  mutahhabbis,  A  receiver  of  spoil. 
A  mutahhabbit,  A  destroyer.  Mad,  silly. 

Possessed  by  the  devil.  A  wanderer. 
A  mutahhabbik.  High,  sublime,  lofty. 

A,  ̂ -i**  mutahhabbi,  A  pitcher  of  a  tent. 

A  j^L^*  mutahhattir.  Muddled,  fuddled. 
A  mutahhattim,  The  wearer  of  a  seal-ring 

(jfils-  hhdtam),  or  of  a  turban.  A  concealer.  Silent. 
Ai_-Jj^7nMte/i/mfMi,Long,slim,weak-headed. 

Hasty,  precipitate.  Neither  a  fast  nor  slow  walker. 
A  liJ^  mutahhaddid.  Covered,  closed.  Lean. 

A  muttahhaz,T-dken.  Muttahhiz,A  taker, 

receiver,  selecter,  chooser,  assumer,  associater.  A 

preparer,  dresser  (of  victuals).  A  commencer. 

A^^Jjii*  mM^a^/iarr?'/,  A  successful  and  advanced student  in  polite  literature. 

A  CSjJ^  mutahharrid,  Modest,  bashful,  silent. 

A  i^j^f^  mutahharris,  An  utterer  of  falsehoods. 

A  ̂ jj^  mutahharrih,  Torn,  pierced.  Chinky. 
A  liar.  Open-handed,  liberal.  Jb^\ 

tahharrihu  s  sirbdl,  One  whose  clothes  have  been 
torn  by  a  long  journey. 

A  tij^ midahharrihat,  A  womb  injured  by  the 
foetus  and  which  does  not  conceive  in  consequence. 

A  pj-i^  mutakharrim,  Who  or  what  tears  up 
by  the  roois,  and  cuts  off.  Bold  in  wickedness. 

Burst  (slitch).    Split.    Of  the  sect  called  *X*Js- 



hhurramlyat.  (See  also  ̂   tahharrnm.) 
.Ai_-Jjj5^  mutahhazzih,  Swollen,  tumid;  fat. 

A  mutahhazzi^  A  lagger  behind,  or  de- 
serter of  bis  friends.  A  receiver  of  his  share. 

A  Jji^  mutahhazzil,  Hindered,  let,  leaving  off 

(work).  (A  cloud)  piled  one  part  upon  another. 
A  slow,  heavy  walker. w 

A  '■^  mutahhashshib,  (A  camel)  fed  on 
sticks  or  drv  fodder  (^^'.V  hhashali). 

A  (jlir^  mutahhashhhish,  Rattling  (arms), 
or  rustling  (papers).  Concealed  (amongst  trees). 

A  jXiLJ^  mutahhashshi^  Humble,  subdued. 

A  (J^j^*  mutahhashshil,  Thrown  away  j  vile. 

A  ̂ .  ''.:it^  mutahhashshim,  Spoiled,  stale,  stink- 
ing (meat).  Drunk  :  a  drunkard. 

A^^^i:j^7«M<a/</<«A7/s/«zn,Becomerough. Rugged. 
Clad  in  rough  clothing.  Rude  in  speech,  uncivil. 

A  mutahhashshi,  Awed  by,  afraid  of. 

AjiCL^^mutalihassir, One  who  prays  in  thenight, 
and,  when  tired,  places  his  hands  against  his  sides. 

A  t^ja^aJ^  mutahhassis,  Appropriated,  made 

one's  own.  Peculiarized.  Specially  noted. 
A  mutahhazhldz,  Moved,  stirred  up. 

A  liwoii^  muiakhazzid,  Bent  double. 

A  ̂ jiO^  mutahhazri^  Covetous. 

A  ̂ j'^^  mutakhazrim,  Cream  which  will  not 
turn  into  butter  on  account  of  the  cold. 

A  ̂ -<aj^  vintahhazzi^  Humbled,  subdued. 

ApaJ^?«M;a/(/<a/<M',(An arrow)  passed  beyond, 
or  fallen  wide  of  the  mark. 

A  (  ij^a^  mutahhatrif,  One  who  walks  with 

wide  stcj)S.   Good-natured,  liberal. 

A  ■  0        mutahhattif,  A  seizer,  spoiler. 

A  ̂^aj^  mutuhhatti,  Overstepped,  crossed  over 

(boundary).  One  who  steps  or  over-strides. 

A ̂ ^iL^  mutahltajjir,  Ashamed,  extremely  bash- 
ful. A  refugee.  One  who  asks  for  a  guide  (^i^^^ 

hlmfarat^.  A  guardian,  protector. 

A  f^ju^ii:^ mutahJiaffis/nwov/n  or  fallen  down. 
Asleep  on  one  side. 

A  I  ttiiii^  mutahhaffif,  Booted. 
A(Jj^  7«w<flZt/ta////<?7,Scattered,routed  (army). 

(A  woman)  with  rings  upon  her  ancles. 
A  rmitalihalUs,  A  seizer,  snatcher. 

A  rmitalthullis,  Saved,  rescued,  escaped. 

A  ,x_li^'*TO2<^«/i'/<«//?^,Disjointed,separated,scat- 
tered.  Addicted  to  drink.  A  shamblins  walker. w 

A  u-fl-li^*  mutalihalUf,  Remaining  or  left  be- 

hind. ^A  promise-breaker.  An  opponent. 

A  ijlsii*  mutahhallih,  A  teacher  of  polite  learn- 
ing. One  who  perfumes  himself  with  ̂ j^^  hha- 

liili.  An  inventor  of  lies.  Sedulous  in  adopting 
the  habits  of  another. 

A^\y^  mutahhallil,  One  who  uses  a  toothpick 

(Oy^lihilal) after  eating.(See also  JJjtf  tahhallul). 
A  mutakhalli,  Free,  disengaged. 
A         innthhim,  Heavy,  indigestible  (food). 
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A  (•— muttahhim,  Oppressed  at  the  stomach, 
incommoded  by  indigestion. 

A  'i-^i^  matlihamat,  (Food)  which  turns  upon 
the  stomach  and  produces  indigestion. 

aJ!^  mutalihammir,  Veiled  (woman). 

A  Ixjitf^  mutahhummit,  Swollen  with  pride  or 
anger.  Imperious.  A  powerful  conqueror.  Stormy 

(sea).  Noisy  (stallion). 
A  mutahliannis,  Flexible,  limber,  lithe. 

Soft-spoken  (like  a  woman). 

A  i^j-^j^inutakhannis,  A  backbiter.  Concealed, 
absent.   One  that  laq;s  behind. 

A  &.iJ^  mutahhannishat,  A  woman  who  has 

still  some  remains  of  youth. 

A  ̂JioAitf^  mutakhanti,  Indecent,  obscene. 
A  CL^y^  muiahhamwit,  Diminished,  impaired. 

One  who  visits  time  after  time. 

A  jmitahhawTvis,  One  whose  flesh  stands 
out  with  fat. 

A  i^'y^  mutahhawwiSf  A  receiver  of  gifts  one after  another. 

A  {^"tf^  mutakhawTviz,  Compelled  to,  or  who 
summons  all  his  energies  to  ford  (a  river). 

A  mutaJthawwi^,  A  diminisher.  One  who 
blows  his  nose  or  vomits. 

A  mutahhawwif,  Terrified,  impressed 
with  fear.  A  diminisher,  lessener. 

A  (jjii^  mutahhamvih,  Enlarged,  widened.  Se- 
parated, apart  from  each  other. 

A  JIj^  mutahharvwil,  An  observer  of  signs. 

(See  also  Jy2  tahhawTvul). 

A  f^^^  mutahhamvin,  One  who  attends  to,  or 
looks  after.    A  loser. 

A  ̂yij^  rmitakhayyal,  (Ground)  covered  with 
luxuriant  herbage.  3Iutahhayyil,  One  who  ima- 

gines, suspects,  or  fancies  (good  or  evil).  What- 
ever answers  to  an  idea  conceived  of  it.  Cloudy 

(sky).  (Clouds)  threatening  rain.  One  who  thinks 
highly,  butfalsely  of  himself.  Fantastic,  imaginary. 

A  &J-J;ii^  mutahhayyilut,  Imagination,  fancy. 

A  ̂'iji^  mutahhayyim,  One  who  pitches  his  tent. 
A  jt^^iio*  mtdada^am,  Infamous :  a  catamite. 

3IutadaAm,  Accumulated  and  weighing  down. 

Aj>\dM  vmtadahir,  Mutual  in  deserting,  turn- 
ing the  back,  or  opposing. 
A mntadasir,  Old  (vestige). 

A  J>i-^jJLje  mutadahhil,  Inserted,  introduced 
within  each  other,  dove-tailed,  mortised,  compact. 

A  (^j\SiA>  mutadaris,  A  fellow-student. 

A  tiJj^^X<>?«?//«fZ(ira/<, Continuous, uninterrupt- 
ed. Verse  in  which  two  letters  inflected  with  vowels 

occur  between  two  which  are  quiescent;  as  in  the 

feet  fJi,s\sC<,vmt(tfaf^lun,  J«i  J^ytifn^dunfa^l, 

Ji  ̂ytifa^duful.  Mufadarlh,  One  who  has  over- 
taken or  gotten.  Possessed  of.  What  comprehends. 

A  tjilff'^AXe  mutada^k,  Intermixed  in  battle. 

A  mutada^,  Engaged  in  disputes,  con- 

tests,ormutual  provocation.  Apropounder  of riddles. 
Who  approaches,  menaces  (as  an  enemy).  (Awall) 

which  tlireatensruin.  Who  agrees  to,  or  takes  ad  vice. 

A  I  mutadaff,  Mounted  on  each  other. 

A  ̂)jsjU  viutadaji^  Employed  in  pushing  and 
thrusting  each  other,  or  repulsing  in  battle. 

A  j^^jjU  mutadafin,  Employed  in  burying  one 
another;  agreed  in  concealing  amongst  themselves. 

A  ̂j\,^jUmM<af/n/^,  (An  overloaded  beast)  which 
totters.    A  taker  in  turn.  Intelligent. 

A  mutadahh,  Close,  exact  in  reckoning. 

A  ̂jJ^\,^  mutadakis,  Much.  Ill-tempered. 
mutadahh,  Thrusting,  thronging. 

A  ̂ si^  mutadalih,  Two  (or  more)  persons  who 
carry  a  burden  between  them  upon  a  stick. 

A  ̂^jjk/«  mutadamij,  Reciprocal  in  assisting. 
A  ̂ ^JjU  mutadamil.  Mutually  reconciled. 
A  mutaddni,  Near,  adjacent. 

A  Jj^jJ/c  mu<ai/anja/.  Bandied  to  and  fro.  Mu- 
tadawil,  People  who  make  a  thing  pass  from  hand 

to  hand,  or  take  turn  and  turn  about.  Current. 

A  i0j^.ijL<iTOM^arfa7i»a/a^,(fem.)Common, known, 

customary,  usual.  Mutadaivalatan,  Alternately. 

A  |«j^.3>jI*  mutadarvim,  One  who  renders  perpe- tual.   Who  or  what  revolves. 

A  a-«j\jjLo  mutaddrvamat,  A  circuit,  circle. 

A  (_jj\jo[/«w!a^af?a7i-I,  One  who  doctors  himself. 

A  ̂^\:>J><  mutaddyin,  Mutual  in  giving  credit. 

A  mutadahbir,  One  who  considers  atten- 

tively, or  who  understands  well.  Well  regulated. 

A  ,3?'Ajw  mniadahbilt,  Caught  with  birdlime. 
ApjjU)  mutadassir,  Wiapped  up  in  a  cloak  or 

in  the  upper  garment  called  jbii  disdr.  A  vaulter 

on  horseback.    Leaping  (stallion).  Infamous. 

A  J^Siuc  mutadajjij,  Armed  at  all  points. 

AjSs-dJ^  mutadahdir,  (or  ̂ j!-"^  mutadah- 

rij)  Tumbled,  rolled  about,  wallowing. 

A  ̂_5.^jJLo  mvfadahhl,  Ambling,  gallopping 

(horse).    Expanded,  spread,  extended. 
A^M'-Jilo  mutndahhdihh,  Sbrunk,  shrivelled. 

A  Ji-iiJl*  mutadaJihkhil,  Allowed  to  enter,  in- 
troduced. Who  or  what  enters  by  little  and  little. 

One  who  enters  very  busily  into  matters. 

A  ̂J,'^7nutadahhhhin,Smo^ed.  Discoloured 

by  smoke.    Smelling  of  smoke  (J<^>^  duhhdn). 

a_."ajU  mvtadarrij,  Gradually  advanced. 

A  ̂̂ m«^a(;arW^,Cladin  mail  or  quilted  vest. 

A'Ls-j^lomutadarr!^t,(A  woman)  dressed  in  a 
shift,  smicket,  or  smock  (^>i  dir^. 

A  Csj^  mutadarrh,  Insolent,  domineering. 
One  who  conceals  himself  in  order  to  deceive. 

A  ̂̂ viuitadi^,  Quiet,  steady.  Mild,  placid. One  who  complains  of  one  limb,  the  rest  of  his 

body  being  well. 

A^jXomw<afZa^^jr,Blackish,variegated,dirty- coloured,  discoloured  (face). 

A  (jJ^iijl*  mutada^iis,  A  leader  of  the  dance 



with  joined  hands  (after  the  manner  of  the  Magi). 

A^si^muiuda^,  One  who  claims,  pretender. 
A  mMtoc?fl^A,Wide-spread (water) :  shed. 
A  mutadaffin,  Buried.  Hid,  concealed. 

A  (J^^ijU  mutadukkil,  Haughty,  disdainful,  ar- 
rogant. ^  A  blandisher. 

A  i^iXjUi  mutadallis,  One  who  rushes  upon  or 
into.    Fallen  on  the  face. w 

A  ̂^J,2Sx«  mutadaWs,  Concealed.  A  little  eater. 
(Cattle)  which  lick  any  thing  in  play.  Entering 
into  dai'kness. 

A  Ql,>la  mutadallif,  One  approaching.  A  lion 

marching  leisurely. 

A  jli^licmutadallik,(A  torrent)  rushing  at  once. 
mutadalUh,  One  who  rubs  himself 

with  a  fragrant  substance,  or  who  rubs  the  body  (as 

in  washing).  Fit,  suitable,  apt. 

A  JJiiX*  m«tocZa/it7,  Pleasant,  jocular  (fellow). 

Ai^jcXs!i/«  mutadalmis,  Bald  in  front. 
A  aJtiXo  mutadalUh,  Insane,  dement. 

A  intitadalR,  Jocose,  merry.  Descended. 

Approached,near.Pendulous,hanging(froma  tree). 

A  j^iiXo  imctudammir,  Perishing.  Indignant. 

A^iiXo  mutadammi^  Ready  to  shed  tears. 
A  (JJeiiXo  m<<afZammz7,Manured,dunged(land). 

A^^*Ai«  mutadammin,  Defiled  with  ordure. 

A^j^^-jUm?<?flc?awn7s,Dirty,soiled,nasty,filthy. 

Bad-tempered.  Blemished,  tarnished  (character). 

A  ̂lio*  mutadannis.  One  who  urges  on  to  that 
which  is  low  and  base. w 

A  j3jjL*  mutadanm,  One  who  approaches  or 
draws  near  by  little  and  little. 

A  ̂ jSMmutadawm{m,Or\e  who  expects,a waits. 
A  j^ji^A*  mutadawwin.  Mean,  contemptible. 
A  mutadawrvih,  Corrupted.  Changed, 

altered.  Scarce  of  provisions.  Waxed  thick. 

A  ̂liJStJjU  mutadahdim,  Fallen,  dropping  out. 
A  It^dJ^nmtadahdih,  (or  (^dJDSMmutadahdl) 

(A  stone)  rolled,  tumbled  over. 

A  ̂^ai6jJ/«  mutadahkin.  Appointed  chief  of  the 

husbandmen  (^jlflAii  dihhari).    A  cultivator. 

A ̂ ^jSj&iiXo  m?<;«fZa/t/aV,  Tumbled,  rolled.  Rush- 
ing upon.  Shaky,  tremulous. 

A  ̂ ^d^  mtdadahkim.  One  who  rushes  head- 
long (into  a  thing).   Proud,  insolent,  domineering. 

A  j»fciiXo  mutadahham.  Concealed.  Contracted. 
A  ̂jfciijU)  mutadahkin,  One  who  anoints  his  per- 

son with  unguent  ((j^ii  duhn).   Fat,  unctuous. 
A  t/i^  muttadi,  A  receiver  of  money,  as  the 

expiation  of  homicide.    (It  is  called  &J.4i  diyat.^ 

A  lIa^.i^X*  mutadayyis,  A  pimp,  pander. 

A  mutadayyin.  Orthodox,  upright,  firm 

in  religion.  A  borrower,  debtor.  Indebted. 

A  \^A  'd^  mutazasib.  Any  thing  formed  in  the 
shape  of  a  wolf  (especially  such  a  figure  thrown 

before  a  she-camel,  which  makes  her  give  suck  to 
a  colt  not  her  own).    (Wind)  which  blows  every 
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way,  and  veers  to  every  point  of  the  compass. 

A  ̂i\Lo  mutazdbih,  Employed  in  cutting  each other's  throats. 

i«  mutazakir.  Mindful  of  one  another. 

A^^iiXe  mutazamir,  Strenuous  in  exciting  one 
another  to  battle.  Excited,  roused. 

A  ̂liJCe  mutazamim,  Mutual  in  casting  blame. 
A  ̂j\iXjL/«  mutazdwik,  A  receiver  of  meat  or 

drink.   Mutual  in  receiving  spear-wounds. 

A  ̂ ^iiXo  mutazasil,  Mean,  despicable. 

A  Jj^^^iXo  mutazdyil.  Low  (condition). 

A  \^S>^j^mutazabzib,  Put  in  motion. 

A  mutazabbilat,  (A  woman)  whose  walk 
resembles  that  of  a  man. 

A  ̂dJ^mutazarri^  A  great  talker.  (See  ̂ iV)- 

A  (^yjtiXo  mMfazar-n,  Winnowed.  Married  into 
a  high  family.  Mounted  on  the  top  or  pinnacle. 

A  ̂^ff'iiXo  mutam^^b,  Terrified  (by  demons). 

A^ii^-^iJU)  mutaza^i^  Squandered  (wealth). 
A  jS-^S^  mutaza^^r,  Terrified,  frightened. 

A  ■  Ac \'Li^  mutaza^ib,  Who  slinks  off  secretly. 
Lightly^clad.  Laid  down,  reclining  on  the  breast. 

A^-Ji^Xo  mutazakkih,  One  who  takes  pains  to shew  himself  a  villain. w 
A  lai^Sx  mutazahkit,  A  taker  by  degrees. 

A j?t>Ju  mutazakhir,  A  rememberer,  recorder, 
recoUector.  One  who  remembers  advice. 

A  i^sijo  mutazakkirat,  A  masculine  woman. 

A  ̂ AA*  mutazalligh,  Useless,  unprofitable. 
A  ̂ J4ijUmMto2aW«7,Humble, suppliant:  meek. 

A Jad^^mutazammir,  Self-blamed  (for  neglect). 
Altered,  changed.  Angry.  Threatful. 
A  mutazammim.  Blushing,  ashamed. 

A  mutazannih,  One  who  allows  the  end 

(u-A^i  zanab)  of  the  turban-sash  to  fall  down  the 
side  or  back  of  the  head.  One  who  takes  the  road. 

A     3Jw  mutazawrvik,  A  taster  again  and  again. 

Ai3"3>X«  muttazis,  Chid,  blamed,  reproved. 

A  (Jj.iSXo  mutazayyil,  Proud,  stately,  who  lets 

his  train  (^.i^  2;a?/Z)  sweep  the  ground.  One  who 

wears  an  every-day  garment.  One  who  does  his 
own  servile  work. 

A&J.J'.4ijwcmM^a2'fl!?/i/aZaf,(Land)slightl3'^rained  on. 

A  (3iiX«  mutazayyis,  (Meat)  dissolved  by  boil- 
ing, and  falling  from  the  bone.  Putrid,  ulcerated 

(flesh)  separating  from  the  bone.    Swollen  (face). 

A matr,  (v.  n.  ofjvo)  Cutting  off,  amputating. 

Throwing.  Stretching  (a  rope).  Lying  with.  Void- 
ing (dung). 

A  jIU  mutirr,  A  cutter.  A  banisher,  driver  into 
exile.  One  who  thiows  away. 

p  \j.ic  matrd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Rain. 
A  \iJ>\jLj6  mutardbit.  Perennial;  unfailing. 

A  jj.^)/*  mvtardbil.  Leonine,  lion-like. 
A  mutaraji^  Returned,  brought  back. 
A  mutardjim,  Engaged  in  flinging  stones 

at  one  another. 
12  z 

A         mitrdh,  (pi.  matdrlh)  (A  c&me\) 
which  soon  ceases  to  rrive  milk. 

A  mutardhhi,  Dilatory,  slow,  relaxed. 
A  mutarddd,  Reciprocal  in  contending, 

driving,  repelling.  Agreed  to  dissolve  a  contract. 
A  \^i^\y,<  mutarndif,^\xccess\\e,  uninterrupted, 

at  the  heels  of  one  another.  United  by  intermar- 

riages. Synonymous.  A  verse  terminating  in  two 

quiescent  letters. 
A  mutardss,  Mutually  communicative  of 

secrets. 

A  ,_)ji*»l/l«mM<a7'as27,Reciprocalin  sending  news, 

keeping  up  an  epistolary  correspondence. 

A  {^\yjc  mutardss.  Set  in  close  array,  adhering. 
A  mutardsi^  Billing  (sparrows). 

A  i_0«oV|V8  mutardsif.  Standing  in  a  row  or  file. 
A  mutardzikh,  Engaged  in  pelting  one 

another  (with  stones). 

A  ̂^)Jf^  mutardzi,  Contented  with  each  other. 

A  '^^^\j(jQ  mutardtin,  Engaged  in  conversing  in a  barbarous  idiom,  i.e.  not  in  Arabic. 

K ̂ \j.<mutardc)}d,  (Camels)  braying  together, 
some  from  one  place,  some^from  another. 

k\^\Jfj<imutarattif, {or  ̂ SfAmidarasfim^Qora- 
passionate,  full  of  pity,  tender,  afiectionate. 
A  mutardfid.  Mutual  in  giving  help. 

A  mutardfi^  Mutually  agreed  to  refer  a 
matter  to  an  umpire  or  judge. 

A  mutardfik,  A  fellow-traveller. 

A  (^j)/^  mutardfis,  Unanimous,  quite  agreed. 
Mutual  in  helping:  help-mate. 
p  matrdh,  Name  of  a  lunar  mansion. 

A  mutardkib.  Piled  one  upon  another. 
Firm,  strong. 

A  (^ja^lyiU  mutardhiz.  Simultaneous  in  making 

(horses)  run  towards  any  one. 
A  7nutardhil,  Mutual  in  kicking. 

A  ̂\yjomuiardkim.  Accumulated,  heaped  up. 
A  mutardmi,  Occupied  in  shooting  to- 

gether. (See  also  ̂ ^^y  tardmi). 
A  mutardwih.  Beneficent,  benevolent, 

now  giving  with  this  hand,  now  with  that. 
A  mtttardwigh.  Engaged  in  a  struggle  or 

wrestlins:  together. 

A  (^j«3fc1;<«  mutardhis,  Firmly-rooted  (rock). 

Aj^JjiUimMirtra/u'wjMutualindepositingstakes, 
pledges,  or  wagers. 
A  mutardsi.  Who  contemplate  one  ano- 

ther. One  who  stands  opposite,  who  views  himself 

(in  a  mirror).  Optical.  (A  palm-tree)  which  ex- 
hibits dates  of  various  kinds.  (See  fjf\J>  tard/i). 

A  (— -J/^o  matrab,  (v.  n.  of  (— ̂ )  Having  much 
earth.  Holding  earth  in  the  hand.  Being  covered 

with  earth.  Cleaving  to  the  ground.  Becoming 

poor.  Suffering  loss.  Muirib,  (or  L^jS^mutarrib) 

One  who  throws  or  sprinkles  earth  (<— turdb'). 
A  ̂"Ci/f>  viutarrab,  Strewed,  soiled  with  dust. 



A  i,^JL<  miitarahbib,  Assembled.    One  who 

claims  to  be  the  owner.  A  bringcr  up,  educator. 

A         matrabat,  Poverty,  beggary. 

A  ti^^  mutarabbis,  Slow,  tedious. 

A  B-^J^  mutarabbijaty  (A  woman)  afiectionate 
and  careful  (of  her  children).  Foolish. 

A  ̂ jJjemutarabbih,  Bewildered. 

A^^Ji/c  mutarabbihh.  Loose,  relaxed. 
A  iX-Jjvc  muiarubbid,  Cloudy  (sky).  Austere, 

crabbed.  A  lion. 

A  {^jaJJLic  mutarabbis,  One  who  expccls  and 
wails  for.  A  forestaller,  regrater. 

A  {^^^  mutarabbiz.  Laid  prostrate,  killed. 
One  who  crumbles  bread  into  gravy. 

A  ̂^?«M<araiio^,  A  spring-habitation,  a  place 
where  cattle  pasture  in  the  &\>T\r\g.Mutarabbi^VaLt- 
lened  with  spring-grass.  One  who  sits  four-square. 
A  muiarabbili,  One  who  suspends  (any 

thing  from  the  neck). 

A  (J^/^  imilarabbil,  Leafy,  verdant  (tree).  (See 
also  tarabbuV), 

A  'i^jfjcmutarabbilat,V\eshy Aire3iSieA{\\omdin). 
A  (_ijvo  inutarabhi,  One  who  gives  food  and  nou- 

rishment. One  who  educates.  Educated, instructed, 

trained.  A  preserver(of  fruits  or  roots).  Preserved. 

A  t—.'i/!*  midarattib,  Firm,  settled ;  ordered, 

established.  Arranged.  One  who  runs  in,  upon, 

oragainst;  whospringsorrises.  Suffering, affected. 

Af^jUmuia7'attil,  One  who  sings  with  a  sweet 
voice.  A  slow  reader  or  speaker. 

A  jf^'-*  mutarattim,  One  who  binds  a  string 
round  his  finger  to  put  him  in  mind  of  something. 

A  ̂ JiJ^  mutarassin,  Rouged,  farded. 

A  ̂ JJ^  mutarraj,  Red,  orange-coloured. 

A  ̂S-jSI-o  mutarajjih,  Prevalent  or  prepondera- 
ting.    Moved  to  and  fro  in  the  air.  Vibrative. 

A  ̂ ^j^JU  mutarajrij,  Agitated,  trembling,  tot- 
tering, moving  to  and  fro.  Vibrative,  oscillatory. 

A  j^Jio  TOM<arq/;(2:,  Loud,  rumbling  (thunder). 
Slow-moving  (watery  cloud).  A  singer  of  the  kind 

of  verse  calledj»-j  rajaz. 

A  L-tt>-j<^  mutarajjif.  Moveable,  tremulous. 
A  ̂ }^J^  muiarajjil,  One  who  goes  on  foot :  a 

pedestrian.  One  who  descends  (into  a  well).  (See 

^}^Ji  tarajjul). 

A  p>jivo»iM<a?;;«m,  Interpreted,  translated.  Mu- 
taijim,  A  translator,  interpreter. 

yl  rriutarjiviiyat,  A  translation. 

A  j_^>-jvo  mutarajji,  Hoping,  full  of  hope. 
A         irmtrih,  One  who  hears  and  sees  con- 

stantly what  is  disagreeable. 

A  .^^Jfjo  ynutarrah,  (A  garment)  d3'ed  of  a  full 
deepcolour.  Anxious, painful  (life).  Small  (stream). 
Sad,  mourning.  3Iuiarrih,  One  who  makes  sad. 

A  ̂ j>-J^  mutarahrih,  Straddling  to  stale. 
A  iJ->-j^  mutarahhil,  Mounted  and  ready  to 

depart  or  emigrate.    A  traveller.    One  who  i)re- 
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scnts  what  is  disagreeable. 

A  mutarahhim,  Compassionate,  merci- 
ful, tender,  pitiful,  moved  to  pity. 

A(_^^  mutarahhi,  Coiled  up  (serpent). 
A  t^_^A^ji«  mutarahhhhis.  One  who  obtains 

leave.    One  who  takes  with  ease. 

A  i3  J;?^  mutaraddid,  Repulsed,  rejected,  refused. 

Who  opposes  or  resists;  adverse.  Comer  and  goer; 

saunterer,  wanderer.  Irresolute,  ambiguous,  per- 

plexed, hesitating.    Discomposed.    Short,  squat. 

A  (j*jOjvc  mutaraddis,  Fallen  (into  a  well). 

A  ̂S/ic  mittaraddam,  Part  (of  a  garment)  co- 
vered with  a  patch.  31utaraddim,  Threadbare 

(garment).    A  patcher.  Patched. 

A  (jo^io  mutaraddl,  Fallen  (into  a  well  or  from 
a  mountain). 

A  'i->,'^Ji<  mutaraddiyat,  A  sheep  fallen  from  a 
height  (whether  killed  or  not).  Veiled  (girl). 

rJjiUi  matriz,  A  shield. 
AjjiL«  rmitriz,  Whatever  hardens  (as  running, 

a  horse's  flesh).  (A  woman)  who  makes  a  hard 
solid  mass  (of  paste). 

A  ̂ ^JjJUjrtwfflT'flS'zm,  Honoured,  revered.  Firm, 
steady,  stedfast,  grave. 

P  matars,  Be  not  afraid.    The  bar  of  a 

door.  A  parapet  of  wood  or  earth,  a  palisade.  A 

ninepin.    A  scarecrow. 

A  viitras,  (pi.  (^_jijjljk<)  A  bolt,  bar. 

A  (^jl<  mutarris,  One  who  arms  (iiimself  or 
another)  with  a  shield  ((^Ji  turn). 

A  OT2<^a7'fls.s/Z',  What  deposits  sediment. 

A  'smiJU  mitrasat,  A  shield,  coat  of  mail,  or 
thing)  which  defends. 

A  ̂ y^J^  mutarassil,  One  who  does  (any  thing) 

leisurely.   A  letter-writer. 

A  |****/^-«  mutarassim,  One  who  searches  for  the 
vestiges  (of  a  house).  One  who  studies  or  com- 

mits to  memory. 

Ai__tt^j\«  mutarashshif,  A  sipper,  a  sucker. 

A  ̂ _^j^<  mutarashshi,  Mild,  gentle,  kind. 
A  (j^JL/c  mutras,  Firm.  A  wcll-poised  scale. 

3futris,  (or  tj^j-*  mutarris)  One  who  strengthens 
or  confirms;  one  who  rectifies  or  equals^ 

A  mutarassid,  One  who  contemplates,  or 

gazes  at.  A  watcher,  expectcr,  exjdorcr.  Vigilant. 

A  (  */<?jvo  mutarazzib,  Who  kisses  (as  a  lover). 

A ̂ J.<  ?nM<ar«2zi7t, Bruised,  pounded, crushed. 
A        jie  mtitarazziz, Uroken  into  coarse  1  umps. 

A  f^j^o  mtdarazzijOne  who  contents  and  gives 
satisfaction.  One  who  begs,  or  is  anxious,  that  any 

thing  may  be  acceptable. 

A  ̂ji"  mutarattim,  One  who  keeps  in  his  ex- 
crement, costive,  constipated. 

A  ̂ Jia  mutra^  Full.  3Iutri^  One  who  fills. 
A  miitarri^,  Who  shuts  (a  door). 

A  'iS'JL<  jii  zu  matra^tin,  (A  man)  neitiier 
making  haste  nor  angry;  calm,  sedate. 

A  «.l*s^«  mutara^^.i,  Decked  with  ear-rings. 
A  mutara^i^  Sprightly. 

A  ia&jvo  mutara^z,  One  who  tries  to  make  a 
earners  load  equal  when  it  leans  on  one  side. 

A  ̂ _^-Cjvo  mutara^^.  Pasturing,  out  at  grass. 
A  ̂ ^z-jicmutaraghtjldb,  Expectant,  waiting  for. 

A  i»-^J^  mutaraghghim,  Angry,  in  a  passion. 

A  I  'tj<«  mutraf,  Blest  with  affluence,  and  al- 
lowed to  enjoy  himself  without  interruption.  Left 

to  himself,  and  doing  what  he  pleases.  Proud, 

haughty,  acknowledging  no  superior.  3Iutrif,  One 
who  obstinately  perseveres  in  disobedience.  3Ittirif, 

(or  u->J^  mutarrif)  (Riches)  seducing  and  ruining 

(a  man).^  A  bestower  of  the  comforts  of  life. 
A  o-ii/^-e  mutaraffiz,  Scattered,  dispersed,  and 

going  off.    Torn  up,  broken. 

A  ̂—jj^Ui  mutarajp^  Lifted  up,  raised,  proud. 

A  ̂ — mutaraffigh,  Who  leads  an  easy  life. 
A^-iJi<  muiarnjfik,  Benevolent,  friendly. 

A  isjji/emutaj'ajfifi,  Onewholivesa pleasantlife. 

A  L  '^'-a  mutaralihib,  One  who  contemplates, 
observes.  One  who  expects,  desires, or  wishes  with 

a  dejrree  of  aviditv.    A  guardian. 

A  ̂ ^j^  mutaralirih,  Inclined,  disposed  to  lean- 
ness or  obesity.    Brilliant,  shining,  glistening. 

Af^JLjJU  rnutaralthish,  Decorated,  adorned. 
Ai^jaJJC«  mutaruhkis,  Moved  up  and  down. 

A  ̂ji<  miitarahha^  Room  forreproach  and  ridi- 
cule. Mutarahhi^  A  gainer,  or  one  who  tries  to  gain. 

A  ̂ _;jvo  mvtaruhldh,  Compassionate,  tender. 

A^^ij^  mutarahhin,  Tinged  with  privet. 
A  (_3/^  mutarahhi,  Ascended.  Advanced. 
A  t_>J^7«!/<flrfli/?ai,Inserted, infixed, mount- 
ed, set.   3Iutarahkih,  Mounted  one  on  another. 

A  Sjicmutarahhih, Tedious,  slow, sluggish,  di- 
latory. Seated  at  ease. Wide,roomy.  Handy,  expert. 

A  ̂J^Ji'O  mutarahhil,  One  who  sets  his  foot  on 
any  tiling  (as  on  a  spade  when  digging). 

A  ̂ ^^=>JU  mutarahhin,  Firm,  strong,  well-esta- 
blished.  Grave,  staid,  steady,  sedate. 

A  ̂ J<<  mutara7nrim.  Silent,  mute.  One  who moves  the  lips  without  speaking. 

Aj«^<  mutarammiz.  One  who  speaks  by  signs. 

Tumultuous,  disordered,  confounded. 

A  ̂"ji'V  muta)-a7n7ni^  Agitated  (with  passion). 
Defiled  by  his  own  ordure. 

A  ,j<Ji<  mutarammih,  Who  sips  at  intervals. 

A  ̂yiJife  77iuta7-ammil,Widowed.  Stained  wi(h 

gore.    Mc;in,  contemptible. 
A  ̂ JU  mutaranvni/n,  Dispersed,  separated. 
A  mutaram7rn,  A  shooter  at  a  maik. 

A  ,^J!.<  7mttara7mih,  One  who  staggers  (from 

drink).    One  who  drinks  a  little. 

A  ̂ Jic  i7iuta7'a7mihh ,  One  that  slicks  his  claws in  and  adheres  firmly.  Weak,  contemptible. 

s.^-')ji<mutarniu\i]i,TYO\\h\ed,  muddy  (water). 

^  .\  ̂  jio  muiarannim,  A  singer,  huinmer,  war- 



bier.      Cooing  (dove). 

A(^ji<«  mutarannin,  Sonorous,  resounding. 
A  mutaranriiy  A  lover  who  gazes  without 

ceasing  on  his  mistress. 

A  mutaraniwih,  (A  plant)  high,  tall,  shot 

upwards.  (A  tree)  which  has  put  forth  leaves  a  se- 
cond time.  One  who  raises  (a  wind)  with  a  fan. 

(Water)  which  has  contracted  a  smell  from  a  neigh- 
bouring substance.  One  who  goes  in  the  evening. 

Ayj<-o  mutararvwi^  Terrified,  alarmed. 
A    jUmutarawwigh,{A  horse) rolling  himself. 

AuL)jiJC«ma<rw^,  Left,  relinquished,abandoned. 
Rejected,  abolished,  obsolete,  neglected,  fallen  into 

disuse.  Jl^xi***^^  t^jjii!*  matruku'listi^al,  Un- 
usual, not  practised,  disused,  obsolete.  ci3jjve  JU 

mali  matruh.  The  estate  of  a  person  deceased. 

A  0\^_jJC«  mairuhat,  Moveables,  any  thing  left 
behind  one  (either  when  leaving  a  place  or  dying). 

Unnecessary  baggage. 

A  i^^Ji<  mutarahhib,  One  who  dedicates  him- 
self to  the  service  of  God  ;  one  who  leads  the  life 

of  a  monlc  (t_-*J^]j  rahih).    A  threatener. 
A  ̂yS>JU  niutaralihil,  Loose,  soft,  flabby. 

^lSJ^  mutrl,  One  who  does  things  successively, 
with  intermissions  between  each. w 

A  i^J^mutarasnd,T)e\\cate  (plant),  tremulous 
from  its  own  weight. 

A  ̂..J'-'O  mutarayyi^  (The  vapour  sa- 
rab^  floating  up  and  down  and  glittering.  Shining 

(butter  on  the  top  of  a  pudding).  Who  delays  or 

protracts.  Assembled  (people).  Astonished.  One 

who  lubricates  his  body  with  unguents. 

A  i  a" Jio  muta7-ayyif,  Arrived  at  a  rich  and  fer- 

tile country  (such  as  they  denominate  \  ''!/")• 

A  Jio  vmtarayyik,  (The  vapour  (-_^^**»  sarah') 
shining  on  the  sands  of  the  desert. 

Aj5L«  maiz,  (v.  n.  ofj<*)  Voiding  (excrement). 

A  v_ft»-Vj;;«  mutazahif,  (Antagonists)  advancing 

mutually  to  fight  each  other. 

A  J.*-))?*  muiazahhn,  Crowded,  squeezed  toge- 
ther, thronging  (people). 

aJ\'JU  mutazassir,  Roaring,  growling  (lion). 
AjjV^  mutazaivir,  Reciprocal  in  paying  visits. 

Turned  from,  declined. 

A  JjVjvemt/^G?'aw?Z,Fellow-worker,joint-labourer. 
A  i^i)^  mutazayid,  Increased,  augmented,  mul- 

tiplied. Verbose,  talkative. 

A  jt^^mutazayigh,lx\c\meA  towards  one  another. 
A  (J-^.Vj^  mutazayil,  Distant,  departing.  Transi- 

tory.   Separated,  removed  from.  Damaged.  De- 
composed. Scattered.  Ashamed  of. 

A  mutazahhid,  Foamy,  frothy.   Hasty  in 
swearing.  One  who  takes  cream  or  butter. 

A  mvtazahh)^  Malignant,  irate,  furious. 
A  muiazahhi,  One  who  digs  (a  pit  for  a 

lion,  aJJj  zuhynt)  and  decoys  (him  into  it). 

A  CJ^'j^  mutazaitit,  Adorned  (bride). 
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A  mutazajji,  Content  (with  little). 

A  ̂ Js-jilo  mutazahzih,  Distant,  absent. 
A  1  Q^jS;*  mutazahhif,  One  who  advances. 

A  (J->-j\-o  mutazahhil,  One  who  departs,  retires. 
A  mutazaldif,  Rolled.  Retired. 

A  mutazahhin,  Slow,  dilatory.  Reluc- 

tant, unwilling,  forced  ao'ainst  one's  will. 

A ̂ 'Jf.<  mutazaJthkhir;  Full,  swelling  (sea). 
Ajj<-*  muttazir,  Criminal,  faulty. 

Ajjj^I*  mutazarrir,(^k.  garment)  furnished  with 

buttons  (^jj  ziri"),  by  which  (it)  may  be  fastened. 
A  (_fjj<<mutazarfi,  A  slanderer  of  his  brother. 

One  who  reproves  or  rebukes. 

A         muitazi^  Stedfast  in  self-controul. 

a^JSjCjc  muiaza^i^  Shaken,  agitated. 

A  j.^^*  mutaza^^m,  Teller  of  falsehoods,  liar. 

A^S-jCc  mutazaglighivi.  Who  speaks  in  a  rage. 

A^j^  mutazaffa',  Timorous,  frightened. 
A  p  5^-e?/iM<«2a/e7i/TO,Who3wallowsgradually. 

Extremely  voracious.  Who  makes  up  mouthsful. 
One  who  drinks  milk  to  excess. 

A mutazakJiir,  (A  child)  in  good  condition. 

One  who  grows, thrives.  Full,  filled  (child's  belly). 

A   ̂^ji<  mtitazakki,  Grown,   An  alms-giver. 

A^jil/o  mutazaWj,  Slidden.    A  toper  (of  wine). 

A  ̂ 'jU  mutazallih,  Tasting;  a  taster. 
A  ̂ jvo  mutazallihh,  Thrown  down.  Slidden down  a  declivity  or  a  slippery  place. 

A  (Jjlji!.*  mutazalzal,  Convulsed  by  an  earth- 
quake.   llutazaJzil,  Shaking,  quaking. 

A  |*5jvs  mutazalli^  Cracked,  chapped  (hand). 

A  I  qJj^o  mutazallif,  One  who  advances,  pre- 

cedes,^goes  before.  Separated,  scattered. 

A^)jK/e7nutazaUik,  Slidden, slipped,  fallen  down. 

Slippery.  Sleek,florid,and  well-liking.  Smart,  trim. 

A ̂ *jvo  mutazammir,  Piping  (male  ostrich). 

A  ̂ j^j^  mutazamzim,  Braying  (camel). 
A  ̂J^^J^'B  mutazammil,  One  who  wraps  up  close, 

or  hides  himself  in  his  garment. 

A  jjjverAiM<i(22'/w,Areceiver  of  weighed  or  counted 
(money).  (Verse)  of  a  just  measure,  accurate. 

AjLiji^  mulazantir,  A  pompous  walker. 
A  mutazannih,  One  who  carries  himself 

above  his  condition.  One  who  speaksfreely,  openly, 

also  imperiouslv.  Adrinker  of  water  time  after  time. 

A^jv«  mutazannikh,  Haughty,  proud-spoken. 
A  mutazannid,  Reduced  to  a  dilemma, 

nonplused,  unable  to  reply.  Angry. 

A  ̂J<^J<^  niiiiazandih,  Turned  Guebre  {^I'^j 
zindift),  become  a  worshipper  of  fire;  impious. 

Ajijiicrmttazannir,  Begirt  with  a  girdle  or  zone 

(jlij  zunnar).  Slender,  fine.  Pounded  small. 

A^"jUmuiazarvrvij,  Who  takes  a  wife:  wived. A  d$jvttmutazawKid,One  who  makes  provision 

(ii\j  zad)  for  a  journey. 

Aj"'j^  mutazawwir,  Roaring  (lion). 
A  kX»jvo  mutazahhid,  Pious,  devout,  religious. 

A  Jji*j\*m?^;a2;a/J//i, White:  pure;  bright.  Fat. 

A  Slj^io  mutazayyid,  Increased,  raised  (price  of 
provisions).  One  who  affixes,  or  adds  a  commen- 

tary or  supplement. 

Aj^5j<*wM<a2:a?/?/«'/c,(Awoman)dressing,adorn- 
ing  ;  also  who  tinges  (her)  eyes  with  a  coUyrium. 

A  (J^jvfi  mutazayyil,  Dispersed,  scattered. 

A  ;^"j^-e  mutazayyin,  Dressed,  adorned. 
A  (Jj^-o  mutazayyi,  Habited,  garbed. 

A  (j-Xc  mats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j-.jC«)  Voiding  excre- 
ment.   Seeking  (grass)  in  order  to  root  (it)  up. 

A  J^LJCo  mutasasil.  Reciprocal  in  asking. 

A  J^U«X«  mutasahih,  Engaged  in  contest  for  a 
wager.  Mutual,  reciprocal  in  taking  precedency. 

A  ̂L.Lo  mutasatil,  Joined,  connected,  arriv- 

ing, or  following  each  other. 

A  Jj>-L-Xo  mutasajil.  Mutually  boastful. 

A  jLJkic  mutasarr,  Reciprocal  in  communica- 

ting secrets  (J*m  sir7-). 

A  ̂ L»X«  mutasan^  Simultaneous  in  making haste.    One  who  makes  haste. 

A  ̂^'xA  mutasajih,  A  fornicator. A  ̂>\..*j!L«  mutasafid,  Engendering  (beasts). 
A  laiL-Xe  mutasafit,  Green,  unripe  (date). 

A\^f\^'i,<mutamkib,  Near  each  other,  adjacent. 
A  lailwi^Xo  viutasahit.  Fallen.  One  who  throws 

himself  into.    Falling  step  by  step. 

A  i^V.^^  7nutasdki,  Mutual  in  giving  drink. 

A^_^wX«??^M<a,s'a/^^V,Onewho  shams  drunkenness. 
A  I — a5l*-,Xc  mutasalif,  Connected  by  affinity,  re- 

lated by  mari'iage  (as  the  husbands  of  two  sisters). 

A  jjl*«jk<  mutasalim,  At  peace  together. 

A  ̂ L^Xs  7nutasamih,  Mutually  indulgent. 
A  |*«l.«-X«?H«/asa??i/^,One  who  pretends  to  hear. 

Published,  revealed.  Hearing  from  each  other. 

A  j^LJk-c  mutasa7ni,  Mutually  ambitious  for 

pre-eminence. 
A  lijLJk/o  mutasanid,  Assembled  under  difl^erent 

standards.  One  who  leans  or  stays  himself  upon. 

Auxiliary  to  one  another. 

AjjljuJk/e  mutasa.rvi7-,W\\o  attack  or  leap  on  one 
another.  Manifest,  apparent.One  who  shews  himself. 

A  Jjjl**.jk/«  mufasarvik,  (Camels)  which  follow 
each  other.  Quiet.  Gregarious. 

A  (-dJjl*Jk/«  mutasanih,  Tottering  (lean  cattle). 

A  (_5-jL<.X«  muiasawi,  Equal,  parallel,  straight. 

^^\to'^\'i>_^\j^SAmutasarv7yatu'l  a^Za^, Equilateral. 
A  ̂3Al*~.Lc  mutasahil,  Easy  toward  each  other. 

A  ̂L..Xo  mutasahim,  Engaged  in  casting  lots. 

Ay>\^'iic  Tinitasdyh;  Associated  in  travel. 
A  (__oA**.jU  mutasdyif,  Engaged  in  fencing. 

A  (Jj.L,*jle  mutasayil,  Confluent  (troops). 
A  Tnutasahbilih,  Assuaged  (heat). 

A  (_.wJ.*-Xc  mutasabsib,  Flowing  (water). 

A JijJko  viutasattir,  Concealed,  hidden.  Veiled. 
Cautious.  One  who  keeps  (a  thing)  at  a  distance. 
A  mutasajjim.  Rainy  (sky). 



A  i^tg***"^  mutasuhttib,  Coquettish. 

K^"^  mutasuhhij,  Excoriated,  scratcljed. 
A  J^iT'*^  mutasalihir,  One  who  rises  or  sets  out 

before  daybreak,  and  breakfasts  at  that  early  hour. 

A  ̂JS^'"*^  vitttasuhhiti,  One  who  sees  a  thing  to 
be  good,  or  who  finds  it  so. 

Ajis"^  mutasahhhhir,  A  despiser,jeerer,  mock- 
er. One  \vho  compels  (another)  to  obey.  Obliged 

to  work  for  nothing,  aiigariated. 

A  Ixir*^  viulasukhkhit,  Incensed.  Discontent- 
ed, considering  as  small.  One  who  gives  unseason- 

ably. Disapproving.  Adisliker.  S]iarp,keen(glance). 

A  ̂^^^£:~*^  mutasahhhhi,  Unwillingly  liberal. 
A  -k*  mutasaddi,  Ascending.  Seated  on 

the  upper  part.  A  follower.    A  weaver. 

A  (_-/J-*jU>  mutasarrib,  Who  creeps  into  a  hole. 

A  ̂y>j^JS^  uuitasarbil,  Dressed  in  a  shirt,  shift, 
or  covering  for  the  body  ( Jb^  sirbal). 

A  jj-*Xo  mutasarrir,  A  keeper  of  a  concubine. 

A^jJxc  matasay'ri^  Active,  quick,  hasty. 
A  rnutasarrbn,  Separate,  divided. 

A  \ajOjtJj^  mutasarmit,  (Hair)  thin  and  few. 

A  Jj^^pJI/c  mutasarwil,  In  breeches,  breeched. 
A  ̂j^Jijt  imitasarri,  One  who  keeps  privately 

a  female  slave.  One  who  plumes  himself  on  his 

liberality  ;  anxious  to  shew  his  generosity. 

A J^A*Jljcmutasattir,YsL\n  boaster,  empty  talker. 

A  ̂ Jijcmutsi^  Whatmakes  uptlienumbcr nine. 
One  who  waters  a  camel  on  the  ninth  day. 

A  j*«jUmr/<^osfl^,Wideplace,widest  part.  Mut- 
tasi^,  Large,  broad,  spacious.  Dilated.  Diffused 
(water).   The  contents  of  any  place. 

A  ̂ ^jL-jUi  mutasa^b,  Viscid,  ropy,  stringy 
(honey  or  syrup).  Thick  (phlegm  or  spittle). 

A  jjLj.'xc  mufasa^^ir,  Lighted,  flaming  (fire). 
A  j^M.ju*,i«  mutasa^i^  Grown  old  and  decrepit. 

Ended  (life).  (See  ̂ .jtj^>  tasa^ii^. 

A  jSt^'i^  mutasaffir,  About  to  take  a  journey. 
A  1^6  .„\'/c  7nM<aA(^7,  Imbued  with  :  an  imbiber. 
A  mutasaffil,  Descended.  Brought  low. 

Low,  ignoble,  mean. 
A  ia_a*«jU>  mutasahhit,  One  who  seeks  for  the 

worst  part  of  any  thing,  or  who  hunts  after  faults. 

A  pickcr-up  of  news  by  little  and  little. 

A  \^'s^'i^  7mit a sahh if fUloofed.  Created  bishop. 
A  ̂^^^L^i/c 7/i«<asaA/«,  Soaked, imbued:  bibulous. 

A  ̂Cjk/c  mutasaliki^  A  wanderer,  stroller. 
A  ̂̂ _$^ljk*  mutasahhiyi,  Poor,  impoverished. 
A  ̂^\^.^Si<>  invtasallib,  (A  widow)  in  mourning. 

 y*-Xc  mutasallij,  A  great  drinker. 

A  "^J«xJ[/«  mutasallih,  Cased  in  armour,  armed. A  ̂ yMX,Ji^>vlutasalsil,  Joined,  linked  together. 

Water  flowing  like  a  chain.  Badly-woven  (cloth). 

A  ia_L«X«  mtitasallit,  Despotic,  absolute.  In- 

vested ^with  paramount  authority. 

A  ̂L,.jk/«  m^dasalli^,  Split,  cracked,  chapped. 
A  i_jiL«Jk/«  mutasalUf,  A  borrower.  A  receiver 
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of  money  per  advance  for  foods  to  be  delivered. 

A  Jji— mutasallih,  A  climberof awall.  Rest- 
less inched  from  pain  or  grief. 

A^JL^S/«mutasallil,A.  withdrawer,  tarrier  behind. 

Who  or  what  slips  out  secretly  and  unobserved. 

A  ̂X'Ji^mutasallum ,  Delivered, consigned.  Mu- 
tasallim,  One  who  receives  any  thing  delivered,  and 

keeps  it  in  possession.  A  vicar,  a  locum  tenens,  a 

lieutenant  to  the  governor  of  a  province,  sent  be- 

fore to  take  possession  for  his  superior,  and  manage 

aflfairs  till  his  arrival.  Who  keeps  in  theright  road. 

A  |^^*»A<  viutasalVi,  Comforted,  solaced. 

A  ̂,...Xc  muttasim,  One  who  sets  a  mark  upon 
himself  whereby  he  may  beknown;  signed,  sealed. 

A  lILa^.m'iU  mutasammaty  The  front  of  a  shoe 
from  below  the  latchet  forwards. 

A  mutasarnmij,  ̂ Vho  gives  grudgingly. 

A    \v^^x<  mutasammit,  Hung  up,  suspended. 

A  mutasarnmij  A  hearer,  listener. 
A  Ci)C-Jl<i  mutasammili,  Exalted,  excellent. 

A  JJiv-JLo  viutasammil,  One  who  drinks  up  the 
remains  of  water  in  a  vessel.  (See  tasammul). 

A  (jvm^jLc  mutasammin,  Fattened,  waxed  fat. 

A^^II-«jk/«?/??<iasa7?mI,Self-named.CalIed,named, 
denominated,  designated.  High. 

A  |*i*-Xo  mutasannim,  Seated,  perched  upon. 
One  who  pounces  on  suddenly  and  unawares. 

A  «j-M-X«  mutasannih,  Several  years  old.  Old, 

changed,  corrupted,  rotten.  Mouldy  (bread). 

A  ̂J-*J^f6  mutasattm,  Old,  corrupted.  Changed, 
altered.  One  who  stays  many  years.  One  who  takes 

matters  easily  and  quietly.  (See  (J*»i)  tasanni). 

A  ̂ y*^  mutasawTvikh,  Fallen  (in  the  mire). 
A  mutasawwid,  A  man  who  marries. 

Aj^*-Xc  7)iutasawwir,  A  wearer  of  bracelets. 
A  mutasaivwih,  A  buyer,  seller,  trader. 

A  frequenteroftheraarket(j^*Jsw/j),a  market-man. 

A  cdJjl^jUi  mutasawwih,  Who  uses  a  dentifrice. 

A  |«^^,^m;/<asa/i.'WM«, Distinguished  by  a  mark 

or  distinctive  badge  (l*w«»  sima')  in  battle. 
A         i«  imttasawni,  Straight.  Even,  level. 

A  J>^L-jU  mutasahhil,  Easy.  Smooth. 

A  viatsh,  (v.  n.  of  \J:^)  Separating,  di- 
viding with  the  fingers.  Milking  (a  camel)  feebly. 

A  defect  in  the  sight.  White  specks  on  the  nails. 

A  ̂ AL'xa  mutashanm,  One  who  considers  as unfortunate  or  bad.  A  foreteller  of  evil.  One  who 

goes  towards  the  left  side  of  a  person  or  thing. 

A  ji\Ji.j>^7ni(tasliabir,  Separated  from  each  other 

only  by  the  breadth  of  a  span  {j^^^  xhibr). 
A  LibUi-jU  mutashdbik,  Intricate  (affair). 

A  ioUjk/«  mutashabih,  Like,  resembling.  Con- 

formable. Allegoric,  parabolical.  Intricate,  diffi- 

cult (a  verse  of  the  Kur  an),  of  uncertain  meaning. 

A  C^\^\L^muiashabihat,  (pi.  of  mu- 
tes/taZ^;/(fl<)Similies,allegories,metaphors.  Doubts, 

ambiguities,  intricacies. 

A  ̂jLIjU  mutashabihat,  (fern,  of  iJ^wU*  muta- 
shabih), Like.  Comparison,  resemblance. 

A  jf        mutashatim,  Full  of  mutual  revilings. 
Aj>-Lii«  mutashajir.  Mutually  hostile,  con- 

tentious.  (See  also j>-^^  tashdjiir). 

A  ̂^--J^  mutashdhh,  Mutually  tenacious. 
A  ̂j«i»-\..iX«  mutashdhhis.  Discordant  (men),  un- 

harmonious(music).  (See  also^j«>-Lij  tashdhhus). 
A  (.,><3=»-LiJU  tnutashdhhis.  Distinct,  different, 

diverse,  separate. 

A  (_-i>i'-iXo  mutashddif.  Bent,  curved  (bow). 

A  OWj'-li*  mutashdrajdt.  Girls  of  same  age. 

A  {jy^^Z^  mutashdvish,  Mutually  hostile. 
A  uiJjLiilU  mutashdrih,  Associated  in  partner- 

ship ;  a  partner. 
A  u-^jLiXo  mutashdzib.  One  who  waits  for  or 

catches  whatever  he  can  get;  everyone  for  himself. 

AjjLiJU  mutashdzir,  Regardant  of  each  other 
askance  or  with  half-shut  eyes. 

A  j^liJU  mutashdzi.  Full  of  mutual  revilings. 

A  ̂ UJU  mutashdj  A  partner. 
A  j£'\JlLc  mutashd^r,  One  who  pretends  to  be, 

or  who  fancies  himself  a  poet;  a  poetaster. 

A  iJpULio  mutashd(jhil,  People  who  keep  one 
another  employed. 

A  I  i\.L'i/o  mutashdff,  A  drinker  of  the  contents 
of  a  cup.  A  taker  of  the  whole. 

A  jjUJU  mutashdhh,  Vexatious,  troublesome 
to  one  another. 

A  i^j^\^Sjc7nutashdhis,  Mutually  cruel,  hostile. 
A  ̂l.iJk«  77Hfias/<a/i/7,  Suitable,  agreeable  to  one 

another. 

A  |_^1-iXo  mutashdhi,  Mutually  querulous. 

A  p^^*  mutashdmm.  Simultaneous  in  smelling 
at.  Approximated. 

A  Jt;l-i<j^  mutashdnn.  Old,  dried-up  (leathern- 
bottle).  Shrivelled  (skin).  Commingled. 

AjjV-iXo  mutaslidwir.  Engaged  in  consultation. 
A(_>»>jl.i-X«  mutashdwis,  One  who  looks  through 

half-shut  eyes,or  screws  hisface  from  pride  or  anger. 

A  isjLijk*  }nutashd>viz.  Reciprocal  in  cursing. 

A  I  >j\L'm  mutashdwif,  A  slighter.  Fearful. 
A  JjULI*  mutashdwil,  Reciprocal  in  spearing. 

A  ̂ )  ir'h^  7nutashdi/ij  Associated  together,  fol- 
lowing each  other.  A  partner. 

Ac^-oLijUw«<a.s/<aiiw,Onc  whograsps  strongly, 

or  infixes  his  nails  or  claws. 

A  ̂fliJU  mutashabbij  Boasting,  vain-glorious, 
priding  himself  on  what  he  does  not  possess.  One 
who  pretends  to  be  satisfied  when  he  is  not.  One 

who  eats  often.  Abundant,  replenished.  A  dili- 

jrent  searcher,  skilful  hunter. 
A  ulixiXo  mutashabbih,  Mixed,  intermixed,  in- 

tertwined, jumbled  together. 
A  f  "  v-'m"  mutashabbih,  Similar,  resembling. 

A  mutashatti,  One  who  winters. 

A  '^^^  mutashajjij  Proud  of  his  courage. 



A  ̂ iXo  mutshih,  A  smiter  (with  a  javelin). 
A]a.&''^mufashahhit, (Avfoanded  man)  rolled 

or  wallowinj^  in  his  own  blood. 

A  (^j«aii****  mutashakhkkis,  Separated :  distinct. 

A^jJLiKmutashaddikh,  Broken(pateor  apple). 
A  a"  mutashaddid,  Hard,  strong.  Severe. 

Difficult.  Stingy,  avaricious. 

A  ̂ jwiJw  mzitashaddik,  One  who  aims  at,  af- 
fects eloquence.    Who  mouths  much  in  speaking. 

A  j3wiX«  mutashazzir,  One  who  passes  the  train 
of  a  garment  through  the  legs  and  tucks  it  up  to 
the  breast.  A  lion. 

A jZSArnHttashir,One  who  requests  that  histeeth 
may  be  sharpened  and  made  thin  by  the  female 

professor  of  this  art. 

A  mutasharrib,  Imbibing:  what  drinks 

up,  bibulous.  Spreading:  contagious. 

A  ̂ j^^M  mutasharrid,  Dispersed,  put  to  flight. 

A  )s>j.Lj^  mutasliarrit,  Attentive,  regardful. 

A  ̂ Lj^  mutasharri^  Skilled  in  law :  orthodox. 

A  I  iy^JLic  mutasharrif,  Honoured.  High- 
minded.  Handsome.  (See  i  ijJ:3  tasharruf). 

A  ̂ 'yiM>  mutasltarrik,  Basking  in  the  sun,  ex- 
posed to  the  sun.  Sun-beat. 

A  {^^zStcmutasharrih,  A  partner,  sharer. 
A  mutasharrhn,  Ripped,  torn. 

A  (jr^Lo  mutasharri,  A  sectary. 

AjJ^jU  mutashazzir,  Provoked,  angry. 
A  mutashazzin,  An  opponent  in  a  con- 

troversy. Prepared,  ready.  Rough,  hard,  thick. 

A  ̂  ." rmitashazzi,  Splintered,  shivered. 
A  ul-ut-i^  mutasha^^h.  Divided,  branched. 

A  (^»LijU  mutasha^^s,  Soiled  with  dust.  Dis- 
persed, scattered.  A  little  eater.  Matted  (hair). 

AjjtiJL*  mutasha^^r,  Hairy  (unborn  foetus). 

Ai^-pJL.'S^inutasha^^l,  Kindled,  lighted:  fiery. 
AjJtjLM  mutashaghghir,  (A  camel)  that  travels 

well.  Far  gone  in  wickedness. 

A  ̂fl-i-jk*  mutashajfi^  An  intercessor,  advocate. 
A  j_g.2i:JUi  mutashajfl.,  Appeased,  pacified. 
A  ̂-iji-o  mutiashik,  One  who  cuts  (meat)  into 

long  slices  after  (it)  has  been  parboiled. 

A  |jiLi.jL«  imitashakhali  or  mutashakkik,  Split 
into  several  parts.  Vivid,  glaring  (lightning). 

aS.Jl'J^'C  mutashahkir,  Grateful,  thankful. 
AuiUwJ/o  mutashakkik,Donht\ng,  scrupulous. 

A  ̂J^  L'iy'  mutashakkal,  Formed.  Produced. 
Transformed.  Beautiful.  Half-ripe  (grape).  Mu- 
tashakhil,  Like,  resembling. 

Aj_^wJ/c  mutashakki,  A  complainer,  bemoaner, 
lamenter  :  querulous.   Afflicted,  pained,  diseased. 

A  ̂yjllzStc  mutashalshil,  (A  boy)  making  wa- 
ter drop  by  drop.  (A  sword)  dripping  with  blood. 

(Urine)  coming  away  drop  by  drop.  Lean,  spare. 
A  i^X^^mutashammit,  Disappointed  of  booty. 

A ̂ ^y^  mutashamkhir,  Proud,  haughty. 
Ajiz^^o  mutashammir,  Prepared,  become  ready 
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for.  (A  gum)  sticking  close  to  the  roots  of  the  teeth. 

A^j^Z^  mutashanimiz,  Contacted,  knit(brow). 
Changed  (colour  of  the  face). 

A  f^^'J^  mutashammis,  Exposed  to  the  sun. 
Strong,  powerful.  Very  avaricious. 

A  i^jixitJljt  mutashammis,  One  who  restrains 

himself.  Wrinkled,puckered,contracted,shrivelled. 

A  horse  whose  paunch  is  loaded  with  green  fodder. 

A  (J.»  mutashammil,  Covered,  concealed. 
Dressed  in  over-alls,  surtout,  or  upper  coat. 

Aj»<,-iX«  mutashammim.  One  who  smells  gently. 

A  ̂ -^T"*  mutashannij ,  Shrivelled,  wrinkled. 

A  ̂^^j^'^  mutashaimi^M-ounted  on  horseback. 
Armed :  ̂prepared  for  battle.  (See  ̂ ^Jl^  tashannu^ ) 

Ai»_aA-i^  mritashannif, Decked  with  ear-rings. 
A  ̂J^„i.X«  mutashannin,  Old,  worn  out.  Dried, 

shrivelled,  wrinkled,  wizened,  shrunk,  contracted. 

A  mutashawrviz,  Dressed  in  a  turban. 

A  j'y^J'^  mutashawwir.  Ashamed. 

A^^y^'J^  wn^iasAawwisA,  Disturbed, disordered. 
Al»j-i;,-«?n?itos7da7fmi,One  whotireshis  (horse). 

A  (__i^wlll<)  mutashawwif.  Combed,  dressed(dam- 
sel).   (See  also  tashawwuf). 

A  ̂ ^Z^  mutasltawroik,  Wishful,  desirous. 
A  mutashawwik,  Beset  with  thorns. 

A i'^.Llic ?nutasha7vrvih, Altered:  unrecognisable. 
A  S^Z^nmtasha]iIdd,One  who  makes  a  profes- 

sion of  faith.  (See  tashahhud.) 

A  ̂ y^^J^  mutashahhil,  Faded  (complexion). 

A^^_^.i.X«OT^^^as/^a/i/ia',Desi^ed,longedfor.  Mu- 
tashahhi,  Desirous,  eager,  longing  more  and  more. 

A  muttashl,  (A  sick  person)  restored  to 
health.  Healed,  consolidated  (broken  bone). 

A  ̂-S.:^*  mutashayyihh,  A  pretender  to,  or  an 

assumer  of,  the  character  of  a  -^Zt  shaykh,  i.e.  of 
an  elder,  a  venerable  or  learned  person. 

A\3LxL.'2Amutashayyit,^uTnt,scoYc}ied,  parched. 
Lean  by  reason  of  excessive  venery. 

A  ̂^^.\Jl^■l>  mutashaytin.  Devilish,  satanical. 

A  ̂ -i^  mutashayyi^  A  sectary  of  Aliy ;  sheah. 

A  ̂ -i^  mutashayyim,  Entered  (into).  Like 
unto  (a  father).  Grey,  hoary. 

A  mutasahb,  One  who  drinks  the  re- 

mains of  water  in  a  pot  (&^Ijuo  svhabat). 

A  (^V^aju)  mutasaln.  Amorously  inclined. 
A  lLsLaXc  mutasdtt.  Fighting  together. 

A  (  jiiUaX«  mutasadif,  One  who  meets  with. 

A  ̂^\taij<>  mutasadik.  Mutually  sincere,  true. 

A  piiLi^X*  mutasadim,  Struck  together,  clashed. 

A  ̂[.tolio  mutasarim,  Sundered,  severed. 

A  ̂ _     .^'l^  mutasahb.  Difficult,  hard,untract- 
able,  troublesome. 

A  ̂K^AXA  mutasa^d,  Superior,  above.  Difficult 

(thing).  Ascended,  on  the  move  upwards. 

A^^'^^ai.i^mutasaghir, JAtile'm  one's  own  esteem. 

A^LaXo  mutasajih.  Mutual  in  shaking  hands. 
A  ̂ LojU  mutasafik.  Mutual  in  shaking  hands 
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on  striking  a  bargain. 

A  ̂^LajUi  vmtasajin,  (A  company  of  travellers) 
dividing  amongst  themselves  (water  in  the  desert). 

A  ̂jLa'jk*  mutasafi,  Mutually  honest,  upright. 

A  ̂ jo^  mutasdlih,  At  peace  together. 

A  ̂ Lau*  mutasalihh,  One  who  shams  deafness. 
aJ^I^ou*  mutasdmm,  One  who  shams  deafness. 
A  ̂^^\.^a.Jl^  mutasdwil,  Mutual  in  assaulting, 

leaping  at,  springing  upon,  attacking,  assailing. 

A  ̂ Ua^  mutasdyih,  Mutual  in  crying  aloud. 
Split,  cracked  (sword-sheath). 

A  ̂ ^Lou*  mutasabbib,  Poured  out ;  falling. 

A  ̂_Ka.*j«  mutasabbih,  An  early  comer,  who arrives  betimes.  One  who  sleeps,  amuses  himself, 
or  eats  in  the  morning. 

A  Ji/oIU  mutasabbir,  One  who  affects  patience 

sabr),  or  who  imposes  a  restraint  on  himself. 
A  t—jwoxiaXo  mutasabsib,  Elapsed,  well-nigh 

spent.    Scattered ;  lost. 

A  (J!-^^  mutasabbi,  A  gay  deceiver. 

A  ̂ SjAmc  mutasatti^  One  who  goes  to  and  fro. 
Irresolute,  vacillating. 

A  j4ri^*ali<i  m2/to,sa^^f»i,  A  leaper,  passer  rapidly  by. 

A  L-flS.* 

mutasahhif,  An  incorrect  reader. 

A  Li'^^jo^mutasaddidfVacmg,  standing  opposite. 

Aj^to^  mutasaddir.  Seated  in  the  chief  seat. 

A  ̂S-aLi<iTOi/<asaJ(Z?^,Importunate,  troublesome. 
Cleft,  split,  divided.  Scattered. 

A  (_Jj>*aXc  mutasaddif,  Face-averted. 

A  ̂'s^a^  mutasaddik,  A  giver  or  asker  of  alms. 
A  ̂ s^'J^  mutasaddl.  One  who  turns  away  the 

face,  opposes,  or  objects.  One  who  attempts,  pre- 
sumes, dares,  is  intent  upon.  Any  inferior  officer 

of  government,  a  clerk,  accomptant. 

A  ̂^a^jnutasarrikh,One  who  roars :  screamer. 

A  i__jJ«au/«  mutasarraf,  Whatever  is  in  one's 
power  or  possession,  eus  u-J;*aX«  mutasarraf fihi, 

Possessed,  used.  (_ij«xic  j^S-  ghayr  mutasarraf, 

Out  of  one's  power  (as  a  bird  in  the  air,  or  a  fish 
in  the  water).  Mutasarrif  A  possessor,  occupant, 

enjoyer,  master.  A  taker.  One  who  uses  his  own 
discretion.  Guilty  of  embezzlement.  Profuse,  ex- 

travagant. Dexterous.  Declined.  «if«aw«  L^-^ji" 
humati  mutasarrifa,  The  thinking  faculty. 

A  j^/^a^  mutasarrim.,  Cut  off,  rescinded.  Dex- terous, clever. 

A  u>.*^aX«  mutasaf^d,  High.  Hard,  difficult. 

Aj**au*  mutasa^r.  Spherical.  Wry  (face). 

A  (X-ajt.aX«  mutasa^i^,  Separated,  divided,  dis- 
persed (especially  those  who  quit  the  line  of  battle). 

Thinned,  broken  (rank).  Timid,  pusillanimous, 

cowardly,  abject,  dejected.  One  who  loses  (friends). 

Dissipating,  disastrous  (fortune). 

AijM^^a::^mutasa^ik,'Poor,  indigent.  Moulted. 
A  u-A*ai«  muttasif  Praiseworthy.  Qualified, 

endued,  marked  with  an  epithet.  Described.  A 
describer.    Mutually  laudatory. 
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A  ̂A-dlUmutasaffih, One  who  looks  at  the  broad 
oroutsifleofa  thing.  Searcher,  examiner,  inspector. 

A  ̂jSLalU  muta.iaffik, (Ac!ime\)that  moves  from 

side  to  side.  Irresolute,  vacillating.  One  who  en- 
counters, opposes,  meets. 

A  jj-'oi*  muttasil,  Contiguous,  adjoining,  con- 
junct, near,  continual.  Conjunctive.  One  who  accosts 

a  person  courteously.  ThclettcrjTi'aw.  J-ajU(_A— 3 
nasahi  muttaxil,  An  unhroken  line  of  ancestry. 

A%^alic)nuttasilan,Conl\nua.]]y.  Contiguously. 

A  *Laio  muttasilat,  An  affixed  pronoun. 

A  ̂yjaLa'S<  mutasalxiJ,  Loud,  rumbling  (thun- 
der). ^Clattering,  tinkling,  jingling  (ornaments). 

A  ̂ ^X*  vuttasalli^  (The  sun)  breaking  forth 
from  behind  a  cloud  and  reaching:  the  meridian. 

A  mutasallif,  A  boaster,  bracrgart. 

A  JjLa:ic7?!i/<asa//</t,Crying(womanin  labour). 

Wallowing  (beast).    Plunging  in  water. 

A  [_^-a:u  mtitasalla',  (A  stick)  straightened  by 
fire.  MutasalU,  Burnt.  Warmed  (at  the  fire). 

Aj<«aIU  mutasammir,  One  who  exposes  himself 
to  the  sun.  Strong,  powerful.  Very  avaricious. 

Imprisoned,  confined,  kept  in  durance. 

A  ̂ ta'^mntasainmi^^tzmeU  with  blood, and 
sticking^together  (feathers  of  an  arrow). 

A  ̂-l«a;'/c?««fa5a»?2i^,  Adorned,  decorated.  One 
who  shews  off  his  skill.  Anxious  to  pass  off  well. 

Specious  ;^one  whose  words  and  actions  agree  not. 
A  I  aJwowo  mutasannif,  Excoriated  (lip).  (A 

plant)  ready  to  burst  into  leaf. 

A  {^'tjo^mutamrvrvih,  Heavy,  falling  (rain). 
High  ground  sloping  downwards. 

A^ya'^rmitasawrvih,  Divided,  parted  (hair). 
A  rmitasarcrvar,  Imagined.  3Iutasaw- 

rvir,  An  imaginer,concei  ver.  Considerate,  reflective. 

(A  blow  or  stab)  which  inclines  or  verges  towards. 

Imagined.    Imaginable,  conceivable,  possible. 

A  ̂   ta  mutasawTvi^  Dispersed  (people). 
Dishevelled  (hair). 

A  (  ij-ta-'J,^  miitasanwif,  Obscure,  mystical 
(speech).  A  sufI,  soph,  or  mystic. 

A  j)^)^'^  mutasann-ih,  (or  ̂ '^^a^  mntasaw- 
n'ik)  Bedaubed  with  one's  own  dune. 

A  ̂Jy^o^  mutasawTvin,  Careful  (of  one's  self). 

A  i^^^'Sk  mvtasaivmi,  Sloping. 

A  c^ju'J^  mutasayyid,  Devoted  to  hunting. 
s  JIjcCa  mntasayyir,  Who  takes  after  his  father. 

A  \  ajk-iolic  imitasayyif,  A  sumnier-sojourner. 

A  ̂'-<iio  ??m/flzq;m,  Wry-mouthed.  An  op- 
ponent, rcsistcr. 

A  mvtazahih.  Laughing  together. 

A  3La:;:/o«??i<araiZrf,Mutually  opposed, contrary. 

A  jLal^  miitazarr,  Suited.  Mutually  injurious. 

A  L.-'jl-Al*  rmitazarib,  Distracted,  fighting  to- 
gether, beating  one  another. 

A  i^j\JCio  mutazm-iSyXJneven,  skew  (building). 
A  i„jiff-\w3u/«  mutaza^f,  Increased  to  twice  as 
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much,  doubled. 

A  iai^'wialio  miitazayhit,  Crowded,  huddled. 

A  (^'wOl^  7/i(/^aro^/i(«,  Full  of  mutual  enmity. 
A  I  j'-oCi*  mutazaff,  (A  herd  of  camels  running 

to  water)  pressing,  crowding  on  one  another. 

A ^'wiauUi  miitazajir,  Confederate,  auxiliary. 
mutazajit,  Compact,  firm  (flesh). 

A  j^Li;*  mutazafin,  Mutual  in  giving  help. 

A  JiLalic  ?«»^a^a»i7«,  Joined,  heaped,  compact. 
Drawn  towards,  assembled  round. 

A  I  ii>\..a::/c  mutazayif,  Near,  close  to  the  side. 

Narrow  (river).    (See  i  BJ.Ua!)  tazayuf.) 

A  ̂X^al^A  mutazayik,  Narrow,  straitened  (in 
mind  or  place). 

A  JjliaX«/«?/<a2raj?7,Slender,sraall, contemptible. 

A  i^*'tM^':<mntazahbib,  Fat,  short-necked  (boy). 
A  laAAali*  mutazahhit,  One  who  seizes  by  force. 

A^fr^^  mntazajjir,  Distressed,  oppressed,  in- 
jured, afflicted,  lamenting.  Restless. 

A  j^****  mutazajji^  Indolent,  sitting  still. 

A  ̂ *aj^  muttazih,  Manifest,  evident,  clear. 
A  uils:**^  vmtazahhik,  A  laugher,  mocker. 
A  mutazahhi,  A  diner  in  the  forenoon. 

A  Cj>j^aJjc  mntazarrib,  Beaten.  Agitated,  dis- 
turbed, uneasy,  shaking. 

A  ̂J-ialic  mutazarrij,  Stained  with  blood.  Ro- 

seate (cheek).  Wide-spread  (lightning's  flash"). 
A  J  J  "  mutazarrir,  Scattered.  Injured, 

harmed,  oppressed. 

A  ̂ _j>o^  mutazarri^  Humbled  ;  a  suppliant. 

A  j^-^^  mittazarrim,  Kindled  (fire  or  rage). 

A  ̂^tolic  muttazi^  Humbled,  lowly:  lowered, 
disgraced.    Mean,  despicable,  vile. 

A  ̂ ^oxjo^  mutaza^i^  Submissive,  one  who 
humbles  himself.  Asuppliant.  Shaken, overthrown. 

A  1  flJUau*  mittaza^^f,  Regarded  as  weak,  ob- 
scure and  contemptible.  Mutaza^^f,  One  who 

looks  on  as  weak  ((_ai*o  ;r(j^7/').Obscure,despised. 
A  ̂ Liic  mutazaUi^  Filled,  satiated,  glutted. 

A  ̂ jeC^miUazainmihh,  (A  body)anointed  with sweet  unguent. 

A  st-a'JA)  77) uiazcmmid,  Bandaged  (wound). 

A^i^aiU  mutazammir,  Fallen  away,  wrinkled, 
slirnnk,  wizened  (face).  Slender  about  the  middle. 

A  ̂^jX->a:^  mntazammin,  What  comprehends, 
contains,  includes.  A  surety,  bondsman,  sponsor. 

A^^wiio  mntazuKwij,  Meandrous  (river). 

A  j''^^a::^ormitazawnnr,  One  who  throws  himself 
from  side  to  side  in  a  conflict.  One  who  writhes 

(from  pain,  &c.).  (SeCj^^aii  tazan-wnr.) 

A  ̂ j!-^  miiiazaivTvi^  (Musk)  fragrant  when 
stirred.    (See  ̂ yoi  tazamwu^) 

A  ̂J^'^J£L:^cmutazav;wik, 'Besmeared  (with  one's own  dung). 

A  (^jUx:*  mutazawn-if,  Any  one  standing  in  the 
dark,  that,  by  the  light  ofa  fire,  he  may  see  people. 

A  ̂ -a^  mutazayyih,  One  who  comes  to  a  cis- 

tern  after  the  greater  part  of  the  water  has  been 

drunk.  Diluted,  thinned  (milk).  A  drinker  of 
milk  mixed  with  water  (^Vjlo  zayah). 
A  iiiutazayyi^,  Fragrant  (musk). 

A  i — aiolio  mutazayyif,  Near  setting  (sun).  In- 
clined.   Become  a  guest  ((_flxo  zayf). 

A  JiA-au*  mutazayyih,  Hemmed  in,  straitened. 

A  Jjj'iali*  r/iiitatabik,  Suited,  agreeable  to. 

A  ̂^_pj'laZ«  rniitatansh,  A  feigner  of  deafness. 
A  ̂jUali*  mulatarih,  (Camels)  which  follow 

one  another  and  tread  in  each  other's  steps. 
mutatattis,  One  who  hangs  his  head. 

Low,  trodden  (ground). 

A  j^UalU  mutata^m,  Billing  (doves). 

A  ̂^^Jalic  mittaia^n,  Mutual  in  spearing. 
A  Jj'ia:;*  miitataU,  Eager  to  see,  on  tip-toe. 

A  f^K'^alfO  mutatamin,  Quiet.  Confident. 

A  ̂jUaX«  viutatdnih,  Engaged  in  throwing 
date-stones  at  each  other. 

A^Ualic  7»«^a^a/i'?^, Diligent.  Laborious,pains- 
taking.   Humble,  submissive,  obedient,  compliant. 

A  Jjllali*  mutatarvil,  Eager  to  see,  on  tip-toe. 
Lofty  from  pride.  Victorious.  Long. 

A  jfcllaX«  mutatdhir,  Cleansed,  purified. 

A j>)^a^mutatdyir,  Scattered,  flying  about  here 
and  there.  Sky-covering  (cloud). 

A  '  "        mutatibb,  A.  practitioner  in  medicine. 
A  1  ̂XW:^  mittatabbib,  A  student  of  the  art  of 

medicine.  A  medical  practitioner. 

A  ̂Vi',U  viutatabbi^  Implanted  by  nature,  in- 
nate. One  who  forces  himself  to  do  a  thing  con- 

trary to  his  nature.   Full,  filled  (i-iver  or  cup). 
A   ijIialUi  mutatabbik,  Agreeable  to,  suitable. 

A  ̂ Air^miitatafihtikhyBhck.  A  black  cloud. 

Clouds  piled  one  upon  another.  Weak-sighted. 
A  mutatarrih,  One  who  moves  briskly 

from  joy  or  pain.  Asinger.  One  who  makes  cheer- 
ful and  exhilarates. 

A^i^X*  mutatarrih,  A  tired,  languid  pace. 

A yj^al^  mutataiTiz,  Embroidered  (hem). 

A  (jjjjkli*  mutatarris,  Squeamish,  dainty,  fas- 
tidious, choice,  nice,  particular. 

A  (^Jlalic  iiiutatarrixh,  Convalescent. 
A  (  jjiali*  inutatarrif,  (A  camel)  grazing  at  the 

edge  of  a  field,  and  not  mixing  with  the  others. 

A  ̂jjV?'>  mutatarrih,  Who  opposes,  meets,  en- 
counters, thwarts.  A  leader,  conductor. 

A  jyiali*  viutatarrim,  A  stammerer,  stutterer. 
A  speaker  in  a  low  tone  or  whisper. 

A  ̂-Vi>  mutata^^ui,  A  taster,  trier,  sipper. 
A  mtitataglighim,  One  who  shams  igno- 

rance or  foUv. w 

A  J.6Vi:;»«  mutataJfH,  An  uninvited  guest. 
A  t^^JJaXo  rnutatallib,  Inquisitive.  A  seeker. 

A  (^-Vi:;^  mutatallis,  Erased,  cancelled. 

A  jJialUi  mutatalli^  One  who  looks  at,  waits 
for.    Informed,  apprized  of.  {See  tatallu^) 



A  ̂-J^^  mutatalUJi,Ci\l]ed,  chosen.  (S  ee  jJuaJ . ) 
A  j_^la:i«  mM<flia//i,  Anointed,  smeared,  daubed. 
A  mutatammis,  Obliterated,  erased. 

A  f^^^siyA  muttatin,  Accustomed  to ;  frequenter. 

A  ̂jJlaXo  mutatawwih,  A  wanderer,  vagrant. 

A  ̂j3a^  tnutatawrvi^  Obedient.  A  volunteer 
(in  a  holy  war),  A  doer  of  worksof  supererogation. 

A  u-Sjtla^  mutatarvwif,  One  who  moves  round. 

A  ̂j^ialU)  mutatawwih,  Adorned  with  a  chain 
or  a  collar:  collared. 

A  (J^ialio  mutatarvwil,  A  favourer,  benefactor. 

A  rmitatawKi,  Coiled  up  (serpent). 

A^^iaXo  mutatahhii',  Purified,  cleansed,  washed. 
Sanctified. 

A  ̂^Jajk^  mntatahhU,  Stale,  stinking  (meat). 

Changed  (colour  or  taste  of  water). 

A  nmtatahhim,  One  who  loathes  (food). 

Sated,  wearied,  tired,  disgusted. 

A  i^^'^'J^7nutatayi/ib,  Embalmed.  Perfumed. 

A^la^  mutatayyihh,  Defiled,  dirtied. 
Aj-aIsI*  mutatat/7/ir,WhQ  views  as  abad  omen. 

A  f^la'Jjo  mutatayyin,  Bedaubed  with  mire. 

A  ̂^^^^A^  mutazalhn,  Employed  in  injuring  one another.   Reciprocal  in  complaining  of  injuries. 

A  j&l!lal«mM<a2raAi7',  Joined  back  to  back.  Mu- 
tually auxiliary.  One  who  throws  (another)  on  his 

back  zuhr). 

A  L-z^f^'-'ic  mutazahzib,  Slightly  impressive. 
A  u^J^JolU  mutazarrif,  An  affecter  of  elegance. 

A  "iliyc^lalic  mutazarmitat,  Muddy,  clayey  (soil). 
A ̂ la^  mntazajpr,  Victorious,  triumphant. 

A^i-Jal«  mutazaUil,  Shaded,  over-shadowed. 

A  j»iJall«  mutazallim,  Darkened,  obscure.  In- 
jured, oppressed,  aggrieved.  A  wronger.  Acom- 

plainer  of  wrongs,  p  1>\^  li^ii  ̂ J^ili*  mutazallimi 
dad-khrvah, ^An  oppressed  person  demanding  jus- 

tice. A  (j;^JJa;i«7??i<^o2a/Zmm,  (pi.  oblique)  Accu- 
sers 5  complainers  of  wrong  and  injustice. 

A  (j^JalUi  mutazannin,  (or  jj-Sii^  mutazannT) 
One  who  thinks,  opines,  surmises,  or  suspects. 

A^jpalU  mutazahhir,  A  pronouncer  of  a  formula 
of  divorce  upon  his  wife.  Protected,  propped  up, 

backed.  One  who  goes  at  noon. 

A  ̂iic  mat^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lo)  Advancing  (as  the 
day).  Being  tall,  long.  Dipping,  preponderating 

(a  scale).  Enjoying,  reaping  the  advantage.  Car- 

rying away.  Wat^oT  mut^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Regard- 
ing (one)  as  a  liar.  Being  elevated  (the  vapour 

L-J^j»*>  sarab).  Being  tight  (a  rope).  Being  of  a 
deep  red  (wine).  Being  liberal  and  beneficent. 

Being  ingenious.  Being  graceful  and  elegant.  3Ii- 

ta^or  wMta^  (Tpl. of'iMmit^t or  miit^t)  Fruits, 
advantages.  Victuals  sufficient.  Matta^,  May 
(God)  grant,  or  permit  freely  to  enjoy  ! 

A  m.uta^tib,  Mutually  recriminative. 
A  oUlic  muta^dd,  In  number  over  (10,000). 

A  JoljOi*  muta^dil,  Parallel  to  each  other. 
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A  jj'iiUlc  muta^di,  Mutually  hostile.  Incon- 
venient (place).  (See  ̂^lilao  ta^di). 

A  &>iiU;;«  muta^diyat,  Stony  (ground)  full  of 
hollows ;  uneven  with  stones  or  clods. 

Aj\m  muta^rr,  One  who  lies  awake  and  rolls 
on  his  bed,  howling  and  making  a  noise. 

A  muta^riz,  Contrary,  opposed  to 
each  other.  Engaged  in  imitating,  or  doing  any 

thing  like  one  another.  Conflicting,  contradictory. 

A  \^j^Mmuta^rif,  Well  known  to  each  other. 
Common  usage. 

A  'iiiJ^Mi  muta^rifiyat,  Celebrity,  notoriety. 
A  (JjUii*  muta^zil,  Remote,  removed,  retiring, 

receding,  withdrawing  from  each  other. 

A  {^^oCtc  rmtta^zi,  Reciprocal  in  consoling  or 
exhorting  to  the  exercise  of  patience. 

Aj*k)\jwom?ite^5MV,  Difficult.  Hard,  firm.  Mu- 
tually perplexed. 

m?<fa^a.s/t?>, Intimate,  familiar,  mixed. 

ynuta^sht,  One  who  feigns  blindness, 
ignorance,  purblindness,  or  nyctalopia. 

A  (  alsljCio  muta^tif,  Inclined  to  each  other. 

A  i^Joln^*  muta^ti,  One  who  takes  any  thing 
to  eat  or  drink.  Mutual  in  sending  presents. 

A  JialjCo  mutaf^zil,  Fastened  together  when 
coupling  (dogs  or  locusts). 

A  m.vta^zim,Vrovi(i,  haughty,pompous. 
Equal  in  greatness. 

A  j^jblxli*  muta^zi,  Mutually  injurious. 
A  '   »  *1  ■»     viuta^kib,  Successive,  following, 

pursuing.  Subsequent.  Afterward,  lijj^^  ̂_  ...'iU'J^ 
muta^Mbu''l  wurud,  Coming  successively. 
&fsUx«  samarati  muta^hiba,  Fruits  following  in 
their  seasons. 

A  i^'UlU  muta^kid,  Leagued,  confederate. 
A  jilslve  rrmta^kir,  Reciprocal  in  wounding  or 

killing.  Rival  in  hamstringing  cattle. 

A  mvta^kim,  Successive,  alternate. 

A mntn^kir,  Mixed  together  pell-mell. 

A  tM>\x^ 

X«  muta^Ms,  Inverted,  turned. 

muta^Mz,  Engaged  in  a  contention 
for  glory.  Mutually  contentious  or  boastful. 

A  (JIjC^  wiwia^a/, High, sublime,  p (JlOe 

lihudayi  m,uta^l,  The  most  high  God. 

A  13 ̂J***  muta^ll,  A  hard  camel-driver. 

A  jJLat-lL/c  muta^lim,  Known  to  each  other ; known  of  all. 

A  f^^f^  muta^li,  High,  lofty,  exalted.  One 
who  draws  near. 

A  (^jmmIjC*  niuta^imis,  A  feigner  of  ignorance. 

A  (^jixUXe  muta^mish,  Negligent,  remiss. 

A  ̂J/«l*;i«  muta^mil,  United  by  commerce. 
A  jnuta^mi,  One  who  shams  blindness. 

A  ̂^l*U^o  muta^nik,  Mutual  in  embracing. 

A  muta^wid,  Returned  home  in  a  tu- 
multuous manner  (two  contending  parties). 

A jj\jC«  muta^war,  Borrowed.  Muta^rvir, 

Reciprocal,  alternate  in  doing  (any  thing). 

A  muta^wiz,  Acceptor  of  a  substitute. 
A  uiJjl*llo  muta^wik,  Engaged  in  combat. 

A  mnta^win,  Leagued  for  mutual  aid. 

A  iOjl*Jw«  muta^wanat,  A  middle-aged  and 

strong  woman. 

A  liJsUli*  muta^hid,  Confederate,  covenanted. 
A  muta^yib,  (or  muta^yir) 

Employed  in  mutual  upbraidings. 

A  L  mut^b,  Fatigued,  tired.  3Tut^b,  One 
who  fatigues  or  overworks.  Toilsome.  A  filler  (of 

a  vessel).  Broken  again  (a  bone,  after  having  been 

consolidated).    An  owner  of  jaded  cattle. 

A  {^xiCje  muta^bbib,  Addicted  to  wine. 

A  mat^bat,  A  place  of  fatigue. 

A  liXcUi  muta^bbad,  A  place  of  worship.  3Iu- 

ta^bbid,  Devout,  religious  overmuch.  Refrac- 
tory, stubborn  (camel).  One  who  fatigues  by  driv- 
ing. One  who  receives  as  a  servant  (^SxS-  ̂ bd). 

aCL>\^jjC/o  muta^bbadat,  The  ceremonies  and 
sacrifices  prescribed  in  the  pilgrimage  to  Mecca. 

A^jJxjC<nmta^bbis,¥rovvmng,CTahhed,austere, 

A  (Jv^jjC*  viuta^bhil,  Prevented.  Not  prohi- bited from  any  thing. 

A  'isC^o  mit^t  or  mut^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ u)  Perform- 
ing the  ceremonies  at  Mecca,  making  the  sacred 

visitation  called  S^^-ff-  ̂ tmrat.  Taking  a  wife  on 
the  condition  of  dismissing  her  after  a  few  days 

cohabitation,  (pi.  mita^and  muta^  Use,  en- 
joyment, advantage,  benefit.  A  moderate  supply 

of  provisions,  enough  to  live  upon.  Game  or  food 
which  one  is  permitted  to  enjoy.  A  rope  and  a 

leathern  bucket.  3Iiii^t,  (v.n.  of  ̂ X«)  Carrying 

away.  A  present  to  a  woman  divorced  from  her 
husband.  A  bucket,  an  urn.  A  rope  for  buckets. 

^  'ifiijc  muf^tii''l  hajj,  A  performing  of  the  sacred 
visitation  called  'ij^  ̂ imrai  along  with  the  pil- 

grimage. ij^Ua)^  jUXc  mut^tu^t  talak,  Money  and clothes  civen  to  a  wife  at  the  time  of  divorce, 

A  i^^'JjCMmuiapattib,Angry,sco]d\ng,  chiding, 

A  cLokjoLo  muta^ttit,  Inconstant,  unstable  in one's  words. 

A         muta^itiid,  Ready,  skilful  (in  any  art). 

A  muta^ttik,  Quick,  instantaneous. 
A  &S3Ci/c  muta^ttik,  One  who  feigns  ignorance 

or  stupidity.  Confused,  stupid,  bereft  of  sense. 

(See  ilfO  ta^ttuh). 

AjJxXo  muta^tti,  Proud,  exorbitant. 
A muta^ssir,  A  stutterer,  stammerer. 

A  ,3i«jI/o  muta^ssik,  Confused,mixed  (clouds). 

A  ̂̂ ^^ZsCi^muta^skilormuta^skaljVerj  branchy 
and  laden  with  clusters  (palm-tree). 

A  «_-*)u«J^  muta^slib,  Lean,  in  bad  condition. 
A  i_  -  <^  muta^jjib,  Astonished,  amazed. 

Filled  with  admiration.  Wonderful,  strange. 

p  ajljk^**  muia^jjibana,  Wondrous. 

A^?**  vmta^jjy,  (A  house)  full  of  smoke. 



AjJ^"^  mnta^jjir.  Wrinkled  with  fat  (belly). 

A  (j"-^^  miita^ijjis,  Proud,  haughty. 
A  j/iutu^Jjil,  llasty,  one  who  seizes  has- 

tily. One  w  ho  sends  home  milk  to  his  friends  be- 
fore the  milking  is  finished. 

A  i^j^"^  inuta^jjln,  (A  camel)  filled  with  fat. 

A  i_i_s?**  mtita^ijjinat,  Tat  (she-camel)  that 
gives  little  milk.  A  crowd,  multitude. 

A  bS^^  7/n/?fl^ay///(,  One  who  feigns  ignorance. 
A  tSjjtic  miita^ddid,  Many,  various.  In  num- 
ber over  (10,000).  Ready,  prepared,  expeditious. 

A  (_j3jiX«  muta^ddi,  Who  or  what  passes  by, 
or  from  one  to  another.  Active,  transitive,  causal 

(verb).  A  transgressor,  wicked  wretch,  scoundrel. 

(People)  infected  by  a  contagious  disorder:  dying 
one  after  another. w 

A,  iijU/c»n<fa^«.r2'ir,DifiicuU,impossible.  Stained, 
besmeared.  Effaced  (vestige).  An  apologist.  De- 

serving of  pardon.    (See ta^zzur.) 

A  J^jtXc  muta^zzil,  Patient  under  reproof. 

A  i_«yj)Ok/o  miita^irrib,  One  who  lives  amongst, 
and  becomes  like  an  Arabian.  Not  a  pure  Arabian. 

A  muta^rrij,  Oblique,  scalene  (edifice). 

A  jjjo/c  muta^rrir,  Scabby,  mangy  (camel). 

AjjKiA  muta^rriz,  Ti-oubled,  perplexed. 

A  i^jKXiQ  rmita^rris,  Fond  of  his  wife. 

A  t^yCLo  muta^rrish,  A  permanent  resident. 

A  [^yii^  ?w;<<fl^arrjs,Stayer, dweller,  resident. 

A;_^JxXc//<«i!a^a7-H2;,Anopposer,hinderer,with- 
stander.  One  who  causes  pain  or  trouble.  Averse. 

A  (_JJf*Xc  mnta^irrif,  A  pryer  into  another  per- 

son's secrets,  curious  to  know.  One  who  confesses. 

A  mutu^rrikfipr        muta^rrim) One 
who  ])icks  a  bone  clean. 

A  i-r^JoU  mvla^zzih,  Bachelor,  unmarried. 

Ajjw  mnta^izziz,  Rare,  precious,  excellent. 

A  jjjjj/c  muta^zzik,  Unkind,  severe. 

A  Jj*i/«  wMta^zzil,  Dismissed,  cashiered,  re- 
moved from  oftice.  Retired. 

A  muta^zzi,  Pertaining,  belonging  to. 
One  who  claims  relationship  (true  or  false). 

A  ̂ j-*X«  miit^s,  (God)  destroying  (any  one). 

A^>J/o  muta^xsir,  Difficult,  impossible,  intri- 
cate, hard  to  be  explained.    Pressing  (necessity). 

jUL^CLc  m.ui.a^.ssiru'1  husul,  Difficult  to  be 

oblaiiicd,  arduous,  jj^i^  j^xj^  muta^ssiru''l  mu- 
7-ur,  Difficult  to  pass,  hard  to  be  got  over. 

A  muta^s^SyOne  who  hunts  or  prowls 
by  night.  Prowling  (wolf). 

A  ._o."«'t-°  7>mta^ssif,  One  who  goes  in  dark- 
ness and  uncertainty.  A  griper,  oppressor,  extor- 

tioner. Vexed  at  a  loss. 

A  ̂jJIjou*  vm/a^ssik,  Extremely  desirous  or 
greedy:  a  diligent  seeker. 

A ̂ ^n'iio  muta^skir,  Quick.  Hard  and  patient. 
A  (jwIjCwj  muta^ssin,  Like  (his  father). 

A       f:.-m'ic  muta^shshib,  Fed  on,  or  fattened 
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by  green  herbage  or  grass  (■_■-*  <=.  ̂ shb). 
A  J^xXc  7)iiif(i^shshih,  A  lover,  sweetheart. 

A  p„>:,»jy<  jiiuta^shn/ihn,  Dried  up,  withered. 
A  ̂ Lml^  muta^slislii,  One  taking  his  supper. 

Purblind  at  night. 

/n?/)'a^ass2i.  Attached  to  one's  people; 
helping  them.  (See  also  w-a-ojO  ta^smh.) 

KjtA*^  muta^ssi?',  Expressed,  squeezed  out 
(juice).  A  refugee. 

A  j*«a»jk,«  muta^ssim,  Protected,  kept  safe. 
A  nmta^sst,  Who  beats  off  with  a  stick. 

RebelHous.  Difficult,  intricate  (affair). 

A  J^'^-i^  mnta^ttir,  Perfumed,  highly  scented. 
A  (jiJas«j««  muta^ttish,  One  who  pretends  to  be 

athirst.  Wishful,  desirous,  eager,  curious. 

A  i_B.^mjU  muta^ttif,  Indulgent,  favourably 
inclined.  One  who  throws  a  cloak  over  himself. 

A  ,J^«X«  muta^ttil,  Idle,  unemployed. 
A  iiLiajoLo  muta^tiilat,  Unadorned  (woman). 

A  |^^«X«  muta^tii,  One  who  begs  a  present. 
A  iix-ic  mutia^z,  Admonished.  One  who  takes 

admonition  in  good  part,  or  follows  advice. 

A  j»la*jU  muta^zzim,  Proud,  haughty,  stately. 

A  '''"''^^^{^')  Obliquely  moving  (camel). 
Aj-LxiA  muta^ffir,  Soiled  with  dust,  dusty. 

A  I— OOnjU  muta^Jfif,  Chaste,  continent,  abste- 

mious.  Studying  to  keep  one's  self  pure. 

A  ?«M<a^fl^'?i, Putrid, stinking,  noisome. Rotten  (rope). 

A  muta^ffi,  Utterly  demolished. 
Ai^^Sjiija  muta^lihih,  Punished  for  faults. 
A  lijUXc  Consolidated,  fastened  to- 

gether.  Concreted.  (See  also  dSjO  ta^hkud.) 

A(  caAXc  muta^hhif,  Crooked,  curved,  bent. 

A  ̂^3<S/a  imita^ihkil,  Intelligent,  wise,  learned. 

A  j,.H*jU>  miita^hhim,  A  goer  to  and  fro. 
At>-*S>jOU  wMi«fa/i/i/&,Solicitous,  anxious  about. 

A  }_x«X«??»<<flsa/i/i;/~,Propped  by  crutch  or  staff. 

a^j^SjCLo  viuta^hl/is,  A  crawler,  as  a  viper. 

A^JiS^xio  muta^ihhhh,  Twisted  up  (hair). 

A  muta^hhiz.  Intricate,  difficult,  per- 

plexed (business).    (See  tO^JlJillZ.) 

A  i_jiio<X«m2/ifl^aAA//',Crisp,  curled  (hair).  De- voted.   One  who  restrains  himself. 

A(^SoiX«mMia^a/i/fm,(  Abelly)wrinkled  from  fat. 

A  ̂J-jjo-o  mvta^llah,  A  place  where  any  thing 

may  be  suspended.  An  interest.  Muia^llih,  Be- 
longing to,  dependent  upon,  connected,  touching, 

concernins;.  Sticking  close.  A  kinsman.  A  de- 

pendant.  Suspended,  hanging  to.  Addicted,  de- 
dicated, attached.  Possessed  of  a  bare  subsistence. 

^1:4^  ij'^*^^  U**^  laysa' I  muta^llik  ka'l  muta- sannik,  He  who  is  dependent  on  a  bare  subsistence 
is  not  as  he  who  may  cat  whatever  he  fancies. 

\C^^st}M^7mUa^lUhut,  (pi.  of  isiiao-o  muta^l- 

/*■/;«<)  Dependencies,  appurtenances,  circumstances. 
Children,  family,  domestics. 

W 
A  J-Ulcmu/a^a//i7,  A  cajoler.  One  who  offers 

a  reason  or  excuse.     (See  jLo  ta^aUul.) 

A  jJ«io  7/<M<a^a///m,  Taught,  instructed.  One 
who  applies  himself  to  learn.  A  learner,  scholar, 
disciple.   A  teacher. 

A  ̂_^«j-c  mttfa^U'i,  High.  One  who  ascends  gra- dually.   (See  (JjO  ia^alll) 

•A^*»i<>  muta^mmij,  Tortuous  in  one's  gait. A  j-»«i</Hj</fl^a;«//n(/,Serious, attentive, earnest. 

A  Ifj.^*^  inuta^mrit,  A  robber  who  carries  off 
all  he  can  lay  his  hands  on. 

A  i^jJ^x^^o  inuta^mmis,  Perplexed,  uncertain. 

A  ̂ j^fUAimuta^mmih,  Carried  far  inadiscourse. Spruce  in  dress,  foppish. 

A  muta^mmil,  Studious,  pains-taking. 

A  j»»«>/c  mvta^ynmim,  Dressed  in  a  turban. 
A  (^«Xc  jHiita^mmin,  An  abider,  stayer. 
A  Ll*jo<X<>  iitutu^nnit,  One  who  seeks  the  fall, 

depression,  or  humiliation  of  another. 

A  ̂ij^jtXo  muta^nnld,  A  seeker  of  another's  ruin. 
A  uiijuoUj  muta^nnih,  (Sand)  difficult  to  pass. 

A  jjjiio  muta^nm,  Tired,  jaded,  fatigued. 

A  L^yCijti  7nai^b,  Fatigued:  oppressed:  vexed. 

A  LLfpCi/e  7)iuta^?vwis,  Confounded  ;  amazed. 

A^^yiie  inuta^jvivij,  Bent,  crooked,  curved. 
A  JjxjU)  muta^wrvid,  Accustomed,  used  to. 
A  muta^jvwiz,  One  who  takes  refuge. 

Ajy>lic  )niita^w)vi7;  Mutual  in  borrowing. 

A^^y<l<  ma<^w.*?,(pl.  ̂ j-J^\i«)Fallen,perished. 
A  7nuta^7vrvik,  Averted,  turned  away 

from.    Hindered,  let. 

A  CLaH^xI/o  wM^a^a/i/i/^, Neat,  spruce, fastidiously 
so.    Foolish,  senseless,  destitute  of  reason. 

A  S!^}CLo  7nuta^hhid,  Continually  engaged  in 
the  same  act.    Attentive  to. 

A  L  -"A*'^  muta^tjyih,  A  reproacher,  accuser. 
A  ii>X*jk*  muia^)/y id,  Crael,  unjust,  tyrannical. 

Angry,  enraged.  A  false  accuser.  A  threatener. 

A  (jSlXxXo  7iuita^y)jish,  Possessed  of  a  suffi- 
ciency to  support  life,  who  has  just  enough  to  live 

upon.    Supported  by  his  own  industry. 
A  ia^juU  ))iuta^)/)/it,  Barren  for  several  years 

(camel).    (See  ̂ax>o  ta^yyut.) 

A  J-AxLo  mufa^yyil,  Pompous  in  one's  gait. 

A  ejiyoi*  7nuta^yym,'Puh\\p,  open,  plain,  ma- 
nifest, conspicuous.  Certain,  determined,  consti- 

tuted, appointed,  deputed.  One  who  follows  with 

the  eye,  pierces,  influences,  or  fascinates  with  ma- 
lignant looks.  Pierced  full  of  small  holes  (a  lea- 

thern-bottle or  bag).  The  same  thing  continually 

hanging  over  or  adhering.  New  (leathern-bottle). 
One  who  receives  (any  thing)  after  a  delay  given. 

AikiA«i«;«?</fl^^7?///a?;«,Astation,post,command. 

A  ̂ ^U:U  7nutagltahin,  Mutually  fraudulent. 
A  7nutaghahi,  Heedless,  remiss. 

Aj'M>  7nutaghazz,  A  disputant,  combatant. 

A  JjljCio  muiafjhazil,  Mutually  engaged  in  amo- 



rous  blandishments. 

A^^^U::*  mutaghazi,  Negligent,  inattentive. 

A  )s)\m  mutaghatt,  Engaged  in  mutualducking. 

A^j«.l5U::«wn/te^^a<is,Indifferent,  unconcerned. 
Engaged  in  ducking  one  another. 

A  mutaghatish,  Who  shams  blindness. 

A  ̂\M7nutagkdfil,  One  who  shams  negligence. 

A  u-*5li:i<>  mnfaghalib,  Victorious  in  turns. 

A  ̂J\jC^  mvtaghaU,  Lean,  falling  away  (flesh). 

High,"  long,  luxuriant  (grass).  High  (price).  Ri- 
val in  archery. 

AjaKM  mutaghamiz,  Engaged  in  winking  at 
one  another. 

A  (jlilU  mutagham,  Independent  of  one  another. 

Aj^Xm  muiagharvir,  Mutually  engaged  in  hos- 
tile excursions  and  free-booting. 

A  \9j\iC1c  mutaghawit,  Reciprocal  in  ducking. 

A  fj^KjCic  mutaghawi,  Assembled  from  every 
quarter  in  order  to  perpetrate  villainy. 

A  i,^>\JCjo  mutaghayih,  Absent. 

A  mutagliayid,  Bent  double,  flexible. 

A j>\m  mutaghayir,  Diverse,  different. 
A  la>\Jt^  mutaghayiz,  Enraged  at  one  another. 

A  i_^JCi«  mutghlb,  Murderous,  destructive. 

A  J^iie  mutaghahhir,  Begetter  (of  children). 

A  (jJJtio  mutaghabbik,  One  who  milks  at  even. 

A  jt^M  mutaghtigh,  Scarcely  heard  to  speak. 

A  jjjiili*  mutaghaddin,  A  staggerer,  totterer. 
A  f^!^jdomutaghaddi,One  who  breakfasts.  One 

who  dines  early. w 

A  ̂liJiXo  TO?<tart/ia2'2:iTO,  Voracious.  A  cutter. 

r  " A  mufaghazzi,  Nourished,  fed  upon. 

mutagharrib,  On  foreign  travel.  Far 

distant.  A  comer  from  the  west  ((— -^P'  gharb). 

A  S^Cj«  midagharj'id,  A  songster,  warbler. 

AjjM  mutagharrir,  Boiling  (water). 

Ajff'jxJ^mutagharghir,  One  gargling  his  throat. 

A  Jjiwo  mutaghazzil,  A  writer  of  erotic  poetry. 

A  (j«>wi<TOM^^/iis,Who  or  what  renders  wretched. 
Who  or  what  throws  down. 

A  ̂y^LiCijc  7nutaghass'il,  Nice  in  his  ablutions. 

A  ̂ j^iC^  mutaghashrim,  Hard,  severe, 
mutaghashmir,  Angry,  in  a  passion. 

.jCjo  mutaqhashshl,  Who  covers  himself. 

A  u-*— viutaghassib,  Constrained. 

A  {^J).3Ca  mutaghazzib,  Angered,  enraged. 
A  hAxa: mutagliazzir,  Declining,  receding. 

A  i^ja*o.M  mutaghazziz,  (or  i^j^k^oJCiA  muta- 

ghazghiz')  Diminished. 
A  ̂^.iak^mutaghazzif,V\2tggmg.i^^eQi,^ji^ajo.) 

A  ̂ -,<ajCi«  mutaghazzin,  Wrinkled,  puckered. 

A(j*jPa»wo7?iw<a<?/m/ris,Angry,wrathful.Proud. 
Covetous.   Stately  in  walking. 

A  i^Jia.k'^  mutagJiatrif,  Haughty,  stately. 
AfJ^^Mmutaghattish,  Dark  night:  dim  (eye). 

A  lailaiXo  mutaghatghit,  Raging,  stormy  (sea). 

A  j^Jwo  mutaghaiti,  Covered,  hid. 
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A  ij-fl*^  mutaghajfik,  All  day  (at  the  bottle). 
A  iJ-ailio  mutagharffil,  Careless,  negligent.  One 

who  affects  to  be  careless  or  negligent. 

A  viutaghaUib,  Dominant,  powerful. 
A  mutaghallitjOne who  takes(any thing) 

with  indifference. 
w 

A         mutaghaUij,  Unjust,  iniquitous. 
A  a_l*li<i  nmtaghallid,  Quick,  instant  (poison). 

A  i^jiAil*  mutaghallif,  Perfumed,  civeted. 

A  rnittaghalUl,  Perfumed  with  civet. 

A^^^  mutghhn,  Dyspeptic. 
A  s-iJCjo  matgliamat,  Food  which  turns  upon  the 

stomach,  and  produces  indigestion. 

A  O-IJ*^  mutaghammid,  A  concealer,  a  hider. 

(God)  receiving  into  his  mercy.  (Water)  which 
fills  or  saturates. 

A  jJJ-i-'i-^o  mutagliammir,  Tinged  with  safi'ron 
(jij^  ghumrat).  (See  also taghammur.) 

A  i^Xf^  mutagJiammis,  Plunged,  immersed. 

Dyed.  ii\^-Jl  (_j  ̂j-^ilx  mutaghammis  fl' s  sawad, 
Arrayed  in  sable  garments. 

A  ̂Ji^iC/o  mutaghamghim,  Afl'righted  (bull).  In- distinct (speaker).    Noisy  (combatants). 

a^JCa  niutaghannij,  Coquettish  (woman). 
A  pjJ(X«  mutaghannim,  One  who  looks  upon 

and  considers  as  prey.    (See  Hc.iff'  ghammat). 

A  i^iC/cmiitaghanm, Asinger.  Polite, amorous. 
Contented.    A  praiser.    A  disparager. 

AjyC^  mutaghawwir,  Retired  into  a  cavern.  A 
descender  into  low  grounds  (j^  ghawr). 

A  Is^ilU  7nutaghawwit,  Completely  swallowed. 
One  who  goes  down  into  a  hollow  to  ease  nature. 

A  JjJiXo  mutaghawrvil,  Of  various  hues.  De- 
structive. 

A  i.^'ljCuc  mutaghayyih,  Absent,  disappeared. 

A JliCAmutaghayyir,  Disturbed,  perplexed,  stu- 
pefied. Altered,  changed  (for  the  better),  amended. 

Mutable,  inconsistent. 

A  '^alklK  mutaghayyiz,  Angry,  wrathful.  In- 
tensely hot  (noon-tide). 

A  t^^jliCA  mutaghayyif,  (A  tree)  waving  from 
side  to  side.    Name  of  a  horse. 

A  ̂ xk^A  mutaghayyUi,  Dark,  dim  (eye). 

A  (J.^-^  mutagJiayyil,  Thick,  entangled  (trees). 
One  who  lives  constantly  in  a  forest ;  a  forester. 

A  ̂^AsCA  mutafasil,  One  who  prognosticates 
from  a  name. 

A^lilic  mutafatih,  In  private  conversation. 
A  i^sCa  mutafati,  One  who  consults  a  ̂_|i< 

mufti,  or  man  learned  in  the  law. 

A  mutafojj,  A  straddler  in  walking. 

A  j^.>-li:io  mutafajt,  Distant  (time  or  space). . 
A  ̂ s^XsCa  mutafahish,  An  obscene  talker. 

A ̂ Kk'lja  mutafalihir'.  Mutually  boastful. 
A  mutafcidi,  Mutual  in  ransoming. 

A  jVa:i<)  mutafarr,  Fugitive  from  one  another. 

A  {^J^Ca  mutafaris.  Employed  by  turns. 13  B 

A  ̂*k>laXc  mutafasih,  One  who  makes  room  for 
another  (in  an  assembly).    Comfortably  seated. 

A  SmAsCa  mutafasid,  Mutually  alienated. 

A  ̂^^SC<7nutafdsi,  Ready  to  break  wind. 

A  ij^lii*  mutafdsliigh,  Open,  manifest. 

A^\k^  mutafasih,  Pompously  eloquent. 
A  ̂J.^\i:,i«?MM^a/a2;^7,Engagedin  adispute about 

excellence.  Mutually  ambitious  of  superiority. 

A^laiU)  mutafdhih,  Joined  back  to  back. A  cijliic  mutafdkid,  In  search  of  one  another. 

A  i^j^Xk^  mutafdkis,  Engaged  in  pulling  each 
other  by  the  hair. 

A  joi'li^  mutafdhim.  Great,  weighty  (affair). 
A  (J'xi/o  mitfdl,  Stinking-breathed  (woman). 

A  ̂ ^-^  miitafdli.  Reciprocal  in  lousing. 
A  (^Ulio  mutafdnl,  Destructive  of  each  other 

(in  war)  :  mutually  exterminatory. 
A  Ojlalio  mutafdwit,  Distinct,  separate,  dis- 

tant, different.  Interrupted.  (See  OjUi)  tafdnut.) 

A  ̂jtf^jlftX*  mutafdwiz,  Associated.  A  partner. 
A  <^i\sCA  mutafdyid,  Mutually  beneficial. 

A  ̂ldx«  mtitafdsil.  An  augurer,  diviner. 
A  CLfjSC^  mutafattit,  Broken  in  pieces,  crum- 

bled.   Dropped  off. 

A  ̂ sCio  mutafattih,  Opened,  set  wide  open. 
A  f^^J:>jSC/c  mutafattish,  A  searcher,  examiner. 

A  ̂ JJCa  mutafaitigh,  Broken,  crushed. 
A  mutaftif  An  idle  fellow  who  saunters 

about  and  retails  the  sayings  of  women. 

A  ̂jCfllUo  mutafattih.  Split,  cleft,  unsewed. 
A  J-iii*  mutafattil.  Twisted  (rope). 

A  jjfl^  mutafat/t,  A  lad  with  the  air  of  a  man. 
mutafajjir,  Freely  flowing  (water). 

Bright  (morning).    Generous,  liberal. 

A  ̂ JJ^^  mutafajjis.  Lofty,  haughty,  proud. 

A  |«.^^  mutafajji^  Afflicted,  sorrow-struck. 
A  &_s:^  matfahat,  An  apple-orchard. 
A  mutafahhij,  Seated  with  open  legs. 

A  mutafahhis,  A  pompous  walker. 

A  ̂JL^"*^  mutafahhish,  Obscene  or  vain  talker. 
A viutafahhas,  Questioned,  examined. 

Mutafahhis,  An  inquisitor,  investigator,  examiner. 

A  J-s?^*  nmtafahhil,  Decently  clothed  and  well 
fed.    Fruitless  (tree).    (See  ,ys^  tafahhul.) 

iutafakhhhit,Astomshed, astounded. 

One  who  has  the  gait  of  a  dove  (hj^^  fdhhita). 

mutafakhkhiz,  Dilatory,  laggard. 

Aj^?^  lyiutafahhhhir,  Proud,  vain-glorious. 

Ajli^^TO?/<o/a/i/t^/<?^,Proud, lifted  up,  boastful. 

A  ̂j>a::*7«2<frt/fl;r^?7<,Aquadruped  ready  to  stale. 
AjJciic  muifar,  (A  field)  grazed  whilst  the  grass 

is  yet  short.  3Iutfir,  One  who  has  long  hairs  grow- 
ing out  of  the  nostrils.    Budding  (tree). 

A jiXo  mvttafir,  Many,  numerous ;  augmented. 
A  L^jilic  mutafarris,  Dispersed  (people). 

A  'i3jSCA  mutafarrisat,  Palpitating,  fluttering, 

fainting  (pregnant  woman). 



A  .^j^  mutafarrij.  One  who  looks,  examines, 
walks  about,  or  gazes  around.  A  spectator.  One 

who  unbends  in  the  company  of  friends. 

A  S^^Cto  mutafarrid,  Alone,  sole,  by  one's  self. 
A  ̂__^j^j!a:ie  mutafarris,  A  judger  from  signs  or 

a])pearanccs.  A  physiognomist.  One  who  pre- 
tends to  be  an  expert  iiorseman  {{^J^  faris). 

A  i^yC/cmutafarrhh,(^A.  bird)  which  hovers 
with  expanded  wings  in  one  place  ready  to  alight. 

A  \>yCja7nutafarrit,  One  who  takes  the  lead. 

A  mutafarrij  Produced,  originated.  De- 
rived, propagated,  branclied  out,  ramifying.  Very 

branchy  (tree).  GrafTcd.  Belonging  to,  depending 

upon.  A  suitor  for  a  lady  of  rank. 

A  Olff-Jfi;i<TOW^a/ar7'/^a^,  Dependencies.  Deri- 
vatives, pertinents,  appurtenances. 

A  '^^yCAviutafarrifjh,  Atleisure: vacant,empty. 
A  mutafarrak,  (v.  n.  5  of  Ji^)  Being 

divided,  separated.  A  place  of  division  and  sepa- 
ration. 3Iutafarrih,  Separate,  distinct,  different, 

divided,  dispersed,  scattered,  confused,  dissipated, 

ruined.  O^Jfllx  mntafarrihut,  Scattered  things. 

A  iijJa:i«??tji/a/am'^a<,Horse-guards,spearmen, 
or  archers  attendinff  a  kingr  Avhen  he  travels. 

A  mutafarhij  One  who  makes  a  smack- 
ing noise  with  the  fingers. 

A  'iHyiyCiQ  nwtafarrilmjat ,  Dispersion. 
ALdJjAx*  imdofarrikjA.  stumbler.  A  stammerer. 

A  (_s^iiio  mutafarri,  Split,  cut,  divided.  Sepa- 
rated.   Flowing  (fountain). 

A  ̂La'Jjemutnfassih,  Spacious,  roomy.  One  who makes  room  for.  Comfortably  and  widely  seated. 

A  ̂Ls.'S^  mutafassihh,{Meat)  done  to  rags.  (See tofassuhh.) 

A ^:JCjo 7nid(ifas/ishij,  One whositsstraddlingly. 

A  ̂ ^a.'S/cmutafashshiffh,We\\-c\a(Ji.(^See^^!Li). 
A  ̂ y.Ls:^  mutafashshil,  Running  (water). 

A  j^jj^:;*  mwto/a67j67a.  Wide  (wound).  Preva- 
lent, spreading  (disease). 

A  ̂ ^A'^nmtdfassih,  Eloquent,  rhetorical.  One who  lakes  great  pains  to  appear  eloquent. 

A  ̂ ..oSCa  mvtafassid,  Fluent,  flowing. 

A  ̂^O-'mo  mutafassim,  Broken,  but  unsevered. 
A  ̂ ^jo.a^  mittafusfi,  Rescued  (from  oppression). 

A  ̂ josCjo  mutafazzij,  Covered  with  grease. 
A  t^jix>QSC/cmutafazziz,^rokQn  (seal).  Scattered. 

A  ̂ xiiXo  mvtafazzil,  Excellent,  eminent.  One 

who  pretends  to,andassumes  asuperiority  to  hisfel- 
lows.   A  benefactor.  Clad  daily  in  the  same  dress. 

Aj^h::jo  mutafattlr,  Split,  cleft,  divided. 

A  f^J^k^  mutufaiiin,  Considerate,  thoughtful. 

A^_iafl>  mutafazzij  Shameful  (business). 

A  p-iii*  mutafayhfj/iim,  Expanded  (flower). 
A  J-aJw  muttajih,  Consenting,  agreeing,  con- 

sentient, agreed.  Corresponding,  concurring  (tes- 

timonies). Confederated,  conspired.  United,  uni- 
form. Nearly  related.    An  accomplice,  conspira- 
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tor.  Happening.  The  fifth  circle  in  prosody. 

muttaffih  jiUnjhi,  Agreed  on. 

A  ̂^CAinutaJ'ahhi/i , Opened,  expanded(flower). Ready^(for  mischief). 

A  SS-Xi/o  mutafahliid,  Deprived  of,  or  in  search 
of  a  lost  or  missing  object. 

Ajix:^  mutafahkir,  One  who  digs  a  trench  for 

palm-trees.   A  country  full  of  holes  and  ditches. 

A  tjiXU  mutafahhirat,  A  country  abounding 
in  wells  or  ditches. 

A  ̂juSx^  7nutafahkis,  Overturned,  fallen  on. 

Aj^-flAwo  mutafakhi  j  Withered,  hard  (plant). 

A  *^i^-e  mutafahkih.  Skilled  in  the  divine  law. 
\^^_^~-OSCAmutafahkis,(^A.  cloud)  emptied  of  rain. 

(SeeJJii3  tafahlau.) 

A^^^:i«7«ufa/«/t/«>,Contemplative,thoughtful; 
given  to  consideration;  serious,  pensive,  grave. 

Amazed,  i^sc^  OjS  Imivati  mutafakkira,  Con- 
templation, the  reflecting  power. 

A  Cii^^:^mw<(7/a/i!^27.",  Weakened  (by  insanity). 

A  'i^Li-SLSA  ynuiafahhikat, (A  mare)  in  want  of 
the  male. 

A  (J^^  mutafakhin,  Penitent,  contrite:  grave. 
A  &xl2^??i?i<«/a/e/i//',Astonished,amazed. Peni- 

tent, contrite.    (See  eSsi>  tafahhuh.) 

A^>mM(^7,  What  causes  tosmell  disagreeably. 
A  (Jl»Li:ic  mutafallit.  Escaped,  liberated ;  free. 

A^iCo  mutafallij.  Cracked,  chapped  (foot). 
A  mutafallij  (or  ̂j^^^  mutafallik)Cle{t. 
A  mntafallih,  Separated  into  particles 

from  sourness  (milk).  (An  egg)  broken  in  pieces. 
ALdliil^  mutafallik,  Round,  spherical. 

A  ij-lii*  muiafallil,  Broken,  notched  (sword  or 
knife).    Routed  (host). 

A  miitafannih.  Delicately  brought  up. 

A  'iSi^isCjomutafannihat,V oo\\sh,i\\\y  (woman). 
A  i^fsCic  mutafannin,  Possessed  of  a  variety  of 

sciences,  modes,  ways,  or  arts. 

A  jjfllie  mutafanrii,  Vicious. 
A  OjlalUi  viutafawnit.  Escaped,  passed  by. 

A  ijji^  mutafarcwih ,  (A  colt)  which  sips  or 
sucks  milk  by  little  at  a  time.  One  who  carefully 

reads  a  little  at  a  time.  Superior.  Comfortably  off". 

A  JjJflXo  miitafawwil.  One  who  augui-s. 

A  i'tfiCAi  viutafawmih,  One  who  opens  his  mouth 
to  speak.  A  speaker. 

A  sSCiC  mutfah,  Obedient,  tractable  (camel). 

A ̂ ^jic^a  mutafahkir,  Opulent,  wealthy. 

Ajl^^sCJcmittafahhik,  Diff'used,  widely-extended 
(lightning).  Flowing  (blood). 
A  mutafahhivi.  One  who  understands  by 

little  and  little.  Intelligent. 

A^-^u^  7ni(tafai/hik,'D\ffusc  in  talkorprayer. 
A  lioilU  miitafafiid.  Inflamed,  burnt. 

A  iaii::/*  mutafayyiz,  One  who  pours  out  (his whole  soul). 

A  (J-^iio  mutafayyil,  Erroneous  in  his  opinion. 

Fat.  (See  Jifl!)  tafayyul.) 

f^jiciP-^  ̂ iiutafayhir.  Breathless,  tired  (man  or 
horse).  In  easy  circumstances. 

A  mutafayhih,  Diff'use  in  speech. 
A  (JjVii*  viutahabil.  Opposite:  face  to  face. 

A  ,_)i)'ii:ic  mutakatU,  Mutually  slaughterous. 
A  iitulahadij  Employed  in  spearing  one 

another.  {See  tahaduj) 

A  ̂li'jCi*  //(«<(//ia£/a//i,  (in  law)  Such  a  distance 
of  time  as  suffices  to  prevent  punishment.  It  ope- 

rates somewhat  similar  to  our  statutory  limitation. 
3Iutakadim,  Ancient,  antique,  prior  to. 

A  I — JO'.ii«  mutahuzif,  (A  horse)  that  gallops 

apace.  Employed  in  peltingone  another.  Abusive. 

Ajlii*  mutaharr,  Mutually  agreed.    At  rest. 

A  (_^liic  tnutaharib,  Near  toeach  other,proxi- 
mate.  A  kind  of  poetical  measure,  in  which  the 

metre  ̂ ^J^_«_J  fa^liin  is  repeated  eight  times,  or 

(JjO  i^y^  i^^fajdunfa^hin _/a^a/.  Twice. 
A  iil)  .lilic  mutahcirib'iyat.  Proximity. 

A  (_jijla:i^  mutaharisli.  Intermixed  in  battle. 
A  mutahariz,  Mutual,  reciprocal  in  be- 

stowing praise  or  censure.  (See  j_^liLj  tahdrtiz.) 

A  ̂liic  mntahariz,  Mutually  encomiastical. 

A  ̂ J^^  mutahurij  Engaged  in  casting  lots. 
A  {jj'^^  mutakdrin,  Joined,  united  together. 
A  j,_*«jLfl_:;«  mutakdsim,  Confederate,  leagued, 

sworn  to  each  other.  Agreed  to  divide  (property) 

amongst  themselves. 
A  (^Ui:i«  mutahdss,  Mutual  in  retaliating. 

A  jto\sCic  mvtahdsir,  Unequal  to  the  perform- 
ance of  a  thing.  One  who  pretends  to  be  short. 

A  i_  0  Q-.-vi  nniftil/n<;f  Dnslipd  to  pieces,wrecked 

(ship).  Assembled,  come  together. 

A  (_^IH:;*  inufaJcdzi,  An  exaeter  or  receiver  (of 

payment  of  a  debt);  a  dun.  Importunate. 

A ̂ Uci*  mutakdtir,  Whateverdrops  or  trickles. 

Coming  in  a  train,  one  after  another. 

A  i^lalHx*  mutahdtij  Parted  from  each  other. 
A  j^i^'Ui:;*  mutahdjd.  Sedentary,  stationary,  in- 

active. Whosoeverabstains,  desists,  or  recedes.  (A 

garrison-soldier)  exempted  from  joining  the  army. 

A  (j-ff'Ui:;^  )/(M/rtAa^/.«,Areceder,  one  who  hangs 
back.  One  whose  back  goes  in  and  breast  sticks  out. 

A  (^Uix*  mutakafis,  Engaged  in  rushing  at 

and  pulling  one  another's  hair. A  lailiu  v«M/fl/.q/?V,Mutually  helpful  (in  coitu). 

A  iysc^^mutahdll,  One  who  considers  as  small, 

few,  or  trifling  ( Ji5  hard).   High  (sun). 

A  j^o'Ss^  mutahdmir,  Engaged  at  a  game  of 

dice,  or  in  play  for  a  wager. 
A  lijlfilio  mutahdwid,  Lofty,  towering. 

A  Jjliio  mutahdn-il,  Engaged  in  a  chat. 
A  mutahuKim,  Up  in  arms  mutually. 

A  t/j^^i^  mutalidivi.  One  who  bids  against  ano- 
ther.   One  who  passes  the  night  fasting. 

A  mutahdyil,  Released  from  a  contract 



by  mutual  agreement. 

A  mutahahhib,  One  who  enters  a  dome, 

vault,  arch,  or  alcove  (&>J  hubbat). 

Ai^ls::^7nutakabbis,S\ack,Tiotstretched(rope). 

A  mutakabbiz,  (A  lion)  prepared  to 

spring.  One  who  restrains  himself.  (Seet^AiU.) 
A  ecii*  mutakabbi,  Dressed  in  the  tunic  ̂ \^. 

A  JC^Co  mutahattir,  Armed,  ready  (for  battle). 

Angry,  enraged,   {^ee  tahattur.) 

A^j:Sx«mMtoA^i7j,Swift,rapid(nocturnaljourney 
in  search  of  water). 

A  mutahattil,  Modest,  compliant.  Come 

about  his  business.     (See  tahattul.) 

^j^^.  mutahahhiz,  Rude,  harsh-spoken. 

A  u^j*?^?ft((faAaAzire,  Thrown  prostrate,fallen. 
A  J.^^  mutahahhil,  Withered,  dry-skinned 

(old  man).  Wretched  and  miserable. 

A  jttS^""*^  mutahahhim,  Violent,  precipitant. 
A  lioii:;/*  mMiaAaf?<^2c?,  Divided, dispersed.  Split, 

cut.  Dried.  Ragged.  Lean. 

AjciSi^  mutahaddir,  Measured,  proportioned. 
Pre-ordained.  Ready,  prepared. 

A  {^!^SC^  viutahadd'ts,  Purified,  made  holy. 
A  mutahaddim,  One  who  goes  before  or 

leads  the  way.  One  who  approaches  or  stands  be- 
fore any  person.  Higher,  more  prominent  (than 

any  other).  Exce]ling,superior  (in  bravery).  An- 
cient, anterior,  antique,  past,  preceding.  An  an- 

cient, ancestor.  A  chief,  president,  principal,  go- 
vernor.  An  offering,  present. 

A  X^'^sCAmutaliaddaman,  In  old  time,  long  ago. 
A  mutahaddamin,  The  ancients. 

XisVs^mutahadd'ljA.Won.  A  pompous  walker. 
A  jiiicio  mutakazzir,  A  dirtier  (of  his  clothes). 

Shunned  by  mankind  on  account  of  his  nastiness. 

One  who  holds  in  abhorrence  allfilth  and  impurity. 

A  ̂o^C^  mutaJcazzi^One  who  prepares  mischief. 
A  (— /JHlio  mutaliarrib,  One  who  approaches  or 

fears  (God).  One  who  has  free  access  to  a  king. 

A  royal  relation  or  favourite.  Adjacent,  near,  allied 

to.  (See  takarrub.) 
A  viutakarrih,  Ulcerated,  eaten  of  sores. 

Prepared,  ready. 

A  J^X«  mutaliarrid,  Separate,  detached  from 
the  rest  (a  bit  of  a  cloud). 

XjjSi:L<  mutaharr^ir,  Confirmed,  established. 
(SeejjH3  takarrur.) 

A  (^ji^Jis^  muiakarrisJi,  Assembled  together. 

Pure,  clear  of  every  thing  improper.  (See  ̂jiijiu.) 

A  IsjSlJ^  muiakarrit,  Adorned  with  ear-rings. 

A  ̂ ft^  vmtakarri^  One  who  rolls  over  from 
side  to  side  when  laid  down. 

A  i_JjA:io  mutaharrif,  Peeled  (tree  or  scab). 

A  'ijaijSCi6mutakarfisat,Wrapped(^old  woman). 
A  ijs:jfi>  mutakarrih,  Squalid,  dirty  (fellow). 

A  mutaharrif,  Addicted  to  sacred  read- 

ing ;  devout,  holy,  pious. 
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A  ̂ ^f^  mutahazzih,  Shot  in  every  direction, ramified  (plant). 

Ajjfil*  mutahazziz,  Averse  from  impurity ;  free 
from  dirt  and  filth. 

A  ̂ y'^  mutakazzi^  (A  horse)  ready  to  run. 
AlaJiaJL/o  mutahassit,  Engaged  in  making  an 

equal  distribution. 

A  (j<*i*-JCo  midahaskis,  A  listener. 

A  jB-Jlftli*  mutahassim,  A  scatterer.  Scattered. 
Ajt^^  mutakashshir,  Peeled,  barked  (tree). 
A  la_.::Ji:ie  mutakashshit,  Clear,  serene  (sky). 

A  ̂J^aJjo  mutahashshi^  Dispelled,  scattered,  dis- 
appearing, vanishing  (clouds).  Flabby,  flaccid. 

AL-ft-i>fti^  mutakashshif,  Scantilyfed  and  coarse- 
ly clad.  One  who  cares  nothing  for  dirt  and  filth. 

A  A^iiii:;*  mutahassid,  Broken  (spear).  Dead. 

A  i^jAtQ.sCjo  viutakassis,  A  tracker  of  steps.  One 

who  remembers  a  speech  or  story  (&<ai  Jdssat). 

A  ̂ Aafl:i«  mutakassi^  (A  sore)  full  of  matter. 
A  ̂.^taSCjc  mutahassif,  Dashed  in  bits  (ship). 

A  ̂y*aSC^  mutakassil,  Cut  up,  divided. 

A  ̂ ^qSuio  inutakassim,  Broken. 
A  ̂^oiiXo  ?«Mte/tas.5l,  Diligent  in  inquiring.  One 

who  gets  to  the  end  (i_jyaJ  kuswa'). 
A  (_-*-.«afll«  mutakazzib,  Cut,  lopped,  pruned. 

Long-rayed  (sun). 

A  i^ja.,aSC/c  mutahazziz,  Pouncing  (hawk). 

A  ̂ ~^asCic  mutahazzi^  Cut,  divided. 
A  ̂   .tasCjo  mutahazzi,  Finished,  ended.  Ex- 

tinct, annihilated.  Pouncing  (hawk). 

A  e-*la}i:i<)  mM/a^a<^?7>,Grim, truculent,  austere. 

A Jhsi'J^ mutahattir,  Prepared(for battle). Sweet- 
ly-scented, perfumed.    (See jWs.^  tahattur.) 

A  j_laicu  mutahatti^  Cut  into  several  parts. 

(Wine)^diluted  with  (water). 

A  ̂̂ Vi'a'liU)  mutahatti,  (A  full  bucket)  slow  and 
tardy  in  ascending. 

A  i^xiu  mutaha^^d,  Unable  or  loth  to  do  any 
thing.  (SeeJij!ii!>  taha^^d.) 

A jnSC/o  mutaka^^r,  Deep  well.  Carried  far 
in  a  speech.    (See J>^  taha^^r.) 

A  la*JLl-«  mutaha^t,  One  whose  hair  curls 
much.  Hard,  strong,  vehement. 

A  u_fl«a:io  mutaha^^f,  Moved  from  its  place. 

Fallen  (wall).  A  mountain-slip. 

A^xflX*  mutaka^z,  Fallen  prostrate. 

A  ̂j^C^mutaha^ii^  Removed  with  noise.  Dis- 

tant (journey)  taxing  the  traveller's  strength. 
A jSSCjo  mutaha-ffir,  A  follower,  imitator. 

Ajfliili*  mMte/iff^"~, Tinged  with  privet.  Covered 
with  a  glove  (J^  kvffdz),  gloved. 

A  (j^iHXc  mutahajfis,  A  leaper,  hopper,  skipper. 

A  laaa:Um?<fa/io^"<,Ready,preparedfor  business. 
A  mutahajfi^  Contracted,  wrinkled. 

A  I  aH-Aa.  'Jjc  mutahafhif,  One  who  trembles, 
whose  teeth  chatter  with  cold.  Withered  (grass). 

A  ̂^ssQo  mutahaffil,  Stingy,  close-fisted. 

A  ̂ ^^sC^  mutahafft,  A  follower  or  tracker  of 
another's^steps  :  an  imitator.  (See  tahafft.) 
A  mutahallib,  Turned  inside  out ;  con- 

verted, Jnverted.  Expert,  dexterous  in  business. 
A  lisiiu  mutahalUd,  Adorned  (with  a  necklace). 

Girt  (with  a  sword).    One  who  carries  (a  spear). 

K^^jAk^mutakalliSjTiressedm  the  high-crowned 
cap  or  turban,  called  halansuwat. 

Ai_S3,\ji:j^mutahallis,  Shrivelled,  shrunken. w 

A  ̂ sCo  mutakalli^  Uprooted,  displaced. 
A  i»_A«lsi:i«  mutakal^f,  Riding  an  unbroke  nag. 

A  JiX^  mtitahammir,  A  winner  at  dice.  A  vi- 
sitor by  the  light  of  the  moon  (^5  kamar). 

A  ̂jidiliilU  mutahammis,  Dressed  in  a  shirt. 

A  ̂Xs^<mutakamma^,The  head  and  parts  about 
the  mouth  (of  a  horse).  3Iutahammi^  (An  ass) 

shaking  his  head  and  driving  away  the  flies. 

A  ̂ Si^  mutakammim,  (A  stallion)  covering. 
A  (^iHl^*  mutahammin,  Kind,  complaisant. 

A  (^^aji*  muthin.  One  who  manages  with  pro- 
priety :  one  who  does  (any  thing)  firmly  and  well. 

A  (^fljUi  muttahin,  Sure  of,  certain.  Known. 
A  (^yix*  mutahkin,One  who  waters  (the  ground) 

with  thick,  and  muddy  water. 
A      *_jksix«  mutakannib,  Setting  (sun). 

A^SilU  mutahanniz,  A  hunter. 
A  (^^iii«m2i<a^a?m«5,Fondofthe chase: hunter. 

A  ̂ iHXo  mutahanni^  Dressed  in  coif  or  cap. 
A  u»>^flX<>  9?iMia^awnji6,  Bald  from  an  old  scab. 

Excoriated.  A  serpent  that  has  cast  his  slough. 

A  O^i^  mtitahawwit,  Nourished,  maintained. 

A^'s^mutahayvrvik,  Mattery,  ichorous  (sore). 
A  j^i^  mutakaTV7mr,Wriihmg,  coiled  (snake). 

Elapsed  (greater  part  of  the  night). 
A  mutahamwis,  Bowed,  bent,  curved. 

Arched(eyebrow).  Armed  with  a  bow  {f^^karvs). 

A  ;_^J|H:ic  mutahawwiz,  Routed,  broken  (army). 
Ruined  (building).  (See  ̂ _^yL)  takamrvuz.) 

A  ̂ yi^  mutakawwi^  A  walker  as  if  on  thorns. 
A  ̂ J^S■^s::/c  mutaharv^s,  Broken,  decrepit  (old 

man).  Desolate  (house). 

A  (__i^K:ic  mutahawivif,  One  who  checks  ano- 
ther when  speaking,  desiring  him  to  say  this  or  that. 

A  Jyi:i«  TOZ«toAaww27,  Atelier  of  lies  of  another. 

A  ̂sClAmutahawwim,  Of  great  value.  Straight- 
ened, rectified,  corrected. 
A  muiahawwi.,  Strong,  courageous. 

A jSLf^'J^  mutahahkir,  Retreated  :  retrograde. 
A  jJ.!JH:u?«2/<a^a/<A/Z,  Poor,  miserable.  A  man 

whose  skin  is  dried  upon  his  bones. 

A  (_5iu*  muttahi.  Abstinent,  abstemious,  tem- 
perate,'"sober.  Cautious.  God-fearing,  pious. 

A^HXo  mutakayyih,  Purulent  (sore). A  jJxK:U  mutahayyid,  Diligent,  pains-taking. 

One  who  imposes  restraints  on  himself. 
A  i^jaxSCjcmutahayyiz,  (A  wall)  fallen  in  ruin. 
A  laA^  mutahayyiz.  Who  passes  the  summer. 



A  ̂yisi^  mutahai/yil,  One  who  drinks  or  sleeps 
at  noon.  Like,  resembling.  Collected  (water). 

A  (jr^iio  mutahayyin,  Decorated,  adorned. 

A  jjili*  mutaliayyif,  One  who  vomits. 

I'  (JJoU  math,  An  orange. 

A  viath,  (v.  n.  of  cilX«)  Cutting.  A  sec- 
tion, segment.  A  kind  of  plant  wliose  juice  they 

concrete.  Math,  muth,  or  mutuh,  The  proboscis 

or  penis  of  a  fly.  The  urethra  of  the  penis;  also 
the  frcenum.  A  nerve  in  tlie  breast  or  nipple.  The 

clitoris,  or  its  nerve.  That  which  the  female  cir- 
cumeiser  leaves.  A  pasty,  pancake  fried  with  eggs 

and  herbs.  A  lily,  iris,  or  narcissus.  Math  or 

mllh.  An  orange. 

A  uiiXo  mutvhh,  A  vein  inside  the  penis  at  the 

lower  part  of  the  gland,  and  is  latest  in  healing 
after  circumcision. 

At^lx<)7nj<<<a7<aj:,Aday-bed,couch,sofa,cushion, 
or  any  thing  upon  which  people  recline. 

A  >K:io?na</iaj:,  The  clitoris.  An  uncircumcised 
woman ;  also  one  who  is  unable  to  retain  her  urine. 

A  woman  whose  two  passages  have  been  made  one. 

A  li^^^l^o  mutahaAd,  DifBcult,  troublesome. 

A ji^'^  mutahahir.  Proud,  haughty,  affected. 

A  1,^'^'^  mutahatih,  Engaged  in  a  mutual  cor- 
respondence by  letter.    (See  tahatuh.) 

A^^6^  ynutahati^  Successive,  consecutive. 

A  jC'KlU  mutahatim.  Reciprocal  in  concealing 
(one's  secrets). 

Aji^'lA  mutahasir.  Increased,  multiplied.  Mu- 
tually boastful  about  numbers  or  wealth. 

A  (  ii>^'^  mutahui<if,Th\c'k,  surcharged. 
A mutahadir,  A-lodker  on  attentively. 

A  u>^i\i:^o  mutahazib,  Mutually  false,  lying. 

A  mutaharim,  Honourable,  pure. 

A  SjKlUi  mutahdrih.  Unwilling,  reluctant. 
A  mutuhari,  One  who  takes  on  hire. 

A  ̂yui'^':^7nutakadl,  Indolent,  slothful. 
A  I  vmtahashif,  Mutually  communica- 

tive of  cacli  other's  failings. 
A  ̂^K:;/*  mM<a//ass,Thronging,  crowded  (folk). 

A  mutaliazz,  Mutually  hostile,  inimical. 

A^j,^^::^)  viutahajl,  Equal,  correspondent. 
vmtahaihif.  Short,  dwarfish. 

A  mutahcdib.  Furious,  rageful  against 
one  another. 

A  mutahalim,  Engaged  in  conversation 

together  after  having  been  distant. 

A  ̂_}/«^;i<l  mutahamil,  Entii'e,  perfect,  complete. 

A^jK:io?H?/to/ia«;j7t,Unkind, mutually  injurious. 

A  ̂__j,>j^^?«it/a/i07y?s,  Compressed,  huddled  to- 

gether, (in  poetry)  A  succession  of  four  letters  in- 

flected with  vowels,  as  ̂ J^J*o  zarahani. 

A  J|j\^^  mutahawil,  One  who  pretends  to  be 
short.    One  who  hangs  back  or  desists. 

A  mutahuMl,  Negligent,  remiss.  Lazy. 
Helatcd  to  the  tribe  of  kahldn. 
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AS>%^7nulahayid,  Mutuallydeceitful,insidious. 

A  viutahdyU,  Sagacious,  quick.  One 
who  boasts  of  his  sagacity. 

A  mutahdyil.  Reproachful  towards  one 
another.    Measuring  to  one  another. 

A  mutahahlih,  Fallen  prostrate,  prone. 

A  mutahahhld.  Meridian  (sun).  Ready, 

prepared  for.    Thick  (milk). 

aJJ^So  mutahahh'ir,  Proud,  haughty,  arrogant. 
Lofty.    A  name  of  God. 

p  &i\j^hio  mutahahbirana.  Haughtily,  proudly. 

A  {^J^i^^  mutahabhib.  Wrapped  up,  muffled 

up  in  one's  garment. 
mutahahba' ,  Perfumed,  scented. 

A  mutahattib,  Drawn  up  in  squadrons. 

A  I— a^^So  mutahattif.  High-shouldered.  One 
who  shrugs  his  shoulders  katif)  in  walking. 

A  JJS^  mutahattil,  Dwarf-paced. 

A  ̂^SSomwiaAassiV, Multiplied.  Enriched. "Who 
makes  a  great  display  of  what  he  does  not  possess. 

A         muiakassim.  Mute  with  astonishment. 
Bent  double.    Hidden.    Halted,  pausing. 

A  JJ^^^mw^a/ia/z/ii'Z,  Anointed  with  eye-powder. 
mutahaddih,  Scratched,  clawed. 

Ay>^'J^mHtahaddtr,'Y\xxh\& ;  disturbed ,afflicted. 
A  mutahaddis,  (A  horse)  going  as  if 

overloaded.  (See  tahaddus.) 
A  L-^3i^  mvtahazzib,  The  inventor  of  a  lie. 

One  who  takes  pains  to  tell  lies.  One  who  charges 
with  falsehood, 

A  L-->j50x  rmitaharribjVxcVev  of  the  dates 

A,^i:^  mutaharrij,  Musty,  mouldy  (bread). 
TO?/^aZ(a7-<Z/s,Contracted,  compressed. 

A  j.ii^!x«mM^a/iardjm,Terrified, running  in  fear. 

AjJXU  rmitaharrir,  Reiterated,  repeated.  Ir- 
resolute, wavering.  The  letterj  ra. 

A  f^JiMiJ^  mutakarsif.  Inserted,  dove-tailcd. 

A  ̂^wo  mutaharrij  A  performer  of  ablutions 
before  prayer. 

A  (jMijiCic  mutaharjis.  Drawn  together. 
A  mutaharrim.  One  who  makes  preten- 

sions to  generosity.  Honoured,  praiseworthy. 

A  8j^mw/a/irt7v?7(,  Fastidious,  disgusted  with. 

Crabbed,  grim,  hideous,  sad. 
A  mutaharri.  Asleep. 

A  I  A-Ilicio  mntahassihf'Beni  on  making  money. 
mutaliassrr.  Broken  in  pieces. 

a^^^Zjc  mutahasfi,  Clothed  in  a  camelot. 

A  '^liSe  mutahashsth  ili.  Who  lies  with  a  woman. A  <^J:J^nnitaJiashshif, Vncovcred,  exposed. 

A  ̂  ̂:S:;^mutahashshis,Onex\'ho  eats  roast  meat 

dry.  (See ̂ -lx_)  tahashshuf.) 
A  i_>JlL^  mittahn^^b.  Swelling  (bosom). 

A  |X5^xSSo  viidalia^iij  Timid,  cowardly. 

A^J:.xx^mutahu^mh,  One  who  plunges  in. 

A  mtitahaffir.  Armed,  clad  in  armour. 

A  L_aai3<<>  mutahajffif,  One  who  takes  with  out- 
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stretched  hand  {^..j^ kajf). 

A  mutahajfil,  A  surety,  bail,  bondsman. 
An  oflicer  who  examines  accounts  and  seals  them. 

A  ̂̂ ^^-^  mutahajfil,  Pompous,  stately  walker. 
A^_5.fii:ic  mutaha-ffl.  Tall  (tree),  long  (grass). 

Aj^Ji^w«^^a/(a/,Oneto  whomaughtisentrusted. 
A  mu?a/^a//j7<,  Incessantly-flashing  (sky). 

Crabbed,  grim,  grinning,  shewing  the  teeth. 

A  liXXo  mutahall'ul,  Hard  and  thick. 
viutahallis,  A  swift  or  hard  runner. 

A  ̂iSJx)  mutahallij  Assembled.  Sworn. 
A  (w.0  K"<«  vmtahalllf,  A  meddler  in  what  con- 

cerns him  not.  Pains-taking,  striving.  One  who 

attempts  more  than  is  required.  A  troubler. 

A  ̂Kcio  m?/<aAaZW,  Crowned.  Whatever  com- 
prehends,encloses,covers.  Slightly  flashing(cloud). 

Ajjilic  ?nutahaUam,A  place  for  speaking. 
tahalUm,  A  speaker,  orator,  declaimer  ;^an  advo- 

cate. A  spokesman.  Mutahallim,  {or  ̂iL:^  i^u^Zi 

nafsi  mutahalUm)  (in  gram.)  The  first  person. 

^Xa  mutahallimi  iiiaWi,  An  eloquent  orator. A  mutahallh.  One  who  delays  payment, 

or  asks^for  credit.  (See  ̂ K)  tahaUiu.) 

A  miitahalU,  A  lagger  in  the  rear. 
A  vmtahammish.  Quick,  expeditious 

Contracted,  wrinkled,  puckered  (skin). 

A  ̂^C^-^  mutahamkhn,  Drest  in  a  round  cap. 
A  J.*^^  imiiahammil,  Perfect,  complete. 
A  miitahammim.  Covered.  Stupefied. 

A  (ji^^  muiahammin,  Ambushed ;  lier-in-wait. 
A  &tiOa  mutahammih,  A  wanderer,  roamer. 

A  ̂j^^  mutahammis,  (Ground)  which  hides 
from  view.  One  who  disapproves,  dislikes. 

A  ynutahammi,  Cased  in  armour.  Brave. 

A  ̂'jJ^J^  miitahannis.  Concealed  in  a  cave. 
Entered  into  a  tent,  or  the  camel-litter  hawda. 

A  ̂53<  /«)/^rt/iann?^,  Close-chained  (prisoner). 
A  mutahannif,  Enclosing,  hemming  in. 

A  eoici«  mutahannih ,  Arrived  at  the  summit, 

limit,  or  boundary  unh). 
A  mutahanni.  Described  by  a  metonymy. 

A  JliSo  mutahaivmr,  Tucked  up,  ready  for. 
Gathered.    Fallen  on  the  ground.  Trickled. 

Aj'^:^mutahawKiz,  Collected,  assembled. 

A(_)*»^iwo  mutahawwis.  Inverted,  head-down. 
A  v>iitaha7V7rlj  Sprained,  pTiined,  dislo- 

cated in  the  wrist  /'f^)- 

A  ,  j!?5So  mutahan-n'if.  Belonging  to  Kufa. 
A  mntahairn-d.  Assembled  (against). 

A  (.("^^  mittakaKKln,  Become,  brought  into 

existcnce(^^y /.awn),  bred,  engendered.  Shaken. 
A  mutahawrvih.  Confused,  disordered. 

A  (^5^  imitahaKn'i,  Entered  a  narrow  jilace. A  viutahahhif,  Caverned  (mountain). 

A  fjZ^^Cjo  mutahahhin,  A  predicter,  prophet. 

A  ̂^jU7?iM»a//?^,  Supported,  propped.  One 

who  leans, reclines, or  sits(cpeciallyfrom  the  heels); 



laid  down  to  sleep. 

p  mutliidan,  To  murmur.  To  chide  one 

in  a  muttering  strain. 

A  mutahayyis,  Anxious  to  make  a  dis- 
play of  wit,  though  destitute  of  it. 

A  L-ft^^=C«  mutakayyif,  Described,  defined  in 
form  and  quality.  One  who  blemishes  or  tarnishes. 

A  ̂J^,^=C«  mutahayyil,  A  lagger  in  the  rear. 

A  JXo  matl,  The  act  of  moving,  agitating. 

A  '^yiio  mitall,  Any  thing  throwing  one  upon  the 
ground.    Hard,  firm  (spear) ;  (a  man  or  camel) 

strong  in  body.  (A  man)  erect  (in  prayer).  3Iu- 
iill,  One  who  binds  or  leads  by  the  hand.  Who 

distils,  or  causes  any  thing  liquid  to  drop. 

A  j»^^ki«mM^aZa^im,Restoredtofavour.  Healed. 
A  mutalahh,  Jealous  of  each  other. 

mutalahiz,  (People  in  a  mob)  upset- 

ting one  anothei'.   Thick,  close  together  (trees). 
A  Ja5"^)«i«  mutalahiz,  Mutually  looking  back. 

A  ̂^s^^)Xo  mutalahih,  Successive,  following  in 
a  continued  series,  reaching,  touching.  Added, 

augmented  (one  following  another). 
A  cdls-^kjU  mutalahik,  Inserted,  stuck  close  to- 

gether, let  into  one  another. 

A  &So-^)vJk*  muialahikat,  Robust  (she-camel). 

A  &.?'^kie  mutaldhimat,  (A  wound)  inflicted  on 
the  fleshy  part  of  the  head,  and  which  does  not  pe- 

netrate the  pericranium.    Close,  impervious  (wo- 
man), from  extreme  fleshiness. 

A  ̂^'^Sicmutaldhi,  Disputatious,  captious  with 
one  another,  mutually  abusive. 

A  mutalazik,  Contiguous,  continued. 

A  j_j«j^)j«o  mutaldshi,  Vanishing,  annihilated ; 
vain,ofnomoment,worthless.  An  inquirer, searcher. 

A  ̂j*»l?^kX«mi«/flZa<is,  Dashed  together  (waves). 
A  I  q1»^)jI*  mutaldtif,  Mutually  benevolent. 

A  ̂*^3jt>  mutaldtim,  Employed  in  buffeting  one 
another.  Compressed,  battered,  dashed  together, 

agitated  (as  the  waves). 

A  j^^IjU  rnutald^n,  Engaged  in  cursing  or  in- 
voking maledictions  on  each  other. 

A  mitldf,  Profuse,  prodigal,  lavish. 

A  ̂ ^jUi  mutalqfik,  (A  community)  whose  af- 
fairs are  well-ordered. 

A  mutalafi,'W\\o  understands,attainsto. 

A  j^'^kXo  mutaldki,  Met  together  face  to  face. 
A  ̂ J^i^  mutalaslis,  Glittering,  resplendent. 

A  pj^U*  mutaldwim,  Mutually  recriminative. 
•A  ijy^^  mutaldrvt,  Agreed,  of  one  opinion. 

Convened,  assembled. 

A  jjfc^lXo  mutaldhi,  Engaged  in  play,  amusing 
one  another,  or  in  soothing  care  or  grief. 

A  (_ju.^.^)a/c  mutaldyis,  Of  an  excellent  disposi- 
tion.   Conniving,  connivent. 

A  mutalahhib.  Girt  about  the  waist.  One 

whose  skirt  is  tucked.    Ready,  prepared. 

A  mutalabbis,  Dilatory,  tardy,  tedious. 
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A  d!ple  mutalahlid,  Stationary,  cleaving  to  the 

ground.  Adhering,  sticking  together,  feltered,  im- 
pacted, matted  (wool  or  hair)  ;  caked  (dung). 

A  (j**.jDjU  mutalabbis,  Clothed,  clad,  dressed. 

(Food)  sticking  to  the  hand. 
A  lapXc  mutalabbit,  Lain  down,  rolling  on  the 

ground.  Turned  towards.  Bewildered. 
A  tdIjIiX«  mutalabbik.  Confused,  intricate. 

A  cJ^^  mutalahbin.  Dilatory,  tardy,  tedious. 

A^Xc  mutalattikh,  Stained,  defiled. 
A  CLAXIjU  mutalaslis,  Uncertain,  irresolute. 

Laid  down,  rolling  on  the  ground. 

A         mutalassim.  One  whose  mouth  is  veiled. 

A  ̂ Xe  mutlij.  One  who  opens  or  keeps  open. Who  or  what  relaxes  the  mind  or  takes  recreation. 

A  ̂ Xo  muttalij,  One  who  enters,  or  allows  to enter.    Allowed  to  enter. 

A^s^  mutalajjij,  A  pretender,  one  who  lays 
claim  to  any  one's  goods. 

Ai^Ji^^mutalajjif, One  who  digs  down  to  water. 

Honey-combed  through  age  (a  well),  and  therefore 
tearing  the  leathern  buckets  which  are  let  down. 

A  mutalajlij,  A  stammerer,  stutterer.  Irre- 
solute, vacillating.  Shaking.  A  taker,  receiver. 

A 

A 
mutalajjim,  Bridled  (horse). 

^J^^mutalajjin,  Partial  in  washing  the  head. 
Aj^"^  mutalahhiz,  Avaricious,  narrow-minded 

Tucked  up  for  travelling  or  fighting.  (SeeJsP.) 
A mutalahhif,  One  who  takes  or  makes 

up  a  sheet  (i  iliw  likdf). 

A  ̂j^^  mutalahhili,  Consecutive,  in  a  line. 
A  mutalahhi.  One  who  passes  the  turban- 

sash  under  the  chin  {^i^  lihyat). 

A  (^1^*  mutalakhkhis,  Explained,  declared. 

A  s\'S^  mutlad,  Riches,  hereditary  wealth ;  slaves 
or  cattle  brought  forth  in  the  family  and  descend- 

ing by  way  of  heritage.  A  slave  brought  from  a  dis- 
tance when  a  boy,  and  reared  amongst  the  Muham- 

madans.  Blutlid,  Possessed  of  hereditary  wealth  ; 
master  of  slaves  or  cattle  bred  in  his  own  house. w 

A  JiiXo  mutallad,  Old,  ancient.  Mutallid,  One 

who collectsor  assembles.  Who  wards  off", prevents. 
A  (ijl)uk«  mutaladdad,  The  neck.  Mutaladdid, 

One  who  looks  right  and  left. 

A  plSlwo  mutaladdim,  (A  garment)  burst,  torn. 
(A  shoe)  in  want  of  a  patch.  (See  taladdum). 

A,.jS>S>>'<  mutaladdin,  Slow,  tedious,  dilatory. 

A  (^^Xm  mutalazziz,  Who  delights  in;  relishes, 

A  ̂dij^  mutalazzi^  An  elegant  and  quick  walk- 
er. One  who  looks  right  and  left. 

A  ̂j5X«  mutalazzij,  Ductile,  limber.  Viscous, 
ropy.     Partially  washed  (head),  not  clean. 

A  ̂ pXo  mutalazzih,  (A  mouth)  watery  from 
eating  pomegranates  or  plums. 

A  (^^IjU  mutalassin,  Lent  (camel's  colt  in  order to  suck).  Flaming  (fire). 

A  sjullCU  mutalassinat,  A  camel  that  takes  a 
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liking  for  another's  colt.  Camels  set  free. 
A  {^jaiS/c  mutalUs,  One  who  softens  or  smooths. 
A  ̂jaAoiXc  mutalassis,  A  robber,  freebooter. 
A  t-laiX*  mutalattikh,  Defiled,  dirtied,  soiled. 

Aia-ia)jUi  mutalattit,  A  denier  (of  a  debt  due). 

A  ̂iaJjU  mutalatti^  Toothless  from  age. 

A  i»_flla)jL«mMfa7ai^i/',Kind,favourably  inclined. 

A  j»kijUi  mutalattbn,  An  apostate,  a  renegade. 
Dark,  ash-coloured  (face). w 

A  mutalatti,  A  watcher  for  his  enemy. 

A  ia_UaJJ/«  mMtoZa^Zia;,  WrithingjCoiled  (snake). 
A  mutalazzl,  Blazing,  flamy  (fire). 

A  ̂jk*  mutlij  Advanced(day).  One  who  raises 
the  head  or  stretches  out  the  neck  (to  hear  or  look 

at  any  thing).  A  beautiful  woman. 

A  ̂il*  ?/m«aZ?^,  Ignorant  of  any  person's  situa- tion, particularly  if  dead  or  alive. 
A  c-*it)X«  mutala^b.  An  incorrigible  player. 

A  mutala^im.  One  who  takes  time,  di- 

latory. One  who  examines  well,  attentive. 

A&:^'^r«?<iaZfl^^y«^,Hot,  lascivious(woman). 

A  pijOjU  mutala^im,  An  eater,  taster. 
AijJiSftmutala^^s,One  who  devours  greedily. 

A  ̂ SlXc  mutala^^s,  Hard  upon  one. 

A  ̂ iXo  mutala^^^  A  plucker  of  buds  of  plants. 

A  mutala^^f,  Ready  to  leap  in  or  over. 

A  jLJjU  mutala^i^  One  who  moves  or  rolls 

about.  (Honey)  viscous,  running  into  a  thread. (See  tala^u^} 

AjJljJoU  mutala^im,  Slow,  calmly  diligent. 

A  ̂JS)X«?m<tofo^^i,  Concreted,  candied  (honey). 
Viscous  and  ropy  (honey).    (See  tala^^.) 

A  i^i^mutalaghghib, A  remover,driver away. 

One  who  tires  and  fatigues. 

Aij!A):UTO«^a%/<://"'^^,Enraged,indignant,angry. 

A  ̂S)ti~'J^mutalaghzrm,A{ariousesiter,  a  glutton. A  i»_fl.*)jL«  mutalaghghif,  Prepared  to  leap. 

A^J^viutalaghgJmn,  One  who  moves  the  parts 
round  the  mouth  when  speaking. 

A  i^luU  matlaf,  A  dangerous  place.  A  desert. 

llitlaf,  Profuse.  Mutlif,  A  destroyer,  ruiner.  A 
consumer,  prodigal. 

A  oil:;*  mutalaffit,  One  who  turns  his  head 

and  embraces  in  one  view  all  the  circumstances. 

A  laaijU  mutalaffiz,  A  pronouncer,  articulator. 

A  ̂aljI*??i?«<a/a^^,Covered,  wrapped  in  a  gar- ment. Silvered  with  grey  hairs.  (See^talaffu^) 

A  c-ijjJXo  mutalaffif.  Wrapped  in  a  garment. 

A  jiJjU  mutalaffik,  Joined,  united. 

A  ̂ aJXc  mutalajfim,  One  whose  mouth  or  nose 

is  veiled^with  the  veil  lifdm. 

A  ̂ aUU  mutalakUb,  Titled,  surnamed. 
A  ixJS^  mtitalahhit,  A  gatherer,  picker  up. 

A  ̂IXm  mutalahhif  A  prater,  babbler. 
A  i_ift)X«  mutalahhif,  (or  poii*  mutalakhim) 

A  camel  that  turns  his  fore-hoofs  out  in  walking. 

A  half-starved  wretch  who  devours  greedily. 
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A  ̂JiiS/omutala?L}{ in, Taught ;  a  learner  by  heart. 
A  picker  up. 

A  (jpi^  inutalahlu,  One  who  arrives,  meets,  or 
encounters,  or  visits.  Conceivinn:  woman). 

A  iiS^  miitalahhid,  Joined,  firm,  compact.  Co- 
herent. (See  talalt/tvd.) 

A  j_^Xo  mntulahhi,  One  wlio  stoj)s  or  delays. 

A  ̂ ^iX«  »i;</a/rtwiwt?7,  A  taster.  One  who  break- 
fasts or  takes  a  whet.   One  \\  lio  licks  his  lijis. 
A  mntalammihli,  An  obscene  talker. 

A  ̂j~.»lX«  inutalavnnis,  One  who  asks  again  and 

again.  iLJlij^^  liaiva'ha  I  mutalainmisat ,  He 
branded  (or  cauterized)  him  on  the  sore  place. 

A  liiliX*  7wi</a/«TO?H«^,  One  who  smiles.  3hda- 

lamviiz,  One  who  rolls  the  tongue  about  themouth 

after  eating  to  clear  away  any  remains  of  meat. 

A  tiaXijU  mutalammazat,  A  mode  of  tying  to- 

gether the  fore-legs  of  a  camel  so  that  they  rub 
against  one  another. 

A  ̂Vxio  mutalammi^  A  snatcher,  seizer. 
A  mutalaynmUt,  A  taster,  cater. 

A  ̂̂ JIXm  mutalammu,  (The  earth)  covering,con- 
cealing.  One  who  chooses  for  himself. 

A  j_JIIiX«  viutalammif  Faded  (colour).  Of  the 
colour  of  wheat. 

A  LiJ^JjU  mutalawwis,  Dirtied,  stained,  defiled. 
A  muialarowis,  Twisted,  inverted. 

A  iajIiXo  mutalanwit,  Addicted  to  sodomy. 

A  (J_jijoo  matlul,  Thrown  prostrate.  Plump, 
round,  and  sleek  (bull). 

A  p^J-^/o  vmialawivim,  Slow,  dilatory,  patient. 
A  ̂jjl^  muialawwin,  Changeable,  variable.  Of 

diffei-ent  hues,  various,  p  vmtalamwin 
shudan,  To  be  altered,  to  change  colour. 

A^l^  (j^iX«  mutalarvmin-mizaj ,  Capricious. 
A  sjjii*  iniitalamwih,  Ti'emulous,  flickering. 

A  (Jiu3\         matluhu'l  ^Id,  Insane. 
A  mutalarvwl,  Bent,  distorted.  Face- 

averted.  Scattered.  Flashing. 

A  u_>pXo  miitalahhih,  Bright,  blazing  (fire). 

A  (^p,Xc  mutalahli'is,  (A  dog)  that  lolls  out  his 
tonguefrom  thirst.  (A  man)  making  haste,  breath- 
infi  hard. 

A  \fi^x<  mutalahhisan,  Ardently,  wishfully. 

A  I  ftpXo  mutalahhif,  Agitated,  grieved,  sad. 
A  mtiiahilthih,  Intensely  white. 

A  p^io  ?«M<a?fl/(/<m,Who  devours  or  gulps  up. 
A  ̂^.^iX«  mutalalildn,  One  who  takes  a  whet. 
A  mutalahld,  A  player,  sporter.  Play- 

ful, sportive.  Foi'getful,  negligent. 

A  j_^Xe  mutli,  (or  mutliyat')  (pi.  ma- 
iaW)  A  camel  followed  by  her  colt. 

A  ̂KSxAViutallayat,  Camels  with  their  young. 

A  ' ''  ̂'^y^'^  mutalayyis,  Bold,  fierce,  lion-like. 
A  viutalayyin,  Gentle,  placid,  benign. 

Bland,  fawning. 

A         mutamm,  Something  superadded  to  a 
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measure  already  full.  The  place  at  which  the  na- 

vel is  cut.  3fvtimvi,  A  completer,  perfecter.  A  wo- 
man with  child,  gone  her  full  time.  The  full  moon. 

A j^lci*  mutamcifir,  jNIutually  boastful. 
A jiilcU  miUamatir,  (Sparks)  which  fly  here  and 

there.  Engaged  in  pulling  different  ways. 

A  ,3^U««  muiamasil,  Convalescent.  Coequal. 

A  Cy:>-\i^  mutamajid,  Contentious  about  glory. 

A  ̂ \c^muta7naji^  (also  muiaviajin) 
Saucy,  impudent,  obscene  amongst  themselves. 

vultamahih,  Mutually  litigious. 

A  ,J>s»liU  mutamFihil, liOng.  Extensive  (desert). 
Tall  and  tremulous.  (A  house)  distant  from  other 

dwellings.  Clianged  in  body.  ed>-levCjj<\  wmMri 
mutamalida,  Affairs  long,  tedious,  and  trying. 

A  ̂lilcvo  mutamadih,  Mutually  laudatory. 
A  ̂iiltv«?nMfflm«f///Jt, Great,  excellent,  precious. 

One  who  does  every  thing  expeditiously.  Disobe- 
dient. Lazy,  laggard. 

A  j_yiilcve  mutamadi,One  who  perseveres  in,  con- 
tinues, prolongs,  or  protracts.  Lengthened  out, 

protracted.  Contentious,  disputatious. 

A  Jljv«  mutamarr,  Occupied  in  wrestling. 

A  (_j>jjlc\«  mutamaris,  Distracted,  quarrelsome, 

fighting  themselves. 

A  (.^Ijvo  mutamariz,  One  who  shams  sickness. 

A  i^Wve  mutamm-i,  Doubtful,  uncertain  of.  Li- 
tigious, quarrelsome,  disputatious. w 

Ajl<vo  mutamazz,  Separate,  wide  apart. 

A^U^  mwtemaz?'/*.  Engaged  in  mutual  jesting. 
A  (_fjlcvo  mw^amazi,  Distinct.  Separate,  asunder. 
A  (^jj^ljvo  inutamasa,  Contiguous,  in  contact. 
A  mutamadih,  Sincere,  upright  towards 

each  other.  Striking  hands  in  making  a  bargain. 

A  (.dlwiliJ*  mutamasik,  Powerful.  Holding  fast. 

A  ̂ZAS^  mutamasliih,  Pulling  different  Avays. 
A  mutamashi,  Walking  out  together. 

A  ij^lsvc  mutamasi^  Engaged  in  fighting. 

A  mutamatrr,  (or  iiljvo  mutamazz')  (A 
cloud)  which  pours  forth  rain  one  M-hile,  and  ceases 
the  next.  Rained  on  in  one  place,  but  not  in  another. 

A  mutamahis,  A  biddei'  against  another. 
A  uiUVivc  mutavialih,  Able ;  who  has  in  h  is  power. 

A  ̂̂ ^^mxitamalis,  Unanimous.  Assembled. 
A  Ojliv*  muiamarvit,  One  who  feigns  to  be 

dead.    A  hypocrite  in  religion. 

A(^J6livom?<ia9Ha/<v7^,Engagedinmutualquarrcl. 

A  ̂ Uv<  mutamaylh,  Staggering  (drunkard). 
A  jJ.liU  mutamayir,  Broken  oflP  (friendshij)). 
A  lajlivo  mutamayit,  Distant,  absent,  retired. 

Alienated  from  one  another. 

A  Jj.l^c  mutamayil,  Waving  from  side  to  side. 

A  ̂̂ l<i«  mutamasin,  A  hypocrite.  False  (lover). 

A  'k:^  matmatat,  The  courting  of  an  alliance. 

A  mvtamatti^  Possessed  of,  enjoying,  de- 

lighting in.  One  who  remains  at  Mecca,  and  per- 
forms the  solemnities  (&3»5/«  mut^t)  there. 

A  (Jicv*  mutamass'd,  A  propounder  of  parables. 
One  who  applies  a  metaphor  or  adage.  An  imita- 

tor.    Like,  resembling.    One  who  retaliates. 
-^0 

mutamajjkl,  Glorified. 

A  ̂j^jjsj^  tnuiamajjis,  Become  afire-worshipper. 
A  mutamahhih,  EflTaced,  abolished.  Di- 

minished, decreased,  waned.  Burned. 

A  Ciis^  mutamahliik,  Morose,  quarrelsome. 

A  J.s.^'*  mutamahhil,  Sly,  deceitful,  insidious. 

A  ̂^mutaniahhJthilth,  Who  extracts  marrow. 
A j-is^  mutamahlihhir,  One  who  catches  tlie 

wind  at  sea.  One  who  turns  his  back  to  the  wind. 

A  (ji^**  mutamahlihhinh,  Much  shaken. 
A;_^if^;/ii/<awa/</i/J(/^,Shaken(churningmilk). 
A  ialif^  mutamahhkhit ,  Who  blows  his  nose. 

One  who  walks  in  a  tottering,  staggering  way. 

A  mutamahkhlii,  Abstinent,  refraining, 

clear  from.  One  who  complains.  Who  asks  pardon. 

A  mutamaddij,  Extended,  widened. 

A  .^si^  miitamaddili.  Boastful.  A  fisher  for 
compliments.    (See  tamadduh.). 

A  liSilo  mutamaddid.  Extended,  outstretched. 

A  i^Stt^  mutamaddil,  One  who  wipes  himself 
with  a  napkin  (^.Jki/«  mindil). 

A  vnitamaddin,  Rich,  comfortably  off. 

A         mutamaddlli,  Boastful,  vain-glorious. 

A  (^tiwffic  mutamadhin,  One  who  fills  or  receives 

a  cruise  of  oil  ((^^^  mudJiun'). 
A  jS^  mvtmir,  Rich  in  dates  ( tamr). 

A j!^miita7mna7;Fedv>'nh  dates.  Becomedry 
(date).    (A  palm-tree)  loaded  with  dry  dates. 

A  i^jiy>  mxdamarrid,  Stubborn,  disobedient,  re- 
bellious. Beardless.  One  who  outstrips,  gets  before. 

A(_>«jiv«7ft«faman*is,Mischief-maker.  Rubbed. 

A  [^ji^*  mutamarrh,  Fled,  gone  :  ]iulled  ofl". A  muiamarriz,  Languid,  dull,  heartless. 

A  laJiUi  miitamarrit,  Fallen  off  (hair). 
A  mutamarr}^  Quick,  expeditious.  A 

seeker  of  pasture.  One  who  moves  his  nose  in  a  rage. 

A  '^^yi^  viutamarragli,  A  place  where  a  horse rolls.  il/?;^fl???onv"yt.  Wallowing  (horse).  Slip- 

pery (i)laco).    (See  '^C  tamarrugh). 
A  ?;n//flwar/-rt/.',  Dyed  with  saflron.  J/m- 

taviarrih,  (A  horse)  which  is  becoming  fat. 

A j/o^  mutamarmir,  AtvevahXer,  totterer.  Shak- 
ing.  Quaking  (sand). 
A  muiamai-rin,  Used,  accustomed  to.  On 

the  edge.    Exceeding,  much,  excessive. 

A  ̂js^  mutamarris,  A  pretender  to  humanity. 

A  iSj^  m,utamarri,  Adorned,  decorated. 

Ajji^  mutamazzlr,  One  who  milks  the  stroak- 
ings.  3Izitamazzh;  (orjjii*  mutaviazziz)  One  who 

sips  or  sucks  by  little  and  little. 

A  ̂ ji^  mutamazz!^,  Splitting  with  rage. 
A  jj<i«  mvtamazziJi,  Torn,  rent  (garment). 

Aj*j<vo  mutaviazmiz,  Di'iven  here  and  there, scattered.  Scared.  jNIoving  preparatory  to  rising  up. 



A  mufamazzin,  WeW-desew'wg.  Accus- 
tomed, habituated.   (See  tamazzun.) 

A  ̂ -Hji*  mui a masxih, One  who  rubs  one  thing 
against  another.    (See  tamassuh.) 

A^^<i«  mutamassihh,  Metamorphosed. 
A  i-iAILeUi  mutamassih,  Retentive,  hold-fast,  te- 

nacious.   One  who  holds  back. 

A.^'jL^to  mutamassis,  Old,  torn  (garment). 

A  jJLi^mutamasMiir,  Apparently  rich.  Ver- 
dant (leaf).    (See  tamashshur.) 

A  (jS>^<v«  mutamashshish,  One  who  gnaws  the 
end  of  a  bone  and  sucks  the  marrow. 

A  ̂ 9^0  viutamashsld^  A  remover  of  filth  from 
himself  ̂ One  who  eats  the  whole  contents  of  a  dish. 

A  ̂J-i^cvo  mutamashshih,  Torn  (garment).  Re- 
tiring (night).    Peeled,  denuded. 

A^^J:^  mvtamashshl,  Running,  set  a  going. 

aJ^oc^  mutamassir,  One  who  milks  the  after- 

ings.  One  who  milks  with  thethumbandfore-finger. 

Lost.  Afollower.  Scattered.  (Seej^aX  tamassur). 

A  'ij^aS^  mutamassirat ,  Scattered  (camels).  A 
blaze  on  a  horse's  face,  narrow  in  one  part  and 
broad  in  another. 

A  {^ja^it^  mutamassis,  One  who  sucks  or  sips. 

a j.*q^  mutamazzir,  Like  unto  a  Muzarite. 

Angry  with  the  Muzarites  (an  Arabian  tribe). 

A  i^ja^^aJs^o  mutamazmiz,  A  rinser  of  his  mouth. 

A  (_^i«v«  mutamazzt,  Transmitted,  passed  by. 

AjiaiU  mntamatiir,  (A  horse)  carried  rapidly 

along.  Name  of  a  horse  and  of  a  mare.  (Seejla^'.) 
A  lala«U>  mutamattit,  Yawning.    (See  kW.) 

A  jiaiUm2<<«?«««?Vi,  A  taster,  licker.  One  who 
smacks  his  tongue  against  the  palate. 

A  la»la<U??iw<«?waimi<,Extended.T]iick,  muddy. w 
A  mutamatti,  A  strutter.  Long  (day). 

A  jLLiU  mMtemas;^^!^,  Moving  (shadow).  Lick- 

ing; a  licker.    One  who  delays  or  puts  off. 

A  lijiivo  mutama^d,  Fresh  (date). 

A  mutama^icl,  Distant  (habitation). 
Coarsely  fed,  and  roughly  clad. 

A  mutama^r,  (Colour)  changed  (by  an- 
ger).   Falling  (hair). 

Aji!<Ui  mutama^^z,  Contracted  (brow). 

A  mutama^^s,  Griped  in  the  bowels. 

A  JoiteU  mutavia^^t,  Bald  from  sickness. 

A  ,3*ii«  mutama^^k,  Carried  far  in  speech. 

Deep,  profound.  Bad-tempered. 

A  uil»<v«  mutama^^k,  Wallowing  (horse). 

A  i^J^  mutama^^,  Stretched,  extended.  Di- 
vulged (secret).    Pompous,  strutting. 

A  (^iiUi  mutamaghghis,  Griped  in  the  belly. 

A  ia-iiv*  mutamarjUgldt,  (A  horse  or  a  camel) 

■which  outstretches  his  fore-feet  when  running. 

(See  lai^  tamaglujliut). 

A  mutamaghghi,  Soft,  flabby  (leather). 

A  CL^sS^  mutamahhit,  Mutually  inimical. 

A  i^s^^  mutamah-his,  Fainted^  swooned. 
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A  ̂J^^l-^<l  miitamahhis,  Fainted,  swooned. 

A  Jjiiffio  mvtamahhih,  A  sipper  at  several  times. 
A  uiiiU)  mutmik,  (Pasture)  which  fattens. 

A  fJL>^^  mutamahkis,  Slow,  tedious,  dilatory. 

Aj!x^;<  mutamakkir,  Tinged  with  vermilion. 
miitamakkik,  A  sucker  up  of  the 

whole.    Hard  upon  a  debtor. 

As^^^i^mutamahm.ikatf'Short,  squat  (woman). 

A  iJ^Ln^  mutamahhin,  Powerful,  possessed  of 
great  authority.  Placed,  established,  inhabiting, 

residing,  fixed,  located.  Firmly  seated.  An  inha- 

bitant, p  (jUSi!^i«  mutamakkinani  wilayat, 

Inhabitants  of  the  country;  peasants,  a  f^'Cji^  ̂ \ 
ismi  mutamakJiin,  A  noun  declinable  in  all  three 

cases,  a  triptote.  {^y^j^  O^^^V^'  mutamakkin,  In- 
capable of  inflexion.  (J^^  {^^^  mutamahkini 

anikan,  A  diptote  (or  noun  of  two  or  three  cases, 

see  Arab.  Grammar).  (^;iQv«  mutamakki?ii 

mabrii, ^An  adverb  or  preposition. 

A  ̂_^ls^mutamakJn,Moistwiih.s\\eat.  (Ahorse) 
that  scratches  his  eye  against  his  knee. 

A  mutamallih,  A  manufacturer  or  vender 

of  salt  milk).  One  who  cries  out  well  done  ! 

A  ̂̂ wjv«  7nutamaUihh, Onewho  tears  out  (an  eye). Weak  in  the  back. 

A^-<v«  mutamalliZjRid,  escaped  (from  any  one). 

(SeejU^  tamaUuz.) 
7nuiamallis,V oVished,  smoothed,  shin- 

ing. Escaped,  past.  One  who  hangs  back. 

A  (joljve  mutamall'ts,  Escaped,  set  free. 
A  la_l<U>  mutamallit,  Unfeathered  (arrow). 

A         mutamaHigh,  One  who  shams  folly, 

A  ̂ j^^  mutajnallik,  Kind,  gracious;  a  flatterer, 
fawner.  Bland. 

p  to\sL\^  muiamallihana,  Soothingly,  blandly. 

A  CilLil*  7nutavialUk,  Possessed  of,  made  ruler. 

A  (Jifl-*  mutamallil,  Swift,  quick  in  walking. 
Restless  through  pain.  (See^Jif  tamallul.^ 

A  ̂ y^i^  mutamalmil,  Uneasy,  restless  in  bed. 

A  *j_Lj^  mutamalUf,  Crammed,  filled. 
A  ??iM<a?wa?/i,  Tedious,  dilatory.  One  who 

enjoys  life. 

A  pivo  mutmam,  Complete,  perfect,  entire. 
A  mutammam,  Over  and  above  a  medium. 

Name  of  a  poet.  Mutammim,  A  completer,  per- 

fecter, finisher.  Who  gives  to  one  whatever  he  gains 
at  dice.  One  whose  gaming  arrow  wins  time  after 

time.  A  consumer,  destroyer.  One  who  runs  to 

despatch  a  wounded  man.  One  who  hangs  an  amu- 
let round  the  neck  of  an  infant  to  protect  it  against 

fascination  or  enchantment.  Split,  burst,  cracked. 

The  complement  of  a  circle  (in  mathematics). 

A^i<vc  mutamanni^  One  who  refrains  or  holds 
back.  Victorious,  bold,  triumphant.  Firm, strong. 

A  ̂jlxXffL*  mutamanni^ini,  A  young  she-camel 
and  a  kid. 

A  (^«vc  mutamannin,  Enfeebling :  a  weakener. 

Apparently  weak  and  tired. 
^  A^ji^mutamannl,  One  who  wishes,  hopes,  asks, 

or  prays.  A  reader  of  manuscript.  A  liar.  An 

inventor,  feigner,  (in  gram.)  The  optative  mood. 

A  C->UicI*  mutamanniyat,  Objects  of  desire. 

A^^i^<mutamaivTvij,  Boisterous,  dashing,swell- 
ing,  surgy,  raging:  overflowing,  boiling  over. 

Aj3<vo  matmur,  Provided,  stocked  with  dates. 
A  (Jj<\*  mutamawwil,  Rich,  wealthy,  opulent. 
A  mutamawrvin,  Liberal  to  dependants. 

A  li^ivc  mutamahhid,  Waxen  powerful,  able. 

Aj'^S'O  mutamahhir  Quick,  ingenious,  intelli- 
gent. (A  lion)  clever  at  tearing  his  prey. 
A  miitamahhis,  Plunged  (into  water). 

A  ̂J^c^  mutamahhik,  Frequent  at  (the  wine). 
A  uii^iU  mutamahhih,  One  who  adorns,  deco- 

rates, or  does  (a  thing)  well  and  handsomely. 

A  (J^<^  mutamahhil,  Gentle,  deliberate,  slow. 
A  mutmahill,  Long,  straight,  and  well- 

proportioned. A  s^-jiU  mutamahmih,  Who  desists,  abstains. 

Aj<^  rnatmir,  A  pizzle  (hard  and  stifl"). A  ynutmasirr,  Long,  strong  (spear).  Hard 
and  stiff  (pizzle). 

Aj^ivo  mutamayyiz.  Separated,  distinguished. 
Distinct.  Discriminating.  Splitting  with  rage. 

A  mutamayyis,  A  stately  walker. 

A  ̂ ^'O  mutamayyi^  Melted;  fluid,  fluent. 
AjJ,J<vc  vmtmafill,  Tall.   Erect,  well-made. 
A  main,  (v.  n.  of  ij^'«)  Stinking  on  the  side 

of  the  back.  Striking,  striking  hard.  Drawing 

out  lengthwise.  Travelling  through  a  country.  Cas- 
trating (a  ram).  Travelling  (with  any  person)  the 

whole  day.  Swearing.  Stitching.  Lying  with.  A 

severe  blow.  Marriage,  (pi.  mitan)  A  hard 

or  elevated  piece  of  ground.  A  steady,  hard  man. 

Tliat  part  of  an  arrow  from  the  feathei-s  to  the  mid- 
dle. One  side  of  the  back  or  loins.  Text  of  a  book. 

The  middle  (of  a  road).  A  fortress,  castle,  bulwark. 

A  (It"*  mutinn,  Remote,  far  distant. 
A  (^AS^  mutanasish,  A  lagger  far  behind. 
A  I  a^UjU  mutanatif,  Plucked,  falling  (hair). 

A  ̂ Uxfi  mutanafil,  Long,  entangled  (grass). 

A  Ji[^lLc  mutanasir,  Scattered,  fallen  here  and 
there.  Sick.  Moribund. 

A  jJjUjUi  viutanasil,  Poured  forth. 
A  tIL*>-ljjL<!  mutanajis,  One  who  scatters. 

A  ̂ UjU  mutanajUi,  One  who  dreams  true. 
A  ̂ »-LjU  mutanajihh,  Dashing,  splashing. 
Aj>-llX«  mutanajiz,  Mutually  combative. 
A  (ji^UXc  mutanajish,  Engaged  in  bidding 

against  each  other  to  raise  the  price ;  a  sweetener. 
A  mutanajil,  Combative,  disputatious. 

A  j^^^UjU  mutanaji,  Engaged  in  private  chat. A  l1-*=-UjU  mutanahlb,  Agreed  together  upon 

a  time  for  combat  or  other  matters. 

A  j>-\^  mutanahir,  Who  fly  at  one  anothers' 
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throats        ?ja/tr).  Facing  (houses).  Devious. 

A  3Uic  mulanadil, Dispersed,  flying  in  disorder. 

A  (_yjii'jXc  mutanadis,  Abusive  of  each  other. 
A  mutanadim,  Engaged  in  familiar  talk. 

.Seated  together  at  a  banquet  of  wine. 

A  (_5ii\Joi«  mutanadi,  Engaged  in  calling  out  to 
one  another.  Assembled,  collected. 

AjjUjU  mutanuzar,  A  lion.  3Iutanazir,  Mu- 
tual in  admonishing  or  deterring. 

A  mutanaza^  Disputed.  a>-i  ̂ ^-j^ 
tanaza^ fihl,  The  thing  disputed  about,  the  subject 
of  controversy.    Jlutanazl^  Engaged  in  a  dispute 
among  themselves.   Seizing  a  thing  together. 

A  jJjIIjU  mutanazih,  Mutually  reproachful. 
A  (»iJjlJjU  mutanazih,  Reciprocal  in  spearing. 

A  (JjUjU  mutanazil,  Descending  together  into 
the  arena.  FiKhtinff  together. 

jlldUl  mutariasib,  Similar,  proportionate. 

A  wQwjUXo  JHUtanasif,  Engaged  in  private  com- 
munications. 

A  ̂_^a*»^JjU  mutancisih.  Arranged,  closely  joined. 
A  ,J-fc»iljjk/«  mutanasil.  Begotten  in  succession. 

A  j^^IJjU  mutandsi,Ox\e  who  pretends  to  forget. 
A  f^Zi\^inutanasliib,3  oined,connected.  Hang- 

ing, clinffinfi  tosether. 

A  tiui>'j_ic  mntanashad,  (A  poem)  rehearsed 
amongst  people.  3Iutanaskid,  Engaged  in  repeat- 

ing verses  together. 

A  |_^Ua/«  mutanashi,  Overcome  with  Avine. 

A  ̂ ^UXc  mutanasih.  Mutual  in  admonishing. 
A  L_i<oUio  mutanasif,  J nst,  mutually  equitable. 

A  (J^UjUj  mutanazil,  Emulous  of  each  other  in 
darting  and  shooting. 

A  ̂'Jo/o  mutanatih,  Mutual  in  butting. 
A  j^UIw  mutanati.  Anxious  to  excel  a  rival. 

Engaged  in  bandying  words. 

A  jij>UjL«  mutanazir,  Opposed,  looking  at  one 

another  face  to  face.  (See Jb\^  tanazu?:) 

A  j^IjXo  mutana^7n.  Benevolent;  a  benefactor. 
Tender,  delicate. 

A  (_^UjL«  mM/a?ia^,  One  who  stimulates  his  com- 
rade to  vigorous  exertion  in  battle  by  announcing 

the  death  of  his  friend. 

A ̂ UjU>  mutanwjhir,  One  who  shews  dislike. 
A  producer  of  something  unknown  or  disapproved. 

\  liilXc  mutanafiz,  Engaged  in  a  law-suit,  go- 
ing together  before  a  judge. 

A  jiU>/c  mutanajir,  Timid,  fleeing  in  a  panic. 
Going  together  before  a  magistrate. 

a^\JjL«  mutanajiz.  Leaping  together. 

A  i^j^iUi*  mutanajis.  Desirous,  wishful,  eager, 
particularly  when  competitory. 

A  \ai\'^viutanajit,  Scum-casting  (boiling  pot). 
One  who  cats  burnt  hair  in  a  season  of  scarcity. 

A  mutanafi,  Engaged  in,  studious  of, 

conipassingeach  other's  destruction,or  driving  each 
other  away. 

A  t_>aj>'-ic  mutanahiz,  Contradictory.  A  pro- 
mise-breaker. One  who  untwists  a  rope.  One  who 

demolishes  a  building. 

A  i>L^\^vmtanakis,  Discordant,inimical.  Mu- 
tual in  breaking  promises. 

mutanahih,  Allied  by  intermarriages. 

A  ??(?/^awa/nV/,  Mutually  severe,  harsh. 

A  jStjjU  mutanaliir,  One  who  shams  ignorance. 
Mutually  hostile. 

A  K.Ji^\jj^mutanahif,  Engaged  in  exchanging 

words,  or  talking  by  turns. 

A  t— imitanawih.  Observant  of  time  and 

turn  in  drawing  water  or  any  thing  else. 

A  ̂jljXo7rt?/<anaw?7i,Contrary,opposite(winds). 
Facing  (two  mountains). 

A  (^jIjXo  mutanarvish,  One  who  puts  forth  his 
hand  to  take  something.  (See  i^jMi  tananush.) 

A  JljLjk*  mutanawal.  Taken.  Eaten.  Muta- 
nawil,  One  who  takes  or  carries  off.  An  eater. 

A  O^jUjU  mutandwalat,  Viands. 

A  j«j^-oUi  mutanawim,  One  who  feigns  sleep. 
A  t— *fi>UjU  mutandhib.  Dust-raising  (camel). 

A  i^JsUic  mutandhid,  (Travellers)  who  make 

up  a  joint  purse. 

AJS>[^  mutandhiz,  Simultaneous  in  hastening, 
ambitious  to  get  before  each  other. 

A  ̂_JoJ^UjL«  mutandhiz,  Reciprocal  in  assailing 

or  preparing  for  battle. 
A  mutandhi.  Finished,  terminated.  Ar- 

rived at  the  utmost  extreme,  gaining  any  point.  A 

comer  or  bringer  of  intelligence.  Stagnating  or 

regorging  (water).  Averse  from  any  thing  prohi- 
bited. Mutual  in  prohibiting  or  in  checking.  Pro- 

vident, prudent,  sagacious. 
A  Cii-i.lJ«iwi  mutandi/ik,  (An  eyelid)  closed  in 

sleep.  Fast  asleep. 

A  jJ,UjUi  mvtanan.  Retired  far  asunder. 

A  c-*?xk«  mutanahbib,  (Water)  set  a-flowing. 

A  ̂-J>^  mtdnnabbij,  Swollen  and  high  (bone). 
hj  mutanabbiz,  Scurrilous,  abusive. 
A  iaSjjU  mutanabbit,  One  who  fetches  or  brings 

out.  Like  a  nabat'iy. 

A ^jJlc viu'tanabbi^Water  flowing  by  degrees. 
A  ̂ySs:yc7n>danahbil,  Possessed  of,  or  bearer  of, 

arrows.  A  taker.  (Sec  JX6  tanabbul.) 

A  viuta7iabbih,  \Yii[dn>r  from  sleep.  Cir- 

cumspect, aware,  animadverting,  turning  the  atten- 
tion towards,  recollecting,  remembering,  diligent. 

One  who  receives  advice,  and  profits  by  it. 

A  J^'jCa)  vmtanabbis, Owg  %vho  calls  himsclfa pro- 
phet: a  pseudo-prophet.  Name  of  an  Arabian  poet. 

A  &iXc  ma^?ia<,Ahardhill,high,rugged  ground. 

A  ̂ Jjk/c  imitanaitiJth,  One  in  whose  head  lice 
are  sought  and  found. 

A  f^^^C3>iovmtantin,  One  who  abandons  relations, 
and  associates  with  strangers. 

A        mutanassir,  Scattered. 

A  Lt.»5i^  w!«/a«flji;i<,  A  scrutinizer,  examiner. 
A         mutanajjih.  One  who  despatches  easily ; 

successful. 

A  mutanajjid,  Borne  off*,  taken.  High. 
Aj-V*^  mutanajjiz,  One  who  expedites  (any 

thing)properlyand  successfully.  (Seejlaji^  tanajjuz.) 

A  (j-V*^  mutanajjls,  Polluted,  defiled. 
A  mutanujji^  Seeker  of  forage  or  water. 
A  mutanajjitn,  An  astronomer.  One 

who  counts  tlie  stars  from  wakefulness  or  love. 

p  ̂5jJa**»j^  ij^'^  mutanjani  'jospamVi,  A  kind 
of  dish  (pulaw)  made  of  goats'  flesh. 

p  dJmj^^  mutanjusha,  Mint,  spearmint. 

A  ̂^gii^  mutanajji,  One  who  seeks  the  highest 

ground.     (See^^^Si^  tanajji.) 
A^J«5i^  mutanahhis.  An  examiner  (into  news). 

A  ̂yii^  muianahhil,  A  false  pretender  to. 

A  ̂i'*^  mutanahnili,  The  repeater  of  a  sound, 
as  ah  ah,  to  clear  the  throat. 

Aj^J*^  inutanahha\  A  place  to  turn  to.  A  place 
of  profit.  il/M<anaMt,  Removed  (from  his  place). 

Reclined. 

A  ̂ x<)WM<7j?AA,(Fat)oppressiveto  the  stomach. 
A  ̂   muianakhhhi^  One  who  spits. 

A  ,JI*^m2/^a?iaA/j/i;/<(7,A sifter. Apicker,chooser of  the  best. 

A  mutanahhhkim.  One  who  spits,  hawks, 
or  blows  his  nose. 

A  -.^^^  mutanalihnihh.  Recumbent  (camel). ■ '  ̂  viutanahhhhi, ^odiSXivX,  vain-glorious. „^.»VV.,...,..w.,..,  „  ,  g,. 

mutanaddih.  Strayed  from  the  fold. 

A  ̂ ISJjU  viutanaddihh.  Vain,  arrogant.  One 
who  pretends  to  be  full. 

A  ̂_jj!S-jU>  mutanaddis,  A  searcher  into  news. 
Fallen  on  the  ground,  and  laying  the  hand  on  the 
mouth.  (See  ;_>MO-i.) 

A  Jj'-io  mutanadd'd.  One  who  uses  a  napkin. 

A  j»Sjjk*  mutanaddhn,  Penitent,  contrite. 
A  i^jljic  mittanaddi,  Liberal  beyond  others.  (A 

tree)  "littering  with  dew.    (See  tanaddi.) 

A  .  jjjUi  mutanazzir.  Timorous,  cautious. 

A  mtttanazzir,  One  who  claims  relation- 

ship to  the  tribe  ofj\p  nizdr. 

A         miitanazzi^  One  who  makes  haste. 
A    JVa*  mutanazzil,  Slow  in  desending. 

A  ij<S^  mutanazzah,  A  charming,  delightful 
place.  jl/i</a«fl"*Vt,Pure,free(from  vice  or  stain). 

A  iJ'jCyio  mutanazzi.  Prone  to  evil. A  \   ■    '^''-^mntatiassih.A  claimer  of  relationship. 

AjZjIa  mutanassir,  Untwisted  (rope).  Fallen 

to  pieces.  (SceJLjj  ianassur.) A  mutanassir,  A  receiver  (of  good). 

A  ̂ Jij^  mutaiiassi^,  Loose  (tooth). A  "  '■'^'^  viutanassif.  One  who  prostrates  his 

rival  in  wrestling. 

A  ̂ j^'^  muta?iassik.  Arranged,  threaded. 
A  tiiJJiJXc  7mitanassik,  Pious,  devout. 



A^,ZxUmutanassim,Who  perceive9,gets  wind  of. 

Fragrant,^s\veet-scented.  (See  jjlb  tanassum.) 
A  mutanashshib,  Fixed  in  the  heart. 

A  mutanashshir,  Spread  abroad. 

AjviLili*  muta7iashshiz,  Hard,  severe.  Ready. 
A  laJiJX«  mutanashshit,  One  who  rides  a  horse, 

and  dismountswhenheis tired.  Brisk, lively,active. 

A  jtLS::jo  mutanashshigh,  A  groaner  inwardly. 
A  (_aiJu*  mutanashshif,  Bibulous,  spongy. 

A  i^iXUi  mutanashshim,  A  beginner.  Soft  and 
gentle  in  seeking  knowledge. 

A  ̂_jiJCi«  mutanashshif,  One  who  rises  to  begin, 
who  stirs  about  his  business. 

A  ̂j^,j:^mutanashshi,Ox\e  who  perceives  a  smell, 
and  becomes  intoxicated. 

A  u-**ajwo  mutanassib,  Erect,  upright,  on  the 

feet.  Highly-raised  (dust). 
A  mutanassah.  Well-sewed.  Patched 

(garment).   Well-watered  (camel).  Mutanassih, 
One  who  listens  to  advice.  A  sewer,  patcher. 

A  j*aSli<>  mutanassir,  Turned  Christian  (^^jja> 
nasraniy).  One  who  endeavours  to  assist  another. 

Ai_A<AjJi«TOMiawas.s?/",  Aservant.  (Seei_6«n'l?). 
A  jJ,<ajCi<>  mutanassil,  Absolved,  acquitted,  de- 

clared innocent.    (See  ̂J-oIjD  tanassul.) 

A i^^^aj^  mutanassi,  Married  into  a  high  tribe. 

A ̂ «ajwc  mutanazzih,  One  who  exculpates  him- 
self. Who  keeps  himself  clear.  Bubbling(fountain). 

Ai^jajoj^mutanazziZyX  praiser, approver.  One 

:5vho  recovers  a  debt.    (See  (^*ai>  tanazzuz.') 

A  ̂^^jiAJXo  mutanazz'i,  Whatever  emaciates. 
A  (2;JaJjU  mutanattis,  Curious,  inquisitive,  ac- 

curate, neat,  nice,  dainty.  (See  ̂j^loi)  tanattus). 

A  ̂Jajjk*  mutanatti^  Attentive,  industrious, 

pains-taking;  a  careful  inspector.    (See  jia^-) 
A  Q mutanattif,  Decked  with  ear-rings. 

Tarnished,  blemished.  (See  (  a^iJ.)  tanattuf.) 

A  ̂jlaJjU  mutanattik,  A  speaker.  Girded. 
Aiailx!jwcmM<awa^«i^,Distant,goneto  a  distance. 

A j-JaJXo  mutanazzir,  One  who  grants  a  delay. 
One  who  waits,  or  expects.  A  beholder. w 

A  <^„jL]a^  mutanazzif,  Neat,nice,  spruce,clean, 
delicate.     Anxious  to  be  neat  and  clean. 

A  ̂^iHicmutanazzim,  Arranged,  well-strung. 
A  JJSXiU  mutana^l,  Fitted  with  shoes,  shod. 

A  jJtJjU  mutana^m,  Soft  and  delicate.  Af- 
fluent, fortunate,  an  enjoyer  of  the  delights  and 

comforts  of  life.  Salubrious,  agreeable  (country). 

An  inquirer  (for  any  person).  One  who  walks 

barefoot.  One  who  stretches  every  nerve,  exei  ts 

himself  to  the  utmost.  A  furious  driver  (of  cattle). 

A  jijtJjUi  mutana^i^  Distant,  retiring.  Agi- 
tated.   Scattered.    Tortuously  moving. 

A jkSic  mutanacjhghir,  Indignant,  full  of  rage. 

A  (jSJtjCo  mutanaghghish,  Tottering,  nodding. 
A  mM^ana(/A^A«.s,  Uncomfortable  (life). 

A^joiJjU  TOMian«^%Ai2:,Moved,  shaken  (head). 
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A  [**J^  mutanaghghim,  A  low  reader  or  singer, 
A  inutanaffij,  A  vain  boaster,  bouncer. 

«  jnutanaffih,  Intervenient,  intermedial. 

A  ̂ ioU  mutanaffikh,  One  who  blows  with  the 
mouthj^or  who  makes  the  noise  uhh  uhh. 

A  i^flJXe  mutanaffiz,  Passed  by  or  through. 

Aj-Dj^  mutanajffir,  Averse,  abhorring. 
A  i^sClLc  mutana^s,  Possessed  of  breath.  An 

animal.  ̂ Single.   (See  (j«fllj  tanajfus.) 

A  7nutanajffish,  Erect  (feather),  bris- 
tled (hair).  Soft  within.  (See  ̂JLsJi  tanaffush.) 

Ai^jaSL^mictana^ZyOne  who  examines(a  place) 

well  to^know  what  is  there. 

A  laSjLe  mutanajj^t,  Enraged,  fired.  Blistered. 

A  mtitanajpgh,  Blistered  with  labour. 

A  J^-AJio  viutanajffik,  One  who  draws  forth  a 
mole  from  its  hole,  called  -^IHiU  najikas. 

A  mutanaffil,  One  who  does  more  than 

the  law  requires.  One  who  takes  more  of  the  spoil 

( JLa-;\  anfdl)  than  his  companions. 
A  mutanahhib,  Covered  with  a  veil. 

A  OAiLo  niutanakkis,  One  who  gains  love,  con- 
ciliates affection.    One  who  makes  haste. w 

A  ̂ -^^  mutanahhih,  Fallen  away  in  flesh. 
A  C>'-Sui^jnutanahhid,^e^dLy -money  paymaster. 
A  iXa-Cik*  mutanakhiz,  A  rescuer,  deliverer. 

A jpSi^  mutanaWdr-,  An  examiner,  searcher. 
A  i^^jaSi^  mutanakhis,  A  disgracer,  disparager. 

A  {_)asuk<>  mutanakhiz,  Burst,  split.  (Blood) 

falling  drop  by  drop.  (See  i^jasJj  tanakhuz.) 

A  (J>HjX«  mutanahhil,  Translated,  transported  ; 

copied,  portable.    Refreshed  with  a  crust  or  cake 
after  a  glass  of  wine.  One  who  makes  (any  thing) 

a  (Jib  nahl,  or  accompaniment  to  wine. 

A  ̂^^piLjU  mutanahki,  A  chooser,  picker. 
A  mutanahhib,  One  who  avoids  or  shuns. 

Reclined, pitched.  One  who  slings  a  quiver  or  bow 
across  his  shoulder.  A  name  common  to  two  poets. 

A  mutanahhid,  Grieved,  afflicted. 

A j^lx*mMfawaA^;V,Disguised,  altered,  travesty, 

incognito.  Changed  for  the  worse. 

A  laijXo  mutanahhiz,  Twisted.  Stingy.  Dis- 
tressed when  on  a  journey. 

A jljjdui  mutanammir.  Surly,  sulky,  growling. 

A  (.jko^JjU  mutanavimis,  One  from  whose  face 

the  hairs  are  plucked  up  :  smooth-faced. 

A  ̂ y^^  mzitanammil,  In  motion  like  ants. 

A  (_4jXiiJ^  mutanammi,  High-soaring  (hawk). 

A^j!iX«  ??jM)'anan!r?;«A,Shaken,  waving,  flapping. 
A  i^yjC^mutanawwid,  Shaken,  waving(bough). 

Ajj[iJi«  mutanawwir,  Illuminated.  One  who 
sees  (a  fire)  at  a  distance.  Anointed  with  the  depi- 

latory unguent  called  Jjy  nurat..  Routed. 

A  ̂Ju«  mutanawwi^  Various,  of  different  kinds, 
sorts,  or  forms.  One  who  walks  before,  proceeds 

on  ajourney.  Shaken  (tree).  (Any  thing)  divided 

into  different  parts  or  qualities.  Distant. 
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A  mutanawwih,  Neat,  spruce  (in  dress). 

A         mutanawicim.  Sleepy.  A  dreamer. 
A  !s^^^  mutanahnih,  One  who  desists,  refrains. 
A  (— *>li«  mutanayyib,  Old,  aged  (she-camel). 

One  who  tears  up  grass  by  the  root. 
A  viatw,  (v.  n.  of  b«  for_jjU)  Stretching  (a 

rope).  Going  quick. 

A  [^A^  mutawasis,  Assembling,  crowding. 

aJ>\^  mutawatir.  Successively,  one  after  ano- 
ther, distinctly  (as  chronologies,  or  quotations). 

Verse  in  which  is  found  a  moveable  letter  between 

two  quiescents ;  as,  j^^lio  mafa^lun. 

A(--ol_jXo  mutawasib,  Mutual  in  rushing. 

A  liljXo  mutawasfidfWho  advances  by  degrees. 

A  tiijj-o  mutawadd,  Fond  of,  loving  each  other. 

A  mutawddi^  At  peace  together. 

ALl^,\^X«TOM/awari5,Possessed  of  by  inheritance. 

A  'i;^^^  mutawdrid,  Successive,  one  following 
another,  continued,  consecutive. 

A^j\^  mutawdrih,  Seated  on  the  buttock. 
A  mutan-dri,  Withdrawn,  lurking,  ab- 

sconding ;  concealed,  retired. 

A  ( — 'ij'i^  mutawdzif.  Square  with  each  other 
in  reckoning.  Equal  in  contributing. 
A  mutarvdzin,  Equal  in  weight. 
A  mutarvdzl,  Parallel  (lines). 

A  i_io^_jJC«  mutarvdsif.  Engaged  in  mutually 

praising,  describing,  recounting,  or  relating. 

A  jJ-o\yU  mutarcdsil,  J oined,  fastened  together : 
connected  with  one  another.  Arrived,  come  forth. 

A  ̂^\•^  mutawdsi,  Engaged  in  commending, 
enjoining,  or  charging  each  other.  (Grass)  grow- 

ing together. 
A  ̂ \jX«  mutandzikh,  Emulous  of  each  other in  giving  water  or  in  travelling. 

A  ̂ \^JC«  mutawdzi^  Submissive,  obedient, 
humble,  respectful,  affable,  complimentary,  com- 

plaisant. Distant. 
p  sj[m\^  mutawdzi^na,  Respectfully. 

A^\t^  mutamdiih,  Engaged  in  fierce  strife. 
A  ̂l>\jjL«  mutawdtikh,  Agreed  among  them- selves to  take  (any  thing). 

A  .^ljX«  miitaifdtid,  Steady,  strong,  perma- 
nent, solid.  United  in  close  succession. 

A  (j«ld)jX«  mutawdtis,  Agreed.  High  (billow). 

A  Qf^^^i^  mutawdtis.  Agreed  together. 
A  mutawd^d.  Bound  to  each  other  by 

mutual  promises  :  promising  to  one  another. 

A^^ji*  mutawdjir.  Abundant,  copious,  many. 

A  J^\jjw«  mutarcdjih.  Agreed,  leagued,  confe- 
derate, (in  arithmetic)  Commensurable. 

A(j\yU  mutandfi.  Arrived  in  great  number. 

A  ̂ \^mutawdhih,I'roud,  insolent  (to  others). 
A  ̂_><95l^X«  mutawdhis.  Like  one  short-necked. 

A  mutarvdki^  Fallen  o'er  one  another. 
A  I  wljjU  mutawdhif,  Face  to  face  (foes). 

A  \3^\<^  mutawdkiz,  Confused  (business). 



A  mutanahif,  Declined,  turned  from. 

A  ̂^\^  Wi«fan'a/<t7, Trusting  to,  relying  upon 
one  another. 

A  ii3^yU>  mutajvalUl ,  Waxed  numerous  (seed). 

A  wiM^awa/i,  Continued,  successive,  con- 
secutive, following  one  after  another. 

A  Cj'\y\^  mutajvuVnjat,  (pi.)  Consequences. 

A  mut  an- ally  at  an,  Uninterruptedly. 

AjjlyL«mw/anani,SIow,  tedious,  diIatory,weak, 
feeble,  tired,  falling  short. 

A  \^^\^mntan-ahib,  Mutually  bounteous. 
A  ̂j^i\y/<i  mutatvahis,  One  mending  his  pace. 

m2<^awaAi^,  A  fellow-traveller.  Equal, 

matched.  Equal-paced. 

A  ̂y>}y'<>  miitanayil, Cry'mq^  woe  to  one  another. 

A  ̂jS^^  mutawatim,  Harmonious  (song). 
A  liJ ̂ jk/o  mutarvahhid,  One  who  has  a  very  ma- 

lignant eye.  Uncomfortable, leadinga  wretched  life. 

A(J_J^jU  mutan-hal,  Seasoned  with  herbs. 

A^^jjUi  mutawattih,  Little  given  (to  wine). 
Aj3j_X<)  mutanattir,  Hard  (sinew  or  neck). 

A  t—ziy-o  mutarvassib,  One  who  rushes  upon 
and  seizes  unjustly. 

A  ̂ y>^  mutarvassik,  Firm,  steady  in  business. 
A  matuj,  Long  (declivity).  A  well  from 

whicli  water  may  be  drawn  by  the  kelp  of  a  pulley. 

A  ̂ jj^  mutamrvaj,  Crowned  (as  the  king  of 
the  Persians,  mu^mmam  implying  turbaned, 
which  was  the  practice  of  the  Arabian  princes). 

Mutanrcij,  One  who  crowns. 

A  jXc  mutamajjid,  Indisposed,  unwell,  com- 
plaining of  sleeplessness,  &c.  Sad. 

Aj^ ̂Xc  mutaivajjir,  A  swallower  (of  medicine). 
One  who  sips  water  unwillingly. 

Aj>-^ijcmutarvajjiz,A  purcbaser.Onewhotrans- 
acts  or  seeks  to  do  business,  or  sell  his  wares. 

A  ̂ J^^y^  mutarvajjis,  One  who  hears  and  at- 
tends to  a  low  sound. 

A  ̂  jX«  viutarvajji^  Pained.  Grieved  for.  A 
singer  of  the  marsiya  for  the  dead. 

A  ̂^>-jSK7mitawajjin,  Submissive;  a  suppliant. 
A  mutaTvajjihfTurned,  or  going  towards; 

a  traveller.  One  who  attends  to,  or  favours.  In- 

clined. Attentive.  Bent  (as  an  old  man).  Routed, 

p  fji^  »^ ̂J>/«  mutarvajjih  shudan.  To  set  out. 
A  jxc  mutarvajjif,  One  who  inflicts  a  blow 

with  the  hand  or  a  knife. 

A       ̂ jU  mntarvajjl,  (Ahorse)  hurt  in  the  hoof. 

A  ̂ jJ-*  matuh,  A  drawer  of  water.  A  well  from 
which  the  water  may  be  drawn  without  the  help 

of  a  pulley,  '^^i^  "i-fiS-  ̂ hahat  matuh,  The  ridge of  a  long  or  extensive  mountain. 

A  cJ>=^j>/c  mutaKahhid,  Singular,  unparalleled, 

alone,  unique.  Sole,  solitary.  <^yS^al mutarvah- 
hid, An  epithet  of  God. 

A  i^j^^'ic  mutarvahhish.  Hungry,  empty-bel- 
lied. Desolate,  deserted.  Scared  away.  Ready  to 
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decamp  (as  one  scared  or  startled). 

A  ̂^^jl/c  mutarvahhil,  Grown  miry  :  bemired. 
A  mutaivahhim,  Waxed  warm  (cattle). 

A  (j=>-jJ««  mvtanahhin,  (A  belly)  become  big. 
Contemptible.  Perished. 

A^yLo  mutanahht,  Quick,  expeditious. 

A  p-s^^io  r/!j<<a7i'fl/i:/!/i/tm,LTnhealthy, unwhole- 
some, indipjestible.  Noisome. 

A  f^y^  mutawahhhhi,  One  who  seeks  what  is 
right,  who  strives  to  please. 

A  mutud,  (v.n.of  liXo  )  Sojourning,  tarry- 

ing, abiding. 

A  liOyLo  mntawaddid,  Affectionate,  loving. 

A jiijjU  viutawaddir.  Squandered,  wasted  (pro- 
perty). Fallen  into  difficulty. 

A  (^^^yK  muiaKaddis,C\-A^vi\i]x  verdure.  One 
who  feeds  his  flocks  in  the  herbage  ̂ ^jtJ^iij  rvidas. 

A^S^ic  wiw/a/i'arZf//^,  Meek, quiet,  placid.  Pain- 
ed in  one  limb.  (See  tatvaddn^) 

A  (  jiSy!/c  mutarvaddif,  (A  goat)  on  a  hill-top. 
A  searcher,  inquirer  after  news. 

A  ̂^Syl*  mufawaddin,  Softened,  smooth  (hide). 

Aj^O^Xo  7«M?c[Wfl(/<^/j:,  (Intelligence)  concealed 

and  kept^back.  (See  jSy  tarvaddus,') 
A  I — td^^mutanazzif,  A  short  stepper. 

A  J  jjjLo  mutarvazzil,  One  who  cuts  (meat)  with- out dividing  (it). 

A  (j^iy/c  mutarvazzin,  Sly,  crafty. 

A^jyU  mutarvarrihh,  Moist,  soft. 
A  •^jy^o  mutawarrid,  (Horsemen)  arrived  in 

troops.  Coming  to  water.  A  lion. 

A  ̂j*>jyL«  mntarvarris,  One  who  anoints  his 
body  with  the  plant  wars. 

Alsjy^mutarvarrif,  Fallen  into  trouble  or  ruin. 

A  ̂yUi7««ifan*an'/^,Continent,  abstinent, keep- 
ing aloof.  Rejected,  repulsed. 

A  Jjjyi/*  inutarvarrih ,  (A  camel)  fed  on  leaves. 

A  Li3jyk/c  mtitawarrik,  One  who  rests  his  but- 
tock on  his  foot  at  prayer.  (See  '^jy  tawarruk.) 

A  py'O  mutawarrim.  Swollen. 
A  i^jy^  mutarcarrin,  One  who  rubs  much  oil. 

One  who  brings  up  delicately. 

A  Sj^-o  mutanarrih,  Stupid,  unskilful. 

A  iSjy^  ?Hi<<a7);a7"ri,IIidden,lurking;  fugitive. 

AjjyU  mutawazzir,  Chosen  to  be  vazir.  One 
exercising  this  office. 

A^y^  mvtaivazzi^  K  divider.  Distributed. 

A  pjjj^  viutawazzim,  One  who  treads  firmly. 
A  ifjy<  vmtawazzif,  Filled  (leathern  bottle). 

A  ̂^mutarvas!:ihh,T)\rx\e(!L, soWcA  (clothes). 
A  oJioyU  mutaKassid,  One  who  puts  (a  thing) 

under  his  head  to  serve  as  a  pillow.  (See  ii.!i^y.) 

A  \^yx>  7nutawass{t, Seated  in  the  midst.  Mid- 
way. Gotten  into  the  middle  of.  A  mediator,  um- 
pire. Moderate,  neither  long  nor  short.  One  who 

takes  the  medium  between  good  and  bad.  A  writer 

who  leaves  the  middle  of  the  leaf  blank. 

A  kla^ylo  mutan-assitat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  mutaivassi^  Seated  at  one's  ease. 
A  i__aJ!>ji<c  7)iutan-a}isif,  Excoriated,  peeled. 

Moulted.  (See  i__A-iiy  tarvassuf.) 

A  (J^y^  mutanassil,  Studious  of  obtaining 
nearness  of  access;  or  of  recommending  one's  self 
to  the  divine  notice  and  favour.  An  intercessor, 

mediator.  A  camel-stealer.  One  who  confides  in, 
or  relies  upon.  Adjoining,  conjoined. 

A  ̂ y^  mtdanassim.  Marked,  characterized. 
A  physiognomist.  (See  tarvassum.) 

A  ̂ y^  mutarvashshih, Girt  with  the  belt^Llj 
wishah,  or  with  a  baldrick. 

w 
Aj^yLc  7iiuta7vashshiz,Vrepared  (for  mischief). 

A ̂ y^mutarvashshi^,(  A  Rock)  scattered  about 
right  and  left  and  feeding  on  a  mountain. Numerous. 

A  ̂*I»yU  mutanashshigh,  An  evil-doer. 
A(_>i^yU  mutarvashrvish,  Agitated,  moved. 

Aj^^y*  mutaivashshin,  Diminished  (water). 

A  |_^yU7KW<a7i'as/js/ii,Conspicuous(grey  hair). 
A  i,,,^tjo^<  mutarvassib.  Sick,  ailing,  unwell. 

A  <_Si>o^Xicmidan'as!>if,  Described,  celebrated. 
A  J-^yU>  mutafvassil,  Desirous  of  becoming 

united.  Joined, united:  connected, related, depend- 

ing on.  Arrived.    A  dependant,  connexion. 
A  ̂ ^xc7tiuta?vassitn,l&roken  down  (by  fever). 

AL<oyU  mutawazzas,  A  place  where  they  wash 
before  prayer :  a  lavatory.  A  privy. 
A  mutanazzih,  Open,  clear,  manifest, 

conspicuous.  One  who  keeps  in  the  middle  of  tlie 
road.  One  who  does  not  enter  into  a  crowd.  Whit- 

ish (camel).  The  hypochondria. 

A j^yo  mutan-azzir.  Nasty,  greasy  (dish). 

A  ̂ y^  mutarcazzim,  One  who  lies  with. 
A  (^wsyU  mutan-azzin.  Mean,  contemptible. 

A  ̂ ^y<  muiaivazzi^.  One  wlio  washes  before 
prayer.    Grown  (boy  or  girl). 
A  mutawattid,  Firm,  steady.  Heavy. 

A  (^layUi  7nuta)vattin,  An  inhabitant,  resident, 
native,  dweller.  One  who  applies,  gives  the  atten- 

tion to,  fixes  the  mind  upon. 

A  j^^yio??i?//flwaWi-«,One  who  treads  underfoot. 

A  ̂ yU)  mutu^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  high  and 
not  yet  begun  to  decline,  being  at  its  height  (the 

day).    Enjoying,  reaping  the  fruits  of. 
A  li^y/c  miitajva^^d,  Terrified,  frightened, 

alarmed.    3Iiitan-a^^d,  A  threatener,  menacer. 

AjPy/o  viutawa^^r,  Rough,  uneven  (road). Bewildered,  confused.    (See^y  tarva^j^r.) 

A  J-Py*  miitan-a^^l.  Mounted  on  a  hill. 

A  (^ff-y/o  viiifa>va^^)i.  Waxed  fat  (camel  or 

sheep).     One  who  takes  all. 

A ̂ y<  mutan-afihghir,  Angry,  hot  with  rage. 

A  ̂ ^yKm)ifairaghf/hil,  One  who  travels  far. 

A  p-^y-«  mutan-aghghim,  Angry,  enraged. 

A  i^^y^  vtutarvaghghin,  Intrepid  in  battle. 
A  iiiy/«  mutarvaffid,  Eminent,  overtopping. 



A mutawaffir,  Many,  numerous,  plentiful, 

copious,  much,  abundant,  exuberant. 

Aji_^  viutarcaffiz.  Restless  on  one's  pillow. 
A  Jj_ijX«  mutawaffik,  Successful,  prosperous. 

A  J^^jjk*  m2<<aw(7^a'.  Received  to  the  mercy  of 
God,  deceased,  dead,  defunct.    P  ̂ jy^  J^.. 

tanabi^yari  mutawuffa' ,  The  family  of  a  deceased 
friend,    a  Mutamaffi,  One  who  pays  or  receives 

the  whole  of  what  was  due.    God  taking  to  him- 
self the  souls  of  the  just.    Dead,  defunct. 

A  ̂yjjp^  mutawwah,  Desired,  wished.  Wistful. 

A^^xo  mutawahkih,  Overbearing,  insolent. 
A  liJjXo  mM^an'flA;/«'c?,  One  who  kindles.  Kin- 

dled, lighted  (flame).  Sparkling,  glittering.  Quick, 

clever, ̂ witty.    Easily  excited. 

A^iyU  TOWfawa^A«V,Respected.Gentle,patient. 

A^^j^  mutanahlliz,  Restless,  unable  to  sleep. 
A  mutawakkish,  Shaking. 

A  (_^>aijjk/c  mutawahkis,  Hard-paced  (horse). 

A  ̂j^**  mutanakki^  An  expectant. 
A  i_ft-ijjCo  mutawakkif,  Slow,  tardy,  delaying, 

lingering.    One  who  waits  for :  persevering. 

A(J,.5jX«mM^awflM?7,Ascended,perched  on  a  hill. 

A  ̂ y^o  mutawakhim,  A  killer  (of  game).  A 

terrifierj^  A  rememberer.  (See  tawahkum.) 
A  mutawakkin,  Ascended,  perched  on  a 

hill.   ̂ One  who  takes  pigeons  in  their  nest. 
mutarvahht,  Timid,  cautious. 

A  mutarcahkid,  Standing.  Prepared. 

A  mutawakhir,  Crammed,  filled  (bird's 

crop,  lad's  belly,  or  leathern  bottle). 
A^^I*  mutarvahhiz,  Filled.  Ready  for  mischief. 

Propped,^leaning.  One  who  waits  upon  or  to. 

A  u-ft^A*  mutawakkif,  One  who  minds,  at- 
tends, waits  upon,  looks  after.  One  who  waits  for 

anotherjn  hope  of  some  advantage. 

A  ̂  mutawakhil,  Trusting  in  God,  resigned 

to  one^s  fate.  One  who  confides  in  another,  as  feel- 
insr  unable  to  manaere  his  own  affairs. 

A      ̂ mutamakkin,  A  sojourner  (anywhere). 

A  ̂^^s^M  mutawakkif,  Supported  by  (a  staff"). 
A  (>_)_jX«  mutawallicl,  Begotten,  born. 

A^^^i/o  mutawallin,  One  who  cries  for  help. 
A  &_)jXo  m2<towflZZ«7i,  Amazed, stupefied:  sad. 
A  mutawalli,  Superintendant  or  treasurer 

of  a  mosque ;  an  administrator  or  procurator  of  any 

religious  or  charitable  foundation.  A  prefect,  go- 
vernor. One  who  turns  his  back,  retires,  or  recedes; 

a  fugitive.  Near;  a  kinsman,  a  friend  ;  who  re- 

ceives as  such,  p  jjbj  8_j<>-  j_JjJ>^  mutawalli  chira- 
zahan,  The  planet  Mercury. 

A  j»p>^  mutamwam,  Adorned  with  a  necklace. 

Aj« y'xie  m  utawammiz,  Brisk,leapinginwalking. 
A  mutawammih,  Received  to  friendship. 

A  ̂jjJ^  mutun,  (v.  n.  of  tj^*)  Remaining  (in  a 
place).  Text  of  a  book  (in  opposition  to  scholia), 

(pi.  of  (^/e  matri)  Rugged  hills.  Sides  of  haunches. 
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A  »^jk/o  mutawwih,  A  destroyer.  A  confounder. 

A  iJL^^Lc  mutawakhis,  Far  gone  into. 

A  ̂yi/o  muiawahhij,  Kindled,  burning  (fire). 
Glittering  (gem).  Diff"used  (odour). 

A  6Jt>yM>  mutawahhid,  One  who  lies  with. 

A^_jX«  mutawakhir,  An  interrupter  (of  a  speak- 
er). Far  gone  (night,  winter).  Slipped  (sand-hill). 

A^^Lo  mutawahhiz,  One  who  treads  heavily. 

A  i^jtJ^^S/c  mutawahkis,  A  slow,  heavy  walker. 
A  lofc^Xo  mutawahkit,  Sunk  (in  the  mire). 

A  JjJfc^Xo  mutawahkih.  Extremely  hot  (gravel). 
One  who  interrupts  a  speaker. 

A  ̂ Lamutawakhil,  Onewho  seeks  to  mislead. 

Aj»^jU<mM<a?i,'a/Jim,Thinker,imaginer,doubter. 
A  (^fcyUf  mutawakkin,  Weak,  languid  (affair). 
A(_$yi.A>  mutwi,  Dissipator,  squanderer  (of  cash). 

A  (J^.jX«  mutawayyil,  A  detester,  abhorrer. 
A  «a/cma^/i,(v.n.  offtjwi)Lettingdown(abucket). 

Seduction.  Matah,  A  close  secret.  A  facility  of 

being  deceived,  credulity. 

p  auU  mata  or  matta,  A  gimlet,  wimble,  auger. 
A  moth.  A  weevil. 

A jJ^-^J^  mutakatir.  Mutually  contentious,  giv- 
ing the  lie  to  one  another. 

A  jfi mutakdtim,  Contentious,  quarrelsome. 
A  ̂ ^l^  mutakatin,  Continuous,  gentle  rain. 
A mutakajir,  Removed,  separate  from 

one  another,  mutually  alienated. 

A  j»&-l^j«c  mutahajim,  An  assailant. 
A  mutahajin,  (or  ̂^j^l^Xxi  mutahajl) 

Mutually  satirical. 

A  mutakadd.  Following  in  succession. 

Ajiil^Xo  mutakadir,  (or  piil^jL*  mutahddim) 
Reciprocal  in  permitting  murder  to  go  unpunished. 

A  mutahadin,  Right,  well-arranged. 

A  (_f;>l.^Xc  mutahddi.  Mutually  liberal. 

A  (_)^l^'<i  miitaharisk.  Irritated  (dogs). 
A  mutakdrit,  Mutually  reproachful. 

A  ̂ j^i^  mutahdrim,  One  who  feigns  extreme 
old  age  or  decrepitude. 

A  d^il.^  mutahdjit,  (A  crowd)  rushing  con- 
secutively. Old,  worn  out.  Fallen  to  pieces. 

A  |J^^X«  mutahdhil.  Disputatious,  strifeful. 
A  uiUl^  mutahdlik.  Fallen.    One  who  runs 

headlong  to  ruin.  Engaged  in  destroying  each  other. 
Restless,  full  of  tossings  in  bed.    One  who  walks 

flippantly,  and  waves  from  side  to  side.  Strong. 

A  mithdm,  A  frequent  goer  to  Tihamah. 

A  mutahdmis,  Mutual  in  the  commu- 
nication of  secrets. 

A  (ji./c\„^  mutahdmish,  Mixed  pell-mell. 
A  c-si^-jJ*^  mutahdnif.  An  ironical  smiler. 
A  mutahdwish,  Mixed  (crowd,  mob). 

A  (j_j^-ifJ^  vmtahdwin,  One  who  despises,  neg- 
lects, or  holds  cheap.  Negligent,  incurious. 
A  mutahd?vi,  Fallen  upon  each  other. 

A  ̂ V,^  mutahdyij,  Fland  to  hand  in  fight. 

A  Ja_>l^  mutahdyit,  Convened,  assembled. 

A  mutahdyis,  Agreed  together. 

A  ̂^A^io  mutakabbih,  Worn,  rent  (garment). 

A^^  mutahabbij,  Troubled  with  swellings. A  mutakabbid.  One  who  extracts,  bruises, 
and  boils  seeds  of  the  colocynth  (jjj&  habd). 

A  1^1^  mutahabbish,  Assembled,  collected. 
One  who  toils  for  his  family. 

A  Jj!^  mutahabhil,  A  provider  for  his  family. 
A  mutakabhib,  Shaken  from  side  to 

side,  tottering. 

A  (J-jXo  mutakabbl,  Weak-sighted.  One  who shakes  his  hand  ;  empty. 

A mutahattir,  Ignorant. 

Aciii^  mutakattik,  Torn.  Careless  about  ho- 

nour, damaged  in  one's  reputation. A  mutahattim,  Broken  (front  teeth). 

A  M^mutahtih,  Onewho  gives  himself  to  tri- 
fling pursuits.    A  stammerer,  a  stutterer. 

^C^^  vnutakattis.  Torn,  cut,  worn  (coat). 
A  ̂(^'"mutahajjid,  A  watcher  or  riser  at  night, 

wakeful.  Asleep  at  night. 

A  j-^^  mutahajjir,  Like  to  one  who  has  been 
obliged  to  make  a  1>j^hijra,i.  e.  to  flee  his  country. 
One  whotravels  in  the  heat  of  the  day  (j<^hajlr). 

A  mutakajjis,  Unleavened  (bread). 

A  eLisr*^  mutakajjinat,  A  palm-tree  bearing 
fruit  for  the  first  time. 

A  mM<a/t«7;)'e,  One  learning  his  alphabet. 

A  ̂ S.^  mutakaddij,  (A  camel)  fond  of  her 
colt.     Unable  to  speak,  struck  dumb. 

A  t^'^i^  mutahaddid,  A  terrifier,  threatened 
A  tiJl^ji*  mutahaddik,  A  reproacher,  terrifier. 

A^6^mutakadkir,'S>2it\diteA  with  milk  so  as  to 
be  overcome  with  drowsiness  therefrom.  Different 
sorts  of  milk  mixed  together.    A  leaper,  jumper. 

A  i^d.^  mutahadkirat.  Summer-made  butter. 
A  (JS>^  mutahaddil,  Pendulous,  dangling. 

A  ̂ o-^  miitahaddim,  Pulled  down,  ruined,  de- 
stroyed, demolished,  in  ruins.  Angry  and  menacing. 

A  K/c!xjXo  mutahaddimat,  A  decrepit  old  wo- 

man or  she-camel. 
A  (j^^  7nutahaddi,  Guided  (by  God)  aright. 

One  who  finds  the  road,  or  right  direction. 

A  'ij>->^^mutahazhhirat,  Flaunting(woman). 
Ajfd^^  mutahazhir,  Sated  with  milk.  Glad. 

One  whose  flesh  and  bones  shake  when  walking. 

A  (^iXjX«  mutahazzis.  Burst  (ulcer). 

Ajj.^  mutaharrii-,  Howling,  whining  (dog). 

A  (_>*>^Ji^  mutaharrish,  Dispelled  (cloud). 

A  ̂ fXc  mutaharri^  (A  spear)  levelled  at  a  foe. 
A  efJt-"^  mutaJiarris,  (Meat)  boiled  to  rags. 

A^^j^'i^  mutaharri,  A  beater,  a  cudgeller. 
A^^pUi  mutakazzij.  Twanging  (bow-string). 
A  JJ^*  mutakazziz,  Shaken  (tree  by  the  wind). 
A  mutakazzij  Quick,  swift,  expeditious. 

Austere,  crabbed.    (See  takazzu^ 
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A  jy'fJ>*  mutahazzim,  (A  stick)  broken  with  a 
crash).    Thunder.    A  thunder-cloud. 

AjUy-,^  mutahazhiz,  Rejoiced  (heart). 
A  mutahazzii,  A  giber,  sneerer,  scoffer. 

A  |»^^  mutahassim,  Broken,  split. 
A  muiahas-his,  Clasliing  (mail). 

A  vmtahashshim,  Favourably  inclined. 

Broken.    Weak,  languid. 

A  ̂J^^-^:.^  vmtukashhish,  Sprightly,  lively. 

A  'fy''..  .L^  mutahaslihishat,  Loving  (wife). 

Ap*a-jU//H/^a/<az~2/«,Injurious,unjnstl}-liurtful. 
A ̂ Pa^7wwto/ia«/r,  Dilapidated, ruined  (well). 

A  (^jloJUi  midaliatris,  A  stately  walker. 

A  ̂ y^^  mutahattil,  (or  ̂jui!ia^S^mutahail!s) 
Convalescent.  (A  thief)  who  uses  artifice  in  stealing. 
A  mutahatli.  Convalescent. 

A  ̂ i^pUi  mutakahhi^  Light,  silly.  (See 
A  (J-ii^jUi  mutahahhil,  Who  treads  heavily. 

A  pfi^Xc  mutahahhim,  One  who  swallows  large 
mouthfuls.  Triumphant. 

A ̂ ^i^  mutahahldr.  Amazed,  astounded. 
mutaliahhihat,  (A  woman  near  deli- 

very )large-breasted  and  relaxed  about  thehaunches. 

A^a^C^  mutahahJtim,  Proud.    (See  ̂ S^-) 
A(jiL^  vmtaliahhin,  Penitent,  sorrowful. 

A  u-Jyk/«  mutahallib,  Stripped  of  bristles. 

A^pt^  mutahalliz,  One  who  has  tucked  up  his 
skirts.    Ready,  prepared.    A  strutter. 
A  imitahallis,  Attenuated,  lean. 

A  JJ-^-Xo  mutahallil,  Cheerful,  exulting  (coun- 
tenance).   Bl  ight,  flashing  (cloud). 

A  mut-hbn,  One  who  goes  into  a  sultry 

country.  One  who  finds  the  air  unhealthy.  A  thinker, 

conjecturer,  doubter,  or  who  suspects  (falsely). 

A  j.*-^  muttahim,  Suspected,  accused, arraign- 
ed.    One  who  suspects. 

A  mutahhim,  Intense  (heat).  (A  camel) 

which  refuses  to  eat  disagreeable  pasture. 

A  ̂jij^^Xc  mutahamrish,  Shaking,  moving. 

A  (jiJH^  wi?/<a/tamww/t,Slow-flowing(spring). 
A  IxJ^  mutahammit,  One  who  seizes  unjustly. 

A  nmtahammi^One  who  shams  weeping. 

A  L^Xf^  mutahammik,  Pains-taking. 

A  jJH^J-o  nm  tahammim,  A  seeker,searcher :  louser. 
A  (^♦•^  mutahammis,  Torn,  worn  (coat). 

A  ̂yy^  7Hi(tahannij,  Quickened  (fojtus). 
A  j,i>_XjXo  mutahandim,  Properly  adapted. 
A         mutahannir,  Refreshed  with  food. 

H  C^^^jUi  mat' hut,  An  occasional  tax  raised  to 
disburse  the  expenses  of  repelling  invasions  and 

paying  indemnities  for  robberies. 

A  <^'yi^  mutahaKwid,  Converted  to  repentance. 
Returned  to  duty.  Turned  Jew.  Slow  in  talking. 

Aj^^ mutaliawwii', furious.  Rash,  in- 
considerate. One  who  rushes  upon,  stumbles,  or  falls 

upon  any  thing  by  accident.Goneby,elapsed(greater 

part  of  winter,  or  of  night).  Ruined,  fallen  down. 
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p  sjSJ^j^  mutahawwirana,  Rashly,  bravely. 

A  (^y^  mutahawwish,  Mixed,  jumbled. 

A  ̂ j'^  mutaharvni^  One  who  shams  vomit- ing.    Forced  to  vomit, 

A  ti)ijyjk«  mutahawwik,  Astonished,  stupefied. 

Falling  into  the  pit  of  perdition.  Fallen  into  dif- 
ficulties from  inattention, 

A  (Jj^ie  mutahawml,  Scared  at  the  figure  of  a 
wolf.  One  who  wounds  with  a  malignant  eye, 

A  j»j-jXe  mutaliawwim,  Nodding  (drowsy  man). 
A  mutahayyib,  Timid,  fearful.  Formid- 

able. L-*A^Ua^»2^?<<a/ta?/?/a&,(Thedreaded)  A  lion, 

A  (.^.AA^<  mutahayy'ls,  A  giver,  bestower. 
A  mutahayyij,  Raised  (dust). 

aJs — ^< mutahayyir.  (SeCj^j^jU  mutaharorvir.') 
A  (_^Xjjk*  mutahayyiz,  Twice-broken  (bone). 

A  ̂ifio  mutahayyij  A  tyrant,  oppressor.  One 
who  hastens  to  do  evil.  Spread. 

A^^xXji*  mutahay^r,  Restless. 

A  i_AA^i«7/n<<a/ia?/?/?y',  Exposed  tothewindi_-Jji6. 
A  ̂yi^^  mutahayyil,  Poured  out. 

A  j«?-^J>*  viutahayyim,  Astonished. 
A  (J;^X«  mutahayyif,  Ready,  prepared  for. 

A  'ixi^7nutahayyifat,A  camel  that  rarely  fails 
to  conceive  after  taking  the  male. 

A  maty,  (v.  n.  of  ju)  Extending,  drawing 

out.    Travelling  far.  In  the  middle,  3Ia- 

ia'  or  muta',  When  ?  When,  if  at  any  time.  From. 

U  ̂<  mata'  wa,Whensoever.  hatta'  ma- 

ta',  (or       ̂ \ila'  mata')  TiW  when?  how  long? 

A  JJUi  matta',  Matthew.  When  ? 

a^LjUi  mityah,  A  restless,  turbulent  man,  med- 
dler.   Determined,  predestined  (affair). 

A ju»\JijQ  mutayasir.  One  who  apportions  the 
flesh  of  a  slaughtered  camel.  One  who  takes  the  left. 

a  pUjw  mitsam,  Twin-bearing  (woman). 
A  (j^l-i*  mutayamin,One  who  goes  to  the  right. 

One  who  arrives  in  Yaman. 

vCL^^  mailt,  A  weaver's  comb. 
A  isii^  mittijat,  Name  of  a  city  in  Africa. 

A  ̂ Jk*  mityah,  A  meddler  in  a  matter  which concerns  him  not.  Fallen  into  trouble  or  afiliction. 

(A  horse)  which  curvets  or  leans  to  a  side, 
kalb  mityah,  A  heart  inclined  towards  every 

thing.  Mutyah,  Determined,  defined,  measured. 

A  •^J^  niittVth,  Long  and  limber  (branch), 
A 'LJ^^  rnatyahhat  or  mityahhat,  A  branch  of 

a  palm-tree.    Stalk  of  a  bunch  of  dates. 

A  mitt'ikltat.  The  branch  of  a  palm-tree. 
Stalk  of  a  bunch  of  dates.  A  staff.  A  slender  hammer, 

A  (Xjlm  muitaAd,  One  who  goes  to  work  gently. 

Ajli*  mutrir.  One  who  fixes  his  eye  upon.  A 
striker  (with  a  stick). 

A       mutir,  One  who  repeats  often, 

A  j_pjuU  muttatis,  Despairing,  despondent. 
A  mutayyi.t,  A  breaker  in  of  a  horse, 

A  j^Lc^  vititayassir,  Easy,  happily  despatched 

(business).  Cold  (day).  Ready. 

A  mut'ij  One  vomiting  again  and  again. 
A«-XU//iM?ayfl/^^,Aclimberofa hill.  Exalted. 
AiaiLx*  inittayakhiz,  Awake.  Vigilant,  atten- 

tive, prudent,  alert. 

A  (^^a^  mutayakhin.  Sure  of,  certain,  certified. 
An  explorer,  examiner. 

P         mitel,  A  lamp  called auu  pVi-soz. 
A         mutsim,  Twin-bearing  (woman). 

A^fi^Ajnittayyam,  Subdued,  conquered  by  love. 
i)/«<fly^(;/(,Areducer  to  slavery  orservitude.(Lovt) 

rendering  (a  man)  obsequious  (to  his  mistress). 

A  ̂cjU  mata^ma.  Whenever, 

A  ̂^^xito  mutayammiin.  One  who  uses  sand  when 
water  is  not  to  be  had  for  performing  ablutions. 
One  who  makes  preparation. 

A  ijtij^  mutayammin.  (See  ̂^Hlx)  tayammun.) 

A  ̂J^i«  matin,  Strong  (castle).  Firm,  solid,  ob- 
stinate. Sententious.  Text  (of  a  book),  jjrvjUl«Jj> 

kal^si  matin,  A  strong  fortification, 
P         mitin,  A  spade,  a  shovel, 

AAjji^i^M  matyma^,  (pl.ofj^^^jj  tays)  He-goat«, 
A  aujU  matyah,  A  desert  where  one  becomes  lost, 

A&^juU  matthat,  7nutihat, or  matyahat,  Adesert 

in  which  one  loses  one's  self. 

A  j_yjk<  muttasi.  Quiet,  meek,  placid. 
p  cLi/e  mas.  Syrup  of  grapes  or  dates. 
A  t^A*  mass,  (v,  n,  of  lI**)  Wiping  the  (hands 

with  a  linen  cloth,  or  rubbing  them  with  herbs  in 
order  to  clean  them).  Rubbing  (the  mustachios) 

with  ointment  or  pomatum.  Removing  matter  or 

pi'oud  flesh  from  a  sore.  Exuding  (as  a  leathern 

bottle).  Imbibing  moisture. 
A  masab,  The  place  at  the  brink  or  pa- 

rapet of  a  well  where  the  water-drawer  stands.  The 
middle  of  a  well,  cistern,  or  pond ;  also  the  place 
into  which  the  water  runs  from  the  reservoir  or 

spring,  A  place  of  rendezvous  where  scattered  peo- 
ple assemble.  Wherever  a  hunter  spreads  his  net?. 

A  premium.  3Iiisab,  Rewarded,  p  i_->U4  jOJ^ 

^^sJ^^fida'llah  musab  shtidan,To  be  recompensed 
by  God  ;  to  receive  a  ])resent. 

A  ioli*  masabat,  A  place  to  which  one  returns 

again  and  again.  A  place  where  people  assemble. 
An  inn,  caravansera.  Where  a  hunter  spreads  his 
nets.  The  middle  of  a  well  where  the  water  collects. 

The  stone-work  round  a  well.  A  step,  degree,  point. 

Manner,  likeness.  Extent. 
A  miisabatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iJl*JO)  Knowing 

with  certainty.   Fixing,  corroborating. 

a'» ji^mrisabarat,  A  persevering  in, sticking  to. 
A       musdr,  (Land)  turned  up  with  a  plough. 

A  masa^b.  Canals,  conduits. 
A  i^S-li*  musaghamat,  (v,  n.  3  of  ̂ jO)  Kissing. 
A  musafil,  One  who,  having  no  milk,  eats 

solids,  as  corn  or  herbs;  a  feeder  on  cerealia. 

A  'i]i\tAmusdfalat,  (v.  n.3of  ,Ji3)  Sitting  toge- 



tlier,  or  keeping  company  with. 

A  musafin,  A  familiar,  intimate  friend. 

A  i^-ilio  musafanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Sitting  or 

keeping  company  with.  Helping. 

A  li-jilio  masafid.  Lining  for  clothes. 

A  masakih,  (pi.  of  (--*fli<i  mishab)  Wim- 

bles, gimlets,  augers,  or  other  boring  instruments. 

A  musahif,  Clever,  intelligent. 

A  aiiVi*  musakafat,  (v.n.  3  of  Contend- 

ing with  (any  one)  in  regard  to  skill  and  genius. 

A  J-j'U*  masakil,  (pi.  of  Jliu*  misJial)  Weights. 
Gold  coins  of  a  certain  weight.  Provisions  (espe- 

cially made  up  into  loads  for  travellers  or  armies). 

aJuili*  ii.As-^\alha  ̂ layhimasalfilahu,  He  asked 
him  for  provisions.  He  threw  on  him  his  provisions. 

A  ij^li*  masakil,  (or  ̂y^^  masakil)  (pi.  of 
viushil)  Bereaved  (mothers). 

p  Jli«  misal,  A  royal  mandate. 

A  (JljL«  misdl,  (pi.  amsilat  and  ,Ji«  musul) 
Similitude.  Like  for  like ;  a  requital,  retaliation. 

Like,  resembling.  A  command,  order,  (pi.  Ji« 

musl  and  musul)  An  example,  model.  History,  fa- 
ble, description.  A  form,  figure,  mode,  manner, 

definite  quantity.  A  bed,  or  any  place  on  which 

one  reclines,  (in  gram.)  The  conjugation  of  an  as- 

similated verb.  jiiJ  JU*  misali  badr,  Resembling 

the  full  moon.  JVi*  ̂ Vs-  ̂lami  misal,  The  region 
of  fiction,  the  world  of  fancy.  A  dream,  vision, 

p  Jlio  ̂ 3  bi  misal,  (a  JliV  jCi^  ̂dimu''l  misal) 
Incomparable.  JU*  b^i^rfarj/a-mwaZ,  Like  the  sea. 

A  masalib,  (pi.  of        masluhat  or  tocis- 

Za^a;;)  Vices,  defects,  faults.  3Iusalib,  (A  horse) 

fed  upon  old  pasturage  called  i--*A>  salib,  or  the 

plant  of  that  name. 

A  a3li«  masalat,  (v.  n.  of  J.i«)  Standing  erect. 

Being  excellent. 

A  m.asalis,  (pi.  of         maslisat)  Third 

strings  of  lutes. 

A  masalij,  (pi.  of  maslajat)  Ice- 
houses. Snow-cellars. 

A  ̂ Vi*  misaliy,  Like,  resembling. 
A  ftj-eli*  masaminat,  Name  of  eight  kings  of 

Himyar.  3Iusamanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Agreeing 
together  about  a  price. 

A  masanat,  The  bladder.  The  place  which 
holds  the  foetus. 

A  j3\i«  masani,The  first  section  (of  theKur'an). 
Verses  repeated  to  avert  evil.  Any  number  less  than 

200  verses  of  the  Kur'an.  The  knee  and  elbow- 

joints  of  cattle,  (pi.  ofJyi«wasna')  Second  strings 
of  lutes.  The  windings  of  a  river,  (pi.  ofsUio 

masnat  or  misvaf.)  Plaits,  folds,  ̂ ^il^  ahnasam, 

The  whole  Kur'an. 
A  musawarat,  A  rushing  impetuously. 

A  (.S'j^io  masawi,  (pi.  of  Ijy^maswa^)  Hotels. 
A  sUslic  musahat,  Conversation  :  conference. 

A  fS^xt^c  musbat,  Bound  about  with  the  girth 

(  iin  ) 

OL'i  sibat.  Bed-ridden  with  disease,  and  unable 
to  move,  (in  grammar)  The  affirmative  verb.  Mus- 
bit,  One  who  establishes,  fixes,  confirms,  ratifies, 

or  gives  a  sanction  to.  Heavy,  bed-ridden.  Affir- 
mative. One  who  knows  with  certainty.  Conti- 

nually tormenting  (disease). 

A  musabbat.  Established,  proved,  con- 
firmed, written.  Musabbit,  One  who  reduces  to 

wiiting.  A  fixer,  establisher,  prover. 

A  ̂^musabbaj.  Confused  and  involved  (speech 
or  writing).  Musabbij,  One  who  confounds  and 
obscures  (writing). 

musabbajat.  An  owl.  An  eagle. 

AjOe  masbir.  An  assembly,  place  where  peo- 
ple meet  and  sit.  Any  place  where  sand  breaks  off. 

Any  place  where  a  woman  or  animal  is  delivered. 
A  place  of  slaughter. 

Ajjtio  musabbir.  One  who  keeps  back. 

A  laJu«  musbit,  (A  distemper)  which  leaves  lit- 
tle or  no  interval  from  pain. 

A  laj!io  musabbit.  Who  or  what  diverts  or  hin- 
ders (from  business). 

A  'isJj.'l<  masbanat,  A  bag  in  which  women  keep 
their  mirrors  and  other  toilette-articles. 

\jjyt<masbur,Jiyxmedi.  Imprisoned.  Foolish. 
A  j^ic  inusabbi.    (See  iiAJjL)  tasbiyat.) 

A  ̂   masj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Mixing.  Giving  food. 
Giving  liberally.  Exhausting  (a  well). 

a'^*  misajj,  An  eloquent  orator,  or  preacher. 
A  ̂ ;^musajjaj,{as^^  watbimtisajjaj) 

A  bottle  whose  butter  will  not  concrete  in  churning. 

Pi.  musajjar.  Knotty,  jointed  (reed  or  cane). 

Musajjlr, An  enlarger,  extender,  or  amplifier.  One 
who  sets  water  a-flowing. 

A  (J.^  mwsajyaZ,  One  who  has  a  flagging,  loose, 
pendulous  belly.  Capacious  (bag). 

A  musjim,  Incessantly  and  heavy  (rain). 

Continuing,  lasting. 

A         musaklibaj.  Flabby,  loose  in  the  flesh. 

A  i^J^  mushhin,  Enfeebling  (wound).  One 
who  makes  a  great  slaughter  (of  the  enemy).  One 
who  strives  or  does  to  excess. 

A         muslthanat,  A  thick,  bulky  woman. 

A  6^  masd,  (v.  n.  of  stjo)  Hiding,  concealing 

(amongst  stones).  Peeping  through  chinks,  ob- 
serving the  motions  of  an  enemy,  or  the  actions  of 

others.  Appointing  a  spy. 

A  viusaddam,  (A  vessel)  whose  mouth  is 
covered  with  a  cloth  (for  straining). 

A     J>i«  musdan,  Afflicted  with  a  bodily  defect. 

A  musaddan.  Fleshy,  corpulent,  heavy. 

(j3>i<i  musaddanul  yad,  Short-handed,  stingy. 
A  &3S.i«  musaddanat,  Fleshy,  heavy  (woman). 

A  'i\Ji6  masrat.  Whatever  multiplies  or  increases 
(wealth,  or  causes  i^J)  sarwat). 

A  i^\Jio  misrad,  A  stone,  bone,  or  iron  instru- 
ment with  which  cattle  are  slaughtered.  Bread 
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crumbled  into  broth. 

A  (— musrib,  A  blamer,  cinder,  reprover. 

Very  fat  (wether).  Stingy,  avaricious. 

A  musarrab,  Mixed,  confused.  Chid. 

Ruined.  il/«sa7-ni.  One  who  folds  up.  Achider, 
rebuker,  reprover.  A  mixer,  corrupter. 

A  J)Jsjcmusarsir,  A  babbler,  prater.  A  glutton. 
A  djjo  misrad,  A  culinary  vessel  in  which  the 

pudding        sai'id  is  prepared. 
A  dj^  mussarad,  Slightly  rained  on  (field). 

A  i^jmo  musurrid.  One  who  slaughters  (cattle) 
with  a  stone,  a  bone,  or  a  blunt  instrument. 

A         musarrir,  A  sprinkler  and  moistener. 

A  musartilan,  Trailing  on  the  ground. 

A  p^fjio  musartim,  (A  ram)  fat  to  the  extreme. 

A  ̂ JU  musrim,  (A  disease)  rendering  toothless. 
A  f^>J<^  musranti,  Luxuriant.  Fleshy  (body). 

A  ̂^JaSjvo  musranti.  Heavy-bodied  (man). 
A  ijjto  masrud,  (A  wounded  man)  borne  from 

the  field.  Crumbled.  (Afield)slightly  wet  with  rain. 

Dyed  (garment). 
A  i^J^  musri,  Rich,  affluent.  Fruitful  (womb). 

(A  cloud)  which  moistens  and  softens(the  ground). 
Moist,  irriguous  (land). 

A  {j^A  musarTi,  A  moistener  (of  corn  or  cake). 

A  sprinkler  (of  the  earth).  Clothed  in  a  skin-gar- 
ment. One  who  smites  to  the  ground.  (See&^jSi).) 

K^t^mast,  A  pressingofany  thing  to  the  ground 
with  the  hand. 

A  ̂£iX<  musatti^  One  who  breaks ;  a  breaker. 

A  ̂V>:^-c  masiu^  Troubled  with  a  rheum. 
A  7ms^  or  masa^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -e)  Walking 

awkwardly  (a  woman).  3Iasa^  An  awkward  gait 
in  a  woman. 

A  mas^f.  An  awkward  air  in  walking  in 
a  woman.  A  stinking  hyena. 

A  mas^b,  (pi.  u-^ff-^  masa^b)  A  ca- 
nal, conduit,  llus^b,  (Water)  which  flows  through 

a  pipe  or  canal. 
A  jtd^  mus^r,  One  who  observes  or  notices  any 

novelty  (as  a  spy  or  informer). 

A  ̂ytCLomas^l,  (A  place)  swarming  with  foxes 

((_A>o  sa^ab).  3Ius^l,  Dense  (crowd  of  water- 
drawers).  Many  (strangers  or  guests).  Important 

and  perplexed  (business).  Contrary,  repugnant. 

A  i^,Ji~)Cj«musa^ih,  (fem.'iAxXc  musa^ibat)  A 
tract  of  country  abounding  in  foxes  (u— AjO  sa^ab). 

A  'd^j<^  masalat,  A  country  overrun  with  foxes. 

A  j^^^  mus^njar,  Midst  of  the  sea. 
ka^l  kararatfi'lmus^njar,  As  a  pond 

(compared)  to  the  ocean.  J/e<s^a/y'(>,Flovving(blood 
or  tears).    A  dish  dripping  with  fat. 

A  SXfttxm  (fS^fljiiZrf,  AsoftjSmooth-skinned  youth . 

A  ijiAi*  musaghsigh.  Unable  to  speak  plain. 

A j-*^  musghar.  One  whose  milk-teeth  have 
been  cast.  Musghir,  (A  child)  getting,  also  shed- 

ding, the  milk-teeth  (^  sagkr). 



A  muxyhim,  A  filler  (of  a  vessel).  (A  head) 

■white  as  the  hei  h  safjham.  Who  fills  with  joy, 
or  iiifliimcs  with  rage.  (A  valley)  producing  the 
wild  anise. 

Aj^x.i_*  maujliur,  (A  child)  shedding  teeth. 
Bruised  in  the  mouth. 

A  musijin,  One  who  makes  (a  sheep  or  a 

goat  bleat).    A  giver  (of  any  thing). 

A  slaic  miff  at,  A  tripod-shapsd  branding-iron. 
A  woman  who  lins  buried  three  or  more  husbands. 

A  e^JcJomiisaJfat,  A  woman  whose  husband  has 
two  other  wives.  A  woman  who  has  buried  three 
or  more  husbands. 

A  jlfli*  mhfar,  (A  horse)  which  shakes  the  sad- 
dle backwards.    Infamous  (man). 

A  (j'-iio  mi.fan,  (A  camel)  chafing  the  side 
with  tiic  callous  elbow-joint. 

A  li^'/e  musajfid,  One  who  lines  (a  coat  of  mail) with  cloth. 

Ajiio  jnisfar,  Infamous  (man).  3Tu.<jfir,  One 

wlio  fits  a  leathern  crupper  ( jSiisafr  or  safar)  under 
the  tail  (of  a  horse).  (A  goat)  kidding.  One  who 
gives  a  kick  on  the  posteriors. 

Ajflio  musaffir,  Who  drives  or  pricks  forward. 

A  ̂ JJ^  musafrih,  (Milk)  not  yet  coagulated. 

A  jjfli*  muHjil,  Sediment-leaving  (wine). 

A  Jiio  viusajfil,  One  who  eats  (wheaten  food) 
with  milk.    (See  (Jj^ai!)  tasfil.^ 

A  ̂jflio  mmjin,  An  intimate  companion.  What- 

ever renders  (the  hand)  callous:  indurating. 

A  ̂JCjo  mhfa',  (or  nuisaffa')  A  man  who 
has  buried  three  or  more  wives.  Jlusfi,  (or  ̂_^i< 

musaff7.,JD nc  who  puts  (a  kettle)  on  a  trivet." 
A  'ilaXo  mm-affiyai,  Thrice-married  (woman). 
A  Jji\sui^misJiul,  (p],  ̂}^\l<7nasaJill)  Theweight 

of  a  thing.  A  gold  coin.  A  weight  of  a  dram  and 

three-sevenths.  A  kind  of  flute,  sji  Jliu/«  miskali 
zarra  (or        hahha)  A  very  little  thing. 

A  ,_JlHxo  mishali,  A  kind  of  linen  or  flax. 
A  c-*£X«  masltah  or  mishab,  A  large,  spacious 

rond.  3Iisltdb,  (pi.  L-*iille  masakih)  A  wimble,  or 

oilier  boring  instrument.  Sagacious,  penetrating. 
J/«.s7//i;,  What  makes  bright;  a  kindler,illuminator. 

A  u«.fli«  musahhab,  Pierced.  3Iusahliih,  One 
who  perforates  often,  or  pierces  full  of  holes.  The 

kindler^of  a  fire.   Conspicuous  (grey  hairs). 

A  'ixs.!^  mmahhabat,  Pierced,  bored  (pearl). 
A  i_ifli^  untsahhif,  A  straightencr  (of  a  spear). 
A  J-iixo  ?««a7.y//, Weighed  down  with  debt.  Over- 

loaded. JIusIill,  Oppressive,  distressing,  painful 

(load,  sleep,  disease,  or  guilt).  Pregnant  (woman). 

A  Jiiui  wwsa/iA'aZ,  Oppressed,  heavy  laden.  Ren- 
dered heavy,  marked  with  tashdeed  (a  word).  3Iu- 

sahhil,  Who  overloads.  One  who  renders  or  calls 

(a  thing)  heavy. 

A  &JJu/«m?<sa/f/<aZa<,Heavily-laden(woman).A 
heavy  stone  for  steadying  a  carpet,  coverlet,  &c. 
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A  L_^^Sio  mashub,  Bored,  drilled,  perforated. 
sv  tiJo/c  masli,  Liquorice. 

A  J^^>i«  inhlud,  Bereaved  (mother), 

A  ;Jli«  iiinsliU,  (pi.  (J-^llc)  Bereaved  (mother). 
A  i^iLIk  luashalat,  (A  spear)  which  occasions 

bereavement.  3ImMlat,  (A  poem)  written  upon 
such  a  subject ;  an  elegy. 

V.  A  Jju«/was/,(v.n.of(Ji<i)Punishing(one)quickly 

(as  an  example).  Giving  warning  toothers,  by  muti- 
lating the  nose, ears, and  the  like.  Standing  respect- 

fully (before  a  superior).  Sticking  to  the  ground. 

Fallingfrom  one's  place.Comparing,likening.Being 
like, equal  to, resembling.  il/(sZ,  Similitude.  Alike, 

equal.  clUii  jJ-Xo  misl  zalik.  Like  to  this,  the  same 

with  that,  p  (jiiy  lijUaP  (JX«  misli  ̂ tarid  budan, 
To  be  an  able  minister,  governor,  or  secretary,  like 

Mercury.  A  miduhu,  Like  him  or  it.  3Iasal, 

(pi.  Jlicl  a)>isal)  A  fable,  tale,  parable,  apologue, 

provei  b,  adage,  example,  instance,  case  in  point, 
comparison,  simile,  allegory,  metaphor.  Alike, 

equal,  resembling.  jjLh  ̂^Xo  masali  saAr,  A  cur- 
rent proverb,  p  masal  (juftan,  To  relate 

pleasant  stories,  tell  tales,  a  X^liazamasa- 
luhu,  This  resembles  it,  it  is  the  same  with  that. 

3Tusul,  (pi.  of  JU-o  misal)  Examples.  Commands, 
orders.   Beds,  couches. 

A  ̂ Xc  musill,  One  who  orders  a  ruinous  thing 

(&]3  sillat)  to  be  repaired.  Rich  in  wool  or  sheep. 
A        masalan,  For  example,  for  instance. 

A  masaZa^,  Proverbs.  3£usulat,  (pi.  of 

'ixLc  mudat  and  imisulat)  Punishments. 

p  fti^^io  masala  hi,  As  if. 

A  'iA'^K  maslabat  or  maslubat,  (pi.  u-.»5U^o  rna- 

salib')  Injury,  reproach,  fault,  blemish. 
A  'i.\Xo  maslat  or  »wasM?a<,  A  public  or  exemplary 

punishment.  3Iuslat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj"*)  Making  an 

example  of  (a  homicide)  by  mutilating  (him)  in  the 

nose,ears,lips,orextremities,andleading(Iiim)about 

the  streets  mounted  on  an  ass.  Being  like,  resem- 
bling. 3Iuslat  or  musidat,  Exemplary  punishment. 

A  masallat,  A  shade ;  a  shady  place,  espe- 

cially in  the  desert.  A  place  where  they  water  ca- 
mels after  beinsr  two  davs  without  drink. 

A  lUu*  maslas,  The  third  string  of  a  lute.  In 

threes.  J/«sZas,  Amounting  to  three.  J/«sfc,  Be- 
come three.  An  informer  against  his  friend  to  the 

king  (as  aflecting three,  friend, sovereign,  andself). 
A  t^Jk-ie  musallas,  Made  into  three,  or  into  a 

third.  Triangular ;  a  triangle.  An  aromatic  wine 

(composed  of  new  M'ine  boiled  to  a  third  part,  and 
tlien  mixed  with  sweet  herbs).  Marked  with  three 

points,  trel)ly  ])ointcd,  as  Li-J  sa.  Inflected  with 
either  of  the  three  vowels  a,  i,  u :  as,  ̂ ^-2^  7?!fl/f- 

harat,mahbirat,  ov  7nahbvrat,^X  burial-place.  An 

aromatic  electuary.  iivoJ^  L^i*  musallasu'n  ni^ 
mat,  The  prophet  Idris,  as  endued  with  three  gifts, 

royalty,  wisdom,  and  prophecy.         ̂   t^^JXc 

musaUadhaddu'z  zarvat/a',  Acute-angled  triangle. 
>^.^S^m  usallasi  hafi  m     :a  nil/at  jRighl- 

I  angled  triangle.  ̂ "iLo^\  (_5jL«ie  t^AjL* 
I  mutasani'l  azla^  Equilateral  triangle.  uL* .f 
jj^jLJ)  (_5'j'w»Jl<  musallasi  viutasan  Vs saJiayn,  Iso- 

sceles triangle.  ̂ )JU  ini/sallas  mada.  Alle- 

gorical fable.    ̂ ^Lo^l  L-filii*^  iJL*\-"'  iiixsallasi 
j  muhhtalifu'l  azla^  Scalene  triangle.  •^/^ 
ioj^^  iiiusalhts  innnfarijuz  ra;r/_yfl/, Obtuse-angled 

triangle.  J/wm///*-,  Triangular,  triple.  Who  calls 
or  makes  three.    A  compounder  of  the  aromatic 

j  electuary  musallas.  (A  date)  one-third  ripe. 
An  informer  against  his  friend  to  the  king.  The 
third  horse  (in  a  race). 

A  »i\io  maslisat.  The  third  stringr  of  a  lute. 

A  ii_Liio  7nusaUasat,  (fem.  of  lLOc*  mu.sallas) 

—  >  . 

Composed  of  three.   Triangular,  p  &iJJu 

j  sallasad  abi,  (or  A  (3^(0  mdyi)  The  watery  three, 

Cancer,  Scorpio,  and  Pisces.  *i)jL«  miisal- 
lasadatishl,  (or  A  narl)  The  fiery  three,  Aries, 

Leo,  and  Sagittarius,  ̂ ji^^  &'jSj><7nusaUasaiibadi, 
(or  ̂J,\^  Jtatvan)  The  airy^three,  Gemini,  Libra, 

and  Aquarius,  (j^^^  e-£z<  musallasan  khahi, 
The  earthy  three,  Taurus,  Virgo,  and  Capricorn. 

A  nuislij,  Snowy  (day).  Caught  in  the 
snow.  One  who  does  any  thing  in  snowy  weather. 

Who  or  whatever  gladdens  and  cheers.  (See^^)^\.) 

A  viaslajat.  An  ice-house,  snow-cellar. 
A  lali/«  maslat,  A  place  where  the  liquid  dung 

()s^salt')  of  an  elephant  is  voided. 
A  viusalhi^,  (and  miisalldgh)  Unripe 

broken  dates  fallen  Irom  the  palm-tree. 
A  J.ii«  77iusallil,  Collector,  gatherer  (of  money). 

A  C->^li<>  maslus.  Any  thing  of  which  a  third 

part  has  been  taken.  A  three-threaded  rope.  Thrice- 

ploughed  (land). 

A  iOjliio  maslusat,  A  large  water-bottle  made 
of  three  skins,  one  within  another. 

A  ̂ rj^  maslTij,  Snowed  upon.  Cold  (water). 

o\_ji3\  ̂ ^-^  maslujid  fiudd,  Cold-hearted,  dull. A  ̂jf^ki*  maslFijat,  A  snowy  place. 

A  Jjji*  ww.N7rt',(fom.of|JjU>^)Excellent(woman), 
best  deservin'T  of  imitation.    IMost  like  the  truth. 

A  masViyat,  Similitude,  resemblance. 

A  pi*  masamm,  The  place  where  they  cut  the 
navel  of  a  horse.  j^Lo  pio  misamm  mihamm,  (or 
'i^^Lo  'i^ijt  misammutun  mihammatnn)  One  who 

scrapes  all  together,  good  or  bad ;  who  eats  of  every 

thing.  3Iisamm,  Very  pure.  A  keeper  or  guar- 
dian to  one  who  has  no  keeper.One  who  strengthens 

the  interests  of  a  feeble  tribe.  One  who  impove- 

rishes (or  breaks  the  back)  of  him  who  has  no 

helper  (no  back).  3Iusiiinii,  (A  man)  grown  old. 
A  ci^V^  masi7ias,  A  confused  affair.  Motion, 

agitation.  3ris7nas,  (v.  n.  of  lL*^  Q)  Disturbing, 

perplexing  (any  business).  Moving  here  and  there. 
Plunging  head  first  into  water.  Feeding  (a  wick) 



with  oil.  Putting:  in  motion.  Giving:  a  little  rest. 

A  'i^J^  masammat,  The  place  where  they  cut 
a  horse's  navel.  3Iisammai,  One  who  scrapes  all 
together,  good  and  bad.  Who  eats  of  every  thing. 

A  'iS^  masmasat,  (v.  n.  of  i^c/o  Q)  Disturb- 
ing, perplexing.  Moving  here  and  there.  Seizing 

the  whole.  Exuding  (a  leathern-bag).  Supplying 

(a  wick)  with  oil. 

A      musmij,  A  maker  of  various-coloured  vests. 

A    &s;*^  musmijat,  A  female  embroiderer. 

Aj^*  musmir,  Fruit-bearing  (tree).  Loaded 
with  ripe  fruit  (a  tree).  Opulent,  increased  in  wealth. 

Fruitful,  bearing  plenty  of  fruit.  Who  multiplies 

or  augments.  (A  leathern-bottle)  which  has  par- 
ticles of  butter  sticking  to  the  side.  ghayr 

musmir,  Unfruitful,  barren,  sterile. 

A  JiXo  viusamynir,  One  who  gathers  leaves  and 
fruit  for  cattle.  Fruit  in  an  incipient  state  appear- 

ing on  the  tree  after  the  blossoms  have  dropt  off. 

Opulent,  become  rich. 

A         viMsma^dd,  Handsome-faced. 
A  S>i<vc  musmaffhidd,  Fat  (kid). 

A  masmil,  An  asylum,  a  place  of  refuge. 

Musmil,  Pleasant  (country).  Frothy  milk. 

A  (JJJi«TO?/sammaZ,  Deadly  poison.  3Iusaminil, 
Frothy  milk.  The  braying  of  an  ass. 

A  &^<i  masmalat,  A  large  well  or  public  cistern 

whence  water  may  be  drawn.  3Iismalat,  Mud  at 
the  bottom  of  a  well.  A  lock  of  wool  used  in  anoint- 

ing a  scabby  sheep.  A  basket  of  palm-leaves  (for 

holding  )sis\  akit).  A  shepherd's  scrip. 
A  musman,  Precious.  3Iusmin,  Consist- 

ing of  eight.  Sold.  Who  waters  his  camels  on  the 

eighth  day.  Who  gives  the  full  price  for  any  thing. 

A  ̂J^Jxo  musamman,  Octangular,  eight-sided, 
eight-fold.  Distressingly  hot,  feverish.  JIusani- 
min,  One  who  makes  in  the  form  of  an  octagon. 

A  iuk^  viismanat,  A  bag,  a  wallet. 

A  lij^  masmud,  Water  drawn  off  or  drunk  al- 
most up  by  a  great  concourse  of  people.  A  man 

self-ruined  by  giving  away  his  wealth.  Exhausted, 
drained  by  women. 

Aj^i^  masmur,  Abundant,  plentiful  (riches), 

(pi.  (jjj^c*  masmurun)  Numerous  (people). 
A         masmugh,  Relaxed,  enervated,  flabby. 

A         masmutn,  (A  chink)  stopped  with 

A  masn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^ji*)  Hurting  in  the  blad- 
der, or  in  that  part  which  holds  the  foetus.  Deceiv- 

ing, cheating,  giving  a  false  account.  Masan,  (v. 

n.  of  (ji*)  Suffering  from  a  complaint  in  the  blad- 

der, being  unable  to  retain  one's  urine.  Caruncles 
in  women.  Masin,  Pained  in  the  bladder. 

A  (tji-o  musinn,  (A  man)  worn  out  with  age. 
A  masnas,  (A  woman)  unable  to  retain 

(her)  urine;  weak  in  the  bladder. 

A  'i\jxc  masnat,  A  bending.  A  distich.  Sub- 
traction (in  arithmetic).   Power,  strength.  Mas- 
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nat  or  misnat,  (pi.  ̂ U/«  masani)  A  plait,  fold,  or 

bending.  A  tetrastic.  Song,  vocal  music.  A  rope 

made  of  twisted  hairs  or  wool.  A  book  which,  be- 
side the  Bible,  contains  Jewish  chronicles ;  Mishna. 

sY  (j^jki*  masnan,  A  species  of  mezereon. 
A  la — Ai«  musannit,  A  divider,  splitter,  cleaver. 

A  {jylxi  masnawi  or  masnavt,  Rhyme,  poetry 
composed  of  distichs  corresponding  in  measure, 

each  consisting  of  a  pair  of  rhymes,  and  besides 
which  the  distichs  have  distinct  poetical  endings. 

This  species  of  poetry  is  called  ̂ ^■^j<  muzdawaj 
(or  wedded).  A  book  of  moral  doctrine  written 

in  this  species  of  metre,  p  (j\j5-  LSy^  masnavi- 
hhnan,  One  who  recites  aloud  this  book.  A  1^*5.- L« 

ylic  sahib  masnamijA.  writer  of  such  moral  poems. 

A  'sS^Ia  masiiawiyat,  Weakness.  Return. 
A  masna',  Two  and  two.  (pi.  j3^^  ma- 

sam,  The  winding  of  a  river.  The  second  chord 

or  string  of  a  lute.  A  distich.  Divided,  separated. 

i^^jJiX«  masna  I  ayadi,  A  benefit  twice  con- 
ferred. Portions  remaining  of  a  slaughtered  camel 

distributed  to  those  who  had  no  share  in  the  game 
of maysar. 

A  musanna^,  Doubled,  two-fold.  (A  noun) 
of  the  dual  number.  (A  letter)  marked  with  two 

points,  double-dotted  (as  O  te).  A  copy.  The 
second.  Junior  or  younger  (as  distinguished  from 

the  fatherof  the  same  name).  3Iusanni,Who  makes 

two,  a  doubler.  One  who  marks  (a  letter)  with 
two  diacritical  points  (as  O  te  or  (_f  ye). 

A  masniy,  Doubled,  bent,  folded.  (Cloth) 

of  two  threads.  Twice-ploughed  (land). 

AyjX«masn-'a,(inconstruction)(for  Jj'_jX>e???aswa') 
A  habitation.  i\yi<i  ̂J^\  akrama  masmahu,  He  re- 

ceived him  hospitably. 

A  <-^jj^  massuh,  Lazy,  slow. 

A  I— ̂ jXo  muswib,  A  recompenser,  rewarder. 

A  (--.'jX*  musarvnib,  Returned,  converted.  A 

repayer,  returner  of  a  loan. 

A  XJjX*  masubat  or  maswabat,  A  reward,  re- 
compense, remuneration. 

A jjJjJ/*  musawwir,  One  who  raises  (dust),  ex- 
cites (tumults),  levies  (war).  Who  compels  (ca- 

mels) to  rise.  An  examiner  (of  the  Kur'an  to  dis- 
cover the  true  meaning  of  apassage).  Tumultuous. 

A  ijyXc7naswarat,A.  country  abounding  in  bulls. 

A  (J^k/*  musul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ X*)  Comparing,  liken- 
ing. Becoming  like.  Standing  respectfully  (be- 

fore a  superior).  Sticking  to  the  ground.  Falling 

from  one's  place.   Moving,  removing. 

A  O^jXo  mnsulat,  (pi.  of  &)Xo  muslat  or  mu- 
sulat)  Punishments. 

A  Isj^xc  massut,  Troubled  with  a  rheum. 

A  Isj-y^  masrva',  (pi.  {Jj^  masmvT)  A  dwell- 
ing, habitation,  resting-place.  An  inn.  J^jil^  ̂ \ 

7  7«asn;a',  A  landlord,  host.  A  guest,  (j-ji^l  |il 
ummu''l  maswa' ,  The  female  occupant  of  a  house. 

Alandlady.  itfwsroi.  Name  of  Muhammad's  spear. 

A  tJ'_jX/«  maswiy,  Buried. 
A  J— *>X*  musayyab,  Deflowered,  depucelated. 

Aj<Xo  musii',  One  who  forces  into  a  more  vio- 
lent motion.  A  plougher  or  turner  up(of  the  ground). 

(Wind)  driving  (the  clouds),  or  raising  (a  dust). 

A  'iySic  mmirat,  A  ploughing  heifer. 

A  (J-:^  inasyal,  A  country  which  abounds  in 
the  plant  sil.  3Iasil,  Like.  Excellent,  choice. 

Great.  3lHmyl,  (dim.  of  (J.Xc  mhV)  Somewhat  like. 

\hs>  ,J.JUi  \  '6S>  haza  musaylu  /ia2a,This  is  something like  that. 

A  (_'j>Xo  massub,  Taken  with  a  fit  of  yawning. 

p  ̂   too;,  An  historian.  Name  of  a  poet.  The moon.  Crooked. 

A  ̂   inajj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Spitting  out  (saliva  or 
wine),    (for  p  mcish)  A  kind  of  pot-herb 
round  and  green.  J/Mji;,Dropsof  honey  upon  stones. 

A  iA^  mvjasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ U-  for  Us- ) Con- 
tending and  exceeding  in  frequency  of  coming. 

A  L—^l^  mujdb,  Answered,  replied  to,  accepted. 

mujabii'd  fZa^wa<,  One  favoured  with answers  to  prayer.  A  proper  name. 

A  mvjabbat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (Jl*?-)  Boasting, 

exaggerating  (about  beauty  or  food). 
A  !5uU^  miijasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^)  Sitting  toge- 

ther knee  to  knee. 

A  ̂J)^^  mujasi,  Seated  knee  to  knee. 
A  A  tree  bent ;  or  boughs  cut  there- 

from. A  bunch  of  dates  (dry).  A  kind  of  mush- 

room. 3Iujaj,  Saliva  running  from  the  mouth. 

Honey.    Millet.     u_Jv-;0^  mujaju'l  ̂ nab, 

(Grape-spittle)  Wine.  mujajii'lmnzn, 

Rain.  ̂ ^^^  mujaju'nnahl,lior\ey. 
khabaza  mnjajan,  He  baked  bread  from  millet. 

majajang,  (or  L^^l:^)  A  dildo. 
A  -,1^  viajjdh,  Proud,  pompous. 

A majahir,  (pi.  of ̂s:  •  )  Hiding-places. 
A  &<^*s»l:^  vmjahasat,  (v.n.3  of^^sr^)  Press- 

ing (as  a  crowd).  Preventing,  obstructing. 
A  mujdhashat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (ji^ )  Con- 

tending, fighting,  pushing  one  another  about. 

A'iks-K^  miijdhaf at, (y  .n.Zoiy  as^?')Squeezing, 
thronging  (as  a  crowd).  Going  near,  approaching. 

A  t^\^  mijad,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contending  for 

glory;  boasting.  it/^yatZ,  Well-wrought. 
A  mujddd.  One  who  disputes  a  point  of 

right.    One  who  co-operates  with  another. 
A  mvjdddt.  The  act  of  asking  a  gift. 

A  mujadabat,  (v.n.3  of  <^^)  Having a  barren  (year). 

A  2iil^  majadat,  (v.  n.  of  li.:^)  Being  conspi- 
cuous for  honour,  nobility,  or  glory. 

A  2 mvjdddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  S.=>-)  Disputing  a 

point  of  right.    Opposing,  being  hostile. 

A  'is-S^  mujdda^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Wran- 
gling, disputing,  reproaching,  reviling. 



A I  mujadif,  (pi.  of  (  i63f*mijdaf)  Birds' 
wings.    Oar.s,  sculls.  Arrows. 

A  Jiili^  inajudil,  (pi.  of  J.>**  mijdul)  Castles, 
strong  towers,  citadels.  3Iujadil,  Contentious,  dis- 

putations, quarrelsome. 

A  dij\3ifmujudalat,  (v.n.3  of  J  J>:>-)  Contending, 
disputing.  Contention, dispute, altercation, conflict. 

A  ̂.i'j^  majddih,  as  -fl»-J\  ̂ i^'"^  majadTihu's 
xamas,  Certain  stars  in  the  twenty-eighth  mansion 
of  the  moon. 

A  ̂^Jo^Ji^^majadif,  (pi.  of i^\s^mijdaf)  Oars. 

A  ioil*^  /AtMj«cflJa^,(v.n.3oft_-'i>>-)  Contend- 
ing (with  any  one).  Turning  away,  diverting. 

AjUi°  mijar,  (v.  n.  .3  of  Exacting  a  profit 
in  buying  or  selling.  A  fetter  for  a  camel.  3Iu- 
jar,  Protected,  sheltered.    A  refugee. 

A         mujarr,  A  vexer,  tormenter. 

A  'i\J^  miijurat,  (v.  n.  3  of  {Jj>-^  Going  or 
running  with  (another).  Agreeing. 

A  mujdrrat,  (v.  n.3ofj»-)  Delaying,  put- 

ting off  (any  one).  Seeking  out  a  person's  faults. 
A  e^J^  mujarahat,  A  wounding  one  another. 

A  mujdrazat,  (v.n.3ofjj»-) Jestingwith 
each  other  almost  in  a  railinc:  tone. 

majari^  Camels  which  only  give  a  sip 

or  drauglit  (^is-jj>' jur^t)  of  milk. 

A  i__s,l:^  miijarif  or  I'af,  One  who  gains  little. 
A  majarim,  Commercial  dealings. 

A  {Jj'-^  majuri,  (pi.  of  Isj^  majra')  Streams, 
currenls.  Canals,  ducts.  Accidents,  events,  occur- 

rences, contingencies.    Ends  of  words. 

A  ̂ ..j^  majuri^  (pi.  of  ̂ j-^  7ni/jr!^  (Ca- 
mels which  yield  little  milk. 

majciz,  (v.  n.  ofjl>-  forj^)  Passing  by, 
through,  or  beyond.  Way,  road,  passage.  Meta- 
l)hor,  simile,  allegory.  A  deceitful  word  or  action. 

Feigned,  insincere,  political,  worldly,  superficial, 

])rofane  (opposed  to  divine  love).  A  road  which 
is  crossed  over  from  one  side  to  the  other.  (A 

jilace)  planted  with  nut-trees.  majdzu'z 

zukdh,  The  Straits  of  Gibraltar,  ftiiiili  5jiaJijU5'^ 
al  inajaz  hantnratu  'I  halnhat,  Allegory  is  a  bridge 

to  reality.  jW^^  zu'l  majdZflS!  ame  of  a  market 

held  in  pagan  time  three  leagues  from  'iSjS'  ̂ ra- 
fat.  il/?yaz,Permitted,  allowed ;  lawful,  convenient. 

A ^l:^wia;«^fl/i,  Metaphorically.  Superficially. 

Insincerely,  hypoci'itically. 

A  mujdzat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_fj»-)  Compensa- 
ting, requiting.  Compensation,  requital  of  good 

or  evil,  mujazat  u  mu- 

hafcit  hardun,  To  requite  and  recompense. 

A  SjVs^TOcy'azaf,  A  metaphor.  (A  place)  planted 
with  nuts  (Jj»- /aw2;).  A  road  through  a  salt-marsh. 

Ajj^Sf?  viajdzir,  (pi.  ofy^  majzir  and  '^j'j^ 
majzirat)  Slaughter-houses  (for  camels). 

A  'i>j\^  miijdzafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i— i}=-)  Doing 
rashly.    Guess,  conjecture  in  buying  or  selling. 
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A  (jrj^  majdzi,  Metaphoric.  Untrue,  feigned, 
insincere.  Political.  Profane.  Superficial,  (pi. 

of  i^^sC'  viajza')  Condign,  merited  punishments. 
Mujdzi,  A  recompenser. 

AO"^  inojdss,(^\.of'sJl^  iiiajassat)  Pulses 
or  parts  felt. 

A  sLol^  mujdsat,  A  being  inimical,  hostile  to. 

Ad>^\^  majdsid,  (pl.ofs^.^^ mujsad)  (Cloths) 

well  dyed.  zu^l  majdsid,  Name  of  an 
individual,  so  called  because  he  was  the  first  who 

wore  garments  dyed  with  saft'ron. 

A^l:^  majd^  Hunger. 
A  majjd^  One  who  eats  abundantly  of 

dates  and  milk.  Jltijjd^,  Gruel,  thin  gruel. 

A  es\^  majd^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  impu- 

dent, (v.  n.of  ̂ U-forys-)Feelinghungry.  Leav- 
ings of  dates  and  milk.    Mockery,  ridicule,  (pi. 

mnjdM^  A  barren  year.   Hunger,  want. 

A  ftpVs^*  nivjjd^t  or  majjd^t,  Fond  of  impu- 
dence. One  who  eats  abundantly  of  dates  and  milk. 

A  'ils-y^  miijd^lat,  (v.n.3  of  ,3*»-)  Bribing. 
A  'i^{^7iiiijdfdt,(v.  n.  3  of  lis.  for  ̂ As-)  Lifting 

a  thing  from  its  place  and  setting  it  at  a  distance. 

A  'is^^\^  miijufahhat,  (v.n.  3  of  ̂ ?')  Boasting 
against,  contending  for  glory. 

A  jUi*  moyaZ,  Power,  strength,  ability,  vigour, 
skill.  Place,  opportunity.  Force.  A  circus.  A 

field  of  battle.  The  place  where  a  serpent  lies  coiled 
up;  or  the  track  left  by  it  in  crawling.  Pj  f^^j 

^J,  zahun  u  hi  majdl,  Weak  and  insufficient. 
A  3Iijdl,  (pi.  of  majlat)  Thin  skins  covering 

watery^blisters  or  pustules. 

A  Jl^  majdll,  (pi.  of  majallat)  Treatises 
on  metaphysics  or  abstract  sciences. 

A  S^U^  migdldt,  (v.  n.  3  of!^  for  ̂ )  Op- 
posing, withstanding  openly. 

A  L-*5l:sf  majdlib,  (pi.  of  majlabai)  At- 
tracting causes,  allurements. 

A  mnjdlih,  A  lion.  (pl.^Vj^  majdWi)  A 
camel  which  gives  milk  plentifully  in  winter.  Years 
fatal  to  cattle. 

A  'iX^^  mtijalaltnt,  (v.n.  3  of  Opposing 
with  vehemence.  Behaving  with  haughtiness.  Dis- 

playing enmity. 
A  jJl:^  mujdlid,  A  proper  name. 

A  S^iJl^  miijdladat,  (v.  n.  3  of  vil:»-)  Fighting 

with  swords,  fencing.  Gladiature,  sword-play. 

A  (^liS^  majdlis,  (pi.  of  (j-A^  majlis)  Sessions. 
Assemblies,  conversations.   Mujdlis,  Seated  with. 

A  ̂^JljS?'  mvjulasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  {j^)  Sitting 
with  (another).  An  assembly,  session. 

A  aUUs?  mujdlatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  kl:?-)  Opposing 
with  address,  circumventing. 

A  miijdla^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Wrangling, 
squabl)ling  overdrink  at  play,  or  in  sharing  a  thing. 

A  mujdlaghat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂L>-)  Laughing 
will)  iheteethexpooed.  Fighting  with  drawn  swords. 

A  majdll,  (pi.  of         mnjla')  The  fore 
parts  of  the  head  soonest  liable  to  become  bald. 

A  majdrih,  (pi.  of         iiiiijulih)  Camels 
which  give  milk  plentifully  in  winter.  Lions. 
Years  fatal  to  cattle. 

A  iXjJli^  majdVul,  (pi.  of  ,>Jj^  mijlad)  Leathern 

straps  with  which  hired  mourners  strike  their 
cheeks.  Camels  yielding  much  milk. 

A  Ij^X^  mujdmahhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Boast- 
ing against,  contending  for  glory. 

A  miijdmid,  A  next-door  neighbour. 
A  majdmir,  (pi.  of  mijmar,  mujmar, 

or  mijmarat)  Censers.  Chafing-dishes. 

A  majdiiii^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^:^)  Congregations. 

A  OU/cW"  mujdma^t,  (pi.  of  mujdmu- 
^t)  Carnal  connexions.  Adulteries,  fornications, 

w^ii  C->'-A*V:^  miijdma^ti  duhuriya.  Sodomy. 

A  '&xk\^  miijdma^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Consent- 
ing, agreeing  to.  Lying  with.  Carnal  commerce. 

A  &Lo'ji°  mnjdmalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J-i^)  Treating 

kindly,  humanely,  courteously,  politely.  Making 
fair  but  hollow  professions  of  friendship. 

A  "tajjdn,  Gratuitous.    Abundant,  suffi- 
cient. Mitjjdn,  (pi.  of  mujin)  Careless  what 

they  say  or  do.  Bold,  fearless,  audacious,  impudent. 

A  majdnn,  (pi.  of  '^1^1^  mijann)  Shields. A  Viltff  majjdnan,  Gratis,  gratuitously. 

A  !S\3Vsi°  miijanasat,  A  falling  flat  upon. 

A  'i^'^  mujdiiahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t-^x?-)  Being 
near  or  at  the  side  (»—«>»-  jamb)  of  (a  person).  Go- 

ing to  a  distance,  flying,  receding,  retiring. 

A  mojdnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Not  caring  what 

one  says  or  does.    Boldness,  impudence. 

A  'ij>\^  mitjdnnat,  Blackness  (of  the  face). 

A  ij^^  mii)dnis,  Like,  similar,  homogeneous. A  A-iUi?  mujdnasut,  (v.  n.  3  of  {j-^)  Being 

akin,  homogeneous.  Making  use  of  alliteration 

((j.*jjcs2  tajiiis)  in  a  poem. 
A  jiW^  mojdnih,  (and  iJxiW^  majdinh)  (pi.  of 

^jMs?^  iiiaujdinh)  Balistas.  Battering-rams. 
A  ?najdni,  Gains,  advantages. 

A  (j^^W^  mojdinii,  (pi.  of  majnuii)  Mad- 

men, maniacs,  (pi.  of  ̂^^x^^  mtinjatiun  and  (J^i^ 

mcaijanin)  Water-wheels.    Times.  Fortunes. 

A  8^jU^7n?/ja/uo<,  A  calling  (camels)  to  water. 

A  i_->jli^  mujdn'ib,  An  answerer,  arespondent. 

A  speaker,  proposer. 

A  'BJj\s^miijdwabat,  (v.n.3ofu--*V<or(_^^) 
Answering  one  another,  conversing  together. 

A  SiSjW*  miijdmadaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  liW  for  ̂ y>-) 

Vying  with  in  liberality. 

Ajjl:tf°  w«ja?yir,  Adjacent.  A  neighbour.  Fixed 
to  the  temple,  j.e.  devoutly  employed.  The  sweeper 

of  a  mosque,    p  mvjdrvirdni  falah , 

The  seven  planets :  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  the  sun, 

Venus,  Mercury,  and  the  moon.  The  fixed  stars. 

A  miijdivarat,  (v.  n, 3  of forj^)  Be- 
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ing  near.  Keeping  up  a  good  correspondence  with 

neighbours.  Becoming  a  neighbour.  Taking  under 

])rotection  as  a  client.  Remaining  in  the  temple  de- 
voutly employed.  Neighbourhood.  Intimacy. 

Ajjl^  mujdwiz,  One  who  passes  over,  trans^ 
presses,  exceeds  bounds.  Transitive  (verb). 

7nujawizu'l  hadd,  Immoderate,  excessive. 

A  'ijj\^mvjamazat,(y.  n.3  ofjl»-  forJ^)Trans- 
gressing,  exceeding.  Forgiving,  passing  over  (a 

fault).  Passing  by.  Crossing  over.  Causing  to  pass 
by.   Transition.   A  departure  from. 

A  aPjl:^  mtijawa^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂V>-  for  ̂ ^) 
Hungering,  being  hungry. 

A  O^jliS*  mujdwalat,  Rounds  (in  boxing). 

A  «3jlsi*  mujdwalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  JW  for  J^) 
Going  round  (one  another  when  fighting,  boxing, 

or  wrestling)  to  seize  an  advantage. 

A  mujaKi,  A  caller  (of  camels)  to  water. 

A  'i\i>\^  mujdhdt,  (v.n.3of  for ytfr)  Boast- 
ing against,  vying  with  in  glorying. 

A  i^JsL:^  mujdhid,  A  labourer,  endeavourer, 

striver.    A  warrior  (in  the  cause  of  religion). 

A  (Jl^^i^fclri''  mujdhaddt,  (pi.  of  'isSc>\^ mujdha- 
dat)  Holy  wars.  Conflicts,  struggles.  Inflictions. 

A  mujdhadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i\?-)  Fighting 
(especially  against  infidels,  in  defence  of  the  faith). 

A  ijifcW*  mujdharat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Carrying 
on  open  hostilities,  being  an  undisguised  enemy. 

Calling  to  in  a  loud  voice.  Reproaching,  reviling. 

Proclaiming,  revealing. 

A^Us?  mujdhiz,  A  wealthy  merchant. 
mujdhizi  arwdh,  A  name  of  God  ;  also  of 

Muhammad.  ^ y>\^  mujdhizi  kdn,  The  sun. 

A  'ijaSb\^  mujdhazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  C'^V?') 
venting,  keeping  back.  Causing  to  make  haste. 

A^^\^  majdhil,  (pi.  of  J-^j^)  Trackless  plains. 

A  'i^i>\:^ mujdhalat,  (v.  n.  3 of  J.^)  Vying  with 
in  ignorance. 

A  majdhiz,{^^\.oi {^ja^ mujhiz')  (Ca- 
mels) casting  their  young. 

A  (Jj^i^W  majdhil,  (pi.  of  J^^)  Unknown. 

A  'sbls*  mujayafut,  (v.  n.  3  of  •^'U-)  Trying  to 
beat  any  one  in  frequency  of  coming.  Comparing, 

confronting,  collating.    Agreeing,  conforming. 

A  mujdydt,  A  facing,  confronting. 

A  Ail^.W*  mujdyatat,  (v.  n.3  of  not  used) 
Calling  (camels)  to  water ;  also  checking  (them) 
by  the  words  jawtjant. 

A 'i^\^mujdyazat, (v.  n. 3  of for (,j«iA>.) 
Boasting  against,  contending  for  glory. 

A  majdii^,  (pi.  of  'is\:^)  Barren  years. 
A  A  ̂ \sf^  majdnl,  (pi.  of  Assemblies. 

A  »U:s???i(7;'Z)aja<, (Ground)  rich  in  mushrooms. 
A  Jl-s^  mijhal,  Coarse-shaped  (woman). 

A  s  '"-f^  mujahhah,  (A  horse)  white  from  the 

kneesdownward.  ifcfw^'a6&i6,  Afugitivefrom  battle. 
A  i^jsf  majahhat,  A  highway,  clear  road. 
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miijhar,  Compelled,  forced.  Mujbir,  One 

who  forces  unwillingly.  One  who  considers  as  en- 
tire ;  one  who  refers  or  ascribes  to  a  renovation  or 

recruiting.  Mujbir,  {orj<^  mujabbir)  A  setter  of 
broken  bones. 

A  ̂ y^mujbil,(A  horse) digging  up  the  ground 
with  his  feet.  One  who  goes  toward  a  mountain. 

A  mujbin,  One  who  discovers  (a  person) 

to  be  a  coward  (^^\x>■jabdn).  Coagulated  (milk). 

A  {^y^  rnujabbin,  One  who  imputes  to  cowar- 
dice. Onewho  makes,  calls,  or  considers  asacoward. 

A  'sSi^majbanat,  Rough,  rugged  ground.What- 
ever  makes  a  man  a  coward  (as  children). 

Ai^jx^  majbub.  One  whose  virile  organs  have 
been  cut  away  ;  castrated.    Thrown  into  a  well. 

A'sJ^x^majbubut^A  wallet  consisting  of  oneskin sewed  over  another. 

Aj^i^  majbur,  Constrained,  forced.  Consoli- 
dated (broken  bone).  Re-established  after  having 

been  in  distressed  circumstances. 

A  *;^J^  majburat,  The  city  of  Madina. 
A  i^^x:^ majbus.  Willingly,  promptly  obeyed. 

A  J majbul,  Formed  by  nature,  innate.  A 

great  or  large  man. 

A  ilsf^ mujabbih,Ox\e  who  receives  (any  thing) 

ungraciously,  or  who  treats  with  contempt. 

A  ̂j:^  mujbi,  A  seller  of  corn  yet  unripe. 

A  mujabbi,  Who  bends  the  body  down- 
ward ;  who  stands  with  the  hands  on  the  knees ; 

whose  face  touches  the  ground. 

A^^'Z^  mujtdb,A.  passer  by.  Dressed  in  a  shirt. 

A^\::^mujldh,  Ruinous,  destructive:  destroyer. 
AjU^  mujtdz,  A  traveller.    Fond  of  escape. 
A  mujtdf.  Stinking,  fetid  (carcase). 

A  C-*"),.-^  mujtibb,  A  traveller  through,  or  a 
viewer  of,  cities.  Dressed  in  a  tunic  (j^ls^  jubbat). 

A         mujtabir,  A  setter  of  broken  bones. 

A  ii'^i^  mujtabih,  A  denier.    A  reprobater. 

A  ̂_^J^  mujtaba'.  Chosen.  Mujtabi,A  chooser. 
A  collector. 

aU^  viujtahif,  A  seizer,  a  plucker.  One 

who  takes  up  (pudding)  with  three  fingers.  One 
who  exhausts  a  well. 

A  mujtad'i.  One  who  begs  a  gift. 

A^y^  mujtarr,  Dragged,  drawn.  Ruminant. 
A  '^J^  mujtarih.  One  who  labours  to  gain. 
A  mujtarir.  One  who  draws.  Ruminant. 

A  i^j^jf^ mujtaris,  One  who  gets,  or  tries  to  get. 

A  |»jr^  mujtarim,  Guilty,  criminal.  An  esti- 
mator by  guess  of  the  produce  of  a  palm-tree.  One 

who  strips  (a  palm-tree)  of  (its)  dates.  One  who 
labours  for  his  family. 

A  vivjtaris,  Bold,  endued  with  fresh 

courage.  ̂ J^^  al  mvjtaris,  (The  bold)  A  lion. 
Aj<^  mujtazz,  Clipped,  shorn.  Mujtizz,  A 

clipper,  shearer. 
A  mujtazir,  One  who  slaughters  or  skins 
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(a  camel).  {^eej\yi>-\  ijtizdr.) 

Ajj^:^  mujtaziz,  A  cutter  of  (corn  or  dates).  A 
sheepshearer.  (SeejV^?-\  ijtizdz.) 

A  mujtazi^  A  cutter  or  breaker  (of  branches from  a  tree). 

A  mujtazim.  An  estimator  of  the  produce 

of  (a  palm-tree)  by  looking  at  it.  A  receiver,  taker. 
A  buyer  (of  the  best  sort). 

Aj_<r|^si*  mujtazis,  Content,  satisfied. 

A  ijj^  mujtazi,  One  who  demands  a  recom- 

pense        jazds)  for  his  labour. 

Ai^Jlj^mujtiss,  (or  mujtasis)  A  touch- 
er, handler,  feeler.  An  inquirer  after  intelligence. 

A  ̂^M-j'-^  mujtashis,  Disagreeing  (country). 

A  (JjCic^  mujta^l,  Effected,  performed,  come 
to  pass.  3Iujta^l,  A  taker.    A  putter,  placer,  or 
layer  of  one  thing  upon  another.  A  doer,  performer. 

A  constituter,  appointer.  A  possessor.  A  beginner. 

A  ,_^s^  mujtafi,  A  tearer  up,  thrower  away. 
A     X'i^  viujtalib,  One  who  carries  from  place 

to  place  (especially  slaves  or  cattle  for  sale)  ;  a 

dealer,  drover.   'iS^^  aji\j!i\  ad'ddfiratu'l  muj- talibat,  Name  of  a  form  of  Arabian  verse. 

A  laJjoS?  mujtalit,  A  snatcher. 

A  («_ft)j^  mujtalaf,  Reduced  to  indigence  by  a 

calamitous  year,    llujtalif,  An  extirpator. 

A  ,_pJ^  mujtalil,  One  who  gathers  (camel-dung 
for  firing).  A  picker  of  the  best. 

A mujtamir,  A  burner  of  aloes. 

A  mujtama^  A  place  where  things  are 
heaped  or  collected  together.  A  place  of  meeting. 

3Iujlami^  Convened,  assembled,  come  together. 
Agreed  in  opinion.  (A  man)  arrived  atfuU  strength. 

masha'  mujtami^n,  He  walked  fast. 
A         mujtann,{ov  {j^J^  mujtanin)  Covei'ed. 
A  (_.AJjisf  mujtanab,  Shunned,  scorned.  3Iuj- 

tanib,  Remote,  far  removed.    One  who  abstains 

from,  declines,  shuns,  flies.  Polluted. 

A^j^  mujtanih,  Inclined.    (See  ̂ Ujk>-\.) 
A  J^ol:^  ?rtiytona'.  Gathered  (crop).  3Iujtam, 

A  gatherer  (of  a  crop). 

Aj^i^  mujtatvir,  Neighbouring,  adjacent. 
Ai^yx^mujtawi, An  abhorrer,detester, loath er; 

out  of  humour  with  (a  climate). 

A  i\Jk^  mujtahid,  One  who  strives  hard  to  ac- 
quire correct  and  sound  views,  pains-taking.  The 

highest  degree  to  which  the  learned  in  the  law  at- 
tain, and  was  formerly  conferred  by  the  colleges. 

A jf^i^  mujtahir,  A  cleaner  (of  a  well).  One 
who  considers  (any  thing)  as  great  or  respectable. 

One  who  looks  at  (a  woman)  unveiled. 
AfJljM^ mijsus,  mijassat)  An  iron  tool 

for  pulling  up  palm-shoots.  A  gimlet,  an  auger. 
A  mujassis,  The  metre  (jJ!^\a  ̂ ^^Jts!L^ 

^kff'ls  mustaf^lun  fd^ldtun  fd^ldtun. 
A         majsim.  Place  of  squatting  or  sitting. 

mujassainat,  (A.  bird  or  beast)  confined 
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to  one  spot  and  shot  at  till  killed. 

A '""./"'>  Wlio  or  what  causes  to  kneel. 

A  i^J^  inujsufiU,  Erect,  upright,  standing. 

A  majaj,  A  relaxation  of  the  jaws.  The 

ripening  of  a  grape.  Mujuj,  Drunkards.  A  bee. 

A^:^ mujlt,(\.  n.  of  ̂ !')  Being  proud,  boasting. Mujiili,  Joy,  gladness. 

A         vinjihh,  Pregnant  and  near  delivery. 

A  vXsi^  mujliid,  Stunted  (plant),  not  growing. 

A  jJS^  ntajhur,  (])\.j>-[if^  Diajahir)  A  hiding- 
place,  asylum,  shelter,  den.  Mitjhir,  Who  or  what 

forces  to  take  refuge.  (SeCjls?"^  ijhar.) 
A  iaa.'^  vui'iahhiz,  One  who  fixes  the  eves  on. 
A^  miijhif,  Who  or  what  carries  away, 

or  goes  ofl^  with.  An  approacher.  Pressing. 
A  eSLS^  iinijliifat,  A  calamity,  misfortune. 

A  ̂ jsi.'  viujahhal , Thrown  on  the  ground.  3Iu- 
jahlill,  Who  throws  another  on  the  ground. 

nijahhim,  A  stedfast  looker  at. A  ■) 1 

A  (J*-'  7«;{;7ian,  Short  (hei'b)  stunted  for  want 
of  watering.  M  ujhin,  {or  ̂̂ ^i^  mvjahhin)  Stingy 

to  domestics,  half-starving  them.  One  who  feeds 
witli  unwholesome  aliment. 

A  lij*^  majhud,  Denied,  unacknowledged. 

A  ""^ y"// w.s/«,Sm  itten,  wounded  on  the  side. 
A  u-i^s:^  majliuf,  Troubled  with  flux,  fluxed. 

A  jss- •  miijahhhiiir,  One  who  makes  wide  (the 
moutli  of  a  well). 

A  j/n/ja/J/Zi/a,  Bent  (old  man).  Far-spent 

(night).   (See  a-i^  tajkhiyat.) 

A  ""icjih  (v-  n.  of  i^^)  Excelling  in  glory. 
Finding  a  pasture  abounding  in  grass  and  feeding 

nearly  to  satiety  (camels).  Satiating,  or  nearly  sa- 

tiating (camels)  with  green  pasture.  Overcoming, 

excelling.  Glory,  grandeur,  greatness,  splendour, 

the  honour  dci  ived  from  ancestors.  Praise(to  God). 

sahil)  mnjd,  Glorious,  magnificent. 

»       uVJ  ■:ida  7)iajd/iJiii,May  his  glory  be  increased ! 
A  viiijudd,  Renewed.  3Injidd,  Solicitous, 

laborious, diligent,  pains-taking.  (See  li^i^a-l  ijddd.) 
A  rnijddh,  Land  seldom  yielding  well. 

inijda.li,  The  sea-shore. 
A  mijdur,  A  scarecrow. 

A  i — fnijdaf,  (pi.  majddlf)  A 

bird's  wing.  An  oar,  a  scull. 
A  iJ^L^.^  mijddl,  Litigious. 

A  mujdih,  Distressed  from  scarcity  of 

provisions.  Barren(ground).  Scarce,barren(year). 
A  viijdah,  A  ladle  or  spatula  with  which 

they  mix  medicines  or  gruel.  A  cautery  on  the 

thigh  of  a  camel.  3Iijdah  or  mitjdah,  The  bull's 
eye  (a  star).  Mujdili,  A  mixer  up  of  a  ptisan. 

A^"^  mi/jaddah,  (Wme)  stirred  with  a  stick. A  liX^ vii/jaddadfllcnewed.  Repaired.  (Cloth) 

of  difierent-coloured  stripes.  A  poem  devoid  of  a 

description  of  one's  own  feelings,  and  an  eulogium 
from  beginning  to  end.  Mitjaddkl,  One  who  re- 
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news  or  makes  afresh.  A  weaver  of  a  garment  of 

many^colours.   One  who  cuts  off  a  camel's  udder. 
A  mujaddadan.  Again,  afresh,  newly. 

Ajii>4^me(;War,Acountry  where  small-pox  rages. 
JIuJdar  or  miijdir,  Ground  which  abounds  with 
the  herb  jadr. 

AjuJ^  mtijaddar,  Pitted  with  small-pox. 

A  SjiijS?  7«q;V/ara<,  Convenient,  suitable,  deserv- 
ing, worthy,  proper,  fit.  A  country  where  the  small- 

pox rages.  ,Jj<iU.  ̂ J\  ijS^  eo\  innahn  la  majdara- 
tun  an  Truly  it  is  meet  he  should  do  (it). 

A  ̂ ^^"^  mujdi^  One  who  gives  (to  a  child) unwholesome  food. 

A  m>ijadda^Y.ni\re\y  eaten  up  (herbage). 

Crop-eared  (ass).  3l2(jaddi^Who  says  to  another, 
may  your  hand  or  nose  be  cut  off! 

A  (  5-V:sf  niijdaf,  A  bird's  wing.  An  oar. 
A I  5  3^  niujuddif,  Ungrateful  for  the  blessings 

of  God,  blasphemous  in  the  enjoyment  of  them.  A 

blasphemer,  aois-  ,^!y^rmijaddaf  ̂ laf/hi, Stinted 
in  his  circumstances,  destitute  of  the  comforts  of  life. 

A  Jt>^  majdal,  A  troop  or  body  of  men.  3Iij- 
dal,  (pi.  Jiil^  rnajddil)  A  strong  castle,  a  fort  or 
citadel.    Litigious  (an  instrument  of  litigation). 

Ai_-'jii^:i°//«/;(/SZ/,  Drawn,  extended,abstracted, 
attracted.  Severe(year).  Desolate,barren(country). 

A^yS^  majduh,  Stirred(ptisan).  Blooddrawn 
from  live  cattle  (which  the  pagan  Arabians  used  to 
eat  in  times  of  scarcity). 

A  d^6^  majdud,  Happy,  fortunate.  Dignified. 
Wealthy.  Cut  (cloth).  One  who  has  a  celebrated 
ancestor  (1i->-  jadd). 

AjjS^  majdur,  Spotted  with  small-pox.  Spare, 
lean.  Fit,  worthy,  deserving. 

A  u-ijiiJ^mqyVr//',  Cut,  clipped.  (A  skin-bot- 
tle) lopped  in  the  extremities.  J.:sf  maj- 

dufu'l  hummayn,  Short-sleeved. 

A  Jljiij^  majdul,  Slender-boned  in  the  hands 
and  feet.  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 

A  'kijd^  mnjduJat,  Elegantly-limbed  (girl)- 
Slender  (leg).  Firmly-woven  (coat  of  mail). 

A  ijS:^  majduli,  Astonished,  amazed. 
A^ii^m«;(/I,Agiver,sufficer.Bleeding(  wound). 

A  mijzds,  A  long  taper  stick  used  in  an 

Arabian  game.  A  beak. 

A  (  mn~'df,  An  oar. 

A  i!i^3>**  mijzdfat,  An  oar. 

Aj»\3>r^  mijzdm,  One  who  decides  or  cuts  short. 
A  iixi^jjs£°  mijzdmat,  One  who  decides  or  cuts 

short.   One  who  suddenly  breaks  oflP  friendship. 

KjS^  mujzir,  A  wild  cow  possessed  of  a  calf. 

Aji^  mujazzar,  (A  man)  short  and  thick  at 
his  extremities.  (A  camel)  very  fleshy  about  the 

joints  and  ends  of  the  bones. 

A  mujza^OT  mujazza^  Inconstant,  irre- 
solute, unsteady. 

A  (  mnjzif,  Swift-flying  (bird). 

A  'isjj^  mujzifat,  A  short-stepping  woman. 

A  j*-^^  inijzam,  Afilicted  with  the  disease 

A  ̂ ■^^  mnjazzam.  Amputated.  Leprous. 
A  7«fl/z56,  Drawn,  attracted.  Torn  or 

carried  away,  abstracted.  Lei>sened,  diminished. 

J-^^  _)  ̂ 3^^  [^-^  J  ̂j^-^  majnun  u  ̂ hil, 
mujzub  u  lidmil,  The  foolish  and  the  wise,  the  de- 

fective and  the  perfect. 

A  i5jA2^  vinjziiz,  Cut  or  broken  oflT.  Abrupt, 

interrupted.  iijS^jS'  ̂ y'viaP'  ̂ id^i  ghayr  maj- 
zuz,  Uninterrupted  liberality. 

A  cfij  inajzhziy.  One  who  adheres  to  one 
man,  depends  on  him  alone  for  victuals,  and  is  ob- 

noxious to  him  on  that  account.  One  who,  when 
travelling,  never  leaves  his  luggase. 

Aj^Ss-^  majzur,  Squared  (in  arithmetic). 

A  I  'j.i>^  '>nojzuf,  One  whose  feet  are  cut  off. 

A  ̂ ^^^  majzum,  Leprous,  infected  with  le- 

prosy. Afflicted  with  elephantiasis  (^\ij*-^'j/^am). A  ̂ yij^ /« Firm,  erect.  (A  young  camel) 

fat  about  the  bunch.  A  lifter  up  (of  a  stone). 

A  majr,  (v.  n.  ofjSf^)  Purchasing  a  foetus  in 
the  belly  of  a  sheep  or  camel.  Purchasing  a  male 

camel  with  the  foetus  in  the  belly  of  a  she-camel. 

Selling  corn  before  ripe  or  in  the  ear  for  a  like 

quantity  of  wheat  by  conjecture.  Selling  without 

weight  or  measure  (dates  hangingon  a  palm-tree). 
Playing  at  dice.  Being  thirsty.  Much,  many.  A 

numerous  army.  Interest,  usury.  L^^nderstanding. Thirst.  The  foetus  of  a  camel  or  sheep.  Majar, 

(v.  n.  of j^)  Filling  (the  belly)  with  water,  yet 
not  enough  to  quench  the  thirst.  Becoming  large 

in  the  ewe's  belly  (a  foetus).  Unquenchable  thirst. 

AjSf^  viajarr,  A  large  beam  on  which  the  cross- beams rest.  Jfijnrr,  An  instrument  dragged  along 

the  ground  to  level  it,  a  harrow.  Miijirr, Onewho 
slits  the  tongue  of  a  young  camel  to  prevent  its 

sucking.  One  who  pierces  with  a  spear  and  leaves 
it  in  the  body.  One  who  permits  (a  man)  to  do 

what  he  pleases.  One  who  allows  (a  debtor)  a  re- 

spite. (A  camel)  which  chews  the  cud.  One  who 
imitates  a  predecessor. 

A  \;:^/«(7y/'«*,Achannel, canal, aqueduct.  Track 

or  course  of  a  ship.  Direction,  aim.  One  day's 

journey ;  also  a  ship's  way  in  twenty-four  hours, 

p  L-^  I  ̂^j-^  vtajrdyi  db,  A  water-course.  The 
urethra,  urinary  passage.  A  A/o^j\j^  majrdyi  mds, 

A  water-course,  L^lr^  vtajrdyi  nahr,  Bed  of 
a  river,    r  majrd  basiari,  To  point  (a 

gun).  ̂^i^j'\jS^}>iajrdltarda)i,Toexp\a\n.  A  Muj- ra^,  ISIade  to  flow,  rendered  current.  Allowance,  pre- 
mium;  deduction. Obeisance,  respect,visit, audience. 

Aj\j-^  mijrdz,  A  barren  waste. 
A  'eJ^\jil^  ??)w;?'flj^aA7(s/(fl^,(Caniels)fleshy  and  fat. 

A  (3^^  mijrda,  One  who  pays  his  respects, 
i.e.  servants,  ministers,  or  the  like. 

A  (-r^j^  vmjarrab,  Expert,  skilled,  versed,  ex- 



perienced.  Proved,  examined  (as  medicine),  tested, 

assayed  (as  coin).  A  lion.  3Iujarrib,  A  trier, 

prover,  experimenter,  assayer. 

A  S>j^  7nujarbiz,  (or  ̂^^^^  ̂{j^  mujarbazu''l JiUTvasim)  (A  horse)  that  carries  his  head  low,  and 

places  his  hind-feet  in  the  prints  of  his  fore-feet. 

A  inaji-at,  (A  sheep)  very  big  with  young, 
and  so  lean  as  to  be  scarce  able  to  stand. 

A         majarrat,  The  galaxy  or  milky-way. 

A  ̂^\Jj_s£°  majratani,  Two  accidents  to  which 
sheep  are  exposed,  i.e.  severity  of  seasons,  and  wan- 

dering or  being  lost  in  the  night. 

mujarrih,  One  who  wounds  severely. 

A  lij^  mujarrad,  Stript,  bare,  naked,  denuded. 
Drawn  (sword).  Experienced,  tried.  Unmarried. 

Solitary,  alone.  Mere,  only.  The  yard  of  any 

solid-hoofed  animal.  jlaJ\  '^j^-  mujarradtn 

nazr.  At  a  mere  glance,  p  ̂ jl-*^  mujar- 
radi  guman,  On  a  mere  suspicion.  A  i^x*^ 

hasanu'l  rmijarrad,  Beautiful  when  nude.  3Iu- 
jarrid,  One  who  lays  bare  or  strips  naked. 

A  ObJ^  mujarradat,  (pi.  fern,  of  mu- 
jarrad) Incorporeal  beings,  angels. 

A  (j^i^-^  ((i--*  muz)  majradani,  Two  days  or 
two  months  since. 

A  mujardib,  One  who  claps  his  hands 

upon  meat  to  prevent  its  being  carried  offthe  table. 

A^ii;;^  mujardah,  Long-headed  (boy). 
A  (J*^^  mujardal,  Ready  to  fall. 
A  (_f  J» mvjarradi,  Solitude,  solitariness. 

A  'i'ij^j^  mujarradiyat,  Solitude.  Nakedness. 
A         mujarraz,  Experienced,  proved,  tried. 

Ajj^  mujarrir,  One  "who  pulls  very  hard. 
^ mujriz,  Lean,  emaciated  (she-camel). 

A  (^j^  7?i?(yarras,Expert,  skilled,versed.  Mu- 
jarris,  A  trier,  prover,  experimenter.   A  speaker. 

A  mujri^  A  drinker,  absorber  (of  water), 

(pi.  ̂ )j\^)  A  camel  giving  only  a  sip  of  milk. 

A  mujarra^  (A  rope)  of  which  one  of  the 

threads  is  over-twisted.  Mujar-ri^  One  who  causes 
to  drink  (water)  or  to  forget  (grief). 

A  mMjarrq/,  Stripped  of  all;  one  whose 

■whole  property  has  been  swept  away.  Mujarrif, 
3Vhatever  carries  away  (as  a  river  part  of  its  banks). 

One  who  pours  out  well. 

A         mijrafat,  A  scavenger's  wooden  shovel. 
PLL^^mfl;«r5r,Pressing(post-horses,carriages, 

or  ships)  ;  compelling  one  to  work  without  hire. 

A         mujrim,  Culpable,  criminal ;  a  sinner. 

A  j»J^mryarraTO,Entire,  complete  (year).  Mu- 
jarrim,  Who  completes  a  year.  Who  comes  out  of. 

Kj^j^  mujramizz,  A  year  wherein  much  rain 
falls  after  a  great  drought  in  the  spring.  Drawn 

tOEcether,  shrunk. 

A  f^j^  mijran,  A  place  where  dates  are  dried, 
a  date-kiln.  A  great  glutton. 

A  (jjs^  mujarran,  Made  supple  and  pliable. 
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A  mujransam,  High,  prominent  (pubes). 

^A  ̂ ^j^  majruh,  Wounded.  Reproached.  Re- probated, confuted,  convicted  of  false  evidence. 

A  lijjJ^  majrud,  Torn  off,  skinned,  unbarked, 
peeled,  denuded.  (Ground)  infested  by  locusts. 

Griped  in  the  belly  from  eating  locusts(ii^jarat?). 

Ajj)jji°??ia;>Mr,Marked  withj*- jarr.  Dragged. 

Kj^j^  majruz,  (A  field)  bare  after  harvest. 

A  (_j'>_j j-^  majr-us,  Any  letter  of  the  alphabet 
except  the  soft  ones  ((jrO  i_Jjj>-  hurvfi  Tin). 

A  (^jj^  mujrawnmsh,  Middling-sided. 
A I — s ji j^inaj  rvf,  (Acamel)m  arked  onthethigh. 

A  ̂  majrum,  Large-bodied. 
A         mujarr'ih,  A  publisher,  divulger. 
A  SjSj:^  mujrahidd,  A  fast  goer.  Long  (night). 

A  mujarhim,  Keen,  diligent,  active. 

A  (^j^majra',(v.n.of  (_^^)  Mooring  (a  ship). 
A  ship's  course.  A  place  where  any  thing  flows. 
The  last  letter  of  a  word.  The  inflexion  of  the  last 

consonant  of  a  distich  to  which  all  the  others  rhyme. 

3Iujra',  (v.  n.  4  of  i^^)  Causing  to  flow,  allow- 
ing to  proceed.  Conjugated,  declined.  3Iujra' or 

majra\  A  place  where  any  thing  runs.  Mujri, 
Who  causes  to  flow  or  run.  An  executor,  one  who 

causes  any  order  to  be  obeyed.  A  name  of  God.  A 

bitch  with  her  puppies  (jj»-  i«^w),  or  a  female 
wild  beast  followed  by  her  young. 

p  ;_?j:^m(;7'i,  A  vessel  in  which  drugs  arekept. 
A  majrvy.  Declined  (noun). 

A*i)^si*  rmtjriyat,  A  bitch  with  her  whelps. 

A^[J^j^  miijrasishsh,  Thick-sided. 
Aj^  mijazZjA  sickle.  Shears,  llujizz,  (Grain, 

flock,  or  palm-tree)  ready  to  cut  or  shear. 

a\^^  majzat,  mxijzas,  (s       majzasat,  or  miij- 

^-flj^aO  (v.  n.of  |^)Contenting.  Enriching.  CJ\js^\ 
uiiiff-  ajzastu  ̂ nka  majzata  (isj^^  maj- 

zasat,  ̂ j-^  mujza^a,  or  J^J-j^  mujzasat)  fulanin, 
I  did  without  you,  I  supplied  your  place. 

A        mujazzas,  Divided  into  portions. 

A  ̂ ^}^  mijza^  Extremely  impatient. 
A  I— -^^^  mijzab,  Outwardly  moral  and  virtuous. 

y>j^  mtijazbaz  or  biz,  Hard-trotting  (horse). 

Aj^  majzir,  (pl.jjV;^  majdzir)  A  slaughter- 
house or  place  (especially  for  camels).  3Iujzir, 

(A  camel)  for  slaughter.  One  who  gives  a  sheep 

or  goat  to  be  killed.  A  palm-tree  with  fruit  ripe 

for  gathering.  Decrepit  (man)  in  life's  last  stage. 
A  ijj^majzirat,  A  slaughter-house  for  camels. 
A  mujzi^  Who  or  what  causes  one  to  la- 

ment. Who  or  what  strikes  with  terror.  Who  or 

what  renders  impatient. 

A  mujazzi^,  (A  cistern)  which  has  little 
water  in  it.  One  who  cuts  meat  in  pieces.  3Iujaz- 

zi^  or  mujazza^  (Dates)  two-thirds  ripe.  A  date- 
stone  rubbed  until  a  part  becomes  white.  Any 

thing  wherein  there  is  black  and  white. 

A  'ij^  mijzafat,  A  fishing-net. 

A  Jj^  mvjzil,  Liberal,  a  great  giver. 
A         mijzam,  Full  (bottle). 

A  |,J^  mujazzim,  A  filler  (of  a  bottle).  A  cow- ard: weak.  One  who  keeps  silence.  Shrewd,clever. 

A  ̂ ^y^  majztic,  Deprived  of  a  portion. 

AjjJ:sf  majzur,  Slaughtered  (camel). 

Aj^j^  majzuz,  Clipped,  shorn,  cut,  mowed. 
A  ̂ ^j^ majzul,{T\xeioot  ̂ J>s\sC/cniutaf  d^lun) 

cut  down  to  ̂^^stiC/c  mulfa^lun  in  the  measure 

^_3/o\^  kdmil  (Perfect). 
A  majzum,  Cut,  amputated,  broken  off. 

Marked  with  the  character  ̂ ty>-  jazm  — . 
A  ijj^  mujzis,  Satisfying,  sufficing  (food).  (A 

man)  sufficient  for  whatever  he  is  commanded. 

p  [j-*^  majas,  A  place  where  an  apothecary 
brays  any  thing. 

A  majass,  Any  part  felt :  the  pulse. 

A  'i.^^ mojassat,  (pi.  majass)  The  pulse 

or  any  part  felt.  &J1:S^^  ̂J^x>6 zayyiku' I  viajassat, Narrow  in  the  chest. 

A  mijsad,  Those  parts  of  a  garment  which 
touch  the  body.  3fujsad,  (pi.  S>A^  majdsid,  Red. 

(Cloth)  dyed  with  saffron. 

A  s'L^  mujassad,  (Cloth)  dyed  with  saffron. 

(A  voice)  harmonious,  true,  in  tune.  i'^iJl^  ̂ Jj^ 
buruj  mujassadat,  The  four  signs  of  Sagittarius, 
Pisces,  Gemini,  and  Virgo. 

A  ̂.^^^  viijasti,  The  title  of  Ptolemy's  cele- 
brated work  on  astronomy,  so  called  by  the  Ara- 

bians, who,  adding  the  article  Jl  al  to  the  MeyiaTy'j 
of  the  Greek  title  SvvTa^i<;  MeyccrrT],  thus  form 

the  word  ̂^^U**.^^  almijasti  or  almajisti. 

p  ijXz.i  ̂ ^Ja..^^  mijasti-gushdy,  Able  to  ex- 
plain the  Mijasti. 

A  ̂l^s-^  miijassam,  Rendered  corporeal,  clothed 
with  a  body,  incarnate.  Corpulent.  Massy,  solid. 

i  AS'^ jtS"  \i  mujassam  zd  isnatay  ̂ sha- 
ra  kd^da,  An  equilateral  pentagon,  f^i^ 

miijassami  ̂ das,  A  lentiform  body,  jo^ ̂ ^L^ 

mujassam  kasiru^l  harvard,  A  solid  poly- 
hedron. t/jLJU  mujassami  mutasdwl,  A 

plain  solid.  ̂ !iLo^^  (_5'jL-jU)  mujassam  muta- 

sdrvi'lazld^  An  icosaedron.  ^'^i^ 
mujassam  mutarcdzV s  sutuh,  A  solid  parallelopi- 

pedon.  Mujassim,  One  who  clothes  with  a  body. 
One  who  renders  large  and  corpulent. 

A  majsusat,  Hard  (ground). 

A  ̂jij^  mijashsh,  (or  'iJL^  mijasJishat)  A  hand- 
mill.  3Iujishsh,  One  who  grinds  into  coarse  pieces. 

A  L-^Li;.^  mijshdb.  Gross  victuals. 

A  u-A^^  mijshah,  A  piece  of  wood  on  which 
clothes  are  laid.  A  man,thick,stout,and  courageous. 

A  i^Z^  mujashshab,  One  who  lives  pooilv. 
A  mijshar,  A  cistern  from  which  no  wa- 

ter is  drawn. 
A  j~.^?n?/;a.sAsAar,  (A  flock)  led  far  from  home. 

A  ijiL^  mujashsharat,  A  herd  of  horses  turned 



out  to  pasture. 

A  majshavi,  A  falcon's  perch.  jMujsliim, 
One  who  causes  to  labour.    A  lion. 

A  ,J^^  rnvjashshinif  One  who  pays  attention  to 

an}'  thing,  pains-taking. 
A  i^yL^  majs/iub,  Broken  into  large  pieces. 

Coarse  fare. 

Aj^L^  majshur,  (A  camel)  troubled  with  the 
dry,  husky  cough  jushrat. 

A  (_ji^:^?/tay.sAM.s7/,liroken,coarsely  pounded. 

A  io yLs£^  majshunat,  A ctive,  bustling  (woman). 

A  i^jajeisf^  mujassas,  Plastered  with  lime,  il/w- 
jassis,  A  plasterer.  (A  whelp)  opening  the  eyes. 

A  ;_><3_o— vmjazziz,  One  who  goes  with  a 

quick  pace.  Prepared  to  fight. 

vivjzaArr,  A  preparer  of  mischief ;  one 

who  raises  himself  by  villainy.  Tall,  strong. 

A         niCij^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  impudent, 

immodest.  Mij^  Foolish,  insane.  One  who,  when 
set  down,  will  hardly  take  the  trouble  to  rise. 

Ajl*^  mtj^r,  (A  man)  of  a  dry  nature. 

A  ̂ ^^jt^mij^bfA  powerful  wrestler,  who  throws 
downhisantagonists,butisnotlhrown  down  himself. 

A  viaj^i,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Eating  dates  with 
milk,  or  eating  dates  and  drinking  milk  upon  them. 

3Iaj^t,  nivj^t,  or  mttja^t,  Foolish,  ignorant. 

Mij^t,  muja^t,  or  mija^t,  Foolish  (woman). 

Muj^t  OTvwj^t,  One  who,  when  set  down,  can 

hardly  rise.  Miij^t,  muja^t,  maji^t,  or  mija^t, 
Immodest  (woman). 

A  muja^an,  Compact. 

A  i\*:if)/2w/o^^ai^,  Thick  (pottage).  Mvja^^d, 
One  who  curls  hair. 

Ajf>^  viaj^r,  The  fundament  of  a  bird. 

A  ij*^  majorat,  Any  thing  which  causes  a 
drying  up  of  the  moisture  of  the  body. 

A  J^jf^  inaj^d,  (v.n.  of  (_)>*=-)  Putting,  placing. 
Doing,  constituting,  a])i)ointing.    Muj^l,  A  fixer 

or  payer  of  wages  (^^y*=T  ju^)-    One  who  takes  a 

j)Ot  off  the  fire  (with  the  cloth  J\ju>-,;/^a/).  (A 
bitch)  in  heat.  (Water)  infected  by  dead  beetles. 

(A  country)  swarming  with  beetles  (,Jji>._;»^a/). 

A^iJt^maj^iti,  A  refuge.  3Iuj^m,A  tearerup. 
A  (J^:^  maj^l,  Constituted,  affected.  Made. 

A  maj^tm,  Destitute  of  appetite. 

A  'i\s^  miijfat,  (Cattle)  turned  from  pasture, 
not  suffered  to  graze. 

A jfl:^  ?)i«yy}//',  Anti-aphrodisiacal  (food).  3Iuj- 
Large-bellied  (horse).  3Iujjir,0ne  who  leaves 

off  (work).  Adismisser  or  abandoner  (of  a  friend). 

A ̂ fL^  mujaffar,  Stinking-bodied  (man). 
A  iji^  majfarat,  (Food)  which  checks  venery, 

anti-venereal.  Fasting. 

A i»_fla£^mi/;«j^(//, Dried.  il/?/;«^»/',Desiccative. 
A  j^iaj^  viujaffifat  (pi.  Ouia-sr*  mujaffifat) 

Anything  acrid  which  dries  up.  A  desiccative. 

A  iniijfil,  Hard-blowing  (wind). 
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A  f^J>-^  inujujfin,  Much  addicted  to  venery. 

A  inajfuw,  (or  ̂ ^J^  "^vJ^y)  Injured. 
inujfatizz,  Oi\  the  point  of  death. 

A  j^js^*  iitujhir,  A  haggler,  stickler  for  a  price. 
A  inujl  or  majal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^)  Blister- 
ing or  contractingserous  pustules  (as  the  hand  from 

hard  labour).  Becoming  hard  and  well  (a  hoof 

that  had  been  cut  by  a  stone).  Collecting  between 
the  skin  and  the  flesh  (water).  Majl,  (pi.  of  aJc^ 

majlat)  Thin  skins  covering  watery  blisters.  Mijl, 

Cattle^swelled  with  repletion. 

A  (Jj^  mujill,  One  who  reveres,  magnifies,  or 
considers  as  illustrious  and  estimable.  The  produce 

of  a  single  birth.  Who  gives  much,  or  shews  a 
great  deal.  (See  yVdZ.) 

A  mujalla',  Polished,  furbished,  rendered 
clear  and  bright.  Illustrated,  manifested. 

A  mijlah,  Hardy  (she-camel). 

A  (..^Jji"  mujlib,  Clamorous,  noisy.  One  who 
bends  or  goes  towards.  A  follower  and  driver  (of 

a  horse).  (A  wound)  covered  with  a  thin  skin 
whilst  healing.  One  who  covers  (the  wooden  frame 

of  a  camel's  saddle  with  moist  leather).  A  helper. 
(See  t-r^^^  ijldb.) 

al-A:^ /wMja/Z/Z),  Very  noisy.  Loud  (thunder). 
A  i-J^  majlabat,  An  attracting  cause. 

A  mujallibat,  A  scold,  a  termagant. 

A  majlat,  (pi.  JVj^  mijal  and  majl) 
Thin  skin  covering  a  watery  blister  or  pustule. 

A  &)js?  majallat,(p].  JUi?  majall)  A  book  (espe- 
cially of  abstract  science). 

mMja//«Z',Collec ted,  thronged  (camels). 

mujaljal,  Rumbling  (thunder-cloud). 
Extremely  clever,  faultless.  (A  camel)  that  has 

attained  his  full  strength.  (A  camel)  around  whose 

neck  little  bells  are  suspended.  3Iujaljil,V^ ho  vi- 

brates with  the  hand  or  finger  (the  strings  of  an  in- 

strument). Thundering  (cloud).  Very  loud-voiced, 
who  can  be  heard  to  a  great  distance.  A  lord, 

prince,  or  jjowerful  man.  Bold,  brave.  Great, 
immense  (numbers). 

A  miijulluh,  Eaten  up  (pasture).  3Iujal- 

Hh,  Voracious. 
A!Si:^»»y7t/A/ti(/(i,Onewhothrowsor  stretches 

himself  upon  the  ground. 

A  liJ^  mijlad,  ())1.  i^i)^  majarul)  A  leathern 
strapwith  which  hired  mourners  strike  their  cheeks. 

A  cA.:^  mujallad,  (A  book)  bound  in  leather. 
A  volume,  tome.  (A  bone)  whereon  nothing  is 
left  save  the  skin.  A  certain  quantity  of  a  load 
known  in  weight  and  measure.  A  horse  callous  to 

the  lash.  3hijaUid,  A  book-binder.  A  skinner, 
flayer  (of  a  camel). 

A  'idL^  mujalladat,  One  book ;  a  bound  vo- 
lume. (A  bone)  covered  only  with  skin. 

A  mujalliz,  One  who  folds,  wraps  round, 

strengthens  the  handle  of  a  knife,  by  binding  it  with 

the  nerve  of  a  camel's  neck.  Who  lays  or  lets  down. 
One  who  stretches  out. 

A  [j-^  majlas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jJ^)  Sitting  down. 

Majlis,  (or  'LAs^  majUsat)  (pi,  ̂ Ls?  majalis) 
An  assembly,  congregation,  convention,  congres?, 
council,  consistory,  conference,  convivial  meetintr, 
conversation.  Time  and  place  of  assembling.  A 
judgment-seat,  tribunal.  C^y^  ̂ j-^  majlisi 
huhii.inat,  A  judgment-hall.  (.joJ,  ̂ jAs-^  majlisi 
rahs,  A  ball-room  j  a  ball.  J/uj/w,One  who  causes to  sit  down. 

J  jjy^  U-i^  wa;7w-fl/ror,  (Banquet-illumina- 
ting) Wax-lights.  Wine.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  (_5»J-:^  majlisi.  An  assessor. 
A  i—**)-:^  ?ftM;7a^ift,  Passin  g  a  way ;  past.  W  icked . 

A  stream  collecting  much. 

A  u-O,  \^  mnjallaf.  Destroyed,  ruined.  Any 
thing  torn  from  the  side  of  another.  That  of  which 

something  remains.  (A  man)  whose  cattle  and  ef- 

fects are  destroyed  by  a  murrain  or  other  calamity. 

3Iujallif,  (A  severe  season)  destructive  to  cattle. 

A^y^  mujallil,  (A  cloud)  which  wets  the  earth 
generally.  Whatever  completely  covers  or  envelopes. 

A  (^JijJ^  7«?//7«nf/a',  Conquering ;  superior. 

A  j^kJj^  mujlanza',  Laid  on  the  back  with  the feet  raised. 

A^lj^  /rtrt^Viiw, Polished, splendid, bright.  \^\jic 
mirmti  majluwa,  A  clean  or  clear  mirror. 

A  majlub,  (A  slave)  led  about  for  sale. 

A  s^J^  majluwat,  A  bride  with  unveiled  face. 

A  O^l^  majlat,  Lank  about  the  buttocks. 

A  lijJi^  majlud,  (v.  n.  of  liJj*-)  Being  light,  nim- 

ble (man).    Covered  with  hoar  frost. 

Aj^L^  majluz,  Compact  in  the  body.  Sound 
in  judgment. 

A  i—jjij^  majluf,  Peeled.    Burnt  (bread). 

A  majlim,  Shaved,  shaven. 
A  » majluh,  (A  house  or  tent)  destitute  of 

door  or  curtain. 

A         majla',  (pi.  majali)  The  fore  part 
(of  the  head),  which  is  most  liable  to  become  bald. 

3Iijla^,  Baldness  from  the  forehead  to  the  crown. 
3Ivjri,  A  wanderer,  exile.  One  who  sends  into 

exile.     Eased  of  grief ;  liberated. 

A  mujalla',  Illustrated,  manifested.  Po- 
lished ;  furbished.  Made  clear,  clean,  or  bright. 

3Iujalli,  A  polisher.  Looking  with  a  keen  eye  (as 

an  eagle  at  his  prey).  Who  or  what  illustrates,  ex- 
plains, declares.  A  revealer  of  his  thoughts.  The 

horse  which  comes  in  first  at  a  race. 

A  C^\A^  mujalliyat.  Detergent  medicines. 

A  (jjJ^  mijlVi,  A  laugher  with  open  mouth. 

A        majamm.  The  breast.  '^^^ 
^«  7  majamm,  Wide  in  the  chest.  3Iajamvi  or  mu- 
jimm.  The  part  of  a  well  where  the  water  lies.  31  u- 
jamm,  (A  horse)  set  at  liberty.    3Iujimm,  Who 

tills  (a  measure),  heaps  (it)  up.    A  giver  of,  or 



refresher  with,  rest.  Approached,  drawn  near,  pre- 

sent.   (See  j»Ljr\  ijmam.) 
A  t^js?  majmas,  (A  horse)  marked  with  a  plain 

white  spot  on  the  forehead. 

A  majmaj,  Relaxed,  enervated,  flabby. 

A         majammat,  A  cause  of  repose. 

A  'i:^^  majmaj  at,  (v.  n.of  ̂ ^Q)  Confound- ing, not  making  distinct  (letters).  Stammering, 

telling  a  story  in  a  confused  manner. 

A  li'^^  mujmid,  One  who  refuses  to  engage  in 

any  competition  or  game  from  avarice.  One  who 

does  little  good.  An  umpire,  arbitrator.  One  en- 

tering on  the  month  j^tilj!"  jumada\ 
A         mujammad,  Congealed,  frozen. 

Aj*4?  mijmar,  (or  'ij^  mijmaraf)  (pl.^lji° 
majamir)  A  censer  for  incense,  chafing-dish.  In- 

cense. P(ji->l  j-»j^m?}'rwana<wA,  A  chafing-dish. 
The  sun.  (^^.  syii mijmari  nuhra-posh,  The 

world.  A  3Ivjmar,  (v.  n.  4  of^)  Making  up,  ar- 
ranging (a  fire).  Incense.  Wood  of  aloes.  3Iuj- 

mir,  One  who  throws  perfume  in  the  fire.  A  per- 

fumer of  a  garment.  (A  horse)  leaping  with  the 
feet  bound.  The  hard  hoof  of  a  horse. 

A mujammir,  One  who  cuts  away  the  pith 

of  the  palm-tree  called,  U^'^'wrnmar.  Who  throws  the 
little  stones  or  pebbles  called^ l.*^  jmar. 

A  ij^^  majm,arat,  A  smith's  forge  of  clay. 
^y^^  mujammiz,  One  who  rides  a  swift  she- 

camel  called  'ij\£T  jammdzat. 
A  majma^or  majmi^  (pi.  ̂ l:^  majamiQ 

A  place  of  assembly.  A  concourse,  crowd,  conven- 

tion, congregation,  meeting.  A  collection,  heap, 

pile.  A  book  of  miscellanies,  a  magazine. 

^j>j^-jJ\  majma^'n  nahrayn,  Confluence  of  two 

rivers.  iJ/w^'?«a^,CGllected,brought together.  (Pro- 
perty)amassed,kepttogether.Resolved  upon, under- 

taken, setabout.  Firm,  decided,  madeup  (opinion). 

Mujmi^  A  collector,  container.  Who  keeps  se- 
cretly. A  resolver,  determiner.  Barren  (year).  One 

who  binds  the  udders  of  a  camel  round  with  acloth. 

A|*^:^??iw;amma^,Collected.  Resolved,  decreed. 

Mujammi^  Who  collects  diligently.  Assembled 
for  prayers  on  a  Friday.  A  counter  (of  money). 

A  majma^t,  A  place  of  meeting,  A  de- 

sert. A  sand-hill.  Mujma^t,  The  prayer  called 
&xhj>-  khutba,  free  from  any  gap,  chasm,  or  flaw. 

'i'^falat  rmijmi^t,  A  desert  through  which 
people  travel  in  bodies  (from  fear  of  danger  or  los- 

ing the  way). 

Ad>l**jsf  mwjam^aZai,  Knotty-fleshed  (woman). 
A  ̂yt^mujmal,  Collected  into  a  small  compass. 

A  summary,  compendium.  Mujmil,  One  who  col- 
lects what  has  been  dispersed.  One  who  sums  up 

(an  account).  One  who  abounds  in  good  actions. 
A  melterof  fat.  An  earnest  seeker.  Rich  in  camels. 

A  ̂J^^  mujammil,  An  adorner,  beautifier,  or 

able  executer.  One  who, for  a  long  while,  keeps  up 
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a  standing  army. 

A  mujmalaii,  In  substance. 

A  mujammavi,  One  whose  hair  is  brought 
together  and  tied  in  a  knot. 

A  X*-*^  mujamviimat,  A  woman  who  allows 
not  her  hair  to  hangc  down. 

A  ̂ v-^  majmu^  Collected,  assembled,  con- 
vened, contained.  Clenched  (fist).  Content,  tran- 

quil.   All,  the  whole,  every  one.  ^ji 

majmu^  bam  ddam,  All  the  sons  of  Adam, mankind. 

A  majmu^n,  Totally,  on  the  whole. 

A  'is-y^  majmu^t,  (fem.)  Collected,  assem- 
bled, contained.  All,  the  whole.  A  collection, 

magazine,  compendium,  miscellany.  A  crowd,  as- 
sembly. A  tray.  A  compound  perfume.  A  form 

in  printing. 

Pj^J  ̂ y^^  majviu^ddr,  One  who  checks  or audits  the  account  of  the  revenue-collector  in  each 

district  (an  Indian  phrase).  A  record-keeper. 

A  majmul,  Predicate  of  a  proposition. 

A  |»^*^  majmum,  Rested,  refreshed,  recruited. 

A  'ij-^^^  wiw;am7wra^,Firmly-built(she-camel), 
A  f^Sf!'  mvjn,  (v.  n.  of  (^j-^)  Caring  not  what 

one  says  or  does. 

A         mijann,  (pi.         majdnn)  A  shield,  a 

buckler.  A  lady's  belt  or  leathern  girdle,  '_ 

f^^^^j-^^J^  halaha  laJm  zahra'l  mijann,  He  re- 
nounced his  friendship.   3Iujann,  Insane,  frantic. 

A  mxijnat,  A  shield  without  any  iron  in  it 

(so  called  from  its  convexity). 

A  j'U^  mvjnasat,  A  grave. 
A  i^y^  7najnab,  (v.  n.  of  ;_»*>>-)  Leading  at 

the  side  (a  captive  or  a  horse).  Majnab  or  mijnab, 

Much,  many,  numerous,  plentiful.  Mijnab,  A 
shield.  A  veil,  curtain.  The  extreme  parts  of  the 

countries  bordering  upon  Arabia ;  also  the  fron- 
tiers of  Arabia  which  march  with  them.  A  kind 

of  door  on  which  the  gatherer  of  honey  stands.  A 

tool  resembling  a  toothlesscomb.  3Iujnab,  Ashield. 

3Iujnib,  Foreign.    Exposed  to  the  south  wind. 

A  (— mujannab,  (A  horse)  led  at  the  side. 
3Iijannih,  One  who  leads  (a  horse  or  captive)  at 
the  side.  Who  or  what  renders  averse,  or  causes  to 

abstain.   (A  horse)  whose  foot  turns  inwards. 

A  'iJy^mujannabat,A.<[-\mce  guard  ofan  army. 
A  ̂^\jujk:^TOM;anw26a<anz,  The  wings  ofan  army. 
A  majannat.  Fury,  insanity.  A  place  where 

any  thing  is  hid.  A  district  haunted  by  demons. 

3Iijannat,  A  shield.  iC>ji°  t-^^  halaba  mijanna- 
tahu,  He  discarded  shame,  and  did  whatever  he 

pleased,  uncontrolled. 
A  mujnih.  Inclining ;  one  who  gives  a  pro- 

pensity towards,  or  a  favourable  opinion  of. 

A  mujannah,  (In  poetry)  when,  in  the  same 
distich  or  hemistich,  words  occur  at  the  beginning 

and  at  the  end  which  are  anagrams  to  each  other. 

A  i^jjs??nMja«nat?,Assembled,mustered(troops). 13  a 

3Ivjannid,  One  who  assembles  (an  army). 

A  (Jt>j^  miijandal,  Trampled,  trodden..  3Iu- 
jandil,  One  who  throws  prostrate. 

A        mujanniz,  A  layer  of  a  corpse  on  a  bier. 

A  (^__;«Jk:i°w?/;annas,Composed  of  different  kinds. 
3Iujannis,  One  who  arranges  in  classes,  or  who 
classifies.   One  who  renders  homogeneous. 

A  mijnaf,  Inclined,  biased,  leaning.  3Iuj- 
nif,  One  who  deviates  from  the  right  way  ;  unjust, 

unfaithful  (in  respect  of  a  will  or  testament).  One 
who  detects  such  deviation. 

A  (jj^  mujannih,  A  hurler  (of  stones)  from  a 
balista  (^jXk^  manjamk), 

A  ftiijcS?  majnahat,  (v.  n,  of  Q)  Hurling 

(stones)  from  a  balista  (^jUk^*  manjanik), 
A  (j^^  mujannin.  Maddening,  dementating. 

A  majnub,  (A  horse)  led  by  the  side 

((_^i»-  jamb),  in  opposition  to  \^^jt>  marhub, 
which  signifies  one  ridden.  Affected  with  a  pleurisy 

or  pain  in  the  side.  Whatever  is  brought  by  the  south 

wind  (t^yis--  janiib,  as  rain,  or  change  of  air). 
A  io majnubat,  A  cloud  propelled  by  the 

south  wind. 

A  majnuh,  (A  camel)  whose  ribs  {•^fr 
jandnili)  are  broken  by  overloading. 

Ajy'x^  majnuz.  Covered.  Collected.  A  corpse. 
A  (j^i-j^  majnun,  (pi.  (jjJ^J^  majdntn)  Pos- 

sessed by  a  demon.  Foolish,  insane,  mad,  dement, 

furious,  outrageous.  A  fanatic.  A  maniac.  A  de- 
moniac. Desperately  in  love.  Tall  (palm-tree). 

Name  of  a  celebrated  Eastern  lover.  (Jj^j  Cii^^^ 

majnun  u  ̂ hil,  The  foolish  and  the  wise. 

A  'iXi^x^  majnuniyat,  Insanity.Demonianism. 
AisJi^  mujannah,  as  tabaki  mujan- 

nah, A  tray,  waiter,  or  dish  made  of  Indian  reeds. 
A  mujni,  A  gatherer  of  fruit.     (A  tree) 

which  has  ripe  fruit  ready  for  plucking.  Ripe  fruit. 

Ground  abounding  in  fruits,  corn,  herbage,  mush- 
rooms, &c.  Plentiful  (herbage). 

A         majniy.  Gathered  (fruit). 

p  y^  majw,  A  lentil. A  '^\y<^  mijwcR),  A  cutting-instrument,  knife. 
A  mijndd.  The  doer  of  an  excellent  thing ; 

also  the  proclaimer  or  praiser  of  such  an  action. 

A  I— -J^^  viijwab,  An  iron  instrument  for  cleav- 
ing or  tearing  any  thing  asunder.  Shears.  A  shield, 

buckler.  A  fire-grate.   A  chafing-dish. 

AU-.>^^  mujawwab,  (A  field)  partially  watered 
by  rain.  31ujawwib,  A  bringer,  bearer.  One  who 
makes  a  shirt  open  at  the  breast  jayb^. 

A  iiy^  majubat,  An  answer. 

A  (^j=~ y^  mujawjan.  Stinking  water, 
A  mijwah,  A  universal  destroyer. 
A  majud,  Parched  with  thirst.  (A  field) 

well  watered  by  rain.  3Iujud,  (v.  n.  of  Find- 

ing a  pasture  plenteous  in  grass,  and  feeding  almost 
to  satiety  (camels). 



A  i^'y^  mujarvTvad,  Smitten  with  love.  Full  of 
desire.  Well  made  or  done.  J/wyaa-n-ZJ,  Learned, 

good.  An  elegant  writer ;  a  lover  of  learning,  rhe- 
torician, philologist.  A  player  on  an  instrument. 

A  singer,  especially  one  who  intones  the  Kur'an. 
A  payer  (of  money).  Fast-going  (horse). 

A  j^j^  mujannar,  Thrown  down,  levelled  with 

the  ground.  Mujanwir,  One  who  accuses  of  in- 
justice. Abeater.  One  who  levels  with  the  ground. 

One  who  throws  down  or  away. 

A  J^j^  mujanwazy  Lawful,  or  deemed  so :  tole- 
rated. Mujawiviz,  One  who  holds,  proves,  or  as- 

serts to  be  lawful.  One  who  dismisses,  or  permits 

to  pass  or  go. 

A  \j^3^  majus,  (pi.  of  majusiy)  Magi, 
fire-worshippers.  Small-eared. 

p  majuse,  One  worshipper  of  fire. 

A  "l^^ majusii/,  (or  ̂ ^majufi)  (pl.(^_jsi° 
majus)  A  fire-worshipper  :  a  follower  of  Zoroaster. 

A  'e!xui^^  inajusiyat,  The  religion  of  the  Magi. 
A  ̂jh^  mujarvTvi^  One  who  allows  (another)  to 

hunger,  or  who  famishes  (him). 

A  iS'^  majn-a^ai,  Hunger,  need,  famine. 
A  <—^^  '>i^ojsvf.  Timid,  fearful. 

A  i—j^Sf^  majuf,  Thick,  large-bellied. 

A  \^'^  inujaivnaf,  Hollowed.  Concave,  vault- 
ed. Hollow,  empty  (fellow).  (A  horse)  white  or 

speckled  about  the  belly.  Mujamvif,  One  who 

hollows  out  or  makes  concave  ((_J^\  ajrvaf). 

A  jjfJ^  mujarvTvak,  Crooked-jawed.  3Iujaw- 
Tvih,  One  who  collects  or  assembles  together.  One 
who  cries  out  to. 

A  J ̂jsi°  mijrval,  A  shield.  A  kind  of  small  vest 
worn  by  girls.  Ornamental  rings  (worn  by  women 
round  their  ankles).  Good  money.  Silver.  Asilver  i 
crescent  in  the  middle  of  a  necklace.  An  amulet  or 

any  similar  thing  for  averting  evil.  A  white  cloth 

held  in  the  hand  by  him  to  whom  the  gaming  ar- 

rows are  given.  The  onager,  wild  ass.  3I)ijul,  (v. 

n.  of  (3^)  Blistering  or  contracting  serous  pus- 
tules (as  tlie  hand  from  hard  labour). 

A  (J5^  mujaivjvil,  A  great  traveller,  vagrant. 

A  j^^^  mvjun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Js£')  Not  caring  about 
what  one  says  or  does.  Being  hard  and  thick. 
Boldness,  impudence,  brazenness. 

A  majrus,  Terrified. 

A  majsuf.  Terrified.  Hungry. 

A  Jt>^  mvjawhar,  Adorned,  set  with  gems. 
A  mujjci,  One  who  hangs  a  kettle. 

p  mujja,  The  plant  C^...C-^  harghast,  re- 
sembling spinage,  generally  found  on  the  banks 

of  running  streams. 

AjL^  mijhar.  One  who  speaks  openly,  clearly. 

A  (^l^r^  mijhaz,  (A  camel)  used  to  miscarry. 
A  »— mijliab,  Shameless. 
A  2i^< rnvjahjah,  A  lion. 

A         mujhad.  Longed  for,  desired.  Mujhid, 
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One  who  overloads  (a  horse).  A  vexer,  disturber, 

injurer.  The  owner  of  a  tired  and  overloaded  beast. 
A  soaker,  dissolver.  Desirous  of  meat ;  one  who 

eats  much  and  often.  Who  does  a  thing  violently. 

Verj-  grey,  hoary.  A  quick  goer.  (  See  li^-j*-^  ijhad.) 
A  s  Jy5^  majliadat,  A  scarce,  distressing  season. 

A^^r^rn //'/tar,  Aloud,open,orclearspeaker.J/i{;- 
har,  Sonorous,  clear,  distinct  (speech,  tone).  Muj- 

hir,One  who  speaks  openly  and  publicly.  An  intoner. 

A^^  mujhiz,  Quick,  sudden  (death). 
A mujalihaz,  Endowed.  Despatched.  Mu- 

jahhiz,  A  decker  (of  a  bride),  fitter  out  (of  a  tra- 
veller), furnisher  (of  a  funeral). 

A  (ji-f!^  mvjhish,  A  leaper,  riser  up.  A  trem- 
bler, fearer,  dreader.  One  who  orders  to  make 

haste.    Ready  to  cry. 

A  {_>ijj^  mujhaz,  An  abortive  camel's  colt. 
Mujhiz,  Overcoming,  superior.  One  who  causes 
to  make  haste  or  to  retire  quickly.  A  remover, 

(pi.  t^jAS^^.^  majahiz)  Miscarrying  (camel). 

A  J^jJ??'  majhal,  A  desert  without  way-marks 
(literally,  a  place  of  ignorance).  3Iijhal,  (or  ii^J^ 

mijhalat)  A  piece  of  wood  for  stirring  new  wine. 

Ignorant.    A  lion. 

A  majhalat,  Any  thing  indicative  of  igno- 
rance.   A  cause  of  ignorance  ([^i^  johl). 

A  mujhim,  Entered  upon  the  middle  or 
latter  part  of  the  night.    (A  sky)  without  rain. 

p  \j  mujja-rva,  A  dish  made  of  the  herb 

6^  mujja  or     ̂   -  -Cj^  barghast. 

A  i^y^maj hud,  Oppressed  with  labour  or  vexa- 
tion, fatigued.  (Food)  longed  for.  Work,  labour, 

trouble,  endeavour,  study,  care.  Milk  from  which 
the  butter  has  been  extracted. 

Ajy^  majllur.  Cleansed,  cleaned.    (A  well) 
built,  frequented.    Strongly  pronounced.  Any  of 
the  letters  contained  in  the  artificial  words, 

^aVi/«  ti>is»-JS-i\  KJ^.j  ̂ 'h  kajvTvin,  rahaz,  izfjhaz, 

jund,  mut'i^ A  J^^ji°  7rt  q;7iiiZ,  (  pi .  JjLfclsi*  maja/t  i?)Unkno  wn. 
The  passive  voice.  3Iujhul  is  a  term  applied  to 

the  letters  j  ivarv  and  yd,  when  the  former  has 

the  sound  of  "o"  in  "stone,"  and  the  latter  that 

of  "  e  "  in  "  there."  ̂ ji^  J>t^  majhuli  mutlak, 
Very  indolent  or  useless.  ^  j  (_»*-j>J\  l)^'^ 

vtajhulu'n  nasab  na  na  ma^umu  I  hasab. 
Unknown  by  birth  and  profession  (or  character). 

J  majhuVi,  Ignorance. 

A  'i^y^  majhuFiyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  ̂ _^c^  mujhi,  Open  (road).  Serene,  cloud- 
less (sky).  (A  tent)  destitute  of  a  curtain.  Who  or 

what  comes  out,  apparent.  Stingy,  giving  nothing. 

A  i^"^  mujaliln,  An  enlarger,  extender. 
A  mujhiyat,  (A  woman)  not  conceiving, 

and  going  away  from  (her  husband). 

A  ̂ -J^  maj'i,  (or  ̂^[^^  mafiy)  (v.  n.  of  -^W  for U»-)  Coming,  arriving.    Bringing.  Arrival. 

mujayyaiyOne  who  stools  during  coition. 
Premature  in  effusion  or  consummation. 

A  'i^^^  mujayyatat,  A  woman  whose  natural 
passages  have  become  one  from  too  frequent  inter- 

course with  men ;  burst,  (There  are,  in  Arabic, 

several  words  having  this  signification.) 

A  muj'ib,  One  who  listens  to,  grants,  ac- 
cepts, takes  well,  humours,  complies  with,  consents, 

or  gives  an  answer.  Obedient.  An  auditor.  Easily- milked  (teat). 

Ai^«T-^  mujayyib,  A  maker  of  a  ■_  'lTj"y^,  i-e. 
collar  or  breast  (of  a  shirt  or  other  garment). 

A         mujih,  Ruinous,  destructive. 
P  (^-i^  majid,  A  quick  step. 

A  >V-t.j^  majid,  Glorious,  honourable,  noble. 

High,  exalted.  Sacred.  ,yx^  C^j  rabbi  majid. 

Most  glorious  God.  JIuj'id,  Possessed  of  a  swift 
horse  (^d\y>-  jarvdd).  One  who  says  or  does  any 
thing  good  or  excellent.    Near,  at  hand  (death). 

p  ̂^liJki^  maj'idan.  To  wash,  clean.  To  fry.  To 
seize,snatch.  To  pluck,twitch, pinch.  To  walk  fast. 

mujir,  A  protector  from  oppression. 
A mujayyar.  Small  and  deep  (cistern);  or 

one  plastered  with  lime  j^i/'')- 

Ajf~^  mujiz,  A  permitter,  giver  of  leave,  ap- 
prover. A  granter  of  liberty,  giver  of  quarter.  A 

lord.  A  helper.  A  guardian  of  an  orphan.  A  pri- 

vileged slave,  one  allowed  to  trade.  One  who 

leaves  behind,  relinquishes.  Who  cuts  ofi*.  Who 
allows  to  come  and  go.  Who  sends,  transmits; 

dismisses  ;  gives  way ;  causes  to  penetrate.  Pass- 
ing away  (life).  One  who  undertakes  to  supply  or 

refresh  with  water. 

A  {Ji-^^  mujnyyish,  One  who  levies  an  army. 
A  (^jal^  mujayyiz,  Who  declines,  turns  from. 

A  TTifl/I^,  Adish  of  milk  and  dates.  J/u- 

ji^  Starved.  One  who  allows  to  starve. 
A  '_Q  muj'if.  Hollow.  (A  blow  or  stab) 

which  penetrates  to  the  interior.    One  who  shuts. 

A  muj'il,  One  who  causes  to  go  round : 
who  distributes  in  a  circle,  gives  all  around. 

A^A^  mujayyim,  A  writer  of  the  letter  ̂ j'lm,. A  yjyi^  mujaynik,  (dim.  of  Jjjo^  J?m/yani/t) 
A  small  balista. 

A  ̂ -J^  (^-  n-  of -fla-  for  Ixs-)  Coming, 
arriving.  Happening,  coming  to  pass. 

A  majsiy,  (A  leathern  bottle)  sewed  with 
a  double  scam  on  either  side. 

p  i^G»-ls^*  machdchang,  A  dildo. 

p^^^*^*»jac/<nr^7,Orderingtowork  gratuitously. 

p  (^fi^  machafs,  Do  not  stick. p  machah,  A  lentil.  Mountain-almond. 

p  ̂ J^^  inuchntjan,  Eyelashes. vmchalha,  A  bond,  note  of  hand,  agree- 

ment, recognizance,  engagement,  promise. 

p        inucha,  An  eyelash. 

p  6^  muchcha,l^ame  of  a  wild  pot-herb  resem- 



bling  spinage. 

p  \j        muchcha-wa,  Soup  of  the  herb  i>^. 
p  i^iijk^  macliidan  or  michidan,  To  walk  with 

a  pompous  or  graceful  air.  To  see. 

A  '^mahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  worn  (garment). A  worn-out  old  garment.  Muhh,  The  yolk  of  an 

egg.  The  purest  part  of  any  thing. 

pbls?*TO2«/ta6a,Caution,care.  Kind  behaviour. 
An  abatement  in  price.  Dissimulation.  A  market 

for  small  wares.  bW*  jj,  hi  muhaha,  Without  re- 
spect (of  persons  or  circumstances). 

A  Ai\^muhabaf,  (or 'i\>\^ viuhahat)(\ .u.  3  of 
for  _jAs>-)  Shewing  respect  of  persons,  winking 

at,  conniving.  Aiding.  Distinguishing  by  special 

favour.  Vying  with  in  acts  of  liberality.  Respect, 

regard.  Friendship,  affection,  muha- 

hatu'lhatiy,  Dregs  or  rind  of  Indian  dates. 

A  muhabhat,  (or  &J^W°  muhabahat)  (v. 
n.3  of  «-^=*)  Loving,  shewing  regard  or  friendship. 

A j)'^  mahabir,  (pi.  ofjf^)  Ink-horns. 
A  ̂J»^ls^*  mahahis,  (pi.  of  ̂ J»AS^*)  Coverlets. 
Ji.lL^\^muhabasat, An  imprisoning, confining. 

A{^i\^mahabiz,(p\.of  (^jaJ^mahbaz)Cross- 
sticks  in  a  hive  to  which  the  combs  are  fixed. 

A  mahabib,  (pi.  of  (— ->_5J^  mahbub  or 

JOjfs'*  mahbubaf.)  Lovers.  Friends.  Mistresses. 
A  fj^x>\^  mahabis,  (pi.  of  f^^t^)  Prisoners. 
A  c3W  mahatat,  (v.  n.  of  Becoming  hard. 

Being  very  hot  (a  day). 

A  LSlsi*  muhatanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ei'^)  Being 
equal  or  well-matched. 

A  mihaj,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Granting  de- 
lay for  the  payment  of  a  debt.  Delaying  payment. 

A         i^'^ihajj,  (pi.  of  'i^  )  Clear,open  roads. 
A     SU-ls?*  muhajdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  l;^  for 

Propounding  riddles  to  each  other. 

A  &S-lsi*  muhajjat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Pleading  a 
cause.  Bringing  proof  or  arguments  (a.^ Imjjat). 

A j>r^  mahajir,  Secret  places,    (pi.  of 
mahjir)  Sockets,  environs,  or  corners  of  eyes.  (pi. 

of mahjir  or  mihjar)  The  environs  of  a  town. 

A  ey>-\^  muhajazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^)  Restrain- 
ing, taking  one  from  another  (to  prevent  fighting). 

A  muhdjif,  One  who  uses  a  leathern 

shield  {'isi^  hajafat).    An  opponent,  combatant. 

A  sia-VsT"  muhdjofat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_j!:s?')  Op- 
posing, hindering,  repelling. 

p  j^^^  mahajim,  Name  of  a  certain  antidote. 

A  ̂ 'r^  mahdjhn,  (pi.  of  mihjani)  Cup- 
ping-glasses, (pi.  of  mahjamai)  Parts  to 

which  the  cupping-glass  is  applied. 

mahajin,  (pi.  of  mihjan)  Clubs 
with  curved  heads. 

A  muhaji,  A  propounder  of  riddles. 

A  ̂Is^wa/ta/t,  Sourish  land.  J/wAaft,  Hunger. 
A  ma/ihdh,  A  liar,  a  deceiver.  One  who 

soothes  and  pleases  by  fair  words. 
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A  SW*  muhadd,  A  hinderer,  opposer.  Conti- 
guous, adjacent,  bordering. 

A  5(!jIs^°  muhaddat,  (v.  n.  3of  iS>-)  Hindering, 

preventing,  opposing,  resisting.  Enraging.  Num- 
bering. Adjoining,  being  contiguous. 

A  ioJls^*  muhadasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ S^-)  Con- 

versing, discoursing  together.  Polishing,  furbish- 
ing. Conversation,  narration. 

A  &)iiW*wiM/ia(Za/fl<,  A  wrestling,  a  striving  with. 
A  uib,iils:*  muhadiha,  Go  on  prosperously. 
A  muhdzat,  An  answering  to;  a  facing. 

A  muhdzarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj3c»-)  Being 
cautious  of  each  other.  Caution. 

A  muhdza',  Opposite. 

A  j^pW  mahdzir,  Cautions.  Alarms. 

AjW  mahdr,  A  place  to  which  one  returns. 

Mahdr,(^OT'iJ^mahdrat)h.ret\xrn,2L  coming  back. 
A  u-^la^*  muhdrib,  A  warrior,  combatant. 
aSOjIs^  muhdrabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i— -^)  Fight- 
ing, waging  war.  Opposing.  War,  battle,  combat. 

p^ji^e^j\^7tiuhdraba  kardan,{ov  aJjW*  j  cL^is- 
^^Ci^ jang  u  muhdraba  kardan)  To  war,  to  fight. 

a  ijW*  mahdrat,  (pi.  C^\J^  mahdrdt)A.  shell, 
or  any  thing  similar  (as  a  bone).  The  shoulder- 

joint.  The  palate.  A  turning-place.  The  hollow 
of  the  ear.  The  part  lying  between  the  excrescence 

nasr  and  the  fore  part  of  the  hoof.  A  sort  of 

travelling-litter.  A  line,  stripe.  Side,  tract,  quarter. 

A  <^j\^  mahdrid,  Lips  of  men,  camels,  or  horses. 

Muhdrid,  (or  icsj^)  (A  camel)  giving  little  milk. 

A  *5ii,W*  muhdradat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iJp-)  Having 
little  milk  (a  camel).  Being  scarce  of  rain  (a  year). 

AjjW  muhdriz,  Keeper,  guardian,  governor. 

^j*as»-  muhdrizi  hisn,  Governor  of  a  fort. 

A 'ijj^ muhdrazat, (v. n. 3  ofjj:»- )  Jesting, jok- 
ing in  a  manner  approaching  to  raillery  and  abuse. 

A  5L>Jjls*  muhdrasat,  A  keeping,  preserving. 

A  'iJliJ^  muhdrashat,  (v.  n.  3  oi  {j^j>-^  Ex- 
asperating, irritating,  setting  by  the  ears. 

a  muhdrazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  {^j>-)  Conti- 
nuing at,  dwelling  upon  (any  work).  Darling  at 

each  other  arrows  untrimmed  and  pointless. 

A  I  muhdraf,  Unfortunate.  Prohibited, 

debarred,  excluded. 

A  isijW*  muhdrafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i— ip-)  Being 
destitute  of  victuals ;  finding  difliculty  in  buying 

any.  Requiting,  repaying.  Being  cut  off  from  all 
comfort  or  enjoyment.  Inserting  into  a  wound  the 

probe  called  u-J^^s^*  mihrdf. 
A  &Jjlsr°  muhdrahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _;»-)  Lying 

with  (a  woman)  on  (her)  side. 

A  j^l^ma/tonm.  Things  unlawful.  Dangerous 
times,  (pi.  of  muharram)  Months  of  Muhar- 

ram.  {^\.oi'iK^^  mahramat  or  mahrumat^Wives. 

1^^^  malidrimu'l  layl,  Dangers  of  the  night 
(by  which  the  timid  are  deterred  from  travelling). 

a  i^j^^  mahdrin,  (Bees)  sticking  to  honey. 

A  mahdrib,  Jewish  oratories.  High 
altars.  Upper  parlours. 

A  jj^^  mahdrim,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^)  Muharrams. 
A  i^.j^  mahdrin,  Honeys,  (pi.  of  ̂J\J^  mih- 

rdn)  Cotton-seeds.  Bees  adhering  to  the  cross- 
sticks  in  the  hive. 

Ajl^  mahdz,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Lying  with. 

A  i^jW"  muhdzahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u-^js")  Confe- 
deratingjjoining  one's  self  to  a  party  (u—^^s-  hizb). 

ASjljfi*  muhdzzat,  (v.  n.  3  ofJs>-)  Endeavouring 
earnestly  after.  Curiously  prying  or  using  every 

effort  to  get  a  knowledge  of. 

A  ̂ j^-^  mahdzim,  (pi.  of  ̂ y*^  mahzim^  The 
girth-places  in  animals. 

A  u^uwuW*  muhdsib,  A  keeper  or  settler  of  ac- 
counts. An  examiner,  auditor  of  accounts.  En- 

gaged together  in  calculation. 
A'ixuiX^ muhdsahat,  (v.n.3of  ■_  ■»■■—)  Reckon- 
ing with,  calling  to  account.  Considering  atten- 

tively. Computation,  calculation,  adjustment  of 

accounts.  Arithmetic,  p  jj<J^*j>*oW*  muhdsaha 
kardan,  To  compute,  make  up,  or  settle  accounts. 

Pj^ii  9.SMi\^  muhdsaba-ddr.  One  whose  accounts 
are  under  scrutiny. 

P  ̂Ji>  iUfcoW  muhdsaba-talab,  One  demand- 

ing a  settlement  of  accounts. 

A  j^^W*  mahdsin,  (pi.  of  husn)  Good 
works,  laudable  actions,  virtues,  merits.  Benefits. 

The  comely  parts  of  the  body,  personal  charms. 
Beauties.  The  beard  and  mustachios,  or  whiskers. 

A  «ju>j\^  muhdsanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ;^«~»-)  Boast- 

ing, glorying  of  goodness  or  beauty. 

p  ^ju>\^  mahdsin-shumdri,  A  funeral oration  or  eulogy. 

A  mahdsh, Goods,  effects,  furniture.  ]Ha- 

hdsh  or  mihdsh  People  of  different  tribes  assem- 

bling and  entering  into  a  league  or  covenant  around 

a  fire.  3Iuhdsh,  Burnt  (bread)  or  roasted  meat. 

A  (jil^  mahdshsh,  (pi.  of  iLi.^)  Podices. 

A  'sliiiW*  muhdshdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _^i^)  Except- 

ing (any  thing)  out  of  a  number. 
A  XJu^Ls?*  muhdshanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂   ■tr  —) 

Speaking  opprobriously,  provoking  by  reproaches. 
A  mahdshh.  Coarse,  rough  garments. 

A  mahdshi,  (pi.  of  Jji^  mihsha')  Stuff- 
ings or  pads  used  by  women  to  give  a  swelling  ap- 

pearance to  the  breast  or  hips. 

A  t^Ls^*  mahds,  (v.  n.  of  (^U-  for  ̂ jKSJk>-) 
Turning  away  from,  swerving.  Fleeing. 

A  (^Isi*  mahhds.  Shining,  flashing  (lightning), 

glittering  (vapour).  A  desert  requiring  much  ex- 
ertion to  cross. 

A  (_>fi>W°  muhdss,  One  who  divides'a  thing  with 
another;  who  takes  his  'iJ!a»-  hissat  (share). 

A  'ijo\sf  muhdssat,  A  dividing  with  another. 

A ̂ jrfcl*"  mahdsir,  Tlie  nearest  roads.  3Iuhdsir, 
A  besieger.  sufufi  muhdsirin, 
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The  ranks  (or  lines)  of  the  besiegers. 

A  'ij^^^ muhasarat,  (v.n.3of  j-as^^  Surround- 
ing, besieging,  besetting, investing,  beleaguring, sit- 
ting down  before  a  fort.  Circumscribing.  A  siege, 

circumvallation,  blockade. 

A{^jo\^ ma}iaz,{\ .n.  of  for  (,_>aJc>-)  Hav- 
ing her  courses  (a  woman).  3Ilhaz,  (pi.  oii^ja^ 

7nahz)  Milks  unmixed  with  water. 

A  i^W*  vmluizzat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^>-)  Instiga- 
ting, compelling  (each  one  his  companion). 

Ajj6\^  mahazir,  Comers  to  water,  (pi.  of j,as^ 
mahzat  )  Inhabited  places,  quarters.  Public  docu- 

ments. jMuliazir,  Ready,  present ;  who  stands  be- 
fore you. 

A  "j^ls*  muhazarat,  (v.  n.  .3  of^-a*-)  Appear- 
ing before,  or  against,  another;  pleading  against 

or  arraigning  one  (before  a  judge).  Conversing, 

discussing,  disputing.  Endeavouring  to  excel  in 

number  or  strength.  Overcoming  and  taking  away 

another's  right.  Sitting  opposite  with  joined  knees. 
Selling  fruits  before  they  are  ripe  (i.e.  disposing 

of  future  property  for  present  wants,  a  thing  for- 
bidden by  the  Muhammadan  law). 

A  niahazin,  (pi.  of  (jo.t^  mahzan  or 
mahzin)  The  nests  of  hens  sitting. 

A  )s>\^  mahat,  An  enclosure,  fold.  3Iuhat,  Sur- 
rounded.   Comprehended.  Known. 

A  t— -lif'^  muhatib,  (A  camel)  eating  thorns. 

A  ̂^j^mahazl7/,(p\.o£s^^^m,ahzli/at)Con- 
cubines,  kept  mistresses. 

A  sliW*  muhafat,  A  disputing,  a  contending. 

A  ̂iilsi*  mahafid,  (pi.  of  w\as?  mahjid)  Roots  of 
camels'  bunches.    Stripes  upon  linen.  Palaces. 

A mahafir,  (pi.  of  mihfar  or  *SjA^ 
mihfarat)  Spades,  implements  for  digging. 

A  'iy\^  muhafazat,  (v.  n.  3  oiyi>-)  Sitting  op- 
posite another  with  joined  knees.    Being  near. 

A  iails*  muhafiz,  A  defender,  keeper,  guardian, 
commander,  governor,  warden,  a-laili?  hu- 

wati  muhafiza,  The  retentive  powers,  memory. 

A  'ilails:*  muhafazat,  (v.  n.3  of  laia-)  Preserv- 
ing, keeping  in  custody.  Persevering  in,  being  as- 

siduous. Prohibiting,  repelling.  Being  cautious, 

abstaining.  Custody,  preservation,  guardianship, 
protection,  observation.  Shame,  a  sense  of  honour. 

A  Jiljs^  mahafl,  (pi.  of  Jis*  7nahjil)  A  ssem- 
blies.  Muhafil,  Careful  of  one's  reputation. 

A  aiW*  muhafa,  (a  corruption  of  mihaffa) 
A  litter  in  which  women  travel. 

A  ma,  vii,  or  muhah.  Wane  of  the  moon. 

The  three  last  nights  of  the  lunar  month  ;  the  dark 

period  between  the  old  and  the  new  moon,  when 

she  is  seen  neither  morning  nor  evening. 

A  Tmihahk,  Cattle  unproductive  the  past 

year,  and  which  have  not  given  milk.  An  oppo- 
nent, antagonist  at  law. 

A  wW*  77iuhakkat,(y.n.3of^s-)  Contending. 

Contention  at  law  about  one's  own  rights.  Hostility,  j 

A  ̂y^^  mahahil,  (pi. of  b^sl^ mafihalat')  Sown  , 
fields,  arable  lands.    Muhu/til,  A  sower.  | 

A  XiSl^  muhahalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ J^)  Selling  j 
corn  before  being  ripe  or  in  the  ear.  Receiving  \ 

winnowed  or  clean  grain  in  payment.  Letting  a 

field  for  cultivation  for  a  third  or  other  part  of  the 

produce.  The  sale  of  corn  before  ripe  or  in  the  ear, 

in  exchange  for  a  like  quantity  of  wheat  by  guess, 

which  kind  of  sale  was  prohibited  by  Muhammad. 

A  j^^W*  viuhdkat,  (in  Persian  muhaka) 

(v.  n.  3  of  (_^^)  Relating,  telling.  Resembling, 
being  like.  Imitating,  mimicking,  saying  or  doing 

the  words  or  acts  of  another.  Tying  (a  knot)  firm. 

mahahat,  A  weaver's  shop. 
muhahhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  uiis»-)  Opposing, 

resisting.    Rubbing  sides  together. 
mithahadat,  A  leaning  upon,  relying. 

mnhakarat,  A  litigating,  a  disputing. 

A  muhahamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j*^)  Citing 
before  the  judge  hahini). 

A  7nuhaki,  An  imitator,  mimic,  mocker. 

Talking  (bird,  as  a  parrot,  starling,  &c.). 

A  7nahal,  (v.n.  of  Jjsi*)  Informing  against 
one  before  the  king.  Fraud,  art,  machination.  A 

large  pulley  used  in  drawing  water.  The  middle 
of  the  back,  the  vertebrae.  Power.  A  kind  of  fe- 

male ornament,  (pi.  of  7)iahalat)  The  joints 

of  a  camel's  back.  Large  pulleys  used  for  drawing 

water.  3Iihal,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^)  Deceiving.  Seek- 
ing to  effect  by  stratagem.  Displaying  enmity. 

Litigating.  Destroying.  Endeavouring  to  deceive. 

Examining  into,  looking  to  the  end  of  any  business. 
Contending  with  another  for  superiority  in  strength. 

Management.  Exertion, industry.  Power,strength. 
Deceit,  fraud.  Dispute,  contention.  Enmity.  Pain, 

punishment.  Vengeance.  Destruction.  Michael, 

a  proper  name.  Muhal,  Impossible,  absurd.  JU^ 

ijila/e  7niihali  7nutlak,Yery  difficult,  absolutely  im- 
possible, quite  absurd. 

A  JW*  mahall,  (pi.  of 'si\^  ma  h  all  at)  Streets, 
squares,  courts,  wards,  places,  houses,  districts,  de- 

partments. Land  or  public  fund  producing  a  re- 

venue to  the  government :  as,  p  7iamah- 
mahal,  Duties  arising  from  salt.  J^j^  Ui3 1  Jl^ 

mahali  altamijha.  sarhar,  Lands  held  in  free  gift 

from  government.  A  (pi.  of  mahall)  Places 

where  one  alights  or  rests.  3Iiihall,  One  who  goes 
down  with  another  to  any  place,  who  lives  along 
with  him. 

A  S^IjS*  muhalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Playing,  jest- 

ing, joking  with.   Behaving  kindly. 

AO^Ui°  miihalat,{p].  of  J^)  Impossibilities. 
A  vmhalahat,  (v.  n.  3of  <-J^)  Milking 

together  (with  another).  Assisting  one  another. 

A  i3Lsi*  mahalat,  (v.  n.  of  J>s^)  Being  barren 

for  want  of  rain.  (pi.  JW*  malial  and  Jj  7na- 

kawil)  A  large  pulley  for  drawing  water.  Verte- 
brae of  a  camel's  back.  Machination,  fraud,  craft. 

Power.  A  plank  or  scaffold  on  which  a  plasterer 

stands.  aJL*^  !^  la  mahalata.  There  IS  now  no 

escape,  it  becomes  necessary  ;  of  necessity  ;  there 
is  no  remedy.  Undoubtedly. 

A  iJl^  muhallat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,3>-)  Going  down 
with  another  to  any  place  ;  living  together. 

vJ\S!>\^  malial-dar,  An  officer  appointed  under 
the  cutwal  (police-magistrate)  for  the  prevention 

of  crimes  and  abuses:  a  policeman  :  ward-beadle. 

A  (_a)ls*  muhalif,  A  confederate,  sworn  ally. 
A  ftiJl^  muhalafai,  (v.  n.  3  of  v_iJtf>-)  Entering 

into  an  agreement,  confirming  by  oath.  Serving 

continually,  diligently  attending  on. 

A  mahalih,  (pi.  of  mihlah)  Razors. 

F  muhal-f/usi,  A  talking  of  nonsense. 

A  JjJ  W°  mahatid,  Camels,  whose  milk  goes  off. 

A  |iW  7nuhamm,  Stedfast,  constant. 
A  slcls*  7nuhamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _^)  Prohibit- 
ing, commanding  to  abstain.  Repelling,  guarding, 

defending.  Paying  attention  (to  a  guest). 

A  &JoW°  nmhammat,  (v.  n.3  of  jl»-)  Asking,  re- 
quiring. Approaching,  going  near. 

A  li^l^  Ttiahdmid,  (pi.  of  iy.^  mahmidat) 

Laudable  actions  or  qualities. 

A  iifl/clsf  muhdmahat,  (v. n.3  ofjji*")  Assisting, 
abetting,  countenancing  in  any  act  of  folly. 

A  (J^l^  mahdmil,  (pi.  of  7nahmil)  Those 

things  which  carry  the  loads  on  either  side  of  a  ca- 
mel. Velvets,  satins  (especially  those  which  arc 

sent  annually  to  the  temple  at  Mecca).  Camel-lit- 
ters in  which  females  travel,  (pi.  of  mi/tJnal) 

Sword-belts.  Baldricks.  //io/tawf'/i^'z 
zahai',  Veins  at  the  root,  or  the  skin  of  the  penis. 

A  XUl^  muhd7nalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^i*-)  Lifting  up 

together,  or  conjointly. 

A  ̂ [^L^  7nahdmiriy,  A  maker  of  those  things 
wherein  camels'  loads  are  carried,  and  which  are 

called  ̂ J-«l^  mahdmil. A  mahdnat,  The  bend  of  a  river. 

A  (^il^  7nalidnif,  Iniquitous,  sinful  events. 

A  inahdnih,  (pi.  of  ̂ jj>^)  Lean  (camels). 

A  mahdn'i,  (pi.  ofixk^  mahniyaf)  Wind- 

ings of  a  river.  Curvatures,  bends. 
A^jJkiV^  7?ia/ia/iiA,Lean (camels).  Fat(camels). 

AiOjl^  muhaKatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  OU-  for  O y^) 
Striving,  contending  with.  Repelling,  resisting. 

Consulting,  deliberating,  conferring  together.  Pro- 

mising. Appointing  a  time  and  place  for  a  sale. 

A  '» Jj\^  7nuhdn-adat,  (v.  n.  3  of  tiW  for  li^) 

Attacking  frequently  (fever). 
A  Oilj  halihat  ynahdmiruhu,  His  affairs 

were  in  confusion. 

A  muhdn'ardt,  (pi.  ofsj^\^muhdna- 

rai)  Dialogues,  conversations. 
A  jjj^  7nuhdn-arat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jL»-  for jys-) 



Holding  a  dialogue.  Conversation,  conference.  A 

reply.  Idiom, usage,  common  speech, phraseology. 

Jt>^  J  muhdwarasi  bahs  u  jadal,  A 
disputation,  an  animated  discussion. 

A  muhdwazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjl-»-  forJy»-) 
Conversing,  mixing  together.  Treading,  trampling. 

Commerce,  business  (with  any  one). 

A  Lijl;^  muhdwashat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^Ij>-  for 

^jS>j>-)  Instigating,  exciting,  provoking.  Keeping 
out  of  the  way  of  the  rain  of  a  thunder-cloud  in 
whatever  part  it  might  chance  to  fall. 

A  ft^j  \^muhdwasat,  (  v.  n .  3  of ;^ls«-  for  ̂   ) 

Looking  amorously  through  half-shut  eyes. 

A  &ii>jl^  muhdrvatat,  (v.  n.3  ofioU- for  ̂ y>-) 
Leaving,  quitting,  retiring  from.  Coming  round  a 

person,seeking  to  obtain  some  advantage  from  him. 

A  i^J^  mahdyvil,  (pi.  of  ^na/iaZa?)  Large 

pulleys  for  drawing  water. 

muhdrvaJat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (Jls-  for  ij^) 

Sharpening  one's  look,  gazing  steadily.  Wishing, 
desiring,  seeking. 

a  mahdwi,  Collections,  miscellanies. 

a  mahdwij,  Needy,  indigent  (persons). 

mahaya' ,  (pi.  of  mahya)  Times 
when,  or  places  where,  any  one  lives.  Lives. 

A  muhdydt,  (v.n.3  of  ̂js-")  Resuscitating 
(a  fire)  by  blowing.    Nutriment  for  a  child. 

A  muhdyadat,  A  shunning,  an  avoiding. 

A  muhdyis,  Diligent  to  entrap,  astute, 

sly,  guileful.    Overpowering,  overcoming. 

A  'Lta>\;^muhdyasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for(^Xs»  ) 
Seizing  insidiously,  overcoming  by  stratagem. 

A  {^$[^  mahdfiz,  (Y>\.oflLaJj^mahizat)  Men- 
struous  cloths. 

A  Kiul^  muhdyakat,  A  hating,  an  envying. 

A  muhdyanat,  (v.  n.  3  of        for  jj^ts-) 

Fixing  certain  (a  time).  Agreeing,  bargaining  by 

the  hour,  or  time(^>-  Kin). 
A  (JLi^  muhabb,  Beloved.  Muhihb,  One  who 

loves,  chooses,  or  prefers.  Grain-producing  (corn). 
Kneeling  (camel).  Distempered  with  fatigue  or 

labour;  short-breathed.  Hurt,and  lying  down,  and 

not  rising  until  killed  or  cured.  Restive,  refrac- 

tory (camel).  A  lover,  friend,  jii^  l  rnu- 

hibbi  sddik,  (or  (.j»ali»*  muhibbi  mukhlts)  A 
sincere  friend  (amode  of  subscribingfamiliar  letters). 

A  jlf^  mihbdr,  Quickly-producing  (ground), 
p  eoljk^  muhibbdna,  Friendly,  like  a  friend. 

A  muhabbib,  One  who  makes  a  friend. 

A  'iyx^  muhabbabat,  The  city  of  Madina. 
^  A  el^  mahabbat,  Love,  affection.  Friendship, 

esteem, benevolence.  h-^VLk  C-o^  mahabbatimu- 

sAariAa,Mutuallove.a.jI  'I  mahabbat, T^oy'mg- 
ly,  affectionately.   MM/tafciai,  The  city  of  Madina. 

pjjy«l  CL>^^  mahabbat-dmez,  Friendly, 

p  sj<^  CL*1^  mahabbat-ndma,  Friendly  letter. 
muhbajirr,  Thick. 
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A  muhabhib,  One  who  lives  poorly. 

Ajf^mihbar,  (pl^l;^  mahdbir)An  ink-holder. 
Muhbir,  A  signer,  marker.  One  who  makes  glad. 

A  JUsf  muhabbar,  Marked  on  the  body  with 

flea-bites.  (Arrows)  well-shaven  and  dight.  Paint- 

ed, printed  (garment).  Muhabbir,  One  who  does 

(anything)  in  an  elegant  and  ornate  style.  Name 
of  a  certain  Arabian  poet. 

A  mahbarat,  A  cause  of  joy  and  gladness. 

3Iahbarat,  mihbarat,  or  mahburat,  An  ink-holder. 

A  'ij^  muhabbarat,  (A  sheep)  in  whose  eye 
are  black  and  white  specks. 

A  mahburrat,  An  ink-holder. 

A  ̂ Ji^  muhabram,  Pomegranate-soup. 
A  {j^y^  mahbas,  (v.  n.  of  (j<*j>s>-)  Keeping  back, 

detaining.  Imprisoning.  Prohibition,  hindi'ance. 
3Iahbis,  A  prison.  A  pound,  dam.  Mihbas,  An 

embroidered  cover.  Bed-furniture.  A  counterpane. 

Muhbas,  Imprisoned.  (A  horse)  bequeathed  for 

pious  uses.  3Iuhbis,  One  who  throws  into  prison. 

A  devisor  for  pious  uses,  prohibiting  alienation. 

A  muhabbis,  One  who  lays  a  counter- 
pane or  coverlet  on  a  bed.  A  detainer,  preventer. 

A  (j^jI^  muhahbish,  A  collector,  gatherer. 

A  K.M.A<°  muhbishat,  (A  woman)  who  brings 

forth  (a  child)  black  as  an  Ethiop  (^JiA»-  habash), 

A  {^jak^ mihbaz,  mahdbiz)  A  cross- 
stick  in  a  bee-hive  to  which  the  combs  are  fixed ; 

a  stick  with  which  they  drive  away  the  drones.  A 

bow  with  which  they  separate  cotton. 

A  Ldi-jL^  muhabbak,  Crisp  or  curly-haired. 
Striped  (stuff). 

A  (Jj^  mahbal,  Time  of  conception  ;  period  of 
gestation.  The  first  book.  3Iahbil  or  mahbal,The 

womb.  The  mouth  of  the  womb.  The  vagina. 

3Iuhbil,  One  who  impregnates :  impregnating. 

A  (Jj^  muhabbal,  Thick,  bushy,  curly  (hair). 

A  rope.    Muhabbil,  Productive  of  pregnancy. 

A  ̂̂ aly,:^  muhbantis,  Short,  fat,  big-bellied. 

A  JJoja^  mulibanza',  Filled  with  rage,  irate. 
A  C^^x^  mahbub,  Beloved,  loved,  liked,  amia- 

ble. Affectionate.  Lovely.  Thrown  into  trouble. 

p  ̂ j\^\S'  {^^x^  mahbubi  hulubi  ̂ lamiydn, 
Delight  of  mortal  hearts,  i^^x^  jj  zari  mahbub, 
Purest  gold,  a  l^^x^     umm  mahbub,  A  serpent. 

A  'i->yx^  mahbubat,  (fem.  of  f^^x^  mahbub) 
Beloved.  A  sweetheart,  mistress,  lovely  woman. 

The  city  of  Madina. 

A  laJ muhbamhat,  Ignorant,  soon  provoked. 

Aj^x^  mahbur,  Glad,  happy.  Marked  on  the 

skin  by  a  flea-bite,  &c.  Jh^j^x^  mahburu''l  hhd- 
tir,  Of  a  cheerful  mind,  good-humoured. 

^  A  (^^AS^ma/i&ils, Detained,  arrested,  confined, 
imprisoned.  (A  horse)  bequeathed  for  pious  uses, 

p  iOli^^A^  mahbus-hhdna,  A  prison-house. 
A  ui)^A^  mahbuh,  Firmly  woven.    (A  horse) 

strong,  firm  on  his  legs. 
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A  i^yX^  mahbul,  A  wild  beast  for  which  a  net 
has  been  laid,  though  it  be  not  yet  taken. 

A  ̂ ^Jk^  mahbun,  Dropsical. 
A  ̂ x^  muhbadnn,  Enraged,  irate. 
A 's^  muhhat,  The  yolk  of  an  egg. 

A  maht,  (v.  n.  of '  "  '-^)  Enraging.  Sul- 
try (day).  Hard.  Vehement,  excessive.  (pl.L^^^ 

muhut  and  muhatds)  Intelligent,  ingenious, 

clever.    Pure,  sincere. 

A  Cj\'^  mihtdt,  A  palm-tree  whose  dates  are 
scattered.  3Iuhtdt,  (A  horse)  compact,  firmly  knit. 

A  muhtdj,  Necessitous,  needy,  indigent. 

In  need  of.  sj)\  ̂ '■^  muhtdj  ilayhi,The  person 
or  thing  needed. 

A  Lol::^  muhtdsat,  Impervious  (she-camel). 
A  Js>ll^  muhtdt,  Surrounded,  besieged. 

A  Jll^  muhtdl,  Subtle,  crafty.  A  deceiver. 
A  iOl::^  muhtdlat,  A  bawd,  procuress. 

A  ̂ j«Ju^  muhtabas,  Contained,  detained,  im- 
prisoned. ilfM/i^a6?s,  A  restrainer,  detainer.  Refrain- 

ing. Kept  back,  withheld.  Strangurious. 
XuJCimuhtabisbinafsihifVossessedofself-controul. 

A  Cilfi;^  muhtabak,  Well-woven.  3fuhtabih, 

A  fastener,  strengthener.  One  who  draws  his  back 

and  legs  together  with  a  bandage  (&^J^  hubkat). 

A  (Jx;^  muhtabal,  Caught  in  a  net,  netted.  The 
foot-joint  or  pastern  (of  a  horse).  3Iuhtabil,  One 
who  hunts  or  catches  with  a  net. 

A  (_^^^  muhtabl,  One  who  binds  or  strings  up 

his  legs  to  his  hams  with  a  sash. 
A  muhtatish,  Fierce,  ready  for  fight. 

A  ̂j^::^^nMA^a<^■w,Correspondent,  resembling. 
A  CIj^:^  muhtasas,  (or  y^Xy-^  muhtass)  Insti- 

gated, excited.    3Iuhtasis,  An  exciter,  instigator. 

A  ""^^  muhtajj,  An  arguer,  pleader,  debater. 
aL^  muhtajib,  Veiled,  retired,  secluded. 

A^^wjJt^o;?;,  Apleaderofacause.  Abringer of  proofs  hujjat). 

Aj!***  mnhtajir,  Stony  (ground).  One  who 
constructs  a  chamber  or  closet  (ij^hujrat)  for  his 

own  special  use.    (SeCjli^^  ihtijdr). 

Aj^^  muhtajaz,  The  girth ing-place,  the  waist. 
31uhtajiz,  One  who  fastens  round  the  middle  (a 

girdle  or  drawers).  One  who  goes  tojls.^  hijdz, 
or  Arabia  Petraea.  Assembled,  gathered  together. 

muhtajizat,  A  palm-tree  whose  clus- 
ters of  dates  are  in  its  centre. 

A  muhtajam,  Swollen  with  blood.  3fuh- 

tajim,  One  who  applies  the  cupping-glass.  A  cup- 
per. One  who  requires  cupping. 

A  f^'^^ muhtajin.  One  who  draws  (a  thing)  to- 
wards himself  with  the  hooked  club  mihjan. 

One  who  scrapes  (money)  together  and  keeps  (it). 

A  Sx^  mahtid,  Root,  origin.  Nature. 

A  OJk^  muhtadd,  Keen,  vehement,  fierce  (in 

anger  or  in  battle);  precipitate,  impetuous.  Flight, 

escape,retreat.         &Jm«       ̂   Id  ajid  minhu  muh- 



taddan,  I  find  no  escape  from  it. 

A  j»iiJ^  muhtadim,  Burning  (fire) ;  scorching 
(heat)  ;  scorchingly-hot  (day).  Filled  with  rage. 
(Blood)  very  red,  inclining  to  black. 

f^jSi^  muhtazir,  Cautious,  wary. 

A  i^Jdk^  viuhtazi,  An  imitator,  doing  as  ano- 
ther does.  Fitted  with  shoes,  shod. 

Aj?_^  mulitir,  Frugal,  economical. 
A  muhattir,  One  who  provides  a  feast  for 

the  builders.  One  who  fastens  a  skirt  to  a  tent. 

A  L^j^  muhtariby  Engaged  in  mutual  war. 

A  C^Jf^  muhtaris,  A  tiller,  ploughman,  hus- 
bandman.   A  gainer,  earner. 

Aj^^^  muhtariz,  Cautious,  careful,  wary. 
A  (^j<^7ni//«<aras.  Guarded.  3Iuhtaris,  One 

who  guards  against.    A  nocturnal  sheep-stealer. 

y&j  &JXo  {^y^  mulitaris  min  mislihi 
7ca  huna  haris,  One  who  defends  himself  from  his 

fellow,  whilst  he  is  the  more  dangerous  of  the  two. 

A  [^j^  muhtaris,  Greedy.  Pains-taking. 
A  muhtaraf,  A  place  where  one  earns 

by  one's  labour.    Miihtarif,  An  artificer. 
Asjj^  vmhtarifa,  Tax  on  trades  or  professions. 

Duty  on  tea,paid  by  people  of  particular  occupations. 

A  JIj<^  muhtarih,  Set  on  fire,  burnt. 

pjIm*  yjj^  muhtarik-saz,  Setting  on  fire. 
A  (.dJjX^  muhtarih,  One  who  sticks  close  to  the 

withers  (uiJ^W  harih)  of  his  camel. 

^     A  <a/'aTO,Honoured,  venerable,  sacred, 

revered,  respected.  j^-jj  'roo.ziri  muhtaram 
An  honoured  prime-minister.  3/M/i<arm,Onewho 

maintains  his  honour  (&^i*-  hurmat). 

aJj<^  muhtaziz,  One  who  cuts  in  notches. 
A  muhtazim,  Girt  about  with  a  rope. 

Tightly-girthed  (horse).  Clothed.  Armed. 

A  i^J^  muhtazin,  Grieved,  sad,  amazed. 
A  (_<*~j^  muhtasib,  A  reckoner,  a  calculator, 

accountant.  The  superintendant  of  the  police,  who 

examines  weights,  measures,  and  provisions,  and 

prevents  unlawful  games,  drinking,  and  the  like. 

^  ̂^,.,M>'j^  muhtasibi,  Administration  of  the  po- 
lice, or  the  office  of  Muhtasib. 

A  (jij^  viuhattash,  Excited  against. 

A  J>.ij^7?iw/i<as/j?'f/,  Prepared.  One  who  with- 
holds not  aid,  personal  exertion,  or  money.  As- 

sembled together,  present. 

A  muhtasham,  Powerful,  great,  attended 

by  many  followers  or  clients.  Muhtashim,  Bash- 

ful (from  respect). 

A  ̂ ^JLj^  muhtashl,  Filled,  crammed,  stuffed. 
A&JwJL^  mulitashiyat,  (A  woman)  who  wears 

artificial  stuffings  (called  s^xLs-  hashiya)  to  give  a 
protuberance  to  the  bosom  or  hips. 

A  A^ai^  muhtasid,  A  reaper  of  corn. 

A  j>aJ^  muhiaxir,  A  lion. 

A  j^aJL^  muhtazar,  Nigh  unto  death,  dying. 

il/wAfasiV,  Ahurter,injurer.  One  who  comes  in  per- 
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son,  present.  Arrived  in  town  from  the  country 

or  from  a  journey.  Running  (horse,  youth,  hind). 

A  ̂ j>A  a:^  muhtazan,  Taken  in  the  arms,  em- 
braced. Kept  back  (from  business).  The  body, 

from  the  arm-pits  to  the  short  ribs.  Muhtazin,Onc 
who  takes  in  the  arms,  or  embraces.  A  hiuderer 

(from  business).  (A  sheep)  lying  down. 

A  j^jojl^  muhtazu,  A  kindler  of  a  fire. 

A  c-oViV'-^  7nK/t<i3^ai,  Awood-pile,aplacewhere 
wood  for  fuel  is  kept.  Muktatib,  A  gatherer  of 

wood.  (A  camel)  which  feeds  on  dry  thorns,  twigs, 

or  sticks.  (See  t.-'Uajo-^  ihtitdb.) 

A jWi.r£'  nmhtaza?;  Made  up  of  branches  into  a 
fold  for  camels.  Muhtazir,  A  builder  of  the  fold 
called  hazirat. 

A  ,_Jai^  muhtazi,  Fortunate.  Court-favourite. 
A^SC^  muhtqfid,  Sharp,  keen  (sword).  Swift. 

Ready  to  serve  and  to  obey. 

A ji.'J^  viuhtafar,  Dug,  excavated,  hollowed 
out.  Muhtafir,  A  digger  (of  a  well). 

A  j  a  >  .-^  muhtafiz,  Tucked  up  and  ready  for 
work.  (Seejli:;:>-\  ihtifdz.) 

A  ̂sSC^  muhtafiz,  A  preserver.  Provoked  to 

anger.  Cautious. 
A  t_oaVT^  muhtafif.  One  who  covers  or  wraps 

himself  up  (in  a  garment).  One  who  eats  whatever 

is  on  the  table  or  in  the  pot.  (Seei  i^^sCsAihtifaf.^ 
A  Isik^  muhtafifat,  (A  woman)  who  makes 

smooth  (her  face)  by  twitching  out  the  hairs. 

A  i^k^  muhta  fal,  A  place  or  time  of  meeting; 

a  coimcil,  assembly.  Muhtafil,  Assembled.  One 

who  takes  care  of,  or  gives  attention  to.  (A  chan- 

nel) filled  with  water.   Manifest.    (See  Jlilis-l) 

A  i^^^C^  muhtafin,  A  seizer,  a  taker.  A  rooter 
up.    (See  ihtifan.) 

A  ̂J>^^  muh  tafis,  A  tearer  up,  puller  away  of 
the  papyrus  plant  (lis-  hafai). 

A  i^Jc^  muhtafi,  Barefoot.  A  tearer  up.  A 
caresser.    (See  f\sc>-\iht  if  as.) 

A  ̂'-i^  muhtahh,  Straight  stab,  direct  thrust. 
A  u-*fll^  muhtakib.  One  who  removes  or  puts  | 

away.  One  who  stores  up.  (See  u-'ULtf-^  ihtihab.)  '' 
A  dSil^  viuhtakid,  Deficient,  failing  (rain). 

A  ̂^C^  muhtahar,  Vile,  base,  mean.  Muhta- 
hir,  One  who  looks  upon  as  contemptible. 

AjjH:;^Hiw/()'a/i«7f,Whohitsfairandkills(prey). 
Slender,  lank  (horse).  Wrangling,  engaged  in  al- 

tercation.   (See  ihtikah.) 
A  muhtahin.  One  who  labours  under  a 

retention  of  ui'ine.    (See  jjlii*-!  ihtihdn.) 

Aj^J^  mulitahir,  A  forcstaller,  regrater. 
A  uibo^  muhtahih,  (A  horse)  rubbing  (against 

a  post).  See  ̂ ^^\  ihiihah.) 

A  ̂i^^^  mulitahim,  A  ruler,  a  governor. 
A  ̂^^^  muhtahif,  One  who  ties  a  knot. 
A  muhtahl,  Firm,  steady,  settled. 

A  uJu^  muhtalih,  A  milker.' 

A^^  muhtalij,  A  taker  of  his  due. A  muhtaliz,  A  taker  of  his  due. 
A  Vil:;^  77ii//t<a/<7,  A  swearer.  Enraged, fiercely 

contentious.  Quick,  impetuous,  restless.  Con- 
fused in  speech,  disturbed  in  mind. 

A  ,j)ua^  muhtalih,  A  shaver  (of  the  head). 
A  ̂JJu^  muhtalil.  One  who  descends,  alights  off 

a  journey,  stays,  and  lives  with. 

A  ̂J:;^  OTM/i^a/m,  A  dreamer.  Polluted.  Ar- rived at  the  age  of  puberty. 

A  muhiamm,  Solicitous,  anxious,  sad.  Un- able to  sleep. 

A  iHIi^  viuhtammat,  Sleepless  (eye). 

A  iVjv^  muhtamid.  Intensely  hot  (day).  One 
who  confers  obligations. 

A^J-<^^OTw/^^a?/ii.s■,Pugnacious,fighting(cocks). 

A  ̂jt<\^  7rt«//<a?Hi67t,  Inflamed  with  rage.  Rush- 
ing to  battle,  fighting  (cocks). 

A  jji^  muhtamal,  Suspected,  conjectured.  Sus- 
picious, doubtful,  possible,  probable.  Suffering  pa- 

tiently. Enraged.  Kindled.  Muhtamil,  A  taker 
up  of  a  burden.  One  who  takes  upon  himself.  One 

who  departs  from  the  house.  A  buyer  of  a  captive. 

Patient.  Suspected,  conjectured.  Hoped  for,  pro- 

bable. ^j>!^^\  ̂ }S^  muhtamilu^ z  ziddayn.  Capa- 
ble of  a  double  (or  contrary)  interpretation. 

AOiy<^;/i!//t^a7Ki7a?,Suspicions.  Possibilities. 

A  ̂ _5i^  muhtam'i,  One  who  shuns  or  restrains himself;  cautious,  abstinent  (sick  man). 

A^Z^  muhtanij.  Inclined.  Bent. A  Ciljj^  muhtanih.  An  overcomer,  conqueror, 

subduer.Arooterup,extirpator.Expert,experienced, 

firm.  (Locusts) devouring  herbage.  (Seeui)Ui:>-l) 

Aj^i^  mahtur,  One  who  sucks  a  very  little 
at  a  time  on  account  of  scarcity. 

A  (^y^  mahliish.  Excited  with  joy  and  lively 
spirits.  3Iuhtanish,  (A  band  of  hunters)  driving 

in  a  body,  frightening.  Intercepting,  surrounding. 
A  mahtum,  Fixed,  decreed. 

A  [^y^  jnuhtawi,  Comprising;  who  or  what 
comprises.  A  collector,  assembler,  comprehender, 

embracer,  occupier. 

A^^J^  muhta',  Firm,  well-made  (horse). A  muhiss,  An  exciter,  instigator.  One 
who  renders  greedy. w 

A  ei^  mahassat,  An  urging,  spurring. 
A  muhassis,  An  instigator,  inciter,  urger. 

One  who  renders  greedy. 

Ai.^.*^^  wiu/ia.s'-///.'-', An  instigator.  Who  shakes, 

wags.  (Lightning)  flashing,  moving  with  velocity. 
A  Jls?  muhsal,  Unwholesomely  fed  (suckling). 

Muhsil,  Adverse  (fortune). 
A  XLi^  vtuhsilat,  A  mother  who  feeds  her  in- 

fant with  unwholesome  aliment. 

A        mahsuiv,  Sprinkled,  scattered  (earth). 

A  ̂a£°  mahj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Flaying.  Rubbing(a 
rope)to  soften  (it).   Copulating.  Churning.  Rub- 



bing  one  thing  off  another.  Sweeping  violently 

(wind).  Lying. 

muhijj,  One  who  sends  to  Mecca  to  per- 
tbrra  the  ceremonies  of  pilgrimage. 

A  Is.^  mahjuf,  An  asylum,  place  of  refuge. 

A  iiUs?*  inahjat,  Worthy,  fit,  proper  (the  same 
for  all  genders  and  numbers). 

A^y^mihjaj,  Quarrelsome,litigious.  A  probe 
for  a  wound.  An  implement  for  levelling  ground. 

milijam,  One  who  recedes  or  hangs 

back  exceedingly  ;  a  great  coward. 

A  '  ■»  ■f-^  muhajjah,  Separated  by  a  curtain 
(l-'I:^  hijab).  Veiled,  secluded.  Kept  back. 

A  mahajjat,(-p\.  mahaJJ)  A  highway, 
a  straight  road.  Any  thing  established  by  proof. 

Thesis,  proposition. 

A  ̂ s.-  muhajhij,  A  retreater  or  retirer.  One 
who  restrains  himself  from  speaking. 

A  mahjar,  Any  thing  forbidden.  Mahjir 

or  mi/ijar,  (pl.j»-l^  mahajir)  A  garden  planted 
with  trees.  The  socket,  environs,  or  corner  of  the 

eye.  An  eye  peeping  out  from  under  a  veil,  or 
throuo'h  the  folds  ofaturban.The  environs  of  atown. 

AjS.  muliajjar,  (The  moon)  cloud-encircled. 
(A  camel)  marked  with  the  cautery  round  the  eye. 

A  (J>sr  muhjil,  One  who  binds  with  a  tether 

the  right  fore-foot  (of  a  camel). 

A  J).^"  muhajjal,  Sunk  in  the  socket  (the  eye). 
Shining,  splendid  (applied  to  the  blest  in  heaven). 

Marked  white  by  thcj^^  sirdr  (the  teat  of  a  camel). 

(A  horse)  having  one  hind-foot  white  (if  all  the  four 

are  white  it  is  expressed  by  ̂ j^^  (J-^^  niuhaj- 

jalu'l  arha^  ;  if  the  two  hind  and  one  fore,  (J-s.^ 

tl^^m^  muhajjalu's  salasa;  ifthe  hind  right,  (J^^ 
J^J1*3\  muhajjalu'l  i/urnna,  the  left,  (J4^ 

muhajjalu''l  yusra^. 

A  ̂«ss?"  milijam,  (pi.  ̂ ^s-V^  mahajim)  A  cup- 
ping-glass or  horn.  A  lancet.  Thin,  fine.  Muhjim, 

Pusillanimous.  One  who  draws  or  diverts  one  from. 

A  mahjamat,  (pi.  ̂ .^-l^  mahajim)  The 
part  to  which  the  cupping-glass  is  applied.  Mih- 

jamat,  A  cupping-glass  or  horn. 

A mihjan,  (pi.  (j;?-^  maliajin)  A  hook- 
headed  club.  Muhjun,  Small  and  weakly  (plant). 

Muhjin,  The  herb  ̂   sumam  coming  into  leaf. 

A  9?i?'AJawai?,  A  curved  stick,  hooked  club. 
mahjub,Yei\ed,  covered,  retired,  pre- 

vented going  abroad.  Modest.  Blind  from  birth. 

PiO^s.     mahjuha,  A  bar  for  fastening  a  door. 

lO^^  mahjubasi  ah7nad,Th.e  hamza  ofii-?"\ 
ahmad,  i.  e.  the  letter  \  alif. 

A  '^r^^  "^<^^'i*i/>  Resorted  to,  sought  after.  The 
temple  of  Mecca.  Purpose,  intent,  design. 

A j^s.  ?Mfl/yMr,Prohibited,  forbidden.  Anm- 
hibited  slave. 

Aj^  mahjvz,  Foot-bound.  Struck  on  the 
waist.  Girded  with  a  waistband. 
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A  I — Sj-s.  mahjuf,  Pained  in  the  root  of  the 
lower  jaw. 

A  mahjul,  White-footed  (horse).  Inter- 

cepted. 
A  mahjum,  Cupped  (man).  Stout,  bulky 

(man).    Muzzled  (camel). 

A  (jr?^  muhji,  Covetous,  avaricious. 
A  i^j-^  mahjiy,  Enigmatical. 

A^^ma/taA,(v.n.of^)Being  worn  (a  garment). 
A  mahadd,  Flight,  escape.  ̂   let  ma- 

hadd,  There  is  no  flight  or  retreat,  it  becomes  ne- 
cessary. Muhidd,  A  sharpener.  One  who  points 

the  eye  towards.  A  widow  mourning(her  husband). 

A  i^S^  muhdib,  One  who  gives  a  propensity 

or  kind  inclination.  Who  makes  hump-backed. 

A  L^iS^  muhaddab,  Convex.  Muhaddih,  One 

who  raises  the  back,  or  makes  gibbous  or  convex. 

A  Li->ii>^  muhdis,  A  fornicator.  Polluted  by 

any  accident,  and  disqualified  thereby  for  prayer. 

(God)  causing  (an  event)  to  happen.  Any  thing 

new,  strange,  disagreeable,  or  iniquitous.  One  who 
affords  a  refuge  to  a  criminal.  A  polisher, furbisher. 

A  lI-jIS.^  muhaddas,  Sound,  judicious  in  relat- 

ing or  distinguishing  the  actions  or  sayings  of  Mu- 
hammad. An  orthodox  believer  in  Muhammadan 

traditions.  Muhaddis,  One  who  produces  some- 

thing new,  an  inventor,  an  innovator.  A  narrator, 

relater.  A  collector,  com  piler,  reporter  of  Muham- 
madan traditions.    A  believer  in  tradition. 

A  OuS^  muhaddasat,  Histories,  accidents. 

A  's^is^  muhdasat,  Any  thing  new,  strange,  dis- 

agreeable, or  iniquitous. 

A  ■^j^  muhdij,  One  who  binds  on  the 
hidj  or  camel-litter. 
A  muhaddij,  Who  looks  stedfastly  at. 

A  muhaddad,  Terminated,  bounded,  li- 

mited. Pointed,  peaked.  Sharpened, whetted.  Mu- 
haddid,  One  who  circumscribes,  confines,  or  limits. 

(See  O-^S^  iahd'id.) KjS^  muhdir,  One  who  doubles  up  or  hems 
the  lower  part  of  a  garment.    (Seej\t>.i&.\  ihddr.) 

AjS.^  muhaddir,  Who  or  what  causes  to  de- 
scend or  to  precipitate ;  precipitant. 

A  •^'^^  viuhadraj,  Smooth,  sleek.  A  whip, 
A  malidis,  A  question,  a  demand.  In- 

tention, proposition,  wish,  desire. 

A  ̂ jd^  muhdik,  Who  or  what  surrounds,  en- 
circles, goes  round. 

A  muhaddih,  Clear-sighted.  Who  or  what 
surrounds  or  encircles. 

A  eis^  muhdalat,  (A  bow)  curved  at  the  end. 

A  ̂ j>S^  muhadlik.  One  who  rolls  his  eyes. 
A  lijii^  mahdud.  Limited,  bounded,  separated, 

terminated,  defined,  definite.  Prohibited, debarred, 

excluded.  Unfortunate.  Punished,  chastised,  bas- 

tinadoed according  to  law. 

A  O^iijii^  mahduddt.  Legal  punishments; 

bastinadoes. 

A  muhdi,  Pains-taking. 

A  ̂^^^>^  mihzof,  A  reviler,  reproacher. 

AjOv^  muhazzir,  A  threatener,  inspirer  of  fear. 
An  admonisher,  warner,  cautioner,  prohibiter. 

A  I  jjiS^  muhazrif.  Smooth,  even  (solid  or 
cloven  hoof).    Full  (vessel). 

A  Jik^  muhzil.  Who  or  what  makes  the  hair 
fall  off,  and  produces  a  redness  round  the  eyelids. 

A  ̂3^1^^  muhazlik,  One  who  displays  or  boasts 
of  his  own  cleverness.    A  taker. 

A  jjii^  muhazUm,  Swift,  quick-paced.  One who  fills  a  bottle.    (See  eXdc-  hazlamat.) 

A  |»'i>^  mihzam,  A  sharp  sword. 
A  jiics^  mahzurv,  Predestinated,  fore-ordained. 

AjjO-^  mahzur,  Formidable.  Well-guarded. 

A  *j,jJ>^  mahzurat,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Avoiding, 
shunning,  fearing.  A  misfortune,  calamity  (as  be- 

ing a  thing  dreaded).  War.  Caution.  Terror.  A 

bugbear, scarecrow, hobgoblin.  ^\abu  mah' 

zurat,  (Father  of  terror)  Name  ofj<jc«  'ij.^>*>  sa- 
murai bin  mi^jar,  the  Mu'ezzin  of  Muhammad. mahzuri,  Caution.  Warning. 

A  (  ijS^  mahzuf,  Taken  away,  cut  off,  elided 
(syllable  from  a  word,  or  foot  from  averse).  Docked 

(horse).    Mutilated.    A  bottle,  wine-skin. 

A  ̂ jji^  mahzuk.  Cut. A  muhzi,  A  giver  of  a  shoe  (>1S>-  hizai). 

One  who  gives  part  of  booty. 
muhirr,  Warm,  hot,  sultry  (day).  The 

owner  of  thirsty  camels. 

A  1^]^  mihrdb,  (pi.  mahdrib)  The 
principal  place  in  a  mosque,  where  the  priest  prays 

to  the  people  with  his  face  turned  towards  Mecca  ; 
a  kind  of  high  altar.  A  parlour,  hall,  or  upper 
chamber.  The  neck  of  a  beast.  The  chief  seat  at 

an  entertainment.  The  royal  closet  or  chamber. 

Warlike.  Angry.  A  field  of  battle,  p  >^xL^r 

mihrcibi  jamshed,  The  sun.  Fire.  The  cup  or  rair- 
rorofJam,Solomon,or  Alexander  the  Great,  which, 

according  to  the  eastern  fabulists,  represented  the 

whole  world.  "ij^ '-r'i;^  mihrdbi  shakar- 
bura,  A  triangular  kind  of  pasty  made  with  sugar. 

A         mahrat.  Worthy,  fit,  suitable. 

A  miJiras,  (or  'Jl^j^  mihras)  A  coal- 
rake  or  malkin  for  ovens.  A  plough. 

A  -^j^  mihrdj,  Bitterly  cold  (night). 

A  \  'Ij^  mlhrdfy  A  surgeon's  probe. 
A  ̂j^j^  milirak,  The  cause  of  a  fire  (as  light- 

ning or  a  thunderbolt). 
A  milii'dh,  A  poker  for  stirring  a  fire. 

A  f^j^  mihran,  (pi.  ̂ ^J^  mahdrin)  Honey. 
A  honey-comb.  A  bee  adhering  to  the  cross-stick 

in  a  hive.  Cotton-seed. 
A  mihrab,  Warlike.  Miihrlb,  One  who 

shews  the  way  (as  a  guide  to  plunder  an  enemy). 

One  who  stirs  up  (a  battle).  Flowering  (palm-tree). 



A  muharrah,  A  lion.  Muharrib,  An  ex- 

aspcrator.An  insligator.A  sharpener  ofspear-heads. 

A  i^j^  mUirahat,  A  warlike  people. 

A  i^j^  muha7'buat,{A  country)  abounding  in 
charaeleons(^ljy»-/i«Via^).Roun;li,rugged(ground). 

A-Ci^j^ mihraXjh.  plough.  il/(/A7  as,Overwoi'ked, 
lean  (beast).    One  who  overworks  his  beast. 

A  viulirij,  One  who  renders  criminal  or 

miserable.  Who  reduces  to  difficulties,  or  leads  into 
sin.   WIio  forbids  or  makes  unlawful. 

A  muharraj,  (A  dog)  dressed  in  a  collar 

of  small  shells  (called  ̂ j>-  hirj).  Muharrij,  One 
who  reduces  to  straits,  who  presses  hard  upon.  One 
who  forbids  or  makes  unlawful.  One  who  takes 

an  oath.  Onewhodecoratesacollarwith  little  shells. 

A  viahrid,  The  withers  of  a  horse.  A  place 

■where  a  cut  is  made.  il/w/iWcZ,  Swift,  rapid.  One 
who  makes  or  who  does  alone. 

A  muharrad,  Bent,  arched,  curved.  (A 

house)built  of  reei^s  {^i^js-  hurdiy).  Muhar7-id,  A 
restrainer.  One  who  angers.  A  bender,  a  twister. 

f^jj^  rmihai^rar,  Written,  inscribed.  Conse- 

crated to  God.  ̂ J\t^  J'j^  mvharraru  ddrimin,  A kind  of  serpent.  MuJiarrir,  A  writer,  accomptant. 

A  giver  of  liberty.  A  modest,  also  a  neat  or  grace- 
ful speaker.  One  who  devotes  to  the  service  of  God. 

pudib  (j^jS?  muharriranifalah,  The  moon.  Mer- 
cury, Venus,  the  sun,  Mars,  Jupiter,  and  Saturn. 

A-jj^  muhriz,  One  who  obtains  a  reward  and 
enjoys  the  benefit  of  it.  (A  place)afFording  security. 

A  strengthener.  Cautious.  Abstinent.  JjS^  ̂ \ 
abu  muhriz,  (Father  Wary)  A  sparrow. 

J^jj^  muharriz,  A  careful  preserver. 

A  ijj^  muhrizat,  Chaste  (woman). 

A  (JJj^  muharzah,  Straitened.  Imprisoned. 

A  {^j^  muhrin,  One  who  remains  in  one  place 

a  whole  age  ((_>ij^  liars). 

A  {j^j:^  muJiarrish,  A  provoker,  exasperator. 
One  who  sets  (men  or  dogs)  by  the  ears. 

A  {joj^  muha7-r{s,  An  exciter  to  greediness. 
A  \jioj^  mihraz,  A  vessel  in  which  they  keep 

ashes  of  alkali  {xJ^j>-  hurz  or  huruz).  M^ihraz, 
Distracted(\vitli  lovc).M«/t?7;:;,(Love  or  grief  )prey- 

ing  upon  one.  The  begetter  of  a  wretched  progeny. 

A  i^j^  muharraz,  Lean  from  love  or  grief. 

Unable  to  rise.  iliTM/tarr^z,  An  instigator, exciter, 

provoker.  A  dyer  (of  a  garment)  with  saffron.  A 

dealer  in  ashes  or  alkali.  (A  garment)  old  and 
worn  at  the  edges. 

A  'Loj^  milirazat,  A  vessel  in  which  they  keep ashes  or  alkali. 

A  >— inahrif,  A  place  where  one  turns  or 

moves  about  in.  A  place  where  one's  gains  are 
made.  Deliverance  from  calamity.  Muhrif,  Well, 
in  good  condition,  increased  in  wealth.  One  who 

makes  (a  camel)  lean.  One  who  toils  for  his  family. 
One  who  requites  good  or  evil. 
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A  V— muharraf.  Inverted,  transposed.  An 

anagram.  Diagonal,  slant,  il/u/iarr//",  A  trans- 
poser  (of  letters).  An  anagrammatist.  A  maker 
or  mender  (of  a  pen).  One  who  accommodates  his 
religion  to  his  favourite  lusts  or  worldly  schemes. 
Who  or  what  causes  to  turn  aside. 

A  viilirah,  A  file.    Muhrak,  Inflamed, 

burnt.  Muhrik,  A  maker  of  the  gruel  or  pottage 

karuhnt.  Af«/t?'j7i,Giving  warmth, burning. 

A  ̂ jj^  muharrah,  Burned.  Boiling  (water). 
Muharrih,An  incendiary.  Whatever  causes  thirst. 

Name  of  a  man  ;  also  of  an  idol. 

A         7n?;/(ra/ia<,  A  burnt-offering,  holocaust. 

A  (.^jAtj^  muharhas,  Close  (texture). 

A  ti)^  mahrahyThe  upper  part  of  the  root  of 
the  neck.    Muhrik,  A  mover,  stirrer  up,  adviser. 

A  t.iJ^^  muharrah,  (in  grammar)  A  word  in- 
flected with  two  or  more  fathas:  as,^^-c  matar, 

hasanat.  Muharrih,  A  mover,  inciter,  per- 

suader. Stimulant,  motory.  One  who  marks  (a 

consonant)  with  a  vowel.  &juft)\  muharri- 

hu'lfifyiat.  An  exciter  of  sedition.  liUJ  ̂ J^J^  mu- 

harrihifasad,  A  promoter  of  mischief,  tumult,  in- 

surrection, or  war.  C-y  kurvati  muhai'ri- 
ha,  Motive  or  moveable  power. 

A  j^^^ma/tram,Unlawful,  forbidden.  A  spouse, 
consort,  confidant,  intimate  friend.  jiizumah- 

ram,  Any  one  to  whom  the  ̂ j>-  haram  or  women's 
apartments  are  open  (as  afiither,  or  a  son),  ̂ j^j'^ 
zu  mahram,(or  rahim  mahram)  One  with 

whom  marriage  is  unlawful.  ^  mahram, 

A  stranger,  one  who  is  not  permitted  to  enter  the 

haram.  a  Muhrim,  A  prohibiter,  interdicter.  Un- 
lawful. One  who  cultivates  peace  and  friendship. 

Intimate;  admitted  to  the  female  apartments.  Con- 

scious,sensible.  Entered  on  the  sacred  month  Mu- 
harram,  during  which  it  is  unlawful  to  fight.  One 

who  assumes  the  pilgrim's  garb  Va-am.  One 
who,  having  resolved  on  pilgrimage,  lays  himself 

under  peculiar  restrictions.  A  menstruous  woman. 

A  muharramfVorhidden.  Venerable,  dig- 
nified. The  sacred  enclosure  of  Mecca.  Untanned 

(hide).  Stifle,  not  softened  (bull's  pizzle,  used  for 
a  scourge).  Semi-tractable  (camel).  The  soft  part 
of  the  nose.  A  bodice,  that  part  of  the  dress  in 

which  the  breasts  are  confined.  (i)l.  maha- 

rhn,  [Cj^  maharim,  and  viuharramat) 
Name  of  the  first  month  of  thcMuhammadan  year, 

during  which  fighting  is  prohibited.  Muharrim, 
One  who  forbids,  interdicts,  or  declares  unlawful. 

One  who  binds  fast  (a  scourge).  One  who  dresses 

leather  improperly.  (See  tahrim.) 

A  Otcj^  mahriimat.  Inviolable  things. 
A  OL«J-^  vmharramat.  Things  prohibited. 

Months  of  Muharram. 

A  'ijcj^  mahramat  or  mahrumat,  (pi.  OU^^ 
mahrumat  and         maharim)  Any  thing  venera- 

ble,  sacred,  inviolable,  prohibited  by  God.  Re- 

pulse, disappointment.  A  wife. 

A  Smj^  muharmid,  (A  well)  full  of  black  mud. 
A  iX*;^  mahramtyat,  The  state  of  being  a  con- 

fidant;  intimacy,  trust,  confidence. 

A  i^j^  niihran,  A  bow  for  dividing  cotton. 

Aj»32^^7«w/<ra;{;a77i,Agreatnumber,numerosity. 
A  CJy^j^  muhranfizat,  Excellent  (verses). 

A  (jlai^  muhranfish,  Swollen.  Inflamed  with 
rage.  Ready  for  mischief. 

A  ̂ jj^  malirub.  Robbed,  plundered. 

A  Cj^j^  mahrut,  The  root  of  benzoin. 

p  djjj^  mah)-vs,  Root  of  the  assafoetida. 
A  CiJjj^  mahrus,  Ploughed,  tilled  (ground). 

A  '&=»-j^^77iaA7  wAaf,(A  woman)  hit  on  ihe^^. 
Ajj mahrur.  Freed  from  being  a  slave.  Hot, 

choleric,  furious.  Libidinous.  Written. 

mahruru'l  mizaj,  Of  a  warm  temperament. 

A  cfjjj^  mahrur ly.  Hot,  choleric. 
A  (^jj^  mahrus.  Guarded,  preserv'ed,  kept. 

lP^^  D^3J^  b(^yii  mahrusul  han-ali,  A house  guarded  on  all  sides.  a-»_5^ti)J\tf  mama- 
liki  mahrusa,  Countries  occupied  by  any  sovereign. 

A  'ijMjj^  mtihrusat,  A  garrisoned  city.  A  ca- 
pital, the  metropolis  of  an  empire. 
A  mahrus,  Greedily  desired,  coveted. 

(A  pasture)  grazed,  cropped  close. 
A  i^jj^  mahniz,  Worse,  viler.  Reprobated. 
A  mahruf.  Inverted,  changed.  De- 

prived of  part  of  one's  property. 

A  ̂ jyj^  mahruh,  Burnt,  inflamed.  One,  the 
top  of  whose  thigh  is  dislocated.  A  roasting-spit. 

A  i^jj^  mahruhat.  Fuel.    A  keen  sword. 

A  ̂ jj^  mahrum,  Prohibited,  forbidden.  De- barred, excluded  (from  hope  or  favour),  frustrated, 

disappointed,  repulsed  :  deprived  of  the  support  of 

life:  unlucky,  unable  to  earn  any  thing:  unfortu- 

nate j  spoiled,  plundered.  Prevented  by  shame  from 

befffiring.  Venerable. 
Do  O 

J  mahruml,  Disappointment. 

A  'ilojj^  mahrumiyat,  Prohibition,  frustra- 
tion, di>api)ointnient. 

A  (jy^  mihra\  Vulva. 

A  {Jj^  maharl,  A  dromedary. 
A  mahr'iy,  Worthy,  suitable. 
Kys^  mahz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Lying  with.  Smiting 

on  the  breast  with  the  fist. w 

A.j^  mahazz,  A  moment.  A  groove.  A  cut. 
Mihazz,  Reproachful,  cutting,  severe  in  language. 

A  (j)}^  inihzan,  Grieved,  sad. A  muhazzib,  A  distributor  in  parts,  espe- 

cially (of  the  Kur'an)  into  sixty  sections  (L-j\j>-\ 
ahzuh).  A  collector  of  troops,  crews,  or  gangs. 

A  ijj^  mahzarat,  A  guessing,  an  estimating. 

A  ̂ jj^  muhazrah,  Confined,  imprisoned. 

\  jj:^  muhazzaz,  Notched,  serrated.  Muhaz- 
ziz,  A  notcher,  engraver,  borer. 



A  |,JsJ*  mahzim,  (pi.  |^\^  mahazim)  The  girth- place  of  an  animal.  Mihzam  or  mihzamat,  A  girth. 

Muhzim,  One  who  girths  (a  horse). 

Af^j^  muhzan,  Sad,  grieved,  saddened.  Mnh- 

zin,  (or  ̂ j^muhazzin)  A.  causer  of  grief,  an  afflicter. 

A  muhazzan,  Saddened,  grieved. 

Aj^^muliazwir,  Provoked  to  anger,  enraged. 

A  (jj^^  muhzanzi,"E.rect.  Restless.  Broken. 

A  jjj^  ma/i;;'^^.  Narrow-necked  (water-pot). 
A  mahzum,  Packed,  made  into  bales. 

A  t^^j^  mahzun,  Vexed,  afflicted,  grieved. 

A^y$J^  muhzasill,  Collected,  heaped  together. 

A^^mahs,  (v.  n.  of^j-^)  Currying  (leather). 

A  (j;!^  TO'<7<ass,  A  curry-comb.  MwAm,  Adis- 
cerner,  feeler,  seer.    A  comber. 

A  Lm,^  mahsa',  The  mouth. 

A  u-^L«s?  mihsab,  A  banker's  counter. 
A  jL-j^  mihsat,  An  ox  used  in  drawing  water. 

A  ij\.>*>^  mihsdn,  An  instrument  of  doing  good ; 
a  benefactor :  beneficent. 

A  '-.■^  muhsih,  Sufficient.  A  satisfier.  A 

frequent  giver. 

A  i_v"<!y  muhassah,  Propped  with  pillows.  Ho- 
noured. Sufficed,  supplied  with  a  sufficiency.  Mu- 

hassib,  One  who  gives  sufficiently,  so  as  to  cause 

the  receiver  to  say  ̂ j^^  hashl,  it  is  enough  for  me. 

A'ix^j*^ maksabat  or  mahsibat,  (v.  n.  of  ..•»-) 
Thinking,  imagining.    Mihsabat,  A  small  pillow. 

A  'iZ^  mahassat,  A  cause  of  burning.  Mi- 
hassat,  A  curry-comb. 

A  S^i^  muhassad,  Greatly  envied.  Muhassid, 

One  who  envies  greatly. 

Aj*^  mahsar  or  mahsir,  The  face.  Nature. 
A  place  of  experiment.    The  inner  part  or  heart. 

harimu'l  mahsar,  Well-tried,  proved. 
Muhsir,  One  who  dims  his  sight  by  looking  long. 
One  who  tires  his  camel. 

Ajyl^  muhassar,  Troubled,  despised. 
^  mihsarat,  A  besom,  broom,  brush. 

A  tdJJl^  rnuhassak,  Extremely  covetous. 

A  ̂ y!^^  muhassil,  One  who  does  less  than  he 

ought.    One  who  throws  himself  away. 

A  y»i,j<^  mahsama  t,  What  cuts  off  or  cauterizes. 

i^muhsin,  One  who  does  good,  and  obliges; 

a  benefactor.  Onewho  knows  well.  A  proper  name. 

(j'd--^^\/c^/m/'a?na^i?wtiAsi«in,Generousnobles. 

A  ̂j-ls:*  muhassan,  Beautiful  (face).  Muhas- 
sin,  Who  acts  properly.    An  approver. 

A  CJ'Ky*^^  muhsanat  or  muhsinat,  Ladies,  beau- 
tiful, fair,  and  chaste. 

A  mahsanat,  Any  thing  conducive  (to 

health  and  to  comeliness).  Mahsinat,  Any  thing 

good,  fair,  excellent. 
p  muhsini,  Of  or  belonging  to  Muhsin. 

f^"^  j^^^  ttJMahi  muhsini,  Muhsin's  Morals 
or  Ethics  (title  of  a  book  written  in  Persian). 

A  L--' malisub,  Computed,  reckoned,  car- 
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ried  to  account. 

A  lij***^  viahsud,  Hated,  envied. 

A  jj-MSSi*  mahsur.  Dim-sighted.  Wearied,  fa- 
tigued.   One  who  sighs. 

A  (^yj^^  mahsus,  Perceived,  felt.  Known. 
(A  locust)  scorched,  nipped,  or  killed  by  the  cold. 

A(_«s^«*^»iaAsM/',Enriched, blessed  with  abun- 
dance. Clean  (dates)  picked  from  the  refuse.  Re- 

probated, discarded,  contemptible. 

A  ijy^  mahsul,  Despised.  Vile,  useless,  un- 
available, unserviceable. 

A  ̂   mahsum,  (A  child)  badly  fed,  deprived 

of  (its)  nutriment. 

A  (jii^  mahsh,  (v.  n.  of  \J^)  Burning,  blis- 
tering (the  skin).  Peeling,  drawing  off  the  skin. 

Carrying  off  all  before  it  (a  torrent).  Indulging 
to  excess  in  eating  or  venery. 

A  (ji^  mahashsh,  A  scythe.  A  place  abound- 
ing with  hay,  also  with  any  thing  agreeable.  Ma- 

hashshor  mihashsh,  Ahay-\oft,  sack, or  other  place 

where  it  is  kept.  A  heap  or  collection  of  dung. 

Mihashsh,  Bold,  brave.  One  who  kindles  war,  ex- 

pert in  warfare.  A  scythe,  hay-sickle.  A  poker. 

Muhishsh,  One  who  goes  a  foraging,  or  collects 

hay.  (A  woman)  who  has  a  withered  foetus  in  the 

womb.  Dried,  withered  (hand).  (See  {j^\Ls-\.') 

A  li;^  mihshas,  (or  ̂ \J^  mihshas')  (pi.  ̂ J^\^ 
mahashif)  A  kind  of  coarse  or  shaggy  garment ; 

any  covering  which  wraps  round  the  body ;  breeches 
or  drawers  of  white  cloth.  A  white  apron. 

A  sli;^  mahshat,  The  nethermost  part  of  the 

belly,  where  the  digested  food  lies  ready  to  be  ex- 

creted. ^  The  fat  of  the  intestines  of  quadrupeds. 

A  ̂ -i*^  mahashshat,  Land  abounding  in  hay. 

(^\.{^\^mahashsh^Vodie%.Mihashshat,A^dker. 

A  loft  or  place  where  hay  (^^axL->-  hashish)  is  kept. 

Ajl^^  mahshar  or  mahshir,  Place  of  assem- 

bly ;  last  judgment.  Destruction  of  cattle  by  se- 
verity of  a  season. 

Ai  a.i.^;«M/ts/j?y,(Apalm)producingbaddates. 

A  I— Pm.-^  muhashshif,  One  who  looks  atten- 
tively through  half-shut  eyes. 

A  mahsham,  A  place  where  a  great  man's 
retinue  is  assembled,  lluhshim,  A  venerator,  ho- 
nourer.   (See  ihsham.) 

A  muliashshim,  One  who  puts  in  a  rage, 

wrings,  or  says  any  thing  which  gives  another  pain ; 
who  causes  to  blush. 

A  f^j^^  muhshin,  One  who  makes  (a  bottle) 
stink  by  keeping  any  thing  in  it  a  long  time. 

A         mahshuw,  Filled,  stuffed,  crammed. 

Ai^y^^  mahshud,  A  man  whose  nod  is  obeyed, 
to  whose  service  people  flock  from  all  quarters. 

Aj^.L^  ma/ts/tM?',Collected,congregated.  Thick- 
ly-feathered (arrow).  Large,  stout. 

A  (^yL^  mahshush,  Swollen-sided  (camel). 
A  mahsha,  The  stomach  and  viscera. 
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3Iihshu',  (pi.  mahashi)  Stuffings  used  by 
women  to  give  a  swelling  appearance  to  the  breast 

or  hips  (in  modern  phrase  called  a  bustle). 

A  Jji<^  nmhashsha',  Illustrated  by  marginal 
notes.  JIuhashshi,  One  who  trims  the  edge  of  a 

garment  with  fringe  or  lace.  Who  or  what  causes 

to  pant  or  puff.  i^x^L^  muhashshiyatul 

kilab,  (A  hare)  making  the  hounds  pant. 

A  ̂ ^^^  mahsliiy,  Stuffed,  farced.  Full,  close, 
mealy,  fleshy  (date). 

A  !1j\J:*^  muhshaAnn,  Angry,  enraged. 

A(^jA:^mahs,(v.n.  of  (^ja^)  Running(adeer). 

Stamping,  striking  the  ground  with  the  feet.  Throw- 
ing out  the  feet  (as  an  animal  when  slaughtering). 

Making  great  exertions  in  going.  Purifying  (gold 

by  fire).  Voiding  (dung).  Polishing,  furbishing. 
Flashing,  shining  (lightning).  Flying  from.  (A 

horse)  strong  in  body,  hardy  by  nature.  3Iahis, 
Even,  smooth-worn,  slender  (rope). 

A  i^ja^  muliiss.  Who  gives  another  his  share 
(^i*a.s-  hissat).  One  who  cashiers. 

A  slrfO^  mahsat,  Stony,  gravelly  ground. 

A  mihsaf,  (A  horse)  which  passes  ra- 

pidly by  and  throws  the  gravel  about. 
A  JLa^  mihsal.  An  iron  implement  for  shav- 

ing arrows,  and  making  them  smooth  and  dight. 

A  u-^-oI^  muhassab,  The  place  where  pilgrims 

throw  pebbles  in  the  valley  of  Mina.  Covered  with 

pimples,  measly.  3Iukassib,  One  who  strews  with 
gravel,  or  throws  sand  into  any  place  or  thing. 
A  mahsabat,  A  pebbly,  gravelly  place. 

A  mihsad,  A  reaping-sickle.  JMuhsad, 

Closely-twisted  (rope).  Any  plant  dried  whilst 

standing  and  not  yet  cut.  S^a^  muhsadu'r 
rasy.  Of  a  clear,  sound  judgment.  JSIuhskl,  (Corn) 

ready  for  cutting.  A  strengthener.  One  who  twists 
firmly  (a  rope). 

A  l^Ja^  muhassad,  Steady,  firm  in  mind. 

A j-a^TO!</tsa/',Prohibited,hindered,prevented. 
Besieged,  invested.  Constipated,  costive.  Mahsir, 

A  camel,  the  orifice  of  whose  teats  is  very  narrow. 

A  besieger.  A  hinderer,  preventer.  Impedimental. 

Aj.ja~^  muhassar,  The  tying-place  of  a  shoe, 
the  latchet. 

A  'ijto^  7wa/t.sara?,  A  perforated  vessel  whereon 
they  lay  new  cheese  to  be  strained  and  dried  in  the 

sun.  3Iihsaraf,  A  small  saddle  or  riding-cushion. 

A^j^jj^a^ muhasram ,OfUtt\e  estimation  (a  poet). 
Butter  which  will  not  unite  on  account  of  the  cold. 

3Iuhasrim,  Covetous. 
A  i_o<A«^  milisaf  or  muhsif,  (A  horse)  running, 

passing  swiftly  by,  and  scattering  the  gravel  as  he 

goes.  3Iuhsif,  One  who  manages  or  settles  any 
thing  judiciously.  One  who  twists  firmly  (a  rope), 

or  weaves  well. 

A^y^a^  muhsil,  (or  muhassil)  (A  palm- 

tree)  bearing  green  or  unripe  dates. 



A  ̂y*a^  muhassal,  Collected,  acquired, brought 
muhftssalu  7  haldm,  (or  , 

j,^Ji^,J-«a^  viuhasscili  hulam)  The  sum  or  sub- stance of  a  speech.  Muhassal,  (or  ̂ La^  muhas- 
salnn)  Upon  the  whole,  to  sum  up  all,  to  conclude. 

Muhassil,  A  collector,  gatherer,  acquirer.  A  col- 
lector of  revenue,  tax-gatherer.  A  dun.  A  farmer 

of  the  customs.  A  man  who  collects  mineral  earth, 

and  sifts  it  in  search  of  gold.  One  who  produces 

or  makes  manifest.  A  guard  placed  over  a  person 

as  a  restraint,  to  prevent  his  escape,  or  to  enforce 

the  payment  of  a  demand.  A  reader;  digester, 

one  who  gives  the  substance  (of  an  oration). 
p  ajtlLa^  muhassiluna,  Fees  of  the  bailiff  or 

tax-gatherer. 
A  sLa^  muliassilat,  (A  woman)  who  collects 

(mineral  earth,  and  sifts  it  in  search  of  gold). 

A  mihsamat,  An  iron  mallet.' 

A  fj^a^  mihsan,  A  lock,  bolt.  A  basket.  Muh- 
san,Guarded,  preserved. Chaste,continent.Wedded, 

married.  il/M/mw,  A  defender.  Chaste,  continent. 

A  f^'>o^  imihassan,  Surrounded  by  a  wall.  For- 
tified. 3Iuhassin,  One  who  fortifies,  defends,  or 

surrounds  \vith  a  wall.  A  preserver, keeper.  Chaste. 

Who  marries  a  wife  (so  keeping  himself  chaste). 

A  aJwKO^  muhsanat,  (A  woman)  joined  in  ma- 
trimony. Kept  from  men.  3Iuhsanat  or  muhsinat, 

Chaste,  modest  (woman),  jrj^^  'isjo^  muhsina- 
iM'Z/«?;;,Chaste (woman),  who  defends  her  honour. 

A  ̂ yo^  mahsub,  Pustulous,  pimpled. 

A  dyo^  mahsud,  Cut,  reaped.  Harvest. 

Kjyto..^  mahsur,  Besieged,  beleagured,  sur- 
rounded, shut  or  hemmed  in.  Restrained,  com- 

pressed:  bounded.  Constipated,  costive.  (A  ca- 

mel) covered  with  the  cushionjLos-  hisar. 

A  i_$jy>a^  mahsurl,  Confinement,  durance. 

A  (^^jjiflt^  mahsus,  Naked.  Shaven  (hair). 

A  J,.o_j*a^  mnhsawsil,  One  whose  abdomen  is 
prominent,  as  that  of  a  pregnant  woman. 

A  Jj*a:^  mahsul,  (v.  n.  of  J-a:>-)  Remaining 
over  and  above.  Collected.  Harvest,  in-gathering, 
crop;  the  produce  or  sum  of  any  thing.  Profit. 

Tax,  duty,  excise,  custom,  postage. 

A  0^^*a^  malisulaty  (pi.  fem.)  Corn,  fruits. 

V  Ji^yo.^  mahsul-dar,  Fruitful,  rich,  fertile. 
An  officer  employed  to  prevent  the  clandestine  re- 

moval of  the  produce. 

A  i^yto.^  mahsun,  Fortified,  defended. 

A  ̂ ^s^  muhsis,  Who  causes  to  break  wind. 

A  j^^:^ /nw/m,  A  numbercr.  A  writer.  Com- 
prehending, knowing,  acquainted  with.  Powerful. 

A  (1^*3^  malmy,  Afflicted  with  gravel  (sLo:- 
hasai)  in  the  bladder,  calculous. 

A  maliz,  (v.  n.  of  (_>3^)  Possessing  milk 
unmixed  with  water.  Giving  pure  milk  to  drink. 

Shewingsincere  affection  and  good  will.  (pl.(^^l^ 
viihaz)  Milk  unmixed  with  water.  Pure,  unmixed, 

unalloyed.  Sincere  love.  Only,  mere,  simple 
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i^ja^  hhayrimahzj  Unalloyed  good,  the  summum 
bonum.  3fahaz,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^)  Drinking  pure 

milk.  3Iahiz,  Possessed  of  pure  milk.  Greedy. 
Pure  milk. 

m  ihzat,(or  >La^)A  coal-rake  or  poker. 
a  La^  mahzan,  Merely,  purely,  solely,  wholly. 

A  ̂ Li^  mihzaj,  A  poker  for  the  fire.  One 
who  deviates  from  the  road.    A  fuller's  beetle. 

A  L^AtA-^  7n)hzab,  A  coal-rake,  malkin;  poker. 
A  fomenter  of  war  or  sedition.    A  frying-pan. 

A  mihzaj,  A  poker  for  stirring  the  fire. 
One  who  deviates  from  the  road. 

A jja^  mahzar.  Presence,  approach.  Nearness. 
A  regal  court.  An  inhabited  place.  Persons  pre- 

sent. A  place  where  people  meet  or  sit  together. 

A  place  to  which  one  returns  for  water.  A  regis- 
ter, the  record  of  a  court  of  judicature,  the  decree 

of  a  judge,  the  minute  or  attestation  of  a  notary. 

Any  document  attested  by  a  number  of  witnesses, 

attestation,  testimony.  Nature,  temper,  disposi- 

tion, jtci-^^  [j*^  hasami^l  mahzar,  One  who 
speaks  well  of  the  absent,  j*^^^  harimul 
mahzar.  Of  a  noble  disposition.  3Iuhzir,  A  mace- 
bearer,  Serjeant,  beadle,  or  officer  employed  to  cite 

before  a  judge  :  a  summoner. 

A  l^jjo^  muhazrah,  Filled.  3Iuhazrib,  One 
who  bends  (a  bow)  greatly  ;  twists  hard  (a  rope)  ; 
or  distends  (a  bag)  by  filling. 

A  ̂ j>A^  muhazram,  A  man  who  has  lived  half 
his  life  a  Pagan  and  half  a  Muhammadan.  3Iu- 
hazrim,  A  bad  pronouncer  (of  the  vowels). 

p  m[>jjo^  mahzar-nama,  A  summons  to  ap- 
pear. A  niuster-roll,  list  of  those  present. 

A  {^jAto^  muhazzaz,  Anointed  with  the  juice 

of  box-thorn.  3Iuhazziz,  An  exciter,  provoker. 

A  ̂j'Cif^  mahzan  or  mahzin,  (pi.  ̂ ^\^  niuha- 
zin)  The  nest  of  a  hen  sitting.  3Iuhzin,  A  despiser, 

contemner,  scorner.  Adefraudcr  of  (a  man's)  right. 

A  'ix>a^  mihzanat,  A  shallow  dish  made  of  clay 
for  the  use  of  pigeons. 

AjyA^  mahzur,  Arrived  at  one's  accustomed 
home.  Spoiled,  tainted,  infected,  or  haunted  by 

lj>-  jinn  (milk  or  sheep-fold). 

A  l^A^  mihza',  A  forge  built  of  clay. 
Aj<J)^  mihzir,  (A  horse)  running  much. 
A  las?  maht.  Snot. 

A  io^  viahatt,  The  end  of  a  period  or  sentence, 

a  full  point.  The  place  where  people  deposit  their 

baggage  when  lighting  off  a  journey.  An  ancho- 

rage for  shipping.  3rihatf,  (or  *&la^  mihattat) 
An  iron  or  wooden  instrument  with  which  they 

drawfigures(on  leather):  also  with  which  the  Arabs 
trace  figures  on  their  arms.  Pustulous  (face). 

A  Viihfab,  A  pruning-hook,a  bill.  3Iuh- 

tib,  Woody  (place).  (A  vine)  ready  for  pruning. 

AL_^W^m?//ta/ra&,  Strong,  firmly-built(man). 

A  ̂-Ks^  mihtam,  A  lion. 
A  pi^.<^  muhattim,  A  great  breaker. 

A  j^ia^  muhaimir,  Enraged,  full  of  anger. 

'       A  j^ia^  mahiur.  Thrown  prostrate. 
,      A  mahtUt,  Lowered,  abated.  Lean 

j  (haunches).  Troubled  with  a  disease  in  which  the 
I  spleen  adheres  to  the  side.  jAa!\  i^^ia^  mahtutu'l 
\  hadr,  Depressed  in  dignity,  lowered  in  rank. 

mihzar,  A  sort  of  green  fly. 

I      A  f^Ja^  muhazrab,  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 

Hard  in  body.  Narrow-minded. 

A  j_^iia^  muhzambis,  A  man  soon  angry. 

Ajylix^  mahzur,  Forbidden,  unlawful.  Con- 
fined, restricted. 

A  O^jla^  7nahzurat,  (pi.  fem.)  Illicit  things. 
A  Ibjla^  vtahzuz,  Favoured  by  fortune,  blest. 

Glad,cheerful,contented,  pleased,delighted,  happy. 

^^^a^ ghayr  mahzuz.  Discontented,  unhappy. 

A  Jja^  muhza',  Preferred.  3Iuhz'i,  One  who prefers  or  favours  (one  beyond  others). 

A  C^y^a^  miihzatibb,  Fat.  Choleric,  soon  an- 

gry. Full-bellied. A  '^aKt^  riializiyat,  (pi.  mahaziy)  The 
concubine  of  a  married  man. 

A  u-fts^'  muhiff.  One  who  neglects  the  hair,  or 
allows  it  to  become  dishevelled.  One  who  over- 

loads (a  horse).    (See  i  ihfaf.) 

Ajla^  mihfdr,  A  digging  implement,  spade. 

A  iisf  mihajf'af,  A  species  of  travelling-litter 
or  couch  for  the  women,  resembling  the  J  Jyt  ha?v- 

da,  but  not  arched. 
A  7nahjid,  (^p].<^\^  mahafid)  Origin, race, 

lineage.  A  manger,  crib.  A  king's  palace.  The 

lower  part  of  a  camel's  bunch.  Embroidery  on  a 
garment.  3Jihfad,  A  vessel  for  measuring  corn.  A 
manner.  The  hem  of  a  garment.  A  basket.  3Iuh- 

fd,  Fast-going  (camel  or  ostrich).  (A  servant) 
running  to  do  any  thing.  Who  causes  or  orders  to 
travel  quick. 

A  mihfar,  (or  sju^  mihfarat)  (pl.^l^ 

mahajir)  A  digging  implement,  spade. 

A  (j<*a^  muhaffis,  Who  moves  himself  in  bed. 
Disjoined,  separated.  (A  woman)  adorning  her 
lepfs  with  rinjrs. 

A  (.>3is£°  viuhaffaz.  Very  dry  (ground).  3Iu- 
haffiz,  One  who  throws  away.  (See  ;_>aAa^  tahfiz.) 

A  Kaj**  muhfaz.  Provoked  to  anger.  3fuhjiz, 

\  Who  or  what  provokes  to  anger. 
A  laOs*  miihajiz,  Who  or  whatever  causes  to 

commit  to  memory. 

A  ftlia^  mahfazat,  A  magazine,  hoard.  «Vi,Q<° 
mahfazan  idrah,  Where  any  thing  is  per- 

ceived or  kept  in  mind. 
A  muhajfif,  A  weaver  (of  a  garment). 

Indigent,  distressed.  One  who  covers  or  wraps  up 

(any  thing)  in  a  garment. 
A  ̂^SL^  mahfil  or  viahfal,  (pi.  mahajil) 

A  place  or  time  of  meeting  :  an  assembly,  congre- 

gation, council,  convention,  congress,  society,  cho- 
rus.   A  pulpit,  tribunal.  LaJ  mahfili  kaxd, 



A  court  of  justice,  tribunal  of  the  KazT  or  judge. 

A  muhafful.  Adorned.    3luhaffil,  A  de- 
corator. A  collector. w 

A  &La^  viuhnffalat,  (A  sheep)  left  unmilked 

several  days  that  (she)  may  appear  to  greater  ad- 
vantage when  exposed  to  sale. 

A  ̂ ^^a^?m7«/aw,Whocan  hold  much  inhis  hands. 

A  liji^  mahfud,  A  master,  one  served. 

Aj^a^  mahfur,  Dug,  excavated.  Carved.  One 

whose  teeth  are  hollow  or  worn.    A  mark,  a  stig- 
ma. Name  of  a  town  on  the  coast  of  the  Mediter- 

ranean where  carpets  were  made. 

Aibji^  malifuz,  Guarded,protected,  preserved, 
kept  safe.  Committed  to  memory. 

A     jj-i^  mahfuf,  Girt,  encompassed.  Op- 
pressed by  poverty. 

A  (_^^  muhfi,  One  who  makes  bare  the  feet. 
Possessed  of  a  beast  with  a  worn  hoof.  One  who 

neatly  trims  (his  mu^achios).  Strict  in  inquiry, 

importunate  in  askirrg._ Benevolent,  friendly. 

A  mahlt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jj^^  Abolishing,  mak- 
ing void,  cancelling,  effacing,  obliterating.  Burn- 
ing, scorching.  Depriving  of  a  blessing. 

A  ̂ -s^  muMhk,  One  who  confirms  and  esta- 

blishes. A  speaker  of  the  truth.  (See  JjUis«-\ ////m/i.) 
A  (jUi^  mihkan,  One  who  makes  water  after  a 

long  retention  of  urine. 
A  muhkab,  A  fox.    MuhMh,  Barren, 

without  ore  (mine).  Dry  (season).  One  who  al- 
lows another  to  ride  behind  him.  One  who  con- 

forms (his  opinion)  to  that  of  others.  (See  L-5lfls-\.) 

A  i^Sl^  mahhid,  Root,  origin.  Nature.  3Iuh- 
kid,  Who  causes  hatred.  One  who  searches  for 
mines,  but  finds  none. 

A         nmhhir,  A  despiser. 

A muhahhar,  Despised.    Poor,  low.  A 
trifle.    3IuhahMr,  A  despiser. 

aO|j-H^  mulialikarat,  Trifles. 

A  i^^L^  mahliarat,  (v.n.  ofjii=-)  Being  vile,con- 
temptible.  Regarding  as  such.  Vileness,  baseness. 

Aayi^  TOM/m/Jiarfli,  A  despicable  thing,  a  trifle. 
A  mihkaf,  Who  neither  eats  or  drinks. 

A  muhaJihak,  Ascertained,  confirmed, 

authenticated,  certified,  notorious,  known  for  truth. 

Firmly  woven  (cloth).  A  kind  of  writing.  3Iu- 
hakkik,  A  verifier,  aflirmer,  confirmer.  One  who 

knows  or  regards  as  true.  An  asserter  or  teacher 

of  truth,  aphilosopher.  An  appealer  to  the  Kur'an, 
and  not  to  tradition.  One  who  renders  necessary. 

.."il. 
p  iOlii^  muhahhiJiana,  Ti-u\y ,  accurately. 
A  mahkalat,  (pi.  ma/m/i«7)  Arable 

land  ;  a  sown  field.  A  tilth. 

A  (Jo-^  mihhan,  A  churning-bottle  or  bag  hav- 
ing thick  milk,  upon  which  they  pour  fresh  milk. 

A  clyster-pipe.  Miihhin,  One  whorestrains(urine). 
One  who  collects  different  kinds  of  milk  that  they 

may  become  sweet  when  blended  together. 
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A  eji.^  mihhana,  A  syringe,  clyster-pipe. 

A  ̂Ji^  mahhmv,  Griped  in  the  belly.  Indis- 
posed in  the  hypochondria. 

Aj^a^»«a/Jmr,Theletterst_>ia5uiJ>-jac?rfMAai&m. 

A  fj^^  malthuk,  W^orthy,  fit,  proper. 
A  1^^^  ma/t/iiMn,  Retained,  confined,  kept  in. 

A  ̂ii^  ̂nahhly,  Indisposed  in  the  hypochondria 

(_ja»-  lialiw).  Griped  in  the  belly. 
A  uii^  mahk,  A  brawl.  Mahih,  A  wrancrler. 
A  L^X^  mihakk,  A  touchstone,  a  test. 

(jjV^  jj  mihahkizari  iman,  The  touchstone  of  the 
gold  of  faith,  i.  e.  the  black  stone  at  Mecca.  ̂ JXj^ 

i^ljj  mihahhi  zarrin,  A  touchstone  for  gold.  The 
black  stone  at  Mecca.  t^^A^  7nihahki  sahr,  The 

touchstone  of  patience. 

A  fj'^^  mahhan,  A  brawler.    Morose,  fitful. 
A^  mahhid,  Origin,  root,  principle.  Re- 

fuge, asylum.  Muhhid,  One  who  leans  against. 
One  who  hangs  back. 

A  f^t}^^ muhahhah,  Rubbed.  A  scrubbing-post 
for  scabby  camels.  JIuhahkih,  One  who  scratches 

very  hard. 

A  ̂J^>^  muhkil,  Dark,  doubtful,  difficult  (af- 
fair).   An  exciter  (of  mischief). 

A  muhham,  Fortified,  strengthened,  firm, 

robust.  Stuck  fast,  impeded,  entangled.  Clear, 

perspicuous,  incontrovertible.  Strong.  3Iuhhim, 

A  strengthener,  fortifier. 

A  muhahham  or  muhahhim,  Wise,  dis- 

creet. Unshaken  during  martyrdom.  3Iuli,ahhim, 

Aprohibiter,hinderer.  One  who  invests  with  power 

and  authority.    An  experienced  old  man. 

mnhhamaf,  (pi.  fem.  of  p-^*^  muh- 
ham) Incontrovertible,  plain,  perspicuous,  not  am- 

biguous (verses  of  the  Kur'an)  ;  or  such  as  have 
not  been  abrogated. 

mahhamat,  A  tribunal,  a  court  of  jus- 

tice, town-house  or  hall.  3Iuhhamat,  (fem.)  Firm. 

Clear,  perspicuous  (thing).  Unrepealed,  unabro- 

gated (verse  or  chapter  of  the  Kur'an). 
muhahhimat,  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  muhhami,  Firmness,  strength. 
mahhuh, Tirased,  cancelled.  Rubbed. 

A  7«aM77??i,  Ordered,  commanded.  Em- 
powered, ordained,  invested  with  supreme  power. 

Subjected, undercommand.  Bridled, curbed(horse). 

A  servant.  eJ  mahhum  bihi,  The  predicate 

of  a  proposition,   eiolff-  mahhumun  ^layhi, 
J  udicially  condemned.  The  subject  of  a  proposition. 
A  irmhahkamun  also  muhahhhnun,  A 

name  given  to  certain  individuals,  who  chose  death 
rather  than  apostatize. 

mahhiy,  Related,  told.  W^ritten.  "^^^^ 
*ip  mahhiyun  ̂ nhu,  Told  of  him. 

A  j5^m«/J,(v.n.of  J^)  Injuring  by  slander. 
Laying  snares,  informing  against  any  one  (before 

the  king).    Being  barren  for  want  of  rain  (a  sea- 

son).  Want  of  rain.  Unprofitable,  useless  (person). 

Fraud,  deceit,  treachery.  Dust.  Adversity,  straits, 

distress.  Dearth,  scarcity.  (Land)  dry  and  bari'en 
for  want  of  rain.  3Iahil,  Driven  until  exhausted 

by  fatigue.  3IuhuI,  (pi.  of  JW?'  mahal)  The  joints of  the  back. 

A  (J.^  mahall,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j*")  Descending, light- 

ing off"  a  journey,  staying,  dwelling.  Any  place 
where  one  resides ;  a  building,  house,  mansion.  A 

palace.  A  place,  post,  situation,  station,  district, 
quarter.  A  delay,  deferring.  Time,  opportunity. 

Opportune,  suitable,  apropos,  p  [J^.  ̂^-^  ij^^ 
mahalU  safa-bahhsh,  A  pleasant,delightsome  spot. 

zihri  mahall  u  iradasi  hah 

A  trope,  the  containing  for  the  contained.  i^^J^ 

ghayr  mahall,  Unworthy.  ̂   I  [jif  '^  mahalli 
a/o'tar,  In  another  place.  ̂   \  ^^min  mahalli 
ahhar.  From  another  place.  js-T  (J^* 

mursal  ila'  mahalli  ahhar,  Sent  to  another  place. 
3Iahill,  (v.  n.  of  (J-s-)  Being  due,  necessary.  The 

appointed  term  for  payment  of  debt,  or  for  making 

a  sacrifice.  A  place  of  sacrifice.  3Iuhill,  (A  wo- 
man) mourning  the  death  of  her  husband  (fixed  by 

the  Muhammadan  law  to  110  days,  during  which 

time  she  was  not  permitted  to  remarry).  About  to 

enter  upon  those  months  when  fighting  was  per- 
mitted (after  the  expiration  of  the  sacred  months, 

during  which  war  was  forbidden).  One  wholly  re- 

gardless of  matters  which  are  deemed  sacred.  De- 
serving of  punishment.  (A  sheep)  having  milk 

after  eating  spring-grass.  Lawful. 
p  muhalla,  Small  pieces  of  meat  roasted 

and  sprinkled  with  lemon-juice.    A  fried  melon. 

A  ̂'^^  mihlas.  An  iron  instrument  for  scrap- 
ing off"  hair  or  for  flaying. 

Ai_->^i^  mihlah,  A  milking-pail. 

A  s       mihlaMt,  An  instrument  for  braying  an- 

timony, or  for  applying  it  to  the  eyes.  An  iron  in 
strument  for  removingthedirtand  hair  from  abide. 

AC^':)^mahallat,(^p\.of'ii^mahallat)Stveels, 
squares.  3Iuhillat,  A  kettle,  mill,  knife,  hatchet, 

pitcher,  dish,  and  fire-steel  (as  with  those  utensils 
a  man  may  travel  without  the  assistance  of  others). 

A  '^^^^  mihldj.  An  iron  instrument  with  which 
they  separate  cotton  from  the  seeds.  A  baker's 
rolling-pin.    Light  (ass). 

A  (J^Js^  mihlal,  A  place  where  people  assem- 
ble and  sit  down. 

A  mahlab,  A  kind  of  grain  resembling 

cherry-stones  growing  in  Azarbayjan  (Armenia). 

Honey,  habbu'l  mahlab,  A  kind  of 
aromatic  or  spice.  J/iAZrti,  A  milking-pail.  3Iuh~ 
lib.  One  who  assists  in  milking,  or  allows  another 

to  milk.   A  helper.  (See  u^^ks-^  ihlab.) 
p  mihlab.  Name  of  a  fragrant  tree,  of 

which  the  people  of  Nahawand  make  whip-handles. 

A         niahlabat,  A  place  where  the  grain  mah- 



Jab  grows. 

A  5Ll^  mahlat,  Barron  (ground). 

A         /«a/ta//a<,  A  street  or  quarter  of  a  city.  A 

parish.  An  inn,  station,  any  encampment  or  halt- 
ing-place for  travellers.   Muhillat,  A  knoll  which 

has  room  to  hold  one  or  two  houses. 

A  ̂ jC^  muhillatdni,  (dual  of  ii^  muhillat) 
A  pot  and  a  hand-mill. 

A         mUilaj,  (or  mihlajai)  A  table  on 

which  they  separate  cotton  from  the  seed.  3Iih- 

/a;',  The  axis  of  a  pulley.  Light  (ass).  3Iuhlaj, 
Ready  (money). 

A  ̂y^^ muhalhal,  A  prince  or  chief  of  a  tribe. 
A  man  endued  with  bulk  and  valour. 

A  muhlas,  A  journey  on  which  one  does 

not  tire.  ̂ .liJl  (j-^  ̂1  y^  U  ma  huwa  ilia 

muhlasini  ̂ ila'd  dahar,  lie  is  made  to  stick  to  this 
business  as  close  asasaddle-cloth  to  thecamers  back. 

Muhlis,  One  who  covers  (a  camel)  with  a  cloth 

under  the  saddle.  Rain  falling  incessantly  in  small 

drops.    (See  ;_>»»^L«-1  ihlas.) 

A  'L.A^mnhlisat,  Land  whereon  the  grass  stands 
as  thick  as  the  pile  of  the  carpet  ̂ J^^^  hils. 

rf_$\jjM  y^mahal-sarcaj,Vi!  omens  apartments. 
A  iai^  muldit,  Vehement  in  swearing. 

A I  '^^muhlif, Who  exacts  an  oath  and  binds  one 
by  it.  A  doubtful  affair,  about  which  people  swear 

differently.  (__ttl^_^  O^^^V'  ''nuhlif,  Undoubted, 
pure,  clear  (colour).  i^Ji^  C^f-x^ humayt  muhlif, 

A  colour  partly  bay,  partly  chesnut.  (Seeu-i^J*-^). 

oi--^  muhaUif,  One  who  exacts  an  oath. 

A  ̂jlii^  muhlijani,  Two  stars  which  rise  be- 
fore Canopus. 

A  Jj)^  mildak,  (pi.  mahalik)  An  instru- 
ment of  shaving ;  a  razor.   Hairy,  shaggy  (vest). 

A  ijl^  7)tuhallalt,  Scraped,  shaven,  shorn.  (A 

date)  two-thirds  ripe.  A  shaving-place,  a  place  in 

Mina  where  the  pilgrims  shave  their  heads.  Mu- 
hallih,  One  who  shaves  (his  head)  much.  Partially 

ripe  (date).  Lean  (sheep).  Not  full  (vessel). 

A         mihlahat  A  shaving-instrument,  razor. 

A  ̂ f^^  muhaUthn,  Half-ripe  (date). 
A  muhalJtin,  Dates  two-thirds  ripe, 

p  ijy^  mahal-(juy,  An  apposite  speaker. 
A  (JsJ-^  muhallal,  A  place  whither  any  one  fre- 

quently goes.  Lawful.  A  small  matter.  Water 

frequented  and  made  muddy  by  camels.  Muhallil, 
One  who  makes  lawful.  One  who  marries  a  thrice 

divorced  woman  that  she  may  lawfully  return  to  her 

former  husband.  One  who  solves,  resolves,  renders 

justice.  A  solvent.  One  Mho  obtains  leave  to  run 

in  a  race  on  which  bets  are  laid,  paying  nothing  if 

beaten,butgaining  something  if  he  outstrips  the  rest. 

aCL^'^^}^  vmhalHlat,  Medicines  which,  by  their 
subtiltj',  dissolve  and  dissipate  any  morbid  andstag- 
nate  fluid ;  solvents. 

A        muhlini,  Dreaming.  A  dreamer. 
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A  jJ-^  muhallim,  One  who  renders  meek  and 
long-suffering,  or  who  enjoins  meekness. 

muhlanlt'ih.  Black,  pitchy. 

A  mahljih,  Milked  (animal).  Tanned 
with  the  plant  L-Jb-  hullah  (a  leathern  bottle). 

A  O^i^  mahlut,  Shaved,  shaven. 

A  ■^•^  mahlvj,  (Cotton)  cleared  of  the  seed. 
A  mahlus.  Skinny  (female  privities). 

A  I  mahluf,  Sworn.  3Iahluf,  (or 'ii^^ 
maldufat)  (v.  n.  of  i_fl)b>.)  Swearing. 

A -p\s_jl^wa/<Zi//aj,  An  oath.  iO j  ̂ /a  roa 
mahluf  asihi,  No,  I  swear  it. 
A  mahluh,  Shaved,  shaven. 

A  mahlul,  Dissolved.  Discussed  (a  me- 

dical phrase).  Loosed,  absolved.  Permitted.  Va- 

cant, empty.  Legitimate,  lawful.  A  solution. 

A  i.^^^  muhlarvlik,  Black,  pitchy. 

A  isJ^  mahalla,  (properly  mahallat)  A 

quarter,  part  of  the  town,  district,  division.  Re- 
view, muster.  The  community. 

Pj^i>  mahalla-dar,  A  police-officer  under 
the  cutwal. 

A  muhli,  An  anointer  of  the  eyes.  One 

who  makes  or  discovers  (a  thing)  to  be  sweet. 

A  ̂^^^muhalla  ,  Sweetened.  Polished,adorned, 
dressed.  Ornamented  with  jewels,  elegant.  Writ- 

ten out.  Praised,  commended.  3Itihalli,  One  who 

decorates  the  hilt  or  sheath  of  a  sword.  A  sweet- 
ener. One  who  describes  or  portrays  (a  man)  by 

(his)  form,  mien,  or  external  appearance. 

Ap^  mihamm,  An  iron  or  brazen  vessel  tinned, 
in  which  they  warm  water.  3Iuhimm,  A  warmer 

(of  water).  A  measurer,  definer.  Near,  at  hand. 
Whatever  throws  into  a  fever,  or  renders  one  con- 

cerned and  anxious.  One  who  makes  black.  A 

washer  with  cold  and  warm  water.  Hot,  feverish. 

Infected  with  an  epidemical  fever.  A  kinsman. 

A  ^-t^  mahmahi  bahbahi,  An  exclama- 
tion denoting  loss,  destruction,  or  termination. 

A  'Lo\^^  viUmasat,  A  dexterous  female  robber. 

A  ̂jU^  mihmak,  (A  woman)  frequently  bring- 
ing forth  foolish  children. 

A  mahammat,  Any  object  of  aim  or  pur- 
suit. The  cause  of  fever.  3Iahammat  or  muhim- 

mat,  (A  district)  infected  by  an  epidemical  disorder, 

especially  amongst  camels :  feverish  (country). 

3ruhimmat,  A  pressing  necessity.  Present,  imme- 
diate want.  Whatever  brings  grief. 

'^^^  muhammij,  One  who  contracts  the  eye to  look  more  stedfastly;  who  looks  earnestly  at; 

whose  eyes  are  sunk;  who  rolls  the  ej'cs  in  ter- 
ror. Whose  countenance  changes  with  rage. 

A  mohmah,  (or  mahmah)  Light, 

flighty.    Close,  stingy,  avaricious. 
A  'isS^  viahmahat ,  (v.n.of       Q)  Being  sin- 

cere in  friendship. 

A  muhamkim,  Neighing  (horse). 

A  <^-^^  mahmid  or  mahmad,(y.n.  of  Prais- 

ing. 3Iuhmid,  One  who  acts  laudably,  and  de- 
serves commendation. 

A  muhammad,  Highly  praised.  Praise- 

worthy. A  proper  name,  particularly  that  of  the 

great  Arabian  pseudo-prophet,  which,  by  Euro- 

peans, is  variously  spelt  and  pronounced, as  Muham- 
mad, Mahommed,  Mahomet,  Mahmut,  Mehmet, 

Mahound,  &c.,  &c.  3Iuhammid,  A  great  praiser. 
A  mahmidat  or  mahmadat,  (v.  n.  of 

Praising.  An  illustrious  or  laudable  action.  Fame, 
renown.  Praise,  eulogy. 

pjLji^  a.v  mahmada-saz,  One  who  returns 
thanks  to,  and  praises  God. 

A  ijs!^  muhammadi)/,  Muhammadan. 

A  mihmar,  (pl.j.x\^  mahamir)  A  pack- 
horse.  An  instrument  for  stripping  off  hair  or  a 

skin.  One  who  will  not  give  until  after  much  im- 

portunity. Ignoble,  base.  Jl/M/m/r,  A  camel  in 
whose  belly  the  foetus  is  doubled  and  does  not  come 
out  till  she  is  dead.  A  quick  goer. 

muhammar,  Called  an  ass.  3Iuhammir, 

One  who  calls  (another)  an  ass.  One  who  speaks 

in  the  Himyarit  dialect.  One  of  the  sect  called 
Muhammirat.   One  who  writes  in  red  characters. 

A.'^^j^  mtdimarr,  Red. A  muhammirat,  The  sect  of  Alkhurrumi- 

yah  (opposed  to  mnbayyizaf). 

A  (ji*^  muhmish,  (or  mithammish)One 
who  puts  in  a  passion.  One  who  adds  fuel  to  fire. 

A  tjiail^  muhammas,  Parched  (pea  or  vetch). 
3Iuhammis,  A  toaster  (of  pease  or  vetches). 

A  i^j^i^^  mahmaz  or  muhmaz,  A  place  where 
camels  feed  on  the  bitter  plant  called  hamz. 

jl/?//«?«/.'',(Land)fruitful  in  bitter  and  saltish  plants. 

A  'ij^a.^  muhai/itaraf,  (Camels)  heavily  laden. 
A  ̂ j-*-^  viuhmik,  One  who  discovers  folly  in 

another,  or  exhibits  signs  of  it  himself.  A  woman, 

the  mother  of  a  foolish  son.  Lank  (horse).  A  suf- 
ferer from  a  disease  resembling  the  measles.  A 

mare  whose  breed  is  not  surpassed. 
A  C^\sl^  muhmihaf,  Light  and  misty  (nights). 

A  '&.o'  »  muhmihat,  (A  woman)  who  brings 
forth  a  foolish  son. 

A  ,y*^  mahmil,  (pi.  mahamil)  That  by 
which  any  thing  is  supported.  That  which  carries 
the  two  loads  of  a  camel.  A  camel-litter  in  which 
females  travel.  Velvet,  satin,  cloth  (especially  that 

sent  annually  to  the  temple  of  Mecca).  That  in  or 

on  which  any  thing  reliance  can  be  placed.  A 

basket  in  wliich  grapes  are  carried  to  the  drying- 

house.  3Iihmal,  A  sword-belt,  baldrick.  The  fibres 
of  a  tree.  3Iulimil,  One  who  loads,  or  helps  to  load. 

Dropping  milk  withoutconceiving(v,'oman, camel). 

A  (J-^i^  Piuhammal,  Carried,  borne.  3Iuham- 
mU,  A  bearer,  a  carrier  (of  a  letter). 

A  j^^U:^  muhamlik,  Open-eyed,  staring. 



A  j.lljsi°  muhammim,  A  payer  of  the  marriage- settlements  after  a  divorce.  Who  blackens  the 

face  M  ith  coal.  Black  (head)  after  shaving.  Beard- 
ed (youth).    A  fledgeling. 

A  mahmanat  or  muhminat,  (A  place) 

abounding  with  a  small  species  of  tike. 

ACiy^mahmud,Vrs^sedi.  Laudable.  Name  of  a 

man.  Name  ofanelephantmentioned  in  the  Kur'an. 

A  'ii^y^  mahmudat,  (vii^y^)  Scammony. 
A  y^mahmudi,  A  silver  coin  equal  to  about 

8^  pence  English.    An  Afghan  tribe. 

A  Ajy^  malimuras,  (pi.  ofj\j^  himar)  Asses. 

Ajy,^  mahmuz,  Tai-t  (wine).  Sharp,  brisk. 
mahmuzulhanan,  Strong,  powerful. 

A  'kjOy^  mahmusat,  Stolen  (sheep). 
A  ̂ yo^  mahmuk,  Small-poxed  or  measled. 

A  (Jj^ss**  mahmul,  Loaded,  freighted.  Carried, 
borne.  Tolerated,  allowed.  Fortunate  in  being 
mounted  on  a  brisk  mule.   A  fcetus. 

A  i^y^  mahmulatf  A  sort  of  dusky-coloured 
wheat,  very  prolific.    A  cargo,  burden  :  lading. 

A  ̂ y*^  mahmum,  Wai'med.  Thrown  into  a 
fever,  feverish.    Definite,  decreed,  determined. 

A  mahinlfAlion,  3Iuhma,  Heated  (iron). 

3Iuhm'i,  A  preserver,  defender.  A  heater  (of  iron), 
A  ̂ jt^  mahmiy,  Protected,  guarded.  Heated 

(iron).  Feverish.  A  lion. 

A  ̂ J^«^  mahmiy  at,  (v.  n.  of  j^^j-J*")  Abstaining 
through  a  nice  sense  of  honour.  Protecting,  guard- 

ing, defending.  Debarring. 

A  mahmiyat,  A  protected  city,  i.e.  a  me- 
tropolis or  other  distinguished  place. 

A  mahn,  (v.  n.  of  (jSi°)  Striking,  lashing. 
Tiying,  proving,  tempting.  Wearing  out  (a  gar- 

ment). Giving,  bestowing.  Lying  with.  Cleaning 

(a  well)  from  mud.  Stripping  off" bark.  Smooth- 
ing (leather).  3Iahan,  Fatigue  from  being  em- 

ployed, or  from  travelling  all  day.  Smooth,  soft. 

ilf?7iaw,  (pi.  of  miVmai)  Afflictions.  Vji  jjl^ 
^la7ni  pur  mihan,  A  world  full  of  troubles. 

A  Us?  muhanna',  Bent,  crooked,  hooked. u 
A  (..vo^  muhannah,  (A  horse)  curved  or  bent 

in  the  loins  and  pastern.  Bent  double  with  age. 

A  ju.-^  viihnai,  (pi,  (j-^  mihan)  Moil,  toil, 
drudgery.  Calamity,  misfortune,  affliction, misery, 

evil,  inconvenience,  sorrow,  teen,  perplexity  ,labour, 

trouble,  sore  trial,  temptation,  p  ̂̂ •Xk.ZJ^  l^^-ls^ 
mihnathd  kashldan,  To  suffer  misfortunes.  aCLax^ 

mihnati  dunya',  The  cares  of  the  world. 
p       iJLtj^  mihnat-zada,  Distrest,  wretched. 

mihnat-kash,  Afflicted :  moiling. 

p  ̂_J^CL/^^  mihnat-kashl,  Misery,  suffering. 
mihnat-hashida,  Oppressed. 

A  (J^^  mihnati,  Laborious,  difficult.  Unfor- 
tunate.   Tried  by  afflictions. 

A  muhnis,  One  who  renders  wicked  and 

perjured.  One  who  leads  from  falsehood  to  truth. 
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An  infamous  wretch. 

A  muhnij,  One  who  distorts ;  a  wrester  :  a 

prevaricator,  perjurer.    (See  -.lis--^  ihnaj.) 

A  mihnajat,  An  instrument,  utensil,  tool. 

A  lio^  muhniz.  One  who  gives  less  water  and 
more  wine,  or  vice  versa. 

A  ̂jdj-^  muhanzi,  Reproachful,  contumelious. 

A  jjiij^  miJmash,  One  who  toils  and  gains  m  uch. 
3Iuhnish,  A  hastener.   One  who  makes  recede. 

A  Jai^  muhnat,  Dead.  3Iuhnit,  The  plant 

ijL^j  rims  when  come  to  maturity.  A  burier  of 
the  dead  with  odours  (^yy>-  hanut). 

A  )aj^  muhannit,  A  burier  of  the  dead  with 

odours  (If^jAs*  hanut).    Ripe  (plant  dL**)  rims). 

A  ̂^Ja'x^  muhanzi,  Abusive,  opprobrious. 
A  mulinak,  Filled  with  indignation.  3Iuh- 

nih.  One  who  puts  in  a  passion.  Lean  (ass  from 

much  beating).    (See  ̂ Us>.\  ihnak.) 
A  tjJj^  mihnak,  The  string  with  which  the 

palate  of  a  new-born  infant  is  rubbed.  A  farrier's 
twitch.  iJfwArea/j,  Experienced,  proved,  tried.  3Iuh- 
nik,  Who  or  what  renders  expert. 

A  uiii^  muhannah,  A  child  whose  palate  has 
been  rubbed  with  bruised  dates,  honey,  or  any  thing 

similar,  that  it  may  be  excited  to  suck  more  will- 

ingly. Experienced,  proved,  tried,  lluhannik, 

Improving  (trial).    (See  t-ii^jj^  tahnih.) 

A  iyx^  mahnuwat,  The  bend  of  a  river. 

A  -^yt-^  mahnuj.  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 
A  hyS^  mahnuz,  (A  horse)  thrown  into  a  sweat 

by  being  exercised  in  the  sun. 
A  (^J^^^  mahnush.  Bitten  by  a  serpent ;  stung 

by  a  reptile.  Driven  against  one's  will.  Obscure, 
mean,  of  no  reputation.    Instigated,  stirred  up. 

A  uiJ_jA^  mahnuh,  (An  infant)  whose  palate 

(uilJo-  hanak)  has  been  rubbed  with  chewed  dates 
or  honey  that  it  may  be  induced  to  suck. 

A  ̂ ^y^^  raahnun,  Mad,  insane.  Possessed  by 
an  evil  spirit.  Epileptic. 

A  1^^^  muhn'i,  AflTectionate  (mother  who  refuses 
a  second  marriage  from  a  regard  to  her  children). 

A  '^j^  muhanna',  Bent,  curved,  hooked.  J/m- 
hannl,  A  bender. 

A  ̂^7nuhannis,Who  dyes  his  beard  with  privet. 

A  'ixx^ mahniyat,  (^pl.  ̂ ^\^  mahanl)  The  bend 
or  winding  of  a  river.  Crooked,  uneven  (ground). 

A  pail  made  of  a  camel's  skin,  a  part  of  which  be- 
ing filled  with  sand  dries,  and  then  remains  as  a 

saucer,  or  as  the  scale  of  a  balance. 

A  y^  mahiv,  (v.  n.  of  for y^)  Erasing,  can- 
celling, obliterating,  defacing,  annulling,  effacing, 

annihilating.  Being  effaced  and  obliterated.  Erase- 

ment,  obliteration.  Blackness  upon  the  moon.  Ef- 

faced, forgotten,  erased,  obliterated.  Distracted  with 

terror  or  grief,  mad  from  love,  p  f^<^ y^  mahv 

shudan  (or  ̂^liJ.ii^  gardidan).  To  be  effaced. 

A  'i\y^  mahwat,  A  country  full  of  serpents. 
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A  ̂}\y^  mihwal,  Extremely  absurd. 

A  1^'^^  muhawwib,  From  rich  become  poor, 
and  from  poor  waxed  rich  again. 

A  S_js!*  mahwat,  Erasure,  obliteration,  efface- 
ment  (especially  by  rain).  A  shower.  The  west 

wind.    Disgrace,  shame.    An  hour. 

A  C^y^  muhut,  (pi.  of  ̂."i'^^  maht)  Very  hot 
days.    Pure,  sincere.    Intelligent,  clever. 

A  '^i^  mahuj,  Distant  (hill).  3Iuhwij,  Poor, 
indigent.  Who  or  what  makes  poor  and  needy. 

A^y^muhuh,  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Being  worn  (dress). 
Ajys^ mi]mar,Hhe  axis  (of  a  pulley).  An  axle- 

tree  (of  wood  or  iron).  The  pin  on  which  the  tongue 

of  a  buckle  turns.  A  branding-iron.  A  rolling-pin. 

Aj^^  muhawwar,  (Bread)  made  round.  Lined 
with  red  leather.  Very  white  (flour).  (A  dish) 

whitened  with  grease.  3Iuhannir,  Who  makes 

white  and  bright.  Ol-i]\jiJ^  muhawwiru's  si- 
yab,  A  bleacher,  fuller. 

A  ij^^  mahwarat  or  mahwurat,  An  answer. 
3Iih7varat,  A  baker's  rolling-pin, 

A  ij  y^muhwarrat,  A  large  wooden  bowl  greasy 
with  butter  and  shining. 

p  isZi  y^  mahv  shuda,  Effaced,  obliterated. 

A  (J-^^a^*  muhaivsal.  One  whose  abdomen  is 

very  prominent. 
A  muhawwaz,  A  small  ditch  for  water- 

ing palm-trees.  Built  (reservoir).  3Iuhawrciz,  A 
maker  of  a  reservoir  (i^y»-  harvz). 

A  iL>cy^  muhuzat,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja^)  Being  pure, 

unmixed,  sound  in  nobility. 

A  ii>^^muhaw7vat.  Surrounded  by  a  w  all  (UU 

hdsit).  3Iuha7V7vit,  Who  goes  round  or  revolves. 
One  who  encloses  with  a  fence.    A  guardian. 

A  wia/tw/i.  Swept.  Rubbed,  smoothed.  (A 

country)  thin  of  herbage  for  want  of  rain. 

A  ̂_3^s=^  muhaTVTvah,  Large-glanded  (man). 

A  'i3y^  mihrvahat,  A  granary  or  barn-besom. 

A  'i^ys^  7nahwakat,  A  battle,  conflict. 
A  ̂^y^  7nahul,  An  informer,  sycophant.  Dry, 

barren,  afflicted  with  dearth  (soil).  3Iu]imil,  (A 

camel)  bringing  forth  a  male  after  a  female,  or  vice 

versa.    (A  child)  one  year  old. 

A  J^^mw/<aw?mZ,  Changed.  Conferred,  3Iu- 
hawwil,  A  turner,  changer,  converter.  (A  camel) 

not  conceiving.    (See  (J^^^  tahivil.) 

A  ijy^  77iuhunat,  Abolition,  obliteration.  De- 
ficiency, damage.    An  unlucky  affair. 

A  l^y^  7nuha7oroa,  Adjacent  (tents).  3Iuhaw- 
Tvi,  A  seizer,  apprehender. 

A  ̂ yi^  mahwiy,  Collected,  comprehended. 
A  mahy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _g^)  Erasing. 

A  Usi*  mahy  a',  Life,  (pi.  '^>}^  mahdya')  The 
time  when,  or  the  place  where,  one  lives.  ̂ ^^Us? 

^J,\iy  mahydya  7va  7namdti,  My  life  and  my  death. 
A  Iaj**  muhayya' , The  countenance,  face,  cheek. 

Created,  saluted  (king). 



A  s'-»^  mahyut,  A  place  infested  by  serpents. 

A  (^Ls:*  mihijas,  Narrow  in  the  vulva. 

A  ̂^'-si*  mihyan,  A  time,  period,  season. 
A  tJl.  fC*  7ni//<i5,One\vho  turns  up  and  examines 

the  ground  (in  search  of  any  thing). 

A  Jo>s^*ma/4K/,(v.n.of;i'j"  for^^A^.-)  Tumingaway 
from.  Bond,  curvature.  Asylum,  place  of  refuge. 

A muhayijir,  One  who  amazes,  astonishes. 

A  ;^Aa^7na/<is,(v.n.of(_^Wfort>aJks^)Tum- 

iiig  away,  swerving.  Flying,  escaping,  retreating. 

Shining,  glittering  (hchiiet).  Polished  (spear). 

Strong  (camel).    An  asylum,  place  of  refuge. 

A  i^i^ mahiz,{y.n.oi\^\^ior  i^jiiis-^  Hav- 

ing the  courses  (a  woman).  The  menses.  Vulva. 

A  ILaJ^  mahizat,  A  menstruous  cloth. 

A  ̂a^^  mnhlt, Who  or  what  contains,  surrounds, 
encircles,  or  embraces.  One  who  comprehends,  or 

knows ;  well  acquainted  with.  Perishing.  Peri- 

phery of  a  circle.  muhlti  dadra,  Cir- 

cumference of  a  circle,  muhitu  ̂ Iman, 

Who  knows  w  ell.                halu'i  muhit,  Ocean. 

^  A  (Jj«Jisi*  muhay^l,  One  who  cries  (Vyiff-  '^j:>- 
S^La3\  hayy  ̂ la's  salat,  Come  to  prayer. 

A  I  viuhayyif,  One  who  takes  any  thing 

by  the  side  or  edge  and  lessens  it. 

A  mahih,  Slender,  sharp-pointed  (spear). 
Swept.  Rubbed  smooth. 

A  (.iLjjsi*  mnliih,  Who  or  what  makes  an  im- 
pression, tells,  or  produces  an  effect.  Penetrating, 

effective  (sword  or  speech). 

A  mvhil,  A  cheat,  deceiver,  knave,  pre- 

varicator. One  year  old.  One  who  appoints  ano- 

ther to  receive  a  debt.  (A  woman  or  camel)  bring- 
ing forth  a  male  after  a  female,  or  vice  versa. 
/I  muliili,  Fraud,  deceit,  knavery. 

A  mihyam,  Acute,  ingenious  (boy). 

A  {j"^  wuhyhi,  One  who  stops  (in  a  place). 

(See  ̂jVj;*-^  ihyan.)  3Iuhtn,  A  destroyer. 

A  (j^Ii*  muhayyin,  One  who  fixes  the  time  for 
milkin'T.  A  destrover. 

A  i^^x^  niahyus,  One  whose  father  and  mo- 
ther were  both  born  of  a  handmaid. 

A  muliyi,  (ciy'Ls^  miihyiyat)  A  reviver, 

giver  of  life.  (A  camel)  liaving  lively  colts.  ̂ ^-^^ 
muhyVd  din,  The  reviver  of  religion.  (See 
i/tyas.) 

A  (_$-^  muhayyi,  A  reviver;  hence  one  of  the 
names  of  God.  One  who  salutes  or  creates  a  king 

by  pronouncing  ̂ \  hayyah  alldhjMay  God 

give  you  life ! 
viuhli,  VWc.  A  wasp.  Adhesive,  sticking. 

Do  not  adhere.  Annihilated,  reduced  to  nothing, 

vanished.  3Iahh  or  muhh,  A  bridle  or  its  bit,  with 

which  they  break  young  or  wild  horses.  Multli, 

A  date-tree.  A  wasp.  A  weevil. 

A  ̂   mahhhh,  Soft,  smooth.  Softness,  flabhi- 
ness,flaccidness.  Muhhhh,  (pi.  ̂ '■^  mikhalih  and 
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mikhahhat)  The  brain,  marrow  ;  pulp;  ker- 

nel. The  purest  or  best  part  of  any  thing.  Fat  (of 

the  eye).  (,_><ajuJ^  ̂   muhhhhu'l  hayz,\o\k  of  an  egg. 
A  li^  7/111 /til a,  Moka,  a  sea-port  of  Arabia, 

A  SUli^  muhhabaiat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \ji>-)  Teasing 

by  asking  questions. 
A  IjS^  muhhabarat,  (v.  n.  .3  of^j^^)  Letting 

land  to  another  for  part  of  the  produce.  Sowing 

land  on  condition  of  receiving  part  of  the  produce. 

A  JjI^  mahliabiz,  (pi.  of  ij^)  Bakehouses. 
A  inahhahit,  (pi.  oi\a^  inikhhat)  Sticks 

with  which  leaves  are  knocked  off  a  tree. 

A  (3^^  mahhabi,{\A.  of  iLj^  makhhiyat)Pl&ces 
where  things  are  laid  up  or  concealed. 
p  ??tu/f/<a^,  Turkoman  musk  (an  herb). 

A  (Jjli^  mukhatilf  A  deceiver,  cheat,  cozener. 

A'iXi^\^ muhhatalai ,  (v.  n.3  of  J-is^)  Cheating, 
cozening,  or  endeavouring  to  do  so. 
A  muhhatamat,  A  finishing,  concluding. 

A  SJljI^  muhhatanat ,  (v.  n.  3  of  liT-s-)  Con- 

necting one's  self  by  marriage. 

Aj»_xJl^  mahhatim,  Measures  for  dry  goods 
(usually  marked  with  a  seal). 

A  ■^^■^  mihhahh,  (pi.  of  ̂   muhhlili)  Marrows. 
7rtu/</(aA7ta<,  iSIarrow,  juice  in  bones. 

Kyj^mahhadd,  (pi.  of  iS^)  Bolsters,  pillows. 

A  sSl^  muhhaddat,  (v.n.  3  of  Si»-)  Being  en- 

raged against,  opposing,  thwarting. 

A  {^Li^J^  mulihadish,  A  cat,  a  scratcher. 
A  ioliil^  mulihadashat,  (v.n.  3  of  (^(ii>-)  Ex- 

coriating. Scratching  each  other. 
A  mukhada^  Deceived.    Jlulthadi^,  A 

deceiver. 

A  'eS-d\^  mnhhada^t,  (v.  n.3of  ̂ t^)  Deceiv- 
ing,circumventing.  Endeavouring  todeceive.  Aban- 

doning, foi'saking. 

A  ??iaA/(afim,  Ministers,  servants,  domes- 
tics, slaves.  Eunuchs.  Families. 

A  iOtil^  muJihadanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j^)  Acting 

towards  as  a  friend  ((jt^  hhidii). 

A  jCti^^  mahhadim,  (pi.  of  pj^^^  mahhdum) 
Lords,  masters,  persons  served  or  waited  on. 

A  ̂ jjil^  mahkazil,  (pi.  of  Jj^j-  mahhzid) 
Mean  men  ;  rabble.  Destitute,  poor,  indigent. 

A  ̂ ^mahharij,  (pi.  of^yi^  mahhraj)  Times 
or  places  of  going  out.  Expenses,  outgoings,  dis- 

bursements. The  parts  (of  the  mouth  or  throat) 
from  which  letters  are  uttered. 

A'ic>-Jj^muhhurajat,{y.r\.  3of  ,^f-)  Gambling 
with  the  fingers,  playing  at  the  game  called  in  Italy 
la  morre.  Agreeing  with  a  servant  to  pay  his 

wages  monthly.  Rebelling. 

Ajj\^  maJihanz,  Seams,  sutures. 
AL2jj\^??n//Jta?Wia<,(v.n..3of(_>ip-)Scratcli- 

ing  one  another.  Seizing  and  taking  from  another 

against  his  will. 

A  {^J^"  mnhharis,  Points  of  spears. 

A  'c-^Jj^  muhharasat ,  A  bartering,  swopintr. 
A  iajli^  mahharit,  (pi.  of  mikhrat)  Ca- 

mels sufiering  from  the  disease  i»i>-  hharat. 

A  s^JJi?  muhharafy  Prohibited,  debarred,  ex- 
cluded, disappointed. 

A  SJj'j^  inuhharafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_Jj»-)  Spend- 
ing the  autumn  with.  Bargaining  with  any  one 

for  the  autumn-harvest  (v_i>^  hhattf). 

A  makhari)n,(f\.  of  ̂^^i^  makhrim)  Roads 
through  rocky  grounds.  Beginningsofnight.  Brows 

of  hills,  the  projeetingsummits  of  mountains.  Open- 
ings of  valleys  betwixt  mountains:  places  of  egress. 

A  mahharit,  (pi.  of  \9\j^  mihhrat)  Ca- 
mels troubled  with  the  complaint  hharat. 

Snakes  which  have  cast  their  slough. 

A  Jj-J^Li^  makhdtih,  (pi.  of  mihhrah) 
Twisted  wreaths,  with  which  they  playfully  strike 

one  another  when  dancing. 

A  'i\y<^  7}iuhhdzdt,(v.  n.  3of  (_f}s»-)  Disgracing, 
endeavouring  to  render  another  more  igrnominioiis 

than  one's  self. 

A  ̂ jj^  mahhazih,(p\.  of  ̂ Jji^  mihlizah)  Sticks 
or  skewers  tipped  with  pointed  iron,  used  for  trans- 
fixins:  dates  or  fi";s. 

A  iUjli^  vuihhdzamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  |^^)  Taking 

possession  of  a  road,  meeting,  intercepting.  Tak- 
ing two  roads  but  meeting  at  the  same  place. 

A  (^J^  mahhdzin,  The  nighest  (roads),  (pi. 
of  mahhzan)  Storehouses,  magazines. 

A  ijj^  mahhazt,  Ignominies, disgraces. 
A  slwil^  imihhdsut,  (v.  n.  3  of  L-i»-  for  ) 

Playing  with  nuts  at  odd  or  even. 
A  sU*il^  muhhasasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  1-J»-)  Throw- 

ing stones  at  one  another. 
A  a'liiil^  muhhdshdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^^jS.i»-)  Being 

afraid  of  each  other.  Rivalling  any  one  in  fearing. 

Dismissing  unmolested. 
A  'isiZi^  muhlmshafat, (v.  n.3of t  fti>-) Driv- 

ing (camels)  all  night.  Making  a  noise  when  strik- 

ing (an  arrow).  Hastening  to  violate  a  treaty. 
A&jui>li^  7}iuhhashanai,(v. n.dof  ̂ j;.lp-)Behav- 

ing  roughly  or  severely  to. 

A  j>o'\^  mahhdsir,  (pi.  of  mihh.'^arat) 
Wands  or  staves  to  lean  upon.  ̂ J\a]\ j^o^J^  ma- 
hhdsii-u''t  tarih,  The  nearest  road. 

A  *S^U^  mnhhasarat,  (v.  n.  .3  of^-^i-)  Taking 
(a  companion)  by  the  hand  and  walking  together. 
Goingdifferent  ways  and  meeting  at  the  same  place. 

Walking  by  the  side. 
A  wHiA/(a*'/w,  Adverse,  contentious.  An 

antagonist,  opponent. 

AS^ls*?*  vmhhdsamatfiy.n.  3  of  j»<as>-)Contend- 
ing.   Enmity,  altercation,  opposition,  struggle. 
A  mahhdz,  Camels  amongst  which  the 

stallion  has  been  turned  loose  until  he  has  served 

them  all.  3Iahhdz  or  mihhdz,  (v.  n.  of  (_><a^) 

Labouring  in  the  birth  (a  she-cgmel).    Pains  of 



labour.  Camels  in  foal,  or  ten  months  gone.  (pi. 

of  iLol^  malthazai)  Fords.  LA^^j^^  ibn  makhaz, 

A  camel's  colt  entering  into  the  second  year. 
A  makhazat,  (pi.  {^\^  makhaz  and 

A  ford,  shallow  place  where  people  cross. 

A  'L6\^  mukhazzat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Making 
a  bargain  of  sale  or  purchase.  Returning  like  for 

like,  compensating. 

A  mukhazai-at,  (v.  n.  3  of^-oi^)  Selling 
fruit,  corn,  or  pot-herbs  before  full-grown. 

A  'ijtjoK^  mukhaza^i ,  (v.n.Sof  ̂ oi>-^  Speak- 
ing gently,  politely,  amorously  (to  ladies). 

A'iix>6\^ mukhaza?iat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j*a>-)  Sooth- 
ing, coaxing  with  gentle,  amorous  words.  Revil- 
ing each  other  outrageously. 

A  iflV^  mukhat,  Snot.  ̂ UajuiJ\  \ai\^  muhha- 

tu''sh  shayian,  Atoms  like  cobwebs  playing  in  the 
sun  during  the  hottest  part  of  the  day. 

A  muJihatah,  One  spoken  to  by  another. 

The  second  person.  Titled,  named,  styled,  i^ja^ 

shahhsi  mukhatab,  The  person  spoken  to. 

3Ivhhdtih,  A  speaker,  one  who  converses  with  or 

addresses  another.  The  second  person. 

a'bJ^\^  muhhdtabnt,(v,n.  3  of  c_jklas-)  Speak- 
ing. Speech,  address,  discourse,  conversation. 

A  "ilflsli?  muhhdtabiyat,  A  being  addressed. 
A  muhhdtat,  Sebestens. 

A  8^1^  mukhdtarat,  (v.  n.  3  of,las-)  Hazard- 
ing a  battle;  laying  bets,  gaming,  putting  any  thing 

at  risk,  throM'ing  one's  self  in  the  way  of  danger, 
exposing  to  danger.  Being  near,  obtaining  sove- 

reignty. Danger,  peril,  risk,  hazard. 

Apial^  mahhdtim,(^p].of  ̂ ^makhtini)l>!  oses. 
p  &ls>l^  7nuhhdta,  Sebestens. 

A  7nakhafat,  (v.  n.  of  (_«jlJ»-  for  u-jjs-) 
Dreading,   (pi.  Olsl^)  Fear,  terror.  Danger. 

A  mukhdfatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Cl*^)  Speak- 
ing softly,  whispering  to  another  ;  telling  a  secret, 

readinglowor  mutteringly.  Alow,  whispering  tone. 

A  X^l^  mukhdfazat,  The  act  of  depressing. 

A (Jl^  mu^mmi  inuhhdl,One  who  has  cele- 
brated uncles  paternal  and  maternal. 

A  S^L^  mukhdldt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _^)  Leaving, 

abandoning,  letting  alone.  Wrestling  with,  endea- 
vouring to  throw  down.  Endeavouring  to  deceive. 

A  O^l^  muhhdlldt,  (pi.  of  &5l^  muhhallat) 

Demonstrations  of  friendship. 

A  {^\^  makhalib,  (pi.  of  mikhlab)  Ta- 
lons, claws  of  rapacious  birds  or  beasts. 

A  iLil^  muhhalabat,  A  deceiving,  a  cajoling. 

A  maJthdlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jls-  for  J^Jp-)  Ima- 

gining,thinking.  Presuming,  being  self-opiniative, 
proud.  Having  a  vain  persuasion  or  false  opinion. 

A  sj\^  mukhdllat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ji>-)  Cultivating 
friendship,  shewing  an  affection,  doing  a  favour. 

A  'e^\^  miMdlajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^)  Affecting the  mind  with  anxiety. 
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A  &*a5l^  muhhdlasat,  (v.  n.3  of  L>^)  Acting 

candidly.   Sincerity,  candour,  affection. 

A  iaJl^  muhhdlit,  A  partner.  A  mixer. 

A  &la5l^  muhhdlatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  kis-)  Convers- 

ing, mixing  together  in  society.  Mixing  with,  med- 
dling. Lying  with.  Worrying  the  flock  (a  wolf). 

Being  perplexed  (in  mind),  confused,  insane.  Giv- 
ing a  headache  or  crop-sickness.  Conversation, 

commerce,  intercourse.  Mixture. 

A  SaJI^  mukhdla^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  |«J^)  Desiring 

her  husband  to  divorce  her  (a  wife).  Staking(one's 
garments)  at  play.  Divorcement. 
A  Q^V'^  muhhdlif,  Contrary,  opposite,  repug- 

nant,ad  verse,  dissentient,  contradicting.  An  enemy. 
One  who  leans  on  his  left  foot,  or  who  walks  on 

one  side.  y_h AV.^  mukhdlifi  mdl,  Generous, 

munificent,  p  ^^laJl^  muhhdlif  dni  amri 

ildhi,  Opposers  of  the  divine  command. 

A  &i3l^  muhhdlafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  v__ftl!>-)  Oppos- 

ing, resisting,  thwarting.  Visiting  (a  woman)  in  the 
absence  of  her  husband  or  master.  Accompanying, 

keeping  close  to.  Repugnance,  contradiction,  oppo- 

sition, contrariety,  transgression,  disobedience,  con- 
travention, rebellion,  enmity.  Discord,  p  Cl^flJl^ 

^^1^^ muhhdlafat  hardan,  To  oppose,  contradict, 
dissent  from,  confute,  resist,  disobey,  rebel  against. 

A  ̂jj_L>-_j5\  'isi)K^^  almukhdlafatbayna'r  rij- 
layn,  Dancing. 

P  (Jt*  u-ftJl^  muhhdl  f-mdl,  One  who  crushes 

his  opponents. 

A  &S)l^  mukhdlakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,_^ls-)  Shewing 
kindness  or  good  will,  being  humane. 

A'iXy^mukhdlamat,  A  cultivating  of  friendship. 

A  Jl^TO«^/t5ZI,(pl.of  ii^J^ii?')?  rovender-bags. 
A  iLixll^  makhdlif,  (pi.  of  i  j!ik^)  Cantons 

or  districts  into  which  Arabia  Felix  is  divided. 

A^j^^^  makhdlik,  (pi.  of  ajji^)Created  things. 
A muhhdmir,  Latent,  hidden  (disease). 

A  mukhdmarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^')  Abscond- 
ing, hiding  one's  self.  Harbouring  a  secret  grudge. 

Residing  constantly  (at  a  place).  Abiding.  Being 

near  one  another.  Selling  a  free  man  as  a  slave. 

Mixing  with,  interfering  in.  Beclouding,  disturb- 

ing (the  mind).  Giving  a  headache  or  crop-sickness. 

A  'e3\S^  vialihdnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^Is-  for  (j^*-)  De- 
ceiving, acting  treacherously. 

A  ̂i\^mahhdnik,(ji[.o? ^jj^  mikhnah') Chains 
for  the  neck,  collars,  necklaces. 

A  *iJjL^  mukhdtvatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for 
Oj-i-)  Stealing  a  look  at,  turning  the  face  sud- 

denly towards  one. 
A  mukhdwizmuldwiz,  Difficult,  in- 

tricate (affair). 

A  mukhdivazaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  ili-  fori^s-) 

Opposing,  resisting.  Agreeing  with,  conforming  to. 

A  'iZij\^  mukhdwashat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for 

;_j^^)  Raising  (one's  side)  to  a  heightfrora  the  bed. 

A  ilojl^  mukhdwasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂_><sli>-  for 

i^y^)  Shewing  and  conferring  (applied  to  mer- 
chants when  exchanging  or  fixinga  price).  Winking 

or  shutting  the  eyes  in  order  to  look  more  steadily. 

A  makhdrviz,  (pi.  of'LoK^  makhazat) 
Fords,  shallows. 

A  L^jl^  mukhdwazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \^\^  for 

^__^_Jj>-)  Making  (a  horse)  ford  a  stream. 

A  t^j\^'makhdwif,  (pi.  of'sj\^  makhdfat) 
Dangerous  or  dreadful  places.  Scarecrows. 

A'iij^mukhdwafat, (v.  n. 3 of l_->Is»- fori_-S^ ) 
Overcoming  by  intimidation. 

A         makhdfikh,  Choice,  excellent  (camels). 

ABj  mukhdyarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^>=»- for ) 
Being  superior  (to  another). 

A  (Jjl^  makhdAl,  Marks,  indexes,  signs. 
A  abl^  mukhdyalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jls-  for  (Jj^) 

Promising  rain  (a  cloud).  Opposing,  contending, 

disputing  for  superiority. 

A  (Jl*^TOwAAi&&,One  who  makes  a  horse  amble. 

?  * 

A       makhbas,  A  place  where  any  thing  is  hid. 

••? 

A  SU^  muhhbatat,  (A  girl)  kept  closely  con- 
cealed from  view  and  yet  unmarried. 

A  i\x^  mukhabbasat,  (A  woman)  kept  strictly 

concealed. 

A  mukhabbib,  A  deceiver,  seducer. 

A  'ili^  makhabbat,  Lowest  part  of  a  valley. 
A  (JL^x^  muhhbit,  Humble,  submissive. 

A  (.^.Ok^  mukhbis,  A  corrupter.  One  who  as- 

sociates with  i-ascally  company.  Wicked,  corrupt. 

Obscene,  foul-mouthed. 
A  mahhbasdn,  Impure,  wicked,  corrupt. 

One  whose  companions  are  impure  and  corrupt. 

A  mahhbasat,  Corruption,  villainy.  A 

cause  of  impurity  or  maliciousness. 
A  [...^^  muhhabhhab,  Fat,  handsome  (camel). 

Aj(^  makhbar,  The  knowledge  of  any  thing 
by  evidence  or  declaration.  The  interior.  A  place 

of  trial  or  probation.  3fukhbir,  An  announcer, 

signifier,  certifier,  teller  of  news.  mukh' 
biri  sddik,  Bringer  of  sure  news,  true  reporter. 

A        mukhabbir,  A  giver  of  information. 
A  makhbardniy,  One  who  knows  any 

thing  by  report. 
A  S/si*  mahhbarat,  A  water-closet.  3Iakhba- 

rat  or  makhburat,  A  place  of  trial.  The  know- 

ledge of  a  thing.    The  interior  of  any  thing. 

mahhbaz,  (or  *j<^)  A  bakehouse. 

A  'b,*qjJ^  mihhbasat,  A  kind  of  ladle. 
A  ia^^  mikhbat,  (pi.  makhdbii)  A  stick 

with  which  a  tree  is  stripped  of  its  leaves.  Muhhbat, 

Vexed.  Sick.  J/m^MiY,  One  who  hangs  his  head. 

A  laX^  muhhabbat,  Disordered  in  the  intellect, 

disturbed.  ̂ JiijJi  la>^  mukhabbit  li'l  ̂ kl,  Dis- 
turbing the  brain. 

A  ̂3■-^  muhhbil,  One  who  lends  (a  horse)  to  go 
to  war;  also  (camels,  sheep)  to  receive  in  return 
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part  of  the  milk,  hair,  or  wool. 

A  (JjJ^  muhhabbal,  Epileptic,  mad, insane,  pos- 
sessed by  a  demon.  Mutilated  in  the  extremities. 

Name  of  several  poets.  Muhhabbil,  A  corrupter. 

A  depriver  of  a  limb  or  of  reason.  Time ;  fortune. 

Aj^jki^  mahhhur,  Nicely-seasoned  (meat). 

Aj^jj£*  mahlibuz,  Baked  (bread). 
A  l»^fi^  inahlibut,  (A  leaf)  shaken  from  a  tree. 

Troubled  with  a  cold  at  the  beginning  of  winter. 

A  J^J^  »mA/ti«/,Disturbed  in  mind.  Epileptic. 

A  i^^i^  mah/ibun,  Doubled  and  sewed  up  (a 

garment).  Concealed  under  the  arm-pit  or  under 
the  garment  (the  hand).  (Provisions)laid  up  against 
a  scarcity,  (in  poetry  )  A  foot,whose  second  quiescent 

letter  is  dropt. 

A  (_^^  mukhbl,  (or  ̂^2^°  muhhabbi)  One  who 
pitches  a  tent  (-^^i^  hhibas). 

A  iJV^  multhbafinn,  Shrunk,  drawn  together. 
A        muhhhhal,  Marrow. 

V  (JIasS*  muhJit,  Hope. 
A  C  '  ̂   mvlildtt,  One  who  diminishes  or  da- 

mages. Ashamed,  blushing. 

A jCi£'  muhhiar,  Chosen,  selected.  Most  ex- 
cellent, supreme,  highest.  Absolute,  independent. 

A  chooser.  A  free  agent.  Invested  with  power 

and  authority  ;  a  ruler,  master.  JcJ^  mukh- 
lari  kakh,  Chosen  of  God  (an  epithet  of  Muham- 

mad), anta  bVl  muhhtar,  It  is  you  to 

choose,  the  choice  rests  with  you. 

p  B^KiJj^j^  muhhtar-nama,  Written  power,  a 
power  of  attorney. 

yi  {jjC^  mulilitari,  Independence,  authority. 

A (Jlll^ muhhtul, Self-important,  haughty,  vain, 

proud,  looking  round  in  self-admiration.  (A  cloud) 
which  promises  rain. 

P  aJllI^  muhhtala,  A  deceiver,  impostor. 

A  muhhtan,  Deceived. 

A  IjC;^  muhhtdbar,  Place  of  concealment. 

AyS^ muhhtabar,Vro\ci.  3Iukhtabir,lLxpert. 

a'^jS^  mw/i/tiaiaz,  a  bakehouse.  3Iuhhtabiz, 
One  who  feeds  with  bread        hhubz).  A  baker. 

A  ̂ ^j.mJ^  m^ikhtabis,  Possessed  of  by  conquest. 
A  spoiler.  A  lion. 

A  muhhtabit,  One  who  asks  with  impor- 
tunity a  favour  for  nothing.  One  who  shakes  the 

leaves  off  a  tree. 

A  i^y^J-^  muhhtabil,  Who  or  what  impairs  or 
depraves  the  mind.  Restless. 

A  l^'is^  muJihtabir,  Hid,  concealed,  lurking.  A 
hider,  concealer. 

A  jji^  mukhfatim,  A  finisher,  concluder. 
"  ̂  muhhtatin,  Self-circumcised. 

A  vmhhtatu,  Absconding  for  fear  or 
shame  :  timid.  A  deceiver.  A  seizer. 

A  ̂ ji^  muhhtati,  Broken  by  sorrow  or  disease. 
Deficient,  defective.  A  vender  of  wares  piecemeal. 

A  sJii^  muhhtatifatf  Dreadful  (desert),  where 

neither  sound  is  heard  or  landmark  seen. 

AjJoiaS*  muhhtadir,  Closely  concealed. 

A  ̂ Aii*  muhhtaila^  Deceived,  circumvented. 
Muhhtadi^  A  deceiver.    An  evil-wisher. 

A  u^Jjki^  miilihtadif,  One  who  snatches  has- 
tily.   One  who  cuts  a  garment. 

A  ptXi^  mtikhtadim,  One  who  serves  himself. 
One  V  ho  employs  or  seeks  to  employ  as  a  servant. 

Aj?^7«wMa<<tV,Intoxicating,fuddIing(drink). 

A  ̂ /a^  muJehtarij,  An  extractor,  drawer  forth. 

A'e^yj^  muhhtarajat,  A  she-camel  equal  to  a 
fuU-trrown  male  in  size  and  strength. 

A  (^JlJ<^  muhhtarish,  A  scratcher.  One  who 
seeks  a  provision  for  a  family. 

A  {^J<^  muhhtar  is,  A  framer  of  lies.  One  who 

puts  (what  he  wants)  into  his  wallet. 
A  Is/I^  muhhtarit,  One  who  draws  (a  sword). 

One  who  strips  the  leaves  from  a  branch,  or  grapes 

from  a  stalk,  by  drawing  it  through  the  hand. 

A  rmihhtara^lnyenied..  Coined  (word). 

Miihlitai-i^  An  inventor,  author.  A  commencer, 
founder.  One  who  does  any  thing  de  novo.  Ade- 

frauder,  cheat.  A  cleaver.  One  who  lends  a  rid- 

ing-horse for  a  time. 

A  C^\s-jii^  miihhtara^t,Jnvcnt\or\s,  novelties. 

Af^Ji^  muhhtaraf,  Gathered  (fruit).  3Iuhh- 

tarif,  A  gatherer  of  fruit. 
A  miihhtarah,  The  time  or  place  of  pass- 

ing. A  (ship's)  course.  A  place  whence  or  whither 
the  wind  blows.  A  desert,  wilderness.  Muhhtarih, 

One  who  passes  by.  Hard-blowing  (wind).  An 
inventor  of  a  lie. 

A  ̂jiJ^  mxihhtaramyl\,emoveA  by  death.  3Inhh- 
iarim,  A  destroyer,  extirpator,  snatcher,  tearer  off. 

A  ̂ jli^muhJitazi^'W ho  or  what  tears  (any  one) away  from  his  family. 

A  ̂ j'fj^  muhhtazih,  Unsheathed  (sword). 
A  J|jl[^wM/iA<a2^t7,  Separate,  solitary.  One  who 

cuts,  tears,  separates,  or  throws  away. 

A^jJ<^muhhtazan,  Stored,  hoarded,  preserved. 

Miihlitaz'm,  One  who  keeps  a  secret.  A  hoarder 
of  wealth.    One  who  takes  the  shortest  road. 

A  mtthhtashib,  A  hewer  out  roughly 

(of  a  bow  or  arrow).  A  composer  of  careless,  un- 
polished verses  thrown  off  at  once. 

mulihtashi^  Humble,  humbled. 
A  i^jAjJ^  muhhtass,  Appropriated,  proper,  pe- 

culiar, special,  private.  Chosen,  selected,  elected. 

A  ̂jLojk^  muhhtassan,  (Pers.  pi.  of  i^jaSxJ^ 
muhhtass)  Intimates,  familiars,  chosen  friends. 

A jjolis^m  uhhtasar,  Abbreviated,  abridged,  con- 
tracted. Mean,  trivial,  small.  A  compendium, epi- 

tome, digest.  Title  of  a  book,  p  ̂̂ li^ yoU^  muhh- 
tasar  hardan,  To  abridge,  a  Muhhtasii;  One  who 

goes  a  little  way.  An  abridger,  epitomist.  A  taker 

(by  the  hand).    (SeCjUiIi-^  ikhtisar.) 

A  ̂J^J*ol^ muhhtasaran,  (Pers.  pi.)  Mean,  low- 

spirited  persons. A  u,Qv>>j^  muhhtasif,  A  doubler  or  sewer  (of 

a  slipper).  One  who  covers  (his  body)  with  leaves 
sewed  together. 

A  j^oIiJ^  muhhtasim,  Engaged  in  altercation. 
A  disputant,  wrangler. 

A  ̂^jo3J^  muhhtasi,  A  gelder.  One  who  cas- 
trates himself,  a-self-castrator. 

A  c-s-oii^ muhhtazib,  Dyed,  tinged.  One  who 

paints  himself.  A  Pict. 

Ajtols^  muhhtazar,  Dead  in  the  flower  of  his 
age.il/wA/<fa:rj>,Areaperofgreencorn.(See^l-aij»-\.) 

A  ̂^f>^i^  muhhtazi^  Humble,  depressed,  sub- missive. One  who  passes  quickly  by. 

A  |«-ajk^  muhhtazim,  A  cutter,  amputator.  A 
giver.  One  who  breaks  wind.  (A  sword)  which 
cuts  (the  scabbard). 

A  ki^  muhhtatt,  (or  muhhtatit)  One 

who  draws  a  line  or  marks  out.  Downy-cheeked. 

A  L_Jai^  muhhtatib,  One  who  asks  (a  woman) 

in  marriage.  One  who  invites  (another  man)  to 

marry,  and  offers  (him)  one  of  his  family. 

A  t_a)^ \^  multhtatif,  A  snatcher,  seizer,  car- 
rier off.  Departing,  quitting  (fever). 

A  muhhtati,  A  stepper,  advancer. 

A  i^jaSC^  muhhtajiz,  Who  descends  or  alights. 
A  e^toSC^  muhhtajizat,  Self-circumcised  (girl). 

A  Jji-:^  muhhtajik,  (Vapour  or  lightning)  in 
motion.  Loud-blowing  (wind). 

A  muhldafi,  Hidden  :  absconding,  lurk- 

ing. A  bringer  out,  drawer  forth,  publisher.  A 

digger  up  of  dead  bodies.  A  secret  murderer. 
A  J-Irli^mj/A/i^a//,  Emaciated,  attenuated.  Cor- 

rupted ;  disturbed,confounded,  confused,  depraved ; 

ruined  (business  by  negligence).  Indigent;  in  need. 
Tart,  acid.  A  sewer  together.  Excessively  thirsty. 

A  (,_Jc^  muhhtalib,  A  deceiver. 

A  ̂iai'7?jt/A/i/a/q;,Drawn,carriedoff.  Weaned. Fleshless  (face).  One  about  whose  origin  people 

dispute.  MuhhtaVij,  A  drawer  away,  abstracter. 
Tremblinj;.  Winkinjr. 

A  ^  muhhtalas,  Snatched,  carried  off. 

Mnhhtalis,  A  seizer,  drawer  to  himself,  stealer. 

A  laL^  muhhtalit.  Perplexed,  confused  (busi- 

ness). Obscure,  unknown  (genealogy).  A  camel 
whose  flesh  is  interlarded  with  fat.  Mixed.  Fat. 

(See  ihhiiiat.) 
A  jil^  muhhtati^  A  spoiler,  robber. 
A  mukhtali^t,  (A  woman)  who  asks  her 

husband  to  grant  her  a  divorce  with  her  marriage- 

settlements.  A  libidinous  woman. 
A  L  "  ̂   muhhtalaf,  Conflicting  (opinion)  ; 

disagreementjcontrariety  of  sentiment.  ;_aJo^ 

<arii^/?HM/f///aZrt/',Anirregularquadrangularfigure, 
a  trapezium.  Muhhtalif,  Diverse,  different,  dis- 

cordant, various.  Intricate.  Troubled  with  diar- 

rhoEa.Becomethe  successoror  representative(&A-ls»- 



hhalifat).  One  whomoves  to  and  fro,  or  turns  here 
and  there.  One  who  visits  the  wife  of  his  friend  in 

his  absence.  ̂ ^L<j^\  mukhtalifafu'l  azla^ 
A  scalenetriangle.  (.jlxob  baasnafi  mukh- 
talifa,  In  different  manners,  multifarious,  i  

tawaj^ifi  mukhtalifa,Yav\o\xs  sorts  of  people. 

A  ̂J-LlLj^  mukhtalak,  Well-made,  completely 
formed.  Invented,fabricated.  Alie, fiction.  Mukh- 

talih,  A  deviser, forger  (of  a  lie).  Well-made,  well- 
formed.    Adapted,  accommodated,  suited,  proper. 
A  mukhtalim,  A  chooser,  selector. 

A  (^_5^^«^  mukhtaluna,  (pi.  of  mukhtalt) 

Mowers  of  hay,  foragers,  grass-cutters. 

A  ̂ 'J^  niuhhtaU,  Sharp  (sword).  A  forager. A  lion. 

A  jJL^  mihhtam,  A  nut  which,  when  rubbed 
smooth,  they  shoot  off. 

A.^i^  mulihattam,  Carefully  sealed.  (The  leg 
of  a  quadruped)  marked  with  the  least  white. 

A  muhhtamm,  A  sweeper  (of  the  house). 

A  cleaner  (of  a  well).  A  cutter. 

A  jeJ^  muhJitamir,  Fermented.  Fermenting 

(wine) ;  leavening  (dough).  White-headed  (sheep 
or  horse). 

A  ci^Jjk^  mukhtanis,  One  who  turns  down  the 
mouth  of  a  bottle  in  order  to  drink. 

mukhtanak,  Narrow  (place),  lluhh- 
tanik,  Strangled,  throttled.  A  horse,  the  blaze 
of  whose  forehead  reaches  to  his  chin. 

A  ̂-jL^  makhtuw,  (The  fringe  of  a  garment) 
twisted  by  way  of  ornament, 

p  ̂ yi^  makhtum,  A  bear. 

A  ̂ yi^  makhtum,  Sealed.  Finished,  concluded. 

A  dry-measure  called  ̂ XtO  sa^     C-^*^  '^x)^  ̂̂ '"-^ 
TOa^/t^Mm,Sealing-wax  or  clay.jLaJ^\  ̂ ^i^  makh- 

tumu''l  absar,  Whose  eyes  are  sealed,  blind. 
A  ̂ j^J^  mMhhtun,  Circumcised. 
A  {^^i^  mukhtaroi,  Rendered  weak  in  mind. 

A  traveller  (over  a  country).  A  striker  of  a  spear 

into  the  belly  (of  a  horse).    A  taker,  seizer.  (A 

wild  beast)  which  steals  and  eats  (a  calf). 

A  mikhsat,  A  honey-gatherer's  bag. 
Aj<^m?^^/ts?>,Onewholeaves(butter)unmelted. 

(Seejljk=-\  ikhsar.~) 

A|^^TOM/iAas^am,Alion.Plump-faced,fleshy. 

A  j«JL^  mukhassam,  (or  S.^s^  muhJiassamat) 
Broad-toed  (shoe).  3Iukhassim,  Whomakes broad. 

A^^  maklij,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   )  Drawing,  moving 
(a  bucket)  about  in  a  well  till  (it)  fills  with  water. 

Lying  with.  ̂  

A  ̂   ss^     mukhajkhij,  One  who  draws  his 
body  together  through  fear;  absconding,concealing 

one's  self.  Violent  (wind).  One  who  moves  quick 
and  leans  to  a  side.  One  who  lies  with.  One  who 

conceals  his  thoughts. 

A  muhhjU,  Who  or  what  banishes  sor- 

row.  Astonishing,  confounding.  (A  valley)  luxu- 
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riant  with  herbage.  Mukhjil,  (or  jjs?^  muhhaj- 
jil)  One  who  makes  ashamed,  or  puts  to  the  blush. 

A  6^  mikhakhat,(pl.o{ ^mi<M/(/t) Marrows. 
A        7nukhidd,  A  furrow- maker;  digger. 

A  Siii:*  makhadat,  Aid,help, favour,  protection. 

A  'iS^  mihhaddat,  (pi.  olit*  maA/taiZc?)  A  bol- 
ster; pillow.  A  coulter. 

A  ̂ '^^  mukhdaj,  (A  camel  fostus)  imperfectly 
formed.  Deficient  inthehand,i.e.  avaricious,  stingy. 

3Iukhdij,  (A  she-camel)  going  the  full  time,  yet 
bringing  forth  an  imperfect  foetus.  (A  summer) 

having  little  rain. 
A  mukhaddid,  Shrivelled,  wrinkled  (flesh 

or  skin).  Lean,  scraggy.  Who  or  what  makes  lean. 

A  splitter. 

Ajd^  mukhdar,  Concealed  behind  a  curtain. 
lluhhdar  or  muhhdir,  (A  lion)  bidden  by  a  thicket. 
Muhhdir,  One  who  arrives  on  a  rainy  day.  Quiet 

at  home  or  in  a  nest.  Who  or  what  stupefies  and 
benumbs  the  limbs. 

Kj6-s^mukhaddar,Ye\\edi,  concealed,  kept  in. 
Muhhaddir,  Narcotic.  Who  keeps  concealed. 

A  muhhaddirat,  Narcotics,  anodynes. 

A  'ijy^  muhhaddarat,  (or  *5,ii^  miihhdarat) 
A  matron,  a  virtuous  lady  (true  to  the  marriage- 
bed,  and  always  veiled  when  going  abroad) ;  ayoung 

virgin  kept  retired,  behind  the  curtain,  p 

[JL^joS-  Jiij^.  muhhaddarati  pa7'dasi.  ̂ smat,  Con- 
cealed behind  the  veil  of  chastity,  i.e.  modest  women. 

A  (^S.^  mikhdash,  The  space  between  the 
shoulders  of  a  camel,  the  withers. 

A  mukJiaddish,  Who  or  M'hat  scratches 

very  much  with  the  nails.  A  cat.  The  space  be- 
tween the  shoulders  of  a  camel. 

A  mikhda^  or  mukhdaj  A  storehouse, 

place  where  any  thing  is  laid  up.  3Iukhdi^  A 

layer  up,  preserver.    (See  ̂ i^^  ihhda^) 
A  mukhadda^  Often  circumvented  in  war, 

and  thereby  gaining  experience.  Bluhhaddi^  A 
remarkable  deceiver. 

A  mikhdam,  A  sharp  sword.  3Iukhdim, 

One  who  orders  to  serve ;  one  who  gives  a  servant. 

Ono  who  begs  or  hires  a  servant  (f»ii^  khadwi) 
W  7   7         7  7  T-fc  1        O  7 

A  pj.^  m  ukhaddam,  Possessed  of  many  domes- 
tics or  followers.  The  tying- place  of  a  lady's  draw- 
ers at  the  ankle.  (A  horse)  having  white  circles 

round  the  feet.  3Iukhaddam,  (or  &A>t>^  mithhad- 
damat)  That  part  of  the  foot  where  they  bind  the 
fetter  X*ii,s«-  khadamat, 

A  d_^d^  mahhdud,  Cauterized  (camel). 

A jjd^  mahhdur,  Retired,  kept  behind  the  cur- 
tain.   (A  lion)  concealed  in  a  brake. 

A  ̂ S^makhdu^  Cut  in  the ye'm^^\ akhda^ 
A  ̂ jS^ makkdum,  Served,  waited  on  (by  slaves 

or  familiar  spirits).  A  lord,  master.   A  little  boy, 

an  infant.  A  eunuch.  ^jd^  makhdumi 
hasindf,  Lord  of  all  beings,  Omnipotence. 
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A  i^j'^^  makhduml,  My  lord  or  master. 
^  mahhdumiyat,  The  condition  of  being 

served  or  waited  upon.  Lordship. 

A  ̂ jS^  mukhdi,  One  who  walks  step  by  step. 

A  jjiiis^  mukhazrik,  A  fast  goer.  A  filler  (of  a 
vessel).  A  sharpener  (of  a  sword).  One  who  has  a 

fit  of  purging.  One  who  mutilates  the  extremities. 

A  ̂^>^  mukhazza^  Minced,  chopped  small,  but 
without  separation.  Roast  meat.  (A  tree)  bitten 

or  cut  off  at  the  top  or  extremities.  3Iukhazzi^ 
A  circumciser. 

A  'is-s^  mikhza^t,  A  knife. 

A  I  fi^^  mikhzaf,  The  handle  of  that  by  which 
the  bow-case  is  united  to  the  quiver. 

A  eiiS^  mikhzafat,  A  stick  slit  at  the  end  for 
throwing  stones,  a  sling.  Podex. 

A  &iii>^  mahhzakat,  The  anus. 

A  ̂_}s^muhhzil,{A  doe)  staying  with  her  young. 
A  muhhazzil,  One  who  causes  a  breach 

between  friends.    A  despiser.    An  abandoner. 

A  (•'^>^  mikhzam,  A  sharp  sword. 

A  ̂ li-^*  mukhazzam,  Sharp,  keen  (sword). 
31uhhazzim,  One  who  cuts  in  pieces. 

A  Jj(S^  makhzid,  Abandoned,  forsaken  ;  dis- 
appointed, frustrated ;  contemptible,  vile. 

A  miilthzis,  A  humbler,  tamer,  one  who 

renders  obsequious  (man  or  beast). 

A  ji^  malihr,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Passing  through  the 

sea  (a  ship) ;  ploughing  it  with  a  dashing  noise. 
Cutting  the  waves  (as  a  swimmer).  Wearing  away 

the  axle-hole,  playing  in  it  (the  axis  of  a  pulley). 

Being  copiously  watered  (land).  Taking  the  choicest 

of  household  stuff.  Incommoding  a  camel  (abun- 

dance of  milk),  causing  her  to  be  milked  much. 

Bringingwater  into  grounds(for  cultivation). 

jS*  banatu  maklir,  White  clouds  before  summer. 
Kj^mukhirr, yVho  causes  to  fall,or  throws  do  wn . 

Who  cuts(the  hand)  with  a  sword  so  that  it  drops  off. 
A        makhrasat,  (or         makhrat)  A  privy. 

A  viikhrash,  A  hooked  stick.  A  shoe- 

maker's implement  for  marking  leather. 

A  ia^j^  mWirat,  (pi.  la^jl^  mahharit)  A  ca- 
mel whose  milk  habitually  comes  away  in  a  clotted 

state.  A  snake  which  casts  its  slough  every  year. 

A  ̂ \}-^  mikhrak,  A  man  with  a  handsome 
figure,  whether  tall  or  not.  A  wild  bull.  A  lord. 
Liberal.  Expert,  skilful.  A  twisted  wreath,  with 

which  they  playfully  strike  one  another  when  danc- 

ing, ij^j^  huwamikkrak  harbin,  He  is 
active  in  battle,  he  fights  valiantly. 

p  makhrdn,  Name  of  a  Christian  monas- 

tery or  church,  so  called  after  the  architect. 

A  L^j.^  mukkrib,  Who  or  what  desolates  or 
lays  waste ;  a  destroyer,  desolater. 
A  mukkarrab,  Corrupted  (word).  Slit- 

eared.  3Iukharrib,  Who  destroys  all  around,  far 

and  wide,  j^v*     /J-s**  muhharribi  ma^nur,  A 



ravager  of  cultivated  countries. 

A  i^ji^  muhkribat,  An  empty  bee-hive.  A  she- 
camel  left  unfettered  for  the  purposeof  being  milked. 

A  i^jai jJ^  muhltarhis,  A  man  who  is  a  subtile 
calculator,  who  enters  into  the  minutiae  of  things. 

s^j.-^  mxthhaibih,  A  tearcr  (of  a  garment). 
One  who  cuts  small, or  minces.  Acorrupter,spoiler. 

A  iib^  muhharbakat,  (A  woman)  subject  to 
syncope  in  coitu. 

A  S^itf  mahhrat,  mihhrat,  or  muhhrat,  A  cho- 
sen, selected  thing.  Any  thing  issuing  from  the 

belly  and  smelling  offensively. 

A  C^J^  mahhrat,  A  straight  or  right  road. 

A  ,^jJ^  mahhraj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -=')  Going  out 
in  a  hostile  manner,  sallying  forth  against.  (pi. 

^Ls^  mahharij')  Time  and  place  of  going  forth. An  organ  of  excretion.  A  necessary,  privy.  Ut- 
terance,pronunciation,or  rather  the  part  from  which 

a  letter  is  uttered,  p  (j--^.  '^j-^  mahhruji  pas, 

The  hinder  vent,  anus.  3IuhhraJ,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ /*") 
Producing,  drawing  out,  bringing  forth.  Expel- 

ling. Led  out,  ejected,  exported, carried  forth.  Time 

and  place  of  leading  forth.  Muhhrij,  Expelling; 

an  expeller.  A  leader  forth,  bringer,  thruster,  or 

digger  out.  One  who  pays  tribute.  One  who  hunts 

a  black  and  white  ostrich  (called  ̂ ^/^^  ahhraj'). A  mahJiarraj,  Instructed  in  learning  and 

politeness.  (A  field)  partly  covered  with  herbage. 

(A  year)  partly  barren,  partly  fruitful.  3Iuhhar- 
rij,  A  tutor,  instructor  of  youth.  One  who  covers 

part  of  a  tablet  with  writing,  but  not  the  whole. 

A  muhhrid,  Bashful,  silent,  or  speaking  in 

a  low  voice  from  modesty.  Inclined  to  laughter, 

raillery,  or  any  thing  ludicrous. 

A  Jii;-^  muhhardal,  Chopped  small  (meat). 

Prostrated.   Epileptic.  3Iuhhardil,  Greatly  sha- 

ken (palm-tree),  j^ct  having  large  unripe  dates  re- 
maining upon  it.  A  cutter  (of  meat)  in  small  pieces. 

Ajjss^  mihhraz,  A  shoemaker's  awl. 
muhlburraz.  Any  insect  whose  wings  look 

as  if  perforated  with  stitch-holes  («_y=^  hhurzat). 
A  c_)**j^  muhharris,  One  who  dresses  or  gives 

the  food  hhursat  to  a  woman  in  child-bed. 

A  (^js^  viihhrash,  A  hooked  stick.  A  shoe- 

maker's implement  for  drawing  lines  on  the  leather. 

A  (^j^  7M?f/«/(rt?7'/.s7t,  (Corn)  shooting  forth  its 
first  ears. 

A  B^j^  viihhrashat,  A  shoemaker's  implement 
for  drawing  lines  on  leather. 

A  i^j^  mihhras,  Aspear,  especially  the  head. 

A  ifj^  mihhrat,  A  turner's  lathe.  3Inhhrit, 
Who  draws  together  (a  purse),  (pi.  kj.jl^  ma- 
hhaiit)  (A  camel  or  a  sheep)  troubled  with  a  dis- 

ease (is^  hliarat)  which  coagulates  their  milk. 

AW^?)H//Jiaj7"</,Aperient,cathartic(medicinc). 
A  muhJiartam,  (A  boot)  pointed  at  the 

toe.    Muhharthn,  One  who  strikes  on  the  ̂ ^j^'- 
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hhartiim  (proboscis,  trunk,  nose,  or  snout). 

A  muhharra^  Changeable,  capricious. 
A  <— mahhraf,  (v.  n.  of  (_j^)  Gathering 

fruit  in  autumn.  The  date-picking.  A  fruit-garden. 

An  avenue  between  rows  of  palm-trees.  An  open 

level  road.  Mihhraf,  A  basket  into  which  the 

choicest  dates  are  picked.  3[uhhrif,  One  who  be- 

gins the  autumn.  (A  she-camel)  which  brings 

forth  a  colt  in  the  autumn  ((__a?ji-  kharif). 

A  'isy^  mahhrafat,  A  fruit-garden,  orchard.  An 
open  road.  A  way  through  rows  of  palms ;  avenue. 

A  muhliurfaj,  Wide,  ample  (garment). 

Copious  (draught  of  milk). 

A  f^J^j^  muhharfash,  Mixed. 
A  ̂ ji^  viahhrah,  An  extensive  desert  without 

water.  A  stone  beside  a  cistern,  whereon  they  stand 

in  drawing  water.  3Iukhrih,  A  striker  with  asto- 
nishment, aconfounder. 

A  ̂'^^ muhharrah,  Rent,  torn.  Muhharrih,  A render,  tcarer.    A  great  liar. 

A  'e3j^  mahhraltat,  (v.  n.  of  j"^)  Telling  a 
lie.  A  twisted  wreath,  with  which  they  playfully 

strike  each  other  when  dancing. 

A  viahkrim,  (pi.  p^-^  makharini)  The 
brow  of  a  hill,  the  projecting  summit  of  a  moun- 

tain, a  ness.  The  fore  part  of  a  torrent.  3Iuhh- 

rim,  (Death)  snatching  (one)  aw'ay. 
A  X-*;^  muhharramat,  Crop-eared  (sheep). 

A  djCj-^  inuhharmid,  Fixed,  assiduous.  Silent, 
looking  on  the  ground. 

A  *>/CyS!^*  viahhrimiyat.  Metempsychosis,  trans- 
migration of  souls.    A  certain  licentious  sect. 

A  ̂ i!>j^  vmhlirambih.  Silent,  mute.  ̂ ^^jH? 

^iJo)  vmhhramhih  li  yaviba^  One  who  fixes  his 
eyes  on  the  ground  that  he  may  spring  on  his  ad- 

versary unawares. 

A  ̂ ^ji^  muhhranshi7n,'Prox\d,  high  in  his  own opinion.  Ill-coloured  and  emaciated.  Contracted 
in  the  limbs. 

K^^j-^tii  w/</^/•a?^^^m,Haughty,tossingthe  nose. 
A  'Lst-ij^  mvhliarnihat,  A  country  swarming 

with  leverets  (^3^/*'  hhirniU). 

A  L-^.y^"  mahhrub.  Split.  Wasted,  plundered. 
A  ijj^  mahh  or  mnhhrutat,  A  privy,  jakes. 

A  C^^J^  mahJirut,  Split  in  the  nose  or  lip. 

A  ̂ j^j^  muhhrawrih.  One  who  goes  about 
on  a  camel.  Light.  Clever,  dexterous. 

Ajjij^  viahliruz,  Sewn,  stitched. 

A  {J^jj^  mahhrush,  (A  camel)  marked  with 
the  oblong  impression  (_>i>J_p-  hhirash. 

A  isj^^TOcrA/fnli',  Unbarked,  peeled.  Planed, 
turned  in  a  lathe.  Conical.  One  whohasalong  flice 

and  thin  beard.  Purged  with  green  food  (a  camel). 

A  ̂'^j^  muhhraivwit,  Swift  (camel). 
A  Xlsj^^  mahhrutat,  A  cone.  A  beard,  light 

upon  the  check,  smooth  at  the  point,  and  long. 

A  ̂ ^J^  mahhruti,  Conical,  tapering. 

A  iLffj^j^*  7nahhrv^it,  Furious  (she-camel). 
Marked  in  the  ear  with  the  mark  hhara^ 

A  I — ijji^  mahhruf,  Plucked,  pulled,  gathered 
(dates).  Watered  by  the  autumnal  rain. 

A  ̂j^J^  makhruh,  Disappointed,  debarred  from the  comforts  of  life. 

A  |»Jj^  /ltd  hhi'um,  (Verse)  of  the  measure^^^«i 

fo^hui  reduced  to  ^lun,  and  f^f^^Jbe  mti- 
fa^latun  cut  down  to  i^J^^  fa^latun. 

A  lSj^  mahhra',  Name  of  a  village  in  Hijaz 
possessing  villages  and  forts. 
A  mihhzab,  Swollen  with  fat  (camel). 

A  mihhzaj,  Covered  with  col  lops  of  fat. 

A  ajsi*  mahhazzat.  The  form  of  a  hare. 
A muhhazzir,  One  who  straitens. 

A  ̂ jj^muhhazrih.  Fast,  long-stepping  (beast). 

A  muhhazzi^  Who  or  what  cuts. 

A  ̂ Jy^  mihhzah,  (pi.  jjV^  mahhazih)  A  kind 
of  wooden  stick  with  a  sharp  iron  head,  which  runs 

through  several  (dates)  at  once,  kept  by  a  date- 
seller.  The  purchaser  receives  for  his  money  as  many 

dates  as  he  can  spit,  be  they  many  or  few. 

A  miihhazzam,  (A  bird)  whose  bill  is  per- 

forated.   3Iukhazz'im,  Who  puts  on  a 
A  malihzun,  A  storehouse,  storeroom,  ma- 

gazine, treasury,  granary,cellar.jj^^\  ̂ jJa^*waA/i- 
zanu'l  asrar,  A  repository  or  keeper  of  secrets. 

A  Jj|^}^  mahhzul,  Broken-backed. 
ApjJ^  mahhzum.  Pierced  in  the  nose.  (A  bird) 

perforated  in  the  bill.  Nameof  the  founder  of  a  tribe. 

A  (jj^}^  mahhzun.  Stored  up,  hoarded. 
A  ̂jji^  muhhzifVtho  or  what  covers  with  shame 

or  ignominy.  Adespiser;  a  depressor,  afflicter,ruiner. 

p  jjljk-*^  muhltistan,  A  grove  of  palm-trees. 

Aj^^J^  viuhhsir,  A  loser.  Detrimental. 
AjZ.^  miihhassir,  One  who  causes  loss ;  inju- 

rious, dcti'imental.    A  seducer. 
A  ■_o  -  -<^  mnhhsif.  One  who  discovers  a  spring 

in  a  rock  flowing  forth  incessantly.    Blind  (eye). 

A  ̂.^su^ii?  mnhhassaf,  A  lion. 

A  ,y!L^muhhassal,  Rejected,  reprobated,  wick- 

ed, vile,  useless,  unserviceable. 

A  ̂ j;— ̂   muhhs'm.  One  become  ignominious  af- 
ter having  been  in  high  repute. 

Kjy^J^  mahhsiir.  Injured,  damaged. 
A  ?Hahhsu^  Removed  to  a  distance. 
A  ._<jT.<:^  mahhsuf,  (A  spring  or  well)  dug  in 

a  rock  and  perennial. 

A  J^-^  iiiahhsul,  Rejected,  reprobated.  Use- 

less, unserviceable. 
A  (_^»*^  7niihhsi,  (or  muhhassi)  A  player 

at  odd  "or  even  with  nuts. 
w 

A  7)iikhasfish,  Bold  in  the  night-time.  An 

intrepid  horse.  Penis. 
A  s\JiJ^7nahhshat, (v. n. of ̂ _^L^)F caving:  fear. 

A  i^^^J^"^  mnhhashhhish,  A  producer  of  sound 
by  the  collision  of  hard  bodies  or  dry  substances. 



as  papers,  new  clothes,  or  arms. 

A  mukkshi^  A  humbler,  depressor. 

A  (_a-i^  makhshaf,  A  frozen  place.  Mikh- 

shaf,  A  lion.  A  meddler  in  any  business.  (A  road- 

guide)  fearless  in  the  night,  conducting  with  expe- 
dition.   Bluhhshif,  (A  doe)  which  has  a  fawn. 

A  L_fl-i^  mukkashshif,  One  who  breaks  with 
violence.  A  road-guide.  Troubled  with  the  scab 

or  scald,  and  going  straddlingly  on  that  account. 
A  mukhashshal,  Rejected,  discarded. 

Adorned  with  jewels. 

A  ̂ .L^  muhhashsham,  Very  drun\.  Muhhash- 
shim,  Pungent,  intoxicating,  overpowering  (smell). 

A  f^^^  muhhashshin,  Irritating  :  exasperator. 

A'ixL^maJihshanat,{v  .n.of'^^jZ^  )Being  rough. 
A  i^y^^  mahhshub,  Polished  (sword).  Un- 

polished (sword).  Ill-dressed  (meat).  Bread  with- 
out meat. 

A  (^^^^  makhshush,  A  camel  in  whose  nose 
the  wooden  ring;_)iLi^  khishash  has  been  inserted. 

A  J yJ:^  makhshvl,  Rejected,  discarded.  Low, 
base,  despicable. 

A  mahhshuia,  Drunk,  intoxicated. 

A  mukhashshi,  Fear-inspiring,  terrific. 

A  AJj-i^  viakhshiyat,  (v.  n.  of  j_^i^)  Fearing. 
A  I  jLo^  mikhsab,  Fertile,  fruitful  (land). 

A  (Jl-oi^  mikhsal,  A  reaping-hook,  a  sickle. 

muhhsib,  (A  country  or  people)  fruit- 
ful, rich  in  produce.    Plenteous  (year). 

A  j*a^  muhhassar,  Slender,  thin.  Slim  or  hol- 
low (sole  of  a  shoe).  Narrow-wristed  (hand).  A 

man  hollow  and  narrow  in  the  middle  (of  the  foot). 

A  'ij*e^  mikhsarat,  (p\.j>o\^  makhasir)  Any 
thing  taken  in  the  hand  to  lean  upon  (as  a  staff); 

or  for  a  j)ublic  speaker  to  lean  upon  (as  a  wand). 

A  i^ja^^  niukhassis,  One  who  appropriates  or 

makes  his  own.    (See  ̂ _>3Juaafi  takhsis.) 

A  v_fl-<aLS^'  mikhsaf,  A  cobbler's  awl.  Mukh- 
sif,  A  quick  goer. 

A  (»_ft#as^*  mukhassif,  A  strong  and  good  sewer. 
Bad-tempered.  One  who  makes  great  pretensions 
to  what  he  is  not  entitled. 

A  mikhsal,  A  sharp  sword. 

A  f^yos^  mahhsuf,  (A  shoe)  made  of  several 

layers  or  soles  of  leather.  Smooth  (sky).  Bi-co- 
loured,  black  and  white. 

Ajyo^  mahhsur,  Injured,  damaged.  / 

A  ̂ J^^J<a^TOafe/t.SMS,  Peculiar,  special,  particu- 
lar, proper,  specific,  belonging  to.  Private,  domes- 
tic, intimate.  Addicted,  dedicated  ;  peculiarly  as- 

cribed or  attributed  to.  p  (jiij^  {^joyoJ^  malili- 
susi  dam  budan,  To  have  only  the  last  breath  re- 

maining in  the  body. 

A  La_j*a^  mahhsusan,  Specially,  particularly. 

A  'sl^M^^a^  ynakhsusiyat,  Property,  peculiarity, 
speciality.  Friendship. 

A  ijo.^  malthsa',  The  place  of  castration. 
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A^^^jA^  makhsiy,  Gelded.  A  eunuch. 
Ai^jA^  mahhz,(j  .xi.o?  ;_>a^)Churning(which 

is  done  by  shaking  milk  in  a  leathern  bag  or  bottle). 

Shaking  any  thing  violently.  Moving  (a  bucket) 

in  a  well  (till  it  fills).    Braying  (a  he-camel). 

A  i^^ja^  niukhhhaz,  (pi.  of  (^jas>-\io  mahhiz)  In 
travail,  experiencing  the  pains  of  birth  (women, 
camels,  or  sheep). 

A  mikhzab,  A  vessel  in  which  colour- 
ing matter  is  kept,  a  dyeing  vat. 

A  c_^-<^,T^  muhliazzah,  Tinged,  dyed,  imbued. 

Muhhazzib,  One  who  colours  or  dyes  well. 

A  i.V<fl-^  mihhzad,  A  voracious  eater. 

AjioJ^  7mihhazzar,Yerdant,  made  green.  Blest. 
3Tukhazzir,  One  who  makes  green. 

A  j^a^  mukhzarr,  Green,  verdant. 

A  <^yaj£  muhhazrab,  Eloquent. 
A  ijto^  malihzarat,  A  verdant  spot. 

A  p'O-^  7nuhhazram,  Spurious,  born  of  a  con- 
cubine, one  who  knows  not  his  father.  A  man  who 

has  lived  half  his  life  a  Pagan  and  half  a  Muham- 
madan  (such  was  the  poet  lioJ^  labul).  Held  in 
little  estimation.  A  mulatto,  one  born  of  a  white 

father  and  a  black  mother.  Water  betwixt  heavy 

and  light.  Insipid  (meat).  (Meat)  difficult  to  be 
discovered,  whether  of  a  male  or  female  animal. 
Uncircumcised. 

AMjto^  viukhazramat,  Circumcised  (woman). 

(A  she-camel)  mutilated  in  the  upper  part  of  the  ear. 

A  ̂ g.a^  mulihzi^  One  who  humbles,  abuses, 
makes  submissive.  (Old  age)  making  one  to  stoop. 

One  who  accosts  (a  woman)  in  gentle,  soft  terms. 

A  'isuQ^  muJikzifat,  Wine  (as  causing  a  man 
to  break  wind  without  blushing). 

A  mikhzal,  Sharp  (sword).  3Iukhzal, 

Easy,pleasant(life).  3Iu7ihzil,Soft,  tender, delicate. 
aA^o^  mukhazzil,  Soft,  tender,  delicate. 

A  ̂ y*a^  muhhzall,  (A  hillock  or  a  knoll)  wet 
with  dew.   Easy,  pleasant  (life). 

A  viakhzam,  Any  thing  eaten  with  the 

front-teeth,  il/w^/t^'am, Blest  with  the  conveniences 
of  life.  3Iukhzim,  (Water)  slightly  brackish,  drunk 

by  cattle,  though  not  by  men. 
A  mukJiazzam,  Abundantly  blest  with 

pleasures  or  conveniences  of  life. 

A  (j*a^  miklizan,  Who  wears  out  his  cattle  by 
much  labour. 

A  i^^A^  7nakhzub,  Tinged,  stained,  dyed. 

Aiiyo^  makhzud,(A  tree)  cleared  of  its  thorns. 
Unable  to  rise. 

A  ̂^jjia^»;a^/«2i<^,Depressed, humbled.  Avassal. 
A  i^yo^  mahhzun.  Dismissed  (manliness). 

A  'ijya^  makhzunat,  Pregnant  (woman). 
A  la_^  makht,  (v.  n.  of  la-^)  Being  shot  off, 

piercing  through  (as  an  arrow).  Drawing  (a  sword 

or  a  bow).  Blowing  the  nose.  A  short  garment. 

The  caul  or  membrane  covering  the  head  of  a  new- 

born  camel.  Ashes.  A  quick  step.  The  resem- 

blance of  a  son  to  his  father.  Blahhit,  (pi.  \a\^^' 
amhhat)  A  generous  prince. 

A  la^  viikhatt,  A  style,  or  any  instrument  of 

iron  or  wood  for  writing  or  drawing  lines ;  a  ruler. 

A  Islla^  mihldat,  Any  rule  for  making  straight 

lines.  A  tablet  whereon  a  thing  is  drawn  or  written. 
A  ■  ̂^<^  muhlitib,  (Game)  which  approaches, 

and  presents  its  side  to  the  hunter.  Who  calls  (any 

body)  to  witness  or  sanction  a  marriage.  (A  gourd) 

becoming  yellow,  with  green  streaks. 
A mukhiir,  One  who  puts  any  thing  into 

another's  head.  One  who  rushes  into  dangrer  against 

an  adversary,  or  goes  out  to  fight  him.  One  who 

puts  (his  estate)  at  hazard  upon  two  gamesters. 

Equal  (in  dignity).  J^'^ J>-^  akhiru  makhtarin. The  end  of  a  treaty. 

A  i_-^la^  mukhtarib,  A  liar.  One  who  bends 
(a  bow)  greatly.  One  who  twists  firmly  (a  rope). 
One  who  lives  wretchedly. 

A  I — ij  Vii^  mukhatrif,  A  fast  walker,  a  taker 
of  long  steps.  A  striker  (with  a  sword). 

A  'iij^^  mukhatrif  at, hoose-sk'inned  (woman). 
A  JaJa^  mukhattat,  (A  garment)  marked  with 

stripes,  striped.  (A  young  man)  whose  beard  be- 
gins to  appear.  Handsome,  comely.  BLukhattit, 

One  who  draws  straight  lines.  One  who  weaves 

or  marks  cloths  with  stripes.  One  who  draws  lines 
well  or  writes  elegantly.  A  little  eater. 

A «  ala^  mukktaf,  (A  horse)  clung  in  the  belly. 

Bluhhtif,  (An  arrow)  which  flies  wide  of  the  mark. 
Fallen  or  clung  together. 

A  (J-la^  mukktil,  Indecent  in  talk. 

A  ̂ia^  mahhtam,  Aviomsxi.  A  wife.  3Iakh- 
tim  or jmikhtam,  The  nose,  snout,  or  beak. 

A  ̂^ia^ mukhattam ,  Haltered  (camel).  Marked 
on  the  nose  (a  beast  of  burden).  3Iukhattam  or 

mukhattim,  Half-ripe  dates  streaked,  llukhattim. 

One  who  puts  a  halter  (on  a  camel  or  horse).  Who 
overcomes  with  words.    Name  of  a  poet. 

A  u-J^la^  makhtub,  Affianced,  betrothed,  pro- 
mised. Entitled. 

makhtubat.  Affianced  (lady). 

A j^ia^  makhtur,  Imagined,  conceived. 
Ah^aJ^raakhtut,  Striped,  channelled, gi-ooved. 

A  (  j_jla^  mahhtuf,  Lank-bellied.  (A  camel) 
burnt  with  a  mark  shaped  like  the  iron  (__jUa=-. 

A  i^^la^  makhtum,  Haltered  (camel).  (A  ca- 

mel) marked  on  the  nose  or  face.  j»^iaj»-  ̂ jU<^ 
^jjwcLlaJ*-  j\  mahhtumu  khitamin  aw  khitamayn, 
Marked  with  one  mark  or  two  marks. 

A  ̂J^^  mukhtif,  One  who  sins  through  mis- 
take, without  design :  one  who  blunders,  or  acts  im- 

properly. One  who  sins  intentionally. 
A  multhti,  One  who  causes  to  step  or  go. 

A  u-fi^  mukhiff,  Light,  easy,  nimble.  One 

who  removes  or  alleviates  another's  burden.  Pos- 
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sessed  of  lijjlit,  active  cattle. 

A  j'isi°  mihhfar,  Extremely  bashful  (woman). 

A^^flai°  mxthhfir,  Who  sends  with,  or  gives  one 
a  guide  f  s^fli*-  hhiifarat).  A  promise-breaker. 

A tnaliliafj'ir,  A  patron, protector.  A  guide. 
One  wiio  puts  to  the  blush. 

A  (j-ii^  imihhfi$,  Soon  inebriating  (wine).  An 
obscene  talker. 

A  ̂ j^i^  mulihqffis,  A.  mixer  of  water  with  wine. 

A  fjsJiJ^ vivhhciffish,  Onewhothrowsdown  and 
tramples  on.  One  who  cleaves  to  the  ground.  A 

desolatcr.   Infirm  (body). 

A  ̂_^viai£°  inakhfaz,  The  place  of  circumcision 
in  a  female. 

A  {^_)aSI^  mvJthaffiz,  One  w  ho  does  (any  thing) 

gently  auJ  lightly.    (See  i^jaxSJ^  tahlifiz.) 
A  I  aa^  muliliaffaf,  Alleviated,  made  light. 

Contemptible.  (A  consonant)  having  a  short  for 

a  long  vowel,  or  a  tashdid  removed.  L-fla^  i^\s> 

had  muhhaffaf,  The  gentle  aspirate,  as  the  8  he  at 
the  end  of  such  Persian  words  as  ajU-  hhana,  Sec, 

like  the  "  h"  in  Messiah.  3Iuhhnffif,  Who  alle- 
viates, makes  light.  One  who  marks  (a  consonant) 

with  a  long  vowel  for  a  short  one. 

A  ̂ jS^  mihhfah,  A  broad  sword.  Mnhhfih, 

One  who  nods  the  head.    (See  ̂^^^i>-^  ikhfak.) 

A  'iSLSL^  mihhfuhat,  A  scourge,  or  any  thing 
twisted,  with  which  they  strike  one  another  play- 

fully when  dancing. 

A  ̂jo_ji^maA///M2,  Depressed,  submissive,  (in 

grammar)  Marked  with  ̂ juafls*-  khafz,  i.  e.  a  short  i. 

A  'L>6^hj^  mahJifuzat,  Circumcised  (girl). 
A  mahhfu^lnsanc.  Afflicted  with  a  burn- 
ing pain  from  hunger. 

A  I  i^L^ mahhfuf,  Alleviated.  (A  consonant) 
marked  with  a  short  for  a  long  vowel. 

A  ̂ ^s^  mahhfuh,  Affected  with  a  palpitation 

of  heai't  (^^Uia>-  hhafahan).  Mad. 

A  ,1*;^^  mahhfiyy  Hid,  concealed,  covered,  oc- 
cult, clandestine,  private.  Suppressed.  Secretly. 

A  muhhill,  A  disturber,  interrupter,  cor- 

rupter, spoiler.  Who  disappoints,  does  not  pay,  or 

perform.  One  who  reduces  to  poverty.  (A  com- 
mander of  a  garrison)  who  neglects  or  starves  his 

soldiers.  Who  carries  off,  goes  away  with.  Who 

deserts,  abandons  (his  station).  Poor,  destitute. 

Pricked,  turned  (wine).  (A  palm)  which  bears 
bad  or  unripe  dates.  One  who  leads  his  camels 

forth  to  pasture  on  the  herb  s\i-  hhullat.  Any  one 

whose  camels  arc  thus  pasturing.  (A  camel)  which 

feeds  on  the  sweet  plant  hhullat.  (J.^  mu- 
hhilli  sulk,  A  disturber  of  the  peace. 

p  muhhalld,  A  dish  made  of  brinjals  and 

baked  meat,  which,  together  with  a  few  slices  of 

lemon, Js  eaten  with  thin  cakes. 

A  mukhalla',  Empty.  Dismissed,  set  at 

liberty,  repudiated,  set  free.  ̂ ^ia)b  muhhalla' 

hCt  tah^  Unceremonious,  easy,  free. 

A  "i"^^ mihhlat ,  (pi.  jJ'j^  mahhall)  A  proven- 
der-bag hung  round  (a  horse's)  mouth,  a  nose-bag. 

A  )^':^  mihhlat,  A  b  usy-body,  meddler. 
A( — 5^)v3^  mlhldaf,  One  who  never  keeps  his  pro- 

raise.  (pl.u_ftjJli^ rHaA/ia/t/")Atownship  or  district, 
such  as  those  into  which  Arabia  Felix  is  divided. 

A  mihhlah,  (pi.  viahhalib)  A  nail, 
claw,  hooked  talon  of  a  rapacious  bird  or  beast.  A 

reaping-sickle  without  teeth.  il/MA/<Z/Z),Leafy(  vine). 
(Water)  troubled  with  stiff,  black  mud. 

A  //a/AAf///«i,  Deceived.  Deep-coloured, 

highly-painted  (vest).  MnhhaUih,  A  deceiver. 

Af^j-^A^  muhhalbis,  Who  or  what  makes  mad. 

A         tnuhhillat,  Gi'ound  growing  iJi>-  hhullat. 
V  vinhhlaj,  Name  of  a  herb  which  intoxi- 

cates any  quadruped  that  eats  of  it. 

A  ij,^^  muhhalhhal.  That  ])art  of  the  leg  on 
which  the  ornament  hhalhhal  is  worn  ;  the 

ankle.    3Iuhhalkhil,  One  who  strips  a  bone. 

A  muhhlid,  Stationary,  settled.  Strongly 

attached.     Inclined  to.    Rendering  perennial. 

A  i^A^  muhhallad,  (A  man)  favoured  with  a 

green  old  age,  and  still  capable  of  serving.  Eter- 

nal, durable,  ])ormanent.  Adorned  with  ear-rings 
or  bracelets.  ^luhhallid,  Fixed,  settled.  One  who 

gives  perpetuity. 
A  mvhhlis,  Mixed  (green  and  dry  grass, 

or  black  and  grey  hair). 

Ai^jai^  mahhlas,  An  asylum.  A  place  of  escape. 
A  surname  adopted  by  poets,  which  they  generally 

introduced  into  the  last  couplet  of  the  Jjff-  gftazal, 
or  ode.  It  also  denotes  this  last  couplet,  which  is 

sometimes  called  i\Ju  shah  hayt,  or  the  royal 

distich.  J/z<A/<Zas, Pure,  unsullied.  Miihhlis,  Sin- 

cere, candid,  pure,  real,  loyal,  unfeigned. 
(^ja\^  viuhihhi  ynuhhlis,  A  sincere  friend,  loving 

affectionately.  (This  is  often  used  in  letters,  and 
is  synonymous  with  most  devoted,  affectionate, 
humble  servant. 

A  {^jAiJ^  jnukhallis,  A  liberator,  deliverer,  sa- 
viour. One  who  demonstrates  sincere  affection. 

p  eo^-^ioii^  muhJdisaJia,  Sincere,  friendly,  can- 

did.  Sincerely,  like  a  sincere  friend. 

A  ik>a!^  muhhlisat,  The  seed  or  grain  of  a  cer- 

tain herb  called  cij^Jjjy  titruz  oil. 

A  lai^  mihhlat,  (or  J->J*  laJ^  mihhlat  mizyal) 

A  busy-body,  meddling,  otiicious  person. 
A  iai^  muhhallat,  Well  mixed.  Muhhallit,  A 

mixer.   A  confounder,  disturber,  perplexer. w 

A  miihhalla^  Paralytic.  Distant  between 
the  hips.  Weak,  loose,  relaxed.  Apparently  mad 
or  silly.  In  the  metre  called  \aJ^  ba.fit  (Simple), 

vi  ustaf^lun,  changed  to  ̂J> maf^dun. 

l\Ii/hhalli^  A  remover,  drawer  forth.  A  straddler. 
A  mahhlaf.  Roads  through  the  valley  of 

Mina,by  which  pilgrims  pass.  iJ/w A AZrT/", Depraved, 

corrupted.  Jluhhlif,  One  who  substitutes,  causes 
to  succeed  or  follow.  A  restorer,  returner,  replacer ; 

mender  (of  a  garment).  A  corrupter.  Offensive, 

smelling  disagreeably.  Untrue  to  his  word.  One 
who  stretches  out  his  hand  and  claps  it  to  his  sword. 
One  who  draws  water  for  his  family.  Dry  (hav) 

which  puts  forth  young  herbage.  One  who  removes 
the  girth  from  before  the  sheath  (of  a  camel). 

(Stars)  obscured  by  clouds,  yet  not  followed  by 
rain.  One  who  repairs  a  loss,  and  recruits  himself. 
A  camel  ten  years  old.  muhldiji  ̂ am, 

A  camel  one  year  less,  (jvo'^  ̂ _iJj£^  muhhlifi  ̂ a- 
mayn,  Two  years  less.  ̂ \^\  ioilo  u-ala^  muhhlifi 
saldsut  a^rdm,  One  three  years  under  ten.  (See (_J^)i-\  ihhldf.) 

p  1 — ci^  muhhlaf,  A  young  pigeon.  A  hand- 
some lad. 

A  muhhallaf,  Deceived.  Any  thing  left 

behind  (when  dead).  Muhhallif,  One  who  leaves 
behind.  One  who  appoints  a  vicegerent  or  succes- 

sor (aiAs*  hhalifat).  One  who  turns  the  backside 

to  (another)  in  contempt.  One  who  ties  a  camel's 
teat  that  the  milk  may  not  run  out. 

A  muhhallaf  at,  (pi.  fem.  ofi_iI^  w«. 

hhalhtf)  Heritages,  effects  bequeathed  oi-  left. 
A  &aJ^  mahhlafat,  A  willow-ground.  A  road. 

A  place  where  travellers  alight, a  stage.  Any  thing 

which  imparts  to  the  mouth  an  offensive  smell. 

Miihhlifat,  A  she-camel  which  gives  signs  of  preg- 
nancy when  that  is  not  the  case. 

A  ̂jU^!' 7nuhhlah  or  7n«A/i//A,  Thread-bare  (gar- 
ment). JJTuhhlih,  One  who  wears  out  (a  garment). 

Who  puts  a  worn  garment  on  another  person. 

A  f^^A-s^  muhhallah,  Well-shaped,  perfectly- 
formed.  Neatly-finished  (arrow).  JIuhhallih,  One 
who  forms  well,  completes,  makes  smooth  or  level. 

One  who  anoints  with  the  spice  called  ̂ ^i-  hhaluh. 

A  aiila?*  makhlahat,  Any  thing  well  adapted  or 
fitted.   Worthy,  fit,  proper. 

A  A^-^is^*  mahhlujat,  (A  spear)  vibrated  from 
right  to  left.  A  just  opinion. 

A  mahhlut,  Mixed,  confused,  blended. 

A  ̂ y^-^  mahhlu^  Rejected  hy  friends.  De- 
posed, cashiered.  (A  quadruped)  affected  with  a 

twisted  hough. 

A  i_-J^is^  mahhluf,  Troubled  with  dysentery. 
A  mahhluh,  Created,  formed,  produced, 

brought  forth.  Smoothed,  polished  (arrow).  Worn 

(garment).  (Verses  of  one  man)  falsely  attributed 
to  another. 

A  O^^J^  mcchhluhdt,  (pi.  of  w^Utf  mahhlu- 
kat)  Creatures :  created  beings. 
A  mahhluhat,  (pi.  mahhdlik)  A 

creature,  a  created  thing. 

J  &Xjs_j)i^  mahhluhiyat,  Condition  of  a  created 
being  (reverse  of  hhdlikiyat,  Creativeness). 

A  J^J-^  mahhlul,  Perforated,  bored.    (A  ca- 



mel's  colt)  having  the  tongue  slit,  and  so  weaned. 
Patched.  Lisping,  childish  language. 

A  J^JjLifc'  mvhhlaivlih,  Plain,  level,  smooth. 
Worn  out,  effaced  (vestige). 

A  mihhla' ,  A  reaping-hook,  a  sickle  for 
cutting  fodder.  Muhhli,  One  who  desolates,  lays 

waste.  One  who  empties  or  finds  empty.  Alone 

(with  another);  who  retires  to,  or  appoints  one  to 

meet  in,  a  solitary  place.  Peculiar,  happening  sin- 

gularly. (Ground)  rich  in  forage.  A  feeder  of  cat- 
tle with  it. 

A  (ji^  mukhalla',  Dismissed,  liberated,  set  free, 
left  at  liberty,  let  alone.  MuhhalU,  One  who  libe- 

rates, sets  free. 

A       mukhimm,  Corrupted,  stinking  (meat). 
A         mikhavimat,  A  besom,  a  broom. 

A         mukhammaj ,  Depraved  in  morals. 

makhmakkat,  Extracting  marrow. 

A  muhhmid,  Who  or  what  quenches  a  fire, 

or  allays  the  paroxysm  of  a  fever.  Quiet,  silent. 

Aj,^  muhhmir,  A  coverer,  concealer,  suppres- 
sor (of  evidence).  One  who  leavens  (dough).  Who 

conceives  or  turns  a  thing  in  the  mind.  A  giver  of 

possession.  One  who  enters.  Abater.  Neglective, 

regardless  of.  (A  country)  plentiful  in  wine. 

A  viuhhammar,  Fermented.  Half-drunk 

(with  wine).  3Iukkamm,ir,  One  who  leavens.  A 
baker.  A  maker  of  wine.  A  concealer. 

A  'ij.'!^^  muhhamviarat,  (A  woman)  highly 
scented  with  perfume.  White-headed  and  black- 

bodied  (sheep). 

A  m.ultlimls,  An  ownei'  of  camels  which 

water  once  in  five  days,  (j***^  jam  makh- 
masa,  They  came  in  fives. 

A  (j«!i^mMAAamTOCis,  Quintupled.  Pentangu- 
lar. A  pentagon.  A  kind  of  verse  of  five  lines. 

Muhhamviis,  The  maker  of  a  pentagon. 

A  ̂ w*^  mukhammasat,  A  matter  regarding  the 

law  of  inheritance,  about  which  five  persons  disa- 

greed ;  namely,  tj^^  ̂ srnan,  dy^.^  ̂ \ 

ibn  mas^d,  zayd,  and  ^\  ihn  ̂ ihhas. 
It  related  to  a  mother,  sister,  and  grandfather. 

K'ktOu!^ mahhmasat,  (v.  n.  of  (_>a^^)  Being  hun- 
gry. Emaciating  (hunger).  Falling  away  (the 

belly).    Hunger,  wretchedness. 

p  J-*^  ?naft/maZ,  Velvet,  '^^j^  ̂ y^^  makh- 

mali  fj07-(j,  (or  <LJ^  J"*^  makhmali  gurg)  A  kind 
of  velvet.  y^malihmali  du  M/m&a,  Vel- 

vet with  two  faces. 

muhhmal,  Plushy,  pily  (garment). 

A  vmhhammin,  A  speaker  by  conjecture. 

Ajj*^  makhmur,  Drunk,  quite  intoxicated. 
Crop-sick.    Covered  over. 

A  f^^^  makhmus,  (A  garment)  of  five  cu- 

bits ;  a  spear  (so  long).    Five-thread  (rope). 
A  ̂ ^y^  makhmul,  Halt,  lame. 

A  mahknmm,  Swept.    Imprisoned  in  a 
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hen-coop.  almahhmumu'l  kalb,'Pree from  hatred  or  envy. 

p  f^dJ;.^  malihmidan,  To  clean  cotton. 

A  makhn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Drawing  water 
from  a  well.  AVeeping.  Peeling,  barking.  Mar- 

riage. A  short,  active  man.  A  tall  man. 

A         mililiann,  A  tall  man.  Fruitful  (year). 

A  C-'U^  mihhnas,  (A  woman)  broken  down 
and  bent  double. 

A  t-ilx^  milihnaf,  A  worthless  stallion,  unable 

to  propagate.  A  man  whose  palm-trees  and  land 

bear  badly  though  sprinkled  and  cultivated  by  his 
own  hands. 

A  (— muhhnib,  Lame.  Perished.  A  weak- 
ener.    A  destroyer.    One  who  cuts. 

A  makhnabai,  Separation  from  kindred. 
A         mahhnat,  A  short,  active  woman. 

A  malihannat,  The  nose,  or  tip  of  it.  A 

sound  made  through  the  nose.  The  narrowest  place 
of  a  channel.  The  middle  of  a  court  or  house.  The 

entrance  to  a  road.  The  embouchure  of  a  stream 

from  high  ground.  A  privilege,  right.  An  open 

high  road.  An  evident  proof,  an  argument.  Ali- 

ment, food.  The  best  pasture.  &j>^  maJt/ian- 

natu'l  kawm,  The  sacred  rights  or  privileges  of  the 
people.    Mihhannat,  A  plentiful  year. 

A  L_>*Ju^  viuhhantab,  Short-bodied,  dwarfish. 
A  CJo^  muhhannas,  Bent.  Weak,  impotent, 

without  power  of  propagation.  A  hermaphrodite. 

A  fool,  blockhead,  knave,  good-for-nothing  fellow. 
Effeminate,  abject,  infamous.  An  old  catamite. 
3Iuhliannis,  One  who  bends. 

yl^^  multliannisi,  Sodomy. 

A  J-s*-    ??iMA7(a??j//,One  whowedsasilly  woman. 

A  ̂ J^j<^  mukhandik,  One  who  cuts  a  ditch 

(jjiias»-  liliandali)  as  a  means  of  defence. 
p  iJ^y^  mahhanda,  Reptiles,  serpents,  insects. 

Creeping  things,  little  beasts.  Mukhinda,  An  un- 
dutiful,  disobedient  son.    Joined,  glued. 

A  i^J^  muklmis,  One  who  leaves  behind. 

A  'iiLx^  inukhannasJiat,  A  woman  about  whom 
are  still  some  remains  of  youth. 

A  ̂ yzJj^  mukhanshil,  Tremulous  from  age. 

A|X.i^  mukhni^  A  humbler,  depressor. 
A  mukhcnina^  Tamed,  broke  in,  quiet. 

Muhhanni^  One  who  cuts  with  a  hatchet. 
A  muklinak,  That  part  of  the  neck  where 

one  is  strangled.  .  Mikhnak,  (pi.  m.akhanik) 
A  collar,  ornament,  or  chain  for  the  neck. w 

A  ̂j'^^  multhannak,  Strangled.  The  part  of 
the  neck  where  strangulation  takes  place,  ̂ 'i^ 
jji^mukhannahu  /Jtas?',Slender-waisted(youth). 
Mukhannik,  A  strangler,  hangman. 

AWU^TO?A/maAa^,Collar,ornament,neck-chain. 

A  tj^^  muhhannin,  Plenteous  (year). 

A  ij^j-^  mahknuk,  Hanged,  strangled. 

A  (j^j^  makhnun,  Mad,  crazed. 
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A  muklini,  Obscene  (in  speech),  abusive. 

A  desti-oyer,  ruiner.  (A  meadow)  full  of  herbage. 
(A  locust)  full  of  eggs.  Long,  protracted  (season). 

A^^^  mukkwilik,  (Water)  hidden,  and  little. 
A  mukkawTvid,  A  quick  goer.  One  who 

takes  up  (any  thing,  as  a  bit  of  meat). 

mukhur,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Passing  through 

the  sea  (a  ship),  ploughing  it  with  a  dashing  noise. 
Cutting  the  waves  (a  swimmer).  Wearing  away 

the  axle-hole  so  as  to  play  loosely  in  it  (the  axis of  a  pulley). 

A  (^j^  mukhawrvish,  One  who  diminishes. 
A  (^^^  mukhawwis,  A  receiver  (of  a  gift), 

though  small.  (Hoariness)appearing.  (See(^J^). 

A  ILoj^  mukkawwimt,  (Ground)  which  pro- 
duces thorny  plants  with  split  or  jagged  leaves. 

A  makhuz,  Pregnant  (sheep).  Mikk- 
waz,  A  pole  used  in  stirring  wine. 

A  cjo^^  mukkanwiz,  One  who  fords  (a  river). 
One  who  mixes  or  stirs  up. 

A  1?^^  mukhut,  (v.  n.  of  lai^)  Penetrating, 

piercing  (an  arrow).  Drawing  (a  sword).  Making 

haste.  Removing,  taking  away,  snatching.  Ex- 
tending.   Blowins:  the  nose. 

A  mukkarvwi^  One  who  diminishes,  de- 
tracts, or  carries  away.  (A  river)  breaking  down 

or  eating  away  its  banks.  One  who  weakens  (by 

beating).    A  payer  (of  a  debt). 

Ai^j^niakkuf,  Dangerous, formidable,  dread- 
ful, horrible,  frightful,  tremendous. 

A  (  rnukkdwwaf,  Frightened,  terrified,  de- 
terred.   Mukkawwif,  One  who  terrifies.  Terrific. 

A  0\i_j^  makhufat,  (pi.  oi'ii^)  Dangers. 
A  'iiy^makliufat,  (fem.  of  makkiif)  For- 

midable, dreadful.    Dangerous,  infested  (road). 

A  ̂ j}^  mukhawmih,  A  dilater,  enlarger. 
A  J_j^  makhul,  Marked  with  many  moles  on 

the  body.  3Iukkwil  or  mukkwal,  One  who  has 
celebrated  maternal  uncles  (Jli-  hhal). 

A 1^^^  mukkawwin ,  An  accuser  of  perfidy.  Who 
or  what  diminishes.   One  who  tends  upon. 

A  mukkaivn-i,  Cattle  (waxed  fat.  (A  ca- 
mel) whose  belly  is  distant  from  the  ground  when 

reclining.  One  who  prepares  food  for  a  woman 
in  child-bed.    (See  takkwit/at.) 

A  mikhyalat,  A  cloud  portending  rain. 

A  i^tj^  mukkai/yib,  One  who  endeavours  to 
balk  another  in  his  expectations  :  frustrative. 

A  makklkk,  (A  bone)  full  of  marrow. 

A         ?rta/i/iiA/ia^,(A  sheep)  fat, full  of  marrow. 

p  viakkid,  Any  thing  which  creeps  or 

moves  on  the  belly,  or  jumps  about.  A  flea.  A 

bug.    An  undutiful  son. 

p  (ji3>J.^  makkldan,  To  tremble,  be  moved  or 
agitated,  slip,  slide,  shake.  To  creep  on  the  belly. 
To  adhere,  stick  close  to.  To  jump.  To  extend, 

reach,  touch ;  to  pull  or  pluck.    To  stand  on  end 



(as  the  hair  or  plumage  from  terror  or  rage).  To 
be  undutiful,  disobedient. 

1'  iSxi^  7nah/u(la,  A  creeping  thing,  reptile.  (A 
son)  undutiful,  disobedient  to  his  parents. 

A^j^  viahhir,  Milk  mixed  with  water. 

A  JIJ^  muhliayyar,  Left  to  free  choice.  Indif- 
ferent. A  kind  of  coarse  camelot  or  hair-cloth. 

i'j\jb^3tf  muhliayyar  bazar,  A  bargain  made  on 
condition  that  the  purchaser  may,  if  he  choose,  re- 

turn the  goods  within  a  certain  time,  a  Multhay- 

yir,  One  who  gives  an  option  or  choice.  Bounti- 

ful, charitable,  liberal,  (dim.  of  muhhtar') 
Partly  a  free  agent. 

V'J^  inahhcz,  A  spur. 
A  (j«>^a^  muhhayyas,  Subdued,  humbled.  A 

prison ;  name  of  a  prison  in  Irak  built  by  AlTy. 

Mulihayyis,  A  subduer,  humbler,  conqueror. 

A'i.-»x^»u;/J<a?/?/asa<,(Camels)fed  for  slaughter. 
A  i^j^*^  mahluz,  Churned  (milk).  Mukinz, 

One  who  leads  or  drives  (a  horse)  into  water. 

A  la-i:*  mahldt,  A  place  where  a  serpent  creeps. 
Sewed  (garment).  Mikhyat,  A  needle. 

A         muhlilihayt,  Sebestens. 

V  l^^jfc*  mahliita,  Sebestens. 

A  (  mahh'if,  (A  wall)  threatening  to  fall. 
Muhlnf,  Feiir-inspiring,  terrible,  formidable, dread- 

ful. i_6jLa^^  al  viulihif,  The  lion. 
A  I  iiiJ^  miihliayyif,  Terrible.  One  who  ren- 

ders formidable.   (See  \  P>yg  tahhiv'if.) 
A  vialiJal,  One  who  has  many  moles  (on 

the  face).  Worthy,  fit,  suitable.  Mukhtl,  Proud, 

vain,  arrogant.  Apt,  convenient,  adapted,  well 

made,  properly  disposed.  (A  cloud)  threatening 

rain.   Habituated,  accustomed  (to  horses). 

A  ̂J-Xi»*  mulihayyal,  Fancied,  imagined.  Mu- 
khayyil,  One  who  imagines,  fancies,  doubts,  is  de- 

ceived, conjectures  from  physiognomy,  conceives  a 

good  omen.  One  who  directs  his  suspicions  towards. 

(A  cloud)  whicii,  by  previous  thunder  and  light- 
ning, promises  rain.  One  who  places  tiie  figure 

of  a  man  near  a  camcPs  colt  to  frigliten  away  the 

wolf.  One  wiio  hangs  back  (from  friends). 

mahldlat,  (v.  n.  ofJU^  for  ;J>as>-)  Ima- 
gining, thinking.  Imagination, opinion.  Pride.  Any 

thing  from  whicii  a  conjecture  is  formed.  3Iuhhi- 

lat,  A  natural  aptitude.    Clouds  portending  rain. 

A  jiij;^  innhhayyalat,  Fancy,  imagination. 
A  iiiihliyam,  A  gathering  up  of  the  swaths 

of  coi'n.  Muhhim,  One  who  pitches  a  tent. 
A jnuhhay yam, Tented.  An  encampment; 

camp.  3£ithhayyim,  One  who  pitches  a  tent,  or 

who  enters  a  tent.  A  sojourner. 

A  ia^-xi^'  mahhyut.  Sewed  (garment). 
A  J^J^  mahhyul.  Marked  much  with  moles. 

p      mad.  Wire.  The  Gth  day  of  a  month. 

A  o>/<  madcl,  (v.  n.  of  S««)  Extending,  stretching, 

lengthening.  Lifting  up  the  eyes  towards  any  ob- 
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ject.  Drawing.  Granting  a  delay ;  bearing  pa- 
tiently. Being  tall.  Being  high,  advanced  (the 

day).  Increasing,  swelling  (a  river).  Manuring 

(land).  Supplying,  feeding.  Helping,  assisting. 

Adorning.  Giving  (camels)  water  sprinkled  with 
meal  called  JJ.^  ma«?tii.Puttingink  into  astandish. 

Taking  ink  from  the  inkstand.  A  peculiar  mode 

of  writing  certain  words  in  accounts.  Extension, 

prolonging,  delaying,  (pi.  lijJw*  mufZiifZ)  The  flow 

oi' the  tide.  Abundance  of  water,  a  flood,  (for  s3w« 

TOac/<ia)  Tlie  mark  —  placed  sometimes  over  I  a///", 
which  gives  it  a  long  broad  sound,  tr* 

fu'l  madd,  A  letter  of  extension  :  as,  \  after  fat  ha, 
J  after  zamma,  and      after  hasra.  jl*  ̂ JJ 

hadru  viaddi  'I  basar,  As  far  as  the  eye  can  reach. 

jj^  3  '>nadd  ujazr,  Flux  and  reflux  (of  the  sea), 
tides.  3Iudd,  (pi.  4>\iy«\  amddd,  ll<iii-o  midadat,  and 

t^\d'jo  midad)  A  certain  dry-measure  used  in  Egypt, 

Syria,  and  other  parts,  about  two  handsfui,  and 

weighing  two  ritls,  or  a  ritl  and  a  third.  J^jJ^ 

muddu'n  nah'iy.  One-fourth  of  a  ̂ Lo  sa^ 
A  Asa  middt,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_fii-«)  Filling. 

A  mudasalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^ii)  Cheating, 

cozening,  or  endeavouring  to  do  so. 

A  CL>\,^ madahb ,  (pi.  of  CLf^  madabb)  Places 
where  things  flow  or  creep. 

A^S-<  madabih,  (pi.  of  c-^J..*  mudabbihat) 
Hump-backed  (sand-hills). 

A mudabar,  Nobly  descended,  whether 

on  the  father  or  the  mother's  side.  Mudabir,  Hos- 
tile, inimical.  One  wlio  makes  unfortunate  throws 

at  dice,  or  draws  an  unlucky  gaming  arrow.  Un- 
lucky (throw). 

A  Bji\,^A^  viudabarat,  (v.  n.  3  of^ J)  Opposing, 

being  adverse  to,  carrying  on  hostilities.  Forget- 
ting or  nefrlectint;  the  interests  of  a  friend.  Hav- o  o  o 

ing  a  galled  back.  Being  very  rich.  Slitting  the 

earsofcamelsorsheep,  so  that  part  hangs  backward. 

(A  sheep)  slit  in  the  ear,  with  part  hanging  down 
behind.  Dying. 

A  madabujh,  (pi.  of  wOii>/«  viadbaghat) 

Skins  thrown  into  a  tan-pit. 

A  »U.\ viudajat,  (v.  n.  3 of Wii  for^ii)  Coun- 

terfeiting, dissembling,  deceiving ;  wliccdling,  flat- 
tcrincf.  Neither  refusinji  nor  consentin<i.  Neither 

binding  nor  setting  free. 

A  *8j&-)(^«  mndajarat,  A  fly  ingaway,  running  off". 
A  'ij.:>-\^i)Mdajanat,  (v.  n.3of  ̂ ^sni)  Feign- 
ing, dissembling,  acting  hypocritically. 

A  (_cr^^  iiiudaji,  One  who  harbours  a  grudge. 
A  5^\!S'<>  madduh.  An  encomiast,  panegyrist. 

A  i>i=^\jk<  wuduhalaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  ij^<i)  Deceiv- 

ing, betraying,  lying  in  wait.  Outbidding  at  a  sale 
(fraudulently  to  enhance  the  price).  Throwing 

down  in  wrestling.  Telling  a  fiction  and  conceal- 
ing tiie  truth.  Injuring,  oppressing. 

/t  maddahi,  Panegyric,  encomium. 

A  Ji^^^  madahhil,  (pi.  of  madhhal) 
Entrances,  places  of  access.  Mudahh  il,  One  who 

undertakes  or  enters  into  any  bu^incs*.  Intimate, 

interior.  Wadding,  stufiing.  A  high  hill  overhang- 

ing marshy  ground. 
A  mudahhalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂Ji*■»5)  Enter- 

ing into,  engaging  ortakingpart  in, intermeddling. 
Being  intimate  with.  Undertaking  (business).  Be- 

coming a  proselyte  (to  a  wrong  belief).  Being  in- 
ward, innermost.  Takinghold  of  one  (an  erroneous 

notion).    Access,  ingress. 

A  midad,  (v.  n.  3  of  J**)  Extending,  length- 
ening out.  Dung,  manure.  Ink.  A  supply,  a 

feeder  (as  oil  for  a  lamp).  A  way,  path,  or  reli- 

gious sect.  Similitude,  (pi.  of  mndd)  Certain 

dry-measures.  0\jl^^  midadu^s  samdivdt, 
The  number  of  the  heavens,  (j-^  <i^J»«  midadi 

hays,  A  kind  of  game. 
A  ii\!Sx>  madddd.  Long-striding  (horse). 

Pj^iVo  maddr,  Do  not  have  or  hold. 

Aj\sAmaddr,  A  centre,  a  place  of  turning  or  re- 
turning, a  boundary  or  goal.  A  place  within  which 

any  thing  revolves.  An  orbit.  A  pivot.  The  centre 
of  the  earth.  A  place  where  any  one  stops  or  stands  ; 

station,  seat,  madaru  IJady,  Tropic  of 

Capricorn.  ̂ ^11?^  maddri  saratd/i,  Tropic 

of  Cancer.  x^J\^j«  maddr  ̂ layhi,  That  round 

which  any  thing  turns.  A  pivot.  madd- 

ru'l  mahdmm,  The  minister,  i.  e.  the  centre  of  af- 
fairs. Name  of  a  celebrated  Mussulman  saint. 

j\j»c  ̂zzat-maddr.  Seat  of  glory  ;  magnificent. 
p  muddrd,  Humility.  Civility,  politeness. 

Dissimulation. 

A  muddrofat,  (v.  n.  3  of  l^iS)  Repelling 

one  another.  Treating  courteously. 

A'i\j\s<muddrdt,(v.  n.  3of  {Jj^^  Dissembling. 
Cheating.  Treating  kindly.  Afl^ability,  courtesy, 

lenity,  gentleness.  Deceit,  dissimulation,  circum- 
vention. Concord. 

A  'iJ\S^o  middrat  or  muddrat,  A  skin  cut  in  a 
circular  form,  and,  when  sewed,  used  in  drawing 
water.  An  enibi'oidered  apron. 

A  ̂ \s>o  maddr ij ,  Steps,  degrees,  ascents. 
A  maddris,  (pi.  of  iL«»j<\«  modramt) 

Colleges,  academies,  public  schools.  ̂ Uu  j 

maddr  is  u  bikd^  Colleges  and  monasteries.  Mu- 
ddris,A  doctor,reader,  learned  man.  One  who  mixes 
with  sin  and  defiles  himself  tlierewith.    One  who 

returnsto  bad  habits  which  hehad  once  abandoned. 

A  muddrasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_><j;<5)  Study- 

ing, giving  or  taking  a  lesson.  Study. 

rj^j\>^  maddr-hdr,  Principal  of  affairs. 
A'i^i^  mudurahat,  {y .  n.  3  ofud,ii)  Prosecu- 

ting without  intermission.  Jiluddrihat,  (fern.)  In- 

satiable in  lust. 

A  Sj\i>o  maddrili,  (pi.  of  tj^jc  midrah)  Princes, 
chiefs  of  families,  military  commanders. 



A  ij;j\s<  maclari,  (and  madariy)  (pi.  of 

^jSa  midra',  midrat,  or  io^ii-«  midriyai) 
Horns.  3Iudan,  A  dissembler. 

A  ̂ j^<^  madarim,  (pi.  of  ̂ j<^*  midram)  Be- daubed with  filth. 

A  madas,  A  kind  of  rustic  shoe.  Ma- 

das,  (or  A  floor  where  grain  is  trodden  out. 

A  iL*>^jI<  maddasat,  The  nose. 

A        (jilllU  viaddashul  yad,  Weak-handed. 

A  ̂J^l^^iv«  madas,  A  pearl-fishery.  A  place  where 

a  diver  plunges.  A  descending  into  the  water,  or 

a  coming  upon  any  thing  suddenly. 

A  *slff'\ti^  muda^t,  (v.n.3  of^iJfor  ̂ l>)  Con- 
tending with.  Provoking.  Proposing  riddles  to 

each  other,  puzzling  one  another  with  questions. 

Demolishing,  ruining,  destroying. 

A  XAff'lti^  muda^bat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t—^iS)  Playing 
together,  jesting  with  another. 

A  (j-frU*  madams,  (pi.  of  (j-^j/o)  Lances. 
A  muda^sat,  A  fighting  with  a  spear. 

A  X-flL^Uwo  muda^satan,  Forcibly,  perforce. 

A  madd^k,  Water-courses  (in  valleys) ; 
channels  hollowed  out  by  torrents. 

A  (.dip)ti.-c  mudd^k,  Quarrelsome,  litigious. 

A  mudd^hat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Lil&ii)  Con- 
tending, fighting.  Rubbing,  chafing.  Being  fool- 

ish, stupid. 

A  mudd^lat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^ii  obsolete) 
Circumventing  one  another. 

A  madd^,  (pi.  of  jl&iy*  mad^t)  Invi- 

tations" to  banquets.  3fudd^,  One  who  calls  out 
to ;  contentious,  quarrelsome. 

A  madder,  (pi.  of  S,S-b  f^a^ira^)  Palm- 
trees  not  taking  the  fructifying  pollen  ;  barren. 

A  ̂^J^ff-^^Vi  madd^h,  (Horses)  treading  down 
men  in  a  hostile  incursion. 

A  'isXLic  madddghat,  (in  Morocco)  The  temples. 
A  iLipU*  77itiddghashat,  A  petitioning,  request- 

ing, desiring  greatly.  A  crowding  one  upon  ano- 

ther (especially  round  a  watering-place).  A  hasty 
watering,  drinking  a  small  quantity.  A  lying  in 

wait,  ensnaring,  treachery. 

A  'i*QS>\^^  muddghasat,  (v.n.3 of  (^S-d)  Com- 
manding to  make  haste.   Instigating,  urging. 

A  Jii-U*  maddghil,  Mid-channels  or  valleys. 

A  muddfdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ .>)  Rushing  up- 
on, or  killing  (a  wounded  man).  ̂  

A  muddffat,  (v.  n.  3  of  . — JtJ)  Hastening 
to  despatch  (a  wounded  man). 

A  ̂■^lo  maddji^  (pi.  of  ̂li-*  madfa^  Canals, 
conduits,  (pi.  of  midfa^  Cannons,  pieces  of 

ordnance.  il/MfZo/a^,  Resisted,  opposed  (chieftain). 

iV/McZa^ ^,One  who  repels,  averts,  hinders,or  molests. 

A  'ix3]s^  viuddfa^t,  (v.n.  3  of  ̂siii)  Repulsing, 
defending  one's  self,  resisting,  averting,  prohibit- 

ing, checking.  Protracting,  delaying,  making  te- 
dious.   Deferring  payment  of  a  debt. 
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A^\sAmaddJij:,  (pi.  of  «ti^)  Warm  regions. 

A  ̂J\s<  maddk,  A  circus,  field  of  battle,  or  place 
for  single  combat.  The  place  where  a  serpent  lies 
coiled  up,  or  where  it  moves  about. 

A  maddkk,  (pi.  of  jii^  midakk,  'sJS*  ma- 
dakhat,  midahkat,  and  ̂ S/o  mudiikk)  Instruments 
with  which  anv  thin<T  is  bruised.  Wooden  mallets 

used  in  dressing  cotton  ;  stockers  for  milling  cloths. 
Subtilties,  minutiae. 

A  'si\SA  muddhkat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jii)  Calculating 
with  accuracy,  going  minutely  (through  accounts 

with  any  one).  Making  flour  {^j^i^  dakik). 

A^juJJiSd^maddk'is,  pl.of(_j«s.i-«.  Strong  camels. 
A  ??iafZa/{i^,  Camels  which,  in  pastui'ing, 

eat  the  grass  clean  off"  the  ground. 
A  ufJ^ii-o  maddk,  (v.  n.  of  udJb  for  tdJjii)  Bray- 

ing small  (colours,  odours).  A  stone  upon  which 
such  substances  are  brayed.  Bluddh  or  maddk,  A 

place  abounding  with  cocks  (u^Jo.ii  dik). 

muddkasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  l^t>)  Thronging, 

pressing,  crowding  one  another. 

A  'i*^\^muddldt,  (v.n.3  of  J  or  ̂Jii) Behav- 
ing kindly.  Curing  a  disease,  applying  a  remedy. 

A  maddlis,  Fields  of  battle.  t^J\ii-« 

^J^\y^  maddlisu'l  ivddi,  The  channel  of  a  river. 
A  iLJ\tX«  muddlasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jJii)  Deceiv- 
ing, circumventing,  acting  darkly  or  fraudulently. 
A  &53^^  muddlakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  uLlJii)  Putting 

off"  (a  creditor).  Detaining  lawfully. 

Aj«i4\«?nzW^am,Thronging,overpowering(arm3'). 

A  ̂djomuddm,  Perpetual,  continual,  perennial, 
unceasing,lasting  long,  fixed,  established.  Always. 
A  continued  but  gentle  rain.  Wine.  CL*i^\ 

muddmu'l  rcakt,  Continually.  dawri  mu- 
ddm,  Perpetual  motion,  p  l1***«c  masti  mu- 
ddm,  Intoxicated  with  wine,  drunk. 

A  muddmat,  Wine. 

A  &^^^««  muddmajat,A  dissembling,  flattering. 

A  *Sj/<\,>e  muddmarat,  A  watching  (all  night). 
A  iLy>^ol;i^  muddmasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_j««ii)  Lying 

hid.  Covering,  concealing. 

A  maddmi^  The  inner  corners  of  the  eye. 
A  muddmalat,  A  treating  with  kindness. 
.4  muddmi,  Eternal. 

A  ̂ ^)^  »iai^aw,  Egyptian  basil.  Deeply  in  debt, 
^^v^^  al  maddn.  Name  of  an  idol,  lluddn,  Judged, 
condemned.  Deeply  in  debt. 
A  madddn  or  mudddn,  Deeply  in  debt. 

Midddn,  Saltwater. 

A  'iKi\d»«muddndt,  (v.  n.  3ofl3ii  for  ̂ 6)  Com- 
ing between  two  things.  Bringing  near.  Straining, 

binding  hard  (a  fetter). 

A  ̂j*o\iVo  maddnis.  Impurities. 
A  ,j*<jol;X«  madams,  Squalid,  sordid  (fellows). 

A  's^j\tj,^e  muddndt,  (or  muddwa')  (v.n.  3 
of  (^jii)  Curing  a  disease,  remedying,  administer- 

ing to  the  sick.  Bringing  aid,  assisting. 

A  'ijj\iX^  muddmarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjb  for  jjii) 
Curing,  adjusting,  administering.  Going  round 

along  with  another.  Watching  one  to  see  how  he 

will  manage  a  business. 

A'iMt^\^muddwasat,{y.x\.Zoi ^_j»)\iifor 

Trampling,  treading  upon  each  otlier. 
A  muddwalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^ii  for  Jjii) 

Givingrichesand  happiness(God).  Causing(days) 

to  revolve. 

A  muddwim,  Assiduous,  persevering. 

A*ii«j\ii-«  muddmamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  j«ji>) 
Being  assiduous,  constant,  unremitting,  persisting 
in.  Assiduity,  continuance,  perpetuity. 

A  muddwa',  One  to  whom  remedies  are 
applied,  or  assistance  is  brought ;  cured,  healed. 
Muddmi,  A  healer. 

ASlfc^ii.*  muddhdt,  (v.n.3 of  ̂ li)  Dissembling, 

practising  mutual  deception  on  each  other. 

A  sytli^/*  mudciharat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^ti)  Agreeing 

with  any  one  for  a  long  period  (as  sysVwi  mushd- 
harat  means.  Agreeing  by  the  month). 

A  J.J61a/«  inaddhil,  Horrible  deserts. 

A  ̂\A/e  maddhin,  (pi.  of  mudhun)  Oil- 
bottleSjCruses.  M«(/a/tw,Ahypocrite,liar,  impostor. 

A  Lj6\j*  muddkanat,  (v.  n.  .3  of  i^^)  Cover- 

ing, acting  hypocritically,  dissembling.  Varnish- 
ing over,  cheating.  Despising  advice.  Hypocrisy, 

lying,  imposture. 
A  ̂1  Jj«  muddhi,  A  dissembler,  cheat,  deceiver. 

A^ltVo  maddfik,  (pi.  oi madili)  Laudable 
acts.    Praises,  encomiums. 

A(jj\j-«  madddn,  (pi.  of  madinat)  Cities. 

Jg^.^  Jnaddf  ini  kisra.  The  cities  of  Chos- 

roes,  i.e.  Ctesiphon  or  Mada'in.  In  the  reign  of 
Noshiravan  there  were  seven  cities  called  Madain. 

A  mudayin,  A  creditor.  A  debtor. 
A  wJ^ju*  muddyanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^^^  for  ̂ ^,ii) 

Lending,  giving  credit.  Dealing  in  credit,  owing 
one  another,  as  debtor  and  creditor. 

aJ^^J^*  maddfimy,  Of  the  city  of  Ctesiphon. 
A  i_j^\s<maddsin,  (pi. of  midydn)  Those 

who  lend  much.  Those  who  run  deeply  in  debt. 

A  CL>^7nadahh  or  madibb,  (pi.  l.^^^^  7naddbb) 

The  place  where  any  thing  flows  or  creeps.  (Jl^-^* 

madabbu's  siba\  The  place  of  one's  birth  or 
childhood.  3fudibb,  One  who  pushes  (a  child)  on 

gently,  pleasantly.  One  who  governs  with  justice. 
A  madbdt,  Land  swarming  with  locusts. 

A  'ils<  madabbat,  A  country  full  of,  or  infested 

with,  bears  (O"^  dubb).    A  bear-garden. 

A  ̂A-""  mudabbaj.  Ornamented  with  brocade. 
Illuminated  (frontispiece  of  a  book).  Ugly,  ill- 

shaped  (in  head  and  body).  A  sort  of  owl. 

A  ,^^<o  mudabbih,  A  keeper  at  home.  One  who 

stoops.  (See^_^"i  tadbih.) A  s^iVo  ?rtMrfaW«74a<,Hump-backed(sand-hill). 

A j3Sicmudbir,Oney}\io  retires.  One  who  turns 



bis  back.  One  whose  affairs  are  in  a  bad  train,  who 

is  retrograding  in  the  world.  (Seej'Ji>\  idbar.) 
AjJii^  mudabhar,  Ably  conducted,  properly 

managed  (business).  A  slave  set  at  liberty  after 

the  death  of  his  master.  Mudahbir,  A  governor, 

rector,  moderator,  director,  administrator.  A  mas- 

ter; ascribe.  Prudent;  ingenious,  jy^J^ 
mudabbiri  umuri  jumhur,  A  minister  or  director 

of  public  affairs.  jO.iiJ  Jii^nt  mudabbiri  tadbir,  One 
who  makes  a  declaration  of  freedom,  to  be  esta- 

blished after  his  decease,  p  LiJJi  ̂ J^J^<i>^<|  mudabbi- 
ranifaluh,  The  planets  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  the 

sun,  Venus,  Mercury,  and  the  moon. 

A  O^^tVo  mudabbirat,  Angels.  Powers.  The 
commonalty. 

A  ijj^'^'^  mudbiri,  Adversity,  ill-luck,  misery. 
A  ̂J-5^iJC  mudabbis,  A  hider.  Hidden. 

A         muddabif/h.  Tanned,  dressed  (skin). 

A  'ijo^  madbarjhat,  (pi.  ̂ Sjo  madabigli)  A 
skin  thrown  into  a  tan-pit.  Madbaghat  or  viadbu- 
fjhat,  A  tan-pit. 

A  ̂ j><^io  mudbih,  Who  causes  any  thing  to  stick 
close.    Who  glues. 

A  JjJti/c  mudabbih,  Who  takes  (birds)  with  bird- 

lime (^i5  dibk). 

A  '^Sic  madhuw,  (A  field)  eaten  up  by  locusts. 
A  io_jJiiu«??iflfii«ia<,(Acountry)infested  by  bears. 

Aj^^i/c  madbur,  Wounded,  galled  (especially 
in  the  back).  Wealthy.  Overtaken  by  a  westerly 

wind  ( j^ii  dahur)  which  blows  towards  night. 
A  madbusli,  (A  field)  eaten  up  by  locusts. 

A  ̂ ^li"*  madbugh,  Tanned  (bag,  skin-bottle). 
A  (j^i^/o  viadbul,  Di'essed,  tanned.  Manured 

(land).    Made  up  into  mouthsful. 

A  madba'  or  mudbi,  Full  of  small  locusts 
or  ants  (i^J  daba). 

A  ̂Sic  mudabbi-t,  A  hider,  concealer. 

A  I^S-o  madh'iy,  (A  field)  eat  up  by  locusts. 

A  'i^j^  mudbiyat,{A.  country)  abundant  in  small 
locusts  or  ants  (jj^ii  daba'). 

A  so-io  maddat,  One  extension  or  prolongation. 

Middat,  Pus,  matter.  3Iuddat,  A  space  of  time, 

a  long  season.   End,  limit,  term.  A  penful  of  ink. 

OS/o  mudduti  ^tmr,  A  lifetime.  XXo 
muddaiul  ^?mr.  During  life.  P^Joa-  ̂ j,^jovmddate 

chand,{oi\iSKmuddatha)'Fora]oi\gs])acco{'t\me. 

A,"iA/«.mMrfassflr,  (Stones)  piled  overa  body  slain. 
AiJ>d'<mudassin,  Flying  (bird) ;  or  which  hops 

from  place  to  place.   One  which  builds  in  a  tree. 

*   A         nuiddaj,  A  certain  eea-fish  (called  like- 
wise ^Zuc  musliahh) 

A  j^Wiii/o  midjan.  Dark,  murky  (night). 

A^»  ̂̂^c  mudujjaj  ov  mvdajjij,  Cased  in  armour. 
A   hedgehog.    Mudajjij,  Cloudy  (sky). 

A  ̂ ^>\<i  mudajdij,  Dark  (night). 
A  mudajjal,  ( A  ca m el )  w ell  n igh  cov ered 

with  pitch.  A  sword  covered  with  gold.  3Iudajjil, 
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One  who  gilds  with  gold  or  silver  so  as  to  give  the 
appearance  of  those  metals. 

A  ̂j;>-4i^7nwf?;  in.  Raining  incessantly.  Uninter- 
mittent  (rain  or  fever).    (See  idjan.) 

A^y>-Xc  viadjum,  Sad. 
A  io^^iw^o  madjunat,{A.  she-camel)  accustomed 

to  carry  water  for  the  purpose  of  irrigation. 

A  jsj>-i\«  mudajjih,  Lurking  (hunter). 
A  vitidji,  Dark  (night). 

A  madli,  (v.  n.  of  Praising.  Praise, 

eulogium,  encomium, commendation ;  approbation, 

applause,  recommendation.  jkLa jJ^ ̂^j>.Sl^  ̂ Jwj 
madhi  nafs  hasri  masher,  ( jLn/c  ma^har  ?)  Self- 
commendation  breaks  ceremony,  i.e.  is  disgusting. 

A  sls^-iiwo  midhat,  A  child's  curricle,  or  any  ve- 
hicle in  which  it  is  dracjied  alons. 

Pjj  I  ,^1^  madh-awar,  A  praiser,  encomiast. 

A  'io-d^midhat, (v. n.  of  ̂ iX«)  Praising.  Praise, encomium.  A  laudable  action,  any  thing  deserving 
commendation. 

p  {j^y^        madh-hhman,  Eulogic  :  a  eulogist. 

A  ̂ ■>-^<  mvdahraj,  Round.  ,^^j>-^  mu- 

dahr-aju'l  ba^-,  The  coldest  days  in  winter.  Mu- 

dahrij,  (pi.  ̂ rj^^  daharij)  A  revolver. 
A  {^s-^jc  madhas,  The  nest  of  the  kata. 

A  {_jiis-^  viudhiz,  One  who  causes  to  slide. 
One  who  renders  void  or  fruitless.  One  who  turns 

(a  die  or  lot)  after  being  thrown. 
A  iLoi>-i\<i  madhazat,  A  slippery  place. 

A  ̂ J>■^  mudhih,  A  repcUer,  driver  away. 
A  i_^fls-4X<>  77iudahJdb,  Who  throws  behind  him. 

A  ̂^s-Sio  mudliil,  One  who  enters  and  hides  in 
a  crypt  or  cave,  narrow  at  top  and  wide  at  bottom. 

A  lai^tX*  rinidahlit,  One  speaking  confusedly. 

A  jJ^iVo  mudahlim,  One  who  throws  from  a 
mountain  or  into  a  well. 

Aji^uV^o  mndahmir,  A  filler  (of  a  bottle). 

A  ,_}-f^i\«  mudahmil,  Who  rolls  on  the  ground. 
Who  lays  prostrate,  or  places  under. 
A  madhur,  Driven  to  a  distance. 

A  ;^^^?naJ/«ws, Troubled  with  a  whitlow  or 

abscess  at  the  finger's  end.  (A  house)  full  of  people. 

A  l^'^  madha',  A  place  in  the  sand  where  an ostrich  lays  her  eggs. 

A  ̂ i>/o  (v.  n.  of  ̂ cX«)  Assisting.  Mag- 
nitude, grandeur.   Complete  aid  or  support. 

A  viudakhaf,  (pi.  of        madihh)  Ex- 
cellent, i)recious,  great. 

A  ̂ ticot^^  mudakhdihh,  A  subduer,  humbler. 
A  restiaincr,  prohibiter,  averter.  A  deniolisher, 

breaker.  One  who  goes  quick  with  short  steps. 

Ajs-!S/«  muddalthar,  Sound  (judgment). 

A  ̂ ^J:-^  mudahliris,  One  who  explains. 
ALa5-;Xcma£Z/t/iasa^,Fat,fleshy(youngwoman). 

A  madhhal,  (v.  n.  of  Ji-ii)  Going  in,  en- 
tering into.  Entrance,acccs3.  A  port,  gate,  porch, 

vestibule.  The  time  or  place  of  entering.  A  mode 

of  conducting  one's  affairs.  Midkhal,  Akey.  3Iud- 
lihal,  (v.n.  4of  Ji..^)  Introducing,  inserting.  In- 

troduced, sent,  or  let  out.  Spurious,  illegitimate ; 

worthless,  base.  An  initiation  into  any  art ;  an  in- 

troductory treatise.  The  place  of  introduction. 
Mxulkhil,  One  who  introduces  or  inserts. 

A  muddahliil,  One  who  enters. 

a^^-Sjh  madJihall,  Entrance,  admission. 
Aj^Sk  viudahhmir,  A  filler  (of  a  bottle).  One 

who  covers,  veils,  hides,  conceals. 

A^J-.?'^^*  mudahhmas,  Hidden,  concealed.  Mu- 
dahJiinis,  A  dissembler. 

A  marfMaw,  A  place  where  smoke  issues. 
Mudhkin,  Hard-grained  (corn).  Smoky  (fire). 

A  f^'^  muddahhin,  Smoky  (fire). 

A  ̂ ^J^  mudahhhhin,  Smoking  (fire). 
Akjc»-i^/«?«irf/i/iawa<,Chafing-dish,brazier,censer. 
A  madhhul,  Entered.  Return,  gain,  pro- 

fit.   Lean,  emaciated,  labouring  in  mind. 

A  diy>-^madkhulat,  Rotten  within  (palm-tree). 
Married  (woman). 

A  liJw*  madad,  Assistance,  aid,  succour,  support. 

A  supply  ;  a  feeder.  [J^*^  madadu'l  jaysh, 
Reinforcements  of  an  army,  p  i^^^^ <^Sit)  madad 

hardan,  To  assist,  relieve,  help,  succour.  To  pa- 
tronize. A  Mudud,  (pi.  of  madid)  Extended, 

lengthened  out.  Tall. 

A'8iiA«mjWa£?a<,(pl.ofS-«)Certaindry-measures. 

p  Lij?"  '^'^  madad-jon  or  jiul,  Search  for  aid. 
p  i\y>'  liSio  madad-khrvah,  One  who  asks  aid. 
p        lis^  madad-ras,  An  assistant,  helper. 

Pjl^iiiix)  madadgcir,  Assistant,  protector,  ally. 

p  ̂^J^il^s<  madadgari,  Assistance,  help,  aid. 
A  (_>il)wi  liSio  madad  ma^sh,  Land  granted  in 

perpetuity  under  the  royal  seal. 

Ajii>/«  madr,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Making  a  tank  water- 
proof by  closing  up  the  chinks  with  mud.  Madar, 

(v.  n.  ofjiiuc)  Having  the  belly  distended.  A  clod, 
piece  of  dry  clay  (of  wliicli  tliey  build  walls).  A 
distension  of  the  belly  or  hypochondria,  (equiv. 

tOj^.^*  madar)  A  centre.  Cities,  towns. 
aldu'l  madar  rva'l  rvabar,  Towns-people 

and  country-folk  (people  of  houses  and  tents). 

V madar,  Tear  not,  do  not  rend. 

AjSa  vvidirr,  A  woman  who  whirls  her  spin- 
dle with  velocity.    Diuretic.    (Seejjjii\  idrdr). 

A  Aj  ̂madras, (A woma n) w h o  h a  s  a  la rge  s  w el  1  ed 

belly.  A  hyena.  AjSto^bunumadraijTown-foXk. 
A  midrat,  A  horn.   A  comb.    A  pin  for 

fixing  a  woman's  hair. 
A  OVJ^  miulirrat,  Diuretics,  urinatives. 

Aj^wV*  midrar,  Very  rainy  (cloud). 

A  j^|j.><o  midras,  A  college,  academy,  school. 

A  ̂ j'^  midrdm,  Bedaubed  with  filth. 
A  fJ\jSjc  mid  ran, Thirty.  Soiled  (hand  or  clothes). 

(A  deer)  which  feeds  on  dry  herbage. 

A  L^j^  muddaribf  One  who  advances  into  an 



enemy's  country  through  the  narrow  mountain- 

passes  (i—^ii  dai-b)  from  the  regions  of  pjj  rum. 
A  (_^tJyomMc?arrat,Trained,expert, disciplined, 

inured  to  hardship.  A  lion.  A  camel  accustomed 

to  travel  thi'ough  mountainous  straits.  Mudarrib, 
One  who  inures.  An  exciter.  Patient,  endued  with 
fortitude  in  war. 

A  mudarhij,  Softened. 

A  mudarhih,  One  who  runs  off  in  terror. 
Who  bends  the  back  and  submits. 

A  mudarUkh,  (A  female  pigeon)  which 

bends  or  extends  the  back  and  submits  (to  the 

male).  Submissive,  bending  (man). 

A  madarat,  A  single  clod,  a  lump  of  dry 

clay  (of  which  they  build  walls).  A  city,  town.  A 

country,  ̂ ji^madar'ati,  My  own  town  or  village. 

A  'iji^mudirrat,  (A  woman)  who  whirls  (her) 
spindle  with  great  velocity. 

A  madraj,  A  road  by  which  one  walks. 

Mudrij,  One  who  rolls  or  folds  up.  (See  ̂ j'^^)- 

A  ̂ i^*  mudarrij  ,Oneviho  rolls  or  folds  up.  Tor- 

menting, troublesome.    (See  tadrij.') 

A  'is-jSA  madrajat,  A  way,  mode,  manner,  in- 
stitution, procedure.  A  country  where  the  Asiatic 

woodcock  (^V^ii  durraj')  breeds. A  i^i^j^mudardib,  One  who  runs  off  and  looks 
back  in  terror.    (See  eJ^d  dardabat.) 

p  {^j^S<  madars,  Bar  of  a  door.  Scarecrow. 

A  {^ji^  midras,  A  book  (as  that  by  which  one 
is  taught).    Mudris,  A  user,  studier  (of  a  book)  ; 

an  exerciser,  teacher  by  reading. 

A  (^jujSjo  muddaris,  One  who  cons  or  reads. 

A  i^jiS^  mudarras,  Experienced,  well  taught. 

31udarris,  An  academical  lecturer,  doctor,  profes- 
sor, teacher,  instructor,  schoolmaster. 

A  SMiji^  madrasat,  (pi.  ̂̂ j*>j\i3v<i  madaris)  An 
university,  college,  academy,  public  school. 

A  ̂ ti^  midra^  A  short  shirt  of  coarse  wool. 
Mudri^  or  mudarra^  A  piece  of  water  around 
which  the  herbage  has  been  eaten  upand  carried  off. 

A  mudarri^  (A  man)  who  puts  on  a  coat 

of  mail,  or  (a  woman)  a  shift  (^li  dir^.  Pre- 
ferred ;  excellent,  clear. 

A  X-Cjti-*  midra^d,  A  jerkin  made  of  coarse 
wool.  The  seat  of  a  saddle,  of  which  the  fore  and 

hinder  parts  are  visible. 

A  1  as^jiiv*  mudra^ff,  Ready  for  a  journey. 
A  mudarhij  One  who  flees,  goes  swiftly, 

runsfrom  danger.  A  receiver  of  benefits  from  others, 

and  who  yet  speaks  of  them  with  malevolence. 

A  (Jjjii^  mudarkil,  A  quick  goer.  (See  J.) 

A  t:i3ji^-/o  mudrak,  Comprehended.    _j  i^jS^jc 

mudrak  u  mudraj,  Comprehended  and  con- 

tained. 3Iudrik,  One  who  comprehends  or  under- 
stands; comprehensive. 

A  'i£s>j^  mndrikat,  One  who  comprehends  or 
understands.  (A  girl)  come  to  maturity.  A  protu- 
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berance  between  the  shoulders;  a  rising  made  by 

the  application  of  a  cupping-glass.  Mudrikat,  (or 

i^i^  Oji'  huwati  mudrika)  The  understanding, intellectual  powers;  memory. 

A  'iy^jS^o  mudrihiyat,  Comprehensiveness,  ap- 
prehensiveness,  the  faculty  of  comprehension. 

A  'iAj^  mudarramat,  Compact  or  soft  (coat 
of  mail  or  kirtle). 

A  i^jmOji^  mudarmis,  Silent.    A  concealer. 
A  uiXcji\«  mudarmik,  A  runner.  (See  &SC«jii.) 

A  (^ji^  mudrin,  Dry  (wood).    (See  j^^ii^-) 
A  mudranfih,  Hasty,  quick  in  walking. 

A  ̂ j^mudranki^  Swift  of  flight;  a  fugi- 
tive. One  who  receives  benefits  from  others,  yet 

speaks  of  them  with  malevolence. 

A  (_>Mjjti/o  madrus,  Defaced,  obliterated,  indis- 
tinct. Worn  out.    A  worn  garment.  Insane. 

A  yji^  madru^  Partially  eaten  off"  (field). 
A  LdJ_jj;\«ma(irM7i, Understood,  apprehended. 
A  Sjt^o  midrah,  (pi.  t>J\Sj^  madariJi)  A  prince, 

chief  of  a  family,  commander  of  an  army  ;  tribune. 

A  spokesman.    Glib-tongued.  Nimble-handed. 

V jOtjd^  madara-baz,  A  retail-dealer. 

A  ̂ j'^  mudarham,  Monied,  rich. 
A  p^i^  mudraJiimm  Aged  and  tottering. 

A(^iX<>  midra',  (pi.  maddri)  A  horn ;  the 
horn  of  a  young  buck,  hart,  or  doe.  A  spit.  An  in- 

strument for  parting  the  hair,  a  comb.  A  hair-pin. 

A  Cf)'^  mudris,  (A  camel)  whose  milk  flows 
after  colting. 

A  muddari,  A  deceiver. 

A  tjj'^  madar'iy,  A  citizen  (especially  of  Ma- dar  in  Arabia). 

A  midriyat,  A  horn. 

A  madariyat,  (Spears)  armed  with  sharp 
horn  heads,  or  heads  of  bone. 

A  (j*jti-«  mads,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_j*>iivo)  Rubbing  a  skin. 

A         mudsij,  (or  mudassij^  An  animal- 
cule which  spins  a  web  like  a  spider. 

A  ̂S>*  muddasij,  A  spider. 
A^i\«TO2<Zsflr,0ne  whoindulges  much  in  venery. 

A  ̂ **i^^madsa^  A  narrow  place.  The  entrance 
into  the  gullet.  3£idsa^  A  leader,  conductor. 
A  mudsif,  A  pimp,  pander. 

A  |_^**>tiv<  mudsik,  A  filler. 
A  jB**»t3v<  mudsinifA  stopper,  corker  (of  a  bottle). 
A(^^**>t>»«ma£ZsMS,Hidden.Anointed  with  pitch. 

A  j^jUj;^  mudassi,  An  exciter.  A  seducer,  cor- 

rupter. A  I'eceiver  (of  tradition)  ;  a  relater  (of 
another's  sayings). 

A  {j^Sa  madsh,  (v.  n.  of  i^Sa)  Eating  little. 
Giving  little.  Somewhat,  any  thing.  3Iadash,(Y. 

n.  of  (^tiv«)  Having  the  nerves  of  the  hand  flexi- 
ble, with  little  flesh.  Dimness  of  the  eyes  from  heat 

or  hunger.  A  slenderness  of  the  fore-leg  and  cele- 
rity in  travelling.  The  cutting  of  the  feet  (of  a 

horse)  by  striking  one  against  another.  A  redness 
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and  roughness  of  face. 
A  madshuf,  Flexible-handed  (female). 
A  iZid'A  madshat,  Lightness  (of  flesh). 

A  i^tXtO^  miidasdis,  A  shaker  of  a  sieve. 

A  Is-lix  mudda^,  (in  construction)  for  ̂ '^^ 
TOM^^ifl^a',Whatever  is  alleged,  pretended,  or  meant. 
Desire,  wish.  Meaning,  suit,  view,  object,  scope. 

A  complaint. 
A  mad^t,  An  invitation  to  a  banquet. 

A  tnid^,  (pi.  (j-ff-^iX*  madams)  A  stiff 

spear.    A  beaten  path. 

A  mad^t,  A  cocoa-nut  without  the  ker- 
nel, used  as  a  drinking-vessel. 

A  (^S-ii-o  mud^s,  A  leaver  of  a  residue.  A 
chooser.    A  thief.    A  traveller  to  a  far  country. 

A  Jiff-S^  muda^ir,  A  demolisher. 

A  ̂ (^tix  muda^la^  Filled  (dish).  3Iuda^i^ 

One  who  runs  softly.  Who  fills  a  dish.  (See'i^^i^.) 

AjS-^  mvda^^r,  A  dirty  colour,  especially  of 
an  elephant. 

A  ̂ J^^  muda^im,  A  runner  with  short  steps. 
A  ̂ J*.ff■l^*  mad^s,  A  thing  desired  or  desirable. 

Copulation.  3Iid^s,  (pi.  ̂J^*ff•^^  madams)  A 
lance  ;  whoever  pierces  with  it.  A  beaten  road. 

A  ij-s-tX*  muda^^s,  A  place  in  the  desert  where 
they  dress  victuals  or  bake  bread.  An  oven.  3Iu' 

da^^s,  One  who  thrusts  through  with  a  spear. 

A^-^frti-o  muda^ij,  Swift,  quick-going. 
A  muda^ih,  One  who  rushes  on  others. 

(See  ftL-^J  da^akat.) 

A  i^jaS'Sre  mud^s,  One  whose  feet  are  beat  and 

scorched  by  the  sun's  heat.  Mud^s,  (Heat)  de- 
structive (to  any  one). 

A  ̂ J|^l^  mudf^h,  One  who  spurs  his  horse. 
A  ̂PSjo  7nid^k,  Quarrelsome,  squabbling,  li- 

tigious. A  rubbing  or  polishing  instrument. 

A  muda^is,  (People)  dancing  with 
joined  hands,  after  the  manner  of  the  Magi. 

A  muda^ij,  One  who  collects  water  (in 
a  cistern).  (See  da^ajat.) 

A  iji^iiv*  muda^ik.  One  who  engages  in  busi- ness. One  who  sroes  over  a  matter  and  knows  it. 

A  p&Xo  mudda^m,  One  who  leans  upon. 

A  (ju«^Sri  muda^nas,  Concealed. 
A  (^_}A^Srs>  muda^nis,  (Water)  full  of  tadpoles. 

A  mud^n.  Bad-tempered.  Ill-fed. 

AjC-S-So  mud^nhir,  Suddenly  rushing  (tor- 

rent). A  bringer  of  any  thing  shameful. 

A^S-civ*  mad^w,  Invited.  Called,  styled.  ̂ -5^ 

&5  mad^wun  lahu,  A  person  prayed  for,  or  upon 

whom  a  benediction  is  pronounced. 

A^^f-S<  7nad^ij,  Mad,  insane. A  jy^'^*  mad^k,  Worn,  beaten  (path). 

A  Zi}^S<madf^h,  (A  place)  worn  down  by  a 
multitude.  Offensive  and  noisome  from  a  stagna- 

tion of  water  or  urine. 

A  mud^,  One  who  adopts  as  his  son. 



A  j]^Xe  mudda^',  (in  construction  Ip^J/o  jnud- 
da^)  An  intention,  design, purpose,  proposal, cause, 

reason,  subject,  object.  &AS'  mudda^'  ̂ a- 
layhi,  A  criminal ;  the  defendant  in  a  suit  at  law. 

P  (jii/^^j^  <^'-S'!S'«  mudda^yibayan  kardan,  To 
explain  one's  pretensions,  to  open  a  cause. 

jjiJ^J^'J  mudda^iyi  tajy'id kardan,  To  support 
j)retensions,  to  prove  an  allegation.  ̂   JJ^y 

mudda^yi  natv  payda,  A  new  invention,  fresh  ar- 

gument. JjJ.i  (J  (j^S-S^  J  JjJi^  JIj«3  (a^lluli  ̂ a- 
/i/  ?i  mtidda^yi  It  daUl,  A  weak  pretext,  argument 

without  proof,  a  jS[ udda^,  An  adversary  in  a  law- 
suit, prosecutor,  plaintiff,  suitor,  claimant.  A  pre- 

tender, boaster  (of  birth  or  courage).  One  who 

chaliengesa  rival  to  fight,announcing  his  own  name 
and  family.  One  who  causes  another  not  to  be 

called  by  his  real  father. 

A  i^-^  mad^y,  Spurious,  of  doubtful  pedigree. 
A  mzidar/hbaj,  Iniposthumated. 

A  mWa^Ai/a///*,  Accused,  impeached.  A 

tickler.  A  pincher.  (See  'iff-i^S-J  daghdaghatS) 
A jff-^  mudaghghar,  Dirty  (colour). 
A  Sjff-i^*  madgharat,  A  tierce  battle,  whose  cha- 

racteristic is  giddy  boldness  or  temerity. 

A  ̂ JiS-^  mudghish,  Who  enters  the  dark. 
A  (^ff-^  mudghis,  An  exasperator.  A  fighter. 

A  Vfl-ff-.^c  mudaghjik,  Plentiful  (year),  com- 

fortable (life).  (Rain)  heavy  at  first.  (See"iaflC-(5.) 
A  ,J^J«<>  mudghil,  Hidden  (place).  A  deceiver. 

A  spoiler,  man-er.  (See  J'^J^  idghal.) 
A  mudgham,  Concealed.    Inserted  (one 

letter  in  another).  3Iudghim,  see  idgham. 

A  j.ff' J/«  muddughim,  One  who  inserts  (one  letter 
into  another). 

A  mudaghmar,  (or  (j-^ii»o)  Concealed. 

A  i^J^^  mudaghinish,  A  fast  walker. 

A  j^i\c  madghur,  An  infant  whose  palate  has 
been  raised  with  the  finger. 

A  I  mudiff,  Consecutive,  uninterrupted, 

successive.  (See  ̂   j^sjl  idfaf.) 
A  T^is^f)  madfoiat,  A  warm  country.  Mudfasat, 

Camels  f;it  and  hairy. 

A  i\sSA  mudaffasfut,  Camels  fat  and  hairy. 

A  ̂ Sio  midfa^  A  camel  which  has  biestings 
in  the  udder  before  birth. 

A  midfan,  (A  man  or  a  camel)  who  goes 

where  there  is  no  occasion.  Concealed(well).  Worn 

out  (leathern  bottle  or  bag). 

A midfar,  Compact  (host). 

A  madfa^  (v.n.  of        Pushing,  thrust- 

ing, driving  away,  beating  oft'.  Any  place  through 
which  water  flows,  a  canal,  conduit.  Midfa^  (pi. 

inadufi^  Cannon,  artillery.   Any  thing  by 
which  (an  enemy)  is  repulsed. 

A  mudaffa^  Repulsed,  outcast.  Abject, 
base,  contemptible,  poor.  A  guest  sent  on  by  one 

tribe  to  another.  Noble,  high-bred. 
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A  ojeJve  madfa^t,  A  means  of  repelling. 

A  ?nudaffif,  (A  camel's  bunch)  which 
overhangs  both  sides.  A  hastener.  One  who  hast- 

ens to  despatch  (a  wounded  person). 

A  mudjih,  Who  empties  at  once. 
A         mudaffih,  One  whose  hands  give  freely. 

A  madfan,  A  place  of  burial. 

A  j^5-c  muddafan,  Covered,  concealed.  Jlud- 
dajin,  A  concealer.  (A  slave)  absconding,  espe- 

cially when  afraid  of  being  sold. 

Ai^^Js^mudafnis,  Heavy, scarce  able  to  move. 

A  ̂ j^-^  madfii^  Repulsed,  driven  off. A  madfuh,  (Water)  poured  out. 

A  ̂ jy>>*«  madfun,  Buried,  interred,  concealed, 
hid  (treasure  under  ground). 
A  mudjii,  One  who  gives  away  warm 

clothing.  (See  id/at.) 

A  (j mudft,  One  who  rushes  upon  and  kills 

(a  wounded  man).  (See  -^\sii\  idfat.') 
A  mudjisat,  (or  mudaffi^aC)  Ca- 

mels fat  and  hairy.  A  number  of  camels. 

A  Jii^  madk,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Breaking  (a  stone). 

A  jJa«  midakh,  (muduhh,  midakhat,  or 

madahhai)  (pi.  j^iVo  madakh)  An  instrument  in 
which  anything  is  bruised;  a  wooden  mallet  used 

in  dressing  cotton ;  an  instrument  with  which  corn  is 

threshed  ;  a  washer  or  bleacher's  beetle ;  the  pes- 
tle of  a  mortar.  3Iudikk,  One  who  bruises,  or 

beats  small,  thin,  and  fine.  (See  idkdk.) 

A  midha^  Covetous,  greedy. 

A  midhas,  (pi.  ̂J^xs\SlO  madakis)  Strong 

(camel).  Midaks,  Silk. 

A  mudhi^  DepiTssive  (poverty).  What- 
ever prostrates  or  lays  flat.  Lean,  meagre.  Swift. 

Fugitive.  Cleaving  to  the  ground. 

A  ̂ ji^  imidahhak,  Pounded,  pulverized.  3Iu- 
dahkik,  One  who  pounds  well.  Intimately  ac- 

quainted with  the  minutiae  of  things. 

A  iaLj\>/c  mudakkaJtat,  A  dish  made  of  meat 

minced  or  bruised,  and  formed  into  balls. 

A  mudkil,  (A  sheep)  lean  and  slender- 

boned.  (A  palm)  which  bears  bad  dates. 

A  pi'^Xc  mudkim,  Mulier  laxo  pudendo. A  madhuh,  Pounded,  pulverized.  Dri- 
ven firmly  into  the  ground. 
A  Jw*  midakh,  Robust  (man)  treading  firmly, 

and  able  to  work. 

A  '6^:>A)midakkat,  (A  niaid-scrvant)  capable  of 
much  labour,  a  maid  of  all  work. 

A  tiJ^i/.^  mudakdak,  (A  place)  worn  down  by 

a  multitude.  Noisome  and  ofl^ensive  from  a  quan- 

tity of  camel's  dung  and  urine. 
p  iJ!:^S<  mad-kash,  A  wire-drawing  machine. 

A  smith. 

A  {!£'^s<  mudakkak,  (Acolocynth)  eaten  with 

dates  or  anglit  beside. 

A  madhuhat,  A  fierce  battle. 

A  ̂^^^  madku^  (A  horse  or  camel)  troubled with  a  cough  or  disease  in  the  breast. 

A  L^i^S*  madkuk.  Hectic,  consumptive.  Trou- 
bled with  a  hectic  complaint.  Low  and  flat  in  the 

hip-bone  (a  horse). 

A  s^^^  madkukat,  Land  free  from  slopes,  and 

in  which  the  plant  rims  grows. 
A  titadl,  Contemptible,  despicable,  mean, 

base.    Thick  milk.  Midi,  Small-bodied,  slender. 

A  Jii>«  mudill.  More  powerful,  superior  (to  com- 

panions). (See  J^O^  idled.) 
A  ftjJjvc  madlcihat,  A  country  fruitful  in  plane- 

trees  (t—*3iif/i//6).  A  race  of  negroes  or  Ethiopians. 
A  c^i\o  viudlis.  Who  covers,  clothes,  hides. 

A  ̂J«c  madlaj,  A  place  or  trough  at  the  mouth 
of  a  vi^W,  into  which  the  water,  when  drawn  up,  is 

poured.  Mudlij,  One  who  sets  out  in  the  begin- 
ning of  the  night.  mudlij,  (or  y^ 

abu  7nudlij)  A  hedgehog. 

A^!S-«  vuuldalij,  One  who  travels  towards  the end  of  the  night. 

A  Kjs^.\c  madlajat,  A  place  or  trough  at  the 

mouth  of  a  well,  into  which  the  water,  when  drawn 

up,  is  poured.  The  lair  of  a  wild  beast.  Jlidlajat, 

A  pail  in  which  milk  is  carried. 

A  (jJ.i^  TO(/f7//*-,0ne  who  finds  the  plants 
adlas.  (A  country)  rich  in  such  plants. 

A  (j-J^iifC  mudallis,  A  concealer  of  the  faults  of 
merchandise  on  sale.  A  producer  of  incomplete 

or  false  evidence  (in  support  of  an  allegation). 

A  i,^je>^S<  mudallis,  One  who  makes  (a  cuirass) 

bright  and  smooth.  One  who  copulates  externally. 

A  laJj.*  midlaz  ormidah,  One  who  thrusts  vio- 

lently forward. 
A  mudlij  One  who  lolls  out  the  tongue. 

Swag-bellied. 
A  ̂ X*  muddali^  Lolled,  lolling  (tongue). 
A  mudlif.  At  high  words  with  another. 
A  midlah,  An  instrument  with  which  a 

thing  is  rubbed. 

A  j_^ajJj»o  mudlarizl,  Fleshy,  but  firm. 

A^^!  Jw«  m  udluj,  A  bracelet  worn  above  the  elbow, 
an  armlet.  An  amulet  fastened  about  that  part  of 

the  arm  against  fascination. 

A  ui3j3j^  madluk,  Puzzled  by  many  questions. 

(A  horse)  with  flat  or  lean  buttocks.  (Acamel)  worn 
out  or  weak  in  the  knees  with  travelling. 

A  J^5.i.*??ia(f/i//,  Directed,  guided  right.  Proved. 
Demonstration,  proof. 

A  i^Sio  mudallah.  Insane,  distracted  with  love, 

or  who  forgets  what  he  has  done,  or  what  has  been 
done  to  him.    JMudallik,  Infatuating,  dementing. 

A  '_*^^^A^  mudalkis,  One  who  outstrips. 

A  jT^-^  mudlakimm,  Dark  (night).  Pitchy black.  Old,  aged. 

A  f^SA  mudU,  One  who  prepares  an  argument 
or  proof  (at  law).    (See  idlas.) 



A  mudalti,  One  who  brings  (a  man)  into 

a  disagreeable  predicament. 

A  mudivim,  One  who  behaves  shamefully. 
The  father  of  a  deformed  child. 

A  &>-Ui>\«  midmajat,  A  turban,  or  its  sash. 
A  Li)Uiii»«  midmak,  A  row  of  stones  in  a  wall. 

A  carpenter's  or  mason's  plumb-line. 

A  'i^d^  midammat,  A  wooden  harrow  or  rake. 
A  i^l^Sio  mudammis,  One  who  makes  any  thing 

(especially  a  bed)  smooth  and  soft. 

A  mudmaj,  An  arrowused  in  drawing  lots; 

also  the  lot  drawn.  A  level  road,  lludmij.  One 

who  rolls,  wraps,  or  folds  up. 

A  ̂ISximw(^(/am(f;,(Onething)enclosed  in,  thrust 
into,  or  entangled  with  another. 

A mudammih,  One  who  bows  his  head. 

A        ̂   mudamhik,  A  starcher  of  linens. 

A  mudamhil,  One  who  makes  to  roll. 

A  ̂a^iiv*  mudamkhik,  Slow-paced,  heavy. 
A  S<Sia  madmad,  River.  Rope.  Knot  on  a  rope. 

A  ii^^  madmadat,  A  fleeing,  running  away. 
A  mudammash,  Firmly  inserted. 

A  j»i\«4^ro  mudamdim,  Enraged,  inflamed,  pour- 
ing out  invectives. 

A  (j*<.JotX-«  mudammas,  Contaminated,  defiled. 
Mudammis,  A  hider,  burier. 

A  ̂ Ji^SA  mudamshak,  Slightly  broiled. 

A  mudmi^  One  who  fills  to  the  brim. 

A  j^i^  mudmigh,  One  who  necessitates. 

A  ̂ tVo  mudammagh,  Foolish.  Mudammigh, 
One  who  makes  a  sop  in  the  pan. 

A  ̂ ^1^  mudammik,  An  inserter  of  one  thing 
into  another.  Who  sprinkles  dough  with  flour. 

A  mudamhas,  (A  garment  woven)  with 
the  silk  dimahs. 

A  (.dloiiv*  midmak,  A  baker's  rolling-pin. 
A  (JJeii'O  mudammil,  Cicatrizing,  incarnative. 
A mudamlaj,  Round  and  smooth. 

A  mudamlak,  Smooth,  worn  (hoof). 

A  ijMAt^Mcrnudamlak,  Smooth, polished  (arrow). 
Round  and  smooth  (stone). 

A  jjoiis*  mudammam,  Shallow  (well),  the  sides 
of  which  are  plastered.  Mudammim,  One  who 

anoints  the  outside  of  the  eyelids. 

p  madmamunitan,  (in  zand  and  Pa- 

zand)  To  fear,  be  afraid,  ̂ j^^^o  madmamunam, 
I  feared,  i^^v*^  madmamunid,  Fear  ye. 

A  ̂ ^d^omudmin,  Assiduous, incessant, frequent. 

A  f^^M  mudammin,  One  who  gives  leave.  Be- 
fouling, dirtying.    (See  tadmin.) 

A  ̂ y<)<^  madmu^  Cauterized  under  the  eye. 

A  ̂ yeS^  madmugh.  Wounded  in  the  brain  i^'f"^ 
dimagh).    Foolish,  stupid,  brain-sick. 

A^^ii<«?wa<imw^,(Athing)inserted  into  another. 

A  ̂ ^Sjo  madmmn.  Red,  dyed  blood  colour. 
Fat,  plump  (camel,  limb).  Laden. 

A  'My<,yjomadmumat,  Broken  and  mended  (pot). 
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A  ̂ Jf>Sl«  mudmi,  Who  wounds  till  blood  appears. 

A  mudamma',  Very  red,  of  a  bright  shin- 
ing red.  (An  arrow)  red  with  blood. 

A  ̂ J<^  mud  or  mudun,  (pi.  of  aJwi.iV>)  Cities. 
p  madan,  Do  not  walk  or  run  with  a  gay, 

lively  air. 

A  mudinn,  A  stayer,  sojourner. 

A^<\«  mudannih,  Quiet,  submissive. 

A  ̂ ^mudannikh,  One  who  has  bumps  and  de- 
pressions (on  his  head).  Who  keeps  close  at  home. 

Obscene,  indecent.     (See  -^Si  tadnikh.) 
Aj);^  mudannar,  (A  horse)  distinguished  by 

more  white  than  black  spots.  Stamped  (gold  coin). 

Rich  in^gold  coin  (jVjo_»^  dinar). 

A  (^J^i.'emwrfanwaSjDefiledjContaminated.  Mu- 
dannis,  A  defiler,  polluter,  profaner. 

A  i_i>iX«  mudnaf  or  mudnif,  Afflicted  with  a 
chronical  distemper.  Mudnif,  Pale,  setting  (sun). 

(See  idnaf.) 

A  Jj3i^(«  mudannih,  Thin-faced  from  grief.  One 
who  looks  intently.    (See  ̂ J^<^  tadnik.) 

A yi>^^c  mudankir,  One  who  closely  attends  to 
minute  or  difficult  and  intricate  matters. 

A  (jJU(^  mudankis,  A  promoter  of  discord. 
One  who  humbly  lowers  his  head. 

A  (j*i^i>c  mudankis,  Onewhostays  athome,  to 
the  exclusion  and  neglect  of  public  calls  or  duties. 

p  madang,  A  wooden  key.  The  teeth 

or  wards  of  a  lock.  Bolting  or  barring  a  door. 

A  ̂ ^S>c  mudnis,A  committer  of  a  fault. 
A  ̂ J,SlC  mudm.  Who  brings  near,  or  approaches. 

(A  she-camel)  near  the  birth. 

A(_^l^  muddani,  Approached,  become  near. 

A  J3i\«  mndanna'.  Abject,  weak  (man).  Mu- 
danni.  One  who  causes  to  approach,  brings  near. 

A  pursuer  of  trifles  as  well  as  of  important  matters. 

aJI^^iXo  madaniy.  Belonging  to  the  town,  or  a  citi- 
zen of,  Madina.    A  citizen.    Urbane,  sociable. 

A&JOJvo  mudniyat,  (A  she-camel)  near  the  birth. 
A  madaniyai,  (fem.  of  madaniy) 

Revealed  at  Madina  (a  chapter  of  the  Kur'an). 
A  (^^j  J»«  midwds,  An  instrument  for  threshing 

corn.  A  polishing  or  smoothing-tool. 

A  midwam,  A  piece  of  wood  used  in  still- 
ing a  boiling  pot. 

A  mudawwih,  Lavish,  prodigal,  profuse. 

A  ̂ jt^  madukh.  Quick  in  doing  every  thing. 
A  mudawwikli,  A  humbler,  subjugator. 

A  traveller,  roamer,  rambler. 

A  dji\c  mid7vad,  (for  i^jSic  mizrvad)  A  manger. 

3Iudud,  (pi.  oiSio  madd)  Flows  of  tides.  Floods. 
A  mudawwid.  Infected  with  worms  (Ojii 

dud).  Seated  in  a  swing,  see-sawing  (boy). 
A  mudawwar,  Round,  circular.  The 

world.  Mudarvwir,  One  who  causes  to  turn  in  a 

circle.  One  who  makes  (any  thing)  round. 

K'iJ^SicmudAimmrat,{Came\s)vih\ch  the  keeper 

milks  in  a  circle. 

Ai^^Sjcmidwas,A  machine  for  threshing  corn. 
A  tool  used  in  polishing  or  smoothing  (a  sword). 

A  madush,  (v.  n.  of  (^iXe)  Giving  little. 
Eating  little.  Somewhat,  any  thing. 

A  mudawwis.  One  who  descends  or  lets 

himself  down  from  a  height. 

A  Ibjtivc  madsuZjOne  with  whom  you  are  angry. 

A  (  jjii/o  maduf.  Macerated,  steeped,  soaked. 

(Musk)  brayed.  Dissolved  (in  water). 
A  ̂^Sk  midwak,  A  stone  for  braying;  muller. 

A  ̂ ji\o  midmam,  A  stick  used  in  stirring  or  still- ing a  boiling  pot. 

A  jaji^^  mudawwim,  A  giver  in  perpetuity.  A 
quieter,  pacifier.  (See  ̂ ^Si  tadrvtm.) 

A  ̂ ^i^mudun, (v. n. of  ̂ ^tVo)  Abiding,  tarrying 

(in  any  place).  Coming  to  a  city  {^i^,^  madinat), 
A  mudawwin,  A  collector  of  poems  into  a 

book  (such  collection  being  called  a  ̂^^y.'i  diivan). 

p  s^^^madunih,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Paradise. 
A)£>^^Sji>madiUZ,One  with  whom  you  are  angry. 

A  L— Jjjii«si  madwuf.  Macerated,  mixed.  Dis- 
solved (in  water).  (Musk)  moistened  and  brayed. 

A  (^/ji^o  TOMc^we,  Who  or  what  diseases.  Abun- dant (food). 

A  mudawwl,  Thundering  (cloud).  One 
who  drinks  milk  covered  with  a  thin  scum.  Con- 

cealed, hidden. 

A        madh.  Praise,  eulogium. 

p  8tX«  muda,  Sick,  indisposed. 

A        muddah,  (pi.  of  8t>l/c  madih)  Encomiasts. 
A  J»«  mudhammat,  A  garden,  the  plants  of 

which  are  black  from  rankness.  (jljk«lfci3^  mud- 

hdmmatani,  Two  paradises  (in  the  Kur'an)  plen- 
tifully watered,  and  full  of  verdant  plants. 

A  ̂JiiJ6;i„«  mudahdik.  Breaker  (of  bones).  Cut- 
ter (of  flesh).  (Meat)  turningover  in  a  boiling  pot. 

A  jnudahdim.  Who  throws  down  in  con- 

fusion, and  tumbles  one  thing  over  another. 

A  mudhish,  (or  (jiS^  mudahhish)One 
who  amazes,  astonishes,  or  confounds. 

A muddahak,^roken  in  pieces.  Squeezed, 

expressed,  lluddahik.  Joined,  impacted  (stones). 

A  j*fii(\<  mudhiyn,  Saddening. 
A  ̂ ^d^  mudahhim,  Blackening  (fire). 

A*s^i\«WM(ZaA7??ar«/!,Compact,round(woman). 

A  (_j«^ti/e  mudaJmas,  Hid,  concealed. 
A  ,tei3x  mudahmak.  Soft,  supple  (nerve  or 

string).  Smooth,  faultless  (arrow).  Cracked,  split. 

Agreeable,  entertaining  (book).  Ill-dressed  (vic- 
tuals). Mudahmih,  A  breaker.  A  cutter.  A  title 

given  to  a  certain  eloquent  man.  (See  iift*fcJ.) 

A  (^fc  mudhin,  A  glozer,  deceiver.  Mudhun, 

(pi.  j^^tVo  maddhin)  An  oil-bottle  or  cruise.  An 
ointment-box.  Any  hollow  excavated  by  a  torrent. 
A  hollow  in  a  mountain  in  which  rain-water  collects, 

A  ̂jfciS-*  mvddahin,  Greasy.  Anointed. 



A  viudahhanun,  Persons  about  whom 

are  the  signs  of  wealth. 

Aj^Sio  madhur,  Tlie  land-produce,  as  distin- 
guished from  the  salt,  in  Bengal. 

A  (jjj^'^  mad/iuruna,  (or  ̂ j^,^  madhu- 
run  6j/im) Visited  by,  or  enduring, adverse  fortune. 

A  (^^.X/c  madhiish,  Astonished,  astounded, 
amazed,  confounded,  confused,  thunderstruck. 

p  viadhun,  A  tanned  hide, 

A  ̂ ^^^jrta«?//5«,  Anointed  (beard).  (Afield) 
wet  superficially  with  rain. 

A  ̂^^mudakhiyWho  calls  (any  one)  ingenious. 
A  dishonourer.  Who  inflicts  misfortune. 

A  mudy,  (pi.  amdas)A  kind  of  dry- 

measure  used  in  Syria  and  Egypt,  il/of/a',  A  boun- 
dary, term,  period,  goal.  A  butt  for  archers.  Dis- 
tance, intervening  space.  The  extent  to  which  the 

eye  can  reach  ;  ken.  A  species  of  tree.  A  film 

floating  on  stagnant  water.  j»V5^\  Jj-ii^o  mada'l  ay- 

yam,  At  all  times.  Ij^jSi  hadru  mada^l 
basar,  As  far  as  can  be  seen.  Muda,  niada  ,  or 

mida',  (pi.  of  madyat,  midyat,  and  mudyai) 
Large  knives. 

p         mad'i,  (for  8i\«  madili)  Do  not  give. 
K^JSlO  mudif,  (fera.  iOii^  muduat)  Sick,  dis- 

eased, ailing. 

A  (]/iXc  madly,  (pi.  jo,ii«c^  amdiyat)  A  place  en- 
closed with  stones  (especially  a  lake  or  a  well). 

The  conduit  through  which  water  flows  from  a  re- 

servoir. Water  running  from  a  cistern  which  stag- 
nates and  corrupts. 

A midyan,  ( pi . ^\i>«c  madaMn  and  t^^o^ii-o 
madaytn)  One  who  runs  deep  into  debt.  One  who 
lends  much. 

A  io.ti^  mad,  mid,  or  mudyat,  (pi.  JfJ-o  mad, 

mid,  or  mnda^)  A  large  knife.  The  handle  of  a  bow. 
Mudyat,  A  boundary,  term. 

A  mudayyas,  Broke  in,  tame,  quiet. 

A  ̂ i^^  madili,,  (pi.  madasili)  A  praise- 
worthy act.  Praise. 

A         viad'ihh,  (pi.  mudaliJias)  Excel- 
lent, precious,  great. 

A         midcrihh.  Excellent,  precious,  great. 

A  viadid,{y)\.  li^Xc  mudud)  Long,  exten- 
sive. Extended,  lengthened  out.  Tall  of  stature. 

A  kind  of  long  measure  in  verse.  Water  on  which 

meal  is  sprinkled  and  given  to  camels.  Grass, 

forage,  hay,  straw. 

A^.i^  miidir.  Who  turns  round,  converts,  sur- 
rounds. One  who  goes  or  drives  round.  The  chief 

of  a  province. 

A  ̂ y>.^  madili,  (Cattle)  loathing  forage. 

A  mudayhk,  (dim.  of  ̂ Ji^c  muduhh)  A 
little  mortar. 

A  uib.^v*  madih,  (A  place)  plentiful  in  cocks. 

A  i^^..^  mudil,  One  who  assists,  and  gives  vic- 
tory or  good  fortune  (iJjiJ  dawlat). 
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A  mudim,  Troubled  with  a  hemorrhage  at 

the  nose.  (See  also  'iic\S\  idamat.) 
A  A^i^/o  mudimat,  (Ground)  watered  by  con- 

tinual, gentle  rain  (X^ii  (timai). 

A(^t^(C/nai/^an,Midian,  acity  in  Arabia  Petrea. 

The  place  of  Jethro,  called  by  the  Arabians  t_«i>i>.*> 
shu^yh.  Madln,  A  debtor.  A  lion.  A  servant, 
a  slave.  Recompensed,  requited.  Mudin,  A  re- 

compenser,  requiter.    (See  'sj\^\  idanat.) 
A  jJ5     mudayyin,  Tolerant  in  religious  matters. 
pljjtVc  madina,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  city. 

A  iZij^  madlnat,  (pi.  ̂ ^^J-e  madaAn,  jjJx 

mudun,  and  mudn)  A  city.  A  maid-servant.  Ma- 
dina in  Arabia,  where  Muhammad  was  buried,  for- 

merly called  Yatrib.  It  is  also  named  ,]^\  al^.^i-o 

madlnatu'n  nabiy,  (or  w^JOjI  madinatu'71 
nabaroiyat)  The  city  of  the  prophet,  or  simply 

'il^i^i^  al  madinat.  'sJi^Sj«mad'inatu'ssalam, 
The  city  of  peace,  i.e.  Baghdad.  Ijljj.^  ̂ J>\  131 

ana'  bnu  maditiatiha,  I  am  thoroughly  acquainted 
with  all  that  relates  to  her. 

A  Jl^yjo J«c  madyaniy,  A  Midyanite.  Madiniy, 
An  inhabitant  of  any  other  city  than  Madina  (as 

Baghdad,  Isfahan,  &c.).   Town-bred  (bird,  &c.). 

A  i^)^.'^  madyun,  Indebted,  involved  in  debt. 

A  'ej^t^madywiat,  Amaid-servant, handmaid. 
A^_^^Mmudf^,  Sick,  ailing.  What  makes  sick. 
A  77iiz,  muz,  or  muza,  From,  since  (in  a 

past  sense).  In  (in  a  present  sense).  ̂ J^^^d^muz 
yarvmani,  Since  two  days. 

p  S/o  muz,  A  lord,  a  master  (used  in  composition, 

as  iS»«,\iiJ;i*>»\  isfandarmuz). 

\  A'd^mizcLf,  (v.  n.  of  (_yii>/«)  Toying  with  (any 

one)  until  a  seminal  eff"usion  occurs.  A  mixed  and 
mirthful  assembly  of  men  and  women.  Panderism 

to  one^s  own  wife.  (pi.  oi  sSijjcmaziyat)  Women. 

A  A'^DM  mazzof,  Addicted  to  mazy. 

A  ijA  'sK  viuzasarat.  Refractoriness  (in  a  wife). 
p  muzab  or  mazab,  Melted. 

A  ̂Vcy^muzab,  Liquefied,  liquid,melted.  P  (_}>») 

(  ̂ IS/o  ln^imuzab,{QVL^\  ':yja^^\i,yahutimuzab) 
Aliquid  ruby,  i.e.  red  wine;  implying  also  sweetness. 

AUj->1  muzatsab,  (A  boy)  whose  locks  dangle 

over  his  forehead.  (A  pack-saddle)  furnished  with 
a  bit  of  skin  called  i^^^^  zusubat. 

A  &jlj-«  maz^abat,  (A  country)  swarming  with 

wolves  (i--»^<i  zisb). 

mazabih,  (pi.  of  ̂ j-o  mazbah)  Places 
of  sacrifice:  altars. 

A  j>y^  muzabii;  A  goer,  traveller. 
A y>-)3./o  mazahh  ir.  The  intestines,  the  lower  part 

of  the  belly.  The  veins. 

A  li^ii-o  mazad,  A  spacious,  luxuriant  meadow. 

Aj\j-«  mizar,  Tell-tale,  tale-bearing  (woman). 

Aj\  's^  muzarr.  Vicious  (she-camel). 
A  muzarrat,  (v.  n.  3  ofji)  Spiting  her 

colt  (a  camel).  Being  vicious  (a  she-camel). 

A  ̂\Si»mazari^  (pi.  of  mizra^  Districts 
which  lie  between  a  cultivated  country  and  a  desert. 

Legs  (of  beasts  of  burden).  Palm-trees  near  houses. 
A  &P,li/o  muzdra^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂   j)  Selling  by 

the  cubit  or  ell  (^j^  ziraQ.  Mixing. 

A  I — iJ\sM  mazdr'if.  Lachrymal  ducts. 

A  j-Jjl^  mazdn^  (pi.  of  mizrd^  Dis- 
tricts lying  between  cultivated  and  desert  lands. 

Feet  of  beasts  of  burden.  Palm-trees  near  houses. 

A  mar^^o^,  Chinky.  One  who  cannot  keep 
a  secret.  A  liar.  Pei  fidious.  A  promise-breaker. 

Unsteady,  moving  about  (as  a  shadow).  Qui  se- 
men genitale  vel  urinam  emittit  ante  tempus. 

A  'iiV:^  muzdffut,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_J  j)  Hastening 
to  despatch  a  wounded  man. 

A  Jj^i>^  mazdh,  (or  'di\sio  mazahat)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 1  j 
for  Jji)  Tasting.  Taste.  The  palate.  J^i^ 
sahib  mazdh,  A  voluptuary  ;  an  epicure. 

A  ̂      mazzdh,  Insincere  in  love. A  iijil A*  muzdhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j5j)  Hemming 

in,  reducing  to  straits. 
A  J^Ia-*  vutzdharat,  (v.  n.  8  of ̂ li)  Remem- 

bering (one).  Conferring  together.  Commemora- 
ting, recollecting.  Conversation,  conference. 
A  mazdhi,  Six-year-old  (horses). 

Aj^Vsio  mazdhir,  (pi.  of^^  zahar)  Penes. 
A  Jli««  mazdl,  (v.  n.  of  Ji««)  Being  unable  to 

keep  a  secret.  Muzdl,  The  vei-se  called  hd- 
mil  or  lajL»^  basit  lengthened  out  in  the  last  foot 

by  two  letters.  Long  (coat  of  mail). 

A  J13^  viazzdl.  Restless  in  bed,  a  troublesome 
bed-fellow.  Greatly  addicted  to  mazy. 

A  *31i^  miizdlat, An  air-assuming  maid-servant. 

A  mazdmm,  (pi.  of  ivo  rnazammat)  Con- 

temptible things. 
A  ̂ ^^i^  vuizdnib,  (A  mare)  on  the  point  of 

colting.  A  camel  in  the  hindermost  part  of  a  herd. 
A  iuii^j^  muzdnabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_-*><i)  Being 

near  foaling  (a  mare). 

A&iljw*  muzdiuiat,  (v.  n.3of^T;»J)  Questioning. 

A^^.^\^mazdhib,(^[)l.  of  l-.«>3^  ?Ha^/iai)  Ways 

by  which  one  goes.  Sects.  Institutes.Gilded(thongs). 

A  sJJfc\i-o  muzdhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^<i)  Dispu- 

ting, contending,  vying  about  genius  zihn). 
A muzdj^ir,  .•V.udacious,  refractory  (wife). 

(A  camel)  which  deserts  her  new-born  colt. 

A  ̂ 3>^  mazdyi^  (pi.  of  ̂lj.i-<>)  lilahbers. A  CL>i^  mazabb  or  mizabb,  A  keeper,  defender, 

protector  of  his  women  or  harem. 
A  1  .^A/c  muzabbih,  (A  horseman)  who  travels 

fast  and  alone.  A  long  thirst,  in  consequence  of 

which  one  makes  haste  to  a  distant  watering-place. 

A  io mazabbat,  (A  place)  infested  with  flies 

(L^Wii  zubdb).  Mizabbat,  Any  thing  for  driving 

away  flies,  a  fly-flap. 

A  ̂3-0  mazbah,  (pi.  mazdbih)  That  part 
in  the  throat  where  they  generally  slaughter  ani- 



mals.  An  altar;  any  place  where  an  animal  is 

sacrificed.  A  field  of  battle ;  an  amphitheatre,  or 

any  place  where  they  fight  and  kill  one  another. 

The  principal  place  in  a  mosque,  where  the  priest 

prays  for  the  people  with  his  face  turned  towards 

Mecca ;  a  kind  of  high  altar.  A  Christian's  library. 
A  fissure  in  the  earth  about  a  span  in  size.  Mizbah, 

A  sacrificing  or  slaughtering  knife. 

A^j-«  muzzahih,  A  slayer,  slaughterer. 
A  muzabbih,  One  who  leans  forward  so 

much  that  his  head  is  lower  than  his  posteriors. 

A  (--^iij(>e  muzabzib  or  muzahzab,  (Any  thing) 

hanging  and  floating  in  the  air;  suspended;  fluc- 

tuating, hesitating,  irresolute.  Ji>^  ij^^^  L>**^ 

^jjJiiJ  ba^i  muzabzabini  ahli  tahlld,  Some  irre- 
solute people,  imitators  of  others. 

A ̂  d^muzabbar,  Wrhteu.  Finely-painted  (gar- 
ment). 3Iuzabbir,  A  writer. 

A  ̂y>,i^  muzbil,  Whatever  emaciates,  shrivels, 

makes  lean,  languid,  and  weak  ;  withering  (blast). 

A  (_i^y,ii/o  mazbub,  lx\?e%iedi  with  flies,  tormented 

by  flies  ((--'^i  zubdb).    Furious,  insane,  mad. 

A  3^  mazbuh,  Slaughtered,  sacrificed,  slain, 
killed.  One  whose  throat  is  covered  by  a  beard. 

Pure,  lawful  (food). 

Aj^iXc  mazbur,  Written. 

A  (Jy3««  mazbul,  Dried,  withered,  shrivelled. 

A  ̂ <^-^  mazah,  A  chafing  of  the  thighs,  hips, 
or  groins  by  violent  exercise.  Honey  produced 

from  pomegranate-flowers.  A  splitting  of  the  tes- 

ticles from  rubbing  against  any  thing. 

A  ̂ii^tS^  muzahzih,  A  fast  goer  with  short 
steps.    Dust-scattering  (wind). 

A  mazahh,  Pomegranate-flower  honey. 
A  iflj-3<*  mazkhat,  (A  country)  without  trees. 

A js^iiw*  muzzakhir,  A  horse  that  reserves  his 

full  speed  till  after  the  others  have  broke  down. 

Aj^'^mazhhur,  Stored  up,hoarded,collected. 
Aj  j-«  mazar,  (v.  n.  of,^)  Being  addle  (an  egg), 

rotten  (a  nut).  Being  disordered,  qualmish  (the 

stomach).  Being  indisposed.  shazara 

mazara,  Dispersed  (camels)  straying  up  and  down. 

Mazir,  Rotten,  addle,  stinking  (egg). 

A  mizrat,  A  fan.    A  wooden-teethed  in- 

strument used  in  winnowing  corn. 

A  ̂ i^mizra^  (pi.  mazari^and  ̂ j^S^ 
mazdri^  A  district  or  a  town  between  a  cultivated 
country  and  a  desert. 

A  I— ̂ iVo  mizrdb,  The  tongue. 

A  t—jjj-*  muzarrab,  Sharpened,  edged.  Poi- 
soned (sword),   lluzarrib,  A  sharpener,  whetter. 

A  "Sjii/*  mazirat,  A  rotten  egg.  A  nasty  woman. 
A  ijdjo  mizarrat,  An  instrument  for  separating 

the  grain  from  the  straw,  a  flail,  thrashel. 

A  ̂li-*  muzarrah,  Watered  (milk  or  honey). 
Muzarrih,  One  who  rubs  (meat)  with  cantharides 

(^^Ji  zurrdh)  as  a  poison.  (See  tazrih.) 
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A  ̂ 1^*  muzri^  One  who  measures  by  the  ell, 
cubit,  or^arm.  (See  izra^) 

A  muzzari^  One  who  puts  forth  his  arms 

((j^ — zird^ni)  from  beneath  his  vest. 
A  muzarra^  (An  animal) distinguished  by 

shining  black  streaks  upon  the  fore-legs.  Wounded 

in  the  brisket,  so  that  the  fore-legs  are  stained  with 
blood.  A  swift  horse,  one  that  enables  his  rider  to 

pierce  the  game,  so  that  the  horse's  fore-legs  are 
stained  by  the  blood  of  the  game.  One  whose  mo- 

ther is  nobler  than  the  father.  Strangled.  Muzar^ 

ri^  A  strangler.  One  who  confesses.  One  who 
stretches  out  the  arms  or  hands  when  going  along 

(as  people  when  they  have  got  good  news  to  tell). 

(Rain)  penetrating  the  ground  to  the  depth  of  a 
cubit.  (See  ̂ .j^  tazri^) 

A  eSj^  muzarra^t,  A  female  hyena  striped 
on  the  fore-legs. 

A  i_-sJtX<i  muzarrif.  Shedding  (tears).  Exceed- 

ing, above  (a  hundred).    (See  L_i?jiX>  tazrif.) 
A  muzrik,  Muting  (bird). 

A  ̂ j  '^muzzarih,  A  rmxer  upof  antimony  with 
the  juice  of  the  herb  ̂ Jji  zurak. 

A  ̂ jiivc  muzarrah,  (Milk)  mixed  with  water. 

A  'ij)j6^  mazrakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JJ^  Q)  Throwing. 
Bluzrihat,  Land  which  produces  the  herb  ̂ ^J*^* 

A  (j^jj<^«  mizrarodni,  (dual)  The  prominent  ex- 
tremities of  the  buttocks.  The  extremes  or  horns 

of  a  bow.    Both  sides  of  the  head. 

A  mazrub,  Sharpened,  whetted. 

AjjjiiA>TOa2:?'M?-,Pounded,pulverized.  Scattered. 

A  ̂ j'^  mazru^  Measured  with  ell  or  cubit. 
A  u-SjjiX*  mazruf,  Shed,  fallen  (tear). 

A  ijj^  mizra',  A  fan  ;  also  a  pronged  instru- 
ment for  winnowing  corn.   3Iuzri,  see  iZ7-as. 

A  (^S/o  muzrh,  A  camel  that  lets  her  milk  flow. 

A  ijj'^  muzarri,  A  scatterer.  A  ventilator. 
An  encomiast.    (See  'i>,jdS  tazriyat.^ 

A        maz^  (or  maz^t)  (v.  n.  of 
Telling  one  part  and  concealing  another  (of  news 

or  any  transaction).  Scattering  (urine).  Flowing 

at  the  tops  of  mountains  (springs).  Colouring, 

glossing  over.    Taking  oath. 

A  (jj^As-ii-*  muz^bbtn,  Flowing  in  a  line,  as  the 

hairs  of  a  hyena's  mane. 
A  j^lS'i-*  miz^n,  Docile,  tractable  (camel). 
A  rmiza^a^  Ahastard.  An  adopted  son, 

JfMJra^^/^,  A  squanderer.  A  blab.  (See  &S'3^i.) 

A j^<^  muz^r,  A  terrifier. 
A  i^^^viuza^^rat,  Mad, furious  (she-camel). 
A  u_flff'3««  muz^f,  A  killer.    Instant  (death). 

Kj^i^  maz^r,  Frightened. 
A  mazirat,  Mad,  furious  (she-camel). 

(A  woman)  in  dread  of  being  suspected. 

A  u-j_55-S/o  maz^f,  Poisoned  (victuals).  Drug- 
ged with  poison  (i_i^ii  za^). 

A I  ii'sidmuzaffaf,  Light  and  swift  (arrow).  Mu- 
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zaffiffOnewlao  hastens  to  despatch  a  wounded  man. 

A  Sj^^  mazfuraty  (A  garden)  fragrant  with 
wild  rue  (-^^i  zafrdi). 

A  (_-J^i««  mazfuf,  Ready  prepared,  at  band. 

A  ̂   j«c  mazk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂3*«)  Mixing  (milk)  with 
water.    Shewing  feigned  (affection). 

A  mazhut,  Stained  with  dung  of  flies. 

A  mizkdr,  (A  woman)  who  bears  male 
children.  A  trackless  waste,  which  none  but  a 
bold  man  will  assay  to  cross. 

A  ji'Xe  TOWz^ (fr,  A  remembrancer.  (A  woman) 
who  bears  male  offspring( ̂ ii  zakar).  Hard, adverse 

(times).    Dangerous  (road),  sore  (calamity). 

A j^s^muzzakir,  A  rememberer.  A  reminder. 
A muzakkar,  Masculine.  A  male  sword, 

i.  e.  made  of  bright,  well-tempered  steel  (such  as 

they  supposed  to  have  been  made  by  the  Genies). 
Hard,  adverse  (fortune).  Dangerous  (road),  jf  i^ 

muzakhari samd^,  A  hen-pecked  husband. 
3Iuzakhir,  An  adviser,  admonisher, remembrancer. 

(Seej^^^ij  tazhirJ) 
A  i^t^  mazkarat,  Any  thing  worthy  to  be  re- 

membered (especially  sacred).  Mention,  relation. 
3Iuzharat,  Masculine  (woman). 

A  8j?^mMzaMami,  Masculine  (woman).  Sore 
(calamity). 

A  'i>^ mazkubat,  A  virtuous  woman. 

Aj^Sa  mazkur,  Remembered,  recorded,  men- 
tioned ;  expressed,  related,  <  jLoj^^jj^^  mazku- 

ru'l  awsdf,  Above  described, 
A  mazkurdt,  (pi.  of  8j^^^  mazkurat) 

Discourses,  relations,  matters  mentioned.  Sundry 

petty  allowances  made  to  the  zamindai-s  and  others 
at  the  close  of  the  accounts  of  the  annual  settlement 

(a  term  used  chiefly  in  India). 

A  mazkuri,  Independent  talukdars  who 

paid  their  own  rents  to  government.  Recollection. 
A  muzki,  One  who  kindles  a  fire.  One 

who  appoints  spies.  (See  izkds.) 

A  muzakkijijA.  (_^i«/o  mazdki)  Six-year- 
old  horse.  (See  tazkiyat.) 

A  i.^^  muzkiyat,  (A  cloud)  frequently  raining. 

A  JiXx  mazl,  (v.  n.  of  J  j««)  Being  unable  to 

keep  (a  secret).  Being  oppressed  and  wearied  by 
the  charge  of  a  secret.  Being  liberal.  Sleeping, 

being  torpid  (as  the  foot).  Languor,  torpor.  JiX« 

(j«flj3\  mazlu'nnafs  (or  S>.  yad),  Liberal.  3Iizl, 
Small-bodied  (man),  spare  of  flesh.  JIazal,  (v.  n. 

of  J3>/«)Being  heart-sick,  wearied,  melancholy,  and 
restless.  JIazil,  One  who  cannot  keep  a  secret. 

Heart-sick,  melancholy.  Weak,  feeble.  Liberal. 

A  Jjx  muzill,  Who  renders  vile  or  abject;  who 
discovers  one  to  be  so.  Debasing.  A  name  of  God. 

A  iiJixi  mazallat,  (v.  n.  of  Jti)  Being  abject  and 

submissive.  Baseness,  contempt.  'i!id^jS'  ̂ yrul 
mazallati,  A  peg,  pin,  nail. 

AtI^i\*mii^Za^/ii,Reclined,lyingon  the  breast. 



A         mizlafjh.  The  penis. 

A  ̂jJi>*  muzlak,  Pronounced  with  the  tip  of  the 

tongue.  Muzlih,  see  ̂ ^i^  izlak. 

A^jJi^rnui-a/ZaAjSharpcnedat  the  point.  (Milk) 
mixed  with  water.  Muzallilt, Oi\c  wlio  makes  sharp, 

or  who  renders  ready  or  voluble  in  speech. 

A  ̂JJiwc  muzallal,  Broke  in,  tame,  quiet.  A 

palm-tree  whose  clusters  of  dates  are  left  on  the 
tree.  (A  tree)  whose  fruits  hang  low  within  reach 

of  the  hand.  Muzallil,  A  vilifier.  A  humbler,  de- 
baser.  One  who  leaves  clusters  of  dates  on  the  tree. 

A  mazlul,  Humble,  submissive. 

A         mizla',  Restless,  unquiet  (men). 
A  mizamm,  Motionless.  Muzimm,  Who 

becomes  contemptible,  despicable,  vile,  mean,  base. 

Incapable  of  moving  from  weakness.  Faulty,  da- 
maged, vitiated,  despised  on  thataccount;  suspected. 

(See  izmam.) 
A  jloj-c  muzmatf  Game  hit  with  a  shot. 

A  liUnX*  Twazma^r,  Loud-voiced,  clamorous. 

A.'i!*iifj<nm.azamjnat,  (v.n.of  j»ii)Blaming.  Blame, 
scorn,  contempt,  satire,  abuse-  Any  thing  deserv- 

ing censure,  fault.  Right,  justice,  what  is  due.  Pro- 

tection. 'i« ji  zu  mazammatin,  Heavy,  burden- 
some. 3Iazimmat,  Grief  and  shame  (for  the  neg- 

lect ofany  duty).  iL«i^«j*/0(_^  ji^^  ahhazatni  minim 
mazbnmat  or  mazammat,  I  was  ashamed  of  him. 

*^^J^  ̂ n^^  azhibmazimmatahum  hishay- 
fin,  Give  them  something.  &JL«iX/«  ̂ ->a^  kaza 
mazammat aJtu  or  mazimmatahu,  He  did  him  a  fa- 

vour from  shame,  or  in  fear  of  censure. 

A  8iix)3^  mazmazat,  (v.  n.  of  d^S^c  Q)  Lying. 

A  ̂ S<i^mazmaziy,  Ingenious,subtile,  elegant. 

Joculai',  good-natured. 

A JXi'd^  muzammar,  That  which  is  between  the 
shoulders^ii^^  halaf)ha'lmuzammar,lireziches 
to  the  shoulders,  it  presses  heavily.  Muzammir, 
One  who  thrusts  his  hand  into  the  matrix  of  a  ca- 

mel to  ascertain  whether  her  foal  in  embryo  be  male 

or  female.  One  who  helps  a  camel  to  bring  forth. 

A         muzammam,  Very  much  blamed. 

A  mazmum,  Despised,  scorned.  Mean, 
base,  blameable. 

A  mizmiz,  A  great  liar. 

A  t_jOii^  miznah,  A  ladle,  spoon.  A  rivulet  of 

water  brought  from  one  garden  to  another.  Muz- 
nib,  Criminal,  faulty.  A  sinner. 

A  muzannih,  One  who  goes  tail  ((_-*i  j 

zanab)  foremost.  (A  camel)  pained  at  delivery  and 

extendinghertail.  (Adate)ripeningabouttbestalk. 

p  lLX>iS-«  mazanff,  A  wooden  key.  Teeth  of  a 
key.  Wards  of  a  lock.   Bar  of  a  door. 

A  ̂ ji^  7nazj:ub,  One  whose  sheep  arc  carried 
off  by  the  wolf  ((.yji  zisb).  Attacked  by  a  sore 
throat  (i^i  zuhat). 

A  L-Jjii-o  mizivab,  A  vessel  for  nieltino- things. 

A  L^j^<  muzarvTvab,  Mellcd,  liquefied.  3In- 
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zajvwib,  One  who  decorates  (a  boy)  with  forelocks. 

A  &Jj^  mizTvabat,  A  ladle,  a  spoon. 
A  J««  mizwah,  One  who  compels,  forces,  or 

treats  with  severity. 

A  ̂ >>o  muzawwih,  Wasteful,  unthrifty. 
A  iJj(i>*  7nizwad,1he  tongue.  A  manger.  The 

horn  of  a  bull. 

A  J»j(>/o  muzarvKid,  A  driver. 

A  j«jci«/e  maztum,  Disgraced,  blamed. 
A  u-»jj j««  mazsub,  Afraid  of  the  wolf  (c—oj 

ziib).  One  whose  flocks  have  suffered  by  the  wolf. 
Indisposed  from  a  sore  throat  (&^ii  zishat). 

A  \^yjdjf>mazsuf,  Drugged  with  deadly  poison. 

—  A  mazhsib,{y.  n.  of  t_^ii)  Going,  walk- 

ing, passing  along,  (pi.  u-Afc\jj6  mazahib)  A  sect, 
religiousorder.  A  religious  opinion.  Canon,  law, 

rule,  institution,  regulation  ;  rite,  ceremony.  Root, 

origin,  principle.  Away  through  which  one  goes.  A 
place  where  they  wash  before  prayer,  p  L-Atois* 

bad-mazhab,  A  miscreant,  a  Muzhab,  Gilded.  The 
Kaaba.  A  horse  of  a  reddish  dun  colour.  Name  of  a 

horse.  A  demon  that  causes  one  to  splash  and 

waste  the  water  in  the  performance  of  ablutions. 

Muzhib,  A  remover,  carrier  away.  A  gilder. 

A  wM-ra/J/a?;,  Gilded.  Worked  with  gold 

thread.  3Iuza}ihib,  K^xldev.  A  gold-embroiderer. 

A  ̂ ^bSiC  muzhin,  Who  or  what  causes  to  forget, 
or  draws  away  the  attention. 

A  mazy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ji^)  Turning  (a  horse) 

to  grass.  Experiencing  a  seminal  effusion  from  toy- 
ing and  playing.  Water  which  flows  from  the  mouth 

of  a  conduit  out  of  a  cistern.  Mazy,  (mazt,  or  (^3«« 

mazly)  A  seminal  effusion,  the  effect  of  contact  or 
lewd  imaginations,  p  I  t^i>*  mazl  anardan, 

To  indulge  in  secret  vicious  practices ;  to  onanise. 

A  jV.iXo  mizya^  (pi.  J^^.^i**  mazayi^  Full  of 
chinks,  a  blabber,  revealer  of  secrets. 

A  u-oi-«  muzMb,  Afiaid.  One  who  adorns  a 

boy  with  forelocks  (  ao^ji  ztuabat). 

A  u-0_iivcm(/c-iZ^,  A  meltcr.  Predatory.  An  able, 
skilful  manager. 

A  'iS  j^maztyat,  (or  'e^,^  mazyat)  (pi.  Olj[3>/c 
maziyat  and        mizat)  A  woman. 

A         muzayyihh,  A  humbler,  subduer. 
A  &ii3-c  mazynliliat,  Wolves. 

A  mitzld.  One  who  helps  to  drive. 

A  iSj.3-/«  viaziz,  A  liar. 

A y  '^muzfir,  An  exasperafor.  A  compeller. 
An  exciter,  instigator.    (Seejli\  izsar.) 

A  ̂ .'^  miizi^  A  divulger,  publislier.  A  rob- 
ber, carrier  off.  (See  ha^f.) 

A  maz'ili,  (Milk)  mixed  with  water. 
A  (Jj.ii-«  mazil,  Unable  to  keep  a  secret.  Weak, 

feeble.  Restless  from  bodily  indisposition.  Softiron. 

A  J^^ti..*  muzayyal,  (A  tent  or  robe)  having  a 

long  flap  or  train  (^j-^.i  ~ayl).  Clad  in  an  every-day 

garment,  and  doing  one's  own  servile  work. 

A  jCj««  mazim,  (and  ̂ y>J^  mazyum)  Vitiated. 
p jio  ruar,  Measure,  number.  Calculation,  com- 

putation. A  symbol  or  counter  used  by  the  natives 
of  the  East,  to  facilitate  the  adding  up  of  large 

sums,  and  set  against  every  hundred  according  to 
some,  and  according  to  others  against  every  fifty. 

Since,  because,  only,  solely.  A  particle  seldom 

used,  placed  by  way  of  pleonasm  before  Persian 
nouns,  denoting  the  genitive,  dative,  or  accusative; 
and  sometimes  used  as  a  particle  of  restriction. 

Mir,  A  friend. 

A^o  man;  (v.  n.  of  JJ*)  Passing  through  or  by, 
departing.  Persevering,  continuing.  Being  subject 

to  bile.  Haltering  (a  camel).  Rendering  bitter. 

Diffusing  over  thesurf;ice  of  the  ground.  A  rope. 

A  mattock,  spade,  or  shovel ;  also  the  handle,  (pi. 

of  'iyo  marraf)  Times,  turns.  jySiiJ\^  marru'd 
duhur.  The  lapse  of  ages.  j^^\ya  ̂ a/a'  mar- 
ri'd  f^M/iwr,  Continually.  (^J* ji^tuhu 
marran  aw  marrayn,  I  came  to  him  once  or  twice. 

3Iurr,{^\,j\j,^amrar)  Bitter.  Myrrh.  Bitterness, 

(pi.  oTirj/«  murrat^  Certain  bitter  trees  or  herbs. 
A  fyo  mars,  (v.  n.  of  \jo)  Tasting  (food).  Lying 

with.  Mars,  min,  or  murt,  (pi.  {^^^  marfuna) 

A  man,  the  human  species.  A  wolf.  Mara*,  (\ . 

n.  of  (^jo)  Resembling  a  woman  in  appearance  or 
in  talk,  having  a  feminine  carriage.  Finding  (vic- 

tuals) wholesome  and  easy  of  digestion. 

p  \j/o  mara,  To  me.  Mira,  Friendship.  The 
sun.  The  world.  An  equal  draught. 

A-*^  miras,  (v.n.  3  of  Disputing.  Doubt- 

ing, suspecting. 
A  'i\f\jcviurasat,  (v.n.  3  of  (_5^)  Feigning,  act- 

ing hypocritically,  making  a  false  show. 

A  'iAjQ  Tnaratat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j<>)  Being  easy  of  di- 
gestion (meat).    Being  salubrious.  Digestion. 

A  <— -^l/o  mirsab,  A  repairer,  a  mender. 

A  '^^jo  murabamt,  (v.  n.  3  of  b,)  Shunning. 
Observing,  guarding.  Being  ware  of,  fearing. 

A  'i\>\ji«  murabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  y^)  Being 
affable,  courteous,  civil,  polite,  or  dissimulating. 

A  murabahaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Gaining, 

making  a  profit.   Allowing  a  profit  or  advantage. 

A  i,^j^\yc  marabiz,  (pi.  of  ;_>aJj/«)  Sheep-folds. 
A  laj\j-<i  inarabit,  (pi.  of  iaJ^  marbat  or  marbit) 

Places  where  cattle  are  tied  ;  stables,  stalls.  Mu- 

rabit,  Quiet,  still.  Posted  on  an  enemy's  frontier. 
One  who  appoints  or  despatches. 

A  '6^\jiii  murabatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ia^)  Hovering 

with  a  corps  of  cavalry  about  an  enemy's  frontier. 

Being  patient  and  stcdfast. 
A  (j_jjlaj\jx  murabitin,  Name  of  an  Arabian  dy- 

nasty which  reigned  in  Africa  and  Spain. 

A  viarabi^,  (pi.  of  ̂ j<marba^)  Spring- 
habitations. 

A  'i}c\jA  murabamt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ -?j)  Assisting 
in  lifting  or  placing  a  load  by  joining  hands  with 



another,  applying  the  shoulders.  Bargaining  with 

one  for  the  spring-season  (like  &i).La*  musayafai). 

A  marahi^  (pi.  of  ̂  y>  mirba^  The  first 
spring-rains. 

A  8  Ij^emarjaijThe  looks,  countenance.  Worthy, 

deserving.  (^x^\  a  I j«  i^ft  mar^ati'l  ̂ yn,  (She 
is  beautiful)  in  the  look  or  eyes ;  appearing  (beau- 

tiful) to  the  eye.  Mirsat,  (pi.  ̂J^J«  maraii  and 

\>\j<  maraya)  A  looking-glass,  mirror. 

A  'i\jc  marsat,  A  woman,  wife.  A  she-wolf.  The 
looks,  countenance.  Well  adapted  or  fitted.  Whole- 

someness,  digestibility. 

A  OVJ/o  marrat,  (pi.  of  HJwo  marrat)  Times, 
turns.  Several  times,  repeatedly. 

A  «— maratib,  (pi.  of  iLi^xi  martabat)  Steps. 
Grades.  Degrees,  gradations  of  rank.  Watch- 
towers.  Times.  Affairs.  Particulars. 

A^J^  mardtij,  Narrow  ways. 

A  marati^  (pi.  of  ̂ /e)  Meadows. 
A  \Jlj\j/o  maras,  The  fundament  of  a  horse. 

^         marasi,  (pi.  of  SjO^  marsiyat)  Dirges. 

A  'is^SjA  mwnjahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contend- 
ing with  any  one  in  estimating  or  guessing.  Ex- 

celling, overcoming. 

A  mardji^  (pi.  of  marji^  Lower 

parts  of  shoulders.  3Iuraji^  (A  woman)  who  re- 
turns to  her  friends  on  the  death  of  her  husband. 

A  murdja^t,  (v.n.  3  of  Returning. 
Replying.  Returning  from  one  journey  to  under- 

take another.  Repeating,  doing  over  and  over 

again.  Taking  a  woman  home,  or  re-marrying  one 

formerly  divorced,  p  CL^f^-^j^j^i**!^  dasturi  mu- 
rdja^t,  Licence,  dismission,  permission  to  return. 

A(jj>-1^  mardjil,  (pl.of  ̂ J.»-J/«?re^r;aZ)Cauldrons, 

pipkins,  kettles,  (pi.  of  ̂ y>■J^  mumarjal)  Cloths 
or  garments  admirably  coloured  or  embroidered. 

A  mardjim,  Foul  language. 

A  murdjamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Using  all 

one's  might  in  talking,  running,  or  fighting.  Ward- 
ing off  or  averting. 

\^^\j<  mardjih,  Heavily-laden  (palm-trees). 
(Camels)  which  travel  with  a  light,  ambling  pace. 

Mild  and  gentle  (men). 

mardh,A  place  to  and  from  which  people 

go  in  the  evening.  Mirdh,  Cheerfulness,  gladness. 

Murdh,  A  place  where  cattle  are  lodged  at  night. 

A  (J-*"!/*  mardhil,  (pi.  oi'e^s^jc  marhalat)  Sta- 
tions, stages,  days'  journeys. 
A  murdhalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ =^)  Assisting 

in  loading  or  in  preparing  (a  horse)  for  a  journey. 

Road-expenses. 

P  (j;^  mardhil-nishin,  A  planet.  A 
traveller. 

A  (•*■);'* inardhim,{^\.  oi'iJ^ ̂  marhamat)Covn- 
passions.  Favours.  Kindnesses,  gifts.  jiS-];-*  '^^J^ 
Jjlfljji^  J  arbdbi  mardhim  u  ishfdk,  Compassionate 
and  merciful  men. 
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A  ̂]/o  mardha',  (pi.  of^^)Lively,  sprightly. 
A  [^jixy^\j<  rnardhiz,  (pi.  of  [^Jo\s^j^  mirhdz) 

Washers'  beetles. 

A  sls-^  murdkhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  j_^)  Making 

soft,  loose,  and  relaxed.  Being  near  delivery.  Keep- 
ing at  a  distance  from. 

A  ̂^\ji«mardkkl,  (pi,  of  ̂ \^jAmirkkds)  (Mares 
or  she-asses)  of  a  long  or  quick  pace. 

^aJ\jK  rnaraf^,  The  neck.  A  place  through  which 
camels  pass  to  and  fro  in  pasturing.  Murdd,  Wished, 

willed,  signified.  Desire,  wish,  will,  intention,  de- 

sign, end,  scope.  About,  nearly.  i)\Ji^y^fahwa'l 
murdd,  Then  the  object  is  attained.  JIurdd,  (oi 

di\JS^\almurdd)A  proper  name,  Morad  or  Amurath. 

p  i^\jia  mirdd,  A  stone  which  shews  many  co- 
lours when  exposed  to  the  sun,  and  to  which  won- 
derful properties  are  ascribed. 

A  liVJ'C  marrdd,  (pi.  mardr'ul)  The  neck. 

K^jAmarddd,  (pi.  of5jA>??i«n'cZ(i)Camels  which drink  oft,  and  are  oppressed  thereby. 

A'i\S\j<imurdddt,{j.  n.  3  of  [j^jj  Fighting  with 
stones.  Soliciting.  Diverting  from,  carrying  away. 

Treating  kindly.  Affability,  courtesy,  gentleness. 

A  C>^i5|^«  murdddt,  (pi.  fem.  of  murdd) 
Things  desired.  Desires,  intentions,  wishes. 

P;j£iC  d\jic  murdd-hahhsh, G'lvev  ofone's  desires. 
A  'ii)\jia  marddat,  (v.  n.  of  lij/c)  Exceeding  all 

bounds  in  daring,disobedience,  insolence,and  pride. 

A  'ic>\j<imurdddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  3j)  Repelling. 
A  &**>ii\^  murddasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^lij)  Strik- 

ing one  another  with  stones. 

A  marddigh,  (pi.  of  &S-l>j/«  mardaghat) 

The  parts  lying  between  the  neck  and  collar-bones. 

Fruitful,  flourishing  gardens.  ̂ ];-^  zdti 
marddigh,  Fat  (she-camel). 

A  (  td\jAmurddaf,  Followed.  3Iurddif,  Syn- 

onymous. 
A  Mii^  murddafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i— jiij)  Riding 

upon  one  another  (locusts).  Following  one  ano- 

ther, succeeding.  Carrying  double  (a  horse).  Act- 
ing as  viceroy  or  vicegerent  (u-Jiij  r'df). 

A  mardda,  (pi.  of  Ai^jq  marddi)  Barren, 
sandy  grounds  which  produce  nothing.  Marddi, 

Breeches,drawers.  The  legs  of  a  camel  or  elephant, 

(pi.  of  jj-iJ^  mirda)  Stones,  missiles. 

A  ̂_^^\JAV^urdd^,  Favourably, agreeably  to  one's 
wish.  Change,  small  money,  (pi,  Ob^i^  mu- 

rddiydt)  Obtaining  one's  wishes. 
A  cS'ii^'O  marddiy,  (pi.  of  I^j^jA  murdly)  Oars, 

3Iurddiy,  Voluntary,  spontaneous. 

Pj\j/c  mardr,A  kind  of  white  thorn. 
A  mardr,  A  kind  of  rope.  3Iirdr,  (v.  n.  -3 

o?jo)  Being  drawn  out.  Wrestling,  striving  to 
throw  another  on  the  ground.  Going  along  with, 

accompanying,  (pi.  of  Sjxi  marrat')  Times,  turns, 
^^j^  m«Varan,Often, frequently, many  times  ;  some- 

times,now  andthen.  Jiji^  C^ii  zatu'lmirdr,^laT\y 

times.  Murdr,  A  species  of  bitter  but  choice  tree 

or  plant,  which  shrivels  the  lips  and  bares  the  teeth 
of  camels  when  eating  it:  hence  the  srandfather  of 

Amru'l  kays  was  called^^\      I  dkilu''l  murdr. 
A        mardrat,  (v.  n.  ofj/o)  Being  bitter.  Say- 

ing any  thing  disagreeable.  Bitterness,  (pi. 

mara^zV) Thegall-bladder.  C-'^\  'ij^j<mardraiu^l 
mawt,  The  bittei-ness  of  death, 

p  {jj^jo  niardri,  A  hempen-rope. 

A  (Jij]/*  mardri,  (pi.  of  S^jjj^)  Barren  deserts. 

A  's->j\j<  mirdriyat,  Biliousness,  bile. 
A  mardrld,  (pi.  of  liVj'*  marrdd)  Necks. 

Aj\^  mardz,  (or  'ij)j<  mardzai)  Weight. A  mardzdni,  Both  breasts. 

A  sJjl/*  mardzibat,  (pi.  of  (j^^  marzuhdn) 

Princes,  satraps.  Lord-marchers. 

A  «^]/«  murdzaghat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Wrestling 
with  one  another.    Spearing  each  other. 

A  'i<^j«  murdzamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jj)  Doing  one 
thing  immediately  after  another,  as  eating  hastily 
mouthsful  of  different  kinds  of  victuals.  Eatincr 

one  day  meat,  another  honey  or  dates,  and  a  third 

milk-dishes.  Pasturing  (a  camel)  in  two  fields  al- 
ternately. Offering  up  thanks  to  God  after  a  meal, 

or  between  every  mouthful.  Remaining  long  at 

home.  Buying  any  thing  at  market  which  does  not 
fill  a  dish  or  sack.    Bringing  together,  uniting. 

A  i^j'j^  murdzin,  An  inhabitant  of  the  same 
house  with  another.  One  who  alights  at  the  same 
time  with  another. 
A  murdzanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (jjj)  Dwelling 

in  the  same  abode  with  another.  Alighting  together. 

A  c[j^  mardzi,  A  medicine  mixed  with  tutty. 
A  mardz'ib,  (pi.  of  i_->V|^  mirzdb) 

Ships  long  and  wide. 
A  mardz'ih,  (Camels)  worn  out,  decaying. 

A       yo  mirsds,  A  horse  which  bites  the  heads 
ra^s)  of  others  in  running,  or  keeps  ahead 

in  fleetness,  A  camel  lean  except  about  the  head. 

A  ̂^^jo  mards,  Strength.  3Iirds,  (v.  n.  -3  of 

ij^jo)  Managing  (affairs),  applying  with  great  at- 
tention, involvingone's  self  (in  them).  Struggling 

with  ;  grappling.  Applying  a  remedy,  giving  me- 
dicine.    Strength,  vigour. 

A  mirsas,  (pi.  (j*o\j/o  mardsis)  A  horse 
which  bites  or  kicks  the  heads  of  others  whilst  run- 

ning beforethem.  Aleader,chieftain.  Astronghead, 

A(^VJ-^ marram.  Robust,  potent.  Long  (night), 

A  {,j>Aj<  murassas,\^e&n  exceptabout  the  head, 

A  'i\^\j<i  murdsdt,  A  swimming  together. 
A  mardsib,  (pi.  of     iu>j<)  Columns, 

A  »Jw>i\^»iarasaf,Hardness,vehemence,  strength, 

A  'ijZ\jc  viurdssat,  (v,  n,  .3  of  i^J)  Beginning 
along  with  another.  Going  together  beforeajudge. 

A  'ikjj»\jia  miirdsaghat,  (v.  n.  3  of  not  in 
use)  Catching  (an  adversary  in  wrestling)  by  the 

wrist  or  the  ankle  (^**^  rusgh  or  rmugh). 
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A  i^y>*»]/o  murasil,  One  who  sends  a  letter  or  mes- 
sage. A  woman,  who,  when  repudiated,  or  learn- 

ing the  death  of  her  husband,  dresses  to  allure  ano- 
ther, and  sends  to  him.  An  old  woman,  or  one 

whose  husband  is  dead.    Hairy-legged  (woman). 

A  oi^\jA  murasalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (Jj^)  Writing  a 
letter,  or  sending  a  messenger  to  (another).  Keep- 

ing up  a  correspondence.  The  letter  or  summons 

of  a  judge,  a  citation. 

A  marasim,  Marks,  signs,  vestiges,  cus- 

toms, usages.  Laws,  conditions,  agreements,  pac- 

tions, conventions,  covenants,  obligations,  obser- 

vances, duties,  prescriptions.  j^l/*  adasi 
viarasimi  tahani,  Paying  compliments  of  congra- 

tulation, ifasi  marasim,  Fulfilling  the 

laws,  performing  one's  duty. 
A  marasi,  (pi.  of  sU>Jj/c  mirsdt)  Anchors. 

Ports,harbours,  anchorages.  l^JLMi\^ 

alhaii's  sahalu  marusiha,  The  clouds  cast  their  an- 
chorSjt.e.  remained  stationary  and  pouredforth  rain. 

A  Jj^V  (pl-  of  (3*^  mursal)  Tradi- 
tions traced  or  referred  immediately  to  the  prophet, 

(pl.  of  JLoj*  mirsal)  Pleasant-paced  camels. 

A  ,*J«*>]^7na7-asm,(pl.of  ̂ y*>jc7narsurn)E(\.\cXs. 

A  i^J^'^jo  mirdsh,  Vomiting.    A  vomit. 

A  'i\Ju\jc murdxhdt,  (v.  n.  3 of  i'or y^J)  Help- ing, assisting.  Endeavouring  to  conciliate,  sooth- 

ing by  presents.  Conniving,  favouring. 

A  <^Zt\j«  marashih,  Clay  with  which  they  stop 

the  mouths  of  wine-jars  that  the  aroma  escape  not. 

A  iw»|^  murdshat,  A  small  due,  a  trifling  claim. 

A  mardshid,  Straight  roads.  Firm  reso- 
lutions, steady  designs. 

A  ̂.^SUmSjc  mardshif,  (pl.  oi  i^junjt,  marshaf) 
Places  of  sucking  or  sipping. 

A  mtirdshahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^J)  Walk- 
ing or  travelling  along  with  another. 

A  li-o^o  mardsid,  (pl.  of  i^jo  marsad)  Places 
of  observation,  ambushes. 

A  murdsadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  SjoJ)  Seizing 
an  opportunity  of  invading  or  attacking. 

A  mardsi^  (pl.  of         mursi^  Palm- 
trees  having  young  ones. 

A  (^]fc  maruz,  (pl.  mardsh)  A  hard 

low-lyingplaceholding  water.  jl/imz,(pl. of  (^^^ 
viariz)  Sick,  diseased,  ill.  3Iurdz,  Blight,  destruc- 

tive to  fruits. 

A  'i\.o\jo  murdzdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _^)  Striving  to please  and  beagreeable;contendingwhoshall  please 
most.  Being  pleased  and  satisfied  with  each  other. 

A  \^Atc\jic  mardzih,  Sweet  spittles. 

A  "*"'"«2:iA/t,  (pl.  of  'iJ^jc  mirzahhat) 
Stones  with  which  they  pound  date-stone  skins. 

A  'iJs:°\j^  murdzahhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ >o,)  Giving unwillingly.  Throwing,  or  contending  in  throw- 
ing stones.    Pelting  one  another  with  stones. 

A  mardzi^  (pl.  of         marzaf^  Teats, 
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nipples,    (pl.  of  ̂ O;*  murzi^  Wet-nurses. 

A  'm^\j6  murdza^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Suckling 
(a  child),  either  one's  own  or  that  of  another.  De- 

livering a  child  to  a  wet-nurse.  Sucking  a  preg- 

nant mother.    Having  a  foster-brother. 

A  mardza',  (pl.  of  mariz)  Sick. 

A  ̂ ^\^  mardzi^  (pl.  of  ̂ j")  Wet-nurses. mirat,  An  unfeathered  arrow,    (pl.  of 

marit)  Unfeathered  arrows. 

A  'i\a\jc  murdtai ,  What  falls  when  combing  or 
pulling  out  hairs :  combings. 

A  'iS^\j<  murdtanat,  (v.  n.Zof  ̂ ^J)  Address- 
ing (another)  in  a  barbarous  tongue,  i.e.  in  any 

language  besides  the  Arabic. 

A         mird^  Fat,  grease.  . 

A'i\s-\jA  murd^t,  (v.n.3of  ,_^)  Observing,  re- 
garding. Considering,  reflecting  ;  viewing  atten- 

tively. Attending  to,  listening.  Shewing  pity  and 

mercy.  Taking  care  of,  preserving,  guarding,  main- 

taining. Looking  to  the  end  of  any  afi"air.  Con- 
templating any  thing,  especially  the  setting  stars. 

Feeding,  pasturing  (along  with  another).  Abound- 
ing in  pasture  (ground).    Regard,  respect. 

A  'iS'\j<  mard^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jo)  Abounding  in 
good  pasture  (a  valley). 

aJS-\^  murd^z,  A  chider,  reprover. 
A  murd^zat,  (v.  n.3ofjS>j)Beingdrawn 

together,  wrinkled,  or  contracted. 

A  i_flS-^  mard^f,  The  nose  and  the  environs. 

sJiS-\jK  ̂   ^la'  raghmin  min  mard^Jihi, 
Against  his  inclination. 

A  (_^|/«  mard^,  (pl.  of  mar^^)  Pastures. 3Iu7'd^, An  observer,guardian,keeper.Asupporter. 

A  ̂\j<  mardgh,  A  (horse's)  rolling-place. 
A  L^fS\ycmardghib,  Necessaries  of  life.  Women 

perplexed,  embarrassed  about  the  means  of  living. 

Muj-dghih,  Desirous,  wishful,  inclined,  prepense. 

A  murdghabdt,(p\.  of  ifS-^  murdgha- 
haf.)  Affections,  desires,  wishes,  hankerings. 

A  'ij^\j<>murdghahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t_-»ff^)  Express- 
ing a  wish.    Desire,  w  ish,  affection,  propensity. 
A  mardghat,  A  place  where  (a  horse) 

rolls  himself  about  or  sleeps.  A  she-ass  that  resists 
not  the  males.  A  steward  or  manager  of  an  estate. 

A'i^\j'C7narrdghat,0ncthat  tumblcsor wallows. 

A  pff-^  murdghavi,  A  place  of  refuge.  A  for- tress. Agitated,  disturbed.  Mtirdghim,  Unwilling. 

A  murdghaviat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Flying 

in  a  rage  (at  a  spouse).  Abandoning  (friends  or 

family),  relinquishing.  Carrying  on  a  war  openly 

with  (any  one).  Being  inimical,  hostile. 

p  sS-\jiomardgha,  Name  ofa  city  in  Azarbayjan. 

A  ̂\j,e  mardgln,  (Camels)  giving  frothy  milk. 

p  (Vjiiot^  inardgliidan,  To  roll  or  wallow. 

A  's^\jo  vmrdfdt,  (v.n.  3  of  \j,  for^)  Agree- 
ing. Consolidating,  healing  (as  a  wound).  Being 

united,  soldered. 

A  S*i\^  murdfatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \ij)  Behaving 
mildly.  Shewing  respect,  acting  kindly. 

A  iii^  mardjid,  (pl.  of  Ji^  mirfad)  Goblets, 
large  bowls  (generally  filled  on  the  arrival  of  stran- 

gers. jMnrdJid,  Reciprocal,  mutual  in  aiding. 

A  5ji^  murdfadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  <ii,)  Assisting 
one  another,  affording  mutual  aid. 

A  \^ja->\jjc  mardjiz,  The  open  parts  of  valleys 
through  which  streams  run.  High  places. 

A  ynurdji^  Mutually  agreed  to  go  toge- 
ther before  a  judge  :  referring  a  case  to  him. 

A  iUi\^  viurdfa^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Citing  be- 
fore a  judge,  carrying  on  a  law-suit,  accusing,  hav- 

ing recourse  to  justice.  Having  business  or  dealing 

with.  Throwing  into  trouble  and  difficulty.  Spar- 

ing, pitying,  leaving  alive  or  remaining.  An  ac- 
tion, law-suit.  Statement  of  a  case. 
A  mardjih,  Sinks  for  carrying  off  foul 

water,  drains  for  receiving  rain-water.  Privies, 

(pl.  of  mirfak)  Elbows.  3IurdJih,  A  fellow- 
traveller,  a  fellow-companion. 

A  'isS\jQ  murdfahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^)  Travelling 
in  company  with.  Assisting.  Company,  society. 

A  ii>Jkjl^TOa/-a/lfZ,  Sheep  whose  milk  never  ceases. 
A  mardhk,  (pl.  of  marahlt)  The  soft 

parts  of  the  belly,  mardlihu'd 
dubbi'l  ahbar,  The  17th  star  in  the  Great  Bear. 

A  i\s\j<  murdhdt,  An  acting  circumspectly. 

A  i^>\jKi  murdkib,  A  looker  after,  observer. 
A  murdhabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  *?))  Guarding. 

Observation.  Contemplation,  meditation.  Par- 

tiality. In  the  versification  of  ̂^-<a<c  7;iM-ar/^and 
miihtazab,  the  alternate  occurrence  of  the 

measure  mafd^l  and  ̂ JiJp■\su  inafd^lun. 
A  murdkat,  Wool  plucked  out,  pelt-wool. 

Herbage  plucked  up  to  give  to  a  camel. 
A  Ss\ji<>  marShid,  (pl.  oi  i^jn)  Tombs.  Beds. 

Ai»i\^7ni/7'a/;a^fl^Adrinkingofwinefrequently. 

A  ̂J^jic  mardJfi,  (pl.  oi's^jo)  Steps,  staii-s. p  uiJ\;i«  mardh,  Unlearned,  foolish.  Deceived 

by  words.  Played  upon,  ridiculed. 

A  <-^\fO  mardkib,  (pl.  of  marhab)  Car- 

riages, vehicles,  ships, horses  :  machines  oranimals 

by  which  people  are  borne  from  place  to  place. 

A  'l^]jK>  mardhibty,  A  ship-master.  A  wag- 
goner, a  drayman. 

A  i^ji^^jc  mardhiz,  The  sides  of  a  tank. 

A  'k,aS=Ajc  murdhazat,  A  riding  a  race  with. 

A  ̂\jf>  mardhil,  (pl.  of  J^)  Ways,  roads. 

A^Sjcmardlil,  (yt\.o('eS\jomurd!iii/at)  Planls of  the" salt  and  bitter  species  called  ̂ jo-J*  hamz. 
3Iu7-dlu,  Perennial,  firm,  unfading. 

A  mu7-dkiyat,  A  kind  of  the  (.^i?"  plant. 
A         mardm,  (v.  n.  of      for     j)  Seeking 

anxiously.    Desire,  wish,  intention,  aim,  purpose, 

design.  A  place  of  search.  Ascent.  ̂ \Jl\ 

hasba'l  Tnardm,  Agreeable  to  one's  desire. 



A  i\K\jc  murdmat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contending 
with  in  throwing  the  javelin  or  shooting  arrows. 

p         ̂ \yc  mardm-hahhsh,  Satisfying  desires. 
A ja\jc  ?»«ra/«jV, Vain, false,  idle,  trifling.  Soft, 

delicate,  and  tremulous.  'iy>^^ ja\jK>  muramiru'hn 
murrat,  Name  of  the  inventor  of  the  Arabic  cha- 

racter now  in  use. 

A  ̂y>)/>  muramih,  A  person  who  cherishes  little 
remains  of  regard  for  another. 

A  'i'LuSjA  murdmakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jj^j)  Glancing 
at.   Being  just  kept  alive.  Doing  business  ill. 

A  f^^jio  mardmi.  Flings,  throws.  Projectiles. 

Instruments  of  war  by  which  stones  or  other  mis- 

siles were  projected  to  a  distance.   Turrets,  battle- 
ments. Deserts,  perilous  places. 

rdrni'l  ghurhat,  The  tossings  of  peregrination. 

A  j^J^I;*  mardmim,  Feathered  arrows. 

p  ̂^Jltl  viaran,  That  (opposed  to  this).  A  par- 
ticle seldom  used,  placed  by  way  of  pleonasm  be- 
fore Persian  nouns,  denoting  the  genitive,  dative, 

or  accusative.  Drive  not.  3fu7'dn,  A  tall  and  slen- 
der tree  from  which  they  make  arrows. 

A  jj^mirara,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^j/c)  Giving  false  signs 
of  pregnancy  (a  camel). 

A^^\y<>  murrdn,  A  tree  of  wliich  they  make  spears, 

(pi.  of  ioVJ<<)  mtm-dnat)  Hard  and  limber  (spears). 
A  sli^  murandt,  (v.  n.  3  of  Oj  for_j3j)  Treating 

kindly,  being  affable  and  courteous  to  one  another. 

A  mardnat,  (v.  n.  of  (jj*)  Being  hard  and 
smooth.  Being  accustomed  (to  any  thing),  con- 

tinuing at,  being  assiduous  about  it.  Becoming 

hard  (as  the  hand  with  labour).  Smoothness. 

A  ejy^mur7-dnat,(\)\.  (jVJ«)  A  spear  somewhat 
hard  and  limber.  A  tree  of  which  spears  are  made. 

p  s^\j-<  murd,naya,  Name  of  a  diuretic  herb, 
having  leaves  like  those  of  jasmine. 

A^^jo  mardwih,  (pl.of  &s>-jj/«»M'm'a/tai)  Fans. 

A   'is'j\yo  murdwahat,  (v.  n.  3  of      for  ̂ jj) 
Doing  (two  things)  alternately.  Standing  first  (on 

one  foot)  and  then  on  the  other.  Turning  from  side 
to  side. 

A         murdwkl,  A  suitor,  importunaXe  wooer. 

A'iiij\jKmujdwadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  li^  for  lijj)  Ask- 
ing, requiring,  desiring,  begging,  soliciting,wooing. 

Wish,  desire. 

A  'sjj|^  mardrcizat,  Natives  of ̂ jo  marv- 

a'Lo^\jio  murdwazat,  (v.  n.3of  for  (^jj) 
Endeavouring  to  conciliate,  coaxing,soothing.  Sel- 

ling by  description  and  not  by  sample. 

A   y];*  murdroigh,  Sly,  cunning,  astute. 

A'iS'^\jiomurdmaf)hat,{y.-n.2oi ^\jfor  yj)Using art  or  fraud,  deceiving.  Wrestling,  striving  with. 

A  Xijl;*  murdwafatlThe  beingkind  and  friendly. 

A  ̂ 3jV'  Gne  whose  tent  or  portico 

(ij^j)jra7ya^<)  joins  another's;  next-door  neighbour. 
A  ̂JJJ]/<'  murdsun,  (pi.  of  (3^)  Hypocrites. 

A  ijj^  mardwi,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jo  mirrva)  Ropes 
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for  fastening  loads  on  camels. 

A  'i\t>\jA  murdhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ij&j  forytj)  Speak- 
ing gently.  Drawing  near.  Consenting,  agreeing. 

A  mardhis,  Ranks,  degrees,  dignities. 

A  'ija3>\jM  murdhasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  {^joS>j)  Seiz- 
ing an  opportunity  of  peuncing  upon  a  debtor. 

A  ̂^j/o  murdhik,  (A  lad)  near  the  age  of  pu- 
berty. One  who  comes  towards  the  end  of  an  ap- 
pointed time  (especially  to  perform  the  ceremonies 

of  Mecca). 

A  &Hj6^  murdhakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _^)  Approach- 
ing the  age  of  puberty.  Arriving  at  Mecca  when 

theceremoniesofthepilgrimage  are  nearly  finished. 

A  jB^^  mardliim,  (pi.  of pis^*  marham)  Plasters. 
A  murdhin,  A  bettor,  layer  of  wagers. 

A  'i:^\jc  niurdhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jjJfcj)  Contend- 
ing, depositing  the  bets  (especially  at  a  horse-race). 

Beitingr,  wagrering'. 

A  ̂ ^10  mardhi,  (pi.  of  'i\s>jc)  Swift  horses. 
A        jwar^a'.  The  looks.  i^fi'lviarsa' , 

Apparently,  ̂ jio  ̂^J^j<  H  marMn  minni,  Within 
sight  of  me.  oo***"  hasanu'l  marsa  ,  Good- 

looking  (man),  ̂ ^yt  rassu  murtan,  A  long- 
beaked  or  snoutedhead.  Ij^jo  marj'aw,Within  sight. 

A  b\j^  mardya',  The  lacteal  veins,  (pi.  of  J  \jf> 

mirsdt^  Looking-glasses,  (pi.  of  '^yo  marvj)  (Ca- 
mels) abounding  in  milk,  which  streams  out  on 

pressing  the  dug. 

A  »b\y«  murdyasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  b^,  not  used) 
Fearino;  avoiding.  Watchinjr. 

A  ii^^j^  niurdyahat,  Quiet,  repose,  ease,  tran- 
quillity. Joy  on  the  certain  acquisition  of  a  thing. 

AjJ\j-<  mardsir,  (pi.  of  mar'ir)  Barren 
grounds.  Long,  slender,  but  firmly-twisted  ropes, 

(pi.  oi 'i^jo  mardrat)  Gall-bladders. 
A  [^i'^jo  mardsis,  Strong  heads.  3Iurdfis,  One 

who  lags  behind  in  battle.  Fat  only  about  the  head. 

A  t^jai\ji6  mardj^iz,  (pi.  of  {^^j^  maraz)  Hard 
low-lying  places  wliich  hold  water. 

A  'iso\jc  murdyafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  >^  for  l_A>j) 
Suspecting,  casting  suspicion. 

A  (Jjjj*  murdsil,  One  who  goes  quick,  like  a 
young  ostrich  (J^^  rad). 

A  j^l;*  mardsi,  (pi.  of  'i\j<>  mirsdt)  Looking- 
glasses.  Murdsl,  (pi.  ̂ ^jj^TOMrajM«)  Ahj'pocrite. 

A  CLJjic  marahl),  One  who  calls  the  people  to- 
gether. A  house,  mansion,  residence,  resort.  A 

place  full  of  herbage. 

A        marljas,  (or         marhasat)  A  hill,  or 

high  place  whence  any  thing  may  be  seen. 

A  -^b^  marhds,  A  ladder,  stairs. 

A  (  >^ji>  inh'hdb,  A  place  full  of  herbage. 
A  mirbdz,  One  who  makes  many  blunders 

in  a  speech  :  extremely  talkative. 

A         mirbd^  (pi.  mardhi^  A  place 

yielding  early  spring-grass.  A  fourth  of  the  plun- 

der, which  in  Pagan  times  was  the  chief's  share. 13  p 

(A  camel)  accustomed  to  bring  forth  a  colt  in  the 

spring,  (according  to  some)  (A  camel)  delivered 
of  her  first  colt.    Of  a  middling  stature. 

A  J^Jj*  mirbdl,  (Ground)  abounding  in 
A  (_J5j/« m2<ra&6a&,Preserved  in  syrup.  Brought 

up,  educated.  Murabbib,  A  bringer-up,  a  tutor. 
A  maker  of  preserves  or  rob  {y^j  rubb). 

A  marabbat,  Rule,  dominion.  Murabbat, 

A  preserve,  confection. 

A  Cl^j^  viurabbit,  A  bringer-up  (of  a  child). 
One  who  pats  or  soothes  (an  infant)  to  rest. 

A        murbij,  A  begetter  of  dwarfish  children. 

A  d^jic  mirbad,  A  camel-stable.  A  place  where 
dates  are  dried. 

A  j^j^o  murbadd,  Ash-coloured. 
A  iVj'O  murbiz,  A  cutter  off.    (See  i^J^^.) 

A  f^J^j^  inurbish,  Leafy  (tree).  Split. 

A  i^j&>j«  marbiz  or  marbaz,  (pi.  i^jo.i\j<i  mard- 
biz)  A  fold  or  other  place  for  sheep.  The  part  in 

which  the  intestines  lie.  Mai-biz,  (v.  n.  of  {^^j) 

Bringing  (cattle  or  sheep)  into  a  fold,  folding  them. 

A  la^^  mar-bat  or  marbit,  A  place  where  cattle 
are  tied:  a  stable.  Mirbat,  (or  's^jo  mirbatat)  A 
chain,  ligament,  string, rope ;  a  bridle,  halter, reins. 

A  'ela-^jK  mirbatat,  A  leathern  thong  with  which 

they  bind  a  camel's  pack-saddle. 
A         marba^  (pi.  mardbi^  A  spring- 

habitation,  any  place  where  one  resides,  or  cattle 

pasture  in  that  season.  3Iirba^  A  pole  held  by 
a  man  at  each  end,  with  which  they  lift  burdens. 

3£urba^  Attacked  by  a  quartan  ague.  3Iurbi^ 
A  fever  which  returns  every  fourth  day.  A  camel 

which  foals  in  the  spring,or  is  followed  by  her  colt. 
The  sail  of  a  ship  filled  by  the  wind.  (See  ̂ ^^0 

A  mtirabba^  Squared.  Square,  quadran- 
gular. An  epigram  or  song  of  four  verses  or  four 

lines,  a  quatrain,  p  murabba^hardan, 
To  square,  make  quadrangular.  ̂ ..^Jl^  ̂ -J^ 

rabba^nishastan,  To  sit  cross-legged  like  a  tailor 
(in  the  manner  of  the  Asiatics),  a  j^w^  ̂ s- 

Itari  murabba^  A  body  of  horse,  squadron,  p  ̂ y 

eoLs*-  murabba^hhdnasi  nur.  The  Kaaba,  or 

temple  of  Mecca,  a  3Iurabbi^  A  maker  of  a  quad- 
rangular or  square  figure. 

A  i^jo  marba^t,  (Ground)  abounding  with 
jerboas  ( yarbu^.  3Iirba^t,  A  pole  held  by 
a  man  at  each  end,  with  which  they  lift  burdens. 

A         murabba^t.  Square  (figure). 

p  (J^.i^  ̂ J"  miirabba^nishin,  A  sweetheart. 

A  ̂ —yjomurbagh,  Allowed  to  drink  his  fill.  J/wr- 
bigh,  One  who  allows  (camels)  to  drink  at  pleasure. 

A         murabbak,  Larded  (bread). 

A  ̂ ^^jicmarbub,  Educated.  Possessed,  in  the 
power  of  another.  (A  leathern  bottle)  seasoned  by 
a  sweet  confection  to  give  it  an  agreeable  flavour. 

A  ̂ ^^>jA  marbus,  Hindered,  let,  prevented. 

A  (^j^  marbus,  Waited  for,  expected. 



A  ̂^l/o  marbut,  Bound,  fastened,  tied.  Spell- 
bound, impotent.  Contained,  inherent,  depending 

upon.  Polished,  classical,  and  grammatical  (lan- 

guage). Contented.  Name  of  a  village  near  Alex- 
andria, the  inhabitants  of  which  are  remarkably 

tall.  sla^jA  fKi  tasi  7narbuta,T&c\o3ed  (ji).  ̂y}jo 

(j\-J»3\  marhutu'l  lisan,  Tongue-tied. 

A  ̂ y^j-^  marbu^,  Attacked  by  a  quartan  ague 

(^J,  rib^.  Middle-sized  (man), 
A  ftp yj/cwflrJ«^«^,Land  (watered  by  vernal  rains). 
A  j^marbuh,  Fast  caught  in  a  noose  or  lasso, 

entangled  in  a  net  or  loop  (^isL>j  rib/eat). 
p  marbuya,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  sweet 

melon,  (according  to  others)  An  island. 

A  ([3j/e  marba',A.  place  where  one  is  bronghtup 
and  educated.  Murbi,  Receiver  of  interest,  usurer. 

A  Ijijc  murabba,  Educated.  Patronized.  Pre- 
served (fruit  or  ginger)  ;  a  confection.  Murabbi, 

A  patron.  An  educator,  a  bringer  up.  A  confec- 
tioner, preserver  of  fruits. 

A  Ijij—^  marbvj,  Educated,  brought  up.  In- 
creased, multiplied. 

A  Oljo^i  murabbayat,  Confections,  preserves 
made  of  the  inspissated  juice  called  c-Jj  rubb. 

A  tJ^J^  murbatinn,  Elevated,  situated  aloft. 

A  ijK  marat,  A  she-wolf.  A  woman. 
A  iij*  marrat,  (v.  n.  of  J*)  Being  subject  to  bile. 

Haltering  (a  camel).  Rendering  bitter.  Diffusing 

over  the  surface  of  the  ground,  (pl.^  marr,j\jio 

mirar,jjc  mi}'ar,jjj<  riiU7'ur,and  oVJ<«  marrat) 
One  time  or  turn,  once.  One  transit  or  passage. 

'ijM  C^\hzata  ma7Tat{n,Oncc,one  time  (I  methim). 

'ijA  ̂^s-  'iy>  marratan  mamrtin,  One  after 
another,  again  and  again.  (jSojff-  j  (j^^  ij" 

marratanjayshrva  marratan ^ysh{or^sh), Some- 
times war  and  sometimes  peace ;  now  labour  and 

now  rest.  isJuJu-V\  8yo  marratu'l  vmsalsalat,  The 
constellation  called  Andromeda.  iI!/ijrra<,Gall,bile. 

(pl.jj*  mirar,  andj\jic\  ainrar)  Strength,  hardiness 
of  body ;  power,  potency.  The  understanding.  Firm- 

ness of  mind,  solidity  of  judgment.  The  twist  of 

a  rope,  ijo^h  zu  mirratin,  The  archangel  Gabriel. 

Murrat,  (pi.  j**  murr  andj\yo\  amrar')  A  species 
of  bitter  tree  or  herb.  ijio^A  abu  murrat,  Father 
of  bitterness  or  sorrow,  i.e.  the  devil. 

p  Ll.>j/«wia?"(,Alive.ilfiM-<,Distracted,  dispersed. 
A  mart,  (pi.  O\j/o\  amrai  and  Oj^/o 

murut)  A  solitude  barren  of  all  herbage.  A  man 
destitute  of  hair  on  his  eyebrows. 

A  L_->l."i;-/«  inurtamb.  United.  Covered  over. 
Forgiven. 

A  ̂ j<«  mirtaj,  (pi.  maratij)  A  bar,  bolt, 
or  instiunient  which  shutsa  door.  A  lane,slum,alley. 

A  ̂^j"  murtah,  The  horse  placed  fifth  in  a  race. 
A  (^yijic  murtash,  In  good  condition,  in  easy 

circumstances  (whose  nest  is  well-feathered). 
A  murtaZf  Exercised,  disciplined. 

(  ) 

A  ̂^^jV^  al  murraiani,  Severity  and  bitterness. 

sS^       lahiya  minhu^l  murratayn,  He  re- 
ceived from  him  sorrow  and  bitterness. 

A  i_^i_)-o  murattab,  Put  in  order,  arranged  ;  re- 

gulated,  prepared.   Garnished,  i  h l}^  ̂-r*^ 

murattab  ̂ Ia''l  hurvf,  Arranged  alphabetically. 
Murattlb,  A  setter  in  order,  arranger,  director. 

A  tJl*^  murtabb,  A  benefactor.  One  on  whom 
favours  are  conferred. 

A  U>j«  viurtabaf,  An  observatory,  watch-tower. 

A  i^J^jo  martaban,  (or  martabarii)  A 
vessel  of  the  finest  porcelain  which  poison  cannot 

penetrate ;  a  jar,  pot,  vessel. 

,^-^A  martabat,  (pi.  \,^\jc  maratih)  A  step, 
stair.  A  stage,  story  (of  a  house).  A  watch-tower 
onthesummit  of  a  hill.  Office,  employment,  charge. 

Height.    Dignitj'-,  rank  of  honour.  Time. 
hamal  martaba,  Perfectly',  completely,  p  uib 

6^jn>yah  martabuy  Once,  one  time. 
A  ij^^jo  viurtabis,  Divided,  scattered. 

A  f^xijo  murtabis,  Close,  compact  (flesh). 

x\iSij<>  murtabat,  Tied,  bound.  3Iiirtabit,  One 
who  keeps  (a  horse)  equipped  for  war. 

A  murtaba^  A  spring-habitation.  Mur- 

taba^  or  bi^,  Of  a  middling  stature.  (See  ̂ljOj\.) 

A  ̂3•^'j'«  murtabili,  Netted  (deer).  Entangled 
in  any  intricate  business.    (See  j^j^  irtibah.) 

A  {,:X^j<'  murtabin,  One  who  ascends  a  high  place. 
A  murtabit,  One  who  ascends  a  high  place 

to  take  a  view.    (See  irtihas.) 

A  CL^jK  murtass,  Fallen  down  from  weakness. 
(A  wounded  man)  carried  from  the  field. 

A  6l3jK  murtasid,  Seated  upon  bales  of  mer- 
chandise laid  side  by  side,  waiting  for  the  beasts 

of  burden  destined  to  carry  them. 

A  ,^jia  muriaj,  Unable  to  pronounce.  (A  field) 
full  of  plants.    Litharge,  dross  of  silver. 

A         murtajj,  Agitated,  trembling,  raging. 

A  ̂ ^j^  murtqjih,  Moved  backwards  and  for- wards, up  and  down  in  the  swing,  or  see-saw.  Shak- 

ing (buttocks).  Inclined. 

f^y^ji^  murtajiz,  Thundering.  A  composer  or 
reciter  of  a  poem  written  in  metre  called  rajaz. 

Name  of  a  horse  belonging  to  Muhammad  (so 

called  from  the  beauty  of  his  neighing). 

A  ̂ j*,s2j^o  ??wr/fl;w.  Trembling  (edifice).  Thun- 
dering (sky).    Braying  (camel). 

A  (_)i^;/<  murtajal,  Spoken  extempore.  3Iur- 
tajil,  One  who  seizes  by  the  foot.  An  extempore 

speaker.  A  collector  of  many  locusts  for  roasting. 

One  who  holds  the  sUck^jzand  between  his  hands 

and  feet.    (See  also  J^j^  irtijal.) 
A  murtajim,  Accumulated,  heaped  up. 

A  murtaji,  Full  of  hope.  Fearful. 

A  (ja^jc  murtahiz,  Shamed,  disgraced. 

A  l3»s?^  murtahil,  Migratory. 
A        muriahhhh,  Overcharged  with  drink. 

A  (j^j^  murtahhish,  Agitated,  shaking. 
A  {^jaiAjo  murtahhis,  A  valuer  or  buyer  cheap. 

A  "S^ijc  murtadd,  An  apostate,  renegado. 

A  ■^■^j^  w«//ar/a/t.  Width, space,room, liberty. 
A  murtadi^  (A  garment)  dyed  with  saf- 

fron, or  perfumed  with  unguent.  (An  arrow)  broken 

when  hitting  the  mark.    (A  camel)  of  full  age. 

A  ̂-^j*  murtadiyh,  Fallen  into  thin  clay. 
A  *_-Jii3^  murtadif,  One  who  rides  behind  ano- 

ther on  horseback.    A  follower,  comer  after. 

At^A^WMr^af/I,Dressedinalongrobe  or  cloak. 

A  jjj^  inurtazah,  Riches,  wealth,  that  where- 
by one  is  profited.    3Iurtazih,  A  stipendiary. 
A  murtazam,  Laid  close  to  the  ground,  as 

it  were  glued  to  the  earth. 

A  ̂jj>j<murtasam, Painted,  embroidered.  Mur- 
tasim,  Obedient  to  any  prescription  or  law.  One 

who  prays  to  God,  saying, j<S=3\  ̂ \  allah  akbar, 

God  is  great.    Religious.  Venerable.  Proud. 
A  murtasid,  Corrupted  by  presents,  sub- 

orned, bribed.    A  taker  of  bribes  (  5_y*»j  rishrvat). 

A  miiria*"//".  One  whose  teeth  are  closely set.    A  lion. 

A  ̂J*a3^  murtasih,  (A  nut)  whose  kernel  is  dif- 
ficult to  be  separated  from  the  shell. 

A ̂ ^j^  murtazilih.  An  inelegant  speaker. 

A  ̂ j^jo  murtaza',  Agi-eeable.  Chosen,  ap- 
proved. AtitleofAHy.  J/mWozi,  One  who  makes 

choice  of,  or  approves.    Content,  satisfied. 

A,  .oJ )j^mtirtaz'iy,Jielongmgto^_^oJ>j>e})iurtaza'. A  murtatim.  Thrown  (in  the  mud),  stuck 

fast,  and  unable  to  get  out.  A  troublesome,  em- 

barrassed business.    (See  i^UaSjl  irtitam.) 

A  maria^  A  meadow,  spacious  and  luxu- 
riant in  spring-herbage.  Murli^  Fruitful,  rich  in 

produce,  lacking  nothing. 

A  CLajOjio  7nurt(i^s,  Adorned  with  ear-rings. 
A  SfiijK  murtadd,  Trembling,  dreading. 

A  (j-j»5^  mu7-ta^if,  Terrified,  quaking. 
A  ̂ jtjOj/c  77iu7ia^s/i,  Trembling,  frightened. 

Ai^jafOjM  ?/ni/'^fl^/.<, Writhing  (wounded  serpent). 
Shaken  (cloth).  Vibrated  (spear).  (See  (^\tOj\ .) 

A  ̂y^jo  7nuria^,  Pasturing,  feeding,  grazing. 
A  C^.AjOjK  7nurtaghib,  A  supplicator,  beseecher. 
A  d-soja  murtajid,  A  gainer,  receiver  of  profit. 

A  iTiurtafi^  Elevated,  exalted,  high,  ag- 
grandized. Removed.  Put  in  the  nominative  case. 

Preponderating  (scale).    (Sec  ̂ laij\  irtifa^) 

A  (jai/o  intirtafak,  A  couch.  An  inn  or  cara- 
vansery.  3IurtaJjh,  Who  leans  on  the  elbow  or  n 

cushion.  Full  (cistern).   Firm,  solid,  durable. 

A  i_«*fl.J^  7nurtakib,  A  guardian,  keeper.  A 
watcher.    A  waiting  expectant. 

A  (j2>ftJ^  murinhish,  IMixed  in  battle. 

A  ̂f-^j^  murtaJii^  Attentive  to,  mindful. 

A  {^ft-J/o  77iurtaJdti,  Tinged  with  saffron. 

A  J^J^  wiariaAa',  A  place  of  ascent ;  ascent. 



3Iu7-tnki,  Ascended,  borne  upward. 

A  ijiXijK  mariah,  Litharge  of  silver.  One  who 
speaks  indistinctly  (as  a  drunken  man),  although 
at  other  times  eloquent. 

p  CiiJo,,*  murfak,  Litharge  or  dross  of  silver. 

A  ijiSije  murtahk,  One  who  is  reputed  eloquent, 

but  who,  when  he  begins  to  speak,  stammers.  Re- 
laxed and  thin-raarrowed  (camel). 

A  {„.j.Ssiijic  murtakih,  Mounted;  borne.  One 

who  engages  in,  attempts,  perpetrates,  commits  (a 
crime).    One  who  encounters. 

murtaliihat ,  (A  dish)  quite  full  of 
bread  and  milk. 

Aj^<«mM7'^«/«'2,  Beating  (artery).  Firm, steady, 
fixed.    (SeejK!)^\  irtikaz.) 

A  (j«io^  mui'takis,  Inverted,  subverted.  Pre- 
cipitated. Collected  in  a  crowd.   (See  ̂_yj\^\.) 

A  i^jA^jio  murtuhaz,  A  reservoir  (of  water), 
a  place  where  it  is  collected.  Murtahiz,  Disturbed, 

confused.    (See  i^^^  irtikaz.) 

A^^jiomurtahbn,  Heaped  up,  piled.  ̂ -^J^ 
murtaliamu  t  tarih,The  middle  of  the  road. 

p  ̂yl>yo  martaku,  A  sparrow. 

A  l^ji^  murtaha',  One  in  whom  confidence  is 
placed;  faithful,  trustworthy ;  a  helper.  A  place 

of  confidence.  3furtaln,  One  who  relies  upon, 

trusts  to.  Firm,  fixed,  immoveable. 

A  ̂y>j<murattil,  One  who  intones  or  pronounces 
a  discourse  with  a  clear,  melodious  voice. 

Ajiyc  murtamiz,  Agitated  (assembly). 
A  murtamis,  A  plunger. 

A  i^jii4fjA  murtamiz,  111  at  ease,  sick  at  heart, 

sad.  (See  (^l^^  irtimaz.) 

A  ̂y^'jio  murtamil,  Defiled.  Mean,  base. 

A  1^^*  murtamim,,  An  eater,  devourer. 
A  jo  murtami,  Thrown,  cast  forth.  A  guard, 

watchman.  Ul  ̂ jfc  hnwa  muriamin  lana,  The 

advanced  guard,  forlorn  hope,  those  who  clear  the 

way  for  an  army. 

A  'sSijict  mirtanat,  (or  XjS^^o  murattanat)  Bread 
kneaded  with  lard.  Buttered  (bread). 

V  ̂  jo  mar  tu,  For  tliee,  on  thy  account. 

A  ̂^iy  ??iar^?iw,  Bruised  (nose).  Broken-nosed. 
A  (j'^-jy*  murtanl,  One  whose  thirst  is  quenched. 

Moistened.  Thick,  strong  (rope  or  joint). 

A  f^^jjc  murtahis,  Full  (river).  Crowding 

(people).  (See  irtihas.') 
A  {^f^jo  murtahish,  A  thin,  limber  bow  that 

vibrates  greatly.  (See  irtihash.) 

A  (^-(^jo  murtahan,  Pledged ;  a  pledge,  gage. 
Murtahin,  A  receiver  of  a  pledge,  a  pawnee. 

A  mars,  (v.  n.  of  (=^-^)  Rubbing  (dates) 
in  order  to  peel  (them).  Steeping,  softening,  or 

dissolving  (in  water).  Beating.  Causing  (a  lamb 
or  kid)  to  emit  an  offensive  smell,  as  to  excite  the 

aversion  of  its  dam.  (An  infant)  mumbling  and 

sucking  (its  fingers).  3Iaras,  (v.  n.  of  <-^^)  Be- 
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ing  gentle,  patient,  mild  towards  an  opponent.  3Ia- 
ris.  Mild,  gentle,  patient  towards  an  adversary. 

A  ̂ ^jo  miiriss,  The  owner  of  a  worn  rope,  or 
of  old  decayed  furniture. 

A  "iXijc  marsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Lamenting  (any 
person), pronouncing  a  funeral  eulogium.  (pl.j_^|j/« 
marasV)  A  funeral-oration,  elegy,  dirge. 

A  Sij*  marsad,  A  lion.  A  noble  or  magnani- 
mous man.  Name  of  a  companion  of  Muhammad. 

Name,  of  a  king  that  reigned  in  Yaman  600  years. 

A  la3jA>  mursit.  One  who  sits  or  rides  languidly. 

A  ij^j<  mursa^nn,  A  low-skirted  cloud. 

A  jC;^  marsim  or  mirsam.  The  nose. 
A  murassam,  Wetted  by  gentle  rain.- 
A        murassan,  Watered  by  frequent  showers. 

A  i^^jo  marsud,  (Goods)  ranged  side  by  side. 
A  marsum,  Bruised  or  sore  about  the  nose. 

Broken  and  bloody.  (Thefootof  a  camel)  wounded 

by  striking  against  a  stone. 

A  jjjiyc  wiarsMW,  Watered  by  frequent  showers. 

A  'i3jKmarsiyat,  (v.  n.  of  (_^j)  Lamenting  (any 
one),  pronouncing  a  funeral  eulogium.  An  elegy, 

dirge.  A  funeral-oration  sung  during  the  Muhar- 
ram  in  commemoration  of  the  descendants  of  Ally, 

p  i^ij>  i^i^y  marsiya  giriftan,  To  sing  a  dirge  or 
make  a  doleful  noise  in  the  manner  of  the  female 

mourners  in  the  East. 

p  sJij/cmarsiya-khrvdn,  A  repeater  of  the 

Marsiya.  ^^^j^  viarsiya-hlircani,  The  repe- 
tition or  singing  of  the  Marsiya. 

p  ̂ j/o  marj.  Confines.  Earth,  ground,  land.  A 
field  with  raised  borders  for  planting  or  sowing. 

Heel  or  wrist  of  a  man,  pastern  of  a  beast. 

t/b  marji  ])ay.  The  foot  towards  the  heel.  3Iarj 

or  murj,  Name  of  a  city  in  Kohistan.  . 

A  ,^jc  marj,  (v.  n.  of^j*)  Sending  to  pasture, 
allowing  (cattle)  to  feed  at  liberty.  Mixing.  (God) 

permitting  (the  seas)  to  flow  and  mingle  together. 

A  meadow,  pasture.  Confines,  marches  bordering 

upon  an  enemy's  country.  ̂ jio  harj  marj, 
Disturbance,  mixture,  confusion.  3Iaraj,  (v.  n. 

of  ̂ -j^)  Mixing,  confounding.  Moving,  playing 
(a  wide  ring  on  the  finger).  Being  disturbed,  per- 

verse, confused, mixed,  orconfounded.  Oneormore 

camels  feeding  without  a  keeper.  Marshmallows. 

A  'i^jio  viurijj,  (A  mare)  near  the  biith. aI=-j/«  murjas,  (pi.  ̂ ^^j^murjasun  or  (j^s^/c 
murjawri)  Delayed,  put  off. 

A  sU-^  marjat,  Hope. 

p  JiiLs-j.j«  marjada,  (or  ?jL»^  marjawa)  A 
skin  stuffed  with  straw  used  for  crossing  rivers. 

A  (^^j<  mirjas,  A  stone  tied  to  a  rope  and 
let  down  into  a  well  in  order  to  move  the  mud, 

which  being  carried  off  by  the  flux,  the  remaining 

water  becomes  pure  ;  also  a  stone  with  which  they 

fathom  the  depth  of  a  well,  whether  there  is  water 
in  it  or  not. 

A  (•V/*  mirjdm,  (A  camel)  extending  the  neck 
when  travelling,  going  with  rapidity.  An  engine 
for  casting  stones,  a  balista.  (A  horse)  making 
the  dust  fly. 

P  majjdn.  Life,  soul.    A  step-son.  A 
robust  man.  A  small  pearl.  Coral. 

A  marjan,  A  kind  of  spring  pot-herb. 

3Iurjdn,  The  halibut.  A  kind  of  red  coral. 

^  '^'^jjji  i^^j^'>}i<^'>jdn-par7varda,The  \\p  of  a 
mistress.  Grape-wine. 

A  ibW j<  ma7jdnat, A.woman's  name,Morgiana. 
p  iolii       j*marjdn-dana,  Coral-grain ;  ahead. 

A  '^'^jcmiajdny,  Of  the  sect  murjiyat. 
A  murajjah,  Honoured,  venerable.  Prop- 

ped (tree).  Firm,  established,  solid.  3Iurajjib, 
One  who  props  the  branch  of  a  tree.  (See 

A^>-j_*  murajjah,  Most  excellent,  superior. 
JIurujjih,  One  who  gives  that  which  preponde- 

rates, who  more  than  compensates. 

A  jf>  murjahinn,  Heavy,  ponderous  (mill- 
stone, legion,  or  sword). 

Aj^j^rmirajjaz,  Measured  prosewithoutrhyme. 

A  {j^jo  mirjas,  Braying  (camel). 
A  marja^  (v.  n.  of         Bringing  back, 

restoring.  A  return.  Time  or  place  of  return.  A 

place  of  reference.  Refuge.  Repetition.  Ultimate 

object.  3farji^  (v.  n.  of  Returning.  Bring- 
ing back,  restoring.  A  return  (to  God),  (pi. 

m.ardji^  The  lower  part  of  the  shoulder.  3Iurji^ 
Profitable  (merchandise,  journey,  or  voyage),  such 

as  yields  a  return. 
A  Xx5-j/o  marji^t,  (v.  n.  of  Returning. 

A  1— Asye  miirjif,  One  who  makes  a  noise.  One 
who  spreads  false  or  seditious  reports.  al 

murjifani,  (dual)  The  water-jug  and  ewer,  which 
are  handed  round  after  dinner,  and,  by  being  struck 

against  each  other,  announce  the  termination  of  the 

repast.  jj  ̂^^J^\  al  miirjifun  fVl  madl- 
nat.  Propagators  of  seditious  rumours  in  the  city. 

A  (Ji=-/o  marjal,  (pi.  of  rajid)  Men.  3Iar- 
jal  or  mirjal,  A  kind  of  striped  Arabian  garment. 

3Ihjal,  (pi.  ̂y>-\jA  mardjil)  A  large  cauldron,  pot, 
kettle,  or  pipkin.  A  comb.  3Iurjil,  A  woman  who 
bears  male  offspring.    (See  JU-j\  irjdl.) 

A  (_)^>;/o  murajjal,  (Cloth  or  tapestry)  worked 
with  human  figures.  Marked.  Made  of  the  skin 

of  one  leg,  and  full  (bottle).  (Locusts)  which  leave 

their  marks  upon  fields.  3IurajjU,  A  strengthener. 

(See  tjj;=-y  taijil.) 

A  ̂ jomirjam,,  Strong.  (Ahorse)  which  makes 
the  dirt  fly  when  running. 

A  murajjam,  (A  speech)  liable  to  uncer- 
tainty or  suspicion ;  any  thing  doubtful  or  rejected. 

3£urajjim,  One  who  strikes  furiously  with  stones. 

(See  taijim.^ 
p  ijDJ^Tjic  marjamak,  A  lentil, 

p  y^jo  marju,  A  lentil. 



A         marjuw,  Hoped  for,  expected,  soiiglit. 

A  \^y^jc  jnarjub,  Revered,  honoured. 

A  ̂ y^j^  marjuh,  Preponderating,  superior. 

A  'ic-^>-jia  marjuhat,  A  swing,  a  see-saw. 

A  'iS^y>-jic  marjuhtyat,  Preponderance. 
AiL*>^s-^«wa7;;w.sa<,Confusion,perplcxity,potber. 

A  ̂ yrj*'  ntarju^,  Returned,  referred,  brought buck.    An  answer  to  a  letter. 

A  eS-^syc  marju^t,  A  reply  to  a  letter. 

A  Jj?^  marjul,  Skinned  from  the  foot  to  the 

head.    Seized  by  the  foot((J»-j  Tethered. 

A  ̂ j:>-^mar;5»i,  Stoned.  Execrable.  The  devil. 
A  ̂^^'T^J^  viurjufuna,  (pi.  of  j>j/o  murjai)  Last. 

Delayed,  suspended,  put  off. 

A  'ijy'-jd  marjunat,  A  dry  and  hollow  gourd 
wherein  women  keep  their  cotton  ;  a  calabash. 

A  inurjii,  (or  (_5^'*  tnurji)  One  who  de- 
lays doing  what  he  promises. 

A  l^l^jo  marjiy,  Shaken,  agitated.  3furjiy, 
One  who  defers  to  do  what  he  promises.  Near  her 

delivery. 

A  eS^j«  mwjitat,  Near  her  delivery.  3furjisat, 

(or  i-i^jo  vmrjiyat)  Name  of  a  sect  who  procras- 
tinate, or  think  good  works  unnecessary,  and  faith 

sufficient.    Name  of  a  tribe. 

r  ,^jic  marich,  Pepper. 

A  ,^jio  marli  or  marah,  The  stitch-holes  of  a 
wallet.  3Iarah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Being  cheerful, 
sprightly,  active  (man  or  horse).  Strutting  about. 

Excessive  joy,  boisterous  mirth.  Frowardness, 

pride.  Marih,  (pi.  ̂ J^j^  viarha'  and  f>ia- 
raha)  Exulting,  immoderate  in  joy,  sprightly. 

A  (_^ls>^  mirhaz,  (pi.  i_>aJp-\^  maraJiiz)  A 
])lace  where  rubbish  or  excrement  is  thrown.  A 

privy.  A  washer  or  a  bleacher's  beetle.  Water, 
especially  a  place  where  clothes  are  washed. 

A  marahan,  (v.  n.  of  q/*)  Being  cor- 
rupted, hurt  (eye),andrunningcopiously.  Joyous- 

ness,  gladness.  Weakness. 

A  \>„.^j6marhah,  Amplitude,  largeness.  Spa- 

cious, wide.  "^^^^  J  J^^jH)  inarhahan  7V a  sahlan, (or 

%^  J  ̂\  til-)  \j»s.-yo  marhahan  hiha'llahu  wa 
vias-haluri)  May  God  grantyou  amplitude  andcon- 
venience!  or.  You  are  welcome,  may  your  arrival 

be  happy !  (a  form  of^^salutation,  for  which  they 

generally  use  simply  Ij^*^*  marhahan,  Hail !  wel- 
come !  God  bless  you  !  live  for  ever!)  p  ̂̂i^^\x>'j<(> 

marhaha  hardan,  To  applaud,  to  clap  the  hands. 

A  'i.ys-yc  marhahat,  (v.  n.  of  i— q)  Saying, 
you  are  welcome. 

\'ic>-j,oviirhat,  Magazine,  store  (of  currants,&c.). 
A  {^s-ya  murhaz,  Washed  (garment). 

A  ijQs^jc  mirhazat,  The  place  or  vessel  in  which 

they  wash  the  body  before  the  performance  of  re- 
ligious ceremonies. 

A  (Jf-j*  mirhal,  Robust,  fit  for  travelling  (ca- 

mel). I'hirhil,  A  possessor  of  many  she-camels  fit 
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for  burdens.  (See  (Jl=«-j^  irhal.) 

A  (J^j*  murahhal,  Ordered  off,  commanded  to 
depart.  A  kind  of  garment  marked  with  the  figures 

of  saddles.  Saddled  (camel).  Unsaddled  (camel). 

JMurahhil,  Who  sends  away,  who  orders  to  depart. 

^  A  'ii^^jic  marhalat,  (pi.  (J^^  viaraliil)  A  day's 
journey.  An  inn  or  halting-place  for  travellers. 

A  jxi  murahham,  Very  much  pitied.  Mura/t- 
him,  Very  merciful,  full  of  pity. 

A  'H^ja  marhamat,  (pi.  ̂ \joviarahini)  Pity, 
compassion,  mercy,  clemency, favour.  A  present. 

P  \^^^ O^j*  marhamat  hardan,  To  have  com- 

passion,        jft  jj,  In  marhamat.  Unmerciful. 

p  {jjf^i  marhamat-guslari,  The  exer- cise of  mercy. 

A  j<  marliuz,  Washed.    Thrown  into  a 
sweat  by  an  attack  of  fever. 

A  J_j5»j/<>  marhul,  Saddled  (camel). 

A  ̂ ^jt>  marhum,  Pitied.  One  who  finds  pity. 
One  whom  God  has  taken  into  his  mercy,  the  de- 

funct of  happy  memory. 

A»x!_js»^*ma77iw»ia<,Defunct,deceased(woman). 

i/c^j^\  al  marhumat,  The  city  Madina. 

A  f^j^  marha',  A  field  of  battle,  (pi.  of 

marih)  Sprightly,  meriy.  Ma?-ha' ,  (or^&>-jM  ma- 
rahayyan)  is  applied  to  an  archer  who  hits  a  mark, 

as  ̂ ^j>  barha  implies  one  who  misses. 
A  murahln,  A  millwright. 

A  ̂ j-*  marhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -*)  Anointing  (the 
body  with  oil).  Playing,  jesting,  joking.  A  kind 
of  Arabian  tree  which  emits  fire  when  rubbed  by 

another  calledjla^  ̂ fdr.  Marihh,  Soft,  limber 
(tree).  One  who  anoints  his  body  much. 

A  ̂ *  murrakh,  A  wolf. 
As\^j<marhhaf,(j>\.  i^]/^  mardkhi)(A  mare  or 

she-ass)  of  along  pace.  Swift,  sprightly  (she-camel). 

A  'i>-jic  mnrhhat,  (pi.  ̂ j*)  An  unripe  date, 
p  s,JLJ>j<  viarahhsha,  Unhappy,  unfortunate. 

Dying.  3Iarkhisha,  A  word. 

A  {^i^jio  murahhhhas,  Permitted  to  leave,  al- 
lowed (to  depart).  Licensed,  r  u  no,  mu- 

rahhhhas. Unpermitted.  Unlawful.  Intoxicated. 
A  3Iwahhhhi.s,  One  who  gives  leave.  One  who 
frees  from  trouble.  One  who  renders  easy  or  remiss. 

A  ̂ jiemurhhim,  (&i^ jK  miirhhimat, or viurahh- hhamat)  (A  hen)  sitting  on  eggs. 

A  ̂ ji^  m?/ra/;/(/Jt«?«,  Abbreviated,  contracted. 
Adorned  with  marble,  marbled.  JIurahhhhim,  A 

stone-cutter.    A  smooth,  specious  talker. 

A      j<  marhhiy.  Loose,  flowing, 
p  Aman,  hero.  Brave,  bold.  A  male. 

^^jo\  l>jc  murdi  asli,  A  nobleman.  I  tiyo  mardi 
ddami,  A  gentleman.  \^  dycjuardi  hhudd,  A  man 
of  God.  A  priest  of  the  Magi.  i5/o  mardi 

(jharib,  A  foreigner.    A  stranger,    jlj  s^\^ji«  C>jic 

jnai'di  marddnawdr,  Like  a  man  of  courage. 
i^fj  mardi  nahard,  A  soldier,  a  man  of  war. 

LiLo  mardi  nek-nam,  A  celebrated  man,  one  of 

illustrious  reputation.  He  died.   Dead,  de- 

ceased. Stagnant,  /i/ni/v/ ?/iw/-(/, Extremely 
small  or  minute.  Jliirad,  A  sickle.  A  myrtle. 

A  ij«  mard,  (v.  n.  of  i^ja)  Rubbing  or  moulding 
(bread  or  medicines)  with  the  hand.  Softening, 

steeping,  dissolving.  Sucking,  mumbling  the  nip- 

ple (an  infant).  Cutting.  Driving,  pushing.  Row- 
ing. Tearing  to  pieces  the  reputation  (of  another). 

The  fruit  of  the  ulJ^  arah  tree,  fresh,  tender,  and 

ripe.  JIurd,  (pi.  oC  iijic\  amrad)  Leafless  (trees). 
Beardless  (youths).  (Horses)  having  little  hair 

about  their  heels.  Alarad,  (v.  n.  of  ijo)  Becom- 

ing smooth,  bare,  bald,  beardless.  After  having 
been  beardless,  getting  a  beard.  Eating  habitually 
dates  softened  and  dressed  in  milk. 

A  Ojo  maradd,  (v.  n.  of  Sj)  Returning,  answer- 
ing, reducing,  restoring,  remitting.  Repelling,  re- 

jecting, throwing  back  (upon  one).  Reprobating, 

refuting.  A  place  to  which  one  returns.  Jliiridd, 

(pi.  c\j.<  maradd)  (A  camel)  whose  udder  is  swol- 
len in  consequence  of  lying  on  wet  ground.  Long 

unmarried.  Long  on  a  journey.  Libidinous.  An- 

gry. (The  sea)  rolling  many  waves.  (A  camel) 
which  drinks  often,  and  is  oppressed  with  it.  (A 

ewe)  full  of  milk  before  yeaning. 

A  Ai^jt  marddr,  (Jem.  of  amrad)  Leafless, 

bare  (tree).  Barren,  sandy  ground  producing  no- 

thing. Bright-faced  (gii'l).  (A  mare)  with  no  long 
hairs  about  the  feet.  Destitute  of  hair  about  the 

privities.  Muradas,  (pi.  o{s>jo  marid)  Insolent, 
stubborn,  obstinate,  perverse. 

p  marddb.  An  extensive  and  deep  lake 

orpond.J/(«/  (/a^;,(Dead  water)  A  backwater.  Creek. 
A  s\i^jjt,  mirddt,  A  stone  thrown;  any  thing 

wiiich  breaks  or  dashes  to  pieces  (as  a  stone  from 

a  warlike  machine).  The  upper  millstone.  A  stone 

on  which  a  lizard  sits.  Hardy  (she-camel).  Acloak. 
p  murdad,  Name  of  a  month.  Name  of  an 

ansel.  Name  of  the  7th  and  Sth  dav  of  the  month. 

Pj^iij*  murddr,  A  dead  carcase,  carrion.  Im- 
pure, dirty,  polluted.  Obscene. 

p  iS\i>-j\^j/c  })iurddr-hhd>ia,  A  point  of  the  table 
ill  the  game  of  lip  nard,  whence  it  is  not  possible 

to  extricate  one's  self ;  lurch,  limbo. 

pj\y>'j\i^mu7-ddj'-khivar,  An  eater  of  carrion. A  cari'ion-crow  or  vulture. 

A  ̂Mij\^jKmHrddr-sa>ij  (or ̂ *n\i^jia77iurddsa'n  j ) 
(from  p  uiA**»j^ti;'«  murddr-sang),  Dross  of  lead. 

A  iOj\iij/o  marddr'iyat,  Name  of  a  sect. 
A  (^^iijx>  viirdds,  A  hard  and  broad  substance 

with  which  any  thing  is  smoothed.    A  stone  with 

which  they  fathom  the  dcptli  of  a  well  to  ascertain 
whether  there  be  water  in  it  or  not.    The  head, 

p  L*ilii^  mard-dsd,  Like  a  man,  tall,  manly. 

P  jyi*^^  ̂j^  mard  isfiram,  A  kind  of  wild  myr- tle from  which  a  vermifuge  medicine  is  prepared. 



p  \J^^lt*>\iijicmurdasang,  Litharge,  dross  of  lead. 

P;_)ii^tij*?«fl/-6/«,\7(, History,  narration.  A  garden. 
p  mard-afkan,  Overthrowing  men,  i.  e. 

a  hero,  warrior,  champion.    Strong,  heady  wine. 

A  ̂•^jo  mirdam,  A  worthless  fellow  or  thing. 

P  (j^ii,-*  mardan,  (pi.  of  lij/c  mard)  Heroes,  war- 
riors, i^'^j^  rnardani  ̂ ihvi,  The  planets. 

Seven  illustrious  personages  in  the  invisible  world. 

p  murdanagi,  Manhood.  Manliness, 

courage,  prowess.  s^ff-  ̂ rsasi  marda- 
nagi,  A  field  of  battle.  Arena,  place  of  exercise. 

p  «j^iij/07rta?'tZa/2a, Brave,  manly.  Courageously, 
vigorously.  What  belongs  to  a  man  (as  male  apart- 

ments, e6l3j  zanana  denoting  the  women's  apart- 
ments), (jii^&i^iij*  marddna  hardan,  To  remove 

women  from  their  apartments  that  men  may  enter. 

p  mardarii,  Masculine  (woman). 

p  {jj^'^i^j-^  mard-avzan,  (Man-overthrowing) 
Brave,  warlike.    Generous,  heady  wine. 

pjb<ij/c  mard-bdz,  An  adultress,  strumpet. 
p  mard-hdzi,  Adultery,  whoi'edom. 

p  j^biij/o  marduhan,  A  staircase.    A  ladder. 

p  s-^.i^jo  mard-hacha,  Son  of  a  brave  man. 

A  si^j<  maradat,  (pi.  of  lijU  mdrid)  Stubborn, 
obstinate,  rebellious.  Devils. 

A  idjic  maraddatj'Reimn  ;  profit,  emolument. 
A  (iiSj*  muraddad,  Reprobated,  ruined.  Irre- 

solute, perplexed  in  mind.  Reiterated.  Muraddid, 
One  who  drives  to  and  fro.  One  who  revolves  in 

his  mind.    A  repeller. 

p  tjLbjiij/c  murdareh,  A  kind  of  sand  used  by 

goldsmiths  for  polishing;  small  gravel.  Heredi- 
tary effects  left  at  death. 

A  (^'^jo  mirdas,  Any  hard  and  broad  stone  with 
which  any  thing  is  smoothed. 

p  i^^Uwjj  i^jio  mard-shindsi,  Knowledge  of  men. 

p  ̂j^Zidjio  mui'd-sliuy,  A  washer  of  dead  bodies. 

A  ̂ jio  mirda^  (A  dart)  which  has  lost  its  head. 
One  who  loses  his  labour,  who  returns  unsuccess- 

ful. (An  arrow)  with  a  small  notch.  Sluggish  (sea- 

man). Short.  One  on  whose  body  remains  of  per- 

fumed unguent  (^j  rad^  are  found. 
A  muradda^  (A  garment)  perfumed  with 

fragrant  unguents  (^  rad^. 

A  'is-(^  mardaghat,  (pi.  ̂^jfo  marddigli)  That which  is  between  the  neck  and  collar-bone.  The 

flesh  or  muscle  between  the  top  of  the  shoulder  and 

the  breast-bone.    A  fruitful,  flourishing  garden. 

A  u-S(ij(C  murdif,  One  who  seats  (another)  be- 

hind him.    (See  t^\i^J\  irdaf.) 

A  {j^^^jinmardaliush,  (from  p  idj^  mur- 
da-gosK)  Marjoram.  SaflTron.  A  kind  of  aromatic 
of  a  reddish  black  colour,  with  which  women  per- 

fume their  combs. 

p  Ld)ii,/o  mardah,  A  little  man,  a  manikin.  A 
low  fellow,  puppy.  Vile,  base. 

p  f^^i^jo  murdagdn,  (pi.  of  Sii/e)  The  dead. 

(   1161  ) 

P  i^^i^jc  mardgosh,  Marjoram. 
p  mardagi,  Sodomy.  3Iurdagi,  Death. 

^  jfi^jio  mard-gir,  A  crooked-bladed  weapon. 

P  ̂̂ J(f  i^j^  mard-girdn,  Name  of  a  festival  cele- 
brated by  the  ancient  Persians  during  the  five  last 

days  of  the  month  i\«,lt>JA*<jl  isfanddrmud,  at  the 

close  of  the  year,  during  which  the  women  are  per- 
mitted to  rule  the  men  and  treat  them  as  they  please. 

A  paper  written  at  that  season  in  the  fields,  as  a 
charm  against  noxious  insects. 

A  didjA  mardalat,  (v.  n.  of  JO;/*  Q)  Doing  any 

thing  carelessly,  slovenly,  or  weakly. 

p  ̂ dj<c  mardum,  Amax\.  A  polite, civilized  man. 
Civil,  humane.  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  ̂ J:^  ̂djm 
mardumi  chashm,  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

A  ̂ ^jc  murdim,  Continued  (watering  or  fever). 
Silent,  quiescent. 

A  j»(Sj<«  muruddam,  Burst  and  mended,  old  and 
patched  (garment).  Muraddim,  A  repairer  (of  a 
garment).  Who  carries  on  and  finishes  his  discourse. 

P j]j  I  ̂^jo  mardum-dzdr,  Man-tormenting. 

P         '  (•'^'*  'mardum-dzdr'i,  Oppression. 
P  jyo  I  ̂i^j^  mardiim-dmez,  Humane,  polite. 

PtiXi*  I  ̂djKinai-diim-dhang,  Asort  of  weapon. 

Pj^y-  ̂<^j'«  mardum-khwdr,  A  cannibal. 

P yf-  piij*  mardum-hhez,  Producing  men. 
Pji>  marduvi-dar,  (Man-tearing)  Who 

or  what  tears  to  pieces  and  devours  mankind. 

p  mardum-zdd,  A  man,  son  of  a  man. 

p  (.:Ll/oiij*  mardumali,  A  little  man,  dwarf,  ma- 

ikin.    A  vetch,  a  pea.  uli/ciijxi  mardumahi 
chashm,  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

p         ̂ djio  mardum-kush,  A  murderer. 

p  \^  ̂d>jc  mardum-gazd,  (Man-biting)  A  tyrant. 

p  ^djc  mardum-giyd,  A  plant,  the  produce 
of  China,  said  to  resemble  a  man  and  woman,  and 

to  which  many  wonderful  effects  are  attributed. 

p  iXJi  ̂ i^jQ  mardum-giydh,  The  mandrake. 

p  ijj^^  j*!^  mardum-nawdzi,  Courtesy. 
p  is.iodj<  mardum.a,  The  pupil  of  the  eye. 

p  mardumi,  Manliness,  humanity,  cour- 

tesy, politeness,  bravery,  civility,  generosity. 

A  (^djA  mirdan.  The  spindle  of  a  distaff".  Mur- din.  Dark,  obscure,  shady.    Stinking  (sweat). 

P  murdan,  To  die,  expire.  To  be  extin- 

guished, go  out.  To  be  oflfered  in  sacrifice. 

p  iSx>^j  b  mard-nd-rasida,  Unblemished 
(virgin),  who  has  not  known  a  man. 

A  lijii;*  mardud,  (v.  n.  of  'Sj)  Returning.  Re- 
jecting, repelling,  confuting.  Returned,  restored. 

Rejected,  thrown  back,  repulsed,  excluded,  repro- 
bated, confuted.  Long  unmarried.  One,  the  term 

of  whose  journey  has  been  very  long. 

A  *5t>j;^??ianZ£!t?ai,  A  divorced  woman  returned 
to  her  father's  house.  A  razor  folded  into  the  handle. 

A  Wiijtij/*  mardudiyat.  Repulse,  rejection. 
p  mardus,  A  Damascus  scallion. 

13  Q 

A  i^^'^j'^  mardus,  (in  Morocco)  A  locust. 

A  ̂ '^j-^  mardu^  Infected,  tinctured,  stained. 
Tinctured  with  saff'ron.  One  on  whose  body  remains 
of  perfumed  unguent  are  discovered.  Fallen  back, 
relapsed  (sick  man). 

A  ̂2f}|^J«  mardun,  A  kind  of  wasp.  Patched. 
p  ii^jD  murda,  Dead,  defunct.    A  corpse. 

p  Jti  Sii^x)  murda-dil,  Cold-hearted,  lifeless. 

p        iiijA  murda-dili,  Lifelessness. 

p  (jjidj<murda-7'l.  Effects  of  a  dead  person. 
p  ui-bj  murda-rik,  EflTects  of  a  dead  per- 

son.  Useless,  worthless,  good  for  nothing. 

p  ̂tS^Mi  li^jio  murda-sang.  Litharge  of  lead. 

p  ̂ jjjj  idjc  7nurda-shu,  A  washer  of  the  dead. 

p  {^^J>  Sii/o  murda-farosh,  Name  of  a  caste 
whose  business  is  to  carry  the  dead. 

p  (^j^  Sii;^  murda-gosh,  Sweet  marjoram. 

Pj\j  iiijic  murdawdr.  As  dead,  like  one  dead. 
p  t_^ii^mar(?i, Manliness, virility, valour.  Bold, 

brave,  warlike.  Marde,  A  man,  a  certain  man. 

A  mirda\  (pi.  marddi)  A  stone 
thrown.  Any  thing  which  dashes  to  pieces  (as  a 

stone  from  a  warlike  machine),  i-^^  ̂^'^J^  mir- 
da'lharh,  A  bold  man,  brave  in  war. 

A  {^i^mardly, Aimed  at  or  struck  with  a  stone. 

3Iurdhj,  (pi.  marddly)  An  oar. 

A  ̂ jc  marz,  A  softening  (of  bread)  in  water. 
A  murazz,  Wet  with  due,  or  with  a  gentle 

mizzling  rain.  3Iurizz,  (A  day)  wetting  witii  dew. 

A  h^hjc  marzuz.  Wet  with  dew  or  small  rain. 

A  (Jji;*  marzvl,  Reprobated,  discarded. 

A  ̂iijo  viurza'.  Tired,  jaded.  Thrown  on  the 
highroad.    Exposed  (boy). 

Ajj/o  mirar,  (pi.  of  5j<«  marrat)  Times,  turns. 
:  (pi.  of  sj/c)  Bodily  powers.  Biles.   Bitter  things. 

pjjic  marz,  A  limit,  border,  boundary  of  a  coun- 
try. A  region,  district.  A  kind  of  intoxicating  liquor ; 

beer.  A  field  with  a  raised  border;  land.  Culti- 

vated. Coition.  Marz  or  mtirz,  The  hole  of  the 

fundament.    Murz,  A  mouse. 

Ajj/«  marz,  (v.  n.  ofjj*)  Pressing  gently  with 
the  tips  of  the  fingers  without  giving  pain  (when 

painful  it  is  expressed  by  i^J>  hurs).  Disparaging, 

disgracing.  Striking  with  the  hand.  Giving  part 

(of  a  mass  of  leaven  or  paste). 
p  mirzd,  A  Persian  title.  When  it  is  put 

after  a  proper  name  it  usually  means  '  prince  ;'  as, 

\jjc  ibrdhim  mirzd.  Prince  Ibrahim:  but 
when  it  appears  before,  it  means  a  gentleman  only; 

as,  Vy-*  mirzd  ibi-dhlm,  Mr.  Ibrahim. 

A  \^j< murazzas, (pi.  (jj-^j*  mu7-azzasun)Most 
beneficent,munificent.  Those  whose  chiefs  are  dead. 

A         mirzdf,  A  defamer,  disparager,  accuser. 

p  A  <>^\jjio  mirzdb,  (pi.  *— mardzib)  A  ca- 
nal,conduit,  water-pipe.  A  long  8hip,a  man-of-war. 
A  mirzdmat,  Young,  active,  and  sprightly 

(she-camel)  :  also  one  quiet  and  that  eats  much. 



)•  (j^J^  murzan,  The  narcissus. 
tnarzan-(josh,  Mou9f-car  (a  plant ). 

p  ̂̂ j/«x7i//,:.i^j,Anunderjackt't  with  long  loose 
sleeves  and  open  cuffs. 

p  A  jj'jjj^  marzbdn,  marzaban,  or  tnarzuban, 
(pi.  murazibat)  A  general  of  the  confines, 

governor  on  the  borders  of  a  hostile  country,  lord- 

marcher,  margrave,  landgrave.  A  landed  proprie- 

tor. {J^jy*  marzubanu^z  zatrat,  The  lion. 
A  ajj^  marzabat,  A  way.  Regimen,  govern- 

ment. The  office  oi^J^jjc  marzubati.  Mirzabat, 

An  iron  rod.  A  blacksmith's  sledge  hammer. 
A  A^j'O  mirzabbat,  A  clod-crushing  mallet. 

A  /»y>Jjo  tnarzubum,  Confines  of  a  hostile  coun- 

try. Any  place  where  one  resides,  p  ̂ ytjj^^ 
marzubum,  All  countries,  every  where. 

A  ajj*  inirzat,  A  piece  of  paste.  Mirzat  or 

marzat,  (v.  n.  ofjyi)  Arriving  at,  acquiring  plenty 
of.  J/urza^  A  kite  or  kind  of  eagle. 

A  'ijja  marazzat,  A  rice-ground. 
A  marzaiani,  The  two  little  protube- 

rances just  above  the  soft  part  of  the  ears. 

A  ̂ j>c  marzah,  A  long  way  to  travel.  Level 
ground.  3Iirzah,  A  vine-prop. 

Aj^  murazzaz,  Polished  (helmet),  glazed(pa- 
j)pr).    (Meat)  dressed  with  rice  (Jj  ruzz). 

V  (jlpj jo  marzar/hdn,  (or  ̂ ^jJ^  marzaghaii) 
Iltll.    A  chafing-dish.    A  burial-place. 

I'  marzf/un,  The  penis. 

A  ̂ jjic  mirxam,  Name  of  three  stars :  one  in  the 
right  shoulder  of  Orion ;  the  second  in  the  hind 

dexter  foot  of  the  Canis  Major;  and  the  third  in 

the  neck  of  Canis  Minor.  The  two  last  are  expressed 

by  the  dual  i^^jjC^  d  mirzamdni.  ̂ jji^  p  ummu'l mirzam,  The  north  ;  the  wind.    Murzim,  A  lion. 

^         wflr^flH,  A  mouse. 

A  i^y^jj'^  marzanjush,  Sweet  marjoram. 

p  i^^iijjjo  marzangosh,  Mouse-ear  (an  odo- 
riferous plant).  A  white  rose.  Purslain.  The 

rihglcti  of  a  mistress. 

V  jjj*  marzUf  (or  ̂ j^jj^marzuy')  A  field  with a  raised  border. 

V  ̂^jjcmarzotmarzaKdn,Gcuer'A\  of  the  con- 
fines, governor  on  the  border  of  a  hostile  country. 

p  marzubum,  Limits  or  boundary  of  a 

country.    A  place  where  one  resides. 

A  ̂jJj-«?Hny~i//f, Supplied  with  food, fed.  Ilap- 

j)y,  fortunate.  Acquired  by  art.  O^jjj/c  mar- 
znhdty  Riches,  estates. 

A  j»_}Jj*  marzum,  Broken  down  by  disease. 
p  8jj«  marza,  A  mouse.  A  lamp.  A  trowel. 

Origany. 

p  itjjic  marza-goah,  Mouse-ear  (a  plant). 

A  i^jj^  VHirzhat,  (v.  n.  of  V^J)  Receiving  bene- 
fits. Diminishing,  lessening.  Injury,  detriment, 

misfortune,  evil. 

A  mirzih,  A  weak  voice.    A  vine-prop. 

(    1HV2  ) 

f  jj^  marj  or  mirj,  Name  of  a  fire-worshipper. 
p  mars,  Name  of  a  man.  Name  of  a  fruit. 

I  A  (_)-;«•  viars,  (v.n.  oi'(^j>e)  Steeping,  soaking, 
j  or  dissolving  (in  water).  Rubbing  (dates)  in  the 
I  hand.  Suckingthe  fingers  (as  an  infant).  Wiping 

the  hands  with  a  napkin.  .Slipping  off  the  wheel 

and  hitching  bt  twoen  it  and  the  cheek  of  the  pul- 

I  ley  (a  rope).  One  who  applies  strenuously  to  any 

j  thing.  (_>*^         ̂   hum  ̂ ila  martin  rvd- 
liidin.  They  are  of  the  same  sort  or  genus.  Mo- 

ras, (v.  n.  of  (^j*)  Having  the  rope  sticking  fast 
between  the  cheek  and  the  wheel  (a  pulley),  (pi. 

of  SLmj^  marasat')  Ropes.  Maris,  Mode,  habit, 
manner,  fashion.  One  who  fights  bravely,  or  who 

applies  vigorously  to  any  thing. 

A  'i\j*ijc  jiiirsdt,  (pi.  ̂^\jia7nardin)  An  anchor. 
A  (J^x-j^  mirsdl,  (pi.  (Jjuai^  inardKil)  Easy- 

going. A  short  arrow.  Despatched.  A  messenger. 

A  '.  marsab,  (pi.  l-.««*>^^  mardsib)  A  co- 
lumn. Intelligent.  Patient.  J/<V5«t,  The  sword 

of  Muhammad.  One  of  the  swords  sent  by  Bilkis 

as  a  present  to  Solomon.  . 

A  'Lttjc  marsat,  (v.  n.  of  (_><*/•)  Soaking  (dates) 
in  water,  and  rubbing  and  softening  (them)  with 

the  hand.  3larasat,  (pi.  i^jc  moras  and  (^\jic\ 
amrds)  A  rope. 

p  CL*t*>jM  marast,  May  it  not  remain  !  perish  it ! 

A  ̂ 'j^  murassi^  (or  ijuLij*  irturassi^t)  Trou- 
bled with  a  distemper  in  the  eyelids. 

A  ̂*t»fO  murassagh,  Confused  (idea,  mind). 

A  jjjjj;^  Sent  to  others.  Let  loose.  Al- 
lowed to  fall  (hair).  An  ambassador.  A  prophet, 

apostle,  (pi.  ,_)ju«»^maraA7/)( Any  tradition) which 
acoUector  or  reporter  of  traditions  (OjI^  muhad- 

dis)  relates  to  a  ^dbi^i/,  or  follower  of  Mu- 

hammad's associates,  who,  when  quoting  or  repeat- 

ing it,  simply  asserts,  "The  apostle  of  God  said," 
without  adducing  the  name  of  the  "^^^  sahdbiy 
(companion  of  Muhammad  to  whom  the  prophet 

delivered  the  saying).  (_J-«^  mursal, 

The  pro])hetsent,  i.e.  Muhammad.  ,J-M*j/o?M«r- 
sal  ilayhi.  He  to  whom  (any  person  or  thing)  is 

sent.  il/u/wvV,  A  sender  (of  an  ambassador).  One 

who  unlooses  (the  hair);  dismisses  (a  man),  lets 

loose  (a  beast),  lets  fall  (a  blow), lets  (a  mouthful) 

descend  (down  his  throat). 

A  C->^*»J^  mttrsaldt,  (pi.  of  jJlm*^  miirsolat) 

(Women)  sent.    Letters,  missives. 

mttrsaldt.  Winds.   Angels.  Iloi-ses. 
A  iL^ijio  mursalat,  (fern,  of  ̂y^ijic  mursal)  Sent. 

A  letter.  A  necklace,  that  part  of  it  which  hangs 
down  the  bosom. 

pAjJ  sL^j/emu rsa la-baud,  a  chfip  for  a  necklace. 

p  jj^J^  dL^tjio  viursala-payivand,  A  pen. 
A  (jOu**^  miirsalin,  (oblique  pi.  of  (J^j^  m?/?  - 

.<{«/)  Prophets.  Apostles-  i,j^^MiJ\,\  si/^i  sai/i/idu'l 
mursaVin,  Prince  of  the  apostles,  i.e.  Muhammad. 

^jjL^^         shai/khu'l  murtarm,  Noah. 
A^j>tmirsaui,A  particular  sort ofcamel's pace. 
A  murassam.  Striped  (cloth).  euJp. 

murassam  ̂ layhi.  Ordered  to  keep  close  at  home, 
under  arrest. 

A  ̂ ^J«  marsin  or  mar.<ian,  Tlie  middle  of  the 
camel's  nose,  across  which  the  halter  goes.  Tiie 
human  nose,  also  the  bridgeorgristle.  ajk-a^,^^^ 

^la'  raghmi  marsinihi,  Against  his  inclination. 

A  ̂ y^j^  tnaniUm,  Signed,  marked,  notified,  de- 
scribed ;  prescribed.  Accustomed.  Persuaded,  (pi. 
inardsim)  A  mandate.  Pay,  stipend,  salarr. 

marsumi  amdn,  Royal  letters  of  secu- 

rity, p  Lfj^-^^J  ̂ ytJ*  marsUmi  ddghi  rvofd- 
ddn,  Impressed  with  the  mark  of  sincerity,  t.c. 

faithful,  religious,  worthy  of  confidence  or  trust. 

^yuijc^^  bi  wM/'jJiiwi.Without  pay, stipend,  orsalarv. 
I' ^y^j^  marsutn-hhivdr,  A  stii)endiary. 

A  ̂ Jy^^J>e  marsun,  Haltered  (horse^. 
A  ytiarsa'  or  mursa',  A  place  where  any 

thing  stands  firmly.  A  port,  anchorage.  Mursa', 
(v.  n.  4of  for  ̂ *>*j)  Causing  to  stand  still.  Con- 
firmed,established, fixed.  J/Mr«,(God)whocause6 
to  stand  fast. 

A  aOMi^  mur.tiyat.  Name  of  a  city  in  the  west. 

A  ij^j*  marsh,  (v.  n.  of^j^jt)  Scratching  with 
the  nails.  Rubbing  or  scraping  with  the  ends  of 

the  fingers.  Hurting,  injuring  by  unkind  words. 
Ground  whose  surface  has  been  soaked  by  rain, 

or  which,  when  rained  upon,  soon  runs  with  water. 

Marash,  The  herb  ladies'  bed-straw. 
A  marshds,  (fern,  of  dvirash)  Evil, 

malignant.  A  wounding,  biting  animal.  (Ground) 

abundant  in  produce. 

A  x^jc  ;«//•«.< /(.-'/<«/,  An  instrument  (especially 

a  weaver's  instrument)  with  which  they  sprinkle. 

A  7nirshah,  (or  ii"^  mirsJtahat)  A  sad- 
dle-cloth. Murshih,A  camel  attended  bvhervoun-r. 

A  S^tj/c  marshad,  The  right  way.    A  firm  re- 
solution. Jfurshid,  A  guide  to  the  right  way,  i.e. 

tosalvation.  An  instructor,director, monitor.  Mur- 

sAirf^(or  pS^JuSj^ /»«>•.</(/(//  rdh)A  guideoftheroad. 
^J\^J<  7iiiirshidt,  Instruction  in  religion. 

A       "-J-"  moj'shqf,  (pi.  mardshif)  A 
place  of  sucking  or  sipping. 

A  i^^^jic  marshu.ih,  Sprinkled. 
A  ̂ _>9;^  mars,  (v.  n.  of  f^j^)  Pressing  with 

the  hand  (a  woman's  bosom).  Moras,  (v.  n.  of 

\jOf>)  Outstripping  others. A  ̂ ^jumirsdd,  A  broad,  open  way.  A  place 

where  an  enemy  is  watched. 

A  ̂ ^j^  viirsa^,  A  boy's  top  or  gig  which  he oithcrlhrowsfromhis  hand  or  whips  on  the  ground. 
.\  piece  of  wood  used  for  flattening  anv  thine. 

A  ikiUoj*  mirsdfat,  A  hammer. 

A  s>Oj6  marsad,  A  place  of  observation  or  lying 
in  wait.      Mursid,  Land  rained  upon,  and  from 



which  vegetation  is  looked  for. 

A  (^ja^OjK  mwrossas, Covered  with  lead.  Washed 

over  with  tin  ((^loj  rasas). 

A  mursi^  (pi.  ̂ ]/e  marasi^  A  palm- 
tree  having  young  ones. 

A  yriurassa^,  Covered  with  gold,  set  with 

jewels.  ̂ ^j^  ̂ ^^faras murassa^'s sunan, 
A  horse,  the  hairs  of  whose  fetlock  are  entangled. 

p^^jA j^i^^shamakeri  murassa^  A  scimeter  stud- 
ded with  gems,  a  Murassi^  A  composer,  arranger. 

One  who  works  or  sets  (a  garment  or  crown)  with 

gold  and  precious  stones. 

P  sj.xxjOj/0  murassa^na,  Set,  studded. 

A  ̂ j'Ojc  mursak,  A  nut  whose  kernel  it  is  very 
difficult  to  separate  from  the  shell. 

A  mirsan,  An  iron  for  branding  cattle. 

A  (^jtOjio  marsud,  (A  field)  wet  with  one  shower. 
(A  star)  whose  station  is  known  by  observation. 

A  \^yOjc  marsiis,  Soldered.  Compact,  firm, 

indissoluble.  (A  well)lined withlead((^l^  rasas). 

s.jo yOjA  ̂jV.^  hunyani  tnarsusasi  sidk 
u  safa,  The  fabric  cemented  by  sincere  love. 

A  \^yOyo  marsuf,  Joined  together  (stones). 

A5iyo^««marsM/a<,Narrow,impervious(woman). 

A  ̂ j^-^*  marsun,  (A  limb)  marked  with  the 
cautery.  A  limb  pricked  with  a  needle,  upon  which 
woad  is  afterwards  rubbed. 

A  cjoj*  marz,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^)  Falling  sick.  A 
disease  in  the  heart.  Doubt.  Darkness.  Loss,  de- 

triment. Hypocrisy,  deceit.  Debility,  languor, 

lukewarmness.  3Iaraz,  (v.  n.  of  {^j^)  Falling 

sick.  Being  weak  from  overstraining  (the  eye), 

(pi.  (^\j<e\  a?wra2:)Disease,  sickness,  indisposition, 
malady,  distemper.  Hypocrisy.  Doubt,  unbelief 
Loss,  detriment.  Darkness.  Languour,  debility. 

^^x>-  i^jc  marazi  jibilll,  ((3^  zatl  or  ̂i£i\  asU) 
A  disease  from  nature,  p  ijl>j  marazi  zaUra, 
Jaundice,  a  laiLu  marazi  sakit,  The  falling 

sickness,  epilepsy.  i^J^  marazi  ̂ riz,  An 

accidental  indisposition.  CLj^\  {J^j<  marazu'l 
mawt,  The  last  illness.  Mariz,  Sick,  diseased. 
Pained  at  heart. 

A  \>ojfi  marza,  (in  regimen  for  ̂jOyo  viarza') 
(pi.  of  {^jA>.j-io  mariz)  Sick,  infirm.  ij\*Ojc 
marzayi  ummat,  The  weaker  part  of  the  nation. 

A  'iXjOjo  marzat,  A  being  pleased,  satisfied. 

A  -^^j^  mirzah,  (or  ̂ ^j^  mirzdkh)  A  stone 
with  which  they  break  date-stones,  and  the  like. 

A  'ii\jOjiQ  mirzafat,  A  hot  stone  thrown  into  milk in  order  to  warm  it. w 

A  'i*oya  murizzat,  Thick  milk.  (Meat  or  drink) 
which  throws  one  into  a  violent  perspiration.  Mu- 

rizzat or  mirazzat,  Dates  stoned  and  steeped  in  milk. 

A  jt>  mirzakhat,  (pi.  ̂ ^j*  marazihh)  A 
stone  with  which  they  break  the  covering  of  dates. 

A  ̂-^y"  marza^  A  teat,  a  nipple.  Any  place 

sucked.  Murzi^  (pi.  i*^^-*  rnarazi ^ar\d  ̂ ^^3^0 
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marazi^  (A  mother)  having  a  sucking  infant  or 

young.  A  wet-nurse. 
A         marzurc,  Agreeable,  acceptable. 

A  <^'°j^  marzuh,  (A  date-stone)  crushed. 
A  iyOj<,  marzud,  (Wares)  piled  on  one  another. 

A  t^joyojc  marzuz,  Broken,  pounded,  crushed. 
(Ground)  beaten  and  made  hard  with  flints. 

A  <^y6jc  marzvf,  (Meat)  roasted  on  a  hot 
stone.  (A  pot)setaboilingbythrowingin  thisstone. 

A  'is yOji^  marzvf  at,  The  stomach  or  tripe  of  an 
animal  cleaned,  and  used,  for  want  of  a  pot,  to  cook 

food  in  on  a  journey. 

A|»^>^^mflr2:v,???.,(Abeast  of  burden)  infirm,  hav- 
ing the  nerves  contracted.  Firmly  built  with  stone. 

A  marzun,  (Stones)  placed  one  upon 

another  in  a  building  or  otherwise. 

A  IjOjKi  marza  ,  (pi.  of  ̂ jAJ^  mariz)  Sick,  ill. 

j'^  daru''l  marza' ,  A  hospital,  infirmary. 

A  '^j^j^  marziy,  Agreeable,  acceptable,  any  th  i  n  g 
in  which  one  takes  a  pleasure.  Laudable.  Will,  as- 

sent, pleasure.  ̂ J^ks-^\  '^J°J*  jjUaL**  sultani  mar^- 
ziyu''l  ukklah,  A  monarch  of  excellent  principles. 
A  mart,  (v.  n.  of  1^^)  Pulling  out  hairs. 

Collecting,  making  haste.  Casting  forth  (excre- 
ment, or  a  fostus).  llirt,  (pi.  ]sjjAmurut)  A  kind 

of  short  shift  (cloak  or  breeches)  of  wool  or  coarse 

silk.  Murt,  (pi.  of  la^^  amrat)  Hairless-cheeked 

(men).  Thin-eyebrowed.  Weak-eyed,  watery-eyed. 

Light,  active  of  body,  llarat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j<)  Hav- 
ing the  cheeks  or  other  parts  of  the  body  smooth, 

without  hairs.  Having  weak  eyes,  llurut,  (^An 

arrow)  without  wings. 

A  i_-*l?j/c  martab,  Green,  verdant  (soil).  Mur- 
tib,  Humid,  moist,  wet.  Fresh  (date).  (A  field) 

abounding  with  green  herbage.  Laden  with  fresh 

dates  (a  palm-tree). 

A  l-aIsj/o  murattib,  Who  or  what  makes  moist. 

A  ̂j\A3yo  tnartaban,  A  glazed  vessel. 
A  eJ!hyc  martabat,  Sweet  (well)  lying  between 

saline  (springs). 

A  miraiat,  Light-bodied  (men).  Thin- 
eyebrowed  (men).  Watery-eyed  (men). 

A  i^jo  murtil.  Tall  (man).    Soft,  gentle. 

A  'e^jc  martalat,  (v.  n.  of  jj-i*/"  Q)  Staining, 
bedaubing(with  mud).  Injuring  by  slander.  Moist- 

ening (rain).  Continuing  to  do  any  thing  bad. 
Persevering  in  any  work. 

A         viurtam,  Shut  up,  confined.  Costive. 

A  martab,  Moist,  humoral,  t-^^ls^* 

martubu'l  mizaj,  Of  a  humid  complexion. 

A  ̂ y^j^  martum,  Confined,  shut  up. 
A  wiar<Mma<,  (A  woman)  suspected. 

A  l^jf  marata,  Apace,faster  thanL_-0^^iL3  tah- 
rib,  slower  than  l— .>Vfci\  izhub.   Swift  (she-camel). 

A  l^jo  mariiy,  (A  hide)  tanned  with  arta-bark. 
A  ̂j,*jJL?j<«  martis,  A  blue  medicinal  stone. 

A  fja  mar^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jo)  Anointing  (the  head) 

plentifully.  Combing  (the  hair).  Plenty  of  forage. 

Mur^  (pi.  of  iLs^  mur^t  or  miira^t)  Asiatic 
woodcocks.  Mari^One  who  wants  or  seeks  fodder. 

A         mar^t,  Pasture,  a  meadow. 

A  (j^^yo  mur^n,  (pi.  o{'iS'jK>  rnur^t  and  mu- 
ra^t,  Asiatic  woodcocks. 

A  l-aaS>j-«  7nura^ib,  Fat,  whose  dripping  fall?. 

A  'LiSyamar^bat,  A  desert  or  any  place  strik- 
ing with  terror :  any  thing  causing  sudden  fright. 

A  (J'J'Sy*  mura^al,  Torn  or  worn  (garment). 

A  'eS-j<  mur^t,  Fat,  grease.  Mur^t  or  7nic- 

ra^t,  (pi.  ̂ jo  mwr^and  (^^y>  mur^n)  A  species 
of  the  attagen,  or  Asiatic  woodcock. 

A  iJL/Sycmiira^^s,  A  roost-cock  having  hairy 
plumage  under  his  wattles.  Furnished  with  ear-rings. 

A  d^jo  miir^d,{A  high  tumulus  of  sand)  liable 
to  roll  down.  J/Mr^iitZ,  Thundering  (cloud). 

A  liSSye  mura^id,  Importunate,  urgent  in  pro- 

posing questions. 
A  JSyc  mar^zz,  (mir^zz,  mar^zas,  mir- 

^zcu,  is'^j^  mar'^zza  ,  or  jnir^zza')  Fine  wool under  the  coarser  hair  of  goats  (of  such  the  Cash- 
mere shawls  are  made). 

A  i^ju^yo  mir^s,  A  low  wretch  who  picks  up  a 
miserable  subsistence  from  a  dunghill. 

A  [J^y^  mar^sh  or  mur^sh,  A  kind  of  dove 
which  fiies  high  with  sweeping  circles. 

A  (J-S^  mir^l,  A  sharp  sword. 
A(J>^^m?ira^^a/,Bestofcattleorotherproperty. 

A  L^jS-j/o  mar^b,  Terrified.  Terrible. 
A  iJL>jSj<  mar^s,  Held  in  little  repute. 

A  f^^y  mar^n,  Indisposed  and  pained  in  the head  by  the  heat  of  the  sun.  Weak,  hanging  down. 

A  l_^yo  mar^',  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Feeding,  being 
pastured.    Forage.  Pasture.   A  piece  of  pasture. 

Al^ycmar^y,Vastm'ed;  tended  upon.  Turned 
to  graze.  Governed.  Guarded,  observed.  ̂ \ja< 

e.'lsyti  masalihi  mar^ya,  Matters  worthy  of  atten- 
tion,  p  ̂jiiu^ii  i^y'>  mar^  dmhtan,  To  observe. 

p  margh,  A  species  of  grass  of  which  ani- 
mals are  exceedingly  fond.  Name  of  a  city.  Murcjh, 

A  bird,  fowl.  The  sun.  A  lump  or  branched  stick 

of  ginger.  t_->l  '<^y^murgliiab,{ox  ̂ \  '^yc  murgh- 
aZ^i)  An  aquatic  bird,  water-fowl.  jsy^J^^ 

murghi  a^ar-q/ros:,  The  fire-kindling  bird,  i.e.  the 

pliosnix.  A  moth.  ̂ J^u-^Uil  ̂ yo  murghi  aftab- 
^lam,,  Fire,  murghi  ilalii,  The  spirit, 
reasonable  soul.  murghi  bagh.  The  gar- 

den-bird, i.  e.  the  nightingale,  '^yc  murghi  bam. 
The  nightingale.  The  turtle-dove.  ^^^^  mur- 

ghi chaman,  A  forest-bird.  The  nightingale,  ̂ yo 

i^^Jls>-  murghi  khdnagi,  A  domestic  fowl,  ̂ ya 

(^^y-  O**^  murghi  khwush-khnan,  The  nightin- 
gale. (Jii  murghi  dil,  The  heart,  understand- 

ing. ^  g/*  murghi  rangln-tdj,  The  cock. 
A  woodcock.  Jjj  '^yo  murghi  roz,  The  bird  of 

day,  the  sun.  jj  '^yc  mtirghizar ̂ hesnn.  Agolden 



cup  made  in  the  form  of  a  bird.  /oS=>- 

murghi  zand-hhnan, 'the  i\h^hui)^n]e.  '^j^.j  ̂ j-^ 
Jm»  miirghi  zirah-sur,  Name  of  a  black  melodious 

bird ;  a  starling,  ̂   murijhi  sahar,  The  morn- 
ing-bird,  t.e.  the  ni<ihtinfrale.  The  cock.  Thetur- 

tie-dove.  A  devout  man  who  rises  betimes,  ^yo 
mvrfjhi  sahar-hhivan,  The  cock.  The 

nightingale.  The  turtle-dove.  ■  '^jo  ̂mtrffhi 

aidra,  The  angel  Gabriel.  j^l<Ou»j  '^viuryhi  su- 
laymarifThe  bird  of  Solomon,  i.e.  the  hoopoo.  ̂ jo 
!  mvrghi  shah-arvez,  Name  of  a  bird  which 

is  said  to  suspend  itself  by  the  claws,  and  to  cry 

j5-s»-  hah  hah  the  whole  night,  till  the  blood 

drops  from  its  mouth,     i^^ift  I  ^  mxirfjhi 

shab-ahang,  (orjjc^  ̂   murrjhi  shah-hhez)  The 

nightingale.  Jjj  j  u.*  «"^>  '^yc  murghi  shabu  roz, 
The  moon  and  sun.  (j^jj>-  murghi  suhh- 

hhidrifOT  f^\^  1^^^  shab-khwan ,  The  nightingale. 

The  cock.  <—->J^  mui'ghi  tarab,  The  nightin- 
gale. A  musician.  A  singer.  A  carrier-pigeon. 

j_^>S-  murghi  ̂ a',  A  bat.  Cii)i  ̂   imirghi 

falaJc, An  angel,  C^Zt^t  '^yt  nuirghi  gosht-ruha, 

A  kite,  l-a)  '^jc  murghi  lab,  A  word,  speech,  ̂ jio 
L_->jlxc  murglii  mutrib,  The  nightingale.  A  mu- 

sician. A  singer.  sjiXi  '^ja  murghi  nama,  A  car- 
rier-pigeon, jj  I  ^jH)  7nurghinavia-awar,  The 

hoopoo.    A  carrier-pigeon.    A  postman,  courier. 

Ojib  murghi  yaliut-i^ar,  An  epithet  of  fire. 
O—- j<-ai\  murghi  In  injir  rust,  He  is 

not  a  bird  for  this  fig,  i.  e.  he  is  not  a  fit  person  for 

I  his  undertaking,  '^jo  ̂yj.ipil-mtirgh,  (or  ̂   J-i 
fll-murgh)  The  turkey,  or  elephant-bird. 
ahutur-murgh,  The  ostrich,  or  camel-bird. 

A  ̂ j/o  margh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ /«)  Eating  grass.  Stand- 
ing in  the  grass.  Foaming  at  the  mouth  (a  camel). 

Rolling  in  his  pasture  (a  horse).  Spittle,  slaver. 

A  collection  of  sheep-dung.  A  garden  ;  particu- 
larly one  abounding  in  plants.  3Iaragh,  (v.  n.  of 

'^jo)  Being  rolled  in  the  dirt  (reputation).  3Ia- 
righ,  (Hair)  which  needs  ointment. 

A  '^ic  murragh,  Frothing  young  camels. 
I'  (— jI^/o  murghab,  Name  of  a  river. 

A'5\ff^?/nV^/(a^,  An  instrument  for  takingofffroth. 
A  ii\s-jK  murghadd,  Enraged,  returning  no  an- 

swer. Sick,  infirm.  One  who  gets  not  his  fill  of 

sleep.    Confused,  perplexed  in  mind,  irresolute. 

A  ft/ols^io  mirghamai,  A  woman  who  provokes 
her  husband,  an  instrument  of  provocation,  a  shrew. 

P  [^^^j^  murghan,  (pi.  of         mnrgh)  Birds. 

tPj^  i^-^j-^  murghani  uU  ujniha,  Winged 

birds.  Angels,   ijd-t**  murghani  sidra,  (or 

,^jS-^j\s-j'cmu7'ghdnl^irshi)Angc]s.^^\SycL^\abi 
vmrghdn,  A  fountain  between  Shiraz  and  Ispahan. 

p  mvrghdna,  A  bird's  egg. 
A  <— -'^j*  murghib,  Opulent,  afiluent. 

A  i^f-j<«  muraghghib,  One  who  renders  greedy. 
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pj\jSyc  murgh-baz,  A  cock-fighter  or  feeder. 

A  'iS-j«  marghat,  A  garden  full  of  plants. 
A  t^A-Cyc  murghis,  Who  gives  suck. 

A  ̂ ^^jA  muraghghas.  The  place  of  the  ring  on 
the  finger. 

p  J.i  ̂ jc  murgh-dil,  Chicken-hearted,  timid. 
^y^j^  niarghaz  or  marghuz,  Name  of  a  place. 

^ jiP'J^  ̂('■'''Ohzdr,  A  place  abounding  with  the 
grass       margh ;  a  verdant  lawn,  mead,  meadow. 

wjar^/ica?-*  ̂ thba',  The  amber  heaven. 
p  uLbljJ  murgh-zabdnah,  The  produce  of 

the  plant  called  sparrows'-tongue. 

p  iji^j^  marghazan,  A  burying-ground. 
A  {j^^j^  murghis  or  murghas.  One  who  enriches 

or  benefits  himself,  and  who  lives  luxuriously.  Af- 
fluence, ample  means,  command  of  luxuries. 

A  (jiff^  muraghghish,  One  who  enriches  and 
benefits  himself,  who  lives  in  ease  and  luxury. 

p  uilS'jKmurghak,  A  little  bird, chicken.  (.^Myc 
Ulii  murghahi  ddnd,The  wise  bird,  i.e.  the  parrot. 

Aj«S^«i  margham  or  marghim,  The  nose. 
A  &.tSy<)  viarghamat,{\.  n.  of  ̂ ff^)  Being  soiled, 

dirtied.  Nauseating,  disliking.    A  kind  of  game. 

p  ̂^jo  marghawd  or  murghutvd,  An  evil ;  a  bad 
situation  ;  unfortunate  omen.    An  imprecation. 

A  UjJ ̂ jiD marghub,  Desired, coveted.  Desirable, 
amiable,  lovely,  estimable,  excellent,  beautiful. 

A  CL>^jiomarghus,  Teased  by  petitions. 

A  iojS^  marghusat,  A  female  that  is  sucked. 

A  {^^b-jc  marghus,  Happy,  blest.  Rich. 
A  »*ojSj«  marghusat,  (A  woman)  bearing  many 

children.    Confusion,  perplexity. 

p  (Jj^*  marghul,  (or  marghula)  Locks 
twisted,  plaited,  or  curling.  Crisp,  curly  hair.  A 
fold,  wrinkle.  Noise,  clamour.  A  sweet,  melodious 

voice.  A  trill,  shake,  quaver.  Alacrity,  mirth,  glee. 

p  B^jio  murgha.  An  egg. 
A         muraghghi,  Unintelligible  (word). 

A\iyo7nar  or  murfat,  Station,  mooringofaship. 

A  mirfdh,  (A  camel)  whose  elbow  strikes 

his  side.  (A  she-camel)  pained  by  the  binding  of 

herdugs  (which  isdone  to  prevent  her  being  milked, 

or  the  colt  from  sucking) ;  bleeding  at  the  udder. 

A  i^ijo  mirful,  One  whose  garments  trail  on  the 
ground,  and  who  swings  the  arms  much  in  walking. 

A  t>i,/c  mirfad,  A  large  goblet,  cup,  or  dish  (ge- 

nerally filled  on  the  arrival  of  strangers).  Quilt- 
ing, or  any  kind  of  stuffing  used  by  women  to  give 

the  hips  a  moic  prominent  appearance.  Murjid, 

A  tumbler,  a  rope-dancer.  A  maker  of  stufl5ng  for 

saddles.    (See  »ii\Sj  rifddat.) 

A  f^^jQ  mirfash,  A  fan,  ventilator.  3IurJish, 
Luxurious,  intemperate  in  the  use  of  women  or  in 

the  pleasures  of  the  table. 

A  'iz.ijic  mirfashat,  A  shovel,  spade. 
A  t^jii3jo  muraffaz,  Poured  out.  Scattered. 

A  ̂ jnmarfah,  marfih,  or  mirfah,  (v.  n.  of  Jjij) 

Aiding,  assisting.  Being  benign,  gentle,  easy.  Ad- 

vantage, gain,  profit.  The  elbow.  J/ar/rVt,  A  place 

upon  which  a  person  leans  with  the  elbow.  A  gut- 
ter on  a  house-top. 

A  Xaij*  mirfahat,  A  cushion,  bolster,  pillow,  or 

any  thing  upon  which  a  person  leans. 

AiiflJj/c///u/-a^a/(a/,(Ashecp)while  to  theelbows. 

A  '^ijifi  marfum,  Darned. 
A  O^JjXi  marfut,  Broken,  brayed,  bruised. 

A  marfuz,  Rejected,  thrown  away.  (A 

camel)  turned  loose  to  pasture  at  liberty. 

A  ̂ jomarfu^  Exalted, raised, honoured.  Re- 
dressed. Marked  with  the  vowel  point  — m.  Highlv- 

valued  (garments)  ;  also  such  as  are  laid  one  over 
another.  Arrived,  brought  near.  A  particular  pace. 

A  'iS'^jti  marfu^t,  (A  thing)  brought  near. 
A  iv5-^J^'/nfl?yM^^a<,Close,impervious(woman). 

A  ̂ yJijo  marfuh,  Pained  in  the  elbow. 
A  s—ijo  muraffah,  Quiet,^tranquil,  contented, 

happy, prosperous.  JIJ\  siy  muraffahu''l  bdl, 
(andjialii  muraffahul  hhdti/-)  Contented  in 
mind,  easy  at  heart.  Jlii  iiycmuraffahul  hdl,  In 
easy  circumstances.  Alurqffih,  A  giver  of  ease  and 

quiet.  (See  s.Jy  tarflh.) 

A  ̂ jo  marh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jc)  Making  plenty  of 
broth.  Piercing  rapidly,  transfixing  with  a  spear. 

Pulling  wool  or  pelt  off  a  skin.  Flesh  sticking  to 
skin  which  has  been  stripped  off.  The  chant  of  men 

or  women-singers,  especially  of  the  meaner  rank 
(as  strollers).  A  putrid  skin.  (pi.  ̂ Jjj*  muruh 

and  (j]/o^  amrdh^  A  beard  of  corn,  (.ilj^  fl 
marhiha,  On  thy  account,  for  thy  fault  (has  this 
misfortune  overtaken  him).  Mirh,  Stinking  wool. 

3Iurh,  Bald  (wolves).  3Iarak,  (v.  n.  of  Jij*) 
Bearingnothing  after  having  been  fruitful  (a  palm). 

Becoming  addle  (an  egg).   Broth.  Blight  of  corn. 

A  ̂ j/c  marahh,  (pi.  mardhh^  The  soft  part 
of  the  belly,  or  lobe  of  the  ear.  3Iurihh,  Elegant 

(writer).  Thin-hoofed  (horse). 
A  s\ij/c  mar  or  7nirha^at,  A  staircase  or  ladder. 

A  e^Sy  marhdt  or  mirhdt,  (one  being  the  name 
of  the  place,  the  other  the  name  of  the  instrument) 

(pi.  ̂J^J<'  mardhi)  A  staircase.  The  step  of  a  stair- case. The  round  of  a  ladder. 

A  mirhdh,  A  baker's  rolling-pin. 

A  [^jo  mirhdl,  Swift;  prancing  (she-camel). 
A  ■_.  marhab,  (or  iLi^  marhabat)  A  watch- 

tower,  or  high  place  whence  observation  is  made. 

A  ■_  -y  murahhab.  That  part  of  a  hide  drawn 
off'  the  head  and  neck  when  skinning. 

A  sjjio  marahat,  A  quantity  or  a  kind  of  broth. 
p  Ssjo  marhad,  A  soothing,  quieting  medicine. 

A  Ssjc  marhad,  A  bed,  sleeping-place.  A  se- 
pulchre, tomb,  grave.  Murhid,  Soporiferous,  nar- 

cotic. A  plain  road. 

A  (I^SJj*  mirhidda',  Expeditious,  d  iligent,  active 
(in  business).  One  who  begins  to  nod  over  his  work. 



(J  J* 
A  ̂^'ij/o  marhasly.  Related  to  llie  tribe  of 

jj«aSJ\         hanu  amrUi'l  hays. 
marhashisha,  Tiie  marcasite-stone. 

A  t^jaSjc  murhis,  One  who  persuades  to  dance. 

A  \slSj<«  murahkat,  Speckled,  spotted. 

A  muTakka^  Patched,  mended,  botched. 

Ragged,  clad  in  rags.  Muraltki^A.  patcher,botcher. 

A  ̂J^J«^/o  marka^n,  (fern.  'ii\jt>j/«)  Foolish. 

p  ̂ ^j^^\J\i^  murakha^dari  iblisi,  A  dia- 
bolical sect.  An  agent  for  the  devil.  Sinful  prac- 

tices carried  on  under  the  mask  of  piety.  Thou 

art  a  factor  of  Satan.  Thou  perpetratest  wicked- 
ness under  the  garb  of  religion. 

A  ̂jj^wi?<?-flA/jrtA,Thinned,sharpened,whetted. 

A  fjijcmurkil,  (oriiy*,*)  Prancing  (she-camel). 

A  ̂ jc  mirkam,  A  pen,  style  for  writing  with. 

A  ̂ ^jo  marhum,  Written,  described,  inscribed, 
computed.  Above-mentioned,  aforesaid.  Sealed 

(letter).  Marked,  especially  with  orthographical 

points.  (A  cauterized  horse)  marked  in  the  legs, 

p  {-)^^ ̂^y'  marhum  hardan,  To  inscribe. 

A  'i^^ijomarhumat,  Land  having  few  plants. 
p  fj^jo  marhun,  Name  of  a  priest  of  the  Magi 

who  maintained  the  doctrine  of  three  principles. 

A  i^^jo  marhun,  Marked ;  written  ;  aforesaid. 
A        marhly,  Fascinated  :  guarded  by  magic. 

A  iji>'^\\j>j<>marhaya''l  anf,  Sides  of  the  nose. 
A  i^jc  marih,  A  rank  old  catamite. 

A  i^jA  murakk,  (Ground)  wet  with  small  rain. 

A  ̂^j^  mirhah,  (A  saddle)  slipping  backwards 

(from  the  back  of  a  horse). 

A  c-*^  markah,{\.  n.  of  ̂-J^J)  Riding.  Be- 

ing carried  or  borne,  (pi.  \^J^\jomarakih')  A  horse, 
camel,  carriage,  ship,  or  any  thing  in  which  one  is 

carried,  p  ̂   '-r^J'*  ''narhahi  jam,  Solomon's  ve- 
hicle, i.e.  the  wind.  ̂ Uf  marhabijaviam, 

A  horse  that  quickly  devours  his  corn. 

A  (--"i;-*  murahhab,  Compounded,  composed, 

mixed.  (An  animal)  of  a  mixed  breed.  Placed, 

mounted,  set  (as  a  stone  in  a  ring) :  fixed.  A  horse 

borrowed  on  condition  that  half  the  spoil  be  given 

to  the  lender.  A  mixture,  compound.  Ink.  A  kind 

of  orange.  Root,  origin,  the  place  where  any  thing 

is  produced.  ̂ ^'^  ̂^^c^  jMi  murahhab,  Gross 

ignorance.  l-*^=;U  harimul  murahhab,  Of 

a  noble  origin.   ̂ /OU-*)^  murakhabi  isnadi, 

(or  JIU  v.^*jr^mwraAA«&«^awi?ft)  A  sentence  com- 
plete in  itself  and  independent. 

A  C^XJjo  murahhabat,  Compound  medicines. 

A  J^*  markaz,  (vulg.  manjiz)  A  centre,  centre 

of  a  circle.  A  place  of  residence,  halting-place,  mi- 

litary camp,  p  ̂iJ!nj^ markazi  khwurshed. 

The  fourth  heaven.  The  world.  A  iy\d^\Jjo  mar- 
hazu'd  dasira.  Centre  of  a  circle. 

p  i^}'j^y^  marhaz  rayan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.) 
Any  number  of  crimes  deserving  of  death. 

A  (_jo^m(V/m2,Amalkin  or  coal-rake.  Chips, 
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fuel.    A  tinder-box. 

A  'Lo^jc  viirhazat.  The  arm  of  a  bow.  A  horse 
that  kicks  up  the  earth  with  his  feet. 

A  jjli*3^^  mirhazatani, The  two  arras  of  a  bow. 

A     j^marhal,  (pi.  (J^]/«  marah  il)  A  way,  road. 
The  side  of  a  horse,  that  part  touched  by  the  spur 

or  by  the  heel  in  riding.  Mirhal,  The  foot. 

jnarhalani,  (du.)Both  sides  of  a  horse. 
A  ii-Kj/o  murahkalat.  Worn,  beaten  (path). 

A  i^-'^jo  mirhan,  A  vessel,  of  earth  or  stone,  in 
which  clothes  are  washed,  a  wash-tub. 

A  (^i^mMraA/ia/i,Large(udder);large-dugged. 

A  'p jA  marhuw,  A  large  and  small  cistern. 
A  ̂^jd  marhub.  Ridden  (horse).  (A  carriage, 

animal,  road)  by  or  on  which  one  travels.  A  spade. 

Ajy^  marltuz.  Fixed,  fastened.  Infixed,  im- 
planted. Hid,  buried.  Comprehended,  concentered. 

Wish,  desire. 

A  marhuz,  (A  horse)  put  to  his  speed. 

A  iJ^^Ssyo  viarhuh.  Trimmed,  neatly  finished 
(leathern  bottle). 

A  ̂^j*  mar-hum.  Piled,  heaped,  accumulated, 

p  lL/^<o  marg.  Death.    cL/y*  n-'iJ^^  jirishtan 
marg.  The  angel  of  death,  called  L>\dyi  murdad. 

ij^j  'dJ'jic^nargi rahat-rasan,T)e^i\\  bi-ing- 
ing  rest,  <^Syc  margi  tab^,  A  natural  death. 

'•^-^  inargi  malii,  Any  thing  by  which  fish 
are  intoxicated  and  caught.  \su>  margi 

mufajat.  Sudden  death,  (^j-*  i.LJj«  margi  mosJi, 
Rats'-bane.    Realgar.    31urg,  Snot. 

marg-a-marg ,  (or  ̂ j^j^  marg-a- 
margi)  A  plague,  pestilence. 

p  i^^j  ̂j^tjo  marg-d-margi-zadagi,  A.hemg 
smitten  witli  pestilence,  id^  ̂j<\^j<marg-a-margl- 
zada.  Smitten  with  pestilence. 

Pui3\3  ̂ j^^j^  niarg-a-margtnak,  Pestilential. 

p  J>jA  murgu,  A  sparrow. 
p       ynaram,  (for         marham)  A  plaster. 

A  '^jc  murimvi,  Silent.  (A  camel)  fall  of  mar- row.   Inclined  to  play.    (See  irrndm.) 

A  sliejAO  mirmat,  A  small  or  weak  arrow  ;  also 

one  with  a  broad  point  for  learning  to  shoot.  Mir- 

mat  or  marmdt,  A  cloven  hoof;  a  substance  groW' 

ing  in  the  division  of  a  sheep's  hoof. 

AjUs-'i)\  C^yHjATmirammasdtu'l  ahhbdr,  False 
news,  groundless  reports. 

A  murimmdt,  Misfortunes,  troubles. 

Kj^\iojo  marmahhuz,  (or  ̂jj^\icyi  marmd- 
hhnzl.)  A  species  of  merow. 

A  J^jo  marmdr,  A  juicy  pomegranate  without 
pulp.  Soft,  delicate,  and  tremulous. 

A  'ij^jo  marmd?-at,  A  soft  and  delicate  girl  tre- mulous from  fat. 

A  {^j^\ja^7nirvidsh,  A  woman  who  winks  much 
with  the  eyes,  or  one  who  beautifies  her  eyes. 

A  's^jc  marammat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Mending,  repair- 
ing (a  house).     Cropping  with  the  lips  shoots  of 13  R 

trees(acow).Devouring.Reparation,repair.pC>^ 

^J^JS marammat  hardan.  To  mend,  repair.  aBIu- 
ravnnat  or  mirammat.  The  lips  of  a  cow  or  any 
animal  dividing  the  hoof. 

P5^jj-CL*«^7?iarfl?rt7/ia<-7i/iwa/t,Wantingrepair. 

A  'i^j<murmisat,{1^2in(\.)  producing rims. 
A  d^jo  murammad,  (Meat)  laid  upon  the  coals 

(to  broil).    (Bread)  baked  upon  the  ashes. 

A  SjOjio  murmadd,  Blear-eyed. 
PA inarmar.  Marble.    A  juicy  pomegra- 

nate without  pulp.    Soft,  delicate,  and  tremulous. 

A  certain  cut  or  fashion  of  a  woman's  dress. 

A  ij^jo  marmarat,  (v.  n.  of  j/tyd  Q)  Being  an- 
gry. Letting  (water)  flow  on  the  surface  of  the 

ground.  Copious  rain. 
A  iJL^,j<j6  marmarit,  A  sore  calamity. 

A  i^j^jAja  marmaris,  Evil,  misfortune,  sore  ca- 
lamity. Any  thingslippery,shining,  even,orsmooth. 

Long  (neck).  Hard.  Bare,  unproductive  (land). 

A  i^ji^jo  marinas,  A  grave,  a  tomb. 

A  i^<j<  murammash.  Blear-eyed. 
A  marmiz,  A  place  for  roasting  meat. 

A  OlxS^  muramma^t,  Idle  reports. 

A  'LfJcjc  murainmi^t,  A  desert. 

A  ̂ Mjc  murma^U,A.  follower  of  the  right  road. 
A  ̂y*^JK>  murmaghill.  Tanned  (hide). 

A  ̂ 'Ojo  murmahk,  (or  Jj*/e  murammak)  One 
who  lives  badly  ;  in  a  mean,  miserable  condition. 
A  marmal,  (v.  n.  of ,_)/«,)  Running,  going 

fast,  between  a  walk  and  a  run.  Mirmal,  A  kind 

of  small  fetter.  Murmal,  Made  of  woven,  plaited 

palm-leaves  (a  sofa).  3Iurmil,  A  lion. 

A  ̂y^J-^  murammal,  Well  stirred  up  (dish  of 
dates  and  butter.  Murammil,  A  lion. 

A  &i/*j/o  marmanat,  A  pomegranate-orchard. 

A  f\iyCj<  marmusds,  A  confusion  of  things. 

A  'i3yiOj^  marmusat,  (A  well)  fenced  with  a 
wooden  parapet  or  cover. 
A  murmurat,  A  soft  girl  tremulously  fat. 

AjyOjiC  marmuz.  Expressed  by  signs. 

A  i^yCjA  marmuz,  (A  sheep)  split  and  roasted 
in  the  skin  on  a  hot  stone  covered  with  ashes. 

A  marrnu^  Afflicted  with  lumbago. 
A  marmuk,  Looked  back  on,  glanced  at. 

A  marmul,  Flimsily  woven.  Covered  or 

strewed  over  with  sand  (,J^  ''^"^0'  sanded. 
A  murmahazz.  Any  thing  wished  for. 

Murmahizz,  Light,  not  heavy. 
A  marma  ,  An  object  shot  at,  game. 

A  ̂^^^oj*  maj'miy, Thrown,  cast.  'is>_^\i  '^Ji^  al 
marmiy  bi''r  ribat.  Suspected,  thought  badly  of. 

A  '^i^jic  murmasidd,  Passing  by,  proceeding. 

Quick  of  apprehension,  skilful. 

A  f^j.jj^CjM  mirmis,  A  rhinoceros. 
A(j^  mam,  (v.  n.  ofj^j^)  Anointing  the  worn 

part  of  a  camel's  hoof.  Dashing  (on  the  ground). 
Fleeing  from  an  enemy.  Softened  or  smoothed  lea- 



ther.  A  soft  fur  garment.  A  kind  of  plant.  The 

side.  A  present.  Tlight  from  an  enemy.  Maran, 

Two  pieces  of  wood  leaning  against  the  trunk  of 

a  palm-tree,  on  wliich  the  man  wiio  watclies  them 

sleeps.  Custom,  mode, manner, U8age,habit. 
Tumult,  clamour.    War,  battle. 

A  jTj^7/i«/  i«;i,Twanging  (bow),  chirping  (bird). 

A  ̂ ^J«  vdman,  A  stiff,  hard,  sounding  bow. 
A  marnnh,  (A  garment)  woven  witli  a 

mixture  of  hare's  pile.  (A  country)  abounding  in 

hares  (t--«j)^  ai-nah).  A  large  mouse. 

A  I^^JijKt  marnabanty  or  murnahaniy,  (A  gar- 
ment) of  tlie  colour  of  a  hare  (t— amah). 

A  ijjio  murinnat,  A  twanging  bow.   A  bow. 

A  ̂  jnmaranj,  Name  of  a  fort  in  Hindustan. 

A^j*  murunnah,  The  best  aloes.    A  staggerer. 
A  iJjiQ  marnahat,  The  prow  of  a  ship. 

A  bjOjic  marna^t,  The  sound  of  a  multitude  of 
voices,  either  in  mirth  or  brawling.  Convenience, 

case,comfort.  Liberty.  A  fruitful  season :  flourishing 

garden  or  mead.  Part  of  meat,  drink,  or  plunder. 

A  ̂^^ij/c»iKranna A,  Broken-winged  (bird).  Mu- 
rannih,  Dim-sighted  from  hunger. 

p  ̂^Siy>  marany,  Name  of  a  fort  in  India. 

p  j-Oj^o  maranfju,  A  porcupine. 

p  _jj/c  mam,  Name  of  a  fragrant  herb.  A  fire- 
striking  stone.  Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan.  Ma- 

rav,  (the  negative  imper.  of  (jjiJ,  rafian)  Go  not. 

A  jjcviariv,  A  species  of  hard  white  flints  full 
of  fire.  A  kind  of  fragrant  herb. 

A  ̂  jo  niurus,  (pi.  of        marit)  Gullets. 
p  iriurnd,  A  good  omen.  Prognostication 

of  haj)pincss.  CiXo  {J^^j^  murrvayi  nek,  A  good 
omen.  The  twenty-second  note  of  the  barbud. 

A  'i^jj>o  miirufat,  The  being  brave  and  manly. 

p  d-iji^ jomarrva.r'id,A  pearl.  (^-^  iVjVj^ ??tar- 
rvarld  bastan,  To  be  promoted  to  a  new  situation. 

To  blush,  be  ashamed. 

A  (j^j j<i  marrcan.  Name  of  the  ninth  caliph  of 
the  house  of  Abbas. 

A  u-^j yo  muranrcab,  (or  \^ j mirwah)A.  ves- 
sel in  which  milk  is  left  to  thicken.    A  churn. 

A  i^j^  marwat,  A  single  hard  and  while  fire- 
flint.  8jJ^\  «Z  marwa^,  The  mountain  of  Mecca, 
so  called  from  its  flints. 

Being  bold, masculine,  manly,  vigorous.  Manhood, 

virility, fortitude.  Human  nature ;  humanity.  Ge- 

nerosity, politeness,  p  C^j jo  (J,  hi  muruwat,  In- 
human, uncivil,  rude,  unpolished. 

A  Oj jic  marut,  A  solitude  wholly  destitute  of 
vegetation.  Mtirid,  (pi.  of  C.^)  Desolate  wastes. 

A  miirutat,  Smoothness  of  ground.  Scan- 
tiness of  eyebrows.    Scarcity  of  herbage. 

A  ti^jj/e  marmas,  The  fundament  of  a  horse. 
(pi.  of        7?i(7?_7)  iNIeadows. 

A         muran-woj,  Current,  saleable.  Usual. 
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Muraicn  'ij,  A  seller  (of  merchandise).  l>o^^  ̂  j« 

^^mura  )C)njiamti^fi^lum,Ar(ita\lerof^c'w\ce. 
A  ̂jj/o7na/-ii//, Light, sprightly(horse).  Excel- 

lent, admirably  formed  for  shooting  (bow).  3Iir- 

Tvah,  (pi.  of  iio>-j^  mlrrvahat)  Fans,  ventilators. 

A  ̂J/*  muraivjvah.  Perfumed,  highly  scented. 
Muraivivili,  A  perfumer,  vender  of  perfumes. 

A  d^^jic  marnahat,  (pi.  mararvVi)  A  de- 
sert. A  place  that  may  be  blown  through.  Minva- 

hat,  (pi.  maruivih  or  m'lnvah)  A  fan. 

A  ■^j^  maruhh,  Oil,  unguent  for  the  body. 
r (^y>-jj<marrv  Jthwush,  Nameofasweet  herb. 
A         marrcad  or  mumad,  (v.  n.  4  of  for 

tJjj)  Assisting,  favouring ;  being  benevolent,  kind, 
easy.  Going  gently.  Driving  gently.  Alight,  gen- 

tle, slow  pace.   Mirrvad,  A  bodkin  with  which  the 

collyrium  is  applied  to  the  eyes.  The  iron  axle  of 

a  pulley.  A  hinge  or  joint  in  a  horse's  bit.  Mu- 
1-v.d,  (v.  n.  of  li^)  Being  accustomed,  brooding  over; 
beingintentupon.  Exceeding  all  bounds  in  wicked- 

ness, insolence,  obstinacy,  or  pride.  Obstinacy, 

p  lij jxi  murud,  A  pear.    A  guava. 

A  8i5j jcmurudat,{y.  n.  ofi>j*)Beingbare,  beard- 
less. After  having  been  beardless,  getting  a  beard. 

A       jK>  mu  or  marawdahat,  Blooming  (girl). 

Aj^jomurur,  (v.  n.  oiy>)  Passing  by,  through, 
over,  or  across.  Being  borne  along.  Persevering, 

continuing.    Departing,  proceeding.  Walking, 

marching.  Elapsing.  Passage,  pass,  avenue,  tran- 
sition, transit,    (pi.  of       marrat)  Times,  turns. 

^Lxj  jj jt,  mururi  zaman,  Lapse  of  time.  Pjyji« 
f^iH^mui  ur  ](ardan,  (or  i^'^^j^  j  jj murur  u 

^bur  hardan)  To  proceed,  pass,  cross.  j_j jo 

i^d^j^^mnrur  ̂ la  'lbahrhardan,To  crossthesea. 

^  P  ]jjj^marura,  To  or  for  him. 

A'iSjj j<)ma}-arv7-at,(p].^j>fj<7nararvra''  f> 
marawrayut,  and  {Jj]/"  marari)  A  barren  desert, 

p  LdJuij,j jic  marorixhli,  Seed  of  marv. 

p  lijj  jjo  marv-rud.  Name  of  a  river. 
A  mararera',  (pi.  of  »]jjj*)  Deserts. 
A  \^\3_^^j<nnaraivrayat,  (pl.of  8ljj^)Deserts. 

Pi-^j j/cj«flrwa»'??/a, Wild  endive.  Bitterlcttuce. 

pjjj^o  mui-uz,  A  people  in  hari  or  Aria. 
A  Hjj^j*  marmaziy,  Belonging  to  the  city  of  jjc. 

A  i^J^j^»mriir/v/«<,(inMorocco)Mutton  dressed 

with  honey,  almonds,  currants,  safl^ron,  and  pepper. 

A  yo  marus,  A  pulley,  the  rope  of  which 
sticks  between  the  wheel  and  the  cheek. 

p  maro!<idan,To  ap])ly  a  remedy,give 

medicine.    To  be  accustomed.    To  be  afflicted, 

p  i^jj*  marosli.  Shine  not,  enlighten  not. 

A        j<  mxirush,  Scratches, 

p  ̂J^\Jm  ̂ jc  viarv  shahjan,  (or  (^LsV**' marv  ithahjrm)  The  city  of  Marv  in  Khurasan. 

A  marus,  Swift  (she-camel). 

A  i^jjA  maiTiz,  Broke  in,  trained  (colt). 

A  lojij/*  murui,  (pi.  oflsjX)  mirt)  Short  smocks 

of  wool  or  silk. 

A  muran-n-a^,  Endued  with  accuracy,  sa- 
gacity, and  penetration.  An  expert  physiognomist. 

Murawrvi^  Formidable,  dread-inspiring. 

A  ̂ jj*  muruk,{y.  n.  of^J^)  Passing  through 
andcomingoutonthe  other  side  (an  arrow),  (pi.  of 

^J^wiarA)  Beards,  piles,  or  awns  of  an  ear  of  corn. 
A  murawTvak,  Strained,  racked,  filtered. 

Bright,  clear.  Porticoed  (house).  P^^L-jloii 

miiran'wak.  Clear,  filtered  water. 
A  mirrval.  Extremely  slabbery  (man).  A 

bit  of  weak  rope. 

A  (^jj^  marun,  Conquered,  subjected.  Murun, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ yx)  Being  smooth  and  somewhat  hard 
Being  addicted  to,  persevering  in. 

A^^i)jomars2(n,(i)].QfJye7narj,m{r^,ormurj')yicn 
A  i^jjM  murunat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  smooih 

and  hardish.  Softness,  smoothness  with  pliantness. 

A  c_>»»jj j(0  JTiarjui,  Hurton  thehead((_j*>ljra»5). 
Large-headed.  One  whose  lust  is  in  his  head.  A 
subject,  tenant.  A  common  man. 

p  8j jio  murawnah,  A  perfumer. 

A  Iff  J jit  mirrva*,  (pi.  l^j]/*  mararvi)  A  rope  for 
fasteninga  load.  J/wr/ri,  Thirst-quenching  (water). 

A  Cs»,jKi  marn  iy,  Related,  affirmed,  told.  Al- 
leged in  the  words  or  on  the  faith  of  another.  One 

whose  thirst  is  quenched.  Jlarjviy  or  maran'iy, 
Belonging  to  the  city  of  Marv.  lSjj*  saiv- 
bun  marwiyun.  Cloth  manufactured  at  Marv. 

A  Ijo  marah,  (v.  n.  of  8^)  Being  diseased  (the 
eye)  for  want  of  collyrium.  Being  white  within 

the  eyelids  (the  eye).  Marih,  Spoiled,  weak.  8^« 

ii\Jfl3\  marihu'l futad.  Sick,  low,  faint-hearted. 
p  y[<  marra,  Calculation,  number,  measure. 
A  As>ji«  marhas,  (fem.  of  amrah,  pi.  Ijq 

murh)  (A  woman)  sore-eyed  from  neglecting  to 
anoint  with  collyrium. 

A  'i\i>j<mir/iat,  ( p\.^\j^  mtiralti)  Swift  (horse). A  mur/ilb,  Appalling. 

A  (Jj^J^  murahhaJ  or  murahbil,  LTnintelligible. 

A  'iiijie  murhai,  Shining  whiteness,  brightness. 
A  ditch  filled  with  rain-water. 

A         murliij,  Rain-portending  (star). 

A&^aSye  marhasat.  Dignity,  high  degree,  rank. 

A  \iij<«  mm'd/ihnt,  Swelled,  swollen. 
A  \.jLlt>j-ic  viurhaf,  A  sword  thin  and  keen  at 

the  curve  where  the  execution  is  done.  Gaunt- 
bellied  (horse). 

A  murhali.  One  whom  others  pursue  in 

order  to  kill.  Overtaken. 

A  ̂3^^  murahhak.  One  of  whom  a  bad  opinion 
is  conceived,  to  whom  madness  or  villainy  is  im- 

puted. A  man  followed  by  others;  one  on  whom 
they  depend.  One  whom  guests  hang  upon. 

A         mnrahhal.  Swollen. 

A  p  marham,  (pi.  ̂ ^j^  marahhn)  A  plas- 
ter, any  dressing  for  wounds.  Salve. 



p  \i  pfcj/c  marham-haha,  A  surgeon's  fee. 
A  &*Jbjx>  marhamat,  A  putting  on  of  a  plaster. 

A  (_^j«,^Jbj(«  murahmasy  Concealed,  secret, 
r  iO  marham-nih,  Who  applies  a  plaster. 

A  ->yfc^  marhtib,  Dreadful,  dreaded.  A  lion. 

A  lijfc^  marhud,  Weak,  loose  (concern).  Re- 
miss, doubtful,  uncertain  in  carrying  on  business. 

A  \^jo^j<i  marhus,  (A  horse)  hurt  in  the  feet 
by  the  stones  and  limping. 

A  (__5jfcj/o  marliuf,  Thin,  slim,  slender-bodied. 
AL^^Hj/omarhuk,  Groundor  bruised  very  small. 

Weak,  silly,  or  perplexed  (business). 

A  marhum,  Watered  by  a  gentle  rain. 

A  i^^jo  marhun,  Pledged,  pawned,  (j^^ 
marhuni  minnat,  Bound  in  gratitude. 

A(_fj/«TOaW^,Easy  of  digestion, wholesome(food). 

al  maris,  The  gullet,  l^jc^^  hanh  maris, 

(or  d^iJ^  ̂ Jj^^J^  hanis  maris  hamid)  Easy  of  con- 
coction or  digestion. 

A  (_5ye  mary,  (v.  n.  of  {jy^)  Milking,  pressing 

the  teats.  Whipping  or  spui-ring  (a  horse)  to  in- 
crease (his)  speed.  Inflicting  (blows).  Drawing 

out.  (A  horse)  striking  (the  ground)  with  the  fore- 

feet (either  from  sprightliness  or  pain).  Dissolving 

(a  cloud)  into  rain  (wind).  Denying  a  debt  or 

any  thing  which  one  knows. 

P  {Jj*  mire.  Labour,  diligence.    Equality  in 

power  or  rank.  An  agreement,  league  (particularly 

in  mischief).  Litigation,  law-suit.  Good  news. 

A  {jjt>  murra\  (fem.  of  j/oi  amarr)  Bitter. 

A  (Jj-*  marly,  (pi.  Vo3/«  maraya*)  (A  camel) 
full  of  milk,  which  flows  on  pressing  the  dug. 

A  l^^c  murriy,  A  kind  of  sourish  stomach-wa- 
ter for  creating  an  appetite  or  promoting  digestion. 

A  kind  of  condiment  eaten  with  bread. 

A  -^b^  maryas,  Place  of  seeing,  watch-tower. 

A  mirya^  (A  she-camel)  returning  from 
pasturing  alone.     One  which  lets  her  milk  flow. 

G  muryafilun,  Millefoil. 

A  (j^^U  0.1  murrayani,  The  colocynthand  ma- 
rine wormwood. 

A  <--^>^  murlb.  Doubtful,  apocryphal.  Sus- 
pected, scandalous.  Sly,  deceitful. 

A  'iijic  miryat  or  muryat,  The  gallopping  of  a 
horse,  especially  when  urged  by  the  spur.    A  co- 

pious eflTusion  of  milk  from  the  udder  of  a  camel. 

Doubt,  ambiguity.    Altercation,  contention. 

w/J*  murriyat.  Bitterness. 

A  ̂JLt.>,jo  murayyas,  Dull,  heavy  (eyed). 

A  .^jio  mary,  Confused,  involved,  intricate(bu- 
siness).     A  limber  twig  of  a  palm-tree  entering 

amongst  the  branches,     (pi.  'Ls>-j^\  amrijat)  A small  white  bone  in  the  middle  of  a  horn. 

T  ̂ <  marry,  The  river  Ebrus  in  Thrace. 
A        marih,  Shaken  by  the  wind.  Wet  with 

rain  (a  garden). 

A         mirrih,  (pi.  (Jjigjl*)  Sprightly,  jovial. 
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A  ̂ jtumarihh,  (pi.  &j>-^\  amrihhat)  A  soft  bone inside  the  horn  of  an  animal. 

A  P-^^  mirrtM,  The  planet  Mars.  Afire-brand, 
torch.  Iron,  steel.  A  longarrow  with  four  wings 

or  feathers,  with  which  they  shoot  to  a  great  dis- 
tance. Litharge  of  silver.  A  fool.  Soft,  limber 

(tree),  p  ̂Is-  l--jI:JT  ̂ jc  mirrikln  aftab-^lam 

^^^J  ̂ ^mirrikhi 

A  blazins:  fire. 

zuhal- khwar.  The  embers  of  a  fire-brand. 

jjtWii  miri-ikh  u  kayn-an  didan,  To  see  Mars  and 
Saturn,  (met.)  To  see  charcoal  half-lighted  in  a 

chafing-dish.   JjJ  mirrlkh  zanah-f^, 

(or  l_cw>,J_p^  ̂ ^J^s  {^^  '<^  mirrlkh  zanab-Ji^i zuhal-sima)  Fetters  for  a  horse. m 

A  ̂ _jc  murayyahh,  Litharge  of  silver.  A  small bone  in  the  inside  of  a  horn. 

p  i_,»L*i  mirr'ikh-salab,  Scarlet  raiment. 
Clad  in  scarlet. 

A  ly^j^marld,  (pl.A^ijic  muradds)  Stubborn,  ob- 
stmate,  contumacious,  perverse,  disobedient,  inso- 

lent, proud.  A  date  softened  and  dressed  in  milk. 

Murid,  Desirous,  willing.  One  who  wills  or  is  the 

author  of  any  thing.  A  scholar,  disciple,  the  ob- 

sequious follower  of  another.  A  studious  man,  phi- 
losopher, hermit,  soph,  santon. 

A  tiJj^  mirrid,  Very  stubborn. 

A  A^^jc  muraydds,  A  thin  membrane  between 
the  navel  and  pubes. 

P muriddna,lu\ke  a  scholar, scholar-like. 

P  {j'^j^  maridan,  To  freeze,-  congeal. 
ij^d^j/c  murtdi.  Scholarship,  discipleship. 

^j>.y>mai'ir,  (^\.y\jom,ardsii^)  Robust,  strong. 
Barren  ground.    Purpose,  design,  intention. 

^jlj*'  murayyar  or  yir,  Oppressed  with  fat. 

A  Ayi.j^  murayrds,  A  black  bitter  grain  found 
in  wheat.  A  soft,  delicate  girl  tremulous  from  fat. 

A  i^.jo  marirat,  The  twist  of  a  rope.  A  firmly- 
twisted  rope.  A  rope  long  and  slender.  Greatness 

of  soul.  Resolution, determination ;  design,intention. 

A  'iy>j^  mirrirat.  Design,  intention. 
PL:LX>\jj>y  murizbdnk  or  muri  zabdnak,  A  kind 

of  medicine,  called  likewise  ub  ftalan. 

A  [j^„j<  maris,  Steeped,  soaked  (date).  Crum- 
bled, grated,  or  sliced  bread  for  putting  in  milk  or 

broth.    Any  thing  slippery  and  shining. 

A  {^j^jo  murassis,  A  fierce  lion. 
A  {^J^>jKi  marish,  Feathered,  winged  (arrow). 

A  ̂ ^Ju>j^murayyash, Feathered,winged (arrow). 
Hairy  and  fleshless  (camel).    Printed  or  embroi- 

dered (stuff).  Weak-backed  (man).  (A  camel-lit- 
ter) held  together  by  thongs  of  undressed  leather. 

A  'iJli_j<  murayyashat,  Fleshless  (she-camel), 

p  ̂ ^j<  maresham,  A  plaster  for  a  sore. 
A  t^j'AijK  marlz,  (pi.  t^\j<  7?iirdz,  ̂ ^jcmar- 

za',  and  mardza')  Sick,  ill,  infirm,  diseased. 

<^\^  L-^l^  J  L>^;/*  'niariz  u  sdhibifirdsh,  Sick 

and  bed-ridden,    o*^^  (J^'  harvli  mariz,  A  fee- 

ble  expression.  Unsound  doctrine. 

A  '^^jo  marizat,  Sick  (woman).  Weak,  dim 
(eye).  Unhealthy  (country).  Slight  (wind).  Fee- 

ble and  obscure  (sun,  this  word  being  feminine). 

A  marit,  (pi.  amrdt  and  mirdt) 
Featherless  (arrow).  The  part  between  the  point  of 
the  fetlock  and  the  hoof.  A  certain  vein  in  the 

body,  in  the  dual  called  (jUa^^  maritdni. 

A  >Ua^  muraytds,  A  thin  internal  membrane 
reaching  from  the  navel  to  the  pubes.  The  part 
between  the  breast  or  navel  and  the  pubes.  A  vein 
which  swells  when  any  one  bawls.  The  part  of  the 

lower  lip  which  is  exposed.  The  mustachios.  The 
part  which  surrounds  the  hair  between  the  nether 

lip  and  the  chin.    The  arm-pit. 

A  murayta.  The  palate.  The  uvula. 

A  ̂ ..j^  mari^  (pi.  ̂ ]  amru^  and  am- rd^  Fertile,  abounding  in  grass  and  water  (place). 

A  murayyagk,  Soiled -nith  dust  or  earth. 

A  ijljo  murrayk,  Saffi'on. A  murayyak,  Delighted  constantly  with. 
A  murayhat.  Broth  made  of  acid  milk. 

A  'i^jA  mursilat,  (A  she-osti  ich)  having  young. 
A        maryam,  (A  woman)  who  loves  the  con- 

versation of  men  with  a  pure  affection,  ^jo 

maryami  ̂ r,  The  branch  of  a  vine  in  the  autumn. 

^jo       ibn  maryam.  The  son  of  Mary,  i.e.  Jesus 
Christ,  ̂ jo  ̂\  ahu  maryam,  A  police-officer,  tip- 

staflf.  ̂ jCj^lAbukhuri  marya)n,The  herb  sowbread. 
C^jjo^-  hazrati  maryam,  The  Virgin  Mary. 

A  (jljo  murin,  (pi.  i^y>^.jo  murinun)  One  who 
loses  many  of  his  cattle  by  murrain. 

A  li)^  ̂ \  ahu  marina',  Name  of  a  fish. 

^jio  banu  marina'',  Hiraites  in  Mesopotamia. A  murinat,  The  lamprey. 

AiOyo  murayyah,  (Vapour)  shining  and  fading. 

A  ,3 j^mari-c,Manly,  Strong,  brave.  Light,  easy 

of  digestion,  (pi.        ami  isat  2indi  ̂  yo  murus')(j;\A- 
let,meat-pipe.i)/«/-o?/j,(dim.of^?rta7-j)Amanikin. 
A  mariiy.  Human.  Related  to  (j-AiiJI  ̂ 1 

amrusul  hays  (a  name  common  to  several  poets, 

and  companions  of  Muhammad). 

A  'ilijftmarisat,  Healthy,  salubrious  (country). 
Mumysat,  (dim.  of  Wjn  marsat)  A  little  woman, 

pj*  maz,  Suck  thou. A  jc  mazz,  (v.  n.  of  J/«)  Sucking.  Hard,  diffi- 
cult.   3Iizx,  Excellence.   Measure,  quantity, 

uliJ^'J^  lahu  mizzun  ̂ layha.  He  excels  thee. 
Muzz,  (Wine  or  a  pomegranate)  having  a  mix- 

ture of  sweet  and  acid.    Sweet  wine. 

A  Ajo  muzzds,  A  kind  of  wine.  Sweet  wine. 

A jy\yo  muzasbar  or  muzasbir,  Hairy,  shaggy, 

pily,  plushy,  covered  with  nap  (as  new  cloth). 

A  ̂ j^^j*  muzasbak.  Washed  or  overlaid  with 

quicksilver  (JjJ^  zisbak),  quicksilvered. 

A  J-jV}*  mazdhil,  (pi.  of  'i^jc  Dunghills. 
A  'ix>\y<imuzabanat,{Y.  n.3  of  ̂ ^)  Selling  with- 



out  weight  or  measure  (corn  in  the  ear,  or  dates  still 

lianpnn":  on  the  palm-tree).  This  is  forbidden  by  the 
Muliaiiiniadan  law,  as  depcndinij  on  conjecture. 

Repelling,  resisting  one  another. 

A  muzat,  Tyrants.  Giants. 

A  '">''"jt  Temperament,  complexion,  con- 
stitution, habit  of  body,  disposition,  temper.  A  mix- 

ture, any  thing  mixed;  whatever  is  mixed  with 
wine,  (interrogatively)  How  do  you  do  ?  How  is 

your  health  ?  t^>j^  mizaji  ahnr'if,  A  noble 
disposition,  an  excellent  constitution,  v^^^^ 

mizaji  ijunharan,  The  elements,  l^y-  ̂   ̂^j-o 
mizaji  na  hltnush,  Indisposition,  malady,  ̂ joj^ 

^e2-7/ii^«;.  Impatient,  choleric,  a  ̂ Ji^j^y^  nuih- 

rujm'lmizdjfOfa  hot  or  fiery  temperament.  j,aHjL»< 
^j-*  mnxtahim-mizaj,  Serene,  even,  equable. 
P  mizaj-dan,  Knowing  the  tempera- 

ment. A  confidant. 

P  ij^         mi zaj-fjinj  or  goy,  Complimentary. 

P jf^^y^  mizaj-r/lr,  Agreeable,  suited  to  the 
temper,  constitution,  or  taste. 

A  ̂jc  mizah,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Playing,  jesting 
with.  A  joke.  Muzah,  (or  m.-^  miizuhat)  (v.  n.  of 

^j/c)  Jesting  with.  A  joke,  jest,  fun,  frolic. 
A        ?/!arca/(.  Playful,  gay,  jocose.  A  jester. 

A  'ijs>'\y>  mnzaharat,The  being  inimical, hostile. 
A  u_a>-Vj/c  mazahif,  (pi.  of  u_ii>-jAO  mazhaf) 

Tracks  of  serpents.  Parts  where  drops  of  rain  fall. 

Muzahaf,  (Verse)  in  which  one  letter  between  two 

others  is  dropped  (so  that  they  are  brought  together). 
A  c^j>-\jo  /»?/^a//a/?a<,  A  removing,  puttingaway. 

A  ̂)y>  vntzahim,  Inconvenient,  preventive,  hin- 

dering, molesting.  Impediment,  obstacle,  p  j^]/* 
j^iXii*  mvzahim  shudan,  To  molest,  to  be  trouble- 

some. A  J**-]/*      ahu  mvzahim,  An  elephant.  A 
bull  with  broken  horns.  Name  of  the  first  Turkish 

commander  who  fought  with  the  Arabians. 

A  '&J^\jt>  muzahamat,{\ .n.  3of  ̂ »»-j)  Hindering, preventing  from  taking  effect :  disturbing,  pressing 
upon,  especially  in  a  crowd.  Hindrance,  preven- 

tion, impediment,  let,  obstruction,  molestation.  A 

crowd,  mob,  throng.  Approaching  to  fifty. 

A  SjS'^  miizdhltarat,lioast,  a  glorying  against, 
p  d\jc  mazad,  Name  of  a  game. 

A  (^\j<  mazad,  Auction,  a  selling  to  the  highest 

bidder,  (pi.  of  iii^  mazddut)  Large  water-bottles 
made  ofa  double  skin,  and  sometimes  covered  with 

a  third,  r  jj'i/' mazad  hardan,  To  raise  the 
price, bid  above,   a  JIuzdd,  Increased,  augmented. 

A  'id\jo  mazddut,  (j)!.  ̂ \y>  mazdd  and  c^\yc mazdtid)  A  large  water-bottle  made  of  a  double 

skin,  and  enclosed  sometimes  in  a  third,  to  prevent 

in  warm  countries  the  exhalation  or  evaporation  of 
the  water.  A  purse,  bag,  scrip,  or  any  thing  si- 

milar in  which  they  carry  provisions.    A  ewer. 

A  j\yo  mazdr,  (v.  n.  of^^  '"'"jjj)  Visiting.  A 
place  of  visitation  ;  hence  a  sepulchre,  tomb,  grave. 
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Visitation,  a  visit.  ^2  ju*>^y«  mazdri  ta^i- 
dat-maddr,  The  glorious  st  pulchre. 

A  Sj^'*  viazurat,  (v.  n.  ofj^  ''""jjj^  Visiting, 
(v.n.  otj^)  Being  strong,  brave,  and  undaunted. 
Becoming  firm  (a  date). 

A  muzdrrat,  A  biting  (of  one  another). 

!•  (j'jiLjjl^  mazdristdn,  A  burying-ground. 
p  (^Oujjjjj*  mazdr-sang,  A  tomb-stone. 

A  ̂ ^j*  mazdri^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j^  muzdara^  and 
iSjdyc  rnuzdara^t)  Sown  fields,  lands  in  tillage. 
Muzdri^,  A  sower. 

A  '^j^y^  muzdra^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ J)  Giving  a field  to  sow.   Furnishing  seed  to  sow. 

A  7/iflra/-I^,(pl.  of  ̂ jj*  «i«r)-M?)  Things 
sown,  seeds. 

A  mazdrih,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jj^  mizrd/i)Jaye- 
lins,  demi-lances. 

A  »jV««  mazdzat,  Food  partly  sweet,  partly  sour. 
Abundance,  plenty. 

A  ̂ jc  mazzd^  A  hedgehog. 

A  'L.5-\yc  muzd^t,  Any  thing  dropped  (as  par- 
ticles of  cotton  when  teasing). 

muza^lat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J^)  Rendering 
brisk  and  lively.   Shoving,  displacing,  tearing  up. 

A  i^IJ^  mazd^m,  Matters  of  doubt  or  opinion. 

A  'i^\yc  viuzd^mat,  A  crowding,  thronging. 
A          rnizdh,  Very  swift  (she-camel). 

A  iLi^1j/«  )«i/raAa«a^,  (v. n.3  of  ̂ ^J)  Approach- 

ing, amounting  nearly  to.  Sitting  knee  to  knee, 

keeping  company  with.  Remaining  near  to.  Con- 
jccfuring,  guessing. 

A  Q-^'g  mazdlif,  (pi.  of  'b^jo  mazlafai)  Vil- 
lages situated  between  deserts  and  cultivated  dis- 

tricts. Steps,  stairs. 

A  'i^\jc  mvzdmalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J^)  Making 
the  loads  equal  on  both  sides  of  a  camel. 

A  iil«\j-o  muzdmanat,  (v.n.  3  of  (^y«))  Appoint- 

ing a  time, agreeing  with  one  by  time  ((^^j  zarndn). 

Aj</c^  mazdmti;  ofj\Mycmizmdr)  Flutes, 

psalteries,  (pi.  ofjy«y«  mazmur)  Psalms,canticles. 

A  ̂^yc  muzzdn,  Dressed,  adorned. 

A  'iX>\yf)muzdndt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Fornicating. 

A  'i^\yo  mvzdnaliat ,  A  contending  in  ])raise. 

A  'i:>-^\yc  miizdrvajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ jj) 
Coupling,  joining,  marrying,  wedding. 

A  kij^j-*  mazdivid,  (pi.  of  lijj*  mizivad, 

miz7vdd,-dud  ij^jc  mazddat)  Wallets  in  which  pro- 
visions are  carried.  rihdhu'l  mazd- 

7vid,  Foreigners.   Barbarians.  Persians. 

A  'i^jyo  muzdnalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  Jjj)  Re- 
medy ing,curing.  Wishing,desiring,seeking,asking. 

A  jJfcJj*  mazdhir,  (pi.  of  j^j<)  Kinds  of  lutes. 

A  mnzdhnivat,  (v.  n.3  of  JJ^5)  Approach- 
ing to  (fifty  ).  Quitting,  leaving.  Separation.  Op- 

position, hostility.  Approximation. 

A  \>\y«mazdya',  (pi.  o^'iSytmaziijat)  Excesses. Excellencies. 

A  mazdsid,  (pi.  of  mazddut)  Large 
water-bottles  made  of  double  skins. 

A  i^yjc  muzdi/udat.  An  increasing  mutually. 
A  muzdyalat,  A  departing  from,  quilting. 

A  Jiiazdi/ln,  (and  i^jo^^  mazdy'm)  (pi. 

cIt*  Dressed,  adorned. 
A  "^j*  muzibb,  Rich,  opulent. 

A  i^^y«  muzabbib,  Wealthy,  affluent. 
A  SJjc  viuzbid,  Foaming  (sea). 

A  jJV«  mizbar,  A  pen,  implement  for  writing. 

A  l^^jlj^  mazbardniy,  (A  man  or  lion)  fat  be- 
tween the  shoulders. 

A  "^j-^'j^  jnazbarat,  (A  place)  swarming  with 
wasps,  hornets,  or  bees  ij^j  zumlur).  Muzi- 

brat,  (in  Morocco)  A  pruning-knife. 
A  muzabraj,  Adorned,  dresse«l. 

A  ̂j<i)nuzabf/afi,(^'Basc  coin)  washed  over  with 
quicksilver  (^3^  ziibah)  to  make  it  pass  current. 

A  'ihjc  mazbalat  or  mazbulat,  A  dunghill.  Any 
place  where  they  throw  the  filth  or  sweepings  of  a 
house.  A  necessary.  An  osier  basket  (especially on  a  carriage). 

Aj^^jc  mazbur,  Written.  Above-mentioned. 

i^jy^j'^  mnzburdni,  The  two  (persons)  aforesaid. 
A  ̂ jy^"  /««-iii'«/,(Awell)  constructed  of  stones. 

A  ijijj^j*  viazburdn,  (pi.)  The  before-mention- ed, cf^^;^^  ashhiydii  mazburuna,  The 
aforesaid  robbers. 

A  ̂ j^j"  mazbuh,  Plucked  (beard). 
A  ijo  mazzat,  Sweet  wine.  One  suck.  Wine 

of  an  agreeable  sharp  taste.  JIuzzat,  Pricked  wine, 

havin'r  a  disa£rreeable  aciditv. 

A  ̂ j-^  inazj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Mixing,  diluting 
wine  (with  water).  Attacking  each  other  (men  or 

dogs).  JIazaj  or  7nizj,  Honey.  A  bitter  almond. 

A  ̂ j/c  miznjj,  A  short  spear. 
A  'i\s^y«  miizjdt,  (fem.of  }»uzja')  A  small 

matter,  a  thing  of  little  value.  Inconvenient,  unfit. 

sU-^  A5-'vxaJi/~fl^«/  »iWcyo/,A  small  capital  in  trade. 

A  (J'>=?y*  mizjdl,  An  arrow  yet  unfurnished  with head  or  wing. 

A  ̂_frj^  mazjarat,  A  scarecrow. 

A  (_y>-^  niizjdl,  A  short  spear. 
A  ̂ y>ye  )n(izjuj,  (A  bucket)  not  made  round, 

but  whose  lips  are  sewed  together. 

Aj^J/o  mazjiir,  Repressed.    Driven  otK 

A  ̂-=rj«  muzja",  Small,  insignificant  (thing). 

A  Jj^J*  7nuzaj}a',  (A  ship)  driven  forward. Miizdjji,  One  who  connects  himself  with  strangers 

(to  his  family  or  tribe). 

A  ̂j*7}iazli,  (v.  n.of^.<)  Playing, jesting.  An 
ear  of  corn.  Spikenard. 

A  I  '>\:>yc  7niz/idf,  Limping,  tired  (camel). 

A  ,^j>-jt  inuzalizak,  Removed. A  >_a  r^jo  77Uizhaf,  (pi.  uJLi-^  mazahif)  (A 

place)  where  serpents  crawl.  Mtizhif,  (A  fatigued 

horse)  dragging  his  legs. 



A  ̂^ycmazhal,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Declining,  reced- 
ing, departing  from.    A  place  to  which  one  retires. 

A  TOi2/iam,Much  pressed  or  thronged. 

A jf^j^  mnzhm;  (A  miser)  oppressed,  groan- 
ing when  asked  to  give  any  thing. 

A  'is>yf)  mazakhkhat,  The  privities  of  a  woman. 
Mazahhkhat  or  mizahhhhat,  A  woman. 

A  i_-jjj>^<<>  muzahhraf,  Ornamented,  varnished. 
Deceitful.    3Iuzahhrif,  A  deceiver,  cheat,  liar. 

A  0\jj=«-j/«  muzahhraf  at,  Idle  tales,  lies. 

A  L_&=>-^  muzhhif,  Vain-glorious,  proud. 
A  muzakhlib,  A  buflFoon,  wag,  one  who 

ridicules  or  plays  upon  another. 

A  djo  mazd,  (v.  n.  of  lij*)  Rubbing  (bread)  un- 
til (it)  becomes  soft.  A  mode  of  coition.  Cold. 

p  ̂ jo  muzd,  A  reward,  premium,  salary,  wages, 
hire.  A  goat,  ̂ ^^i^ii  tnitzdi  dandan,  Money 
distributed  to  the  poor  at  a  time  of  feasting.  Any 

thing  valuable  (as  pelisses  or  a  horse)  presented 

after  an  entertainment,  ^^li^ii  ̂^jC  ha  muzd  dadan, 
To  let  on  hire. 

A  'i\iyjA  mizdat,  A  little  hole  into  which  boys 
throw  nuts  in  a  kind  of  game. 

A  (j^*^  muzdan,  Adorned,  decorated. 

A  i^djo  muzdabid,  Possessed  of  cream  or  fresh 

butter  (liJJ  zubd), 

p j^ii}*  muzd-har,  One  who  works  for  wages. 
A  j=r'^y^  muzdajir,  A  prohibiter.  Forbidden, 

repulsed.  One  who  augurs  from  birds. 

A  ̂ dyomuzdaham,  A  thronged, crowded  place. 

iijJiP  j*^*^  (i)^*  niahanun  muzdahamun  ^layhi, 
A  crowded  place.  i^fM2<^a/im,  Crowding.  A  crowd. 

A  i^jdjo  rmzdarid,  A  swallower  (of  a  mouthful). 

A  muzdara^  (or  sS^^iSJ*  muzdara^t)  A 

sown  field.    Muzdari^  A  cultivator,  sower. 

A  ̂jL>yt>  muzdara',  Despised.  3Iuzdar~i,  A  de- 
spiser.    ijji^^  al  vmzdari,  The  lion. 

A         mizda^  Quick  in  doing  any  thing. 

A  ̂ Djx!  ynizdugh,  (or  'is-djo)  A  pillow,  bolster. 
p  fji^yi  mazdafdn,  Name  of  a  city  where  they 

make  pottery. 

A jiii/o  muzdafar,  A  deep-fetched  breath.  The 

part  from  which  a  horse's  neigh  proceeds. 
A  ̂J^|yyo  mazdahan,  Name  of  a  city  in  Kohistan. 

p  LdJii^  mazdah,  Name  of  a  heresiarch. 

A  1  z]dj<  niuzdalif,  An  approacher,  bystander. 

A  'ialiiijc  muzdal  if  at, 'Name  of  a  place  nearMecca, 
between  mount  Arafat  and  the  valley  of  Mina. 

A  ̂ ji^  muzdawaj,  Coupled,  united,  wedded. 
Pjjii^  muzdur,  A  mercenary,  hired  labourer. 

muzduri  dev,  A  hireling  of  the  devil,  i.  e. 

one  who  engages  in  useless  or  injurious  acts.  A 

clerk  in  the  exchequer. 

AjjiiJ^o  muzdawir,  Visited. 

p  ̂J\j^i^yc  mtizduran.  One  who  performs  bene- 
ficent actions,  builds  hospitals,  or  caravanseras ; 

one  who  is  influenced  by  the  hopes  of  an  eternal 
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reward,  and  is  supposed  to  deserve  it. 

F  ».>\jji^yo  inuzdurana,  Like  a  hired  servant. 
p  mM2;i^i2/'i,  Bodily  labour.  Wages,hire. 

(jii;^ i^jji^yo  muzduri  kardan,  To  work  for  hire. 
p         muzda.  Reward,  salary,  wages,  hire. 

p  \s>dy>  muzdalia,  (pi.  of      muzd)  Rewards. 

P j>  idjo  muzda-har,  A  mercenary,  hireling. 
A  jvfciijjo  7nuzdahid,  One  who  esteems  as  mode- 

rate, who  thinks  (any  thing)  little  (^Sii>j  zah'id). 
A  y^i^  m7i^c?a/tir,  One  who  keeps  (a  thing)  with 

care,  being  fond  of  it.  (Seejlfc(ij\  izdihar.) 

A  i_flJ&ii}'e  muzdahaf,  Carried  away,  abolished, 

ruined.  il^fMS^ZaA//',  One  who  carries  off.  One  who 
turns  his  face.  A  liar.  (See  i  jl&iij^  izdihaf) 

vj^  8i5J/e  muzda-gir,  A  hirer. 

A  Jj*'^  muzdaha',  Vain,  proud. 
P jjo  mazr,  A  kind  of  drink  made  from  barley 

and  millet,  a  species  of  beer  or  ale. 

AjJ^  mazr,  (v.  n.  of jje)  Sipping  in  order  to 
taste.  Filling  (a  leathern  bottle)  so  that  no  ine- 

quality appears  on  the  surface.  Pinching  gently. 

Being  angry  against.  A  very  moderate  draught. 

A  polite,  graceful,  ingenious,  witty  man.  Mizr,  A 

fool.  Root,  origin.  Beer  made  from  barley  or  millet. 

A>^J*  mizruf,  A  slanderer,  detractor. 

A  i^Sj^o  mizrdb,  A  canal  of  water. 

A  i'^jj^  mazrdt,A.  chiding,  censuring, defaming. 
A  i_j^Jxi  mizraf,  Swift  (she-camel). 

A  ̂\jy(t7nlzrah,  A  javelin,  demi-lance.  Acamel 
that  moves  his  load  backwards. 

A  ̂ jj*  muzarraj.  Intoxicated  with  wine. A  mazrah,  Low  and  even  ground. 

A  iijJ/«  mazrad,  The  gullet.  Mizrad,  A  rope 

fastened  round  a  camel's  neck  to  prevent  him  bring- 
ing up  his  food  when  chewiiig  the  cud,  and  throw- 

ing it  on  his  rider. 

A  '^jyo  mazra^t,  mazru^t,  or  mazri^t,  A 
field  sown, or  ready  prepared  for  it.  p  uLlls-  ̂ ^jj^ 

mMzra^n  hhdk,  The  ground.  Bodies  of  men  or 
animals.  The  grave/  j^"*  '^^J^  mazra^n 

ddna-soz,  (Grain-consuming  field)  The  world. 

p  (j^J^  muzarkash,  Made  of  gold-wire. 
A  i^jjj^  mazrud,  Choked,  squeezed  (throat). 

A  itijjj/o  inazrudat,  (Coat  of  mail)  of  iron  rings. 

A  ̂ jj^  mazru^  Sown,  cultivated.  Seed. 
p  8jJ/«  mazra,  A  lamp  or  lamp-holder. 

A  'sJ>jyo7nazriyat,  Censure,  chiding,  defaming. 

A  j^J^  muzras'nnm.  Costive,  constipated.  Con- tracted within  itself. 

A  i^^jj^  muzrasinn.  Cold  (morning). 

Ajjo  mazaz,  (v.  n.  o^jjo)  Becoming  excellent 
and  eminent.  Quiet,  calm  procedure,  slow  move- 

ment. Abundance.  Time. 

A  ̂ yo  maz^  (or  'iSyo  maz^t)  (v.  n.  of  g^) Running  swiftly  ;  springing  lightly.  Separating 
cotton  with  the  finger.  A  quick,  light  pace,  be- 

tween a  walk  and  a  run. 
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A  ̂^j*  miz^j,  A  restless  woman. A&— miz^fat,  A  serpent. 

A  '&/«\Sy(i  miz^mat,  A  serpent. 

A  sSj/c  miz^t.  Some  cotton  or  feathers.  Muz- 
^t  or  miz^t,  A  bit  of  meat  given  to  a  hawk  when 
training.  Slice  of  meat,  bit  plucked  off.  Remains 

of  water.  A  bit  of  grease.  A  little  water,  a  draught. 

A  ̂ jc  ynuz^j.  Startling. 

A  ̂ ^y°  muza^a^  Strained,  filtered. A  1  iiSyo  muz^f,  Brackish  (well).  Muz^f, 
Sudden  death.  Death-inflicting  (sword). 

A^S^^mwza^ar, Tinctured  with  saffron.  Tawny 
(lion).  A  kind  of  pilaw.  A  kind  of  sweet  beve- 

rage, made  of  water,  flour,  and  honey. 

A  ijpyo  miz^h,  An  implement  for  ploughing 
or  turning  up  the  ground.  Rapid(journey).  Strong, 
hard  (pull  at  a  bow). 

A  maz^m,  Matter  of  doubt  or  opinion.  A 
thing  on  which  no  reliance  can  be  placed. 

A  X^S^  muz^mat,  (A  she-camel  or  ewe)  full  of 
fat ;  also  destitute  of  fat. 

A^y^  maz^di.  Terrified.  Much  salted  (meat). 
(Ground)  moistened  with  a  shower. 

h'^yamaz^y,  An  informer,  accuser,  whisperer. 
A  i^^Sycmuzghib,  Downy,  callow  (little  bird). 

A  i^QSyQ  mizyhaf,  Gluttonous,  greedy. 
A  muzgharidd,  Enraged,  angry. 

A  'i'ij<i  mizaffat,  A  camel-litter,  in  which  the 
bride  is  carried  to  her  husband's  house. 

A  uJJ^  OTM2^a^a^,  Pitched,  anointed  with  pitch. 

A  j>y>  muzaffar,  (or  S^^s}*  muzaffarat,  A  deep- 
fetched  breath.    One  who  breathes  deeply. 

kj^jomazfur,  Strongly, firmly-jointed  (liorse). 

A  ̂ ^ja  mazfuf.  Conducted,  brought. 

A  '^y^  mazfiy,  Timorous,  frightened. 
A  ijj-*  mazh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JJ^<«)  Tearing  (cloth). 

Slandering,  defaming.  Muting  (a  bird).  3Iizah, 

A  piece  torn  from  cloth. 

A  'sijo  mazliat,  (v.  n.  of  jj^)  Tearing.  Miz- 
kat,  A  piece  torn  from  any  thing.  Muzhat,  Name 

of  a  little  bird. 

A  jj-sj^  muzakzak,  Finished  with  despatch. 
A  ̂Jiy>muzahkak,Shovn,hat  notplucked(skin). 

Shorn,  clipped,  polled  (head). 

A  e^jo  muzakkahat,  Large  (she-camel). 

A  ̂ ^j'O  mazhuh.  Skinned  from  head  to  foot. 
p  CLi^^jo  mazhat  or  mizMt,  A  small  mosque. 

K^Sjo  muzahhin,  A  physiognomer. 
A  ̂yamuzakku  or  invzahu,  A  sort  of  food. 
A  e^^^jo  Jiiazhubat,  Picked  up  (woman). 
A  C^^jcmazhut,  Filled  (bottle).  Thought  up- 
on, turned  over  in  the  mind.  (A  locust)  full  of 

eggs.    Affected  severely  by  cold. 
A       ̂   mazhum,  Troubled  with  a  rheum. 

A  ̂̂ ,<i  7ft?/2'a/^Aa',  Purified.  Cleared,  justified. 
Muzahki,  One  who  purifies  his  possessions  by  con- 

secrating a  part  thereof  to  pious  uses. 



p  y^j^mazgy  A  bitter  almond-tree. 
P  yZ^jt  mazf/it,  A  house  of  prayer,  mosque. 
p        iiiizr/a,  A  foul  wind.  A  dark  sky. 

p  f^j^  mazafji,  Sweetness,  flavour. 
A        tnuzill,  One  who  causes  to  slide. 

A  ̂ y<>  mizluj,  A  bar,  bolt,  or  latch  of  a  door 

opened  by  the  hand.    A  lank-hi|)ped  woman. 
A  niizlult,  A  bolt  or  a  bar  of  a  door.  (A 

marc)  accustomed  to  slip  her  foal. 

A  inaziUat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Slipping,  sliding, 

falling.  Blundering  in  speech.  3IaziUat  or  ma- 
zallat,  A  slippery  place. 

A ̂ jt)  muzallaj,  Few,  small.  One  who  intro- duces himself  amongst,  and  associates  with,  those 

to  whom  he  does  not  belong.  Mean,  inferior,  vile. 

A  miser.  Spurious,  mixed  (grain). 

A  vuizalla^  One  who  has  the  skin  torn  off 
the  foot. 

A  C^jotmizla^hb,  A  swollen, dashing  torrent. 

A  SLaJj/c  mazlafat,  (pi.  \^J^'^j<nnazaUf)  A.  couu- 
try  mid-way  between  a  desert  and  a  cultivated  dis- 

trict, between  one  watered  and  one  without  water. 

A         mazlah,  A  slippery  place. 

A  '^jQ  mazlahat,  A  slippery  place.  Mizlakat, The  buttocks  of  a  horse. 

A  muzallil,  Abundant  in  kind  acts. 

A  ̂ j-^  muzaVam,  Well-proportioned  (horse). 
Smooth,  straight,  justly-formed  (arrow  or  staff). 

Slit-earcd.  Light,active.  Short,dwarfish. Ingenious, 

clever.  Small-bodied  (mountain-goat).  Badly  fed. 

kt\y>viuzaUamat,  Good-sized, portly(woman). 

A  '^jf  vmzlahimm,  Light,  active. 
A  jTiJj/o  miizlafimm.  Goer,  traveller,  passenger. 

One  who  advances  bolt  upright.    Firm,  durable. 

K  J^jc  mizma?;  (pl.j*-*^^  mazamir)  A  flute, 
pipe,  shawm,  psaltery.  A  good  voice  for  singing, 

upyij^^t/*  7tt?^maruV  ra^i,  Shepherds'-pipe. 
A  jSr^jo  muzamjir,  Roaring  (lion). 

p  ̂J^yyo  mazmazan,  Sucking  a  little  at  a  time. 

A  mazmazat,  (v.  n.  ofj-/«J-«  Q)  Shaking 
to  and  fro,  putting  in  motion. 

A  ̂|oJx7?iwz?H?^,Constant:  resolved, intent  upon. 
A  iuiSj*  muzammi^t,  Modus  coeundi. 

A  ̂yjcTj^  iiiuzammal,  MuflBed  up,  concealed  in 

one's  garments.  '^jy**  suratu'l  muzammal, 
Name  of  a  chapter  in  the  Kur'an. 

p  ̂yiyc  muzammil,  A  brass  cock. 

A  (J-^J-*  muzzammil,  One  who  wraps  up  and 
hides  in  his  garments. 

A  jiUc^  muzammalat,  An  earthen  jar,  or  any 

thing  similar  in  which  water  is  cooled,  a  chatty. 

A  f^j-io  muzman,  Ruined,  desolate,  deserted. 
Muzmin,  Lasting,  of  long  continuance.  Chronic, 

chronical.  Paralytic. 

A  jjn>yi>mazmur,  j(^\j<)  mazamir')  A.  psalm, 
canticle.  A  pipe,  flute.  A  song,  singing. 

A  'iiyojo  mazmuhat,  Plucked  (beard). 
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A  ̂ y^j^  mazmum,  Reined  (camel),  bridled. 

A  "^(^j^  wu^7n3/(/;7>  (Pasture)bcautifiilly  green. 
K^jtmuzmuhirr, Very  angry.  Very  cold(day). 

Red  (eye).  Twinkling  (star).  Chattering  (teeth). 

A  ̂y^jtmuzmahill,  Pure  (water).  Erect,setup. 
A  muzmaxijj ,  Enraged. 

A  ̂ ^yo  mazn,{y.n.of  ̂ ^J^jGoingwhereonelikes. 
Shining,  being  clear  (the  countenance).  Filling  (a 

bottle).  Praising,  extolling,  preferring.  Praising 

(one)  in  the  royal  presence.  Preceding.  ̂ Jyo 

ijarvmi  viaznin,  A  day  of  flight  from  an  enemy. 
Muzn,  A  cloud.  A  while  cloud.  A  watery  cloud. 

f^ji^  (J!L«=«-  hahhu'l  imizn,  Hail.  JIazan,  Custom, 
iiabit.  Situation,  condition,  state.  Mode,  manner. 

p  \jj<c  mizna,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  pair  of  scales. 

A  ioj^  muznat,  Part  of  a  white  cloud.  Rain. 

'iSyc         ihmi  muznata,  The  new  moon. 
A  ̂ jo  muzayinaj,  Small  (gift  or  draught). 

A  '^-^j^  maznajat,  Natives  of  Ethiopia,  Zingies. 
A  t^y^Q  mnzannad,  Narrow  (in  mind),  strait, 

tight  (garment).  Avaricious,  tenacious,  covetous, 

stingy.  A  bastard.  3Iuzannid,  A.  Vmr.  (SeedX>J>.) 
p  mazanda,  A  sucker.    A  sort  of  water- 

bottle.   Any  thing  that  mav  be  sucked. 

A  'ij>yc  77iuza7inarat,  Tall  and  jolly  (woman). 
A  ̂ ^j-^  mazaiifiu,  A  porcupine  which  kills 

snakes  without  eating  them. 

A  jCj*  muzannam,  Small  camels.  (A  camel) 
whose  ears  are  slit  and  hang  down.  A  bastard.  An 

intruder  into  a  society  with  which  he  is  unconnected. 

A  ̂j^y>  maznuh,  (A  horse)  fastened  with  the 
cord  or  twitch  called  ̂ Uj  zunah.  Name  of  a  horse. 

A  Ijy*  muzaniy,  Of  the  tribe  of  Muzaynat. 

p  jjc  mazu,  Food  for  the  sick. 

A^yjo  miz)caj,  (A  woman)  who  marries  often. 
A  miznad,  A  traveller's  provision-bag. 
A j^jjo  muzanhar.  Nappy,  shaggy  (garment). 

A  ̂ ^jHwra^rwaj, Married, wedded, conjoined, 
associated.  Miizaivivij,  One  who  joins  (a  man  and 

woman)  in  wedlock,  who  splices  (them). 

A  <yj^  miznad,  A  traveller's  provision-bag. A         muzaicTvad,  Stocked  with  provisions. 

A  jjJ/«  mazur,  Visited. 
A.j'^yn  muzawmar,  Adulterated, falsified;  false. 

Crooked,  oblique.  A  camel  in  whose  brisket  there 

is  a  crookedness,  caused  by  the  hand  of  the  accou- 

cheur in  drawing  him  forth.  Lie,  falsehood,  j'^jo 
muzawrvar  fahna' ,  Falsified  in  sense,  il/w- 

zaivKir,  A  liar,  knave,  cheat,  falsifier. 
A  muzarvzihat,  Quick,  active  (woman). 

A  ̂'^jAViuzarvTvalt,  Painted,  washed,  stained. 
(Any  iron  substance)  plated  with  gold  or  washed 

with  quicksilver. 

A  ̂^jjj/c  ?Hocf/H,(  with  the  article  o/)  The  coun- 
try of  ̂ ^\^  ̂imdn  in  Arabia.  Muzun,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ^y«) 

Going  where  one  pleases. 
A  viazfud,  Terrified.  Timid,  fearful. 

A  Ijt  viazh,  (v.  n.  of  ijt)  Playing,  jesting. 

p  ij«maza,  Taste,  savour,  smack,  relish. 

l^Jw^J  iiiaza  dashtan,  To  have  a  flavour,    tjc  ̂  
hi  wara,  Insipid,  tasteless, flavourless,  vapid.  {^y>- 

BJ*  hhn-ush-maza,  Well-flavoured,  sweet,  delicate. 

A  ̂ jc  muzhid,  (fern,  l^jc  muzhidat)  Poor, 

indigent,  ^^y^  J-**-*^  aj'zalu'n  nus muftnin  muzhid,  The  best  of  men  is  a  poor  believer. 

Aj^J<  mizhar,  (pl.^^  viazaliir)  A  kind  of 
lute  struck  with  a  bow.  One  who  kindles  a  fire  to 
attract  guests. 

A  ̂ S^j^mizhaf,  A  ladle  or  spatula  with  which 

they  mix  medicines  or  gruel.  Muzliaf,  Carried  ofl^. 
A  lie.    Muzhif,  A  liar.    (See  i  jljfcj^  i-^t^f-) 

A  Jj*/«  muzhak,  Killed,  destroyed.  3Iuzhili, 
A  murderer,  destroyer.  One  who  goes  fast. 

A  j^j*  mazhutv,  Proud,  elated,  vain. 

A  ̂ jyo  mazy,  (v.  n.  of  Being  proud. 

A  (jrj*  maziy,  Elegant.    Ingenious,  clever. 
A  J'jJ/«  mizycd,  An  ingenious,  witty,  sprightly 

man.  One  who  mixes  in  matters. 

^jt^j<«  muzayhar.  Shaggy,  nappy  (cloth). 

AsSjc  maziyat,  (pi.  mazaya')  Excess,  su- 
perabundance. Excellence. 

A  ■  ""X/^  mazit,  (Food)  dressed  with  oil  (Cloj 

zayt),  especially  with  olive-oil. 

A  ̂ ^7naz\j,  A  bitter  almond. A         maziJi,  Jocularity,  merriment. 

p  JJj/c  jnazid,  He  sucked. 
A  lioj*  mazid,  Increase,  augmentation.  Si_jc 

&^  maz'id  fihi,  Augmented,  increased  (conjuga- 

tion :  as,j-aJjk*^\  iitansara.  He  demanded  assis- 
tance, from        nasara.  He  assisted). 

p  (jiiJj*  mazidan.  To  taste,  suck,  sip.  To  crop 
with  the  lips. 

p  8oJJ/«  mazida,  Name  of  a  game. 

A j>j«  mazlr,  (pl-jj^^  amazir)  Strong,  bold, 
fearless,  intrepid.  Ready  in  the  despatch  of  busi- 

ness.   Polite,  elegant. 

A yy*>  muztir.  Roaring  (lion). 

A^J*  maztz,  Excellent,  eminent.  Little,  few. 

Hard,  difficult.  y>jt^,^  ̂ ziz  maz'iz,  Difficult. 
Af\^_j«muzayhiyas,  A  name  given  to  a  king 

of  Yaman,  who  used  to  put  on  two  new  garments 

every  day,  and  tear  them  at  night,  unwilling  to  wear 
them  himself  a  second  time,  or  to  allow  them  to  be 

worn  by  any  one  else. 

A  ̂yi jo  mizyal,  An  ingenious,  witty,  agreeable, 

sprightly  man.  3fiiz'd,  One  who  takes  away.  A 
remover.    ajlia3\  c^'^ J'uliasi  iniizllu^t  laha. 

Poverty  enervating  the  powers,  p  {^"^ 

^J-ioJl  ffuldbi  7nuzilu's  sudu^  Rose-water  rcmov- in<x  the  headache. 
A  muzayyan,  Adorned,  dressed,  having 

the  hair  cut  or  dressed.  Muzayyin,  A  dresser,  espe- 

cially a  barber,  (dim.  of  viuzddn)  Some- 
what decorated,  partially  adorned. 



A  "iiij*  muzaynat,  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 
AaLwjA)  muzayyinat,  A  tirewoman. 

A  C^y>y«  7nazyut,  (Food)  dressed  with  oil  (C^^J 
zayt),  especially  olive-oil. 

pj*  mfl/,Bent,  bowed,  crooked.  Muj,  The  eye- 
lashes. A  dark  cloud ;  any  thing  darkening  the  air. 

p  Ojo  mujd,  The  planet  Jupiter.  Joyful  tidings. 

T^^i^jo  majdahan,  Name  of  a  city  in  Kohistan. 
p  majdah  or  mujduk,  Name  of  a  pre- 

tended prophet,  a  native  of  NTshapiir,  who  appeared 

in  the  reign  of  Kubad,  king  of  Persia,  and  father 

of  Noshirawan.  He  adopted  the  doctrine  of  the 

principles  of  light  and  darkness,  and  the  worship 

of  fire;  and  taught,  moreover,  the  community  of  wo- 
men and  of  property.  Vast  numbers  embraced  his 

opinions,  amongst  whom  was  the  king  himself.  The 

impostor,  however,  was  at  length  put  to  death  in 

the  reign  of  Noshirawan  with  80,000  of  his  followers, 

p  ̂^^yo  mujdagan,  Good  news.  Eyelashes, 

p  jjjliii^*  mujdagam,  Good  news.  A  present 
for  bringing  good  news. 

p  i^ijA  mijda  or  mujda,  Glad  news,  joyful  tid- 

ings. Joy,  gladness,  f^dj^  Sdyc  mijda  kar dan, 

(jjii^j!  mujda  awardan,  or  jjti^ii  iCtjio  mujda 
dadan)  To  bring  or  announce  good  news,  to  give 

the  first  intelligence  of  any  thing  wished  for.  To 

give  advice  or  counsel,  ̂ ^j"  ti^j^  mujda  mar  tura, 
I  give  you  joy  ;  I  congratulate  you. 

p  IjSii^  mujdaha,  (pi.  of  Sii^)  Glad  tidings, 

p  mujda-farmay ,  (or  rasan) 
A  messenger,  bringer,  or  relater  of  good  news. 

p  j_^l^8i>^  mujdagam,  A  reward  to  a  bringer 
of  good  news. 

r^jii^ye  mujdawar,  A  bearer  of  good  news, 

p  jj^i/e  mvjagan  or  mijagan,  The  eyelids  or  the 
hairs,  the  eyelashes. 

pj/c^  mijmij,  A  meat-tainting  fly.   A  gadfly. 
vi^S>j«  majang,  Disagreeableness.  Deformity, 

ugliness.  Effeminate.  A  sodomite. 

p       miju,  Underwood-fuel  in  baths.  A  lentil. 

A  ijiomija  or  muja,T!he  eyelid,  the  hair  of  the 
eyelid,  an  eyelash. 

p  iS>,jt>  majida,  A  game  like  leap-frog. 
*  mas,  A  sort  of  fetter.   Great,  noble,  sir. 

mis- 

lord,  master.  Mis,  Copper. 

hayi  zar-andUd,  Gilded  coppers,  (metaphor.)  In- 

sincere professions  of  esteem  or  good-will.  Mus, 
Hindrance,  impediment. 

A  ̂Jl/o  mass,  (v.  n.  of  (_p*)  Touching,  handling, 
feeling.  Pressing,  being  urgent  and  important 

(business).  Touch,  (j^ii^  ̂jvo  ̂JlL<  massun  mini'l 
junun,  A  touch  of  insanity,  (j-*  massu'l 

humma',  A  touch  of  fever.  Muss,  (in  the  dialect 
of  Morocco)  A  penknife.  A  razor. 

A  mass,  (v.  n.  of  L«<>)  Being  froward,  saucy. 
Keeping  the  middle  of  the  road.  Exciting  discord. 

Delaying,  proceeding  slowly.  Deceiving,  circum- 
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venting.  Being  given  to,  persevering  in.  Defer- 

ring, putting  off'.  Stilling  (a  boiling  pot).  Molli- 
fying by  gentle  words.  Being  rent  (a  garment).  The 

middle  of  a  road. 

A  masds,  Evening.  ̂ J^*<\  /«  masaf  am- 

sin,  Yesterday-evening.  l—*  masa'l  hhayr, 
Good  evening.  L-/«  j  subh  u  masa.  Morning 
and  evening. 

A  *j>L-^o  masasat,  (v.n.of  for  l_j***)  Griev- 
ing, saddening.  Displeasing,  disgusting.  Doing 

evil.  Crime,  vice.  Slander,  detraction. 

A  «  missah,  A  skin  in  which  they  keep 

honey.  A  large  leathern  bottle  ;  also  the  case  in 

which  it  is  kept.  A  great  water-drinker. 
A  wL-^  musabhat,  (v.n.  3  of  (Jl»«*i)  Speaking 

opprobriously,  provoking  by  reproaches. 
A  musabahat,  A  swimming  along  with. 

A^l-.*  masabi^  (pi.  of 'itOMcrnasba^at)  Coun- tries swarming  with  beasts  of  prey  (|«fw*  sabu^, 

A  iuoLwc  musaba^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ***)  Indulg- 

ing in  venery.  Bragging  of  one's  powers  in  this 
line.  Obscene  talk,  ribaldry.  Reproaching,  abus- 

ing each  other. 
A  SibL--«  musabahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ f^)  Getting 

the  start  in  a  race,  surpassing,  overcoming,  excel- 

ling, straining  every  nerve  against  another ;  hap- 
pening before.  Overtaking,  preceding. 

A  i'^Lw^o  musatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  IjLmj  for_jJu»»)  Play- 
ing at  a  game  where  they  kick  on  the  backside. 

A  'iji\^<c  musatarat,  A  veiling,  a  concealing. 
A  ̂ JA^a  masatik,  (pi.  oVisi!L^  mustahat)  Fur 

pelisses  with  long  sleeves. 
A  &JjL»/«  musatalat,  A  following  in  succession. 

A  jsLs-Lu*  musajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  LrsJ^  for 
Touching,  handling,  feeling.  Applying  a  remedy. 

A  li^lwi  masajid.  The  (seven)  members  with 
which  adoration  is  paid;  namely,  the  hands,  knees, 

feet,  and  forehead,  (pi.  of  <X:^***  masjid)  Places 
of  worship.  Mosques.  ̂ __j*>j\.i><i j  ̂̂ ^K^*^  masajid 
u  madaris,  Muhammadan  mosques  and  colleges. 

A  musajarat,  A  cultivating  friendship. 

A  eiy»-L«/*  musajalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,Jj^)  Contend- 
ing with  another,  emulating,  rivalling  in  running 

or  in  drawing  water. 

A  ̂\J1*  massah,  (and  [^J^^  ,^^<f>  massahu''l arz)  A  geometrician.    A  land-measurer. 

A  &.&-L<<*i«  misahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *-'«)  Measuring 
(ground).  Measurement  or  survey  of  land.  Men- 

suration. ii.>-L~\^  ̂ Imu'l  masaha.  The  science 
of  measurement,  geometry. 

Pj^ii  Cl^l— <  misahat-dar,  A  land-measurer. 
A  »p.lwo  intafaJtha  masahiruhu.  He  ex- 

ceeded his  limits. 

A'ii^K^/omtisahalat,  (v.  n.3  of,J.s*^)  Going  on 
the  sea-shore  (jj>>.l**»  saliil).  Walking  ai'm  in  arm. 

A  ̂^i>-L»««  7nasahin,  Stones  containing  gold  and 
silver  ore.   Stones  on  which  swords  are  whetted. 

A  'ij^\Memusahanat,(v.  n.  3 of  ̂aS^)  Meeting. 
Mixing  agreeably  together,  cultivating  a  friendly 

intercourse.  Examining  the  exterior  form,  or  soft- 

ness and  beauty  of  the  skin. 

A  j^L«/«  masalii,  (pi.  of  sljsr^)  Iron  shovels. 
A  ̂j-ys>'\.j^  masahlk,  (pi.  of  ̂ \^^  mis-hak) 

Thin  cuticles  or  membranes  covering  the  outside  of 

the  skull.  (pl.of|_^s^**"^mMW.'?aAiA)Flowing(tears). 

>l»*J\  ̂ jk>-l<«L*  'masahiku  's  samas,  The  membranes 

of  heaven,  i.e.  thin  clouds.  pS^^  Jjjp-Li.x 
masaliih  minVsh  shahm.  The  grosser  parts  of  fat 
which  adhere  to  the  intestines. 

A  'isis-X^miisakhafat,  (v. n.3  of  u-fl^)  Abet- 
ting each  other  in  folly. 
A  missad,  A  bottle  or  skin  in  which  they 

keep  honey  or  butter. 
A  (iL-M  misad,  (pi.  of  J.-**  masad)  Ropes  made 

of  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree  or  other  substance. 

^^JXojjtijj  d\*>*Ki  ̂ ^j-x*^^^  huwa  ahsanu  misad  sha- 

^rin  minka.  He  is  sprucer  about  his  hair  than  you. 

masarr,  (pi.  of  5j*<-<  misarrat)  Whis- 
pering-trumpets, speaking-trumpets.  Musarr,  A 

teller  of  a  secret  (  j*>j  sirr). 

A  L^J^.^  masarib,  (pi.  of  &J^w>)  Pastures. 
A  musarrat,  A  whispering  in  the  ear. 

A  ̂jL».«  7nasarih,  (pi.  of  masrali)  Large 
and  rich  pastures. 

A  5^  jL««  musararat.  The  telling  of  a  secret. 

A  &Si,L^  musai'a^t,  A  making  haste. 
A  WjL-.*  musarakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j*>»}  Stealing 

a  look  at,  turning  the  face  suddenly  towards. 

A  rmisai'i,  A  lion. 
A  masari^,  (pi.  of  ̂ -*/o)  Very  swift. 
A  ̂_>»»L-/«TOasas, Touch  thou.  I/d  masdsi.  Touch 

not.  Misds,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j^*)  Touching,  Lying 

with.  Mutual  contact.  Coition.  ^  la  mi- 

sds, I  will  not  touch  or  be  touched. 
A  sImjL-j*  musdsdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  not  used) 

Despising,  blaming,  scoffing,  railing  at. 
As^\.^musdt  at.  An  oppressing,treating  harshly. 

A  masdtib,  (pi.  of  sJ^x^  mastabat  or 

mistabat)  Anvils.  Benches,  forms,  seats  long  and 
wide.  Concealed  wells  covered  with  earth. 

A  jlsL-*  masdtir,  (pi.  of  jla*«,«  mistar)  Rulers. 

A  'sIpL*.**  musd^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  j_^t«**)  Contend- 
ing, striving  (with  another).  Soliciting  (a  servant 

maid)  to  commit  whoredom. 

A  ̂isS'L^  masd^d,  (pi.  of  iiJu»/o  mas^d)  De- 

grees of  happiness.  Musd^d,  Name  of  a  man. 

A  *!iti,S-L*-jo  musd^dat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iXxjuu)  Help- 

ing.   Favour,  assistance,  aid. 
AjS'lj-wo  masd^r,  (pi.  of  j)i^<<>  mis^r)  Chips. 

Pokers  for  stirring  the  fire.  Arm-pits  and  groins 

(of  camels). 
AL_flS'l**»/<mwsa^«/',Near,neighbouring,adjacent. 
A  'isiS'\^^musd^fat,{y.  n.3of(»_ax*Ai)  Helping, 

assisting,  acting  in  a  friendly  manner.  Going  near. 
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A  j^Lwc  masa^,  (pi.  of  SI*— •  max^t)  Endea- 
vours, labours,  laudable  studies,  works,  atu^mpts. 

aJjL?r  masa^ri  javiila,  ̂ 'irtuous  efforts. 

A_^'— ̂   masa^r,  (pl.ofjlx--*  mis^ir)  Pokers, 
pieces  of  wood  with  which  the  fire  is  stirred. 

A  ̂L<-«  masafjh,  A  passage,  road,  way. 
A  (__i'w-«/c  inasaf,  Distance.  The  nose.  3Iusaf, 

Dead  (child). 

A  Vi\Mtviusafat,  (v.  n.3of  Xslm*  for^fljuj)  Charg- 

ing (any  one)  with  folly.  Reviling,  abusing,  call- 
ing bad  names. 

A  &iL-/e  mnmfat,  Distance,  interval,  part  of  a 

road  or  journey.  Space;  a  journey.  A  day's  jour- 
ney, as  far  as  a  loaded  camel  can  travel  with  ease, 

i.e.  eight  parasangs.  iJL^^C  masafat  ha 
masafat,  From  stage  to  stage. 

A  iL^L^  mnxafuliat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ *«)  Whor- 
ing.   Whoredom,  debauchery. 

Ajilwi  masafir,  That  part  of  a  face  which  is 

uncovered.  Musajir,  A  traveller,  passenger,  tem- 

l)orary  sojourner,  p  ̂ ^^L-*  musqfirdni  rvald, 
Holy  men,  travellers  to  heaven. 

A  "5jiL./c  musafarat,  (v.  n.  3  of ̂ uJi)  Travelling. 
Dying.  Being  contrary  (as  one  wind  sweeping 

away  what  another  brings).  LI^Iwol— 'l^^as-/m- 
hi  mvsdfarat,  Travellers. 

p  iolj>-^L«A>  musdfir-hhdna,  An  inn. 

A  ̂ L.^  musafi^  A  whoremonger.  One  who 
makes  a  furious  attack.  A  lion.  One  who  embraces 

or  hugs.    A  combatant,  fencer. 

A  5UiL»^  musdfa^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ A*o)  Flapping 
the  wings  (a  bird). 

A  i^iL-/c  musdfahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  &i^)  Railing 

at,  reproaching.  Charging  (any  one)  with  folly. 
Sitting  down  before  a  barrel,  and  drinking  hour 

after  hour  without  measure.  Keeping  on  the  road 

at  a  hard  pace  (a  camel). 

A  J5^-— «  masdh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ jy**)  Driv- 
ing.   Impulse,  momentum. 

A  8\aLi«cmu.sa//a/,  (v.  n.  3  of  j_JL*»)Letting  a  vine- 
yard or  palm-plantation  for  part  of  the  produce. 

A  laiL-^  masdkit,  Places  where  thintrs  fall. 

A  iiiasL-/c  mt/sdJiatat,  (v.  n.  3of  laL**)  Throw- 

ing. Becoming  deficient  or  languid ;  failing,  break- 
ing down  (a  horse  when  running).  Reciting  any 

thing  alternately  with  another.    Causing  to  fall. 

Aiji3L-/cma.'.'o//  or  OT?A-a/^, Tenacity, avarice.  3Ia, 
7!)),  or  musuh,  Any  place  that  holds  water,  Misdh, 
Wliateverfastensor  makes  fast,afastener.Goodness. 

A  »\^L«/c  mumhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂Lo,  not  in  use) 
Being  importunate,  troublesome,  dunning. 

A  Ol^lwc  musdhat,  Places  which  hold  water. 

lo  maxalcat,  (v.  n.  of  til*-*)  Holding  (wa- 

ter) well  (a  leathern  bottle).  Masdhat  or  7nisdhat, 
Avarice,  stinginess. 

A  mvsdhatat,  (v.  n.3  of  l1*5C»>)  Bidding 
to  keep  silence.    Keeping  mutual  silence.  Vying 

with  another  in  keeping  silence. 

A  (^^itwo  7nasdhin,{\A'  of  ̂̂ ^L^icmashan  ormas- 
hhi)  Habitations.  ̂ Lai  i^J^^y^  j 

sdhini  ̂ ilamd  u  vimvdtini  fttzuld,  The  mansions 
of  the  learned  and  residence  of  men  of  science,  i.e. 

universities,  colleges.  Musdhin,  An  inhabitant. 
A  «J^Lm«  musdhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂j;^)  Living 

in  the  same  house  with  (any  one). 

A  ma.^dkin,  (pi.  of  jj^v^wo)  The  poor. 

A  musdl,  The  side  of  a  man's  beard  ;  the 
side  from  the  neck  to  the  haunch. 

A  JL*«  masdll,  (pi.  of  &J— -«  misallat)  Large 

packing-needles. 

AaJL-/«  massalat,  (pi.  ̂ l-^  inasdsil)  A  ques- 

tion, queiy,  proposition,  problem. 
A  si\..^inasdlat,  A  handsome  length  of  face. 

A  7nasdUh,  (pi.  of  maslahat)  Fron- 
tier-garrisons, forts  at  the  entrance  into  a  country. 

A^l-w«maAaZ//Jt,(pl.of  /«)Slaughter-houses. 
A  (  n3lwc  musdlif,  (pi.  of  &al—«mMZa/a<)  Har- 

rows. MusdJif,  A  fellow-traveller.  One  who  does 

things  equal  to  another. 

A  'iflJL-xi  musdlafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_-aJ-«*j)  Travel- 
ling (with  another)  ;  doing  (any  thing)  equal  (to 

him).  Preceding. 

A  masdlih,  (pi.  of  ̂^^-*^)  Ladders. 
A  uLUlwe  masdlih,  (pi.  of (JLU--c)  Ways,  paths. 

AjJl*-/«  musdlim,  Cultivator  of  peace  and  amity. 
A  ii4L-yc  musdlumat,  (v.n.  3  of  Cultivating 

peace  or  friendship.  P  ^  musdlama  kar- 
dan,  To  salute  one  another. 

aIsJL-xi  mnsdfit,  (pi.  ofli>^L~*)  Wards  of  a  key. 

A  ̂JjJU-*  masdlih,  (pi.  of  aJji—c) Broths, soups. 

A  jiU-x)  masdmm,  Holes.  Chinks.  The  ducts 

or  canals  of  the  body,  p  ̂ jxi,  masdmmi  b'lni, 
The  nostrils,  masammu  'Ijasad,  The 
pores  of  the  body. 

A  sW-u-xi  musdmdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _^)  Boasting, 

contending  for  glory.   Opposing,  contending. 
A  as>L«/«  masdmat,  A  broad  thick  piece  of  wood 

at  the  bottom  of  the  two  posts  of  a  door.  A  wooden 
bar  in  front  of  a  camel-litter. 

A  ̂V*-/«m?<.sa/«//t,Ncgligent,slow,lenient,easy. 
A&i^L-/e  musdmahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ v-^)  Acting 

with  lenity,  pardoning.  Lenity,  connivance,  neg- 

ligence. Languor,  coolness.  i^^^jy^ ̂   i^L-/c 

musdmaha  su  husur  hardan,  (or  ̂^^^ m:*L«^  mu- 
sdmaha  hardan)  To  neglect,  to  be  careless. 

A musdmir,One  who  attends  evening  con- 
versations held  by  moonlight. 

A  'ijc^MC  musdmarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Holding 
conversations  by  moonlight. 

»!a.sa/rea7'i,(inMorocco)Seller  of  nails. 

A  ijyo^w--*  «;rt.<a(HV^,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^wcw)m?irt^)  Ears. 
A  iij«/olwc  masdmi^jf  ,  Descendants  of  ̂ ♦*~'«  7>iis- 

ma^  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  ̂ L-/c  masdmih,  (pi.  of        samh  or^U—^ 

mismdh)  Beneficent,  liberal,  easy,  meek,  humane. 

Aj</cL«(C  masdmir,  (pi.  ofj\»...Ki)  Nails,  spikes. 
A  masdnn,  Aged  (camels). 

A  S 13  ;h  «  «rt  / ,  (  V .  n .  3  o  f  Iw  fo  r^j«*» )  A  greei  n  g 

(with  one)by  theyear(iiju*»sana^).Givingannually. 
Satisfying,  soothing,  making  happy,  acting  kindly, 

humanelv.  Bearing  fruit  every  other  vear. 

A  aj\-»-«  musdnnat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (t;*^)  Following 

the  female  (a  male  camel)  desirous  of  covering. 

A  ftljU-*  musdnafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  tJl «'>««>)  Explor- 
ing a  country  in  search  of  herbage. 

A  &^L»/c  musdnakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ *»»)  Coming 
on  the  left  of  the  hunter  (game). 

Ai)jL-<«  masdnid,  (pi. of  c  ma.'tuad)  Thrones, 
(pi.  of  jyJw^  musnad)  (Stories)  attributed  to,  or 

allegations  made  on,  the  evidence  of  another ;  pre- 

dicated. Miisdnid,  (A  camel)  whose  chest  or  fore- 
end  is  prominent. 

A  8twL-/c  musdnadat,  (v.  n.  3of  i^Jmo)  Assisting, 

helping.  Compensating,  requiting.  In  verse,  point- 

ing the  I  Sii,  ridf  vi'xih  a  vowel  different  from  the other  hemistich. 

A  '_°  '^\—-^  masdnif,  (pi.  of  i  ftJk— c  musnif) 

(Horses)  taking  the  lead  of  the  others. 

A  'i.^\^^musdnahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  &ju*»)  Bargain- 
ing by  the  year.  Giving  annually.  Bearing  every 

other  year  (a  palm-tree).  A  stipend,  salary ;  a  thing 

paid,  promised,  or  agreed  on  by  the  year. 
A  ;ijjL«c  masdnid,  (pi.  of  liJw— c  musnad)  Alle- 

gations made  on  the  authority  of  others. 
A  5\jL-o  musdwdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  {Jy>)  Equalling, 

levelling.  Being  equal  to,  like,  comparing  (one 

thingwith  another).  Being  worth.  Equation,  even- 

ness, equality,  p  jjiW  0\jL-c  7nusdwdt  shudan, 

To  be  equal.  To  be  neutral. 

A  SOjLwo  musdwadaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  <^y*') 
Contending  for  dominion.  Vying  in  blackness. 

Whispering  in  the  ear.  (A  camel)  eating  or  endea- 
vouring^ to  eat  grass  (when  short  and  difhcult  to 

becropt).  Driving  away  (a  lion).  Circumventing. 

A^jU-o  ynasdjvii;  (p\.  oi  ijy^  misivarat)  Lea- 
ther cushions. 

A  5jjL^  musdn'aiat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjL**  for^y**) 

Assailing,  springing  upon  another,  committing  an 
assault.  Seizing  the  head. 

A  &PjU^  7nusd7va^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ y*>) 
Doing  or  agreeing  about  (any  thing)  by  the  liour. 

A  ilijL-/*  musdn-afat,  (v. n. 3ofi — jU»for ( — iy*>) 

Whispering  in  the  ear,communicating  a  secret.  Ly- 

ing with.    Delaying,  putting  off. 
A  &5jU«o  musuicahut,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ y^) 

Boasting  against  (any  one)  in  tlie  market-place. 
Contending  with  (another)  about  driving.  Vying 

with  in  reference  to  the  hardness  of  one's  leg(  j\-*>). 

A  ̂_jV— *  musdwim,  One  who  bids  against  ano- ther in  order  to  enliance  the  price. 

A  S/ojVwc  musdwamat,  (v.  n.  3  of       for  ̂ y*) 
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Bidding  against,  raising  the  price  upon  (another). 
Bidding,  making  an  offer. 

A  (_5jL-fO  7naxan-i,(^])].oref\^^masasaf)  Crimes. 

Reproaches,  accusations.  P  (jii;^ (^j^— *  masani 

kardan,  To  slander.  To  criminate,  a  Musan'i, 
Equal,  parallel,  equivalent.  Neutral,  impartial. 

AWjU-/«?)ifl.'fawi^ai,(v.n.of-*U*>  for  l_j«i)Griev- 

ing,  saddening.  Displeasing,disgusting.  Doing  evil. 

A  «\j6l*-x>  musahat,  A  being  careless,  inaccurate. 

A  'ijtK^  musaharat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Watch- 
ing (with  another).  Keeping  any  one  watching. 

A  Jj&l>«-«mMsa/M7,Negligent,careless :  easy,indif- 

ferent.  p^^^Mi^^\^musah^lshvAlan,To  be  careless. 
A  iOj6L««  musahalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J-^.*")  Treating 

gently.  Neglecting,  acting  in  a  loose,  negligent 

manner.  Negligence,  p  (jii;^ (JIaJaI— «  musaha- 
lat hardan,  To  neglect ;  to  connive  at,  overlook. 

A  musahim,  Concerting  with.    A  com- 
panion, a  second.  A  partner. 

A  iL»fi)L<««  musahamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  p^)  Cast- 
ing lots,  drawing  arrows  (with  any  one). 

k'iA»^masayat,  (v.  n.  oiAui  for  \_j-*)  Grieving, 
saddening.  Displeasing,  disgusting.    Doing  evil. 

A  ̂y**  masaAh,  (pi.  of  X^T^  masViai)  Ring- lets. Bows. 

A  Sjiy^io  musayarat,  A  going  along  with. 
A  I  oSLm/o  masasif,  Years.  Dearth,  famine. 

A  niusayafat,  ( v.  n.  3  of  (  il**>  for  i  a^***) 

Fencing,  duelling,  using  the  broad  sword. 

A  ̂l*-^  masasil,(^\.  of  «JV*-a)  mastalat)  Ques- 
tions. Propositions.  Problems,  (pi.  of  ??ia«/) 

Channels  through  which  water  flows. 

A  masaAyat,  (or  'il>\*MO  masayisat)  (v. 
n.  of  ̂l**>  for  \ Grieving,  saddening.  Displeas- 

ing, disgusting.  Doing  evil. 

A  masayth,  (pi.  of  ̂ bk—o)  Sycophants. 
A  il-**-*  tnisahb,  Foul-mouthed,  reproachful. 

A  Ua-ki  mashaf,  (v.  n.  of  IfwJ)  Buying  wine  to 

drink.  Striking, lashing,  flogging.  Skinning.  Burn- 

ing, scorching.  Taking  by  the  hand,shaking  hands. 

A  way,  a  road. 

Ajlxx-/*  mishar,  A  surgeon's  probe.  A  tent  for 
a  wound.  A  painter's  brush,  a  pencil. 

A  e-^A*-*  musallah,  Caused.  Excellent,  select. 

Reviled,  reproached,  execrated.  Musahhih,  One 

who  gives  cause,  or  occasions  a  reason. 
(_->U>-^\  inusahbibul  ashab,  Causer  of  causes,  i.e. 

God.  ̂ _J'■^p^  u-»Sw>  musabbihi  halfihi,  The  true 
cause,  i.e.  God. 

A  'ixL^in  Jj\  ibil  musabbabat,  Choice  and  splen- 
did camels  (because  the  beholder  on  seeing  them 

exclaims  in  astonishment,  ̂ \ hdtalahd  'llali). 
A  masabbat,  A  reviler  of  men. 

A  musbif,  Soporific,  narcotic.  Still,  mo- 
tionless. Who  enters  on  the  Sabbath  (^^Aa/*  salt). 

A  musabbit.  Abortion- producing  (ca- 
mel or  sheep).  Soporific,  narcotic. 

A  OUa*-*  musabhitat,  Opiates,  hypnotics. 

A^wo  musahbaj,  Wide,  ample  (garment). 

t.«*/o ;         .7,0.  ; A  j«z/saii«/t.  Strong,  stout  (cloak).  Mu- 
sabbih,  A  praiser  of  God ;  teller  of  his  beads. 

A  musabbihat,  The  fore-finger. 

A  jji^'^  7/iusbahlil,  A  full-grown  wlielp. 
A  lijl*^  musabbid,  One  whose  head  is  unwashed 

and  unoiled. 

A  'ijfMC  7nasbarat,  Form,  shape,  mode,  manner. 
Blusharat,  (v.  n.  of_^)  Probing  to  the  bottom. 

A  Oj<*-*  musabi-at,  Hairless  (man). 
A  i^j.Ma  musabrid,  (A  camel)  which  casts  forth 

a  hairless  foetus. 

A  ̂sXm^io  musabbit,  (A  camel  or  a  sheep)  which 
has  cast  her  young. 

A j\iXmc  tnusabti?',  One  who  sees  commands  ex- 
ecuted ;  an  overseer,  inspector,  superintendent. 

A  ̂ ^mo  musba^,  Left  to  one's  self  to  do  what one  pleases.  A  bastard.  One,  Avhose  mother  being 

dead,  is  nursed  by  another.  One  whose  paternal  an- 

cestors have  been  in  servitude  for  four  or  five  ge- 
nerations. One  who,  having  been  turned  loose 

among  wild  beasts  (^fw»  sabu^,  has  become  like 

one  of  them.  A  seven-months'  child. 

A  MX-*«ma5&a^af,(pl.^U««  masdbi^  (A  coun- 
try) swarming  with  lions  and  other  ferocious  beasts. 

A  ̂J>-««  musbigh,  Clad  in  a  large  coat  of  mail. 
(God)makingcomplete  and  pouringdown  benefits. 

A  ̂^i— /«  musabbiffh,  (A  camel)  which  drops  a 
foal  already  covered  with  hair, 

A,J.iju«/e?MwsZ)fl^/7t?7/,Wide,shining(coat  ofmail). 

A  j^ajk*-*  musbahirr,  A  boy  of  a  straight,  ele- 

gant shape,  either  tall  or  middle-sized.  Long(hair). 
Who  stretches  himself  along.  Who  lies  on  the  side. 

A  (Jjw»*  musbil,  The  sixth  or  fifth  gam  ing  arrow. 

Penis.  The  Lybian  lizard.  The  month  of  Zu  '1  hij- 
jat.  One  who  allows  his  garment  to  trail  along  the 

ground  through  pride.  Musbil  or  musbal,  Long- 
mustachioed  (man). 

A  «  musabhal,  A  deformed, stinking  old  man. 

3Iusabbil  or  musabbal,  Long-mustachioed. 

AtJu>*«^mMsia«i«j,Whohasalong-shapedhead. 

p  d^--^  masov  7nusband,  Unable  to  quit  home. 

A  masbut,  Dead.    Enraptured,  over- 

joyed, in  an  ecstacy,  swooning,  fainting.  One  whose 
head  is  shaved. 

Ajj-A-M*-/o  7nasbur,  Handsomely  formed,  of  a 
comely  shape  or  appearance. 
A  masbut,  Attacked  by  fever. 

A  iS'jXMomasbu^t,  (A  wild  cow)  whose  young 
has  been  devoured  by  wild  beasts  (^*^  sabu^. 

A  masbuk,  Outstripped  in  a  race. 

A  masbuJi,  Cast  in  a  mould. 

A  masbuh,  Delirious  from  old  age. 

A  aa-*«  musabbah,  An  old  dotard.  Eloquent. 

A  j'-XMAi  musbaArr,  One  who  travels  under  co- 
ver of  night. 
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A  »J!Lc  massat,  A  sort  of  game, 

p        /«  mast,  Drunk,  intoxicated.  Libidinous, 
lustful,  wanton,  furious.  An  animal  in  rut. 

L-->\^  masti  kkardb, 'Exceedingly  intoxicated,  dead 

drunk.  >^         j  C^K^mastikha- 
rab  u  dludufi  may  si  nab,  Excessively  drunk  and 

polluted  with  neat  wine.  Cawi  mast  shudan, 

To  be  inebriated.  jjjS-  C.*^  masti  sharabi 
ghurur,  Intoxicated  with  the  wine  of  temerity,  i.e. 

rash.  j»^iXe  iJL^.^,<  masti  muddm,  (or  ̂ ^S^  ■  -« 
masti  viudmin)  Perpetually  drunk.  3Iust,  Trou- 

ble, distress  of  mind,  complaint,  lamentation.  Root 

of  gal  an  gale. 

mustassir.  One  who  chooses  or  prefers. 

kj>-XLM«  mustasjar,  Hired,  rented.  Mustatjir, 
A  tenant,  hirer,  farmer,  renter.    A  servant. 

A  ̂3_s»CLm/o  mustasjil,  One  who  begs  delay. 
A  i^>-s'\iMC  7nustashid,  One  who  remains  alone 

or  separate.  One  who  gives  attention,  who  knows. 

A  i^=>-lIL-/e  mustaAihid,  One  who  hangs  the  head 
from  badness  of  sight  or  from  pain. 

A  mustafhliiz,  One  who  hangs  the  head 
on  account  of  badness  of  sight  or  from  pain.  Quiet, 

tranquil.    Humble,  submissive.    Long  hair. 

a^KLmc  7nustaskhir,  One  who  remains  behind : 
a  loiterer,  laQ-ffer. 

AL-.>iilL«/c  mustasdib,  A  cultivator  of  the  belles 

lettres  or  humanities  ((— -Jii^  adab), 

A  (^d\SMuc  mustasdi.  One  who  begs  assistance, 
implores  relief.    A  taker,  exacter,  extortioner. 

A  mustatzin,  One  who  asks  leave, 

p^ljwe  ?rtfls;ar,Name  of  a  fragrant  but  extremely 
bitter  herb.  Mustcir,  Wine  new  and  acid. 

A  (_^lL-/6  mustasrab,  Overloaded  with  debt. 
llustasrib,  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 

A  {^j\L^  7nustafriz,  Rankling  and  mattery 

(sore).  Sticking  in  or  to  the  ground.  (^^ljkw>  Jju«i 

fasil  mustatriz,  A  shoot  of  a  palm-tree  taking  root. 

A  jjli— XI  mustaszah,  Narrow,  confined. 
A  ̂^XL*^mustaMs,One  of  whom  a  gift  is  asked, 

or  whose  society  is  sought  after. 

A  i^'^L^musta^sad,  Excited,stimulated.  3Ius- 
tassid,  Bold,  fearless,  intrepid.  One  who  rushes 

upon  and  attacks  fiercely,  like  a  lion  asad). 
Full-grown  (plant). 

AjuALmo  juustassir.  One  who  surrenders  him- 

self a  prisoner  or  captive  ash'). 

A  'ijZMj*^  mustasshirat,  (A  lady)  who  calls  (a 
female)  to  sharpen  and  make  thin  her  teeth. 

A  (_)~.oLjL«*^  mustassal,  Extirpated,  uprooted. 

3Insta>sil,  An  extirpator.  Firmly-rooted  (plant). 

A  (  jUL**  mustaf,  A  place  smelled.  The  place 

of  smelling:  the  nose. 
A  (Ji\jL~M  mustaskd.  One  who  takes  (a  thing) 

to  eat.  One  who  devours  the  weak,  i.e.  extorts 

from  them  their  possessions. 
A  mnstaskilat,  Oppressors,  devourers. 
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A jic\L^mmtam.ir,  One  who  asks  advice,  takes 
counsel,  and  deliberates. 

A  |r'jLwo  iiiustatinim.  One  who  regards  ns  a  mo- 
ther iimm).  One  who  receives  as  high  priest,  or 

chief  director  of  religious  ceremonies  imam'). 
A  jnustatmin,  One  who  places  confi- 

dence in.  One  who  considers  as  faithful  and  sure. 

One  who  implores  protection,  and  takes  refuge. 

A  j^'jwo  mmtafnii,  A  buj  cr  or  receiver  of  a 
handm:iid  (iUl  amat). 

A  (j-jUL-xi  mustatnis,  Accustomed,  habituated. 
Tamed  (wild  beast).  Familiar.  One  who  looks  or 
knows  well.  One  who  asks  leave. 

A  i_Q-?'ju»<  mustamaf,  New,  recently  passed 
(day).  3Iustasnif,  A  beginner,  a  commencer.  An 

anticipator;  anticipatory. 

Pi6ljL«/«?/ias<a«fl, Intoxicated.  Likeadrunkard. 

A  ̂ J,lL^  mustami,  Patient,  waiting. 

A  ,JJ6La'..<..^  j?!Ms;ajA?7,  Worthy,  suitable,  apt, fit.  One  who  takes  or  eats  the  fat  of  meat. 

Aj^^"^  mustahhir,  Wide-spread.  Verbose,  full 
of  talk,  extensive  as  the  sea  (jii  bah-). 

A  y>jJwo  mustabidd,  One  who  acts  alone.  Pos- 

sessed of,  or  a  claimant  of,exclusive  right  or  property. 

A  ̂SxL>.<  mustabdi^  One  who  considers  as  new, 
original,  or  wonderful  {^.>y>  badiQ. 

A  Jj>>i*«xi  mvstabdil,  Desirous  to  exchange. 

One  who  takes  as  a  substitute  ( JjJ  badal). 

Aj t\>x>-<7«M5;aiz2V,Swift,passing  rapidly  along. 
AjOL~/c  mustabir,  One  who  probes  a  wound. 

aJ_^jOu-/o  mustabriz, One  who  calls  forth,  chal- 
lenges, or  makes  (a  person  or  thing)  appear. 

A  ̂^^j^icmustabr is,  Arw'xowi  to  know  the  whole 
of  a  thing.    (See  also  Ajflui\  istibrat.) 

A  ̂y*.*xL^  mustabsil,  One  who  throws  himself 

fearlessly  into  danger,  regardless  of  his  life. 

A  jZ^xL^iQ  mustabshir,  Glad,  rejoiced  at  good 
news.  A  communicator  of  good  news. 

A  jjaxL^io  mvstabsir,  One  who  considers  atten- 
tively, searches  into  any  thing  occult.  Acute,  pene- 

trating, circumspect.  Open,  manifest. 

A  ̂axL*4Ki  mustabzi^One  who  arranges  h  is  wares 

and  exposes  them  to  sale  in  a  market,  ̂ ^axL^^ 

jsS'  ̂\ha  mustabzi^tamrin  ila'  hajar,  Like  one 
sending  dates  for  sale  to  Hajar  (a  part  of  Ai-abia 
where  that  fruit  abounds.  Coals  to  Newcastle). 

A  ̂^IxaIwo  mustabtin,  One  who  places  (a  thing 
or  person)  under  himself,  especially  under  his  belly, 

niid  holds  (it  or  her)  there.  One  who  keeps  a  thing 
closely  hidden.  Whatever  passes  inside  or  lines. 

A  iijaIL«/o  mustab^id,  Regarded  as  far  off;  diffi- 

cult, unattainable.  Mustab^d,  Who  deems  a  thing 

to  be  far  ofi".  Desirous  of  being  at  a  distance. 
A  |3^jL./«  miistab^l,  (A  place  or  a  palm-tree) 

which  has  become  a  ,_)>jO  ba^.  A  married  man. 

A  ̂ xL^A  mustab^,  A  borrower  of  a  dog  for 
the  chase,  or  a  horse  for  the  course. 

A  ?«MA<ai^//i,Desirous,wishful :  a  seeker. 

A  J^jX-wc  mustabih,  One  who  excels,  gets  the 
start  of,  or  endeavours  to  outstrip. 

A  j^a-JL-*  mmtabhi,  One  who  reserves,  pre- 
serves, keeps  alive,  or  leaves  a  remainder.  Ashamed. 

A^^^^JL^  miistabhi,  One  who  forces  to  weep. 
A  (J-JL-xi  mustabill,  Recovering,  convalescent. 

p  jJlJL</c  mustband,  One  labouring  under  sor- 

row, distress  of  body  or  mind.  Unable,  on  account 
of  some  circumstance,  to  leave  his  home. 

A  ̂ juL«/o  mustabhij,  Glad,  joyful. 
A  mustdbif  One  who  leads  captive. 

A  OajjLm/o  mustabit,  Voov  (without  a  lodging). 

A  ̂ jlju~/«  mustabih,  An  extirpator,  destroyer. 
One  who  makes  lawful.  One  who  finds  lawful. 

A  ̂ xJuL**  mustabl^  Who  commands  a  sale. 
A  (J*.jjL<xi  mustabV,  About  to  make  water,  or 

desirous  to  make  water.  One  who  causes  to  make 

water,  and  receives  the  urine  in  his  hands  ;  (hence 

theadage  expressiveof  a  brave  man)  ,JjL_juJ 

yastabilu'l  asad,  He  receives  urine  from  the  lion. 
A  (j^*-*  mtistabin,  Become  evident.  One  who 

knows  for  certain,  one  who  has  a  subject  clear  be- 

fore him.  ̂ y**j<^  mustabini  marsum,  A 
term  applied  to  all  regular  deeds  and  contracts. 

A  CL^'J^Lmc  mustatihb,  (Business)  well  arranged, 
in  an  excellent  train. 

A  ̂ AloL^  musiatbi^  One  who  wishes  to  follow. 
AjoL«c7rtMsifa?«r,  Ahiding-place,aplace  of  shel- 
ter. Mitstatir,  One  who  hides  himself,  or  absconds. 

Careful,  wary. 

A  mustalli,  Who  calls  one  to  follow. 

A  ̂:jL<^  mustatimm,  A  performer,  finisher.  One 
who  wishes  or  desires  any  thing  to  be  supplemen- 

tary in  number  orquantity.  Who  asks  for  any  thing 

to  finish  another,  as  wool  to  complete  a  web. 

A  OajjuM/*  wiiis^flA^'^V,  Patient,  steady.  Solici- 

tous for  stability  (Ojj3  siibut). 

A  JiiiL-.«TOWs^as/iaZ,  Oppressed  with  sleep,  dis- 
ease, or  guilt. 

A  mustasmid,  Drained,  exhausted.  One 
who  seeks  favours  and  benefits. 

A  Jyiiwe  viustas7ui',  (and  in  regimen  Uiju-xi 
viustai<na)  Excepted  from  any  common  rule.  Se- 

lected, excellent,  extraordinary.  3Iustasnif  Who 

makes  an  exception  from  a  general  rule:  exceptive. 

A  (  tiSiL^c  miistasib.  One  who  asks  for  a  re- 

ward ((-_>\ji  .saivcd)).  One  who  demands  restitution. 
Ayjju^viustasir,  An  exciter,  rouser, stirrer  up. 

A  (  nmstojab,  Heard ;  accepted.  Agree- 

able. Ol^iiJ\  mtistajdbu 'd  da^vat,  One 
whose  prayers  arc  answered. 

A  iil:si***^??ius(!q;afZ, Regarded  as  good,approved. 

A  mustajidd.  One  who  renews  or  reno- 
vates. One  who  considers  as  new.  Clad  anew. 

A  (_?ti>;f*^  mustajdi,  An  asker ;  a  petitioner  for 

a  gift  (\'^  jada'). 

A  inustajir  r,  One  who  submits  to  the  guid- 
ance of  another.    A  drawer,  draf^^er. 

A  mustujrih,  Depraved,  corrupt. 

A  ̂ j^^  viustajri.  One  who  takes  (another) 
for  his  agent  or  deputy  (Cffr  j^f"'!/)- 

Aj^^  mustajizz,  (Wheat)  ready  to  cut. 
A  m'jstaj^l,  (A  bitch)  in  heat. 

A  ̂^jd^"^  mustajfi.  Who  regards  as  hard,severe. 
A  mustajlib,  In  need  of,  or  requiring  to 

be  dragged  from  its  place. 

AjV^*~*  mustajmir,  Encamped  for  a  long  time 

in  an  enemy's  country.  (Seejl»s£*^^  is^ywuir.) 

A  ̂1^^^  mustajmi^,  Met  together.  Desirous 
of  assembling.  (See  ̂l»s£***^  istijma^) 

A  Ijit^  must  ajatm, Possessed  of  a  demon.  Mtts- 

tajinn,  Covered. 

A  J-f^:^****  mustajhil,  One  who  considers  as  ig- 

norant, thinks  lightly,  despises.    (See  iJ^j**^^). 
A  Si^^  mustajid.  Who  calls  or  finds  (a  thing) 

good  {i^)^  jayyld).  A  seeker  of  something  good. 
Desirous  of  procuring  a  swift  horse  (^^\^ja?vad). 

Ajf^!"^ miistaj'ir.  One  who  implores  protection ; 
a  refugee.    A  suppliant. 

A  mustajiz.  Desirous  of  water  for  cattle 

or  fields.    One  who  asks  leave  or  a  gift. 

A  (jIa:^**^  miidajish,  One  who  asks  for  troops. 

A  ̂ t*"^  mustaji^  One  who  is  never  seen  ex- 
cept hungry,  or  appearing  so. 

7}iustahuz,  Collected  in  a  pond. 

A  aLolrd*^  mustahazat,  A  woman  who  still  suf- 

fers a  loss  of  blood  after  that  the  period  of  the  month- 

ly discharge  has  elapsed. 
A  Jl^'*~^  mustahal,  Crooked,  distorted  (bow). 

(A  field)  neglected  for  one  or  more  years. 
A  JiJl^***^  mustahalut,  (A  man)  the  end  of  whose 

leg  is  crooked. 
A  mustahabh,  Loved,  liked,  approved. 

Mustahibb,  Loving,  affectionate ;  who  holds  dear, 
A  d*^***^  mnxtahiss,  An  exciter,  urger  onward. 

A  mustahjir,  Petrified,  turned  to  stone. 

mufiahidd.  One  who  sharpens,  a  whet- 

ter.  One  who  shaves  off"  the  hair  of  his  privities. 
Incensed,  enraged. 

A  <^S^^  mitstahdas.  Discovered,  found  out. 

Novelty,  invention.  3Iustahdis,  One  who  learns 

news ;  or  who  discovei*s  (a  thing)  to  be  new. 
A  mmiuhrim,  Sacred,  inviolate. 

Aj.,.^^  mustahsir,  Fatigued,  tired. 
A(^^-.^**~*/«!/s/a/isa7i,Approved,laudable,  beau- 

tiful, elegant.  3Iiisfahsin,  One  who  regards  as  fair 

and  good  ((j-*>-  hasan);  an  approver. 
A  s^a^^  mustahsad,  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 

Musfahsid,  (Corn)  ready  for  the  sickle,  requiring 

to  be  reaped.    (See  ̂Ua^^  istihsad.) 
A ̂ yxaat**^  mtistahsir.  One  who  comprehends  ; 

or  endeavours.  A  besieger.  CL>'!^^^^J^  j^o^"^ 
(JjU^  mustahsi7-i  mushkilati  masatil,  Desirous  of 



comprehending  the  difficulties  of  questions. 

A  {,Jux^^  niustahsif,  Firm,  solid  (business). 
Hard  (times).    A  narrow  hole. 

Kjto>^  mustahzar,  Ready,  acquired.  Mustah- 

zir,  One  who  forces  to  run.  Returned  to  one's  self. 

A  )a^''^mustahitt, One  who  beats  down(a  price), 
a  cheapener.  Desirous  of  having  an  abatement. 

A  u-ft^^****  miistahiff,  A  taker  of  the  whole. 

A  JtJ:^  mustahfir,  (A  channel)  requiring  to 
be  excavated. 

Alafli^'**^  mustahjiz, One  who  commits,  or  wishes 
(any  one)  to  commit  to  memory.  A  guard,  protec- 

tor, governor.  A  garrison. 

A  mustahakk  or  /tiVt/t,  Worthy,  deserving, 

entitled  to.  Meritorious.  A  pensioner.  A  creditor. 

A jS.^^  mustahkar,  Viewed  as  contemptible. 
Mustalihir,  One  who  regards  as  contemptible. 

A  ̂^^^  mustahkim,  Firm,  solid. 
A  f^^!'^]musta}iall,  Deemed  lawful.  Mustahill, 

One  who  makes,  deems,  or  wishes  to  make  lawful. 

A  u-A^^*"**  mustahlab,  Milked.  Mustahlib,  A 
milker.    One  who  wishes  to  milk. 

A  ̂j>^^^  mustahlis,  Fixed  in  one  spot. 
A  1  hi-^^  mustahlif,  One  who  exacts  an  oath. 

A  L^l^****  viustaldik,  Black,  pitch-dark. 

A  Jl^*^  imistahamm,  A  place  in  which  to  wash. 
A  (ji.*^*^  mustahmish,  Slender  (bow-string). 

Inflamed  with  rage. 

A^j«a*^*^m«<sia/mi2^,(Milk)slow  in  thickening. 

A  ̂ y^^  mustahmil,  (A  month)  which  sup- 
ports people  with  difficulty. 

A  ̂ ^^^  mustahinn,  A  she-camel.  Much  ex- 
cited.   A  great  dancer. 

A  Ixi^i'^  ttiustahnit,  One  who  hates  intensely. 

A j.^.^'^mwsia^ir.  One  who  demands  a  reply.  A 
heavy  cloud  driven  to  and  fro  by  the  wind.  A  road 

lying  across  a  desert,  tending  no  one  knows  where. 
A  mustahirat,  A  greasy  dish. 

A  J.A^'^jwMs^fl/uZ,  Impossible,  absurd.  Full. 

(J-^'*"°  '>nustahilu'l  indiras,  Indelible. 
A  CLj'^^''*^  imistahlldt,  Impossibilities. 

A  'e]j^''^mvstahilat,{A  field)  uneven,full  of  hol- 
lows. Crooked  (bow).  (Afield)  left  a  year  or  more. 

mustahhbh',  An  inquirer,  querist,  asker 

of  questions.  J\^>-^  i^J"^^  viustalMirani  ah- 

wal,  (Pers.  pi.)  Inquirers  into  matters. 

A  ̂6^^"^ mustahhdain,  Employed  for  hire. ilfMs- 
tahhclim,  One  who  employs  many  domestics. 

A  ̂ ^jj^**  mustakhraj,  Drawn  out,  extracted. 
A  place  where  any  thing  is  extracted.  Mustakh- 
rij,  One  who  extracts,  draws  forth,  brings  out,  or 
wishes  so  to  do. 

Ai^^^^mustakhiss  or  mustahhass,  Base,mean, 
vile.  Ugly,  ill-favoured. 

A  &:*ia-^***  mustahhtisat,  A  camel  that  conceives 
not  the  first  year. 

A  u-SJ^*  mustakhiff,  One  who  considers  as 
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light((  tt-fl»-  hhafif) ;  who  makes  light ;  a  despiser. 

A  ̂^^L^^  miistalilifi,  Who  hides  himself. 
A  {^Ij^'^  mustakhlas,  Taken  clean  away. 

MustakhlisyOne  who  appropriates  exclusively. One 

who  seeks  to  escape.  A  collector  of  tribute. 

A  (»_flii^'*"*  mustakldif,  A  drawer  of  water. 

A  j^**"*  rnustaJthmir,  One  who  takes  for  a  ser- 
vant, who  employs  as  a  domestic.  Given  to  wine 

( hhamr),  a  hard  drinker. 
A  CyXMt)  mustadd,  Stopped,  stuffed,  corked. 

Aj\d3.j^  mustadar,  A  ring,  a  circumference. 

A  ̂d^XtMK  mustadam,  Perpetual,  continual,  an- 
cient, immemorial.  Assiduous,  constant. 

A jJ;i.Jk*^  mustadbir,  One  who  recedes,  turns 
back.  One  who  looks  to  the  end.  A  chooser. 

A  Si^<o  mustadkhil,  One  who  wishes  to  en- 

ter, engage  in,  or  intermeddle  with. 

A  wiMstofZ^a'jWished,  desired,  sought. 
Mustadfi,  Caliingfor.  Petitioner,  wisher,  desirer. 

A  j^Aju««  mustadfif,  Clad  in  warm  raiment. 

A  ̂l^jL-xi  mustadalik,  A  thin  part  or  place.  The 

slenderest  part  of  the  arm  or  leg.  3Iustadikh,  Sub- 
tile, minute,  small,  slender. 

A  J;\jLww«  viustadall,  Convinced  by  argument. 

A  ̂'Oti«jL»/o  m«si;ad??ii,  Troubled  with  a  bleeding 
at  the  nose.  One  who,  by  politeness  and  kind  at- 

tentions, contrives  to  get  money  from  a  debtor. 

Aj^.t>jL«ximMs<a(Zir,One  who  surrounds  or  draws 
a  cii-clc.  Round,  circular,  spheric,  globular. 

A  jCiijL«»*7?ii(s<a(/Im,  Assiduous.  Perpetual.  An- 
cient. Gentle  towards  a  debtor.  (See  iU^tXLu^.) 

A  ̂^.lisjLwo  mustadin,  One  who  asks  or  receives 
on  credit.  A  judge.  One  who  sues  for  justice. 

A  iJ^iijLwjo  mustazah,  Proved  by  a  specimen. 

A  ̂iSjL-/«?7iw5i!a2W^,  Concealed.  One  who  makes 
use  of  as  a  means  (ii^Ojii  zari^t). 

A  ijji\L^  mustazri,  (A  she-goat)  in  want  of 
the  male.   One  who  seeks  shelter. 

A  ji^tioL^  inustazkir,  One  who  calls  to  mind, who  recollects.  A  keeper. 

A  ̂̂ ixi^MC  mustazki,  Fiercely  burning  (flame). 
A  Jjijk*-*  vmstazUl,  Who  renders,  or  considers 

contemptible  (iJJi  zalil).  A  subjugator. 

A  'ji>iSjL*./«  mustazimm,  One  who  does  any  thing 
which  brings  down  scorn  upon  him. 

A  ̂ ^i^j^tc  mustazmi, One  who  asks  and  receives. 
A  i_.*i>ioL<-«  mustaznib,  A  follower,  who  treads 

at  the  tail  (l— ̂Jii  zanab)  of.  Finished,  completed. 

A^-— mistar,  A  veil,  a  covering. 

A  Jw/o  musattir,  A  concealer,  a  hider. 

A  ̂ Ji^  mustarak,  A  place  of  arrival.  A  place 
of  rest.  A  necessary ;  place  for  easing  nature. 

A  i)\jiMO  mustarad,  A  place  where  camels  pass 
to  and  fro  in  pasturing. 

A  mustarbi^  Accumulated  (sand). 

Raised  (dust).  Applying  to  business,  close  at  work, 

plodding.  Travelling  well  (camel). 

A  musattar at, Shut  up,  guarded(damsel). 

^  l)'?'J^"***^  mustarjil,  Desirous  of  walking  or being  on  foot  ( J«a-j  rijl). 

A        jw^  mustarja*,  Hoped,  wished. 
A  J^j\w>  mustarhil,  Desirous  that  one  should 

travel  to  him. 

A  'i\>-Ji.<^  mustarkalat,  Excellent  (she-camel). 
A  (,^><as>-jW/«  mustarkkis,  One  who  estimates  or 

buys  at  a  cheap  (c_>aJi=^  rakkis)  price. 

A  ̂^jLmc  mustarkha' ,  Relaxed.  Miistarkld, 
Pendulous.  Relaxed,  flabby.  A  laxative. 

A  Sjwo  mustaradd,  Restored. 

A  (__5ii;^*-*  mustardif,  One  who  begs  permis- 
sion to  ride  behind,  to  be  a  i  E^.ii,  radif. 

A  JiijiJL..,^  mustarzal,  Rejected,  disapproved. 

Mustai-zil,  One  who  views  or  finds  contemptible. 

A  ljjJ<M<>mustarza',  Despicable,  contemptible. 
A  (J.«j;iw«  miistarsal  or  mustarsil,  (Hair)  hang- 
ing down  straight.  Affable,  easy,  polite. 

A  ̂ ^Ji-^^^  mustarxkak,  A  place  where  long 
grass  is  cropped.  A  place  for  rearing  small  cattle. 

A  sZiJiMO  musiarskid,  One  who  seeks  direc- 

tion {dZij  ruskd).  A  traveller  in  the  right  road. 
mustarski,  One  who  asks  a  present 

(for  an  opinion  to  be  given,  or  for  a  decree  to  be 

passed).  Obsequious,obedientto  the  willofauother. 

A  mustarzi^One  whoseeks  a  wet-nurse. 
a1?;wo  mustarat,  Swallowed.  The  swallow, 

throat,  gorge,  gullet,  oesophagus. 

a  I  h-S-Ji.^  mustar^f,  (A  horse)  which  pre- 

cedes, outstrips.  (See  also  i  'tKs-J^uiS  istir^f). 
A  ̂ SJL^  mustar^l,  (Sheep)  which  follow  one 

another  in  a  flock.  One  who  marches  in  front  of 

a  troop.  A  possessor  of  camels.    A  shepherd. 

a  ̂ y^Mti  mustar^,  One  who  desires  (another) 
to  pasture  or  take  care  of  (cattle).  A  keeper. 

a  <^>y^MO  mustarjid,  A.  petitioner  for  assistance. 

A  (_^i_jwe  mustarfiz,  Wide  (valley). 

A  ̂JjlL*.^  rmistarfi^,  Desirous  of  lifting  up  or 

carrying  otf.  A  carrier  off".  (A  table)  requiring  to 
be  cleared  (the  meal  being  ended). 

A  ̂ jj-^  mustarik,  Carried  ofi^,  removeable. 
Weak,  feeble.  A  listener,  an  eavesdropper. 

mustariku'l  ^nuk,  Short-necked. 
A'isJ^j^mtistarikat,T\ie^-^e  supplementary  davs 

added  to  the  twelfth  month  of  the  Persian  year. 

A  |«;wo  mustarki^  (A  garment)  requiring  to 
be  mended,  in  want  of  a  patch  (&«?,  rtik^t). 

p  jjwe  mastaru,  Mezereon-root. 
A  ̂ jj<wo  mustarwih,  One  who  smells  (any 

thing  fragrant),  snuffs  up.    One  who  rests  quiet, 
who  takes  repose.  Who  acquiesces  with  (a  friend). 

A      yi^  mustarkin,  One  who  demands  a  hos- 
tage or  a  pledge.    A  receiver  in  pawn,  a  pawnee. 

A  f_fJ<M«  musta?'!,  A  lion. 
A  ̂ JL^^^  mustarik,  Easy,  comfortable  (life). 

Quiet,  manageable  (horse). 
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A  (^^jil— ̂   mxuitainz,  (A  country)  rich  in  gar- 

dens i^jj  rciKzat),  an  extensive  flourishing  dis- 
trict. Irriguous  (valley).  Happy  in  mind. 

A  musiazad,  Increased,  augmented. 

A  Ijj'J^^  mustazra'y  Despised,  scorned.  Mus- 
tdzri,  A  despiser,  scorner. 

A j*ojiL-^7/n/.>./azm/7-,  Wrinkled,  contracted.  Ap- 
pearing little  and  contemptible. 

A jjjwc  mustazir,  One  Avbo  requests  a  visit. 

A  ̂L-jL-/<i  mustasagli,  (Meat  or  drink)  which 
glides  easily  down  the  throat. 

A^i;*"^'*  musiashhir,A  mocker,sconier,derider. 

A  j^'i^io  miistasirr,  Hidden,  concealed. 

A  ijj^'L^  iniistasri,  A  traveller  by  night.  One 
who  picks  out  the  best  (of  cattle). 

A  mustas^d,  Rendered  happy,  blessed, 

favoured,  gratified.  Mustasf^d,'SVho  considej-s  as 
a  happy  presage.  Desirous  of  happiness.  A  seeker, 

a  petitioner  for  help. 

A  ̂ A^'i-MC  mustas^,  Studious,  pains-taking. 

A  ̂ ^.'xmc  mustashi,  A  drawer  of  water.  A 
water-carrier.  Dropsical. 

A  jJ-<JL-/o  mustasill,  One  who  unsheaths. 

A  L-flL-iwi  mustaslif,  Desirous  of  borrowing 

or  of  receiving  an  advance  on  goods  before  delivery. 
One  who  marries  the  wife  of  a  deceased  brother. 

A  pL»jL*c  mustasUm,  Humble,  submissive. 
A  ̂ ^,tSj^/o  mustaamin,  One  who  desires,  sup- 

poses, or  discovers  to  be  fat  (tj;y»*>  samiri).  One 

who  asks  for  butter  ((^;v*»  samri). 
mustasml,  One  who  goes  a  hunting. 

mustasann  or  fiinn,  Trodden  (way). 

\  mustasnidyV^ho  leans  on;  supported. 

1  mustas-hil,  One  who  makes  smooth 

or  easy.  One  who  considers  as  smooth  or  easy. 

A  Jy^'Luio  mustashar,  Consulted. 

A  O^-s:^  mustash-hajat,  Crows. . 

A  \sjt3.M0  mustashrit,  Spoiled,  ruined. 

A  i_J;-ijL-/e  mustashrif,  Erect,  upright,  lofty. 
Tall  (horse).  Attentive  to  any  thing  lest  it  suflfer 

damage.  One  who  takes  a  view  of.  Fraudulent, 

depriving  anotlier  of  his  due.  (See 

A  vutslas/a  i,  Attentive  to  business,  ad- 

liei  ing  to  regulations.  Important,  weighty  (affair). 

Angry,  wrathful.  Contentious. 

mustashzir,  One  who  ascends  or  be- 

comes high.  One  who  twists  the  wrong  way.  (A 

rope)  twisted  the  wrong  way. 

Aj*iujL</«TO«sto/7^V,  Full  of  hair,  hairy  (unborn 

foetus).  One  who  puts  on  an  inner  garment  (j^-*^ 

•v/(/^or).  Timid,  fearful,  but  concealing  one's  fears. 
A  ̂ ^^lLsmo  mustaslifi,  In  search  of  health. 
A  (^lLjo*</e  viustashU,  Angry,  displeased.  One 

who  calls  for  help  when  in  danger.    A  deliverer. 

A _jjwiL-/«  mustashtr,  A  stallion  (camel)  which 

discovers  when  the  female  is  pregnant,  and  turns 

from  her.  One  who  consults  or  asks  advice.  (See 

A 

A  J^. 

.jw—— istisharat.) 

A  Vn.»'il...i«  musta>;lnt,  Enraged,  passionate.  (A 
pigeon)  swift  of  flight.  (A  camel)  grown  fat.  Ex- 

peditious.   An  immoderate  laugher. 

A  ̂ yta:^^  mustasrihh,  One  who  cries  for  help. 
A  i__s^-<ajL~/c  mustasrif,  Desirous  that  (God) 

might  change,  prevent,  or  avert.  A  confiscator. 

A  c-<«o'i!.».<<i»ws<fl.'!^i&.  Difficult  (business).  One 
who  finds  (a  thing)  difficult  (■_  m^)). 

A  ̂jLjAL^mustaffa',  Purified,  clarified,  bright- 
ened. JIusiasfi,  A  chooser,  selector,  or  taker  of 

the  best  part  or  the  whole  :  who  exhausts  entirely. 

A  ̂.iajLwewzws^asZ?7j,  Happening  well,  agreeable, 
pleasing.  A  wisher  for  peace,  desirous  of  compos- 

ing matters.  Requiring  or  capable  of  becoming  ad- 
justed and  set  to  rights. 

A  i^ya!LMC  rmistasrvib,  One  who  regards  as 
reasonable.  One  who  requires  what  is  reasonable. 

A  u-AJuk3jL««  mustasif,  One  who  takes  clean  off. 

A  pUalL-^  mustazam,  Defrauded,  oppressed. 
A  rmistazhi,  One  who  does  any  thing, 

or  comes,  when  the  forenoon  is  pretty  far  advanced. 

A  '^j.tol^'O  mustazrib,  Thick,  candied  (white 
honey).    A  deceiver.    Libidinous  (she-camel). 

A  ̂ jioIj^  mustazri^  Humble,  suppliant. 
A  ,J..jvojL<-«  mustazhil,  One  who  makes  all  the 

inquiry  he  can  about  a  thing. 
A  mustazu,  A  seeker  of  light  or  advice. 

A  ̂...JixjoILmc  mustazlf,  A  complainant,  plaintiff", 
one  who  implores  help.  One  who  wishes  for  a  hos- 

pitable invitation  (&i^^  ziyafat). 

A  L_->lkjL-/«wi?<sto/a5,  Good,  agi'eeable,  elegant. 
Gracious.    L-^UajL-/*  hitdbi  mustatdh,  An 
excellent  book. 

Aj IkjL-.*  mxistatar,  (Ahorse)  put  to  full  gallop, 

(xlbird) Ictfly.  Dispersed.  (^^ee'ij^hlui\istitarat.) 
A  CJ^'.L*,nt  mustatibb,  One  who  begs  a  prescrip- 

tion or  remedy  from  a  physician  ((_-»jali»  tah'ib). 
A  dJlalxA^  mustatrid,  One  who  appears  to  fly  in 

order  to  draw  an  enemy  into  an  ambush. 

A  (  ijlal^miistatra  f,  Bred  from  another's  cat- 
tle. (A  plant)  bursting  from  the  pod.  Newly  ac- 

quired (wealth).  Soon  tired  of  one's  companions. 
(A  camel)  which  migrates  from  one  pasture  to  ano- 

ther. Time  lately  past.  Musiatrif,  One  who  re- 
ceives or  considers  as  new.  Pleased  with  a  novelty. 

A  &5,lajLwo  vivstatrafat,  Any  thing  bred  from 

another's  cattle,  a  cross-breed. 

A  ̂J^a!LMC7nustat7-ih,  Desirous  of  borrowing  a 
stallion.  Desirous  of  divining  by  means  of  pebbles 

through  a  soothsayer. 

A  ̂xlajL**  mustat^im,  The  lips  (of  a  horse),  or 
the  environs.  Mustat^m,  One  who  asks  for  food. 
(See  AjtlajLujl  istif^m.) 

(Sec  ̂!iUajuu\  istitld^) 

A  JfWal^  mustatlik,  One  who  leaves  (a  she-ca- 

A  miistatlt^  One  who  looks  intently. 

mel)  at  liberty  to  pasture  where  (she)  pleases  with- 
out being  milked.    Loose  (bellv). 

A^jJajL-/«?/n/*7fl/i/-,Diff'used,flyingabroad  (dust). 
Furious,  excited  (dog  or  she-camel). 

A  J-iawo  muslafd,  One  who  carries  himself 

j  high,  behaving  proudly.    A  subduer,  conqueror, 
I  killing  more  of  the  enemy  than  losing  of  his  own 

I  men.  Long.  A  parallelogram.  The  letter  ^a</. 

(— -> ^y^aiL^ j^fajri  mustatili  subhi  hdzih, 
The  long  false  light  of  the  morning-crepuscle,  i.e. 

a  long  twiiijrlit  before  dawn. 

A  (_)JajL-/o  mustazill,  Seated  in  the  shade  (jjia 
zill).  A  seeker  of  shade.  (See  J^jdai*-^  istizlal.) 

Ajjaiwo  mustazhir,  One  who  implores  help. 
Aided,  holpen. 

AjI'WLj.io  mustazir,  (A  bitch)  in  heat. 

A  ̂ Xw^  mista^  Diligent,  prompt,  expeditious. 
AjIajL^/o  mtista^r,  Borrowed.    Passed  from 

hand  to  hand. 

A  j«l*Awo  musta^m,  A  sailing  ship.  A  raft. 

A  ̂IjoL-xi  musta^n,'\\hosG  aid  is  begged.  God. 
AyMsMC  musta^ai',  Admonished,  taught  by  ex- 

ample. 3Tusta^ir,  One  who  takes  example,  re- 
ceives admonition.  One  who  desires  an  interpreter 

to  explain  a  dream.  Flowing  (tear).  Sad,  grieved. 

A  '8j<*jL*«  viusta^arat  or  musta^irat,  (A  wo- 
man) not  beloved  by  (her)  husband. 

A  J.:sJ^^***'»i?/s/a^/;7,One  whohastens,acceleratcs, 
impels,  or  stimulates.  Name  of  a  rapidly  fattening 

drug.  Mitsta^ilan,  In  haste.  Quickly,  speedilv. 
A  musta^alat,  Short  and  near  (road). 

Musta^Uat,  Name  of  a  fattening  plant. 

A  j»;sf^*^  mnsta^im,  Unable  to  speak  Arabic 
distinctly.  Silent,  mute,  dumb.  Strange,  outland- 

ish, unintelligible  (jargon). 

/  A  3.*jL-<i77awfa^/W(/,  Prepared,  arranged,  put  in  ̂  

order.  Prompt,  ready.  Able,  capable,  ap^,  fit,  pro- 

per, worthy.  J|^J>5  !S.«-^*~^  musta^ddi  habid,  Ready 
or  fit  to  receive  or  agree,  i^..^  jjoL-*  musta^ddi 

nafrin.  Worthy  of  contempt,  abominable,  p 

^^tSy^ mi/sia^dd  Ita?-d(ui,To make  ready,  to  prepare. 
A  ij<yiCL.MC  7nusta^,  One  who  begs  help. 

A  l-.>AjijL~.«  7»usta^ib,  One  who  gives  sweet 
water  to  drink.    (See  i_.^\a»oLi.«»\  isti^db.) 

A_^JjiJkwo  7}msta^rr,  Seizing,  spreading  (scab). 

A  {^j)ij.MC  musta^'ib,  One  who  becomes  as  an 
Arab.  An  obscene  talker.  A  cow  in  wantof  thcbull. 

A  iOj*jL-/«  muxia^-ibat,  One  not  a  pure  Arab. 
One  who  has  become  an  inhabitant  of  the  desert. 

A  i^jjCL^  7)ntsia^iz,  Desirous  of  exhibiting 

or  presenting.    (See  also  {^^\jxj.*>i\  i)>ti^-dz.^ 
A  i__.i,*Ju~/«  miif:(a^if,  Desirous  of  knowing. 

A  JjOL-x  musta^zz.  Prevalent  (disease).  Har- 

dened (sand).    (SeeJ^j^Xuj^  isii^dz.') 
A  (_).*<-j»jL»/o  7mist.a^il,  One  who  asks  for  honey. 

A  j«jia>OL-«  Tmista^ijn,  One  M'ho  takes  fast  hold. 

A  proper  name.   <S^\j  ̂ ^jojCLmc  musta^im  bi'lldh, 



The  title  of  the  37th  caliph  of  the  house  of  Abbas. 

A  ̂^^ojCLm^  7nusta^i,  Rebellious,  sinful. 

A  j_^a*L-<«  musta^i,  A  petitioner  for  a  gift. 

AjJlajoL-^e  mustu^am,  Regarded  as  great.  3Ius- 

ta^im,  One  who  regards  as  great.  (See  pliaxl***!.) 
A  t  ̂ Q«V...>o  musta^Jf,  Chaste,  abstemious. 

A  {.-j^jCLmo  viusta^iah,  A  person  or  thing  fol- 
lowed. Musta^ib,  A  railer  at  any  one,  searcher 

into  his  faults.  Following.  (See(_^lH*ju*»\«s<?'^/;ai.) 
A  iNSCxjLwi  musta^id,  Fat  (lizard  or  camel). 

Crouching  (game).  (See  isti^tad). 

A  t_-ALoL— «  musta^ib,  Stinking  (meat). 

A  musta^ij,  Thick-skinned. 
A  L-iiaOL^/o  miista^lf,  In  want  of  provender. 

A  jJjOiL-xi  musta^hn,  Curious,  anxious  to  know. 
A  |^jL«/o  musta^if  High,  elevated.  <— 'jt^ 

iL^«jL«--U  al  hurufu'l  mustaf^iyat,  The  letters 

A  musta^mm,  One  who  takes  as  a  pa- 

ternal uncle  (^S-  ̂mm).  Dressed  in  a  turban. 
A j^jOuwo  vivsta^ir,  A  peopler,  colonizer. 

A  (jiv«J^*«/«  niusta^nish,  Who  regards  as  a  fool. 

A  ^  musta^al,  Applied,  used,  employed ; 
current,  not  obsolete  (word).  Second-hand.  3Ius- 

ta^il,  A  user,  employer. 

A  ;ijjoL«c  musta^id,  (A  horse  or  camel)  too 

strong  for  the  reins.  (See  isti^ad.') 
Aj^jCL^  m.usta^iz,  Retired  to  one  side. 

A  Sf^fCL^  mnsta^iid,  A  party  to  a  covenantor 

treaty  (S^  ̂ hd).  (See  ii\.,f30L«\  isti^iad.) 

A j^juL-wcwws^fl^r,  A  borrower.  Alone.  Shaped 

like  an  ass  (jS'  ̂ ayr).  musta^ru'l 

hiisn,  A  kind  of  bird.  (See  'j,UL*»\  isti^rat.) 
A  ̂J^J^JL«xl  musta^n,  One  who  asks  assistance. 
A  (^Ui— 0  mustaghas,  Called  upon  for  help. 

Convoked,  w  Ll.>VijL.^^  al  mustaghas  bihi,A.  person 

called  upon,  almustaghas ^lai/hi,A. 

defendant,  si  C->\AL-4^  almustaghas  lahu,  Time,  af- 

fair,occasion,  emergency  for  which  one  is  convoked. 

A  >,l^JCL^mustaghiss,Onevfho  dresses  a  wound, 

and  makes  it  discharge  matter. 

Aji^jCL^  mustaghdir,  (A  spot)  become  a  ditch. 

A  (_5'3>ijL-/<>  mustaghzi,  One  who  prostrates. 

A  (--^jxiwo  miistaghrab,  Wonderful.  Foreign. 

Rare.  MMsto</Ara&or7nws^o<7/tn&,A  violent  laugher. 

Mustaghrib,  One  who  behaves  in  a  strange,  out- 
landish manner.  Amazed. 

A^jj^L^mustaghrakormusfaghrihjJmmersed, 

plunged,  drowned.  3Iiistaghrih,  Who  fills  (any 

thing)  ;  comprehends  the  whole.  Who  employs 

his  whole  strength  (about  a  work).  A  great  laugher. 

J  jJ*-.5  jjijL-/c  mustaghrihi  fsk  u  fujur, 

Plunged  in  vice  and  debauchery.  (See  Jj\,iL*j\.) 

mustaghzir,  One  who  gives  somewhat 
in  order  to  receive  more. 

A  (jiijk— «  mustaghishsh,  False,  insincere,  frau- 
dulent. Who  looks  on  one  as  such. 
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A  ̂ jLiiL^  mustaghshi,  One  who  wraps  himself 
in  a  garment  so  as  neither  to  be  seen  or  heard. 

AjflijL«<c  mustaghfir,  One  who  asks  pardon. 

A  ̂*jL«<)  mustaghall,  A  farm  or  estate  which 

produces  corn  (aLff-  ghallat).  Miistaghill,  A  re- 
ceiver of  corn  or  fruits.  (See  J^)jtL*»^  istighlal.) 

A  (_.>J^L<w«  mustagJdib,  (Herbage)  full  grown 

and  entangled.  Prevalent,  predominant. 

A  mustaghUz,  (An  ear  of  corn)  swell- 
ing with  grains.  One  who  declines  buying  (cloth) 

on  account  of  (its)  coarseness  (lais-  ghilaz'). 
A  ̂iitljMC  mustaghlik,  One  who  makes  a  close 

bargain,  by  selling  (any  thing)  on  condition  that  (it) 
shall  not  be  returned.  Goods  sold  on  these  terms. 

DiflBcuIt  to  be  understood,  obscure  (speech). 

A  mustaghlakat,  A  fortress. 

Ai^**jL-/c  m?Y.sto^/mi2tZ,Covered,veilid,  overcast. 

A  vmsiaghni,  Rich,  independent,  able 

to  do  without :  boastful,  proud,  lofty,  haughty,  su- 

percilious, disdaining.  One  who  derives  advantage. 
Content,  satisfied,  acquiescing. 

A  t^jJywo  mustagliis,  Complainant,  plaintifi'. 
Aj\ijL^  mustaghlr,  A  plunderer.  Fat.  (See 

ij\SoM>\  istigliarat.) 
A  lilajLwo  mustafad,  Benefited.  Received,  ac- 

quired.  Understood,  meant,  intended.  Required. 

A  (_^lflJwo  mxistafaz,  (or  4^  ̂_^laJL</c  musta- 
fazunfihi)  Diffused,  divulged,  revealed. 

AjilfljL-^  mustaftir,  Led  (horse). 

A  ̂ ^siL^  mustaftl,  A  consulter  of  a  |_^fli«  mvfti : 
one  who  demands  a  Is^^  fatwa\ 

A  ij.s^^'*  mustafhil,  Serious,  weighty  (affair). 

(SeeJUp^^  istifUm.) 
A  mustafkhiz,  Flap-eared.  Quiet. 

A  j.^^^"^  mustafliMr,  A  buyer  of  (any  thing) 
splendid         fakhir).  Proud,  vain,  conceited. 

A  ̂ jSiL^  mustafrikh,  A  pigeon  that  chooses  a 
place  where  to  hatch  her  young  farhJi). 

A  ii,fljL*/c  mustafrid,  Alone  in  doing  anything. 

(See  L>^jii**>\  istifrad.) 

A  ̂ aJL-Ai  mustaffi^  One  who  commences  a 

work.  (See  ̂ a:^^  istifra^') 
A  ̂ jSiLuK  mustafrigli,  An  emetic.  One  who 

puts  forth  all  his  strength. 

A&SjiiLMtmustafr'ighaf,  (Acamel)  which  yields 
milk  in  abundance.  (A  horse)  at  full  speed. 

A  'MjSiL*^  mustafrimat,  (A  woman)  who  uses 

the  constrictive  medicament  or  lotion  'iio^  farmat. 
A  jyijLwc  mustafrih,  One  who  procures  an  ex- 

cellent or  lively  nag  (?,\s  farili). 

A  JfllL<-«  mustajizz,  A  despiser,  scorner.  An 

eradicator.    (SeeJ^^*w^  istifzaz.') 
A  j*«fljL«/o  mustafsir,  In  need  of  explanation. 
A  (^jofljwc  miistajiss,  One  who  extracts. 

A  ̂y,aSl!L^  musiafzll,  Superfluous,  redundant. 
One  who  leaves  a  residue.    One  who  exacts  of  a 

debt  more  than  what  is  due,  an  extortioner. 
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A  ̂is1m«  mustafzi^  One  who  finds  (an  affair) 
to  be  difficult  and  disagreeable  (^^hjfazi^. 

A  X^iiL-*  mustafhihat,  The  leader  of  a  band 
of  hired  female  mourners. 

A|J,ajL-/o  mustafil,  Low,  descending. 

A  mustajill,  One  who  takes  a  little  out 

of  a  great  deal. 

A  ̂ijL«/o  mustajiih,  One  who  escapes. 
A  |^fljL«e  mustajii,  In  need  of  lousing. 
A  mustafinn,  One  who  distributes  under 

various  heads,  genera,  or  classes  (^^^jti  funun). 

A  p^ajL**  7nustafhim,  Desirous  to  understand. 
A  iXA-tt-X— «  mustafid,  (A  student)  anxious  to 

profit  in  any  science.  Intent  on  the  acquisition  of 
wealth.  One  who  imparts  advantage.  A  gainer. 

A  (_>aJiajL^  mustafiz,  One  who  seeks  plenty  of 
water.  Diffused,  spread  abroad.  Favoured,  obliged. 

A  ̂ jJiL^  mustaflk,  Very  sleepy  (man). 
A  ti.JiL^  tmistafih,  Gluttonous  J  who  eats  much after  fasting. 

A  ̂ 'Z^  mustahbah,  Disapproved.  Inelegant. Odious.  Mustakbih,  One  who  regards  as  ugly, 

p  ,JJijL-/o  mustahbal,  A  £gnre  well  delineated. 

A  ̂y.;SlL^  musiakbil,One  who  advances  to  meet 
or  greet.  Future.    Future  tense  of  a  verb. 

J-iijw-ci'awa'rti  mustakbil,  Time  future. 
A  OUL*a_Jw</«  mustahbiliyat,  Future  events. 

Future  tenses. 

A  '6SlLm<i  mustahat,  (pi.  ̂ L*-c  masatilt)  A  fur 
garment  having  long  sleeves.  A  bow  or  any  thing 
similar  with  which  a  musical  instrument  is  struck. 

A  ̂J^lsLL-/*  mustahtil,  Anxious  for,  or  fearless 

of,  death  ;  seeking  to  be  killed. 
A  jiuwo  mustakidd,  Continuous,  persevering. 

Even,  level.    (See  li^iiJijuu^  istikdad.') 
AjdSl^  mustakdir,  One  who  beseeches  (God) 

that  (he)  would  providentially  arrange  (for  good). 

A  ̂SSiL*ue  mustakdim,  Very  true,  unquestioned. 
Preceding,going,  or  desirous  of  going  before.  Bold. 

Aj6SuL^<i  mustahzar.  Dirtied.  Regarded  as 

dirty,  p  s^^^hJ^jdsiL^Mf)  M\s>-jamaAmusiahzaru''l biiana,  A  garment  dirty  in  the  lining  or  the  inside. 
A  Mustahzir,  Who  regards  as  dirty,  orabominates. 

A  _yiiwc  mtistukarr,  A  permanent  dwelling- 
place,  settled  abode.  Ilustakirr,  One  who  has  a 
fixed  residence.    Firmly  fixed.    Rested,  reposed. 

A  ̂ ^L*-«  mustakri^  A  borrower  of  a  stallion. (A  she-camel  or  cow)  in  want  of  the  male.  Hard 
(hoof).    Smooth  (tripe). 

A  i^'Hx^  mustahiss,  Who  asks  (one)  to  reta- 
liate.   Anxious  for  retaliation  ((^Lai  hisas). 

A  ̂^^^^SJ-Mcmustahsi,  Earnest,  pains-taking,  per- 
severinor.    One  who  commits  excess. 

mustahjil,  Avaricious. 

A  (JijL*A>  mustakill,  (vul.  mustahil)  Peculiar, 

precise,  express,  special,  particular.  Absolute,  des- 

potic, independent.  Competent.  Invested  with  pie- 
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nipotentiary  powers.  Stable,  firm,  durable.  A  taker 

up  and  carrier  of  the  water-pot  iijj'  hnUat.  High, 
elevated  (sky).  Soaring  (bird).  Trembling,  seized 

by  a  fever,  tremor,  or  rage.  (People)  moving  from 

a  place,  going  all  away,  i^y^^o  J-iii— *  mustahll 

uamus,  A  particular  law.  ̂ je  JiijL-/«  mnstakilli 
mizaj,  Persevering. 

A  iJ>£L-xi  mustahilan,  Absolutely,  expressly. 
A  O^XiiL-^  mustakilai,  Peculiars. 

A  (__)>>yijL<.^  musfahrcis,  Arched  (eyebrow). 

A  j^^^iL-/*  mustaka',  A  place  for  drawing  water. 
Muslahi,  A  drawer  of  water. 

A  Jk-ajL-o  miistahid,  Obsequious,  submissive. 

A  demander  of  retaliation  (i5y  hawad)',  one  who 
petitions  a  judge  to  punish  a  homicide  with  death. 

A  JJijL*-^  mustalal,  Desirous  that  one  should 

rescind  (an  agreement  or  bargain). 

A  j»AaL^  mustaldm,  Right,  straight.  Erect, 
bolt  upright.  Faithful,  true,  loyal.  Resolute.  Well 

constituted,  having  a  good  tendency.  Who  marks 

his  goods  with  the  price.  H/clfl)\  ̂ jJuwo  mustaln- 
mu  I  hainat,  Of  a  just  proportion,  of  an  erect  figure. 

\u-  hhatti  mustahim,  A  right  line. 

PjKjL^  mast-har,  (or  »jKL-/c  mast-hara)  Any 
thing  inebriating.  One  always  drunk. 

A  jfl^  mustahhir,  Proud,  haughty.  One  who 
esteems  as  great  and  grand  (y^ kablr). 

A  j^^L^  mustahsir,  One  who  increases. 

A  ̂j^=s.'x^  mustahrim,  A  searcher  for,  askcr, 
finder,  or  doer  of  any  thing  generous  or  honour- 

able. One  who  has  attained  rank  and  honours. 

A  tj^iMomusialtrali,  Abominable,  disagreeable. 
Muatahrih,  Wiio  abominates,  detests.  Who  does 

any  thing  unwillingly.    (See  istikrah.) 
A  ̂j^L^  mustaltri,  A  hirer,  a  renter. 

A  I — a-iXL^  niustahshif,  Desirous  of  uncover- 
ing. Manifest. 

A  i__fl^=u-./«  mustaliiff,  Assembled  round  (any 

thing)  tojook  at  (it).    (See  ;__sla5oL*»\  isUhfaf.) 
A  OU^jLm/o  mnstahaffat,  Fountains,  Camels 

collected  together. 

A  j_^i^oL-o  nmstahfi,  One  who  desires  (another) 

to  do  (a  thing)  effectually  or  sufficiently. 
A  mvstaJdib,  One  who  imitates  the 

barking  of  a  dog.  (See  L_J!i)ioL»>\  isWdab.) 

A  j^^^'wi  mnstaJdis,  Yery  grassy  (land).  One 
who  begs  a  respite  or  delay. 

A  ̂.^^jL-yo  musiahmil,  A  seeker  after  perfection. 

A  ̂iS'-K-zo  vmstahin'n,  Concealed,  covered. 
A  ii_jioU«./o  mvstahinnnt,  Hatred,  rancour. 

A  mustalnvi,  In  need  of  the  cautery. 

AjSS^  inustalnr,  One  who  makes  haste.  A 

carrier  of  a  bundle  (ij^  harat^. 
A  ̂J^^X»MXl  mustalan,  Quiet,  humble. 

A  ̂ yL^  mastal,  A  narrow  road. 

A  u— *1jL«-x>  mustalah,  Robbed,  stripped,  spoiled. 
Mustalih,  A  robber,  spoiler.  Name  of  the  sword 

of  Amr  bin  kulsum. 

A  ulAfJJkwc  mustaJbis,  One  who  thinks,  regards 

as  slow  or  dilatory  (t^!l)  labh  or  <^jJ  Itbis). 

A  (j\JjL-x  mustalbin,  One  who  asks  milk. 

A  j_^LL-x)  miistalbit,  A  sucker  of  biestings. 
aXL^  miistalijj.  Obstinate  in  swearing.  (See 

also  istUjdj.) 

A  J^^^^***^  mustalhik,  An  adopter,  taker.  One 
who  invites  to  union. 

musfaUihn,  Broad  (way).  A  follower. 

A  lion.  (See  ̂[J^^^  iMilham.) A  i.lju.*  mustalizz,  One  who  relishes. 

A  ̂j>!L^mnstalzhn,  A.  causer,  producer,exacter, 
demander.  Cause,  principle,  motive ;  author. 

A  j»*<JjL-/«  mustahim,  A  seeker. 
A  mustaliif,  One  who  fastens  (any 

thing)  oil  his  arm  or  to  his  side.    (See  i  sllilL*»\.) 

A  |,la)jL^  miistaltim,  Desirous  of  slapping. 
A  t— AjJjL-/c  mustal^ib,  Anxious  to  play. 

A  j^^JjLwo  mustalglii,  A  listener  to  words. 
A  *JUaJjk_M**  mnstalfis.  One  who  comes  to  the 

end,  or  takes  all.  (See  istilfds.) 

A  ̂ JjL.^  mustalfaj,  Poor,  bankrupt.  Sinking 
and  bereft  of  consciousness  through  fear.  Lean, 

and  cleaving  to  the  ground  from  weakness. 

A  ̂^^iijL*/o  mustalki,  Lying  or  laid  supine. 
A  mustalhim,  Desirous  of  revelation. 

A  ̂ li.^  mustarih,  A  hearer,  listener.  One  who 
looks  nai'rowly.  Thirsty. 

A  |*a)jL<*/«  mustalfim,  (A  man)  who  marries  in- 
to a  mean  or  worthless  family.  Who  has  base-born 

or  inglorious  (sons-in-law).  One  who  has  a  wicked 
(father).  AVho  puts  on  a  coat  of  mail  (&*^  lannat). 

ApjIjL</o?«?<s<a/i/w,Obnoxious  to  censure,accused. 

A  ̂i<L>-/c  mustam  ti^  An  enjoycr  of  fruit  or  ad- 
vantage, a  usufructuary.  One  who  remains  at  Mecca 

and  performs  the  solemnities  there,  combining  ̂  

hajj  and  'ij^  ̂imrat. 
A  S.^^'^  mustamjkl,  Who  or  what  contains 

much  :  or  who  wishes  and  takes  much. 

A  j^sf^*  mustamhiz,  One  who  asks  for  pure 
milk  without  water  {{^ja^  mahz). 

A ysS^'^  viustamhhir,  One  who  faces  the  wind 
for  refreshment. 

A  i^^**^  mustamhhiz,  (Milk)  slow  in  acquir- 
ing the  consistency  of  butter. 
A  (!>iw</c  vmstamidd,  A  petitioner  for  aid  against 

an  enemy.    One  who  takes  a  penful  of  ink. 

Aj<u«-«m?/.s<a7»arr,Firm,steady,lasting,durable. 

SsjO  ba^du^l  mustamarr,  L^nflinching,  un- 
blenching,  unwearied  in  hostility. 
yuivmu  nahsin  mustamarrin,  A  day  of  protracted 
evil  fortune.  Wednesday  at  the  end  of  a  month. 

3Iusiamirr,  Continuing,  persevering,  persisting, 

lasting  long.  Constant,  continual,  abiding.  Firm, 

powerful  (incantation)  ;  or  vain  and  passing  away. 

A^jS^/cmusia7n7-if,Onc  w  ho  finds(food)whole- 

some  and  disrestible. 

7nuslamsifi,  One  who  apprehends, 

seizes,  holds  fast.    One  who  restrains  himself. 

A  ̂^.U.jL^  Jiiustamsfit,  A  taker  of  a  cathartic  me- 
dicine.   Troubled  with  a  flux. 

A  ̂yjOiC.^^  mustamsil,  Aperient,  purgative. 

Ajla«L««  A  conspicuous  place.  Jlua- 
tamtir,  In  need  of  rain.  One  who  prays  for  rain. 

One  who  asks  a  favour  (from  a  friend).  Rained 

upon.    Quiet,  silent. 

A  ̂iu«*  w  jiA/am/^,  A  listener,  hearer,  ijliu  ̂ «wc 

mustami^  makal,  A  listener  to  words  or  speeches. 

A  niustami^n,  In  order  to  hear. 

\Jxf^<  7nustam^z,  Pains-taking. 
A  O-CcL-x  mustamhit,  Purulent  (sore). 

A  ̂ ^a^^  innstamhil,  Marrying  (man). 
A  mustamkin,  Firm,  keeping  his  place. 

Powert^il,  able. 

A  ,_)>iu-/«  miistamill,  Tired,  disgusted. 

A  ̂^"^  mustamlih,  One  who  thinks  (a  thing) 
beautiful  (^X<  iJiaWi). 

A  jnustamri,  Who  desires  one  to  indite. 

A  |tj<u-<«  mustaminn.  One  who  asks  a  favour. 

A^iwo  miistamyiih,  One  who  begs  a  gift. 
P  ijj.iu*««7?i2«Ona«f/,Poor,wretched,  miserable, 

unhappy,  afflicted,  melancholy,  lamentable,  plain- 
tive. A  poor,  unfortunate  man.  A  complainant. 

P  eo^Ai^wo  muatmandana,  Wretchedly,  like  a 

poor  wight:  belonging  to  poverty  or  distress. 

A  ̂J^^iL*c  mustamhil,  Who  craves  a  delay. 

A  j_j_^.fL^  mustamhi,  A  breaker  of  the  ranks. 
A  (Jl*JkiL-,-o  mnstamlt,{A  bold  man)  who  exposes 

(himself)  at  the  risk  of  his  life,  who  courts  death. 

Over  head  and  ears  (in  business).  A  seeker  in 

every  way.  Fat  after  having  been  lean.  The  white 

of  an  egg  or  pellicle  which  covers  it. 
A  (Jl*jk^L-/c  miisiavm,  The  white  of  an  egg  or  a 

pellicle  that  covers  it. 

A  ̂ «v*~/<  mustamih,  One  who  asks  for  a  gift,  or 

begs  intercession  (^f*  mayh'). 
A'jf^Ji^.^  muMamiz,  Separate,  apart. 

A  ̂ ^^x^.^  mustamVi,  Who  regards  as  a  fool. 
A  ̂ <w-o  miistaniil,  Very  wealthy.  Inclined. 

(See  iJlci**»l  istimalat.) 

A  I|j^.M</c  mustann,  A  lion. 
A  -«^IJjL-^o  mtisiaiiat,  Sued  for  a  gift. 

A  j«UjL-/«  musiaiiam,A  place  where  (water)  lies. 

A  ̂ JjLwo  musiamhih,  Who  makes  (a  dog)  bark. 
aIijujL./*  mustambit,  One  who  causes  to  over- 

flow. One  who  acquires  knowledge  in  the  law  by 

ingenuity  and  study.  (See  1>IjujL»*»\  istimbat.') 
A  (J-jJuL-c  mttstambil,  One  who  asks  for  arrows. 

One  who  takes  the  best  part  (of  a  thing). 

A  j_j.ixM-/c  mudambi^,  An  inquirer  (after  news). 
Ajv-ou-/c  mustantir,  One  who  pulls  forth.  One 

who  forces  out  the  last  drop. 

A  ̂yi^'L^  vnistaniil,  One  who  precedes,  goes 
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before  the  ranks.  Prepared,  ready  to  do, 

A  |jiL<*«  mustantl,  Thick,  many  (pimples). 

A  mustansij.  Loose,  slackened,  low- 

hanging  (one  side  of  a  camel-load). 
Aj^lXwc  mustansir,  Who  draws  water  up  the 

nostrils.  Who  sucks  or  attracts,  and  then  ejects 

with  great  vehemence. 

A  mustanjis,  One  who  draws  out.  One 

who  goes  up  to,  meets,  or  follows. 

A  mustapjih,  Desirous  of  success. 

A  jjii^*^  mustanjid,  One  who  implores  help. 
Strong  after  weakness.  Bold  after  fear. 

ky^"*^  mustanjiZf  Desirous  that  one  should 
fulfil  his  promise. 

A  ̂ i**^  mustanji^  Well,  grown  fat  by  meat 
well  digested. 

A  (J^r^  mustanjil,  Moist,  springy  (land). 
A  mustanji,  One  who  cuts  up  a  tree 

by  the  roots.  (See  ̂l^ii^^  isfinjas.) 
A  mustanhis,  One  who  asks  news. 

A  mustanlthib,  A  chooser. 

A  mustanliliij,  Soft,  flaccid. 

A  S.'il^/e  mustanad,  Supported.  A  prop.  Mus- 
tanid,  One  who  leans  against  and  supports  himself 

A  i^jad-SL^  mustandis,  One  who  obtains  his 

right  and  due. 

A  mustandih,  Right  and  straight. 

A  jJj^jL*/*  TOMsfan^aZ,  Removed  from  office,  de- 

graded. A  habitation.  J/ws^«w2;?7,  One  who  sends  or 

lets  down.  Who  receives  hospitably;  or  places  in 

an  inn  or  caravansera  (Jj^*  manzil). 

A  <  ̂...'.\...^  mustansih,  One  who  mentions  the 
pedigree  of  any  one.   (See  istinsab.) 

A  ̂ ijw</o  mustansikh,  A  transcriber. 
A  j**JjL««  mustansir,  Vulturish,  vulturine. 

A  mustansis,  One  who  craves  a  delay 

for  payment  of  a  debt,  or  asks  for  sale  on  credit. 

A  \Zj:Jx^7nusf.anshas,  Hoisted  (standard) ;  erect 

(cairn  or  heap  of  stones  to  shew  the  road). 

A  ii-i.JjL«<i  mustanshid,  One  who  requests  (ano- 

ther) to  repeat  verses  or  a  poem. 

A  )aJLJl^^niusfanshit,  Shrivelled(skin  or  hide). 

A  ̂^^ZfXL^  m  iistanshik,  One  who  snuffs  up  water. 

A  mustanshis,  A  smeller,  one  who  per- 

ceives by  the  smell.  An  inquirer  (after  news). 

A  ,^_^Ji*^  >«Msto«s/(i,Sweetly  scented.  Drunk. 
AslL^M^mMStanshiMt,  Apriestess;  she-augur. 
A  Cl**aJj[.>-*  mustansit,  Anxious  for  silence. 

A  ̂ oXLmc  musfansih,  Desirous  of  obtaining  ad- 
vice ;  a  consulter.  One  who  considers  as  a  faith- 

ful admonisher  ( nasili). 

A  jsa^iL^Ki  mustansir,  One  who  asks  aid. 
A  f^suaJS.,^  m  ustansif,  One  who  receives  from 

another  payment  of  a  debt  or  what  is  due,  both 

parties  then  remaining  equal  or  quits. 

A  ,_).*aJX«*/«  mustansil,  A  drawer  out,  a  producer. 

(Heat)  which  causes  (the  down  of  the  thistle)  to 

fall  off.   (See  istinsal.) 

A  ̂jkaJli-— «  mustanizz.  One  who  asks  a  favour. 

A  jjkljLw*  mMs<aw<«7«,  Engaged  in  conversation. 
(God)  making  rational,  the  bestower  ofthegiftof 
speech.  Desirous  of  speaking. 

A jlauL-jo  mustanzir.  One  who  craves  delay. 

A  l1aj<I*«*'«  mustansit,  Who  requests  one  to  de- 
scribe or  distinguish  by  an  epithet  (tllwO  na^). 

A  ̂ Xi^MO  mustanfij,  Who  or  what  excites  wrath, 
or  elicits  displeasure. 

A  J.flJX^  mustanjid,  An  exhauster,  evacuator. 

One  who  wastes  his  strength. 

A  jflJjL^  mustanfar  or  mustanfir,  Frightened, 

flying  (ass).  (SeCjlili***^  istinfar.) 
A  mustayifiz.  One  who  pries  in  every 

nook  and  corner.  (See  j^^lili***^  istinfaz.) 

A  i^JjL-^  mxistanfih, One  who  expends,lays  out. 
A  siSL^  m,ustanfih,  Reposed,  rested. 

A  3sK-iL-«o  mustanldz,  A  rescuer,  deliverer. 

A  mustankish,  A  painter,  a  limner. 

A  (^KJjL-<«  mustankis,  (A  purchaser)  anxious 

to  lower  the  price  of  an  article. 

A  ija-jL**  mustanha^i^A.  place)  where  ablutions 
are  made.  (A  place)  where  water  stagnates.  An 
udder  which  at  milking-time  is  empty,  and  at  other 

times  full.  Changed  (colour).  Soaked,  dissolved 

(in  water).  Stagnant  (water).  3Iustanki^  Stag- 
nate (water).  Become  yellow  (water  in  the  body). 

Elevated  (voice).  On  the  point  of  going  out  (the 

last  breath).  (See  ̂lHja**»\  istinka^) 
A  hSlUxmc  vulstanhih,  One  who  perceives  and 

understands.  A  seeker,  inquirer,  querist. 
A  mustatihih,  One  who  marries.  One 

.C 
who  lies  with. 

aJ^'L^  mustankar.  Ignored  :  disallowed, dis- 
approved of.  Di3agreeable,displeasing.  Mustankir, 

One  who  ignores,  denies,  disowns,  disavows.  Who 

inquires  (of  another)  that  which  he  does  not  know. 
A  I  mustankif,  Ashamed,  indignant. 

Proud,  haughty.  (See  istinkaf.) 
A  mustanhik,One  who  desires  (another) 

to  breathe,  in  order  to  discover  by  the  smell  whe- 
ther he  has  drank  wine. 

A  JjyjL-y«  mustanwih,  A  plagiarist. 
A  i^yiL^  mustanwih,  Foolish,  stupid. 

A  ̂ yUL^  mustanhij,  A  follower  of  the  steps  of another,  (A  highway)  made  open,  clear. 

A  j^lJL^  mustankir.  Flowing  freely,  widely 
spread,  diffused.  One  who  directs  the  course  (of  a 

river)  through  solid  ground.  A  reprover. 

A  (^j^ajJjL*«  mustanhiz,  A  rouser,  an  exciter,  one 
who  bids  (another)  rise  to  do  (any  thing). 

A  ̂jXLmo  musianis.  Setting  (star). 

A  i^jaxXLm.<  mustams,  One  who  remains  behind. 

A  despiser.  (See  iloljjk***^  istindsat.) 

A  ̂ ^JjL**  mustani^  One  who  precedes  or  takes the  lead.  Waving  (branch). 

A  mustanim,  A  sleeper.  One  who  pre- 
tends to  be  asleep.  Who  rests,  acquiesces,  trusts  to, 

p  _jjL*/o  masfu,  A  reptile.  One  who  makes  ac- 
knowledgment, 

A  ii.^yL«/<<  mustawbid,  One  who  finds  it  hard  to 

live,  pinched  with  want.Unacquainted  with  a  place. 

A  ̂ ^Lmc  mustawhih.  Perishing. 
A  (J-JjjL-/*  mustawbil,  Heavy,  unwholesome 

(air  or  meat).  One  who  discovers  or  who  fancies  (a 

country)  to  be  unhealthy, 

A  i^ifL^a  m^istawbif,  One  who  finds  (a  country) 

pestilential,  infected,  and  unhealthy, 

A  Ji^L^  mustawsir.  Who  asks  much  (of  any 

thing).  Filled  with  admiration. 

A  ̂ jjL-«  mustawsik,  One  who  takes  a  bond  or 
agreement  (^s^JSjwasiha),  Solid,  firm,  steady, con- 

stant. Established,  confirmed  (authority). 

A  iJi^L^  mustawsin,  Fat.   (See  j^ljLL*>l.) 

A  u— *>-_ji— <  mnstan-jib,  Who  makes  or  judges 
to  be  necessary.  One  who  condemns  to  death.  Me- 

riting, proper,worthy  of.  An  author,  cause,  motive. 

t_->^_jA51  i_-M»-^I--<i  miistawjibu'' s  sawab,  Deserving 
reward,  meritorious. 

A  Jj-jJ^j^ 
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mustanili,  A  waller.  A  howler. 

Aj,J3.^  mustan'ir,  Shining,  glancing,  spar- 
kling. One  who  seeks  for  light.  Who  terrifies,  and 

causes  to  run  or  flee.  A  conqueror,  overcomer. 

sulhu  salahi  mustawjibu'lfaldh.  Peace  and  tian- 
quillity,  increasing  prosperity,  ',_ 
miistawjibu's  surur,  Glad,  rejoicing,  giving  joy, 
A  «  mnstawjif,  Maddening  (love), 

A  y3^Mjo  raustawhish,  Desert,  desolate, 

dreary  (place).  Afflicted. 
A  J^>-_jjLM/«m?<s<aw/n7,(Aplace)clayey  ormuddy. 

A  j«=- jju-xi  mustawhhim,  Heavy  and  unwhole- 
some (climate  or  food). 

A  ̂ ^^jL-xi  mustawkhi,  Who  asks  news. 
A  mustawda^  Deposited,  committed, 

commended.  A  person  with  whom,  or  a  placewhere, 

any  thing  is  intrusted  or  deposited.  ̂ iijjLJ^\  al  mus- 
tawda^That  part  of  Paradise  where  Adam  and  Eve 
were  placed.  The  womb.  The  grave.  Mustawdi^ 

Who  desires  any  one  to  preserve  any  thing  commit- 
ted to  his  care.  One  who  commits  or  recommends. 

mustawdik,  (A  mare)  a  horsing. 

A  mustawdi,  (A  man)  who  acknow- 
ledges (what  he  owes). 

Aj^jL</omas<Mr,  Covered,  concealed,  hid,  veiled. 
Whatever  covers  or  veils.  Good,  honest,  abstain- 

ing from  what  is  unlawful.  P  (j(.^*»>  j^jL***  mastur 
shudan.  To  lie  hid,  be  veiled,  abscond,  disappear, 

be  suppressed. 

A  ij^K^  masturat,  A  chaste  matron.  ̂ 3 
taju'l  masturat,  The  crown  of  ladies  or 

matrons(a  title  often  given  to  sultanas  or  princesses). 

A  ̂ ^Lmo  mustawrihh.  Wet  (ground). 
A  (ij^jXwe  mustawrid,  Present,  drawn  near,  at 



hand,  standinsc  before.    A  brin£rer. 

A  i^jji— o 7«»s^fl;iT(7,  Got  into  difficulty. 

--^  ̂   Lfj^'^'^  tnastun,  Modesty. 

A  ̂ j^L^  mustawrt,  A  striker  of  fire  from  steel. 

AjJjjLwc  nmsiarvzir,  Who  cliooses  (any  one) 
as  a  vizier  or  counsellor.  Who  carries  away  (any 

tiling).   (SeCjVjouul  ixtizar.) 

A  ̂ jjLwc  miuitawzi^fOne  who  beseeches  (God) 
to  inspire  (a  person  with  any  sentiment). 

A  t_^J^jL-/«  'nmstaivzi,  Self-opiniated.  Erect. 

A  ̂ <*>jjL-c  viustaivsihh,  Nasty,  dirty. 
A  ̂ y.^^  mustawsi^  Broad,  wide,  ample. 

A  ̂'AAjijjLwc  mustarcsih,  Assembled  (camels). 
A^^^_jjL«<i7n?/sian;sin,Drowsy,slcepy,comato9e. 

mustawshii'at,  (A  woman)  who  asks 
that  her  teeth  may  be  sharpened. 

A  ̂ m>^xmq  mustarvshi^  A  drawer  of  water. 

ApjijjjL*«<i7m<s<an's/<m,Desirou3thatone  should 
prick  figures  on  your  hand  or  other  part  of  the  body 

with  a  needle,  in  order  to  rub  the  punctures  over 

with  woad,  indigo,  or  other  colour. 
A  mustawshi,  One  who  touches  a  horse 

with  his  heel  that  he  may  quicken  his  pace.  (See 

^\z.yyj*T\  istishat.^ 

A  L-P/O mustawsif,  One  who  asks  for  a  me- 

dical prescription  (u-ft^j  wasf). 

A  (J^^.M*/«  mustawsil,  Desirous  of  joining. 
A  mustawsilaf,  A  woman  who  requests 

that  another's  hair  may  be  added  to  eke  out  her  own. 
A  mustarosi,  One  who  receives  a  charge, 

command,  last  will,  or  testament  (i^-Cj  wasiyai). 

A  ̂  yL^c  mustarvzih,  Desirous  that  one  should 
make  any  thing  evident.  One  who  endeavours  to 

discover  any  thing  distinctly,  by  holding  the  hand 

over  the  eyes  to  keep  off  the  glare  of  light.  An  ex- 
plainer, narrator. 

A  mustawzi^  Desirous  of  having  (any 
thing)  lowered  (in  price). 

A  ̂ ^L^  musiarvzim,  Injurious,  hurtful. 
A  mwNtoryian,  A  settled  abode.  3Ius- 

tarvtin,  Accustomed  to  a  place,  naturalized. 

A  mustawth,  One  who  finds  any  thing 

soft,  agreeable,  easy,  coiivenient. 

A  (_fil3jjL-/«  mustawzif,  Who  takes  the  whole. 

A  mustaro^b,  A  taker  (of  the  whole). 
One  who  cuts  off  almost  the  whole  nose. 

A tnustarv^r,  One  who  finds  or  thinks 

(a  way)  rugged  and  difficult  ( ̂ff-j  wa^'). 
A  ,_}ff-jju~/c  rnustaiv^l,  A  refuge  on  a  rock  to 

which  the  mountain-goat  (jjsj  wu^l)  repairs. 
A  j^jjuwc  vmstan^,  Who  cuts  up  by  the  root. 

A  taker  of  the  whole. 

A  ̂ys-y,^mustawghil,  A  washer  of  the  arm-pit. 
One  who  washes  his  groins. 

A  ijijjiLwc  mustanijid.  Seated  on  the  ends  of  his 

toes.  (Seeji_jjL««  mnstan'fiz.) 

A  ji^'i^A  mnstairjir,  A  taker  or  a  payer  of  the 
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whole  or  a  deal  of  what  is  due. 

a^^jL— /o  mnstavjiz,  Seated  on  the  toes,  in  a 
crouching  attitude,  ready  to  spring  up.  On  the 

watch,  prepared  to  take  advantage. 
A  mustairjizf  One  who  goes  quick, 

runs,  make  haste.  Who  causes  to  make  haste  or 

drives  up.  One  who  sends  (another)  abroad,  or 
who  banishes.  Scattered  (camels). 

A  ̂^L^mustan-Jih,  One  whobeseeches  (God) 
to  be  propitious ;  and  wishes  to  be  directed  by  him. 

A  director.  A  bringer  of  assistance. 

p  (^_jjL-/o  mustawfl,  The  principal  officer  of  a 
detachment.   An  examiner,  auditor  of  accounts. 

A  ̂ji^L^c  mustanfi,  Many,  much.  A  receiver 
of  the  whole  of  a  thing  due;  a  payer  of  the  whole. 

P  ij^^ji^L^icmustarcflgart,  Clerkship,  audit. 

A  ̂ yL-xi  mustaivhih,  Hard,  callous. 
A  Ju-J^jL««  mu6<aw/;a</,  a  fire-place  or  hearth. 

3Iustarvhid,  A  kindler  (of  fire).  Kindled. 

A jSjL^  Tmistarvki);  A  receiver  (of  the  produce 
of  a  palm-tree  for  food).    Fattened  (camel). 

A  ̂ ^L^  mustanhi^  An  expectant ;  held  in  ex- 
pectation by  hopes.  (A  sword)  in  need  of  sharpening. 

A  i-_ajyL«/o  miistawlaf,  A  stander.  Who  desires 
one  to  stand ;  also  to  stop  or  restrain  another. 

A  sJ^L^  mustawkih,  Obedient,  submissive. 

A  i^j^^L^A  mustan-kix,  One  who  breakfasts. 
A  vmstawhih,  Close-fisted,  disinclined 

to  give.    Fat,  thick  (young  bird). 

A  mwsfawA/^,  Well-sewed,  water-proof, 
not  leaky  (leathern  bottle).    Strong  (stomach). 

A  u-fi^^yuwo  mustawliif,  One  who  lets  the  water 
fall  in  drops  when  making  his  ablutions. 

A  ̂^L^mustarvhlfWgiXen  fat.  Full  (leathern 
bottle).  Costive,  constipated. 

A  i^^L^mastul,  Shaven  on  the  head.  Stripped 
of  flesh. 

A  ̂ jA— «  mustarvlihh,  Moist,  wet  (ground). 
a^_J^jL^  must arvllr/h,  Careless  about  disgrace 

or  reproof. 

A  ̂J^jk*««  7mstawli,  One  who  overcomes,  sub- 
dues, takes  possession  of,  or  surmounts.  Power- 

ful, predominant,  paramount. 

A  ■_  ..&>j't...v.  mustan-hih,  One  who  asks  a  gift. 
A  J^^Lmc  mustawhir,  Sure  of  (a  thing),  having 

examined  (it)  thoroughly.  Mad,  silly.  Affrighted. 

A  Jj6 jjL— <  mustawhal,  Timid.  Weak,  languid. 
3Iustawhil,  Timid. 

A  Jfjjkwo  mustana',  The  common  gender.  A 
level  spot,  llustarvi,  Equal,  straight,  direct,  even, 

level.  Completed,  finished.  Moderate.  Ripe,  ma- 
ture, of  full  intellect.  Temperate.  On  the  top  or 

summit.  Who  ascends  (to  heaven).  Seatedfirraly 

on  horseback.  Conspicuous,  apparent.  Prevailing 

over.  ̂   A  possessor. 
A  bjjL^  vmstamiyan,  Equally,  directly. 
r  mvsfa,  Food  given  to  hunting  birds. 

Force,  oppression.  Grief,  sadness.  Xame  of  a  me- 
dicinal herb.  Masituh,  Do  not  dispute. 

A         mustih,  Large-buttocked  (man). 

A  mustaham,  Astonished,  distracted,  un- 

steady (mind).  Insane  from  love. 

A  ̂^'wjL-«  mustahan,  Despised,  abject,  base. 
A  jVjjLwo  viiiatahtar,  Given  to  wine,  and  uncon- 

cerned about  augrht  beside.  Absorbed  in  frivolous 

pursuits,  indifferent  to  the  opinion  of  others;  mad. 

A  dli-pLwe  mustahtih,  Regardless  of  any  slur 

cast  upon  one's  character. 
A  ̂Js£:i^^'^ mustahjan,Corvn\)t,  mongrel,  il/u.s- 

tahjin,  One  who  regards  as  ugly  and  base. 

a^«3wj_jL-c  miistahdaj,  Haste,  a  making  haste. Mustahdij,  Quick,  hasty. 

A  ̂ iiwjL-o  mustalidaf,  High,  raised  (pubes). 

3Iustahd'if,  Elevated,  erect  (thing) ;  high  (target) ; 
prominent  (buttocks).  Broad  (pillar). 

A  (_^.^^Jwe  viustahdi,  Who  seeks  direction. 

A(*fJ— rJL^7«^^s^a/^r^J,  A  sneerer,  scoffi3r,mocker. 
A  ̂ JLf^x^inusiahishsh,  A  despiser.  One  who 

regards  as  light,  nimble,  or  active. 
A  \^yAf^  i..,.io  mustahzib,  Dry  (ewe). 

A  ̂la^JL-/*  mustahti^  One  who  stretches  the 
neck  straight  out  and  lowers  the  head. 

a^»5s^Xm«  mustahkim,  Proud,  domineering. 
A  J,.^Jwo7?n<i7a/ioZ/,  Visible  (new  moon).  Mus- 

tahill,  Visible  (new  moon).  Very  rainy  (cloud  or 

sky).  Squalling,  crying  (new-born  infant).  (A 
speaker)  who  raises  or  lowers  his  voice.  One  who 
draws  a  (sword).  Cheerful,  bright  (countenance). 

A  (-illji*—*  mustahlik,  Ruinous,  destructive.  A 
consumer,  squanderer  (of  money). 

A  '^^^Smo  mustahimm,  Sorrowful.  Solicitous anxious  about  the  concerns  of  others. 

A  jXjjL**  mustahni^,  Unable  to  reply. 

A  ̂^yL-«  nmsiahnh,  One  who  begs  assistance. 
One  who  asks  for  a  present. 

A  (JIax^jumc  7uustaluit,  One  who  abounds,  who 
does  much.  A  doer  of  mischief. 

p  (_^— <•  mastl,  Drunkenness,  intoxication.  Wan- 
tonness, lust.  The  rutting  season.  Pride. 

A  J  t.'i.Hic  171 1(  si  01/ sir,  Easy,  quick,  expeditious  ; 
prepared,  well  disposed,  arranged. 

A  laiLoL-x  mustaykiz,  Watchful,  awake.  Vigi- 

lant, provident.  Rattling,  jingling  (necklace). 

A  ̂yL-jL-<  nnistaykin,  One  who  knows  for  cer- 
tain, sure  of ;  who  searches  into,  and  explores. 

A  (^<Ou«-c  mustaymin,  Prosperous,  acting  or 

happening  fortunately.  Who  adjures,  desires,  or 
causes  another  to  take  an  oath  (ij;^  yamin). 

r  ̂\  c  A--f^  mustimand,  Fettered.  Name  of  a 

place  in  India  whence  salt  is  brought. 

A ̂ ^^JuLwc  mustayhir,  One  who  sticks  to,  perse- 
veres in.  An  examiner,  explorer.  A  barterer.  One 

who  knows  for  certain.  Alarmed,  stupefied. 

A  (j«aJL--«  mustaysis,  Despairing,  desperate. 



A  misajjat,  A  plasterer's  wooden  trowel. 
A  musjih,  One  who  forgives,  acquits. 

A  ̂i'^^  masjad,  (pi.  J^a-L-^masajiW)  That  part 
of  the  forehead  which  touches  the  ground  in  the 

adoration  called  l,:^^  sajda.  Masjid  ormasjad, 

(pi.  As- 1—*  masajid)  A  mosque,  temple,  place  of 

worship.  ̂ Is-  JjS^  masjidi  jami^  (or  simply 
^l>-  jami^  The  great  or  general  mosque,  where 
prayers  are  said  every  Friday,  almas- 

jidu'l  hai'(i7fi,  (or  t  ̂ ~^iJ  "*  liwsi'"*  incisjidi  sIicltiJ^^ 

The  temple  of  Mecca.  J^-ai'^^  lijs^*^^  almasjidic''l 
aksa%  The  temple  of  Jerusalem,  or  the  Turkish 

mosque  there.    (_ftjAi  masjidul  kliayf,  A 
shrine  in  the  valley  of  Mina  near  Mecca. 

al  masjidani, (du.)The two  mosques, 
i.  e.  of  Mecca  and  Madlna. 

A  j**^  misjar,  Chips  for  lighting  an  oven. 

Aj^^  musajjar,  Set  loose,  flowing  (hair). 

A  ̂ ^^masja^  Intent,  aim,  design.  A  place  of 
destination,  whither  one  tends.  Middle  of  the  road. 

A  ̂^^mMsaj{;a^,Rbythmical  prose.  Musajji^ 
One  who  speaks  in  rhythmical  prose.  (The  Ara- 

bians consider  it  as  a  great  beauty  in  oratory  to 

make  their  periods  similar  in  rhyme  and  cadence.) 

A  musjif,  Dark  (night).    Musjif,  (or 

i«As?*^  musajjif)  One  who  lets  drop  (a  curtain). 

A  (J^*^  musjal,  Free,  or  permitted  to  all.  (A 
time)  when  no  one  stood  in  fear  of  another. 

A  (J-^^*^  musajjal,  Proved,  authenticated,  and 
sealed  by  a  judge.  Musajjil,  (A  judge)  who  sets 
his  hand  and  seal  to  any  sentence  or  decision. 

A  ̂ _5ji^mas;MA,  Nature.  Side,  face,  surface. 
A  'is-^^^  masjuhat,  Nature. 
A  1^^^^  masjud,  Adored,  worshipped. 

A j^^*^  masjur,  Swollen.  The  sea.  (Pearls) 
threaded  together  in  rows,  and  hanging  equally 

down.  Kindled,  burning.  Quiet,  extinct.  Milk 

dilutedwith  water,  the  latter  prevailing.  J^. 
bahr  masjur,  A  swelling  sea.  The  celestial  waters. 

A  ̂ j^^  masjum,  A  she-camel  that  straddles 
when  milked,  and  carries  her  head  high.  Flow- 

ing (tears,  or  the  like). 

A  »/cj:a^**  masjumat,  (Land)  watered  by  rain. 
A  masjun,  Imprisoned,  incarcerated. 

Aj.jjtf*^mM.5;a/ii/'r,Shiny  (water-cloud).White. 

A  ̂^^^^^  musajji,  One  who  covers  (a  dead  body) 
with  a  garment. 

A  musjanrr,  Hard. 

A  ̂ *-/o  mas-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *<*^)  Wiping.  Draw- 
ing the  hand  over  the  surface  of  any  liquid,  or  over 

the  head,  in  order  to  wipe  it.  Handling,  stroking, 

rubbing.  Anointing.  Cutting  off".  Striking.  Being 
chafed  (the  thighs).  Flattering,  cajoling.  Measur- 

ing (ground).  Making(a  camel)  do  his  day's  work; 
tiring  (him),  galling  (his)  back  and  emaciating 

(him).  (God) creating  any  thing  agreeable  or  beau- 
tiful ;  any  thing  deformed  or  hateful.  A  lie. 
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(jii^^  mas-hu'i'  rass,  A  wiping  of  the  head.  ̂ «*/o 
iL*jjJ\  mas-hu'i-  rakabat,  A  wiping  of  the  neck 
(rites  observed  by  the  Muhammadans  before  en- 

gaging in  prayer).  ̂ J^^  mas-hu'i  luha',  A stroking  of  the  beard  (a  practice  among  the  Arabs 

on  a  reconciliation  taking  place).  Mis-h,{;pl.  '^■y^io 

musuh  and  ̂ L-*\  amsah)  A  coarse  cloth  of  hair  or 
wool,  of  which  they  make  saddle-cloths  for  beasts 
of  burden.  A  hair-cloth,  sackcloth.  The  middle  of 

a  road.  A  highway.  Masah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂-.-e)  Hurt- 
ing the  hams  by  the  friction  of  coarse  raiment.  The 

friction  of  the  inside  of  the  thighs. 

TOisaAA,(Ahorse)atfull  gallop.  3fusihh, 
Hard  and  dry  (dates). 

A  mas-has,  (fem.  of        amsah)  (A  wo- 

man) whose  legs  and  hips  are  small,  whose  breasts 

are  flat,  and  the  sole  of  whose  foot  is  even  (not  con- 

cave). Blind  of  an  eye.  Wandering,  strolling,  ly- 

ing (female).  Galled  in  the  hams  by  the  friction 
of  a  coarse  garment.  Red  (earth).  Lean  (ground). 

(A  place)  level  and  covered  with  small  gravel, 
where  no  plants  grow. 

A  sl^^  mis-hat,  (pi.  ̂ ^\mc  masahl))  A  sho- 
vel, a  spade,  especially  of  iron. 

A^l^***7?m-/jq;,Anassrunningunderfull  speed. A  woman  who  swears  much  and  breaks  her  oath. 

A  mas-hat,  A  little,  somewhat.    A  way, 

path.  3Ius-hat,  One  unction. 
A  CIa^*^  mus-hat,  Riches  dissipated.  Mus-hit, 

A  destroyer,  extirpator.    A  gainer  by  injustice. 

A^^mis-haj,  An  ass  running  below  full  speed. An  ass  that  bites  much.    A  file  or  rasp. 

A  ̂ ^musahhaj,  (An  ass)  bitten  and  excoriated 
by  other  asses. 

A;5?^mM.sa/iAar,Fascinated,enchanted,amused, 
deluded  by  witchcraft.  Endued  with  lungs  or  lights. 

In  need  of  meat  and  drink.    Hollowed,  hollow. 

A  X^***^  musahsihat,  (A  stab)  which  causes 
much  blood  to  flow. 

A  la^*^  mas-hat,  (v.  n.  of  io^*")  Slaughtering 
expeditiously.  Turning  a  lamb  loose  with  its  dam. 
Diluting  (wine  with  water).  Chokinganyone(food). 

The  throat. 

Ai^^^mas-haf,  A  snake's  track  on  the  ground. 
A  mis-hafat.  An  instrument  by  which 

the  flesh  is  stripped  from  off"  the  bone. 
A  f^^^  mis-hal,  A  file.  A  plane.  An  eloquent 

orator.  The  tongue.  A  bridle,  bit.  A  wild  ass, 

onager.  A  ring  on  either  side  of  a  bridle-bit.  Ex- 
cessive liberality.  A  public  whipper  or  executioner. 

A  smart,  active  cup-bearer.  A  sieve.  The  mouth 
of  a  large  water-bottle  or  wallet.  Versed  in  the 

Kur'an.  A  clean  cotton  garment.  Intrepid,  enter- 
prising. One  who  does  any  thing  alone.  An  aque- 

duct or  spout  from  which  the  water  rushes  furiously. 

A  bold  resolution.  A  rope  of  a  single  twist.  Heavy 

rain.    A  man's  cheek,  c-Zj  rakiba  mis- 
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halahu.  He  spoke  diff'usively,  readily,  or  eloquently. 
He  followed  his  own  ei-roneous  courses. 

A  mis-halani,  (dual)  Two  little  rings 
about  the  bit  or  snaffle  of  a  bridle.  3Ius-hulan,  (or 

j-^^^^-^e  mus-hulanly)  Tall  (youth),  with  long  and 
lanky  locks. 

A  (j^****  mus-hin,  (A  horse)  finely-shaped,  in 

good  condition,  beautiful. 
A  'ij^^  mis-hanat,  An  instrument  with  which 

any  fragrant  substance  is  brayed  or  stones  broken. 

Aj-SUk.^^  miis-hanjir,  Wide,  spacious,  open 
(town).  Intelligent,  skilful  (man).  Straight  (road). 

A^       mus-hankik  or  kak,  Jetty  (hair). 

A  L.-'ji***^  mas-hub.  Dragged,  drawn,  trailed. 
A  O^iC***^  mas-hut,  (Riches)  squandered  away. 

I — O ̂ ^^mas-hutu'ljan)f,Of  an  insatiableap- 
petite.Oppressedwith  indigestion.  Large-paunched. 

Aj^^^  mas-hur,  Bewitched,  enchanted,  fasci- 
nated. Unwholesome  (food).  (A  place)  noxious 

by  reason  of  excess  of  rain  or  scarcity  of  forage. 

A  mas-hut,  (Wine)  diluted  with  water. 

A  1^^^^  mas-huf,  Consumptive  (man). 
A  mas-huh.  Brayed,  bruised. 

A  Liy^s£^  mas-huhuniya,  Dross  of  glass. 

A  J_j.^~^  mas-hul.  Small  and  contemptible. 
Even  and  spacious  (place).    Name  of  a  camel. 

A  mashh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ «<)  Changing,  meta- 
morphosing into  a  more  deformed  shape  (especially 

men  into  apes).  Emaciating,  galling  (a  camel's 
back)  by  excessive  labour.  Adopting  the  thoughts 

of  any  other,  but  changing  some  of  his  words:  pla- 
giarism. Rendering  insipid.  Ugly,  mis-shapen, 

changed  into  a  meaner  form,  metamorphosed. 

A  jsl^**^  mishhat,  A  poker,  any  thing  for  stir- 
ring the  fire.    Chips,  fuel. 

A  ti.^^  musakhhhad.  Pale,  sallow,  heavy,  ob- 

tuse (man).    Of  a  full  and  puffed  habit  of  body. 

A  js^^  maskhar,  (v.  n.  of  Ridiculing. 
A musahhhhar,  Taken,  subdued,  conquer- 

ed. 3Iusakhkhir,  One  who  compels  to  work  for 

nothing,  guilty  of  angariation.  A  taker  (of  a  town). 
A  subduer,  breaker  in. 

A 'Sj^'*7«a6-^/<ara^,  A  buff'oon,  fool,  jester,  droll, 

wag,  facetious  fellow.  A  man  in  masquei'ade.  A 
pleasantry,  any  thing  ridiculous  or  mirthful ;  sport, 

p  f^d^ij^^  maskhara  kurdan.  To  ridicule  or  de- 
ride ;  to  play  the  buffoon,  to  laugh  at  others ;  also 

to  be  laughed  at. 

p  ̂_J'J^^  mashharyi,  3 est,  buffoonery,  fun. 

A  ij^j^^ i^^'^sahhrin,  (in  Morocco)  The  bearers 
of  the  emperor's  mandates  from  place  to  place. 

A  laiS***  maskhat,  (v.  n.  of  la^i^)  Waxing  wroth, 

being  angry.    Indignation,  fury,  displeasure. 
A  'is.^*^  muskhifat,  (Ground)  thin  of  herbage. 

p  idj^ maskh-harda,  Metamorphosed  in- 
to a  vile  shape. 

A  j»l£~*  musahhkham,  Filled  with  hatred. 



A  ̂ j^^^  mushhan,  Heated,  hot  (water). 

\  1^^^^  musahhlihan,  Hot,  heated  (water).  3Iu- 
sahhlihin,  Heating,  calefactory,  calefacient. 

A  'ijJ£^  mishhanat.  Cauldron,  copper,  boiler. 
A  O jii*^  mashhut,  Smooth,  bald,  bare,  shiny. 

Ai9^iS*^7nas/tAM<,Transformed,nietamorphosed. 
Hateful,  disagreeable,  odious.  Incensed. 

^ytokft  J  maahhut  u  maf/hzub,  Odious  (to  God). 

A  J_j^**^?«asA/<M/,  Discarded,  reprobated.  Low. 
Weak.  Unknown  (star). 

A  misliliiyat,  A  sort  of  carpet. 

A  tJu-yo  masd,  (v.  n,  of  i^^^o)  Twisting  (a  rope) 

well.  Persevering,  prosecuting  diligently  a  jour- 

ney. Tiring,  wearying.  jy>*^^  Vx^r-  hasanatu'I 
masd,  (A  girl)  well  formed  by  nature.  3Jasad, 

(pi.  ijLwo  misad  or  iil««c1  amsad)  The  fibrous  bark 

of  the  palm-tree  j  a  rope  made  of  it,  or  of  any  other 
substance  firmly  twisted.    An  iron  axis. 

A  J*»/c  masadd,  A  chink,  hole.  Name  of  a  gar- 
den. 3It(sidd,  One  who  hits  the  nail  on  the  head, 

who  attains  any  end.  One  who  acts  rightly,  or 
speaks  reasonably. 

A  i>\ii.*<-x!  misdat.  An  instrument  or  loom  where- 

on a  weaver  stretches  the  warp. 

A  u5!w«  musaddad,  Well  directed ;  rectified. 

One  whose  affairs  are  managed  with  judgment  and 

success.  3Iusaddid,  One  who  directs  properly. 

Who  points  (a  spear)  well. 

A  i^X^KViusaddas,  Composed  of  six.  Verse 

consisting  of  six  lines.  Six-sided,  hexagonal.  Cubic. 

A  cube,  hexagon,  (^^^  musaddasi  ^lam, 
The  six  sides  of  the  world,  viz.  up  and  down,  fore 

and  aft,  right  and  left. 

A  ̂ ^y^icmisda^  One  who  goes  where  he  pleases. 
A  road-guide. 

musaddam,  (A camel)  allowed  to  range 

at  liberty.  Libidinous  (stallion).  (A  stallion)  muz- 

zled to  prevent  his  biting.  Wide-spreading,  dif- 
fused (water). 

A  masduh,  Supine.   Laid  on  the  face. 

A  i>j  tWfO  masdud,  Shut,  closed,  corked,  plugged. 

A  masdum,  Libidinous  (stallion). 

A  rmisda, (or  ̂'^a  musadda')  (Cloth) 
fitted  to  the  loom,  stretched  upon  the  warp. 

\jj^ic  mnsr,  (v.  n.of  j*-'*)  Drawing  out,  extri- 
cating from  difficulties.  Accusing,impeaching  (peo- 

ple), or  setting  (them)  together  by  the  ears. 
p 7nasar,  Ice. 

Aj«*««7h?^siVt,  A  concealer,  hider,  one  who  keeps 
private.  A  divulger,  publisher. 

A  Wj*^  masraMt,  Land  full  of  locusts. 

A  mhra^  Very  swift  for  good  or  evil. 

A  'i.>jMcviasrahat,  (pi.  L-^L--« TOasa?-?Z()  A  mea- 
dow, pasture.  Masrdbat  or  musrabat,  The  ring  of 

the  anus.  A  veranda  or  portico.  3fasrubat,  Fine 

or  soft  hairs  stretching  from  the  breast  to  the  navel. 

A^j*-*  musarbahh,  Distant,  remote. 
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a's^j^  >nusarhatat,  Ame\on  slender  and  long. 
A  «  misrat,  An  instrument  (volume  or  roll) 

in  which  any  secrets  are  contained. 

A  s'y^  rnasarrat,  (v.  n.  o{y*>)  Being  cheerful. 
Making  glad.  Cheerfulness,  gladness,  joy.  Brisk- 

ness, liveliness,  happiness.  The  extremities  of  odo- 
riferous herbs.  Misarrat,  (pi.  jL»*«  masarr)  A 

whispering-trumpet. 

A  ̂ j->-/o  musarraj,  Saddled  (horse).  Combed. 

A'is^j^^masrajat  or  musrajat,  A  lamp,  a  ves- 
sel holding  oil  and  a  wick. 

A  ̂ j*^  masrah,  (pi.  ̂ jL*^  masarili)  A  wide 
pasture,  pasturage.  Misrah,  A  comb. 

A         misrad,  A  saddler's  awl  or  needle. 

A  ̂ ^mc  musan-ad,  (Leather)  strengthened  by 
sewinij.  Woven  (coat  of  mail).  Stitched  (leather). 

A  I'ppj^io  musardabiyat,  (from  p  sard- 
ab)  An  ice-house :  a  place  for  keeping  water  cool. 

A  ̂ ii;*««e  vmsardah,  Turned  loose,  allowed  to 
go  where  one  likes. 

A  ̂ ji^j^-^io  musardah,  (A  house)  surrounded  by 

the  curtain  ̂ "i];***  suradik :  (a  tent)  so  screened. 

A  musarras,  Intricate,  difiicult  to  deci- 

pher. Compactly-bound  (book). 

A  \>j*mo  masrat  or  misrat,  The  gullet. 

A  ̂ j'^  inisra^  Swift  to  do  evil  or  good.  3Ius- 
r?^  Quick,  swift,  nimble,  expeditious. 
A  m,us7'if,  Extravagant,  profuse,  lavish. 

A  yjj'^  mnsrik,  Short-necked. 
A  musarmat.  Long-bodied  (camel). 

A  J jjmh  masrus,  Abounding  in  locusts'  eggs. 
A  jj-**  masruw,  Overspread  with  small  locusts. 

A  L-Jjj*-*  mas?'M&,  A ffected  by  tightness  at  the 
chest  from  inhaling  the  fumes  of  silver. 

A  masruh,  The  vapour  (— J^ju*  sarab. 

p  lijjwo  viasrud,  An  invocation.  An  incanta- 
tion, fascination. 

Aiijj*«*«iasrM«Z,  (Leather)  strengthened  by  sew- 
ing. Perforated.  Stitched.  Woven  (coat  of  mail). 

^  Ajj masrwr, Glad, joyful, cheerful, exulting, 

gay,  happy.  One  whose  navel-string  is  cut.  Name 
of  the  headsman  of  the  caliph  Iltiriin  Ar  rashid. 

A  L— jjj*«*/c  masruf,  Worm-eaten  (timber). 

A ^yj*>*t>  masruh,  Stolen,  robbed.  Surreptitious. 

A  Jj^jW>7/i?<sa»7yaZ,  (A  pied-horse)  white-legged 
to  the  knees  and  houghs  (dressed  in  stockings). 

musarroalat,  (A  dove)  plumaged  about 

the  legs  and  feet. 

A  ̂ /-"«  musarhaj,  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 
p  •^y>-         masirasi  charJth,  The  moon. 
A  jyS>jMO  musarhad,  Fat  (camel's  bunch). 
A  masra',  (v.  n.  of  tj5/*>)  Travelling  by 

night.  The  nocturnal  journey  to  heaven  said  to 

have  been  made  by  Muhammad. 
A  lajy*-/c  viast,  (v.  n.  of  la— /c)  Wringing  (wet 

cloth).  Striking  with  a  scourge.  Squeezing  with 
the  hand  a  leathern  bottle,  or  the  intestines,  in  order 

to  force  out  their  contents.  Thrusting  the  hand  into 

the  matrix  of  a  camel  to  extract  the  seed  deposited 

there  by  a  sorry  sire.  Purging,  moving  the  bowels. 

A jlia— « jnisfdi-  or  7nusidr,'New,  also  sour  wine; 
heady  wine.  Raised  (dust). 

A  X;  V>.M.i<i  mastabat  or  mistabat,  (pi.  u^Lmc 

masatib)  A  long  and  wide  bench,  or  rather  a  stone 

platform,  raised  two  or  three  feet  above  the  ground, 

on  which  the  Orientals  recline.  A  smith's  anvil. 
A  mistah,  An  open  place  on  a  plain  where 

corn  or  dates  are  dried.  The  pillar,  pole,  or  other 

wooden  work  of  a  tent.  A  broad  piece  of  wood 

fixed  on  a  vine-prop.  A  large  smooth  stone  sur- 
rounded by  other  stones  in  order  to  collect  water. 

A  baker's  rolling-pin.  A  bread-plate  or  basket.  A 
mat  made  of  palm-leaves.  A  large  frying-pan  in 

which^wheat  is  toasted.  A  traveller's  water-pot. 

A^la*«/c??i,tisa<^a/<, Superficial;  levelled(ground); 
level,  even.  An  open  plain.  Broad,  flat  (nose). 

Jj^l  musattahu''l  aivrcal,  (and  ̂ Ix— « 
musaf  tahu's  sdiii)  First  term  and  second  term  (in 
mathematics).j)/?«a<</A,Who  equals  or  makes  leveh 

A jla^wo  niistai',  (pl.jisL-xi  masatir)  A  geome- 
trical rule  by  which  right  lines  are  drawn,  a  ruler. 

Parallel  threads  strained  on  a  piece  of  pasteboard, 

used  by  those  who  copy  manuscripts  forrulinglines. 

A jiaw>  musattar,  Written ;  a  writing.  Jlusat- 
tir,  A  writer ;  amanuensis.  Appointed,  delegated. 

Despotic,  absolute. 

A  ̂ awi  mista^  Eloquent. 
A  ̂-lawi  musatta^  (A  camel)  marked  on  the 

neck  wkh  an  oblong  figure. 

A  j^la*-^o  viusattan,  Firmly-planted  (column). 

A  ̂ ^la— «  viastuh,  Stretched  supine.  Killed. 
A  jjla*-*  ??ias<M?',  Written,  described,  specified. 

A^.Vi.*M-<<i  mastu^  Raised  (dust).  Diffused 
(odour).   Spread  (dawn). 

A  ̂ *-/<i  7nis^  The  north  wind. A  jI**-*  mas^t,  (pi.  masa^)  Study, 

pains.  A  laudable  endeavour  or  act.  Greatness, 

nobility,  the  ne  plus  ultra  of  glory  and  nobility. 

Ajl*— 0  JH/s^ar,  (pl.^j^L-/«  niasd^r')  A  poker, piece  of  wood  with  which  fire  is  stirred.  One  who 

stirs  up  strife,  a  breedbate. 

A  ̂Ij»*p*/c  7ms^m,  (or  7nns^7)im)  Rapid 
(current  of  water). 

A  Lr**— ?«Msa^^a&,Permitted, allowed ;  lawful. 

A  7)ius^d,  Happy.  Propitious.  August. 
(This  form  is  not  admitted  by  the  best  authorities). 

A  jXmc  mas^7',  The  thinnest  part  of  a  camel's 
tail.  31{s^7;  A  poker  with  which  the  fire  is  stirred. 
A  horse  that  throws  his  legs  out  M-ide,  and  is  rest- 

less and  impatient.  Long(ncck).  Strong,  vehement. 

)nis^iru^l  harb,  A  raiser  of  war,  sedi- 
tious man.  Fixed,  estimated,  rated.  3Ius- 

^r,  One  who  stirs  up  war.  Mus^ir,  The  thinnest 

part  of  a  earners  tail. 



A ̂ ^i^  musa^i-,  A  judge  or  administrator. 
A  la***-«  mus^it  or  mis^t,  An  instrument  by 

which  sternutatives  are  injected.   A  snufF-box. 

A  ̂Jjwio  mas^l,  The  throat ;  where  one  coughs. 

A        *  musa^^n,  A  big  double-skin  bucket. 

A  (ijjwc  mas^d,  Happy,  fortunate,  rendered 
fortunate,  prosperous,  blessed ;  favourable;  august. 

^  (^i^ytj^  mas^dl,  Happiness,  prosperity. 

Ajyt^^  vias^ir,  Scorched  by  the  blast 
samum.  Furious.    Thirsty.    Greedy  of  meat,  al- 

though the  belly  be  filled. 

A  ̂ yu*^  vias^^  Mildewed,  smutty  (wheat). 
A  mas^f,  (An  infant)  ulcerated  on  the 

head  or  face. 

mas^y,  A  man  who  walks  much,  go- A  ,  Jt*^ 

ing  here  and  there.  Strong,  indefatigable. 

A  v_         musghib,  Hungry.^ 
A  musghahb,  (or  s_  musaghghab) 

Allowed,  permitted. 

A  &JtMM«  masgJiabat,  A  being  hungry.  Hunger. 

A  ,JjJL*««  musaghbal,  Easy  (thing). 

A  <^Jt^<  musghad,  (A  camel's  colt)  filled  with 
milk  and  fat. w 

A  musaghgham,  (or  musgham)WeU. 

fed.  A  youth  tenderly  brought  up,  delicate,  in  a 

good  habit  of  body. 

A  ̂ ytM*ic  masghum,  Well  fed  and  plump  (boy). 
A  1^0. .»c  musaff,  Changed  (colour).  3Iusiff,  A 

weaver  of  mats  from  palm-leaves.  Attentive  to 

minute  details.  (See  i  itfof.) 

A  miisaffih,  One  who  does  a  thing  that 
yields  him  no  advantage. 

A  jL^/c  mhfar,  (A  camel)  strong  for  travelling. 
One  who  travels  much. 

A  misfarat,  A  besom,  broom,  brush.  J/ms- 

Jirat,  Red  (she-camel). 
A  musaffaratf  A  clew  or  ball  of  thread. 

A  i^Q...a..,^ musafsqf,  Fine,  sifted  (flour).  Mu- 

safsif,  Mean,  avaricious,  a  small  giver.  (Wind) 
which  sweeps  the  ground  and  scatters  the  finer  dust. 

A  laa*-/o  musaffatu'r  rass,  One  whose 
head  is  shaped  like  the  casket  or  box  lafl**)  safat. 

A  misfah,  Talkative,  verbose. 

A  misfan,  A  hatchet,  axe,  or  planing-in- 
strument.  A  spade  or  implement  with  which  they 

rake  over  ground  which  has  been  sowed. 

A  ̂ ^su^  masfuh,  Poured  out.  (A  camel)  sent 
forth.  Extended,  drawn  forth.  Ample,  spacious. 
Coarse,  thick. 

Ajji*««  masfur,  Above-mentioned,  specified. 

A  ̂ ^a— j«  masfu^  One  whose  eye  is  sunk  in  the 
socket.  Viewed  with  a  malignant  eye. 

A  uiJji— «  masfuh,  Shed,  spilled  (blood). 
A  »SU^  mnsfah,  (A  channel  or  valley)  full  of 

water.  3Iusfih,  Tiresome  (food)  which  obliges 

one  to  drink  raiuch.  (See  i\sM>\  isfdh). 
A         musaffili,  One  who  calls  another  a  fool. 
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A  ̂^h.Mj^  musfi,  A  calumniator,  tale-bearer. 
(Wind)  which  carries  away  the  dust. 

A  L-^L,o,.««  <  miskab,  A  camel  accustomed  to 

bring  forth  males  (^^a*»  sakb) 

A  *8La*«c  mashat  or  mishat,  A  place  or  vessel 
from  which  a  bird  drinks.    The  part  of  the  belly 

where  water  in  dropsy  collects.  Mishat,  An  utensil 

outof  which  water  is  poured  or  any  thing  is  sprinkled. 

A  J^L^io  mishar,  A  date-tree  whose  juice  flows. 
A  )3\2m«  mishat,  Accustomed  to  cast  her  young. 

A  j»la*-/o  misham,  Often  sick,  infirm,  ailing. 

A       'i.M*<  miskab,  A  camel  that  has  brought 
forth  a  male  (i_-»S*m  sahb).  Mushih,  Near. 

A  ̂j^*3m(>  miisahsih,  One  who  ascends  a  tripos 
and  recites  verses  alternately  with  another. 

A  laL«/o  mashat,  (v.  n.  of  laH***)  Falling.  The 

lower  part  of  a  tent  or  bird's  wing.  A  place  where 
sands  break  oflP.  Mascat  in  Arabia.  Mashat  or 

mashit,  A  place,  especially  where  any  thing  falls. 

laJL>-Aj  maskitu'r  rass,  A  native  country 

(where  one  falls  at  birth).  JIushit,  A  dam  which 

casts  her  young.  Who  or  what  causes  tofal],lowers, 
abases,  debases;  dishonouring,  degrading. 

A  'ilaiiwi  maskatat,  (v.  n.  of  laiLiw)  Falling.  A 
patron,  asylum,  protection,  refuge.  Any  act  by 
which  one  is  lowered  in  public  estimation.  A  place 

where  a  sand-hill  breaks  off". 

A  ̂H*j«o  mishap  Eloquent,  high-voiced. 
A  I  gfl'.*..r<i  mz«a/Jefl/',  Roofed, floored.  Long,  tall. 
A  i_-aiiiw«  mushajiff,  (Hair)  dirty  and  staring. 

A  |«iu-/c  mushim.  Who  or  what  makes  sick. 
A  l»yL-/«  mashut.  Fallen  (date). 

A  |«_jiL*«  mashum.  Sick. 

A  '^i^L^^  mashawiy,  (or  '^mo  mashiy')  Corn 
well  watered.  (A  field)  watered  by  art  or  by  a  rill. 

A  mashiy,  Imbued,  saturated,  soaked. 

A  ulL-rt  mash,  (v.  n.  of  l^Xmo)  Seizing,  hold- 

ing fast,  retaining,  restraining.  Supporting,  sus- 

taining, (pi.  id}yMif>  musuh)  Leather,  especially  of 
lamb  or  kid.  jO^  tiL-^o  mishu 7  iarr,  (or^!^  l^Imc 

mishu'l  jimi)  Names  of  plants,  llasak,  A  place 

which  holds  water.  of'i^MO  masahat)  Brace- 
lets or  ankle-rings  of  tortoiseshell  or  ivory.  3Ii- 

sah,  (pi.  of  aisL-o  mishat)  Particles  of  musk.  Jiw- 
sah,  (pi.  of  &-5wo  viushai)  Aliments  (as  keeping 

the  body  together),  (pi.  of  diw«  musakai)  Tena- 
cious, avaricious.    Musuh,  Avaricious,  stingy. 

A  P  i^\.„i<\  viisk.  Musk.  eL-«  aJlff-  ghaliya- 

mish.  Civet.  i^*-/e  mish-sabuni,  A  musky 

soap-ball. 

A  jjK*<^  mushan,  An  earnest-penny. 
A  &5wo  mashat,  A  piece  of  leather.  3Iishat, 

A  bit  of  musk.  Muscadel  wine.  3Iushat,  That 

by  which  any  thing  is  held.  (pi.  (.dL***  musah) 

Food  (as  keeping  together  the  body).  An  excel- 
lent understanding.  Covetousness,  stinginess.  Good, 

goodness.  Remains,  residue.  A  well  dug  in  hard 

ground,  through  which  water  does  not  subside.  The 

hard  ground  itself.  3Iasahat,  A  bracelet  or  ankle- 
ring  of  tortoiseshell  or  ivory.  A  well  dug  in  hard 

ground ;  also  the  hard  ground  itself.  The  caul  on 
the  head  of  a  new-born  infant  or  colt. 

hasahattm  masahatun.  Strong,  strenuous.  3Iusa- 

hat,  (pi.  i^amo  musah)  Avaricious.  One  who  holds 

any  thing  in  his  gripe  and  will  not  part  with  it. 
3fusukat,  Stinginess. 

A  CL>^^^  miishit.  One  who  orders  silence,  or 
strikes  dumb.    One  who  ceases  to  speak. 

A  (JI^^Cm/o  musahhat,  The  last  gaming  arrow. 

3£usahhit,  Silencing,  who  or  what  puts  to  silence. 

mushir.  Inebriating.  Any  intoxicating 

liquor.  ̂ j>-  jCj^^o  ̂   hullu  mushirin  haramun, 
Every Jthing  intoxicating  is  forbidden. 

musahhar.  Made  drunk,  crop-sick. 

A  C^l^^wo  mushirat.  Intoxicating  drinks. 
A  ILx-^slmm  musakhi^t,  A  country  where  one 

easily  loses  the  way. 

p  (Jiwo  mishal,  A  sort  of  Jew's  harp, 
^^^^Mcmashanovhin,(^\.^^^\MM<>masahir)?)T)v^e\\- 

ing,  habitation,  house.  3Iushin,  Poor,  miserable. 

A  ̂̂^^L*«m2<sa/i:^in,A.n  allay er,  quieter.  OUSC*.-o 

^l=- ̂\  musahhinati  awja^  Anodynes. 
A  &J>$wo  mashanat,  Poverty,  misery.  Humi- 

lity, modesty,  j  lIaa^Imc  mashanat  u 
^ara^a^,Humbleness  and  submission.  (Jjfc\ 
ahli  mashanat.  Modest,  humble. 

A  (_.^^^L/c  mashub.  Poured  out,  shed.  (Water) 

poured  out  and  flowing  over  the  ground's  surface. 

Aj^A^  mashur.  Intoxicated,  drunken.  Con- cealed, veiled  (eye). 

A  i^j^^jnashuJi,  Coined,  struck.  Studded 
with  nails.    &5C*j  uiJ^iwc  mashuh  sihkad  

Stamped  with  the  die  of  

A  jj^^l**  mashun.  Habitable,  inhabited.  Pa- 

cified. i^^^^^Jp"  d^^^y'  mashun.  Uninhabited. 

i^^^i^  rub^  mashun.  The  four  quarters  of  the 
world,  p  (jiiwi>  jjjiw**  mashun  shudan,  To  be  pa- 

cified, to  become  pleased. 
p  d^,^  masha,  Fresh  butter. 

A  ̂̂ ^L^mishiy,  Musky.  Dark, musk-coloured. 
p  ̂J^^lw«  mishin.  Musky,  musk-coloured. 

A^SC-^  mishv^,YeTy  apt  to  be  intoxicated. 
A  ̂j^5C«/o  mishin  or  mashin,  (pi.  i^j^Vmc  niasa- 

hm  and  (j^jaSwc  mishinun)  Indigent,  wretched,  a 

pauper.  Humble,  suppliant.  A  poor  man  or  ̂ vo- 

man,  a  beggar,  miserable  wretch. 
A  'iXx^i^  mishinat.  Poor,  indigent  (woman). 

The  city  of  Madina. 

J  i^y^^Mti  viaskim.  Poverty,  misery. A  ftAJuSC-/*  misMniyat,  Beggary. 

p^  ̂Ji*to  misgar,  A  coppersmith,  worker  in  brass. 
A  Jw«*«  masl,  A  flowing,  running.  3Iasal,  (pi. 

'i^M^S  amsilat,  J— musid,  and  ̂ j^L--*  muslan) 
The  channel  of  a  torrent  or  flux  of  water.  3Iusul, 
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 (pi.  of  (J-J^-^  ynaail)  Channels  of  streams. 

A  >^L-/«  iiuislui,  Melted  butter, 
A  8iL-/c  maslat,  Consolation. 

A  mislakh,  A  skin,  raw  hide.  A  serpent's 
slough.  A  palm-tree  whose  dates  drop  whilst  green. 

A  ̂_j*<^L~/«7«<A7a.v,(A  palni)striptof  itsbranches. 
A  la^L-xi  mislat,  The  tooth  or  ward  of  a  key. 

A  ̂"^^.^mislah,  Eloquent,  glib-tongued. 
A  jj^L-/«  muslaii,  (pi.  of  masal  and  Jowi 

mas'd)  Places  through  which  water  flows. 

A  muslib,  (or  UiiJw<«i  musallib')  Abortion- 
producing  (woman  or  camel). 

A  iiJu-/c  mamlat,  (also  masmlat)  A  ques- 

tion, proposition,  problem.    An  action,  thing. 

A  &L«/«  misallat,  (pi.  JL-^o  masall)  A  large  nee- 
dle for  sewinpr  sacks. 

A  ̂L*««  mtisallah,  Armed  for  war. 
muslahihh,  Broad,  oj)en,  extended 

(road).  Straight. 

A  maslahat,  (pi.  ̂L«/«  masalih)  A  fron- 
tier-garrison, a  fortification  at  the  entrance  into  a 

country.  Armed  (men),  warlike(people).  Guards, 

guardians.  A  dangerous  place,  where  it  is  neces- 

sary to  carry  arms  (^^^  sildh). 

A  «  maslahh,  (pi.  ̂ U»/c  viasalikh)  A  place 
where  they  slaughter  and  skin  (animals). 

mu&lalildmm,  Proud,  refractory. 

A  muslis,  Abortion-producing  (camel). 
musahal,  Enchained,  linked,  conca- 

tenated, sewed,  or  fastened  together,  coherent,  suc- 

cessive, consecutive,  placed  in  order.  Badly-woven 

(cloth).  Striped,  painted  (stuff). 

tnusallat,  Appointed,  set  over.  Con- 

quered, subdued.  3IusaUit,  A  governor,  a  ruler, 

p  ̂jji^^  iaL-/o  viusullit  shudan,  To  overcome,  rule 
over,  be  superior. 

A^L-/o?«/.s7a^,  Aleader  or  guide  of  men  or  cattle. 

A  ̂L-/«  musalla^  Cleaved,  split.  A  wild  bul- 
lock, to  whose  tail  are  fastened  pieces  of  the  wood 

saZa^and  jLS'  ̂ har,  vf  hich  being  set  on  fire, 
generally  made  them  run  up  a  mountain  (a  super- 

stitious ceremony  among  the  Pagan  Arabs,  in  order 

to  obtain  rain  in  a  dry  season).  A  piece  of  wood 
thus  tied  and  kindled. 

A  ii_Qi»\...*  mnsal^if,  Thick. 
A  1 — Qi*~M  muslif,  (A  woman)  of  five  and  forty. 

A  'is\^M  mislafat,  A  harrow.  Any  instrument 
used  in  levelling  ground.  A  plasterer's  trowel. 

A  jjJw--/*  viislah,  Eloquent.  A  scaling-ladder. 
A  (.i)I*«/o  maslali  or  viaslik,  Way,  path,  track. 

Passage.  Institution,  regulation.   Series,  line. 

AuiiL~/c?wMsaZZa/i',  Lean,  slim,  thread-like  paper. 
A  &iL^  maslahat,  A  border  torn  offa  garment. 

A  jJw-</«  vrusJlm,  A  musulman,  a  true  believer  in 
theMuliammadan  faith,  a  Moslem. 

A  inusallam,  Consigned,  intrusted,  given 
in  charge.    Free,  dispensed  with,  exempted  from 
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public  burdens.  Complete,  sound,  safe,  entire, whole. w 

Certain,  secure,  i  jl-ai^\         musaUammu'l  in- 

«a/",  Tenacious  of  equity,  ̂ \  l--«»;.«V)  tal'ibi musallam  darva,  An  excellent  physician,  certain  of 

I  curing,  p  j»L-^  j  u^"-*^^  suhhanani  mukarrar 
'  u  musallam,  Words  certain  and  true,  jJ— « 
musallam  hardan,  To  grant  a  dispensation.  A  Mu- 
sallim,  One  who  keeps  safe,  preserves  in  liberty, 

or  rescues.  One  who  delivers  (any  thing  to  a  per- 

son). One  who  submits  to,  and  acquiesces  in,  the 

judgment  of  another.  One  who  salutes,  pronounces 
a  benediction  or  salutation.  One  who  blesses  the 

memory  (of  the  departed),  saying,  p^LJ^  as'- 
salam  ̂ layhi,  Peace  be  with  him !  The  herald  of 
peace.  The  lieutenant  of  a  new  governor  sent  be- 

fore him  to  take  possession  till  his  arrival. 

p  jjl^w^  musliman,  (Pers.  pi.  of  A  vms- 
livi)  Orthodox  believers,  Mussulmans,  Moslems. 

TP  j^l^*^  musulman,  A  musulman,  believer. 
p  musulmuni,  Muhammadism. 

A  &Ju«/c  muslimat,  A  Muhammadan  woman. 

A  ̂jiy^w^  muslimin,  (pi.  oblique  of  jj—^  muS- 
lim)  Muhammadans,  faithful;  believers,  Moslems. 

A  ̂ajA->-/«  viuslantih,  A  wide,  open  field. 
A  ̂ ^jJL^  muslanki,  Supine,  laid  on  the  back. 
Au3^L-x!mas/MZ),Seized,snatched  away. Spoiled, 

stripped.  Erred.  Forgotten.  Robbed  of  one's  senses. 
maslut.  Shaved  on  the  head.  Stripped 

of  flesh. 

A  ̂ ^J— XI  masluhh,  Skinned,  flayed  (sheep). 
Galled,  made  raw.  Finished  (month). 

A  (_j*)jL««  maslus,  Insane,  foolish. 
A  maslut,  Thin  of  hair  about  the  jaw. 

A  ̂_jL«x)  maslu^  Afflicted  witli  &*i*>J  sil^t. 
A&P^L~xi  maslu^at,  A  highway,  straight  road. 
A  i__jjL»/«  was/M/)  Levelled  (ground) :  harrowed. 

A  ̂jjL-xi  masluh.  Boiled.  Name  of  a  certain 
day  observed  by  the  Arabs. 

AdJ^L^masluhat,  (pi.  ̂^^L-x)  masalik)  Broth. 
AciJjL-xiwias/M/i,Beaten,walked,trodden(path). 

Inserted,  put  into. 

A  (Jji*»xi  maslTd,  Unsheathed.  Consumptive. 

A  j«jL««c  maslum.  Bitten  by  a  serpent.  (A  hide) 
tanned  with  bark  of  the  tree  salam. 

A  ̂\<^.mo  7nasluma^,  Fruitful  in  salat?).  trees. 

A^_jL-x>  viuslahimm.,  Changed  in  colour. 
A  *  vmsalti.  One  who  solaces,  or  who  makes 

content  and  happy.  The  third  horse  in  a  race. 

A  L  muslasibb.  Hard  and  plenteous  rain. 

A  jU-o  misamm,  One  who  eats  all  he  can  get 
hold  of.  Musimm,  (A  day)  distressingly  hot  with 

a  pestilential  blast  {^y*^  samum). 
A         musamma,  Called,  named. 

A  sl»*^  misviat,  A  sandal  made  especially  for 

climbing  rocks  in  pursuit  of  the  mountain-goat. 
A  musamm.at,  Names,  denominations. 

p  vi,^ia.l*wo  mas,  (inismajang,  or  tL^jc^l**^ 

masmacliang)  An  artificial  penis,  a  dildo, 

A^U— «  mismah,  Liberal,  bountiful. 

A  jl*— /c  ynisniar,  (pl.^L-*  masam'ir)  A  nail, 
pin,  peg,  stake.  A  skilful  manager  of  camels. 

A  {!jJ^%^^  mismariy,  Clavated,  nail-shaped. 
A  mis  or  masmas,  A  confused  business. 

yni-smafi,  A  forked  tent-pole. 

A  masammat,  as  ii^^  Ja\  ahlul  ma- 
sammat or  musimmat.  Relations,  friends,  intimates. 

A  masmah.  Width,  breadth,  amplitude. 

Ajjk^^  musmadirr.  Long  and  straight  (road). 
Well-arranged  (discourse). 

A  lgy»^<c  musamrat,  Long-headed. 
A  K....».<./c  m/ismasat,  (v.  n.of^juv>~>«  Q)  Being 

disturbed,  disordered.  Confusion,  intricacy. 
A)a.1U*Memusa7){77iai,{A  royal  mandate)  having 

effect,  efiicacious, received, and  obeyed  everywhere, 

(in  poetry)  A  poem  in  which  the  rhyme  of  one  line 
is  different  from  all  the  rest. 

A  J^-— «  mas}))a^  A  place  where  any  thing  is 
heard,  a  place  within  hearing.  3Iisma^,  (pl.^L-* 

masami^  The  ear,  organ  of  hearing.  The  ear  of  a 
bucket.  Th.e  handle  in  the  middle  of  a  bucket,  or 

of  a  basket  for  drawing  up  earth,  to  which  the  rope 

is  fastened.  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe.  Mis- 

ma^or  masma^  The  ear-hole.  Musma^  Made  to 
hear.  Accepted,  approved,  heard,  listened  to,  at- 

tended to.  Clever.  J\Iust»i^  One  who  makes  to 

hear.  ̂   A  fetter,  pinion,  manacle. 

A  jnasma^n.  Within  hearing. 

A  «  musamma^  Fettered,  or  having  a  log 

tied  to  the  neck.  /J/tt5a7«m?^,Obscene,foul-mouthed. 

A musmi^t,  A  female  singer. 
A  J.**-.^  musma^ll,  Long  (camel). 
A  ̂Lli<»M,i»c  musmaghillat,  Long  (she-camel). 

rjla,»...<  masmakdr,  (^j^o'»,m.(<i  masmahran,  or 

a^jO inasmahura')  Long  birthwort. 
A  jQ'»,.,..ic  miismahirr,  Extremely  hot  (day). 
A  oK*— «  musmahat,  Heavens,  lofty  skies. 

A  ̂ ^^^  musmin,  (fern.  &j.»*-/c)  Naturally  fat. 
A         0  musatmnin.  Fattening. 

A  &.'i><M..»c  musma)iat,  (fem.)  Naturally  fat. 
A  iij^U— 0  musammanat,  (fem.)  Fat  by  art  or 

care,  fattened. 

Ajy^./c  v)asmur,  Fixed  together  with  nails. 
Lean  and  spare,  but  having  the  bones  and  muscles 

firmly  knit  together.  Checkered  (life). 

A  'ijy^^  masmurat,  A  wench  firmly  knit  toge- ther and  brawny. 

masmut,  (A  kid)  whose  hair  is  scalded 

off  with  water,  and  prepared  for  roasting. 

A  masmu^  Heard.  Audible. 
A  til^^we  masmuh,  Long.  High.  Strong  (rope). 

A  C-         ■'^  masmuhdt,  Skies. 

A  |Jj«Tff«  masmtd,  Blinded,  knocked  out  (eye). 

A  ̂ j»-r-"  masmum,  Killed  or  injured  b)'  poison. 
Infected  (meat),  poisoned  (sword),  envenomed  (ar- 



row).  Venomous.  (A  day)  distressingly  sultry  by 
the  blowing  of  the  hot  wind  samum. 

A  »!!^*  '»iwsam7«a/«,  Mad  with  love.  A  fool,  idiot. 

A  musamhaj,  (A  horse)  middle-sized, 

with  well-proportioned  limbs. 

A  j—^       musmaliirr,  Penis. 

A  J.,^-*  mumahill,  Slender  round  the  belly. 

A  Ij,^  musamma',  Named,  called,  styled.  En- 
titled, denominated.   Inscribed.  Musammi,  One 

who  gives  a  name ;  denominative. 

A  IaI^*-/*  musammiyan,  Nominally ;  by  name. 

A  J»».v>««  musmanll,  Lank  in  the  belly.  Old, 

worn  out  (garment).  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  masn,  A  flagellation,  a  stroke  with  a 

scourge.  3Iasan,  (v.  n.  of  Being  hard  and 
thick.  Fearlessness. 

A      ̂   misann,  A  whetstone,  an  instrument  for 

sharpening.    3Iusinn,  Aged,  stricken  in  years. 

A  'i\x^fc  musannat,  A  bank,  mound,  or  dike. 

A  ̂i****  misna^  A  beautiful  she-camel. 
A  u-ili— jc  misnaf,  A  camel  which  shakes  for- 

ward or  backward  the  saddle  (which  is  fastened  on 

by  the  strap  called  uJU***  sinaf).  A  camel  wear- 
ing the  poitrel  or  breast-harness  i^Vjm*  sinaf. 
A  masnabat,  Wickedness.  Greediness. 

A  ̂ sJu*^  musambakh,  One  who  travels  at  mid- 

day.     Distant,  remote. 

A         musinnat,  An  aged  female. 

A  L^i*-*  musnit,  Barren,  unproductive  (soil). 

Scarce,  barren  (season).  Visited  by  a  barren  season. 

musannaj,  Striped  (stuff), 

p  4iJ.*-/c  masnad,  A  scoundrel,  lying  rascal. 

A  d''x'*^<  viasnad,  (pi.  ojL-*  masanid)  A  throne. 
A  large  cushion  on  which  they  recline.    A  prop, 

support.    (jllaL»»  masnadi  sultan,  A  royal 

throne,  p  ̂ l^iSy**!  masnadi  asudatjan,  The 

o-rave.  The  world.  ̂   i^jwo  masnadi  jam,  The 

wind.  (-^^  iiJ>*-<jii  dar  masnadi  ̂ zzat,  On  the 
throne  of  glory,  glorious,  a  Musnad,  (pi.  iX>U<^ 

masanid  and  i>.AiL~/c  masanid)  Attributed  to,  re- 

lated, alleged  (on  the  authority  of  another).  Pre- 

dicated. Reared,  propped.  Spurious,  a  bastard. 

Time,  an  age,  fortune.  The  Himyaritic  character, 
which  differs  from  the  common  Arabic  or  Niskhi. 

(In  gram.)  The  subject.  sj^\  t>j.»~je  musnad  ilayhi, 

The  subject  of  a  proposition.  musnad  bi- 
hi,  The  predicate  of  a  proposition.  3Iusnid,  Who 
causes  to  lean.  One  who  makes  an  allegation  on 

the  authority  of  another. 

p  \j  1  d^if>  masnad-ara,  Adorning  the  throne, 

i.e.  a  king.  (jjX«^<aJ         (ii—j*  masnad- 
arayi  kasri  matini  din.  The  ornament  of  the  throne 

of  the  impregnable  palace  of  religion  (a  title  given 
sometimes  to  a  chief  priest). 

A  JiiJw^  musannadat,  Propped  up  (faggots), 

p  So  ;ij>*M(C  masnad-guh,  A  support,  asylum, 

p  i^-ij        «  masnad-nishln,  Sitting  on  the 
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throne,  i.e.  a  reigning  prince.  (Jt:^ 

masnad-nisfim  shudan,  To  sit  upon  a  throne,  to  fill 
the  chief  seat,  to  reign. 

A  (^li^*^  musnadty,  A  follower  of  the  ̂ ^JL-<l 

masanid,  to  the  exclusion  of  the  Jju*>^  marasil 

and  ̂ ^lH<<i  makati^  A  proper  name. 

A  ̂j^'x^<  musansan,  Beaten,  trodden  (road). 
A  (J.laju«/«  musantal,  Weak  in  going ;  a  stura- 

bler.  One  who  waves  the  head  up  and  down,  un- 

able to  keep  himself  still,  paralytic.  Large-bellied. 
A  i_ai-»^  musnif,  (pi.  <_A}U<.*  masanif)  (A 

horse)  which  takes  the  lead  of  the  others. 

A  &fljk*»/<i  musnafat,  (A  she-camel)  whose  saddle 

is  bound  by  the  girth  called  (  sinaf.  3Ius- 

nifat,  A  mare  outstripping  horses.  A  young  she- 
camel  ten  months  gone  with  foal,  and  whose  udder 

swells.   Barren  (ground).   Lean  (she-camel). 

p  LL^ju»/«  masang.  Unfair  play  at  dice.  Boast. 

A  j»l--c  musnim,  (Ground)  productive  of  the 
plant  .U--^  isnam. V". 
A  musannam,  (A  hovel  or  grave)  shaped 

like  an  ass's  back.  (A  camel)  turned  loose  and 
never  ridden  (allowed  to  get  a  hunch). 

A         masnuw,  Watered  (ground). 

A  ̂ y.^masnut,  An  intimate  companion  who 
flies  in  a  rage  without  reason. 

A  j^yw***  masnun,  Changed,  altered  in  smell  or 
colour.  Fetid(mud).  Smooth, clear(faced).  Long- 
faced  and  long-nosed.  Polished,  sharpened  (sword). 

(Land)  eat  bare  of  grass.  Circumcised.  Rendered 

legal,  legalized,  lawful,  adopted  into  use.  Sii^\a 

jO_ji*«a«  ka^dasi  masnuna,  A  canon  or  rule ;  in  law 
an  evangelical  council. 

A  aJwo  musannah,  Mouldy  (bread). 

A  ̂*-<c  masniy,  Watered  (ground). 

A  ̂ wc  masw,  (v.  n.  of  for_j*-/c)  Being  res- 
tive, stubborn  (an  ass).  Extracting  the  seed  from 

the  uterus  of  a  camel. 

A  musus,  (v.  n.  of  L</o)  Being  froward, 

saucy.  Keeping  the  middle  of  the  road.  Exciting 
discord.  Delaying,  proceeding  slowly.  Deceiving, 

circumventing.  Being  given  to,  persevering  in.  De- 

ferring, putting  off.  Stilling  (a  boiling  pot).  Mol- 
lifying by  gentle  words.  Being  rent  (a  garment). 

A  )o\y^miswat,  A  horse  that  requires  the  whip 

(}oy^  sawt)  to  make  him  gallop.  A  harrow.  A 
spoon  with  which  things  are  mixed. 

A  i^\y*^mis7vak,  A  dentifrice,  especially  one 
made  from  a  certain  kind  of  tree. 

A  ̂ ^-^  musawwaj,  Circularly-cut  (garment). 
Aj>- musawjar,  (A  dog)  with  the  logj^s-l«i 

sajwr  tied  to  his  neck.    (Hair)  hanging  down. 

A  ̂ ^-^  musuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -*)  Travelling,  roam- 

ing, (pi.  of  ̂ --«  mis-h)  Coarse  cloths  of  hair  or 
wool,  of  which  they  make  saddle-cloths  for  beasts 
of  burden.    Highways.  Sackcloths. 

A  musawwad,  An  intestine  filled  with  ca- 
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mel's  blood,  roasted  and  eaten ;  a  black  pudding. 
Musawwid,  A  chooser  of  a  chief,  lord,  or  prince. 
One  who  blackens  or  marks  with  black. 

AiS^w*  musn-addj'Bl'a.dk  (in  theface,from  grief). 
A  maswadat,  Water  upon  which  there 

is  a  yellow  tint.  3IusKidat,  A  woman  the  mother 
of  black  children. 

A  id^MC  musawnadat,  (fem.  of  i^'^fM^  musaw- 
wad)  Blackened.  A  black  thing.  A  note  or  me- 

morandum-book, the  first  sketch,  conception,  or 

rough  draught  of  any  thing,  with  many  blottings 

and  corrections.  Musawwidat,  Name  of  a  Muham- 

madan  sect  (the  sect  of  Abbas),  so  called  because 

they  dressed  in  black. 

A *  masur,  Walked,  trodden  (road).  Lived 

with  (man).  3Iisn-ar,  A  leathern  cushion. 
A  musamwar,  Built  (wall).  Enclosed  by 

a  wall  (j3**»  sur),  walled.  Adorned  with  bracelets 

{j^y**  siwar).  The  part  encircled  by  a  bracelet. 

A  'ijyMO  miswai'at,  A  leathern  cushion. 
A  ;_)*»^— *  masv^.  Brackish,  not  salt  or  fresh. 

Water  which  hands  have  touched.  Water  which 

allays  excessive  thirst.  Whatever  allays  thirst. 

Pure,  sweet  water.   The  bezoar-stone. 

A  (^y^  musawwis,  Worm-eaten  (tree).  (A 
tree)  which  breeds  worms  (^{^'^y**  sms). 

A^syMC  misrvat,  A  ladle  or  spatula  for  mixing 

things.   A  certain  imp  which  stirs  men  to  anger. 

A^^^wc  musawwaj  Permitted,  allowed;  lawful. 
A^*-*  wiM.sarowa^j'AjPermittedjallowed;  lawful. 

masuf,  Furious  (stallion-camel).  3Iis- 

naf,  A  scent-bottle,  or  box  for  holding  pei-fumes. 

A  i^y^  musawwif.  One  who  does  what  he 
likes  without  let,  hindrance,  check,  or  opposition. 

A  'iiy-MO  musawwifat,  (A  well)  of  which  it  is 
affirmed  that  water  will  surely  be  found  in  it:  or 
whose  water  when  smelled  is  nauseated.  Disobe- 

dient (wife),  who  promises  to  do  well  and  does  not. 
A         «  masuh,  Rudely  and  violently  driven. 

3Iiswak,  A  stick  or  switch  for  striking  a  horse. 

3Iuswik,  (A  camel)  which  follows  or  presses  on 

the  game,  enabling  the  hunter  to  catch  it. 
miswakat,  A  whip. 

A  Li}y^  musuk,  (pi.  of  tiL-<  mask)  Skins  of 
lambs  or  kids.  ^^y^^^  ̂   humfi  mn- 

suhts  sa^lib,  They  are  terrified. 
A  ^  musawn-am,  Signed,  marked.  Sent  to 

pasture,  sx^wo  Sjls?"  hijdrat  musaronamat,  Peb- 
bles which  have  on  them  an  impress  like  seals;  or 

marked  white  and  red.  3Iv.sarowim,  One  who  makes 

a  mark.    One  who  turns  his  horse  loose  to  graze. 

A         «  mas-nid,  Afflicted  with  <^\yM  stuad. 

At  jj^««?Has^y/,  Furious,  rampant  (he-carael). 

A  (jj^— 0  musnun,  (pi.)  Well,  healthy,  entire. 
A  (j'j— musaKKa ,  Made  level,  even,  and 

smooth.  3Iusawwl.,0ne  who  makes  any  thing  even, 

level,  and  straight. 
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A  I.  mun-hab  or  ynu.t-hib,  A  horse  going 

with  long  steps ;  also  going  at  full  gallop.  A  blab- 

ber, a  great  talker.  Mus-hab,  Deprived  of  sense 
from  love,  fright,  disease,  or  the  bite  of  a  serpent. 

A  AAy^.*  mus-hahat,  Deep  (well),  or  one  whose 
water  is  so  sandy  as  to  be  undrinkable. 

A  ̂ V**^  vias-haj,  A  place  where  the  wind  blows. 
Mis-luij,  A  prater,  babbler,  trifling  speaker.  Elo- 

quent, high-voiced. 
A  4^^— o  musahhad,  Rendered  sleepless,  roused. 

A  >_0^  ....o  mas-haf,  (Meat)  creating  (thirst). 

A  uilj— *  mas-liah,  A  violent  wind  or  its  cur- 

rent. Mis-hah,  Light,  active,  fleet  (horse).  Elo- 
quent, rapid  in  utterance. 

A  &5C^.M««  mas-liahat,  Current  of  a  strong  wind. 

A  ̂y,^^mus•hal,  Purged,  troubled  with  adiar- 

rhosa.  Mus-hil,  Laxative,  aperient,  purgative, 
cathartic.  A  purge  (in  India  called  a  mussaul).  ! 

pib  ̂"^^-^^^inus-hildtibalffham ,  Medicines  which 
carry  off  phlegm,  phlegmagogues.  C»>^^-m»jc 

mus-hilati  sanda,  Medicines  which  expel  the  bile, 

melanagogues.  |^io  C>^^— mus-hilati  safra, 
Medicines  which  expel  bilious  foeces,  cholagogues. 

A  ̂y^^..*MC  musahhal.  Lightened.  Made  easj', 
softened.  3Iusakhil,  A  loosener,  solvent. 

A  j»^-<-<>  mus-ham,  (A  horse)  of  ignoble  breed. 
Emaciated,  lean  (from  love).  Talkative. 

A  «  musahham,  A  garment  marked  with 

stripes  resembling  arrows  (j*^  salim).  Plaited. 

A  ii*"^/c  musakliamat,  (Camels)  affected  with 
the  disease  called  suham. 

A  L-ij-j-*-^  mas-huf,  Tormented  with  an  un- 
quenchable thirst  ((  suhiif). 

A  |«j^-»<^  mas-hum,  (A  camel)  affected  by  the 
disease j»^**»SM/<a?«.  Scorched  by  thesummer-heat. 

A  j^^g^masy,  (v.  n.  of  <^)  Extracting  the 
prolific  seed  from  the  matrix  of  a  camel.  (Heat) 

wasting  (flocks).  Going  an  easy  journey.  Strok- 

ing (with  tlie  hand).     3Iisy  or  musy,  Evening. 
mitsi/u  amsin,  Yesterday  evening. 

A  ̂ ^*««  misi,  Made  of  copper.  A  sort  of  den- 
tifrice or  colouring  for  the  teeth  used  in  Hindustan. 

A  musfi,  A  sinner,  criminal,  malefactor, 

evil-doer.  Injurious. 

A  (^if*^  mxisayy,  (dim.  of  U<^)  A  little  evening. 
A         musayyan,  As  the  evening  began. 

A  ̂V.*"*  nrixyah,  (j)!.  masayVi)  A  syco- 
phant going  about  to  sow  dissensions. 

A^j^misya^(^A  she-camcl)which  goes  to  pas- 
ture without  a  keeper.  One  that  leaves  her  colt  for 

the  wild  beasts  to  cat.  A  camel  badly  looked  after.  A 

camel  employed  in  the  transport  of  wares,  ̂ ^i^ 

^Vako*  misya^mizya^  A  prodigal,  a  spendthrift. 
A  v_j\ju»xi  misyqf,  Bereaved  (mother). 

A  Ci\>^^^l^miisayya,nata,li\  the  evening  hour?. 
A  \.^iMa  musayyab,  Set  at  liberty.  Given. 

A  'i^'*'  masijat,  A  thorn-fenced  enclosure. 

P  *^^r*^  musicha,  A  sort  of  bird  white  like  a 
turtle  or  duck,  but  larger,  making  with  its  wings 
a  hissing  noise  when  flying. 

A  mas'ih,  Smooth,  bare.  A  rough  towel. 
The  bare  part  of  a  coin,  eitiier  unstamped  or  where 
the  impression  has  worn  off.  One  who  measures  or 
travels  much.  Sincere.  Sweat.  A  liar.  Silver. 

Anointed.  Wiped, cleaned.  Onewhoindulges much 

in  venery.  al  mas'ih,  The  anointed,  the  Mes- 

siah, our  Lord  J esus  Christ.  Jla-  .>5\  ̂ —4^  wa- 
sihu'd  dajjal,  (or  simply  Jlsl^ii  dajjal)  Antichrist. 

(,jj/Ciji5\  ̂ ~-«  masiliu'l  kadamayn,  One  whose  feet are  flat  (not  concave  at  the  soles). 

A  ̂-li/*  7?u"5sI/<,  One  who  measures  much.  One who  travels  much.  Antichrist. 

A  *  musayyah,  Striped  (garment  or  locust). 
A  highway  from  which  many  distinct  lanes  branch 
off.    The  wild  ass. 

p  l^r**?na«/ia,Christ,theMessiah.  A  Christian. 

(^«-g  iX.^^  mastha-nafas,  Possessed  of  the 
breath  of  the  Messiah  (an  expression  used  to  imply 

a  skilful  physician ;  as  if  endowed,  like  the  Mes- 

siah, with  the  power  of  recovering  the  sick  or  re- 
calling the  dead  by  a  breath.) 

p j\_5l^r~^?«fl«I/tafa?-,Christ-like:  oraChristian. 
A  (_|^r**/«a.sl/taji,  Christ-like.  Of  the  Messiah. 

The  office  or  works  of  the  Messiah. 

A  'i^^  masihat,  A  bow.  A  ringlet  of  hair. 

A  ̂ -^T*^  ??iasl/n^,  Christian.  Appertaining  to 
Christ.  uHAo  millati  viasVuya,The  Chris- 

tian religion.    The  Christian  people. 

A  ̂ 7--«  maslhh,  Metamorphosed,  changed  into 
a  meaner  shape.  Deformed,  ugly.  Weak.  Foolish. 

A  monster.  Tasteless,  insipid  (meat  or  fruit). 

A  masid,  (in  Morocco)  A  school. 
p  masidan,  To  pluck,  gather,  cull.  To 

wash,  squeeze,  wring,  press,  extort,  wrench,  twitch. 
To  make  haste,  walk  fast. 

A^ju«/«  masir,  (or  S;ry~/«  musirat)  (v.  n.  ofjl*** 
for^juJ)  Going,  walking,  proceeding  on  a  journey, 

travelling.  A  journey,  ̂ y)^  "1;^***  ''nasiratu  yam- 
min,  A  day's  journey. 
A  0  viusiir,  One  who  leaves  a  remainder  (of 

meat  or  drink,  the  same  being  callcdj^**i  .sy^?-). 
aJw«  musayyar,  (Cloth)  woven  with  stripes 

(like  thongs).  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  A  journey. 

A  pleasant  or  celebrated  place,  worthy  of  a  travel- 
ler's curiosity. 

A  (j«Awo  masis,  (or  ̂\««..jl".<c  missisa')  (v.  n.  of 
^jll«)  Touching,  handling,  feeling.  Touch. 

A  loxwo  mas'it,  Impure  water,  especially  at  the 
bottom  of  a  cistern.  Clay,  mud.  A  small  stream. 

A  stallion  which  covers  to  no  purpose. 

A  "ilaJUM/c  maiitat,  Impure  water,  especially  at 
the  bottom  of  a  cistern.  A  small  stream.  A  well 

of  sweet  water  spoiled  by  bad  water  running  into 
it.  Water  flowing  between  a  well  and  a  cistern  and 

becoming  fetid. 
A  &la.X--«  musayyitat,  A  small  stream. 

A^lajkwo  7;m5a?/<j>,  A  keeper,guardian,  governor, 

commander,  inspector.   Invested  with  authority. 

A  '&jtx^  misya^at,  A  plasterer's  trowel. 
A  c-Qj.x*  mus'if,  Girt  with,  or  bearing  a  sword. 

Deprived  of  a  child  by  death,  bereaved  (father). 

A  (_oT..,«i  musayyaf,  (Coin)  plain  on  the  sides, 
free  from  any  impression. 

A  Aa,.ik>^  masifat,  (pi.  of  ■         ̂ <^!lf)  Swords. 
A  t.-JiA  .,../<i  maiih.  Avaricious,  tenacious,  close- 

fisted.  Hard  ground  which  holds  water.  Food. 
An  excellent  understanding. 

A  (— miss'ik.  Avaricious,  tenacious,  close- 
fisted.  (A  bottle  or  bag)  which  holds  water  well. 

A  &^Jwo  mas'ihat,  (Ground)  of  a  solid  stratum, 
which  holds  water,  and  does  not  allow  it  to  percolate. 

A  iJ~i->-*  mas'd,  (pi.  (JoL»/«  masafil,  *  musul, 
ftJ-«/c\  am^ilat,  and  ̂ j^L»/«  mxislan)  A  channel.  A 
flux  or  stream  of  water. 

A'i^KMcmassalat,  (v.  n.  ofiJU*>) Asking,  praying. 

A  aw^Ju«/«  musaylimat,  Name  of  a  famous  im- 

postor, to  whom  the  epithet  zab,  liar," 
is  usually  affixed. 

p^j\*^  m?alH,(or  ajjUi««  wuVIna)  Made  of  copper. 

Ai>^A*»/c  masfud,  Afflicted  with  the  disease  i^\y*>. 

A  J^_Lwo  massul.  Asked,  begged,  desired,  de- 
manded, interrogated.  A  petition  :  any  thing  sued 

for.  sjS'  Jjl— <«  masiul  ̂ nhu,  (Any  person  or 

thing)  inquired  after. 
A  O^^I— /o  masfulat,  Questions,  queries. 

mush,  A  sinner,  evil  doer. 
A  (jI>c7?ias/«s/i,(v.n.of;ji^)Milking(a  camel), 

but  leaving  part  in  the  udder.  Taking  (any  thing) 

by  little  and  little.  Rubbing  (the  hands),  cleaning 

or  wiping  (them)  of  grease.  Mixing  or  rubbing 

(any  thing)  until  (it)  dissolves.  Gnawing  the  ex- 
tremity of  a  bone,  in  order  to  suck  out  the  marrow. 

Litigation,  law-suit. 
A       masha',  A  yellow  carrot  or  similar  plant. 

A  f\jLc7}iashaj,{-v.  a.  of  Jj^)  Being  remarkable 
for  a  numerous  offspring  (a  woman).  Laxative, 

aperient  (medicine). 
A  f^L^  ma^hshoffA  fast  goer,  a  vigorous  walker. 

An  informer.  (A  camel)  going  well,  unfatigued. 

(Ashe-camel) affected  witha  whitespeckon  the  eye. 

A  "jl-^Ll/c  mushatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  jU*)  Go- 

ing before,  preceding.  Getting  the  start  of. 

A  'iA^  mashatat,  (v.n.  of  ̂ _^)  Being  willing: 
wishing,  desiring. 

\'ijo^\L<mushafamat,  (v.n.3of  Sitting  on 
the  left  hand.  Going  to  the  left.  Arriving  in  Syria. 

A mashabir,{jp\.oij(.Z^  mashbar  and  8^^.^^ 

viashbaj-at)  Notches  or  other  marks  upon  an  ell- 

measure,  to  mark  the  half-yard,  quarter,&c.  Alow- 
lying  stream  into  which  water  flows  from  every  part. 

A  ajLiwc  mashabih,  (pi.  of  bj^  shabah)  Resem- 



blances,  forms,  figures,  pictures,  images.  Musha- 

hih,  Like,  resemblin'g. 

A  mushabahat,  (pi.  of  musha- 

hahai)  Similitudes,  semblances.  Doubtful  or  dif- 
ferent things. 

A  ji^UU  mushabahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  eo^)  Resem- 
bling. Similitude,  resemblance.  Comparison  of 

things  similar.  Probability. 

A  iuo.l^  mashdblh,  (pi.  of  &f2*)  Resemblances. 

Ae\J:^  mishfut,  (pi.  ,^^^mashaii)  A  vessel  by 

which  they  take  mud  out  of  wells. 

A  sLl*  mushat,  (pi.  of  mashi)  Walkers, 

pedestrians.    Spies,  whisperers. 

A  'i^\J^mushatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  lXii»  for_jLi>) Agree- 
ing with  (another)  for  the  winter  (^U-iil*  shitas) :  do- 
ing any  thing  during  that  season. 

A  ̂ l<i./o  Dangerous  places  5  perils. 

A  'i^lwc  mushatamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^J--*)  Reviling, abusing  one  another.  Rudeness,  reproachfulness. 

p  ̂ jiijSs  is.f\J:^  mushatama  hardan.  To  rail  at. 

A  u-ws-V^  mashajib,  (pi.  of  (_^s:**"*  m.ishjab) 
Wooden  clothes-horses. 

A  mushajjat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Fighting  ; 
breaking  or  endeavouring  to  break  another's  head. 

A  j>\Ji^  mashajir,  (pi.  of jSf""^  mishjat')  The 
wooden  works  of  camel-litters  open  at  top. 

A  '8j&-V.i;,(C  mushajarat,  (v.  n.  3  of Resist- 
ing, opposing,  controverting.  Gnawing  a  tree  (an 

animal).  Pasturing,  tending  cattle. 

A  "iS-li**  mushahhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Acting  in an  avaricious,  grasping  manner  (towards  any  one). 

Litigation,  altercation. 

A  5siS,5»-l<5-^  mushahazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^s***)  Lift- 
ingand  twisting(her)  tail  much(a  camel  in  travail). 

A  j^Li««mwsAa/im,Troublesoiiie  (enemy).  He- 
retical.   An  innovator. 

A  WL>-Li./«  TOMs/jo/tawa^,  Ahatingof  one  another. 

A&-w-5»V^mMs/ia7Jiflsa/,(v-n.3  of  (j~^*')Endea- 
vouring,  but  unsuccessfully,  to  mend  a  broken  dish. 

A»!i»-Li««  mushakhalat,(\.  n.  3  of  J.^)  Behav- 
ing sincerely,  treating  with  pure  affection. 
A  i^\J^  mushad,  Carried  up,  built. 

A  *8  mushaddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ly^^')  Opposing, 
resisting.   Seizing  or  contending  with  vehemence. 

A  f^i^\JMomashadi7i,  or^,^Lix>ma.5/mc^m,(pl.of 

jjii^mMs/«<^zr?)(Does)whose young  are  full  grown. 

A  J(i\-l/omas/iaJ'/A,  Employments,  engagements 
which  distract  and  confound. 

Aj^Lk  mashar,  (v.  n.  of  forj^^)  Taking 

(honey)  from  a  hive.  A  hive  of  bees.  Mushar,  Sig- 

nified, indicated.  &Jj5^  JJLa  mushar  ilayhi,  Above- 
mentioned,  aforesaid,  touched  upon  before,  related 

above.  A  person  or  thing  consulted.  !^h\it: 

maziy  mushar,  White  honey,  in  the  gathering  of 
which  assistance  has  been  rendered. 

A  S^jlwo  musharat,  (v.  n.  3of  (jy^)  Making  a 
contract  of  purchase  or  sale.  Quarrelling,disputing. 
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A  L-^li««  mashdrib,  (pi.  of  u->jwo  mashrah) 

Dispositions,  (pi.  of  'sJjLjo  mashrahat  and  mashru- 
bat)  Dining-rooms,  parlours.  Places  whence  water 

is  fetched,  (pi.  of  's^jLa  mishrabat)  Drinks,  things 
in  general  which  are  potable.  Drinking-vessels. 

A  eJj^Ljo  mushdrabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^jZt)  Drink- 
ing with  or  to  another. 

A  mashdrat,  (v.n.  iovjy**)  Taking 

(honey)  from  a  hive.  Fatness  and  comeliness,  (pi. 

jjl-i/c  mashdmir  and  jS\Ji>A>  mashdsir')  Part  of  a sown  field. 

A  mushdrrat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^)  Injuring 

(another),  being  malignant  or  adverse. 

A  OWj  Vwo  mushdrijdt,  (G  iris)  of  the  same  age. 

A  'i^-J^I^  mushdrajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j*^)  Resem- bling one  another. 

Ajj\JL/omushdr{z,  Malicious, ill-disposed.  Sharp 
(iron  instrument), cutting  whatever  passes  across  it. 

A  'ijj^JL/o  mushdrazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjj^)  Contend- 
ing, striving,  disputing,  litigating.  Being  malig- 
nant, bad-tempered. 

A  'itJiJJ:^  mushdrasatfA  giving  hard  treatment. 
A  ilajLi^  mushdra  ta  ̂,(  v.n  .3  of  la^)  Stipulating 

with  each  other,  entering  into  mutual  conditions. 

A  ̂l<i/o  mashdri^  (pi.  of  mashra^  and 

'is-j^  mashra^t)  Streets,  broadways. 
A  1  jjLl/o  mashdrif,  Arabian  villages  on  the 

banks  of  the  Euphrates  rich  in  pastures.  Emi- 
nences, high  places. 

A  mushdrafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_-?;-*»)  Con- 
tending with  concerning  nobility  or  glory.  Being 

near.  Hanging  over,  impending. 

A  jjjLl/a  mashdrik,  Eastern  places. 

A  iJLij\JLjc  mushdrak,  Common,  shared  in  com- 
mon. Mutual,  reciprocal.  3Iushdrik,  An  asso- 

ciate, partner.    A  wind  close  to  the  north-east. 

A  ft^lwo  mushar akat,  (v.  n.  3  of  <^j^)  En- 
tering into  partnership.    Being  partner.  Co-part- 

nership. Community,  society,  association,  partici- 
pation, communication,  correspondence. 

iOJO^ii  viushdrakati  diniya,  Religious  fellowship. 

p  8,l-i««  mashdra,  A  border  round  a  sown  field. 

A  ]a>j\jLfO  mashdrit,  (pi.  of):>\jJ^n>  mishrdt)  Be- 

ginnings of  things.  Surgeons'  lancets  or  scarificators. 
p  j_ji>Li*<i  mas/iasA,  A  decoction  of  honey  poured 

upon  a  plate  to  harden.  Piss  not. 

A  (^\J^  mushdsh.  Soft  earth.  Soul,  mind,  na- 

ture, disposition,  temperament.  Light,  active,  dex- 
trous, expert  in  serving.  Root,  origin,  (pi.  of  iLili** 

mushdshai)  Topsof marrow-bones,  theends  sucked. 

A  'iZi\lLitimushdshat,  (pi.  (jiiLl/«TOMs/tas/t)  The 
head  of  a  soft  bone  which  may  be  gnawed.  Hard 

ground  wherein  clean  wells  are  dug,  and  which  al- 
ways remain  full.  The  inside  of  the  ground.  A 

road  through  loose  earth  and  soft  stones.  A  moun- 

tain  wherein  are  land-springs.  ^ 

A         mishdt,(jp\.  of  Ixi-*  mushut  or  mu- 

skutt)  Combs. 

A  5\.li>Li;«<i  mushdtasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ua«i*)  Walk- 

ing opposite  on  different  sides  of  a  stream. 
A  etlsli**  mishdtat,  The  art  of  combing.  Mushu- 

tat,  Hairs  which  fall  in  combing;  hair-combings. 

A  &l9li;««  mashshdtat,  A  comber,  waiting-maid, 

bride-dresser,  or  tire-woman. 

A  "ili>Li««  mushdttat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ixm*)  Receding 

from  what  is  right  and  true.  Striving  to  exceed  in  in- 
justice. Contending  with  any  oneingoingfar  away. 

A  j^\J^.ia  mushdtir,  A  next-door  neighbour. 
A  Sjiali.^  mushdtarat,{y.  n.  3ofjia^)  Halving. 

Beingc  next-door  neighbour.  Milking  with  one  teat. 

p  ̂ .bli>  mashshatacji,  Art  of  attiring  a  bride. 

A  f^XZui  mushdtin,  One  who  draws  up  a  bucket 
with  a  couple  of  ropes. 

A  mushd^  Divulged.    Common  to  all. 
Undistributed  (portion). 

A  'ixs\L^c  mushd^bat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t— *««*)  Re- moving far  off.  Dying. 

A  'isX^mashd^t,  A  beingdivulged, published. 

A^Liu*  mashd^r,  Holy  places  at  Mecca.  The 
five  senses  or  inlets  of  knowledge.  3Iushd^r,  A 
poetaster,  petty  poet. 

AijS\Lycmushd^rat,  (v.  n.3ofy(^)Contending 
with,  or  excelling  in  poetry.  Lying  or  sleeping  toge- 

ther under  one  inner  garment.  A  meeting  of  poets. 

A  ̂C'l.i^o  mashd^l,  (pi.  of  ̂^^jwe  wias/t^aZ)  Lan- 
terns. Torches.  Flames,  lights,  splendours,  (pi. 

of  'ii^t^  mash^lai)  Places  for  lanterns  or  fires. 

mashd^liy.  An  executioner. 
A  t— aS'Iwo  mushdghib.  An  evil-doer.  A  defamer . 

A  stirrer  up  of  mischief.  t_^l.i««  zu  mashd- 

ghib,  Seditious,  troublesome ;  breedbate. 

A  'iisKLiC  mushdghabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \.  ,-'*"')  In- 
juring. Defaming.   Squabbling,  raising  tumults. 

A  '5y5-Li»^o  mushdgharat,  (v.  n.  -3  of ̂ ^i^)  Con- 
tracting the  double  treaty  of  marriage  calledjU*;!* 

shighdr.  Joining  together  to  oppress  one(two  men). 

A  (J^lwj  mashdghil.  Employments. 

A mashdfir,{pl.  of jSj^o  mishjhr  or  mash- 

far)  Lips  of  camels  or  men. 
A  mushdfa^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ji«»)  Asking 

of  one  another  the  right  of  pre-emption  of  property 

adjoining  their  own. 
A  mashdjil,  (pi.  of  sJi^)  Tripes. 

A  &i\Zut>  mushdjih,  A  speaker  face  to  face. 

A  i^il-isi  mushdfahat  (v.  n.  3  of  aAii*)  Bringing 

near;  Speaking  to  one's  face,  lip  to  lip. 

p  J}^~i^  mushdk,  A  servant,  domestic. 
A  mashshdk,  A  practiser. 

A  ̂J^-i««  mashdhk,  (pi.  of  'iaJL<i  mashahhat)  Af- flictions, inconveniences,  hardships. 
A  S^Li/o  mushdhdt,  (v.  n.  of  ULi*  for  jS^)  Ap- 

plying one's  self  to,  persevering  in  any  thing  with 
much  trouble.  Opposing,  contending.  Disputing 

about  misery  (^UL*»  shahds). 
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A  mvshuhat,  Whatever  falls  from  Lair 

or  wool  when  combed,  combings. 

A  'iS^^luc  mushahhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ J^)  Contend- 
ing, rjuarrelling,  opposing.  Contention, opposition. 
A  a^li^  inushuhahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Hailing 

at,  reproaching  one  another.Being  crabbed,  austere. 
A  i  jiLi-c  mushaliazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Being 

hostile,  inimical,  hating  one  another. 

A  mashuhlr,  Sand  sliding  down  into  low- 
Ivins  around.  The  hardest  kind  of  sand.  Places 

where  the  plant         ̂ trfaj  grows. 

A  djS\~Lit  mmhaharat,  (v.n.  3of Begin- 
ning to  converse  or  tell  a  story.  Evincing  grati- 

tude ( jiCi)  shuhr),  shewing  that  one  is  grateful. 
mushahasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Being 

peevish,  crabbed,  difficult. 

k  ̂y>\J^  mushahil,  Resembling;  suitable,  ap- 

posite, convenient.  [y>\Litimushahilu  mu- 
ivajih,  Suitable  and  convenient. 

A  &KLi««  mushahulat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,JijSi)  Agree- 

ing with,  suiting.  Resembling,  favouring.  Resem- 
blance, conformity. 

A  e^VL/o  mvshdhahat,  (v.n. 3  of  6^J^)  Resem- 

bling, being  like.  Being  near,  neighbouring.  Be- 

ing a  friend,  companion,  or  cotemporary. 

A  (Jli/«  muxhal,  Raised,  lifted  up,  cocked. 

A  '^^Jl<  mashamm,Thesme\\.  The  palate,  jbii 
^^J^  t— diyari shami jannat-masham,The 
country  of  Damascus  redolent  of  Paradise. 

A  X/cUix)  masluamat,  The  left  hand  or  side.  Any 

place  towards  the  left. 

A  iuILSluc  mnshummat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Smelling 
one  another.  Approaching,  appearing  in  sight  (of 

an  enemy).  Looking  at,  prying  into,  snuffing. 

A  ̂l-i,/c?rtfl.v/iaw?^,  (pl.ofiix^wc)  Candlesticks. 
A  vtishan,  A  rapacious  wolf.    A  clamo- 

rous, impudent  woman.  Name  of  a  mountain.  Mu- 
shan,  A  kind  of  date.  Mushan  or  mishan,  A  sweet 
kind  of  fresh  date. 

A  u--oLi/c  maslianih,  Sweet,  fresh  mouths. 

A  ftiul.Lc  mushanahat,  (v.  n.  .3  of  Mixing 

one's  flocks  or  goods  with  those  of  another. 
A  L_,JjlJL«  '.mishawab,  (pi.  l^^\Ljq  mashawib) 

A  case  or  covering  for  a  glass-bottle. 

A  lijLi-*  mashamz,  (pi.  of  jj-i^)  Turbans. 

Ajij\I^  mashawir,(i)\.of8j\ZMcma.shdrat)  Parts 

of  a  sown  field.  iJ/jis/tawM-,  A  counsellor,  senator. 
iinishawvnn,  (oblique  pi.)  Counsellors. 

A  Sjj^i/c  viushdn'ornt,  (v.  n.  .3  ofj\ji»  forjj«j) 
Consulting,  asking  advice.  Counsel,  consultation, 
deliberation,  conference. 

A  mushdwis,  (or  (^jli^e  mnshdwish) 
Water  in  a  deep  well, scanty  and  scarcely  discernible. 

mushdwazat,  (v.n.3  ofiali  for  i»jj-j) 

Abusing  one  another,  calling  one  another  ill  names. 

A  mui-hdmalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  JLi  for  J^) 
Elevating,  raising,  lifting.  Attacking  one  another 

with  spearf. 

A  JJjLl*  mushdnnz,  (pi.  of  i^yL^)  Turbans. 

A  "sUfcLi^e  mushdhat,  A  resembling,  taking  after. 
A  &iLi;«e  mat-hdhut,  (A  place)  full  of  sheep. 

A  AfeUL*  mashdh!d,(p\.of  mashhad)  Places 

where  people  assemble.  Sacred.  Mushdhad,  Seen, 
witnessed,  beheld.  M ushdhid,  One  who  sees,  views, 

or  contemplates ;  a  spectator. 

^  A  SiiiiLirfO  mushdhadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iX^)  Seeing, 

contemplating.  Sight,  vision,  contemplation,  spe- 
culation, ocular  demonstration.  Revelation.  A  tes- 

timony. &JAAff-  C^^^\i^mushdhaddti  (jhayhiya. 

Contemplations  or  visions  of  future,  absent,  or  in- 

visible things.  (jii^8iiALi*«  mushddada  kardan 

(orjjiSj^  naniudan), To  see,  witness,  contemplate, 
behold,  look  at,  consider. 

A  tjtci\^  mushdharat,  (v.  n.  3  of^^)  Bargain- 

ing by  the  month  ( shalij-).  Paying  monthly. 
Monthly  wages.  Allowances  to  zamTndars. 

A  &ii>Li««?«MA7<a/ia/a<,(v.n.3of (_}-f<*>)  Reproach- 

ing, railing  at  one  another.  Injuring  each  other. 

A  mashdliir,  (pi.  of  j^^^  mash-hur') Celebrated,  notorious. 

A  Mtf Liac  mushdyahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for 

Being  diligent,  striving  (in  business).  Taking  heed 

to  one's  self,  abstaining.  Fighting. 

A  mas/idsikh,  (pi.  of  -^m*  shaykh)  Aged 
men.  Sheiks.  Elders,  doctors,  priors,  abbots, 

holy  persons,  dervishes. 
mashdtilihl,  Sanctity,  piety. 

A ̂ 'wi^  rnashdyiry  (pl.of  8j\-i««wias/m;'ai)Parts 
of  a  sown  field. 

A  'k>ai)~LA  mushdyasat,  A  contention  for  glory. 
Mutual  distance  or  aversion. 

A  ̂ .l^  mushdyi^,  A  follower,  adherent. 
A  Xaoj-i-e  mushdya^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Li*  for 

Following,  adhering  to.   Assisting.    Calling  (ca- 
mels or  sheep)  when  lagging  behind. 

A  ||\  JL.it\  mashdnm,  Disastrous,  unfortunate 

things,  (pi.  of  's-iJ:^  mashimat)  Membranes  in 
which  foetuses  are  wrapped,  secundines. 

A  ̂^\La  ma^hdfin,  Shanieful  things,  vices. 

A  (^Li-c  vwi^hdsi,  (pi.  of  iLi/c  wMs/t^ai)  Baskets 

by  which  they  raise  mud  out  of  wells. 

A  'iJ)\z^mashdAyat,{y.x\.oi ^\-i»for^^)  Will- 
ing, wishing,  desiring. 

A  k-o.lwo  mashdylt,  (pi.  of  i>U-i-c  mishydt)  (Ca- 
mels) which  soon  fatten. 

A  ̂li/c  mashdnm,  Unlucky  (persons). 
A  iIjwc  mishabb,  (A  sheep  or  ox)  in  his  prime. 

An  old  ox.    Mushilb,  A  lion. 

A  ̂ i.*  wH«//«?>/)«//,  Peeled,  skinned.  A  stout, 
coarse,  rough  garment. 

A  jJ:^ mash ba r, (or  bjJ:^ mashbarat)  ( pl.^li-c 

rnasltdbir)  A  notch  or  mark  set  upon  an  ell  or  yard- 

measure  to  shew  tlie  half,  quarter,  kc.  A  low-ly- 
ing stream  into  which  water  falls. 

A  Ji^j<-1*  mushabrah,  (Cloth)  badly  woven  and 
cut.   From  every  surrounding  part. 

A  pjN-i-*  mushabraniy  Any  particle  frayed  and 
fallen  from  a  rope  or  string;  flue. 

A  Jf-i-e  inui<hha^  Saturated,  sated,  satiated. 

^^J:^  mushba^i''l^hl,  Of  full  intellect. A  mvshabbak,  Latticed,  grated,  netted, 

reticulated,  {jStL^  viiishabbah-kal^,  A  cen- ser. The  sky. 

A  (Jjui-c  mushbil,  (A  lioness)  with  her  younu;. 

A  j«3wc  mushahbam,  Gagged  (kid) ;  muzzled. 
A  im^yjJ:^  masftbub,  Grown  up,  adult.  Stirred, 

blazing  (fire).  (A  beautiful  object)  which  excites 
love  or  admiration. 

A  ̂ j^..M.<<i  mashbuh,  One  whose  arms  are  wide 
apart.  Large-boned.  Broad  in  the  arms. 

Atj^xLicmashburat,  Liberal, generous(woman). 
A  uiJ^Jk.i««  mashbuk,  Caught,  fixed,  entangled. 

A  &xL<  musliabbali,  Obscured,  ambiguous,  in- 
tricate. Compared,  likened.  Like,  resembling. 

iO  i!xLa  mushabbah  bihi,  That  whereunto  a  thing 
is  likened. 

A  '^JLc  mashbty,  (or  mushbi)  The  father 
of  an  intelligent  lad. 

p  Cli*  <«i  niasht,  Abundant,  full,  overflowing. 

Thick,  gross,  coarse.  Name  of  a  town  near  Ghaz- 
nin.  3Iusht,  The  fist.  A  blow  with  the  clenched 

fist.  A  handful.  A  handful  of  people,  a  few.  A 
hammer.  Root  of  calancale.  Little,  mean.  He 

rubbed.  Rubbed,  l— >l  tll*.i-c  viushti  db,  A  gulp 

of  water,  i^^^  '  " '  miishti  dtisk'i,  A  liandfui 
of  fire,  (met.)  Tyrants.  Fire- worshippers.  C< 
till*'  mushti  hlidh,  A  handful  of  earth.  The  ter- 

restrial ball,  the  world.  Man.  ̂ ^^j  C*wc  musht 
zadan,  To  strike  the  fist,  to  box. 

A       ''-K  mttshitt,  A  disperser;  separator. 

A         mamhta',  Winter-quarters.  Caverns. 

A  alxil*  mashtdt,  \\'inter-quarters. 
A  JcJLo  mushtdr,  A  gatherer  of  honey. 
p  ̂ tSjMt  vnishtd-sang,  A  stone  with  a  hole 

by  way  of  handle,  either  held  in  the  hand  or  thrown 
when  fighting.  The  stone  of  a  sling. 

Pj\sj\  L  ■  "  musht-afslidr,  A  soft  kind  of  gold 
capable  of  being  moulded  by  the  hand.  A  small 

golden  scent-box  held  by  great  people  in  the  hand. 

New  wine  (calledjUa—-*  mnstdr). 

A  ̂'^Z^mushtdk,  Full  of  desire,  wishing,  long- 

ing, anxious  to  see  an  absent  friend. 
p  i6^ll.i;^  mushtdhdna,  Desirous  of  seeing. 

^  ̂ J^CJ^  vivshtdh'i,  Vehement  desire,  longing. 
A  (^^y-V--ia  mmhtahih.  Perplexed,  intricate,  in- 

termixed, mixed,  confused.  Latticed,  grated,  reti- 
culated, made  like  a  net  (jv^JuL  shabakat). 

A  aujLi.*  m«s//<ai?"A,  Obscure, doubtful, intricate. 
A  OUjjLI/c  muslitohilidi ,  Ohscnre,  ambiguous 

(sentences).  Doubtful,  intricate  (affairs). 

mushtabihat,  An  ambiguous  matter. 



ACii*x:i-<i»i,ws/(a^?a<,Separated,divided,scattered. 

Aj^^  mushtajir,  A  disputant,  squabbler. 
A  jXiwo  mushtadd,  Waxed  strong,  potent. 

A  ̂ iXju^  mushtadah,  Facility,  convenience, 
ability  of  doing  any  thing. 

A  ̂ 'xLa  mushtadihh,  Broken  (hollow  thing). 
A  ̂ SiJ^mushtadikfVi vY-mouihedi  in  speaking. 
A  isjw-*  mushtarit,  One  who  fixes  a  condition. 

A  (_J)Wo  mushtarif,  Erect,  upright,  standing 
up.  Tall  (horse). 

A  uiJ/Li-*  mushtarak,  Shared.  Common,  pay- 
ing tribute  to  two  masters  (as  in  the  case  with  some 

frontier-towns).  Common  to  many.  ̂ J^^^J^  (j*^ 

hissi  mushtarah,  Common  sense.  i.ijfJ^  Cl^i)  lu- 

ghati  muslitm-aka,  A.  word  of  many  significations, 

common  to  many  senses,  p  ̂J*^— ̂ '  ''-^j^^  shikar 
mushtarakast,  The  game  is  in  common,  a  Mush- 
tarik,  A  partner  in  trade,  associate,  accomplice. 

Common  to  many.  Complex.  Synonymous.  One 

who  talks  to  himself;  a  misanthrope. 

p      iZ^L/c  7nusht-7'and,  (or  iSij  O-i.*  musht- 

randa)  A  carpenter's  plane,  hand-plane. 
p  jyJ^  mushtru,  A  kind  of  mezereon. 

A  JgjiLi;</omMs/tiam',Bought.  MushtarijAhuyer, 
purchaser.  The  planet  Jupiter.  A  kind  of  bird. 

A  lyjii^  mushtariy, Helat'mg  to  a  buyer((_j'__^<«). 
p  (jj  musht-zan,  Boxer,  bruiser,  pugilist. 
p       {^.Jl^  mushi-zani,  Fisticuffs,  boxing. 

PLfX)>j^  CL^JLomusht-sang,  Sling-stone :  missile. 

A  (JjOLwo  mushta^l,  Kindled,  set  on  fire. 

A jiCyZ^  mushtaghir,  Far-advanced  (into  the  de- 
sert). Proud,  overbearing.  Numerous,  many,  that 

cannot  be  numbered.  Large,  vast  (account).  Dif- 

ficult, intricate  (affair). 

A  mushtaghil  or  mushtaghal,  Employed, 

occupied,  engaged,  busied. 

■pJ^^LSCJLio  mushtafshar,  A  soft  kind  of  gold  capa- 
ble of  being  worked  in  the  hand  like  wax.  New  wine. 

A  mushtaft,  Convalescent. 

A  ̂ jImo  mushtakk,  Derivative,  derived  (as  one 
noun  from  another).  ismi  viushtahk, 

A  derivative  noun.  Ji"^  ̂-**>^  ismi  ghayr 
mushtakk,  A  primitive,  underived  noun. 

A  ̂jSIXLa  mushtakik,  One  who  derives  (one  noun 
from  another).  Ataker  of  a  half.  Asquabbler,brawler. 

A  jf^'JJ:^  mushtakir,  Violent,  stormy  (wind). 
(Secjixiwj^  ishtikdr.) 

A  (Jili/6mMs/ttoA?7,  Doubtful,  obscure,  difficult. 

A  ̂^LLa  mushtaka',  Any  thing  complained  of 
Suspected.  Mushtaki,  Pained,  or  complaining  of 

a  pain.^  A  complainer,  lamenter. 
A  mushattam,  Grim  (lion). 

A  'iS^mashtamat  or  mashtimat,  (v.  n.  of  j,jLr2*) Reproaching,  reviling,  cursing,  vilifying. 

Aj^JLk  mushtamir,  Diligent,  pains-taking. 
A  ̂y^JL^f>  mushtamil,  Whatever  surrounds,  em- 

braces, comprehends,  contains,  comprises. 
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p  mushtan,  To  rub. 

p  cfXi^  mushtang,  A  thief,  robber.  Poor, 

p  jILix)  mushtu,  A  sort  of  red  clay  ( Ji^  gil)  or red  flower  (  ji  guV). 

p  tjSyJ^  mushtwara,  As  much  as  can  be  held 
in  the  hand :  a  handful.  A  handful  of  wheat  or 

barley  in  the  ear.    A  small  joiner's  plane. 

Aj^'JJLk  mashtur,  One  whose  eyelids  are  weak and  inverted. 

A  j»jxi-c  mashtum,  Reproached,  reviled,  cursed, 
treated  contumeliously. 

A  ̂jlLio  mushtawa' ,  A  place  for  cooking, 
p  ajLi-«  mashta,  Selling  any  thing  by  trick  and 

artifice,  llushta,  A  wooden  instrument  with  which 

they  strike  the  bow-string  when  preparing  cotton 

for  spinning.  An  oblong  piece  of  wood  or  bone 

used  by  shoemakers  in  smoothing  the  soles.  The 
handle  of  any  tool  or  weapon. 

Ajf^L:^  rnushtahar  or  mushtahir,  Proclaimed. 
Called,  named.  Famous.  Mushtahir,  One  who 

celebrates,  proclaims  abroad. 

A  ̂\j..jjLi«<i  mushtaka' ,  Longed  for,  lusted  after : 
desirable.  Mushtaki,  One  who  loves,  wishes,  de- 

sires, longs  for,  hankers  after. 

A  musktahiyat,  (pi.  fem.)  Desires, 

wishes,  appetites.  ioiL-flj  OU-^Jwe  mushtakiydti 
nafsdntya.  Carnal  desires. 

p  musliti,  A  garment  of  fine  cloth.  Fine 
cloth  of  cotton  or  silk.  A  handful.  A  small  num- 

ber or  quantity,  a  few.  \  ̂ ^J^  mushtin  ati- 

s/ti.  Tyrants,  oppressors.  Fire-worshippers,  ̂ ^J^ 
mushtisi  kkak.  The  world.    A  handful  of 

people,    tjbj  -^(J---*  musktiti  ziydd.  Adverse,  dis- 
sentient, opponents.  Poor,  contemptible,  ̂ fj.^ 

j\jZi  muskthi  sharar,  Stars,  planets.  ^^s*^ 
musktisi  ghuhar,  A  company  of  persons.  The  earth. 

A  (^-^  muskatti,  Sufficient  for  the  winter. 

A        7naskj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i-«)  Mixing.  Disturbing. 
3Iaskaj  or  maskij,  (pi.  amshaj)  Mixtures. 

A  (iLs^^  miskjaz,  A  sling  for  stones. 
A            mishjab,  A  three-legged  piece  of  wood 

on  which  they  hang  clothes,  a  clothes-horse. 
A             7nushajjib,  Coarse,  homely  (in  diet). 

Wijs/tojy a;', Broken-skulled.  Split  (post). 

Aj^^  maskjar,  (A  place)  planted  with  trees, 
a  grove.  Miskjar,  A  camel  that  bi-owses  upon  trees. 
A  three-footed  piece  of  wood  upon  which  they  hang 

clothes.  A  bleacher's  block.  Miskjar  or  7naskjar, 
The  wooden  frame-work  of  a  camel-litter.  A  smaller 

kind  of  travelling  vehicle  and  open.  3Iuskjir, 

(Ground)  which  produces  trees.  Abundant  in  trees. 

A,^:^mws/<q2;ar,(A  garment)  figured  with  trees 
and  leaves.  Any  thing  after  the  fashion  of  a  tree. 

A  'ij^^  maskjarat,  (Ground)  planted  with,  or 
abounding  in,  trees  ( skajar). 

A  Tnashji^  Stark  mad. 

A  7nuskajji^  Courage-inspiring. 
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A^-j^**^  maslijuTfo,  Sad,  grieved,  melancholy. 

A  (_».>jj^^  7nashjub,  Perished,  destroyed. 
A  rnaskju),  Wounded  in  the  pate,  bro- 

ken-headed.   Split  (post). 

A  ̂ ^^^  mashju^  Excelled  in  intrepidity. 
A  ̂L«TOas/ia//,Achafingoftheinsideofthe  thighs 

by  walking,  or  of  the  hams  by  a  rough  garment. 

A  (ilsT*^  mish-haz,  A  spacious  hillock.  Level 

ground.    The  summit  of  a  mountain. 

A  ̂ 2  ^'^'^ 
A  d'^^  7nish-haz,  A  whetstone.  A  hard  driver. 

A  ̂ii.^*^mMsAaAs7ta/i, Worthless, goodfor little. A  iaas~*^ mas/j-Zifl^,  (v.  n.  of  ia^^)  Diluting  (wine 

or  milk).  Being  distant,  absent.  Retiring,  reced- 

ing. Outstripping,  getting  the  start  of.  Slaughter- 

ing (a  camel).  Being  estimated  beyond  the  value. 

Propping  (a  palm-shoot).  Stinging  (a  scorpion). 
Filling  (a  vessel).  Voiding  dung.  Chirping  (a 

bird).   Misk-kat,  A  vine-prop. 

A  |*si^  7nushakha7n,  (Bread)  baked  or  stuffed 
with  lard  (|»*^  shakm),  larded.  Mushahkim,  One 
who  has  much  fat  in  the  house,  or  has  fat  camels. 

Ajj\*^  Ttiush-haTizir,  Prepared  to  reproach  or 
revile.    A  slow  grower. 

A  JhS.^^  7nusk-kanzir,  Prominent-eyed. 
A  ̂j^sr~**'*  mash-kun.  Filled,  charged.  Full. 

Freighted  (ship).  Driven  back,  p  j^^:^*^  la^  Jii 
dili  safd-7nask-kun,  A  heart  replete  with  purity ; 

also  of  content  or  happiness. 

A  (2r-s^^  niusk-haf  inn.  Provoked,  enraged. 
p  maskkk,  An  example,  a  copy  to  write 

after ;  an  exercise. 

p  (jis:*^  7nashakksk,  Do  not  trip  or  stumble. 
A  Tmishahlikkas,  Ascertained,  certain. 

Stipulated,  agreed.   A  fine,  amercement. 

A^^^mishkkalor'si^i^  miskkkalat,  Astramer. 
A  'sA^^ mashkhalahat,  (in  Irak)A  white  sphe- 

ric shell,  resembling  a  pearl ;  a  necklace  made  of 

such  shells  strung  on  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree; 

also  a  girl  wearing  such  necklace. 
p  ed^?^  7nuskakhna,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

A  (^^^^  maskkhus,  Disturbed,  disquieted. A  7nuskkkaAn7i,  Enraged,  angry. 

A  ̂ Ljo  Tnaskdah,  Vulva. 
A  ̂ iXLo  miskdakk,  Any  implementfor breaking. 

A  ̂!LL«7nushaddakh,'Broken(head).  Burst  by 
pressing  (date).  Decollated.The  placeof  decollation. 
A  7nushaddad,  Strengthened.  Tied  toge- 

ther. A  letter  marked  with  the  sign  of  duplica- 

tion — ,  called  iiJ.^^-i^'  taskdid. 
A  ̂ ^^^  7nuskdin,  (pi.  ̂jiilwo  mashadin  and 

jj^.iil£o  maskddin)  (A  doe)  mother  of  a  grown  fawn , 
A  lijti^masAc^Mf?,  Bound,  tied,  fastened,  begirt. 

A  'i^jdJ^  mashdunat,  (A  girl)  kept  at  home 

till  past  her  bloom. 
A  Jjuiwi-o  7naskduh,  Astonished,  amazed,  thun- 

derstruck. Employed. 
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A  \^^J1^7nishzab,  A  pruning-book. 

A      jJ;^  mushazzab,  Lopt,  pruned.  Tall,  well- 

shaped,  and  handsome  (man).  Long-bodied  (horse). 

AjJ^  7/ijVir,  Very  ruddy  (man).  Jlashar,  (v. 

n.  oi'j^)  Putting  forth  green  and  tender  branches 
or  suckers  about  the  root  (a  tree).  One  who  goes 

with  a  graceful,  sprightly  air.  \jJLo  ajJ6i5\  azhabahu 
via.sfiaran,  He  reviled,  ridiculed,  disparaged  liim. 

A  m/s/t7-as,  A  crooked  iron  slightly  prick- 
ing an  ass  between  the  shoulders. 

A  y>\j''  mishrat,  (pi.  JoJ^'wiwc  masharlt)  A  lan- 
cet or  scarificator.  A  beginning.  Make,  structure. 

A  ̂ 3lr^  mishrak,  A  place  exposed  to  the  sun. 

A  {^jLk  mashrab,  (v.  n.  of  l-.^^)  Drinking. 
Imbibing.  A  reservoir  of  water,  or  any  place  out 

of  which  they  drink.  Water.  A  beverage,  (pi. 

i_->jli-c  masharib)  Nature,  temper,  humour.  Sect, 

religion.  ftJ^  lattf-viashrab,  Of  an  amia- 

ble disposition,  affable,  good-natured. 

A  (__yj-i;»«  musharrab,  Mixed,  deeply  imbued. 

The  lettersj  r,  J  z,       z,  ̂  z,  and  i  z. 
A  &Jj.i«c  mashrabat  or  mashrubaf,  (pi. 

mas/iartb)  A  dining-room,  parlour.  A  banquet.  A 

veranda,  portico,  or  gallery.  A  window.  A  place 

whence  they  fetch  water.  A  handful  of  water.  Soft 

ground ;  also  verdant.  i?/w.7t7'a6«i,  A  drinking-vessel. 
A  ijJ:^  mashrat,  An  ear  beautifully  shaped. 

Raiment,  dress.  A  leaf  ere  it  has  become  green 

and  rough.  A  shoot  resembling  a  palm-leaf  from 

about  the  roots  of  the  tree  »1.olP  ̂ zat,  and  of  many 
other  trees;  also  a  3oft,tenderbranch  or  twig.  Name 

of  a  bird.   (.^^^  ijLjo  ma  ahsana  mash- 

ratu'larz,  How  beautiful  is  the  face  of  the  ground  ! 

^\  imrasat  mashratu'l  a^as,  A 
woman  who  has  quenched  her  thirst. 

A  ̂ j--*  musharraj,  Drawn  (purse-string). 
A  ̂ -^s-j^  mushaija^  Lengthened,  elongated. 

Asledge-liammer  orasquare  block  of  wood  rounded 
or  bevelled  at  the  edges. 

A  'i-K^jZ^  musharja^t,  A  long  hammer. 
A  mashrah,  Privities  of  a  female. 

A  ̂ j-i-o  musharrah,  (Meat)  cut  into  bits. 

A  jj-^  musharrai-,  (Meat)  dried  in  the  wind. 

sj'y^muiiharraz,lL\e([  together.  Intricate,mazy. 
A  muahris,  The  owner  of  camels  which 

feed  on  the  thorny  shrub  (_>>^*»»  shirs. 

A  'mjL<  vivshrisat,  A  place  where  the  dwarfish 
thorny  mountain-shrub  i^j***  shirs  grows. 

A  'iiuujjLic  musharsafat,  White-sided  (sheep). 
A  j^jLjc  musharshir,  A  lion. 
A  mislirat,  A  lancet  or  fleam. 

A  ̂ jLm  mushartih  or  mushartah,  A  traveller, a  waiidorer  over  the  earth. 

A  mushra^  Levelled,  pointed  (spear). 

A'is-j^  mashra^t  or  mashru^t,  A  place  where cattle  are  watered. 

A  (  Jjvi-*  mashraf,  (pi.  i  j^Ll/o  mashRrif)  An 

eminence,  high  place.  Mushruf,  A  tower  or  lofty 

building  on  an  eminence.  Mushrif,  Imminent,  im- 

pending, overhanging.  Erect,  upright,  tall,  high. 
Near,  at  the  point  of.  One  who  raises  or  ennobles. 

An  examiner,  inspector,  observer.  An  officer  in  a 

treasury  who  authenticates  accounts  and  writings. 

A  musharraf,  Exalted,  honoured,  enno- 
bled. (A  house)  ornamented  with  pinnacles,  tur- 

rets, or  battlements.  A  margin,  brink,  edge. 

A  ̂  jJ:^  mashrifiy  or  viashrafiy,  Belonging 
to,  or  produced  in,  the  villages  of  masharif. 

A  ̂ jS^mashril; ,l!he  east,  sun-rising,  p 

jj  Jlj  i'i\L^imashrih-gushada-zalizar,Ti2iyin.^\in- 
rise.     A  JIushrih,  Bright,  shining. 

A  ̂ jj-^  musharrah,  (Meat)  dried  in  the  sun. 
(A  garment)  dyed  red.  Plastered  red  (edifice). 
An  oratory,  place  dedicated  to  prayer.  The  mosque 
of  Khayf.  The  market  of  Taif.  3Iusharrih,  One 

who  dries  (meat)  in  the  sun.  One  who  turns  to, 

or  verges  towards,  the  east  ( j^/-*  shark). 

A  ̂j^jJ:^  mashrihani,  (dual)  The  east  and  west. 
The  summer  and  winter  solstices,  ̂ j^jl^  SjO  bit^ 

du'l  mashrihayn.  The  distance  between  the  east  and 
west.  The  distance  between  Cancer  and  Capricorn. 

A  mashrakat,  mashrihat,  or  mashruhat, 

A  place  where  they  sit  to  bask  in  the  sun. 

A  ̂ 3/^  mashrihiy.  Oriental,  eastern. 
A  uiJf.iLc  mnshrah,  Shared.  A  thing  common 

to  many.  Mushrih,  One  who  makes  a  partner,  ad- 

mits into  partnership.  One  who  believes  in  a  plu- 
rality of  gods,  a  polytheist,  idolater,  pagan.  One 

who  talks  to  himself  like  amopisb,melancholyman. 

AuLV^.i*<im«,s7irtrr«/f,Shared.  Common  to  many. 

(A  shoe)  furnished  with  latchets  or  strings  (tdJ^^^). 

A  ̂jL^mushrihly ,K  polytheist,idolater,pagan. 

A  i^^y^jLiC  mushrihin,  (pi.  of  l^j^)  Infidels. 
A  \kjL^  musharmit,  Ragged  (garment). 

A  i^jjLk  7nashri/b,lL)run]i;  imbibed;  potable. 
A  C->bj mashrubat,  (pi.  fem.)  Drinkables. 

A  mashruh,  Explained,  declared,  illus- 
trated. Above-mentioned.  Wine  or  any  beverage. 

The  vapour  called  (— ->J^  sarab.  p  ̂  jLa  J\yu«y 
bar  minwali  mashi'uh,  In  the  aforesaid  manner. 

mashruhan,  Agreeably  to  the  expla- 

nation, circumstantially. 
A  viashrusat,  Scabby-lipped  (camels). 

A  {^j^Lk  7nashrus,  Cut. 
A  ̂ jj  mashrut,  Cut  open.  Agreed  ui)on, 

stipulated.  Plcdged,under  obligation.  Conditional. 

Contingent,  (in  India)  A  settled  revenue  of  ten  per 
cent,  allowed  to  the  zamindars.  (Lands  or  grants) 

appropriated  in  whole  or  in  part  to  particular  uses. 
A  vmshrutat,  Contingencies. 

A  y jLjo  mashru^  Begun,  commenced.  Legal, 
just,  prescribed  by  law.  Levelled,  pointed  (spear). 
A  kind  of  cloth  of  silk  and  cotton  mixed,  in  which 

Muhamniadans  are  allowed  to  pray. 

A  ̂ ^jLa  mashruf,  Excelled  in  nobility. 
A  |«j jnashrum,  Split  in  the  nose. 

p  i^J\->jj^  mashrrinitan,  (in  zand)  To  gather. 

A  »__afcj-i./«  mushruliiff,  One  whose  hair  is  dishe- 
velled.   Barefoot.    Pale,  pallid. 

A  ̂ j^.j^  mishrtk,  A  place  where  they  sit  ex- 
posed to  the  sun.  (A  door)  pervious  to  the  rays  of 

the  rising  sun.  The  door  of  repentance  in  heaven. 

maskash,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Having  a  car- 
tilaginous excrescence  on  the  pastern  (a  horse) ; 

the  excrescence  itself.  A  white  speck  coming  on 

the  eye  of  a  camel. 

A  ynushiss,  (A  camel)  scarce  of  milk. 
A  ixi/o  ynaaht,  (v.  n.  oflxLo)  Combing.  Mix- 

ture. Iai4\  ddiimu'l  masht,  A  fawner,  flat- 
terer. Masht,  misht,  musht,  masliit,  mushut,  or 

mushutt,  (pi.  lo^-i^o^  amshat  and  lali*  niishat)  A 

comb.  \.^^\]s»Ji/0  7nushtu'z  zisb,  Name  of  a  plant. 

Vim.io  mushtu'r  rd^,  .Shepherd's  comb,  the 
teasle.  3Iusht,  A  mark  impressed  upon  camels. 

The  shoulder-blade.  Small  bones  in  the  upper  part 

of  the  feet.  The  instrument  by  which  the  web  is 
stretched  in  working.  The  cover  of  a  jar.  JIashat, 

(v.  n.  ofla.i««)  Having  collops  of  fat  upon  his  sides 

(a  camel).  Becoming  hard  from  labour,  or  having 
a  thorn  run  into  it  (the  hand). 

A  mushattab,  Furrowed  (sword-blade). 

Striped  (garment).  (Ground)  hollowed  by  the  flux 
of  water.    A  stuffed  and  quilted  saddle-cloth. 

A  iLlxii/c  mashtat,  A  comb  made  of  box-wood. 

3Iishtat,  Mode  or  style  of  combing.  (J?^^  ivVi  .':.< 
mishtatu''r  rijl,  The  upper  part  of  the  foot. 

A  u-.>jVi.  mashiub,  Grooved  (sword-blade). 
Swollen  with  fat  (loins  or  buttocks  of  a  horse). 

Aj^lxi««  mashtur,  Halved,  bi-sected,  divided  in 
two.  Bread  smeared  over  with  condiment.  In  the 

verse  called^J>-j7Y//a',  three  parts  out  of  six  dropped. 
A  )aZ^  mashz,  (v.  n.  of  Choosing  a  coun- 

try (for  one's  residence).  Snatching.  A  piece  of 
a  thorn  stickincr  in  the  skin.  Mashz  or  mashaz, 

(v.  n.  of  ia.i-c)  Being  hurt  (in  the  hand)  by  a  sharp 

thorn  or  any  thing  similar.  Having  galled  thighs. 

Having  his  sinews  seen  through  the  skin  (a  horse). 

Mashiz,  Pierced  in  the  hand  with  a  thorn  or  splinter. 

A  'L^3J:^mashzat,  Any  thing  obscure:  doubtful 
intelligence.  3fishzat,  A  splinter,  chip,  fragment. 

A  7»nshazzaz,  Erect  and  stiff". 
A  e-alawo  j/i/A'/ii'fl/,  A  talker  little  to  the  purpose. 

A  mash^,  (v.  n.  of  Collecting,  acquir- 
ing, gaining.  Seizing,  drawing  away,  carrying  oflP. 

Travelling  leisurely.  Milking  (sheep).  Teasing 

(cotton).  Striking  (with  a  rope).  Eating  (a  cu- 
cumber).  Emitting  (urine  or  sperm). 

A  (Jlj«Mi««  ynish^il,  (pi.  ̂y>S-\J^  mashn^l')  A  lea- thern vessel  placed  upon  four  feet,  in  which  the 

Nomade  Arabs  keep  their  palm-wine. 

A  (2)^-**-*  mush^nn,  One  with  dishevelled  hair. 



A  mash^h,  A  path,  covered  way,  by- 
road. A  mark  impressed  on  a  camel.  Jjii 

mash^hu  'I  hakk,  The  way  of  truth.  3Iish^b,  An 
instrument  with  which  they  mend  broken  -vessels. 
A  gimlet,  a  boring  instrument. 

A  musha^^b,  Patched.  Marked  with 

the  sign  t— *****  shi^. 

A  musha^^bat,  (A  dish)  mended  with 
several  pieces. 

pjuo  aJii>-  jj\iiJjfci««  musha^idani  huhhafi  sdbz, 
The  sun  and  moon.  The  planets. 

A  jjkjwe  musha^iz,  A  juggler,  conjurer. 

A  &*-iwo  mishit,  A  bit  of  teased  cotton. 

A  t.iA>Li-«  musha^^s,  (in  versification)  When 
one  of  the  two  inflecting  vowels  of  the  foot  J-Jj 

watad  has  been  dropped. 

masher,  {^\.^\J^  masha^r)  A  place 
dedicated  to  religious  ceremonies,  or  where  sacri- 

fices are  offered.  The  rites  of  the  temple  of  Mecca. 

Trees  growing  in  smooth  ground,  affording  shelter 
in  winter  and  shade  in  summer.  External  sense 

(as  hearing  or  seeing).  j*^^  al  mash^ru'l 

(or  al  mish^ru'l)  hardm,  Muzdalifa.  3Tush^r, 
One  who  signifies,  indicates,  makes  sign,  or  gives 
information  ;  whatever  denotes  or  bears  marks  of. 

Hairy,  shaggy. 

A  mush^raniy,  Hairy. 

A  mash^rat,  A  rendezvous  of  poets. 

A  ̂ J«we  musha^ha^  (Shade)  light,  not  dense. 
Mixed,  diluted  (wine). 

A  ̂j-Jwe  mash^l,  A  torch,  flambeau,  lantern. 

A  fire-grate.  A  light-house.  Mish^l,  (pi. 
masha^l)  A  leathern  vessel  placed  upon  four  feet, 

in  which  the  Scenite  Arabs  keep  their  palm-wine. 

A  strainer.  Mush^l,  Kindled,  lighted.  Mush^l, 

One  who  kindles  (a  fire).  An  incendiary.  Nume- 
rous and  scattered  (swarm  of  locusts). 

A  VJjcS-c  mash^lat,  (pi.  ̂Js-Li.*  masha^l)  Any 
place  for  a  lantern  or  fire.  Mush^lat,  Scattered, 
dispersed  (array).  Scattered  (locusts). 

mash^lchl,  A  torch-bearer, 

p  eJjw*  mash^la,  A  lantern,  link,  torch,  flam- 

beau. L^j^*"  «>)j«.i-«  mash^lad  Ithamari,  (Jjj  roz, 
or        suhli)  The  world-illuminating  sun.  e^j^tuc 

JjjS        mash^lad  gitl-furoz,  The  world-illumi- 
nating sun.  An  epithet  of  Muhammad. 

A  f^^Syf^if  musha^ab  or  musha^ib,  (A  ram) 
whose  horns  are  bent  backward  over  the  head. 

A  (b_j-3«-i.<c  musha^az,  Bewitched,  enchanted, 
fascinated:  deceived  by  conjuring  or  magical  arts. 

Musha^iz,  A  juggler,  conjurer. 

A j}*^mash^r,(j>jyiZ^mash^rat,ov 

mash^ras)  (v.  n.  ofjjuI»)  Knowing,  perceiving,  un- 
derstanding, noticing,  remarking. 

A I — fj»J^mash^f,  Desperately  in  love.  Fool- 
ish, mad,  crazed.  Terrified. 

A  masli^n,  Dishevelled  (hair),  jj^*^* 

(    1191  ) 

{^ji^  mash^n  majnun,  Insane. 

A  ̂Mcmashgli,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^)  Eating  (a  cucum- 
ber) slowly,  leisurely.  Striking.  Stigmatizing,  re- 

proaching, reviling.  Mishgh,  Red  earth,  ruddle. 

A  e-A*^  mishghab,  Riotous;  a  mischief-maker. 
A  mashghat,  A  piece  of  worn  cloth,  rag. 

A  lump  of  clay  into  which  they  fix  thorns,  and, 

when  dry,  use  it  as  a  card  for  dressing  flax. 

A  (_.>^aLi««  mushaghzib,  One  who  trips  up  his 
rival  in  wrestling. 

A  f^k^inushghal,  Busied,  occupied, employed. 

Mushghil,  One  who  busies  himself. 
A  &Jj«-i-o  mashghalat,  (pi.  (J-Pl^i-o  mashaghil) 

Business,  employment,  occupation.  Pastime.  A 

place  of  business.    A  school. 
A  u-*iiwe  mushaghnab  or  muskaghnib,  (A  goat) 

whose  (horns)  bend  backwards. 

A  I  jyii-*  mashghuf,  Inflamed  with  love,  dis- 
traught, foolish,  frantic,  mad. 

A  ̂^yJ^mashghul,  Busied,  occupied,  employed, 

wholly  dedicated  to,  diligent,  anxious  about. 

J  ̂yi^mashghulijOccapation,  employment. 

A  ̂ ^kZ^cmashghum,  Acamel  abounding  in  milk. 
Aj^iLic  mishfar,  The  lip  of  a  camel. 
A  yjsij^  nmshfatirr,  Trembling  with  horror. 

One  whose  skirts  are  tucked  up.  Diligent,  prepared 

for  business,  alert,  despatchful.    One  whose  hair 
stands  on  end.    Erect.    Raised  (dust). 

A ^JLjcmushaffah,  Disappointed  in  every  thing. 
A  jSlL^  mishfar  or  mashfar,  (pi.  jiLi/o  mashd- 

Jir)  The  lip  of  a  camel  (though  sometimes  applied 

to  men).  Prohibition.  Strength.  Vehemence.  A 

district  of  ground  or  of  sands. 

A  jii-*  mushaffii^,  Narrow,  scanty  (subsistence). 
A  i_o  "  Q  ■•'■■.g  mushafshaf  or  mushafshif,  Weak, 

foolish,  light,  hasty.  Bad-tempered,  vicious.  Tre- 
mulously sensitive,  jealous. 

A  mushfik,  Kind,  gracious,  pitiful,  com- 
passionate, sympathetic,  tender.   Timid,  fearful. 

A|ja-S-«mMs/ifl^«^,Small(present). Badly  woven, 
p  i>!>\^Sit^  mushfihana,  Mercifully,  pitifully. 

A  aiiwo  mishfalat,  (pi.  mashafil)  Tripe. 

A^^fl-i/emas/*/'M^,Furious,insane.TJnited,paired. 
/\\  <jO.-'r,.B  mashfuf,  Clear,  pellucid,  diaphanous. 
A  » ̂ lLa  mashfuh,  (A  well  or  a  dish)  surrounded 

by  a  throng.  A  man  who  requires  to  be  impor- 
tuned with  questions  before  any  thing  can  be  elicit- 

ed from  him.    Little,  few,  exhausted. 

A  mashk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Piercing  sud- 
denly with  a  spear;  striking,  beating,  lashing,  or 

eating  with  velocity.  Tearing.  Writing,  drawing 

the  letters.  Combing.  Chafing  the  skin  (a  new 

garment).  Drawing  (a  thong)  every  way  in  order 
to  stretch  it.  Leaving  more  meat  than  what  one 

has  eaten.  Eating  gently.  Eating  up  the  best  parts 

(of  forage).  Being  tall  and  slender  (a  girl).  Milk- 
ing a  little.  An  example,  a  copy  to  write  after ;  an 

exercise.  Practice,  usage,  use.  Red-dyeing  earth, 
ruddle.  Modus  coeundi.  J/is//^,  Red-dyeing  earth, 

ruddle.  Spare,  lean.  3Iushh,  (pi.  of  ̂jJi^<\  amshak) 
Chafed  between  the  thighs.  3Iashak,(\.n.  of 

Being  galled  between  the  thighs  (a  man).  Mishak, 

(pi.  of  'isJL^  mishhat)  Locks,  tufts  of  wool. 
A         mashakk,  A  nick,  slit,  cranny,  opening. 

A  la-iwc  mashkas,  The  parting  of  the  hair  on  the 
head.  3Iishhas,  A  comb. 

A  IsLi^  mishka',  A  comb. 

A  -^^Uiwo mashhas, (fem.  of  amshak')  Galled 
between  the  thighs,  llishkds,  A  comb. 

Ai^^J:^  mishkasat,  A  comh:  bodkin  for  the  hair. 

A  'eSLL<  mashhat,  The  mark  of  a  tethering  rope 
on  the  leg  of  an  animal.  Width,  space  between  the 

legsof  ananimal.  Acrack  inthehoof.  Abad  scratch. 

Mishhat,  (pi.  ̂ jJ^  mishak)  A  tuft  of  wool.  Hair- 
corabings,  wool-combings.  Atom  garment.  3Iush- 
kat,  A  chafe-gall  between  the  thighs,  and  a  liabi- 

lity to  it  from  their  form. 

A  saLa  mashahkat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being  diffi- 
cult and  troublesome.  Throwing  into  difficulties. 

3Iashakkat  or  mishakkat,  Inconvenience,  trouble, 

labour,  pains,  toil,  affliction,  adversity,  pain,  dis- 
tress, misfortune. w 

A  JiL^  mushahhar,  A  leathern  water-bottle.  A 
large  cup  or  goblet. 

A  (_>aiiwo  mishkas,  An  arrow  with  a  broad  long 

point  for  shooting  wild  beasts. 
A  (vaiLi«c  mushakkis,  A  butcher. w 

A  ̂ jSJ^  mushakkak,  Cracked,  split. 
A  mashkuh,  Reprobated,  cursed. 

A  j^axL*  mashkuh,  Split,  cleft,  riven. 

p  »J>^a.LK  m.ashkuli7/a,Wa.mih's  mother-in-law. 
4  (_Jj-i-<>  mashkl.  Acquired  by  practice. 

A  mishka',  A  comb. 
pi,^XL/c  mashk,  A  sheep-skin  tanned  or  not,espe- 

ciallyforcarryingbutter-milk  orwater.  ̂ ^j^L^Xi^t 

mashkicharmi^\}\.YdL.3I'ushkoTmishk,'M.\isk.L^XL/i> 
^    mushki  azfar,  The  finest  kind  of  musk. 

mushki  bildd.  Civet,  ij mushki 

tdtdri,  Musk  of  Tartary.  C*JO  tili/c  mushki  tubt 

or  tabut.  Musk  of  Tibet  (of  a  very  superior  qua- 

lity). {j,^J^  <-ilwe  mushki  turkmdni,  Root  of  the 
cyperis  (an  Indian  plant  like  ginger,  having,  when 
chewed,  the  virtues  of  saffron).  i^^J:^  mushki 

dawdrii,  A  fire-arrow.  \^X^j  ̂.^Xf^  mushki  zamxn, 
Musk  of  the  earth,  galangale.  siXi  {JXLk  mushki 

ndfa,  Exquisitemusk.  ̂ J^L^^J^  muyi  mushk- 
buy.  Hair  scented  with  musk.  ̂ ^^^  LdLi-o  mushk 
bastan.  To  tie  the  hands  behind  the  back. 

A  L^^/o  mashakk,  A  place  of  joining. 

A  ifK.i«<!  mishhat,  A  hole  in  the  wall  not  quite 

through,  a  niche  (in  which  a  lamp  is  placed). 

A  J^Jl^  mishkdr,  (Cattle)  full  of  milk. 
Pjl*Ci:./o7«Ms/<^-&ar,Diffusingmusk.  Lock, curl, 

or  ringlet  of  a  mistress. 



p  ̂ ^J0.  t^i .n<c  mushh-htd,  Flower  of  the  willow. 

p  &3\i>  mushk-dana  or  mushk-dana,  Name 

of  a  fragrant  berry  which  they  bore  and  pass  through 
with  a  thread.  Name  of  the  22d  note  of  the  barbud. 

PjjiCi-*  mashh-dar,  Name  of  an  animalcule 
which  eats  holes  into  a  leatliern  bottle. 

I'  ̂d^JLc  mushh-dam,  A  black  singing  bird. 
vj^d^J:^mushli-doz,A.  leatliern-bottle  stitcher. 
p ̂ JLm  mashihar,  Do  not  hunt. 

A  ̂J:^  mitshhir,  (An  udder)  full  of  milk. 

A^jiw/owGA/tAa  or  mMA7i/£(7'a^, Grass  which  causes 
a  great  increase  of  milk.  iJ/j/iA/t/ro/,  Milky  (herb). 

Pjl^.O.(0  mushk-sar,  (or  !jL«5w«  mus/tk-sara) 
(A  place)  sweetly  smelling,  perfumed  with  musk. 

p  plftSli/«  mushk-fam,  Musk-coloured :  black, 
jetty.    The  locks  of  a  mistress. 

p  (j^jj^  (.dLi/«  mushh-faroshan,  Venders  of 
musk,  (metaphorically)  Polite,  amiable  men. 

p  laj>j\  (jU-i  iJXLk  mushk-Jislian  az  hafa,  Who 
emits  a  fragrant  smell  from  the  mouth  in  speaking. 

mushhah,  Galangale.  A  field-mouse. 
mushahhah,  Thrown  into  doubt. 

p  (Jl^  maslJnd,  A  thief,  a  robber. 

A  ̂Ji-i-o  mushkil,  Difficult,  hard,  painful ;  intri- 
cate.  Doubtful,  obscure,  ambiguous.  A  difficulty. 

(JLi-*  mushhilu^t  tashhlr,  (A  town)  hard to  be  taken. w 

a'  ̂ ..L<t  mushahhal,  Formed.  Well-shaped. 
Beautiful,  handsome. 

A  O^i^^-i-c  muslihiluty  (pi.  fem.)  Difficulties. 

p  jj^jJwJ.  ,J^-i>  mushhil-pasandan,T!\iose  who 
are  fond  of  difficulties. 

A  iJl^Li.*  viusJihilat,  (fem.  of  ̂J^-l/*)  Difficult, 
obscure.  A  doubtful  proposition,  problem. 

pLii^,Jii;./o  »tws/i/(?7-/tMs/ia,  Sol  ver  of  difficulties. 
p  ̂ [^J:^  mxishh-mali,  Name  of  the  twenty- 

fourth  note  of  the  barbud. 

V  ̂ jyc  mushk-moy,  Black-haired. 

p  fJ^Ltt  mashhan,  Do  not  break.  Be  not  im- 
petuous or  severe.  Be  not  disturbed. 

p  (__jljiwc  mushk-nab,  Exquisite  musk. 

p  »iUiCil/c  mws/i/f-Mo/a,  A  musky-smelling  plant. 
V  Ciiji^JLc  mushhinali,  A.  bird  about  the  size  of 

a  partridge,  generally  found  on  the  banks  of  rivers. 

A  ditch,  a  low-lying  place. 
p  mashhu,  A  small  leathern  bag  or  bottle. 

Musliho,  (jnashlio,  or  ̂f^^/o  mushhoy')  A  palace 
built  by  Khusraw  Parvez,  king  of  Persia,  in  which 

he  lived  with  his  consort  Shirin.  A  temple,  shrine 

of  an  idol.  The  female  apartments  in  a  palace.  An 

upper  chamber,  gallery,  or  balcony  on  the  top  of 

a  house.  A  garden. 

A  "t^J:^  mashhuw,  Complained  of. 
Aj^SCi/c  ?nrtA7t/ir<7',  Thanked.  Praised.  Acknow- 

ledged, rewarded.  Worthy  of  thanks  or  praise, 

laudable,  agreeable,  acceptable.  Liberated.  uliAaU) 

al  Uftu'l  mashkur,  (in  Morocco)  A  large 
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kind  of  rape-root. 

A  ̂^j^^^  mashhuri.  Reward.  Thanking. 
p  ijt^Ljo  juasltltiifa,  (or  ̂ ^^^  mashkufi)  A 

confection  of  almonds  and  su^ar. 

A  ̂^jCji/cmashhuk,  Doubted,  doubtful,  uncer- 

tain, problematical.  Run  through  with  a  spear. 

p  J^^^  maMTil,  A  small  water-bottle  or  bag. 

A  (J^i-l/c  viaslihul,  A  verse  in  which  tl»e  second 
and  seventh  letters  are  dropped ;  as  when  ̂ ^^^ 

fa^latun  is  reduced  to  C^*^'^  fa^latu. 
p  aJ^^-i«<i  77iai7J<M/a,  A  little  water-vessel.  Mush- 

hula  or  mishkula,  A  small  bit  of  musk. 

p  iO,^CLc  mashkoya,  An  idol-temple.  The  prin- 

cesses' apartments.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  ̂̂ 'CLa  maslihon,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 
p  vmshhi,  Dark  bay,  verging  to  black. 

A  mushlti,  One  who  pacifies,  or  who  stills 

a  complaint  (io.Ki»  shihayai). 

A  mashhty,  Complained  of.  Suspected. 

p  jjiiJii.i-«  mtishkidan,  To  gnaw.  To  murmur. 

p  ijf^J^  mashliiza,  A  small  water-bottle. 
p  i^j^^LLa  mushldn,  Musky.  Black,  dark,  jetty, 

(j^id^  mushhini  rvafa-dar,  The  narcissus. 

p  ̂ jf^^J^  mushhin-chah,  (&»-  ̂j^^iz^  mush- 
liin-chah,  ov  ̂   ̂J^^_i«c  mushkm-jav)  A  mole  on 
the  face  of  a  mistress. 

p  i^jt^^Ll^  mushkin-hhitmn,  (Wine)  of  a 
musky  flavour. 

p  (jlju*>  (j^SCi./*  mushhin-sinan,  (Black  points 
of  speai  s)  The  eyelashes  of  a  mistress. 

p  j»\s  i^^^^^LiO  mushhin-faitiy  Black-coloured. 
p  CiLjkSw*  mushlnnah,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  S^J^a  mushktn-Jiidah,  (or  »K  hulaJi) 

A  black  cap.  The  raven  locks  of  the  fair. 

p  8^  f^j^i^^  mushkhi-muhra,  The  earth. 
p  masluj,  A  milk-bottle  or  water-bottle 

made  of  a  sheep-skin    3Iixhy,  Musk. 

A^yiL<  mashl,  A  little  milking. 

A  ̂ yL/o  mishall,  Active  in  serving ;  social, cheer- 
ful, friendly.    An  ass  that  pursues  (the  female). 

A  ̂JLa  miishallah,  Stripped.  An  antechamber in  a  bath  where  the  bathers  leave  their  clothes ; 

the  stripping-room.  3/ushaUih,  A  stripper. 
A  mushahhal,  Distilling,  dropping. 

vj^L:*ic  mishshalaivs,  A  sweet-pulped  apricot. 
A  J^-l/«  mashlul,  Dried,  withered  (haud). 

A  tmirhalla',  Slender. 
A  mishhh,  A  laugher  with  open  mouth. 

A  JU;-*  mushimm,  Averse,  alienated. 
A  jUJi-c  7ni$hmal,  The  outward  covering  of  the 

body,  a  wrapper. 

A  CCi-o  mushammat,  Created,  saluted  (king). 

Mushammit,  One  who  blesses  or  congratulates. 

^  jj^wi  jjiushmahhirr,  A  high  mountain. 

A  i>  X      mishmaz,  A  turban-sash. 

A^^J^wo  mushammir,  One  who  tucks  up  his 
apron  or  trousers.  Alert,active,  expeditious.  Expert. 

A  ̂ ^•♦^  inushamraj,  Reared  with  care: 
A^jJL^mushamrah,Cat,h\imt  in  bits(garment). 

A  ̂ ^jJt^  mushammas,  Exposed  to  the  sun. 

A  (^*. « M.*  ntashmash  or  mishmish,  An  apricot. 
p\m.       7naA7«maA7ia,(inzand)  A  kind  of  apricot. 

A  R.».».l/c  mashmashat,  A  steeping  of  medicine 

(in  water).  Lightness,  agility,  swiftness. 

A^Z^mitshamma^Waxeti,  smeared  with  wax. 
Wax-cloth,  cerecloth. 

A  ft  n^:^  mashmn^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ v«*)  Playing, 

jesting.   A  joke.  il/iW/ ma^a/,  A  candlestick. 

A  )J«  %i:.ifi  mushma^ll,  A  sprightly  she-camel. 
Long  (camel).  Tall,  light,  and  elegant  (man). 
Sharp,  sour  (milk). 

A  ij  »M.<c  mishmal,  A  short  sword  worn  under 

thegarment.  3Iishmaly{ov'i^.^t^Tnishmalat^  Agar- 
ment  of  coarse  velvet  which  quite  covers  the  body. 

A  )oy^Z.M  mashmttt,  Mixed. 

A  ̂ j^Z^  mashmu^  Ambergrised  (musk). 
A  ̂^y^L^  ??ia*7tmii/.  Comprehended,  contained, 

surrounded.  Common,  universal.  Blown  upon 

or  shaken  by  the  north  wind  (^\^  shamal  or  shi- 
mal).  Refrigerated,  cooled  (wine).  (Wine)  cold 

to  the  taste.    (A  man)  of  an  excellent  disposition. 

A  pj.<M.<c  mashmum,  Smelled.  Perfumed,  odo- 
riferous, musky,  fragrant.  Tried,  proved.  Musk. 

Ajl.^<  7}iushmafizz,  Terrified,  horror-stricken. 
A  (j-i-e  viashn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JZ^)  Striking  gently 

(with  a  sword  orscourge).  Scratching,  excoriating, 

grazing  the  skin.  Lying  with.  Rubbing  with  the 
hand  in  order  to  make  smooth.  Giving. 

A  mashnas,  (v.  n.  of  txi>)  Hating,  (sing, 

and  pi.  mas.  and  fem.)  L^^gly,  deformed  in  counte- 
nance, disagreeable,  although  liked.  A  hater  of 

mankind,  a  misanthrope. 
A  ̂Ijwo  mishnasy  Hated  by  all. 

A  eKyZ^jcmashriatat,  (v.  n.  of  tjui»)  Hating. 

A  &jwe  maslinat,  An  excoriation,  scratch.  A 

broad  wound  but  not  deep. 

p  ̂J:^  mishanj,  A  meat-fly.  Mushanj,  A  grain. 
A  tnushannaj,  Wide,  ample,  roomy. 

A  mushannahh,A  palm  cleared  of  prickles. 
aV^  yLio  )nushannat,  Roasted  (meat). 

A  L_ALi-«  mushannaf,  Decked  (with  ear-rings). 

A  ̂ ^j*^  mmhannah,  Cut  into  slices,  as  a  cake 
dressed  with  oil  amongst  meat. 

A  'isiyL^  mashnahat,  A  hanging-place,  gallows. 

A  tlXxii/c  mashang,  A  thief  or  robber.  A  kind 

of  rope.  Mushang  or  mashang,  A  sort  of  grain. 
Jl>  mashatigi  talhh,  A  bitter  pea. 

p  CiiXii-*  mashangah,  A  thief.  3Inshangah, 

A  species  of  grain. 
p  ̂jkix)  mishnav,  Listen  not. 
A  j|jui-c  mashnuw,  Hated,  detested. 
A  mashnut,  Hated,  disliked  (though  fair). 

A  s^^jwo  mashnutat,  (v.  n.  of  \m)  Hating. 



A  ̂ y^wo  mashnu^  Notorious,  well-known. 

A  'ii^)J:*io  mashnufat,  (A  woman)  decked  with 
a  nose-jewel:  (acamel)witha  rein  through  thenose. 

A  mashnuk,  (A  camel)  reined  up  tight. 

Hanged.    Tall  (man). 

mashniy,  Hated,  disliked. 

mashw,  Aperient,  laxative  (medicine), 

p  j-i/o  mashav,  (imper.  of         shudan)  Be  not 
thou.  3Iashu,  (imper.  of  iJw2j  shustan)  Do  not 
wash.    Mushu,  Pease. 

A  mashurv,  Aperient,  laxative  (medicine). 

A  vihlmaz,  (pi.  jjjl^)  A  turban. 

A.j\^t^  mishrvar,  (v.  n.  of j\J^  forj^^j)  Offering 
(cattle)  for  sale ;  riding  (a  horse)  backwards  and 

forwards  by  way  of  shewing  him  off  to  a  buyer.  A 

place  where  horses  are  exposed  to  sale.  A  piece  of 
wood  to  which  the  combs  in  a  hive  are  fastened,  or 

with  which  the  honey  is  taken  out.  The  string  of 

a  large  bow,  with  which  they  beat  cotton.  The  in- 
side of  any  thing ;  also  the  outside.  Fatness.  The 

cud.  The  yard  (of  a  horse). 

A  mishwarat,  A  bee-hive. 

A  mis/two^,  Chamber  of  oven  or  furnace. 

A  J^_5.i-x>  mislnml,  A  stone  which  is  lifted  up 
as  a  trial  of  strength. 

A  mishwaz,  A  turban.    A  king,  lord. 

rnashur,  Adorned,  decorated.  Gathered 

(honey).  3Iishwar,  A  piece  of  wood  with  which 
the  honey  is  taken  out.    A  prism. 

Ajy^  mushawrvar,  Saffron-dyed  (garment). 
mashwarat,  Counsel,  consultation,  ad- 

vice, p  f^di^ C^jyLic  mashwarat  kardan,  To  con- 
sult, deliberate.  C>j^-i-«  mashwarat 

talah  kardan,  To  ask  advice,  a  ̂ j^Z^a  Jjb^  ahli 
mashwara,  A  counsellor,  one  of  the  counsel. 

Aj_ji^  mashuz,  Unsteady,  restless,  and  timid. 
A  yt^  mashush,  A  napkin.  Any  thing  with 

which  the  hand  is  wiped. 

p  (^yl^ic  mushush,  Oil  beat  into  a  consistency 
with  the  white  of  an  egg. 

A  ;j2>ji;.«  mushawrcash,  Disturbed,  distressed, 
uneasy,  perplexed.  Confused,  intricate,  embroiled. 

^jjjJ\  mushawwashu''r  rukum,  Confused writing.  (An  old  woman)  wrinkled  (with  age). 

Melancholy;  uncertain.  3fushawwish,  Hough  and 

dangerous  (sea). 

A  mashu^  Rapacious  (wolf). 
A  L^yL<«  mashuf,  Bright  (money).  Dressed, 

adorned(with  various-coloured  wool,&c.)  Anointed 

with  pitch  (a  camel).    Furious,  raging  (stallion). 

i^yLio  mashuf  mu^am,  Bright  stamped  coin. 
A  ̂ 3^---^  mashuh,  Full  of  desire.    (A  leathern 

bottle)  reared  against  a  wall. 

A  tdJjwi  mashuk,  Infected  with  the  disease 

called  &S=syL  shawkat.  Mushwih,  Thorny  (tree). 

A  'i^yZ^  mushwikat,  Thorny  (tree  or  land). 
A  J mishwal,  A  small  sieve.  A  small  sickle. 
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3Iushul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^')  Being  spare  (flesh). 

A  ̂yLfC  mashum,  Unfortunate.  Marked  with  a 
mole.  vJi>-\  mashum-ahhtar,  Born  under  an 
unlucky  planet ;  ignoble. 

A  k/o^xi*xi  mashsumatj  Unlucky  (woman). 

Aj^y^MC  mashsuz,  Unsteady,  restless,  and  timid. 
A  I  jj  yJLic  mashsuf,  Frightened,  terrified, timid. 

A  mashfufat,  (A  foot)  ulcerated  below. 

A  mashsum,  (pi.  j»Jolvi**)  Unfortunate. 
A  tyZ^  mushawnah,  Deformed,  disfigured,  ugly- 

shaped.  Viewed  with  a  malignant  eye. 

A  ijyl^  mushwi,  One  who  roasts  meat,  or  pre- 
pares it  for  dressing.  (See  AyZj\  ishwas.) 

A  ̂  yt^  mashwiy,  Roasted.  Missed  by  a  stone. 
viushahhar,  Large  (headed). 

p  ds-f^Ljc  mash-had,  The  city  of  Tus,  in  Khura- 
san, together  with  the  adjacent  village  Sanabad. 

A  mash-had,  A  burying-place  for  those 

especially  who  have  been  killed  in  fighting  for  re- 

ligion, and  therefore  a  place  of  holy  visitation.  A 

place  where  people  meet.  Jp^  j  J^ajtA 

mash-hadi  mu^ttar  u  marhadi  munawwar,  The 

holy  sepulchre.  Hush-had,  Slain  for  religion's 
sake ;  a  martyr.  Slain  without  any  mulct  or  fine 

being  paid.  3Iush-hid,  A  witness.  One  who  calls 
for  or  brings  evidence.  Standing  before.  (A  wo- 

man) present  with  her  husband. 

A  sX^^Ljc  mash-hadat  or  mash-hudat,  A  place 
where  people  meet. 

A^^-i./«wws/ja/t7iar,Embroidered(upper-garment). 

A  iJ^^J^  mushahharat.  Name  of  a  horse. 

A  li yi(^  mash-hud,  Attested,  proved.  Witnessed. 

Friday.  The  resurrection.  The  day  of 'ii^S-^arrtfai. 
A  ii^y^^^ mash-hudat,  V ray ew  Evening-prayer. 

Morning-prayer. 

Ajy-f^Lno  mash-hur.  Drawn,  brandished  (sword). 

(pl^^Li.«?nas/(a7tzr)Public,notorious,well-known. 
Published,  divulged,  conspicuous.  Celebrated,  il- 

lustrious,noted,  famous,  glaring,  ̂ ^jkj  ̂ '^jyj^t^ 
1  ̂>  mashhuri  ̂ lam  u  ma^umi  ham  a.dam,Vuh- 

iished  to  the  world,  and  known  to  the  sons  of  men. 

A  ̂ y^Z*i6 mash-hum,  Struck  with  terror.  Quick, clever,  witty. 

mushahhi,  Lust-exciting. 
A         mashy,  (v.  n.  of  Walking,  going. 

Driving.  Being  directed  in  one's  march,  finding 
one's  way.  Being  rich  Jn  cattle.  A  looseness,  flux, 

purgmg.  mashyan  ̂ la'l  ihdam, 
Trusting  to  his  feet  (he  went).  tlP^  ̂-ii*-* 

mashyan  ̂ la'  wajhin.  To  go  upon  the  face,  i.e.  to 
behave  with  humility,  to  approach  as  a  suppliant. 

^  U'ijO^^  ̂_jirfO  7«as/iy  ̂ aZa'  wqjhi'l  hahr kardan.  To  sail  on  the  face  of  the  sea. 

A  ̂ ^^^  mashiy,  Aperient,  purgative  (medicine). 
p  U_i;./c  mashya,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Butter 

made  of  sheep's  milk. 
A  mushayyas,  Weak,  corrupt.  Discordant. 
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A  ii>Ui;«o  mishyat,  (A  she-camel)  soon  fattening. 

A  ̂ J^^  mishya^  Who  discovers  or  blabs  all. 
p  ■   ■'j^.-'-'g  mashib.  Do  not  be  distressed. 
A  i^^>.iJ^  mashib.  Grey  hair,  hoariness. 

A  ikLiC  mashuat,  (or  »,lw> mas/u;/ai)Will,  plea- 

sure. Will  of  God,  fate.   Strength.  Puberty. 

A  'i-X^L.A  mishyat,  A  mode  of  walking.  Gait. 

Walking.  Direction. 

A        mashij,  (pi.  ̂Li;««\)  Mixed.  A  mixture. 
A  mushih.  One  who  approaches  and  keeps 

off  any  one  who  may  be  behind  him.  Diligent. 

Strong  and  fleet  (camel).  Broad  and  prominent- 
chested  (camel). 

A  mashiha*.  Diligence  in  the  expediting 
of  business.    Mixture,  confusion. 

A  f-^^^'"  mashyukhas,  («i^,****  mashyakhat,  or 

mashihhat^  (pi.  of  ̂ —i*  shayhh)  Seniors,  elders, 
sheiks,old  men, princes,  presidents,prelates,  doctors. 

A  SiJ^  mashid,  Plastered. 

A  iiXi/o  mushayyad,  Plastered.  High-raised  (edi- 

fice). Firm,  solid,  strengthened,  p  ^^l-uul 

jj^^l  asitani  mushayyadu'l  arkan.  The  palace 
raised  upon  lofty  columns  or  strong  pillars,  i.  e.  the 
Ottoman  Porte.    A  Miishayyid,  An  architect. 

A  Si,iXi««  mushayyadat,  High-raised  (edifices). 

Ay,LM  mushir,  Pointing ;  any  thing  that  points. 

A  counsellor,  senator. 

A  ijJLiti  mushlrat.  The  index  or  fore-finger. 
mushayyaz.  Red-striped  (long  cloak). 

A  mashlt.  Combed  (hair). 

A  ̂ ^i^  mashr^  Filled  (vessel),  i^/^s%a^, Male- 
volent.   Worthless.  Avaricious. 

A  mushayya^  Bold,  strenuous.  Hasty. 

Accompanied,  followed. 

A  'ixxlLA  masht^t,  A  bit  of  teased  cotton.  3Iish- 

ya^t,  A  box  or  basket  of  palm-leaves  in  which 
women  keep  their  sewing  cotton. 

A  ̂Ji-i-e  mashih,  (A  garment)  worse  for  the 
wear.    Gaunt-bellied  (horse).    Spare,  lean. 

A  ̂JL<i;««mas/tim,  Marked  with  a  black  mole.  (pi. 
of  mashimat)  Secundines,  after-births. 

mashimat,  (pi.  mashim  and  j»jLi-« 
mas]iaAm)The  membrane  which  enwraps  the  foetus 

in  the  womb,  and  comes  along  with  the  birth.  b^Z*)0 

pllff'  mashiman  ^lam,  The  sun.    The  sky. 
A  (Jl^  mashin,  Villainous,  woi  thless. 
A  {^^Ul^  mushayyan,  Stately,  dignified. 

A  As- yyJ^  mashyuhttf,  Diligence,  expedition  in 

any  work.  Mixture.  A  difficult  business.  A  work 
in  which  expedition  is  manifested.  JIashyuhas, 

{or\s-yXZ^  mashyuha"")  (Land)  abounding  in  Pon- 
tic wormwood. 

A  ̂ Xs-yX^mashyuhhafj^pl.of  shayhh)  Ve- 
nerable men,  elders,  sheiks,  persons  conspicuous  for 

their  piety  and  learning. 

Ajyi^Z^  mashmz.  Unsteady,  unquiet. 

A  j»y.i«*  mashfum,  Unfortunate,  ill-omened. 



p^jL^I-c  mashyum,  Marked  with  a  black  mole. 

ilxL*  masli'uat,  (v.  n.  of  ftf—*)  ̂^'illing,  wish- I  ^ .. A  ilxL*  masli'uat,  (v.  n.  of 
ing,  desiring.    Desire,  will. 

A  <a/c  mas,  (for  ■  qV^^  musannif)  An  author. 

A  t_>3-<  mass,  (v.  n.  of  ̂..^axi)  Sucking,  sipping. 

A  'i^A^  musojakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Seiz- 
ing, or  vehemently  contending  with. 

A  t-.>lia/«  mismh,  One  who  drinks  much  water, 

who  qucnclics  thirst. 

A  t_;^>-£ix  musah,  Afflicted,  hurt.  Insane,  pos- 

sessed. Low-spirited.  Struck  (as  an  an'ow  upon 
the  mark).  Haj)pened.  Found.  An  affection  of 

the  mind.  A  sugar-cane. 

A  ibUo/o  musahat,  (v.  n.  of  Ixo  for  ̂ -o)  In- 
verting (a  sword)  to  sheath  it;  (a  spear)  to  strike 

with  it;  (or  as  a  camel,  the  lips)  to  drink.  Caus- 
ing (a  building)  to  lean.  Making  verses  without 

much  point  or  meaning  in  them. 

A  XjI<^  musahat,  (v.  n.  4  ofL-jlo  for  i^yo) 

Injuring,hurting,afflicting.  A  misfortune, calamity. 

A  ̂l-OL*  masabih,  (pi.  of  ̂ Ixo/o  misbak)  Gob- 
lets from  which  they  drink  in  the  morning. 

A jAtOAmusabir,  Patient  towards  one's  fellows. 
A  ijAjOio  viusabarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj*-^)  Exercis- 
ing patience  (towards  one  another).  Endurance. 

A  iuL))<a/o  miisahiyat,  A  calamity,  misfortune. 

A^.lwxo  masuhih,  (pi.  of  ̂ljuou«  mishali)  Lan- 
terns. The  heavenly  luminaries.  Cups  from  which 

they  drink  in  the  morning. 

A  &iLa«  musattat,  A  debating,  a  wrangling. 
A  Ol^Uo/o  musahat,  Skins  of  lambs  or  kids 

stuffed  and  placed  before  the  dams  to  induce  them 

to  let  their  milk  flow  freely  ;  tulchans. 

A  ■  musahih,  A  companion,  associate, 

friend.  The  favourite  of  a  prince.  An  aid-de-camp. 
Gentle  and  tractable  after  having  been  stubborn 

and  refractory. 

A  'issf-K^oto  musdhabat,  Company,  familiarity, 
society.  3Iushdhihat,  A  female  friend. 

A j>-\tajo  nmsahir,  One  who  in  the  desert  at- 
tacks his  companion,  yet  openly,  not  unawares. 

A  'ijsXtexA  musaliarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  js^)  Doing 
(any  thing)  plainly,  publicly,  and  openly. 

A  uj>-l*^  masdhif,  (pi.  of  u-fi*""^  mas,  mis, 

and  mus-huf)  Books,  volumes.  Kur'ans. 
A  mussahh,  A  plant  coated  like  an  onion. 

A  ij-i-LflL*  musahhahat,  A  reproving  sharply. 
A  iii>-l/a/c  mascihhid,  Noon-tide  heats. 

A  i_fl=>-\*a/o  vtasuJihif,  (pi.  of  a^^^)  Spades. 
A  i^XjOuc  masdd,  The  top  or  most  inaccessible  part 

of  a  mountain,    (pi.  amsidat  and  ̂ ^^iA-clj* 
musdan)  A  high  mountain. 

A  S^iiUaxi  viusadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \SjO  for  _}S*o) 
Counterfeiting,  dissembling,  wheedling,  flattering. 

Covering,  hiding.    Opposing,  resisting. 

Aj;i\..aA>  masadir,  (pi.  ofjSjaK  masdar)  Sources. 
Infinitives,  (more  properly)  verbal  nouns. 
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A  musudarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjii^)  Fining, 

mulcting,  amercing.  Requiring,  demanding.  Spoil- 

ing, plundering.  A  mulct  (for  manslaughter). 

A  ̂1.0/0  masddi^,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^Xo/o  mafda^  Level 

paths  through  rough  grounds,  (pi.  of  ̂ S^^  inis- 
da^  Arrows  having  long  and  broad  heads. 

A  musadacjliat,  (v.  n.  3of  '^^^^  Going 

side  by  side,  and  step  forstep.  (See  'i\^^mudarat.') 
A  (_JiiLaL/«  musadif.  Who  finds,  meets,  falls  on. 

A  &jj\dia/c  musadafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i  iSto')  Meet- 
ing, encountering,  finding,  lighting  on.  Happen- 

ing, occurring,  taking  place.  An  encounter. 

A  musadahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ S^)  Being 

friendly,  cultivating  friendship.  Sincere  and  mu- 
tual friendship,  veracity,  sincerity. 

A  'Md\ta<  musadamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  pi^^)  Strik- 
ing. Beating  one  another.  Collision,  blow,  knock, 

shock  of  combatants. 

AjLo/o  misdr,  (pi.  of  j^^/o  ijiasur)  (Camels) 
which  give  their  milk  slowly. 

A  j\jaic  masdrr,  Intestines. 

A  'ij^^aid  vmsarat,  A  place  where  a  horse  is made  to  gallop. 

A  ij^tOA  musdrrat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj*o)  Forcing  or 
detaining  against  the  will. 

A  ■^J^-'Ojo  musdrah.  Clear,  open.  Musdrih,  One who  discloses. 

A  M>-jlo/«  musdrahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Doing 
(any  thing)  openly.  Disclosing. 

A  iw»-jlo/owiMsa7'a/ta^an,  Openly,  before  another. 

A  ̂ J^*^  masdri^  (pi.  of  ̂ j'^  masra^  Arenas, 
rings  for  wrestling-matches.  Blusdri^,  A  wrestler. 

A  &P,U3/« musdra^t,{y.x\.Zo? ^j<a)  Wrestling, 
endeavouring  to  throw  down.  A  contest,  struggle, 

p  fj^j^  Ci.*S^l*£X/<>  dami  musdra^t  liardan,  To 
dare  or  presume  to  contend  (with  another). 

A  (_J,l<a^o  masdrif,  (pi.  of  i^j*a^  masraf)  Ex- 
penses, disbursements.    Changes,  vicissitudes. 

A  iU,l.a/« musdramat,  (v. n.  3 of  ̂ j^^  Separating 
one  from  another,  cutting,  abandoning. 

A  J-tQjf>  masdri,  (or  J^^oa  masdr'vj')  (pi.  of 
jtOA  misr'iy)  Town  (asses). 
A  ̂jUfli/o  masdrif  (pi.  of  ̂ *a^  misrd^  Fold- 

ing-doors. Hemistichs. 

A  ■_  masdrif,  (pi.  of  uJ'jjj'^  masruj^ 
Expenses,  disbursements,  outlays,  costs. 

A  j^jlo*  masdrin,  (pi .  of  yOA  musrdn)  The 
intestines  which  receive  the  chyle. 

A  ̂^La/0  7?^«A•«6•,  The  choicest  part  (of  property). 

A  species  of  plant,  e^y  (^Uo/c  musdsu  kanmihi. 
The  flower  of  his  people,  of  an  excellent  origin. 

A  {^\Ja.it>  massds,  A  sucker. 
A  Lolwa/*  musdsat,  Whatis  sucked:  small  thing. 

A  masdtih,  (pi.  of  'L^)a*aA  mistabai) 
Benches,  stone  platforms, estrades  upon  which  the 

people  of  the  East  recline. 

A     .«S-Uo(«  viasd^b.  Difficulties. 

A  .^'.<a/« 
masd^d,  (pi.  of  .ijco/c)  Ascents,  steps. 

A  S^xO/e  musdrrat,  (v.  n.  3  of jf^)  Turning 
i  the  face  obliquely,  making  wry  faces  in  contempt. 

A  ̂'-ox>  musd//h, Cast  (gold-chain  or  jewellery). 
A  (__5',.o/o //iasa^',(pl.  of  i_A«a/o  J/Jaio/f)  Ranks. 

I  Fields  of  battle,    p  u-s'-io/cjjjjii  dar  rozi  masdff, 
In  the  day  of  battle,  a  Musdff,  Ranged  opposite. 

A  l^X-Aio  musdfdt ,  (v.  n.  3oflio  for  ̂ fl-o)  Be- 

having, sincerely  acting  with  pure  affection  towards 

(any  one),  making  (him)  your  friend.  Pure  friend- ship, sincerity. 

A  O^La/c  musdffdt.  Wars,  battles. 

A  Jiiusdffat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t_0<o)  Appearing 

before  one  another  in  opposition,  especially  in  bat- 

{  tie-array.  Standing  in  a  row  or  rank.  Sitting  over 
against  each  other  on  opposite  benches. 

A  ̂l<a/«  musdfih.  One  who  fornicates  with  any woman,  bond  or  free,  gentle  or  simple. 

A  iv^Lauo  musdfahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Taking 
by  the  hand,  joining  or  shaking  hands. 

A  jjiLo/*  mtisdjj/i,  (A  camel)  that  lies  first  on 
one  side,  then  on  the  other. 

A  musdfahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jS^)  Turning 

(the  side),  changing  or  shifting  a  position.  La- 
bouring in  the  birth  (a  she-camel).  Putting  on  two 

garments,  the  one  over  the  other. 

A  masdfl,  (pi.  of  misfu'  or  *s\a-a/< 7/i2.</a<)Strainers.  il/u*-a/^,Asincere,beloved  friend. 

A  5Li'l<iX«  musdhabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Being 

opposite  and  near. 

A  Jj"Ua/«  masdhil,  (pi.  of  sii-a*  miskalat)  Po- 
lishing instruments. 

A  iiiUa/c  masdlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jlo  for  J^)  Be- 

ing proud,  insolent,  perverse,  unjust.  Jlusdlat  or 
masdlat.  Whatever  drops  from  a  jar  or  exudes  from 

a  wound.  The  serum  or  whig  of  milk. 

p  ̂l-OAi  masulih,  Spicery,  drug,  ingredient;  a 
compound  of  various  drugs  and  spices. 

y   A  ̂̂■,,aA}nasdlih,{^\.oris^''^ma&lahat')A^^\Yi. Employments,  occupations.  Materials.  Glory. 
A  i^LfliC  musdluhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Making 

peace  together.     Reconciliation,  pacification. 

A  (Jl-iv*  masdrt,  (pi.  of  S^Lo*)  Bird-nets. 

A  J^La/o  masdlili,  Great  stones.   Light  camels. 

A  ̂\j£ijc  masdm,  (and  iUUvo  masdmat)  A  place where  a  horse  stands. 

A  iVcl-<a/o  masdmid,  (or  i>Jk*La/o  masdmid)  Ca- 
mels whose  milk  fails  not  in  cold  or  in  dearth. 

A;„>o/«UaA>?«i/.'-o»!(.<,Compact,wcll-built  (horse). 

Pure.  Eminent  for  birth,  dignity,  merit.  Pious.  * 
A  masdn,  A  den.  3fusdn,  Guarded,  pre- 

served. Laid  up. 

Af^\^'cmassdn,  One  who  sucks  cattle  from  ava- 

rice; hence,  ̂ ^^'«  ̂ .ya  massdn  (fem.  iolo*  b  r/a 
massdnat)  is  used  as  a  term  of  reproach. 

A  masdni^,  (pi.  o{ ̂ *aK  7nas?iaQ  Struc- 
tures, buildings,  forts,  cisterns,  tanks,  &c.  3fusdni^ 



One  who  endeavours  to  conciliate. 

A  euoLo*  musana^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Endea- 
vouring to  conciliate,  soothing  (by  presents).  Not 

piittingforth  his  whole  strength  in  running(a  horse). 

Dissembling,  feigning.  Bribery. 

A  im^jVtOjc  masarvib,  (pl.of  iOj*a/«  masuhat)  Ac- 
cidents of  fortune. 

A  &5jLa*  musamalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jlo  for  J^) 

Endeavouring  to  insult,  striving  who  shall  be  most 
insolent,  or  assault  most  furiously. 

A  sLfcLo^  musahat,  A  mounting  or  riding  on 

the  middle  of  a  horse's  back  sahrvat). 

A  *S^Lai/o  mvsaharat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Forming 
a  matrimonial  alliance,  marrying  into  a  family. 
Affinity,  connexion. 

A  Cj>^^-«a^masaji&,(pl.of&jJuau«m?isiZ)ai)S 
of  fortune,  afflictions,  calamities. 

A  'hKiOtQ  musayat,  A  little  phial.  The  large 
crop  of  a  bird. 

A  SjsLauo  musayahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ lo  for  ̂ -^) 
Calling  to  any  one,  crying  aloud  to  one  another. 

A  dJ^-tOio  viasaAd,  Hunter's  nets,  snares. 
Ajjlrfosi  masanr,  (pi.  oijyojo  masur)  (Camels) 

which  give  their  milk  slowly. 

A  {^jAi\iOj«  masasis,  (pi.  of  i^joyojcmasus)  (Wo- 
men) greedy  in  the  enjoyment  of  a  man  ;  suckers. 

A  i»juli.a*  masasif,  (pi.  of i  axio/e  masif)  Sum- 
mer-residences. 

A  'isoKjOjemusayafat,  (v.n.3of  (_-s\-o  fon_ix.a) 
Bargaining  with  any  one  for  the  summer  (i__fl>o). 

A  t^-o/c  masabh,  A  place  to  which  water  flows. 

A  ̂ U*a^o  misbah,  A  light,  lantern,  lamp,  torch. 
Broad  arrow  or  spear-head.  A  she-camel  that  rises 

not  up  to  pasture  till  after  sun-rise.    Cup,  goblet. 

A  ̂ Ojo  viasbah,  The  place  and  time  of  morning. 
Misbah,  A  cup  from  which  they  drink  in  the  morn- 

ing. -MMsfca/t,  The  morning.  A  passing  of  the  morn- 
ing.   The  place  where  one  is  in  the  morning. 

A  ̂ f*^  masba^  (or  XjOwo*  masba^t)  Pride. 

A  ̂^iOjd  musbigh,  A  palm-tree  whose  dates  have 
begun  to  acquire  a  ripe  tint. 

A  ̂ ^o^  musabbagh,  Tinged,  stained,  dyed. 

A  'ikx*ajc  masbaghat,  A  dyeing-house. 
A  jA^flw  masburv,  Blown  on  by  the  east  wind. 

A  L-J^Juo/c  masbub,  Poured  out.  Gone,  oblite- 
rated, effaced. 

A,^A<a*mas&7«',Takenandkepttobeputtodeath. 
A  tj^ytOAmasburat,  A  solemn  oath. 

A^f«a<mc[s5M^,Proud,arrogant,haughty,lofty. 
A  masbugh,  Dyed,  tinged,  imbued  with. 

A  (_^'a(«  musbi,  (and  'ixktaiQ  musbiyat)  (A  wo- 
man)who  has  children,  especially  ho-^ sC^jtOsabiy). 
One  who  renders  frantic  with  love. 

A  'eJa<  mussat,  Choicest  part  (of  property). 
A  C**a/«  mast,  (v.  n.  of  iZ^^ojo)  Lying  with.  Ex- 

tractingj;he  prolific  seed  from  the  uterus  of  a  camel. 

A  ̂^i-tctjo  mMsa<<am,Completed,  perfected,  made 
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perfect.  A  closed  valley.  A  turn-again  lane. 
A  lIaJuo/c  misfit,  Sharp,  penetrating,  knowing. 

A  ̂ o/o  mas-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *a*)  Going.  Being broken  off,  finished.  Distilling,  dropping  (dew). 

Snatching,  seizing.  Being  old  and  worn  out  (a  gar- 

ment). Losing  its  colour  (a  plant).  Being  dimi- 

nished, drying  up  (a  camel's  milk).  Healing,  cur- 
ing (the  diseased).    Decreasing  (a  shadow). 

A  "^ojo  musilih,  One  whose  family  or  flocks  are 
healthy  and  sound  (^^  sahih). 

inis-hab,  Obedient,  docile,  tractable. 

A  's\.^f^  mis-hat,  A  cup,  a  silver  goblet. 

A  t_>s?^m2is-/ia&.  Hairy  (bottle  or  bag).  Mad, 
lunatic.  Mus-hib,  Gentle  and  tractable  after  having 

been  stubborn  and  refractory.  Right,  straight.  One 

who  marches  onwards  without  halting.  (Water) 

covered  with  a  green  film.  (A  man)  whose  son  has 

attained  the  age  of  puberty,  and  who  resembles  him. 

3Ius-hib  or  hab,  A  man  full  of  strange  imaginings. 

masahliat  or  masihhat,  A  wholesome A 

thing ;  any  thing  conducive  to  health  (as  occasional 
abstinence  or  regular  exercise). 

A  ̂^musalihali.  Mended,  emended,  corrected, 
made  accurate.  Cured,  made  whole.  Musahhih, 
A  mender.    An  emendator.    A  verifier. 

A  jiiP^  mus-hir,  One  who  goes  forth  into  the 
desert  sahra*).  A  lion. 

A  ̂ aOl^^  musahsih,  One  who  talks  folly ;  one engaged  in  trifles,  a  trifler.  Sincere  in  friendship. 

A  t_tt-f^'^  mus-hnf,  mas-haf,  or  mis-haf,  (pi. 

(»_fls>-l«a/e  masahif)  A  book,  volume.  A  page,  writ- 

ten leaf,  al mus-haf, ThelLur  an.  P(»_fls^** 

(_^?nMS-/ifl^&a^/t/?,Asmallpocket-Kur'an.(_Jl^^ 
Oyb  mus-hafi  yahut,  The  Kur'an  written  in  the character  Yakut!. 

Ai^_it^i^ musahhaf.  Mis-spelt,  wrongly  written, 
inaccurate,  incorrect.  When  words  are  used,  which, 

upon  the  changing  the  diacritical  or  the  vowel- 
points,  have  meanings  diametrically  opposite.  . 

A  il:^^  mis-hanat,  A  large  pan  or  dish, 

A  mas-hub,  Accompanied,  associated. 
maktubi  mahabbat-mas- 

hub.  Letters  accompanied  with  demonstrations  of 

affection.  '-r'^^  maktubi  tahdid- 
mas-hub.  Threatening  letters. 

A  iijks'^  mus-hiyat,  Serene,  clear  (sky). 

A  mashh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ojc)  Drawing,  taking 

any  thing,  especially  the  leaves  of  the  plant  p^-^' sumam.  Changing,  metamorphosing. 

A'is^£^*mashhadat,(Tpl.^s-'\jaK)  Mid-day  heat. 
mushhir,  Rocky  (place). 

A  'iSL^^  mishhafat,  (pi.  i_fi=-l-au<!)  A  spade. 
A  masd,  (v.  n.  of  <\*a/<i)  Lying  with.  Giv- 
ing milk.  Sucking  saliva.  Sucking  (the  mother). 

Humbling,  debasing,  degrading.  Thunder.  Intense 

cold.  Heat.  A  high,  steep  mountain.  Masad,ln- 
tense  cold.  A  high  hill. 

A  misdak,  Whatever  verifies:  a  verifier 

A  misdam.  Bold, brave,  capable  (literally 

an  instrument)  of  giving  hard  knocks  and  blows. 

A  iJ\Sja/o  musddn,(pl.  of  (il»a^e)  High  mountains. 
A  i^iOA  masdat.  Refreshing  coolness.  Rain. 

A^ii>ja/o  misdah,One  who  cries  aloud,  clamorous. 
A jt^^to^  masdar,  (pl.jiiLo/o  masadi?-)  Origin, 

source,  spring,  theme.  The  noun  of  action  of  the 
Arabic  verb.  A  departure.  A  return.  A  place 

from  whence  one  returns.  Jv/o*  masdari  rni- 

miya,  A  noun  of  action  formed  by  a  ̂   mim  marked 
with  a  fathah.  Musdir,  The  month  of  jUr . 

Aj3«*a/«  musaddar,  Strong  in  the  breast  (jj>o 

sad?').  One  whose  sweat  falls  on  his  breast.  (A 

sheep  or  horse)  white  on  the  throat  or  sticking-place. 
Black-breasted  (sheep),  the  rest  of  the  body  being 

white.  Swift  (horse),  outstripping  others.  (An  ar- 
row) thick  from  the  middle  to  the  point.  The  first 

of  the  gaming  arrows  without  any  mark  on  it.  A 
lion.  A  wolf. 

A  (]^iX«a/«  masdariy,  Belonging  to  a  source,  or 
the  infinitive ;  having  the  sense  of  the  verbal  noun. 

A  'i^j'^toja  masdariyat,  A  certain  duty  levied  on 
merchants  (in  Turkey,  and  other  countries). 

A  ̂ ciuia/c  masda^  (pi.  ̂ \*aj«  masadi^  A  level 
path  through  rough  grounds.  3Iisda^  Eloquent 

(orator).  Clever,  intelligent,  (pi.  ̂ Ua*  masadi^ 
An  arrow  having;  a  longj  and  broad  head. 

A  ̂ joa  musadda^  Troubled  with  a  headache 

(^iXo  suda^.  iJ/Msat^fZ/^,  One  who  cleaves  asun- der. The  sword  of  Zuhayr.  Whatever  makes  the 

head  to  ache;  cephalalgic. 

A  ̂3>-*fitx  musaddagh.  Marked  by  a  hot  iron. 
A'L-i-S^aA  misdaghat,  A  pillow. 
A  masdak  or  misdak,  (in  comp.  withji 

2;M,as)  ̂ iX«a*jii  zH  masdakin  or  zu  misdakin,  Bold, 
dauntless.  Swift  (horse)  unfailing  in  the  course. 

A  ̂ jw>a<«  musaddih,  A  verifier,  affirmer.  One 
who  believes  another.  A  receiver  or  collector  of 

alms, or  whatever  is  due  to  God.  One  who  bestows; 

also  one  who  asks  an  alms. 

A    j.*a/c/rt  Mssarfrfi/;,  (for  ̂   jI^oXo)  A  gi  ver  of  al  m  s. 

Aj^d-^OK  masdui',  Derived.  Issued,  despatched. 
Pained  in  the  breast  (jt>^  sadr). 

A  ̂ Sjok  masdu^  Troubled  with  headache. 
A  ̂ ^XnO/*  7)iasdugh,  (A  camel)  branded  on  the 

temple  i^i^  sudgh)  by  a  hot  iron. 
A  ̂ jSjOic  masdak,  Verified,  true.  Believed. 
A  masdukat,  A  thing  verified,  truth. 

A  ̂ jS^exA  viasdum.  Bruised,  knocked. masr,  (v.  n.  of Milking  with  the 

tips  of  the  three  fingers,  or  with  the  thumb  and 

fore-finger  only.  Milking  all  that  is  in  the  udder. 

Afterings.  3Iis);  (pl.jUaL*^  amsar)  A  city,  a  town ; 
a  tract  or  region.  Egypt;  also  its  metropolis  Cairo, 

(pl.j^.^^  musu7')  A  limit,  boundary,  any  thing 
which  separates  two  objects.  Any  thingintervenient 



(as  a  curtain).  Aswoi  d.  A  slicatli,  case,  or  reposi- 

tory. Red  clay.  pl\j^^\!^Jj^a<7nigrizulat/liha-])a- 
nah,  The  human  body,  the  residence  of  the  soul. 

aJJ-o*  musirr,  One  who  perseveres,  continues, 

sticks  close  to  any  thing.  (SeCj^^)  hrar.) 
A  iVjo/o  7w«/sar7a^,  (A  sheep)  left  unmilked  in 

order  that  the  milk  may  increase. 

ji^jto^  misrah,  A  non-grazing  camel. 
A  ii\j*a^  viisrad,  Able  to  resist  cold.  Soon  sen- 

sible of  cold.  (An  arrow)  which  flies  rapidly  and 

jienetrates.  A  country  destitute  oftrees  or  vegetation. 

A  ̂^^.-a-xi  misra^  (pi.  ̂ ^LaAi  masnri^  One 
leaf  of  a  folding-door.  A  hemistich. 

A  ̂Js-SjiOic  misra^ni,  Two  first  lines  of  a  poem. 
A  f^^j*a.ie  musran,  (pi.  ofjya/o  masir)  The  in- 

testines which  contain  the  chyle.  jlaJl  (j^j'^  mus- 

runu'ljar,  A  kind  of  bad  date.    {J^f^  «^ 
rani,  The  two  cities,  i.e.  Kufa  and  Basra. 

A  i^jiOj^  misrah,  A  vessel  in  which  milk  is  put 
to  turn  sour. 

A  y^tOjomasarrat,  Urinary  and  alvine  passages. 
Musirrat,  (A  camel)  that  emits  milk  sparingly. 

A^*ajc  7nusarrih,  Serene, cloudless  (day).  One 

who  tells  plainly.  (See  ̂ yoi  tasr'ih.) muxarrahatan,  Openly,  plainly. 

A  ̂ j*^  musrihh,  A  giver  of  aid,  an  assistant. 
A  i5j<a/«  muitrad,  ̂ lissing  (arrow). 
A  mvsarrad,  Given  in  a  small  quantity. 

Mtisarridy  One  who  gives  little. 

A  ̂ j*a^viasra^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Throwing  down, 

prostrating,  (pi.  ̂ J^*^  masai-iQ  A  place  where 
any  one  is  thrown  down.  An  arena  for  wrestlers. 

Misra^  A  hemistich,  a  line  of  a  poem. 

A  mnsarra^  Prostrated,  thrown  down 

(in  great  numbers).  Musari-i^  One  who  throws 

ilown  with  violence.  (See  ̂ .j^  tasri^") 
A  f^^jiOic  misra^ni,  (dual)  Folding-doors. 
A  I  ijtojfi  masraf,  Expense,  disbursement,  cost, 

charge,  i — tj^oio  j  ahhz  u  masraf,  Receipt  and 
expenditure.  Masrif,  Any  place  where  money  is 

spent.  A  place  of  turning.  Deliverance  (from  ca- 

lamity). 3Iusrif,  Prodigal,  spendthrift. 

A  jy**^  masrim,  A  pi  ace  n  a  r  ro  w  a  n  d  rap  i  d .  3Iis- 
ram,  A  crooked  knife  used  in  polishing  distaffs.  A 

bill.  Musi-im,  A  pauper  with  a  large  family.  The 
owner  of  a  herd  of  camels. 

A  'i^yOAvitisarraviat,  (A  she-camel)  having  a 
dug  cut  off,  in  order  that,  by  the  milk  being  stopped, 
she  may  acquire  strength. 

A  jjj-a/o  wiflsrSr,  Nipped,  cut  up  by  cold.  Put 
in  a  purse,  pursed.   Narrow  (hoof  of  a  horse). 

A  ij^ j^o/e  masrurat.  (A  camel)  tied  over  the 
dugs  with  the  stringj\^  sirar. 

A  yj-a*  masru^  Prostrated.  Seized  with  epi- 

lepsy, epileptic.  p  cfjj^=-  gJ^*  '"^"""^^  ̂ tha- 
n  ari,  The  sun  at  its  risinc:  and  setting. 

A  I— jj)j-a/«7?!as7  2l/".  Turned,  changed.  Inflected, 
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conjugated,  (pi.  of  u-i?j'-a<c  masainf)  Expended* 
employed.  Unmixed  (wine).  y^^jtOAjS- (jhayr 
masrrif,  Partially  declined. 

A  &ijj,aA>  masrufat,  Wine  drunk,  quaffed. 
A  masrum.  Pruned,  lopped. 

V  ijj^a^vusrifVen.  Sword.  Treacle.  A  plant. 

A  {jjtOjt  misriy.  An  Egyptian ;  (a  native)  of 
Cairo.  A  citizen.    Egyptian  sugar,    (pi.  ̂J^^ta/f 

nnasari  and  J^lo^  masaruj)  Town  (ass),  v  i^j*^ 

jU  misri-mar.  An  Egyptian  spear. 
A  IxoAi  mast,  (v.  n.  of  la<a/o)  Extracting  from 

a  camel's  matrix  the  lymph  of  a  mongrel  stallion. 
A  C^^xtOjn  mustad,  A  hunter.    A  lion. 

A  jUa.o/0  mustar,  Wine.  Musiar,  (or  'iJ^ojOA mustarat)  Sour  wine. 

A  (  jUod^  mustaf,  One  who  passes  the  sum- 

mer (any  where).    A  summer-residence. 
A  mustabb.  Poured  out,  infused. 

A  'iAi^Qjc  mistabat,  (or  «.V>o<c  ̂ yiisiaba)  A  long 
and  wide  bench  or  stone-platform  raised  two  feet 

from  the  ground,  on  which  the  people  of  the  East 

recline.  A'tavera. 

A  ̂Ixto/c  mvstabih,  One  who  takes  a  morn- 
ing draught.  One  who  lights  a  lamp. 

Ajlxtoic  mustabir,  One  who  displays  patience. 

A  follower.    (Seej\-la.<£i\  istibar.) 

A  ̂0*0/0  mistah,  A  desert  without  herbage.  A 
place  made  level  for  treading  out  corn. 

A     '^^^'^  mnstakhib,  Clamorous,  noisy. 

mustahhid,  One  who  stands  upright 
in  the  sun. 

mustaJihim,  Erect,  standing  up. 

A  mtistadim.  Dashing  together. 

A  ̂̂ jix.aLc  viustarr,  Narrow  (horse's  hoof). 
A  L^J^xtOA  mustarib,  One  who  collects  milk  (in 

a  vessel),  pours  in  some,  time  after  time,  and  leaves 
it  to  grow  sour. 

A  iSjlsw^  rH?<s?an<^,  Angry,  choking  with  rage. 

A  ̂Jia^ojo  mustar a^  A  for  wrestling.  3Ius- 
tari^  A  wrestler. 

A  (__jpawa/«  mxistarif,  Busy,  active,  bustling. 

A  ̂sjiO^  ynista^  Eloquent. 
A  fc_i-lua/c  mustaff,  Placed  in  a  row,  ranged 

in  order.  Assembled,  convened. 

A  ijiiawaxi  mustafih,  Shaken,  vibrating. 

A  Hj^^njOAimxLStafaivvj,  Belonging  to  Mustafa. 

A  J^la-ax)  musiafa',  Chosen,  elected.  A  man's 
name,  particularly  a  name  of  Muhammad. 

A  ̂Vi.>£ve  viusinfiy,  Belonging  to  ̂\ciVto<c. 

A  Klxia/o  mastaha^,  (jnustaha,  or  /'^^ia-a*  mas- 
tahai)  Gum-mastic. 

A  1  ,A\^^^  mnstalib,  One  who  extracts  fat  or 

grease  (i_Ao  salab)  from  bones. 

A ̂ JuiawiAi  mustalah,  Idiomatic,  phraseological, 
metaphoric.  (See  isfilah.) 

A  ̂^^Ua^fl/c  viustalik,  One  who  has  a  fine  musi- cal voice.  Name  of  a  tribe  of  heretics. 

A  pWita*  mustalhn,  An  eradicator,  uprooter. 
A  j_^ix.£iie  musiaVi,  One  warming  himself  at  a  fire. 

A  ̂rttojti  mustani^  A  receiver  (of  a  benefit). 
Who  confers  (a  benefit).  (See  ̂ Ulx^\  istina^) 
A  mustahir,  A  melter.     One  who  eats 

the  fat  and  marrow  of  a  bone  suharut). 

A  mas^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ «a^)  (A  horse)  lashing 
(his  tail).  Striking  (another)  with  a  sword  or  whip. 
Striking  three  or  four  strokes.  Sprinkling  with 
cold  water  (the  dugs  of  a  camel).  Passing  rapidly 

by.  Running  fast.  Departing,  going  off  (cold). 
Losing  her  milk  (a  camel).  Voiding  dung  (a  bird). 

Shooting  out  dung  when  going  in  fear  or  haste. 

Losing  one's  courage.  Moistening  (a  cistern)  with 
a  little  water.  (A  mother)  bringing  forth  (young). 

Flashing,  glancing  (lightning).  Departing,  tra- 

velling (by  land).  3Ias^or  masi^  Robust,  war- 
like (man).  One  who  strikes  with  a  sword.  One 

who  strikes  playfully  with  a  twisted  wreath.  An 
old  man  panting  for  breath.  Musa^or  rnus^  (pi. 

of  mjok  mtis^t  and  7misa^t)  Green  birds.  Fruits 

of  the  Indian  thorn.j^ioA)!  ̂ jok  musa^'l  ̂ JTir, 
A  cock-sparrow. 

A  7nis^d,  A  rope  or  any  thing  by  which 
one  climbs  a  palm-tree.  A  scaling-ladder. 

A  (_.A3ua/e  tnuK^ab,  A  stallion.  A  stallion  that 
has  never  yet  been  ridden  or  borne  burdens.  A  re- 

fractory camel.  i1/u.«^/i.  The  owner  of  a  stubborn, 
refractory  camel. 

A&**x«//H/.<t^a<or  ?HU.«!n^flf,(pl.  j*a/cw)/.«^and  mii- 

sa^  Name  of  a  green  bird.  Fruit  of  the  tree  lycium. 

A  ̂ luo/c  jnusa^aj.  Bolt-upright.  Straight  and 

polished. A  (JjU^o/o  ??i?/sn^^a/,  One  who  has  a  long  head. 
AS)uaK7nas^d,V]ace  of  rising.  An  ascent.  Astep, 

ladder,  stair.  3/«j!^arf,  Raised.  jl/u.<t^irf,  Ascending. 

A  iiij5*a/«  7}iusa^^d,  (Wine)  distilled,  burnt,  re- 
fined, sublimated,  or  rectified  by  fire. 

A jjtjOK  7>ius^)-,  Painful  and  diflicult  (nocturnal 
journey  in  search  of  water). 

A  ̂ _^a*x3ixi  7)iuf:a^li,  Lean-bodied. A(.dJJ.i» <a/c m usa /< , O n c  who  has  a  round(head). 

A  ̂̂ yi>aJe musa^^n,  Pointed  and  pricked  (ear). 
A  ̂   Aw^^  7nMsa^iab,  Oblong-headed.  Com- 

pact, compressed.  Turned  in, 

A^j»^a/o  7nusa^iaj,  Polished (an-ow).  Round. A jJiSx'Oto  mus^tnfir,  Quick,  expeditious.  (An 

ass)  running  away  through  fear. 
A  u_i^Jucuo  7na!<^/f,  Trembling  with  fear  or  cold, 

seized  with  a  shivering  fit  (iifl*o  sa^ai). 
A  &-Jua/o  masnhabat,  Hunger,  need. 

A j-f/'-"  7}iiisa(jhffhar,  (A  noun)  put  into  the  di- 
minutive form.  3Iusafjh(jhir,  A  diminisher. 

A  'iyuOA  imisgliirat,  (Ground)  which  produces 
short  plants  or  stunted  herbage. 

A  Ajy^jO/o  masghuraf,  (pi.  ofjf^M  saghir)  Lit- 
tle, small,  low. 



A  Ij'^ajc  musgha',  Inclined  to  one  side.  Mics- 
ghi,  One  who  lends  an  ear. 

A  (wA.a*  masaff,  (pi.  (  i\>ojt>  masaff)  A  place 

where  ranks  are  drawn  up.   A  battle-field:  battle. 

A  sIa.^  misfat,  A  strainer,  colander. 

A  ̂ ^^musf  ah,  Broad.  One,  the  sides  of  whose head  are  flat  and  forehead  prominent.  Inclined, 

crooked,  wry.  Inverted.  One  who  has  the  bridge 

of  the  nose  level.  Flat  and  elongated  (head).  A 

heart  in  which  faith  and  hypocrisy  are  united. 

Smooth,  handsome  (face).  Sixth  gaming  arrow, 

l^'-^  mttufahan,  (He  struck)  with  the  broad  side. 

A  ̂ •^'O  musaffah,  Overlaid  with  plates.  Broad. 
ajL^***  musajfahat  also  musaffiliat,  A  sword. 

Musaffahat,  (A  sheep)  left  unmilked  in  order  that 

she  may  shew  a  large  udder. 

A ̂ .tojo  musfir,  Empty-handed,  destitute.  ̂  

A  jL»aA  musaffar,  Starved,  pale-faced.  Ji^a/o 
b3m)\  musaffiru  istihi,  One  who  farts  aloud. 

A  JJijOLi«  musfarr,  Yellow. 

A  'j^_*a*  vmsaffir-atf  Those  whose  colours  or 
badge  is  yellow. 

A  '^{/t-S.jOAi  masfaf^tiiy,  One  who  takes  cuffs 
patiently.   A  boxer,  one  who  gives  slaps  or  cuffs. 

Aj^-tojc  maxfur,  One  who  has  a  collection  of 
bile  or  yellow  water  in  the  belly,  dropsical.  Hungry. 

A  ̂^!L.,ajc  maxfuf,  Drawn  up,  ranged  in  a  row. 
A    Juije  misfa,  A  strainer. 

A  mitsaffa\  Strained,  racked,  clarified, 

clear.  J^lusaffi,  A  purifier,  clearer. 

A ̂ ^ua-ic  musakhar,  Hard  (dates)  softened  by 

pouring  upon  them  the  honey  of  others. 

A^jL<3/«?H/*7<fl^,Eloquent.Onepossessedofaclear 
and  distinct  enunciation,  and  free  from  stammer. 

A  ̂ys-toio  mishal,  A  smooth  shell,  or  any  thing 

used  in  polishing.  Eloquent  (preacher  or  orator). 

A  aIH.oi^  mhhalat,  (pi.  (J.i\o^  masahil)  An  in- 
strument with  which  a  thing  is  polished,  glazed,  or 

furbished  ;  a  shell  used  for  that  purpose. 

Aj^SLtQjo  masJiur,  Struck,  hit. 

A  iLs-^iLa-«  masJm^t,  (Ground)  covered  with 

hoar-frost  (^.H-o  saki^. 
A  J»a*a«  mashul,  Polished,  furbished. 

A  Cdi.ou«wasa/t/«,(Anostrich)  thejoints  of  whose 

legssmiteeach  other, knock-kneed. il/?'sa/t^,Strong, 
firmly-built  (man  or  horse).  A  lock,  bar,  or  bolt. 

A  'ii-AA  misahhat,  Strong,  stout  (she-ass). 
A  masl,  (v.  n.  of  ,_)-«a/<>)  Suppurating  (a 

wound).  Falling  in  drops.  (Milk)  being  put  into 

a  vessel  made  of  pahn-leaves  that  the  whey  may 
be  strained  throusch  it.  Making;  the  soft  cheese 

called  )sti\  ahit.  Withdrawing  (a  part  of  any  thing 

due).  Injuring,  hurting  (flocks).  Wasting  or  squan- 

dering one's  property.  The  whey  or  scum  of  milk 
which  is  strained  off  when  makiny;  \sls\  akit. 

A  ̂Lauo  musalla',  An  oratory,  a  place  of  prayer. 
A  mosque.  A  mat  for  saying  prayers  upon. 
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A  ̂^Lflw  maslds,  Small-armed  (woman). 

A  j{iLa<«  maslat,  (Ground)  abounding  in  the 

herbage  jjl^*^  silliyan.  Maslat  also  mislat,  (pi. 

j^lxa/o  masali)  A  net  for  catching  game. 
A  O^Lo/o  mislat,  Brisk,  active  in  doing. 

A  li^La/o  misldd,  A  camel  which  has  foaled,  but 
is  milkless. 

A6d'^^,aKmislddat,(A  she-camel)  scarce  of  milk. 
A  ̂^Lo/c  misldk,  Very  noisy  (orator). 
A  J^jiojo  misldl.  Clay  dried  and  hard,  which 

yields  a  ringins;  or  tinkling  sound. 

A  i_^l.«3uo  musallah,  (A  garment)  marked  or  wo- 

ven with  the  sign  of  the  cross  (i_«*jlo  salib).  3Iu- 

sallih,  (A  date)  hardened  or  dried.  (See  ̂^jJua5.) 

A  &).*a/«  7nisallat,  A  strainer,  vessel  for  racking. 

A  CL>-\.tajo  mislat,  (A  man)  brisk  and  active  in 

doing  any  thing.  Muslat,  Drawn  (sword). 

A  ̂ *a^>  muslah,  Prepared,  rectified,  lluslik. 
One  who  adjusts,  trims,  gives  a  finish.  A  reformer, 

corrector,  rectifier,  restorer.  A  mediator,  arbiter, 

pacifier,  reconciler.  Healthy,  wholesome. 

maslahat,  (pi.  masalili)  An  af- 
fair, business,  subject.  Employment,  transaction, 

occupation.  An  urgent  occasion.  Benevolence, 

kindness,  peace,  goodwill.  Welfare,  that  which  is 
best,  a  prudent  measure,  advisable  thing.  Advice. 

maslahat  dadan.  To  give  advice. 

(j(i>>,ii  Cl*^'^  maslahat  didan,  To  regard  as  advis- 
able, to  deem  prudent,  maslahat-hin. 

Expert,  intelligent,  versed  in  affairs. 

Pj\iS^  O^*^  maslahat-guzdr,  A  charge  d'- 
affaires. Expert,  intelligent. 

Aj!^ii^'*7?i;/.?Za7i/t»mw2,Steep(mountain).  Strong, 
sharp,  penetrating. 

A  i^Xiin^muslid,  Milked  into  a  greasy  dish,  which 

prevents  (milk)  from  frothing. 
A|J.*aLia/o  musalsal,  Rolling,  pealing  (thunder). 

Illustrious,  of  noble  pedigree.  Musahil,^o\sy(a.ss). 

A  ̂Irf^  musaltah,  Broad,  wide. 
A  i_fll«a^  muslif,  (A  husband)  whom  his  wife, 

though  obsequious  and  attentive,  cannot  please. 

A  ̂l^fis/o  musalfah.  Broad  (head). 
A  ̂3^*a/<  mislak,  Eloquent. 

A  ̂ La/«  musalki^  Poor,  penniless. 
A  jJ,J.<,a/o  inusallil,  Illustrious  in  rank,  a  prince. 

Fruitful  (shower).  A  shoemaker.  Noisy, jingling. 

A  ̂.lOifO  musallam,  Earless  (naturally). 
A  X-sT^"'^  musalmahat,  (A  girl)  thin  of  hair. 

A  L_^jLa*  maslub,  Suspended,  hanged,  cruci- 

fied, gibbeted.  Marrow,  fat.  l-^jLa*  masZS- 

bun  ̂ layhi,  Seized  with  a  burning  fever. 

A  ̂ ^.>&A  masluk,  (Water)  long  stagnant  and 
befouled  by  cattle. 

A(_-^.,^Liajo  musalhib,  Tall  (man). 

A  JJxa*  wuwaZZa',  Prayed.  Merciful,  propitious 
(God),  An  oratory,  pulpit.  A  carpet  for  praying 

upon.    Name  of  a  place  much  celebrated  by  the 14  B 

poetHafiz.  JiwsaWi, One  who  prays.  A  preacher. 
Holy,  righteous.  Second  (horse)  in  a  race  (because 
his  head  touches  the  haunches(^L3saZa)ofthefirst). 

A  ̂̂ ^^Q^  w«,s%,Roasted,toasted,burnt,scorched. 

A  j,*a/o  musimm.  Deaf.  One  who  discovers  to 
be  deaf.  One  who  deafens.  The  maker  of  a  stop- 

ple (j«lv«  simdm). A  iiL»_o/o  mismdd,  (pi.  Jw^Uauo  masdmid  and 

S.Xuo\^  masdmid)  A  camel  which  ceases  not  to 

give  milk  notwithstanding  cold  and  scarcity. 

musmat,  Closed.    (A  door  or  lock) 

closing  softly,  without  noise.  Solid,  not  hollow. 

(A  horse  or  cloth)  of  one  colour.  (A  thousand) 

complete,  'i.lt^^au<)  j>-  hui'uf  musmatat,  All  the 
letters  in  the  alphabet  except  JiJ^*.  3Iusmit,  Si- 

lent (sick  man).    (See  Ol^^^  isrndt.) 
A  'JL^.tOjc  musammat,  (A  thousand)  complete. 

3Iusa?nmif,  Silent.  A  silencer. 

A  iX^^ojc  musmad,  Solid,  not  hollow. 

KsX^musam7nad,  Sought  for  (a  house),  which 
one  wishes  to  arrive  at.  Hard  and  firm  (thing). 

A  l?^vxa*  musamrat,  Long-headed. 

A(^.»,o/o  musamh,  Compact,  well-built  (horse). 

A  'La^^^oA  masmasat,  (v.  n.  of  {^ja^^oa  Q)  Sip- 
ping, tasting  with  the  tip  of  the  tongue.  Washing. 

A  ̂ vO/om;«ammaj,  Pointed-eared  (wild  buck). 

^'^^^^a^musamma^t.  Cows  lean  with  thirst. 
A  XaIJ*!*  musamma^t,  Bread  crumbled  and 

heaped  up  to  a  point. 

A  S.*»joi-o  mtisma^dd,  A  lion. 

A  i^xa*  m?«amwayt,(Ink)thickened  with  gum. 
A'ik^^aAmusmighat,(A  sheep)  with  clotty  milk. 
A  I!U*-.^u6  musmaghidd,  Swollen,either  from  dis- 

temper or  fat. 

A  ̂'i-tojo  musammik,  Astonished,  amazed  j  ab- 
staining from  meat  and  drink. 

A  jfi-»*a/o  musmahirr.  Hot.  Sultry  (day). 

A  j«!||-a/o  musammam.  Fixed,  concluded,  deter- 
mined. Resolute,  llusammim,  Resolved,  intent 

upon.  ̂ (See  j»x**aj'  tasm'im.) 
A  uiii».o_<  musmasikh,  (Ground)  moist  with 

rain.  ̂ (A  sky)  even  and  disposed  to  rain. 
A'iYx^f^oic  musmasillat,  A  misfortune,  evil. 
A  musinn.  Furious,  boiling  with  rage. 
A  misnab.  Very  fond  of  sinab. 

A  ̂ ^j^/Ojc  musaviba^  Oblong  (in  the  head). 

A  ̂ IjOjo  musanta^  Hollow.  One  who  has  a 
large  forehead  and  thin  hollow  cheeks. 

A  (Ji>.Xia«  musandal.  Perfumed  with  sandal. 

A  (J,laj.y^  7nusantil,  One  who  hangs  his  head. 

A  ̂ Xmsuc  masna^  (pi.  ̂V^oa)  masdni^  A  cistern, 
receptacle  for  rain-water,    A  structure. 
A  masna^it  or  masnu^t,  (pi.  yna- 

sdniQ  A  cistern.    An  entertainment  prepared  for 

a  friend.^  Any  strongly-built  edifice;  a  fort. 
A  i_Jiixa«  mwsawHr//",Com posed  (book),  (A  tree) 

consistingofdry  and  green  parts,  Ifusannif,  Acorn- 



poser,author,editor.  ,J-o^^  ̂ .Jtlja/emusannifu  'la»l, 
Tlie  author  of  an  original  (of  any  translated  book). 

A  O'aLo/o  musannafat,  Books,  works,  compo- 

sitions, p  lai'>>.  OU,V<a/cj\  az  muxannafuti  hafiz, 
From  tlic  works  of  Ilafiz. 

A  ̂j^yjo/c  mmnih,  One  who  takes  care  of  camels. 
Skilful  in  the  management  of  camels. 

A  ̂ ^lo/«  masnu^  Made,  formed,  prepared,  in- 
vented. Artificial. 

A  Olpy^-o^  masnu^t,  pi.  fem.,  Created  things ; 

creatun  >.  0'.&yua/«  masnu^t  ilahi,  Crea- 

tion. 'Jo  O'.£-^x«a/0  masnu^ti  han7ia,The  works 
of  builders. 
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A  ilyjo/o  misTvalat,  A  besom,  broom,  brush. 

A  L'^jio^  mumictcalat,  Winnowed  and  heaped. 
A  ̂ ytOA  musawmid,  Gross, rude,rugged,rough. 

A  'i*^ya/c  musawina^t,  Bread  crumbled  small 
and  heaped  up  to  a  point. 

A  i^yo/^  mamn,  (or  f^}y^  maswun)  Guarded, 
kept  safe,  laid  up,  preserved,  defended.  Recondite. 

A  u-o"ia>c  musalihab,  Bits  ofracatlaidin  a  row 
for  roasting.    Wild  beasts  rainfrled  together. 

A mm-hir,  Near. 

A  ̂ ^^^o/o  musahraj,  (A  cistern)  of  rough  stones, 
or  rough  cast  with  mortar  (^j\jO  sa/-uj). 

A  (_jljUiaA>  misyaf,  (Ground)  refreshed  plenti- 

fully with  summer-rains.  (A  camel)  accompanied  i  some,  irksome,  troublesome. 

A  e^AsOjo  nuizutalat,  (v.n.  3of  Jj.c)  Shewing 

one's  fiirurc  as  small  and  contemptible  (J.-io  ;a*t/). 
A  OUi*r/jazaii,(pl.of  iiXa«marut6a/)Tract8 

of  country  swarming  with  Lybian  lizards. 
A  i.l*.'"wia/«  inazabU,  Claws  (of  a  lion).  Fists. 
A  ias'-io*  muzabahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Calling 

ugly  and  shameful.    Abusing  one  another  to  the 
face.    Abhorring,  detesting. 

A  iLu'wo<«  muzubitat,  A  large  heavy  sack,  which 
conceals  the  bearer  who  carries  it. 

A  muzajjat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Exciting  a 
tumult,  raising  a  clamour.  Quarrelling. 

A^Ui*  mazajir,  (pi.  oijs^^  rnuzjir)  Weari- 

/I  ̂ ^XtOiC  rnasnu^,  Artificial. 

A  f'^yo^  masn  at,  The  posteriors.  A  woman  lank  ,  by  her  colt.  A  man  who  does  not  marry  because  he  I      a  'ij>  ULo  muzajat-at,  A  reducinfr  to  straits. 
in  the  thighs  or  hips. 

AO^^-ia/«?/(wn-af,0ne  who  cries aloud,asbouter. 
Any  one.  iJlj\^^a/o  l«  ma  bCd  dar  mismat, 
There  is  no  sound  in  the  house,  i.e.  nobody  at  home. 

A  ̂^yaJC  nilsKan,  A  bow-case. 
A  ̂ yojo  misTvab,  A  spoon. 

A  iiyoA  masvbat,  An  accident,  misfortune. 
A  musarvTvit ,  One  who  cries  aloud.  A 

shouter.  Noisy. 

A  musuh,  (v.  n.  of  Going.  Car- 

rying away,  removing  (a  disease).  Being  broken 

off,  finished.  Being  worn  (a  garment).  Distilling, 

dropping  (dew).  Being  firmly  rooted,  so  as  to  defy 

A  ̂   ̂mazajl^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^  mazja^Be^s^, 

sleeping-places.  Places  where  rain  falls.  O^' \  '.^\ iza  karrati'l  inazaji^,  When  the  beds  are 

is  growing  grey.  (Land)  behind  in  its  vegetation. 

A  musib,  (An  arrow)  which  hits  the 
mark.    Good  or  fortunate  (counsel). 

\^  A  ft.o^ia/o  musTbat,  (pi.  u-*^l«a/<>  masasib)  A  mis-  '  still,/,  c.  the  dead  of  night.  Muzaji^,  A  bcd-fellow 
fortune,  disaster,  calamity,  affliction,  evil,  misery,  !  a  iU^-Li*  muzaja^t,  A  sleeping  along  with 
ill,  trouble,  adversity.  Agony. 

A  SXto^masidjTaken  by  hunting,  Misyad,  A  net 

A  iSXtO/c  m  isi/adat  also  masidat,  A  net,  or  any 

hunter's  implement  for  catching  fish  or  game. 
A  jj-io/*  ma.nr,  (v.  n.  of  j\ja  for^^yo)  Becoming. 

Inclining  to.  Place  of  destination,  goal;  residence, 

receptacle, reception.  {\-)\.  'ij,ayo\a7nsirat  and^j\^*a«c 
musran)  The  intestine  which  receives  the  chyle. 

the  tweezers  (hair  upon  a  horse's  heel).  Being  di-  Ji*^  iJL/isM j>.j^  saririma^lilat-masir, The  royal 

minished,  drying  up  (a  camel's  milk).     Fading  throne,  the  residence  of  equity.   jf^tOA  \slL>  jJ^SS 
(as  a  plant).  Decreasing  (as  a  shadow). 

A  'ii>-y,ajc  masukhat,  (A  ewe)  relaxed  about  the root  of  the  udder. 

AjytxiQ  masur,  (pl.^Lo/c  mi.sar  and ̂ Kaa  ma- 
natir)  (A  camel)  which  gives  her  milk  slowly.  (A 
camel  or  goat)  which  yields  but  little  milk.  3Iii- 

siir,  (pi.  ofya/c7n26T)  Large  cities.  Environs.  ̂ Ji^X 

^jya^j\.i^\  ishtara'ddara  bi  tmisuriha,  He  bought 
the  house  with  its  precincts. 

tadhlri  shaka-ynasir,  A  pernicious  counsel. 

A  musayrat,  A  small  city,  a  town. 
A  mask,  Moist  earth  or  sand. 

A  iL.axK3/e  masisat,  A  saucer,  dish,  or  plate. 

A  J^AXtOjo  viusaytir,  A  keeper,  guardian,  gover- 
nor appointed  to  some  office  or  post  of  authority. 

A  commander,  inspector,  notary. 

A  i_ixo/o  mastf,  A  summer-house,  villa,  coun- 

try-residence. (A  camel)  accompanied  by  her  colt. 

A^jwa/o  viusawwar,  Formed.  Painted.  Sculp-  j  A  winding  water-course. 
tured.  3Iusawwir,  One  who  forms  or  figures.  A 
painter,  limner.  A  sculptor. 

A  {Jj^.>aj6m,usawnarl,  The  art  of  painting. 

A  f^yoAi  masus,  (pi.  (^jeS\jaA)  mastitis)  A  dish 
made  of  boiled  meats,  especially  young  pigeons, 
fowls,  or  other  birds  dressed  in  vinegar.  Viri  avida 

(mulier).    Sperma  de  glande  absorbens  (vulva). 

A  v_J»jya/c  musayyif,  Sufficient  for  the  summer. 

A  eJiK,aic  masifat,  (Ground)  watered  by  summer- 

rains.    (A  camel)  accompanied  by  her  colt. 

A  (JJijLraxi  musayhal,  Polished,  furbished. 

A  masyuj)  Watered  by  summer-rain. 

A^j^-jua/omasyun,  Kept,^preserved  :  safe,  well. 
A  tjo*  7naz2,(v.  n.  of  i^joa)  Grieving, afflicting. 

A  'Loyoio  masusat,  Lean,  emaciated  (woman).   Making  (the  mouth  or  eye)  smart  (vinegar  or  col- 
A  ̂ _jOjwa/o  niusarvsi,  as  ̂ ^y£^\  al  musawsi,   lyrium).  Sucking,  sipping  strongly.  Hot,  burning 

One  of  the  winter  days  called  J^_s^^  al  ̂ juz.       collyrium.  A  stone  in  an  old  well.   \-^j>CLi\  (^j«a/o 

A  ywa^i  masu^  Timid,  faint-hearted.    Musu^  '  mazzu'z  zarh,  One  who  inflicts  a  painful  blow, 
(v.  n.  of  j^)  Going  off,  diminishing  (as  the  milk  Mizz,  No,  not  at  all  (but  implying  (yes). 
ofacamcl,or  cold  weather). Going  ofF(cold  weather).  I      a  .*Ui/«7Ha.ra^,  (v.  n.ofj^^^o/*)  Being  transported, 

A  ̂ ^.lO/*  7?iasM(7/t,  Cast,  molten.  Harmonious,     carried  far  (in  any  affair).  Being  bold.  -^1*1^1^1 

A  Jj-^  7n/.s7i'aZ,  Any  liquid  in  which  the  CO-   abu'' I  mazas,  A\\orsc.  Muzaf,(\.r\.of  ^_^cl«)C\iI- 
locynth-fruit  is  soaked  to  take  off  its  bitterness,   ting  (a  sword).  The  penetrancy  or  power  of  pene- 

3/m5wZ,  (v.  n.  of         Dividing  (water  from  milk),   trating  or  piercing  :  keenness.  Quick,  expeditious. 

A  -a/«  mazafir,  (pl.j_:^^  muzjir)  Weari- 
some,  irksome,  troublesome. 

A  "8'vi»-Uvo  muza/iat, (v. n.3o(\^  for^^)Com- 

ing  to  (one)  in  the  forenoon  (^_^^  zidia'). 
A  jLo*  muzadd,  An  opponent,  antagonist. 
A  il)j\.,ia/o  muzadat.  An  opposing,  resisting. 

A  is jLo^  muzaddat,  (or  Sti^'.^  muzadadat)  (v. 
n.  3  of  jb«o)  Being  adverse,  repugnant,  contrary. 

Opposition.  Antipathy. 

Aj  Li«/«arar;-, (pi. of  sj.ia*  viazarrat)  Injuries. 

A  u-^Lo/c  muzarib,  A  combatant,  fencer. 
A  S^lo/c  muzarahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t— ̂ )  Fight- 

ing, fencing,  getting  the  better  by  beating.  Contend- 

ing with  another  in  striking.  Selling  the  goods  ol' 
another  for  half  the  profit.  Beingdistracted  amongst 

themselves.  Partnership.  A  battle,  combat,  conflicr. 

A  SjLiic  mitzarat,The  whey  or  whig  (of  milkV 
A  »J|La/«  Diuzanat,  (v.  n.  3  ofJJ<o)  Hurting, 

harming,  injuring  each  other.  Being  jealous.  Tak- 

ing two  or  three  wives.  Quarrelling. 

A  mazarij,  (pl.of  ̂ ^;-ia*;7j/;r  ;-rty)  Thread - 
bare,evcry-day_garments.Clippings,  cloth-pollings. 

A  i«>-j\,o/c  muzarahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Speak- 

ing opprobriously,  provoking  by  reproaches.  Con- 
tending in  throwing  the  javelin.  Being  near;  shew- 

ing propinquity. 

A  '<Ltij\.^a/c  muzarasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^jto)  Figlit- 

ing,  carrying  on  mutual  hostilities. 

A  ̂\.,cuf>  muzari^  Like.  The  aorist  tense. 
A  iii^La/c  muzara^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Being 

like,  resembling.  A  compact  betwixt  two  persons, 

one  a  proprietor  of  land,  and  the  other  the  cultiva- 

tor, by  which  it  is  agreed  that  whatever  the  land 
yields  shall  belong  to  both  in  such  proportion  as 

may  be  there  determined. 
A  (^La^i  muzaz.  Pure,  sincere.  A  sort  of  tree. 

Water  brackish  and  undrinkable. 
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A  e^Loic  mazazat,  (v.  n.  of  Grieving  on 

account  of  some  misfortune. 

A  L^jisX^oue  mvza^f,  Doubled.  A  duplicate, 
(in  grammar)  A  reduplicate  verb,  i.e.  whose  second 

and  third  letter  are  alike :  as,  iSU  madda,  He  ex- 

tended. A  quadriliteral  verb,  whose  letters  are  re- 

peated :  as,  Jj3j  zalzala  (unlike  ■^rj^^  dahraja). 

A  &as-L«io  muza^fat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i  axo)  Dou- 
bling. Adding  twice  as  much  to  any  thing  so  that 

it  becomes  trebled.  Weaving  (a  coat  of  mail)  with 

a  double  texture  of  rings,  (fem.  of  ̂.^jsKtajo  mu- 

za^if)  Doubled.  (A  coat  of  mail,  hauberk,  or  ha- 
bergeon) made  with  a  double  texture  of  rings. 

A  ̂Iwawj  mazagh,(\.x\.  of  ̂ o/o)  Chewing  (meat). 
Chewed  or  masticable.  Mastication.  Somewhat, 

^l^^  (j^)  layyinu'l  mazagh,  Easy  of  mastication. 
A  'isX^oic  muzagliat,  Chewed  (thing). 
A  'ssX^ojo  muzzaghat,  Foolish.  A  fool. 
A  la^l*asi  mazugkit,  (pi.  of  iai-o,/*  viazghat) 

Grounds  full  of  low  places  in  which  water  collects. 

A  xlaS'Ua^o  muzaghatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  laiLo)  Hin- 
dering, preventing,  pressing  upon. 

A  I  jlrfO/*  muzaf,  Annexed,  added,  related.  One 

who  is  added  to  others  (especially  to  those  with 
whom  he  has  no  natural  connection.  Surrounded 

in  battle.  (A  district)  surrounded  by  war.  Spu- 
rious, adopted.  A  refuge,  asylum.  One  who  asks 

for  a  leathern  bottle.  One  who  maintains  his  foot- 

ing towards  his  enemies,  (in  gram.)  A  noun  placed 

in  regimine  or  construction  :  as,  ghuldmu 

zaydin,  The  boy  of  Zayd  {^"^  ghulam  being  called 
(_jLas>  muzaf  ov  i_«jLai^  almuzaf,  The  governing 

noun  ;  and  liJj  zaydin,  styled  sS^\  u-jl^olt^  al  mu- 
zaf ilayhi,  The  noun  governed),  p  ̂̂ li^  u—sUa* 

muzaf  kardan,  To  annex,  add. 

AO\sl./A^om^/2■a/a^,(pl.  f.  of  (_«iLa/c)  Additions. 
A  SysLa^  muzafarat,  An  assisting  one  another. 

A  &)cLa/«  muzammat,  A  heaping,  accumulating. 

A^jyol^*  mazamir,  (pi.  ofjj^#a/<)  Adjuncts. 
A  mazamin,  (pi.  of  j^j^^A^*)  Contents. 

Significations.  Future  foetuses  in  the  loins  of  a  sire. 

A  aul*aLA>  muzdnat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^wp)  Resisting, 

opposing.  Enduring  any  evil  with  all  its  conse- 

quences. Taking  upon  one's  self  the  trouble  of 

another  person's  concerns. 
A  t/jl*a<«  mazdrvt,  Skylights. 

A  sLfc\.«<x<i  muzdhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  Resem- 

bling (another).  3Iuzahdt,  (oralfcUaw  muzdhafat) 

Assistance,  aid;  benignity,  benevolence. 

A  'iisAjoio  muzdhahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_-*.^)  Revil- 
ing, reproaching  one  another. 

A  ̂ Loao  mazdMgh,  (pi.  of  «Joy^  mazighat) 
Meats  sticking  to  the  bones.  Muscles.  Sinews 

whipt  about  the  horns  of  a  bow. 

A I  QjLa/o  mazdsf,  Sides  (of  a  river  or  valley). 

A  JpULc  mazdsih,  (pi.  of  JJ«a<  mazik)  Ar- 
duous, difficult  affairs,  straits,  difficulties. 
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A  «Ji^.\-o/o  muzdyahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jUo  for  ̂ ji^) 

Hemming  in,  reducing  to  straits.  Oppressing.  Op- 

pression. Difficulty.  Penury,  scarcity,  want,  ne- 
cessity, distress.  Moment,  consequence,significance. 

p  jjiiji^  esiul*ai«  miizdyaha  kardan,  To  bid  one  do more  than  he  can.  To  make  a  difficulty. 

kCL^^  muzibb.  Bold, shameless.  Strong,hardy. 

A  u.o/e  mazbas,  A  lurking-place. 

A  iilxia*  mazbdt,  A  hole  for  baking  bread  in. 

3Iuzbdt,  Bread  baked  under  the  ashes. 

A  u_*A*a«<i  muzahbah,  Hooped  (vessel).  (A  door) 

barred  or  covered  with  an  iron  plate.  3Iuzabbib, 

One  who  catches  the  Lybian  lizard  (generally  done 

by  pouring  water  into  their  holes,  which  forces 
them  out  with  the  tail  foremost). 

A  'il^OL/c  mazabbat,  (pi.  L!L>\jAicmazdbb)  A  coun- 
try abounding  in  Lybian  lizards.  (y>\.  o{  zabb) 

Lybian  lizards. 
A  L2-»*«aL/«  mizbas,  A  lion. 

AjJ.^?;i«<2'a&Z'a?',Firm,compact(camel).  A  lion. 
A  &xx«a/o  mazba^t,  The  fleshy  part  of  the  arm 

under  the  arm-pit  in  front,  (pi.  of  zabu^or 

zab^  Hyenas. 

A  'ix-t-fOjo  muzahba^t,  (A  she-camel)  whose 
breast  projects  far  before  the  fore-legs.  Muzabbi- 

^it,  Lewd  (female),  opening  her  own  privities. 
A  lL^^X/Ojc  mazbvLS,  (A  camel)  branded,  marked 

with  the  brand  'il^  zabsat. 

A  'is^^x^Aio  mazbixhat,  The  flint  of  a  tinder-box. 
Aj^>«a/e  7nazbur,  Firm  in  body,  compact. 
A  \}tjX*Qj<i  mazbut.  Possessed,  occupied.  Held. 

Governed, regulated,  controlled,checked,restrained. 

Tamed.  Moderated,  disciplined.  Committed  to  me- 

moiy.Firm,strong,solid.  (Land)rainedon.  pls^jfo/e 

^^dj^ mazbut  kardan,  To  fortify,  strengthen. 

^  ̂^^xJkiamazbuti,  Strength,  durability. 

A  ̂ ^^ojo  mazbu^  Devoured  by  hyenas. 
A  f^^Xto/o  mazbiin,  Tried,  afflicted.  Impaired  in 

constitution  by  disease.   Paralytic.  Clear  (water). 

A  &J  j_jJ'*fi''<  mazbus  bihi,  Thrown  on  the  ground, 
made  to  cleave  to  the  earth. 

A  ̂jmok  muzbis.  Silent,  taciturn.  One  who  keeps 
a  thing  concealed  within  his  breast. 

A  Lot*  mazzat,  A  woman  unable  to  endure  that 

which  displeases  her.  Sour  milk. 

k^^^  muzjar.  Languid,  vexed  in  mind.  3fuz- 
jir,  (pl.j>-l«a*  mazdjir  and^jv^-Lo*  mazdjir)  Wea- 

risome, troublesome,  irksome.  An  annoyer. 

A  ̂ ^^^  mazja^  (pi.  ̂ ^Laxi  mazdji^  A  place 
of  repose.  A  bed.  A  place  of  slaughter.  A  battle- 

field. The  grave. 

Kjj^^  mazjur.  Depressed,  dispirited. 

A  ̂ s^^  mazju^  Weak  in  mind. 
K  ̂ tOjomazh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ <a*)  Diminishing  or  tra- 

ducing (the  reputation  of  another).  Repelling,  dri  v- 
ingoflT.  Being  scattered  about  (camels).  Sweating, 

oozing  (a  leathern  bottle).  Darting  rays  (the  sun). 

A  mazhdt,  A  sunshine  place. 
A  mizhdk.  Laughing,  merry  (woman). 

mazkak.  The  part  where  the  teeth 

appear  in  laughing.  Muzhak,  Ridiculed,  derided. 
Muzhik,  Ridiculous,  droll,  causing  laughter.  A 

mime,  buffoon.  Who  laughs  at  or  ridicules. 

A  C^^6^'^  muzhikdt,  (pi.  of'iCs^  muzhikat) 

(or  OK^?^ J  mizdh  u  muzhikat)  Jests,  jokes, 
buffooneries  ;  sayings  or  doings  exciting  laughter. 

mazhakat.  Humour,  fun,  drollery. 

Muzhikat,  Facetious,  jocular  (woman). 

A  (J-^^  mazhal,  A  place  of  little  water. 
A  muzhl,  One  who  is  early  in  the  fore- 

noon (  J^^^^  zuha'),  or  does  any  thing  at  that  time. 

A ̂ euo  mazkh,  A  perfuming  of  one's  body. A  fti*^  mizakhkkat,  A  tube  from  which  they 
squirt  water.  A  squirt,  syringe. 

Aj»i?^m?2Mam,Who  strikes  or  dashes  against 
with  violence.  A  noble  and  corpulent  man. 

A  (^*a*  mazd,  (for  zamd)  A  binding  of  the 
head.  3Iazad,  Malevolence,  hatred. 

A mazr  or  mazar,  (v.  n.  of  jioa)  Becom- 

ing acid,  pricking  the  tongue  (milk  or  wine).  Be- 

comingwhite_jJ/i2-r,  A  shedding  of  blood  with  impu- 

nity. \j^oj<i  \j*as-  khizran  mizran  or  khaziran  ma- 
ziran.  With  impunity,  unrevenged  (was  his  blood 

shed).  \jja.<t\j,a^  i  't^hhuzhu  khazir-aninaziran, Take  it  fresh  and  tender.  3Iazir,  Sour,  acid.  Very 

white.  J\y  ̂jij^a/c  muzar  bin  nizdr,  Name  of  the 
father  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

Ky^ojc  muzirr,  Offensive,  noxious,  pernicious, 
hurtful.  One  who  has  a  large  daily  income.  (A 

man)  who  has  two  wives.  (A  woman)  whose  hus- 
band has  another  wife.    Approaching,  near. 

A  f^\j^oji>  mizrdb,  An  instrument  for  striking. 
A  musical  bow.    One  who  strikes  much. 

A_^jtOjc  mizrdr,  Frightened,  fleeing,  refractory, 

(mare,  camel,  or  woman). 
A  f^j^Qjc  mazrab,  (v.  n.  of  t—^^)  Departing 

travelling  (by  land).  Roaming  in  search  of  prey, 

provisions,  or  gain.  Flying  (as  a  bird)  in  quest 
of  food.  A  sword.  The  edge  of  a  sword.  A  bone 

full  of  marrow,  and  worth  the  breaking.  A  place 

where  any  thing  is  struck,  fixed,  or  planted.  The 

time  of  a  camel's  being  covered.  A  field  of  battle. 
A  place  of  encampment.  3fazrib,  The  time  or  the 

place  where  a  stallion  covers.  The  chief  part  of  a 

sword,  about  a  span  from  the  point.  A  place  of 

striking.  A  sword.  &L~S-  ̂ .^Jjia^  mazribu  ̂ sala- 
tin.  Origin,  stock,  kind.  Pedigree.  Property.  U 

f^jjo.*  p>_  mdyurimmu  minhd  mazrib,  There is  no  marrow  in  it,  i.  e.  it  is  a  lean  sheep.  31izrab, 

(pi.  L-^Lai^e  mazd7'ib)  An  instrument  for  striking. 
A  plectrum.  One  who  strikes  often.  A  large  tent. 
3Iuzrib,  Who  causes  to  be  struck.  (A  serpent) 

remaining  immoveable  in  a  place. 

K^^j*ai«muzarrab,  Sewed,  stitched,  lined  with 



cotton  (a  garment).  JSIuzarrlh,  An  exciter  of  dis- 
turbances, a  raiser  of  tumults. 

A  'iijtOA  mazrabat,  Hairs  or  cotton-thread  rolled 
into  a  clew  or  hank.  A  sword.  The  edge  of  a  sword. 

Mazribat, The  principal  part  of  a  sword,  that  which 

gives  the  blow.    A  sword.  The  edge  of  a  sword. 

A  SJ-^o^  mazarrat,  (pi.  jLic  mazarr)  Detri- 
ment, damfige,  injury,  hurt,  harm,  inconvenience. 

Miizirrat,  (A  woman)  whose  husband  has  another 

wife:  a  rival  wife.  (Clouds)  hanging  near  the  earth. 

A  ,^^j>ojo  mizraj,  (pi.  Tjiazar//)  A  thread- 
bare evcry-day  dress.  Cloth-polling  or  clipping. 

A  ̂^j>ojc  muzarraj,  Bloody,  tinged  of  a  bloody 
colour,  gory.    Muzarrij,  A  lion. 

A  viazrah,  (Long-winged)  hawk.  A 
white  vulture. 

A  ̂^jJ)j<>viazrahiy,A.r\o\)\e  and  generous  lord. 

Long.  White.  Long-winged(hawk).Awhite  vulture. 

A  {^j.iOjo  nmzarrax,  (A  place)  full  of  rough 

and  unequal  stones,  resembling  dogs'  teeth.  (A 
well)  built  up  with  stones.  A  kind  of  coloured  vest, 

embroidered  stuflp,  having  thefigures  of  teeth.  Tried 

and  proved  by  use  or  experiment.  Muzarris,  (  Ex- 
perience in  war)  rendering  (one)  skilful  in  tactics. 

(A  lion)  which  chews  the  flesh  of  his  prey  with- 
out swallowing  it. 

A  Ispo-yc  muzrit,  (or  IsJ-io-*  muzarrit)  Who 
causes  one  to  break  wind.  One  who  makes  a  noise 

with  the  mouth  in  derision.  A  scorner,  mocker. 

KjLs^  muzarritu'l  hijarat,  Violent  and 
strong,  causing  the  stones  to  fart. 

A  )aSytayc  7mzraghitt,  Excessively  thick.  Fat 
and  good  for  nothing. 

A  ̂ j*a/*>  muzram,  Kindled. 
A jjojo mazrub,  Beaten, struck,  stampt, ham- 

mered, forged.  Pitched  (tent).  Affixed,appointed, 

determined.  Used,  idiomatic,proverbial.  (inarith.) 

Multiplied.  Covered  with  hoar-frost.  Kind,species. 

A  'ii^jtojc  mazrubat,  A  flagellation.  A  wheal. 
AiL>-j|^,^majrrM;a<,(Aneye)with  a  wide  opening. 

A  J  J jjclto  inazrur,  Damaged,  injured. 

A  {^^j^mazruHy  (A  place)  full  of  rough  and 

unequal  stones,  like  dogs'  teeth  ;  gravelly. 

A  'iMi^^^ojn  mazrusat,  (A  well)  regularly  built 
up  with  stones  from  the  bottom  to  the  top. 

A  {jjtoj^  muzri,  (or  i^^^oAiinuzarrt)  Who  trains 
(adog  to  hunting),  and  sets  (him)  on  to  attack  prey. 

A  &^-a/o  itmzuriyat,  The  Modarites  or  Moza- 
rites,  an  Arabian  tribe  (whose  war-signs  were  red, 
those  of  Yaman  being  yellow). 

\y^jtaic  muzrafizz,  Stingy  towards  one's  self. 
A  jkxjc  mnzizz,  Passionate,  testy,  bad-tempered. 

Covetous.  Bitten. 

A  ̂ jiawoi-*  mazaz,  (v.  n.  of  i^jA>a/t>)  Grieving, 

being  pained  (on  account  of  some  misfortune).  Af- 
fliction, misfortune.    Sour  milk. 

A  la*a*  muzt,  (for  )a.LA  mushf)  A  comb. 
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A  (^*>V'r«ni«  maztuhis,  A  lion. 
A  muztabin,\\ho  carries  under  the  arm. 

A  muztaja^  Any  thing  for  reclining  or 

reposing  upon;  a  bed.  Muztaji^  Laid  down,  re- 
clining on  the  side. 

A  j^^^*^**  muztalii,  One  who  docs  any  thing, 

or  who  arrives  in  the  forenoon  ( zuha') 
A  jla^i/*  muztarr,  Reduced  to  difficulties,  made 

desperate,  forced  by  necessity,  distressed,  afflicted. 

A(_.^^ia-ii«7«Mzia7-2ft,Agitated,moved,disturbed, 
confounded,  afflicted,  anxious,  fluctuating,  stagger- 

ing, tottering,  nodding,  distracted,  tormented,  cha- 
grined. Wavering  or  prevaricating  (evidence). 

Long  and  straight  (spear).  Erect,  upright  (man). 

\^Ji!x^  muztarihu'l  ^nan,  Routed,  fleeing 
away  singly. 

A  ̂^^i«a<c  muztarah,  Rejected,  thrown  aside. 
A  |»_^laxa/o  miiztarim,  Kindling,  blazing  (fire). 

Conspicuous  (hoariness),  advancing  (old  age). 

A  muzta{)hin,  Prone  to  hatred.  One 
who  takes  in  or  under  the  arms. 

A  ̂ t^to  muztali^  Able,  powerful,  equal  to. 

A  jllojOL*  mriztamrn,  Contracted.  Accumulated. 
Composed.  Added,  attributed,  inserted. 

Aj^lxiO/c  muztamir, Slender  or  clungin  the  belly. 

(A  pearl)  small  round  the  middle. 
A  ii.^Ia*i«  mnztahad,  Constrained,  forced,  sub- 

dued. 3Iuztahid,  One  who  subjects,  subdues,  or 

compels.  A  lion. 

AjJ.Ili«i«7?n;^<a-t?7,Slender,  small,  contemptible. 

A  ■_o«^.°  muz^f,  Blind.  3[uz^f,  One  who  has 
debilitated  cattle.  One  weakly  mounted.  One 

whose  property  is  multiplied.  One  whose  trade  is 

wide  and  extensive.  3Iuz^f  or  muz^f,  One  de- 
serving of  double. 

A I  aiui<)»?iM2'a^^6(/',Debilitated.  Doubled,mul- 
tiplied.  Lined  (garment).  3lHza^f,  One  who 
regards  as  weak.  (See  t^JlJouaJ  taz^f.) 

A  eJiSitaA niuza^^ifat,  (Ground)  sprinkled  with 

gentle  rain. 
A  (  jj*wa/«  maz^f,  Doubled.  Weakened,  en- feebled. Blind. 

A  jtjoio  mazgh,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Chewing.  3Iu- 
zagh,  (pi.  of  wuo/*  muzghat)  Pieces  of  meat. 

A  ̂ ^o/o  muzzagh,  Minuticr,  detail,  trifles. 
A  &jJuia/o/H(-/,vy//ota/,(Ground)  fruitful  in  cucum- 

bers, or  in  a  pot-herb  like  asparagus. 

A  'ikjoic  muzghat,  (pi.  ̂ o/c  mnzagh)  A  piece  of 
meat  (or  any  thing  filling  the  mouth),  gobbet.  A 

lump  (of  flesh,  or  the  foetus  in  the  womb).  A  mor- 

sel, fragment.  A  glutton;  an  ill-bred  person.  t>^.>a/c 

^^icmuzghatuninrnjasadi'lbashar,'T\\e human  heart. 

\  mazghat,  (pi.  Joff-l-auc  mazaghii)  A  low 
tract  of  ground  with  holes  in  which  water  lodges. 

•  A  jOwax)  muz(iffar,{llvi.\r)  plaited  in  three  braids. 

Aj^fl-o/o  mazfur,  Plaited,  twisted :  braided. 

A  1 — J^io/c  mazfuf,  (Water)  much  sought  after, 
contended  for  by  many.  Poor,  destitute,  reduced, 

impoverished  by  excessive  liberality. 

A  (J-a/o  mxiziU,  Who  causes  or  permits  (one)  to 
err,  who  leaves  in  an  error.  A  seducer.  A  loser. 

(See  j}%o\  !ziai.) AsLa^  mazallat,  mazillat,  or  mizallai,  A  coun- 

try where  one  easily  strays  and  loses  one's  self. 

A  ̂LcL«  niuzli^  Heavy,  causing  to  incline  to 
one  side  (a  burden).  Strong,  equal  to.  Weak  in 
the  sides,  unfit  for  carrying  loads. 

A  muznlla^  Woven  in  the  shape  of  ribs. 
(A  bridle)  marked  with  stripes.  (Cloth)  partly 

woven,  partly  not. 

A  ̂^^Lojcmuzallal,  One  bereft  of  reason,  and  who 
perseveres  in  an  error.  One  who  keeps  not  good 

faith.  ,Jl.a\\  uiJA\^  (//  vialihu'l  muzallul,  A  name 
of  Imrau'l  Kays. 

A  &_P^L<a/c  mnzlu^t,  A  bow  in  whose  wood  is 
curvature  and  straightness,  whilst  the  whole  resem- 

bles that  part  which  is  called  Si/^ hab'id. 
Ajl^-i^  mizmar,  A  large  plain  or  place  for  ex- 

ercises ;  also  a  field  of  battle.  A  space  of  forty 

days,  during  which  a  horse  has  a  more  than  ordi- 
nary allowance  of  food,  in  order  to  fatten  him  ;  the 

place  where  a  horse  is  so  fed.  The  utmost  speed 
of  a  horse  in  a  race. 

A  (^^ilv^a-e  mazmaz  or  mizmaz,  A  washing  or 

rinsing  of  the  mouth.  3Iizmaz,  Active,  light,  nim- 
ble (man).  Burning. 

A  mizman,  A  pregnant  camel. 

A  Jl).**'^  muzmahill,  Disappearing,  vanishing; 
cancelled,  defaced,  carried  oflT,  dispersed. 

A  ̂iUi*  muzammahh,  Copiously  perfumed. 
A  J  <  o  <  muzmar,  Concealed.  Conceived  (in 

mind);  understood.  A  place  of  concealment.  3Iuz- 
7«ir,Who  conceives  or  imagines.  (SeejU^\/r?«ar.) 

A^: 

muzammar,  Lean,  lank,  attenuated. 

3/m^«  ?«  wi W  ha  t  makes  lean  ,altenuates,emaciates. 

A  Is^^io  muzmarat,  Wrinkled  (in  the  face). 

A  1vo^.mxc  ynazmazat,  (v.  n.  of  {^ja^jO/c  Q)  Wash- 

ing (the  mouth),  rinsing  (a  vessel).  Being  aflected 

(the  eyes)  slightly  by  drowsiness. 

A  i^'i'O^  jnuzamman,  (A  poem)  comprehend- 
ing the  verses  of  another  poet ;  also  a  verse  or 

word  depending  upon  the  following  word  or  verse 

to  be  fully  intelligible. 

A j»^*-a/« Wirt* w''^"'> Added, joined.  Compressed, 

drawn  in.  (\  letter)  marked  with  zavuiia  — . 
A  Olo^^a*  viazmumdt,  (pi.  fern.)  Additions, 

accumulations. 
A  mazmmi,  (pl.(j^*Laxi  mazamln)  Sense, 

signification,  meaning,  contents  (of  a  letter).  (A 

hand)  folded  across,  and  concealed  under  the  arm- 
pit, or  under  the  garment.  A  foetus  in  the  loins  of 

his  sire.  ^^^j£iA>  mnzmuni  Ithitab,  The  sub- 

ject of  discussion.  ^^y^^OJ0  lihulasasi  7naz- 



mun,  The  substance  of  the  contents. w 

A  'bX^  ^Iku  mazannatin  or  mazinnatin, 
Any  thing  precious. 

A  L^^y^QA)  maznuh,  Troubled  ■with  a  rheum. 
A  maznun,  Preserved  with  avaricious 

care.  Civet,  musk. 

A  'iiyy^ojc  maznunat,  The  well  ̂ amzam. 
A  ̂^^^oyo  muzna  ,  Emaciated.  Muzm,  Emacia- 

ting (disease). 

A  (^X^  muznu,  (A  man)  with  many  cattle. 

A  'sm^joic  muznifut,  Prolific  (woman). 

A  'yoio  muzmv,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^^)  Passing  by,  go- 
ing away.  Being  carried  far  (in  any  thing). 

A  Aj*atc  muzanar,  A  preceding,  a  going  before. 

kjytOA  muzur,  (v.  n.  of  j-o*)  Becoming  acid, 
pricking  the  tongue(milk  or  wine).  Becoming  white. 

Ajj<a/<i  mazuz,  Aged  (she-camel). 

A  ̂_o_j.OL/«  muzawzu,  (or  ̂ ^yOA  muzawziy) 
(A  man)  calling  aloud. 

A  i_-jj*axi  mazuf,  (Any  thing)  to  be  dreaded. 

A  '&3ya.iQ  mazuf  at,  Need.  Care,  anxiety. 
A  lij ̂ tOA  maziud,  Troubled  with  a  rheum. 

A  ui]jj*auo  mazsuk,  Troubled  with  a  rheum. 

Ac-i^<a<?nM2a7i^a&,(Meat)cutand  half-roasted. 
A  i^y^^Qjo  mazhud,  Subdued  ;  constrained. 

A  ̂j^ojc  maza',  It  is  past.  f-J'J^***  maza 
sabilahu,  He  died.  He  pursued  his  own  plan,  ̂^^oa 

j^^jAic  maza'  ma  maza',  Let  what  is  past  be  past, 
let  bygones  be  bygones ;  let  us  speak  no  more  of  it. 

A  ̂-ouc  muziy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J*OJ<>)  Passing,  going 
by.  Being  carried  far  into.  Pace.  1^1^°^ 
ila  muziyil  hanl,  To  the  expiration  of  the  year. 

A  ̂Jyo/e  mizya^  A  prodigal,  spendthrift. 
AjSiOjc  mazir,  Acid,  sour  (milk).  Very  white. 

A  'ij^A  mazirat,  A  kind  of  soup  or  broth  made 
of  sour  milk  ;  and  sometimes  with  fresh  milk. w 

A  {^jai..ioj^  maziz,  (v.  n.  of  i^jai<>)  Afflicting,  griev- 
ing. Grieving  on  account  of  some  misfortune. 

Drinking  and  compressing  the  lips  (a  she-goat). 

A  ̂ i^tOA  muzl^  Rich  in  farms  or  estates  ('s**-^ 
zay^t).  One  who  dissipates  or  squanders.  One 
who  frustrates  or  makes  void. 

A  ̂.toio  muzayyi^  A  prodigal,  spendthrift. 

A  '^.)^t.^oJO  mazya^t,  A  place  of  danger  or  de- 
struction. Mazi^t,  Perdition.  esjOjo^j^ii  dari 

mazi^.  The  house  of  perdition. 

A'ikxjo/c  mazighat,  (pi.  ̂ j^tOAmazighandi  ̂ *aj<> 
mazasigK)  That  part  of  the  jaw-bone  which  pro- 

jects under  the  ear.  Flesh  adhering  to  the  bone. 

A  muscle.  A  piece  of  flesh  under  that  part  of  the 

fore-leg  of  a  horse  called  (^ifcli  nahiz.  A  sinew 
bound  round  the  horn  or  extreme  part  of  a  bow. 

A  u-aj>*a/<i  muzif.  One  who  bends  or  causes  to 

incline.  The  master  of  a  feast.  (See  'is\^6\  izafat.) 
A  &fljua/«  mazifat  or  mazynfat.  Any  thing  for- 

midable. Grief,  sadness,  care. 

A  JjJuL«  maz'ik,  A  narrow  place,  pass,  strait.  A 
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difficult  affair. 

A  J^La/omMe(2r/t/a^,Straitened,narrowed,pinched 

A  ̂ ifO/o  mazim.  Injured,  oppressed,  defrauded, 
A  mazyuli.  Chequered  with  joy  and  grief 

A  iijA«i«  mazsud,  Troubled  with  a  rheum. ^        •  •  •  • 
A  ̂ jciio  muzh.  Bright,  shining,  luminous. 

A  ̂ma^,for  (_-> ̂ loo  ma  tlub,The  thing  intended. 
A  lao  matt,  (v.  n.  of  lo/e)  Extending.  Raising 

the  eyebrows,  i.e.  being  proud.    Drawing  up  (a 

bucket).  Pointing,  talking  with  the  fingers. 

mats:,  (v.  n.  of  llxo)  Lying  with. 

Allx«TOato',  (pi.  ̂^^a.k\  amtas)  The  back.  A 
yawning,  gaping,  oscitation.  Favour,  protection. 

A  split  branch  of  a  palm-tree,  with  which  things 
are  hooped  together. 

mitas,  (pi.  of ̂ o/c  matrv)  Split  branches 

of  palm-trees,  with  which  they  hoop  or  fasten  things 
together,  (pi.  of        mitw)  Clusters  of  dates. 

A  &j\.lx<i  mutabbat,  (v.  n.  3  of  uIaI^)  Applying 

a  remedy,  physicking,  treating  medically,  curing. 

A^lJoA)  matabikh,  (pi.  of  •^)^)  Kitchens. 
A  ̂^fcmuiabik,  Conformable, suitable,  equal, 

agreeable  to,  consonant  with,  answering  to. 

A  iLijUa*  mutabahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Being 

uniform, equal,agreeing  with.  Applying  one  thing 

to  another,  to  fit  them,  fitting,  matching.  Putting 

on  two  shirts.  Going  with  short  steps,  as  with 

bound  feet.  Placing  the  hind-feet  in  the  footsteps 

of  the  fore-feet  (a  horse  when  walking).  Adopting 
a  custom,  mode,  or  habit.  Conformity,  congruity, 

uniformity,  proportion.  Similarity, sameness,equa- 
lity.  Antithesis. 

A  XiAla/o  mtitabanat,  (v.  n.  3of  ̂ J^)  Making 

deep  (a  pit  for  keeping  fire  in,  to  prevent  it  from 

dying  away).  Being  conformable,  agreeing  with. 

A^^&.Ua<  matahin,  (pi.  of  )  Mills. 

A^Ua/e»iaiiaM,Stupid,foolish.Proud,pufiedup. 
A  jSiiUa/«  matddat,  A  widely-extended  desert. 

Ajlia/<ma<ar,  Large-mouthed  (well).  Sprightly, 
fleet  (horse).  ilfz<iar.  Forced  to  fly.  Broken,  split. 

Ajlla*  mattdr,  Swift  (horse). 

A  L-^lla*  matdrib,  (pi.  of  f^JioA)  matrab  and 

'iiJiajcmatrabat)T)Wi(LeA  and  narrow  ways.  Name of  a  district  in  Yaman. 

A  'ijJ^io  matdrat,  (A  country)  abounding  in 
birds  ( ji^ls  tdsir).  Name  of  a  mountain.  3Iatd- 
roi  or  mutdrat,  A  wide-mouthed  well. 

A  ̂Uaxi  matdrih,  (pi.  of  ̂\ii«matj-ah)  Places. 

^Ua*  matdriliu  z  za?^^  Sown  fields. 
A  &s>-jUa«  mutdrahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Talking 

together,  holding  a  conference,  bandying  words  to 

and  fro.  Propounding.  Conference,  conversation. 

A  Siijlla*  mutdj^adat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i5;i^)  Attacking 
one  another  furiously.  Opposition,  mutual  attack. 

A  w  atdrif,  (  pi.  of  i_->jla/e  mutraf)  S  qua  re- 

cut  garments  of  coarse  stuff" ornamented  with  a  bor- 

der. I  jjlla/«  matdrifu's  sary.  The  garments 14  c 

of  opulence. 
A  Oj^^  matdrih,  (pi.  of  Lipia-*  mitrahat) 

Sledge-hammers.  Mutdrak,  Having  one  thing 
above  another,  as  a  double  slipper,  ortwo  garments. 

A  &5,llx«  mutdrahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Jia)  Putting 

on  (two  garments),  the  one  over  the  other.  Sew- 

ing together  (two  soles). 
A  iOjlk/o  matdrinat,  (pi.  ̂ J\J^  matrdn  or 

mitrdn)  Metropolitans,  archbishops. 

A  Jj^jUao  matdrih.  Pedestrians.  Camels  fol- 
lowing each  other  when  approaching  water,  (pi. 

of  ̂\^la<i  mitrdk)  (Things)  consecutive  and  similar 

(to  each  other).  ̂ J^^Uaxi  CjAs.  jdsat  matdriha, 
They  came  one  after  another. 

A  c-iwjilla/o  matdsib,  Concealed  water.  Run- 

ning, dashing  water. 
A  l»Ua/«  matdt,  Camers  milk  thick  and  sour. 

Mitdt  or  mutdt.  Long  (back). 

A  mutd^  Obeyed.  One  who  is,  or  ought 

to  be,  obeyed,  p  ̂Ua/o  jjV^  ̂J^<«JS  farmdni  ja- 

hdn-mutd^  A  mandate  obeyed  by  all  the  world. 

A  |^Ua/« maia^'m,  (pi.  of  j,j«la«ma<^am)Meats, 
eatables.  l^j\J:^  j  ptllr*  maid^m  u  mashdrib, Meats  and  drinks. 

A  ii^llx*  mutd^mat,  The  billing  (of  doves). 

A  ̂^pUo/c  maiden,  (pi.  of  mit^n)  (or 

^j^ff'Ua/o  matd^n,  pi.  of  ̂^^Jtlxc  mit^n)  (Enemies) 
who  pierce  furiously  with  spears. 

A  i_-jUa«  matdf,  (v.  n.  of  i  sll?  for  i— fl^l')  Ap- 

pearing (as  a  spectre).  A  place  round  which  they 
walk  in  procession  in  religious  ceremonies. 

A  JiUa*ma!:q^/,(or  JJlli«)  (pl.of J.flla^mM(^Z) 

(Hinds)  attended  by  their  young  or  near  the  birth. 
A  (JUa*  mitdl,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J^)  Hammering, 

flattening  (iron).  Extending,  prolonging.  Putting 

off"  (the^payment  of  a  debt). 
A  JUa/c  mattdl.  One  who  makes  or  hammers 

helmets.  One  who  puts  oflT  payment  (of  a  debt). 

A  i_>5Ua«  OTaila/fS,  (pl.oft— *ila«TOai;Za6)  Ques- 

tions, demands,  petitions,  propositions,  requisitions. 
mutdlabat,  An  asking,  a  requiring. 

A  J[^Ua«  matdlibiy,  A  deceiver,  a  cheat. 
A  &3lk*  mitdlat,  The  art  of  hammering  helmets. 

A  ̂X!ia/o matdli^ (pi. of ̂ ilx«?«a<Za^)The  places 

of  (the  stars'  rising).  Mutdli^  Considerate,  atten- 
tive. One  who  exposes  or  offers  any  thing  for  in- 

spection, or  to  be  read,  p  f^d^  ̂ Ua^o  mutdli^ 
shudan.  To  contemplate,  read,  study. 

A  ftjOllafO  mutdla^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Consider- 
ing, turning  the  attention  to.  Writing  to  any  one  to 

apprise  him.  Exhibiting  (any  thing)  to  inspection, 

or  to  be  read.  Consideration,  contemplation.  Read- 

ing, study.  A  glance.  A  perusal.  A  letter.  &*JUa* 

u-^jkS'  mutdla^si  huiub.  The  reading  of  books. 
A  matdlih,  (pi.  of  ̂)i^xM  muntalih)  Dis- 

missed, set  at  liberty.  Departing. 
A  matdli,  Places  where  wild  beasts  rear 



their  young:, 

A  ̂^Liaj«  matamih,  (pi.  of  ̂   »  mtitmah) 
Sights,  spectacles. 

A  ̂Ua/c  matumi^  Things  longed  for,  objects 
coveted  and  hankered  after. 

A  &j-oUa/e  mututnanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^^)  Being 
quiet,  secure,  at  rest.  A  lowering  of  the  back,  and 

a  making  of  it  level. 

A  jy«Ua/o  mntam'ir,  (pi.  of  Sj^^li/o  matmurat^ 
Caverns  or  subterraneous  store-rooms  for  grain. 

matanib,  (pi.  of  i_»iia<  Twa^waft)  The 

shoulders,  the  parts  between  the  shoulder-blades 

and  the  neck.  Blutanib,  A  neighbour  whose  tent 

ropes  (i^i-jUla  tanah  or  tinab)  touch  your  own. 

A  jpliaxj  mutanazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjlia)  Ridiculing, 

bantering,  jeering,  gibing  one  another. 

A  ̂_jUa^  matarvih,  Dangerous  parts.  Places 
into  which  any  thing  is  thrown. 

A  mutawahat,  (v.n.3  of  ̂lia  for  ̂ j^) 
Contending  in  throwing,  throwing  at  each  other. 

matamid,  Places  of  peril  and  danger. 

A  y  ̂̂3^  muiawi^  Acquiescing,  obedient,  com- 

pliant, submissive.  A  recipient:  as,  from  ̂ Jjvo  mw- 

^llim,  A  teacher,  comes  p-i*ic  muta^aUim,  One 
who  submits  to  be  taught ;  a  learner.  The  latter 

word  is  the  mutdrvi^of  the  former,  ̂ ^ia^ 

mufaivi^'l  ̂ rz,  (or  ^raz)  Broad. 
A  af-jUa/o  7nutawa^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Us  for 

Consenting,  agreeing,  accommodating  one's  self  to. 
Consent.  Submission.  The  sense  of  the  fifth  con- 

jugation ;  as,  obeying,  submitting  to,  accepting,  or 
acquiescing  in  the  sense  of  the  second ;  as,  u^j^ 

tasaddub,  A  submitting  or  consenting  to  be  taught ; 

jj*)  ta^Hum,  A  submitting  to  receive  knowledge ; 

learning,  v ^^^J^ C^^^^ajomutdwa^t  liardan,'liO 
agree,  consent,  shew  obedience.  To  accommodate. 

A  Jjliax  matdwil,  (pi.  of  J^ia/*)  Ropes,  halters. 

A  &)jUa*  mutdrvalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  JUa  for  J^) 

Disputing  about  length, excellence,  orstrength.  De- 
laying payment  or  a  promise.  Procrastination. 

A  (j'jUa*  viatdmi,  (pi.  of  i^i^^  matwa')  Folds 
(of  a  book),  wrinkles  (in  the  belly),  plies  (in  the 

intestines),  coils  (of  a  serpent). 

A^lia*  matdhir,  (pi.  of  8^^^  matharat  and 
inttharat)Y  cssiih  withspouts,from  which  they  pour 
water  when  making  ablutions.  Dentifrices.  Mu- 

tahar,  Purified,  pure,  holy.  3Iuidhir,  A  purifier. 

A  i_,fcllxo  mutdharat,  A  purifying,  cleansing. 

A  bUa^o  matdya' ,  (pi.  of  aola/c)  Horses,  mules. 
A  u-*.>Ua/o  viatdiib,  Best,  choicest  (ripe  dates). 

A  »J^\la/«  mutdyabat,  (v.  n.3  of  for  u-*-i>) 

Jesting,  play  ing,  joking  together :  joke,  pleasantry. 

A  'j(Ala/o  mutdyarat,  (v. n. 3  ofjll?  for^jd?)  Put- 
ting to  flight,  making  fly. 

mutatit,  Long  (back). 

A^la<  mutahbah,  Fat  and  full  of  flesh. 

A  ̂|^aA>7)ia<iaM,  Akitchcn,a  place  for  cooking. 

(    1202  ) 

Mitbahh,  Any  cooking-instrument,  as  a  spit  or  pot. 

A^^lay«  muttabakh,  Cooked.  A  place  for  cook- 
ing, a  kitchen.  Muttabihh,  A.  cook.  Who  takes 

or  prepares  any  thing  for  dressing. 

A  ̂ia^  mutabbihk,  Growing  (boy).  A  boy, 
youtli.    A  young  crocodile  or  Lybian  lizard. 

A  l^^j}^^^  matbaJiIiiy,  Culinary,  belonging  to  a 
kitchen.    A  cook,  a  clerk  of  the  kitchen. 

A  ̂^Ja^  matba^  A  place  where  any  thing  is 
stamped  or  printed.    A  printing-oflice. 

A  ixjli/c  matba^t,  A  printing-press  or  office. 

AiUAla/«mMtoJJa^ai,Heavily-laden(she-camel). 

A  ̂_^fia«  rnutbak,  Covered  with  a  lid.  Folded 
together.  Agreed,  suited  to,  fitted.  Mutbik,  In- 

cessant (fever).  Continued(madness).  (See^jUls^.) 

A  i^^Ja/o  imitabbah.  Complicated,  multiplied, 
double.  (Clouds)  overspreading  or  wetting  the 

whole  earth.  3Iutabbih,  (A  sword)  which  sepa- 

rates the  joints  {^*oj«>  musammim  implying,  cut- 
ling  through  bones).  Penetrating,  hitting  (the  nail 
on  the  head.  Continual,  unintermitting  (disease). 

Clever.  One  who  manages  properly,  easily,  well. 

(Clouds)  overspreading  or  wetting  the  whole  earth. 

A  ft'a'j>Vi  «>  mutbahat,  (fem.  of  j^J'ia^  rnutbak) 

Folded,  covered.  fl'a'.VtU  ̂ jj^  hurufu'l  mut- 
bahat, The  letters  sdd,  zdd,  \y  id,  and  )b  zd. 

Mutbihat,  Continual  (fever). 

A  (Jjia/*  mutabbal,  Drum-shaped. 
A  («-.J^ia^  matbub,  Fascinated,  bewitched. 

A  ̂ j^xiojc  matbukh,  Dressed,  cooked.  Boiled. 
Boiling,  fermenting.  Dressed  silk.  ^^J^ia* 

mathuhh  fi'l  nids,  Seethed  in  water. 

A  ̂ pi^^  matbu^  Struck,  stamped,  impressed. 
Coined.  Formed  by  nature.  Natural,  innate.  Agree- 

able, acceptable,  worthy,  laudable.  Celebrated.  De- 
filed, contaminated,  disgraced.  Of  a  well-propor- 

tioned shape.  ̂ i^^  matbu^i  7  halb,  Agree- 
able to  the  heart.  &ff-^jJax>  s^^^^  majmu^tiviat- 

bu^i,  An  excellent  collection. 
A(2r--jJa/c  mutbasinn,  Quiet,  secure,  content. 
A  iLila/o  mitassat,  A  battledore,  bat,  racket. 

A  f^^^^  miitajjan,  Fried  in  a  pan  (j^ll?  (djan). 

A  ̂la/c  77iath,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a*)  Striking  (with  the 
hand).  Lying  with. 

mitkun,  A  mill.  (A  viper)  coiling  it- 
self in  a  circle. 

■mitlianat,  A  mill.  A  little  dish. 

mitahhat,  The  hinder  part  of  a  sheep's 
hoof;  or  an  excrescence  hanging  from  it  which 

rubs  against  the  ground. 

AjS**  miiliar,  A  bow  which  sends  the  arrow 
far.  An  arrow  wiiicli  flics  far.  A  lion, 

harb  mithar,  A  battle  in  which  the  combatants 

knock  each  other  about.  Muthar,  (An  arrow-head) 
made  lontj. 

A  ̂ j***  miiliarat,  Fierce  (war).  A  spear. 
mutaldib  or  mutahlab,  (Water)  co- 

vered  with  a  green  scum  called  tuhlub. 

mathanat,  A  bakehouse.  A  mill  where 

they  grind.  Miihanat,  A  mill.  A  little  dish. 
A  matliuw,  Wide-spread  (shade,  arbour). 

A  J^^^ma///j//,  Splenetic.  Full  (vessel).  Hurt 
in  the  spleen  ( J'-i^  tihdl). 
A  mathum,  Full,  replete. 

A  oi^^  mathun.  Ground,  crushed  in  a  mill. 
A  mulahht,  (A  vegetable)  which  grows 

and  covers  the  face  of  the  ground. 

A  wfl<//2y,  Wide-spread  (shade,  arbour). 

A  mathh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a^)  Eating,  devour- 
ing (much).  Licking  (honey).  Drawing  (water 

in  a  bucket).  Striking  (with  the  hand).  Sully- 

ing, tarnishing  (the  reputation  of  another).  A  re- 
mainder of  dirty  water  in  the  bottom  of  a  cistern. 

mitihh  mitihh,  Mere  nonsense !  fictions ! 

(applied  to  people  when  telling  absurdities  or  lies). 
A  mitahhhhat,  A  piece  of  wood  used  by 

boys  at  play;  a  bat,  battledore,  racket. 

A.jjJ^^  mutahhrai;  Weak,  feeble. 
A j^aje  matr,  (v.  n.  of  j^^)  Travelling  over, 

crossing  (a  country).  Filling  (a  leathern  bottle). 
Going  fast  (a  horse).  Descending  with  rapidity 

(a  bird).  Raining.  ̂ ^Ix*  tij*^^  ̂   Idadrlman 
matara  bihi,  I  know  not  who  has  taken  it.  (pi. 

jUa/c^  amtdr)  Askin  filled  with  oil.  Mutr, Custom, 

fashion,  usage.  An  ear  of  millet.  JIatar,  {-v.  n. 

of jla*)  Raining.  (pl.jUx«\  amidt-)  Rain. 

J>'^\  (—4^  matari  tayyibu^l  cwar,  A  salutary  rain. Matir,  Rainy  (day). 

A  jia/«  mutirr,  (Anger)  bursting  forth  without 
provocation.  Pompous,  stately  in  walking. 

A  VJlxo  mi/fa/va'.  Fresh.  Perfumed.  Polished. 

A  L-J^^-ia/o  mitrdb,  (or  'LS\J^  viitrdbat)  One 
who  moves  with  alacrity  from  joy  or  sorrow. 

A  iVpa/o  mutarrdt,  Perfumed,  scented,  spiced 

(wash  for  the  head). 

A  (__j^^la/«  m/Vro/",  (A  she-camel)  requiring  fre- 
quent change  of  pasturage ;  roaming  about. 

A  ̂ J)J^  viitrdJi,  (pi.  ̂^»_)^Ua/«  mii(drlk)  (One 
thing)  Ibllowing  (another)  and  resembling  (it). 

Pj-^Vjlxo  mutarrdgar,  One  who  smoothes  or 

glazes  linens,  silks,  or  clothes.  A  calendrer. 

A  f^j^  matrdn  or  mitrun,  An  archbishop. 

A  L-^j^^  matrab,  (and  'i^J^  matrabat)  (pi. 
u-^Ua/o  matdrib)  A  divided  or  narrow  way.  A  by- 
lane  leading  into  a  high  road.  Mutrib,  A  musi- 

cian, minstrel.  A  singer.  Who  or  what  causes  to 

dance  and  skip  about  for  joy. 

A  'ij^  matrat  also  matirat,  Manner,  custom, 
usage.  3Iaiarat,  A  large  leathern  water-bag.  The 
middle  of  a  cistern.  Matirat,  (A  woman)  con- 

stantly cleaning  her  teeth,  careful  in  being  neat. 

A  S^-o  mutirrat,  Manner,  custom,  usage. 

A  r^^J^  inalrah,  A  place,  station,  post,  situa- tion, foundation ;  a  place  where  any  thing  is  thrown. 



A  place  ofreverbation  or  echo.  J/i<raA,  Far-sighted 

(eye).  A  stallion  whose  seed  falls  far  short  of  the 

womb.  Mutrah,  Thrown  away,  rejected. 

A^^Jlxo mutarrah.  Laid  prostrate,atfull  lengtB. 
Extensive,  long  (building). 

Ajii»^Pay«m?i<m^/t?»m,Choice,handsome(youth). 
Proud.  Angry.  Reclining  on  the  breast. 

A  li^la/o  initrad,  A  short  hunting-spear. 

A  d^o/ti  muttarid,  Unimpeded,  flowing  freely, 
and  in  a  straight  and  onward  coarse. 

A  ji^lao  mutarrad,  Long  (day).  Driven  away. 

A  'ii^J^A  matradat,  A  cause  or  means  of  driv- 
ing away,  llatradat  or  mitradat,  A  highway,  a 

king's  road.  Mitradat,  A  damp  cloth  with  which 
an  oven  is  cleaned,  a  malkin. 

A  J^Jlaxi  mutarraz,(^Pi.  garment)  ornamented  with 

a  lace  or  fringe  (j^f  tiraz).  31  utarriz,  A  worker 
of  lace  or  fringe  for  garments,  a  laceman. 

p  (_-*,la*  mitraf,  A  veil,  a  curtain. 

A  i__j^/c  viutraf,  (pi.  I  jjUa«  matarif)  A  kind 
of  garment  of  coarse  silk  ornamented  with  a  bor- 

der. Blutrif,  Newly-acquired  (wealth). 

A  u-jjiax>  mutarraf,  New.  Days  lately  past. 
Beginning,  commencement.  (A  horse)  having  his 
head  and  tail  white  or  black,  and  the  rest  of  his 

body  different.  (A  sheep)  having  the  tail  black, 

the  rest  of  the  body  being  white.  Rhyming  (prose). 

Mutarrif,  (An  army)  attacking  the  wing  or  out- 

skirts (i_j^l>  taraf)  of  the  enemy. 

A  's^Jiojc  mutarfisat,  Cloudy  (sky). 
A  ̂ j^fo  mitrak,  A  rod  for  beating  cotton  or 

wool.  Name  of  a  camel.  iWwi^'a^,  A  shield  formed 
of  several  coats  of  leather.  Mutrik,  One  whose 

eyelids  are  relaxed,  and  who  naturally  looks  on 

the  ground.  Low,  ignoble. 

A  ̂j)AAm.utar'rik,(A  woman  or  camel)  in  labour. 

A  &5jla/«  mitrakat,  A  smith's  hammer.    A  rod 
for  teasijig  cotton  or  wool.  Muti-akat  or  mutarra- 
/ifl^,  (Ashield)consistingofdifFerentcoats  ofleather. 

A  jj«,la/o  mMtormt^,  A  vain-boaster,  one  who  talks 
much  but  performs  not.  Inexperienced,  unversed. 

A  ̂ jlo*  matruh,  Thrown,  flung,  cast.  Re- 
jected, dejected, abject.  Aninfidel.  Distant(place). 

(in  Morocco  dialect)  A  remainder  (in  subtraction). 

A  lij^lxo  matrud,  Banished,  persecuted,  driven 

ofl"to  a  distance,  lij jla\^  ij^  masalu'l  matrud,  Re- 
fuge of  the  destitute.  i5jj-ia/o  j  djdj<c  viardud  u 

matrud,  Rejected  and  cast  off". 
Ajjj^ojc  matrur,  Whetted,  sharpened  (knife). 

Furbished  (sword). 

A  matrvf,  One  whose  eyes  are  not 

steadily  fixed  upon  any  object.  (Eyes)  hurt  by 
any  thing  which  makes  them  water. 

A  'ii^JioA  matrufat,  A  woman  who  looks  from 
lier  husband  (towards  other  men).  (Ground)  fer- 

tile in  the  plant  ̂ ."A)  nasiy. 

A  Jjjji^  matruk,  (A  man)  weak,  feeble  in  in- 
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tellect.  (Water)  defiled  with  the  dung  or  urine  of 

cattle.  (Fodder)  wet  with  rain  after  being  dry. 

Flabby,  flaccid. 

A  'Ljj Jhjo  matrukat,  (A  she-goat)  marked  in the  middle  of  the  ear. 

A  i_afc jloo  ?riMiraA*^,Acomely,well-raademan. 

x'^ibj^^mutrahimm,  Well-made  (youth).  Un- tractable  (camel),  unused  to  the  halter. 

A  ̂jj^  mutrl,  One  who  praises  to  excess.  One 
who  makes  fragrant. 

A  (jTjla/o  mutarra' ,  (and  in  regimine  V^Jla^o  mu- 
tarra)  Perfumed,  scented  with  aromatics.  Po- 

lished, glazed,  calendered,  made  to  look  new. 

A jij^  mitrtr,  An  impudent,  noisy  woman. 

A^la*  matz,  The  venereal  act. 

A  i^jAa/c  mats,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j«lx«)  Giving  a  blow, 

box,  slap.    Voiding  (dung)  at  a  single  eflTort. 
mutassis,  A  roamer  through  cities. 

A  j*..lx8  mitsa^  Skilful,  intelligent  (guide). 

A  'iZiyt^n/o  matshushat,  (Land)  wet  with  rain. 

A  jIm  mat^  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ixc)  Travelling,  wander- 
ing, not  to  be  found.  Eating  with  the  fore-teeth. 

A  pUlxo  mit^m.  Hospitable ;  giving  food. 

A  jjljJaM  mit^n,  (pl.^^Uo^e  matd^n  or(j^ff-Ua/« 
matd^n)  One  who  stabs  much  with  a  spear. 

A  |»*la<i  ?nai^aTO,  Eating.  Food.  3Iit^m,  One 
who  eats  much  and  greedily.  3Tut^m,  Fed,  sup- 

ported in  the  necessaries  of  life.  3Iut^m  or  mw- 

ta^^m,  One  who  feeds,  gives  to  eat,  one  who  main- 
tains or  entertains  others. 

A  ̂,3>^A/«mutta^m  or  ̂ m,  A  camel  full  of  marrow. 

A  j,itia/«  muta^^m,  (Milk)  having  a  fine  flavour 
from  the  bag  into  which  it  has  been  put.    (A  ca- 

mel, male  or  female)  fat  and  full  of  marrow. 

A  mut^mat,  A  bow.  3Tu1^mat,  A  bow 
(as  providing  meat  for  its  owner).  The  larynx  or 
top  of  the  windpipe. 

A^jljU*ia/«?ww^^iTOaf  are/,  A  bird'stwo  fore-talons. 
A  j^tia*  wa^^are.  Obnoxious  to  reproach  or  chid- 

ing. 3fit^n,  (pi.  ̂jsX^inatd^in)  One  who  pierces 
his  enemy  with  a  spear. 

A  j»_j*la^o  mat^m,  Any  thing  eatable. 
A  C->U>^xla*  mat^rndt,  Eatables. 

A  ̂j^jula.*  mot^n,  Transfixed  with  a  spear, 
speared.   Infected  with  the  pestilence  ((j^^  td- 

^Mw).   Accursed,  damned ;  reprehended,  chidden. 
A  ̂jf.«wVi<c  mutaghmish.  One  who  darts  a  sly 

look  from  a  blemish  in  the  eye.  Weak,  feeble. 

Hidden,  secret. 

A            mutghi,  Insolence-inspiring. 

A  u_flia*  mutiff.  Happening,  falling  out.  Pos- 
sible. Near  knowing,  ware  of.  (See  i  jlala^  ̂ tf^f-) 

A  ̂ )a<  inuttajih,  One  who  skims  (a  pot). 
A  ̂ aia*  mutaffili,  Who  fills  to  the  brim. 
A&_^^^  mitfahat,  A  ladle,  skii 

cimmer. 

A  (_jii^flla*  mill qf risk,  Weak-sighted. 
A  u-i-aia*  mutaffif.  One  who  does  not  fill  a  ves- 

sel,  giving  unfair  measure.  (See     0«ttla!>  tatfif.) 

A  ̂lx«  mutfil,  (pi.  Jilia/o  matdjil  and  J.JUa« 
matdfil)  (A  mother)  having  an  infant  or  young 
along  with  her.  (A  severe  night)  killing  young 
animals  with  cold. 

A  j^flixc  mutfis,  (or  j_jali«  mutaffif)  One  who 

extinguishes, an  extinguisher,  ̂ J^a^mutfisu'l 
jamr.  Extinguishing  the  glede  (name  of  the  fifth 

or  the  fourth  of  the  days  called Jj-:^^  al  ̂ juz). 

I  i>nj\  ̂J^IOAmutjisur  razf,  Adversity,  calamity 

(especially  such  as  effaces  the  remembrance  of  for- 
mer calamities.  &iala*  mutjitatu'r  razf, 

Whatever  extinguishes  a  fire  (as  a  bit  of  melted  fat, 

or  the  venom  of  a  serpent  crawling  by).  ̂   (^juSs^ 
isjkilw  hadasa  lahum  bi  mutfisati  V  razf, 

He  slaughtered  for  them  a  lean  sheep  which  would 
extinguish  the  fire  ere  it  were  cooked. 

A        matak,  A  disease  which  attacks  a  palm. 
A  &Hla/e  matkat,  Sweetness. 

A  matl,  (v.  n.  of  ,J-la/e)  Hammering,  flat- 
tening, drawing  out  (iron).  Melting,  casting,  forg- 

ing. Extending,  prolonging ;  putting  off" (the  pay- 
ment of  a  debt).  3Iutl,  Reprieve,  respite.  A  lit- 

tle water  poured  or  dropping  from  a  bottle. 

A  ,_)ix«  mutall,  (Blood)  unpunished,  shed  with 
impunity.  Rained  upon  gently.  iIfMi«7/,  Uncertain, 
fluctuating  (business).  Impending,  overhanging. 

(God)  suflTering  blood  to  be  shed  with  impunity. 
A  iX-lw  mitla,  (or  -^iUa.^  mitlds)  (pi.  ̂ Ua* 

matdlY)  Soft  level  ground  producing  the  plant  sLaS' 
fizdh,    A  narrow  channel  for  water. 

A  ̂kiaw!  mutalla',  Gilded,  covered  with  gold. 

A  ̂ la*  m.atld^  (in  Morocco)  A  large  adze. 
A  ̂^iaxi  mitldk,  A  camel  going  to  water.  (A 

man)  frequent  in  divorcing  (his  wives). 
A  c«Al.la^  matlah,  A  question,  demand,  request, 

petition.  Intention,  purpose,  proposition,  wish,  de- 

sire, pursuit,  motive.  Effect,  p  c-jAlva  ̂   liam- 
matlah.  Having  the  same  desire,  i.e.  a  rival,  com- 

petitor. A  3Iutlib,  One  who  gives  orders  to  be 

asked.  A  granter  of  any  thing  petitioned.  Far 

distant  (forage  or  water).  (See  L—J^Ua^  itldb.) 
A  t_-*iix«  muttalib,  A  seeker. 
A  &Jda«  matlabat,  A  question,  proposition.  An 

intention. 

A  &lla«  matlat  or  maiaZa^,  The  dirty  remainder 
of  water  in  the  bottom  of  a  reservoir.  3Iutlat,  A 

little  water  flowing  from  a  leathern  bottle. 

mutlahibb,  Long,  extended. 

A  j^^Jvia/o  mutalsam,  Armed  with  a  talisman. 

A  ̂ila/o  ma^Za^,  The  beginning  of  a  poem.  Mat- 
la^or  matli^  (v.  n.  of  Arising, appearing  (as 
the  sun  or  stars).  The  place  of  rising  (especially 

of  the  stars),  p  ̂laiLe  \j  ̂ a^j\  az  matla^  td  mak- 
ta^  From  beginning  to  end.  a  3f  utli^,  One  who 
reveals  or  causes  to  understand.  (^See  ̂ ^^\  itld^) 

A  ̂3jc  muttala^Ahle,  sufficient,  po  werful,equal 



to.  Lifted  up  or  made  to  ascend.  Coming,  about 

to  come.  A  place  to  which  one  corner,  or  whither 

any  thing  tends  or  is  directed.  A  place  which  one 
ascends,  or  from  whence  one  descends  or  looks 

down.  The  day  of  the  resurrection.  Muttali^One 
who  penetrates,  inspects,  and  looks  into  (affairs). 

Apprized.  One  who  considers  and  wishes  to  ex- 
plore the  intention  or  opinion  of  another.  Strong, 

violent,  oppressive.  High,  r ^^d^  ̂ a^muitali^ 
shndan,  To  perceive,  penetrate,  see  distinctly,  be 
fully  informed  of. 

A  *ua/c  mutalli^  One  who  fills  a  measure. 

A  ixiliAi  matla^t,  A  high  place,  watch-tower. 

Mutli^t,  (A  palm-tree)  towering  above  the  rest. 
A  (_-aila/<  mutlif,  A  giver,  bestower.  One  who 

permits,  makes  great  allowance,  passes  over  a  great 

deal.  Unrevenged  (blood). 

A  ̂jilsjcmutlah,  Absolute, universal,  principal, 
supreme.  Free,  exempt,  unrestrained.  Indefinite. 

Wholly,  not  in  theleast,  never, entirely,  altogether. 

A  course  or  race-ground  for  horses.  ̂ ^UjJI  ̂J^^^^ 

muilaliu  'I  ̂ nan,  Free,  having  the  reins  loose, 
^jJla/c  hhayri  rmitlah,  The  chief  good,  summum 

bonum.  ̂ -Lia/«jii^  kadiri  mntlah,  Omnipotent 

(God),  powerful.^  (3^^*  iJs^  rvakili  mutlah,  A 
plenipotentiary.  Vaila/*  viutlahan,  Absolutely,  pro- 

perly, simply, quite,  altogether.  3Iutlih, Aperient, 

cathartic.  (See  ̂^^^^^  itlali.) 

A  ̂jX^h-io  mtitallah,  Recovered  from  the  pain 
ciused  by  the  bite  of  a  serpent.  One  whose  grief 

is  mitigated.  Divorced.  Mutallih,  A  divorcer.  One 

who  engages  in  a  horse-race.  A  giver,  abestower. 

A  (^_^la<  mutlavfi,  Crouching  (hunter). 

A  I  ^^Jci^A  mutlavjitu' sli  sharaf,  (A  ca- 
mel) having  a  compressed  or  flat  bunch. 

A  L-.>yla/o  matluh,  Demanded,  called,  exacted, 

required,  sought,  wanted,  needed.    The  thing  de- 
sired.  Wish,  intention.  Name  of  a  place,  r 

u»>jlia/c  chihran  matluh.  The  appearance  of  any 
thing  wished  for. 

A  iOjUa<  matluhat,  (Any  thing)sought,  wished. 

A  ̂ ^1x0  matluh,  Empty-bellied. 
A  ̂_yJ^ila/c  matlus.  Cast  into  prison,  imprisoned. 

A  w^Ua/«  matluhat.  Agonized  by  the  pains  of 

parturition.  Divorced  (woman). 

A  (J_jila/e  viatlul,  (Blood)  shed  with  impunity. 
Moistened  with  dew  (jj^  tall),  bedewed. 

A  mutalla',  A  sufferer  fi-om  severe  and 
continued  illness.  Imprisoned  without  hope  of 

escape.  3Iu1alU,  One  who  smears  with  pitch.  An 

attendant  on  the  sick.  A  rcviler.    A  singer. 

A  ̂Isv*  vHiiliy,  Tied,  bound.  Anointed, smeared. 
A  A  man  who  frequently  divorces 

his  wives ;  frequent  in  ̂ j!^  talah. 

AjLUa/o  mitmar,  A  mason's  plumb-line.  A 
man  in  tattered  garments.  Form,  figure,  face.  ̂  

ciS\_^4^a/6  ̂ JS'  huwa  ̂ la'  mitmari  ablhi,  He  re- 
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semLles  his  father  in  person  and  disposition. 

A  ̂Ulxc  mitma^  (A  woman)  who  excites  de- 
sire (^i>  tam^  in  a  man,  but  gives  no  opportunity. 
A  jTjlJa/*  mutma^ann,  Rested,  reposed.  The 

place  where  one  rests. 

A  ̂»la<  mutrnah.  Raised  up,  turned  upwards  (the 

sight).  A  show,  spectacle.  A  theatre.  jiaJ  ̂laicmM<- 
mah  nazar,  Regarding,  with  a  view  to.  A  butt  for 
archers.  Mutmih,  Who  raises  his  eyes  or  looks  up. 

^  jj^ia^o  jfiutmahirr.  Filled  (vessel). 

A  mitmar,  A  mason^s  plumb-line.  ̂ \ 

b^^*la\\  ahimi'l  mitmar  ya  muhaddis.  Tell 
your  tale  in  a  straightforward  manner,0  story-teller ! 

A  ij^ojo  mutmirut,  A  dangerous  affair. 

A  8jXia*  mutammarat.  Long,  strong-built,  and 
hardy  (she-ass).  3Iutammirat,  Dangerous  (affair). 

A  (j-^laxi  vmtmas.  Blinded,  blind. 
A  iia^lxo  matmatat,  (v.  n.  of  ia*!^  Q)  Being 

slow  in  writing  or  talking:. 

A  ̂̂ iixio  matma^  (or&x»ia/«7na^mfl^a<)  A  thing 
desired  or  desirable.  Mutma^  Longed  for,  wished, 

desired.  Mutmi^  Whatever  excites  a  longing  de- 

sire (^^  tam^,  or  inspires  hope. 
A  ft*^lax  matma^t.  What  sets  one  a-longing. 
A  &Ula*  mitmalat,  A  rolling-pin. 

Aj^^la*  matmur,  Stored  (grain).  Troubled  with 
toothache. 

A  viatmurat,  (pl.^jooUa*  matamir)  A 
subterraneous  cavern  in  which  they  lay  up  corn. 

A^_)»*_j*la/c»ia/mMS,Blind,  bereft  of  sight.  Erased, 

effaced,  obliterated.  (^y^oA  matmusu'l 

^yn,  Antichrist  (as  being  one-eyed). 

A  ̂♦ia*  matmu^  Greedily  desired,  coveted. 
A  J^la<  matmul,  Bloody  (arrow).  Rolled  out 

(leaven).    Smeared  (with  blood,  pitch,  &c.). 

A  j«j4ia/«  maimum,  Closely  shorn  (head).  One 
who  has  much  hair. 

A  &!J!ia/c  mutammah.  Long,  tall. 

A  (j^Ja/«  mutmafinn.  Quiet,  secure,  content, 

acquiescing,  safe,  enjoying  repose  and  ease.  Low 
and  level  (country). 

A  (_->Ula-«  mitnah,  Numerous  (host). 

A  u-*Jkia<  matnab,  The  shoulder,  that  place  be- 
tween the  shoulder-blades  and  the  neck.  Mutnib, 

(A  river)  flowing  a  great  way. 
Ac^jJoio  mutaimab,  (A  tent)  stretched  by  ropes. 

A  Sjila*  matnazat,  Men  ridiculous  in  their  be- 
haviour.  Worthless,  good  for  little. 

A  ■_  e'lU^  vmtnif,  One  who  stands  upon  a  pin- 

nacle or  a  mountain's  top,  or  on  the  coping  of  a 
wall.  One  possessed  of  a  coping  on  his  wall,  or  of 

aslab,projcction,or  pent(t_flj>l?  /a?|/)over his  door. 
A  I  flila*  muta7inaf,  Suspected.  Inwardly  bad. 
A  «-y-iJila*  muta7ifisat.  Cloudy  (sky). 

A  jlj/c  matrv,  (v.  n.  of  Ua*  for^lo*)  Going  quick. 

Exerting  one's  self  in  travelling.  Travelling  with 
for  a  long  time.  Extending.  Associating  (with  a 

friend).  Forming  a  connexion  (with  a  woman),  ly- 
ing with  (her).  Yawning.  Opening  (the  eyes). 

Eating  fresh  moist  dates  on  the  stalk.  Mativ  or 

mitw,  (pi.  ̂Uxo  mitas,  ̂ Ux*!  amtds,  and  ̂ ^Ji*  ma- 

tiy)  Any  thing  long,  especially  split  branches  of 
palm-trees,  with  which  they  hoop  or  fasten  things 
together.  Alike,  resembling.  A  companion, 

peer,  equal,  (pi.  ̂Uxo  mita/)  The  stalk  of  a  bunch 
of  dates.    The  ear  of  millet  or  panic. 

viutanas.  Extension,  stretching,  pro- 
longation. Oscitation,  yawning. 

A  mitrcah,  A  staff. 

A  ̂^jia^  mitrvd^  Obedient,  obsequious. matrcat.  An  hour. 

A  ̂̂ ia/o  mutawwih,  A  thrower.   (See  ̂_jla!).) 
A  lijia*  mutan'Tvad,  Distant,  far  off. 

Aj^la^i  mutur,  (v.  n.  of  Jisx^)  Travelling,  peram- 

bulating (a  country).  Going  fast,  being  borne  ra- 

pidly along  (a  horse).  Filling  (a  leathern  bottle). 
A  (^^ia/c  mtitaivivas,  Elegant,  ornamented. 

A  ̂^^^  mutu^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ia*)  Wandering,  tra- velling about,  so  as  not  to  be  found.  Eating  with 
the  fore-teeth. 

A  ̂pa/ovwiajv7vi^,  A  volunteer,  especially  in  a 
sacred  war.  sff-jlx*  mutarcwi^t,  A  nation  engaged 
in  a  sacred  war  as  volunteers  without  conscription. 

A  i_-J^la«  mutawwaf,  Distant,  remote. 

A  ̂3Jia^  mutaivnak.  Ornamented  with  a  collar, 

collared.    ̂ 3j*^  ̂ hcmimi  mutarvwah,  Penis. 
A  Wjlxc  mutaivmakat,  A  ring-dove.  A  large 

vessel  with  a  neck  like  that  of  the  ring-dove. 

A  Jjia/e  matul.  One  who  delays  payment  of  a 
debt,  or  the  performance  of  a  promise.  Jlitrval, 

(pi.  (JjUa/«  matdivil)  A  rope.  Penis. 
A  Jjia/«  mutaivn-al,  Extended,  prolonged,  elon- 

gated, continued.   Tall,  lengthy. 

A  Isy^  matwa',  (pi.  inatarvi)  Leaf  or fold  of  a  book.  A  wrinkle  (in  the  belly),  ply  (in 
the  intestine). 

A  Cs^^  mativly,  Folded,  complicated,  twisted 
up.  (A  well)  built  up,  lined  (with  stones,  &c.). 
Resolved  on,  undertaken.    Employed,  busied. 

A^,Iii«  maf/iar,Placeof purification.  Purgatory. 
Mithar,  An  instrument  for  cleansing  or  purifying. 

A^-la*  mutahhar.  Purified,  cleaned,  pure,  holy. 

»j.paxi  raivzan  mutahhara,  The  pure  garden, 

i.e.  the  tomb  of  Muhammad. 
A  matharat,  A  cause  of  purity  or  clean- 

liness. CL->J^  'i\*ojc  j^Jax  {jL}\y^\  as  sirvdk 
matharat  li'l  Jam,  marzdt  l^r  rahb,  A  dentifrice 
is  the  means  of  cleansing  the  mouth,  (and)  a  thing 

agreeable  to  the  Lord.  Mitharat  or  matharat,  (pi. 

^\lajcmatdh  ir')  A  vessel  having  a  spout,  from  which 
they  pourwater  when  performing  ablutions,  a  ewer. 
A  dentifrice.  A  house  in  which  ablutions  are  made. 

A  'iSj^K  mathariyat,  Purity,  cleanness. 

A  jJjiaAi  mwia/i/tam,  Complete,  perfect.  Plump, 



round  (face  or  man).  Beautiful,  comely.  Fat  and 
unsightly.  Lean. 

A  ̂̂ Ja^ynaia',  (pl.^Ua/o^  amtai)  Extension,  pro- 
longation.   Tlie  back. 

A  '^Jaa  mafiij,  (pi.  of  ̂ila*)  Beasts  of  burden. 
A  mutayyah,  Spiced,  perfumed,  aroma- 

tized. Name  of  one  of  Muhammad's  sons. 

(j^jkAla\\  hilfu'l  mutayyabayn,  Name  of  a  certain 
treaty  between  two  Arabian  tribes.  Mutayyih, 

Whatever  imparts  an  aroma,  aromatic,  odorous. 

A  s-J;ia*  matyahat,  Any  thing  sweet,  agreeable. 
A  X.A>ia*  miitayyahat,  The  city  of  Madina. 

A  &Ala«  rnaliyat,  (pi.  bllxo  mataya  ,  '^^^^  via- 
liy,  and  amtas)  A  horse,  beast  of  burden. 

A         mutayyah,  Vicious,  spoiled.  Worthless. 

A  mntayyahli,  Vicious,  corrupt,  naught. 
Bedaubed  with  pitch. 

Aj^io  matyar,  Flight.  J^^*^  \^  knll  matyar, 
On  every  side.  Matir,  Rained  upon.  Miitayr, 

A  drop  of  rain.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  J^ia*  mutayyar,  Fresh.  A  stick,  or  green 

bough.  (A  vest)  painted  with  the  figures  of  birds 

{j^  tayr).  J^Iom  d^S-  ̂ di  mutayyar,  The  wood 
of  aloes,  especially  split  or  broken  for  perfuming. 

A  Ijj^o/o  muttayi  a' ,  A  prayer  for  (to  be  used 
by?)  children  when  in  want  of  rain. 

A  'iz.A3.1c  matishat,(\n  the  dialect  of  Morocco) 
A  beam  suspended  for  the  purpose  of  swinging. 

A  .*Ua*la<  WMtaytas,  (jnatitas,  or  ̂ ^laJa*  ina- 

tita')  A  pompous,  stately  manner  of  walking  with 
a  stretch insr  forth  of  the  hands. 

A  matitat,  Thick  water  at  the  bottom  of 
a  cistern. 

A  |«jila/«m?/rt^,Obedient,  submissive,  obsequious, 

p  ̂ ^^^  ̂laxi  ??iK^?^s/mcZMW,  To  submit.  ̂ jdj^^^^Aic 
mtiti^hardan,  To  subject,  render  obsequious. 

A  ■,_  atU.a  mutlf,  Who  or  whatever  surrounds, 
encompasses,  and  encloses. 

A  mutik,  One  who  gives  power,  or  con- 

fers ability  (djlla  tcikat).   Able,  powerful. 

A  i^i^ia*  nnitaylik,  (or  ̂^aLIs*  mutaylik)  (dim. 
of  mnntalih)  Somewhat  loosened  orrelaxed. 

A  (j^ia/o»2fl/i/?, Covered  with  clay ,  clayed  (roof). 

A  (j^ia/«  7?i!/i«?/?/an,  Plastered  over.  Mutayyin, 

One  who  delights  to  dabble  in  clay  (ij^J^  fin). 

A  '^mazz,  (v.  n.  ofla^o)  Despising,  slighting, 
scorning.  Stripping  off  bark.  The  pomegranate, 

also  a  wild  kind  of  it.  Dragons' blood,  a  gum.  The 
expressed  juice  of  therootsof  the  tree  J^-^j^  arta\ 

A  6Jllia/o  muzasabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  L.-'lia)  Being 
allied  (toanother),  as  those  who  have  married  sisters. 

A  'ijAl^  muzasarat,  (v.  n.  3  of jUii>)  Hiring 
or  receiving  a  nurse.  Taking  a  child  to  suckle  (a 

nurse).  Having  the  relationship  of  foster-brother 
subsisting  between  them  (two  persons). 

A  S/c^llaio  mi/.?a^flma^,(v.'n.  3  of  ̂Ui>)  Being  al- 
lied to  each  other  (men  who  have  married  sisters). 
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A ̂ jUa*  mazarir,  (pi.  ofj^^^^)  Sharp  stones. 
A  iiUa*  mizaz,  (v.  n.  3  of  la^o)  Contending, 

striving, disputing.  Beingmalignant  and  injurious. 

A  ilbVla.*  mazazat,  Strength  of  body.  Rough- 

npss,harshness,inhumanity,violenceof temper.  Mii- 
zazat,  (v.  n.  of  ii*)  Contending,  striving,  litigating. 

A  jUiw  mazall,  (pi.  of  'iS^<  mizallai)  Shades. 
Tents,  pavilions.  Parasols. 

A  &AlUa/«  muzalafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u_fliij>)  Conceal- 

ing one's  footsteps  by  walking  upon  hard  ground. 

A  j»5llaA!  mazalim,  (pi.  of  ̂.^iii*  mazlamat)  Op- 

pressions, tyrannies,  aggi-ievances.  pJUa* 
j^fO  zihri  ha^i  mazalimi  timur,  The  mention  of 
some  of  the  cruelties  of  Tamerlane. 

A  sl^UiL*  muzalamat,  An  oppressing;  oppression. 

A  ̂̂ ^^o/o  mazann,{^\.  of&juia*  mazinnat)  Places 
where  things  are  supposed  to  be. 

A ̂ lla^  mazahir,  (pi.  o^j,^ijo  mazha?')  Objects, 
spectacles.  ilf  z^^a/aV,  A  protector,  defender,  backer, 

supporter,  assistant.  A  representer. 
A  muzaharat,  (v.  n.  3  of^)  Assisting, 

protecting,  supporting.  Putting  on  two  garments, 

one  over  the  other.  Saying  to  a  wife,j^2a^cl*.>^ 

^\  ̂layya'  anti  ha  zahri  ummi.  Thou  art  to  me as  the  back  of  my  mother  (a  formula  of  divorce). 

A  (  *la*ia/c  rmizabzah,  AfSicted  with  fever. 

A  c^jlax  muzarrah,  Hard  (hoof,  nail,  claw). 

A  mazarrat,  A  place  abounding  in  sharp 

stones.  3Iizarrat,  (v.  n.  ofjii)  Cutting  out  a  flint- 
stone.  Slaughtering  (a  camel)  with  a  sharp  stone, 

or  any  thing  else.  A  fire-emitting  flint-stone. 

Aj^JhjD  muzrur,  (pi.  ̂^llaAi  mazarir^  A  stone, 
especially  one  round  and  sharp. 

A  ̂3jc  maz^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂■'o)  Making  (a  bow- 
string) supple  and  flexible. 

A  wJasi  maz^t,  The  remainder,  latter  part,  or 

concluding  portion  of  a  discourse. 

A  jlila/o  mizfar,  Fortunate,  always  successful. 
Tweezers. 

A^ala/o  mvzfar,  Scratched  with  the  nails  ( 
zufr  or  znfur),  clawed.  Rendered  triumphant. 

\jS)hjc  rnnzajf'ar.  Rendered  victorious,  accus- 
tomed to  conquer,  superior,  fortunate.  August.  A 

conqueror.  A  horse  from  whose  extremities  a  lit- 

tie  has  been  cut  away,  j^xai*  j  j^^^  nmzrijfar-  u 
maw.SMr,  A  conqueror,  triumpher.  al 

mvzaffardasiman,  Ever  victorious,  v  ̂ ^SJ*> ̂ ]a/« 

muzaffar  shudan,  To  be  made  victorious,  to  gain  a 

victory,  to  conquer.  (jllaJ-«j  ̂ Jw^ jSHh^A  muzaffar 

gashtani  mltan ,  The  king's  becoming  victorious. 

A(jjjfila^???2<2'<7jfflr?/?i,Nameofadynasty  which 
reigned  in  Persia  from  A.D.  1317  to  1395. 

Aj^aia*  mazfv.r,  Affected  with  a  web  in  the  eye. 
A  I  j^yili*  mazfuf,  (Water)  much  sought  after, 

contended  for  by  many.   Empty-handed  (man). 

A  p^Uir*  mizlam,  Dark,  mysterious  (aflPair). 
A  &iia>«  mizallat,  A  parasol.    Mizallat  or  ma- 
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zallat,  A^tent,  pavilion. 
A  v__ftUa/o  muzallaf.  Endued  with  a  cloven  foot 

(i_iJ.li>  :!^ilf).  Increased,  augmented. 

A  (JAia*  muzallal.  Shaded.  A  parasol-stick. 

A  ̂Jla-o  muzlim,  Blackish  green  (plant).  Jetty 
(hair).  Dark  (night).  Dark,  mysterious  (affair). 
One  who  enters  into,  or  walks  in,  darkness.  Very 

evil,  unlucky,  disastrous  (day). 

A  j*Ua/<i  muzallam,  A  pelican.  A  crow.  Grass 
which  has  received  no  rain. 

A  &.^Jay<i  mazlimat,  Oppression,  tyranny,  cruelty, 

injustice,  iniquity.  Arequisition  of  justice.  Justice. 
p s^^ii/*  mazlima-har,  Injurious,  tyrannical. 

A  i_J^Uay«  mazluf,  Hurt  in  the  hoof  or  nail. 

A  p^Ui*  mazlum.  Injured,  oppressed.  Seized 
forcibly.  Upturned  (earth).  Mild,  gentle,  modest. 
Milk  drunk  off  before  it  becomes  thick,  p 

^JUi>  &J  ̂ ^JJa*  man  mazlumam,  na  zdlim,  I  am 
sinned  against,  not  sinning. 

p  eolo^lliw)  mazlumana,  Like  an  injured  man. 

A  'i<^i^!^mazlumat,{  Land)  never  yet  ploughed. 
//j_^^kia/e  mazlunii.  Oppression,  misery. 
A         mazmas,  A  thirsty  spot. 

mtzinds,  Very  thirsty  (man). 

A  ̂ \!hjc  mazmaiiy,  (Afield)  watered  by  rain 
from  heaven  (not  by  irrigation). 

A  6la»iai«  mazmazat,  A  swinging  to  and  fro. 

A  ||[^-»la«  mazm'iy,  (A  field)  watered  by  rain, 
(not  by  rivulets,  canals,  or  art). 

A  «-ila-o7refl2j/ma<,Opinion,thought.  Suspicion, 

conjecture,  (pi.  jTjUa*  mazdnn)  The  place  where 

any  thing  is  supposed  to  be. 
A  ̂ ^Jy^  maznun,  Thought,  suspected,  opined. 
A  mazwdt,  (Ground)  producing  plenti- 

fully the  plant  zayydn. 

A  'ij^^io  mazfurat,  (A  camel)  taken  as  a  nurse 

{j^  zisr)  to  another's  colt. A  ̂̂ 'phjcmuzarcn-a',  (Leather)  dressed  or  tanned 
with  the  leaves  of  the  plant  j^l^li  zayydn. 

A  esisw  mazh,  The  act  of  travelling,  traversing. 

A j^Ja*  mazhar,  An  ascent,  step,  ladder,  or  stair. 
Aplacewhereany  spectacle  is  represented ;  a  theatre, 

amphitheatre,  stage.  ( — jUa!\  j  maz- 
hari  ihsdn  u  altdf.  Deemed  worthy  of  grace  and 

favour.  j!iJ.s.j.,Pa*  mazhari  jaldli  ildh'i,  The 
object  of  the  divine  power,  i.e.  any  person,  place, 

or  thing  which  has  been  the  object  of  Almighty 

vengeance.  Oj^^^ff- j^^ojamazhari  ̂ ddwat,OA.\o\xs, 

held  in  detestation.  ili'M~/<ar,Displayed,manifested. 
^Y^a/o  i^Ksi  hdfi  muzhar,  The  sensible  aspirate ;  as 
in  sljlljiib  padshdh,  A  king,  eJj)  farbih,  Fat  (not 

as  in  Sjc[:f  jdma,  A  robe).  Muzldr,  One  who  mani- 

fests, shews,  displays.  A  comer  or  goer  at  noon- 

day ( zuhr).  Possessed  of  a  number  of  riding-, 
camels  (literally  of  backs). 

A ̂ pax)TO?/2a/i/ifi[7-,  Strong  in  the  back.  Thrown 
behind  the  back,  rejected,  discarded.  Muzahhir, 



Oge  who  comes  at  noon.    (See^^j^^^  iazh'ir.) 

A'iSj.^hjti  mazhaiiyat,  State  of  being  the  object. 
A  ̂^Jf^  mvzayy,  (Leather)  tanned  with  the 

leaves  of  the  plant  zayyan. 

A  S^la/c  mazyat,  (Land)  rich  in  the  ̂ ^^^  plant. 

A  muzayyan,  Tanned  with  j^^^  leaves. 

A  ̂   ma^  or  ma^,  With,  together  with,  in  the 
company  of.  (It  denotes  confederacy  and  favour, 

likewise  opposition  and  hostility).  Notwithstand- 

ing. ^  via^an,  Although,  notwithstanding. 

\js>  ̂   ̂   ma^  hnllhaza,  With  all  this,  notwilh- 

slandin^,  still.         ̂   ma^haza,  Beside. 

A  U/o  ma^n,  Along  with,  together.  At  once. 

A  ̂   ma^^,  A  being  melted. 
A        ntu^u,  The  mewing  (of  a  cat). 

A  {^\xic  ma^b,  (or  ioljwi  ma^bat)  (pi.  ̂   ..tUvi 
7iui^fib)  A  vice,  reproach,  fault,  blemish. 

A  io'.jw)  mu^hbat,  Contest  for  glory  or  increase. 
A  iijl*/c  ma^hid,  (pi.  of  JAff'  ̂ bd)  Servants, 

slaves.    (])1.  of  i3jom>  nw^id)  Places  of  worship. 

A^U*?;ia^aZ)M',(pl.of;<)W!7?ia^Z)ar)Passes,ferrics, 
fords,    (pi.  ofjot<  mi^)ar)  Ferry-boats. 

A  (J.jl*/«  niu^ibil,  (pi.  of  mi^alat)  Arrow- 
lieads  broad  and  long. 

AjO.'j</o  via^hir.  The  timbers  of  a  ship  to  which 
the  anchor  is  attached. 

A  ̂ _  -.-)Uv.  mu^tab,  Reprehended,  chidden.  jS- 

v_,a)'vjm>  ghayr  mv^iab,  Blameless,  irreproachable. 
Mv^itib,  A  chider,  expostulator. 

A  'iJiXftA  niu^tabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t—^^ff-)  Expostu- 
lating (especially  lovers  or  friends).  Chiding,  re- 

proving.   Reprehension,  expostulation. 

AioU/«  mu^diat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contending. 
Animosity,  altercation. 

A  ̂ii\fu«ma^iih,  (pi. of  ̂^^i>i/o?na^<M/t) Eman- 
cipated, set  fi-ee,  manumitted. 

A  C-jI*/*  ma^.i,  A  way,  path,  passage.  A  wide, 
open  space.    Rule,  institution. 

A  »_iU/o  ma^sxat,  A  trill,  shake,  quaver. 

A Ji\)tK  ma^si?',  Stumbling-blocks. 

A  ma^j,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Is- for  ̂ jff-)Stopping, 
staying.  Continuing,  allowing  to  remain.  Pulling 

a  (camel's)  head  to  one  side  with  the  reins.  Re- 
tiring, rccc^ding. 

A  is\»-lj</o  mv^ijat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \^  for  jss?)  Fos- 
tering (an  infant),  allowing  (it)  to  suck  a  nurse, 

not  (its)  mother.  Feeding  a  child  bereaved  of  its 

mother.  Delaying  to  suckle  an  infant  beyond  the 
stated  time. 

A  iy^Kxio  ymt^tjornt,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^)  Scamper- 
ing (a  horse  when  frightened). 

A  J>-lj«xi  mu^tjiz,  One  who  op])Oses,  thwarts, 
bears  malice,  or  endeavours  to  weaken  and  cripple. 

A  'ij^Ax/c  mv^jazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^)  Departing 
and  nobody  overtaking.  Preceding,  excelling,  get- 

ting the  start  in  any  business.  Inclining  towards. 

Contending  for  superiority  and  precedency. 
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A  mu^jalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J-ss^)  Making 
haste  to  inflict  punishment.    Hurrying  a  debtor, 
demanding  instant  payment. 

A  ̂s^r^*  ina^j'ij,  Violent,  blustering  (winds). 
'^i3^^  Short  roads,  by  which  any 

one  may  speedily  make  a  cross  cut. 

ma^ijin,  (pi.  of  jj^js?*)  Electuaries. 
A  7na^d,  Place  or  state  to  which  one  re- 

turn*. A  return.  The  other  world.  Paradise.  The 

resuriection  (the  body  being  then  supposed  to  re- 

turn to  its  pristine  state).  Pilgrimage.  Mecca. 

P  is^^  shahi  bihishtl-ma^d,  The  prince 
destined  for  paradise,  i.e.  the  deceased  king. 

^Jl^>-U*^  ma^d  sahhtan,  To  apply  to.    To  rub. 

A  i'lj\*/c  mv^idat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \SS'  for  j^)  De- 
testing, being  inimical,  hostile.  Contending  in  run- 

ning. Passing  from  one  to  another;  seeking  imme- 

diately (one  thing  after  another).  Passing  through 

one  to  another  (as  piei-cing  two  animals  with  one 
shot).  Seizing  or  lifting  up  by  the  hair.  Enmity, 
hostility,  hatred,  animosity. 

A  a  my^ddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Numbering, 
enumerating.  Tormenting  (one)  with  the  pain  called 

li^tiS-  ̂ dad.  Making  mutual  preparations  for  war. 

A  JiiU<«7ttw^at??7,Equal,equivalent,  alike,  resem- 
bling, comparable,  opposed  to.  Just,   p  Jiiljwi  ̂  

6em?/^ac?«7, Unparalleled,  incomparable.  (Jiils- 

(Jiilxo        ̂ (irfj'/i &i  w  w^a(/?7,0  incom  pa  rable  judge ! 
A  iJiiLx/c  mv^dalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (Jas-)  Being 

equal,  equivalent  to.  Making  equal.  Measuring, 

estimating.  Turning  back,  retiring.  Riding  in  com- 

pany in  the  litter  called  » •  awa.  Hesitating 

or  remaining  in  doubt  with  reg-ard  to  two  matters. 
Equalizing.  Being  crooked.  Stopping,  delaying, 

halting.    Equilibiiura,  equality.  Justice. 

A  ̂jd\xfO'mfi^dhi,  (pi.  o^'^JS*<c  ma^fZ/re) Mines, 
quarries.  J  ijSO  J  ̂̂ fcl  i^i^\Mma^diniahan 
u  nuhra  tu  tilci,  Mines  of  iron  and  silver  and  gold. 

A  ii\jtK  ma^z,  A  refuge,  asylum.  3Ia^z,  (or 

XiUxi  ma^zat)  (v.  n.  of  ilff-  for  ijC')  Taking  re- 
fuge, fleeing  (to  God),  in  any  misfortune.  JDl 

mn^za^llah,  (or       SiiV-ju/c  ma^izata^llali)  God forbid!  Heaven  defend  me! 

A  iSiilx*  ma^zat,  An  amulet,  charm. 

A  \^i^\*Am(i^izih,{\)\.  ofu-'i^jwi/wo^^rtt) Strips 
of  cloth  worn  round  the  waist  by  wailing  women. 

K  'ijd\*^mii^:arat,{y.x\.  3  ofjiS^)]Makingaf\ilse 
and  inadmissablc  excuse.  Apologizing  mutually. 

A ^.jlxxi  ma^zir,  (pi.  ofj\iiJc«  mi^ai-)  Cover- 
ings, veils.  Proofs,  demonstrations.  Excuses. 

A  jL«-/c  mi^r,  A  horse  that  swerves  with  his 
rider.  3Ii(^r,  Lent.  (A  horse)  let  loose,  started. 

Lean,  slender,  gaunt.  Rat-tailed  (horse).  Fat. 

A  b\jK*a  mu^raf,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^- jS-)  Riding  (a 

horse)  bare-backed  ((_$-jC'  ̂ '>'y),  witliout  a  saddle. 
A  SjIrxi  ma^rat,  Crossness,  badness  of  temper. 

A  ijKMviv^tTat,  (v.n.Sof  Jfs-)  Makinga  noise 

(as  the  ostrich).  Beingslowand  dilatory  :  delaying. 

I      A  ma^rij,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^)  Ladders,  steps. 
A  sjj^  mu^razat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^)  Being  ad- 

,  verse,  averse.  Angering,  irritating  one  another. 

Opposing,  resisting,  thwarting.   Shunning,  avoid- 

j  ing.  Corrupting,  vitiating,  spoiling.  Being  con- 

tracted, wrinkled. 

I      A  i^joj^  mu^riz,  An  adversary,  competitor, 

opponent. viz  shudan.  To  oppose,  prevent. 

A  LojUvc  mu^razat,  (v.  n.  3  of  {^jf-)  Going 
side  by  side,  and  step  for  step.  Doing  equal  with 

another,  exactly  what  the  other  has  done.  Oppo- 

sing, resisting,  thwarting.  Collating(books).  Fall- 

ing in  with,  joining  a  funeral  procession.  Walking 
on  the  edge  of  a  road.  Bringing  the  female  and 

exposing  her  to  the  male.  Retiring  to  a  side,  giv- 

ing place,  going  away.  Opposition,  contradiction. 

'x>£)j\m  ̂ jS-  ̂ an  mu^razatin,  (She  brought  forth 

a  son)  illegitimately.  ibnu^l  mu^ri- 
zat,  An  unlucky  gaming  arrow. 

A  I  J^'jw?«^7^ar//', (pi.  of  u-S;JM /wfl^rfl/)  Faces, 
hands,  and  other  partsofwomen  displayed.  Known, 

acquaintances.  Definite  nouns,  (pi.  of  jii^  7h«^- 

rafnt  or  ma^ifat)  Sciences,         i  Jjl**  ma^riji 

sliahr-,  The  nobles  or  notables  of  the  city. 

I  >j  \m  ma  ̂ 5  rif-pa  rd  a.r,  Versed  i  n  sci  ence. 

»m^a7-/A,  (pi.  of  &i^^?/irt^r«/<a/)  Fields 

(of  battle).  ̂ y-'S>  i-iJjU/o  mo^rihi  hiinl,  Fields  of 
battle:  ampliitheatres.  Mi/^riIt,A  veteran  in  war. 

A  *J!^lx«  viu^rakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jS')  Fighting, 
especially  hand  to  hand,  jostling  one  another  in 
battle.    Conflict,  combat. 

A  ma^r'i,  The  face,  feet,  or  hands  of  a 
girl  (as  being  most  exposed  to  view).  Beds.  Places 
bare  of  vegetation. 

A  '^j^  ma^rij,  (pi.  of  ̂ |;**)  Ladders,  stairs, 

A  (.>a^j^  ma^r'iz,  Parables,  or  like  sayings. 

vii^z,  The  goat-species. 
A  jljU  vrn^^z,  An  owner  of  goats. 

mu^zzat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjt)  Overpowering 

(by  words).    Contending  about  price  or  glory. 

A  (  jjlxo  ma^zif,  (pi.  of  I  mi^af  or 

mi^(ifnt)  Musical  instruments. 

A  ̂ ^^xona^zih,  (pi.  of  ̂ Jxiomi^ak  and  'iiytit 
m/^s-fl/ia/)  Fans,  winnowing  machines.  Implements 
for  turning  up  the  ground. 

A  Jjl>w>  ma^zil,  (pi.  of  J^l  a^al)  Unarmed, 

(pi.  of  J}3M>  ma^il)  Places  of  retirement. 
A  eij\jt^  mu^zalat,  A  retiring  from  battle. 
A  ̂_3J>J\JKo  ma^izil,  (pi.  of  7ni^al)  Shep- 

herds who  retire  from  the  others  at  pasture.  Weak. 

Foolish.  Unarmed,  spearless. 

A  (_^ljiU  ma^^ts,  Bold,  intrepid,  valiant. 
A  ij^Ajuc  mu^sarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^^)  Shewing 

a  bad  temper,  creating  difiiculty. 

A  ma^sh,  (v.  n.  of         for  (jiJ^)  Liv- 



ing.  Life,  living,  livelihood,  subsistence.  A  place 

where  one  lives.  i  ii^kafafi  ma^sh,  Vic- 
tuals; viands.  Salary,  wages,  income, sufficient  for 

subsistence.  A  kind  of  sour  curd,  p  ̂_jiil«/o  liJ 

had-ma^sh.  Wicked,  a  bad  liver. 

A  j-jUao  ma^shir,  (pi.  of  ma^har)  Com- 

panies, congregations,  cotei  ies.  Mu^sh  'tr,  A  com- 
panion, intimate  friend,  messmate. 

A  ̂^^^Ijw  mu^shiran,  (Pers.  pi.)  Intimates. 

A  *8j^lx/c  mu^sharat,  ( v.  n. 3  of jZS')  Contract- 
ing friendship,  entering  into  alliance,  associating, 

conversing.  Conversation,  familiarity,  society,  liv- 

ing, eating,  and  drinking  together. 

A  'sSlZ>\m  mit^sliahat,  A  loving  one  another. 
A  'i  ma^shlb,  (pi.  of  L_.^Li,«/o  7ni^hab) 

(Lands)  rich  in  green  pasture  (L_->-i^  ̂ shb). 

A'i\jc\xKmu^saf, (\.n.3oi\^aS'{oryaS-)F}ght'mg 
with  sticks,  playing  at  quarter-staff  or  single-stick. 
Rebelling  against,  opposing.  Rebellion,  defection. 

Aj*o[m  ma^sir,  Places  of  confinement,  (pi.  of 

jtojiii  w.i^ar)  Presses  (for  wine  or  olives).  Ma^sir, 

aud.j^\xAma^nr')  (pi.  of^jiaj!/«7ww^>;/r)  Marriage- 
able (girls).   3fu^sir,  Cotemporary,  coetaneous. 

A  »iw^asara<,  A  being  cotemporary  with. 

A  ma^tsim,  (pi.  of  j»j«ajw  mi^ain)  Wrists. 

A  ̂^^Kjuc  ma^asi,  (pi.  of  Xjua^/o  ma^iyat)  Sins, 

crimes.   Mu^ii,  Rebellious,  criminal. 

A&J>.oU*?«w^a3a&ct^,(v.n.3of(  /w3Lp)Repelling. 

A  'ijo\f>jc  mu^zzat,  A  biting  one  another. 
A  (.i/oljwi  ma^zid,  (pi.  of  J-io^  mi^ad)  Brace- 

lets, armlets.  Tools  used  in  felling  trees.  Mu^- 
z)d.  An  assistant,  helper. 

A  *SA.»ol*t/e  mu^zadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  SjoS')  Help- 
inof  one  another.    Assistance,  mutual  aid. 

A  Jji^U/e»na^a?iZ,(  Ewes)  obstructed  in  the  birth. 

A  sUaU/c  mu^tat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Uaff-  for ̂ S')  La- 
bouring for,  serving.    Giving.  Submitting. 

A  ma^tib,  (pi.  of  u-aIi^'O  ma^ab)  Pe- 
rilous places.    Dangers,  perils. 

A  (^laljwj  mantis,  (pi.  of  ̂j*>la»/o)  Noses. 

A  tna^tish,  (pi.  of  yiiaawi  ma^ash) 
Slated  times  when  (camels)  become  thirsty,  (pi. 

of  'iJi\ax<  ma^ashat)  Thirsty  lands  with  no  water. 
A  aJi,l>l»«wi?/^ato/ia<,A  contending  about  thirst. 

A  I  filsU/*  ma^tif,  Bending-places,  sinuosities 
(of  a  stream  or  valley). 

A  d-oiflljw  mv^tafat,  (v.  n.  -3  of  (..oUc)  Shew- 
ing kindness  and  affection  towards  one  another. 

A  (J.l9l3M>  ma^til,  Those  parts  on  M'hich  female 
ornaments  are  worn. 

A  (^^if^  ma^iin,  (pi.  of^J^ajue  ma^in)  Places 
where  cattle  lie  down  near  water.  Pearl-fisheries. 

A  ma^ti,  (or  ̂ ^^^m  ma^ily)  (pi.  of 
^UaA/o  7)i7^as)  Munificent,  liberal  in  giving. 

A  ftisljwj  mu^zzat,  (v.  n.  3  of  loff-)  Biting  one 
another.  Calling  one  another  bad  names.  Leading 
a  miserable  life.    Exertion,  vehemence  in  battle. 

(    1207  ) 

A  &l]i>ljvo  mxi^zalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jiaS')  Inserting 

or  foisting  the  verses  of  another  amongst  one's  own. 
Sticking  fast  together  (dogs  and  locusts). 

A  slff'Ui*  mu^^t,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Calling  to 
sheep.    Shouting  to  one  another. 

A  u-sWi  mv^f,  Absolved,  excused,  forgiven, 
pardoned,  condoned,  spared,  dispensed  with,  ex- 

empted from,  free,  privileged. 

A  mu^fat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \sS'  for  ̂ S')  Re- 
storing to,  or  preserving  in,  health  (God).  Defend- 

ing from  harm.  Rendering  one  free  from  care,  con- 

cern, and  anxiety.    Safety,  health,  security. 

Ay>\*A  ma^Jii-,  Name  of  a  country,  and  of  a 
family  of  Hamdan  Arabians.  Mu^fir,  A  slow 
walker.  One  who  endeavours  to  obtain  any  thing 

by  caresses  ;  a  coaxer,  cajoler.  One  who  follows 
a  caravan,  and  eats  their  leavings. 

A  'k>y\3tM  ma^firiyat,  Linen  cloth  made  at J)\fut> 
A  5jil*/o  mu^fazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjAS') Toying  with 

each  other  (husband  and  wife). 

A  mu^rfosat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^j-i^-)  Strain- 
ing, compressing,  grasping.  Handling  or  treating 

gently.    Kicking  on  the  backside. 

A  &iL}l*«  rmt^fahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^as-)  Deceiv- 
ing, circumventing.  Applying  a  remedy,  curing. 

Ravaging  a  flock  (a  wolf). 

mu^f-gah,  A  free  or  sacred  place. A  sanctuary. 

p  hmO  <^\itAimu^f-nama,  Letter  of  affranchise- 
ment, charter  of  immunity  from  tribute  or  taxes. 

A  i^ljw  mti^fa',  Well,  free  from  pain.  Mu- 
^fi,  Immunity,  privilege,  exemption.  Exempt 
from  the  payment  of  rent  or  tax. 

A  mu^kab,  Followed :  overtaken.  Pu- 
nished, chastised.  3Iu^kib,  A  follower,  one  who 

comes  behind.  A  punisher.  One  who  does  any 

thing  alternately  with  another. 

A  d.J»\jw  mu^kabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u-»fl5')  Coming 

behind,  following  at  the  heels  of.  Punishing,  chas- 
tising. Changing  (turns)  with  another,  doing  duty 

alternately.  Riding  by  turns.  Making  gain  or 

plunder.  In  poetry,  an  alternate  dropping  of  the 

^  nun  and  ye  in  ̂jLiS-[Sjc  mufd^lun,  but  never 
of  both  at  once.  Mu^kibat,  (Camels)  feeding  now 
on  salt  herbage,  and  now  on  sweet  herbage. 

A  'i'i\-)b«ma^kat,(y.  n.of|j3vo)Beingdeep(welI). 

A  7na^hid,  (pi.  of  dSL)t/c  7na^ad  and  i^ss- 
^Jtd)  Knots.  Places  where  things  are  tied.  Mu- 

^kid,  Confederated,  bound. 

A  i'l^sU/o  mu^hadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  liiiff-)  Entering 
into  an  alliance  or  confederacy.  A  tying  or  knot- 

ting together.  A  league. 

A  Js\3t^  7nu^kir,  One  who  contends  (with  ano- 
ther). Assiduous.  One  who  sticks  close  to  the  bottle. 

A  's,*s\j«/o  mit^karat,  (v.  n.  3  of  JiS')  Contending 
(with  another),  either  before  a  judge  upon  impor- 

tant subjects,  or  in  reproaches  and  satire.  Shun- 

ning  each  other.  Being  assiduous,  attentive,  stick- 

ing close  to.  Remaining  continually  in  the  butt 

(wine).  Drinking  (wine)  incessantly  or  immode- 
rately. Choosing  distance  and  solitude.  Boasting 

againstanotherin  respect  of  hamstringing(caniels). 

A  iLoilx*  7nu^kasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ;_jaiiff-)  Over- 

powering by  words.  Seekingmutually  toovercome. 

A  ̂3^'^  ma^kil,  (pi.  of  7na^il)  Refuges, 
asylums,  (pi.  of  &isU*  ma^AwZai)  Expiations  of 

murder;  parts  remaining  to  be  paid  of  such  compo- 

sition, jjj^^  pi>  hum  ̂ la'  7na^kili- 
himi'l  ula',  Their  expiatory  fines  for  murder  re- 

main the  same  as  they  were  in  Pagan  times ;  i.e. 

they  keep  to  the  customs  of  their  ancestors. 
A  &lil*«o  Tnu^halat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J^)  Disputing 

(with  another)  for  superiority  of  genius.  Equal- 

ling, being  worth.  Valuing  (a  woman)  at  the  third 

part  (of  a  man)  in  a  composition  for  bloodshed. 

A  ̂\*io  Tna^kiTn,  (pi.  of  ̂ fixic  ma ^iim)  Joints 
in  horses  or  other  solid-hoofed  animals  (as  the  knee 

or  pastern).  Dorsal  vertebrae  from  the  withers  to 
the  root  of  the  tail. 

A  mu^haTnat,  (v.n.  3of  jjip)  Disputing, 
calling  names.  Fighting, quarrelling.  Altercation. 

ma^k,  (v.  n.  of uLlls-  for  ̂ )  Gaining 
(a  livelihood).  Fleeing  unto,taking  refuge.  Lifting 
and  carrying  on  the  head  or  back.  Taking  upon 

one's  own  neck.  Institution,  regulation,  rite.  A 
sect,  religious  order.  A  refuge,  asylum.  Possibi- 

litj'^,  probability. 

A  i^^^ma^hat,  (v.n.  of(.il*«)  Being  quarrel- 
some, litigating.  Being  foolish,  stupid. 

A  &Sl*<>TO?<^a/fAa^,  A  turning,  inclining,  bending. 

A  iiiljMi  ma^hid,  (pi.  of  d^^)  Places  of  refuge. 

A  mu^kasat,  A  contradicting. 

A  'e]a^\Mmv^kazat,  (v.  n.  3ofk<£-)  Hammer- 
ing.  Extending,  prolonging,  granting  delay. 

A  (j,jj^\xf6  ma^his,  (pi.  of  ̂_j*>^S^-o)  Poor. 
A  (JljMi  Tnv^l,  High  ;  higher  (part). 

A  Tnu^lat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂J>5-  for  y^)  Being 
above  in  the  upper  part,  superior  to.  Exalting  one 

(God).  Publishing,  announcing.  Retiring,  reced- 
ing to  one  side.  Placing  over,  lifting  upon.  Coming 

into  that  part  of  High  Arabia  called  ̂ jJlff'  ̂ dliyat. 

A&)l3S/«?7ifl^a/«^,Forage,provender.Evil,mischief. 

A  a3lx/c  miL^llat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,J5-)  Being  milked 
at  raid-day  (a  camel). 

A  ̂1*0  mu^laj,  Cured.  Prepared.  Cooked. 
Mu^lij,  One  who  dresses  or  cooks.  A  physician. 

V  A  ili-ljw  mu^lajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Applying 
a  remedy  (to  a  distemper),  healing,  curing.  Ad- 

justing or  managing  (any  affair).  Dressing,  cook- 

ing, preparing.  Grasping,  holding  fast,  handling. 
Striking  with  a  sword.  Remedy,  cure.  Dispute. 

A  u-iJV'vo  ma^Uf,  (pi.  of  u-fii>ws)  Mangers,  cribs. 

A  ̂XjtATna^lik,  (pi.  of  Jji*/«)Small crocodiles. 

A  jjlivo  ma^lim,  (pi.  of  pljw  ma^am)  Signs, 



direction-posts.  Vestiges.  Signal6,banner8.  Badges. 

Beaten  roads.  Colleges,  schools,  seminaries.  ̂ JU** 

ma^limu'd  din,  Dogmas  of  religion. 

A  'i^\M  rini^lamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Disputing 
with  on  science  or  superiority  of  knowledge. 

ASjJUc7«ii^a/a7ja/,(v.n.3of^^)Actingopenly 
with  a  person,  or  with  one  another. 

A  ̂Jl«x>r«a^a/7, (pi. of i'liUx)  7«fl^/a<)  Eminences, 
High  matters.  jyoi\  ma^n'lumur,  High 
matters.&jJUxiOxibt/a/nat  via^rihu,May  his  gran- 

deur be  eternal !  j_Jl>«<      min  mu^li,  From  above. 

A  ̂ \Mma^ilih,  A  species  of  palm-tree.  (pi. 

of  ̂ji^*<>  vii^a/i)  Strings,  &c.,  whereby  things  are 
suspended  :  suspenders,  braces. 

A  ftwo'jw  mu^inasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^j*^)  Veil- 
ing and  concealing  (hostility).  AVhispering  in  the 

ear.  Mu^misat,  A  woman  who  veils  herself  in  her 
youth,  and  never  violates  her  honour. 

A  ̂\jM>  ma^rni^  Wars,  battles,  tumults,  sedi- 
tions. Injuries,  oppressions.  Great,  important  mat- 
ters. Leagues,  confederations. 

A  vm^viil,  One  who  deals  fairly  and  lives 

happily  with  others.  A  fellow-workman,  co-worker. 

A  O^l**  mu^malat,  Domains.  Dealings. 

A  iiLcU/c  imt^malat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^■^)  Trading, 
ncgocialing.  Bargaining  with,  dealing.  Giving 
hard  treatment.  Taxing  one  to  labour  beyond  his 

strength.  Business,  trade,  commerce,  traffic,  affair, 

negociation,  contract,  correspondence,  agreement ; 

usury,  interest.  «l«l*/e  altli  mv^mala,  Men 

of  business.  A  tradesman,  p  (jii;^  &Lol«i« 

husni  mti^imala  karda.n,To  be  in  good  correspon- 
dence, tolivehappily  withanother.  A  sIkKm  C^jyo 

mrati'inu^mala,  Dissimulation,fiction.  Feignedly, 
for  form's  sake. 

4  mu^mili,  One  who,  by  any  kind  of 
work,  seeks  a  living  here  and  there  for  his  family. 

A  ma^nii,  Blind  deserts,  i.  e.  without  cul- 
ture, inhabitants,  or  signs  of  roads. 

A  ma^n,  A  stage,  halting-place.  Waters. 
Name  of  a  place  in  Syria. 

A  'i^\Mmu^anai,  (v.  n.  3  of  Taking  good 
care  (of  one's  property),  managing  (it)  well.  Fol- 

lowing, attending  to  (trade  or  craft),  mixing  in 

commercial  dealings.  Resisting,  opposing.  En- 

during any  evil  with  all  its  consequences.  Afflict- 

ing, causing  trouble. 

A  ftilxi*  ?;ifl^aHa<,  Aid,  assistance,  succour,  help. 

Mu^nat,  (v.n.of^jlff-  for^^^)  Assisting,  helping. 

A&i\**7n.M^anna<,(v.n.3of(t)ff')Opposing,resisting. 
A  lyAjuc  mJi^a/cirfjObstinatc, stubborn, refractory, 

contumacious,  disobedient,  opiniative. 

A  i'iX>\*/c  mu^nadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ais-)  Sticking 
close  to.  Requiting.  Opposing,  being  stubborn, 

contrary,  adverse,  repugnant.  Shunning,  avoid- 

ing, quitting  (one  another).  Obstinacy,  opposition. 
Assiduity,  perseverance. 

(  i2oa  ) 

A  iLijl*/c  viti^nashat,  (v.  n.3  of  (^J^)  Hug- 
ging one  another.   Pulling  by  the  neck  in  battle. 

A  mu^nih,  One  who  throws  the  arms 

round  another's  neck,  who  hugs  and  embraces  him. 
A  fciijUfco  mu^nahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jjiff')  Embrac- 

ing, bugging  one  another  close  in  friendship  or  in 

6ght.  An  embrace.  Wji^^o  CL^\s3\)i/cinu^naIiati 
sadriya,  Embracing  breast  to  breast. 

A  (^U/c  ma^ni,  (pi.  of  l_J*^  ma^a')  Signifi- 
cations, senses.  Sublime  realities,  spiritual  matters. 

A  ̂^*joUx>  ma^nVi,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j^  mi^iali)  Fine- 
necked  (horses).  Hillocks  in  advance  of  sand-hills. 

A  'i^j\Ajcvtv^n:dt,  A  crying  to  (barking  dogs). 
mu^trvid,  Accustomed,  habituated,  used 

to.  One  who  returns  often  tothesame  thing.  Sedu- 
lous, assiduous, strenuous.  A braveman,champion. 

A  iStijU*  mu^wadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  iSjS-) 
Returning  to  a  former  habit  or  action,  relapsing. 

Making  a  habit  or  custom  (Siils- ^a(Za<).  Attack- 
ing with  intermissions  (as  the  ague).  Pressing  by 

repeated  questions.  Exercising,  examining.  Being 

assiduous,  attentive,  diligent,  p  j_jii»-L«  C^iijU^i 

mu^wadat  sahhtan,  To  return. 

A  'ij^\Mmu^warat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^S-for^^)  Mak- ing or  marking  a  weight  or  measure  agreeable  to 

standard.  Doing(a  thing)  with  another  by  turns  and 

in  rivalry.  Lending.  Borrowing  from  one  another. 

AjjU»/07raa^aw/2:,(pl.  o^j^M  mi^az)  Old  worn- 
out  every-day  clothes.  Swaddling-bands  for  the 
hands  and  feet  of  a  child  in  the  cradle. 

A  'i*o^\9u»mu^wasut,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂_^l5■for  i^j^) 
Wrestling,  struggling,  trying  to  throw  down. 

Ak^^\Mmu^v:azat,(v.  n.  3  of  t^jii\s- {or {^jS') 
Returning  like  for  like,  compensating,  giving  a  sub- 

stitute, p  mu^wazat  kardan,  To 
barter,  to  exchange. 

A  (JjU/o  ma^mU,  (pi,  of  (J_j*«  tni^val)  Pointed 
instruments  witii  which  they  split  stones, 

A  mu^Tvamat,  (v,  n.  3  of  ̂^S-  for  f>^) 
Bearing  fruit  every  second  year  (a  palm-tree). 

Agreeing  with  (any  one)  by  the  year  (^Iff-  ̂m). 
Selling  corn  whilst  growing;  or  allowing  an  in- 

crease of  thedebt  toobtain  a  delay  ofpayment(prac- 
tices  forbidden  by  the  Muhammadan  law). 

A  ̂ jj^  mv^win,  Assisting :  an  assistant. 
A  iOjljM)  mu^ivanat,  (v.  n,  3  of  jjls-  for  jj^) 

Helping  one  another.  Aiding,assisting.  Aid,assis- 
tance,help,3uccour,subsidy,supply.  Favour, grace. 

A  iojljwi  vm^wiyaty  A  fox's  whelp.  A  bitch 
in  heat.    A  man's  name.  ji\  ahu  mu^wi- 
yat,  The  checta,  ounce,  or  Innitiiig-panther. 

A  liJtd*/*  ma^hkl,  (pi,  of  vJyw  ?H«^/wrf)  Places 
often  frequented.  Monuments.  Things  well  done. 

Mii^hid,  One  who  plights  his  faith,  confederate. 
Tributary,  subject. 

A  "s'o^ljM)  mu^hadat,  (v.  n,  3of  Entering 
into  an  alliance,  conspiring,  confederating,  cove- 

nanting. Swearing  mutually.  Attending  to,  look- 

ing after,  managing.  An  agreement,  confederacy, 
alliance,  association,  stipulation,  bargain,  treaty, 

5 Afc'j«^e 7/iM^a/iaf?a.tjn(7.a/<, Marriage-contract. 

A  Jt)\*ic  mu^hir,  A  whorish  woman, 
A  'i^'^M>  mu^harat,  (v.  n.  3  of ji^)  Going  a 

whoriiiix.  Following  evil  wavs  and  thieving.  Ma- 

j  ^hirat,  A  whorish  woman. A  (_5'ljw>  ma^y,  Tired,  jaded  (camels). 

ma^ya',  Tired  jaded  (camels). 
I       A  sbl**  mu^iyat,  (v.  n.  -3  of  Meddling 

with,  undertaking  any  business  which  one  is  unable 
to  manage.  Stammering,  speaking  unintelligibly, 

A  u—ol*/*  Two^a^/i,  (pi,  ofu-^\«/«mfl^a6andiob»< 

ma^bat')  Faults,  blemishes, 
A^^^\jt/c  ma^sir,  Faults,  blemishes. 
A  mu^yarat,  (v.  n.  3  of^ls-  ̂orjS-^  Mak- 
ing or  marking  a  weight  or  measure  agreeable  to 

standard.  Reproaching.  Dividing,  apportioning. 

Seeing,  examining, 

A  ̂JL>}juo  ma^yish,(j>\.o{'kLiJ<joma^shat')\\c- tunls,  pi-ovisions  :  necessaries.  Allowance. 

jJ^J  mo^y'tshi  dunyan'iya,  Worldly  matters. 
A  mu^yashat,  A  living  together. 

A  1^}^  mu^iyan,  Seen,  made  public :  manifest. 
A  idoUvo  mit^yanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ J^fi• ) 

Beholding,contemplating,  seeing  face  toface.Sight. 

Being  a  father's  or  mother's  brother. 
A        7nr/^&rtJ,  Way.  Sect.  Rule,  law,  canon. 

A  'i\ij>jc  mi^mfat,  A  menstruous  cloth. 
A  liJUMj  ma^)ad,  A  place  of  worship.  Mi^ad, 

A  shovel,  rake,  hoe.  il/w^&af?,Receivedas  a  servant. 

A  JkJowwH/^rtZ'Z'a^Z,  Beaten  (path).  Firmly-driven 
(stake).  Honoured.  Subjected,  subdued.  Tame, 

quiet,  gentle,  submissive.  (A  camel)  anointed(wiili 

pitch).  A  country  destitute  of  vestige  or  water. 

Mu^hhid,  A  worshipper. 

A  8 JJbw ■ma^)adat,{\^\.  of  liJ^) Servants, slaves. 
A  sja^xi  mu^bhadat.  Pitched  (ship). 

\ ̂ x/o  ma^>ar,  A  pass,  ferry,  ford,  p J\a}>- 
via^xiri  pur  hhatar,  A  dangerous  pass.  A  Miliar, 

(pl.^U*  ma^d)ir)  .\  ferry-boat,  ponton.  A  bridge. 
Mu^mr,  Fully-foathercd  (arrow).  (A  boy)  not 
yeteircumciscd  though  attainingtheage  of  puberty. 

(A  slioep)  left  a  year  unshorn.  (A  camel)  abound- 

ing in  hnir),  3Iuf^ir,  One  who  leaves  sheep  un- 
shorn for  a  whole  year.  (Sheep)  abounding  in 

wool,  or  (a  camel)  in  hair. 

.4j*jw)W!/^rtiZ)a;-,Interpreted(dream).il/?/^aZ»Z)/r, 

An  interpreter  of  dreams. 
A  imi^yarat,  Uncirciimcised  (girl).  (A 

camel)  which  has  not  brought  forth  for  three  years, 
and  these  have  been  hard  times  with  her.  Unshorn 

(ewe).  A  woman  from  whom  mattery  water  flows. 

Sjo«^\       \ijja  ibnu  7  mu^)arat,A  term  of  reproach. 
A         mii^bharat,  Complete,  perfect  (bow). 

A  (Jjjw  mu^bbil,  A  possessor  of  arrow-heads 
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broad  and  long. 

A  'iljjtK  mi^alat,  Abroad  and  long  arrow-head. 
A  i>_yJ^  ma^iud,  Adored,  worshipped:  a  god. 

A  AdyiJt^  ma^udas,  (p\.ofSJS')Servants,s\a.ves. 

'^WiJ^juwma^Z'MfZij/aijState  of  being  worshipped. 
A  ma^ut,  Rent  (garment). 

A  fti^Aj^o  mu^bhalat,  (Camels)  unattended. 

A  CL^*«w2fl^<,(v.n.of  (.IIaiw)  Rubbing  or  smooth- 
ing (a  skin). 

A  liljovo  mu^ad,  Accustomed,  wonted.  Custom, 
habit,  use.    p         liULjMJ,  To  be  accustomed. 

A  mu^at,  One  that  fails  to  conceive  for 
several  years  although  not  barren. 

A  j^jwwi  mi^ak,  One  who  makes  a  horse  gal- 
lop.  One  who  hunts  with  vehemence  or  speed. 

A  c^jow  mn^ab,  (v.  n.  of  t— *>^)  Chiding,  re- 

proaching. il[fM^!!a&,  Turned  back.  iTfw^^ii,  Trou- 
blesome. (See  i^db.) 

A  'i.Sj>Mma^a  or  ma^ibat,  Reproachful  speech. 
A  JmjLxic  mu^abid,  One  who  takes  as  a  servant. 

A  j<L»<  mu^abar,  Honoured, esteemed,revered. 
Creditable,  respectable.  Confidential,  trustworthy, 

p  J<i^  mti^abar  shudan,  To  be  in  high  re- 
putation. A  3Iu^abir,  Respectable,  worthy  of 

consideration.  (SeejUlff-^  i^ibai:) 
A  ii.j!>t<  mu^ad,  Prepared,  set  in  order,  ready. 

AO.JJW  m^<^to^^^/,Numbered, counted,  computed. 

Aj^'xM  mu^adir,  Heavy  (rain).  Moist,  irri- 
guous  (place).    Abundant  (water). 

A  JiiJ**  mu^adil,  Moderate,well-proportioned. 
Temperate,  tolerable,  neither  cold  nor  hot.  Equal, 

even,  just. 

A  t^^iiJjt*  mu^adi,  Iniquitous.  Inimical. 

A  l^iSjU*  mu^azib,  One  who  lets  the  ends  of 
the  turban-sash  hang  over  the  shoulders. 

A  j3.Lc«  mu^azir,  One  who  excuses  himself.  A 

complainer.    (SeCjUis^^  i^izdr.) 

A  Jiijksw  mu^azil,  One  who  blames  himself,  or 
allows  himself  to  be  blamed. 

A  0^i.X>w  mu^azildt,  Sultry  (days). 

A  j'J^tc  mu^arr,  Poor,  indigent.  One  who  does 
not  ask  for  what  he  wants. 

A  ̂ ^Ji3^la  mu^aris,  Scattered. 

A  (^jrwto  mv^arish,  A  maker  of  the  bower  or 

arbour  {J^..j^  ̂ rish.    (See  (^\^\  i^irdsh.) 

A  ̂ ^J^iQ  mu^ark,  Playful.  Jocose.  Throb- 
bing, quivering  (skin). 

A;_>s^v3t/cm?«^<an^,Opposing,  interposing,  trans- 
verse, hindering.  Parenthetic.  One  who  goes  side- 

ways, e-to^fjuc  x^J^rjumla  mu^ariza,  A  parenthe- 
sis.   (See  {_ja>\j<S'\  i^irdz.^ 
A  mu^arif,  One  who  acknowledges  and 

confesses.    Or  who  shews  and  points  out. 

A  mn^arak,  Spare  of  flesh  on  the  bones. 

A  LiVjot/*  m^t^arah,  A  field  of  battle.  Mn^a- 
H^., Pressing  on  one  another  in  battle.  (SeecdJ^/IS-^). 

A  ̂ jixA  mu^ari,  Who  or  what  surprises,  comes 

suddenly  upon ;  or  who  approaches  to  ask  a  fa- 
vour.   (See  AjiS-\  i^irds.) 

A  Jjow  7nu^azil,  Seceder,  dissenter,  separatist. 

A  mu^azilat,  A  sect  of  Muhammadan 

schismatics,  an  oflTset  of  the  sect  "i^iii*  kadariyat. 

A(|\Vj<*<«??u<^Za2?'?j?/,Dissenter,separatist,seceder. 
A  mw^azim,  One  who  gives  his  whole  at- 

tention; pains-taking,  constant,  steady,  firm.  A 

lion.    (See  j»V/^\  i^izdm.) 

A  mu^azi,  Related,  denominated  (truly 
or  falsely),  belonging  to  any  one. 

AjtJiotiC  mu^asir,  One  who  takes  part  (of  a  son's 
effects)  without  his  consent.  (SeejLJl^\  i^isar.) 

A  u-fl— A**  mu^asif,  One  who  deviates  or  de- 
clines from  the  road.  Exorbitant,  unreasonable, 

exacting,  extortionate. 

A  mu^asim,  One  who  buys  or  puts  on 
old  shoes  or  boots.    (See  i^isdm.) 

A  mu^ashsh,  (or  f^'J^/Sfx  mu^ashisJi) 
Nest- building  (bird).    A  carrier  of  little  provision. 

A  ̂^^J^^XM  mu^ashi,  One  who  begins  a  journey 
in  the  evening.  (See  AzJjS^  i^ishd-f.) 

A  u-A-iojow  mu^asib,  Patient,  content  (with  any 

thing).    Turbaned.    (See  L-^UiIs-^  i^isdb.) 

A  jjoIxa  mu^asar,  Squeezed.  Old  age,  decre- 
pitude. Long  life,  duration.  A  place  of  refuge. 

jjoI}^^  jC ̂ Itarimu  'I  mu^asar,  Liberal,  munificent 
when  applied  to.  3Iu^asir,  One  who  does  his  bu- 

siness. One  whose  urine  and  excrement  are  ob- 

structed.   {^eej\*Ai&\  i^isdr.) 

A  I  a.«flLwt*  mu^asif,  A  gainer,  intent  on  gain. 

A  p^ajowi  mu^asam,  A  place  of  refuge.  3Iu^ 
tasim,  A  servant,  iwb  ̂ ^o-i**  mu^asim  billdli, 
A  title  assumed  by  the  son  of  Hariin  ArrashTd,  the 

8th  caliph  of  the  house  of  Abbas.  (See  j»l*aic-\.) 
A  j^^^^jjot/c  mu^asi,  One  who  leans  on  a  staff 

(Ui2P  ̂ sa).  Who  uses  (a  sword)  for  a  staff.  Who 
cuts  a  staff  from  a  tree.    Hard  (date-stone). 

A  (Xouo(/«  mu^azid,  A  petitioner  for  justice,  a 

"plaintiff.    jjJb  d-JsltM  mii^azid  bi'Udh,  Name  of 
the  16th  caliph  of  the  house  of  Abbas. 

A  i^ajuwi  mu^qfid,  One  who  shuts  himself  up 
to  die  of  hunger(a  custom  with  the  Pagan  Arabians 

in  times  of  scarcity).    Believing,  sure,  certain. 

A  jiCift^)  mu^qfir,  Soiled  with  dust.  Powerful. 
(A  lion)  snatching  away  (a  man).  One  who  throws 

on  the  ground.    (SeejlAi?'^  i^ifdr.) 

A  (j-*siLmi  mu^qfis,  (People)  in  commotion. 
A  {^^Sj^  mv^afis,  An  extorter  (of  a  debt). 
A  mu^ajik,  (A  lion)  attacking  (his  prey) 

with  impetuosity.    Engaged  in  fencing. 

A  ̂^Jilxic  mu^afl,  One  who  approaches  to  ask 
a  favour,  or  what  is  just  or  due.  (See-^lii;^!  i^ifds.) 

A  i^jow  mu^ak,  Manumitted,  liberated.  Eman- 
cipated (slave).    3Iu^ih,  A  liberator  of  slaves. 

A  jjjow  mu^ttak,  Old,  ancient,  antique. 
A  c»*iu**?nM^ia/«fc,  Who  detains  (a  man).  One 
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who  detains  goods  sold  till  the  price  is  paid. 

A&iI«/<!TOM^a«a/ia<,01dwine.  Akindofperfume. 

A  dSLij>u<imu^ahid,A.heWe\er.  A  faithful  friend. 

A  support,  protector.  A  servant.  An  acquii'er  (of 
money  or  lands).  Very  hard  and  firm. 

A  0\>iAi*«  mu^akaddt,  (pi.  fem.)  Things  be- 
lieved or  deemed  credible  ;  articles  of  faith. 

A  jSiijtA  mu^ahar,  (Meat)  cut  and  dried  in  the 
sun.  llu^akir,  Hurt  (camel),  galled  on  the  back. 

A  (_^^jo(/«  mu^akib,  Raised  (dust). 

A  k^iooM  mu^akid,  Necessary. 

A  jjwiokn*  mu^akis,  Inverted,  upside  down. 
A  t_fl5okjti«  mu^akqf,  A  place  of  retirement  for 

devotional  purposes.  3ru^akif,  One  who  is  con- 
tinually at  prayer  in  the  temple.  Attentive  to  re- 

ligious duties. 

A  ;Ji^^  mu^ahil,  Obscure,  intricate,  doubtful 
(matter).    (See  J\^J^\  i^ikdl.) 

A  p5oL)t«  mu^ahhn,  One  who  makes  equal  loads 
on  each  side  of  a  camel.    (See  i^ikdm.) 

A  (j-kjw  mi^al,  One  who  draws  violently. 

A  "^yijiA  mu^all,  Weak,  sick,  infirm.  A  word in  which  either  of  the  letters  j  mdw  or  yd  (called 
debiles  or  weak)  makes  a  part.  ijj^  mu^ 

talln'l  ̂ yn,  A  verb  whose  medial  radical  letter  is 
infirm,  called  concave ;  as,  ̂yikdla  (for  Jy/iawak). 

A  i.^<Jjo«/«  mu^alis,  An  adopted  son,  the  puta- 
tive son  of  one  not  his  own  father. 

A  JMw^toZ/;,  Engaged  in  a  struggle.  Dash- 
ing (waves).    Very  grassy  (spot). 

A  laiLw  mu^alit,  Pugnacious.  Seditious. 

A  iiaijoM  mu^alifat,  A  midwife. 

A  ̂^ijjw  mu^alih,  In  love  with  :  a  lover. 
A  j^JjkAo  Tmi^aVm,  Divulged,  published. 

A  mn^ala  ,  A  lion. 

A  pLi/c  mu^amm,  The  wearer  of  a  turban ;  tur- 
baned. Full-grown  (plant).  A  field  long-grassed. 

A  i^^jtM  77iu^ainad,  Pursued, resolved,  purposed. 

3fu^amad,  (or  ajJp  mu^amad  ̂ layhi  or 
s.j)\  ilayhi.)  One  in  whom  confidence  is  placed.  Con- 

fidential, faithful,  trustworthy.  j  jSx^  ̂ lil 

ddami  tmi^abar  u  mu^amad,  An  estimable  and 

trustworthy  man.  31u^amid,  One  who  rests  or 
leans  upon.  A  believer.  Resolved,  determined. 

Aj9^  mu^tamir,  A  visitor.    One  in  pursuit. 

A  (Ji!**  mu^amil,  One  who  keeps  himself  em- 

ployed.   (See  JlfflS-)  i^imdl.) 

A  mu^ami,  A  lion. 

A  mu^in,  Severe  to  a  debtor. 
A  y!xftj<)  mu^atiiz,  Inclined,  leaning.  Far-going. 

A  jjiJLw  mu^anish,  One  who  throws  his  arms 
round  another's  neck  in  fighting.  Injurious,  op- 

pressive.   An  unjust  seizer. 

A(_flJjo»/«mM^iaw?/',Indirect,inconvenient(road). 

A  fj^^i^  mn^anak,  The  place  where  the  necks 

( jlis-^  a^dk)  of  mountains  peep  out  above  a  mist. 

A  (_^Jow  mn^am,  Diligent,  pains-taking. 
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A  mw^^anw,  Reciprocal  in  taking  a  thing 
by  turns,  or  in  passing  it  from  hand  to  hand. 

A  Jj^J^  ma^uk,  (pi.  ̂jJljwi)  Emancipated. 

A  J|j>*<  mu^awil,  A  weeper,  wailer. 

A  »_jXx/cma^?M/<,Weak  in  mind, insane,  delirious, 
deficient  in  intellect,  stupid.   Quick,  intelligent. 

A  ij^i^  mu^ann,  One  who  makes  a  loud  and 

hideous  noise  or  howl.    (See  AyS-\  i^ircas.') 
A  s^otK  mu^ttah,  Intelligent,  sensible,  rational, 

moderate.    Ci'azy  and  irrational. 

A  ej<3i<  ma^arat,  A  cause  of  offence. 

A  ̂̂ ^^jt/o  mu^sliil,  (A  camel-litter)  decorated 

with  dangling  locks  of  wool  («J^5a5-  ̂ skulat). 

A  i_^*Ujw  mu^slab,  A  fallen-in  or  filled-up  ditch ; 
that  especially  called  nusy,  dug  round  a  tent 

for  receiving  the  rain-water.  Bent  double  with  old 

age.    Mw^sUh,  Loose,  unsteady  (business). 

A  [^fiti  mu^ssan,  One  whose  beard  is  thick  at 
the  point. 

A  f^yi^  ma^un,  Smoked,  spoiled  by  smoke. 

A  ̂ jwi  ma^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a)  Going  swiftly  (an 
ass).  Striking  its  head  against  the  mother's  ud- 

der when  going  to  suck,  and  turning  its  mouth 

obliquely  to  catch  the  dug  (a  camel's  colt).  Stir- 
ring the  bodkin  in  the  coUyrium-box.  Copulating. 

Striking  with  a  sword.  Battle,  conflict.  Agitation. 

Ma^j,  (for        ma^)  With  me. 

A  ̂   mu^jj,  (A  day)  of  violent  wind  and  dust. 
mi^az,  A  road. 

A  ma^ah,  A  place  for  wonder  or  admi- 
ration. Mii^ab,  Admired  by  others.  Surprised, 

pleased,  delighted.  Mu^ib,  One  who  is  pleased 
with  and  admires  himself.  Pleasing,  agreeable,  af- 

fording pleasure,  or  surprise. 

A  t^^^  mu^jjah,  Admirable,  wonderful,  stu- 
pendous.   Mu^jjib,  Surprising,  astonishing. 

A  *f4^  ma^abat,  A  place,  cause,  subject,  or 
reason  for  wonder  or  admiration. 

A  S^f^  ma^at,  The  beginning  of  any  thing. 
The  flower  of  youth. 

Aj^^  mi^a?;  A  cloth  worn  by  women  to  pre- 
serve their  head-dress  from  being  soiled  by  the  un- 

guent or  pomatum  of  their  hair.  A  kind  of  sack, 

made  of  the  fibres  of  the  palm-tree,  p  '^jjj^^ 
mi^ari  zirnlkh,  Autumnal  leaves.  Yellow  flowers. 

Streaks  of  dawn.  s-^Xs-j^  m.i^ari  ghaliya- 
gun,  Night  (the  veil  of  the  colour  of  civet). 

A  ̂ j^^  mii^jricl  or  mu^jrad,  Naked. 
A  mu^jram,  Knotty  (yard).  Any  thing 

intricate  and  knotty.  A  camel's  bunch. 

aJ^*  ma^az  or  ma^iz,  Weakness,  impotence. 
Mu^iz,  One  who  finds  or  esteems  as  weak  and  im- 

potent. A  miracle  (as  demonstrating  the  weakness 

of  an  adversary).  Any  thing  which  incapacitates. 

mv^jjaz,  Weak.  Large-buttocked. 

a  CJ\y^  mu^izat,  (pi.  of  «}^)  Miracles. 

Pi-  ij^^  ma^azat  or  ma^izat,  (v.n.  ofj^)  Be- 

ing weak  and  feeble.  Leaving  undone  what  ought 

to  be  done.  Being  sluggish  and  negligent.  Weak- j 

ness,  infirmity ;  impotency,  defect.  A  place  where  ' 

nothing  is  to  be  earned.  ilfM^'/>a^,  A  miracle.  8J4?^  , 
mu^izasi  masih,  A  miracle  of  Jesus,  i.e.  the 

resuscitation  of  the  dead.  A  table  which  descended 

from  heaven  at  the  command  of  Jesus. 

p  ̂JJL>Js^  mii^iz-nishan,  Marvellous,  miracu- 
lous, signalized  by  wonders. 

p  U""jisf^  mu^iz-nama,  Displaying  wonders. 

j^^jsXji  sahiri  mu^iz-nama,  A  magician  per- 
forming miracles. 

A  ij"'^^  ononis,  The  handle  of  a  bow. 

A  (J^?^  mu^al,  Done  in  haste.  A  earners  colt 
brought  forth  before  the  time  and  yet  surviving. 

llu^il,  A  camel  prematurely  delivered  of  a  colt 
which  survives.  Acamel  leaping  or  curvetting  when 

the  rider  puts  his  feet  in  the  stirrup.  An  early  palm- 
tree.    A  cow  having  a  calf  ((J^  ̂J^)- 

A  ̂y^^  mu^jjal,  Done  in  a  haste.  Hastened, 
executed  with  despatch.  3Iu^jjil,  Who  hastens 
or  causes  to  make  haste.  A  camel  which  curvets 

the  moment  the  rider  puts  his  foot  in  the  stirrup. 

Ashepherd  who  sends  milk  home  to  his  family  before 

the  milking  is  quite  finished.  One  who  gives  a  wife 

part  of  a  dowry  in  advance.  A  camel  delivered  be- 
fore the  time  of  a  colt  which  survives. 

mu^jjilan,  In  haste. 

A  mn^am,  (in  comp.)aspr^^  (_>Li3smZZ)w'Z ma^am,  Respectable  in  himself,  venerable,  grave. 

A  j*^?^  mu^am,  (v.  n.  4  of  Pointing  (a 
letter).  Locked  or  barred  (door).  Pointed.  Marked 

with  diacritical  points  (to  distinguish  letters  of  the 

same  shape,  whose  difference  of  sound  proceeds 

merely  from  punctuation  :  as,  dal  and  <i  zal, 

ba  and  O  ta;  i  zal  being  called  ^^'^ 
mutant,  (or  more  commonly  zali  mu^jjarn)  and 

dal  being  named  tj^ii  dali  7nuhmala ;  and 
so  with  regard  to  the  rest.  The  alphabet  arranged 

according  to  the  order  of  the  letters,  alif,  be,  te,  Sec. 

(in  contradistinction  to  the  iXsJ^  abjad). 

A  ma^amat,  Fat  and  able  to  travel  (she- 
camel).  Fatness.  Power,  strength.  Sufficiency  of 

strength  to  travel. 

A  e-A^j^^^  ma^ur  ̂ layhi,  Stripped  of  all 
his  property  by  beggars. 

Aj^s.**TOa^'M2,  Wearied  byimportunate  begging. 
A  I  '^isf*  'ina^uf,  Lean  (camel).    Rusty,  un- 

polished (sword). 

A  ma^un,  Kneaded.  An  electuary,  me- 
dicine, confection,  jelly,  paste,     p  &SSlijiJi 

ma^uni  sirishta,  Any  medicine  pulverized  and 
mixed  up  with  honey  or  inspissated  juice. 

p  u^^(j^^^  ma^un-kash,  A  spoon  or  similar instrument  for  taking  an  electuary  from  a  jar. 

p  ,^M>  ma^,  The  plant  satyrion. 

A  Jjvo  ma^,  (v.  n.  of  lijw)  Travelling,  peram- 

bulating. Drawing  or  seizing  (any  thing)  rapidly. 

Carrying  ofi" (any  thing).  Striking  in  the  stomach. 
Biting  flesh  with  the  front  teeth.  Becoming  spoiled. 

Swift  (camel).  Fresh  (pot-herb  or  fruit).  Thick, 

large,  corpulent,  rough,  gross.  Thickness,  coarse- 
ness, i^xo  lijo  sa^  ma^,  Fresh,  ripe  (dates).  iLl>, 

5iijw  rutabat  ma^at,  A  fresh,  moist  date.  Ma^d 

ormi^id,(Y)\.of  'isxi«ma^datormi^at')  Stomachs. 
A  Osjwi  ma^dd,  (dual  ̂ j\jUs>  ma^dddni)  The 

side.  The  belly.  Flesh  under  the  shoulder.  A  vein 

in  that  part  of  a  horse  about  the  fore-shoulder,  and 
under  the  mane.  That  part  of  the  back  on  which 
the  sides  of  the  saddle  press.  Name  of  a  man,  the 

son  of  Adnan  and  father  of  the  Arabians.  Mu- 

^dd.  Prepared,  disposed,  set  in  order,  arranged. 
Computed.  Counted,  numbered.  3£u^dd,  One 

who  prepares,  disposes  in  order.  One  who  reckons 

(amongst  the  dead). 

A  jj^ii.jvema^(/a?2,(Aman)ofa  capacious  stomach. 

a^j^ISjvc  ma^dddn,The  part  of  the  saddle  where the  flaps  join. 

A  iS-fK  ma^dat  and  mi^at,  (pi.  ma^d 

and  mi^d)  The  human  stomach,  paunch,  p 

mi^a  tang  hardan,  To  guttle,  to  cram 
to  repletion.  daruyimi^a,A.stom^c\\\c. 

A  Siijw  ̂ yn  susimi^da,  A  disorder  in  the  stomach. 

JSiijw  (  Bst^  mi^a,  Weakness  of  stomach. 

Siijto  lijiXa-x  masdud-mi^a,  Obstructed  in  the  sto- mach. 

A  E^jjc*  mi^ahat,  A  mallet  for  beating  cotton. 

A  i^SxA  ma^il.  Place  of  turning,  return,  retreat. 

A  mu^ddal,  Rectified,  adjusted.  3fu- 
^ddil,  Just,  temperate.  (See  ,J^.ciJ«>  ta^il). 

A  mu^ddalat.  The  corners  of  a  house. 
A  ma^lalat  or  ma^ilat,  (v.  n.  of  J>^) 

Administering  justice.    Justice,  equity,  rectitude. 

A  ̂dMniu^im.,On.e  who  deprives  or  annihilates. Destitute,  poor.  (See  i^am.) 

A  ̂ ^Sm  ma^in  or  ma^an,  (pi.  ma^- 
din)  A  mine,  quarry.  The  place  of  any  thing,  espe- 

cially where  it  remains  fixed. 

ma^inu'lfazU  wa'l  haldm.  The  mine  of  learning 
and  eloquence  (applied  to  judges  and  priests).  Mi^ 

dan,  A  pointed  hammer  for  breaking  stones. 

A  (j3>jw  rmi^ddan,  (A  torn  bucket)  patched  at 
the  bottom.  3Iu^ddin,  Aquarryman,  a  miner. 

A  JjiW  ma^aniy,  Mineral,  metallic.  Metal, 

^jiijw) j^-aff-  ̂ siri  ma^ani.  Mineral  juice. 
A  ji^**  ma^um,  Maltreated  (as  an  enemy). 

A  iijii,jtje  ma^ud.  Numbered,  told,  counted, 

reckoned,  computed.  Objtij»U  |»^^^  alayyamu'l 
ma^udat.  The  three  days  of  tashrik.  pU 

ndma^udf^A  i^^Skioj^S- ghayr ma^Iud)lJTi- 
numbered,  untold.  P  t^J j  ma^ude  chand, 

A  few,  a  limited  number. 

A  ̂ _yj_jiiJvo  Wirt Troubled  with  the  pustules 'ij*>^  ̂ dasat. 



A  Jj.i«*  ma^ul,  Distorted,  wrested.  Quies- 
cent or  silent j  rvdiv,  i.  e.  when  written  but  scarcely 

pronounced,  as  in  f^y^  khrvdn,A  table.  A  place 
of  turning,  return,  or  retreat. 

A  pjiXjc*  ma^um,  Wished  for  but  not  found, 

non-existent, lost.  Poor,  needy.  ̂ ^Sm  ̂'^\d^yti 
^ftj^  marcjudii'l  ism  ma^umu'l  jism,  Known  by 
name,  but  inexistent  by  nature. 

PjL3\  ti^juo  mi^a  or  ma^da-amhdr,  A  glutton. 

A  ̂ i^M  mu^a',  Transit,  pass,  passage.  lo 
j^ii«/c  «a.P-  md  U  ̂ nhu  mu^a,  There  is  no  pass 

for  me  (to  escape)  fi'om  him.  3fu^l,  Contagious. 
A     4>x«  mu^ddi,  Transitive. 

A  tif  i^**  ma^iy,  Injuriously  treated. 

A  (^S^  ma^ddiy,  Of  the  tribe  of  ma^dd. 

iLJSjw  iL-A.)  Ubsat  ma^ddiyat,  Coarse  clothinof. 

A  iu.3j</o  ma^xyat,  (or  io.S.jwi  viu^ddiyat)  (in 
the  dialect  of  Morocco)  A  raft,  float. 

A  L^j^lSxA  ma^ihai'ib,  Name  of  a  warrior. 
»     A  J^d'tijc  vii^dr,  A  covering.  An  excuse. 

A  L^  'Sfuoma^ah,  (pi.  (—^ilx*  ma^zib)  A  strip of  cloth  tied  about  the  waist  by  wailing  women. 

A  i^ii^  mv^zzab,  Hindered,  let,  prevented. 
Tormented,  chastised,  punished.  Afflicted,  vexed. 

Mu^zzib,  A  tormentor,  punisher.  Afflictive. 

K^i^^mi^aj,  Malignant.  A  slanderer.  Jealous. 
A  jtJ«jw  mu^ir,  Apologist.  Deserving  of  excuse. 

Aj^^yftio  m?;^a2'0ar,Circumcised.  A  circumcision- 
feast.  That  part  of  the  jaws  over  which  the  bridle 

passes,  the  cheek.  The  side  of  a  spear-head.  Mu- 

^zzir,  One  who  cuts  ofi^  the  foreskin.  A  maker 
of  a  false  excuse,  unworthy  of  pardon.  One  who 

makes  a  true  apology,  or  admissable  excuse.  (See 

j>,SfO  ta^i7\') 

A  'ij'S)tjo  ma^irat  or  ma^urat,  (v.  n.  ofjii^) 
Excusing.  3Ia^arat,  ma^irat,  or  ma^urat,  Ex- 

cuse, apology.  irt^*.Vfcvv(,U 

p  t\y>'  C-^iS**  ma^irat-lihwdh,  One  who  ex- 
cuses another  and  makes  his  apology.  C^;\-«-/o 

"ij^  S^^s-  ma^irat-khwdhi  ̂ jzasi  ummat, 
The  apologiser  for  the  infirmities  of  the  people  (J.  e. 

Muhammad). 

p  ̂jjfc^^  Oj3jt*  ma^irat-hhmdhi,  Excuse. 

A  JijM??iM^az2;a/,Prodigal,blamed  for  too  great 

profusion.    Mu^zzil,  A  chider,  reprover. 

A  ̂liow  mu^zlaj,  Full  (leathern  bottle).  3fu- 
^zlij,  Handsome,  healthy  (boy). 

Ajjiijt*  ma^ur,  Disappointed.  Helpless,  im- 
perfect. Troubled  with  an  inflammation  in  the 

throat.  Excused.  Excusable.  Circumcised.  Pjj  jjw 

lib  ma^ur  bad,  Let  it  be  pardoned,  excuse  me  ! 

(jJaj^^J jJ*^^  '>na^ur  ddshtan,  To  excuse. 
Aj**  ma^r,  (v.  n.  ofjjwi)  Being  thin  (hairs  or 

feathers).  Falling  off'(hair  or  nails).  Ma^r,  One 
who  loses  his  hair.  One  whose  nails  have  dropped. 

(Ground)  thin  of  herbs.  Thin  of  feathers.  (A 

boot)  which  has  lost  its  hair.  A  miser,  a  good-for- 
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nothing  fellow.  A  bad  disposition. 

A  Vjivo  mu^rra,  (in  reg.  for  mu^rra) 
Denuded,  naked,  stripped  bare,  bald.    Pure,  free. 

A         ma^'ds,  (Bald)  forehead. 

A  ma^dt,  That  part  of  a  girl  which  is  ex- 
posed to  view,  as  the  face,  hand,  or  foot.  A  place 

which  produces  nothing. 

^A  mi^'dj,  (pi.  ̂ l*t«  ma^a?'i;)  A  ladder, 
step,  staircase,  ascent.  *^  laylatu'l  mi^'aj, 
The  night  of  ascent  (when  the  Muhammadans  sup- 

pose their  prophet  to  have  ascended  through  the 

seven  stages  of  heaven  into  the  presence  of  God). 

Jjj^Jkff'  lI^jjo^  ̂ 1;**  mi^dji  hazrat  ̂ sa'.  The ascension  of  the  Lord  Jesus. 

aJ\jm  mi^dr,  A  scabby  palm  bearing  bad  dates. 
A  mi^ds,  The  new  moon. 

A  vii'^-dz,  An  unfeathered  arrow,  thin 
at  each  end,  and  thick  in  the  middle.  The  argu- 

ment of  a  discoui'se. 

A  L-^^-**  ma^ib,  A  fine  Arabian  horse.  3Iu^ 

rah,  Declined.  (_;^^\  al  viu^-ah,  (in  gram.)  A 
triptote.  ilf?/^r2&,  Indicative.  (A  horse)  descended 
from  a  noble  Arabian  breed,  without  any  mixture. 

One  possessed  of  such  horses.  No  one  (at  home). 

A  L-jJ**  rmi^rrab,  Made  Arabic  or  Arabian. 
The  form  which  a  foreign  word  assumes,  or  in 

which  it  appears,  when  adopted  into  Arabic. 

ASijx.'tmii^rbid,  A  drunken  man  who  hurts  his 
pot-companion.  Bad-tempered  and  quarrelsome. 

A  'ijM  mu^'ut,  A  reddish  colour.  3£a^rat,  A 
place  destitute  of  herbage. 

A  'ijxjc  ma^rrat,  A  crime,  fault,  trespass.  A 
mulct,  an  expiation  for  the  shedding  of  blood.  Per- 

fidy, treachery.  Name  of  a  star  beside  the  milky- 

way.  A  fight  betwixt  armies  without  the  permis- 
sion of  the  commander.  The  change  of  colour  in 

(he  face  of  an  angry  man.  3Ia^rrat,  (or  8j-«/c 

(jli»3tj>M  ma^rrotu'n  nv^dti)  A  city  in  Syria. 

A  ̂ ^jM  mu^rtan,  (Leather)  dressed  with  the 
plant  ^rtan, 

A^jx/e  ma^aj,  (v.n.  of  ̂ rj^)  Climbing  (a  lad- 
der). Becoming  high.  3Iu^aj  or  mi^-aj,  A  lad- 

der, step,  staircase  (place  or  means  of  ascent). 

A  ̂ j3w>  mu^rraj,  Curvilineally  striped  (vest). 

A  l^j^jM  mi^ns,  A  clever  and  judicious  driver 
(of  cattle),  driving  them  when  they  are  brisk  and 

lively,  and  halting  when  they  are  tired.  3Iu^-as 

or  mii^rras,  Any  place  to  which  travellers  I'etire 
at  the  latter  part  of  the  night,  in  order  to  refresh 

and  repose  a  little  before  continuing  their  journey. 

il/M^m,  Engaged,  but  who  has  not  taken  his  wife. 

A  ̂ _^j*jo  mu^rras,  (A  house)  roofed  in  the 

manner  described  under^_j^C'  ̂ rs.  3Iu^rris,  One 
who  alio-hts  at  the  end  of  the  night.  A  traveller. 

A  seller  of  the  young  camel  ^rs. 

A  (^jM  mii^rra.'ih,  Propped,  trained  (vine). 
A  »?i?«^a/  ras,  (Flesh)  exposed  in  a  court- 

yard  to  dry;  (meat)  cut  in  bits  and  laid  on  the  em- 
bers, mixed  with  ashes,  and  badly  roasted.  A  ca- 

mel whose  back  is  subjugated,  but  whose  head  is  not. 

A  ma^az,  Occasion,  contingency,  occur- 
rence; place  of  meeting.  iJ/Z^ra^;,  Robes  for  young 

girls.  A  wrapper  containing  stuffs  oflfered  for  sale. 

3Iu^iz,  One  who  makes  broad,  clear,  apparent, 
or  conspicuous.  One  who  borrows  from  everybody 

that  comes  in  his  way  :  or  who  turns  a  deaf  ear  to 

all  who  would  dissuade  him  from  borrowing.  One 

who  borrows  fearlessly  from  all  and  everybody 

without  paying  again.  Fearless  in  doing  any  thing. 
Averse,  abhorring,  turning  away.  ^ 

A  \>Oj3>jc  mu^izan,  From  every  quarter.  \>OjXKt  lla 
Ci/..xZt  d^^-tf  tat  mii^izan  haym  shuta,  Tread 
wherever  you  will  (all  is  in  your  power). 

A  mu^rraz,  (Sheep)  impressed  with  the 

mark  {^^f'  ̂ rdz,  (Meat)  insufficiently  dressed. 
A  quadruped.  A  broad  brand  on  the  buttocks  of 

a  quadruped.    3Iu^rriz,  A  circumciser  of  boys. 

A  's.->Oj.}tA  mit^izat,  Grassy  land  where  cattle may  find  pasturage. 

A  I  ijjfX)  ma^af,  (pi.  ̂   fjL**  ma^rif)  The 
face,  and  other  parts  (of  a  woman)  which  are  dis- 

played (as  the  hands). 

A  i  s^_3w  mu^rraf.  Made  known.  Marked, 
notified,  rendered  definite.  A  place  on  Mount  Ara- 

fat where  they  peiform  certain  religious  ceremo- 

nies. 3Iu^rrif,  Who  or  what  makes  known,  dis- 
tinguishes, or  gives  notice.  One  who  introduces; 

a  chambei'lain,  master  of  the  ceremonies. 

A  'ksjx<  ma^rr7/a^,That  place  of  the  neck  whence 
the  mane  grows.    A  cock's  comb.  Ma^'ifat,  (v. 

n.  of  I  ijS-)  Knowing.  Knowledge,  acquaintance. 
Science,  learning.  Art,  skill,  craft.  Whatever 

conduces  to  ease  of  mind  in  one  protected  with  re- 

ference to  his  pi'otector.  Account,  cause,  reason, 

means,  by,  by  means  of,  through.  To  the  care  of ; 

in  charge  of.  CL^j»<  i^i>\  ahlima^-ifaf,  Learned, 
accomplished,  intelligent,  v  CL>>>jM ji  pur  ma^i- 

fat.  Full  of  knowledge  or  skill.  j\  Cl*^^*^'  ha  ma^ 
rifati  m,  With  his  knowledge,  by  hismeans,through 

him.  A  aijx^l  al  ma^ifat,  (or  d^ijx.<  '~-^j>-  harfi 

ma^'ifat)  The  definite  article      al,  The. 

ma^-ifatan,  Definitively,  expressly. 

A  i^^j^  ma^'ifatl,  Knowledge,  acquaintance. 
A  ma^ak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3^^)  Gnawing  or 

picking  (a  bone).  3Iti^ak,  (Wine)  dashed  with 
a  little  wafer.  High-bred  (sire).  Possessed  of  the 
remains  of  any  quality  or  disposition  (good  or  bad). 

A  ̂ jj'^  mu^rrak,  Lean,  having  little  flesh  on the  bones.  (Wine)  somewhat  diluted.  Jif^ 

mn^rraku  7  hhaddayn.  Meagre-jawed. 
A  i^ijfK  viu^rkab.  Houghed  (quadruped). 

A  'sJjXM  mu^ihat,  (or  aJ^*e  mu^rrikat)  Name 
of  a  road  into  Syria, formerly  travelled  by  Kuraysh. 

A  ma^ak,  (iSl^Jw  ma^'akat,  or  ma^-u- 



hat,i^\^  i^^ytio  ma^akasi  jihad,  (Pj|jj^  ISs^ 

ma^ahasi  harzar')  A  field  of  battle.  An  amphi- 
theatre for  gladiators  or  prize-fighters.  Mu^nk, 

A  menstruous  woman. 

A  '&^i^jx<  mi^^ahat,  A  menstruous  cloth. 
Fj^  d^jM  ma^-aka-gir,  A  rope-dancer. 
A  (^AjXjc  mu^rmiz,  (Water)  covered  with  the 

green  substance  ̂ jaic^S-  ̂ rmaz  or  i^^X/Cji-  ̂ rmaz. 
A  (^j**  mv^rran,  (A  spear)  whose  head  is  well 

fastened  with  a  nail  or  stud. 

A  iaa^jM  mu^-apjit,  The  privities  of  a  woman. 

A  ̂j*^  ma^'um,  Seized  with  an  ague.  Longing 
for  any  thing  that  one  has  disposed  of. 

Ajj jM  ma^ur,  Contaminated.  (A  camel) trou- 

bled with  the  ulcers  called  jff'  ̂ wrr.  Struck  by  the 
cold.  One  who  has  received  something  which  will 
not  remain  with  him. 

A  ma^'urat,  (Cattle)  whose  milk  is  af- 
fected by  malignant  eyes.  Impregnated  (she-camel). 

A  i^j^j^tc  mii^'awrak,  Intermixed  (sands). 
Close  and  compactly-built  (man). 

A  j^sfo  ma^ush,  Shaded  by  a  tree,  or  by  any 
thing  similar.  (A  vine)  propped  by  wooden  work. 

Covered(well).Large-sided(camel).(Abitof  wood) 

continuinglighted.  Ol^j^^ma^- 

rushat  wa  ghayr  ma^'ushat,  (Gardens)  made  by 
art  and  by  nature.  Mu^rwash,  Seated  in  the  shade 
of  a  tree,  or  any  thing  similar. 

A  ̂ jij jjvo  ma^^uz,  Offered,  presented,  exposed. 
Related.  Laid  crosswise,  transverse.  (A  camel) 
branded  with  a  mark  crosswise.  An  exposition, 

explanation,  representation,  petition,  exhibition, 

p  L^J J*^  ma^'uz  dashtan,  To  represent. 
A  ma^'uf,  Known,  celebrated,  famous, 

notorious.  Lawful,  proper,  suitable.  Ulcerated  in 

the  palm  of  the  hand.  Kindness,  good-will,  cour- 

tesy, favour,  benefit.  Obedience  to  God.  The  ac- 

tive voice  of  a  verb.  The  letters  ̂   mam  and  {jya 

are  said  to  be  ma^uf  when  the  former  has  the 

sound  of  "u"  in  " rude,"  asjjj  «wr,  Light;  and 
the  latter  that  of  "i"  in  "police,"  asjO  riir,  A 
yoke.  Name  of  Ibn  Muskan,  builder  of  the  Kaaba. 

tfj^i  hi  'Zjna^Kw/",  Justly,uprightly,courteously. 
A  mfl^j  w/a^.  Land  which  yields  in  abun- 

dance the  plant 

A  ̂ jj.3i<  ma^-uk,  Somewhat  diluted  (wine). 

j«\ia*J\  Jjj**  ma^-uhu'l  ̂ ■2aTO,Lean,  having  little flesh  on  the  bones. 

wa^'uh,  (Water)  thronged  by  people. 

a's^jjxio  ma^ukat,  (Land)  trodden  and  bare. 
A  (jjj**  ma^un,  (A  leathern  bottle  or  bag) 

tanned  or  prepared  with  ^rnat.  Hurt  in  the 

nose  by  the  wood  fj]j^  ̂ran. 

A  J^jt*  ma^a',  (pi.  ijj^tuo  ma^ri)  The  part 
(of  a  girl)  exposed  to  view,  as  the  face,  hand,  or 

foot.  A  bare  place,  producing  nothing.  Mu^a, 

(A  palm-tree)  given  up  to  common  use. 
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A  tnu^rra',  Naked,  stripped,  bare,  de- 
nuded, bald.  Deprived  of,  exempted,  pure,  free 

from.  Ungoverned  (noun),  in  the  nominative  case. 

(A  poem)  destitute  of  (J-jp  tarfll,  'i)\h\  izalat,  and 
isbagh.  (Female  privities)  furnished  with  a 

fleshy  excrescence. 

Aj*<  ma^,  (v.  n.  ofjiw)  Separating  (sheep  from 

goats).  (pl.jjv*«  ma^z)  A  goat.  (pi.  ofJS-l*  rna- 
^z)  Goats,  (pi.  ofjiM^  am^z  and  Ajtvo  ma^as^ 

Hard  (grounds).  Ma^  or  ma^z,  The  goat-spe- 
cies. AfiJ^^,  Hard,  stony  places,  ilfa^a^:,  (v.  n.  of 

J»«)  Being  rich  in  goats.  Hardness  (of  soil). 

Ajjwi  mu^zz,  One  who  honours  or  worships. 
A  A^3tK>  ma^ds,  (fem.  of  am^z)  (Ground) 

of  a  hard  consistence.  Mi^df,  The  goat-species. 

A  '-^^y^  mi^ab,  One  who  goes  with  his  cattle 
to  pasture  at  a  gi-eat  distance  from  other  men. 

A  'i>\j3tit>  mi^dhat,  A  man  who  goes  with  his  cat- 
tle to  pasture  at  a  great  distance  from  other  men.  A 

man  long  unmarried,  an  old  bachelor.  An  old  maid. 

Aj\jM  mi^dz,  Very  ill,  dangerously  sick. 

A  J^**  mi^dl,  (pi.  jj.>jl»<i  ma^z'il)  One  who separates  himself  from  others,  either  to  pasture  cat- 
tle, to  avoid  misfortunes  or  any  thing  disagreeable. 

One  who,  from  niggardly  motives,  refuses  to  mix 

with  gamblers.  Weak,  foolish.  Unarmed,spearless. 

A  ̂ J'^  mu^ih,  One  who  has  camels  feeding 
far  off.   One  in  search  of  distant  pasture. 

A  ̂ jxK  mu^zzab,  (A  flock)  led  far  from  home. Driven  or  conducted  far  from  home. 

A  &ijx/c  mi^ahat,  A  handmaid.  A  wife. 

A  'i->jxA  mu^zzibat,  A  wife. 
Ajjjw  muf^zzaz,  Corroborated,  strengthened. 

Honoured,  dignified,  magnified,  revered,  glorious, 

honourable,  venerable,  magnificent. 

A  mi^af,  (or  'isjxic  mi^afat)  (pi.  u-SjU/o 
■wia^a^?/')  A  musical(especially  stringed)instrument. 

A  jjj**  mi-^ah,  (and  'i'ijxfomi^akaf)  (pi.  ̂ jj^ 
ma^zik)  A  fan,  winnowing  machine.  An  imple- 

ment with  which  the  ground  is  turned  up,  where 

the  plough  cannot  be  used. 

A  ma^il,  (pi.  Jj^jw  ma^zil)  A  place  of 
j'etirement  or  of  separation.  (Jj**  ma^ilin, 

Alone,  apart,  separated,  at  a  distance, 

A  j^jjt/c  ma^am  or  ma^lm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^')  Un- 
dertaking, applying  the  mind. 

A  j«J»s>  mu^zzim,  Enchanter,  exorcist,  charmer. 

A  2Jjj«^  ma^uzat,  Hai-d  (ground).  (Land) 

wet  with  rain,  ''^jjj^  ̂ f^^  alkavih  ma^iizat,(\n 
Morocco)  A  kind  of  wheat. 

A  iisjjsw  ma^nkat,  (Ground)  turned  up  by  the 
agricultural  implement  Jjj**  mi^ak. 

A  Jjjsw  ma^ul,  Displaced,  deposed,  removed, 
dismissed,  turned  out,  deprived  of  dignity,  degrad- 

ed, cashiered,  set  apart,  p  j^iiji^jjjjw  ma^ul  liar- dan,  To  displace,  turn  out,  dismiss  from  office. 

A^j)J*«  ma^ulan,  Without  employment. 

yt  ̂j^ittma^uU,  Abdication.  Deposition,  dis- 
missal. Pj^Jii  ma^uli-daftar.  An  oflice  for 

the  examination  and  adjustment  of  dismissed  offi- 
cers' accounts. 

Aj«jJjwma^2:MTO,Resolved  on,purposed,intended. 

A^^J)tA  mu^zhal.  Well-fed.  Turned  loose  to pasture  without  a  keeper. 

A  J^*/c  mi^a',  The  goat-species.  A  herd  of  goats. 
A  mu^zzi,  A  comforter,  condoler. 

ma^ty  ilayhi,  Alluded  to.  Mi^ 
ziy.  Avaricious. 

A  (jmjw  ma^,  (v.  n.  of  (j«»«)  (A  currier)  rub- 
bing violently  (leather).  Lying  with.  Despising. 

Piercing  with  a  spear.  (The  camel  has  no)  milk. 

A  ma^ss,  Any  thing  sought  or  asked 
after.    A  place  where  any  thing  is  sought. 

A  >Lmjwi  mi^df,  Marriageable  (girl). 

A  sL-jw  ma^dt,  Worthy,  suited,  fitted. 

A  mi^dj,  (A  camel)  stretching  out  the neck  when  travelling. 

A  mi^ar,  A  rigid  exactor  of  debt.  Mu^ 
sir,  Poor,  needy. 

A  ij^Xicma^arat ovma^ur at,  T)'i&cvXiy .  3fu^ 
sirat,  A  travailing  woman  in  hard  labour. 

A  muf^stal.  Incoherent  (speech). 

A  u-i— jwi  mi^af,  Oppressive,  iniquitous.  Er- 
ring, out  of  the  way. 

A jC^^M  mu^skar,  Encamped  (army).  A  place 

of  encampment,  a  camp,  llu^skir.  One  who  en- 
camps or  exercises  troops.  An  officer  who  marks 

out  camps.    A  commander. 

A  ̂JJlaw  mu^ssal,  (Ginger)  preserved,  com- 
pounded, or  mixed  up  with  honey  {^y*^  ̂ sal). 

A  'i^M^ttK  ma^alat,  A  hive  of  bees,  bees'-nest. 
A  laL*jvo  mu^slat.  Mixed.  Incoherent. 

A  ma^itn,  A  place  or  state  of  desire. 

Aj^mm  ma^ur.  Difficult.    A  difficulty. 
A  C^\j^^^^f>jcma^urdt ,  Difficulties,  misfortunes. 

A  J^-«*j«/«  ma^ai,  Dressed  with  honey,  honied. 

A  ̂ j^**^  ma^un,  (in  Morocco)  An  intoxicating 
drink  made  of  iZ^xL:-  hashlshat,  honey,  and  spices. 

A  Wu-jw  mu^iyat,  A  camel  concerning  which 
there  is  a  doubt  if  she  have  milk  or  not. 

A  ma^h,  The  act  of  rubbing  geiitly. 

A  (jS^Jwi  ma^shsh,  A  request,  demand,  petition. 
Intention,  wish,  desire. 

A  (_jli*/o  mi^hdb,  (pl.L-AA/2il*«)Grassy(land). 

AjLi^  mi^hdr,  The  tenth  part,  tithe.  (A  ca- 

mel) yielding  an  abundance  of  milk. 
A  i_A.i^  mv9shib,  (A  field)  luxuriant  in  grass. 

A&-i.jt*ma^as/<s/<ai,Rough,rugged,hard  ground. 

AjZmo  ma^har,  (pl.jji»\*«  ma^shir)  A  com- 
pany, troop.  Asociety,  or  body  of  men.  The  wife, 

children,  or  family  of  a  man.    Men  and  genies. 

A j.')—^  mu^shshar,  A  decagon.  j^/jL-JCo^^^-^jvo 

mu^shshar  rnutasdwi  'I  azld^  An  equilate- 
ral decagon.  Onewhose  camels  have  brought  forth, 



or  are  near  it,  or  are  in  the  state  calledjLi^  ̂ shar. 

A jL*jti y^^fuo  ma^hara  ma^hara,  By,  or  in  tens. 

A  i^JuJLfitc  7)111  ̂ shshash,  Nestled.  A  nest  in  a 

tree.  A  place  forbirds''nests((ji>5'^2<s/ii''A  or^shsh). 
A  L_Ai*«  viu^hif,  One  before  whom  is  placed 

food  of  which  he  has  never  partaken,  and  of  which 
he  does  not  eat.  A  camel  fresh  from  pasture,  that 

has  not  yet  tasted  hay,  date-stones,  or  barley. 

A  Jj-i^***  ma^hah,  Love. 

A  i^^LxiC  ma^hush,  Diminished,  small. 

A  Jj^-i^ma^sAw/f, Loved,  beloved.  A  beloved  ob- 

ject, p  JiiXi)  ̂ yLfuoma^huki  tang-dil,  (or  Jii..^Ji**» 
sang-dil)  A  hard-hearted  mistress.    The  world. 

A  ftJjiLjw  ma^liukat,  A  mistress. 

^  ̂^yLM  ma^huhi,  A  being  loved.  The  state 
or  condition  of  a  beloved  object.  Loveliness. 

A  's^J^KK  ma^huhiyat,  Loveliness. 
A  ;_>s3v«  ma^s,  (v.  n.  of  (^jw)  Having  a  dis- 

tortion in  the  foot  or  hand.  Lim  ping,  halting.  Be- 

ing put  out  (the  finger).  A  twist  in  the  tendon  of 

the  foot.  A  cramp  in  the  foot  or  tendon  of  the  leg, 

or  bodily  inconvenience  from  over-walking.  White 
and  noble  (camels). 

AjUojw)  mi^ar,  An  instrument  for  crushing  or 
squeezing,  a  press. 

A  (Jlrf^Ljw  mi^al,  A  hooked  pole,  with  which  they 
pull  down  branches.  A  curved  club  or  bandy. 

A  ̂ ^*ajw  mu^ssah,  Lank  in  the  belly  from  hun- 
ger. Reduced  to  poverty  byan  unfavourable  season. 

iJ/w^flssiJ,  One  who  binds  his  head  with  a  fillet.  One 
who  ties  a  girdle  about  himself  when  pinched  with 

hunger.  Poor,  indigent.  One  whose  camels  have 

perished  from  famine.  A  lord,  a  master. 

Ajwasw  ma^ar,  asj^oiA^  ̂ ji^ hanmu'l  ma^ar, One  who  shews  liberality  when  asked.  Mi^ar, 

(j)\.j>o\m>  ma^sir)  An  instrument  with  which  any 

thing  is  pressed,  a  press.  Mu^ir,  (pl.j^Uvo  via- 

^sir  and^jyol»«  ma^fir')  Marriageable  (girl). 
Aj*a.fsA  mu^ssar,  An  asylum,  refuge. 

A  O^^otsw  mu^irat,  Clouds  pressed  or  pour- 
ing down  rain. 

A  ij^oM  ma^arat,  A  place  where  things  are 

pressed.  Mi^arat,  A  press  (for  grapes  or  olives). 

A  i_fl-ii«*  7nu^if,  Violent  (wind).  (A  place) 
fruitful  in  corn  and  full  of  straw. 

A  sJuxxjc  mu^rfat,  Violent  (wind). 

A  juoMmv^sfar,  Dyed  with  saffron. 

A  mi^al,  Severe  upon  a  debtor. 

A  ̂ y^AM  mM^ssil,  An  arrow  which  is  distorted, 
or  swerves  in  its  flight.  Any  missile  which  deflects. 

A  ̂ *aM  mi^am,  The  wrist,  the  bracelet-place. 
AU-.>_j<flL*<i?7icf^SM&,  Tied.  Very  hungry.  Nerv- 

ous, brawny,  firm.     (A  ram)  castrated  by  com- 
pression. One  whose  body  is  elegantly  shaped,  in 

just  symmetry.  An  elegant  sword.  In  poetry  when 

mnfa^latun  is  made  i^\.iS-\JumnJ'a^hin. 

A  'hyOM  ma^ubat,  Elegantly-formed  (girl). 
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AjyoxA  ma^sur,  Pressed  out,  squeezed. 

A  ̂ yojtjo  ma^um,  Defended,  preserved.  Inno- 
cent.   An  infant,  a  little  boy.    A  proper  name. 

A  ̂ ^yOLKo  ma^smni,  Innocence.  Chastity. 

A  'il/oyajt/o  7na^umtt/at,  Innocence.  Infancy. 
A &xoL*/c 7na.^iyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^aS-)  Rebelling,  dis- 

obeying. Disobedience,  rebellion,  defection.  Sin. 

A  ,J.JU3t>w  Tni^tl,  A  curved  club,  bandy,  shinty. 

A  i^^M  Tna^  or  ma^z,  (v.  n.  of  (.^sw)  Being 

angry,  vexed,  sick  at  heart.  Being  difficult,  trouble- 

some (business).  Ma^z,  Angry,vexed,  sick  at  heart. 

A  (^jAM  ma^zz,  A  place  where  any  thing  may 
be  seized  or  held.  ̂ jaxfCj^ii]  ]^  l5  ̂  

fi  haza'l  amri  ma^zz,  There  is  nothing  in  this  af- 
fairon  which  I  can  lay  hold  orget  a  bite;  i.  e.  I  have 

no  opportunity  of  understanding  it.  BIu^zz,  Who 
has  camels  pasturing  on  ^zz. 

A  iiLa«^e  m  i^acl,  An  armlet  or  ornament  for  the 
upper  arm.  A  strap,  or  any  thing  similar,  with 

which  one  is  struck  on  the  upper  part  of  the  arm. 

An  implement  like  a  sword  for  cutting  trees,  a  bill. 

A  huge  knife  wherewith  a  butcher  severs  bones. 

A  Sjom  Tni^ad,  An  ornament  for  the  upper  arm, 
i.  e.  between  the  shoulder  and  elbow,  an  armlet.  A 

sword-like  implement  used  in  felling  trees,  a  bill. 

A  liwODW  7nu^zzad,  A  garment  whose  sleeves 

are  ornamented  with  figures  or  borders.  Mu^z- 
zid,  Dates  ripening  on  one  side. 

A  j'lXojj/c  mi^adat,  A  scrip  woi'n  at  the  side. 
A  (_ji<kojvo  mu^izzaz,  (An  ass)  bitten  by  others. 

A  mii^al,  Difficult,  obscure,  hard  to  un- 
derstand. Mv^il,  Deep,  designing,  malicious  (fel- 

low). Strong,  muscular,  powerfully-built  (man). 

3Iu^il,  (or  ̂y.>£tj(j6  7nii^zzil)  (A  woman)  who  has 
a  painful  birth.  (A  hen)  which  lays  with  difficulty. 

A  ,J.rfasv«  mu^zzil,  Narrow,  confined  (house). 
(A  country)  too  strait  for  its  inhabitants. 

A  CL^'^'.jajt^  7nu^ilat,  Difficulties,  troubles;  ar- 
duous affairs,  intricacies,  perplexing  questions. 

A  L—J^^aJMi  7na^ub,  Weak,  unable  to  move. 

A  tij^dO**  ma^ud,  (A  tree)  felled  with  the  instru- 
ment d\^aj<jo.   Pained  in  the  upper  part  of  the  arm. 

A  {^y£i^  7na^uz,  Bitten,  seized  by  the  teeth. 

A  'L^^j£ijtj<i  7nn^ihat,  (Land)  fruitful  in  sLaP. 
A  lajvo  7na^,  (v.  n.  ofluwi)  Extending.  Draw- 

ing(asword).  Lyingwith.  Bringing  forth  (a  wo- 
man). Plucking  hair.  Breaking  wind.  Putting 

off  (payment  of  a  debt).  Being  without  hair  (the 

body).  Mu^,  (pi.  of  la»c\  am^tl)  Bald  wolves, 
hairless  from  disease.  Barren ;  barren  (sands). 

(Robbers)  resembling  wolves.  Ma^t,(Y.n.  oflaaw) 

Being  bare,  bald,  without  pile.  Losing  his  coat  (a 

wolf).  Beingimpure,  wicked, flagitious.  Smooth- 
ness of  body,  without  hairs,  Ma^t,  Bald  (wolf). 

A  -^'lla.jvo  ma^uf,  (fem.  of         a?ra^a<)  Bare 
(country),  destitute  of  vegetation.  Bald  (woman). 

Nastiness.   Secret  parts.  Grief,  melancholy.  Ml^ 
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tas,  (pi.  ma^ti  and  (|j^U/e  ma^t'iy)  A  li- beral giver  (an  instrument  of  liberality). 

Ajlla*«  vii^dr,  (A  man  or  woman)  highly  per- 
fumed.  Strong  and  handsome  (she-camel). 

A  'ij\)aitA7}i!^di'at,  Perfumed, scented  (woman). 
High-bred  and  excellent  (she-camel). 

A  (__yj\lajwi  mi^dsh,  An  owner  of  thirsty  camels. 

A  Jllajt-o  mi^dl,  (A  woman)  without  necklace 
or  other  ornaments,  seldom  wearing  any. 

A  ■_         ma^ab,  (pi.  ma^tib)  A  dan- 
gerous place.  Peril,  danger,  Frugal,  eco- 

nomical, parsimonious  in  household  expenses. 

A  'ilajw! ^\abumu^at,(F&iher  baldness)  A  wolf. 
A         7)iu^lr,  Strong,  handsome  (she-camel). 

A  J^xia  7nu^itta7-,  Perfumed,  scented,  fragrant, 

pjlwj ̂jlajw  ;/H<^aiter-sa^,  Perfuming.  Aperfumer. 

A  ij^f^  mv^irat,  Excellent  (she-camel). 

A  iJ^AM  mu^ttarat,  Very  handsome  (she-ca- 
mel). Perfumed,  scented  (woman). 

A  (j*»la«/c  7na^as  or  7na^is,  (pi.  (^wlal**  ?nc/^a- 
tis)  The  nose  (the  sneezing-part). 

A  mu^itas,  One  whose  nose  has  been 
rubbed  in  the  dirt.  Made  to  sneeze,  llu^ttis, 
Sternutative  (medicine)  ;  a  sternutatory. 

A  ̂jiilax*  7na^ash,  (pi.  ̂jllsUw  ma^tisK)  The 
stated  time  when  camels  become  thirsty. 

A  ̂jilojvo  m?<^ai!tos/i.  Imprisoned,  incarcerated. 
A  i^i^l^fuc  ma^ashaf,  (pi.  (^Jaljw  Tna^tisK) 

Dry  ground,  destitute  of  water;  a  thirsty  land. 

Ai_ala*<i»M^i'/7/',A  loose  upper  garment  wrapped 

round  the  body,  A  sword,  u_alaj4\  sa/a/w '/ 
m/^<fl/,  (  A  horse)  obedient  to  the  rein  and  goi  n  g  well . 

A  (  ak^t-o  Tnu^ttaf,  Bent  much,  curved  (bow). 
Verv  favourablv  inclined. 

A  'isdoM  mu^ttafat,  (A  camel)  made  tenderly 
affected,  and  giving  milk  plentifully  when  her  colt, 

or  its  effigy  or  tulchan  (as  it  is  called  in  Scotland), 

is  brought  to  her.   Bent,  inclined  (thing). 

A  (J..la3w  ?;i2<^a<iaZ, Abandoned,deserted,unin- 
habited,  unfrequented,  neglected,  fallen  into  disuse, 

obsolete,  antiquated,  voided,  annihilated,  annulled, 

disabled,  powerless,  destitute,  empty,  useless,  vain, 

idle,  of  no  account.  Out  of  employ.  (Land)  un- 

cultivated and  without  inhabitants.  (Camels)  with- 

out a  keeper.  (A  well)  whence  no  water  is  drawn, 
the  inhabitants  being  dead  or  departed,  p  ̂ Jiuw 

^^1^^ 7nu^ttal  kardan,  To  cancel,  a  Mu^ttil,  One 
who  denies  or,  would  abolish,  the  Creator,  and  who 

regards  divine  institutions  and  ordinances  as  vain. 

p  5o  ̂J,.lajwi  7nu^ttal-gah,  A  neglected  spot. 

A  j_^k*<>  mu^ttaU,  Neglect.  Delay. 
a  ̂ V^— "  ma^in,  (pi.  martin)  A  spot 

where  camels  or  sheep  lie  round  a  watering-place. 

A  pearl-fishery. 

A  (^^iax/o  7na^ush,  Overcome  by  thirst. 
Al9_jlisw>??ia^<M^,  Overpowered,  beat,  conquered. 

A  i__j^la.jw  ma^uf,  Turned,  twisted,  distorted, 



bent,  curved.  Joined,  coupled,  connected  by  the 

copulative  particle  j  or  uJ.  In  the  sentence  j  d>>j 

jj-^  zayd  ti  ̂ mr,  Zayd  is  the  ma^uf, 

a  n  d  A  mr  theajds- 1  j  ylM^ma^uf layh  i.  p  u-? ̂ lajvo 
^i^^ma^ufkardan,To  turn  (the  reins).To  conjoin. 

A  fti_jla*^o  ma^ufat,  (A  bow)  very  much  bent. 
A  peculiar  bow  used  in  shooting  at  targets. 

A  ̂̂ jla*/«  ma^un,  (A  hide)  steeped  for  tanning; 
macerated  with  dung  and  salt  to  fetch  off  the  hair. 

Spoilt  and  rotten  (hide). 

A  ([Ja-**  mu^a,  Given,  presented.  Mu^i,  A 

giver,  bestower.  iulajw  CL^\  hal  anta  (or  ̂ \ 
antum)  mu^Vm,  Dost  thou  (or  do  you)  give  it  ? 

A  mi^'ir,  (A  man  or  woman)  highly  per- 
fumed or  scented.  Red  (she-camel)  whose  sweat 

emits  an  aroma. 

A  3a»Ja»«  mu^z^z,  (An  arrow)  swerving  and 
devious  in  its  flight. 

A  mu^il,  (A  place)  plenteous  in  trees. 

A  mu^am,  The  greater  part,  or  better 

sort  (of  any  thing).  The  mass  or  major  part.  Pri- 

mary (argument),  (i^b  Oljaswi  mu^amati  hilad, 
The  chief  cities. b) 

A  j»ia**mM^c[^2;am,Honoured,  great,  resjiectable. 
A  &«la*/e  mu^amat,  A  heavy  disaster. 

A  p^i^"^  mo^SMjn, Boned  (weaned  camel's  colt), 
i.  e.the  bone  (j*ia^  ̂zni)  in  his  mouth  broken  to  pre- 

vent him  sucking. 

A«/ojia*«ma^2M?nai,(fem.)Fond  of  a  large  penis. 

A  (jiliuMi  mu^asill,  (A  spot)  plentiful  in  trees. 

A  ̂li.«/c  mi^a;,  A  fuller's  beetle.  An  evil-doer. 

Mi^'aj,  (and  &js?**  mi^ajat)  A  statf,  club. 
A  (^lijw  mi^as,  Bad-tempered  (girl). 
A  Jjl.fljwi  mi^ak,  Frequent  in  visiting,  often 

going  to  and  fro. 

A  ̂j>j6  mi^aj,  A  fool ;  a  man  incapable  of  talk- 
ing or  acting  rationally.  A  stafi;,  club. 

A  mu^frat,  Possessed  by  an  CL>'>jSS' . 

A  ̂ Ju.s^M  ma^s,  A  joint. 

A  {^^vaifw  mu^ffas,  Dyed  black  with  gall-nuts. 
A  ̂ fljvo  ma^u,  (or  ona^ujo)  Absolved, 

pardoned,  condoned,  forgiven. 

A ma^ur,  (or  ma^urai)  Dull  (market). 

A  'jj^a*^  ma^urat,  (Ground)  eaten  bare. 
A  ̂ _^j-a>t^  TOO ^zls,  Imprisoned.  Despicable, 

contemptible,  cared  little  about.  Dressed  slovenly. 

A  ̂ ^y.SL»jc  ma^un,  Putrid,  noisome,  stinking. 

A  (_^JMi  mu^ffi,  A  companion,  one  equal  in 
every  thing,  and  independent  of  any  favour. 

A  iJjM  ma^,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Drinking  greedily, 
swilling.  Sweeping  every  thing  away  (a  torrent). 
Distance.  Depravity  of  disposition.  A  disorder 

of  the  stomach.  Sharp  wine.  (pi.  am^k) 
A  wide-extended  desert.  Ground  destitute  of  every 
plant.  Whatsoever  is  swept  away  by  a  current. 

Mu^,  Distance. 

A        mu^kk,  Pregnant  (mare);  one  in  foal. 
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A  L->Ui»«  vii^ab,  A  woman  used  to  bring  forth 
alternately  a  boy  and  a  girl.  A  part  of  a  house 
where  they  lay  dried  grapes. 

A  lilHx*  mi^ad,  A  thread  on  which  beads  are 
strung,  those  especially  hung  as  amulets  round  the 
necks  of  children  to  defend  them  from  fascination. 

p^Uu-o  mi^ar,  Plum-tree  gum. 
Ajliu*  mi^ar,  Galling  (saddle). 

A  (^j^sUbvo  mi^as,  A  sheep  with  a  crooked  horn. 
A  girl  of  the  worst  disposition. 

A  mi^ab,  A  woman's  veil  for  the  head 
or  face.  An  ear-ring.  One  who  is  appointed  suc-^ 

cessor  to  the  high  priest.  A  skilful  driver.  Mu^ 

Mb,  (One  star)  rising  immediately  after  another. 

(A  son)  succeeding  (his  father). 

A  v^jii*-*  rnu^kkab,  Turned  out  of  a  tavern  to 
make  room  for  a  superior.  3Iu^kkib,  One  who 
follows  close  at  the  heels.  A  procrastinator.  One 

who  delays,  keeps  back,  or  retards. 

A  lOlfiU*  mu^kkibat,  The  angels  of  the  night 
and  day,  who  alternately  succeed  one  another  and 

pronounce  ̂ \  ̂ j^*^  subhana'Uah,  Praise  be  to 
God!  (Camels) standing  one  behind  another  in  or- 

der to  drink  in  rotation. 

A  &5»/c  ma^khat,  (v.  n  of  ̂Jff-)  Being  stubborn, 
undutiful, disobedient  (to  parents):  undutifulness. 

A;>.ju*  ma^ad,  The  place  of  tying  a  knot.  Ma^ 

liid,  (pi.  Ss\j(jo  ma^kid)  A  place  where  a  knot  is 

tied.  A  kind  of  mantle.  i^slm  ma^idu  'I  izar, 
Near  in  rank  and  station. 

A  iM!j</c  mu^hkad,  Much  entangled  or  involved, 
intricate,  knotty.  (A  speech)  obscure,  perplexed, 
difficult  to  be  understood.  An  oath,  the  violation 

of  which  requires  expiation:  one  which  cannot  be 

violated  without  perjury.  Mv^kkid,  An  en- 
chanter, magician,  one  who  binds  by  spells. 

A jOjbo  miliar,  One  who  galls  the  back  of  his 
beast  by  over-work.  3Ii^ar  or  mti^iir,  (A  saddle) 

hurting  a  horse's  back.  Mu^dr,  Possessed  of  much 
land  or  other  possessions  (jlS^  ̂ kar). 

A  (—-J^Kjw  mn^hrab,  Crooked,  twisted.  Strong, 
compactly  built.  Invincible.  A  powerful  assistant. 

A  twisted  head  of  hair.  Mu^krib,  (A  place) 

where  many  scorpions  (l-^^Ks-  ̂ krab)  are  bred. 

A  'i^fc  ma^arat,  A  place  infested  by  scorpions. 
A  t^jaixK  mi^as,  A  crooked  arrow,  or  one  whose 

point  is  broken :  one  whose  shaft  has  been  taken 

out,  straightened,  and  replaced. 

A  (__asU*  mu^hkaf,  Crooked,  curved. 

A  Jiisw  ma^iil,  Refuge,asylum.  A  man's  name. 

A  'e^ioma^iulat,  (pi.  Ji'U«??ia^aM)  The  mulct of  atonement  for  bloodshed.  That  which  isnecessary 

to  the  expiation  of  murder.  sIHjwi  ̂ *  zamad 

min  ma^ulat,  Any  part  remaining  to  be  paid  of 
such  composition.  Mu^ialat,  Expiated  (blood). 

A  ̂ fl*/e  ma^im,  (pi.  ma^him)  A  joint  in 
horses  or  other  solid-hoofed  animals  (as  the  knee 

or  pastern).    A  knot  on  reeds  or  straw. 

A  iSjiUo  ma^ud,  Bound,  tied,  fastened,  fixed. 
Tied  in  a  knot.  Reared,  curved  (dome  or  arch). 
Struck,  concluded,  made  (bargain).  Firmness  of 

judgment.  lijsU*  ma^udti'l  feaw, Tongue- 
tied.  •^^^_aJ\  iSiijiuo  nia^iudatu'l  hiras,  Strong- 
backed  (she-camel).  ^Uj  bmaj:ma^ud,  a 
building  wherein  are  ties  or  curves,  as  doorways. 

Aj^&xra  rna^ur,  Cut,  wounded.  Hamstrung. 

A  ma^iuf,  Crooked,  bent,  bended. 

A  &5^a«wj  ma^iufat,  A  sheep  whose  foot  is  bent 
by  the  disease  i  ilHS'  ̂ ihaf. 

A  J^fl*«  ma^iul,  (v.  n.  of  JJiS')  Being  intellec- 
tual, endowed  with  reason.  Understanding,  per- 

ceiving. Reasonable,  probable,  just,  pertinent,  ap- 

posite, to  the  purpose,  approved,  acceptable.  In- 
telligible, perceptible.  Formed  in  wisdom  ;  good, 

nice,  choice.  Verse  in  which  the  fifth  foot  is  dropped. 

Bound.    Detained.    Strengthened,  fortified. 

A  0^_jH»*  ma^iuldt,  Probabilities,  words  or 
things  consistent  with  reason. 

A  ma^mliyat,  Reasonableness. 

A  j»ja**  ma^um,  Dry,  withered  (joint).  Bar- 
ren (womb).    Addle,  unprolific  (loins  of  man). 

A  &«ja*><i  ma^umat,  Barren  (womb). 

A  (jS**  mu^hki,  Hovering  round  any  thing 
from  a  height  (as  an  eagle  over  his  prey). 

ALi^Xf^Ama^i,  (v.n.  ofi^Jjw)  Rubbing  (leather). 

Rolling  (one  upon  the  ground).  Giving  a  signal 
(for  fighting  or  litigation).  Delaying,  demurring, 

procrastinating.  Being  foolish,  stupid.  Ma^k,  One 

who  delays  paying  a  debt  or  performing  a  promise. 
Quarrelsome,  squabbling.    Foolish,  stupid. 

A  uILr/o  mi^kk,  (A  horse)  requiring  the  lash  af- 
ter having  run  a  little  way.  Litigious,  quarrelsome. 

A  ̂Kxo  mi^ids,  Fat  (camels) ;  also  numerous, 
the  head  of  one  being  close  to  the  tail  of  another. 

A  liKjwi  mi^dd,  Hard  and  rough  (she-camel). 
A         ma^iid,  An  asylum,  sanctuary. 

A  fJ^JtA  ma^al,  Detention,  restraint,  durance. 
A  place  where  (a  man)  is  kept  bound.  3Ii^al,  A 
needle  ;  a  sewing  implement  used  by  shepherds. 

A  j*^*  mi^iam,  Corpulent,  but  firm  in  flesh. 
A  WkXjw  tnn^kkanat,  (A  girl)  wrinkled  in  the 

belly  from  fat  (from  siS^  ̂ hnat,  A  wrinkle). 

A  ma^iud,  Fixed,  assiduous,  constant, 
persevering.  Possible.  Detained,  arrested,  impri- 

soned. Unfailing  (food). 

A  ma^ius,  Inverted,  reversed,  turned 

upside  down,  preposterous.  Poor. 

A  ̂ji_j5ow  ma^ush,  Collected. A  (__ij^=**/«ma^/iM/,Detained,confined,stopped, 
embargoed.  Combed,  dressed,  plaited  (hair). 

ma^uk,  Shut  up,  confined  (camel). 
A  ̂l^jSovo  nia^tukdf  or  mu^iukds,  Grief,  sorrow, 

evil.    Tumult,  row.    Raised,  flying  dust. 

A  ftSjS^  mu^iuhat,  Abundance  (of  wealth).  A 
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great  number  (of  camels). 

A  ma^dan,  Turned  away,  diverted. 

A  ma^a',  Many  (camels). 
A  (Jjw  ma^,  (v.  n.  of  J^wi)  Seizing,  carrying 

off,  abstracting.  Drawing  out  quickly  a  camel's 
colt  from  the  matrix.  Diverting  (one  from  a  de- 

sign). Hastening  (business).  Corrupting,  break- 

ing oflP.  Spoiling.  Defaming,  disparaging.  Split- 
ting (a  beam).  Falling  foul  on.  Gelding  (an  ass). 

Making  haste,  going  fast.  Ma^l,  Swift,  quick. 

A  (J.x/«  mu^ll,  Sick,  ailing,  infirm. 

A  ̂X»M>  viu^Ua',  Exalted,  elevated,  sublime. 
A  S^U/«  ma^at,  (pi.  ma^lT)  The  attain- 

ment of  nobility  and  dignity.  A  cemetery  at  Mecca. 

A  niiflak,  (pi.  ma^Uk)  A  drop, 
pendent,  ear-ring.  That  to  or  by  which  such  things 
are  suspended,  as  a  hook.  The  ear  of  a  bucket.  The 

tongue.    3Ii^ah,  (or  ji  zu  mi^ak,  Vehe- 
ment in  language,  hot  in  disputation. 

A  mu^llah,  (A  camel)  marked  along  the 
neck.  3Iu9aUib,A  maker  of  boxes,  milk-pails,  &c. 

A  'iAx<mu^ibat,  (or  XjAjw)  Nasty  (she-camel). 
A  i^jAx/o  mu^llas,  Experienced,  tried  (man). 

A  &-J._>t/«  mu^llasat,  (A  she-camel)  which  in 
temper  and  motion  resembles  the  male. 

A  la>J^  mu^lsat,  Incoherent,  rambling  (talk). 

A  laJk*«  ma^at,  The  part  of  (a  camel's)  neck which  is  branded  with  a  mark  crosswise. 

A  laJjco  mu^Uat,  Robust,  strong,  hardy.  Im- 
pure, wicked.  Extremely  subtle. 

A  (  aJui*  ma^qf,  A  place  where  food  is  given 
to  cattle,  a  crib,  manger,  cratch,  stable,  stall,  boose. 

Certain  stars  disposed  in  a  circular  and  scattered 

form.  Mi^af,  A  sack  with  provender  hung  round 
the  neck  of  a  horse,  a  nose-bag. 

A  I  oIm  mu^llaf,  Fatted,  crammed,  stall-fed. 

A  ̂3-i*/«  ma^ali,  (pi.  ma^lik)  A  small 
crocodile.  Mif^lak,  A  small  milk-pail. 

A  ̂_^)>x/«  mu^llak,  Suspended,  hung  up,  pendu- 
lous, hanging,  dangling.  That  by  which  (a  bow) 

is  suspended.  A  road.  A  beam  to  which  the  pul- 
ley of  a  well  is  fastened.  The  pulley  of  a  well.  The 

bucket-rone.  A  large  bucket.  Love,  attachment. 

A  OlH-Uro  mu^llakat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^mu^llak), 
and  particularly  applied  to  denote  the  sevtn famous 

Arabic  poems  hung  up  in  the  temple  of  Mecca. 

A  Jiiiix*  ma^uhat,  An  expiatory  fine  for  man- 
slaughter. &ai*/«  ji  zu  ma^akatin,  One  who  hangs 

upon  every  body  be  meets. 

A  XaJjt^  mu^llahat,  A  woman  not  having  a 
husband,  nor  courted  to  bea  wife;  hanging  on  hand. 

p  Jj^-*^  mn^llak-zan,  A  dancer,  tumbler. 
An  infamous  fellow,  sodomite.  Quick  at  prayers. 

A  (j«,^!!L*j«  mu^lkis,  Thick,  bushy,  and  jetty 
(hair).  Accumulated  (sand).  (Dry  grass)  thickly 
collected  together.  Irresolute. 

A  j^jw  vm^lkam,  A  strong  camel. 
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A  JJ**  mu^llal,  Endued  with  a  cause.  Mu- 
^llil,  One  who  drinks  or  who  plucks  fruit  again 
and  again.  Who  soothes  and  quiets  (a  child).  One 

who  by  excuses  puts  off  the  tax-gatherer.  The 

sixth  of  the  winter-days  calledj^^^^  al  ̂ juz. 

A  ̂JLkic  ma^am,  A  sign,  mark,  milestone,  di- 
rection-post. A  law,  precept.  Suspicion,  conjec- 

ture. A  place  where  any  thing  is  supposed  to  be. 

That  whereby  a  thing  is  proved  or  demonstrated. 

A  straight  or  even  place.  A  flat  country,  in  which 

nothing  but  way-marks  are  to  be  seen.  Mu^am, 

Distinguished  by  a  particular  mark  or  badge.  Mu^ 

Urn,  One  who  distinguishes  garments  by  a  particu- 
lar mark.  Conspicuous  for  intrepidity  in  battle. 

A  mu^llam,  Taught,  instructed,  trained, 
disciplined  (as  a  man,  horse,  hound,  or  falcon). 

Marked ;  striped  or  spotted.  Mu^.lUm,^A.  school- 

master, preceptor, professor, tutor.  (Jj^  j^^jw  mu^l- 
limi  awwaZ,  The  first  master;  (amongst the  learned) 

Aristotle ;  (in  vulgar  cant)  The  devil.  j  ̂Jjw 

mu^llim  u  mnta^llim,  Teacher  and  scholar. 
A  iL^vJw  mu^llamat,  (feni.  of  ̂ J-jw  mu^llarn) 

Taught.  A  hunting-dog.  31u^llimat,  A  school, 

p  a>^lj-        mu^llim-hhana,  A  school. 
A  mu^llimiyat,  Instruction. 

A  ̂Lwi  mu^in,  A  revealer,  divulger,  publisher. 

A  ̂ ^r^  mu^anjim,  Heaped  up  (sand). 
A  i!l<3>iljw  mu^andat,  Remedy,  help,  escape. 

Ki^Si^^^mu^andad  or  mu^andid,V\i^i,esca^e. 

3Iu^andid,  Way,  means,  access.  A  country  with- 
out pasture  or  water. 

A  ̂j*i3jw  mu^ankis,  Thick,  bushy  (hair).  Jet- 
black  (hair).  Heaped  together  (sand).  Thickly 

collected  together  (dry  stuff).  Irresolute. 

mu^ankik,  Thick,  bushy  (hair). 

A  ma^ub,  Open,  clear,  trodden,  beaten 
(road).  (A  sword)  around  whose  haft  the  sinew 

of  a  camel's  neck  has  been  firmly  whipped. 
A  >l>-jJjvo  ma^ujaf,  (or  ̂^j*- ̂ix^a  ma^uja^  (pi. 

of  ̂ S-  ̂IJ)  Those  who  go  over  from  barbarians  to the  Arabians.  Religious  proselytes.  Wild  asses. 

Stewards,  bailiffs. 

A  l>i[Jjwi  mu^awwat,  The  place  on  a  (camel's) neck  which  is  branded  crosswise. 

A  (  5jU«  via^uf,  Fed,  fatted.  Stall-fed. 
A  ̂jjJi«/c  ma^uk,  Hung,  suspended.  One  at 

whose  throat  a  leech  is  sticking,  leeched.  Mu^uk, 
That  to  which,or  from  which,any  thing  is  suspended. 

A  J^Lt/«  ma^ul,  Caused,  produced.  Appeased, 
soothed.  Distempered,  indisposed.  Weakened, 

diluted  (wine).  Partaken  of,  partly  eaten  (food). 

A  j6ji*«  ma^um,  Known,  distinguished.  Cele- 
brated, famous,  remarkable,  notorious,  signalized. 

Clear,  evident,  certain,  obvious,  apparent.  The  ac- 

tive voice  of  a  verb.  Money,  stamped  coin,  p  j4ji*< 

f^dS^  ma^um  sJmdan,  To  be  known,  evident,  con- 

spicuous. {2)^^        ma^um  kardan,  To  certify, 

mark,  signify,  or  give  information,  make  known. 
To  know,  discover. 

A  CUi^i«(«  ma^ZMTOaf,(pl.fem.of  ̂ ^jnema^urri) 
Things  known,  sciences.  Olejlx!t\  al  ayya- 

mu'l  ma^umat,  The  ten  known  days,  i.e.  Ten  days 

in  the  last  month  of  the  year,  called  ji  zu'l 
hijja,  when  the  pilgrims  visit  Mecca. 

^  ̂^juo  ma^urnt,  Knowledge,  information. 
A  ma^umiyat,  State  of  being  known. 

A^^JjM  mu^lhaj,  Foolish.  Vile,  abject.  The issue  of  anoblefather  by  a  slave  mother.  (A  horse) 

bred  from  an  Arabian  sire  and  a  half-bred  dam. 

Aj-ijJjwi  mu^lhaz,  Raw  (meat). 
A  mu^lhazat,  Lean,  scraggy  (sheep). 

A  (_jka.^lj</«  mu^lhas,  Badly-dressed  (meat). 
A         mu^i,  An  elevator,  exalter,  raiser. 

A  mu^lla',  Elevated,  exalted,  sublime, 
eminent.  Theseventhgaming  arrow,  p  J^-*-^  sl^ii 

fZar^/a/ti  ???M^aZZa',The  sublime  Porte,  a  J^jt*  j 

rafi^  u  mu^Ua,  High  and  elevated.  M u^lli,  An 
elevator,  exalter.     A  milker  at  the  right  side. 

A        ini^mm,  Universal  (in  good  deeds  or  in 

genius).  3Iu^mm  or  mn^mm,  One  who  has  many 
and  celebrated  paternal  uncles  (^s-  ̂min). 

y  A        mu^mma',  An  enigma. 

AjV»»«  mi^ar,  (or  mi'^xany')  An  ar- chitect. An  overseer  of  buildings,  p  iolj>-j\^jlvM> 

C^j^  mi^ari  kar-khanufi  hudrat,  God,  the  su- 
preme architect  of  power. 

A         mu^ad,  Long,  tall,  lofty,  high. 

A  viu^mmad,  (A  tent)  supported,propped 

by  columns.  Sick  with  love.  Heart-broken.  Bap- 

tized, washyun  mu^mmadun,  A  kind 

of  painting.    Mii^mmid,  A  baptizer,  baptist. 

A  j-*->wi  ma^iar,  A  large  mansion  abounding 

with  water  and  provender.  3Iu^ai-,  Cultivated. 
(Any  thing)  given  towards  the  support  of  life. 

Aj^xo  mu^mmar,  Blest  with  long  life.  Happy. 
3Iu^mmir,  Who  renders  habitable  and  populous. 

A  la^x/o  mu^mrit,  (A  robber)  carrying  off  all. 
A  mu^mmas  or  mis,  Obscure  (affair). 

A  ̂ »  «-/«  ma^a^  A  woman  tenacious  of  her 
property,  and  giving  away  nothing.  Acute,  clever, 

sharp,  quick.  J*^      ma^a^  Very  patient 
and  skilful  in  the  management  of  affairs. 

A  ma^?rta^a??,Excessive  heat.  Very  hot. 

A  ma^na^my.  Extremely  hot. 
A  ma^ia^t,  The  cracking  noise  of  fire 

amongst  reeds.  Sound  of  the  arms  of  combatants. 
Battle,  conflict.  A  travelling  in  sultry  weather. 

Expedition  in  business.  Heavy  rain  abrading  the 

ground.  A  crying  ̂   ̂   Twa^ma^continually. 

A  ma^a^y,  One  who  is  on  theconquer- 
or's  side  and  follows  his  fortunes.  (Money)  in- 

scribed with  ̂   ̂   ma^ma^ 

A  ma^akat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Being 

soft  and  easy.    Retaining,  imprisoning.  Master- 
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ing,  subjecting.  Sucking  the  udder  vehemently. 

A  ,_}*3wi  mutual,  Beaten,  trodden,  used  (road). 

A  j».«-JM>  mu^mmam,  Adorned  with  a  turban 
(&/«l»ff-^ma??zG;),turbaned;  (hence)  A  prince,chief; 
a  king  of  the  Arabians.  (A  horse)  having  a  white 

crown  or  forelock.  White-headed  (horse). 
A  mu^ammamat,  (A  sheep)  white  on  the 

upper  part  of  the  forehead. 

A  ma^ind,  Sick  with  love. 

^  ui^'i^**  wi^'^^^'^^^wit/,  A  baptist. 

Aii^iJj.»jw?no^?nMfZi'?/a/,Baptisrn:baptismal  water. 
Aj^^xiovia^iur,  Cultivated,  inhabited,  peopled. 

Flourishing  (exchequer).  Well-appointed  (army). 
Delightfully  built.  Full,  abundant.  Affluent,  pro- 

sperous, p  jI^  f^\d\>\  jj^-^ma^mur  u  abadant- 

gah,  A  pleasantand  cultivated  country.  ̂ ^lijS'j^jv** 
via^iurkardan,  To  cuRivate,  restore,  preserve,  en- 

large, render  pleasant  or  habitable. 

al  haytu'l  ma^ur,  A  certain  house  in  the  sky 
facing  the  temple  of  Mecca,  jy^j^  ff^iOT/r  ma^ 

viur,  Uninhabitlable,  desert.  i-^ajJ  j ^J**^  ma^ 

murasi  ̂ mr  lays,  The  building  of  Amr  Lays,  a 
name  of  the  city  of  Shiraz  (Amrlaystown). 

A  {^j^^fiA  ma^nuri,  A  flourishing  condition, 
fulness  (of  the  treasury),  efficiency  (of  the  army). 

A  'sS^jytM  ma^uriyat,  Habitableness. 
A  (J_j.»»v«  ma^ul,  Made.  Prepared;  dressed. 

Customary,  established.  (Drink)  diluted  with  milk 

and  honey.  Action,  operation.  Usage,  established 

custom,    (in  grammar)  Governed. 

A  j*^'***  ma^iinn,  Turbaned. 

A  Jjjjw  niu^mma' ,  An  enigma.  An  acrostic, 
obscure,  occult,  mysterious  verse  or  saying. 

A  ma^i,  (v.  n.  of  (^**)  Going  very  fast  (a 

hoi'se).  Setting  (water)  a-flowing.  Being  well  wa- 
tered and  coming  to  maturity  (a  plant).  Acknow- 

ledging, admitting  baseness  of  spirit.  (A  thing) 

easy  to  be  done.  Any  thing  whereby  one  is  bene- 
fited. Expeditious  (man  in  business).  Long.  Short. 

Many.  Few.  Goat's  leather.  Water.  Ingratitude. 

^  ma^  bin  zaddat,  Name  of  a  man 

celebi'ated  for  his  liberality.  Mu^n,  (pi.  of  {jy^ 

ma^n)  Flowing  waters. 
A  mipann,  A  preacher.  One  who  inter- 

meddles in  affairs  in  which  he  has  no  concern.  Op- 

posing, contradictory. 

A  Ujwi  ma^a  ,  (and  'sU*/*  ma^at)  Sense,  mean- 
ing.   The  title  or  lettering  of  a  book. 

A  ̂U*/«mi^na/i,(pl.^j3\jt/c?rta^a?ii^)  (A  horse) 
with  a  fine  neck  {^i^  ̂ nh,  ̂ nuk,  or  ̂ mak). 

A  ̂jjUjw  mu^an,  A  water-course  in  a  valley. 

A  c^jUx/e  ma^amy,  Significant,  real,  true. 

A  u-^iawi  mu^mnab,  Thick  and  long.  Thick 

(pitch).  Tall  (man).  Plump-cheeked,  fleshy,  cor- 

pulent. Mu^nnib,  A  gatherer  or  bringer  of  grapes. 

A  jJxji-k  viv^mbar,  Perfumed  with  amber 

(ju^  ̂ mba7-).  Changed,  altered. 
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A  'Hxt  ina^at,  A  thing  of  no  consequence.  U 
sIr^o  ̂   j  &A«Ak>  ma  lahu  sa^iata  rva  la  ma^iata, 
He  possesses  nothing. 

A  elK^mi^nnnt,  Stubborn,  disobedient  woman. 

A  mu^at,  (A  bone)  set  after  a  fracture. 

A^jwi»i?'^?«a7,Anopposer,hinderer,withstander. 
A  (^■^^  mu^njad,  Prone  to  anger,  hot. 
A  L^^^j^  mu^ndib,  Enraged,  angry. 

AjS'xxft  mu^indir,  Heavy  (rain). 
A  jjijw  mw^a?i??fl^:,  Small-headed.  Spare  of  flesh, 

lean,  lank  (in  the  face).    Bearded  like  a  goat. 

A  ̂ isw)  mu^ih,  Rugged  and  high  ground  in 
the  midst  of  a  plain.  High  (watch-tower). 

A  C-'Uu*/<  mu^nnikat,  Long  (mountains). 

A  'i^Jk-jt-*  ma^akat,  A  country  uninhabitable 
from  sterility.  Any  curved  or  unequal  projection 

from  stones,  lli^akat,  (pi.  ̂ i^^  ma^nlk)  A 

collar  or  any  thing  similar  round  the  neck.  A  small 

bill  in  fi-ont  of  a  heap  of  sand  (like  a  neck). 

A  mu^nnihat,  A  kind  of  insect. 
A  Ldiix*  mi^ak,  A  large  bar  or  bolt.  A  lock. 
A         mu^nnam,  Dyed,  tinged  (finger). 

A  &Jj>*/fi  mv^nnanat)  A  girl,  twisted,  distorted. 

\J^'xx/o  ma^uz,  Unfortunate,  diitressed. 
A  Lm^'xm  ma^mshat,  Long  (neck). 

A  ̂ j_j>3W)  ma^un,  Insane,  lunatic.  Impotent, 
fascinated,  bewitched,  or  judicially  declared  to  be 

so.  llit^nrvan,  (A  book)  marked  with  a  title  or 
inscription  (^j^jis-  ̂ inwan). 

A  ly^x/c  ma^aimy,  Significant.  True,  real,  in- 
trinsic,essential, absolute.  Spiritual,  (in  grammar) 

Flowing  from  the  sense  (opposed  to  j^Jaa)  lafziy, 

Verbal).  ao^i«-«  i  jjWo  via^riji  ma^amya,The 
speculative  sciences. 

_  A  Jjjw  via^a,  (or  J^sw  ma^iy)  Sense,  mean- 
ing, signification,  import,  drift,  reality.  Virtue,  effi- 

cacy. Spirituality.  A  thing,  any  thing.  A  subject. 

^  *^^**  ̂uratun  bild  ma^a',  Form  without 
substance.  jJ^S'  ̂lami  ma^ia,The  spiritual 

world.  jJ.ff'  ̂Imi  ma^a,  Rhetoric.  P^f^  i3 
bi  ma^il,  Without  meaning,  vain,  foolish. 

A  ̂ -jw  ma^an,  Really,  in  fact.  j_^-xc 
lafzan  ira  ma^ian,  In  word  and  meaning. 

A  mii^nna',  Fatigued,  oppressed,  care- 
worn. An  ignoble,  poor-blooded  stallion  that  is 

kept  in  the  stable.  Detained  long  in  captivity.  A 
camel  whose  bunch  is  cloven. 

A  J^^jt*  ma^iy,  Taking  care  of,  careful,  anxious, 
much  concerned  about  (any  thing).  Intent,  design. 

A  X-is«/«  ma^iyat,  Sense,  reality. 

A  ytK  ma^,  Dates  ripe  or  ripening  on  the  tree. 
A  fissure  in  a  camefs  under-lip. 

A  (j^j**  mi^dn,  One  who  aids  effectually. 

A  'iytjti  ma^-at,  A  single  date  ripe  on  the  tree. A  half-dried  date. 

A  ̂ ^*/«  mu^iwTvaj,  Bended,  curved.  Mu^rv- 
wij,  A  bender.  An  inlayer  with  ivory  (^Vff' ̂a;). 

&9t« 

A  ^^^'W)  Crooked,  curved,  bent. 

A  iip^jjw  mu^ajjat,  Crooked  (staff"). 
A  i^^xi  ??ia^MfZ,  Afflicted  with  a  disease.  Visited 

(sick  man).    3Iu^d,  (v.  n.  of  lijwi)  Carrying  off". 
A  li^-jwi  mu^Tvrvad,  Exercised,  trained.  3Iu- 

^wwid,  A  trainer,  teacher  (of  dogs  to  hunt). 

A  iSjjwi  mi^az,  An  amulet,  or  any  thing  for 
averting  evil.  3xu^iz,  (A  mare,  camel,  or  doe) 
which  has  recently  brought  forth. 

A  i^jw  mu^mwaz,  The  place  of  a  horse's  neck where  the  amulets  are  hung.  A  camel  which  moves 

not  from  his  place.  A  camel's  pasture  near  a  house. 
3Iu^wwaz  or  mu^rvwiz,  Herbage  growing  at  the 
roots  of  thorns,  or  in  rough  places  where  cattle  can- 

not crop  it.  Mu^wwiz,  One  upon  whom  are  sus- 

pended amulets  made  of  dead  men's  bones,  fetid 
rags,  or  other  kinds  of  filth.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  jjliiSfJjM)  mu^rvTvizatdni,  A  name  given  to 

the  two  last  chapters  of  the  Kur'an. 

Aj^jw  tni^var,  The  covering  of  a  cradle,  il/w^- 
wir,  Dangerous  (place),  infested  by  robbers. 

A  J^XfO  mi^'uz,  (or  5J^**)  (pi.  Jjl«^  ma^rviz) 
A  garment  for  daily  use.  Ifu^iz,  Poor,distressed. 

A  iMyi/c  marshal,  Food,  livelihood. 
A  ma^zat,  A  thing  given  for  another ; 

equivalent,  compensation. 

A  ̂^«/cm2<^?y?7r;,Sleepy,nodding(man). Hungry. 

A  mn^wmak,  Detained,  delayed,  hinder- 
ed, kept  back  (from  battle).  Mu^wwih,  One  who 

diverts  or  hinders  from  business.  A  detainer. 

A  &^3vc  ma^akat,  A  battle,  combat. 

A  ij_jjw>  ma^l,  Overcome,  exhausted  (patience). 
Mi^al,  A  pointed  instrument  with  which  they 

split  stones.  Mu^-al,  Bewailed,  aalff-  J^*«  mu^ 

wal  ̂ layhi,  Lamented  over,  bewailed. 

A  J^-*/«  mn^wival,  (v.  n.  2  of  jLs-  for  Jjff-) 
Leaning,  relying  upon.  A  place  of  confidence.  A 
helper,  or  one  relied  upon  for  help.  Mu^wwil, 

One  who  trusts,  a  confider. 

A  (j^*  ma^n,  (pi.  of  &>_j*'«)  Helps,  favours. 
A  &3^Jt/«  ma^nat  ov  ma^vanat,  A\di,  assistance, 

favour,  protection.  i,„.^\^  sdhibu'l  ma^- 
nat,  A  police-magistrate. 

A  djytfo  ma^ud,  Visited  (by  disease).  Visited 
(sick  man) ;  tended  by  a  physician  or  nurse. 

A  i^y^  mi^wiy,  Intestinal. 
A  sjtA  ma^hu.  With  him,  together  with. 

A  ii.^sw  ma^iad,  A  place  which  one  frequents, 
in  which  he  does  any  thing  often.  A  place  to  which 

one  always  returns,  whithersoever  one  may  have 

gone.  A  monument. A  mu^hhad,  Partially  visited  by  rain. 

A  <ij-jJ«*  ma^iud,  Agreed,  established,  fixed,  de- 
termined, appointed,  resolved,  promised,  accustom- 

ed. Known,  certain,  distinguished,  celebrated,  con- 
firmed, bound.  Seen.  Watered  by  early  spring-rains 

(a  field),    li)^-*^         shaysi  ma^iud,  A  known 



or  undoubted  thing.  (i)^^^  mashani  mo^ 
hud,  Accustomed  abode,  customary  habitation. 

A  1^^^  ma^  or  mi^',  (pi.  ̂lx«^aw^aj)  An  in- 

testine,' a  gut.  j^S'^^  mi^'l  a^var,  The 
blind  gut,  ccecum.  3Ii^\  A  channel  through 
which  water  flows  to  low  ground,  or  from  field  to 

field.  Soft  ground  between  two  hard  grounds.  ̂ ^jm> 

j\si\  mi^'l  far,  A  bad  species  of  date. 

AjU*xi  mi^ar.  The  mark  or  standard  of  mo- 
ney,weight,  or  measure.  Touchstone,assay-balance. 

A  (_>aU3</«  mi^as,  One  who  makes  difficulties 

in  regard  to  whatever  any  person  ask  him  for. 

A  mi^an,  Who  looks  stedfastly  with  ma- 
lignant eye.  A  leader  of  the  people.  One  who 

looks  out  for  water  and  straw  for  his  tribe. 

A  i^iM  Vicious,  reproached  with  vice. 
Vice,  disgrace,  blemish, 

A  OlxAj»x>  ma^bat,  (pi.  fern,  of  Vices. 

A  e-xxM  ma^abat,  Place  or  object  of  dishonour. 

A  mo^i?/a<,Conjunction, society, association, 

co-existence.  Favour,  aflTection,  partiality.  Mu^y- 

ya  t,  (dim.  of 'i>j\jt<mu^wiyat) A  little  bitch  in  heat. 
A        mu^d,  Skilful,  clever,  experienced,  able, 

powerful.  (God)  the  restorer  or  bringer  again.  A 
lion.    A  stallion  which  covers  frequently. 

Stjttcmuhdis  mu^d.  Broke  in,  well-trained  (horse). 
One  who  has  fought  many  battles  with  the  infidels. 

A  {^'^■i^  mu^ydiy,  (dim.  of  ̂'Htfo  ma^ddiy) Of  the  tribe  of  Maadd. 

A  (Sjkjw  mv^z,  (A  mare,  camel,  or  doe)  which 
has  recently  brought  forth. 

AjWM!  mi^ar,  Misfortune,  jfj^  'i'iS\  ihnatu 
mi^ar.  Misfortune.    Mu^r,  A  lender. 

aJSmio  mv^yyar,  A  kind  of  figured  silk,  with 
spots  resembling  the  eyes  of  the  wild  ass(j<P^fl?/r). 

A  i^^f^  ma^rat,  Disgrace,  infamy. 

A       ma^i^:,  Goat-species,  (pi.  of^*)  Goats. 

A  (jS-J^  ma^sh,  (v.  n.  of  (^Is-  for  jji^iS-)  Liv- 
ing.   Life.    A  place  where  one  lives. 

A  &il.jk*^omfl^s/tai,  (v.  n.  of (^lS'for^JiJ^ff')  Liv- 
ing, leading  a  life.  (pi.  jjiJlx/o  ma^sish)  Food,  any 

thing  belonging,  to  needful  for  life.  uiiA^\  H-^'iA^ 

alma^shatu'z  zank, The  punishment  of  the  grave. 
vJj;^]iJl^^X)tA>ma^shat-andoz,Gettmga\iymg. 
A  (.jiaJjK*  ma^s  or  ma^as,  A  thick  grove. 

A  ̂ Jjwi  ma^k,  Small,  ̂ J;**  ̂ jA^P  ̂ mlk  yna- 
^k,  Deep  (river), 

A  iJj>JM>  ma^l,  (v,  n,  of  Jls>  for  Jj^ff')  Wanting, 
being  indigent,  helpless,  destitute.  Rendering  ne- 

cessitous. Tiring,  exhausting.  Frustrating.  3Iu- 

^l,  Possessed  of  a  numerous  family  or  household 

( JUs-  ̂ yal).  A  lion.  A  leopard.  A  wolf. 
A  mv^m,  Long  (day). 

A  ma^n,  (Water)  flowing  over  the  sur- 
face of  ground.  Pure,clear(water).  (Water) which 

l)ursts  forth  when  dug  for.  Touched  or  struck  on 

the  eye.  Viewed  with  a  malignant  eye.  Fascinated. 
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A  rhomb.   iJjA^  shabiku     ina^n,  A  rhomb- 
oid, il/w^rt,  An  assistant.  ̂ ^J^3^\  al  mu^n,(^God) 

the  defender. 

A  (j^U'O  mu^yyan.  Fixed,  determined,  settled, 
appointed,  specified,  destined,  assigned,  declared, 

expressed,  certified,  stationed.  Tesselated,  varie- 

gated by  squares.  (A  bull)  black  between  the  eyes. 
A  certain  famous  bull.  A  rhomb.  «JJuI»  i7ta- 

hih  bi'l  mu^yyan,  A  rhomboid.  (JQ*^ 
mu^yyan.  Undetermined,  inexplicable. 

A  v--'^Ajwima^?/M&, Vicious,  defective,  faulty,  ble- 
mished. Sprained.  Disfigured.  Opprobrious,  dis- 

honoured, stigmatized,  infamous. 

A  mu^ywat,  (dim.  of  iojljvc  mu^niyat) 
A  little  bitch  in  heat. 

A  Aj^ijiM  ma^uras,  (pi.  ofj^  ̂ ^^3/0  -A-Sses. 

A  (j^J^*  ma^un.  Touched  or  struck  on  the  eye. 
Viewed  with  a  malignant  eye.  Fascinated.  (Wa- 

ter) pure  and  flowing  bursting  out  when  dug  for. 

A  "i^i^io  ma^uh,  (A  country)  whose  cattle  are 
distempered  and  corn  blighted. 

A  (_^*/«  mu^t.  Tired,  jaded. 

A^^^M  ma^ty,  Of  the  intestines,  intestinal. 
A  X-ajw  mu^yyat,  A  little  bitch  in  heat.  3Iu^ 

yiyat,  Tired,  jaded  (camels). 

p  ̂   magh,  Depth.  A  channel,  bed  of  a  river. 
Migh,  (contraction  of  megh)  A  cloud.  Mugh, 

One  of  the  Magi,  worshipper  of  fire,  infidel,  pagan. 

A  Christian  monk.  A  tavern-keeper.  An  ox's  horn. 
A  f-Kk^a  maghas,  The  mewing  (of  a  cat). 

A  L-J^M  maghab,  (v.  n.  of  for  i— 'J^)  Be- 
ing absent.  Slander,  detraction;  any  thing  secretly 

whispered  of  an  absent  person  (implying  truth 

however,  as  ̂ ^^J«^  buhtan  expresses  a  false  accu- 
sation).   Absence.    Concealment,  invisibility. 

A  'sS\m  maghabbat.  End,  issue,  final  success. 

A  'L£iAkA7nughabasat,  (v,  n,  3of  i^jaiS-')  Attack- 
ing or  seizing  unawares,  rushing  suddenly  on, 

A  (^^'0  maghabin.  Groins.  Arm-pits. 
p  dj\k^  maglias,  Root  of  the  wild  pomegranate. 

A  C^ljw)  mighas,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^i«)  Rubbing  one 

another.  Contending,  litigating.  Altercation,  ani- 

mosity. Mughas,  A  kind  of  medicinal  root  pur- 

.gative  and  emetic. 
A  &>\kcmughasat,  (Land)  refreshed  by  rain. 

Aj^[m  maghasir,  (pi.  ofjyiJtA  mnghsm-)  Escu- 
lent juices  thick  as  honey,  extracted  from  the  plants 

sumam,jZJS'  ̂ shar,  and  dL*<j  rims. 
A  j^iili*  mughadat,  A  coming  in  the  morning. 

A  "ijiili/o  mvghadarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjii^)  Leaving, 
forsaking.  Remaining:. 

A  ili^o  mughazz,  (A  camel)  averse  from  water. 

A  jli^o  maghar,  The  covert  of  a  deer.  A  cavern. 

Mughar,  (v.  n.  4  of  jls-  forjjS-)  Rushing  upon, 
plundering,  making  a  foray.    Depredation,  plun- 

der.   Twisted  (rope).    A  cavern. 

A        mvgkdrr,  (pi.  jlA*  magharr^  (A  she-ca- 14  G 

mel)  running  in  terror,  and,  in  consequence,  hav- 
ing little  milk.    A  close-fist,  avaricious. 

A  'i\j\jtA  mugharat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \^  for  j jff-)  Join- 
ing (two  things),  subjoining,  annexing,  adding. 

Litigating,  disputing  with. 

A  L_-^Uxi  magharib,  (pi.  of  L-Jjke)  Wests. 
A  sJjU^c  magharibat,  (pi.  of  ̂  maghribiy) 

Westerns,  natives  of  Western  Africa  or  Morocco. 

A  Sjli*  magharat  or  onughai-at,  A  den,  a  cave. 
A  cavern,  grotto.    A  ditch,  trench. 

A  'ij^k^  mugharrat,  (v,n,3ofJff')  Having  a  di- minution of  milk  from  terror  (a  camel).  Billing 

(as  turtles).  Giving  food  to  his  mate(a  turtle-dove). 
Being  languid  (market).  Not  properly  perform- 

ing the  sacred  inflexions  rultu^or  lij^**  sujud 
in  prayer.  Deficiency. 

Ajjliro  maghariz,  (pi.  of.jyuo  maghraz  or  magli- 
riz)  Bases,  bottoms,  seats. 

A  f^jt>j\Jt<  magharis,  (pi.  of  maghras) 
Nursery-grounds,    (figuratively)  Women,  wives. 

A  mugharazat  (v.  n,  3  of  (^jxi^)  Lead- 
ing out  (camels)  to  water  in  the  morning. 

Au»J,U/o  magharif,  (pi.  of  u-i^wi  viighraf)  Ex- 

cellent, swift  (horses),  (pi.  of'iijuo  mighrafat)Ija.- 
dles,  skimmers. 

A  magharim,  (pi.  of  p**)  Debts. 
A  t>._>jljLx  viagharid,  (pi.  of  iJj j-*-^  mughrud^ 

Sorts  of  mushrooms. w  w 

A  mughazzat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjS-)  Outstripping, 
getting  before. 

AjjU/0  mughazir.  One  who  parts  with  some- 
thing to  receive  more  in  return. 

A  '^jj^^A  mughazarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjj^)  Giving somewhat  to  receive  more  in  return. 

A  (Jj\.i«  maghaz'd.  Women's  spindles.  The  teeth 
of  a  certain  threshing-instrument. 

A  &)jU/c  mughazalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  JjS-)  Soothing, 
flattering  a  beloved  object,  especially  by  amorous 
verses  or  speeches.  Approaching  (forty). 

A  '^J^xA  maghuzilly,  A  maker  of  distaffs. 
A  (_^U*ma^/Aazi,(pl.  of  ̂Ji^  ma ghza)  Camps, 

battles.  Military  virtues  or  qualities. 

A^yMi\kKmaghasil,(p].of^y^romaghsal)li'dth'mg- 
places  or  vessels,  especially  for  dead  bodies. 

A  ;_j^U/«  mughdshsh,  One  who  makes  haste. 

A  'i-Zj\itM  mughdshshat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (ji<-S-)  Acce- 
lerating, despatching  (work),  making  haste. 

A  (^Li-/c  maghds,  (v.  n.  of  for  {^^) 

Diving  in  search  of  any  thing.  A  place  where  a 

diver  plunges.  The  top  of  the  leg. 

A  (^li/c  maghdz,  (v.  n.  of  ;_^lff-for  i^jkip-)  De- 

creasing (as  water  or  the  price  of  provisions).  Di- 

minishing or  causing  to  decrease. 

A  (_*->oLi-AO  mughdzib.  Angry  with  one's  own 
kinsfolk,  tribe,  or  nation,  and  forsaking  them. 

A  iUoUw  mughdzabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_ajOiP')  Put- 

ting in  a  passion,  irritating  one  another.  Being 
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angTT  with  one  another. 

A  El^*^  mughazanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^^)  Wrin- 
kling about  the  eyes,  either  from  weakness,  age,  or 

aneer.    Closing  or  contracting  the  eves. 

A  'ilaU^o  vivgliattat,  A  ducking  one  another. 
Aji\kic  maghafir,  (and jolic  maghafir)  (pi.  of 

j\siM  migJtfar,jfJiJtjc  7nighfir,^^ij^  mighfar,  mugh- 
fur,  andj^JiJt-*  miighfur)  Esculent  juices,  of  the 

consistency  of  honey,  exti-acted  from  the  plants 

sumanifjZS-  ̂ ifhar,  and  iJL^<j  7-ims. 
A  Lai'^jK  niug/icijasat,  (v.  n.  .3  of  ̂^j^ai-P)  At- 

tacking or  seizing  unawares, rushing  suddenly  upon. 

p  L^\k^maghak,  A  ditch,  furrow, pit,  low  place. 

Hell.  Deep.  maghdki  zulmat,  (or 

'>Jk>  maghaki  zuhnati  lehak)  The  , 

earth.  The  human  body,  jls-  udJVi*  maghaki ghar,  '. 
The  grave.  cLlU_jfc  LiJU/c  maghaki  harclnak,  A  , 
dreadful  cavern. 

p  s^'jt^  juaghakcha,  A  little  pit.   A  dimple. 

P  (_/^v3U  maghaki,  Depth,  A  hollow. 
A         maghal,  (v.  n.  of  Jiff-  for  J_»ff)  Destroy- 

ing.   JMighal,  (pi.  of  aJjw  7naghlat)  Sheep  which 

lamb  twice  in  a  year.  JIughal,  (An  infant)  suck-  \ 
ing  the  milk  of  a  woman  when  pregnant,  or  when 

cohabiting  vt'ith  a  man. 

A  'i'^^J^  )j}ughaiat,  (v.  n.  -3  of  for _jis.)Th  row- 
ing or  shooting  (a  javelin  or  arrow)  with  the  ut- 

most force).  Bidding  against,  raising  the  price 

upon  another.  Buying  (meat)  at  a  high  price. 

ins  one  another.  Involving;  one's  self  in  war,  rush- 
ing  headlong;  into  battle. 

A  viaghdmiz,  (pi.  of  {^ja^uc  maghmaz) 

Very  low  parts  of  the  earth. 

p  mugJian,  (pi.  of  ̂   mugh')  Christian  fra- ternities of  monks,  who  are  by  the  Muhammadans 

placed,  in  this  sense,  on  a  footing  with  the  pagans 

or  worshippers  of  fire.  A  beautiful  girl.  A  wine- 
cellar.  Name  of  a  district  in  Azarbayjan. 

A  jC'lswi  maghdnim,  (pi.  of  j»i*<i  maghnarri)  Spoils, p  ij\kic  mughdna,  Any  thing  which  relates  to 

the  Mughs  or  worshippers  of  fire. 

A  ??ia^/(attz.  Songs.  Singing  women,  (pi. 

of  j]y*<<  maghna')  Pleasant  houses,  the  abodes  of mirth.  Mansions. 

A  Li-JjU/c  maghdyvis,  Waters. 

A  jj'JU  mughdwir,  A  warrior,  one  who  makes 
frequent  excursions  to  lay  waste  and  plunder. 

A  «,_jUxi  7nughdwarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjlff-  for 
Making  ahostile  excursion  against,contending  with. 

A  SJjUw  mughdivalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jiff-  for  J_jff-) 
Destroying.  Taking  the  lead  together.  Making 
haste  together. 

A'i\i\kcTnughdydt,{y.r\.  3 of |_^)  Overshadow- 
ing with  their  swords. 

ASJO.Uw??i?/(7Aa3/a&a^,(v.n.3ofL-jls-forL_jaff-)Be- 
ingabsent  from  each  other.  Speaking  of  the  absent. 

A maghdsir,  (pi.  of  8jlA/o  maghdrat)  Caves. 

Aji}^mughdyir,  Contrary, repugnant,  adverse. 
A     ̂ >ttA  m 

ughdlabat,  (v.  n..3  of  u->Aff)  Contend-  !        jj-^  mughdyiri  sulk,  Contrary  to  the  peace. 
ingwith  (another)  for  victory  or  superiority.  Over- 

powering, overcoming. 

A'ii'Ji*  ??ifl^7/(aZa^,(v.n. of JJU)Informing  against, 
accusing,  slandering,  whispei-ing.   Perfidy,  fraud. 

A  lI^J'jw  mughdlis,  One  who  fights  hand  to 
hand,  or  presses  upon  (a  foe)  in  battle. 

A  mughdlasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (JL^iff-)  Fighting 
hand  to  hand,  battling  with  an  enemy. 

A  ftlaJli*  mughdlatai ,  (v.  n.  3  of  laiff)  Leading 

one  another  into  error  (iaiff-  ghalai). 

A  alaJUU  mvghdlazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  laiff-)  Hating 
one  another.  Thickness,  grossness,  rudeness  of  tem- 

per. Enmity. 

A  maghdlik,  (or  ̂^j^^^  maghdUk)  (pi.  of 
inighla}i)  Gaming  arrows  (particularly  win- 
ning ones).  Locks,  bolts. 

A  iiiili*  mughdlakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jiff-)  Betting, 
laving  a  wager. 

A  aJc'jt*  mughdmmat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂.ff-)  Rendering 
each  other  sad  and  melancholy. 

A j^^kin  mughdmir,  One  who  encounters  dangers 
without  fear  or  care,  who  throws  himself  into  the 

thick  and  throng  of  any  thing. 

A  Sj^li/c  mughdmarat,  (v.  n.  3  of j«^)  Fighting 
hand  to  hand,  without  fear  of  death. 

Aj««'Jt«  maghdmiz,  Faults,  blemishes. 
A     <cU^o  mughdmasat,  (v.  n. 3  of  (j-^ff-)  Duck- 

A  sy.  jw>  mughdyarat,  (v.  n.  3  of,  Iff  forj^)  Ex 

changing,  bartering  (merchandise). 
A5laJ.lA<?«M<7/(a3/ate^,Controver5y,disagreement. 

A  &lai.liwi  mughdyazat,  A  putting  in  a  passion. 

A  jO^j»/0  maghdsir,  (pi.  ofjljki*)  Jealous  (men). 
A  CLfkic  mughibb,  (A  friend)  who  visits  every 

third  day.   One  who  intermits  (any  thing)  for  two 

days.  (A  camel)  which  drinks  every  alternate  day. 

Stinking,  stale  (meat).  A  lion. 

AjljJt*  mighbdr,  A  camel  yielding  milk  abun- 
dantly after  they  that  brought  forth  at  the  same 

time  have  ceased  to  do  so.  A  dusty  palm-tree. 

A  'sSkomaghabbat,  End,  issue,  termination, 
p  mugh-bacha.  The  son  of  a  fire-worship- 
per or  tavern-keeper.  A  noviciate  in  a  monastery. 

A jjMmughlir,Axa!\sev  of  dust.  Raining  much. 
One  who  strains  every  nerve  to  perform  any  thing. 

A  jyJt^  mughbarr,  One  whose  hair  and  beard 
are  dusty,  dirty,  and  squalid. 

A  sjvi*  mughahbirat,  Name  of  a  class  continu-  | 
ally  engaged  in  praising  God ;  and  who,  by  their  j 

manner  of  reading  the  Kur'an,  excite  in  the  souls 
of  men  a  desire  after  heavenly  things. 

A  S_iaj>Jw  maghbatat,  (Ground)  covered  with 
thick,  entangled  herbage. 

A  maghbin,  The  groin.  The  arm-pit. 

AjoJvo  mughbur,  A  kind  of  gum  extracted  from 

the  plants       su7)idm,jLs-  ̂ ishar,  and  "-^^  7'ims. 
A  {^^xk<  maghbuz.  Odious,  hated. 

A  maghbut,  Happy,  prosperous,  fortu- 
nate, blest.  Emulated,  envied,  or  imitated  by  others. 

A'sls^^k«maghbui  at,  Any  thingcoveted.  Wealth. 
A  (j^^i*  maghbun.  Deceived.  Cheated,  gulled, 

imposed  upon,  defrauded,  injured.  Weak  in  mind, 

A  7nughbiyat,  Raining  small  rain. 

A  i^KiM  mughtdb,  A  slanderer  of  the  absent. 
A  ijlii*  mughtdz,  Inflamed  with  rage, 

A  la'ai*  miightdt,  (A  womb)  unfruitful,  unpro- 
ductive, though  not  absolutely  barren. 

A  mughtdz,  Angry,  enraged. 

A  JOki^o  mughtdl,  Fat,  jolly  (youth).  Strong, nervous  (arm). 

A  la_AJLi_*  mughtabit,  In  easy  circumstances. 

Happy,  cheerful. 
A  |^^*J^  7nughtabak,  (v.  n.  8  of  ̂^^J^ff-)  Drinking 

wine  in  the  evening.  A  place  where  wine  is  drunk. 

A  jiXiixi  mughtazii;  One  who  prepares  the  food 
called  ghazirat. 

A  j,J>ii<  mughtazim,  A  glutton. 
A  i^siJiA  ynughtazi,  Nourished,  fed  with. 

Ai^yJtAmughtarif, Onevrho  sips  with  the  hand. 

A  Jj^i-e  mughtazal,  A  slender  rope.  3Iughta- 
zil,  A  spinner  (of  cotton). 

A  i^j^  mughtaz'i.  One  who  wills,  intends,  de- 
signs, proposes,  purposes.  Who  has  one  intimate 

among  many  companions. 
A  J—JkiM  mughtasal.  Cold  water,  or  any  thing 

one  washes  with.  Washing-water.  A  washing- 

place.  A  place  where  dead  bodies  are  washed. 
JMiightasil,  One  who  washes.  One  who  perfumes 

himself.  (A  horse)  bathed  in  sweat. 

AjtSLi^  mughtazar,  Dying  young  and  healthy. 

A  Jjww  mughtall.  Oppressed  with  thirst.  Long- 
ing for,  favourably  inclined  to. 
Ai_fliijt«  mughtalif.  One  who  procures  a  sheath. 

One  whose  hair  is  scented  with  civet(&jJlff-^/ia%a^). 

A  ̂liMija  mughtalirn,  Furious,  raging  (stallion). 
AS^jk*<7rt!<^//iiaZ«wa^,  Libidinous, lewd(woman). 

A  ̂^yj^  mughtall.  Quick,  going  rapidly. 

A  Jiix*  7niightamm,  Sad,  gloomy,  melancholy. 
A  jijw  mughtamir,  Overflowing,  drowning  (wa- 

ter). One  who  tinges  with  the  liniment  called 

ghum7'at.  Wheat  with  the  husk  upon  it.  (A  palm- 
tree)  which  imbibes  much  water.  Drunken  (man). 

aJSm  mughtamiz,  A  reproacher,  traducer. 
A  i^j^^iijo  7nughta7nis,  What  subsides  or  sinks  to 

the  bottom.  Equally  tinged  (hand). 

A  (^joijvo  mnghtamis,  A  despiser,  detractor. 
A  i^jaiSiA  mughtamiz,  A  conniver:  connivent. 

Drowsy,  dosy. 

A  V»  viughtamit,  Superior,  one  who  over- 

powers (with  words).  (See  lalj^^  ightimdt.) 

A  jjciisi  mughtanam,  Regarded  as  an  invalua- 

ble prize  («0*ff-  ghanimat').  Mughtatiim,  Who  con- 



siders  as  prey.  Enriched,  endowed  with  abundance, 

possessing,  enjoying. 

A  ̂-A^ii*  vuightakib,  A  traveller  in  the  dark. 

A  CJ'ii/c  mar/hs,  (v.n.  of  Macerating,  dis- 

solving (medicine  in  water).  Striking  gently.  In- 
juring the  reputation  of  another.  Submersion, 

drowning.  A  battle,  fighting.  Vanity,  folly,  play. 

An  evil.  il/a^/Za's,  A  strong  wrestler.  One  who  can 
floor  his  antagonist. 

A  Jow)  mighsar,  (andj^li*  mughsur)  {^\.jo\kc 
maghdsir)  An  esculent  juice,  of  the  consistency  of 

lioney,  extracted  from  the  plants  suvmin,jLS' 

^ishar,  and  i^iCj  rims. 
A  ijjLkjt  mughasri,  (Water)  up  to  the  brim. 

Grassy,  verdant  (spot). 

AJ.^JU  miighasmar,  Unsifted  wheat.  Coarse, 
flimsy  cloth.  Mvghasmir,  Iniquitous,  oppressive. 

A  maghsum,  Mixed. 

A  ̂   maghj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ **)  Passing  by,  going, 
walking,  running. 

p         mughcha,  Soreness  under  the  arms. 

p  liJw  maghd,  A  mandrake.  A  brinjal  or  egg- 
plant. A  medlar.  A  small  kind  of  mushroom. 

A  63tMmaglid,  (v.n.  of  d3>^)  Living  luxuriously. 

Being  long  and  luxuriant  (herbage).  Sucking  (the 

dam).  Rendering  delicate  and  soft  (luxurious  liv- 
ing). Plucking  the  fruit  of  the  (_^AaiU  tanzub. 

Becoming  fat.  Sucking.  Having  to  do  (with  a 

girl).  Plucking  hairs  pulled  from  the  middle  of  a 

hoi'se's  brow,  that  white  ones  may  grow  in  their 
room.  Tender,  soft,  delicate.  Fleshy  and  succu- 

lent (camel).  Any  thing  thick  and  long.  The  man- 
drake. A  fruit  resembling  the  cucumber.  Alarge 

•bucket.  Maghad,  (v.  n.  of  Sxa)  Growing  fat. 
A  j.-x«  mughidd,  Enraged  (man).  (A  camel) 

having  the  plague  (SiSs-  ghuddat). 

A  ii^ii>*<  maghdad,  (or  ̂^^ti^  maghdan)  The  city 
of  Baghdad.  Mighddd,  Much  enraged,  perpetually 

in  a  passion  (man  or  woman). 

A  jSko  maghdar  or  di?',  Perfidious.  A  traitor. 

A  '5,(3j«/o  mughdirat,  Dark  (night). 
A  mighdaf,  An  oar. 

AJjiiJwi?wfl^//u/Mf/,(Acaniel)  infectedwith  plague. 

A  (jiijiiJw  mvghdawdan,Tender,  delicate,  lithe, 
limber  (slirub).  Delicate  (youth). 

A ̂ iJws  mughazmir,  A  chief,  a  leader.  One  who 
commits  things  which  he  has  learned  from  one, 
and  teaches  another.  One  who  waives  his  own 

right  in  favour  of  another.  One  who  follows  his 

own  inclination,  good  or  bad.  One  who,  unresist- 
ed, passes  a  righteous  or  unrighteous  sentence. 

AjJm  maghr,  (v.  n.  of^jwi)  Travelling  quick, 
crossing  a  country  in  haste.  Maghar,  A  dark, 
opaque,  reddish  colour. 

A  maghrih,  The  west,  either  of  the  hea- 

vens or  earth.  The  western  countries  ;  Hesperia, 

Africa,  Barbary,  or  Morocco,    u-'^l  » said- 

(    1219  ) 

tu'l  maghr  lb,  Evening- prayer.  Mughrab, ^Vhithh. 
White  about  the  edges.  White-eyebrowed  (man  or 

beast).  Morning,dawn.  JfM^jf/tn&,  Exciting  wonder. 

A  L-.'Jjwi  vwgharrab,  Far  distant.  Mugharrib, 
One  who  goes  towards  the  west.  3Iugharrib  or 
mugharrab,  Distant,  remote. 

A  f^^jXA  maghribdn,  The  beginning  of  sunset. 

The  west.  3Iaghribdni,  (dual  of  i— maghrib') West  and  east. 

A  'ii^^  mugharrihat,  A  strange,  foreign,  out- landish thing.  Foreign  news. 

A  mvgharbal,  Sifted,  passed  through  a 
sieve  or  scarce.  Killed  and  swollen  (body).  Low, 

base,  ignoble.  Departing  (possessions). 

A  ̂ 2)JlJ'^  mngharribun,  Persons  in  whose  race 
there  is  a  mixture  of  the  ̂ :>-  jinn. 

A  jk<maghrib'ii/,(p\.'iij^JtKmaghdribat)West- ern.  African.  Native  of  Morocco. 

A  'iX>jkA  mughribiyat,  Strangeness,  foreignness. 
A  ̂ jo 7nagh7-ibai/m,(oh\iqneof^j\ijMmagh- 

7-ibdni)  (The  two  wests)  West  and  east. 

A  'ijkA  maghrat,  (Rain)  beneficial ;  also  light 
or  weak.  3I<ighratov  maghar  at,  Red  clay  or  earth. 

Afagha  or  7W2«^/iraf,  A  dark,  opaque,  reddish  colour. 

A  mugharrid,  A  singer,  warbler,  songster. 

Mughai'rid  or  mugharrad,  Distant,  remote. 

^-jj'^  mugharrir,  Thoughtless,  giddy,  heed- 
less :  one  who  exposes  himself  to  danger. 

AjjkAmaghrnz  or  maghriz,{]A.jj<k<maghdriz) 
A  root,  base,  bottom,  scat.  3Iughriz,  (Ground) 

fruitful  in  the  bog-rushJjS-  glun-az. 

aJj*/<  mugJiarriz,  (A  locust)  fixing  its  tail  in 
the  ground  (when  laying). 

a  jnaghriz,  (pi.  maghdriz)  The 

side  of  (a  camel's  belly)  under  or  behind  the  ribs. 

a  (^^Jivo  mugharraz,  Emptied,  exhausted. 

A  I  ''yfAmighraf,{\>\.  i^J^<maghd7'if)  Swift 
(horse)  in  the  race.    Swift  (horseman). 

A'i>jMmighrafat,{p\.  (  'ij\ki<>maghd7'if)A ladle. 

A  fjjf^  mughrah  or  m^jghai-rak,  Gilded  or  or- 
namented with  silver(a  sword-hilt  or  bridle).  3Iugh- 

rik,  Engulphing,  drowning. 

A  ̂ J)J'^  inugharrah,  Plunged  in  water. 

A|«,«*  maghram,  Debt.  3Iaghramor  mughram, 
A  debt  which  must  be  paid.  3Iughra7n,  Desirous, 

wishful.  Given  up  to  love.  Drowned  in  debt,  a  pri- 
soner for  debt.    Liable,  exposed  to.  Amulet,  fine. 

A  (_/ii,J^Jc«  mughrandi,  Conquering,  supei'ior. 
One  who  overpowers  by  strength  or  by  oppro- 

brious language. 

A  J jA*  jnaghi-uTV,  Glued,  covered  with  glue  (\^ 
ghara  or        ghirds).    An  arrow.    A  spear. 

A  'ijj**  mvgh7-ud,  A  kind  of  mushroom, 
A  AdjjX/omagh7'iidds,ljand  rich  in  mushrooms. 
Ajj jitA  maghrur, Deceived,  deluded,  buoyed  up 

with  vain  hopes.  Proud,  arrogant,  presumptuous, 

haughty,  self-conceited. 

^  t^jj**  maghruri.  Haughtiness,  arrogance. 
A  (_>»»_jj*<i  maghrus,  Planted,  set  (tree,  shrub). 

A  'i*nj^jomaghrusat,Co\ii\ision,hvo\\:  mixture. 

A  {^jo^jkit,  maghruz,  Rain-water. 
A  (  'jjjw  7nag]iruf,  Clipped,  shorn,  polled. 

A  ̂ jji*  magh7-uh,  Immersed,  drowned,  sunk. 
A  ̂ji^  7nughra',  Excited,  stirred  up.  Greedy. 

3Iughri,  One  who  excites,  stirs  up,  or  eggs  on. 

A  '^jkic  maghriy,  (orj^ji/*  mugJiarra')  Glued. 
pJi<imaY7/t«, Brain.  Fat.  Marrow.  Kernel,pith, 

pulp,  chief  substance  or  essence  of  anything.  Pride, 

arrogance.  ̂ ^\>yK  maghzi  bdddm,  Bleached  al- 
monds. ytA  ma  ghz  bur  dan, To  t2A\i.mvich,  To 

give  the  headache.  clA<iJ.JjMi  maghzi  pusht,  The 

spinal  marrow.  J' maghz  tar  karda7t,  To 

speak,  talk.  J^JA*  maghzi ja7vz,Pee\ed  walnuts. 

jii  maghz  dar  sar  hardan,  To  keep 
silence  (to  keep  the  brain  in  the  head).  j  j** 

wo<7/<;?-ro*7<a/i,  (Clearing  the  brain)  Snuff. 

A^*  mughizz,(^A  cow)  with  a  painful  gestation. 

Aj\ytx  mighzdr,  (A  sheep)  rich  in  milk. 
Pj^S^magliz-ddr,  Marrowy.  Kernelled,  ker- 

nelly.    Pithy,  containing  pith  or  brain. 
A mughzar,  Possessed  of  many  camels,  or 

of  camels  yielding  much  milk.  il/«^7/<2:iV,  (Sheep) 

rich  in  milk,  or  (a  plant)  in  leaves. 

A  mughzirat,  A  plant  of  which  cattle  are 
fond,  and  which  makes  them  give  much  milk. 

A  (J^*  maghzal,  An  amorous  verse  or  speech. 
3Iighzal,  77iaghzal,  or  mtiz/Zi^a/,  A  spinning-spindle. 

3Ivghzil,  (A  doe)  with  a  young  one  (J^S-  gliazdl). 

AjjJiU  7naghzur,  Plentifully  watered  with  rain. 

A  (Jjji*  maghzTd,  Spun. 

A  Ijy^  maghza',  A  field  of  battle,  war,  an  expe- dition against  infidels.  Intent, scope,  drift,  meaning. 

A  ioj«*  mughziyat,  (A  woman)  whose  husband 
is  on  military  service.  (A  camel)  gone  with  young 

a  month  over  the  year.  An  ass  slow  in  conceiving. 

p  ̂ jr'J**  maghzin,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  fti^Jjw  7naghzina,  The  brain. 
A  7naghs,  (v.  n.  of  (j*»««)  Piercing  with 

a  spear.  Feeling,  handling.  3Iaghs  or  maghas, 

(v.  n.  of  (^j-jw)  Being  griped.     Cholic,  gripes. 

p  (jljL«Jw>  mughistdn,  A  palm-plantation. 
A,^2l3M)mM(7/ias.5/s,New-gathered  butbad(date). 
A  inaghsal  or  maghsil,  (pi.  j_L*iljt«  ina- 

ghdsil)  A  bathing-place  or  vessel,  especially  for 
dead  bodies.  3Iighsal,  That  with  which  any  thing 

is  washed.  (A  stallion-camel)  which  covers  (or  a 

man  who  cohabits)  much,  but  ineffectually. 

A  &]u~j»-o  7naghsilut,  Name  of  certain  ground  at 

Madina  where  clothes  are  washed. 

A  maghsus,  (A  camel)  affected  with 

the  disease  5-  ghusds.    Newly-gathered  but 
worthless  (date). 

A  &fc»Jj*<Jw  maghsusat,  A  she-cat.  A  palm-tree 
whose  dates  are  ripe  but  destitute  of  sweetness. 



A  J^-aJs^o  maghsul,  Washed,  cleaned. 

A  jw-iJt*  mighsham,  Intrepid.  Headstrong.  Con- 
ceited, self-opiniated,  following  one's  own  fancies. 

A  (_j*>^yiJt./«  maghxJiush,  Adulterated,  falsified, 

deceitful.  Insincere.  Cl^^xjji^  f^^^^Jticmaghshush- 
tahi^at,  Deceitful  by  nature,  a  cheat. 

A  ynughaslisha  ,  Embroidered. 

a'^^^ZJu^  maghshiy,  Surprised,  taken  unawares, 
iolff-  ̂ ^J^^  maghshiy  ̂ layhi,  Fainted  away, 
A  maghs  or  maghas,  Cholic,  gripes.  3Ia- 

ghas,  The  best  species  of  camels.  Heavy. 

A  ̂ ^yoij^  maghsuh,  Seized  by  force  ;  ravished. 
A  ̂^..t^ai/omughzai,  Provoked  toanger,irritated. 

3Ivghzih,  One  who  provokes  to  anger;  irritant. 

A  maghzabat,  (v.  n.  of  i^^uoS')  Being  an- 
gry, in  a  rage.    Anger,  rage,  wrath. 

A's.j^ji*7naghazzat, Cleanness.  Defect,deficiency. 
A j-ojwi  invghzir,  Affluent,  well  off. 
A  (  z-ajiiamughzif,  Dark  (night).  Weak, flaccid, 

pendulous.  (A  palm-tree)  whose  fruit  is  not  good. W 

A  (^-iaA^o  ??iM<//ia22ran, Wrinkled.  Folded,  plaited. 

A  L-^_j<aJv«?«a^7/i2:M&,  Irritated, incensed.  Afflicted 

with  small-pox.  isoiff-  ̂  yoi^  maghzubun  ̂ layhi, 
Odious,  one  against  whom  anger  is  felt. 

A  i^yoijo  maghzus,  Disturbed,  perplexed. 

A  J  voi*  maghzur,  Affluent,  well  off. 

A  i^joi^  mughzi,  Dark  (night). 
A  la**  maght,  (v.  n.  of  laA*)  Extending,  stretch- 

ing (any  thing  elastic).  Exerting  one's  strength 
to  draw  (a  bow). 

A  ̂jilai*  mughtish,  Dark  (night).  (God)  mak- 
ing (night)  dark. 

Akilajw»iM^//iai<7/t?'^,Bubbling,wallopping(pot). 
A  Jliix  mughtil,  Very  dark  (cloud). 
A  mughatta, Covered,  concealed,  hidden . 

A  iilailajwi  mughazghazat  or  mughazghizat ,  Fu- 

riously-boiling (pot). 

Ajliio  mighfdr,  ( yiM  mighfar,  or  mughfur) 

(]■)]. maghafir  and^l**  maghafir')  An  escu- 
lent vegetable  substance  of  the  consistency  and 

taste  of  honey,  but  of  a  strong  smell. 

A ̂ jOi/o  mighfar,  Mail  or  network  of  steel  worn 
under  the  cap  or  hat ;  also  a  protection  for  the  face 

worn  in  battle.  Mughfir,  (pi.  CJ\j^  mughjirat) 

A  wild  she-goat,  the  mother  of  a  kid  ( ̂̂flP  ghufr). 

A  'ijijucmaghfirat,  (v.  n.  of^)  Pardoning,  con- 
doning, forgiving,  remitting  sins,  absolving.  Re- 

mission, forgiveness.  A  wild  she-goat,  the  mother 

of  a  kid  called ̂   ghvfr.  p  1  O^fl** 
suhani  maghfirat-ashyan,  The  prince  whose  sins 

are  forgiven,  the  deceased  monarch,  a  Mighfa- 
rat,  Mail  or  network  of  steel  worn  under  the  cap. 

Mughjirat,  A  wild  she-goat,  the  mother  of  a  kid. 

A  maghfih,  A  place  of  return. 

A  J,ai*»iM^7/;fl^a^,Destituteofgenius,attention, 

or  presence  of  mind.  Negligent,  careless,  thought- 
less, heedless,  incurious,  ignorant.    Dull,  stupid. 
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A  iilajw  maghfalat,  Hairs  growing  between  thf 
under-lip  and  the  chin. 

Aj^ai*  maghfur.  Pardoned,  forgiven.  (oij^iiU 
aJ  maghfurun  lahu)  One  whose  sins  are  forgiven, 

the  pious  defunct.   Relapsed  (sick  man).  Mugh- 

fur, (pl.j<_j\j«  maghafir)  An  esculent  juice,  of 
the  consistency  of  honey,  extracted  from  the  plants 

sumam,jLS'  ̂ shar,  and  i-^^^  rims. 

A^\jyJt^maghfu7'ds,(Gvonnd')pTodac'mgj^[k<. 
AjfJlM  mighfir,  (pl.joljw  maghafir)  An  escu- 
lent vegetable  substance  resembling  honey. 

p  5  J>^Jm)  mugh-kada,  A  tavern.  A  fire-temple, 

p  jjawi  magltl.  Sleep,  rest.  3Iiighul,  The  Great 

Mogul,  emperor  of  Hindiistan.  The  Moguls,  Tar- 
tars, natives  of  Turan,  Scythia,  or  Transoxiana. 

The  Georgian  Christians. 

A  (Jjwi  maghl,  (v.  n.  of  (_)■**)  Accusing,  whisper- 
ing against,  slandering.  3Iaghl  or  maghal,  The 

milk  of  a  pregnant  animal.  3Iaghal,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J**) 

Eating  earth  along  with  grass  and  being  griped 

thereby  (cattle).  Giving  suck  whilst  pregnant.  Be- 
ing diseased  (the  eye). 

A  (J-iw*  mughill,  A  traitor,  deceiver.  (Land) 

fruitful  in  grain  and  produce  (sls-  ghallat). 

A  -f^Lw  mighla^,  An  arrow  discharged  with  the 
utmost  force. 

A  *siL«/c  mighlat,  A  long  throw  of  a  dart.  A 

light  arrow.  ii^lJw  Xi'U  nahatun  mighldtu'l 
rvahak,  A  she-camel  running  away  very  fast,  and 
avoiding  the  noose  which  one  tries  to  throw  over  her. 

P^'^^Jt^magh-ldj, or  ̂^JtAi)iagh-ldgh,A.tra.p-haU. 
A  l^iJjw  mighlat,  One  who  blunders  much. 

A  mighldh,  A  lock,  bar,  bolt,  or  any  in- 
strument for  fastening  a  door. 

p  ui3i)Jt^o  mughldk.  Wretched,  poor,  contempti- 
ble. A  poor  man,  religious  mendicant. 

A  maghlab.  Victory,  dominion,  power. 

Ai,^^kcmughallab, Often  conquered  or  defeated. 

(A  poet)  the  conqueror  of  his  cotemporaries,  and 
acknowledged  hy  them  as  superior. 

A  sJJwi  maghlabat,  Victory,  power,  conquest. 

A  Xiic  maghlat,  (pi.  JU*  mighdl)  A  sheep  or 

goat  bringing  forth  twice  in  one  year.  The  belly- 
ache in  cattle.  Wickedness,  mischief,  violence. 

Maghilat,  Cattle  griped  from  eating  earth  with  the 
voungr  herbage. 

A  s\kfc  mughallat,  The  fruits  of  the  earth. 

A  ̂ -'^  mighlaj,  (A  horse)  going  or  running 
well.    (Anass)which  drives  the  female  before  him. 

p  mughalchin,  A  fine  black  eye. 

Ad~^^a^ij6mughalsamat,  (fem.)  Tiedby  theneck. 

A  Sia]Jfe«  maghlatat,  An  improper  question,  lia- 
ble to  mistake  or  misapprehension.  A  labyrinth. 

A  laLaLx  mughallaz,  Severe,  heavy  (mulct  for 

bloodshed).  Solemn,  binding  (oath).  Very  foul, 

impure,  offensive.  3Iughalliz,  Whatever  renders 

coarse,  strong,  or  offensive  (iaJp  ghaliz). 
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A  jj^^i/o  mughalghal,  (or  »)ii!uM>  mughalghalat) 

A  letter  or  message  borne  from  country  to  counti-y. 

A  Jjiio  mighlak,  A  lock,  bolt.  (pi.  iJJ^U^o  ma- 

ghdl'ih  or  Jj^U*  maghdlik)  Any  of  the  arrows  used 
in  games  of  chance.  The  seventh  gaming  arrow. 

31ughlak,  Shut,  closed, fastened  (door).  Abstruse, 
abstract,  obscure,  difficult. 

p  slClixi  mnghl-gah,  A  sleeping-place. 

A         mughlim,  Libidinous.  A  pederast. 

^  mughVmu,  Unnatural  lust  for  boys. 

A  (_^_il»<i  mughlambi,  One  who  conquers  ano- 
ther, and  thereupon  becomes  great. 

A  ( — i^Ax/d  mughlandif,  (or  iw^laiii*  mugldan- 

zif)  Very  dark,  close,  shady. 

AL-.>_ji*<  jJia^/ZiZSijConquered, overcome. 

O^^;-*  J  1  maghiabi  khawf  u  hirds,  Struck 
with  dread  and  confusion,  j^^^j  7naghlub 

u  mah-hur,  Overcome  and  subjected.  jS' 

ghayr  maghluh,  Unconquered,  invincible. 
A  jo^ic  mughlubat,  Thickly-planted  (garden). 

A  'il>^\jtye  maghlubiyat,  Subjugation  ;  the  state 
and  condition  of  being  conquered  ;  vassalage. 

A  lL>^Jjwi  maghJus,  Mixed.  (Bread)  made  of 
wheat  and  barley.  Seasoned  with  the  flavour  of 
dates  (a  leathern  bottle). 

A  ̂3.5^  maghluh,  Shut,  barred,  locked,  bolted. 

(A  skin)  tanned  with  the  herb  'isiS'  ghalkat.  3Iugh- 
luk,  A  bolt,  bar,  or  lock. 

A  (J^ii*  maghlul,  One  whose  hands  are  tied  to 
theneck.  Pilloried.  Fettered.  Oppressed  with  thirst. 

A&A5^)jMi?/iM^/jZan/'Zi&a^,Thickly-planted(garden ) . 

A  (^i*  mughl'i,  One  who  makes  dear,  finds  or 
considers  dear,  buys  or  sells  dear  ((^JVff-  ghdli). 

pJJoJ)  mughtdi  hunduz,  Tartar  children. 
Fearless,  intrepid.  Bloodthirsty. 

A  fm^^  mighUm,  (fem.  'xe^M)  Lustful. 
A  pic  mughimm.  Intensely  hot,  suffocating(day ) . 

Melancholy  (day).  (A  country)  abundant  in  plants. 
A        mughammaj,  (Water)  without  sweetness. 

A  li.***  mughmad,  Sheathed  (sword). 

A^^i*  mughammar.  Inexperienced.  3Iugham- 
mir.  One  who  throws  himself  into  the  thickest  and 

most  thronged  part.  Silly,  foolish.  (SeejA.»jt>.) 

A^J**/c  maghmaz.  Any  thing  liable  to  detraction 
or  misconstruction.  A  state  or  place  of  desire ;  also 

of  reproach  or  stabbing. 

A  viaghmaz,  Very  low  ground. 

A  {^jck^tja  mughammaz.  Obscure,  unintelligible. 

3Iughammiz,  Who  goes  over  and  knows  a  matter. 

A  mughammizdt.  Sins  which  an  in- 

telligent man  commits  knowingly. 

A  &x«x/c  maghmaghat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Chew- 

ing (meat)  partially.  Speaking  obscurely.  Mov- 
ing (a  garment  about  in  water  when  washing  it). 

Thrusting  (his)  muzzle  into  a  pot  (a  dog).  Moist- 
ening (sliced  bread)  with  fat.  Mixing.  Being 

mixed.  Mixture,confusion.  A  weak  and  bad  business. 



A  |J-*i«  »?n'</ArwaZ,  Greedy  in  eating  dirt.  Mugh- 
mil,  A  woman  who  gives  suck  whilst  pregnant,  or 

who  bears  every  year,  and  conceives  afresh  before 
the  child  is  weaned. 

A^'!^7nittjhammim,(A  cloud  or  sea)  full  of  water. A  maghmud,  Sheathed  (sword). 

A jj^-i*  maghmur,  Overwhelmed.  Obscure, 
mean,  abject,  unknown,  without  rank  or  dignity. 

A  jy^maghmuz,  Accused.  Suspected. 

A  sjAs-  i^^^krf)  maghmusun  ̂ layhi,  One  who 
is  reproached  on  account  of  religion. 

A  ̂ jy^  maghmuk,  Full  grown  and  nearly  ripe 
(date).  (A  camel)  diseased  in  the  loins. 

A  fj^^k/omaghmul,  Mean,  obscure.  Unknown. 

Covered  over  with  bed-clothes  in  order  to  get  a 

sweat.  (Green  fruits  or  herbs)  put  under  straw  in 

order  to  ripen.  Macerated  (hide)  in  order  to  get 

the  hair  off.  Heaped  up  (herbage). 

A  ̂ y**^  maghmum,  Afflicted,  sad,  melancholy. 
Beclouded,overcast.  Troubled  with  cold  in  the  bead. 

p  maghmuma,  Fried  brinjals. 

A  (j^.**/*!  maghmun,  Put  under  ground. 

A  ^_^'»**  mughman  (or  maghmiyun) 

^layhi,  Fainted  away,  fallen  into  a  swoon. 
A  mughinn,  (A  valley)  resonant  with  the 

buzzing  of  flies.  (A  valley)  rich  in  herbage. 

A  sUi*  maghnat  or  mughnat,  (v.n.of  ̂ ^ff')  Sup- 
plying the  place  of  another;  acting  as  well  as  he  did. 

A  TO?^jf/ina;, Attractive,  lovely,  coquettish. 

A  (_^l?Ui/e  maghnafis,  (^jiaijw  maglinatis, 

or  ̂ AajJ^m  maghnitls)  The  magnet  or  loadstone. 

P  lijJwi  nmghimd,  (or  iiyikro  mughanda)  Every 

thing  which  makes  an  excrescence  on  the  body,  as 

a  wen,  swollen  gland,  strained  sinew,  wind  pent  up 

in  any  limb  ;  a  callous  protuberance  from  a  broken 

bone;  the  cicatrice  of  a  wound.  A  horse-market. 

Any  thing  mixed  or  confused. 

p  j_^t^>3wi  mvghundagi  or  mvghandagi,  A  pro- 
tuberance, lump,  bump,  or  swelling. 

A  j^jJw  maghnam,  Spoil,  plunder,  booty.  Any 
thing  acquired  without  labour. 

A  mughnamat,  (or  'i-i,^  mughannamat) 
Many  (sheep),  numerous  (flocks). 

p  ̂ jii*  viaghnud,  Sleeping,  asleep.  Fainting. 
A  lb maghnuz,  One  who  labours  under  great 

affliction,  even  to  the  point  of  death,  sorely  grieved. 

A  maghna',  (pi.  fj}J^  viaghatil)  A  plea- 
sant mansion,  the  abode  of  cheerfulness.  Ability 

to  do  without.  Remedy.  Flight,  escape.  Worthy, 

fit.  Mvghnt,  Who  or  what  supplies  the  place  of, 

excuses,  or  dispenses  with  ;  independent.  {^*^Jtp' 
ghayr  mughm,  Not  dispensing,  not  independent. 

A  (_^«<«  mughanm,  A  singer. 

A  iLjjJU?«»/i7/iaww?/a^,Afemalemusician,singer. 
p  L-jjJw  maghnisa,  A  black  earth  brought  from 

a  mountain  in  Kashan.  A  coloured  stone  very  soft, 

used,  by  glass-makers. 
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A  y>M  maghw,  The  mewing  (of  a  cat).  | 

A  'i\^k,o  mighn-at,  A  country  in  which  one  is 
very  liable  to  lose  one's  way. 
A  mugharvTvat,  (pi.  C^\>yit/c  mvghawma- 

yat)  A  ditch  made  for  decoying  and  catching  wild 

beasts.    A  country  where  one  is  liable  to  stray. 

A  j^ji*  mighrcar,  A  warrior,  one  who  makes 

many  excursions  {'ijs-  gharat)  to  lay  waste  and 
plunder  an  enemy's  country :  engaged  in  forays. 

A  iiyi/o  maghusat,  A  succouring,  an  assisting. 

A  (^ykfO  mugharvTvas,  (  A  palm)  stript  of  thorns. 
p  \J^yt/o  mvghusha,  A  sect  of  the  Magi. 

p  {^Jm^m  mughusliah,  Christian  monks.  Magi. 

A  'ijOytAtmtighamroasat,  A'moman  who  persuades 
her  husband  that  she  is  menstruous  when  not. 

A  (Jy»*  mighwal,  A  long  small  sword.  A  long 
spear-head.  A  piece  of  iron  inserted  within  a  whip. 

A  roan's  name.  (Jyw  O^ii  zat  mightval,  (A  horse) 
swift,  outstripping  all  others. 

p  J^*«  mvghol,  A  Mogul. 

A  (^y^o  mughrvi,  One  who  causes  to  err. 

A  ̂yL«mrt<7/<roiv/,Free,atliberty. Empty-bellied. 

Aj_^mo(7%,(v.n.of^_^)Speakingpleasantly, 
clearly,  and  openly.  Softness  or  laxity  of  leather. 

A  praising  of  any  one  for  qualities  which  he  does 

not  possess  (either  in  jest  or  in  earnest). 

p  f^juo  mughi,  The  religion  of  the  Magi. 
A  mighyar,  (pl.^^li*  viagliaiir^Je^iXous. 

pj\jJt^  maghyaz  or  mighyaz,  A  small  gratuity 
over  and  above  the  regular  hire. 

A  (y^-iMmighyal,  Entangled,  leafy,  shady  (tree). 

A  u->iAi«  magliib,  (v.  n.  of  Uj->ls-  for  *J^)  Be- 
ing absent  or  hidden.  Absence.  Setting  (of  the 

sun).  3Iughib  or  miighyih,  (A  woman)  having  an 

absent  (u-zjlS'  ghasih)  husband. 
A  mtighayyab,  Hidden,  invisible. 

A  OU^*^  mughayyahat,  (pi.  fem.)  Mysteries, 
secrets,  concealed  things. 

A  mvghihat,  (A  woman)  whose  husband 
is  absent  ((_»J^  ghadh). 

A  AAAJMi  mughayyahat,  A  mystery,  secret. 

A  <-l*JkJMJ  maghls,  (A  field)  watered  by  rain.  Corn 

laid  by  the  rain.  Mvghis,  Who  gives  aid,  auxiliary. 

A  mughhiyat,  A  college  at  Baghdad. 

A  jJfM  magldr.  Watered  by  rain.  (Milk)  red, 
mingled  with  blood.  3Iughir,  One  who  makes  a 

predatory  incursion,  a  spoiler,  plunderer. 

A  Jxi>M  mughayyar.  Changed,  altered.  Mughay- 

yir.  Variable,  changeable. 

A  i^Jf^  mughayriban,  (pi.  OUb^*)  Setting 
of  the  sun,  when  just  beginning  to  go  down. 

A  5^v*«  maghirat.  Watered  ground.  Mugliirat, 

Light  horsemen,  when  making  a  plundering  excur- 

sion into  an  enemy's  country. 
A  i^jAykc  maghiz,  A  place  of  little  (water). 

A  maghiz.  Incensed. 
A  (J-i*^  mughyal,  Suckled  (infant)  whilst  the 
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mother  is  pregnant  or  cohabiting  with  a  man.  Mu- 

ghil  or  mughyil,  (A  woman)  so  suckling  an  infant. 

A  (J^i«  mughayyal,  Fixed  and  settled  among 
thorns  and  bushes         ghil  or  ghayl)  :  abushman. 

p^^'::^>iJ>^tnughaylan,(^{'or^J)^^'^\ummg 
Eoyptian  or  Arabian  thorns,  difi"erent  from  acacia. 
^^)^i*jls-  khari  mug haylan, The  thorn  ofthis  tree, 
in  imitation  of  which  caltrops  are  made.  ̂ j^JjJ»/e 

mughayldn  hastan,  (or  slS  ̂ j^JjJU  mughay- 
Idn-gdh)  The  world.  Time.  Fortune. 

A  L_->^Ai«  maghyub,  Absent,  hid,  invisible. 

A  ̂ ^ijtA  maghyiis,  (A  field)  wetted  with  rain. 

A  j^A*^  viaghyur,  (A  field)  rained  upon. 
A  f\sjo  mufds,  A  servant,  a  slave. 

A  iilla^i  mifj^ad,  A  poker.  A  spit, 

A  mafatih,  (pi.  of        miftah)  Keys. 

A  i^li/o  mufdtahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Beginning 
to  converse  or  tell  a  story.  Bidding  for  any  thing 

but  without  making  a  deposit.  Going  (together) 

before  a  judge  or  arbiter.  Carnal  connexion. 

A  &5oli«  mufatahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Cili*)  Carry- 

ing on  open  hostilities, being  an  undisguised  enemy. 

Rushing  on,  attacking,  falling  foul  upon  together. 

Keeping  (any  one).  Assiduous,  unremitting.  Bid- 
ding and  making  a  deposit. 

A^^"*\i<«  mafdfih,  (pi.  of  ̂ CSL<  miftah')  Keys. 
aWIoc  mufdjjan,  (Going)  with  toes  turned  out. 
A  i[»-\iiorm/fajasat,  (v.n.3of\^)Fallingupon 

any  thing  unexpectedly,  rushing  upon  unawares, 

and  snatching.  Accosting,  p  C^[>-\sW'.Ljy«ma7gi 

miifajdt,  Sudden  death. 
A  jWla*  mnfdjat,  A  sudden  surprise. 

A  mafdjat.  Foolish,  stupid  (man). 

A jiflio  mafdjir,  (pi.  of  8^iS?"*  majjarat)  Large 
channels  or  valleys  through  which  water  runs. 

A  ̂j^^^mvfdjisjOne  who  comes  unexpectedly. 
al  mufdjis,  The  lion  (the  surpriser). 

A  eJ^\iui7nvfdhashat,  (v.  n.  3of {^J^)  Bandy- 

ing ribaldry  (i^^i^  fuhsh)  between  each  other. 
A  (^ja>-\su  mafdhis,  (pi.  of  (^jai?^  mafhas) 

Nests  of  the  lia5  katd,  3Iufdhis,  A  pryer  into  the 

secrets  and  failings  of  his  neighbour. 

K'ktaj>-^^mufdhasat,{y,  n. 3  of ̂ jo^) Inveigh- 

ing against,  prying  into  secrets  and  faults. 
A'i'd»-\sjomufdkhazat,  (v.n.  3of  j.^)  Assem- 

bling tribes.  Sitting  knee  to  knee. 

A  js-li/o  mafdhhir,  (pi.  of  "ij^"^  mafkharat) 
Ornaments.    Glories.    Illustrious  actions.  ̂ p-la« 

iru'l  a?ndsil  wa  I  ahran, 

Tlie  eminent  amongst  their  peers  (officers  of  state). 

Mufdhhir,  Glorious.  Vain-glorious. 

A  'ij>\iLA  mufdhharat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^)  Boasting 
against,  contending  for  glory.  Arrogance. 

A  'ijs-\sA>  mufdkhazat,  (v.  n.3  ofj^)  Bragging, 

boasting,  glorying  ̂ gainst  each  other. 
Ai^\Sba  mifsad,{ii>\sumifidd,  or  'id^^  miffodat) 

(pi.  liJli/o  mafdfid)  A  poker,  or  any  thing  used  in 
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stirring  an  oven.  A  spit. 

A  S^iiU/o  mvfadat,  (v.n.  3  of  i^^i)  Ransoming. 

A'ij\ii><iynafsarat,(^A  country)abounding  in  mice. 

A  ̂^-fi^  inafarikh,  Birds'  nests,  places  where the  young  or  chicks        farhh)  are  hatched. 

A  ̂ j^*  mufarazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^i)  Breaking 
off,  interrupting.  Settling  accounts  (with  a  part- 

ner), dissolving  partnership. 

A  {JiiJ^  mafarish,  Carpets.  Wives, 

(_)ijjla!^\  kartmu  'I  mafarish,  One  who  weds  honour- 
able or  respected  wives. 

xijoJ^SLA  7ntif  dr  a  sat, {y.n.  3  of  {^jt)  Observing 
rotation,  doing  any  thing  alternately  with  another. 

A  'i)s>j\iL<  7mifdratat,  (v.  n.  3  ofls^)  Contend- 
ing, endeavouring  to  get  a  superiority  over  ano- 

ther. Finding,  meeting  with. 

A  ̂^/o  mafdri^  (pi.  of  mifra^  Arbiters, 
umpires.  Peace-makers. 

A  ̂j^-*  mafdrik,  (pi.  of  mafrak  and 
mafriK)  Crowns  of  heads  where  the  hair  parts. 

Places  where  roads  branch  off.  Faces,  aspects. 

A  mufdrahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^^)  Quitting, 
leaving.  Separation,  alienation,  absence. 

A  mvfdrahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Leaving, 

dismissing,  giving  up. 

Ap^<  mqfdrim,  Astringent  medicaments,  con- 
strictive lotions  used  by  women. 

A  Sjli*  mafdzat,  Flight.  Escape,  deliverance. 

(pl.Jjlfl/«  mafdwiz)  A  place  where  one  obtains  a 
victory;  also  whither  peoplefly;  and  likewisewhere 

they  perish :  hence,  A  desert  without  water. 

A  miifdzi^  Terrified,  frightened. 

A&5^la/cmz{/a^cf^a^,Actoffrightening,terrifying. 

Aiijjj\i^emay"asz6^,(pl.of  8vX«*fl/«mq/5a(?a<)Evils. 

A  'ikZi\Lomufdshaghat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ~^)  Slaugh- 
tering a  camel's  colt  and  bringing  another  for  her 

to  take  a  liking  to. 

A  'sSLZiKsu  mvfdshakat,  (v.  n.3of  Attack- 
ing suddenly,  falling  upon  unexpectedly. 

A  (J-oli/o  mafdsil,  (pi.  of  jJ-oAc  mafsiV)  Joints. 

Any  gravelly  spots  between  two  moimtains  where 

the  water  is  clear  and  cold.  Spots  lying  between 

mountains  and  sands,  ̂ ^li*  rvaj^  mafdsil, 
A  pain  in  the  joints. 

A  C^iLolfl/*  mafdsildt,  J  oints  of  the  fingers,  &c. 

A&L«lix  mufdsalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J-oi)  Breaking 

off.  Closing  accounts.  Dissolving  partnership. 

Distance,  interval,  space,  separation. 

A  [^\Juc  mvfdz,  Large,  diffusive,  extended. 

Ample,  profuse.  Even,  on  a  level.  sjJ  i^jcXsoo  mu- 

fdzun  fihi,  (A  speech)  lengthened  out.  (joli*! 

(jIoaJ^  mufdzul  hatn.  One  whose  breast  and  belly 
are  equally  prominent. 

A  jusli/o  mufdzat.  Wide,  rooniy  (coat  of  mail 

or  woman).    Large-bellied  (woman), 

A  ̂ Vio  mafdzih,  (pi.  of  s.^^)  Disgraces. 
A  ̂[kni  mafdzikh,  Jars  for  holding  grape-juice. 
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A  (J-^Ia«  mafdzil,  (pi.  of  iJ-xiiU  mifzal)  Every- 

day clothes. 

A&Lola«rrtt^/"a2a/ai?,Acontendingfor  excellence. 
A  &J^li<i  mifdta7iat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Attend- 

ing to  (any  one)  in  order  to  understand  (him). 

Displaying  acumen  to  one  another. 

A^jdjli*  mafdtir,  (pi.  of  J^ko  mvftir)  Those 
who  breakfast. 

A  X^lixi  miifdghamat,  (v.  n.  3of  ̂ Jti)  Kissing. 

A  jj'li,*  mafdhir,  Poverties,  miseries, 

s jS^iu  sadda''lldhu  mafdhirahu,  May  God  end  his 
poverty,  or  enrich  him  ! 

A  'i^[!U?nvfdkamat,  (v.n. 3  of  j,fti) Lying  with. 
A  s^la*  mufdkahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  eiii)  Disputing, 

discussing  a  point  in  religion,  law,  or  science. 

A  &.^felfl>c  mufdkahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  «i3)  Jesting 

(with  another),  being  merry,  facetious,  joyous. 

A         m'i/"aZa<a^,  Acoming  upon  unexpectedly. 
A  5iS3li«  mvfdlazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  liJi)  Casting 

words  upon  each  other. 

A  "^rf^Wt  (pl-  Paralytics. 

A  |»lfl/«  mifsam,  (and  pli/o  mifsdm)  (A  camel) 
fat  between  the  shoulder-blades.  Mufsam,  (or  j»\i<i 

mifuffam)  Enlarged  (camel's  pack-saddle). 

A  'iXi^Ju  mufdndt,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^i)  Treating  kindly. 
Quieting,  giving  rest. 

A  itvli*  mufdnadat,  Act  of  urging,  pressing. 

A  ̂_^ila'e  mifdnih.  Easy,  delicate  (life). 
A  isulio  mvfdnahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jii)  Treating 

indulgently,  pampering. 

A  &5oli«  mufdnahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  CiLi)  Eating 

up  the  whole,  sticking  close  to  it,  without  shame. 

Ajjla*  mafdmiz,  (pi.  of  SjlA*  mafdzat)  Places 
whither  people  fly.  Deserts. 

A  ilojlox  mvfdwasat,  (v.n.3of  for  (^^) 

Explaining;  explanation.  Clearness,  distinctness. 

A  i_^j\Lo  mvfd7vaz,  Equal  (partnership). 

A  'Laj\iL<  mufdwazat,  (v.  n.  3of  (^^J  for  LJ^ji) 
Having  business  (with  another),  consulting  or  ex- 

plaining any  thing  (with  him).  Causing  to  flow. 
Going  or  running  with  another.  Agreeing.  An 

epistle,  a  letter  (from  a  superior  to  an  inferior). 
Conversation.  Partnership.  Arejoinder.  Equality, 

p  ̂^i^  s^^\sLi«  mufdwaza  shudan,  To  be  a  compa- 
nion or  equal  to  another,  ̂ ^^j^  &^^\s.<  mufdwaza 

kardan,  To  return,  make  retribution,  recompense. 

A  'i^^\L6mvfnivazatan,'Rec\proea.\\y,  alternately. 
A  eAj\sL<  mifdwahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  »\s  for  S^i) 

Talking  tosfether.    Boastincr  against. DO  O  O 

A  ̂-J.jlfl^o  mafdwik,  (pi.  of  Jj^a-*  mvfik  and 

'is.Ji/c  myfikat)  Camels  having  milk  in  their  ud- 
ders between  two  milkings. 

A  sVfclflws  mufdhdt,  A  talking  with.  A  boasting. 

A^J&lic  m,afdhir,  Flesh  of  the  breast. 
A  ̂\suo  mafdnd,  (pi.  of  liVi*  mipad,  dWkic  mif- 

sdd,  and  8^la<«  mifsadat)  Sticks  for  stirring  the 

fire;  pokers.  Spits. 

A  jLij.la*  mufdyashat,  Boast,  menace,  vaunt- 
ing threat  in  battle.    Contention  for  superiority. 

A  (Jjli-o  mufdsil,  One  who  divides  the  heaps  of 
soil  in  the  game  ̂ ySifisdl. 

A  &blas>  nmfdsalat,  (v.  n.3  of  Jli)  Playing  at 

the  game  JUs^iaZ. 

A  'i\>\siia  mufuyalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J\j  for  J>ji)  Be- 
ing weak  in  mind,  erring  in  opinion  or  conjecture. 

Imbecility,  folly.    A  game  at  which  boys  play. 

p  C*Oi«  muft,  Gratuitously,  without  payment, 

gratis.  CL>Su  muft-hhmdr,  A  parasite,  one 
who  eats  for  nothino-. 

A  ̂ l:^  miftdh^  (pi.  mafdtVi)  A  key,  or 
any  instrument  with  which  a  door  is  opened.  A 
mark  made  upon  the  thigh  or  neck. 

A  iJuflre  muftatad,  (Bread)  baked  under  the 
ashes ;  also  the  place  where  it  is  baked. 

A  Cl.Okfl/0  mufattat,  Broken  to  bits,  crumbled, 

comminuted.  Mufattit,  Who  or  what  crumbles 
or  breaks  in  pieces. 

A  C->lUjla<i  mifattitdt,  Lythontriptics. 

A  ̂ijomuftatah,Openedi.  Commenced,  begun. 
Takeni^city).  J/Myi;a^'//i,Conqueror,taker  (of  a  city). 

A  {^yCSijo  muftatin,  Fallen  into  temptation.  A 

ti'ier,  tempter.    Bereft  of  property  and  reason. 

Aj^^  muftajar,  A  sandy  place. 

A  ̂ <  maftah,  A  storehouse,  cellar.  A  trea- sury.    Miftah,  (pi.         mafdtik)  A  key. 

A  mvfattah.  Open.  Taken  (town).  Mufat- 
tih,  A  conqueror,  taker  of  towns.  Deobstruent. 

A  OL.^^  mifattihdt,  Medicines  which  re- 
move obstructions,  deobstruents. 

Aj^^mvftahliir, Boastful.  Splendid, gorgeous, 

sumptuous,     p  ̂j'^'^  (_^^f*  J  muftahhir  u 
mubdhi  shudan,  To  glory,  boast,  vaunt. 

A  l$SSySU  muftada'.  Redeemed.  3Iuftadi,  One 
who  ransoms  himself,  a  self-redeemer. 

A  i^JSifC  muftaris,  (A  lion)  tearing  (prey). 

A  (^ySijt  miftarish,  A  tracker.  A  tread er, 

trampler.    (See  ̂_ji>5^j\  iftirdsh.) 
A  \^yi.<a  muftaris,  Seizer  (of  an  opportunity). 

A  \>yhA  mufta.rit,  One  who  loses  a  son  before 
he  has  attained  the  age  of  puberty. 

A  muftari^  A  ravisher,  deflowerer. 
A  muftarigh,  One  who  pours  out  (water 

for  or  upon  himself). 

A  ̂ j^a*  mufiarih,  Dispersed,  scattered. 

A  ̂ jAio  muftarim,  A  woman  who  ties  on  the menstruous  cloth  firdm. 

A  (_^a*TO?</i;a/ 1,  Liar, slanderer:  knave,  rogue. 
Clad  in  a  fur  dress  {^Sfarw). 

A  ̂̂ J:Jj!jc  mufattish,  An  inquisitor,  commissary, 
examiner,  superintendant,  censor,  syndic,  visitor. 

A  d-xxiAe  muftasid,  One  who  opens  a  vein. 

A  ̂ ^aj.!Lx>  muftasi^  A  lad  who  draws  back  the foreskin  over  the  gland.  One  who  forces  (from  a 

debtor  that  which  he  owes). 



A  {^jA^  muftazz,  The  taker  of  a  maidenhead. 

A  ̂ tOLiSbo  muftazik,  Disgraced,  exposed  to  in- 
famy.  Infamous.  Evident,  apparent. 

A  Jj«Ia<  mnfta^l,  Made,  framed,  invented.  A 
stupendous  or  arduous  deed. 

A  JjoA*  mufta^ll,  Badly-trimmed  (arrow). 
A  (j:^  maftali,  The  opening  (of  a  shirt). 
A  CiSC:slk  muftakad,  Missed,  inquired  after. 

A  jSJSIjc  mxiftahii-,  Reduced  to  poverty. 
A  Jjii-o  mvfattal,  Twisted. 

A  iiJci«  maftalat,  A  circular  piece  of  wood  put  on 

a  spindle  to  give  it  a  steady  motion  when  spinning. 

A  CJ^^  mi{/i;a^a^,Suddenly  snatched  away,  dy- 
ing unexpectedly.  MM/itaKi,An  extempore  speaker. 

A  muftaliz,  One  who  takes  a  portion. 

A  kL^io  muftallt,  Seized  suddenly. 

A  mvftalih,  Strange,  wonderful,  marvel- 
lous (speaker  or  runner). 

A  muftall,  One  who  weans.    Who  edu- 
cates. A  keeper,  guardian. 

A  ̂JiA«m^^/!'a?^, Tempted,  seduced  to  evil,  drawn 
into  sedition.  Charmed,  bewitched.  Mad,  insane. 

Assayed,  standard  (money).  Bliifiin,  A  tempter, 
seducer,  who  leads  astray. 

A  (^a*  viufaitan,  (Gold)  tried  by  the  fire,  or 

(a  man)  by  temptations.    Thrown  into  disorder, 
excited  to  sedition  or  any  thing  bad.  Burnt. 

A  C^ySjc  moftut,  Broken,  crumbled.  Cleft. 

A  ̂^jSJljo  maftuh,  Opened.    Occupied,  taken 
(town).    Subdued.    (A  letter)  marked  with  the 

vowel  B^'fatha  —  a.  Diluted  (colour).  si?? 
eo" yhjojumla  kila^  maftuha,  All  the  castles  taken. 

A  Jj^^  ymftuh,  Ruptured. 
A  (JjIA*  maftul,  Twisted, 

p j*ti  Jjl^  maflul-sar,  Wry-headed. 

A  fjj^  maftun,(Go\d^  tried  in  the  fire.  Drawn 

into  sedition.  Seduced  into  evil.  Insane,  fascina- 

ted, charmed,  mad  with  love.    Deserted  by  his  rea- 

son and  property.  Experiment,  trial,  proof. 

A  mufti,  Wise.  One  whose  sentence  has 

the  authority  of  the  law,  an  expounder  of  the  Mu- 

hammadan  law;  the  mufti  or  head  law-officer 

amongst  the  Turks  (above  a  kazi,  or  judge). 
Name  of  a  certain  measure. w 

A  mo/assa^,  Multitude,  plenty,  abundance. 

'ilsuj^hasiru mafasmtin,h.h\\n<\-iwt\i\  hospitality. 

A ̂   mafj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  foolish. 

A  ̂ i/e  mujijj,  Protuberant,  rounded,  convex 
(hoof  of  a  horse). 

Aj_4?*  mafjar,  A  place  where  water  gushes 
out,     Mvfjir,  Present  at  day-break  ( jd  fajr-). 

t\'ij^^  mafjarat,  (pl.^>'li*  mafajir)  A  wide 
channel  through  which  atorrent  runs.  Level  ground 

along  which  a  river  runs. 

A  ^l/j'"^!  Oppressed,  overwhelmed. 
A  (ji-s^  mvfkish,  Obscene  in  talk,  ribaldish. 

A  (^s?^  mafhas,  A  nest  of  the  bird  Uai'  haia. 
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A  mufham,  Unable  to  repeat  verses.  Si- 
lenced, unable  to  reply. 

A mufakhhhar,G\or\^edi,  glorious,  exalted. 

Aij^^ mafkha  or  mafhhurat,  A  thing  in  which 
a  man  glories,  or  which  gives  him  pre-eminence. 

A.^  nmfahhhham,  Magnified,  great,glorious, 
illustrious.    Broad,  openly  pronounced. 

A  h^^^  mafkkuz,  Hurt  in  the  thigh. 
Aj^MU  mufdir,  Anti-aphrodisiacal  (diet). 

A  'ijSLcmufdarat,  A  place  frequented  by  moun- 
tain-goats. Anti-aphrodisiacal  (diet).  Ifafdarat 

or  mafdurat,  (pi.  ofjdjfadar)  Aged  or  full-grown 
mountain-goats. 

A  ̂ ^^SU  mifdagh,  Any  implement  for  breaking. 
A  mufadgham,  Full-faced  (man). 

A^tMUiw?My(:Zam,(Cloth)dyedof  afull  or  unmixed 
red.  Full  and  thick  (colour).  JSIufdam  or  mufad- 

dam,  (A  water-pot)  covered  with  a  lid  or  stopple. 
A  &/o!!\ixi  mufadcLamat,  Muzzled  (ox). 

A  ̂ j^MU  mafduh,  Oppressed  with  debt. 
Ai^sSM  mufizz,  A  ewe  which  brings  forth  but  one 

lamb  at  a  birth. 

A  i^iXio  mifzaz,  (A  sheep  or  camel)  accustomed 
to  bring  forth  only  one  at  a  time. 

Ajtuc  mafarr  or  majirr,  (v.  n.  ofji)  Fleeing 

away.  Majirr,  An  asylum,  whither  one  flies  for 

refuge.  3Iifarr,  Generous  (horse),  ready  for  flight, 
on  which  one  may  easily  escape. 

A  OV^i/o  mvfirrat,  (Days)  which  bring  news. 
A  mifrah.  Glad,  exulting,  joyous,  fain. 

A         mifrad,  (A  she-camel)  pasturing  alone. 

A  i^_yt\jiu«  mufrash,  (in  the  idiom  of  Morocco) 
A  sack  in  which  a  bed  is  laid  up. 

At^\Jumifras,  Shears  for  cuttingsilveror  iron. 

A  "*"/''^J>  Oiis  ■^^'^10  has  no  near  relations 
or  patron.  The  upper  part  of  the  mouth,  the  pa- 

late. Slain  (man),  and  found  far  from  a  town.  3Iu- 
frij,  A  good  archer,  but  sometimes  missing.  (A  hen) 

having  chickens  {^'y  farrnj  or furruj). A  mvfarraj.  Large,  wide,  opened,  cleft, 
sundered,  divided.  A  comb.  One  whose  elbow  is 

distant  from  the  side  or  arm-pit. 

A  mvfarjan.  Curried  (horse). 

A  ̂ ^^^  mvfrali.  Poor,  oppressed  with  debt.  An obscure  man,  known  neither  from  birth  nor  from 

connections.  One  whose  debts  must  be  paid  from 

the  public  treasury.  Found  killed  between  two  towns. 

Mvfrih,  Exhilarant. 
A  mufarrxh,  Exhilarating,  who  or  what 

makes  cheerful.    A  species  of  exhilarating  medi- 

cine, in  which  rubies  are  an  ingredient, 

mnfarriln  kalh.  Rejoicing  the  heart, 
A  mvfrihh,  (A  bird)  having  young. 

A  'is'jSjo  mufrakhat,  A  bird's  nest. 
A  (i^*  mufrad.  Single,  simple,  alone,  solitary, 

unique.  Sent  alone,  without  a  companion,  t^Ji^ 

hi  mufradihi,  Alone,  by  himself.     Mufrid,  One 

who  engages  in  or  does  any  work  alone.  One  who 
singles  out.  One  who  sends  an  ambassador,  A 
woman  who  brings  forth  one  child. 

A  mufarrad,  (Gold)  set  with  or  separated 

by  the  pearls  called  ti^jifarid  or  ̂\jSfardsid.  Mu- 
farrid,  A  Muhammadan  lawyer.  One  who  retires 

to  lead  a  solitary  religious  life.  One  who  has  out- 
lived all  his  cotemporaries  and  children.  One  who 

travels  alone,  his  beast  his  sole  companion. 

A  Siiyi/o  mitfradat.  Simple.  The  minor  term 

I  in  logic.  Singular  numbei-.  iJl*ia3\  Olii^  mu- 
fradatu''t  tibb,  Simples  in  medicine. 

A  ■^j^  mufurdakh.  Large,  thick,  and  soft. 
A  (__yjiijfl/o  mufardas,  Large  (breast). 

Pj^^  djhjcmufrad-surcar.  Who  rides  alone. 
p  mafras.  Ornaments  suspended  from the  ceiling. 

A  {^jSja  mvfarras.  Adopted  into  the  Persian. 

A  ̂ ^f^  mufarsahh.  Wide  (breeches). A  ̂ jJiyu  mufarsan.  Fleshy  about  the  face. 
A  [^Ju  mifrash,  A  coverlet,  counterpane.  A 

travelling-bag,  a  sac-de-nuit. 
A  {^j!u  mufarrash,  Bunchless  (camel).  (A 

bed)  spread  on  the  ground,  31>ifarrish,  One  who 

spreads  (a  carpet,  &c.).  One  who  paves  a  house 
with  flag-stones.  (Corn)  which  extends  its  leaves 

alonji  the  grround, 

A  eJ^iJu  mifraskat,  A  saddle-cloth  laid  upon  a 
camers  saddle. 

A  'iZiyU)  mufarrishat,  A  skin-wound  on  the 
head,  without  any  fracture. 

A  i^jS^  mifras,  Shears  for  cuttingsilveror  iron. 

A  {^Ju  mifraz,  A  tool  for  cutting  or  notching. 
A  ?w?</ar^a7i/«.  Infirm,  weak. 

a\sjSl,c  7nvfrat,  Left,  deserted,  forgotten.  Sent 
before.  Hastened,  (A  cistern)  full,  overflowed  with 

water,  M ufrit.  One  who  exceeds  bounds.  Tran- 
scendent, transcendental.  Excessive. 

A  ̂kji.*  mxfartah,  Broad  and  flat, 
A  j»k;2^  mufartam,  Pointed  (boot), 
A  mifra^  (pi.  mafari^  Arbiters, 

peace-makers.  Mufra^  Broad  (in  the  shoulder- 
blades),  Mufri^  Descending.  \si-Jh  '-^^■^^ 
Iff^a*  laliitu  fidunan  fari^ti  miifri^n,  I  met  so- 
and-so,  one  of  us  ascending,  the  other  descending, 

A  miifragh,  (A  ring)  cast  in  a  mould, 
founded,  so  that  the  joining  is  not  perceptible, 

A  '^Sjo  mvfarragh,  Empty,  Mufarrigh,  One 
who  pours  out.  An  emptier  (of  a  vessel), 

A  mvfraghat,  A  ring  solid,  not  hollow. 

A  ̂ ^■tmafrah  or  mafrik,  (pi.  Jjj^  mafarik) 

The  place  where  the  hair  parts.  The  crown  of  the 
head,  A  place  where  a  road  separates  into  many, 

3IufHk,  The  mother  (camel)  of  a  dead  colt.  Lean 

(man).   Fat  (man). 

A  ̂ jj^  nmfarrah,  Scattered,  Ilufarrik,  One 
who  separates,  scatters,  or  divides.    One  who  in- 



spires  with  fear.  mufarriku'nna^m, 
Separating  flocks,  i.e.  the  animal  called  (jb^  za- 
riba7i  (stinkard),  because  he  disperses  sheep  when 

he  gets  amongst  them. 

A  'iSjhjc  mafrikat,  A  place  where  two  ways  meet. 
A  jtij'^  mufarham,  One  who  slowly  grows  old. 

Badly  fed. 

A  mufarrak,  (A  man)  hated  by  women. 

Ks^jLo  miifarrahat,  (A  woman)  hated  by  men. 
A  mvfarkuh,  One  whose  buttocks  are  high 

and  prominent. 

A  ̂ ^f^  mafruj,  Split,  cracked,  broken. 

A  ̂ jj^  mafruh,  Glad,  exulting,  rejoicing. 
A Jj yijf>  mafruz,  Dispersed,  separated.  A  Na- 

zarite.  (Cloth)  having  an  elegant  border.  (Land) 

given  in  fee.  Mended,  sewed  (garment). 

A  Jho  mafrush,  Expanded,  spread.  Paved, 
flagged.  A  carpet. 

A  jjiu  mafrziz,Cut  off.  Cut,nicked,  notched. 
Divinely  appointed,  ordained  by  God,  necessary 

to  be  observed.  'i^jjsX\  CLj\^^\  as'  salawdtul 
mafruzat,  The  (five  daily)  prayers  appointed,  and 

considered  as  of  perpetual  obligation. 

A  C->l/«j ji/c  mafrvzat,  The  commands  of  God. 

A  ̂  jSjc  mafrugh,  Discharged.  Cut  short. 
A  mafruk,  Separated,  divided. 

A  (-dJj Ju  wifl/>MA,Rubbed(ear  of  corn).  Cracked 

with  the  fingers  (louse).  Dyed  deeply.  (A  camel) 
whose  shoulder  is  cut,  and  the  nerve  inside  of  whose 

upper-lip  is  split. 

A  » Ju  miifrih,  (or  &JfcJfl/o  rnvfarrxhat)  (A  she- 
camel)  bringing  forth  a  brisk  and  lively  colt. 

A  mvfri,  One  who  adjusts,  arranges,  rec- 

tifies. (See  Ay\  ifrds.) 

A  (^jSj«'m.vfa7'ra',({'em.  sV^)  Covered  with  fur. 
A  fnafza^  An  asylum.  Mufza^  Terri- 

fied, terror-stricken.  J/?//^/^,  Terrifying,  horrible. 

A  ̂ J-^  mvfazza^  Timorous,  terrified.  Brave. 

A  'is^yLK  mafza^t,  Any  thing  which  is  a  cause 
of  terror        faza^.  An  asylum. 

Aj^yLA  mofzur,  High-backed  or  breasted  (man). 

A         mafsa',  The  anus  (wind-letting  part). 
A  li-i-a*  miifsid,  Mischievous,  pernicious,  de- 

structive, corruptive,  vitiating.  A  corrupter,  de- 

praver, destroyer,  author  of  evil,  malefactor,  sedi- 
tious man,  breed-bate,  mischief-maker. 

A  'is^^Stjo  mafsadat,  An  evil,  pernicious  thing, 
tending  to  disturb  or  corrupt  (reverse  of 

A  jULh-io  mvfassar,  Explained,  commented  on. 
Mufassir,A  commentator,  expositor,  or  interpreter. 

^^j>j!LsL<  mufassirin,  (obliq.  pi.)  Commentators. 
A  »LIifl-«  mvfassilat,  An  artful,  trickish  woman, 

who  evades  the  caresses  of  her  husband  under  pre- 

tence of  being  menstruous  or  from  other  pretext. 

A  i/o  mafms.  Weak,  broken-backed.  One 

hollow-backed,  protuberant-breasted,  flat-hipped. 
One  whose  buttocks  seem  in  pain  when  he  walks. 
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A  mafsukh,  Broken,  dissolved. 
A  mafsuJihiyat,  A  rupture.  Nullity. 

A       a«  viaft^ud,  Corrupted,  spoiled. 

A  ̂y^Ju«  viafsul,  (A  man)  of  the  worst  kind. 

A  ̂ ji^  mufishsh,  Provocative  of  eructation. 

A  ̂^Lsl<  mifshagh,  One  who  accosts  his  friend 
with  something  disagreeable.  Whochecks  or  brings 

under.  Mufshigh,  That  which  has  little  good  in  it. 

A  ,J-^l.fl*  mifshal,  The  covering  of  a  camel-lit- 
ter. One  who  chooses  a  foreign  wife  in  the  hope 

of  having  a  vigorous,  healthy  offspring. 

A  ̂ _^Ojc  mufashshi,  Wind-expelling. 
A  OIjlSji*  mvfashsMydt,  Carminatives. 

A  ̂£iSLylimufs^h,C\e^.T.  Eloquent.  (A  day)  with- 
out cloud  or  cold.  (See  ̂ ^^^^  ifsah.^ 
A  SMaJ^/omifsad,  A  lancet,  fleam. 

A  (_).^afl/«  mafsil,  (pi.  (J^^slio  7nafdsir)  A  joint, 
juncture,  articulation,  the  space  between  the  joints. 

A  space  between  two  sand-hills,especially  gravelly, 

where  limpid  water  collects.  A  heap  of  flints.  Mif- 
sal,  The  tongue. 

A  (J.-ai/<i  mufassal,  Distinct,  partitioned  (as  a 
bracelet,  which  between  every  two  pearls  has  a 

larger  gem  or  one  of  a  different  kind).  Divided, 

separated,  particularized,  detailed.  Fully  described ; 

separate,  distinct,  clear,  ample.  Cut  off  (as  a  gar- 
ment). The  subordinate  divisions  of  a  district  (in 

contradistinction  to  the  termjii.^^  sadr,  which  im- 

plies the  chief  seat  of  government,  or  of  the  collec- 

tors of  the  public  revenue).  The  Kur'an  from 
al  hujurdt  (name  of  the  49th  chapter)  to 

to  the  end.  3Iufassil,  One  who  enlarges  upon,  am- 
plifies.One  whodistinguishes,who  divides  into  parts. 

A  ̂LaO/c  TO2//assaZa«,  Distinctly,  minutely,  pro- 

lixly, diffusively,  in  detail. 

A^^<aA«?72o/iwA/<,Cheated,gulled,imposed  upon. 
A  l'^j  rn  °  mafoud,  One  whose  vein  has  been 

opened ;  bled,  blooded. 

A  J|^«aflxi  mafsul,  Separated,  detached. 

A  ̂ yoSU  mafsum,  Broken  without  separation 
of  the  parts.  Demolished,  overthrown  (house,  tent). 

A  jjUAS/o  rmifzdt,  A  woman  whose  two  passages 

have  been  made  one  by  frequent  cohabitation. 

A  ̂ Laio  mifzaj,  Thick,  corpulent,  soft. 

A  ̂__;^l'waa*  mifzdz,  A  mallet,  clod-crusher. 
A  JUaio  mifzdl,  Pre-eminent  in  beneficence ; 

literally,  an  instrument  of  liberality. 

A  'L^aSU  mifazzat,  A  maul  for  crushing  clods. 
Al^^^mafzahat,  Reproach:  disgrace, scandal. 
A  mifzakhai,  A  stone  with  which  unripe 

dates  may  be  bruised.  Capacious  (bucket). w 

A  (^*a2/«?nw/a^zfl«, Plated  withsilver,silvered. 

A  ̂ *aa«  mifzagh,  One  who  distorts  the  corners 
of  the  mouth,  and  speaks  indistinctly.  One  who 

takes  pains  to  be  eloquent,  and  commits  blunders. 

A  J.*afl/«  mifzal,  An  every-day  garment.  One 

who  excels  greatly.  Mufzil,  One  who  leaves  some- 

thinsT  redundant  or  remaining. 

A  ̂y,elSJ6  mitfazzal,  Excelling  greatly,  eminent 
in  virtue  and  beneficence.  Preferred.  In  the  phrase 

^>  (J*  [^^^  'Hi  a^amu  mim  bakrin,  Zayd is  more  learned  than  Bakr ;  Zayd  is  the  J-«afl/«  mu- 
fazzal,  and  Bakr  the        JjaO*  mvfazzal  ̂ layhi. 

A  «loA«  mifzalat,  An  every-day  garment. 

A  ̂ y>aSU6  mafzuli,  Exposed  to  infamy,  shamed. 

A  .^yoAa  mafzuhh,  Bruised,  crushed  (date). 
A  i^ytoSijc  mafzuz,  (Tears)  profusely  shed. 
A  J^jioflxi  mafzul,  Overcome,  conquered. 
A  mufattah,  Broad  (head). 

A ̂ Pa-a«  muftir,  (pl._^jd?li/«  mafdtir^  One  who breaks  a  long  fast. 

A  ̂^lafl/o  maftuh,  Broad,  wide  (head). 

A  j»jlaA«  mafium,  Weaned. 
A  ̂ttSuc  mufzi^  Base,  shameful  (affair). 

A  'jl*a/e  maf^t,  (A  place)  full  of  vipers. 
A  s\jisua  nmfa^^t,  A  (she-camel)  branded  with 

a  mark  in  the  form  of  a  viper.  The  brand  itself. 

A  Jy(A*  maf^l,  Made,  done.  Acted.  Abused 
contrary  to  nature ;  a  pathick.  Passive  voice.  Ac- 

cusative case,  (in  gram.)  Governed.  (J^sCl*  ̂ \ 

ismi  maf^l,  Passive  participle.  lO  Jj*ai\  al  maf- 
^lu  hihi,  The  object  of  a  transitive  verb.  J^«i4^ 

ftU-^  al  maf^lu  li  ajlihi,  Dative  case.  <0  J^*fl\\ 

al  maf^lu  lahu,  Accusative  case,  Jl_j*^^  al 

maf^lu  ma^Jiu,  Ablative  case. 

A  'i^ytO/c  maf^Uyat,  The  condition  of  the  ac- cusative case,  accusativeness.  The  condition  of  the 

passive  voice,  passiveness,  passivity. 

A  'iyiSLK  mafgharat,  A  spacious  district.  A  hole 
in  a  mountain  smaller  than  a  cave. 

A         mvfgham,  Excited ;  greedy. 

A  ̂_)jliii<i?K//"^as,  A  crooked  stick  or  bit  of  wood 
used  in  snaring  birds,  a  springe. 

A  (^je>\siSLA  mifkas,  A  knob  at  the  end  of  a  mace, 

capable  of  smashing  every  thing  it  strikes. 

Ajaa«  »iM/^ar,Impoverished.  MufHr,  Strong 

and  able  to  bring  to  pass.  Strong  in  the«jliii/a- 
hdrat  or  vertebrae  (as  a  colt  able  to  be  ridden). 

A  jiLijo  mufakhar,  (A  sword)  notched  on  the 
side  or  back.  Rough  (sword).  Equal  to  whatever 
one  is  commanded  to  do. 

A  'ijiLc  maf  karat,  Poverty. 

A  ̂ Sla  mufhi^  Depressing  (poverty),  such  as 
makes  (one)  crouch  to  the  earth. 

A^SUmufakka^  Sharp-pointed  (boot). 
A  'ifSsu  mufakki^t,  A  black  bird  with  white 

at  the  root  of  its  tail. 

A&JiLi«  mifkalat,  A  kind  of  winnowing  machine. 

A  liyLa*  maf  hud,  Disappeared,  and  concerning 
whom  it  is  not  known  whether  he  be  living  or  dead : 

lost,  missing.  Missed,  regretted.  Unfortunate, 

destitute,  deprived,  frustrated. 

Aj^flfl/*  mafliur,  Broken-backed.  (A  camel) 
pierced  in  the  nose.  Perforated,  dug  through. 



A  (^jflfl/e  mnfhus,  Broken  (egg). 

A  ̂ai/c  vmfdhhh,  Eartli-furrowing  (torrent). 

Sj^skJsjn  imtfahhir,  One  who  thinks  deeply. 

A  'ijjOu  miifahJiirat,  Tlie  thinking  faculty. 
miifalikah.  Untied,  unloosed. 

mafliuh,  Liberated,  unloosed,  manu- 
mitted. Pardoned.  Open,  not  united  by  tashdid. 

A  (J^5^  m^yAwZ,  Trembling,  tremulous. 

A  i^SLA  miifkilt,,  (or  'i-,^su  mufhihat)  (A  camel) 
that  gives  thick  milk. 

A|j^)^  miflali,  Mean,  despicable,  destitute. 

A  ̂ suc  mvfallaj,  One  whose  fore-teeth  are  wide 
apart.   Perplexed,  paralysed,  lame,  bad  (business). 

A  ̂ Lc  tmiflih,  Prosperous,  happy.   A  peasant. 
miiflihan,  Name  of  a  river.  (Pers.  pi. 

of  A  ̂ Ju  mvflih')  Villagers,  husbandmen. A  ̂jJJumiiJlls,  Insolvent,  bankrupt.  Poor. 

Af^^^\[jJi^mufaUasu'Uawn,Dapp\e-co\oured, 
like  fish-scales  ((j-Ji  Jc^s).   (See^AJij  tajih.) 

^  j_j*JvA/«  muflisi,  Insolvency,  bankruptcy. 

A  ̂ >su  mvfaltah,  Broad,  flat  (head).  Spread 
out  (snare). 

A  ̂fl/c  miifalla^  (A  water-bottle)  sewed  with 
thongs  of  leather. 

A  (Jiii/o  miifalfal,  (Wine)  pungent  as  pepper. 

(A  garment)  embroidered  as  with  cloves  of  pepper 

{^yils  fulful  or  filfil).  Crisp  (hair).  Seasoned, 

spiced  (meat).    Well-tanned  (leather). 

A  fjl^  myflih,  Wonderful  (poet). 

A  ̂ j)^  mufallah,  Dried  (peach)  which  sepa- 
rates from  the  stone. 

A  'iJHiSUmaJIahat  or  muflahat,  Any  thing  strange 
and  portentous.    A  misfortune. 

A  i^Jvi*  mvfallih,  Swelling-breasted  (girl).  A 

liitch  in  heat.    (See  k^X^so  tajlili.') 
A  (JIfl*  mufullal,  (A  blade  or  head  of  a  sword 

or  spear) "notched  or  teethed  like  a  saw;  serrated. 

A  ̂ .5^  mcfl^jj  Paralytic,  palsied. 
A  d^lLa  majluz,  Forged  of  excellent  steel. 

A  (_)w_jii<«  majlus,  Shining  like  a  fish-scale. 

A  (3^^  majiuh,  (A  camel)  marked  with  the 

mark  'iili  falhat  under  the  ear. 
p     ̂ iJu  majluk,  Unfortunate.  Poor,  indigent, 

A  uLl^a^o  majluh,  Swelling-breasted  (girl). 
A  J_j!iicmq/?i<Z,Broken,notched,chipped(sword). 

A  i^.^Su<i  mufalhad,  A  stout,  fat,  handsome  youth 
who  has  arrived  at  puberty. 

A  mufii,  (and  &Jfl*  mujliyat)  A  mare  hav- 
ing a  yearling  colt,  or  one  that  has  been  weaned. 

A  ̂ suo  mifann,  (A  man)  who  utters  wonderful 
things.    One  who  speaks  in  flowery  language. 

A  'i\jsu  7iiafnat,  A  country  that  agrees  well  with those  that  visit  it. 

A  ljUac  mifnak,  Delicately  brought  up  (girl). 

A-^be  mifnalih,  One  who  subdues  his  foes. 
A  j>jkfli<i  TOw/niiZ,  Weak  in  mind.  An  old  dotard. 

A  CtjSLA  mufannid,  A  reproacher,  upbraider. 

( ) 

A  ̂ la*  mitfanshihh,  Sleepy  and  falling. 
A  ̂ y^jsu  mvfanshil,  One  who  scatters  or  dishe- 

vels. Fearless. 

A  lA-i*ifl^o  mufanshisan,  Fearlessly,  menacingly. 

A^a*  ?rt?//io^,Highly  esteemed,  of  goodi-epute. 
A  'i^jsbc  mufannanat,  A  malignant  old  woman. 

A  camel  which  appears  ten  months  gone  withyoung. 

A  ̂ Sjo  mufm,  Ruinous,  destructive,  wasteful. 
A  til^ixi  mifwad,  One  who  lays  out  his  wealth 

freely  and  usefully  (an  instrument  of  usefulness). 

A  mafsud,  Heartless,  dispirited.  Roasted 

(meat).  (Bread)  baked  under  the  ashes.  Wounded 

in  the  heart  (li^y  fiuad).    Sick  at  heart. 

A  X>-iJ^a<m2{/«r«c?tya^,Straight-horned  (sheep). 

A  (_^ja<  mufawrcaz,  Committed  or  entrusted 
to  the  care  of,  consigned,  delivered,  recommended. 
Submitted  for  opinion. 

A  I — jjii/o  mufawwaf,  (A  garment)  thin,  dyed, 
or  striped  with  white :  a  garment  in  general. 

A  ̂^'Iojc  mitfawnah,  Notched  (arrow). 
A  lij^a*  wrt/jMf/,(Bread)baked  under  the  ashes. 

Smitten  in  the  heart  (li^Jiyujac?).  Heartless, lifeless. 

A  I'^tjo  mxifun-wah,  Loquacious.  Very  eloquent 
(orator  or  oration).  Aromatic  (wine).  A  glutton. 

(Cloth)  dyed  with  the  roots  of  the  herb  madder. 

A  (^^!a/«  wii</a?y«ja',  Dyed  with  madder,  (fern. 

'i\^kic  mufawrvat)  (Land)  which  grows  madder. 
A  ̂^^-^  mifliah,  (  A  well)  full  of  water. 
A  ClJy^^  mafliut,  Confounded,  astonished. 
A  /wcfy/iiim.  Understood,  perceived,  com- 

prehended. The  contents,  tenor,  or  sense  of  a  letter. 

A  -*(_^  mvfls,  A  patron  or  a  master,  one  who 
affords  shade  and  shelter  (^^\^fny^. 

A  Sua*  maft/asat  or  mafuyasat,  A  shady  place, 

a  place  built  for  giving  shade  {ft^fo-y^^- 

A  (iLa*  mifyad,  One  who  expends  largely  but 

usefully  (an  instrument  of  usefulness). 

A  ti.Aa*  j?iwy?f/,Useful,  profitable,  salutary.  Who 

acquires  wealth  and  bestows  it  liberally  andusefully. 

A  t^jaiSUc  viafis,  Flight,  avoiding.  A  place  of 

escape,  flight,  or  refuge. 

A  i^jax-SLA  mufiz,  A  shedder  (of  tears),  pourer 

out  (of  water).  A  giver.  CLJ'^j^\  {,ja^P^  muflzu'l 
barakat, Any  thing  producing  affluence ;  a  bestower 
of  abundant  blessings. 

A  ̂ JiP^  mufih,  Wonderful,  marvellous  (poet). 

Mi/fik,(and  'i.'iJu  mnfiliat')  (pi.  ̂ jlic  mafannk) 
A  camel  having  milk  in  her  udder  between  the 
times  of  milking. 

A  «^_j>ax>  mnfyusat,  (fern.)  Shaded.  A  bower, 

arbour;  a  place  impenetrable  to  the  sun's  rays. 
A  -^^^jAi/o  mafyulas,  Young  elephants. 

A  Jj*  makh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^-e)  Splitting  (the  branch 
of  a  female  palm)  to  inject  the  male  flowers. 

A^[sucmahkas,  (fem.  of  mjiakk)  Long-bodied 

(mare).  Lean  (thigh).  Distant  (country). 
A  u-jUU  miksah,  A  great  drinker. 
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A  mahabih,  (pi.  of         mahbahat)  Of- 
fences, offensivenesses,  odiums. 

A  A^liu  vmliobahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Reviling, 
reproaching,  calling  one  another  ugly  names. 

A  makdbir,  (pi.  of'ijf^  mahbarat)  Ceme- 
teries, grave-yards,  tombs. 

A  (Jj^  7nukdbal,  Of  noble  parentage  on  both 
sides.  3Iukdbil,  Opposite,  over  against,  fronting. 

One  who  puts  himself  opposite,  or  looks  towards,  or 
meets.  One  who  confronts,  comptrols,  collates,  or 

compares(onecopy  of  a  book  with  another),  p  JjUU 

mil kdbilshudan,  To  be  opposite,  meet,  be  con- 

fronted, compared,  contrasted,  or  comptroUed. 
A  &JjUI«  mukdbalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ JJ)  Facing, 

standing  over  against.  Looking  towards.  Compar- 

ing, collating  (one  book)  with  another,  confronting. 
Meeting  face  to  face.  Opposing,  resisting.  Recom- 

pensing. Bending  the  tongue  of  a  shoe-latchet. 

Slitting  a  (sheep's)  eai-,  and  letting  a  part  hang 
forward.  Supplying  (a  shoe)  with  the  thong  called 

kibal.  Opposition.  Opposite  quarter.  Com- 

parison, comptrol,  collation,  examination.  Con- 
trast. Exchange,  reciprocation,  equality,  retrospec- 

tion. A  book  of  comptrol.  Contradistinction.  A 

counterpart,duplicate.  Tablet3,memorandum-book. 

(A  sheep)  whose  ears  are  slit,  part  hanging  forward 

(opposed  to'ij>\y<muddba?-at).  p^;i^&bUL<imM/ja- 
bala  /ia?'f?a?j,To  com  pare,  collate,  confront,  contrast. 

A  iLbliU  mulidbalatan,  Before,  in  presence  of. 

A  ̂-J.liU  maltdbili,  (pi.  of  &>-^jJu  makbuhat) 
Crimes,  vices,  misdemeanors,  infamous  actions. 

A  iijUi*  makatat,  (v.  n.  of  CL>sla)  Hating. 

A  iwoUlc  mukdta^t,  A  fighting,con tending  with. 

A  (J-i^  makatil,  (pi.  of  ̂y^Suc  mahtal)  Places 
of  death,  i)/«/^a^^7,  A  soldier,  combatant  who  seeks 

to  kill.  Internecine,  murderous. 
A  aIjIH/c  mukatalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Fighting, 

trying  to  kill.  Cursing.  Excluding  from  good. 

Battle,  conflict,  slaughter,  carnage.  sje^aS-  aliliU 

muhdtalan  ^zima,  A  great  and  bloody  battle.  3Iu- 
hdtilat,  Men  ready  for  war  or  carnage. 

A  sJliu  malidtiyat,  (or  ayliLo  mahdUwat')  (pi. 

of  ijySijc  m.aktawV)  Servants. 
A  u^oliLo  malidsib,  Presents,  gifts. 
A  muhdhalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J^)  Being 

assiduous,  fixed  to,  persevering  in. 

A|«5»-UL<i  makdhim,  Places  of  danger,  perils. 
A  iU^UU  mukdhamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Rushing 

furiously  upon.  A  hostile  attack,  furious  charge. 

A  i^xs^\sijQmahdh'id,{^\.  of  mik-hdd)  Large- 
bunched  she-camels. 

Aj^\  oUU  makddu'lmuhr,  The  right  or  off" side. A  jsbUu  muhdddt,  (v.  n.  3  of  {jSs)  Opposing, 

contending.  Equalling. 
A!Siilii<  makddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  foriiy )  Leading. 

Guidance,  conduct.  iOiila^i  sUaS'\  a^tdhu  makdda- 
tahu,  He  gave  him  the  reins,  he  submitted  to  him. 



A  jiilKic  viukadar,  Narrow,  confined  (house). 

A  SjciUU  muhadarat,  (v.  n.3  ofji^i)  Measuring 
one  thing  on  another.  Doing  exactly  like  another. 

A  iLrtii\ii/o  viakadisat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ujJJu  mahdasiy) 
Natives  of  the  holy  city  Jerusalem. 

A  makadim,  The  fore  parts. 

A^.<iULo  mahadir,  (pi.  ofj^i^S*  mikddr)  Quan- 
tities. Spaces.  Measures.  Decrees,  fates. 

A  jCii\-S*  makadim,  (pi.  of  j»ti>£«  mukdim,  mu- 

kaddam,  or  ̂ SyLo  mihdam,')  The  fore  parts,  *^ 
ak^iil£<i  7-akiha  mahddiinahn,  He  fell  prostrate. 

A  jliliLo  muhazat,  A  recompensing,  repaying. 

A  X^iiUumw^a^a/ia^,  Areviling,a  reproaching. 

A  Ks-iiUU  mukaza^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ tW)  Bandy- 
ing ribaldry  from  oneto another.  Calling  bad  names, 

reviling,  abusing. 

A  jlSxi  makarr',  Depths,  deep  recesses. 

A  8]jl£«  wiM^araja^,(v.n.  3of  Jj5)Readingalong 
with  (another).  Teaching  to  read. 

Ai_.^l£«mM^ara&,Moderate, tolerable  (in  price, 

size,  &c.).  il/M^a?n&,  Near,  neighbouring.  Tole- 

rable, moderate.  Mid-way,  between  good  and  evil. 

A  iOjlEo  mukarabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (— ̂ *)  Drawing 
near,  approaching.  Shewing  propinquity  or  neigh- 

bourhood. Speaking  gently  or  soothingly  in  order 

to  deceive.  Taking  short  steps.  Lifting  the  leg. 

Letting  alone  excess,  and  aiming  at  what  is  just 

and  right.  Preparing,  making  ready.  Taking  the 

middle  of  the  road.  Bidding  against.  Proximity. 

A  ej\Lo  7nuhdrrat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Ji)  Resting.  Be- 

coming firm,  settled,  strengthening  one's  interest 
(with  another).  Being  present  (at  prayer). 

A  'e^J^muharahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ji)  (Coming) face  to  face,  before,  from  the  opposite  side. 

A  (^_^IJL«  mahariz,  Places  where  the  water- 
drawer  is  obliged  to  descend  into  the  well  on  ac- 
countofthepaucity  of  water.  Ground  thinly  sown. 

Large  wine-vessels. 

A  &»Ojliu  muharazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  {^^)  Requit- 
ing, restoring,  compensating.  Entering  into  part- 

nership and  trading  with  another's  capital. 

A  ̂ J^mahari^  (pl.of  sSJ^S^TOiAra^a^)  Whips, 
lashes.  Muhari^  Conquered.    A  conqueror.    A  j 
prince,  leader.  An  adversary. 

A  Olff^liu  muhara^t,  Blows,  contusions. 

A  'is-Jsuc  mukara^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jS)  Beating one  another  (combatants).  Casting  lots. 

A  i_^liU  makarif,  (pi.  of  u-J^i-o  mukrif)  Born 
of  a  slave  father  and  free  mother.  (Horses)  from 

a  mean  sire  by  a  blood  mare. 

A  mukarafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i— i;j>)  Mixing 

(with  sin),  defiling  one's  self  (with  it).  Commin- 

gling. Having  to  do  (with  one's  wife).  Drawing 
near,  approaching. 

A  jjjLLxi  mukdrin,  Associated,  connected,  re- 
lated, allied,  familiar,  intimate,  domesticated.  Si- 

multaneous with.  Near. 
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A  &i,UU  muhdranat,  (v.  n.  3of  (j^S)  Living  in 
society,  being  intimate.  Being  in  conjunction  (as 

two  stars).  Collating.  Tying  up  two  things  toge- 
ther. Eating  two  dates  at  once.  Rendering  (one) 

successful  or  unfortunate  (a  star).  Conjunction, 

connection,  companionship,  familiarity.  Proximity. 

A  cfj^  makdri,  Summits  of  hillocks.  Pots. 

A  (^Lfl_/o  muhdrif,  An  alternate  reader. 

A  L_->^jUi/e  makdrib,  (pi.  of  mukrib')  (Wo- 
men, mares,  or  sheep)  near  the  birth. 

A  mahdrih,  Five-year-old  horses. 

A  (^^>i>^lfl<«  makdriz,  (pi.  of  j^^L*)  Shears. 
A  (^UU  makkds,  Able  to  repeat  poetry  at  will. 

A  jLjjUu  mukdsdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  LJj  for  _j-~J)  Be- 

coming callous  with  regard  to  any  evil,  and  endur- 
ingitwith  allitsinconveniences.Enduring,suffering. 

A  iLs^^Uu  mukdsahat,  (v.  n.  3  of      J)  Drying. 

ApwiliU  makdsim,  (pi.  of  maksim')  Places of  division  or  distribution.  3Iukdshn,P^  coparcener. 

A  mukdsamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  p*«a)  Divid- 
ing (with  another),  admitting  (him)  to  a  share. 

Taking  one's  own  share.  Causing  (one)  to  swear 
fidelity.  Swearing,  declaring  on  oath.  Partition. 

A  ̂_^IJL«  makds,  A  rafter,  joist,  king-post,  into 
which  other  beams  are  inserted.   Shears,  scissors. 

A  ;joliu  viakdss,  (Mares)  apparently  in  foal. 
A  slolfl*  mukdsdt,  (v.  n.  of  yos)  Going  far  off. 

Contending  which  shall  go  to  the  farthest  distance. 

A  K^lEc  mukdssat,  (v.  n.  3  ofi^'i)  Retaliating. 
Making  equal,  balancing  (accounts). 

A  (\oUL«  makdsid,  Designs,  enterprises,  machi- 
nations, great  attempts  or  undertakings.  Thoughts ; 

aims,  desires;  wishes,  wants,  inclinations. 

A  j>o\£jc  makdsir,  (pi.  of  'ij^aSLic  maksaraC)  The later  hours  of  the  evening,  a  mixture  of  darkness 

with  light.  j_^j^lE«  y&  huwa  miikdsirl,  His  villa 

( j,aS  kasr)  faces  mine :  my  country-neighbour. 
A  jooliU  makdsir.  The  later  hours  of  evening, 

a  mixture  of  darkness  with  the  light.  Sides,  (pi. 

ofS,j-aiL«TOafeMrai)Private  apartments  for  women. 
A  alolH/o  mukdzdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^a5)  Going  to- 

gether before  a  judge  or  arbiter  {^_^^  hdzl). 

A  X^lii/c  viukdzamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j»oJ)  Taking 
by  little  and  little.  Buying  or  selling  in  small  quan- 

tities, retailing. 

A  Llao  mikdt,  A  cord  with  which  a  sheep's  legs 
are  tied  when  slaughtered.  Swaddling-clothes.  A 
small  strongly-twisted  rope. 

A  isULc  makdtt,  (pi.  of  kHxi  mikatt)  Pieces  of 

bone  on  which  they  nib  writing-reeds  or  pens. 

A ̂ ylsULo  makdtir,  (pi.  ofjliLo  maktar)  Drops. 
A  s^liL«  mukdtarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jias)  Going  and 

coming.  Weighing  one  hamper,  and  taking  the 
others  without  weighing,  supposing  them  all  alike. 

A  ̂\siic  makdti^  (pi.  of  ̂aSUc  maktaQ  Places 
of  cutting.  Sections  (especially  pauses  in  the  Ku- 

r'an).  Fords,  passes,  passages  of  rivers.  The  hinder 

or  extreme  parts.  Custom-houses,  or  any  other 

places  where  public  imposts  or  taxes  are  paid. 

A  wJoUU  makdti^t,  Any  places  where  public 
taxes  are  received.  Impost,  custom.  Mukdta^t, 

(v.  n.  3  of  Being  disunited,  estranged.  De- 

ciding (any  thing  with  another).  Contending  with 

another  whose  sword  is  sharpest  (^ai'\  akta^. 
A  (Jlaliu  makdtil,  (pi.  of  &ila£«  miktalat)  Iron 

cutting-instruments. 

A  ̂lalil*  makdti^  (pi.  of  g_jla£c  maktu^  Cut off.  Stragglers. 

A  ii>UL«  makdz,  A  place  for  passing  the  hottest 

part  of  summer  called  ia^'  kayz. 
A  (^lE*  makd^d,  (pi.  of  d^fSuo  mak^d)  Places 

in  the  market  where  people  sit.  Benches,  seats.  Back- 

sides. Camps.  Mukd^d,  A  doe,  a  bird,  or  whatever 
comesbehind  another.  Aguardian,keeper,preserver. 

A  Hi^pUu  mukd^dat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jje)  Sitting 

down  by  (another).  3Iuka^dat,  A  woman.  Akind 
of  floor-cloth  or  carpet  on  which  they  sit.  A  sack 

full  of  provisions,  especially  dried  flesh  and  biscuit. 
A  roundish  heap  of  sand. 

A  (j**pUU  makd^s,  (or  ̂jujp\su«  makd^s)  (pi. 

of  (j«-»Jo»a«  muk^nsis)  Strong,  hard.  Mukd^s, 
One  who  recedes  from  a  treaty  or  oath. 

A  makal,  (v.  n.  of       for  ,JJ>)  Taking  a 

nap  at  noon.  A  word.  An  opinion,  sentence, 

(JIE«  j^^^  u  makdl.  Actions  and  words. 
A&3liu  makalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^'  for  Jji')  Speaking, 

saying.  A  word, discourse,  saying,  opinion,  sentence, 

adage,  proverb. 
A  iiJUL*  mukdllat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Ji)  Giving  little 

((J-jJi  kaVd).    Doling  out  water  scantily. 
A  Sii3lil«  eols-  Cl^^  zdkat  ̂ layki  makdliduliu, 

(or  SAjkJUu)  His  affairs  pressed  sorely  upon  him. 

A  &jt3Ui\^  gharazu''l  mukdla^t.  The  tar- 
get by  which  archers  first  learn  to  shoot,  and  which, 

for  the  convenience  of  the  tyro,  is  fixed  low. 

A  |Jlil<imaAa/m,Prominent  joints  of  cane-spears. 
Aj_^V£<ima^a^i,(pl.of  5^)^m2A:Za<)Frying-pans. 
A  CL^\s.<  makdlit,  (pi.  of  O^UU  miAZai)  Be- 

reaved mothers. 
A  li-jJUi*  makdlid,  (pi,  of  iS^lEc  or  <^5£«)  Keys. 

A  ̂li*  makdm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  Staying, 
stopping,  halting,  resting,  residing  (in  any  place). 
Place  of  residence,  dwelling,  mansion.  Stay,  halt. 

Post,  station,  office.  State,  dignity,  condition.  A 

royal  court.  The  halting  of  an  army.  The  presence 

of  God  in  judgment.  A  musical  tone.  |»liLc 
sdhib  makdm,  Raised  to  honour,  dignified.  Skilled 

in  musical  sounds.  j«Ui*  kdsim  makdm.  Locum 
tenens.  The  vicegerent,  the  Kaimacam,  or  gover- 

nor of  Constantinople,  who  is  also  the  lieutenant 

of  the  Grand  Vizier,  p  j,ULo  makdm  ba  ma- 
A;a»i, From  tone  to^tone,  through  every  mode.  From 

place  to  place.  a^Lo*  ̂ ^^makdmi  musalld,'Name of  a  place  where  Abraham  prayed.    m\2jo  l« 



ma  yahumu  mahamahu,  That  which  stands  in  the 

place  of.  p  ̂ti^pliU  maftam  hardany  To  settle, 

remain,  halt,  a  Muham,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ <^)  Stay- 
ing, stopping,  reposing,  resting.  Time  or  place  of 

rising,  standing,  or  remaining.  A  stay,  halt.  A 

successor  appointed  in  another's  room. 
A  SUliU  muliamasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  or  sUULc 

mMAan;a^,(v,n.3ofl^'for^)Suiting,agreeingwitli. 
A  OULiu  mahamat,  (pi.  of  iL«\a*  makamat) 

Sittings,  conversations  held  at  those  assemhlies. 

Compositions  recited  on  those  occasions.  Musical 

modes,  of  which  there  are  twelve.  Degrees.  OLoliu 

f^yOj  mahamati  rizwan,  The  eighth  heaven. 

LI^UUua/tfo'ma^ama^jEminent  in  dignity. Musical. 
A  S/cuU  mahamat,  A  meeting,  assembly,  sitting, 

session.  Muhamat,  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂   for  Perpe- 
tuating, keeping  up.     Staying,  reposing,  resting. 

A  mukamih,  (A  camel)  which  throws  up 

his  head  and  refuses  to  drink  when  distempered 
or  when  the  water  is  too  cold. 

A  muhamahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Tossing 

up  (his)  head  and  refusing  to  drink  (a  camel).  Mu- 
hamihat,  (Camels)  which  so  toss  the  head. 

A  jic^^  muhamir,  An  antagonist  at  play,  or  in 
laying  wagers. 

A  i ̂liU  muhamarat,  A  playing  at  dice. 
oUlc  mukamis  hutan,  One  who  dives 

against  a  fish,  (metaph.)  Rash  enough  to  compete 
with  his  superior. 

a'Lmc\si/o  mukamasat,  (v.n.3of  {j^)  Contend- 
ing with  another  who  shall  plunge  or  dive.  Rival- 

ling a  fish  in  diving. 

A  ̂\sjc  makami^  (pi.  of  hama^t)  Gad- 
flies, which  in  hot  weather  torment  camels,  (pi.  of 

SjiJU  mikma^t)  Iron  instruments  with  which  they 
strike  the  heads  of  elephants,  or  wooden  instruments 

for  striking  the  heads  of  men. 

A  ̂\sija  muhamik,  Who  speaks  from  the  bot- 
tom of  his  throat. 

A  (_j'e'-fi^  mahami,  Local. 
A  sUUU  muhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ji)  Being  conve- 

nient, accommodated,  advantageous  to,  agreeing 

with,suiting.  Being  perpetual, continual,  perennial. 
Mixing  together. 

A  ̂^\H/o  mahanih,  Wild  dogs  trained  to  hunt. 

A^liu  maJidn!^  (pi.  of  ̂ a<<>  ma/ma^) Valid  evi- 
dences, (pi. of  ̂jiumiViwa^or  «jaiu?w/Afnft^a<)Vei]s, 

A  «\jVa*  mukawdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_5'_j')  Contending 
with  (another)  for  superiority  in  power  or  strength 

(isy  kuwat).    Giving,  presenting. 

A  lijUi*  maJidrvid,  (pi.  of  ̂^'iic)  Leading-reins. 
A  ̂_yjjliu  mukdrvii,  One  who  starts  horses  at  a 

race.   One  who  institutes  a  comparison. 

A  &*ujlilc  muluiwasat,  (v.n.  3  of  (^^'  for  c_)*>y) 
Comparing  (two  things).  Corresponding  with,  re- 

sembling (as  one  man  another).  Running  (with 
others)  in  a  place  of  exercise. 
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A  JjUu  7«a^am7,(pl.of  Jyl«mz7ewaZ)Tongues. 
Kings  of  the  Hirayarit  Arabs.  Mukdrvii,  Engaged 
in  conversation. 

A  &3jULc  makdwilat,  (pi.  of  J^S«  mikrval)  Kings 
of  the  Himyarit  Arabs.  3Iuhdrvalat,  (v.  n.  3  of 

Js  for  Jyl)  Conversing.   Agreement,  compact. 
A  mukdwim,  An  adversary,  one  who  rises 

up  against  another,  an  antagonist.  One  who  stands 

near  a  person.  j»jlsi*  muhdmimu'sh  shitds, Winter-resisting,  perennial  (plant). 

A&*jliLc  muhdwamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂   for  ̂ ji)  Op- 
posing, resisting,  withstanding.  Standing  front  to 

front;  standing  near.    Opposition,  resistance. 

A  &*-^_UU  muhdyasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ j^^) 

Running  a  race  on  the  course.  Instituting  a  com- 

parison or  analogy  between  (two  things).  Agree- 

ing with,  answering  to  in  measure  or  comparison. 

A  iLflt),la*o  mukdyazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jo^ii  for  (.ji^J^s) 

Exposing  merchandise  to  sale.  Exchanging,  bar- 

tering, giving  an  equivalent. 

A  i!>la^Uu  mukdyazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  1^*3)  Agreeing 

with  for  the  midsummer-season  called  iaJJ  kayz. 

A  makdsil,  (pi.  of  makil)  Places 
where  people  take  their  siesta. 

A  &b,Uu  mukdyalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J^a  for  (J^)  Re- 
turning like  for  like. 

A  iiJjlS/«  makdsld,  (pi,  of  S^Ojc  rnukayyad)  Fet- 
tered (men  or  camels).  Bonds,  fetters. 

A  ̂_)wljJLc  mikhds,  A  spark  of  fire,  or  a  small 

quantity  taken  to  kindle  a  greater. 
A  ̂^j!K/o mw/jaWaZ*,  Vaulted,  arched.  Slender, 

lank,  collapsed  (abdomen). 

A  'i^^  7nakbahat,(^p\.  ̂ Jiicmakdbih) A.ny  thing 
oiFensive  and  deserving  of  reproach. 

Aj^SLA  makbar,  (v.  n.  ofjo)  Burying. 

A  iysijc  makha,  makbi,  makbu,  or  tnikbarat,  (pi. 

j^lilfl  makdbir)  A  burying-ground,  burial-place. 

A  Zsj^  makbay'iy  or  makburiy,  Belonging  to 
a  sepulchre  or  burying-ground.  Makburiy,  Name 
of  a  class  of  reporters  of  traditions.  A  dweller 

amongst  the  tombs. 

A  [j'^'^Suo  mukbis,  One  who  begs  fire  for  any  one. 

(See  (_;>>Ui'l  ihbds.) A  i^jaxsu  mikbas,  A  barricade,  goal,  or  starting- 
place;  particularly  a  rope  stretched  before  the  horses 
when  drawn  up  for  a  race,  which  being  dropt  was 

the  signal  for  starting,  ̂ ^jofii^^  ̂ la''l  mikbas, 
Straight  and  true. 

A  ̂ _>ax^u  makbaz,  (makbiz,mikbaz,  'k*a.i.^  mak- 
ba, makbi, or  mikbazat)Tbe  hilt  or  handle(of  sword 

or  bow).  The  handle  of  a  spade.  Handle,  occasion. 
A  «ft-H,<i  mukabkab,  A  lion.  Mukabkib,  The 

fourth  year  from  the  present. 

A  J«*H/«  mukbal.  Placed  over  against,  looking 

towards.  Fat.  Mukbil,  Prosperous,  fortunate.  Fa- 

vouring (fortune).  Approaching,  advancing  to- 
wards one,  nearly  arrived. 

A  ̂ y^<  mukabbal,  Kissed.  A  person  or  place 
kissed.   Patched  (garment).  Mukabbil,  Kissing. 

A  isJjjU  mukbilat.  Approaching  (night). 

A  ̂aLo  makburv,  Contracted,  drawn  together. 

A  t^j^suomakbub.  Slender,  lank  (abdomen). 

A  ̂ ^J>^  makbuk,  Reprobated,  cursed.  Laid aside.    Debarred  from  good. 

Aj^aH/c  makbur.  Buried.  Enveloped,  involved. 
A  i^ji^makbuz,Taken,  seized,  occupied,  pos- 

sessed, held,  received,  preserved.  Restricted,  con- 
tracted, bound.  Constipated.  Imprisoned.  Dead. 

A  styptic. 

A  ̂yySLAmakbul,  Accepted,  admitted,  approved. 

Taken  in  good  part.  Agreeable,  acceptable,  pleas- 
ing. One  of  the  faithful.  Patched  (garment).  A 

mistress,  p  jjl^l^  '-H^*  Jjf^*  fnakbvU  kulubi 
^lamiydn,  Dear  to  men's  hearts,  agreeable  to  all. 

A  's^y^  makbuRyat,  Agreeableness,  accepta- 
bleness.   Agreement.  Orthodoxy. 

A  'l^Sjti  mahbiy,  Fat,  greasy. 

A  ̂J^JiU  mukbadnn,  Contracted  within  itself. 
Absent,  left,  or  lagging  behind. 

A  'sSL<  mihat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj*j)  Loving.  Love. 
A  makt,  (v.  n.  of  Oiu)  Hating.  Hatred. 

Oa^\  nihdliu''l  makt,  The  odious  marriage 

(<",  e.  when  any  one  married  his  step-mother  after 
the  death  of  his  father,  a  custom  which  prevailed 

amongst  the  Pagan  Arabians). 

A  ii\:;iu  muktdd,  Yielding,  tractable,  obedient. 

A  ̂>i:H/o  muktib,  One  who  saddles  a  camel.  One 
who  swears  roundly. 

A  CL'jja.io  muktabb,  Amputated  (hand). 

A  ̂j-jCIsLc  muktabas,  Quoted.  Muktabis,  One 
who  receives,  acquires,  borrows,  or  quotes  (light, 

fire,  or  science)  from,  or  imparts  (them)  to,  another. 

A  ̂ JuiU  muktahal.  In  the  flower  (of  youth). 

A  Cl-oLfl*  mukattat,  (Oil)  mixed  with  odours, 

scented  (oil).  Mukattit,  One  who  imbues  (an  oint- 
ment) with  odours.  An  informer,  slanderer. 

A  muktatal,  Killed  by  love.   Slain  by  a 

demon.    3Iuktatil,  Engaged  in  fighting. 

A  i^Suc  muktati,  A  taker  or  hirer  of  a  servant. 
A  muktahim,  One  who  plunges  rashly  (into 

a  business).  Setting  (star).  Adespiser.  (See^l^b. 

A  muktadd,  (for  IjS^Sm  muktada')  Fol- 
lowed, imitated;  imitable,  (_)*>lj  ̂ j\d^<muktaddyi 

was,  Achiefwhom  others follow,especially  in  prayer; 

hence  a  prelate,  priest,  or  exemplary  person. 

A  '^S:iiA>m,uktadih,lVho  strikes  fire  from  a  flint. 
Who  drinks  soup  from  a  pot.  Arranger,  manager. 

Aj^^Hfomuktadar, ComY>&ct,  round.  3Iuktadir, 
Powerful,  strong,  able.  One  who  boils  in  a  pot 

(j^ii'  kid7').  The  middle  of  any  thing. 
A  ijS^  muktadi,  An  imitator,  follower. 

A  J&a  muktir.  Frugal,  parsimonious,  economi- 
cal (in  domestic  expense).  Poor.  A  saddle  of  a 

convenient  moderate  size  and  sitting  nicely. 
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A  jiiLc  muhattar,  Fragrant,  odoriferous.  Mu- 

katth',  Frugal,  parsimonious,  economical. 
A  L^ySuomuTitarih,  Approaching,  brought  near. 

(A  promise)  shortly  to  be  performed. 

A  ijsijo  muktirat,  Aloe-perfuming  (woman). 
A  O/H*  muhtarit,  One  who  takes  everything 

to  himself  that  he  can  lay  his  hand  upon. 

A  -.J&emuktarih,  One  who  asks  or  solicits  with 

importunity,  inproperly,  unnecessarily.  A  speaker 

or  repeater  of  verses  extempore.  A  doer  of  any 

thing  never  done  hitherto.    (See  iktirah.) 

A  i,^jSj«rmcktariz,AhoTTO-wer:  getting  in  debt. 
A  muktari^  Chosen  for  a  stallion. 

Ai_-j/^  viuktaraf,  Recently  purchased.  3Iuk- 

fa7'//',A  gainer.  Atransgressor.  Arraigned, accused. 
A  (jJ^H*  muktarin.  Associated.  Following  im- 

mediately. A  friend,  ally. 

A  (_f jila*  muhtari,  One  who  intends,  designs, 
endeavours,  strives,  pursues,  follows.  A  traveller 

from  country  to  country.  One  who  receives  (a 

friend)  hospitably. 

A j^'xLc  ynuktasir,  One  who  forces  unwillingly. 

A  la*»iiu  muktasit,  (or  ̂ 'isK  muktasini)  En- 
gaged in  dividing  (wealth  among  themselves). 

A  muktasim,  Mutual  in  swearing.  A 
schismatic.    A  divider, 

A  c^^LliLo  viuktashib,  One  who  earns  to  him- 

self praise  or  censure. 

A j-i.lH^  muktashir,  Naked,  stripped. 

A  (^^aia-o  mvktiss,  A  relater  (of  a  speech  truly). 

One  who  takes  revenge  (^[^\jqS  kisas)  for  a  past 
injury,  or  who  desires  (another)  to  retaliate. 

A  Sjqjsijc  muktasid,  One  who  keeps  the  middle. 

Of  a  moderate  temperament  of  body  or  mind;  nei- 

ther gi'oss  nor  slender ;  neither  profuse  nor  parsi- 
monious ;  neither  quick  nor  slow.  One  who  gives 

his  attention  to  writing  poetiy.  A  hypocrite,  atheist. 

A  jtOJSiic  muktasar,  Abbreviated,  abridged.  A 

compendium,  summary,  epitome.  Muktasir,  Ad- 
dicted (to  any  thing),  content  with  that  alone,  and 

not  exceeding  or  leaving  it.  ^^J^ jto^is^  muk- ' 
tasir  ̂ la'  izar-in,  Content  with  breeches  (to  cover 
the  nakedness). 

A  \<ffl:.''ax)  muktaza,  (in  construction  for  J^^alla^ 
muktaza')  Exacted,  required,  needed.  Exigency, 
necessity.  A  craving,  requirement.  Drift,  scope. 

(Jl.>-a3l^  _j  rnuktazayi  marvaddat 

7i  mukhalasat, That  which  friendship  and  good  cor- 

respondence requires,  p  L_flf^  ̂  ^jK^a^^ji 

bar  rnuktazayi  shar^  shai'if,  According  to  law. 
A  t.^»jalifl-<iTO«A<a2'a&, Pruned, lopped.  Rude, in- 

experienced; untaught,  awkward,  clumsy.  (Verse) 

spoken  extern  pore.  A  kind  of  verse.  A  poem  desti- 

tute of  the  transition  from  a  description  of  the  wri- 

ter's feelings  to  the  eulogy  of  the  person  addressed. 

A  J_^<aug<o m uktaza',  Exacted, required,  conform- 
able. Drift,  scope.  Muktazi,  An  exacter,  demand- 
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er.  Leading  to,  producing,  demanding,  requiring. 

A  '.'  Oi«  muktaziyat,  Exigencies,  events, 
necessary  consequences.  Conjectures. 

A  ,^'.'Q<  muktata^  Cut. 
A  ;^i,3CSb<>  mukta^d,  A  beast  or  place  on  which  a 

person  sits.  J/MAto^?c?,Mounted,seated,riding  upon. 

A  ,3**^  mukta^l,  Rough-hewn  (arrow). 
A ̂ ^aii/o  muktafir,  A  follower  (of  footsteps). 

A  (J-flia^o  muktajil,  Close-fisted,  avaricious. 

A  ̂k'^SLK  muktafa',  Preferred,  set  over.  (An 

oration)  rylhmically  composed.  s.>  muktafa' 
bihi,  Honoured  (guest).  3Iuktafi,  One  who  fol- 

lows (another).  One  who  chooses  any  thing  for 
his  own  peculiar  use. 

A  ̂ySsLA  maktal,  (pi.  (JjUu  makatil)  Place  of 
slaughter.  Place  of  death,  i.e.  any  part  of  the 

body,  which,  being  wounded,  causes  death. 
A  (Jjkiu  mukattal,  Tried,  proved.  Quiet,  gentle, 

subdued.  Conquered  by  love.  Mukattil,viukittil,ov 

mukuttil,  Engaged  in  combating,  fighting  together. 

A  muktala^  Torn  up,  drawn  out.  3Iuk- 
tali^  One  who  removes,  tears  up.  Uprooted. 

A  L-ibiU  muktalaf,  Uprooted. 

A  lix^'^  muktann,  Erect,  upright. 
A(^>3ilisLomMAto«as,Hunted.  MuktanisyHnnter. 

A  ̂'^Suc  viuktana  ,  (in  regim.  lj«iL«  muktana) 
Possessed.  Muktarii,  An  acquirer,  possessor. 

A  Jjl^  maktul,  Killed,  slain,  slaughtered. 

A,^ySij6maktarvi,{\A.f^^  ySumahtawunaji joULc 

viakatiwat,  and  &^^Ji<i  makhtayat')  A  servant,  do- 
mestic, slave,  ilfw/iiawi.  Waxed  strong.  (See>!_j^\) 

A  f^>_^'SsLK  maktannn  or  maktarvayn,  (mas.  and 
fern.  sing,  and  pi.)  A  domestic,  one  especially  who 
serves  for  victuals. 

A  ̂^^su  makta',  (v.n.  of  bi'  for ̂ 'S>)  Serving  well 
(a  domestic).  A  servant  who  serves  for  his  victuals. 

A  ̂ iU  maktiy.  Married  to  his  father's  widow. A  son  born  of  such  a  marriage. 

A  (j^iix  muktasinn,  Erect,  upright. 

. .. 

A  *USUi  maksasat,  A  cucumber-bed. 

ABj3jomakassat,  Multitude,  plenty,  abundance. 

A  broad  piece  of  wood  used  by  children  at  play. 

A  LifSuo  muksarid,  Possessed  of  many  sheep  and 

much  furniture  (liji*  kas7-ad,  kusrud,  or  kisrid). 
A  AjtiiumMZ'Sflf/ZZ, Rough,  ill-polished  (arrow). 

A  maksusat,  A  cucumber-bed. 
A  sls^  mik-hat,  A  wooden  shovel  or  spade. 

A  mik-kad,  Large-bunched  (she-camel). 

A  j,W^wi?A-Aa'«,  A  he-camel  rushing  in  amongst 
the  females  with  no  one  to  guide  him. 

A  Stis^^  mak-hadat,  Root  of  a  camel's  bunch. 
A  las.^  mik-kat,  A  horse  not  easily  tired  with 

running.  3Iuk-kat,  Barren  (year). 

A  Hi^*  mik-kafat,  A  fan  for  winnowing. 

A  mukakkik,  A  hard  night's  journey  in 
search  of  water. 

A         viuk-kam,  A  camel  changing  the  fore- 

teeth  and  those  next  to  them  in  the  same  year.  An 
Arab  born  in  the  desert.  Weak.  Compelled  by 
famine  to  emigrate. 

a:^  mak-kuw,  (or  ̂^^"^  mak-hAy)  (A  medi- 
cine)madeof  anthemis  or  camom\\e{^J\^kukw  an). 

Aj^s:^^raa7i-/n72',Repelled,rejected,driven  back. 
mak'hut,  Afilicted  with  scarcity. 

A  \  viak-huf,  One  whose  skull  is  cut. 
A  jiU  makadd,  A  road.  A  level  country.  Mi- 

kadd,  An  iron  instrument  for  cutting  into  oblong 

strips  (Sj'  kadd),  or  for  dressing  leather. 

A^dSu  mikdah,  A  fire-steel. A  j^AiU  mikddr,  Quantity.  Space.  Measure, 
dimension.  Power,  strength. 

A  j»^ii.£<i  mikdam,  (or  mikdamat)  Very 
bold,  dauntless, animated.  Fierce  against  an  enemy. 
A  kind  of  date. 

A  sHiLo  makaddat,  Name  of  a  place  noted  for 
its  wine.   A  road. 

A  ̂ ii>-^  mikdah,  A  large  spoon  or  ladle.  A 
steel,  flint,  tinder-box. 

Ate- tiJl«TO?AcZwAai, A  fire-steel.  Aladle,skimmer. 

A  ii!SiU  mukaddad,  Well  cut  (garment).  Flesh 
cut  into  oblong  slices  for  future  use,  jerked. 

A  jSiiu  mukaddar,  Predestined,  predetermined, 
decreed  by  God,  prescribed,  fated.  Understood, 

(not  expressed).  Fate,  destiny.  3Iukaddir,  God, 
the  predestinator.  An  architect,  projector,  designer. 

pJW"  j'^Sj6S)y\sh-  C^jJxs-hazrati  hhudawandi 
mukaddiru'lajal,  The  Divine  Majesty,  the  predes- 

tinator of  death.  l^^jSiu  mukaddiri  baka,  An  ap- 
praiser, one  who  affixes  a  price. 

A  'ijSSjo  makdarat,  Fate,  destiny.  Divine  Pro- 
vidence prevailing  over  all.  Mahda,  makdi,ormak- 

durat,  (v.  n.  ofji^j)  Being  able,  waxing  strong,  pre- 

vailing. Power, strength,  ability.  'iji^Aft  jii zu  mak- 
durat,  Endowed  with  power,  strong,  powerful. 

A  makdis,  A  holy  place.  (_)jj|^a!t^  '•-•''V. 

baytu'l  makdis,  Jerusalem. 
A  mukaddas,  Sanctified,  consecrated. 

Holy.         ISii^l  baytu'l  mukaddas,  Jerusa- 
lem. Name  ofa  mosque  at  Damascus.  fii^ 

jlLrfj^l  burdasi  muhaddasu  'I  astar, The  sacred  man- 
tle or  pall.  3Iukaddis,  One  who  sanctifies  or  conse- 

crates.   A  Christian  presbyter  or  monk.    A  Jew. 

A  mukaddasat,  (fem.  of  ̂^jt's^  mukad- 

das) Sanctified,  holy.  &A>iSii^^  C^^^  arzu'l  mu- 
kaddasat, The  holy  land. 

A  ̂wJiiiiic  makdasiy,  (pi.  iLoiilsu  makadisat) 
A  native  of  Jerusalem. 

A  ylid&/6  makdishu,  Name  of  a  town  between 

Zanguebar  and  Abyssinia. 

A  ̂ Sjc  mukadda^  Full  of  wrinkles  or  folds. 
A  'iS-SSjc  mikda^t,  A  staflp. 

A  ptiii/o  makdam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ .J.*)  Coming,  arriv- 
ing (off  a  journey).  Arrival.  A  place  from  which 

one  arrives.         OiJWm  ̂ ijJU  makdami  sa^dat- 



madar,  The  auspicious  arrival,  ̂ li^  7nak- 
dama'l  haJJ,  On  the  arrival  of  the  pilgrims.  Muk- 
dam,  The  time  or  crisis  of  advancing  or  taking  the 

lead.  Boldness,  enterprise,  endeavour,  diligence. 

piJA^^  ̂j>-  jaruu'l  muhdam,  Bold  and  animated. 
Mulidim,  Intrepid,  attacking  an  enemy  with  cou- 

rage. Who  gives  or  inspires  spirit  or  courage.  Di- 
ligent, laborious,  careful,  solicitous.  Who  orders 

to  approach.  Who  orders  to  go  before.  Who  ad- 
ministers an  oath.  A  centurion.  The  fore  part  of 

a  camel's  saddle,  (pi.  7nakddim)  The  ante- 
rior or  inner  corner  of  the  eye,  i.  e.  that  which  is 

next  to  the  nose  (the  other  being  called  J>-ytimus- 
khir).    The  part  of  the  face  fronting  one. 
A  multaddam,  Placed  before.  Preferred. 

Antecedent,  prior,  preceding.  Sent  before.  A  leader, 

commander.  The  advanced  guard.  The  major  pro- 
position of  a  syllogism.  A  superior  officer  of  the 

revenue  in  a  village.  The  fore  part  of  any  thing, 

especially  of  a  camel's  saddle.  A  species  of  fine  silk 
cloth  used  for  turbans  and  sashes.  The  inner  corner 

of  the  eye.  The  part  of  the  face  frontingone.  j  pjiU 
mukaddam  u  tali,  Antecedent  and  consequent, 

subject  and  predicate,  p  t^Z>\i^  piSiU  muhaddam 
dashtan,  To  prefer.  A  Mukaddim,  Who  places  be- 

fore and  gives  the  preference.  Preliminary,  intro- 

ductory, preceding. 

A  U)3.S/o  muhaddaman,  Firstly,  before  all  things. 

Anciently,  long  before  this,  previously. 

ACi.>l/«3!fl-«r?i2</fa(^(ZaTOa<,Premises,pre-requisites. 

A  &AO;iii/c  muhdimat,  The  fore  part  of  a  camel's 
saddle.    A  sort  of  comb. 

A  */Ci>il«  muhaddamat,  An  affair,  matter,  case, 

business,  subject ;  cause,  suit,  law-suit.  The  front, 

fore  part,  advanced  guard.  The  fore  part  of  a  ca- 

mel's saddle.  The  preamble  (to  a  speech)  ;  preface 
(to  a  book) ;  premises  (in  an  argument)  ;  major 

proposition  of  a  syllogism.  Prelacy,  primacy.  First 

of  all,  in  the  first  place.  'i/o^'sjc  mukadda- 
matu'ljaysh,  (or  ;jSlJk&-  &~AjSu<>viuhaddamanjaysK) 
The  advanced  guard  of  an  army.  P^^^s*  m^^slioviu- 
kaddamaA  hhun,  A  case  of  blood  or  murder.  kMu- 

haddimat,  The  van  of  an  army.  A  mode  of  comb- 

ing forwards.  The  forelock.  The  forehead.  The 

commencement  or  first  of  any  thing.  (A  camel) 
that  has  not  yet  produced. 

A  muhaddami,  An  allowance  made  to 
the  Mukaddam. 

A  t>ji>.flxi  maltdud,  (A  man)  of  a  fine  stature. 

A jj'^>^  makdur,  Predestined,  decreed.  Fatal. 
Fate.  Possibility,  power,  whatever  one  is  able  to 

do.  jjii.H\\  L-.A...->-  liashu^l  makdur,  According  to 
(one's)  ability. 

A  yi^ma^6?M^,Who  refrains  from  calling  out. 
A  iijJji^fl*  mahduniya,  Macedonia. 

A  (^ii.H*  mahadty,  Wine  from  honey ;  mead. 
A  ̂^ijomakaddiy,  (A  wine)  so  named  from  a 
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city  in  Syria. 

A  ̂?!S.iU  makaddiyat,  A  kind  of  stufiP. 
A  i^a-o  maltazz.  That  part  of  the  hind-head  be- 

tween the  ears  where  the  hair  terminates.  JTihazz, 

A  knife,  or  any  instrument  used  in  cutting  feathers 
for  winging  an  arrow. 

A  (  mihzaf,  An  oar. 

Aj>-CAo  muhzahirr,  Ready  for  perpetrating 

mischief,  for  fighting  or  reviling.  One  who  is  al- 
ways angry,  whose  nostrils  swell  with  rage. 

A  i^dSiA  mukazzaz,  Of  a  middle  stature  and  an 

elegant  shape.  Cutand  handsomely-fashioned(ear). 
One  whose  hair  is  cut  or  dressed. 

A  JtioiU  miihazzazat,  Not  tall  (woman). 

AjdSL/c  makzar,  Shunned  by  mankind  on  ac- 
count of  impurity,  an  object  of  disgust. 

A  ̂ dSuo  7nukzi^  Defamatory  (verse). 

a'^SSl*  muhza^rr,  One  habitually  prepared  to 
act  wickedly,  to  kill,  or  to  revile. w 

A  jjpti.fl/c  muhza^ll.  Swift,  expeditious. 
A  i_«J4iJLc  viihzaf.  An  oar. 

A  (  >iiU  muhazzaf,  Very  corpulent.  Cursed, 
execrated,  driven  off. 

A  tSjJ^  mahzuz,  One  whose  hair  is  clipped  or 
dressed.    Cut  (hair).  Trimmed. 

A  iiiijii^  makzuzat,  Circularly  cut  and  hand- 
somely-shaped (ear).    Root,  origin. 

A  ̂;iii/ema/i2?3/.  Troubled  with  a  mote  in  the  eye. 

A  isJiSiU  mahziyat,  An  eye  with  a  mote  in  it. 

A  JsL<  makr,  (v.  n.  of  Jiio)  Striking  (one  upon 
the  neck)  with  a  stick  (so  as  to  fracture  the  bone 

without  breaking  the  skin).  Steeping  (salt  fish  in 

vinegar).  Juice  of  aloes.  Poison.  Any  thing  acid. 

Maliar,  (v.  n.  o?JSl<)  Being  bitter.  Being  sour 

(milk).  3Iahii',  Bitter.  Acid.  The  aloe.  Poison. 
A  maltarr,  Residence,  dwelling,  mansion, 

habitation,  station,  seat,  place  of  rest  or  quiet.  ̂ iU 

^5-^1  maharru'r  rahim,  Fundus  uteri.  3Iuhirr, One  who  establishes,  confirms,  settles.  One  who 

asserts,  affirms,  or  avers.  One  who  makes  confes- 
sion. A  deponent.  One  who  acknowledges  the 

right  of  another  upon  himself.  Who  or  what  re- 
freshes, cools,  or  bathes  (the  eye),  p  ̂j^yZi  jOjo 

muliirr  shudan.  To  confess,  acknowledge. 

A  j^iLo  mtihraf  or  makras,  Name  of  a  place  in 
Yaman  where  mines  of  cornelian  exist. 

A         mihras,  Extremely  hospitable. 

A  makrat,  A  place  to  which  rain-water 
flows  from  different  quarters.  3Iihrat,  A  lady  who 

entertains  very  hospitably.  Hospitable  (cup)  with 

which  guests  are  received. 

A  jlyU  muharraMt,  A  woman,  the  termination 
of  whose  courses  is  waited  for,  she  being  confined 
on  that  account. 

A  t^\yLo  mihras,  A  knife  curved  at  the  end. 

A  i^jo\^  mikraz,  Shears,  scissors.  Snuffers. 

p  s^^Jsuo  mihraza,  A  forked  arrow.  A  kind  of 14  k 

sweetmeat. 

Pj^^\^^/?u'Ara^i,Curiously  cut  out  with  scissors. 
A  ̂yi*  mikra^  A  mallet  or  hammer  for  breaking 

stones.  (A  camel)  pregnant  from  a  single  covering. 

A  (—.^^  mahrab,  A  short  road.  J/M/;?'a6,Esteem- 
ed,  honoured.  Kept  near.  (A  horse)  of  high  blood. 

(A  camel)  girthed  ready  for  mounting.  3Iukrib, 

(pi.  makarih^  Near  the  birth  (a  woman, mare,  or  sheep). 

A  'jH/o  mii/iar-rai,  Approximated.  Admitted, 
allowed  to  approach.  Nearly  related.  A  cherubim. 

mukarmbu'l  khidmat,  Confidential 

servants,  p  (_^^^  ̂V/JiU  muharrahani  ilalii,  Be- 
loved, nearest  to  God.  C^^-as-  tj^j^"*  muharra- 

bdni  hazrat,  The  king's  relations,  the  royal  blood. 
Mukai-rib,  An  offerer,  sacrificer. 

A  &J> jSjo  mahrabat,  A  short  road.  3fakrabat, 
makribat,  or  makrubat,  Relationship,  propinquity. 

3Iuhrabat,  (A  woman)  had  in  honour.  A  she- 
camel  girthed  for  riding.  Noble  (mare)  kept  in  the 

stable  and  not  allowed  to  be  turned  out  to  pasture. 

A  (j^j^  muharrabun,  (oblique  (joJEc  mukar- 
rab'in)  Cherubims.  Relations,  nearest  kindred. 

A  ejSLie  maharrat,  A  watering-trough.  A  small 
water-pot  (in  Yaman). 

A  i^'>jL6  muhartab,  A  foul  feeder.  Badly  fed. 

A  ̂jfHx  muharrih.  Caustic.  Vesicatory,  epi- 
spastic.  OWjiu  muharriliut,  Medicines  which 
serve  to  raise  blisters  :  vesicatories,  blisters. 

A  ss^JJlc  mukarrahat.  The  commencement  of 
freshness  and  succulence  (in  dates).  (Camels)  ul- 

cerated in  the  mouth,  and  hence  hanging  the  jib. 

A^^a/«ww«/;ar(ZaA,Theeleventh(horse)in  arace. 
Aj^iu  muharrar,  Established,  confirmed,  rati- 

fied, agreed  upon,  fixed,  settled.  Ascertained,  un- 
doubted, certain,  infallible,  unquestionable.  Ap- 
pointed. Tribute,  tax,  impost,  duty,  p  {^'^^ jjP^ 

muliarrar  liardan,  To  ratify,  approve,  confirm. 

A  Miiharrir,  A  giver  of  rest.  An  establisher,  con- 

firmer.  One  who  lays  on  a  tax.  One  who  forces 

to  confess.  A  relator,  narrator.  Is^'^Jj^  WM- 

harriri  da^a'.  An  advocate,  counsellor,  pleader. 

A  i^jj's^  mu/wrrari.  Fixed  tenure  in  perpetuity. 

Pjb  ̂jj'jsjo  muharrari-ddr,  A  holder  of  a  Mu- karrarl-tenure. 

A  ̂ jj^  muharzam,  Base,  contemptible. 
A  'iZiji^  mukarrishat,  A  barren  yeai-. 
A  i^j^jiio  muharras.  Round,  circular  (stud). 
A  (_>i ̂   mukriz,  A  lender,  usurer.  {^jO^  ̂ \ 

ibn  mikrazin,  The  weasel  which  destroys  pigeons. 

A  \__  '-^j  mukarzib,  A  starving  fellow  who 

gobbles  up  all  that  is  set  before  him. 
A  \ojiio  mukarrat,  Adorned  with  ear-rings. 

A  (j«l>^  muhartis,  Mark-hitting  (arrow). 
A  muhartam,  Patched  (boot),  hard  at 

the  toe,  and  capable  of  breaking  a  stone. 

A  ̂jflAim/^ra^jAvessel  for  holding  dates.  Muh- 



ra^  One  who,  after  a  sound  drubbing,  lifts  his  head. 

AtJlAS^jsLomM/jra^/J&jHangingthehead  in  wrath. 

A  eS-j2/c  mihra^t,  (pi.  A  whip,  scourge. 
A  X^JiumM^arn^ai,  A  strong  woman  or  female. 

A  mukar^j,  Long,  tall  in  body. 
A  makraf,  A  place  where  any  thing  is 

uprooted.  Makrif,  Any  part  (of  a  tree)  stript  of 

the  bark.  Any  part  (of  a  tree)  from  which  gum  has 

been  extracted,  il/w^rq/,  Accused.  Ifukrif,  ̂ orn 

of  a  slave  father  and  a  free  mother.  (A  horse)  of 

a  mean  sirefromablood  mare.  An  accuser.  Ruddy. 

A  ̂y  'ijSjc  7nukarfal,  (Food)  spiced  with  cloves. 
A  mukarham,  Whatever  grows  not.  (An 

infant)  not  thriving  at  the  breast,  ill-fed,  stunted. 
A  makram,  (v.  n.  of  Eating  languidly 

(a  child),  nibbling  (a  camel).  Mikram,  Tapestry 

worked  with  stripes  or  figures.  Muhram,  A  stal- 

lion-camel of  great  value,  and  exempted  for  that 
reason  from  labour ;  also  one  fatted  for  slaughter. 

Made  a  lord  or  prince,  ̂ jsuo  harmun  muhra- 
mun,  A  prince,  lord,  man  of  rank. 

A  »_/Cj.su  mihrawat,  A  veil  embroidered  with 

figures.  Bed-clothes.  A  dormitory. 

A  (\«jfl/«  mukarmad,  (A  house)  built  of  tiles, 

bricks,  or  stones  (Sijoji  kirmid);  also  raised  high. 
(A  garment)  anointed  with  saflTron. 

A  la«jji(«  mukarmat,  Short,  contracted. 

A  i^y^  mahran,  A  bar  across  the  neck  of  two 
oxen  yoked  to  the  plough  ;  a  yoke.  Mikran,  That 

which  unites  one  thing  with  another.  Mulirin,  One 

who  has  no  companion  in  ploughing.  One  who 

gives  power.  A  helper.  Able,  adequate,  competent. 

A  ̂ J|Jfi^  muhar-ran,  Yoked  with  many  others. 

A  'ijijLo  muharranat,  Small  adjacent  hills. 
A  ̂Sijiic  mukranzih,  Prepared  for  mischief. 
p  (j*Jjfl/e  imiharnas,  A  lofty  circular  building 

or  parlour  decorated  with  pictures,  to  which  one 

ascends  by  a  winding  or  spiral  staircase.  A  kind 
of  turban.  Various-coloured. 

A  [j^Ji<  iimkarnas,  (A  sword)  made  in  the 
shape  of  a  ladder.  (A  falcon)  seated  on  his  perch. 

A  ̂t^iytjc  mukranski^  Erect,  raised.  Glad,  re- 
joiced at  goodnews.  Ready  prepared  (for  mischief). 

A  (^i^»i?</mrnas,  (A hawk) keptforhunting. 

A  (  a..a3j5^  muhransif,  Swift,  quick.  A  lion. 

A  i_aJpU  muharnaf,  (Food)  spiced  with  cloves. 

A  \aSjjsj«  muhranjit,  Exceedingly  angry,  swol- 
len with  rage.  The  privities  of  a  female. 

A  ̂yh3JsL<muhranfal,(M.ea^)  spiced  with  cloves. 

A  mukarna',  Horned  (snake).    (A  lea- 
thern bottle)  tanned  with  the  plant  harnurvat. 

A  j^iic  makrus,  Read  :  legible,  readable. 

A  J ̂   mahrurv,  Read  :  legible,  readable. 
A  mahrus,  Read,  legible. 

A  Sjjiixi  mahruwat,  A  ewe  whose  neck  is  fixed 
in  a  yoke  to  prevent  her  sucking  her  own  teat. 

A  ̂ ^f^  ma^rwA,  Ulcerated.  Beaten  (path). 
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A j^J^  makrur,  Affected  with,  or  smitten  by, 

cold  (S^' /eirrai);  chilled.  Cold  (day).  Refreshed. 
A       yuo  makrawriy,  Long-backed. 

A        Jii^  makrus,  Cut. 

A  jH*  makruz,  Cut.  Lent.  That  which  a 
camel  brings  up  when  chewing  the  cud.  Burdened 

with  debt  (i^ja/  harz  or  kirz'). 
A  makruzi,  A  person  in  debt. 

A  iiij^yLc  makruz,  (Leather)  tanned  or  dressed 

with  the  fruit  of  the  acacia  (Ji^*  haraz),  or  tanned 
or  dyed  with  the  leaves  of  the  tree  jJjjj  salavi. 
A  makru^  Chosen  to  be  a  stallion.  A 

prince,chiefofapeople,raasterof afamily.  Marked 
on  the  leanest  part  of  the  leg  or  on  the  middle  of 

the  nose  (a  camel).  Beaten,  struck. 

A  u-ijjH^  makruf,  Suspected.  Blamed,  re- 
proved. Slender,  graceful,  thin,  and  slim. 

A     jiu  mahrum,  Marked  by  a  cut  in  the  nose. 

A  jjjjil*  ???a^?'MW,  Conjoined, fastened,  adhering, 
bound  together;  connected,  related;  near,  neigh- 

bouring. One  who  has  close  eyebrows.  (Inverse) 
when  three  consecutive  consonants  are  moveable 

or  have  vowels,  and  the  fourth  is  quiescent  or  gez- 

mated;  as,  \sCa  mxitafa  (in  ̂̂ jkff-laiic  mutafd^lun), 

or  i^^fis-  ̂ latun  (in  ̂J^i&lili*  mutafa^Iatun).  In 
liio  mutafa  and  {^y^  ̂ latun  two  cords  (^i^x*n 

saZ>«&)arejoinedtogether(jjj^yi/«ma/trM?i).  Oiil**»> 

JLo  sa^afZa#-?fta^rMn,Happy,august,  united  with 
felicity.  ̂ ^JJ^  i^*^  fi^^  laflful  makrun, 
A  verb  having  two  weak  letters  joined  (as  Jfj^). 

A  &AijjsL«  viahruniyat,  Conjunction,  proximity, 
eols-^b  mahruriiyat  hi  I  ijaba,  Ready  (or 

a  readiness)  to  hear  or  grant  a  request. 

A  (]/jjH/e  mahranny,  Long-backed. 

A  i^j3jo  makra,  A  place  in  which  water  is  col- 
lected. Mihra',  One  who  entertains  hospitably. 

Thehospitable  cupwith  which  guests  are  welcomed. 

Mukn,  One  who  orders  to  read. 

A  Csj-^  mukru,  One  who  causes  or  orders  to 
read.  The  reader  or  minister  of  a  mosque. 

a'^Js.io  mahriy,  Read,  legible. 

A  ̂ yiu  mukazzah,  A  tree  resembling  the  fig. 
A  Ks--^  mi^2;a /ifl^,  A  vessel  in  which  they  keep 

spiceries  or  seasoning         kizh)  for  the  pot. 

A  ̂ jSjti  mukazza^  Swift,  nimble,  light,  active. 
(A  horse)  prepared  to  run.  One  appointed  solely 

to  carry  good  news.  One  who  has  thin  (hair)  and 
divided  in  several  places.  (A  horse)  thin  of  hair 
in  the  forelocks. w 

A  ̂ y^^  mukza^ll,  Posted  on  an  insecure  emi- 
nence. Quick,  expeditious  in  every  thing. 

A  ijJU  malts,  (v.  n.  of  (jJi^)  Plunging,  dip- 

ping (a  thing)  into  water.  Filling  (a  water-bottle). 
Flowing  (water).  Breaking.  Reciting  poetry.  3Ia- 

has,  (v.n.of  (j-iu)  Fainting,  being  indisposed. 

A  maksat,  Any  thing  that  causes  hard- 
ness or  obduracy,       Ac3.5  SLJle  i_-»3ii>))  az  zamh 

mahsatun  lil  kalb,  Sin  hardens  the  heart. 

A  IxwJu  muksit.  Just,  equitable,  impartial. 

A^M^iumahsam  or  ?wi7isam,Part,  portion.  3Iali- 
sim,  A  place  of  partition.  3£uksam,,  Sworn.  An 
oath.  A  place  where  they  swear.  ilfM^sm,One  who 
swears  (by  God). 

A  j»-!liu  muhassam,  Divided,  distributed.  Scat- 
tered. Possessed  of  a  beautiful  (face).  Beautified. 

Sad,  sorrowful.  Muhassim,  A  divider,  distributor. 

A  disperser,  scatterer. 

A  ̂ y*Ju  malisuh,  Dried. 
Aj»^*-iu  7rta/i!S2l?7i,Distributed,divided.  Quotient. 
A  (jiiu  mukishsh,  One  who  makes  haste,  who 

goes  away  with  rapidity. 

Au— muhashshahf'M.xxeA.  (nobility),  doubt- 
ful, apocryphal  (in  birth  or  reputation). 

A jL.Sja  miksJiar,  Importunate,  teasing. 

A jZJuo  mukashshar,  Barked,  skinned,  peeled. 
Round.  3Iukashshir,  A  peeler,  barker,  skinner. 

Ayt.t^  muksha^rr,  (j>\.^\Jl3  kasha^r)  One 
who  trembles  or  thrills  with  horror. 

A  (jiiLiJLo  mukashkish,  One  recovering  (from 

scab,  mange,  measles,  or  small-pox).  One  who  re- 
turns from  apostacy  or  hypocrisy. 

A  ̂^liiJLiiu  muhashkishatani,  The  two  chap- 
ters of  the  Kur'an  entitled,  (jjji^^  \>.  ya  ayyu- 

hd^l  kafiruna  and  ;_^^li>-^\  al  ikhlds. 
A  maksham.,  A  pasture.  Death. 

A^^-iJu  mahshum,  (orj^.iJi<)  Peeled,  barked. 

A  'ij^j^^jo  maJishurat,  A  woman  whose  face  is 
scratched  or  peeled  in  order  to  give  her  a  clear  and 

ruddy  complexion. 
A  ̂ -S^  makshiy,  Peeled,  barked,  skinned. 
A  t^j^suo  mihass,  Shears,  scissors.  3fukiss,  (pi. 

(^liU  mahdss)  (A  mare)  apparently  pregnant.  A 
retaliator,  one  who  demands  (^\^  kisds. 

A  JLoil*  rM<^saZ,Sharp(sword).  Ready(tongue). 

A  (jUaS^o  viihassdni,  Two  blades  of  scissors. 
A  c-A-^JU  mukassab.  Curled,  twisted  (hair). 

3Iukassib,  One  who  guards  the  towns  on  the  fron- 
tier. Milk  which  has  cream  floating  on  the  surface. 

A  'ixtoSLA  maksabat,  A  bed  or  place  where  reeds 

or  canes  (i_»*^'  kasah)  grow. 
A  i\«aiLc  mahsad,  Intent,  desire,  will.  Intention, 

design,  aim,  end,  enterprise.  Place  of  destination 
or  tendency.  3Iuksad,  Dead  of  a  sudden  disease. 

A  SjoLo  mukassad.  Of  a  moderate  temperament 

of  body  or  mind. 

A  » Jwoiu  mahsadat,  A  woman  sought  after  or 

courted  on  account  of  her  elegance  of  figure.  A 

woman  inclined  to  be  short. 

A  jjojSjc  malisir  ovmalisa7%'E\ enmg.  Twilight. 
End  of  the  evening.  3Iahsir,\,e?,s,  faulty,  deficient, 

short  of.  3Iulisir,  (Water)  round  which  cattle  pas- 
tui'e.  Aged  (sheep  or  goat). 

A  j*aiu  mukassar,  Deficient,  defective,  coming 
short.  Mitkassir,A.  fuller.  One  who  fails  in  his  duty. 



A  'ijjQAc  maksarat,  (pl.^^joolE«  mahasir)  A  mix- 
ture of  darkness  and  light ;  evening.  Miksarat,  A 

fuUing-hammer,  or  beetle  used  by  fullers,  washers, 

or  bleachers.  A  fuller  or  bleacher's  block. 

At_>a-aa*mwAcrssa6,One  whose  forelocks  are  cut. 

A  ̂ aSLio  mukassa^  Sharp  (sword). 
A  J-oiU  mihsal,  Sharp  (sword  or  tongue). 

A  J-vasU  muhasmil,  A  lion.  A  shepherd  who 
uses  his  stalF  much. 

A  ̂-aiU  maksurv,  Crop-eared. 
A  i^yoJiic  maksud,  Intended,  proposed,  desired, 

wished,  sought.  Intention,  design,  aim,  view,  pur- 

pose, drift,  desire,  scope,  object.  j^S^iij^^aiu 
maksudi  AMra/aAaw,Thepurpose(of  Him  who  said) 

"Be,  and  it  was,"  (an  epithet  of  Muhammad).  , 

AjyoSLiemaksur,  Abridged,  curtailed,  diminish- 
ed, confined,  restricted.  Deficient,  defective,  insuf- 

ficient, unequal  to,  impotent.  Shortened  (as  when 

jlals-  julfdr  is  written jAL*-  julfar').  tjytaSM  i  
aliji  maksura,  Short  \  alif,  sometimes  written  :  as, 

\jaS'  ̂ sa',  A  staff;  but  more  frequently  taking  the 
Torm  of  with  a  small  \  alif  placed  above  :  as, 

in  the  word  (jj^  hushra',  Glad  tidings. 
A  Xj^-aia/o  maksurat,  (pl.jvoULe  tnaJiasir)  The 

most  sacred  place  (in  a  temple),  the  part  appro- 
priated to  the  Imam,  or  officiating  minister.  A 

closet,  or  any  retirement  (in  a  house),  to  which 

only  the  master  has  access ;  a  sanctum  sanctorum. 

A  large,  fortified,  or  protected  house.  (A  woman) 

kept  at  home.  The  ornamented  chamber  where  the 

bride  sits.  Near,  neighbouring.  Edge  (of  a  plate). 

A  'ijyoji«maksuratan,ln  the  next  degree  of  kin. 
A  ̂ joy>aSjc  maksus,  Cut.  (A  bird)  clipped  in 

the  wings,  (_^j-aH/«  mahsusun  lahu,  Punished, 
I'etaliated  on  him. 

A  ̂ *aSL<f>  maksu^  (A  boy)  who  thrives  not  on 
his  food,  stunted  in  his  growth. 

A  l^asuc  muksa,  (A  camel  or  sheep)  the  tips  of 
whose  ears  have  been  cut  off.    Remote,  removed. 

A  ̂-oH/o  mahsiij,  (A  camel  or  a  sheep)  the  tips 
of  whose  ears  have  been  cropped. 

A  mikzab,  A  pruning-hook.  (Ground) 

producing  plenty  of  clover  (i_.«-a*  hazh). 

AL— **aLj?nifea6,Pruning-hook.  Sharp(sword). 

•  A  'ixtoHiomahzabat,  A  place  where  clover  grows. 

A  place  where  trees  grow  of  which  bows  a7-e  made. 

A  p^oiu  makzam,  Any  thing  eaten  by  the  front 
teeth :  hence,  food  in  a  moderate  quantity. 

A  (^j.,aSbc  makzuz,  Large  gravel.  Food  mixed 
with  gravel,  gritty. 

A  '^^joSla  mahziy,  Finished,  settled.  Perfected, 

completed.  Decreed,  v  ̂^sZt  ̂Jli^'^^^^aSMmaTizt- 
yu'l  maram  shudan,  To  obtain  the  completion  of 

one's  wishes,  a  (^\js]\  |[\*aiLo  ̂ la  makziyi'l 
futud,  According  to  the  heart's  desire. 

A  iaS*  makt,  (v.  n.  of  lailo)  Breaking  (the  neck). 

Binding  with  a  small  rope.    Putting  in  a  furious 
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passion.  Throwing  (a  ball)  on  the  ground  and 

catching  (it)  at  the  rebound.  Prostrating,  throw- 
ing down.  Striking  (with  a  stick  or  with  a  small 

firm-twisted  I'ope).  Treading  (as  a  bird).  Adjuring 

(by  the  faith).  Twisting  lightly.  A  hard  twist  of 
a  rope.  Vehemence,  severity,  hardness.  Muht, 

(pi.  \>\sM\)amh.at)  A  rope  or  gin  for  catching  birds, 

(pi.  of  laSU  makit)  Buckets  ,  ropes.  Halters,  bri- 
dles. Makit,  Born  in  the  sixth  or  seventh  month. 

A  laa«  mahatt  or  rnihatt,  The  part  where  the 

cartilages  of  the  ribs  terminate.  3Iihatt,  A  piece 

of  bone  on  which  they  nib  their  writing-reeds  or  pens. 

Ajlla£«  rnihtar,  Water-dropping  (cloud). 

A  ̂iJaiU  wii/fia^,  Unsteady  in  friendship,  apt  to 
give  the  cut.  (A  well)  soon  drained  of  water. 

A  \,^J\aSuomukattih,  One  who  frowns,  knits  his 

brows, ^and  puts  on  a  grim,  frowning,  austere  look. 
A  sLiU  mikattat,  Bone  on  which  they  nib  pens. 

A J^'iio rnihtar,  A  chafing-dish,  fire-pan,  censer. 
AjkiU  muhattar,  Allowed  to  fall  drop  by  drop. 

Distilling,  dropping,  trickling.  ̂ jlaLo  ̂U>  mat  mu- 

hattar,   Jhsuo  L_ ->  1  obi  muhattaryD'iiiiWedi  water. 
A  *8;iaH/o  mihtarat,  A  chafing-dish.  A  censer. 

Wooden  shackles,  the  stocks. 

A  ̂^jiaS*  muhatran.  Besmeared  with  pitch. 

A  makta^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J)  Cutting,  ampu- 
tating. Dividing.  A  cut;  place  of  separation.  Pass 

of  a  river,  ford.  A  pause  in  the  Kur'an.  Interrup- 
tion, an  abrupt  breaking  oflf.  (pi.  makati^ 

A  place  where  sand  breaks  off,  or  where  any  thing 

ends  and  leaves  off.  Cesura  or  pause  in  reading 

verse.  ̂ laiLc  mahta^  kalam,  An  interruption 

in  speech.  ̂ Ji^  ̂laH/*  mahta^''l  hahh,  The  point where  a  judicial  sentence  hits  the  truth.  That  where- 

by falsehood  is  exploded,  dlihta^  (pi.  ̂ liu  ma- 

kati^  Shears  for  cutting  cloth  or  silver.  Any  cut- 
ting-instrument. ilfM/i<o^,Torn (from  friends).  One 

who  is  passed  by  when  his  companions  are  honoured 

with  gifts.  One  who  has  no  (j^y.'i  dinan.  A  man 

who  loves  not  women.  (A  camel)  weak  and  tired 
with  covering,  or  broken  down  with  leanness.  A 

place  where  a  river  is  crossed,  or  a  ditch  excavated. 

&*iaiL<i  u-ij js>-  hurvfi  muhta^,  Cut  or  sepai-ate  let- 
ters, i.e.  abbreviations,  or  letters  put  for  words,  as 

sal^m.  3fuhti^  Prevented  from  continuing 

a  journey,  especially  a  pilgrimage  to  Mecca.  Si- 

lenced,^overcome  in  argument. 
A  muhatta^  Cut  into  several  pieces.  Cut 

out,  shaped.  Well-dressed.  Well-shaped,  beautiful. 
Short,  dwarfish.  Disjoined.  (Iron  heads)  made 

for  arms  (as  arrows,  spears,  and  the  like).  ̂ iSjc 

mvhatta^i  'I  (or  muhatti^'l)  as-har,  (fem. 

jl^^l  'i.f^^^^muhatta^tu'' I  (or  muhatti^tu' I)  as- 
har)  A  hare  (because  her  own  lungs  or  those  of  the 
hounds  often  burst  in  running). 

A  OUlailc  mvhatta^t.  Small  garments,  espe- 
cially made  of  coarse  silk.  Narrow  (cloths).  Short 

(poems).  Printed  stuflTs. 

A  A-wUflio  makta^t,  Whatever  cuts  down  or 
carries^off  (as  fasting  does  sensual  desires). 

A'iAaSUDnuhatta^t,  (Wine)  diluted  with  water. A  {^iViQro  mihtaf,  A  hamper. 

A  iakflxi  mukattafat,  A  short  man,  a  dwarf. 
A  )asi^aSL<  mukathat.  Small  about  the  head. w 

A  (JlaOo  mukattal.  Cooked. 
A  &ilaiu  mihtalat.  An  iron  cutting-instrument. 

A  piaiu  miktam,  A  nail,  claw,  talon. 
A  ̂Jai/o  muhattam,  Name  of  a  hill  in  Egypt. 

A  *-laiui  mahtanat,  A  cotton-plantation. 

A  L.-'^laAo  maktub,  Mixed  (wine). 

Aj^^aAio  maktur.  Dropped,  fallen  in  drops.  Be- 
smeared with  pitch.  (Land)  moistened  with  rain. 

A  jj^sU  mahturat,  (Camels)  tied  by  the  string 
hitar,  one  behind  another. 

A  Is^laiu  maktut,  Dear  (provision),  high  (price 
or  assize  of  victuals). 

A  CL^KAs ̂ aLSuo  muhtawti^t,{ov  C-'lP^jlafl/c  ma/d- 
tu^tin)  (The  horses  came  in)  gallopping  singly. 

A  ̂^laiu  mahtu^  Cut,  amputated.  Mutilated, 
disabled.  Separated,  unconnected,  interrupted,  in- 

tercepted, broken  off,  abrupt.  Agreed  upon,  ad- 

justed, concluded,  arranged.  Deficient,  carried  off, 
removed.  A  straggler.  A  bargain,  price  agreed 

upon.  Afflicted  with  an  asthma,  troubled  with  a 

shortness  of  breath,  (in  prosody)  A  verse  termi- 
nating in  a  foot  called  4>J>j  watad,  as  (Jj«-i  fa^al 

deprived  of  its  letter  and  becoming  ̂ fa^  ̂_jla£« 

mahtu^'z  zanaZ),  Wanting  the  tail,  docked. 

yCLji)\  ̂ ^Jaiu  maktu^'l  ̂ zw.  Maimed,  lame  in 

any  member.  ^^laiL«  ma/<iy^?<w  &?7n'.  Prevented 
from  it,  i.e.  pursuing  a  journey.  ̂ ySaSLA  '—>j->- 

jurfi  mahtu^  An  abrupt  precipice. 
A  (  jjlaio  mahtuf,  Gathered  (fruit). 

A  J^iaLo  maktul,  Cut.  Killed. 
A  J<-laii/e  muhta^rr,  Passionate. 
A  mah^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ H^)  Drinking  eagerly. 

Abusing,  reviling.  Suspecting. 

Ajl*H/«  mih^r,One  who  moves  his  mouth  much 
in  speaking,a  mouther.  Deepandcapacious(bowl). 

A(^l*iL«  mih^s,  A  lion  that  kills  instantly. 
A  eJUiLo  mM/?^a/Za^,(  Astone)standing  erect,  but 

not  fixed  in  the  ground. 

A  t_^Kfl(«  muha^^h,  Cup-resembling  (hoof  of 
a  horse,  or  depressed  navel.  Canticles  vii.  2). 

AjJjkjOU  mti/;a^fcaZ,One  whose  toes  turn  inmucb. 

A  ̂3^ii«>^«M/f^as27Z, Rough,  ill-polished  (arrow). 
A  t5>i.xH^o  mah^d,  (v.  n.  of  ii>3tj)  Sitting  down, 

resting.  A  seat,  chair,  carpet,  cushion,  (pi.  tj>ftliu 

maha^d)  Hips,  buttocks,  anus.  iijCij*  mak- 
f^du'l  habilat,  Very  near.  Muh^d,  Lame,  crip- 

pled, obliged  to  sit,  unable  to  stir.  (The  breasts  of 

a  girl)  beginning  to  swell.  Flat-nosed.  A  poem 
which  has  a  foot  dropped  and  halts  in  every  verse. 
Name  of  a  man  who  used  to  feather  arrows.  An 



eaglet  or  young  vulture.  A  vulture  caught  by  a 

poisoned  bait  for  the  use  of  his  feathers.  Muk^d, 

(or  liJiiu  muka^jad)  A  veteran  soldier  exempted 
from  further  militaiy  duty. 

A  C>^iiJ«il<>  muk^dat,  Frogs.  Young  kata  birds 
ere  they  have  begun  to  rise  from  the  ground. 

A  ̂^:^J^muk^dan, "Name  of  a  tree  not  browsed. 
A  8,^*JL<i  mah^dat,  The  place  of  sitting.  A 

seat.  The  buttocks.  A  basis.  Muli^dat,  A  ham- 
per made  of  palm-leaves.  A  well  excavated,  but 

no  water  appearing,  therefore  abandoned. 

A  liiixsU  muka^ad,  An  eaglet  or  young  vulture. 
A  vulture  caught  by  an  envenomed  bait,  and  de- 

plumed thereby. 

Ajiiu  ?nw^a^^ar,Excavated.  Hollow,  concave. 
Deep,  profound.  The  concave  surface  of  a  sphere. 

muha^jaru's  safZr,Hollow  in  the  breast, 
p '^i-'.}  ayinad  muha^^r,  A  concave  mirror. 

A  ̂_>3*iLo  mik^s,  A  lion  that  kills  instantly. 

A  la»a*  muha^jat,  A  burden  high  above  a  ca- 

mel's back.  3Iuka^jrt,  Rigid  in  exacting  a  debt. 
A  XlajtLs  mik^tat,  A  turban-sash,  wreath. 

A  ̂HxsL*  muha^a^,  (Ground)  dry  and  echoing. 

3fuka^i^  A  shaker  of  gaming  arrows  with  a  rat- 
tling noise. 

A  ̂jMiw,i.Vi>Ki<  muk^nsis,  (pl.j^S-ULcmaZfa^asand 

maha^s)  Strong,  firm,  hard. 

A  'i-joy^  mak^isat,  (A  sheep)  troubled  with 
the  distemper  called  {^\*>  hu^s. 

A  'ilaytLe  muh^tat,  Dung  rolled  by  a  beetle. 
A  muk^,  Seated  or  squatting  with  the 

buttocks  resting  on  the  heels. 

A  liiu  muhaffa,  (for  ̂^JiSm  muhaffa')  Rythrai- 
cally  composed  (oration). 

AjliiUmiA/'ar,  Adesert  without  herbage  or  water. 
A ytSuo  muhfir,  Ruined,  desolate,  desert. 

AjaLo  mukaffaz,  (A  horse)  whose  fore-legs  are 
white  to  the  knees  like  stockings ;  stockinged. 

A  muhaffas,  (A  garment)  striped  after 

the  fashion  of  a  bird-cage  ((_>afli"  hafas). 
A  ̂iju7nw/^o_^fl^,Contracted, shrunk.  One  who 

has  shrivelled  (and  contracted  hands).  3Iukaffi^ 
One  who  habitually  hangs  his  head. 

A  mihfa^t,  A  ferula  with  which  children 
are  corrected. 

A  ,Ji-H/«  muhfal,  (or  ̂^SlSl<  muhaffal)  Bolted, 

locked  (door).  Close-handed,  stingy. 

A  ̂y^isua  mahful,  Locked,  bolted  (door). 

A  j]^a*  muhfa',  Preferred  before,  set  over.  Muk- 
fl,  One  who  prefers,  or  gives  the  preference.  One 

who  selects  or  appoints.  (See  f-\Ks\  ihfatJ) 

A  J^ii^  muhaffa  ,  (An  oration)  rythmically 
composed,  rhyming.  31uliaffl,  One  who  sends 
after,  in  the  track  of,  or  who  causes  to  follow. 

A  ̂ J>^  mahfiy,  Killed  by  an  incision  or  blow 

on  the  back  of  the  head  or  neck  (US  kafa"^. 
A  ijiU  makak,  The  length  of  a  horse. 
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A  &fli<j  jwa^aAaf,  Sucking  kids.  Ignorant  (men). 

A  Jilc  mahl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ja*)  Beholding,  looking 

at.  Immerging  (a  thing)  in  water  till  (it)  is  covered. 

Putting  (a  stone)  into  a  vessel  in  order  to  distribute 
water  equally  (this  is  done  where  there  is  any  ap- 

prehension of  scarcity  of  water  when  travelling 

through  deserts;  on  which  occasion,  in  order  to  pro- 

portion with  justice  the  allowance  for  men  and  ca- 
mels, they  put  a  stone  into  the  measuring  vessel, 

which  they  just  cover  over  with  water,  and  so  serve 

the  caravan  with  impartiality).  Striking.  Bottom 
of  a  well.  A  particular  mode  of  suckling  or  feeding 

young  animals  (when  afraid  that  a  young  camel 

should  drink  too  much  they  give  it  by  little  and  lit- 
tle out  of  the  palms  of  the  hands).  3Iukl,  Fruit  of 

the  dwarf  or  wild  palra-treecalled|»ju><^arowi.Frank- 
incense.  Bdellium,  a  fragrant  Arabian  gum-tree. 
J/w7iaZ,(pl.of  &ii«mw^/a;)The  black  parts  of  the  eye. 

p  (JJLc  muM,  A  heavy  iron  mace.   A  medicine 
for  driving  away  love.    An  aromatic  mixture  of 

aloes,  amber,  sandal,  and  other  ingredients.  Gum. 

A  ̂ JSL<  viuliill,  Poor,  indigent,  possessing  little. 

A  -*iUU  mihlas,  The  club  or  bandy  with  which 

the  X)j  kulat  is  struck  in  an  Eastern  game.  >^)Ji« 
mihlasul  hams,  Name  of  a  dog. 

A  rnihldt,  (pi.  ̂^-H/*)  A  frying-pan. 

A  0^^*  TKj'AZa^,  (A  woman)  with  no  surviving 
offspring.  (A  camel)  conceiving  once  and  no  more. 

A  li^)^  mihidd,  (pi.  lijJULe  mahdlid)  A  key. 
A  treasury,  magazine. 

A(^^liUmiAZas,  (  A  camel)  fattening  in  summer. 

A  ̂!ilH/c  mihld^  A  sling  (for  stones).  A  pick- 
axe or  implement  for  stocking  up  the  ground. 

A  &S'^)JLo  mihla^t,  A  sling. 

A  miklah,  Restless  (man  or  woman). 

Ai_JkiL<i  miklah,  A  spade,  or  any  similar  instru- 
ment with  which  ground  is  dug  or  turned  over. 

A  \_  A°-^  muhallib,  A  turner.  L-^^JiOl  mu- 

kallihu'l  hidub,  (God)  the  converter  of  hearts. 
A  &3Jl«  mahlat,  A  stone  put  into  a  vessel  in  or- 

der to  distribute  water  equally.  Muhlat,  The  eye- 

ball, (pi.  ̂ JiU  mnkal)  The  black,  also  the  white 
of  the  eye.  The  pupil  of  the  eye.  The  middle  of 

any  thing.  6^^\  sawddu  'I  muhlat,  The  pupil 
of  the  eye,  (met.)  Any  thing  very  dear  to  one. 

ibn  muhlat.  Name  of  a  celebrated  calligra- 

pher,  the  inventor  of  sundry  kinds  of  Arabic  writ- 

ing; such  as  the  t^Jj  suls,  tamhi^  nashh, 

^^Isrf,  rayhdn,  rihd^,  and  muhakhah. 

A  'k^isbc  mahlatat,  A  place  of  danger.  Danger. 
A  jdSxi  mihlad,  (pi.  ti3lsx!  mahdlid)  A  key.  A 

crooked  instrument  with  which  they  twist  straw  or 

hay  into  ropes.  A  forage-sack.  A  measure  for  dry 
goods.  A  staff  with  a  crooked  head. 

A  iiJJi/«  muhallad.  Imitated,  mimicked,  repre- 
sented ;  imitable.  The  place  to  which  a  sword  is 

suspended  from  the  shoulder.    The  lower  part  of 

the  neck  where  the  necklace  goes.  Adorned  with 
a  necklace  or  chain.  (A  horse)  so  ornamented 
when  conqueror  in  a  race.  Muhallid,  (A  woman) 
adorning  herself  with  a  necklace.  A  ludicrous  imi- 

tator, mimic,  mime,  mummer,  buffoon. 

A  Oli^Jilc  muhalladdt,  Poems  extant  from  ao'e 
to  age. 

A  muhalUs,  A  mime,  a  mummer ;  or  he 

who  beats  the  Arabian  drum  (  Sii  daf,  and  meets  or 

goes  before  kings  and  other  great  men  with  that  and 
other  musical  instruments  on  triumphal  occasions. 

A  (^^^Ajjc  muhallas,  Habitually  prepared  for  a 
journey.  3Iukallis,  (A  horse)  having  long  projec- 

ting legs,  and  of  a  quick  pace. 

A  ̂fl/o  viuhla^  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ )  Abstaining,  de- 
sisting. 3Iukli^  (A  ship)  rigged  with  sails. 

A  &*i5*  mukli^t,  Rigged  (vessel). 

A  la*La<  muhla^ti,  Fleeing  away,  frightened. 
One  whose  hair  is  much  curled  or  crisped. 

Aj^flla*  mukalfa^  Dirty  (wool). 
A  JiiU  viuhallal,  (A  sword)  with  a  pommel. 

Ap-iiUi  mihlam,  A  camel's  sheath. A  2sjo  muhallam,  Pared  (nail).  Armed  (bat- 

talion).  Unmarried,  single  (woman),  jiial^  ̂ JXo 
muhallamu'z  zufr.  One  whose  nails  have  been  cut; 
contemptible,  despicable. 

AiL^-o  miklamat,  A  pen-case. 
A  'i^^  mukallamat,  Unmarried  (woman). 
A  ̂liU  7nahluni,  Fried,  cooked  in  a  frying-pan. 
A  ma^/jii.  Turned,  inverted,  converted. 

Subverted,  overturned.  (A  camel)  troubled  with 

the  distemper  l-'^*  hddb.  L-Aa)\  u-.>_j)iU  maklu- 
bu  'I  kalb,  Perverse-hearted.  (_f l-^ ̂ liU  mah- 
luh  mitstarvt,  A  word  or  a  sentence  which  may  be 

read  backward  or  forward  (astij<i;  or  in  English, 

madam),  a  palindrome. 

A  Xj^liLo  ynahlubat,  The  ear. 

A  tSjiiio  mahlud,  Twisted  (rope  or  bracelet). 

A  ̂J>sij6  mahlu^  Eradicated,  torn  up,  removed 
from  its  place.  Removed  from  ofHce,  cashiered.  (A 

horse)  marked  with  white  under  the  saddle.  Trou- 
bled with  the  thrush. 

A  i__J^iil<i  mahluf,  Unbunged  (barrel). 

A  'is^iSuo  viahlufat,  (pi.  O^^JiU  viahlufdt)  A 
hamper  full  of  dates  (used  in  Bahrayn). 

A  mahlum.  Pared,  clipped.  jflla31 

mahlumu''z  zufr,  Abject  (whose  nails  are  cut). 
SY  Uj^iiU  mahluniyd,  A  long  cucumber. 
A  i_-ft^iiU  muklahiff,  Thick,  long,  dishevelled, 

and  high-Standing  (hair). 

A  ̂̂ ^LA  mikla,  A  frying-pan.  The  stick,  bandy, 
bat,  or  racket  with  M-hich  the  ball  (&)j  hulat)  is 
struck  in  the  game  of  hockey  or  shinty. 

A  13^*  mahUy,  Fried  in  a  pan. 
A  iLlii/o  mahliyat,  (v.  n.  of  Hating. 

SY  L-jJil*  mahUsd,  Seed  of  wild  rue. 

A  jlilc  mikamm,  (A  man)  eating  whatever  is  set 



before  him. 

A  8\*JU  makmasat,  A  place  upon  which  the 

rays  of  the  sun  shine  not. 

A  jUii*  mikmdr,  A  palm-tree  bearing  white  un- 
ripe dates. 

A  'i^'iic  mikammat,  A  besom,  broom.  Miham- 
mat  or  makammat,  The  mouth  or  lips  of  a  bull,  or 

of  any  animal  dividing  the  hoof. 

Aj:^^  muhamjir,  A  bow-maker. 
A        mukmir,  (or  ij^)  A  moon-shine  night. 
A  J^aS^  mukamtar,  (Milk)  turned  by  rennet. 

A  iijt»jui  mikma^t,  (pi.  ̂ xUU  makami^  An 
iron  hooked  instrument  with  which  they  strike  the 

head  of  an  elephant  when  training  or  guiding  him. 

A  club,  mace,  or  any  thing  similar  with  which  a 

man's  pate  is  broken. 
A  Sjt»iui  rmikma^dd,  One  who  although  spoken 

to  most  energetically  remains  untractable  and  dis- 
obedient. One,  the  upper  part  of  whose  belly  is 

prominent, and  the  lowerpai't  shrunk  and  collapsed. 

A  'iSL^makmakat,  (v.n.of  ̂ 3*a<o  Q)  Speaking from  the  bottom  of  the  throat. 

A  ̂y^^/o  mihmal,  Waxen  rich  after  having  been 

poor.    iI/M7m?7,  Breeding  lice ;  pediculous. 

A  i^j^  mailman,  (or  'itX^iic  mahmanai)  Conve- 
nient, apt,  worthy,  fit,  suitable,  becoming,  proper. 

A  'i^tf^LKtmahmusat,  A.?.^oi  inaccessible  to  the  sun. 
Aj^,»iuma^mMr,Beaten  atdice.Evil,wickedness. 

A  \ay^  makmut,  Bound  hand  and  foot. 

A  ̂^^H/«TOaAmM^, Conquered, subdued.  (A  herd 
of  camels)  stripped  of  their  choicest  ones.  Troubled 

with  indigestion  (^v  kuma^. 
A  ̂)^♦Hxl  mukmaAnn,  Shrunk,  wrinkled. 

A  L-->Uil«  mihnab,  The  claw  of  a  lion. 

A  jULc  mahnasat,  (jnaknusat,  or  »UH/c  maknat) 
A  place  on  which  the  sun  shines  not. 

G  ̂j-aIsUE*  mihnatls,  The  loadstone. 
A  4_-*iSxi  miknab,  The  claw  of  a  lion,  A  troop, 

especially  of  horse,  from  thirty  toforty,or  three  hun- 

dred. A  hunter's  bag  in  which  he  carries  his  game. 

A  ̂^fl*  mukamhi^  Long-shaped. 

A  ̂'iJLo  mukansi^  Large-bearded  (man). 
A  ii,-jsuc  mukannad,  (or  J^tiJJi*  mukanda'^{Any 

thing)  dressed  with  sugar-candy.  (Wheat  or barley- 

meal)^dressed  with  candied  sugar  {Sxi  hand). 
Aj&A  mukannir,  Corpulent  and  ugly.  One  who 

wears  a  turban  loose  and  awry. 

A  ̂Ji.ifl/o  mukanvash,  Liberal,  profuse  (house- 
hold-expenditure). 

A  jlaJii*  muhantar,  Perfect,  complete.  Arched. 

A  C^\J^3lSLA  muhantarai,  Circles  parallel  with 
the  horizon.    Bridges.  Arches. 

AiJ^^<muhantarat,A  hundred  pounds  weight. 
A   jjlaifl*  mvkantaratan,  By  talents. 

G  ̂^AaJSLA  miknatis,  The  loadstone. 

A  ̂fliO  makna^  Sufiicient,  satisfactory,  valid, 

legal(evidence).  Mikna^(an(['e.)6.s.<mikna^t)(p]. 
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^ULc  mahani^X  coif  of  fine  linen  about  two  cubits 
long,  open  before,  worn  by  the  Arabian  women  at 

home  and  abroad.  Muhna^  One  whose  teeth  are 

bent  inward.  Muhni^  One  who  lifts  up  the  eyes 
to  heaven  in  devotion  or  humility. 

A  jj>S^  mukanna^  Covered  with  a  helmet  of 

iron.  j-*s  kamaru  7  mukanna^  A  certain  lu- 
minous appearance  in  the  sky,  which  was  produced 

by  the  art  of  a  thaumaturgist  named  Mukanna. 

A  iUii/o  makna^t,  Riches.  Muhna^t,  A  shep- 

herd's pipe.   Muhni^t,  A  high-voiced  she-camel. 
A  i__fl-i2/e  muhannaf,  Large  (shield  of  leather). 

A  yisiliu  mukanjish,  Slovenly  in  dress,  or  dis- 
gusting in  appearance. 

A  (^jysu  mukannin,  An  institutor.  i^'>^y 
jjL«s>-\  J  (Jt>^  mukannini  kawanini  ^dl  u  ihsan, 
Author  of  the  institutions  of  justice  and  clemency. ..   ..  ..^  .» 

A  ij^maknuTvat,  (orJ^JiU  mahnufai)A.  place 
not  exposed  to  the  sun. 

A  i^yO/o  maknud,  Dressed  with  sugar-candy. 

AjyJu  muhanwir,  Corpulent  and  ugly.  One 
who  wears  a  turban  loose  and  awry. 

A  j_^K<  muhifi,  A  spearman. 
A  ,_^H*  mwAaHHi,  Skilful  in  finding  water.  ̂ JiU 

f^j*^^  muhanml  arz,  The  hoopoo. 
A  yL«  makw,  (v.  n.  of  liU  for  _ja<)  Polishing  (a 

sword).  Cleaning  (the  teeth).  Sucking  violently 

(a  camel's  colt).  Guarding.  Custody. 
A  ̂y^^bft  mikwal,  Loquacious,  talkative,  verbose 

(man  or  woman ;  literally,  a  talking-instrument). 

A  lijio  makud,  A  horseor  camel  led  in  the  hand 
and  not  ridden.  Mikwad,  (pi.  lijLsL*  mahawid) 

Reins,  abridle,  halter,  that  by  which  an  animal  isled, 

A  liyu  mukawwad,  Led.    A  long  mountain. 

Ajj|a«  miihawKar,  Bedaubed  with  pitch. 

A  j^iU  mahwarr,  Slender-flanked  (horse). 

A  (_j*»jiU  mi^was,  A  quiver.  A  bow-case.  A  bar- 
rier, starting-post :  the  rope  stretched  before  horses 

when  starting  at  a  race.    A  course,  race-ground. 

A  {^joI^Sla  muhawwaz,  Demolished,  taken  down. 

A\o^j6mukut,A  being  very  lean  and  emaciated. 

A  ̂j^ii<  mukawrcak,  One  on  whose  head  there 
is  a  large  bald  place. 

A  ̂j»*jjL«  mukawkis,  A  bird  resembling  a  pigeon 
with  a  black  and  white  ring  round  the  neck.  Name 

of  the  king  of  Egypt  and  Alexandria.  Name  of 

the  kings  of  India. 
Ai^jSjcmakul,  (originally  ̂ }j^makwul) Said, 

above-mentioned.  What  is  said.  A  word,  any  thing 

spoken  before.  Mikrcal,  (pi.  JjUU  mahawil  and 

iHjlH*  mahawilat.  The  instrument  of  talking,  the 

tongue.  Very  talkative  (man  or  woman).  A  king, 

especially  of  the  Himyarite  Arabians  (a  dictator). 

y>-  J^H*      zu  mihnali  jari,  Glib-tongued. 
A  (Jjjfi/*  mukarcrcal.  Repeated  again  and  again. 

A  j»^/c  mikrvam,  A  plough-tail  or  handle. 
A^jiumMAawn-aWjAppointedjSetover.Straight- 
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ened.  Valued,  appraised.  3IuhaKwim,  One  who 

rectifies,  constitutes,  adjusts,  arranges,  or  directs. 

A  lijjjLo  makroud,  (A  horse  or  camel)  led  by 
the  hand  (not  ridden). 

A(Jjyloma^n'«Z,Said,spoken,above-mentioned. 
A  (^jSro  muhnl,  Possessed  of  a  strong  beast  of 

burden.  Strong  (horse).  One  who  descends  into 

a  desert.    One  whose  provisions  have  all  run  out. 

A  (^^i*  mukawwa',  Strengthened.  Suspected. 
Reproached  with,  accused  of.  A  case,  especially 
one  of  a  circular  oblong  shape,  in  which  they  carry 

rolls  of  papers.Me^AawwijCorroborative.Astrength- 
ener,  confirmer,  fortifier.  A  comforter,  p  Ob^jil* 

(Jti  viukawwiyati  dil,  Cordials,  a  Ob^^ 

muhawmiyati  dimagh,  Cephalics.  i^fSs  Ob^iu 

mukawwhjati  hahid,  Hepatics.  Ob^iU  mu- 

hawmiyati mi^a,  Tonics.  !S*UJ  obyL*  muharc- 
rviyat  li'l  basat,  Aphrodisiacks,  stimulants. 

A  aJLc  mahah,  Grey  or  blue  (colour  of  the  eye). 

A  disease  of  the  eye,  caused  by  a  want  of  colly  rium. 

A  >l.jiiwo  mah-huf,  (fem.  of  ssl,o\  amkah)  Blue- 
eyed  (woman).  Water-coloured  (wine). 

Aj^^  muk-har,  Subdued,  defeated,  conquered. 
A  u-aXjA*  muhahnib,  One  ever  at  the  water. 

Aj^^JLo  mah-hur,  Conquered,  subdued,  van- 
quished. Oppressed,  vexed.  (Flesh)  caught  by 

the  fire  and  emitting  moisture. 

A  ̂_^?naky,{v.n.  of  ̂^Juo)  Polishing  (a  sword) ; 

scouring  (a  bason).  Guarding.  3Iaka^,  (v.  n.  of 

(_Ji/«)  Cleaning  (teeth). A  muhayyit.  Vomitive  (medicine). 

A  (_j>jbH/«  mihyas,  Quantity,  measure.  A  mea- 
suring-instrument, the  nilometer  of  Egypt.  The 

hand  of  a  watch  or  a  dial. 

A  jLsu  muhyat,  Inner  corner  of  the  eye. 

A  4.1aaS/«  mali'it.  Hated.  Muk'it,  Powerful.  One 
who  maintains  in  victuals  and  takes  care  of.  A 

guardian,  keeper,  inspector.  A  witness.    ̂ Ji  ̂^S- 

^^_J**  ̂ la^  kulli  shayfin  miilnt,  (God  is) 
the  guardian  of  every  thing. 

A  d^iomuhayyad,  (pi.  iXJ^.Viu  mahayid)  Bound, 

fixed.  Fettered.  Determined.  Attentive,  solicit- 

ous, dedicated  to,  diligent.  Written,  noted,  regis- 

tered, signed,  marked.  That  part  of  the  leg  which 
is  enclosed  by  the  fetter,  the  ankle.  A  place  where 
a  camel  is  fettered  and  then  left.  Verse  in  which 

the  ̂ _5j  ir*"  ̂^^'^  ramiy  is  silent,  li-^ii* ̂   banu 
muhayyad.  Scorpions,    p  i^*^  mukayyad 

shudan,  To  give  attention,  to  study,  take  care  of. 

Ajl.^  Sti.A£« muhayyadatu'l  himar,  A  stony,  biirnt- 

up  country. 
A  ̂di^xLomukayyadi, 'Bondage.  Close  attention. 

aJ^S-*  muhayyar,  Daubed  over  M'ith  pitch. 
A  ̂jwaH^o  makis,  Compared.  Comparison. 
A  mukayyas.  Embroidered,  ornamented. 

Analogous. 

A  'ij^Siic  muhaysirat,  Aged  (camels). 



A  {^iSiA  mahiz,  The  part  of  the  egg  touched 

by  the  shell.  The  place  where  an  egg  is  laid. 

A  'i^oMA  makizat,  (A  well)  full  of  water. 
A  ia-sU  7nahiz  or  mahyaz,  A  summer-residence. 
A  iaXH/o  mukayyiz,  Sufficient  for  the  hot  season. 

A  makizat,  Plants  remaining  green  till 
midsummer,  or  hot  season  called  kayz. 

A  ̂j«jW5A.i/o  mukay^s,  (or  ̂jujix-Sjc  muhay^s) 
(dim.  of  jj*»*Jo«iLc  muh^nsis)  Moderately  strong. 

A  (J.-ii<  maim,  (v.  n.  of  J\i5  for  (JJI)  Taking  a 

nap  at  mid-day  or  a  little  before.  Any  place  where 
one  reposes  then,  a  dormitory.  The  grave. 

p  jjjvi*  muhil,  A  dish  of  wheat,  barley,  vetches, 

lentils,  beans,  peas,  and  scarlet  beans,  eaten  on  the 

tenth  day  of  Muharram. 

A  (J-^su  muhayyil,  Who  gives  to  drink  at  noon. 

p  ULLe  mukll-ba,  A  kind  of  spoon-meat,  com- 

posed of  pounded  flesh,  sheep*schitterlings,chopped 

small,  the  fat  of  a  sheep's  tail,  mixed  up  with  onions, 
wheat,  rice,  vetches,  lentils,  beans,  scarlet-beans, 

turnips,  beet,  leeks,  and  carrots,  and  eaten  on  the 

tenth  day  of  Muharram. 

A  p^su  mukim,  A  d_weller,  resident,  inhabitant. 

Fixed,assiduous,constant,persevering.  p^^sJ^  ̂ su 

multlm  sJiudan,  To  dwell.  To  persevere.  Jljve  j^H-* 

pHifc  muhimi  manzili  haftum,  The  planet  Saturn. 
p  (_c-<iU  makirrii,  Brokerage. 
A  (^Hx  mukayyin,  A  decorator,  adorner. 

A  'ixTsue  mukayyinat,The  tire-woman  of  a  bride. 
A  ̂ ^su  mukif,  An  emetic. 

A  ̂iu  mukayyi-f,  Emetical,  vomitive. 
A  C->l^jL«  muhliCLt,  Emetics. 

p        mak,  (imp.  of  malndan)  Suck 
thou.  One  wlio  sucks,  il/a/t  or  mw^,  A  short  spear, 

halberd,  javelin. 

Audi*  makh,  (v.  n.  of  uiXo)  Sucking.  Diminish- 
ing, destroying.  Voiding  (excrement).  Suction. 

A  ̂   maka',  (v.  n.  of  K*for  ̂ i«e)  Swelling  (as 
the  hand)  with  labour.  The  hole  of  a  fox  or  hare. 

A  mnha^,  (v.  n.  of  Kx>  for^j^)  Hissing. 

Whistling  (a  bird  or  man,  especially  on  his  fingers). 

Being  exposed  and  breaking  wind  (posteriors). 

A  -p^^  muhhas,  (pi.  ̂_5^K/<>  makahi)  A  kind  of 
small  bird  whistling  in  gardens. 

p  L-'^  makab,  Do  not  dig,  do  not  search  for. 
Reluctance. 

A  mvhabaliat,  (v.  n.  .3  of  ̂ )  Reviling, 
reproaching,  abusing  one  another. 

A  SiijK>«  mukdbadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  d^)  Waxing 

callous  with  regard  to  evil,  and  enduring  it  with 
all  its  inconveniences.  Labour,  toil. 

A  5 mukabarat,  (v.  n.  3  oij^)  Lifting  up. 

Contending.    Haughtiness,  contention,  j 

lilip  muhabUra  su  ̂ nad,  Contention  and  stubborn- 

ness. 5^K/«  J  J-^?-  jcdal  u  mukabo.ra,  Altercation 
and  pride. 

A  muhdbasat,  An  assaulting  one  another. 
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A  &bK*  mukdbalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂y*^)  Putting  off 

payment  of  a  debt.  Deferring  to  purchase  a  house 

adjoining  to  that  which  one  possesses,  in  order  that, 

after  being  bought  by  another,  he  may  recover  it 

at  law  by  right  of  pre-emption  (an  evil  practice). 

A  makabin,  (pi.  of  makbunaf.) 

Short-legged,  big-bellied,  slender-boned  (horses). 
AL— o\i'e?rea^ai2&,(pl.of  („^a5Cc??ia/ifa&)  Schools. 

Mukdtab,  A  slave  self-ransomed  (written  off). 

A  muhdtabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u-*J^  Corre- 

sponding by  letter.  (A  slave)  giving  a  certain  sum 

of  money  to  his  master  for  liberty  ;  literally,  writ- 
ing off  his  slavery. 

A  XjoK<«  mukdta^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Fighting, 
assaying  to  kill.  Driving  or  keeping  away  from 

any  thing  good. 
A  sXi^  mukatalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,3-*^)  Fighting. 

Cursing,damning,keeping(anyone)from  happiness. 

A&^'^m?/Aatomai,Aconcealing(ofone'ssecret). 
A  (_^K^e  makdfib,  (pi.  of  l_^_jI5^  maktub)  Let- 

ters. Writings.  (_-«J0^  (_^l^Iajkli'  khalitahdyi  ma- 
katib,  Letter-bags. 

A  &-3KfO  mulidsabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  c-«i^)  Approach- 

ing, drawing  nigh. 

A  'iji^  mukdsarat,  (v.  n.  3  oij^)  Disputing 
about  multitude.  Asking  (from  any  person)  much 

(water)  to  drink.  Copiousness. 

A  mukdsamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Approach- 
ins.  Interferingf,  mixingf,  or  having-  business  with. 

A  ̂J^»•K^e  mahdhil,  (pi.  of  ̂y^^  7iiiJi-hal)  Pins, 
bodkins  for  anointing  the  eyes  with  collyrium.  (pi. 

of         muk-hulat')  Culverins.  Muskets. 
mahad,  (and  jiiKxi  mahddai)  (v.  n.  of 

li^forii^)  Being  near,  or  all  but  (doing).  Being 
hardly  able  (to  do). 

A  iLo^iK*  muhddamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  )  Being  un- 
able to  bite  herbage  (cattle). 

A  XJiiK/c  mukdzabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  -JiSi)  Consi- 
dering as  false,  regarding  as  a  liar. 

Aj^ma^Mr,  Cheat,  knave,impostor,deceiver. 
A  muhdrdt,  A  hiring  out,  letting  on  hire. 

A  mukdrabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Being 

near  (happening).    Preparing  for. 

A  SiijK/*  muhdradat,  A  driving  off  one  another. 

A  'ijj^  mukdrazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjj^)  Running  to 
any  place  and  hiding  there.  Fleeing  from.  En- 

deavouring to  set  the  start  of  another.  Disabling. 

A  ̂J^muhdrim,  (pi.  of  iLe^Xo  makrumat)  Laud- 
able or  generous  actions  of  noble,  honourable  men. 

Excellencies,  virtues.  Favours,  benefits.  Miracles. 

A  s/ej\Ce  mukdramat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ji)  Contend- 
ing, vying  with  about  honour,  nobility,  or  bounty. 

A  ̂jjJLc7nukdrun,(j)l.  of  cS;^)  Camel-hirers. 
A  makdrih,  Inconveniences,  misfortunes, 

accidents.  Disagreeable  things. 

A  (^K/o  mukdri,  (pi.  ahriydf  and  (^jjj^ 

mM^a?'7/w)Onewho  lets  out  camels,  horses,  ormules. 

A  muleteer.  A  camel-leader. 

A  makkdrl,  Cheating,  knavery,  roguery. 

p  (_y>K<e  mahds,  Do  not  diminish.  Muhds,  Ear- 
nest endeavour,  intense  exertion,  importunity.  Toll, 

tribute,  custom.  A  toll-gatherer ;  a  tithe-collector. 

A  mahds,  A  place  where  a  serpent  coils 

itself  up.  Mikds,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j-Xo)  Bidding  against 

each  other.  ¥  ̂̂ i^^  ̂^^^  mikds  kardan,To  h\(!i 
against  another,  to  raise  the  price. 

A  sI^jK*  mukdsdt,  A  contending  for  glory. 

A  t_ju»>K/«  makdsib,  (pi.  of        5Co)  Earnings. 
A  '&^**^^mukdsahat,  A  drinking  hard  together. 

AjjM^  mw^asiV,  Near,  neighbouring.  A  neigh- 
bour, one  whose  house,  or  the  skirt  of  whose  tent 

{^j^ hasr'),  is  in  juxtaposition  with  one's  own. A  mukdsarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contend- 

ing or  vying  with  in  breaking.  Consternation. 

A  (_^A*>\Lo  mukdsam,  (in  the  dialect  of  Morocco) 
Servants  of  the  royal  household. 

p  jumKao  muhdsa,  A  village  held  free  by  a  Po- 
ligar  on  condition  of  his  protecting  the  property 

of  passengers  (an  Indian  term). 

AjWi\Cc  makdsir,  (pi.  ofjj--*^)  Tilings  broken. 
A  mukdshahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Having 

a  secret  grudge  against. 

A jMiK^e  muhdshir,  Opposite. 
jdri  mukdshiri.  My  neighbour  lives  over  against 
me  (as  though  he  were  grinning  at  me). 

A  SjM^  mukdsharat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^^)  Laugh- 

ing or  grinning  (at  one)  with  shut  teeth. 
A  mukdshafat,  (v.n.  3  of  ■_  ar.^  Acting 

openly  (with).  Shewing  open  enmity,  persecuting. 

Displaying  (any  thing).    Revelation,  apocalypse. 

A»ii>K^o  mukdzzat,  (v.  n.  3  of  la.^)  Endeavour- 

ing to  get  into  the  thick  of  the  fight. 

A  mukd^mat,  (v.  n.  .3  Kissing. 
Lying  within  one  garment  (with  a  woman). 

A  mukdfaMt,  (v.  n.  3  of  li^)  Recompen- 
sing, requiting.  Answering  exactly.  Being  equal, 

like,  resembling.  Observing,  watching,  guarding. 

Repelling,  warding  off.  Spearing  alternately. 

^  A  jjlsK^o  mukdfdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^^)  Compensa- 

ting. Recompense,  retribution,  compensation. 

A  'k^^  mukdfatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iJL^)  Getting 
the  start  in  a  race,  surpassing,  overcoming,  excel- 

ling.   Dying  suddenly. 

A  mukdfahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Disclos- 

ing, laying  open.  Looking  in  the  face  and  speak- 
ing to.  Kissing  with  unveiled  lips.  Fighting  with 

drawn  swords.  Altercation,  strife,  battle. 

A  SjiKx)  mukdfarat,  A  denying  one  his  due. 
A  mukdfil,  A  neighbour.    A  sworn  ally. 
A  mukdfis,  (commonly  mukdfi)  Equal, 

like  another  in  any  quality  that  admits  comparison. 

A  jjb^JK-o  mukdfasaldni,  (or  mukafisatdni) 
Equal  in  age,  &c.  (two  sheep). 

A  i_iAS^  makdfif,  (pi.  of  i_JjA^)  Blind. 



muhak.  Sucked. 

A  'i^^^muhahat,  Marrow.  Any  thing  sucked. 
A  SLSl^lo  makkakat,  A  handmaid. 

p  ul^iS^^  makakaft,  Pain,  trouble,  misfortune. 
A  f^^^  mahaJii,  (pi.  of  muhhat)  Small 

birds  whistling  in  gardens,  (pi.  of  uL) ̂ Cc  makkuk) 
Measures  which  contain  three  at. 

makaktk,(p].  of  tiiJ^iC*  ma A^mA) Mea- 
sures containing  three  kaylajat. 

A  (jK/e  makal,  (v.  n.  of  for  ,J-^)  Measuring 

(corn).    Muhal,  Fat,  tallow. 

A  mukalabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  c-J^)  Feeding 

on  thorns  (a  camel).  Being  malignant,  hurting 
one  another.    Suffering  from  want. 

A  'i^^tcmukalahat,  (v.  n.3of  ̂ )  Not  declin- ing from  her  mansion  (the  moon). 

A  ft^K*  viukalamat ,{y .  n.  3  of  ̂K)  Talking  toge- 
ther. Conversation,  dialogue,  conference,  p 

^jiij^ mukalama  kardan,  To  discourse,  reason. 
A         mukdmat,  A  married  woman. 

A  mukdmarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contend- 

ing, vying  with  (another)  regarding  the  size  of  his 

gland  (j^  hamai-). 
A  iLj«/«^*  muhdma^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂y^)  Lying 

within  one  garment  with.    Drawing  to  one's  self. 
makdmin,  (pi.  of  ̂^■♦^)  Ambushes. 

A  ̂ m^jc  mahdmih,  (Camels)  near  the  birth. 
Camels  travelling  all  night,  so  as  to  reach  water 

early  in  the  morning. 

y     A         malidn,  (pi.  &JiC«\  amkinat  and 
amdhin)  A  place.  A  habitation,  house,  dwelling. 

Dignity.  (_^^        mahdni  khafi,  A  secret  place. 

mahdni  rafi^  A  high  place.  Exalted 

dignity.  (— -»^^s  mahdni  harih,  A  near  place. 

The  grave.  il/a^a?2a,  In  place  of,  instead  of.  i^'Ss 

t0^^katnlahumahdnahu,Y{es\&-w  him  on  the  spot. 
A  makhdn,  One  who  sucks  his  cattle  from 

avarice,  so  as  not  to  be  overheard  in  milking  them. 

AOl3K/omfl/ia?<M^,(pl.ofi6K/«  ?rta/fan«<)Places. 

Dignities,  posts  of  honour. 

A'ij^makdnat,(v.n.  of  jj5C«)  Occupying  rank 
and  station  near  a  monarch.  Being  firmly  settled. 

A  place.  Authority,  dignity.  An  ofiice  at  court. 

Slowness,  sedateness,  gravity.  Design,  purpose, 

intention,    (in  the  dialect  of  Morocco)  A  watch. 

Pj\s>^  mahdn-ddi',  Owner  of  a  place.  The  fa- 
kir who  occupies  any  particular  station.  Awatchman. 

A  makdnis,  (pi.  of  L-ji^)  Besoms. 

A  "iai^i-e  muhdna/at,  An  assisting  mutually. 

A  'iji^io  mahdmy,  Relating  to  place,  local. 
A  j^jK'O  mukdwdt,  A  railing  (at  one  another). 

A  ■is»-_jK^o  muhdrcahut,  (v.  n.  3  of  for  ̂ j^) Railing  at  one  another.  Abusing  each  other  face 
to  face.   Conquering  in  fight. 

A  muhdwasat,  A  throwing  prostrate. 
A  sljfcKfe  muhdhdt,  A  contending  for  glory. 
A  aJj6\^  mulidhalat,  (v.n.Sof  J-^)  Being  mar- 
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ried.  Being  advanced  in  age,  getting  on  in  life. 

A  &i4>K<  muhdhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  f^^)  Conniv- 
ing, winking  at.  Helping  one  another,  or  giving 

gifts  without  recompense.  Inclining  towards  one 
another.  Respect,  regard. 

A  tioK^  inahdsid,  Frauds. 

A  S  JJ^\Ce  mukdyadat,  The  act  of  circumventing. 

A  mukdyasat,  (v.  n.  3  of         for  i^j^) 

Contending  about  sagacity  or  ingenuity.  Using 
cunning  in  buying  or  selling. 

A  &j,aJ.K<«  muhdyasat,  (v .  n.  3  of  for  {^jAif) 

Managing  (affairs),  applying  with  great  attention, 

involving  one's  self  (in  them). 
A  muhdyalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J\^  for  ̂y*^) 

Measuring  to  one  another.  Doing  or  saying  as 

another  had  said  or  done.   Railing  at,  reviling. 

A  ̂J-^K*  mahdni,  Dry  or  liquid-measures. 
ACLCmikaib,  (andL-^UCc  mihbab)  One  who 

looks  much  upon  the  ground,  one  who  mostly  hangs 

his  head.  3Iukibb,  Prone,  inclined.  Who  or  what 

causes  one  to  hang  his  head  ;  depressing. 

A  'ixl^mukahhabat,  Brown, large-eared  wheat. 
A  wIS^  mihabbat,  A  cover,  Muhabbat,  (in  Mo- 

rocco) A  spinning-wheel,  a  reel. 

A  ̂SCo  muhabbah,  Sublime,  high,  lofty.  Proud. 
A  mahbir,  (v.  n.  of  Being  of  an  ad- 

vanced age.    A  great  age. 

A  Jt!^  mukabbar.  Undiminished  (noun). 

A  sjSjei  mahbarat  or  mahburat,  A  great  age. 

A  u«,XSvoTOW^a?/&is,Weak-eyed  by  nature.  Base, 
ignoble.  One  who  rushes  headlong  upon  men  and 
overwhelms  them. 

A  ̂yi^  muhabbal,  Fettered.  Imprisoned. 
A         muhban,  Firm,  strong  (in  the  vertebrae). 

A  L^^jiCo  mahbus,  Stinking,  tainted  (meat). 

A  d^i^mahbud,  Hurt  or  diseased  in  the  liver. 

A  Aj^x^  makburds,  (pi.  of^jO>^ kabir)  Gran- 
dees. Great. 

A  J^J^  mahbul,  Fettered:  prisoner,  captive. 

A  ̂^i^  mahbun,  (A  camel)  troubled  with  the 
disease  an.  Short-legged,  slender-boned, 

and  big-bellied  (horse).  One  whose  hands  have 
become  hard  from  work,  mahbu- 

nu  'I  asdbi^  Thick-fingered. 

A  'ii^i^  mahbunat,  (pi.  ̂^>^^mahdbln^  Short- 
legged,  big-bellied,  and  slender-boned  (horse). 
Quickj^nimble  (woman). 

A  &5C«  makhat,  A  place  of  great  concourse :  Mec- 
ca in  Arabia,  where  Muhammad  was  born. 

A  CL^^  makt,  (v.  n.of  ul*^)Abiding  in  aplace. 

mihtaf,  A  horse  hurt  in  the  shoulder 

((  h'J^ katif)  by  the  saddle. 

A  pliSCc  mihtdm,  A  camel  which  does  not  cock 
her  tail  in  token  of  being  pregnant. 

A  {.^'i^  maktab,  (pi.  i^i^  makdiib)  A  place 
or  time  of  writing.  A  writing-school.  Muhtab, 

Taught.  (A  leathern  bottle)  fastened  with  a  thong, 

or  closed  at  the  mouth.  3Iuhtib,  A  writing-master. 

A  (_xkX(«mM^a«ai,  Written,  registered,  enrolled, 

inscribed.  (Cavalry)  drawn  up  in  squadrons.  A 

bunch  (of  grapes)  of  which  part  is  eaten. 
A  iJL/Sj^  muktabit,  Grieved,  sad,  melancholy. 

p  i6ls>-  i..^/jSic  maktab-khdna,  A  writing-school. 

Pj^tJ  ■_  r-^^  maktab-ddr,  A  schoolmaster. 
A  (.jujkSCo  muktatab,  Written.  Reviewed,  num- 

bered. 3Iuktatib,  A  writer.  One  who  ties  fast  (a 
leathern  bottle). 

A  pJuiwo  muktatim,  Hidden,  concealed.  A  con- cealer.   Clouds  without  thunder. 

A  muhtahil,  (Ground)  verdant  with  early 
plants.  One  whose  eyes  are  tinged  with  collyriura 

Fallen  into  misfortunes. 

A  i^J(Xa  muktarib,  Afflicted,  grieving,  sad. 

A  L^^iUmM^iaras, Heeded,  cared  about.  Muk- 
taris,  Solicitous,  anxious  about.  Afraid. 

A  (jj^  muktari,  A  hirer,  taken  on  hire. 
A        muhtazz,  Shrunk  (with  cold). 

A  muktasib,  An  acquirer,  gainer.  Stu- 
dious, attentive,  assiduous. 

A jmJ^  muhtasir,  A  breaker,  bruiser. 
A  muktasi^  (A  dog)  clapping  his  tail 

between  his  legs.  (A  stallion)  whisking  his  tail 
from  side  to  side. 

A  ejt^tJ^  muktasa^t,  (A  sheep)  bitten  by  a 

venomous  reptile  called  '^^^^  al  barsatu'l waharat,  so  that  one  side  of  her  udder  dries. 

A  ̂̂ ^^Ji^  muhtasi,  Clothed,  clad,  dressed.  One 
who  dresses  himself. 

A  lal^  muhtazz,  Distended  with  repletion,  op- 

pressed with  too  much  meat,  and  unable  to  breathe. 

(A  channel)  filled  with  water,  almost  stagnating. 

A  ̂i^muhta^  (An  opinion  or  counsel)  agreed 

upon,^united,  and  strong. 
a\^  muhti^n,  (He  came  walking)  quickly. 

A  muhattaf,  Pinioned. 

A  ̂̂ s:^^  muhtajil,  One  who  makes  a  cushion 

(,_)i5' /;?;?)  for  a  camel's  bunch.  One  who  appoints 
or  delegates. 

A  ̂J'^^  muhtafis,  One  who  turns  (a  vessel) 
head  downwards.  Content,  satisfied. 
A  muhtafl,  Content.  Complete,  perfect, 

significant  (sentence). 

A  (J-lXo  miktal,  A  basket  or  vessel  containing 
fifteen  ̂ lo  sd^ 

A  ̂*^«muhattal,S\\ovt.  Compressed  together. 

Round,  circular.  Fat,  corpulent  (man). 
muhtalh.  Cautious,  apprehensive  of, 

shunning.  Sleepless,  watching,  on  one's  guard. 
(A  seller)  who  takes  credit  instead  of  ready  money. 
A  muhtali,  Pained  in  the  kidneys. 

A  j«-i5wo  nmhattam,  Concealed,  closely  hidden. 
A  ̂̂ i.'Ca  muhtamin.  Concealed  (grief). 

muhtann.  Hidden,  concealed.  Become 

white.  The  haunt  or  lurking-place  of  a  wild  beast. 



A'jj^  muktaniz,  Compact,  close,  full. 
A  u-A'^A^ve  muktanif,  Who  or  what  surrounds, 

blockades,  besieges,  encloses,  hedges.  A  helper. 

A  muktanih,  One  -who  reaches  the  sum- 
mit, or  who  arrives  at  the  end  (ad^ kunh). 

mvktarii,  Called  or  known  by  the  figure 

metonymy  {'ii)^  Mnayat);  styled,  dubbed. 
A  L^yi^  maktub,  Written.  Sewn  or  stitched 

together.  A  letter,  writing,  scripture,  (in  the  dia- 
lect of  Morocco)  A  sack  or  bag  in  which  any  thing 

is  kept.  The  letters  viim,  nun,  and 

Kaw.  ̂ ^^i^^  al  makiuh,  The  scriptures,  the  sa- 
cred writings.  iJLil^  u^^aSCo  maktuhi  mahahbat, 

(or  L^^Mi\  OSyo  L^jjk5C«  vialituhi  mawaddat- 
usluh),  Friendly  letters,  letters  of  compliment. 

A  v_^ijjkSCe  muktarvtib,  Swollen  with  repletion. 

A  mahtuf,  Hooped  (vessel).  Pinioned. 

A^yi^io  malitum.  Hidden,  concealed. 
A  &<^jv5Co  maktumat,  An  unguent,  of  which  saf- 

fron forms  an  ingredient.  The  well  Zamzam. 

A  viuhtahil,  Of  mature  age ;  grey.  Full- 
grown,  flourishing  plant.   Flowerful  (garden). 

A  muktahilat,  White-headed  (sheep). 
A  muhtaln,  Standing  in  front  of  another 

for  the  purpose  of  asking  a  question. 

Ai_.AAjk5C«mM^<aJt&,Dark(ashes).Sad,sorrowful. 

A  i^i^  muktasinn,  Restless.  Uneven. 

A  <JL/^  maks,  mihs,  muhs,  or  makas,  (v.  n.  of 

(^Jwo)  Delaying,  waiting,  expecting.  Delay. 

c^5C«  ̂ la'  muhs,  With  delay,  at  intervals. 
mihsar,  Talkative,  a  great  talker. 

A  ̂J^^  muksan,  Delay. 
A jiS^  muksir.  Rich,  wealthy,  opulent. 

A  jiS^  mukassir,  One  who  augments  or  multi- 
plies, (in  grammar)  The  plural  number. 

A  'ij^<  maksarat,  Any  thing  augmentative. 
A  dju5^  mukassi^t,  (A  woman)  thick-lipped, 

or  whose  gums  are  turgid  with  blood. 

A  u->jJ^wia7«i/&,Inserted,infused.  Poured  out. 
Collected.  Inverted  (quiver).  Charged,  attacked. 

A  evjJ5'j^SSC«  mahsur  ̂ layhi,  Much  frequented. 
Greatly  urged,  thronged  by  creditors,  dunned. 

A  (_|^  maksi,  Tardy. 
Aj^^  miksir,  Very  talkative. 

al  mik-halani,  Two  bones  in  the  hips; 

also  two  in  the  fore-legs  of  a  horse. 

A  (Js^  mik-hal,  (or  Jls^  mik-hal)  A  bodkin 
with  which  they  apply  the  collyrium  to  the  eye. 

A  ̂̂ ^f^  mukahhal.  Painted  or  anointed,  espe- 
cially with  black  lead  or  a  preparation  of  the  pow- 

der of  tutty,  which  is  applied  to  the  eves. 

mukahlat,  (in  the  idiom  of  Morocco)  A 

culverin.  A  musket.  Muk-Jadat,  {^i^.  ,^s>-^^ma- 
kahil)  A  box  in  which  they  keep  collyrium  or  sul- 
phuret  of  antimony  (^^^^  kuhl). 

A  (J^_^^  mak-hul,  Anointed  with  collyrium. 
Name  of  a  servant  of  Muhammad ;  of  a  certain 
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lawyer ;  also  of  a  horse. 

A  makd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Remaining  or  stop- 
ping. Diminishing  (as  the  milk  of  a  camel).  Mikd, 

A  comb.  Mukd,  (pi.  of  makud)  Camels  al- 
ways abounding  in  milk. 

A  ISd  mikadd,  A  comb.  Mukidd,  Pains-taking. 

A  A,^^  makdas,  (A  camel)  always  abounding 

in  milk.    (A  camel)  whose  milk  never  fails. 

A  mukaddah,  Scratched,  clawed  (face). 

(An  ass)  raw  from  the  bites  of  other  asses. 

Ajj.'Cc  mukaddar.  Rendered  muddy  or  turbid. 
Disturbed,  afflicted,  vexed.    Anxious,  sullen. 

A  mukaddarat,  (pi.  fem.)  Disturbances, 
afflictions,  distressful  events. 

pjV«* jlSi^  ?«w^ac?c/a?'-sa2:,  A  disturber,  troubler. 
A  Jt^^mwAacZcZaZ, Turbid.  Disturbed,  afflicted. 

A  viakdam,  A  place  for  search. 

jsJ^^jvS'  kadamafi  ghayr  makdamin,  He  sought 
in  a  place  improper  for  search. 

A  ̂Si^  mukaddam,  Bit,  taken  with  the  teeth. 
A'sj mukdanat, Vleshy ,  bunched(she-camel). 
A  makdubat,  White,  fair  (woman). 

A  lijii^  rna^t?w(^.  Trodden,  trampled  (ground). 

A  Jjiii^  makduh,  Beclouded.  Afflicted,  sad. 

A  (_fS.S^mMAat/fZ7,  Nipping,  withering.  Painful. 
A  w  ti,SC<)  makdiyat.  Close,  impervious  (woman). 

p  i^jJ!^d^  makditus,  Nameof  Wamik's  father. 
A  i_^3iCo  mukzib.  One  who  eggs  on  or  compels 

(another)  to  tell  a  lie.  One  who  detects  and  ex- 
poses a  falsehood,  or  who  accuses  of  lying. W 

A  L-^3iC«  mukazzib,  A  camel  that  takes  the  male 

without  conceiving  (giving  the  lie). 

A  ̂^biiSC*  makzdban,  (or  &jbi^^)  A  liar. 
A  makzabat  or  mukzubat,  A  lie. 

A  L-J>j3i^  makzub,  Noted  as  a  liar.    A  lie. 
A  iOj  3i^»mAzM&a<,Weak,feeble  (woman).  A  lie. 

A  wa/ir,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ^)  Plotting.  Deceiving. 

Colouring  with  ruddle,  or  with  the  tree  called J^^^ 

makr.  Irrigating  (land).  Fraud,  plot,  machination. 

Duplicity.  Malice,  malignity.  Plumpness  in  the 
legs.  A  whistling  noise.  The  noise  of  a  lion  breath- 

ing.  Red  earth.  (pl^jXcy/mZswr)  A  species  of  dust- 

coloured  tree  or  plant.  firakku'l  makr, The 
fruit  of  this  tree.  3Iakar,  (v.  n.  of  jCo)  Being  red. 

A_^  makarr,  A  field  of  battle,  a  place  of  com- 
bat. Mikarr,  An  assailant.  (A  horse)  fit  to  make 

an  onset ;  a  charger. 

mikraf,  (A  male  ass)  accustomed  to 
smell  the  urine  of  the  female. 

A  mikram,  One  who  pays  men  honour; 

literally,  an  instrument  of  honouring. 

p  jj^T ̂ia  makr-amez.  Deceitful. 
T^J\^  makr  an  or  mukrdn,  Name  of  a  city  and 

country  in  Iran. 

A  mikrab,  A  plough.  Mukrab,  Sinewy 

(joint).  Firmly-tied  (rope).  Compact  (building  or 

joint).  Thrown  into  straits.  il!/M^r'z&,Speedy,quick. 

A  C^^^^mukrabat,Q,ame\s  or  horses  brought 
in  cold  weather  to  the  tent-door  that  they  may  be 

warmed  by  the  smoke. 
A  mukrabat,  A  bucket  with  a  rope  tied 

to  the  middle  to  preserve  the  long  rope  from  being 
wetted  and  rotting. 

A  ̂j^J^7nuka7-bas, One  with  a  compressed  head. 
A  j^'"''  i'^^**^")  mukarbalan. 

He  came  walking  slowly,  as  if  through  stiflf  clay. 

A  ij^  inakrat,  A  leg,  thick,  yet  elegant  in  shape. 

Spoiled  clover.    One  plant  called  jCt  makr.  A 
fresh  pulled  but  bad  date.  A  hard  date  approaching 
the  state  called  (—-•l',  rutab.  Makarat,  (pi.  of 

makir)  Deceivers,  cheats. 

mikarrat,  (A  camel)  which  comes  twice 

a  day  to  be  milked. 
p  makar  chakar.  Fraud  and  subterfuge. 

A  ̂̂ l^  mukardak,  Humble,  suppliant.  Mean 
in  one's  own  estimation. 

A  mukardas.  Of  a  compact,  firm,  hard 

body.  Bound  hand  and  foot. 

AjJ5^  mukarrar,  Repeated,  reiterated.  The 

letter j  ra.  p  (j'^jj^  mukarrar  kardan,  To  re- 
peat, confirm  by  repetition.j^i^ ̂ JMskakarimukar- 

rar,  (VjjCk  ̂   guli  mukarrar)  Conserve  of  roses. 

aJJSCo  mukarraz.  Worthless,  avaricious. 
A  mukras,  A  chain  or  necklace  formed 

of  rows  of  pearls,  with  large  ones  inserted  at  inter- 
vals between  the  smaller. 

A(^j^  mukarras,  Short-bodied,  fleshy,  sleek, 
and  succulent.  A  chain  or  necklace  formed  of  rows 

of  pearls,  with  large  ones  inserted  at  intervals  be- 
tween the  smaller. 

A  'iZij^  mukarraskat,  The  paunch  of  a  camel 
stuflTed  with  meat  and  fat,  a  haggess.  Mukarriskat, 
A  slice  of  a  melon. 

A  i^jojCo  mikras,  A  leathern  milk-pail. 
A  mukra^  (A  horse)  strong  in  the  legs. 

mukra^t,  A  palm-tree  planted  in 
or  near  water.  3Iukri^t,  Camels  which  hold  their 
heads  over  the  fire,  and  blacken  their  necks. 

A  mukarfak,  Deformed,  disfigured. 

A  i^jJ^^^  mnkarkas.  One  whose  mother,  pater- 
nal or  maternal  grandmother,  or  maternal  great- 

grandmother  was  a  slave.  Bound,  fettered. 

A  j»;5C«  makrum.  The  deeds  of  a  generous,  noble, 
honourable  man.  Land  favourable  to  vegetation. 

jjl/CjSCe  b  ya  makramanu,  O  illustrious  or  most 
honourable  man  !  Mukram,  (v.  n.  of  Honour- 

ing. Honour, respect.  Honoured,noble.  Generous, 

liberal.  Mukrim,  One  who  honours. 

A  jJJSCcwiM^arram,  Honoured,  respected,  revered. 
Noble,  august,  illustrious,  venerable.  Liberal,  ge- 

nerous. Holy,  sacred,  p  (jt*^^  iSjs- j  rvujudi  mu- 
karramash,  His  sacred  or  august  person,  a 

hajari  mukarram,  The  revered  stone,  i.  e.  the 

philosopher's  stone. 



A  Mj^makrumatf^p].  makarim)  Honour, 
glory,  dignity,  nobility,  liberality,  greatness.  The 
actions  of  a  generous,  noble,  and  honourable  man. 

Generosity,  bounty.  Clemency,  grace,  goodness. 

Ground  favourable  to  vegetation,  pji^  CL^J^ 

malirumat-gustar,  Diffusing  beneficence,  gracious, 
liberal,  a  Muhramat,  Generous,  noble. 

A  I  oi^^  muharnif,  A  broad,  thick  nose.  One 
who  gathers  dates  from  the  trunks  of  the  branches 

called  i.^AiSS^haran'if. 
p  ajj^  mahrana,  Goats'-beard,  an  herb. 
A  L^jJ^  makrub,  Sad,  oppressed  with  grief. 

A  i^jj^  mahrud,  Cut,  trimmed  (mustachio). 
p  makrunitan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 

To  take,  to  receive. 

A  8jj^TOCtArM/i,Hated,odious,detestable,abomi- 
nable,  execrable,  disgusting,  obscene,  (in  a  milder 

senst)Improper,unbecoming,distasteful,unpleasant. 
p  mahruh  dashtan,  To  hate,  abhor. 

A  Olfcjjiwo  mahruhat,  Abominations,  shame- 
ful acts,  odious,  dirty,  or  detestable  things. 

A  eJDj^^  makruhat,  Force,  severity. 
A  J,^=u  miikrah,  Compelled,  forced, 

A  sSdJ^  makra  or  makruhat  ,(v.n.of  )  Hating, 
abhorring,loathing.  Aversion,  abhorrence,  disgust. 

A  i-^jtSijCc  muhrahiff,  (Clouds)  piled  one  above 
another.    (Hair)  high,  heaped  up.    Stiff  (penis). 

A  1$^^  mukru! ,  Hired. 

A  (Sj^  mukarri,  Slow-paced  (camel). 
A  J^/«  mukizz,  Whatever  brings  ague. 
A  vializubat,  A  mixture  of  white  and 

black  hairs. 

Kj^^^mahzuz,  Much  affected  by  cold,  agueish. 
A  ̂J«^  mahs,  (v.  n.  of  jj-ivo)  Offering  a  price, 

bidding  at  a  sale.  Accumulating  money.  Collect- 

ing tribute,  tolls,  taxes,  or  tithes.  Creating  con- 
fusion and  bother  at  a  sale.  Inflicting  damage, 

detriment,  and  loss.  Lowering,  bating  a  price.  Op- 

pressing, (pi.  (_j*i_j5Ce  muhus)  Customs,  duties,  tri- 
bute, market-dues.  An  extra  fee.  Decrease,  detri- 

ment. Oppression,  tyranny. 
p  makis,  Duties,  fees,  tolls,  dues. 

A  L-'l— ̂   mihsab,  A  gainer,  winner. 

A  JL-Ss*  rniksal,  Sluggish,  lazy.  (A  girl)  deli- 

cately brought  up,  who  scarce  moves  from  (her) 
seat.   (This  is  considered  as  an  accomplishment). 

Ai^M^maksahormahsibjA  place  of  gain, J/aA- 

sah,{maksih,ov'isM^  viahsihaf)  Gain, acquisition. 
p  mihast,  A  particle  placed  after  a  word 

to  heighten  the  sense  5  sliihast-mi- 
kast,  He  broke  (it)  quite,  he  dashed  (it)  all  to  pieces. 

A  Jl-^  mukassah,  Barked,  skinned,  peeled. 

A'i.^:"^ mihsaliat,  Besom, broom:  snow-shovel. 

A  j-Jve  maksar,  A  sort  of  charcoal.  u-A^is  i^jS- 

^^^\  tayi/ibu'l  maksar,  Excellent  aloe-wood. 
Maksir,  A  place  of  fracture.  A  place  of  trial,  test- 

ing, or  proving.   Root,  origin,  stock. 
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A  j!!LC<i  mukassar,  Broken.  The  broken  or  ir- 
regular plural  in  Arabic.  A  river  whose  reaches 

flow.  Mukassir,  One  who  breaks  in  pieces ;  who 
routs  an  enemy. 

A  ̂̂ 1^  mukassa^  Unmarried  (man).  One  who abstains  from  venery. 

A  |_y-*Co»it7isaZ,A  string  hanging  from  a  bow  for 
dividing  cotton.  (A  family)  having  few  illustrious 

ancestors.  Bluhsil,  (A  channel)  receiving  a  flux  of 

water  from  neighbouring  grounds  or  reservoirs. 
A  mahsurv,  Clothed,  dressed,  clad. 

A  mahsub,  Gained,  gotten,  earned. 

A  ̂^jCo  mahsuh.  Exceedingly  lame  (camel). 
maksur.  Broken.  A  consonant  marked 

with  the  vowel  Itasra  —  i.  A  fraction  in  arithmetic. 

Kf^yjCo  malisus,  Broken  (bread). 

p  (ji.^  maliush.  Do  not  draw.  Mahish,  Suction. 

A^-5vo  mihshah,  (or  ̂l-ii^  mihshdh)  An  axe, 
hatchet.  The  edge  of  a  sword. 

A  mahshuh,  Branded  under  the  short 
ribs.    Name  of  a  certain  valiant  man. 

A  \!>^Z^  makshut,  Flayed  (camel).  Taken  off, 

removed  (horse-cloth). 

Av_J_ji-5^  makshuf,  Uncovered,  unveiled,  disco- 
Tered,disclosed,displayed,revealed;  open.  1  t^t^ 

mahshufu^l  ̂ rerat,  Whosenudityis  exposed. 

i_l»)ii5^  I  i^Z^  makshufu''l  kalb,  Open-he&rtedi. 
A         "  muhazzaz,  (or  mahzuz)  Op- 

pressed with  labour. 

A  |»_5ii»^  mahzum,  Checked,  restrained  (anger). 
Vexed,  sad. 

A  j__*SvC!  muka^^b,  Of  a  square  or  cubic  form. 

(Cloth)  dyed  with  square  figures.  (Cloth)  com- 
pactly folded.  Swelling  (bosom).  A  geometrical 

cube.  3Iuha^^b,  (A  girl)  with  a  swelling  bosom. 
Swelling  (bosom). 

A  muha^jabat,  A  palm-leaf  basket. 

Aj(j^  muka^ar  or  muha^ir,  Name  of  two 
poets,  the  one  Arabian,  the  other  Persian. 

A muli^r,  (A  camel)  becoming  fat  in  the 
bunch.   Urged,  spurred,  making  haste. 

A  (Jian-S^  miiha^al,  Who  stretches  the  body 
or  expands  the  nails. 

A  (JjJLiCe  muka^^l,  One  swollen  with  rage,  or 
one  who  wags  his  backside. 

A  mvka^iab,  A  goat  whose  horn  is 
twisted  in  a  circle. 

A  ̂^"^  mah^m.  Muzzled  (camel). 
A  s\k^  multfat,  A  sufficiency. 

milifal,  Large-hipped. 

A  CLtii^  muhjit,  One  who  puts  on  two  coats  of, 

mail  with  an  intermediate  garment. 

K  ̂^jomihfalih,  Strong  (man).  Firm  (column),  j 
A j-fl^  rnvkajfar,  (or jOl^  muhfar)  One  who 

receives  no  thanks  from  those  he  has  served,  one 

whose  favours  are  unacknowledged.  Closely  and 

firmly  cased  in  iron.    Muliaffir,  Armed,  mailed. 
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A  i^^i^muhfan,  One  who  has  neither  salt,  milk, 
nor  any  thing  to  eat  with  bread. 

A  ̂ ^a_X./e  mukaffan,  Shrouded,  wrapped  in  a 
winding-sheet  (^^^  kafan). 

A>ja^?naA/"Mi,Changed(colour).  Bent  inwards. 

Aj^a^ma^/Mr,(Ashes)covered  with  dust  blown. 

Ai_Jja^ma^M/',Closed,drawn  together(purse- 
string).  (pi.  (_fljiK*  maltafif)  Blind.  A  parti- 

cular foot  in  versification,  in  which  the  seventh 

quiescent  letter  is  dropped,  'ii _^ai^  iuas-  j».^J^.  bay- 
nahum  ̂ ybatun  mahfufatun.  There  is  something 
concealed  as  a  close  treaty  between  them. 

A  malifufat,  (Cloth)  turned  in,  hemmed. 

A  (J^fl^  makful,  Terror-stricken,  trembling. 
A  j^i^  mahfus,  Inverted,  upset  (vessel). 
A  mulifnhirr,  Thick  and  black  (cloud). 

Any  thing  compact,  composed  of  several  parts  piled 

together.  (A  face)  thin  of  flesh.  Gross,  shameless, 

unblushing.  Austere,  stern,  crabbed.  Dusky-co- 
loured. Hard  and  inaccessible  (mountain). 

m.uhjisu'z  za^,  One  of  the  win- 
ter-days calledj^^^        ayyamu'l  ̂ juz. 

A  ̂̂ ^J^  mahfiy,  Sufficient.  Comfortable,  well 
off  (in  regard  to  food  and  clothing). 

p        makil,  A  leech. 

A  ̂Jisi  mukul  or  makil,  (A  well)  exhausted  of 

water.  Mukid,  (pi.  of  J_jiwe  makuV)  Wells  contain- 
ing little  mud. 

A  mukallas,  (A  place)  sheltered  from  the 
violence  of  the  wind.  A  mooring,  dock,  anchorage, 

or  harbour.  A  river's  bank. 
maklasat,  Land  fruitful  in  herbage. 

A  u^K^e  mukallab.  Fettered  (captive).  Mukal- 
lib,  A  trainer  of  dogs  (4_-aK  kalb). 

A  X-K*  maklabat,  Procurement,  panderism. 

A  'i}L/c  maklat  or  m.uhlat,  Little  thin  black  mud 
in  a  well.  A  drop  at  the  bottom  of  a  well  or  vessel. 

A  (.^.aK/c  miklas,  Persevering,  pushing,  active. 

ApiK*  mukalsam,  Fat  about  the  face,  chubby. 
A  &«LKsi  mukalsamat,  Plump-faced  (woman). 

A  j_^K<i  rmtkallas,  Calcined.  Covered  with  lime 

(u*^)*  i'-^M^fl?^'*? -A- lime-burner,  maker  of  mortar. 
A         mukli^  Dirty  (vessel). 

A  i_fiK*  mukallaf.  Pimpled,  freckled.  Excel- 
lent, choice.  Well-mad«,  elaborate,  elegant. 

A  'io}L«mukalfat,  (in  Morocco)  A  wasting  fever. 

A(jK/c  mukallal.  Crowned.  Ornamented  with 
jewels.  Edged,  bordered.  (Clouds)  surrounded  or 

appearing  crowned  with  other  clouds.  (A  cloud) 

bright  with  lightning.  J/M^flM,Diligent,  studious, 

intent  upon,  pains-taking. 
A  i&«  mukallalat,  (A  garden)  planted  round 

with  flowers  (forming,  as  it  were,  a  crown). 
A  viuklandid,  (or  muklancU) 

Hard,  rough  (place). 

aJja3^  muklanziz,  Hard,  strong,  severe. 
A  i^ylLi  makluh,  Attacked  by  hydrophobia; 



maddened  by  the  bite  of  a  rabid  dog  halb). 
A         maklum,  Wounded,  hurt. 

Aj^K^  muklahizz,  Contracted,  compressed, 
drawn  in,  shrunk,  shrivelled. 

A  (^■^^  muklis,  (Land)  fruitful  in  forage. 

A  mukalla,'  (A  dog)  wounded  by  a  cow's 
horn  in  the  narrow  part  of  his  body  or  flank. 

A         makliy,  Pained  or  hurt  in  the  kidneys. 

A  Ja3^  muklanzz,  Contracted,  shrunk,  drawn 
together.  A  camel  whose  girth  is  loose. 

A  mahmasat,  A  place  full  of  mushrooms. 

A&il.^maAma^a^,Short,squat,squab(woman). 

A  mikammat,  Anything  coveringthe  muz- 

zle of  an  ass  (as  a  nose-bag).  A  harrow,  or  imple- 
ment for  covering  over  seed  cast  into  the  ground. 

A  (JjU^  muhamtal,  Compact-bodied  (camel). 
A         muhnah,  High,  lofty,  proud. 

A  'i£s>^itt  mahnahat,  (v.  n.  of  cil*^  Q)  Suck- 
ing up  the  whole  of  any  thing.  Going  with  a  roll- 
ing, wabbling  gait. 
A  mikmal,  Consummate,  perfect  (either 

in  excellence  or  villainy), 

A  ̂y!^  mukammal,  Perfected,  complete,  con- 
summate.  Most  excellent. 

A  makman,  (pi.  ̂^K^o  makamin)  An  am- 
bush. A  concealed  place. 

A  &l»jC«  makmanat,  A  treasury. 

A  sJ^Co  makmusat,  A  place  full  of  mushrooms. 

A  i^y^  makmud,  Saddened,  inwardly  grieved. 

A  makmur,  (pi.  Ajy^^  makmurds)  One 

who  has  a  large  gland  (ij^^  kamarai).  Hurt  in 
that  part  when  circumcised. 

A  ijy^'jo  makmurat,  (A  woman)  married,  one 
that  has  known  man. 

A  makmum,  (A  tree)  whose  fruit  begins 

to  appear.  (A  camel)  muzzled  that  he  may  not 

bite.  A  camel's  colt  covered  over  that  he  may  get 
strength.  (A  date)  enveloped  in  the  husk. 

A  i_^y^^  makmun,  Hid,  concealed.  (An  eye) 

troubled  with  the  disease  'i!yS humnat. 
A  js.*5vo  mukammah,  One  whose  eyes  have  not 

been  opened. 

A  mukamlial,  A  cotton-pod  with  its  seed?. 

A  ̂j5s*  makn,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Laying  eggs  (a  li- 
zard), Mahn  or  makin,  Eggs  of  lizards  or  locusts, 

A^^/emM^aMn,Hid,concealed,storedin  the  mind. 

mukanaf,  (pi.  of  (j;^^  makin)  Firmly 
fixed,  established  by  custom.  High  in  rank  or  office. 

makinat,  (pi.  of  makinat)  Eggs 

(of  birds),  lizards,  or  locusts,  ̂ '^j^  ̂ la' 
mahinatihim,  Firmly-established  (men), 

A  miknasat,  (or  ̂^jJ^^^  &*uU^  mikna- 

satu' z  zaytun)  Name  of  a  place  in  Morocco. 
viaknun,  A  kind  of  plant. 

A  miknab  or  muhnib,  Callous  (hoof,  claw, 

nail).    Muhnib,  (A  hoof)  becoming  callous. 

A  'ij^mihnat  or  mMAna^,Power,8trength, force, 
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virtue,  Makinat,  One  egg  of  a  lizard,  locust,  or 

similar  animal,  (pi.  ̂JCo  makin  and  ma- 

kindt')  The  lodging-place  of  a  bird. 
A  &I^)WM^anreai,(A  girl)  secluded  and  kept  out 

of  the  sight  of  men. 

A  jiiS^  mukansir,  Thick,  coarse,  fleshy  (face). 

mukannir,  One  who  wears  a  turban  loose. 

Thick,  corpulent.    Deformed,  hideous,  stinking. 

A  mukannis,  A  besom-maker  or  vender. 
A  L-i5C«  miknasat,  A  besom,  brush,  broom. 

A  mtikna^  (A  bucket)  whose  mouth  is 
brought  near  to  a  pond  to  be  filled.  Shrivelled  or 
contracted ;  also  whose  hand  has  been  amputated. 

A  mukanna^  One  who  has  thehand  wrin- 
kled, withered,  fractured,  or  amputated. 

A  i_aji^  mukannaf,  Every  where  surrounded 

or  enclosed.    Raised  (pie).  Large-bearded. 

A  &ijkX-o  mukannafat,  (A  beard)  rough  on  the 
sides  of  the  face. 

Ajyx^  maknur,  One  who  wears  a  turban  loose. 
Thick,  corpulent.    Deformed,  hideous,  stinking. 

A  Jji5vo  maknuz,  Hid,  laid  up  in  a  treasury. 

A  ̂^^yi^ma^WMS,  Swept  (house).  Treasured. 

A  mahnusat,  (A  camel's  hoof)  smooth 
in  the  hollow,  having  no  hairs. 

A  (jji^  maknun,  Hidden,  concealed,  laid  up. 

Secret,    ̂ ^^'i^ji^  durri  maknun,  A  fine  pearl. 
A  mahnunat,  The  well  Zamzam.  Se- 

cluded (girl). 

A  ̂ gsu  maknhj,  (or  mukanna')  Designa- 

ted by"  the  rhetorical  figure  metonymy,  surnamed, 
nicknamed,  styled,  dubbed. 

A  ul.iaj^mM^naJi&6, Coarse,  thick,  stout,  short. 

A  makw,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ )  Breaking 

wind.  Whistling  (as  a  bird,  or  as  a  man  on  his 

fingers).  Being  exposed  and  breaking  wind  (anus), 

(pi.  -*Kao\  amkdi)  A  hare's  form.    A  fox's  cover. 

p  ̂Lt>  mako,  A  weaver's  shuttle.  Name  of  a 
species  of  solanum  (nigrum  ?) 

A  V\^^  mikrcdt,  A  hot  instrument  with  which 
they  cauterize  or  mark  the  skin,  a  cauter. 

mikwarat,  A  turban. 

A         makKat,  Podex. 

A  mukawti^n.  Expeditiously. 
A  mukus,  Delay. 

A  i^ySU  makud,  (pi.  mukd)  (A  camel)  al- 

ways abounding  in  milk  ;  also  having  little.  3Iu- 

kud,  (v.  n.  of  ;ii^)  Remaining  or  stopping.  Dimi- 

nishing (a  camel's  milk). 
A  i^SCc  mukaivwiz.  Girt  with  a  girdle  or  sash 

about  the  loins,  breeched  to  the  groin. 

makwar,  A  camel's  saddle.  Makur,  A 

cheat,  knave,  impostor.  Jft^roar,  A  turban.  Mu- 

kur,  (pi.  of  makr)  Frauds,  machinations,  im- 
postures. Dusty  plants. 

Aj^iomukwarr,  mikmarr,  or  makwarr,  Shame- 
ful, base,  low,  wicked,  obscene,  impudent.  Short, 

dwarfish,  and  broad.  Talkative.  A  camel's  saddle. 
A  mikwarat,  A  turban. 

A(I_5j'^^TOafe?«ar?'a',Mean,worthless,shameful, 
base,  obscene.  Talkative.  Broad,  squat,  dwarfish. 

A  large  lump  of  dung. 

A  ijj^^  makwariy  also  mikwariy,  A  large  tip 
of  the  nose.  Makwariy,  mikwariy,  or  mukwariy. 

Worthless,  despicable,  mean.  Talkative.  Broad, 
wide.  A  dwarf.  Shameful ;  base,  obscene. 

Aj^^  mukawwaz.  One  who  has  a  long  (head). 

A  i^^ic  mikwas,  A  tool  with  which  they  notch 
millstones.   Mukus,  (pi.  of  (j*iCo  maks)  Tolls,  dues. 
A  mukawwas,  Name  of  an  ass. 

makok,  A  weaver's  shuttle. 
A  LiJ^5s*  makkuh,  A  drinking-cup  made  in  the 

form  of  a  ship.    (pi.  ̂dXjf^^  makdkik  and 
viakdki)  A  measure  containing  a  ̂ lo  sa^  and  a 
half ;  or  half  a         ritl ;  or  half  a        waybat ; 
or  three  kaylajdt. 

A  {^^^io  mukawkib,  Glittering,  starlike. 
A  mukawka  ,YI ho  has  little  good  in  him. 

A  makul,  (pi.  (Ji-*  mukul)  A  well  which 
contains  little  water,  and  is  allowed  to  rest  in  order 
that  the  water  may  collect.  Mukul,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl*) 
Containing  little  mud  (a  well). 

A  makuliy.  Base,  sordid,  avaricious. 

A  (j^^  makun,  (A  locust,  lizard,  or  any  simi- 
lar animal)  that  has  laid  its  eggs. 

A  (j^^  mukawwin,  A  creator. A  S._J^5^  mukwandd.  Tottering  (old  man). 

A  jjj^  muhmsill.  Short-bodied. 
A  ̂y^.f^mukakmal,  A.\\,  entire. 

A  J^is*  makkiy,  (fem.  '24-^  makklyat)  A  na- tive of  Mecca.  Revealed  at  Mecca  (a  chapter  of 

the  Kur'an,  of  which  seventy  are  said  to  have  been 
revealed  at  Mecca,  and  forty-four  at  Madina). 

mikydz.  Beardless  youth.  Infamous  boy, 

A  JL^wc  mikydl,  A  measuring-instrument  or  ves- 
sel, either  for  dry  goods  or  liquids. 

mikydn,  A  security,  surety,  bail. 

p  c-«J^^  makib,  (imperat.)  Do  not  turn  from 

the  right  road ;  do  not  depart  from  that  resolution. 
Be  not  seduced.  Do  not  mislead. 

A  dLt-i^  makis.  Grave,  sedate,  p  ̂̂ ^^ kL^^^ 

makis  hardan.  To  tarry. 

A  mikkisa',  (or  fM^-M  mikkisdi)  Delay. 
A  makid,  (v.  n,  of  li^  for  SxJ^ )  Laying 

snares,  plotting  mischief  and  fraud. A  makidat,  Deceit,  fraud,  stratagem. 

p  jjiiJk^  makidan.  To  suck. p  ̂J«A^««  makts,  Duties,  fees,  taxes,  toll,  impost. 

Mukis,  Earnest  endeavour,  intense  exertion. 
A  mukayyas.  Ingenious,  sagacious,  pru- 

dent, cunning,  sharp,  shrewd. 
A  u-ftl^  miikayyaf,  Qualified,  designated. 

p  makik,  A  weaver's  shuttle. 
A  makil,  (v.  n.  of      for  ,J^)  Measuring 
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(corn).  Measured.  Mahil,  (or  i^-^  mahilat)  A 

measuring-instrument  or  vessel,  either  for  dry  goods 
or  liquids. 

A  (JJ^  maktn,  (pi.  -^IjiCc  muhanai)  An  inhabi- 

tant, dweller.  Firmly  fixed,'well-established.  Grave, 
authoritative,in  a  high  station.  Master  of  the  house. 

A  maklnat,  Slowness,  sedateness,  gravity. 

Design,  purpose,  intention. 

A  (JjA^wo  mahyul,  Measured. 
p  ulX/e  wia<7,  Name  of  a  people  inhabiting  the 

shores  of  Aracan.  (zandandPaz.)A  tree.  A  palm. 

p  magar,  But.  Unless,  except,  only,  if  it  is 

not.  Perhaps,  by  chance,  haply.  Moreover.  Nay. 

p        magard,  Turn  or  convert  not ;  return  not. 

p  ̂j«X«  magas,  A  fly.  A  freckle.  The  sight  of 

a  gun.  A  kind  of  Indian  corn.  jj^J«^j^  (j*^  w*^- 

gasi  anguhin,  (or  ,J— ff'  ̂J'^  magasi  ̂ sal)  A  bee. 
magas pardnidan,  Whisking  the  flies 

(from off" the  goods), a  phrase  for  dulnessofmarket. 
p  magas-ran,  A  fan,  a  flyflap. 

p  magas-rani,  FIyflapping,fanning. 

magas-rida,  Dirtied  by  flies. 
magasah,  A  little  fly,  a  gnat. 

p (j^^  magas-glr,  A  cobweb.  Any  thing 
for  keeping  the  flies  off.  An  insect  of  the  spider- 
kind.  A  white  worm  found  in  gardens  and  in  the 

dung  of  cattle. 

p  uiJli  (j<*X*  magasnak,  Infested  with  flies. 

Pj\j  y*Xo  magasrvar,  Like  a  fly. 

p  magasi,  Fly-bitten  (colour).  Freckled. 

p  (jXc  magal,  A  frog.    3Iagil,  A  leach. 

p  mil,  Hair.  Mul,  Wine.  Spirituous  li- 

quor. ^A  pear.    A  guava. 

A  J.*  mall,  (v.  n.  of  Jx)  Basting  (a^garment 

slightly  before  the  second  sewing,  called  i_S^/wjf). 
Laying  (meat  or  bread)  on  ashes  or  coals  to  roast 

or  bake.  Making  (a  bow  or  arrow  supple  by  fire). 

Walking  fast.  Tiring  one  (a  journey).  Making 

(one)  weary  and  restless.  Tired,  weary,  jaded, 

languid,  satiated,  sated.    A  live  coal. 

A  ̂   malt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Filling.  Assisting. 

3Iih,  Any  thing  that  fills  another ;  fulness.  ̂ \  ̂  

mihu''l  fam,  A  mouthful.    (  a.^^  mils  haf,  A 
handful.  j  s^^^io  j  8!iLe  (jiaS-^  a^irii 
mibahu  wa  mihayJii  rca  salasata amlasihi,Give  me 

it  once,  and  twice,  and  thrice  full.  Malas,  (v.  n. 

of  ̂lo)  Being  full.  (pi.  umlai)  A  body  of 
men,  assembly,  meeting,  mote,  parliament,  crowd ; 

people.  Deliberation,  consultation  for  mutual  as- 
sistance. Nobility,  high  rank,  superiority.  Nobles, 

angels.  Disposition,  habit,  manners.  Opinion.  De- 

sire, concupiscence.  mafoj:?'a^Za'', The  sub- 
lime assembly,  court  of  heaven.  j__j*>U\  %o 

^la'  malaA'n  nas,  Before  men,  in  the  sight  of  all. 

A  ̂   TOaZa',Time,  either  of  day  or  night.  A  desert. 
A  ̂   mulla,  A  schoolmaster,  doctor,    (cor.  of 

milwali)  A  decoy -bird.  Learned. 
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A        malat,  (or  maldsat)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ) 

Being  full  of  riches,  wealthy,  opulent.  Wealth, 

opulence.  Ji'?7a-c,(pl.of^^man^)Opulent,wealthy. 
(pi.  of  mahan)  (Cups)  full  (of  water).  Mu- 

lcts, Heaviness  from  repletion.  Rheum,  defluxion. 

(pi.  of  S-f^^  ?nuldsat)  Women's  veils.  Tents  made 
of  a  single  piece  of  cloth. 

A         mvlasds,  (pi.  of       mal'is)  Opulent. 
A  S^^X*  malasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   and  ̂ L«)  Being 

rich.  Being  troubled  with  a  rheum  and  stuffiness. 

Muldsat,  (pi.  mulds)  A  tent  of  one  piece  of 
cloth.  An  outer  covering.  Heaviness  from  repletion. 

A  milsdm,  One  who  is  the  advocate  and 

patron  of  low,  base,  avaricious  fellows  lasim). 

A  muldsamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Consent- 
ing, being  of  accord.  Agreeing  with  any  one  (food). 

Adjustingdifferences(betwixtpeople),uniting(them) 

together  in  peace. 

A  (j^^  malsdn,  (A  cup)  full  (of  water). 
A  c-J^  maldb,  A  species  of  aromatic  resem- 

bling hhaluh.  SaflTron. 

Pjb^<c  maldhdr,  Malabar  in  India. 

A  maldbis,  (pi.  of  ;j<*jJi/«  malbas)  Gar- 

ments. ;J^l«  J  (j<o^  maldbis  u  maskal,  Clothes 
and  food.  3Iuldbis,  One  who  mixes  or  holds  in- 

tercourse with. 

A  L>~J^  muldbasai,  (v.  n.  3  of  ;j*»jJ)  Mixing 

in,  transacting  (business).  Knowing  (a  man)  in- 
wardly. Commerce,  intercourse. 

A  muldbis,  (A  camel)  near  the  birth. 

A  5^  maldt,  (pi.  ̂   mala')  A  desert,  a  plain. 

Any  pieceofstuff'ofasimplesurface  without  a  seam. 
A         malsat  or  milsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Filling. 

Mihat,  The  manner  in  which  any  thing  is  filled. 

J/i7^a<andmMZ^a^,Heaviness(from  repletion). 

sat,  Defluxion,  rheum.  A  swelling  in  a  camel  from 

long  confinement  after  a  journey. 
A  (_jO^(0  maldtib.  Threadbare  waistcoats. 

A  maZas, (pi.  ̂ y^icinaldnis,  &l>_j^ma- 
Idwisat,  and  i>L^„y^  maldrvis)  A  man  or  family 

distinguished  for  nobility. 

A  muldsarnat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Kissing. 

A  &si-^  muldjjat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Litigating,  dis- 
puting. Drawing  out  a  dispute  to  a  great  length. 

A  mildh.  Wind  driving  a  ship.    A  veil, 

awning,  shield,  &c.  A  horse's  provender-bag.  The 
head  of  a  spear.  The  blowing  of  the  south  wind 

after  the  north.  Chilliness  of  the  ground  caused 

by  rain.  The  suckling  of  a  child.  Dressing  the 

matrix  of  a  camel,  (pi.  of  ̂   ??«//«)  Salts.  Brack- 

ish wells,  (pi.  of  ̂ jomalili)  Beautiful.  Muldh, 
(pi.  mnldhun)  Elegant,  pretty,  good. 
A  malldh,  A  seaman,  sailor,  mariner,  boat- 

man. A  pilot.  A  manufacturer  or  vender  of  salt. 

One  habitually  engaged  or  who  seeks  to  amend, 

correct,  and  put  straight,    (in  the  dialect  of  Mo- w 

rocco)  Any  place  inhabited  by  J ews.  p  ej^Jun 

malldhi  safina-guzdr,A  skilful  pilot. \Mulld/i, 

(pi.  (j^^  mulldhun)  Agreeable,  elegant,  good. 
A  salsuginous  plant,  sea-purslain. 

A  sW^Lo  muldhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  j_^)  Disputing, 

debating.  Opposing,  litigating.^ 

F^J\s^'!^malldhdn,(p\.o{'^  ̂ ^maZ/aA)  Seamen. 
A  'i>-'!^maldhat,(\.n.  of^'*)Being  salt(water). 

Being  good,  agreeable,  or  elegant.  Beauty  of  the 
mouth.  Beauty,  elegance,  goodness,  excellence, 

fineness,  delicacy,  p  ^^  ls»^  maldliasi  bl 
hamtd,  Peerless  beauty,  a  3Iildhat,  Navigation. 

Seamanship,  the  profession  of  a  sailor. 
A  malldhat,  A  salt-pit,  salt-pan,  or  any 

place  whence  salt         milh)  is  procured. 

A  maldhij,  Straits,  narrow  places. 
A  J>_s>-^L«  muldhid.  Crooked,  false,  insincere, 

hypocritical.  Impious,  heretical ;  a  heretic. 
A  muldhadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jii»)  Acting 

hypocritically  or  indirectly.  3fuldhidat,  Heretics. 

Ajs»-^^  ynaldhiz.  Straits. 

A jHJ\  ̂ j«s»-^  maldliisu^l  bakar,  A  desert,  un- 
known place  (uncertain  where  one  is). 

A  &3as>-^  muldhazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iaif)  Looking 

askance  at  each  other  through  the  outer  corner  of 

the  eye.  Looking  attentively,  contemplating,  re- 

marking. Contemplation,  consideration,  view,  no- 

tice, p  f^S^  sJa*.^  muldhaza  shudan,  To  be  seen, 
viewed,  inspected,  glanced  at. 

A  i__as>-^  maldhif,  (pi.  of  i_-fl^  milhaf  and 

'ii.^ milkafat)  Sheets,  coverlets.  Outer  garments. 
A'iJi^'^muldhafat,  (y  .n.  3  of  u-fl^)  Being  as- 

siduous, sticking  closely  one  to  another.  Assisting. 
A  maldhih.  Straits,  difficulties. 

A  muldhaliat,  (v.  n.3  of  Ciii-)  Being  in- 

serted and  adhering  firmly;  being  let  into  one  ano- 

ther (as  the  vertebras  or  joints  of  the  back). 

A  maldhim,  Fleshy  parts,   (pi.  of  'k^f^ 
malhamat)  Bloody  battles.  3Iuldham,  Added,  an- 

nexed, joined.  Firmly-twisted  (rope). 
A  muldhamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Joining, 

causing  to  stick  together. 
A  sis"^  muldhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^^)  Display- 

ing quickness  and  intelligence  one  towards  another. 

Bandying  talk.  Evincing  talent  in  comprehend- 

ing the  meaning  of  what  is  said. 

A  1^"^  malldkifThe  profession  of  a  seafaring 
man.  A  manufactory  of  salt. 

A  1^^"^  muldhiy  or  mulldh'iy,  A  species  of  ob- 
long grape.  A  kind  of  fig.  The  ardh-ivee 

white  and  red  and  of  a  dark  white. 

A  malldhiyat.  The  nautical  art.  Navi- 

gation. Seamanship. 
p^^  maldhh,  Malacca.  Name  of  a  drusr. 

A  mallakh,  Fugitive ;  who  oft  absconds. 

A.'i\s>-'^muldhhdt,(Y.  n.3of^_^)  Being  friend- 
ly, cultivating  friendship,  dealing  courteously  with 

one  another.  Opposing,  contradicting,  disagreeing. 



Endeavouring  to  conciliate,  sootliing  by  presents. 

Irritating,  setting  by  the  ears.  Lying,  colouring 

with  falsehoods.  Whispering,  calumniating. 

A  o^^mulakhabat,  (v.  n.3of  l.^)  Boxing, 

bruising,  slapping,  or  cuffing  one  another. 

A  maldkhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Abstaining 
from  covering  (a  horse).  Being  insipid  (meat). 

p  d,s>-^L«  malahha,  Malacca. 

A  S  J^L«  muladdat,  (v.  n.  3  of  5-!)  Litigating, 
pleading(for  another).  Driving  off,  thrusting  away. 

A  maladis,  (pi.  of  (__j*itil<>  mildas)  Large 
stones  with  which  date-stones  are  broken. 

A  li^-*  malaz,  An  asylum,  refuge,  protection, 

defence,  stronghold.  A  protector.  i^Lc 

malazu' I  fuharas,  Refuge  of  the  poor. 
A  malldz,  A  liar,  one  whose  word  and  ac- 

tions do  not  correspond.  Self-opiniated.  Unsound 
in  friendship.   Swift  (wolf). 

A  li^iO  maldzz,  (pi.  of      malazz)  Delights. 

A  ̂ li^  maldzdniy,  A  liar ;  a  pretended  friend. 

A  iOli^L«  muldzabaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  (— -'liJ)  Staying, 
stopping,  standing  still. 

Aj^  maldz,  Asylum,  place  of  refuge. 
A         inalldz,  A  wolf. 

A  maldzat,  (A  place)  abounding  with  al- 

monds^(j^  lamz),  an  almond-grove, 
A  mulazzat,  (v.  n.  3  ofJ5)  Adhering,  being 

joined  or  connected  with  (any  person). 

A  j»3^  muldzim,  One  who  embraces  another 
round  the  neck.  Assiduous,  diligent,  attentive,  at- 

tached to,  persevering,  inseparable,  adhering  firmly. 

Continually  attending  or  serving  (domestic),  (in 

gram.)  Invariable.  A  servant,  p  j^^*  mw- 
Idzimi  dargah,  (or  ̂jUaLo  j^^*  middzimi  sultan) 
An  attendant  upon  a  king  or  his  court ;  a  courtier. 

A  muldzim  U  ghalatihi,  Wedded  to  his 

own  errors.  ¥  J^jtM  ̂jl<«j!iLo  muldzimdni  sarhdr, 
The  attendants  of  the  state  or  government ;  the 
servants  of  a  great  man. 

A  K^eJ^Le  muldzamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^)  Being  assi- 
duous, fixed  to,  persevering  in.  Serving  continually. 

Attendance.  Dependence.  Assiduity,  diligence. 

Service,  paying  respects  to  a  superior.  Continual 
personal  attendance  upon,  or  watch  over,  a  debtor  set 

at  liberty  from  prison,  p  ̂̂ ii^ C^^y^Aviuldzamat 
hardan,To  be  assiduous,to  be  diligent,to  assist,serve. 

A  ̂̂ j'^<<'  muldzivii,  Service.  Attendance. 

p  ij'^o  maldza,  (muldza,  or  maldja)  The 
uvula  of  the  throat ;  top  of  the  windpipe.  The  pa- 

late. The  bone  to  which  the  tongue  is  connected. 

AL-»«^J^wflZa2:i&,pl.oft— ̂ IpXjVery  avaricious. 

A  X**>^  maldsat,  (v.  n.  of  jjmI*)  Being  sleek, 
smooth,  and  bare.    Smoothness,  sleekness. 

A  &«i^fO  malldsat,  A  roller  for  the  ground. 

A  ̂ij^«^^Le  muldsanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂j**^)  Railing 
against.    Arguing,  discussing. 

A  milds,  A  smooth  white  stone.  iOjW 
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(_;^^  J  C^\hjdriyat  zdt  shimds  wa  milds, 
A  lass,  light,  slippery,  forward,  and  fearless,  b 

1^'^       yd  ihna  mallds,  A  term  of  reproach. 
A  ̂_»y0^mit/as?^,  Contiguous,  adjoining,  neigh- 

bouring.   A  companion,  attendant. 

A  'BSiao'^muldsahat,{y .T\.^o^ ^^^)  Adhering, 
being  joined  to.    Being  contiguous.  Contiguity. 

A  ls>iLo  mildt,  The  side  (of  a  camel's  bunch). 
Clay,  mud,  or  mortar,  with  which  they  build  or 

plaster  walls.  is^Lo  ̂ ^>\  ibnu  mildtin,  The  new 
moon.  J»ik*  Uo^  ihnd  mildt,  The  two  shoulders  or 
two  arms  of  a  camel. 

A  (^J»^  maldtis,  Parts  rubbed  or  bruised  by 

carrying  or  striking.    Mtddtis,  A  collector. 

A^j<*is>^  ma/aiw,(  pi.  of(j-*lai<  m/Ztos  or(^llaLo 
miltds)  Stones  with  which  date-stones  are  crushed. 

A  i__fll?^  wwZa^jy,  Courteous,  polite,  civil,  af- 
fable, humane.    Pleasant,  facetious. 

A  'eA)o':^sKmiddtqfat,(v.  n.  3of  i_2la5) Behaving 
courteously,  shewing  favour  reciprocally.  Cour- 

tesy, politeness,  favour,  kindness,  benignity.  A  let- 

ter, p  ̂^i^J^CL^^':^mtddtafat  (^alsossi^'^  mu- 
Idtafd)  hardan,  To  caress,  to  favour. 

A  &»ls^  muldtamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Slapping, 

buffeting,  cuffing,  boxing  (one  another). 

A        mald^  An  unfrequented  desert.  c-.^Uip' 

^Tidhi  mald^lhe  eagle  of  the  desert,  which 
feeds  on  field-mice,  called  in  Persianj\^  O^J* 

mush-hhrcdr  (used  to  imply  a  thing  very  rare). 

A  i^P'^^ic  mald^b,  (pi.  of  mal^b)  J ests, 

pleasantries.    ̂ J^\  mald^b%i''r  rth.  Cur- rents of  wind.  J/2/?a^iZ*,  A  player,  jester.  t_>S'^J«« 

sX^  muld^bu  zillihi,  Name  of  a  bird  which  endea- 
vours to  catch  its  own  shadow  in  the  water. 

A  Sjkff-^  muld^bat,  A  playing,  joking,  toying. 

A  muld^jat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Being  op- 
pressive, giving  great  pain  or  afiliction. 

A  ijS-^  mald^h,  (pi.  of  &iul««)  Spoons. 

A  ̂̂ 'li^ic maiden,  (pi.  of  'ij^xLc mal^nat)  Dwell- 
ings.  Privies.  Things  which  bring  down  curses. 

A  muld^nat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Execrat- 
ing, cursing  (one  another).  Giving  a  decision, 

pronouncing  sentence  (a  judge). 

A  i^S''^  maiden,  (pi- of  ̂^_j*i«)  Cursed. 
A         mulldgh,  (pi.  of  ̂ U)  Whoremongers. 
A  mulaghadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iXi3)  Taking 

by  the  hand  against  (a  person's)  will,  and  restrain- 

ing (him)  from  what  he  wishes  to  do. 
A  ftisv^  muldghafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u_2*5)  Meet- 

ing, encountering,  finding.  Kissing. 

A  ̂S'%c  maldgkim,The  outer  parts  of  the  mouth 
within  reach  of  the  tongue  (generally  covered  with 
froth  in  camels). 

A  maldk,  A  trowel,  harrow,  roller,  or  any 

instrument  for  smoothing  walls,  earth,  and  the  like. 

A  ̂'%o  malldk,  A  flatterer. 
^  A  'i\a^  muldhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Meeting,  en- 

countering,  falling  on.  Conversing.  A  meeting,  in- 
terview, introduction.    Conversation,    p  0\a^ 

muldhdt  hardan,  To  meet,  encounter. 

A^^  maldhih,  Winds  which  drive  the  clouds, 
shake  and  fructify  the  trees.(pl. of ̂)i/«??iMZA?7i)  Stal- 

lions,   (pi.  of  mulhakat)  (Camels)  in  foal. 

A  muldhis,  Who  calls  one  by  any  nick- 

name.One  who  exercises  patience  towards  his  fellow. 
A  muldkasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j«ftJ)  Giving 

one  another  opprobrious  or  ridiculous  names. 

A  muldkatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  laiO)  Being  si- 

milar, or  corresponding  with  in  an  opposite  direc- 

tion (as  two  houses  built  on  the  same  plan  on  dif- 
ferent sides  of  a  street).  Lifting  up  all  his  four 

feet  at  once  (a  horse). 

A  muldka^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Disputing, 

contending  (in  speech),  endeavouring  to  excel  (in 

oratory),orto  overpower  (with  words). Disputation. 

A  maldki,  (pi.  of  ̂̂ ai/e  malka  and  iJlHi* 
malhdt)  Ramifications  at  the  head  of  the  womb. 
3Iuldki,  Who  encounters,  joins,  meets,  converses. 

A  ma/a/ii/j,  (pi.  of'is-^s^^  malkuhat)  Foe- 
tusesin  the  bellies  (of  camels).  Mothers.  Sperms 
in  the  loins  of  sires. 

A  edJ^  mahah,  An  angel  (as  sent  by  God). 

Embassy,  mission.  An  epistle. 

A  til^  maldh.  Self-possession.  Marriage-con- 
tract, espousals.  Maldh  or  mildk,  That  by  which 

any  thing  subsists,  is  contained,  or  held  together. 

Power,  possessions.  '^'^^maldhuljasad, 
The  heart  (as  keeping  the  body  in  existence).  Mi- 

ldk, Marriage-contract,  espousals.  (A  she-camel) 
following  the  males.  Clay,  mud.  (pi.  tiiilc  mulk 

or  muluh)  The  fore  or  hind-foot  of  a  horse. 
A  (.ii^X*  mulldh,  (pi.  of  uL131«  mdlik)  Kings. 

A  Ki^^/o  9?iaZ^a7;ai,  Embassy,  mission.  Aletter. 
maldkat,  Possession. 

f^^i^md  lahu  mawla  maldkatin  dun allah.  None 
can  possess  him  but  God. 

muldkid.  One  who  makes  a  fetter  which 

gave  pain  in  walking  sit  more  easy.  One  who,  on 
account  of  a  fetter,  is  unable  to  walk  comfortably. 

maldhi^  Impure  water  which  comes 
with  the  birth. w 

A(J^w?aZaZ,(v.  n.  of  ,Jj«)  Being  tired,  wearied, 
vexed. Sadness,  vexation,affliction,anguish,languor. 

A  J^*  middl.  Heat  of  a  fever  in  the  bones.  Fe- 

verish perspiration.  Pain  in  the  back.  Restless- 
ness in  bed  (from  grief  or  sickness).  The  wooden 

part  of  a  sword-hilt.  Handle  or  middle  of  a  bow. 
A  maldlat,  (v.  n.  of^J.^«)  Becoming  tired, 

fatigued, weary,languid, vexed.  Weariness, ennui. 

Affliction,  sadness.  Wearied. 

A  |«^maZam,  (v.  n.ofj«^forj4^  )  Reproving,blam- 
ing.  Reproach,  reprehension,  reviling,  rebuke,  ac- 
cusation,blame:  disgrace:  opprobrium, malediction. 

J(i  zull  u  maldm,  Contempt  and  ignominy. 



A       maham,  Deserving  of  reproof.  MaUam, 

{iniham,  or        jniham)  The  advocate,  patron,  or 

apologist  of  low,  base,  sordid  fellows  (|*J^  lasvn). 
A         viulassam,  Clad  in  a  coat  of  mail. 

A  mahaman,  Deserving  of  reproof. 

A  iU^U  mahamat,  (v.  n.  of  p^)  Being  covet- 
ous, mean,  blameable,  ignoble,  or  sordid. 

^.^^  A  maldmat,  (v.  n.  3  of      for  Re- 

proaching, reproving,  blaming,  (pi.  mald- 

whn)  Reprehension, reproach,  rebuke,censure.  Cri- 

ticism. Contumely.  (j«*fl.>  \JL>io'^maldmatinafs, 
Self-reproach,  p  (jii^tl.*/*^  maldmat  kardan, 
To  accuse,  reproach,  reprove,  blame,  revile. 

p  Siij  ul^(C^ma/amaf-zada, Censured,  blamed. 
Accused.  Criminated. 

P ̂   CL^'!^  malm/iaigar,  A  censnrer,  blamer. 
F  uiJO  Ll>k<o^)^  vialamatndh,  Blameable. 

ji  malamafi,  Reproached,  reprehensible. 
A  kind  of  Muhammadan  monk  who  conceals  his 

devotions,  makes  no  parade  of  any  thing  good,  and 

hides  nothing  bad. 

A  malamij,  The  interior  sides  round  the 

mouth.  The  outer  parts  of  the  mouth  within  reach 
of  the  tongue. 

A^^-/o  maldmih,  (pi.  of  'isf  Imnhat)  Distin- guished features,  particularly  such  as  resemble  those 

of  others :  as,  isj^\  maldmih  min  abVii, 

Having  features  like  his  father. 

A  muldmahhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Boxing, 
slapping  one  another. 

A  &jMc'!:^muld7nasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j^V)  Handling, 
feeling.  Lying  with.  The  conjugal  act.  A  prac- 

tice in  the  markets  of  obliging  those  who  handled 

another's  goods  to  purchase  them  at  a  price  fixed  : 

"touch  and  take"  (which  is  forbidden  by  the  Mu- 
hammadan law). 

A  liw^Lc  maldmiz,  Environs  of  mouth  and  lips. 

A  muldmil,  Swift  (ass). 

A  ̂J5).<«  malfdn,  (A  cup)  full  (of  water).  3Iil- 

sdn,  (for       ̂ jiemini'ldn')  Henceforth,  from  now. 

T'i^'^icmald,n,'Do  not  shake  or  scatter.  Astranger. 

A  &3'^L«ma/^awa^,(fem.)(Acup)full(of water). 
J         maldm,  Comparison  or  adjustment. 

J  mulldnl,  The  wife  of  a  Mulla;  a  learned 

woman  ;  a  schoolmistress. 

A  'i\yl}M<>muluivdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jfj^)  Twisting  and 
coiling  up,  hiding  itself  (a  serpent). 

A  'iy^ma,mi,  or muldwat,  A  longspaceof  time. 
A  dL>j':^^maldwis,  (and  'i3j'^<c  maldmisat)  (pi. 

of  ul.J'iL*  maids)  Men,  families,  or  tribes  distin- 
guished for  nobility. 

A  ij^fo  maldwiz,  (pi.  of  Sii^  maldzat)  Red 
China  silks.  Breeches,  trowsers.  Aprons. 

A  eiij'^  muldwazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  forij))  Fly- 
ing for  refuge  to  one  another.  Taking  for  a  pro- 

tection or  fortress.  Using  art  or  fraud.  Wrestling 

against.    Opposing,  contradicting. 
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A  i^j*:)^  muldwasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^^^  for  i^jo^) 
Looking  slyly  through  the  chinks  of  doors.  Look- 

ing on  all  sides.  Purposing  to  fell  a  tree,  and  exa- 
mining it  on  every  side  to  see  where  itis  best  to  begin. 

A  iilsj^  muldrvatat,  Commission  of  sodomy. 

A&ff-j^?«w/awfl^a^,Adiscolouring(by  thesun). 

Apj^  vialdwim,  (pl.of  il*^)  Reproofs. 
A  iL«j^Lo  mnldwamat,  A  blaming  one  another. 

A  iJLo^^*^  maldwis,  Noble  men  or  tribes. 
p         maldh,  A  bulrush. 

A  'i\i>'!:^muldkdt,  (v.  n.3ofl^  for ̂ )  Drawing 
near,  approaching.  Being  nigh.  Disputing,  con- 

tending, litigating.  Being  fit  for  weaning  (a  child). 
A  muldhasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j*^)  Running 

(to  meat)  like  afamished  man.  R  unning  to  any  thing 

with  impetuosity,andoverturningothers  in  the  way. 

A  maldhi,  (pi.  of  milha')  Instru- 
ments of  music,  implements  of  play.  Any  kinds  of 

ludicrous  or  wanton  pastimes  prohibited  by  law. 

p  ̂li^i^fc^  tarM  maldhi  kardan,lLO  aban- 
don amusements  forbidden  by  divine  law. 

A  maUa\  (fern,  of  (j'^)  Full  (bucket). 
p  maldy,  Speak  not.  Complain  not.  De- 
file not. 

A  muldT/asat,  (v.  n.  3  of  lIaaJ,  not  in  use) 

Resembling  a  lion  (tJL^  lays).  Attacking  with  in- 

trepidity.   Boasting  of  valour. 

A  (_^^_^  muldyis,  Slow,  tardy,  dilatory. 
A  LdJo^  maldsik,  (and  Sio^*  maldsikat)  (pi. 

of  L^y<  malah  or  uL)^*  mabak)  Angels. 

malank-pay ,  Of  happy  footstep. 

A  X-O^  mrddyalat,  A  bargaining  with  (any 

one)  by  the  night  ( J.^  layl). 

A  |»)^maZawOT,  Practices  deserving  of  censure. 
Reproofs,  censures.  J/^^Za.t^m,Wholesome,  suitable. 

Mild,  gentle,  aflPable,  easy,  tame,  submissive,  docile, 

placid,  benign,  quiet,  peaceable;  tender,  delicate. 
Soft,smooth,even.  Agreeable orconformingto,just. 

A  S^^*  muldyamat,  (instead  of  X*^^*  muldM- 

mat)  (v.  n.  3  of  |*^)  Being  concordant,  reconciling, 
making  peace  (between  enemies).  Agreeing  with, 

doing  good.  Gentleness,  softness,  smoothness,  de- 
licacy, tenderness,  humanity,  tractability.  Even- 

ness, p  1^^^ (-11*^^  muldyamat  hardan,To  act 
humanely,  affably.    To  soften,  smooth  ;  to  sooth. 

A  muldyanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂   for  ;^)  Act- 

ing gently,  soothing.    Being  soft  and  smooth. 
A  dJi^  mulahb,  (or  midbah)  (A  horse) 

provided  with  a  poitrel  or  breast-armour. 
A  iXjJx  mulhad,  A  lion.  (A  horse)  having  a  felt- 

cloth  under  the  saddle.  Packed  close  together : 

felted,  impacted.  Mtdbid,  A  camel  whisking  his 
tail  round  his  buttocks.    A  lion. 

A  u"J>i^  moZirts,  Whatever  one  enjoys,  or  wishes 

the  enjoyment  of.  I— J^i  &JkJ  ̂   innafihi  la  mal- 
basan,  There  is  in  him  something  agreeable,  he  is 

not  supercilious.  There  is  nothing  of  old  age  about 
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him.    Malbas  also  milbas,  A  garment,  vest,  robe. 

a^-aza  sarcba'l  malbas,  (mil- 
bas, or  mulbis)  One  very  generally  suspected.  3Iul- 

bis,  Dark,  doubtful,  or  intricate. 

A  (J"j1<i  mulabbas,  Clothed,  dressed.  Made  ele- 
gant. Confused,  mixed,  embroiled.  Mulabbis,  A 

mixer  or  compounder.  A  concealer  of  the  truth. 

A  deceiver,  fraudulent  dealer. 

A  J^jXo  mulabbah,  Thick  (cake)  mixed  or  soft- 
ened with  fat. 

A  mulablib,  A  he-goat  that  rattles  in  rut. 
A  malban,  Lactarian  (herbs)  increasing  the 

milk  of  sheep.  3filban,  A  vessel  into  which  they 

milk  or  carry  milk.  A  milk-pail.  A  milk-strainer. 
A  mould  for  making  brick  labin).  A  thing  in 

which  bricks  are  carried;  hod.  il[/wZZ)ire,Milch(ewe). 

A  mulabban,  (A  brick)  made  of  clay  and 
burnt.  A  preparation  of  plums  dried,  the  juice  of 

grapes,  nuts,  and  almonds,  put  up  in  the  form  of 
sausages  or  lozenges. 

A  XlkLo  maZZ)flmfl<,  Lactarian  herbasre  increasins 

the  milk  of  cattle.  Ildbanat,  A  ladle,  skimmer, 

spatula.    3Iulbinat,  Milch  (ewe). 

A  (_->_jALe  malbub,  Ingenious,  intelligent.  (A 

horse)  furnished  with  a  poitrel.  Those  three  letters 

of  the  Arabic  alphabet  whose  initial  and  final  in 
pronunciation  are  the  same ;  namely,  j*xc  mim, 
nun,  and  rcdw. 

A  ̂^fS^  malbuj,  Thrown  pi'ostrate. 
A  (_j*>jji«  malbus.  Clothed,  clad,dressed.  Clothes 

already  worn,  wearing  apparel. 

A  OUjyLo  malbusdt.  Garments,  clothes. 
A  malbut,  Troubled  with  a  rheum  (&iaJ 

labtat)  in  the  head.  Thrown  down. 

A  ̂^yX«  vialbun,  (A  horse)  brought  up  or  fed 
with  milk.  Drunk  with  milk  (that  of  the  camel 
having  an  inebriating  quality). 

AjJLL*  mulabbis,  (A  sheep)  having  biestings, 
called  \J  libas,  in  the  udder. 

A  jsie  mallat,  (v.  n.  of  J,/o)  Loathing.  Languor, 

fatigue.  Warm  ashes,  or  a  furrow  made  in  them. 

Feverish  perspiration.  Hot  sand.  A  burning  coal 

or  billet^  di^jKi"  khubz  mallat.  Bread  hot  from  the 
ashes.  Hlojii  zu  mallatin.  Fatigued,  tired,  languid. 

Millat,  Religion,  faith,  creed.    A  nation,  people. 

An  expiatory  fine  for  murder.  sl^C^  tll.*Lo  millati 

masikiya,The  Christian  religion;  Messiah's  people. 
llullat,  The  first  sewing  or  basting  of  a  garment. 

A  ClAio  malt,  A  putting  in  motion,  hard  shaking. 
A  CjUi*  multds,  Intricate,  perplexed. 

A^\jiLo  multdh,  Changed,  altered. 
A  ̂lllo  multd^  Pained  with  love  or  grief. 
A  jllio  midtdk,  Attached.    Sincere,  intimate. 

Independent.  (See  iltiydk.) 

A  (_;aJjo  7mltab,  One  who  sits  quiet  at  home. 
A  multabid.  Caked,  matted,  feltered. 

A  (j»JCi«  multabis,  Obscure,  doubtful,  intricate, 



perplexed,  entangled  (thing).  Ambiguity. 

Al^Jj\/cmultabit, Astonished.  Disturbed.  Stick- 

ing close  to.  (See  isLD^  iltibat.) 

A  uilvA*  viultahik,  Mixed,  confused,  jumbled. 

A  {^^ly^multabin,  One  who  sucks  her  own  milk. 

A  '&Jv-^l«  multahiyat,  Equality  of  rank  with  each 
other.  Partnership,  association. 

A  ̂jkli*  multasik,  Made  wet,  moistened. 

A  ̂»ijk\,«?nMZ<asam,  Kissed.  A  place  kissed.  3ful- 
tasim,  One  whose  mouth  is  covered  with  a  veil  or 

fillet  for  the  mouth  (^,1^5  lisam). 

A  ̂Jxi  multajj,  Deep-furrowed,  billowy  (sea). 

A  '        multajas,  Place  of  refuge.  A  protector. 
A 's^^^  multajj  at,  Black  (eye).  Green  (field). 
A  multajisf  One  who  flies  to,  or  takes  re- 

fuge with.    A  supplicant,  petitioner,  refugee. 

A  multaji,  One  who  connects  himself  with 
those  to  whom  he  has  no  relation. 

A  inultahih,  A  goer  in  a  broad  road. 

A  midtahaj,  A  place  of  refuge.  Blultahij, 

A  compeller,  forcer.  Difficult,  perplexing.  One 

who  flies  to,  and  takes  refuge. 

A  multahad,  An  asylum.    A  protector. 

3IultaMd,  Inclined  towards.  An  apostate. 

A  {jt*^^  multaliis,  One  who  receives  (a  debt). 
multahis,  A  forcer,  compeller.  One 

who  restrains  or  keeps  back.  (See  (^l^^  illihas.) 

A  1^^^  multahif,  Covered,  or  who  covers  him- 
self with  an  upper  garment  or  wrapper  [yji^Uhaf). 

A  j«^'*mMZ<a/a»i,Closed,healed(wound).  Fierce, 
raging  (battle). 

A  inultaJii,  Bearded  (youth). 

A  '^i'O  multahhkh,  Confused,  disturbed.  Full  of drink.  Luxuriant,  entangled  (herbage). 

A  multakhi,  (A  babe)  fed  with  pap. 

ASjl«??iwZiacZc?, Flight,  escape.  Inclined.  A  taker 

of  medicine,  poured  in  at  the  corner  of  the  mouth. 

A|,iid3-«  multadim,  Disturbed,  put  in  commotion. 
(A  woman)  striking  (her)  breast  when  mourning. 

A  liJkUi  multazz,  One  who  relishes.  Name  of  a 

pleasant  garden  near  Madina,  the  pleasaunce. 

A  ̂ii-J^  multazi^  Hot,  painful  (wound). 
A  multazij,  Close,  adhering  closely. 

A  ijj^lo  multazik,  Adhering,  coalescing,  joined. 
A  mMZ<a^im,  Constrained,  compelled.  Con- 

victed. Conjunct,  necessarily  following,  attached 

to.  Atenant, hirer, farmer;  atoll-gatherer.  Name 
of  a  place  between  the  door  of  the  temple  of  Mecca 

and  the  black  stone,  p  ̂ ji^  multazim  shu- 
dan,  To  be  compelled. 

A  multasik,  Adhering.  Convex. 

A  f_  ̂^lIi^  multasib,  Narrow  (way). 

A  ̂j^Qj^io  multasik.  Adhering,  adhesive. 
aIojDxi  multatt,  Scented  with  musk.  Veiled 

(woman).  Concealing,  covering. 

A  jjald*  multatim,  Dashing  (waves). 
A  multazi,  Burning,  flaming  (fire). 
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A  mulia^j,  Heated,restless,  unsettled  from 
anxiety  or  giief. 

AiLsf^mwZ<a^ya<,(Awoman)raging  with  lust. 
A  (^xii*  multa^n.  Reciprocal  in  cursing.  Just 

in  invoking  on  himself. 

A  I  Q_jX«  multaff,  (fem.  multaffat')  En- 
tangled, intricate,luxuriant.  (A  garden)  containing 

(such  herbs).  Close  (plumage).  Plump.  Heaped 

up  (dust).  Wrapped  up  in  one's  garments. 
A  tllAa-ll«  multafat.  Esteemed,  looked  upon, 

considered  with  great  respect.  Multajit,  One  vtho 
bends  himself,  who  leans  or  looks  back ;  who  turns 

the  head  aside.  One  who  takes  care  of,  who  has 

an  eye  over.  Attentive.  Esteeming. 

A  pii/*  multafim,  One  who  ties  a  fillet  (j»li)  li- 
fam)  over  the  nose. 

A  MsL'Am  multaka,  A  place  of  meeting. 

A  i^jaxXc  multakis,  One  who  pursues  subtilties 
or  minutiae. 

A  kflJLU  multakit,  One  who  collects  from  all 

quarters.  One  who  falls  unexpectedly  upon  any 

thing  not  sought  for.  One  who  picks  up  a  found- 

ling (kjjfl)  lakit).    (See  ):>\^\  iltikat.) 

A  ̂Hd*  multaka^  Changed,  altered  (colour). 
A         multakim,  A  swallower  of  a  mouthful. 

A  ̂'j!u  multaka',  A  place  of  meeting.  Confiu- 
ence  of  two  rivers,  meeting  of  seas  (as  of  the  White 
and  Black  Seas  at  the  Thracian  Bosphorus,  or  the 

Straits  of  Constantinople).  Multakl,  One  who 

comes  before,  into  the  presence,  or  meets  another. 
A  ulJuA^  midtakk,  A  drunkard  dried  up  with 

drunkenness.  (See  iltikak.) 

A  (j«.il<i  multamas,  Asked,  importuned.  3Iul- 
tamis,  One  who  begs,  prays,  supplicates,  beseeches. 

A  lail*  multamit,  Who  takes  his  due. 

A  multamiz,  One  who  throws  quickly  into 

his  mouth.  (See  ii>lc31  iltimaz.) 

A  multami^  Splendid,  shining,  glancing, 
brilliant.  Who  draws  towards  himself,  who  seizes 

or  attracts,  p  ̂ ^^^^  J*  multami^  shudan.  To 

change  or  disappear  (as  colour).  To  shine. 

A  j,<vLo  midtamim,  A  visitor.  One  who  alights. Round  (stone). 

A  J^Jti«mMZtoma',(also  \i^multamas)  Changed, lost  (colour). 

A        multamis,One  who  takes  what  is  in  a  dish . 

p  Cil.X>  J-o  mul-tunuh,  (or  vfXi>  J««  mul-tang) 
One  who  is  soon  overcome  by  wine. 

A  0_jjX«  maltut,  (Barley-meal)  moistened. 

A  Li^^jiU  multawis,  Confused,  perplexed  (busi- 
ness). Who  curls  (hair  with  tongs).  Dilatory,  slow. 

Fat.  Strong.  (See  iltiyas.) 

A  ̂ jjLl*  multawih.  Thirsty.  Flashing  (light- 
ning).   Visible  (star). 

A  multawikh.  Mixed.  Leavened. 

A  )i>^'il<  multawit,  One  who  adopts  (as  a  son). 
Adhesive,  sticking  to.  (See  i^^l  iltiyat.) 

A  multawim,  Blamed,  reprehended. 

A  multawi,  Crooked,  oblique,  distorted. 

Squinting.  Perverse.  Delaying,  spinning  out.  Pro- 
tracted, postponed.    (See  iltiwcif,) 

A  ̂^^\/c  multahib,  Kindled,  burning  (fire). 

A  CLi^^Xo  multahis,  One  who  lolls  his  tongue 
from  thirst  or  fatigue. 

A  v_i^^jX«  midtahif.  Flaming,  burning  (fire). 

A  ̂^Ait>  multaham,  Changed  (colour).  Multa- 
kim, A  swallower  up  quickly,  and  at  once.  (An 

infant)  that  exhausts  (the  breast). 

A  (_5.^j1<>  multakl.  Playing,  playful. 
A         multadm,  Joined,  consolidated,  healed. 

A  mals,  (v.  n.  of  Soothing,  caress- 

ing,coaxing,  cajoling;  making  many  promises  with- 
out any  intention  of  performing.  Hindering,  keep- 

ing back.  A  slight  blow.  Languor,  weakness  in 

running.  Mals  or  malas.  Beginning  of  the  night, 

crepuscule,  twilight,  or  a  little  after  it.  Malsa,  In 
the  beginning  of  the  night  (I  went  to  him).  Mils, 
Unsatisfied  with  venery. 

A  t^^iLo  midiss,  Importunate.  One  who  remains 
or  dwells.  Continuous  (rain). 

A  icLo  mulsat.  The  beginning  of  night,  a  little 
after  twilight. 

A  pSlo  milsam.  Stone-striking  (hoof). 
A  malsum,  (A  hoof)  hurt  by  stones. 

A  ̂ l*  'inalj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *)  Seizing  the  mother's nipple  with  (its)  mouth  ;  sucking  (as  an  infant). 

Mulj,  The  stone  of  the  wild  date  called  JJi*  muhl. 

Mnlaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Ceasing  to  flow  (a  camel's milk),  and  being  succeeded  by  a  saltish  kind  of  li- 
quor. Eating  a  wild  date,  or  chewing  the  stone. 

Muluj,  Sucking  kids. 
maljas,  (v.  n.  oft^)  Taking  refuge.  An 

asylum,  place  of  refuge,  retreat ;  security,  support. 
A  resting-place. maljayi  khawakm, 
The  refuge  or  support  of  kings,  maljayi 

nuk,  The  mountain  ̂ jii^^-jTali  (Ararat),  on  which 

Noah's  ark  is  supposed  to  have  rested. 
A  miljab,  A  feathered,  pointless  arrow. 

miljaz,  (Cattle)  cropping  pot-herb  tops. 

maljan,  (A  man)  who  sucks  his  camels from  avarice. 

muljam.  Bridled. 
A  maljun.  Shaken  (leaves)  mixed  with 

meal,  date-stones,  or  barley  (food  for  camels), 

p  milckakh,  A  stone  for  a  sling. 

pK_^^mrtZcAa/<a,Wish,will,desire,inclination. 

A  ̂   malk,  (v.  n.  of^)  Salting,  seasoning  (fish 
orapot).  Givingsuck,orofferingone(milk).  Feed- 
ing(flocks)withsalsuginous  herbage,  different  from 

kamz.  Traducing,  slandering.  Increasing 

in  rapidity  (the  flapping  of  a  bird's  wing).  Scald- 
ing (a  sheep).  Milk,  (pi.        milJiat,  milah, 

amldk,  and  ̂ Lo  milah')  Salt.    Salt,  salsu- ginous,  or  brackish  (water).    A  draught  of  milk 



from  the  breast.  Learned  men.  Beauty.  Science. 

Fatness.  Protection.  An  oath.  &5-lxxai\  ̂ I*  mil- 
hu's  sina^t,  (or  as  some  write  it,  though  perhaps 

erroneously ^<  milhussaffhat, Goldsmiths' salt)  Artificial  salt,  borax,  milhuhu 

^la  ruJibatihi,  Faithless  in  his  promise  (his  salt 
upon  his  knee).  3Ialah,  An  unnatural  swelling 

in  the  hough  or  in  the  pastern  of  cattle.  White- 

ness mixed  with  black.  Milah,  (pi.  of  \<  milli) 

Salts.  Brackish  waters.  Mulah,{^\.oi'k.s^  mul- 
hat)  Narratives,  stories,  pleasant,  agreeable  tales. 

A  ̂ *  mulihh,  Importunate  in  asking  questions; 

urgent  in  begging,  pressing  one's  suit. 

A  malhas,  (fem.  of  ̂ \  amlah)  (A  sheep) 
variegated  with  black  and  white  wool.  Very  blue 

or  grey  (eyed).  A  great  body  of  horsemen,  espe- 
cially with  white  arms  or  armour.  Leafless  (tree). 

(A  night)  white  with  dew  or  hoar-frost.  Best,  most 
convenient.  The  middle  of  the  back,  between  the 

haunch  and  the  hip. 

A  milhah,  Urgent,  importunate  in  beg- 

ging. (A  she-camel)  that  departs  not  from  the  cis- 

tern). A  camel's  saddle  hurting  his  back,  ̂ jf^j 
^Xj^rahan  milhah,  A  millstone  grinding  heavily. 

A  ̂jl^  milhah,  An  excellent  she-camel  which 
none  can  outstrip. 

A  (jV^  malhan  or  milhan.  Winter-months  or 
days  white  with  hoar-frost  or  snow.  The  months 

called  'ij>^'i)\  jumada'l  ahhirat  and  ̂ ^y^ hanuni  ahhir. 

milhah,  An  instrument  with  which  any 

thing  is  cut  off,  scraped,  or  peeled.  Slanderous, 

reviling.  A  calumniator. 

A  c^s^  mulahhab.  Cut  in  pieces.  Beaten  or 

open  (road). 
malhat,The  midst  of  the  sea,  the  abyss. 

Milhat,  An  oath.  Protection,  (pi.  of  ̂   milh) 

Salts.  Brackish  waters.  3Iulhat,  (pi.  ̂ Xe  mu- 
lah)  A  narrative,  story,  tale,  relation,  pleasant  fa- 

ble. A  blue  or  a  grey  colour,  white  mixed  with 

black.  Reverence,  fear,  dread.  Gravity,  autho- 
rity.   A  blessing. 

A  ̂   malhaj,  A  place  of  refuge,  asylum. 

A  <y:^  mulhad,  A  tomb  or  grave,  in  the  side  of 
which  a  niche  has  been  cut.  A  niche  in  the  side 

of  a  grave.  Mulhid,  A  heretic,  pagan,  unbeliever, 
one  who  denies  the  resurrection  of  the  dead.  A  deist. 

Im  jiious,  iniquitous.  One  who  renounces  the  faith. 

A  \^:^ malhas,  (v.  n.  of  [j*^)  Licking  (a  dish). 

i)/?7/ias.  Covetous, greedy,  grasping.  Bold,  fearless. 
malhas,  An  asylum. 

milhaf,(a.nd'is^milh afat)  ( pl.v__i»- !iJs< 
malahif)  The  outer  covering  of  the  body,  a  wrapper. 

Mulhif,  Importunate,  urgent. 

A  wiMZAa/j, Added, joined, annexed,append- 

ed.  Attributed.  Coherent,  adherent,  belonging  to. 

Correlative.  Adopted.  (ingrammer)Aquadriliteral 
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verb  formed  from  a  triliteral :  as,  ̂Jiv-»  shamlala 

from  shamala,J^aj^_bayta7'a  from J^^i  hatara. 
Mulhik,  Reaching,  touching,  overtaking. 

mulhahdt,  (pi.  fem.  of  mulhak) 

Additions,  appendices,  supplements.  Towns  taken 
from  an  enemy  and  incorporated  with  or  annexed 
to  the  empire. 

A  mulahlah,  A  lord,  chief  of  a  family, 

p         malham,  Silk  cloth. 

A         mulham,  One  who  lives  upon  wild-fowl 
or  other  game.    Adopted,  joined  to  a  people.  A 

kind  of  cloth  or  garment.    Ululhim,  A  weaver. 

One  who  gives  flesh  (^  lahm  or  laham)  to  eat. 
A  mulahham,  Fleshy,  corpulent.  Mulah- 

him.  One  who  makes  fleshy. 

A  'L,,^ malhamat,{j^\.^t>-'^malahi')n)  A  bloody 
battle.  Peace.  Restoration,arrangement(ofafl^airs). 

malllub,  Beaten  (path).  Peeled  (tim- 
ber). Cut  lengthwise.    Name  of  a  place. 

A^>  malhud,  (A  grave)  in  the  side  of  which 
a  niche  has  been  dug.    The  niche  itself. 

A  i^^^mallius,  Sucked,  licked.  Lean,skinny. 
kh^s^malhuz,  Looked  at  kindly ,vie wed  with  af- 

fection, regard,or  respect.  Contemplated, thought  of. 

malhuzat,  (pi.  fem.  ofii*^^  mal- 
huz)  Thoughts,  meditations,  agitations  of  mind. 
A  malhum,  Killed,  slain. 

a  (^^^  malhun,  Erroneous. 
A  l^^^^malhii/,  Traduced ;  blamed.  Disgraced. 

Displaced.  Peeled  (timber). 

A  malhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ lo)  Going  stoutly,  tra- 
velling far.  Being  much  addicted  (to  trifles).  Drink- 

ing his  own  urine  (a  goat).  Seizing  or  catching 

with  the  teeth  and  dragging.  Being  knocked  up 

with  covering  (a  stallion).  Being  folded,  doubled, 

bent.  Being  broken  to  pieces.  Corruption  of  meat. 

Coition.  The  gambols  of  a  horse. 

p  ̂   malakh,  A  locust.  ̂ J,  I  ̂ *  malahhi  abi, 

(or^Jbjii  ̂   malakhi  daryasl,  A  sea-locust,  i.  e.  a 

shrimp.  Siilx).  ̂   malahhi piyada,  A  grasshopper. 
A  small  locust  whose  wings  are  not  yet  grown. 

mulahhliliabf^n^eted.  Worsted, beat. 

P>  7nalahhch,l>(ameofan  herb  which intoxi- 
cates  such  animals  as  eat  of  it. 

A ;^s^mwZ/</ta5,(A  camel)  examined  in  the  eye 
to  ascertain  if  she  be  fat  enough  to  be  slaughtered. 

mulahhhhas,  (or  f^x,asd^\  (.j^^  mu- 

lahhkhasu't  tafsll)  Succinctly  related.  Extracted, 
abridged.  Clearly  and  plainly  told. 

malhhudan,  To  card  cotton. 

milkha',  A  gallipot  for  holding  drugs. 

A  snuff'-box.  The  skin  of  a  marine  animal  which 
excites  sneezing. 

A  i>,)v/«  maid,  (v.  n.  of  iii/«)  Stretching.  Tender, 

delicate,  soft,  limber.  The  sylvan  demon  ghul. 

Malad,  (v.  n.  of  iii«)  Shaking.  Being  joyous  and 

cheerful.  Softness,  tenderness.  Youth.  A  waver- 

ing,  a  tottering.  Freshness  and  lustre  of  the  face. 
A  AA<  maldat,  Tender,  delicate  (girl). 

A  ̂^i^Jw/Wam,  Stone  for  breaking  date-stones. 
A  maladan,  (v.  n.  of  tiXc)  Shaking.  Be- 
ing cheerful  and  joyous.  Youth.  Freshness  and 

lustre  of  the  countenance. 

A  muldaniyat,  Tender,  delicate  (girl). 

A  i^jti^X^  mildas,  A  stone  with  which  they 

break  date-stones  or  apricot-stones.  A  man  tread- 
ing firm.  Powerful  in  venery. 

A  muladdas,  Mended  or  patched. 

A  '^^A  mildarjh,  A  slanderer,  calumniator. 
A  ̂i^Lo  mildam,  A  stone  with  which  they  break 

date-stones  as  food  for  cattle.  Foolish,  slow,  and 

heavy.  umm  mildam,  A  fever. 

A  ̂ ^^muladdam,  Mended,  patched. 
A  tiji^Lo  maldud,  A  patient,  into  the  corner  of 

whose  mouth  medicine  is  poured;  drenched. 

A  '^^maldugli,  Stung  by  a  scorpion.  Bitten 
by  a  serpent. 

A  i^malz,(j.  n.of  1^)  Lying, saying  one  thing 

and  doing  another.  Rubbing  upon  the  hand.  Pierc- 

ing (with  a  spear).  Throwing  out  the  feet  to  the 
utmost  of  his  power  in  running  (a  horse).  Swift- 

ness in  running.    Malax,  A  mixture  of  darkness. 

Ajj^SU  malazan,  (or  J]^^  ji<)A  pretended  friend. 
A  (iiislx  mulazzaz,  Delicious. 

A  j,iSJ^-/«  mtilzam.  Addicted,  inflamed,  excited, 
rendered  greedy.  Encouraged,  stimulated. 

Aji*  malz,  (v.  n.  ofjl«)  Going  away  with  any 
one.  ̂ Remaining  behind.  J/aZe^,  Muscular(man). 

AjLo  milazz,  (A  man)  assiduous,  industrious,  di- 
ligent in  any  thing  he  undertakes.  Very  litigious. 

A  I— milzah,  Extremely  avaricious. 

A  milzam,  Forceps,  pincers  which  hold 

firmly,  a  vice.    A  press. 
A  mulazzaz,  Of  a  compact,  firm,  hardy 

body.     Brawny,  sinewy,  muscular. 

A  ̂ JJ^  mulazzah.  Not  firmly  adhering. 
A  milzam,  A  needle-maker's  or  furbisher's 

vice.  A  press.  A  vice.  Conjoined,  driven 

together,  annexed,  inseparable.  Convinced,  con- 

victed, condemned. 
p  rnalzuk,  Clammy,  sticky,  cohesive. 

A  malzum,  Inseparable,  connected,  afiixed. 
Belon"ins  to. 

A  (jjj^  vialzun,  (A  well)  thronged  by  men. 

A  ̂ Ji^^  bi^uhu'l  malaza',  I  sold  it  un- conditionally, out  and  out. 

A  (jAio  mals,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j*ii«)  Driving  furious- 
ly. Being  sleek  and  shining.  Castrating  (a  ram). 

Smoothing.  Soothing,  coaxing.  Mixture  of  dark- 

ness and  light,  i.e. twilight.  ̂ ^U^^  malsa  'z  za- 
Zam,  (I  cameto him)  in  the  beginningof  the  twilight. 

p  LAo  milsa,  A  stretched  rope,  or  a  piece  of 

wood,  on  which  any  thing  is  hung. 
A  A^AiQ  malsaf,  (fem.  of  ,jJ/ol  amlas)  Smooth, 



bare.  Delicate  wine  gliding  smoothly  down  the 

throat.  Acid  milk  with  which  pure  milk  is  diluted. 

A  liw-Jyo  milsad,  (A  camel's  colt)  sucking  much. 
A  milsa^  A  skilful  guide. 

A  ̂JlLo  mulassa^  Stopping,  not  going  away. 
A  iUJii/cmwZassa^aijOnewho  remains  constantly 

in  one  place,  and  never  moves  abroad.  Mulassi- 

^t,  A  crowd  standing  in  one  spot. 

A  J^-^^  mulassak,  Adopted. 
A  mulaslas.  Striped  and  painted  cloth. 

A  (j-J>(«  milsan,  A  stone  placed  at  the  door  of 
a  house  as  a  trap  for  wild  beasts. 

A  j^^Lo  mulassan,  (A  shoe)  sharp-pointed  like 
the  tongue.  Possessed  of  divine  eloquence  in  speak- 

ing or  disputing,  gifted  with  a  tongue  (j^^  lisari). 

A  'iiJll*  mulassanat,  Sharp-pointed  (shoe).  (A 
woman)  whose  foot  is  long  and  pointed  as  a  tongue. 

A  ̂yAio  malsu^  Stung  by  a  serpent  or  scorpion. 
A  malsun,  A  liar.    One  whose  tongue 

(^jLJ  lisan)  has  been  cut  out. 

A^^^Aicmala.ta',  Swift,fleet(she-camel).  Smooth, 

bare.  *Sii«^C'^  j  Ij*^  malasa'  wa  la  ̂ hdaia,  (He 
got)  clear  off,  and  returned  not.  ̂ jAi6 Jo\  anari  ma- 

lasa ,  A  species  of  pomegranate  large  and  juicy. 

A  (jiiJ-«  malsh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jiX«)  Searching,  grop- 
ing with  the  hand  as  if  feeling  for  something. 

A  i^jal^mals,  (v.  n.of(^L«)  Voiding  excrement. 

Malas,  (v.  n.  of  jj^aL*)  Falling  out  of  the  hand 

from  slipperiness.  Malts,  Slippery  (rope)  which 

cannot  be  held  with  a  tight  grasp. 

A  \^\tc^inilsah,  (A  sword)  fast  in  the  sheath. 

A  SLolxi  malisat,  A.  sea-tortoise,  a  turtle. 

A  'ijo.\jc  malassat  or  rnvlissat,  (A  country)  in- 
fested by  robbers  ((^5  Uss,  lass,  or  luss). 

A  |j*aL«  midsaJt,  Adopted  (son).  Conjoined, 
heaped  together,  united,  glued,  fastened,  fixed. 

A  ̂ *ai^  mvlassak.  Adopted  (son). 
aKq^aU)  mulsahat,  Narrow  and  fleshy  (woman). 

A  ̂jyiA^  malsuk,  Adhering,  joined. 
A  malt,  (v.  n.  of  kl*)  Plastering  (a  wall). 

Bringing  forth  an  abortion.  Shaving.  3Iilt,  (pi. 

k^/e^  amlat  and  k_jL«  mulut)  A  thief,  or  one  who 
appropriates  to  himself  whatever  comes  in  his  way. 

One  of  unknown  parents,  kis-  ki*  j.^kff-  ghuldmi 
milt  khilt,  A  boy  born  of  obscure  or  of  mixed  pa- 

rentage, 3Ialat,  (v.  n.  of  kJx)  Having  no  hairs  on 

the  body.    Being  thin-bearded. 
A  kUk^  Idttmulitt,  One  who  is  filthy  himself, 

and  whose  companions  are  filthy. 

A  -^Iki/*  miltds,  (or  slkJj*  miltdt')  A  thin  mem- 
brane between  the  flesh  of  the  head  and  the  bone. 

A  wound  penetrating  to  the  brain. 

A  (^Iklx  miltds,  A  stone  with  which  they  break 

date-stones.  An  ironinstrument  forbreaking  stones. 

A  klklxi  miltdt,  An  oil-mill  or  press.  Handle 

of  a  hand-mill.  A  mason's  trowel.  Top,  also  pro- 
jection from  the  side  of  a  mountain.  Margin  of  a 
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river  or  valley.  Sea-shore.  The  head.  Skin  of 
the  head.  A  wound  in  the  head  laying  open  the 

skull,  or  penetrating  to  the  brain.  One  part  or  side 
of  the  head ;  also  an  excrescence  or  inequality  in 

that  part  of  a  camel's  head.  A  beaten  path. 
A  aki/o  midtat,  (v.  n.  of  kl*)  Having  no  hairs 

on  the  body.  Being  thin-bearded. 

A  (ji-kU  miltas,  (pi.  ̂ j«k^  maldt.is)  An  in- 
strument resembling  ̂ ^y^icmi^val,  but  broader.  A 

stone  with  which  they  break  date-stones.  The  hard 
hoof  of  a  horse  or  camel. w 

A  u-flkl*  midattif,  An  attenuant. 

A  Olaki.*  midattifdt,  Attenuating  medicines. 

A  jJaLo  maltam,  (The  cheek  of  a  horse)  distin- 
guished by  a  mark  which  is  continued  from  the 

forehead.  (^l,Ja)4^  al  maltamdni,  The  two  cheeks 

(as  the  parts  which  are  slapped  or  buffeted).  3Iil- 
tam,  A  floor-cloth,  especially  made  of  leather. 

A  jjal.*  mulattam,  Smitten  or  buffeted  (face). 
Ignoble,  worthless,  covetous.  White  (cheek). 

A  '^^J^'O  maltukh,  Bedaubed  ;  in  a  dirty  plight. 
A  kjki/c  maltut,  (A  shield)  thrown  on  the  face. 

A  ̂̂ ki/o?rafl?^OT«,  Slapped  on  the  cheek,  buffeted. White-faced  (horse). 

A  &ki*  7ualta,  The  island  of  Malta. 

A  m?7^a',  A  wound  penetrating  to  the  brain. 

3Ialata^,  A  kind  of  (horse's)  pace. 

AiLkLc  malatyat,'NaTae  of  a  city  inMesopotamia. 
Multiyat,  A  wound  reaching  the  pericranium. 

AkLc  m,idazz,  Necessary  to  be  done.  Mulizz, 

Very  importunate  in  asking. 

A  klkLo  milzdz,  Very  importunate  in  asking. 

A  5iki/«  mulizzat,  A  legation,  embassy,  mission, 
missive,  epistle. 

A  ̂   7nal^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Skinning  (a  sheep), 
beginning  at  the  neck.  Travelling  quick  and  lightly. 

A  conspiracy,  confederacy,  or  plan  of  operations 

against  an  enemy.  Midu^  (pi.  of  jji/o  mali^  Large 
extents  of  level  sterile  ground.  Barren  deserts. 

A  mal^b,  A  play,  pastime,  or  show ;  a 
theatre  or  place  for  any  similar  exhibition. 

A  mul^bat  or  mil^bat,  A  little  garment 
without  sleeves  which  boys  wear  at  play. 

A  k*L«maZ^ai,Plants,  herbage,  pasturage,  graz- 
ing-ground,that  especially  which  is  round  the  tents. 

A  &kxLo  mula^^zat,  A  tall,  plump  girl. 

A  'dSudjc  mil^hat,  (pi.  ̂ S'^  mald^h)  A  spoon. 
A  ladle,  skimmer,  spatula. 

p  {^'^^  sSlAa  mil^ka-tardsh,  A  ladle-maker. 
p        mal^m,  A  plaster. 

A         mula^^n,  Cursed,  execrated,  damned. 

A  sJijtl*  mal^nat,  (pi.  ̂ ^'^  maiden)  The 
beaten  part  of  a  road.  A  dwelling.  Whatever 

brings  down  a  curse.  A  privy.  Excrement. 

A  i^y^homal^h,  (The  mouth  of  a  babe)  emit- 

ting saliva.  A  trick  played  off"  upon  any  one,  a  hoax. 

A  mal^n,  (pi.  ij^S-*^  maiden)  Cursed, 

damned,  accursed,  execrated,  detestable,  excommu- 
nicated, driven  out  of  society,  shut  out  from  mercy. 

'djy^\  'ij^^  ash'  shojaratu'l  mal^nat,  The  tree zakkiim,  the  damned  or  infernal  tree. 

A  ̂   milrjh,  (pi.  amldgh)  A  foolish  fel- 
low speaking  obscenely. 

A  ifUU  malghdt,  (v.  n,  of  U3  for  yii)  Blunder- 

ing in  speech.  Talking  triflingly  and  nonsensically. 

AjiU  mulcjhiz,  An  enigmatist,  punster. 
A  XfliU  malghafat,  A  knot  of  daring  robbers. 

A  malgJiam,  An  emollient  poultice  or  un- 
guent for  sores  (especially  warm). 

A  (^^ii^mulaghwas,  Crude, raw, undressed  fat. 
A  L_iLe  mil/,  (in  the  Morocco  dialect)  Cloth. 
A  v_JlU  milaff.  Any  thing  in  which  people  wrap 

themselves  when  going  to  sleep,  a  blanket,  bedding, 

night-garments. 

A  ̂l;-*  midfaj,  A  pauper,  bankrupt. Ak-d-Le  mulaffat,  Swollen,  puffy,  blistered. 

A  (^al<imttZq^fl/,Wrapt,folded.  A  milk-bottle. 

A  Jj-fllro  mulaffak,  False  (narrative);  a  lie. 

A  k_jflUma//'M2!, Thrown  out,  rejected.  Uttered, 
pronounced,  spoken,  expressed.  Those  thirteen  let- 

ters of  the  Arabic  alphabet  which  for  their  enun- 

ciation require  three  letters ;  namely,u_fl3^  alif,  ̂ii>- 

jim,  J\i>  ddl,  (Jli  zdl,         ̂ '^''^f  m***  shin,  lilo  sad, 
lil^  zdd,  jjaC-  ̂ yn,  i^p-  ghayn,  i  >\a  hdf,  (  

kdf,  and  j*^  Idm.  Annals. 
A  I  j^ai*maZ/M/", Wrapt  up,  involved, enclosed; 

folded  (letter).  Collected.  An  enclosure.  An  en- 
velope. Cabbage. 

A  Jji/o  malh,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Obliterating,  defa- 
cing. Washing  (clothes).  Sucking  the  dam  (a  ca- 

mel's colt).  Lying  with.  Striking  (with  a  stick). 
Going,  travelling  fast.  Malah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jU)  Flat- 

tering,soothing,making  insincere  professions.  Fall- 

ing from  the  finger  (a  ring).  Love,  mildness,  sooth- 
ing, flattery,  blandishment.  A  canter.  A  gallop. 

Fresh  and  quicklysproutingverdure.  Level  ground. 

Malik,  Bland,  insincere.  (A  horse)  on  whose 

paces  one  cannot  rely.   Swift  (horse).  Weak. 

A  liii*  mulahka',  Thi'own  into,  tossed ;  hitting, 
lighting  upon. 

A  ilHi/o  malhdt,  (pi.  f^'^<  maldliT)  A  ramifica- 
tion at  the  head  of  the  womb.  Mulkat,  (fern.)  A 

thing  used  and  thrown  away. 

AklKUTOi7Aa<,Apen.Tweezers.Aspider;cobweb. 

A  ̂yi-^*  milkd^  An  obscene,  impudent  woman. 
A  t— "Hi*  mulakhab,  Surnamed,  nicknamed,  en- 

titled. Mulakhib,  A  giver  of  nicknames. 

A  'sJsAa  malahat,  A  smooth  stone.  Malikaf, 
Bland  (woman). 

A  midhih,  (pi.  maldhiJi)  A  stallion- 
camel.  One  who  fecundates  a  palm-tree. 

A  mulakkah,  (A  female  palm-tree)  sprin- 
kled with  the  male  flowers.  Experienced  (man). 

A  'i^^mullmhat,  (pi.  ̂'iLc  maldkili)  Pregnant 



(woman  or  camel).  Mulhihat,  (Wind)  making  a 
cloud  to  descend  in  fructifying  showers. 

A  laiiU  milhat,  Instrument  for  picking  up. 

A  jjllaa\*  b  ya  malhatanu,  O  tiiou  fool  1 

A  X*iii/o  milha^t,  Impudent,  foul-mouthed,  ob- 
scene (woman). 

A  mtdahlah,  Acute,  quick,  restless  (eye). 

A  jil*  malhuw,  Afflicted  with  the  disease  S^aJ. 

A  malltuliat,  (pi.  malahVi)  A  mo- 
ther. The  fojtus  in  the  belly  (of  a  camel)  ;  or  what 

is  in  the  loins  of  the  stallion. 

Al?_jai/«?«fl/A«<,Collected, picked  up.Afoundling. 

A  milkairm,  (for  mini'l  kawrn) 
From  the  tribe  or  from  the  people. 

A  malha  ,  A  place.  The  abode  of  a  female 

mountain-goat.  A  man  who  has  experienced  much 

good  and  ill-fortune,  (pi.  malalt'i)  A  rami- 
fication in  the  head  of  the  womb.  3Iulha\  Brought 

down  (by  a  fever).    A  place  where  any  thing  is  !  grain  like  a  French  bean, 

thrown.    A  man  who  has  seen  much  good  and 
much  evil.    Mulln,  A  thrower. 

A^^^^^/cmulakha,  Thrown,  tossed.    A  man  who 
has  seen  much  good  and  much  evil. 

A  malhiy,  Thrown,  tossed  into;  hitting, 

lighting  upon.  One  who  has  seen  much  good  and 
evil  fortune,  who  has  been  much  tossed  about. 

A  uili/e  mailt,  (v.  n.  of  i^Lo)  Kneading  (dough). 

Possessing,  having  dominion.  Filling,  saturating 

(water).  Marrying,  taking  a  wife.  Restraining  (a 

VFoman)  from  marriage.  Following  the  dam  (a  full- 

grown  colt).  Wealth,  any  thing  which  one  possesses 
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That  by  which  any  thing  subsists.  A  grain  which 

resembles  a  French  bean.  malahu'l 

mawt,  The  angel  of  death,  called  ij-^^;^^  ̂zrasil. 
uiJXc  malald  amr.  Water.  Malik,  (pi.  ui)^* 

muluh)  A  king.  A  title  of  honour  conferred  by  the 

sovereigns  of  Egypt  on  prime-ministers  or  generals. 

A  pirate.  JUjLo  cliU  mallhi  mvta^l,{l^ii\  uUll^ 

almaliltu''l  a^a',  JlikU  edlUi  maliki  zu'ljalal, 
iijiij  ̂.j^^  maWii  icadud,  j_j>>jjJj3\  ijL^  malihu'l 

kuddus,and  tdlilt^ ijAJUuilLo malihi mallhu''l mulk) 
God  Almighty,  the  most  high  and  mighty  King, 

the  glorious  King,  the  benevolent  Sovereign,  the 

sacred  Lord,  the  King  of  the  kings  of  kingdoms, 

or  the  Lord  of  loi'ds.  pJjj  ̂   tiUxi  maliki  nim- 
7-02^,  Adam.  Muhammad.  Rusfam  Zal.  A  title  of 

the  governoi'S  of  Sistan.    a  Muluk,  Possession. 
p  uilLe  jn27/f,  White  specks  growing  at  the  roots 

of  the  nails.    A  straight  road.    Mulk,  A  black 

A  Cii.i/0  rmdlak,  (pi.  of  t^^U  malik)  Kings, 

p  Kl«  malka,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  king. 
A  Ki<  malka,  The  leader  of  a  Christian  sect. 

A  ̂Ki*  mulakas,  (pi.  of  CiXJx>  malih)  Kings. 

malakat,  (pi.  of  iiiXo  malakat')  Pos- sessions.  Habits,  principles.  Qualities. 

p  jj^Lc  malkan.  The  father  khizr, 
p  5,AiKl/o  malkaniya,  A  sect  of  Christians  which 

attributes  divinity  to  the  Virgin  Mary. 

malak-arvaza.  Far-famed. 

A  malkahat.  Fleshy,  fat  (she-camel). 
A  &5l«  viilkaf,  Property,  possession.  Malakat, 

vitude,  A  benevolent  and  liberal  manner  of  behav- 

ing to  servants.  An  acquired  habit  or  principle. 

Malihat,  A  queen.    Quickness  of  ajjprehension. 

or  enjoys.    Water.  A  place  of  pasture  and  water.  !  (v.  n.  of  Cii!^*)  Possessing.  Possession,  rule.  Ser 

A  well.  (pl.(^!ik*\  (7to/«/()  A  king.  Bondage,  slav- 

ery, thraldom.    '^^\  ijAU  malku'l  waUy,  A  wo- 
man, a  wife  (as  being  the  riches  of  the  husband). 

Malk,  milk,  or  mulk.  The  middle,  also  the  boun-  |  strength  of  intellect.  l^j^^S'i^^^  malikatu'lkuhrd' , 
dary  of  a  road.  Milk,  (v.  n.  of  ufAU)  Possessing,  !  Queen-consort.  Mulukaf,  The  feet  of  a  horse, 

having  dominion.  Reigning.   Marrying.  Filling  I      a         »?i27/fa</,  A  mallet  or  similar  thing, 

any  one  (water).    A  kingdom,  dominion,  posses-  I      Pj\jil^  ??t?7/«-f?ar  also  mM/7<-c?ar,  A  landholder 
sion;  property,  right.  Bondage,  servitude.  Water.  1  Rich  in  possessions. 
A  place  of  pasturage  and  water.    A  well.    uilU  !      p  mulk-dan,  Government 

milku  yadika.  Whatever  is  in  thy  possession. 

(.^JXo  milku  t  tar'ik.  The  middle  of  the  road. 
The  margin  or  boundary  of  the  road.  Mulk,  (v.  n, 

ofLdii*)  Possessing,  having  dominion.  Marrying. 

A  kingdom.  Royalty.  Power,  dominion.  Posses- 

sion in  lands, patrimony,  heritage,  property.  Glory, 

magnificence.  Little  water.  Pasturage.  Bondage, 

servitude.  A  pea.  The  feet  of  a  horse,    ulil^^  «^  j  mel's  hoof)  which  breaks  the  stones. 
mulk,  (or  0_jil\\  (.ilU  mulku'lmalakiit)The  sen- 

sible, likewise  the  invisible  world,    p  ̂_^J\  uiiU 
mulki  araski,  The  country  of  Iran,    a.^^  ijX.\^ 

A  (  milkazih,  (for  ^<  mini'l  ka- 
zib)  From  the  lie,  or  from  the  false. 

A  ̂jlxSl^  malka^n,  Abject,  mean :  a  sensualist, 
p  LiiS3^  mulkah,  (or  ̂J^3^^o  mulkal)  Mallows. 

mulakkak,  Firm-fltshed. 

p  CiisLo  mulk-grri,  Government. 

A  j»5vi/«  tnilkam,  (or  pS^L«  mulakkam)  Hard  (ca- 

A         mtilakkam.,  Patched  (boot) 
A 

A  C-J 

'i^'^  mulakkamai ,  A.  cake  pressed  flat. 

malakut,  (or  malkuTvat)  Em- 
i^iijS  midkfarhik  /eorrfow.  To  strengthen  an  empire.  \  pire,  dominion,  power,  authority,magnificence.An- 

A  Mulk  or  muluk,  (pi.  of  uLl^Lc  milah)  The  feet  of  j  gels,  spirits.  al  malakut,  (or  ^\s- 
horses.  Blalak,  {Joy  ̂ ':^mahak)  {^X.'i.^'^ma-  j  ^lami  malakut)  The  invisible,  contemplative,  or 
Idsikai,  uilj^  malasik,  and  cdiliL*!  amlak)  An  intelligent  world;  the  heavenly  court,  hall  of  angels. 
angeL  Possession  of  a  place.  Pasture  and  water.        p  Ij^^le  malkutd,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  para- 
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mount  sovereign. 

p  (^^^  malkus.  Name  of  a  wicked  person  on 
whose  account  the  deliisewas  sent,  accordino;  to  a 
notion  of  the  ancient  Persians. 

A  malkum,  Name  of  a  well  at  Mecca. 

TO?7/«^,  Imperial,  royal,  belonging  to  em- 

pire. Civil,  pertaining  to  the  country.  A  farmer. 

sl^^  ̂\^-cmasdlihimdk'iya, VahVicaffd'u-s.  Mul- Idy,  Proper,  peculiar,  hereditary.  Malakiy,  An- 
gelic. Royal.  On hodox  ;  who  follows  the  religion 

of  the  king,  al  malakiyat,  A  sect  of  those 

principles  called  Malakites. 
A  iXil*  millnyat,  Property.  Possession,  use. 

A  0\a/£>         malahi-sifat ,  Of  angelic  temper. 

A  J,l«  malal,  (v.  n.  of  Jx)  Being  weary,  lan- 
guid, vexed.  A  mark  behind  the  ear.  Milal,  (pi. 

of      millat)  Religions,  sects.  Peoples,  nations. 

A  jJ-«  malum.  Worthless. A  milamm.  Who  assembles  his  relations  or 
domestics.  J/«?;mm,Vehement.  Hard,  firm, strong. 

Who  approaches  to  puberty. 

A  -fl^  milmds,  (for-^llt^  (_^)  From  the  water. 

pjlA*  malmdz,  A  yellow  dye  for  cloth. 
A        mulimmat,  An  accident,  misfortune. 

A ̂ \/o  mulammaj.  Supple,  smooth  (spear). 
A  milmaz,  A  liar.    A  pretended  friend. 

A  ̂J,*^  malinas,  The  touch.  A  part  touched. 
Body  or  skin. 

A  milma^  A  bird's  wing.  3Julmi^,  (A 
mare,  ass,  doe,  or  lioness)  having  swelling  udders 

with  black  dugs.  (A  sheep)  moving  the  tail  in  a 

particular  manner,  shewing  that  she  is  pregnant. 

A  midamma^  (A  horse)  of  different  co- 
lours; hence,  the  Turkish  language,  as  being  a  mix- 

ture of  Arabic,  Persian,  and  Turkish.  A  poem,  the 

hemistichs  or  distichs  of  which  are  written  in  Per- 

sian and  Arabic  alternately,  and  which  is  allow- 
able as  far  as  ten  distichs  in  each  language.  Bright; 

gilded;  plated. 

K'i>t^mulmi^tt,{GTO\xx\A)  covered  with  wither- 
ing and  whitish  plants.  (A  sheep)  which  moves  her 

tail  in  a  certain  manner  denoting  that  she  is  pregnant. 

¥  mulamma^kdr,  A  gilder,  plater.  A 

hypocrite,  dissembler,  traitor. 
p         malmal.  Muslin. 

A  aJj^  malmalat,  Swiftness. 

A  |*i^<«  mulamlam,  Collected,  brought  together 
into  one.  Dense  (host).  Round  and  hard  (stone). 

A  iL^^  mulamlamaf.  An  elephant's  trunk. 

A  ̂■}^io  malmala'.  Swift  (she-camel), 
A  »^^??ia?/HMj«<,  Arepository,  aplace  in  which 

any  thing  is  found.  A  net,  snare. 

A  (_j*>j^mfl/mMS,Smootlied(pack-saddle), freed 
from  crookedness,  unevenness,  and  inequality. 

A  C-'l«ji_5^  malmusat,  Tangible  things. 
A  mulmul,  A  bodkin  for  applying  colly- 

rium  to  the  eye.    An  iron  style  for  writing  with. 



The  pizzle  of  a  fox  or  camel. 

A  ̂̂ yjvc  mahnum,  Collected  together.  Round. 
Insane,  crazy. 

^Jt:^  '"^(il'iniz,  A  certain  yellow  dye. 

p  (ji^Asi^m«7mjif/aw,  To  attract,  draw  up ;  hang. 
malanhhidiya,  Melancholy. 

p  i^iLo  vivland,  One  who  listens,  or  is  attentive 

and  obedient.  Much  talking. 

FtL^j)-«waZa?*</,A  man  barefoot  and'bare-headed, 
ecstasied  ;  a  religious  enthusiast. 

A  ̂   malw,  A  going  quick,  running  violently. 

A^^milrvah,  (Ahorse)  soon  becoming  thirsty. 
A  -woman  speedily  becoming  lean  and  thin.  Tall, 
slender.  (A  woman)  with  broad  shoulder-blades 

and  restless.  (An  owl)  fastened  by  thefoot  in  order 
to  lure  a  hawk. 

A^\jlc??ictZa??;aw,(du.of^mflZa')Dayand  night. 
A  (— -"jl^  imdawn-ah,  Crooked,  bent  (iron). 
A  ij_j_L/«  7nal,  mil,  or  mulwat,  A  long  space  of 

time.  3/?77m^,Sometime,  agood  while,  a  whole  age. 

A  (JI^^jLo  milwas,  A  man,  family,  or  tribe  distin- 
guished for  nobility. 

A  mulawwas,  Stained,  defiled,  nasty. 

A  &s"_ji*  miduhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ le)  Being  salt  (as 
water).  Being  beautiful.  Saltuess,  brackishness. 

A  ̂^i*  miduhh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  knocked  up 
•with  covei-ing  (a  horse). 
p  muluhhtya,  A  kind  of  marshmallow. 

A        milwaz,  A  pretended  friend.  A  liar. 

A  'ii^^milrvazat,  Asylum,  refuge,  stronghold. 
Ajp^  midawrvas,  Stuffed  with  almonds.  Beau- 
tiful (face).  Almond-shaped,  resembling  almonds. 

A  ̂j*>_jLi«  mains,  Long-necked  (camel)  which 
always  take  the  lead. 

A  &*»*^Lo  mulusat,  (v.  n.  of  (j-^)  Being  sleek, 
soft,  smooth,  bare.  Smoothness,  sleekness. 

A  i^'p^  mulawwas,  (A  dish)  made  of  unground 
wheat,  honey,  and  water. 

A  mulut,  (v.  n.  of  lal/c)  Thieving.  Being 

born  of  unknown  parents,  (pi.  of  iaLem//i)  Thieves 
or  worthless  fellows.  Born  of  unknown  parents. 

A  lijLc  milwaz,  A  stick  or  scourge. 

A  'iS'i^A  malufjhat,  (fem.)  Foolish,  low,  obscene. 
A  mvlugln,  (in  the  dialect  of  Moi'occo) 

A  jester,  droll,  merry  fellow. 

A  maluf,  (Forage)  wet  with  rain. 

A  ui)_5i/c  muluh,  (pi.  of  diU  malik)  Kings. 

p  ̂_ji/c  maluka.  The  head  of  a  Christian  sect. 

PsS^^ifO  m?(Zu^a?za,  Royal,  princely, like  a  king. 

e6\^jL«  ̂ l*!?  hhrcanchasi  taf^mi  midukana, 
A  trayful  of  viands  fit  for  a  king  :  royal  dainties. 

A  's^^  mulukat,  Possession.  Servitude. 
A  muluhiy.  Royal,  regal,  kingly. 

A  J^i^  malul,  Fatigued,  tired.  Sick,  languid. 
Melancholy,  vexed,  sad,  dejected,  out  of  spirits, 
p  malul  shudan,  To  be  afl3icted. 

^^<«  wiaZoZa,  Vexation,  grief,  affliction,  sad- 
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ness,  melancholy. 

A  mulawlab.  An  instrument  or  style  with 

which  collyrium  is  applied  to  the  eyes. 

A  &5ji*TOaZwZaZ,  (m.f.)  Sad,  afflicted.  Wearied. 
J  maluU,  Weariness,  disgust. 

A        malum,  Reprehended,  accused. 

A  i^pjomulawwan.  Coloured, of  various  colours. 
SY  muluniya,  A  long  melon. 

A  Ij'P^  mvla7Viva\  Distorted,  crooked. 
A  ̂ji*maZ/ciy,Twisted  (rope).  Plaited  (brace- 

let). Distorted. 

p  &i<«  malla,  A  piece  of  nankeen. 

A  milhah,  Extremely  fair. 

A  7nulahhab,  Cloth  not  saturated  with  dye. 

p         malhatl,  Liquorice. 

A       7nulahhaj,  Sleepy,drowsy,  unable  to  work. 

A  cS^i*  midahliad.  Much  beaten.  Trodden  un- 
der foot.    Injuriously  or  iniquitously  used. 

aJ^  milhaz,  A  giver  of  a  box  under  the  ear. 

A  ̂ 3^^  midahhak,  Made  white,  whitened. 

p  ̂\jc  malham,  (for  ̂ j<>)  A  salve,  plaster. 
A  mfZ/tam,  Gluttonous.  J/MZ/ia??i,  Inspired. 

MulJnm,  An  inspirer. 

A  ̂iji*  malhurv.  Played,  amused. 

A  L-^_j.^  7nalhub,  Kindled,  inflamed. 
A  7nalhv.t,  Name  of  the  fish  which  Mu- 

hammadans  imagine  supports  the  world. 

Aj^^  malhuz,  Marked  with  the  first  appear- 
ance of  grey  hairs  (half-grey  being  ia^\  asJmat, 

and  white  hairs  ashyab').  Compact  in  body. 
Seared  on  the  cheek-bone  under  the  ear. 

A  malhuf.  Injured,  oppressed,  afflicted, 

sighing,  sad,  distressed,  malhufu'l 
halb.  Pained  at  heart. 

A  mulahwik,  A  vain-boaster. 

A  J^-^  milha'.  Any  instrument  used  in  play  or 
by  way  of  recreation ;  likewise  a  musical  instru- 

ment, or  the  art  of  performing.  Mulhi,  A  mimic, 

buffoon,  jester,  one  who  aifords  amusement. 
A        malif,  Opulent,  wealthy. 

A  Jj,-^  mulla',  A  cake  well  baked. 
A       7nariy,  A  portion  of  an  age.  A  long  hour. 

A        maliyan,  For  a  long  while. 

A         milyah,  (A  horse)  soon  thirsty. 

A  milya^  (A  she-camel)  soon  thirsty ; 
also  one  running  before  others  and  then  returning. 

Pj\xA<  malibar,  Malabar  in  India. 
A  i-l*jJv/c  millit,  Leaf  of  the  ma7'kh-tree, 

A  (-^JjJ^  milyas,  Strong,  powerful. 
A  mulayyas,  (A  man)  corpulent,  flabby, 

and  slow-paced.    Base,  contemptible. 

A  ̂Ju«  malij,  A  suckling.    Great,  illustrious. 
A  ̂Xic  7nalth,  (pi.  niilcih  and  amlah) 

Beautiful.  Agreeable, sweet, charming.  Saltwater 

(well).  Saltish  (fish).  ̂ lamalihu'l  halam, 
Eloquent,  agreeable,  abu'lmalih,  A  lark. 

p^5'jf^)u«maZiA-<7M?/,Eloquent,charmingspeaker. 

A  maWih,  Insipid  (meat) ;  weak,  corrupt. 
Slow  in  coition. 

A        maliz,  A  place  of  refuge,  asylum.  ̂  

A  t^Aiomullis,  (in  the  Morocco  dialect)  A  plum. 
A  ̂L-jkL«  mulaijsat.  Acid  milk,  with  which  pure 

milk  is  diluted.  Mid-day.  The  time  between  sun- 

set and  the  evening-prayer.  The  month  of  Safar. 
A  month  between  the  close  of  the  hot  weather  and 

the  winter  (a  kind  of  Indian  summer).  A  little 
household  furniture.    Name  of  a  fort  in  Taif. 

A  ̂^JaAK  malts,  (v.  n.  of  i_>ai«  Voiding  excre- ment.   An  abortion. 

A  la-l«  mailt,  (A  foetus)  without  hair.  Feather- 
less  (arrow).    An  abortion. 

A  mali^  (pi.  mulu^  A  barren  desert : 
level  and  sterile  ground.  Swift(she-camel  or  horse). 

A  i^ii^'O  m,aTih,  An  abortion. 
A  'isiAfO  malikat,  An  ink-stand  furnished  with 

cotton,  silk,  or  any  thing  similar. 

A  7nalih,  (pi.  -^KLo  mulahai)  A  king.  A 

pirate.  ,J,^^^  Cil-l«wiaZ«/m'/iwa/<Z,  King  of  the  bees. 

A  'sj^sj^  mulayhat.  Name  of  a  company  or 
body  of  people.    A  page,  leaf,  folio. 

A  mal'il,  (Bread)  baked  under  the  ashes. 
(Meat)  dressed  amongst  hot  ashes  called  id*  mallat. 
Beaten  or  marked  (road).  Mulayl,  A  crow. 

A         7nulayyal,  Long  and  dark  (night). 

A  &LLo  maVdat,  The  heat  of  a  fever  penetrating 
to  the  bones. 

A  ̂aLo  malim.  Reproved,  blamed.  Mulim,  An 
accuser,  censurer,  bhimer.  Repreliensible,  deserv- 

ing censure.  ̂ Aa  jC^  CIJj  7mbba  lanmiTi  midlmun, 
Many  a  censurer  is  deserving  of  censure. 

p  f^\iSM       mall  maydan.  Apparent,  public. 

A  i^x^  mulayyaTi,  Softened,  soothed,  pacified, 
pleased.  Favourable.  il/2<Za?/?/i?i,  Softening,  emol- 

lient.    A  lenitive,  laxative. 

A  'sZ.Aft>  7nalyanat,  A  soft  thing  laid  under  the 
head.  XJjJi^  zu  malyanatin,  Placid,  mild,  amia- 

ble, lenient,  engaging. 

A  saU  7nalih,  (for  ̂ -o)  Good,  beautiful. 

A  ̂^\lO  maTif,  (pi.  7nilaf,  f-VAA  aniUsas,  and 
-s*^  mulata)  Rich,  wealthy,  affluent,  opulent. 

A  (^jk^  mulayyis,  (or  i^a-aUi  mulayyis)  Very 
hairy  and  full  of  flesh  (camel). 

A  ̂   mam,  (a  contraction  of  mamnu^  In- 
admissible,   (and  of  pL<*«  musallam)  Granted. 

A  l!II<o  m,imma,  (or"^  mimma)  (fori*  f^min  ma) 
From  or  of  that  which.  From  what  cause. 

A  i>UU'«  mumufat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_?l*)  Acting  or 

computing  by  hundreds  (&jU  mi^a^ ;  as&i3\_j/«  mu- 

^aZo/cti,  implies  numbering  by  thousands  i_-fl3^aZ/"). 
A  Sjf\^  muwasarat,  (v.  n.  3  of jl*)  Commit- 

ting mutual  hostilities.  Boasting  against  or  defy- 

ing (another).  Exasperating  each  other.  Being, 
making,  or  becoming  equal  (in  any  thing). 

A  iLi^lve  mumafanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^jl*)  Giving 
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attention  to.  Worthy,  deserving  of. 
A  OU*  mamdt,  Place  or  time  of  death.  Death. 

Mumat,  Mortal.  Obsolete,  disused  (verb). 

A  '&^lvo  mumat ahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  udlLc,  not  in 
use)  Contracting,  engaging  to  give  marriage-por- 

tions to  each  other. 

A  ̂^lv«  mumaiin,  Great,  distant  (journey). 

A  iu)lvo  mumatanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^j^)  Retiring; 

a  great  way  off.    Putting  off. 

A  (J.5lve  vmmasil,  Alike,  resembling,  equal,  si- 
milar, identical.  Comparable.  A  name  for  any  of 

the  five  conjugations  J-iii  fa^^la,  fa^la, 

afflict,  ̂JJ»a.>  tafa^^la,  and  ̂ ys■\s3  tafa^la. 
T  f^<^  ijj^v*  mumasU  shudan,  To  resemble,  a  jS- 

ghayr  mumasil,  Dissimilar.  A  name  for  any 

of  the  seven  conjugations  infa^la,  J,*jki\ 

ifta^la,  if^lla,  J.xaL*»^  isiaf^la,  JUJ^  if- 

^lla,  ̂}^yt^\  if^w^la,  JjJ*i\  if^wwala. 
As^\^mumasalat,  (v.  n.3of  jXo)  Being  like, 

resembling.    Resemblance,  similitude,  allusion. 

a  Si^s-lve  mumajadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  d^)  Contend- 

ing for  glory  (d^^  majd).  Boasting,  glorying  in. 

A  »;5-U*  mumdjarat,  (v.  n.  3  of Taking 
usury  in  buying  and  selling. 

A  mnmdja^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^)  Sneering, 
ridiculing;  being  petulant,  impudent,  saucy  ;  talk- 

ing obscenely  amongst  themselves. 

A  viumdjin,  (A  camel)  not  conceiving 
though  oft  covered. 

A  mumdjanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^:^)  Playing 
the  whore  (a  mare),  not  standing  to  the  first  leap. 

A  ̂jst'L**  mumdhajat,  A  delaying  of  payment. 
A  mumdhik,  Quarrelsome,  A  brawler. 

A  mumdhahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  C^I^)  Liti- 

gating, suing  at  law.  Disputing,  wrangling. 

A  &)j>-lve  mumdJialat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J.^)  Dealing 
fraudulently  one  with  another.  Contending  with 

for  superiority  in  strength.    Enmity,  animosity. 

A  'iias-\^mumdkhazat,(y.  n.3  ofia^)  Forc- 
ing the  female  to  lie  down  (a  stallion-camel). 

A  a^iil^  mumdddt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ji^,  not  used) 

Bearing  with,  tolerating,  granting  a  delay.  Filling. 

A  's5l»*  mumdddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  3!*)  Extending, 
stretching.  Prolonging.  Deferring  payment. 

A  e\d\^  mumdzdt,(r.  n.  3of(_f3«i«)  Playingand 

toying  together  (men  and  women).  Pandering  to 
one's  own  wife. 

A  mumdzik,  Untrue  in  love  or  friendship, 

A  Wiil^o  mumdzakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂j3>^)  Shewing 
a  pretended  regard  or  feigned  love. 

A  mumdrdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  (Jj^)  Disputing, 
contending  with,  quarrelling,  opposing.  Doubting, 

suspecting.  Contention,  opposition. 

A  'ijlvo  mumd7Tat,  (v,  n,  3  of  J<«)  Wrestling, 
twisting  one's  self  round  (another),  throwing  (him) 
on  the  ground.  Going  along  with  another. 

A  Li^lve  mamdris,  (pi.  of  <JLij^  mhnras)  Pa- 

tient, mild  towards  (adversaries). 

A  mumdrazat,  (v.  n.3  ofjjxi)  Applying 
a  remedy,  remedying,  curing. 

A  (^_^lv«?HMwarw,Devoted, addicted.  Studious. 

A'i*Hj\^mumdrasat,(y .  n.  3  of  Managing 
(affairs),  applying  with  great  attention,  involving 

one's  self  (in  them).  Handling,  manipulating.  Re- 
medying, curing.  Trying,  testing.  Close  appli- 

cation to  study. 

A  &i3,lvo  mumdratat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂j<)  Pulling 
the  hair.  Tearing,  scratching  with  the  nails. 

A  jjjW*  mumdrin,  (A  she-camel)  not  conceiv- 
ing, being  covered  unseasonably. 

A  &^lv«  mumdranat,  (v.  n,  3  of  (jj^)  Giving 
false  signs  of  pregnancy  (a  camel). 

A  !Sjlv«  mumdzzat,  (v.  n.3  ofJ<)  Retiring.  Re- 
moving. Setting  a  distance  between  two  persons. 

A  "is^lve  mu7ndzaj  at,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂ J*)  Glorying 
against  any  one,  contending  about  glory.  Mixing 

together.  Muddling,  stupefying. 

A  'i»-j\^'0  mumdzakat,  (v.  n.  .3  of  ̂ _/e)  Playing, 
sporting,  jesting  (with  another). 

A  isijlve  mumdzakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  fjj<)  Endea- 
vouring to  outstrip  (in  a  race). 

A  &*jlv«  mumdzakat,  A  playing  together. 

At_j*»lvemmj:as,Swift.  A  calumniator, whisperer, 
r  mumds,  Low  (place),  a  ditch. 

A  (^\^  7nu7ndss,Touching,  tangent,contiguous. 

A  aJUolvo  mumdssat,  (v.  n.  -3  of  (_p^)  Touching 

(another).  Lying  with.  Contact.  Touch, 

A'i^\^  mumdsahat,  (v,  n,3of  ̂ «**)Coaxing. p  mumdsh,  A  hoe.  Low,  not  high, 

A  s\^\^K>  miwidskdt,  A  walking  along  with. 

A  ia^lvo  mumdskakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Striv- 
ing with  in  drawing  or  reproaching 

A  mutndsa^it,  A  fighting  with  swords. 
A  Xi^lv*  mtimdzagkat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Enrag- 

ing (any  one)  in  a  combat. 
A  (Jiulv*  mumdtil.  One  who  delays  payment. 

mtmdtalat,(\.  n.  3  of  (J.ia/«)  Deferring 

payment.  Being  dilatory  in  performing  a  promise. 

A&i»l»/«  mumdzzat,  (v.  n,  3  of  la<c)  Contending, 

striving,  disputing.  Being  malignant  and  injurious, 

A  mumd^k.  One  who  delays  payment. 

A  &Silv«  mumd^kat,  A  delaying,  putting  off. 

A  'i'jsK^  mumdghasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (»lAjw))  Rub- 
bing one  another.  Contending,  litigating.  Alter- 

cation, animosity. 

A  K-^U*  mumdkasat,{\.  n.3of  (j~H*)  Contend- 
ing in  diving.  Rivaling  a  fish  in  diving. 

A  mumdhis,  One  who  bids  against  ano- 
ther at  a  sale ;  an  unfair,  roguish,  haggling  fellow. 

A  mumdkasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂j-^)  Bid- 

ding against  another.  Bating,  lowering  a  price, 

haggling.   Acting  like  a  niggard. 

A  ̂J^U*  mumdkil,  One  who  collects  all  together. 
A         mamdl,  (v.  n.  of  Jlc  for  jj>i*)  Inclining, 

having  a  propensity ;  declining,  deviating  from. 
Propensity,  inclination.  Mumdl,  Inclined.  (Tlie 

V  ow  el  d.^^  fat  ha)  sounded  like  kas}-. 
A  S        mumdlasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Assisting. 

A  ftiJlv"  mumdlasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ul,*Lo)  Acting 

hypocritically,dissembIing.Playing,joking,toying, 

A  iii»lv«  mmndlahat,  (v,  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Eating  ano- 
ther's salt  as  a  pledge  of  friendship.  Confiding  mu- 

tually.  Sucking  (milk)  together. 

A  &i-lve  mumdlakkat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Flatter- 
ing, soothing.  Playing  together. 

A  iiiaJlve  mumdlatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  la.l«)  Repeating 
half  a  verse  which  another  finishes. 

A  iiJlvo  mumdlaghat,  A  jesting  obscenely. 

A  *fl5l^  mmndlahat,  A  flattering,  soothing. 

A  uiiSlv*  viamdlik,(pl.  of'i^l^<c7namlakat)}L\ng- 
doms,  provinces,  dominions,  states,  regions.  Estates 

possessions,  crown-lands.  A  kingdom,  realm,  em- 

pii'e,  dominion.  SMt^j^  C£i5lv«  mamdlihi  mahrusa, 

(or  aa*»j  mamdlihi  mahrusa  A  ̂ s- 
mdniya)  The  Ottoman  empire,  or  the  protected 
dominion  of  Osman. 

AlaJlv*  »iamaZi^,(pl.oflaS>v''  mumlit)  (Camels) 

which  bring  forth  hairless  colts. 

A  Ci)>..t^lvo  mamdlih,  (pi.  ofL^^^^mamluh)  Ser- 
vants, slaves,  either  purchased  or  taken  in  war. 

Mamalukes.  Ci)-il^\  Jj»^  ahallu'l  mamdlih,  The 
lowest  of  slaves,  humblest  of  servants. 

A  5uL»/c  mumdndt,  (v.  n.  3  of  Granting  a 

delay.  Extending,  drawing  out,  prolonging.  Ex- 

pecting. Repaying.  Treating  courteously.  Com- 
ing or  riding;  behind  another.  Ridincr  in  turns. 

Rendering  necessary,  compelling. 

A  ej>\.^mvmdnnat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^)  Helping  one: 

going  and  coming  repeatedly  on  his  affairs. 
A  mumdnih,  (A  camel)  which  gives  milk 

when  others  haveceased.Continual,incessant(rain). 

A  ̂^Ivo  mumdnuhat,  A  weeping  perpetually. 

A  ̂ 1^0  mumdni^  A  hinderer,  an  opposer  :  one 
who  forbids,  impedes,  obstructs.  Rebellious. 

A  iwol^  mumdna^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ji-*)  Prevent- 
ing, forbidding,  prohibiting,  driving  away,  repel- 

ling. Prohibition,  obstruction,  obstacle,  repulse. 

A(_3lv<m?mawz,Acuckold,pimp  to  his  own  wife. 
A&Jjl^^e  mumdwatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  OUfor  O^^) 

Exercising  patience  towards  (any  one). 

A  'ijtX^  mumdhai-at,  (v.  n.  3  of  j-^)  Contract- 
ing, engaging  to  give  marriage-portions(^^  mahr). 

A  'i^^mumdy  ahat, TlheSiCt  of  mixing  together. 

A  *j^l*-o  mumdyarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjl*  for j<,«)  Re- 
sembling (another),  doing  any  thing  in  the  same 

manner,  imitating,  mimicking, 

A  isJo.U*  mumdyalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jl/o  for  J-Joc) 

Conciliating,  causing  to  incline  to  one  another. 
Makincr  a  hostile  incursion  on  one  another. 

A  liUv*  mumtdd,  One  who  gives,  or  who  asks 
for  a  present. 



A         mumtaj;  Sent  in  quest  of  provisions. 

AjUL»*  mumtaz,  Chosen,  distinguished,  select. 
Eminent,  excellent,  illustrious.  Separate,  distinct. 

A  Jii**  mumtasil,  Obedient,  obsequious,  obey- 
ing orders;  a  follower  or  observer  (of  religion,  law, 

or  custom).  An  imitator.    (See  Jlii<i\  imtisal.) 

A  Ja^*^  mMwfa/i?^,  Running.  One  who  draws 

a  sword.  (See  ial^^  imtihat). 

A  (jS^"*^  mumtahish,  Burnt,  scorched. 

A|^^^*^m«im<a/«'^,Abolished,obliterated.Burnt. 
Diminished,  perished.  Clean. 

A  Cil^**  mumtahik,  Morose,  surly,  angry. 

A  j^^*^  viumtalian,  Experienced,  tried.  Skil- 
ful. Mumtaliin,  One  who  tries,  proves,  examines, 

and  weighs  (words).  (God)  opening  and  enlarg- 
ing (the  heart  of  man). 

Aj^f*^  mumtakhir,  One  who  chooses  the  best, 
gives  a  preference  to,  takes  the  choicest  part  of  any 
thing.  One  who  sucks  the  marrow  out  of  a  bone. 

(A  horse)  standing  facing  the  breeze  to  inhale  it. 

A  (_j«a.-^*^  viumtakhiz,  (Milk)  shaken  in  the 
churn ;  or  (a  foetus)  stirring  in  the  belly. 

A  )a^^  mumtakhit,  One  who  blows  his  nose. 
One  who  draws  a  sword.  One  who  draws  a  bow 

with  the  whole  strength.  Who  extracts,  shakes 

out ;  who  seizes  (what  is  in  another's  hand). 
A  JkJL^'O  mumtadd,  Extended,  prolonged,  pro- 

tracted, stretched. 

A  mumtadih,  A  praiser.  Wide,  spacious 

(country).  Blown  out  (side,  waist,  hypochondria). 

Aj^Xk**  mumtadir,  One  who  takes  up  a  clod. 
A  (_jiuVivo  mumtadish,  A  seizer,  snatcher. 
A  mumtadi,  One  who  draws  out. 

A  jiXkvo  mumtazik,  (Milk)  diluted  with  water. 

A  Jj?Iv«  mumtariz,  A  vilifier,  calumniator. 
A  ̂ ^J^  mumtaris,  Rubbed  against.  Mute, 

dumb,  unable  to  speak  at  the  time  of  contest. 

A^^jl^e  mMm<an's/i,Onewho  snatches  or  shakes 
out  of  the  hand  of  another.  One  who  labours, 

studies,  endeavours. 

A  Ja/Iv*  mumtarit,  A  snatcher.  A  collector. 

A  ̂ ji^mumta7'ik,  (An  arrow)  passing  through. 
A  (_fj<^-o  mumtari,  Doubtful  about  (a  thing). 

Who  or  what  forces  out.  (See  imtiras.') 

A^ji^ifmumtazij,  Mingled,  mixed,  compound- 
ed. Accustomed,  used  to,  agreeing  with  one's  con- 

stitution (^j*  mizdj). 

A  ̂ ^ivo  mitmtasih,  Who  draws  a  sword. 

A ^-jL»«  mumtasikh,  Who  draws  (a  sword). 
A  ̂ *»jL»/«  mumtasigh,  Retired  to  one  side. 
A  Cil-«J>v«  mumtasik,  Holding  fast. 
A  mumtasil,  Who  draws  a  sword. 

A  ̂ ^'i^  mumtasi,  Thirsty. A  mhntash,  A  thief,  a  robber. 

A  ia-ijL»xi  mumtashit, Combed..  One  who  combs 
himself.  One  who  allows  the  hair  to  fall. 

A  ̂^-iv«  mumtash!^  A  spoiler,  snatcher,  seizer. 
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One  who  draws  a  sword.   (See  ̂ Li-Xo^  imtisha^) 

A  Jji^j^v*  mumtashik,  One  who  draws  a  sword. 
A  snatcher.  A  cutter.  Who  milks  the  udder  dry. 

A  mumtashil,  Who  draws  a  sword. 

A  mumtashi,  One  whose  flocks  (kju»»l«c 
mashiijat)  are  very  healthy  and  prolific. 

A  ̂ajL»/6  mumtasikh,  One  who  strips  off. 
A  jj^S.^  7numtasir,  One  who  milks  Vi'ith  the 

tips  of  his  fingers.  (SeejlxaX«\  imtisar.) 

A  ̂ jojkve  mumtasi^  Travelling  (horse).  One 
who  departs  on  a  journey. 

A  ̂ialvo  mumtatih,  High,  swollen  (river). 
A  JJajve  mumtatil,  One  who  delays  a  term  of 

payment.  (A  plant)  growing  long. 

Aj_jlajLv«mMmfa?I,Whousesasa  beast  ofburden. 
A         mumatfi^,  A  user,  an  enjoyer. 

A  iSm^  mumtadd,  A  seizer,  snatcher. 

A  [^jojiL^  mumta^z.  Angry.  Difiicult. 

A  jj.j«iv<  mumta^l.  Who  snatches  hastily. 
A  laAiv*  mumtafjliit.  Drawn.  Who  draws  (a 

sword).  High,  full  (day). 

A  laa::^*  mumtakit,  Who  brings  out. 

A  mumtaha^  Changed  (colour). 

A  JsJCv*  mumtahil,  Whodivesagain  andagain. 
A  tS^Xvo  mumtahir,  Coloured  with  red  earth. 

A  iJjL*^  mumtill,  One  who  passes  swiftly  by. 

One  who  puts  bread  on  the  ashes  to  bake.  One 
who  embraces  a  sect  or  creed  (&L«  millat). 

A  mumtalij.  Who  sucks  milk. 

A ̂ ^mumtalihfWho  mixesfalsehood  with  truth. A  -.blvOTOMmtaZaM,  Bereft  of  sense.  3Iumtalikh, 
c 

One  who  draws,  pulls  out,  or  extracts. 
A  mumtaliz,  A  receiver  of  a  gift. 

A  mumtalas,  Gone,  lost  (sight). 

A  lalivo  mumtalit,  A  seizer,  snatcher. 

A  nXx^  mumtaUh,  One  losing  his  wits. 

A^Sjkvo  mumtalit.  Filled,  replete,  heaped,  full. 
A  mumtanah,  Enriched  (with  wealth)  by 

God.  3Iumtanih,  A  receiver  of  a  present :  a  bene- 

ficiary. A  giver  of  riches. 

A  mumtani^  Prohibited.  Impossible. 
One  who  abstains  from  or  desists.  A  strong  lion. 

Inaccessible  (mountain).  Strong,  generous,  bold. 

^^W^  mumtani^'l  fdlaj.  Incurable, 

^^yo^\  mumtani^^l  wusul,  Inaccessible. A  OUcoL^o  mitmtani^t,  Impossibilities. 

t^^i^i^  mumtahaj.  Drawn  (blood). A  CiJs-^jkvo  mumtahik,  In  the  flower  of  youth. 

A  (^fjU*  mumtahin,  Who  receives  as  a  servant. 
One  who  enters  into  service.  (See  ̂ ^\^\  imtihan.) 

A  ijivo  mumsil,  One  who  punishes  by  way  of 
example  ;  who  kills  a  homicide  in  retaliation. 

A  (Ji^  mumassal,  Pictured,  represented. 
A  tnamsun.  Pained  in  the  bladder. 

A         mumajjad,  Glorified,  glorious. 

AjST*  mumjir,  Twin-bearing  (woman). 

A  a;^**  mumjirat,  {or js^^  mumjir)  A  sheep 

or  a  camel  lean  from  having  an  overgrown  foetus 

in  the  womb.  A  woman  advanced  in  pregnancy 

and  unable  to  rise.  Mumjirat,  (The  year)  when 

the  sheep  or  camel  is  so  affected. 

A  \a.^^  mumajjat,  One  who  vacillates  from 
tallness  of  stature. 

A^^mumajmaj,  Shaky,  tremulous  (buttock). 
A  ̂j^^  mumajjan,  Extended,  protracted  (road). 
A  'i\.^*^mimhdt,  A  cloth  for  wiping  the  privities. 

A  (Jls**  mimhal,  Barren,  smitten  with  dearth. 
A  (jS.^^  mumhash,  Burnt  (bread).  Mumhish, 

Burning,  blistering. 

A  'iL^*  mumliishat.  Barren,  burning  (year). 
A  m.umahhas,  Strong,  hardy  (horse). 

&*as^*  mumahMsatu'' z  zunub,  (A  woman) 
clear  of  faults. 

A  ̂y^f^mwmhil,  (  Earth)  parched  for  want  of  rain. 
A  J.sy^mM7Ma/t/taZ,Long,  lengthened  out.  (Milk) 

losing  its  sweetness,  growing  sour. 

A  mamhalat,  A  milk-bottle  made  of  the 
skin  of  a  sucking  lamb. 

A         mamlium.  Obliterated,  defaced. 

.A  1^^^^  mamlius,  Polished,  shining,  glitter- 

ing (spear).    Strong  (camel).  Firm-fleshed. 
A  mamhuz,  Pure,  unmixed,  unalloyed. 

A  (^^**  mamhiy,  EflTaced,  obliterated. 
A        vmmikhhh.  Long,  tedious  (affair).  (A 
C 

bone)  full  of  marrow  (^  mukhhh). 
A        mumikhkhat,  Fat,  full  of  marrow  (sheep). 

A  Jjj^*  mumakhrah,  Dispersed  (crowd).' 
A  {^ja.^  mimhhaz,  A  leathern  bottle  churn. 
A  'A^<y*'  mimhhazat,  A  churn. 

A  ̂^sT**  mumakhhhan,  (A  road)  made  hard  and 
smooth  by  treading. 

A  [^^^  mamhhuz.  Churned  (milk). 
A  mumidd,  An  extendei-,  prolonger,  pro- 

tracter.    A  helper,  furnisher  of  supplies. 

A  mumaddah,  Lauded,  greatly  extolled. 
A         mumaddad,  Stretched(tentwith  cords). 

AjS^  mumaddar,  Plastered  with  clay. 

A  'ij  mimdarat  or  mamdarat,  A  place  whence 

they  take  pure  clay  (jA*  viadai-). 
A  sj^i^  mumaddarat,  Fat  (camels). 

A  ̂ jti^-o  mamduh.  Praised,  celebrated,  famous, 
laudable,  commendable. 

A  Ols»-j      mamrfM/<a^,Laudable  acts  or  things. 

A  iijiW"  mamd,ud,  Extended,  protracted,  length- 

ened out.  Marked  with  the  sign  madda  — . 
A  IS^  mumaddah,  V raised,  lauded,  eulogised. 

Ay^^  mumzaliirr,  Milk  divided  into  its  lac- 
teous  and  serous  particles,  which  on  being  shaken 

unite.  A  man  of  a  mixed  race. 

A  Ji-»*  mimzal,  A  pimp  to  one's  own  wife. 

A  ̂JjiS-vo  mamzuh,  (Milk)  mixed  with  water. 

A  ̂yJs^  mumzafill,  Astonished,  disturbed  in 
mind.  Bad-tempered. 

A  jv«  mamarr,  (v.  n.  of^)  Departing,  passing 



by,  proceeding.  Pass,  passage,  transit,  ford.  Ac- 

count, cause.  A  canal.  ̂ ^^^jtS'^  mamarru' z za- 
muUy  Lapse  of  time.  (_>»<13  Jv«  mamarri  nas,  The 
transitof  man,  i.e.  Deatli.  A  beaten  path.  Twisted 

firmly  (rope).  Blumirr,  One  who,  having  made 

a  young  refractory  camel  apparently  quiet,  holds 

fastby  the  tail,andfixes  hisfeetfirmly  ontheground, 

that  he  may  not  drag  him  if  he  tries  to  escape. 

A  mimraj,  (A  camel)accustomed  to  abort. 
(A  man)  whose  alfairs  are  in  confusion. 

A  ̂^j^  mimrah,  Active,  sprightly  (horse).  Land 
quickly  producing.  (An  eye)  shedding  many  tears. 
A  mimraz,  One  often  sick. 

A  mimrai,  (A  palm-tree)  whose  dates 
usually  drop  off.  Swift  (camel). 

A  ̂jve  mimraj  Fertile,  cultivated  (place). 
A  mimras,  (pi.  CL>J^mamaris)  Patient, 

mild  towards  an  adversary. 

A'i'ij^ mumarrasat,  (Land)  wet  by  gentle  rain. 

A  ̂y>■Jvo  mumarjal,  (pi.  ̂y>-\y^  mar-ajil')  A  gar- 
ment remarkable  for  its  colour  and  figures.  Marked 

with  the  figure  of  a  cauldron  ((Jf^  mirjaV). 

A  ■^j*^  mimrah,  Active,  sprightly  (horse). 
A  ̂ ^♦»cw2MTOarra/i,Trained,fruit-bearing(vine). 
A  mumarrad,  Lengthened  (building). 

A  {^jvo  mumriz,  An  attendant  on  the  sick. 

A  ̂Oj^Ki  mumrit,  (A  palm)  whose  dates  drop 
off.  Swift  (camel). 

A  g^^TOWTwH^,  Fruitful,  rich  in  provender.  One 
who  has  sheep  well  fed. 

kJS-j^  mumar^z,  (A  garment)  made  of  goats' hair  or  other  fine  hair. 

A^v«  mumarriffh,  A  wallower  on  the  ground. 
A  &S>^  mimrughat,  The  blind  gut. 

A^jv"  mumarrik,  A  singer.    Particles  of  but- 

ter like  locusts'  eyes  floating  in  milk. 
A  ̂ ^jv*  mumarran,  Of  a  rigid  (countenance). 

A  Oj jv«  mamrut,  (Land)  barren,  destitute  of 
herbage  by  reason  of  a  superabundance  of  moisture. 

Ajj J-*-*  mavxrur,  Troubled  with  bile,  bilious. 
Filled  (leathern  bottle). 

A  mamrus,  Steeped.    Rubbed  (date). 

A  (^«/«  mumris,  Wholesome,  digestible  (food). 
A  she-camel  retaining  the  seed  of  the  male. 

A  i^j^  mumri,  In  a  proper  train  (business).  A 
camel  retaining  the  seed  of  the  male. 

A  iOjv*  mumriyat,  A  cow  followed  by  a  calf 
of  a  brilliant  white  colour. 

A  ̂3.jve  mumazzak,{y.n.  2of  |Jj*)Tearing.  Torn. 

A  ̂ j.^mamzuj,  Tempered,  mixed,  l-^^^-j^ 

^j'j^shardbi  mamzuj,  Wine  diluted  (with  water). 
A  Jijjv*  m.amzuh,  Torn,  rent. 
A  (_j»>l*-*v«  mamsas,  Light,  not  heavy. 

A^«.v«  mimsah,  A  liar. 
A  Cii-*<*ve  mwmsift,Whoholds, contains, retains, 

seizes.  One  who  restrains  himself  (from  speaking). 
Avaricious,  stingy,  parsimonious.  Economical.  A 
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miser,  niggard.  A  horse  that  has  one  fore  and  one 
hind-foot  white  on  the  same  side. 

A  Lii)>— vo  mumassak,  (A  garment)  perfumed  with 

musk.    (A  medicine)  mixed  with  musk. 

A  mumsakat,  (A  horse's  leg)  possessed 
of  white ;  also  destitute  of  white. 

A  ̂ y^^o  mamsuh,  Cleaned,  wiped.  Polished, 
furbished.  Anointed.  Characterized  by  a  plain 

face  or  level  superficies.  A  rough  cheek  or  towel. 

A^j.^.»  <  viamsuhh,  Changed,  metamorphosed 
into  a  deformed  shape.  (A  horse)  lank-buttocked. 

kis^y,*^  ?7iamsMMa^,Meagre-hipped  (woman). 

hi^y^^mamsud,  ̂ xce\\ent\y  or  elegantly  formed 

by  nature,  well  knit  in  the  bones. 

A  ̂ ^y^^  mamsus,  Touched.  Tangible.  Fu- 
rious.  (Water)  partly  sweet  and  partly  brackish. 

A  J_5-*v*  mumsa',  (v.  n.  4  of  ̂ _^^)  Being  even- 
ing, becoming  evening.  A  monk's  cell.  The  place 

where  the  evening  is  past.  Mumsl,  Late  in  the  even- 
ing.One  who  comes  ordoes  anything  in  the  evening. 

A  mamshat,  A  causeway,  path  by  which 

one  walks,     llumshat,  Propagated  (religion). 

mimskash,  A  thief,  robber,  stealer. 
A  laJL»*  mhnshat,  A  comb. 

A  ̂ J^^  mumashshakf  Dyed  with  red  earth. 
A  (J-i*^  mimshal.  One  wiio  milks  leisurely. 

A  )syL.^mam^hut, Combed..  (A camel) marked 
with  the  sign  \>J^  musht.    Tall  and  slim  (man). 

A  ̂ Jy^  mamshiik,  Thin,  lean,  spare  (man). 
Slender-waisted  (horse).  Long  and  slender  (penis). 

A  wiawis/tM^a^,  (  A  girl)  of  an  elegantform. 

A  i^yL^  mamshul,  Meagre  in  the  thighs. 

A  ̂ j^^  mamsha,  (v.  n.  of  f^^^^)  Walking. 

Blamshi  or  mamsha' ,  A  privy.  3Iumshl,  One  who 
observes  (the  law).  (See  -^Li^^  imshas.) 

A  Jl<av«  mimsal,  (A  sheep)  whose  milk  sepa- 
rates from  the  serum  before  being  churned. 

Ajjo.^  mumassar,  Coloured  with  red  clay. 

A  i.—\]^^^,cmumastak,'M.ixed  with  gum  mastich. 
A  mimsal,  A  press,  strainer,  or  cauldron 

used  by  dyers.  Mumsil,  (A  woman)  bringing  forth 

an  abortion.  (A  sheep)  whose  milk  separates  from 
the  serum  before  being  churned. 

A  &,o.«#av«  mumasmisaiu'z  zunuh,  (A 
woman)  clear  of  crime. 

AjyA^  mamsur,  (A  horse)  put  to  his  speed. 

A  (^jrfOvo  mamsus,  Slender  (horse's  pastern). 
A  'ktOyo^mamsusat,  Lean,  emaciated  (woman). 
A  (.jov*  mumizz,  Hot,  burning  (collyrium). 

A  Xj^aovo  m,amzaghat,  Mastication.  Root  of  jaw. 

A  t^^'^.to^  mamzuwun  ^aZa?/A?,(Business)  cle- 
verly managed,  properly  executed. 

A  '^yo^  mamzugh.  Masticated,  chewed. 
A  ̂^*TOMTO2'a', Subscribed,  authenticated.  An 

authentic  writing,  _j  mumza  u  inu- 

snjjal.  Signed  and  sealed. 

Ajla»*  mamtar,  (riiimtar,  or  "ijla^  mimtarat) 14  p 

A  woollen  cloak  to  protect  one  from  the  rain  ( ̂̂ -o 
matar).^    Muvitir,  Rainy  (day). 

A  &«lave  muviatta^t,  A  camel  whose  udder  is 
full  and  flows  with  milk. 

Ajy^a^mamtur,  Wetted  with  rain( J^3.<  viatar), 
rained  upon.  One  who  rubs  the  teeth  much. 

A  Jjlav*  Hammered.  Extended.  Put 
off  (creditor). 

A  s^x^  mumazzah,  Praised. 

A  Jjtve  minted,  A  wolf  that  steals  rapidly  along. 

A  jSvo  muma^^z,  Hard-skinned  (man). 
A  lajltvo  muma^jit.  Very  tall. 

A  uLIj»vo  mim^k,  One  who  puts  off  payment. 

A  mam^d,  Disordered  in  the  stomach. 

A  j^V*  mam^ir,  Austere,  frowning  with  rage. 

A  jy*v<  mam^.h,  Disordered  in  the  stomach. 

A  (J_j«vo  mam^d,  Gelded  (ass). 
A  ̂ ;^«v«  mam^n.  Succulent,  juicy  (grass). 

A  jUvc  mimghar,  (A  sheep)  accustomed  to  give 
milk  mixed  with  blood.  A  palm  bearing  red  dates. 

A y>^<  mimghar,  A  palm-tree  bearing  red  dates. 

Mumghir,  (A  sheep)  giving  milk  mixed  with  blood. 
A  mumaghghar,  Coloured  with  the  red 

earth  'iyk<  maghrat.  Miimaghghir,  (An  unripe 
date)  of  the  colour  of  Xji*  maghrat. 

A  lai»««  mummaghit,  Tall  (man). 

A  Jjtvomm<7/«aZ,Desirousofeatingearth.  3Ium- 

ghil,  (A  woman)  bearing  a  child  every  year,  and  con- 
ceivin"'  before  the  weaning  of  the  former  infant. 

A  lL>  yt^mamghuSyWarmed.  Attacked  by  fever. 
Definite,  determined.  Corn  beaten  down  by  the  rain . 

A(^yt»*maw^/<MS,Griped,troubledwithcholic. 

A^Hve  mumhir,  Acid,  bitter.  A  well  contain- 
ing little  water.  Milk. 

A  O^v*  mamhut.  Hated,  held  as  an  enemy. 

A ̂ ysvo  mamhur,  Steeped  in  brine,  salted  (fish). 

A ^jLvc  rna?»/iM^,  Hit.  Reviled.  Suspected. 
A  mimhar,A.  palm-tree  accustomed  to  bear 

hard,  unripe  dates. 
A        mumahhir,  A  regrater,  forestaller. 

A  (J^^  m  imkal,  A  pond  containing  little  water. 
A  well  wherein  is  water. 
A  mamhulat,  Exhausted  (well). 
A  mumhan  or  mumahhan,  Confirmed, 

established.  3fumkin,  Possible.  (A  lizard)  full  of 

eggs.  (A  lizard)  which  has  its  eggs  under  it.  (A 

valley)  producing  the  lAant  f^^~J^<  mahnan.  ̂ J^-o 
J_ji»-tiJ\  mumhmud  duhhid,  Accessible,  p  ̂^^^ 

mumkin  shudan,  To  be  possible. 

A  OUC^  m7imkinat,  Possibilities. 

Aj^^  mamhur,  (A  lion)  besmeared  with  the 
blood  of  his  prey.    Coloured  with  red  earth. 

A  Sj^C/«  mamkurat.  Handsome-legged,  firm- 
fleshed,  and  well-built  (woman). 

Ai^^^mamhuh,  Sucked,  especially  marrow. 

A  XJj^Co  mamhulat,  Exhausted  (well). 

p  J,v«  miimnl,  A  blemish  in  the  eye. 
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A  vmmall,  Beaten  (path) ;  worn  (thing). 
Mumill,  One  who  wearies  :  wearisome. 

A  mimlas,  (A  woman)  apt  to  miscarry. 

A  l^iU*  mimlat,  (A  camel)  generally  bringing 
forth  camels  without  hair. 

A  1^'^^  mimlan,  The  first  king  of  Azarbayjan. 
A         mumallah,  Salted. 

mamlahat,  A  salt-work.  Mimlahat, 
A  salt-cellar. 

mamlakht,  A  shoe  or  slipper. w 
A  i^fAvomnmallas,  Smooth,  bare,  sleek,  slippery. 

A  (_>aiv«  mumlis,  Miscarrying  (woman). 

A  )a^^mumlit,  (pi.  laJlv*  wtamaZi^)  (A  camel) 

bringing  forth  a  hairless  colt. 

A  mitnlah,  A  plasterer's  trowel.  3IumUk, 
Poor,  destitute. 

A  mmnallak,  Put  into  one's  possession 
(property).  Enriched,  made  possessor.  A  king. 

Miimallik,  One  who  constitutes  (another)  posses- 
sor; who  puts  in  possession. 

mamluhat,  inamlakat,  or  mamlikat,  (v. 

n.  of  uflU)  Possessing,  having  dominion,  holding. 

3Iamlakat  or  mamluhat,  An  empire,  a  kingdom, 

realm,  dominion,  country,  province,  district,  pos- 
session. Regal  power,  grandeur,  magnificence, 

p  j^ii^lj  CL^^sAvo  mamlahat  randan,  To  sway  the 

sceptre,  a  SyS'  ̂ hdun  mamlahatun,  mavi- 
lihatun,  or  mamluhatun,  A  purchased  slave,  or  cap- 

tive born  of  free  parents  (one  born  a  slave  being 

called  l^'i  ̂ioS-  ̂ bdu  kinnin).  3Iamluhat,  Centre 
of  the  kingdom. 

p  sll)  CL»:^ive  mamlahat-panah,  Asylum  or  de- 
fender of  the  kingdom,  i.e.  the  king. 

p  ̂ Uj.  CIaS^Iv*  mamlakat-panahi,  Defence  of 
the  kingdom,  i.e.  royal  authority,  empire. 

A  jiv«wiowiZMro,  Full,  filled,  replete.  Indisposed 
through  repletion. 

A  ̂jU*  7namli(s,  Filled.  Indisposed  from  reple- 
tion. Troubled  with  rheum  or  cold  in  the  head. 

A  ̂ jU^  mamluh,  Salted. 
A  L-^Wjive  mamluhat,  Salted  naeats.  Pickles. 
A  mamlus,  (Castrated)  boy. 

A  ̂^^vo  mamluh,  (or^cii\  ̂ jU*  mamluhu^z  za- har)  (Ahorse)young, unpractised,  new  at  covering. 

Aui)^)-»*  wiamZw^, Well-kneaded(dough).  Pos- 

sessed, in  one's  power,    (pi.  tdiJU*  mamalVi)  A 
purchased  slave  or  captive.  A  white  slave,  aMama- 

luke.  tdJ^U*        gliulami  mamluh,  A  slave-boy. 

A  ai'_jJ-»/«  mamluhat,  Empire,  dominion. 
J  ̂ji^mamluki.  Servile  condition,  servitude. 

A  'Hi^^^  mamlukiyat,  Slavery.  Captivity. 
A  J_jU*  ma wiZM?,(Bi'ead) baked  under  the  ashes. 
A       mumlis,  A  ewe  supposed  to  be  with  youn g, 

yet  having  only  water  in  the  uterus. 

p  j^jve  mamin,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  What  ? 
A        miman,  (contracted  from  the  prep.  ̂  

min  and  the  pron.       man)  Than  hira  who. 
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AS  U»/«»iamwa^a<,  (or'sUvemamnai)  Black  earth . 
A  al  muminnani.  Day  and  night. 

A         mumnih,  (A  camel)  near  the  birth. 

aJJavc  mamnuw,  Sought  after. 

A  ̂ >v«  mamnu^  Prohibited.    Forbidden,  re- 
strained,   (in  grammar)  Deprived  of  tanwin  and 

of  all  variation  in  inflection  (as  (jf^i  zikra'). 

eS-y^  fdhihat  mamnu^t.  Forbidden  fruit. 

A  'iS'^x^  mamnu^t,  (pi.  Ol^jj^v"  mamnu^t) 
A  forbidden  thing. 

A  (j^Av*  mamnun.  Obliged,  who  has  received  a 
favour.  Diminished,  broken  oflP.  Reckoned  up, 

computed.  Robust,  strong.  Weak.  The  utmost 

of  one's  power.  The  best  of  whatever  one  has.  j:>'\ 

jff"  djt'i  Qhayr  mamnun,  Eternal  rewards, 
p  jjii;^  mamnun  hardan,  To  favour,  oblige. 

A  (^iy^*  mamnuni,  Obligation. 
A  mumni,  (and mumniyat)  (A  she- 

camel)  whose  pregnancy  cannot  be  ascertained 
within  fifteen  days  after  her  taking  the  male. 

A  mamnl?/, Tried,  proved.  Guided,favour- 

ed,  prospered. 
p  (Jjv«  mamul,  Do  not  delay. 
A         viamola,  A  wagtail  (motacilla). 

A  j»^«<  mamum.  Pleuritic  or  small-pocked. 
A^^viamun,M.Qm{amedi  in  food  and  raiment. 

A  S^v«  mumawmah.  Gilded,  washed  over  with 
gold.  Falsified,  adulterated,  insincere. 

A         mimhas,  (A  camel)  giving  thin  milk. 

A  ii.!J«<«  mumahhad.  Levelled,  smoothed.  Dis- 

posed,arranged.Well-laid(foundation). Luke-warm 
(water).  Mumahhid,  One  who  lays  a  foundation. 

A mumhir,  (A  mare)  followed  by  a  colt. 
A  mumahhih,  In  the  flower  of  youth  or 

vegetation.  Of  a  tall,  incompact  shape.  Swift, 

wide-stepped  (horse). 
A  mumhil,  Slow,  granting  delay. 

A         mamhuw,  Thin,  watery  (milk). 

A  mamhuj,  Flabby,  pendulous-bellied. 

^JSV**  mam/<M?',  Signed,  sealed. 
A»jj^mam/tMra<,Dowered,portioned(woman). 

A  ̂ y^mamhuh,  A  great  blunderer  in  talk. 

A  K^xycmumit ^ho  or  what  causes  death :  mor- 

tal, fatal,  deadly.  (A  camel)  which  has  lost  her  colt. 

Ajjk**  mumayyaz.  Distinguished.  Discerned. 

Mumayyiz,  Judicious,  discriminating;  a  discerner. 

A  Jav*  rnarnil,  (v.  n.  of  Jl«  for  J.A*)  Inclining, 

having  a  propensity.  Deviating,  swerving.  Incli- 
nation, propensity,  bias. 

AaJu^/«mMm/ai(Awoman)whowinsmen'shearts, 
or  moves  her  veil  aside  to  shew  her  face  and  hair. 

A  'l^.^o  mamsiy,  (pi.  ijy*^  mamsiyun)  Made 
a  hundred  (&jU  misat). 

p^^man,I.  Me.  A  weight  which  varies  ac- 
cording to  the  custom  of  the  country,  from  40  to 

841bs.  The  heart.  The  hole  of  a  balance  through 

which  the  tongue  plays.  A  heap  or  a  pile  of  any 

thing.  ̂ ^J^  a« maw.  From,  or  than  me.  jjlj^  j^i^ 
<Jl*«i«l/c  in  az  ani  manast.  This  is  mine. 

A  man,  (pron.  of  com.  gender,  singular  and 

plural)  He  who,  she  who,  they  who.  Who  ?  Who- 
soever,whatsoever,every  one  (either  interrogatively 

or  not).  Some  one,  any  one,  a  certain  person. 

(.—As-  t—A-ls  man  talaba  ghalaba.  He  who  asks, 
prevails ;  he  who  searches,  finds  (a  proverb). 

A  min.  From.  Of.  For.  On.  Than,  more 

than.  By.  Besides.  In  comparison  of.  On  the 

part  of,  on  account  of,  by  reason  of.  A  part  of, 

some.  Like,  resembling,  of  the  sort  of,  as,  after  the 

manner  of.  Without,  against.  Namely,  to  wit. 

It  is  sometimes  expletive.  ,_}.»-\  min  ajli,  For 

which  reason.  J.=»\       min  ajli  zalik,  On 

that  account.  i.iD,>\  min  ajliha,  On  thy  ac- 

count, jir- 1  mill  alihir.  Behind,  at  the  back, 

(j^l  ̂J/tl  mini  I  an.  Henceforth,  after  this,  from  this 

time  forward.  ̂ S^^  f^<«min  amam.,  From  the  neigh- 
bourhood, near  at  hand  ;  soon.  ^/c  min  ayn, 

(also  t^As*-  min  hays)  Whence.  ^« 

min  ayyi  rvajhin  hana,  In  whatever  manner, 

in  every  shape,  however.  d-Ki  mim  ba^.  Af- 
ter, hereafter;  presently;  never,  in  no  shape,  ̂ j/o 

l/«  Sf^i  mim  ba^a  ma.  After  that.  min 
tahta.  From  below,  ̂ ^jii  ̂ ^/o  min  du.n,  Besides, 

except.  mini's  subh,  Since  morning.  ̂ >o 

^U/aM  mini's  sabah  ila'r  rawah,  From the  morning  till  the  evening.  min  taraf. 

Apart.  min  ghayr  an,  Notwithstanding, 

although,  nevertheless.  i^<«  min  famh.  From 

above.  ,Jjj*  min  habl.  Formerly.  (Jjj 
min  habl  an,  Heretofore,  j  ̂J^  min  hulli 

ivajhin,  (or  iy^y  \^  (j*  min  hulli  mtjuk  and  ̂ ^-o 
5^>_j!\  min  hulltl  wujuh)  In  every  manner,  in 

all  respects.  ,J-s*  ̂   mim  mahal.  From  elsewhere. 
Sf^\  mini'l  mahd,  From  the  cradle.  &i>-j  ̂  

jii^  a.»-j  ̂ «  J  ul*^  min  wajhin  muhibb  wa  min 
wajliin  ̂ duw.  In  one  respect  a  friend,  in  another 
an  enemy.  min  huna,  (or  ui)U^  f^to  min 

hunah)  Hence.  Ufc  j  Ufc  min  huna  rca  huna. 

On  every  side,  p  ̂   hech  mim  ba^.  Never 
hereafter,  a  J|j\  min  amwal  yawm,  From 

the  first  day.  tj^A  min  awwalihi  ila' 
ahhirihi.  From  the  first  of  it  to  the  last,  &1m* 
min  sanatin,  During  a  whole  year.  min 

shahr.  For  a  whole  month  (I  have  not  seen  him). 

^yi}\  ̂jX)  mini'l  harem,  (We  assisted  him)  against 
his  people.  {^^^'^  ̂ *  mdjasani  min  aha- 
din,  There  came  not  one  to  me.  (j^s^j 

rij.iun  mini'l  awsan.  An  abomination  of  idols.  <— -Jy 

ji^jS"      sarcbun  min  harir,  A  garment  of  silk,  ̂ j/o 
mir  rabbi,  From  my  Lord. 

A  t^io  mann,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^/o)  Fatiguing  (as  a  jour- 

ney;  (a  rider)  tiring(a  camel). Deprivingofstrength. 
Breaking  or  cutting  (a  rope).  Diminishing,  with- 

holding. Being  deficient,  defective.  Being  bene- 
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volent,  benign,  propitious,  favourable.  Conferring 

a  benefit  (on  any  person).  Manna,  a  species  of 

honey-dew  gathered  from  plants,  (pi.  am- 
nan)  A  pair  of  scales.  A  measure  for  dry  goods. 

Very  fine  dust.  Weakness.  A  weight  of  40  sers, 

a  maund.  A  weight  of  about  21bs.  One  whom  no- 

body invites,  (.j-ji***  (Tj<«  mannisalwa',  The  manna 
and  quails  (of  the  Israelites).  Minn,  Beneficence, 

grace,  favour.  i^^>.j  sj>^  hi  minnihi  wa  judihi, 

By  His  (God's)  grace  and  goodness  (or  bounty). 
A  Km  mans,  (v.  n.  oftisi)  Steeping,  soaking  (a 

hide  for  tanning). 

p  U/c  mana,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Open,  dis- 
played, wide,  spacious. 

mana',  Death,  (pi.  -^Usil  amnas,  ̂ \  am- 
ni,  mumy,  and  mariiy)  A  weight  of  two  pounds. 

A  pair  of  scales.  A  measure  for  dry  goods.  Di- 

vine decree.  A  part  of  any  thing  opposite  to  ano- 

ther part.  Intention,  design,  (by  poetic  license 

for  iJjU*  manazil)  Mansions.  Sj^ii  ijj^i^  dari 

mana  6?an7«',My  dwelling  (is)oppositehis  dwelling. 
A  (_.jUsi  manab,  (v.  n.  of  for  <— -'y)  Sup- 

plying the  place  (of  another),  doing  any  thing  for 

him  ;  acting  as  a  locum  tenens.  Lieutenancy,  vice- 

gerency.  The  place  where  any  one  is,  or  acts  as, 
a  substitute.  A  road  leading  to  water. 

A  sbUi*  munabasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  bj)  Announcing 

(any  thing  to  another).  Leaving  oflTa  habit.  Giv- 
ing up  an  acquaintance. 

A  iJL^Kxjo  manabit,  (pi.  of  CL^ij><mambit')  Places 
where  plants  naturally  grow,  their  habitat. 

A  iiiVll*  munabazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iS.j3)  Throwing 

(one  thing  to  another).  Saying,  Throw  the  cloth 

to  me,  or  I  will  throw  it  to  you  (a  kind  of  contract 

in  buying  and  selling).  Recoiling  mutually  (two 

parties  in  battle).  Carrying  on  a  war  openly.  Re- 
tiring from  an  adversary  in  battle. 

A yU/«  manabir,  (pi.  oij^ijo)  Pulpits,  rostra. 

A'i^KyKmunabazatjh.  calling  oneanothernames. 
A  (_^U*mawaW2;,(pl.of  i^jailicmimhaz)^ovis 

with  which  they  separate  cotton. 

manabi^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j««)  Fountains. 
A  »bU*  munabalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J-f^)  Contend- 
ing, endeavouring  to  excelin  dexterity  or  archery. 

A  sljk*  manat,  One  weight  of  two  pounds.  One 

of  the  three  chief  idols  of  the  pagan  citizens  of  Mec- 

ca (the  others  being  allat  and  ^zza'). 
A  OU*  manat,  (pi .  of  ioao  manat^What  females  ? 

A  Sj'iU*  munatarat,  (v.  n.  3  of^)  Speaking  or 
calling  with  a  loud  voice. 

A  i^Myjcmanatin,  (pi.  of  iJiiJ^j-o)  Stinking  (men). 

A  CUye  manias,  (v.  n.  of  l1>u)  Being  distant, 

far  off.  Purposing,  striving.  Munsas,  Removed 
to  a  distance  from  his  friends. 

A  'i\s>XyA  munajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,_^)  Telling  a secret.  Acting  or  speaking  privately  with  another. 
Prayers,recommendations.  An  address  to  the  Deity. 
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A ^[xcmanajih,  (pl.of^ji*  munjih)  Happy, prosperous,  fortunate,  successful  in  business. 

A  Ja-U*  manajid,  (pi.  of  iX^^  minjad)  Broad 

gold  necklaces,  adorned  with  jewels  and  pearls, 

hanging  below  the  breasts.  Munajid,  A  defender, 
assistant.  One  who  fights  a  battle. 

A  Sti^U-«  munajadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Assist- 

ing, aiding.  Going  near.  Fighting. 

A  jjs-lvo  manajiz,  (pi.  of       julz)  Moles. 

A  Js-lx*  munajiz,  A  champion  ;  one  who  goes 
forth  to  the  place  of  combat. 

A  *5J*.llc  munajazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjai)  Preparing 
for  battle,  descending  into  the  place  of  combat. 

A  (J=-U*  manajil,  (pi.  of        minjal)  Sickles. 

manajib,  (pi.  of    >l:S^)  Feeble  men. 
Polished  arrows  without  point  or  feather. 

A  manajih,  (pi.  of  Fortunate. 

A  ̂j>-Kyic  manajih,  (pi.  of  manjanik) 
Warlike  engines  for  casting  stones,  balistae. 

A  iJ;}>-U^  manajin,  (pi.  of  manjanun) 
Wheels  for  raising  water  from  rivers  or  wells,  or 
used  in  watering  gardens. 

A  manah,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y)  Mourning 
(a  deceased  husband). 

A         mannah,  A  giver,  bestower. 

A  &A>.U/«  munahabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  c-*i^)  Citing 

or  bringing  an  adversary  (before  a  judge).  Con- 

tending for  glory,boasting  one  against  another.  De- 

positing bets  at  a  horse-race. 
A  «>"li/8  manahat,  A  house  of  mourninQf. 

A  Ji^s-lx*  munahadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ,  not  used) 

Entering  into  an  agreement,  covenanting. 
A  manaliis.  Unfortunate  (things). 

p  ̂li/o  manahh,  Close.  Open. 
A  munakh,  A  place  where  a  camel  lies 

down.  One's  quarters. 

A  J>-\lic  manahhir,  (pi.  of  J^)  Nostrils. 
A  X-ms-U/c  munakhasat,  (v.n.  3  of  (j-i^)  Flow- 

ingor  being  poured  into  one  another  (cisterns,  pots). 

A^^\x<mandkhil,  (pi.  of  ̂ y^munkhul)  Sieves. 
A  manahhilly,  A  sieve-maker. 

A  *!jbU/«  munadat,  (v.  n.  3of\j6  for  jiii)  Call- 
ing to  one,  invoking,convoking,proclaiming.  Boast- 
ing against  another.  Disclosing  (a  secret).  Sitting 

down  by,  or  being  with  another  in  an  assembly. 

Lying open(the  way).  Seeing,knowing (any  thing). 

A  proclamation,  r  ̂̂ i^^ L^\d\x<>  munadat  kardan. 
To  proclaim,  to  make  a  proclamation. 

A  *5lSUsimuwa(7c?n^,Tbeactofopposing, resisting. 
A  &**»iilju«  munadasat,(v.  n.  3of(j*)tij)  Contend- 

ing in  piercing  with  a  spear.  Calling  one  another 

nicknames.  Walking  or  travelling  in  emulation. 

A&ff-iill«  munadaghat,  (v.  n.  3 of  ̂ tW)  Soothing, 
cajoling.  Talking  amorously  and  politely  together. 

A  piiUiO  munadim,  A  companion,  intimate. 
A  S/oiiU*  munadamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂di^)  Being  a 

confidential  or  pot-companion.  Conviviality. 

\1« 

A  manadi,  Proclamations,  p 

jjiiySs  manadi  hardan,  To  make  a  proclamation. 
A  Munadi,  A  crier,  herald,  proclaimer.  A  small 
drum  that  is  beat  about  to  notify  or  proclaim  any 

thing.  ^ijS^  munad'ui  islam,  One  who 
calls  to  prayers,  a  muezzin. 

A  ̂ liU*  manadih,  A  desert. A  J->.4iljtfcmanaffi/,(pl.of,Jj>>»c)Tovvels,napkins. 

A  jilitfo  manazir,  Admonishers,  exhorters. 

A  ijdK}^  manazirat,  Men  of  the  tribe  of  jii>i/«. 

AjU*  manar,  A  candlestick,  lamp,  lantern.  A 

lighthouse.  A  lofty  turret  joining  the  Muhamma- 

dan  mosques,  from  which  the  crier  calls  the  peo- 

ple to  prayers  (as  they  use  no  bells).  A  kind  of 

fish  destructive  to  ships.  A  march-stone  or  boun- 
dary-mark, a  way-stone  or  direction-post.  A  clear, 

open  road.jU\^j<i  ̂ w'/mawar, Surname  of  Abraha, 
king  of  Arabia  Felix,  who  is  said  to  have  first  erected 

such  posts  when  going  to  war,  as  directions  for  his 

return  through  deserts  and  uninhabited  districts. 

A  *8jU<  manarat,  (pl.jjll/«  manawir  and ylx* 
manasir)  A  candlestick,  lamp.  A  lighthouse.  A 
slender  lofty  turret  from  whose  projecting  balcony 

the  people  are  called  to  prayers;  a  minaret. 

A  ij^tomunazzat,  (v.  n.3  of  ji)  Trying  to  over- 

power by  words.  Victory.  Contention. 

A  manazi^  Competitions,  disputes.  31u- 

nazi^  Contentious,  litigious,  opposed  to,  refractory, 

p  ̂^S'J^munaz^^n,  Adverse  parties, competitors. 

A  '&S-J^mimaza^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ _p)Contending 
(against  another),  opposing,  litigating.  Having  a 

strong  propensity,  longing  for,  inclining  towards. 

Bordering  upon,  being  contiguous,  touching.  Con- 
test, litigation, controversy,  altercation,  fierce  strife. 

A  (  manazif,{j^\.  of'ii^minzafat)  Small 
buckets  at  the  end  of  cross-poles  for  drawing  water. 

A  &5jU/«  munazakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jj>)  Reviling 

one  another,  being  scurrilous.  Drawing  near. 

A  (JjU/«  manazil,  (pl.of  (Jj^*?ttaw2j7)  Mansions, 

halting-places,inns,caravanseras.  Days' journeys, 
stages  in  travelling.  JjU/o  manazilifiragh, 

Delightful  dwellings,  pleasant  retreats.  j*ft51  Jj^ 

manazilu'l  kamar.  Mansions  of  the  moon  (twenty- 

eight  in  number).  jsjj.Ujw  JjUfO  manazili  mutaha- 

yina.  Apartments  not  adjoining.  js>*;^Lo  JjU/«  ma- 
nazili  mulazima.  Adjoining  tenements;  such  as 

are  in  the  same  house. 

p  (JjU/«  manazil- shinasan,  Ascetics. 
A  5jli*  manazih,  (pi.  of  *J^^)  Pleasant  places. 
A  manazih,  (Men)  removed  far  off. 
A  TOMwas2&, Corresponding,  adapted  to, 

conformable,  proportioned,  agreeing  with,  analo- 

gous, congruous,  just,  fit,  proper,  suitable,  perti- 
nent. Related  to.  p  t— munasih  shu- 

dan,  To  be  suitable,  to  correspond  with,  a  („_A*<ill< 

munasibi  makam,  (or  j«Ui^^  i_«»*»iUw)  munasi- 
bu''l  maharn)  Adapted  to  a  place,  filling  any  office 



with  propriety. 

A  &A-»>lx«  munasahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_  ■->)  Resem- 

bling. Being  analogous,  bearing  a  proportion  to. 
Being  related.  Proportion,  connexion,  relation, 

comparison.  Suitableness,  convenience.  Propriety, 

aptness,  fitness,  p  CL^iMXi^  hi  munasahat.  Out 

of  proportion,  disproportioned,  inconvenient,  ab- 
surd, impertinent. 

A  'i^Xyio  nmnasakhat,  The  death  of  one  of  the 
heirs  before  the  partition  of  the  inheritance.  In- 

heritance, especially  of  indivisible  property.  Re- 
volutions of  time,  succession  of  ages. 

A  'isutXyjcmiinasahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Follow- 
ing one  another  secretly,  imitating. 

A  udL*iU<  manasih,  (pi.  of  (^I<<<l/<i  mansik)  The 

ceremonies  and  sacrifices  prescribed  in  the  pil- 
grimage to  Mecca. 

A  j,**>U*  manasim,  (pi.  of  mansam  or  man- 
sim)  Feet  of  camels  or  ostriches.  Marks,  traces, 

paths.    Modes,  manners, 

A  L»**>U/c  munasamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Perceiv- 
ing by  the  smell  of  the  breath.  Whispering. 

A  u.>jiA*»U/«  manasih,  (pi.  of  t-->_j**.>*  mansuh) 
Amatory  (verses)  written  in  praise  of  a  mistress. 

A  t_iA**jU/c  manasif,  (Camels)  tearing  up  grass. 
A  c—A'^U/c  manashib,  Small  bad  dates. 

A  munashadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iXL^)  Pray- 

ing, adjuring,  causing  to  swear  (by  God).  Con- 
juring one  as  in  the  presence  of  God.  Repeating 

verses  to  each  other. 

A  i^jiZi^j^  manashrf,  (pi.  of  u-fl-i.j"«)  Napiins. 

A^jw»U/e manashir,  {^\.oij^Z^viansltui')  Royal 
mandates,  patents,  or  diplomas. 

A  \^yy<«manas,{y.  n.  of  (^li  for  (^y)  Mov- 

ing one's  self.  Retiring,  declining,  flying  from. 
Lagging  behind.  Delaying.  Refuge, asylum, retreat. 

A  slrfal**  mundsat,  (v.  n.  3  of  l<flu>  for  j^a^) 

Taking  hold  of  another's  forelocks  (&>^  v  nasiyai) 
when  fighting.  Touching,  joining. 

A  manasih,  (pi.  of  l— »*a,jv<  mansib)  Of- 
fices, dignities,  (pi.  of  t_/-aa*  minsab)  Trevets,  or 

things  similar,  whereon  pots  are  placed.  3Iundsib, 

An  adversary,  opponent. 

A  Xj^Ix*  munasahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  *_  '■■r''')  Con- 
spiring against,  laying  snares  for.  Preparing  war. 

A  ii-o'ilo  miindssat,  The  harassing  a  debtor. 
A  &^U/o  munasahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Advising 

sincerely.    Mutual  sincerity. 

A  mundsarat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^aii)  Assisting 
one  another.  Mutual  assistance. 

A  manasif  (pi.  of  ̂ ai^  mansaQ  Confe- 
rences, assemblies,  sessions.    Necessaries,  privies. 

A  i_A^l>/c  TTiawas  j/)  (pi.  of  i^jOJucmansaf)  Ser- 
vants.   Clever  tricks. 

A  a.ioU«  mundsafat,  (v.  n.3  of  i  C^a))  Divid- 
ing into  two  equal  parts.  Halving  with  another. 

3Iundsafatan,  (a.fl^'.Jx  ̂ ..Jh  ̂ ff-^da'  tarihimu- 
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ndsafa,  or  p  aioU*  ̂ J>J^  ha  tariln  mundsafd) 

Equally,  in  halves. 
A  (_-«i*3U^  mandsib,  (pi.  of  i^yOJ^  mansub) 

Positions  of  the  men  on  a  chess-board. 

A  'i^\jvc  mundzahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ *3u>)  Defend- 
ing one's  self.    Putting  to  a  distance. 

A  mundzakhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ oJ)  Sprin- 
kling one  another  (with  water). 

A  mundzalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  J-.^)  Contend- 

ing (with  one)  in  throwing  the  javelin.  Defend- 

ing, excusing,  pleading  a  cause. 

A  Jail*  mandt,  Distance.  V^j^J^  laU/c  mandtu's 
surayya  ,  Distant  as  the  Pleiades.  Mundt,  A  man, 

beast,  or  place  to  which  a  thing  is  suspended  or 

added.  i?U/c  i^ja^  fayz-mundt,  Bountiful. 

AV^\sicmundtdt,(y.  n.3oflli>  for _jla;)  Weav- 
ing in  a  particular  manner  by  throwing  clues  to  one 

another  (women).  Contending,litigating.  Dispu- 

ting about  length.  Delaying  payment,  or  a  promise. 

A  &a1?U/«  mundtabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ■^^)  Setting 

(men  or  dogs)  together  by  the  ears. 

A'i^\jucmundtahat,  A  meeting  in  battle.  Battle. 

A  i^^l^Ux)  mandtik,  (pi.  of  ̂lalo)  Girdles,  belts. 
A  Xfllaljuo  mundtakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^iaj)  Talking 

together.  Discussing.  Bestowing  reason  or  speech. 

A  (Ji^U/o  mandtil,  Presses  (for  wine  or  olives). 
A  mandznr,  (in  the  dialect  of  Morocco) 

A  spying-glass.  3Iandzir,  ̂ pl.  oi  'ij^aj/c  manzarat) 
Spectacles,  public  or  theatrical  exhibitions,  aspects, 

appearences.  Objects  of  sight.  Conspicuous  places. 

JiMwazn'jLike,  resembling.  A  disputant,opponent. 

A  Sj^li*  mundzarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjiaj)  Disputing. 

Resembling.  Making  one  thing  to  resemble  another. 

Disputation,  struggle,  strife,  contest. 

A  piili*  mandzim,  (pi.  of  ̂laj  nazm)  Orders, 
l  ows.    The  orderly  course  (of  human  aflfairs). 

A         mand^,  Prevent  thou. 

A         mannd^  A  hinderer,  refuser,  denier. 

A  is-ll*  mand^at,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -«)  Being  inacces- 
sible. Inaccessibility.  A  fort  or  inaccessible  place. 

A  i_flpU*  mand^f.  Summits  of  mountains. 

A  'ihs-^^mund^fat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_0*>)  Stopping 
up  (a  road),  intercepting.  Opposing,  resisting. 

A  ppUk*  mund^m,  Gentle,  soft,  smooth,  tender, 
delicate  (plant).  Benevolent,  kind. 

A  *^U/e  mund^mat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Afiirming 
a  thing  to  be  so.  Binding  fast,  tying  (a  rope).  En- 

joying the  conveniences  of  life.  Doing  good  to,  be- 

stowing plenty  on.  A  benefaction.  Pleasure,  de- 
light, a  comfortable  life.  Delicate  (woman)  well 

fed  and  in  good  health. 

A  mand^,  (pi.  of  Jj^J^)  News  of  a  death. 
A  slff-^o*  mundghdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  Speaking 

gently  or  soothingly  (as  a  lover  to  his  mistress,  or 
a  mother  to  her  child).  Singing  (a  bird).  Ap- 

proaching, being  near.  (A  mountain)  being  high 

(as  the  heavens).  Opposing,  contending. 

A  'i^asKy^  mundghazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (^ii)  Throng- 

ing, crowding  on  one  another  in  a  narrow  pass. 
A  u-ili/o  mandf,  Name  of  a  pagan  Arabian  idol. 

i_JU<«  SiS-  ̂ a&£ZM>wanJ/',Nameofan  Arabian  tribe. 
A  (  jIx^o  minsaf,  One  who  strives.  Fortunate. 
A  S^iUwo  mundfdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  (_^)  Dispelling. 

Repelling,driving  each  other  ofF:repulse,opposition. 

A  t^U*  munafis,  A  whisperer  in  another's  ear. 
A  SiilMi  mundfasat,(y.  n.3  of  dLM)  Talkingto. 

A  mandjij,  Cushions  or  pads  with  which 
women  make  a  false  swell  of  the  hips ;  bustles. 

A  &^U^8  mundfahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ w)  Pleading 
or  carrying  on  a  law-suit  (for  another).  Quarrel- 

lingjsquabbling  face  to  face.  Revealing:  discovery. 

Looking  at,  speaking  to.  Kissing  with  naked  lips. 

A^U/«  mandjilili,  (pi.  of  ̂ u-e  minfahli)  Bellows. A  jiU/o  mundjid,  Most  obstinate  in  litigation. 

A  Ctjili*  mundfadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  lii^)  Citing  be- 

fore a  judge,  contending,  opposing,  going  to  law. 

A  3ili<  mandjiz,  (pi.  of  d-oj^  manfaz')  Passages. 
A  Sjili*  mundfarat,  (v.  n.  3  of^)  Contending 

for  honour  or  nobility  before  a  judge.  Emulation. 
A  «*MilJ-«  mundfasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^j«flj)  Blowing, 

breathing.  Aspiring  to.  Competing  with.  Envying. 

A  iLaiU^o  mundfasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t„jaSJ')  Trying 
who  can  squirt  his  urine  to  the  greater  distance. 

A  &laiUc  mundfatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  lai>)  Throwing 

up  scum  (a  boiling  pot). 

A  ̂ ^^mandji^{^\.  oil^siyic  manfa^t)  Gains, 
profits.  Advantages,  emoluments.  Fruits,  benefits. 
Valuable  uses,  useful  purposes.  ̂ ^..J^'^  mand- 

jij ddrayn,The  good  things  of  both  worlds.  ̂ xiU* 

I J  VjJiiTOawa/i^  dunya'  u  dkhirat.  The  good 
things  of  this  world  and  the  next,  e^.^i^  ̂ LUj 

mandjij  dunyawiya.  Worldly  advantages  or  inter- 

ests. p^U* ^\y>mazdri^pur-mandji^  Fruit- 
ful fields. 
A  X*iU*  mundfa^t,  A  deriving  advantage. 

A^\^mundJih,A  hypocrite,dissembler,  atheist. 
An  enemy.  Atheistic,  impious.  Hypocritical. 

P5ilailJ^mw7iq^/(a«a,Hypocritically,impiously. 

A  &HiU*  mundfahat,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂jsj)  Making  a 

hole ;  or  going  into  its  hole  (the  jerboa).  Acting 

hypocritically.  Hypocrisy  ;  impiety,  atheism. 

A  t^-y-*  mundfl.  Repugnant,  contrary. 

Sjj^\  mimdfi'l  muruwat,  Repugnant  to  humanity. 
A  mandfiy.  Related  to  the  Arabian  tribe 

of  (_JU*  liJkS-  ̂ bd  mandf.  (^  jaS-  ̂ hdly  would 
be  the  more  regular  form,  but  J^ilLo  mandfiy  has 

been  substituted  to  avoid  ambiguity). 

A  u-**''-**  mandkih,  (pi.  oCsJsua  manhabat)  Vir- 

tues, abilities.  i^Js\^  3Jt^  siyar  u  mandhih,  Vir- 

tues and  good  manners. 
A  'i*J^  mtindhahat,  (v.  n.  .3  of  <— ̂ )  Meeting 

unexpectedly.  Finding(water)  when  unlooked  for. 
A  &^U<  mundh  ahat,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂ )  Taking  the 

management  of  any  business.  Fighting  and  quar- 



rolling  face  to  face. 

A  S^'U*  munakadat,  A  contending,  disputing. 

A jj'U*  manakir,  (pi.  ofjflJL«  munJnir)  Wells  dug 
in  hard  ground,  narrow-mouthed  and  full  of  water. 

A  »^ljUr/i?/«aA'Gra<,  A  bandying  words  to  and  fro. 

A  (ji^i'lU  munakish,  A  disputant. 
A  LiJU*  viunahashat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (jiiu)  Enter- 

ing minutely  into  calculation  with  another.  Quar- 

relling. Contention,  dispute. 

A  ̂joi'l**  munahiz,  Contradictory,  contrary. 
A  S-iaj'Llxi  munaltazat ,  (v.  n.  3  of  Contra- 

dicting. Contradiction.  Opposition.  Repugnance. 

A  ̂U««  manaki^  Places  wherein  water  collects. 
A  I  cjU*  munaliif,  A  swordsman. 

A  SijilU  munahafat,  (v.n.  3  of  i  ciii)  Striking 

with  a  sword,  or  breaking  a  head. 

A  f^y^o  manahil,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^s^  minkal)  Quick- 

trotting(horses).  il/«<?ia/«7,  Quick-trotting  (horse). 

A'iXi\^munahalaf,  (v.  n.  3of  J^a.))  Conversing, 
telling  stories  to  one  another.  Trotting  well,  pick- 

ing up  his  feet  nimbly  (a  horse).  Going  well  over 

stones,  placing  the  feet  properly  and  going  fast  (a 

horse).  Passing  the  cup  round.  A  banquet,  the 

circulation  of  the  glass.  Volubility  of  tongue.  Con- 

versation, story-telling. 

A  i_»»AiL*  manalfih,  (pi.  of  t__.»aj««  minkab)  In- 
struments with  which  they  tap  for  dropsy,  trocars. 

A  jolU  manakir,  (pi.  of  jlHj;*  minkar)  Birds' 
beaks.  Pointed  instruments  used  by  smiths,  (pi. 

of munliur  and  minltar)  Trays  or  troughs  used 

in  making  wine. 

A  manahib,  (pi.  of  mankib) 
Shoulders,  al  manahib,  Four  feathers  in 

a  bird's  wing  after  those  called  jtii^^ai^  al  kanadim. 
A mandhik,  Marriages.  Women. 

A  Ols^U-o  mundkahdt,  Nuptials,  marriages. 

A  munakahat,  (v.  Ti.  3  of  ̂ )  Marrying. 
A  5iii1j/«  munakadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jiCi)  Behaving 

harshly  to  :  giving  pain,  perplexing. 

A  "a^U*  mundharat,  (v.n. 3 of ̂ )  Disputing, 
fio-htincr;  contention.    Contending  with  another 

about  quickness  and  cunning  ( 7iakr  or  Jiuhr). 

A  Si^\jjo  manahid,  Avaricious  (men). 

manakir,  (pi.  of^^l«  munhar')  Iniqui- 
tous things.    Intelligent,  cunning. 

A  JlJu«  manal,  Mode,  manner,  way,  disposition. 

A        mandm,  Bed,  dormitory.  Dream,  sleep. 

A  &/«U«manawfl<,  A  bed.  Bed-clothes.  Velvet, 
satin.    A  shop,  warehouse. 

A  (j^mcIjI/c  mundmis,  A  confidant.  One  w  ho  lies 

concealed  in  a  hunter's  lurking-place. 

A  iwoUo  mundmasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j-^*)  Commu- 
nicating a  secret.  Hiding  himself,  going  into  the 

lurking-place  called  (^^/cU  ndmus  (a  hunter). 

A  'i]^\Momundmalaf, The  pace  of  a  man  in  fetters. 
A  ̂U*??iawani, (du.of  j^m«w)  Whattwo  men? 

A  (jU*  manndn,  Beneficent,  benign,  propitious 
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(applied  especially  to  Omnipotence). 
A  uU*  rrtim«j^/ia^,  Weak,  infirm.  Timid.  One 

who  rolls  about  the  pupil  of  the  eye. 

A  'i\>\^munamasat,  (v.  n.  of  1313  Q)  Being  weak 
in  mind,  and  confused  or  unsteady  (in  counsel). 

Being  impotent,  unequal  to  what  one  undertakes 
or  ought  to  perform.  Prohibiting,  restraining. 
Nourishing,  bringing  up  well. 

A  joU*  manndnat,  (A  woman)  rich, liberally  en- 
dowed, married  for  her  fortune  (and,  as  it  were, 

heaping  favours  on  her  husband,  or  laying  him  un- 

der obligations,  'ixic  minnat). 
A  B^j\j^  viundwasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  \13  for  \y)  Dis- 

puting with,  opposing  another  (in  good  humour 
or  in  enmity),  glorying  against. 

A  s\^\^<i  mundn-dt ,  (\ .  n.Sof^^y)  Rising  (upon 

another),  opposing,  competing  with. 

A  JbjUio  mundwabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i— -'w  for  t_^_jj) 
Doing  by  turns.  Punishing.  Alternate  succession. 

A'ij{jjoma  or  mhidwat,  Recompense, retribution. 

A  'Sss-j\^mundrvahat,  (v.n.  3of^y)  Opposing 
(as  winds).    Lamenting  to  another  (a  woman). 

PjjU-*  mandnar.  Name  of  a  city  in  Tartary, 
and  of  an  idol-temple. 

Ajj U/o  mandwir,  (pi.  of  ij\x<>  mandrai)  Lamps, 

lanterns,  lighthouses.  Lofty  turrets  adjoining  Mu- 
hammadan  mosques,  minarets. 

A  mundwarai,  (v.  n.  3  ofjl3  forjy )  De- 
riding, ridiculing,  treating  with  contumely. 

A  'iM^^mundmashat,  (v.n. 3  of  (j^l3  for(_ji>y) 
Approaching(an  enemy);  attacking(a  foe  in  battle). 

A  'kjO^\^mundn-asat,  (v.n.  3  of  f^\>  for  (_^y) 
Struggling,  endeavouring  to  escape(as  a  deer  caught 
in  a  toil,  which  draws  it  closer).  Managing  affairs, 

applying  with  great  attention.  Catching  hold  of 
each  other  in  combat. 

A  is.]jlJi/«  nuindyvalat.  The  act  of  giving,  offering. 

A  munun-amat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j»\3  for  ̂ y) 
Contending  who  shall  sleep  most. 

x'isSiX^mundhabat,  (v.n.3of(._.^)  Reproach- 
ing, cutting  (in  discourse).  Straining  against,  en- 

deavouring to  outstrip  each  other  (race-horses). 

A ^^'^  mandhij,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^i/o)  Open  roads. A  SjiJal-*  mundkadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iJ>^)  Draw- 

ing lots,  especially  with  the  fore-fingers;  gaming 
(with  another).  Rising  up  (against  an  enemy)  ; 

opposing  or  fighting  hand  to  hand. 

A  SJJfcU*  7nundhazat,  (v.  n.  3  of^)  Approach- 

ing ;  running  after  game.  Obtaining  on  opportu- 
nity. Approaching  puberty  (a  boy).  Anticipating, 

pre-occupying,  studying  on  occasion. 
A  iLaJsUxi  mundhazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t_><3^)  Rising 

against,  opposing,  attacking.  Battle,  combat. 

A  ̂JjsU*  manahil,  (pi.  of  (J-f>^  manhaV)  Places 

where  any  body  stops.  Watering-places.  ̂ Llai' 
^U^^  kuttd^''l  mandhil,W v'lters  who  take  an  ac- 

count of  watering-places. 
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A  iL»fcU/«  munakamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Sighing 
and  lamenting  together. 

A  mandhiy,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^^^^  manh'iy  or  i^i^ 
manhii/at)  Prohibited  things.  Sins,  crimes. 

A  mandhij,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^-^J^)  Open  roads. 

A  |»jJ6lJU»ia«a/tm,(pl.  ofj»\-^x«  miwAam)  (She- 
camels)  obedient  to  the  word. 

A  bU^a  mandi/a',  (pi.  of'ijSio  maniijat)  Deaths. 

A  mandsih,  (pi.  of  a^T*  manihai)  Profit- 
able, serviceable,  beneficial.  mandeihi 

ifdda.  Beneficial,  advantageous. 

AjjlJ-«  mandsir,  (pi.  of  a^U*  mandraf)  Light- 
houses. Lanterns.  Turrets,  spires,  minarets. 

A  'ij>}^<  mundyarat,  Evil,  mischief. 
A  iJ^Xmo  mambit,  (for  mambat^  (pi.  d*jU/«  ma- 

ndbit)  A  place  where  plants  grow,  their  habitat. 

Mumbit,  A  pot-herb  sprouting,  growing,  vegeta- 

ting ;  (land)  fertile  in  plants,  vegetables,  or  fruils. 
AfJLiX>Amumbatt, OhWgedi  to  break  ofFa  journey. 

A  jiju*  mmnbatir,  Destitute  of  offspring. 

A  mumbatil,  Separated,cut  off,  disunited. 
A  a^j^  mumbass,  Fainted  away. 

A  mambaj  or  bij.  Name  of  a  place  in  Syria. 

Mimbaj,  One  who  promises  but  performs  not. 

A^j5Jk*mMm&flji7,(Cattle)having  the  belly  swelled 
with  eating  too  much. 

A  mambajdriiij ,  Of,  or  made  at,  Mambij. 

A  mumbajis,  (Water)  gushing  forth. 
A  aOJfcJL*  mimhazat,  A  pillow. 

A  jU*  mimbar,  A  pulpit,  a  high  chair,  reading- 
desk.  A  shelf.  A  counter,  p  mim- 

bari  dludagdn,  The  bodies  of  wicked  and  atheisti- 

cal men.  ajb.  sJ  j^7nimbari  nuh-'pdya.  The  ninth 
heaven,  the  throne  of  God. 

A ^^--o  mtinnbbar,  (fem.  «_jwc  munabbarat)  (A 

verse  or  poem)  ending  in  hamza  — . 
mumbasit.  Dilated,  extended.  Of  an 

open,  cheerful  countenance ;  rejoicing,  exultant. 

One  who  lays  aside  modesty  or  shame,  who  looks 
with  audaciousness. 

A  (,jiijuU  mambiz,  The  place  where  the  heart 
beats.  3Iimbaz,  A  bow  for  beating:  cotton. 

A  ̂i-^  mumbatih.  Lying  outstretched  on  the stomach.  Wide  (river).  Flat  (hoof). 

A  ̂ -U)  mambaj  (pi.  mandbi^  Fountain, 

spring,  source,  origin.  A  gush  of  wafei-,  jet-d'eau. 
iiL<»3  1*^^  f>iamba^fasdd,  Source  of  evil,  i.e.  wine. 

A  CIj-x^-Ijo  mumba^si,  A  place  whence  water 

gushes  forth,  Miimba^s,  Origin,  cause,  that  from 
which  any  thing  proceeds.  Excited;  sent.  Gc= 

ing  quick.    Spurting  (blood). 

A  ̂ ^■»^  mumha^j.  Heretical,  anathematized. 
A  |JjoJ/<mMmifl^/A,  Liberal.  Very  rainy  (cloud). 

Verbose.    (See  imbi^k.) 

A  mumbaghi,  Desired,  required,  requi- 

site.    Agreeing  with,  suitable,  convenient. 

A  (^j!**  munabbak  or  munabbik,  {Trees)  dis- 
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posed  in  a  straight  line,  planted  in  a  row. 

mmihali,  Broom  for  making  besoms. 

A  ̂ ^^^s^  mumhaki,  Forced  to  shed  tears. 

^  -A- pedlai'.   A  vagrant.  Lazy, 
idle.  One  not  to  be  believed  or  trusted,  llumbal, 

One  who  denies  or  disapproves.  Far  out  of  the  road. 

P  jj^ii  (J->^  mambal-cla?-u,  Name  of  a  plant. 
A  lai^io  mumhalit,  Remote,  distant. 

A  mumhalih,  Clear,  distinct  (way). 

p  |^-"»  mamhali,  Idleness,  laziness.  Unvvor- 
thiness.    Bad  faith. 

A^y^Jxw^^^Ha6Ja«,Partlyeaten(bunch  of  grapes). 

A  O^jJiJL*  mamhut,  Growing,  made  to  grow. 

At2>_j>jl/<imawi&r<~:,Spurious,supposititious,thrown 

on  the  highway.  Foundling,  bastard.  "What  is  not 
eaten  as  being  lean.  (A  tomb)  separate  from  others. 

A j^-*  mamhur,  (Verse)  ending  in  hamza  — . 
A  (_p^Ju«  mamhush,  Uprooted,  drawn  out. 
A  mambuh,  Celebrated,  known. 

A  s-XM  mumbah  or  mumhih,  Forgotten. 

A  2s.>JU>  munabbih,  An  admonisher,  awakener. 
An  alnrra-bell  or  clock. 

A  'if^y^  mambahat,  (Any  thing)  rendering  (a 
man)  celebrated.  Whatever  tends  to  admonish, 

awaken,  warn,  or  give  information,  llumbihat  or 

mumbahat,  Any  necessary  business  forgotten. 

A  iiXo  manat,  (fem.  of  (^a>  man)  What  (woman)? 

A  minnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂/«)  Conferringa  favour. 

Obligation,  favour,  courtesy,  grace.  Kindness  or 
service  done  to  any  one.  Praise,  thanks.  Humble 

and  earnest  supplication.  A  reproaching, twitting, 
casting  in  the  teeth  of  benefits  conferred.  jsA)  sj^^ 

O^*^  J  l^^al minnat  li'llah  ta^la'  ma  takadda.f, 
Praise  be  to  God  the  most  high  and  holy,  p  Ll*j.< 
(.J^**>iii  m2nwa^  (Zas/<ten, To  hold  asafavour.  CIaA* 

minnat  karxlan, To  confer;  also  to  ask,  a  fa- 

vour. lI^I*  minnat  nihadan,  To  lay  under 

obligations,  to  confer  favours,  ull*^*  ̂   bt  minnat, 

Disinterested,    a  Ifunnat,  Strength.  Weakness. 

A  ujliLx  muntab,  A  visit  paid  time  after  time. 
A  mintahh,  mintash,  or  i  jlju« 

mintaf)  Tweezers  ;  any  hair-twitching  instrument. 

A  u-sl>Jix>  mintaf,  A  short-stepping  camel. 

A  ̂j^i^  mintah,  Pi'olific  (woman). 

A(jlil/«ma«a!:a«?',(du.ofsi,«)Whattwofemales? 
A  i^liU  mimtata',  A  distant  place.  A  ditch 

dug  round  a  tent  to  keep  off  rain-water. 

A  i^Jijlu/o  muntabis,  One  who  digs  with  the  hand. 

Who  reveals  a  secret.    (See  Lt^lo\  intibds.) 
A  muntabij,  Swollen  (bone). 

A  (X^Smo  mvntabiz.  Retired  to  one  side.  A  ma- 

ker of  the  drink  iSajj  nabvz.  (See  iljui^  intibuz.) 

A^juwo  muntabir.  Throbbing  (artery).  Blis- 

tered (hand).  Mounted  on  a  pulpit  (^j«j>/«  mimbar). 

A  ̂y^^muntabil,  A'kWler.  Killed,  dead.  One 
who  snatches  or  carries  off  at  once  quickly. 

A  ftjJ^  muntabih.  Aw  ake.  Watchful,  attentive. 

A  Juu*  muntatir,  Drawn,  dragged. 

A  yi^jkJUmMn^a<?Wi,(Grain)swellingwith  mois- 
ture, and  beginning  to  germinate. 

A  («_fllJwo  muntatif, Torn  up.  Plucked,twitched. 

Flowing  or  falling  down  or  off. 

A  jftJulo  muntatim,  An  obscene  speaker. 
A  jijLU  muntasir,  Scattered,  dispersed.  One 

who  sneezes  or  forces  (by  breathing  hard)  water 

or  any  thing  out  of  the  nostrils. 
A  iJ-ij^^  muntasil,  One  who  muds  (a  well). 

A  ̂liSio  ynuntasim.  Obscene  in  talk. 

A  ̂ -vo  mantij.  The  period  of  birth,  time  of  bring- 
ing forth.  Miintaj,  Brought  forth,  born  ;  drawn 

out;  concluded.  A  native-place,  v  s.s^  chi  mun- 

to_;,What  is  tobethenceconcluded?  a  3Juntij,V^\io 

brings  forth.    Any  thing  causing  or  producing. 

A  ̂.>j£**mMn^cr/aZ), Chosen, elect, choice.  Mun- 

<r/y  «6,Who  peels  (a  tree).  A  picker,  chooser,  selector. 

A         mintajat.  The  backside. 

A  muniajis.  One  who  draws  out.  One 

who  goes  in  the  track  of.    (See  i^l^^  intijds.) 

A  muntaja^  A  place  where  those  live  who 

go  in  search  of  forage.  3funtaji^,  A  forager,  who 
goes  in  quest  of  fodder,  pasture,  or  sown  fields. 
Who  waits  upon  one  to  ask  a  favour. 

A  i^^'^r    muntaji^na,  (Men)  foraging. 
A  I  8:5^  mxmtajif,  One  who  draws  out.  One 

who  drains  (a  sheep)  of  her  milk.  (See  i  sl^V) 

A  (Jj5**mMW/ct;«7,Become manifest, conspicuous, 

evident.  Onewhodepartsorpasses  by.  (Seejlr^^^). 

A  j.jS'^mMwifljjm,  Appearing,  rising  (star).  Go- 
ing off  (rain  or  cold).   Vanishing  (cloud). 

A  ̂^j^^  mu7itajis.  Who  looks  with  evil  eye. 

A  ̂ ^^"^ muntaji.  Who  chooses  (one)  to  commu- 
nicate a  secret  to  (him).    (See  ̂l^^  intijds.) 

A  muntaldb.  One  who  weeps  bitterly  and 

laments  loudly.  One  who  breathes  hard  and  sobs. 

A         mintahat,  The  anus. 

A muntahar,  Plain,  open  (road).  Mun- 

tahir.  One  who  cuts  his  own  throat,  a  self-mur- 
derer. Adhering  tenaciously  ;  taking  one  another 

by  the  throat  (j^  nahr). 

A  ,3^**  muntahil.  One  who  falsely  assumes  to 

himself  the  merit  of  another's  verses  or  sayings. 
A  professor  (of  a  religious  creed). 

A  f^^^  muntah'i.  Who  goes  towards  (any  per- 
son),seeking(him).  Incliningtoone  side  (as  loads). 
One  who  turns  (the  face  towards  any  place). 

A  u-<j^  muntakhab,  Chosen.  Selected ;  a  se- 
lection. Timid,  cowardly.  Muntakhib,  One  who 

selects,  chooses  the  best. 
A  muntakhabdt,  Extracts,  selections. 

A  (^■H^  muntahhis,  (Flesh)  falling  off. 

A  la-^**  m7infa/Jt«'<,  Who  blows  the  nose.  Like. 
A        mmitakhi^  (Clouds)  pouring  down  rain. 

One  who  goes  far  (from  home). 

Fj\sj>ti>  minnat-ddr,  Under  obligation,  obliged. 

A  ̂^SkliQ  TOMwfac?«i,  Who  listens  and  attends  to. 

(God)  propitious,  granting  prayers.  (See(_-j\j:Sl) 
A^tXju«mMWi!ac?a/j,  Aspacious  tract  of  country. 

Amplitude,  capacity,  ability  (of doing  anything). 

A  JftiXl*  muntada',  An  assembly,  place  of  daily 
conference,  meeting,  conference.  Assem- 

bled, present  in  any  congregation  or  meeting. 

A jiiJkl«  mimtazir.  One  who  makes  a  vow. 

Aj^Jljk^o  muntarr,  A  post-horse  that  picks  up  hia 
feet  quickly  or  travels  fast. 
A  muntazah,  Distance.  Bluntazih,  Far, 

distant,  remote. 

A  muntaza^  Pulled  up.  Muntazi^  A  re- 
mover, tearer  away,  plucker  up.  Torn  or  dug  up, 

eradicated.  One  who  restrains  himself,  abstains 

from,  refuses,  desists,  or  renounces. 

A  Sjo-*  muntazah,  A  place  of  recreation. 

A  muntasas,  A  long  stroll,  great  distance. 

A  muntasib,  Named,  denominated,  re- 

lated to,  allied,  connected  by  blood. 
A  muntasaj.  Woven.  3Itintasij,  (Water 

or  sand)  marked  with  transverse  wavings  when 

blown  upon  obliquely  by  the  wind. 

A ̂ Jj.^  muntasahh,  Transcribed.  3Iuntasikh, 
One  who  obliterates  or  effaces.  A  copier,transeriber. 

A ̂ j*-Xl<  muntasir,  (A  wound)  becoming  raw. 
(Cloth  or  paper)wearing,  goingto  pieces  by  degrees. 

A  (  B*»jkii<i  muntasaf,  Altered  (colour)  from  ter- 

ror. i)/?m tosi/^One  who  uproots,  who  destroys  from 
the  foundation.  A  speaker  in  a  whispering  voice. 

muntasik.  Arranged,  disposed  in  order. 

Adhering  in  a  regular  series  or  row  (^j.^  nasak). 

A  i^Jij^lA  muntashib.  Fixed,  inherent.  A  ga- 

therer (of  wood).  (See  L-^l^l  intishdb.) 
muntashir.  Published,  propagated,  di- 

vulged, diffused,  dispes'sed,  wide-spread.  Spirting 
about,  scattered.  (Trees)  putting  forth  leaves,  ex- 

panding. Long(day).  Stiff(yard);  libidinous  (man). 
Camels  pasturing  at  a  distance  from  their  keeper. 

A  lai^jk  muntasliit.  One  who  scales  (a  fish). 

One  who  pulls  a  knot.  (See  intishdt.) 

A  ̂ ijux)  muntashi^  One  who  inhales  (drugs) 
by  the  nose.  One  who  pulls  out. 

A  t_JLijLl«7«M«<as/ifl/,  Changed  (colour).  Mun- 

tashif.  One  who  drinks  new  frothing  milk. 

A  (JJLju*  muntashal,  (Meat)  taken  out  of  a  pot 
with  the  hand  or  with  a  fork,  lluntashil.  One  who 
so  takes  meat. u 

p  ̂ jjUjjj  minnat-shinds,  Grateful. 

A  j_^iJJu«  muntasJn,  Fragrant.  Drunk. 
A  i^ja'JS^  muntass,  Raised,  lifted  up,  standing. 

Drawn  together,  shrunk.    (See  ̂ _^Ua^\  intisds.) 

A  c-A^axI/o  muntasib.  Erect,  set  up  ;  placed,  ex- 

posed. Pointed  with  the  vowel  fathah  —  a. 

A  ̂ aJ^  muntasik,  One  who  listens  to  advice 
and  improves  upon  it. 

A jtQjJjc  muntasir,  A  conqueror;  superior  to  an 



enemy.  Liberated  ;  one  who  extricates  himself. 

A  v_JUajux  muntasaf,  The  middle.  3Iuntasif, 

Mid-day.  Who  keeps  the  middle.  One  who  adjusts 

(anything).  Wlio  gets  or  gives  what  is  just.  A 

taker  of  the  whole  of  a  debt.  (See  (  sLali^\  intisaf.) 

A  ̂ y,aj^  viuntasil,  (A  spear)  without  a  head. 

A  ̂^^Ai^muntasa  ,The  upper  part  of  two  val- 
leys or  channels.  3Iuntasi,  Long  (hair).  High 

(mountain).  A  chooser,  selector. 

A  ̂ oImc  muniazih,  Starting  (tear).  One  who 
sprinkles  his  privities  with  water  after  prayer. 

A  ̂ oL^  muntazahh,  Sprinkled  (water). 
Aii^>ajSi«  muntazid,  Stationary,  in  one  place. 

A  u-fl-aJwo  muntazif,  Sucking  (camel's  colt). 
A  (J-aJusi  miintazU,  Engaged  in  a  contest  for 

glory.  One  who  takes  out,  off,  or  away.  One  who 

chooses  (an  arrow  from  a  quiver,  or  a  man  from  a 

crowd).  (See  Jl^^^  intizal.) 

A  |_^aJwo  muntaz'i,  One  who  draws  (a  sword). 
One  who  wears  out  (a  garment).  (See  >Ui6\.) 

A  ̂ajij*  ynuntatah,  A  place  of  butting.  ̂ ^ 

^'xMcaljasimJl,  muntataliVl  kdbshayn, Seated  between  two  rams  butting  (in  jeopardy). 

A  muntafih,  Rare,  precious,  incompa- 

rable. One  who  leads  (a  horse)  at  his  side.  (See 

^jlia:;^^  intitdk.) 

A  J^xjSa  muntazir,  One  who  expects  with  im- 

patience ;  a  tarrier.  p  ̂ jii-^ jiajLl*  muntazir  shu- 
dan,  To  wait  with  anxiety.  To  be  in  expectation  of. 

A  j«iaJ-*  muntazam,  A  place  where  things  are 
strung.  3Juntazim,  Ordered,  arranged,  placed  in 

rows,  joined  together,  threaded  (as  pearls).  One 

who  regulates  or  places  in  order.  A  piercer,  trans- 

fixer  (with  a  spear).  ^"^^  J^*^  rasidun 
muntazimu''l  halam,  An  eloquent  ambassador,  ar- 

ranging well  his  words. 

ACL*«ju*7«.WHfo^/<,(Ahorse)outstrippingothers. 

A  munta^sh,  One  who  stands  on  the 
feet,  who  rises  after  a  fall.  Convalescent. 

A  ̂ jaxjwo  munta^s,  Angry.  A  heavy  walker. 
Who  rises  after  a  fall. 

A  ia*Ju*  munta^z,  Stung  with  lust,  ruttish. 

A  i_fliOwo  munta^f,  The  boundary  between  a 

plain  and  mountainous  or  stony  ground.  Munta- 

^f,  Conspicuous  (horseman).  Perched  on  a  high 

place.  (See  i  iiiti^f.) 

A  kiuLx  mmita^fat,  Lax,  pendulous  (ear). 

A  ,_)«iJi/o  munta^l,  Shod.  A  pedestrian.  One 
v/ho  sows  hard  ground.  (See  JIjO\  inti^l.) 

A  ̂ J--^  mintagh,  An  accuser,  slanderer. 

A  v_o  'uio  munattaf,  Plucked,  picked  clean. 
A  muntafj,  Swelling,  high,  prominent 

(side).  Proud,  haughty.  Roused,  started  (game). 

A  muntafkh,  Swollen.  Advanced  (day). 

A  oilUi  mMWfo/atZ,  A  wide  extent,  distance.  In- 

dependence. Liberty,  space,  facility.  3Iuntqfid, 
Who  empties  or  carries  all  off.    A  milker.  In- 
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clined  to  one  side,  seated  in  a  stooping  posture. 

A  tiijlLl/*  muntafaz,  Amplitude,  capacity,  faci- 
lity, convenience,  opportunity. 

A  ̂Jiiju■e??^M«/'(7^s/<,SwolIen,soft-bellied.  Abird 
ruffling  its  plumage,  or  a  cat  bristling  up  its  hair. 

A  JLiiju*  muntajishat,  (A  girl)  with  (hair)  un- 
combedand  dishevelled. (Anose)flattened  on  theface. 

Ai^jASii^  muntafiz,  Shaken  (tree)  :  beaten  (gar- 
ment). Green  (leaf).  (See  intifdz.) 

A  jajLU  muntaji^  One  who  uses,  enjoys,  has 

the  advantage,  profit,  or  use  of  any  thing :  bene- 
fited, advantaged,  profited.  A  gainer. 

A  J^flj[j;^o  muntajih,  A  goer  in  a  narrow  road.  A 
field-mouse  making  its  hole  (>VfliU  nafihai). 

A  (JiXUi  muntafil,  One  who  does  more  thnn  is 
required,  who  repeats  prayers  of  supererogation. 

A  ̂^Ji^^  muntafi,  Repulsed,  rejected,  removed. 
Dissipated,  destroyed.   Retired  to  one  side. 

A  ̂ ^Jwo  mantak,  That  part  of  a  (horse's)  belly 
which  touches  the  ground  when  he  is  laid  down. 

A  i_-*iijwo  muntakib,  (A  woman)  covering  her 
face  with  the  veil  L-->liu  nihdh. 

A  CLAflju«  muntahis,  One  who  extracts  the  mar- 
row (from  a  bone).  Who  examines  (any  thing). 

Expeditious,  doing  a  thing  quickly. 

A  dSiUjA  muntaliad,  Separated  (good  coin  from 

bad),  told,  summed  up.  3Iuntahid,  One  who  dis- 

cerns or  picks  the  good  from  bad  money.  A  re- 
ceiver of  ready  money.  Growing  (boy). 

A jSCiZjo  muntahir,  Dug.  An  examiner.  A  chooser, 
culler.  Who  gives  a  preference  to,  or  invites,  one 

before  others.  One  whose  eyes  are  sunk  in  the 

sockets.  (Secjlio^  intihdr.) 

Ayii^  muntaliiz,  A  sheep  suffering  from  the 
diseasejla^  nuhaz.    A  paltry  giver. 

A  (jiiiju*  muntakash,  Engraved,  carved.  En- 
chased. Painted.  3Iuntaliish,  One  who  orders  a 

seal  to  be  engraved.  One  who  extracts  a  thorn  from 

the  foot.    (See  ̂jSilfllj^  intihdsh.) 

A  {^J'OSjS^  muntahis,  Diminished,  decreased,  de- 

ficient. An  injurer  or  diminishes  (See  (^Uil)!.) 

A  (^^^aHlU^c  muntahaz,  Untwisted  (rope),  demo- 
lished (structure),  violated  (agreement). 

A^s!x^muntaka^ChSiWQe(l(^co\om'^.3Iuntahi^ 
One  who  slaughters  (a  camel  to  entertain  guests). 

A  i»_flJUlo  muntakif,  One  who  cuts  open  (a  colo- 

cynth).    One  who  takes  or  draws  out. 
A  (Jiiju/o  muntahil,  Moveable,  migratory. 

A  |»aju/«  muntahim,  One  who  punishes  or  takes 
revenge.    (God)  the  punisher,  avenger. 

A  esl^  muntakih,  Convalescent.  One  who  un- 
derstands well. 

A  (\aju«  muntaha,  Selected.  3Iuntahi,  One 
who  selects.   One  who  takes  marrow  from  a  bone. 

r  ciijLl/«  mantak,  Broom  for  making  besoms. 
A  muntakih.  One  who  shoulders  his 

quiver  or  bow.  Fallen  into  trouble  nakbat). 

A  (JLa^aJ^  muntahit.  Fallen  on  the  head. 
A  C«Cfc.U muntahis.  Dissolved ;  untwisted  (rope). 

Broken  (faith),  violated  (agreement).  Emaciated. 
One  who  turns  from  one  business  to  another. 

A  mii«<a/tj6'.  Inverted,  head-downwards. 
muntahish,  Who  cleans  out  a  well. 

A  I  a^LU  muntakif,  Exposed  to  a  shower,  and 

enduring  it  till  it  has  ceased.  (See  i  jKiSI  intihdf.) 

A  ̂^Ju*  muntakif,  A  receiver  (of  what  is  due). 

A  |_5.<u^TOMra^ami,  (A  hawk)  soaring  from  height 
to  height.    Related  to,  of  the  same  family. 

A  (_j^jw«  mMW,  mw<m,  or  »i?m^Mn, Stinking,  fetid. 
p  minnat-nihinda.  One  who  confers 

many  favours,  and  lays  under  numerous  obligations. 

p mantU,  A  piece  of  sheep's  tripe  sewed  up 
and  stuffed  with  rice  and  other  condiments. 

p  s^yS/c  mantuja,  A  kind  of  hyacinth. 

Aj y^muntawir, One  who  anoints  his  hairy  parts 
with  the  depilatory  unguent  nurat. 

A  )oy^  muntawit,  Suspended,  hung  up.  Far 
distant  (house).  One  who  lends  (a  camel)  to  carry 

provisions.  (See  ialjui\  intiydt.) 

A  v_i^Jwo  mantuf,  Plucked.  u-o3>3^  (__jjjlJi* 

mantufu'z  zanah,  Rat-tailed. 
A  ijji^  muntann,  One  who  proposes  where  to 

go,  or  fixes  upon  (a  caravansera,  stage,  or  halting- 
place)  where  (he)  intends  to  stop  on  a  journey. 

A  l^jL;*  muntaha',  Terminated,  concluded. 
A(_.«^ju/cmMWia/ia&,(Goods)  plundered.  3f  un- 

tahib,  One  who  carries  off  or  who  snatches  away  ; 

a  seizer,  plunderer.  Boldly-going  (horse). 

A j^^i^  muntahir,  (A  ye'in)  bleeding  copiously, not  to  be  stanched.  Loose  (belly). 

Aj^juc  muntahiz.  One  who  seizes  (an  opportu- 
nity). Immoderate,  excessive,  rude  (in  laughing). 

A  youth  near  puberty. 
A  sJUf^i^  muntahiskat,  (A  sorrowing  woman) 

who  scratches  her  face  and  disfigures  herself. 

A  f^ja.f^x^  muntahiz,  One  who  rises  up. 
A  (.dJi^jLio  muntahik,  A  violater  of  honour,  vir- 

tue, or  respect.  One  who  fatigues  or  emaciates. 
A  muntaha  ,  Finished,  terminated,  end- 

ing. End,  conclusion,  term,  boundary,  extremity. 

Prohibited.  l5V^  muntaha 'I  jumu^  The 
extreme  of  plurals,  or  plural  of  plurals.  j_^l^jLUe 

i—Jis  muntahdiji  talab,  (li^  muntahdyi 

murdd,  or  ̂ yoSuo  muntahdyi  maksUd')  Ex- 
tent of  wishes,  height  of  desire,  intent  of  a  petition. 

3Iuntahi,0ne  who  brings  to  a  conclusion, or  comes 

to  the  end ;  ceased,  stopped.  One  who  has  finished 

his  studies,  learned. 

A  i^xi^  minttn,  (pi.  iJ^^U/*)  Fetid,  stinking. 

AjlLU)  minsdr,  A  palm-tree  having  unripe  dates 

dropping  off. 
A        minassat,  A.  ragfor  rubbing  in  ointment, 

A  l:^**  minsajan,  (He  went  out)  to  ease  nature. 
A  M*"^  minsajat,  The  fundament. 



A  ̂i>>il-<  munsadik,  Engaged  in  deeds  of  plun- 
der, spoil,  and  rapine. 

aJU'mo  minsar,  Talkative. 
A  jJJwcmMna.?sar,Scattered  (abundantly  ).Weak, 

languid,  good  for  nothing. 

Sjtxjc  munsarr,  (A  horse)  which  moves  (his) 
feet  swiftly. 

A  ■_  'O"'-"  munsakib,  Perforated,  pierced,  bored. 

A  jJ^**  munsalim,  Broken,  notched  (sword). 
A  j_^Ju*  munsam,  Averse.  Bent,  folded. 

A  jjjLU  mansur,  Scattered,  strewed.    A  violet. 

Winter  gillyflower.  Wild  pepper,  j^u*  Jta- 

lami  mansur,  Prose.  j^jLjUi  j  ̂y^ixjc  manzum  u 
mansur,  Verse  and  prose. 

p  ̂ «  manj,  Rhubarb.  3Iinj,  A  seed.  Munj, 
A  bee.  A  yellow  bee ;  hornet,  wasp.  A  gad-fly. 
Any  thing  bad.  The  carcase  of  a  poor  feeble  ass. 

A  bitter  almond-tree.    Name  of  a  village. 

A  ̂   manj.  Two  or  three  dates  sticking  toge- 
ther. A  kind  of  intoxicating  seed.  J/mw;',  A  kind 

of  green  pulse  smaller  than  a  pea. 

A  l^*  manja',  Any  high  place  where  one  may 
escape  a  flood. 

A  u->l:^  minjab,  Peeled,  barked.  Tanned  with 
the  bark  of  the  acacia  and  of  other  trees,  (pi. 

manajib)  (A  woman)  bearing  heroic  sons. 
A  weak  man.  A  polished  arrow  wanting  point  and 

feathers.  A  poker;  implement  for  stirring  a  fire. 

A  5l:i^  ma?i;ai,  Flight, escape.  A  place  to  which 

people  flee. 

Aj^^  minjar.  Name  of  a  boy's  game. 
A  minjash,  One  who  rouses  wild  beasts 

and  makes  them  pass  by  whei-e  the  hunter  lurks. 
A  »^  munjib,  One  who  begets  a  heroic  son  : 

also  a  timid  or  dep:enerate  one.  Generous. 

A  &Jtf*^  munjihat,  (A  woman)  bearing  excellent 
progeny. 

munjabir,  Restored  to  soundness. 

A  ̂ ^munjih,(p]. ^^^o^manajih  or ^\xtima- riajili)  Of  good  judgment,  excellent  in  advising; 

fortunate  in  one's  affairs,  successful. 
I*        minjakh,  A  stone  for  a  sling. 
A         7nunajjihh,  One  who  coughs. 

A  d-j^  minjad,  (pi.  ii.;9-U/c  manajid)  A  broad 
golden  necklace  richly  ornamented  with  jewels, 

which  hangs  down  below  the  breasts.  A  small  rope. 

A  :><^  munajjad,  Proved,  tried,  experienced 

(man).    Prepared,  adorned. 

A  S'^^  minjadat,  A  whip  or  switch.  A  piece 

of  wood  in  a  camel's  saddle. 
A  (Jti^  munjadil.  Fallen  on  the  ground. 

A  ̂^munojjaz.  Experienced  in  the  ways  of  the 

world,taught  by  painful  experience;  sage,sagacious. 

A  [^  'o^munjazib,  Drawn,  dragged,  snatched. 

AjiSjsi^  munjazir,  Ebbed  (tide). 

.A j:si*manjar,Unswerving(purpose).  Minjar, 
A  furious  driver. 
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munjarr,  Drawn,  dragged. 

A  'i^^  manjarat,  (in  Morocco)  A  dockyard. 
Minjarat,  A  hot  stone  for  warming  water. 

A  i^j^  munjarid,  Extended,  lasting  long. 

Smoothed,  sleek,  bare.    (See  injirad.') 
A  munjarif,  Swept  away. 

Aj^  niunjiz,  A  performer  (of  promises).  Expe- 
ditious, ready.  A  purgative  medicine.  (Seejlj^\.) 

p  tj^j);J  ̂   munj  zirawishan,  Safflower-seed. A  munjazim,  Cut,  amputated.  Abrupt 

(business)  ;  broken  off"  (negociation).  Broken 
(bone).  Gezmated  (letter),  marked  with  jazm  — . 

A  ̂j,^^munajjis,One upon  whom  aresuspended 

amulets  made  of  dead  men's  bones,  fetid  rags,  or 
other  kinds  of  filth. 

A  [_J^  minjash,  A  strap  sewed  between  two 

large  pieces  of  leather.  One  who  discovers  ano- 
ther's faults  and  traduces  him. 

A  u_2»Jj^  munja^f,  Thrown  prostrate. 

A  Jjcsi*  munja^l,  Placed,  deposited. 
A     o-f^"  minjaf,  A  basket.  Dung. 

A  J-ii**  inunjafil.  Departed,  (shadow,  night). 

Gone,  moved  rapidly  off". 
p  (.dli^  mavjali,  A  juggler's  trick,  which  con- 

sists in  making  particles  of  gravel  fly  from  out  of 
a  bowl  filled  with  water.  A  rising  up.  A  cradle. 

3Iunjak,  A  little  bee.  The  clove-gillyflower. 

p  minjal,  A  large  beam  pierced  with  holes 

through  which  they  pass  chains  with  large  stones 

suspended  to  them  (they  are  used  in  a  peculiar  man- 
ner in  trials  of  strength). 

A         minjal,  (pi.  manajil)  A  reaping- 
hook,  a  sickle.  (A  spear-head)  making  a  large 
wound.  Luxuriant  and  entangled  (corn).  (A  man) 

having  many  children.  (A  camel)  striking  a  fun- 

gus with  his  foot.  Any  thing  with  which  boys' 
writing-tablets  or  slates  are  cleaned  and  the  cha- 

racters obliterated. 

p  t-.'^Lsi*  manjalab,  Polluted  water  (in  which 
a  dog  or  carrion  has  been  thrown).  A  sink  or 

sewer  for  carrying  off"  dirty  water  from  baths. 
A  munjali^  Uncovered,  discovered. 

A  ̂^munjali,  Conspicuous,  apparent  (as  God 
to  man).  Departed.  (See  ̂ ^^\  injilas.) 

A  ̂ jJ^  manjaUk,  A  balista. 
A  manjam,  A  mine.  An  open  road.  Man- 

jim  or  minjam,  A  prominent  bone  in  the  foot,  the 

ankle-bone.  Minjam,  The  handle  or  eye  of  a  ba- 
lance in  which  the  tongue  or  needle  vibrates. 

A  ̂^i*  munajjam.  Calculated  or  determined  by 
the  aspect  of  the  stars.  Lent  for  a  certain  given 

time.  Munajjim,  An  astronomer,  astrologer,  alma- 
nack-maker. 

A  ti.^^  munjamid.  Congealed.  Pent  up. 

A  munjami^  Gathered  from  every  part. 
A  eJiv^  minjumla.  Among,  among  all ;  in  all  ; 

from  among ;  totally.   Upon  the  whole. 

A  manjanun,  (or  {^^4^  manjanln)  (pi. 

tj^>.U/«  manajin)  A  wheel  for  raising  water  from 
rivers  or  wells,  or  used  in  watering  gardens  and 
fields.  Time.  Fortune. 

G  JjiJ^^  manjanlh,  (minjamh,  ̂ j«r  nianjan- 
zuk)  (pi.  OUuJ;^i*  manjanihat,  majanih, 
and  LdlAjl;^  majanik)  A  warlike  engine,  catapulta, 

balista,  sling.  A  pulley,  machine  for  raising  great 

weights.  It  is  also  written  i^aIs**. 

A  j^^^uji^  manjanihty,  An  inventor,  maker,  or user  of  the  machine  ̂ Ji-I^  manjanik. 

P_j^  manju,  A  lentil,  a  kind  of  pulse. 
A        manjuw.  Dismissed,  set  free;  escaped. 

A  L_.^j-^i*  manjub,  (A  leathern  bottle)  tanned 
or  dressed  with  the  bark  of  the  acacia  or  other  trees. 

Leather  so  prepared.  A  large  cup  or  goblet,  or, 

in  general,  a  capacious  vessel.  Munjawib,  Dis- 

persed, cleared  off"  (as  clouds). 

A  '^^4^  manjud.  Afflicted,  distressed  in  mind. 
Perishing,  annihilated,  destroyed. 

Aj^"  manjur,  Planed,  hewn,  cut,  chipt. 

A  "Sj^^  manjurat,  A  water-wheel. 
Aj^si*  munjarviz.  One  who  recedes,  declines 

from,  retires.  A  deserter  to  the  enemy. 

Ai — j_j:i^ma?i;M/',Broadorbroad-headed(arrow). 
Capacious  (vessel).  Spacious(cavern).  (A  he-goat) 

prevented  from  gendering  by  a  piece  of  leather 

calledi_-sl^  nijqf.  Disabled  from  venery.  Acoward. 

A  ̂ 3^-^  manjult.  The  ball  or  spear-head  of  a 
banner  gilded.  A  flag  hoisted  on  a  turret  as  a  sig. 

nal  for  public  prayer.  A  parasol.  A  crown,  globe, 

or  any  ornament  on  the  top  of  a  tower. 

A  Jlj^*  manjul,  (A  skin)  drawn  off  an  animal, 
beginning  at  the  hough. 

A  munajja  ,  Name  of  a  sword. 

Pj<jsi^  manj'ir  or  munjir,  A  latticed  enclosure 
erected  before  a  door,  generally  in  an  oblique  di- 

rection, that  the  apartments  may  not  be  viewed 
from  without.  Musk  of  Trebizond. 

A  ̂   manh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Giving,  presenting; 
giving  away  milk,  hair,  or  young  (of  a  camel), 
but  with  a  view  to  return  the  dam. 

A  sl^  manhat,  A  winding  channel.  The  path 

of  a  camel  trained  to  draw  water.  ^\  ahhi^l 
manhat,  Distant  people,  unconnected  by  relation- 

ship, strangers.  Munhat,  Stout  (bow).  Large- 
bunched  (camel). 

A  minhar.  One  who  slaughters  many  (ca- 

mels) ;  hence,  liberal,  magnificent  (these  being  con- 
sidered as  the  highest  species  of  entertainment 

amongst  the  Arabians). 

A  jl^  minhaz.  The  pestle  of  a  mortar. 

A  [^jo^  minhas,  A  tall,  slender  woman. 
A  munahhib,  Quick  (walk  or  journey). 

A  'i^  minhat,  A  gift.  A  portion  of  camels'  or 
sheeps'  milk  which  another  is  allowed  to  draw, 
but  afterwards  to  restore  the  animal.  The  animal 



itself,  Any  thing  lent  in  general. 

A  CL/^  vimhat,  A  hatchet,  adze,  or  plane. 

A  CLJ^  rnunahhat,  Pared  (hoof). 

aJ^  munhajiz,  Who  hangs  back.    A  goer 

to,  or  comer  from,jl:C^  hijaz,  in  Arabia. 
A  munhadar,  inunhudur,  or  munhadur, 

Sloping,  low-lying  (place),  Munhadir,  One  who 

descends  a  declivity,or  goes  into  low  grounds.  Slop- 

ing (place).  Foundering  (ship). 
A  manhar,A  place  where  they  slay  animals 

for  sacrifice.  The  part  for  neck-ornaments. 

A  i^j^  munharid,  Dispersed.  Solitary,  alone. 
Fallen  (star). 

A  u_i,^mMwAaraf,Atrapezium. 

shahih  bVl  munharaf,  A  trapezoid.  Munharif, 

Changed,  inverted.    One  who  declines  or  turns 

from.  Swerved.  The  letter  J  Ia7)i. 

A  jjj-S^'*  munahhizat,  (A  she-camel)  troubled 
with  the  complaintjlii  nuhdz. 
A  munhass,  Torn  up  or  away.  Fallen, 

shed  (tooth). 

Aj-**^*  munhasir,  Naked,  nude,  uncovered. 

A  ̂ f*^  munhasim,  Cut,  lopt,  amputated. 
A  (j«a^jMMn/ia5S,  (Hair)  fallen;  docked  (tail). 

A jjo..^  munhasir,  Surrounded,  besieged,  be- 
leagured,  blockaded,  pressed,  hemmed  in,  confined 
to,restricted.Contained,comprehended.  Numbered. 

A  munhatt,  Handsome  (shoulder),  as  be- 
ing low.  Munhitt,  Falling,  let  down,  descending. 

(Provisions)  falling  (in  price).  (A  camel)  become 
master  of  the  reins  and  rushing  towards  a  precipice. 

A  aia^  munhatat,  (Horses  or  camels)  seized 

with  the  distemper  &la^  nahtat. 

A  L— 2^  munliaf,  Rendered  lean,  emaciated. 

A         munliall,  Loosed  (knot). 

A  (3^*  rnunhamik,  Become  mean,  vile,  con- 
temptible.   Blunted  (sword).    Worn  (garment). 

Flat,  dull  (market). 

A  J^^*  munhana,  The  bend  of  a  valley  or  river. 
ilfM?z/jam, Flexible, crooked,  bent.  Lean,  decrepit. 

A  manhut,  Cut  out,  hewn  (as  a  column 

or  pillar).  Pared  :  chipped.  An  image,  statue,  or 

piece  of  sculpture;  workmanship  of  the  statuary. 

Ajj^*  munhur,  The  throat,  gorge,  or  place  for 
neck-ornaments. 

A  manhuz,  (A  camel)  troubled  with  the 

diseasejl^  nuhaz.  Munhnmiz,  Retired,  departed. 

A(j^j^maH/tMS,Unfortunate,unhappy.^__j»>j^ 

manhusu'l  hal,  In  a  wretched  plight. 

A  (^ji^^"  munhawish,  Terrified,  flying. 
A  ̂ ^j^  7nanhuz,  Firm-fleshed,  plump.  Lean, 

emaciated.  Thin,  sharp  (point  of  spear  or  arrow). 

A  KIsj^  manhutat,  (Horses  or  camels)  trou- 

bled with  the  disease  'ila^  nahtat. 

A  I  Sjsi'*  manhuf,  Lean,  slim,  slender. 
A  manhul,  (Verse  of  one  author)  falsely 

attributed  to  another. 
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A  ci'j^  munhann,  Rolled  together:  coiled. 

A  L^^^^  minhhah,  Weak,  worthless. 
A  minkhar,  (A  woman)  breathing  hard 

through  the  nostrils  as  if  furious  in  the  act  of  venery. 
A  minhhas,  A  spur,  goad. 

A  ̂jli^*  munkhdk,  Widely-extended.  Deep. 
A  ̂A^**  manhhahat,  Podex. 

A munhhadir,Y eWedi,  close  kept  (woman). 

A  ̂ ^^^  mu7ihhadi^  Deceived,  cheated. A        mankhar,  minkhir,  munhlmr,  manhhir, 

or  minhhar,  A  nostril. 

A  'iij^  munahhrdbat  or  munuhhrihat,Vfona- eaten  (tree). 

A  munhharit,  Subdued.  Constrained. 

Rash,  precipitate.    (See  inhhirut.') 

A  ̂  j-j^  77iu7ihha7-i^  Split,  broken  in  pieces. 
Enfeebled.    Dislocated.  Displaced. 

■  ̂   <JJ  Tnunkharak,  (Any  place)  through  which 
the  wind  blows.  A  blast  or  breath  of  wind.  3Iun- 

kharik,  Torn,  lacerated.  ^jd^  munhhari- 

hu's  sirbdl,  One  whose  clothes  are  torn  (by  travel). 

A  j»j     7nunhha?'i7n,  Split,  notched. 
A  ̂ -'^  munhhazi^  Cut.    Bent  double  with 

old  age  and  weakness. 

A ^jj^  mMW^/ia2;?'A,Transfixed, pierced :  enfiled. A         munhhazil,  Broken  ;  abrupt.  Ceasing. 

A  *,.Ji,J^ munkhasif,  Blinded  (eye).  Eclipsed, 

p  i_a...i^  sl/c  mdlii  mu7>khasif,  The  moon  eclipsed. 

A  manhha^  The  articulation  of  the  head 
and  neck  to  the  first  dorsal  joint. 

A  f^jiJi^  7nunhhajis,  Spoiled,  stinking  (water). 

A  (^jaS^  Tnunhhafaz,  A  depressed  part.  3Iun- 
^/ifl/}^^, Depressed, subjected,  (in  grammar)Marked 

with has7' —  i.  'i^aSi^^  i_-J_jj^  al  hurufu''l 
mu7ihhajizat,  The  letters,  except  ̂ J«>■  K^><a<g. 

A         mtcnkhal  or  7nu7ikhul,  A  sieve,  searce. 

A  i,^^'^  7nunhhanis,  Folded,  bent :  flaccid. 
A  munhhanis,  Who  lags,  keeps  behind. 

A  jji"^  mimhha^iih,  Self-strangled. 
A  ̂ ^■^  manhhuh,  Cowardly.  Emaciated. 
aC^ 7nanhhut,  Removed, displaced.  C^^^ 

ii^ja5\  7nunh]iutu'l  fu^dd,  Fearful,  chicken-hearted. 
Munkharcit,  Darting,  pouncing  (hawk). 

Aj^^  munhhur,  A  nostril. 
A  (^^i^*  mankhux,  (A  camel)  scabby  about  the 

tail,  or  having  a  fissure  under  his  arm-pit.  Lean. 

A  i^j^  manhhush,  Lean. 
A         77ianhhu^  Slaughtered  by  a  gash  made 

as  deep  as  the  neck-bone. 
A  Jy:^??ia?i/</i«Z,Sifted(grain),skreened(gravel). 
A         munhhi,  Excessive  vanity  or  pride. 

Aj|j^mow/i;/«?/,Puffed  with  pride,vain-glorious. 
p  iiJl^o  mand,  A  species  of  jet  or  black  amber, 

(a  possessive  particle  added  to  words  in  Persian, 

synonymous  with  the  prefix  jii  zu  in  Arabic)  En- 

dowed with,  possessed  of,  having :  as,  li-I^iip-  hhi- 
radmand,  Possessed  of  understanding,  judicious. 
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A       munidd,  One  who  disperses  (camels). 

A  (_)*>^*iJ»«  mindds,  Light,  active  (woman). 
A  mindds,  A  foolish,  frivolous  woman. 

Meagre-hipped  (woman).  A  troublesome,  insolent 
fellow.  An  immodest  woman.  Mundds,  One  who 

attacks  privately  ;  who  propagates  any  thing  bad. 

Pjj\iiJ/«  manddwa7\  Name  of  a  country. 
A  .'ti.-*  mundih.  One  who  exposes  himself  to 

dangers.  Large  (scar).  L^i^JS^i.^\>  hdhu'l  man- 
dib,  (Gate  of  tears)  Babelmandel. 

Pj^>i\I*  7nandbur,  Unfortunate,  unhappy. 

A  J^ti-i*  mindaba',  Quick,  ready,  nimble. 
A js-iiJi*  mundaji7',  Loose,  flexible  (rope). 
A  mandah,  A  spacious  place. 

A  ̂ liJ^  mindakh,  One  who  does  not  care  what 
he  says,  or  what  is  said  of  him. 

A  (Ji-^iJl*  mundahhil,  One  who  enters. 

Aj  Jil*  7nundir,  One  who  subtracts  (from  an  ac- 
count). One  who  makes  (a  thing)  fall.  One  who 

draws  forth  (his  money). 

A  ̂ li-*  munda7'ij,  Comprehended,  contained, collected,  inserted.  Enrolled,  registered.  Involved 

within  itself,  coiled  or  rolled  up.  Perishing  (fa- 

mily), become  extinct. 
A  »s>-ji}>^  mtindurija,  Contents. 

A  (^jS^  mundaris,  Obliterated.  Worn  out. 

A  ̂ ^^itimundari^O nevfho  approaches.  Quick. 
Dislocated  (bone).  Filled(belly).  Emerging  (moon 

from  behind  a  cloud). 

A  (_jjI»ii.JL«  mundass.  Hid,  buried. 
p  (^Smo  inandish,  A  carpet,  a  rug. 
A  7nunda^s,  Dissolved  (dead  body). 

A  (_^iiwe  munda^,  Responsive.  A  respondent. 

A   ̂ tiK-*  viindarjh,  Satirical,  sarcastic. 
A'iS'S*<  mindaffhat,  White  specks  appearing  on 

the  nails.  (See  juLuJoo  minsaghat.) 

A  u-ii^**  mindaf,  (and  &i<^  mindafat)  A  large 

bow  bent,  the  string  of  which  they  beat  with  a  mal- 

let in  separating  or  teasing  cotton  ;  also  the  mallet. 

A  ̂iJJl/CTOwnda^^,  Beat, trampled  upon.  Driven 
away,  expelled,  repulsed,  removed.  Carried  far 

(in  a  story).  Swift  (horse).  Far-gone.  Arrived 
unexpectedly.  Given,  delivered,  surrendered. 

A  ̂jS'^'-uti  mundafik,  Wide-spread,  outpoured. 
A  f^sdJjc  mundafin,  (A  well)  filled  up,  covered 

over  with  a  part  of  itself.  Concealed. 

A  jji^  mundakh,  Brayed  (in a  mortar).  Bat- 
tered (city-wall).  Knocked  at  (door). 

p  uiJjkJ»-«  mandah,  Badness  of  markets,  diffi- 
culty of  sale. 

A  ci3;iJ^  mundahk,  Levelled  (height,  hollow). 

A  j.^J^  mundahim.  Who  thrusts  himself  in. 
P  ma7idal.  An  enchanter's  circle  described 

on  the  ground,  in  which  they  sit  when  endeavour- 

ing to  conjure  up  demons  or  spirits. 
A  J^i..^  mandal,  A  boot.  Wood  of  aloes.  Name 

of  a  town  in  India,  whence  the  best  kind  is  brought. 
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Mindal,  An  active  man,  suddenly  snatching  any 

thing.  A  yard  erect.  A  towel,  napkin.  A  towel 

with  which  one  is  girded.  A  table-cloth. 

A  JiXU  mundall,  Guided,  led.  Poured,  spread. 

A  LLJiiJ^  mundalis,  Who  rushes  upon  or  into. 

Who  goes  quick,  who  passes  rapidly  by.  Self- 
opiniated.  Who  walks  bolt  upright. 

A  ̂jtaJii«ic  mundalis,  (A  slippery  thing)  sliding 
out  of  the  hand  :  lubricous. 

A  ̂ ii^  mundall^  Protruded  (tongue).  Pro- 
minent, flagging  (belly).  Drawn  (sword). 

A  mundalif,  A  lion  marching  leisurely. 

A  j_^iiJl««  mundalih,  One  who  precedes  and  out- 
strips in  going  or  running.  Whatever  protrudes 

or  slips  out  (as  a  gut)  from  the  belly,  (or  a  sword) 

from  the  sheath.  (A  torrent,  or  a  body  of  horse) 

overwhelming  (people). 

p  ««5iiJi*  mandala,  Wood  of  aloes.  A  magic  circle 

traced  on  the  ground.  J/i3nc/27a,Akind  of  silken  stuff, 

A  martdaUy,  (or  al  mandaUy) 
Of  the  city  of  Mandal,  especially  wood  of  aloes. 

Aj«iiJ^  mandam,  Repentance  (especially  late). 

A  "kio.^  viandamat,  That  of  which  one  repents. 
A  cause  of  repentance. 

A mundamij,  Round,  smooth.  Inserted 

and  sticking  fast.  Compact. 

A  (j«/c3J-«  mundamis,  One  who  enters  (a  bath, 
cavern,  or  prison). 

A  rmindamah,  An  entrance,  place  where 

one  enters.  Mundamik,  One  who  enters  abruptly 

or  without  leave.  Falling  from  its  place.  Con- 
cealed (hunter). 

A  mundamil,  Healed"  (wound  or  sore). 
p  jtJJi*  mandu,  Name  of  a  city  in  Hindustan. 

A  (— -Jji^  mandub,  Lamented,  celebrated  in  a 
funeral  oration.  Beloved.  Name  of  a  famous 

horse.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  w-jiiJwc  manduhat,  A  wide,  extensive  place. 
Extension.  Facility,  ability. 

Pjj4iJ<  mandur,  Sad,  afflicted.  Miserable,  un- 
fortunate, unhappy.  Avaricious.  A  fly. 

A  s**>ji\U  mandusat,  A  beetle. 

A  '^'^  viandugh,  Gently  rubbed. 
A  L— Jj^iJl/o  manduf,  Carded  or  teased  (cotton). 

Struck  with  a  bow,  bowed. 

.A  (Jjii..i«  mundawil,  A  mover  or  roamer  from 
place  to  place.  Loose  (belly).  Alvine  (excretions) 

coming  forth.  (Anything)  adhering  when  touched. 

Pj_jj;iJ/o  mandrKur,  Unfortunate,  miserable,  ex- 
cluded from  the  divine  favour.  Sorrowful. 

p  manda,  A  pitcher,  especially  a  broken- 
handled  one.  Dulness  of  markets.  Bread. 

A  j^iXU  mundahin,  One  who  anoints  himself. 

A(J^oJ><  munadda',  Moistened.  The  place  where 
camels  pasture  between  the  first  and  second  drink- 

ing. A  place  where  horses  are  watered. 

A  Ob iXU  mundiyatf  Disgraces,  affronts. 

(    1253  ) 

A  mundiyat,  A  word  applied  to  a  coward, 
by  which  he  feels  himself  disgraced. 

p  ̂jiJtXio  mandesh,  Be  not  anxious  or  thought- 
ful. Name  of  a  fortress  in  Khurasan. 

A  (JJiiJ-*  mandil  or  mindil,  A  towel,  a  napkin. 

A  table-cloth.  Mindil,  A  wreath,  sash,  turban- 

cloth,  or  any  thing  rolled  round  the  head  of  a  man 
or  woman.  A  handkerchief,  whether  thrown  round 

the  neck  or  worn  stuck  in  the  girdle.  A  mantle. 

A  1^  munzu  or  minzu,  (contraction  from 

7nin  and  t5\  iz)  From,  since  (in  a  past  sense).  In 

(in  a  present  sense).    {J^yL  lakituhu 

munzu  yarvmani,  I  met  him  two  days  ago.  pj^.  liJl* 

(j«>>.  %^  munzu  yaKmi''l  khamis,  Since  Thursday. 
AjdJ^  munzir,  An  admonisher,  adviser.  One 

who  puts  in  fear.  abU'lmunzir,  A  cock. 
jiXU  &Lb  lata  bi  laylatibn  munzir,  He 

passed  a  restless  night.  j  '^J^  al  munzir,  Name  of 
a  prince  of  the  Arabians ;  also  of  his  tribe. 

Aj^^mo  manzur,  Promised,  vowed,  dedicated. 
A  WjC«  manrabat,  Detraction,  slander. 

A  jCo  minazz,  Ricketty,  unsteady.  A  cradle. 

Ai_jV;^'S?nm2'a/',(Agoat)whosemilkhas  stopped. 
A j>-y^munzajir,  Rebuked,  rebuffed,  put  down. 
A  Xs-j^/c  minzahat,  A  bucket,  or  any  thing  for 

drawing  water. 

A  ̂ j'jjo  munzarib,  Lurking  (hunter). 
A  (Jjj^-*  munzarik,  Dilatory,  lagging.  Laid 

supine.  Flying,  passing  (arrow). 

A  ̂ jSx  manza^  A  place  of  drawing.  3Iinza^ 
An  arrow  by  which  any  thing  is  removed  or  pulled 

up.  A  man  who  pulls  hard. 

A  ̂ j?^  munazza^  Pulled  up  (herbage). 

A'iS'j^Kmanza^t, The  end  or  design  of  any  thing, 
action,  or  counsel ;  the  place  to  which  one  hastens 

or  returns.  The  end  or  interruption  of  a  draught. 

A  stone  upon  which  one  stands  near  a  well  to  draw 

water.  A  bow  whose  string  is  far  distant  from  the 

handle.  s-S-j\\  i—^iifl  tayyibu^l  manza^t,  (Wine) 
which  leaves  a  pleasant  smack  on  the  palate.  Man- 

za^t  or  minza^t.  Care,  solicitude.  Min^zat,  A 
ladle-shaped  stick  with  which  they  gather  honey. 

A ̂ 'j^  munza^j,  Displaced,  removed. 
A  ̂ jvo  miyizagh,  (and  S5-jC<i)  A  slanderer. 
A&S-jCc  minzaghai,  A  tuft  of  feathers  ;  also  an 

iron  wire  brush,with  which  bakers  brush  their  bread. 

A  t^'Jjomunzaf  or zif,  Drunk, stupid.  Weak. 

A  'i>^  minzafat,  (pi.  manazif)  A  small 
bucket  at  the  end  of  a  cross  pole  for  drawing  water. 

A  manzal  or  manzil,  (v.  n.  of  Jji)  Descend- 

ing or  alighting  (as  a  stranger  or  guest).  Manzil, 

(pi.  Jjljw*  manazil)  A  caravansera,  inn,  or  place  for 
the  accommodation  of  travellers  ;  a  house,  hotel, 

lodging,  mansion,  habitation,  dwelling.  A  man- 

sion of  the  moon.  A  day's  journey.  A  stage  in  tra- 
velling or  in  the  divine  life.  Boundary,  end,  limit, 

goal,  place  of  destination.    A  post-office,  a  stage 

where  post-horses  are  furnished.  Rank,  dignity. 

Three  stars  in  the  tail  of  the  Great  Bear,  p  Jjvo 

manzili  jan,  The  world  above.  The  human 

body.  A^Jy>'  JjC«  manzili  huzn,  (or  p 
manzili  khaki)  The  world,  p  (— Jj^  man- 

zilinabah7-a-Jirib,Thevror\d.  Time.  Fortune.  (Jjv« 

tJii^  ma?izil  giriftan.  To  halt,  encamp,  a  Mun- 
zal,  (v.  n.  4  of  Jji)  Causing  (one)  to  alight,  giving 

(him)  a  hospitable  reception.  The  mode  itself. 
Made  to  alight.  Sent  down  (angel  or  revelation). 

Munzil,  One  who  causes  to  alight,  who  receives 

hospitably.    (See  ̂}\y>\  inzal.) 

A  'i^jiic  manzilat,  A  house  of  accommodation  for 
travellers.  A  step.  Apostof  honour,  dignity,  rank, 

station,  condition.  A  watering-place.  'i^'J<^  bimun- 
zilat,  In  the  place,  in  lieu,  in  loco.  In  reference 

to.  ̂ \  '^'j^i^fi  ina7izilati  akh,  In  the  capacity of  a  brother,  like  a  brother. 

p  jols-  (Jjv«  manzil'kkana,  A  post-house. 

p  ̂^yiUuij  Jjvo  manzil-shinas,  A  holy  man. 
A  Jj)jvo??ii/?!^aZjAr,Sliding;slippery;liableto  slide. 
p  sUSjvo  manzil-gah,  (and  aXJjS-«  manzil-gah) 

A  day's  journey.  An  inn. 

A  ̂J<i<t  minzam,  A  tooth. A  Jijk*  munzamm.  Bound,  tied,  fastened. 

A  ̂ jj</«  manzus.  Greedy,  addicted  to. 
Aj|jj?-«  man2:Mr,Little,small.  Importuned,  urged, 

pressed  to  give. 

A  ̂ 'j^  manzu^  Torn  up,  eradicated. 
A  I  f_jj«  manzuf,  Weakened  by  loss  of  blood. 

Inebriated,  stupid.  Parched  with  thirst.  Exhausted 

(well).  Nonplused  in  argument. 

A  J_jj<*  manzul,  Troubled  with  a  rheum  (dJp 
nazlat).  3Tunzan;il,  Perishing,  falling,  decaying. 

A  jjjvo  manzus..  Addicted,  dedicated. 
A  t^yj^  munzanfi,  Solitary,  recluse;  a  hermit. 

Shrivelled,  puckered  (leather). 

,    A  5jvo  TOima22:aA,  Exempted  from,  free.  Pure, 
blameless,  holy. 

A  Sifcjvo  manzahat,  (pi.  XjUo)  A  pleasant  place. 

A  (^'j^  mumi,  Wishful,  inclined  to. 
A  l^'jjo  manzry,  Exhausted,  dried  up. 
A  manas,  Cheerfulness,  briskness,  joy. 

A8LJ>/o  mansaMt,  (v.  n.  of  L*j)  Delaying,  giv- 

ing credit,  selling  on  credit.  Driving  (camels)  by 

shouting  to  them.  Mansatat,  {minsasat,  sU—x* 

mansat,  or  minsat)  A  staff,  a  shepherd's  crook. 

A  ̂        minsah,  A  broom,  besom,  or  fan. 
A  ̂ L-j«c  munsak.  Near,  nigh.  A  follower.  A 

kinsman.    (A  mountain)  shelving  off  lengthwise. 
A  sjub^  mansabatf  (v.  n.  of  j)  Praising 

(a  mistress)  in  verse. A  fc3Jw-jA>  munsabit,  Perfectly  ripe  (date). 

A  (.diju»j«/a  munsabik.  Molten  (silver). 
A         mansat,  Old,  aged  (female). 

A         minassat,  A  rod,  staff. 

A^lMj^wMnsa^/^,Diligent,prompt,expeditious. 



K ̂ Jytcmansij  or  mansaj,  A  weaver's  shop.  A 
workshop.  3Iinsaj,  The  instrument  by  which  the 

web  is  stretched  when  working.  A  weaver's  loom. 
That  part  of  a  horse  about  the  fore-shoulder  and 
under  the  mane. 

Aj^*^  munsajir,'Loo&e,  flowing  hair.  Follow- 
ing without  interruption. 

A  ̂^sf^  munsajil,  (Water)  poured  forth.  Writ- 
ten or  signed  (by  a  judge). 

A  c-*^**^  munsahib,  Trailed  on  the  ground. 

A  las:****^  munsahit,  Falling  (out  of  the  hand) 
from  slipperiness.  Slipping  down  a  pole. 

A  ̂j^'*^niunsahik,'Wovn  by  friction.  Reduced 
to  powder,crumbledtodust.  Widened,  (pi.  Jjjp-l->«/« 

masahik')  Flowing  (tear). 
A  ̂ ^*^  munsahil,  Smoothed,  polished, bright. 

Diffusive  (orator).  Drawn  back  (skin). 

A         munsadd,  Closed,  stopped,  shut  (hole). 

Aj(X«»>/«  munsadir,  Loose  (woman's  hair).  One 
who  goes  quick,  who  makes  haste. 

A  Jii— i/c  munsadil,  Loose,  flowing,  pendulous 

(woman's  hair,  veil,  or  robe). 

A  pii-M-io  munsadim,  Healed  (wound). 
A  j^Jxc  mansir,  A  troop  of  horse  from  30  to  40, 

or  40  to  60,  or  100  to  200.  The  advanced  guard 

of  an  army,  the  van.  Mansir  or  minsar,  The  beak 

of  a  rapacious  bird  (j^i^  minkar  being  the  bill  of 
any  other  bird). 

A  L-.>j-*»x«  munsarib,  (A  fox)  creeping  (into  his 
hole).  Very  long. 

A  ̂ j--j«o  munsarih,  Ono  who  throws  off  his 
clothes,  who  strips  naked.  Extended  on  the  back. 

One  who  stretches  out  the  feet.  Flowing,  gliding, 

creeping.  Moving  to  and  fro.  (A  camel)  going 
swiftly.  A  kind  of  verse. 

A  'i^j-^iSicmunsarihat,  Swift,  quick  (she-camel ). 
A  1^ j.Jxif>  munsari,  Dispelled  (grief,  fear). 

A  ̂   munsatih,  One  who  stretches  him- 
self out,  lying  on  the  back  motionless. 

A  minsa^  The  north  wind. 

A  jwwLe  minsa^t,  Ground  quickly  producing. 
A  ftA**Jw<>  minsaghat,  A  tuft  of  feathers ;  also 

something  similar  of  iron  wire,  with  which  bakers 

brush  or  make  marks  upon  their  bread. 

A  '_o  -  't."  minsaf,  A  fan  for  winnowing  corn. 
Minsafov  mansif,  The  mouth  or  muzzle  of  an  ass. 

A  &fl*,J*/c  viinsafat,  An  instrument  for  under- 
mining walls. 

A ja*<*l«  miinsafir,  Bare,  destitute. 

A  munsafili,  Quite  open  (door). 

A  munsajik,  Shed  (blood  or  tear). 
A  munassah,  J oined  in  order. 

A  tiL-le  mansak,  (v.  n.  of  udL«3)  Being  reli- 
gious, devoted  to  the  service  of  God.  A  frequented 

place.  Mansah  or  mansik,  (pi.  Cil*»jU/«  manasik) 

A  place  of  sacrifice,  especially  in  the  valley  of  Mina 

near  Mecca.    The  rites  and  ceremonies  attendino- 
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those  sacrifices,  or  religious  worship  in  general. 

A  L_.A^wdl«  m.unsakib,  Outpoured,  flowing,  fluid 

(water)  ;  shed,  gushing  (blood). 

A  (J— Jk*  mansil,  Generation,  progeny.  Mun- 

sal,  Begotten,  generated.  Munsil,  (A  bird)  moult- 

ing ;  (a  camel)  changing  his  coat.  (Garments) 
falling  off  or  flowing  down.  (An  animal)  near  the 
time  for  changing  its  hair  or  feathers.  (A  plant) 

shooting  out,  putting  forth,  and  throwing  off.  One 
who  precedes  (others). 

A  (J— viunsall,  One  who  withdraws  himself 
stealthily.  What  falls  off  or  dropsfrom  the  middle. 

A  u-J—l*  munsalib,  Swift  in  going. 

A  ̂L**iAj  munsalakh,  The  end  of  a  month.  Mun- 
salikh,  Drawn  off  (skin).  Finished  (month). 

A  i^^LmI/o  munsalih,  (An  eye)  afflicted  with  the 
disease  Jj^^  sulak. 

A  CiU--*l<>  munsalik,  Joined,  enrolled  in,  added. 

A  i^/e  mann  salwa',  Manna  (and)  quails 
(food  of  the  Israelites  in  the  wilderness). 

A  munsali,  Shaken  off  (fear  or  sadness), 

p  |aw><Jt/«  mansim,  Name  of  a  plant  which  they 
mix  up  with  perfumes. 

A  7nansim,  A  mark,  sign.    Way,  road, 

path.  Mode,  manner,  opinion.  Face,  aspect.  Sect. 

The  foot  of  a  camel.  tiiX»--*l«  fj>\  miti  ayn  man- 
shnuha,  Whence  come  you  ? 

A  mMnassm,Enlivener,  vivifier,  animator, 

p  y^jue  mansunu,  The  elect,  chosen  of  God. 

A  L--'^*-i«mansSJ,  Related,  belonging,  relative, 
connected,  allied.  Noted.  Denominated  from  his 

family,  derived  from  another,  surnamed.  Attri- 

buted, ascribed,  charged,  imputed,  addicted  to,  de- 

pending upon,  chargeable,  (pi.  L-*AA*»U/c???anasi6) 

Amorous  (verse)  in  praise  of  a  mistress.  t-->_j*Jk/c 

t^i^j^  mansub  kardan,  To  charge,  attribute. 
p  e.i^M^  mansuba,  Adjustment,  arrangement, 

happy  contrivance,  position,  or  posture.  The  game 

of  chess.  The  seventh  game  of  i^j>  nard. 

A  mansuj,  Woven.  OWj— i«  mansu- 
jat,  Things  weaved  ;  gold-wrought  garments. 

p  mansuj-baf,  A  weaver  of  gold- 
wrought  garments. 

A  ̂ y^tSjo  mansuhh,  (fem.  '6»-y^M>  mansukhai) Cancelled,  obliterated,  abolished,  abrogated. 

A  ij^— x<  mansuk,  Joined  in  order. 
A  uiJ_j*~Jk.*  mansuk,  (fem.  mansukai) 

Smooth-skinned  or  sleek-coated  (horse).  Manured 

(field).  Purified,  washed,  cleaned  (thing). 

A       Ju«  mansus,  Delayed,  protracted. 

A  munsi.  Who  causes  one  to  forget. 

A  'J|_^-j**  mans'iy,  Forgotten,  buried  in  oblivion, 
neglected,  omitted.    Hurt  in  the  nerve  LmJ  nasa\ 

p  manish,  Greatness  of  soul,  magnanimi- 

ty, authority,  gravity,  dignity.  Liberality.  Nature, 
genius.  Constitution,  temperament,  disposition, 

good-nature,cheerfulness,content.  Theheart.  Pride, 

arrogance.  Desire,  wish,  ̂ ^^j  (jJ^  manish  za- 

dan,{^^^  kardan,  or  gashtan),To  nauseate, 
to  have  a  disordered  stomach. 

A  XZJjo  manshas,  A  place  where  any  one  grows 

up;  one's  native  soil.  Principal,  beginning,  origin, 
source,  spring,  motive.  Allusion.  Exordium,  or 

argument  of  any  composition,  llunsha^.  Hoisted 

(standard),  raised  high.  Erect  (stone  or  stake). 
One  who  grows;  tall  (girl). 

A  b\J^  munshasat,  A  ship  with  sails  hoisted. 

A  munshat.  Compositions,  writings. 

xjj^^  minshar,  A  saw.  A  wooden  pronged- 
instrument  for  winnowing  corn.    The  sword-fish. 

A  t^Lilc  minshariy,  Serrate,  sawed. 
A  minshas,  (A  woman)  disobedient  to 

her  husband  in  not  admitting  him  into  her  bed. 

A(  >[zSk  mms/ta/,(  Acamel)  sometimes  abound- 
ing in  milk  and  sometimes  destitute. 

A  JLiLlL*  minshal,  A  flesh-hook  or  fork  with 
which  they  take  meat  out  of  a  pot. 

A  u.* manshab.  Any  thing  which  adheres 

(especially  bad),  llinshab,  A  net,  gin,  noose,  snare, 

(pi.  manashih)  A  small  worthless  date. 
A  y.  j>t,lfO  munashshab,  (A  garment)  painted  with 

the  figures  of  arrows  nushshab). 

A  sjJLxo  manshabat,  Live  or  dead  stock. 

A  ̂J-JLilio  munshabil.  Slow-flowing  or  gliding. 

A  lL» ■».»>«  munshatt,  Separated,  distinct,  dis- 

persed, scattered. 
AjiSLlA  munshatir,  (An  eye)  whose  lashes  are 

either  inverted,  wide  asunder,  or  loose. 

A  munshid.  One  who  makes  a  sign,  points 

to,  or  informs  (where  any  thing  is  lost).  One  who 

asks  information  about  any  thing  lost.  A  reciter 

(of  verses),  an  improvisator.  A  satirist. 
A  ijdJ^  munshadi,  A  reciter  (of  verse)  in  a 

loud  voice.  A  learner  of  erudition,  or  any  thing 

elegant,  from  another. 

AjLJa  munshar.  Diffused,  scattered.  Munshir, 

(God)  the  reviver,  bringer  to  life. 

AjZ^  munashshar,  Spread  open,  unfolded,  dif- 
fused, scattered. 

A  ■^rj^^  munsharij.  Split,  gaping,  open. 
A  munsharih.  Cheerful,  rejoicing. 

A  ̂ ^-i^  munsharik.  Split,  cracked  (bow). 
munsharim.  Split,  slightly  cut. 

A  \aJl^  munshit,  Possessed  of  sprightly  (iaA.ii 

nashit)  horses  or  domestics. 

A  ̂ ^LU  mansJia^  (v.  n.  of         Tearing  away 
with  violence.   Putting  any  thing  into  the  mouth 
of  an  infant.    Instructing,  teaching.  (See 

nushuQ.  3Iinsha^  Ahox  in  which  they  keep  snuff', 
or  any  thing  for  clearing  the  brain. 

A  {^xJlSjc  munsha^b, Divided  (way  or  branches). 

Branching  (road  or  tree).  Scattered. 
A  munshadi,  Kindled,  flaming. 

minshaghat,  A  medicine-chest. 



A  minshaf,  (pi.  i^Pw,A<L<)  A  towel. 

A  (.»ft-i;.JU  munashshif,  Imbibing ;  absorbent. 

A  ̂ J^MO  viansliak,  The  nose  or  nostril.  Mun- 
sliik,  One  who  puts  (medicine)  into  the  nostrils. 

A  ̂ ZJ.ic  munshakk,  Split.    (See  ̂ULi*^l.) 

yS-^  manish-garda,  A  nausea,  loathing. 
A  fainting-fit. 

p  islLi  {,J**^  manish-gashta,  Distempered,  in- 
disposed, sick. 

A  ̂yLlK  mirishal,  A  flesh-hook  or  fork  with  which 
they  take  meat  out  of  a  pot. 

A  'i^ZtMC  manshalat,  The  place  of  the  ring  on 
the  little  finger. 

A  j^Jl*  manshim  or  mansham,  Name  of  a  cer- 
tain perfume  hard  to  pound.  A  certain  poisonous 

plant  called  ̂ ^xJW  Js  kurunu''s  sumbul.  Man- 
shim,  A  fruit  black  and  stinking.  Carpo-balsam. 
Name  of  a  certain  vendress  of  perfumes  at  Mecca. 

Aj^J^  munshamir,  A  pompous  walker.  One 
who  prepares  with  diligence  and  expedition  for 

any  thing.    Quick-going  (horse). 

A  (J^^  munshamil,  One  who  prepares  for  do- 
ing any  thing.    (See  JWio^  inshimal.) 

p  i^Ji*^  manishin,  Nature,  disposition,  tempe- 

rament. Gravity,  magnificence,  high-mindedness. 

A  t-^j.i^  manshuh,  Adhering,  fixed. 
manshur,  Diffused,  spread  open  or 

abroad,  divulged.  Published  (book).  One  whose 

affairs  are  in  disorder.  A  royal  mandate,  diploma, 

patent,  or  privilege  not  sealed  or  stamped  with  the 

royal  signet.  (A  man)  of  extensive  business.  Di- 
vided, cut  with  a  saw.  A  prism,  p  ̂jL-^^ 

^  manshur-navisani  hagh,  Nightingales,larks,  &c. 
mamhurat,  A  noble,  bountiful  lady. 

manshush,  (An  unguent)  thickened 

with  perfumes. 

manshu^  Addicted ;  wishful. 

A  ̂ ^ZJk  manshugh,  (A  child)  drenched  with 
medicine.  Wishful,  desirous,  greedy. 

A  ̂Jyt,'M<>  munsharvz,  Roasted. 
A  j^^i^i*  munski,  Awriter,  au  th  or,  secretary,  tutor, 

or  language-master.  A  composer  in  prose,  f-^^^^ 
i-iUi  mnnshuifalak,  The  planet  Mercury, 

p  |_^*/«  manishi,  Constitutional,  natural, 
p  lJCi..i«  mansliiya,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  The 

minister  of  a  fire-temple. 
A  munshamt,  Literary  compositions, 
p  manshldan,  To  nauseate,  loathe. 

V  J>  ̂̂ 'mo  munshlgari,  Business  of  a  munshl. 
A  munsah,  Water  overflowing  the  sur- 

face of  the  ground. 

A  (JldiOA*  mansal,  A  body  of  troops  smaller  than 

i^^iJAic  miknab.  Minsal,  An  oblong  stone  with 

which  any  thing  is  bruised. 

A  u-/*aJ««  mansib,  A  turning-place.  Mansib 

or  mansab,  A  principle,  origin,  (pi.  i^to^  ma- 
nasib^  Dignity,  office,  ministry,  magistracy.  A  high 
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place  ;  a  place  where  any  thing  is  erected,  pj^ 

(ji^J^  JjS-  L—iuaA*  az  mansib  ̂ zl  kardan,  To  de- 
prive of,  or  dismiss  from,  an  employment,  a  3Iin- 

sab,  (pi.  manasib)  A  trivet  or  any  thing 
similar  on  which  a  pot  is  placed.  Munsab,  Pained, 

indisposed.  Weai-ied,  fatigued.  Munsib,  One  who 
fatigues.    Oppressive,  vexatious  (anxiety). 

a  i_^<flLkfO  munassab,  (Dust)  moistened  and  ad- 

hering together.  Evenly  set  (row  of  teeth).  Laid 
one  upon  another  (stones). 

A  CLi'^oj^^  munsabb,  Poured  out,  diffusing  itself. 

Smitten  with  love.    Sloping  (gi'ound). 
A  XArfolic  mansabat,  Trouble,  labour,  toil,  care. 

The  discharging  of  an  office,  performance  of  duty. 

Pj^tiJooA*  mansib-ddr,  Appointed  to  office  un- 
der government.  Invested  with  dignity,  official. 

A  magistrate,  a  man  in  office. 

A  ̂ ^vo  munsabigh,  Tinged,  dyed,  immersed, 
dipped.  Baptized. 

A  (j;uaj««  mMwsaZ)m,Returned,  receded,departed. 

A  manassat,  The  marriage-chamber  or  bed 

(lichly  ornamented).  A  theatre.  Minassat,  A 

raised  seat  highly  decorated,  on  which  the  bride 
is  exhibited  to  public  view. 

A  ̂ toj^  minsah,  (orS^^**  minsahat)  A  needle. 
A  ̂ joj^  munsadi^  Separated.  Cleft,  rent. 
A  munsarih,  Clear,  plain,  transparent. 

A  i^j^alijo  munsaraf,  (v.  n.  7  of  u-Jj'O)  Turn- 

ing one's  self,  receding,  departing.  Place  of  depar- 
ture. Munsarif,  Converted,  turned  back,  receding, 

departing,  deviating.  Rebellious.  Related  to.  De- 
clinable (noun). 

A  munsarim,  Cut  (rope). 

A  ̂ ^flLW  mansa^  (pi.  ̂ ^Ia*  manasi^  A  privy. 
A  company,  an  assembly. 

A  I  a*ax«  mansaf,  (pi.  (  Q^Ia*  manasif)  A  do- 
mestic. The  middle  or  the  half  of  the  way.  Min- 

saf,  A  domestic.  3Iunsrf,  Discreet.  Just,  equita- 

ble. A  judge-advocate,  (in  India)  A  district  or 

village-judge.  An  arbiter.  One  who  gives  a  half. 

A  u_a*al««mwwassa/,  (Wine)  boiled  down  to  one- 

half.  Half-ripe  (date).  '  JkTunassif,  One  v/ho 'wraps 
a  turban  round  the  head. 

p  eoli-ojwc  munsifana,  Candidly,  equitably. 

A  'iLtoj^  man  or  minsafat,  A  female  servant. 

A  ijioj**  munsajih,  Turned  back.  Shut,  closed, 
covered.  Depressed. 

p  (iljj  munsif-nihad,  Just,  equitable. 
A  (J^flLW  munsul  or  munsal,  A  sword,  jj-oxc 

munsilulasinnat,  (or  J-^oi/*  munsilu'l 
all)  The  month  Rajab  (during  which  the  spear- 

heads were  taken  off). 

AOi-aj**mMn.'!aZi7,Brisk,active,bustling(man). 
Sharp  and  glittering  (sword). 

A  ̂ _jj»«3Lwi  munsami,  Poured  upon. 
A  u-^j^aoA)  mansub,  Erected,  planted,  set  up, 

constituted,  excited,  fixed,  established,  appointed. 

named  for.  Promoted  to  dignity.  Substituted. 

Marked  with  thevowel  point  fatha  —  a.  (Ingram.) 
Governed.  Collocation ;  the  situation  of  the  men 
on  a  chess-board.  Dignity. 

p  mansuba,  Intention,  will,  desire.  Con- 

trivance. The  sixth  of  the  seven  games  of  liy  nard. 

pjb  «J^^i*  mansuba-baz,  Considerate,  foresee- 
ing, prudent,  sagacious,  ingenious. 

A  ,^yaj^  mansuh,  Advised,  counselled. 
A  »j>-yali6  mansuhat,  Well-watered  (land),  and 

producing  herbage  so  thick  as  to  touch  each  other. 

AjyolM  mansur,  Aided,  defended,  protected  (by 

God),  triumphant.  Mansur,  (oijAla/c  man- 
sur u  m2«2'q^ar)  Victorious,  conquering.  3Iansur, 

(^ov jyA^X^  almansur)  Name  of  the  second  caliph 
of  the  house  of  Abbas. 

A  'ij^^ajio  mansurat.  Name  of  sevei'al  towns. 
A;^j.«3L)s*ma«SM5,Manifested,declared.(^^#a,A<« 

(Jl».  jjjb\  J jn/D  J  mansus  u  ma^'ufi  ahli  hdl.  Ma- nifested and  known  to  one  skilled  in  the  business. 

A  ̂3.AaAj^^o  minsil,  A  long  stone  for  bruising. 
A  LauM  munza  ,  Emaciated  with  travelling. 

a^IjolXc  m,inzaj,  A  roasting-spit. 

A^flL>/«mM«2a;,Well-cooked,thoroughly  dressed 
(meat).    Munzij,  Suppurative.  „ 

A  ̂ Jx.fC  munazzij,  (pi.  OL:^'*^  munazzijdi) (A  camel)not  bringing  forth  for  a  year.  Suppurative. 
A  C^[^^^  munzi,ormvnazzijdt,  Suppuratives. 

A  ̂ ^^^  munzaji^  Reclined  on  a  bed  or  on  the 
ground  (especially  on  the  side). 

A  &s:* 

minzahat,  (or  ii^^^)  A  giraffe. 
A  munazzad,  (Carpets  or  blankets)  laid 

one  upon  another.  Well-set  (pearls). 

A  ̂ joj^  munzarij,  Split.  (See  ̂ ia>\,) 

A  ,^j*as<  mMWxaHA,  Widely  different  (word  and 
deed).  Distant.  Thrown  aside. 

A  '_  o^'tvi  minzaf.  One  who  breaks  wind  loud. 

AjSi^^jk<  munzafir,  (Ropes)  twisted  together. 
A  munzamm,  Contracted,  heaped,  joined, 

added,  inserted.  (A  pearl)  slender  in  the  middle. 

A;v^*»iMW0am«V,Flexibleaftereffusion(yard). 

A  lij^oA/o  manzud,  (Carpets,  blankets,  and  the 

like)  laid  one  upon  another. 

A  jytoXic  manzur.  Florid,  blooming,  beautiful, 

verdant.  -p^^J^jy^ia  manzur  shudan,To  flourish, 
to  be  verdant. 

A  munza'.  Attenuated  witli  travelling. 

A  (ilia,'*  muntdd,  Lofty,  high-raised  (edifice). 
A  i^lalitmintab, (or  B.2ajxi)  Strainer, cullender. 
A  iLla>/«  mantabat,  Foolish,  stupid.  A  fool. 

.lal«  muntabikh,  Cooked,  boiled,  dressed. 

A  ̂lal«  muntabi^  Tamed,  trained.  Obedient, 
tractable.  Yielding,  malleable,  (metal).  Printed. 

A  i^Jilaxo  muntabik,  Fitting,  equal,  even. 

A  ̂jlaX«  muntarih,  Thrown  prostrate,  floored. 
A  (i,laX«  muntarid,  Driven  away,  thrust  out. 

A  ̂*,.la*K/c  muntasim,  Obliterated,  defaced. 



\  (_illajki«  munattaf,  (fern.  'iKlalM  munattafat) 
Charged  with  a  shameful  crime,  accused.  Decked 

with  ear-rings. 

A  i^fllajwc  muntajis,  Extinguished.  Extinct. 

A  ̂ j^A^A  mantih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Speaking,  pro 
nouncing,  articulating.    An  oration.  Eloquence. 

Mantih,  (or  ̂ial*  ̂is-  ̂Imi  mantik)  Logic,  rea- 
soning. Blintuh,  The  female  garment  jjVlai  nifdh. 

A  girdle,  zone,  belt,  sash,  ̂ j^^  mintaku  'I 
bu7-uj,  The  celestial  girdle,  the  zodiac. 

A^lalx«munattak,(A  mountain)  encircled  round 
the  middle  with  clouds, the  top  being  clear.  (Sheep) 
marked  with  red  chalk  round  the  short-ribs. 

A  iLfllaxc  mintakat,  A  girdle.  ̂ jjvJ^  &Jilaj<« 
mintahaiu'l  hvrvj,  (or  «>alal(«  minta- 

hasi  zdtu'l  hnruj)  The  celestial  girdle,  i.e.  the  zo- 

diac. '^'^^^  6^:i!iaJA  mintakan  mahruda,  Fi-igid 

zone.  Mj^sJ*  lilajk*  mintakaA  mahruka,  Tori  id 
zone.  &5j.*<  lalaji/e  mintahad  mu^chlila,Tem[)e- 
rate  zone. 

Aj^lajk*  mantilfiy,  Logical,  dialectic. 
A  C->lAfliajvc  maniihiyat,  Dialectics. 

A  (_^laX<i  muntalis,  Secret,  mysterious. 

A  ̂^^ilaXo  muntalikf  Dismissed,  freed,  set  at  li- 
berty, departing,  going  away;  loosened,  relaxed. 

Open,  cheerful. 

A  f^J^'i^  viantuh,  Butted  by  the  horns  of  a  ram, and  hurt  or  killed.    (A  ram)  butted  to  death. 

A  ̂lai/o  mariiu^  Changed  (colour).  3Iunta- 
ni^  Obedient,  tractable,  ductile. 

A  <  jjlaA*  wmwiM/,  Suspected.  Criminated. 

A  ̂^'xicmantuli,  Said,  spoken,  articulated. 
A  muntanri,  Folded,  wrapped. 

A  ̂ i^'^  mintih,  Extremely  eloquent.  A  wo- 
man whose  petticoat  is  stuffed  so  as  to  give  her  a 

prominence  round  the  hips. 

Ajllal*  minzar,  A  mirror,  looking-glass. 

A  jlalo  manzar,  (v.  n.of  jJa3)  Looking,  behold- 
ing. Countenance,  face,  aspect,  visage,  looks.  A 

spectacle,  stage-play,  theatre,  scene.  A  tower,  lofty 
building,  palace.    An  object  of  sight.  Any  thing 

looked  at,  agreeable  or  disagreeable,  p  ̂ ^j]am 

manzari  choslim,  Pupil  of  the  eye.  ii.>\s-  ̂ jjijla^ 
nianzari  nim-hhaya,  The  sky.   A  dome.    A  e^^^ 

Aar«/t2«  7  7wa«2'ar,  Ill-looking,  ugly.  3Iun- 
zar,  Waited  for.  Listened  to.  Cast  behind. 

A  man^arawii/,' Beautiful  of  face. 

A  'ij^'ija  manzarat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Looking  at, 
beholding.    A  place  where  one  may  have  an  ex- 

tensive prospect.    Spectators.    Any  thing  looked 

at,  agreeable  or  otherwise.  The  face,  countenance. 

A  i^^^oija  manzariy,  Beautiful  of  face. 
A  (  aiajl*  munazzaf,  Cleaned,  purified,  purged. 

A  jfcliijvo  munzalhn,  Oppressed,  wronged. 
A  jUai/e  munzim,  (A  fish  or  lizard)  marked  with 

^UllaJ  nizamdni. 

A  j«,iaj«^o  muuazzam,  Arranged,  in  excellent  or- 

the  lines  , 
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der,  placed  in  a  row.  Munazzim,  (A  fish)  marked 

with  the  line  ̂ UaJ  nizdm. 

A  j^iaj«<  manzur,  Looked  at,  seen,  visible.  Ad- 
mired. Chosen,  approved  of,  admitted,  accepted, 

agreeable,  acceptable,  p  ̂ii.^jj]ixjk*  manzur  shu- 
dan,  To  be  seen,  to  go  in  sight,  ̂ ^i^^ j^^xijo  man- 

zur kardan,  To  approve,  admit,  or  accept,  j^iai-e 

^ai  manzuri  nazar,  Chosen,  agreeable  to  the  sight, 

beloved.  A  mistress,  v  ̂sZt^jS'  j  i^\y>- Jh^j^^al^ 
manzuri  nazari  khawds  u  ̂ wdm  shudan,To  beseen 
by  nobles  and  plebeians,  i.e.  to  be  conspicuous. 

A  Sj^!hl<  manzurat,  A  misfortune.  (A woman) 
reproached  with  vice. 

A  'iSj^hjia  vianzuriyat,  State  of  being  seen. 

A  j»^iajj«  Jwaws'M???,  Joined,  threaded.  Arranged 
in  order.  Metrical,  versified,  poetic.  A  large  flight 
of  locusts.    Three  stars  in  Orion.    The  Pleiades. 

The  star  called  the  Bull's-eye. 
A  «xi^la*^o  manzumat,  Rhyme.  Any  thing  placed 

in  a  series,  row,  line,  or  order,  p  ^{.f^^xM 

i\)^  manzumahdyi  ahdli-pasandfVerses  approved 

by  judges,    a  m^^sj^  manzumasi  zandhir, 
A  string  of  pearls. 

A       man^  (or,  as  used,  mana^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Ic) 
Forbidding,  repelling,  counteracting,  inhibiting, re- 

jecting, withholding,  refusing,  preventing,  denying, 

dissuadmg.   Making  a  hamza  light  (as  when  u*^ 

xabaf  becomes       saha').  Prohibition,  hindrance, 

obstacle,  preventive,  refusal,  opposition,  (pi.  ̂ A/«) 

A  crab,  p  ̂^d^ ̂y^mana^kardan,  To  restrain. 

A  SIaa*  mati^t,  News  of  any  one's  death. 

A  j»ljUk/«  min^m,  Very  beneficent. 
A  j_^jtjk^o  min^b,  (A  horse  or  camel)  going  fast, 

swift,  excellently;  stretchingoutthe  head  when  run- 
ning like  a  crow.  A  foolish,  clamorous, noisy  man. 

A  man^t  or  mana^t,  Difficulty  of  access. 

Mana^t,  Dignity,  (pi.  of  ̂ Ui  mdni^  Hinderers, 
prohibiters.DifficuIt  of  access,grave,reserved(men). 

A  ,3^^^^  mun^sik,  Confused,  mixed  (clouds). 

A  ̂J.iJO«o  muna^il,  (A  horse)  that  throws  his 
feet  ahoutjOrwhenhelifts them, appears  to  be  draw- 

ing them  out  of  mud. 

A  S:^^  mun^jid,  Sharp,  angry. 

A  I  gsf^  mun^jif,  Lean  (camel). 
A  J;i««j./e  mun^dil,  One  who  deviates  from. 

■  A  |«i3.;Ok<i7n2/H^a(?m,  Destroyed,  annihilated,  an- 
nulled, demolished,  ruined,  extinct,  lost,  missed, 

disappeared,    p  mun^dim  kardan, 
To  deface,  destroy,  annihilate. 

A  mun^di,  Contagious.  Men  dying  one 
after  another  of  pestilence  or  any  contagion. 

A  mvn^raj,  Bent.    Bend  (of  a  river). 

3Iun^rij,  Bent,  turned,  inflected.  Sloping  (sun). 

A  3J*j^  mun^zik,  Bad-tempered. 
A  ̂yo.^ mun^zil,  Separated,  removed  to  a  dis- 

tance.   Retired,  sequestered.    Deprived  of  oflice, 

removed  from  ministry  or  from  a  government. 
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A  mun^shsh,  Patched  (shirt). 

A  (__>uaxj»«  mun^sib,  Grown  strong,  hard,  firm. 

Ajta*xcmun^sir,Vressed,  squeezed:  expressed. 

A^^'xio  mun^sim,  Preserved,  defended,  kept. A  laxix)  mvn^tt,  Torn  (garment). 

A  u-slaxw  mun^taf,  The  bend  of  a  valley  or 

river.  3Iun^tif,  Bent,  doubled,  curved. 
A  iiuOk/o  mun^z,  Whatever  causes  a  priapism. 

(A  vulva)  wide  open  through  lust. 
A jSj>1<c  mun^Jir,  Soiled  with,  or  rolled  in,  dust. 

A  i^A^j^  mun^fak,  A  place  of  departure  or  of 
turning  back.  Ifun^Jik,  Carried  rapidly  on  (in 

business).    Bent,  curved.  Led  away  from  water. 

A  jjjok^o  mun^kk,  Split.  Dispersed,  dispelled 
(cloud).  (Lightning)  gleaming  like  a  sword.  (See 

ijliijO^  in^hdk.^ 
A  ij<  min  ̂ kib,  Behind,  after. 
A  4iJi-jOw/«  mun^hid,  Tied,  knotted.  Bound. 

Agreed  upon,  concluded  (peace,  marriage,  bargain). 

Piled  up,  cumulated  (cloud).  j^LJJ^  i^jixj^  muyi- 

^Iddu'l  lisdn,  Tongue-tied. 
A  jSjC>a  mun^kir,  Galled  in  the  back.  Wound- 
ed in  the  feet  (camel  or  horse  with  a  sword),  ham- 

strung. Cut  oflT.  Cut,  lopped  (palm-tree).  De- 

tained, bound. 

A  i^ju^tCyic  mun^kis,  Reflected,  reversed  (as  a 
figure  in  a  mirror  or  water)  :  contrary,  inverse. 

A  (__fi5s)OkA  mun^hif,  Curled  (hair). 

A  man^l,  (and  ii>_LOw«  man^lat^  Hard 

ground.  Mun^l,  (A  palm-sucker)  torn  from  the 
parent  stock.  (A  horse)  marked  with  white  in  the 
hinder  part  of  the  pastern.  Shod  with  shoe,  slipper, 

or  sandal  (^sO  na^).  Hard-hoofed  (horse). 

A  mun^m,  Benefited.  xjAp  imcn- 

^«Zav//ti, Benefited;  a  recipientofbounty.  Mun- 

^m,  Beneficent,  liberal,  generous,  gracious.  A 

benefactor.  {_^r^  (O*^**  mun^mi  hahiki,  The  true 
benefactor,  i.e.  God.  3Iun^m,  A  besom,  broom. 

A  jjiokie  muna^^ni,  Delicate  (woman),  in  good 
health  or  excellent  condition.  Rich.  Mild,  sooth- 

ing (speech). 
A  &v^Jw«  muna^^mat,  Delicate  (woman),  in 

good  health  or  condition.  Mild,  soothing  (speech). 

Benefit,  recompense.  A  pleasant,  delightful  life. 

A  liv^jtXo  mun^7nid,  Supported  by  pillars. 

A  ̂ 3ix«  mun^mil,  Made,  done,  performed. 

A  'Hx^jC/o  mun^m'iyat,  Bestowment. 
A  O^-ik*  man^t,  Qualified  by  an  adjective. 

Described. 

A  (^^*jky<  man^sh,  (A  corpse)  laid  on  a  bier. 
A  mun^rvi,  Distorted,  bent,  twisted. 

A  ̂^J>^J^  man^',  (pi.  7nand^)The  news 
of  any  one's  death.  Abstinence.  Hindrance,  pre- 

vention. Confinement,  durance. 

A         mana^y,  Fond  ofcrab-fish  (^>,«  »ia«^). 

AjUJwo  mi^iffhdr,  (or jitM  munghir')  A  sheep  ac- customed to  give  red  or  bloody  milk.  . 



A  Jiijslo  munghadil,  Large  and  loose-headed. 

Pjii/i manglmr,  {pv^yixAmanghuraK)  A  small 

copper  coin,  a  farthing.  3Iunghnr,  {or  ̂^^>j^mun- 
ghurali)  A  large  goblet. 

A  u-S^o^  mungharif,  Cut,  clipped,  shorn. 

A  ̂JLj6,Amu)ighass,  Plunged,  immersed.  Driven 

away  (as  a  cat)  by  the  cry  ̂jlSp  jj**^  ghass  ghass. 
A  munghasil,  Washed.  Flowing. 

A  {^jaJCyKi  munaghghas,  (A  life)  rendered  mise- 
rable, irksome,  and  melancholy.  Munaghghis,  Who 

or  what^renders  (a  pei-son's  life)  unhappy. 

A  ;jKaix«  munghizZjA.-w'mker.  Winking  (eye). 
A  (  SLoAii*  munghazif,  One  who  gets  amongst 

dust.  ̂ (A  well)  falling  to  ruins. 

A  laii*  munghait,  Immersed  (in  water).  One 
who  dives  or  plunges  himself. 

A  munghafah,  A  place  of  departure. 

A  munghafi,  Broken. 

A  J3*^  munghall,  Entering,  inserted. 

A  munghalik,  Shut  up  or  against;  closed. 

p  adiixi  manghala,  A  sort  of  game. 

A  mungliaynm,  Shut,  stopt,  closed,  covered 

(mouth  or  nostril).  Haltered  (camel).  Sorrowful. 

Aj^iJvo  munghamir,  Sunk,  plunged. 
A  (_^«x»ii<«  munghamiz,One  who  winks ; a  winker. 

A  mungliawit,  Bent,  curved  (stick). 
A  munghawi,  Deceived.  Fallen.  Bent. 

A  j^f^  min  gJiayr,  Involuntarily,  accidentally. 
A  i^Jui67)ianf,  Memphis  in  Egypt. 

A  ̂ ^-^  minfahh,  Bellows. 
A  i^^\s^  minfas,  (or  ̂^^sC^<i  minfaz)  A  wo- 

man who  laughs  much.  A  woman  who  often  makes 
water  in  bed. 

A  minfak,  One  who  spends  much. 

A  iZ^SUiC  munfatt,  Crumbled. 

A  munfaiih,  Open  (door).  Disjoined. 

A  'ijS^^munfatihatjThe  letters  except  lala-^^a. 
A  j^^iU  munfatik,  Split,  broken,  cleft.  (Mis- 

fortune) overtaking  (any  one). 

A  &H:^aJ^  munfatihat,  Deflowered.  Wide,  roomy 

(woman).  'isCsC,<  munfatihat  bi'l  kalani, 
Talkative  (woman). 

A  ̂yiS^munfatil,Tw\sted  (rope).  Turned  (from 
any  design  or  resolution)  :  receding. 

A  (.LaU  munfass,  Broken. 

A  ̂Ll^e  munfajj,  (A  bow)  wide  between  the  string and  the  handle. 

Aj^^  munfaja?;  A  road  through  sands.  A 
place  where  water  gushes  forth  and  flows  freely. 

Munfajir,  Let  loose,  broached,  flowing  (water). 
(Dawn)  beginning  to  diffuse  itself.  A  displayer 

(of  magnificence  and  liberality).  (Night)  dispelled 

by  dawn. Dawn.  (Evils)crowdingfrom  all  quarters. 

p  (_c-^^^  munfajl,  Open  (gate  or  door). 
A         minfah,  A  meddler,  busybody. 

A&_^?^  mi«/a/jaf,  A  yellow  curdling  substance 
from  the  stomach  of  a  sucking  lamb  or  kid,  rennet. 
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A         minfahh,  (pi.  ̂ li/omawq^^ A) Bellows. 
A  lI*^'^  munfahhit,  Pierced  (roof). 
A  tiJUc  munfid,  One  who  exhausts  or  carries 

oft'.    Destitute  of  provisions,  poor.    Dry  (well). 
A  (_5'.^JU<i  7nunfadi,  Redeemed,  ransomed. 
A  i^fSUA  manfaz,  (pi.  (kJl-ij«  manafiz)  A  place 

through  which  any  thing  passes  or  penetrates ;  a 

hole,  passage, vent,  outlet.  Jf2<w/i2;,Onewho  causes 

to  pass,  pervade,  or  be  received. 

A ̂ ^iU  munfir,  Who  terrifies  and  puts  to  flight. 
One  who  gives  victory,  who  salutes  as  conqueror. 
An  assistant.  Possessed  of  frishtened  camels. 

A  C^iU  munfuras,  (in  compos,  with  biha) 
as  i^jSjj«  mnnfaras  biha,  Fainting  (pregnant 

woman).    Munfaris,  Burst  (belly  or  liver). 
A  munfarij,Tranc\m\,  contented,  happy, 

free  from  care  or  grief.  Cracked,  split,  separated, 

distant.  Open,  gaping,  iis-^il*  munfarijat,  (or 

'i>-jhlA  munfarijatu  'z  zamaya')  Obtuse-an- 
gled (mathematical  figure). 

A  lifijL*  munfnrid,  Simple.  Alone,  solitary,  sin- 

gular, unique.  lii^JJ-JL*  munfaridan,  Separately, 
solely,  singly. 

A  ̂J^^ii<wiMn/ar?^,Distinct,separate,  dispersed. 

A  ijiijilA  munfa7-ih,  Huhhed.  Skinned,  barked. 
Ajjil«  munfazir,  Torn,  ragged  (garment). 
A  ̂ J^»fli*  manfas,  Much  desired  (thing).  Vent, 

breathing-hole,  mouth.  3IunJis,  Much  desired  (ob- 

ject).   3Iunfis  or  munfas,  Many,  much  (wealth). 

A  ̂ ^jssi  munfasah.  Open,  expanding  (place). 
Munfasih,  Joyous,  delighted,  expanded  (heart). 

Convenient,  commodious  (lodging- place  for  cattle). 

A  ̂uJCjo  munfasikh,  Dissolved,  broken  off" (con- tract, marriage,  &c.).  Excommunicated. 

A  iWi-U  munfasid.  Corrupted. 

A  ̂..^Jl^  munfasih,  (A  ripe  date)  bursting  from 
its  skin. 

A  i^lj^^  (jlai*  munaffashu  'I  minkharayn,  One who  has  wide  nostrils. 

A  (.^ail*  munfass.  Gone  out,  departed,  separate. 
A  i\>aSiSA  munfasid,  Flowing,  fluid. 

A  ̂ ail*  micnfasi^  Protruded  (glans  penis). 

A  (_)-iaii/ow?/??/asaZ,  A  place  of  separation.  Mun- 
fasil,  Dissected.  Separated,  disjoined,  distinct,  cut 

off";  weaned,  driven  from  the  mother.  One  who 
departs.  Disjunctive. 

A  ̂ ,*aA)^  munfasim,  Broken  without  separation. 
A  ̂ ^o.ax<i  munfasi.  Escaped,  released. 
A  i^jeAijo  minfaz,  A  fan,  ventilator.  Munfiz, 

Impoverished  (people).    (See  infixz,^ 

A  ̂ oAyA  mnnfazij.  One,  the  roots  of  whose  hair are  moist  (with  sweat),  but  not  flowing.  Visible 

(horizon).  Burst  (wound) ;  open  (navel).  Leaking 

(skin-bottle).  Loose,  disordered,  distracted(aflrair). 

A  ̂ aSM  munfazih,  Detected  in  villainy  and 
exposed  to  infamy,  rendered  ignominious. 

A  i^jQSLyAmvnfazikh,  Bruised  (camel's  bunch). 

Burst  (sore).  Leaky  (bucket).  Who  weeps  bitterly. 

A  jlaalc  munfatir.  Split,  cracked,  splitting. 

A  plaal*  munfatim.  Prohibited ;  cautious.  De- sisted.   Arrived  at  the  end. 

A  ̂ 'xA  munfi^  A  seller  of  walking-sticks. A  iUai/o  manfa^t  or  manfi^t,  (pi.  ma.- 

nafi^  Emolument,  profit,  gain,  advantage.  Use. 

p  (^ii^ (JlA^ii*  manfa^t  hardan,  To  do  good. 
p         ;  ••„..6'iv»  manfa^t-giri,  A  getting  good. 

A  ,J_jt.ij>^  munfajl,  Made,  done,  performed. 
Disturbed,  afflicted.    Bashful,  ashamed. 

A  jiaJwo  munfaghir,  Open  (mouth),  expanding, 
full-blown  (flower). 

A  i^^^A*  munfih.  One  who  lays  out  money.  One 
who  easily  and  readily  disposes  of  his  goods. 

A  |_^fli*  munfahk.  Open,  separated,  disjoined. 
A  uLlilo  munfakk.  Dislocated,  removed  from 

a  place.    Separate,  distinct :  alienated. 
A  munfil,  One  who  gives  liberally,  more 

than  is  necessary.  (A  leader)  who  gives  up  the 

whole  plunder  (to  his  soldiers).  One  who,  with  a 

hatchet,  cuts  the  tragacanth  as  food  for  camels. 

A  (JA1<  munfall,  Broken,  notched  (edge). 
A  d»ifljw<i  munfalit,  Escaped,  set  at  liberty. 

A  ̂ \ix*  munfaiih.  Split,  broken  in  pieces. 
A  manfukh.  Inflated,  tumid,  swollen, 

swelled  in  the  belly,  fat. 

A  j^ai/o  vianfur.  Abhorred,  shunned.  Con- 
quered, overcome,  p  ̂ ^^j^ij^  manfur  shudan. 

To  be  detested. 

A  ̂jjjjijk'O  manfus,  Born.  An  infant  whose  mo- 
ther is  still  in  child-bed.  Much  desired  (thing). 

A  i^J^^iyKi  manfush.  Plucked,  teased  (cotton  or 
wool).    Coloured  (lock  of  wool). 

A  (jo_jaju«  manfuz.  Shaken.  Trembling  with 
horror.    Shaking  with  ague,  agued. 

A  &ls^aju«  manfutat,  Blistered  (hand). 

A  (j^^i*  munfawik,  Broken,  notched  (arrow). 

A  i^SLXA  manfuh.  Timid,  cowardly. 
A  i^JiyA  munaffah.  Lazy,  tired  (camel). 

A  mw>«/"a/«A,Wide-spread,  diff"used  (light- 

ning or  water).  Abounding. 
A  mxmfahim.  Perceived,  understood. 

A  ̂ai^?na»/"i_?/,  Negative.  Rejected.  Banished. 
A  (t^ix-s  munfasinn,  The  same  as  ̂ ^^^  yafan. 

A  I  ̂ lalo  minhab,  A  pipe,  a  tube. 

A  lilajfc/o  minhad,  A  bird's  beak.  An  instrument 

for  assaying  gold  and  silver  coin.  Munhad,  Obe- 
dient, submissive,  tractable.   Soft,  yielding  (soil). 

A  'jiilalo  minhadat.  Ground  soft  and  trodden. 
^  Wiilfli-*  munhadvjat,  Obedience. 

A  J3j,<  minhar,  (pl.^eUxi  manalCir)  Beak  of  a 
bird.  A  pointed  iron  instrument  used  by  smiths. 

Point,  toe  of  a  boot,  minkaru'n  najjdr, 

A  carpenter's  chisel.  ̂ J\J3.'xa  minharur  raha', 
A  tool  for  notching  millstones.  j\ij\Ju/«  minhari 

heir.  Nib  of  a  pen.  p J31a  minhari  habutar. 



Bill  of  a  dove.  Jijliij««  minhari  gil,  The  tongue. 
A  (^jiiliu*  minhash,  Pincers.  Tweezers. 

A  (^liilo  munkas,  Eradicated. 

A  (^Uusi  munhaz,  (A  tree)  cleft  lengthwise. 
A I — iXxxA  minhaf,  The  beak  of  a  bird.  The  bone 

of  a  shell-fish,  used  in  polishing.  A  kind  of  lizard. 

A  JUix«  viinhal,  Quick-trotting  (horse). 

A  inanhah,  A  road  through  mountains 

or  over  rough  grounds.  A  pass,  passage.  A  street. 

That  part  of  the  belly  near  the  navel  where  they 

tap  for  the  dropsy.  3IinJ{ab,The  instrument  with 

which  that  operation  is  performed,  a  trocar.  A  road 

through  hard  and  rough  ground. 

A        ̂   niunahhib,  An  examiner,  scrutinizer. 

A  iLiU*  mankabat,  A  path  through  mountains. 
A  narrow  way  between  houses.  A  wall,  enclosure. 

A  bridge.  Any  thing  in  which  a  man  glories,  or 

which  confers  on  him  pre-eminence.  Glory. 

A  {^ja.ys^  munkabiz,  Contracted  within  itself, 

shrunk,  wrinkled,  drawn  together.  Fast-going. 

A  ̂^iLui  munhabi^  (A  bii-d)  retiring  (to  her 
nest).  Concealed. 

p  manhaba,  Art,  science.  A  cobbler.  Sole 
of  the  foot. 

A  munkih,  One  who  empties  (a  bone)  of 
the  marrow.  A  polisher  of  verse.  One  who  sells 
the  ornaments  of  his  sword,  and  other  things  simi- 

lar,  when  forced  by  necessity  in  scarce  seasons. 

A  munakkah,  Made  manifest,  clear.  3Iu- 

nakhih,  One  who  extracts  marrow.  Who  sharpens 

the  wit.   A  pruner,  lopper  of  superfluities. 

A  munhahim,  One  who  plunges  in  with 

impetuous  temerity.  Fallen  into  difficulties. 

A         viunhadd,  Split,  cut  longwise. 

A  HiiJij^  viinhadat,  A  sherd  with  which  they 
peel  and  clean  walnuts. 

AjiiJU/«mMw/i:a£?t>,Predestiued,  made  necessary, 
created.  Exact  in  measure. 

A^iJ.al«  mmikadi^  Averse  from,  hanging  back. 
A  tWU«  munJiiz,  A  deliverer,  redeemer,  rescuer. 

A^i^sCy^  munliazim,,  Swift;  one  who  makes  haste. 
AjLxiominhar,  A  pointed  hammer  used  in  dig- 

ging, hollowing,  or  cutting  stones,  a  pick.  Min- 

har  or  munhu?-,  (pl.^li*  manakir) Atraj  or  trough 
used  in  making  wine.  Ifunkir,  Milk  extremely 

acid.  Munhur,  (pl.^U*  manafiir)  A  well  dug  in 
very  hard  ground,  with  a  narrow  mouth  and  full 
of  water.  A  watering-cistern  or  trough. Irt  o  o 

A  jjLi<  munalihar,  One  whose  eyes  are  sunk  in 
the  sockets. 

A  i^Jsj^  munkarid,  Fixed,  settled  in  a  place. 

A  i^Jt-'-y*  munhariz.  Cut,  notched  ;  corroded. 
Extinct  (family,  race).  Consumed, elapsed  (time). 

A  ̂J^'^  munJmri^,  Rolling  from  side  to  side: 
restless.  Precious,  dear.  Stopped,  desisting. 

Aj^<munJiiz,One  who  drinks  pure  water  called 

jib  nakiz.    One  who  kills  (an  enemy),  or  causes 
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him  to  be  killed.  Possessed  of  cattle  aflBicted  with 

the  distemperjUu  nukaz.  One  who  acquires  (espe- 

cially by  births)  the  kind  of  sheep  calledjsu  nakaz. 

A  munkasirn,  Divided  into  parts  (j.»«-J 
kisvi),  as  a  book  into  chapters. 

A  minkash,  Pincers,  tweezers. 

A  (jiiixo  munakkash,  Painted,  stained,  printed, 

speckled.  Embroidered.  3Iunakkish,  A  painter, 

printer,  stainer.  An  embroiderer.  An  engraver. 

A  minhaskat,  A  pencil,  painter's  brush. 
AjLi;iLxA!7WMnaZf/eis/ia<,Skull-fracturing(wound), 

and  causinp;  exfoliation. 

A^^ai-c  munkaskir,  Peeled,  barked.  Round. 

A  ̂ ^;^.AA5  munkaski^  Scattered  (cloud),  dis- 
pelled (grief). 

A  ft^oAxo  mankasat,  Loss,  defect,  deficiency. 

A  (  ̂ toAXio  munkasif,  Broken.    Who  or  what 

goes  off,  retires,  passes  by,  or  flees  away. 

A  (J^ai/c  munkasil,  Cut. 

A  ̂ jo.!U*  munkasirn,  Broken  to  bits,  separated. 
A  ;_^aixi  munkazz,  (A  hawk)  darting  on  his 

prey.  (Cavalry)  charging  (a  foe).  (A  wall)  fall- 
ing down,  or  threatening  ruin.  Setting  (star). 
A  munkazib,  Cut,  separated.  (A  star) 

passing,  leaving  its  place. 

A  ̂^ajsiyio  mnnkazi^  Retired  far,  gone  away. 
A  inunkazif.  Moved  (from  its  place). 

A  ̂ ^^aSLiM  rniinkazi,  Finished,  completed.  An- 
nihilated, extinct.  Elapsed,  passed. 

Alakixi  munakkat,  Marked  with  points:  dotted. 

A  ̂iSj^munkata^,  A  place  where  (any  thing) 

finishes  or  breaks  off".  Extremity  (of  a  sand-hill 
or  valley).  aJ  ̂laiix*  munhata^  hihi,  Unable  to 

prosecute  a  journey  (from  the  weakness  of  one's 

beast  or  from  any  other  cause).  BIujikati^'QYoken 
(rope).  Abrupt,  broken  oflT,  separated,  disjoined, 

finished,  ceased,  terminated,  extinct,  perishing,  ex- 
terminated. (Sour  milk)  separated  into  particles. 

A  recluse.  Disabled.  {j^.J^^  ̂lailjuo  munkati^'l 
/('ari«,Unequalled,unrivalled,incomparable,match- 

less.    ̂ sSi.'i^jfS'  gJiayr  munkati^  Uninterrupted. 

A  jUlaai*  mtmkati^at,  (White  on  a  horse's  fore- 
head) reaching  from  the  nostrils  to  the  eyes. 

A  manka^Thesea,  bed  of  the  ocean,  (pi. 

i«U(«  manaki^  Any  place  where  water  collects, 
remains,  or  stagnates.  As  much  water  as  is  suffi- 

cient for  a  draught.  Legal,  unobjectionable,  com- 

petent (witness).  Minka^  A  vessel  in  which  me- 

dicines are  steeped  or  soaked.  ̂ jjvJl  ̂^/ominka^'l 
burm,  A  place  where  a  pot  or  cauldron  is  laid  up. 

3Iiinka^  Pickled,  preserved  (fruit).  Good,  whole- 
some, cool  (water)  quenching  thirst.  Cooling  but- 

ter-milk. Steeped  (thing).  Strong  (poison).  A 

wine-measure  of  about  eighteen  gallons.  A  worn 
cloth  taken  to  pieces  to  be  woven  a  second  time ; 

shoddy.  A  small  stone  cistern.  Any  thing  left  in 

the  bottom  of  a  stone  kettle.  Munhu^  A  small  ket- 

tie  in  which  milk  and  dates  are  dressed  for  children. 

A  jL»ax«  manka^i,  A  place  where  water  collects 

or  stagnates.  Minka^t,  A  vessel  wherein  medi- 
cines are  soaked.  JSIinka^t  or  manka^t,  A  stone 

vessel  in  which  children's  food  is  dressed. 

A jxslic  munka^r,  (A  tree)  uprooted  and  falling 
down.  Fallen  on  the  ground. 

A  laxilLo  munka^t,  One  whose  hair  is  very  curly. 
Assiduous,  attentive  to  business. 

A  i^JMUU  ̂ nunka^ff^  Athing)  moved  from  (its) 

place.  (A  wall)  tumbling  down. 
A  (_flajtfc  mankaf,  Any  thing  unequal,  rough- 

nesses remaining  in  planed  wood.  3Iunkaf,  (A 

man)  having  prominent  (bones).  Munkif,  One 
who  splits  (a  colocynth)  and  takes  out  (the  core). 
One  who  holds  out  a  bone  that  another  may  extract 

(themarrow).  (Locusts) filling(avalley)witheggs. 

A  (ji.aflx«  munkafisk,  (A  spider)  drawing  up  his 
legs  together,  or  entering  his  hole. 

A'i^iisij^munkajiskat ,  Shrivel-skinned(reptile). 

A  munkafi^ 'Prohibited.  Hanging  back. 
A  jJ.fliii«?ni/«/efl/?Z,  Boltedjlocked.  ̂ ^liJiJ^  ̂ aai« 

munkafilul  yadayn,  A  gripe-fist,  raiser. 
A  ̂yij^mankal,  A  boot  or  shoe  worn  or  mended. 

A  way  through  a  mountain.  Minhal,  (A  camel) 

drinkingtwice.  (pi.  mana/i?7)  Quick-trotting 

(horse),  that  picks  up  his  feet  nimbly.  3Iunkal, 

Well-made  (shoe).  (A  sheep)  going  from  meadow 
to  meadow.  Narrated,  told,  alleged.  3Iunkil,  One 

who  patches  shoes  and  boots.  One  who  roves  from 

pasture  to  pasture. 
^  ilsiu/*  munkala,  A  deputy,  ambassador. 
A  munkalab,  (v.  n.  7  of  t_Jijj)  Being 

turned.  Inversion.  A  place  of  tui'ning.  A  place 
of  returning.  Issue,  upshot.  3Iunkalib,  Turned, 

changed,  converted,  perverted,  inverted,  averted, 

p  (jii>«*  ̂   Ao'i^  munkalib  skudan.  To  be  turned. 
A  OlAal*  munkallhat,  (pi.  fem.)  A  name  given 

to  the  cities  of  the  plain  which  were  overthrown 

in  the  time  of  Lot,  viz.  sudmn,  ikx^  sahghat, 

gkumura,jd^^j  rumadar,  and  ii^juo  sa^at. 

A  &liu^  mankalat,  A  day''s  journey,  or  the  space 
travelled.  A  halting-place.  A  way  through  moun- 

tains. A  sort  of  game. 

A  &Uijw<i  munakkilat,  (A  wound)  fracturing  the 

skull,  and  producing  an  exfoliation.  (The  fine  for 
such  is  fifteen  camels). 

A  ̂ilcmunkali^  Torn  up,  uprooted,  extracted. 
p  aJiuwo  mimhula,  A  chafing-dish. 

A^iLi*  munkaviik,  (A  camel)  raising  the  head 
and  refusing  to  drink  any  more. 

A  ̂j-^ai-fi  m  M?z  A'ami5,  D  i  p  t  (i  n  w  a  ter) .  S  ettin  g(star). 

A  |*«al«  mvnkami^  Subdued,  tamed,  subjected. 
Low,  mean.  One  who  enters  a  house  privately. 

A  L^^io^mankub,  Bored,  perforated,  hollowed, 
dug.  Smitten  with  the  scab,  scabby. 

A  i>_jai/e  mankud,  Ready  money. 



Ajyii*  manhur,  Hollowed,  excavated. 

Aj^j.j«mankuz,(^em.  mankuzat)(Sheep) 

troubled  with  tlie  distemperjlflj  nuhaz. 

A  (_)i_jaj./«  mankusli,  Painted,  printed,  stained, 
coloured.  Embroidered.  Engraved.  (A  branch) 
dotted  with  ripe  dates. 

A  'i-Zi^sSic  mnnkuskat,  (A  skull-wound)  requir- 
ing that  parts  of  the  bone  should  be  taken  out. 

A  i^yuy/c  manhus,  Damaged,  defective,  dimi- 
nished, shortened.  Verse  characterized  by  u^n^g 

^sb  and 
A  (^jiil*  vianhuz,  Untwisted.  Demolished. 

A  ijjiu*  manhut,  Spotted,  dotted,  marked  with 

a  diacritical  point,  asO  zal,j  zayn.  A  composition 
in  which  all  the  letters  have  diacritical  points. 

A  j^Hj««  manhu^  Steeped,  soaked  :  an  infusion. 

A  u-j^Hi<??!a«^w/",  Worm-eaten  (trunk  of  a  tree). 
Slender.  Active  and  light  of  flesh.  Lean,  thin- 

faced  (man),  pale,  infirm,  M-eak,  thin-necked  (ca- 
mel). Split  (colocynth).  Reddish  (eye). 

A  J_jHl«  manhul,  Said,  narrated,  recounted.  Co- 
pied, transcribed.  Personal  property  of  every  de- 

scription :  moveables.  Technical. 

A  sJ^iix/o  manhulat,  A  mended,  patched  boot. 
A  iJijw*  immhih,  Who  raises  from  sickness. 

A  (J-fHj^/o  munkahil,  Weak,  falling  down. 

A  ̂Jijuc  munkl,  Fat,  and  having  bones  full  of 
marrow.  A  chooser. 

A  J^i-i*  viunaJtka,  Cleaned,  purged,  purified. 
A  species  of  dried  grapes  or  raisins.  3Iunahhi, 
One  who  cleans  coi  n  ;  or  who  cleans  out  a  well. 

Purifying,  cleansing. 

A  '^^^^  vianJay,  A  road. 
(pi.  u-^l  jwo  manaftib)  The 

shoulder ;  also  that  part  of  the  arm  next  to  it.  The 

con'fsponding  part  in  animals.  A  track.  High 
ground.  A  chief,  leader,  general. 

ACL*^'*^mnnhabh,  Stooping, down-faced,  prone. 
A  S::5ou<  munalthitat,  A  date  beginning  to  ripen. 

A  {^i^^  munhasib,  Heaped  up  (sand).  In- 
serted, thrust,  or  poured  into. 

Aj;i_iCjkw«  vivnhadir,  Quick,  swift,  hastening. 

Falling(star).Precipitant,  rushing  headlong,  ̂ ji.^ 

j;i.^o4\  tarlku'l  munkadii;  The  road  ofYamamat 
to  Mecca. 

Aj^j;/«»itinAflr,Denied,unacknowledged,ignored, 
disowned. Unknown. Disallowed, unlawful  (opposed 

to  >^ J jxicma^uf).  Wicked,  bad,  iniquitous.  A 
disagreeable,  iniquitous  thing.  Iniquity.  (pl.j<Slj/o 

manaVar)  Intelligent,  cunning.  An  angel,  who,  to- 
gether with  another  named  nahir,  is  supposed 

to  examine  the  spirits  of  the  departed  in  the  tomb. 

Munkir,  One  who  denies,  rejects,  disapproves,  ig- 
nores,repudiates,takesill,orfee]sdisobliged :  averse, 

disapproving.  One  who  places  no  confidence  in 

another,  but  disbelieves  what  he  professes.  Dis- 

abling (wound).  Ungrateful.  v^^iitZt munkir 
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shudan,  To  deny  a  promise,  retract  one's  word. 

A ̂ ^j^  viunahhar.  Indeterminate,  indefinite. 
??iy7!/ca?'a^.  Iniquitous,  unlawful,  dis- 

agreeable things.  munkaraiu'l 
marct,  The  pains  of  death. 

A'i^Sfomitnkarat ,  A  prodigy,  unheard-of  thing. 
-  A  C-^jil*  viunkaris,  Cut  (rope).  Consumed. 

A  (__j*»j5ou«  immharis,  Who  falls,  or  rushes  head- 
long on  :  who  precipitates  himself  into. 

A  ̂S-i^  munharim,  Honoured.  Glorified. 

a^j-Sjwc  viunakhas,  Inverse,  with  head  inverted. 
Mvnahkis,  (A  horse)  not  holding  up  his  head,  espe- 

cially in  a  race ;  also  one  unable  to  follow  the  others. 

A jjJ^^  mnnhasir,  Broken.  Broken  in  spirit. 

Fragile,  frail.  Put  to  flight,  routed(enemy).  Flac- 

cid, pendulous  (ear).  JlU^.-il^  munkasirul  hal. 

In  a  distressed  situation,  p  ̂j^ii mujihasir- 

dildn,  (pi.)  Heart-broken. 
A       ...^1/0  munhasif,  Eclipsed  (sun  or  moon). 

A  (jiio«/e  minkash,  An  examiner,  scrutinizer. 

A ^iio««  munhasliih,  Scattered,  dispersed.  Re- 
tiring (from  water). 

Alai.^i*wMnAasAi<,Open,naked.Dispelled(fear). 

A  i_JLiio>x>  munhashif,  Discovered,  uncovered, 

revealed,  published,  displayed.  Illustrated. 
A  ;jo5o>(«  mankas,  (v.  n.  oi  t^ja^)  Departing, 

retiring,  desisting  from  timidity.  3funkas,  Retired, 

gone  to  one  side. 
A  i^ja^^  miinakkas,  A  place  of  return,  gain,  or 

profit.  Retired,  gone  to  one  side. 
As^^^  7Ma7i^aza?,Effort,exertion.  Haste,speed. 

A^^^Jk*  munha^  Flat-nosed.   One  who  retires. 
A  ̂xLo  munahha^  Flat,  flattened  (nose). 

Ai  wtiWaA^?/",  (A  camel)  having  the  glands 
of  the  head  called  nahafat  protuberant. 

A  u_i$U/o  mnnhaff,  One  who  departs  or  retires. 

A  {^h.'C'ija  munkafit,  Averse,  departing  from  his 
resolution.  Wrinkled,  contracted.  Lean  (horse). 
Assembled  (people). 

A  ̂j*.a5o^  munhajis,  Twisted,  distorted,  coiled. 

A  ̂Ji^^  iminliajis,  Retired.  Changed  (colour). 
A  manhal,  A  rock.    Mankal  or  mankil, 

Whatever  brings  on  a  man  punishment  and  chas- 
tisement. 3Iinkal,  Any  thing  that  inspires  fear. 

A  (J^J«^  munhall,  One  who  smiles  and  just  shews 
the  teeth.  (Lightning)  which  flashes  slightly,  so 

as  todistinguish  black  from  white.  Blunted(sword). 
A  oXi*  munkalit,  Contracted.  Shed,  spilt. 

A  (jt«5o««  munhamish,  Swift,  hastening. 
A   if^^munkami,  Lurking,  hidden,  concealed. 

p  jio««  manku,  The  water  of  life. 
A  L-^^So«c  mankub,  Afflicted,  miserable.  Hurt 

in  the  feet  by  stones.    Subdued.  Crooked  or  un- 
certain (road), 

j      A  kL>^^  mankus,  Untwisted  (rope), 

i      A  Ss-j5c>^  mankukat,  A  married  woman, 
i      A  i^^5oi«  mankud,  Small  (present). 

V  j^j^  mankur,  Name  of  a  mountain  in  the 
desert  of  Kipchak,  where  there  is  a  spring,  which, 

though  very  small,  yields  as  much  water  as  can  be 
taken  away. 

A mankur,  Denied.  Ignored. 

Ajj^j^  mankuz,  Thrown,  beaten,  trodden  on. 
A  mayikus,  Inverted.  Read  backwards. 

Sufi'eringfrom  a  relapse.  Preposterous  (birth),  i.e. 
with  the  feet  foremost.  Head  downwards,  topsy 

turvy.  A  figure  in  geomancy. 

A  iL<jj5os/o  mankusat,  A  bow,  the  lower  extre- 
mity of  which  naturally  grew  out  of  the  branch 

(considered  a  blemish). 

A  L-i^Sok/o  mankiif,  (fem.  'ii^^  7)iankufat)  (A 
camel)  troubled  with  the  tumour  nukaf. 

A  i^^mankuk,  Stinking-breathed  (from  indi- 

gestion). 
I'  ma  nikuh,  Revile  not,  blame  not. 

A  manKiy,  Killed.  Wounded. 

p  K.SSi'A  mancj,  A  die,  dice.  A  game  at  dice.  A 

gamester.  A  gaming-house.  Custom,  habit;  rule, 

law,  regulation.  Boast,  brag,  vanity.  Cheating, 

fraud,  deception.  A  robber,  highwayman.  Rhu- 
barb. The  henbane-plant.  Herbs,  grass.  Yawn- 

ing, oscitation.  A  mode  of  making  the  joints  crack. 

Ming,  A  water-pipe,  conduit.  Mung,  A  black  in- 
toxicating grain.  A  bee. 

p  Ldl^JlAO  mangak,  Dice.  Boasting,  bragging. 

p  (J-^  mangul,  A  robber.    A  wart. 

Pj^i^  mangalor,  Mangalore  in  Mysore. 

p  {^^S:^  mangalus,  Name  of  a  place  famous for  white  elephants. 

p  mangala,  Name  of  a  place  noted  for  fine 

elephants.  3Iangula,  Name  of  a  wild  herb.  A 
strap  or  thread  by  which  any  thing  is  hung. 

p\_j^maw^m-a,  A  dice- player.  Name  of  a  man. 

Pjt^  mangur,  A  mountain  in  Kipjak. 

p  i^^^^  mangosli,  An  ear-ring. 
F        mangi  or  mangya,  Dice.  Gaming-house. 

p Ji\^f:^  mangiyagar,  A  dice-player,  gamester. 

P(jiiJk^  mangidan^Io  mutter  in  a  rage.  3Ian- 
gidan  or  mungidan,  To  speak  through  the  nose. 

A        7na7ila,  A  judge,  lord.  A  doctor  of  laws. 

pi^'^^^Mman  or  ?«MnZa^,Apoor,wretched  man. 
p       manam,  I  am. 

A  pvi  minamm,  A  tale-bearer,  calumniator. 

A  ̂jolfjc  minmas,  Tweezers. 

A  ̂   munmajj,  (Wine  or  saliva)  ejected  (from the  mouth).  (Ink)  dropping  (from  a  pen). 
A  munmakis,  Elapsed.    Escaped  from 

an  eclipse.    Abated,  subsided  (swelling). 

A  ̂ ^^^??iM«»w/«,  Erased,  obliterated.  Clean. A munammar.  Dappled,  spotted,  speckled. 

munmarit,  (Hair)  fallen  oflT. 

A  i^jai^t)  minmas,  Tweezers. 

A  ̂ii*  munammagh,  Mixed.  Sociable. 

A  ijjvc  mitnmik,  Stoneless  (date). 



A        minmal  or  munmil,  A  slanderer.  31  un- 

mal,  (or  jJ>i!X«  munarnmal,  A  closely-written  hand. 

A  |J-*j««  munarnmal,  Raised,  exalted. 
A        munmall,  Fallen  or  dropt  out.  One  who 

steals  away. 

A         munammalat,  Restless  (woman). 

A  ̂JJi«cmw?^?waZ^s,  Polished,  made  bare,  bright, 
shining.    Liberated,  escaped.    Retired,  desisted. 

(Sight)  snatched  away. 

A  j^Uvo  niunmalis,  Escaped,  slipped  away. 

A  munmalik,  Smooth,  slippery,  shining. 
Freed,  fallen  out,  escaped. 

A  pXf/o  munamnam,  Painted,  striped  (garment). 
A  J_j*««  manmul,  (Food)  gnawed  by  ants 

naml).^  The  tongue. 
A  (_yf<v«  munmahill,  Erect  and  stiff. 

A  ̂ jvo  minan,  (pi.  of       minnai)  Claims,  obli- 

gations, zu'l minan,  V assessed  of(many) 
claims,  i.e.  God. 

A  kJ^yic  minanat,  A  spider.    A  she-tortoise, 
p  tL^^  manang,  A  sort  of  rush,  of  which  they 

make  brooms. 

PjjaS- j  ̂^y^manan  u  ̂ nan,  More  particularly. 
A       manw,  (v.  n.  of  li*  for_5X<i)  Proving,  try- 

ing. Understanding,  comprehending.  Measuring. 

3Ianu,  (acc.  Ij^o  mana,  oblique  ̂ jo  mani)  Who  ? 
p manav,  Do  not  move  or  complain.  Jfanu 

or  minu,  Paradise.    High,  sublime. 

A         minwa^  A  weaver's  beam. 

A  J\5>/«  minn-al,  A  loom.    A  weaver's  beam. 
A  weaver.  Mode,  manner,  rule,  form,  constitution, 

disposition,  frame,  texture.    Propriety,  decency, 

duty,  office.    J^j^l^  ̂SSt>        ̂ la'  liaza'l  m,inwal, 
In  this  manner,  according  to  this  fashion.   }^  ̂  

ij^jj-o  Itum  ̂ la  minnalin  wahidin,  They  are 
of  one  disposition  ;  they  are  similar  in  genius  and 

manners.        J,*a!j  ̂   Cii]\ji<<i  minrvaluka  an  taf- 
kaza,  It  behoves  you  to  do  that. 

A         munwut,  A  space  of  ten  or  fifteen  days 

after  a  camel  has  been  covered,  during  which  it  is 
uncertain  whether  she  has  conceived  or  not. 

A  mmiuwat.  Desire  ;  a  wished-for  object. 

A  manmj,  Turned,  twisted,  distorted. 

^  mmM-c/i?7ir,0faheavenly  countenance. 
Of  high  degree.  Name  of  the  son  of  iraj, 

and  seventh  king  of  the  Peshdadian  dynasty;  also 
name  of  an  ancient  chief. 

A ^jl/omawMA,  (A  camel)  giving  milk  in  winter. 
A  Jii^x«  munamdil.  An  old  man  tottering  with 

infirmity,  feeble  in  the  limbs. 

Aj^'y^  manwar,  Name  of  a  place  or  mountain. 
jyA)  C^\iizaiu  mawwar-m,  A  palpable  blow,  a  throw 
or  shot  conspicuous  to  all. 

Ajt'xo  munawwar.  Illuminated,  enlightened, 
elucidated,  explained,  illustrated,  clear,  splendid, 

bright,  brilliant.  >^,^J^\J^iA  munawwar u' I  kalh, 
Of  an  enlightened  heart;  serene,  intelligent.  Pj^J^ 
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t^<^j^  munawwar  hardan.  To  illuminate.  A  3Iu- 
rtanvcfV,  An  illuminator.  Illuminative.  (See ji^yi.) 

A  munawwis,  (A  date)  becoming  black 
at  the  extremity. 

p  (jliii^jw  manoshan.  Name  of  one  of  the  go- 
vernors of  Persia  in  the  reign  of  Kay  Khusraw. 

Cause  not  thou  to  drink. 

A  Is^-o  manut.  Dependent,  fastened,  bound,  be- 

longing to,  attached,  tied.  Admitted,  allowed  en- 
trance, adopted. 

A  manu^  A  hinderer,  preventer,  refuser. 

Mu7iu^,  (pi.  of       man^  Crabs. 

A  ̂ y^'fi  mMKa?i'TOfl/;,  Trained,  broke  in  (camel). 
(A  female  palm)  sprinkled  and  fructified  by  the 

male-flowers.  Placed  in  order,  ranged  in  a  row. 

A  (Jyx*  minwal,  A  weaver's  beam. 

A  pj!!*  munawwim,  Narcotic,  soporific,  sedative. 
A  f^^M  manun,  Time,  age.  Death,  fate.  One 

who  confers  many  favours,  and  lays  under  many 

obligations.  One  who  upbraids  very  much  with 

benefits  conferred.  A  wealthy  woman  married  on 

account  of  her  dowry,  and  who  lays  her  husband 

under  many  obligations.  A  liar,  (in  the  dialect  of 
Morocco)  A  yellow  kind  of  melon.  3Ianuna,  (pi. 

of  ̂   man)  What  persons? 

A  (j^j>/o  «iMwa/y?yfln, Marked  with  (^j-lJ  tanwl.n. 
A  eo^jk/«nia«M«a^,Reproachful,  one  who  upbraids 

or  casts  in  the  teeth.  One  who  confers  many  favours, 

and  lays  under  numerous  obligations.    A  spider. 

A  'iZi^p:^  mantushat,  Lean  (she-camel). 
A  Z$<^  manawiy,  Belonging  to  the  idol  5l>*. 
p  do*  manalt.  The  lower  jaw,  the  chin. 

A  minlia,  (literally,  From  that)  Deduction, 

subtraction,  p  ̂ j^s-l*»i  minha  sahktan,  To 
subtract  (in  arithmetic). 

A  \.^mu?ihas,  Half-dressed  meat. 

A  'iV^  m.anhat,  Intelligent,  prudent  (man). 

A  ̂ ^-^  minhaj,  An  open  road,  a  wide  street ; 

highway,    ̂ ^i^  {,^}mci  ^^W^J^  hidayat- 
minhaj,  Pilgrims  on  the  right  road. 

A  munhdz,  (A  bone)  broken  anew  after 
having  been  set  and  knit. 

A  ̂\-(^  mmiha^  Prone,  hastening  to  evil. 
A  Jl^l«  minhal,  One  who  irritates  or  provokes 

greatly.  A  heap  of  sand  continually  rolling  or  slid- 
ingdown.  Great  munificence.  The  grave.  Very  libe- 

ral. 3f  imhdl,  Poured  out  under  a  certain  measure. 

A  js^^'O  minhdm,  (pi.  ̂w-AJtU/e  mandhtm)  (A 
she-camel)  obedient  to  the  word. 

^jj,l^man/ia^i,Forbidding,  prohibition.  Min- 
hdsi,  Subtracted,  deducted.  Unassessed  land. 

A  L—^^jk*  minhahy  Swift  (horse),  beating  others. 
3Iunhib,  One  who  gives  to  be  plundered. 

A  t^jAXf^  munhabis.  Immoderate  in  laughter. 
A  iaA^*  munhabit,  Depressed,  falling. 

A  d*^*  munhit  or  minhat,  Roaring :  a  roarer. 
al  munhit  or  al  minhat,  A  lion. 
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A  uiii^  munhatik,  Torn,  cut.  Careless  and 
unconcerned  about  one's  character. 

A  manhaj.  Road,  highway  :  way,  manner. 

^  '^J"^J^  (jW*  ̂ ^^^^C'^^hajifarmdn-barddrijThe path  of  obedience. 
A  tX^k*  munahhid,  Swelling-breasted  (girl). 

A  IS-jj^  mtmliadd.  Broken,  rent  (as  a  mountain 
by  an  earthquake). 

A  '^^y^  nmnhadar/h,  A  sip  of  spoon-meat. 
A  p'i'.jj^  munhadam.  Symmetrically  formed. 

3Iunhadim,  Demolished,  destroyed. 

A  munhadin,  One  who  relaxes  (from 

study,  or  from  any  plan  or  resolution). 

A^^i*  manhar,  A  place  excavated  by  a  flux  of 
water.  The  pipe  of  a  conduit  or  reservoir,  through 

which  the  water  runs.  A  gutter  or  conduit  by  which 

water  is  brought  into  a  fort.  3Iunhir,  One  who 

digs  till  he  arrives  at  water.  Who  lets  (blood)  flow. 

(A  vein)  bleeding  excessively,  so  as  not  to  be  stopt. 
One  who  enlarges,  widens.  A  maker  of  a  deep  or 

large  wound.  A  doer  of  any  thing  in  the  day-time. 

(A  horse)  relaxing  his  speed.  One  who  obtains 
nothing  good.    (SeCjl^l  inhdr.) 

A  manharat,  A  place  in  a  court-yard  of  a 
house  where  rubbish  is  thrown  ;  a  dust-hole. 

A  munharij.  Overcome  by  beer  or  wine. 

A  J^Juo  munhaz,  The  outside  (of  a  well),  the  sta- 
tion of  a  camel  when  employed  in  drawing  water 

for  the  purpose  of  irrigating  fields  or  gardens. 

A         munhazi^  Broken,  pounded,  crumbled . 
A  ?nunhazi?}i,  Pat  to  flight,  running  away, 

discomfited  in  battle.  Pressed  inwards,  rendered 

hollow  by  pressure.  (A  stick)  broken  with  a  loud 

crash.  p^J^^>■l**^  ̂ j^i^^  munhazim  sdkhtan,To  rout, 

(jiij^ jU  jj\S  J  |«Jy*^  munhazim  tUdr  u  mdr  har- dan, To  rout,  defeat,  disperse.  A  Icj-^I^e  munhazi- 
man,  Dispersedly,  like  defeated  men. 

A  (ju^Xio  manhas,  A  place  out  of  which  one 
eats.    3Iinhas,  A  lion. 

A  j»i^.>/«  munliashim,  Broken.  Weak,  languid 
(camel).  Withered  (herb). 

A j*Q-i^  munhasir.  Beaten,  trampled,  or  trod- 
den.   Drawn,  attracted.    Bent,  twisted. 

A  (_>Ajj««??iMra/ta22,Bruised,  crumbled,  pounded. 
A  munhazim.  Wrapt  close,  not  appearing 

from  the  buds  (palm-flower).  Well-digested  (food). 

A  Clkfl^o  munliofit,  Depressed.  Diminished. 

A  tiilfl^j^  munhafih,  One  who  errs  and  blunders 
much.  One  who  goes  totteringly,weakly,  languidly. 

A^-fl^P*/«  munhahi^  Hungry.  Gaunt-bellied. 
A(^.jjk^o  rmmhakk.  Overcome  with  wine.  Ex- 

panded in  the  birth  (about  the  flanks).  (A  camel) 

reclining  on  the  ground. 

A'i^lf^  munhakkat,  (A  woman)  bringing  forth 
with  difficulty. 

A  ̂y^io  manhal,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Drinking,  quench- 

ing the  thirst;  drinking  the  first  draught.  A  wa- 



tering-place  in  a  field,  a  horse-pond.  A  halting- 
place  in  the  desert.  A  draught  that  quenches  thirst. 

A  tomb,  sepulchre, tumulus,  grave.  Extremely  mu- 
nificent. Great  munificence.  Munhil,  One  who 

drinks.  One  who  has  camels  satisfied  with  drink- 

ing. One  who  inflames  with  rage. 

A  munhall,  (Rain)  descending  with  great 

violence.  (Eyes)  flowing  with  tears. 

A  tllA^mww/iaZtY,  Gonefar.  Forgetful.  Heed- 
less, inattentive. 

A  cili^  munhalik,  One  who  throws  himself 
into  danger,  or  in  the  way  of  destruction. 

A  mtinhamm,  Melted  (fat  or  hailstone). 

Pining,  wasted  with  age,  grief,  or  care.  Waxed  old. 

A  ?nanhamat,  A  carpenter's  shop. 

Aj^^io  munhamir,  (  Watei-)  poured  out,  flowing. 
Destroyed,  falling  to  ruin.  Stripped  (branch). 

Aj^jX«TO?m/iam?'2:,Squeezed,pressed.  Hamzated. 
A  munhamis,  Hidden,  concealed. 

A  tii)-*.^  munhamik,  Laborious,  pains-taking. 
A  J^^^^munhamil,  (Aneye)suflrused  with  tears. 

A  L_.^^^  manhub,  Snatched  away  by  force. 

A(_^^^A<iman/iws,Lean(man).  (j^yct^ii)!  ̂ _)*>^jui 

vianhusu  'I  kadamayn,  Spare  of  flesh  on  the  soles 
of  the  feet. 

A  (^^^manhnsh,  Oppressed  with  poverty  and 
misfortune.  Tired  with  travelling.  Slender, 

^^<ti>a5\  manhushu'l  kadamayn,  One  whose  feet 
have  little  flesh  upon  them. 

A  Ld)^^  manhuk,  Debilitated,  afflicted  with 

continued  disease.  In  the  metre  calledjs>-j  rajaz, 
when  two-thirds  of  the  verse  have  been  taken  away 

and  one-third  is  left.  3Iunhawik,  Astonished,  stu- 
pefied. Fallen  into  difficulties  from  inattention. 

A  manhum,  Very  greedy  (of  food,  money, 
or  science). 

A  munht,  One  who  announces  news, 

p  ̂ ^^JL«c  munhiyani  ruh^  mashun, 
The  planets  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  the  sun,  Venus, 

Mercury,  and  the  moon. 

A  munalih'i,  One  who  forbids  or  warns. 
A  manhiy,  Forbidden. 

A  OlX^?nfl7j/tt3/a<,Unlawful,forbidden  things. 

A  jjxi  many,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jx)  Defining,  apportion- 
ing. Trying,  proving,afflicting.  A  seminal  effusion. 

Muny,  (v.  n.  of  jj-«)  Being  tried  and  proved,  (pi. 

of  |j/«mami/and  'sJ^Atnanyai)  Seminalfluids.  Ma- 
na\  Death.  The  Divine  decree.  Measure,  quan- 

tity. Design,  intention.  Mina',  Name  of  a  valley 
nigh  unto  Mecca  where  sacrifices  are  oflPered  up. 

The  seminal  fluid  (of  man  or  woman).  Muna, 

(pi.  of  HJi*  munyat)  Desires,  wishes,  aspirations. 
p  mani,  Presumption,  boasting,  egotism. 

Egoism,  or  that  sufficiency  in  himself  and  indepen- 
dence of  other  beings  which  is  peculiar  to  the  Deity. 

A  ̂««  maniy,  (pi.  ̂ muny^  The  seminal  fluid 

of  man  or  woman.    Maniy  or  mun'iy,  (pi.  of  U/« 
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mana')  Weights  of  two  pounds. 
A  i^yyio  munlb,  A  copious  rain.  A  favourable 

spring-season.  Master,  patron.  Client,  constituent. 

A  'iAic  manyat,  (pi.  muny^  Seminal  fluid. 
Munyat,  (in  Egypt)  A  village.  Munyat  or  min- 

yat,  (pi.  JjJ^  muna')  Wish,  desire.  * Jw«  mun- 
yatu'n  (or  minyatu'n)  na^ai.  The  wish  for  the  ca- 

mel, i.e.  fifteen  days  after  she  has  been  covered, 

when  it  is  uncertain  whether  she  is  pregnant  or  not. 

A'ixyic  maniyat,  (pLblxomanaj/a')  Death,  fate. 
Any  thing  definite  in  time  and  manner.  The  pro- 

vidence of  God.  ''^J-^.  halnratu''l  maniyat. 

Sea  of  Tiberias.  'i'kX^CLj^hintu''lmaniyat,  Echo. 
A  manth,  A  giver.  An  arrow  entitled  to 

nothing.  An  arrow  borrowed,  because  regarded 

as  lucky.  An  arrow  entitled  to  a  prize. 

A  s-^^  manihat,  (pi.  manafiJi)  (A  she- 
camel)  lent  in  order  to  be  milked.  An  animal  whose 

wool,  milk,  or  young  one  is  given  without  being 
required  again. 

A        munikh,  A  lion. 

p  liJUk^o  maned,  Ye  are  to  me :  as,  ;ijj«cj^;>\jfii 
hawa-ddri  maned,  Ye  are  well-wishers  to  me. 

A  \iiJ^  niunayzan,  (dim.  of  liJk*  munz)  From. 

Ajjyic  munir,  Shining,  splendid,  illuminating. 
A  munayyar.  Thick  (skin).  (A  garment) 

marked  with  a  double  stripe. 

p  ij^ift  maneja,  Name  of  Afrasyab's  daughter. 
A  ̂^i*  mani^  Inaccessible,  impregnable. 
A  ̂^isD  minsaf,  Diligent,  pains-taking. 
A  I— munif,  Eminent,  exalted,  high,  lofty. 

A  jfcjo*  munim.  One  who  appeases,  quiets,  or 
lulls  to  sleep. 

A  manayn,(oh.of^^^j^ manani)What  two  ? 
Blanin,  Weak.  A  weak  rope.  A  strong  man.  Dust. 

A  J^J^  minmna',  (v.  n.  of  (2/*)  Conferring  a 
benefit.  A  reproaching  or  casting  in  the  teetli. 

p  (^j^^xM  manyosh,  Do  not  hearken,  listen  not. 

A  i^jiJ-A  manyukat,  (A  woman)  lain  with. 
A  manhat.  An  untanned,  butsoaked  hide. 

A  tan-pit. 

p  yjo  maw,  The  mewing  of  a  cat.  Mu  or  mo. 
Hair.  Acrackin  a  cup.  Exactness,  precision,  ̂ _fyc 

muyi  zangl,  The  hair  of  an  Ethiop. 
ijd*»>  muyi  safed,  White  or  grey  hairs,  ̂ jii^ii  y> 

mu  dddan,  (or  (^^ilXw*^ y>  muJiristddan)To  send  a 
hair  in  a  letter  (a  mode  by  which  a  despairing  ina- 

morato apprises  a  lady,  to  whom  he  cannot  gain 

access,  of  his  emaciated  condition).  ̂ <j>_  pur-mu. 

Hairy,  full  of  hair,  sumbul-mu.  One  who 
has  hair  like  the  hyacinth,  odoriferous,  and  gently 

waving,  j-*  {^^jC^ic  mislnn-mu,  Having  musky 
ringlets,  fragrant,  and  black,  like  that  perfume. 

A  yc  mu,  The  herb  spignell. 

A  f-ytmus,  (ov  Ayo  mwTi'a^)  Mcwing  (of  a  cat). 

A  '^A^ia  muwdfalat,(Y.  n.  3  of  J\j)  Endeavour- 
ing to  fly,  hastening  in  order  to  escape. 

A  'iAAyomuwdsamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Ij)  Consent- 
ing, agreeing,  doing  the  like.  Disputing,  contend- 

ing for  glory. 

ke^\ji«manabizat,{^\.  of  yomawlaz)  Priests 

of  the  Magi.  i^SjJIj  'i^\ycmawabizatu''lhall 
wa'l  ̂ kd.  Lords  of  loosingand  binding,  able  critics. 

A  &b\_j*  munabalat.  Assiduity,  attention. 
kCj\yomawdt,  Lifeless.  A  desert,  waste  ground 

from  which  a  man  can  derive  no  profit,  and  not 

owned.  The  dead  ;  corpses.  Muwdt,  Death. 

A  »U>\j*  mtitdtdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂J,\)  Consenting, 

agreeing  with,  stipulating.  Obeying,  being  obse- 
quious. Favouring,  helping. 

Aj^\y>  muwdtir,  (A  camel)  which  first  puts 
down  one  knee  and  then  the  other  in  kneeling  (a 

practice  extremely  incommoding  to  the  rider). 

A  «P^_y<  muwdtarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofyj)  Prosecuting 

or  doing  (any  thing)  at  intervals  (a^^iX*  mudara- 
hat  implying  whatever  is  pursued  without  inter- 

mission) ;  fasting  every  alternate  day.  Putting 
down  one  knee  after  another  when  kneeling  (a  ca- 

mel). Bringing  (books),  despatching  (letters)  one 
after  another. 

A  'i^\ya  muwdtanat.  Assiduity,  fixedness. 
A  (3^j«<>  muwdti.  Flexible  (bow). 
A  muwdsabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t— '5j)  Leaping 

or  rushing  upon  (one  another). 

A  Ji\y>  mawdsir,  (pi.  of  'iJikA  misarat)  What- ever things  are  thrown  over  the  saddle  to  make  the 

seat  more  easy.  Outer  garments. 

A  'iyi\ycmuMsarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj5^)  Choosing,  pre- 
ferring.   Causing  to  follow  or  come  in  the  track. 

A  ̂ljA>  mawdsik,  Agreements,  covenants.  3fu- 
wdsik,  Confederate. 
A  mMwdsakut,  (v.  n.3  of  Entering 

into  a  confederacy. 

A  ̂\^<  mUidsim,  One  who,  having  gone,  comes not  back. 

A  'B^\yc  muwdsamat,  (v.n.  3of  ̂ j)  Running  a 
race,  contending  in  swiftness.  Exercising  mutual 

patience. A  i^^^^*  mufdsi,  A  malevolent  adversary. 

A  ̂jx)\yo  mawdsik,  (pi.  of  ̂j^Cjjc  misdk)  Agree- 
ments, confederacies,  pacts,  compacts. 

A          mawwdj.  Stormy,  billowy,  surgy. 

A  u-*s-\}'e  mawdjib.  Salaries,  pensions,  rewards, 
hires.  Rights,  dues,  wages.  Places  for  wrestlers. 

A  Xx>-\j«  muwdjabat,  A  rendering  obligatory. 
A  musdjarat,  (v.  n.  3  of^\)  Paying  the 

hire  for  labour.  Hiring,  making  an  agreement, 

contracting  for  labour.  Letting  out  on  hire. 

A  's^^\jicmusdjalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^\)  Hindering, 
detaining,  throwing  obstacles  in  the  way. 

A  iLL>-^y>  muwdjalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J*-j)  Being 

afraid  of.  Contending  or  vying  with  in  being  afraid. 

A  'i^\y>  murvdjahat,  (y.  11.3  of  «^j)  Meeting 
face  to  face,  coming  before  (another) ;  beholding, 



confronting ;  conferring ;  laying  (one  thing  with 

another).  Presence,  appearance.  Opposition  of  two 

stars  or  planets.  's^>-\yo  murvajahatan,  (or  ei^l^b 
hVl  murvdjaha)  Before,  in  presence  of. 

Ajf>'\y«  maivdjlr,  (pi.  ofj^)  Clubs,  beetles. 
A  I  a>.\yo  mawdhif,  Places  where  (camels)  lie. 

A  ̂ ^y>  manahik,  (pi.  of  ̂ '^)  Sharp  swords. 
A  'e^s^\y<i  muwdhalat,  (v.  n.3  of  (J^j)  Rolling 

(one)  in  the  mire  ((J-s-j  wahl),  bemiring. 

A  musdhanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ ^^)  Being 
inimical,  malevolent.  Hatred,  dislike,  enmity. 

A  6^\yo  mari'dhid,  (pi.  of  lil^)  Single  objects 
(as  hillocks)  separated  from  other  similar  objects. 

A  s\»-\j<«  musdkhdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  l5«-\  for_ji-^)  En- 
tering into  a  brotherhood.  Fraternity,  brotherly 

love;  intimate  friendship. 

A  ̂\jic  musdhliaz,  Chastised,  punished,  repre- 
hended, reproved,  rebuked,  taken  to  task. 

K'i'j»-\^icmusdhhazat,  (v.  n.  3  of i^\) Taking 
satisfaction,  retaliating,  calling  to  account.  Chas- 

tising, blaming,  repi'oaching,  reproving,  rebuking. 

A jj^\yjci  mawdkhir,  (pi.  of  9j>-\-/o  mdkhirai) 
(Ships)  ploughing  the  ocean  with  noise,  or  advanc- 

ing and  receding  with  one  wind.  (pi.  ofj^U  ma- 

khur)  Taverns,  gaming-houses,  or  brothels. 

A  *8j5»-^J/«  muMkharat,  (v.  n.  3  of ̂ ^)  Postpon- 
ing, delaying.    Putting  behind.  Rejecting. 

A  (^}as''\yc  mawdkhiz,  (pi.  of  (^jah-\jc  mdkhiz) 
Travailing  (women,  camels,  or  sheep). 

A  'i^\yo  murndkhamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  j^j)  Com- paring notes(with  another)to  see  who  suffered  most 
from  indigestion  or  who  is  heavier. 

Aj^\yc  marvdkhir,  (pi.  ofjjj>-l/«  mdkhur)  Ta- 
verns.  Frequenters  of  taverns. 

A  S^j/c  man-add,  (pi.  of  sSU  mdddaf)  Matters, 

points.  'c)\^<  mawdddi  sulh,  Ariicles  of  peace. 

A  'io\yo  mundddat,  (v.  n.  3  of  tbj)  Loving  one another.  Mutual  love  or  esteem. 

A  ̂l_y«ma7fa<Z?^,(pl. of  ̂ J>A*)Every-day  clothes. 

A  'iS'Li\yo  murcdda^t,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂ j)  Quieting, reconciling,  returning  to  favour,  making  peace. 

A  &/«ii\j<«  musddamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ti>\)  Being 
united  in  friendship  and  amity. 

A  (^Cs\^it>muiddi,  Strong,  powerful.  Accoutred. 

A  'i\J\^i<)musdrdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  cfj^)Tying  up  a  beast 
to  feed  in  the  same  stall       \  any)  with  another. 

Ai'^\j/<i?w?/n;ara^,(v.n.3of^_j)Hiding.Burying. 
A  (— musdrib,  A  cunning  fellow,  deceiver. 

A  &Jj\j/o  mufdrabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i--^^)  Conquer- 
ing, overcoming.  Deceiving. 

A  *^^_y«  muwdrabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ -^j)  Con- 
quering, overpowering.  Acting  basely  (with  a 

friend),  endeavouring  to  circumvent  him. 

A  ij^yo  muwdrat,  Wool  which  fall  from  a  sheep 
dead  or  alive.  Whatever  falls  from  wool  when 

plucked  or  teased. 

A  ij^yo  mawwdrat,  Easy-paced  (she-camel). 
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A  &5»j^y)  mufdi'ahhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Dating. 
A  fij^j*  mawdrid,  (pi.  of  i^jyo  mawrid)  Passes, 

entrances.  Places  where  people  descend;  stations. 

Places  where  they  draw  water,  (-dll^^  '^ly* 

wdridu'l  hulk,  Fatal  expeditions.  «j>j^ix«  lij^j* 
mawdridi  matruha,  Turbid  or  befouled  waters. 

i^j\y<i  J  jd\ja.<  masddir  u  marcdrid,  Places  where 
learned  men  meet.  j  iij^_yo  mawdrid  u  ma- 

ddkhil,  (and  ̂ ^t^* 3  '^J^y^  viawdi'id  u  maddrij) 
Passages,  entrances,  and  exits,  ingress  and  egress. 

A  Bi^\yc  mundradat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i5,j)  Coming  to 
a  watering-place  together. 

A  mawdri^  Men  of  the  tribe  of  is^l«. 

A'is^\yomuwdra^t,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂   j)Discoursing, 
conferring,  conversing,  consulting  with. 

A  i^j\ye  musdrif,  Adjoining,  adjacent,  nigh 
unto,  contiguous;  an  immediate  neighbour. 

A  muidrafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i  Being  ad- 
jacent to,  bordering  upon,  being  separated  by  the 

same  marches. 

A  muwdrik,  Near. 

AMjSycmuwdrakat,  A  being  near,  approaching. 

A  'i^Syo  murcdrakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (.dJ^j)  Passing 
(a  mountain). 

A  muidranat,  (v.  n.3  of  ̂^J^)  Glorying, 

boasting,  vaunting.  (A  bull)  longing  for  and  fol- 
lowing (a  cow). 

A  lLOj^^*  mawdns,  (pi.  of  Lt^VjWi)  Heritages. 

Aj^ji*  mawwdz,  A  vender  of  banana-fruit. 

A  'i\^y«  mumzdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ijj^)  Being  parallel, 
opposite,  equi-distant ;  proportioned,  equal  to. 
A  muwdzdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_5jj)  Answering, 

being  opposite  unto.  Coming  from  any  quarter. 

A  ̂ ^yo  marvdzij,  (or  e.:>j\jA  mawdzijat)  (pi. 

of  i^y^  mawzaj)  Boots. 
AjJ^j*  mufdzir,  A  helper,  assistant. 

Aj^yo  muTvdzir,  The  bearer  of  a  load. 
A  '^jj^y^  musdzarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofjj^)  Assisting. 

Answering  to,  corresponding  with,  being  equal  to. 

Supporting  each  other  by  being  entangled  together 

(stalks  of  standing  corn).  Equality  in  measure. 
Strength.  Assistance,  support. 

A  'ijj\yc  muwdzai^at,  (v.  n.  3  ofjjj)  Governing 
for  a  sovereign  or  chief,  being  lieutenant  or  vizier. 

A  '^j^yo  muwdzafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i— ijj)  Expend- 
ing equally  with,  contributing  to  a  common  purse. 

A  s^^^*  murvdzanat,  (v.  n.  3of  ̂ jjj)  Compar- 

ing (two  things).  Compensating,  requiting.  Be- 

ing equivalent,  equalling.  Being  opposite  to,  cor- 
responding with.  Facing.  An  equilibrium. 

A  muidzi,  Parallel,  exactly  opposite,  and 

resembling  one  another.  Equal,  nearly,  about. 

A  (^J^j**  mandzin,  (pi.  of  yV^<  mtzdn)  Ba- 
lances, scales. 

v\u>\y<imuwdsd,  Ease,rest.  Benevolence,favour. 

A  'i\u»\y<i  murvdsdt,  (^kr 'i\*n\^A  mu^dsdt)  (v.  n. 
3  of  jj;***^)  Doing  good,  benefiting.    Giving  one  a 

pattern  or  exemplar.  Condoling  with  ;  reviving 
by  consolation,  encouraging. 

A  sLmIj/*  muwdsdt,  (v.  n.3of  j_^j)  Assisting. 

A  ̂j**>^yo  marvdsik,  (or  ̂iM>\y,  mawdsik)  (pi. 

of  ̂"*^_)  wdsili)  Pregnant  (camels). 
A  'i^M*\yc  muwdsakat,  (v.  n.  3  of  3**>})  Oppo- 

sing (another) ;  resembling,  being  equal  to,  or  of 
the  same  weight. 

A  j*'*>^_j^  mawdsim,  (pi.  of  ̂**>ye  mawsim)  Places 
where  pilgrims  assemble  at  Mecca.  The  fairs  there 

held.  (pi.  of         misam)  Branding-irons. 

A  R****^^  muwdsamat,  (v.  n.  3  ̂ ^j)  Dis- 
puting in  point  of  beauty. 

A  ;_^\y«  mawdsi,  (pi.  of  lj*>yo  musa')  Razoss. 
A|jJu^\j/«r«an;asIA,(pl.of^*>jlj)(Camels)infoal. 
A  la/ii^^mawas/i?Y,(pl.of&la>Ll«  mdshitat)Tire- 

women,  combers  or  dressers  (of  brides). 

A  Jklajlj^^  muwdshazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofliij)  Rub- 

bing or  pressing  each  other's  privy  member  against 
each  other's  belly  (two  lewd  fellows). 

A  i:^\yc  muwashik,  One  who  goes  fast. 
A  &ili»^^-o  muwdshahat,  A  travelling  fast. 

A  ̂y^\yc  mawdshil,  Places. 
A^^^\y<>mawdshi,(^\.oViiJ^\<mdshiyat)Q,\x2t.{lL- 

rupeds,  especially  camels,  sheep,  cows,  calves,  and 
other  similar  cattle. 

A^^\y<)  marvdshir,  (pi.  of^Liji*  mishdr)  Saws. 

A  Jjjul*^^  mawdshih,  The  teeth  of  a  key. 

A  'i->o\y<>  mtiwdsat,  Dirty  water  in  which  any 
thing  has  been  washed. 

Ajio\yo  mufdsir,  Near,  neighbouring.  Friends, 

companions.  j>o\^ic  jdri  mumsir,  One  whose 

tent  (tent-peg,jU<5^  isdr)  joins  another's. 
A  'ijto\y>musdsarat,{y.  n.  3  of  jj^^)  Being  near. 

Pitching  a  tent  next  to  another's. 
A  'sSLjo\^iq  muwdsafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_Aoj)  Buy- 
ing or  selling  any  thing  by  description  (not  by  sam- 

ple). dLawa\^\  bay^'l  muwdsafat,  A  sale  by description  (not  by  sample). 

A  ̂ytoSyo  mawdsil.  Ligaments.  Certain  musi- 
cal instruments. 

A  'iLo\yc  mawdsilai,  Natives  of  Mesopotamia. 
llumdsalat,  (v.  n.  3of  J-oj)  Being  constantly  with 
another;  enjoying  a  beloved  object.  Doing  (any 

thing)  incessantly,  without  interruption.  Conjunc- 

tion, adhesion,  copulation,  enjoyment.  Interview. 

A  (^\^/o  musdzz,  Parturient.  One  who  makes 
haste,  or  gets  the  start. 

A  iiLolyc  muwdzafat,  (v.  n.3  of  Contend- 
ing with  (another)  who  is  cleanest  after  perform- 

ing ablution,  vying  with  in  cleanness. 

A  eJi^^ye  muwdzakhat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Con- 
tending with  about  drawing  water.  Rivalling  in 

leaping  or  moving  forwards. 

A  ̂ \yc marvdzij  (pi.  ot^ycmawzi^ Places. 
Villages.  Occurrences. 
A  muwdza^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  Wager- 



ing,  depositing  the  bets.  Leaving,  abandoning  (a 

sale).  Consenting,  assenting.  Communicating  to 

each  other  their  respective  opinions. 

A  mamazin,  (pi.  of  rtuzanat) 

Sacks  made  of  palm-leaves. 

A  *slla\j/«  muwdtasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂Jsj)  Emula- 
ting, doing  equal  with.  Repeating  the  last  syllable 

of  a  verse.  Consenting,  agreeing  (with  another). 

A^\y>  mawatir,  (pi.  of matir)  Rains. 

A  f^Jio\ji6mawatin,  (pi.  of  t^j^y  marviin)  Coun- 
tries, native  dwellings,  habitations.  Battle-fields. 

The  stations  at  Mecca. 

A  ̂^\y6  7na7vatis,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^yo  mawtis^  Foot- 
steps, prints  of  feet.  Footstools. 

A  miirmzib,  Assiduous,  persevering. 

Constant,  incessant.  l*li>^j«  muwaziban,  Assidu- 
ously, continually. 

A  m.uivazabat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t— ♦ii'j)  Perse- 
vering, being  assiduous,  sticking  close  to,  minding, 

attending  to.  Perseverance, continuance, assiduity. 

A  &ils^_yo  muroazafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t_flb'j)  Con- 
senting, agreeing  to.  Governing  for  a  king  or  chief. 

Being  assiduous,  sticking  close  to. 

A  6J^\yti  marca^d,  (pi.  of  'i,^^yc  maw^dat) Places  of  promise. 

A  edS-\y>muwa^dat,  (v.  n.3of  4i>P-j)Promising, 
plighting  faith,  appointing  time  and  place.  Vying 
with  any  one  in  making  promises  or  threats. 

A^\yo  marva^z,  (pi.  ofJ5-Ui  ma^z)  Goats. 
A  muwa^sat,  (v. n. 3  of  {j^^j)  Making 

a  long  or  forced  journey,  especially  in  the  night- 

time. Contending  with  another  in  walking.  Walk- 

ing over  soft  and  sandy  places.  Travelling  with  a 

long  step  and  stretched-out  neck  (a  camel). 

A  la5-l_yc  mama^z,  (pi.  of  slaPyo  marc^zat)  Ex- 
hortations, counsels,  sermons,  homilies.  • 

*  1    •  _ 
^uaJ  marva^z  u  nasasih,  The  same. 

A  XlaS-^j*  muwa^zai,  (v.  n.  3  of  iaff-j)  Admo- 
nishing, exhorting.    Preaching.  Instruction. 

A  ii.jkS-lj/«  marca^d,  (pi.  of  i'li^j/c)  Promises. 
A(j^5-^_j*ma7i'a^i?<,(pl.of^^^l«)Pots,kettles,&c. 

A  '^y^  murvagh,  The  mewing  (of  a  cat). 
A  i  dS'] ye  muKaghadat,{y.  n .  3  of  iXS-j  )Imitatin  g, 

doing  the  same  as  another  in  play ;  taking  equal 

steps.  Moving  with  an  equal  pace  (a  she-camel). 

A  'i'^\y<i  muwafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jj)  Going  on  pil- 
grimage.   Coming,  approaching,  arriving. 

A  ̂ji^y  mimajlh,  One  who  consents,  agrees,  ap- 
proves. Conformable,  agreeable,  consonant,  con- 

gruous, suiting,  apt,  expedient,  like,  similar,  resem- 

bling. Equitable.  Prosperous,  favourable,  propi- 

tious, p  ̂>\yc>i^\)  hadi  mu7vaJiJf,A  favourable  wind. 

A  murvafahat,  (v.n.  3  of  ̂ Sj)  Being  con- 
formable, consenting,  suiting,  approving,  judging 

expedient  or  convenient.  Meeting,striking  against, 

stumbling  upon,  encountering.  Imitating,  second- 
ing. Conformity,  agreement,  unanimous  consent, 
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concordance,concord,correspondence,consent,sym- 

pathy,  unanimity,  analogy.  a>aj\^\  bi  huk- 

mi'l  muwafaka,  From  a  similarity  (of  their  man- 
ner, genius,  and  the  like). 

^  mMwq^AI^/ai,  Suitableness, congruity. 

A  'iS\ye  murodhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jlofor  ̂^y<>)  Being 
stupid,  silly,  careless.  Perishing.  Folly. 
A  mawdkit,  Stated  times  or  places. 

Watches,  dials. 

A  d.'j!s\yo  murvdkatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  lLoj)  Mention- 
ing or  prescribing  a  fixed  time  ((-Il*i>j  rvakt). 

A  mawdkiz,  (pi.  of  liJyo  mawkiz)  Extre- 
mities, prominent  bones  (as  of  the  elbow,  knee, 

heel,  or  shoulder). 

A j'i^y  mawdJiir,  (pi.  of  Jtyt  mukar  and  '^^y" 
mukarat)  (Trees)  laden  with  fruit.  Heavy  laden. 
Pregnant  (women). 

A  marvdki^  Accidents,  occurrences,  con- 

tingencies. <-f!*OiJt5^  ̂ \ycniawdki^'l ghays,Vlaces where  rain  falls. 

A  K^ilyo  muwdka^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Rushing 

on  (the  enemy),  attacking  (in  battle),  fighting.  Ly- 
ing with.  Assault,  attack,  conflict. 

A       yo  man;dkif,(p\.  of  i_ftijxi)  Stations,  posts. 

A  Xii^yo  murvdkafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u-fi^j)  Stand- 
ing (for  another).  Assisting,  aiding.  Standing  in 

a  place  with  another  transacting  business.  Asking 
one  to  stop  and  pause. 

A(j\_j/ow!fl?mAt,(pl. of  j_^'lc)Inner  corners  of  eyes. 
AiJL^\ymarvdI(it,(^p].  of  C1..5liiA*)Stated times. 

A^^j*omawa^ir,pl.ofjlax«,Loaded(palm-trees). 

At^^\ycm.awdhib,{p\.o{t^^y«maivhib)Ti'Oops, 
legions, armies,  uji^ji  \,^j^\y<im,awdkibikawdkib, 
Legions  of  stars. 

A  'i.^\ya  muwdkahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (— *ij)  Riding 
(with  another)  (especially  on  a  camel) ;  trying  who 

rides  fastest.  Being  assiduous,  diligent,  and  per- 

severing (in  any  thing).  Muwdhibat,  Wide-step- 
ping, fast-going  (she-camel). 

A'iCi^\ya  miiwdkidat,  (A  she-camel)  which  goes 
very  quick.  Tired  (she-camel). 

A  'i^\y<t  mUfdkarat,  A  giving  land  to  sow. 
A  'i)i^\y<)  niuwdkazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ia^)  Sticking 

close  to,  being  constantly  engaged  about. 

mun-aha^t,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂j)  Treading 
(as  the  cock  a  hen). 

A  ';ia^\yo  murvdkafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  u-fi^)  Oppo- 
sing an  enemy  in  battle,  assaulting  him. 

A  :^\yo  musdhil,  Mess-mate,  fellow-commoner. 

A  ij^^*  muwdhil,  Weak,  unequal  to  any  busi- 
ness, and  therefore  intrusting  it  to  another. 

A  musdkalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (Ji\)  Eating  to- 
gether ;  eating  with  one  another. 

A  'i>!£\y<,  murcdhalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂J^j)  Trusting 
(to  one  another)  ;  having  mutual  confidence.  Go- 

ing heavily  (a  horse). 

.«  mufuhamat,  Large-hipped  (woman). 

A  muwdldt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Being  a  lover, 

friend,  assistant.  Continuing  or'following  without intermission.  Restoring  (any  person  to  his  office). 

Separating  (sheep)  by  way  of  distinction.  Friend- 
ship, love,  affection.  Mutual  amity.  Patronage, 

clientage.  Continuation.  Mutual  necessity. 

A         mawsalat,  A  place  of  refuge. 

A^\y«  mawdlij,  Places  into  which  one  enters. A  ̂\yomawdlid,{y)\.oid!i ̂ )Travailing(women), 

A  mmvdlis,  A  deceivei*.  i 
A  LJII*  musdlasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Beinor  per- 

fidious, unfaithful. 

A  iLJlj*  mumdlasat,  (v.n.  3  of  (jJj)  Relating 
(athing)  obscurely  and  ambiguously.  Dissembling, 
acting  hypocritically.  Fraud,  treachery. 

A  &fl]\J,«  musdlafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_i3\)  Agreeing 
with  any  one  by  the  thousand  (i_flll  alf).  Render- 

ing familiar,  accustoming,  habituating. 
A  muivdlafat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂_iJj)  Being  fa- 

miliar. Coming  together.  Being  near.  Claiming relationship. 

A  i^^'^yo  muwdlun,  (pi.  of  ̂_^^yo)  Helpers. 

A  j_5^^_y«  mamdll,  (pi.  o{  ̂ ya  mawla')  Lords, 
princes.  Judges.  ^_^\ycmawd^l'l  ̂ zdm, 
Great^wise judges.  Muwdll, An assistant,defender. 

A  ̂)\yo  muwdliyan,  In  a  continued  series. 
A  d'y^\ye  mawdlid,  (pi.  of  t>Jj-o  mulid)  (Women) 

in  travail,  (pi.  of  i^^yo  mawlud)  Sons.  »'i^)o  i^\y<i 
maivdlidi  saldsa,  (or  p  aiWiuu  Sj)\yc  mawdlidi  sih- 

ffdna,  The  three  kingdoms  of  nature,  animal,  ve- 

getable, and  mineral. 

A  ̂\yc  muwafsam,  Large-headed  and  deformed. 
A  musdmm,  Approaching  near.  Clear, 

evident.  Consenting,  agreeable. 

A  s\/o\y6murDdma.fat,  A  consenting,  agreeing  to. 

A'iAyamamtamat,  An  iron  helmet  without  any 
clasps  to  connect  it  with  the  coat  of  mail. 

A         miisdmmat,  A  being  near,  approaching. 

A j<i\^'cmusdmir, One  vfho  consults,  asks  counsel. 
A  s^^^  mufdmarat,  A  consulting,  advising. 

A  (^-^^_5^  mawdmiy,  (pi.  of  ̂Xioyc  mawmdf  or 
'il/cyc  mawmdt')  Deserts. 

A  ̂jmJw«\_j^  marvdmls,  (pi.  of  mumisat) 
Immodest  (women). 

A  i^\yo  muwdndt,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j,  not  used)  Do- 

ing (any  thing)  with  equal  torpor  and  fatigue. 

A  'i^\yc  murvdnahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Consent- 
ing to,  agreeing  with. 
A  ̂^i\yo  mufdnis,  Familiar,  accustomed  to. 

A  'i.^\y<>  mufdnasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j»o^)  Cultiva- 
tingan  intimacy,keepingcompany,  conversing,  liv- 

ing under  the  same  roof  with.  Custom,  familiarity, 

society,  intimacy,  companionship,  fellowship. 

A  ̂ y^  marvdni^,  Impediments,  hindrances. 
A  S^^j^^iO  musdwabai,  (v.  n.  3  of  i_j->l  for  i-->j^) 

Striving  against  another  in  travelling. 

A  c^^^  mandhib,  (pi.  oVi^yo  ■mawhabat') 



Ditches.  (p\.o  fiii>y>ma7vhabat or ma)vhibat)G\h3. 

A'LiJt\y<) niiavahabat,  A  contending  in  liberality. 

A  'ii>\j<e  muwahat,  Beauty  of  countenance. 
A  ̂L-J^^^  viuwahasat,  A  going  very  quick. 

A  «vifc^_y<i  munahahat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Emula- 

ting, imitating,  doing  as  another.  Extending  the 

neck  in  travelling  (a  camel). 

A  maivahih,  (pi.  of  \^^yo  mawhuh) 

Things  presented. 

A  i^\yo  mawafkl,  (pi.  of  JjJ*  musyid)  Great 
events;  mishaps,  (pi.  of  if  lijU  ma^iWai)  Tables, 

especially  covered  with  meats. 

A  'i^\^/-i<>  mus-mjadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  t>!  for 
Strengthening,  infusing  fresh  vigour,  assisting. 

A  'i^^^A  musayasat,  A  driving  to  desperation. 
A^yi\y^marvasU,  pl.of&bU,Bending(branches). 

AOb^m?fj^aZ*a<,Shameful, disgraceful  things. 

p  (  jbj/«  mu-haf,  A  hair-ribbon. 

p  iV_yc  mubid,  mawbad,  or  mubad,  A  worship- 
per of  the  sun,  one  of  the  Magi,  Parsis,  or  Guebres, 

especially  one  of  their  priests.  A  doctor,  philoso- 
pher, any  man  of  great  wisdom  whose  sayings  are 

quoted.  Onewho  administers  justice;  a  judge,  espe- 
cially of  the  Jews.  A  vazir,  a  counsellor  of  state. 

Name  of  the  husband  of  Visa. 

A  liJj-o  musabbad,  Eternal,  perpetual. 

A  'iisS^o  mufabbadat,  Untractable  (she-camel). 

A  '^ycmambaz,  (mubiz,  mubaz,  and  f^  'siytmu- 
hazaii)  (pi.  'i  'dS\y<>marcabizat)  A  priest  or  learned 
doctor  of  the  Magi. 

A jj'^*wiMjaiJ«r, Made  fruitful.  Mutabbh', One 
who  fructifies  the  female  palm-tree  by  sprinkling 
over  it  the  male  flowers. 

Aj^yc  muwabbar,  (A  female  palm-tree)  sprin- 
kled with  the  flowers  of  the  male. 

p  ̂ j^j*  mubarij,  (in  Shuaz)  Berberis. 

A  ij^^^<  musabb'isli,  A  collector,  mixer.  One 
who  hears  or  pronounces  a  confused  speech. 

A  iaJj**  musabbit,  (God)  humbling  (any  one). 

A  ̂ >yc  mawbih,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ ij)  Perishing.  A 
dangerous  or  fatal  place.  A  prison.  The  valley 

of  Gehenna,  where  they  sacrificed  children  to  Mo- 

loch. A  time  or  place  of  promise.  An  interstice,  in- 

terval, whatever  separates  two  things,  or  proves  de- 
structive. J/wtaA,  Destroyed,  ruined.  Imprisoned. 

A  ̂ yiy  maivbil,  A  staff".  A  bundle  of  faggots. 
A  (_yj|j<«  musabbal,  Rich  in  camels.  Name  of  a 

poet  in  Spain.  &!j^/c  ibilun  imifabbalatvn,  Ca- 

mels acquired.  Camels  drawn  and  picked  out  for 

breeding  and  milking.  3Iusabbil,  One  who  pro- 
cures camels  (by  birth  or  otherwise).  One  who 

fattens.    A  mourner  bewailing  (one  dead). 

p  j^^rt  mu  ba  mu,  Hair  by  hair.  Countless. 

A  muMbbin,  A  traducer,  censurer,  calum- 

niator. A  follower  of  another's  steps.  An  observer. 
One  who  praises  and  bewails  (the  dead).  One  who 
bleeds  an  animal  in  order  to  dress  and  eat  the  blood 
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(a  practice  in  Arabia  in  scarce  times). 

A  'if^^yc  mawbuiat,  (A  land)  much  afflicted 
with  the  pestilence  (bj  wabai), 

A  K^^yo  mawbul,  Watered  by  a  heavy  shower. 
A  iSyo  7nusabbih,  One  who  recals  to  memory. 

One  who  reverences,  honours,  magnifies. 

A  (j,^/c  mubis,  Little  and  exhausted  (water). 

A  i3yo  musabbi,  Who  calls  (any  one)  father. 

A  'iJjyomubisat,  (A  land)  afflicted  with  plague. 
A  O_yo  mawt,  (v.  n.  of  Ol/o  for  C^y<>)  Dying. 

Resting,  reposing,  sleeping.  Waxing  old.  Death, 

p  tiT'j;^  C^y>  mawt  giriftan,  To  brave  death. 

A  Kiya  marvtu,  (in  construction  for  l^yo  marv- 
ta)  The  dead. 

A  L-^b^-o  mustab,  One  who  returns  or  comes. 

p  L-^bj*  mu-tab,  A  hair-rope  maker. 

A  d^yc  mawtad,  (for  tilLvc  mu^ad,)  Quantity. 

A  ̂^^y>  mutan  or  mawtan,  A  deadly  distemper 

amongst  cattle.  d\^\  i^^yo  mawtanu'l  futad, 
(fem.  d\^h^\  &3bj/«  viarctanatu'l  fusad)  Stupid  and 
foolish,  Manatan,  Dead  stock(as  houses  or  lands). 
Uncultivated  land. 

A  i^^yo  muMttdb,  Crooked,  bent,  distorted, 

wry  (in  the  back,  eye,  or  nail).  3Iusattib,  Clothed 
with  the  garment  called  itb. 

A  'itSi^Ki  muftabisat,  A  bottle  filled  with  milk 
and  left  to  swell. 

A  {^jasi^io  mustabiz,  Injured  in  the  tendon  of 

the  thigh  ((_^b\  ibaz),  and  having  the  leg  con- 

tracted. f^j^iJyi  mustabizu''n  nasa,  A  crow. 
A  f^^yimustabil,  Unsteadily  seated  on  a  camel, 

riding  badly.    Careless  in  pasturing  camels. 

A  e3^<  mustat,  Name  of  a  place  east  of  Damas- 
cus, where  swords  were  formerly  made. 

A  &!j_yo  mutat,  A  fainting-fit,  in  which  the  sub- 
ject is  apparently  dead,  but  returns  to  life.  Mad- 

ness. Epilepsy. 

A  'i^^<  miistasijat,  (Land)  abundant  in  forage. 
A^^J*  mustasis:,  Indisposed  to  eat,  not  hungry. 

One  who  has  eaten  much,  and  when  thirsty  is  unable 

to  quench  his  thiist  with  water. 

A  ̂^yo  mujtasl,  Who  over-eats  till  he  is  thirsty. 
A  mujtajh;  Hired ;  a  hired  servant.  A 

receiver  of  wages  (*S;=r^  ujrat). 
A  (iii^  viuttaliJliz,  A  taker,  receiver,  selector, 

chooser.  Onewho  prepares  (victuals).  A  beginner. 

Humble,  submissive.     (See  Li^ii^^  iftikliaz.) 
A  liJ^/o  muMttad,  Libidinous  (man). 

Ajiyo  muta?;  Strung  (bow). 
A  ji^/o  muttarr,  One  who  causes  to  make  haste. 
A  rnustarili,  Sleepless,  unable  to  sleep, 

A  i^jiyc  mustarih,  Arrived  at  perfection  (the 
tree  araK),  i.  e.  when  become  thick  and  firm, 
and  its  first  fruit  come  to  maturity  ;  numerous  and 

entangled  (trees  of  this  species). 
A  mustart,  Honey-baking  (bee). 

Aj'yi^/n  mufiazar,  The  girding-place,  the  waist. 14  u 

3Iuftazir,  One  who  puts  on  the  breechesjljl  izar. 

A  ̂ j>yo  mutazarn,  Earth,  ground. 
A       '^i*  mustasi,  An  imitator:  who  takes  after. 
A  <  M.  mustashab,  Of  a  mixed  race,  not 

pure.    Mustashib,  Mixed  (people). 
A  mudasldr,  Who  asks  one  to  sharpen  or 

thin  his  teeth  (a  female  profession  in  Arabia). 

A  mustaslii,  (A  broken  bone)  set  and 

become  sound. 

A  (^jaiyn  muftazz,  Compelled,  forced. 

A  L>'>o^'i<<i  mustard,  One  who  recieves,  or  is  gra- 
tified by  a  promise. 

A  Sftiyo  mutofid,  What  threatens  mischief. 
A  iaSOyo  mudafiz,  Necessary. 

A  ui-lflJ_yo  muftafik,  Overthrown  (by  an  earth- 

quake). A  liar. A  mustafihat,  The  cities  of  the  plain 
overthrown  in  the  time  of  Lot.  Winds  blowins  from 

different  points,  and  promoting  the  earth's  fertility. 
A  laS-iyo  muftahii,  One  who  uses  a  substitute 

(as  flour  and  unripe  grape  juice)  for  lai\  alut.  A 
maker  of  the  new  cheese  lail  ahit. 

A  uib y  muitahh,  Boiling,  raging.  Hot  (day). 

(See  (^^*\  UiJwh.) 
A  \^>y«  muftahil,  Eaten,  corroded,  worn  (horn 

or  tooth  of  an  animal).  Enraged. 
mutalihhat,  Ground  thickly  covered. 

A  i_,*iii3\  ̂ ycmutala^i'l  kalb,  Disturbed,  agi- 
tated, chicken-hearted. 

A  K  flb^*  mustalif,  United,  associated,  familiar. 

^lPI*  ̂ nustaR,  A  swearer,  taker  of  an  oath. 

A  ̂ yc  muiim,  (pi.  mayatim)  A  mother 
of  fatherless  children. 

A  'pyi  muftamm,  Taken  for  a  leader,  model, 
guide,or  exemplar.  iJ/M^^mm,Afollower,  imitator. 
One  who  chooses  as  a  leader  or  president. 

AjV^*  mustamir,  Obsequious,  submissive,  obe- 
dient. One  who  follows  what  is  agreeable  to  the 

mind.  Who  consults  or  asks  advice.  The  last  of 

the  days  calledj^sf^ ̂ ^^}  ayyamu 'I  ̂ juz.  (pl^U 
maramir  and  jyoU  ma^amlr)  The  first  month  of  the 
Muhammadan  year  called  viuharram. 

A  (^^'^  mzistaman,  Believed.  A  curator,  any 
person  trusted  in  whom  one  is  safe  and  secure.  One 

of  the  titles  of  God.  3Iustamin,  One  who  trusts 

to,  confides  in,  or  devolves  his  affairs  to  the  ma- 

nagement of  another. 

A  ̂ ^yo  mutin,  (and  'sJjyc  mutinat)  (A  woman 
or  any  female)  that  brings  forth  her  young  with 
the  feet  foremost. 

A  (__aL>_^/«  muftanib yOne  with  no  desire  for  food. 
A(  h:3^>omuftanaf,A.  place  yet  ungrazed.  io^^W 

^\xI^\'isCi^  jariyat  muttanafatu  sh  shabab,  A 
younggirlapproaching tothe ageof  puberty.  Mus- 
tanif,  One  who  sets  about  (a  thing)  from  the  begin- 

ning: beginner.  Approaching,  arriving ;  future, 

A  i^yyo  manitud,  Driven  (stake). 



Ajyy«7)iawtur,l^ egVigentin  revenging  a  friend's 
death  ;  or  unable  to  do  it,  though  desirous. 

A  (JyJ*  mustawil,  One  who  administers  or  ma- 
nages well,  who  arranges  properly. 

A  i^^y^  mawtun,  Hurt  in  the  vein  (Jj^_j  rvat'in. 
A  t^'^yo  viUftani,  One  who  receives  hospitably. 

Tender,  compassionate,  moved,  condoling,  pitying. 

p  sS y6  maKta  jangali,  The  root  of  a  spe- 
cies of  grass. 

A  manta  ,  (pi.  of  ma?/?/i7) Deceased, 
defunct :  the  dead. 

A         mustt,  A  bringer,  adducer. 

A  Lt^yj  mams,  (mawas,  or  ̂ ^^yo  mawasan)  (v. 
n.  of  (-^U  for  1-^^)  Mixing.  Soaking,  steeping, 
dissolving  (in  water). 

A  ̂^^j*  marvsaban,  One  who  delays  an  expe- 
dition ;  sedentary,  indolent  (king). 

A         mumassakh,  Weak,  flaccid,  flabby. 

^jiyo  mufsir,  A  chooser.  One  who  prefers  ano- 

ther's interest  to  his  own. 
A  musassar,  Penetrated,  affected.  3Iusas- 

si?-.  Whatever  penetrates  or  impresses;  eflicacious. 

A\^'> 'loniUfassaf, Short  ofstature,squat,  fleshy, 
juicy,  and  corpulent.  Musassif,  One  who  supports 

on  a  tripod ;  one  who  puts  (the  pot)  on  a  trivet. 

A  'ssiiyi  mussafat,  (A  pot)  placed  on  a  trivet. 
A  Jjij/o  man-sik,  (v.  n.  of  |j5j)  Trusting,  con- 

fiding in,  relying  upon.  A  treaty,  compact.  3Iu- 
sah,  Bound,  tied,  firmly  knit  together. 

A  muTvassak,  Gifted  with  a  strong  consti- 
tution of  body.  Trusted,  confided  in,  relied  upon. 

A  *fl-3_j<«  marvsakat,  (t.  n.  of  ̂ >j)  Trusting  to. 

A  tJ^^*  mtisassal,  Firmly  rooted.  Of  a  noble 

race.  (Jjj'*  ij^'*  mali  musassal,  A  principal  sum  ; 
a  capital  in  trade. 

A  ̂jio  muisim,  Who  or  what  compels  or  induces 
(any  one)  to  commit  a  sin  or  crime  ism). 

A  jjij/o  musassim,  An  accuser,  reproacher. 
A  musin,  One  who  bestows  liberally.  A 

taker  of  much  (wealth)  or  many  (cattle). 

A  marcsusat,  (or  5^j>«)  Sprained  (hand). 

A  mawsujat,  Loosely-woven  (cloth). 

A  ̂ yy"  marvsuhh,  Weak,  flabby. 
A  marvsughat,  (A  cake,  a  pancake,  or 

dough)  folded  into  several  plies. 

A  mawsuk,  Tied,  fastened.    Firm,  con- 

stant, p  ̂   ̂J^j**  li)];^.  yorani  mawsukun  bihim, 
Faithful  friends. 

A  i^ipyo  maivsul,  Conjoined,  sticking,  adhering. 

A  &ij5y6  viawsunat,  Vile,  base,  mean  (woman). 

A  [3 J*  marcs'iy,  Sprained  (hand). 
A  ,^yo  mawj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ l*  for  ̂ y^)  Being  agi- 

tated (as  the  sea),  rolling  in  billows.  Being  tumul- 
tuous (men).  Deviation  from  the  right  way.  (pi. 

^yo^  amrvaj)  A  wave,  surge,  billow.  Whim,  ca- 
price. ^  ̂ j'*  marvji  nasim,A  cooling  squall. 

A  ̂ i«7nu^j,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Moving  (the  knee- 
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pan)  backward  and  forward. 
mujan,  A  beautiful,  languishing  eye. 

A  u-*>-_y«m2{;a&,  Affirmative  (proposition).  3Iu- 
jib,  Who  or  what  renders  necessary  or  obligatory. 

Cause,  motive,  reason,  account.  An  acceptor,  re- 
ceiver. The  month  Muhai'ram.  p 

i.-'^j^  mujibi  itmimani  kuluhi  adamiyan, 
The  cause  of  tranquillity  to  the  hearts  of  men. 

^jiJ^C^^j*^  '-r'?' y  mujibi  ̂ brat  karclan,  To  give 
as  an  example.  A<^\yiA  t^^n^yc jfi>-  ̂ y^^mali 

khayri  mujibu's  sarvdb,  A  good  action,  worthy  of 
a  reward.  ̂ -*s" j*,/^  wiin ghayr  mvjib,  With- 

out reason  or  fault.  (J^)JLJ\  l— ̂  _y«  mujibu's  sati- 
Un,  A  hearer  or  receiver  of  petitions.  \.,m*s^y<>  ̂  

bila  mvjib,  Without  a  cause. 

A  t— *^ y>  muwajjib,  One  who  eats  once  only 
in  twenty-four  hours.  A  camel  having  biestings 

coagulated  in  the  udder. 

A  mnjibat,  (pi.  fem.)  Causes. 

A  s.y^Y>  mujibat,  A  thing  of  great  importance, 

whether  good  or  bad,  great  virtue  or  vice  as  deserv- 
ing of  reward  or  punishment  in  the  world  to  come. 

The  rewards  or  punishmCTits  of  eternity,  (in  logic) 

An  affirmative  proposition  (opposed  to  ajJUjiaZ^ia). 

A'isfyt  mawjat,  One  wave.  Vigour  of  youth. 
A  mutujat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j*)  Being  bitter 

and  brackish  (water). 

A  ̂^<mvsajjij.  One  who  inflames  or  kindles. Who  or  what  makes  (water)  salt  or  bitter. 

A  mvjah,  (Cloth)  of  a  thick  texture.  A 
smooth  hide,  shining  skin.    A  refuge,  asylum. 

A  i^yo  mujjad,  Strengthened,  firm,  compact, 

strong  (in  teeth  or  claws) ;  firmly-tied  (knot) ; 

strongly-built  (house) ;  thick,  well-wrought  (cloth). 

JShisjid,  Who  or  what  strengthens,  invigorates,  re- 
stores, or  reinstates  (after  sickness  or  poverty). 

A  i^y^  mujid,  An  author,  causer. 

Pj\i>  ̂yomarvj-da7^,Wa.yy,  undulatory.  Grained (as  Morocco  leather). 

A  i^i>- yc  marvjidat,  (v.  n.  of  li*- j)  Flying  in  a 

passion.    Seeking  a  pretence  to  assault  or  chide. 

A  i'l^j/o  mvsjadat.  Strong,  compact  (she-ca- 

mel). eS^yt  musjadatu''l  hara,  (A  she-ca- 
mel) strong  about  the  withers  and  firm  in  the  bunch. 

A mu-jir,  One  who  hires,  lets  to  farm,  or 

rents.  (A  woman)  who  prostitutes  herself,  who 

plays  the  whore.  One  who  sets  or  replaces  (a  bro- 
ken or  dislocated  bone).    One  who  repays. 

A js- y<i  mvjir.  Who  obliges  (any  one)  to  hear 
what  is  disagreeable  to  him.  Who  strikes  (a  spear) 
into  the  mouth  or  breast. 

A  ̂̂ TTiWjfljyir,  A  maker  of  bricks  ortiles(j»-l 
ajuri-).    A  recompenser,  rewarder. 

A  J:*,  yc  mujaz,  Epitomized.    3Iujaz  or  mujiz, 
Brief  (epistle).  A  compendium,  epitome,  summary. 

jfry  ̂*^halami  mujaz,  A  compendious  discourse, 

p  yj  ,^yti  marvj-zan,  Boisterous,  billowy. 

A  ̂ y«  muji^  Painful  (blow). 
A  i_as-_yo  mujaf,  Agitated.  3Iujif,  A  driver  of 

camels  at  the  pace  called  nmjf. 

A  ̂y^yo  marvjal,  (v.  n.  of  j)  Being  afraid 
(of  another).  Fear.  3Iawjil,  A  ditch  where  water 
stagnates.    A  dreadful  place. 

A  yc  musajjal,  Collected,  assembled.  Pay- 
ment deferred.  A  place  where  water  collects.  Jlo 

(J^^  mali  musajjal,  Money  laid  up  against  a  cer- 
tain time.  Utisajjil,  One  who  cures  a  pain  in  the 

neck  ( J.*-^  ijl),  who  applies  medicine  to  it.  One 
who  collects  (water)  into  one  place.  Who  defers, 

gives  a  delay,  but  fixes  a  time.  A  book  containing 
the  appointed  term  or  limit  of  any  thing. 

A  Xis-j/c  manjalat,  A  dreadful  place. 

A       yo  murvajjan.  Prominent-cheeked  (man). 

A  ̂ y^-yomarvjus.  Struck  with  the  hand  or  a  knife. 

Castrated  (goat)  by  crushing  of  the  sinews. 

A  L^y^y«  manjUb,  Rendered  necessary.  jS- 
y>- yo ghayr  mawy S&,Unnecessary.  Illegitimate. 

A  ̂ ^y>  ?rtan^'M/i,  Rejected.  Shut,  closed  (door). 
A  'i_j>-_jxi  marcjud.  Found.  Present,  existing, 

standing  before.  Readv  at  hand.  Brought  into 

existence.  Review,  muster,  p  ^y>-y^  marv- 

jud  shudan,  To  be  present. 

A  C^\^y>-^<  mawjudat.  Creatures,  existences, 
beings.  Things  present.  Ready  money,  cash,  spe- 

cie, (in  Indian  statistics)  The  unmeasured  or  un- 
partitioned  part  of  a  pergunnah  in  which  there  are 
sundry  partners. 

AiO y>-ycmawjunat,A.dLecoTdXedi  bridal  chamber. 

A  ty^-yo  marvjuh,  Struck  on  the  face. 

As!^yo muwajjah.  Approved,  acceptable,  agree- 
able. Suitable.  Uniform,  congruous,  placed  regu- 

larly. Conspicuous  for  excellence;  of  great  autho- 

rity. (A  man)  with  a  bunch  on  the  back  and  breast. 

Double-faced  (cloth),  ye  ̂Jo\^kazayayi  mu- 

rcajjalia,  Propositions  or  judgments  agreeable  to 
reason.  3IuKajjih,(ov  s^yo  miijih)  One  who  raises 

to  dignity  or  renders  respectable. 

A  y«  vianja.  Fast-going  (she-camel),  whose 
girth  slips  through  the  inequality  of  the  motion  of 
her  fore  and  hind-feet. 

p  aJjk^^  mii-china,  Tweezers. 
A  ds-y«  mawliada,  (or  ̂ ^lo  6»-yc  manhada 

marvhada)  Singly  and  separately.  3Iulud,  (A 

sheep)  bringing  forth  one  (lamb). 
A  i^s^ yc  muwahhad,  Single-pointed  (as  be). 

A  i^yc  musahhid,  (or  i>.^_j/o  viurcahhid)  One 
who  professes  his  belief  that  there  is  one  (God), 
orthodox :  a  unitarian. 

A  j>-y^  muhir,  (The  reptile  if^  wahrat)  in- 
fecting (meat  or  drink)  with  venom. 

A  ,^Jis>-y«  muhish,  Dismal,  causing  sadness,  dis- 

astrous, afflicting.  Terrible,  dreadful.  Desert,  un- 

inhabited (country).  Destitute  of  provisions,  hun- 

gry, starving.  One  who  finds  (a  country)  desolate. 



A  ̂JL^yc  murvahhish,  A  desolater. 

A  L_ii>- _ye  muhif,  Unblemished  (man).  Uncom- 
fortable (fold  for  camels). 

A  ycmawhal,(v.  n.  of  )  Falling  into  thin 
soft  clay  or  sludge.  Being  miry,  consisting  of  mire. 

Mawhll,  Mire,  sludge  ;  or  a  place  full  of  it. 

A  {j^y>-y6  mawliush,  Overrun  with  wild  beasts. 

A  .^yo  marckh,  The  subsidence  (of  anger). 
p  ,^yc  muFih,  A  standard,  an  ensign. 
A  S—>-j/c  musahhhliaz,  Taken,  snatched,  seized. 

Retaliated  on,called  to  account.  Fascinated.  Soured. 

A ̂ ^miuhhar orlihir, ThehmA  part ofa saddle, 

A  J^y«  mufalihldiar,  The  hinder  part  of  any 
thing,  the  posteriors.  tJ^*^^ muMlihliharul 

^yn,  The  outer  angle  of  the  eye.  3£usaJchkhar  or 
mutahhkhir.  Posterior,  consequent.  Delayed,  pro- 

crastinated,left  behind.  The  following  orlatterpart. 

The  hinder  part  (of  a  saddle).  3Iufahlihhir,  One 

who  keeps  back,  or  puts  things  in  their  proper 

places  ;  hence,  a  name  of  God. 

A  ̂f^y"  mu-ikharat  or  muskhirat,  The  hinder 

part  of  a  saddle.  u<*5\  'ij='^<«  inuMiiratu'l  ^yn, 
The  outer  angle  of  the  eye. 

A  ̂ /'j'*  musahkhharut  or  musalihkhiraf,  The 

hinder  part  of  a  saddle.  The  consequent  (in  oppo- 
sition to  the  antecedent).    The  end,  epilogue. 

A  L-fls-j-*  muhliif,  A  kind  of  dish  prepared  with 
the  new  cheese  called  lail  nkit,  on  which,  after 

sprinkling  it  with  water,  they  pour  fresh  dates,  but- 
ter, or  broth.  Water  mixed  with  clay.  Woollen 

or  silken  stuff  in  the  loom.  A  four-square  carpet 

to  lie  upon.    Foolish,  stupid.    A  baker. 

A  'iJf'y^  mawhhamat,  Anything  unwholesome, 
injurious  to  the  stomach.  An  unhealthy  country. 

(Meat)  corrupting  in  the  stomach. 

A  mawkllut,  Wounded  deeply  ;  struck 

with  the  edge  of  a  sword.  Spiinkled  with  a  few 
white  hairs. 

A  i^y^y  mare^/jMJw,  Troubled  with  indigestion. 
A  musahhkhi,  One  who  prepares  a  ring, 

rope,  or  tethering-peg.  (See  taskhiyat.) 

p  lij-*  7nud,  An  eagle  of  whose  feathers  they 
mount  arrows. 

\Syo  miwadd,  One  who  loves  greatly. 

A  s\2}*  miirvaddaiaty  A  dangerous  or  infested 

place,  especially  a  desert. 

A     'lij/o  mufdih,  An  inviter  to  a  feast. 

A  L-.'o^.*  miCMddah,  Chastised.  Learned,  in- 
structed. Well-bred,  polite,  civil, modest,  courteous. 

Musaddib,  A  chastiser,  chider.  One  who  teaches 

the  belles-lettres,  who  educates  well.  An  instruc- 
tor, teacher,  preceptor.  One  who  invites  to  a  feast. 

A  !>S_j-/o  mawaddat  or  miwaddat,  Friendship, 

love.  Benevolence.  Abook.  Aletter.  p^ii^OiSyo 
mawaddat  kardan,To  love,  to  discover  a  regard  for. 

A  oS_j-<e  (--^jIXb  mahtubi  mawaddat,  Friendly 
letters.  A  love-letter. 
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A  niudih,  Submissive.  (^Qee  ̂ <^\idahJ) 
A  iiidyo  mawdidat,  Love,  friendship. 

A         muda^  Easy,  obedient  (horse). 

A  Jjiij*  mawdik,  A  place.  A  place  where  any 
thing  drops. 

A  musdim,  A  peace-maker,  renewer,  or 
strengthener  of  friendship  or  love.  Who  prepares 

fish  or  any  thing  to  be  eat  with  bread,  ^^yo 
musdam  muhshar,  One  who  unites  the  softness  of 

the  inner  with  the  roughness  of  the  outer  skin. 

Practised,  experienced  in  business. 

A  ̂ ^^y*  mudan,  (or  ̂jii^*  mufdan)  Puny,  thin, 

weakly  (boy).   Short,  dwarfish. 

A  'i—^^dyc  mawdusat,  (Ground)  covered  with 
young  herbage. 

A  y^j^  mawdu^  Left,  let  alone.  Quiet,  ma- 
nageable (horse).  Modesty,  softness,  gentleness, 

placidness.  ̂ dyi,h  Q^Ap-  ̂ layka  hi  I  mawdu^ 
Behave  modestly,  be  quiet. 

A  (jj'i'_j-'<>  mawdun,  Short  or  contracted  in  the 
shoulders,  neck,  or  hands.  A  small  date-basket 
or  other  repository.  Puny,  thin,  weakly  (boy). 

Steeped,  wetted,  soaked.  Name  of  a  horse. 

A  t^ii^*  'niUfdi,  Conducive.  A  helper,  assistant, 
succourer.  Prepared  for  a  journey.  Armed,  or  other- 

wise properly  prepared.  Strong,  jjowerful. 

A  ̂ j^yi  mudi,  Perishing,  lost.  A  lion.  Kind, 

beneficent,  bountiful.  sJ^\  (jftij*  mudan  ilayhi,  Be- 
nefited, obliged. 

A  {jCtyjc  inutadda  ,  Payed.  Performed.  Led, 
brought.  Musaddi,  Who  causes  to  happen,  who 

brings  or  adduces ;  leading  to,  conducive.  A  payer, 
performer  of  what  is  due.  A  cause,  motive. 

A  (jii^-o  musazzin,  The  public  crier,  or  muezzin, 
who  assembles  the  people  to  prayers  by  proclama- 

tion from  a  minaret  or  tower  of  a  mosque.  (See 
also  ta^zln.) 

A  &3ij«  muszanaf,  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  (I/ij-<  mufza  ,  Afflicted,  pained.  Muszi, 
Noxious,troublesome,vexatious,hurtful, pernicious. 

p     ̂ ^_^'dyc  muzifjari,  Troiiblesomeness. 
Aj^/o  rnawr,  (v.  n.  ofjl*  forjj/o)  Moving,  be- 
ing agitated,  fluctuating.  Being  put  in  commotion 

(dust).  Moistening  (medicine).  Plucking  or  teas- 
ing (wool  or  cotton)  with  the  fingers.  Flowing  on 

the  surface  of  the  ground.  Oscillating  crosswise. 

Arriving  in  S:^  nojd.  A  wave,  surge,  billow.  Agi- 
tation, commotion.  Any  thing  soft.  A  way,  track, 

beaten,  or  level  path.  The  coast  of  Yaman,  north 

of  Zabld.  Mur,  Dust  in  motion. 

Pj^  mur,  (by  some  mor')  An  ant,  emmet,  pis- mire. An  emblem  of  poverty  and  weakness.  Rust. 

j^«^jyc  ^sahiri  mur-shumar,  Any  army 
numerous  as  ants,  j^*  j J^j^.jy  gori  pur  mar  u 

mor,  A  tomb  full  of  serpents  and  ants.  jj*^^* 

jjj  hamchu  mori  hi  zor,  Weak  as  an  ant,  like  an 
ant,  without  strength. 

A  ̂^jy"  murahh,  Ripening  (date). 

A  i^\jy  miwruk.  Fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
P  miiramun,  A  wild  carrot. 

A  ̂j^y«  musrib.  Victorious  over. At_^j5^  musarrah,  Bound,  tied.  Much,  many, 

copious.  3Iufarrib,  Who  fastens  or  draws  tight  (a 

knot).  A  fulfiUer,  performer.  One  who  compre- 
hends within  limits. 

A  Sjyo  murat,  Wool  which  falls  off  a  sheep  dead 
or  alive  ;  pelt  wool. 

KCL>jy^  TOwras,  Appointed  heir.  Hereditary  pos- 
session. Muris,  One  who  makes  (a  person)  an  heir. 

Cause,  author.  ̂ L3.a5\  i-i^yj  ̂ 1*5  hahasihi  mm-i- 
sii'lfazasih,  Transgressions  which  entail  Ignominy. 

A  ̂ ^jyo  musarris,  One  who  lights  a  fire.  An 
exciter  of  discord. 

A  ̂ yo  musarraj.  Easily  excited.  A  lion.  3Iu- sarrij,  A  raiser  of  tumults,  rebellion,  sedition,  or 

war.  A  disturber  of  the  peace,  exciter  of  faction, 

breedbate.  ̂ 5^^  cil  musarrij,  Name  of  a  man. 

P^jl»-j^  //iM/yaH,Name  of  a  mountain  in  Persia 
where  there  is  a  famous  spring  which  flows  exactly 

in  proportion  to  the  quantity  of  water  required. 

P  JWj^  murchdl.  An  inti-enchment  for  besieg- 
ing a  fortified  place. 

p  !o\>-jyo  murchana.  Rust  of  iron. 
p  isj>-jyo  murcha,  A  little  ant,  emmet,  pismire. 

The  waving  lustre  of  a  sword.  Rust.  A  small 

black  glass.  A  poor,  weak,  contemptible  fellow. 

A  battery,  ̂ ^tij  '^jy^  murcha  fay  zadan,  To 

pluck  up  the  beard  by  the  root.  ̂ ^.j-yS'  s^jyo  mur- 

chaA  ̂ mharin.  The  sprouting  beard  of  a  youth. 

p  t^l3  o-rTjy''  murclianah,  Swarming  with  ants. 

A  ̂ jyo  murilth.  One  who  softens  (leaven). 
A  mufa7'rakh,  Dated.  Chronicled.  3Iu- 

sarrihh,  (or  mwvarrihli)  Who  dates  (a  letter) ; 
who  marks  the  time  of  any  event.  A  chronologer, 

chronicler,  annalist,  historian.  (^j^jyoJ^\aksari 

murvarrikhin,  Most  historians. 

A^j-*  viuwarrahh.  Fixed,  defined  by  a  time. 
p  i.>^jyc  murhhana,  Small  black  ants.  Rust. 

p  ̂ jyd  mord.  Myrtle.  The  ringlets  of  a  mistress. 
A  seal ;  a  ring. 

A  i^jyc  mawrid,  (pi.  i^j^y  mawarid)  A  place  of 
arrival,  descending,  alighting,  or  appearing.  A 

place  through  which  one  passes ;  access,  entrance, 

passage,approach. Station,  quarters.A  road  to  water. 

A  Lij^  muwarrad,  Rose-coloured  (garment). 

p  ̂jf,ui\^jy  mord-isparavi.  Name  of  a  fragrant 
flower  with  leaves  like  the  myrtle. 

p  eoliijyi  morddna,  (for  ioUii,^  mord-ddna') 
Myrtle-seed.   Seed  of  a  kind  of  mezereon. 

A'ii^jycmawridat,  A  highway.  A  drinking-place. 
A  (^jyo  muris,  (The  thistle  (^jj  wars)  turn- 
ing yellow.  Leaf-bearing  (tree).  (See  (^)j>}.) 

A(_)JJ^TOtm'arras,(Cloth)dyed  viiih(^j^jyvars. 

A  i^j^'"  musarris,  One  who  asks  or  uses  the 



assistance  of  another.  Turned  farmer. 

p  {j^j^io  murish,  Small  shells  or  glass  beads.  A 
place  before  a  shop  where  goods  are  exposed  to 

sale.  An  estrade  raised  a  little  above  the  ground 

for  sitting  upon,  especially  on  the  outside  of  a  house. 

The  back-bone,  (^^xm  ̂ j^j*  murishi  simirif  Sil- 
ver beads  resembling  pearls. 

A  ̂ _ji>jj^  musarrish,  One  who  kindles  a  fire. 
An  exciter  (of  sedition),  raiser  (of  a  rebellion). 

A  {^j^/ti  musriz,  Productive  of  a  heaviness  or 

stuffing  of  the  head  (t.^^  arz). 
A  (^jj*  musarriz,  One  who  causes  land  to  be 

grazed.  A  rigid  faster.  (See  {^>J\>  tasriz.) 
A  musrit,  (Sandy  grounds)  which  produce 

the  tree  f^J^  artcC . 

A         muri^  What  separates  (two  things). 

A  u- j^J*  musarrif,  One  who  places  a  stone  or 

other  boundary-mark  (&-i,\  urfat)  for  dividing 
lands.  One  who  knots  (a  rope). 

A^jj/«???awra/j,Maurice  (a  proper  name).  Mu- 
rik,  Leafy  (tree).  Opulent  (man). 

A  ̂ ^Jyo  mUfvik,  Who  renders  wakeful. 

A  yjjyj^  musarraky  Prevented  from  sleeping, 

kept  awake.  MuMrr  'ik,  Who  or  what  renders  (any 
one)  wakeful  or  sleepless. 

A  Jjj^  viuwarrih,  A  scribe. 

A  i'ijyo  mamrakat,  Any  thing  which  increases 
wealth  and  prosperity. 

A  '^jy^  mawrik,  The  fore  part  of  a  camel's  sad- 
dle, whereon  the  rider  places  his  foot.  Outer  (shoe). 

The  outer  sole  of  a  slioe.  Murik,  One  who  neither 

has  nor  claims  any  thing. 

A  '>^yo  musrik,  One  who  alights  or  remains 

at  a  spot  abounding  in  L£y\j\  arah-trees. 
A  ̂ jy^  muwarrah,  Blameless,  innocent. 

A  (^jj*  muMrrik,  One  who  adorns  (a  place) 
with  a  throne  arihat). 

A  i^jy"  manrihat,  The  fore  part  of  a  camel's 
saddle,  on  which  the  rider  rests  his  foot  when  tired. 

Outer  (shoe).  The  outer  sole  of  a  shoe.  Miwra- 

hat,  The  fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle.  A  cushion 
whereon  the  rider  sits. 

A  ̂ jyti  marvrim,  The  place  of  the  gum  where 
the  grinders  grow. 

A  j^j^-o  musarrayn,  (A  head)  large  in  the  fore 
part.    (An  egg)  big  at  one  end. 

A  muwarram,  Swelled,  swollen.  A  great 

detachment  of  an  army  making  a  nocturnal  excur- 

sion. Bulky  (man). 

p  mor-7nalakh,  Thick  as  ants  or  locusts. 

A  c—Ojye  musarndb,  (A  garment)  woven  with 

a  mixture  of  hare's  pile.  Mumrnib,  (A  country) 
abounding  in  hares  (^-*^\  arnaV). 

A  '^^jy^  mawrus,  Hereditary^  possessed  by  pa- 

ternal succession.  dJjj^K  Jl«  mali  mawrus,  He- 
reditary wealth,  patrimony. 

A  marcrusi,  The  state  of  being  heredi- 
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tary.  Hereditary. 

A  ̂ jjy>  mamrud,  Seized  with  the  paroxysm  of 
a  fever.  Descended  to,  arrived  at.  ^^jy^  maw- 

rudi  wird,  The  place  where  one  alights  off  a  jour- 
ney.   Celebrated  by  every  tongue. 

A jjj^/omMwarroir,  Thoughtless,  giddy,  who  ex- 
poses himself  to  danger. 

A  i^jjyt  niawruk,  Outward  (sole  of  a  shoe), 
that  which  presses  the  ground. 

p  L^jy«  muri,  An  earthen  pipe  joined  to  an  aque- 

duct. A  water-course,  channel,  gutter.  Shoemakers' 
black.  A  kind  of  silken  stuff.  Small  shells  or  glass 

beads.    Name  of  a  country  in  Turkistan. 

A  (^jyo  muri,  One  which  strikes  fire. 

A  i^jyf  mvsari'i,  One  who  makesa  tethering-peg 

(&^l  aji^yai;)  for  a  quadruped.  {^ee'iiJotasriyatS) 
p  iobj^  muriyana,  Rust,  especially  that  which 

cannot  be  polished,  eating  (a  thing)  full  of  holes. 

p  ii^.j^/o  muriya,  A  vinegar-cruet. 
Ajy<t  marvz  or  muz,  Banana,  plantain-fruit. 

A*j^maroa0^a<,(Acountry)abounding in  geese. 
A  marvzaj,  (from  p  muza)  (pi.  Xs-j^^-o 

mawdzijaf.  and  ̂ J^^  mawazij)  A  boot. 

p  fj^^djyc  mawzdunitan,  (in  zand)  To  sell. 

i^jjy^  mu-iuzzir,  One  who  covers  (his  body) 

with  the  breechesj^j^i^^ar.  A  confirmer,  strength- 

ener.  jjy^ nasrun  muMzzarun,  Powerful  and 
sufficient  assistance. 

A  'ijjyo  musazzarat,  A  sheep  whose  legs  are 
black,  as  if  covered  with  dark  trowsers  {J\J\  izar^. 

AjJ^7?i«j^a2-2?'2;,Pealing(thunder),noisy(raill); 
(boiling  water)  murmuring.    (SeeJ^jU  ta^ziz.) 

A  ̂ yo  muza^  Instigated,  urged,  set  on. 
A  7nuwazza^  Divided.     Scattered,  dis- 

persed.    Muwazzi^  A  divider,  distributor. 

A  'i^Jyo  muszilat,  (or  muiaxzilat)  A  year 
bringing  scarceness  with  it. 

A  i^jyo  mawzan,  A  place  for  weighing. 
A  marvzur,  A  criminal,  a  malefactor,  one 

laden  with  crimes  ( jjj  rvizr). 

A  ̂ jjyo  marozurat,  A  crime,  sin,  fault. 

AjjJ^rt  muwazwiz,  A  singer,  chanter,  songster. 

A  yjy>  marvzu^  Held  back,  restrained. 

A  (•jjj-*  mawzum,  Deprived  of  part  of  one's property. 

A  f^jjyo  marozun,  Weighed.  Well  adjusted,  ba- 
lanced (as  an  account).  (Verse)  which  consists  of 

an  exact  number  of  feet.  (Money)  of  just  standard. 

Good,sweet,excellent,agreeable.Modulated(sound), 

harmonious.  ijjj^  mawzunirvaznas:i,We\^edL 

at  the  weight  of .  .  .  .  p  ̂ jjJj'O  ̂   ̂i^halami  na 
mawzun,  Ill-chosen  words,  disagreeable  speech. 

A  *i-3_5j^'«  marvzunat,  A  silver  coin  cuiTent  in Morocco  of  the  value  of  twenty-four  (jJj  fulus. 
Short  and  intelligent  (woman). 

p  ij^K  muza,  A  boot.  A  stocking,  (jii^  ̂jyo 

muza  nihddan,  (To  put  up  one's  boots)  To  give 

over  travelling,  to  stay  at  home.  ̂ J^jii  ̂jyo  muza 

dar  gil,  (Boot  in  the  mud)  A  difficult  business. 
Muza  or  mawza,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

p  ijyo  muza-hdlln,  (Boot-cushion)  Soft 
lining  in  the  heel  of  a  shoe  or  boot. 

p  tjyc  muza-posJiida,  Booted. 

pjjii  ijya  muza-doz,  A  bootmaker. 
'Pjf  ̂jyo  muza-gir,  A  horse  biting  his  rider. 
A  (^yo  mufza  ,  Oppressed  with  toil  and  vexa- 

tion. Muszi,  Afflictive.  A  maker  of  the  conduit 

or  pipe  Aj\  izds.  One  who  benefits,  enriches,  or 
multiplies.  One  who  repays.  Afraid.  . 

pj^  moj,  A  pond,  tank.  Muj,  Grief,  sorrow. 

p  [J^j^io  mojdn,  A  narcissus ;  hence,  a  beauti- 
ful eye,  looking  languishingly  and  amorously,  and 

having  a  mole  at  the  side. 

p  ijy^  moja,  A  pond,  tank.  Muja,  Sorrow, 
grief,  affliction.  Name  of  a  sweetmeat. 

A  (^yij*  maws,  A  shaving  of  the  hair.  Mus,A 
graving-tool,  pen-knife.   A  scalpel.  A  razor. 

A  {_)^yf  viams,  A  whispereT',  talebearer. p  musa,  A  companion.    An  easy,  good, 

or  agreeable  work.  Monthly  pay. 

A  ̂{iMyo  mumii,  Judaism  (religion  of  Moses). 
A  musib,  (or  (_^)!w^)  Fleecy  (ram). 

p  idfMiyo  mu-suturda  or  musturda,  One  whose 
poll  is  shaved.  A  calender  monk,  shaveling.  Bald. 

A         musij,  Name  of  a  town  in  Tihamah. 

p  ̂ yo  musakh,  Threads  worn  by  Brahmans. A  muwassakh,  Dirtied.  3Iuwassikh  or 

musikh,  One  who  dii  ties  or  soils  (a  garment). 

A  A**j^(0  musid,  One  who  sets  (a  dog)  at  game. 

Quick,  fast,  rapid. 

Kjuiya  must?;  (ph  j^*"^*)  Opulent,  wealthy. 

AjZjj<  musassir,  One  who  ties,  presses  close. 

A  f^jJULy)  mu-tassas,  Founded,  built.  Mufussis, 
Who  lays  a  foundation  :  a  founder.  A  strengthener. 

A  \a.*nyo  musat,  The  middle  of  a  house. 

A  ̂ yo  musa^  Rich,  able,  powerful. 
A  miiwassa^  Laj'ge,  ample  ;  enlarged. 
A  i_Q.>»jV'  mussif.  One  who  makes  melancholy  ; 

an  afflicter.   One  who  provokes  to  anger. 

PjliL«jjw«  musikdr,  (f^\sjuui^  musikddn,  or 

i^\sxijMyi7ni/s'(hiddn)  A  musician.  Music.  L-^l^l 

j\aMiyc  arbdbi  musikdr,  Musicians. 
A  'i^Mi^ic  musikat.  Fruitful,  loaded  (palm-tree). 

G  (_^'*>_y<i  musiki.  Music.  ̂ _j£wjj/o 
arbdbi  ̂ Imi  musikt,  Skilled  in  music,  musicians. 

A  J^J-o  muMSsal,  Pointed,  sharp  (spear). 

A  ̂ y^  mawsim,  Tim  e,  season.  Place  of  meet- 
ing. The  season  when  the  pilgrims  assemble  at 

Mecca;  the  place  marked  out  for  their  meeting; 

the  people  who  assemble  them  ;  the  fairs  then  and 
thereheld:  hence,  the  word  monsoon.  Pl^jV  f^y^ 

mawsimi  bahdi'i,  Season  of  spring.  Js  ̂ yo  man- 

simi  gul,  Season  of  roses. A  musin,  (fern.  iii*Mye)  Noisome  (well), 



causing  (one)  to  faint  with  its  noxious  vapours. 

p  viusanh,  Tobacco  of  Tartary  (black). 

A  (^^ynyc  miirvaswis,  One  who  speaks  or  mut- 

ters to  himself.  ^j*j^**>^  muwaswisi  saw- 
dan,  A  moody,  melancholy  man. 

A  ̂ y*3yo  mawsuk,  Freighted,  loaded  (vessel). 
A  mawsum,  Marked,  signed,  impressed, 

branded.Characterized.NotedjStigmatized. Named, 

called.  (A  coat  of  mail)  adorned  with  agates,  &c., 

round  the  bottom.jA«b  ̂ yay^mawsum  bi'lkhayr, 
Marked  with  excellence,  having  good  signs. 

A  'i-«>yM»^ic  viawsumat,  (Ground)  watered  by 
spring-rains,  or  producing  spring-grass. 

A  's^ytiyc  mawsunat,  Idle,  sluggish  (woman). 
A  (]/_j*»>jx)mMsaw7y,  Mosaic,  belonging  to  Moses. 

p  SM>y^  musa  or  mawsa,  A  bee.  A  wasp. 

A  ̂j**y>  musa,  Moses.  A  razor.  The  apex  of 

the  crest  of  a  helmet.  kitabi  musa', 
The  book  of  Moses,  the  Pentateuch. 

A  ̂lj*'y>  rnusiy,  Mosaical,  Mosaic. 

p  »^tC^ yo  muslcha.  Wood-pigeons,  ring-doves. 
A  swallow  or  martin.    A  finch. 

p^lftjun yo  musihar,  Pipes  made  of  unequal  reeds. 
Pandean  pipes.  A  bird  whose  bill  is  perforated  with 

boles,  through  which  it  emits  a  musical  sound. 

G  ̂ iMiyc  musilti.  Music. 
A  {^yo  inawsh,  The  gleaning  (of  a  vine). 

p  t_)i>^  mush,  A  mouse.  A  chaffinch. 

tS>j>.  mSs/ti  pamwi^a,  (Flying-mouse)  A  squirrel. 
_yc  mushi  dashti,  (or  [^j^ y«  mushi 

sahraii,  A  field-mouse,  a  mole  (especially  one  with 
a  red  back,  a  white  belly,  a  long  tail,  white  at  the 

extremity,  with  short  fore-feet.  It  leaps  rather  than 

runs.  The  Arabians  hunt  and  eat  it),  i^JLya 
mushi  kur,  A  blind  mouse,  mole.  A  bat.  Mosh, 

Grief,  sorrow,  cry,  lamentation. 

A  ̂j\J^^<  mushan,  A  kind  of  sweet  fresh  date. 
A  i_-«">yo  musashshah,  (A  man)  of  a  mixed  race. 

Musashshih,  An  irritator,  exciter  of  discord.  One 

who  entangles. 

Pj_^Ljiji»yo  mush-hazi,  A  sort  of  firework. 

A  ̂-Z>ycm.uwas]ishah,Q\&dL  with  any  thing,  espe- 
cially obliquely ,  asa  scarf  or  baldrick  from  the  shoul- 

der to  the  opposite  side.  Ornamented.  (Verses)  ar- 

ranged so  that  the  initials  of  each  line  being  put  to- 
gether form  some  word  or  verse,  an  acrostic. 

A  CL>\^ yo  mushahat,  A  sort  of  odes. 

A'i^ycmuwashsfiahat,  (A  sheep)  streaked  with white  on  the  sides. 

Pj\js>-  {^yo  mush-hhwar,  An  eagle  that  lives 
upon  field-mice. 

p  ̂ jSxijJ  i^yc  mush  darhandi,  A  plant  grow- 
ing in  Darband,  which  the  natives  bruise  and  form 

into  little  bougies,  and  use  as  an  eye-salve.  It  is 

also  good  for  the  gout  and  swellings. 

p  ̂j^tWii  l^yo  mush-danddn,  (Mouse's  tooth) 
A  mode  of  staining  or  printing. 
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A  jZiyo  musashshar,  Notched,  jagged,  teethed 
Kke  a  saw,  serrate,  serrated.  Thinned.  jZtyi 

^ji_S*Q^\ju^li  mutashsharul  ^zudayn,  A  beetle 
with  serrulated  claws.  3Iusashshir,  One  who  cuts 

in  jags  or  notches;  a  maker  of  serrulations.  One 
who  sharpens  the  teeth  ;  or  who  thins  them. 

p  (jiU^jyc  mushak,  A  mole.  A  musk-rat.  A  bat. 

A  squib.  ̂ jV]Jj  (.iLi*^  mushakiparrdn,  A  squirrel. 
p  K/;^)^  mushkd,  Name  of  a  Jewish  doctor. 

p  ;  jK^ye  mu-shikdf,  (Hair-splitting)  Minute, 
small,  scarcely  visible.  A  critic,  subtle  reasoner. 
One  who  performs  with  the  greatest  nicety. 

p  ̂j,^^My«  mu-shikdfi.  Criticism. 
p  udu»_y6  mushak-dawdm,  Seditiousness. 
p  JjMyti  moshgar,  A  woman  hired  to  eulogize 

the  dead,  and  with  others  to  cry  and  wail. 

p ̂ ^yt  mush-gir,  A  bird  that  feeds  on  field- 
mice.    A  sparrow-hawk. 

A  J^j/o  mushil,  A  diminisher  (of  another's  for- 
tune).   (See  J\-i*?.^  ishdl.) 

A  ̂ ye  mushivi,  (Ground)  which  begins  to  be 
covered  with  grass.    (See  also  ishdm.) 
A  muwashsham,  Grassy  (place). 

p  L^^jJ^yo  mushndk.  Full  of  mice. 

Ajyjiyc  manshur,  A  prism. 

A  ̂ ^yomawshly,  (or  ̂^ye7nu7vashsha')'P&[nt- ed,  printed,  coloured  (cloth). 

A  i^y«  maws,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^_y«)  Wash- 
ing gently.  Rubbing  with  the  hand.  Preparing  by 

thrice  washing  (the  seeds  of  the  colocynth).  Straw. 

A  ■_  '■^j'^  viusib,  Sick.    (See  t—^Lo^^  **'«&•) 

A  {^jOyc  muwassab,  Much  distempered;  ex- 
posed to  ailments,  abounding  in  pains. 

A  'i^oyc  mawsat,  One  washing. 
A  d^^7nussad,(A  door) shut,  alittle  way  open. 

Covered.  8i\>o^jU  ndri  mussada.  Fire  equally 

piled  up  on  all  sides. 
A  d.iOyc  muwassad,  A  curtain  behind  which  wo- 

men sit.    The  female  apartments. 

A  'idJoyo  muwassadat,  A  girfs  small  shift. 
A  ̂ y>aycmawsil,  The  place  where  two  ropes  are 

joined  or  tied.  That  part  of  a  camel  between  the 

thigh  and  the  root  of  the  tail.  3Iawsil,  (or  dual 

^j^Lo^^  al  mawsildni)  Name  of  a  city  and  district 
which  joins  Mesopotamia  to  Babylonia,  situated  on 
the  western  bank  of  the  Tigris,  opposite  to  the  spot 

where  Nineveh  was  supposed  to  have  stood.  3Iu- 

sil.  Leading  to,  joining.    A  carrier,  bearer. 

A  ̂y^o^yo  mufsil,  A  comer  in  the  evening. 
A  ̂3.0^*  muMSsal,  Radical,  fixed,  firm.  jJ~o^ 

(JJoj/casZ  m?<JCfSsaZ,  Firmly  rooted,  of  an  old  family; 
of  unblemished  honour.  il/Mjassi7,  Taking  root,  be- 

come firm.  One  who  ennobles  or  calls  noble. 

A  jJ_<S^/«  murvassal.  Happily  arrived,  joined. 
Acquired,  attained. 

A  u-jj'Oj*  mawsuf.  Praised,  celebrated,  com- 
mendable, laudable.    Endowed.    Qualified,  de- 
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scribed,  distinguished,  characterized.  Before-men- 
tioned, aforesaid.  A  noun  substantive  qualified  by 

an  adjective. 

A  sli^tOyo  mawsuflyat,  Qualification. 

A  ̂̂ yoyt)  ma?ysw^.  Joined,  coupled,  arrived.  At- 
tained, collected.  A  relative  pronoun.  Tax.  Col- 

lection. A  kind  of  musical  pipe.  A  kind  of  sting- 

ing bee.  ̂ ^yOy<>  ̂ \  ismi  mawsul,  A  regular  pro- 

noun. (Jjo^  t^\y>-  jawdbi  mawsul,  A  correla- 
tive pronoun. 

A  yc  musa',  Commanded  by  last  will.  y« 

s.>  musa'  MM,  A  legacy,  bequest.  *5  l^y"  musa' 
lahu,  A  legatee.  Musi,  One  who  makes  a  will  or 
bequeaths;  a  testator. 

A  l^^<o  mwwassa'.  Appointed  tutor  or  guardian. 
A  ixtOyo  musiyat,  A  testatrix. 

A  ̂ y^  muzih.  An  explainer,  manifester.  Ap- 
pearing clear,  coming  in  sight.  (A  man)  who  be- 

gets fair  children. 

A^yo^muwazziJi,  An  explainer,  manifester. 
A  'i^^ye  viuziliat,  A  wide,  open  wound  expo- 

sing the  whiteness  of  the  bone. 

A^yomawza^ov  marvzi^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Oj)  Plac- 
ing, laying  down.  (pi.  ̂ \yo  mawdziQ  A  place, 

site,  situation,  post.  A  village,  hamlet,  township, 

district.  Occasion,  occurrence,  conjuncture.  Mu- 

zi^  (A  camel)  feeding  on  the  plant  {^ja^  hamz. 

A  ̂ yo  muwazza^  Enervated,  enfeebled,  bro- ken down,  worn  out,  overcome,  impotent. 

A  'iotjOyo  mawzi^t,  Love,  friendship. 

A  ̂ yoye  mawzu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Placing,  lay- 
ing down.  Losing  in  trade.  Making  haste,  going 

quick.  Placed,  situated.  Fixed,  assigned.  (A  ca- 

mel) compelled  to  keep  in  his  pasture.  Deposited, 

laid  up  for  preservation. Modulated  (voice  or  sound  ). 

Injured,  aflfected  by  losses.  Site,  position.  Sub- 

ject (of  a  speech),  object.  ̂   ̂yo yc  mawzu^  ̂ Im, 

The  object  of  science.  ̂ yc^\  ̂^y^  hasanu'l  maw- 

zu^,  Well-going,  quick-paced. 
A  'Ls-yOyc  mawzu^t.  Contradictory  (stories). 

Camels  left  to  graze  in  the  night  without  a  keeper. 

A  ̂ Jy>6y^  mawzun,  Doubled,  folded  together. 
Made  of  any  thing  doubled  or  twisted. 

A  dJyOyo  mawzunat,  (A  coat  of  mail)  made  of 
double-linked  rings.  (Any  thing)  worked  or  set 
with  gems  and  gold. 

A^yc  mawtai,  A  footstep,  print  of  a  foot.  A 
footstool.  A  sock  or  wrapper  for  the  feet. 

A  Llsj*  muwattas,  Trampled,  trodden.  Spread 

out,  made  soft  and  level.    1  \lsya  mvrcat- 

ia^u'l  ahndf,  Possessed  of  authority,  influential.  A 

generous,  courteous,  afi'able  man.  Humane,  hos- 
pitable. (_-iAiu3\  \^ycmuwattasu'l^Mb,  (A  king) 

having  many  followers  or  attendants. 

A  ̂ y«muwattad,'EiTm\Y  united;  made  solid. 

A  ̂yo  musattam.  Defended.  utmi 
musattam,  A  castle  strongly  fortified. 



A  i^j^y^  maivtin,  (pi.  ̂^^_y«  marvatin)  Habita- 
tion, mansion,  place  of  residence,  house,  home, 

dwelling,  birth-place.  An  encampment ;  battle- 
field, place  of  martyrs.  Martyrdom. 

A  ̂^yo  tnmvtus,  Beaten,  trodden,  trampled  on. 

A  'i^y«  mawtusat,  Travellers,  tramps. 
A  mawtud,  Fastened,  made  strong  and 

firm,  or  heavy. 

A  ̂^yt>  mantis,  A  footstep,  foot-print. 
A I  iih^^  murcazzaf,  Allowed  a  fixed  pay  or 

pension  (eiiJsij  n-flzi/a).  Ordained,  limited.  Mu- 
mazzif.  One  who  orders  a  daily  stipend. 

A  ̂ yio^A  rnarvzuh,  (fem.  'L^y^yo  mawzubai) 
Exposed  to  repeated  losses  in  property  or  cattle. 

A  'ii^yo  marvzubat,  (A  place)  wholly  bare  of 
grass,  from  much  grazing  or  being  often  sat  on. 

A  i_kS'j<«  mu^b,  Collected.  (A  nose)  cut  clean 

off.  <_^Pyo  jad^i  mu^h,A  deformed  muti- 
lation of  the  nose.il/M^i&,One  who  collects  all  he  can. 

A  'is-yo  maw^t,  Early  youth. 
A  (Jl*s-j/«TOW?i;a^^os,  Difficult,  capricious  (man). 

Difficult  (road). 

A  i^yo  man^d,  (or man^dat)  (v.  n; 

oi  SS'j)  Predicting,  foretelling  any  future  event. 

Promising.  A  promise ;  the  time  or  place  of  a  pro- 

mise or  threat.  Agreement.  Pj^j^  i^y«  maw^di 
harzar,  The  place  and  time  appointed  for  a  battle. 

A  aia^j*  marv^zat,  (v.  n.  of  ii^-j)  Admonish- 
ing. Advice,  admonition.  An  address  to  the  Deity, 

p  f^iiij^ s]A^yc  7naw^za  Aarc^an,  To  admonish,  ex- 
hort, by  holding  out  future  reward  or  punishment. 

A  'i^yomarv^lat,  A  female  mountain-goat.  (pi. 
of        n-fl^Z)  Mountain-goats. 

AiJL^^ye  maw^s,  Deficient  in  dignity  or  spirit. 

A  djS'yiomarv^d,  {or  id^ynmajv^idai)  (v.  n. 
of  i^j)  Predicting,  auguring,  or  prognosticating 
any  thing  good.  Promising.  Promised,  predicted, 

predestined,  li^^  ajalimaw^d,  Predestined 
or  unavoidable  death. 

AuL)^^w2(2U'^M^,Enfeebled,weakenedby  fever. 
A  ̂ ycmaiv^y,  Well-knit  in  the  wrist  or  ankle. 

p  '^yt  mugh,  A  Magian  or  fire-worshipper. 

p'  ̂ J^y^  mughan,  (pi.  of  '^yc  mugli)  Fire-wor- 
shippers. Name  of  a  city  in  Azarbayjan. 

p      '^yo  mugh-bad,  A  high  priest  of  the  Magi. 
A  (J^j^  mughil,  One  who  enters  a  place  hastily. 

A  ;iij/e  rnusfid,  Tardy,  late. 

^jjyo  munaffar,  Luxuriant,  plentiful,  abun- 
dant, copious, redundant,  impossible  to  be  collected. 

Poetic  measure  in  which  elision  is  allowed  though 
not  made. 

A  L-Sti^ic  musaffif,  One  who  cries  uph  !  fy  !  pho ! 

A  ̂ yn  murcaffak,  (Meat  and  drink)  taken  by 
little  and  little.  Favoured.  Mumaffili,  One  who 

directs,  prospers,  seconds.  A  public  reader.  i&\y 

1^:^  rvu'lldJtu'l  murcaffihul  mu^n,  It  is 
God  who  prospers  and  assists  (a  phrase  put  fre- 
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quently  after  the  preface  of  a  book  ;  and  sometimes 
at  the  end  of  a  volume). 

A  ̂yiye  musaffal,  Weak. 

P  fji^yomvjlun,  Melilot. 

Ajy_y«  viamfur,  Complete,  perfect,  entire,  lux- 
uriant, copious,  full,  ample,numerous,many,  abun- 

dant, plenteous,  much.  Poetic  measure  in  which 
elision  is  lawful  though  not  made,  jji yo  sa^i 
??ia?iy!lr,Great  endeavour,  extreme  diligence,much 

labour  or  fatigue.  \)^y<^  0'i)_j-jus^  mahsulati 
vimvfura,  Abundant  produce,  luxuriant  harvests. 

A         mufi,  A  fulfiller  (of  an  engagement). 

^tj>y^  mawfiy.  Satisfied,  paid,  performed. 

A  '^iy^  muno_ffiyat,  The  city  of  Madlna. 
P  ̂ ^^ya  mujiyun,  A.  kind  of  poison. 
A  ̂ yo  marvk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jU  for  ̂ y)  Perishing. 

Being  cheap,  trifling  (a  bargain).  3IuJi,  (v.  n.  of 

ijUi for  ij^*)  Beingstupid, foolish, careless.  Perish- 

ing. Folly,  stupidity,  (pi.  amu-a/t)  A  large 
boot  worn  over  another  of  thinner  leather.  A  winged 

pismire.  Dust.   The  inner  corner  of  the  eye. 

^y  musk,  (or  ̂ yc  muk)  (pi.         amak  and 
amsak)  The  inner  corner  of  the  eye  (li>l^  li- 

liaz  denoting  the  corner  next  the  temples),  (pi. 

^jUl  aniak)  Low-lying  (ground).   Mumh,  (v.  n. 

of^jUfor^J^)  Being  foolish,  careless.  Perishing. 
A  iJLtSyi  mawkit,  Place  (fixed)  by  any  given 

time.  Time  (specified)  for  any  appointed  place. 
A  muwakkat,  Fixed  or  restricted  to  a 

certain  definite  time.  Appointed  (hour).  Muwak- 
kit,  An  observer  of  times  or  hours.  A  person  in 

the  Muhammadan  mosques,  who  observes  the  ex- 
act hour  when  the  people  are  to  be  assembled  to 

prayers,  and  gives  notice  accordingly  to  the  crier. 

A ̂ y«  muwahkah,  Taught  by  misfortunes. 
A  OJj/c  mawkidjA  fire-hearth,  grate,  where  they 

kindle  a  fire.  Mukad,  Kindled,  blazing  (fire). 

A  i^yc  mawkiz,  (pi.  ̂ ^yo  marvakiz)  An  extre- 
mity, point,  or  prominent  bone  (as  of  the  elbow, 

knee,  heel,  or  shoulder). 

A  isiyc  munakkazat,  (A  she-camel)  hurt  in  the 

udder  by  the  ropej|^  sirar;  or  whose  udder  is  en- 
larged by  the  feeble  sucking  of  her  colt. 

A ̂ ycmawkir,  A -plain  at  the  foot  of  a  mountain. 
Muhar,  Loaded,  carrying  a  heavy  burden.  Preg- 

nant (woman).  (pl.jS^ye  marvakir)  (A  tree)  loaded 
with  fruit.  Oppressed,  weighed  down.  Reduced 

to  poverty.  3Iuhir,  (A  tree)  laden  with  fruit.  Op- 
pressive. One  who  reduces  to  poverty. 

Ajjyo  mumakkar,'E.ououveA,  revered,  respected, 
venerable.  Experienced,  proved,  intelligent,  ac- 

quainted with  the  world.  3Imvakkir,  An  honourer, 

reverencer,  respecter.  One  who  quiets  (a  horse). 

Who  makes  or  calls  grave,  modest,  or  respectable. 

Adyycmuharut,  (fem.)  (p\.j!\yc  marvakir)  (A 
tree)  loaded  with  fruit.  (A  woman)  heavily  preg- 

nant. Muhirat,  (A  tree)  laden  with  fi-uit. 

or* 

A  ijiyc  muTvakkarat,  (A  tree)  laden  with  fruit. 
A  ̂ j<*jj/o  muwahkas,  Scabby  (camel). 

A  ̂ y  mawki^A  place  where  any  thingfalls. 
Accident,  contingency,  occurrence,  vicissitudes  of 

fortune.  Proper,  fit,  suitable.  ^\ycman-akiQ 
The  falling  of  a  star ;  the  place  where  a  star  sets  or 

rain  falls.  3Iiihi^  Adverse  (fortune). 

A  ̂ yo  mimahha^  Sharpened  (sword  or  knife). 
Bruised  with  a  hammer.  Beaten  (path).  Worn 

out  with  misfortunes,  oppressed  with  evils.  (A  ca- 

mel or  ass)  galled  on  the  back.  A  decree,  statute, 

mandate.  3Iuwahki^  One  who  strikes  with  a  ham- 
mer. A  writer  of  a  tawkl^or  letters  patent. 

One  who  sharpens  (a  knife  or  a  sword).  Ao^\  ̂ y« 

miumltlii^i''l  /ya^Lightly  treading, goingnimbly. 

A  'i^yc  mawka  or  mayvki^t,  A  place  where 
rain  drops.  A  place  where  a  bird  lights  or  rests. 

A  &*ijyomM?yaAA;fl^a<,Polished,sharpened(point of  a  spear). 

A  '_  "  ̂ y  mawkif,  A  station,  a  post,  any  place 

where  one  remains  ;  especially  where  they  cele- 

brate the  pilgrimage-solemnities  at  Mecca ;  called 

also  Mount  O^s^  ̂ rafat.  The  site  of  the  last 
judgment.  The  eye.  Whatever  is  exposed  to  the 
view  of  another.  The  climax  of  eloquence. 

mawhifani,  Two  cavities  about  the  small  ribs  or 

hypochondria  of  a  horse.  Tvfo  veins  near  the  fun- 
dament, which,  if  wounded,  prove  mortal.  iuw>- 

(jl^ajj^^  hasanatu'l  maivkifayn,  (A  woman)  with 
a  handsome  face  and  foot,  or  fine  eyes  and  hands. 

A  i,^jLf yB  murvakkaf,  (A  horse)  having  the  pas- 
terns or  that  part  of  his  feet  white  which  corre- 

sponds to  the  wrist  in  man  ;  having  his  ears  varie- 

gated with  white.  (An  ass)  having  a  round  im- 
pression made  by  a  hot  iron  on  the  shoulders  and 

fore-legs.  (A  bull  or  goat)  having  the  fore-legs  of 
a  reddish  colour,  different  from  the  rest  of  the  body. 

Experienced,  knowing  (man).  Tardy,  slow.  A 
gaming  arrow.  Muwahliif,  One  who  causes  (any 

body)  to  stand  or  to  remain  in  a  place.  A  detainer, 

preventer,  hinderer. 

p  (jj^j^  muklun,  The  herb  melilot. 
A  ̂ y«  mukin,  Certain  of.    A  supposer. 

A  C^^yc  marckitt,  Restricted  to  a  certain  time. 

C->y^  CL^j  rvakti  mawkut,  An  appointed  hour. 

A  i^j'^yo  mawkud,  Kindled. 
A  i^ye  man-huz,  Beaten.  At  the  point  of  death. 

A  'ih^yomarvhuzaty^Ashee'p) killed  with  a  club. 

Aj  &Jj«  mawhur,  Heavy  (ear).  Cracked  (bone). 

A  i^^y  mawlius,  Scabby  (camel). 
A  marchus,  One  whose  neck  is  broken. 

A  l9^yo  ?tta7i"AM<,  Pained,  oppressed  with  a  blow. 

A  ̂ yo  mawku^  Sharpened,  (sword  or  knife) on  a  whetstone,  keen,  acute.  (A  hoof)  worn  or 

hurt  on  the  stones.  Occurred. 

A  mawkuf.  Left  or  bequeathed  for  pious 

uses,  consecrated  to  God.    Delayed,  stopped,  de- 



ferred,  postponed,  put  off,  suspended,  relinquished, 
dismissed,  discontinued.  Established,  determined, 

fixed,  supported.  Belonging  or  restricted  to,  de- 
pendent  upon,  suspended  by  or  from.  Quiescent 

(having  no  vowel).  A  legacy,  bequest.  (__5_jiyo 

ftjilp  mawhuf  ̂ layhi,  (A  word)  paused  on. 

A  fj,^^iomaivliufi,  Discontinuance,  suspension. 

A  ̂^y>  mawkum,  Much  grieved,  very  sad. 

A'iifyyo  7)iarvhuviat,(Ground)hareaT\d  trodden. 
A  «iy_ye  7nawhunat,  (A  girl)  kept  at  home. 
A  mawha,  (pi.  of  madk)  Foolish, 

brainless,  stupid. 

A^yo  muliu,  Outer  or  inner  corner  of  the  eye. 

A  ,^y*  muroahha',  One  very  much  dreaded. 
One  whom  every  body  shuns.  Bold,  strenuous. 

A  ̂ 'j*  mawhitj,  One  who  is  feared. 
p  mnh,  The  sting  of  an  insect. 

A  \„J^yt>  marvkib,  An  army,  forces,  large  de- 
tachment, either  of  horse  or  foot ;  choice  body  of 

troops  ;  lifeguards  ;  large  cavalcade,  riding  espe- 

cially on  camels.  A  kind  of  pace,  p  ̂ ^^yt 

mawkibiyani  saAa7',Certain  angels  which  are  said  to 
have  attended  Muhammad  in  his  ascent  to  heaven 

on  the  night  called  laylatul  mi^'aj. 
Muhih,  see  ihab. 

A  j/«mMroa/<A«6,Aripening,blackeningdate. 

A  muwahhit,  Ripening  (date). u  -J. 
A  o^siyi  muMkhad,  Confirmed,  corroborated, 

strengthened.  Redoubled.  Efiicacious,  powerful, 
strong,    p  sSsst^  musahkad  shudan,  To  be 

confirmed.  Mu^akhid,  (or  mwivakhid)  One 

who  confirms,  strengthens,  binds  close,  connects. 

Who  redoubles  or  reiterates.  Confirmatory.  Im- 
mediate. Energetic. 

a\sSss y  musahhadan,  Confirmatively,  repeat- 
edly, to  the  utmost. 

p  id-^yo  WMhada,  Absolute. 

A         mUihal,  Supplied  with  food, fed.  Mufhil, 

One  who  gives  or  offers  to  eat.    One  who  slanders 

and  ruins  another's  reputation. 
A  munahhal,  Appointed  guardian,  com- 

missary, superintendant.  A  vicegerent,  substitute, 

deputy.  Thekeeper  of  a  prisoner.  The  demon  sup- 

posed to  guard  treasure  buried  in  the  earth.  Mii- 

wakkil,  One  who  appoints  alieutenant,  deputy,  sub- 

stitute, factor,  or  agent  (^^  wahll);  one  who  de- 
legates power. 

A  mw^a/iA/Z,  Eating,  pasturing;  fed.  A 

giver  of  victuals  or  a  livelihood. 

A  'L^^y  rrtMsakhimat,  Large-hipped  (woman). 

A  i^^ymawMnoY'ij^yamawkinat,A.hivd^s,r\esL 
A  ̂^yc  mawkut,  Care-worn,  anxious,  sad. 

A  J_j\ye  mawkul,  Committed,  entrusted. 

A  J, ̂£=_j-«  JTiaw^Mm,  Very  unhappy,  tortured  in 
mind,  melancholy. 

k'iic^y  ??<aro^«ma^,(Ground)  bare  and  trodden. 
A  J_y«  mawl,  (v.  n,  of  JU  for  J^)  Being  rich 
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(especially  in  flocks).  Giving  away  one's  property. 
3Iul,  A  spider. 

p  7nol,  Delay.  Repentance.  Remaining 
behind,  desisting.  A  thief.  A  gallant,  paramour. 
A  bastard.  A  wink,  signal  with  the  eye. 

A  J^*  mawwil,  Rich,  wealthy. 

^  '^yc  mawla,  A  slave.  Mawld  or  mulld,  A 
judge,  magistrate  of  a  large  city.  A  lord,  master ; 
and  sometimes  Omnipotence.  (J,_fl-«i^  mawld 

asfal,  The  inferior  mawla  or  the  client.  JJ^S'^  '^y 
mawld  a^a',  The  superior  mawla  or  the  patron. 

Xi'^y  mawldndfuldn,  My  lord  judge  (such- 

a-one).  j  t^ijc  (_f  li^ y  mawldndyi  mazhur,  Our  lord 

afore-mentioned.  This  title,  X>':^yma7vldnd,  is  given 
to  judges  and  prefects  even  by  the  king. 

A  i'^y  mawldt,  A  lady  of  rank.  A  freed  wo- 
man or  manumitted  slave.  A  female  slave. 

p  ̂yy'i^y  mol-d-mol,  A  tedious  delay. 
A     *J y  7nawldsi,  Judgeship,  lordship. 
A  CJ!>y  musallib,  An  instigator.  (See  e-»j3\i.) 

A        mulat,  (pi.  J^*  mul)  A  spider. 

A  ̂ y  mawlij,  A  place  wherein  a  thing  enters or  collects. 

A  i^y  mawUd,  (v.  n.  of  tjJj)  Bringing  forth 

children  (a  woman).  Nativity,  birth.  A  birth- 
place. Time  of  birth.  Mulid,  {j^iX.  i^\y  mandlid 

or  ii>j3^^<  mawdlid)  (A  woman)  travailing  in  birth. 

A  d^y  mvwallad,  Procreated,  begotten.  Edu- 

cated, brought  up.  Invented,  coined.  Not  sufii- 
ciently  examined,  uncertain  (proof).  A  foreigner  ; 

not  genuine  Arabian  (man,  saying,  or  writing). 

Mu7vallid,  A  begetter,  procreator,  generator.  An 

educator,  bringer  up.  (The  Muhammadans  aver 

that  the  expression  CiLiiiJj  ̂ J-JO  anta 
nahiyi  wa  arid  mallattuka,  Thou  art  my  prophet, 

and  I  have  brought  thee  up,  has  been  corrupted 

and  changed  by  the  Christians  into  bunayyt, 

My  son,  and  I  have  begotten  thee.) 

A  sSiy  muwalladat,  (fem.  of  d~)y  mwcallad') 
Born  amongst  Arabians.  (A  thing)  recently  invent- 

ed.   Inventions  of  poets.  Muwallidat,  Kmid-fiiie, 

p  t^J^y  molish,  Expectation,  delay. 

A  ̂ y  mula^  Excited.  Wishful,  desirous,  pas- 
sionately fond  of,  dedicated  or  addicted  to,  greedy. 

A^y  muwalla^,  Shining,  splendid.  (Ahorse 
or  bull)  marked  with  oblong  white  and  black  spots ; 

hence,  a  language  composed  of  various  tongues,  as 
the  Turkish  interlarded  with  Persian  and  Arabic. 

A  ̂ y  muligh,  One  who  causes  to  lap. 

A  1  '^y  mu4if,  One  who  renders  familiar,  ac- 
customs, uses,  or  associates.    Familiarized.  One 

who  makes  a  thousand  (i  aJ\  alf).  (See  <  j^l) 

A  '^^ymusallaf,  Conciliated, won  over,  united. 

Composed,  published  (book).  Completed,  made 

up  (thousand).  3Iusallif,  One  who  completes  the 
number  of  1000  (i_i!\  alf).  Become  1000,  made 

up  that  number.    One  who  joins  two  things  toge- 

ther.  One  who  collects  together.  A  compiler,  com- 

poser, author,  editor,  ̂ y>o'^\  u_a]j-«  miuallifu  7  asl, 
An  original  author. 

A  Olii^  mufallafdt,  Compositions,  writings. 

A  ̂yiy  viu^allal,  Pointed,  pricked  (ear).  3Iu- 
sallil,  One  who  sharpens  or  gives  a  point. 

A  ̂ y  muslim,  Painful,  afl[lictive,  dolorific. 
pj^*  l)^*  ''^ol  mol,  Stay,  stay. 
p&^ ̂mSZa/y  a.  Acorn-destroying  insect, weevil. 

p  y]y  mulu,  A  trumpet  made  of  a  horn,  used  by 
fakirs.    Small  bells  used  as  music. 

A  '^^y  marvluj,  Afflicted,  tried  by  misfortune. Troubled  with  toothache  (&iij  Kalijat). 

^  A     j^i«ma»;ZMt?,Generated,born.  A  son.  Birth- 

day, nativity.   J^A&ii^j/o  mawZScZz^isa',  The  na- 
tivity (of  the  Lord)  Jesus. 

Ajj^j/«wa«,'ZM/j,Affected  withatouchofinsanit^-. 
A  'i^yiy  marclulat,  Bawling,  noisy  (woman). 

A  \^y>y  mavjlawiy,  J udicial,  belonging  to  a 

judge  or  magistrate.  A  doctor  of  the  Muhamma- 
dan  law.  An  assistant  lawyer.  A  learned  man. 

Divine,  religious,  belonging  to  God.  A  dervish, 

Muhammadan  monk,  v  i^^y  f)*^ Imldhi  maw- 
lavi,  A  kind  of  high  woollen  cap  worn  by  them. 

iol=»-  ̂ jy>ymaKlav~i-hhdna,A  conventofdervishes. 

A  'eS,y> ymarolaniy at,  Kvesemhlance  to,  or  equa- 
lity with,  a  prince,  lord,  master,  or  benefactor. 

A  s^y  mulali,  A  spider.  (Water)  set  a-flowing 
over  a  plain. 

A  a^y  muTvallah,  (A  child)  separated  from  its 

mother  (in  captivity).  (Water)  set  a-flowing  over 
sown  fields. 

A  mawla',  (pi.  (_J^^  mawdll)  A  king, 
prince,  sovereign,  lord,  master,  judge,  magistrate ; 
one  who  liberates  (slaves).  God.  A  slave,  servant, 

freedman  or  manumitted  slave.  A  follower,  client. 

A  benefactor,  helper.  One  benefited.  A  compa- 

nion, confederate,  partner.  A  father's  brother.  A 
son.  A  son-in-law.  A  sister's  son.  A  cousin.  A 

neighbour.  A  sworn  friend.  A  lover.  A  citizen. 
A  stranger.   A  visitor,  guest. 

A  f^y  7nu4i,  One  who  takes  an  oath. 
p  mult,  One  who  has  a  lover.  Name  of 

a  diuretic  plant.    Delay.    An  ogler. 

p  ̂J^)y  muliydn.  Robbers,  plunderers. 
p  ̂ ^^y  molidan,To  delay,  hesitate,  deliberate. 

To  be  languid,  impotent,  deficient.  To  loathe,  con- 
ceive a  disgust,  be  tired  of.  To  slide.  To  arm.  To 

adorn  one's  self  with  ornaments.  To  deplore,  weep. 
To  turn  back.    To  cause  to  turn  back. 

p  ̂ y7num  or  mom,  Wax.  A  wax-candle,  ^y 
1^^^ mom  Tiarda7i,  To  melt  (as  a  candle  its  wax). 

A  ̂ y  mum.  An  instrument  used  in  weaving. 
A  shoemaker's  instrument.  Pleurisy.  Malignant 

small-pox.  Wax. 

A  Amy  ma7vmds,  (or  'iX^cy  mamnidt)  A  desert. 

p  ̂^.1  j4_y«  mum-dyin,  A  mummy. 



A  CL/^yo  musammat,  Full  and  equally  distend- 
ed.   Suspected,  accused. 

p  e^y^       mom-jama,  Waxcloth,  cerecloth. 

A  lixi^  7«MjaTO??ia6Z,Terminated,finished.  Emp- 

ty, completely  drained  (water-bottle). 

p  Ji>  j»j/o  mom-dil,  Tender-hearted. 

Kjic yomu^mir, 'Who  multiplies,  makes  numerous. 
A viUfammar,  Invested  with  office,  appoint- 

ed to  government.  Defined,  bound, limited.  Marked, 

signed,  impressed.  Conquered,  subdued.  A  spear 

■when  the  head  is  fixed  on.  j^y>J^^  amii'i  musam- 
mar,  A  general  appointed  to  command.  3Iujam- 
mir,  One  who  gives  the  command,  who  appoints 

a  chief  or  governor  (_^^  ami/'). 

p  i^jj  j»j/omo??i-?'a7iJ<?^an,  Wax  and  oil  mixed. 

A  iL«x!^mM??i?'sa^,Unchaste, impudent  (woman). 
A  (J^j^  musammal,  The  eighth  horse  in  a  race. 

Musammil,  Hoping.  One  who  holds  out  hope. 

^  A  musmin,  Believing,  faithful,  orthodox. 

(God)  protecting,  or  the  protector.  A  Musulman 

weaver,  (pi.  i^y.jcpe  musminuna,  and  obi. 
musmiriina)  The  orthodox,  the  faithful. 

amirti^l  mufminln,  Commander  of  the  faithful,  a 
title  adopted  by  the  caliph  Omar. 

A  Cjli*ye  musminat,  The  faithful  (women). 

A  C^yCyc  mawmut,  Determined  (by  measure, 
manner,  or  time). 

Ajy6yo  marvmur,  Known,  measured,  defined. 

A  ̂ ycye  marvmuk,  Beloved. 

p  J_y«ye  viumul,  A  disease  affecting  the  eye. 

A  «/oy«  musmah,  Troubled  with  the  pustules 

called  &^/<il  amlhat. 

p  f^yo  momi,  Waxen;  of  the  colour  of  wax. 

(applied  to  chintz)  Prepared  after  stamping  by 

covering  the  flowers  with  wax  to  prevent  their  be- 

ing spoiled  by  other  colours  afterwards  applied. 

A  muma',  (or        l^y>  muma  ilaylit) 

Pointed  out.  Above-mentioned.  -pej^\  ̂ y«f■^^^ 
ilcKin  muma  a7ai/^i,The  ambassador  before-named. 

A  Mumi,  Who  consents,  who  nods  assent. 

AP  mumiya,  A  mummy.  The  substance 

with  which  mummies  are  preserved. 

p  ̂3^j/e  momiyaA,  Name  of  a  medicine. 

A  f^yn  mawn,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^yf)  Furnish- 
ing with  necessaries;  maintaining, feeding.  3Iun, 

(or  (jji^  mun)  (in  Morocco)  A  heap  of  stones 
thrown  into  the  sea  to  make  a  port ;  a  breakwater. 

x'i^yo  mawnat,  Provisions,  daily  food. 

A  'ifyc  masunat,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y)  Main- 
taining, feeding.  Provisions.  A  wallet,  saddle- 

bags, any  thing  equal  to  another  in  weight  or  quan- 
titv.  A  load,  a  weight.  Trouble,  molestation,  ibj* 

1^  mafunat  hafi,  Provisions  sufficient. 

A  iJLiJy  mUfTiis,  Who  brings  forth  a  female. 

A  \^>y>  musannas,  Feminine,  of  the  feminine 
gender.  An  effeminate  wretch.  Any  thingfragrant 

(as  saffron)  with  which  clothes  are  dyed. 
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A  (_;*o_yo  mumis,  A  companion,  intimate  friend. 
A  solacer,  comforter.  Thursday.  (j~.> y  ̂\  abu 

musnis,JVQ.\her  Sociable)  A  wax-light. 
A^^juiymusannis,  A  companion  of  Muhammad. 

A  OL-jJ*  miunisat,  Arms  which  one  is  accus- 
tomed to  wear. 

A  'ij^y  mumisat,  Name  of  a  city  in  Mesopo- 
tamia near  jj^J^i^  nasibm. 

A  'il^^]  almumisiyat,  A  village  near  Thebes. 
A  (_,v3Jj/«  musniz,  One  who  leaves  meat  raw,  or 

not  well-dressed. 

A  ̂ y  muni^  Ripe. 
Ai__oiye7«M.rn?/',Uncropped,ungrazed(raeadow). 
A^__&>J*  musannaf,  Led  forth  to  fresh  pasture. 

(A  spear-head)  sharpened  at  the  point. 
A      y  musiiih,  Pleasing,  agreeable. 

A  ̂ ^y  viUMnnik,  An  admirer. 

A ,J«f"_y«  ffiMjna7?i«7,One  whose  finger-ends  (J^\3\ 
anamil)  are  short,  thick,  and  stumpy. 

p  !Oy  mwia,  Temperament,  constitution. 
A  musTii,  A  retainer,  detainer,  or  forcer. 

A  procrastinator,  deferrer,  retarder,  delayer ;  who 

does  any  thing  in  a  slow  or  hesitating  manner. 

A  ̂ jyf  manit,  (for  -^jj^  matwuf)  (Leather) 
tanned  with  the  shrub  or  tree -^l  at.  A  cat  mewing. 

A  ̂ jy  musawrvib,  (Wind)  blowing  all  day. 

A  i^jyo  masud,  Oppressed  with  heaviness. 
A  'ijy"  musamvid,  Who  bends,  makes  crooked. 

A  ii^jy  mawmdat,  (A  girl)  buried  alive. 

A  i^^y  masus,  A  whisperer,  breedbate. 
A  I  jjyo  mttfuf,  Blighted,  smutty  (corn). 

A  ̂ jjy  musarvjvik,  A  despiser.  (See  ̂ .j^-) 

A  \Jyy  miuul,  (v.  n.  of  Jl*  for  (Jy«)  Being  rich 
(especially  in  cattle). 

A  (Jjyo  muMrvTvil,  One  who  brings  back.  An 
explainer,  interpreter.  (See  tasnfiL) 

A'dijymusulat,(y.  n.  of  JUi)Beingfat  and  bulky. 

A  ̂ jy  musarvwajn,  One  with  a  big,  ugly  head. 
A  ijjymu^n,  (pi.  of  masri)  Ploughshares, 

(pi.  of       mainat)  Hypochondria. 

A  'i^yi<  mafunat,  Provisions.  A  load.  Weight. 

A  musuh,  (v.  n.  of  jL*  for  ̂ y')  Being 
full  and  overflowing  (a  well).  Springing  a  leak, 

filling  with  water  (a  ship).  Offering  water  to  drink. 

A  tf^y  marcaKiy,  (Verse)  ending  in  U  ma. 

A  i>y  man-h,  (v.  n.  of  »U  for  iy)  Being  full 
and  overflowing  (a  well).  Making  water,  leaking 

(a  ship).  Mixing.  Giving  water  to  drink. 

Ai,,^ymarvhib,A present, gift.  3Iuhab, Ready, 
presented,  unbought  (victuals).  A  present.  Muhib, 
One  who  accepts  a  present.  Permanent,  perpetual. 

Ready,  prepared.  Able. 

A  'i^y  mawhdbat,  (v.  n.  of  fej)  Giving, 

granting,  conceding.  A  cloud  which  rains  wherc- 

ever  it  happens  to  be.  3Ian-habat  or  marvhibat, 

A  gift.  (pi.  mawahib)  A  hollow  on  a  moun- 
tain wherein  water  collects.  A  small  pond. 

A  'iiy  muhat,  Clearness,  beauty  of  face. 

AjS_yo  muwahhaz,  One  who  treads  hard. 
A  i^j^y  muwahhas,  (A  man)  endowed  with  a 

good  constitution,  or  a  firm,  compact  body. 

A  ̂^^aAyy)  banu  7namhasa\  Slaves. 
A  ̂ y  mushil,  Who  makes  (one)  worthy.  Who 

admits  into  one's  family. 
A  (J^^  musahhil,  Who  makes  worthy,  proper. 

A  ̂ ^i^y  marchin,  Part,  about  half  of  the  night. 
iI/MAiw,Whoorwhat  weakens,  enfeebles,debilitates. 

Af^^ymawhub,Gi\eT\,  presented,  conferred. 

\^^ya  manhubun  lahu,  One  on  whom  some- 
thing is  bestowed,  or  to  whom  a  gift  is  made. 

A  ̂ _$l^yt>y«  mawhudi,  A  garment  with  sleeves 
which  reach  the  ground. 

A  i^^yo  mawhus,  (A  man)  of  a  good  (con- 
stitution), firm,  compact  (body),  with  the  joints  of 

the  bones  well  knit  together. 

A  ̂ ^y  marvhum,  Imagined,  fancied,  opined, 
thought. Suspected,supposed,"surmised.  Imaginary. 

A       yo  mawhun.  Enervated,  weakened. 

A  'LSt^yc  muKahwUiat,  (A  woman)  shaking 
from  repletion  or  corpulence. 

A  '^y  mawhty,  Torn,  lacerated. 
'P  L^y  fnuy  or  moy,  Hair  of  the  head.  Pile  (of 

cloth  or  carpets).  Hair,  down,  first  plumage  of 
birds.  3Ioy,  Weep  thou.  ̂ ^J^T j>  (__S^J^  f^gy 

muy  az  haf  bar  amadan,  Hair  growing  from  the 
palm  of  the  hand,  (metaph.)  An  impossibility.  ̂ Jy 

t^j^ji  muy  bar  bastan,  To  be  prepared,  to  make 

ready,  ̂ jc?"  (_^^  mM_yi^Aamir,  Ease,  facility.  ̂ Jy 

^Ui*-*  muyi  musta^r,  Borrowed  locks,  artificial 

curls,  jols-  ̂ .j^j  ̂   tiW^  Lfy  '>nuyi  niham,  or 
zihar  or  ̂ na,  Hair  of  the  pubes.  j  i^ymuy 

u  khamtr,  (or  ̂ ^jj  j  cSly*  mw?/  u  raivghan)  Ex- 
pressions signifying  any  thing  easy  to  be  done. 

A  i^y  murvayy,  (for  iOymu7vayh)  Little  water. 
Pj\jiy  muy-d?-,  Wearing  long  hair,  hairy. 

p  (^^y  moyan,  Weepers,  mourners.  3Iuyan 

or  moyan,  (pi.  of  [jy  muy  or  moy')  Hairs. 
A  Ol-J_yo  munbat,  Shameful,scandalous(jobs). 

A  i^y  mawdhat,  Disgrace,  shame,  ignominy, 

p  L^Kiiy  muy-tab,  A  hair-rope  maker, 

p  ,^_^\p.y  muy-tarashi,  A  cutting  off  the  hair of  a  person  to  be  adopted. 

p  {^i^  (jymuytunitan,  (in  zand)  To  count. 

p  ej,s^y  muy-china.  Tweezers. 

p  e.Z>y>-  ̂ jy  muy-khosha,  Beards  of  coi-n. 
A  '^y  musyad,  Assisted,  victorious.  Musyid, 

(pi.  i^\k)  masayid)  A  strengthener,  a  helper,  (pi. 

li^y  maivRfid)  Large,  weighty.  Evil,  misfortune. 
A  iiJj/e?n2i.tfl?/?/at^, Confirmed,  fortified,  assisted. 

Mutayyid,  One  who  confirms,  increases  in  strength, 

strengthens,  corroborates,  or  aids. 

Ayi^y  muMyyir,  An  indulger  in  venery. 

p         L^y^T^y-'^'^^fi'^iP}  Baldness,  loss  of  hair. 
p        (_$y  muy-rafta,  Bald. 



p  A^aij  (_$yc  muy-rehhta,  Bald,  moulted,  that 
has  slied  his  coat,  or  cast  his  feathers. 

P y>..y^  marviz,  Dried  grapes,  raisins. 

p  L^\J>^y>  marviz-ab,  An  acid  and  inebriating 
drink  made  from  dried  grapes  and  water. 

p  LiJ^^  marvlzah,  A  certain  black  grain. 

p  i^.^'O  marviza,  A  kind  of  woodbine. 

Pj^.y«  marvij,  Red  paint  used  by  women. 

A  (j*Oyo  musayyis,  One  who  drives  to  despair. 

p  I  jKjS*  (j^icmuy-shikaf,Thelni[\aiX\  hyacinth. 
(figuratively)  The  ringlets  of  the  fair. 

J  ̂^>_y«  mameshi,  A  herd  or  drove  of  oxen. 

p  ̂̂ ^(_5-jAO»jM3/-^fln,(Hair-extracting)Tweezers. 

p  ̂IaSs         muy-kanan,  Tearing  the  hair. 

p  (jya  muy  giyah,  The  hairy  grass;  In- 
dian spikenard. 

A.  ̂y>y«mawsil,  A  refuge,  an  asylum.  A  place 
where  a  current  stops. 

A  (J-ij*  muwayl,  The  month  Rajab.  Murcuyl 
and  muwayyil,  (dim.  of  (Jlc  mat)  Little  wealth. 

A  (J?!^  mutayyil,  A  master  of  flocks. 

A  ̂!^<o  musayyim,  Widowing  (God). 

A  'i^^A  mufyimat,  (A  woman)  blest  with  abun- 
dance, but  destitute  of  a  husband. 

p  (j^io  muy  miyan,  Long  hair  flowing 
down  the  back. 

p  (^.y^  muyin,  Made  of  hair. 

p  {j>^..y«  moyandi,  Skill,  art,  dexterity. 

p  iO^ycmoya,  Weeping,  lamentation. 

A  iO^  muwayh,  (or  ft.^j*  muroayhat)  (dim.  of 
^V*  mai)  A  little  water. 

p  ̂y^j  lOyc  muya-zal,  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p ̂ iOyo  moyagar,  A  weeper. 

p  [^y>  muyi,  Made  of  fur  or  hair.  yc 
jaman  muyi,  A  garment  trimmed  with  fur. 

p  ̂ ja^.j/o  moyldan,  To  weep  and  cry  aloud. 
To  lament  the  dead.    To  milk. 

p  ;jO^«  viufin,  Twisted  or  made  of  hair.  Slen- 
der as  hair. 

p  s^'X>yo  muyina,  Made  of  fur.    A  big  drum. 

p  Sjc  ma,  A  pen.  A  sand-hill.  No,  not  (with 
the  imperative).  «w«  ma  ras,  Do  not  arrive. 

Mah,  The  moon.  _ji  «/«  main  naw,  New  moon.  »/« 

jJJ  mahihadr,  Full  moon.  3Iih,  Great.  Principal. 
The  forehead.  A  fog,  mist. 

A  M  mah,  (forlo  ma)  What  ?  Mah  or  mahin, 

(and  «x  &/«  mah  mah)  Desist !  abstain  ! 

A  M  mahh,  (v.  n.  of  "*)  Dealing  gently  with, 
being  kind  and  easy  to. 

p  [^jc  maha.  Crystal.  Miha,  Great. 
A      maha,  (pi.  of        mahat)  Wild  cows. 

A        mahas,  Crookedness.    Defect,  blemish. 

A  mahab,  Formidable  (place),  llukab. 

Awful,  revered  (man)  ;  dreaded  (thing). 

A  C^\a  mahabb,  (pi.  of  mahabb)  Quar- 
ters whence  the  wind  blows. 

p  (ib  I  SiQ  mah-abad,  Name  of  the  most  ancient 
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prophet  who  was  sent  to  Persia,  and  author  of  a 
book  called  Dasatir. 

A  mahabat,  (v.  n.  of  L_->li6  for  \-^j^)  Fear- 

ing, being  in  awe  of.  Reverence,  fear,  dread.  Ma- 

jesty, gravity,  awe,  greatness,  authority. 
A  !s\vl^  muhabazat,  (v.  n.  3  of  3>Afi>)  Running, 

making  haste,  being  swift  in  running  or  flying. 

A  ̂\^maha.bil,  (pi.  of  ̂ yx^o  mahbil)  Wombs, 
or  the  lower  parts  of  them. 

A  ?ljy«  mahat,  (pi.  \.^<o  maha  ,  C^l^^  mahawat, 

and  Olji^  mahayat)  A  wild  cow.  Crystal,  a  bit 

of  crystal.  The  sun.  3Iuhaf,  {p\.  ̂^^^  muha') 
The  seed  of  the  male  in  the  womb  of  the  female. 

A  iiljl^  muhatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ jjfc)  Conceding, 
granting.  Concession,  grant,  present. 

A  syl^  muhatarat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^Js)  Speaking 

opprobriously,  provoking  by  reproaches. 
A  mvhatahat,  A  travelling  in  the  dark. 

A  JsWl^  muhajat,A.  reviling,  cursing,  reproach- 

ing, satirizing  in  verse,  lampooning  each  other. 

Aj>-\yo  muhajir,  A  fugitive,  one  who  abandons 
his  country,  especially  on  account  of  public  cala- 

mity or  persecution.  Obscene,  disgusting  (talk). 

A  'ij>-\^  muhajarat,  (v.  n.  3  oij^)  Abandon- 
ing one's  friends,  fleeing  from  country  to  country 

on  account  of  persecution.  Desertion,  flight.  Se- 
paration, distance. 

A  muhajazat,  (v.  n.  3  ofj^)  Saying  a 

thing  privately,  telling  a  secret,  whispering. 

A  &i=«-l^i«  muhajalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ y^)  Contend- 

ing (with  another)  in  drinking  or  forcing  water. 

Travelling  through  low  grounds. 

A  ̂ ^^\<  mtihaji,  Mutually  satirical. 
A  mahajln,  (or  &jk=>-V^(«  mahajinat)  (pi. 

of  hajin)  Those  whose  fathers  are  free,  but 
their  mothers  slaves. 

A  mihad,  (pi.  S^iyo^  amhidat  and  mii- 
hitd  or  muhd)  A  bed,  sofa,  chair,  throne,  or  any 

place  on  which  one  sits  orreclines.A  cradle.  A  floor, 

pavement  firm  beneath  the  tread.  A  flat  country, 

valley.  A  waste.  A  prop,  stay,  support.  A  place 

orstate  which  any  oneprepares  for  himself.  p^jUaL** 

til^  '^V^  sulfani  Tiih-nihadi  ̂ U-mihad, 
The  magnanimous  prince;  the  prince  on  the  throne 
endowed  with  illustrious  qualities. 

A  sliilj/o  muhadat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ijSt>)  Gratifying 
one  another  with  gifts,  making  mutual  presents. 

Going  staggeringly  with  another,  walking  between 

two,  supported  by  them  on  account  of  weakness. 

A  muhadanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (ji>J&)  Making 
peace  or  cessation  of  arms.  Truce,  peace. 

Aioil^  mM/ta^aZ)a<,Thedoing(athing)quickly. 

A  mahazib.  Quick-moving  (camels). 

Pj\a  mahar.  Reins,  a  bridle. 
Ajlj*  mahar,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Excelling  in  any 

art  or  profession.    31ihar,  A  piece  of  wood  put 

through  a  perforation  in  the  nose  of  a  camel  to 
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guide  him  by.  (pi.  ofj^*  muhr)  Horse-colts. 
A  jljl^  ̂ uhurdt,  (v.  n.  3  of  jJfc)  Ridiculing, 

jeering,  gibing  one  another. 
A  maharat,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Excelling  in  any 

art  or  profession.  Subtlety,  acuteness,  genius,  skill, 

excellence.  3Iiharat,(p].  of^^  muhr)  Horse-colts. 

A  'ij^  muhdrrat,  (v.  n.  3  of_jft)  Detesting,  ex- 
pressing abhorrence  (of  one)  before  (his)  face. 

A  muharish.  One  who  sets  (men  or  dogs) 

by  the  ears.  ̂ ;bk*}\  (_>^^  muhdrishu^l  ̂ ndn,  (A 
horse)  swift  and  obedient  to  the  rein. 

A  'iZij^^muhdrashat,  (v.n.  3  oi{j^Jb)  Setting 
(men  or  dogs)  by  the  ears.    Dallying,  toying. 

A  ijjV*  'fnahdrih,  (pi.  of  muhrak)  Po- 
lished papers.  Books,  writings,  papers,  diplomas. 

p  ̂ 'J^^Sj\^  mahdr-gusistagi,  Unruliness. 
PdjL---^l^7?ia/iar-<7Mswfa,Headstrong,unruly. 

A  Isj^i^  mahura  ,  (or  mahdriy)  (pi.  of 

i^.jY^  mahriyat)  Excellent  camels,  so  named  from 
mahr,  the  father  of  a  tribe. 
A  mahdris,  Mortars. 
A  mahdzil,  Years  of  scarcity. 

A  iiijl^  muhdzalat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂jS^)  Being  care- 
less, remiss,  jesting,  trifling,  playing. 

A  ̂ jl^  ma/mziZ,(pl.ofJjJ^)Lean,  emaciated. 
A  8Li)^/e  muhdahdt,  A  playing,  jesting  with. 

A  sl^l^  muhdsdt,  A  breaking  of  the  back. 

A  ̂  jjo\^  muhasiriy,  Striped  stuflT  of  Yaman. 
A  eUol^  muhdzdt,  (v.  n.  3  ytoSs,  not  in  use) 

Considering  as  foolish  or  contemptible,  despising. 

A  jlsl^  muhdfdt,  A  being  obsequious,  attentive. 
A  5^1^  muhdhdt,  A  holding  cheap,  despising. 

A  Jl^  mahdl.  Formidable,  dreadful  (place). 

Delay,  pause,  respite.  Muhdl,  Poured  out  (earth 
or  sand),  overflowing. 

A  ii^lj/*  muhdldt,  A  terrifying,  frightening. 
A  mahdlibat,  Descendants  of  one 

muhaUab,  a  poet,  and  father  of  a  tribe. 

A  'e^\^  muhdllat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jjjs)  Agreeing  with 
by  the  month,  or  from  new  moon  to  new  moon. 

A  **J\y*  muhdlasat,  The  whispering  a  secret. 

A  uiUl^  mahulik,  (pi.  of  mahlikat)  Dan- 

gerous places,  perils,  precipices,  deserts. 
A  mahdrnm,  (pi.  of  muhimiii)  Serious 

affairs,  momentous  business,  important  transactions, 

j^^-fr  mahdmmi  jumhur,  Business  of  the  na- 

tion. jJUlyo  '^i>\  ahammi  mahdmm.  The  affair  of  af- fairs, the  most  important  of  all  concerns,  indispen- 
sable business. 

A  s/oV^  mahdmat,  A  desert. 
A  Sj/olj/o  muhdmarat,  (v.  n,3of^^)  Sweeping 

oflT,  taking  the  largest  part. 

Aj/«l^  mahdmiz,  (pi.  o{j^^  mihmaz)  Spurs. 
muhdmasat,  A  private  conference, 

whispering  conversation. 
A'LLK\^7)>.uhdmashat,  A  making  haste  together. 
As^\^mahdmih, (pi.  of mahmahand  i-'^^ 



mahmahat)  Extensive  deserts. 

*  j^*V*  ''^'^fi^'n^^}  (pl-  ofjl*^  mihmaz)  Spurs. 
p  (jVjXi  mihan,  (pi.  of  s^)  The  great :  grandees. 

A  ̂^\^muhan,  Despised,  slighted;  abject,  base. 

A  &3V^  mahanat,  (y.  n.  of  ̂jlfc  for  ̂ ^j^)  Being 

despicable,  contemptible,  abject.  Baseness,  mean- 
ness, a  contemptible  state. 

A  iwol^  muhanaghat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Js)  Sooth- 
ing, flattering  (a  beloved  object),  especially  by 

amorous  verses  or  speeches. 

A  d.so\^  mulianafat.  (v.  n.  3  of  u-iifc)  Smiling 

ironically  (a  woman).   Playing,  joking,  toying. 

p  Jj '""'O.^^^nul,  (or  Jyljx  malianul)  Opium. 
A  muhawat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ij^s)  Contending, 

disputing,litigating.Going  fast,  increasing  in  speed. 

Treating  kindly.  Soothing,  flattering.  Playing, 

trifling,  now  offering  a  thing,  now  drawing  it  back. 

A  mahavjat,  (v.  n.  of y^^)  Being  thin  and 
watery  (milk  or  butter). 

A  SJ'jl^  muhanadat,  (v.n.  of  lilfc  for  liyb)  Do- 
ing (any  thing)  repeatedly.  Making  peace,  truce, 

or  cessation  of  arms.  Conciliating,  causing  to  in- 
cline to  each  other.  Promising,  plighting  faith, 

appointing  time  and  place. 

A  Unjustly  acquired  wealth. 

Stolen  cattle  or  other  plunder.  ̂ ^l(<L-.>Lo^ 

^'•^  »AJ^^i^  ui^'jV*  ''^^^  asaha  malan  min 

maharvish,  azhabahu'lldhfi  nahabir,  A  proverb 

equivalent  to,"What  isgotten  over  thedevil's  back, 
is  spent  under  his  belly." 

A 'iijjl^  Aawfls/i«f,(v.n.3  ofjj^  Vfc  for  (^ys ) 
Mixing,  interfering  with. 

A  iOjljA)  mzi^awawa^,  A  favouring  of  one's  self. 
A  c^jV"  '^(^harvi,  (or  mahawii/)  (pi.  of 

mahwa',  mahKas,  and  *s\j^  m.ahwat) 
Gorges,  ravines  between  two  mountains. 

A  slj/c  mahah,  Beauty.  The  lustre  of  any  thing 

fresh  and  new.  Any  thing  easy  or  tolerable.  A 
vain  thing.  Beautiful. 

A  'iSt)\^makahat,  A  thing  easy  to  be  done. 
A  muhd7/at,  Partition  of  usufruct. 

A  ibV^j*  ̂ layhi  muhdyasat,  An  aflTair  in 
which  many  are  jointly  concerned. 

A  iJl^>\^  muhdyis,  One  who  receives  much. 

A  muhdyasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ui^lfc  for  i-^*ifc) 
Disputing  about  multitude.  Asking  much. 

A  S-ssL^  muhdyajat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ Ufc  for  ̂ ) 
Excitincr,  stirring  up.  Firing  with  rage.  Fightino-, 

killing.  Battle,  contest,  fierceness. 

A(^jI^  mahdds,  (pi.  of  (,>3J^  mahyas)  Places 
where  birds  mute  and  deposit  guano. 

A  &laJi.VjA>  muhdyatat,  (v.  n.  3  of  l»Ub  for  laAfc) 
Calling  out,  making  a  noise.  Being  near. 

A^jl^wia/«a^i^,(pl.ofj«^ma%a^)Open(roads). 
A  ff^^hahh,  (pi.  (-1^^  mahdhb)  A  breath- 

ing-hole, vent.  A  place  whence  or  whither  the  wind 

blows.  Muhihh,  Who  awakes  or  arouses  from  sleep. 
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A  L_->Uyo  mihhdb,  Libidinous  (stallion).  A  goat 
that  rattles  much  at  ruttinof-time. o 

A        muhabhaj.  Heavy,  slow,  dull. 

A  muhabraj,  Bad,  uneven  (bow-string). 

A  laJ^  mahbit,  A  place  by  which  one  descends. 
Muhbit,  Who  or  what  throws  down,  precipitates. 

Who  or  what  lessens,  lowers,  or  abates  (a  price). 

A  muhbi^  An  owner  of  colts  of  the  last 

foaling  (such  colts  being  called  huba^. 

A  ̂y^-ff^  mahbil  or  mahbal,  The  womb,  that  part 
of  it  where  the  fostus  is  lodged.  The  neck  or  ori- 

fice of  the  uterus.  The  straight  gut.  A  pass  through 

a  country.  ̂ yx^mahbiluHhawa' ,  A  mountain- 
path  from  top  to  bottom.  Mihbal,  Nimble,  active. 

A  ,JjY«mM^a&?jaZ, (A  son)lost  bydeath.  Corpu- 
lent, fleshy.  Plump-faced.  Cursed,  anathematized. 

A  OjJk^,«  muhbut,  Weak,  timid,  languid. 

A      .J^t^  mahbush,  Collected,  scraped  together. 
A  mahbut,  Lean,  emaciated  by  disease. 

A  J^Jy*  mahbul,  Bereaved. 

p  f^\^j\x^mah-pdragdn,  (pi.)  Fair  as  the  moon. 
p  8jb  ikA  mah-pdra,  A  piece  of  the  moon,  A 

mistress.    A  month. 

p  i^)^i^J>_.  f"*  mah-parastdn,  Lovers. 
A  d.*^  mihatt,  Glib-tongued,  talkative. 
p  (_->li^/c  mak-tdb,  Moonlight,  moonshine,  full 

moon,  splendour  of  the  moon.  The  moon.  A  kind 

of  firework.  mah-tdb  paymudan,To 

measure  moonshine,  i.e.  to  engage  in  any  vain  un- 
dertaking, to  build  castles  in  the  air. 

p^ljy* mah-tdbi.  Belonging  to,or  bright  as,  the 
moon.  A  kind  of  fireworks.  An  open  high  terrace. 

A  mufddz,  One  whose  bone  has  been 

broken  after  having  been  set. 

A  mulitdf,  Thirsty  (man). 

A  muhtabb,  Libidinous  (stallion). 

A  i^Jy«  muhtabid,  One  who  gathers  or  breaks 

the  colocynth  (sxS>  habd) :  or  who  takes  out  the 
seeds  and  boils  it  to  weaken  the  bitterness  of  it. 

A  j<Jy«  muhtabir,  A  cutter  (with  a  sword). 

A  (jSjo^rt  muhiabish,  Assembled,  convened. 

A  (J«;Jy<  muhtabil,  A  liar.  (See  JlJjfc^  ihtibdl.^ 

A  i^J:<::l^muhtatish,  Irritated  (dog,  wild  beast). 
A         muhtajj,  Insolent,  outrageous. 

A  ̂^-^"^  muhtajil,  One  who  conceives  or  brings 
forth  any  thing  new. 

A  j^t^  muhtajim,  Who  milks  dry  (an  udder). 
A  ̂̂ r^^wiiz/t^fljirt, Who  marries  a  girltooyoung. 
A  invhtajinat,  A  female  palm-tree  bear- 
ing fruit  for  the  first  time. 

A  i^^^  muhtojuna,  (pi.  of  ,_^^'*)  Satirists. 
A  muhtaji,  Mutually  satirical. 

A  (_fiiJy«/nw/iiatZi,  Directed,  conducted,led  (into 

the  way  of  salvation).  Guided  aright.  (See-f^\iXKfc\). 
p  mihtar,  Greater.  Elder.  Prince,  lord, 

chief,  governor.  A  sweeper,  a  menial  who  removes 

filth.  A  groom.  d*j>^j?^  mihtari  rakht,  Keeper 

of  the  wardrobe,  valet.  A  head-servant  who  super- 

intends the  packing  of  travelling-furniture. 

muhtar,  Delirious  with  old  age.  One  who 
speaks  dotingly,  foolishly,  blunderingly. 

p  (3^^^  mihtardm,  (fem.  oiji^  mihtar)  A  fe- male remover  of  filth.    A  female  innkeeper. 

P  (3^^  mihtardsi,  Chiefship.  Seniority. 

A  muhtari^  A  breaker  (of  aloe-wood). 
P  mihtari,  Dominion,  grandeur. 

A  ̂ ^7ttwAia22^,  Swift.  Brandished, flourished 
(sword),  vibrative,  vibratory  (spear). 

A  j^-j/e  muhtazim,  (A  horse)  making  a  noise 
when  running.    (See  ̂ 'j^^  ihtizdm.) 

A  \^j:3^muhtashsh,  AflTable,  agreeable,  benign. 

A  j^^l^x^  muhtashim,  Submissive.  (See  j.UJjfcV) 

A jtol^  muhtasir,  A  lion.  (SeejLojJb).) 
A  t_-»rfajy«  muhtazib,  Y evhose.  (See  L-^\-«AjJfc^.) 

A  j»*aJy«mMAto^am,Forced.  Defrauded,injured. 

A  ̂ Hl^  muhtaka^,  Changed  colour.  Muhtaki^ 
(A  mean  disposition)  which  restrains,  prevents,  and 

keeps  (one)  back  from  achieving  any  illustrious 
action.   (See  ̂lfll;i^\  ihtikd^) 

A  muhtaki^  Submissive.   (See  ̂|^JkJ6\.) 

A  ̂jjjk^  muhtalas.  Weak  (in  mind). 

A  Cilijy«  muhtalik,  One  who  throws  himself 
into  danger.  One  who  never  resolves  on  a  thing, 

but  people  hem  him  in.  One  in  quest  of  forage 
and  water  who  loses  his  way.  f^iXL^muhtalikin, 

(pi.)  Foragers  who  have  lost  their  way. 

A  pyo  muhtamm,  Anxious,  concerned. 

A  ̂ -Cye  muhtamij,  Debilitated,  enervated  by heat.    Withered,  shrivelled  (face). 

A jiy*  muhtamir,  Gallopping  (horse). 

A  ;ji-cy«  muhtamish.  Mixed.   (See  (^l«\fi>^.) 
A  la<w^  muhtamit,  One  who  injures,  defrauds 

(another)  of  his  right.  A  slanderer,  detractor. 

A  (J-iyo  muhatmil,  A  whisperer,  a  defamer. 

A  (^-^Jy*  muhtanif,  A  skilful  manager. 
Aj^yo  muhtamir,  Going  to  ruin  ;  perishing. 
A{^y^mahtush,  (A  dog)  irritated,  instigated, 

set  after  game. 

p  cfjjiy*  mahtuk.  Dead,  defunct. 

A  mahj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y")  Sucking  (the  teat). 
Lying  with.    Looking  beautiful  after  a  disease. 

A  &srt*  muhjat.  Life,  soul,  spirit.  Heart's  blood. 
A  lijst'*  muhjid,  Asleep.    (See  ihjdd.) 

A muhjir,  One  who  goes  abroad  and  travels 
in  the  heat  of  the  day.  Beautiful,  elegant,  excellent, 

noble,  superior.  Fat  (camel)  yet  travelling  well. 

Spreading(palm-tree).Great,numerous.  (See^l^l) 

Aj^'^  muhajjir,  One  who  repairs  betimes  to the  house  of  prayer. 

A  Sj^f*  muhjirat,  Vain,  foolish,  indecent,  ob- 
scene (speech);  an  execration.  Spreading  (palm- 

tree).    Handsome  (she-camel). 

A  ̂ -^^  mihja^  Senseless,  foolish.  Careless. Muhji^  Who  allays  (his  hunger). 



A  ̂ys^i*mahjil, The  womb,  or  that  part  of  it  where 
the  foetus  is  lodged.  A  water-course.  Muhjil,  One 
who  perniits  (camels)  to  go  slower.  One  who  widens 

or  enlarges  (a  thing).   One  who  loses  (money). 

A  'i^^'^mithjalat.  Large-bellied  and  flabby  (wo- 
man).   Burst  (woman). 

A  j.srt;'*  muhjim,  (God)  removing  a  distemper. 
(See  also  i/ijdm.) 

A  ̂ ^"^  muhjin,  Possessed  of  many  white  ca- 
mels of  an  excellent  kind.  (A  stallion)  impreg- 

nating (a  young  she-camel). 

A  XisTt^  mall)  anat,  {^'^_^s£^  mahj  ana  ,  or  ̂ U^t* 
mahjunai)  Worthless,  good-for-nothing  persons. 
A  muhajjanat,  (A  camel)  not  allowed  to 

be  covered  for  the  first  time  except  by  a  stallion  of 

her  own  breed.  (A  female  palm-tree)  fecundated 
for  the  first  time. 

A  5^?*^  mahjuw,  Satirized,  lampooned. 

Aj^s^t*  mahjur,  Separated,  cut  off.  Left,  for- 
saken, abandoned,  rejected,  repudiated.  Delirious, 

foolish  (speech),  nonsensical  (stuff).  (A  stallion 

camel)  whose  head  is  tied  to  the  saddle. 

A  ijj^^^  mahjuri,  Separation,  absence. 

A  (j**^^*  malijus,  Ambiguous,  perplexed. 

A  ̂^s^'"  mahjum,  Falling,  ruinous  (house).  (A 
tent)  whose  cords  are  loosened. 
A  mahcha,  A  little  moon.  An  ornament 

on  the  top  of  an  ensign-staff.  A  round  bit  of  wood 
perforated  with  a  circular  hole  for  receiving  the 

upper  end  or  head  of  a  tent-pole. 

p  Sifio  malid,  An  auger,  wimble.  A  certain  root 

from  which  pearl-ashes  are  made. 

A  mahd,  (v.  n.  of  ii>^)  Making  (a  bed), 

spreading  equally.  Attending  to  one's  affairs  and 
gaining,  (pi.  i^^f^  muhud)  A  cradle,  couch,  swing. 

A  tract  of  level  ground.  ^  mini'l  mahd, 
From  the  cradle.    ,l^y>  mahdi  nafs- 

musa' ,  The  ark  of  bulrushes  in  which  the  infant 
Moses  was  exposed.  mahdi  miwa,The  sky. 

Muhd,  {\A.Li\^\  amhddax\d  sd^mihadat)  A  piece 
of  ground  prominent  or  hollow ;  also  plain  and 

level,  lluhud  or  muhd,  (pi.  of  lil^  mihad)  Beds. 

A  "^y^  mihadd.  Talkative  (man). 
A  ItX^x  mahdas.  Part  of  the  night  (a  third). 
A  mihdds.  Accustomed  to  give  presents. 

A  slii.^  mahdasat,  Condition,  estate. 

A  ̂^ii>f*  mihddj.  Shrill-voiced  (camel). 
A  I— -J^k^  muhaddah.  Fringed  (silken  garment). 
A  muhdat,  A  piece  of  ground  prominent 

or  hollow  ;  also  plain  and  level,  llihadat,  (pi.  of 

li^*  muhd  and  i^^muhdai)  Patches  of  ground  pro- 
minent or  hollow ;  also  plain  and  level. 

A  liii.^  mahdad,  A  woman's  name. 
Ajd^  muhdar,  (Blood)  shed  with  impunity. 

AjS-j<  muhaddir,  Braying  (camel).  fj,J!}^^ 

ka'l  muhaddir fi'l  ̂ nnat,  Like  a  camel  bray- 
ing in  the  pen  kept  apart  from  the  females  (said  of 
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one  who  makes  a  noise  without  doing  any  thing). 

A  SjiX^  mahdarat.  Small  fore- teeth. 

A  'iSiX^  muhdifat.  Fleshy  (woman). 

p  ̂ ^.^  mahdum,  A  pigeon  with  a  black  body and  white  tail. 

A  j^iiyo  rnuhdim.  Libidinous  (she-camel). 

A  ̂ ^l\(fO  muhdin,  (A  horse)  that  abates  or  con- 
ceals his  speed. 

A  mahdanat.  Quiet,  tranquillity. 

A  lijiiye  mahdud.  Demolished,  ruined. 

A  (^jS^  mahdush.  Instigated,  irritated  (dog). 

A  ̂ jiiyo  mahdUm,  Destroyed,  demolished,  le- 
velled with  the  ground.  Thick  (milk).  Giddy  in 

sailing.  (_j*»U«»^l  j^jtiy  mahdumu'l  asds,  Totally 
ruined,  destroyed  to  the  very  foundation. 

aS/cj  A^maMMma^,(Land)wet  with  gentle  rain. 

A  mihda',  A  plate  or  any  thing  similar 
in  which  an  offering  or  a  present  is  made.  A  man 

or  woman  who  makes  frequent  offerings  or  pre- 

sents. Muhda',  Offered,  presented,  dedicated. 
A  e^,S^  mahdii/at,  A  bride  carried  home  to  her 

husband's  house.  A  present,  gift. 

p  iOt>yo  mahdiya.  Name  of  a  city  in  the  west. 

Aj\j>^  mihzar.  Delirious,  raving,  doting  (wo- 
man). Mihzdr,  (or  mihzarat)  Delirious, 

raving,  doting.  A  dotard. 

A  L-^J.^  muhazzab,Good,  sincere,  upright,  free 
from  vice.  Improved.  Polite.  Adorned,  trimmed. 

Ajii^  mihzar.  Delirious,  doting. 
A  mihzaf,  Quick,  active,  expeditious. 

A  j»<\^  mihzam.  Sharp,  keen  (sword). 
Kj^mahr,  (v.  n.  of^)  Contracting,  engaging 

by  writing  to  make  a  settlement  on  a  wife.  Excel- 
ling in  any  art  or  profession,  (pl.jj^  muhur)  A 

marriage-portion  or  gift  settled  upon  the  wife  be- 
fore marriage.  Muhr,  (pl.jV^ amhdr,J\^  mihdr, 

and  'ij^  miharaf)  A  horse-colt.  The  firstling  (of 
a  horse  or  other  aninal).  (pi.  miharat)  A  bone 

in  the  upper  part  of  the  breast.  The  fruit  of  the 

colocynth.  Muhar,  (pi.  of  5^  muhrat)  Joints  of 
the  breast;  or  gristles  of  the  ribs. 

p mihr.  The  sun.  Love,  friendship,  afi'ec- 
tion,  kindness.  Mercy,  pity.  The  month  of  Sep- 

tember. The  sixteenth  day  of  every  month.  Death. 

A  mandrake.  A  red  stone.  A  gilded  ball  fixed 

on  a  canopy  or  a  standard.  Name  of  a  fire-tem- 
ple. Name  of  an  angel.  Name  of  a  village  in  Hin- 

dustan, ^j^^  j^mihri  khdmar&n,  Name  of  the 

poet  L?jy^  anwari,  iJl^^OjZi mihri  shari^t, 
An  epithet  of  Muhammad.  j  Sj  j  cJl^  j 

mihr  u  mahahbat  u  roidd  u  idfat,  Love,  and  friend- 

ship, and  affection,  and  benevolence.  Muhr  or  mu- 

hur,  A  seal,  seal-ring.  A  gold  coin  current  in  In- 
dia for  about  1/.  16s.  The  cautery,  or  the  instru- 

ment which  makes  the  impression  ;  also  the  mark 

made  upon  cattle  by  way  of  distinction.  Virginity 

of  a  daughter,  ̂ j^muhrijam,  (j»i»-  j^muhri 

hhum,  or  ̂        muhri  fam)  Silence. 
muhri  dahdni  roza-ddrdn,  An  epithet  of 

the  sun  during  the  month  of  Ramazan.  i^'^jj^ 

muhr  zadan,  To  seal,  muhr  shudan.  To 

be  suspended,  deferred,  i^'^^ muhr  hardan, 

To  suspend,  defer.  ̂ ^1-<uJ,»jJ  muhri  sulaymdn. 
The  seal  of  Solomon  ;  also  the  knot  of  Solomon, 

being  two  triangles  interbraced, which  they  suppose 

to  have  a  cabalistical  virtue.  (^^>-> muhri  nu- 

huwat,The  seal  of  prophecy  impressed  on  the  shoul- 
der of  Muhammad.  ij>  muhri  nara,  Glans 

penis.  3Iuhr,  (or  ̂ j<« inuhri  maryam)  (The 
knot  of  Mary)  A  kind  of  herb. 

p  mihrd,  Name  of  the  daughter  of  the  go- 
vernor of  Kabul  and  mother  of  Rustam. 

A        muharras,  Well-dressed  or  boiled. 

p  (— mihrdb.  Name  of  a  champion  of  Tu- 
ran.  (See  mzAra.) 

A  muhrat,  (pi.  of  'ij^  muhrat)  Fillies. 

p  j]ji(fO  mihrdz,  (in  Morocco)  A  mortar. 

A  f^]j^  mihras,  (pi.  ̂ >J^  maharis)  A  mor- tar in  which  any  thing  is  bruised.  An  oblong  stone 

trough  in  which  they  perform  their  ablutions  be- 

fore prayer.  A  man  fearing  nothing  in  the  night- 
time. A  camel  bulky  and  slow.  A  voracious  camel. 

p  :>j.sUi\j^  mihr  isfand.  Name  of  the  twenty- 
ninth  day  of  every  month  in  the  solar  year;  also 

of  the  angel  presiding  over  that  day. 

A  ̂^/t^  mihrd^  as         clI  miVtra^,  The  lion. A  malt,  or  muhrdh.  Poured  out,  diffused. 

p  ̂J]Ji(<  mihran.  Name  of  a  great  river.  Name of  a  learned  man.  Name  of  a  king. 

A  muhrdna,  A  fee  exacted  by  the  KazI 

from  the  Muhammadans  at  weddings. 

A  L-^^  mahrab,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jt>)  Fleeing,  run- 
ning away.  Flight.  A  place  to  flee  unto.  3Iih' 

rab,  A  wooden  instrument  moved  to  and  fro  by  a 

sower.  Muhrib,  Timid,  fearful. 

p  i^j^mih7-bdn,  Benevolent, beneficent, kind, 
affectionate,friendly,  compassionate,  favouring,lov- 

ing  :  propitious.  A  preserver,  defender.  A  friend. 

p  ̂ J^J^  mihrbdni.,  Friendship,  friendliness, kindness.  A  sort  of  stuff  of  an  extremely  delicate 
texture.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

Pa* 

mihrbdni  kard.an.  To  favour,  to  shew  friendship. 

pSiXmj  ^\>j^mihrbdnikardashuda,Pit[ed. 

A  'ij^  mahrat.  The  name  of  the  founder  of  an Arabian  tribe.  ilfM/tmi,  A  female  colt,  a  filly.  A 

bone  in  the  upper  part  of  the  breast.  A  small  shell 

or  pearl  used  as  a  philtre  by  women,  (pl.^^  7nu- 

har)  A  joint  in  the  breast ;  or  the  gristle  of  the 

ribs,  'ij^ jt>'^\  \  JajO  lam  tu^i  hdza'l  am- 
ra'l  miharata.  You  have  not  gone  the  right  way 

to  work  in  this  matter.  Maharat,  (pi.  of^U  md- 

hir)  Masters,  skilful  men  in  any  art  or  profession. 

(^)ii.=-  ̂   maharadfanni  hadls,  Celebrated 

collectors  or  expounders  of  the  sayings  (of  Muham- 



mad).  Miharat,  (pi.  of  muhr)  Bones  in  the 

upper  parts  of  the  breast.  Colocynth-fruits. 

A  muharratu'l  ashdak,  (A  dog) 
having  a  wide,  gaping  mouth, 

A         ̂ ^^^^j)  (-^  horse)  running  much  or  fast. 

p  {^^^j^  mihrjan  or  mahrajan,  The  autumnal 

equinox.  The  autumn.  (^W^/t^  (J-^  fasli  mah- 
rajan, The  autumnal  season.  A  festival  celebrated 

in  Persia  in  the  month  of  September. 

A  mahrajat,  (v.  n.  of  ^  ̂^^^ 

coined  from  p  (^W;^  mahrajan')  Presenting  (a 
sweetmeat)  at  the  autumnal  equinox. 

r  1^^^  mihr-hhwan,  A  title,  an  address 

(used  particularly  in  India)  ;  as,  ̂Is-  u-C**  1  asaf- 

khan,         ̂ ^J>*>*\  islam-khan,  &c. 
Pjli>      muhr-dar,  Keeper  of  the  seals. 
p  ̂ ^1^ muhr-dahan,  Taciturnity.  A  fast. 

p  jjl3lfcii^<  muhr-dahandn,  Those  who  fast. 

A  ̂ jj^  muharzak,  Shut  up  in  prison. 
p  muhr-zan,  A  sealer. 

A  ̂ jf^  muhra^  Trembling  from  terror,  anger, 
or  weakness,  muhri^  The  lion. 

A  muhrak,  (pi.  (jj^v*  maharik)  A  shell 
used  in  smoothing  or  glazing  paper.  A  tableman  for 

playingdraughtsorbackgammon. Glazed  paper.  A 

leaf,  page.  A  book,  writing.  A  desert ;  level  ground. 

A  (j^-j*  mahra,  muhra,  or  muhrukan,  The  sea. 

p  f^^j^  mihrgan,  Autumn.    (See  mihr.) 

U        m?7ir</a«i  huzvrg,  Name  of  a  note  in 
music.  a>^lj>-  mihrgani  hhasa,  Name  of  the 

twenty-first  day  of  the  month  mihr. 

ti) mihrgani  khurdak,  (or  <^ ̂̂ J^  mihr- 
gani  huchak)  Name  of  a  note  in  music,  {^^^j^ 

mihrgani  ̂ ma,  Name  of  the  sixteenth  day 
of  the  month  mihr. 

p  (3^;^  mihrgani,  Autumnal.  Autumnal  pro- 
duce. Name  of  the  twenty-fifth  note  of  the  barbud, 

p  '^j^  mihr-giya,  (or  1>^j^  mihri  giyah)  A 
mistress,  the  face  of  a  sweetheart.  The  mandrake. 

The  plant  turnsole.  A  fresh  fruit,  from  the  root  of 

which  a  deliciousjuiceis  extracted.  Chemists;  those 

especially  who  search  after  the  philosopher's  stone. 
The  down  on  the  cheek  of  a  youth.  Kings. 

A  mahram,  (or  'i^cj^  mahramat)  Decre- 
pitude, imbecility  of  old  age. 

p  ̂J\<J^  mihrmdni,  Name  of  the  twenty-fifth 
note  of  the  barbud. 

p  i\<j^  mihrmdh,  Name  of  the  seventh  month 
of  the  solar  year. 

K'isjj^muharnifat,  (A  female)  crying  in  a  low 
sobbing  voice,  and  weeping  silently. 

p         mah-ru,  Moon-faced,  beautiful. 
A  mahruf,  AflTected  by  intense  cold. 

p  ̂jbjj^  mahruhan,  Name  of  a  town  in  Persia. 

A  lijj^  mahrud,  (Cloth)  dyed  yellow. 

Al>hjj((<mahrv.zat,ex\mY.  to  iya^mumassarat. 

Ajjj^  mahrtir,  (A  camel)  troubled  with  a  flux 
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or  watery  tumour  between  the  skin  and  flesh. 

A  ̂ Jjj) muhraw7ih,  (Rain)  poured  forth. 

A  ̂  mahru^  Fallen  on  the  ground.  Seized with  madness. 

A  mahratun.  Hurt  by  intense  cold. 

p  muhra,  A  kind  of  small  shell  resembling 

pearls ;  concha  veneris.  Glass  or  coral-beads.  A 
stone  found  in  the  head  of  a  serpent.  A  shell  used 

for  giving  a  smoothness  and  a  glossiness  to  paper. 

An  iron  or  bone  polishing-instrument.  A  rubber. 

Glossiness  (of  paper).  A  chessman,  a  tableman, 

counter  for  playing  any  gaffie^as^  backgammon  or 
draughts.  Dice.  A  smith's  hammer.  CUi^ 

muhrad pushtyThehack-hone.  ^li  tj^muhra- 
tdj,  Any  thing  hollow  which  is  blown  like  a  trum- 

pet. jj\d^\s>-  muhranjan-ddrv,  ^ezoar-stone. 
ui)l=-  muhrasi  khdk,  (or  muhraM 

gilin)  Terrestrial  globe.  Human  body,  jii  5^ 

^\:>-  muhra  darjam  afgandan,  To  throw 
the  pebble  into  the  cup  (a  signal  for  mounting  on 

horseback).  y> j^J^Jm muhra  dar  shash 
dar  budan,  To  be  fast  in  prison,  (jwlisjii 

^^jJk^il  muhra  dar  tds  afgandan.  To  break  wind, 

j^uiuij  i^^J'  *rt^  muhra  dar  gardan  jam^ 

shudan,  To  break  the  neck,  j^^.i^  muhra^i  dl- 
mar,  Plaster,  incrustation,  or  ornament  of  a  wall, 

jj         muhrari  zar.  The  world-illuminating  sun. 

muhr  a  A  sim,  (or  ̂ J^^CMi  muhra  fi  si- 

mabl)  Moon  and  stars,  lijj*-^  S^**  muhran  laja- 
ward.  The  sky.  i^^^JLa  muhraA  mushkin, 

The  earth.  a>fl5-  j  8^  muhra  tu  huhha,  (Cup  and 

ball)  Earth  and  heaven,  ̂ ri*^  iJ^'^ji^  muhra- 
hayi  tasbih,  A  string  of  beads,  rosary.  ̂ J\J>J^ 

(.iUi  muhrahdyi  falak,  The  stars.  5^  khar- 
muhra,  Trappings  for  mules  ornamented  with  small 

shells,  {^'^^'^j^  kaghid  muhra  kardan,  To 
glaze  or  smooth  paper.  ̂ ^Ic-**  (J^j^  muhrahdyi 
simdbl,  The  stars. 

p  j^iS       muhra-ddr.  Polished,  glazed,  glossy. 

p       ij^  muhra-zan,  A  polisher. 
p  ̂^J^iMi  SjTjx  muhra-sang,  An  onyx,  especially 

one  black  and  white  found  in  Arabia. 

p  ̂ JJ^■'>  mihri,  A  psaltery,  sackbut.  A  kind  of 
lute,  p  Muhrl,  A  drain,  a  gutter,  p  Muhuri,  (or 

muharrV)  Any  writer  or  under-clerk  among 
the  natives  of  Bengal. 

A  (J^ji^J^mw^arm',  Well-dressed,  boiled  (meat). 
A  mahriy,  (pi.  mahdra')  A  camel 

bred  in  the  tribe  of  Mahrat. 

Ais-ij^  mahriy  at,  {j^l.^J^  mahdra' audi  'Csj^ 
mahdrty)  A  particular  species  of  Arabian  camel. 
A  red  kind  of  wheat. 

A  ̂ y^.jt^  muhrik,  One  who  pours  out. 

Aj^  mahz,  (v.  n.  of^J^)  Keeping  back,  driv- 
ing off.   Striking:  on  the  breast  with  the  fist. 

A  j  mahzarat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ JJs)  Laughing  at, 

mocking,  jeering. 

A  yj^ji^fo  niihzdk,  (A  woman)  who  laughs  immo- 
derately, and  remains  not  still  in  a  place. 

A  [»^}^  mihzdm,  A  tower.  A  piece  of  wood  on the  end  of  which  boys  in  play  put  fire  (whence, 

ij^^f^.yal^buna  mihzdman,  They  play  at 
that  game).  A  poker  or  brand  with  which  they 
stir  the  fire.  A  short  staflT  or  rod. 

AjJ.j^  mihzar.  Cheated,  cozened,  defrauded. 

A  ̂ jj^muhazrak,  Shut  in  prison,  imprisoned. 
A  mihza^  A  pestle  with  which  they  pound 

in  a  mortar.  A  lion  crushing  his  prey.  One  who 
breaks  every  tree. 

A jjjt*  mahzur,  Driven  off",  expelled. 
A  tjjjt^  mahziil,  (pi.  (J^J^  mahdziV)  Emacia- ted (especially  with  age). 

A  mahzHm,  Routed,  put  to  flight.  Di- 

vided, separated,  torn  (from  one's  family). p     '■■■^•^  mahist.  Weighty,  heavy. 

A  (jS^  mahash,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Burning.  Be- 
ing burnt.  Scratching  with  the  nails.  Shaving 

(her)  face  (a  woman). 

A  ̂Li^*  mahshds,  (or  mihshdm)  (A  she- 
camel)  soon  becoming  lean. 

A jli^  mihshdr,  (A  camel)  conceiving  at  once. 

A  i^^-i^  mahshUm,  Broken.  Routed. 
p  i^xi^x  mah-shed.  Moonlight.  The  moon. 
A  ̂lw>a^  mahsds,  (Ground)  bare  of  herbage. 

AjLiij-^  mihsdr,  {ovjto,^  mihsar)  (A  lion) 
breaking  to  pieces  his  prey. 

A  (3*3^  muhsal,  Thick,  bulky  (ass). 

A  ftrt^^  mihsam,  A  lion. 
Kjyo^  mahsur.  Bent,  curved,  bowed  down. 
A  (^joyo^  mahsUs,  Trampled  on.  Broken. 

A  ILa-f^.ta^  muhas-hisat,  A  thief's  eye  at  night. 
A  mihsir,  (A  lion)  crushing  his  prey. 
A         muhazzam.  Slim  (waist). Reeden  (pipe). 

A  (^jayto^  mahzHz,  Broken,  bruised,  pounded. 

A  j«^*a-t*  mahzum,  Collapsed,  shrunken  (belly). 
Close,  compressed  (as  the  two  divisions  of  a  cloven 

foot).  Reeden  (flute).  Mya^almahziimat,A.T\avo- 
matic  made  with  a  mixture  of  musk  and  unguen- 

tary  nuts. 
A  Lo^-^i^  muhazhizat,  (A  woman)  troublesome 

to  her  neighbours. 

A  muhti^  One  who  keeps  the  eyes  fixed 
on  the  ground  in  silence  from  modesty  or  humility. 

(A  camel)  naturally  low  in  the  neck. 

A  Jjiij^  mahtul.  Wet  with  incessant  rain. 

A  maha^  A  change  of  colour  in  the  face 

produced  by  some  fearful  event. 

A  'iSLSL-^  muhaffafat,  Slender-waisted,  merry, 
and  jovial  (girl). 

A  Ldlij^  muhajfak,  A  blundering  fellow. 

A  C-'^fl.j/c  m.ahfut,  Astonished,  amazed. 

A  'iSL^^Li^  muhafhafat,  Slender-waisted,  merry, 
and  jovial  (woman). 

A  ̂ ^mahk,  (v.  n.  of  J.^)  Running.  Mahah, 



Greenness  of  water.  Blue  colour  of  eyes. 

A  -^15^  mahhas,  (fern,  of  ̂ j^\amhak)  White, 
without  any  mixture  of  red  or  glossiness.  Blue  or 

grey  (eye).  (A  fountain)  of  green  water. 

A  yi^-o  mahhu^  (A  horse)  marked  with  a 
circle  of  hairs  on  the  breast. 

p  uLiY*  fnahk,  Liquorice.  Muhak,  A  wart. 

A  uii^  mahlt,  (v.  n.  of  til-^)  Grinding  (aro- 
matics)  into  a  fine  powder.  Tiring,  wearing  out 

with  excessive  venery.  Polishing,  smoothing.  Tra- 

velling fast  (camels).  Mahah,  (v.  n.  of  d)^)  Be- 

ing addle,  unfruitful  (a  stallion's  loins). 

A'i^^mah  orniuhkaffYonih;  maturity  of  youth. 
A^Jyc  mahkar,  (or  ij^^i^  mahharat)  A  place 

for  wonder  or  admiration. 

A  i^y^L^  mahliuh,  Worn  down  by  rubbing. 
Impudent,saucy.  Unable  to  keep  in  wind  or  dung. 

A  maJil,  (v.  n.  of  (J.^*)  Anointing  (a  camel) 

with  the  liquid  pitch  called  ̂ ^\J^^  khazhhaz. 

The  pus  of  dead  bodies.  3Iahl  or  mahal,  (v.  n.  of 

J.^)  Going  quietly,  doing  any  thing  by  degrees, 
slowly,  easily.  Quiet,  leisure.  Delay,  respite. 

aJi^  ̂a/a'  mahlihi,  Leisurely,  by  degrees.  ̂  
Id  mahla,  No  delay.  Muhl,  Any  kind  of  mineral 

or  metal,  especially  melted  brass  or  iron.  Mother 

or  dregs  of  oil.  Liquid  pitch.  Pus,  matter.  Poi- 
son, venom.  A  bit  of  coal  or  ashes  dropping  from 

bread.  3Iahal,  Quiet,  leisure,  delay,  calm  proce- 
dure, slow  movement.  Progress,  advancement. 

Ancestors.  Corruption  of  a  dead  carcase. 

A  ̂̂ ic  malilan,  Fair  and  softly,  give  a  little  time. 
A  c- muhallab,  Name  of  a  poet.  Muhallib, 

The  coldest  days  in  the  middle  of  January. 

^  A  'i\^<  mail,  mill,  muh,  or  mahalat,  The  pus  of 
dead  bodies.  3Iuhlat,  Thin  or  melted  pitch.  De- 

lay, putting  off,  deferring,  retarding  ;  respite,  time, 

leisure.  Provision  or  preparation  made  for  any  a p- 
proaching  event.  A  delay  granted  for  an  appointed 

time  or  term.  i^-is^        akhaza  ̂ la' 
fuldnin  almuhlata,  He  took  precedence  of  So-and- 

so  (in  age  or  in  good-breeding). 

p  Uil.j*  mah'lilia,  Fair  as  the  moon,  beauteous. 

A  ui^y^  muhlah,  Destroyed,  ruined.  Muhlik, 

Destructive,  killing,  fatal,  deadly,  pernicious. 

A  'i^S^  maJilakat,  mahlikat,  or  mahluhat,  A 
dangerous  place,  precipice.  A  desert.  3Iahlikat,(\. 

n.of  liiiJi)  Dying,  perishing. 

A  ̂ 3i^  muhallal,  Bent,  curved  in  the  form  of 

the  new  moon;  crescent-shaped,  semi-lunar.  (A 
camel)  humpbacked  from  leanness. 

p  iXfJ^o  mahland,  An  Indian  sword. 

A  mahlub,  (A  horse)  the  hairs  of  whose 

tail  have  been  plucked  out:  rat-tailed. 

A  ;_j>>jl^TOa/iZws, Stupid, silly.  Lean.  Consump- 

tive. ,Jiij<5\  (_>w_ji^ma/tZMsM'Z^aAZ,  Bereft  of  reason. 
A  mahlusat,  Skinny  (woman). 

K  (J.ji^?nMAaZ/m/,  Delicately-composed  (verse). 
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Thinly  or  finely-wrought  (cloth).  3Iuhalhil,  A 
maker  of  fine,  subtle,  or  delicate  verses.  Name  of 
Amru'l  Kays. 

^  A  '^Y^  niuhamm,  Oppressed  with  care,  sad.  3Tu- himm,  Great,  important,  necessary,  urgent,  serious, 

momentous  (business),  p  ̂ ^dJ^  muhimm  shu- 
dan,  To  be  of  great  consequence,  to  urge,  press. 

A  mahma,  As  often  as,  so  many  times  as, 
whensoever.  Whenever.  Wherever.  How  often  ? 

When  ?  mahma  amkana,  In  whatever  it 

may  be  possible,  whenever  it  can,  as  often  as  possible. 

A  oVli.^  muhimmdt,  (pi.  fem.  oi"^^  muhimm') 
Necessary  things,  matters  of  grave  importance.  Ex- 

peditions. Studies,  cares,  endeavours.  ̂ ^Ut»  Ol^-o 
muhimmdti  safar,  Needful  provisions  for  ajourney. 

AjU^  mihmdr,  Verbose,  talkative. 

Ajl*^  mihmdz,  (pi.  jyo\.j/o  mahdmiz')  A  spur. 
A  (•W^  mahmdmi,  Nothing  remains  (in  answer 

to  -^(_^  jl^^ij^  O^^^  baka'  ̂ ndakum  sha^yHave 
you  any  thing  left  ?) 

p  ̂jW^  mihmdn,  A  guest.    A  son-in-law. 

P jjj^.  (jU^  mihmdn-parwar,  Hospitable. 

P  (_5j_5j^.  (jU'^^  mViman-parwari,  Hospitality. 
p  joli»-  ̂ ^W^  mihmdn-hhdna,  (or  (jW^ 

mihmdn-sardt/)  An  inn,  caravansera,  or  any  place 

where  travellers  are  lodged  and  entertained.  A  hos- 
pitable hall.  A  hospital,  hospice.  An  almshouse. 

The  world. 

PjU  U^V*  ''^^^>'ff*'^^-dcir,  A  hospitable  or  cour- 
teous man.  One  who  has  the  charge  of  receiving 

andentertainingguests.  A  host.  An  officer  appointed 
to  receive  and  entertain  an  ambassador. 

P  ̂JJ\si\.^  mihmdn-ddri,  Hospitality,  a  wait- 
ing upon  guests. 
p  (3^.^  mihmani,  An  entertainment,  banquet, 

feast.  Hospitality,  t^'^^ ij^^*^  mihmdm  kardan, 

To  prepare  a  feast,  to  give  ̂   .s'^^l*^  mihmdnlsi 
^m,  A  general  entertainment  to  all  ranks  (^(^l^r^^ 

i^jo^  mihmdnlsi  hhds  implying  a  banquet  to  which 

only  select  friends  are  invited),  ajji-  -^^l^  mih- 
mdnlsi hhutna,  A  circumcision-feast. 

i^jjS'  mihmdnui  ^rus,  A  marriage-feast. 
A  mahammat,  (v.  n.  of  p&)  Keeping  (one) 

in  an  anxious  state  of  mind  (a  thing).  3Iuhimmat, 

An  important  affair,  about  wh  ich  one  grows  anxious. 

p  muhimtarln,  Most  important,  neces- 

sary above  all. 
mihmar,  Verbose,  talkative. 

p  ti;^  mih-mard,  A  great  man.  Head  man  of 
a  ward,  judge  of  the  market.  Master  of  the  horse. 

Aj.^  mihmaz,  (pl.ytX^  mahdmiz)  A  spur. 
A  mihmazat,  A  goad,  or  instrument  of 

wood,  or  pointed  with  iron  (for  driving  asses). 

A  ̂ il^  muhammak,  Bruised  barley. 
A  (J-*.^-*  muhmal,  Allowed  to  range  at  liberty. 

Not  used,  obsolete,  of  no  signification ;  spoken  with- 

out meaning;  (a  word) used  improperly:  neglected. 
14  z 

A  letter  without  a  diacritical  point,  unpointed ;  as, 

ddl  or  J  rd  with  respect  to  i  zdl  or  J  zayn,  the 
former  being  called  Jli>  ddli  muhmala,  the 

latter  e^:?^  (J^i^  ̂dli  mu^ama.  (in  grammar)  Not 

governing  (opposed  to  ̂yo\S'  ̂ mil).  3Iuhviil,'N  eg- ligent,  careless,  remiss,  indifferent,  unconcerned. 

A  ̂ Lv-^  muhamlaj,  Convenient,  manageable 
(business).    Tractable,  easy-paced  (pack-horse). 

aJ^^  mahmuz,  Alif  \  hamzated,  i.e.  marked 
with  hamza  — .  (A  poem  or  verse)  endingin  hamza. 

A  i^y^  mahmus,  Hidden,  concealed.  Feebly 
pronounced  (letter). 

A  mahmusat,  Those  letters  of  the  alpha- 
bet which  are  contained  in  the  artificial  words,  sS»- 

hassahu  .ihakhsun  fasahata. 

A{^^^  mahmus,  Agitated,disturbed  (at  heart). 

A  i^y^  mahmuh,  Relaxed,  hanging  down. 
A  mahmul,  Shed,  fallen,  dropt  (tear). 

A  j«^.»^ma/i?/iMm,Grieved,sad,low,melancholy. 
A  s.^^  mahmah,  An  extensive  desert. 
A  mahmahat,  (v.  n.  of  «>^.^  Q)  Checking, 

chiding,  rebuking,  driving  off".  Preventing,  hin- 
dering, (pi.  «/ol^  mahdmih)  An  extensive  desert. 

A  barren  wilderness. 

pjjcv^  mihmlz  or  mahmlz,  A  spur.  ij<^^jt:*^ 

mihmiz  kardan,  To  spur  (a  horse). 

V mihrnlz-khnmr,  A.  horse  that  will 

bear  the  spur,  dull,  thick-skinned. 
A  mahn  or  mihn,  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Serving, 

waiting  upon  (as  a  domestic).  Striking,  distress- 

ing, injui'ing.  Drawing  (a  garment).  Lying  with, 
Milking  (a  camel)  at  her  return  from  watering. 

A  li^  mahnas,  Easy,  light,  wholesome.  Any 

thing  acquired  without  trouble. 
A  Uyo  muhannas,  Received  with  congratula- 

tions, or  deserving  of  them. 

A  ̂Uyo  muhands,  (pi.  of  {^j^  mahln)  Contemp- 

tible, abject.  Weak  in  judgment.  Little,  few.  Un- 
fruitful (stallions). 

p  i^Uys  mahndh,  Bright  (moon),  at  the  full. 
p  eoU^  mahndna,  An  ape,  a  monkey. 

A  u-*jy>  mihnab,  Intensely  silly. 

A  mahnat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J1(<)  Serving.  Service. 
3Iihnat,mahnat,mahanat, or mahinat,  Skilfulness 

in  doingany thing(specially  adroitnessasaservant). 

Ai^jyo  muhannad,  (A  sword)  of  Indian  steel. 

A  (^jjii^jyo  muhandis,  (orjiij^o  muhandiz)  (a 
word  coined  from  the  p  anddza)  A  geome- 

trician. A  maker  of  subterraneous  aqueducts.  A 

measurer.land-measurer.  (^jttSi^  muhandisi 

falak,  An  astronomer.    The  planet  Saturn. 

A  j|^w>jye  muhandasly,  Constructed  with  ma- thematical exactness  (XAUiXikfc  handasat). 

A  j^tioyo  muhandam,  Prepared  with  due  regard 
to  rule  and  proportion  (p  ̂\^\  anddm). 

A  ̂ y-^  mahnus,  (A  camel)  daubed  with  pitch. 

A  mahnu^  (A  camel)  marked  with  MuJt. 



A  mahnun,  Strong.  Fat.  Made  to  weep. 

A  ,11^  muhanna',  Received  with  gratulations. 
A        muhannif,  One  who  congratulates. 

A  mahw,  (v.  n.  of  L^for^^)  Striking  hard. 
Thin,  watery  milk.  A  thin  or  sharp  sword ;  and 

shining  when  brandished.  Pearls.  A  whitish  stone. 

A  ripe  date.  A  violent  blow.  Cold.  Name  of  the 
father  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  ̂^y^  mahrvas,  A  space  between  two  moun- 
tains, or  any  thing  similar,  gap.  The  atmosphere. 

A  5^^^  inahwat,  Air,  sky,  atmosphere. 

A  maliarvat,  (pi.  of  isV^x)  Wild  cows. 
V mahmar,  Like  the  moon.  Monthly. 

p  ij^ytf^  mahwara,  A  monthly  stipend. 

A^.yt^  mihrva^  A  shout  in  battle. 
A  ̂ ^l^-Y*  muhwamnn  or  Mun,  A  large  plain ; 

extensive  desert.  Custom,  usage.  Part  of  the  night. 

A  t—'j^  mahub,  Awful,  revered  (man).  For- 
midable (place).  A  lion. 

A  muhanharat  or  muhawhirat,  Hairy 

(ear).  Muhawhirat,  Very  fleshy  (she-camel). 
A         mahwat,  Tenuis  genitura. 

A  1^^^  muhud,  (pi.  of       mahd)  Cradles. 

A  li^^  muharvwad,  (fem.  Sti^^  muhaivwadaf)  ; 
Gentle  (singing).  Turned  Jew,  judaised. 

Pjj^  mahwar,  The  selenites  in  Arabia  (hav- 
ing a  number  of  shining  white  spots,  which  increase 

and  decrease  with  the  moon). 

Ajj^  muhur,  (v.  n.  of^)  Excelling  in  any  art 

or  profession,  (pi.  of ̂   mah?-)  Dowries,  marriage- 
portions,  or  gifts  settled  on  wives  before  marriage. 

A  (^j^  iimhawnas,  Struck  with  fury,  dement- 
ed. 3Iuhamwis,  Dementating.  An  alchymist. 

A  i^jti^ffo  muhawwisi,  Alchymy. 

p  i^y^  inahwashjJjike  the  moon.  Beautiful 
as  the  moon.  A  sweetheart. 

A         mihwa^  A  shout  in  battle. 

A  (^^^  mahuk,  A  slender,  limber  bow. 
p         maliul,  A  gin  for  catching  birds. 

A  mahul,  (in  comp.  with         ImkI)  as, 

Ojii  hawlun  mahulun,  Great  terror. 
A  wiM/ta7i'nJi7,  Terrific,  horrible.  One  who 

exacts  an  oath  by  fire.  (See  (J^.j^  tahrml). 

A  (j^^ 7Mihawwin,Oaevfho  makes  light  or  easy. 

p  ̂y^y^  mahwand,  Name  of  a  place  in  India 
famed  for  its  salt. 

A  {^y(<  mahrva',  A  space  between  two  moun- 
tains, or  the  like ;  a  gap,  gorge.  A  precipice. 

A  {jy^^  mahniy,  Desired,  loved,  liked,  wished. 
A  muhwaAnn  or  muhwasann,  A  wide 

extent  of  low  land. 

A  mahah,  (v.  n.  of  s-^^)  Being  smooth. 
Smoothness.  The  lustre  of  any  thing  fresh  or  new. 

Smooth.  Any  thing  easy  or  supportable.  Hope. 

A  vain  thing.  Intention,  design.  Pendulousness. 

Time.  Languor,  slowness.  (See  also  jj-^xi  ma/iaZ.) 
A  mahy,  (v.  n.  of  Pouring  much 
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water  upon  any  thing.    Making  thin,  sharpening 

(a  shoemaker's  knife).  The  full  speed  of  a  horse  : 
a  giving  him  plenty  of  rein.    Muha\  (pi.  of 

muhat)  Aquae  admissariorum. 
p  main,  A  kind  of  crystal,  which,  when 

hung  round  the  neck,  is  supposed  to  facilitate  par- 
turition, llihi,  Greatness.  Seniority. 

A  muhayya',  (or  IX^ j j>o\s^  hazir  u  muhay- 
ya')  Disposed  in  order,  prepared,  arranged,  ready, 

p  IXj/o  muliayya'  dashtan,  To  keep  ready. 
A  OIjl^  maliayat,  (pi.  of  fi^)  Wild  cows. 

A  ̂^^Jiv*  ''i^ihyaj,  (A  camel)  sooner  thirsty  than 
others.    (A  she-camel)  longing  for  (her)  home. 

pjU^  mihyaz,  Name  of  a  wrestler  of  Turan. 

A  I  sbtj/o  viihyaf,  Fine-necked  (camel).  Soon 
or  extremely  thirsty  (man  or  she-camel). 

p  SjLju^  mahyaiva,  Jelly  offish  dried  in  the 
sun.  Any  condiment  eaten  with  bread. 

A  u-*A_^  mahib,  Formidable,  terrible,  fearful, 

awful ;  severe ;  grave,  revered.  The  lion. 

A  '&^J^  mahyabat,  A  cause  of  fear  and  dread. 
A  muhayyij,  Stimulant,  inciting. 

AWJjL^ic  muliayduatj^diim.oi  1>\x^^  Condition. 

p^jj^  malar,  The  moon. 
A         malnrat.  Free  and  dowered  (woman). 

A  (_>3Jl^  mahyas,  (pi.  mahaAs)  A  place 
where  birds  mute.  A  deposit  of  guano. 

A  {^jai^  maliiz,  (A  bone)  broken  anew  after 
having  been  set. 

A        maltya^  (pi.  ̂^V*)  ̂  troad,  open  road. 
A  mahlk,  A  far  country,  distant  ground. 

An  impression  made  lengthwise.  A  mark  of  the 

rubbing  of  the  foot. 

A  CiL^  mahlk,  A  stallion  that  impregnates  not. 

A  t3'J^  mahil.  Formidable,  dreadful  (place). 

(Heaped-up  dust  or  sand)poured  out,  flowing  down. 

A  ̂ irf^  mahyam,  (supposed  to  be  abbreviated 
from b  \  'di>  l«  ma  hdza'  yd  amr,  What  is  this, 
O  man!)  How  do  you  do?  how  is  your  health? 

what  has  happened  to  you  ? 

A  j^<y«  muhayman.  Safe,  secure,  protected.  A 
name  of  God.  3Iuhaymin  or  muhayman,  A  pro- 

tector, defender  from  fear  and  danger.  One  who 

says  '  amen  '  to  any  thing,  i,  e.  confirms  it  by  his 
testimony,  a  witness,  evidence.  al  muhay- 

mm,A  name  of  God.  Ci?*V*  muhayminu' I 

a^a'.  The  most  high  God,  Omnipotence. 
A  eiVt*  mahin,  (pi.  -^li^  muhands)  Contemp- 

tible, abject.  Weak  in  judgment.  Unfruitful  (stal- 
lion). Little,  few.  Acid  (milk)  biting  the  tongue. 

Muhin,  A  despiser,  contemner.  Ignominious,  de- 

grading (punishment). 
p  mihin.  Greater,  greatest.  Elder  born. 

Fine,  subtle,  thin.  Like,  equal.  Name  of  a  woman. 

P  Ujl^  mahlnd,  A  month.  Monthly  pay. 

Pj\i5  Ijji^  mahind-ddr,  A  monthly  servant. 

pj_j(i  {Ji^  mihin-doz,  A  tailor,  a  performer  of 

any  fine  needle-work. 
p         mihina.  Greater,  greatest.  Eldest. 

^  ('yh:^  ''nahyum,  Thirsty  from  disease.  Asto- nished,confused,wanderingfrom  love  or  other  cause. 

p  iyx^  mahyarva.  Any  thing  eaten  with  bread. 
Eggs  or  rows  offish.  Meat  dressed  with  medici- 

nal herbs,  prepared  with  vinegar,  and  dried  in  the 
sun ;  also  preserved  with  aromatic  herbs,  vinegar, 
salt,  or  in  any  other  manner. 

A         muhayyi.  An  arranger  or  preparer. 

P(_^  may.  Grape-wine.  Rose-water.  Spirituous 
liquor.  A  goblet.  ̂ **iy*>  mayn  susan.  Li- 

quorice-wine, mayti  ndh.  Neat  wine. 
Mi,  A  particle  fixed  to  Persian  verbs,  and  generally 
indicating  the  present  or  preterite  imperfect  tense. 

It  is  also  prefixed  to  the  continuative  imperative  : 

as,        ml  rav,  Keep  on  going. 

p  mayd,  A  woman's  name,  (the  negative  im- 
perative of         dmadan.  To  come)  Do  not  come. 

A  'LmAm  muydmsat,  (v.  n.  3  of  jj-l^)  Render- 
ing desperate,  filling  with  despondency. 
A  a^\jk/o  muydbasat,  (v.  n.  3  of  (j^)  Drying. 

A  Olto  mUdt,  (pi.  of  iolo  misat)  Hundreds. 

\^\j^maydtlm,  (pi.  of  jCye  mutim)  (Mothers) 
left  with  fatherless  children. 

a^31a«  maydsir,  (pi.  of  ajixo  mlsarat)  Things 
thrown  over  a  saddle  to  make  the  seat  more  easy. 

Outer  garments,  j^W*  niaydsiru'l  humr,  Per- 
sian vehicles  of  silk  (prohibited  by  the  Muham- 

madan  law). 

A  JjSlxo  maydsik,  (or  ,JJoljwi  maydsVi)  (pi.  of 

ijlixo  misdh')  Agreements,  treaties. 
A,^^may7jdh,{iem.  s^\ljtmayydhat)A  walker 

with  a  graceful,  haughty,  flaunting  air. 

A  iis-lA*  miydhat,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ )  Mak- 
ing a  present.  Deprecating,  interceding. 

A  i'\iilju>  muydddt,  (v.  n.  3  of  t/'iV.)  Recompens- 
ing; giving  like  for  like ;  retaliating.  Delivering 

from  band  to  hand,  or  out  of  your  own  to  another's. 
A  jSiilXo  mayyddat,  A  negro  or  mulatto  girl. 

A  maydcUn,  (pi.  of  ̂J\<Xy<  mayddn  or 

middn)  Camps,  plains.    Race-grounds,  courses. 

A  ̂j^oIa*  maydzin,  (pi.  of  siiXo)  Minarets. 
AjU*  misdr,  An  exasperating  of  each  other. 

Aj\lj«mayydr,  One  who  brings  grain  from  other 
countries  for  family-use  or  sale.  Muyydr,  (and 

ij^mayydrai)  (pi.  ofjjl*  ma^iV)  Purveyors,  vic- 
tualers,  caterers. 

A  mayyds,  A  pompous  walker  waving 
from  side  to  side.    A  lion.    A  wolf. 

A  jwjU*  maydsir,  The  left  side. 
A  lijtJiXsjt  muydsarat,  (v.  n.  3ofJ-.-^)  Being  mild, 

gentle,  humane.  Turning  to  the  left  (with  fellow- travellers). 

p  ̂lajjjljyc  maydstu.  Name  of  a  fire-temple. 

A  j*>^^  maydsim,  (pi.  of  j»*«Jk<  misam)  Hot  irons 
with  which  they  brand  cattle.    Marks  so  made. 



Aj^t*i\xcmai/asir,  (pi.  of juiycmusir)  Opulent, 

wealthy.  (pl.ofj^Jk*mays«r)Prosperous (affairs). 

A  JiJuwljk*  mayaiih,  (pi.  of  ̂L<*x«  misdk)  Birds 
flapping  their  wings  when  flying. 

A  (jj**>lx«  mayasin,  (pi.  of  ̂jL«xe  misan)  Spar- 
kling stars  in  Orion. 

A  isVx*  miyat,  (v.  n.  of  laUi  for  iaA/<)  Driving 

away  ;  repulsing.  Avoiding,  retiring  from.  A  vio- 
lent push  upon  the  breast. 

A         mayyat,  Idle,  lazy.    An  idler,  sporter. 

A  (JaIsU*  mar/a<m,(pl. of  ̂̂ UaA/«)  Race-grounds. 

A  'i^asKijo  mwja^tat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ia«i,  not  used) 
Crying  "the  wolf!"  Giving  warning  of  the  ap- 

proach of  an  enemy. 

A  tj;^^^*  mayyafarikin,  Name  of  a  place. 

A  i^aAa/o  mayah'id,  Straps  with  which  the  fore 
parts  of  camels'  saddles  are  held  together. 

A  JU/o  misal,  (pi.  of  &5Ui)  Meadows.  Mills. 

A  (JVS*  mayyal,  Waving,  Very  affectionate. 

PjUljk/o  mayamar,  Reckon  not,  calculate  not. 

A  jj-^V.**  mayamin,  The  right  side.  (pi. 
ytimn)  Prosperities;  benedictions.  3Iuyamin,  One 

who  is  on  the  right  side. 

A  ftjk/cUxi  rmiyamanat,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j^)  Praying 

for  a  blessing  on  another,  pronouncing  a  benedic- 

tion. Turning  to  the  right  (with  fellow-travellers). 
Going  to  Yaman  or  Arabia  Felix. 

A  (j^-o^J;*  mayamin,  (pi.  of  (^_j«^)  Fortunate. 

p  ̂jU<e  miyan,  Waist,  loins.  Middle,  centre. 

Money-bag,  scrip.  Sheath,  scabbard.  Among,  be- 

tween, mean.  (j^J^^  miyan  bar  hastan,  To 

gird  the  waist.  ̂ ^bjXiJ  ̂ ^Ia*  miyani  lashkariyan, 

Amidst  the  soldiers.  f^d\^\j>  ̂ ^V.^J^  miyan  bar 
vftadan,  To  be  lost,  to  disappear,  (ji^jl 
dar  7niyan  awardan,  To  produce,  shew,  bring  into 

the  middle,  introduce,  (j^^i*  j*^  Jjj  ̂ — ̂ .  U^^^ 
dar  miyan,  One  day  between,  every  alternate  day. 

A         musan,  A  giving  attention  to. 

A  i^J^jo  mayyan,  A  liar. 

p       (jU/«  miyan-hala,  Of  middle  stature. 

p         ̂ ^iJC  miyan-basta,  Ready,  loin-girded. 
p  tjJo  miyan-hand,  Begirt.  A  belt,  gir- 
dle ;  waistband  of  drawers  or  trowsers. 

miyan-]my,  Infamous  boy.  Penis. 

p  ̂ ^yf^  ij^/"  miyan-tihi,  Empty  within ;  hollow. 

p  miyanji,  A  mediator,  arbitrator,  go- 
between,  broker.  A  schoolmaster.  Arbitration. 

i^ii^  ̂̂ ^\if>  miyanji  /;ar(Zaw,To  arbitrate,  mediate. 

AjI^^^Ix*  miyanijiy,  Native  of  Miyana. 

P     C5^^  "f^iiyanjicjar,  A  mediator. 
v^^Ji  ,_^Vji/o  mii/aryz^a?7,  Mediation.  ̂ a£U/« 

(_j^>  miyanjigari  namudan,  To  mediate. 

p  (j)^         miyan-khalt,  Hollow  within. 

pj\i^  miydn-dar,  A  mediator,  procurator, 
middle-man,  broker. 

p  jjji  fj\x<  miyan-sar,  The  crown  of  the  head. 
A  female  ornament  like  a  small  crown  adorned  with 
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gems  worn  on  the  head. 

p       ̂ jlxo  miydn-sard,  (or  sardy)  Mid- 
dle ;  square,  court  of  a  house ;  space  between  tents. 

p  (jU*  miydn-sardn,  A  kind  of  grape 
which  grows  abundantly  in  Khurasan. 

P  lii"  ̂jIjo*  miydn-had,  Of  a  middle  stature. 
p  uiJ^j^  (jVxc  miydn-kdwdk,  Hollow  within. 
p  miydnagl,  Middle,  half.  Mediation. 

p  miydngln,  The  centre. 
p  wU*  miydna,  The  middle.  The  middle  pearl 

in  a  string.  Middle-sized.  An  interstice.  Media- 
tion. A  sort  of  covered  litter.  Name  of  a  city.  Mi- 

ydnih,  A  town  in  Azarbayjan. 

p  Jl^  fj^i*  miydna-hdl,  Middling,  neutral. 

Ptj'jj  »jlx«mi?/awa-?'aui,Moderation,economy. 
A  middle  course. 

p      s^^J^*  miydna-had,  Of  middle  stature. 

p  ̂jf\xfO  miydni,  A  cod-piece. 
A  (jjoUx!  miydnin,  Middlemost. 

A  ̂j^J^  muydwim,  One  who  agrees  by  the  day 

{^y>.  yarvm).  Daily.  Lasting  long. 
A  muydivamat,  (v.  n.  3  of  Trans- 

acting business  in  the  day-time,  bargaining  by  the 

day(^^.  yanm).  Hiring  for  a  certain  number  of 

days  ('jytl^  muslidharat  implying  taking  by  the 
monthjj^  shahr). 

A         miydh,  (pi.  of      mdi)  Waters. 

(_^ls»  ?»/?/a/r<ja/'2,  Running  waters,  rivers,  currents. 
A  WkA*  maybat,  (from  p  b.>  ̂   may-bih?)  A  kind 

of  medicine  made  from  quince-juice. 

^  Kj^JLc  miibar,  A  needle-case.  A  sting,  (pi. 

jAio  majdMr)  Detraction.  A  secret  grudge  or  ha- 
tred (as  being  caused  by  slander).  Whatever  is 

thrown  upon  arable  grounds  or  palm-trees  to  ren- 
der them  fruitful.  Fine  sand. 

A  ijf'J^  viifbarat,  Slander.  A  sowing  of  dis- 
sension. A  needle-case.  The  first  sprouting  of  the 

dwarf  palm-tree  called  pjii  dawm. 
A  (jmjLjuo  muyabbis,  Drying ;  desiccative. 

A (Jjjk*mai/6fl?,  Awhip  made  of  twisted  leather 
thongs  fastened  to  a  stick.  Mibal,  A  thick  stick, 

A  (Jj^  misbal,  A  thick  stick. 
A  aiju^  maybalat,  A  whip  of  twisted  thongs. 

p        ^  may-pukhta,  (in  Arabic  turned  into 

may-buhhtaj')  Wine  boiled  down  to  a  con- 
sistency. Syrup  of  dates  and  grapes. 

p  •"'■^j).       may-parast,  Addicted  to  wine. 

A  <J1*J^  mayt,  (pi.  maytun')  Dead.  A 
corpse,  tjli^tic  C^sXSt  jamd^H  mayt,  A  funeral. 

A  mayyit,  (pi.  Cj\y6\  amwdt,  Ijyo  ma7v- 

ta',  or  mayyiimi)  Dead.  Dying,  moribund. 
A  mistds,  A  boundary,  goal,  winning-post 

(at  a  race).  A  public  road,  highway.  The  meet- 
ing of  several  roads.  Contiguity,  conjunction,  espe- 

cially in  a  straight  line.  Liberal,  attentive  to  re- 

ward. 8jU  A:j.x<'  tijb  ddri  bi  mistdsi  ddrihi,  My 
house  is  contiguous  to  his  house. 

A  jjll«-c  wi^^are,  A  woman  accustomed  to  bring 
forth  children  with  the  feet  foremost. 

A  mistabat,  A  kind  of  square  female  shift 
without  bosom  or  sleeves. 

A  may  tat, C&rv\on.  Unclean  cattleof  which 

no  tithes  are  paid.  Maytat,  (or  'Ll.'tc  mayyitai) 
Dead  (woman).  Mltat,  Death.  Manner  of  dying. 

A         manttat,  Victory  in  a  suit  at  law. 

T  CL^yjo  mayt-tdriklii,  An  epitaph. 

A  's!^^  mitakhat,  A  staff,  stick,  cudgel,  club. 

A  Jijo*  mitad,  (or  *s\\jkx«  mitadai)  A  mallet  for 
driving  piles  or  tent-pins. 

F^j-«  mitar,  Name  of  a  wrestler. 

A         muyattim,  (Maker  of  orphans)  Death. 

A  eSi^  maytamat,  (pi.  of  ̂ ijo^yaflm^  Orphans. 
p  yiijo  mitu,  A  kind  of  club,  having  a  head  re- 

sembling wings,  with  sharp  edges. 

A  (j^kA*  maytun,  Brought  forth  with  the  feet 
foremost,  preposterously  born.  (pi.  of  uIavc)  Dead. 

A  ijj^if<i  mayyitun,  (pi.  of  C^X«)  Dead.  Dying. 
p  s.'ixo  mlia,  A  moth. 

A  (_^Xc maytiy.  Belonging  to  the  dead. 

PijjjkJi/emeim,  A  hoe,pick:  stonemason's  chisel. 
A  (-iAXo  mays,  (v.  n.  of  lL>1«  for  t-t^x*)  Dying. 

Steeping,  soaking,  dissolving  (in  water).  3Iis,  (pi. 

of  -^Uji*  maysds)  Soft,  level  grounds. 

A  i^A*  mayyis,  Soft,  smooth. 
A^\lijcmaysdf,  (pi. <JL^^  mis)  Soft,  level  ground. 

Misdf,  A  mallet,  maul.  An  anvil. 

A  j^-AA*  misdk,  (pi.  Jjjo^j*  mamdsih,  ̂ ^i^  ma- 

ydsih,  and  ̂ j^^^  maydsVi)  A  promise,  agreement, 
bargain,  compact,  confederacy,  alliance, league.  A 

testament.  ^^S-^hd  u  misdk,  Agreements, 
articles,  and  conditions  (of  pe^ce). 

A  i^iik^  mifsab,  (pi.  u^iU  ma^dsib)  A  short 
sword  or  other  instrument  with  which  one  rushes 

upon  another.  Plain  ground.  Mountainous  ground. 
A  rivulet.  Name  of  a  place  in  the  city  of  Madina, 

bequeathed  by  Muhammad  to  the  poor. 
A  ■  -■•-t/'  misab.  Level  ground.  Hilly  ground. 

One  who  leaps  or  springs  on.  Sedentary. 

A  ifjilc  mitsarat,A.n  iron  instrument  with  which 

they  scrape  the  soles  of  camels'  feet,  that  their  im- 
pressions on  the  ground  may  appear  more  distinctly. 

A  s/xo  misarat,  {jp\,y\y<>mawdsir  and ma. 

ydsir)  Any  thing  thrown  over  a  saddle  to  make  the 
seat  more  easy.  An  outer  garment.  A  pad  or  sad- 

dle-cloth. A  Persian  vehicle  of  silk  or  brocade 

(prohibited  by  the  Muhammadan  law).  The  skin 
of  a  lion  or  other  wild  beast. 

A  misam,  (A  camel's  foot)  treading  hard 
on  or  scraping  the  ground. 

A^  mayj.  Mixture,  confusion,  perplexity. 
A  mijdr,  (pl-^^^y  mawdjir)  A  kind  of 

curved  stick  or  shinty.    (See  (j\'yo  sa7vlajdn.) 

aJ^^  mijdz.  Compendious,  laconic. 

A       mayjar,  (or  'ij^  mayjarat)  A  spoon  or 



any  vessel  from  which  medicine  is  poured  into  the 

(corner  of  the)  mouth  :  a  drenching-horn. 

A  mljamat,  A  girdle.  A  large  beetle  or 
mallet.    An  anvil. 

A  Vi^wijanat,  (pi.  (j>-^_)*  mawajin)  A  mallet, 
hammer.  A  wooden  instrument  used  by  washers. 

rniju,  A  lentil.  Pease. 

P  i^<^'^^!!'  mlchamdan,  To  cause  to  fry. 
p  (^lij^*  michudan,  To  fry.  To  snatch,  carry 

off.    To  effect. 

A  ̂ *  mayh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ V*  for  ̂ )  Going  down 

into  a  well  to  fill  one's  pitcher.  Walking  with  ele- 
gance. Making  a  present.  Interceding  for,  depre- 

cating. Cleaning  the  teeth  or  extracting  spittle  with 

the  dentifrice  uL)^ misrvdk.  The  gait  of  a  duck. 

Profit,  gain,  advanta  ge.  3Jih,  A  bad  sour  sort  of  date. 

Aiil^*  mlhad,  (pi.  \^  mawahuV)  One  thing 
(as  a  hillock)separate  from  others.  A  seriesof  units. 

A  (Jl^  mihal,  Michael  (a  Christian  name). 

A  i^j^  mayhuhat,  A  walking  elegantly. 

A  ̂   maykh,  A  walking  pompously. 

p  ̂ <  mehh,  A  nail.  A  pin,  peg.  A  tent- pin  or 
pole.  A  hook,  tenter,  crook.  A  wedge.  A  little 

bj'oach  or  spit.  A  coiner's  die.  An  ingot  of  gold  or 
silver,  from  which  they  cut  the  pieces  to  be  struck. 

Caps,  fillets,  or  mitres  (which  adhere  closely  to  the 

head).  Urine,  •^7nehhidiram,{ov  (j^^^i^ -^rn 
meJihi  dlnarr)  A  steel  die  for  coining. 

Aj\l^  mislthar,  A  palm-tree  bearing  fruit  to  the 
last  lopping,  and  to  the  end  of  winter.  Very  dilatory. 

p  ftili^.'*  may-Jshana,  A  wine-celler,  tavern. 
P  {^'^  mehhtan,  To  make  water. 

pjj^i  ̂ *  T^^Mi--doz,  Nailing.  Nailed  up,  closed. 

(jii;S»Jjii  ̂   mehh-doz  hui^dan,  To  nail,  to  fast- en with  nails. 

A  ia-^  rnikhat,  Who  or  what  enters. 

P  j4i^5  ̂ «  mehh-kadam,  Lame,  unable  to  stir. 
p  tliii^  mehhahjA  small  nail,  a  tack.  A  clove. 

mehh-hada,  A  mint. 

p  mekh-hob,  A  mallet  for  driving 

piles,  pegs,  or  tent-pins.  A  pile-driver. 

vji^  ̂ ^may-hhwar,  (or  »j^^)Awine-drinker. 

p  j_ij^_5='       may-hhwaragi,  Wine-bibbing. 
p  j^i^  may-kkwur,  A  wine-drinker,  sot,  wine- 

bibber.    An  earthen  jug  for  holding  wine. 

p  (J^jj^  may-khwush.  Subacid.  Sapid,  sweet. 
p  ̂^^Ji^^  mekhi,  A  kind  of  breastplate.  A  der- 

vish's habit  closely  stitched.  sJxj>-  ̂ ^^^  mehhe 
chand,  A  few  nails. 

p  i4^.jj  ̂ ^^^^^meWii  rupayya,  A  plugged  rupee. 
A  lio*  rnayd,  (v.  n.  of  <i\-/«  for  ii>J/«)  Inclining. 

Being  crooked.  Growing.  Being  moved,  agitated. 

Walking  airily,  with  a  swinging,  swaggering  gait. 

Visiting.  Lying.  Collecting  (provisions)and  car- 
rying them  (to  others).  Being  dizzy  (from  drink 

or  from  the  motion  of  a  ship).  Becoming  damp 

and  changing  colour  (wheat).  Quivering,  playing 
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with  a  tremulous  motion  (the  vapour  >^  sarab). 
A  boundary,  terminus,  goal.  Jfaj/ia,  Besides,  ex- 

cept. Because.  ̂   Sx<  mayda  an,  Because  that, 
seeing  that.    Except  that. 

A  liio/o  mayda,  Because,  on  account,  for  the  sake 
of.  Opposite. 

A-f=^iia*  midcif.  Quantity,  product :  measure.End, 
extremity.  Sides  of  a  road.  Distance.  »,b  ̂Ijowi 
mldas  darihi,  bi  rnidad  darihi,  or 

Sjlii  ̂lia^  bi  niida'  darihi)  Opposite  his  house. 
A  mida^t,  An  every-day  garment. 

P  i^i^  i^maydan,  A  wine-glass.  ifcfic?a«,Know. 
A  (j^i^AA)  maydan  or  niidan,  (pi.  ̂ .liU*  maya- 

din)  An  open  field  without  buildings,  an  extensive 

plain.  A  race-ground,  or  any  place  for  exercises 
or  walking.  A  field  of  battle.  War,  battle,  com- 

bat. js\ ̂ ^,:>.Xltlmaydaniaghbar,ll\^ee2^vih,  p^^\ja* 
maydan  ba  sar  amadan,  The  termina- 

tion of  life.  The  arrival  of  the  day  of  judgment. 

uLlli-  jj^3.A»c  maydani  khah,1he  earth.  The  body 
of  men  or  of  animals,  a  maydani  , 

A  sheet  of  blank  paper,  p  JiiLi^  ̂ ^\sj^icmay- 

dan  gushada  yaftan,  To  live  comfortably  and  mer- 

rily, a  Mayadan,  (v.  n.  of  til*  for  ti.x«)  Inclining. 
Being  crooked.  Being  moved  (any  thing),  agi- 

tated (a  branch).  Walking  airily,  jauntily,  with  a 
swinging,  swaggering  gait. 

p  maydani,  A  person  who  precedes  a 
general  or  vazTr  and  proclaims  his  titles.  A  kind 

of  hookah  used  by  fakirs.  Flour  made  into  dough 
for  the  preparation  of  sweetmeats. 

A         maydat,  A  table  covered  with  viands. 

p^uS.x«mi£?aM,  A  grey  horse.  A  stubborn  horse. 

A  ̂ i^A*  mayda^  A  small  sea-fish.  Mida^  A 
bag  or  place  in  which  clothes  are  laid  up.  Enough 

to  enable  one  to  live  without  work.  Disagreeable, 

oflPensive  (speech).  ̂ tNJw>  e]  U  md  lahu  mida^n, 

He  possesses  nothing.  Mida^  (or  'isSXA  mida^t) 

(pi.  ̂ \yo  mawadi^  Every-day,  working-garment. 
p  (^<^J;/«  midan.  To  he  new.  To  sift,  clean.  To 

incline  the  mind. 

p  i>^x<  mayda,  The  finest  flour.  Bread  of  fine 
flour  unmixed  with  bran.  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

^^^^  iSXic  mayda  kardan,Ho  grind  flour.  To  pul- 
verize. Mida,  A  chaste  woman. 

Pj^)l*<*  iSxc  wMyda-sdldr,  A  baker. 
p  eo  S^XA/o  mayda-nih,  A  table-decker,  sewer. 

A  j^tiJ;*  mida,  End,  extremity. 

A  ̂ ■yM  maydiy,  Hurt  in  the  hand.  One  whose 

hand  (ti.^.  yad  or  yo.dy~)  has  been  amputated. 
(A  deer)  caught  in  a  gin  by  the  fore-foot  {[^3>-j^ 
marjul  denoting  one  taken  by  the  hind-foot). 

P  jCjb(M*m6f?/cZ/?/arim,Thefifth  period, ofeighty 
days,  in  which  living  creatures  were  created. 

p  midyiizaram,  A  period  of  forty-five 

days,  in  which,  according  to  the  notion  of  the  an- 
cient Persians,  God  created  the  heavens. 

p  s^yiShc  mldyHsama, The  second  period,  con- 
sisting of  sixty  days,  when  the  waters  were  created. 

A  eOiXw  mifzanat,  A  turret ;  a  mmaret  or  tower 

adjoining  the  Muhammadan  mosques,  whence  the 
crier  summonses  the  people  to  prayer.  A  cloister. 

Aj^  mayr,  (v.  n.  ofjl«  for^jv<)  Providing  food 
for  one's  family ;  bringing  corn  from  a  distance. 
Moistening,wetting,andrubbing(amedicalpowder). 

p^^  mir.  An  emperor,  prince,  lord,  governor; 
chief,  leader.  The  head  of  a  family.  A  title  by 

which  the  Sayyids  or  descendants  of  the  family  of 
Muhammad  are  called,  (in  comp.)  Dying. 

mir-atish.  Chief  of  the  fireworks  or  artillery,  mas- 

ter of  the  ordnance.  ̂ jt3 1  jv*  mir-dtish'i,T\ie  office 
of  miri  dtish.        1  ̂_jvo  nuri  dkhrour,  (or 

mir-ahhur)  Master  of  the  horse.  I 
mlridsh.  One  who  calls  people  to  meat.  JjK^ 

miri  bakdrvul,  A  house-steward.  ^^Ui«)l&_^  miri 

^shikdn.  The  herb  house-leek.  Jii^j<*  miri  ̂ dl, 
Superintendant  of  the  courts  of  justice. 

viiri  ̂ rz,  Superintendant  of  petitions.  ̂ Js- mir- 

^lam,  (or  \p  jyo  miri  lirvd)  The  royal  standard- 
bearer.  lL>j\s;jm  miri  ̂ mdrat,  Superintendant  of 
the  buildings,  master  of  the  works.  «Ji\aj</«  miri 

kafila.  Commander  of  a  caravan,  ̂ '^j^  miri  ka- 
Idm,  An  eloquent  orator.  JUij^/«  miri  mal,  Crown- 
lands.  Master  of  the  treasury.  miri 

majlis.  Master  of  the  ceremonies.  J_^jv«  miri 

manzil.  Overseer  of  the  halting-places.  Quarter- 

master-general, ^j^'i'i^j^  miri  maydan,  A  brave 

champion.  '"-^ miri  hasht  bihisht, 

A  title  of  ̂J'^yOJ  rizwdn,  the  door-keeper  of  Pai'a- 
dise.  (j\«SUbj^  miri  haftuniM,  Lord  of  the  seventh 

(heaven),  i.  e.  the  planet  Saturn. 
A  madr.  Serious  and  disastrous  (business). 

3Iadr  or  misar,  A  breedbate,  a  mischief-maker. 

Misar,  (or jye  miyar)  (pi.  of  S/^o  mifrai)  Enmi- ties. Slanders. 

A  'j^mifurr,  (A  man)  much  addicted  to  venery. 
aC^\^  miras,  (pl.CL*^\yi  mawdris)  Heritage, 

succession,  patrimony,  p  ̂ ii>jl>j^  ̂ Ij^*  mirds- 

hlmur  shudan,(^^jiyii\^  mirdsidan,f^SS\^ mirds- 

dan,  ̂ ^ty^  'IjJ^  mirds  zadan,or^^^J^  Li^]_j^'wiras 
khwurdan,  To  take  possession  of  an  inheritance. 

P  ^Is*  tnirds-lihrvur.  An  heir. 

A  f^]^  mirdsan,  A  singing-girl  (of  a  caste  who 
sing  only  before  women). 

A  (3^>«  mirdsi,  Hereditary,  inherited.  A  singer 
(of  a  caste  which  follows  that  profession  from  ge- 

neration to  generation).  A  hereditary  right  to  cul- 
tivate the  soil,  or  to  hold  village-ofiices  (in  India). 

p^)ii  ̂\ji^mirdsi-ddr,  A  holder  of  a  meerasee 
right ;  hence,  village-servants  whose  offices  are  he- reditary. 

A  i^J^  mirds,  A  woman  who  stools  in  coitu. 

A         misrdn,  (pi.  (^^..J^  matdi-in)  A  lurking- 

place,  haunt,  or  den  for  wild  beasts. 



P  miran,  A  portion  paid  to  the  head  of  a 

department  out  of  the  fees  received  by  the  inferior 

officers.    LoJ  miran  haza,  The  kazi's  dues 
or  fees.    (They  are  now  abolished). 

p  ij'^\;(f>  iniranidan,  To  cause  to  die.  To  kill. 
To  mortify. 

p  mlrav,  The  superintendant  of  a  river  or 

other  public  reservoir  for  watering  fields  (when 

water  is  allowed  to  run  through  a  certain  opening 

tor  a  time  specified). 

Pjb^jyo  mlr-bar,  Master  of  the  hall  of  audience. 

Pj^.j^  tnir-hahr,  A  collector  of  port-duty  : 
harbour-master.    An  overseer  of  boats. 

p     j^.Jtf  inir-bahrly  Admiralty.  Port-dues. 
p  ̂ J^,jj«  mir-hahhshi,  Paymaster-general. 
A        murat,  Enmity.    Slander,  calumny. 

A        mirat,  Corn  brought  from  a  distance. 

p  i^j^  mir-tan,  One  who  makes  himself  great. 

p  ciJjy  jyc  mir-tuzak  or  tozak,  Master  of  the 
ceremonies.    A  marshal. 

p  mlr-dad,  A  president,  chief  judge.  A 
portico  or  place  where  those  who  solicited  offices 

paid  their  respects  to  their  patrons. 

p  ii^j^ic  mlr-dah,  A  commander  of  ten,  decurion. 

A  tithing-man.  A  head,  chief  of  the  mace-bearers. 

p  fj^i^^  mirdini,  A  kind  of  violet.  A  kind  of 
silk  of  which  women  make  inner  garments. 

p  \jj<*  mir-za,  A  prince ;  son  of  a  great  lord,  no- 
ble cavalier,  knight.  A  gentleman.  A  writer,  scribe. 

p  ̂j^^,^-*  mir-saman,  Head-steward. 
p  {J^y^  rriirsin,  A  myrtle-tree. 

PjKji^jw  mir-shihar,  Master  of  the  hunt,  and 
trainer  of  hawks  :  grand  falconer.  A  bird-catcher, 

(metaphorically)  A  pimp. 

p  i^*oj>/c  mir-sad,  A  centurion. 

A'i^jjumirakatyThe  place  where  a  fatigued  per- 
son puts  down  the  foot.  A  cushion  on  which  they 

ride.  The  fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
p  ijj^jjf^  niirrcari,  Fees  levied  at  ferries. 

A  ̂ j}j(f>  mayruk,  (Standing  corn)  struck  with 
a  blight  (^j^.  yarahan).  Jaundiced  (man). 
p  viiruh,  A  small  ant. 

p  5^  ?wim,  Master  of  a  family.  Concord,  una- 
nimity. Meat,  provision,  victual,  food. 

p  ijj^io  miri,  Belonging  to  a  prince.  The  royal 

treasury.  Land-tax.  PA  winner  at  play,  (among 
schoolboys)  He  that  first  comes  to  the  master  to 
say  his  lesson. 

p  miridan,  To  be  nipt,  frost-bitten. 

p  JU>  ijj(f>  miri-rnal,  The  royal  revenue. 

p  {j>.j(^  mirayn,  Name  pf  the  son-in-law  of  a 
Roman  emperor.  Name  of  Khusraw  and  of  the 
Amir  Hasan  Dahlavi. 

A'jfo  mayz,  (v.  n.  ofjlo  forjwi)  Separating,  dis- 
tinguishing, discerning.  Preferring,  exalting.  De- 

parting, removing  from  place  to  place.  Miz,Yery 
muscular  (man). 
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p_^  mez,  A  stranger,  a  guest.  Preparations 
for  entertaining  a  guest.  A  chair  on  which  they 
eat  their  dinner.  Urine.  One  who  makes  water. 

A  table.  Discrimination,  discernment. 

p  i.-.'VjW)  mlzab,  Canal,  aqueduct,  spout,  drain. 

A'^\^tcmiszab,(^  Arabic  form  o{ri-^\j<io7nizab). 

p  liVjyo  rriizad,  Nuptials,  pleasure,  joy.  A  feast. 

A  p  ̂jVjy*  mlzan,  (pi.  ̂^^J^j**  mawazin)  A  ba- 
lance, pair  of  scales.  The  celestial  sign  Libra.  Mea- 

sure, metre,  rhyme,  verse,  prosody.  Quantity.  Rule, 

method.    A  syllogism.  ^j^jyo  pUu**»\  ista- 
kdma  mtzanu'n  nahar,  The  scales  of  the  day  are 
even,  i.e.  it  is  noon,    a  ^yni  mizan, 

Eye  of  the  balance,  i.  e.  the  perpendicular  bars  be- 
tween which  the  tongue  vibrates,  (j^j^^ 

sanu'l  mlzan,  Tongue  of  the  balance.    pJjj  ̂  

^jVjw  naw-rozi  mlzan,  The  autumnal  equinox. 

p  ̂VJjV*  '>^^^^i^n,  A  landlord,  master  of  the  house 
or  of  a  feast,  one  who  hospitably  entertains  stran- 

gers ;  a  host.  A  caravansera,  or  place  where  tra- 
vellers lodge. 

p  ijy^  {J^'jf^  mezban-ffustart.  Hospitality. 
p  {j\>^'<>  mezbanl,  Hospitality.  Housekeeping. 

jjii^^b_^  mezbanl  hardan,  To  use  hospitality. 
p  mayazd  or  mlzad,  A  banquet  of  wine, 

marriage-feast,entertainment:  pleasure,  high  living, 

festivity,  jollity,  mirth.  3Iezad,  He  makes  water. 

p  StTjye  may-zada,  Overcome  with  wine.  In- 
disposed, upset  by  excessive  drinking. 

Pj^  mayzar,  A  tiirban. 
hj^^mifzar,(j)\.j^maiazir)Aye\\.  Breeches, 

trowsers.  An  apron. 

p  <-^jj<*  mezak,  Urine.  A  little  rain,  A  mix- 
ture ;  mixed,  entangled,  intricate  things. 

p  mezman,  (for  mezban)  A  host. 

r  2jv«  mlza,  The  middle  of  a  saddle. 

p  tj'^-^Jjy*  mezldan.  To  make  water.  To  mix. 
To  be  hard,  frozen.  3Tayzldan,To  suck.  To  taste. 

p  C>j^  mljad,  A  mistress,  concubine. 

p  '^jif  mljak,  A  murmuring,  muttering. 

p  jjmc  mlju,  A  lentil;  pease,  pulse. 

A  [jt^ifo  mays,  (v.  n.  of  for  {j*^)  Walk- 
ing flauntingly,  airily,  jauntingly,  or  with  an  ele- 
gant air.  Afflicting  with  numerous  maladies  (God). 

Being  hard  and  thick.  A  kind  of  large  tree.  A 

large  kind  of  vine;  also  of  grapes. 
A  L-^VM-Jk*  misab,  A  date  nearly  ripe. 

A  jl*<.j^?)nsa7i!,(pl.  JjJLujlve  mayaslh  and  ̂ Aj*> 
masasiK)  A  bird  flapping  his  wings  when  flying. 

A  jjU-Ju«  maysan,  (pi.  (j^w^li*  mayasln)A  glit- 
tering star.  Name  of  a  star  in  Orion.  One  who 

walks  in  a  stately  manner.  The  night  of  Badr. 

Name  of  a  village  between  Basrah  andWasit.  Ml- 

san,  Sleepy,  drowsy.  J^s^^^  ioU,j^  mlsanatu'z 
zuha',  (A  woman)  very  drowsy  at  breakfast-time 
(or  luncheon).  Mayasan,  (v.  n.  of  (_j*>\/e  for  (^j«Ji<) 
Walking  flauntingly,  airily,  jauntily. 
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p  ̂ _^A/e  mestl,  The  leprosy.  Leprous. 
A j**^  maysar,  A  sort  of  plant.  Maysir,  The 

camel  which  the  Pagan  Arabians  used  to  purchase 

on  credit.  (They  then  slaughtered  him  and  divided 

the  carcase  into  eight-and-twenty,  or  into  ten  parts, 

for  which  they  drew  lots  with  gaming  arrows,  cal- 
led azlam.  The  expense  was  defrayed  by  those 

who  drew  blanks.)  Dice,  cards,  or  any  game  of 

hazard  prohibited  by  the  Muhammadan  law. 

A jJIjuc  muyassar,  Facilitated,  rendered  easy, 
feasible,  practicable,  favourable,  and  happy  (by 

Omnipotence).  Attained,  attainable,  procurable, 

obtainable.  Ready,  prepared.  A  dish  made  of  eggs 

and  meat.  Muyassir,  One  who  facilitates,  renders 

easy,  gives  success.  (A  man)  possessed  of  sheep 

which  give  plenty  of  milk. 

A  5;-*Jk*  maysarat,  The  left  side,  left  wing  of 

an  army.  t>j'*^  jsa<^  maymana  maysara,  Right 
and  left.  Fortunately  and  unfortunately ;  right 

and  wrong.  Maysarat,  maysirat,  or  maysurat, 

Opulence,  prosperity.    Ease,  facility. 

A  misam,  (pi.  ̂ hAycmawasim  and  j^Vjy* 
mayasim)  A  hot  iron  with  which  they  brand  cattle. 
The  mark  so  made.  The  impression  (on  a  coin). 

Any  characteristic  mark.  Root,  origin.  Beauty. 

j»*-Jwc  zat  mlsam,  Beautiful  (woman). 
A j^*«Jk/c  maysur,  (v.  n.  of  j—^.)  Being  easy.  (pi. 

maydslr)  Facilitated,  made  easy,  prosperous, 

going  on  successfull)\  Prosperous,  affluent.  Jy 

jy*^  hawlun  maysur,  An  easy,  i.e.  a  kind  word. 

A  C->^^*-A<  maysurat.  Prosperous  affairs. 

A  j^^^A-A*  may-susan,  A  lotion  which  women 
use  in  washing  their  heads. 

A^^j-N-j-«?w«2/s"'*>Handsome,well-made  (youth). 
p  jji>jk*<-jk*  mlsldan,  To  wash.  To  stroke,  soothe. 

To  milk. 

A  (jiiJ;*  maysh,  (v.-  n.  of  for  (jS-J^*)  Mix- 
ing (intelligence),  i.  e.  telling  one  part  and  conceal- 
ing another.  Mixing  half  of  what  is  in  the  udder, 

and  letting  the  rest  remain.  A  mixture  of  wool 

and  hair;  also  of  sheep  and  goat  milk. 

p  (jSjl*  rwes/t,  A  sheep.  Aram.  The  sign  Aries. 

p  LiJUi  meshd,  (or  j_^L^'e)^he  plant  houseleek. 
A  mifshar,  (pi.  masdshlr)  A  saw. 

A  knob  at  the  end  of  a  locust's  tail. 

A mlshdr,  (pl.jw>)_y«  mawdshlr)  A  saw. 

The  jagged  or  serrated  part  of  a  locust's  leg. 
p  eoliji*  mlshana,  Name  of  the  first  woman. 

PjL^  (j2_ju«  mesh-bahdr,  Ox-eye  (a  plant). 
Houseleek.    A  cloud. 

A  'iz*x<  mayshat,  A  passing  through  (a  land). 
p  iOLi.Juc  mlshta,  A  Jewish  doctor. 

p  (_^.i«Jy«  mlshtl,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff". p  (jtJk«  mesh-chashm.  One  having  sheep's 
eyes,  i.e.  of  a  dark  grey  colour.    A  blockhead. 

^  ^^maysi  shi^a'fash,  Red  wine. 
p  5iil«  ;jtJL<  mesh-rndda,  A  ewe. 



A  a»i.j<  mtshamat,  A  woman  who  punctures 

her  posteriors  with  indigo  by  way  of  ornament, 

p  ̂ jc  ̂jio*  mesh-murgh,  A  bustard, 
p  mishnay,  Name  of  an  herb, 
p         misliu,  A  vetch. 

A  maijslium,  Unfortunate,  unhicky,  ill- 

omened,  inauspicious.    Perverse,  execrable, 

p  «.ijuo  niisha,  Name  of  the  first  man. 

u  misJii,  A  kind  of  leather,  chamois. 

Aj^Z^mhshlr,  Active,  lively,  sprightly  (horse, 
camel,  or  woman). 

p  cjj-i>i«  mesfiin,  Belongingto  sheep.  A  dressed 

sheep's  skin. 
p  BJ^xZ^  yneshina,  A  flock  of  sheep. 

A  ̂\..axo  mizaff  A  vessel  from  which  they  pour 
water  when  performing  their  ablutions. 

A  SUaA*  mizasat,  A  place  for  performing  sacred 
ablutions.  Ajugor  vessel  with  a  spout,  from  which 

they  pour  water  when  making  religious  ablutions. 

A  fjy^a^m'izanat,  A  basket,  pannier,  hollowed 
gourd  or  calabash  serving  the  same  purpose, 

K^j.^aijf>mizanat,  (pi.  ̂Jyo\y«  manazin)  Aihxag 
in  the  form  of  a  sack  made  of  palm-leaves. 

A  laju«  mayt,  (v.  n.  of  isU  for  laji*)  Beating  off, 

repulsing,  pushing  forward.  Putting  to  a  distance. 

Being  far  distant,  retiring,  receding.  Railing,  chid- 

ing. Wandering  from  the  right  path,  being  wicked, 

deviating  from  justice.  Oppressing.  Augmenta- 
tion, increase.  Power.  Something:,  somewhat. 

A  \xx/omant,  (or  iaXc)  Increase,  augmentation. 

mitas,  Low  land  between  high  lands. 

A  ̂jUajyo  viitan,  The  extremity  of  any  thing.  A 

race-ground,  especially  the  starting-post  (the  win- 

ning-post being  expressed  by  viitaf  and  Ai^yXic 
middt),  Mayatan,  (v.  n.  of  )o\a  for  iax<i)  Being 
far  off,  retiring,  receding.  Placing  at  a  distance. 

A  iiiiajuc  miiadat,  An  instrument  with  which 

they  beat  clay  floors  to  make  them  hard  and  smooth, 

a  beetle ;  also  one  for  driving  piles  into  the  ground. 
A  ̂^ilaxc  mizab,  A  stone  sharp  as  a  knife. 

A  may^  (v.  n.  of  ̂l^o  for  ̂ •«)  Flowing  over 
the  surface  of  the  ground.  Melting  (as  fat).  Run- 

ning (a  horse). 

nii^d,  Place  or  time  of  a  promise.  Re- 

turn, anniversary.  lilxJ^^  ̂ yiyammu'l  ml^d,  Day 
of  promise,  i.e.  the  resurrection. 

A;_j*jUx«»ii^as,  Soft  ground.  Soft  sand.  A  road. 

A  may^t,  The  flowing  of  any  thing  poured 

out.  Mirth,  joy.  The  beginning  of  a  horse's  gal- 
lop. Morning.  Bloom  of  youth.  A  certain  per- 

fume exceedingly  fragrant.  Storax.  Oil  of  myrrh. 

Gum  of  the  quince-tree.  A  certain  tree  from  whose 

kernel  the  liquid  &ja<  may^t  is  expressed,  and 

whose  bark  forms  the  dry  &*x«7wa?/^ai.  is>l,ijj\  sxjoc 

may^tu'n  nashat,  The  bloom  of  youth. 
p  megh,  A  cloud.  Fog,  mist.  5'^  megli- 

^aA,The  place  where  the  pilgrims  encamp  at  Mecca. 
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A ̂ >Sjo  mighar,  (or  S/^J^*)  A  certain  fixed  time. 
p  LilljJa*  meghndk,  Cloudy ;  misty,  foggy. 

A  Asux<  viifds,  Projecting,  appearing  above, 

sticking  out.  The  lid  or  cover  of  an  oven.  A  large 

hearth  for  baking  bread.  A  kiln  for  burning  brick. 

High  ground. 
A         rrafdt.  An  eminence,  high  ground. 

A  t^KsL^mifaz,  Swift  (she-camel,  she-ostrich). 

A  jj^^ij^  mifdh,  Convenient  season, opportunity • 
A ̂ ^fl-v«  misfar,  Active,  ready  to  serve. 

p        ̂   ̂  may-farosh,  A  vintner. 
A  iUix*  mayfa^d,  Highness  of  ground. 
A  mayfukh,  Hurt  on  thatpart  of the  head 

called  yufukh. 

A  niifa',  An  eminence,  high  ground.  The 
cover  or  lid  of  an  oven.  A  brick-kiln.  A  hearth 

for  baking  bread. 

A  ̂ j-^  masik,  A  boy  sobbing,  and  breathing 
with  diflaculty. 

A  L-^lax*  mikdb,  One  who  drinks  much  water. 

Foolish  (woman),  or  one  esteemed  so.  A  woman 
who  brings  forth  foolish  children.  (A  woman) 

wide  about  the  privities  (whence  l-jIH-^^  ba- 

nu'l  mikah  is  a  term  of  reproach).  L--'la~^\^--> 
sayrul  mikab,  Incessant  journey  day  and  night. 

A  OUu*  mikat,  (pi.  (JIaaj^^  marcakiC)  A  sta- 
ted time.  A  place  appointed  for  a  certain  time  or 

action,  CLA3^mihdtu'l  hdjj,  The  place  where 
the  pilgrims  assemble,  whence  they  proceed  to  per- 

form the  solemnities  at  the  temple  of  Mecca. 

A  li'Jixc  7ni/ia(i,  (A  steel)  which  soon  strikes  fire. 

AjUijw*  mikdr,  (pl.^\ys  marvdkir)  Loaded,  car- 
rying a  heavy  burden. 

A  (  >\slxc  niikaf,  A  wooden  ladle,  or  any  thing 

for  stirring  a  pot  and  stilling  its  boiling. 

A  ̂^^Ajoo  mikdn,  One  who  credits  all  he  hears. 
A  mlkab,  A  white  shell,  concha  veneris. 

A  ̂ ajyc  mayhap  A  complaint  resembling  mea- 
sles, incident  and  fatal  to  young  camels. 

A  ibtflxo  mika^t,  A  place  where  a  falcon  gene- 

rally lives :  a  perch,  roost.  A  mallet,  smiths'  ham- 
mer. A  washer  or  bleacher's  beetle.  A  wooden 

block,  on  which  they  beat  cloths  with  that  beetle. 
A  whetstone  for  swords,  knives,  and  the  like.  Afile. 

A  rriikaf,  A  wooden  ladle,  or  any  thing 

for  stirring  a  pot  and  stilling  its  boiling. 

A  ̂^Lifimayliuz,  Wakened,  roused  from  sleep. 
A  J\iA*  mishdl,  An  instrument  for  eating  with 

(as  spoons,  or  even  forks  where  they  are  known). 
A  jKi*  viihdl,  ( J-JK-Jjxi  mihaiil,  or  (J>>^^Hi* 

mlkasui)  Michael. 

p  tS^M  may-kada,  A  tavern.    A  wine-cellar. 

A         77ii/;a^,  Thick  and  firm  (leathern  bottle), 

(pi.  of  iUiok*  mika^t)  Ploughshares. 

A  5*^4^  mVia^t,  A  ploughshare. 

A  's}iA/o  muhalat,  A  kind  of  small  travelling- 
kettle  used  by  the  Scenite  Arabs  and  gypsies.  A 

small  dish  holding  enough  for  three  persons, 

p  i-^i*  ''na.yg,  A  locust. 

P  '^j^  m,i-gazad  or  may-gazad,  A  banquet  of 
wine.  A  marriage-feast  or  any  entertainment: 

pleasure,  festivity,jollity,  mirth.  The  banqueting- 
house  of  kings  and  other  great  men. 

PjL«.^x*  may-gusdr,  A  wine-drinker. 
p  ̂^^S^  maygak,  A  locust.  A  small  locust. 

Vji^>Six<migandar,ori:>^kAmiganda,'i\\nYmg. 

p  ̂^^^i^  77ia!/-<7u«,  Wine  or  ruby-coloured,  red- 
dish. Auburn,  fair.  Somewhat  rusty. 

yA  Jjk«  mayl,  (v.  n.  of  Jl«  for  Jjw>)  Inclining, 
leaning.  Deflecting,  deviating.  Setting  (as  the 

sun).  Inclination,  tendency,  penchant,  bias,  im- 
pulse, aflfection,  love,benevolence.  Jj^*  mayli 

shams,  Sunset,  p  ̂jii/^  J-i*  mayl  kardan,  To  love, to  have  an  inclination  or  partiality  for.  ̂ ^li^  (Jj^ 

mayl  namudan,  To  incline,  a  Mil,  (pi.  J'j^l  am- 
ydl  and  J»i*  muyul)  A  mile  (used  generally  for  an 

English  or  Italian  mile,  though  often  for  a  German 

mile  or  French  league).  A  mile  of  four  thousand 

cubits.  As  far  as  the  eye  can  reach,  ken.  A  mile- 

stone or  direction-post.  A  column,  an  obelisk.  A 

wooden  club  for  exercising  the  arms,  dumb-bells. 

A  goal.  The  axletree  of  a  carriage.  A  surgeon's 
probe.  A  bodkin,  skewer,  or  wire  for  anointing 
the  eye  with  collyrium.  A  pointed  iron  style,  used 

in  writing  on  palm-leaves.  Water,or  a  hot  iron  with 
which  they  take  away  the  eyesight,  p  (ji\xi^,Jji^ 
mil  hasliidan,  To  blind.    To  drive  to  a  distance. 

ij-jye  milifarsh,  A  weight  laid  on  the  edge 
of  a  counterpane  or  a  carpet  to  prevent  the  wind 

from  entering  below,  a  Mayal,  (v.  n.  of  Jj^)  In- 

clining with  the  body  to  one  side,  from  any  natu- 
ral defect.  An  inclination  to  one  side  wryness, 

obliquity.  Miyal,  (pi.  of  &Ja/«  milat)  Times. 

A  (jXo  madl,  A  fat,  bulky  man. 

A  ̂yLo  mayyil,  Rich,  wealthy,  monied.  Muy- 

yal,  (pi.  of  iJjU  masil)  Inclined,  biassed. 
A  ̂ yLc  misall,  Swift  (horse). 
A  -^^)oyo  mayldt,  (fem.  of  ̂ a*^  amyaV)  (A  wo- 

man) inclined  to  one  side.   Large  (heap  of  sand). 

Very  branchy(tree).  Crooked-bunched(she-camel)..  ^ 
A  mode  of  rolling  the  sash  round  the  turban ;  also 

of  combiner  bair  without  curlings  or  twisting:. 

A  S^Wu*  viislat,  (pi.  viafa'Ci)  A  handker- chief tied  round  the  waist,  which  a  woman  holds 
in  her  hand  when  crying  and  weeping. 

p  milad,  Name  of  a  city.    Name  of  a 

champion  of  Ivan. 
A  ii^)>Ji<  mildd,  Nativity,  birth-day. 

p  (J.jy<!i^  mil-d-mil,  Fi-om  mile  to  mile,  step 
by  step.  Continuation,  succession.  All,  the  whole. 

Mixed  together. 

p  j^^J^  viayldn,  Name  of  a  philosopher. 

A  ̂^^i*  mayaldn,  (v.  n.  of  JU  for  (_)-i«)  Inclin- 
ing towards,  being  propense.   Deviating.  Loving. 



Inclination,  affection,  regard,  respect. 

p  milav,  A  pupil,  apprentice,  servant. 

p  niildwa,  Drink-money  given  to  a  ser- 
vant over  and  above  his  hire.  Good  news. 

A  8^l>/«  milah,  (A  she-camel)  excessively  fond 
of  the  male.  Distracted  from  excess  of  affection, 
frantic  at  the  loss  of  a  child.  A  violent  wind. 

A  mulab,  Swift,  quick,  active. 

A  sJuk^  milat,  (pi.  ̂yx<>  mhjaV)  Time. 

A  mayla^  Tali,  long.  Swift,  quick-paced 

(camel).  Moveable,  waving  to  and  fro  ;  in  perpe- 
tual motion.  A  barren  waste. 

A  ̂ J-i*  milagh,  (or  'H^Xjc  milaghat)  A  vessel 
from  which  a  dog  laps  or  eats  his  foodr  - 

A  Jjbi«  maylah,  Swift,  nimble,  quick. 

A  ̂\lKmulak,  Foolish,  insane.  A  man,  at  one 
time  sane,  and  at  another  lime  crazy. 

A*Jjix«  maylulat,  An  inclining,  leaning,  bias. 

p  idx*  mila,  Name  of  a  place  in  Turkistan  where 

a  battle  was  fought  by  Mahmud  Ghaznavi. 

A        milah,  A  desert,  barren  plain. 

^  ''nayti,  Willingly,  of  one's  own  freewill 
and  inclination. 

p         mill,  A  cat. 

A  nam,  The  letter  ̂   m,  which  stands  for 

40.  Pure,  neat  wine.  A  well.  t_o^  ̂ x^o  rnimi 

hatib,  Blind,  ̂ jy^  j»Ji*  mimi  mutawKak,  Penis. 
p  j»Jk*  mayam,  A  note  in  music.  My  wine. 

A  ji^/o  mhamm,  A  guider,  leader.  A  camel  that 

leads  the  troop  (acting  as  an  ̂ \  imam). 
A  (^W*  mimas,  The  Orontes. 
A        muyainmam,,  Possessed  of  all  he  wishes. 

A  ̂^^jJ^A-*  miiyamman,  Fruitful  (year).  Who- 
ever or  whatever  brings  a  blessing  and  prosperity. 

A  &i«v«  may^'is'ifl^j  The  right  side  or  hand.  The 

right  wing  of  an  army.  Fortune ;  prosperity,  hap- 

piness, p  JLo  (JlOk^i*  namasi  huma- 
yunimayma7iat-maIirun,August,imperia.],or  royal 
letters  or  mandates. 

p  i^se^  maymand,  A  town  in  GhaznTn. 

A  j»_j-c^  maymum,  Plunged  into  the  sea;  en- 
gulphed  in  the  mighty  deep.  Encroached  upon 

and  overflowed  by  the  sea  (jc  yamm). 
p  maymun,  A  baboon,  ape,  monkey.  A 

slave.  Name  of  a  certain  creeping-plant. 

Ajj^£>/oma?/mM/?,(pl.(j^*lxi«»ia«/a??2i»-)Fortunatej 
happy,  prosperous,  august,  auspicious.  Penis. 

Aj^/o  ̂   mis  mis,  The  bleat  of  a  lamb  or  fawn. 

A  (2r*^  mimiy.  Possessing  the  letter  ̂   mim. 
Pj<.sv«  mimiz,  Dried  grapes,  raisins. 

A  mnyn,  (v.  n.  of         for  (JJ-*)  Lying. 

Ploughing  (the  ground),  (pi.  (j^i*  muyun)  A  lie. 
P  tJi/e  ̂ 3  hi  mayn,  Without  a  lie. 

TAUT.  tji^A  min,  (for       man)  I,  me. 
P  Llx*  mina,  A  glass  globule  or  bead,  a  false 

gem  of  a  blue  colour.  Bluestone,  caustic.  A  blue 

colour.  A  stone  resembling  lapis  lazuli,  with  which 
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they  tinge  silver.  Vitriol ;  essence  of  vitriol.  Al- 
chymy.  Enamel.  Concha  veneris.  A  goblet,  glass, 

decanter.    Heaven,  sky,  the  azure  vault.  Name 

of  a  fort  between  Lar  and  Hormuz.  ̂ ^i^ 
na  kardan,  To  enamel. 

A  Ux«  mina',  (or  minai)  A  port,  haven, 
harbour.  An  anchoring-sround,  anchorage. 

A         minus,  A  glass  gem. 

P  i-^w  1^  may-nab.  Pure  wine. 
A  lI^U^^o  misnas,  (A  woman)  who  brings  forth 

only  girls.  An  effeminate  wretch.  Blunt  (sword). 

A  iollA/c  minasat,  (Ground)  luxuriant  in  herb- 

age, fruitful  in  pot-herbs.  Blunt  (sword). 

PjUjLjk/c  minar,  A  tower,  turret,  steeple,  spire, 
minaret.  An  obelisk. 

A  misnas,  Name  of  a  woman. 

A  (  >Ulc  misnaf,  One  who  travels  early  in  the 

night.   A  shepherd  who  has  no  pasture  ungrazed. 

p      ljuL*  mina-fam.  Azure,  cerulean. 

V  J6  Ijjk*  mina-har,  An  enameller. 

p  (^j^  Ijoxi  mina-hari,  Enamel. 

p ̂ ^i*  minagar.  An  alchymist. 
p  (jllxo  minan,  Conflux,  confluence.  A  plum. 

p  ,  x\'xx<  minasi.  Enamel. 
A  iLijKi?naj:tn«ai,Asign,note,mark.Worthy,fit. 

p  CiiiiA*  minakjA  herb  whence  brooms  are  made. 

p        minu,  Heaven.  An  emerald.  White  or 

blue  glass.  A  glass  gem.  Hair,  udlls- 
niiyi  khak.  The  grave. 

p  lib  yxx-o  miniL-bad,  Wine.  Name  of  a  city  ex- 

isting in  Zahhak's  time. 
p  liJ^jOyjk^o  minii-paywand.  Beautiful. 
p  t^jtiyxxjc  minUs,  Name  of  a  certain  king,  who, 

after  having  been  reduced  to  poverty  and  distress, 
was  restored  to  royalty. 

p  iUAiO  mina,  A  plum. 

A  Jjj^  mina',  A  glass  bead.  A  port,  a  haven. 
p  yijo  mev.  Hair.    A  vine.    A  fruitful  branch. 

Fd\jijomi)vad,  (for  ii.>lja'«miJayac?)It  behoveth. 

A  CW^jX^o  miwajat,  (pi.  of  p  8_yJL(«  miva)  Fruits. 

p  f^j^i^  maymaran,  Odoriferous  herbs  and 
flowers,  with  which  they  adorn  the  festive  board, 

part  of  which  was  presented  to  eveiy  guest  as  he 

entered,  together  with  a  health  or  toast. 

A  (_>*»^Jk/<  maysus,  Desperate.  A  desperate  man. 
iCxic  {^jti^xia  maysus  minhu,  Despaired  of. 

A  {^^^  mayus,  A  pompous  walker,  one  who 
moves,  waves,  or  swaggers  from  side  to  side. 

A  ̂ ^muyixl,  (v.  n.  of  J^forJ.j^)  Inclining 
to  the  west  (the  sun).  Keeping  the  middle  of  the 

road.  (pi.  of  J-xo  ??i7Z)  Miles.  Milestones. 
A  muyiilat.  Inclination,  propensity,  bias. 

A  jj^J^  mayun,  A  liar.  Muyun,  (pi.  of  (j;^*)  Lies. 

A  (j^l*  tiiisun,  (pi.  of"iS\ic  misat)  Hundreds. p  iyXio  miva  or  mayva.  Fruit.  ̂ <^]j'^  ̂   ̂̂-h^ 

mivasi  hdglii  ̂ nuradam,  The  fruit  ol'  the  garden  of 
my  desire.        SjJ^  mivasi  dil,  (Fruit  of  the  heart) 

\3 

Word,  language.  Poetry.  A  beloved  child. 

^j^X>^  mivahayi  giin-a-giin,Frmt3  of  many  kinds. 
p  ajls>-  5_jA/«  miva-hhana,  A  fruit-shop  or  loft. 

Pjb         miva-ddr.  Fruitful,  laden  with  fruit. 
S^juo  Cl*s>-jii  dirakhti  miva-dar,  A  fruitful  tree. 

p  i^jji         mayva-farosh,  A  fruiterer. p  mivandk,  Laden  with  fruit. 

A  ̂ jA*  misaniy,  Centesimal.  Hundredth. 

p  i>y.^  miwija,  The  convolvulus. 
p  mivina,  Tree-loppings  in  early  spring. 

A  ajk*  mayh,  (v.  n.  of  jl/e  for  &x^)  Being  full 

and  overflowing  with  water  (a  well).  Giving  water 

to  drink.  Leaking,  making  water  (a  ship).  Gild- 

ing (a  sword). 
p  aa-o  miya,  A  moth  eating  a  garment. 

A  eiXc  mayyih.  Full  of  water  (well  or  ship). 

A  ji^vo  mayhat,  (v.  n.  of  iXa  for  iu*)  Being  full, 
overflowing  (a  well).    Filling,  leaking  (a  ship). 

p  mihman,  A  guest. 

p  mihman,  A  family,  race,  tribe.  Here- 

ditary possessions. 

p  i^y^  mihan.  One's  native  soil,  home.  Wife and  children.  People,  tribe,  kindred.  Hereditary 

possessions,  moveable  and  real.  Goodnature.  Fresh 

butter.  Sheep's  milk. 
A  1^^^  masid.  Soft,  delicate. 

AjS.'O  masir.  Lain  with  (woman).  Difficult  (af- 

fair). 3Iisyar,  (A  man)  much  addicted  to  venery. 
A  I— flJ;^  masif.  Blighted,  smutty  (corn). 

A  (^O-'i*  muyayliin,  (dim.  of  ̂ ^'j^  muhin)  Al- 
most certain  about,  partly  sure  of. 

A  {^>><  miAn,  (pi.  of       misat)  Hundreds. 

nUn,  The  twenty-fifth  letter  of  the  Arabic 

alphabet,  and  the  twenty-ninth  of  the  Persian.  In 

arithmetic  it  expresses  50 ;  and  in  almanacs  it  de- 
notes the  conjunct  aspect  of  the  stars.  Before 

be,       pe,  and  ̂   mim,  it  should  be  pronounced  as 
J,  m.    BeforCj  7-d,  J  Idm,  ̂   mim,  y  rvdw,  and 
ye,  it  takes  the  sound  of  the  following  letter  with 

the  sign  of  reduplication  tashdid  —,  as 

mir  rabbin,        j^-e  mil  ̂ layl,  &c. 
In  Persian  ̂ J  nun  may  be  changed  to  ̂   mim, 

as  bdinfov  ̂ jb  ban.-  iVaorwiatthe  beginning 
of  a  word  implies  negation.  When  final  after 
te  or  li  dal,  n  is  a  sign  of  the  infinitive  mood  :  as, 

i^S'c\  amadan.  To  come  ;  (^>j  raftan.  To  go.  It 
stands  sometimes  in  the  place  of  iJ1a*>i\  ast.  Is  :  as, 

^^<ij5-  khrvmhan  for  (Jl^^.Zi^  hhwushast,  f^^^ 
nehan  for  C1j^*>j^  cdljo  nek  ast,  It  is  good.  It  is  used 
to  form  the  relative  noun  :  as,  riman,  Filthy, 

from  jCj  7  i7n,  Filth  :  also  as  a  pleonasm  ;  as,  ̂^jL^iib 
pdddshan  for  ;_)i^iib /3ac?a.^7i,  Recompense. 

pb/ia,Water.Achider,rebuker.Rebuke,reproof. 



(for _jbnay)  A  ship,  (for  /?%)  Apipe,reed.  The 
throat.  A  negative  or  privative  particle,  prefixed 

to  nouns  in  Persian,  equivalent  to  ir,  in,  un,  &c. 

in  English  :  as,  j\,^\>K>  na  pay-dar,  Inconstant. 
See  other  examples  in  the  alphabetical  order.  At 

the  end  of  a  word  it  implies  place,  as  in  11^^.  pahna, 

A  broad  part ;  X>'j3  tezna,  A  sharp  part ;  ̂̂ jii  da- 
razna,  Oblong. 

A  U  na,  (when  affixed  to  nouns  is  the  possessive 

pronoun)  Our,  ours:  as,  kitahuna,  Our  book, 

(when  annexed  to  verbs  it  is  the  personal  pronoun) 

We :  as,  zarabn  a,  We  struck ;  or  us ;  as,  Ijj jto 
zarabana.  He  struck  us. 

p  libl^lj  na  ahad.  Ruined,  depopulated. 

A  C->\0  wa-t^a?,  Groaning,  sighing :  a  groan er. 
an  nassat,  A  lion. 

nasioj,  (or  ̂^l^^  an'  nassaj)  The  lion. 
i»  (SVJLmj^  Li  no,  ustad,  Unskilful,  awkward. 
p  (^/liljuM^  13  na  ustadl,  Unskilfulness. 

V K>  na  ustUKar,  Unsteady.  Perfidious. 

p  Iwl  13  na  ashna,  Unacquainted,  unknown. 

p  (JU^I  13  na  ashnaii,  Unacquaintance. 

p  j3li.J\  13  7ia  iltifati,  Inattention,  slight. 

p  X>naumed  or  ummed,  Desperate,  despond  - 
ing,  hopeless. 
p  13  na  umedt,  Despair. 

Pjl^^l  13  na  amezgar,  Unsociable. 
p         13  na-amlan,  A  bagpipe. 

p  ̂ji.^_ti3\  13  ??aa?i£?esA,  Clear,  evident.  Requir- 
ing no  thought. 

p  ̂^Jco\  13  na  inmfl,  Injustice. 

o  (^j^  13  na  us,  A  church.  A  fire-temple. 
p  jj*^  \3  na  ahl,  Incapable.  Unfit,  unworthy. 

(j\iil3  J  13 jfc  har  na  ahl  u  na  dan,  Every  in- 
capable and  ignorant  person. 

p  (— -'V3  nab.  Pure,  clear,  limpid.  Genuine,  un- 
mixed, unadulterated,  neat.  Mere,  sincere.  Simi- 

lar, resembling.  A  furrow  in  the  buttocks  of  a 

horse  or  camel  from  fat.  (—-^u  mayn  nab,  (or 
U-'U  liib  badasi  nab.  Neat  wine.  Pure  wine. 

A  I— ̂ 5^-3  nab,  (pi.  I— '-i3\  anyub,  (— -'L»3\  anyab, 

c«*j;^l.>W«a?/i&)  A  cheek-tooth, grinder. 

A  canine  tooth,    (pi.  anyab,  (— -»_ja3  nuyub, 

nib)  An  aged  she-camel.  A  prince,  chief, 
head,  or  master  of  a  family. 

p  ̂bl3  na  baligh,  Under  age,  unripe,  immature. 
p  (_fb\3  na  bay,  Impossible,  absurd. 

p  «JI.***ob\3  na  bayist.  Improper,  unlawful. 

p  (^.-*;Ij\3  Kafea^istow,  To  be  odious,  offensive. 

A  (JLol3  nabit.  Growing,  germinating. 

A  «:^13  nabitat,  (pi.  'JL^'^^  nawabit)  Any  thing 
that  grows.    Young  progeny  of  man  or  beast. 

A  &5213  nabijat.  Evil,  misfortune.  A  kind  of 

food  made  of  milk  mixed  with  camel's  hair. 

A  ̂ V3  nabih,  A  barker. 
A  iii^nabikhat,  (pi.  narvabikli)  A  speaker, 

especially  on  high  and  abstruse  subjects.  Proud. 
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Misfortune.  Distant  (country). 

p  li^isJU  na  bakhirad.  Unwise. 
p  8i^xi.S2l3  na  bakhshanda,  Indisposed  to  give. 

p  ̂jj^ii^l3  nabdan,  (for  (j^iij^)  A  canal,  gutter. 

p  W ̂13  na  bar  ja,  Out  of  place.  Ill-timed,  im- 
pertinent, inconvenient,  improper,  vain,  foolish. 

p  ̂.*k>lij^i^ j>  13  nabar  /ianc^asa, Ungeometrical. 

p  Ci^*^>  13  na  bisud.  Not  used,  quite  new. 
p         13  na  basi.  Nonexistence. 

A  CJ'^>\'>  nabiz,  Anger.  Beating  (artery),  throb- 
bing (pulse).  A  thrower,  darter. 
A  nabi^,  Bursting  out,  overflowing  (well, 

fountain,  or  rivulet). 

A  «i^l3  nabighat,  (pi.  nan-abigh)  A  man 
of  magnificence  or  of  exalted  rank.  A  name  com- 

mon to  several  Arabian  poets. 

A  Ci)^l3  nabih,  High,  eminent,  lofty  (place). 

Pjl^  13  na  ba  har,  Useless,  unserviceable.  A 
vagabond,  idler,  stroller,  lazy,  worthless  fellow,  be- 

longing to  no  profession  or  religion.  Bad,  wicked. 

P  (_SjK^l3  na  ba  kari,  Villainy. 
A  &5313  nabihat.  High  (ground). 

p  (Jj13  nabil,  A  quiver. 

A  Jol3  nabil,  (pi.  ̂ 3  nubbal)  An  archer,  dart- 
er, thrower.  Skilful  in  shooting  arrows.  One  who 

has  or  makes  arrows.  Skilful, ingenious,  dextrous, 

clever.  Nabul,  Name  of  a  man,  Nabal. 

A  ̂j-bl3  nabulus.  Name  of  a  town  in  Palestine. 

p  ̂ji^l3  na  bi  nana.  Lost,  fruitless,  of  no  use. 

p  ii^  13  «a  bud.  Annihilated,  reduced  to  nothing, 

disappeared.  That  never  existed.  Ruined.  A  bank- 

rupt. Non-existence.  ̂ ^6^  i^^K>  na  bud  har-dan. 
To  make  disappear,  annihilate.  ̂ ^^iu«>l^^A^.l3  j  iiyl3 

na  bud  u  napayda  shudan,  To  be  dispersed,  vanish. 

p  iij<«iiy  13  na  budmand.  Ruined,  wholly  des- 
titute ;  a  bankrupt. 

A  w\3  nabih,  (pi.  «J0  nabh)  Celebrated  (man). 

Grave,  important  (affair).  sJli  ibni  nabih, 

Great,  held  in  high  estimation. 

p  ij^^  na  bahra.  Great,  choice,  excellent.  Ig- 
noble, mean,  abject.  Unsaleable  (goods).  Base 

(coin).  Covered,  concealed. 

V j^^- 13  na  bahanjar.  Irregular.  Wicked.jl^ 

^^^.K>  kari  na  bahanjar,  A  bad  action. 
p  i3  U  wa  bi,  (for  Ujo  13)  Blind,  not  seeing. 

A  ̂13  nabif.  Elevated,  convex.  (A  man  or  a 
stream)  which  comes  from  an  opposite  quarter. 

A  ̂13  nabl,  (pi.  ̂   nubiy)  High  ground. 
A&job  nabiyat,  A  bow  distant  from  the  string. 

p  (j-v^.  13  na  bin.  Weak-sighted,  seeing  bad. 
p        \3  na  bina.  Blind. 

p  ̂J,\^y>  na  binasi,  Blindness. 
p  j^l*«jA_)L3  na  bayusan.  Expectation,  hope. 

Sudden,  unawares,  unexpected. 
P  tdJb  13  na  pah.  Impure,  unclean,  polluted, 

filthy,  defiled.  Lewd,  licentious. 

p  ,_/t>b  napald,  Impurity,  uncleanness,  defile- 

ment,  dirt.  Licentiousness,  lewdness. 

p j^iiJ.bl3najoa3/-c?ar,Inconstant,frail,unsteady, 
fickle,not  durable,  unstable,  transitory,  momentary. 

p  »i^jjb.l3  na  payanda,  Transient,  fleeting. 

p  aj^  13  nd  puhhta.  Uncooked. 
p  l->  na.  padld.  Invisible,  inconspicuous, 

not  to  be  found,  vanished,  private,  concealed. 

Pj_^J.Jii>^.l3na^ac?Irffl^i,Obliteration,invisibility. 

p  ̂jjtj  ̂  na  parwa.  Intrepid,  fearless,  inconsi- 
derate, thoughtless,  heedless,  restless.  Without  wish 

or  desire.  Occupied,  fully  employed.  Weak.  Asto- 
nished, confounded,  stupefied. 

p^^jij^.  13  w«pan«a^i,Occupation,  employment. 
Pjlvj^Js^.  13  nd  parhezgdr.  Careless,  incautious, 

negligent,  inattentive  to  health.  Unchaste. 

p  ̂jJ^S^ji^  L3  nd  parhezgdrl,  Licentiousness. 
Carelessness,  a  want  of  due  attention  to  health. 

p  ;Xjuw^.l3  nd  pasand,  (or  Sii^ttU***)  \3  ndpasan- 

dida)  Unchosen,  disapproved  of,  reprobated.  Dis- 
agreeable,displeasing,  offensive,  odious.  Enormous. 

{^^Jm^H  liJw)  \3  nd  pasand  ddshtan,  (or  ̂ i^j^  shu- 
murdan)  To  abhor,  detest,  disapprove,  dislike.  13 

^^ii«w>  8iX>,4idk.*o.  nd  pasandida  shudan.  To  disgust, 
to  be  disapproved. 

p  13  ndpasandi,  Disagreeableness.  Un- willingness. 

Pj  16.13  ndpigdr.  Filthy,  vile. 
p  ̂i^i,  L3  nd  paydd.  Unborn,  that  has  never 

existed,  not  to  be  found.  Vanished. 

p  &juo]^  13      pa?/ras<a,  Untanned,  undressed. 

A  Ol3  nassdt,  A  lion. 

A  Ou  nasi,  (v.  n.  of  0\3)  Roaring,  bellow- 
ing loudly  and  much.  Envying. 

A  Olj  ndt,  (for  ̂J*^l3  nds)  Men. 

p  i_-j0'13  nd  tdb.  Weak,  infirm. 

A  ̂\indiij.  Who  brings  forth,  breeds;  a  breeder. 
p  j0.ii3l3  nd  tadbzr.  Unthinking.  Resourceless. 

viSi^^\Ji\jndtardshida,(or  (^\Ji\j)'Unshaved , unsmoothed,  unlicked.  Unpolite,  uncultivated. 

p        j3l3  nd  tarbiyat.  Uneducated. 

A  syU  ndtirat,  (A  bow)  snapping  the  string. 

p  (^jjjy  13  nd  tars.  Fearless.  Severe,  hard-hearted. 
A  t_-o3l3  ndtif,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 

A  ̂iK>  ndtih,  One  who  raises.  One  who  spreads. 

(A  woman)  who  has  many  children,  fruitful.  Who 

splits  open  or  looses.  Fire-striking  (tinder-box  or 

stick).  (A  horse)  which  shakes  his  rider.  (A  she- 
camel)  soon  conceiving.  Far  distant.  The  ancient 

name  of  the  month  (jLa*,  ramazdn. 

p  ̂4fK>  nd  tamdm.  Imperfect,  unfinished. p  nd  tamdmt.  Imperfection. 

p  (7)^^1.3  nd  turcdn.  Weak,  impotent,  infirm, 

powerless,  feeble,  frail,  (^^y^^.^'*^*'  nd  turvdn, 
A  decrepit,  weak  old  man.  ^ly^  nd  tuwdn 
shudan,  To  become  infirm,  unable.  (j<i;^ O^J"*^ 

nd  tuwdn  hardan.  To  debilitate,  enfeeble. 

p  ̂Jl31yl3  nd  tuwdndii,  Inability,  weakness. 



r  ij^J.^^yli  «a<j<na«-^i«, Envious,  malevolent. 
Pj3\^li  na  tuKuni,  Weakness,  ailment. 

A  ̂ 13  nath,  Swelling,  prominent,  projecting. 

A       nafi,  Swelling,  swollen  (member).  High. 

nass,  (v.  n.  of  L^J^i)  Being  distant,  far 
off.    Purposing,  striving. 

Aj5u  nasir,  A  speaker  or  writer  in  prose.  (A 

sheep)  coughing,  sneezing.  (A  sheep)  which  voids 

something  from  the  nose  resembling  a  worm. 

p  _.b  naj,  A  pine.    A  cypress. 

A  nasj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ u)  Groaning  in  prayer. 
Hooting  (an  owl).  Lowing  (an  ox).  Nasaj,  (v.  n. 

of  ̂ 3)  Eating  slowly. 
p  najay,  Deficiency  in  produce. 

najaAz,  Unlawful,  unsuitable. 

na  jay-gah,  Ill-timed.  Misplaced. 
A  najih,  Easy,  expeditious,  quick,  rapid 

(journey).  Hard  travelling.  Prosperous. 

A  najikh,  One  who  makes  a  noise  when 

coughing.  (The  sea)  resounding  with  the  dashing 

of  the  waves.  The  beating  of  the  sea  on  the  shore. 

A         najid,  Stupid,  silly.   A  stammerer. 

A  (S^U  najiz,  (pi.  A»-^_j3  nawajiz)  The  wisdom- 

tooth.  Jj.ff'  f^jaS'  ̂ zza  ̂ ala'  najizihi,  He 
attained  his  full  strength  (his  wisdom-tooth). 

A  j>X3  najir,  Sultry  (month).  The  month  Ra- 
jab,  Safar,  or  any  summer-month. 

p  ui)w«y>-l3  najurmah,  Sitting  in  an  idol-temple. 
Name  of  an  anchoret.  A  Christian  church. 

Ajs-b  najiz,  Present,  ready,  prompt.  Ready 
money,  cash,  najizan  hi  najiz,  Readily, 

promptly,  expeditiously. 

V  ̂^Sy^Xi  najuz  anjam.  Endless.  Ad  infinitum. 
A  ̂J«*-V3  najis,  Incurable  (disease). 
A  najish.  One  who  rouses  wild  beasts, 

and  makes  them  pass  by  where  the  hunter  lurks. 

A  ̂ n"^  naji^  Wholesome,  thirst-quenching. 
A  X*:>-13  naji^t,  (Men)  going  out  a  foraging,  or 

seeking  to  better  their  condition. 

A  (Jr-0  «aji7,  A  parent,  sire.  High-bred  (horse). 

A  ti^i^^  nojilayn,  (obi.  du.  of  ;_y=-l3)  Parents. 

p^jL>»-\j«aj?m&aw,Immoveable,notin  motion. 

p  i^j.^t>Xi  najins.  Ignoble,  rude,  uncivil. 

p  _j^\3  naju,  The  pine-tree. 

p  <5_j»-l3  najud,  A  cup,  full  or  empty. 

A  ii_js-lj  najud,  A  large  cup,  goblet,  or  vessel 
from  which  lesser  ones  are  filled.  Saffron.  Blood. 

A         najih.  Entering  an  unhealthy  country. 

A  naji,  One  who  escapes.  Swift.  Free, 

liberated,  excused.  A  deliverer.  An  epithet  of 

Noah.  an'  naji,  Elect,  predestined,  saved. 
A  name  common  to  several  persons. 

A  ai>-b  najiyat,  A  swift  she-camel  running 

away  with  the  rider.  a>i»-^  _jj>^  banu  najiyat, 
Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  ij^s-^  najin,  (pi.  obliq.  of  ̂ _^^)  Escaping. 
PjWli  na  char,  Remediless.    Helpless,  desti 
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tute,  abandoned,  poor,  miserable,  forlorn,  distressed. 

Forced  by  necessity,  constrained.  Necessary,  in- 

dispensible.    By  force,  against  the  inclination. 

p  j^jWO  na  chari.  Helplessness,  destitution. 
P  na  chak.  Unsound,  indisposed,  lean. 

p  8 jJjWlj  na  chawida,  Unmasticated. 

p  nachakh,  A  battle-axe.  A  halbert.  A 

double-pointed  spear.    A  short  javelin. 

p  (jIa-*^13  na  chaspan,  Unworthy.  Inconve- 
nient, impertinent.  Disproportioned. 

p  »iias-l3  7td  chida,  Ungathered. 

p  j^b  na  chiz,  A  trifling,  silly  thing,  of  no  con- 
sequence, insignificant.  Destroyed,  ruined.  Nothing. 

P  ̂jjv>-\>  na  chizi,  Smallness.  Insignificance. 
Nullity,  nothingness. 

A  sU-l3  nahat,  A  side,  a  quarter. 

A  i^\jS-[^\  an  nahirani,  (and  an  na- 
hiratani)  Two  nerves  or  veins  in  the  throat  or  jaws. 
Two  of  the  short  ribs. 

A  'ij>X>  naliirat,  (pl.^^\^  nan'ahir^  The  last 
day  and  night  of  the  lunar  month. 

Aj^b  nahiz,  (A  camel)  diseased  in  the  lungs 
and  troubled  with  a  cough ;  one  which  has  a  cal- 

losity on  the  knees  and  the  middle  of  the  breast. 

A  long  tract  of  ground. 

A  jjMS«-b  nahis,  Scarce,  disastrous  (year). 

A  (^»-b  nahis,  A  one-year-old  wild  she-ass. 
A  las»b  nahit.  One  who  coughs  much. 

p  lbLa_»-  b  na  hifaz.  Not  to  be  restrained  or 

kept  back  from  what  is  evil  or  improper. 

Pj_^b  ?ia/ta^  or  Aa/i/i, False,untrue:  unjust,  un- 
lawful. Injurious.  Injury.  Falsity.  Unjustly.  ,J-»ff 

^j>-\>  ̂ maJi  na  hak,  An  iniquitous  action. 

p  (3**^      hak-shinas.  Ungrateful,  in- 
equitable, having  no  notions  of  right  or  justice. 

A  (J^u  nahil.  Lean  (camel).  Thin  (sword). 

A  (_5*-b  nahi,  Inclined,  tending  towards,  (pi. 
nuhat)  A  grammarian. 

A  «J;s-l3  nahiyat,  (ph,_5^^y  nawahi)  A  country, 
territory,district;  tract, coast,  shore.  Aside,quarter. 

p  ̂ b  nakh.  The  navel. p  iJLk*n\s'\>  na  khast.  Unable  to  rise. 

p  &jLjili-b  7ia  AAaA-to,Unleavened,unfermented. 

p  \jii>-b  nd  khudd,  (No  God)  An  atheist,  im- 
pious wretch.  The  master  or  the  commandant  of  a 

ship,  a  captain  ;  a  supercargo.    A  seaman. 
p         ̂ ti>=-l3  nd  kliudd-tars.  Not  fearing  God. 

A  p  \  '^y>  ndkhuzd,  (;_^^;i«»-b  ndkhtizdy, 
ndhhuzdh,  or  s\ii>5-b  ndhhuzdt)  (pi.  Si3i>-\y  nawd- 
khizat)  A  shipmaster.  A  seaman.  A  supercargo. 

Ajf^\>  ndkhir,  (fem.  'sp-b  ndhltirat)  Worn  hol- 
low (carious  bone).  Sonorous  (thing  hollow  and 

pervious  to  the  wind),  (pl.^i^  nuhhur)  A  hog 
trained  up  to  hunting  and  falling  upon  the  prey. 

One,  single.  \^ j>-\i  ̂  Id  tidhhira  bihd,  There  is 
nobody  at  home,  there  is  nothing  in  it. 

p  tij^iijs>-b  nd  hhiradrnand.  Unwise. 15  B 

A  ̂J-i-\3  ndkhis,T\\e  scab  round  a  camel's  tail; 
also  a  fissure  under  his  arm-pit.  A  young  moun- 

tain-goat. *s ddsiratu'n  ndhhis,  A  cir- 
cular appearance  of  hairs  on  the  upper  part  of  the 

buttocks  of  a  horse,  and  stretching  towards  the 

nerves  of  the  thigh  (regarded  as  a  blemish). 

p  &jL.i-b  ndhhista,  A  slender  rope. 

A  i^jas-X>  ndhhis,  Emaciated,  shrivelled,  wrin- 
kled, wizened  (old  woman). 

A         ndkhi^  Knowing,  intelligent. 
p  s.Iflj>-b  7id  hhufta,  Uncoagulated. 

p  8\^as»-b  nd  khafrdh,  A  sailor,  shipman. 

A  J^b  ndhhil.  One  who  sifts,  a  sifter.  jji»-b 

jJ>xaM  ndhhilu's  sadr.  Sincere,  faithful  (adviser). 
p  t_flls-b  nd  hhalaf.  Degenerate,  ignoble,  spu- 

rious, villainous,  dastardly.  Wicked,  vicious  (boy). 

A  j**"^  ndhhim,  A  skilful  singer  or  player. 
p^^j>-bMaA/m«,A nail, talon, claw.  L-^Uil  (_^13 

ndkkuni  of  tab,  Fire.  The  nail  of  a  mistress,  (^b 

^^\^^3^iJ  ndkhiin  ba  6?a«c?aw,  Vexation,  regret,  disap- 

pointment. Afflicted,  grieved.  Astonished,  con- 
founded, b^  ndhhuni  boyd,  (jj^^. 

ndkhuni pariydn,  i^f^^  ndhhuni  khwush,  or 

^^b  na/i/tMni  6?6^i')  Perfumed  nails.  «<«ls>-  (^^13 
ndhhuni  hhdma.  The  nib  of  a  pen.  Jjj  ̂ ^b  nd- 

hhuni roz.  The  world-illuminating  sun.  j>  ̂^13 

^^^J  (Jii  ndkhun  bar  dil  zadan,  To  tamper  with  the 

constitution.  (jSXf-  ̂ ^'^ndkhunchidan,{^^S.iMi\y 
tardshidan,  or  i^ij^  giriftan^  To  pare  the  nails. 

^iij  ndhhun  zadan,  To  stir  up  strife. 
p  ̂^lis»l3  ndhhu7idn.  Callosities,  hard  parts, 

p     (ip"^  ndhhun-bur,  (\j>  ndhhun-burd, 

or        1^^^  ndhhun-hu7'dy ,  (_>i]^  cP"^  ndkhun- 

tardsh,  and^  O*"^  ndhhun-gir)  A  small  knife  or 
scissors  for  paring  the  nails. 

p  Jb  (^s-b  ndhhv7i-2)dl,  A  whitlow, 
p  liP"^  ndhliun-payrdy  or  pei-dy,  Scis- 

sors for  the  nails.    A  barber. 

p  tj^y"  (^/*-^  7tdhhun-hh7vdm,  An  imposthume 
under  the  root  of  the  nail,  a  whitlow.  A  disease  in 
the  hoof  of  a  horse. 

p  «ai>-b  ndhhuna,  A  nail,  claw.  A  cataract  in 

the  eye.  An  instrument  used  to  strike  the  strings 

of  a  lute  with,  a  bow.  c-.*m>  ̂ ILs^  livi-b  ndkhu- 
nasi  chashmi  shah,  The  new  moon. 

p  d«»*i^^l3  nd  hhwdst.  Unsolicited,  undesired. 

Trampled. 

p  8^\^13  nd  khrodnda.  Unread.  Unlearned. 

Uninvited,  unbidden. 

p  »lj_i-L3  nd  khwdh,  Unwilling,  constrained, 

against  the  will.  Unwillingly,  constrainedly. 

p ̂ j[Sb\y>X>7idkhrvdhd7i,JJnwe\come:  uncalled  for. 
Pj3Ufc\^bHa/eAn;a7m«I,Abstinence,indifierence. 

p  u-'^b  nd  khub.  Not  good,  bad. 

p  (^j^  L)  nd  khrvurish,  Victuals  remaining 
at  the  bottom  of  a  pot  and  sticking  to  it. 

p  (JU»*»*="^  nd  khivust,  A  place  beat  with  the 



feet,  or  smoothed  (as  sown  ground  with  a  harrow). 

p  i^^uny-\j  nakhroustan,  To  trample  under  foot. 

p  c_>jj»-  ̂   na  khwush,  Bad,  wicked.  Indis- 
posed, unhappy.  Displeased.  Unpleasant,  harsh, 

disagreeable.  Unwilling.  \  ̂j^Jji-U  na  khwush 
aviadan.  To  be  disapproved  of. 

pj\jl  (^^X>  na  khwush- awaz,  One  who  has 
a  harsh  and  disagreeable  voice. 

Pj\4i^(__ji^U  na  hhwtish-kirdar, An  evil-doer. 

Pj\^«j_ji-13  na  khwush-guwar,  Difficult  of  di- 
gestion ;  unwholesome  (meat). 

p  (jt^_js-l3  na  hhwushmish,  (or  ̂jJ^lvSj^U 
na  khwush-manish)  Loathing,  nausea.  Nauseating. 
Detestable. 

p  dyJ^^\j  na  hhwushnud,  Discontented. 

p ̂ ^jMy>'\j  nakhwuski,  Indisposition,  bad  health 
or  constitution.  Disagreeableness,  bitterness.  Fret. 

Displeasure.  Depravity,  villainy. 

p^^li  nakhun,  (for^^^»-l3  nakhun)  A  nail. 

A   liU  namd,  (or  ̂̂ dVi  naso.da')  Evil,  calamity. 
A  lib  na^d,  (v.  n.  of  liu)  Exuding,  pouring  out 

water  abundantly  (ground).  Envying.  Overtak- 
ing one  (calamity).  Envy.  Ground  from  which 

water  flows. 

A  S\j  nadd,  Whatever  is  necessary  for  the  sup- 
port of  life.  One  who  flees  or  scampers  away. 

Pj^JU  na  dm;  Insolvent,  indigent,  poor,  with- 
out possession.  A  poor  ryot,  or  cultivator. 

p  jbb  nadar-baki,  A  balance  due  by  poor 
ryots  (a  revenue-term  in  India). 

p  na  dan,  Poverty,  insolvency,  indi- 
gence. Incapacity. 

p  na  dasht,  Poor,  moneyless.  Impu- 

dent, indecent.  Faithless.  Name  of  a  sect  of  beg- 

gars. (See  x3l-i.5-V«j  shahh-shana,') 
p  na  ddshfi.  Poverty.  Bankruptcy. 

Shamelessness,  indecency.  Irreligion,  impiety. 

p  (j^ti^j  na  dan.  Ignorant,  silly,  unlearned,  sim- 

ple, rude.  8ti  ̂j^iiO  na  ddni  dah  mard- 

guy  (or  goy^.  An  ignorant,  prating  fellow. 

p  j_^l-j\4i\3  nd  ddnistagi,  Ignorance. 
paju-3Ul3?2af?an<s<fl,Ignorantly,  unknowingly, 

unwittingly.  Incognito,  unknown. 

p^^ii\3  nd  dam,  Ignorance,  simplicity,  idiotism. 

Infatuation.  Incapacity,  ̂ jii^ ̂J,'\(^\i7ldddnlkar- 
dan,  To  act  foolishly  or  ignorantly.  j^J^i^iili  nd  dd- 
niyam.  My  ignorance. 

A  siSli  ndddatan.  In  all  directions. 

AjiilinacZf/'jSingular,  rare,  uncommon,  unusual, 
wonderful, exoellrnt, precious.  Projecting.  Rarely. 

nddij-u'l  husn,  Of  uncommon  beauty. 

ySj5\ji>U  nddiru^l  wuhu^  Of  rare  occurrence. 
A  Ijiili  nddiran.  Rarely,  perchance, 

p ji'^ ji     13  nd  dar  har-d-har.  Impertinent,  irre- 
levent,  incongruous,  unconnected. 

A  ijiili  nddirat,  (pl.jii^^  nawddir)  An  uncom- 
mon thing,  a  rarity,  a  curiosity.  An  incomparable 
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man,  phoenix  of  the  age,  rara  avis.  Strange,  un- 

common, obsolete  (speech).  An  unexpected  acci- 
dent, any  thing  that  surprises. 

P  di*»»>ji^\3  nd  durust,  Not  right  or  true,  false. 

Imperfect ;  impertinent,  incongruous. 

Pjj*»*jiiU  nd  durusii,  Falsehood.  Unsoundness. 

p  jlJj jiil3  nddh'  shdh.  Name  of  a  king  of  Per- 
sia who  reigned  from  A.D.  1736  to  A.D.  1747. 

P  8ji^l3  nddira-jpursi,ln(\n\rj  about  rare 
and  extraordinary  matters. 

p^j^ii  5jiiU  w5iiira-(Zaw,Acute, intelligent, learn- 
ed, knowing  rare,  mysterious  things. 

Pj^  8,4il3  nddira-kdr,  Doing  any  thing  extra- 
ordinary. An  excellent  artificer. 

A  (jjjiiU  nadir  I,  A  rarity. 
A  (_-JiiV3  nddif,  A  cotton-dresser. 

p  Jol3  nd  dU-chasp,  Disliked. 

A  nddim,  (pi.  niddm  and  j,\S«-3  nud- 
c?am)Penitent,sorryfor.Bashful,ashamed,  abashed, 

p  fjS^  j»<il3  nddim  shudan.  To  be  sorry,  to  repent. 

Pjlfc»»j«iil3  nd  dam-sdz,  Discordant,  dissonant. 
p  8;iai>iiU  nd  dihanda  or  dihinda,  Not  paying 

what  is  diie.  Stingy,  not  giving. 

A  t^iiU  namda'.  Evil,  calamity,  misfortune. 
A  nddi,  One  who  calls  or  convokes.  A 

council,  assembly,  mote,  congregation,  or  place  of 

meeting.  A  crier.  (Camels)  pasturing  between 
two  diiiikings. 

A  *Wii\3  nddiyat,  (A  she-camel)  pasturing  be- 
tween two  drinkings.  (A  palm-tree)  far  from  wa- 

ter, (pi.  Obiiu  nddiyat)  Beginnings  (of  things). 

p  ̂ Sid^  nd  didagt.  Poverty,  bankruptcy. 

p  j^iiJiili  nd  didani,,  Not  to  be  seen ;  invisible, 

imperceptible.  Unfit  to  be  looked  upon. 

p  S4y>,iil3  nd  dida,  Unseen.  Not  seeing.  One 

who  has  seen  little;  inexperienced.  Vile,abject,base. 

Ajilj  ndzir,  The  city  of  Mecca. 

A^'o  ndzi^  Flowing,  fluent  (sweat  or  water). 
p       ndr,  A  pomegranate.  ndri  ru- 

bdh,  (or  I— -'^-^  rubbdb)  A  kind  of  sour  pomegra- 

nate. (^.Jt^j^  ndri  shirin.  Name  of  a  note  in 

music.  ̂ _^J^J^  ndrifdrsi.  Name  of  a  very  deadly 

poison.  '\j6ji>  Jo  ndri  hindi.  Name  of  a  fruit  re- 
sembling the  quince  (called  in  India  bil).  Jo 

&jjkM>  ̂   ndri  bdghi  sina,  A  nipple,  dug,  teat. 
Ajli  ndr,  (p^'JJ>^  anwdr,  ̂ Jjo  nirdn,j^  nur, 
niydr,  SjjS^  anwirat,  and  8_jO  niyarat)  Fire. 

Hell.  (Hell,  or  the  infernal  region,  is  supposed  by 
the  followers  of  Muhammad  to  consist  of  seven 

strata,  distant  from  each  other  a  journey  of  a  thou- 

sand years,beingseverally  the  appropriate  abode  of  a 
distinct  class  of  sinners.  Commencing  with  the  up- 

permost,  the  names  of  these  dismal  regions  are, 

jahannam,  laza',  ja}um,j^*M>  sa^r,jSM» 

sakar,  X^las"  hutamat,  and  'i>.Js>  hdwiyat).  A  mark 
made  by  burning.  Mind,  intellect;  counsel,  advice. 

^S>\  ahlu'n  ndr,  The  damned,  p  ̂ J^\Li^ J^> 

ndr  afshdndan,  (To  scatter  fire)  To  shed  hot  tears. 

p  l1/*hJ6  nd  rdst,  Not  right.  Untrue,  false. 
Adulterated.  A  fault,  error. 

p  {j£>Jo  nd  rdz,  (or  ̂_^^Jo  nd  rdzi)  Dissatis- 
fied, discontented,  displeased. 

P  {jjo  nd  rdy,  Inconsiderate,  injudicious,  in- 
discreet. Unbelieving. 

p  bjb  ndr-bd,  Meat  drest  with  pomegranate. 

P  i^J^  ndr-bun.  The  poraegranate-tree. 
V  J^L^Jo  ndr-pistdn,A  round  swelling  breast, 

of  the  form  of  a  pomegranate.  A  female  who  has 
firm  round  breasts. 

P  CL>.iM^,Jj  ndr-post,  Cinnamon. 

P  (J-i?^^  ndrjil,  A  cocoa-nut.  The  Persian  pipe 
for  smoking  through  water.  The  cocoa-nut* tree. 

A  ̂y*»■Jo  nasrijil,  A  cocoa-nut. 
P_js^^  ndr-khu,  (ndr  kho,  or  ̂ ^Jo  ndr-khoy) 

The  flower  of  the  pomegranate.  Fiery-tempered. 

P  cLly-jli  ndrkhuk.  Opium,  theriac. 
p  lijli  ndrad,  The  tike  or  dog-louse.  The  sting 

of  a  gnat.  A  miser.  Spikenard,  (for  nayd- 

rad)  He  does  not  bring.  He  cannot,  he  is  unable. 

P  J^i^JXi  ndrddn,  The  juice,  also  the  grains  of 
the  pomegranate.  Syrup  of  pomegranates,  also  of 

dried  grapes.  A  chafing-dish.  Ja^Jo  ndr- 
ddn afshdndan,  To  shed  tears  of  blood. 

p  j_^4i  &3^iijli  ndr-ddnad  dashti,  The  seed  of 
the  wild  pomegranate. 

P(-LX>iij\3war'(ian(7,  Victuals  dressed  with  pome- 
granate-syrup. 

p  ii^Jo  ndrda,  A  gnat.  A  tike,  dog-louse. 

A  p  f^>pJo  ndrdin.  Spikenard. 

p  t^J^  nd  ras.  Unripe. 
p  Ivjj  U  nd  rasd.  Unworthy,  unfit.  Ill-bred. 

P(3l«*,una  1-asdn,  Incapacity,unworthiness,un- 
fitness:  unskilfulness.  Unmannerliness.ill-breedino'. 

A  'kujo  ndrisat,  The  best  sort  of  dates. 

pCLmmJ'>  nd7-ast, (for  iJLi^Jjj)  He  was  not  able. 
p  8iia«j,l3  nd  rasida,  Not  arrived.  Unripe,  im- 

mature, not  arrived  at  perfection  or  puberty.  Sour. 

Destitute,  unfortunate. 

p  nHiJo  nd  rafta,  Not  gone.  Immoveable. 
ndr-kand,  A  grove  of  pomegranates. 

p  K^ifjo  ndrkuk,  A  kind  of  opium. 

p  \j^=aJo  ndr-kiwd,  Head  of  the  black  poppy. 

p  (J-Jjj^  ndrgil.  Fruit  of  the  cocoa-palm ;  cocoa- 
nut.  The  Persian  pipe  for  smoking  through  water. 

p  ̂i^Jo  ndr-giv,  Head  of  the  white  poppy. 
p  ndr-mushk,  An  Indian  fruit  resem- 

bling the  pomegranate ;  the  flowers  of  which,  when 

they  fall,  are  fragrant ;  the  best  being  of  a  whitish 

colour  mixed  with  red.    A  smith's  forge. 

A  p  ,^Jo  ndranj,  (or  <lSoJo  ndrang)  An  orange, 

jvcl^laff-  jji.y^^  ■^J^  ndranji  dil-dwez,  wa  tu- 
runji  ̂ tar-dmez,  A  beautiful,  odoriferous  orange. 

p  ̂_c■^^  ndranji  or  ndrinji,  Orange-coloured, 

p  l^-oj^  ndrangi,  Orange-coloured.  Name  of 



a  fruit  smaller  than  an  orange  and  sweeter.  The 
absence  of  colour. 

p  J  Jo  naru,  A  sweetly-singing  bird  resembling 
the  nightingale.  A  thread  which  comes  forth  from 
a  tumour  in  the  body  incident  to  strangers  in  some 

parts  of  Persia. 

p  nar-va,  Victuals  dressed  with  pomegra- 
nates. Heat.  Na  rava,  Not  current  or  passable. 

Unsaleable.  Inadmissible,  prohibited.  Unworthy, 

jjiiui*  \jj  13  na  7-ana  shudan,  To  be  unsaleable. 

p  ̂j^jj^  narvan,  Sour  cherry,morel.  Nd  ravdn, 

Base,  not  current.  Stagnant.  Inanimate,  immove- 

able. Dull,  flat  (market).  A  tall  shady  tree. 

p  (3)jj^3  ranani,  Dulness  of  trade,  diffi- 
culty of  disposing  of  goods,  unsaleableness. 

Pjjjli  ndrvar,  (A  girl)  with  round  swelling 
breasts,  of  the  form  of  the  pomegranate. 

p  (jjj^  narvan,  A.  very  lofty  kind  of  tree  which 
gives  much  shade,  the  sour  cherry.  Name  of  a 

wood.  Ndrwan  or  narwun,  The  pomegranate- 
tree.  Narawan,  Soft,  smooth.  Fresh.  The  tall, 

erect  branch  of  a  tree  shaken  by  the  wind.  The 

elm-tree ;  a  tree  called  likewise  ̂ y>-^jd»  taharkhun. 

p  iVjjv  narvand,  Name  of  a  tall,  elegant  tree. 
p  naruli,  Name  of  a  bird  resembling  the 

nightingale.  Naruh  or  warroa.  Tongue  of  a  balance. 

p  8jU  nara,  The  tongue  of  a  pair  of  scales.  A 
thick  rope,  A  stone  weight  against  which  any 

thing  is  weighed.  A  groan.  8^13  nara  kah- 
bdn,  The  handle,  also  tongue  of  a  balance. 

p         nmn,  A  garment. 

A  (jfjU  narly,  Fiery,  full  of  fire.  Hellish. 

A  iojlj  nariyat,  State,  nature,  or  force  of  fire. 

p  ̂̂ li^i.J^  ndr'idan,  To  hunt,  to  take.  To  wax great.    To  be  lengthened  out. 

p  ̂^..J^  nar'in,  Fresh,  shining,  clear,  polished, 
elegant,  adorned.  (^\^  C^'?^^  ndrin-kumdsh,  A 
beautiful  stufi:. 

pj\3  naz,  Blandishments,  soothing  or  endear- 
ing expressions  used  by  lovers,  or  by  parents  to 

children,  fondling,  coquetry,  amorous  playfulness, 

feigned  disdain.  Pride,  consequential  airs.  Soft- 

ness, elegance,  gracefulness.  Beneficence.  Dis- 

simulation. Delicacy,  softness.  Young,  fresh,  ten- 

der, newly  sprung  up.  A  wild  pine-tree,  cypress, 

or  box.  J_jj  nazi  naw-roz,  Name  of  a  note 

in  music.  i^'^j^J-^  J      ""^^  ̂   niijaz  kardan,  To 
supplicate,  to  entreat  sootliingly. 

na  zad.  Barren, 

p  iJJ^  nazun,  Sporting,  toying  (as  lovers), 

p  j_^iid>^.^l3  na  zayandagi,  Female  sterility, 
p  nd  zayanda,  Barren,  unprolific. 

p  ii\tS\j\J>  nd  zdfida,  A  female  that  has  not 
brought  forth  young. 

p  (jl;)bj\j  ndz-hdlish,  A  pillow, bolster,cushion. 

p  jj^.n^JU  wac-ifiZira,  A  pillow,  bolster,  cushion. 
A  kind  of  pillow  for  the  armhole.  (Ezek.  xiii.  18). 
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V  Ji^jijO  ndz-barddr,  One  who  bears  another  s 
whims ;  a  flatterer. 

p  (jTj^i^j^  ndz-harddri,  Flattery. 

p  jJjl3  ndz-bo,  The  herb  ocymum  pilosum. 

p  {J^j^  ndz-hoy  or  buy, The  herb  basilicum. 

Pjj^>  jU  ndz-parrvar,  {'^j^j'.j^  ndz-parward, 
or  5ii, jj^. ndz-parwarda)  Delicately  brought 
up.  A  spoilt  child. 
p  ndz  pari,  Name  of  the  daughter  of 

the  king  of  Khwarazm,  married  to  Bahramgur. 

A  ̂ 13  ndzih,  Distant  (town).  Exhausted(well). 
A  c_>^V3  ndzish,  Dissimulation,  blandishment. 

Glory,  exaltation,  eminence,  boasting.Importunity . 

A  ndzi^,  (A  male  or  she-camel)  longing 
for  its  ordinary  pasture  or  habitation.  One  who 
makes  haste.  One  who  excites  divisions.  The  devil, 

(pi.  ̂\j3  nuzzd^  A  foreigner,  stranger. 
A  Ols^^una^e^a^,  Stars.  Bows.  Name  of  a  chap- 

ter in  theKur'an.  lLj\sJc]\  an'ndzi^t,  Angels  who 

seize  and  carry  ofi"  the  souls  of  the  wicked ;  (figu- 
ratively) soldiers. 

p  (.dljli  ndzuk,  Thin,  slender,  subtle,  tender,  de- 

licate, fragile,  light,  elegant.  Clean,  neat,  orna- 
mented. Facetious,  gracious,  genteel.  Beloved  ob- 

ject, mistress.  Bread  baked  of  fine  flour  and  butter. 

p  eiJjO  ndzuk-add,  (The  nightingale)  with 
the  sweet  notes. 

p  tdJjli  ndzuk-anddm,  Delicately  formed 
in  every  limb. 

p  ̂ jiiJ  i-dJjU  ndzuh-hadan,  Delicate  (an  epithet 
of  a  mistress).  A  species  of  jujube.  A  certain  red 

flower.  A  flower  resembling  the  purple  amaranth. 

p  t^^^  uiJjU  ndzuk-tihi-ffdh,  Slender-waisted. 
p  ndzuh-khulk,  Of  a  delicate  or  yield- 

ing disposition. 

p  LdJjl3  ndzuh-mizdj.  Of  a  delicate  com- 
plexion or  habit  of  body. 

p  iSx^jO  ndz-kunanda,  See  i^XPj^  ndzanin. 

p  <i_5>-_j  LdJjU  ndzuk-wvjud,  Delicate  of  body. 

p  (_£jb  ndzuin,  Tenderness,  softness,  delicacy. 

A  (Jj^  ndzil.  One  who  descends,  dismounts, 
alights,  or  arrives  at.  p  f^i^^  Jj^  ndzil  shudan, 

To  alight,  to  descend,  ̂ ^ly^  Jj\3  ndzil  hardan.  To 
cause  to  descend  or  dismount. 

A  &5j\3  ndzilat,  (pi.  Jj^ji  nawdzil)  A  disaster, 
calamity,  misfortune  (as  descending  from  heaven). 
A  defluxion  of  humours,  rheum,  disorder. 

p  i^jO  ndzanda,  (or  jj;i3jy  ndzanin')  Delicate, elegant,  delightful,  delicious,  amiable,  agreeable, 
beloved.  Dissembling,  feigning  (in  a  good  sense), 

pretending  to  be  angry  when  pleased  (as  lovers) 

(^j^  C^\aj\  arckdti  ndzanin,  Precious  hours.  ̂ Jj 

{^X?j^  ̂^'^^  ndzanin,  An  amiable  woman.  A  mis- 
tress, a  sweetheart.  {^,^J^  L^^i^  mahbubi  nd- 

zanin, A  beloved  object. 

p  jjli  ndzu,  A  cat.  Name  of  a  melodious  bird. 
A  turtle-dove. 

PjjJO  nd  zor,  Weak,  without  strength. 

P  iJjSj^  nd  zori.  Weakness. P  nnzHn,  A  kind  of  hard  tree. 

A  5jl3  ndzih,  (pi.  ̂IjbjS  nuzahdi)  Pure,  chaste, 

temperate.  5jU  ndzihu'n  nafs.  Pure.  One 
who  lives  apart  from  society,  a  recluse:  a  puritan. 

P  ̂.^J^  nd  zih  or  zcb,  Ugly,  inelegant. 

p  U^jl3  nd  zibd  or  zebd.  Ugly,  unseemly,  un- 
graceful, unbecoming,  disfigured.  Plain. 

p  ̂JiJ\JJ_jO  nd  zebdtish.  Ugliness,  plainness. 

P(3bJjU  nd  zehdii.  Ugliness. 
A  ndziyat,  A  deep  dish.    Hot.  Cold. 

Passion,  vehemence,  impetuosity. 

p  jjiiOJO  ndzldan.  To  dissemble  (as  lovers)  ;  to 
counterfeit,  to  feign,  coquet ;  to  assume  a  graceful 

or  haughty  air.  To  boast  of  wealth.  To  emulate, 

rival,  envy.  To  use  well,  to  indulge,  behave  hu- 

manely, wink  at  another's  errors.  To  enjoy  the  con- 
veniencies  or  comforts  of  life,  to  live  agreeably  ;  to 

feel  a  momentary  pleasure ;  to  be  constantly  in 
spirits,  always  happy. 

PjU  ndj,  Pine,  box,  cypress.  Yawning. 

p  jjU  ndja,  A  pine-tree. 
p  (jjj^  ndjiin,  A  juniper-tree. 
p  ijO  ndja,  The  tongue  of  a  balance. 

^  i^lj^ndjin,  A  certain  tree,large  and  leafy,  bear- 
ing pods  in  which  gnats  are  found  in  great  numbers. 

A         nds,  Men,  mankind,  human  beings.  An- 

gels, demons,  genii.    Any  thing  suspended  from 
the  roof  of  a  house.  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe, 

j^j^tidl*  muhtaddyi  nds,  A  priest,  prelate. 

A  (_>I»u  ndss,  Who  checks  or  cries  (to  a  camel). 

Dry  (bread).  Thirsty  (bird).  A  species  of  ape. 
nd  saz,  Dissonant,  discordant,  out  of 

tune.  Obscene,  rude,  uncivil.  jL»»l3  LL^fcl  dhangi 

nd  sdz,  Discordant  sounds.  An  absurd  proposition. 
na  saz-kar.  Rendering  dissonant  or 

absurd.  Unfortunate.  Dissentient. 

P(_^\^jlM*l3«a.5a^-/<a7'i,Discordance,  absurdity, 

dissension,  (jt^/^ sdz-kdri  kardnn, 
To  dissent,  disagree. 

p  Siijjl*ulj  wasa^awc?a, Ineffectual,  inoperative. 

PjU|JU>j13  nd  sdzwdr.  Refractory,  discordant. 
p  nd  sdzwdri.  Discordance,  disso- 

nance. Dissension.  Refractoriness.  ^jJ^jKuid 

1^1^^  nd  sazndri  namudan.  To  disobey. 
p  (^1»*>L>  nd  sdzi,  Opposition,  contradiction, 

discordance,  ill-behaviour.  Dissimulation. 

p  (_^l«l*tjl3  nd  sdmdni,  Disorder;  unruliness. 
p  nd  sipds.  Ungrateful,  unthankful. 

Disagreeable.  Undiscriminating.  ̂ ^\y^X>  nd  si- 

pdsi,  Unthankfulness,  ingratitude. 
P  (JU**>Vi  nds2jdl,  Rind  of  the  pomegranate. 
A         ndssat.  Dry  bread.  &j«SU!\,  Mecca. 
p  dKL^iXi  ndsitdd,  Name  of  a  district. 
p  8iij!Lol3  nd  sntiida.  Vile,  abject,  mean,  low, 

base,  foolish,  stupid,  worthless,  wicked. 



A  ̂ **»U  A  weaver.  A  composer ;  a  maker 
of  an  oration.  (J-^  nasiju'l  hiyal,  A  hatcher 
of  conspiracy  or  treachery. 

p  ̂**>li  nasikh,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff  woven 
■with  gold  or  silver. 
A  nasikh,  One  who  abolishes,  obliterates, 

erases,  cancels.  Averse  of  the  Kur'an  which  abro- 
gates what  has  been  said  before.  Abrogated.  A 

copier  of  a  book,  an  amanuensis.  A  transformer. 

p  ̂J:^\J**^j  na  sarayisli,  Talking  by  signs,  and 
not  by  the  voice. 

p  8^13  nasara,  (or  »}*<»U  nasaza)  Money  bad, 
not  passable,  uncurrent  coin  ;  a  thing  which  passes 

with  difficulty.  A  sown  field. 

p  na  saza,  Unworthy,  improper,  imperti- 
nent, foolish,  indecent;  unmerited. 

AX>^l3was/^,Longneck:uncircumcised(woman). 

A  ndsi^t,  (A  woman)  who  has  long  a 
back,  belly,  or  clitoris. 

p  2CLaM»L)  na  sufta,  Not  perforated,  unbored, 

whole.  Thin,  not  dense,  a-i^nb  ji>  durri  na  sufta, 
An  unbored  pearl.  An  unblemished  maid. 

nas?A,Name  of  the  founder  of  a  Hindu 

sect.  Name  of  an  infidel  people,  or  one  unsteady 

in  their  religious  opinions. 

A  dijoilS  ndsik,  Devoted  to  God  or  virtue. 

A  KSCwO  nasikat,  (Ground)  green,  rained  upon. 
p  St5>A5l.C*»\3  na  sifjollda,  Unthought  of. 

A  ?2asiZ,Dropping,mouUing(hair,feather). 

A  nasilat.  Lean  (thigh). 

A  p**>u  nasim,  Sick,  at  the  last  gasp. 

p  ̂ j*>U  naslnj,  A  fine  kind  of  cloth,  called  the 
cloth  of  paradise,  ornamented  with  gold,  silver, 

and  silk  embroidery. 

A  C^yti^  nasut.  Human  nature,  humanity. 

A  ̂ ^13  wasM^i?/,  Worldly.  Human. 

PjyM\j  nasur,  An  incurable  wound.  Fistula. 

A  j^*«\-3  nasur,  {^\.jm>\^  narvasir')  A  disease 
in  the  corner  of  the  eye ;  one  in  the  gums,  and  one 

in  the  podex,  attended  by  a  constant  running. 

p  fj!jyi»6  nasuri,  The  throat,  gullet. 
A  nasis,  (pi.  sL-i  nasasat)  Fat.  One  who 

gives  the  names,  arranges  the  order  of  the  months. 

A  nasi,  Forgetting,  forgetful.    One  who 

defers  the  pilgrimage  to  Mecca,  p  ̂ jii>**»  v  nasi 
shudan.  To  forget. 
p  nasidan,  To  be  born  with  a  bad  dis- 

position. To  be  lame  or  mutilated  from  the  birth. 
To  be  lean. 

A  nassh,  (v.  n.  of  b)  Accepting,  receiv- 

ing, taking  (any  thing  to  eat).  Seizing  by  force. 

Deferring,  delaying.  Rising  up.  Springing  upon, 

making  an  onslaught. 

p  nash.  Lamentation,  plaint,  wailing. 

PiSL^li  wasAacZ,Cheerless,  joyless,  low-spirited, 
dissatisfied,  displeased,  hippish. 

p  (_5iiU«u  nd  shddi,  Dulness,  displeasure. 
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nd  shdi/ist.  Improper, 

p  ̂^^^J^\Zi\j  nd  shdyistafji.  Impropriety. 
P  ti3^\ZiX>  nd  shdyista.  Unworthy,  improper, 

indecent,  indecorous,  illicit.  CJ'^j>-  nd 
shdyista  harakdt.  Shameful  or  unlawful  actions, 
misdeeds,  crimes,  sins. 

A  t_<wiL3  ndshib.  Sticking,  inherent.  A  man 

who  has  arrows  (L_->\Ji3  nushshdh). 

A  'ixZiO  ndshibat,  (Any  thing)  adherent,  stick- 
ing fast.  (pi.  of  (_««<2il3  ndshib)  Furnished  with  ar- 

rows, ndshibatu'l  mahal,  A  pulley, 
p  (^IxijU  ndshpdfi.  The  common  pear. 

pUlmjU  ndshitd,  Hungry,  having  an  empty  sto- 
mach. Fasting.  Breakfast.  A  foreigner,  stranger. 

(Any  thing)  received  on  credit.  (The  price)  of 

any  thing  to  be  paid.  Equal.  liLi^U  nd- 
shitd shikastan.  To  breakfast. 

p  t-.'Uuijli  ndshtdb.  Fasting,  abstinence, 

p  845,_js-\Xiil3  ndshitd-khwurda,  Taken  on  an 
empty  stomach,  eaten  fasting. 

p  f^^^^M  iLiib  ndshitd-shikan,  Breakfast, 

p  (jUuolj  ndshitdsl,  Fasting,  hunger.  A  break- 
fast, whatever  one  eats  after  a  long  fast,  ̂ jli^li 

ndshitdti  shihastan,  To  breakfast. 

P(3ii>ii»b  nd  shudani.  Impossible,  impracticable. 

A  jZiO  ndshir.  One  who  disperses,  scatters,  dif- 
fuses, divulges.    Who  brings  to  life.    One  who 

pricks  his  ears.    One  who  saws,  a  sawyer. 

A  ij^id  ndshirat,  (Ground)  verdant  with  herb- 
age at  the  end  of  summer,  (pl.^wlo^y  nawdshir)  A 

vein, nerve,  ortendon  of  the  arm,  especially  interior. 

Ajdijb  ndshiz.  Beating  (pulse)  when  indisposed, 
or  (heart)  from  fear.    Stubborn  (woman). 

p  «jL»*I»b  nd  shusta,  Unwashed. 

tifli  nd  shusta,  A  new-born  babe  not  yet  washed. 
A  (_jiaZ)\>  ndshis.  Rude,  uncivil,  contradicting. 

Angry.  Stubborn(woman)  who  dislikesher  husband. 

A  laji>b  ndshit,  Brisk,  active,  lively,  and  well- 

fed  (horse).  (A  wild  bull)  going  out,  and  running 
from  place  to  place.  Absurd  (question).  A  path 

lurning  to  the  right  or  left  from  the  high  road. 

A  oUojiib  ndshitdt,  Stars  moving  from  one 

place  to  another  in  the  heavens.  Angels  receiving 

the  souls  of  true  believers.  Believing  souls,  which 

quit  the  body  with  joy  and  alacrity. 

A         ndshi^  High.  Prominent,  projecting. 
A         ndshigh,  One  who  makes  a  noise  in  the 

throat  as  if  about  to  faint, 

p  LiLib  ndshih,  A  debtor, 

p  i^^^J^Ki  nd  shukri,  Unthankfulness. 
p  ̂   ̂i^JlXi  nd  shihlh.  Impatient, 
p  Lji^b  nd  shlklbd,  Impatient,  unsteady, 

p  ̂LjjSw^b  nd  shihibdA,  Impatience, 

p  &jJ>X^\'i  nd  shigufta,  Unblown,  unexpanded 
(flower).    eufl-Cili         abkdri  nd  shigufta.  Un- 

blemished virgins. 

A  ftJuijb  ndshilat,  Lean  (thigh).  A  light,  slen- 

der  sword.  Water  newly  drawn  from  the  well. 
p  lxi»b  ndshind,  Even  in  number,  equal. 

p  (^ILijb  nd  shinds,  Not  recognising,  acknow- 

ledging, or  owning.    Ignorant,  rude.    A  rustic. 
p  LuU^b  nd  shindsd,  Unknown,  not  to  be  re- 

cognized. Ignorant. 

p  |^L**ljJob  nd  shindsdn.  Ignorance. 

p  J^lLajb  nd  shindsi,  A  refusing  to  recognise. 

Ignorance.    Rusticity.    A  rustic. 
p  \jjw2»b  7id  shinavd.  Deaf.  Unwilling  to  listen. 

p  ̂\^iZ»X>  nd  shinavdn,  Deafness.  An  un- 
willingness to  listen. 

p  (3ii>JuLb  nd  shanidani,  Not  fit  to  be  heard. 
p  JiiJOjCab  nd  shanida.  Unheard. 

A  ndshis,  (pi.  ̂ i^>  nashf  or  nashas)  Who 
or  what  grows.  A  boy  or  girl  starting  into  youth, 
(pi.  &Lib  tidshi-fot)  Any  thing  arising,  appearing, 

or  produced  in  the  night. 

A  Xi-i»b  ndshisat,  (v.  n.  of  li<3)  Growing,  increas- 

ing, growing  up  amongst.  The  first  hour  of  night  or 
day ;  also  any  hour  at  which  one  rises.  Beginning. 

Any  thing  arising,  appearing,  or  produced  in  the 
night-time.  A  rising  or  starting  repeatedly  from 
sleep.    The  first  sprouting  of  young  herbage. 

p  j^^ii»b  nd  shmn,  Not  sweet.  Disagreeable, 
sour  (face).  Insipid  (meat).  Depraved,  not  good. 

A  sbob  ndsdt.  The  forelocks. 
p  (  jl^sb  nd  sdf.  Unclean,  dirty. 
A  ndsib.  One  who  erects,  sets  up,  fixes, 

plants,  places,  constitutes.  Fatigued,  laborious, 

painful  (life).  Wearying,  vexatious  (care  and  soli- 

citude). (A  particle)  which  requires  a  word  to  be 
Inflected  with  the  vowel  nasb. 

A  ftixoU  ndsiblyat,  (with  the  article  Jl  al)  The 
enemies  of  Ally. 

A^*aU  ndsih,  (pl.^.«ai  nussah  and  j^l/oi  nussdh) 
A  monitor,  counsellor,  adviser,  sincere  friend,  faith- 

ful minister.   Any  thing  pure  (as  honey). 

L-AJkU  ndsihu'ljayb,  Sincere,  free  from  guile.  JV^a- 

sih,  (or  (l^l^^li  ndsihly)  A  tailor. A  ̂ b  ndsir,  (pl.jl.<aJ  nussdr,  j^oJi  nasr,  nusar, 

andjUai^  ansdr)  A  defender,  assistant,  helper,  de- 
liverer, ally.  (God)  the  giver  of  victory.  (pl.^\y 

nawdsir)  A  canal ;  any  channel  through  which  wa- 
ter runs,  that  especially  made  by  a  torrent,  and 

coming  from  a  distance :  the  feeder  of  a  main  stream. 
A  hill  two  miles  in  length. 

A  Bjjo^  ndsirat,  Nazareth  in  Galilee. 

A  ̂ b  ndsi^  Pure,  clear  (colour) :  as,  ̂ b 

t^jA>^\  ndsi^abyaz,  (or  (^l^J^^  ndsi^'l  ba- 
ydz)  Pure  white,  snowy. 

A  L_A«al3  ndsif,  (pi.  \_i-a.>)  A  domestic  servant. 

A  'iSjod  ndsif  at,  (pi.  u-ft'^^jj  nawdsif)  A  chan- 
nel, or  the  middle  part  through  which  water  runs; 

also  a  stone  in  mid-stream. 
A  Jj^lj  ndsil,  (A  beard)  losing  its  dye. 

VL^^yoXi  nd  sawa&,  Not  right,  bad.  Unwhole- 



some.  J  Jjjfc  harza  tu  na  sawab,  Vain 
and  false  (words). 

i>  jyo\j  nasur,  An  old  wound.  A  callosity. 
A         ?<a.si,PIighly  raised  (camel  in  a  pasture). 

A  *J^li  nasijjatf^p].  narvasY)  A  forelock. 

Appearance,bearing, manner, purport.  kxoUS^^^-oP^ 

.  yhaziru'n  nasiyat,  Gifted  with  fine  forelocks  ;  for- 
tunate, lucky,  prosperous,  happy,  v  ̂j^ii  s^fo\> 

i^Kinaaiya-darani  pah,  Angels.  Holy  men,  saints. 

Ai^lj«a^2,Possible,practicable,feasib]e.  Easily 

accomplished  (business).  Gold  or  silver  money. 

A  nazib,  Far  distant,  wide  (plain). 

A  ̂linac:?;,  Ripe  (fruit):  well-dressed  (meat). 
A  nazih,  (A  camel)  which  draws  water. 

K'isi^'d  nazihat,  (pi.  nawazih)  A  she-ca- 
mel trained  to  water  ground. 

A  ti-oU  nazid,  One  who  lays  things  side  by  side. 

A jtcXinazir,  Florid,  vivid,  bright.  Water-moss. 

j>oX> jjaj>'\  akhzaru  nazir,  Of  a  bright  green. 
A  nazif,  One  who  breaks  wind  much. 

A  ,J-o\3  nazil,  A  warrior,  champion. 
A  t_»l9\j  natih,  A  strainer,  colander. 

A  «a<j/j.  Butting  (ram).  (Game)  coming 

in  front  of  one.  Meeting  in  full  career  (two  birds 

or  beasts),  (pi.  J£>^y  wawa/iVi)  Adversity. 

an'naiih,  The  horns  of  the  ram,  i.e.  Two  bright 
stars  in  the  head  of  Aries,  la^li-  ̂   j  *5 
laysa  lahu  natih.un  ma  la  hhabitun,  He  has  neither 

what  butts  or  stumbles,  i.e.  sheep  or  camel. 

A  JioXi  natir,  (a  foreign  word)  (pl.jUaj  nuttar, 

Aj^  nutaras,  and  'ij^>  natarat)  The  keeper  of  a 
vineyard  or  palm-garden.   The  servant  at  a  bath. 

A  f^jJy(>  natis,  An  examiner,  searcher :  a  spy. 

A  naii^  One  who  eats  with  the  fore-teeth. 
Whatever  strikes  the  palate  with  a  smacking  noise. 

1^13  (^Ix).  bayazi  nati^  Pure  whiteness. 
A  ̂̂ J^^na.tif,  A  confection,  especially  one  white 

and  hard,  made  of  the  root  ̂ —5-  ̂sluj,  boiled  long 
with  new  wine,  sugar,  and  other  ingredients. 

A  naiifiy,  A  vender  of  natif. 

A  ̂isli  natik,  Speaking.  A  speaker.  Perspi- 
cuous (book).  Rational  (animal).  Live  stock. 

The  waist.  ̂ j!ssX>j<9-  ghayr  natih,  T)\xmh,  irrational, 

^jj^slj  hay awani  natih,  A  rational  animal : 

man.  ^\^is>- hay  awani  ghayr  ndtik,  An 
irrational  animal  :  a  beast. 

A  X-aialj  nalihat,  Faculty  of  speech.  Waist, 

siilsli  -^'jjt?^  iuttfi  natiha,  A  talking  parrot. 
A  JiiU  natal  or  natil,  (pi.  J-ifljj  nayatil)  A 

wine-measure.  Wine.  Natil,  Any  thing  remain- 

ing in  a  measure.  One  draught  of  wine,  water,  or 

milk.  J-is^  O^flii*  U  ma  zafirtu  bi  natil,  I  have 
obtained  nothing. 

p  (JlslS  natil,  A  weight  of  seven  pounds;  also 
one  of  two  and  a-half  drachms. 

p  na  talah.  Uncalled. 

AjyisX)  natur,  (pl-^^^^y  nan:ailr)  The  keeper 
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of  a  vineyard  or  palm-plantation.  One  who  keeps 
a  look  out  from  the  mast-head. 

A  ̂JJ^\a^  natw'i,  A  watch  set  over  sown  fields. 
A J^K>  nazir,  A  seer.  A  superintendant,  inspec- 

tor,observer,supervisor,guardian,spectator,keeper, 

purveyor,  commissary.  An  officer  employed  in  a 

judicial  court  superior  to  all  peons,  or  bailiffs ;  a 

sheriff.  The  eye,  or  the  black  speck  in  the  eye. 

Sight,  vision.  The  lachrymal  duct  in  the  nose.  A 
bonefrom  theforehead  to  the  rootsof  the  nose. 

C^Xi^^naziri  buyutat,  Superintendant  of  house- 
hold expenses,  v  J&Xi  nazir  shudan,  To  look, 

behold,  observe.  JiaX>  naziri  dar  saray, 
A  servant  of  the  royal  household  posted  at  the  gate 

of  the  palace  to  take  an  account  of  servants  absent 

from  their  posts.  jij>U^  ̂ ..^  shadidtinnazir.  Char 

of  suspicion,  who  looks  with  his  full  eyes.  j>o\^jJ^\ 
ahmaru  ndzirun,  Of  a  bright  red. 

A  j^l^lj  ndzirdni,  Lachrymal  ducts  from  the 
inner  corner  of  the  eye  down  each  side  of  the  nose. 

A  'ij^^j  ndzirat,  (pl.^^y  nawdzir)  The  eye. 
Sight,  vision.  Reading,  studying. 

p  (j,\js>-  iJaXi  ndzira-khndntf'Red^Amg  (\ri  op- position to  repeating  by  heart). 

A  j»ii>l3  ndzim,A  composer,  arranger,  adjuster. 
A  governor,  regulator.  The  chief  officer  of  a  pro- 

vince, in  whose  hands  the  protection  of  the  country 

and  the  execution  of  the  laws  are  entrusted.  A  poet. 

(A  fish  or  lizard)  marked  with  the  lines  m- 
zdmdni.  (A  hen)  full  of  eggs.  ndzimi 

ash^r,  A  composer  of  verses,  a  poet. 

Aj^l3  ndzHr,  A  watchman,  a  watcher. 

A  'Bj^y>  ndzurat,  Looked  at  or  revered  above 
all  others,  as  respectable  and  venerable. 

A  'kisXi  nd^hat.  Swift  (she-camel). 
A&4plj«a^(/a<,White(she-camel),one  especially 

which  they  ride  when  hunting  wild-cattle.  Plain, 
level  (ground). 

A  (j*^^  nd^s,  Sleepy,  drowsy,  lethargic. 
A  nd^sat.  Assistance,  aid.    A  helper. 

ft*aff-lj  asadu  bin  nd^sat,  Name  of  an  an- 
cient Christian  poet. 

A  laS-li  nd^t,  (pi.  !UjO  nu^if)  One  who  eats  un- 
gracefully, who  swallows  one  half  of  a  mouthful, 

and  lets  the  other  drop  on  his  plate,  or  throws  it 

away.  One  who  travels  to  a  great  distance.  Name 
of  a  district  in  Arabia  Felix,  of  a  mountain  near 

Sanaa,  and  of  a  castle. 

A  lapU  nd^z,  Stiff,  erect,  rigid  (yard). 

A  iiac-lj  nd^fat,  A  loose,  pendulous,  flagging 

ear.  eSsi^\  His-O  ̂ \ ahhaza  nd^fata'l  hunnat,  He 
climbed  the  mountain-top  by  an  easy  ascent. 

A^^U«rt^i^,(pl.*ifl*Jna^a^ai)Croaking(raven). 
an'  na^hani,  Two  stars  in  Orion. 

A  jJ.ff'U  nd^l.  One  who  wears  shoes  or  slippers; 
one  who  has  many  of  them.  Hard,  solid  (hoof). 

The  onager  or  wild  ass. 
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nd^m,  Soft,easy,gentle,  tender,delicate. 
Soft  (silk).  Easy(temper),  cheerful  (countenance). 

A  "i^S-o  nd^imat,  A  garden,  meadow.  Delicate 
(woman),  well  fed  and  healthy. 

A  j^li  nd^r,  A  vein  spirting  out  blood,  not  to 
be  stopt.  The  sail  of  a  mill.  A  water-mill. 

A  jj^S-li  nd^xrat,  naicd^r)  A  mill, 
especially  that  which  is  turned  by  weight  of  water, 

by  the  wind,  or  by  cattle,  for  raising  water  from  a 
well  or  river  (so  named  from  the  sound  it  makes). 

A  water-wheel.  A  water-bucket  or  pitcher.  The 
nose,  also  the  division  of  the  nostrils. 

A  la^S-li  nd^z.  One  who  produces  a  priapism. 

A  j_^Una^J,One  who  announces  another's  death. 
News  of  any  person's  death. 

A  &J^U  nd^yat,  (pi.  of  nd^)  Those  who 

bring  intelligence  of  a  person's  death. 
p       ndgh.  The  elm-tree. 
p  LIa-'S'O  ndghist,  An  Indian  fruit  resembling 

the  pomegranate,  the  flowers  of  which,  when  they 
fall,  are  fragrant. 

p  C«  .mC-u  ndghisht,  Ethiopian  pepper. 

A  i^jasX)  ndghiz,  In  motion,  one  following  ano- 
ther (as  clouds).  Cartilage  of  the  shoulder-blades. 

p  (__ji^l3  ndghosh.  Diving  and  remaining  un- 
der water:  plunging  the  head  into  water. 

p  J^li  ndghai.  Steps,  a  ladder,  staircase,  trap- 
door on  the  roof  of  a  house. 

p  Aff'^  ndghist,!^ ame  of  a  scarlet  seed  good 
for  the  liver  and  stomach. 

A  1 — j\j  nasf,  (v.  n.  of  u_flAi)  Striving,  using  ex- 
ertion. Being  fortunate.  Nataf,  (v.  n.  of  v__ftlj) 

Eating  (meat).  Quenching  (thirst).  Loathing. 

P I  sl3  wo/",  The  navel,  nave,  middle  of  any  thing. 
A  round  cushion.  t^j\  ̂  ndji  arz,  (uLlU-  i  

ndji  hhdh,  (jr^j  i  ndJi  zamin,  or  ̂ Is-  i  jli 
ndJi  ̂ lam)  The  navel  of  the  earth,  i.e.  Mecca, 
or  the  Kaaba.    ̂ ^li]  ,  >li  ndfzadan,  To  cut  the 

navel-string.  ̂ ^<ij  (_^y>- ji  i  sU  ndfbar  hhwusKi 
zadan.  To  cut  the  navel-string  cheerfully.  (If, 
at  the  moment  of  performing  this  operation,  the 
midwife  be  in  a  lively  mood,  they  suppose  that  the 

child  will  be  of  a  gay  and  cheerful  temper;  and 

if  the  contrary,  they  think  the  child  will  be  of  a 
dull  and  gloomy  disposition,  which  they  express  by 

the  phrase,  ̂ ^^J  ̂   ji  ,  j\j  ndfbar  gham  zadan). 
(_JU  nafi  sipar,  The  navel  or  centre  boss  of  a 

shield.   jli  «o^6/u7Z^,  Midnight. (  ilijO 

dar  ndfishahr, In  the  middle  of  the  city,  ichsa  i  j\j 

ndji  hafta.  The  middle  of  the  week,  i.e.  Tuesday. 
A  ndjis,  A  conjurer  blowing  or  puffing 

when  making  incantations  or  playing  tricks. 

A  'iZid  ndfisat.  Incantation,  conjurer's  trick. 

A  ̂   f>dfij,  Thick,  coarse  (voice). A  &-i£?l3  ndjijat,  (pi.  naymjij)  Beginning 

or  rise  of  a  thing  (as  of  a  violent  wind  or  rain).  A 

cloud  fraught  with  rain.  The  short  ribs.  A  daugh- 



ter.    (from  p  &ib  nafa')  A  bag  of  musk. 

A  ̂13  wa^AA,  One  who  blows  or  puffs:  a  blower. 
Mjto        nafikhu  zaramatin,  Blowing  into  flame. 

Ai^ — s\j  najiz,  One  who  penetrates,  passes,  gets 

through,  or  executes.  (A  royal  edict)  having  ef- 
fect, received,  or  obeyed  everywhere.  Quicksilver. 

Worn,  beaten,  travelled  (road).  3il3jyc^  arriiri 

najizu'l  amr,  A  prince  whose  commands  all  obey. 

(^^ji^^^aJ^  iSiU  nafizu'l  halimatayn,  One  whose 

words  are  penetrating,  one  from  whose  "yes"  and 

"  no"there  is  no  appeal ;  absolute,despotic.p^^^ 
sur-akhi  nafiz,  A  hole  quite  through. 

A nafir,  (jA.Jo  nafr)  Timid,  flying.  Stiff", 
erect.  Sneezing  (sheep).  Conquering ;  a  victor. 

A  governor,  a  commander. 

A  'ij)\>  najirat,  Kinsmen,  near  relations, 

p  ̂^J)\i  na  farjam,  Inefi'ectual,  inconclusive, of  bad  tendency.    A  trifling  or  useless  thing;  a 
shameful  action.  Little,  diminutive,  small. 

l»W y\j  suhhuni  na  farjam,  (or  ̂ 1&-^U  kalami 
nafarjani)  Foolish,  unmeaning  words. 

p  (j^/^  na farman,  Disobedient,  stubborn, 

p  j_^l«^U  nafarmarii,  Disobedience.  f^^y!(> 
nafarmani  karda,  Uncommanded. 

p  ao^^li  na  farliahhta,  Rude,  unmannerly, 

ill-bred.  Ugly.  Rudeness,  ill-manners.  Ugliness. 
A  najis,  One  who  looks  with  a  malignant 

eye.  Name  of  the  fifth  gaming  arrow. 

A  (joiO  nafiz,  Trembling,  tremor.    Nafiz,  (or 

an'  nafiz)  (A  fever)  attended  with  tremor. 

A  alai'j  nafitat,  A  sheep.    A  she-goat.  Blis- 
tered (hand).    (Cattle)  driving  any  thing  out  of 

the  nose.  Klailj  ̂   j  iiJajlfi-  a3  U  md  lahu  ̂ fitatun 
wa  la  nafitatun.  He  has  nothing. 

A  nafi^  Salutary,  wholesome,  good,  use- 
ful, profitable,  advantageous,  assisting.  Ridding 

of,  freeing  from  (spoken  of  medicine).  Name  of  a 
freedman  who  belonged  to  Muhammad.  Name  of 

a  prison  built  by  Ally,  p  ndfi^shudan, 
To  do  good,  to  assist,  to  make  use  of. 

A  i^'j  nafik,  Saleable,  finding  a  ready  sale. 

A  ndfihas,  (pi.  (ji^y  nan-qfik)  The  hole 
of  a  field-mouse  (with  ten  or  a  dozen  entrances). 

A  EiiiU  nafihat,  A  bag  or  bladder  of  musk. 

A  aJiU  ndfilat,  (pi.         «a7i-a/?Z)  A  voluntary 
act  of  religion,  the  observance  of  which  is  not  posi- 

tively enjoined.  A  work  of  supererogation.  Supe- 

rerogatory prayers.  Religious  merit.  An  extraor- 
dinary gift.  Children  of  children.  Plunder,  booty. 

A  nafuhh,  Liquorice-root, 
p  a>_iU  ndfa,  A  bag  or  bladder  of  musk.  The 

belly,  or  skin  of  the  belly  of  any  animal.  A 

pod,  cod.    I  sT  oiKi  nafasi  af,  The  navel  of  the 

musk-deer.  nafasi  dhu,  The  musky  ring- 

lets of  the  fair.  liiJwo  ndfasi  mushk,  A  blad- 

der of  musk.  Navel-bag  of  the  musk-deer  or  goat. 

(_Jiib  {^Z^  tiU  ndfan  mushk  ydftan,  To  find  a 
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bladder  of  musk,  (metaph.)  To  get  a  great  name. 

Asiu  ndfihjjuzzj,  sluggish  (camel).  A  coward, 

p  (_fy  sj\>  nafa-hoy  or  iuy,  One  who  has  stink- 
ing breath.  A  tale-bearer,  whisperer,  slanderer, 
p       u  nafahm,  Not  understanding. 

A  ̂jU  ndfi,  Negative.  Who  rejects.  Rejected. 

A  ̂13  na^,Pustule3  or  excrescences  in  the  hand. 
The  grooves  or  wrinkles  between  the  roots  of  the 

little  finger  and  thumb,  or  any  thing  similar  in  the 

other  parts  of  the  body,  as  in  the  interior  bend  of 

the  elbow-joints,  (pi.  of  si'li  ndkat)  She-camels, 
p  ndkabil,  Incapable:  silly.  Insufficient. 
A  &jjl3  ndhibat,  An  ulcer  in  the  side, 

p  J_jJ>5U  nd  kahul,  Not  consenting.  Loathing. 

Unpleasant,  disagreeable,  unacceptable. 

A  ii'li  ndkat,  (pi.  ijli  ndh,  ̂ Jy  nuk,  an- 
Kuk,  anmk,  ̂ ^>^  awnuk,  aynuk,  ̂ jUi 

niydk,  O\i'o  ndkat,  anwdk,  ̂ y^^3  oydnik, 
and  O^ljj  niydkdt)  A  she-camel.  One  pustule. 

ajU\  a7i'  ndkat.  Certain  stars  in  the  form  of  a  camel. 
A  liili  ndkid,  One  whose  business  it  is  to  exa- 

mine coin  and  ascertain  its  goodness.  An  assayer. 
Clever  in  the  despatch  of  business, 

p  jiU  ndkir,  A  harp,  psaltery. 

A ji'U  ndkir.  One  who  strikes  or  hollows  out. 
(An  arrow)  penetrating  the  mark. 

A  "ipo  ndkirat,  Adversity,  evil,  misfortune,  ca- 
lamity. Argument,  proof,  reason.  Controversy. 

A  j5l3  ndkiz,  Poor,  trifling  (present). 
A  ndkis,  Acid,  sour. 

A  i^jA^  ndkis.  Deficient,  defective,  imperfect, 

unfinished.  Mutilated.  Inexpert,  (in  gram.)  De- 

fective (verb,  as  \^  gkaza'  or  ramu').  (_><ajU 
(JijJl  ndkisu'l  ̂ kl,  (or  Jiis-  (.joSU  ndkis  ̂ kl) 
Deficient  in  judgment;  silly,  stupid. 

A  ndkiz.  One  who  breaks  forcibly  or  un- 
twists. One  who  violates  or  rescinds. 

A  laiU  ndkit,  The  servant  of  a  freedman. 

A  ndki^  (Venom)  which  penetrates  or 
lodges  in  the  body.  Newly-drawn  (blood).  Whole- 

some (water),  quenching  thirst. 

A  ■_  g'sb  ndkif.  One  who  breaks  the  head. 
A  (JiU  ndhil,  One  who  transports  from  place  to 

place.  A  porter,  carrier.  A  reporter,  relater.  A 

copier.  A  painter,  delineator.  sSjj  ,_)iu  ndkili  wa- 

rnka,  (tij^'^  (Jj^  ndkilu'l  rvarakat,  ^^\> 
ndkili  sahif a,  OTC^dyf  L-->»  ndkili  maktubi 
mawaddat)  The  bearer  of  these  letters  or  presents. 

A  &ii>l3  ndkilat,  (pi.  t^^^  nawdkiT)  Inconstant 

(fortune).  Temporary  or  migratory  inhabitants.  A 

copy.  A  translation. 

A  jJiU  ndkim,  A  kind  of  date.  A  reprover,  re- 
buker,  chider.  A  requiter,  recompenser. 

PjyU  ndhur,  Celebrated,  renowned. 

Ajpo  ndkur,  A  trumpet  (such  especially  as  the 
angels  are  said  to  blow  at  the  last  (day), 

p  8jy'j  ndkura,  A  drinking-vessel. 

ndkus,  A  thin  oblong  piece  of  wood, 
struck  with  a  flexible  rod  called  Jj;>j  roalTil,  used 

by  the  Eastern  Christians  to  summon  the  cono-reo-a- 
tion  to  divineservice,akind  of  wooden  gong(church- 
bells  not  beingallowed  in  Muhammadan  countries). 

P,_^y^  ndkusi,^?Lme  ofa  mode  in  music.  The 
twenty-sixth  note  of  the  barbud. 

A  &5U  nakih,  (pi.  &iu  nukhah)  Weak  after  sick- 
ness. Contemptible.  Intelligent, able  to  understand. 

nak.  Adulterated.  Adulterated  musk  or 

ambergris.  Mixed,  moistened.  Stained,  polluted. 
Inaccurate.  A  sort  of  musky  herb.  A  sweet  juicy 

pear.  The  uvula.  The  jaw.  A  kind  of  alligator. 
Affixed  to  nouns,  in  Persian,  it  denotes  affection 
or  abundance  :  as,  khiskmndk,  Inflamed 
with  anger;  i^\jdjd  dardndk,  Affected  with  pain  ; 
ui)l3i_.^  tarahndk,  Cheerful,  joyous ;  tiJUsyj* 
mivandk,  Laden  with  fruit,  fruitful.  uL)\j  ndki 

Z)aZa,  Upperjaw.  ijobui)l3  wa^i^ajiw,  Underjaw. 

A        ndkdj,  (the  Arabic  form  of  p  sl^U  ndgdh) 
Suddenly,  unawares,  unseasonable,  late.  At  once. 

P  (_^^^  nd  kdragi.  Idleness.  Uselessness. 
p  Aiara,  Useless,  worthless.  Idle,  lazy, 
p  euLuK  13  nd  kdsta,  Undiminished,  unaltered 

(regard).   iCLJ^  13  slo  mdhi  ?id  kdsta,  Full  moon. 

nd  ̂ a7re,Unwilling.  Disagreeable.  Hope- 

less, remediless.  Disappointed,  discontented.  j»\^l3 

^^t^ndkdfnskudan,(oTi^d^budan)Toreject,ve{ase. 
nd  kdmi.  Disappointment. 
nakib.  One  who  bows  down,  bends, 

declines,  turns  from. 

nahit,  (A  camel)  rubbing  the  hair  off" his  side  with  a  distorted  elbow. 

nd-katkhuda,  A  pilot.  A  ship-master. 

A  ndkih,  One  who  marries.    A  man  in 

the  act  of  venery.  A  stallion.  A  married  woman. 

nakikat,  A  married  woman,  a  wife, 

p nd  kad-kkudd,  Onenot  a  family-man. 
A  bachelor.  An  unmarried  woman.  A  widow, 

p  ̂2)^'^'^  ndkdawn,  Asparagus. 
na  kii-diyar.  Ignorant,  unskilful, 

p  (_3ii^t3  nd  kardani.  Not  fit  or  improper  to  be 
done.  Impracticable,  unachievable. 

Aj^  ndkiz,  (pl.J^iy  nawdkiz)  (A  well)  con- 
taining little  water,  exhausted. 

p  (j~^-3  nd  kas,  Unmanly,  worthless,  unwor- 
thy ,  mean,  base,  ignoble,  vile.  Sordid,  avaricious; 

abject,  illiberal.  A  lown.  Cowardly,  timid,  degene- 
rate. A  man  of  light  character,  of  no  consequence. 

Nobody.  Impotent,  emasculated.  A  pederast. 

A  (j*>^L3  ndkis,  (pi.  iiawdkis)  Mean, 

humbled,  depressed,  hanging  the  head. 

p  j_^>-^^  nd  kasi.  Meanness,  abjectness,  worth- 
lessness,  villainy,  infamy.  Impotency,  cowardice, 

timidity.  Avarice,  stinginess. 
A  ̂13  nahif,  One  who  refuses  from  modesty 

or  shame;  who  disdains.  A  coward. 



A  (J^Li  nakil,  Weak.    A  coward.    One  who 

prevaricates  in  oath,  who  uses  subterfuge, 
p  <yi^K>  nahand,  A  colt. 

na  (jah,  Suddenly,  unexpectedly.  All 

at  once,  unawares.  Unseasonably.  Ill-timed. 

nagah-gir,  Taking,  seizing  unawares. 

P  CL^jMi  na  girift,  Suddenly,  unexpectedly, 

p  (j'V.j giranidan,  To  disbelieve,  be  im- 

pious. 8JJ,j^ljwa  ̂ /irawlc^a.  Unbelieving,  infidel. 
Disobedient.  Disbelieved. 

PjJ^b  na  guzir,  (or  i^j^^  guziran)  Impotent, 
helpless,  reduced  to  extremities,  necessary. 

PjJiJ^lj  na guzir,  Impossibility  to  dispense  with, 

p  iCfli^lj  na  gufta,  Not  spoken,  unsaid. 
p  na  gumai^,  (and  na  gurnard)  Un- 

digested, indigestible,  unpalatable,  unwholesome, 

unacceptable.  Irksome.  Unarranged.  Indigestion. 

Indisposed,  digesting  badly. 

p  (^^j^j^U  na  guwa?'dsi,  (or  ̂S>j\^§^  na  gu- 
Kcirandagi)  Unwholesomeness,  unhealthiness. 

naguTvara,  Undigested.    Any  thing 
lost.   Unwholesome  water. 

p  ̂S>Ji^\>  na  ̂ Mn;ani?a^I,Unwholesomeness. 
Indigestibility. 

p  ̂^ly>J\^X3  naguwaridan,  (or  ̂^tiJy^^G  na  gu- 

walidan)  To  crack  (as  the  skin  -with  intense  cold 
or  heat),  to  chap  (as  the  lips),  to  become  yellow 

(as  herbs)  from  dryness. 

p na  guwar,  (or  li)^^  na  guward)  Un- 
digested.  Unwholesome,  indigestible. 

p j^^^  na  gawhar,  Accident  (philosophically), 

p  esiU  na  gnh,  ((j^U  na  fjahan,  naga- 
hana,  or  t3^^^  na  gahdnV)  Suddenly,  all  at  once. 

Unexpected,  sudden,  unforeseen,  unawares,  fatal. 

iol^U         halayi  nagahdna,  Sudden  misfortune. 

A  JU  nad,  {nasal,  or  ̂j;!i)l3  nasaldn)  (v.  n.  of 

JU)  Going,  jumping,  or  skipping  along,  and  mov- 
ing the  head  upward.  Shaking  the  head  when 

trotting  (a  horse).  Behoving.  Envying. 

p  JU  ndl,  A  slender  yellow  reed.  A  writing- 

reed.  A  hollow  reed.  A  tube,  pipe.  A  gun-barrel. 

Sugar-cane.  A  solid  reed  of  which  they  make  ar- 

rows. The  threads  or  pith  inside  of  a  writing-reed. 
Tip  of  the  tongue.  A  small  stream.  A  small  cis- 

tern. A  large  river.  Lamentation.  Name  of  a  small 

melodious  bird,  (in  comp.)Lamenting,complaining. 

A  Jlj  ndl,  (v.  n.  of  JVj  for  J^)  Giving,  be- 

stowing. Obtaining,  (pi.  (J\jj^  anwdl)  Liberal. 
Any  thing  acquired.  A  gift. 

P  (j^^  ndldn.  Lamenting.  One  who  laments. 

Lamentable.  Name  of  a  mountain.  ,^6^  nd- 
ldn kardan,  To  lament,  groan,  sigh,  jj^^  j  iJ^-J' 

girydn  u  ndldn,  Weeping  and  lamenting. 

p  JjJ^  \>  nd  Idsik,  Improper,  unsuitable,  unfit, 
unworthy,  inconvenient.  Improperly,  unsuitably. 

A  5.^13  ndlat,  (v.  n.  of  J13  for  Jy)  Obtaining, 
acquiring  (a  good  thing).  A  court-yard.  The  area 
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of  the  temple  of  Mecca,  the  sacred  enclosure. 

p  ̂Ji.ilj  ndlishfAgroan,  lamentation,  complaint, 

exclamation,  {^i^  (j^^  ndlish  kardan,  To  ex- 
claim, complain,  lament.  (j^^  L^^*" 

^rzi  ndlish  garddnldan,  To  lodge  a  complaint. 

p  ̂j-^l3  7idlhis,  The  coping  of  a  wall. 
p  «,5\3  ndla,  A  small  river,  canal.  Complaint, 

lamentation.  (_»jLJoj>S'  tSKi  ndlasi  ̂ indalib,  The 

plaint  of  the  nightingale.  (jii^eJU  7idla  kardan, 
To  sigh,  lament,  complain.  ndlan 

ndyi  royin.  The  blast  of  a  brazen  trumpet. 

nala-kundn.  Uttering  complaints. 

r 

P  i^^x)\j  ndlidan.  To  lament,  complain,  grieve. 

PljS-lUna/w/ijSigh, groan. Humility  ,submission. 

p  ̂ ndm,  A  name.  Fame,  reputation,  renown. 

(jiiL:;-i\  [•^j^  (*^  ''^^^  uftddan.  To  be 
lost,  annihilated.  ^  ̂   ndmi  bad,  A  bad  name. 

^  Jjj  I ^13  ndm  bar  dmardan.  To  become  famous, 

jjiij  ̂   ndm  bar  yakk  zadan,  To  write  one's name  upon  the  ice.  To  erase.  To  forget.  ̂ Ib  ̂  
7idm,  ba  ndm.  Name  by  name,  expressly,  particu- 

larly. jjiiU  ndm  dddan,  (also  j^<i^3  ndm 
nikddan)  To  give  a  name,  to  nominate. 

ndm  zadan.  To  pronounce  aname.  (jiiJLi<5^j»\3  ndm 
kaskidan.  To  revile,  call  names,  reproach.  ̂ ^\> 
ndmi  ndmi.  An  exalted  name,  nami  nek, 

A  good  name,  a  clear  or  illustrious  reputation.  Si 

bad-ndm,  Infamous.    ̂   (^i^  nek-ndm,  Fa- 
mous, celebrated,  of  good  reputation. 

p  JjxiUU  nd  masmul,  Unlooked,  unhoped  for. 

p  J  J  I  |«U  ndm-dwar,  Illustrious.    Famous,  in 
high  repute. 

p  t^V^  \3  nd  mubdrak,  Unfortunate,  inauspi- 
cious, execrable. 

j»U  ndm-barddr  or  burddr.  Well  known, 
p  2ii,J      naOT-iM?'(fa,  One  whose  name  has  been 

before  mentioned,  aforesaid.  Celebrated,  famous. 

A  il«u  naimat,  A  musical  tone,  melody.  Sing- 

ing. jJJl  askata'  (or  ̂̂ ^^^^  askatta') 
lldh  nasmatahu,  May  God  silence  his  gamut! 

A  'ii^Xi  ndmat,  A  chink,  a  cranny. 
A  ndmmat,  Vital  motion.  Sound.  CL>^^\ 

ejXi\j  askata' lldh  ndmmatahu,  May  God  ex- 

tinguish his  life ! 

Pj^^*  U  nd  mutasawroir.  Not  to  be  imagined, 
inconceivable. 

Pj^fcljXol3«a?nutew«/a,Infinite.  Divine.  (JLo_lj^ 

j^Ui*  U  ̂ ndyati  nd  mutandhi.  Divine  favour, 
p  13  nd  mittawakki^.  Unexpected. 

A  OlrS^'U  ndmojdt,  (pi.  of  p       ndma')  Letters, 

p       ̂ 13  ndm-jo,  Seeking  fame,  ambitious, 
p  (_5'_j=-       ndm-joy,  Intrepid,  warlike,  magna- 

nimous.  Name  of  the  tenth  day  of  the  month  ac- 

cording to  the  era  of  Jalalu'd  din. 
A  iijJi^l3  nd  mahdud.  Unlimited,  boundless. 

Innumerable.  Infinite. 

p  j*;^^  nd  mahram,  A  stranger,  one  not  al- 

lowed to  enter  the  women's  apartments. 
P  Cl>.vo^s^'l3  nd  niahratmyai,The  not  being  per- 

mitted to  enter  the  haram.The  not  beingconfidential ; 

the  not  being  consulted ;  the  not  being  in  the  secret. 

Ajj^a^*l3  nd  mahsur.  Immense,  infinite,  un- 
bounded. j^.o,^l3  ̂ J\y<^  amrcdli  nd  mahsur,  Y&st 

riches,  endless  wealth,  boundless  resources. 

Pj^.^^13  nd  mahzur.  Not  present,  absent, 

p  {^yo^Xi  nd  makhsus,!^ ot  peculiar  or  special. 

Pj\iX«\3  ndm-ddr,  Renowned,  celebrated,  illus- 
trious, famous,  noted,  glorious.   ̂ ^^\i^*\3  ̂ J^Jli 

^\l>J^\^dar  miydni  ndm-ddrdni  mamdlik-satdn , 
Amongst  the  illustrious  princes,  conquerors  of  coun- 

tries. ^^Si__jij\Sic\i  ndmddrtarin.  Most  illustrious. 
P  (^^ti.x!l3  7idm-ddri,  Fame,  celebrity, 
p  j\^\3  nd  murdd,  Dissatisfied,  disappointed, 

frustrated.   Unfortunate,  disconsolate.  Miserable, 

wretched.  Compelled,  forced. 

p  ̂J^\Jt\j  nd  murddi,  Disappointment.  Dissa- 
tisfaction. An  unwelcome  thing. 

p  ̂a^ijtX)  nd  marbut.  Unconnected.  Imperti- 
nent, mal-a-propos. 

A  'ijcd  ndmirat,  A  net  in  which  a  sheep  is  en- 
closed to  decoy  a  wolf.  An  iron  hook  baited  with 

flesh  for  catching  wolves. 

p  djA\>  nd  mard,  Unmanly,  a  coward.  Impo- 
tent. Covetous. 

p  &3Uj/«l3  nd  marddna,  Unmanly, 

p  (^l**)  nd  mard-sdzl,  A  renderingr  im- 
potent (by  witchcraft  or  spells). 

p  ̂dj<\^  nd  mar(^M??i,Unmanly,worthless,  mean, 
base,  ignoble. 
P  nd  mardumi,  Rudeness. 

P  tj'ii^u  nd  viardi,  Cowardice,  baseness.  Ef- 
feminacy, impotence. 

P  nd  marzi,  Unacceptable,  detestable, 

disapproved,  worthless. 

P  i^jf  ̂   nd  mar^,  Unobserved,  unattended  to. 
7ia  marghub.  Unwished  for,  un- 

sought, vile.    l-J^jaX>         waz^  nd  marghul 
A  mean  or  impertinent  action. 

p  liiyXi  ndm-zad,  Named  (for  an  office),  nomi- 
nated, appointed,  declared,  destined.  Betrothed. 

A  betrothed  virgin. 

P  ̂jj*^      mazru^  Unsowed  (field), p  o^lwol3  nd  musd^d,  Unaided, 

p      ̂****13  «a  m«ste/jsan.  Worthless,  deformed, 
censurable,  disapproved  of. 

P  Jj^****^  nd  mvstakak,\Jnworthy,  undeserving. 
A  lS*L-,'oU  nd  7}iusta^dd,  Inapt,  stupid, 

p  ii_jjt««/o\3  nd  mas^d,  Inauspicious,  unfortu- nate, unhappy. 

p  ̂^j^/cl3  nd  masmu^  Not  to  be  heard,  inad- 
missible. Unheard. 

p;^^i*^l3wamMsAaA/i^Arts,Inconstant,variable. 
pJjii:*l3rtamrts/(^/AwZ,Inattentive. Unemployed. 
A  5,<a/«u  ndmisat,  A  tire-woman,  one  who  twitches 



the  hairs  from  the  face. 

p  \s na  mazhut,  Insolent,  ungovernable. 

p  ̂^yjJa^li  na  mathu^,  Unacceptable,  disagree- 
able, unpleasant,  repugnant  to  nature,  unnatural. 

Cruel.  Worthless. 

V  Ji^LwUwa  mv^adil,  Intemperate,  exorbitant. 

p  na  mu^amad,  Not  trustworthy. 

Pi>jiijwUwama^£ZHj,Unnumbered,innumerable. 

p  uJjjjwli  na  ma^-uf,  Unknown,  incognito. 

p  JyiswO  na  ma^ul,  Improbable,  absurd,  im- 
pertinent, improper,  unreasonable,  inconvenient. 

^Z^J»■^^^if^y>nama^v.lharakat,{oT^}^*^K^ 

7vaz^  na  ma^tul)  An  improper  action. 

p  j,^i*«'\3  na  ma^um,  Unknown.  Uncertain. 
p  (^jwli  na  mu^yyan,  Indefinite,  undefined. 

p  L^^iJu^  na  maghluh,  Unconquered. 

p  jjjjfl^li  na  mafruh,  Inseparable,  undivided. 

p  J^sLoli  na  makbul,  Unacceptable,  disagree- 
able, displeasing.  jl3  j  JjaE«13  na 

makbul  u  na  pasandida  shudan,  To  be  disagreeable 

and  disapproved  of. 

A  Jvoli  namil,  A  secret  defamer,  slanderer. 

p  i__flli>^li  na  mulatif,  Ungracious,  unpolite. 

p  jC^l3  na  mulanm,  Incongruous,  unsuitable, 
inconvenient,  improper.  Severe,  hard,  austere. 

A  nasmalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Walking  in 

fetters.  The  pace  of  one  in  fetters. 
A&LoU  namilat,  Beaten  paths.  Travellers  going 

in  difierent  ways. 

p  na  mumayyizi,  Indiscrimination. 
p  i..jujU/«\3  na  munasib,  Indecent,  impertinent, 

incongruous,  improper,  unsuitable. 

p  na  muroajik,  Differing,  adverse,  ab- 

surd, disagreeing,  contrary,  opposite. 

pao-_y«Una7WMrt"flj;a,Disapproved,disagreeable. 

Pj^*U  namwar  or  var,  Celebrated,  renowned. 

Ajycd  namur,  Blood.  A  kind  of  iron  hook 
baited  with  flesh  for  catching  wolves. 

A  'ijy^'^  namurat,  A  net  in  which  a  sheep  is 
enclosed  to  decoy  a  wolf. 

p  ̂jy^namrcari,  Reputation,  fame,  celebrity. 

P^jj^^j  ?zaTOa7V2;MW,Un weighed.  Discordant, 

unrythmical,  badly  composed  (verse  or  prose).  Ill- 
made  or  dressed. 

A  namus,  Reputation,  fame,  renown, 

esteem,  honour.  Dignity.  Law.  Divine  decrees 

or  judgments.  Disgrace,  reproach,  shame.  Voice, 

sound,  noise,  clamour.  War,  battle.  The  master 

of  a  house,  the  proprietor  of  a  mansion.  The  lurk- 

ing-place of  a  hunter.  Hidden  fraud,  concealed 

deceit.  Angels.  The  female  part  of  a  family.  A 

net.  The  den  of  a  lion.  A  participator  of  another's 
secrets.  Cunning,  sagacious.  One  who  insinuates 

himselfby  flattery  and  address.  A  flea.  A  calum- 

niator, informer.  The  muster-roll  of  an  army.  In- 

tense study.  The  angel  Gabriel  (called  also  (^y^i 

wamwswVa^&ar,  The  great  secretary).  (^y>^ 
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namusi  ̂ brani,  The  Judaical  law.  u-'W^^ 
(_>>jj-*Li  J  as-habi  wakar  u  namus,  Lords  of 
authority  and  estimation. 

A  *i**»^l3  namusat,  A  lion's  den. 
p  jl^  ?iamus-gah,  A  field  of  battle. 

A  &A*>iy«\3  namusiyat,  A  housing, 

p  &^j/c\3  namuya,  A  faithful  wife. 
Piwi\37«ama,A  writing,  letter,  epistle.  A  diploma. 

A  history,  work,  book.  Exemplar,  model,  type. 

A  mirror,  looking-glass.  A  flood,  torrent.  The 

character  called  ̂ y^^o  ta^k.  J\f^  1*13  naman 

a^nal,  The  book  of  works  (a  book  of  the  actions 
of  mankind,  supposed  to  be  kept  by  guardian  or 

observing  angels,  to  be  produced  at  the  day  of  judg- 
ment), namasi  chaharum,  The  fourth 

book,  i.e.  the  Kur'an,  as  succeeding  to  the  Pen- 
tateuch, Psalms,  and  Gospel.  i3^ls-  namasi 

hhakani,  Imperial  or  royal  letters.  Lii^ii  nci- 

jnasi  dil-kushd,  A  heart-rejoicing  letter,  &/c\j 

72a?waj^//<?^ma^M«,August  letters, imperial  mandates, 

jj^f"  u;>5iiUa/o  Cl^^ila^  L^U 
(jj) CL>i^\^MinamanhuTnayunimulatafat-mash- 
huni  musadakat-numuni  sa^dat-maJtrun,  August, 
most  gracious,  most  benevolent,  imperial  letters  or 

mandates.  aman-nama,  A  safe-conduct, 

passport,  ewu  (JL*aL-J  tasliyat-nama,Coxiso\?ilovy 

letters,  or  letters  of  condolence,  s^ad  (^\)  razi- 

nama,  Acquittance.  uI^I-j  sa^t-nama,  An 
hour-book,  i,  e.  a  watch  or  dial.  i!><«l3  Oiil^  sha- 
hadat-nama,  Certificates,  attestations. 

shah-nama,  The  history  or  mirror  of  kings,  the 

celebrated  epic  poem  of  FirdawsT.  «/ol3  ̂   fath- 
ndma,  (or  is^U zafar-nama^  Letters  announc- 

ing victory.  A  book  of  triumphs  (the  name  of  a 
history  of  Tamerlane  in  Persian,  and  of  several 

other  books.  See zafar  and  ̂ fath.)  CJ-^)^ 
fardsat-ndma,  (s.s)\3  CLaX^  mahdbbat-ndma, 

or  «/ob  ^hd-ndma)  Friendly,  affectionate  let- 
ters, esjoli  ̂ ^3-^  humdyun-ndma,  The  august  his- 

tory, a  Turkish  translation  of  the  Persian  'Anwari 

Suhayli,'  a  paraphrase  of  Pilpay's  Fables. 
Pjjl  &/<U  nawifl-awar.  Letter-carrier,  postman, 
p  ndmaddn,  A  letter-case,  portfolio, 

j      ̂   liJ^'V*^      mihrbdn,  Unfriendly,  l^bj^ U 
I  nd  mihrbdnVid,  Unkindnesses. 

'      ̂JJ       Kamafar,  Letter-bearing.  jj«xl3 J^yi^ 
kabutari  ndmavar,  A  carrier-pigeon. 

p        ndml,  Illustrious,  celebrated.  Celebrity, 

notoriety.  A  book,  letter,  diploma. 

I      A         ndml,  Growing ;  whatever  grows. 

\      A  »Jk*l3  «a/r(.?3/a^,  A  creature.  Any  thing  created 

I  by  God.  Stalk  or  stem  (of  grapes).  Growth,  vege- 
,  tation.        C^ji  kuwatindmiya,  Power  of  growth. 

p  ̂^liJuoli  ndmidan.  To  name,  nominate,  call, 
;  give  mention,  express  a  name.  To  grow,  increase, 

j  To  chap  (as  the  lips). 
PjJLi^  b  nd  muyassar.  Impossible,  difficult. 

A  ndn,  Bread.  A  loaf.  A  light  round  cake. 

A  pikelit,a  muffin.  (J,t  (^13  ndni  dhl,  Bread  kneaded 

with  water,  ij^)  (j-^ '  ndni  utish-ruy.  The 

world-illuminating  sun.  ̂ '^..^^  iidnpukhtan, To 
bake  bread.  «Jc^  (jl3  ndni  pukhta,  Baked  bread. 

^       ndnitalkh.  Stale,  old  bread.  ^13  ndni 
tihi,  Bread  alone,  dry  bread,  ̂ ^'^y!  iO^iW  ̂ j\3 

ndni  hddisa  hhdm  hudan.  To  meet  with  a  disap- 

pointment. (J^Ls-  ̂ jl3  ndni  haldl,  Bread  earned 
by  honest  labour.  Obedience,  worship,  devotion. 

clX_j->-^5>-  j^\3  nd7ii  hharchang,  The  moon.  ̂ jl3 

(j,Lla.i>  ndni  khatdA,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat.  ̂ ^L3 

[^J^  ndni  hhamiri,  Leavened  bread.  ̂ Ijk3\ji5  ̂ ^13 

^^lil^  ndn  dar  ambdn  riihddan,  To  put  bread  in 
the  wallet ;  to  get  ready  fora  journey.  M^jii 

^^i^^ndn  dar  jama  kardan,  To  put  bread  uponthe 
cloth,  i.e.  to  sprinkle  cloth  with  water  and  bread, 

or  starch.  (jl-3  ndni  ribdt,  Bread  given  in 

monasteries,  ^^jj  ndni  zarrin,  (The  golden 
loaf)  The  sun.  uJJi  ^Jo  ndni  safedifalah, 

(or  ij;'.*.«*>  (jl3  ndnisimin)  The  moon,  s^yn  ̂ 13 7idni  sohhta,  Burnt  bread,  ̂ jiiy  {J^-Jtf^  u 

shirinbudan,  A.  failure,awantof  bread.  ̂ ^j<las^^l3 
ndnifatiri,  Unleavened  bread.  fj^J^-  j^jf^  ̂^\3 

7idni  fivoz-hhdni,  A  loaf  of  bread  weighing  a 

man.  i^j^SLL^  ndni  hashkin.  Bread  made  of 

bean-meal,  barley-meal,  and  wheaten-flour.  ^^\J> 

^"iX^  ndni  kuldgh,  Name  of  an  herb  growing  in 

marshy  places.    Camomile-flowers.  Crovvs'-foot. 
ndni  guldjjA  Persian  cake  made  of  flour, 

honey,  and  sesame-oil ;  also  one  made  of  the  finest 
flour,  white  of  egg,  and  refined  sugar.  ^\3 

ndni  Idhu,  A  kind  of  bread  made  in  Gilan. 
ndni  mashush,  A  thin  sort  of  cake,  over 

which  they  pour  syrup  and  the  white  of  egg. 
ndninahdri,  Breakfast,  i  Rij  ̂̂ 13  ndni  makf, 

Bread  given  in  charity,  f^^j  ndnupdrcha, 

Food  and  raiment.  _j  ndn  nnomak,'Bread 
and  salt,  i.e.  hospitality,  or  any  benefit  received 

from  another.  i^LW"  j  jjl3  ndn  u  namak- 
khdsinl,  Perfidious,  ungrateful,  treacherous  to  a  host 

or  a  master,  a  bread-and-salt  traitor.  ̂ ^\^^'  j  ̂j\3 
ndn  u  namahdan  shikastan,  A  phrase  used 

to  imply,  to  eat  forbidden  fruit. 
p  1)13  ndnd,  A  maternal  grandfather. 

A^^namuf,  One  who  frequently  rolls  the  black 

part  of  the  eye.  Weak,  infirm,  timid. 
A  -f'UU  namdj^.  Weak,  infirm.  Timid. 
A  SOU  nasnusat,  (v.  n.  of  uu  Q)  Being  weak 

in  mind,  feeble  in  judgment.  Being  unequal  to  a 

thing,  doing  less  than  one's  duty.  Forbidding,  avert- 
ing. Nourishing,  feeding  well.  Weakness.  The 

feeble  beginnings  of  Islam. 
p  b(jV3  ndn-bd,  Broth  with  crumbs.  A  baker. 

p  ̂ 0  ̂^13  ndn-bdii,  A  bread-seller. 

p  iJo_  ̂̂ 13  ndn-pdra,  A  piece  of  bread. 
pji  (jl3  ndn-paz,  A  baker.  j^.^J^ 



(or  chobi)  nan-paz,  A  baker's  rolling-pin. 
p  nan-'pazi,  Trade  of  a  baker,  baking. 

p  ft/oU-  ̂ Jo  nan-jama,  Aservant  for  his  victuals. 

p  ̂ ^Ij  nan-joy,  A  beggar.  A  tvorldling. 
p  C^\sr       nan-chasht,  Bread  eaten  at  noon. 

p  ̂ J^>^  (jli  nan-chin,  An  instrument  for  draw- 
ing bread  from  an  oven. 

p  nan-khrvah,  Aniseed  (in  some  places 

it  seems  to  mean  caraway-seed),  which  they  fre- 
quently bake  in  bread  on  account  of  its  flavour  and 

stomachic  qualities.  Bishop's  weed,  ammi.  One 
who  begs  his  bread. 

p  ̂ J^j^"  jj\3  nan-khmurish,  A  sourish  kind  of 
stomach-water  for  creating  an  appetite  and  promo- 

ting digestion.  Meat  or  fish  eaten  along  with 

bread,  ajls--  (^jyd\j  nan-khwurish-khana,  Vine- 
gar made  from  grapes. 

p  (j^jj  (jli  nan-rawghant.  Bread  mixed  with, 
or  dipped  into,  boiled  butter.  Buttered  toast. 

p  nan-reza,  Acrumb.  A  slice  of  bread. 

nan-kar,  (Indian  phrase)  Lands  granted 

to  zammdars,  chowdries,  and  talookdars,  as  a  main- 
tenance for  them,  even  after  their  removal  from 

their  stations  ;  hereditary,  and  consequently  alien- 
able. A  cess  to  defray  the  household  expenses  of 

a  governor. 

p  nan-hari,  Belonging  tOj\i3\j  nan-har, 

p^j£iol3?2aw^«/j,  Juniper-berry.  Pistachio-nut. 

Pj^(j^  nan-hur.  Ungrateful,  base,  worthless. 
p  nan-gumah,  Aniseed. 

nan  mahliwur,  (Eat  not  bread)  Fru- 

gal, parsimonious. 

p  nanimash  or  nanamish,  A  thing  un- 
seen, out  of  sight.    Deviation  from  the  road. 

p  fjSiJi^^  nanamsJndan,  To  meet  with  conti- 
tinual  disappointments,  to  fail  in  the  attainment 

of  one's  desire. 

p  y\j  nanu,  A  little  song  or  a  story  which  mo- 
thers repeat  while  rocking  their  children  to  sleep  ; 

lullaby.    A  cradle,    (for  ̂y\3  nanrca,  A  baker. 
nanwa,  A  baker.  Food  made  of  bread. 

p  (3^yl3  ndnwan,  Art  of  baking  bread,  baking. 

p  &Jk>-jiU  nanuhh'hja  or  nanuhhaya,  Aniseed. 
p  Siilji  U  na  nihada,  Not  placed  or  fixed. 

p  ̂jl<ii^jo\3  naniyushan  or  nanayushan,  Sudden, 
unawares,  without  notice.  Unheard. 

p  j\3  naw  or  nav,  A  trough.  A  pipe  for  carry- 
ing off  the  rain  from  the  roof  of  a  house.  The  pas- 

sage through  which  the  meal  or  flour  runs  when 

grinding.  Any  thing  long  and  hollow.  The  sluice 

of  a  mill-dam.  A  river,  channel,  aqueduct,  canal. 
A  cistern.  The  furrow  or  groove  down  the  middle 

of  a  man's  back  or  the  loins  of  a  horse;  also  in  a 
grain  of  wheat  and  a  date-stone.  A  hole.  A  crack, 

chink.  A  baker's  rolling-pin.  A  frying-pan.  A 
cauldron,  kettle,  pot.  An  easy,  graceful  air  in 
walking.    A  boat,  small  ship. 
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Ajb  na^w,  (v.  n.  of  ̂0  for  jO)  Going  far. 

P  na  warh,  Friendless,  patronless,  with- 
out a  protector.  Without  an  heir,  heirless. 

P  I  w^jU  na  nahif.  Unskilled,  inexperienced. 

p  ClAAajl_j\j  na  wakifiyat,  Inexperience. 

p  ̂jiiJj\j\j  nawamdan,  To  crook,  bend.  To  fa- 
tigue.   To  cause  to  be  engraved. 

p  nawcha,  A  mould  in  which  ingots  of 

gold  and  silver  are  cast.  A  little  boat. 

p  (j^iijli  natvddn  or  ndwiddn,  A  canal,  aque- 
duct, mill-dam,  or  the  force  of  water  which  drives 

the  mill-wheel.  The  passage  through  which  the 
meal  or  flour  runs  when  grinding. 

PjjU  ndwar,  Possible. 
p  ndwar an, Things  possible,  possibilities, 

p  iijj^  ndmard.  Battle,  combat.  March, 

p  s\ijjjl3  naward-gah,  A  battle-field, 

p  (^\!j^jl3  ndwar-fartdsh,  Whose  existence  is 

possible. 
p  jjjli  nawja,  A  little  boat;  a  trough, 

p  (^jli  ndwus,  A  cemetery  of  the  Magi.  A 
fire-temple. 

Pjl**>jl3  namsar,  The  main  beam  of  a  mill  tui-ned 
by  a  water-wheel.  A  canal  for  watering  gardens, 

p  no,  wasand.  Not  approved,  disagree- 
able.   Poor,  weak,  lean. 

p  tiJojofjU  ndmasid.  Poor,  weak,  lean. 

P  (-dJjlj  nawah,  A  small  arrow.  An  arrow  fly- 
ing swift  and  directly  to  the  mark.  An  arrow  with 

which  they  shoot  birds,  made  of  a  reed,  with  a  notch 

on  the  side.  A  tube  through  which  an  arrow  is  pro- 

jected. A  cross-bow.  Areed,  or  any  thing  similar, 
naturally  or  artificially  hollow.  The  feeder  of  a  mill. 

A  canal.  The  groove  down  a  man's  back.  A  reed- 

bed.  A  bee's  sting.  A  ploughshare.  Nimble,  ex- 
peditious, (dim.  of  jl3  ndw,  q.v.)  uiJjU 

ndwalii  saharl,  Execrations  poured  forth  early  in 

the  morning.  uiJjli  nawahi  kalbi,  A  sigh  from 
the  heart.    A  satire,  lampoon. 

pj\ii.i^  LdJjlS  nanak-andaz.  An  archer,  i^jU 
nawah-andazi  adah,  A  schoolmaster. 

p  uJ>>*j^  na  umed,  (or  na  ummed)  Hopeless. 

p  ̂;;\J^J^  ndivnawan,  A  pompous  walker. 

P(j*jjjl3«ayi-ws,  (in  modern  orthography 13 
nanius)  A  temple  of  the  fire-worshippers. 

A  tj*>jj^  nanus,  A  burying-place  of  the  Magi. 
p»jU?za?fa,Aboat.  Akneading-trough,hutch,or 

bin  ;  any  thing  similar  used  by  a  baker  or  a  maker 

of  plaster.  The  groove  down  a  man's  back.  The 
passage  through  which  the  meal  or  the  flour  runs 

when  grinding.  A  tube  through  which  an  arrow 

is  projected.  The  body  (as  containing  the  soul).  A 
canal,  lake.  A  kettle,  cauldron,  pot.  An  old  veil  or 

curtain.  A  stick  for  scratching  the  back.  Name  of  a 

place.  8jO  «a7ya-m«7w'a&,  A  little  chapel; 
the  place  where  the  priest  stands  when  praying. 

A  (_fjl3  nan'i.  (pi.       nhvai)  Fat  (camel). 15  D 

A  io_jO  ndniyat,  Fat  (she-camel). 

P  (jtiJjlj  ndividan,  To  hollow  out  a  stone  or  a 
piece  of  wood.  To  slumber,  begin  to  sleep.  To 

weep,  lament,  complain.  To  walk  with  a  pompous 
or  graceful  air.    To  be  bent.  To  be  tired. 

p  nawija.  Thick,  dense.    Opaque,  im- 
pure.   Blemished.    Mixed,  adulterated. 

p  8 u  nah,  Noxious  exhalations  from  the  ground. 

A  8U  nah.  Abstinent,  averse,  refraining  from. 

p  jl&\3  Tia/iar,  Unknown,  incognito,  strange, 

(for  j\j6 1  U  na  ahar)  Fasting,  eating  nothing. 

p  ndhdri,  A  light  breakfast,  ̂ _^l4>'j 

^^ii^ ndhdri  hardan,  To  breakfast. 
A  t^Jfcli  nuJuh,  A  seizer,  snatcher,  spoiler. 

A  (JliAfclj  ndhit,  The  throat. 

A        7iahij,A  finder  or  pointer  out  of  the  way. 

p  0*13  ndhid,  Venus.    A  cultivated  garden. 

A  iiJ&l3  nahid,  (A  girl)  with  swelling  breasts. 

Swelling  (breast).  Any  thing  raised.    A  lion. 

A  'iss>\>  ndhidat,  A  girl  with  swelling  breasts. 
p  SliJ^U  nahidd.  The  planet  Venus.  Name  of 

the  mother  of  Alexander  the  Great. 

A  jfcl3  ndhir,  White  grapes. 

A^U  ndhiz,  One  who  approaches,  draws  near. 
A  (^jkifcb  ndhiz,  A  young  bird  whose  wings  are 

full  and  prepared  to  fly.  A  protuberant  muscle  or 

piece  of  flesh  in  the  upper  part  of  the  arm  or  fore- 
leg of  a  horse.    Rising  up. 

A  &<aJ&\3  ndhizat.  Sons  of  the  same  father  by  dif- 

ferent mothers  rising  against  or  opposing  one  ano- 
ther.   Servants,  domestics,  as  rising  up  to  obey. 

A  ndhih,  Braying  (ass),  neighing  (horse), 

(pi.  nawdJiih)T!h.e  place  in  the  throat  whence 
these  sounds  proceed.  ̂ ^liifcU  ndhikdni,  Two  pro- 

minent bones  in  the  cheeks  of  solid-hoofed  animals. 

A  uiifcl3  ndhik,  One  who  strives,  endeavours. 

A  (JjtV3  ndhil,  (pi.  (Jj''\ji  narodhil,  Jl^  nihdl, 

(J.^  nahal,  and  nuhul)  (A  camel)  drinking 
the  first  draught,  yet  still  dry.  Thirsty.  Who  or 
what  quenches  thirst.  Hungry. 

A  &ifcb  ndh  'dat,  A  crowd  pressing  to  the  cistern. 
p  Xi^K>  nd  hamtd.  Incomparable,  unparalleled. 

Dissimilar,  dissonant,  opposite,  repugnant. 

Pj^^^l3  nd  hamwdr,  (or  tJ\y^X>  nd  hamwdra) 
Unequal,  uneven,  rough,  having  protuberances,  ir- 

I'egular,  capricious,  froward,  perverse.  Unworthy, 
incongruous, unbecoming,  inconvenient,  dispropor- 
tioned.  atwdri  nd  hamvdr,  Unwor- 

thy, indecent  actions.  j\^*J6l3  J^jjj  rozgdri  nd 

hamvdr,  Inconstant  fortune. 

p  (_f,^_^l3  nd  hamwdn,  Inequality,  uneven- 
ness.  Inconvenience. 

Pjl:^^l3  nd  hanjdr,  Rough,  uneven,  untoward. 
p  ̂ ^^K>  nd  hanjdri,  Impropriety,  deviation 

from  right,  frowardness,  disobedience. 

p  !^fi>l3  nd  hawd,  Unequalled,  incomparable. 

AjysU  7idhur,  A  cloud. 
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p  ̂jijiU  na  hosh,  Suddenly. 

p  |_^13  nahi,  The  planet  Venus. 

A  J^13  7iaht,  (pi.  nuhat)  A  prohibiter,for- 

bidder,  interdicter.  J.»-j  C^jJbU  ̂ y>-j  ]^S>  haza 
rajuhm  nahiha  mfr  rajulin,  This  is  a  man  that 

will  suffice  you  (you  cannot  desire  a  better).  cilAfcU 
nahika  an,  Let  it  suffice  you  that. 

A  iufclj  nahiyat.  Interdict,  prohibition.  Any 

thing  forbidden.   i\jo\  ^  hiya  nahi- 
yatuha  min  imrasatin,l^et  that  woman  suffice  thee. 

p  ̂JofcU  naJnd,  Name  of  the  mother  of  Alexan- 

der the  Great.  Nahid,  (and  »cSj^\3  nakida)  (The 
planet)  Venus.  A  girl  with  a  swelling  bosom.  A 

cultivated,  flourishing  garden. 

p  i^\3  ??a?/,  A  reed,  pipe.  A  flute,  flagelet,  fife. 
A  reed  played  upon  by  the  dervishes.  The  throat. 

Pride,  vain-glory.  Name  of  a  fort.  j_^J^  l?'^  nayi 

h'lni,  The  nostrils,  the  passage  of  the  nose. 

nayi  turhi,  A  trumpet,  clarion,  ̂ lij  ̂jKi'na.y  za- 
dan,  To  play  on  the  flute,  to  pipe.  ̂   (j'U  nayi 
gulu,  The  wind-pipe.  nayi  los,  (or  j^^U 
ij^yi  nayi  losh)  Name  of  a  musical  instrument. 

;ji*>y  _)  nay  u  nosh,  Music  and  wine.  ̂ jKijyo 

sur-nay,^  A  fife,  flagelet,  crooked  trumpet,  clarion. 
A  ̂J\^  nasy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^U)  Being  far  distant. 

Making  a  trench  round  a  tent  to  keep  off"  the  rain- 
water. A  ditch  so  cut  round  a  tent.  Distance. 

p  (— jblj  na  yob,  Rare,  not  to  be  found,  scarce. 
Unattainable.  Undiscoverable. 

P  (j^^        nay-amhan,  A  bagpipe. 
A  u-*jl3  nasih,  (pi.  t-jy  narvV)  A  lieutenant, 

viceroy,  vicegerent,  substitute,  deputy ;  the  deputy 
of  a  judge,  (pi.  nub)  A  bee.  Any  thing  co- 

pious or  plentiful.  Contingency,  event.  A  penitent, 
one  converted  from  sin.  v  u-*^.l3  nanU  tin- 

gri,  God's  vicegerent,  i.e.  a  caliph,  an  emperor. 
A  nanb  munab,  A  vicegerent. 

p  f^ip  nayhan,  A  flute-player.  A  pigeon. 
A  RwO  7iasibat,  (An  ague)  returning  periodi- 

cally, (pi.  i^^^^'>  nawanh)  Accident,  misfortune, calamity,  disaster. 

A  nasijat,  Noisy  (owls  or  reptiles). 

p  ̂   nayich,  A  pipe,  flute,  fife. 
p  ssiLi  naycha,  A  small  reed,  especially  one 

used  by  weavers.  A  hookah-snake,  lijo  nmj- 
cha-band,  A  hookah-snake  maker.  {^iXO 

naycha-bandi,  Hookah-snake  making. 

A  ̂   nasih,  (pi.       nawK)  A  weeper,  mourner. 
A  nasihat,  (pi.  namasih,  Ol^l3  lia- 

Aliat,  ̂ y  7mw/t,  ̂ ^_j-3\  anmah,  and  nuwah) 
Weeping,  lamenting.  A  hired  female  mourner. 

A  X^b  nankhat,  A  distant  country. 

Aylj  woj^zV,  Bright,  clear,  shining,  luminous. 

p j>y>  nayir,  A  small  tube.  A  kind  of  rhythm. 

A  'iji\>  naArat,  (pl.y^y  nawanr)  Fire,  heat, 
warmth,  inflammation,  flame.  Enmity,  hatred.  A 

fire-place.  Charcoal.  (Ground)  whose  plants  are 
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yellow  from  drought. 
p  nay-zun,  A  flute-player,  fifer,  piper. 

p  (3j        nay-zanl.  Piping. 
p  ijiXi  nayiza,  (or  S^.O  nayija)  A  tube.  A  sy- 

phon, pipe,  or  spout  of  a  ewer  or  alembic.  The 
throat.  Any  hollow-stemmed  plant  with  joints 

upon  it,  a  stalk  of  corn ;  kex.  The  urethra.  Mem- 

brum  virile.  A  small  reed.  A  weaver's  spindle. 
A  reed  upon  which  weavers  wind  their  thread.  The 
knots  on  a  reed  or  stalk.  A  lance  or  a  javelin.  An 

instrument  with  which  they  spread  or  scrape  money 

together.  The  trickling  or  dropping  of  water.  iy>}j 

^ji^^ nayija  hardan,  To  drop  water. 

A  i,jaS\i  naris,  Who  raising  his  head,  runs  off". 
A        nant,  A  thick  vein  running  up  the  back. 

A  naj:i^  (pi.  ̂Vjj  niya^  Thirsty.  Totter- 
ing from  hunger,  jaj^i^nasi^  Starved. 
A  udJjlS  7iasik,  One  who  indulges  in  venery. 

na  yahsan,  Unequal,  dissimilar. 

A  (Jjl3  nasil,  (v.  n.  of  JU  for  Jy)  Giving  li- 
berally, bestowing.  One  who  arrives  at,  obtains, 

acquires.  A  taker.  Whatever  any  person  obtains ; 

a  gift.  Munificence,  liberality,  p  ̂jii-Sj  (jJO  nasil 

shudan,  To  accomplish  one's  wish,  obtain,  carry  off". 
A  allU  nasilat,  Name  of  a  woman,  and  an  idol. 

A        nadrn,  (pi.        niynm,  ̂ y)  nuwam, 

nuyyam,  or  niyam,        numam,  ̂ ,1*3  nuyyam,  and 

^y  nawm)  One  who  sleeps  or  slumbers ;  asleep. 
Sleepy,  quiet  (night).  A  dormitory,  p  (jii-^ 
natim  shudan,  To  sleep,  to  be  asleep. 

A  nasimat,  (pi.  nuwam  and  ̂   nuy- 
yam) Sleeping  (woman).  Death.  A  serpent. 

puiJuLc       nay-mashk, {ox^CLm)  A  bagpipe. 

V  djji  t^\3  nay-nahard,  A  trumpet. 

pj\y        nay-namaz,  A  piper. 

p  (_f5^y  1^  nay-nawazi,  Piping. 
p  ioU  naya,  A  reed,  pipe,  tube. 

A  io\j  nasih,  High,  eminent,  magnificent. 

p         nan,  A  flute-player.  Refined  sugar. 

p  J^ii^i^O  nayidan.  To  boast,  brag,  glory. 
A  nabb,  (v.n.ofvl-o)  Behaving  haughtily. 

Rattling  at  rutting-time  (a  he-goat).  Running. 
A  ̂{^^  nabs,  (v.  n.  of  bo)  Being  exalted,  pro- 

jecting, eminent,  superior  or  above  (others).  Look- 
ing back  upon,  considering,  reflecting.  Going  from 

country  to  country.  Producing  (from  the  ground). 

Growling  in  a  low  key  (a  dog).  Announcing. 

A  \x>  nabas.  News,  a  thing  related,  announced. 

A^bo  ni&aj,(v.n.3of  bo)  Announcing  to  another. 

Removing  to  a  distance,  dropping  acquaintance. 

A  Ayi  nubasas,  (pi.  of        nalis)  Prophets. 

A  l-jIjo  nubab,  (v.  n.  of  CJ>)  Rattling  at  rut- 

ting-time (a  he-goat).  Running. 
A  ijbj  nabsat,  A  low  voice.  The  barking,  growl- 

ing, or  snarling  of  a  dog. 

p  Obo  nabat,  (oyjCj^  Obo  nabdt-shakar) 

Fine  sugar,  white,  candied,  refined. 

A  Obo  nabat,  (v.  n.  of  cIaJO)  Growing,  ger- 
minating. An  herb,  vegetable;  grass.  Vegetation. 

Down,  hair.  OUj  ̂   ̂Imi  nabat.  The  science 
of  plants,  i.e.  botany. 

A  O\obj  nabatat,  (pi.  of  Obo  nabat)  Herbs, 

simples,  plants,  vegetables.  Sweetmeats. 
A  iGbo  na  or  nubataf.  Grass.  Vegetation. 
PcilljOb3«(a!JamaA,Verdant,grassy(ground). 

A  ̂bj  7iabdtiy,Y egetahle.  A  botanist,  herbalist. 
A  'sXi\x>  nabatiyat.  Vegetables,  herbs,  plants. 

nabaj,  Two  women  wedded  to  one  man. 

A  ̂ bj  nabaj,  (pi.  of  'L^  nabajat)  Hillocks. Nubaj,  The  loud  or  hoarse  barking  of  a  dog.  Rum- 

ble of  the  belly,  breaking  wind.  Name  of  a  town 
in  the  desert. 

A  ̂IjJ  nabbdj,  Hoarse,  loud,  deep-voiced  (dog). 
Barking,  baying  (dog).  A  ladle,  spatula. 

A  nabbdjat,lil\ie  buttocks.  aa=-ljO  [JL^  '^ 
kazabat  nabbajatuhu,  He  broke  wind. 
A  nubajiy,  GruflP,  deep-voiced  (dog). 

A  ̂ bo  nibah  or  nuhah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Barking 
(a  dog),  bleating  (a  goat  or  stag).  Hissing  (a  ser- 

pent). Nubdh,  A  lion's  roar.  The  bark  of  a  dog. 
A  nabbdh,  Loud,  noisy,  bawling.  A  barker. 

(p\.of'is-\.'ij7iabbdhat)  Mecca  shells  (of  which  they 
make  necklaces)^   Nubbdh,  The  hoopoo. 

A  &s>-Ij3  nabbdhat,  A  kind  of  Mecca  shell,  of 
which  they  make  necklaces.   Barking  (bitch). 

A^IX)  nabbdkh,  (Leaven)  turning  sour. 
A  7iabdkha',  (pi.  of       nabkhds)  High 

grounds  soft  and  loose,  mixed  with  stones, 
p         nabddd,  Let  it  alone,  may  it  never  be. 

AS:>„i^\j3nabddid,(aSiX>d\ijj^9tayrnabddid)Scat- 
tered  birds.  Nabddida,  Scatteringly,  dispersedly. 

A  iJIXj  nabbdz.  Vender  of  the  wine  ii.jJO  nabiz. 

A jljj  nibdr,  (pi.  ofjO  nibr)  Short-bodied,  ill- 
looking,  mean.  Tikes  or  similar  insects:  gad-flies. 

Aj\x>  nabbdr,  Eloquent.  Clamorous. 

p  {j^J^  nabdrash,  Disobedience.  A  piece  of 
timber  used  as  a  prop  to  the  roof  of  a  house,  or  for 

shoring  up  a  tottering  wall. 

A  ̂JuiJS>  nabdris,  (pi.  of  7iibrds)  Lan- 

terns. (j«^^buJ\  an'  nabdns,Certam  wells  in  Arabia. 

p  j^IjO  nabdzt,  A  mistress. 
A  (^^^  nabbdsh,  A  digger,  especially  of  graves. 

A  plunderer  of  the  dead,  stripper  of  grave-clothes. 
A  nabbdz,  A  feeler  of  the  pulse,  physician. 

A  ̂_^^J0  nabdti,  (j^b3  nabdtiy,  7iibntiy,  or 
9iubdtiy)  A  Nabathean. 

A  7iabbd^t,  Buttocks.  udJukS'lp  CL*id^ 

kazabat  7iabbd^tuka,  Thou  didst  break  wind. 

p  ̂jj  nabdgh.  Two  women  married  to  one  man, 
rival  wives.  The  end  of  a  thread. 

A^ljo  nuhdgh.  Dust  raised  by  a  mill. 
A  nabhdgh.  Scales  on  the  head,  scurf,  dan- 

driff".  One  who  comes  out. 

A  'is\x>  nubdghat.  Meal,  flour.  Scurf  on  the  head. 



A  'iffXx>  nabbaghat,  The  backside.  Schismatics. 
Dusty  (road).  Nubbaghat,  Scurf,  dandrifF. 

A  uiJljj  nibah,  (pi.  of  aioj  nahhat)  Hillocks. 

A  (J1j3  nabal,  Knowledge,  genius,  skill.  Readi- 
ness, preparation, aptitude.  Apparatus, equipment. 

Nibal,  (pi.  of  Jjo  nabl)  Arrows,  (pi.  of  J.Jj3  na- 
btl)  Ingenious.  Excellent. 

A  JIj3  nabbdl,  One  who  has  or  makes  arrows. 

Skilful  in  archery.  Cased  in  armour. 

A  ei[xi  nabalat,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Excelling  in  ge- 

nius or  skill.  Being  great  and  excellent.  Darting, 

shooting  arrows.  Apparatus,  equipment.  Nihalat, 

The  art  of  making  arrows.  Nubalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Jjo) 

Being  ready  for  any  thing.  Apparatus,  equipment. 

A  nahamat,  The  higher  part  of  ground. 

Nibawat,  Prophecy,  the  prophetical  office  or  gift. 

A  sbo  waJa/t,Famous,noble.  High,  overhanging. 

A  aJbljj  nabahat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  noble,  re- 
nowned. Nobleness,  nobility. 

A  lLoIjo  nabasit, (pi.  o{'iJj,pnabitat)  Branches 

p  iV.Ui  na  bayad,  It  is  not  required  or  proper. 

Ajjlf)  nabaAr,{\>\.  of  ijOJ  nabirat)  Grandsons. 

A  iJjljj  nabanl,(\)\.  of  &Ljj)  Beautiful.  Great. 

A  ftp  nabbat,  An  offensive  smell. 

A  CLoo  nabt,  (v.  n.  of  Cl*Jk^)  Growing,  germi- 

nating, sprouting  (as  herbage)  ;  vegetating,  bring- 
ing forth.  Bringing  forth  herbage  (the  earth). 

Grass,  vegetation. 

A  'ily>  nibtat,  Growth.  Place  of  vegetation, 
p  jJjl)  nabtar,  Hairy  circles  on  the  forehead  or 

neck  of  a  horse,  which  are  esteemed  excellent  marks ; 

whilst  on  the  breast  and  under  the  arm-pits  they 
are  thought  blemishes. 

A  (Jjkf)  wa&iflZ,  Strong.  Hard, vehement.  Name 

of  a  place.  A  man's  name. 
A  <^A^  nabs,  (v,  n.  of  (.^>J^)  Digging  (a  well 

or  ditch)  with  the  hands.  Cleaning  a  well.  Lay- 

ing open  (any  thing  concealed).  Uprooting  (vege- 
tables). Anger,  rage.  Nabas,  A  mark,  vestige. 

K^nabj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Coming  out  of  the  shell 
(a  partridge).  Oakum,  the  fibry  tops  of  the  papy- 

rus, or  similar  thing,  with  which  they  caulk  ships. 

Nubuj,  Sacks  for  corn  or  hay,  especially  black. 

A  1^^^  nabjan,  Threatening,  commination. 
A        nabajat,  A  hill,  heap,  tumulus. 

A  ̂   nabh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Barking.  Bleating  (a 
goat  or  deer).    Hissing  (a  serpent). 

A        nabhas,  Bleating  (doe). 

A  ̂   nabkh,  Blisters  on  the  hand  from  hard 
labour.  Root  of  the  papyrus,  which  the  Egyptians 
and  others  chew.  Nabhh  or  nahahh,  Small-pox. 

A  nabhha^,  (pi.  ̂^Ijj  nabahhu)  High 
ground  soft  and  loose,  mixed  with  stones. 

A  &^  nabhhat,  A  sulphur-match  for  lighting  a 
fire,  Nabhhat  or  7iubhhat,  A  point,  Nabhhat  or 

nabahhat,  The  papyrus,  used  in  caulking  ships. 
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A  jjj  nabz,  (v,  n.  of  jjj)  Beating  (as  an  artery 

or  the  pulse).  Throwing  (any  thing)  from  the  hand. 

Pressing  wine.  Makingmalt-liquor  or  beer.  (pl.iUi^ 
ambaz)  A  small  quantity,  some  (money,  herbage, 

rain).  Nubaz,  (pi.  of  id^i  nubzat)  Small  portions 

A  (j^iijo  nabazan,The  beating  (of  pulse, artery). 

A  s'lijo  nabzat  or  nubzat,  A  shore,  tract,  side. 
Somewhat,  a  small  portion,  particle  (of  informa- 

tion), brief  sketch,  glance  at,  Nabzatan,  \.i\Ae, 

in  a  separate  place  (he  sat  down), 

A  nabzarat,  A  dissipating  and  squander- 
ing of  money  improperly. 

Ajs>  nabr,  (v.  n.  of__j6)  Elevating,  exalting,  rais- 
ing up.  Raising  the  voice,  shouting.  Growing  (a 

boy).  Checking,  chiding.  Overpowering,  over- 

coming  in  words.  Marking  (aletter  with  hamza — ). 

Digging  hastily  ;  piercing  with  a  spear,  and  draw- 
ing it  out  again  violently.  Shameless,  unblushing. 

Nibr,  (pl.jljj\  avibar  andjbo  nibar)  Short-bodied, 
deformed,  hideous,  mean-looking.  A  tike  or  any 
similar  insect  vvhich  infests  cattle,  causing  the  parts 

over  which  they  crawl  to  swell :  a  gad-fly,  A  fly. 

A  wild  beast  of  prey.  (pl.jljj\  ambar)  A  granary, 

storehouse,  warehouse.  Nubar,  Large  mouthsful. 

A  (^5;0  7iibras,A  lantern,  lamp,  candle,  light. 
A  spear.  The  iron  head  of  a  spear. 

A  iyJ  nabrat,  Any  thing  high.  A  swelling  on 

the  body.  A  raising  of  the  voice  from  the  bass  to 

the  treble  notes  in  song,  A  shriek  of  terror.  The 

orthographical  mark  hamza  — ,  The  middle  of 
the  groove  on  the  upper  lip, 

Pii;0  nabard,  Battle,  engagement,  war,  contest. 

Bold,valiant.  ̂ J<^^ ij^  nabard hardan,To  contend. 

p        i^jO  nabard-azma,  A  veteran,  warrior, 

p  nabard-pesha,  Inured  to  war, 

p  nabard-gah,  A  battle-field. 

p  ti^jj  nabarda.  Warlike,  brave.  Chosen. 
p  na  burida,  (in  Arabic  corrupted  into 

nabrij)  A  castrated  ram  with  wool  unshorn. 

A jjO  nabz,  (v.  n.  of jjO)  Surnaming.  Reproach- 
ing. Pointing,  nodding,  beckoning.  Defamation. 

Nibz,  The  upper  bark  of  the  palm-tree.  Nabaz, 

(pl.jUi^  ambaz)  A  surname.  A  nickname.  Na- 
biz,  Contemptible,  despicable. 

A  s'^  nubazat,  One  who  gives  many  nicknames. 

p  »jO  nabza,  A  surname. 
A  nabs,  (or  iL-p  nubsat)  (v.  n.  of  [j^) 

Speaking.  Hastening,  making  haste.  Moving  one's 
self.  U"^  ̂ *  ''^^  nabasa  bi  halimaiin.  He 
uttered  not  a  word.  iVwiw.?,  Speakers.  Those  who 
make  haste. 

p  (j-JJ  nabas,  (or  (j*»X3  nabbas)  A  daughter's 
son  or  daughter. 

p  i&^S  nabasa,  (or  a.^)  nabbasa)  A  daughter's 

son  or  daughter.   A  son's  son  or  daughter. 
A  (jtwO  nabsh,  (v.  n.  of  [J^^)  Discovering  or 

digging  up  what  has  been  buried  (as  treasures  or 

dead  bodies).  Gaining,  acquiring.  Aiming  at  with- 
out hitting.  Drawing  forth  (a  story  or  narrative). 

Nibsh,  A  species  of  very  hard  pine.  Nabash,  A 

camel  having  a  mark  on  the  sole  of  the  foot,  by 

vvhich  his  impression  is  known  on  the  ground. 

p  L         nibisht.  Writing.  He  wrote. 

p  {^y^y>  nibishtan,  To  write.  To  describe. 
p  sjJUk>  nibishta,  Written.  A  book,  »jJuo 

(jiVi^j  nibishta  shudan.  To  be  written  or  described. 
p  ̂ tS>  nabashlad,  It  does  not  adhere. 

A  ̂jw3AMjaZ)s,  (v. n.  of  (.>9f))  Speaking.  Small 

pot-herbs  just  beginning  to  grow. 
A  ̂Lojj  nabsas,  Sounding,  twanging  (bow), 

A  iLajj  nabsat.  One  word. 

A  nabz,  (v.  n.  of  (.jAjo)  Beating,  throb- 

bing (as  pulse  or  artery).  Making  (a  bowstring)  vi- 
brate or  twang.  Flashing  lightly  (lightning).  Mo- 

tion, the  beating  of  an  artery.  The  pulse,  p  {^jAXi 

nabz-gir  shudan,  To  feel  the  pulse,  a  li^Ji 

(^jiajj  fusadun  nabzun,  nabazun,  or  nabizun,  A  cou- 
rageous spirit.  (.>aJ*3  ̂   _j  L>*^^ 

bazunwa  lanabazu)i,'No  motion  or  spirit  is  in  him  or 
it.iVa&a2',(v.n.of(;^j3)Beating,throbbing(artery). 

A  (jl*af>  nabazan,  (v.  n.  of  CJ^f)  Beating  (as 

an  artery).  Making  (a  bowstring)  vibrate  or  twang. 

Flashing  gently  (lightning). 

A  Looi  nabzat.  One  pulsation. 
A  lajj  nabt,  (v.  n.  of  iaJO)  Springing  up  (water). 

Drawing  water  from  a  well.  Nabat,{y.n.  oflaJD) 

Having  white  hairs  under  the  arm-pit  (a  horse). 

The  first  water  which  bursts  forth  when  dioffring  a 

well.  Depth,  deep  reflection.  Nabatheans,  a  peo- 

ple inhabiting  the  low  countries  between  Arabian 
and  Persian  Irak.  Nabat  or  nubt,  White  hairs  on 

a  horse's  breast,  belly,  or  under  the  arm-pit. 
A  ̂Uajo  nabtas,  (A  sheep)  white  on  the  thigh. 

A  'b^os)  nubtat,  The  first  water  which  bursts 
forth  when  digging  a  well.  White  under  the  belly 

or  arm-pit  of  a  horse. 

A  nabatiy,  A  Nabathean. 

A  ̂   nab^  (v.  n,  of  ̂ )  Springing  or  bursting 
from  a  fountain  (water),  A  kind  of  tree  growing 

on  the  summit  of  a  mountain,  from  which  they 
make  bows  and  arrows.  The  thill  or  shaft  of  a 

waggon.  masi  nab^  Flowing  or  spring- 

water.    L?;j^         .^'^^  ̂  law  ihtadaha  bi  nab- la  awra' ,  Were  he  co  use  friction  with  the  wood 

^  nab^  he  would  certainly  strike  fire  (spoken  of 
a  very  clever  man.  This  wood  contains  no  fire  in  it). 

A  'ixp  nab^  t,  A  certain  kind  of  mountain-tree, 
of  which  they  make  arrows. 

A  ̂   nabgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Appearing,  becom- 
ing manifest,  divulging.  Springing  up,  bursting 

forth.  Going  out  against.  Becoming  a  good  poet, 

though  not  naturallvso.  Bein^:  extended,  diffused 

in  the  world.  Flying  from  the  head  (scurf).  Fly- 

ing about  (the  finest  flour).    The  dust  or  powder 



flying  round  a  mill. 

A        nahagliat,  Middle  of  a  crowd.  Flour. 

A        nahh,  Writing.  Sweet  farina  in  the  heart 

of  a  palm-branch,of  which  they  make  a  wine.  Nabk, 

nibk,  or  nabik,  Fruit  of  the  treejii>«»  sidr. 

A  "iajo  nabikat,  The  fruit  of  the  lot-tree, 
p  uiljo  nabk,  The  oozino;  of  water  through  the 

bank  of  a  river. 

AL^Xp  nabk  ov nabak,{^\.  oi'i^^  nabhat  ovna- 
bakat)  Hills  or  tumuli  with  sharp  tops  and  red- 

dish ;  undulating  grounds. 

A  nabakat  or  nabkat,  (pi.  tilfj  ̂labJi,  na- 

bak,  tdJ'jj  nibah,  and  nubuk)  A  hillock  or 
tumulus  with  a  pointed  top,  and  sometimes  red- 

dish.   A  country  of  hill  and  dale,  undulating. 

A  JjO  nabl,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj)  Darting,  shooting 

(one)  with  an  arrow.  Shooting  arrows  for  people. 

Giving  arrows  (to  another).  Excelling  (another) 

in  the  goodness  of  arrows,  or  in  shooting  them ; 

also  in  skill  or  genius.  Eating  by  degrees;  also  giv- 

ing (another  victuals)  by  little  and  little  at  a  time, 

by  way  of  soothing  or  keeping  (him)  obedient.  Tra- 

velling hard.  Equipping,  fitting  out  (a  camel). 

Watering  (a  camel).  Driving  (a  camel)  violently, 

(pi.  JIj3^  ambal,  JUi  nibal,  and  nublan)  An 
Arabian  arrow.  Arabian  arrows.  Small  stones. 

Apparatus,  whatever  is  necessary  to  equip  a  man 

for  any  thing.  Nubl,  Excellence,  greatness ;  inge- 

nuity, knowledge,  genius.  Apparatus,  equipment. 
Nabal,  Excellent,  ingenious,  skilful.  Generous. 

Great  (ones).  Small  (ones),  (pi.  of  Jjyj  nabil) 

Excellent.  Large  stones  or  turfs.  Small  flint-stones, 
with  which  the  Muhammadans  clean  themselves 

after  voiding  urine  and  foeces.  Kubal,  (pi.  of 

yiublat)  Afiairs  of  importance,  events  of  conse- 

quence. Gifts.  Small  stones  used  in  cleansing  the 
organs  of  excretion  and  generation. 

A  Jjij  nubbal,  (pi.  of  JjU  nabil)  Archers. 

A  ̂^^JjJ  juibalas,  Intelligent,  clever  (men). 

A  jj^VjO  nublan,  (pi.  of  ,_).jj)  Arabian  arrows. 
A  SJo>^  nablat,  White  ivy.  One  Arabian  arrow. 

A  present,    (pi.  of  (Jj^JO  nabil)  Excellent.  Inge- 
nious. Nablat  or  nublat,  A  thing  of  great  moment. 

Nublat,  A  reward,  requital,  compensation,  (pi. 

WM&aZ)Agift.  Amouthful.  Apparatus, preparation, 

readiness.  Ingenuity,  knowledge,  genius.  Nabalai, 

(fem.  of  (JjJ  nabal)  Excellent,  skilful,  ingenious, 
p  ii\jjL>  nabnad,  Circumspection,  innocence. 

A  '&JjJ  nabnabat,  (v.  n.  of         Q)  Being  long 
in  doing  a  thing,  but  doing  it  well.  Being  deliri- 

ous (in  coitu).    Rattling  at  ruttlng-time  (a  goat). 

a_jj3  nabw,  (^  nubuw,  and  2_jJ0  nabn-ai)  (v. 
n.  of  Ijj  for  _jf>)  Retiring,  receding.  Being  distant, 

remote  (one  thing  from  another).  Becoming  blunt 

(as  a  sword  from  a  blow).  Becoming  dim  (the  eye- 

sight). Falling  short  of  the  mark  (an  arrow).  Be- 

ing disagreeable  (mansion),  inconvenient,  uneasy 
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(bed).  Being  unable  to  rest  (in  bed).  Being  re- 
pulsive, disagreeable  to  behold. 

A  ̂   nubus,  (v.  n.  of  Ij3)  Being  high,  exalted, 
eminent,  superior,  or  above  (others).  Going  from 

one  country  to  another. 

A  'i^  nabivat,  Higher  part  of  ground. 
A  5^  nubuwat,  Prophecy. 

A  nubut,  (v.  n.  of  ul*>J)  Appearing,  be- 

ginning to  swell  (a  girl's  breasts). 
A  nubu/i,  The  clamour  or  noise  of  a  crowd. 

The  barking  of  dogs.  A  multitude,  mob.  Glory. 

A         nubukh,  (v.  n.  of  ■^)  Souring  (leaven). 
nabu)-,  Buttocks,  podex. 

A  i^jij^  nubuz,  (v.  n.  of  i,jAp)  Flowing  down 
upon  low  grounds  (water). 

A^syii  nubut,  (v.  n.  of  laf>)  Springing  up,  burst- 
ing forth  (water). 

A        nubufj  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Springing  up. 
A        nubugh,  Appearance,  manifestation. 

A  (-^_jJ^  nubuk,  (pi.  of  7iabkat  and  naba- 
kat) Pointed  hills. 
A  nabanvj,  Prophetical. 

A  sjj  nabh,  (pi.  of  aj\j  nubih)  Known, celebrated. 

i\'«Z)/j,Intelligence,  perception.  An  awakening  from 
sleep.  Vigilance, resisting  sleep,  watchfulness.  Any 

thing  perceived,  seen,  comprehended.  Nabah,  (v. 

n.  of  euo)  Recollecting,  perceiving,  recalling  to  me- 
mory. Understanding,  comprehending.  (Cattle) 

lost,  and  found  by  chance  or  unlooked  for.  Any 

thing  discovered  after  an  attentive  search.  A  no- 
bleman, a  distinguished  personage  or  personages. 

Nabah  or  nabih,  Known,  celebrated,  notorious. 

A        nabahan.  Unexpectedly,  unlooked  for. 

A  ̂ rj^  nabahraj,  (from  p  \j^)  Bad  money. 
p  nabahra.  Bad  money  ;  goods  which  will 

not  sell;  any  thing  that  does  not  pass  current.  Low, 

vile,  base.  Poor ;  a  poor  person,  a  pauper.  Great. 
Covered,  concealed. 

A^  ?;aZ*i^,  A  way,  path  (especially  clear,  open). 

A  high  or  conspicuous  place.  Who  migrates  from 

place  to  place  (applied  particularly  to  Muham- 

mad's going  from  Mecca  to  Madlna). 

p  nubl  or  7iibl,  Word  of  God,  Kur'an. 

aJ^J  nabiy,  (pi.  -^Uo^  ambiya./)  A  prophet.  A 
way.  The  higher  part  of  ground.  Nubayy,  A  mi- 

nor prophet.  Nubiy,  (v.  n.  of  Ijj  for  _jJO)  Becom- 
ing dull-sighted  A  tray  made  of  palm-leaves,  (pi. 

of  j^li  naM)  High  grounds. 
A  i—iouj  nabib,  (v.  n.  of  tJlo)  Rattling  (a  he- 

goat  at  rutting-time).  Running. 

A  nabiyat,  A  table,  plate,  table-mat,  or 
similar  thing  made  of  palm-leaves,    (fem.  of 

nobly)  A  prophetess. 

A  'y-  ̂ D''  nabit,  The  name  of  a  tribe  in  Yaman. 

(Jl,ajO  C'  'D'"  khabtt  nab'it,  Mean,  despicable. 
A  iCojj  nabitat,  (pi.  Cl/^bo  nabasit)  A  branch 

I  of  the  tree  faljm. 
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A  (u^aJJ^  khab'is)  nabis,  Malignant. 
A  *a>i^  nabisat,  The  earth  or  mud  at  the  bottom 

of  a  well  or  in  the  bed  of  a  river. 

A  nabij,  The  barking  of  a  dog.  A  kind  of 

food  made  of  milk  mixed  with  camels'  hair. 

A  nabih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Barking  (a  dog). 
Bleating  (a  goat  or  deer).     Hissing  (a  serpent). 

a's!^^  nabikhat,  A  bit  of  sulphur,  or  a  sulphu- 
reous match  for  lighting  a  fire.    Papyrus,  with 

which,  like  oakum,  they  caulk  ships. 

>fp  tjjuo  nubed,  Good  news. 

Ai^^M  nabiz, Thrown,  (pi.  ambizat)Wme. 

A  kind  of  drink  made  of  dates  or  raisins.  ̂   liouo 

nabizi  jaw,  (Barley-wine)  Beer,  ale,  malt-liquor. 
A  iiiJUO  nabizat,  Lean,  and  which  is  not  eaten. 

p^jOJ  nabir,  A  son's  son.    A  grandchild. 
Aj<f>  nabir,  A  cheese.  Nubayr,  Cunning,  skil- 

ful, sagacious. 
p  «jOJ  nabira,  A  grandson,  a  grandchild,  a  son's 

son.  Hidden,  concealed. 

p  ewJkJJ  nablsa,  A  son's  son. 
A  j^jkajux)  nobis,  (v.  n.  of  (.>af>)  Twittering  (a 

sparrow).  Making  a  noise  with  the  lips,  which 
makes  the  male  tread  the  female.  The  noise  itself. 

A  laJUJ  nabit,  (pi.  l»\jj\)  A  Nabathean  Arab. 

A  ̂-J^-J^  nabigh,  A  shaking  of  a  branch  of  the 
male  palm  over  the  female  to  fructify  it. 

A  *&iiAJJ  nabikat,  A  large  twig  or  spur  of  a  vine; 
a  large  tear  or  exudation  of  gum. 

A  (J-i-J-i  nabil,  (pi.  Jlo  nibal,  jJjj  nabal,  and 

'iXp  nablat)  Excellent,  ingenious,  skilful.  Skilful 
in  shooting  arrows.  Generous.  Great,  large,  cor- 

pulent.  Good,  beautiful.  A  standard,  ensign. 

A  sJjuj  nabllat,  (fem.)  Beautiful.  Great,  excel- 
lent. A  carcase. 

A  nabiyuna,  (pi.  of  ̂JO  nobis)  Prophets. 

A  BJM  nabih.  Celebrated,  fanious,^oble. 

A  ̂̂ jXi  nobis,  (pi.  ̂ ^^^  ambiyas,  ̂ Ui  nubams, 
ambas,  and  nabiyuna)  A  prophet.  A 

messenger  from  God.  One  who  goes  from  place 

to  place.  A  clear,  open  road.  A  high  place.Crooked. 

A  nubayyis,  (dim.  of  nobis)  A  little  or 
obscure  prophet. 

A  nubayyisot,  (dim.  of  ilijjj  nubuwat)  A 

little  prophecy.  *.^ju«/c  &Aif>  nubayyisatu  musay- 
Umata,  The  insignificant  prophecv  of  Musaylimat, 

known  by  the  title  of  l-->UxJ1  al  kazzdb.  The  liar. 

p  ?iaj;ra;jA,  The  faculty  of  resolving  pro- 
blems with  ease. 

p  jJJO  nopok.  Ready-handed,  dextrous. 
napur,  A  kind  of  trumpet, 

p ̂   nupe  or  nipe.  Word  of  God,  Kur'an. AXL^nott,k.  swelling  (ofthenostrils)with  rage. 

I  A  \ii  nats,  (v.n.of\:6)  Being  exalted,  eminent, 

j  superior,  prominent ;  appearing,  getting  out,  being 
I  produced.  Growing  up,  being  marriageable  (a 

j  girl).   Swelling  (as  a  wound  or  sore). 



A  ̂1:6  nitaj,  (v.  11.  of  ̂ )  Helping  (cattle)  to 
bring  forth.  Birth.  Breed.  The  breeding  season. 

p  nitas,  Good.  Healthy.  Cheerful,  gay, 

merry,  pleasant,  courteous,  polite,  affable,  kind. 

p ̂ jSij^Vjj  nitafidanyToheweW,  happy,  pleased, 

and  contented;  to  pass  one's  time  pleasantly. 
A  (^Uo  nuttash,  The  meanest  or  basest  of  man- 

kind. Cheats,  knaves,  jugglers,  impostors. 

A  (  nutaf,  (and  '&s\'S>  nutafat)  What  falls 
when  plucking  out  any  thing.    Hair  plucked  off. 

A       7iitak,(^A.  house)situated  opposite  another. 

A  iiiUi  nutanat,  (v.  n.  of  {Jr^)  Stinking. 

A  natasij,  (pi.  of  'ij^^  iiatyat)  Births. 
Conclusions,  syllogisms,  consequences,  substances. 

^1:6       ffhanam  natuiij,  Sheep  of  the  same  year. 
glianami  natasij,  My  flock  was  born 

all  in  the  same  year. 

A  &jj  nuttat,  A  small  hollow  in  a  smooth  stone. 

A  ̂   naih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Evaporating.  Perspir- 
ing, exuding,  emitting  any  kind  of  moisture.  Caus- 

ing to  sweat.  Sweat.  Moist  (earth).  Fat,  filth 
from  a  leathern  butter-bottle. 

A  ̂   naihh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Drawing,  dragging, 

pulling.  Tearing(as  abird"of  prey  his  food).  Draw- 
ing, extracting  (a  thorn  from  the  foot  or  a  tooth). 

Weaving  (a  garment).  Fixing  (the  eyes  upon). 

natr,  (v.  n.  ofjS^)  Drawing  (a  bow)  with 
vigour.  Snatching,  pulling  roughly,  carrying  off. 

Tearing  (cloth  with  nails  or  teeth).  Pressing  the 

glans  penis  after  pissing.  Piercing,  stabbing  with 

vehemence.  Harsh  or  passionate  speech.  Impor- 
tunity, teasing.  Severity,  rigour,  violence,  force. 

Weakness,  debility,  languor,  indolence  in  labour. 

Natar,  Corruption,  perdition,  loss,  ruin. 

A  'iji>  nairat,  One  penetrating  stroke.  A  speecli 
which  galls  or  pierces  the  heart. 

A  ̂J^.^i  natsh,  (v.  n.  of  {^J^)  Pulling  out  (a 
thorn)  with  pincers.  Tearing  (flesh).  Extorting, 

receiving.  Gaining.  Striking,  kicking,  driving, 

thrusting.  Secretly  injuring  (any  one),  slandering. 

Emptying  (a  well),  taking  out  fetid  mud.  Gain, 

acquisition.  Natash,  The  first  sprouting  of  plants. 

The  tip  or  first  point,  either  of  the  blade  or  root. 

The  herb  gromwell. 

A  ̂   natgh,(j.  n.  of  jCi~)  Disgracing,  dishonour- 
ing. Slandering,  accusing  falsely. 

A «  ali  naif,  (v.  n.  of  i  cl6)  Pulling  out,  twitch- 

ing (hairs  or  feathers).  Drawing  smartly  (a  bow). 

Natif,  (A  crow)  with  a  part  of  the  wing  pulled  off. 

Nutaf,  (pi.  of  'isCi  nutfat)  Whatever  things  are 
plucked  or  twitched  with  the  fingers  (as  herbs). 

A  'iiCi  nutfat,  (pi,  ̂.,jc^  nutaf)  Whatever  is 
plucked  or  twitched  with  the  fingers  (as  herbage). 
A  gift.  Nutafat,  One  who  is  superficially  learned; 

one  who  has  culled  a  little  knowledge. 

V  Jk^  nutaftar,  Name  of  the  herbjb  yaz. 
A  Jjjo  nath,  (v.  n.  of  jjG)  Moving,  shaking. 
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Skinning.  Drawing  up  (a  bucket)  from  a  well. 

Having  a  numerous  offspring.  Speaking,  articu- 
lating (  a  woman). 

p  uilli)  nath,  A  saddle-belt.  A  difficult  thing. 

A  Ld):6  natk,  (v.  n.  of  (.dJo)  Drawing,  drag- 

ging, or  seizing  by  violence.  Pulling  out  (hair). 

Pressing  or  rapping  (the  organ  of  generation)  in 

order  to  squeeze  out  any  remains  of  urine. 

A  natl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^)  Drawing  forward  or 

towards  one's  self,  attracting.  Driving  or  fright- 
ening away  with  the  voice.  Chiding,  reproving, 

railing.  Emptying  (a  wallet).  Going  before  one's 
companions  (when  proceeding  in  a  line  or  row). 

Short,  dwarfish.  Natl  or  natal,  An  ostrich's  egg, 
which  they  fill  with  water,  and  bury  in  the  desert. 

A  f^*^  nataldn,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Going  before 
one's  comrades  (when  proceeding  in  a  line). 

A  i^jO  natn,  A  smelling  badly.  Stink,  funk. 

A^  WM<i/w,The  swelling  (of  a  limb  or  member). 

A  nutui,  (v.  n.  oft;;)  Being  exalted,  emi- 
nent, superior,  prominent ;  appearing,  getting  out, 

being  produced.  Growing  up,  being  marriageable 

(a  girl).  Swelling  (a  wound  or  sore). 
A  I— nutuh,  (v.  n.  of  (_-*X>)  Swelling,  being 

prominent  (the  breasts). 

A  natuj,  (A  mare  or  camel)  pregnant  and 

near  the  birth.  (Cattle)- bringing  forth,  or  near  it. 

A  nutuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Evaporating,  per- 
spiring, exuding.  Emittingmoisture.  Gumsoftrees. 

A  i^yi  nutuz,  (v.  n.  of  (^^)  Being  affected 

by  ringworm,  dry  scab,  or  similar  disease. 

A  ̂_j:5  wMh7^,(v.n.of^)Flowing  gently  (blood) 
from  a  wound,  (water)  from  a  fountain,  (or  sweat) 
from  the  body. 

A  nutuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji^)  Producing  many 
children  (a  woman).  Becoming  filled  with  fat. 

A  JjlS  nutul,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Going  before  one's 
companions  (when  proceeding  in  a  line). 

A  iJi^ip  natit.  The  noise  of  a  boiling  pot,  or  fer- 
mentation of  wine.  (A  nostril)  swelling  with  rage. 

A  natijat,  (pi.  ̂ 1:6  natasij)  A  foetus,  off- 
spring, birth,  of  the  same  year  with  another.  Sura 

or  substance.  Result,  issue,fruit,  effect,  consequence, 

what  necessarily  follows.  The  conclusion  (of  a 

syllogism).  Retribution,  reward,  p  i^Sm  w^tt 
natijasi sang, Vire.  Iron.  Copper.  Gold.  Silver. 

The  ruby.    A  natijasifusad,  Intent  of 
the  heart,  natyasi  kalam.  Substance  of 

a  speech.  On  the  whole,  in  a  word.  tii^ 

^^^^ 

natijad  lazimu'l  ihtiyaj,  A  conclusion 
drawn  from  undeniable  premises.  ^->Jila/« 

^^j^  _5  matluhi  sahih  u  natyasi  sarih,  The real  intention  and  evident  consequence. 

p  (_yJi-         natija-bahhsh,  Fulfilling  the  de- 
sire, causing  to  succeed,  giving  a  result. 

A  ̂-^tT  natyiy,  Deductive,  deducible. 
A  naty,  (A  camel)  whose  hair  has  been 15  B 

pulled  or  fallen  off  (so  as  to  require  some  pitch). 

P  ijjp  natil.  Fraud,  imposture. 
A  &ijp  natilat,  Cause,  means.    (See  aJjk**>j). 

nass,  (v.  n.  of  (-Ls>)  Divulging,  publish- 

ing.  Anointing,  dressing  (a  wound).  Sweating, 
exuding.  A  wall  moist  and  sweating.  v^fUi 

(jhassun  nassun.  Bad  (speech). 

A  \ii  nasa',  What  is  said  of  one  (commendatory or  otherwise). 

A  Cj>\X>  nisas.  Ointment  for  a  wound.  What- 
ever one  is  anointed  with. 

A  L^U3  nussas,  Slanderers  of  the  absent. 

Pj[X>  nisar.  Money  which  is  thrown  amongst 
the  people  at  marriages  or  on  other  festive  occa- 

sions, (in  comp.)  Scattering,  strowing.  J^j'^  dur- 

nisar,  Scattering  pearls,  i.e.  eloquent.  jUi 

^xJu^  jamahir-nisari  tahh'ih  shudan.  To 
strow  the  gems  of  certainty  and  truth,  i.e.  to  re- 

late any  thing  true. 

nisar,  (v.  n.  ofjb)  Scattering,  dispersing. 

Using  many  words,  being  diffuse  in  speech.  Hav- 
ing a  numerous  offspring.  Offering, exhibiting,  pre- 

senting. A  scattering,  dispersion.  A  sacrifice.  Pjlli 

(^dJ^  nisar  shudan.  To  be  killed,  (jii^ljj  nisar 
hardan.  To  scatter.  A  Nusdr,  Any  thing  dispersed 
or  stroM'n  about. 

A  tj\l>  nusarat.  Any  thing  scattered.  Crumbs 
falling  from  a  table,  which  are  picked  up  and  eaten 
as  an  act  of  piety. 

p  [j:y>-  Jz>  nisdr-chin,  One  who  catches  or  ga- 
thers the  money  thrown  amongst  the  people  at 

marriages  and  other  festivities. 
p  nisdridan.  To  scatter  (money,  &c.). 

A  Jlii  nisdl.  Money  or  things  scattered. 
A         nusdlat.  Earth  taken  out  of  a  well. 
A  (Jl^kii  nasat,  (v.  n.  of  dO)  Stinking  (meat). 

A  ̂   nasj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  with  a  knife. Pushing  out  thefundament,  and  voiding  its  con  tents. 

iV^/.y,Timid,cowardly,worthles3.  Nusuj,  Buttocks. 
A  Ja_)  nasad,  (v.  n.  of  ;iji-j)  Being  still,  calm, 

quiescent.  Growing  (a  mushroom). 

A  jij  nusr,  (v.  n.  ofji>)  Dispersing,  scattering. 

Employing  many  words,  being  diffusive  in  speech. 
Having  a  numerous  offspring.  Drawing  off  (a  coat 

of  mail).  Blowing  with  violence  any  thing  disa- 
greeable out  of  the  nostrils  ;  sneezing  (as  cattle, 

^j^laff-  ̂ ts  being  applied  to  men).  Scattered.  An 
oration,  prose-composition.  Nasar,  Any  thing  fall- 

ing or  scattered.  Nasir,  Talkative,  verbose. 

A  nasrat,  A  sneeze,  sternutation,  or  cough- 

ing of  Unimals.  The  division  or  space  between  the 
mustachios  under  the  nose ;  that  part  in  a  lion.  The 

root  of  the  nose ;  the  inside  of  the  nose  and  the 

parts  adjacent.  A  large  coat  of  mail  easily  put  on. 

an'  nasrat, Two  small  stars  in  the  nose  of  the 

Lion ;  the  eighth  mansion  of  the  moon. 
A       nasi,  (v.  n.  of  laii)  Squeezing,  pressing 



(any  thing)  on  the  ground  until  (it)  become  quite 

flat.  Protruding  through  the  ground  (a  plant). 

Coming  forth  (a  mushroom).  Rendering  heavy. 

Repose.  A  herb  that  has  burst  through  the  ground. 

A  (Jii  nasi,  (v.  n.  of  J-i))  Throwing  earth  (out 

of  a  well),  cleaning  (it).  Taking  arrows  (from  a 

quiver),  or  provision  (from  a  bag),  emptying(them). 

Throwing  off  or  putting  on  (a  coat  of  mail).  Put- 
ting minced  or  sliced  meat  (into  a  pot).  Voiding 

dung  (a  solid-hoofed  animal).  iN'asaZ,  A  ditch,  fur- 
row from  which  the  earth  is  dug. 

A  iiii)  naslat,  A  large  coat  of  mail.  The  divi- 
sion or  space  between  themustachios  underthe  nose. 

A       nasm,  (v.  n.  of  |«ii)  Talking  indecently. 
A  ftijkS3  nasnasat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Sweating 

profusely.  Exuding  (a  leathern  bottle).  Wiping. 

A  yi  nasw,  A  divulging.  A  scattering. 

Aj^ii  nasur,  A  woman  who  bears  many  chil- 
dren. (A  sheep)  sneezing,  and  casting  from  the 

nose  something  like  a  worm.  (A  sheep)  which  has 

dugs  with  large  orifices.  Nusur,  (v.  n.  ofJi>)  Re- 
posing, resting. 

A         nusut,  Quiet,  rest,  repose. 

A  JjiS  nasul,  (A  woman)  who  puts  chopt  meat 
into  a  pot. 

A  jji  nasi/,  A  publishing,  blazing  abroad. 

A^jJ  nasiy,  Sprinklings,  droppings  from  a  rope 
whilst  water  is  being  drawn.  ̂  

A  fc^AJp  nam,  (v.  n.  of  Exuding,  sweat- 

ing. Being  divulged  (news). 
A         nasisat,  Sweating  of  a  leathern  bottle. 

AjO  nasir,  (v.  n.  ofjb)  Sneezing  (as  beasts). 

Sternutation  in  beasts  (^jmUo-S'  ̂ tas  being  used 
for  human  beings). 

A         nasil.  Dung.  A  solid-hoofed  animal. 
A  «ij>ii  nasilat.  Earth  taken  out  of  a  well.  Re- 

mains. Fat  flesh. 

F  ̂ naj  or  nuj.  The  inside  of  the  mouth. 

A'^najj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Running,  producing  mat- ter (a  sore).  Being  quick,  making  haste. s 
A  \jsi  najs,  A  looking  with  a  malignant  eye. 

A  Isi  naja',  (v.  n.  of  Is^  for  jsS)  Looking  at  in- 
tently to  hurt  with  a  malignant  eye.  Excoriating, 

skinning,  peeling.  A  skin.  Wood,  timber:  branch 

of  a  tree ;  rod,  staff",  stick.  Timbers  of  a  camel's 
saddle.  High  ground,  to  which  the  water  does  not 

reach,  an'  najaka  an  najaka. 
Flight!  Flight!  escape  for  your  life. 

A  ̂Ui  najaf,  (v.n.of  for_j;^)  Escaping,  be- 
ing liberated,  set  free,  emancipated.  Making  haste, 

outstripping,  being  swift  or  expeditious.  An  asy- 

lum, place  of  refuge.  uiJ^l^^  ̂ J^f\^^  an'  tiaja- 

faha  an' najasaha,  Flight!  Flight!  escape  for  your 
life.  Nijas,  (v.  n.  3  of  \^  for  jsi)  Doing  (any  thing) 

privately  (with  another) ;  telling  a  secret,  (pi.  of 

yf  najw)  Clouds  which  have  shed  their  rain.  (pi. 

of        najiy^  Confidants. 
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A  ioUS  najabat,  (v.  n.  of  \_  ■^)  Being  generous, 

liberal, high-minded.  Beingexcellent(ashe-camel). 
Generosity,  nobleness. 

A  najsat,  An  earnest  or  importunate  look. 

/  A  najat,  (v.  n.  of  lai  for  y^)  Escaping. 
Liberation,  freedom,  salvation,  escape,  flight.  A 

swift-going  camel,  (pi.  laS  naja')  Avidity.  Envy. 
High  ground  to  which  the  water  does  not  reach. 
Ground  from  whose  trees  bows  and  wands  are  cut. 

Branch  of  a  tree.  A  mushroom,  fungus,  p  Olai 

f^S^  najat  shudan,To  escape,get  to  a  place  of  safety. 

To  obtain  freedom.  jjii^Ol;^  najat  kardan,To 
set  at  liberty,  save,  rescue. 

A  Lt^W  najjas.  An  examiner,  inquisitor. 

A  najah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Happening  fortu- 
nately. Being  easy.  Being  victorious  and  trium- 

phant. Good  success,  p  ̂j\5>-l*>J  ̂ laS  nty'aA^aAA- tan.  To  gain  a  victory. 

A  ib-lsi  najdhat,  Patience. 

A  ̂Ifi  nujakh.  The  sound  of  coughing. 
aXs-ISs  najjakhat,  (A  woman)  who  sweats,  and 

wipes  off"  moisture.  A  woman  windy  in  coitu. 
A  ̂\d.^ijad,  A  sword-belt.  (pi.  of  najd) 

High  grounds.  Carpets,  mats, floor-c!oths,cushions, 

or  any  thing  similar,  lilai  talla^  nijad,  One 
who  thinks  exaltedly,  who  meditates  great  things. 

i^iX^^  tam'ilu'n  nijad.  Tall  (man). 
A  najjad,  A  maker  of  cushions  and  beds. 

One  equal  or  superior  to  what  he  undertakes,  who 

manages  business  with  propriety  and  expedition. 

A  Siilai  najadat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  bold,  cou- 
rageous, magnanimous.  Being  grieved,  deeply 

distressed.  Fortitude,  magnanimity.  Battle.  Af- 
fliction, misfortune.  Calamity.  Terror. 

PjlaS  najar,  Red  paint  for  the  face,  rouge. 

Ajl^  nijar  or  nujar.  Nature.  Colour.  Esti- 
mation, reputation.  Root,  origin.  Diversity. 

AjlS^  najjar,  A  carpenter.  a7i  najjar,  An 
Arabian  tribe  of  Ansars. 

A  bJ^  nijarat,  Carpentry,  the  carpenter's  craft. 
Ntijarat,  Wood-shavings. 
A  najara  ,  Thirsty  (camels). 

A  {Jj^  najjari,  Carpenter's  craft,  carpentry. 
A  eSj^  najariyat.  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  Sjl:si  najazat,  A  gift. 
A  najasat,  A  being  dirty  :  nastiness,  dirt. 

A  nijdsh,  A  strap  or  belt  sewed  between 

two  larger  pieces  of  leather. 

A  (jii^'  najjash,  A  hunter. 
A  'iJM\:d  nijdshat,  A  being  quick,  expeditious. 
A  najdshiy.  One  who  starts  game  and 

drives  it  towards  the  hunter.  Najdshiy,  (^j^jIjW' 

najdshi,  or  nijdshi,  or  with  the  article  ̂ ^jJ^\^^^  an' 
najdshiy)  A  title  of  the  kings  of  Ethiopia. 

A        (^\^  shujd^  mijd^^  Bold,  strenuous. 
A  I  ilsl  (v.  n.  of  I  hii)  Tying  a  piece  of 

leather  under  a  goat's  belly  to  prevent  him  gender- 

ing.  The  piece  of  leather  itself.  A  woollen  jerkin. 
A  bolt.  The  threshold  of  a  door ;  also  a  heel  which 

revolves  in  a  socket  in  the  lintel  and  threshold,  and 
serves  the  purpose  of  a  binge,  (pi.  of  K_0'f  najaf) 

High  grounds  to  which  water  does  not  reach. 

A  jUi  nijdl,  (pi.  of  Jj2  7iajl)  Waters  flowing 
over  the  surface  of  the  ground,  (pi.  anjal) 

Long.  Large.  Broad.  Large-eyed. 
A         najjdm,  An  astronomer,  astrologer. 

A'i>o\:d  nijdmat,  Consulting  the  stars,  astrology. 
A  5jW  najdmat.  An  extensive  district. 

Au«Jl:s:  najdsih,  (pi.  oi'Ljjd  najihat)  Excellent 
(she-camels).   The  chief  passages  (of  the  Kur'an). 

A         najdyat,  A  being  liberated,  escaping. 

A  u-*:s:  najb,  (v.  n.  of  4--»si)  Peeling  (a  tree). 

Liberal,  noble,  generous.  Najah,  Bark  of  a  tree ; 
also  the  root  or  hardest  part  of  the  trunk.  Nujub, 

(pi.  of  ̂ -kJ^  najlb)  Excellent,  noble. 
p  (— najah,  Bark  or  rind  of  any  plant,  but 

especially  that  of  the  cassia  of  Arabia. 

A  Aijf.  7iujabdf,{Y'^.o( t^y-t)  Excellent, noble. 
A  nujabat,  (pi.  i— anjdb)  Noble,  gene- 

rous ;  a  hero.  The  flower  of  a  nation. 

A'^:dnajabiy,(^A  bag)  tanned  with  acacia-bark. 
A  L^;^'  najs,  (v.  n.  of  tl^a^)  Asking  assistance, 

imploring  help.  Examining,  investigating.  Excit- 
ing to  mischief,  leading  astray.  Nujs  or  nujus,  (pi. 

anjds)  A  breast-plate,  a  cuirass.  A  man's 
house.  The  purse  of  the  heart,  pericardium.  Na- 

jis.  An  examiner  or  inquisitor. 

A  ̂   nujh,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Ha ppening fortunately , 
having  one's  wishes  accomplished.  Being  victo- 

rious and  triumphant.  Being  easy,  expeditiously 

transacted.  Good  success,  victory,  triumph. 

A^^'  najkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ si )  Boasting.  Digging  (a well).  Raising  a  storm  (a  setting  star).  Hurling 

down  a  portion  of  a  mountain-steep  in  the  midst 
of  a  valley  (a  torrent). 

A  1^  najd,  (v.  n.  of  6^)  Overcoming,  conquer- 
ing. Proving,  making  an  experiment.  Knowing, 

discerning.  Flowing  with  sweat  (the  body).  The 
breast,  bosom,  (pi.  \  anjud,  anjdd,  liW 

nijad,  ̂ yd  nujud,  and  liosi  nvjud)  High  ground  ; 
an  open  or  high  road,  especially  to  higher  ground  ; 

the  higher  part  of  Arabia  towards  Babylon  (the 

lower  being  tihdmat).  (pi.  nujud  and 

Ci\:d  nijdd)A  carpet,  cushion,  pillow,  couch,  or  such 
like  furniture.  Quick,  expeditious.  Expert,  inge- 

nious, industrious.  Bold,animated,  especially  where 

others  despond.  Skilful  (guide).  Victory,  supe- 

riority. Excess.  Grief,  anguish.  A  place  destitute 
of  trees.  A  kind  of  thorny  shrub.  Najad,  (v.  n. 

of  li^)  Sweating  with  labour  or  anxiety.  Being 

tired.  Being  dull  from  fatigue.  Grief,  anguish,  fa- 

tigue, lassitude.  An  impediment  in  speech.  Sweat. 
Stupidity,  folly.  Najid  or  najud,  (pi.  anjdd) 

Bold,  brave,  strenuous,  especially  where  others  de- 
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spond.  Najud,  The  higher  regions  of  Arabia.  Nu- 
jud,  (pi.  of  liwSJ  najd)  High  grounds,  (pi.  ofi^^ 

najud)  Lengthy,  tall,  and  long-necked  (she-asses 
and  she-camels).  Elegant  and  intelligent  (women), 
(pi.  of        najid)  Bold,  brave,  strong. 

A         nujadas,  (pi.  of  iiJ|f2)  Strong  and  brave. 

an'  najadut,  Certain  schismatics. 
A  ViXsi  najdat,  (v.  n.  of  d^)  Being  bold.  For- 

titude, boldness.  Magnanimity.  A  battle.  Afflic- 
tion, misfortune.  Terror,  flight.  Severity. 

A  iji^  najdii/,  Bold,  brave,  strong. 

A  lissS  najz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Biting  hard,  or  chew- 

ing with  the  cheek-teeth.  Speaking  bitterly.  Im- 
portuning, urging. 

A jgiiiajr,  (v.n.ofjs2)Planing(wood).  Warm- 
ing (water)  by  placing  (it)  upon  or  throwing  into 

(it)  a  hot  stone.  Driving  (camels)  fast.  Giving  a 

fillip  on  the  head  with  the  knuckle  of  the  middle 

finger.  Dragging,  drawing,  hauling,  pulling.  Co- 
pulating. Mixing  flour  and  butter  amongst  new 

milk,  preparing  the  dish  najirat.  Making  a 
roof  of  wood  with  no  admixture  of  reeds.  Nature, 

origin,  root.  Dignity,  estimation.  Colour.  Varia- 
tion, diversity.  Inconstancy.  Purpose,  intention, 

aim,  design.  Heat.  The  territory  of  Mecca  and 

Madina.  Najar,  That  excessive  thirst  with  which 

men  are  seized  in  Arabia  from  drinking  sour  milk  ; 

or  cattle  from  eating  a  kind  of  wild  bitter  seed 

(which  proves  often  mortal). 

A  najran,  The  wood  or  socket  in  which 

the  hinge  of  a  door  turns.  Thirsty.  Name  of  a 
town  in  Arabia  Felix,  of  another  near  Damascus, 
and  of  a  third  between  Kufa  and  Wasit. 

A  syd  najirat,  (or  Iffjd)  Thirsty  (camels). 

Ay^  najz,  (v.n.  of^)  Performing  (business), 

fulfilling  (a  promise).  &je>-l».Jail  huwa 

^la'  najzi  (or  nujzi)  hajatihi.  He  is  on  the  point 
of  accomplishing  his  business.  Najaz,  (v.  n.  of Js^) 

Being  performed  (a  promise),  being  finished  (a  bu- 
siness or  discourse)  ;  being  at  the  end  of  a  journey. 

Perishing,  being  ruined ;  vanishing.  Being  pre- 
sent, in  readiness. 

A  najs,  najis,  nijs,  najas,  or  najus,  Dirty, 

filthy,  nasty,  squalid.  Najas,  (v.  n.  of  y-^')  Be- 
ing dirty,  filthy.    Dirtiness,  filth,  dung. 

A  {^J^  najsh,  (v.  n.  of  (j^s^)  Rousing  (a  wild 
beast)  ;  exciting,  stirring  up,  agitating.  Raising 

the  price  of  any  thing  at  a  sale  by  praising  or  over- 

bidding. Driving  together  (scattered  camels).  In- 
vestigating, examining.  Collecting.  Being  swift. 

Causing  to  pass  through.  Wishing  to  extract.  Exa- 
mination, investigation.  Extraction. 

A  ̂   naj^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Giving  (to  a  camel) 
meal  sprinkled  with  water. 

A  nuj^t,  (pi.  ̂   nuju^  A  feeding,  forag- 
ing, or  search  for  fodder. 

A        najf,  (v.  n.  of  t— ftsi)  Hewingout,  smooth- 
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ing,  polishing  (an  arrow).  Milking  (a  sheep)  well. 
Cutting  down  or  pulling  up  (a  tree)  by  the  roots. 

Najaf,  (pi.  (  >Lsil  nijaf)  High  ground  to  which 
water  does  not  reach  ;  a  high  ridge  in  the  middle 

of  a  channel  left  dry  by  the  stream.  A  hill,  hillock, 

tumulus,  or  any  thing  projecting  above  the  level  of 

the  ground.  Bark  of  the  plant  ̂ jLLas27%a«.  Name 
of  a  place  in  which  is  the  tomb  of  Ally.  Nujuf, 

Old  leathern  bottles,  (pi.  of  u-Aj^  ''^ojif)  Broad- 
headed  arrows. 

A  'ih^  nujfat,  A  small  quantity,  a  little.  Na- 
jaf at.  High  ground  to  which  water  does  not  reach, 

especially  long  and  steep.  A  bank,  dam,  or  mound 

for  impounding  water.  u-*J^^  najaf atu  'I  ka- 

a'lh,  A  heap  of  sand  blown  together  by  the  wind, and  sharp  at  top. 

najak,  A  kind  of  battle-axe. 
A  (Jjs:  najl,  (v.  n.  of  J-si)  Throwing,  driving, 

or  scattering  about.  Hitting.  Splitting.  Doing 

work.  Cleaning  his  writing-tablet  or  slate,  effacing 

the  letters  (a  boy).  Producing,  begetting.  Making 

manifest  or  conspicuous,  bringing  out.  Piercing 

with  a  spear,  making  a  large  wound.  Skinning  (an 

animal),  beginning  at  the  houghs.  Kicking  one 

down.  Injuring,  hurting.  Leading  or  taking  out. 
Becoming  green  with  herbage  (ground).  Being 

full  of  springs  (ground).  Race,  family,  stock,  pro- 

geny,son.  Theyoungof  an  animal.  A  father.  Water 
bursting  from  the  earth  and  stagnating.  Flowing 

water.  Hard  travelling.  Work.  A  great  collec- 
tion or  heap.  A  rapid  pace.  A  vast  multitude.  An 

open  road,  highway.  A  cleaning  of  tablets,  obli- 
teration of  writing.  Nujl,  (pi.  of  Jjsi\  anjal)  Long. 

Wide.  Broad.  Large-eyed.  (pl.ofJjisS  wajjZ)  Cer- 

tain bitter  plants.  Najal,  (v.  n.  of  J^')  Having 
wide-opening  eyelids.  A  great  width  of  eye.  Those 
who  carry  dung  to  mix  with  clay  for  making  brick. 

A  -*'^)v5^  najloLf,  (fem.  of  anjal)  Long.  (A 

stab)  which  makes  a  great  wound.  Broad  and  spa- 
cious (area).    Large  (eye). 

A  'e^^  nujlat,  (v.  n.  of  J-:^)  Kicking  down. 
p  7iajm,  A  cloth  spread  out  for  catching  the 

money  thrown  about  on  an  occasion  of  public  re- 

joicing.   Najm,  (or  &^)  Fruit  of  the  tamarisk. 

psi  najm,  (pi.  ̂ \  anjum,  anjam, 
nujum,  and  ̂   nvjum)  A  star,  planet.  Fortune. 
A  prediction  from  observations  of  the  stars.  Ho- 

roscope, calculation  of  nativity.  The  star  under 

which  one  is  supposed  to  be  born.  A  certain  or  a 

true  origin.  Pension,  stipend,  salary.  Appointed 

or  predetermined  time.  Any  plant  without  a  stalk 

or  trunk,  as  grass.  Root,  origin.  aii  najm, 

The  Pleiades.  The  polar  star.  ^  imjmi  az- 
har,  A  beautiful  star.  jAtJi  ̂   najmi.  sasir,  (or 

^  najmu's sayyar')  The  wandering  star,  i.e. 
a  planet  (in  opposition^to  the  fixed  stars);  also  a 
comet.         c^Oiii^  laysa  lihaza'l  hadis 

najm,  There  is  nothing  certain  in  that  intelligence, 
there  is  no  foundation  for  it. 

A  najmat  or  najamat,  Name  of  a  plant  or 

a  grass,  zu'ji  najmat^  An  ass. 

A  7iajnajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jsi  Q)  Moving,  shak- 
ing (a  man).  Purposing  to  do  a  thing,  but  without 

taking  pains  or  making  effort.  Forbidding,  pre- 

venting, hindering.  Thinking  carelessly,  injudi- 

ciously, or  irresolutely  (about  any  thing).  Driv- 

ing (camels)  a  second  time  to  the  watering-place. 
Moving  about  from  fear.  Assembling  in  crowds 
in  the  meadows,  and  then  going  to  water  (men). 

Doing  or  writing  over  again  the  letterj  ra. 

p  lij^  nojand,  Unhappy,  sorrowful,  miserable. 

A _ja2  najw,  (v.  n.  of  lai  for_jii)  Escaping.  Fart- 
ing. Going  out  of  the  body  (urine,  excrement,  or 

wind).  Communicatinga  secret  to  another.  Breath- 

ing in  another's  face.  Bidding  any  one  breathe  in 
your  face  to  discover  what  he  has  been  drinking. 

Evacuating  the  body.  Skinning  (a  camel).  Fell- 

ing (a  tree),  or  lopping  (the  branches),  (pl.-^^l;^  ni- 
Ja-t)  Acloud  pouring  down  rain.  A  skin  when  taken 

off".  Excrement  of  a  beast.  Wind  from  the  body. 

A  ja^  najuf,  One  who  looks  with  an  evil  eye. 
A         7iujaKas,  Yawning. 

p         najnan,  Saff"ron. 
A  iSjsS  najmat.  High  ground,  a  hill. 

A         ''^^Jh)}  Swift,  expeditious. 
A         najuhh,  Noisy,  boisterous  (sea). 

A  i5_ja^  najud,  (pi.  \yd  nujud)  A  woman  of  an 
intelligent  mind  and  elegant  shape.  (A  she-ass  or 

she-camel)  which  has  a  high  or  long  neck.  (A  ca- 

mel) going  swift,  outstripping  others ;  also  abound- 
ing with  milk,  giving  it  plentifully;  (a  camel) 

kneeling  on  high  ground.  (A  wild  ass)  not  con- 

ceiving. Nujud,  ( V.  n.  of  sd- )  Being  manifest,  clear, 

(pl.oftijsi  najd)  High  countries  or  roads.  House- 
hold furniture,  carpets,  couches,  cushions,  pillows, 

or  floor-cloths. 

A  ̂ _jjs£  naju^  Wholesome,  salubrious  (water). 
Water  mixed  with  flour  or  meal  given  to  camels. 

naju^'s  sab'iy,  The  drink  or  aliment  of 
infants,  i.  e.  milk.  Nuju^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Digesting 

well  (victuals) ;  agreeing  (as  medicine  with  men, 

and  pasture  with  cattle).  Producing  a  good  effect 

(an  exhortation).  Being  well  off";  (anything)  turn- 
ing out  advantageously,  fortunate.  Giving  (a  ca- 

mel) water  mixed  with  meal.  Going  in  quest  of 
forage  or  water.  Approaching  (any  person)  in 

order  to  do  him  good  or  receive  benefit. 

A  7ivjum,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Appearing,  rising 
(a  star).  Paying  at  stated  periods,  or  by  instal- 

ments. Budding  (a  horn).  Coming  up,  appear- 

ing above  the  ground  (wheat).  (The  first  stage  is 

called         nujum;  then  tafr'ihh,  Branching 
or  tillering;  e-'Juafl^  tahsib,  Coming  into  stalk  ; 

( — i\*oS\  i^af.  Putting  forth  the  blade  or  the  flag ; 



'd^^j>**i sambalat,  Coming  into  ear;  l^\x>-\  ihbdb, 
Corning;  l^\J!i\  ilbah,  Kernelling;  Asun]  isfds, 

Bearding ;  ifrah,  Fitness  for  rubbing ;  and, 

finally,  lil^o*-^  ihsdd,  Fitness  for  reaping).  Com- 

ing out  (any  new  doctrine  or  heresy),  (pi,  of  ̂  
najvi)  Stars.  nujumu'lakhz,  Mansions 
of  the  moon,  of  which  there  are  twenty-eight ;  cer- 

tain stars  in  the  moon's  orbit,  of  which  the  Arabian 
astronomers  made  use  in  their  observations.  ^i6\ 

ahli  nujum,  An  astronomer,  astrologer,  piff^ 
^hni  nujum,  Astronomy,  astrology. 
A  nujumiy,  Astronomical.    An  astrono- 

mer. An  astrologer, 

A        najus,  A  looker  with  a  malignant  eye. 

A  najwa\  (v.  n,  of  L;^  for_j^)  Commu- 

nicating a  secret.  Breathing  in  any  one's  face.  A 
secret,  any  clandestine  action  or  conversation,  (pi, 

'sJjf\anjii/at)A  partner  in  a  secret.  Tellers  of  secrets. 
A  najh,  (v.  n.  of  s^)  Chiding,  repelling, 

frightening  away  by  calling  out;  repulsing  con- 

temptuously ;  receiving  superciliously  or  with  dis- 

dain. Rising  above,  excelling,  outstripping.  En- 

tering a  country  unsuited  to  one's  constitution, 
A  (^-si  najis,  A  looker  with  malignant  eye, 

A  1^^^  nojiy,  (v,  n.  of  W  for  ̂ sS)  Communica- 

ting a  secret,  (pi.  anjiyat)  A  confidant,  part- 
ner in  a  secret.  A  secret. 

A  ̂ ^^^  najis,  A  looker  with  a  malignant  eye, 
A  u-^Asi  najib,  (pi.  l— ̂ l^^  anjdb,  -^^J^  nujabds, 

and  c-*:^  nujub)  Generous,  excellent,  noble,  praise- 
worthy, honourable,  A  hero.  A  volunteer.  Ex- 

cellent (she-camel),  A  certain  class  of  Indian  sol- 
diers who  are  distinguished  by  a  peculiar  dress. 

<— najibu't  tarafayn,  Noble  on  both 
sides  (father  and  mother), 

ASAxsi  najibat,  (pi,  l.^Is2)  Choice  (she-camel), 

A        naj'iyat,  Swift  (she-camel), 
AiJ^Ovsi  najis,  A  secret,  A  butt  for  archers,  espe- 

cially a  mound  ofearth.  Slow.  A  kind  of  pot-herb, 
A  najisat,  Earth  thrown  out  of  a  well.  The 

divulged  or  discovered  part  (of  any  news,  especially 

the  worst).  Endeavour,  aim,  scope. 

A  ̂ sJ  najy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Flowing  (blood  from 
a  wound,  or  pus  from  a  sore).  Making  haste. 

A  ̂jsi  najih,  Fortunate  or  sound  (advice)  ;  just 
(opinion).  Prosperous  (man).  Hard  (journey). 

aX^  najihat,  A  patient  soul. 

najikhat,  Butter  adhering  to  the  sides 
of  a  vessel  in  which  it  is  made. 

A  lio^  najid,  (pi.  i^a2  nujud  and  Ad.^^  nvjadds) 

Bold,  brave,  strong.  Sad,  vexed,  in  anguish,  idJ^^ 
an  najtd,  The  lion. 

p^^wayir, Starch  or  paste  used  by  weavers,  shoe- 
makers, or  bookbinders.  Fruit  of  the  tamarisk-tree. 

A  najirat,  Recompense.  Water  warmed 
with  a  hot  stone.  Butter  mixed  with  milk  or  flour. 

The  roof  of  a  house  made  of  wood  without  any  ad- 
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mixture  of  reeds,  &c.  Ashortplant.  ̂ j^jf^  UJ^^ 

la  anjuranna  najirataka,  is  equivalent  to 

'^Ay>-  la  ajziyanna  jizdsaka. 
A  najiram,  Name  of  a  quarter  in  Basrah, 

the  birth  place  of  sundry  learned  men. 

A       naj'iz,  Present,  ready. 

A  ̂ j^si  najis,  Incurable  (disease).  Dirty. 

A  (jSIj^'  najish,  A  hunter. 
A  najl^  A  mixture  of  dry  pounded  leaves, 

flour,  and  water,  which  they  put  into  a  camel's 
mouth.  Blackish  blood  from  the  interior  part  of 

the  body.    Wholesome,  salubrious. 

A  I— Axsi  najlf,  (pi.  (  o-tf  niijuf)  Broad-headed 
(arrow).  An  old  leathern  bottle. 

p         najil,  Fruit  of  the  tamarisk-tree. 

A  Jjk:^*  najil,  (pi.  J-fi  nujl)  Name  of  a  plant  or herb,  or  a  broken  leaf  of  it. 

A        najlf,  A  looker  with  a  malignant  eye. 

p  nachas,  The  cork-tree. 

p  Cila^  nachaJt,  A  kind  of  battle-axe, 

A'^nahh,  A  stimulating,  urging  onward. 
A  nihds,  (pi.  of  ̂jj^  nihy)  Leathern  bottles 

for  keeping  butter.  Earthen  milk-vessels.  Broad- 
headed  arrows. 

A  V'lsi  nahdt,  A  side,  tract,  quarter. 

aAZM'nnaAa^,Distantpeople,foreigners,no  relations. 
Nuhdt,  A  large  bow.  (pi.  of  (_^u  ndhT)  Inclined, 
tending  towards.  Grammarians. 

A  Ol^  nahdt,  Nature. 

A         nuhdtat,  A  chip,  shaving;  planings. 

&.'is^{^nahdhat,Vatience.  Liberality.  Avarice. 
A  nahdriyat.  Name  of  a  sect. 

A  jl^  nahdz,  A  long  tract  of  country.  Nuhdz, 

A  disease  in  a  camel's  lungs.  Nuhdz  or  nihdz,  A 
root,  origin. 

A  (^\^  nahds,  nihds,  or  nuhds.  Sparks  flying 

from  iron  or  copper  when  hammering.  Brass,melted 

brass.  Fire.  Nuhds,  Smoke  without  flame.  iV?t- 

hds  or  nihds,  Nature,  origin,  (^l^^  hari- 
mu'n  nihds,  Of  a  noble  disposition. 
p  nihds,  Bits  of  leather  put  between  the 

soles  of  shoes,  the  better  to  exclude  water. 

A  (_j«la2  nahhds,  A  worker  in  brass,  a  brasier. 

A  coppersmith. 
A  nahdsiy,  Bra  zen,  copper.  jjti^ 

ma^dini  nahdsi,  (or  nuhds)  Copper  mines. 

A  LSjI^*  nihdshat.  Burnt  bread. 
A  nihdz,  Large  masses  of  flesh . 

A  'i>o[^  nahdzat.  Great  fleshiness  of  body. 
A  1?W  nuhdt,  A  sobbing,  secret  sighing. 

A  Islsi  nahhdt.  Proud. 

A  I  sU:  nihdf,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^i^  nahif)  Thin,  lean. 

A  'i3\jd  nahdfat,  (v.  n.  of  u_fl^')  Being  lean, 
thin,  and  spare  naturally.  Leanness,  want  of  flesh. 

A  jolsi  nuhdm,  A  reddish  goose-like  bird. 
A  nahhdm,  One  who  breathes  hard,  who 

sighs  from  the  bottom  of  his  heart.  A  miser.  A 

lion.  A  kind  of  red  water-fowl.  an' nahhdm. 
Name  of  a  horse. 

A  X^'lsl  nahdnihat.  Avaricious  men,  misers. 

nahanr,  (pi.  o^j^nahir)  Stuck,  slaugh- 
tered (camels). 

A  Jjl^'  nahdsiz,  (pi.  of  5j<sl  nahizat)  Natures. 
A  I— i*^*  nalib,  (v.n.  oft— *^')  Vowing,  devoting, 

consecrating.  Walking,  going,  travelling  (espe- 

cially quick).  Being  diligent,  assiduous,  attentive, 

careful.  Crying  excessively,  weeping  aloud,  howl- 
ing. Playing  at  dice.  Wagering  and  depositing 

the  bets  (especially  at  a  horse-race).  Dying.  An 
hour,  time.  Death,  fate,  last  breath.  Sleep.  Soul, 

spirit.  A  cough.  A  vow.  Space  of  time,  long 

season.  Great  danger  or  fear.  Exalted  dignity. 
An  important  affair.  Design,  aim,  purpose.  A 

heavy  weight  or  great  bulk.  Demonstration,  proof. 
Grief,  distress.  Necessity.  Vehemence.  A  large 

camel.  Fatness,  i^,^^  ̂   huwa  ̂ la' nahbin. 

He  travels  expeditiously.  «>Arf*  kaza'  nahhahu. He  is  dead. 

A  8  W2  nahbdt.  Funeral  laments,  chants,  dirges. 

A  &Jv^  mihbat,  A  lot  which  is  cast. 

A      nuhhat,  (or  ̂   nahah)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Hav- 
ing a  hoarse  voice. 
A  ̂   "  naht,  (v.  n.  of  lIa^)  Smoothing,  plan- 

ing, shaving,  rasping,  scraping  any  thing  to  make 

it  fit.  (Hard  travel)  emaciating  (camels).  Throw- 
ing down  in  wrestling.  Lying  with.  Sharp,  clear, 

cold,  keen  frost.  Nature. 

nahr,  (v.  n.  o{ Hurting  the  throat. 

Slaughtering,  sticking(cattle),  cutting  their  throats. 

Being  opposite  (as  one  house  to  another).  Stand- 
ing- erect  with  a  stretched-out  breast  whilst  at 

prayer,  having  the  face  turned  towards  the  aA-A-J 
hibla,  and  the  right  hand  placed  upon  the  left.  (pi. 

nuhur)  The  throat,  the  upper  part  of  the  breast 
where  the  necklace  is  fixed.  Beginning  of  the  day, 

month,  or  new  moon,  Ssf^  masjidu'nnah?; 

Name  of  a  mosque  at  Mina.  ^^~>,  yawmu''n nahr.  The  day  of  sacrifice,  being  the  tenth  of  the 

month  jii  zu'l  hijjat,  when  the  pilgrims  as- 
semble at  Mecca.  Nihr,  Industrious,  intelligent, 

expert,  skilful,  knowing,  experienced. 

A  Ajd  nuhards,  (or  l^jd  nahra')  (pi.  o^j-d 
nahir)  Stuck,  slaughtered  (camels). 

A  'ijd  nahrat.  The  first  day  of  the  new  moon; 

also  the  last,  'ijd  sahratan  nahratan,  Before 
the  eyes,  clearly,  plainly,  visibly. 

A  j>.j^  nihrv;  Industrious,  intelligent,  skilful, 

knowing,  expert,  experienced. 

Ajd  nahz,  (v.  n.  ofjii)  Shaking,  striking,  re- 
pelling. Pounding  in  a  mortar.  Beating  with 

the  fist  on  the  breast.  Nahiz,  Coughing  (camel). 

A  nahs,  (v.  n.  of  i^d)  Oppressing.  Tii'- 
ing,making  miserable.  Asinisteraspectof  the  stars. 
A  bad  omen.    Misfortune.  A  cold  wind  blowing 



from  the  west.  Dark  and  mysterious  (aiFair).  Dust 

scattered  high  in  the  air.    (pi.  mihux)  Un- 

lucky, bad,  inauspicious.   Nahas,  (v.  n.  of 

Being  unlucky,  ill-fated  (a  day).  iVa/iw, Unlucky 

(day),  ill-fated  (man).    Nuhas,  Three  days  after 

those  called  ̂ ji^  dura^ 

A  ̂jL-y^^  an'  nahsdni,  The  two  unlucky  ones; 
namely,  the  planets  Saturn  and  Mars. 

A  1^*2  nahs,  A  one-year-old  wild  she-ass.  Ntihs, 

Bottom  of  a  mountain,  i^-^  (^^*  L->l^^as-/m?;?^ 
nuhsVljahul,  Those  slain  at  the  battle  of  ;i>5»-\  uhud. 

A  nahz,  (v.  n.  of  Laying  bare  or 

stripping  (the  flesh  off  a  bone).  Urging,  pressing, 

being  importunate.  Making  sharporthin  (the  head 

of  a  spear).    Flesh,  especially  when  compact. 

A  'ijo^  nahzat,  (pi.  \jo^^  nuhuz  and  i^jc\d 
nihaz)  Large  masses  of  flesh. 

A  la^*  naht,  A  sob  or  secret  crying.  The  hard 
breathing  of  an  overloaded  horse  or  camel.  The 

hem,  or  sound  made  by  a  washer  or  fuller  when 

beating  cloths  with  a  beetle.  A  chiding,  checking. 
A  repulse  given  to  one  who  asks. 

A  a«la;tf  na^ia^,  A  disease  in  the  chest,  to  which 

horses  and  camels  are  subject. 

A  f\sLdnuhafds,  (pi.  of    2^32)  Thin, lean, spare. 

A  ̂^si  nahl,  (v.  n.of  J.^:)  Attributing,  imputing 

(to  one  theverses  orsayings  of  another).  Reproach- 

ing, reviling.  A  free  gift.  Any  thing  given.  Lean, 

thin.  The  new  moon.  Bees.  iV^w/i/,  (v.  n.  of  ,J.^*) 
Presenting  (a  gift).  Granting  (to  a  woman  her 

marriage-gift,  portion,  or  settlement),  especially 
voluntarily.    A  gift,  donative. 

A  nuhlan,  A  present,  gift,  donative. 
A  nahlat,  One  bee.  Nihlat  or  nuhlat,  An 

appointment  of  a  marriage-portion.  A  gift.  A  law- 
suit. Pretension,  claim.  The  religion  of  the  Magi. 

Nihlatan,  Of  one's  own  accord,  voluntarily. 

A         nahla',  (pi.  of  naJdl  or  (Ja^  na- 
Kil)  Lean  (camels).    Nuhla',  A  gift. 

A        nahtiy,  Keeper  of  bees,  bee-master. 

A  ̂   nahm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Coughing ;  hemming 
and  hawing.  Groaning,  sobbing.  Growling  (a 

leopard).    Naham,  (equiv.  to  ̂   na^m)  Yes. 

A^^*n27<amm,Whogroans,sobs,sighsvery  much. 
A  1^^^  nahman,  {v.  n.of  Coughing;  hem- 

ming and  hawing.  Groaning. 
A        nahmat,  A  cough. 

A  ̂j^'  nahnu,  We.  H«*i>  (jjs?  nahnu  nafsund, We  ourselves. 

A-^  nahnahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Hemming, 
clearing  the  throat.  Grumbling  (the  belly).  Re- 

pulsing with  contempt. 

A  j^'  nahw,  (v.  n.  of  W  for  ̂ d)  Going  towards 
(another);  seeking,aimingat,hitting(him).  Lean- 

ing on  one  side.  Inclining  over  one's  bow.  Chang- 
ing, turning.  Casting  back.  Aim,  intent,  design, 

(pi.  •*W\  anhdt  and  ̂ *  nuhuiv)  Way,  path,  tract. 
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Mode,  manner,  sort.  an  nahw,  (pl.^*  nuhum 
and  nuliiy')  Grammar,  syntax,  etymology,  in- 

flection, declension.  Literal  speech,  according  to 

the  rules  of  grammar.  Nahwa,  As,  like,  about, 

towards,  near.    ̂   kanahwa,  Agreeable  to. 

A  -^^^'nwAawa^,  A  tremor,  yawning,  stretching. 

nuhur,  (pi.  o?jd  nahr)  Throats,  sticking- 
places  in  animals :  hence,  frontiers,  approaches. 

Beginnings  of  days,  months,  or  new  moons. 

A  c_>**^  nahm,  Bad,  ill,  unfortunate. 
A  itJi^d  nuhusat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J«5^)  Being  unfortu- 

nate, unlucky  (the  day).  A  bad  presage,  unhappy 

accident,  misfortune.  Inauspiciousness.  p  tJ'jj^ii 
CL^t*i^  ddruyi  nuhusat,  A  scorbutic  medicine. 
A  nahus.  An  ass  having  no  colt,  and  with- 
out milk.  A  she-camel  too  fat  to  conceive.  Nu- 

hus,  (v.  n.  of  i^jad)  Being  very  fat.  Paying  (ano- 

ther) what  is  due. 

A  [^^d nuhuz, (v.  n.  of i,J^d)  Beingattenuated. 

(pi.  of  'i*ajd  nahzat)  Large  masses  of  flesh. 

A  Jj^'  nuhul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^')  Being  emaciated, 
lean.    Leanness,  dryness. 

A  nahrviy,  Pertaining  to  grammar;  gram- 
matical. A  grammarian. 

A  naliy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_5^*)  Churning  (milk). 
Putting  to  a  distance.  Directing  the  eye  towards. 

Nihy,  nahy,  or  naha",  (pi.  Ad\  anhdf,  ̂ ^nahiy, 
and  f\.d  nihds)  A  leathern  bottle  in  which  they 

put  up  butter.  An  earthen  vessel  for  holding  milk. 
A  broad-headed  arrow.  A  kind  of  soft,  moist  date. 

A  nahiy,  Camels  removed  to  one  side.  Nu- 

liiy, (pi.  of  ̂   nahw)  Grammars. 
A  i—^id  nahib,  (v.  n.  of  t_-*i^)  Weeping  exces- 

sively, crying  aloud,  howling,  shrieking. 

A  'iid  nahiyat,  (incomp.  with  ̂ \^\alhawd- 

ri^  ̂)jK_!\  'sJtd  nahiyatu'l  karvdri^  One  whom misfortune  threatens. 

A  uIaa^  nahit,  (v.  n.  of  Cl^d)  Crying  out,  la- 

menting. Shaved,  pared.  Nature.  A  comb.  Flux, 

looseness  in  the  belly.  (A  camel)  emaciated  by 

hard  travel.  (A  camel)  having  the  edges  of  his 

hoofs  worn.  A  stranger  who  mixes  amongst  other 

people.  A  roar,  bellow.  A  cold  sigh.  Vile,  mean. 

A  nahitat,  Nature.  Cry,  lamentation.  A 

cold  sigh.  A  looseness  in  the  belly. 

A  ̂ ^  nahih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Rumbling  (the  belly). 
shahih  naliih.  Miserly,  covetous. 

Aj^-d  nahir,  (pi.  nahra' ,  Ajd  nuharas, 

andjjl^'  nahdsir)  (A  camel)  slaughtered,  stuck  in 
the  throat.  The  last  night  of  the  month. 

A  s j<d  nahir  at, The  first  or  last  day  of  the  month. 

The  last  nisrht  of  the  month. 
A  nahtzat,  Nature.  Way,  mode,  manner, 

habit,  custom.  A  kind  of  flap  fastened  round  the 

lower  part  of  a  tent.  Rough  ground.  Along  slip 

of  country,  not  less  than  a  mile.  A  narrow  road 

leading  out  of  a  main  road  to  an  open  plain. 15  V 

A  \^yd  nahis,  Scarce,  disastrous  (year).  Un- lucky (day). 

A  I^J^id  nahls,  A  camel  fat  and  not  conceiving. 

A  t^jAid  nah'iz.  Firm-fleshed,  plump  (thigh). 
Emaciated,lean,fleshless.  Thin, sharp  (spear-head). 

A  laASl  nahit,  (v.  n.  of  la^)  Sobbing,  crying  se- 

cretly. The  hard  breathing  of  an  overloaded  beast. 

A  I— ftA^*  nahif,  (pi.  nihaf)  Lean,  spare, 
meagre,  slim,  weak,  slender,  p  ̂j<i;^  i  ttJ^^  nahif 
hardan,  To  make  lean,  attenuate. 

A  ̂^Jiijd  nahlfi,  Leanness,  spareness. 
A         nahV,  Lean  (camel).  Slender  (waist). 

A  ̂,id  nahim,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Groaning.  Cough- 
ing; hemmingand hawing.  Grow]ing(a panther). 

P  ̂   nahh,  A  carpet  beautiful  on  both  sides, 
having  a  long  pile.  A  small  carpet  with  a  short 
pile.  A  raw  thread  of  yarn  of  any  sort.  A  rank 
of  soldiers  and  the  like.  A  little,  few.  Name  of 

an  evil  spirit  in  Mazandaran.  A  ploughshare. 
Nuhh,  Following  one  step  by  step. 

A  ̂   nahhkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Travelling  with  great 
expedition.  Driving  violently.  Making  (a  camel) 

lie  down  by  crying  ̂   ̂\  ikh  ikh.  The  camels 
which  are  made  to  kneel  before  the  officer  appoint- 

ed to  collect  the  tithes  of  cattle  for  reliecious  uses. 

An  oblong  carpet.  Nuhhhh,  Marrow. 
A  '&s^\jd  nahhahhat.  Marrow. 

p  Sjlsil  nahhara.  Fasting. 

A  \^JiJ^  nahharib,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^j^  nuhhrub) 
Fissures  in  stones.  Cells  in  honeycombs. 

A  i^\d  nakhds,  A  thong  sewed  betwixt  two 
pieces  of  leather.  Nikhds,  A  bit  of  wood  with  a 
hole  in  the  middle  inserted  into  an  axle-hole  which 

has  become  too  wide  from  much  wear:  a  bush,  box. 

a^_)>>Ub  nakhhhds,A  seller  of  captives,  or  cattle 
taken  as  plunder.  A  driver.  An  appraiser  of  cattle. 

A  &*ttli^  nakhdsat  or  nikhdsat.  The  sale  of  cat- 

tle or  of  slaves.  Nikhdsat,  A  bit  of  wood  hollow 

in  the  centre  inserted  into  an  axle-hole,  which  by 
wear  had  become  too  wide;  a  bush. 

A  ̂liS  na,  ni,  or  nukhd^.  Spinal  marrow. 
A&.ff'lii  nukhd^t.  Phlegm,  spittle,  mucus,  snot. 

A  (  slji  nihhdf,  (pi.  'ssiji.\  anhhifat)  A  boot. 
A  iDLii  nukhdlat.  Grain,  or  any  thing  sifted; 

also  what  remains  inthesieve,  siftings.  Bran.  Scurf. 

A  S^li^  nukhdmat,  Phlegm,  mucus. 

A  i^Joli^  nahkdnlk,  (pi.  nukhnuk)  Low 
parapets  around  wells.  Nooks  inside  of  wells. 
A  nahhdmirat,(p\.  of nikhwdr)  No- 

ble, elevated. 
A^^i^nahlih,  (v.n.  oft_-*i^)  Extracting,  draw- 

ing, or  tearing  out.  Biting.  Lying  with  (a  woman), 

having  a  carnal  connection  in  a  peculiar  manner. 
Podex,  anus.  A  copious  draught,  that  especially 

which  is  drank  to  the  health  of  a  friend.  Nakhh, 

nakhab,  or  nakhib,  (pi.  <— *ii  nukhub)  Timid,  fear- 

ful, pusillanimous.  Nukhab,  (pi.  of  Xjls^  nukhbat 



or  nukkabat)  Chosen,  selected.  Nukkub,  (pi.  of 

y       nahhib,  nihhabb,  and  v_.'tr^  ?ia^/ii&)Cowards. 
A  CLi^  nihhabb  or  nikhibb,  Timid,  fearful. 

A  *eu3^  jiahhbat,  The  buttocks.  Nukhbat,  A  co- 
pious draught,  that  especially  which  is  drunk  to 

the  health  of  a  friend.  Nuhhbat  or  nukhabat,  (pi. 

L-^i^  nukhab)  Chosen,  selected.  Better.  A  good 

or  chosen  thing.  Cowardly,  dastardly. 

A  &i£  nahhkhat,  A  servant,  slave.  (Females) 

brought  up  in  houses.  Camel-drivers.  Uncertain 
news.  Gentle  rain.  The  dinar  which  the  tithe- 

collector,  from  his  receipts,  takes  for  himself.  A  di- 

nar, a  gold  coin.  Na,ni,ov  nuhhhhatf'Wine.  Na 
or  nukhhhat,  Working  oxen.  Shepherds. 

A  lI*^  nakht,  (v.  n.  ofCL*i^)  Extracting,  draw- 
ing, or  tearing  out.  Finishing  a  speech  for  any  one. 

Taking  a  date  or  two  out  of  a  wallet.  Inquiring, 

prying  into.  Pecking. 

A  ̂   nahhj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Shaking  a  bucket 
in  a  well  to  fill  it.  Lying  with.  A  flux  of  water, 

torrent.  The  sound  made  by  it  (striking  upon  the 

banks  of  the  channel).  Breaking  wind. 

nahhjad,  (or  nakhchaz)  Dross  of 
iron.  Iron.  Very  hard  bread  made  of  millet.  A 

hard  stone  with  which  any  thing  is  pounded  or 

bruised.  A  tickling  or  scratching  with  the  fingers. 

p  ̂   nalihch,  Broom  for  making  besoms. 
p  (JsT^  nahhchul  or  nahhchal,  Pinching. 
P^  iiahhchand,  Slag  or  dross  of  iron. 

p  ̂ V—^  nakhchunan,  A  city  of  Armenia. 

V j,.^  nahhchir,  Hunting,  the  chase.  Prey, 

game,  a  wild  beast.  A  mountain-goat.  A  hunter. 

The  place  of  hunters.  ̂ S-^jSi^  nakhcliir  shudan. 

To  be  hunted,  jjii/' nahhchir  hardan,  (orjj^ nahhchir  afkandan)  To  hunt,  take  game. 

p  f^j^^  nahhchir-gan,(oT  nakhchir- 
gani)  Name  of  the  last  note  of  the  barbud. 

nakhchir-gaw, l>iame  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  s\ly^  waAAcAzr-^aAjChase,  hunting-ground. 

J^J^  nahhc)nr-gir,(^^^j^^ nahhchirrvan, 
or  nahhchir-rval)  A  hunter, 

sheri  nahhchir -gir,  A  prey-hunting  lion. 

Fjfj^  nahhchiz,  Twisted,  contracted,  shrunk. 
A  twisting. 

p  (Jjk^  nahhchil,  Pinching. 

A  nakhr,  (v.  n.  of ̂ )  Snorting,  or  making 
a  similar  noise  through  the  nostrils.  Putting  the 

hand  into  (a  camel's)  nostril  and  scratching  it  to 
induce  her  to  give  milk  freely.  Nahhar,  (v.  n.  of 

jii)  Being  rubbed,  worn,  putrefied,  and  scattered. 
Nahhir,  Worn,  rubbed  to  pieces ;  pierced  (carious 

bone).  Any  thing  hollow,  pervious  to  the  wind, 

and  making  a  sound.  Nuhhur,  (pi.  of  J>Xi  nahhir') 
Hogs  trained  to  hunt. 
p  nahhra,  Trick,  artifice,  joke,  waggery, 

coquetry,  deceit,  sham,  pretence. 

pj^jsi  nuhhraz,  A  belwether. 
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p  nuhhras,  A  goat,  kid. 

A'i^yd nahhrabat,  Boringofwood(by a  worm). 
A  Sjitf  nahhrat,  (v.  n.  of jii)  Blowing  hard  (the 

wind).  Nuhhrat,  A  violent  blast  of  wind  ;  storm. 
The  nostril.  Nuhhrat  or  nuhharai,  Tip  of  the 

nose  (of  man,  camel,  horse,  or  dog). 

A  i^jj^  nahhrub,  (pi.  {^J^  nahharib)  A 
fissure  in  a  stone.   A  hole.  A  cell  in  a  honeycomb. 

A(^_5 ̂ ^reaA/(ira7!;2sA,Excited,pugnacious(dog). 
p         nahhiTi,  A  first-born  child. 

Aji^  nahhz,  (v.n.ofj^)  Striking,woundingwith 
an  iron  instrument.  Paining  by  harsh  language. 

Tj^  nahhuz,  First. 
Pj^y^  nuhhzar,  (or  i^y^  nakhzan)  A  goat,  kid. 

A  'iy^  nuhhzat,  A  prick,  puncture,  hole. 

p  ̂J>.^  nahhuzin,  The  first. 
p  nahhs,  Paleness  from  grief,  loss  of  co- 

lour. Leanness. 

A  nahhs,  (v.  n.  of  {j^i^)  Cutting,  pluck- 

ing. Pricking,  pressing  (with  the  finger).  Driv- 

ing, pushing  backward  or  forward.  Spurring,  goad- 

ing. Mending  a  pulley  by  inserting  a  narrower 

ring  (called  a  bush)  into  an  axle-hole  which  has 
been  worn  too  wide. 

A         (^^^  ibnu)  nikhsatin,  A  bastard. 
p  C  ■  ■■  na  hhast,  He  wounded  not.  Nuhhnst, 

Beginning,  principle.    The  first.    At  first. 

p  d\j  nuhhust-zad,  (or        Eldest  son. 
p         ' ^  nuhhvst-zadi,  Primogeniture. 

p  nuhhustagi,  First-fruits.  Priority. 

p  f^^y!L^J^  nuhhnsfin,  The  first. 
A  nakhsh,  (v.  n.  of  y^^^)  Becoming  lean 

and  emaciated.  Exciting.  Shaking,  causing  to 

move.  Vexing,  annoying.  A  violent  motion  or 
driving.  An  injury,  detriment.  A  peeling,  taking 
off  the  bark.  A  scratch.  A  taking  away  of  the 

best  and  choicest  part  of  any  thing.  Part  of  cattle 

or  other  wealth.  Nahhash,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Be- 

coming old  and  worn  out  at  the  bottom. 

p  i_  ■'■^  nakhshab,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turklstan, 

where  they  say  there  is  a  well  named  »U- 
chahi  nahhshab,  from  which  an  appearance  of  the 

moon,  called  i_  ■-■■^  mahi  nahhshab,  was  pro- 

duced  by  a  noted  magician  named  mukanna^ 

A  ̂-"r'^  nahhshabiy.  Native  of  Nakhshab. 
p  furM  nahhsha,  Proof,  demonstration. 
p  t  r„^  nahhshidan,  To  break  the  head,  split 

the  skull. 

A  (_}a^  nahhs,  (v.  n.  of  tj^)  Becoming  lean 

with  age,  emaciated,  shrivelled.  (Old  age)  emacia- 
ting. Nahhas,  (v.  n.  of  ;_>^)Wastingaway(flesh). 

A  laii  nahht,  (v.  n.  of  k^)  Blowing  (the  nose). 

Coming  suddenly  upon.  Nuhht,  The  spinal  mar- 
row. The  water  contained  in  the  membrane  which 

encloses  the  foetus.  Nuhht  or  nahht,  Men,  man- 

kind. Nuhhut,  (improperly  nuhhhhat)  Those  who 

tilt  with  spears,  as  amusement  or  trial  of  prowess. 

A  |«_2^  nahh^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^)  Acknowledging, 

owning  (adebt).  OverstIcking(an  animal  in  slaugh- 
tering), touching  the  spinal  marrow.  Blowing  the 

nose.  Taking  off  part  of  the  skin  (of  a  sheep),  and 

thrusting  the  knife  deep  in  order  to  draw  the  heart's 
blood.  Having  a  sincere  affection  for  (another), 

giving  (him  or  her)  excellent  counsel.  Nakha^  (v. 

n.  of  1*^)  Flowing  in  the  tree  (sap).  Nuhhu^,  (pi. 

of        wa^Ao^, n!7i/ta^,  or  wu^/«a^)  Spinal  marrows. 
A  i_.0^  nahhf,  (v.  n.  of  u-Si^)  Breathing  aloud, 

as  if  sneezing  (a  she-goat).  The  noise  made  in 
blowing  the  nose. 

A  'isJ^  nahhfat,  A  hollow  on  a  mountain-top. 
p  aXii  nakhhala,  A  hard  nut. 

P(j^k^  nahhguluy.  Narrow-necked  (vessel). 
p  ̂^Js^  nahhl,  A  tree.  A  festoon,  thyrsus,  rod 

upon  which  flowers,  interspersed  with  paper  of  dif- 
ferent colours,  are  tied  round  to  give  it  the  appear- 

ance of  a  natural  branch. 

A  Jii  nahhl,  (v.  n.  of  JisJ)  Sifting  (meal).  Se- 
parating or  choosing  the  best.  Filtering,  (pi.  (Jj^ 

nahliiV)  The  palm-tree  (and  often  used  for  a  young 

tree  of  any  kind),  a  plant.  A  species  of  female 
dress  or  ornament. 

PuiJjiji  na^/iZ-&aret?,A  maker  of  artificial  flowers. 

A  gardener.  One  who  moulds  figures  of  trees  or 
fruits  in  wax. 

p  (_yiijjl3^  nahhl-bandi,  A  plantation. 
ASb^  nahhlat,  One  palm-tree.  Name  of  a  val- 

ley in  HIjaz  between  Mecca  and  Talf. 

zu'n  nahhlat,  Jesus  the  Messiah,  l)^^  nakh- 
lasi  mahmud,  Certain  palm-trees  in  Mecca.  Name 

of  a  palm-plantation. 

p  (jlLJai  nahhlistan,  A  palm-plantation. 
p  ed^  nahhla,  A  walking-staff.  A  shoe. 

p  ̂   nahhm,  A  cloth  supported  by  sticks,  in 
which  they  catch  sugar,  sweetmeats,  or  money 

thrown  amongst  the  crowd  on  marriage-ceremonies 
and  other  public  festivities. 

A  j«si  nahhm,  (v.  n.  of  p^)  Playing.  Singing 
well.  Nahhm  or  nahham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Blowing 

the  nose,  spitting.  Nahham,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being 
tired.  Tiring.  Fatigue.  . 

A  nahhmat,  Beauty,  elegance.  Phlegm, 

spittle,  mucus. 
A  'i^^  nahhnahhat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Remov- 

ing, putting  to  a  distance.  Travelling  fast.  Making 

(a  camel)  kneel. 
A  ̂ jy^  nuhhnuh,  (pi.  ̂ ji>^  nahhariih)  Alow 

parapet  about  a  well.  A  nook  within  a  well. 

Aj\yd  nihhmar,  (pi.  »jj\ii7ia/i/iaTOirai)  Noble, 
haughty,  elevated.  Mean,  cowardly. 

A    ̂   nahhubat,  Posteriors,  buttocks- 
A  a nahhKat,  (v.  n.  of  \id  for  ̂ )  Boasting. 

Carrying  one's  self  haughtily.  Praising.  Pride, 
haughtiness,  consequential  airs ;  pomp.  P 

nakhwat-pesha,  (^i^jji  nahhrcat-fa- 



rosh,  CL> ̂   nalihwat-hasli,  or 
nalthwat-kesli)  Given  to  pride,  proud,  haughty, 

pompous,  self-important. 
p  ̂yd  nukhud,  A  vetch,  pulse. 

p  l-jI  iiy>l  nuhhud-ah,  (Vetch-water)  A  decoc- 
tion of  meat  with  vetches(given  in casesof syphilis). 

Ajyd  nahhur,  (A  camel)  giving  no  milk  unless 
they  tickle  her  nostril. 

A^j^nahhwarish,{A.  dog) scratchingmuch ; 
hurtful,  dangerous.  A  whelp  in  continual  motion. 

A  L^jjs^  nahhnariy,  Having  a  large  orifice  in 

the  dugs.  Large-mouthed.  Big-hellied. 

A  (j*>_jai  naJihus,  A  young  mountain-goat. 

p  (^_jssi  KaA/jos/t,(Not-dry)A  kind  of  wild  vine. 

A  O^J*^*  nuhhus,  (v.  n.  of  {.ja^)  Becoming  at- 
tenuated with  age,  emaciated,  and  shrivelled. 

p^^nakhuham,{for^\y^nakhwaham)lwont. 
A  u^>s^  nakhib,  Timid,  fearful,  cowardly. 

A  i'-ir^  naklnjat,  Thin  hutter  remaining  in  the 
churn  after  the  more  solid  had  been  taken  out. 

A  'i^^  nakhikhat,  Butter  which  adheres  to  the 
sides  of  the  churn. 

p  j>jd  nalih'ir,  {ov'jjd  nahhez)  Ignoble,  mean, 
abject,  base,  worthless.  An  ambush,  lurking-place. 

A  nursery-ground. 

Aj«ii2wa/J«r,Asnoring,snorting:  thenoise  itself. 

p  fi^^j^  nakJnr-gah,  An  ambuscade. 

p  {jj^jd.  nahlnriy  A  first-born  child. 

•p'jsjd  nahhez,  Defective.  Coarse.  Common, 
low.  An  ambush.  A  branch  stuck  in  the  ground 

that  it  may  take  root. 

p  i\iyjd  nahhez-gah,  An  ambush, lurking-place. 

A(ji*Aitf  wa^/ils,  A  pulley  whose  axle-holeis  worn 
too  wide,  and  mended  by  inserting  a  narrower  ring 

or  bush.  The  place  of  a  horse  round  which  the  sur- 

cingle or  belt  is  fastened. 

A  «wkNJ^'  nahhisat,  Goats'  milk  mixed  with  that 
of  a  sheep.  Acid  milk  mixed  with  sweet. 

A  lajiif  nahhit,  (v.  n.  of  kiJ)  Defaming,  dis- 

paraging, reviling.  Carrying  one's  self  proudly 
and  overbearingly. 

A  (_fl-juii  nakhif,  (v.  n.  of  i  aifi)  Sneezing,  or 

making  a  sound  resembling  it.  A  sound  resembling 

laughing  and  crying  through  the  nose. 

A  Jjiii  nahhil,  A  palm-tree.  A  palm-grove, 

(pi.  of  ̂J.s^^  nakhl)  Palm-trees. 

A  'i^xd  nuhhaylat,  Nature.  Advice.  Name  of 
a  place  in  Babylonian  Irak  where  the  caliph  Ally 

was  murdered  by  the  schismatics.  Name  of  a  fe- 
male slave  liberated  by  Ayisha. 

p  Si  nad,  Increase,  abundance.  Bent. 

A  JO  nadd,  (v.  n.  of  ISi)  Fleeing,  running  away, 

scampering  off".  Alike,  resembling.  A  high  heap 
of  clay,  earth,  or  sand.  A  perfume  composed  of 

musk,  ambergris,  and  the  wood  of  aloes ;  or  simply 

of  ambergris.  Nidd,  (pi  i>\dS\  andad)  An  image, 

idol.    Like,  resembling.    An  equal,  peer,  friend. 
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An  enemy,  rival.  Scented  with  ambergris. 

A  liiJ  nads,  (v.  n.  of  \^)  Throwing  (meat)  into 

the  fire.  Putting  (meat)  under  the  ashes.  Fright- 

ening. Throwing  on  the  ground.  Ascending,  com- 
ing upon,  being  visible.  Abhorring.  Making  a 

furrow  in  hot  ashes. 

p  \s>  nida,  The  sixth  of  a  farsang ;  half  a  mile. 

A  Asi  nidaf,  (v.  n.  of  forjiiJ)  Calling  to 

one.  Convoking,  proclaiming.  Glorying,  boast- 
ing. Sitting  (with  any  one).  Seeing  and  knowing. 

Lying  open  (a  road).  Prodamation,  edict.  Sound, 
voice,  clamour.    A  call,  or  voice  from  heaven. 

nida  hardan,  To  make  proclamation, 

proclaim,  announce,  divulge,  publish,  a  i— jp- 
harji  nida,  The  interjection  of  calling,  the  vocative. 

Nudaf,  Vociferation,  (pi.  of  8  \^  nudasat)  Parts 

of  many  scattered  plants. 

Aio\iVwa(^Gia<,Abeingquick,clever,  intelligent. 

A  nadsat  or  nudrat,  Abundance  of  wealth. 

The  rainbow.  Ahalo,circleroundthesunormoon. 

Redness  of  the  clouds  at  the  rising  or  settino;  of 

the  sun.  Nudsat,  A  streak  in  a  piece  of  meat  of  a 

different  colour  from  the  rest.  Any  thing  stuffed 

into  the  matrix  (of  a  camel)  to  induce  her  to  take 

a  liking  to  the  colt  of  another.  Nudsat  or  nudasat, 

(pi.  nudai)  One  part  of  many  scattered  plants. 
Nudatat,  The  rainbow. 

A  S^tW  nadat,  The  inside  of  a  horse's  thigh. 
A  (  naddaf,  A  cotton-dresser. 

A  naddaf  I,  Business  of  a  cotton-dresser. 

A  ̂ ^jj  nidam,  (v.  n.  of  piiJ)  Being  a  confiden- 

tial friend  or  pot-companion,  (pi.  of  piiU  nadim) 
Penitents,  (pi.  of  nadlm)  Pot-companions, 

good  fellows  at  carousals. 
A  nuddam,  (pi.  of  nadim)  Penitents, 

y  A&/«^iiJ  nadmnat,  (v.  n.  of  j»JO)  Repenting.  Re- 
pentance, contrition,  penitence,  regret. 

A  J^^tP  nad.ama'',  (pi.  of  nadman)  Pot- 
companions.    Nudama',  (pi.  of  ̂j^Jo)  Penitents, 

A  'ij\y>  naddrvat,  Moisture  of  ground. 

A  Si\s>  naddiid,  (pi.  of  "2ii>>.i>3  nadidat)  Equals, 
rival  women. 

A  i^dj  nadh,  (v.  n.  of  (— -^lij)  Lamenting  or 

mourning  (the  dead).  Making  a  funeral-oration 
or  encomium.  Calling  one  (to  do  any  thing).  In- 

stigating,impelling.  Sending.  Beingswift(ahorse). 

Having  a  scar  (the  back).  (A  man)  active,  expe- 
ditious in  doing  any  thing,  (pi.  t-^jt^  nudUb  and 

nudahdi)  Swift  (horse),  (pi.  of  nadbat) 

Scars  of  wounds.  Nadab,  (v.n.of  ̂ Si)  Becom- 

ing covered  with  a  scurf,  scab,  or  cicatrice  (a 

wound).  Danger.  A  bet,  stake,  wager.  Archery. 
The  brandishing  or  throwing  of  a  javelin.  Name 

of  a  tribe.  ^y>_  UotV  nadabund  yamma  kazd, 
Our  commencement  of  archery  was  on  such  a  day. 

p  <^S>  nadab,  A  term  at  the  game  of  nard. 

A-*'\ji^3wM£Za&aj,(pl.ofu-^ii3naiii)Swift(horses). 

A  'k>s>  nadbat,  (pi.  uJiij  nadab,  anddb, 
and  I— -Jjiij  nudub)  The  scar  of  a  wound.  A  hoof 
or  nail  which  is  constantly  changing.  Name  of  a 

woman.  iVwc^Jai,  Plaint,  lamentation.  A  funeral- 

oration,  elegy.  Eloquent  (Arabian).  Name  of  a 

celebrated  woman  called  ^  ummu  hhufdf. 

A  ̂tij  nadh  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '^)  Enlarging.  Nadh 

or  nudh,  (pi.  ̂ S>\ anddh)  A.  s'ps.cxous  tract  of  coun- 
try. Amplitude,  plenty,  multitude.  Nidh,  Any 

thing  appearing  high  and  seen  from  an  eminence. 
Burden,  heaviness. 

Af^-i^i  naovnudhat,  A  spacious  tract  of  country. 

A  ̂ (iJ  nadkh,  A  driving,  dashing.  Arrival. 
A  t>tX>  nadad.  Scattered  (camels). 

A  A^di^  nudadds,  (pi.  of  lio.^)  Equals,  rivals. 

Ajiij  nadr,{Y.  n.of,;io)Falling.Remainingalone. 

A  ijCii  wacZra^,  One  particle  of  gold  in  the  mine. 
A  quick  fart.  Nadrat  or  nadarat.  On  such  a  day  (I 

met  him).  Nudrat,  Oddness,  singularity,  rareness. 

A  Isj'^  nadara\  (cjjiij  i^f^  nadnra', 
an'  nadara"",  or  Jj^^ijJi  i_^fl''n  nadara')  After  a 
few  days,  or  a  few  days  ago  (I  met  him).  i^j>i>i  iolo 

misat  nadara',  A  hundred-fold. 

A  i^S>  nads,  (v.  n.  of  (^lij)  Piercing  with  a 

spear.  Kicking.  Throwing  (on  the  ground).  Treat- 
ing with  contumely,  reproaching.  Averting,  di- 

verting, leading  (out  of  the  road).  Conceiving  (a 

false  opinion  of).  One  who  hears  well,  even  the 
lowest  sound.  Nads,  nadis,  or  nadus.  Intelligent, 

sharp,  crafty,  cunning.  Nadas,(Y.  n.  of  (^^3)  Be- 
ing intelligent,crafty.Understanding,cunning,skill. 

A  nadsh  or  nadash,  (v.  n.  of      j3)  In- 

quiring into,  investigating.  Dividing,  separating, 
carding  (cotton). 

A  (^jaS>  nads,  (v.  n.  of  {^S>)  Going  out  (one 

thing  from  another).  Nadas,  (v.  n.  of  i^S>)  Be- 

ing burst  (an  abscess),and  discharging  (its)  contents. 

A  ̂i>3  nad^  Bastard  marjoram. 
A  nadgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ si)  Poking  with  the 

fingers.  Piercing  (with  a  spear  or  with  words). 

Acting  wrong,  injuring.  Nadgh  or  nidgh,  Wild 
marjoram.  The  best  honey. 

A  'iS'd'i  nudghat,  Whiteness  upon  the  nails. 
A  I  StW  nadf,  (v.  n.  of  (  >d^)  Separating  (cot- 

ton) with  the  string  of  a  large  bow,  which  they 
strike  with  a  kind  of  hammer.  Striking  (a  lyre), 

playing  on  any  musical  instrument.  (Clouds) 

pouring  down  (rain).  Snowing.  Moving  the  feet 

quick  (a  horse).  Driving  (a  horse)  violently.  Eat- 
ing. Drinking  or  lapping  water  by  snatches  (as  a 

wild  beast).  Milking  with  two  fingers. 

A  ̂Ji<^  nadafdn,  (v.  n.  of  <  JiiJ)  Picking  up 

(his  feet)  nimbly  (a  horse). 

A  'iiSi  nudfat,  A  small  quantity  of  milk. 

p  ̂jiij^jjiij  nadfl  hardan.  To  divide  (cotton). 
A  ̂}s>  nadl,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj)  Transporting  from 

place  to  place.  Receiving,  picking  out,  choosing, 



seizing.  Drawing  (a  bucket)  out  of  a  well.  Tak- 
ing (dates  out  of  a  basket)  with  the  hands  joined. 

Voiding  (dung).  Dirt,  filth.  J^W  nadlu's 
sa^lib,  Swiftness,  celerity.  Nadal,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^i) 

Being  dirty  (the  hand).  Nudul,  Servants  who  at- 
tend a  banquet. 

A  nadm,  Ingenious,  clever,  witty.  Nadam, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ ^>)  Repenting.  Penitence.  A  mark. 

A  nudamas,  (pi.  of  jf     nadim)  Compa- 
nions,familiars,pot-companions,  boon-companions. 

A  nadman,  (pi.  J^'e^i>3  nadama)  A  pot- 

companion,  (pi.  (^/e^;i.i  nuddma')  Penitent,  (pi. 

of  jCiiJ  nadlm)  Pot-companions,  jolly  fellows  at  a 
drinking-bout. 

A  SiUnii  nadmdnat,  A  female  pot-companion. 

A  'i^dc>-  ̂ j^d^  nadmdnay  jazhnat,  Two  stars 
near  the  pole  (called  ̂ Ss^  farhadani). 
A  nadiv,  (v.  n.  o{\S>  for  j;>,j)  Calling  (a 

council),  convoking.  Assembling  (a  congregation). 

Being  capacious,  holding,  containing  (a  place  of 

meeting).  Being  present  at  an  assembly.  Separa- 
ting, being  scattered.  Being  liberal.  Being  noble, 

excellent  (camel).  Being  pastured  (camels)  be- 
tween two  waterings.  Passing;  from  a  bitter  or  salt 

to  a  sweet  pasture.  A  heavy  thing,  weight,  burden. 

A  i-^jiij  nuduh,  (v.  n.  of  i—^iii)  Being  scarred 

(the  back),    (pi.  of  wacZJ)  Swift  (horses), 
(pi.  of  ioiio  nadhai)  Scars. 

A  a^jiW  nuduhat,  (v.  n.  of  i— ->^)  Being  scarred. 

A  iij^iJ  nadwat,  A  council,  assembly,  convoca- 
tion, congregation,  mote,  crowd.  A  daily  meeting. 

SjjjJ\j\ii  ddru^n  nadwat,The  hall  of  convocation 
(in  Mecca).  Nudwat,  A  place  where  camels  drink. 

A  Sjtij  nuduwat.  Moisture. 

A  lijtJJ  nudud,  A  scampering  away,  running  off. 

AjjiW  nvdur,  (v.  n.  oijSi)  Falling.  Falling 
(as  one  thing  out  of  another  and  coming  into  view). 

Becoming  leafy  and  verdant  (trees  or  plants).  Be- 

ing alone,  solitary.  Ascending,  arising.  Farting 

in  another's  presence.  Trying,  proving.  Dying. 
A  nadus,  (A  she-camel)  choosing,  or 

content  with,  a  scanty  or  bad  pasture. 

A  JO  nudus,  (v.n.  of  (^iW)  Going  out  (one 

thing  from  another).  Projecting,  being  prominent, 

starting  out  (the  eye  of  a  strangling  person). 

A  8iij  nadh,  (v.  n.  of  Xii3)  Chiding.  Checking 

(camels)  by  crying  to  (them);  also  driving  or  col- 

lecting (them)  together. 
p  Siij  anda,  sometimes  inda  (a  termination, 

which,  when  added  to  the  second  person  of  the  im- 

perative, forms  anoun  of  agency),  as,(j)j5-  khrca7i, 
Bead  or  sing  thou  ;  SiiJj^js-  khndnanda,  A  reader; 

JiirZj'A,  Give  thou;  iSiJci;^dihinda,G\Y\ng:  a  giver. 
A  &J6i^j  nadhat  or  nudhat,  Affluence,  a  great 

deal  of  wealth  (whether  live  or  dead  stock).  Twenty 

eheep  or  similar  cattle).  A  hundred  camels.  A 

thousand  pieces  of  money. 
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A  (I/iij  nada',  (v.  n.  of  i^S>)  Being  moist,  hu- 
mid, wet.  Disliking,  detesting,  nauseating,  abhor- 

ring, (pi.  Ad^\ andds  and  andiyat)  Moisture, 

rain,  wetness  (of  ground),  day-dew  (^ljS*n  sada' 
denoting  night-dew).  A  pleasing-smelling  vapour. 
Fresh  fodder.  Term,  time,  period;  interval,  space, 

as  far  as  a  person  can  be  heard  when  hallooing. 

Fat,  tallow.  Munificence.   A  gift.  Nadl,  Moist. 

i^s^i  nadi'l  haf)  Liberal, generous. 
A  nadiy,  A  congregation,  council,  assem- 

bly. One  who  calls  with  a  loud  voice,  who  hal- 
loos.  Liberal,  munificent. 

A  nadydn,  Succulent,  juicy  (tree). 

A  nadib,  Scarred  (back  or  wound). 

A         nadiyat,  Wet  (ground). 

A  nadid,  (v.  n.  of  lS->)  Running  away  (a 

camel),  (pi. -^^lii^i  nwcZat^a^t)  Like,  equal.  A  rival. 
A  5  J.^.ii>3  nadidat,  (pl.iiJ^^i^  naddskl)  An  equal, 

a  rival  (woman). 

A  I  iL>d^  nadif,  (Cotton)  beaten  or  bowed. 

A  jfiw\3  nad'im,  {ov'i^S>  nadimat)  (pi.  >l<itij  nu- 
damas, niddm,  and  ̂ Ucti3  nudmdn)  A  pot- 

companion,  boon-companion,  intimate  friend,  privy 

counsellor,confidant.Aking's  fool,  jester,or  buffoon. 

A  ̂lii  nad'u,  The  rainbow.  Ruddiness  of  the 
clouds  at  sunrise  or  sunset.  Dough  laid  on  the 
ashes  to  bake.  Meat  laid  on  the  fire  to  roast. 

A  3.^  nazz,  (v.  n.  of  tij)  Making  water. 

A  Sj^iSj  na  or  nizdrat,  Exhortation,  dehorta- 
tion,  admonition  with  threat.   Fear,  terror,  dread. ***.  . . 

A         niizzdl,  (pi.  of  J-iiV)  Mean,  despicable. 

A's^Vi^nazdlat,  (v.  n.  of  Jii3)  Being  of  the  mean- 
est rank,  despicable.  Vileness,  baseness. 

A  nazhh,  Rapid  travelling  (of  an  ass). 

A  nazr,  (v.  n.  ofj  jj)  Vowing.  Devoting, 

presenting,  dedicating  to  God.  Frightening,  alarm- 

ing, warning,  inspiring  dread  of  an  enemy.  Put- 
ting (one)  in  the  van  of  an  army  (as  if  to  victimize 

him),  (pl.jjjj  nuzur  ̂ Tidi.  j'Si  nuzur)  \  vow,  pro- mise made  to  God.  A  gift,  any  thing  offered  or 

dedicated.  A  present  or  offering  from  an  inferior 

to  a  superior.  An  interview.  A  mulct  of  atone- 

ment for  a  wound,  p  ̂̂ '^^j^  nazr  kardan,To  vow. 

To  make  an  offering,  a  Nazr,  nuzr,  or  nuzur,  De- 
hortation,  commination,  warning,  menace,  advice 

accompanied  with  threats.  Nuzr,  The  skin  of  a 

wild  date.  Nazar,  (v.  n.  ofj  jj)  Being  aware  of, 

and  on  one's  guard.  Nuzur,  Terror,  (pi.  ofjtW 

wa^r)  Vows,  promisesmadetoGod.  (pi.  of^.^iJwa- 
2ir)Devotedto  God,Nazarite9.  Prophets,  preachers 
sent  to  alarm  the  wicked. 

A  Aj'oJ  nuzards,  (pi.  of ̂ .ij)  Fear-inspirers. 
A  jj  nazr  imdm,  Presents  given  in  memory 

of  the  Imams  Hasan  and  Husayn. 

p  nazrdna,  Fees  paid  to  government  as 
an  acknowledgment  for  a  grant  of  land  or  any 

public  office.  Gifts  oflfered  or  received  when  peo- 

pie  of  rank  meet,  or  pay  their  respects  to  a  prince. 
A  kind  of  tribute. 

p  J^^iijiSj  nazr-dargdh,  An  endowment  in  land 
to  places  of  worship  among  the  Muhammadans. 
A  Admonition,  dehortation.  Fear. 

A  ̂ >  naz^  The  flowing  (of  sweat  or  water). 
A  Jij  nazl,  (pi.  J^jj^  anzdl  and  JjiSj  mizul) 

A  low,  mean,  abject  man. 
A  -^^^33  nuzaldf,  (pi.  of  J->.33)  Vile,  abject,  men. 

Ajj33  nuzur,  (v.  n.  ofj 33)  Vowing,  (pi.  ofj33 

nazr)  Vows,  promises  made  to  God.    Mulcts  of 
atonement  for  wounds. 

A  Jj33  nuzul,  (pi.  of  J33  or  (_)-^.33)  Base,  vile. 
A  &)j33  nuzulat,  (v.  n.  of  iJ33)  Being  of  the 

meanest  rank,  vile,  and  despicable. 

A  3j.33  naz^z,  A  making  water.  Spittle,  mucus. 

A j^.33  nazir,  (pl.j33  nuzur)  A  messenger  of  bad 
news.  A  prophet  or  preacher  (sent  to  terrify  the 

wicked),  an  apostle,  legate.  Naked,  bare.  Grey 

hair,  hoariness.  Devoted  to  God,  a  Nazarite.  Com- 
mination, dehortation,  advice  accompanied  with  a 

threat.  The  twang  of  a  bow.  Terrified.  jJ'.333\  an' 
nazir.  The  admonisher,  i.e.  Muhammad.  ^.3jJ\ 

f^.^^  an'  naziru'l  ̂ rydn,  The  faithful  prophet, 
he  who  delivers  the  naked  truth. 

A  nazirat.  Any  thing  dedicated  to  God  in 

consequence  of  a  vow,  especially  children  (as  the 
child  Samuel  or  Sampson).  Thefirstline  ofanarmy 

(as  devoting  themselves),  the  forlorn  hope. 

A  ̂3.^.33  naz'd,  (pi.  -«'^33  nuzalds  and  J\33  nuz- 
zdl)  A  vile,  abject  man. 

'-\)  p  J>  nar,  Male,  masculine.  Membrum  virile. 
Rough.  A  stallion.  Sordid,  abominable,  filthy, 

detestable,  ugly.  A  wave.  A  bunch.  A  hillock. 
The  main  branch  of  a  tree.  A  hermaphrodite.  Name 

of  the  father  of  ̂l**>  sdm.  jjii^ii ̂   nar  dddan.  To 

give  the  male  (to  a  female).  ̂ ^LiiSJ)  nar-angush- 

ti,  (or ̂   (JLwX3\  angushti  nar)  The  thumb. 

p  \j>  nard,  A  small  wall  raised  as  a  skreen. 
A  liVji  narrdd,  A  player  at  the  game  of  li^  nard. 

p  t^\j>  nardJt,  Always,  for  ever. 

A  ij-s- j3  narjis  or  narjas.  The  narcissus. 
pJ,si.^Harq;MZ,  A  silken  cloth  made  in  Abyssinia. 
p  nirkh,  Tax,  tariff,  price.  Assize  of  pro- 

visions established  by  the  magistrates.  Currency. 

Beauty,  elegance.  Grace,  splendour. 

nirkhi  Idzdr,  Market-price,  ̂ ^ti^^  ̂   nirkh  ni- 
hddan.  To  fix  an  assize,  tariflT,  or  duty  upon  com- 

modities ;  to  publish  such  regulation. 

p  (_^tijASi-y  nirkh-handi.  Rate.  Price-current. 

P  a,s.jj\i5  nirhh-ddrogha.  Clerk  of  the  mar- 
ket, who  regulates  the  price  of  grain,  &c. 

p  s^K>a^^  nirhh-ndma,  A  price-current. 
P  nirkhi.  He  who  fixes  the  price-current, 

an  appraiser,  assigner,  assizer. 

p  iij3  nard.  Chess,  draughts,  backgammon,  ta- 
bles, dice.  Trunk  of  a  tree,  li^j  ij^  muhrad  nard, 



A  chessman,  tableman. 

A  i^J)  nard,  Chess,  draughts,  tables,  dice.  A  sack 

wide  at  bottom  and  narrow  at  top,  made  of  palm- 
leaves,and  strengthened  by  fibres  which  stands  erect, 

into  which  they  put  fresh  dates  to  be  transported 

to  distant  places.  A  kind  of  medicinal  ointment. 

r  (jlJiijj  narduhan,  A  staircase,  steps,  ladder, 

especially  a  scaling-ladder. 

na7-dak,  An  emgm?i.(d\m.ofi^Jinard,q.v.) 
Ajj>  narz,  Awithdrawing,  abscondingfrora  fear. 

vS^Jinarzad,{JoY^j^^nayarzad)lt'\snoty,'OY\\\. 
A  t^j>  nars,  Name  of  a  town  in  Babylonia 

where  stuffs  are  made. 

p  narasli,  A  lentil. 

p  «a?'si  or  nursl,  A  name  of  several  kings 
of  Persia.  The  son  of  Gudarz,  one  of  the  Ashka- 

niyan  kings. 

A  narsiij,  A  cloth  made  at  Nars. 

A  (jV.*^^  nirsiyan,  The  best  kind  of  dates. 

A  narsh,  A  taking  of  any  thing  in  the 

hand  (to  eat). 

p  ̂J^J>  narah,  A  bone  found  in  the  root  of  a 

tiger's  tail,  which,  when  brayed  in  a  mortar,  is  used 
for  various  medicinal  purposes. 

p  ̂^-^>  narg,  A  ring  formed  by  hunters  for  en- 
closing game. 

p^irp  narro'^7aw,Impudent,  importunate  men- 
dicants, sturdy  beggars, 

p  ̂\^J>  nar-gaw,  gao,  or  gav,  A  bull. 

p  ̂liSy  nar-gada,  Impudent,  shameless,  sturdy 
beggars;  audacious  fellows.  Outrageous. 

p  i^'>J>  narffis,  A  narcissus  (to  which  the  poets 
frequently  compare  the  eyes  of  beautiful  women)  ; 

also  a  kind  of  yellow  flower.  U"*^  nargisi 

mahhmur,  An  epithet  applied  to  the  eyes  of  a  mis- 

tress (intoxicated  narcissus).  L^\y>-  LT^;^ 

gisi  nlin-khwah,  The  eye  of  a  mistress.   (J^  j 

nargis  u  gtd,  The  eye  and  ear  of  one's  beloved. 
p  i^\s^^J)  nargisdan,  A  pot  in  which  they  put 

a  narcissus ;  a  place  where  it  grows. 

p  !kM.ij>  nargha,The  figure  of  a  narcissus  carved 
in  ivory  or  bone  and  placed  on  the  roof  of  a  house. 

The  stars.  The  Pleiades,  '-        e^^ji  nar- 
gisasi  xalifi  charhh,  The  Pleiades. 

p  nargisi,  Belonging  to  a  narcissus.  A 

sort  of  cloth  ;  also  of  food. 

p  narga,  A  circle  formed  by  hunters.  A 

house,  square  tent.  Order,  series,  row,  line,  rank. 

An  assembly. 

p  ̂ }  norm,  Soft  to  the  touch.  Smooth,  sleek. 
Mild,  gentle,  easy.  Silly.  Fine.  Defective.  The 

bass  part  of  music.  CL^^j^  j  p>  narm  u  durusht, 

Smooth  and  rough,  (jii,^  ̂ J>  narm  Jtardan,  To 

soften,  mitigate,  soothe,  reconcile,  pacify,  (^.r-^  ̂  
narm  raftan,  To  go  softly,  gently,  pleasantly. 

p  ̂̂ li\m)J3  nar-madagi,  A  bolt,  kind  of  lock. 
p  5bl/«P  nar-mada,  Male  and  female;  herma- 
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phrodite.  A  bolt,  bar,  and  staple.  A  vice,  screw. 

A  hinge,  jii  nar-madad  dar,T\\Q  bolt  and 
staple  of  a  door. 

P  (jfcl  narm-ahan,  (Soft-iron)  Lazy,  indo- 
lent, idle.    Weak,  infirm,  impotent. 

Pj^  narm-hur,  Name  of  a  carpenter's  and 
blacksmith's  tool.    A  flatterer,  wheedler. 

PjjO.       narm-Viz  or  hez,  A  fine  sieve. 

P  narm-pay,  Name  of  a  creature  in 
India  with  legs  thin  and  lithe  like  leathern  straps. 

p  ^ji  narm-chaslim,  Of  a  stern  look. 

P  _j-5-  |«y  narvi-Jiho  or  hhu,  Soft-natured. 
P  C^^Jii       narm-dast,  A  fine  kind  of  stuff. 

p  Jii       narm-dil,  Tender-hearted,  gentle. 

p_jj       narm-rav,  Gentle,  tractable  (horse). 
PjL-/«P  narm-sar,  Kind,  meek,  forbearing. 

p  eolvi  j6 J>  warm-s/mna.  Weak,  lazy ;  obedient. 
p  CLi'Mj)  narmaght,  A  swing,  a  see-saw. 

A  ̂/oji  narmali,  (p        narmd)  Soft,  smooth. 

p         ̂ J>  narm-gardan,  (Soft-neck)  Obedient. 

p^_3iijSj«yworw-r7arf/am,Submission, obedience. 

Pj«LQ^wa7'm-/«/</a>tt,Docile,tractable:  obedient. V  narm  narm,  Softly,  gently. 

p  i^y«J>  narmud,  (or  It^^Aji')  A  swing,  see-saw. p  narmudan,  To  swing.  To  vacillate. 

P  ij^.KjS>  narmura,  Any  thing  thick,  coarse, 
rough,  uneven,  or  untrimmed.  A  walnut.  A  swing. 

p  uroji  narma,  Soft.  narmad  gosh, 

Lobe  of  the  ear.  6jc^  narmasi  sari  kH- 

dali,  The  soft  part  of  the  head  of  a  new-born  infant. 
p  naririi,  Softness,  smoothness,  sleekness. 

Gentleness,  mildness.  i^j^  narm'i  numu- 
dan  or  namudan,  To  behave  meekly  or  tamely. 

■P  narmiyat.  Softness. 

p  (j£Ji^  nar-mesh,  (Male-sheep)  A  ram. 

A  'i^ Ji  narnat,  A  certain  thin  white  stone. 
p  tdJj J>  naruk,  Name  of  a  root  of  which  the 

tiger  is  very  fond. 

p  Jjji  narv.1,  An  ofiicer  who  takes  charge  of 
forfeited  estates. 

p8ync[r<7,(orSjjnarra)Male.  Penis.  Trunk  of 
atree.  A  wave.  Wards  of  a  key.  A  hermaphrodite. 

A  beggar.  Rough,  rude.  Filthy,  sordid.  Ugly, 

abominable.  Name  of  the  father  of  ̂.U*)  sam.  ij3 

i^Cij^  1  nara  bar  arcardan.  To  unsheath,  to  draw 

(a  gelding,  stallion).  iji  narraA  ab,  Avf2i-ve. 

Pj^.ii  Jj3  narra-dev,  An  execrable  demon. 

p  jll  8j3  narra-gaw  or  gao,  A  bull. 

p^__5y??flr^, Penis.  Virilit}',  masculineness.  The 
masculine  gender.    A  dressed  sheep-skin. 

p  narim,  (or  J>  narim.an)  Name  of  a 

famous  hero  of  Persia,  son  of  (jL«j.^'  kahraman, 
father  of  sam,  grandfether  ofjjJlj  zalzar,  and 

great-grandfather  of  j«Xw>,rMS<a?w  :  all  champions  in 
the  ancient  Persian  histories,  poems,  and  romances. 

p  sijjj  narina,  Male,  masculine.  Virility.  tVy* 

ij^ji  farzandi  nar  ina,  A  male  child. 15  G 

1?  - 
aJj  naz^:, Brisk,  light,  active  (man),  incessantly 

on  the  move.  Acute,  ingenious,  witty.  Many.  Li- 

beral, munificent.  (An  ostrich)  running  from  place 
to  place.    Nazz  or  nizz,  Water  springing  up. 

A  nazs,  (v.  n.  of  Ui)  Spreading  dissensions, 
instigating  men  to  fight.  Rushing  upon.  Forcing 

or  exciting.    Repelling,  removing,  diverting  from. 

p  ̂3  naza,  A  mound,  enclosure. 
A  Ay  nazaSfA.  leap.  Nazat  or  nizds,  (v.  n.  of 

^  for  jjj)  Leaping,  mounting  (as  the  male  on  the 
female).  Nuzas,  (v.  n.  of]j->  for^^)  Leaping, 
making  an  assault.  Having  a  strong  propensity, 

inclining  towards.  A  disease  incident  to  sheep, 

causing  them  to  leap  and  blissom  until  they  die. 

A  Aj>  nazzas,Vvone  (to  evil).  Oaewho  assaults 
his  pot-companions. 

A  ̂\J>  nuzah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j->)  Calling  to  the 
female,  rattling  (as  a  buck  at  rutting-time). 

Pj\p  nizar.  Thin,  slim,  slender.  Lean,  spare. 
Flesh  without  fat.  Weak.  j\y>  i^lK  kilki  nizar, 
A  slender  reed  or  pen. 

A  j\y  nizar,  Name  of  the  father  of  an  Arabian 
tribe.  Nizarites  descended  from  him.  (pi.  ofj^ 

nazr)  Little,  few.  Insipid. 

A  'ijsy  nazarat,  (v.n.or,^)Being  small,  mean, vile.  Smallness,  exility.  Gait, 

P  nizari.  Leanness,  slenderness. 

AJ^  nizaz,  Addicted  (to  evil). 
A         nazazut,  March,  gait. 

A  ̂   niza^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jJ)  Hastening  (home- 
ward or  to  any  accustomed  place).  Retiring,  de- 

sisting, (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ )  Disputing,  contending,  li- 
tigating. Dispute,  contention,  altercation,  contro- 

versy, litigation,  law-suit.  ̂ ^^^  *^  ̂   hihVn 
niza^  The  subject  of  dispute,  p  ̂^li^^^  ̂ ii 

kat^  niza^kardan,  To  decide  a  controversy. 
A        nuzza^  (pi.  of        7iaziQ  Foreigners. 

A  'e.S-\y  naza^t,  (v.n.  of  ̂ )  Hastening  (home- 
ward or  to  any  accustomed  place).  Retiring, desist- 

ing. Dispute,  controversy,  law-suit,  litigation. 
A        nazzagh,  A  malevolent  slanderer. 

A  J||p  nizah,  (v.  n.  of  Reproaching,  rail- 
ing at,  reviling  one  another.  Approaching.  Very 

swift  (she-eamel). 

nazzak,  A  defumer,  slanderer. 

A  'i^\y3  nazaltat,  (a  word  coined  from  p  L^JjU 
nazuk)  Elegance,  softness,  tenderness,  politeness. 

nazaliat,  Inelegant.  Ill-bred.  Ill- 
dressed,  slovenly,  slatternly. 

A  nizal,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jj-3)  Alighting  from 
horseback,  descending  into  the  arena  to  fight  (with 

another).  Combat,  fight.  Nazali,  Descend  into 

the  arena  to  combat. 
A  nuzzal,  (pi.  of  Jj^  naziV)  Those  who 

descend  or  dismount.   Valiant  heroes. 
A  nazalat,  (v.  n,  of  Jj3)  (Ground)  being 

overflowed  by  a  slight  rain  (from  the  hardness  of 
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the  soil).  Nizalat,  A  journey.  Nuzalat,  Sperma 
genitale  quod  emittitur. 

Aj3^  nuzaniz,  Clioice,  excellent  (stallion). 

A  i\y  nizah,  (pi.  of  Jjb)  Pure,  chaste,  temperate. 

A  'is>\j>  nazahat,  (or  &AJ6|p  nazahiyai)  (v.  n.  of 
ty~)  Lying  at  a  distance  from  water,  being  remote 
from  the  sea,  and  free  from  miasmata  (land).  Be- 

ing removed  from  all  evil  and  annoyances.  Being 

cheerful  and  pleasant  (a  country).  Pleasantness 

(of  a  place).  Solace,  recreation.  Delectableness. 

Spotlessness,  purity  of  life. 

A  ̂\J>  nazaA^  (pi.  of  &jOjj  nazi^t)  (Women) 
married  into  a  foreign  family.  (Horses  or  camels) 

brought  from  another  country  and  pining  to  return, 

having  the  maladie  de  pays. 

A  L-^p  nazh,  (v.  n.  of  (— ->p)  Bleating  (as  deer, 
especially  the  stag).  Nazah,  A  surname,  nickname. 

A  'iy  nazzat,  (fem.  ofji)  Swift,  brisk  (she-ca- 
mel). Nizzat,  Desire,  lust. 

A  nazj,  (v.  n.  of  j^)  Dancing. 

P  ̂ jj  nazaj,  A  city  called  s-^J^  armaniya. 

A  ̂ji  Jiazh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j3)  Exhausting  nearly 
(a  well)  of  water.  Having  their  wells  distant  or 

exhausted  (a  people).  Being  far  distantfrom  home. 

Being  nearly  exhausted  (a  well).  Nazah,  A  well 

emptied  of  the  greatest  part  of  the  water.  Muddy 

water.  Nuzuh,  A  well  having  little  water.  An  ex- 
hausted well.  Distant. 

p  tip  nazd,  Near,  about,  with,  A  side.  ^yp 
nazdi  man,  My  side,  at  my  side,  near  or  with  me. 

nazdi  man,  From  near  me,  at  my  side, 

with  me,  in  my  possession,  \  (—jT  lip  nazdi 
ab  amadan,  To  draw  near  to  water. 

p  (^>iip  nazdik.  Near,  neighbouring,  hard  by. 
close  to.  Vicinity. nazdik  amadan. 

To  come  near,toapproach,advance  towards.  uib.iip 

^jiijj  I  nazdik  awardan,  To  bring  near,  to  apply, 
put  together,  lead  towards,  bring  or  present  before. 

^Jjuo,  (^I^iSp  nazdik  rasidan,  To  arrive,  reach, 

^jij,  (.ib.iip  nazdik  raftan.  To  go  near,  eib.iip 
nazdik  shudan,  To  approach.  To  be  near, 

(jii^ t^.i^  nazdik  kardan,  To  lead  towards,  to 

cause  to  approach.  l-jO  tibiip  nazdiki  tap.  Fit 

of  ague  or  fever,  uib.iipjii  dar  nazdik,  Near,  in 
the  neighbourhood. 

p  (.dl3tdb.iJp  waz<^IA-fa^,Shallo  w(well  or  river). 

p  i^^.tip  nazdiki,  Nearness,  neighbourhood,  vi- 
cinity, approach.  Intimacy. 

AjJ-i  nazr,  (v.  n.  ofjjj)  Being  importunate, 
impertinently  urgent.  Being  roused  and  excited. 

Being  quick  and  expeditious.  Commanding.  Re- 

garding as  small.  Despising.  Being  little,  small, 

few.Little,small  ;moderate,low-priced,cheap.  Taste- 

less. A  swelling  in  a  camel's  udder.  An  affair, 
business.  Nazran,  Late,  slowly.  Nazar,  (v.  n.  of 

jj^)  Being  little  small ;  cheap,  low-priced ;  mean, 
vile.  Nuzur,  A  phantom,  ghost,  spectre.  jy> 
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^n  nuzurin,  Face  to  face. 
A  iy^nazirat,  Unprolific  (woman),  having  little 

milk,  or  aught  else  which  she  should  have. 

A  naz^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y)  Removing,  carrying 
off,  pulling  up,  tearing  out.  Taking  (the  hand) 

out  of  the  bosom.  Drawing  up  (a  bucket).  Draw- 

ing (a  bow).  Drawing  water.  Resembling  (a  fa- 
ther. Being  in  the  agonies  of  death.  The  agonies 

of  death,  ^  naz^  ruh,  (or  p  jj^jj  ranan) 
The  last  breath.  Naza^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji)  Being  bald 
round  the  temples.  Baldness. 

A       nuzza^  (A  ewe)  wanting  the  male. 

A  -^[sy  naz^df,(fein.of  ̂ y\  anza^  Bald  about 

the  temples  (-*^/^  za^'cis  is  more  correct).  Nu- 

za^f,  (pi.  of  ̂ y  nazi^  Foreigners. 

A  'isy  naz^t  or  naza^f,  A  bald  place  round 
the  temples.  A  kind  of  herb.  Naza^t,  A  path 
through  mountains.  A  convenient  place  for  any 

thing,  especially  for  an  arrow,  (pi.  of  nazi^ 
Archers  drawing:  their  bows.  Those  who  can  re- 

dress  themselves  at  law.  'eS-ji)]  lils- ̂ ac^a's 
sahm  ila'n  naza^t,The  right  reverted  to  those  to 
whom  it  was  due  (literally,  the  arrow  returned  to 
those  who  discharged  it). 

A  '^y  nazgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Sowing  dissensions. 
Reproaching,  stabbing  (with  bitter  words)  ;  slan- 

dering, reviling  (the  absent)  ;  saying  any  thing  bad. 

Ai__ip  nazf,(y.  n.  of  i— ip)  Exhausting  (a  well) 
entirely  of  water.  Failing  (as  blood).  Becoming 

weak  from  the  loss  of  blood.  Being  exhausted, 

dried  up  (tears).  Flowing  fast  (blood).  Being 

deficient  (in  mind),  losing  the  senses,  being  stupe- 
fied, drunk.  Losing  a  cause,  failing  in  an  argument. 

j»s-p\  '—iy  nazfuW  rahim,  A  flooding  in  women. 
Nuzf,  A  failure  of  water  in  a  well.  The  drawing 
out  or  exhaustion  of  the  water  of  a  well.  Nazaf, 

(v.  n.  of  1  jp)  Being  exhausted,  dried  (tears).  Na- 
zi/, Enfeebled  by  loss  of  blood.  Nuzaf,  (pi.  of  &ip 

nuzfat)  Small  quantities  of  water,  blood,  or  wine. 

A  I— jp  nuzzaf,  (Veins)  not  emitting  blood. 

A  Hip  nuzfat,  (pi.  I— *p  nuzaf)  A  small  quan- 
tity of  water,  blood,  or  wine. 

A  ̂ y  nazk,  (v.  n.  of  Jjj^)  Leaping  (as  a  horse 
upon  the  mare).  Running  fast,  outstripping.  Nazk 

or  nazak,  (v.n.of  ̂ J^)  Being  precipitate,  prone  to 
anger,  rash.    Being  filled  to  the  brim  (a  pond  or 

vessel).  Being  variable,  moveable,  volatile,  incon- 
stant, unsteady ;  levity,  volatility.  iVa^a^,  Neigh- 

bouring (place).  Nazik,  Light,  flighty,  rash,  ̂ y 

naziku'l  hikak,  A  disputant  about  trifles. 

A  tdJp  nazk,  (v.  n.  of  *.d3p)  Piercing  with  a  ja- 
velin. Taunting,  accusing  falsely,  reviling  unjustly. 

Nizk,  The  hip  or  haunch-bone.  Nazk  or  nizk.  The 
male  Lybian  lizard.  Nuzak,  A  defamer,  slanderer, 

p         nazag,  A  lentil. 

A  Jp  nazala,  (fut.  ̂^J.^,yanzilu)  He  descended. 
He  travelled. 

A  J_p  nizl,  Joined,  compressed,  brought  toge- 
ther. Nuzl,  (pi.  jVpl  anzal)  Any  thing  provided 

for  the  entertainment  of  strangers.  Augmentation, 

redundancy,  increase  of  meat  or  bread  when  cooked. 

Sperma  genitale.  Hospitality.  The  place  where  pil- 
grims or  other  strangers  alight  or  are  entertained  ; 

also  what  is  given  to  them.  Nazal,  (v.  n.  of  Jji) 

Being  plentiful  (an  entertainment).  Being  strong 

and  clean  (growing  corn).  Being  troubled  with  a 
catarrh.  Rain.  Abundance,  gain,  profit.  Provi- 

sions ;  any  thing  provided  for  the  entertainment  of 
strangers.  Nazil,  A  hard  soil,  through  which  l  ain 

does  not  subside.  (A  place)  where  one  often  de- 

scends or  goes.  Joined,  compressed,  close  (hand- 

writing). Nuzul,  Any  thing  provided  for  a  guest. 
Increase,  enlargement  of  food  or  bread  when  dressed. 

Meat  richly  or  excellently  dressed ;  abundance,  plen- 

ty, richness  of  agricultural  produce.  A  gift.  A 

mansion,  hospitable  dwelling.  A  company  of  visi- 

tors,   (pi.  of  iy>.y  nazil)  Strangers,  foreigners. 

A  C^^y  nazalat,  Catarrhs,  rheums.  Naza  or 
«a2:27ai,Right  disposition,  sound,  good  arrangement. 

A  «3p  nazlat,  One  descent.  ̂ ^="1  &5p  nazlatun 
ihkhra\  A  second  descent.       [^J\arzun  nazlatun, 
Land  well-cultivated.  Nazlat  or  nuzlat.  Descent  or 
defluxion  of  humours,  rheum,  catarrh.  Nazilat,  (pi. 

C>!Jp  nazilat)  Hard  (soil),  not  drinking  in  rain, 

p  ̂ y  nazm  or  nizm,  A  mist,  a  fog,  a  vapour. 

A  ̂ y  nazm,  A  severe  bite. 
A'aJ3pna^wa2^af,  A  shaking,  nodding(ofthehead). 
A  ̂ y  nazrv,  (v.  n.  of  \y  for ̂ y)  Leaping  upon, 

assaulting.    Mounting  and  overpowering  (wine). 
Rising  in  price  (corn). 

A ^y  nuzus,  (v.  n.  of  \y)  Spreading  dissensions, 
instigating  (men)  to  fight. 

Aj^WM2;«w',(v.n.of  \pforJJ>)Leapingon,assault- 
ing.  Sparkling  from  an  admixture  of  water(wine). 
A  nazawan,  (v.  n.  of  \y  for ̂ y)  Leaping. 

Making  an  assault,  or  attacking  one's  pot-compa- 
nions. Twisting  or  turning  the  body.  Being  sharp. 

Receding,  retiring.  Power,  violence,  vehemence. 

The  pain  or  irritation  of  a  disease. 

A  'i^y  nazwat,  A  kind  of  thin  white  stone  (with 
which  they  strike  fire).  Short,  dwarfish  (woman). 

A^JJ  nazak,  (A  M'ell)  having  little  water,  or one  whose  water  has  been  exhausted.  Distant. 

Nuzuk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Exhausting  nearly  (a  well). 
Being  far  distant  (home). 

Aj^y  nazur.  Not  prolific  (woman),  having  lit- 
tle milk  or  any  thing  else  which  she  ought  to  have. 

(A  camel)  which  conceives  with  difficulty,  or  will 

hardly  take  the  male;  also  one  which  has  an  affec- 

tion for  a  strange  colt,  her  own  being  dead.  Nu- 

zur,  (v.  n.  ofjy)  Being  little,  small,  and  mean. 

A  '^j^y  nuzurat,  A  being  small,  mean,  vile. 
Ajjy  nnzuz,  (pi.  ofp)  Waters  springing  up. 

A  ̂ y  nazii^  Shallow  (well),  the  water  of  which 
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may  be  reached  (by  the  hand).  Full  of  desire.  Nu- 

zu^  (v.  n.  of  Coming  to  an  end,  retiring,  de- 
sisting (from  any  thing).  Resembling  (parents). 

Drawing  (a  bow  or  bucket).  Running  at  full  speed 

(a  horse).  Going.  Hastening  homeward,  wend- 

ing one's  way  to  any  accustomed  place. 
A  ( — Sjjj  nazuf,  (A  well)  whose  water  may  be 

drawn  by  the  hand. 

A  Jjj^^  nuzuh,  (v.  n.  of  Leaping  on,  mount- 
ing. Running  fast,  outstripping. 

A  t^^y  nuzul,{\ .n.of ^^y)  Descending.  Alight- 
ing, sojourning  (as  a  stranger).  Inhabiting,  encamp- 

ing. Happening,  befalling  (as  misfortunes  to  man- 

kind). Going  down,  falling,  perishing.  Arriving 
at  Mina  near  Mecca,  where  sacrifices  are  offered 

up.  A  descent,  alighting.  A  cataract  in  the  eye. 

P  (— I  (JjJ-^  nuzuli  ah,  A  swelling  of  the  testicle, 

which  (excepting  in  the  case  of  a  blow  or  of  hernia) 
is  universally  ascribed  to  the  descent  of  water.  It 

therefore  com  prebends  hydrocele,  hernia  humoral  is, 

and  schirrus.  a  Jjji  OWjii  darajati  nuzul,  De- 
grees of  descent  (in  consanguinity). 

A  8jJ  nazh,  (v.  n.  of  »jJ)  Driving  (camels)  a 

great  way  (from  water).  Restraining  (one's  sel  f 
from  any  thing  improper).  Pleasant  (place).  Spot- 

lessness,  purity  of  life.  Nazh,  (or  !s!iU5^  8p  naz- 

hu'l falat)  Part  (of  a  desert)  far  from  water  and 
pasturage.  Nazh  or  nizh,  Pure,  chaste,  temperate. 
Nazih,  Far  distant  (place). 

p  ty  nazah.  The  roof  of  a  house.  Timber  used 

for  covering  a  roof,  shingle.  Achink  through  which 

air  may  pass.  The  oozing  of  water  through  a  bank. 

A-^Uji  nuzahas,  (pi.  of  »jl3  nazih)  Pure,  chaste. 
A  ij^yi  nazahan,  (v.  n.  of  »J-3)  Leading  (ca- 

mels) far  (from  water). 

A  &Ap  nazhat  ov  nazihat,  A.  place  far  from  wa- 

ter or  pasture ;  also  from  marshes  or  corruption  of 

the  air.  Nuzhat,  Distance.  Pleasure,  delight,  joy, 
cheerfulness.  Pleasantness  (of  a  place).  Ornament. 

Nazihat,  Delightful  (country), 

p  V^^  tl*J^p  nuzhat-afza,  Increasing  delight. 

^y.A^.,.  nuzhat-pazir,  Recreated,  pleased. 
Adorned. 

p  ̂[^y  nuzhat-gah,  A  pleasant  place. 

A  i^y  naziy.  Prone  (to  evil).  One  who  assaults 
his  pot-companions. 

A  <-*>.y  nazih,  (v.  n.  of  t-^i)  Rattling  (a  stag) 
when  in  want  of  the  doe. 

A        naziyat,  A  deep  dish.  A  cloud. 

P  ■^y  nazy.  Ahorse  of  parade  or  state  led  be- 
fore a  great  man. 

A  ̂ y  nazih,  Far  distant,  very  wide. 
P  i^'^.y  nazidan,  To  draw  out,  extract. 

^yy  nazir.  Small,  moderate.  Little,  few. 

Aj-^ji  naziz,  (v.  n.  of jj)  Running  or  passing 
with  rapidity  ;  also  crying  (a  deer).  Rattling  at 

rutting-time  (a  goat).   Exuding,  pouring  out  wa- 
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ter  abundantly,  being  full  of  land-springs  (ground). 

Separating,  becoming  detached.  Being  hard  and 

firm.  Vibrating  (as  a  bow-string  when  shooting). 

Full  of  desire,  lustful.  Brisk,  active.  Light,  vola- 

tile, moveable.  Joyous,  jovial.  Addicted  (to  evil). 

A  ̂ y  nazi^  Shallow  (well).  Foreign.  Far 
distant.  Gathered,  collected  (fruit).  A  foreigner, 

stranger.  One  whose  mother  was  a  captive. 

A  i^yi  nazi^t,  (pi.  7iazdA^  Excellent 
(horse,  she-camel,  or  camels),  such  as  they  carry 
to  other  countries.  A  fine  (woman)  carried  to  be 

married  amongst  strangers  (to  improve  the  breed). 

A  v_jl>J,j  nazif.  Debilitated  by  loss  of  blood. 
Inebriated,  stupid.  Parched  with  thirst.  Feverish. 

A  C^^y  nazihat.  Worst  of  (men  or  goats). 

A(JjJJrta2riZ,  A  stranger,  foreigner:  visitor,  guest. 
Pei  fect.  Plentiful  or  magnificent  (entertainment). 

PjCjJnaormzm,  Cloud;  mist.  iVizm,  A  deluge. 

A  ̂ y  nazim,  A  handful  of  pot-herbs. 
A  lOy  nazih,  Far-distant(place).  Remote  from 

the  sea,  orfrom  fens,and  free  from  miasmata  (land). 

Free  from  every  thing  objectionable ;  pure. 

A  'i^y  nazihat,  A  country  distant  from  marshes, 
fens,  or  foul  air. 

py  naj,  What  draws  out  or  extracts.  The  wards of  a  key. 

p  d\y  nijad,  Family,  origin,  root,  or  principle. 

Seed,  descent,  extraction.  Noble,  born  of  a  distin- 

guished race.  iafZ-wZ/ac?,  Ignoble,  base-born. 

^\y  (jiJb  pah-nijad,  Of  a  good  family,  nobly  born. 

ashi  tazi-nijad.  An  Arab  horse, 

p  iCiy  nijada  or  najada,  Family,  origin,  root, 
principle.  Radical,  original,  generous,  noble. 

p  t^y  nijd,  A  great  man.  A  master,  preceptor. 
Sad,  glum. 

Pj^y  najghar.  Noise,  shout,  exclamation. 

p  ̂ y  nijm  or  nvjm.  Cloud ;  fog,  mist ;  a  low- 
hanging  vapour  obscuring  the  surface  of  the  ground : 

darkness.  Noise,  shouting,  clapping  of  hands.  Vex- 
ation, sadness,  anguish.  Inundation,  deluge. 

p  i^j^y  wymawf?.  Venerable.  Anxious,  afilicted. 

p  {^i^yfy  naJmUdan,  To  scum,  to  clarify. 

p  6^y  nij and' or  naja7id.  Formidable,  terrible,  ' 
tremendous.  Venerable,  revered.  Astonished,  stu- 

pid. Altered,  changed  (by  grief  or  age),  sad,  cast 

down.  Angry.  A  considerable  merchant.  Alearned 

preceptor.  An  old  man  of  authority  and  experience, 
one  that  may  be  trusted.  Faithful.  Turbid,  muddy, 

obscure.  Ugly,  lean,  thin,  withered.  Timid,  weak, 

infirm ;  bearing,  or  unable  to  repel  an  injury.  An 

unjust  person,  wicked  man,  sinner;  one  who  in- 
jures or  oppresses.  Abhorred,  abominable.  Low 

(ground),  (in  astronomy)  The  lower  apsis  in  an 

eccentric  orbit  (opposed  to  ̂ \  awj). 

p  (_fdyp  nijandi.  Sadness,  gloom,  melancholy. 

p  ijtXiy  najnak,  A  gin,  trap,  snare. 
p      najah,  A  very  slender  branch  of  a  tree.  A 

hunter's  arrow.  A  thin  plate  of  gold  or  silver  cut 
in  the  form  of  the  leaves  of  flowers,  and  occasionally 

sprinkled  upon  the  heads  of  bridegrooms.  Name 
of  a  fixed  star.  Wood  with  which  they  cover  the 
roofs  of  houses.  Nijah,  Timid,  troubled,  vexed. 
Venerable,  revered,  awful. 

P  i^'^iy  najidan,  To  draw  forth,  extract, 

p  ̂ y  nijim.  Vapour,  mist,  darkness, p        nas,  A  shade,  arbour,  bower.   A  house. 
Nus,  The  circumference  or  environs  of  the  mouth. 

Intellect,  judgment,  understanding.    The  beard. 
Vulva.    A  slippery  place. 

^  i^jij^  nas,  A  vein,  a  sinew. 
A  (jl)  nass,  (v.  n.  of         Driving,  checking, 

or  crying  to  (camels).    Being  dishevelled  (hair). 
Going  on  rapidly  or  perseveringly  (in  any  affair). 

Approaching  to  water.  Dryness. 

A  -^(j-J  nass,  (v.  n.  of  u<j)  Driving  or  checking 
(camels)  by  crying  to  them.  Being  wanton  (a  doe), 

frisking  (round  the  male).  Thi-owing  the  month 
Muharram  on  into  Safar.  Driving  away  (cattle) 
from  the  trough.  Delaying,  protracting,  giving 
time.  Giving  credit  (for  any  thing  sold).  Selling 

on  credit.  Allowing  (camels)  to  become  extremely 
thirsty.  Beginning  to  fatten  (sheep).  Guarding  (as 

God  does  man),  prolonging  life.  Beginning  to  grow 

(as  an  animal's  coat)  after  the  former  had  dropt  off. 
Mixing,  mingling.  Mixing  (milk)  with  water ;  of- 

fering it  or  wine  to  one.  Having  a  stoppage  of  the 

menses  beyond  the  usual  time  (a  woman),  and  thence 

supposing  herself  pregnant.  Licking  her  newly- 

dropt  fawn  (a  doe).  Striking  with  a  staff.  The  be- 

ginning of  fat  or  corpulency.  Generous  wine  pro- 

moting cheerfulness.  A  new  camel's  coat.  Thin, 

watery  milk.  ̂ ^J^*i  s|j^>i  imrasatim  nasmn,K.  wo- 
man supposed  to  be  pregnant  from  the  stoppage  of 

the  menses.  Nass,  niss,  or  miss,  A  woman  who 
fancies  herself  to  be  with  child,  or  whose  pregnancy 

appears.  Niss,  One  who  mixes  or  converses  with. 

•^LJ  -^(j*o  nissu  nisasin,  An  entertainer  of  ladies, 
one  fond  of  their  society. 

p  L«Jwasa,  A  place  to  which  the  sun's  rays  never 
penetrate.  Dead.  iVwa,  The  flesh  and  bones  of  any 
dead  animal.    Name  of  two  cities  in  Khurasan. 

A  \^  nasa',  (dual         3  nasamani  and 

nasayani)  (pi.         ansat)  A  nerve  or  tendon  ex- 
tending from  the  hip  to  the  heel ;  also  a  disease 

aflPecting  it ;  sciatica. 

A  >L«3  nasas,  (v.  n.  of  L*i)  Granting  a  delay 

for  the  payment  of  a  debt.  Length  (of  life).  Ni~ 

sas.  Woman,  the  female  sex  ;  a  lady. 
A  (— -jI-*)  nisab,  Connection,  relation. 

A  nassah,  Skilful  in  genealogies. 
A  sjLli  7iassdhat,  Skilful  in  genealogies,  an  able 

genealogist :  a  registrar  of  pedigrees. 
A  sU-j  nassat,  (v.  n.  of  L-3)  Supposing  (herself) 

pregnant  from  the  stoppage  of  her  courses  (a  wo- 
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man).  Nussat,  Delay,  a  putting  off  the  payment  of 

a  debt.  6^\>  ba^hu  hi  nussatin.  He  sold  or 
lie  bought  it  upon  credit.    Nasasat,  (pi.  of 

nasii)  Fat.  Those  who  give  names  to  and  arrange 
the  order  of  the  months. 

A  ̂^---^  nassaj,  A  weaver.  A  maker  of  coats  of 
mail  with  iron  rings.  A  composer,  inventor.  A  liar. 

A  a»>l**,3  nisajat,  The  weaving  art. 

A^^>  nnscih,  Rubbish,  stalks,  date-fragments. 
p  nasar,  A  place  impervious  to  the  sun's 

rays.   An  ai  hour,  canopy,  bower,  shade,  shadow. 

A  nusm'lyat,  An  eagle. 
A  an  nassasat,  Mecca. 

A  i_^.«A>L*,i  nasnsif,  (pi.  of  nussaf)  Birds 
resembling  swallows. 

A  ij\3\^'>  nasatirat,  Nestorians. 
A  (  i\^>  nisaf,  (pi.  of  Xaji**^)  Pumice-stones. 

A  WMSsa/, (and  i_ilj*>jl«*)  nasasif)  A  kind 
of  bird  repembling  a  swallow. 

A  'isX^^i  nusafat,  Chaff  which  flies  off  when  win- 
nowing. The  froth  of  milk. 

missali,  (pl.ofCii**>lj)Reli  giouSjdevout. 

A  nasahat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  reli- 
gious, devoted  to  God.  Piety,  morality,  virtue. 

A  JLj«^j  nusal,  Feathers  or  hairs  falling  from 

birds  and  animals.  Gossamer,  down  flying  off  from 

withered  plants. 

A  nusalat,  Hairs  or  feathers  falling  from 

animals  or  birds  when  moulting. 

A         nisam,  (pi.  of  j^.—^)  Gentle  breezes, 
A  nasamat,  (v.  n.  of  j«**.3)  Spirting  forth 

water  (ground).  Striking  with  the  foot  (a  camel). 

Changing,  turning. 

A  i^juAtJ)  nasanis,  A  satyr.  An  ourang-outang. 
She-marmosets,  female  chimpanzees. 

A  Sjl««3  nisarcat,  (v.  n.  of  |j-.3)  Forgetting. 

A  nasasij,  (pi.  ofL^T^)  Webs,  wefts. 
A  (^jl^  nasasis,  (pi.  of  S-«J**j)  Detractions. 

nasuiih,  (pi.  of  X^=»ji*mJ)  Sacrifices. 

A         nasaiim,  (pi.  of  j«i-*»3)  Breezes,  gales. 
A  nasal),  (v.  n.  of  l—»-*))  Mentioning  the 

lineage  of  any  one;  denominating  him  by  his  fa- 

mily-name. Referring  (to  any  one) ;  deriving  (one 
thingfrom  another).  Praising(a  mistress)  in  verse, 

(pi.  f^\^>\ ansuh)  Genealogy  (especially  in  the  pa- 
fernalline);  lineage, race, stock, family, house.  A 

patronymic  or  family-name.  j  nasab 
u  hasab,  Genealogy  and  acquirements.  ji5 
zu  nasah,  Related,  a  relation,  one  of  the  family. 

L— Jj.j:^mcyM?M'mwasaJ,Ofunknownfamily. 

p j>}>'>,  t—.*.»»3nosa&-j9a2;w',  A  pretender,  claimant. 

p  i^ji_S>.  nasah-pazirl,  Pretendership. 
A  3  nisbat,  (v.  n.  of  t_^*«3)  Mentioning  the 

lineage  (of  any  one).  Referring  (to  any  one),  de- 
riving one  thing  from  another.  Relation,  respect, 

regard,  attribute,  reference.    Aflinity,  connection. 

yufi  nisbat,  The  affix  denoting 
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kindred  and  relationship  (in  Arabic  words  with, 
and  in  Persian  words  without,  tashdid.  Nisbat  or 

nusbai,  Lineage,  stock,  race,  extraction,  relation- 

ship cn  the  father's  side.  Nishatan,  (p  d.»Ju.Jb 
ba  nisbat^  Relatively,  in  respect  of,  in  regard  to. 

p  ̂(Sj^^uLaXm-j  nisbat  kardan,  To  ascribe  to,  impute. 
ij'^j^  CIaXu-j  yj'^  /tfsera  ba  durorjli  nis- 

bat kardan,  To  accuse  or  charge  a  person  with  a 

lie.    A  Nasahat,  Proportion. 

A  ̂ J^**^  nishatt.  Related,  having  reference  to. 

Related  by  marriage,  connected.  A  wife's  brother. 
p  i^AolijsM*)  nasab-nama,  Pedigree,  descent.  A 

genealogical  tree. 
v^*>*)  nashv,  A  slippery  place.  Plain,  smooth. 

p  nasbut,  Judgment,  discrimination. 

The  faculty  of  judging  between  good  and  bad. 
p  s-x^  nisba,  A  course  of  bricks  in  a  wall. 

A  J^^—3  nashly.  Related  to,  of  the  blood. 
p naspar.  Place  where  they  press  grapes. 

p  «JwO  nisjnth,  A  layer  or  course  of  bricks  or 
clods  in  a  wall. 

p  tii]ljL»3  nisiak,  A  twist  of  the  guts,  gripes. 

vJL^  nastar,  A  narcissus.  The  dog-rose.  Name 
of  a  monk  of  Persia  cotemporary  with  Noshiravan. 

p  nastardan,  A  narcissus. 

p  ̂jj?-'— J  nastaran,  A  narcissus.  The  dog-rose  ; 
the  vvhite  rose  of  India.  A  flower-garden.  Clover. 
A  kind  of  cloth. 

p  ̂ ^JJ<*^^  nastarun,  A  narcissus.  Dog-rose. 

A  ̂Ax'S^nasta^iJi,  (from  naslih  and  ̂ JaIjO 
ta^ik)  A  kind  of  Persian  writing  (or  characters). 

A  ̂-k-^  nustuk,  A  servant. 
p  (^jL*.3  nistak,Yery  fine  spun  cotton. 

p  nistam,  A  place  of  sitting  down  or  abid- 

ing.   A  nest. 
p  Jjju-J  nastuh,  Brave,  warlike.  Contentious, 

quarrelsome,  pugnacious.  Rude,  harsh,  rough,  mo- 
rose, churlish.  Name  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 

p  f^f^^  nastahan,The  brother  of  PTran  WTsah. 

A  nasj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   ....  >)  Weaving  (cloth). 
Lying,  giving  a  false  colouring.  Marking  (as  the 

winddoessand  orwater)  with  long  furrows  orwaves 

(when  blowing  lengthwise  and  crosswise).  Com- 

posing, making  verses.  Texture.  0_»a5oj53^ 

nasjul  ̂ nhahut,  A  cobweb.  Nusuj,  Carpets  on 
which  they  kneel  at  prayer. 

A  nas-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *^)  Blowing,  sweeping 
(dust).  Rubbish,  stalks  of  dates;  any  thing  simi- 

lar at  the  bottom  of  a  vessel  or  hamper.  Nasah, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ -j)  Coveting. 

A ̂ ^nashh,  (v.  n.of^«j)Transcribing(abook), 
copying.  Cancelling.  Obliterating,  defacing,  abro- 

gating (a  law),  repealing  (one  by  another),  annul- 
ling, rejecting,  breaking,  confuting.  Transforming 

into  an  ugly  shape.  Turning  the  contents  of  one 
hive  into  another.  The  modern  Arabic  character. 

Nusahh,  (pi.  of  'i^^  ttuskhai)  Examples. 

< — ^j^y  nasikhi  nvsahhi  tarvariMi  salaf. 
The  writers  of  the  exemplars  or  annals  of  ancient 
times,  i.e.  ancient  historians. 

A  'is^  nuskhat,  (pi.  nusakh)  Exemplar, 
prototype,  archetype,  a  copy  or  model  whence  any 

thing  is  taken.  A  manuscript-copy.  A  physician's 
recipe.  A  prescription  of  ingredients  for  any  com- 

position. P^^^J-{^s.^^nuskha  kardan,To  transcribe. 

nyshhajat,  (pi.  of  &^*^)  Books. P  nuskha-navisi,  Recipe-writing. 

P  naskJu,  A  mode  of  writing. 
A  s-x^i^  nusalihiyat,  Distant  (city). 

A  nasr,  (v.  n.  of  j)  Tearing  (flesh)  with 
the  beak  (a  hawk).  Shaving,  erasing,  flaying,  de- 

nuding. Slandering.  Wounding.  Rankling  (as  a 

wound).  Taking  a  little  food.  (pl.j*«31  ansur  and 
nusur)  A  vulture.  An  eagle.  (pl.j^*«3  nu- 

iiir)  A  piece  of  hard  dry  flesh  like  a  date-stone  on 

the  upper  interior  part  of  the  hoof  of  a  sheep.  The 

frog  of  a  horse's  foot,  jjll?  nasri  tasir,  The 
constellation  called  the  Eagle.  ̂  an  nas- 

ru  I  n-aki.^,  The  falling  vulture,  i.e.  the  Lyre  (ano- 

ther constellation).  j*JJ\  ̂ ^S»'janahu''n  nasr,  Ele- 
campane,        an'  nasr.  Name  of  an  Arabian  idol. 

Vjj^  nasar,  Shade,  shadow.  The  shadow  of 
a  mountain  or  high  cap.  A  hut  or  wooden  shed 
on  the  top  of  a  mountain.  A  shady  place.  A  place 

impervious  to  the  sun's  rays.    Nisar,  A  canopy. 
p         nasrud,  nasurd,  or  nusurd,  A  hunter. 

p  ̂ j-*^  nasram.  Name  of  an  idol,  of  a  female 
figure,  in  a  temple  at  Bamean. 
A  nasri.  Aquiline. 

A  ̂ ^>.J*^^  nasrayn,  (oblique  dual  of  nasr) 
The  constellations  of  the  Eagle  and  the  Lyre.  Nis- 
rin.  Name  of  a  flower. 

p  nas'iin,  A  wild  rose.    Name  of  an 
island  where  amber  is  found. 

A  nusus.  Bad  roots  or  origins. 

A  la— 3  nast,  (v.  n.  of  lx*.j)  Thrusting  the  hand 
into  the  matrix  of  a  mare  and  extracting  therefrom 

the  seed  of  a  low-bred  stallion.  Wringing  (a  wet 

cloth).  Striking  (with  a  whip).  Nusut,  Those  who 
extract  the  foetus  in  a  bad  or  preposterous  birth. 

A  ̂__j>>ll5-dJ  nistas,  A  proper  name. 
Aj^ia*».3  nustur,  Nestorius,  who  appeared  in 

the  time  of  the  caliph  Mamiin. 

A  ̂ j^^  nasturiy,  Nestorian.    A  Christian. 
A  Wjjla*-3  nus  or  nastunyat,  Nestorian  sect. 

A  nas^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -*>)  Being  bare  of  the 
gums  and  loose  (the  teeth).  Having  such  teeth. 

Dropping  from  the  gums  (the  front  teeth).  Being 

crook-backed,  having  crooked  teeth  ;  having  a  col- 

lapse of  belly.  Travelling.  iS^/s^,  The  north  wind. 
A  kind  of  twisted  thong.  A  strap  with  which  they 

bind  a  camel's  pack-saddle.  The  wrist-joint.  Nm^ 

or  nis^  (pi.  of         nis^t)  Twisted  thongs. 
A         nis^t,  (pi.        nus^  nis^,  ̂L~j\  ansa^ 



andyA-3»jw«w^)A  thong  twisted  with  a  broad  plat.  A 
thong  with  which  they  bind  a  earners  pack-saddle. 

A  &l3«j-J  nas^yat,  Northern  (wind). 
A  nasgh,  (v.  n.  of  Striking  (with  rod 

or  lash).  Brushing  (as  a  baker  his  bread)  with  a 

buncli  of  feathers.  Pricking  especially  certain  fi- 

gures upon  the  skin  with  a  needle,  and  then  rub- 
bing them  over  with  woad,  indigo,  or  any  thing 

similar  which  makes  an  indelible  impression.  Stab- 

bing (with  reproaches).  Travelling,wandering.  Be- 
ing loose  (the  teeth).  Diluting  (wine  or  milk)  with 

water.  iVys^A,  The  young  sproutings  of  lopt-trees. 
Water  flowinof  out  of  a  tree  that  has  been  cut. 

A  nai^f,  (v.  n.  of  L_fl-N«i)  Pulling  down 

(an  edifice)  to  the  foundation.  Tearing  up  grass 

by  the  roots  (a  camel).  Bruising,  pounding  small, 

and  scattering.  Winnowing  (corn).  Biting.  Be- 
daubing, plastering.  Wiping  (the  hands).  Nisaf 

or  nusuf,  (pi.  of  &ajy--3  nasifat)  Blackish  pumice- 
stones  with  which  they  clean  the  feet. 

A  (jlfl— j  nasfan,  Full,  overflowing  (vessel). 

A  'i'xJi  nas,  nis,  nus,  or  nasafat,  A  kind  of  black 
pumice-stone  with  which  they  clean  the  feet. 

.  A  nasafiy,  Native  of  Nasaf. 

A  nask,  (v.  n.  of  ,3-<3)  Putting  in  order, 

making  (a  speech)  coherent,  connecting  it  judi- 

ciously. Threading(pearls).  iV^asa^,  Order,  method, 
series.  Arrangement,  management.  Connection. 

Style,  mode  of  writing.  Well-connected  (oration). 

Strung  together  (pearls,  beads).  A  well-set  row  of 

teeth.  (A  mouth)  with  well-set,  even  teeth.  ̂ ■^\ 

ari  nasak  or  nusuh^he  constellation  Orion.  js- 

liurvfu'n  nasak,  The  letters j  n-aw  and  i — J 

fd ;  also  the  words  p  sMmm,_j\  a7v,  ̂ \  am,  [_^=>-  hat- 

ta\  ̂ Jj  hal,*^  /a,l*\  amma,  Idhin.  \slL>  nasa- 
han,  In  rows  or  ranks  (as  men  or  trees). 

p^*-3Hasa/e,Conformable.  Mannei',habit,order. 

A  ̂^IS*-J  naskani,  Two  stars  near  'i^W  al  fah- 
hat,  one  on  the  right,  the  other  on  the  left. 

p  uiL«3  nasli,  A  lentil.  Name  of  a  triangular 

thorny  plant.  Nush,  A  section  or  part  of  the  Zand 

(of  which  there  are  twenty-one). 
AuLL-j  nash,  (v.  n.  of  t:iL^)  Cleaning  (a  gar- 

ment), washing  with  water.  Rendering  (saltish 

ground)  sweet  and  wholesome.  Persevering  in  a 
correct  line  of  conduct.  Nush,  nash,  nish,  or  nusuh, 

(v.  n.  of  cLi*«3)  Being  religous,  devout;  virtuous, 

dedicating,or  sacrificing  to  God.  Divine  worship, 

adoration.  Every  thing  due  to  God.  Nush  or  nu- 
suh, A  victim,sacrifice.  Nasak,  A  frequented  place. 

Nusah,  A  kind  of  bird.  Nusuh,  The  blood  of  a 

victim,  (pi.  of  nasihai)  Sacrifices,  victims. 

p         nashd,  The  earth,  ground. 

p  \jC^  nash-bd.  Lentil-broth. 

A  &5C~3  nashat,  (v.n.  of  i.^!...?)  Being  religious, 

devoted  to  the  worship  of  God. 

p  xiLj  naskanj,  A  tickling,  pinching. 
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A  nasi,  (v.  n.  of  J— j)  (An  animal)  beget- 
ting or  bi-inging  forth  (many  young).  Changing 

(the  feathers),  moulting.  Casting  (the  coat).  Run- 
ning fast.  Slippingfrom  off  the  shoulders  (a  cloak). 

Losing  one's  wits.  (pi.  (Jl.«j\  ansa/)  Offspring,  pro- 
geny, lineage,  pedigree,  genealogy,  descendants, 

descent,  relationship,  stock,  race,  breed,  caste,  fa- 

mily. ^ttd\  nasli  adham.  Wine  made  from 
black  grapes.  Nasal,  (v.  n.  of  (J-->)  Making  haste, 

running  fast.  Milk  flowing  spontaneously  from 

the  dug ;  also  from  a  green  fig. 

A  (j^L-nJ  nasaldn,  (v.n.  of  (J-*^)  Making  haste 
(in  running).   Slipping  off  the  shoulders  (a  cloak). 

A         nasliy.  Of  family. 

A  j»*»J  nasam,  (v.  n.  of  |«*~>>)  Blowing  gently 
(wind),  breathing  (as  odours).  Changing,  corrupt- 

ing (in  smell).  A  kind  of  green  and  swift-flying 
bird.  The  scent  of  milk.  The  smell  of  grease.  Be- 

ginning, commencement,  exordium.  The  first  blast 
of  wind,  that  especially  which  is  the  forerunner  of 
a  gale.  A  defaced  or  indistinct  path.  (pi. 

awsa??j)  Respiration.  A  gentle  breeze.  (pl.ofiL»*MJ 
nasamat)  Souls,  spirits.  Men. 

A  ̂l*— J  nasamdn,  (v.  n.  of  j»-*))  Blowing  gently 
(wind),  breathing  (perfume). 

A  «v>~^  nasamat.  Breathing,  respiration.  An 

asthma,  (pi.  nasam  and  Ol»-*>  nasamat)  A 
man.    A  purchased  slave. 

p  nasmil.  Congruous,  agreeing,  suiting. 

One  who  fixes  his  residence  anywhere. 

A  nasnds  or  nisnds,  A  kind  of  ape,  a 

marmoset;  an  ourang-outang,  satyr,  fawn.  A 
monstrous  race  of  men  or  demons  who  have  only 

one  leg  and  one  arm,  and  move  by  leaping,  i— 

karahun  nasndsun,  A  swift  nocturnal  jour- 

ney in  quest  of  water.  ^\  ̂ is  kata^'l- 
Idhu  nasndsahu.  May  God  efface  his  vestiges !  &il3 

(_j»»U*-J  CL^Xd  ndkatun  zdtu  nasndsin,  A  she-camel 
with  remains  of  strength  for  travelling. 

A  'b-,*^^  nasnasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^jJx^  Q)  Flying 
rapidly  (a  bird).  Driving  or  calling  out  to  camels. 
Being  weak.  Blowing  cold  (wind). 

p na  or  nisu,  Slippery,  smooth,  bright  (mir- 

ror, sword),  ̂ ^i^j^ y^  nasu  hardan.  To  polish, 
smooth,  brighten. 

A  J— 3  nasus,  A  woman  supposed  pregnant. 

A  nisn-dn.  Women,  ladies. 

A  1^)^^  tiisKdmy,  Feminine,  womanly. 

Pj\iyj^  nasubdr,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Fasting. 

A  J_j*m3  naswat,{y.n.  of  ̂ _^i)  Forgetting.  Neg- 
lect or  abandonment  (of  work).  One  draught  of 

milk.  NisKat  or  nusmat,  Women  (the  singular  in 

use  is  'if-jo  marsat,  A  woman). 
A  .3  nasuj,  (A  she-camel)  going  or  trotting 

fast  and  throwing  the  load  on  her  withers.  One 
which  carries  a  burden  steadily. 

p  tJj*-}  nasud,  Soft,  smooth,  slippery. 
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p  {^i^y^  nasudi.  The  agricultural  class,  or  the 
third  of  the  four  orders,  into  which  Jamshed,  king 

of  Persia  in  ancient  times,  divided  his  subjects. 

Ajy^nusur,  (pl.ofj^  nas?')  Eagles.  Vultures. 
Pieces  of  flesh  hard  and  dry  between  the  hoofs  of 

sheep,  or  on  the  frog  of  a  horse's  foot. 
A  (^^j^  nusus,  Dryness. 

A  ̂ _j-*>  nusu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  bare  (the 
gums).  Being  loose  (the  teeth).  Having  such  teeth. 

Being  crooked-backed,  having  crooked  teeth ;  hav- 
ing the  belly  fallen  in.  Travelling.  Length,  (pi. 

of  nis^t)  Twisted  thongs  witli  which  they 
bind  camels'  pack-saddles. 

A  nasuf,  (pi.  mandsif)  (A  ca- 

mel) tearing  up  grass  by  the  roots.  (A  horse)  mov- 
ing the  feet  near  the  ground  when  running :  one 

that  brings  his  elbows  near  the  girth.  Long  and 

difficult  (ascent  of  a  mountain).  Nusuf,  (j.  n.  of 

1—0  ■■>>)  Biting.    Mark  of  a  bite. 

A  J^— J  nusul,  (v.n.  of  i_)-*J)  Changing  (the  fea- 
thers), moulting.  Shedding  his  coat  (a  horse). 

Dropping  off.    Falling,  slipping  off  (garments). 

A  nasulat,  (A  female)  kept  for  breeding. 

A  jj^— J  nisun.  Women,  the  female  sex. 
A  jjfj—J  niswly.  Womanly,  feminine,  female. 
A  \^  nasahd.  Veiny. 

V{^^^f^nas-hdnitan,  (in  zand  &  Paz.)To  cook. 

Aj_^  nasy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J*^i)  Hurting  the  nerve 
of  the  thigh  called  L-J  nasa'.  Striking  upon  the 

vein  L«J  nasa'.  Nisy,  (v.  n.  of  ,_^)  Forgetting. 
Neglecting,  omitting.  Nisy  or  nasy,  (pi.  an- 

sdf)  A  thing  forgotten  or  unworthy  to  be  remem- 
bered. Amenstruous  cloth  thrown  away.  Anything 

thrown  away  or  dropt  as  useless.  Nasa',  (v.  n.  of 

j_^-j)  Suffering  in  the  nerve  L<*J  nasa"",  being  trou- bled with  sciatica.    Nasi,  Troubled  with  sciatica. 

A  j^j-J  nasis.  Thin,  wateiy  milk.  Credit.  An 
embolism  of  a  month,  or  rather  the  throwing  on 

of  one,  as         muharra7n  into ̂ ^io  safar. 

A  ̂^^^  nasiy,  One  who  is  not  numbered  with 
others,  as  despised  or  unworthy.  Forgetful.  In- 

tercalary days  of  a  lunar  year. 

A  3  nasydf,  (A  woman)  pained  in  the  nerve 

Ly-J  nasa' ,  troubled  with  sciatica. 
A  l^-Jw<  lju«.>  wasi/aw  mansiyan.  By  forgetfulness 

and  neglect. 

A  (^^JU«J  nasydn.  Forgetful.  Nisydn,  (v.  n.  of 

j_g-*>)  Forgetting.  Leaving,  abandoning.  Forget- fulness. Oblivion.  Lethargy. 

p  ̂^Ij^  nisydn.  Opposition,  contradiction. 
A  w-»Ju~3  naslb,  (v.  n.  of  *— -w))  Celebrating  (a 

mistress)  in  verse.  Conformable,  corresponding. 

Related  to  another.  High  in  rank  or  birth.  Erotic, 

amatory  poetry,  *a»j\3  i  ̂   nasib  ndsib.  Po- 
lished amatory  verse. 

A  5LL**>  71US  or  nisMt,  Purchase  or  sale  on  credit, 

jujo  bi^uhu  bi  nussaiin,  I  sold  it  on  credit. 



A         nusayyat,  (dim.  of  »_j-uJ)  Little  women. 
A  J  nasij,  Woven.  Incomparable,  sole, 

unique.    A  weaver. 

A  X^r**'w«sya^,Aweb,  any  thing  woven.  Across 
(as  one  wind  to  another). 

P  ^  nasich,  A  kind  of  silken  stuff  embroi- 

dered with  gold.  Weak  in  mind,  foolish.  Pleased 

with  one's  self. 
A  nasikhat,  Distant  (city). 

p  nasidan,  To  put,  place,  leave. 

p  pjw)  nasiram,  A  place  where  the  sun  shines 
not.    A  window.    A  skylight. 

A  ̂ J^i^  wasis,  The  last  breath,  remains  of  life. 

Great  diligence,  excessive  labour  or  study,  vigo- 

rous effort.  Extreme  hunger.  Nature,  innate  dis- 
position, natural  form.    Two  veins  in  the  brain. 

ft  >.»<.>      ̂   balagha  minhu  nasisuhu  or  &jL<*Ad>«J 
nasisaiuhu,  He  is  almost  dead. 

A  Kd>^.>.^<,>  nasisaf,  (pi.  ̂j<jJl«*)  nasaAs)  Detrac- 
tion, slander,  private  malicious  whispering.  The 

moisture  of  a  burning  billet  exuding  at  the  end  out 

of  the  fire.  Nature,  quality,  temperament. 

A  naslgh,  Perspiration,  sweat. 

A  c-fti— J  naslf,  A  secret,  any  thing  spoken  in 
a  whisper.  The  mark  of  a  bite  of  an  ass.  The  mark 

left  in  running  a  race. 

A  sSlx^  nasifai,  (pi.  nisaf,  (  i\Ji  nisaf, 

and  I  C  ...^  ??msm/")  Akind  of  blackish  pumice-stone 
with  which  they  rub  the  feet.  Black  burnt  stones. 

A  ̂ iM^  nasik,  Joined  in  order. 
A  Ciii-*>  nasik,  Gold  and  silver. 

a&^ImJ  nasihat,  (pl.C^*<Jw«5M^andC^LJ?m- 

sdAU)  A  sacrifice,  victim.  An  ingot  of  gold  or  silver. 

a  ̂Jju*)  nasil,  Melted  honey  separated  from  the 
wax.  Feathers  or  hairs  falling  from  animals. 

A  ̂kju»J  nasila,  Veined.  Of  good  breed. 

A  &)ju-.>  nasilat,  Offspring.  A  wick.  Honey. 

p  aJju-.)  na  or  nusila,  A  string  or  troop  of  horses. 

A         nasim,  (v.  n.  of        Breathing  gently 

(wind,  odours).    Gentle  breeze,  zephyr,  fragrant 

air,  spicy  gale.  Breath.  Perspiration, 

nashni  sahar,  Morning-breeze,  p  ̂ \^u>jjS'  j»Ju-3 
naslmi  ̂ miar-shamim,  A  gale  sweet  as  ambergris. 

p  (^<u~>  nasiman,  (in  zand)  Prayer,  worship. 

p  ftJ^  nasiya,  Delay,  adjournment,  respite,  cre- 

dit. i^<^J>'  ̂   nasiya  kharidan,  To  buy 
on  credit. 

A  ̂*-3  nasis,  Delayed,  deferred.  Delay.  A 

selling  on  credit.  ati'  nash,  A  month  which 
the  Pagan  Arabians  kept  holy  instead  of  another : 

as,ji^  safar  for  muharram,  in  order  that  three 
months,  during  which  they  were  prohibited  from 

fighting,  might  not  follow  one  another.  (In  old 

'innes  they  lived  almost  entirely  on  plunder,  and 
a  tedious  peace  was  distressing.) 

A  'iix^  nasisat,  Delay,  respite ;  credit. 
p  iji^j  nash,  Shade,  a  shady  place.  The  shadow 
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of  a  lofty  cap.  Nush,  Alike,  resembling,  equal. 

Phlebotomy.  A  wild  pine-tree. 

A  ̂ jiy  nashsh,  (v.  n.  of  (j^^)  Driving  gently. 

Mixing.  A  weight  of  twenty  dirhams,  dir- 
hems,  or  drachmas. 

A  ̂ ^Jit^  nashs,  (v.  n.  of  Growing,  increas- 
ing; growing  up,  being  educated  (amongst  others). 

Creating.  Rising,  being  high  (as  a  cloud).  A  high 
cloud,  or  one  beginning  to  gather,  (pi.  \Li  nashas) 

A  young  camel.  (pl.ofj^^l3)  Youths.  Young  women. 
A  \JL>naskas,  (pi.  of  ̂ i^J^  nashs)  Young  camels, 

(pi.  oi^Jl^  nashif)  Youths.  Young  women. 
A  nasha\  An  agreeable  smell.  A  headache 

or  crop-sickness  (from  over-drinking),  (pi.  ofisLio 

nas/ia<) Youngtrees.  (for£.«*l.iJ  raas/jas<a;)  Starch. 
A  AlLi  nashds,  (v.  n.  of  lii)  Growing,  increas- 

ing ;  growing  up  (amongst).  Being  borne  upward 

(a  cloud).  Creating.  Starch.  An  agreeable  smell. 

A  jj^^vij  nashasat,  (v.  n.  of  ti.^)  Appearing,  be- 

ing produced.  Growing.  Any  thing  produced  or 
growing^.  Creating. O  °      111  ° 

A  (— nashshah.  An  arrow-maker.  Nush- 

shai,  (pi.  of  ioLij  nushshabat)  Arrows. 

A  'iAzji  nashshabat,  Archers.  Nushshabat,  An 
arrow,  especially  a  Persian  arrow,  made  of  wood ; 

an  Arabian  one,  being  a  reed,  is  called  sahm. 

Pj^Lli  nishabur,  (oYj^\t^  nishdpur)  One  of 
the  capitals  of  Khurasan.  The  word  is  said  to  im- 

ply the  city  of  Shapur.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A  sliu  nashsat,  (v.  n.  of  l.ij)  Growing.  Ap- 

pearing, being  produced.  Being  borne  upward  (a 

cloud).  Creating.  Any  thing  produced,  growing. 

Creature.  j^j^VsliiwasA^aiM  7 wZa'jFirst creation. 

l^yf':^\'i\JL^  nashsatu'l  ukhra',  Last  creation. 
A  al<ij  nashdt,  (pi.  Uij  nasha')  A  young  tree. 
A  OLij  nashdt,  A  creature.  Any  thing  pro- 

duced or  growing.  Appearing,  growing. 

A  ̂J^3\zJ^  nashdtayn,  This  world  and  the  next. 
A  nashshah,  Full  and  trickling  (bottle). 

p  ̂J^s>-LiJ  nishdhhtan,  (or  (j;iJk>-Li3  nishdkln- 
dan)  To  fix  in  the  ground.  To  establish, strengthen, 

appoint,  specify. 

Pj^Lii  nashd-khwur,  A  person  who  takes  in- 
toxicating drugs,  a  drunkard. 

A  liUj  nishdd,  (v.  n.  3  of  si^)  Praying,  be- 
seeching, conjuring. 

AjijLiJ  nushddir  or  nishddir,  Sal-ammoniac. 

A  'ij^  nushdrat,  Sawdust. 
p         nishdra,Rotten  wood  falling  to  powder. 

p  nishdridan.  To  scatter,  bestow  gifts. 

AjLij  nashdz,  A  high  place.  Nishdz,  (pi.  of 

J-li  nashz)  High  places. 

A^u»\z^  nashdstaj,  (from  p  ajLu*Lij)  Starch. 
p  i^^^unKzJi  nishdstan.  To  cause  to  sit,  place, seat. 
pauwjLij  nishdsta.  Starch.    Placed,  seated. 

A  nashshdshat,  Salsuginous  ground,  pro- 
ducing no  grass. 

A  ̂ ^\^  nashds,  Persons  of  the  same  age.  A 
crowd  of  young  girls.  Equal  herds  (of  horses  or 
camels).  Nishds  or  nashds,  (pi.  {^ja^  nushus^  A 

high,  towering  cloud. 
nashdsiy,  (A  horse)  whose  buttocks 

or  other  extremities  are  prominent. 

^  A  i?LiJ  nashdt,  (v.  n.  of  Ixio)  Being  brisk, 

lively,  sprightly.  Growing  fat  with  excellent  pas- 
ture (a  horse).  Cheerfulness,  gladness,  gleojoy^ 

exultation,  triumph,  briskness,  pleasure.  Nishdt, 

(pi.  of  laJ^  nashit)  Brisk,  cheerful,  lively. 

^  ̂^{^^  nasAa^i,Cheerful,  brisk,  lively,  saucy. 

A&Pli^  mtshd^t.  Any  thing  torn  up  with  the 
hand  and  thrown  away. 

p  i_->li*>  nishdf.  Dryness  in  the  mouth  from 
extreme  hunger. 

A  u-sLi*)  nishdf,  (pi.  of  'iSiLi  nashfat)  Black 
pumice-stones  with  which  they  rub  the  feet. 

A  (_-sl-io  nashshdf,  One  who  dips  bread  into 

the  pot,  and  eats  it  slily  by  himself,  p  t_il^  <S^^ 

hdghizi  nashshdf.  Blotting-paper. 

h'sSyLinushdfatjVroih  of  new  milk.Bilge-water. 
A  &il.ib>  nashshdfat,  A  napkin. 

A  Ij^^  nashdha',  Deer  or  other  game  caught 

by  the  neck  in  the  hunters'  toils. p  uilLij  nashdk,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Sugar. 

A  nashshdl,  One  who  dips  a  sop  in  the  pot 

and  eats  it  alone. 

p  ̂jl-ii  nishdn,  A  sign,  signal,  mark,  character, 
seal,  stamp,  impression,  annotation,  index.  A  butt, 

target  (for  archers).  A  trail.  An  ensign,  flag,  ban- 

ner, standard,  colours.  Family-arms,  armorial  bear- 
ings. The  letter  of  a  prince.  A  goal,  term,  boundary. 

A  cicatrice,  scar.  Part,  portion,  share;  chance,lot. 

(in  corap.)  Fixing,  planting,  establishing,  allaying, 

impressing :  as,  (j^-i<J  shdh-nishdn,  Establish- 

ing a  king ;  C^Jsj^  hardrat-nishdn.  Allaying 
heat.  jio^  hhdtir-nishdn,  Impressing  the 

\Li  nishdni  sher  u  hhnur- 

mind.  SioMj^  O 

shed.  The  order  of  the  Lion  and  Sun.  (ji^^ 
nishdn  kardan.  To  impress,  make  a  mark,  sign,  or 

signal.  To  make  an  annotation.  To  resemble, 

^^l^  nishdn  nihddan,To  betroth,  affiance,  or  marry 

a  woman  by  giving  her  a  ring.  Jis\s>-  khd- 
tir-nishdn,  A  memorial,  remembrance. 

V nislidn-barddr,  A  standard-bearer. 

p^\ti  nishdn-ddr,  A  standard-bearer,  en- 
sign, cornet.  Marked,  signed.  Possessing  armo- 

rial bearings. 

p  ̂s>\Ju>  nishdndagl,  Insertion,  plantation. 

p  ̂^ivl-ii  nishdndan.  To  mark,  delineate,  place 

one  thing  upon  another,  in  order  to  make  an  im- 
pression or  ornament.  To  fix  in  the  ground  (a  stone 

or  stake)  by  way  of  signal ;  to  insert ;  to  plant  (a 

tree).  To  shake  (garments).  To  follow  one,  to  at- 
tend, to  dog.  To  quench  (a  fire)  with  water,  to 

extinguish.    To  wipe,  clean.    To  sit,  or  cause  to 



sit.  To  prescribe  business,  to  constitute,  appoint ; 

to  put  in  order,  place.    To  take  aim. 

p  SiioLio  niskanda,  Planted,  ^^i^  idS^Li  ni- 
shandasi  dastt,  Planted  with  (his)  own  hand. 

p  ̂J\-»jVij  nishanistan,  To  place,  seat,  make  sit. 

p  slGLii  nhhau-gdh,  A  butt,  target.  A  goal. 

p j^l^  nishangar,  One  who  makes  a  mark. 

A  pair  of  compasses.    Keeper  of  the  seals. 
p  jolij  nishana,  A  butt  for  archers.  A  mark, 

sign,  impression. 

pj\jj^  aiUi  nishana- andaz,  Hitting  the  mark, 
unerring.    A  marksman. 

p  nishani,  A  mark,  sign,  token.  Signa- 
ture.   A  token  of  remembrance. 

p  ̂^li.jjLij  nishanldan,  To  mark,  impress.  To 
quench  thirst. 

PjjUij  nisharvar,  Name  of  a  river  in  Persia. 

p  d^\ZJ  nashai/ad,  It  does  not  suit ;  it  is  dis- 

agreeable, improper,  or  inconvenient. 

A  ̂V-ij  nashaJiy,  A  maker  or  vender  of  starch. 

A  nashb,  (v.  n.  of  Sticking  to,  be- 

ing necessary.  Nashah,  (v.  n.  of  \^^Z^)  Adhering 

tenaciously,  being  fixed  firmly.  Leaving  off,  de- 
sisting, giving  over.  Wealth  in  slaves,  cattle,  land, 

live  or  dead  stock.  A  tree  of  which  they  make  bows. 

A  nushbat,  (v.  n.  of Adhering  te- 
naciously, being  firmly  fixed.  Adhesion,  tenacity, 

A  man  who  sticks  close  to  a  thing.  A  wolf.  Name 

of  a  man.  Nashabat,  Wealth  in  live  or  dead  stock. 

p  tjJ^  nishbara,  Part  of  the  food  which  cattle 

keep  in  their  mouths  to  ruminate.    A  shade. 

p  J-J>i;j  nashbil,  Laying  one's  hands  on  a  thing. 
Suspending.  Sewing  or  joining  two  things  together. 

p  J-xij  nashpil  or  nishpil,  A  net.  A  fishing- 
hook.  A  hook  for  hanging  any  thing  up.  A  hooked 

pole  for  pulling  down  the  boughs  of  fruit-trees. 
p  7iasht,  Destroyed,  ruined,  spoiled,  lost, 

perished ;  withered.  Weak,  lazy,  languid.  Nisht 

Well,  good,  healthy. 

p jilij  nislitar,  A  lancet,  fleam.  A  trocar.  A 

canine  tooth.  ̂ i^^^Li^  nislitar  zadan,  To  apply 
the  lancet,  to  lance. 

p  idjjiz^  nishtar-zada,  Lanced. 
p  ̂^J:^  nishtan,  To  sit.  To  remain, 

p  yiJU>  nashtu,  Name  of  a  man. 

p  ̂^t^  nishti,  Goodness ;  weal.  How  are  you  ? 

A  ̂   nashj,  (v.  n.  of  Crying,  sobbing. 
Braying  (an  ass).  Shaking,  trilling,  quavering  (a 

singer).  Croaking  (a  frog).  Making  a  noise  (like 

a  boiling  pot,  or  a  bottle  when  decanting).  Nashaj, 

(pl.^lio\ans/«a;)An  aqueduct,canal, water-course. 

A^.io  nashli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fL>)  Drinking,  though 
not  sufficient  to  quench  thirst.  Drinking  enough. 

Watering  (horses).  Ntishuh,  Drunkards. 

p  nvsh  or  nishkhar,  What  ruminant  ani- 

mals throw  up  to  be  chewed :  the  cud. 

V nishkhrvar or nushkhwar,  (j^^^  nish- 
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lilmur  or  1>j^^  iiishlihwura')  Chewing  the  cud. 
The  cud.  f^dj^ nushkhwar  hardan,  (or 

^jiij  zadan)  To  chew  the  cud,  ruminate. 

p  iS-^jJ\^^^  nishkhwdr-zananda,  Ruminant. 
A  liwii  nashd,  (v.  n.  of  Jk.ij)  Seeking  (any  thing 

lost).  Knowing,  recollecting.  Giving  information 

to  the  owner  of  a  thing  lost.  Asking,  inquiring,  be- 

seeching for  Gods's  sake,  saying  (to  one),  I  con- 
jure you  by  God  !  Jilb  cilii^  nashdaha  billdh, 

I  conjure  thee  for  God's  sake  ! 
A  nishddn,  (v.  n.  of  tX^)  Seeking  (any 

thing  lost).  Asking,  inquiring,  beseeching  for  God's 
sake.  Givinginformation  to  the  owner  of  a  thing  lost. 
A  nishdat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ xiu)  Seeking  (any 

thing  lost).  Asking,  inquiring,  beseeching  for  the 

love  of  God.  Giving  information  to  the  owner  of 

a  thing  lost.  A  sound,  noise,  voice.  Verses  which 
are  desired  to  be  repeated. 

A jLi  nashr,  (v.  n.  of  Spreading  (a  table 

or  carpets);  expanding,  extending,  diffusing.  Pub- 
lishing (news).  Dispersing,  scattering,  strewing. 

Reviving,  recalling  to  life.  Coming  to  life  (one 

dead).  Being  scattered  (leaves).  Putting  forth 

leaves  (a  tree).  Pricking  up  the  ears.  Cutting 
with  a  saw.  Being  verdant  at  the  end  of  summer 

(ground),  being  covered  with  a  fresh  crop.  Blow- 
ing on  a  cloudy  day  (wind).  Averting  evil  (from 

another),  arming  (him)  with  a  talismanic  charm. 
The  scab.  The  first  appearance  of  young  herbage. 

Withering  grassrefreshed by  rain.  Life.  A  fragrant 

smell.  The  smell  of  a  woman's  breath.  The  stench 

of  thearm-pitsaftersleeping.  Men  scattered  without 

a  leader.  ̂ \  C^jL>  nasharati'r  rih,  The  wind 
blew  on  a  cloudy  day.  ̂   i^'^^  1^3^  nashri 

hhKcin  hardan,  To  cover  a  table,  a  Nashr  or  na- 

shar,  Diff"used  (wind)  scattering  clouds  and  caus- 

ing rain.  Nushr  or  nushur,  (pi.  of  nashiir') 
DiflTused  (winds)scatteringcloudsand  causing  rain. 

Nashar,  (v.  n.  ofj-i*>)  Being  afflicted  with  a  con- 
tagious scab  (camels).  Scattered.  Men  scattered 

without  a  leader.  A  nocturnal  dispersion  of  sheep 

pasturing  without  a  shepherd,  i^j^  ̂ •^^ 
alldhumma  azmum  nashari,  An  ejaculatory  prayer. 

Niishur,  Sponte  effluens  viri  sperma. 

A  djJLj  nushrat,  An  amulet,  preventive,  charm 
to  drive  away  madness  or  disease,  p 

niishrasi  tijldn,  Any  thing  written  with  saffron  on 
the  tablets  of  children  for  averting  evil. 

p  jDj-ii  nashram,  A  place  impervious  to  the  sun. 
A  nashra ,  (Camels)  troubled  with  a 

spreading  and  contagious  scab. 

nashz,  (v.  n.  ofj-iij)  Ascending,  sitting, 

standing  on  a  high  place.  (pl.Jj-i*>  nushuz,j^J:y\ 

anshdz,  andjl.il>  nishdz)  A  high  place.  Nashaz, 
A  high  place.  Height  of  situation.  An  old  man, 
but  sound  in  body.    Nashiz,  Soft  and  flaccid. 

p  CL^*>J^  nishast,  He  sat  down.  Sitting.  Ses- 

sion.  CLawjU-^  l1a...m.>  7iishast  bar  hhdst,  Good- 
breeding,  etiquette,  politeness.  ̂ ^i^^^O, ni- 

shast  hardan,  To  sit  down.  ^J'^...  -'r.\  jl'.'l.  sJaiiur- 
nishast,  Sitting  or  riding  a  camel.  A  riding-camel. 

p  t^'^Zt}  nishast-gdli,  (or  a.^  gah)  A  place  on 
which  one  sits.  The  time  or  place  of  sitting.  A 

dwelling,  habitation,  residence.  Buttocks. 

p  {^y^^Jl^  nishastan,  To  sit  down,  recline.  To 
sink,  settle  down,  precipitate.  To  dwell,  inhabit. 

To  settle  upon  (as dust).  To  remain.  To  extinguish. 
To  be  extinfruished. 

p  So  i^A^J^  nashastan-gdh,  The  time  or  place 

of  washing.  Nishastan-gdh,  A  place  on  which  one 
sits.  The  buttocks. 

p  j_^Ju-wi->  nishastani,  Whatever  one  is  carried 
upon  (as  a  horse,  camel,  vehicle,  or  ship).  Any 

place  or  thing  in  which  one  sits. 
p  eOL.^  nishasta,  Sitting.  Who  sits  or  resides. 

(Dust)  settled  upon  (any  thing).  sX«*.i.J  ̂ ^J-^ 
barhani  nishasta,  Collected  together,  accumulated, 

heaped,  piled  up.  j ji  faro  nishasta,  Low , 

depressed,  humble.  Sitting  in  a  low"  place. 
Ai^ja^  nushus,  (pi.  of(^li^)  Towering  clouds. 
A  IxiJ  nasht,  (v.  n.  of  Ixij)  Going  out  (of  a 

place).  Carrying  one  from  place  to  place  (anxiety). 

Pulling  (a  bucket)  briskly  (out  of  a  well)  at  one 
draught  without  the  aid  of  a  pulley.  Putting  (a 

knot)  on  a  rope.  Biting  (a  serpent).  Nuslmt,  Those 
who  untwist  a  rope  in  order  to  twist  it  a  second  time. 

A  Vi.'m>  nashz,  A  carrying  off  rapidly. 

A  nash^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^^  Tearing  up  or  car- 
rying off  by  violence.  Putting  any  thing  into  the 

mouth  of  an  infant.  Instructing,  teaching.  Mak- 

ins  a  noise  in  the  throat. 

A  nashgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ~^)  Making  a  noise 
in  the  throat,  as  one  going  to  faint ;  also  in  grief 

or  any  other  violent  emotion.  Suggesting  or  teach- 

ing (a  speech).  Flowing  (water).  Piercing.  Pour- 

ing (medicine)  down  a  child's  throat.  Drinking 

(v/ater)  from  the  hand. 
A  nushshagh,  (pi.  of  ndshigh)  Those 

who  make  a  noise  in  the  throat. 
A  {.JuLi  nashf,  (v.  n.  of  u-fli^)  Going  away, 

perishing.  (A  garment)  imbibing  (perspiration),  or 
a  cistern  (water),  or  paper  (ink).  Sinking  into  the 

ground  (water).  Nishf,  nashaf,  nishaf,  and  nushaf, 

(pi.  oi'^SiLi  nash,  nish,  nusk,  and  nashafat)  Black, 
burnt-looking  pumice-stones.  Nashaf,  Ground 

imbibing  water,  or  the  water  so  sucked  up. 

A  nashf  at,  A  clout  with  which  rain-water 
is  sucked  up  and  wrung  out  into  a  vessel.  Nashf  at, 

nishfat,  nushfat,  or  nashafat,  (pi.  1  nashaf, 

nishf,  nishaf,  nushaf,  and  I  sLi^S  nishaf)  A  pumice- 
stone  for  rubbing  the  feet.  Nishfat  or  nushfat,  A 

little  remaining  in  the  bottom  of  a  vessel.  What- 
ever is  taken  with  a  ladle  out  of  a  boiling  pot  and 

sipped  hot.  Nushfat,  Froth  of  new  milk.  Nashi- 



fat,  Ground  which  imbibes  water. 

A  jji^  nashk,  (y.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Smelling  (any 
thing  fragrant);  snuffing  up  (medicine or  perfume). 

Being  caught  and  entangled  in  a  toil  (a  deer). 

Odour,  perfume.  ̂ jijJ^  ij makruhu'n  nashk, 
Of  a  disagreeable  flavour  or  smell.  Nashik,  One 
who  embarrasses  himself  in  affairs  from  which  he 

cannot  extricate  himself. 

A  Xa-ij  mishJiat,  A  rope  which  they  tie  round 
the  neck  of  brutes. 

p  uiLij  nashk,  A  pomegranate.  A  wild  pine. 

Nashk  or  nashik,  Dragons'-wort,  an  herb.  A  hard 
fruitless  tree.    Tooth  of  elephant,  hog,  or  serpent. 

p  (j^J^  i^J^J^  nashkardi  gazuran,  A  sponge. 
p  ii^j^ZJ  nishhar,  nishkur,  or  nushkurda,  A 

shoemaker's  knife.  A  graving-tool,  scraper. 

v ̂ ^JLi  nishkunj ,V\Tic\nr\g.  Tickling, twitching. 
p  ̂JOk^'!^^  nishhunjidan,To  pinch,nip,  twitch. 

p  nishgir  or  garda,  A  cobbler's  knife. 
A  nashl,  (v.  n.  of  J-i^)  Pulling  away  or 

carrying  off  with  violence.  Taking  (meat  out  of  a 

cauldron)  with  the  hands,  with  a  flesh-hook,  or  any 
thing  but  a  ladle.  Taking  up  meat  or  a  bone  in  the 

hand,  and  eating  or  gnawing  it.  Lying  with.  Dress- 

ing meat  without  aromatics,  spiceries,  or  pot-herbs. 
Nashil,  One  who  takes  meat  out  of  the  pot  with 

his  hands,  with  aflesh-hook,  orany  thing  but  aladle. 

p  J-iij  nashal.  Sticking,  glueing.  Suspending, 

hangingup.Beinghungup.Suspension.Afish-hook. 

p  ̂lijiii  nashlidan,  To  hang  up,  be  suspended. 

A  ̂»JLj  nasham,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Being  marked 
with  black  and  white  specks.  A  kind  of  tree  of 

which  they  make  bows.  Nashim,  (A  bull)  marked 

with  black  and  white  spots,  (fem.  nashimat^ 

Stinking  (hand  with  cheese  or  grease). 

p  ̂̂ ^.♦i^j  nashman,  Fortune.  A  seat.  A  throne. 
Nishmin,  A  people,  nation,  tribe,  family. 

p  nashmm,  A  native  country. 

A  {^\'iJ^  7iashnash,  Light  and  active  (in  the 
arm).   Salsuginous,  barren  (ground). 

A  nashnashat,  (v.  n.  of  (jti^  Q)  Mak- 

ing a  bubbling  noise  when  boiling  (water).  Flay- 
ing, skinning  very  rapidly.  Rattling,  sounding 

(a  coat  of  mail).  Pluminghimself  (a  bird),and  scat- 
tering (his)  feathers.  Gobbling  (meat)  in  haste. 

Driving  on,  urging  forward,  pushing  onward.  Re- 
pelling, driving  off.  Agitating,  putting  in  violent 

motion.  Pulling  off  (clothes).  Shaking  or  pulling 

any  thing  out  of  a  vase.  Loosing  down  (drawers). 

Lying  with.  The  noise  of  a  boiling  pot.  Nishni- 

shat,  (equiv.  to  ixf^^Z.*  shinsMnat)  Nature,  tem- 
per, disposition.  A  part,  portion.  A  stone. 

nishnishat  min  akhshana,  A  stone  from 
a  mountain. 

A  ̂.'^Li  nashnashiy,  Light,  active  in  the  arm. 
p  (J,J.j>j>iD  nashnidarii,\JiA\.  to  be  heard. 
p  StXxj^  nashnida.  Who  hears  not ;  unheard. 
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A        nashrv,  (v.  n.  of  lij  for  _j^)  Inquiring 

whence  (news)  comes.  Being  intoxicated.  Mak- 

ing a  habit  or  custom,  returning  to  a  thing  repeat- 

edly. Being  indisposed  from  the  scent  of  the  shrub 
»l.*aff-  ̂ zah  (camels). 

A  ̂.ij  nushus,  (v.  n.  of  li3)  Increasing,  rising, 

growing  up  (as  a  boy).  Springing,  sprouting,  be- 
ing produced.  Being  raised  (a  cloud).  Avegetive, 

vegetable.  Vegetation. 

p  yLi  nushu.  Plain,  level,  smooth,  slippery. 

A  f^y^  nushus,  (v.  n.  of  lij)  Creating.  Living. 

Growing  up.  p  j^ib       nushu  y  of  tan, Ho^vo-w  up. 
p  \^Il>  nashrva,  Oxyacanth-fruit.   Wild  plum. 
p  nashwad.  Name  of  a  hero  of  Tiiran. 

pj\y^  nishwar,  Ruminating.  A  man's  name. 
A  J\yLi  nishwar,  Food  which  a  ruminating  ani- 
mal keeps  in  the  mouth  to  chew.  A  stall  for  cattle. 

p  lJ\^Li  nishnara,  Frankincense.    A  shade. 
A  nashman.  Intoxicated. 

A  ̂ ^yLi  nushuh,  (v.  n.  of  u»*  ■'>■>)  Adhering  te- 
naciously; becoming  fixed,  inherent,  (pi.  of  e-A-i^ 

nashal))  Riches  in  slaves,  cattle,  lands,  in  live  or 
dead  stock. 

A  'i^zj  nashKat,(Y.  n.  of  l.i.^for_j.S<.>) Examining 
(into  intelligence).  Intoxication.  Odour,  perfume; 

thing  smelt.  An  orange  of  the  same  year.  Nash, 

nish,  or  nushwat,  (v.  n.  of  for  y^)  Perceiving 

(an  agreeable  smell);  smelling  to(any  thing).  Being 

overcome  with  wine,  crop-sick.  Making  a  habit  oi- 

custom  of  any  thing,returning  to  it  repeatedly.  Ail- 

ing from  the  smell  of  the  shrub  sLoP  ̂ zah  (cat- 
tle).   Nishioat,  Inquiry  into  news. 

A  ̂ -y^  nashuh,  A  little  water.  Nushuh,  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ ^)  Drinking,  yet  not  so  as  to  quench  the 
thirst.    Drinking  enough.    Watering  (horses). 

A  jj-M<,.)  nashur,  {pl.^^pi._>  nushr  and  nushur) 
(Wind)  d  iffused,  scattering  clouds,  and  causing  rain. 

Nushur,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Rising  from  the  dead,  reviv- 
ing. Receiving  vernal  showers  and  putting  forth 

vegetation  (ground).  Recalling  to  life.  Resurrec- 

tion. J  ia^  u  nushur.  The  day  of  resur- 
rection, the  rising  and  the  resurrection. 

yawmu'n  nushur.  The  day  of  resurrection. 
A  Sj^-^  nashrvarat,  (v.  n.  ofj^.ij  Q)  Keeping  a 

little  food  in  the  mouth  to  chew  (ruminating  camel). 

p  tjy^^  nishwara.  Frankincense. 
Ajy^>  nushuz,  (v.  n.  ofj-ij)  Catching  upon  the 

horn  and  throwing  on  the  ground.  Being  disobe- 
dient to  her  husband  (a  woman),  provoking  him  to 

use  her  ill.  Being  angry  and  ill-treating  his  wife 

(a  man).  Being  greatly  moved,  boiling  (the  soul), 

(pi.  ofji:j  nashz)  High  places. 
Ai^yl^  nashus.  Straight, upright  (spear).  Nu- 

shus,  (v.  n.  of  (^ilj)  Being  high  (a  cloud).  Being 

put  out  of  its  place,  disturbed.  Being  torn  away 

from  home  or  country.  Projecting  (as  a  tooth). 

Being  disobedient  (a  woman),  and  averse  from  her 

husband.  Provoking  to  anger.  Boiling  (with  rage). 

Piercing  with  a  spear.  Leading,  drawing,  or  tak- 

ing out.    Being  agitated  (the  heart). 

A  Isj-ij  nashut,  A  deep  well,  whence  a  bucket 
cannot  be  easily  or  quickly  drawn  out.  A  fish 

which  is  generally  eaten  salted. 

A  Jij-i^  nushuz,  (v.  n.  of  ia.^)  Germinating, 

just  appearing,  vegetating,  sprouting. 

A  nashu^  One  who  breathes  hard.  Na- 

shu^  or  nushu^  A  medicine  swallowed  or  snuffed 
up.  Whatever  drives  back  the  breath.  Nushu^ 

(v.  n.  of  Suggesting  (a  speech  to  another), 
putting  it  into  his  mouth  ;  teaching,  making  him 

understand  it.  Recovering  at  the  point  of  death. 

A  p  ̂_yt>i  nashugh,  A  medicine  which  is  taken in  the  mouth,  or  snuffed  up. 

A  1  i^SLi  nashuf,  A  she-camel  giving  milk  be- 
fore the  birth,  and  then  ceasing. 

A  yjy^  nashuk,  A  medicine  snuffed  up. 
A  (J^.i-J  nushul,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Being  lean  (the 

thigh).  Drawing(athing)out  with  haste.Lyingwith. 
p  W'        nashw  numa,  Growing  up. 

p  iyLi  nashma,  Drunkenness.  Nishwa,  The 
mixture  of  any  ingredients  to  form  a  composition, 

especially  medicine,  as  antidotes  against  venom  ; 
treacle.    Exhilaration  from  wine. 

p  i^ZJ  nashrca-bahhsh,  Inebriating. 

A  ;_/_ji;j?ias/t7i;a',Nameof aplacein  Azarbayjan. 
p  i^yLi  nash7vt,The  city  of  nakhchawdn. 
p         nashl,  A  porcupine,  hedgehog. 

A  (jlxiD  nashydn.  One  who  inquires  after  or 
learns  any  news :  one  who  obtains  the  earliest  in- 

formation. Drunk,  intoxicated. 

p  L  r^j^  nishtb,  A  descent,  declivity.  Low, 

hollow.    (JJ^  nishibi  zarriin,  Lowness  of 

ground,  slope  of  any  place,  jl^  j  A^ii^j  nishib  u 

firdz.  Descent  and  ascent. 

pj\_^  ̂— nisldhfardz.  Up  and  down.  The 
ups  and  downs  of  life.  Profit  and  loss ;  the  advan- 

tages and  disadvantages  of  any  affair. 
p  sl-Cxij  nishib-gdh,  A  descent ;  low  place. 

A         nashiyat,  A  smell  perceived  or  felt. 

A  nashij,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Crying,  sobbing, 

weeping,  being  choked. 
A  iNxi^  nashid.  Verses  which  people  recite  al- 

ternately. A  raising  of  the  voice. 
p  t^A-ij  nished.  Song,  poetry. 

p  (j;i,Jk-ij  nishidan.  To  put,  to  place. 
A  jlLj  nashir,  An  apron  worn  by  girls ;  zone, 

belt,  girdle.  Unthreshed  grain  in  a  barn. 

F  ijJ^  nashlra.  Frankincense. 
A  (jiJi-i<i  nashtsh,  (v.n.  of  (j^)  Failing,  drying 

up,  being  exhaled  or  absorbed  in  the  ground  (wa- 
ter). Making  a  hissing  noise  (meat  when  roasting, 

or  a  hot  iron  immersed  in  water).  The  noise  of 

any  thing  boiling.  Barren,  salsuginous  (ground). 
A  {^i^  nashis,  Straight,  upright  (spear). 



Bread  baked  of  dough  and  properly  leavened. 

A  ViKm.>  «as/ni,Brisk,  cheerful,  frisky.  One  who 

has  spriglitly  horses  or  cheerful  domestics.  Name 

of  a  certain  architect.  kjk-ioJ^  an'  nasliit,  A  horse 
(especially  swift  and  spirited). 

A  nasliitat,  Booty  which  a  soldier  plun- 
ders on  his  route  before  arriving  at  the  destined 

place  of  expedition.  (Camels)  hired,  and  driven 

beyond  their  strength,  or  the  agreement  made  with 
their  owner. 

p  jJ-J^iJ  nashil.  Hanged,  suspended. 

A  ̂ y^^  nashil,  Meat  dressed  alone,  without 

pot-herbs,  spiceries,  and  the  like.  Milk  whilst  milk- 
ing. Waterjust  drawn  from  the  well.  (Meat)  taken 

out  of  thepotwith  the  hand  or  a  fork.  A  thin  sword. 

^  ̂Ll£;o  nashlla,  Intoxicating. 

p         nishem,  A  bird's  nest.  A  resting-place. 
p  ̂ j<wJ  nisheman,  A  seat,  bench,  stool,  chair. 

A  settlement,  mansion  ;  one's  native  country.  A 

bird's  nest.  y>p  ̂ ^^s^  nisheman-dev,  The  world. 
p  s-tJl^  nasJiima,  Raw  hides  used  for  sword-belts 

and  the  like. 

P  UJ-i^  nishin,  The  north  pole.  The  outward 

covering  of  a  cushion.  The  skin  inside  the  anus, 

(in  composition)  Sitting,  sitting  down  or  along  with. 

An  associate.  A  successor.  {^X^  sujfa-ni- 

shin,  (or  amrang-nisliin)  Sitting  on  a 

throne,  i.e.  a  reigning  prince,  {^x^  ̂ jzS hashti- 
nishin,  Sailing,  sitting  in  a  ship,  [^^r*^  s-Zttf  gosha- 
nisJiin,  Sitting  in  a  corner,  i.e.  solitary. 

werana-nishin,  Inhabiting  a  desert;  hermit. 
p  wis/«H6t«c?a,  Sitting;  seated. 

V  ̂iJL)  nishiv,  Steep.  A  declivity,  descent. 

A  ̂^^JLi  nasJiif,  A  cloud  just  appearing. 

a'smJ:^  nashisat,  A  rising  again  and  again  from 
bed.  The  foundation  or  bottom  of  a  cistern  or  water- 

ing-trough :  a  stone  placed  at  the  bottom  of  it. 
Earth  raised  behind  the  stones  or  wall  of  a  cistern. 

Any  thing  produced  or  growing.  A  moist  date. 

A  (_>a)  nass,  (v.  n.  of  i^j^i)  Elevating,  raising. 

Placing  one  thing  upon  another  (especially  furni- 

ture). Causing  (a  bride)  to  sit  on  a  bridal  throne. 

Manifesting,  demonstrating,  exhibiting.  Referring 
or  submitting  any  thing  to  the  opinion  of  others. 

Going  or  driving  fast,  getting  the  utmost  (out  of 

a  camel).  Interrogating  close,  examining  an  evi- 

dence. Moving  (especially  the  nose  in  anger).  Ap- 

pealing to  a  king,  referring  to  the  highest  autho- 

rity. Appointing.  The  term  (of  full  age).  Quick, 

smart  (pace).  History,  tradition.  Demonstration, 

proof.  The  Kur'an.  ^ ̂  {^jai  nassi  karim,  An 
oracle,  mandate,  or  text  of  the  Kur'an. 

A  Uai  nass,  (v.  n.  of  Ua3)  Raising,  lifting  up. 
Checking,  crying  out  to  (a  camel).  Taking  hold 
of  the  forelocks. 

A  Atoi  nisas,  (v.  n.  3  of  V-oi  for  ̂ ^)  Taking 

hold  of  (another's)  forelocks  when  fighting.  Touch- 
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ing,  joining. 
A  u-jLoS  nisab,  (v.  n.  3  of  u.ao?)  Conspiring 

against  (any  one),  laying  snares  for  (him).  Root, 

origin,  principle.  A  certain  estate  or  number  of 

cattle,  for  which  a  tax  is  paid  (as  200  dii'hems,  or 
five  camels).  The  bladder  of  a  fish.  A  return.  Ca- 

pital, principal,  property,  (pi.  i^^toi  nusiih)  Han- 
dle (of  a  knife).  Setting  of  the  sun.  Dignity;  for- 

tune. ^^LjuJua3\  t-->loJ  nisabu''s  sibyan,  (lit.  The 
capital  stock  of  children)  Title  of  an  Arabic  voca- 

bulary with  a  Persian  translation  in  rhyme,  l— *>-l<o 

u->L*a_)  sahib-nisab,  High  in  dignity,  fortunate. 

t-.'Uflj  Cii>ii\j\  ifadat-nisab,  Learned  (instructor). 
A  nassab,  Sly,  cunning,  plotful. 

A^l*x>  nisah,  (pl.^a)  nus-h  and  e.»-\,>aJ nisahat^ A  thread  in  a  needle. 

A  nassah,  A  tailor.  Nussah,  (pi.  of 

nasiJi)  Counsellors,  advisers.  Sincere  friends. 

A  OU-Ua>  nisahat,  Hides.  Ropes  with  nooses 

placed  for  catching  monkeys. 

A  &>-Uau>  nasahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂a'i')  Advising,  giv- 
ing counsel.  Nisahat,  (pi.  of^LwaJ  w^'sa/i)  Threads. 
Aius"- LaJ?za5a/i??/a^,  An  advising,givingcounsel. 

Kj\*o.>  nassar,  A  name  common  amongst  the 

Arabians.  Nussar,  (pi.  ofj*3U  nasir')  Assistants. 

A  ijj^jo^  nasara',  (in  construction  \J^tai  nasa- 
ra)  (pi.  of  nasraii)  Christians,  Nazarenes. 

A  i^jo\iAi  nassas,  One  who  draws  up  (the  nose). 

A  Xff'LflL)  nasa^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -a>)  Being  pure, 

bright  (colour)  ;  very  white,  snow-coloured. 
A  <  jl*a3  nisaf  or  nasaf,  (v.  n.  of  t_A«aJ)  Serv- 

ing (as  a  domestic). 
A  nisafat  or  nasqfat,  (v.  n.  of    °  ') 

Serving  (as  a  domestic).  Taking  half. 

A  Jl-oJ  nisal,  (pi.  of  ,_)-ai)  Points,  spear-heads. 
A  ̂ ^jIo.)  nasaiib.  Stones  built  round  a  cistern, 

the  interstices  of  which  are  filled  with  clay. 

A^Uau)  nasasih,  (pi.  of  X-^!^  nasihai)  Coun- 
sels, advices,  admonitions.  p^La* ^1»a>  na- 

sasihi  pur  masalih.  Salutary  advice,  admonitions 

full  of  safety.  (jVjO  t^lo  nasaAhi  salihaA 
piran.  The  sound  admonitions  of  the  aged. 

A  r"^^  nasb,  (v.  n.  of  t-jwoJ)  Erecting,  esta- 

blishing, fixing,  planting,  elevating,  exalting,  rear- 
ing. Playing  tricks  upon,  plotting.  Removing. 

Striving.  Driving  camels  and  singing  or  humming 

a  certain  tune.  Bringing  down,  making  low.  De- 
claring war.  Indisposing,  distempering,  wearying 

(as  sickness).  Opposing  (an  enemy).  Bearing  ha- 
tred. Travelling  languidly,  with  a  slow,  fatigued 

pace.  Leaving  off,  giving  over.  Marking  a  con- 

sonant with  the  vowel  fatha  —  a.  (pi.  («->l*a31  an- 
sab^  Any  thing  erected,  as  a  stature,  image, or  idol. 

A  milestone,  direction-post.  A  butt,  goal,  boun- 

dary, end,  extremity.  A  net  spread  for  game.  Dis- 
ease, calamity.  Perfection,  accuracy  of  rhythm  in 

a  poem.  The  vowel  fatha  —  a,  which,  in  the  con- 15  I 

struction  or  formation  of  a  word,  is  called  ̂   fath; 
but  in  inflexion  or  declension  is  called  L-.s<a^  nasb. 

(— nasbu''l  ̂ rab,  A  delicate  species  of 

Arabian  music, softer  than  Ass-  hidds.  tJi^^  ■  ̂ •^'^ 

nasba'lov  nusha^l^yn,  In  full  view.  (_^ojJ^  JJ^1 
ahlu''n  nasb.  The  enemies  of  Ally,  p 
nasb  hardan.  To  settle,  fix,  appoint,  a  Nisb,  Part, 

portion,  lot ;  good  fortune.  Nusb  or  nusub,  A  sign, 

military  standard.  An  idol.  Evil,  calamity.  Sick- 

ness, disease.  Nasab,  (v.  n.  of  *  ̂./■»>)  Becoming 
fatigued.  Labouring,  toiling,  striving.  Having 

erect  horns.  A  sign-post.  Grief,  trouble,  affliction, 
sadness.  JVaszi,  Sick,  diseased,  pained.  Nusub,  A. 

milestone,  a  direction-post.  A  signal.  An  idol.  (pi. 

of  U-.'LflL)  nisdb)  Handles,  hafts,  hilts. 

A-^ljuiaJ  nasbas,  (fem.of  u— *^^ansa&)  (A  she- 

goat)  having  erect  horns  or  a  stretched-out  breast. 
A  &Xn3l>  nasbat,  Opposition,  resistance  to  a  hos- 

tile attack.  JV^Ms&a<,  A  ship's  mast.  Araised  column. 
A  aJo)  nassat,  A  hen-sparrow.  Nussat,  A  plait- 

ing of  the  hair.  The  hair  on  a  woman's  forehead. 
A  tJl*<o>  nasi,  (v.  n.  ofC^*a>)  Keeping  silence. 
A  KLaJ  nustat.  Silence. 

A  ̂ aoJ  7ms-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a^)  Advising,  giving 
counsel.  Being  sincere.  Sewing  (a  garment).  Drink- 

ing sufficiently.  Watering  a  country  (rain)  until 

it  is  quite  covered  by  vegetation,  (pi.  of  ̂ Uai  ni- 
sah) Threads  in  needles  ready  for  sewing. 

A  nussah,  (pi.  of         ndsih)  Monitors. 
Sincere  friends. 

A  s\^^  nusahds,  (pi.  of  nasth)  Faithful. 
Faithful  admonishers  or  advisers. 

A jjQJ  nasara,  (fat.jjOJ^,  yansuru)  He  aided. 
A j^ai  nasr,  (v.  n.  of  j*o.>)  Succouring,  helping. 

Rescuing,  delivering  (from  evil).  Supplying,  feed- 

ing (as  a  tributary  stream).  Giving.  Watering  (the 

earth)  plentifully  (rain).  Assistance,  aid.  Victory. 

A  gift,  present.  A  helper.  Name  of  the  founder 
of  an  Arabian  tribe,  (pi.  of  j*o\)  ndsir)  Helpers, 

assistants.  ^^j^ai  nasrun  mi?i  allah,  Victory 
from  God.    Nusar,  Helpers. 

A        iJL*^  nuhhtu  nassar,  Nebuchadnezzar. 

A^^j^wMsaraj:, pi. ofj^^, Assistants:  defenders. 

A  nasrm,  (pi.  nasara')  A  Chris- 
tian, Nazarene.  Name  of  a  town  in  Syria. 

A  s^\j*£i^  nasranai,  (pi.  fjj^^ai  ?jastira')  A  Chris- 
tian woman.  (Used  only  by  Muhammadans.) 

A  '^jtoi  nasraniy,  A  Christian.  Belonging  to 
Christianity.    (A  word  not  used  by  Christians.) 

A  'i.'xJ>\jja^  nasraniy  at,  A  Christian  woman. 

&jk.>^^rfajJ\  an'  nasrdmyat,  Christianity. 

A  'ij>a>  nusrat,  Assistance,  help,  defence,  effi- 
cient aid.  Victory. 

p C^jioinusrat-jo,  Seeking  victory, warlike. 

pji^  C^jiOi  nusrat- gustar.  Victorious. 

A  {^j*a>  nasriy,  Triumphal,  victorious. 

A  fjj>j*CL>  nasrtyun,  Name  of  a  sect. 



A  ̂ jA>  nas^  nis^  or  nus^  A  kind  of  white  cloth 
or  leather.  Nisa^  A  piece  of  leather  on  which  they 
sit,  or  on  which  they  play  at  draughts. 

A  i_Ao.>  nasf,  (v.  n.  of  t-A«a3)  Reaching  to  the 

middle  of  any  thing.  Taking  the  half  of  what  is 

in  a  cup.  Going  through  the  half  (of  the  Kur'an). 
Arriving  at  middle-age.  Reaching  to  the  middle 

of  the  thigh  (a  garment).  Serving  (as  a  domestic). 

Being  about  mid-day.  A  half.  Middle-aged.  Nisf, 
(v.  n.  of  t_i^)  Taking  half,  halving.  The  half. 

(A  man,  men,  or  woman)  of  a  middle  stature  or 

age.  ̂   I  i__a*a3  nixfi  akhar,  The  last  half,  i  O/oi 

^l^!^  nisfu  'n  nahdr,In  the  middle  of  the  day ;  noon. 

JJJ^  I  O^ai  nisfu'l  layl,  Midnight,     p  i  C*aijii 
(JjJJl  dar  nisfu'l  layl,  In  the  middle  of  the  night. 
^j>,Jh  u_S*3u>j;i  dar  nisfi  tarik,  In  the  middle  of 
the  journey,    a  Nusf,  (pi.  <  jl.*a-)\  ansaf)  Half. 

Nmf  or  nusuf,  (pi.  of  i^ttAO^  nasaf)  Middle-aged 
(women).    Nasaf,  Justice,  equity,    (pi.  i  

ansaf  and  (j;\Sua>  nasafin)  Middle-aged  (man), 

(pi.  (--sUisJ^  ansaf,  t_JJ^  nusuf,  and  nusf)  (A  wo- 
man) advanced  in  years,  about  forty  or  fifty,  (pi. 

of  i__fi*9b  nasif)  Domestics,  servants. 

a  j^li^  nasf  an.  Half-full  (vessel). 
A  i^ji^\s.^  niif-d-nisf,  Half,  dividing  in  two, 

cutting  through  the  middle,  being  in  the  middle. 

A  nasfat.  Justice,  equity.    An  equitable 

transaction.   Nasafat,  Middle-aged. 

A|^ojnas/a^(fem. of  (^ldxx>)Half-full(  vessel). 

p  f^Jt^  nisf  I,  A  sort  of  wine-goblet.  A  kind 
of  astrolabe.  Bad  silver,  base  coin.  Name  of  a 
musical  instrument. 

a  ̂y*a>  nasi,  (v.  n.  of  jJ-aJ)  Being  firmly  fixed 

in  any  thing  (an  arrow).  Infixing  an  arrow,  (pi. 

ansul,  JUx)  nisdl,  andn^yoi  nusul)  The  point 
of  a  spear,  sword,  or  knife.  The  head  with  what 
it  contains.  The  crown  of  the  head.  The  hind- 

head.  A  prominence  or  little  bump  behind  the  ears. 

That  which  the  plant  huhma'  puts  forth  from 
the  pod.  A  thread  whilst  spinning.  Length  of  neck 

in  camels  or  horses,  ̂ y>ai  ̂ yt<mi^valunnaslun, 

A  pick-axe  deprived  of  its  handle  or  heft. 

A  ̂j^LaJ  nasldn.  An  iron  point  of  a  spear  or  a 
knife.  A  sword-blade  without  the  handle. 

A  'dLaJ  naslat.  The  crown  of  the  head. 
A  k^joi  nasmat,  An  idol. 

A  [^Xyjoi  nasnds,  (A  snake)  writhing  much, 
in  perpetual  motion. 

A  'iiOXtai  nasnasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^Jax^a>  Q)  Mov- 
ing, shaking  (any  thing)  that  (it)  may  settle  down 

into  (its)  place.  Moving  (one's  tongue).  Moving 
(himself)  on  (his)  knees  when  preparing  to  rise 

from  the  ground  (a  camel). 

A  ̂tojnasrc,  (v.n.of  UaJ  for yo^)  Seizing  (one), 

especially  by  the  forelocks.  Extending  and  draw- 

ing out  the  forelocks.  Allowing  the  forelocks  (of  a 

dead  person)  to  grow.  Opening,  exposing  to  view. 
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Joining,  being  united  (one  desert  to  another).  The 

belly-ache,  or  twisting  of  the  bowels. 

A  '^yo^  nasuh,  True,  constant,  sincere  (repent- 
ance). A  faithful  friend.  Well  sewed,  •^y^^ 

tawhusina  or  wwsmA,  Sincere, unrelapsing penitence. 

A.j^*ai  7iasur,  A  helper.  Nusur,  (v.  n.  of  j^aj) 
Assisting,  helping,  succouring  (the  oppressed). 

A  (joya>  nusus,  (pi.  of  ̂joi  nass)  Demonstra- 
tions, proofs,  evidences. 

A  nusu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *a^)  Being  pure,  lively 

(colour).  Being  very  white,  snow-coloured.  Be- 
ing manifest,  clear,  evident,  conspicuous.  Quench- 

ing one's  thirst.  Bringing  forth  (as  a  mother).  Ac- 
knowledging and  paying  (a  debt). 

A  i^yoi  nusuf,  (v.  n.  of  i_Q«fl,>)  Having  dates 

partly  red  and  partly  green  (a  palm-tree). 
A  nusul,  (v.  n.  of,J,^)  Losing  (its)  dye 

(the  hair  or  beard).  Losing  (its)  head  (a  spear). 

Losing  its  virus  (a  venomous  bite).  Falling  off  (a 

nail  or  hoof).  Being  firmly  fixed  in  any  thing  (an 

arrow),  (pi.  of  (J«*a>  7iasl)  Spear-heads. 

A  (^^^  nasly,  A  species  of  white  thistle,  (pi. 
of  &^*a>  nasiyai)  Most  excellent,  choicest. 

^  A  (_«»A*aJ  nasib,  (pi.  >Iaw3j\  ansibdf  and  'ii,*a3\ 
ansihat)  A  part,  portion.  Chance,  lot.  Good  for- 

tune. Fate,  destiny.  A  spread  net.  A  prize  (in  a 

lottery).  A  fish-pond,  p  ̂ ^li-^  *x<a>  nasib  shu- 
dan.  To  have  the  fortune  (to  gain  any  thing),  to 

be  destined.  (jii«<i>  u-*Jya.)  ̂   hi  nasib  shuda7i.  To 
be  frustrated,  to  be  deprived  of.  To  be  unfortunate. 

A  Nusayh,  Name  of  a  poet. 

A  XjouiL)  nasibat,  A  thing  erected  for  a  signal. 

V j\ii>M^nasib-ddr,  A  partaker;  one  who  re- 
ceives what  he  is  entitled  to  by  lot. 

p  {j^\syxja^  nasib-ddsh,  A  companion  in  for- 
tune, having  the  same  fate  or  lot. 

A  f^^yy^  naslbUn,  Nasibin  in  Mesopotamia. 
p  »f nasiba,  A  lot,  fortune. 

Pj^j  6-i-x>a>  nasibawar.  Fortunate. 

A  'Iff'i^  nasibiy,  A  native  of  Nasibln. 
A  (Ji^J^'O^  nasihin,  Nisibis  in  Mesopotamia. 

A  ̂JwJyaJ  nasibiniy.  Belonging  to  Nasibin. 

A  nasiyat,  (pi.  !^jo^  nasiy,  ̂ Ua>\  ansds, 
and  atidsi)  A  chosen  thing,  the  best  sort  (of 

people,  camels,  or  the  like). 
A  iCXA>  nusaytat,  Silence. 

A  ̂-<aj  nasih,  Faithful,  (pi.  ̂ 1*^  nusahdi) 
An  adviser,  a  monitor. 

A  'i^^  nasihat,  Counsel,  advice,  exhortation, 
admonition,  reprimand  ;  a  sermon.  An  advertise- 

ment, precaution.  Moral,  p  nasihat 

hardan.  To  exhort,  admonish.  Jjyol  C^.^^T*'  nasi- 

hat-dmez,  Mixed  with  good  advice.  j^.(l>  C*^f^ 
nasihat-pazir,  Listening  to  good  advice. 

p  Ji  CL^^=!^  nasihatgar,  Admonisher,  adviser. 
A  ly^^'*  nasiha,  An  office  for  revenue-papers. 

A^jj^  nasir,  (pl.jLajl  ansdr)  An  assistant,  de- 

U3 
fender,  ally,  helper. 

A  lSj!;^  nusayriy.  One  who  believes  in  the  di- vinity of  Ally. 

A  tj«3A<ai  nasis,  (v.  n.  of  t^Jeii)  Crackling  (as 
meat  laid  upon  the  coals).  Boiling  (a  pot).  Quick, 

smart  (pace).  A  number  (of  men). 

A  ̂ .*a^  nasi^  Pure,  clear. 
A  i_-ftA*x>  nasif,  Half.  A  woman's  veil ;  a  man's 

turban,  or  any  covering  for  the  head.  (A  striped 

garment)  of  two  colours.  A  certain  measuring  in- 
strument or  vessel.  Nusayf  (dim.  of  nasaf) 

A  little  middle-aged  woman. 

A  (J-xoJ  nasil,  (Wheat)  threshed  and  cleared  of 

chafl^.  The  joint  under  the  jaw  between  the  head 
and  neck.  Crown  of  the  head.  The  palate,  and  the 

under  part  of  the  mouth  opposite  to  it.  Beak  (of 

a  bird),  snout  (of  a  beast),  tip  (of  the  nose).  An 
arrow.  A  small  excrescence  of  flesh  in  women.  An 

axe.  A  stone  about  a  cubit  in  length  with  which 
they  bruise  any  thing. 

A  i^jai  nazz,  (v.  n.  of  i^jai)  Flowing  gently  (wa- 

ter). Exuding  (through  any  vessel).  Oozing  from 
the  end  of  a  lighted  stick  (sap).  Moving  the  wings 

(a  bird).  Bursting  from  fulness  (a  bottle).  Becom- 
ing possible.  Gold  or  silver  money.  A  little  water. 

Detestable  (thing).    (See  alsOjl^\  izhdr.) 

A  ̂Lflk)  nazzdh.  One  who  draws  water  by  means 
of  a  camel,  and  drives  him  with  it  towards  a  palm- 

plantation.    Strong,  far-shooting  (bow). 

A  'is^\jo>  nazzdhat,  Any  thing  allowed  to  fall 
drop  by  drop  into  the  mouth.  A  kind  of  aromatic. 
Who  or  what  throws  to  a  great  distance. 

A  ̂*oi>  nizdkk,  (v.n.3  of  ̂ *i>)  Sprinkling  wa- ter on  one  another. 

A  ̂ Laj  nazzdhh,  Copious  (rain). 
A  &.s-l<oiJ  nazzdlihat,  Plentifully-flowing  (foun- 

tain).   A  cameleopard,  giraflFe. 
A  nazdr.  Gold  and  silver.  Nizdr,  (pi.  of 

j*a>  nazr)  Golds,  silvers.  Nuzdr-,  Gold.  A  bead 
of  pure  fossile  gold.  Purest  or  best  part.  The  ta- 

marisk-tree with  long  erect  branches;  also  a  moun- 

tain-species that  keeps  green  without  water.  Nu- 
zdr  or  nizdr,  A  wood  of  which  they  make  vessels. 

jloJ  ̂liJ  hadahi  nuzdr,  A  cup  made  of  this  wood. 

A  'ij^Jo  nazdrat,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Flourishing,  be- 
ing green  (as  a  tree).  Verdancy,  verdure.  Beauty, 

lustre,  brightness,  freshness,  floridness,  pleasing- 

ness.  The  tamarisk-tree. 
A  (_>al*a3  nizdz,  That  which  is  distilled  drop  by 

drop.  A  gift.  (pi.  of  i^jaXjo^  nazlz)  Small  quanti- 

ties of  milk  or  water.iVM2'a2;,Thebest(sort  of  people). 

A  (^\jaL>  nazzdz,  (A  serpent)  in  perpetual  mo- 

tion, whose  bite  is  instant  death. 
A  lL>o\joJnuzdzat,  A  remainder  of  water.  iloUi) 

7iuzdzatu''lwalad,  The  last  or  youngest  child. 

A  'i^y.^  nazzdzat,  (A  serpent)  in  perpetual 

motion,  whose  bite  is  instant  death. 



A  JLai  nizal,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J-«a3)  Contending  in 

throwing  the  javelin.  Defending,  excusing  (any- 
one), pleading  (his)  cause.    A  battle. 

A  iJUi>  nuzzal,  (pi.  of  (J-o^  nazil)  Warriors. 

A  {.joJUaJ  nazasiz,  (pi.  of  (jojloJ  wa2;iz)  Small 
quantities  of  water,  (pi.  of  K<aa<aJ  nazizat)  Small 

rains.  Sounds  made  by  meat  when  frying  on  hot 

stones.  (^jojLaJ  O^i  zat  nazadz,  Thirsty  (ca- 

mels") that  cannot  be  satisfied. 

A  'Ltoi  nazzat,  Gold  or  silver  money. 

A  ̂ Oii  nazj  or  nuzj,  (v.  n.  of  Ripening  (as 
dates).  Going  over  the  year  without  foaling  (a  ca- 

mel).Being  near  ready  (meat  dressing). Suppuration. 

p  iCi\>,  ̂ ai  nazj-yafta,  (Meat)  cooked,  dressed. 

A  ̂ ainazh,  (v.n.of  ̂ «3l>)  Sprinkling  (a  house) 
with  water,  or  (the  thigh  with  urine).  Shooting  (at 

one),sprinkling(him)with  arrows.  Slightly  quench- 
ing thirst,  giving  a  sprinkling  (to  cool  the  tongue). 

Drinking  enough,  completely  satisfying  the  thirst. 

Drawing  water,  also  watering  (palm-trees)  by  the 

assistance  (of  a  camel).  Exuding,  transmitting  wa- 
ter (a  leathern  bottle  or  other  vessel).  Emptying 

out  (a  date-basket).  Pouring  forth  tears  (the  eye). 

Averting  (evil)  from  any  one.  Returning.  Open- 
ing and  putting  forth  its  buds  (a  tree).  Beginning 

to  fill  (ears  of  corn).    Some  part.    Nazah,  (pi. 

anzali)  A  watering- trough,  a  cistern.  Nu- 

zuh,  (pi.  of  ̂ -flu>  nazlh)  Watering-troughs. 
A  ̂ ^^^^  7iuzahiij,  A  far-shooting  bow. 

A  ̂ au)  nazkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ oJ)  Scattering,  dispers- 
ing, sprinkling.  Shooting  at  (with  arrows),  scatter- 

ing (them)  amongst  an  enemy.  Being  half-satis- 
fied with  water.  Bursting  (as  water)  from  a  foun- 

tain. Boiling  or  bubbling  up  (water).  Remains 

of  perfume  upon  garments. 

A  X^^"*  nazkhat,  One  shower. 
A  liMKa.)^^a;^^Z,  (v.n.of  tJw«3u))  Spreading  (carpets) 

oneoveranother.  Nazad,  (pi. iil/a*>^aw2'a(Z)  Noble, 
illustrious,  eminent.  Nobility,  ancestral  eminence. 

Carpets,  cushions,  or  other  similar  furniture  laid  one 

upon  another;  a  throne,  bed,  or  couch  covered  with 

them ;  the  best  of  such  furniture.   Fat  (she-camel). 

A  ̂ ^wiaJw«2;r,  (v.  n.ofj-o->)  Endowing  with  beauty 
and  every  ornamental  excellence  (God).  (pl.jLi) 
nizar  and anzur)  Gold  or  silver.  Nizr,  A  wife. 

Nazar,  (v.  n.of  jjo^)  Flourishing,  being  green  (a 
tree).  Freshness  of  countenance.  Brightness,  beauty. 

A  'ijiiii  nazrat,  Brightness,  splendour,  beauty. 
Freshness  of  countenance.  Opulence,  affluence, 
fortune.  Pleasure. 

A  Zsj^  nazariy,  Of  the  J  ewish  tribe__jua.>  nazir. 

A  L-a<a.J  7iazf,  (v.n.  of  i  a*ii)  Sucking  the  ud- 
der dry.  Serving  (as  a  domestic).  Breaking  wind. 

Nazaf,  Wild  marjoram.  Nazif,  Unclean,  nasty. 

A  (^Vfljo^  nazaf  an,  A  side. 

A  nazl,  (v.  n.  of  J,wai)  Darting,  shooting 

with  bow  and  arrow ;  conquering  at  that  exercise. 
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Nazal,  (v.  n.  of  J-aJ)  Being  lean,  fatigued  (camel). 
nazm.  Good  wheat. 

A         nazmat,  A  grain  of  good  wheat. 

A  ̂joljuaJ  naznaz,  (A  serpent)  in  perpetual  mo- 
tion, whose  bite  is  instant  death. 

A  'i^axtai  naznazat,  (v.  n.  of  {^jax^ai  Q)  (A 
serpent)  moving  (the  tongue). 

A  7iazw,  (v.  n.  of  Lai  for  j*a3)  Pulling  (the 

garments  off  another),  stripping.  Drawing  (a  sword). 

(One  horse)  outstripping  (others),  bursting  from  a 
troop  or  herd,  hurrying  along.  Flying  rapidly  (as 

an  arrow),  and  going  beyond  the  mark.  Travelling, 

passing  (through  a  country  or  desert).  Going  down, 

subsiding  (a  swelling).  Drying  up  (water).  Kazw, 

(or  '^*a>  nuzuni)  (v.  ii.  of  Uai  for  j-ai)  Going  off 
from  the  beard,  head,  hands,  or  feet  (dye).  JVizw, 

(pl.^La)^an2;aj:)An  emaciated  camel  or  other  beast, 

especially  with  fatigue.  A  worn,  tattered  garment. 
The  wood  of  an  arrow  without  point,and  much  worn. 

The  iron  part  of  a  bridle  without  the  leather. 

A  L^ytoi  nuzub,  (v.  n.of  u-o^) Flowing,  run- 
ning, descending,  sinking  (water  in  the  earth).  Being 

sunk  in  the  socket  (the  eye  of  a  she-camel).  Being 

distant  (desert).  Being  sore  and  adverse  (fortune). 

Dying.    Being  diminished,  scarce  (produce). 

A  iyai  nizwat,  (fem.)  Emaciated  (she-camel). 
A  nazuh,  A  species  of  aromatic.  Any  thing 

which  they  pour  in  the  mouth,  as  medicine.  (A 

bow)  which  shoots  to  a  great  distance.  Nuzuh,  A 

drawing  of  water  by  the  assistance  of  cattle. 

A  i^yoi  nazud,  A  fat  she-camel. 

Kj^joi  nuzur.  Brightness,  beauty. 
A  {^yJo  nazuz.  Leaky  (well).  A  well  whose 

water  comes  in  small  quantities. 

A  ̂ ^ja>  nazy,  (v.  n.  of  j_j-a3)  Drawing  (a  sword). 
Wearing  (a  garment)  threadbare. 

A  '^j^*Q>  naziy,  Cattle  emaciated  with  extreme labour.  An  arrow  without  a  head  or  feathers.  A 

gaming  arrow  newly  polished  but  not  used.  That 

part  of  a  spear  or  arrow  from  the  handle  or  feather 

to  the  head.  The  head  of  an  arrow  or  javelin.  The 

back  of  the  neck  with  the  bone  or  joints  from 

the  ears  to  the  shoulders.  Virga  virilis.  Nuziy, 

(v.  n.  of  l*a3  for  yo^)  Starting  from  a  troop,  out- 
stripping other  horses.  Going  through,  passing  be- 

yond (an  arrow).  Pulling  off  (a  garment).  Draw- 
ing (a  sword).  Travelling,  passing  through  cities 

and  stations.  Going  off,  (the  colour  of  privet) 

A  ̂ a^nazlj,  Ripe  (fruit).  Well-cooked  (meat). 
naziju''r  rasy.  Matured  in  judgment. 

A        naz'ih,{-p].  ̂ ao)  ?iW2;M/4)Awatering-trough. 
Ai^^  nazihatjAkm^oi  medicine  or  aromatic 

which  they  put  into  the  mouth.  Far-shooting(bow). 
A  d-x^  naztd,  Piled  one  upon  another. 

A  2tiJk^  nazidat,  A  cushion,  a  pillow. 

A  jUflL)  nazir,  Gold  or  silver.  Florid,  vivid, 

splendid,  bright.    Name  of  a  Jewish  tribe  that 

dwelt  at  Khaybar. 

A  (_^iixjai7iaziz,(y.  n.  of  (_>ia3)  Flowing  gently. 
Exuding, sweating.  Oozing  from  theendofalighted 
stick  (sap).  Becoming  possible.  Bursting  from 
fulness  (a  bottle),  (pi.  (.^l^  nazasiza.nd.i^\^ 
nizaz)  A  small  quantity  of  milk  or  water.  Lean 

(man),    ̂ ..^l-oj^si)  j  ̂ ^^'ox^  ̂ jV  j"-*"  bi 
aksa'  nazizihim  wa  nazizaiihim.  They  came  the 
whole  company  of  them. 

A  &*ax«3.J  nazizat,  (pi.  'i.A>\anizzat  and  ;jwi)LaS 
nazasiz)  A  little  rain.  The  crackling  sound  of  meat 

when  put  upon  hot  stones.  Gentle  (wind).  A 
wind  which  brings  rain.  Water  gliding  softly.  A 

crowd,  a  company.  Thirst.  iLoJuaj  Cj\h  zat  na- 
zizat, Thirsty  camels  that  cannot  be  satisfied. 

A^i_JlA*i>  nazif.  Filthy,  nasty,  dirty. 

A  Jai  natt,  (v.  n.  of  lai)  Extending,  stretching. 
Tying  fast.  Travelling  (over  a  country).  Raving, 
doting,  talkino;  nonsense. 

A  ̂UaS  nattas,  (fem.  of  la3^  anatt)  Far  distant. 

A  L-.»lla3  nitab,T'he  head.  Neck  or  jugular-vein, 
(v.  n.  3  of  u_.*la3)  Setting  (men  or  dogs)  by  the  ears. 

A  iiUsO  natat,  (pi.  f-'^\anta^)  The  stalk  of  an 
unripe  date.  Branches  whence  the  clusters  hang. 
The  fortress  of  Khaybar. 

A^Uaj  nattah.  Butting  (ram). 
A  jUaJ  nuttar,  A  scarecrow  amongst  corn.  (pi. 

of  jlsU)  Keepers  of  vineyards  or  palm-gardens. 
A  JjVlai  7iitarat,  The  charge  of  a  vineyard  or 

palm-garden. A  ̂*uUa3  nitasiy  or  natasiy.  Intelligent,  inge- 
nious, learned,  skilful,  accurate.  A  physician. 

nattat,  Delirious  ;  idle  talker,  dotard. 

A         nita^  Tents.  Land.  Country. 

A  ̂ Uai  naita^  One  who  sets  on  a  table  half- eaten  bread.  Extremely  careful  in  gathering  up 
food  in  the  table-cloth  ̂ la3  7iit^ 

A  Xff-llai  ?2Mfa^a^,Ahalf-eaten  mouthful  on  table. 
A  I  slki  nataf,  (v.  n.  of  t«_AlaS)  Flowing  (wa- 

ter). Nitaf,  (pi.  of  iiilai  nutfat)  Clear  waters. 

P  (  sUaj  nitaf,  A  falconer's  glove. 
Aisilki  nataf  at,  (v.  n.  ofu-iki)  Being  suspected 

of,  or  tainted  by,  vice.  Nitafat,  (v.  n.  of  t__ftki) 

Flowing  (as  water).  Nutafat,  A  little  water  re- 
maining in  a  bottle. 

A  JjlJaj  nitah,  (pi.  ̂ kS  nutuk)  A  girdle,  zone. 
A  kind  of  female  garment,  being  a  cloth  fastened 

round  the  waist,  the  outer  fold  reaching  to  the  knees, 

the  interior  to  the  ground,  f  ̂̂ liiiii^jlkj  nitaki 
kalihashan,  The  milky-way.  (j^iUai  zat  nitd- 

kayn.  Name  of         asmas,  daughter  of  Abii  bakr. 

A  ijUa^  nattah,  A  great  talker. 
A  ̂^^iUaJ  nitahani.  Duo  labra  vulvae. 
Akilkj  natanit,  (pi.  of  lalkS  natnat,  nitnit,  or 

kUlai  natnat)  Tall  (men),  long  (things). 

A  L— aIsS  nath,  (v.  n.  of  u-*la3)  Striking  or  twitch- 

ing (any  one's)  ears  with  the  fingers. 



A  natsarat,  (v.  n.  ofj<la3  Q)  Having  the 
stomach  overloaded  with  fat  meat. 

A  ̂ o)  7iath,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ la>)  Butting  Vith  the 
horns,  goring.  aw'  nath,  The  two  horns  of 
the  ram,  i.  e.  the  two  bright  stars  in  the  head  of  Aries. 

nitkhu  sharrin,  The  author  of  mis- 
chief, a  wretch. 

A jlaj  natr,  (v.  n.  of^ai)  Keeping  guard,  watch- 
ing a  vineyard  or  palm-garden.  The  charge  or 

care  of  a  palm-garden. 

A  AJ^  nutaras,  (or  *8jlx>  natarat)  (pi.  of ̂ 13 
nath')  Keepers  of  vineyards  or  palm-gardens. 

A  ̂jjli>  natrun,  Nitre.  Natron.  Borax.  Na- 
tive alkaline  salt. 

A  (j«iaJ  nats,  natis,  or  natus,  Intelligent,  inge- 
nious, learned,  skilful,  accurate.  Natas,  (v.  n.  of 

(j^Jai)  Excelling  in  learning,  intelligence,  and  in- 
genuity. Natis,  Extremely  careful  in  avoiding 

every  thing  impure.  Nutics,  Skilful  physicians. 
Persons  extremely  nice  and  careful  in  keeping  clear 

from  all  impurity. 

A  *i*-ia>  nutasat,  A  man  nice  in  dress,  victuals, 
speech,  superstitiously  attentive  to  his  ablutions. 

A  (j£«iai  natsh,  Bodily  constitution,  strength. 

A  ̂^Um^i)  (^i^\^l:2S' ̂ ^tshan)  natshan,  Thirsty. 

A\r^')nutut,  (pl.ofJa;^  anait)  Distant  journeys. 
A  jlaJ  nit^  7iat^  nata^,  and  nita^  (pi.  ̂Uaj! 

an^a^  and  ̂ ^^^  nutu^  A  sheet  of  dressed  leather, 
which  they  spread  as  a  table  or  table-cloth ;  also 
one  upon  which  they  play  at  chess  or  draughts ;  or 

on  which  a  criminal  sits  to  be  decapitated.  JS/it^ 

and  nita^  (pi.  nutu^  The  fore  part  of  the 
palate ;  also  its  corrugations.  Nutu^  Those  who 
have  wide  jaws ;  or  who  grin,  twist,  or  open  wide 
their  mouths. 

A  nit^yat,  The  letters  pronounced  by  the 
pressure  of  the  tongue  on  the  fore  part  of  the  pa- 

late ;  viz.  O  ie,    dal,  and  \s  to. 

A  u-iiai  natf,  (v.  n.  of  i  a^»j)  Flowing  (water). 

Accusing,suspecting,impeaching.  Pouring(water). 

iVafa/",(v.  n.of(_ali>)  Beingsuspected  of,  or  tainted 
by,vice  or  criiTie.Being spoiled  (a thing). Being  hurt 

by  a  wound  penetrating  to  the  brain.  Having  a  pes- 

tilential swelling  in  the  belly ;  also  a  deep  wound  or 

galling  on  the  back  (a  camel).  Having  the  stomach 

overloaded  with  meat  (a  man).  Being  troubled  with 

an  indigestion.  A  vice,  corruption,  evil.  A  species 

of  distemper,  for  which  a  man  is  cauterized  with  a 

hot  iron.  A  sore  on  a  camel's  back.  Natif,  Deeply 
wounded  in  the  head.  A  camel  diseased  as  above. 

Unclean,  impure.  Suspected  of  vice.  Nutaf, 

of  H.g-V»j  nutfat)  Spermata  genitalia.  Seas,  clear 

waters,  (pi.  of         nutafat)  Ear-rings. 

A  ̂j)^^ii>  natafan,  The  flowing  (of  water). 

A  'iSih^  nutfat,  (pi.  i  jUaS  nitafandi  i_aV».>  nu- 
tuf)  Clear  water,  whether  little  or  much,  lymph. 

A  little  water  remaining  in  a  bottle.  The  sea.  (pi. 
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(— oVr)  nutaf)  Sperma  hominis.  Nata  or  nutafat, 

(pi.  (_ala^  nutaf)  An  ear-ring.  A  small  pure  pearl. 

A  ̂jl"gVt'i>\^  Gw'  nutfatani,  The  two  seas,  as  the 
Eastern  and  the  Western,  Mediterranean  and  Red 

Sea,  Persian  Gulph,  and  Sea  of  China. 

A  (j^aJaJ  natif  una,  (pi.  of  i_cU>  natif)  Impure, 
unclean.  Suspected  of  vice. 

A  Jjlaj  nutk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^Ix))  Speaking,  pronoun- 
cing, articulating.  A  word,  speech,  articulation, 

pronunciation,  p  ̂-laS  ̂ ^^JSj^  bastaghi  nutk, 
Silence,  speechlessness,  a  Nutuh,  Parts  of  a  moun- 

tain which  overtop  others,  (pi.  of  jUai  nitak)  Fe- 
male drawers  or  trowsers. 

A  JiaJ  natl,  (v.  n.  of  J>laj)  Pressing  (grapes), 

squeezing  out  (wine).  Sprinkling  (the  head  of  a 

sick  person)  with  water.  What  is  got  from  pressed 

grapes  after  the  first  wine.  The  skin  of  the  grape 

having  its  taste.   Nitl,  Dregs  or  remains  of  wine. 
A  ̂^ilaJ  natlas.  An  evil,  misfortune. 

A  'ilia)  nutlat,  What  any  one  takes  out  of  the 
mouth  of  a  leathern  bottle.  One  draught  (of  water). 

A  ̂hii  natm.  Full,  good  wheat. 
aIxxLl)  nainat,  (m<ni^,  and  ialilaS  natnat)  (pi. 

laillx)  natanit)  Tall,  long. 

a  &y^.VK)  natnatat,  (v.  n.  of  lajklii  Q)  Extend- 

ing, stretching.  Being  very  long  (a  journey).  Per- 
forming along  journey.  Lying  far  off  (a  country). 

A  _jlx>  natw,  (v.  n.  of  Uo)  for  jl^?)  Drawing  out, 
laying  down  (the  warp)  in  a  loom.  Being  absent, 
far  distant.  Being  silent. 

A  nutu^  (pi.  of  ̂laj  nat^nit^  nata^  and 

niia^  Sheets  of  leather  used  as  table-cloths,  (pi. 
of        nit^  The  fore  parts  of  the  palate. 

A  t_-j^ix)  natuf.  Rainy  (night),  till  morning. 

A  aJjia)  nutufat,  (j.  n.  of  l-oVi))  Being  sus- 
pected of,  or  tainted  by,  vice. 

A  ̂jiaJ  nutuk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Speaking. 
A  J ̂laj  na  Warm  water  medicinally  prepared , 

and  poured  from  a  vessel  slowly  over  the  head ; 

an  embrocation.  Nutul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3^)  Pouring 
forth  an  embrocation. 

A  (^la3  natty,  Distant  (place). 

A  natih,  (Game)  coming  in  front  of  one. 

Butted  by  a  ram,  killed  with  the  blow.  Hateful, 

detestable,  despicable.  (A  horse)  having  two  cir- 
cular spots  on  his  forehead  (a  blemish). 

A  a^^^  natihat,  (A  beast)  gored  to  death. 
A  nitfis,  A  physician.  Skilful. 

A  (ji-xki  natish.  Motion^ 
A  ̂  -^-^  natit,  (v.  n.  of  lai)  Fleeing,  running 

away.  Remote,  distant. 

A  ̂Llaj  nutaylik,  (dim.  of  ̂ ^Ua>^  intilak)  A 
short  absence. 

AjUaj  nizar.  Physiognomy,  sagacity,  penetra- 
tion. Nazari,  Wait  thou. 

AjUaj  na2rzar,Noble-spirited,sharp-eyed(horse). 

A  scrutinizer.  jUajJ\_jij  banu'n  nazzar,  A  tribe 

of  Arabians.  Nuzzar,  Spectators. 

A  5jUii>  nazarat,  Inspection,  superintendancy, 
administration.  A  walking  and  a  looking  about. 

Cleanliness,  purity,  abstinence  from  any  thing  gross 

(an  idiom,  technical  language  peculiar  to  lawyers). 

A  nazzarat.  Spectators. 

p  ̂^J^>  nazzai^agi,  Seeing,  looking  at;  sight, 
(pi.  ̂ J^j^nazzaragiyan)A  spectator,beholder. 

A  ijUiL)  nazara  or  nazzdra.  Sight,  view,  look. 
nazara-kunan.  Shewing. 

p  sl^  !SjUa>  nazara-gah,  A  pleasant  prospect. 

p  L^Ua<>  nazzdriy,  A  superior  kind  (of  camel). 
A  &iUaj  nazafat.  Cleanness,  neatness,  purity. 

nizam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Joining  in  a  row, 
stringing  (pearls).  Arranging,  governing,  regula- 

ting. Adorning.  Making  verses.  Having  the  lines 

nizamani  (a  lizard  or  fish).  Order,  dispo- 

sition, arrangement,  (pi.  jja)  nuzum)  A  string  of 
pearls  or  beads,  or  that  upon  which  they  are  strung. 
Composition  of  verses.  Custom,  habit,  mode,  way 

of  life,  institution.  Heaped  up  sands.  The  right 

way,  right  line.  (pi.  &»iaj\  anzimat,  anazim, 
and         nuzum)  Foundation,  basis,  constitution. 

nizamu'l  ̂ lam,  Governor  of  the  world, 
administrator  of  public  affairs  (a  title  given  by  the 

king  and  others  to  the  Grand  Vazir).  j»Ua3 
nizamul  mulk,  The  administrator  (literally,  the 

good  order)  of  the  empire. 
A         nazzam,  A  stringer  of  pearls. 

A  ̂^IcUai  nizamani,  (dual  of  j»Ui>  nizam)  Two 
lines  of  a  white  colour  running  from  the  head  to 
the  tail  of  a  crocodile  or  fish. 

A  X*Ua3  nazdmat,  A  string  of  eggs,  or  the  egg- 

bed  of  aVowl.  Nizamat,  Administration  of  justice, 

government,  arrangement,  regulation. 

p  ̂_^Ua3  nazdml.  Name  of  a  famous  poet. 
A  &A*Uai  nazdmiyat,  A  college  in  Baghdad. 

A jjUaj  nazddr,  (pi.  of  nazirat  and  Sjy^ 
nazurat)  Those  who  are  looked  upon  or  revered 
above  all  others;  eminent,  venerable,  or  respectable 

men.  Nobles,  grandees,  chief  men.  Like,  similar. 

iVfl2rartVa,(Counting  cattle)  by  pairs,  two  and  two. 
A  L_A)lJa3  nazdsif,  (pi.  of  L_ijJa.>)Clean(things). 

A jia3  nazr,  (v.  n.  of  jJa3)  Expecting,  waiting 

for.  Delaying,  granting  a  delay  or  respite.  Sell- 
ing on  credit.  Nizr,  Like,  resembling.  Nazar,  (v. 

n.  of  jiaj)  Looking  at,  beholding,  seeing,  gazing 

upon,  viewing,  turning  the  eyes  or  the  mind  to- 
wards, scanning.  Attending  to  :  considering,  pon- 

dering, weighing,  measuring,  rating,  valuing,  esti- 
mating. Defending, helping,  assisting.  Expecting, 

waiting.  Predicting,  presaging,  divining.  Being 

tenderly  affected  towards.  SelHngupon  credit.  De- 

ciding, judging,  passing  sentence.  Exercising  au- 
thority. Being  situate  over  against  (as  one  house 

to  another).  Exhibiting  to  the  eye  her  plants  (the 

earth).  Sight,  vision,  view:  look,  glance.  An  over- 



sight.  Doubt, uncej'taintv,  perplexity.  Neighbours. 

nazari  im^n,  Attentive  consideration, 

a  look  of  attention.  liJwO nazari  ha^d,  A  pro- 
spect. (3Ujlai  nazari  sani,  A  review  or  second 

examination  of  recruits  at  which  they  are  finally 

past.  Revisal  of  a  writing  or  book.  J'^Ujh^  na- 
zari viJikarrar,^e\\evi  ,Ye'^\s&\.  ViJ^\si\ na- 

zar  andalihtan,  To  cast  a  glance.  az 

iiazar  7-andan,  To  drive  out  of  (one's)  sight,  to  ex- 
pel. A ^i>\  ahli  nazar,  Sagacious,  penetra- 

ting. j.la_>  '^^^^  liayyii  nazar,  A  town  or  village 
closely  adjoining  to  another.  ̂ laJJl  (J^^-*^  diwa- 

nu'n  nazar,  A  council-board.  jlaJ^J^  masla- 
hu^ti  nazar,  The  herb  mullein. 

nuzaras,(^p].  of__j<la3  Ka^ir)Equals,  likes. 
A  nazarat,  Looks.  Appearances. 

nazaran,  (v.  n.  of Seeing,  look- 
ing at,  viewing,  scanning. 

p  nazar-andaz,  Cast  off,  out  of  sight. 

pjb jia.)  jiazar-baz,  One  who  plays  with  or 
deceives  the  eyes.   An  ogler.    A  juggler. 

p  (_5^bjla3  nazar-hazt,  Ogling.  Illusion. 

p  J^>  nazar-ha7id,  Strictly  watched  (with- 
out imprisonment).    Fascination  of  conjurors. 

p  ̂j^j^       nazar-handl,  Confinement. 

A  'ij^  nazrat.  One  look,  glance.  An  appari- 
iion.  Fascination,  malignant  eye,  look  of  a  demon ; 

deformity ,  vice,  defect.  Ugliness  or  change  of  coun- 

tenance. Pity,  mercy.  A  fainting-fit,  swoon.  Fear. 

Awe.  fjlai  nazrasi  ula',  (or  ̂^j^^  'iJhJ  naz- 
rauCl  ula')  The  first  glance,  at  first  sight.  Nazi- 

rat,  Delay,  respite,  space  granted.  "Credit. 
p  slljlai  nazar-gah.  Place  of  sight.  A  theatre 

or  place  where  any  spectacle  is  exhibited.  The 

tomb  of  a  prophet  or  holy  man. 

A  'iij^  nizrann,  nizrinn,  or  nuzrunnat,  (A  wo- 
man) who  sees  not  really  what  she  thinks  she  sees. 

A  Isj^  5^  ha7iu  nazara',  (or  Isj^  nazzara') 
Those  who  gaze  upon  women,  and  speak  to  them 

politely,  gently,  and  soothingly. 
A  nazariy.  Speculative,  notional,  ideal. 

nozm,  (v.  n.  of  jJ^)  Joining  (pearls)  in 
a  row.  Composing  (verses).  Order,  arrangement. 

A  string  (of  pearls).  Poetry,  verse.  A  large  flight 

(of  locusts).  Three  stars  in  Orion.  ̂ yJ>  j  ̂JaJ 
nazm  u  nasak,  Order  and  arrangement.  Niizum, 

(pi.  of  ̂ Uai  nizdm)  Strings  of  pearls.  Bases,  con- 
stitutions of  things. 

J         nazml,  A  composer,  ai'ranger.  A  poet. 

A  jaiaJ  nazur.  One  who  attentively  looks  at  ano- 
ther he  likes.  Nazur,  (or  nazurat)  (pl.jjUaJ 

Jiazaj-i'r)  One  who  is  looked  upon  or  revered  above 
all  others,  a  venerable  or  respectable  man. 

A  iij^^  nazurat.  First  line  or  van  of  an  arm3^ 

A  js]a3  nazir,  (pi.  AJcLi  nuzarus)  Alike,  resem- 

bling, equal  to.  ̂  ̂ ^^^  nazhm'xh  shay,  Look- 
mg  towards  or  opposite  to  a  thing.  (JL***-^ 
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naziru's  samt,  (or jUajJ^  an'  nazir)  The  Nadir  or 
point  of  the  lower  hemisphere,  in  opposition  to  the 

vertical  point  Zenith,  iJI^is-  i^j-^^^^  majlisi 

jannat-nazir,  An  assembly  resembling  paradise.  P^J, 

jJa^  hi  nazir.  Incomparable,  peerless,  matchless. 

A  nazlrat,  (pl.^,jUit3  nazanr)  One  who  is 
looked  upon  or  revered  above  all  others,  a  venerable 

or  respectable  man.  The  first  line  or  van  of  an  army. 

A  similitude,  comparison,  example,  specimen. 

A  i»_ajJaJ  naz'if,  Pure,  clean.  Alkali,  or  the 

ashes.    (J-^j^J^  u-ftAlaJ  tiaz\fu''s  sarawil,  Chaste. 

A  j»J^  naz'im,  A  path  through  mountains  dis- tinguished by  a  string  of  little  pools  lying  nigh  unto 

each  other.  That  to  which  syllables  of  similar  end- 

ings answer.  A  trench  in  which  suckers  of  palm- 

trees  are  planted.    Well-arranged  (assembly). 

A      na^  Weak,  languid  (man). 

A  nti^s.  The  mewing  of  a  cat.  Na^si, 
Announce  his  death. 

A  u-jIjO  nu^ib,  (v.  n.  of  (_-*jO)  Croaking  (a 

raven)  ;  crowing  (a  cock)  ;  also  other  birds. 

A         na^j^hat.  Swift  (she-camel) 

A  na^ibi^  Those  parts  (of  a  camel's  body) where  the  sweat  flows. 

A  ioUi  na^tat,  (v.  n.  of  CL>-^)  Being  swift,  fleet 

(a  horse).  Being  qualified,  praised,  celebrated. 

A  ̂1*3  ni^j,  (pi.  of  na^at)  Ewes,  espe- 
cially of  the  species  of  sheep  called  zasn. 

Wild  cows,  especially  white. 

AjU3  nu^r,  (v.  n.  of  jj»J)  Making  a  sound 
through  the  nose.  Bursting  with  a  gushing  noise 

(blood  from  a  vein).    Roaming  through  cities. 

A  na^^r,  A  vein  spirting  out  blood.  Re- 
bellious, seditious,  disobedient.  Clamorous,  noisy. 

Cunning,  sly. 

A  'ij\jb  na^^rat.  Noisy,  impudent  (v;oman). 
A(_}>jl*3?u/^a.s,Somnolency,drowsiness,lethargy. 

A  na^^s,  Sleepy,  drowsy,  comatose. 

p  8iiJ  ̂j^jVjO  nu^s-zada,  Lethargic,  comatose. 

aXs-1«j  ?j«^«^a?,(pl.        Fresh,  tender  herbage. 
A  u-iliO  ni^tf,  (pi.  of  na^)  Declivities 

of  mountains,  slopes  of  valleys. 

a  nu^h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^-*-^)  Calling  out  to, 
checking  (sheep).  Croaking  (a  raven). 

A  JUo  ni^J,  (pi.  of  iJjO  na^)  Shoes,  slippers. 
Horse-shoes.  Clogs.  Pattens. 

A  ni^liy,  A  shoe  or  sandal-maker. 

A  pUi  na^m.  An  ostrich.  The  ostrich-species. 
A  desert,  solitude.  A  direction-post  set  up  in  the 

desert.  Yes.  ^\)0  na^m  (ni^m,  ovnu^ina) 

^ynin,  For  the  gratification  of. 
A  ii^laJ  na^mat,  A  cross-beam  over  two  up- 

right posts,  to  which  the  bucket  is  suspended  for 

drawing  water  fi'om  a  well.  A  swipe  for  raising- 
water  ;  a  crane  for  lifting  great  weights.  A  drawer 

of  water  at  a  well.  Any  conspicuous  structure  on 

a  hill  or  eminence.  A  stone  projecting  from  a  well, 
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An  elevated  banner.  A  direction-post  erected  in 
the  desert.  An  ostrich.  A  high  road.  A  desert, 

solitude.  The  leg-bone.  The  sole  of  the  foot.  The 

brain  (of  a  horse).  The  membrane  of  the  brain. 

The  muzzle  (of  a  horse).  Self,  soul.  A  title  of  the 

sovereigns  of  Hj**-  hirai.  A  crowd,  a  meeting,  as- 

sembly. Delight,  joy,  gladness.  Honour.  A  ca- 

mel's saddle,  and  what  is  under  it.  A  sudden  vic- 

tory. Darkness.  Ignorance.  Name  of  seven  dif- 
ferent horses,  i^-^  &*Ij6  na^mata  ̂ ynin,  For 

the  gratification  of.  sjLoUi  shalat  na^ima- 
tuhu,  He  died.  He  was  light.  He  became  calm after  being  angry. 

A  J^'o^  nu^ima'.  The  south  wind.  The  south- east wind.  uLlUiU)  mi^maha,  As  far  as  you  can 

reach,  as  much  as  you  can.  ^j^vS-  nu^ma' 

^ynin,  For  the  gratification  of. 

A  ̂Aj<'>  nn^ni^  Flounces,  furbelows,  or  similar things  fastened  to  the  girdle  by  way  of  ornament. 

A  j|Uo>5^  ail  na^fim.  The  twentieth  mansion  of 
the  moon,  being  eight  stars  in  a  circular  position, 

of  which  four  are  called  as'  sadirat,  the 
other  four  3iij^_j5^  al  waiidat. 

A  i^)0  na^),  (v.  n.  of  u-^jJ)  Croaking  (a  ra- 
ven). Crowing  (a  cock).  Moving  the  head  or  neck 

when  vociferating.  Giving  notice  of  the  hour  of 

prayer  (as  the  muezzin  from  the  minaret  or  tower 

of  a  mosque).  Going  quick,  with  a  corresponding- 
motion  of  the  head  (acamel).  Violent  (wind).  Nu- 

^tl,  (pi.  of  (—.^5*3  va^.b)  Swift  (she-camels). 

A  ij^'i  na^ban,  (v.  n.  of  t_>*3)  Croaking  (a raven).  Crowing  (a  cock). 

A  CLa^o  na^,  Epithet,  description.  An  adjective 
noun.  Praise,  eulogium, encomium.  (Ahorse)out- 

stripping  others  in  a  race.  CJ^  iia^u'v.  na- 
biy,  The  praise  of  the  prophet  (which,  after  the 
praises  of  God,  is  inscribed  at  the  beginning  of  many 

books  ;  a  kind  of  invocation).  Na^t,  (v.  n.  of 

iJ1a>6)  Making  pretensions  to  great  speed.  Being 
elaborately  described,  qualified,  or  praised, 

A  'smC  na^at,  (A  horse)  outstripping  others  in 
a  race.  Nu^at,  The  highest  dignity. 

A  CL^'>  na^,  The  act  of  taking,  receiving. 
A  (JiiO  na^al.  The  male  (hyena).  A  doting, 

weak  old  man.  Name  of  a  man  remarkable  for  a 

very  long  beard  ;  hence  applied  to  any  man  with 
such  a  beard.    Name  of  a  certain  Jew. 

A  '^tsOna^alat, CoWecixon,  congregation,  meet- 
ing. Folly.  The  feeble  pace  of  a  decrepit  old  man. 

The  strut  of  one  who  goes  with  the  feet  wide  and 
inverted  ;  or  of  one  who  walks  with  a  haughty  air, 

and  swings  the  body  and  feet. 

A  ̂   na^j,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  very  white, shining  bright.  Being  fat.  Being  indisposed  after 

eating  mutton.  iV«^/;,LTnwell  fi'om  eating  mutton. 
A  na^jat,  (pi.  of        na^at)  Ewes. 

A  'i.^  na^ai,  (pi.  ̂ Vso  n?^aj  and  OUs?^  na^i- 
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jat^  A  ewe.  A  wild  cow,  particularly  a  white  one. 

A jjO  na^',  (v.  n.  of  jjO)  Opposing,  resisting, 
thwarting.  Refusing.  Flocking  together  in  a  tu- 

multuous, disorderly  manner.  Coming,  approach- 

ing. Rising  up  to  do  any  thing,  exerting  one's  self 

JVfl^ar,  (v.  n.  of ̂ )  Being  infested  by  gad-bees 
or  horse-flies  (especially  in  the  nose).  Na^r,  Un- 

able to  rest  in  a  place.  (An  ass)  stung  in  the  nos- 

tril by  a  gad-fly.  Nu^r,  The  early  fruit  of  the  tree 
arali.  An  embryo,  imperfect,  unformed  (ass- 

foal).  A  wind  which  makes  a  noise  in  the  nose. 
A  blue  fly. 

A  8^  na^'at,  (v.  n.  ofy>j)  Bursting  with  a  gush- 
ing noise  (blood  from  a  vein).  Roaming  through 

cities.  Clamour,  cry, vociferation,  great  noise,  roar; 

sound  made  by  the  nostrils.  na^atu'n 
vajm,  The  blowing  of  a  wind,  with  great  heat,  about 

the  rising  of  a  star,  p  ̂ is'j  KjiO  na^a  zadan,  (pvji 
(jlSjjI  har  aivardan)  To  raise  a  cry.  a  Nu^-at  or 
nu^rat,  The  root  of  the  nose,  or  the  inside  of  it. 

Na^rat  or  mi^rat,  An  affair  to  which  one  gives 

attention.  Pride,  arrogance.  Nu^rat,  A  large 

blue  fly  which  infests  asses  and  horses,  the  gad- 

bee,  horse-fly,  bree.  The  fruit  of  the  tree  ardk. 

Imperfect,  unformed  (ass-foal). 

1'  ̂ Uj  Sjjt)  na^'a-zandn,  Uttering  loud  cries. 
A  Ijjxi  na^a,  Clamorous  (woman). 

A  ;j*sO  na^,  (v.n.of  jj««o)  Sleeping,  sliimber- 
ing.  Somnolency.   Softness,  weakness  in  body  or 
mind.    Dulness  of  markets,  when  goods  are  not 

bought,  nor  exposed  to  sale. 

A  (jL«jO  no.^an,  (little  used)  Sleepy,  drowsy. 
A  eL-^o  na^at,  One  sleep,  slumber,  nap,  snooze. 

A(ji«3nfl^/t,  (v.n.of;ji*o)(God)  exalting  (any 

one).  Repairing  the  broken  fortune  of  any  one.  Eu- 
logizingthe  dead.  Lifting  up  (the  eyes).  A  bier  with 

a  dead  body  (when  empty  it  iscalled Jijut  sarij-).  A 
litter  in  which  a  sick  person  is  carried.  A  catafalque 

whereon  a  royal  corpse  is  laid.  A  piece  of  wood, 

with  a  notch  or  a  piece  of  cloth  at  the  end  of  it,  for 

catching  young  ostriches.  Permanency,  duration. 

Life.  ̂ Ji30  Olj^  handti  na^h,  The  constellation 

of  the  Bear,  as  well  al  kubra',  The  Greater, 

as  ,^jkj^\  sitghra',  The  Lesser.  They  are  both 
called  the  Bier;  the  three  stars  which  go  before 

the  Bier  being  called  OUo  hanat,  and  every  in- 

dividual star  (jisO        ibn  na^sh. 

p  eixLjO  na^ldla,  A  fowl  fricaseed  with  onions, 
vetches,  and  eggs. 

A  na^,  (v.  n.  of  i^fO)  Eating  herbage 

(a  locust).  jVa^as,  A  leaning  from  side  toside.  Cur- 
vature, crookedness.  Inversion. 

A  i^jojO  na^,  (v.  n.  of  (.>»*>)  Finding,  obtain- 
ing. Nu^,  Name  of  a  thorny  tree,  of  whose  wood 

they  make  dentifrices,  and  whose  bark  is  used  in 

tanning  hides. 

Ak«i?u/^i(/,(pl,ofiaS'liwa^«7)Ungraceful  eaters. 
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Travellers  to  a  great  distance.  Ill-bred,  unpolished. 

A)ajOna^ or na^z,(^v.x\.  of  iajO)Rising,becom- 
ing  erect  (the  yard).  Na^z,  Hot,  prurient  (vulva). 

A  j_fljO  na^,  (pi.  (  s\j6  ni^f)  The  declivity 
of  a  mountain,  slope  of  a  valley.  The  fore  part  and 

the  narrow  of  a  sand-hill.  (_>asi  ni^fun  nu^ 

^fun,  Ascents ordescents,  declivities  of  amountain. 

A  &.a^  na^at,  A  shoe-strap  striking  the  top 

of  the  foot  on  the  outside.  Na^fat,  A  strap  hang- 

ing from  behind  a  camel's  saddle.  A  kernel  or  tu- 
mour in  the  flesh.  The  hairy  plumage  of  a  cock ; 

also  his  wattles  and  comb. 

A  ?;«^A,(and  (jUbO  na^han^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Jjo) 

Calling  out  (to  sheep),  checking  (them).  Croak- 

ing (as  a  raven). 
A  (JjO  na^,  (v.  n.  of  ,J,*3  Shoeing  (a  horse). 

Giving  shoes,  (pi.  Jl«S  ni^l)  A  shoe,  sandal,  or 
any  thing  which  defends  the  feet  of  man  or  beast, 

a  woman's  buskin,  clog,  patten.  A  horse-shoe.  A 
hoof.  A  base  fellow  that  may  be  trodden  upon  like 

the  ground.  Hard  and  barren  ground  shining  with 

sand  and  gravel.  The  ferule  at  the  end  of  a  sword- 
sheath,  of  silver  or  iron.  A  nerve  twisted  round 

the  horns  of  a  bow ;  the  membrane  which  covers 

the  whole  back  of  a  bow.  A  ploughshare.  A  wife. 

A  fish  with  a  large  jowl,  p  ̂jiXii^^  7ia^  afhan- 
dan,  To  throw  oflT the  horse-shoe,  i.  e.  to  ride  or  run 

fast.  To  lag  behind,  break  down,  (^jw^  |JjO  7ia^ 

bast  an,  To  shoe  (a  horse),  (^jiuljii  na^dar 
atish,  Restlessness,  perturbation,  uneasiness.  ,JjO 

na^i  sham.  The  moon.  The  morning-breeze, 

(jii^ti  \^lsi  (JjO  na^i  huhna  ba  halwd  dadan, 
To  give  an  old  shoe  in  exchange  for  sweetmeats  (a 

custom  which  prevails  in  certain  parts  ofthe  world). 

J  na^  u  dagh,  A  scar  made  by  enthusiasts 
on  the  breast  in  the  form  of  a  horse-shoe. 

na^i  wdjgun,  A  matter  kept  secret  from 

people.  A  Na^l,  (v.  n.  of  Jjt>)  Being  shod,  put- 
ting on  shoes. 

p  iXi^ijO  na^-band,  A  smith,  farrier. 

p  ̂^^mSjO  na^-bandi,  New-shoeing  a  horse. 
A  light  tribute. 

p  IjJ  na^-bahd,  Money  given  to  foreign 
troops  to  abstain  from  plunder  and  devastation. 

A  xisO  na^at,  A  shoe,  slipper. 

p  na^-tirdsh,  (or        sdz)  A  maker 
of  buskins,  shoes,  clogs,  or  slippers. 

p  idj  (JjO  na^-zada,  Shod.  A  horse  prepared 
for  a  journey. 

p  udDjO  na^ak,  (or  (_^^)  A  kind  of  goblet. 

A  J^jO  na^iy,  In  the  form  of  a  horse-shoe. 

A  na^ayn,  (dual)  A  pair  of  shoes  of  a  par- 
ticular kind,  i.e.  with  wooden  soles ;  a  clog,  patten. 

pjjii  na^ayn-doz,  A  clog-maker. 
A  Jia^m,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ x))  Coming  barefoot. 

Na^,  (for  na^rn)  (pi.  ̂y^oS  an^m  and  ana- 

^z'm)  Cattle  feeding  (especially  camels  or  sheep). 

i^S'  ̂   na^a  (nu^a,  or  nu^m)  ̂ ynin,  For the  gratification  of.  Na^a,  ni^ia,  nu^ma,  or 

ni^ma,  Hail !  welcome,  O  most  excellent  (man  or 

woman)!  lioj  (J^j)^  ̂   ni^a'r  rajulu  zaydun, Good  is  the  man  Zayd.  JSfu^i,  (pi.  ̂ \  an^m) 

Prosperity,  good  fortune.  Delight.  Name  of  a 

woman,  Naomi.  Na^m,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jO)  Being  green 

and  succulent  (a  branch),  (pi.  j»Ijo\  an^m  and 

nu^nan)  Cattle  feeding  (especially  camels 

or  sheep).  Na^m  or  na^m,  Yes,  thus,  it  is  so, 

very  well.  [a\  ̂ jO  j  \^fa  biha  wa  na^m  ammd. 
It's  all  very  well,  but  ....  Na^m,  Soft,  easy, 

convenient,  gentle.  Tender,  delicate.  iV^/^am,  (pi. 
of  ni^af)  Benefits,  favours.  Pleasure,  com- 

fort, blessings  (of  life).  Meats,  viands,  victuals, 

p  ̂j^Uj.^  ̂   ni^mi  gundgun,  Meats  of  different kinds,  every  sort  of  good  things.  ^ 

Hail !  O  excellent !  Ux)  bii 

dahhan  ni^mman  or  ni^mman,  Bruising  or  bray- 
ing small,  reducing  to  subtle  powder. 

A  na^ds,  A  boon,  blessing,  favour.  A 

helping  hand.  <iJJ  li.^U  al  hamdu  U  'lldh 

^la'  na^ddhi,  Praise  be  to  God  for  His  benefits! 
A  01«jO  ni^mdt,  (pi.  of  &~«90  ni^ai)  Con- 

veniences. Riches. 

A  ̂Jl♦JO  WM^wa?t,  Blood.  Name  of  the  kings  of 
sjo-  hirat  in  Arabia,  especially  of  the  last.  Name 

of  an  island  in  the  Arabian  Gulf.  (pi.  of  ̂   na- 

^m)  Cattle  feeding.  ^\!aJ^  shakdfiku\i 

nu^dn,  The  anemone. 
A  na^at,  Convenience,  ease.  Afiiuence, 

wealth.  Tenderness, delicacy,  'i^xj^]  ̂ \jwdsi^i'n 
na^at,  Abounding  in  riches.  i^S-  na^iata 

(nu^ata,  or  ni^tiata^  ̂ y?iin,  For  the  gratifica- 
tion of.  Ni^nat,  (pi.  ̂ tCni^m,  ̂ \  an^m,Cf\^ 

ni^mdt,  and  ni^mdt')  The  hand.  Graciousness, beneficence,  a  benefit,  boon,  blessing,  favour.  A 

kind,  helping  hand.  Riches,  good  things.  Delight, 

pleasure,  joy.  CL>^  ̂ ^Jj  waZIm'^jnai,  A  benefactor, 
p  lIa^sO  ni^nat-parast,  A  Mammonist. 
Pj^s-  C.*»x>  7ii^nat-kkrvur,  Enjoying  favour, 

p  Si^iok^x^  ni^nat-kada,  Paradise, 
p         ni^ati,  Good  things,  comforts,  riches. 

Iron  on  the  sole  of  a  shoe. 

A  l^ff^  nu^a',  Graciousness,  beneficence.  A benefit.  A  kind,  helping  hand.  Delight,  pleasure, 

joy.  A  thing  which  gratifies  the  eye.   Ease,  quiet. 

(j-vS-  ̂^J♦J«^  nu^na'  ̂ ynin,  For  the  gratification  of. 
p  MiiO  na^d,  Mint. 

A  ̂X)i>  na^d^  Mint,  spearmint. 

A  ̂ xx'i  na^a^  or  nu^.v^  Mint,  spearmint. 
Nu^u^,  A  tall  man.    Long  and  slender  (penis). 

Flabby  in  body,  tottering,  shaking.  Long  and  nar- 

row (rima) ;  also  flabby. 
A  X»juO  na^a^t,  A  hesitation  in  speaking; 

■  pronouncing    na  instead  of  J  la.  Limberness  of  a 

I  pizzle  after  being  stiff.  Nv^u^f,  Crop  of  a  bird. 



A  yo  na^v,  A  circle  under  the  nose.  A  crack 
or  slit  on  the  upper  lip  of  a  camel.  A  fissure  or 

crack  in  the  hoof  of  a  horse.  The  opening  in  the 

hinder  part  of  the  hoof.   Fresh  and  moist  dates. 

A  f—Jy^  na^h,  (pi.  c^jo)  Swift  (she-camel). 
A  C^yO  nu^t,  (pi.  of  l1*i6  na^)  Encomiums. 

Adjectives. 

A         nu^j,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 16)  Being  very  white. 

A  aUb  hyi>  na^zu  bi'llak,  (in  sing.  iBb  ijC-\ 

a^ztc  bi'Uah)  Let  us  fly  to  God  (from  any  thing 

wicked)!  uiJJii  iub  dyo  na^zu  bi'Uah  min 
zaliha,  God  preserve  us  from  that !  ̂ JlO  i^\>  ii^>6 

^•As"^\  na^zu  bi'Uah  minVsh  shaytdnVr rajim,  God  defend  us  from  Satan  the  accursed! 

(which  is  often  made  to  rhyme  with  fjj^ji^ 

ji\  bi'smi'Udhi'rrahmainr  rahlm,  In  the  name 
of  God,  the  gracious,  the  merciful !)  ̂   Jilb  i5jj6 

\^M,Sj\jj jZi  na^zu  bVUdh  min  shururi  anfusina, 
God  protect  us  from  the  wickedness  of  ourselves! 

A  na^r,  A  vein  spirting  out  blood.  Distant 

(design).  (Wind)  bringing  a  cooling  blast  in  sul- 
try weather,  and  a  warm  breeze  in  cold  weather. 

A  (__jwjjO  na^s,  (A  she-camel)  giving  much 
milk  (she  is  then  inclined  to  sleepiness). 

A  )b^)0  nu^z,  (v.  n.  ofla^o)  Becoming  stiff  and 
erect  (the  yard). 

Ai_J_jj6  na^f,  Loose,  pendulous,  flagging  (ear). 

A  'ijcyo  nu^jmiat,  (v.  n.  of  j«jO)  Being  soft  and flexible.  Affording  repose.   Softness,  smoothness. 

A  i^jO  na^,  (or  (j^Jj*>  nu^dii)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -jO) 
Announcing  the  death  of  any  one.  Exposing  (ano- 

ther's faults). 

A  ̂-J«->  na^ij,  (v.  n.  of  j_gJt>)  Announcing  the 

death  of  any  one.  Exposing  (another's  faults).  A 

bearer  of  the  tidings  of  any  one's  death.  News  of 

any  one's  death. 

A  i_-*AsO  na^b,  (v.  n.  of  u-«jo)  Croaking  (a  ra- 
ven). Crowing  (a  cock). 

A  &aajO  na^bat,  Tribute  payed  into  the  treasury 
of  the  emperor  of  Morocco  from  the  different  pro- 

vinces of  the  empire. 

A  CLr^^aO  na^t,  (or  i^i^  na^tat)  (A  horse)  out- 
stripping others  in  a  race. 

AjfjOna^r,  (v.n.  of^so)  Making  a  sound  through 
the  nose.  Bursting  with  a  gushing  noise  (blood 

from  a  vein).  Roaming  through  cities.  A  clamour, 

shout, vociferation  (especially  in  a  tumult  or  in  bat- 

tle), ji^^joo  na^ru'l  hamm,  Provident,  thinking 
upon  distant  affairs. 

A  i»_ftJ>*o  na^fun  za^fun,  Weak. 

A  J^-^-jO  na^k,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fO)  Calling  out  to, 
checking  (sheep).  Croaking  (a  raven). 

A  &iA«3  mif^ylat,  (dim.  of  J,jO)  A  small  shoe. 

A  ̂ JvjO  «fl^im,Ease,  quiet,  tranquillity,  pleasure, 
affluence,  delicate  living,  luxury,  any  thing  good 

which  we  enjoy.  na^muUali,  The  bene- 

fits, favours,  or  grace  of  God,  pjkjj  na^mud 
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e?Mn?/a',  The  conveniences  and  luxuries  of  life,  ̂ ijo 
i^S'  na^ma  ̂ ynin,  For  the  gratification  of.  Na- 

^m,  (or  j»Jk»o  (.Loo-  jannati  na^m)  The  paradise 
of  delights.  ̂ xji>  y\  abu  nu^ym,  White  bread. 

na^m-pdk,  Works  of  piety. 
Ajlij  naghghar,  Bleeding  (wound). 

AjU!)  niiglighdz,  Slanderers,  seditious;  breed- 
bates,  mischief-makers. 

A  (_ji>lij  nughdsh,  A  very  dwarfish  man. 
A  nughashat,  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  ̂^Jli\x>  nughashiy,  A  very  dwarfish  man. 
A  naghghaz,  (One  thing)  moving  after 

others.  Thick  and  wrinkled.  ^jol>6  nagh- 

ghdzu'l  batn,  Wrinkled  in  the  belly. 
p  ??cf^7^a^/*,  Rare  and  excellent  things.  The 

joints  of  the  neck.  A  drinking-vessel. 

p  ciJlii  naghdh,  A  fine  cotton-thread.  Nighak, 

A  blockhead,fool,  stupid  fellow.  Arogue.  A  bastard. 

p  ̂ic  naghdm,  Particles  of  dust  floating  in  the 
air.  Naghdm  or  nighdm,JJg\j,  ill-favoured ;  dark- 
complexioned. 

A  ̂U!>  naghdnigh,  (pi.  of  ̂ io  mighnugh)  Isth- 
muses or  divisions  between  throats  and  windpipes; 

the  flesh  thereabouts. 

A  c»*»0  naghh,  (v.  n.  of  ■.  ■»«>)  Sucking  up,  ab- 
sorbing, swallowing  (spittle  or  single  draughts). 

Sipping  (as  a  bird).  Nughab,  (pi.  oi'kijO  nagh  or 
mighbat)  Quantities.  Draughts.   Shameful  acts. 

A  XjJo  naghbat,  One  draught  (of  water).  Hun- 
ger. Destitution.  Nughbat,  The  quantity  taken 

in  a  single  draught.  A  shameful  action. 

A      jt>  nughbuk,  Foolish,  insane. 

A  &_ajwjo  naghbakat,  The  grumbling  of  horses' 
bellies.  Naghbakat,  (or  ojy.ii>  tmghbukat)  Noise 

made  by  a  horse's  yard  in  the  sheath. 

A  j'^J**^  nughbuk,  Name  of  a  bird. 
A  J^ajO  nughbul,  Name  of  a  bird  and  plant. 
A  ijl^  7iaght,  A  pulling  of  the  hair. 

A  L^ii  naghs,  A  sore  and  lasting  evil. 

p        nighcha,  A  weazel.  A  kind  of  lizard. 

A  jid  naghr,  (v.  n.  of yi>')  Tickling  (the  throat 
of  a  child).  Drinking  much  water.  Naghar,  A 

salt-water  spring.  Naghai-,  (or  naghardn) 

(v.  n.  of yt>)  Boiling  with  rage,  being  indignant 
bursting  with  smothered  passion.  Boiling  (as  a 

pot),  boiling  over.  Contracting  her  hinder  parts 
and  travelling  on  (a  camel).  Being  plentiful  and 

redundant  (water).  Naghir,  Angry,  passionate. 

Nughar,{j^\.  ̂ ^y6w«<//<raH)  A  nightingale.  Young 
sparrows.  A  sparrow  with  a  red  beak.  A  species 

of  asses,  or  the  males  of  them.  A  foetus  making  a 
noise  in  the  womb. 

A  nighrdn,  (pi.  of  jio)  Nightingales. 

A  Sjib  naghiral.  Jealous  (woman).  Nugharat, 
A  kind  of  sparrow  with  a  red  beak. 

A  '&sjfi  nughruhat,  A  lock  of  hair  twisted  but 
not  plaited. 

P  nughruch,  A  rolling-pin. 

Pj— *->  iiaghz,  Beautiful.  Good,  sincere,  excel- 
lent ;  pure,  clear.  Swift,  nimble.  Rare,  surprising. 

AjiJ  naghz,  A  sowing  dissensions.  A  tickling. 

P j^}*^  naghztar,  More  rare.  Very  uncommon. 
p  naghzak,  Rare,  strange.    The  mango. 

p  (^yo  iiaghzi,  Rareness,  choiceness. 

p  ̂ tV»_jjb  naghzidan.  To  become  good. 

A  (jijO  naghsh,  (or  naghashdn)  (v.  n.  of 

(J^)  Shaking,  being  loose  (in  its  place).  Nod- 
ding (the  head).  Moving,  being  tremulous  (a  bird). 

IncHning  or  leaning  towards.  Agitation,commotion. 

A  i^fC  naghas,  (v.  n.  of  (,>aij)  Being  disap- 

pointed in  one's  hopes,  unable  to  perform  what 
was  expected  or  is  necessary.  Breaking  off  when 

drinking  (a  camel).  Bringing  camels  to  a  cistern 
to  drink,  and  driving  them  away  before  they  are 
filled.  Being  disturbed  in  his  drauglit  (a  camel), 

being  driven  from  the  well  that  another  may  drink. 

Naghis,  (Wine)  which  is  cut  off  from  the  drinkers 
before  they  are  full. 

A  (_jaio  naghz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j«i«i>)  Being  moved. 
Vacillating.  Chattering(asthe  teeth  of  a  child  when 

loose).  Moving,  setting  in  motion.  Being  dense 

(clouds),  pressing  upon  one  another.  Pullingastrong 
camel  from  between  two  at  the  watering  trough,  that 

a  weaker  one  may  get  near  to  drink.  One  who 
moves  his  head  and  totters  in  walking.  Naghz  or 

w?fif/<2:,  A  male  ostrich.  A  herd  of  ostriches.  Naghz 

or  nughz.  The  cartilage  of  the  shoulder-blades.  Na- 

ghaz,  (v.  n.  of  i^jo^)  Shaking  (the  head  in  admi- 
ration).   Being  moved,  shaking,  vacillating.  , 

A(^^ jo ;n<'7/i^/ja2',Largepulleyfor  drawing  water. 
A  ̂baJo  naghazdn,  (v.  n.  of  (,>aso)  Being  moved 

(the  head).  Shaking,  moving,  staggering  (a  tooth, 
saddle,  or  animal  travelling). 

A  ̂y>euo  iwghzal.  Lazy,  heavy  (post-horse). 
A  )a>o  nughut.  Tall  men. 
A  &ilai>  naghzalat,  Slow  running.  A  shaking 

of  the  body  right  and  left  in  walking. 
A  i_flii  nagliaf,  (v.  n.  of  1  flx3)  Being  troubled 

with  many  of  the  worms  called  i_a>0  naghaf  {z.  ca- 

mel). Small  worms  which  infest  the  noses  of  camels 

and  sheep  ;  likewise  a  white  worm  which  is  found 

in  macerated  date-stones ;  also  one  which  comes 

out  of  a  beetle.    The  dry  mucus  of  the  nose. 

A  &a*o  \>,yd  naghfata,A.  word  used  in  contempt. 

A  jjl^fljo  naghafatdni,  (dual  of  isiki  naghafat) 
The  two  extremities  of  the  upper  jaw-bones,  the 

motion  of  which  is  said  to  occasion  sneezingr. 

A  ̂JJt>  naghl,  A  bastard.  (A  man)  of  a  mean 
race.  A  skin  spoiled  in  the  tanning.  Naghai,  (v. 

n.  of  (Jjt))  Being  marred  and  spoiled  (as  leather 

whilst  tanning)  ;  rotting,  becoming  full  of  holes. 

Being  bad,  villainous  (intention).  Having  an  aver- 
sion. Being  in  a  bad  state  (a  wound).  Fomenting 

discord.    Discord  (occasioned  by  whispered  slan- 
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der).  Naghil,  A  bastard.  Rotten  leather.  (A 

man)  of  a  mean  race. 

p  vaghU,  An  enclosure,  fold  for  cattle  not 

covered  over.    Den  (of  a  wolf),  hole  (of  a  fox). 

A  'i\k>  nuglilat,  Rottenness  of  leather  in  tanning. 
Naghilat,  Rotten  (nut). 

p  j»jo  naghm,  Making  a  hole,  digging  out,  mak- 
ing hollow. 

A  ̂ib  naghm  or  nagham,  (v.  n.  of  j«A!>)  (Read- 
ing or  singing)  in  a  low  voice.  Sipping,  swallow- 

ing draughts.  A  low  tone  of  voice.  Nug]iam,(^\. 

of  &^  miglnnat)  Single  draughts  of  water. 

V  A  'Lt30  7iaglimat  or  naghamat,  A  soft,  sweet  voice. 
S,  A  musical  sound  or  tone.  Melody,  song,  modula- 

tion, trill,  shake.  Iflis-  t^io  naghmasi  ̂ nha,  Name 

of  a  note  in  music.  Nvglimat,  (pi.  ̂   nughavi) 
One  drauglit  (of  water). 

pj^iit^.  ̂-^io  naghma-jjardaz,  zan,J^  saz, 
^\jtMSaTay,ov  i^jS  hash)  Singer,warbler,musician. 
p  ??ft<;fAflw,  The  hollow  of  the  navel.  Anise, 

which  they  sometimes  sprinkle  over  dough  when 

making  bread. 

p  naghankhalan,  naghnahhread, 

ijj^^j^^  naghnahhwalan,  naglianhlima- 
yin,  or  naghnhhrnaym)  Anise. 

p  naghnagh  or  nughnugh,  A  large  Trans- 

oxianian  measure  containing  four  ass-loads. 

A  ̂}3o  nughnugh,  (pl.^jSU!)  naghamgh)  The  istli- 
musordivision  between  thethroat  and  thewindpipe; 

the  flesh  adjacent  to  the  throat.  That  part  in  the 

throat  of  a  camel  which  moves  up  and  down  when  he 

chews  the  cud.  Foolish,  silly ;  weak.  Carnosa  vulva. 

A  'ixyib  naghnaghat,  (v.  n.  of  '^j^  Q)  Being  af- 
fected in  the  ̂ ki  mighmigh. 
p  naghanwidan,  To  be  restless,  not 

able  to  sleep, 

A  ji)  naghw,  A  speaking  softly, 

A  'iyti  naghwat,  A  musical  tone  or  sound. 
p  !^*nyO  naghosa,  Breaking  the  heart.  Conso- 

lation, solace. 

p  \Z>^  naghosha,  (nighosha,  or  Li}\Zijio  na- 
ghoshak)  A  sect  of  infidels,  applied  chiefly  by  the 

Muhammadans  to  the  Jews  and  fire-worshippers, 
and  their  religious  ceremonies.  One  who  turns  from 

one  religion  to  another;  a  Sabean.  Name  of  an  idol. 

p  ̂c^jiitiljjs^  naghoshakidan,  To  change  one's 
religion. 

p  eS^^sC  nagJiosha,  A  breaking  of  the  heart.  Ad- 
ministration of  comfort,  solace.  Listening,  hearing. 

A  i^isO  naghuz,  A  large-bunched  camel.  Nu- 
ghuz,  (v,  n.  of  (.^a->)  Being  moved  (the  head). 

Shaking,  tottering,  staggering  (a  saddle,  tooth,  or 
animal  travelling). 

p  i^ykj  nighok,  A  Jew.  A  fire-worshipper. 
An  idolater. 

pjjij  w«^/;oZ,An  excavation  made  in  theground 
or  side  of  a  hill  for  sheltering  cattle.    Nighol,  A 
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staircase.  The  covering  of  a  staircase.  A  trap-door 
on  the  roof  of  a  house.  Niighol,  Deep,  hollow.  A 

long  way.  Profoundly  versed  in  any  art. 

A  &3ji3  mtghulat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ii)  Becoming  cor- 
rupt (a  thing  newly  born). 

p  ̂yii  naghola,  The  curling  locks  of  the  fair. 

P  jj3«i  nughoU,  Depth. 

A  "^^^  naghy,  A  speaking  intelligibly. 
A  naghyat,  First  rumour  of  any  thing  be- 

fore it  is  confirmed.  A  musical  tone  or  sound. 

Aj(fO  niighayr,  (dim.  of yt^  nughar  and  ijili 
nugharat)  Small  birds  with  red  beaks. 

A^Ax^  nag]nh,(Y.r\.  of  ̂ j)  Croaking  (a  raven). 
(A  camel)  that  brays  in  a  low  voice  at  intervals. 

A         naghil,  (fern.  is.ij^*i)  A  bastard. 

A  L==a^  naff,  (v.  n.  of  i_A>)  Sowing  (ground). 

Taking  dry  medicines, 

A       nafas,  (or  'i\tb  nafdt)  Refuse,  worst  part. 
A  i\-&J)  nvfsat,  (pi.  Ifli  nufas)  A  segment  of  a 

plant.  An  enclosure  of  the  best  pasture, 

A  <^\K>  naff  as,  One  who  blows,  a  blower, 

A  X-'ilii  mifasat,  Whatever  is  spit  out  of  the 
mouth,  especially  after  rubbing  the  teeth.  The 

breathing  of  one  who  has  a  pain  in  the  chest,  jjo 
silii  hanu  niifasat,  Name  of  a  people. 

A  HJlsj  noffasat,  A  female  blower,  '^\K> 
dStjJi\  naffasat  fi'l  ̂ ihad,  A  female  who  blows 
upon  the  knots;  a  witch,  sorceress. 

A  ̂si>  naff'aj.  Proud,  haughty,  pompous,  ar- rogant, presuming. 

A  Xs»la.^  nifajat,  A  square  patch  of  cloth  put 
under  the  sleeve  or  cuff. 

A  &s»-lai  nvffajat,  A  gusset  let  into  a  shift. 

A^Ssb  nvfah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3)  Diffusing  fragrance 

(a  perfume). 
A^li)?;fl^a/i,Beneficent.  Fragrant.  A  husband. 
A         nvfahh,  A  swelling  of  tlie  belly. 

A  ̂ yi>  niffahli,  A  flatulent  tumour. 
A*&s-ld!)  naff'ahhat,  A  blister.  Nuffahhat,  A 

bubble  floating  on  water.  The  bladder  of  a  fish. 

A  iila!>  nafad,  (v.  n.  of  i^i>)  Vanishing,  perish- 

ing :  being  cleared,  finished.  Exhaustion.  Death, 
destruction,  annihilation. 

A  lilflJ)  nafaz,  (v.  n.  of  3>£j)  Penetrating,  per- 

vading, piercing  (any  thing  aimed  at)  and  coming 
out  on  the  other  side.  Arriving,  coming,  being 

brought  (as  a  letter).  Passing,  leaving  behind. 
Penetration.  Escape  from  an  enemy.  Obeyed 

(order).  The  vowel  kasra  —  i  written  under  the 
letter  5  he  when  used  as  an  aflBxed  pronoun  :  as, 

^^ic  ̂̂ i^^  i^yd  tajari'ada  'I  majnun  min  hi- sasihi.  The  madman  stripped  himself  of  his  clothes. 

A  (ilfli  naff'az.  Whatever  peneti'ates  or  passes ; 
efiicacious,  efiicient. 

A  jlfl3  nifar,  (v.  n.  of,£>)  Being  terrified,  fright- 
ened, and  running  away  (an  animal).  Going  out 

(to  do  any  thing).  Fugaciousness,  fugacity. 

A  'i nufarat,  Plunder  carried  off  by  a  con- 
queror ;  effects  seized  by  a  magistrate.  Dominion, 

empire,  authority,  command,  sway. 

A  aJj^-ij  nufariyat,  (with  ^fariyat)  as 

X^la^  'i>_JSiS-  ̂ fdriyat  nufariyat,  Any  thing  gi- 
gantic, stupendous,  terrible. 

A^jlii  nafarir,  Sparrows. 
A  jlai  nvffdz,  Diversion  of  jumping,  leap-frog. 
A  (^laS  nifds,  (v.  n.  of  (j-i3)  Being  precious, 

esteemed  valuable.  Child-birth,  labour,  bringing 

forth.  A  woman  for  forty  daysafterchild-birth.  JS^i 

or  nufds,  (pi.  of-^L-i)  ?ZM_/asaj) Travailing  women. 
A  X**»li>  nafasat,  (v.  n.  of  (^ii)  Being  precious, 

exquisite.  Esteeming  (a  thing)  highly,  and  being 

sparing  of  (it).  Envying  (one),  and  deeming  him 
unworthy.  Bringing  forth  (a  woman).  Costliness. 

A  nvffash,  (Camels)  pasturing  at  night 
without  a  keeper. 

A  (^\i6  nifds,  (v.  n.  3  of  i^S^)  Trying  who 
can  make  water  the  furthest.  Nufds,  A  diabetes 
incident  to  sheep,  often  mortal. 

A  (^l£>  nafdz.  The  trembling  of  an  ague  or 
fever.  Nafdz  or  nufdz,  Scarcity  of  provisions  on 

ajourney.  N'fdz,  (pi.  nxfuz)  Breechesworn 
chiefly  by  boys.  A  cloth  on  which  they  shake  the 

leaves  of  the  Egyptian  thorn  or  other  trees.  eoiS'  \«c 

md  ̂ layhi  nfdz.  He  is  naked,  he  has  no 
garment.  Nifdz  or  ?i)fdz,  Any  thing  that  falls  by 

shaking  (as  leaves  or  fruit  from  trees). 

A  'i^6\iL>  mfdzat.  Any  thing  that  falls  by  shak- 
ing (as  leaves  or  fruit  from  trees),  (equivalent  to 

e.3\K>  nvfdsat)  Whatever  is  spit  out  of  the  mouth, 

especially  after  rubbing  the  teeth. 
A  )o\Ki  nafdt  or  naffdt,  Naphtha,  bitumen,  or 

a  place  where  it  is  found  in  great  plenty.  A  lamp, 

match, candle,  torch.  iVz/a^, (v.  n. 3  of lai3) Throw- 
ing up  scum  (a  boiling  pot). 

A  Islfli  naffdt,  A  brazen  warlike  instrument, 
from  which  an  explosion  is  made  by  the  means  of 

naphtha.   A  preparer  of  naphtha. 

A  sls>lai  naffdtat,  A  warlike  engine  for  shoot- 

ing forth  naphtha. 

A  J^'^  nafdtir,  (pi.  of  Sjjiaai  mfturat^Yivst 
spring-grasses.  Scattered  pastures  or  forage. 

A  ̂fli  nafd^  Profit,  advantage,  utility,  use, 

A  ̂ la3  naffd^  Useful;  one  who  does  good. 

p^fl3??i/"a^/i,A  large  cup,  especially  made  of  the 
'  skull  of  an  animal  or  of  bone.  ̂ Imprecation,  curse. 

A  nafdfl,  (pi.  of         naff'a')  Tables  on 
which' they  sift  polenta  or  barley-meal. 

A  jlii  nafak,  (v.  n.  of  iJ-S-j)  Being  saleable 

(goods).  Being  brisk  (market).  _ZV«/'aft,Hypocrisy. 
(pl.of&KAi  nafahat)  Expenses,  disbursements, 

^li3  ahli  nifdh,  A  hypocrite. 
halumi  mfdk-anjdm,  Hypocritical  words 

A  Jlii  nifdl,  (pi.  of  J.flj  nafal)  Plunders,  spoils, 

especially  those  taken  from  the  enemies  of  the  faith. 

P  ̂\d\  jifli 



Gifts,  presents. 

p  ̂\Ji>  nafam,  Darkish,  blackish.  Ugly.  Bad. 

A  I  io\so  nafanif,  (pi.  of  i  fl'^a.)  nafnaf)  Val- 
leys between  mountains.    The  walls  (of  a  house). 

The  parts  about  (the  liver). 

A  Sjlai  nufawat,  Worst  or  refuse  of  a  thing. 

A  jo.lA3  nafayat  or  nufayat,  Refuse,  worst  part. 

P(^<L\t>         nafaya  daslttan,  To  reject,  discard. 

A^lflj  nafddj,  (pi.  of         nafljat)  Bows. 

A  ̂\sLi  nafdfih,  (pi.  of  'i^^  nafihat)  Strong, 
far-shooting  (bows). 

A  nafans,  (pi.  of  naflsat,)  Pre- 
cious things.  Delicacies.  Much  wealth,  Nafdfis, 

(or  0.1^  ̂jwjlaj  nafdiisi  hahiya)  Exquisite  viands. 

A  f^jaS^  nafdsiz,  Lean  camels.  Camels  wan- 
dering or  travelling.  Those  who  throw  pebbles  to 

learn  if  any  enemy  or  misfortune  awaits  them, 

p  i0.li3  nofdya,  A  dark  colour.  Black,  turbid, 

p  naft,  Naphtha.  Combustible  matter. 

A  iJl*fli  naft,  (v.  n.  of  (JI^a3)  Swelling  from 

milk  or  water  poured  over  it  (flour).    Naft,  (or 

nafatdn)  (v.  n.  of  d.*ai) Being enraged,swell- 
ing  with  passion.    Boiling  (a  pot),  running  over. 

Sticking  to  the  sides  of  a  pot  (broth). 

pj^.^^  d*fli  naft-anddz,  Firing  artillery.  A 
maker  of  fireworks. 

p  ̂ iso  naftarjh,  A  measure, 

p  (_^ft^  nafti,  Of  a  dark  green  colour. 

A  c^aAj  nafs,  (v.  n.  of  \JL/^)  Blowing  (as  a  ne- 
cromancer when  making  incantations  or  playing 

tricks).  Spitting  (especially  venom  as  a  serpent). 

Pouring  out  blood  (a  vein  or  wound).  Pronoun- 

cing (verse),  delivering  (an  oracle).  ̂ tX-M 

nafsu'd  dam,  A  spitting  of  blood.  (jUaj;iJ\  (.l^flj 

nafsu'sh  shaytdn,  (Devil's  spittle)  Poetry. 
A  &iai  wfl/i-a^,  Amagic  puff.  Whistlingof winds, 

p  ̂   nafj.  Writing-paper. 
A         "nafj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Coming  forth  from 

the  egg  (a  chick).  Bouncingforth(ahare).  Blow- 
ing stiffly  (wind).  Increasing,augmenting(wealth). 

(A  woman's  breasts)  heaving  up  (her  shift).  Nu- 
fuj,  (pi.  of        '*i^i)  Strangers  coming  amongst 

others.  Slow,  dull  (persons),  'i^i^i^  ̂   im- 
rasaiun  7iufuju'l  hahibat,  A  large-hipped  woman. 

A         nvfjat,  A  gore  inserted  in  a  shift. 

A  ̂flj  nafh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Breathing  or  diffusing 
odour.    Blowing  (the  wind).     Striking  (with  a 

sword).  Moving,  setting  (hair)  in  motion.  Giv- 

ing, bestowing.  Bleeding  (a  vein),         ̂   nafhi 
ruh,  The  Holy  Spirit  which  the  angel  Gabriel  blew 

into  the  sleeve  of  the  Virgin  Mary,  according  to 

the  Mussulman  belief.  j*_Ju**o  ̂ji^  nafhi  nas'im, Breathing  as  the  zephyrs.  iVa/a/t^Remote(design). 

A  ̂j\^na/a/taw,Abreathingordiffusingodour. 

A  'is^  nafhat,  One  puff,  gust,  or  breath  of  wind. 
A  fragrant  gale.    Reputation.  A  gift.  A  part  or 

mode  of  punishment.    One  draught  of  pure  milk. 
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p  Ol^^  nafahdti  nasdsimi  chaman, 
The  fragrant  air  of  the  meads. 

A ̂ '>nafhh,  (v.n.of ̂ )  Blowing,puffing(with the  mouth).  Sounding,  winding  (a  horn).  Inspi- 
ring, breathing  into.  Breaking  wind.  Bright,  clear, 

advanced  (as  the  day  towards  the  meridian).  Pride, 

vain-glory.  Swelling,  flatulency.  Rupture,  hernia, 

^ajjii  ZMWofAAjProud,  swelling  (man).  Pjj^  ̂  
f^dynafkhi  sur  liardan,  To  wind  a  horn.  To  blow 
the  last  trump.  ANufuhh,  Full  of  juvenile  vigour. 

A  ̂l^"*  nafkhds,  High  ground,  soft  and  loose, 
mixed  with  stones.  The  upper  part  of  the  leg-bone. 

A  S^"*  naf,  nif,  or  nufkhat,  A  windy  tumour. 
A  i^iS  nafad,  (or  nafaddn)  (v.  n.  of  SSJ) 

Vanishing,  being  dissipated  (wealth).  Becoming 

empty  of  water  and  drying  up  (a  well).  Losing 
their  provisions  or  stock  (people). 

A  nafz,  (v.  n.  of  'dso)  Penetrating,  pervad- 
ing, passing,  piercing  quite  through  and  coming 

out  at  the  other  side.  Perception  or  intimate  know- 

ledge. JVfl/a2;,  The  penetrating  power.  Free  course. 

A  J^i  nafr,  (v.  n.  ofjni)  Being  frightened  and 
running  away.  Going  out  of  the  valley  at  the  time 
of  the  ceremonies  at  Mecca  (this  takes  place  on  the 

second  day  after  the  festival).  Being  erect.  Being 

divided,  separated, scattered.  Frightening.  Victory. 

A  crowd  or  body  of  men  to  which  one  belongs,  espe- 

cially fleeing  or  going  together  (to  any  one),  or  tak- 

ing the  precedency  (in  any  thing),  (pi.  of y>K>  nd- 

fir)  Timid,  runners  away  in  fear.  ̂ flJ\  ̂.y.  yam- 
mu'n  nafr  or  nafar,  The  day  on  which  the  pilgrims 
depart  from  Mina.  Nifrim,  (in  comp.  with 

^frun)  nsjSjjZS-  ̂ frun  nif/'im  or  ̂ fivun  nafirun, 
Any  thing  immense,  awful,  terrible,  or  gigantic. 

Nafar,  (pi.  anfdr^  A  number  of  men  from 
three  to  ten.    Any  corps  or  society  to  which  one 

belongs.  A  person,  especially  of  the  common  peo- 
ple; a  common  soldier.  A  groom,  servant,  vyo 

f^\*o  nafar-zdmin,  Bail  for  personal  appearance. 

KjSO  niiffar,  Frightened  (fawns  or  women). 
A  C^\Jo  nafardt,  (pi.  of^)  Troops  of  soldiers. 

A  ■^J^  nif>'^J)  (*^''  nifrdjat)  Pusillani- mous, cowardly,  base. 
A  nafardn,  (v.  n.  of  Jo)  Running  away 

terrified  (an  animal). 

A  Sjii  nafrat,  Flight,  terror.  Abomination, 
aversion,  horror.  A  crowd  or  body  of  men,  espe- 

cially flying  or  emigrating  from  any  place.  A  body 
of  men  from  three  to  ten.  Kindred,  near  relations, 

associates,  p  CjJo  nafrat  ddshtan.  To  ab- 

hor, hold  in  abomination,  jjii/' nafrat  kar- 
dan,  To  fly  from,    a  Niifrat,  Dominion,  com- 

mand, authority,  magistracy.  Nifrat  or  nvfarat, 

An  amulet  hung  i-ound  the  neck  of  a  child  to  de- 
fend it  against  malignant  eyes. 

A^jii  nifrij,  Timid,  cowardly. 
a  >l5-jajnz//'«;aj:,Pusillanimous,cowardly,base. 15  L 

A  '&^jS~>  nafrajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^-3  Q)  Talking 
much.  Nifrijat,  Cowardly,  timid;  a  run-away. 

P      j^i  nnf  ov  nifruj,  A  kind  of  rolling-pin. 

p    Jo  nafri,  (or  ̂^.j^  nafr'in)  A  curse. 
^  ̂J Jo  nafarl,  Service,  profession  (particularly 

that  of  a  groom).  A  giant.  A  demon. 

A  <JL*iJo  (^{JLoJS'  ̂ frlt)  nifr'it,  (w^ii  io^a^ 

^friyat  nifriyat,  or  i^ljo  'iliJS'  ̂ fritat  nifri- 
tat)  Gigantic ;  a  giant. 

A  ̂ Jo  nifr'ij,  Loquacious,  verbose. 
P|jiiJ^^raa/)'ifZa?2,Toexecrate,curse,  abominate. 
p  f^Ojio  nafnn,  Detestation,  abhorrence,  exe- 

cration. Imprecation,  curse,  opprobrious  words, 

reproaches  ;  treating  with  contumely  or  ridicule  ; 

holding  out  the  fingers  at,  either  before  the  face  or 

behind  the  back  ;  imprecating  with  held-up  hands. 

Terror.  Weeping,  lamentation,  ̂ ^i^^ Jo  nafr'in 
hardan,  ((jii^ti  iz^J^  nafrln  dddan,  or  ̂ ^Sijo  na- 
fridan)  To  curse,  execrate,  imprecate.  To  abomi- 

nate ;  to  avoid.  To  be  frightened.  To  take  offence 

at  another's  words  and  fly  in  a  passion. 

p  Ki^ ̂ ^J^  nafrin-hund,  One  who  execrates. 
p  ̂ji^MjJo  nafrvndan,  To  stink,  smell  badly. 
A  ̂J\Jo  7iafazdn,  (v.  n.  of^flj)  Bounding  (a doe). 

A  i^juSO  nqfs,  (pi.  (_>*jjij  nnf  us)  Breath,  animal 
life.  Soul,  spirit,  self.  Body,  blood,  flesh.  A  per- 

son, individual,  substance, essence,  individual  thing 
itself.  Concupiscence,  carnal  or  inordinate  desire, 

sensuality.  Truth,  reality.  The  eye.  A  malignant 

eye.  Mind,  thought.  Will,  pleasure,  desire.  Gran- 
deur, magnificence,  pomp.  Pride.  Vice,  fault, 

blemish.  Disgrace, shame.  The  divine  displeasure; 

punishment,  chastisement,  torment.  One  dose  ;  a 

certain  quantity  of  the  herb  1^^' ̂ crra^^,  with  which 
they  tan  leather.  nafsu'l  amr,  Essence, 
soul,  or  foundation  of  any  thing.  i^juSO  ̂ jfi 

nafsVl  amr,  In  fact,  in  truth.  nafsi 

ammdra,  (or  (j^y  tawluini  nafs)  Inordinate 
appetite,  concupiscence.  b  nafsi 

sab^  or  lawrvdma,  Irascibility  or  promptitude  to 
the  vindictive  passions.  &bl«»  i^_y*!0  nafsi  sdsila. 

Flowing  blood,  p  ̂i^jC i^j^  laA^  zahti  nafs  har- 

dan, To  restrain  one's  passions,  to  overcome  the 
lust  of  the  flesh,  a  {j>*io  ̂ ^S-  naf  sun  naf- 

so sin,  One  soul  instead  of  another,  b  aa*. 

f^^f         nafsi  mutmasinna  or  nafsi  malahi,  Be- nevolence. iSLkiO  i^so  nafsi ndtika,^e&?,on. 

ip-)  nafsi  naf  IS,  The  precious  soul,  p 
nafsi  wdpasin.  The  last  breath,    a  a*~fljk^ 

bi  nafsiki,lle  himself.  halimu'n  nafs, 
Of  a  meek  spirit.  Nafas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J**a3)  Envying. 

Esteeming  (a  thing)  highly,  being  sparing  or  tena- 
cious of  (it).  Being  highly  esteemed,  much  de- 

sired (a  thing),  (pi.  (_j*>laj^  anfds)  Breath,  respi- 
ration. A  draught  which  quenches  thirst.  A  long 

winded  speech.  Amplitude,  ease,  liberty,  v  ̂ ^J^ 

^tij  nafas  zadan,  To  breathe,  jjiij  na- 



fas  shumar  zadan,  To  Lold  the  breath  a  long  time 

as  a  penance,  ̂ ^ii^ fjJo  nafas  hardan,  To  take 

bi-eath,  to  pause.  nafasi  gul,  The  empy- 
rean heaven,  a  ;j<*fl-3 js- 1  akhar  nafas,  The  last 

breath .  jii  zu  nafas,  Sufficientanda  greeabl  e 

(drink).  (j"a3  Jjii^  sadik  mo/as, True,  truth-speak- 
Tihu'n  nafas,  (p 

tang-nafas)  Asthma,  difficulty  of  respiration.  Oil 

fjuc  i^jiJui      antafl  nafasin  min  amriha, 
Be  at  ease  in  your  affairs,  do  what  you  please.  Nu- 

fus  or  nufs,  (pLof  A**.fl3  n2{/asaj)  Women  in  labour. 
A  LmSO  nafsan,  Willingly. 

A>L«i.>  nvfasas,nafsas,  ov  nafasas:, (^du. 

nufasamini)  (pi.  0\jL-fi^  mfasanat,  ni- 

fas,  nufas,  jj-ij  nifiis,  nufs,  and  nawafis^ 
A  woman  in  labour.  A  woman  who  has  borne  a 

cliild  within  forty  days,  or  one  not  yet  recovered 
after  child-birth. 

V  tSbL-A)  nafas-abad ,  The  lungs,  chest. 
p^l**.i>  «o/sa»i, Lewd,  sensual.  Spiritual,  vital. 

A  &l)L*.aj  nafsaniyal.  Sensuality,  carnality, 

luxury,  pride,  pomp. 

A  'smJo  nufsat,  Delay,  respite,  breathing-time. 
p  lL/jS         nafas  tang.  Twinkling  of  an  eye. 

pj\jii         nafas-daraz,  Long-winded,  prolix. 

A  ̂^_^^>  nafase.  An  instant. 

A  J^-.^  nafsly,  Carnal,  sensual.  Desirable. 
Spiritual,  vital. 

A  jjiA'j  nafsh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji-^)  Plucking  or  teas- 
ing (wool  or  cotton)  with  the  fingers.  (Camels) 

feeding  in  the  night-time  without  a  keeper  (if  stray- 

ing in  the  day-time  the  word  is  J,^  hamal).  Na- 
fash.  Wool.  A  plentiful  year. 

A  ;_>sfti  nafs,  (v.  n.  of  ;joa>)  Speaking  fast. 
A  X*aAi  nvfsat,  A  violent  flux  of  blood. 

A  i^^SJ  nafz,  (v.  n.  of  {^j&so)  Shaking  (a  tree 

or  garment).  Shaking  or  causing  (one)  to  tremble 

(an  ague  or  fever).  Having  one's  provisions  spent. 
Being  prolific  (camels).  Having  many  children 

(a  woman).  Putting  forth  ears  (corn),  or  clusters 

(a  vine).  Fading  partially  (colour).  Examining 

if  safe  (a  place)  all  around.  Reading  (the  chapters 

of  the  Kur'an).  Nifz,  Bees'  excrements.  Parts  (of 
dead  bees)  in  the  combs.  Honey  mixed  with  myr- 

tle, with  which  they  besmear  a  hive  in  order  to  en- 

tice the  bees  to  make  honey.  Nofaz,  Any  thing 

falling  from  a  tree  (as  leaves  or  fruit).  Grape- 
stones  sticking  one  within  another.  Nuftiz,  (pi.  of 

^^lai  nifaz)  Breeches. 
A  A.,asi>  nvfazas,  The  trembling  of  the  body  (in 

an  ague).  Partial  rain. 

A  'i^oSO  mfzat,  Partial  rain.  Nvfzat  or  nvfa- 
zat.  The  trembling  of  the  body  (in  an  ague).  Na- 
fazat,  A  reconnoitering  party,  spies,  scouts. 

A  ̂_^osi>  nafaza\  (or  ̂ jo-^  nifizza)  Motion, 
agitation,  tremor. 

A  lai>  nafi,  (v,  n.  of  iaii)  Being  angry,  boil- 
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ing  with  rage.  Naft  or  nft.  Naphtha,  bitumen, 
liquid  naphtha.  Gunpowder.  Naft  or  nafat,  (v. 

n.  oflafli)  Being  covered  with  pustules  or  blisters 
(as  the  hand  with  hard  labour). 

pj);ij\  \aK>  naft-andaz,  Casting  forth  naphtha 

(from  fire-ships).  A  maker  of  fireworks.  Engineer. 

A  &lai>  naftat,  niftat,  or  nafitat,  Blisters.  Pus- 

tules, pimples,  small-pox.  Nafatat,  The  ear.  The 

outside  orflapoftheear.  iN''ay?fa^,  Blistered  (hand). 
Nufatat,  A  person  soon  angry  ;  apt  to  explode. 

A  'ijy^a.Jui  nufturat,  (pl.jdslii  nafatir)  The 
first  spring-herbage ;  scattered  forage. 

p  naftl,  Anointed  with  bitumen. 

A  |\)afl3  naffiy,  Consisting  of  naphtha. 
A  xXlafli  naftiyat,  Hurlers  of  naphtha. 

A  ̂fli  naf^  (v.  n.  of  iXSD)  Being  useful,  profit- 
able, beneficial,  availing.  Gain,  profit,  advantage, 

emolument,  interest.  Avail,  p  ^>  ̂jllaL*i 

sidtani  naf^rasan,  A  beneficent  prince,  one  who 

confers  benefits,  a  Nif^or  nifa^  (pi.  of  nif- 

^i)  Patches  of  leather  sewed  on  a  traveller's  bag. 

(pi.  of  ̂ jSO  nafv^Vseful,  good-doing  (men). 

A  naf^t,  (pi.  Oljifli  nafa^t)  A  staff",  rod. 
Nf^t,  (pi.  ̂   nif^and  nifa^k.  piece  of  leather 
sewed  to  each  side  of  a  traveller's  scrip  or  bag. 

A  ̂   nofgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  pustules  or 
blisters  on  the  hand  from  hard  labour.  Swelling 
from  hard  work  (the  hand). 

A  ̂ Ki  nafk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jflj)  Quitting  its  hole  (a 

field-mouse).  Nafak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ji))  Perishing,  fail- 

ing, dying  (provisions,  money,  cattle),  being  defi- 
cient. A  narrow,  indistinct  road.  A  hole,  lurking- 

place.  A  mouse-hole.  f_f^  ̂sj  nafi}{u'ljary,(^A 
horse)  that  soon  spends  himself  in  running,  and 
comes  speedily  to  a  halt. 

A  'i2sL>  nafakat,  (pi.  OlifiJ  nafaliat  and  ̂ jli) 
nifah^  The  necessary  expenses  for  living,  expendi- 

ture, disbursement.  Stipend,  salary,  maintenance, 

r  sHii  nafaha  khnwdan,  To  expend,  diiaj 

^lij^ss  nafaha  kardan.  To  defray  the  expenses  of 
living.  To  maintain  (a  person),  to  give  (him)  a 

pension,  a  Nvfakat,  The  hole  of  a  field-mouse  or 
mole  (which  has  generally  ten  or  a  dozen  entrances). 

A  iSi)  nafahat,  The  root  of  the  bone  of  the 
chin.    A  lump  behind  the  ear. 

A  ̂yij  nafi,  (v.  n.  of  Ji3)  Presenting  with  a  gift 

or  plunder.  Giving  an  extraordinary  gift.  Swear- 
ing. A  voluntary  act  of  religion,  the  observance 

of  which  is  not  prescribed  :  a  work  of  supereroga- 

tion. Cold.  A  gift.  Nafal,  (pi.  J'-i3\  anfal  and 

JlaS  nifal)  Plunder,  especially  taken  from  the  ene- 
mies of  the  faith.  Spoil,  prey.  A  present,  donation. 

A  kind  of  clover-grass.  J\ri{/(7Z,The  three  first  nights 

of  the  month  (the  days  being  calledjjP  ghurar). 

V  (Ji3  mfal,  A  place  in  the  fields  oi-  desert  where men  and  animals  rest  in  the  winter. 

A  u-iUai  nofnaf  A  valley  between  mountains. 

A  t_JUsu  nafnaf,  A  valley  between  mountains. 
The  air  between  heaven  and  earth.  The  steep-down, 

perpendicular  descent  of  a  mountain  like  a  wall. 

The  side  of  a  well  or  wall  from  top  to  bottom.  A 

desert,  (pi.  i_i3lai  nafanif)  The  walls  (of  a  house). 

The  parts  about  the  liver. 

A  jij  nafw.  The  act  of  driving  away. 
A  nafwat  or  nfwat,  The  worst  part  of  any 

thing.  Nfmat,  Driven  away,  outcast. 

A  C^^i>  nafut,  (A  pot)  boiling  over. 

A  nafuh,  (A  camel)  giving  milk  without 
being  milked.  Strong,  far-shooting  (bow). 

A  li^W  nafuz,  One  who  penetrates,  passes,  gets 
through,  or  executes  (business).  Nvfuz,  (v.  n.  of 

6SO^  Penetrating,  piercing  through,  pervading. 

nafur.  Frightened,  scared,  fleeing.  One 
who  abhors  ornauseates;  averse,  ̂ (j'^j^^ 

hizar  u  nafur  shudan,  To  abominate,  nauseate,  fly 

from.  A  Nvfur,  (v.  u.of  Ji>)  Being  frightened  and 

running  away  (an  animal).  Going  out  of  the  val- 
ley of  Mina  at  the  performance  of  the  ceremonies 

at  Mecca.  Going  about  (any  business).  Being  in- 

flamed and  swollen  (the  eye).  Swelling  (as  the  skin 

or  any  other  part),  j^^^  yawmun  nvfur,  The 
day  on  which  the  pilgrims  depart  from  Mina. 
A  mfurat.  Dominion,  empire,  command, 

magistracy.  Afiinity.  Kinsmen,  paternal  relations. 

Aj^i>  nafuz,  Bounding  (doe). 
A  i^^so  mfus,  (pi.  of        "^y^5)  Souls,  selves. 
A  nufush,  (v.  n.  of  [Juso  Feeding  in  the 

night-time  without  a  keeper  (camels  or  sheep).  Pos- 

sessing the  produce  of  a  fruitful  season.  Drawing 

meat  towards  you  in  order  to  eat. 

A  ;__>o_jfljwflfw0.  Fruitful,  prolific  (woman).  Nu- 
fuz.  Recovery  from  sickness,  convalescence. 

A         nafu^.  Useful,  beneficent  (man). 

A  '^jSl>  nufugli,  (v.n.of  ̂ i>)  Being  blistered  by hard  labour  :  swelling  from  hard  work  (the  hand). 

A  iJ^aS  nvfuli,  (v.  n.  of  Jjflj)  Perishing,  fail- 
ing, or  dying  (provisions,  money,  or  cattle).  Be- 
ing excoriated  (a  wound). 

p  (Jjflj  naful  or  nvful.  The  leg,  shank. 

A  J _ja3  nvfuli,  (v.  n.  of  aso')  Being  dejected,  cow- 
ardly, lazy,  slow.    Submission  after  disobedience. 

A  edj  nafh,  (v.  n.  of  sso)  Being  jaded,  slug- 

gish, and  weak  (a  camel). 
A  sii  miffah,  (pi.  of  aiU)  Lazy,  slow  (camels). 

A  nafy,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Prohibiting,  inter- 
d  icting,  proscribing.  Deny  ing,  disowning,  disavow- 

ing. Driving  about  (as  wind  the  dust).  Carrying 
down  foam,  leaves,  &c.  (a  torrent).  Driving  away 

or  abandoning  (as  a  father  his  son).  Banishing, 

exiling.  Being  afar  oflP,  retiring  apart.  Being  re- 

jected or  banished.  Spreading  out  (coin)  to  sepa- 

rate the  good  from  the  bad.  Pouring  down  its  con- 

tents (a  cloud).  Negation.  A  threat.  The  negative 

imperative.  Prohibition,  proscription.  Nvfa' ,  A 



round  table  made  of  palm-leaves. 

A  Jjii  wfl^a', (pl.(j\i3  nafaft)  A  table  on  which 
they  sift  polenta  or  barley-flour. 

A  i^i'f^yt  Negative.  Rejected,  disowned, 

abandoned,  turned  out  of  doors  (by  a  father).  Rub- 

bish blown  I'ound  the  root  of  a  tree.  Drops  of  water 
falling  from  a  rope  whilst  being  drawn  out  of  a  well 

Gravel  scattered  by  the  feet  of  a  gallopping  horse. 

Refuse,  filth,  rubbish.  Froth  or  scum  of  a  boiling 

pot.  Annihilation,  non-existence.  Part  of  an  army 

scattered  orloitering  about  thewings  or  rear;  camp- 
followers;  the  meaner  sort  of  attendants.  A  shield 

made  of  palm-leaves.  A  threat.  The  negative  at- 

tribute (in  logic).  jWlt^  i^ii  naflyu'l  matar,  Be- 
spattered by  the  rain. 

A  nafayan,  (v.  n.  of  ̂flj)  Driving  about 

(as  M'ind  the  dust).  Spreading  out  (coins)  to  sepa- 
rate the  good  from  the  bad.  Pouring  forth  its  con- 

lents  (a  cloud).  Drops  of  rain  flying  about.  Dust 
or  leaves  blown  about  the  root  of  a  tree. 

A  's.Jo  nafyat,  A  table  made  of  palm-leaves,  on 
which  they  spread  ahit  to  dry.  Nifyat,  Driven 

away,  outcast.  Nvfyat,  A  round  table  made  of 

palm-leaves,  without  feet,  which  they  place  on  the 
ground  and  eat  off. 

A  &>fi3  nofiyat,  A  round  table  of  palm-leaves, 

without  feet,  from  which  they  eat,  or  Vt'hereon  they 
sjiread  new  cheese  to  dry. 

A  nafitat,  Coarse  food  made  of  meal  sprin- 
kled with  milk  or  water  (eaten  in  a  scarcity). 

A  lLaj.£>  naf'is,  (Blood)  poured  from  a  wound. 

A  w'jT^y')  (pl.  ̂   Wifuj)  One  who  inter- poses to  reconcile  differences,  or  who  neither  recon- 
ciles or  promotes  discord. 

A  S-^f"'  nafijat,  A  bow. 

A^aj  trijfih,  A  meddler,  busy-body. 

A  'i^^  nafihat,  Strong  (bow)  shooting  far.  A 
bit  of  the  tree  ̂ >  nah^ 

A  •^^>  iwjlhh,  Appointed  to  blow  the  fire. 
AiS._>2j  noflz,  Who  or  what  pierces,  penetrates, 

or  pervades.  (A  royal  edict)  received  and  obeyed. 

p jJi>  nafir,  A  kind  of  musical  instrument.  A 

lirazen  trumpet.  A  fife,  flute.  The  shrill  note  of 

the  fife,  ̂ ai  J  (J-ls  tahl  u  naflr,  Drum  and  fife. 

i}^>  naflr-nama,  A  general  order  in  writing 
for  assembling  an  army. 

Ajvfli  nafir,  (v.  n.  of  jflj)  Going  (about  any 
business).  One  who  goes  before.  A  body  (of  men), 

especially  from  three  to  ten.  A  crowd  or  body  of 

men,  especially  flying  or  emigrating  from  any  place. 

'^S'jf.iii  nafiri  ̂ mm,  A  general  rising  or  expedi- 
tion ;  the  publishing  of  the  Arriere-ban,  a  general 

summons  of  the  nobility  to  appear  in  arms  with  their 

troops.  j^aJ^  ̂ jlyanmun  nafir,The  day  on  which 
the  pilgrims  depart  from  Mina  to  Mecca.  Isvfayr, 

(dim.  ofjfl^  »?fl/«?*)  A  very  small  number  of  persons. 
p  (jii^aj  nafirandan,  To  be  good,  beautiful. 
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p  naflri,  A  kind  of  trumpet. 

Ajj^i  nafiz,  (or  'iysJi  nafizat)  Butter  in  the churning-bottle  floating  in  small  particles. 

A  (j"Afl3  naf'is,  (fem.  &*-Jki>  naftsat)  Precious, 
delicate,  exquisite.  A  precious  or  wished-for  ob- 

ject, whatever  one  receives  with  a  short-breathing 
eagerness.  Great  riches, 

A  (jiJ^fli  naftsh,  Scattered  furniture. 
A  vafis,  Sweet  or  fresh  water. 
A  &*3aai  nafizat,  An  advanced  post,  spy,  scout. 

A  ̂.^flj  niffiza  ,  Motion.  Tremor. 
A  nafit,  (v.  n.  o  fkA3)S  neezing,  or  forcing 

any  thing  out  of  the  nose  (a  goat).  Being  blistered 
from  hard  work  (the  hand).  Boiling  over  (as  a 

pot).  Being  enraged.  Squalling(a  child).  Speak- 
ing what  is  not  understood.  Breaking  wind.  Trou- 

bled with  pustules  or  blisters. 
A  Sia-a3  nafitat,  Blistered  (hand). 

A         /?q/'i^fl^.  Gain, profit,  advantage, benefit. 
A  (  fljkai  nafif.  The  girth  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
A  ̂ nultnuh,A.  word  commanding  a  Jew- 

butcher  to  strip  the  fat  from  the  flesh. 

A  lai  naha'',  (pi. -*=Uii\  anhas  and  '^Jo  nuhvj)  A 
heap  of  sand.  The  bone  of  the  arm.  Any  bone 

containins:  marrow.  Ift-lU  C->U.>  hanatu'n  naha'', 
(or  IHjJ^  shahmaiu'n  naha')  A  kind  of  ani- 

malcule living  in  the  sand.  Nvfia\  (pi.  of  Sjlfli 

nuhaivat)  The  best  parts  of  things. 

A  -^liu  nahas,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Being  good,  pure, 
sifted,  cleaned.  Cleanness;  purity;  innocence.Pure, 

clean.  NUias,  (v.  n.  of  (_^)  Meeting,  encounter- 

ing. Nuhuf,  (pi.  of  *i jliii  iiukamat)  The  best  or  se- 
lectest  parts  of  things,  (pi.  of  ̂_jH3  nahiy)  Clean, 

pure,  excellent. 
A  J^lflJ  rtahasat,  (v.  n.  of  (^j^)  Being  clean, 

sifted,  good,  excellent. 

.^A  (_-.>lfli  nihah,  (v.  n.  of  («-«H3)  Meeting  unex- 
pectedly. Finding  by  chance  (water)  unlooked  for. 

A  woman's  veil.  A  signal,  sign,  mark.  A  very 
learned  man.  The  belly.  A  road  through  rugged 

grounds,  (pi.  of  \^si>  nuJih)  Scabs.  u-'liu 
niJtabi  hliazra,  The  vault  of  heaven,  v  l-^Uu 

nihahi  nil'/,  (The  sable  veil)  Night. 
A  naJthab,  A  sap-per, vomer.  An  examiner, 

inquirer,  scrutinizer. 
A  &jUi3  nahahat,  (v.  n.  of  u-«i>)  Being  or  be- 

coming chief,  magistrate,  or  leader  of  the  people. 
Nihahat,  Tribunitial  or  magisterial  dignity. 

A  slfl)  nahat,  Best  part  of  corn  (or  dates)  when 

sifted  or  cleaned.  Nuhdt,  Refuse  of  sifted  corn. 

A  Li.^lH3  naJtasi,  A  hyena. 

A^Uij  nuJiahh,  Cold,  pure,  sweet  water.  Sweet and  refreshing  sleep. 

A  ̂lfl3  nukJtahh,The  back  part  of  the  head  to- 
wards the  ears.  A  lump  on  the  top  of  the  ear. 

A  (ilHi  nihad,  (or'i^Xso  niliadat)  (pi.  o^^so  na- 
kad)  Certain  kinds  of  sheep  of  a  bad  sort. 

A  liUii  nalikad,  A  cambist  who  knows  at  once 

good  from  bad  money.  Prompt,  ready.  An  adept. 
A  shepherd  of  the  sheep  called  nahad. 

A jUu  nihar,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jii)  Stabbing  with  re- 
proaches, railing  at,  expostulating  sharply  with. 

Bandying  words.  Expostulation,  (pi.  of  'ijij  nu- 
krat)  Caverns.  Particles  of  gold  or  silver. 

Ajli>  nahltar,  A  piercer  or  a  striker  with  the 
beak.  Whoever  or  whatever  pecks  or  notches. 

A  SjUb  nuharat,  As  much  as  a  bird  takes  up  in 
its  bill  or  pecks  at  once,  a  beakful. 

^  jjj^jUu  nakarc]ii,A.  beater  of  the  kettle-drum. 
p  s^U-jUij  nakar-hhana,  A  band  of  music.  The 

place  at  the  porch  of  a  palace  where  the  drums  are 
beaten  at  stated  intervals. 

p  Sjliij  nahm'a  or  nakkaru,  A  kettle-drum. 

^    j^'^  nahari,  A  beater  of  the  kettle-drum. 
A  jUi3  nvJtaz,  An  ulcerous  distemper  incident  to 

cattle,  which  makes  them  jump  till  they  die. 

Ajlii3  nakhaz  or  nukhaz,  A  species  of  bird.Young 

sparrows. 
A  X**jla-3  nikasat,  Reproach,  ridicule,  sarcasm, 

irony.    A  nickname. 

A  (^liL)  nakhash,  A  painter,  stainer,  embroi- 

derer, gilder  (of  books).  A  sculptor,  carver,  en- 

graver. A  draughtsman. 
A  iwiUb  nikashat,  The  art  of  painting,  staining, 

embroidering,  or  engrravins:. 

^  i^^layna^/<:as/«,Drawing,  painting;  graving, 

(jii;^'  ij*"^  nahhaslii  kardan.  To  paint.  To  carve. A  Liolai  nahasat.  Sweetness,  purity  (of  water). 

A  ̂_^lflj  nahkaz,  One  who  hurts  the  back  (of  a 

pack-horse),  who  throws  on  a  burden  with  violence. 

A  heavy,  back-breaking,  creaking  load.  A  breaker 
(of  an  agreement).  Name  of  a  certain  Musulman 
doctor.  Nukhaz,  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  LolKi  nuhazat,  The  untwisted  part  of  a  rope, 

especially  of  goats'  hair:  whatever  falls  from  it. 
A  )o\sL>  nihat,  (pi.  of  &lafli  nuhtat)  Points,  dots. 

Scattered  bits  of  fodder,  patches  of  grass. 

Alalflj  nahhat.  Who  marks  with  points  or  dots. 

A  ̂Ifti  nihd^  (pi.  of  ̂   nah^  Dusts.  Hard 
places  where  waters  stagnate. 

A  ̂JL)  noAZfo^, Proud,  conceited;  a  vain  boaster. 
A  Ss-Ub  nuhd^t,  A  liquid  in  which  any  thing 

has  been  soaked,  a  decoction. 

A  (  slii3  nihdf,  (v.  n.  -3  of  i  ftH3)  Striking  with 

a  sword  or  breaking  the  head  of  another.  Prudent, 

attentive.  (See  also  l^^ISj  nihah.)  _j  i  sl^ 

i_-sUii  \^  alyamm  hihdf  rva  rjliadd  nihafHo-daw 

cups,  and  to-morrow  business. 
A  I  jliij  «(7/,7i'a/',  Prudent,  attentive,  or  curious 

(man),  one  who  questions  accurately,  who  inquires 

eagerly.   A  bloody  robber,  killing  all  he  meets. 
A  silsi;  nahkafat,  (A woman)  importunate,  teas- 

ing with^questions. A  wlH3  nahhdhat,  A  (female)  fiog. 



A  Jlai  nihal,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Allowing  (camels) 

to  drink  once  and  again,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jib)  Trotting 

well  (a  horse).  Conversing,  telling  stories  one  to 

another.  Drinking  water  and  eating  fodder  once 

or  twice  without  any  one  pasturing  him  (a  camel), 

(pi.  of  (JaJ  nahl  or  niM)  Mended  boots,  (pi.  of 

nahlat)  Short  and  broad-headed  spears. 

A  JlaJ  naltkal,  Swift,  quick-trotting  (horse). 
A  transporter.  A  mimic,  actor,  player. 

^  nakkali,  Acting,  mimicking. 

A  ̂\'sj>  7iakdm  or  niham,  Muddy  (water).  Ni- kam,  Salted. 

A^la3  nahanik,  (pi.  of  ,^f>^>  nihnik)  Ostriches. 
A  2jUi.i  nahawat  or  nulmivat,  (v.  n.  of 

Being  cleaned,  sifted,  good,  and  choice.  Purity, 

cleanness,    (pi.  1^3  nuka'  or  -«^Ub  nukai)  The  best 
or  selected  part  of  any  thing.  Nuharvat,  (pi.  (^jli) 

nalarva')  A  kind  of  plant  used  in  washing. 

A  (I/j^flj  naltawa',  (pi.  of  "jjliij  nukdmat)  Plants 
of  the  hamz  species,  used  in  washing  linens. 

A  &fclH3  nakdJiat,  Recovery  from  disease,  con- 
valescence. Weakness,  feebleness,  languor. 

A  bliu7?aAa</a',  (pi.  ofioliG  ?m/ia_j/a^)  Choicest 
parts  of  things  cleaned  or  sifteJ. 

A  ft^.Vai  nalidyat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  cleaned, 

sifted.  Being  good  and  excellent.  Nukdyat,  (pi. 

blSi  nakdya'  and  -^Uu  nulids)  The  choicest  part  of 
any  thing  cleaned.  Refuse  of  a  thing  (as  chaff). 

A  iSJUij  nakdsiz,  (pi.  of  !s3»JtH3  nahvzat)  Horses 
taken  from  the  enemy. 

A  {^jaiKsj  nahdfis,  (pi.  of  LoAiD  naktsat^  Im- 
perfections, bad  qualities,  vices,  blemishes. 

A  (jaajUii  nalidsiz,  (pi.  of  Loj^  naktzat)  Con- 
tradictions. Damages,  injuries. 

A  nahdsi^  (pi.  of         nakt^t)  Camels 
or  other  cattlfe  slaughtered  for  the  entertainment 

of  strangers.  ̂ IHi  nahdsi^H  niawt,  The 
feasts  of  death,  i.  e.  mankind. 

A  ,J-i>lHi  nahdsil,  (pi.  of  i^sj  waAiZai)  Patches 
of  leather  for  mending  boots  or  shoes. 

p  u-*fl3  7iakb,  A  rabbit's  burrow.  A  subterra- 
neous excavation,  a  mine,  gallery.  An  implement  of 

miners  or  thieves  for  piercing  walls,  ̂ jj  t-^iu  nakb- 
zan,  A  miner,  any  one  using  such  an  instrument. 

A  {^sonalih,  (v.  n.  of  u-*iu)  Digging  (through 

a  wall).  Tapping  (for  the  dropsy).  Inquiring  after 

news.  Relating  or  retailing(news).Mending(boots), 

patching  a  hole.  Requiting  any  one  (misfortune). 

Going  from  place  to  place.  Lifting  his  feet  towards 

his  belly  (a  horse).  A  way  through  mountains.  The 

scab.  An  ulcer  in  the  side.  Nuhb,(jA.\^'^\an- 
hdb  and  L-.'Ub  nihdb)  The  scab.  JSfakab,  (v.  n.  of 

i_^ib)  Having  the  feet  worn  bare,  smooth,  and  per- 
forated below  (a  camel).  Being  torn  or  worn  (a 

boot).  Goingfrom place  to  place seekingan  asylum. 
-ZVM^aJ,  Parts  of  the  scab  scattered  here  and  there. 

A  f\.iSL>  nuhabdf,  Princes,  leaders,  tribunes. 
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A  Xjiii  nikbat,  A  mode  of  veiling  the  face.  Nuk- 
bat,  A  hole.  Scab,  or  parts  of  it,  scattered  here 

and  there.  A  garment  worn  round  the  middle; 
breeches.  Colour.  The  face.  Rust. 

A  &ib       sikat  nikat,  Trusty,  confidential.  - 

A  nakt,  An  extracting  of  marrow. 

A  {JL^'so  naks,  (v.  n.  of  JLj^)  Emptying  (a  bone) 
of  the  marrow.  Tearing  up,  and  carrying  from 

place  to  place.  Inquiring  into.  Mixing,  confound- 
ing, (a  discourse,  as  meats  are  mixed  together). 

Injuring,  hurting  (by  words).  Making  haste,  do- 
ing any  thing  expeditiously,  going  out  quickly. 
A  naksalat,  (v.  n.  of  J-iHi  Q)  Going  in  a 

drawling,  feeble  pace,  and  raising  the  dust. 

A  ̂ ai  nak-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Extracting  (the  mar- 
row from  a  bone).  Unbarking,  peeling.  Clear- 

ing away  excrescences  (from  the  stem  of  a  palm- 
tree).  A  white  summer  cloud.  JV^a/ia/t,  Pure  sand. 

A  nakkh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Smiting,  piercing. 
Striking  (the  head),  penetrating  to  the  brain. 

A  'i-s^^  nakakhat,  Sluggish,  fat  (she-camel). 
A  SSL)  nahd,  (v.  n.  of  liiu)  Glancing  (the  eye 

upon  anything).  Counting  out  or  paying  (in  ready 

money).  Separating  the  good  from  bad  coin. 

Choosing  the  best  of  any  thing.  Poking  the  fin- 
ger into  a  walnut.  Peeling  (nuts).  Striking  with 

the  bill  (a  bird,  particularly  a  net  or  trap).  Bit- 

ing (a  serpent).  Ready  money,  prompt  payment, 

cash.  (Coin)  of  a  just  standard,  p  nakdi 

jdn,  (or  (j^yj  i^ib  nakdi  rawdn)  The  spirit.  Cur- 
rent coin.  U"'^  nakdi  shash  roza,  The 

world  with  all  it  contains,  a  (j-i?-  j  nakd  ti 

jins,  Money  and  goods,  p  ^  bd  wajhi 
nakd,  With  ready  money,  a  Nikd  ovnukd,  A  boy 

who  does  not  grow  or  thrive  on  his  food.  Nukd, 

nakad,  nakid,  or  nukud,  A  kind  of  tree.  Nakad, 

(v.  n.  of  tNfij)  Being  peeled,  excoriated  (the  hoof 
of  a  horse).  Being  broken  or  worn  down  (a  tooth). 

(A  boy)  not  growing  or  thriving,  whose  food  does 

not  agree  with  (him),  (pi.  d\SL>  nikdd  and  ifiiUb 

7iikddat)  A  species  of  ugly  short-legged  sheep  (pe- 

culiar to  (^.j.^  hakrayn  in  Arabia  ;  whence  the 

proverb,  liiijJ^  Jii\  azall  mini'n  nakad,  Meaner 
than  such  sheep.  Nakid,  Peeled  (hoof). 

A  C)^  \ii.iu  nakdd  nakd,  Prompt  payment. 

A  'idSiL>  nikdat,  Caraway  (seeds). 
p  waM-</tr,  A  bribe-taker.  A  worldling. 

A  ̂^si>  nakdly,  Ready  (money).  Belonging 

to  ready  money.  A  monied  man. 

p  euM>l»f  ij''^  nakdi-gumdshta,  A  subordinate 
in  a  treasury. 

p  js>jo.i>i53  nakdina,  Ready  cash. 

A  nakz,  (v.  n.  of  'dSU>)  Saving,  delivering, 
rescuing.  Safety.  Rest.  L^Vd^  nakzanlaka,  A. 
formula  pronounced  when  one  is  slipping  or  falling. 

Nakaz,  (v.  n.  of  iSiii)  Fleeing,  escaping.  Liberated, 

rescued,  (iiii  ̂   j  jJLil*  *5  U  md  lahu  shakaz  ma  Id 

nakaz,  He  has  nothing. 

A  jiu  nakr-,  (v.  n.  of  Jo)  Striking.  Turning  the 
point  of  the  tongue  against  the  palate  and  making 
a  whistling  noise.  Smacking  (the  thumb  and  mid- 

dle finger).  Hollowing,  excavating,  chiseling  (stone 

or  wood).  Graving,  writing  upon  stone.  Piercing 
with  the  beak  (as  a  bird  her  eggs).  Stabbing  with 

reproaches,  railing  at,  scolding.  Pecking  (grain) 

with  the  bill.  Inviting  some  to  the  exclusion  of 

others.  Blowing  the  trumpetj^U  ndkur.  A  smack 

with  the  lips,  to  make  a  horse  quicken  his  pace. 

A  smacking  noise  made  by  the  thumb  and  middle 

finger.  iViA?',  A  small  groove  in  a  date-stone  whence 
the  stalk  grows.  Nakar,  (v.  n.  ofjiu)  Growing 

angry,  becoming  enraged.  Being  distempered  in 
the  feet  (a  sheep).  Loss  of  property.  jjJb 

jajJ\  J  JiKi\  a^zu  hi'lldh  mini' I ̂ kar  wa'n  nakar, 
God  preserve  me  from  misfortune!  Nakir,  En- 

raged, angry.  Nukar,  (pi.  oVsjii  nukrat)  Caverns, 
small  round  cavities. 

A  8^0^  nakrat,  Somewhat  (used  only  negatively). 

A  hollow  groove  in  a  date-stone  whence  the  stalk 
grows.  One  smack  with  the  fingers.  Nikrat,  A 

bandying  of  words  to  and  fro.  Nukrat,  A  cavern, 

cavity,  hollow  (especially  small,  as  in  the  lower 

part  of  the  hind-head,  socket  of  the  eye,  or  foramen 
ani).  A  place  where  a  bird  lays  her  eggs,  (pl.^^ 

nukar  andjlJiJ  mViar)  A  round  hollow  in  the 

ground,  (pl.jlsu  nikdr)  Melted  gold  or  silver;  an 
ingot.  Gold  or  silver  coin,  money.  Nakirat,  (A 

sheep)  distempered  in  the  feet.  High  ground  rising 

out  of  low-lying  ground.  Nukarat,  A  disease  in 
the  feet  or  side  of  a  sheep. 

A  iLiJh  nakradat,  Continuance  in  a  place. 

PA  {^J^  nikt'is,  Gout  (especially  with  swell- 
ing in  the  feet  or  hands).  Death,  destruction.  A 

sore  calamity.  An  omen,  portent.  A  skilful  and 

attentive  road-guide.  An  excellent  physician.  A 

female  ornament  or  head-dress  resembling  a  rose. 

p  8ji>  nikra.  Caraways.  Nukra,  Silver.  A 
numbness  in  the  limbs.  Any  thing  white.  t^JLj 

^Ls»-  nukrad  khdm,  Pure,  virgin  silver.  Purity, 
softness,  delicacy.  ̂ J^jj  lLXas-  tyo  nukrasi  khinf/ 

zartushii,  The  sun.  j\kii>-lji»  tji>  nukrad  shdkk- 
ddr.  Silver  (pure),  plate. 

A  ̂  jso  nakra'^  An  especial  and  exclusive  in- 

vitation (opposed  to  ̂^^jafala'').  Nakara',  De- 
famation. Ji>  oil)  bandtu  nakara'',  Women who  abuse  and  rail  at  every  one  who  passes  by. 

A  [j-^^^Jo  nih'is,  A  skilful  physician.  An  ex- 

pert road-guide. 
p  i^J^  nukrad,  Made  of  silver,  silver. 
Ajib  nakz,  (v.  n.  ofjftj)  Bounding  (as  a  deer  or 

kangaroo).  JVi/ez,The  worst  species  of  cattle.  Nukz, 
A  well.  Nakaz,  A  surname,  nickname.  Nakaz 

or  nakiz.  The  worst  part  of  any  thing  remaining 

after  the  best  has  been  taken  away.    Poor,  lean 



cattle.  Low,  basemen.  i\raAi2:,  Pure,  fresh,  sweet 
water.  A  surname,  nickname. 

A  nahazan,  The  bounding  (of  a  doe). 

A  nalis,  (v.  n.  of  Striking  (espe- 
cially the  wooden  gong  nakus).  Railing  at, 

reproaching.  Vice,  failing,  fault.  Reproach,  sa- 
tire. The  scab.  Nihs,  (pi.  ;_>»»\iu\  ankas  and  (jJu^ 

anhus)  Writing-ink. 

A  naksh,  (v.  n.  of  Painting,  print- 

ing, staining  of  two  or  more  colours.  Embroider- 
ing. Carving,  engraving.  Lying  with.  Pulling 

out  (a  sting,  thorn,  hair).  Clearing  (a  place)  of 

thorns  (where  sheep  are  to  recline).  Striking  (clus- 
ters of  dates)  with  thorns  to  make  them  ripen 

quicker.  Doing  any  thing  attentively  and  expe- 

ditiously. Publishing,  divulging,  exposing.  Hav- 
ing ripe  dates  (a  branch).  Dry  dates  put  into  a 

vessel  and  sprinkled  with  water.  Painting,  em- 

broidery ;  a  picture,  drawing,  portrait,  map,  plan. 
A  pip  on  a  card,  a  dot  on  a  die.  Venery.  A  lucky 

throw  at  dice.  A  bit  of  gum,  less  than  jjjxo  su^ 

rur.  ̂ j^,  (jiiu  nakslii  ha  haram,  (or  p^s* 
nakshi  hardm)  A  well-made  person,  but  good  for 

nothing,  p  ̂ jiij  1  j>  (jiio  nahsli  bar  ab  zadan, 
To  write  upon  the  water,  (met.)  To  obliterate.  ;j£ib 

f^SiJ^^So  L-J I  J)  naksh  bar  ab  hashidan,  To  draw 

figures  on  the  water,  (met.)  To  engage  in  unprofit- 
able pursuits.  ̂ Jw^  naksh  bastan,  To  design, 

fashion,  make,  create.  To  limn,  portray,  jj,  i^JiSO 

jUs-  nakshi  bi  ghubar,  Cries  of  the  oppressed,  (jiii) 

j^^£»jlS^,  nakshi  pargar-kun,  All  created  things, 

jj*^.  U^*i*^  nakshi  parmur,  The  comb  of  honey,  a 

bee-hive.    \J^^^  tdJlp-  nakshi  khaki  gaw- 
hari,  The  portrait  or  figure  of  a  noble  and  upright 

man.  (J^j>-jii  ;ji.H3  naksh  dohhtan,  To  embroider. 

j^^.ii^jiiuwa^s/t/(^zw«7',Thunderstruck, confounded 
(so  as  to  appear  like  a  picture  on  the  wall.  (jSJu 

jlfriijj  nakshi  kandahar,  An  alluring,  ravishing  ob- 

ject.   Aj^%  naksh  ka'l  hajar,  (or  more 

properly         ̂ ^  QtKj3\^  ka'n  naksh  f  'l'l  hajar) 
Like  an  engraving  on  stone,  i.  e.  indelible, 

^Ji  nakshi  kul,  The  throne  of  God.    p  ̂^^^ 

nakshi  nek,  Happy  but  fleeting  days,   j  j> 
pur  naksh  u  nigar,  Full  of  paintings  and  orna- 

ments.   A  Nuhsh,  Ripe  dates,  but  moist,  not  dried, 

p  lib  I  (jSib  naksh-abad,  Ardent  spirits, 

p         (jS>S^  naksh-bazi,  Cunning, 

p  ̂jlxiJU  nakshiban,  A  city  in  ̂ ^J\  arran. 
p            naksh-hand,  A  painter,  embroiderer. 

One  who  adorns.  ^yxiJ^  naksh-bandi 

hawadis,  An  epithet  of  God. 

p  naksh-bandi,  The  art  of  painting  or 

embroidery.    Naksh-bandi,  (or  e^j^Z^  naksh- 
bandiya)  Certain  rites  or  ceremonies  of  the  Soofies. 

pj^ii;^  f^J^  naksh-pardaz,  A  painter. 
Piijjjo  ̂ jiiu  naksh-paymand,  A  limner, 

p  (jLj_:tf^  nakshijihan,  (or  ̂^^jilJij  nakshu- 
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wan)  Name  of  a  city  in  Armenia. 

p  tibj  nahsh-ziyad,  Any  thing  existing 
only  in  name.    A  kind  of  game  with  dice. 

A  isJlso  naksha,  A  portrait,  model,  map,  plan. 

^  A  t^jaSOnahs,  (or  ̂̂ ^^toSO  nuksan)  (v.n.of(^fl3) 
Diminishing,  injuring.  Being  defective,  damaged. 

Defect,  deficiency,  wastage,  diminution,  decrease, 
detriment,  damage,  loss,  want,  blemish,  injury,  pre- 

judice, mischief  ({.jaiu  nahs,  in  general,  implying, 

In  quality,  and  ̂ jl<aa3  nuhsan,  In  quantity).  Ji-ii 

edaff-  (_j  y)aiu  aoAS'  dakhala  ̂ layhi  naksunfi  ̂ k- 
lihi,There  is  a  defect  in  his  understanding.  p^jlo.ai 

1  nuksdn  dwardan,To  cheat,defraud,entail  loss. 

A  (.^aai  nakz,  (v.  n.  of  tjoiiS)  Demolishing,  dis- 

solving, undoing,  untwisting.  Violating  (an  agree- 

ment), breaking  (faith).  Dissolution.  Violation, 

rupture,  p  ̂ ^W^.  nakzi payman,  Violation  of 
agreement,  breach  of  treaty,  a  Nikz,  (pi.  ;^Ui3^ 

ankdz)  A  male  or  she-camel  emaciated  with  fa- 

tigue. Untwisted,  undone.  Demolished.  Emaciated. 

Ground  broken  into  many  hillocks  by  mushrooms 

piercing  through.  The  piping  of  chickens,  young 

ostriches,  or  quails.  The  cry  of  a  scorpion  or  cro- 
codile. The  croaking  of  a  frog.  The  sound  made 

by  an  eagle  or  a  hawk.  Bees'  excrements,  or  dead 
insects  fallen  into  honey.  The  cracking  noise  made 

by  pulling  the  joints  of  the  fingers.  Honey,  which, 

with  myrtle,  they  rub  on  a  hive  to  induce  bees  to 

make  honey.  Nikz  or  nahaz,  A  rope  untwisted  to 

be  re-twisted,or  a  garment  unravelled  to  be  re-spun, 

(pi.  ankaz  and  i^ja^  nuhuz)  The  surface  of 
the  earth  upheaved  by  mushrooms.  Nukz,  Part  of 

a  demolished  building.  Nahaz,  Taken  down,  de- 

molished (building).  Nukaz,  A  mode  of  wrestling. 

A  'i,taSO  nikzat,  A  she-camel  lean  from  travel. 
A  lai>  nakt,  (v.  n.  of  kiu)  Marking  (a  letter) 

with  the  diacritical  points.  Nukat,  (pi.  of  &laH3 

nuktat)  Points,  dots.    Patches  of  grass. 

A  ftlaiu  nuktat,  (pi.  law  mikat  and  l^Uu  nikdt) 

A  point,  a  dot.  A  geometrical  point.  A  spot,  stain. 

A  dot,  a  pip  or  spot  upon  a  die.  A  diacritical  point 
upon  some  of  the  consonants.  A  part  of  any  thing. 

Alittle  fodder  separated  from  the  rest.  Choice  wealth. 

(J\ii.i5'\  &laa3  nuktasi  i^idal,  Equinoctial  colure. 

^x>Ji\  J\^>a5-^\  &laa>  nuhtatu'l  i^iddli'r  rabi^y, 
Vernal  equinoctial  point.  J\iXkS-^l  S.laa3  nuh- 

tatu'l i^iddli'l  hharifty,  Autumnal  equinoctial 
point,  edaii^  elaSj  nukta  ba  nukta.  From  point  to 

point,  punctually.  skai  nuktasi  hissi,  A  tan- 

gible point.  &laai  nuktasi  ddsira,V omtoia  cir- 

cle. Muhammad,  p jiji^J^^jt^aSO  nuktaA  ro- 
shantar-j)argar.  The  pole.  Centre  of  the  world. 

Muhammad,  (j^jj  alaib  nuktasi  zarrin,  The  sun. 

A  {^\Ji  \  'ilaiu  nuhtatu  samtVr  rass.  The  ver- 
tical point.  \d^,yj^  Viaso  nuktan  suwaydd,  Heart's 

core.  edaiu  nuktad  ̂ razi.  An  imaginary 
point,   p      &ksu  nuktasi  gil,  Centre  of  the  earth. 
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Terrestrial  globe,  a  &blH]t^  iJaoi  nuktaiu'l  mukd- 

ftaZa^,  An  opposite  point.  j^^liJl  ̂ ,^^xX\ 'ilah  nuk- 
tatu''l  munkalabi'sh  shaia7v'iy,'Bnima,]  or  winter  sol- 

stitial point,  i^ajuai^  iiliH3  nuktatu'l  mun- 
7;«Za^j's4ta?(/^?/,  Summer  solstitial  point.  pe6  t^aSO 

!Jjj\i5  nuktasi  nuk  ddsira,  Centre  of  the  earth.  Mu- 
hammad. 

p^lti  eJaiii  nukta-ddr,  Dotted.  Marked  with  a 
diacritical  point  (asj  ze  or  (_)^  shin). 

A  nak^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ a->)  Flowing  into  any 
place  and  stagnating  (water).  Steeping,  soaking 

(in  water),  putting  (any  thing  medicinal)  into  (it). 
Abounding  (death).  Killing.  Being  raised  (a 

sound).  Making  a  continued  noise  or  bawling, 

hallooing.  Tearing,  slitting  (the  breast  of  a  gar- 
ment).Quenching  (thirst). Believing(intelligence). 

Slaughtering  (a  camel  to  entertain  guests) ;  whence 

w'llu  nanka^lakum,  Turn  in,  we'll 
treat  you  well.  Provoking  (with  reproaches).  A 

flat,  level  country,  (pi.  ̂ liu  nihd^aud  nu- 

ku^  Raised  dust ;  a  cloud  of  dust.  An  ostrich's 
cry.  (pi.  ̂Ift3  nihd^and  ̂ sbl  anku^  A  place  where 
water  stagnates,  hard  clay  soil  which  it  cannot  pe- 

netrate. Saliva  in  the  mouth.  A  rent  in  the  breast  or 

collar.  Slaughter,  (pi.  |*H3\  «w/;t<^)  Stagnant  water. 

A         nak^ts,  A  flat,  level  country. 
A  i__flai  nakf,  (v.n.of  u-ftiu)  Striking  violently 

(on  the  head)  with  a  spear  or  stick  and  penetrating 
nearly  to  the  brain.  (A  bird)  breaking  (her  eggs). 

Splitting  (a  colocynth),  taking  away  (the  rind  or 

core).  Straining,  clearing.  Diluting  (wine)  with 

water.  Nikf  or  nakf,  A  young  bird  coming  out  of 

the  shell.  Nukf,  (pi.  of  i  hisj  nakif)  Worm-eaten 

(trunks  of  palm-trees). 
A         nahafat,  A  hollow  on  a  mountain-top. 

A  ijib  nakl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^M)  Transporting,  carry- 
ing from  one  place  to  another.  Transplanting. 

Moving,  making  a  move  at  chess.  Translating 
(from  one  language  into  another).  Transcribing, 

copying.  Imitating.  Mimicking,  acting.  Relating, 

telling.  Repairing,  mending  (a  boot).  Patching, 

mending  (a  garment).  Putting  a  leather  sole  on  a 

camel's  foot  when  hurt.  Transportation,  translation. 
History,  narrative, relation,  report,  account,  theme, 

tale,  story.  A  copy,  duplicate.  Whatsoever  is  car- 
ried ;  a  burden.  The  transitive  or  active  significa- 
tion of  a  verb.  AflTability,  mildness,  softness,  easy 

good-nature,  p  ̂j^^  J-^  nakl  kardan.  To  trans- 
port from  place  to  place.  To  die.  To  translate. 

To  relate.  To  mend.  ̂ ^iS^  J\ii-"i\  Jiu  tiakU  askdl 
kardan,  To  carry  loads  from  one  place  unto  ano- 

ther. ,JJb  nakli  mdtani,  Sweetmeats  sent  round 

at  a  funeral,  a  ^'sj  nakli  makdri,  Emigration. 
The  first  stage  of  a  journey,  or  halting-place  at  a 

very  little  distance,  whei-e  they  remain  some  time 
to  collect  what  may  have  been  forgotten  of  the  re- 

quisites for  travelling.  The  first  stage  is  oftqn  made 



long  before  they  really  mean  to  set  off,  for  the  sake 

of  seizing  a  lucky  moment  to  commence  a  journey 

in.  Transmigration,  p  Jib  s/iarai 

nakl  hardan,  To  pour  wine  from  one  vessel  into 

another,  a  Nakl,  nikl,  or  nahal,  (pi.  JUul  ankal 

and  JUu  nikal)  A  worn  and  patched  boot  or  shoe. 

Nakl  or  nukl,  Any  thing  given  at  entertainments 

along  with  wine,  as  fruits  or  sweetmeats.  Nukl, 

Presents  sent  with  much  pomp  by  a  bridegroom 

to  his  bride  before  marriage.  Emigration.  Whis- 

pering, slander,  p  y>-  (J.Hj  nukli  khwaja,  A  small 
grain  resembling  black  pepper,  but  which  within 

is  white  and  sweet.  A  {j^'^  ̂ y^>  nukli  majlis,  A 
buffoon,  fool,  jester.  Sport,  play,  pleasantry,  buf- 

foonery. Nahal,  A  feather  taken  from  one  arrow 

and  put  on  another.  A  stony  place  with  trees.  Vo- 

lubility of  tongue,  readiness  of  reply,  repartee.  A 

distemper  in  the  sole  of  a  camel's  foot,  rendering 
it  necessary  that  it  be  tied  up.  Stones  held  in  the 

hand  for  breaking  nuts  or  pounding  drugs.  Na- 

hil,  Stony  with  trees.  (A  man)  ready  in  answer. 

iV^M7?aZ,The  fourth,  fifth,  and  sixth  nights  of  a  month. 
p  ̂ JSO  nukul,  A  shelter  for  cattle  made  in  the 

ground  or  on  a  hill's  side.  Hollow,  deep.  Bottom. 
A  ̂kaj  naklan,  Traditionally. 

A  >^Uu  nuhalas,  (pi,  of  ̂J^U  nakiV)  Transport- 
ers. Relators. 

A  c— *JiL)  naklab.  Name  of  a  people  in  Arabia 

who  profess  the  Christian  religion. 

p       ̂ J,£)  nakl-band,  A  compiler  of  narratives. 
A  X-LflJ  naklat,  (pi.  JlH-i  nikal)  A  short  and 

broad-headed  spear.  Niklat,  (A  woman)  not  asked 
in  marriage,  as  being  advanced  in  years.  Nuklat, 

Removal  from  one  place  unto  another  j  departure, 

migration :  a  roving  life.  Detraction,  slander.  Na- 

kalat,  Sound  of  running  water,  (pi.  of  Jju  nakil) 
Writers.  nakalad  ahwal.  Historians. 

p  ̂^li^lib  nukldan,  A  fruit  or  sweetmeat-plate. 

p  (Jib  nahl-navisi,  Copying. 
A         7iahli,  Fictitious.  Copied,  transcribed. 

A'J[Jii3  nakliy,  A  vender  of  dried  fruits.  Imi- 
tated, copied,  transcribed. 

A  ̂   nahn,  (v.  n.  of  j»Hi)  Being  angry.  Chiding, 
reproving,  checking,  reproaching.  Punishing,  tak- 

ing private  revenge.  Hating,  disapproving.  Vora- 
ciousness. Naham,  Middle  of  the  road.  Nakim 

or  nikam,  (pi.  of  &*ib  nakmat,  nikmat,  or  nakimat) 

Punishments,  revenges. 

A  OVJu  nakimat,  (pi.  of&^)  Punishments. 

A  ».«iL>  nakmat,  nikmat,  or  nakimat,  (pi.  ̂ o~> 
nakim  and  ?ii7iam)Punishment,  revenge,  vengeance. 

Nikmat,  Hatred.  A  distemper.  Vehemence,  hard- 
ness, severity. 

A  jjjiu  niknik,  (pi.  nakanik)  An  ostrich. 
Timid,  flying.  Light,  not  heavy. 

AftiUL^  naknakat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  deeply 

sunk  in  the  socket  (the  eye).  Clucking  (as  a  hen). 
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Croaking  (as  a  frog).  The  croaking  of  a  female  frog. 

A  nakw,  (v.  n.  of  liL>  for  ̂ s^)  Extracting 

marrow  from  a  bone.  Nakw  or  7iikw,  (pi.  -^ULj\) 

The  bone  of  the  arm.  Any  bone  containing  marrow. 

A         nakwas,  (pi.  of  nakiy,  irregular) 

Clean.  Sifted,  cleaned,  selected  things.  Small- 
boned  (woman). 

A  i^<^  nakawani,  Two  heaps  of  sand. 
A  5_jib  nakmat,  The  best,  sifted  or  selected  part. 

Refuse,  siftings. 

A  liyb  nukud,  (pi.  of  iiJii  nakd)  Suras  of  ready 

money,  p  i5jt\si*  U  lijiii  nukudi  na  mahdud,  Un- told ready  money. 

A  nakush,  A  sort  of  shrub.  Nukush,  (pi. 

of  (jiiu  «aAs/i)  Pictures.  Engravings.  Inscriptions. 
Dots  on  dice,  pips  on  cards. 

A  nukuz,  (pi.  of  ;jaH3  nikz)  Surfaces  of 
grounds  perforated  by  mushrooms. 

A  naku^  Any  thing  diluted  or  dissolved  in 
water,  to  make  medicines  or  drink  :  an  infusion. 

A  preparation  of  pure  water  and  different  kinds  of 

perfumes.  Cold  and  sweet  (water).  Brackish  (wa- 

ter), j^i^  naku^uzunin,  Credulous,  disposed 
to  believe  implicitly  all  he  hears.  t-^u^J  ̂ yi3  na- 

ku^  zah'ib.  An  infusion  of  raisins.  Nuhu^  (v.  n. 
of  ̂ j)  Flowing  into  one  place  and  stagnating  (wa- 

ter). Abusing,  defaming.  Being  raised  (a  noise 

or  dust).  Believing.  Abounding  (death).  Reco- 

vering health.  Killing  a  sheep  or  camel  to  enter- 

tain a  guest,  (pi.  of  ̂ o)  nak^  Raised  (dusts). 

A  (J_ja^  nukul,  (pi.  of  (_J>^)  Narratives,  copies. 
A  5ja3  nukuh,  (v.  n.  of  &Sj)  Recovering  (from 

an  indisposition),  though  still  weak.  Understand- 

ing, finding  out. 
A  dSO  nakah,  (v.  n.  of  aib)  Recovering  (from 

sickness),  though  still  weak.  Understanding,  per- 

ceiving.   Nakih,  Intelligent. 

A  »fl_)  nukkah,  (pi.  of  aJ>U  nakih)  Convales- 
cents. Intelligent. 

A  ̂^Jb  naky,  (v.  n.  of  (_Jb)  Taking  marrow  out 
(of  a  bone).  Giving  marrow  to  eat.  Niky,  (v.  n. 

of  j_Ju)  Meeting,  (pi.  f-XsoS  ankai)  Marrow.  The 
fat  part  of  the  eye. 

A  nakiy,  (pi.  ̂Uu  nikai^  and  nakwai) 
Clean,  pure,  excellent, exquisite.  Finest  and  whitest 

flour.   Nuk'iy,  (pi.  of  la3  naka')  Heaps  of  sand. 
A  i.^»AiU«a^i&,(pl.  AjJbwwAa&aj) A  chief,  leader. 

An  intelligent  person.  One  acquainted  with  the  ge- 
nealogies of  a  people.  A  servant  whose  business  it 

is  to  proclaim  the  titles  of  his  master,  and  to  intro- 
duce those  who  pay  their  respects  to  him.  One 

equal  in  rank  to  a  corporal.  (A  dog)  the  top  of 

whose  throat  is  pierced  that  he  may  not  bark  loud. 

The  tongue  of  a  balance.  A  pipe  or  flute,  p  (jUjJu 
nakibani  bar.  Angels. 

A  &>>ib  nakibat.  Soul,  mind ;  intellect,  under- 

standing, penetration.  Nature.  Counsel,  advice,  in- 

struction.  The  success  of  any  thing.  (A  she-camel) 

with  large  teats,  ib.^^  fj^maymUnu'n  nakibat, 
Of  a  noble  disposition  or  excellent  understanding. 

A  ,_^jiu  nakibi,  The  chief  magistracy. 

A  'sXso  nakiyat,  (fem.  of  nakiy)  Pure,  clean. 
A  word,  saying,  discourse. 

A  8  jjJb  nakizat,(jA.'dJ^  nakasiz)  A  horse  taken 
from  an  enemy.  A  coat  of  mail.  A  married  woman. 

A  jfM  nakir.  Hollowed  (wood  or  stone).  A 
trough  made  of  a  hollowed  palm-tree,  in  which 

they  make  a  strong  wine  from  dates.  Poor  and 

despised.  Few,  little.  A  ti-ee  pierced  with  holes, 

which  serve  as  a  ladder,  (pi.  'ijsj\  ankirat)  A  ca- 
nal, trough,  tray.  A  hollow  dug  in  the  ground,  or 

in  a  stone.  A  small  groove  in  a  date-stone,  from 
which  the  stalk  grows.  A  black  fly.  Nature,  ori- 

gin, kind,  species.  Naklr,  (ovj^jsls-  hakir  na- 
kir) Extremely  poor,  j-^^  j  nakir  u  kitmir. 

Minutely.  karimu'n  nakir,  Of  a  noble 
race,  of  an  excellent  origin.  j^sl>  ̂)  j  ̂J.Jus  ̂)  Idfa- 
tila  wa  la  nakir,  Not  a  particle,  nothing.  [j^i^ 

j^ii  laysfi  nakir.  It  is  of  no  value. 
A  (jijkfl.>nafeA,  Scattered  furniture.  Similitude, 

resemblance,  effigy,  symbol.  Like,  resembling.  A 
fellow,  equal. 

A  (^jAiSL>  nakis.  Sweet  or  pure  water.  A  fragrant 

aromatic,  a  perfume.  Defective, deficient, faulty, vi- 

cious. (^jii3  i^ja^shakhsi  nakis,  Avicious  person . 

A  i^xsi  nakisat,  (pi.  (j»a>Ui3  nahads)  Imper- 

fection, defect,  vice,  bad  quality.  Disgrace,  slander, 

p  ̂j^D^  euajJu  nakisa  gvftan.  To  disparage. 

A  nakiz,  Destruction  of  a  work,  demo- 
lition of  a  building.  Contrary,  opposite,  reverse, 

reversed,  inverted,  adverse,  inimical.  The  sound 

made  by  a  loose  saddle  or  load  upon  a  camel.  The 

sound  of  the  string  of  a  harp  or  bow,  &c. ;  also  of 

cracking  the  joints  of  the  fingers.  The  creaking  of 

a  pulley.  The  sound  made  by  the  air  when  rushing 

out  of  a  cupping-glass.  The  cry  of  an  eagle. 
A  eLoJkib  nakizat,  A  competition  between  two 

poets,  when  one  repeats  a  line  or  lines,  to  which 
the  other  makes  an  extemporary  contradictory  re- 

ply. A  road  through  mountains. 
A  ̂aJso  nakit,  The  servant  of  a  freedman. 

A  ̂ 53  naki^  Good,  wholesome,  cool  (water), 
which  quenches  thirst.  Steeped,  soaked.  An  in- 

fusion. Brackish  (water).  Standing  water.  Cool- 

ing (whey).  Wine  made  of  steeped  grapes,  raisins, 
or  dates  without  boiling.  A  trough  in  which  they 

steep  dates,  (pi.  »»fl3\  anki^t)  (A  well)  overflow- 
ing with  water.  Clamour,  loud  voice.  (A  man) 

born  of  a  foreign  mother. 

A  woib  naki^t,  (pi.  ̂ Ub  nakasiQ  A  camel  or 
other  cattle  killed  for  theentertainmentof  strangers. 

Preparations  made  for  marriage-ceremonies,  or  the 
reception  of  guests  when  coming  off  a  journey. 

A  i—flAaj  nakif,  (pi.  i_iib  nukf)  (The  trunk  of 



the  palm-tree)eaten  by  the  worms.  Split(colocy  nth). 

A  ̂ ji^  nahih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ji)  Croaking  (a  frog 
or  raven) ;  clucking  (a  hen) ;  mewing  (a  cat).  The 
sounds  made  by  those  animals.  It  also  expresses 

the  cries  of  other  animals,  as  scorpions. 

A  (J-io  naliil,  Foreign  (man).  A  traveller.  A 

torrent,  especially  one  rushing  down  from  a  rainy 

country  to  another  (as  from  Abyssinia  to  Egypt). 

A  way.  A  peculiar  pace  of  a  horse,  (pi.  of  &i^fti 

nahilat)  Patches  of  leather  for  mending  boots. 

A  &LflJ  nahilat,  (pi.  (J--iu  nah'il  and  (JjlHi  7iu- 
hasil)  A  patch  of  leather  with  which  they  mend  a 

boot,  or  sole  a  camel's  hoof.  The  interior  fleshy 
part  of  the  arm.  Foreign  (woman).  &Lflj  ihn 

nahilat,  A  stranger.  A  traveller. 

A  *<Juwa/ima<, Nature,  disposition.  UJ*^ 
maymunun  nalnmat,  Of  a  happy  disposition. 

A         nahih,  Faint,  feeble,  weak. 

p  tib  nak,  Behold  !  G  reen  vitriol.  Nuh,  A 

bird's  bill. 

nahs,  (v.  n.  of  l^)  Taking  the  scab  off  a 

sore  before  it  is  healed.  Killing  or  wounding  (an 

enemy).  Paying  (debt),  performing  (what  is  due). 
P  L-^Ki  nahab,  Green  vitriol ;  vitriol  in  solution. 

Nihab,  A  stocking,  glove,  or  muff".  A  falconer's 
glove.  News,  intelligence.  A  figure  drawn  by  a 

pencil  or  wrought  with  a  needle. 

A  nihahat,  (v.  n.  of  c_jio)  Being  set  (over 

others)  as  leader  or  tribune. 

A  nahasat  or  nuhasat,  The  reddish  top  or 

flowers  of  the  plant  Lt^j3,ij  tursus.  5\5o  zu- 

hasat  nuhasat,  Who  pays  a  debt  without  delay. 

A  oK3  nikat,  (pi.  of  nuhtat)  Points,  con- 

ceits, witticisms,  quaint  phrases,  epigrams. 
A  0\^3  nahhat,  A  reviler,  detractor. 

A  l1^K3  nuhas,  Pustules  about  a  camel's  mouth. 
A  nukasat,  The  fibry  particles,  left  in  the 

mouth,  of  the  stick  used  as  a  dentifrice.  The  worn 

parts  at  a  rope's  end. 

A  nikah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   Marrying,  Lying 
with.  Matrimony,  marriage.  Conjugal  intercourse. 

A  dowry,  p  ̂^|^J^  nikah  hardan,  (or  i^Ss- 

(ji5;^^K3  ̂hdi  nihah  kardan)  To  marry,  take  a 

wife.  A  (.L^Sr"  hujjati  nihah,  A  marriage-con- 

tract signed  by  a  judge.  'i^J^  ̂   ̂^-o  ̂j***^ asra^  min  nikahi  umimi  hharijat,  Speedier  than 

marriage  (in  the  tribe)  of  Umm  Kharijat  (where, 
it  would  seem,  such  matters  were  quickly  arranged). 
A  nakkah,  One  who  marries  many  wives, 

a  polygamist.  Potent  in  venery. 
A  nikahi,  Matrimonial.  Married  woman. 

A  'ij^  naharat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ )  Being  acute,  cle- ver,subtle.Beinghard,difficult.Craft,cunning,skill. 

nahara,  Worthless,  useless.  Invalid. 

A  jKj  nahkaz,  (pi.  C->\jK3  nahhazat  and 
nahahiz)  A  most  dangerous  serpent  stinging  but 
not  biting  (it  appears  to  have  no  mouth,  the  head 
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and  the  tail  being  equally  small,  and  the  diSerence 
hardly  to  be  distinguished). 

p  nahas,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  Alook,glance. 

A  nihds,  The  demand  which  the  superior 

makes  to  the  farmer  for  his  accounts.  A  daily  fair 
for  cattle.  Nuhas,  A  relapse. 

p  u-S^  nihaf,  A  falconer's  glove. 
A  u-j\^  nuhaf,  A  tumour  rising  in  the  throat 

of  a  camel  (often  fatal),  also  a  lump  behind  the  ear. 

nahakiz,  (p).  ofj\^  nahkaz)  Serpents 
of  a  very  dangerous  kind. 

A  JK3  naked,  Exemplary  punishment,  chastise- 
ment. A  public  and  ignominious  exposure. 

P  JKi  nikal,  A  coal. 
A         nahdlat,  Punishment,  torture. 

/  A  'i>^  nihdt/at,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Killing,  wound- 
ing, injuring.  Thinking  evil,  devising  mischief.  A 

wound,  injury,  slaughter. 

p         nikdti.  Goodness  ;  welfare.  Beauty. 

Ac_,*^?ia7e6,(v.n.of  u-*^)  Inverting(aquiver). 

Pouring  out  the  contents  of  a  vessel.  Throwing 

down  or  away.  Hurting  the  foot  (a  stone).  Break- 

ing, injuring  any  one  (fortune).  Turning  out  of  the 

way,  declining  from.  (pi.  i— nukub)  Afflic- 
tion, adverse  fortune.  Position,  disposition.  Nukh, 

(pi.  of  -fLfJo  naliha/)  Winds  blowing  obliquely. 

These  are  four,  viz.  u-OJ^^  al  azyab,  The  south- 

east wind  ;  iU^.LoJ^  as  sabiyat,  North-east ;  ^'^i^.j^ 

aljirbiyas  North-west ;  and  <  h.y^\  al  /iayo/", South- 
west. Nahab,  (v.  n.  of  v— ̂ ^)  Breaking,  injuring 

any  one  (fortune).  Turning  out  of  the  way,  de- 
clining from.  Having  a  pain  in  the  shoulders,  be- 

ing slip-shouldered.  A  hurt  or  disease  in  (a  ca- 

mel's) shoulder,  which  causes  him  to  halt.  Nahab, 
Lamed  by  a  stone  in  the  foot. 

A  -''L^wa^Jaj,  A  side  wind.  A  north-east  wind. 

A  nahbat,  (v.  n.  of  t_^^)  Breaking,  in- 

juring any  one  (ill-fortune),  (pi.  OlX)  nahabat) 
Adversity,  calamity,  misfortune,  affliction.  Bad 

health.  Ignominy,  contempt.  Nukbat,  A  heap 

of  corn  in  a  barn  unmeasured  and  unweighed. 

F  wa/t&ai-A/tawa,  The  residence  ofcon- 

tempt,  i.e.  a  mean  habitation. 

^  ̂ ji-^aj  nahbati,  Contemptible,  miserable, 
wretched,  worthless. 

aC*5o  naht,(\.  n.  ofC!^)  Poking  the  ground 

with  the  end  of  a  stick  and  leaving  there  a  mark. 

Being  restless,  jumping,  and  prancing  (a  horse). 

Piercing  and  tumbling  head  over  heels.  Nuhat, 

(pi.  of  &^  nuhtat)  Witticisms. 
nuhtat,  (pi.  oKi  nihat  or  CL>^  nuhat) 

A  subtle  or  quaint  conceit,  nice  or  metaphysical 

distinction,  mystical  signification,  quaint  saying, 

pithy  sentence.  A  point.  An  impression  made 

with  the  tip  of  the  finger,  or  with  a  stick  on  the 

ground.  Spots  or  rust  upon  a  mirror,  p  lilj 
nuhtasi  badl,  Agreeable,  charming  words,  such  as 

delight  the  heart.  Empty  boast,  falsehood. 

nuhta  giriftan.  To  separate,  make  nice  dis- 

tinctions. To  take  by  the  handle.  jjvcT  aaSo  l_->^Iip- 
hhitabi  nuhta-amez,  A  speech  full  of  subtleties. 

p  (jO.         nuhta-bin,  A  caviller. 

Pjj^.        nuhta-parwar,  (orj\ii^.  ajCi 
tab^  nukta-parddz)  An  acute  genius. 

p  lij^JJ  «>i^  nuhta-paywand,  Subtle,  ingenious. 
p  nuhta-chln,  A  caviller,  carper. 

p  ftjlLio  nuhta-sanj,  A  weigher  of  words, 
an  orator. 

p  nuhta-sanji.  The  weighing,  or  nice 
distinction,  of  words  or  minute  objects. 

P;j*jljui>  &iio  nuhia-shinds,  (or  ̂^li  jjiio  nuhia- 

ddn)  Sagacious,  understanding  subtleties  or  mys- 

terious meanino-s. 
Pj\d^  a.ixi  nuhta-guzdr,  Witty,  clever. 
p       &I5o  nuhta-goy, Eloquent:  epigrammatic. 

Vj(f  aa5o  nuhta-gir,  A  caviller,  carper :  critic. 

A  nihs,  (v.  n.  of  i^*^)  Loosing,  untwist- 

ing (a  rope).  Separating,  dividing,  branching  out 
(the  fibrous  particles  of  a  certain  stick  which  is  used 

as  a  dentifrice).  Breaking  (an  agreement).  Rebel- 

ling. A  taking  to  pieces  of  the  worn  cloth  of  a  gar- 
ment or  tent  to  be  re-woven.    Name  of  a  man. 

A^  nahaha,  ({ut. ̂ hyanhahu)  (Sleep)  over- 
came (his  eyes).    (Rain)  lay  (on  the  ground). 

A  nah-h,  Genitale  arvum.  Venery.  A  wo- 

man joined  in  matrimony.  Nih-h,  {^^^  an'nih-h, 
or  an^iuh-h)  A  word  used  by  the  betrothed  party  in 

betrothing  a  young  girl.  Nuh-h  or  nih-h,  Mar- 

riage.   Nuhah,  A  polygamist. 
Al^  nukahat,  One  who  marries  many  wives, 

a  polygamist.  Lecherous. 

A  nahkh,  (v.  n.  of  •^=^)  Striking  on  the 
throat  with  fist  or  spear. 

A  6^  nahd,  (v.  n.  of  sd)  Croaking  with  all 

his  might  (a  raven).  Refusing,  denying,  withhold- 

ing, or  giving  sparingly.  Nahd  or  nukd,  A  small 
gift.  Calamity.  Nahd,  nakad,  or  nakid,  (pi. 

ankad  and  t>.A^/o  manahid)  Miserable,  avaricious 

(fellow),  niggardly.  Sinister.  Of  a  bad  disposition. 
Nuhd,  (pl.of^^cS5o  nahdas)  (Camels)  which  give 
much  or  little  milk.  Nahad,  (v.  n.  of  tiio)  Being 

wretched,  miserable  (life).  Containing  little  water 

(a well).  Trouble,wretchednessoflife.  Importunity. 

aA^  nahdas,  (pi.  nukd)  (A  camel)  hav- 

ing no  young  remaining  alive,  and  therefore  giv- 

ing plenty  of  milk ;  also  one  dry. 

A  jio  nahira,  (^Cut.J^^  ya7ikaru)  He  denied. 
A  J^>  nahr,  Understanding,  sagacity,  cunning. 

5^  U  ma  ashadda  nahrahu,  How  shrewd  he 

is  !  Nuhr,  An  iniquitous,  disagreeable,  inconve- 

nient (thing).  bi  nukrin,  Incognito.  Nukr 

or  nuhur,  (v.  n.  of ̂ )  Not  knowing  or  acknow- 
ledging, ignoringjdenying.  Reprobating,  rejecting, 

repudiating.  Nakar,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  ignorant 



of,  not  knowing.  Being  penetrating,  ingenious,  skil- 

ful, shrewd,  sagacious,  prudent,  crafty.  Nahir,  An 

indefinite  noun.  Nakir,  nahur,  or  nukur,  (pl.j\^^ 
anhar)  Ingenious,  shrewd.  Ignorant.  Nulmr,  An 

important  or  difficult  affair.  A  disagreeable,  iniqui- 

tous thing.    Ingenious,  cunning  (woman). 

A  A^=o  nakras,  Clever  (woman).  Subtlety  of 
genius.  A  disagreeable,  iniquitous  thing.  Naha- 

ras,  Manner,  mode.    Affliction,  calamity. 

A  nakrat,  Subtlety  of  genius.  Nakm^at, 
Ignorance.  Nahirat,  Undetermined,  unrestricted, 

indefinite  (noun).  Evil,  misfortune.  Ignorance. 
Any  humours  carried  off  by  medicine.  Blood  or 

pus  running  from  a  wound;  the  bloody  flux.  A 
green  film  which  comes  out  with  the  foetus. 

's^~>  as-liala  fulanun  nahiratan,  So-and-so 
laboured  under  such  distemper. 

naliz,  (v.  n.ofj^)  Striking.  Driving  away, 

beating  back,  repulsing,  trampling  upon.  Stinging 
with  the  nose  (a  serpent  which  has  apparently  no 

mouth).  Fixing  the  sharp  point  of  any  thing  in 

the  ground.  Retiring  from  fear.  Nikz,  Any  thing 
vile  and  worthless.  Remains  of  marrow  left  in  a 

bone.  Nakaz,  (v.  n.  ofjSo)  Being  empty,  dry  (a 

well).  JSfukuz,  (pl.ofj^  naliitz')  Empty  (wells), 
p  nakajda,  An  earthen  cup  or  jar. 

A  nahx,  (v.n.  of  Inclining  downward, 

inverting,  placing  topsy  turvy.  Reading  backward 

(especially  a  chapter  of  the  Kur'an).  (Food,  &c.) 
causing  a  disease  to  return.  «J  \*^ta^an 
lahu  Tva  nahsan  or  nuhsan,  May  he  be  so  visited ! 

Niks,  (pi.  anlias)  Weak,  unable  to  rise  to 

any  thing  honourable.  (An  arrow)  broken  at  the 

notch.  A  spear  whose  head  is  broken  at  the  bot- 

tom, so  that  it  may  be  used  as  well  as  the  point. 

A  bow,  the  lower  extremity  of  which  naturally 

grew  out  of  the  branch  (considered  a  blemish).  A 

preposterous  birth.  iVwAs,  A  relapse,  p 

nuks  hardan,  To  relapse  into  distemper,  a  Nukus, 

Stooping  old  men. 

p  ̂j-*^  nakas,  (for  na  Aa.?)  Vile,  sordid. 

A  jji.^  nahsh,  (v.  n.  of  ySio)  Emptying  (a 
well),  taking  out  fetid  mud.  Finishing,  bringing 

to  a  close,  extirpating.  Consuming  (herbage). 

a;j<s^  naks,{v.  n.  of (^^)  Departing,  retiring, 

desisting  through  timidity  from  something  good. 

nahz,  (v.n.  ofk5o)  Rendering  (any  one's 
business)  troublesome.  Naliz,  {nakaz,  or  na- 

kazat)  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Being  diligent,  expeditious. 

iVaAaz',  A  causing  to  make  haste.  Excessive  hunger. 

A^^wrt^^,(v.n.of^o)Removingaway  quickly. 
Repelling,  beating  off,  driving  away.  Detaining 

what  is  due,  or  giving  it.  Abstaining,  refraining, 

failing.  Milking  (cattle)  hastily.  Kicking  on  the 

backside.Annoying,  vexing  by  overmuch  despatch. 

Nak^  naki^  or  nuka^  (A  man)  of  a  blackish  red 

colour.  Naha^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Having  a  reddish- 
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ness  on  the  nose  with  an  excoriation.  The  reddish- 

ness  itself.  Nuka^  A  red  colour.  Nuku^  (pi.  of 

nakv.^  Short-bodied  (women). 

A  nali^t,  A  kind  of  plant  resembling  the 

i^yjls  tursus.  Naka^t,  The  red  fi'uit  of  the 

(^jlai  nukawa',  and  of  another  tree.  Gum  of  the 
tragacanth.  The  tip  of  the  nose.  A  dark  reddish- 

coloured  man.  Naha^t  or  nuka^t,  The  reddish 

top  of  the  t-i^jSjia  tursus,  or  of  another  plant  hav- 
ing a  flower  like  the  amaranth,  used  in  dyeing. 

Nahi^t,  A  ruddy  woman.  Very  red  (lip).  Nu- 

ka^t,  A  man  who  has  an  excoriated,  reddish  nose. 

$.x.5o  hiika^t  nuka^t,  A  fool,  one  who  re- 
mains always  at  home. 

Ai  nakf,  (v.n.  of ;  a5o)  Penetrating  (rain), 

enduring  (it)  while  it  lasts  (whence  ^  Id 

yunliafu,  (The  rain)  cannot  be  borne ;  (the  sea) 

cannot  be  fathomed).  ■_  a^^o  ̂   (j^J^  jayshun  la 

yunkafu,  An  innumerable  army.  Discovering  (the 

impression  of  a  camel's  foot  on  a  plain,  after  hav- 
ing in  vain  sought  for  it  over  rugged  grounds). 

Wiping  with  the  finger  (the  tears)  from  the  cheek. 
Declining,  turning  away  from.  Nahf  or  naJtaf,  (v. 

n.  of  i_fi^)  Disdaining,  refusing,  rejecting.  Na- 

haf,  (v.  n.  of  i„_fl5o)  Being  free,  exempted.  Being 

pained  (the  hand),  (pi.  &i^)  Tubercles  or  kernels 
between  the  ears  and  the  roots  of  the  lower  jaws. 

nahfat,  nuhfat,  or  naliafat,  (du. 

nakfatani)  The  root  of  the  bone  of  the  chin,  Na- 

kafat,  (pi.  1  2^  nakaf)  A  tubercle  or  kernel  be- 
tween the  ear  and  root  of  the  lower  jaw. 

A  ,J1>  nihl,  (pi.  ̂y^\  anhaV)  A  chain,  fetter,  ma- 
nacle, collar.  A  fetter  of  fire.  A  bridle,  reins ;  the 

iron  bit  of  a  bridle.  A  particular  kind  of  bridle  used 

by  couriers.  A  tried,  bold,  or  experienced  man  ;  a 

bulwark  against  an  enemy.  Nuhl,  An  example, 

punishment.  That  which  brings  punishment. .  Na- 

hal,  ( V.  n.  of  (_)i^)  Receiving  chastisement.  Robust 
(man)of  tried  bravery.  Excellent(horse).  Abucket 

rope.  ;J^^  Jj^  (J^^  nakal  ̂ la''n  nalial,  A brave  man  on  a  crallant  steed. 

p  ,Ji3  nihil  or  nakl,  A  youth  whose  beard  be- 
gins to  grow. 

A  &K>  nuhlat,  An  example,  punishment.  That 

which  brings  punishment.    A  bulwark. 

A  &»io  nahmat.  Calamity,  affliction. 
A  &5oio  naknakat,  A  craving  hard  for  debt. 

The  correction  of  any  work. 

p m'^M or  wiAo,  Good, beautiful:  a  good  thing. 

A  u-^_j5j  nukuh,  (v.  n.  of  Straying,  de- 
clining, turning  away  (from  the  right  way).  Pre- 

ceding, as  a  chief  or  leader.  Blowing  (intermediate 
winds,  as  N  E.,  S  E.,  N  W.,  or  S  W.).  (pi.  of 

nahh)  Adversities. 

P5\^  ̂ So  nihu-hhnah,  A  well-wisher. 

AJ^?^M^Mr,(v.n.of^)Notknowingor  acknow- 
ledging, ignoring,  denying.  Reprobating,  rejecting. 

Aj^nakuz,  (pl.J^  nukuz)  (A well)  containing 
little  water.  Nuhuz,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Flowing  down 

upon  low  ground,  or  sinking  into  the  earth  (water). 

Pjv«*       niku-sii/ar.  Of  good  disposition. 

A 1^ ̂ >  nukus,  A  departing,  desisting  fi'om  fear. 
A  naku^  Short-bodied  (woman). 

A  Jj^?iz</;M^,(v.n.of(J^)  Retiring,  flying  through 
timidity  from  something  good.  Retreating  from  an 

enemy.   Abstaining,  refraining  (from  swearing). 
niku-nam,  Of  good  repute. 

p  nakunitan,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  To  kill. 

p  SjSo  nakuh,  One  who  hunts  for  faults,  an  evil- 
speaker.  A  false-accuser,  slanderer. 

p  j5o  nakuhish  or  nikuhish,  Reproach,  chid- 

ing, rebuking,  blame,  scorn,  contempt,  rejection. 

p  JtijjbjSo  nikuhanda.  An  accuser,  traducer,  de- 

spiser,  blamer,  contemner. 
p  ̂SiSt)^^  nikuJiidagt,  Contempt,  reproach. 

p  ̂^d^^nahuhidan  or  nikuhidan.  To  despise, 
slight,  reject,  blame,  treat  with  contempt,  speak  ill 

of,  slander,  reproach,  complain  of  another.  To  dis- 

regard religious  duties. 
p  ̂^ioJ^^5o  nakuhida  or  nikuhida,  Despised,  re- 

jected. Blamed,  scorned.  Spoken  ill  of.  Jl^j\ 

ii^jjb^^)  af^li  nikuhida,  Unworthy  actions. 

p^3_^  Kt/iMji,  Goodness.  A  good  thing.  i__claJ 

J  luif  u  nihuH,  Graciousness  and  goodness. 
A  ̂3  nah-h,  (v.  n.  of  Breathing  into  the 

face  or  the  nostrils  of  another.  Being  intensely  hot 

(the  sun).  Smelling  another's  breath. A  auJO  nukkah,  Tired  (camels)  unable  to  bray. 

A         nak-hat.  Smell  of  the  breath.  Odour. 

p  CLj^  nuk-hat.  Perfume,  odour. 
P        nak-ha,  The  string  of  a  paper-kite. 

A  1— nakih,  A  circle  round  a  camel's  hoof. 
nukayhat,  (dim.  of-*  nakhdi)  A  lit- 

tle side  wind.  -'=Ljia5\  an'  nukaybds,The  north-east 

wind.  -^bu-SljJ^  &^  nayyihatu'n  nukaybas,  The 
south-west  wind. 

A  'ijj^  nakisat,  A  serious  and  important  busi- 
ness. Soul,  spirit.  Breach  of  promise.  The  utmost 

effort.  Power, strength.  Nature,  temper,disposition. 

A  nakir,  (v.  n.  of  J^)  Repudiating,  repro- 

bating. Being  ignorant  of,  not  knowing.  Denying. 
Hateful,  detestable,  odious,  disagreeable.  Changed 

for  worse.  Any  thing  spoilt,  fallen  to  decay.  A 

change,  alteration.  Strong,  impregnable  (fortress). 

One  of  two  angels  supposed  by  the  Muhammadans 

to  try  the  departed  in  the  tomb. 
A  i—fiA^  nahif.  Glanders.  ̂ ~Ji^  zdiu 

naktf,  Name  of  a  place  in  Arabia.  i—flA^i  ̂ ^lyaw- 

mu  naktf,  A  battle  fought  there,  in  which  Kuraysh 

defeated  Ban!  Kinanat. 
p         nag.  The  roof  of  the  mouth,  palate. 

PjlCj  nigdr,  A  picture,  portrait,  effigy,  or  idol. 
Figures  stained  on  the  hands  and  feet  with  a  dye 

extracted  from  the  colouring  shrub  Us«-  hind,.  A 



beautiful  woman,  mistress,  sweetheart.  (Imp.  and 

partic.  of  jj^iJjlCj  nigai'ulan)  Paint  thou ;  paint- 
ins;.  An  idea.  Adorned  with  different  colours.  jLC> 

wi^/aW /iAaieV,  Impression  on  the  mind,  j 

j.llp  nigari  ̂ lam,  (or^l^jj nigari  rozgar) 
Idol  of  the  world,  marvel  of  beauty,  beloved  by  all. 

jlC>  J  ijiflij^.^Mr  naksh  u  nigar,  Full  of  pictures. 

p  «ili>-jl^  nigar-hhdna,  (or  ̂^lju»*jlC)  w/r/a- 
ristari)  A  picture-gallery.  The  house  of  the  cele- 

brated eastern  painter  and  impostor  Man!. 

p^_y)j\C')  nigd?-ish, Writing;  painting,  drawing, 
p  sj<i6  (^ji>)lCj  nigdrisli-nmna,  A  letter,  epistle, 

p  ̂i^jlC)  nigar-^lam,  An  elegant  border. 
nigar-gird,  A  round  edge  or  hem. 

p  8 liijlC)  nigaranda,  A  painter,  stainer :  writer. 

p ^SljX^ nigdj'idan  or  ̂ JwlC)  nigdshtan,To 
])aint,  embroider,  draw,  pourtray,  delineate,  or  write. 

p  ̂j>j\^'>  nigdrin,  Embellished.  A  beloved  ob- 
ject, o'^^  {^x'-j^^  nigdrin  kardan,  To  adorn. 

p  sjJm\^^>  7iigdshta,  Written.  Painted,  stained. 

Pourtrayed.  Embroidered, 

p  (_J^G  w'i/^j  A  glove, 

p  nigdl,  A  coal,  a  live  coal, 

p  nigdh,  Look,  aspect;  a  beholding.  Ob- 
servation, watching,  keeping  watch,  taking  notice. 

A  glance.  Cuslody,care,  caution.  i\X~>  nigdhi 
tund,  A  severe  look,  frown. 

p  ̂J^iS>\L!i  nigdhbdn,  A  guard,  guardian,  keeper. 
A  petty  officer  of  government. 

p  nigdhbd7il)  Custody,  guard.  ̂ UfclCJ 

^^|^J^  nigdhbdm  kardan,  To  guard,  preserve. 

p  (^^j!>-         nigdh-chardn,  One  who  goes  with 
half-shut  eyes,  inattentive  to  surrounding  objects. 

p_j^ii         nigdh-ddr,  A  guardian,  conservator, 
p  nigdh-ddsht,  He  guarded.  Ob- 

servation,watch.  Custod J', preservation.  Anything 
committed  to  care  or  guardianship.  A  keepsake. 

p  (^j^vlij^ii  slXj  nigdh  ddshtan,  To  observe,  re- 

gard. To  keep,maintain,  guard,  preserve, look  after. 
To  enlist. 

p  ̂^^^J|J^lO  nigdhidan,  To  behold.  A  deposit, 

p  f^^^ nigdlii  kardan,  To  behold, 

p  j/J  nagar,  A  grape-stone, 
p  ̂jL!>nigrdn,  Onewholooks,beholds,expects. 

^jiib  ̂ ^^^-3  nigrdn  hdsh.  Be  ready,  prepare  your- 
self. (jV^  nigrdn  shudan,  To  expect,  to  be 

on  the  look  out. 

p  nigrdm.  Expectation. 

p^Jijy/ij^J  nigaristan,{ov  ̂ ^^jiij  nigarisian) 

To  behold,  look  at,  observe.  To  turn  the  eye  to- 

wards. ^5^*>SJ^  (_^**^  ̂ «  nigaristan.  To  look 
at  any  one. 

p  nigarish.  Sight,  look,  observation. 

p^ii.^^^3  nigaridan,  To  view,  see,  look, 

p  i^jjLj  nagzirad,  (orii^^^O  nagzirad')T\\eTe is  no  help  for  it,  there  is  no  remedy. 

p  idjL^  nagajda.  An  earthen  drinking-cup. 
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p  jj^-i  nagl  or  nigil,  A  youth  whose  beard  be- 

gins to  grow. 

p  ̂jii.xC>  nigandan,  To  quilt,  to  sew  in  an  or- 
namental way. 

p  niganda,  A  particular  kind  of  orna- 
mental sewing,  counterpoint,  embroidery.  Any 

thing  hidden,  particularly  treasure,  (j"^^  S^iiXJ 
niganda  kardan.  To  sew  with  long  stitches,  baste. 

PjUuyo  m<)rM-sar',In  verted,  turned  upside  do  wn. 
Ruined.  One  who  hangs  his  head  from  shame.  A 
low-bodied  beast  of  burden. 

p  i^i^  nigiin,T\irned,  inverted,  hanging  down. 

Upside  down. 
nigun-lahkt,  Unfortunate,  hapless. 

p J^f^ySij  nigun-sdr,  One  who  hangs  the  head 
from  shame.  Inverted.  ̂ ^i>^J^  ̂ ^tj>  nigun-sdr 
kardan,  To  overturn. 

p  (_5jL«3_jX_>  nigun-sdri,  A  hanging  of  the  head. 

p  ̂ ll?  nigicn-tdli^  Unlucky. 
p  tlA.iLl>  nigun-tasht.  The  sky. 

p  nigah,  A  look,  glance.  Observation. 
Guardianship. 

p  ̂̂ \x.f^Sij  nigahbdn,A  keeper,guard, watchman. 

s.}^  jjU^Xli  nigahbdni  kal^,  Garrison  of  a  castle. 
p  ̂j,\J^^3  w/^a/iiam,  Guard,  custody,  guardian- 

ship.   Observation,  watching. 

Pj\s^^>  nigakddr,  A  guardian. 
p  Jtijj^ii  isX3  nigah-ddranda,  A  keeper. 

p  wz^^a/i-Jara,  Guard,  keeper,  observer. 

p  i^j\s^S^.')  nigah-ddri,  Observation.  Keeping 
(a  secret). 

p  CLm^\i^  tS~J)  mgah-ddsht,  He  regarded.  He 

observed.  Any  thing  committed  to  another's  care. 

p  nigak  ddshtan,  (or  (jii;^  kardan') 
To  behold,  to  observe.    To  take  care  of. 

pL-jlO  ni^m,  A  musician  of  Khusraw  Parwez. 

p  (j^^  nigin,  (or  iCjXS>  nigina)  A  ring,  espe- 
cially the  seal-ring  of  a  prince.  A  precious  stone 

set  in  a  rinsr. 

P  ij^^  niginddn.  The  collet,  i.e.  that  part 
of  a  ring  in  which  the  precious  stone  is  set. 

p  (j'lw*  (jri-G  nigin-sdy,  An  engraver  of  seals. 
A  polisher  of  gems. 

A       nal,  Take,  carry  off  (any  thing  good). 

p nalch,  Pus  from  a  boil  or  wound. 

p  (.iLJj  nilisk,  (or  uLLi.)3)  In  debt,  a  debtor. 

p  Ldlii  nalk  or  nilk.  The  medlar.  The  medlar- 
tree.  NiJk,  A  dried  plum.  Seed  of  fenugreek. 
Understanding,  knowledge. 

A  cilJj  nulk  or  nilk,  A  plane-tree.  A  medlar. 
A  ftjCJj  nilkat  or  nidhat,  A  single  medlar. 

p  nilkas.  The  coping  of  a  wall. 
p       nalm,  Good,  fair,  fine. 

p  SJM  naland,  A  spade  or  shovel. 

A  ̂JjJj  mdmd,  A  weak,  cowardly  man. 

p  jj  A>  nala  rH,  Wild  spikenard. 
p  o  nam.  Moisture.    Dew.  Tears. 
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A  p  namm,  (v.  n.  of  p)  Calumniating,  pub- 
lishing (the  sayings  or  actions  of  others)  in  order 

to  create  animosities.  Telling  or  propagating  false- 
hoods. Diffusing  a  smell,  being  fragrant  (musk). 

Motion.  Breath,  (pi.  ̂l!iJ3\  animmds)  Calumnia- 

tor, whispering  slanderer.  Numm,  Calumniators. 

A  vw£[mjornama^,Small lice, nits.  Smallsheep. 

p  namd  or  numd,  (in  comp.)  Shewing,  point- 

ing out.  An  index.  \^  ij  rah-numd.  Shewing  the 

way;  a  guide.  1*3 jZiy- j^Z^ kishwari  khwush- 
numd,  A  pleasant  country. 

A  >l»3  namds,  (v.  n.  of  ,_^)  Growing,  increas- 
ing. Becoming  full  or  deep-coloured  (especially 

red).  Rising  (water).  Rising  (as  the  price  of  provi- 
sions). Growing  fat.  Being  picked  up  (any  saying). 

A  sl^  namdt,  (pi.        ?iama')  A  small  ant. 
A  »0  nummdt.  One  piece  of  money. 

p  iil«3  namdd,  He  shewed.  One  who  shews  or 

points  out. 
Pjl»3  namdr,  A  hint,  glance,  intimation. 

Ajlv  nimdr,  (pi.  of     namir)  Leopards. 

p  i^J^  namdrdn.  Signs,  hints,  intimations. 
A  Sjl^  nimdrat,  (pi.  of  namir)  Leopards, 

pards,  panthers.  < 

A  ̂ 3j^  namdrik,  (pi.  of  ̂ J^^  namrak,  rik,  or 
ruk)  Pads  placed  between  a  rider  and  his  saddle. 

pj\_,J  namdz.  Prayers,  those  especially  pre- 
scribed by  law  (which  are  repeated  five  times  a 

day).  Adoration,  worship.  Devotion,  ministry, 

service.  Obedience.  ii^ii./«bjl^  namdzi  bdmddd, 

Morning-prayers  said  before  dawn ;  (j|\.ijk^.jl^  na- 

mdzi peshin,  Mid-day  prayers ;  (^j^a^ namdzi 

khuftan.  Prayers  before  going  to  bed,  two  hours  or 
more  after  sunset ;  namdzi  digar,  After- 

noon-prayers ;  j»LijjL»_>  namdzi  sham,  Evening- 
prayers,  vespers  (immediately  after  sunset)  ;  alto- 

gether being  called  (-^j  pf^^j  toakti  na- 
mdz,  The  five  hours  of  prayer,  f^'^^ namdz 

kardan,  (or  namdz  guzdrdan)  To  say 

one's  prayers,  to  attend  divine  service.  jW>  jj" 
huddds-namdz,  The  holy  prayers ;  mass,  as  cele- 

brated by  Eastern  Christians. 

p  namdz-gdh,  A  place  of  prayer  (a  build- 

ing generally  erected  without  the  walls  of  a  town. 
It  is  square,  and  stands  on  a  pediment  three  or  four 

feet  above  the  level  of  the  ground.  Public  service 

is  performed  here  chiefly  on  great  occasions ;  as 

during  a  pestilence,  or  famine,  or  a  scarcity  of  wa- 
ter, or  the  marching  of  an  army  to  battle.  It  is 

often  erected  amidst  gardens).  The  principal  place 

in  a  mosque,  where  the  priest  prays  with  the  peo- 

ple with  his  face  turned  towards  Mecca. 

p j^'d^j^  namdz-guzdr,  One  who  prays. 
p  (^jl»3  namdzi,  A  praying  person.  Relating 

to  prayers.  Devout,  or  in  the  constant  habit  of 

praying.  Clean,  pure,  fit  for  prayer. 
A  ̂ jmO  nammds,  A  calumniator,  whisperer. 



A  nimax,  A  thread  in  a  needle.  Nvmas, 

(pi.  numus  and anmisai)  A  month. 

1^1*3  numasan.  During  a  month  (I  saw  him  not). 

A  \>\^  nimat,  Coverings.  Housings. 

p  tiiJl^i  wama/e,  Custom, habit, fashion.  Beauty, 
ornament. 

A  nimal,  (pi.  of        naml)  Ants. 
A  ̂yX>nammal,A  whisperer,slanderer,censurer. 

A  ̂llji  nammam,  A  calumniator,  accuser, -whis- perer. Akindofwildthymeorbetony.  A  medicine. 
A  namamat,  Mint. 

A  J^^^j  namama,  (pi.  of  ,[[^)  Monies,  coins. 

^__^U3  nammami.  Calumniation. 
p         na  or  numay,  A  shewer,  exhibiter. 

p  j^b\,»i  wa  or  numayan,  Appearing,  apparent. 

Bold  (as  a  picture).  {J^}^  numayan  shu- 
clan,  To  appear,  be  shewn,  come  in  sight,  (j^.l^i 

^^i>^ numayan  Itardan,  To  shew,  demonstrate. 
p  numayish  or  namayish,  Appearance, 

face,  form,  figure.  Vision,  sight,  development ;  an 

apparition,  spectre,  phantom.  ^JS^i\^  7mma- 
yishi  ah.  Semblance  of  water  on  a  sandy  plain. 

A  jCUi  namasim,  (pi.  of  Detractions. 
p  5i>jo_l»S  numayanda  or  namayanda,  One  who 

shews.   Showy,  striking. 

p  or  namayidan,  To  shew,  exhibit. 

A  'i^  nammat,  A  female  calumniator.  Nim- 
mat,  One  ant.  One  louse. 

A         namf,  A  kind  of  fruit-bearing  herb. 
p  (JSJu^  namatk,  A  wild  plum.  Namtuk,  A 

medlar.  iVwmwi/j,  A  red  substance  resembling  coral. 

p  ̂   namj.  Broom.  Bulrushes. 

p ̂ >  namch,  Dew,  humidity,  moisture. 

p  iLijy>-  |C  wam-Mwwrc?a,  Injured  by  moisture. 
p  namad,  Felt.  A  garment  of  coarse  cloth. 

A  cloak  worn  during  rain.  A  rug  or  coarse  car- 

pet on  which  they  sit.    Membrum  virile,  jii 
(_->l  namad  dar  ab  dashtan,  To  deceive, 

plot,  lay  snares,  j^j'^  '^■^  namad  dar  bar,  With 
a  coarse  cloak  or  garment  over  the  shoulders. 

Pj\ti^«j  nam-dar,  Moist,  humid. 

p  {j^iW  namdan,  Vulva  mulieris. 

p  Sjb       namad-para,  A  piece  of  coarse  felt. 

^O*"^-      namad-posh,Q\?LdL  in  woollen  or  felt. 

p  jj^JtiV  namad-zm,  A  coarse  woollen  saddle- 
cloth. A  cushion  stuffed  with  wool  or  sand.  A 

saddle  stuffed  on  the  upper  part,  to  prevent  the  rider 

being  galled.  (The  modern  name  is ̂ jlO  tagaltu). 

pjVw*  ti,^  namad-saz,  A  felt-manufacturer. 

p  ̂JU>  6^  namad-mal,  A  felt-maker. 

p  nam-dida,  Bathed  in  tears,  weeping. 
p  namadln,  Made  of  felt.  Woollen, 

i^„d^  kulahi  namadln,  A  cap  of  felt. 

AjV  namr,  (v.  n.  ofj*))  Climbing  (a  mountain). 
Nimr,  Name  of  a  man.  Numr,  Name  of  a  place 

in  Huzayl.  Numr  or  numur,  (pi.  of  namir) 

Leopards.  Namar,  (v.  n.  of^)  BeingfuU  of  spots, 
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or  spotted  like  a  pard.  Being  dappled  (a  cloud). 

Being  angry,  surly,  growling,  ill-humoured,  of  a 

bad  disposition.  Namir,  (pl.j«i\  anmur, an- 

mur,j~^  mimur,  numr,J^  numar,  SjUi  nima- 

rat,  andjj^  numur')  A  leopard.  A  panther.  Whole- 
some (water).  Pure,  perfect  (esteem).  Many,  much. 

Name  of  the  founder  of  an  Arabian  tribe,  (pi.  of 

'sjs3  namirat)  Bits  of  a  cloud.  Numar,  (pi.  of 
numrat)  Spots  of  divers  colours. 

A  ̂^j^  namras,  (fem.  of^^\  anmar)  Dappled 
(cloud),  spotted  like  aleopard. Dapple-grey  (mare). 

A  8^  numrat,  (pl.jV  numar)  A  spot  of  any 
colour  soever.  Namirat,  (fem.  ofjV  namir)  Spot- 

ted like  a  leopard.  A  dappled  cloud,  (pl.^^  na- 
mir) A  small  part  of  a  cloud.  A  kind  of  cloak 

marked  with  black  and  white  lines  ;  a  woollen  Ara- 

bian garment  of  different  stripes.  A  net  in  which 

a  sheep  is  enclosed  to  decoy  a  wolf.  A  kind  of  iron 
hook  baited  with  flesh  to  catch  wolves.  Name  of 

a  place  in  Arafat  nearMecca,  or  the  mount  whereon 
are  the  stones  called  i_->Uaj^  ansab. 

A  namrah,  {nimrilt,  numruk,  itj^  nam- 
rakat,  nimrikat,  or  numrukat)  A  small  cushion  or 

pillow,  especially  placed  between  a  rider  and  his 
saddle,  A  horse  or  camel-cloth. 

A  iLjj^  nimrikat,  A  cloud  having  wide  open- 
ings, and  giving  little  rain, 

p  i>j namrud  or  numrud,  Nimrod,  a  king, 
who  is  said  to  have  cast  Abraham  into  the  fire. 

A  namar??/.  Resembling  a  leopard,  leopard- 
like. Of  the  tribe  of  namir. 

A  nams,  (v.  n.  of  jj*hJ)  Concealing  (a  se- 

cret). Making  (one)  a  confidant.  Nims,  The  ich- 
neumon or  Egyptian  weasel,  which  kills  the  cro- 

codile. Ntims,  (pi. of  ̂ ju^\anmas)  Dark-coloured. 

The  bird  Uai*  hata.  Namas,  (v.  n.  of  (j»V)  Being 
spoilt,  rancid  (butter  or  oil). 

p         numus,  A  weasel. 

p  (jSv  namsh.  Fraud,  deceit,  artifice,  cunning. 
A  kind  of  food  or  dish  made  of  milk,  whipt  cream. 

A  (j^W  namsh,  Lines  conspicuous  on  the  hands 
or  face.  A  gathering  or  scraping  together  of  any 

thing  on  the  ground,  as  done  by  an  idling,  trifling 

fellow.  An  eating  up  by  locusts  of  whatever  is  on 

the  ground.  A  lie.  Any  thing  spoken  or  published 

with  a  bad  intention.  Namash,  (v.  n.  of  (ji^)  Be- 
ing marked  with  points  of  different  colours.  Spots 

or  marks  on  the  skin  (as  of  leprosy,  morphew,  or 

freckles).  The  lines  in  paintings  or  engravings, 

Namish,  Spotted  with  black  and  white,  freckled. 

(A  sword)  marked  with  lines  on  the  blade.  (A  ca- 

mel'sfoot)  makingunoommon  markson  theground. 

p  i^'iJ^  namishta.  Faith,  belief,  confidence. 
p  {^^XL^  namshak.  Coriander,  pepperwort.  Ni- 

mM^,Milk  milked  upon  sour  milk.  Cream,  Butter, 

p  ̂^SxJL^  namshldan,  To  succeed,  obtain  one's 
wish,  prosper. 

A  i^ja^^  nams,  (v,  n.  of  L>*^)  Pulling  the  hairs 
out  of  the  face,  Nims,  A  kind  of  plant,  Namas, 

Small  hairs  like  wool.  Fine,  thin  hairs  like  the 

yellow  down  upon  an  unfledged  bird.  Thinness  of 
hair.  Thin  hairs  on  the  eyebrows.  Short  feathers. 

A  kind  of  plant  of  which  they  make  trays  and  lids. 

Numus,  (pi,  of  ̂ J^U3  numas)  Months. 
A  namat,  (pi,  anmat  and  nimat) 

A  mode,  manner  of  acting.  A  covering,  blanket, 

coverlet.  The  outside  of  any  coverlet  or  carpet.  A 

woollen  cloth  or  housing  thrown  overa  camel-litter. 
A  wicker  basket,  bandbox,  calabash,  or  any  thing 

similar  in  which  a  woman  puts  her  work  or  linen. 

A  society,  company  of  men,  club.  6s>-\^ 

^aZa'  namatin  wahidin.  In  one  manner,  uniformly. 
p  namati,  A  bed,  a  covering. 

A  namatiy,  A  maker  or  seller  of  coverlets. 

A  namaghat.  Top  of  a  mountain  or  of  the 

head.  The  bregma  of  an  infant's  skull  palpitating 
just  after  birth.  The  first,  also  the  middling  class 

(of  people),  A  great  number  of  cattle. 
A  namk,  (v.n,  of  ̂ j^)  Striking  (one  upon 

the  eye)  with  the  open  hand.  Giving  a  mouthful 

(to  a  hawk).  Writing  or  dictating  (a  book).  iV^a- m.ah.  The  middle  of  a  road. 

A  'sS^  namakat,  The  currency  of  an  article,  its 
facility  of  being  disposed  of. 

p  uiLl*>  namak,  (by  some  nimak)  Salt.  Spirit, 

animation.  Bread,  subsistence,  ^^^j  i-dJi^i  namak 

zadan.  To  salt,  sprinkle  with  salt.  uiUi 

namak  angezldan,  (or  ̂^S~>j-lj  rezidan)  To  shed 
tears,  slj^  di*3  namaki  siydh,  (or  ̂_Jt^JJ^  Lii^i 

namaki  hindi)  Salt  of  bitumen,  na- 
maki shiska.  Dross  of  glass. 

Fjj^.  (^♦i  namak-parrvar,  One  who  eats  ano- 
ther's salt,  i.e.  a  servant. 

p  i-i)^  namak-parwarda,  Brought  up 

or  supported  at  the  expense  of  another. 
p  LLIaO  namakt.  Dew,  moisture. 

p  (jis;^  namak-chash,  A  taste,  specimen. 

p  ̂ _5^  <^«3  namah-chashi,The  first  feeding  of 
a  child  about  six  months  of  age,  attended  with  cer- 

tain ceremonies. 

p  i.iJ>*>  namah-haram,  Untrue  to  (his)  salt : 

ungrateful,  faithless,  perfidious,  disloyal.  Disobe- 
dient. Evil,  wicked. 

P  (J^^  ciX«J  na»?ia^-/jaZaZ,  Faithful,loyal,  true. 
p  uii^j  namah-halali.  Fidelity,  loyalty. 

Pj^y>-         namak-kkwar.  Eating  salt. 
p  f^dSi^  namakdan,  A  salt-cellar.  The  mouth 

of  a  mistress,  ̂ jw^  i^^^^  namakdan  skikastan, 

(To  break  the  salt-cellar)  To  be  ungrateful. 

^y>.j  ̂-^^  namak-rez.  Scattering  salt. 
Pj)jO  namakzar,  (orjl-.^)  A  salt-pan. 
p  namak-zada.  Salted. 

p  ti^^O  namakzi,  A  dish  made  of  honey,  flour, 
and  butter  (or  mutton-fat),  with  pistachio-nuts, 



sprinkled  with  white  sugar-candy. 

p  lijjj*  tilL»i  namak-sud,  Salted:  hung  beef. 

p  ̂__j>>ljo2j  cdX^  Jiamak-shinas,  Grateful :  loyal. 

p  i^xi^  namahin,  Salted,  salt,  saline,  brackish. 

Witty,  poignant,  sarcastic.  Handsome,  beautiful. 

p  &>JkO  namahina,  A  food  prepared  of  soured 

curds,  with  salt,  coriander-seeds,  &c. 

p  (_^J;0  namahmi,  Saltness.  Agreeableness. 

p  tjf^  nam-gira,  (Dew-catching)  A  canopy. 

p  (j^^  nam-gin,  Moist,  wet,  humid. 

A  naml,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y^)  Slandering,  back- 

biting, (pi.  Jl*3  nimal)  An  ant.  A  kind  of  St.  An- 

thony's fire ;  an  ulceration  on  the  side  of  the  body, 

any  kind  of  blisters  from  burning,  'iJsj  ruh- 
yatu'n  naml,  The  amulet  of  the  ant  (by  which  they 
mean  a  woman  may  adorn  herself  with  every  kind 

of  ornament,  but  must  not  disobey  her  husband). 

Numl,  An  ant.  Namal,  (v.  n.  of  (Jv)  Being  asleep 

and  helpless  (the  hand).  Climbing  (a  tree).  Quick- 
ness, haste,  expedition.  Namil,  Brisk,  prancing, 

spirited  (horse).  Quick,  nimble,  ready  (handed), 

(pi.  (Jl»j\  anmal)  Slanderous.  A  new-born  infant, 
in  whose  hand  they  put  an  ant  (accompanying  the 

ceremony  with  a  wish  that  he  may  be  prudent  and 

industrious).  ̂ \-o^\  ̂J.*3  namilu'l  asabi^  One 
who  imitates  every  thing  he  sees ;  an  ingenious 
workman.    Namul,  numal,  or  numul,  An  ant. 

A^j^)~»^  namalan,  (v.n.of  (J^j)  Climbing(a  tree). 
A  looking  down  from  an  eminence.  Quickness, 

haste,  expedition. 

A  namlat,  One  ant.  A  secret  mixture  of 
much  falsehood  with  some  truth.  A  crack  in  the 

hoof  of  a  horse.  An  ulceration  on  the  side  of  the 

body,  any  kind  of  blisters  from  burning,  erysipelas. 

Namlat,  nimlat,  or  numlat.  Malignant  and  clandes- 
tine whisperingor  defamation. iVMmZa<,Disquietude, 

restlessness;  incessant  motion.  A  remainder  of  water 

in  a  cistern.  Namilat,  (A  place)  swarming  with  ants. 

p  sS^  namla,  Full  (especially  of  trouble). 

A         namla'.  Restless  (woman). 
A  ̂   numam,  A  kind  of  tree. 
p  uiJliv  namnak,  Moist,  dank,  damp.  Dewy. 

p  namnaJil,  Moistness,  humidity. 
numunk,  A  red  substance  like  coral. 

A  nimnim,  A  mark  left  by  the  wind  on 

sand.  Nimnim,  {numnum,  or  iLf.^  nimnimat') 
White  specks  on  the  nails  (of  youths). 

A  e-i^  namnamat,  (v.  n.  oi  Q)  Painting, 

printing.  Making  lines  (upon  the  sands).  Dress- 
ing, ornamenting,  embellishing  with  fiction. 

A  |»Aj.»3mmmm,  A  markleft  by  the  wind  on  sand. 

A  ̂   namm,  (v.  n.  of  for_j^)  Raising  (afire) 
and  making  (it)  burn  brisker.  Growing  fat  (a  man). 

Rising  (water).    Being  elevated. 

A  numum,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ ^)  Growing,  in- 

creasing. Becoming  full  or  deep-coloured  (black  or 
red).  Raising  (a  fire)  and  making  (it)  burn  brisker. 
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Growing  fat  (a  man).  Rising  (water).  Being  ele- 
vated. Quoting  sayings  of  another  (as  deserving 

credit).  Vegetation,  growth,  increase,  p  i^i^.y^ 
numu  yaftan,  To  grow  up. 

p  namud  or  numud,  He  shewed.  An  in- 

dex, guide.  Appearance.  Proof.  Apparent,  pub- 
lic, glaring,  shewn,  exhibited,  famous,  prominent. 

t!i^«j  Oiilau*!  sa^dat-namud,  Happy,  august. 

Pj\ii_jV  namudar,  (or  namudisJi)  Ex- 
emplar, proof,  symbol,  specimen,  representation, 

imitation,  model,  copy.  Appearing,  exhibiting.  Ar- 
gument. Visible.  Noted,  famed.  Like,  after  the 

manner.  namudar  shudan,  To  appear. 

p  (jTj^iij^i  namudari,  Publicity.  A  compen- 
sation for  not  having  lands  ascertained  by  actual 

measurement  (an  Indian  phrase). 

p  namudaj,  (a  ̂^-^^  namuzaj)  An  ex- 
emplar, model,  specimen. 

p  nu  or  namudan.  To  shew,  demonstrate, 

cause  to  appear,  exhibit;  to  declare.  To  appear,  seem. 

F  (_^4i^v  namudani.  An  apparition. 
p  numuda  or  namuda,  Exhibited,  shewn. 

Appeared. 
p  namudi.  Appearance,  shew. 

Ajy^  numur,  (pi.  ofj^  namir)  Pards. 

p  numuzaj,  (or  i^jy*^)  A  throne,  seat. 
p  uiA-fcU^-^  namusah,  (i^JjjV  namushak,  or 

numusJiak)  A  small  kind  of  partridge. 

p  u:fJj*i  namuh,  A  butt  for  archers. 
A  namum,A  calumniator.  One  who  adorns 

a  tale  vvith  falsehood. 

p  (^y^  namun  or  numun,k  guide ;  index,  i^^i^j 

rali-namun,  A  road-guide,  (j^*^  fJL/^C^  nasihat- 
namun,  Shewing  documents ;  an  adviser. 

p  i6j^>  namu,  {nimu,  numuna,  lOy^  namu,  or 

numuya')  Sample,  example,  specimen,  type,  form, 
pattern.  A  muster.  Like,  resembling.  Tasting  be- 

fore. A  taster.  Deformed,  ugly.  Inverted,  upside 

down.  Incomplete,  defective,  useless.  Idle,  sloth- 
ful, worthless. 

A  «♦>  namah.  Astonishment,  confusion,  dismay. 

A  namy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^)  Relating,  allying 
(one  to  his  father).  Growing  fat.  Rising  (water). 

Being  picked  up  (any  saying).  Namy,  (and  ̂ ^^^ 

numiy)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Growing,  increasing ;  rising 
(as  the  price  of  provisions).  Becoming  deeper  (dye). 

Attributing  a  thing  (to  any  one)  as  the  author. 

Raising  (a  fire)  and  making  (it)  burn.  Lifting  up 

and  putting  (one  thing  upon  another).  Nama',  (pi. 

of  'sl»3  namat)  Small  ants. 
p         narni,  Coolness.  Moistness,  dampness. 

A  ̂^'>  numma' ,(ov  nummiy')  Any  one,  any 

body.  (pi.  l^^^  namama')  Money,  nummus,  coin 
(that  especially  in  which  there  is  brass  or  tin).  The 
scale  of  a  balance.  Fraud,  perfidy.  Enmity.  Vice, 

defect.  Nature,  genius  (of  man),  substance,  essence. 

A  'il^  namiyat,  (v.  n.  of  fj^)  Growing.  Be- 

coming  deeper(dye).  Two  opposite  skeins  of  thread, 
which  they  wind  up  together  into  clews. 

A  'il^  nummiyat.  The  female  ringdove. 
p        namich,  A  seat,  chair,  throne. 
p  tix^i  namid,  Moist.  Numul,  Hopeless.  Bad, 

wicked.  Miserable. 

p  (j-J^  namldan,  To  grow  moist.  To  incline 
towards,  have  an  inclination  or  desire  for.  N'umi- 
da?i.  To  despair. 

p  TiSx^namida,Inc\\ned, turned  towards. Moist 

with  dew.  N'umida,  Hopeless,  despairing. 

P  ij^,'^  n'umidi.  Hopelessness,  despair. 
A  namir,  Wholesome  (water),  easy  of  di- 

gestion. Pure  (friendship,  esteem).  Many,  much. 

Numayr,  Name  of  the  father  of  a  tribe. 

p  Vj<^  namira.  Explanation,  interpretation,com- raentary. 

A  nanus,  Plucked  (hair).  (Grass)  cropt 

by  a  sheep's  mouth,  and, being  half-cut,gro  ws  again. 
^  &flJiv>  narniha,  A  letter,  writing. 

A  &ii*>  namilat.  Detraction,  slander,  whisper. 

A  is*i_v>  namimat,  (pi.  namasim)  Detrac- 

tion, slander,  calumny  ;  whispering  in  the  ear.  The 
sound  of  a  pen  when  writing.  The  noise  of  a  quiver. 
A  low  whisper. 

p ikt^  namima-har,  A  slanderer. 

A  (]^,-<wv>  namvniiy,  Slanderous,  sycophantic. 

A  ij>  nun,  (for        nun)  The  letter  ̂ J  n. 

A  ̂   nann,  A  small  hair. 
A  J;i^  nandul  or  nindul.  The  nightmare.  Nin- 

dil,  A  thing  of  great  moment. 

A  y^jjj  ninda,  nindi,  or  ninduldn,  Nightmare. 

Nandalani,  (dual)  The  two  teats. 
p  i^i;  nang.  Honour,  reputation,  estimation. 

Disgrace,  infamy,  ignominy.  Base,  shameful.  Bat- 

tle, dispute.  A  hermaphrodite,  (in  zand  and  Pa- 
zand)  A  hen.  cL^ii  nang  dashtan,  To  blush, 

be  ashamed,  disdain,  (ji^  cL^io  j  f^yoKi  lais.- 

hifzinamus  u  nang  kardan.  To  defend  one's  honour 
and  good  name.  j  farigh  az  nam 

unang.  Destitute  of  reputation  and  of  honour. 

LfXo  J  f^ya\3  ̂ J,  kuffdri  hi  ndmus  u  na^ig,  Infi- 
dels without  reputation  or  honour. 

Pjl*-X^jj  nangsdr.  Changing  from  a  good  to  a 
worse  form,  transmigration,  metamorphose. 

p  M^cX^  nang-ndma,  A  history  of  wars.  Prose 
or  verse  written  in  the  way  of  irony  or  satire. 

p         nanginfU g\y,  deformed,  faulty.  Naked. 

p  ̂ J^^.x^  nunliidan,  To  cover,  hide,  conceal. 
p  naw,  A  hero,  brave  man.  Crying,  weep- 

ing. Motion,  action,  trembling.  Name  of  a  note 
in  music.  Nam,  nau,  nav,  nu,  or  no.  New,  fresh. 

Sd\>  y  na7V  hdda.  New  wine,  jl^  _j3  naw-hahdr. 

The  spring.  Jl***  j       y  naw-sin  u  sal,  A  youth. 
_j  nam  u  kuhaii.  New  and  old.  y  mdhi 

nam.  The  new  moon. 
A-«y  nami,  (v.  n.  of-^U  for  ly )  Rising  with  difii- 



culty,  striving  to  rise  (with  a  heavy  load).  Op- 
pressing any  one  and  making  him  stoop  (a  heavy 

load).  Falling  down  (especially  when  heavy  laden). 

Setting  in  the  west  (as  a  star)  in  the  twilight,  ano- 
ther rising  opposite  to  it  in  the  east.  Going  far 

away.  A  gift.  (pi.  anwa^  and  ̂ J  ly  nutan) 

A  star,  especially  one  belonging  to  the  twentieth 

mansion  of  the  moon,  which  sets  in  the  morning 

when  the  star  rahih  is  rising  (whence  the 

Arabians  prognosticate  rain  and  tempest). 

p  \y  nana,  A  sum  of  money  sent  to  an  invader 
to  save  the  country  from  plunder.  Largest  and  best 

of  any  thing.  The  leg.  A  hop,  skip,  or  jump.  A 

name  of  the  Moguls.  Name  of  a  fire-worshipper. 

Voice,  sound,  modulation,  song.  A  certain  musi- 
cal tone  or  mood.  Name  of  a  musical  instrument. 

Riches,  opulence,  wealth,  plenty.  Profit,  advan- 
tage, gain,  usefulness,  interest.  A  happy  life.  A 

splendid  situation ;  prosperity.  Content.  Food, 

sustenance.  Provisions  for  a  journey.  Apparatus, 

furniture,  material.  Grief,  pain.  An  army.  Point 

of  a  thing.  History.  Separation,  disunion.  Wari- 
ness, caution.  Information.  A  pledge  (either  for 

a  debt  or  when  wagering) ;  a  wager,  stakes.  A 

pawned  garment.  Fettered.  A  prisoner,  captive. 

A  foot-band.  Grains,  seeds,  or  stones  of  fruit.  For- 

tune, chance.  Order,  arrangement,  constitution.  A 

parrot.  Writing.  A  son;  a  grandson,  {^^j^  {J^^ 
nanayi  murghan,  Songs  of  birds. 

ivayijan,  A  risking  of  one's  life.  l^Jj^s-  fji^y^ 
nav:ayi  chahawak,  Name  of  a  note  in  music,  i^^^ 

i^^j^  narcayi  khar-kan,  (or  li.jkS^U*-  khdr-7iand) 
Name  of  a  note  in  music.  \^  ̂J,  hi  nawa,  With- 

out food,  helpless,  unfortunate. 

A  niwaf,  (v.  n.  3  of  lu  for  ly)  Disputing 

with,  opposing,  glorying  against,  (pi.  of  t^jw  na- 
rcT)  Fat  (camels,  mares,  or  women). 

A  1^'^^  nufun,  (pi.  of  ̂ _^J)  Settings  of  stars. 
A  I— -J^^i  narvrvab,  A  guard  of  soldiers.  Nuwab, 

(pi.  of  u-»$lj  nasib)  Vicegerents,  deputies,  lieute- 
nants, governors.  A  nabob. 

p  \  y  nam-abad,  Newly  peopled,  recently 
colonized,  or  cultivated. 

A  namabit,  Raw,  inexperienced  youths. 

G  ood-tempered  and  handsome  young  men.  (pi.  of 
Ojlj  nabW)  Plants,  vegetables. 

A  ̂j'>  narcabikh,  (pi.  of  &scU  nabihhat)  Proud. Pompous  talkers. 

A  nawabi^  Places  of  the  body  whence 
perspiration  flows  (especially  of  camels),  pores. 

A         namabigh,  (pi.  of  &iol3)  Men  of  magni- 
ficence and  rank.  Surnames  of  several  poets. 

A  uii^^y  narvabik,  (pi.  ofuii^li)  High  (places). 
A  (Ji^jj  narcrcahi,  Deputyship.  A  kind  of  cloth. 

Relating  to  a  nabob. 

p  ̂;^>\yw^^"^^^w,  A  successful  wish.  Disposed. 
Flourishing,  florid,  gay.  A  flower. 
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A  nawat,  (v.  n.  of  Intending,  propos- 

ing, (pi.  nawa!)  One  date-stone.  A  weight 

of  five  jtt&jii  dirham;  also  of  three,  and  of  three 
and  a-half  dirhams.  Twenty,  also  ten,  in  number. 

An  ounce  of  gold,  or  four  pieces  of  gold  coin. 

nawatij,  (pi.  of      natij)  Fruitful,  proli- 

fic. '^^>^ ̂ _^^y^  mawasliid  raawa%',Prolific  cattle. A          nawati,  (pi.  of  S^y)  Short,  dwarfish. 

A         nawatiy,  (pi.  of        nufiy')  Sailors. 
A  u-«»-\y  nawajib,  Pure,  unmixed.  Nobles. 

A  S:>-\y  7iawajid,  Long  streaks  of  fat  in  meat. 
Bits  of  cotton  adhering  together. 

A  ii>s-^y  narvajiz,  (pi.  of  3«s-V5)  Wisdom-teeth. 
p  nafvajast,  (or  jsjL-s>-^_ji  nawajasta) 

A  vineyard  newly  planted. 

A  |J.»-\_5i  ?2awa;«7,  (Camels)  feeding  on  the  plant 
(Jjk^  najil,  or  on  its  broken  leaves.  y^  abu 
nawajil,  Name  of  a  place  on  the  Red  Sea. 

A  ;_5^^y  narvaji,  (pi.  of  &A=»lj  najiyat)  Swift 
she-camels  running  away  with  their  riders. 

A  nuwah,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y)  Mourning 
(one  defunct).  Complaining;  a  complaint. 

,/^\ynMwa/i,Environs,district,tract,coast,shore. 
A  fi>-\y  nawwahat,  A  hired  female  mourner. 

A j>'^^  nawahir,  (pi.  of  nahii'at)  The  last 
days  and  nights  of  a  lunar  month. 
A  narcahil,  Swords  thin  by  much  use. 

A  nanaJii,  (pi.  of  nahiyat)  Envi- 
rons, borders,  suburbs.  Coasts.  Parts  adjacent. 

Territories,  p  tj^^  ̂  y  nawahl-nishm,  D  w  ell- 

ing  on  a  coast. 
p  i6\s-\^>  nawa-hha7ia,  A  prison. 
p  C.*i-\y  nawakht,  He  caressed.  Caresses, 

blandishment.  Singing,  trying  or  tuning  the  voice 
or  an  instrument.    Making  an  essay,  tasting. 

p  nan-akhtan,  To  soothe,  caress,  treat 

humanely  or  kindly,  gratify,  fulfil  the  wishes  of 
another.  To  praise,  flatter,  extol,  magnify  by  words 

or  actions.  To  give  presents.  To  use  as  a  brother 
or  friend.  To  play  upon  any  instrument.  To  sing, 

to  strike  up  a  loud  noise. 

V  s.'ii>-\^  nawahhta,  Protected, reared,cherished, 
caressed.  Good  works.  Presents,  favours. 

A  sivi-^y  nawahhizat,  (pi.  of  »\iS*-U  nahhuzat) 
Commanders  of  vessels.  Supercargoes. 

p  2uLMJ>-^y  nawakhasta,  A  garden  or  orchard 
newly  planted. 

p  li^y  nawad,  A  hole  in  the  ground  for  conceal- 
ing treasure.  Injury,  loss.  The  tongue,  speech. 

Calculation. 

A  lil _jS  nuKad,  (v.  n.  of  liU  for  J>y )  Being  moved, 
shaken.  Tottering,  nodding  (from  drowsiness). 

A  2t5\^i  nawadat,  A  place  in  Yaman  remark- 
ableasbeingthe  burial-place  of  the  patriarch  Shem. 

Ajd\^  nanadir,  (pi.  of  nadirai)  Rare 
things,  rarities,  wonders,  nawadiru  7 

^aZam,Unusual  phraseology,  uncommon  language. 

A  (_>*j4ily  nawadis,  Levelled  (spears). 
p  euoii\y  nawadsha,  Clay,  rubbish. 

p  »ii\y  nanada,  A  grandson,  a  son's  son.  A 
dear  child,  sj^^j^^  »ti^y  nawada pisarlna,  A  son's 

son.  s.'y>^p»-i^  8ii^y  nawada  dukhtarma,  A  daugh- 
ter's son. 

A  L5"ii^^  nawadi,  Accidents,  events.  Flying, 
fugitive  (camels).  Fragments  of  date-stones  flying oflp  when  broken. 

P  j^y  nawar  or  nuwar,  A  broad  border  round  a 
tent;  also  a  piece  sewed  above  a  seam  to  strengthen 
it.  A  cable.  A  belt  for  man  or  beast.  Innocent. 

-Aj^y  nawar,  (v.  n.  ofjli  for  jy)  Being  terri- 
fied, fleeing  away,  abhorring,  spurning,  (pi.  jy 

nur)  Timid  (woman),  dreading  suspicion.  Inno- 
cent, beyond  the  reach  of  calumny.  (A  cow)  fly- 

ing the  bull.  (A  mare)  in  want  of,  but  dreading 
the  stallion.  Niwar,  (v.  n.  ofjU  forjy)  Being 
frightened  and  fleeing  away. 

Aj\ynMwar,Flowers,especially  white.  Blossoms. 
^        niwara,  A  boat.  A  kind  of  boat. 

A  dj^y  nuwarat.  One  flower.  A  white  blossom. 

P  CJ^^j^  nuwaris,  A  kind  of  long  cucumber. 
p  2j\y  nawara,  A  boat.  An  establishment  of 

boats  kept  up  at  Dacca  for  the  defence  of  the  coast. 

P  jj^^y  nawarahaii,  A  present  made  to  a  poet, 
musician,  or  messenger  of  good  news. 

P  ̂t^j^y  narcaridan,  To  bolt  without  chewing. 

Pj^y  nawaz.  One  who  caresses,  soothes,  or  flat- 
ters. A  performer  on  a  musical  instrument.  Ca- 
resses, blandishments.  Comfort,  satisfaction,  tsx) 

j\^banda-nawaz,YixxmdinQ  towards  servants. 
jly  gharib-7iawaz.  Kind  to  strangers.  J^y  laJ^^ 
barbut-nawaz.  Tuning  a  lute  or  harp ;  a  player  on 
that  instrument. 

p  8i>^\y  nawd-zada,  A  grandson. 

P  t^]j^^  nawdzdn,  One  who  caresses,  soothes. 
A  performer  on  a  musical  instrument.  A  singer. 

p  i_>wjly  nawdzish,  Caresses,  blandishments, 
soothing,  kindness,  politeness,  courtesy.  A  trying 

to  sing,  a  tuning  the  voice.  Beating  or  blowing  a 
musical  instrument.  Amusicalinstrument.  <^j\^ 

^jii^ nawdzish  kardan,To  caress,  soothe. 
p  Ol^\y  nawdzishdt,  (pi.  of  ̂_jij^y)  Caresses. 

pj>  o^ij^y  nawdzishgar,  One  who  caresses. 
p  (_fjS  na7cdzishgari.  Kind  usage. 

p  ^J^^y  nawdzish-ndma.  Polite,  compli- 
mentary letters. 

A  (Jj^y  nawdzil,  (pi.  of  ndzilat)  Misfor- 
tunes, calamities.  Colds,  rheums. 

p  ̂^j^^i  7iawdzandagi,  The  playing  on  an  in- 
strument. Flattering,  caressing. 

p  »ii3j\y  nawdzanda,  A  flatterer,  caresser.  A 

player  upon  an  instrument. 
p  ijj^^  nawdzi,  Clemency,  courtesy,  kindness. 

p^^ijo^^y  nawdzidan,To  soothe, caress.  To  play 
on  a  musical  instrument. 



A  c_>»»\5^  narvrvas,  Waving,  agitated.  Pendulous. 
p  nawasd,  A  grandson. 

pjloi  \y  nawa-saz,  Making  prisoner. 
p  ;^j\**>^y  nawastan,  To  contend. 

p  &j[**»\y  nuwasta,  Bricks  laid  close  (in  build- 

ing). A  brick-wall.  Tiles  ;  heaps  or  piles  of  them. 

p  iuu^y  nawasa,  Agrandchildjdaughter'schild. 
P  narcmi,  A  granddaughter. 

A  tiarcdsiT/,  (or  j^^^^iJ^  an''  nawdsii/)A 
kind  of  white  grape. 

AjfMt\^  nawdsir,  (pi.  of  nasur)  Running 
sores  in  the  corners  of  eyes. 

■p(^\^  jzMwasAjMelon, cucumber :garden-fruit, 
p^jw^y  narrdshtan,  To  labour,  struggle,strive, 

exert  one's  self.  To  be  wrinkled,  contracted. 
p  &jui>^ynwTOas/t^a,  A  brick-wall.  Bent,crooked. 

A  j*»>^_jj  nawdshir,  (pi.  of  8^13  ndshirat)  Veins. 

Arm-muscles.  Wings.  6^13 j^^^  narvdshiri  nd- 
shira,  Outstretched  wings. 

A  Ix^b^jj  nawdshif,  (pi.  of  laAlj\j  ndshit)  Absurd, 
impertinent  (questions). 
A  namdshigh,  Channels  through  which 

streams  run  down  to  a  valley. 

p  sJ*>\^  nuwdsha,  Clay  or  building-cement. 
A  c—'^^^ji  nawdsib,  The  enemies  of  Ally. 

Ajto\^  nawdsir  (pi.  of yO\)  ndsir),  and  <_d^\j\ 
narvdsif  (p],  of  &fl-oU  ndsifaf.),  Gutters,  gullies  by 
which  water  runs  down  a  valley. 

A  ̂_^^^y  narvdsi,  (pi.  of  Xa/OO  ndsiyat)  Fore- 
locks. Eminent  men  (the  forelocks  of  the  nation). 

A  ̂ ^^y  nawdzih,  (pi.  of  ndzihai)  She- 
camels  trained  to  water  ground. 

A j*o\^}  narodzir,  (pi.  ofj^li  ndzir)  Green. 
A  I  nawdtib,  Cloths  through  which  any 

thing  is  strained. 

A nawdtih,  (pi.  of        ndtiK)  Adversities. 

A  ̂yis>\^iiaKdtil,(j)\.o{  f^hXi)  Wine-measures. 

Aj^\^  narcdtir,  (pi.  ofj^U  ndtur^  Keepers 

of  vineyards  or  palm-gardens.Guardians  of  citadels. 

A  J^\^  nawdzir,  (pi.  of         ndzirat)  Eyes. 

AjS-S^  narvd^r,  (pi.  of^^ff-li  nd^r  or  ij^^ 

na^wraf)  Water-mills.  Water-wheels.Water-buckets. 
A  u^Ai^y  narcdjis,  (pi.  of  &isu)  Juggling  tricks. 

A  nan-djij,{p\.  oi'i^Xindfijat)  Beginnings 
or  origins  of  any  thing. 

A  nawdjiz,  The  avenues  whereby  joy  or 

grief  are  conveyed  to  the  soul,  and  which  are  said 
to  be  the  ear,  nose,  mouth,  and  fundament. 

Ajj\y  nan-dfiz,  Feet  (of  horses). 
A       y  narfq/is,(pl.  of -^L-fli  )  Women  in  labour. 

A  ̂Jii^'s^j'i  nawdfish,  (Camels) feeding  in  the  night- 
time without  a  keeper. 

A^i^_5i«au-n^/t,(pl. of >^VHiU)Holesof  field-mice. 
A  tjj^ji  nandjil,  (pi.  of  aiiU  ndjilat)  Sponta- 

neous acts  of  devotion  not  prescribed  by  law,  works 

of  supererogation. 

A  |j\j3  narvKdk,  Sagacious,  experienced,  fit  for 
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any  thing.    A  breaker  in  of  camels  (ajO  ndkat). 

AjS\yna«;aA?>,Reproaches, imprecations.  Strik- 
ing, cogent,  knock-down  arguments. 

Aji'\y  nawdkiz,  Feet  (of  horses). 
A  (Jj^ji  nawdkil,  (pi.  of  ndhilai)  Vicissi- 

tudes of  fortune.  Tribes  (of  Arabs)  roaming  from 

place  to  place.  Tribute  carried  from  city  to  city. 

A  1 y  nawdkts,  (pi .  of  y U  ndkus)  Wooden 
gongs,  which  serve  the  Christians  in  the  East  to 
summon  their  congregations  to  prayer  (bells  not 

being  allowed  by  the  Muhammadans). 

A  '^^^^\^nawdh'isiy,  Beaterof  t\iei^jn^X>ndlus. 
A         narvdhat,  The  being  foolish.  Folly. 

Aj^ly  nawdkiz,  (pi.  ofji^  ndkiz)  Wells  emp- 
tied, nearly  exhausted. 

A  (jw^ji  nawdkis,  (pi.  of  ndkis)  Hangers 
of  the  head. 

p j^^y  nawdgar,  A  singer,  musician.  One  who 
reads  a  book  from  beginning  to  end.  One  who  does 
a  thing  thoroughly. 

A  (Jly  nawdl,  A  present,  gift,  benefit.  Fortune. 
A  lot,  portion.  Mode,  dimension,  measure;  a  given 

weight.  What  is  proper  or  convenient :  the  right 

way.  Office,  3uty,  any  thing  that  ought  to  be  per- 

formed. aJly  ̂ mma  nawdluhu,  His  liberality 
is  universal,  nawaluka  an  tqf- 

^la  hazd,  It  is  your  duty  ;  you  ought  to  do  that. 

(J^yJb  \^Sb  ,j«Jk5  laysa  hdzd  hCn  nawdl,Th-di  is  not 
right  or  true. 

A  aJ\y  nawdlat,  A  present,  gift,  donation.  A 
brothel.    A  cellar.    A  cottage.    A  mat. 

p  is3\y  nawdla  or  nuwdla,  A  part  of  any  vic- 

tuals kept  for  one  absent,  or  set  down  before  an  un- 

expected guest.  A  dish  of  meat.  A  mouthful,  mor- 
sel. The  wadding  of  a  gun.  Whatever  one  carries 

home  from  an  entertainment.  Listening. 

iJ\y  dosii  nawdla,  A  trencher-friend,  parasite. 

p^J  &51y  nawdla-bar,  One  who  carries  away 
provisions.    Nawdla-bur,  A  knife,  carving-knife. 

p  (j^ijJ^y  nawdlidan,  To  complain,  cry.  To 
shake,  tremble. 

A  j«\y  nuwdm,  Drowsiness. 
A  nawwdm,  One  who  sleeps  much,  a  great 

sleeper.    Nuwdm,  (pi.  of       ndsim^  Sleepers. 

pjj/«l  ̂   naw-dmuz  or  dmoz,  A  learner,  novi- 
ciate. Inexperienced.  A  young  falcon  learning 

to  hunt.  Fond  of  new  things.  One  who  learns 

any  thing  new,  or  from  the  beginning.  One  who 
comes  to  perfection  in  any  study. 

p  isijyc\ ^  naw-dmozanda,  A  wntmg-master. 
A  (_^|y  narvdmi,  (pi.  of  w^li)  Growing  things. 
A  i^xn)\^3  nawdniis,  (pi.  of  (_j*j_j^Lj  ndmus) 

Hunters'  lurking-places. 

p  ̂ jj^^^  nawdnnn,  First-fruits.  Any  thing 
rare,  new,  and  seen  for  the  first  time. 

Aj^\^  mi-idn,  (pl.of^y  na7y-t)Stars.  Settingstars. 

p  ̂^^y  nawdn,  One  who  walks  with  a  waving 15  o 

motion,  or  who  moves  see-saw,  wliilst  reading  or 
meditating.  Tremulous.  Feeble,  weak,  lean.  The 

messenger  of  good  news.  A  horse  between  a  cream- 
colour  and  a  chesnut.  Intelligence,  information. 

Direction.  Prey,  plunder.  Reading.  A  reader, 

writer,  learned  man, doctor.  Crying,  weeping,  com- 

plaining. Bent,  crooked,  doubled.  Old  (opposed 

to  new).    Aware,  wary,  prudent,  intelligent. 

p  5(ip\y  nuwdnzdah,  Nineteen. 
p  f^d^\y^  nawdnidan,  To  cry,  lament,  weep. 

To  cause  to  cry.  To  shake,  tremble,  be  agitated. 
To  cause  to  shake.  To  be  aware  or  wary.  To 
warn,  inform,  certify. 

p  ii)jly  naw-dward  or  no-dward,  An  inven- 
tion, new  publication,  any  thing  new. 

A  j^j\y  nawdrvir,  (pi.  ofj^y  )  White  flowers. 
A  &fc\y  nawndhat,  A  hired  female  mourner. 
A  ii«fi>\y  nawdhid,  Swelling-breasted  (girls). 

A  (,jiA*\y  nawdkiz,  Large  strong  camels. 

A  ̂Ji^^  nawdkik,  (pi.  of  ̂ X>  ndkik)  Promi- 
nent bones  in  the  cheeks  of  solid-hoofed  animals. 

The  places  in  the  throats  of  asses  M'hich  produce 
the  braying  sounds. 

A  Jj6\y  nawdkil,  (pi.  of  JjsU  ndhil)  (Camels) 
taking  their  first  draught.    Hungry  camels. 

A  ̂_^^y  nawdki,  (pi.  of  naky  or  nd- 
kiyat)  Prohibitions,  things  forbidden  by  law. 

p  t/^y  nawdy,  The  side  of  the  face,  cheek. 

A  t]^ly  nutu',  A  ditch  or  a  trench  cut  round  a 
tent  to  keep  off"  the  rain-water. 

A  <--*j|y  nawdfib,  (pi.  of  XyU  ndsibat)  Acci- 
dents, revolutions  of  fortune,  adversities,  troubles, 

calamities.  Extraordinary  aids  beyond  the  esta- 
blished contributions. 

A  5o3y  nawdyat  or  niwdyat,  (v.  n.  of  j^y)  Be- 
coming fat  (a  camel). 

A  ̂ \y  nawdsik,  (pi.  of  ils:U  nddhat)  Weep- 
ing, wailing  (women). 

A nawdsir,  (pi.  of  SyU  ndsirat)  Enmities, 
hatreds.  Fires. 

A  ̂ y  nawdsi^  Waving  (branches). 
p  1>^,  \  y  naw-dyanda,  A  new  comer. 
p  (3^y  nawdii.  Voice,  sound,  melody.  Riches, 

affluence,  plenty,  opulence.  (Jly  Jjfc^  akli  nawdti, 
One  with  a  fine  voice.  A  good  musician  ;  musical. 

p  ̂j,i>x>\yJ  nawdyidan.  To  cry,  lament,  weep, 

complain.  To  walk  pompously.  To  swing  to  and  fro. 

p  {^>\  y  ?«fl«?-a?/w,  Things  newly  made  or  never 
before  seen ;  novelties,  wonders.  A  new  fashion. 

One  who  introduces  a  new  fashion.  Adorned,  de- 
corated.   The  decorations  of  a  house. 

A  u-'y  nawb,  (v.  n.  of  l-^U  for  i— .^y)  Supply- 

ing the  place  (of  another),  being  a  vicar,  vicegerent, 
lieutenant,  or  nabob.  Befalling  (as  misfortune). 

Being  near.  Returning.  Being  converted  to  God  ; 

being  obedient,  performing  assiduously  every  reli- 

gious duty.  Descent,  falling.  Nearness.  Success. 



Event,  accident.  Cause  of  any  business  or  evil. 

Strength,  force.  Any  place  distant  a  day  and  night's 
journey,  (pi.  of  nasib)  Vicegerents.  Nub, 

The  Nubians  in  Ethiopia,  (pi.  of  l  ■  '^^  ̂  nasib) 
Bees.  Nurvab,  (pi.  of  joy  nawhat  and  nubat)  Pe- 

riods, turns.    Accidents  of  fortune. 

p  8tib_j3  narv-bada,  New  wine. 

p  ij\>  J>  naw-bara,  First-fruits. 
p  (j3*^y  narvbdmun,  The  ox  of  king  FarTdiin. 

p  (j^y  nuban,  A  king's  son. 
p  8jb_53  wan;-&a/>;a.  First-fruits,  early  fruit.  Any 

thing  new,  curious,  or  agreeable  to  the  eye. 

A  sjy  nanbat,  (v.  n.  of  for  i-->y)  Supply- 
ing the  place  (of  another),  (pi.  i— ̂ y  nurvab)  A 

period,  time,  turn,  revolution  ;  any  thing  done  pe- 
riodically. A  guard  which  is  relieved ;  keeping 

watch,  relieving  guard.  Drums  beating  at  the  gate 

of  a  great  man  at  certain  intervals.  A  sentinel, watch- 
man. Vicissitude.  Degree,  pitch,  weight.  Acrowd 

of  people.  Descent,  falling.  A  circuit.  Occasion, 

opportunity,  p  CLo y  narvbati  tab,  Paroxysm 

of  a  fever.  ANubat,  Accident,  calamity,  misfor- 

tune. ^Period,  time,  turn.  Nubia,  part  of  Ethiopia. 

A  ioy  nubatan,  Alternately,  successively. 

p  d^y  narvbat  or  nobat,  A  very  large  kettle- 
drum, struck  at  stated  hours.  A  large  state-tent 

for  giving  audience.  Security,  safety.  Opportunity. 
Guard,  protection. 

p  iolj^y  nohat-hhana,  A  watch-tower.  A  guard- 
house. The  music-gallery. 

p  »JiS^^  nawhat-gah,  A  place  where  a  tent  is 
pitched.  An  orchestra,  music-gallery. 

p  (J^y  narvbati,  He  who  beats  the  kettle-drum 
called  Cl-oy  narvbat.  The  grand  tent  of  audience. 

The  tent  in  which  the  doy  narvbat  is  kept.  A  led 

horse.  One  turn.  One  guard. 

p narc-bar,  Fresh  fruit's  newly  ripe.  A 
damsel  whose  breasts  begin  to  shew. 

p  j^^y  nubishtan,  To  preserve,  spare. 
p  nubak,  A  vine-twig  or  shoot. 

p  ̂ ^WjJoy  narvbandajan,  A  city  in  Persia. 

p  joy  narvba,  First-fruits.  Nuba,  Complaint, 
moan.  Bark  of  the  wild  pine.  Pith  of  a  tree.  Nubia. 

PjL^y  narv-baliar,  The  spring-quarter.  Name 
of  a  fire-temple. 

p  (_^l^^y  narc-baharl,  Name  of  a  note  in  mu- 
sic. Name  of  the  27th  note  of  the  barbud. 

A  j3y  nuba\  Seasonable  spring-rain. 
A  J^y  nubiy.  One  Nubian. 

p  ̂ .y  narvbikh.  Ivy. 
p  (J  Jjjy  nubldan,  To  roll,  wallow  (as  a  horse), 

p  ;jby  nupan,  A  wicker  basket, 

p  ̂^idJ  y  nan-pay  da,  New,  newly  produced. 
A  Oy  narvt,  A  staggering  from  weakness. 

A  Sljy  narvtat,  (pi.  i3^y)  Short,  dwarfish. 

p^ji\5 y  waryias/ijConstant,  eternal,  everlasting. 

A  |[[^y  nutty,  (pi.  t^^y  narcatvy)  A  seaman. 
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A  ̂ y  nawj,  Hypocritical  behaviour. 
A  ̂ y  nasuj.  Violent  (wind).    Nusuj,  Travel. 

p  ̂ y  nuj,  (or  ̂ y  nucJi)  A  pine-tree. p  isjks- y  riawjaba,  Inundation,  flood.  An  angel. 

A  Xs»y  nawjat,  A  whirlwind. 

Aj:>-y  nawjar,  Any  ploughing-implement. 

p^^^ y  narv-jandn,  A  young  man,  lad,  youth. 

p  (3^^y  narv-jarvdm,  Prime  of  life,  youth. 

p  (_^»-y  namchagi.  Newness,  freshness. 
p  ii>-y  narvcha,  A  youth,  a  young  man. 

A  ̂ y  narvh,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ y)  Lamenting, 

complaining,  moaning.  Mourning  a  deceased  re- 
lative. Plaint,  moan.  The  plaintive  note  of  a  dove. 

Rhyme,  rhythmical  oration  ;  a  company  of  people 

uttering  together  a  rhythmical  oration.  Narvh,  (or 

^y  nuwah)  (pi.  ofi^Uwa^iAai)  Female  mourners. 
Nuh,  Noah. 

P  ̂ y  nuh,  Ivy. 
A  «»-y  narvhat.  Lamentation,  moan,  wail  over 

the  dead  (by  female  mourners),  p  f^i^^ ss^<^  narv- 
ha  kardayi.  To  wail  (as  hired  mourners).  To  milk. 

Pj^  «>s»-y  nawhagar,  One  who  laments.  A  hired 
mourner.  One  who  milks. 

F         Jto-y  narvhagari.  Lamentation. 

p  ̂ ^tXAs-y  narvlndan.  To  weep,  lament. 

p  ̂ y  nukh.  Plaint,  moan,  lamentation. 
p  2C*ulp-y  narv-khdsta,  New-risen,  i.e.  a  youth, 

'young  man.    ajL«jli>-y  dildnarani  naw- 
I  khdsta.  Youthful  warriors. 

A  iii-y  nanhhat,  A  stopping,  standing  still. 

I      p  las-y  naw-kkat,  A  youth  whose  mustachios 

I  arejust  appearing,  ̂ {s- ̂ ̂ ^^ai^y  tiarv khathi ^lam, 
Early  spring-grass. 

p  ̂ jiijii-y  narvkhldan,  To  lament,  weep. 

pjjo-y  naw-kliez,  New-risen,  fresh,  tender. 

A  liy  nand,  (or  (j^iiy  nawaddii)  (v.  n.  of  liO 
for  liy)  Being  moved,  agitated,  waving,  tottering, 
nodding  (from  drowsiness). 

p  Jy  nud,  A  beloved  son.  Narvad,  The  poste- 
riors. Ninety.  He  trembles,  jb  liy  nanad  bdr. 

Ninety  times. 

A  lit!)  nasud.  Misfortune,  disaster,  calamity. 

ASby  nawdasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ liy  Q)  Running. 

p  ̂^^liy  narvddrdn,  (or  (^^^^iy  nan-ddrdm') Drink-money,  over  and  above  stipulated  wages. 

Any  thing  given  to  a  poet,  or  to  the  servant  who 
brings  a  present,  or  to  a  messenger  of  good  news. 

A  ̂j^iiy  nan-addn,  The  to-and-fro  motion  of  the Jews  in  their  schools. 

p  tiiiy  najvdad,  A  fold. 

Pjii_jJ  narvdar,  Any  thing  new  and  strange. 
Name  of  the  son  of  j^^xa  minu-chihr. 
p  narvdardn,  Servants,  apprentices. 

p  io\jiiy  narvdardna.  Drink-money. 
p  Sjiiy  narvdara,  A  beloved  ofispring.  Bold, 

warlike.  Folded  up,  rolled  together,  creased.  A 

mode  of  stitching.  A  border  sewed  on  a  garment. 

p  liUoiiy  nudsdd.  Any  honourable  profession  or 
employ.    A  bias  to  the  useful  and  praiseworthy. 

A  Jiiy  nawdal.  The  breast. 
A  iOiiy  naivdalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jiiy  Q)  Being  pen- 

dulous, hanging.  Tottering  with  age. 

p  Ll^Jjti  y  naw-darclat.  An  upstart,  parvenu. 

p  SiJy  narvda.  Air,  atmosphere.  Bold.  Na- 
wada,  A  grandchild.  Beloved  offspring. 

A  narvzakh,  Timid,  abject.    A  coward. 

v^A  jy  narvr,  (v.  n.  ofjU  for ̂ y )  Shining.  Im- 
pressing a  mark  by  burning.  Being  frightened, 

flying  in  horror  from  any  thing.  Frightening  (a 

female),  causing  (her)  to  run  away  with  fear.  See- 
ing a  fire  at  a  distance.  Turning  the  back,  being 

put  to  flight,  (pi.  j\y^  anwdr)  The  blossom  of  a 
tree,  a  flower  (especially  when  white).  Nur,  (pi. 

ann-dr  and  nirdn)  Light,  rays  oflightj 

splendour,  illumination.  An  epithet  of  God.  One 

who  enlightens  (applied  as  an  epithet  to  Muham- 
mad). Knowledge.  Truth.  Quicksilver,  (pi.  of 

jU  ndr)  Fires,  (pi.  ofjj^i  nasur  andj^y  narvdr) 
Timid  (women  or  fawns).  Mares  dreading  the  stal- 

lion, (jrr^jy  ildhl.  Divine  light.  (jW\jy 

nuri  vndn.  Light  of  the  faith,  v^t^j^  nurichashm, 

(or  dlda)  Light  of  the  eyes;  a  beloved  child. 

SiiLujy  nuri  sdda.  Pure  light,  without  any  mix- 
ture of  darkness,  a  ^zrd,  The  light 

of  Jesus  and  Mary,  p  nur  gustard- 

rndan,  To  display,  lay  open.  To  turn  to.  To  do 

good.  (j^OL-iiijy  nuri  nahhusfin,  ((j;^'-*^jy  nuri 

pasin,  or  a  {^j;<^j^  nuri  mubln)  Muhammad. 
^       nurd,  Depilatory. 

p  nur  ispahbud,  (liy^X^j^  ispahroud, 

Sx,^\  isfahbud,  isfahrvud)  Rational  soul. 

p  jjLiJ\jy  nur-afshdn,  Light-diff"using. 
p^^y  nurdni,(pl.  nurdniydn)  Serene, 

light,  clear,  bright,  luminous.  Serenity,  brightness. 

A  &13];y  nurdriiyat,  Light,  splendour,  bright- 

I  ness,  luminousness. 

I      ̂Jjl)y  nawrdivar,  A  copper  vessel. 
p^l^^y  nawrdhdn,A  present,  gift.  Goodnews. 

p  ̂J:^,J^  nur-bakhsh.  Light-bestowing. 
A  *«,y  )iaiv7'at.  One  blossom.  Nurat,  A  mark 

impressed  by  a  hot  iron.  Quick  lime ;  also  a  me- 
dicament made  of  it  and  arsenic  for  taking  out  hairs 

by  the  roots.  A  liniment  of  pitch,  with  which  they 
bedaub  camels  for  the  scab.  Name  of  a  sorceress. 

A  ̂ y  narvraj,  A  ploughshare.  An  instrument (of  wood  or  iron)  for  beating  out  the  corn.  The 

vapour  called  sardb. 

A  &?^y  nawrajat,  Whispering,  tale-bearing, detraction.  Hesitation,  fluctuation  in  opinion. 

p  i>,y  narvard,  A  ply,  fold,  wrinkle,  twist.  A 
crease.  A  scroll.  Any  thing  folded  and  round. 

The  hem  or  any  thing  sewed  round  the  edge  of  a 

garment.  Ready  money.  A  brute.  Battle,  com- 

bat, quarrel,  law-suit.  A  gift,  present.  A  weaver's 



beam,  upon  which  he  rolls  the  cloth.  Worthy,  con- 
venient, proper,  excellent.  Approved,  acceptable, 

agreeable.  Like,  resembling,  equal,  of  the  same 

stature,  breadth,  weight,  or  measure,  (in  composi- 
tion) Going  round,  surrounding,  travelling  over. 

A  traveller.  Collected,  gathered,  gained,  ij  iXXv** 

lijj!)  samandi  rah-narvard,  A  horse  that  can  travel 

well,  lijj!)  ̂ jl^  sayyahi  jahan-naward,  A 
traveller  who  has  gone  round  the  world,  lijy 

^jJuSj  sahra-naward  shudan,  To  scour  the  country 
round.  Nord,  Original  name  of  the  city  of  Gazur. 

A  &!>iijy  nawardajat,  (from  p  Siij^  nawarda, 

Plaited)  Wicker-work. 

p  (ji^^^  nawardan,  To  fold,  twist.  To  crease. 

A  weaver's  beam,  on  which  he  rolls  the  cloth. 
p  uLll3ii,y  nawardnak,  Wrinkled,  creased. 

p  nawarda,  A  daughter's  son.  A  shirt, 
shift.  The  body  of  a  shirt.  Any  written  attesta- 

tion signed  by  a  judge.  Twisted,  plaited,  folded, 

coiled.  Creased.  nawardasi pir-ahan, 
Any  kind  of  border  sewed  round  a  shirt. 

P(jtW.iijy?zawar<:?e(/aw,To  fold, crease.  To  twist. 

To  travel,  walk,  wander,  stray.  To  render  name- 
less, to  remove  any  mark  of  distinction.  To  omit, 

leave  undone.  To  pass  by  or  over,  to  slight. 

p  i^J>dji^  namardida,  Folded  :  creased :  twisted. 

p  {^j<)>  naw-ras,  Young, fresh,  tender,  recent. 

p  esjw^y  naw-rasta,  A  young  shoot,  sapling. 

piSxijij^  naw-rasida ,  New,fresh,  germinating. 

pji^j^i  nur-gustar,  Light-diffusing. 
p  sjfj^  namranja,  A  lake,pool.  Name  of  a  city. 

p  tijjy  nurand,  A  translation. 

pjjj^  naw-roz,  New-year's  day  (according  to the  Persian  calendar ;  being  that  on  which  the  sun 

enters  Aries).  (This  is  called  iJelff'  ̂ mma,  or  Ge- 
neral; and  the  sixth  of  the  same  month  iiwols-  khassa, 

Special,  or  buzurg,Great.  Both  of  these  days, 

as  well  as  those  which  intervened,  were  celebrated 

by  feasts,  the  liberation  of  prisoners,  and  the  like. 

<L/^J)Jjjy  nam  rozi  huzurg,  Name  of  a  note  in 

music.  (^iip-Jjjy  naw  rozi  khurdak,  (orjjjy 
i^^^naw  rozikuchak)  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

jjiUaiAoJjjy  nam  rozi  sultani,  The  true  astrono- 
mical vernal  equinox. 

p  namroziya,  A  new-year's  gift. 
p  S,y  namra,  Wood  for  roofing.  Nura,  A  de- 

pilatory unguent  made  of  arsenic  and  quick-lime. 

p  (j^fcjy  nam-rahan,  (or  (3^jy  nam-rahani) 
A  present  brought  from  a  journey.  A  poem  re- 

cited by  a  strolling  bard  or  minstrel.  Good  news. 

A  present  made  to  a  poet. 

A  nuriy,  Splendid,  bright,  clear.  An  epi- 

thet of  Abu'l  Husayn,  a  celebrated  preacher. 
p  »-^jy  nurita,  Imagined,  conceived,  thought. 

A  ̂ ^y  nvrayn,  (oblique  dual  of jy  nur)  Both 
lights,  i.e.  the  sun  and  moon;  also  the  eyes,  ji 

j^jy3\  zu'n  nurayn,  Name  of  the  caliph  Othman. 
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p  Jy  noz,  (forjyfc  hanoz)  Now.    A  pine-tree. 
p  4>\jy  nam-zad,  Newly  born.  Name  of  a  vil- 

lage in  Khurasan. 

p  Sii]jy  naw-zada  or  no-zada,  Recent  or  lately 

born,  i^i^^j^  nam-zadagani  chaman,Sprout3, 
shoots,  buds,  blossoms. 

p  8iijo\jy  narv-zasinda,  (or  SJ^J;^^  y  nam-za- 
sida)  Recently-delivered  (female). 

p  8<ijy  nuzdah,  Nineteen. 

p  j^'^y  nuzdahum,  The  nineteenth. 

p  Jy  7ioj,  A  pine-tree. 
p  (j^jy  nujan,  A  dreadful,  terrifying  voice. 

p  ̂ ^Jy  nojan,  A  pine-tree. p  JtJJjy  namjanda,  Who  or  what  produces  an 
effect,  who  or  what  causes. 

p  yjy  nuja,  The  collar  of  a  garment. 

A  (_)»>y  nams,  (and  (j^y  namasan)  (v.  n.  of 
for  (jiiy)  Driving  (camels).  Being  moved 

to  and  fro,  shaken.  Flowing  down  the  back  (hair). 

p  ;_j*>y  nos,  The  rainbow.  Mimicry,  the  bur- 

lesque imitation  of  a  person's  voice. 
p  (^L*oy  nusipas,  (for  (j*»lxg*l3)  Ungrateful. 
p  namistan,  To  groan. 

p  s3m> y  nosta,  Noise  in  the  throat  by  one  crying. 

p  iuuy  nosa,  The  mirage.  The  rainbow. 

p  8,j^y  namsira,  Debate,  dispute,  controversy. 

A  (ji>y  namsh,  (v.  n.  of  for  (jiy)  Tak- 
ing ;  seizing  (the  beard  or  the  hair).  Searching, 

inquiring.  Going,  proceeding  forward.  Bringing 
near.  Rising  quickly. 

A  nasush,  Robust,  strong,  victorious.  One 

who  seizes  any  thing  forcibly. 

P(_jiy«iis/jorH06A,(incomp.)Drink  thou.Drink- 
ing.  A  drinker.  A  drink,  draught.  Any  thing  drank, 

especially  sweet,  agreeable,  and  wholesome.  Honey. 
Treacle.  An  antidote  against  poison.  The  water 

of  life  or  immortality.  Life.  Sweetness.  Sweet. 

Pleasing,  agreeable.  Consonant,  harmonious.  The 

wild  pine.  A  present,  reward.  Name  of  a  fire-tem- 

ple. Name  of  the  fifth  day  of  the  month  accord- 

ing to  the  aera  of  Yazdagird.  Hear  thou  !  hearken 
thou  !  The  sense  of  hearing.  A  listener.  Namash, 

A  present.  A  recompense.  Nawish,  Writing. 
Predestination. 

p  Liy  nosha  or  nusha,  A  drinker. 

p  eoLiy  noshaba,  The  water  of  life.  Name  of 
the  queen  of  barda^ 

p  4>l(ly  nawshad,  Name  of  a  city  famous  for 

the  beauty  of  its  inhabitants. 

Pjiilii»y  nanshadur,  Sal-ammoniac  (used  in 
tinning  and  soldering). 

Pji5 1  ;jiy  nosh-azar,  The  second  of  the  seven 
famed  fire-temples  in  Persia.  Name  of  a  champion. 

p  (^yLi>y  nosk-a-nosh,  With  full  cups,  with 
repeated  bumpers. 

p  jji^jjljly  noshanulan,  To  cause  to  drink. 

p  sliijy  nam-shahy  A  bridegroom. 

p  lib  (j-y  nosh-had,  (or  5iib  (_>My  nosh-bdda) Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

P  Cl^^y  nosht,  A  draught,  potation.  A  drinker. 
Namasht,  He  twisted,  folded,  or  creased.  Dragon- 
wort.  Nimisht,  He  wrote.  Writing.  \^  CL^y 

nimishti  khuda.  The  prescience  of  God,  divine  pre- 
destination. 

P  Ol:5***y  numishtajdt,  Writings. 

p  i^ily>-  C1->J*>^  nivisht-khwdnd,'Epistolary  cor- respondence, reading  and  writing. 

p  (J^-iiy  noshtan  or  nushtan.  To  drink.  Na- 
washtan.  To  fold,  twist,  coil.  Namishtan  or  nu- 

mashtan.  To  go  far  away.  To  groan.  Nivishtau 
or  numishtan.  To  write.  To  preserve,  to  spare. 

p  »Lly  namashta,  Folded,  coiled,  twisted.  Ni- 
mishta.  Written,  described.  A  writing. 

P  j^s£**'y  nosh-khmur.  The  fifth  day  of  the 

month  according  to  the  sera  of  Jalalu'd  din. 

Pjj\s^j>  ?iosh-ddru,Treac\e;  antidotes  of  every 
kind.  Wine.  Name  of  an  electuary. 

P  noshirmdn,  ((j\j^*»*y  namshirvdn, 

noshirrvdn,  or  f^^jj  tJi^y  nosliin-rawdn)  Name  of 
a  king  of  Persia,  in  whose  reign  Muhammad  was 

born,  A.D.  578.  Just.  The  archangel  Gabriel. 

p  iC;jLCi»y  nam-shigufta,  New-blown  (rose)  be- 

ginning to  expand.  ii\i>ob  ̂ •;2Xi»y  nam-shiguftad 
bdmddd.  Break  of  day,  dawn.  euflX«jy  dJ^  ghuic- 
chad  nam-shigufta,  A  rose-bud. 

p  \if  nosh-giyd,  Name  of  an  antidote. 

'P^'^*^^  (^^nosh-lahind, Name ofa  musical  notC: 
p  A^*** noshanja,  Wholesome,  digestable. 
p  Siijuyuy  noshanda,  KAnvkev.  CL^j^  s^iJwiy 

Oii_yc  noshandan  sharbati  mamaddat,  A  drinker 
of  the  nectar  of  love. 

p_jwijy  nam-shav,  New,  recent,  fresh. 
p  isJjy  nam  shah, Ayouug king.  Abridegroom, 

son-in-law.  Nosha,  Fortunate,  happy,  prosperous. 

Sweet,  cheerful.  Sweetness,  goodness.  Afiliction, 

sadness.  Distracting  cares.  The  rainbow.  sJ^y 

^^d^ nosha  kardan,  To  flatter. 
p  j_^ii^y  noshulagi,  A  drinking  ;  a  draught. 
p  ̂J^^xZi^  noshidan.  To  drink;  take.  To  digest. 

p  tJJ*<jy  noshm,  Sweet,  pleasant.  Easy  of  di- 
gestion. To  be  listened  to ;  audible. 

p  »4ib  (j^^y  noshin-bdda.  Wine  which  flows 
pleasantly  down  the  throat.  Name  of  the  twenty- 

eighth  note  of  the  barbud. 

p         [j^i^  noshin-raman.  Sweet  life. 
p  &juuuy  noshina,  Pleasant  wine.  Name  of  a 

note  in  music. 

A  ;^y  nams,  (v.  n.  of  {^X>  for  (Jioy)  Retir- 
ing, retreating,  declining,  shunning,  flying  from, 

escaping.  Remaining  behind.  Del  lying.  Moving 

one's  self.  Raising  one's  self  up,  rising  to  do  any 

thing.    Taking  refuge.    A  wild  ass. 

A  jjb^y  namasan,  A  moving  one's  self. A  &/oy  namsat.  One  lotion  or  washing. 



A  nawz,  (v.  n.  of         for  (^y)  Travel- 
ling, perambulating.  Moving  any  thing  in  order 

to  di'aw  it  out  (as  a  tent-pin).  Drawing  or  letting 

out  (water).  Having  many  clusters  (a  vine).  Shin- 

ing, flashing  (lightning).  Motion,  a  waving,  shak- 
ing in  the  air.  The  rump-bone,  root  of  the  tail.  (pi. 

(^jo\^\  amvdz)  The  suture  or  joining-place  of  the 
buttocks  with  the  back  (especially  in  a  camel),  (pi. 

(^lyl  anrvaz  and  (.jxi^j^^  anaw'iz)  High  ground. 
A  place  or  opening  by  which  water  flows. 

A  l?y  narvt,  (v.  n.  of  \sK>  for  i»y)  Suspending, 

appending.  Being  troubled  with  a  pestilential  swell- 

ing (a  camel),  (pi.  Is^y^  anwat  and  IsUi  niyat) 

Any  thing  hung  up  or  appended  to  another.  A  par- 
cel hung  or  placed  between  the  two  larger  trusses 

or  loads  carried  on  each  side  by  a  camel.  A  hamper 

in  which  they  carry  dates,  hanging  it  to  a  camel's 
load.  The  interstice  between  the  buttocks  and  loins 

of  beasts.  Nut,  (pi.  of  niyat)  Strings  (of  a 

bow  or  bottle)  by  which  they  are  hung  up. 

A  XJ^y  nawiat,  A  hamper  in  which  they  carry 

dates,  hanging  it  to  a  camel's  load.  Hatred,  ran- 
cour, malice.  A  kind  of  pestilential  bubo,  to  which 

camels  are  subject ;  they  break  out  in  the  breast, 

groin,  neck,  and  belly.  A  bird's  crop.  A  place  high 
above  water.  The  part  between  back  and  buttock. 

A  grove  thickly  planted  with  acacias  and  tamarisks. 

A  narv^  (pl.^yl  awwa^)  Species,  kind,  sort, 
manner,  mode  ((j/*jo-j?ns  signifying  a  genus).  Re- 

quest, petition.  A  leaning  or  waving  from  side  to 

side  in  walking.  The  darting  of  an  eagle  upon  his 

prey.  naw^  insan,  Mankind.  jZ^  ̂  

narv^  lashar,  The  human  race.  lfl»-  ̂ y  nan:^ 
jafa,  A  kind  of  vexation,  any  thing  perplexing, 

p ̂ .ti  ̂   nam^.  digar,  Another  kind,  a  ^y 

naw^Ji7-a(/h,  A  little  rest,  {j^*^  j  ̂ y  narv^  u 
jins,  Species  and  genus.  Nu^  Thirst  (hence  the 

imprecation  ̂ y^^  j  ramdhu'llah 
bVl  ju^wa  bi'n  nu^  (or  simply  \s-y  \S'y>-  ju^mi 
nu^n)  May  God  strike  him  with  hungerand  thirst ! ) 

Als-y  naro^n,  Somewhat,  in  some  manner. 
A  Xsy  narv^t,  Fresh  fruit. 

p  t_j*>jj^  y  wflw-^a?'ws,  A  newly-married  bride. 

f^^^J^  ̂ ^ui^jJS-  naiv-^i  usdni  chaman,  Young 
shoots,  opening  flowers. 

p  (jUS'  y  naw-^ndn,  New  to  the  bridle. 

A  (^ff-y  naw^y,  Constituting  a  species,  specific. 
p      7iogh,  A  place  near  the  desert  of  Kipchak. 

A  i_-jy  nawf,  (v.  n.  of  i  for  u- sy )  Hanging 
(over),  appearing  (above).  Being  broad  and  long. 

Sucking  (a  teat),    (pi.  (  't\^\  anrodf)  A  camel's 
bunch  (especially  of  the  larger  kind).  The  clitoris 

(which  is  usually  cut  off").  A  suck  from  the  breast. 
A  cry  (especially  of  the  hyena). 

Pu-iyKM/jEchofromamountain.  Hollow  place 
or  cavern.  Noise  of  a  multitude.  Howl  of  a  dog. 

p  ̂ y  mifagh,  Name  of  a  city. 
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p  j«^y  nuftam,  I  may  not  fall. 
pyy  nufar  or  nawfar,  Water-lily,  nenuphar. 
A  jjiy  na??yaZ,  The  sea.  A  munificent  man.  A 

present.  A  handsome  youth.  Male  hyena.  Whelp 

of  a  wild  beast.  A  jackal.  Adversity.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  &iiy  nawfalat,  A  salt-pit,  a  place  whence  salt 
is  brought.  A  kind  of  woollen  veil  worn  by  the 
Arabian  women. 

p  esiy  nvfa,  A  loud  noise,  clamour;  the  con- 
fused noise  of  a  multitude  of  men  or  animals. 

p  jjiJ-Asy  fiufidan,  To  resound  as  an  echo,  or 
the  confused  noise  of  men  and  animals.  To  cry 

with  a  loud  voice,  roar,  bray.  To  move,  stir,  shake, 

wag.  To  be  disturbed. 

A  jjy  nuk,  (pi.  of  wlj  ndkat)  She-camels.  Na- 
wak,  A  reddish  white. 

A  wy  nukat,  Skill,  dexterity.  Nawakat,Jev/- 
butchers  who  take  the  fat  from  the  flesh. 

p  nawh  or  noh,  A  point,  tip,  end.  Beak 

of  a  bird.  Tips  of  eyelashes,  ̂ ^bj  "--^y  zabdn, 

Tip  of  the  tongue.  ̂ 15  L^^naw?ti  kalam,  (or  <^y 
»/el»-  nawki  lihdina)  Point  or  nib  of  a  pen. 

A  tdJy  wS/e,  (pl.ofL^y^  anwak  and  >Ky  nam- 
^aj)  Foolish  men  or  women.  Nuk  or  7ia)vk,Fo\\y. 

Nawah,  (v.  n.  of  cLly )  Being  foolish,  stupid. 

A  >l^y  nawkds,  Foolish,  stupid  (woman), 

Pj\^y  naw-kdr,  Young  in  business. 
p  J^y  nuJtdl,  Deception. 

p  j^ti/y  nok-ddr,  Pointed. 
p  \ji>ii^y  narv  kad-hhudd,  A  new  housekeeper. 

A  bridegroom. 

V ̂ »j>  narvhar  or  nuftar,  A  servant.  A  depen- 
dant. Nuhar,  Name  of  a  king. 

p  i^j^^  nawkarda,  A  grandson. 

Pj_^^KawAa7i,Service,attendance,inferiority. 

p  (_^S y  nawhari-pesha,  One  who  lives 
on  employment.  A  servant. 

Pj^j  (^y  nawk-rez,  A  dip  of  ink. 

A  Jjnjj  namha',  (pi.  of  uiJy\)  Foolish  people. 
P  ̂ A^y  nohild,  Sharp-pointed. 

p  ̂)^^y  nvydn,  (narvgdn,  or^^l^y  i^^^dinaw- 
gdn)  An  anniversary,  encaenia,  commemoration. 

p  JjU^y  narcgvfdra,  A  talkative  man. 
p  uioSy  nogand,  Newly  sprung  up. 

p  Sj^^y  nawguwdra,  A  talkative  fellow. 
p  ;_ji^y  nugiyush,  Name  of  the  king  of  the 

island  tartdniyush, 

A  Jy  nawl,  (v.  n.  of  for  Jy)  Giving,  pre- 
senting, being  liberal.  Folding,  twisting.  A  gift, 

present.  Manner,  mode.  (pi.  Jly\  awrt-a/)  A  wea- 

ver's beam.  Oflice,  duty,  whatever  one  ought  to 
perform.  A  channel  full  of  water.  Freight.  lii)3y 

^J-*^  nanluha  an  taf^la  kazd,  You  ought 
to  do  thus.  Nnl,  A  race  of  Negroes. 

p  Jy  nol,  The  outer  part  of  the  mouth.  A  beak, 
bill.  A  spout.  The  neck  of  a  bottle.  Any  thing 

on  which  one  leans  or  is  supported.  A  whirlpool. 

vortex,  ^jc  Jy  noli  murgh,  The  beak  or  bill  of 
any  bird,  especially  a  goose. 

A  isJy  nawiat,  One  largess  or  gift.  Somewhat. 

A  kiss.  isJ_jiJ\  an'  nawiat,  The  area  of  the  temple 
of  Mecca,  that  which  surrounds  al  haram,  or 
sacred  enclosure.  Nulat,  Any  thing  obtained,  a  gift. 

G  (j^y  nawlun,  Freight. 
p  «Jy  nula,  Speech,  a  word. 
A  j,y  nawm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂,13  for  |«y)  Beating  (any 

one)  in  sleeping,  oversleeping  (him).  Sleeping, 

falling  asleep.  Sleeping  (as  a  silkworm)  after  cast- 
ing the  skin.  Being  still,  not  sounding  (the  ankle- 

ring  called  JL^^  hhalkhdl  being  closely  filled 
with  flesh).  Being  dull  (market).  Being  still  (the 

wind).  Being  extinguished  (a  fire).  Being  calm 

(sea).  Being  dead  (sheep).  Being  worn  (a  gar- 
ment). Acquiescing,  submitting.  Sleep,  slumber, 

(pi.  of  nddm)  Sleepers.  ^.y  nawmi  dddm, 
A  perpetual  sleep.  Nuwam,  Sleepy.  Comatose. 

Aj»y  ?jMwa»w,(pl.  of      wa^im or  &^l3)Sleepers. 
A  (J^y  nawmdn,  Name  of  a  plant,  (j^y  U 

yd  nawmdnu,  O  sleepy  !  O  indolent! 

A  X/ey  numat  or  nuwamat.  Mean,  obscure.  Nu- 
wamat,  Somnolent,  sleepy.  Careless,  inactive. 

p  y  naw  musulmdn,  One  who  sets  about 
a  thing  properly. 

P  j^^y  wa?i;-TOM?a;^?m,  A  raw  recruit,  novice. 

p  ̂ _^^y  naw-muldziml,  Noviciate. p  ii>A*y  nawmed,  (ortiouy  wawrrtez)  Hopeless, 

jj^iyij  nawmed  shudan,  To  be  desperate,  lose 

hope,  despair.  ̂ ^Jjj^ii^  '^y  nawmed  garddm- 
dan,  To  drive  to  desperation,  render  desperate. 

p  (j;ijb«y  numldan,  To  sleep,  dose,  rest. 

p  (_5'tiJk<y  nawmedi,  (or  liouy  nawmezl)  De- 

spair. Disappointment,  ill-luck. 

p  ̂ ^y  nUn,  Dimple  in  the  chin.  Trunk  of  a 
tree.  Firm,  fixed  in  a  place.  The  eyebrow.  Great- 

ness, magnificence,  opulence,  prosperity,  (for^^^i^\ 

aknun)  Now. 

A  (jy  nUn,  (pi.  OUy  nundt)  The  letter  n. 
(pi.  ̂j^jjO  nindn  and  (j^y^  anwdn)  A  fish.  The 
sharpest  part  of  a  sword.  A  sword.  Riches,  pro- 

sperity. An  inkholder.  jjy^^  zu''n  nun,  The 
prophet  Jonah  (as  being  swallowed  by  a  fish), 

zu'n  nun,  (and  li^jjyJ^  jii  zu'n  nmayn)  Two 
famous  swords  so  called. 

A  »3y  nunat.  One  fish.  A  dimple  in  a  boy's 
chin.  A  true  or  right  word.    Name  of  a  woman. 

p  liiy  nawand,  A  courier,  messenger,  newsman. 

A  well-going  or  ambling  horse  or  mule.  A  horse. 

Swift,  quick-going.  Rue.  Echo,  loud  noise.  A 
searcher,  seeker,  inquirer.  A  deceiver.  A  man  of 

quick  conception.  Name  of  a  place  ;  of  a  moun- 
tain ;  and  of  a  champion  of  Iran. 
p  c.d]lii3y  nawnaddh.  Suddenly,  unexpectedly. 

p  Jj;iiy  nawandul,  A  son's  son. p  ijjy  namanda,  A  swift  horse.  Swift,  active. 



nimble.  Rue.  One  who  moves  or  trembles.  One  who 

calls  out  for  help.  Acute,  ingenious,  quick  of  appre- 
hension. Nnwanda,  Any  thing  newly  produced. 

p  SiiJjy  nunanda,  Acute,  ingenious,  quick. 

A  y^y->  nmnus.  Weak,  infirm.  Timid. 

r  JOy  nuna,  A  pit  in  the  chin. 

p  naw-nihal,  A  young  tree. 

pjljjy  naw-niyaz,  Any  thing  newly  produced. 
A  beginner,  tyro,  novice. 

p       nam,  A  fresh  date. 

A  namj,  A  blowing  wind.  Numj,  (v.  n.  of 

^u)Travelling. 
A  lijy  nasud,  Evil,  misfortune,  calamity. 

A jj^ireajMr,Woad  used  in  dyeing  blue.  Indigo. 
The  smoke  of  tallow,  which,  when  rubbed  over  fi- 

gures pricked  on  the  skin,  previously  touched  with 

woad  or  indigo,  makes  the  colour  green.  A  fossil 

like  antimony  with  which  they  sprinkle  the'gums. 
(pl.^y  nur)  Timid  (woman),  dreading  suspicion. 
A  natush,  Strong,  robust.     One  who 

snatches  or  seizes  a  thing  with  violence. 

A  (Jjj3  nasul,  One  who  goes  friskingly,  prancing 

with  a  peculiar  nod  of  the  head;  shaking  the  body 

(trotting  horse  or  hyena). 

Aj«jy  natum,  Somnolent;  one  who  sleeps  much. 
A  WjywaroawT^/a;,  (Camels)  fed  on  date-stones. 

A  zy  nawh,  (v.  n.of  sU  for  »y)  Being  exalted. 

Raising  the  head  and  hooting  (an  owl).  Buzzing 

(a  stinging  insect).  Growing  (as  a  plant).  Satia- 
ting cattle  (herbage).  Being  eminent,  magnificent, 

generous.  Being  strong,  firm,  courageous.  Ab- 
staining, refraining  from,  having  nothing  to  do  with. 

Nawh  or  nuh,  Aversion,  abstinence. 

p  Sy  nuh,  Nine.  Narva,  A  grandchild.  New. 

A  i'p^  nuwah,  (for  ̂ J^)  Female  mourners. 
AftJty  nawhat,  What  one  eats  at  once,^  meal. 

A  ̂ _^y  nusy  or  hum',  (pi.  ̂13 1  anas,  -f\!>\  ansas, 
(^jj  nuiiy,  and  ̂ 3  niny)  A  ditch  made  round  a 

tent  to  keep  off  the  rain-water. 

A  (^y  Kawa',Intention,  purpose.  Mode,manner. 
Absence,  distance.  Any  place  to  which  a  traveller 

goes.  A  house.  Departure,  a  travelling  from  place 

to  place.  The  place  of  circumcision  in  a  girl.  (pi.  of 

*5^y  narvdt)  Date-stones. 
p  i^y  navi,  Newness,  freshness,  novelty.  Niwe 

or  nuwe,  The  Kur'an. 

A  tj-y  nawiy,  A  companion  of  like  sentiments. 

Nuwiy  or  nin-ly,  (pi.  of  J^^y  nawa')  Date-stones, 

A  ̂^_,^nuyan,K  prince, king's  son  (chiefly  used 
by  the  Tartars  and  Turks).  A  wicker-basket. 

A  c-^y  nuwayh,  (dim.  of  L_->U  nab)  A  small 

dog-tooth. 

p  ̂ y  nanech.  Ivy,  woodbine, 
p  lijy  named,  Happy  tidings,  good  news.  The 

gospel.    A  present  to  the  bringer  of  good  news. 

Reward,  recompense.  Equity,  justice.  Vow,  pro- 

mise. Entertainment,  feast,  hospitality.  Part  of  the 
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provisions  of  a  feast  which  the  guests  carry  away. 

Power, strength.  Reproaching, reviling,  jjii^iiiioy 
nawed  dadan,  To  promise.  Nurved,  Mirth.  Good 

news.  Any  thing  which  affords  pleasure.  Invita- 
tion to  a  feast.  Promise  of  a  lucrative  situation. 

Noyad,  He  trembles.  He  complains.  He  weeps. 

p  (jii^.y  nawidan,  To  sleep,  slumber,  rest  little 
or  badly.  To  move,  especially  when  rising  from  a 

place.  To  shake,  tremble,  stagger.  To  complain. 
To  invite  to  a  feast.  To  make  or  become  new. 

p  2Sii.iy  nawida.  Tottering.  Complaining. 

A  8|>y  nuwayrat,  (dim.  ofjU  war)  A  little  fire. 
p  i^j^.^  navis,  Writing,  describing.  A  writer. 

(j«iy  djj  zud-navis,  A  quick  writer. 

p  ̂j^U>-Jy  navisandan,  (or  ̂li.jjl-oy  navisu- 

n'ldayi)  To  cause  to  write  or  describe. 
p  ̂ ^-.jy  nawistan,  To  write. 

p  ̂iijo--^y  nannsandagi.  Writing. 
p  »;ij***Jy  nawisanda,  A  writer,  scribe,  clerk, 

accountant. 

p  iu-^y  nurmsa,  The  rainbow. 

p  (jS^y  navish,  (in  comp.)  Writing;  a  writer, 

p  ̂ Jw^y  nav'ishtan  or  nuvishtan.  To  write, 
p  &-ijy  nuwisha,  Blandishments.  f^d^sJL^J> 

nunisha  kardan,  To  caress.  To  ask.  To  deprecate, 

A  (.>3^y  nawis,  (v.  n,  of  t^jo^j  for  ;_^y )  Moving 

one's  self.  Strength,  the  power  of  moving  one's  self. 
p  (.il?.y  nuyak,  A  time,  turn,  period,  A  pipe, 

flute,    A  vine-twig  or  sucker. 

p  (J^.y  nawil.  The  front,  forehead. 

P|Cy  wawlm,0nly,merely.  jCyJ 
ha  nawimi  didan  shinakht,  By  only  seeing  he  knew. 

A  jCy  nawim,  Negligent,  careless.  Obscure. 

p  (^>y  narnin  or  nuvin,  A  prince,  a  king's  son. 
The  most  excellent  of  any  thing. 

p  SiiJOy  nuyanda.  Acute,  ingenious,  quick. 

p  jOy  nuya,  A  sucker  at  the  root  of  a  tree.  A 
tender  shoot.  Sap.  Plaint,  lamentation,  moan. 

p  ̂ ^(ijjy  nuyidan.  To  cry  aloud,  lament. 

p  (jj>y  nuyin,  (in  the  Khwarazm  dialect)  Son 
of  a  king,  prince.  A  commander  of  10,000. 

p  iO  na,  (sometimes,  in  poetry,  nah)  No,  not, 

neither,  not  yet.  Na  added  to  words  denotes  fit- 
ness :  as,  iii\lb\^dhpadshahana,  Befitting  a  king; 

iol^JJ  l)UZU7'gana,  Befitting  a  great  man.  Nih, 
(from  (jii^  nihadan)  Placing;  one  who  places  or 
applies.  A  town,  city ;  whence  is  said  to  be  derived 

jyl.ij  nishapur  forjy.lMj  j6  nihi  shapur.  The  city 
of  Shapiir.  &j  dagh-nih,  Marking  with  scars. 
&3  m,arham-nih,  One  who  applies  a  plaster, 

eo  ̂ si  kadam-nih,  Fixing  or  placing  the  feet.  ̂ 63 
jjJi_<I»  C^bj  JO  hadam-nihi  ziyarat  shudan,  To 
visit.  Nuh,  Nine.  The  nine  orifices  of  the  human 

body.  j»b  «3  nuh  ham,  The  nine  heavens.  (Syno- 
nymous to  which  are  the  following :  job  nuh 

paya,jiX>^  JO  nuh  pidar,  5ii^.  jO  nuh  parda,  «j 

nuh  hujra,  Uo^jbas-  eo  nuh  hisari  mina, 
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nuh  hharas,  «j  nuh  7'ama.k,j.f^Xui  u  nuh  x!- 
pihr,  aj  nuh  shahri  hala,  i^^i^J)  ̂■^'•i^  ̂  

nuh  sahifuii  gardun,  j,jll>  aj  nuh  taram,  <^ 

nuh  tahah,  j^as  aj  nuh  kasr,  ̂   aj  nuh  hahli,  aj 
nuh  muharnas).  is^\>_  aJ  nuhpaya,  A  pul- 

pit. jS>_  ao  nuh  pidar.  The  seven  planets  with  the 
dragon's  head  and  tail.  *^  nuh  hujra.  The 
haram  of  Muhammad,    aj  nasi.  Thou  art  not. 

A  \^  nahs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^)  Being  filled,  reple- 
nished.   Being  half-raw,  ill-dressed  (meat). 

A  \^  niha',  Glass :  a  phial. 
A  nihas,  A  small  mound,  dam,  or  receptacle 

for  rain-water.  A  white  stone  softer  than  marble. 

A  sort  of  glass-bead.  Glass.  End,  limit,  extremity. 
A  kind  of  medicine  which  grows  in  the  fields,  (pi. 

of  nahy)  Ditches.  Nihds,  The  rising  (of  wa- 

ter) ;  advancing  (of  the  day),  (pi.  s'.^  nuhat)  A 

phial,  jug.  Nuhds,  A  number  (of  a  hundred  men). 

A  nahdsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^g-^)  Being  half-raw, 
ill-cooked,  insufficiently-dressed  (meat). 

A  <--*l^  nihab,  (pi.  of  u-.a^  nahb)  Spoils. 

A  nahkdb,  A  plunderer,  spoiler.  L-jlp^)^ 
an'  nahhdb,  The  lion. 

A nahubir.  Hell.  (pi.  of  ij^  nuhburat) 

High  sand-hills.  Ditches  and  hollows  amongst 
heaps  of  sand.  Dangerous  places,  perils,  precipices. 

A^,l^  nahdbtr.  Dangerous  places,  perils,  pre- 

cipices, (pl.of  aj^x^j  nuhburat)  Ditches  or  hollows 
amongst  heaps  of  sand.   High  sand-hills. 
A  nuhat,  (pi.  of  nihas)  Phials,  jugs, 

(pi.  of  j_^b  ndhl)  Prohibitors. 
A  Ol^  nuhat,  (v.  n.  of  O^)  Bellowing,  roar- 

ing, lowing  ;  shout,  cry,  murmur. 
A  C>l!J.>  nahhdt.  Roaring  (lion);  braying  (ass); 

blowing  or  breathing  hard,  groaning  (man). 

Piil^  nahad, Nature,  disposition,  temperament. 

Manner,  custom,    lil^  dtish-nahdd.  Of  a 
fiery  quality  ;  inflammable.  Nihad,  (third  pers. 

pret.  and  verbal  noun  of  ̂jii^j  nihddan)  He  placed. 

Placing,  position,  posture.  Nature,  form,  habit, 
constitution  of  the  body.  Stature.  Quality,  essence. 

Mind,  heart.  Manner;  prescribed  mode,  custom. 

Description.  Vestige,  mark,  sign.  A  structure. 
Family,  stock,  race.  Dregs,  dung.  Young  (horse 

or  cow).  Fear.  Untamed,  wild,  lil^  had-ni- 

hdd.  Wicked,  cruel,  lil^  [J^i^.  pesh-nihdd,  Insti- 

tution, profession,  lil^  '^^^>  (.j^ia^^  saldtini  nek- 
nihdd.  Princes  of  noble  dispositions,  jj^^i^ 

(J1a<\  sadik-nihdddni  ummat.  Good-hearted  people. 

A        nuhdd,  Quantity,  number  (of  100). 

p  (^y^ii^  nihadagt,  Habit,  fori  n,  constitution, 
nature,  quality.  Holiday-clothes.  The  shew-bread. 

p  (jii^  nihddan.  To  place,  put,  lay  upon,  col- 
locate. To  appoint.  To  apply,  administer.  To  build. 

To  copulate,  ̂ ^li^  ̂   gam  nihddan,  To  step,  walk, 

go.  tjii^  li)*^ gardan  nihddan.  To  bow  the  neck, 

submit,  (jii^  (J-*^  1)*^^  khwudrd  ha  masti  ni- 
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hadan,  To  counterfeit  intoxication. 

p         nihada,  Placed.  Appointed. 

F  (jtV.iiV^  nahadidan,  To  fear,  to  dread. 

Pjl^  nahar,  Mucli,  many.  Diminution.  A 
goat.  A  black  water-fowl  with  white  spots  on  the 

head.  (forjlfcU  nahar)  Fasting.  Nihar,  An  idol. 
Detriment,  loss.  Nihar  or  nahar,  Fear,  dread, 

apprehension.  Consumption,  a  wasting  of  the  body. 

A  nahar,  (pl.^^\  anhur  and nuhur)  The 
day  from  sunrise  to  sunset.  The  diffusion  of  light, 

making  things  visible,  (pi.  ij^^  anhirat  andj^ 
nuhur)  A  young  bustard  (or  Uai  hata).  A  male 

owl  or  bustard,  j^y^^  ̂ ^j^  nahari  lami^,''l 
ann-ar,  A  day  shining  with  light ;  a  bright  day. 

J  iijiJ  laylan  wa  naharan.  By  night  and  by  day. 

p  1>^^  nahara,  A  light  breakfast. 
p  nahari,  Much,  many.   Breakfast.  A 

kind  of  bit  or  bridle. 

p  naharidan.  To  breakfast.  Nihari- 

dan  or  naharidan,  To  waste,  decay,  fall  away.  To 

be  terrified, to  be  afraid  (as  boys  of  a  schoolmaster). 

pjl^  nihaz.  Fear,  dread.  Niihaz  or  nahaz,  A 
large  castrated  he-goat,  with  spreading  horns  and 

long  legs,  that  leads  the  flock.  Any  person  or  ani- 
mal followed  by  others. 

Ajl^.)  mihaz.  Measure,  quantity. 

Aj^i  nahhaz,  An  ass  extending  his  neck  to  run. 

A  8jlj3  nihazat  or  nuhazat.  Quantity,  number. 

p  ̂jt^jlji  mhazidan,To  dread,  fear,  apprehend. 
A  nahhas,  A  lion.  The  sparrow-hunter. 

A  (^^3  nihaz.  Paths  up  a  mountain-steep.  Nu- 
haz,  The  highest  and  steepest  parts  of  a  road. 

A         nuhak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Braying  (an  ass). 
A  nahakat,  (v.  n.  of  ui3^)  Overcoming, 

conquering.  Fatiguing,  emaciating  (with  labour), 

afflicting ;  attenuating  (as  disease).  Wearing  (a 

garment)  till  it  becomes  threadbare.  Eating  fast. 

Greatly  injuring  (reputation).  Taking  much  pains. 

Being  strong,  vigorous. 

p  Jl^^  nihdl,  A  young  plant,  shoot,  sucker  cut 
from  a  tree  to  be  planted  separately  ;  any  plant  or 

herb  transplanted ;  growing  from  the  root  of  a  tree. 

Carpet,  cushion,  mattress,  bedding.  Chase,  game. 

A  Jl^  nihal,  (Camels)  drinking  and  quenching 
their  thirst. 

p  a^!*^  nihalcha,  A  quilt,  wrapper,  coverlet. 

p  i\§  Jl^i  nihal-ciah,  (or  iSgah)  A  lurking-place 
for  hunters.  A  place  for  hunting. 

p  nihala,  A  lurking-place  for  hunters.  A 

hunting-place.  Chase,  game.  A  scarecrow  set  up 

to  drive  beasts  into  the  hunter's  toils.  A  young 
shoot  or  sucker.    A  carpet. 

V  l\S  nihala-gah,  (or  »^  nihala-gah) 
A  hunting-place.  A  lurking-place  for  hunters. 

p  nahali,  (or  ̂J^5l^)  A  species  of  small  car- 
pet with  a  short  pile.  A  mattress  for  sleeping  on. 
p  nahaVin,  A  cushion. 
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A  jil^  na,  ni,  or  nuham,  A  blacksmith.  A  car- 
penter.  iVw/taOT,  A  kind  of  bii'd,  an  owl.  A  monk. 

A       nahham,  A  lion.  Middle  of  an  open  road. 

A  nahamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  vora- 
cious and  insatiable,  Gluttony.  A  lion. 

A  ̂-e^J  na,  ni,  or  nuhaniiy,  A  blacksmith.  A 
carpenter.  Nihamiy,  An  easy,  plain  road.  Ni 

or  nuhamiy,  An  abbot,  a  prior. 

p  nahamin,  A  blacksmith. 

Pjjl.^  n27m«.  Hid, concealed,  occult.  Prudently, 

secretly.  {^y^\t^  e^V'  nihan  dashtan.  To  conceal, 

hide,  suppress.  (jii>«*  nihan  shudan,  To  be 

concealed,  "ij^^]  j  ̂Jl^ nihan  u  asA^ara, (Things) 
private  and  public. 

p  i^^i^..  f^}^  nihan-payharan.  Angels,  spirits, invisible  beings. 

p  nihancha,  A  concealed,  secret  thing. 

p  eolsiil^  nihan-hhana,  (or  tji^  nihan-da- 
ra)  A  cabinet,  closet,  private  room.  A  hole  dug  in 

the  ground  for  sitting  in  during  the  hot  weather, 

or  in  which  they  store  up  corn.  A  place  where  rub- 
bish or  filth  is  thrown. 

Pjlii  ̂J^^  nihan-dar,  A  concealer. 
p  nihandan,  A  granary,  warehouse, 

storehouse,  cellar.  A  wardrobe,  closet. 

p  ij^i^  niharii.  Privately,  secretly.    A  secret. 
Concealment.  Secret,  privy.  Occult,  clandestine. 

f^^^  ̂ d^\andam.inihani,l:he  privy  member. 
ij}^^  ittif  ahi  niharii,  A  private  confederacy,  league. 
p  nihamcha.  Privately,  secretly. 

A         nahawat,  (v.  n.  of  Being  filled. 

Being  half-raw,  not  sufficiently  dressed  (meat). 

A  (_ji>jl^  nahawish,  Oppressions.  Afflictions. 
Iniquities. 

p  iWj^  nih-awand  or  nah-awand,  Name  of  a 
city  in  Persian  Irak.  Name  of  a  mountain  nigh  to 

that  city.    A  species  of  musical  mode  or  song. 
p  nihawandl.  Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

p  (^J>JijL^  nahawidan.  To  be  afraid  (as  boys 
of  the  master). 

^A  iol^  nahayat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  very  in- 
telligent. Nihayat,The  extremity  of  a  wooden  curb 

put  on  a  camel's  nose;  also  a  cradle  or  other  wooden 
frame  on  which  the  load  (of  a  camel)  rests.  End, 

extremity,  term,goal,  boundary,  butt.  Excess.  Very 
much,  extreme,  exquisite,  excessive,  stupendous. 

Remarkable,  at  the  utmost.  »jo.ljJ  ̂   balagha  ni- 
hayatahu,  He  hit  the  mark,  he  gained  his  end. 

jo'^\  nihayatu'l  amr,  The  end  of  the  matter,  finally, 
on  the  whole,  to  conclude.  But,  however,  notwith- 

standing, nevertheless  (which  are  also  expressed  by 

CL^i\f^  nihayat  and  ̂ J>\^  nihayati).  '&i\^\j(S'  Jjl 
ila''  ghayrin  nihayat.  Ad  infinitum,  p  (3  hi 
nihaya,  (or  ,J,  hi  nihayat)  Infinite,  without 
end,  endless.  Excessive. 

A  (—-"^  nahh,  (v.  n.  of  i— ̂ )  Seizing,  snatching, 
spoiling,  carrying  off.  Reproaching,  cutting  (with 

words).  Seizing  by  the  heel  (as  a  dog).  A  mode  of 

kicking,  (pi.  L_->1^  nihab)  Rapine,  plunder,  spoil, 

p  {^^^ S-V  ''^^'^  hardan,  (or         C^JS'  ̂  
nahh  u  gharat  hardan)  To  plunder  and  carry  off. 

p  (jtijjlxjJ  nuhhariidan,  To  make  beautiful. 
A        nahhat.  Rapine,  spoil,  plunder. 

p  nuhbat,  The  division  of  the  signs  of  the 

zodiac  into  n  ine  parts,  and  assigning  of  a  star  to  each 

division.    Immensely  great,  exceeding  measure. 

A  'ij^  nahharat,  Long,  meagre ;  at  the  point  of 
death.  Nuhhurat,  A  ditch  or  hollow  amongstheaps 

of  sand.   Danger ;  a  dangerous  place. 

A  J-J^  nahhal.  Old  (man). 
A  &bkijj  nahbalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Growing 

old.  A  languid  pace  like  that  of  an  aged  person. 

An  old  woman.    Large  (she-camel). 

AjjjL^  nuhbur,  A  mountain  of  sand. 

A  *8,3fj3  nuhburat,  (pl.jO.l^  nahabir)  A  hollow 
amongst  heaps  of  sand.  Danger;  a  dangerous  place. 

A  '^^y^  nuhbugh,  A  French  bean.  Name  of  a  bird. A  kind  of  ship,  long  and  swift  (called  ̂ jfi  duriij), 
p        nuhbah,  The  understanding. 

p  S^iji  na  bahra.  Exceeding  bounds  or  measure, 
excessive.  Nuh  bahra,  The  division  of  the  signs  of 

the  zodiac  into  nine  parts,  and  the  assigning  of  a 

star  to  each  division. 

A        nuhba',  Plunder. 

A  "ij^  nahtarat.  Invention  of  a  lie  against. 
A  »/Lj3  nahsarat,  Pace,  step,  manner  of  going. 

A  ̂   nahj,  (v.n.of  ̂ )  Pointing  out  (the  way), 
making  clear,  prescribing,  giving  directions.  Fol- 

lowing or  keeping  the  road.  Lying  open  (a  road). 

Wearing  (a  garment)  out.  Being  worn  out.  A 

high  road,  beaten  path.  Way,  manner,  p  s.'^s^i^ 
ba  nahje  hi.  In  a  manner  that,  a  Nahaj,  (v.  n.  of 

^)  Breathing  hard,  being  asthmatic.  Asthma. p  j^rtr*  nahjiz,  A  fold,  plait,  twist.  A  twisting. 
p  »i  na  khwush.  The  wild  vine. 
A  nahd.  Any  thing  elevated.  High,  fleshy, 

well-shaped  (horse).  Generous,  well-born  (man), 

tending  to  any  thing  great.  A  lion.  A  breast  which 
begins  to  swell.  Nahd  or  nihd.  What  is  equally 

contributed  by  travellers  for  expenses  on  the  road. 

Nahd  or  nahad,  (v.  n.  of  li^)  Raising  one's  self 

up,  springing  on  (a  foe).  Nuhd,  (pi.  of  nah- 
das)  Plump-breasted  (girls). 

A  Ad~f^  nahdas,  A  mountain  or  heap  of  sand. 
Plump-breasted  (girl)- 

A  nahdan,  (A  vessel)  three  parts  full. 

A  "is^  nahdat.  Thick  fresh  butter. 
p  »ii  iO  nuh  dah.  Ornament,  decoration. 

A  nahr,  (v.  n.  of^-^^i)  Causing  (a  river)  to 

run.  Digging  until  water  is  met  with.  Flowing, 

especially  over  the  surface  of  ground  (water).  Pro- 
hibiting,checking,  chiding,cryingto(cattle).  Nahr 

or  nahar,  anhar,j^  nuhur, nuhur, 
and  «j1  anhur)  A  river,  stream,  flowing  canal.  jy> 



j»^LJ\  nahru''s  saldm,  The  river  Tigris.  Nuhr, 
(pi.  ofj^  nahr  and  nahar)  Rivers.  Nahar,  Am- 

plitude, space,  facility,  convenience.  Nahir,  One 

who  does  any  thing  in  the  day-time,  especially  mak- 
ing an  excursion  against  the  enemy.  Wide  (river). 

White  grapes.  j^J^  nahari  nahir,  A  clear  day. 
Nuhur,  (pi.  of  nahr  and  nahar)  Rivers,  (pi. 

ofjL^  nahar)  Days.  Young  katas  or  bustards. 
Male  owls  or  bustards. 

A 8^  nahrat,  An  invitation.  Spoliation, rapine. 

A         nahraj,  Wide  (road). 

A'i>-j^  nahrajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j^  Q)  Lying  with. P  nahr wala,  Kndime  of  Guzerat  in  India. 

P  ij^jj^  nahrawan,  Name  of  a  city. 

p  Ij^  nahra,  An  instrument  for  separating  but- 
ter from  whey.  A  churn,  whether  of  wood  or  skin. 

t^^^  tji^  nahra-hos,  A  churn-stafF. 
A  l^j^  nahriy,  Fluviatic,  belonging  to  a  river. 

nahz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Striking,  beating  off, 
repulsing.  Shaking  a  bucket  (in  a  well)  in  order 

to  fill  it.  Moving  or  shaking  (the  head) ;  carrying 

it  high  and  projecting  the  breast  (as  a  camel).  Strik- 

ing with  the  head  (the  udder  of  the  mother).  Be- 
ingnear,nigh.  Quantity,  number.  Nahiz,A.Y\on. 

A  Sj-^-J  nuhzat,  An  occasion,  an  opportunity. 
Plunder,  booty. 

A  nahs,  (v.  n.  of  {j^)  Biting,  eating,  or 

plucking  out  with  the  fore-teeth  ;  biting  (as  a  ser- 

pent).   Nuhas,  The  sparrow-hunter  (a  bird). 

A  nihsan,  (pi.  of  (j^)  Sparrow-hawks. 
p  jjwj^  nihistan,  To  put,  place.  To  leave. 

A  j**-^  7iahsar,  A  wolf.  The  whelp  of  a  wolf 
and  a  hyena.  Nimble,  swift.  Voracious,carnivorous. 

A  Sj*^  nahsarat,  (v.n.  of;*«^  Q)  Cutting  flesh. 
Eating  food. 

A  nahsah,  A  wild  carrot. 

A  {^1^  nahsh,  (v.  n.  of  \^j!^)  Biting  (a  serpent). 

Biting  (especially  with  the  front  teeth).  Oppres- 
sing, reducing  to  poverty  (misfortune).  Nahish, 

Swift,  nimble-footed.  (A  camel)  making  with  his 

feet  a  difi'erent  mark  on  the  ground  from  others. 
A         tiahshat,  A  bite. 

p  i^t^  nihashtan,  To  put,  place.  To  leave. 

p  (J-i*^  nuhshal,  A  wild  carrot. 

A  nahshal,  A  wolf.  A  hawk.  Aged,  tot- 
tering with  age.  Name  of  a  man. 

A  nahshalat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -i^  Q)  Growing 

old.  Biting  in  sport  and  play.  Riding  on  a  bor- 
rowed camel.  Eating  as  one  famished. 

p  iXok,^  nuh  sad,  Nine  hundred. 

A  (^-^  nahz,  (v.  n.  of  {^^)  Raising  one's 
self,  rising  up  (to  do  any  thing  against  any  person). 

Sprouting  up,  growing  (as  a  plant).  Cresting  up, 

and  spreading  the  wings  (a  bird  when  about  to  fly), 

(pi.  oi^^  anhuz)  That  part  in  a  camel  between 

the  upper  and  lower  part  of  the  shoulder.  Iniquity, 

injury,  cruelty,  oppression. 
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A         nahzat,  A  rising  up,  departure,  march. 

(Jy^  (jlkL>  Ll*.o^  nahzati  sultan  ha  suyi  I 
dildl,  The  departure  of  the  king  towards  Dehli. 

A^yta^nahzal,0\(ii{m2iX\)•.  aged  (vulture,  hawk). 
A  la^  naht,  A  piercing  with  a  spear. 

A  cAjJ  nahf,  Astonishment,  amazement,  stupor. 

p  cll*a^  niliuft,  He  hid.  Concealment.  Co- 

vered, concealed.  A  king's  private  chamber.  A 
secret  place  in  a  wall  for  hiding  money.  A  cer- 

tain mode  or  species  of  music. 

p  j^^^ijj  nihuftagi,  Concealment.  Any  thing 
occult  or  hid. 

p  tJ^ijJ  nihuftan,  To  hide,  conceal,  cover.  To 
lie  concealed,  abscond,  lie  hid.    To  be  beautiful. 

p  t-'^X^  nihvfta,  Covered.  Concealed,  hidden. 
Private.    Privately,  covertly,  secretly. 

p  jljj  jufl^  nihiifta-niyaz,  A  private  petitioner. 
p       nahk,  Parsley  chiefly  from  fenny  grounds. 

A  nahk.  Name  of  a  bird.  A  plant  resem- 

bling the  wild  herb  rocket.   The  herb  rocket. 

p  Ld^J  wa/iA,  Less,  least.  Lean,  meagre.  Being 

given  to  wine.   Thirst.  Quenching  thirst. 

A  uil^3  nahk,  (v.  n.  of  i-^i^)  Committing  ex- 
cess in  any  thing.  Conquering,  overcoming.  Put- 
ting to  the  torture.  Eating  fast.  Afflicting  (as  a 

fever).  Weakening  any  one  (di  ink).  Wearing  con- 
stantly the  same  garment.  Milking  an  udder  quite 

dry.  Drinking  up  entirely  (liquor).  Ruining,  or 

greatly  injuring  (the  reputation  of  another).  Na- 

hak,  (v.  n.  of  i-dJi^)  Fatiguing,  attenuating,  afilict- 

ing  (as  a  fever).  Being  emaciated,  labouring  un- 
der an  unremitting  malady. 

A  'i.'C^  nahkat,The  pain  of  a  disease.  Languor, 
weakness.  Excessive  severity  in  the  infliction  of 

punishment.  Nahakat,  (v.  n.  of  i-ii^)  Afflicting, 

weakening  (as  a  fever). 

p        nahl,  Name  of  a  champion  of  Turan. 

A  ̂J-yJ  ?ia/iaZ,  Meat,  any  eatable.  The  first  drink- 
ingof  camels(then  theyrecline,and  afterwards  drink 

again,  which  is  called  jjiff-  ̂lal),  (pi.  of  (_y4>lj  na- 
hil)  Camels  thirsty,  and  quenching  the  thirst.  Na- 
hal  or  nahl,  (v.  n.  of  (J^)  Drinking  for  the  first 
time,  taking  his  first  draught  (a  camel).  Being 

thirsty.    Being  saturated  with  drink. 

A  (j^^^  nahlan,  (A  camel)  which  drinks  the 
first  time.  One  which  drinks  but  is  still  dry.  Who 

quenches  the  thirst. 
A  &J_^  tiahlat,  Camels  come  to  the  cistern  to 

take  their  first  draught. 

A  Ji-^  nahla'.  Camels  taking  the  first  draught. 
A  j«rj3  nahm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Checking  (camels)  by 

calling  to  them,  or  making  them  go  faster.  Roar- 

ing (a  lion).  Braying  (an  elephant).  Crying  to,  or 

threatening.  Throwing  pebble-stones,  or  any  thing 
similar.  Nuhm,  Satan.  Name  of  an  idol  formerly 

worshipped  by  the  tribe  of  muzaynat ;  also 

the  worshippers  of  that  idol.  Naham,  (v.  n.  of  *j3) 

Being  gluttonous,  voracious.  Gluttony,  insatiable 

appetite.  iVaMm,  Greedy,  hungry-eyed.  A  glutton, 
p       nuhum,  The  ninth. 

Pjl*^  nahmar,  (orjV*^  nahmaz)  Great,  large, 
immense,  out  of  proportion,  immeasurable,  endless. 

A  very  wonderful  thing.  A  serious  and  difficult 

affair.    All,  altogether. 

A  'L^  nahmat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Calling  out  (to 
camels)  to  mend  their  pace.  Attaining  one's  ob- 

ject. Being  very  keen  (desire).  Great  avidity  or 
desire.  Necessity,  need,  lack.  A  roar,  loud  cry. 

p  nuhum  charkh,  The  ninth  heaven. 

p  (jLJ>.^  nuhum,  {nahum,  nihamban,  i^yy^ 

nuham,  nahum,  or  nihamban)  Lid  of  pot  or  furnace. 

p  (jiiJu^j  nihambidan,  To  cover,  stop  up. 

p  i^^^  nihambida.  Hid,  covered,  concealed. 
p        nihinj,  A  flour-sack  of  hair  or  wool. 

p»j       mVtantfflra,  A  store, warehouse,treasury. 

p  ̂^JJ>^  nahang,  (by  some  nihang)  A  croco- 
dile, alligator.  A  shark.  A  water-dragon  or  simi- 

lar monster.  A  sword.  A  pen.  The  sky.  Time, 

fortune,  the  world.  i^J\^  nahangi  dashii, 
The  land-crocodile, i.e. the skink.  ̂ ^l^^Os-^J  ijjl^ 

nahangi  zlri  hhaftan,  (or  sljuw  lL^I^  nahangi  si- 

yah)  A  glittering  sword.  udHi  nahangi  fa- 
lak,  The  signs  Cancer  and  Pisces.  ̂ ^^-^V 

hangani  niyam,  Swords  in  the  scabbard. 

pjjwi  idJj>^  nahang-sabz,  An  Indian  sabre. A        nahnah,  Fine  cloth. 

A  nahnahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Hindering, 

making  desist  by  shouting.    Scaring  (the  wolf). 

nahuw,  A  prohibitor,  forbidder.  Prudent. 

A  nuhus,  (and  'i^^^^  nuhusat)(y,n.  of  ̂ ■^) 
Being  half-raw,  not  sufficiently  dressed  (meat). 

A  nuhud,  (v.  n.  of  S^)  Rising  up  or  spring- 

ing (upon  an  enemy).  Swelling  (as  the  breasts  of 

a  girl).  Having  round,  plump  breasts  (a  girl).  Ex- 
tolling, magnifying,  making,  or  esteeming  great  (a 

gift).  Passing  on  at  all  events. 
A  i'li^  nuhudat,  (v.  n.  of  iX.^)  Being  full  of 

flesh,  tall,  and  beautiful  (a  horse). 

p  ii^yt^  nuhuda,  Female  ornaments,  trinkets. 
nuhor,  The  eye.   Sight.  An  angry  look. 

Ajj^  nuhur,  (pi.  of^  nahr  or  nahar)  Rivers. 

A  i^y^  nahus,  A  lion. A  i^yi^  nahnz.  One  who  rises  up.  Nuhuz,  (v. 

n.  of  (_>a^)  Raising  one's  self,  rising  up  (against 
any  one,  or  to  do  him  honour).  Cresting  up  or 

spreading  the  wings  (as  a  bird  preparing  to  fly). 

Sprouting  up,  growing  (a  plant). 

A  nuhu^  (v.  n.  of  Retching,  but  hav- 
ing no  acid  humour  on  the  stomach  to  bring  up. 

A  ui3_j^  nahuk,  Strong,  bold,  brave  (man). 
A  nuhul,  Those  who  drink  for  the  first  time 

and  are  still  thirsty.  Those  who  quench  their  thirst. 

A  nahy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_c-i>)  Prohibiting,  for- 
bidding.  Arriving,  reaching.  Giving  over,  leav- 



ing  oiF.  Prohibition,  interdict.  Prudence,  sagacity, 

knowledge.  t_-*^U5^  nahyul  ghasib,  (or 

j^olii  nahyu''l  hazir)  The  prohibitive  or  negative 
imperative.  ^<  '^i^  hazarajulun 
nahyuka  mir  rajulin,  This  man  will  suffice  you. 

Naky  or  nihy,  (pi.  anlii,         anhas,  ̂ ^^^ 
nuliiy,  and  nihas)  A  pond,  ditch.  Nalii,  (pi, 

(jj^  nahina)  Intelligent.  Nuha,  Intellect,  (pi, 

of  ix^  nuhyai)  Understandings.  Interdicts. 

A  i^Ij^  nahiy,  (pi.  of  anhiyai)  Intelli- 
gent. Forbidden,  Nuliiy,  (pi.  of  nahy  and 

nihy^  Ditches,  ponds. 

P  »— -iJ^  nahlh  or  nihib,  Fear,  terror.  Grief. 

Anxiety.  Anguish,  Haste,  expedition.  i5J  u-*J^ 
nahib-zad  shudan,  To  be  terror-stricken. 

p         nahiba,  Fear.  Spoliation  (of  infidels). 

A  J^x^m</i7<a?/orwM/ta?/Ja',Plunder,spoil,booty. 
p^^i^A-jk^Hfl/aiifZaw, To  fear, dread.  To  frighten. 

A  'ix^  nihyat,  Extremely  fat  (she-camel).  Nuh- 
yat,  An  interdict,  prohibition ;  any  thing  forbidden, 

(pi.  ̂^^^nuha')  Intelligence, knowledge,  prudence. 
End.  Extremity.  A  hole  in  the  head  of  a  pin  or  peg. 

A        nahiyat,  (fem.)  Fat,  bulky  (she-camel). 

A  i.IL*J^  nahit,  A  lion's  roar:  bray  of  ass:  shout. 
A         naliid,  Thick,  also  thin  (butter). 

A»t>.x^?za/ii(^flf,Adishmade  of  the  mucilaginous 

part  of  boiled  colocynth-grains  mixed  with  flour. 

p  (j^iJ^  nahldan  or  nihidan,  To  place,  put,  lay, 
leave.  To  consider,  reflect  on.  To  grieve. 

na^«?".  Affluent.  Copious,  much,  many. 
A         naliirat,  (A  camel)  abounding  in  milk. 

A         naliih,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Braying  (an  ass). 

A  U^Jj-ji  naliik,  Bold,  strong,  strenuous.  Pains- 
taking. Sharp,  penetrating  (sword).  Fierce,  fell 

(lion).  Of  a  handsome  form  or  noble  disposition. 

Strong  (camel),  and  fierce,  and  dangerous.  Nahih 

or  nuhayh,  A  kind  of  flea. 

p  tiiJ-Ji^  nuh-yah,  A  ninth  part,  one  of  nine. 

A  iiahim,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Checking  (camels) 
by  calling  to  them  to  quicken  their  pace.  Urging 

onward  (a  horse).  Roaring  (a  lion),  grunting  (an 

elephant).  Chiding,  threatening.  A  glutton. 

p  _jx^  nihiv,  Fear,  dread,  terror. 

A        nahls,  (Meat)  half-dressed. 

p  j3  nay,  A  pipe,  tube,  flute,  fife.  A  reed,  cane, 

pen.  The  windpipe,  throat,  gullet.  jSCi*  naysi 

shahar,  A  sugar-cane.  {j'}>SS>  f^J,  naysi  hindl,  A 
bamboo.  Nay  or  ne,  No,  not,  neither,  nor. 

A  nayy,  (v.  n.  of  (^y)  Becoming  fat  (a  ca- 

mel). Fat,tallow,fatness.iV^i?/,Raw(flesh).  Fatness. 

A  7iays,  (v.n.  of^'i)  Being  ill-dressed,  half- 
raw  (meat). 

p  Lju^  niya,  A  grandfather.  Maternal  uncle. 

Elder  brother.  A  sheath.   Power,  greatness. 

A  >Ui  niyas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 3)  Being  raw  (flesh). 
Rawness,  crudity, 

P  <— '^i^  niyah,  A  sheath,  scabbard.  A  vessel. 
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A  niyahat,  Turn,  period.    Order,  rank. 
Vicegerency,  deputyship.  Succession.  Niyahatan, 

Virtually,  really.  In  the  right  of  another. 

p j^ii  (-H^ljo  niyabat-dar,  A  lieutenant,  deputy. 
p  io\jJ  nayaba,  A  time,  a  turn. 

A  ̂Ij3  niyah,  (v.n.  of  for  ̂ y)  Lamenting, 
moaning.    Bemoaning  (the  loss  of  a  husband). 

A  Hs-Ijo  niyahat,  (v.  n.  of  for  )  Bemoan- 

ing (a  husband).  Lamentation,  complaint,  moan. 

AjIaJ  niyar,  (pi.  ofjli  nar')  Fires. 
p  liy)  tLojijljj  nayarast  hard,  He  could  not  do 

(it).  (Jl/jjjjljj  nayarast  sakht,  He  could 
not  make  (it)  effectual. 

p  t^^jj  nayai  i,  A  mistress  with  whom  one  is 

deeply  in  love. 

pjLi  niyaz,  Indigence,  poverty,  necessity.  Pe- 
tition, supplication,  prayer.  Inclination, wish,  long- 

ing appetite.  Greediness.   Dearness,  scarcity.  A 

friend.  A  gift,  present.  A  thing  dedicated.  Needy, 

wishful.  A  petitioner.  Sound,  whole.  Rough.  jLj 

niyaz  hardan.  To  pray  or  beg  submissively. 

jL3  niyaz  guzashtan,  To  give,  bestow.  ̂ 3 

jUi  bi  niyaz.  Content,  wanting  no  assistance. 
p  nayazaram,  I  will  not  or  do  not  afflict. 

I  will  not  or  do  not  sorrow. 

pjwl  jLj  niyaz-amez.  Suppliant,  begging. 
A  uiJjl-i  nayazik,  (pi.  of  i-^jo)  Short  spears. 

Pjl^jLi  niyazgar,  A  suppliant,  petitioner. 
p  ;Xi/cjLj  niyazmand,  Indigent,  supplicating, 

jjiiwij  iia/«jLi  niyazmand  shudan.  To  want,  to  be 
in  need.    To  petition,  beg,  supplicate. 

p  (_f  tXj^L>  niyazmandl,  Necessity,  indigence. 

Supplication. 
p  tiJwcjjl^  niyaziimand,  Indigent;  a  suppliant. 
p  niyazi,  A  lover.  A  friend.  A  mistress. 

Name  of  a  tribe  of  Afghans. 

p  ̂^.j^^  niyaziyan,  The  needy.  Lovers. 
p  nayazidan.  Not  to  want  or  desire ; 

not  to  covet.  Not  to  stretch  out  the  hand  to  take. 

Not  to  throw.  Not  to  complain.  Niyaz'idan,  To 
ask,  beg  a  thing  necessary,  supplicate.  To  observe. 

p  StiJijLi  nayazida,  One  who  does  not  stretch 
forth  his  band  (to  any  thing).  Niyazida,  Ill-dis- 

charged (arrow).  Inharmonious  (voice).  Badly- told  (story). 

A  niyasat,  A  moving  of  one's  self. 
A  niyat,  (pi.  al>y^  anwitat,  anwat, 

and  Is y  7iiit)  A  long  tract  of  desert  ground.  The 
string  of  a  bow  or  bottle,  by  which  they  are  hung 

up.  Heart-strings.  The  heart.  The  great  liver- 
vein  which  goes  through  the  body.  An  artery  in 

the  back.  (pi.  of  lay  nawt)  Things  hung  up  or 

pendulous.  an'  niyat,  Two  stars,  one  on 

each  side  of  the  Scorpion's  heart.  1*^^  wtlaiU 

mukatti^tu'n  niyat,  A  hare. 
A  (J-i'V'  nayatil,  (pi.  of  J.l=^)  Wine-measures. 

A        niya^  (pi.  of  ̂ 13  wa^?^)  Thirsty. 

jiya^niya^  Hungry,  famished  (persons). 
A  i — jL)  niyaf,  High  (castle) ;  long  and  tall 

(male  or  she-camel). 
A  I— >^  nayyaf,  Long-bunched  (camel). 

A  ̂jU)  niyah,  A  gi-ving  delight,  the  exciting  of 
admiration,  (pi.  of  ai'U  nakat)  She-camels,  (pi. 

of  j_^JJ  nik)  Tops,  ridges  of  mountains. 
A  O^Lj  niyahat,  (pl.of  ̂ jUi)  She-camels. 
Aijiy^nayyahjM-yjch  addicted  to  venery,  A  jack- 

ass, ^^jf^^  u^Jljli  nayyaku^l  hawas,The  kestril-hawk. 
niyagan,  (pi.  of  l-i  niya)  Grandsires. 

p  ..u  niyam,  A  sheath,  scabbard,  case.  The 
womb.  A  sinew.  A  bandage  for  a  broken  limb. 

The  plough-tail  or  handle.  The  middle  of  a  sword 

or  of  any  thing  else.  An  amulet,  charm  against  sor- 

cery. j»U>  niyami  chashm.  The  eyelid. 

A  pLi  niyam,  (v.  n.  ̂   for  j,y )  Sleeping,  fall- 
ing asleep.  Sleeping  (as  a  silkworm)  after  casting 

the  skin.  Sleep,  slumber.  Niyam,  (or  nuy- 

yam)  (pi.  of  jCU  nasini)  Sleepers,  persons  asleep. 
p  L3\  ̂ j,  nay-amba,  A  house  made  of  reeds. 
p         (J,  nay-amban,  A  bagpipe. 

p  (j^.Vz  ?W3/a?/w/i,Benediction,blessing.  Praise. 
Friendship,  affection. 

p  ̂ J j^JlS^  niyayishgari.  Praising. 
A  i_jkJO  nayb,  (v.  n.  of  <— -'u  for  i— >J0)  Striking 

on  the  canine-tooth.  Breeding  a  canine-tooth.  Nib, 

(pi.  of  (—-'13  nab)  Aged  (she-camels). 
p  i__-t3  nib,  A  particle  sometimes  added  to  words 

without  altering  the  sense. 

p  (JU^3  nepdl  or  naypal,  Name  of  a  country  to 
the  north  of  Bengal,  whence  good  musk  is  brought. 

P      fi^7iaynpanj,A  horse  under  fiveyearsold. 

Aji—p  niyat,  (or  'Lj  niyat)  (v.  n.  of  tiy)  In- 
tending, proposing,  aiming  at.  Preserving,  guard- 

ing (God).  Throwing  away  date-stones.  Niyat, 
Intention,  intent,  purpose,  design.  Resolution,  will. 

Desire,  wish.  Object  or  end  of  deliberation.  An 

institution.  Distance.  ̂ ;«»-  eJt\£-jf-  &1>  7iiyat  khayr 

^kibat  hhayr,  To  a  good  design,  good  success. 
A         nayt,  A  nodding  from  age  or  weakness. 

A  naytun.  Name  of  a  stinking  tree. 

A  i^]J^  naysuran.  Loquacious,  talkative. p  naycha,  A  tube,  a  small  pipe.  The  tube 

or  snake  of  the  Indian  apparatus  for  smoking  to- 

bacco, called  a  hookah.  S-y->  e^rf  naycha-band, 

A  maker  of  hooka-snakes.  i:^naycha-bandi, 

The  trade  of  a  naycha-band. 

A  ̂ -3  nayh,  The  induration  of  a  bone  after  it has  been  soft.  Nayh,  (or  nayhan)  The  wav- 
ing: of  the  branch  of  a  tree. 

A  ̂   nayyih,  Hard  and  solid  (bone).  ' A  'i—^^  nayyihat,  (One  wind)  blowing  opposite 

to  another  (distinct  from  'i^^  nasijat,  which  im- 
plies a  cross  wind). 

AjiiJO  naydar,  Name  of  the  city  of  Madina. 
p  naydafa,The  place  in  the  waistband  of 
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the  drawers  through  which  the  string  passes  which 

fastens  them.  A  piece  inserted  between  the  thighs 
of  tiie  breeches. 

A         nisdil,  Calamity,  mishap:  grave  affair. 

A  (Jji-j  mdul,  The  nightmare. 

p  t^^t-V-i  naijdalan,  The  nightmare.  Epilepsy. 
A  pipe,  flute. 

A  ̂^^-xli  nuda,  nisdi,  or  nudulan,  Nightmare. 

A  f^d^mdulan,nidalan,ornidilan,  Nightmare. 
A  !Jii.JO  nulah,  Indian  thorn. 

A  j6  nayr,  (v.  n.  of^li  for^)  Marking  (cloth) 

with  a  border  of  a  different  colour.  Nir,  (pl.jl*i\ 

anyar)  A  border  of  a  different  colour  from  the  gar- 

ment. (pl.jUi^  anyar-  and  (jVjO  niran)  A  yoke  for 
coupling  oxen.  The  hem  or  fringe  of  a  garment. 

The  woof  of  a  web.  Thread  tied  together.  A  reed. 

A  plain  track,  or  open  road.  A  furrow  or  rut  on 

the  highway  ;  also  the  way-side.  ̂ ^.J^  ~m  ni- 
rayn,  (Cloth)  marked  with  two  borders.  (A  man) 

of  double  strength.  {^..J^  Oli  zatu  nirayn,  Old 

(she-camel)  with  some  remains  of  strength. 
aJo  nayyir,  Bright,  clear.  Shining,  luminous. 

The  sun.  The  moon.  ̂ ^3ff-\j^>  nayyiri  a^am,The 
greater  luminary,  i.e.  the  sun. 

p  VjO  nira,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Fire, 

A niran,  (pi.  ofjl3  nar)  Fires,  (pi.  of^y  nur) 
Flames,  lights,  rays,  flashes,  (pi.  of ̂   nir)  Yokes. 

Hems  or  fringes  of  garments.    Woofs  of  a  web.' 
A  i—-^  nayrah,  Detraction,  slander.  Strong, 

hardy,  smart,  active  (man).  Wickedness,  evil. 

Nayrah,  (or  (_>jO  zu  nayrah)  Worthless,  ma- 
lignant (fellow). 

A  'iij^  nayrahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Whispering, 
calumniating,  backbiting.  Mixing  or  confounding 

(words).  Weaving.  Marking  (as  the  wind  does 

sand  or  water  with  long  furrows  or  scores). 

A  nayraha  ,  Evil,  misfortune,  calamity, 

A»jO  niyarat,  (pi.    Jo)  Fires  .  Rays,  flashes. 

A  'ij.>  nnyyirat,  A  palpable  blow,  throw,  or  shot 
conspicuous  to  all.  A  sorceress,  female  fascinator. 

A  nayraj,  A  ploughshare.  A  threshing- 
instrument  of  wood  or  iron.  A  whisperer,  slan- 

derer.   An  excellent  she-camel.   Swift.  Haste. 

p         n'lraj,  Any  thing  marcid  or  withered. 
A  iiayrajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Being  irre- 

solute, hesitating,  wavering,  fluctuating  in  opinion. 

Lying  with.    Talebearing,  detraction,  slander. 

A  iJjfJnayrazat,{Y.n.o{jjO  Q,  derived  from  the 

Persianjjj  y  naro  roz)  Bringing  a  new-year's  gift. 
p  i^Jjf^  nayarzad,  Is  not  worth. 

fiti'akf  Fascination,  fraud.  Talisman. 
p        nayram,  NarTman  father  of  Sam. 

P  niranj,  Magic,  necromancy,  enchant- 

ment. A  talisman.  Fraud,  deceit,  stratagem.  His- 
tory. One  who  recites  histories.  An  exorcist,  a 

necromancer.  Fascination. 

A  C->\djo  nlranjat,  Incantations,  fascinations. 
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P  '-^-^^•J  nirang  or  nayrang,  Fascination,  incan- 
tation, magic,  sorcery,  deception.  Deceit,  pretence. 

Origin,  i-oot.  The  first  rude  sketch  of  a  picture. 
A  miracle  J  any  thing  new.  i.f_^3_jOj^.  \L^i^firang\ 

fur  nirang,  The  wily  Franks. 

pjl**j  i-i^^  nayrang-saz,  Magician,  juggler. 

p  t^jl***  \.tJ>ijf>  nayrang-sazi,  Deceit,  subtlety. 
p  nayrangi,  Magic.  Deceitfulness. 

p  liyjO  riirnud,  A  discovery  made  by  thought. 

p jjO  nirv,,  Strength, power.  Possibility,  proba- 

bility. Manure,  jjb  tJ'jjO  mri/?/i  Z)a~M,Strengthof 
arm.  (^^j*^  (j*^^*^        niru  dadan  ha  sargin,  To 
hearten  (land)  by  manure,  to  manure,  i^^j^ 

niru  giriffan,To  acquire  strength,  to  wax  powerful.  ' 

aJ_j^  nayruz,  (from  pjjjy)  New-year's  day. 
p ̂ ^j^  nirufar,  Nenuphar,  the  water-lily. 
V ci^^j'Onirumand,  Powerful:  rich, prosperous. 

p  (^/ti.xojjO  nirumandi.  Power,  strength. 
p        nira,  An  earthen  churning-vessel. 

pj>^  niriz,  A  town  famous  for  the  manufac- 
ture of  muskets.    Name  of  a  note  in  music. 

A      joJ^     ?m'?«  wir(3?/w,  Doubly  strong  (man). 

A  f^>.Jii  nayyirayn,  (dual  oblique  oi jl>  nay- 
yir) Both  luminaiies,  sun  and  moon. 

pjO  ms,  Also,  likewise,  even,  too.  Again.  Aft- 
erwards. 

P  Jj  t3  nayzar,  A  reed-bed,  cane-plantation. 
A  t— -'jO  nayzah,  A  buck.    An  ox. 

A  ̂ yj  nayzaj,  The  privities  of  a  female  when 
the  clitoris  is  long  and  erect. 

A  (^_jO  nayzah,  (p  t'j^  neza^  A  javelin. 
PudJjO  nezak,  A  javelin,  short  spear,  demi-lance, 

p  (jj  (3  nay-zan,  A  piper,  fifer,  flutist. 
p  i'jO  neza,  A  short  spear,  demi-lance,  javelin, 

dart,  pike.  A  piece  of  reed  from  which  pens  are 

made.  A  standard,  ensign.  1  tjjO  nezad  ati- 

sliin.  The  sun's  rays  when  rising  or  setting.  JjO 

neza  hahaf,T^\-\e  sun  illuminating  the  world, 
^las-        nezad  hhatti,  A  straight  spear. 

pjb  8^  neza-haz,  A  spearman.    A  jouster. 

p  (3j^  5jO  neza-hazi,  A  throwing  of  the  spear. 

Pj^tijJ  5jO  neza-hardar,  A  spearman. 
Vj\i^  Jjo  neza-dar,A.YT[)e^  with  a  spear,spearman. 
p       Jjo  neza-zan,  A  spearman. 

Pj>  tjO  nezagar,  A  spearmaker. 
p         8jO  nezagari,  The  art  of  making  spears. 

v jJi  mj,  Convolvulus.  Ivy.  Ardent  love. 

p  Sji>  nija,  Frankincense,  perfume.  A  parasi- 
tical plant. 

Pj^\^)  nisahitr,  The  capital  of  Khurasan. 
p  f^j\.^i.}  nisart,  A  soldier.  The  military,  or 

second  of  the  four  orders  into  which  Jamshed,  an 

ancient  Persian  monarch,  divided  his  subjects. 

F  naysan,  Like,  resembling.  Nisan,  Dis- 

cord, opposition.  A  false  promise,  a  lie  ;  the  time 

when  a  promise  is  broken. 

p  jjLmJ^  naysan,  A  Syrian  month  which  cor- 
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responds  to  April.  ̂ J*^  Cj\JaJ  hatarati  naysan, 

Drops  of  spring-rain,  which  they  believe  to  pro- 
duce pearls  if  they  fall  into  shells,  and  venom  if 

they  drop  upon  serpents. 
A  (_.,<... o  naysab.  Vestiges.  A  track  made  by 

ants.  Naysab,  (or^jlju^)Astraight  or  plain  road. 
A  *A-*J0  naysahat,  (v.  n.  of  l-*— Q)  Whisper- 

ing, acting  as  a  tell-tale  (between  two  persons). 
p  2UumX>  nisba,  A  layer,  course  of  turf  in  a  wall. 

p  ms^,  It  is  not.  Nought.  Annihilation. 

nist  hase.  There  is  nobody.  j»Jw*x)  nis- 
^fl?n,,  I  am  not.  ̂ jkL^jJ  wis^ecZ,  You  are  not.  d*— JJ 

(j^^jii  7iist  shudan.  To  perish,  to  be  annihilated. 

(ji^ hardan.  To  dissipate,  squander. 
nist gardanidan,To  demolish,  de- 

stroy, ruin,  annihilate,  kill. 

p  jjljL».jJ  naystan,  A  canebrake,  reed-bed.  A 
sugai'-plantation,  field  of  sugar-cane. 
p  C^  -  t^  nist-kun,  Annihilate  thou.  An 

annihilator. 

p  euLjJ  nista,  Nought,  nothing.  There  is  not. 

p  ̂ _^M*x>  nisfi,  Nullity,  non-existence.  Annihi- 
lation, ruin,  destruction,  destitution.  Thou  art  not. 

A  j»*»JO  naysam,  A  defaced  path.  A  gentle 
breeze.  The  smell  of  milk  or  grease.  A  swift  kind 
of  bird  green  about  the  upper  part. 

p  ̂ *"J^  nisu,  (or  b  j*^^  nisHya)  A  lancet. 

A  i^y^  nisun.  Anise. p  ̂jS>JO  nesh,1he  sting  (especially  of  a  venomous 
animal).  A  sharp  point.  A  lancet,  scalpel,  probe. 

A  puncture.  A  sign,  signal,  mark.  An  ensign,  ban- 
ner. A  kind  of  date.  Poison,  ^jiij  nesh  za- 

dan.  To  sting,  prick. 

A  (j£>x>  nish,  (in  Morocco)  An  apricot. 

PjyLijJ  ms/ia&Mr,Name  of  a  city  in  Khurasan. 

Vi^j^\z^nishapiirali,l!iQ.me  of  a  note  in  music. 
p  nishan,  A  sign,  spot,  mark. 

pJULj^  ncshtar,  A  lancet. 
Pi^^x> nishtan,({ov (j^Zi^  nivisktan)To  write. 

p  [^J^>  nesh-zan,  A  stinger.  An  incendiary. 
One  who  inflames  disputes,  a  tell-tale. 

p       ̂ jiJ^  nesh-zani,T!he  exciting  of  quarrels. 
p  neshak,  A  debtor. 

p jiwJJ  nay-shakar.  Sugar-cane.  las-jijLiJ 
nay-shakari  hhatt,  (or  i^s-  hhadd)T\\e  first  appear- 

ance of  a  beard. 

p  (^^^^  nishmin,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  woman. 
p  j-ijj  nishii,  A  kind  of  plum.  A  lancet.  A  flute. 
p  naysha,  A  small  reed.    A  pipe,  flute, 

bagpipe.  Nisha,  A  kind  of  plum. 
A  (^jj  nays,  A  gentle  motion.    A  hedgehog. 

A  (^jj  nayz.  The  pulse.  Pulsation. 
A  (Jioij  niszil,  A  misfortune :  a  portent,  prodigy. 

A  nuyt,  (v.  n.  of  la  13  forlajo)  Being  far  oft', 
distant.  The  last  breath  ;  death.  Dead.  Afuneral. 

Heart-strings.laA^b  sl^Oj  ramahullaJi  hi'n  nayt, 
May  God  pierce  his  heart-strings  !  i.e.  slay  him. 



A  ]a!h  nayyit,  A  well  whose  waters  flow  in  at 

the  sides  (not  from  the  bottom). 

A         nayyitat,  A  camel  sent  for  provisions. 

A ̂ ^5;  nutir,  Evil,  calamity,  misfortune.  A 
shrewd,  clever  fellow. 

A  ̂j^lxJ  naytarun,  Borax. 
A  ̂y^^  naytal,  A  large  urn  or  bucket.  A  very 

subtle  man.  One  who  has  long  genitals.  Wine.  A 

wine-measure.  Naytal  and  ratal,  A  misfortune, 
p  riital,  A  weight  of  seven  drachmas. 

A  (JslaAJ  nifiilfA.  sore  calamity.  A  subtle  fellow. 

A  ̂   nay^  Inclination,  leaning,  waving. 
A  I  hx)  nayyif,  (or  i— ftJO  nayf)  Excess,  surplus, 

redundancy.  Some  (from  one  to  three).  Any  num- 
ber between  one  decimal  and  another.  Excellence, 

goodness,  beneficence,    i— j  ^shara  ma 

nayyif,  Upwards  of  ten. 

p  IfljO  nefa,  A  breeches-belt,  the  part  of  the 
drawers  through  which  the  string  runs  to  tie  them 
round  the  loins  with. 

A  ,_^%>  nayfak,  Open  or  loose  part  of  breeches. 
p  Usui  nefa,  A  place  at  the  top  of  the  drawers 

through  which  the  string  passes  which  fastens  them. 

A  breeches-belt  or  strap.  White  cloth  or  fine  linen. 

A  square  wrapper  in  which  wearing-apparel  is  folded 

up.  Belly-skin  of  any  animal.  Fur  of  any  animal. 

A  fox.  (jiij^ 6SLj^  nefa  sust  kardan,  (To 

loosen  the  waistband)  To  prepare  to  rest  one's  self. 

A^jjj  nth,  (v.  n.  4of  ̂ \ ,  irreg.)  Delighting,  ex- 
citing admiration.  Pleasure,  complacency,  (pi. 

JjUi  niyak,  Jj^-i^  anyak,  and  nuyuh)  The 
summit  of  a  mountain. 

A        nayyik,  One  who  lives  delicately. 

A  nlkat,  Delicacy  in  eating.  Elegance  in 

clothes.    Neatness  in  executing  any  thing. 

A  udJu)  nayk,  A  lying  with.  Coition. 
p  (.dL)  nek.  Good,  beautiful,  excellent.  Lucky, 

much,  many.  Very,  exceedingly.  liJ  j  ̂-^^  nek 

u  bad,  Good  and  bad.  Nayak,  (dimin.  of  ̂ ^  nay) 
A  small  reed  or  pen. 

p       nekd,  Good,  beautiful,  elegant. 

pjis^\  <-dS-0  nek-akhtar,  Of  good  star,  lucky. 
p  '•^^  nek-akktari,  Goodness  of  fortune. 
p  nekan,  (pi.  of  (.dJui  nek)  Good  (men). 

p  nek-andesh,  A  well-wisher. 

pjb  i-iJ^  nek-baz.  Virtuous,  of  good  actions. 

pLl*2i^^^  we^-&aA7if,Fortunate,august,happy, 
blest.    Of  good  disposition. 

p  ui)b  <^:L^  nek-pak.  Virtuous. 

p  "-^^^  nek-post.  Of  the  best  leather. 

V  j^'^  nektar,  Better.  nektarin.  Best. 

p       ̂ -^^  nek-tan.  Sleek-skinned  (horse). 

p  CL*^.oi>-  udJuJ  nek-khaslat,  Of  good  habits. 

p  nek-khu,  {nek-khu,  nek-kho,  or  ̂^^^^ 

nek-khuy)  Of  good  dispositions  or  habits ;  humane, 

polite,  good-natured,  well-bred. 

p  s^j^i^weA-^AwaA, Well-wishing,  benevolent. 
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affectionate,  friendly,  faithful,  grateful.  ̂ ^\^^^ 
nek-khwahl,  Benevolence. 

P  {J>^     ̂.V*  nek-khuH,  Kindness,  humanity. 
P  d.obiiuii.  j  nek-diyanat.  Pious,  devout. 

p  O^i         nek-zat.  Of  good  breed  or  temper. 

Pjj  (-^^  neh-rav,  Good-paced  (horse). 
p  JICjJ         neh-sigal,  Benevolent. 
P  C^j<>*»  (-il*)  nek-sirat,  Virtuous,  moral. 

p  J\3  uiLi  nek-fai,  Of  h  appy  omen. 

p      y  ''^^  neh-farjam,  Of  happy  end. 

p  J\a         nek-kal,  Well-spoken. 

Pj^  1-^^  nek-kar,  Well-doer.  Beneficent. 
nek-kirdar,  Beneficent, 

p        <-^.'^  nek-goy,  (or  guy)  Eloquent. 

Pjjo.^  '-^.".^  nek-mahzar.  Good-natured. 
p  i^jio  t^Ju^  neh-mard,  A  good  man. 

p  J^xi^         nek-manza?;  Handsome,  comely. 
>nek-nam,A  good  name, celebrity.  Hav- 

ing a  good  name:  famous,  renowned,  celebrated. 

nek-nami,  Reputation,  a  good  name 

(said  to  be  au3l3  C>Ias>-  hayatisaniya,  A  second  life) . 

p  f^jt*!L>  *-d^  nek-nafs,  Of  a  virtuous  soul, 
p  (il^  "-^^  nek-nihad,  Of  good  disposition, 

p  uL*^     '^^^  nek-nlyat.  Well-intentioned, 
p  ̂SCj  ne^M  or  neko.  Good.  Beautiful,  elegant. 

Much.  Well.  Excellently,  elegantly. 

neku  amadan,  To  please,  appear  beautiful,  ̂ ^-i 

^jp-i>\j  neku  ddshtan.  To  approve,  esteem.  ̂ '^^ 

^^di^nekv,  kardan,To  behave  beneficently,  do  well, 

j^ii  ̂ii       zani  neku-dakan,  A  woman  with  a 
charming  mouth  or  sweet  breath. 

neku-adab,  Well-mannered,polite. 
p  neko-bakht.  Fortunate,  happy, 

p  JU-  ̂SCi  neko-hdl,  In  a  good  situation.  In 
excellent  health. 

Ajj^  naykur,  Unknown  (road), 

p  jj       neko-rav.  Fleet,  going  well.  Neko-ru, Of  beautiful  countenance. 

p  {J^j        neko-ravi,  Fleetness. 
PjWi  ̂iCj  neku-siyar.  Well-disposed. 

p  J6 ̂i^>  neko-kar,  A  benefactor.  Benevolent. 

Pjj-j^  ̂iCi  neko-kdrl.  Benevolence, 
p  eiWjM!        neku-mu^mala,  A  fair  dealer. 

F         _jsCj  neku-niyat.  Well-intentioned, 

p  neku-nlyatl.  Good  intention, 

p  j^b_jXO  nekuydn.  The  good,  the  virtuous, 

p  (3^^  nekufi.  Elegance.  Goodness.  A  bene- 
fit, kindness,  fa^^our,  gift.  SiiJu^ nehuii  ku- 

nanda.  Beneficent. 

p  neki.  Goodness,  piety,  virtue,  probity. 

Charitableness,  beneficence.  Beauty,  elegance, 

p negawhar.  Accident  (philosophically). 

A        nayl,  (v.  n.  of  Jb  for  J-j)  Obtaining, 

acquiring,  taking,  reaching.    Being  munificent, 
liberal.  Whatever  one  acquires.    A  gift,  p 

^d^naylkardan,To  obtain,getat.  To give,bestow. 

A  p  |J*i  ml,  The  river  Nile.  The  indigo-plant. 

A  blue  colour,  indigo  (with  that  and  the  gall  of 

an  ox  the  pilgrims  mark  their  arms).  A  fumiga- 

tion of  wild  rue.  p  Jsa)  nili  khumi  ds- 

fndn,  (or  uills  mlifalak)  Blackness  of  the  sky. 
A  bad  presage,  sinister  accident. 

p  i-->!lL>  n'lldb,  The  river  Attock  or  Indus. 

p  ij--^-^  nil-andud,  (or  p\i  ,_)-0  ml-fdm) 
Azure,  blue,  cerulean.  Livid,  obscure. 

Pj^L)  nilupar,  The  water-lily. 
A  SL)  naylat,  Whatever  any  one  obtains. 

A  ̂   nilaj,  (from  p  mla)  The  dried  juice or  sediment  of  the  indigo-plant.  Indigo. 

p^flLj  riilufar.  The  water-lily. 
p  uLlLi  nllak,  (dim.  of  nil)  A  little  blue, 

blueish.  Blue,  as  the  fingers  with  cold.  Pinching. 

p  jl^Li  nil-gdw,  The  white-footed  antelope  of 
Pennant,  and  antelope  picta  of  Pallas. 

p  (jii;^  lS nilgari  kardan,  To  cause  grass 

to  grow. 

p  (^^)u'>  ml-gun,  A  blue  colour,  cerulean.  The face  of  the  heavens.  A  cloud  fraught  with  rain. 

^^^]J>J<  bahri  nilgun,  The  Black  or  Euxine  Sea. 

Ifciij).  nilgun-pardahd,  (pbtf-  (j^^i^o  nilgun- 
kkaydm,  or  Usj  {jy^^  mlgun-witd)  The  sky. 

p        mlarn,  A  sapphire. 

A         nllanj,  Smoke  of  fat  which  stains  green. 

p  Cjj)^  nilubarg,  (j.>,yl^  nilupar,  J-J.^^ 

mlilpalfji^^  nilvfar,  and  Ji^J^  nilufal)  The  wa- 
ter-lily. j.jjJi~o  f^^^  jashni  nllufar,  A  festival 

held  on  the  seventh  day  of  ti^ii^  khurddd. 

A^S_jLi  naylufar,  The  water-lily. p  &L>  wiZa,  Dried  juice  or  sediment  of  the  in- 

digo-plant.  Blue.  A  colour  in  horses  or  mules. 

A  ̂ LS  niUy,  Belonging  to  the  Nile.  Blue,  li- 
vid, blackish. 

PjSl        wtZi-ia/jr,  {i^j!.  ̂   niU-parda, 
5^  mil  kukka,  or y^jii       nlk-dawdsir)  Thesky. 

p  j,jb  nlm,  A  half.  The  middle.  A  sort  of  tree 
in  India  whose  leaves  are  good  in  cases  of  wounds. 

^jiLJ  ̂   nimi  taslim,  Half  a  salutation,  made  by placing  the  hand  on  the  breast  and  stooping  the 

head.  A  complete  salutation  {^^t^^  tamdmi 
taslim)  is  made  by  putting  the  hand  to  the  ground 

and  raising  it  to  the  forehead.  ^  nimishab, 

Midnight.  &1mj>  ̂ jj  ganduminlm-hurushta, Green  wheat  half-toasted  in  the  ears. 

A  pjj  ntm,  Any  thing  good,  the  comforts  or  con- veniences of  life.  A  familiar  friend,  in  whom  one 

trusts.  A  soft  garment.  Velvet,  satin.  A  coat  of 

mail.  A  worn-out  jacket  made  of  a  skin.  Night- 
clothes.  Bed-clothes.  Marks  resembling  steps  made 

by  the  wind  on  sand.  Name  of  a  tree  of  which 

they  make  arrows. 

A|*Si  nuyyamoTniyam,  (pi.  ofj»>b  ndnm)  Sleep- 
ers, (pi.  of  's^Xi  ndfimat)  Sleeping  (women). 

p  iilc3  nlmdd.  Judgment,  discrimination. 

p  pJO  nlm-dstln.  An  upper  robe  with 



half  sleeves,  often  made  of  gold  and  silver  tissue, 

p  ^  tnm-ishkanl,  A  kind  of  sweetmeat. 
p  tl**>>JJ  j,JO  mm-bidist,  Half  a  span.  The  dis- 

tance between  the  point  of  the  thumb  and  tip  of  the 

extended  fore-finger.  A  small  pillow. 

p  (,j*>j^        iiim-hurush,  (or  pX)  riim- 
burusht)  A  poached  egg  (half-boiled). 
p  nim-bismil,  Half-slaughtered. 

p  e^Jo,  ̂   nim-parcha,  Hemiplegy. 
p  ul*!^       nlm-pukht,  Parboiled.  Half-ripe. 

p  5jJs£  ̂   nvn-pukhta,  Parboiled. 

p  j>_  ̂jO  nim-pur,  Half-full. 
V  ̂ j>,  riim-partav,  Half-shining,  i.e.  the 

moon  or  stars  when  giving  a  feeble  light. 

A  mmat,  Sleep,  slumber.  A  night's  lodging. 
A  manner  of  sleeping.  Supineness,  negligence. 

p  ̂\!>  pJL>  nim-taj,  An  ornamental  head-dress 
for  a  spouse. 

p  L^J<9^  nimtark,  A  helmet.  Nimtarah,  A 
low  voice. 

p  pjo  nim-tan,  (or  ajj  nim-tana)  The 
Creator.  A  short  garment  or  shirt;  a  vest  worn 

by  the  eastern  monks,  called  Calendars,  which 

reaches  to  the  lower  part  of  the  belly. 

p  sJ  ̂   nim-tih,  Half  a  load.  Divided  in  two. 
p  nim-jnn,  Half-dead  (with  fright). 

p  ̂ j'^  nim-jawan,  A  middle-aged  man. 
An  unbroke  horse. 

p  lLX****  ̂   pJp  nim-jaw-sang,  The  weight  of 
half  a  grain. 

p  i^y^  pjj  riim-josh,  Coddled. 
^x)  mm-chasht,  Breakfast :  lunch. 

p         ̂   nim-charkh,  A  kind  of  bow. 
p  B.^^  mmcha,  A  short  upper  garment.  A 

small,  little,  or  short  sword,  musket,  or  bow. 

p  S^;^  mm-chihra,  (or  ̂   nim-tan)  A 
species  of  imaginary  being,  having  half  a  face,  one 

eye,  one  arm,  one  foot :  it  is  male  and  female ;  the 

male  having  the  right  hand,  foot,  &c.,  the  female 

the  left :  when  united  they  resemble  one  human 

figure :  when  separate  they  are  supposed  to  run 

with  amazing  velocity  on  one  foot,  and  are  consi- 
dered as  very  dangerous  and  cruel. 

p  \Sxic  t3l^       mm-khdnan  mind,  The  sky. 

p  «J.l5>-  pjj  riim-khdya,  A  cupola,  dome.  The vault  of  heaven. 

p  j*J^  nim-hlmdb,  Half-asleep,  dozing. 

p  i^j^-i>-  ̂   mm-khwurd,  (or  ii^jy^  ̂   nim- 
hhwurda)  Half-eaten  or  gnawed,  what  is  left  on 
the  plates  after  meals,  the  remains  of  victuals,  orts. 
Toasted  wheat. 

P  Ll^**Jii  ̂   nim-dast,  A  small  cushion,  pillow. 

pjljo.ii  ̂   ntm-dlndr,  The  lip  of  a  mistress. 

p  CLM*i\j  ̂   mm-rdst,  Name  of  a  musical  note. 

p  ^  mm-rdzi,  Half-satisfied. 

p  5^  j»JJ  nim-rdh,  Half-way,  mid-way. 

p  ̂   ̂mm-rukh,  (or  ijX^^j  ̂   nlm-rukh- 
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sdra)  A  half-face,  a  side-face,  a  profile. 

p  mm-ras,  Half-ripe. 

p  lL^)j  j^Jki  nlm-rang,  A  secondary  or  hetero- 
geneous colour. 
p  nim-ru-khdki,  Lying  with  one 

side  of  the  face  on  the  ground. 

pjjjc3  nim-roz,  Mid-day.  Name  of  the  pro- 
vince of  Sistan.  A  species  of  money.  Name  of  a 

note  in  music.  The  twenty-ninth  of  the  barbud. 

Jj 5^ii^.  j)ddshdhi  riim-roz,  The  sun.  Muham- 
mad. ^^^\**)  itultdni  riim-roz,  The  prince  of 

the  meridian,  i.e.  the  sun. 

p        ^  nim-roza,  Of  half  a  day. 

p       |»J0  nini-zdl,  A  middle-aged  woman. 

p  (JU*)  pjo  nim-sdl,  A  middle-aged  man. 
p  ii:iSUn  ̂   nim-sufta,  Half-bored.  An  unfi- 

nished speech.  Covered  over,  hidden.  A  gentle 
trickling  or  exudation. 

p  pjo  nim-sohhta,  (or 
f*J  mm- sohht)  A  piece  of  burnt  cloth.  Half-burnt. 

vjy*>  pj3  nim-soz,  Half-roasted,  scorched, 
p    Js=kZ»  ̂   nim-shakari,  A  sweetmeat, 

p  it^j^i  ̂   nim-fusurda,  Half-frozen. 

V  J6  ̂   nim-kdr,  Half-used,  worn, 
p  ij^       nhn-kdra,  An  apprentice.    A  hired 

servant.    A  thing  unfinished,  incomplete. 

p  sm>^  pjj  nim-husa,  A  kind  of  semi-globular 
wooden  dish. 

V ^  riim-kuz,  Hump-backed  (man), 

p  ̂ ji       nlm-garm,  Milk-warm,  lukewarm, 
p  ujy^XjO  nim-ldtutiyd,  Blue  vitriol. 

riim-lahza,  An  affair  of  a  moment. 
Half  a  moment. 

p  cLXl)  jsjo  nim-Ung,  A  case  for  a  bow.  A  quiver. A  bow.  As  much  as  a  beast  of  burden  carries  on  one 

side,  half  an  ass-load.  Good,  well,  fair,  handsome, 

p  l^ja  pjji  riim-murda.  Half-dead, 

p  |»JJ  yiim-mast,  Half-drunk, 
p  »j\  j       nim-neza,  Short  spear,  demi-lance, 

p      Tiimii,  A  stone  found  in  the  gall-bladders 
of  cows.    Any  antidote  taken  out  of  animals. 

Pj^*j  nimur,  Membrum  virile, 
p  ««0  nima,  A  half.    Hemiplegy.    A  half  or 

short  under-garment.  A  lady's  veil,  through  which 
only  the  eyes  are  seen,    ti^j       nimati  rah,  Mid- 

way. &<j  nimasi  dinar,  The  lip  of  a  mistress. 

^(^J^&ei  nima  kardan,  To  half-fill.  ̂ J<^  a^ 
ba  du  nima  shudan.  To  be  parted  in  twain. 

p  f^j^ui  I  s.^  nima-dsfin,  Half-sleeved.  A  kind 

of  jacket. 

Pj>  »<o  nima-pur.  Half-full. 

p  plj^  i>.«^  mma-shdm,  Evening. 
p  ̂y>,Sxi  &*vi  nima-hindil,  The  new  moon. 

p  id^ i-s^  nlma-karda,  Half-filled,  half-done. 

P  j*Jii  nim-hildl.  The  lip  of  a  mistress. 
p  li^xj  nindd,  Patience. 

p         3  nayndk,  Abounding  in  hollow  reeds. 

A  jjUxi  nindn,  (pi.  of        niin)  Fishes. 

Pj^y  (3  nay-nawdz,  A  piper. 
^  naynufar,  A  water-lily,  nenuphar. 

A  t^j'y^  ninaroa',  Nineveh. 
P  (_?yf;>  ninuwi,  Nineveh.    Fresh  butter, 

p  (_5l^j^3     nay-nihdwatuU,  Name  of  a  black and  bitter  medicinal  cane. 

SY         mnhjd.  Anise. 

p^jo  7iev,  Intrepid,  bold,  brave,  warlike  ;  a  hero, 

champion.  A  canal,  aqueduct,  mill-dam.  The  tube 

through  which  the  meal  or  flour  runs  when  grind- 

ing. Nayu,  Straight.  Niyu,  A  kind  of  cinnamon. 
Intelligent,  prudent,  learned.  Warlike.  Power, 

strength.    An  instrument. 

A  nuyui,  (or  s  )yj  nuyusat)  (v.  n.  of  )  Be- 
ing half-raw  or  only  half-dressed  (meat).  Rawness. 
p  li^^JO  nevdd.  Courage. 

Pj^^xi  niwdr.  The  sky,  atmosphere. 

p  ij^^yi  newdra,  A  rolling-pin. 

A  U-^_ja3  nuyHb,  (pi.  of  ndb)  Canine-teeth. 
Aged  she-camels.    Princes,  chiefs. 

A  ̂^J^>nayyub,  An  aged  she-camel.  The  leader 
of  the  people,  head  of  a  family. 

P  ij'^.j^ii^  nayanbdridan,  Not  to  fill,  throw 
in,  or  swallow. 

p  i^J^^  nivtash,  Venery. 

^J^i^  wif^wr,  Pride,  arrogance,  vain-glory. 
Beings,  creatures.  The  universe. 

J'i^  wiva?'2  nivdr,  Productions  of  the  sky,  such 
as rainbows,meteors,comets,  snow,  rain,and  the  like. 

p  ii];^Jj>  nivrdd.  Order,  method,  arrangement. 
p  i5l»*»ji>  niyOsdd,  Eternal,  perpetual. 

F  p^yo  nivsHm,  An  insatiable  appetite. 
p  «z_yos/t.  Listen.  A  listener.  Attention. 

p  l^yo  niyoshd,  A  listener.  One  who  retains 
any  thing  in  his  memory.  One  who  does  any  thing 

of  great  importance. 
p  83.i»<i_jx)  niyo  or  niymhanda,  A  listener. 
p  niyusha  or  niyosha.  Attention,  listen- 

ing. Weeping  with  sobbing.  A  listener,  eaves- 

dropper, (jii/  niyusha  kardan.  To  listen, 

hear,  play  the  eaves-dropper. 

p  (j;ia^yJ  niyushidan  or  niyoshidan.  To  lend 
an  ear,  listen,  hear.  To  weep  and  sob.  To  read. 

To  hope  for  any  thing.  To  murmur,  sob,  cry  si- 

lently. To  seek,  investigate,  examine. 

p  St>JuI>yL>  niyushida,  Heard.  Hearsay. 

p  tijw'^x)  niyihhin.  To  be  listened  to. 
A  J^aS  nuyuh,  (pi.  of  Jjx>)  Tops  of  mountains. 

p  i^^JO  niyuh,  A  bride. 
Pii^yj  ?iew-marc?,Awarlikeman.  Prudent,wise. 
p  4ij_jJO  niwand,  Understanding.  Niwand,  (or 

jfj*  lioyo  niwandi  maryam)  A  kind  of  wild  rue. 
p  (Jt>^.^^i_JJO  niyundidan,l!o  mix.  To  rush  upon, 

shew  courage. 

p  neva,  Crying,  lamentation,  grief,  fyj 
&jM4^  nevasi  chamina,  The  power  which  the  soul 



has  to  quit  the  body  and  to  return  to  it. 

A  »jj  nayh,  (v.  n.  of  »13  for  iuj)  Being  high. 

Causing  surprise.  Giving  pleasure. 

A  ̂ J>  nuy,  (pi.  J^i  nisvj^  A  trench  cut  round  a 

tent  to  keep  off  rain-water. 

A       n'ls,  Raw  or  half-cooked  flesh. 
p  ̂ ^->  nayi,  A  player  on  the  flute. 

A       nasiy,  Distant. 

A  WM_j/fl?/&,(dim.of  ̂ K>nab)  Petty  chiefs. 

A  CLaajo  (v.  n.  of  C->u)  Roaring,  bellow- 
ing loudly.  Envying. 

A^j  naiij,  (v.  n.  of  Blowing  and  whis- 
tling (the  wind).  The  blowing  of  the  wind  with  a 

loud  or  hissing  noise. 

A  l-i^  naUshan,  At  length,  lastly, 

jL^\  naiishan  mini'n  nahar,  At  the  end  of  the  day. 
A  la_.»A3  nant,  (v.  n.  oflsU)  Crying.  Breathing 

hard.  The  hard  breathinor  of  an  overloaded  beast. 

A  ̂y^i)  naUl,  (v.  n.  of  Ju)  Going,  jumping,  or 

skippingalong,and  moving  the  head  upward;  shak- 
ing the  head  when  trotting.  Behoving.  Envying. 

p  (J-*.)  nayil,  A  flag,  standard.  Large  and  fat. 

Good,  handsome,  elegant.  Prudent,  intelligent. 

A  jfcjui  nafim,  (v.  n.  of  ̂,0)  Groaning,  breathing 
hard.  Lamenting.  Twanging  (a  bow-string).  Roar- 
ing(a  lion).  Bleating  (a  deer).  A  weak,gentlevoice. 

p         naiin,  Made  of  reeds,  reeden.  Not  this. 

J  warn,  (^_j  nu,  or  j^j  ream,  in  Persian  ■?;av)The 
twenty-sixth  letter  of  the  Arabic,  and  the  thirtieth 

of  the  Persian  alphabets.  In  arithmetic  it  denotes 

6 ;  and  in  the  Ephemerides  it  is  the  character  for 

Fj'iday  and  the  sign  Libra. 
This  letter  is  sometimes  a  consonant ;  when  it 

is  one  of  the  labial  letters,  having  the  sound  of  the 

English  w  or  v.  It  is  also  one  of  the  iZJiS-  u->jjs>- 

hurnji  ̂ Uat,  or  weak  letters;  when  it  serves  with 
the  vowel-point  dX'>o  zamma  and  &^  fatha,  written 
over  the  preceding  consonant,  to  form  the  long 

vowels  0,  u,  and  aiv,  or  au.  The_j  being  homoge- 

neous witli  zamma,  when  a  quiescent  j  imme- 
diately follows  that  vowel  it  only  prolongs  its 

sound,  and  the  result  is  a  simple  long  vowel.  That 

vowel  may  be  either  o,  as  in  "  more,"  and  ou  in 

"though,"  or  M,  as  in  "rule,"  and  ou  in  "through." 

The  former  is  called  J^^mo^'/iwZ  (Unknown,  con- 
cealed), either  because  it  does  not  occur  in  the  Ara- 

bic language,  or  because  the  sound  of  5^*0  zamma 

is  obscured  by  an  admixture  of  s-^  fatha.  It  is 

also  called  j\j  rcawiovvavi  farsi,  ov 

a^amifi.e.  Persian  roaw.  The  latter,  from  its  oc- 
curring in  Arabic,  and  exhibiting  the  full  sound 

of  ;?fljnwa,  is  called  (_«Sjj»/c  wo^rw/",  (Known). 
When  quiescent  J  rvaw  follows  a  letter  having  the 
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vowel  &^  fatha,  (^jlla*  JJJ  l«  ̂^1*^  j\j  rvawi 
sakini  ma  kabl  maftuh)  it  forms  the  diphthong  aw 

or  au,  like  the  words  "  our,  owl ;"  as,  yawm,  A 
day.  After  the  vowel kasr  it  rarely  occurs. 

In  certain  instances  _j  rvaw,  though  written,  is 

not  pronounced.  Thus  (1)  in  the  words  du, 

"  two  ;"  y  tu,  "  thou ;"  y>-  chu,  "  when ;"  &c.,  the 
sounds  are  simply  those  of  zamma  without  pro- 

longation, as  in  this  line  of  Nazami,  jj,-*^^ ̂  ̂  

i^y-  '>  jo-fi  I  chu  tu  gar  kase  hashad,  an  ham tu/i,  where  the  first  syllable  is  short.  This  is  called 

s.X'O  j\j  "roawi  bayani  zamma.  (2)  After  ̂  
hhe,  moveable  ̂ Jj^j  zabar,  (or  sometimes  by ji^j 
zir  and  pesA)  on  the  one  hand;  and  the  letters 

\  alif,  li  dal,j  re, J  ze,  ̂ j**  sin,  shin,  nun, 
ye,  5  he,  or  ̂   pe,  quiescent,  on  the  other;  the 

sound  of  J  naw  is  often  entirely  lost ;  and  the  let- 

ter ^  hhe  is  pronounced  as  if  it  were  moveable  by 
a  short  vowel,  differing  in  some  degree  from  the 

sounds  of  jij  zabar, jij  zlr,  and  {^J^.pesh,  but  in- 
variably approaching  to  that  of  posit,.  The 

letter _j  wan  in  this  situation  receives  neither  a  vowel- 
point  nor  a  quiescent  mark, and  is  termed 

wawi  macula,  ̂ \^\  j\j  wdwi  ishmami  zam- 
ma (or  ̂^j^Mij  rasmi);  that  is,  waw  applied  in  an  un- 

usual manner;  or  waw  used  for  the  purpose  of  vary- 

ing the  sound  of  the  preceding  vowel.  The  follow- 

ing are  examples:  {^\yJ>-  hhwab,  Sleep;  i^^->- 

hhwud  or  khwad,  Self;j^=-  hhwur,  The  sun  ; 

hhwazm.  Vapour ;  iJLmh^.  1  ab-khwust,  An  isle, 
islet;  hhwush.  Pleasant;  S>y>-\  akKwund, 

A  teacher ;  t/js*  hhway.  Perspiration  ;  f^J^y^ 

khwesh,  Oven  ;  hhwahl.  Crooked;  ado^ 
khwapla,  A  fool. 

It  is  changed  (1)  Into  ̂ oZj/";  as,  Jj^hala  for 
hawala,  He  spoke.    (2)  Into  O  te;  as,  S!o\  itta- 

^da,  He  accepted  a  promise  for  d'30j\  iwta^da. 

(3)  Into  ̂   mim;  as,  ̂   fam  for  ̂   fu,  The  mouth. 
(4)  Into  nun  ;  as,  l^^so^  san^inly  for  jjjlsOwo 
san^iwly,  A  native  of  Sanaa.  (5)  Into  hamza; 

as,  J..>\a  hatil  for  Jj^'  hawil,  A  speaker.  (6)  Into 
ye;  as,  til-Ko^  Ihadfor         iwkad,  Kindling  a 

fire.  (7)  Into  t-J  be ;  as,^^i^A.>  nibishtan  for  t^J^^ 

niwishtan,  To  write.  (8)  Into  1^  fe;  as,  sib  yafa 

for  ij\iydva.  Nonsense.  (9)  Into       pe;  as, 

pdm  for       warn,  Debt.  Colour. 

In  Persian  it  serves  (1)  as  a  substitute  for  j\  u ; 

as,  ̂ 'Jm  \jj  ward  guftam  for  urd  guftam, 
I  told  him.  (2)  Annexed  to  nouns,  to  form  dimi- 

nutives without  being  pronounced;  a's.,  shayhh, 
A  little  old  man,  from  shayhh;  pisar,  A 

little  boy,  from j^_pisar.  In  this  manner  it  is  used 
also  to  express  endearment  and  compassion.  (3) To 

denote  an  indefinite  relation  ;  as,  I  dbu,  A  water- 

lily,  from  I  at.  Water.  hindu,  AWmAoo, 

from  Siii  hind.  (4)  To  denote  congruity  or  suita- 

bility (C.«<«*^/o  muldzamat)  ;  as,j!iS-j<ej        J  ̂  

J  l<j=-  J  ̂   tu  su  halwd  m  muza^ar,  man 
u  hhurmd  m  ̂ das,  Sweetmeats  and  food  dressed 

with  saff'ron  are  suitable  to  you  ;  dates  and  pulse 
are  fit  for  me.  (5)  Redundant,  and  mostly  prefixed 

to  b  yd  and  ̂ ji^  lekin.  It  also  occurs  in  the  mid- 
dle of  a  word ;  as,  tXi/cjjLj  niydzumand,  (for  i>jk<jb3 

m*7/a2^»ia?2(i)Necessitous.  A  petitioner.  Sometimes  it 

is  used  to  fill  up,  or  to  eke  out  measure  (^ljui>\?sA- 

hd^ ;  as,  for  ̂y^kamdlu,  they  write kamdlU. 
p  J  wa  is  a  conjunction  ;  and  when  inserted  be- 

tween two  verbs  proceeding  from  the  same  person, 

it  assumes  the  sound  of  the  vowel  eJi^  zamma, 

applicable  to  the  final  letter  of  the  verb  which  pre- 

cedes it :  as,  S-io]  J  i-^^j  raft  u  dmad,  He  went 

and  came  ;  CLkuA^ji  j  ClA*«-ij  nishast  u  barkhdsf, 
He  sat  down  and  rose  up.  Also  between  two  nouns 
dependent  on  the  sameverb:  as,(Vi^>^]^s3li-j  ̂  
bdgh  u  khdnard  hharidand,  They  bought  the  gar- 

den and  the  house ;  ^  (.iJtf-^fj  bu- 

zurg  u  kuchahjam^shudand,  Great  and  small  were 
assembled.  After  a  word  ending  in  mute  8  he  (^l* 

t_aa«^  hdsi  muhhaffaf),  or  in  \  alif  or  j  wdw  qui- 
escent, it  assumes  the  sound  of  soft  hamza  move- 

able by  zamma;  as,  tu  su  tuba'. 
Thou  and  the  Tiiba  (tree)  ;  CLj^^  j  b.j  s^^Ji***  slna 

^u  pd  fU  dast.  Breast,  hand,  and  foot.  At  the  be- 

ginning of  a  sentence,  or  when  the  letter  which 

precedes  it  is  silent,  the  j  vdv  must  take  the  vowel 
eJ^fath  a  :  as  if  one  person  should  say,  ^ 

^jj^  man  ba  hhurdsdn  ml  ravam,  I  am  going  to 
Khurasan,  and  another  should  add  ̂   ̂j)/^  J  ''^^ 

ba  ̂ irdk  ham,  and  to  Irak  also :  or  one  should  say, 

^Ss'  saldm  ̂ layhum,  Peace  be  on  you  !  to 
which  another  should  reply,  j«^LJ\  ̂.^Pj  wa  ̂ i- 
layhumVs  saldm,  And  upon  you  be  peace! 

A  J  wa,  And.  Too,  also.  As,  whilst,  yet.  With, 
in  company  with,  together.  By  (in  swearing). 
Whilst.  Then.  There.  Or.  For,  but,  although. 

Perhaps.  Many,  often.  wa's  soZam,  (and 

wa'd  du^)  And  may  there  be  health,  then 
farewell  (a  formula  of  salutation  put  sometimes  at 

the  end  of  letters).  wa  illd,  But,  besides.  <jI1|^ 

wa  ByGod!  ̂ ^,^\  wa'lldhi'l  ̂ ztm, By  the  great  God !  uL1j;J>j  j  rva  rabyiha.  By  thy 

Lord  !  Da^ J  wa  ammn.  But.  wa''l  hdsil. Upon  the  whole,  iva  Idkin,  But. 

p  |j  wa.  Fire.  Distant,  (for  b  &a),  AVith,  When 
added  to  some  nouns  it  signifies  dressed  victuals ; 

as,  )j  ̂Ai^  gandum-wd,  A  dish  made  with  wheat. In  composition  \j  wd  signifies  again,  as  CLiSi^  nd 

guft.  He  spoke  again  ;  hach,  as  \j  wd  dad,  He 

gave  back ;  open,  as  j^^^j  ̂jj^  darrd  wd  kun.  Open 
the  door;  o^or  away,  as  t^'^.j^  ndburldan,  To 

cut  off"  or  away.  It  is  used  to  express  the  cry  of  one 

in  great  pain  ;  also  as  an  interjection  of  wonder  and 
surprise,  and  it  is  sometimes  redundant.  See  other 
examples  in  alphabetical  order. 



A  \j  wa,  Holla  !  hark  ye !  Alas ! 
A        wafat,  The  female  of  the  wild  ass. 

p  (jiillwiUj  ma  istadan,  To  stand  back.  To  stop, 

cease,  desist.   {Jl^.  \j  rva  istadan  ha  chize, 

To  insist  upon  a  thing,   {j'j^ji  ̂ 5  ̂"^ 
dan  har  cKize,  To  be  deficient  in  doing  any  thing, 

to  omit  somewhat  (withjii  f?ar  instead  ofjJZ^«r,  it 
signifies,  To  hesitate,  to  delay). 

A  J\l_j  wisal,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jlj)  Endeavouring  to 
flee,  hastening  to  any  place  in  order  to  escape. 

A  nuam,  (v.  n.  3of  plj)  Consenting,  agree- 
ing, doing  thelike.  Disputing,  contending  for  glory. 
AsU-*!     rca  ummaijah,  Alas!  O  mother. 

A  (— -'Ij  nasi),  (v.  n.  of  i— 'Ij)  Being  contracted 

together.  Blushing,  being  ashamed.  Ablush,  mo- 

desty. Strong,  well-formed  (horse-hoof).  A  large 

camel.  A  capacious  drinking-cup.  Wasab,  (v.  n.  of 

<_*Jij)  Being  angry. 
p        waba,  Intellect,  understanding. 

A  wasbat,  A  hollow  in  a  stone  containing 

water.  A  deep  well. 

A  j>\j  Tvabir,  Some  one,  any  one.  \i  l« 
ma  hiha  wabir,  There  is  nobody  there. 

PjjtS^    roa&ariZaw,  To  flatten  a  lump  of  dough. 

p  (^<^J^  (^j \)  waburun  hardan,  To  elevate. 

F  ̂^'^>..J^^J  tva  buridan,  To  cut  oflf.  ̂ '^>.j>  \j 

^^|^  Tva  burida  shudan,To  be  cut  off",  end,  finish. 
p  [^^^j  roabas,  Only.  Wabis,  Scarcely,  hardly. 

p  ̂\.^X*<*5  \j  Tva  bastagan,(^iA.of' ivabas- 
ta')  Domestics,  dependants,  connexions,  adherents. 
p  ma  hastagi,  Connexion,  obligation. 

p  i^y^  \j  ma  bastan,  To  bind  back.  To  tie, 
fasten.    To  refer.  \j  ma  bastan  ba 

hamme,  To  refer  (one)  to  a  nation,  i.  e.  to  call  (him) 

a  native  of  such  a  countjy. 

p  jjLj  \j  ma  basta,  Bound.  Restrained.  Re- 
lated, connected,  depending  on.  A  man-servant; 

a  dependant,  adherent,  j^iij^  ajL**)  \j  ma  basta  bu- 
dan,  To  be  bound,  depend  upon,  stand. 

aX^^j  mabisatjFire.  Credulous.  A  man'sname. 
A  laJ^j  mahit,  Weak,  timid,  cowardly. 

A  (J'^^j  mahil,  A  heavy  shower  with  large  drops. 

A  sb^j  mabilat,  The  top  of  the  shoulder-blade, 
the  coracoid  process.  The  head  of  the  thigh-bone. 

A  bone  in  the  knee-joint.  The  flesh  of  the  thigh 
close  and  firm.  The  young  of  a  camel  or  sheep. 

A         nabin,  Any  body. 

F  mapursidan,To^sk  again, inquire, 
examine. 

p  (j"i\5  wa_pas,  Behind, back,  back  again, after- 

wards, then,  again.  Returning,  refunding.  Resti- 

tution. Grief,  torment.  ̂ j^iljLwj^  lHIj  ma  pas  is- 
tadan, To  stand  back,  loiter  by  the  way. 

ma  pas  uftada,  Fallen  behind  ;  a  loiterer. 

(jijjJ^i\  ivapasafrjandan,  (or  {^J^\S>\ 
ma  pas  andahhtan)  To  procrastinate,  delay. 

n'a^asamai7««,To  come  back,  return,  {j'--:}^ 
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^i^ji  ma  pas  bur  dan,  To  send  or  carry  back.  ̂ J^^}J 

jjii^ii  ma  pas  dadan,  To  give  back.  ̂ J^J-J^l5 
ma  pas  ddshtan.  To  detain,  retard. 

ma  pas  raftan.  To  retire,  go  back,  recede.  (j*^.\5 

(^ijS  ma  pas  giriftan.  To  receive  again,  resume. 

^^lijU  U"^!?  f^a.  pas  mandan.  To  remain  behind, 
stay  back.  ̂ Ji-^JD  ma  pas  nishastan,  To  sit 

down,  to  sit  together.  To  agree,  be  well  adapted. 

p  nmpastan,  (or  ̂ jw>-  ̂ J<»^.\5  ma  pas 

justan)  To  leap  back.    To  sit  behind. 

p  es.L-.>3j  TOO  jiasta.  Joined.  A  friend,companion. 

P  ij^— ̂ .\5  wa  pastn.  The  last,  posterior,  hind- 
most, or  latter.  dami  ma  pasin,  The 

last  breath.  ̂ ;j*<*)3j  j*'^  ̂  <^ami  wa  pasin,  Until 
the  last  breath.  (j^l-J.^jJjj  Tozi  ma  pasin,  The 

last  day,  the  day  of  judgment,  tj^-x^^j  j^**  sahari 
ma  pasin.  The  time  after  dawn. 

p  ̂jtio^^.\j  ̂'■a  pahldan,  (^^Jo^o^j  ?i;a  bakidan, 

or^tia^a^3j       pViidan)  To  cover  the  mouth  or 
face.    To  throw  any  thing  out  of  the  mouth  with 

violence,  to  squirt  out  water,  or  blow  in  derision. 

A  *s1j  masat,  A  female  wild  ass. 
p  mat,  A  letter,  word.  A  fur-garment, 

p-jij^j  matar,  Farther  off". 
p^J^jn'a^^ar,One  who  makes  garments  of skins, 

a  furrier.  A  poet,  story-teller.  Name  of  a  river. 

A  (J^^j  matil,  (A  man)  filled  with  drink, 

p  ̂\jn-atam,{\n  Ispahanfor  j»Uaf  <7?//ifam)  I  said. 
A  ̂^>\^  matin.  Perennial,  perpetual,  fixed  in  a 

place.    Living  or  running  (water). 

p  i^jij-y^j  ma  tokhtan,  To  repay,  weigh  back. 
A  n-dsih,  Confiding,  secure,  depending 

upon.    Firm,  solid,  strong,  robust. 

A  wasin.  Perennial,  perpetual.  Water  con- 

tinually flowing. 

p  wdj.  Speak,  say. 

p  n-asj.  Extreme  hunger. 

PjW\j  7vdjdr,  (equiv.  t0j\jb  bazar)  A  market. 
—  A  i_-«s«-\5  wa;7&,  Necessary,  obligatory,  binding. 
Expedient,  proper,  worthy,  convenient,fit.  Right, 

due,  just,  rcasonnble.  Monthly  pay.  Killed,  slain. 

^IJ^^  i_^)jTOq;i6M7?7<i6a^,Worthy  tobe  obeyed. 
wcyi&2/ 7  ada.  Necessary  tobe  discharged 

(duties),    (jls-i^^  mdjibu'l  iz^n,  Neces- 
sary to  be  heard.    ̂ Jlilic^^  u-*5-^j  mdjibu'l  imtl 

sal,  Necessary  to  be  performed.  j>_S3^\  ma- 

jihut  ta^ir,  Punishable.  pjklaj»i]\  *— ivdjibu't 
ta^im,  Worthy  of  respect  and  attention 

majibu'r  ri^yat.  Deserving  to  be  honoured 
or  obeyed,    p  mdjib  shudan,  To  be- 

hove. A 
>-^j  ivdjibu's  saJb,  Meriting 

the  gallows.  mdjibu'l  ̂ rz,  Fit  to 
be  represented.  A  written  representation  or  peti- 

tion. wo/iSw  7  AfliZ,  Deserving  death. 

\josS\  \j  ivdjibu'l  hazd.  Necessary  to  be  done 
over  again  (when  not  properly  done  at  the  first), 

p  ̂Vtol^  "-r*^!?  i^*^*^ <^<2*<«  mdjibu'l  kat^  A  hand 15  R 
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which  it  is  proper  to  amputate,  or  that  deserves  to 

be  cut  off.  A  jioJiM  ■_  ̂-^^j  n'djibu  'n  nazar,  Re- 

spectable, worthy  of  regard,  ̂ ^y^"^  <— *=f\j  "-r*^"*?" 
jandbi  mdjibu'l  mujud,  God  (whose  existence  is 
necessary,  i.e.  self-existent),  t-^^^b  bi'l  mdjib, 
Necessarily,  deservedly. 

A  d^lxs^l^  mdjibdt,  (pi.  fern,  of  mdjib) 
Necessary  things,  whatever  is  proper,  expedient,  or 

requisite  to  be  done.  ̂ AjJii  ClAa-^j  ahammi 

mdjibdti  diniya,  The  most  necessary  or  important 

points  relative  to  religion. 

A  njdjibi.  That  which  is  expedient.  Sa- 
lary, stipend. 

A  ii-5-l_j  n^djid,  An  inventor,  finder.  Ivy. 

p  (jii^Stic*-  \j  mdjuda  hardan,  (or  ̂̂ l^J^^>^  \^ 
mdjudd  hardan)  To  separate,  sort,  distinguish. 

aJ>-^j  mdjiz,  Brief.    Epitomized  (speech). 

A  mdjis,  (A  thing)  occurring  to  the  mind. 

p  (^;^w>-  \j  md  justan,  To  inquire  (after  the  ab- 
sent).   To  search  (for  any  thing  lost). 

A  u_fts"^j  w^Jt/j  Palpitating  (heart). 

A  (J^^j  mdjil.  Timid,  afraid. A  mdjilat.  Timid,  bashful  (woman). 

Aj^s^^j  mdjim,  Sad, grim.  Afflicted,  silent,fixing 
the  eyes  on  the  ground  from  pain,  rage,  or  vexation. 

V  ̂ ^^^^x.^  \}  wd  chaspulan,  To  grow  to,  adhere. 
p  1^  rvd  chl.dan,To  pick  out,  collect.  To 

remove  wrinkles  from  the  face.  a.Jj.  i^'^^  ̂ 5 

chidani  pamba.  To  separate  or  tease  cotton. 

A  mdhid,  (pi.  i^j^^j  mdliidun)  One,  in- 
dividual, single,  sole,  unique,  singular,  (pi.  f^Si>-^ 

muhddn  and  ̂ \j..5«-^  uhddn)  Pre-eminent.  iXj>-|^ 

7vdhidu''l  ahadin,  The  one  of  ones,  an  in- 

comparable man.  (As-^j  mdldd  ba^a  md- 

hid. One  after  another.  ^^J'-^p^  ii>5»-^j  mdkidi  ha- 

hih'i,  The  true  unity  (God).  J^ii  ti^^j  mdhidu  dah- 
rihi,  The  phoenix  of  his  age,  incomparable. 

tXfcUij  mdhid  shdhid,  God  is  my  witness,  (metapho- 

rically) Giving,  bestowing.  tJJ-^^  J  mdhid 
ma  isnayn,  One  or  another,  one  or  two.  JJ\ 

hatta'  ila''l  mdhid,  Almost  every  one. 

^ \ J  ta^mun  mdhidun.  One  kind  of  food.  ̂  
il^S^fi  mamza^  mdhid,  In  one  and  the  same  place, 
in  one  place,  in  some  place.  Jp  hullu  mdhi- 

din,  Every  one.  \s>'\jmdhidan.  Apart,  separately. 

\;i»5-)j  mdhidan  mdhidan,  One  by  one,  sepa- 
rately, singly. 

A  ̂ _5^\5  mdhidun,  (pi.  of  lio-^j)  Ones,  units. 

A  ̂^,^\^  mdhidu.  Any  one. 
A  ioii^l^  mdhidiyat,  Name  of  a  Muhamma- 

dan  sect.  Unitarianism. 

A  (J?ys>-\j  md  liaraza'.  Stop!  beware!  be  pru- 
dent! (you  have  enough). 
A  md  hasratdh,  Alas  ! 

A  I— n-dhif.  Luxuriant,  plentiful  (herbage). 

Full-feathered  (wing).  A  big  bucket,  two  of  whose 

handles  having  been  cut  off" it  is  suspended  by  two. 
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A         wahim,  Sad  and  silent. 

p  ivahh,  Rectitude,  verity,  truth.  Sure,  true, 

certain,  right.  A  conjecture,  especially  approach- 
ing to  certainty.  The  dawn.  The  east,  or  place  of 

the  dawn.  A  transverse  beam  or  bow,  used  (by 

wheelwrights)  in  boring  or  turning.  A  particle  of 

applause  or  approbation. 

p  j^iijjls-  wa  hhanldan,  To  cause  to  pick  or 
tease  cotton. 

Pjh!5-|^  rvahhtar,  The  east. 
p  wahhchi,  A  horse  with  a  pack-saddle. 

A  despiser. 

A;ii-lj7i"a^7t/<^,(Acamel)takingwide,quick  steps. 

V ^^S>_JS^•\^  wa  kharldan,  To  buy ;  tore-purchase. 
To  redeem. 

p  \j  wa  khwandan,  To  substitute  one 
word  metonymically  for  another. 

p  jjiij^  \j  wa  khwurdan,  To  take  care  or  think 
of.    To  perform  by  labour.    To  pity. 

p  ̂jsi^Jp-l^  wakhidan,  To  beat  or  tease  (cotton), 
to  separate  and  clean  it.  To  separate,  pull  to  pieces. 

p  liU  wad,  A  son.    (for  lib  had)  Air,  wind. 

A  6\j  wasd,  (v.  n.of  li'j)  Digging  a  grave,  and 
buryinga  daughteralive(a  pagan  Arabian  custom). 
A  loud  sound  or  voice.  The  braying  of  a  camel. 

p  ti^ii  \j  wa  dad,  He  gave  back,  he  restored,  (or 

wadar)  Despising,  denying,  prohibiting. 
wa  dadan,To  give  back,  restore, return. 

p  i,sJj>j\ti\j  wadarang,  An  orange. 
p  f^Z>\i^  \^  wa  dashtan,  To  keep  back,  restrain, 

retain,  check,  prohibit,  inhibit,  oppose,  avert.  To 
hide,  conceal. 

p         wadikk,  A  vine-bud. 

A  (_>>>i>lj  wadis,  (A  plant)  springing  up. 

A  wadi^  One  -who  leaves ^or  lets  alone. 
Mild,  gentle,  tame,  placid,  quiet.  wadi^n, 
Placidly,  tranquilly,witbout  importunity  or  trouble. 

A  ,J'i\}  wadik,  Iron.    Sharp  (sword). 
A  (JJi^\j  wadik.  Fat,  corpulent  (man). 

p  (^s-jii  \j  wa,  dokhtan.  To  sew  together. 
p  ̂ SiMi^Li  \j  7va  dosidan,  To  adhere,  stick. 
p        wada,  Root,  foundation,  origin,  source. 

Loud  in  one's  own  praises. 
A  wadt,  (with  tanwin  d\jwadin)  (pi. 

awdaf,  awdiyat,  awdat,  and  'bS\i^^\  aw- 
dayat)  A  valley ;  low-lying  ground.  An  oasis,  or 
green  fertile  spot  in  a  desert.  A  desert.  Channel 

of  a  river.  A  river.  A  corner.  Depth.  A  reed-bed, 

cane-plantation.  ̂ ^^\  -^t/ii^j  wadisi  ayman,  The 
wilderness  through  which  the  children  of  Israel 

were  led.  t/'^^j  wadVl  hashr.  The  valley  of 

the  last  judgment.  P  f^\Jiiy)\s-  wadhi  kha- 

moshan,  A  burial-ground.    A  t^i^^}  wadl 
^rus,  Name  of  a  valley  on  the  road  to  the  Kaaba. 

wadi'l  hah'ir,  (The  Great  River)  The 
Guadalquivir  in  Spain. 

p  L-jbii\j  wadiyab,  Killed,  reduced  to  nothing. 
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p  {jbii)j  wadyan,  (for  (jbiib  badyan)  Fennel, 
p  wadij,  Large  boots  or  stockings,  such 

as  couriers  wear.  A  trellis,  vine-prop.  A  vine- 

bud,  the  place  whence  the  grape  sprouts.  A  place 

where  they  hang  up  grapes.  A  jar  in  which  they 

make  grape-vinegar. 

p  ̂'^j  wadihh,  A  vine-bud,  the  part  where  the 

grape  shoots. 
p  jjiV'^  1?       didan.  To  gaze  at,  look  again, 

p  ̂^J^J\h\^  wazarang.  The  herb  baum. 

Ajti^j  wazir.  One  who  leaves  or  relinquishes. 

A  J I J  wisar.  The  spades  of  clay-diggers.  Wu- 

sar,  (pi.  of  'ijjj  wusrat)  Fires.  Fire-hearths. 
Pj\j  war,  (in  composition)  Having,  possessing, 

endowed  with ;  as,j^j  SXfo\  umedwdr,  Full  of  hope, 
hoping.    Like,  resembling,  in  the  manner  of ;  as, 

j\j  i^y^  hi  khwudwar,  Like  one  beside  himself; 

ijd  zarrawar.  Like  an  atom.  Fit,  suiting,  be- 

fitting;  as,j\j  slu*  shahwar,  Worthy  of,  befitting 

a  king;  j^j  sImj  jii  durri  shahwar,  A  royal  pearl 
worthy  of  a  king,  (forjb  har)  A  time,  turn,  or 

portion  of  time;  as,j\j  Ci)-^,  yak  war,  One  time, 
once;  warhd,  Often,  many  times.  A  load, 

burden  ;  as,  ̂Ai^j^jjs*-  kharwari gandum,  An  ass- 
load  of  wheat.  Quantity,  proportion,  measure ;  as, 

udb.  yah  jamawar,  A  quantity  sufficient 
for  a  garment.  Custom,  mode,  manner,  rule,  law, 

regulation.  Much ;  repeated,  reiterated.  Love. 

Ajij  wasi',  (v.  n.  ofjlj)  Terrifying, frightening. 
Throwing  into  evil.  Making  a  hearth  for  a  fire, 
p  war  an.  The  elbow, 

p  \j  wa  randan,  To  till.  To  equal,  make 
adequate.  To  drive  off,  repel,  chase  away, 

p  2l^.ij\j  wdrat-gah.  The  dawn.  The  east, 

p  Ct^^j  waris,  (pi.  io,j  warasat)  An  heir.  Mas- 
ter, lord,  owner.  One  who  survives  all  his  friends. 

One  who  manages  another's  affairs.    A  name  of 
God.  p  ̂ ^<^  i^o.ris  shudan.  To  inherit.  ̂ ^ 

ul^^j  hi  waris.  Heirless,  lij^ii  i-t^\3  wdrisi  dd- 

sud,  David's  heir,  i.e.  Solomon. 

p^^j  waraM,  Beam.  Elbow.  Viper.  Lizard, 
p  i^j^j  wdrahhd.  Weak,  poor,  miserable. 
A  wdrid,  (pi.  wurrdd)  One  who  comes, 

arrives,  approaches.  One  who  descends  or  enters 
into ;  who  goes  to  water.  (A  fever)  seizing  one. 

One  who  joins.  Present.  A  bringer  of  tidings.  Long, 

hanging  down,  straight  (hair).  A  modern  author. 

A  guest.  Preceding,  going  before.  Cited,  Brave, 
warlike.  Event,  result.  Tawny-coloured  (lion). 

Long-haired.  Dangling-lipped.  Long-nosed.  A 

road,  p  1^)^  wdridshudan.  To  arrive,  a 

jiilo  J  wdrid  u  sddir,  A  comer  and  goer.  A  guest, 

a  traveller,  (^^..j'^^  j  u--'^)!?  '>^o,ridm  u  sddirin. 
Comers  and  goers. 

A  wdriddt,  (pi.  fem.  of  wdrid') 
Things  coming  in,  i.e.  produce,  revenue,  or  rent. 
Events,  accidents,  contingencies.  Conjuncture. 

p  i^^y^Si^ war  dashtan,  To  raise  up,  exalt. 

P  (j^i^^j  wdrddn,  A  rolling-pin.  A  large  sack. 

A  i'lij^j  wdridat,  A  body  of  cattle  or  men  at  a 
watering-place.  A  road  within  a  road. 

P  wdrdan,  A  baker's  rolling-pin.  What- 
ever they  wet  a  rolling-pin  with  that  the  dough 

may  not  adhere  to  it.  A  midwife, 

p  (j^.j^j^j  wdrdin,  A  midwife. A  wdiHs,  (A  leaf)  turning  yellow, 

p  ̂jiilLjjjIj  wdristddan.  To  rise  or  stand  up. 
p  7vd  rastagl.  Liberation.  Humility, 

p  olt*>j\j  wd  rasta.  Humble.  Escaped,  saved, 

p  (jiXJu^  \j  wd  rasidan,  To  receive,  attain,  ar- 
rive at.  To  obtain  information. 

A  wdrish.  One  who  takes  meat,  eats,  or 

comes  uninvited  to  a  feast. 

p|j^j  wara^A,  A  trellis.  Wdrigh,ragh,  or  rugh, 
A  dam,  dike,  weir.  Solder.   Wdrugh,  Belching. 

A  Tvdrif,  Ample,  long,  extensive.  Green, 
fresh,  verdant. 

p  t— wdruf,  A  fan,  ventilator.    Any  thing 

stuffed  with  straw  to  serve  the  purpose  of  a  table, 

p  i^ij  ̂5  ma  raftan.  To  wander,  walk  about. 

A  ijj^j  wdrih.  Becoming  leafy ;  green,  flourish- 
ing, verdant. 

A  isjj^j  wdraka.  Leaf  of  tree  or  book;  a  letter. 

A  (-£3,^_j  wdrih.  One  who  neither  has,  nor  claims 

any  thing.    JVd7-ih,  (or         wdrikat)  That  part 
of  a  camel's  saddle  whereon  the  rider  lays  his  foot. 

Pj\^\j  war^a;*,Melon-ground.  Kitchen-garden ; 
part  of  a  garden.     A  plant  without  an  erect  stalk 

(as  cucumber  or  melon).  A  hut  in  a  vineyard, 
p        wdram,  A  painful  swelling. 

A        wdrim,  Swelling,  swollen, 

p  ̂j^j  wdran  or  wdi'in,  The  elbow.  Wdrun, Topsy-turvy. 

p         waranj.  The  elbow, 

p  i^L^jij  wd.rang,  A  long  crooked  cucumber. 
A  laro-e  lemon  or  orange-tree. 

P  jj^j  wdrii,  Anj  thing  stuffed  with  straw  and 
made  to  answer  the  purpose  of  a  table.  A  fan. 

p  wdrugh,  A  belch,  eructation, 

p  i^jjij  wdrun,  (or  t>^jj^j  wdruna')  Inverted, turned  upside  down.  Unfortunate. 

p  5j^j  wdra,  Like,  resembling.   Lord,  master, 
owner.  A  row,  series.  Manner,  custom ;  law,  rule. 

Time,turn,season,juncture.  Much,  a  large  quantity, 

p  j^ti,jjlj6j  \^  wd  rahdnidan.  To  deliver,  free. 

A  Sj&j^j  wdrihat.  Spacious  (house), 
p         wart,  Like;  as,  ̂JJ\J  (JS,  Rose-like. 

Ai^j\j  roari,Sharp,subtle,andexcellent(musk). 
Fat  (meat).  Fire-emitting  (stick  d^J  zand). 
A  wdriyat,  A  disease  on  the  lungs.  Fat 

(she-camel). p  fvdrij.  The  part  of  the  branch  whence 

the  grape  grows. 
p  ̂J\^  wdrihh.  The  elbow.  A  vine-prop. 



p  ̂J'^J^J  jvandan,  To  swallow.  To  stick  to. 

p  rvarin,  Going  quick.  The  elbow, 
p  wanna,  Like. 

Pj\j  7vaz,  A  desisting,  giving  over,  suspending, 
relinquishing,  letting  alone,  abandoning,  deserting, 

renouncing,  taking  no  care  of.  (forjb  baz)  Open. 
Back.  Again. 

p  ̂ ^|^J^J  na  zadan,  To  cover,  to  hide.  To  beat, 

tease,  or  separate  (cotton). 

AjJ^j  n-azir,  (fern,  'ij^jwazirat)  One  bearing 
a  burden  (jjj  wizr).  Laden  with  crimes,  criminal. 

A  rvdzi^  (pi.  '^jj  waza^i)  A  prince; 
a  prefect,  governor,  magistrate.  The  leader  of  the 

line  of  an  army  ;  preventing  confusion.  A  dog,  espe- 
cially the  guardian  of  a  house  or  of  sheep. 

p  Kazafjh,  Cuttings  of  palm-trees.  A  trel- 

lis. Wazigh,  Bread  made  from  the  fibrous  integu- 

ment of  the  palm-tree. 
p  rvazgun,  Inverted. 

A  (jj^j  wazin,  (Money)  of  just  weight. 
p         rvazinj,  A  shout,  a  loud  noise. 

p  wazmj,  A  swing,  see-saw,  a  common 
Persian  amusement,  especially  on  holidays. 

p  ̂Ij^j  wa2:y,  A  vine-branch.  Any  thing  from 
which  grapes  are  suspended.  Any  place  in  which 

grapes  are  hung  up.  A  vine-prop.  A  vine-bud, 
the  place  whence  the  grape  sprouts. 

p  ̂^_)  wazihh,  Hot,  scalding. 

p  (ji^^J^^  wazidan,  To  declare  one's  condition to  another, 

p  f>j>..j^j  wazira,  Time. 

p  ̂ J^j  rvazinj,  Crying  out,  crying  hey  hey  to 
animals,  vociferating. 

pj^j  waj.  Inverted.  Money  extorted  by  a  more 
powerful  monarch  from  a  weaker. 

p^\jrvajagk  or  wdjugh,  Cuttings  of  palm-trees. 

Wdj'ugh,  A  rope  made  of  palm-tree  fibre ;  coir. 
wq/^/MW,  (or  s^^^j^j  wctjguna)  Inverted, 

preposterous,  backwards,  contrary,  reversed,  oppo- 
site. Unfortunate. 

p  j^jjIj  rvdjun,  (or  s^jj^j  mdjuna)  Inverted, 
turned  upside  down.  Unfortunate,  unlucky. 

p        wajah,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  word. 

p  7vajydn,  The  great,  upper  ranks. 

p  ̂jiJ^j^j  wdjldan,  To  tell  one's  condition,  or state  of  health. 

p  was.  An  ear  of  wheat  or  barley. 

p  {^}>\iM  \j  red  suhhtan,  To  supply  one's  need. 
p  ̂   JolI**»    7od  satdndan,1o  resume,  take  back. 

p  f^d^        wd  sar  shudan.  To  relapse. 

A la**»^j  TwasiY, The  middle.  Amediator.  Abride- 
man,  marriage-broker,  match-maker.  A  tooth. 
Name  of  a  city  between  Kufa  and  Basra  ;  and  other 

half-way  towns.  The  fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle. 
A  i<Ia*>jyj  wdsitat.  The  middle  or  largest  pearl, 

jewel,  or  bead  in  a  necklace  or  bracelet.  Any  thing 
intermediate.  A  female-mediator.    A  bridemaid. 
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Motive,  cause,  reason,  occasion.    Account,  sake. 

Means.  The  fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle. 

j»^s2  dSS'ivdsitaA  ^Jtdi  nujum,  The  sun.  vViaM»\^ 
^J^J^  ha  wdsitasi  bdrdn,  By  reason  of  the  rain. 

d*«>»'o.\  &iaM»\^  ba  wdsitasi  mast,  Hence  it  is. 
^^_^*u\jwas<c-,Onaccountof.TFasii,Areed,pen. 
A  ̂̂ ^ajM\^wdsitri/, Jielouging  to  the  city  of  Wasit. 

^_^a**)|^  kalamiwdsiti,The  best  sort  of  writing- 
reed  fi'om  that  city. 

A^jji\j  wdsi^,  Ample,large,  capacious,  spacious, 
wide,  roomy.  Liberal.  A  name  of  God.  ̂ ^^j 

J»«afl3\  wdsi^'l  fazl.  Of  enlarged  beneficence,  i.e. 
God.  u-^ii-o  ^o,si^mazhab,  Of  a  wide  con- 

science, i.e.  lax  in  religious  duties  or  morals. 

A  wdsik,  (pi.  jj^j  wisdJi,  ̂ ^^\y>  ma- 
wd-uk,  and  ̂ xuAyo  mawdsVi)  Pregnant  (camel). 

A  ,J.**»[j  wdsil,  Devout,  religious.  Necessary, 
proper.  Desirous  of,  anxious  for. 

A  XLo^j  wdsilat,  Royal  favour,  patronage.  Dig- 
nity. Propinquity,  afiinity. 

p  CL^y*i  ̂ 5  wd  sohht.  An  impassioned  style. 
p  &**>\j  7fasa;,  A  butterfly.  A  moth  flying  about 

the  candle. 

p  7vdsh,  Forage,  food  foi-  cattle. 
p  wdshdma,  A  veil.  A  tiara  ;  a  kind  of 

head-dress  worn  by  Persian  monks,  made  of  white 

wool  or  camels'  hair. 
A         wdshij,  Intermixed,  interlaced. 

AiL^**  J  wdshijat.  An  interwoven  relationship. 
p  \j  fvd  shudan.  To  be  open.  To  be  free 

or  clear.  To  be  dissipated,  to  vanish.  To  be  sepa- 
rated or  disjoined.  To  retire  ;  to  gooff  (as grief). 

(_fJG  (ji^^j  ''^^  shudani  idrl,  The  dispelling  of 
darkness.    iJyJ^    J^^j^  dsmdn  az  abr  wd 
shuda,  The  sky  cleared  of  clouds,  (jt^ 

pahn  wd  shudan.  To  spread  wide,  extend  in  breadth. 

To  be  far  separated  ;  having  wide  intervals. 

A  'ijM>\j  wdshirat,  A  woman  whose  profession 
id  to  thin  and  sharpen  the  teeth. 
A  wdshik,  One  who  goes  or  passes  by.  A 

little  milk.  Lost.  Name  of  a  man  and  dog.  (for 

jj^ijb  bdshik)  A  sparrow-hawk. 
p  ̂ ^K^  \j  (|«JJ  bay^  wd  sldhdftan,  To  act  as 

broker. 

p  !Sii,5Cii\j  ivdshharda,M.B.de,  formed,  prepared, 

ready.  Quick,  light,  active,  brisk. 

p  ndsh-guna.  Inverse,  upside  down. 

A  J.^\j  wdshil,  High  (mountain),  whence  wa- 
ter trickles.  One  who  receives  a  small  portion,  poor. 

p         wdshim.  Name  of  a  river  and  town. 

A&->-ii\j  ndshimat,  A  female  who  pricks  figures 
on  the  hands  or  other  parts  of  the  body  and  rubs 
in  woad  or  indigo. 

p  washing,  A  peace-officer.  A  watch- 

man ;  chief  of  the  watchmen. 

A  ̂ ^Ij  wd  shawhd,  O  would ! 
p         wdsha.  Darkness  covering  the  fields  to- 
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wards  break  of  day.   A  sparrow-hawk  or  merlin. 

A  mdshi,  (pi.  sUlij  wushdt)  A  whisperer, 
slanderer,  informer.  (A  man)  having  a  numerous 

offspring.  One  who  explores  a  mine  in  search  of 

gold.  A  coiner,  master  of  the  mint.   A  weaver. 

A&Ajii^j  roas/wv/a?,Awoman  with  many  children. 

A  i^Ij  wass,  A  striking  (the  ground). 
A  wdsib.  Eternal  (punishment). 

A  Ia>^\5  wdsiban.  Perpetually,  continually. 
A  wd.nbat,  Extensive  (desert). 

A  I  0><olj  wdsif,  A  praiser.  A  describer. 

p  TOas^/'a?^,  (pl.of  A  u-io^j)  Describers. 
A  (J-o^j  wdsil,  One  who  joins,  meets,  or  arrives. 

Arrived,  met.  Joined,  connected,  coupled.  What 

is  collected  (of  the  public  revenue).  Name  of  a 

man.  (J-^^j  wdsil  bdhi,  Collections  and  ba- 

lances,   p  i^^^ l)''^!^  hardan,  To  cause  to 
arrive,  to  join,  ̂ ^\>t^^  l)^!^  lodsil  gardidan,  To 
reach,  arrive  at. 

A  wdsilat.  The  total  collected  under 

every  description  (a  revenue-term  in  India). 
A  &)uo)j  wdsilat,  wawdsil,  afterwards 

changed  to  ,J-«3^j^  awdsil)  A  woman  who  adds  her 

own  or  other  false  hair  to  another's  head. 

A  1^^^  wdsi.  Contiguous,  uninterrupted.  An 
executor. 

A  &J^\j  wdsii/at,  (Ground)  whose  plants  are 
growing  close  together. 

A  ̂ ^^j  wdzih.  Evident,  manifest,  clear,  appa- rent, undoubted.  Whitish  (camel).  al  ivd- 

zih.  The  morning-star,  a.^^  j  lI*^  hujjati  wd- 
ziha,  Evident  proof,  undeniable  argument. 

A  OlsT^  J  wdzihdt.  Evidences,  incontroverti- 
bilities,  things  clear  as  noon-day. 

A  &5£^  J  wdzihat,  Clear,  evident  (thing).  The 
front-teeth  which  appear  in  laughing. 

A  ̂o^j  ?fa^«^,One  who  puts,  places,  establishes. 
Inventor,  founder,  author.  (A  woman)  without  a 
veil.  One  who  conceives  a  little  before  menstrua- 

tion. Acamel  feeding  on  sour  grass.  ̂ jylfl5\ 

wdzi^'l  kdnun,  (or  (^_yoUJ\  J^l?  ''vdzi^i'n  nd- 
mus)  A  legislator. 

A  &jt^\j  wdzi^t,  A  lewd  woman.  (Camels) 

feeding  on  the  salt  and  bitter  shrub  'i-x^  za^t. 

A^yo\j  wdzif.  Clean. A  ialj  waft,  (v.  n.  of  Islj)  Visiting.  Exciting, 

stirring  up.  Being  excited  or  stirred  up.  Battle, 
combat.  Perturbation,  agitation. 

A        wastat.  Deep  place  (of  water).  High  land. 
A  n:dtid.  Firm,  solid,  steady. 

A  ft-jkjalj  wdtisat.  Dates  falling  from  the  tree. 
Travellers,  trampers.  A  beaten  road. 

A  JS'^j  wd^d,  (A  cloud)  portending  rain.  (A 
horse)  promising  speed,  or  one  course  after  another. 

(A  day)  promising  heat  or  cold. 
A  wd^dat,  (Ground)  promising  a  crop. 

p  wd^de,  An  appointed  time. 



A  jS'\5  rva^r,  Rough,  rugged,  uneven  (place). 
A  ̂ff-^j  rca^z,  Preacher,  exhorter,  admonisher. 

A  n-a^,  A  guardian. 
A  rva^yat,  (A  woman)retaining  any  thing 

by  memory.  Attentive  (ear).  Clamour,  noise. 

A        waghir,  Enraged,  fretting. 

p  (Js-^^  ivaghil,  Victuals  ready  dressed. 

A  J-ff'lj  ivaghil,  One  who  goes  to  a  drinking- 
party  uninvited.  Weak,  not  firm. 

p  (  j\j  Tvaf,  A  nightingale.  A  singer. 

A  tiilj  wafid,  (pi.  d^Sj  wufud,  ̂ xij  wafd, 
awfdd,  and  tiij  wuffad)  An  approacher,  comer  on 
a  mission.  An  ambassador.  (A  camel,  or  the  bird 

kata)  preceding  the  troop. 

A  wqfidani,  (or  al  ivafiddni)The 
cheeks,  or  their  prominent  parts  which  stick  out 

during  mastication,  jliii^j  ghaba  rvafidahu, 

He  grew  old  or  decrepit. 

A  i^ji^^j  wqfidmi,  (pi.  of  wafid)  The  chief 
men  of  a  city  ;  rulers,  officers,  peers. 

A  rvafir,  Abundant,  plentiful,  exuberant, 

copious,  luxuriant;  much,  many.  Rich,  opulent, 

wealthy.  Ample,large  (garment).  Long  (bearded). 

al  rcajir,  A  species  of  verse  whose  casura  is 

^Jils-ULe  mvfa^latun  six  times  repeated.  wa- 
Jiran,  Sufficiently,  enough. 

A  'jji^j  Kofirat,  (fern.)  Rich.  alwqfirat, 
A  large  fat  ram's  tail.  A  long  ear.  A  long  slice 

of  fat.  The  world.  This  life,  iji^j  p  ummu  wa- 
Jirata,  The  world. 

p  (jj^s'ji Ka  farokhtan,  To  sell,  sell  again. 

A         rcafil.  Full-grown,  full-sized  (reed). 
A        Tvafih,  The  minister  of  a  church. 

A  ̂j}J  n-afi,  Sincere,  honourable,  faithful  to 
promises  or  engagements.  Complete,  perfect,  en- 

tire, full  (weight),  just  (measure).  Plentiful,  co- 
pious, numerous,  many.  It  is  also  equivalent  to 

j<i  zu  or  i_-»>-l/«  sahib,  {j^^^  clI  rcafi,  An  Ara- 
bian drachm  and  four  ̂ ji^^ji^  darcanih. 

A  X^^j  n-afiyat,  (fem.  of  rcafi)  Full,  per- 

fect.   'ifS^yi^  al  nafiyat,  Full  weight  or  measure. 
eui^j  1  illaJ^  altaji  wafiya,  Many  favours,  ijy** 

iLi^jJ^  suratu'l  wajiyat,  First  chapter  of  theKur'an. 
^  (jl?  Kak,  A  fabulous  tree  whose  fruit  resem- 

bles various  animals  which  make  a  noise.  A  frog. 

The  croak  of  a  frog.  A  kind  of  bird. 

A        rvahih,  Hard  (hoof  or  nail). 

A        rvahiz,  One  who  throws  prostrate. 

K'ijas\j  Kakisat,  A  station  on  the  road  to  Mecca. 
A  n-aki^  Falling.  Befalling,  happening, 

arriving,  occurring, appearing-, intervening.  Lying, 
situated.  Real,  true.  A  bird  descending  from  the 

air.  Necessary.  Transitive  (verb).  JW  wa- 

ki^hal,  State  of  the  case,  the  thing  as  it  happened, 

p  ?i-aA?^s/iMc?aw,  To  happen,  ̂ ^i^^^^j 
Kahi^  kardan,  To  happen,    a  ghayr  va 

ki^  Untrue,  false.    A  neuter  verb.  {jf^^^ 
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tcahi^  Very  true,  very  right,  certainly,  in  reality. 

an'  nasru  'I  waki^  The  falling  vulture, 
i.e.  the  constellation  of  the  Lyre.  Ijj^j  waki^n, 

In  fact,  really,  actually  happening  thus. 

rcaki^t,  Accidents.  Occurrences. 
Intelligence. 

A  n-aki^t,  Accident,  misfortune.  A  griev- 
ous calamity.  Battle,  encounter,  conflict.  Death. 

Occurrence,news,  intelligence.  Strong,  bold,  brave. 

A  dream,  vision.  al  7vaki^t,The  day  of  judg- 

ment,   p  f^sZi         waki^  shudan,To  die. 
p  ivaki^navts,  (ov jS->  rvaki^ 

nigar)  A  news-writer,  an  intelligencer. 

p  8tW.4i  Bjtt\j  wahi^-dl.da,  A  man  of  experience. 
p  L—Als  aj»ilj  rvahi^-talb,  Rebellious,  seditious, 

mutinous,  treacherous,  villainous. 

A  (_^\)  wahi^,  Real,  actual,  true.  Right,  pro- 
per, completely.  Truth.  The  essence,  the  soul,  or 

foundation  of  any  thing. 

^  i^^s^j  wahi^yat,  Reality,  Existence. 
A  rvakif,  One  who  stands,  stops,  remains, 

or  stays.  Informed,  aware.  Knowing,  sensible, 

intelligent,  versed  in,  experienced,  expert,  skilful, 
learned.  A  testator,  one  who  leaves  any  thing  by 

last  will,    p  ̂^^J^  I  05 \j  ivakif  shudan,  To  know, 

understand.  J6  b  Jls*  ̂_ftJ^j  wahif  hdl  ya  kdr, 
Experienced,  intelligent;  a  connoisseur. 

P(_S^^i  w\jrra/i//*-Aan,Experience,knowledge. 
A  ̂i^^^  wakifiyat,  Experience,  knowledge,  in- 

telligence, information. 

A  rvdkim,  The  castle  of  Madina.  'ijs- 
hat  rat  ivahim,  A  street  near  the  castle. 

p  (j\5j'\)  ndkwdh,  A  tree  which  grows  in  some 
of  the  Indian  islands,  to  the  height  of  about  a  hun- 

dred cubits,  having  leaves  like  shields,  of  a  sea- 

green  colour,  and  fruit  resembling  a  human  head, 

with  ears,  eyes,  nose,  and  the  rest.  When  agitated 
by  the  wind  it  bends  its  branches  to  the  ground, 

making  the  sound  wak  wak,  whence  it  is  named. 
A        wdhih,  The  minister  of  a  church. 

A  nahi,  A  preserver,  defender,  guardian, 

protector.  (A  saddle)  saving  (not  galling)  a  beast's 
back.  Cautious  in  setting  his  foot  on  the  ground  for 

fear  of  hurting  it.  ̂ ^^^  alwahi,'Jl\\e  bird  dj^surad. 
A  ftJJ^j  rcakiyat,  (v.  n.  of  i^j)  Taking  care  of, 

preserving,  guarding,  keeping  one's  self  or  garments 
clean.  An  ounce,  (pi.  (^J'^j^  awahV)  A  female  pro- 

tector or  defender. 

p  wak,  Name  of  a  water-fowl,  in  Arabic 
called  wak. 

p  ̂t^^j^^j  wa  kdwidan,  To  inquire,  examine. 

A  'iS^\^wdk'ibat,  Standing(woman);  firm, steady. 
A  wdkit,  (A  camel)  rubbing  the  hair  off 

the  side  M'ith  a  distorted  elbow. 

A wdkit;  A  bird  entering  her  nest, 

p  (jii^^j  wd  kardan,  To  seize,  carry  off,  lay 
waste.  To  shut  up  close,  to  cover.   To  open.  To 

remove,  carry  off.  To  pull  up,  extract,  draw  away. 

U'^^Ij       jwrfa  wd  kardan,  To  separate,  scatter. 

Ajjjj  wdkiz,  A  striker. 
p  (jiiULSs  Ij  wd  kushddan,  To  open. 
p  »4iLi^\j  wd  kushdda.  Open,  plain. 

j^^^^jiS       wd  kushdda  shud  dar  sukhan.  He  was free-spoken,  he  spoke  openly. 

p  (^jw^ \j  red  kushtan,  To  kill  in  return. 

p  \j  (^h-jui  sari  khuni)  wd  kushudan, 
To  open  the  head  of  a  jar  or  barrel. 
p  ivd  kashidan,  To  pull  back.  To 

protract.  To  extract.  To  stretch  or  hold  out. 

wakiz,  One  who  beats  off  or  drives  away. 

A  (J^lj  wdkil,  Slow,  sluggish  (horse),  that  leans 
against  his  fellow  and  requires  the  whip. 

A         wdkin,  Seated,  lying  on.  Sitting  (bird). 
wakinat,  Sitting  (pigeons). 

P  {^<f  \j  (j^^  hdham)  wd  koftan.  To  strike against  one  another.  f^<^  iCs^S^  wd  kofta  shu 
dan,  To  rub  or  cut  (as  the  feet  of  a  horse). 
p  wd  kaividan.  To  examine  or  search 

(either  in  disputing  or  in  digging  for  a  thing). 

p  i^Z>\  'i^\^wd  guzdsk  tan.  To  leave.  \j 
iS^'^^.J^  wdguzdshtani  kdr  bakhuddy,  Commit- 

ting a  business  to  God. 

p  J>\  J  wa  agar,  And  if,  but  if,  however. 
p  \j  wd  garddnidan,  To  invert.  To turn  back. 

p  wd  gardldan,  To  be  inverted,  re- 
versed, turn  the  fore-side  backward.   To  return. 

p  i^f^j^  wd  giriftan.  To  take  away,  remove. 
wa  agarna,  Otherwise,  if  not. 

p  (j^i^  \j  wd  guftan,  To  reproach,  revile.  . 
p  (J),  wdl,  A  whale,  large  fish.  Name  of  a  river. 

A  ̂J]j  wa4,  (v.  n.  of  Jlj)  Flying  to,  taking  re- 
fuge. Escaping.  A  place  of  refuge. 

p  wdld,  Exalted  in  dignity  or  in  mind,  emi- 
nent, respectable,  high,  sublime,  majestic,  grave. 

Power.  A  friend.  Friendship.  A  kind  of  silken 

stuff.  2^  shdhi  wdld-sarir,  The  king  of 
the  exalted  throne,  i.  e.  powerful.  CL^y^  L)j**ij 

rasuli  wdld-manzilat,  The  most  sublime  prophet. 

A  ̂1 J  illd,  If  not,  otherwise.  But,  yet,  still, 

however,  nevertheless,  notwithstanding.  Unless. 

p  »W  *^\^  wdld-jdh.  Of  elevated  dignity. 
p  ti^j  rodlud.  Incrustation  or  plastering  of  a 

wall;  its  white  or  pictured  superficies.  (In  the  East 

they  often  powder  the  walls  with  gold-dust).  A 
mud-building.  A  large  brick  for  building.  A  wall 
of  brick  or  stone.  A  row  of  stones  in  a  structure. 

A  foundation.  An  edifice ;  also  the  front  or  side 

of  it.  Roof  or  covering  of  a  house.  The  form  or 

frame-work  of  a  dome  or  cupola. 

p ̂ d'^\^wdlddgar,One  who  lays  rows  of  bricks 
or  stones  in  a  wall,  a  builder. 

p  wdld-shdn,  Of  elevated  rank. 

PjdS       wdld-kadr.  Of  high  dignity. 
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p  L— nald-manahih,  Of  exalted  vii-tues. 
p  wdld-manish,  Of  exalted  nature. 

p         rvdldn,  Fennel.  A  pack-saddle.  Brave. 

p  iO^lj  waldna,  A  sore,  a  wound. 

p  (^^^_)  7vdldsi,  Exaltation,  greatness. 

A  t— ii'dlih,  One  who  enters,  goes  into. 

A         n'dlibat,  A  young  shoot  of  corn.  Corn 
shot  up  a  second  time.  Children,  young  ones. 

Jj^)\  n-aiibatul  ill,  The  young  of  a  camel. 
A  wadat,  Dung  of  sheep  and  camels  col- 

lected and  sticking  together.  Camels'  dung  and 
urine.  A  dunghill. 

A  ftJ^j  rvdlat,  Sweepings.  Chips.  Basil. 

A  c^l^  wdlis,  Everlasting  (evil).  Heavy,  op- 
pressive (debt). 

A  ̂  J  wdlij,  Who  or  whatever  enters. 
A         ndlijat,  Grief  seizing  one.  Inward  pain, 

gripes.Anabscess.Adversity,misfortune.  Afflicted, 

tried  by  misfortunes.  Troubled  with  toothache. 

A  ̂y*o^  J  wa'l  hdsil,  Upon  the  whole. 
A  rvdlid,  A  parent.  A  father.  A  mother. 

Pregnant  (sheep),  p  (3^Ji*»»l  CL*-'"^  ii3^j  rvdlidi 
hihisht-ashydm,  (His)  father,  whose  rest  is  para- 

dise, i.e.  (his)  deceased  father. 

A^jW\jri;aZi(Zawi,(obl.^^^.^5\jwa^«Wfl?/w)Parents. 

A  jjti.J^j  Tvdlidat,  (generally  8i>J\j  7vulida)  A 

mother.  ̂ ^Vial**j        rvdlida  sidtmi,  Queen-mother. 

p  VpaM  _j  wa'd  du^,  Adieu  !  farewell ! 
A  rvdli^  (pi.  &3t5j  wala^t)  A  liar,  teller  of 

falsehoods,  ^  rval^m  tvdli^n,  A  bouncing 

lie.  s.x^^  ̂ \  iitala^fuldnan  mdli^hu,  His 
business  is  a  mystery  to  me;  I  know  not  if  he  be 

living  or  dead. 

A         wdli^t,  Any  thing  which  obstructs. 

p  aj'^-iJ^j  wdlghdna,  (or  aj ̂iii\^wdlgh.nna)^o\xge. 

A  Tvalldh,  And  God.  jJ'-^^  <*i^)j  wa'lldh 

a^am,  God  is  most  wise.  iJ^A^  \J^^  "^^l?  iva'lld- 
hu'l  muwaffiku'l  mu^n,  By  the  favour  and  assist- 

ance of  God  (placed  after  the  exordium  or  preface 

of  a  book,  praying  for  divine  aid  in  finishing  the 

work).  Wa'Udhi,  By  God! 

P  (j'^^W^^j  wdluchdnulan,  To  mimic,  to  imi- 
tate the  words  and  actions  of  another. 

p  ei\j  icdla,  A  kind  of  silken  cloth.  Cloth  na- 
turally white  without  bleaching.  The  false  appear- 

ance of  water  on  a  sandy  plain.  Lamentation.  Di- 
ligence in  business. 

A  !>i\j  wdlih,  (fem.  X^^j  wdlihat)  Astonished, 
stupefied,  confounded,  dejected,  dispirited,  driven 

to  despair,  distracted  with  terror  or  grief,  mad  from 
love.    An  idiot ;  a  lover. 

A  rcdE,  A  prince,  governor  of  a  province. 
One  who  exercises  jurisdiction  or  authority,  a  chief 

magistrate,  p  ̂^vj^ji**j  -^j^J^j  mdlhi  sipihri  pan- 
jum,  The  planet  Mars.  (jV^^s  t:;^!?  ivdliydni  har- 
mdn.  The  princes  or  governors  of  Carraania. 

p  (jmaJ^j  ndlis,  Name  of  an  intimate  of  Alex- 
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ander  the  Great. 

p  (_5|^£»5lj  wdligar'i,  Lordship,  authority. 
p  warn,  Debt,  loan.  Credit.  Lending.  Bor- 

rowing. The  dawn,  (in  composition  denotes)  Co- 
lour, form,  or  likeness,  warn  zamin,  The 

atoms  of  earth  of  which  the  human  body  is  com- 

posed. 9vdm  hhwdstan,  To  borrow,  to 

beg  a  loan.  jjOb  warn  dddan,  To  lend,  give 
credit.  O-^lj  wdmat  guzdr,  Pay  thy  debt. 

^j^^^iSi^  rvdm  guzdridan,  To  pay  a  debt. 
i^j^  warn  giriftan,  To  borrow. 

A  pljwa^TOjWarm  (house).  Broad-bodied,  broad. 
A  U^j  wa  ammd,  As  for. 

p  (jlitWl*  wd  mdndagdn,  (pi.  of  '6d^\it>  \j  red 
mdnda,  Tired.  CL^^?.  i^S>\io  \^  wd  mdndagdni 
hayt,  Those  who  remain  at  home. 

p  Ij  wd  m.dndagi,  Openness,  exposure. 

p  ̂ j;i3U  wd  mdndan,  To  remain,  lag  behind, 
especially  from  fatigue.  To  remain  suspended  in  opi- 

nion, to  hesitate,  desist.  To  lie  open,  to  be  exposed. 

p  1>Si\i6  \j  nd  mdnda,  Fatigued  and  loitering 
behind.  Open,  exposed  to  view. 

A  wasamat,  An  equal,  peer,  or  companion. 
One  who  does  and  imitates  the  acts  of  another. 

p  J  ivdm-hhwdh,  A  creditor,  dun,  who  de- 
mands or  exacts  payment  of  a  debt.  Importunate. 

Pj^i^olj  wdm-ddr,  A  debtor.    A  creditor. 

P  (^j^^j  wdmirdn,  Swallow-wort. 
p  wdm-satdn,  A  debtor.  A  creditor. 
A  wdmik,  Enamoured  ;  a  lover.  The  lover 

o{\ji^^zrd.  A  word  used  in  the  game  of  i^nard. 
p         wdmi,  In  debt;  distressed,  unfortunate. 

A  e.X'c\y  rcdmisat,  A  ruinous  misfortune. 

&ja*\j  l»i        zahaha  sawhi  fa  md  adrt  wd- 

mis-atahu,  My  garment  is  gone :  I  know  not  what 
has  taken  it. 

p  ̂j^j  wdn,  Like,  equal.  Name  of  a  city,  (an  af- 
fix denoting)  A  keeper,  guardian :  as,  (j^jjii  darwdn, 

A  porter,  guard  of  a  gate ;  ̂j^jjj  razwdn,  Keeper 
of  a  vineyard;  a>K^aZawaw,  A  shepherd,  herds- 

man ;  filivdn,  An  elephant-keeper. 

A  (jlj  wuj^n,  Broad,  large,  wide. 
A  ̂j^j  wa  in,  Although,  notwithstanding. 
p        wdnj,  A  lentil. 

pjL»J\_jnja«so2;,(orwl*-ilj)  A  pair  of  compasses. 
p  wdn-sdn.  Of  that  sort  or  manner. 

A  »l-*a.>^j  wd  nafsdh,  Alas !  my  soul. 

ri-aTO7j,Abird  sitting  on  her  eggs.  Seated, 

leaning,  reclined. 
A  J  wa  in  Jidna,  Although  it  be. 

P(_^i ̂ \jwdtikzinitan,  (in  zand  &  Paz.)To  take. 

p  i^ij3ji^^\jwd  nigaristan,To\ook  back.To  stare. 
A  J  wa  in  lam,  And  if  not,  although  not. 

(^io,     ̂ ^^_5  wamZami/a^wWjAlthoughhewerenot. 
p  ̂ J'i_5^  wd  numudan  or  namudan,  To  shew 

again,  to  produce  a  confirmation.  To  shew  off. 

p  ̂j^ii^  \)  md  nihddan,  To  fix.    To  put  down 15  s 

the  feet.    To  replace. 

l3^J  ̂mni.  Torpid,  languid,  fatigued.  Cow- 
ardly, base. 

A       wdw,  (pi.  wdwdt)  The  name  of  the 

letterj.  The  colour  of  water.  ̂ j>_j\^  at'ta- 
shahhud  bi-^wdwayn.  The  attestation  with  the  double 
waw,  i.e.  ^^^^  j 

j  J^iJkS-  ashkadu  an  Id  ildha  illd'lldh,7va  ash- 
hadu  an  muham^nadan  ^bduhu  wa  nabiyuhu,  I 

profess  there  is  no  god  but  God,  and  I  profess  that 
Muhammad  (is)  his  servant  and  prophet. 

A  ijij  waswas.  The  yell  of  a  jackal. 
A  wdwiy,  Containing  the  letter  j)j  wdw, 

A  ̂.j^j  wdmayld.  Exclamation,  cry,  lament. 
p       wdh,  Fyl^pho!    Bravo!  admirable  I 

A  wdh,  (or  wdhan)  (an  interjection  of 
admiration)  O!  wonderful!  excellent!  U  &5  Ifclj 

a^jkl?^  wdhd  lahumd  atyabahu,  O  how  excellent  it 

is!    (also  an  interjection  of  pain)  Oh!  alas! 

p  \s>\j  wdhd,  (pi.  of  \j  wd)  Meats,  dishes. 

A  c— *S!>l_j  wdhib,  A  giver,  a  bestower.  Liberal, 

generous,  munificent.  JUS)^  wdhibu'l  drndl. 
The  granter  of  desires,  p  CL.'ju*  wdhibi 

bi  minnat.  Disinterestedly  liberal,  who  giveth  libe- 
rally and  upbraideth  not  (the  Deity).  A  <— a^^j 

(OWlii-  wdhibu'l  hdjdt,  Bestower  of  necessaries, 

i.  e.  God.  blla*l\  wuhibu''l  ̂ tdya',  Bestower 
of  bounties  (God).  yi\  u^fc^j  7vdhibu'l  wujud, Giver  of  existence. 

A         wdhij,  Blazing  (fire). 

p  i^d^l  (ji*  \j  red  hush  d7nadan,  To  recover 
from  ebriety.  \^  wd  hushi  dmada,  Re- 

covered from  intoxication. 

A  1  fl&^j  wdliif.  One  who  has  care  of  a  temple. 

A  &iJ^|_J  7vdhilatin,  Before  all  things. 

p  pfc^j  waAam,  Together  with,  in  one.  Equally, 
in  the  same  manner.  Backward.  Wrinkled,  con- 

tracted. Wrapt  up.  Crooked.  Equipage,  accou- 
trement. A  badger,  grey,  or  brock,  (j^^*!  j»*^_5 

wd  ham  dmadan,  To  assemble  together.  To  be 

spoiled.  jjfc^j  md  hamjasta.  Leaping  back- ward. Bent,  curled. 

A  7vdhim,Who  thinks,  imagines,  or  fancies. 

e^i>\j^Cl^^>  kuwati  wdhima,  Imagination,  fancy. 
Al»i6)j  wdldman.  Erroneously. 

A  wdhin.  Weak,  silly,  feeble,  enervated. 

A  '6j^\j  wdhinat.  Weak,  silly  (woman).  The 
lowest  rib  of  the  breast,  a  short  rib.  The  bone  of 

the  arm.  The  strong  rib  of  a  horse  nearest  the 
breast.  The  cervical  vertebras.  Flatulencies  about 

the  veins  of  the  neck,  shoulders,and  arras  (to  which 

old  people  are  subject). 

A  ̂fc^j  7cdhi,  Weak.  Torn.  Easily  dissolved 
or  broken.  A  cold,  insipid  word.  aJ^&^j  Ol/«j!iu 

7nukaddamdfi  wdhiy a,  Weak,  ill-founded  premises. 

A  7vdhiydi,  Absurdities,  fiddle-faddle. 
p        7vdy,  A  well  having  a  flight  of  steps  down 



to  the  bottom.  Losing  one's  way,  deviating :  se- 
duced. An  interjection  of  pain  or  threatening.  Oh! 

fy!  away!  woe  to  you!  alas!  ^^Ij  way  ha 
vay,  Woe  be  to  hina  ! 

A  ̂^^^  wasy,  (v.  n.  of  j^^j)  Promising.  Being 
surety  for.  A  promise.  Imagination,  opinion.  A 

multitude,  a  number  of  men.  Wum',  The  onager 
or  wild  ass  (especially  when  fat).  A  swift  and 
strong  beast  of  burden. 

p  rcaya,  The  object  of  a  wish,  desire,  or  in- 
clination ;  necessary,  wanted.  Open. 

P  liT^^.  |j  ma  yaftan,  To  understand. 
A  wayaway,  The  uproar  of  combatants. 

A  iOjj  wasyat,  A  large  saucer  or  pot. 

p^lj  wayij,  A  trellis,  prop  for  a  vine. 
Aj-i^j  naAr,  Timid,  frightened. 

P  '^^Jj  wayzak,  A  spark  of  fire. 
p  LIb»— ̂ Jj  wayist,  Occasion,  want. 

A  Ij  rod.  yusufdh,  Alas  !  for  Joseph. 

p  ivdya,  A  part,  portion,  lot.  Cheerfulness, 

delight,  pleasure, taste.  The  mind.  Occasion,  want, 

wish,  desire.  Need,  necessity. 

P^j<^  wdya-gir,  One  who  participates  in 
pleasure.  Want,  wish,  desire.  Clever,  learned. 

^  lIIj  KCLsi,  Necessary. 
A&*j\j  wadyat,  A  large  saucer  and  pot. 

P         '^^■oyy,  A  trellis  for  training  a  vine. 
p  jjii.jj3j  imyidan,  Necessity,  obligation. 

A  Cl^j  n-a^&,  (v.  n.  o^  CL>^')  Preparing,  espe- ciallv  to  make  an  onset  in  battle. 

A  bj  wa&j,  (v.  n.  of  bj)  Arranging,  drawing 

up.  Yearning  (as  a  camel  towards  her  colt).  In- 

fecting or  filling  with  the  plague.  Beckoning  to 

any  one,  or  pointing  out  any  thing  with  the  finger. 

TF«&aj:,(v.n.of  ̂ j)  Being  infected  with  the  plague 

(a  village),  (pl.^bj^  awhds)  Plague,  pestilence, 
or  any  epidemical  disease. 

A  bj  wdba,  Plague,  pestilence. 

A  ̂bj  rvahds,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  infected  with 

the  plague  (a  village),  (pi.  &l>j^  uwhuat)  Plague, 
pestilence.  Cholera. 

A'iAi^wahdiat,  (v.n.of.^j)  Being  afflicted  with 
any  pestilential  disorder.  Beckoning  (to  any  one). 

Ajbj  7vabdr,  Name  of  a  sandy  desert  in  Arabia. 

The  third  of  the  winter-days  calledj^:^^  aZ  ̂ o/mz:. 
Wibdr,  A  kind  of  salsuginous  herb.  Wibdr,  (or 

ejoj  ivibm-at)  (pi.  of  ji^  wabr)  Animals  smaller 
than  cats,  of  a  dusky  colour,  without  tails. 

v^^SiMij  bjwa5a-?'a.s7fZa^i,  Visitation  byplague. 
p  b_j  waba-rasida,  Visited  by  plague. 
p  Lii**>bj  wahasak,  Yawning. 

A  rvabbds,  Bright-coloured.  The  moon. 

A  iiifbj  Kabatat,  Cowardice,  timidity. 

A  rvabhd^t,  The  opening  in  the  crown  of 
the  head  of  a  new-born  child.  Buttocks. 

siS'bj  hazabat  nabhd^tvhu,  He  broke  wind. 

A  'isXij  H/a&5a^//iai,  The  backside,  a-is-^j  fS^d^ 
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hazabat  wabhdghatuhu,  He  broke  wind. 

A  Jbj  mabdl,  (v.  n.  of  (Jjj)  Being  heavy  and 

unwholesome  (air).  An  unhealthy  climate  or  at- 

mosphere, any  thing  painful.  Heaviness.  Cholera. 

A  crime,  sin,  fault.  Punishment.  Harshness,  se- 
verity.   Painful,  vexatious. 

A  &3bj  wabalat,  A  being  heavy  and  unhealthy. 

A  CLOj  nabt,  (v.  n.  of  tl.*^j)  Abiding,  staying. 
A         wabhhat,  A  reproof,  reprimand. 

A  ijjj  wahd  or  tvabad,  A  hollow  or  furrow  on 
a  mountain.  IVabad,  (v.n.of  liJj)  Being  enraged 

at.  Being  indisposed;  leading  a  miserable,  labo- 
rious, or  starving  life.  Being  worn  (a  garment). 

One  in  a  wretched  situation.  A  large  family  in 

narrow  circumstances.  Largeness  of  family,  and 

smallness  of  means.  Shame,  modesty.  Anger. 

Heat.  A  vice,  fault,  defect,  blemish.  Wabid,  Hun- 

gry, famished.    One  who  has  a  malignant  eye. 

AjJj  ivabara,  (fut. jO_  ?/«JirM)  He  abode. 
A  wabr,  (pl.j^^j  Wilbur, Jo  J  wibar, &r\di  Sj^j 

wibarat)  An  animal  smaller  than  a  cat,  of  a  dusky 

colour,  without  a  tail.  One  of  the  five  days  called 

)^^^  al^juz.  Wabar,  (v.n.of^Jj)  Having  much 
hair  (a  camel),  (pl-j^j^  awbdr)  The  hair,  wool, 
or  flue  of  camels,  goats,  hares,  or  other  animals  of 

a  soft  kind.  ahlu'l  wabar,  The  Nomades, 

or  wild  Arabs  (because  they  live  in  tents  of  goats' 

hair, in  contradistinction  tOj^^  ahlu'lmadar, 
The  Arabians  who  dwell  in  towns  or  houses  of  clay). 

Wabir,  Hairy,  furry  (camel  or  hare). 

A  Aj)j  wahrat,  (fem.  of^j^  awbar)  Hairy  (she- 
camel).  A  sort  of  plant.  A  kind  of  woolly  fungus. 

A  ij-^j  wabrat,  (fem.  ofj-J^j  wabr)  An  animal 
smaller  than  a  cat,  of  a  dusky  colour,  without  a 

tail.  One  of  the  wintry  days  calledj^-rs?  ̂ juz. 

Wabirat,  Hairy  (she-camel). 

p  i^ij>j  wabardak,  A  riddle,  enigma. 
p  wabs,  Resembling. 

A  (ji^j  wabsh  or  wabash,  White  specks  upon 
the  nails.  A  kind  of  ulcerous  corroding  scab  marked 

with  black  and  white  points.  Wabash,  (v.  n.  of 

^jiOj)  Being  marked  black  and  white  (a  scabby 

camel).  (pl.(^Vj^  awbdsh)  A  crowd,  mob  of  the 
lower  people.  Wabish,  (A  camel)  marked  with 
black  and  white  spots  from  a  corroding  scab. 

A  o^^j  wabs,  (v.  n.  of  (^>j)  Shi  ning,  flashing 
(lightning).  Opening  the  eyes  (a  whelp).  Being 
luxuriant  with  herbage  (ground).  Wabas,  Agility, 

briskness,  sprightliness.  Wabis,  Nimble,  frisky 

(horse),  with  sparkling  eyes. 

A  jj^-^j  wabsdn  ovwubsdn,  An  Arabian  month, 

called  also         ̂ ^.j  "rabi^'l  ahhir. 
A  wabt,  (v.  n.  of  LiJj)  Being  cowardly,  ti- 

mid, wavering,  weak,  undetermined  (opinion).  En- 

tangling, incumbering,  restraining.  Giving  a  pal- 
try portion.  Deposing  from  dignity,  degrading. 

Opening,  laying  open  (a  wound).    Wabat,  (v.  n. 

of  la^j  Being  weak  and  cowardly. 

A  jt^j  wabgh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ >^)  Reproaching,  treat- 
ing opprobriously.  TT^aJa^7/t,The  scales  of  the  head. 

A  disease  which  corrupts  camels'  hair.  Wabigh, 
Troubled  with  scales  on  the  head,  scurfy. 

A         wabaghaf,  A  crowd  :  middle  of  a  crowd. 

A  JjJj  wabak,  (v.  n.  of  (J^j)  Perishing,  dying. 

A  ̂y>jwabl,  (v.n.  of,J.^j)  Pursuing  hard,  hunt- 
ing close.  Striking  (with  a  stick).  Raining  heavily. 

Being  heavy  and  unwholesome.  A  shower  with 

large  drops.  Wtibul,  (pi.  of  (Jj^^j  wabil  or  aJj^^j 

wabilat')  Unwholesome  (pastures). 

A  Xbj  wabalat.  Heaviness  of  air  or  meat,  un- 
wholesomeness.  A  desire  for  the  male  (in  a  ewe). 

A  Jgi>j  wahala',  (A  she-camel)  giving  much 
milk  after  the  first  gush. 

A  'iZi^  wabnat,  Hunger.  Harm,  hurt,  damage. 
A  wabwabat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Prepar- 

ing, especially  to  make  an  onslaught. 

Aj^^j  wubur,  (pi.  of jij  wabr)  Animals  smaller 
than  cats,  dusky-coloured,  without  tails. 
A  wubut,  (v.  n.  ofia^j)  Being  weak  (an 

opinion),  cowardly  (the  spirit). 
A         wiibuk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Perishing,  dying. 

A  tj_j^j  wuhul,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  heavy  and 
unwholesome  (the  air). 

A  &Jj  wabh,  Intelligence,  prudence.  Magnifi- 
cence, greatness,  pomp,  pride.  Wabh  or  wabah,  (v. 

n.  of  iOj)  Considering  attentively,  perceiving,  un- 
derstanding, minding,  regarding,  attending  to. 

A  wabuat,  (or  &>Jw>j  wabisat)  (A  country) 

afilicted  with  plague  or  other  epidemy. 

A  (^x>_^  wab'is,  (v.  n.  of  O^j)  Flashing  (light- 
ning). Opening  the  eyes  (a  whelp).  Being  luxu- riant with  herbage  (ground). 

A  wabisat,  Flame,  fire. 

A  (Jj^j  wabil,  Unhealthy,  unwholesome.  Dan- gerous, hurtful.  Heavy,  severe,  vehement  (blow, 

thwack,  or  torment).  A  thick  staff.  A  stick  with 
which  they  beat  the  wooden  bell  or  gong  (^_jib 

nahus.  A  supple  rod  or  twig.  A  beetle  used  by 
bleachers  or  washers  of  clothes.  A  bundle  of  rods. 

J-jtJj  ̂ yxi\  abulia'  wabil, An  aged  man  (lean- 
ing) on  a  staff. 

A  jwabllat,  (pi.  Jj_jWM&MZ)Unhealthy  (coun- 
try). Aclub,bludgeon.Abundleofrods,grass,orhay. 

p  t/^jbj  wapdray.  The  planet  Venus. p  waprish,  Colour. 

p  wa  pas,  Like,  resembling. 

p  C->j  wat.  Fur,  peltry  :  fur-garment.  A  word. 
A         watt  or  ivuit.  The  cooing  of  doves. 

A  Oj  wats,  (v.  n.  of  uj)  Walking  sluggishly. 

A  Uj  wata,  Pus,  matter.   Black  viscous  mud. 
A  X^-bj  watdhat,  Lowness  of  price. 

AjVjj  witdr,  (v.  n.  3  of  j!>j)  Prosecuting  or  do- 

ing any  thing  at  intervals. 
A  OjVjj  watdwit.  Evil  suggestions,  counsels. 



A )oatatir,  (pi.  of  watirat)  Ways, 
tracks,  or  paths  near  mountains. 

A  »— A>j  rcath,  (v.  n.  of  i— Sitting  firm  in  a 
place,  remaining  immoveable,  steady,  fixed. 

A  iOj  wuttat,  The  cooing  of  doves. 

A^j  wa^A,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Making  a  small  pre- 

sent. Wath,  (watah,  watih,  oijffj  wai"/*  wa^) 
Small  in  quantity , low-priced.  T)  aiih,  Lovf  (fellow). 

A  s.^j  watahat,  A  little,    ib^j  ̂   Nothing. 

A  ̂   wathli,  A  beating  with  a  stick. 

A&ii!jn'flfaA/<a^Mire,dirt,clay.Fear.  Anything. 

A  liOj  watcl,  (v.  n.  of  Driving  (a  stake).  A 
stake.  Watad  or  watid,  (pi.  awtad)  A  stake 

or  peg  driven  into  the  ground  or  into  a  wall.  A 

wooden  club,  (in  prosody)  A  foot  consisting  of 
three  consonants,  of  which  two  are  inflected  with 

vowels,  and  one  quiescent.  When  the  two  first  let- 
ters have  vowels, and  the  last  is  marked  with  jazm, 

as  in  ds^  laliad,  it  is  called  ̂ ♦s^  ̂^ij  watad  maj- 
mit^;  but  when  the  two  moveable  letters  are  sepa- 

rated by  one  gezmated,  as  in  J^iH  liahla,  it  is  called 

^jix  watad  mafruk.  Si\j  Sij  watadun  na- 
tidun,  A  stake  firmly  fixed  in  the  ground. 

A  wutidani,  Two  prominences  within  the 
ear.  The  two  sides  of  the  back  or  loins. 

A jJj  watr,  (v.n.  ofjij)  Prosecuting,  terrifying, 

promoting  evil,  fomenting  enmity,  prompting  to  re- 
venge. Defrauding.  Making  an  even  number  odd. 

Separating,  setting  apart.  Inflicting  any  thing  dis- 

agreeable and  disgusting.  Stringing  (a  bow).  Offer- 
ing special  and  voluntary  prayers.  The  ninth  day 

of  the  month  ji  zm'Z  hijjat.  Watr  or  witr, 
A  unit.  An  odd  number.  Malevolence,  thirst  for 

revenge.  Witr,  Special,  voluntary  prayers  repeated 

by  the  Muhammadans,  and  not  enjoined  by  the 

i^ji  farz  nor  ».ju*>  sunnat.  The  day  on  which  the 
ceremonies  ofthepilgrimageare  performed  at  mount 

Arafat.  One,  single,  alone.  \yj  witran  wi- 
tran,  Singly,  separately.  Watar,  (pl.j^j^  aivtar) 
String  of  bow,  harp,  lute.  The  string  by  which  a 

bowishungup.  Achord.  (pi.  of  J^j  watarat,q.  v.). 

A  iji^  ivatarat,  The  septum  of  the  nose  ;  also 

the  edge  of  the  nostril.  The  fi-enum  of  the  prepuce; 
also  of  the  tongue.  The  round  compassing  muscle 

of  the  arse-gut  of  a  horse.  The  space  between  the 

tip  of  the  nose  and  the  mustachios.  The  skin  be- 

tween the  thumb  and  the  fore-finger  ;  also  between 

any  two  fingers.  The  cartilage  of  the  upper  part 

of  the  ear.  That  part  of  a  house  which  is  supported 

alone  by  pillars.  The  choicest  part  of  any  thing. 

A  nerve  in  the  back.  That  part  of  a  bow  whence 
the  arrow  is  let  fly. 

A  watr  a  ,  Separately,  singly. 

AjJj  ivaiz,  (in  Yaman)  A  kind  of  tree. 

A  ̂ji'ij  roatsh,  Small,  contemptible.  The  dregs 
of  the  people. 

A         watashat,  Weak.  Worn  down  with  dis- 
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ease,  at  the  point  of  death. 

A  j->j  wataffh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Committing  a 
crime,  being  culpable.  Perishing.  Being  foolish, 

ignorant.  Being  lascivious  and  indulging  in  solitary 

vice  (a  woman).  Ruin.  Blame,  reprehension.  Stu- 
pidity, weakness  of  mind.  A  crime.  An  error  in 

speech.  Pain. 

A  iiOj  watighat,  Lascivious  (female). 
p  ull>j  watah,  A  quail. 

pj^-jj  wathaj,  A  grape-stone  or  seed. 

P^-Oj  roaf^ar,  A  furrier,maker  of  fur-garments. 

A  Jjj  7vutul,  (pi.  of  J,'jj\  awtal)  (Men)  full  or drunk  with  wineorotherliquor.  Full,  sated  (people). 

A  jjijj  wat7i,(v.  n.  of  ̂ ^jj)  Hurting  the  heart- 

vein  (jOj  waim.  Wutun,(p].o{'tjr^j  watln)Ye'ms 
by  which  the  heart  is  suspended,  heart-strings. 

A        watnat,  A  being  perpetual.  Opposition. 

p  watang,  A  bunch  of  grapes. 

A  '■^yj  wutuhat,  A  being  little  and  low-priced. 
A  (j^j  wutun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j)  Being  perpetual. 

Running  continually  (water). 

A       rvata',  Running  sores. 
A         watih,  Small  in  quantity  and  low-priced. 

A»j<Jj  watirat,  A  way,  path,  track  (especially 
near  a  mountain).  A  long  narrow  strip  of  ground. 

Mounds  of  earth  in  a  prismatic  form.  A  grave. 

White  earth.  That  part  of  a  house  or  tent  which 

is  supported  alone  by  pillars  or  poles.  The  parti- 
tion between  the  nostrils.  The  cartilage  of  the  top 

of  the  ear.  The  skin  between  the  thumb  and  fore- 

finger; also  between  any  two  fingers.  A  white  spot 
on  the  forehead  of  a  horse.  A  rose  (especially  red). 

Mode,  manner,  custom,  habit.  Detention.  Inter- 
mission from  labour.  Delay,tediousness,  hindrance, 

slowness,  languor.  Patience.  Malevolence,  a  thirst 

for  revenge.  Defect,  blemish.  A  consequence,  any 

thing  following.  The  nerve  under  the  tongue  ;  also 

one  in  the  back,  and  another  in  the  anus.  What- 

ever surrounds  any  thing,  a  wrapper,  husk.  The 

groove  in  an  Arabian  bow,  from  which  the  arrow 

flies.  A  loop  by  which  the  bow  is  suspended  to 

learn  them  to  shoot  straight.  A  prison.  A  ring  by 

which  they  learn  to  use  the  lance  (like  the  quin- 

tain or  tilting-block  of  olden  time).  A  decimal, 

p  »_jO_j         neh-watira,  Of  good  disposition. 

A  (jj-jj  watm,  (pi.  ̂^ij  wutun  and  awti- 
nat)  The  vein  by  which  the  heart  is  suspended. 

A  I3j  wass,  (v.  n.  of  Vij)  Rendering  soft.  Bruis- 
ing (flesh  by  a  blow) ;  hurting  the  flesh,  but  not 

the  bone ;  dislocating  a  bone  without  breaking  it. 

Spraining  (the  hand).  A  bruise,  a  sprain.  Wa- 

sas,  (or  A'ij  wasai)  (v.  n.  of  ̂j)  Being  dislocated or  sprained  (the  hand). 

A  I— -sVij  wisab,  (v.  n.  of  c—z^j)  Assaulting,  as- 
sailing; leaping,  springing,  rushing  (on  another). 

Wisah,  Seats.  A  throne.  A  bed,  couch.  Man- 

sions. L— >wj  wiltahu'lmalafikat,  The  man- 

sions  of  angels,  i.e.  heaven. 

A  I— -'Uj  wassah,  A  jumper,  springer,  caperer. 
A         wasahat,  An  assault,  one  attack. 

A  5uj  wasMt,  A  blow  which  hurts  the  flesh 
without  breaking  a  bone.  A  sprain. 

A  wasajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  thick, 
dense.     Abundance  of  flesh,  fleshiness. 

AjUj  wasar  or  roisar,  A  soft  thing.  A  soft  car- 
pet, covering,  or  upper  garment.  A  treading,  or  a 

softening  by  treading.  Wisar,  (pi.  of  tjfji^wasirat) 

(Women)  agreeably  plump  and  full  of  flesh. 

A  'ijUj  wasarat,  (v.n. of j5j)  Being  fleshy,  soft. 
Being  reduced  to  a  soft  consistency.  Being  soft 

by  beating  or  treading  upon.  Fatness,  corpulency, 
abundance  of  fat. 

A  ̂ Vij  wascik  or  wisah,  A  ligature,  chain,  rope, 

or  any  fastening.  Wisak,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jpj)  Enter- 

ing into  a  confederacy,  stipulating,  pledging  one's 
faith.  Captivity.  A  camp.  (pi.  of  wasik) 

Firm,  solid,  constant. 
p  wisah,  A  house,  lodge,  hut,  hovel.  A 

chamber,  lodgings,  i^j^-^..  3  J  ''visahi  liir-zan, 
The  old  woman's  cottage  which  she  refused  to  sell 
(a  refusal  of  course  religiously  respected),  when 

Noshiravan,  king  of  Persia,  would  have  bought  it 
to  make  room  for  a  palace  he  was  about  to  build. 

A  ftj'uj  wasahat.  Firmness,  fixedness. 

A  ̂lJ_j  wascim,  (v.  n.  of  jCj)  Making  the  feet bleed  (a  stone). 

A wasasir,  (pl.of»_jOj)  Plump  (women). 

A  ̂ yi^i^  wasa^jA,  (pi.  of  &fl*>j  wasT/ia<)  Trusts. 
A  (— wash,  (or  wasaban)  (v.  n.of  j ) 

Assaulting,  assailing,  leaping,  or  springing  (upon 

another),  (in  the  dialect  of  Himyar)  Sitting. 

A  OIa>j  wasahat.  Assaults,  attacks,  irruptions. 

A  ftJij  washat,  A  spring,  leap.  Boldness.  No- 
bleness. Generosity.    Multitude.  Departure. 

A  [^5j  wasaba\  (A  woman)  who  jumps  much. 

a'ss-^j  wasakhat,  Moisture,  wetting,  watering. 
A j5j  wasr,  (v.  n.  of  Jij)  Softening  by  beating, 

treading  upon.  Covering  frequently,  but  in  vain 

(a  camel).  Made  soft.  A  kind  of  garment  worn 

by  young  girls  among  the  Scenite  Arabs,  made  of 
slips  of  leather.  A  leathern  garment  round  the 

waist,  cut  in  thongs  of  four  fingers'  breadth.  An 
outer  garment.  Short  breeches,  i.e.  without  legs. 
A  kind  of  waistcoat  or  shirt  made  soft.  Wasr  or 

nmsir.  Soft,  trodden  upon.  Wisr,  A  soft  bed  or  car- 

pet. Asaddle-cloth.^,5j  ̂ J^jijvmsrun  ̂ la  wisrin. 
Coitus  supra  mollem  lectum.    Wasir,  Made  soft. 

A  wascjh,  (v.  n.  of  Breaking  (the 

head).  Inducing  a  camel  to  suckle  another's  colt by  the  stratagem  X*J^j  wasighat. 

A  XiOj  wasghat,  A  small  quantity  (of  rain). 

A  I  c"ij  wasf,  An  underpropping  (of  a  kettle). 

A  ̂ jwash.  Confidence,  trusting  in. 
A  ̂ -^j  wusha\  (fern,  of        awsah)  Very  firm. 



A  ̂'ij  v:asal,  A  rope  made  of        was'il  (coir). 
A  7vasm,  (v.  n.  of  jCj)  Running.  Breaking, 

bruising,  pounding,  treading  upon.  Spurning  the 

ground  with  his  hoofs  (a  horse).  (A  stone)  hurting 

(the  foot)  so  that  (it)  bleeds.  Collecting.  Wasam, 

(v.  n.  of  pij)  Producing  little  vegetation  (ground). 
Scarcity,  paucity. 

A  i^jwasan,  (pi.  ̂^'ijtvusun  and^^uj^)  An  idol. 

A  j^'ij  Tvasanly,  An  idolater,  pagan,  heathen. 
A  L-^j^j  wusub,  (v.  n.  of  (--Oj)  Assaulting,  as- 

sailing, leaping,  jumping,  springing,  rushing  on. 

A  jjyj  wusuk,  (v.n.  of  ̂ 5j)  Confiding  in,  trust- 
ing to.  Confidence,  dependence, reliance.  Strength, 

firmness,  stedfastness. 

A  Jyj  wasa,  A  bruise,  sprain.  TVusa ,  Pains. 

A  <— *J^j  wasib,  (v.  n.  of  t— ̂ ij)  Assaulting,  as- 
sailing, leaping,  springing,  rushing. 

A  iilijjwasija^.  Dislocated,  sprained,  hurt  (hand). 

A  ̂ ^Ji^asij,  Thick,  dense.  Firm-fleshed. 
A  &— wasVihat,  A  bunch  of  different  kinds 

of  fresh  herbs.  Small  bones  mixed  with  fat.  Clay 

ground.    Thick  milk. 

A^5j  wasir,  (Dough)  softened  by  kneading.  A 

softbed.  A  saddle-cloth.  An  upper  outer  garment. 
A  linen  cloth  in  which  garments  are  wrapped.  A 

pad  in  front  of  a  saddle.  The  skin  of  a  rapacious 

animal.  Any  thing  to  sit  on,  or  to  be  borne  upon, 
made  of  brocade  or  silk.    Softened.  Trodden. 

A  wasirat,  (pl.jjlSj  wasasir  and  jlSj  wi- 
sar)  (A  woman)  agreeably  plump,  full  of  flesh,  fit 

or  agreeable  for  lying  with. 

A  nasighat,  A  small  quantity  (of  rain).  A 

figure  resembling  a  camel's  colt,  made  of  woollen 
or  cotton,  which  they  place  before  her  to  make  her 

give  milk  orsuckle  the  young  ofanother  as  her  own  3 

a  tulchan.  Difi'erent  kinds  of  grass  luxuriantly  entan- 
gled in  the  spring.  (A  cake)  folded  in  several  plies. 

A  ̂j3j?vasi^,(pl.^\'ijw*sa/i)  Firm,  solid,  strong, 
steady,  constant.  &jLoj  CI^^  hvjjatiwasika,A.i\x(iLi- 

cial  decree.  ̂ Jt?^  <^>^  ̂ hdi  rvaslk,  Firm  covenant. 

A  iSJij  rvasikat,  (v.  n.  of  |j5j)  Trusting  to.  Be- 
ing firm,  steady,  solid.  Firmness,  solidity.  Confi- 

dence, faith.  Confederacy,  compact,  treaty,  pro- 

mise, engagement,  writing,  obligation,  bond,  writ- 
ten agreement.  (Ground)  abundant  in  herbage. 

A  ̂yr>^wasil,  The  fibres  of  the  trunk  of  the  palm- 
tree  ;  a  rope  made  of  those  fibres :  coir.  A  hempen 

rope.  A  weak  rope  of  a  bucket.  Weak,  flaccid. 

Weakly  (young  deer).    An  old  tree. 

A  j»JOj  masim,  Firm-fleshed. 
A  wasimat,  A  large  heap  of  corn,  grass,  or 

fodder.  Stones,  gravel. 

A  wasisat,  Dislocated,  sprained  (hand). 

A  Tuof;',  Galangale.  The  yoke  upon  the  neck 

of  a  ploughing-ox.  Celerity.  The  bird  llai*  hata. 
An  ostrich.    Name  of  a  valley  in  Taif. 

A  \:>-j  rvajs,  (v.  n.of  W-j)  Striking  (with  a  knife 
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or  the  hand),  giving  a  slap  with  the  palm.  Be- 

heading. Bruising  the  testicles  of  a  goat  between 
two  stones.  Failing,  drying  (water).  Lying  with. 
Wajs  ovnajas,  Bad  (water). 

A  Wj  waja',  (v.  n.  of  (_ys-j)  Having  a  thin,  worn 
hoof.  Soreness  of  feet  from  travellino*  barefoot. o 

^    A  -fls-j  wajas,  Bad  (water).    Wya^,  (v.  n.  of 
Castrating  (a  goat)  by  crushing  his  testicles, 

(pi.  es-x^j\  arvjiyat)  A  small'  truss  or  bundle  of clothes.    A  portmanteau. 

A  t-r'Vj  -majab,  (for  L^^S  yab)  Ratifying  a 
purchase,knocking(an  article) down  (to the  buyer). 

Wijdb,(v.  n.  4  oft_-«s- j)  Rendering necessary,mak- 

ing  obligatory,   (pi.  of  wajb,  Large  bottles 

of  goats'  skins.  Places  where  water  stagnates. 
A  (-r-'^j  wajjab,  (or Cowardly,  timid. 
A         7vajsat,  (A  well)  destitute  of  water. 

A  ̂^-j  wajah,  A  quantity  of  water  just  cover- 
ing the  bottom  of  a  reservoir.  Smooth  stones. 

^U-j  adna'  wajahin,  The  first  thing,  at  first  sight. 
Wajah,  wujah,  or  wijah,  A  veil,  covering. 

A  liWj  Tvijad,  Places  where  waters  stagnate. 

wijaz,  (pi.  of  u>u.=~j  wajz)  Cavities  in 
mountains  wherein  water  collects  :  tarns. 

A jVj  foajar  or  wijar,  (pi.  ij^j^  a7ijirat  and 
wujur)  A  den  (of  a  hyena).  A  herd  of  hyenas. 

Part  of  the  banks  of  a  river  carried  off  by  the  water. 

p  wijarish,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Con- 
sumption, weakness,  leanness. 

A  "Tvajazat,  (v.  n.  of  Js-j)  Being  ready, 
short,  brief,  laconic.    Readiness.  Agility. 

A  ̂Is- J  wija^  (pi.  of  ̂  J  7vaja^  Pains,  aches. 

A  ̂{s^jTvaJa^'' ,  (pi.  of  'ixs^jwaji^t)  Pained, 
afflicted  (women).  JV^uja^',  (pi,  of  fvaji^ Pained,  afilicted  (men). 

A  J^^j  ivijal,  (pi.  of         wojil)  Timid. 

A  'e][>-jwajalat,  (v.n.of,Jj»-j)  Beingfull  ofyears. 
A  roijah,  (v.  n.  3  of  »s-j)  Comparing  one 

(thing)  with  another.  Presence,  opposition,  front- 

ing, face  to  face.  Measure,  quantity,    i  a)\^8Wj 

wijahu  aljin,  Amounting  to  a  thousand, 

wijdhan,  wujahan,  or  wajdhan,  Before,  in  presence 

of,  fronting,  face  to  face.  uiAjsls- j  wijahaka,  rva- 
jdhaha,  or  wujdhaka,  Fronting,  facing  thee. 

A  XfiiWj  wajdhat,  (v.  n.  of  s^^)  Being  honour- 
able and  high  in  authority.  Presence,  aspect,  re- 

spect, appearance.  Position.  Dignity,  authority. 

Beauty,  comeliness. 

A  u-As- J  wajb,  (v.  n.  of  i_>i»-j)  Palpitating  (the 
heart).  Setting  (the  sun).  Repelling.  Being  sunk 

deep  in  the  socket  (the  eye).  A  marriage  contracted 

by  depositing  a  pledge  or  token.  A  bet  or  stake 
at  a  race.  Timid,  pusillanimous.  Foolish,  (pi. 

t-^Wj  wijab)  A  large  bottle  made  of  goat's  skin.  A 
she-camel  whose  biestings  coagulate  in  the  udder. 

Pt—-i?-jwa;a&,  A  span,  nine  inches. 
wajah  kardan,  To  measure  by  the  span,  to  span. 

A  ̂^V^J  wajahaii,  Palpitation  (of  the  heart). 
A  ■kk^-jwajbat,  (v.n.of  t_-*>-j)  Falling  or  stum- 

bling with  a  great  noise ;  the  sound  made  by  it. 

Dying,  'ix:* j  (J^\  akala  (or  halaba')  wajba- 
tan,  He  eat  (or  milked)  once  a  day  (only). 

A  ̂ s»j  wujuj,  A  swift  ostrich. 
A  ̂ ^wajh,  (v.n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  manifest,  visi- ble, open,  public.    Wajah,  A  cave,  cavern,  den. 

A  ̂ s>-^  wajd,  (v.  n.  of  Being  enraged  at, 
taking  occasion  to  quarrel  with  or  chide  (another). 

Being  melancholy.  Being  transported,  in  an  ecstasy 

of  love.  Ecstasy,  excessive  love.  Wildness,  trans- 

port (in  love  or  grief),  (pi.  liWj  wijdd)  A  place 

in  which  water  stagnates,  p  ̂liji  Jos-j  wajd  kar- 

dan, To  move  about  in  an  ecstasy,  j  \^i3t>  I 

^♦*»>  ahangi  wajd  u  sanid^  The  harmony  of  love 
and  music,  a  Wajd,  wijd,  or  wujd,  (v.  n.  of  i^>-j) 

Having  enough, being  wealthy,  opulent,  rich.  Opu- 

lence. Wajd  or  wzijd,  (v.  n.  of  Discover- 

ing, procuring,  finding,  recovering  (any  thing  lost 
or  searched  for). 

A  i^^^j  wajddn,  Ecstasy.  Wijddn,  (v.  n.  of 

ti*-j)  Recovering  (any  thing  lost),  discovering,  find- 

ing. W ujddn,  pi. of  lios-j  wfl;?J,Level,plain  grounds. 
A  «i^="j  wijdat,  (v.  n.  of  d^j)  Having  enough, 

being  rich.  Opulence,  wealth. 

A  jjfj  wajz,  (pi.  i^'^j  wijzdn  and  iWj jdz)  A  cavity  in  a  mountain  where  water  collects. 
A  cistern,  reservoir,  pond,  or  trough.  W ajiz,  (A 

place)  containing  much  water. 
A  j>-^  wajr,  (v.  n.  of _^j)  Making  (one)  hear 

that  which  is  disagreeable.  Putting  medicine  into 

the  mouth  (of  a  child),  giving  a  drench.  A  cavern 

in  a  mountain.  Wajar,  (v.n.  ofj»-j)  Fearing,  be- 
ing afraid  of.  Wajir,  Timid,  trembling,  Wujur, 

(pi.  ofjU-j  wajdr)  Hyenas'  dens. 
V  j>-^  wajar.  The  decree  of  a  judge. 
A  waji-df,  (fem.  of^j^)  Timid  (female). 

A  'ij=r3  wajrat  or  wajarat,  (pl-jW-j^  awjdr^K 
hole  dug  to  entrap  wild  beasts.  Wajirat,  Timid, 
trembling  (woman). 

Pjfj>-j  wajargar,  A  chief,  interpreter  of  the 
law,  a  chief  justice,  mufti. 

A^j  wajz,  (v.  n.  ofJ>-j)  Being  ready,  short, 
laconic.  Ready  at  giving.  Nimble,  active.  Epi- 

tome, compendium.    Abridged,  epitomised,  brief. 

p      Js-  J  wajuz  an,  Et  cetera. 

A  [j^j  wajs,  A  soft  voice,  a  low  sound  (par- 
ticularly the  noise  of  a  man  with  a  girl  when  over- 

heard by  another).  Tremor,  palpitation,  terror(aris- 
ing  from  any  sound). 

A  ̂jL«»-j  wajsdn,  Fear,  trepidation,  or  startle 
(caused  by  noise). 

A         rooyfl^,  (v.n.  of  |«^j)  Being  pained,  (pi. 

an;;a^and  ̂ Wj  ''vijd^  Disease,  pain,  ache. 
Complaint,  mourning,  (j^iji^^         waja^'l  dzdn, 

Ear-ache.  waja^'l  asndn.  Tooth- 
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ache,  j^^^  ivaja^'z  zahr,  Back-ache,  lum- 

bago. ^Jrfolio  rvaja^i  mafasil,  A  pain  in  the 

joints,  rheumatism.  TFiyV^,  (pi.  (j^*?'^  waji^na, 

Ij^j  'Tvcj^^,  and  J^^?-j  rvujd^')  Full  of  pain, 

aching.  tcmmu  waji^'' I  kabid,  A  oer- 
tain  plant  good  for  liver-disease. 

A  ̂^^f^j  ivaj^f,  The  backside. 
A  e-*>-j  waji^t,  Afflicted,  pained  (woman). 

A  waj^a',  (pi.  of        nnji^  Pained. 
A  u-As-j  ivajf,  (v.  n.  of  )  Tottering,  stag- 

gering, being  in  commotion,  palpitating.  A  parti- 
cular pace  (of  a  horse  or  camel). 

A  iJ^j  ivajl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ y>- j)  Exceeding  or  beat- 
ing another  in  terror  and  alarm.   Wajal,  (v.  n.  of 

jj-s-j)  Being  afraid  or  cautious  (of  another).  Fear, 

teri'or,  apprehension.   Wajil,  (pi.  JU-j  wijal  and 
majiluna)  Timid,  fearful,  cowardly. 

A  najlaf,{iQm.  of  j_)o.j\)Timid  (woman). 

A  &Ji?-j  wajilat,  Timid,  timorous  (woman). 

A  ivajm,  (v.  n.  of^^-j)  Being  afflicted  and 
silent;  fixing  the  eyes  upon  the  ground  from  pain, 

rage,  or  vexation.  Abhorring,  detesting.  Striking 

on  the  breast  with  the  fist.  (A  man)  of  the  worst 

kind  or  meanest  rank.  The  face.  -^_j**>  ̂ =^j  wajinu 
saw  fin,  A  bad  man.  Wajam,  (pi.  awjam) 

Drowsiness,  somnolency.  A  heap  of  stones,  a  lofty 

cairn,  said  to  be  the  work  of  lilff-  ̂ d.  Any  thing 
erected  in  the  desert  as  a  direction  for  travellers. 

Avaricious,  despicable.  Thin  or  small  of  body. 

JVajim,  Sad,  grim.  Afflicted,  silent,  and  fixing 

the  eyes  upon  the  ground  from  pain,  rage,  vexation, 

or  intense  grief. 

A  bJ^j  Toajmat,  One  meal.  A  falling  flat  on 
the  face  when  eating.  Wajamat,  A  reviling  of  men. 

Disgrace,  ignominy,  scorn. 

A  (j=-_5  wajn,  (v.  n.  of  (^-?-j)  Beating  (cloth, 
as  a  fuller  or  washer).  Throwing  (on  the  ground), 

prostrating.  Flinging  to  a  distance.  Contusion, 

blow.  ji>  tilii  (J*  ma  adri  ayyu 
manrcajjana  Ijildahuwa,  I  do  not  know  what  he  is. 

A  wajnas,  A  strong,  firm-fleshed  she- 

camel.  A  large-clieeked  she-camel. 

A  foaj,  wij,  rcuj,  or  rvajinat,  (pi.  Olxs-j 
7oajnaf)  A  prominent  or  chubby  cheek. 

wajnak,  The  bill  of  a  bird. 

A  i^^s-j  majuh  or  ivujuh,  (v.  n.  of  (^..as-j)  Be- 
ing necessary.  Being  necessary  (to  do  or  to  suffer 

any  thing).  Repelling.  Wvjub,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -«=>-j) 
Being  firm,  fixed,  settled,  confirmed  (a  sale).  Set- 

ting (as  the  sun).  Being  sunk  deep  in  the  socket 

(the eye).  Dying.  Necessity, obligation,  duty. Debt. 

A  ft^^j  Kujubat,  (v.  n.  of  u^s-j)  Being  timid, 
cowardly.  Being  a  fool.  Timidity,  cowardice. 

A  wujud,  (v.  n.  of  ii-2-j)  Discovering,  pro- 
curing,finding,recovering(any  thinglost  or  searched 

for).  Being  found,  existing,  or  beginning  to  exist. 

Invention.    Existence,  substance,  essence,  bodyj 
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person,  individual.  Trunk  of  a  tree.  Penis,  (pi. 

of  Aa-j  wijd)  Riches,  (pi.  of  wajad)  Ecstasies, 

p  ̂^>^^ jJ'.iSj  wujud-jmzir  shudan,  To  come 
to  light,  to  appear,  be  published  or  produced.  \-> 

6a  ?t)wjM6?,Chiefly.  Notwithstanding.  Through, 

in  consequence  of.  a  li^j  t—**-^  sahib-mujud, 

Existing.  Eminent,  v  i^^^roujud-sazi 

ma^din,  An  epithet  of  the  sun. 

Aj^j  rvajur,  A  thing  disagreeable  to  the  ear. 
Waju7'  or  Tvujvr,  A  medicine  (put  in  the  mouth). 

Aj^j  7vvju~,  (v.  n.  of^j)  Being  ready,  short, 
brief,  laconic  (in  speech).  Readiness,  promptitude. 

A  I  vnijuf,  A  tottering,  a  staggering. 

A  (J^»-j  wujul,  Old  men,  doctors. 

Aj»^=-jW!/JSm,(v.n.ofj,=>-j)Beingafflicted,vexed, 
silent  with  grief  or  anger.   Being  sultry  (the  day). 

A         wujuh,  (pi.  of  &=-j  wajli)  Faces,  aspects. 
Chiefs  (of  a  country,  city,  or  society). 

min  hull  wujuh,  In  every  shape,  entirely,  every  way  . 

p  wajh,  The  price  (of  any  thing).  Debt, 

obligation.  Expense,  disbursement. 

A  f'S-j  wajh,  (v.  n.  of  a^j)  Smiting  on  the  face. 
Turning  tlie  face  to.  Becoming  more  respectable 

than  another  in  the  eyes  of  people,  (pi.  s.=-j\  aw- 

juh,  wvjuh,  and  vjuh)  Face,  visage ;  as- 
pect, countenance.  Effigy.  Presence,  appearance, 

shape,  semblance,  surface.  Front,  fore  part.  The 

side  (of  any  thing).  Mode,  manner,  reason,  ratio, 
method,  cause,  means,  way,  plan.  Wages,  salary, 

money.  Maidenhead.  Essence, substance.  Honour, 

authority.  Veneration,  respect.  Dignity,  nobility, 

greatness, high  rank.  Respectable,dignified,honour- 

able.  (pi.  wvjuli)  A  prince,  chief,  leader.  A 
little  water.  The  aspect  of  a  star.  Style,  manner, 

design,  bearing,  purpose,  drift  (of  a  speech).  A 

wish.  Beginning,  commencement  (of  an  age).  Es- 

sence, reality;  the  individual  thing  itself.  Satisfac- 

tion, good  pleasure,  favour.  ̂ -*s>-\  ss-j  wajhi  ah- 

san,  A  good  manner.  [^J^  s=>-_5  wajhi  arz.  Surface 
of  tlie  ground.  es.x»-*>  s=-j  wajhi  tasmiya,  Cause 

of  giving  any  particular  name,  etymology  of  words. 

iJW  «s-j  wajJii  hal,  Mode  of  living,  state  of  circum- 
stances, wajhi  hiraya,  Ground-rent,  lodg- 

ing-charges.  I  wajlii  hafaf.  Enough  of 

pi'ovisions.  (_^l*»e&:«-j  ?y«y7«??io^a*V?,  Maintenance, 

subsistence,  x ̂  ̂ \ ss- ̂  hiwajhin mini'l wujuh, 
By  all  manner  of  means,  p  (jLfr\  a^jj—i  bar  wajhi 

ijmal,  By  way  of  abridgment.  (Jj^^^  bar 

wajhi  ta^il.  Hastily,  expeditiously,  a  ̂ ^j*** 

bi  wajhi  shar^jln  a  legal  manner,  p  ̂  d.s-jjd 
dar  wajhi  viashruh.  In  the  manner  (above)  ex- 

plained. A  li  wajhVllah,  For  God's  sake. 

^ii^3  7nin  wajhihi7n,  Immediately  on  their  ar- 
rival, before  they  had  I'ested.  &s^^  ̂tS-  ̂Imi  wajh, 

Physiognomy.  ^S-  ̂ila  wajh,  According  to 

the  mode.  (J"?'^  «s>-j  t^fi  wajhi  ajmal,  In  an  ex- 
cellent method.  Wijh  or  w>ijh,  A  side.  Wajah, 15  T 

A  little  water.  Wajuh,  Respectable,  dignified. 

^  ̂ic^j  ?wa/7ta,  Allowance,  pension,  salary^^ 
aIjs-j  wajhan,  Apparently,  seemingly,  ̂ -^j 

S^?-^^       wajhan  mini'l  wujuh.  In  no  shape. 
A  ̂\>-j  wujalias,  (pi,  of  aos-j  wajili)  Respect- 

able, dignified.  Princes,  chiefs. 

A&^j  icij  orwujhat.  Side, part.  Mode, manner. 
A  waja  ,  (v.  n.  of  j^^j^j)  Having  a  thin, 

worn  hoof  (ahorse).  Castrating.  Discovering  one 
to  be  avaricious  and  worthless.  Soreness  in  the  feet 

from  travelling  barefoot.  Waji,  (A  horse)  worn 
in  the  hoof. 

A  d^j^r-j  f^<^jiy}  horse)  hurt  in  the  hoof.  Ava- ricious, worthless. 

A  -^^Ji?-j  wajyas,  (A  mare)  hurt  in  the  hoof. 
A  wajib,  (v.  n.  of  i_«*?-j)  Palpitating. 

A  «;fl;i&a^,Purchase-money  paid  by  instal- 
ments. A  thing  agreed  to  be  bought  and  delivered 

to  the  buyer.    Pension,  stipend,  daily  allowance. 

A  wajih.  Thick,  stoutly-woven  (cloth). 
A  wajid,  Level,  plain  (ground). 

A  wajirat.  Timid,  fearful  (woman). 

Ajc&-j  wajiz.  Brief,  short,  laconic.  Epitomized. 
halami  wajiz,  A  short,  pithy  discourse. 

A  ̂ :=-j  ivajl^  Painful.  Pained.  Patient. 
A  i__aJi-?-j  wajif,  (v.  n.  of  i_a.>-j)  Palpitating 

(the  heart).  Tottering,  staggering.  A  particular 

pace  (of  a  horse  or  camel). 

A  ij>>=-j  wajil,  A  hollow  where  water  stagnates. 

A  j»Ji?-_5  ivajim.,  Sultry,  intensely  hot  (day). 
A&«v=-j  wajimat,  Blighted,  smutty  (corn). 

A  ij;\?-_5  wajin.  Hard,  rugged  ground.  Side  of 
a  mountain.  Bank  of  a  river. 

A  isjk=-j  wajlh,  (pi.  nnijahai)  Of  a  noble 

presence,  respectable,  and  dignified  (man).  Hand- 
some, comely.  Specious.  A  prince,  chief.  Beads 

worn  as  preservatives  against  fascination.  Cloth 
with  a  double  face.  A  child  brought  forth  with 

the  arms,  or  a  colt  with  the  fore-feet,  foremost. 
A  wajihat,  Beads  or  similar  things  hung 

about  the  body  as  preservatives  against  fascination. 
waji-i,  Castrated  (goat)  by  crushing. 

A&AJo-j  rcajifut,  A  cow.  A  dish  made  of  bruised 
locusts,  to  which  they  add  butter  or  oil ;  one  made 

of  dates  stoned,  with  milk  or  butter  poured  over. 

p  j>-j  wachar,  Decree  of  a  judge.  A  prophet. 

p  J>j>-3  wachargar,  A  judge.  A  prophet. 

A  ̂   wah.  Used  in  crying  to  kine. A^j  wahh,  A  tent-pole  or  pin.  Name  of  a  poor 
man  ;  whence  the  proverb,  ̂ J^t>Jis\  afhar  min 

wahh,  Poorer  than  Wahh. 
A  >l=>-j  rcalias.  Swiftness,  haste,  expedition. 

A  t_jls-j  wuhab,  A  camel's  distemper. 
A  n-ahat,  Noise,  distant  roll  of  thunder. 

A  (ils.-j  wuhad.  Ones.    IVzthada,  One  by  one. 

A  i'liWj  7i'a/<ac?fl;,  A  being  unequalled,  unique. 

A  J^Wj  wahasha' ofi^^^SL^-jwahshan^Sad. 



A  _j  wihdf,  (pi.  of  iss- j  wahfat)  Black 
stones.  Sounds,  voices. 

A  RjU"j  wahafat,  (v.  n.  of  u_fl=-j)  Being  long 
and  luxuriant  (herbage  or  black  hair). 

A  wahdfa',  (pi.  of  ̂\hs-j  wahfdi)  Lands 
full  of  black  stones. 

A  ̂ s-j  wihdm,  (pi.  of  wahma')  Longing 
(women).  IVihdm  or  nahdm,  (v.  n.  of  j»s-j)  Long- 

ing (as  a  pregnant  woman).  Being  difficult  and 

untractable  (a  pregnant  animal).  The  longing  of 

a  pregnant  woman  for  any  particular  food. 

Aj^«U-jM)a/iiama',  (pl.of  J^j)Longingwomen. 

A  7vahaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Fleeing  for  refuge. 
An  asylum,  a  refuge, 

A  ̂ s?" J  wahajat,  Low  ground,  a  hollow. 
A  ii.s»j  wahd,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^s-j)  Being  single,  alone, 

or  incomparable.  Sole,  alone,  separate.  Solitary 

(wild  beast).  (A  person)  of  an  unknown  tribe  or 

family.  Solitude,  id^j  ̂jtA:>-  jalasa  wahdahu, 

He  sat  alone.  8  As-j  eOo,^  rasaytulm  mahdahu,  I  saw 

him  alone.  r>^s>-^jsiS'^  liuwa  ̂ lyayru  wahdihi,{or 

iSs^ J  (jSosT?" juhayshu  wahdihi)  He  is  a  whimsical, 
self-opiniated  fellow  (spoken  in  censure).  jis 

5(^s*-j  hurva  7iasiju  rcahdihi,  He  is  a  singular  man 

(spoken  in  praise),  dc^^  Clo^  anta  wahdun,  (or 

<^(^j  'JL'S\antawahdukd)T\\o\i.2Xone.  iSs'j^ 

huwa  wahduhu,  He  only.  »i^>-j  &5  Za/m  rvahduhu, 

To  him  singly.  L»fcii,».j  ̂ la  nahdihimd,  (or 

l^,t^5-j  wahdayhima)  By  their  two  selves,  ̂ fc 
/«<m  «;aA<ZM/mm,  Them  only.  Si>;>-j 

^aZa'  wahdihi,  Separately,  alone,  by  himself.  Wa- 
hud  or  wakid,  Sole,  alone,  separated.  Unique,  in- 

comparable. 

A  i^^<^^j  wuhddn,  (pi.  oi  S>-\j  ndhid^  Ones, 
single  (numbers  or  things).  Pre-eminent. 

A'iij>\st'-j  n)a/«c?awe3/ai.  Unity, singularity.  Be- 
lief in  the  unity  of  God.  Unity  (attribute  of  God). 

A  Si^j  wahdat,  (v.  n.  of  ii>5"j)  Being  single, 
alone,  solitary.  Unity.  Solitariness.  IVahidat, 

Alone,  single  (woman). 

Kj>- y  wahr,  Indignation,  concealed  hatred.  Wa- 

har,  (v,  n,  of  j>-j)  Eating  viands  over  which  the 
venomous  reptile  maharat  has  crawled.  Be- 

ing poisoned  by  the  aforesaid  reptile  (food).  Boil- 
ing with  rage,  fostering  hatred  and.  rancour,  (pi. 

of  Sp-j  mahrat  and  maharat,  q.  v.).  Wahir,  Filled 
with  anger;  rancorous. 

A  *5j5" _5  waliarat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ j)  Harbouring  ma- 
lice in  the  heart.  An  animal  resembling  a  lizard, 

of  a  red  colour,  which  adheres  to  the  ground,  and 

poisons  meat  or  any  thing  it  touches  (severe  vomit- 
ing and  purging  are  the  first  symptoms  attending 

those  who  are  affected  by  it).  (A  woman)  of  a  dark 

complexion,  squab  and  contemptible,  or  ruddy  and 

dwarfish.  Dwai-fish  (camel). 

A  J  if^OL  har'ma\  Assuredly,  verily. 

A  ijis- J  Tvahsh,  (v.  n.  of  (jS^j)  Throwing  away 
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(cloak,  arms,  or  spear)  in  flight.  Desert,  desolate. 

Hungry.  Unsavoury.  Distraction,  madness,  (pi. 

ij^yj  rouhusli  and  ̂ ^1.^^ j  ??;M/ts/m«)  A  wild  beast, 

a  fierce,  shy,  untamed  animal.  Game.  f^J:>3>-j  jXj?' 
himaru  wahshin,  The  onager  or  wild  ass.  {_y^j 
<JL>^\  wahshi  ismit,A  desert,  solitude. 

bata  wahshan,  He  slept  in  the  desert,  i.e.  he  was 

starved  with  cold  or  hunger,  (jls* yi\  Jt.>  bakaru  'I 
wahsh,  The  wild  ox. 

A^^\^»■J  wahshan,  (pi.  ̂J^Ks-^wahasha')  Sad, 
melancholy.  Wuhghdn,  (pi.  of (j^s-j  waAs/i) Wild, 
untamed  animals. 

^■-'A  ■kLp'j  wahshat,  A  desert,  solitude,  or  dreary 
place.  Waste,desert,comfortless,  gloomy  (country). 

Wildness,  fierceness.  Fear,  dread,  terror,  horror. 

Sadness,  solitariness,  dreariness^  Grief,  care.  C^Jii 

CL^^j  J  nafrat  u  wahshat,  Fear  and  horror. 

p^*l  t^>i»5»-j  wahshat-dmez.  Unpleasant. 

p_^^.!>\  wahshat-angez.  Frightful, 
p  ufJ\,JXi.s>-j  wahshatndk.  Frightful,  dreary. 

A  ̂̂ \J^»-j  )vahshiy,  (fem.  'i^yLs-^wahshiyai)  Wild 
(man  or  beast).  Shy.  Fierce,  savage,  untractable, 

uncivil.  The  right  side  of  a  thing ;  also  the  left  or 

offside  (the  near  side  being  called  (^^^^  insiij')  ;  the 
outside  which  may  bejoined  to  another;  the  outside 

(of  a  bow,  feet,  or  hands).  The  interior,  inside  (of  a 

bow),    "is^j        himdrun  wahshiy,  A  wild  ass. 
A  'iXz^j  wahshiyat,  A  strong  wind  which  gets 

under  one's  clothes. 

p  ̂ y^ti  wahshi-mizdj ,  Savage.  Misan- 
thropic, shy,  unsociable. 

A  ivahs,  (v.  n.  of  (_>a>-j)  Dragging  on  the 
ground.  A  pimple  on  the  face  of  a  pretty  woman. 

A  wahsat.  Cold,  j  CLa-^^^ 
iL*a5>'j  asbahtu  wa  laysa  bihd  mahsatun,  I  expe- 

rienced thei'e  (or  then)  no  cold. 

A  i»_fts>-j  wahf,  (v.  n.  of  (_A>-j)  Throwing  one's 
self  on  the  ground,  lying  down.  Approaching,  mak- 

ing up  to.  Alighting.  Going  fast.  Plentiful,  luxu- 
riant (herbage).  (A  wing)  full  of  feathers.  Wahf 

or  wahaf,  Much  and  beautiful  (black  hair). 

A  ̂lfl5"j  wahf  as,  Red  earth,  (pi.  (jfls-j  wa- 
hdfa) Ground  covered  with  black  stones. 

A  «-a_s-j  waif  at,  (pi.  i_-iLs-j  wihdf)  A  black 
stone.    A  sound,  voice,  noise. 

A  (J*-_5  nahl,  (v.  n.  of  ,J^j)  Rolling  (one)  in 
the  mire.  Mud.  Wahal,  (v.  n.  of  ,J-5-j)  Falling 

in  the  mii'e.  (pi.  tJW-j^  awhdl  and  J^s-j  wuhuV) 
Black  adhesive  clay,  slime,  ooze,  mud,  mire. 

A  7vahm,  (v.  n.  of  j»s-j)  Going  towards,aim- 
ing  at,  making  for,  JVaham,  (v.  n.  of^j)  Long- 

ing (as  a  pregnant  woman).  The  longing  of  a  wo- 
man with  child  ;  also  the  particular  thing  longed 

for.  Any  strong  desire.  Appetitus  venerei  con- 

gressus.    The  sound  of  a  bird's  flying. 

(pi.  j<i^s»-_5  wihdm  and  J^^^j A  ivahma' 
imhama^)  Longing  (pregnant  woman) 

Aj^jTOaAaw,(v.n.ofj^j)Fallingintothemire. 
A  &jj>-j  wahnat.  Slippery  and  adhesive  clay. 

A  wahwdh,  (or       _j  wahmah)  Nimble, 

agile,  quick,  active  (man).  Strong,  robust.  Bark- ing or  howling  (dog), 

A  ̂ >-j  wahwah,  A  sort  of  bird. 
A&s-^j  wahwahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^s>j  Q)  Mak- 
ing a  hoarse  noise.  Breathing  upon  the  fingers  in 

extreme  cold. 

A  wuhud,  (or  «i>^s>-j  wiihudai)  (v.  n.  of 

4i.>-j)  Being  sole,  unique,  incomparable. 

A  (^js-j  wuhush,  (pi.  of  i^J^j  wahsh)  Wild 
beasts,  p  ̂jbUi  i^y^j  muhushi  biyabdn.  The 
wild  beasts  of  the  desert.    Savages.  Satyrs. 

A  &ijs-j  wuhufat,  (v.  n.  of  i_A>-_5)  Being  long 
and  luxuriant  (herbage  or  black  hair). 

A  J^s-j  wuhul,  (pi.  of  wahal)  Thin  clays. 

A  ̂ =-j  wahy,  (v.  n.  of  j^a-j)  Indicating.  Sug- 
gesting. Revealing.  Writing.  Making  haste.  Re- 
velation, any  thing  (divine)  suggested,  inspired,  or 

revealed  (by  vision  or  otherwise),  (pi.  ̂  j  wuhiy) 

A  book,  writing,  epistle.  Clamour,  murmur,  noise 

of  a  crowd,  {^^j  ̂ ^jwahyi  rabbdni,  Divine  re- 
velation (that  especially  which  Muhammad  gave 

out  he  received  by  tlie  angel  Gabriel).  c-aI^* 
wahyi  kalb.  The  (divine)  inspiration  of  the  heart. 

Waha',  A  sound,  noise.  A  great  prince.  A  king, 
monarch.  A  falcon.  Swiftness,  haste. 

A  wah'iy,  Quick,  swift,  nimble.  Sudden 
(death).  Wuhiy,  (pi.  of  wahy)  Things  re- 

vealed, revelations.  Noises. 

X  A  i^As-j  wahul,  (fem.  ii^ia-^  wahidat)  Alone, 

unique,  single,  singular.  Sole, separated,  ̂ fcii  iMs-j 
wahidi  dahr,  Phoenix  of  the  age.  Si^j  wa- 

Mdu'l^^sr,  The  nonpareil  of  the  age. 
A  *St^As»j  wahidatan.  Only,  singly, 

A  ̂ J£,A^■J  wahish,  A  wild  beast.  Untamed. 
A  i__ftAs»j  wahif,  Name  of  a  place  at  Mecca, 

where  dead  bodies  were  formerly  thrown, 

A  j»As»-3  wahim.  Hot,  sultry  (day), 
A       nahhhh.  Purpose,  design.  Pain,  agony, 

A         wihlMifiy,  n.3  of  li-^  for _j>-\)  Choosing 

for  a  brother,  behaving  as  a  brother. 

A  wihhdsat,  (v.  n.  of  1^1  for  y^\)  Be- 

having as  a  brother. 
A  wahhhhdd,  (A  camel)  taking  wide  and 

quick  steps, 
A  (^\£>-jwikhdsh,  (pi.  of  ̂ji,=>-j)  Vile, worthless. 
AX^l^»•J?ya/^/^«•s/^a^,  Badness,  baseness,  vileness. 

A^\s-jwahhdm,An  unhealthy  country,onewhose 
vegetation  is  unwholesome.  Wihhdm,  (pi.  ofj»=»j 

wahhm)  Heavy,  disagreeable  men.  (pi.  of  wa- 

hhini,  joj-s'j  wahhum,  or  jtrJf-j  wahhim)  Heavy, 
hurtful  (meats).    Oppressed  with  indigestion. 

A  'b^\s'j  wahhdmat,  (v,  n.  of  [•''j)  Having  an 
indigestion,  or  the  stomach  overloaded  (with  meat). 

Being  heavy  and  indigestible  (meat).  Indigestion. 

5<  'r^^r^  ̂  



Hurtfulness,noxiousness,badness,injury,harm,evil. 

A  makhama,  (pi.  of  wahhim, 

wahhum,  and  ivahhiTn)  Troubled  with  indi- 

gestion.   Heavy  and  disagreeable  men. 

p  (_5^=*^_)  ivakhcht,  A  date-stone. 
A  S>-j  wakhd,  (or  (j^^i^j  wahhadan)  (v.  n.  of 

i>>»-j)  Throwing  out  the  feet  in  the  manner  of  an 
ostrich  (a  camel).  Taking  wide  and  quick  steps. 
That  mode  of  walking. 

Pji-j  TcaJihar,  A  place. 

Aji-j  n-ahhz,  (v.  n.  ofJs»j)  Striking  slightly 
but  not  piercing  (with  a  spear  or  similar  weapon). 

Pulling  up,  tearing  out,  removing.  Growing  grey 

(as  hairs,  though  still  mixed  with  black).  JVlaking  a 

honey-cake.  Any  thingsmallorfew.  ̂ ^j|ji-_jwaM- 
zan  ivakhzan,  (They  came)  four  and  four,  by  fours. 

p  iji^j  roahhsh,  A  beginning,  commencement. 
Name  of  a  city.  W ahhash,  A  disease  in  the  feet 
of  asses,  which  makes  them  lame. 

A  ivakhsh,  (pi.  (^l.s-j\  awkhash  and 

(^Is-j  wikhasli)  (A  person  or  thing)  of  the  worst 
kind.  The  dregs  of  the  people. 

p  CL^ii>-j  ivakhshat,  The  fifth  of  the  five  em- 
bolisraal  days  fornoerly  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

V  jyLs^^  wahhshur  or  wukhshur,  A  prophet,  an 
apostle  (especially  Muhammad). 

p  Sx>,j^i^j  wakhshur-pand,  (liJOjj-iS- j  wakh- 

shur-hand,  or  Ci\^  j^^^j  wakhshur-nihad)  Any 
law  established  by  divine  authority. 

p  ,^J^ J  wakhshi,  A  garment  of  fine  texture, 

p  Cd^jJl^^  ?i'a/</;s/m'a^,  Khurasan-wormwood, 

p  s^xLs-^  walihshlna,  A  white  bird  which  ap- 
pears in  gardens  in  the  spring.   Any  thing  white. 

Break  of  day. 

A  tjAs- _}  n-akhz,  (v.  n.  of  U^j)  Piercing  (with 
a  knife  or  a  spear),  but  not  penetrating  mortally. 

(Hoariness)  coming  (upon  one). 

A  Jai-j  wakht,  (v.  n.  of  ks-j)  Mixing,  sprin- 
kling (any  one)  with  a  few  white  hairs  (hoariness). 

Going  quick.  Entering.  Wounding  deep.  Pene- 
trating slightly.  Striking  with  the  best  part  of  the 

sword-edge.  In  trade  losing  sometimes,  and  some- 
times gaining.  Creaking  (as  a  shoe). 

A  t_is- J  walihf,  (v.  n.  of  i_i=-j)  Striking  marsh- 
mallows  until  they  become  viscous.  Becoming 

viscous  (marshmallows).  Making  evil  mention 
of  any  one.  Foolish,  silly. 

A  'ifls-j  wakhfat,  A  leather  purse  or  bag. 

A  j»=-j  wahhm,  (v.  n.  of  j,s>-j)  Suffering  more 
than  another  from  indigestion,   (pi.  awkham 

or         Toikham)  Heavy  and  disagreeable  (man). 

Wahhm  or  wahhim,  (pi.  awMiam')  Troubled 
with  indigestion.  Heavy  and  unwholesome  (meat). 

Wahham,  Hemorrhoids,  to  which  she-camels  are 

subject.  Wahhim,  (pi.  (^^j  wakhama')  Heavy, 
disagreeable  (man). 

A  6.?" _j  wakha  ovwakhimat,  Unhealthy  country. 
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Wakhamat,  (A  she-camel)  troubled  with  emerods. 
■rf         wakhma.  Bad,  unwholesome  food. 

A  bSs-j  ivakhnat,  Mischief,  spoil,  damage. 

A^ys'j  7vakhn'akh,  Weak,  silly, impotent, lazy, 
slothful.  Cowardly.  One  who  has  a  loose,  flag- 

ging belly.  A  soft  or  withering  date. 
p  wa/jy^wa^Zt,  Particles  of  exclamation, 

indicative  of  pleasure  or  surprise. 

A  wahJiwahhat,  Cry  of  a  certain  bird. 

A  <iy>-j  vmkhud,  A  wide  and  quick-stepper. 
A  nmkhushat,  (v.  n.  of  (ji="j)  Being  of 

the  worst  kind,  being  bad,  vile,  base. 

A  (^ji-j  ivuhhus.  Motion. 
A  wahhum,  (pi.  wihham,  (_^l=' j  wa- 

/i/tawa',and,j,l»"j\  awkham)  A  heavy,  disagreeable man.  Troubled  with  indigestion.  An  unhealthy 

country.    Wukhum,  A  suffering  from  indigestion. 

A  'Lto^j  wukhumat,  (v.  n.  of  ps-j)  Having  an 
indigestion,  or  the  stomach  overloaded  with  meat. 

Being  heavy  and  indigestible  (meat).  Indigestion. 

A  wakhy,  (v.  n.  of  (_^j)  Intending,  tend- 
ing, going,  or  proceeding  (right).  Going  neither 

fast  nor  slow.  Studying  (carefully).  Wakhy  or 

wakha,  (pi.  '^^^  wakhiyoxwukhiy)A.\m,Aes\gr\, 
resolve.  A  journey.  A  traveller,  a  courier.  The 

right  way.  Any  road  by  which  one  goes. 

A  ii>Jp-j  wakhid,  A  quick  manner  of  walking. 

A  j^s»-j  makhiz,  A  honey-cake. 
A  (.J^ais-j  wakhiz.  Pierced,  wounded. 
A  &.fl;»J>-j  wahKifat,  Marshmallows  beaten  till 

they  have  become  viscous. 

A  |«A=>'j  waAAim,Heavy,unwholesome,  noxious, 

hurtful,  disastrous,  injurious,  (pi.  wihham') 
A  heavy,  disagreeable  man.  (pi.  jsls'j^  awkham) 

Pained  with  indigestion,  ̂ ylt  j  p^i^j  wahhim  u 
shum,  Noxious  and  healthy. 

A  X<^5»j  wakhimat,  An  unhealthy  country. 

p  lij  wad,  A  learned,  wise  friend.  Warm,  hot. 

A  Sj  wadd,  (v.  n.  of  ijj)  Loving,  liking.  Be- 
ing desirous  or  delighting  to  do.  One  who  loves 

to  excess.  A  lover,  friend.  Lovers,  friends.  Love, 

friendship,  (for  S)j  watd)  A  pile,  pin,  post,  pole. 

Name  of  an  Arabian  idol.  Sj5\  al  madd,  Name  of 

a  mountain.     \  {j'^^.  i>i  waddi  an  ta- 
kuna  kaza,  It  is  in  my  wish  that  it  may  happen, 

p  J  Sj  J  lIaa^j^^  mihr  u  mahaibat  u 
widd  u  tilfat,  Love,  friendship,benevolence,  and  in- 

timacy ;  the  mostintimate union  orregard.  a  Widd, 

A  lover,  friend.  Wudd,  (v.  n.  of  Sj)  Loving,  lik- 

ing. Wishing  to  do  (any  thing).  Love,  friend- 
ship. A  lover,  a  friend.  Name  of  an  Arabian  idol. 

a  ̂^i^j  7Pidaj,  The  jugular  vein  in  a  horse. 
A         wa,wi, or  wudad,ljOve,Mendsh\p. 

liW^j  wadad  u  ittihad.  Love  and  unity. 

A       J  wadadat,  Love,  friendship. 

A  w/Jas,Herbagejust beginning  to  cover 
the  surface  of  the  ground. 

A  ̂lij  wada^or  mida^  Adieu,  farewell.  Any benediction  pronounced  on  taking  leave,  parting. 

al  wida^  Farewell,  p  i^j^  ̂ lij  widd^guf- 
tan,  To  bid  farewell. 

A  aS-^iij  wadd^t,(v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Going  on  a  jour- 
ney. Being  quiet,  mild,  placid.  Quiet,  bodily  ease, 

comfortable  circumstances.  A  deposit,  trust, 

p  &*u  ̂ lij  widd^ndma,  Farewell-letters. 
A  ̂ ^i^j  widd^y.  Valedictory, 

p  ̂ lij  waddgh.  Fire. A  (  j^iij  wuddf,  The  penis  (because  it  occasio- 
nally drops,  as  in  a  gleet,  &c.). 

A  ij^iij  waddk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ tij  )  Wanting  the  male 
(a  mare  or  ass).  Widdk,  Heat,  lust.  Sharp  (sword). 

A  jj^iij  viddn,{y.  n.  of^ji>j)  Moistening,  steep- 
ing, soaking.  Paying  great  attention  to  (a  bride). 

A  waddsi^  (pi.  of  wadl^  Agree- 
ments, covenants,  (pi.  of  &jO,i>j  roadi^t)  Deposits. 

A  wadb,  A  bad  state,  an  evil  case. 

A  ̂ lij  wadj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J>j)  Bleeding  (a  horse) 
in  the  neck.  Adjusting  any  difference.  Wadaj, 

(pi.  ̂ ij\awddj)  Thejugularvein  ofahorse,  where they  generally  let  blood.  Cause,  occasion,  means. 

A  i^^^j  wadajdni,  (dualof  ̂ lij  wadaj)  The 
two  jugular  veins.  Two  brothers,  peers,  equals. 

A  Xs>-l)j  wadahat,  (or  S^j)  Somewhat,  aught. 

p  wadhlnn,  A  long-necked  animal,  hav- 

ing teeth,  but  no  eyes,  which  is  said  to  be  fond  of 
living  in  salt  and  dirty  water. 

A  ̂^iiiSj  wndadds,  (pi.  of  ;i^.i>j)  Friends,  lovers. 

Aj45j  wadr.  The  being  drunk  to  insensibility. 

A  t^i^j  wads,  (v.  n.  of  (j*Jii})  Being  hid,  con- 
cealed. Concealing.  Going  away.  Beginning  to 

look  green  with  young  herbage  (ground).  Be- 
ginning to  address  every  one  without  completing. 

Grass  beginning  to  cover  the  surface  of  the  ground, 

l^iij  ^  ind  ahsana  wadsakd,  How  beauti- 
ful its  herbage ! 

A  (^jiiij  wadsh,  Depravity,  mischief,  ruin. 

A  (_>9ii5  wads,  (v.  n.  of  (^lij)  Telling  or  talk- 
ing in  an  indistinct,  low,  muttering  voice. 

A  wad^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Placing,  depositing. 

Laying  up,  enwrapping  (one  garment  within  ano- 
ther). Leaving  at  liberty,  permitting,  allowing  one 

to  do  what  he  pleases.  Laying  aside.  Bidding 

adieu,  taking  leave.  Abandoning.  A  grave,  tomb, 

or  enclosure  round  it.  Wada^  (pi.  of  sS'tij  wada- 

^it)  Shells,  conchse  veneris.  O^i  zdtu''l  WU' (/o^,  The  ark  of  Noah.  The  temple  of  Mecca.  An 

idol.   TT^afZ^or  wada^  The  jerboa. 

A  -^IPiSj  wuda^f,  (pi.  of  ̂ .lij)  Mild,  meek. 

A  ft&t^j  wadf^t  or  wada^t,  (pi.  Ol^-iij  wada- 
^t)  A  small  white  shell  (hung  round  the  necks  of 
children  and  cattle  as  a  defence  against  fascination). 

A  uJj»j  wadf,  (v.  n.  of  i— iiij)  Melting,  falling 

in  drops  (fat).  Pouring  in  drops.  Giving  little. 

A         wadfat,  A  meadow  verdant  with  herb- 
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age.  WadafatjThe  clitoris.  The  shrub  ̂ ^lJ«o  s(7- 
liyan.    The  flower  ̂ jo^  nasiy. 

A  ̂ Jiij  wadk,  (v.  n.  of  ,Ji>j)  Droppuig,  distil- 
ling (as  the  heavens),  falling  (rain).  Approach- 
ing, drawing  near,  and  seizing.  Being  possible,  in 

one's  power.  Finding  repose.  Being  loose  and  purg- 
ing (the  belly).  Being  sharp  (a  sword).  Swelling, 

being  prominent  (the  navel).  Being  familiar,  on 
intimate  terms.  Rain,  especially  incessant.  Face, 

aspect,  side,  cjji'ij  O^ii  zatu  wadhayn,  A  mis- 
fortune attacking  a  man  from  two  quarters.  Wadk 

or  wadak,  Any  kind  of  red  speck  on  the  eye.  JVa- 

dah,  (v.  n.  of  j'lij)  Being  affected  by  a  red  pimple 
(the  eye).  A  pimple  on  the  eye,  ear,  or  other  part 

of  the  body.  Wadak,  (or  (j^'^ij  wadakaii)  (v.  n. 
of  i^iij)  Wanting  the  male  (a  mare  or  ass). 

A'i}i^^wadikat,(^A.n  eye)red  with  the  pimple^Jtij . 
A  ufJiij  wadak,  (v.  n.  of  ui)iij)  Being  fat  and 

greasy  (the  hand).  The  melted  fat  of  meat,  drip- 
ping. The  interior  fat.  Name  of  the  mother  of 

Zahhak.  wadaku'l  jifan,  Gummi- 
ness  about  the  eyelids.  udJjijji  zu  wadahin,Cov- 
pulent  (man).  Wadik,  Fat  (meat). 

A  Jiij  wadl,  The  shaking  of  a  bottle  to  churn. 

A  ̂ ^tij  rvadn,  (v.  n.  of  jjiij)  Moistening,  steep- 
ing, soaking.  Paying  great  attention  (to  a  spouse), 

making  (her)  comfortable.  Shortening.  Striking 

with  a  stick.  Bringing  forth  a  puny  boy. 

A  ̂̂ ^^lij  wadndkgi,  (0Y^^jJ^\i6^\  alwadnak- 
si)  (in  the  dialect  of  Morocco)  A  white  kind  of  fig 
extremely  delicious. 

A  tijiij  Kadud,  Loving,  friendly,  affectionate. 

Beloved,  liyllj  j  '^j'^j  Kudud  u  n-alud,  Affectio- 

nate and  prolific  (wife),  lijiij^^  ciAi^^  al  maliku'l 
wadud,  The  loving  King,  i.e.  God. 

A  jjjiij  waduk,  Libidinous  (mare  or  ass).  Wu- 

duk,  (v.  n.  of  ijiij)  Approaching,  drawing  near. 
Being  possible,  feasible.  Raining.  Being  sharp 

(a  sword).  Swelling.  Being  prominent  (the  navel). 

A  s-^jiij  maduk,  A  fat  cock  or  hen. 

A  wadh,  (v.  n.  of  iiij)  Prohibiting,  hinder- 
ing, keeping  back.  Wadak,  (v.n.  of  2iij)  Being 

hindered,  desisting. 

A  rcadkas,  Fair,  comely  (woman), 

A  t^i>5  ready,  (v.n.  of  (_^i5j)  Paying  a  mulct  or 
a  compensation  for  manslaughter.  Preparing  to 

stale  or  cover  (a  iiorse).  Voiding  something  after 

having  made  water.  Giving  access,  causing  to 

approach.  Promoting,  advancing.  Whatever  is 

voided  after  having  made  water,  p 

mady  andakktan,  To  unsheath  or  draw  (as  a  stal- 
lion). A  Wada ,  Death,  destruction,  murder. 

A  tj^^  wafZl?/,  Whatever  is  voided  after  having 

made  water.  A  young  palm-tree  or  shoot. 

A  Wiij  wadvyat.  One  young  palm-tree  or  shoot. 

A  liiiij  madid,  (pi.  -^^liiij)  A  lover  or  friend. 
A  roadis,  Dry,  withering  (plant). 
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A  ̂ .lij  wadi^  Quiet,  placid,  obedient,  mild, 
meek,  tame.  Well-broke,  manageable  (horse),  (pi. 

^liij  waddsi^  An  agreement,  covenant. 
A  iwOOj  Tvadl^t,  (pi.  ̂^iij  ivaddsi^  A  deposit, 

trust,  whatever  is  committed  to  another's  charge. 
Rain  (as  the  deposit  of  the  clouds).  Subjects  (as 

committed  to  the  charge  of  the  king),  p 

^^iyjv«»  OUs-  wadi^ti  haydt  sipurdan.  To  resign 
one's  life,  to  die. 

A  wad'ifat,  A  verdant  mead. 

A^J^.iij  ?yafZiA',  (  A  mare  or  ass)  wanting  the  male. 
A  &a^.iij  wafZlAaf,  Intense  heat.  Lust.  A  place 

bearing  pot-herbs  and  grass. 

A  idXid^  wadik,  A  fat  cock  or  hen. 
A  wadikat,  A  fat  hen.  Flour  moistened 

with  dripping. 

A  ,.j>A^  ivadin,  Steeped,  wetted,  soaked. 
Aliij  mazs,  (v.  n.  of  lj)j)  Accusing,  reproaching, 

treating  opprobriously.  Despising.  Checking, chid- 
ing. Being  dim  (the  eye).  A  disagreeable  speech. 

A  (—'^lij  ivizdb,  Paunch,  stomach.  The  intes- 
tines, into  which  they  pour  milk,  which  curdles 

forthwith.  The  handles  of  a  wallet. 

A  slij  wazfttt,  Casualty,  calamity,  disease. 
A  S^ij  wazat.  Detriment;  injurious  thing. 

A^^ij  wazdh,  A  drab  going  after  slaves. 
A  jj^ij  wuzarat,  A  bit  of  cloth  cut  from  the 

middle  of  a  larger. 

A  wizd^  (Water)  flowing  over  the  surface 
of  the  ground.  Any  thing  flowing  over  a  large 
smooth  stone. 

A  wuzdf,  Membrum  virile. 
A  wazdlat,  A  piece  of  meat,  especially  not 

cut  out  by  a  butcher  in  the  common  way. 

A         wizdm.  Tripes  with  the  intestines. 

A  (J-^^ij  ivazdsil,  (pi.  of 'i-l^ij  wazilat)  Pieces 
of  polished  silver.  Mirrors,  looking-glasses. 

A  jo^^ij  wazddm,  (pi.  of  wazimat')  Offer- ings, especially  of  cattle  sacrificed  at  Mecca. 

wazk,  (v.  n.  of^iij)  Collecting  and 

driving" (cattle).  Wazak,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ '^j)  Having filth  and  sweat  adhering  to  the  fleece  (a  sheep), 

(pi.  wuzk)  Sweat  or  grease  adhering  to  the 
wool  of  sheep.  A  concretion  of  dung,  urine,  and 

sweat  (adhering  to  the  tails  and  groins  of  cattle). 
An  excoriation  or  heating  between  the  thighs. 

A  Ss-ij  wazakat,  A  little  sweat  and  dung  adher- 

ing to  a  sheep's  groin  and  tail.  Somewhat,  a  little. 

Ajij  wazr,  (v.  n.  ofjij)  Cutting,  wounding. 
Cutting  (meat)  in  pieces.  Wazr  or  wazar,  (pi.  of 

Sjij  wazrat  and  wazarat)  Pieces  of  meat  without 
bones.    Clitores.    Glandes.  Penes. 

A         wazrat,  Clitoris.  Glans  penis.  b 

«J?Li>  yd  ihna  shdmmati'l  wazrat,  O  thou  son 
of  a  whore  !  Wazrat  or  wazarat,  A  small  piece  of 

meat  without  bone,  or  abroadpiececutoflp;  arasher. 

Wazirat,  Stinking  (female).    Wazirat,  (or 

kasiratu''l  wazr.  Thick-lipped  (woman). 

A  i^^y^^^  0.1  roazratdni,  (dual)  The  two  lips. 
A        waz^  The  running,  flowing  (of  water). 

A  u-iij  rvazf,  The  running  (of  melted  fat). 

A  ̂Ji'^J  wazfdn,  One  who  makes  haste.  Near. 
A  '^'ij  wazafat,  Clitoris. 
A  iiJiij  wazalat  or  wazilat,  A  woman  ;  an  old 

servant  maid;  one  with  small  hips.  Wazilat,  Kc- 
tive  (servant). 

A  pij  wazam,  (v.  n.  of  j»ij)  Having  the  rope 
iUiij  wazamat  broken  (a  bucket).  The  rope  which 
runs  between  the  ears  or  handles  of  a  leathern  bucket. 

A  wart  or  excrescence.  Excrescences,  warts  in  the 

uterus  of  a  camel,  which  prevent  her  breeding. 
Penis  cum  testiculis. 

A  f\i«h^  wazmdf.  Barren  (woman). 
A         wazamat,  The  fat  tripe,  the  intestines. 

A  <iijij  wazwdz.  Quick,  active  in  walking. 
A  aiji^  wazmazat,  (v.  n.  of  ijiij  Q)  Passing 

along  (a  wolf).  Haste,  expedition. 

A  ̂J'^^  wazy,  A  vestige,  mark,  scratch. 
A  io wa^^ail,  Pain,  disease.  Defect,  blemish. 

Little  water.  Cold  weather.  'i>pj  lO  U  ma  biki 

wazyat.  He  is  faultless. 
A  &b.iij  wazilat,  (pi.  J»?.'i)  wazilmA  (J-.>^<ij  wa- 

zddl)  A  piece  of  polished  silver.  A  looking-glass. 

A  slice  of  fat  from  a  camel's  bunch  or  sheep's  tail. 
An  active,  notable,  and  talkative  maid-servant  with small  hips. 

A  &<r(ij  wazimat,  (pi.  ̂^ij  wazdnm)  An  offer- 
ing, especially  of  cattle,  sacrificed  at  the  temple  of 

Mecca  ;  the  cattle  so  oflTered. 

Pjj  rvar  or  var,  A  board  upon  which  boys  are 
taught  to  write.  Heat,  (for^^  j  wa  agar)  And 

if.  (for^J  Jar)  On,  upon.  The  breast,  chest.  When 
added  to  nouns,  it  implies  possession:  as,jjekZ^. 

peskavar.  An  artificer,  one  possessing  art.  jyf  ̂ 

tdjwar.  Crowned,  V  jdnvar,  Having  life  :  a 

living  creature,  animal,  beast,  rakwar,  Pos- 
sessing the  road,  i.  e.  a  traveller,  jy*^  sukkanvar, 

Having  words,  a  speaker.  jjj'i>  hunarvar.  Clever, 
skilful.  But  whenever  an  accumulation  of  conso- 

nants threatens,  then,  in  order  to  lighten  the  word, 

the  J  va  or  wa  is  sounded  u;  as  in  j^sS, 

Sick  ;j^=s**^  surtijur,  Houseless  ̂ oor ;  j^'^  ganjur, 

A  treasurer  ;jjiyj/«  muzdur,  A  hireling,  &c. 
A  warr.  The  hip-bone.  The  produce  of  a 

fruitful  season. 

A  \jj  wavf,  (v.  n.  oi\jj)  Driving  off,  repelling. 

Being  filled  with  food. 
p       ward,  (for       urd)  Him,  to  him. 
A  wards,  What  is  behind  or  beyond;  also 

what  is  before.  A  son's  son  ;  grandchildren,  pos- 

terity. The  latter  part.  After,  behind.  Beyond. 

Before.  Besides,  except.  min  wards.  Be- 

hind, on  the  hinder  part.  Aj^  I*  md  wardtu  'n 

nahar,  The  country  beyond  the  river,  i.e.  Trans- 
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oxiana,Tartary,orTuran  beyond  the  Oxus.    p jii 

Vai-  fi5^.         dar  narayipardan  khafa,  Behind 

the  veil  of  secrecy.    \^\x>-\ ^J\)Sj^  '^^^ 

rayi  zahri  ahhab,  Behind  friends'  backs. 

A  'ej\jj  wirasat,  (v.  n.  of  Receiving  by 
inheritance,  inheriting.  Heritage,  hereditary  right. 

A  i>V|j  wirad,  (pi.  of       ward)  Roses.  Rosy. 

AtiVjjJi'a^TofZjAgardener.  One  who  waters  cattle. 
Wurrad,  (pi.  of      jyanW)  Those  who  water  cattle. 

A  waradat,  (v.  n.  of  i^jj)  Being  of  a  bay 
colour  (a  horse). 

p  Jjj      jvara  rod,  (or'iijj  \jj  wara  zod)  Be- 
hind or  beyond  the  river,  Transoxiana,  Turkistan. 

pj\jjwuraz  orJ^"j  rvarraz,  A  large  hog.  A  boar, 
p  liljkMi^j  rvardstad  or  istad,  One's  lot,  portion 

from  providence.  Allowance  of  meat  and  clothing, 

p  jjiiljkMi^j  war  istadan,  To  rise  up  or  stand. 

A  ij<*»>];j  warashin,  (pi.  of  jj^^j)  Queests. 
A        wirat,  (v.n.of         Gathering  together 

scattered  camels,  in  order  to  be  numbered  by  the 

tithing-man.  Separating  those  which  are  in  a  body. 

Concealin""  one's  camels  in  another's  herd,  or  in 
another  field,  that  the  tithe-gatherer  may  not  see 

them.  Fraud,  deceit,  (pi.  of  iilajj  wa?'<ai)  Preci- 
pices, places  of  danger.  Whirlpools. 

A  ward^  (or  Xs-Vj  ward^t)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j) 
Being  timid,  terrified.  Being  cautious,  especially 

in  doubtful  points,  afraid  of  doing  any  thing  unlaw- 

ful or  sinful.  Being  moderate,  pious,  modest,  tem- 
perate, continent.  Being  weak,  small,  slender, 

p  '^jy  wardgh,  Glow,  light,  flame  of  fire. 
A  I  j^Jj  warrdf,  Verdant,  of  a  bright  green. 
A  wardk,  The  surface  of  the  ground  ver- 

dant with  herbage.  Wirdk,  The  season  when  trees 

come  into  leaf.  (pi.  of  ̂ jjj  wark)  Stamped  moneys. 

A  |j\Jj  warrdk,  A  writer,  copyist,  transcriber. 
A  cutler  of  paper.    A  monied  man. 

A  w^j  wirdkat,  The  profession  of  a  copyist  or 
transcriber.    The  art  of  cutting  out  paper. 

A  ̂J,\)J  wardhi  or  wardlia,  (pi.  of  -^^j  warkdi) 
She-wolves.  Hen-pigeons. 

A  wirdk,  (pi.         wurk  and  wurtck)  A 

cushion  placed  on  the  fore  part  of  a  camel's  saddle 
and  doubled  under.  The  part  of  a  camel-saddle  on 
which  the  rider  rests  his  foot;  the  cloth  spread  over 

it.  An  ornamented  cloth  for  the  fore  part  of  a  ca- 

mel's saddle  (called  ̂ jy"  mawrik).  Embroidered 
work,  with  tufts  of  coloured  wool,  with  which  the 

part  of  the  saddle  where  the  hips  rest  is  covered. 

p^^j  wardm.  Any  deficiency  of  weight  or  mea- 
sure for  which  a  deduction  is  made.  Light  and 

easy.    Name  of  a  city  in  Persia. 

pjO^j  wardmbar,  On  that  or  the  other  side. 
A  wardnhjat,  The  anus,  backside. 

A  b\^j  wardya',  The  creatures  of  God. 
p  tijij  J  Cl*--^.  (^^j  wardyi  past  u  baland,  The 

invisible  world. 
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A  liJ^j  wardsid,  (pi.  of  J^jj)  Jugular  veins. 

A  (-r^j  7varb,  The  den  of  a  wild  beast,  (pi. 

L_->\^j^  awrdb)  The  mouth  of  the  hole  of  a  field- 
mouse  or  scorpion.  The  membrane  between  the 

ribs  or  fingers.  The  space  between  the  index  and 

thumb.  An  interpolation.  A  member,  joint.  But- 
tocks. Hips.  TF?r&,  Industry,  skill,  ingenuity,  art, 

cunning.  Wa7-ab,  (v.  n.  of  (— -^j)  Being  corrupt 
and  degenerate  (stock).  Warib,  Corrupt.  Loose 
or  low-hanging  (cloud). 

A        warbat,  A  member.    The  fundament. 

p  lij^j  war-band.  The  poitrel  of  a  horse. 

p  ajwJjj^jj  war-poshna,  (or  HMt^^j  war-posha) 
A  woman's  mantle  or  veil. 

A  'ijj  ivarrat,  Base  and  contemptible  (woman). 
The  hip-bone. 

p  '—^j  wart  or  wu7-t,  Naked.  Warat,  (for 
war  tu  or        j  wa  agar  tu)  If  thou. 

p        wai'td,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  rose. 
p  wartdj.  Great.  Mallows.    The  nenu- 

phar; or  a  water-plant  which  turns  its  leaves  always 

towards  the  sun.  Afire-worshipper;  a  worshipper 
of  the  sun.  A  quail. 

P  (ii^^j  /warfo/itaw.  To  kick,  tread  on.  To  bend. 
p        wartaj,  A  quail. 

p  warty,  A  quail.  Threshold,  sill. 

ALi^j  wai^s.  Any  thing  recent  or  fresh.  Wh  s, 
(v.  n.  of  i-^j)  Receiving  by  inheritance,  succeed- 

ing as  heir. 
A         warasat,  (pi.  of  i-i^^j  wdris)  Heirs. 
A        ivarsa,  A  heritage. 

p  warj.  An  area  round  a  house.  Warj  or 

?i>??;;,Greatness,  largeness;  grandeur, pomp.  Worth, 

value.  Ofiice,  dignity,  charge,  rank.  Step,  degree. 

Hard.  A  digging,  rooting  up.   TViraj,  Galangale. 

p  ̂'-^^Tjj  warjastagi,  A  pustulous  eruption. 
p  warchi,  (for  o^J^^ j)  Although. 

warlih,  Name  of  an  herb  used  in  dis- 
eases of  the  eye. 

A         warkh,  A  kind  of  tree.   Warakh,  Soft- 

ness, thinness  of  leaven  (from  too  much  water), 

p  (_;jwls>-jj  warhhdstan,  To  rise,  stand  up. 
A         warikhat,  (Ground)  covered  with  luxu- 

riant herbage. 

p  warahhj,  (or  ̂ ^|J  warakhch)  Impure, 
filthy,  hideous,  abominable,  unsightly. 

p  j^^j-sf^j  warakhcln,  Foulness,  ugliness, 

p  jjii-j  J  warkhask.  Beginning  of  a  work.Name 

of  a  city  in  the  district  of  ̂   balkh. 

^ f^'^jy^jj  warhhmurdan,  To  see;  meet,  find. 
A  ward,  (pi.  wurd,  iiV|j  wirdd,  and 

a  jvrdd)  A  rose.  A  flower.  Leafof  a  flower,  petal. 

Any  flowering  tree  or  shrub.  Saffron.  Brave,  war- 

like. Rosy.  A  roan-coloured  horse.  A  tawny  lion. 
Name  of  one  of  the  seven  horses  which  Muham- 

mad is  said  to  have  possessed.    t>^J^.^^  i^jj  war- 

du''l  abyaz,  White  rose.    Ijj^arcissus.  p 
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tvardi  chin'i,  Rose  of  Jericho,  or  dog-rose.    A  i5,  j 

wardu  'I  himdr,  Ox-eye.  djjwardu  'I  ha- 
mir,  Piony,  or  ass-rose.  JjitS  djjwardi  dijia\  Ro- 

dodaphne-rose.  &jk>j5\  wardu'z  zinat,  Marsh- 
mallows,  lijj  wardi  muzd^f.  The  hun- 

dred-leaf rose.  ̂ \  abu'l  ward,  (Father  of  the 
rose)  Penis.  Wird,  Continual  motion  or  employ- 

ment, incessant  labour,  daily  use,  practice  ;  a  task. 

Approach,  access  (to  water).  Watering  cattle ;  also 

the  time  and  place.  A  halting-place,  stage.  A  sec- 

tion of  the  Kur'an.  A  quantity  of  water.  Rosy. 
A  legion,  cohort,  or  detachment  of  an  army.  A 
body  of  men  and  cattle  at  a  watering-place.  A  bevy 

of  birds.  Thirsty  (persons).  A  fever,  the  day  on 

which  it  begins,  p  i^jj  wirdi  zabdn.  Speak- 
ing perpetually,  a  fluency  of  speech.  A  Wurd,  (pi. 

of  t^j  ward)  Rosy.  Roses. 
p       mird,  A  disciple,  pupil,  apprentice. 

p  ̂jwj^iijj  war  ddshtan,  To  exalt. 

p  (^^iijj  ?ya?-t/a?«,  A  rolling-pin.  An  apartment 

open  in  front.  IFmyZow,  A  wart,  (pl.of  /iv'/y/) 
Pupils,  apprentices. 

A  f^i^jj  olio  bandt  warddn.  Certain  reptiles. 
p  warddna,  A  rolling-pin.  An  axle-tree. 

A  i^jj  wardat, Onerose.  A  single  flower.  Ruin, 
destruction,  (fern,  of      warcZ)  Rosy, roseate. 

is'iijj  ̂as/ii?/a^/i'arfZa^,  A  rosy-coloured  evening-sky. Wurdat,  A  dun  colour. 

p  '-^'ijj  wardak,  Paraphernalia  of  a  bride,  what 

a  woman  brings  to  her  husband's  house. 
p  wardana,  A  rolling-pin.  An  axle-tree. 

vi^ji^jjwarduhjThe  effects  of  a  bride.  TFarr/w/;, 

(or  e^j^j^  warduka)  A  thatched  house  or  hut. 
p  warda,  A  pigeon  living  among  rocks. 

A  pigeon-house,  especially  a  turret.  A  stick  with 
which  they  force  pigeons  to  take  wing  (on  the  flight 
of  these  birds  they  often  lay  great  wagers). 

A  Hji^j  wardly,  Rosy.  A  slave.  ̂ ♦-iJ^ 
ward\yatu'' sh  sharaim,  The  odour  or  ottar  of  roses, 
of  a  rosy  smell. 

v^jj  wardij,  A  quail. 
A   ijj  wa7'z,  A  delaying,  proceeding  slowly. 

Pjjy  ?t'ar2,  Gain,  profit,  acquisition.  Custom, 
habit.  Trade,  art,  craft.  Art  of  tanning.  Growing 

corn.  A  sown  field.  Agriculture.  A  field  havino- 
a  raised  border  round  it.  Minced  meat.  The  river 

Oxus.  Transoxiana.  (incomp.)Gaining,acquiring; 

learning;  accustomed  to,  conversant  with.  Sowing. 

Jjj  l-jI  a  swimmer,  (j^jjj  i^'^\ifih- 
lus-warzdn,  Persons  accustomed  to  sinceritj'. 

p  jVjjj  warzdv,  A  plough ing-ox. 
p  (ijjj  warzad.  He  studies,  he  labours. 

p  iijjjjj  warzrod.  The  Oxus.  Turkistan. p  warzish,  Custom,  habit,  exercise,  use, 

study,  labour,  exertion.  Gain.  Abstinence,  sobriety. 

Pj^^j  7varz-kdr,  A  farmer,  ploughman. 
p  wdrzhtm,  A  flagon  of  water. 15  u 



p  jll  Jjj  warz-gav,  An  ox  for  ploughing. 

y^jj^warz(jar,'SV orkmzn :  farmer,ploughman . 
p  j^^jj  wai'zagan,  A  pitcher  full  of  water, 
p         marazm,  Fire. 

p  iijjj  warza,  Acquiring,  accomplishing.  Agri- 
cult  uie.  Art,  ti'ade,  profession.  A  cultivator. 

p  i^jjj  war^i,  A  tiller  of  the  land,  labourer. 

r  ij^ljjj  rcarzidan,  To  sow  a  field.  To  accus- 

tom one's  self,  to  acquire  and  cultivate  a  habit.  To 

boast,  glory.  To  labour,  endeavour,  study.  To  ac- 
quire, gain.  To  be  a  faithful  observer  of  religious 

duties.  To  blow.  To  ply.  To  exercise,  perform, 

practise.  (jiVjjj  '  ''>\j^\  inhiraf  warzidan,  To  de- cline, avoid,  turn  away.  To  swerve, deviate, deflect. 

To  rebel,  revolt.  (ji^^Jjj  (J^^'  taghaful  warziclan, 
To  be  negligent,  inattentive,  {^'^.^j^  Oi^j^  su- 

hiinat  warzidan,  To  take  up  one's  residence.  sJ-f^ 

^J'^.jJJ  kina  warzidan,  To  cherish  hatred. 

p  SiiJ'Jjj  warzida,  Sown.  Assiduous,  indus- 
trious, laborious.  Very  experienced.  Any  thing 

which  has  been  very  much  handled,  and  thereby 

become  smooth  (as  leather). 

Pjjj  waraj,  Galangale,  or  sweet  cane. 

V(^j^  rvarsorwgraSfA.  blacksmith'sorfarrier's 
twitch.  A  bit  of  wood  put  through  a  camel's  nose. 

Rope-fetters.  A  thread.   "RP^wrs,  The  wild  cypress. 
A  rears,  Saffron.  A  plant  resembling  se- 

same, peculiar  to  Arabia  Felix,  of  which  they  make 

'ij^  ghumrat,  a  kind  of  yellow  wash  for  the  face, 
used  by  the  Arabian  ladies,  and  also  by  the  men. 

Warns,  (v.  n.  of  (^jj)  Being  covered  with  a  green 
smooth  moss  (a  rock  in  water). 

p         rcarsu,  A  starling  or  stare. 

p  J  warsak/ndan,  To  lick. 

pj\**jjjw;arsa2:,Ingenious,clever,acute.Graceful, 
neat,  elegant.  A  performer  on  a  musical  instrument. 

Name  of  a  place  and  of  a  country. 

p  marastad,  A  stipend,  a  pension. 

p  ̂^VSMlJJ  narastan  or  waristan,  The  disciples 
or  followers  of  a  prophet  or  saint. 

p  i^^jj  wnrsan,  Fetters.    A  rope,  a  cord. 

p  ul/J>.>*jjj  warsang.  Strange,  wonderful,  cu- 
rious; respectable,worthy  of  consideration.  Esteem, 

honour,  reverence,  respect.    A  makeweight. 

A  ̂ ^jj  warsiy,  A  species  of  yellowish  red  pi- 
geon. An  excellent  kind  of  wood  for  making  ar- 

rows.   (SeCjUaJ  nuzar.) 

p  ̂ ujjjwor^y.  Ceiling, roof.  Floor:  threshold. 
A  (^j^v)arsh,Ki\\s\\  made  with  milk.  Warash, 

(v.  n.  of  o^j")  Being  brisk,  nimble,  and  sprightly 
(a  camel).  Cholic,  gripes.  TFa?-/5/<,(Acamel)brisk, 
cheerful,  nimble,  sprightly,  eager  to  run. 

p  rcarash,  A  turtle-dove,  wood-pigeon. 
p  roarashad,  A  stipend,  pension. 

A  ̂J^.J^JJ  warashan,  (pi.  ̂J^***JJ  wirshan  and 
rcarashin)  A  turtle-dove,  wood-pigeon. 

A  warishat,  Swift,  eager  (she-camel). 
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p  ̂ ^Zijj  warashtan.  To  wash. 
p  uii-i>,j  warshaky  A  bit  of  cloth,  or  little  bag 

in  which  they  put  medicine  and  drugs. 

p  (jU^j  warashnan,  The  disciples  or  follow- 
ers of  any  prophet. 

V  ̂ iMij^warshim,  Sort;  division,  part,  section. 
A  wars,  The  laying  of  an  egg  at  once. 

A  warz,  (v.  n.  of  i^^jj)  Laying  an  egg 

at  once,  without  difficulty  (a  hen).  Voiding  soft 

dung  by  a  single  effort. 

+  A  e^jj  ivarfat,  (pi.  wirat)  A  precipice, 
labyrinth  :  any  danger  or  difficulty  in  which  one  is 

embarrassed.  A  whirlpool.  A  clay-marsh,  in  which 
an  animal  sinks  and  cannot  get  out.  Destruction, 

ruin.  Any  thing  low,  hollow,  depressed.  The  anus. 

A  well.  Any  thing  frightful  or  dangerous,  whence 

one  can  hardly  escape.  A  level  and  pathless  coun- 

try, e^jj  wartad  halahat,  The  gulf  of 
perdition.  A  fatal  precipice. 

p  fjj^j^  wartw-i.  Name  of  a  mountain-plant 
with  many  medicinal  qualities.  Wild  leek. 

A  war^  or  rvara^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being 
timid,  cautious.  Refraining  from  any  thing  doubt- 

ful (in  religious  points),  being  scrupulous  and  ap- 
prehensive of  doing  wrong.  Being  modest,  pious, 

chaste,  and  temperate.  Wur^or  wuru^  (v.  n.  of 

^jj)  Being  small,  slender,  and  weak.  Wara^ 
Timidity,  cowardice.  Abstinence  from  any  thing 

doubtful.  The  fear  of  God.  Temperance,  chastity, 

(pi.  awraQ  Small,  slender.  Weak,  deficient. 

Wari^,  Timid,  scrupulous.  One  who  fears  God. 
Cautious,  chaste.  Small,  slender,  weak,  deficient. 

A  mar^t  or  wur^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being 
timid,  afraid,  cautious,  especially  in  doubtful  points, 

fearing  to  do  any  thing  unlawful  or  sinful.  Being 

moderate,  pious,  modest,  temperate,  continent.  Be- 
ing weak,  small,  slender. 
p  wargh  or  rvarigh,  A  mound,  a  dam,  or 

weir  for  confining  water.  A  ditch.  A  weasel.  Light, 

splendour.  TF^ri^^/Zi,  Darkness,  obscurity.  Agita- 
tion, mental  distress,  chagrin. 

plffjj  wargha ,(orij\s-jj')  An  indolent  swelling. 
P  ffjj  warghast,  Name  of  a  plant  resem- 

bling spinage  growing  on  the  banks  of  rivers. 

PO-i^j  warghasht, Clear,  open.  Asort  of  herb. 

p  ̂SX>'^S-jj  war  ghalamdagi,  Incitement,  in- 
stigation. Seduction. 

p  ̂jii'J^^^j  warghalanidan,  To  seduce,  invite, 
debauch.  To  join.  To  desire.  To  prevail. 

p  j^ff^j  warghan,  An  indolent  swelling.  Any 
round  protuberance  on  the  body. 

A  (  jj  J  warf,  (v.  n.  of  (  J^j)  Being  broad,  long, 
and  extensive  (a  shadow).  Being  fresh  and  ver- 

dant (a  plant).  The  extremes  or  edges  of  the  liver. 

p  i^jj  warrafan,  An  intercessor,  mediator. 

A  jjjj  rcark,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jj)  Stripping  (a  tree) 
of  its  leaves.    Coming  into  leaf  (a  tree).  Warh, 

H>L? wirh,  wurh,  warah,  or  warih,  (pi.  j^j^  awrak  and 
rcirah)  Coin,  stampt  money.  Wurh,  (pi.  of 

awrak)  Years  without  rain.  Warak,  A  leaf 

of  a  tree  or  of  paper.  Paper  cut  out  into  any  shape. 

Blood  dropping  from  a  wound,  making  a  round  or 

leafy  figure  on  the  ground.  A  card.  A  slice.  The 
sail  of  a  ship.  Young  men  in  the  bloom  of  youth 

or  prime  of  life.  A  living  creature.  The  beauty  or 

pleasantness  of  the  world.  Weak  men  (falling  like 

the  leaves).  Pus  dropping  from  a  wound.  Any 

thing  trodden  or  broken  under  the  feet  of  animals. 
Wealth  in  money  or  camels,  p  L-jllil  ̂ Jj  j  warahi 

aftah.  The  cheek  of  a  mistress.  d\>  jjj  warahi 

had,  The  tongue.  A  O^jSI  jjj  warakut  tut.  Mul- 

berry-leaf. ^Jjj  waraku'l  khayal.  Name  of 
an  intoxicating  drug  (cannabis  sativus).  p  ̂ jj^ 

^jja3^ii^  warak  gardavldan,  To  change  (love  for 
hatred,  or  the  contrary),  a  Warik,  Leafy.  Vile, 
avaricious,  low,  sordid. 

A  -^^j  icarkas,  Brown,  tawny,  dusky-coloured 

(she-wolf  or  pigeon),  (pi.  waraha'  and  wa- 
rahi) A  she-wolf.  A  female  pigeon. 

A  warkawiy,  Of  a  dusky  colour. 

A  markat,  A  blemish  in  a  bow  from  the 

knot  by  which  it  was  united  to  the  branch.  Vile, 

avaricious.  Liberal  (woman).  Wurhat,  A  black- 
ish colour  inclining  to  white.  Warahat,  One  leaf. 

A  letter,  billet,  schedule,  paper.  Vile,  avaricious. 

Noble,generous.4i^i5j  tijjwarakaAwidad,'Fr\ex\d.\y 
letters.  (J*^  hamili  warahat,  The  bearer 
ofthese  presents.   Warikat,\x>yi ,  sordid  (woman). 

p  (jp^ii         warah-daghi.  Written  paper. 

p  Jjjj  warak-ml,  A  plant,  of  which  women make  a  decoction  for  dyeing  the  eyebrows  black. 

p        roarka,  The  lover  of       ̂   gul-shah. 

A  i^jj  warake,  A  single  leaf. AL^}jj  warh,  (v.  n.ofuiJjj)  Placing  (any  thing) 

near  the  haunch  or  hip.  Resting,  reclining  on  one's 
haunch.  Warh,  wirh,  or  warik,  (pi.  aw- 

rak) The  hip  or  haunch-bone.  Buttocks,  haunches. 
The  knotty  part  of  a  branch.  Warh  or  warik,  A 

crowd,  collected  company.  Wirk,  The  side  of  a 

bow,  the  part  along  which  the  string  goes.  A  bow 
made  of  the  lower  part  of  a  tree.  Wurk  or  ivuruh, 

(pi.  of  ui3\jj  wirah)  Ornamental  cloths forthat  part 
of  a  saddle  where  the  hip  rests.  Warak,  The  hip- 

bone. The  lower  part  of  a  branch. 

p  CiJ^j  warak,  A  thorn  used  for  heating  ovens. 
p        roarka,  A  falcon.  A  kind  of  pigeon. 

A  ̂^jj  warkas,  (fem.  of  '-^j^  awrah)  Large- 

hipped  (woman).  Name  of  Abraham's  birth-place. 

Pjl^j  warkar.  Busy,  occupied.  Every  kind 
of  fruit  not  produced  from  a  tree,  as  melons,  cucum- 

bers, gourds,  &c. 
p  warkak,  A  rapacious  bird  of  the  kite- 

species  (in  Arabic  called  i^j^o  surad). 

p  ̂ ^jj  warkalvj,  A  broken  finger. 



p  warhanat,  Large-hipped  (woman). 

P  '^j^  warhata,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  bone. 
p  (ji^^^j  war  kardan,  (for  ^cii'  hardan) 

To  extol,  exalt,  raise  high.  To  pull  up,  tear  out, 

extirpate.  To  throw  away.  To  prop,  support.  To 
burn,  set  fire  to. 

p  JiijSsjj  war  karda,  Kindled,  set  on  fire. 

p  ̂J^j^  icai'liah,  A  falcon  which  eats  carrion. 
P  Jj^sSjj  narhoh,  Name  of  a  city  in  Irak. 

A  jy^ij  marha'  or  wirha',  Root,  origin,  stock. 
p  ISjj  warga,  A  black  grain  growing  in  corn. 

Pjl^j  rcargar,  Fruits  produced  twice  a  year. 
p  S^ijj  rcargah,  A  kind  of  hawk.  A  ditch, 

pool,  or  marsh.    A  stove  in  a  bath. 

p  [^zXj^  wa7'ffashtan,To  subvert. To  be  ruined. 
p  jljj  wargo,  Speak  thou.    Name  of  a  city. 

p  i^^j^  ivargosh,  (or  ̂ ^^ji^j  rvargoslii)  An 
ear-ring  with  a  long  drop.    Lobe  of  the  ear. 

p         icargah,  A  beam,  joist,  rafter. 

A  (Jjj  waral,  (pi.  ̂ j^j  wirlan,  J^j^  arvral, 
and  avful)  An  animal  of  the  lizard-kind,  with  a 
broad  head,  a  rough  skin  of  a  reddish  yellow,  swift 

of  foot,  with  envenomed  teeth,  and  a  sting-tail. 
p  waral-maht,  A  newt,  eft,  asker. 

T  pjpiaram,  (for  ̂jiej^\  jTva  agar  man?)  kuA  if  I. 

A  rvaram,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Swelling,  becom- 
ing inflated  (the  skin).  Shooting,  growing  high 

(a  plant).  Being  angry,  enraged,  being  distended 

•with  rage  (the  nose),  (pi.  arvram)  A  tumour, 
swelling,  imposthume. 

p  (jiij^  (J^^j J  rcarmal  hardan,  (or  ̂^lij  J^j 
roarmal  zadan)  To  run  away  in  terror. 

p  ̂ju^J^^j  warmalidan,  To  tuck  up  the  skirt 

and  sleeves  of  one's  garment.    To  run  away. 

p  ̂^S>\ajj  narmandagi,  Colic  from  indiges- 
tion or  repletion. 

p  jj*)_5  roarman,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  He. 

p  lijj  warna  or  wurna,  A  youth.  Good,  fair. 

A  turtle-dove,  blue-coloured  pigeon.  Wheat. 

p  i^^jj  wurnas,  Careless,  indolent,  senseless. 

p         rvarnam,  A  surname.  ̂ ^liV^  ̂ ^i}J 
nam  nihadan,  To  surname. 

p  roarnama.  Superscription  of  a  letter. 

p  i^j^  warnan,  Useful,  advantageous.  A  me- 
diator. 

A  iOjj  warnat,  Name  of  the  month  5;i.»ii3\  ji. 
A  rvarantal,  A  calamity.   Warantal,  (or 

U^jj  marantala'')  An  important  affair. p        waravj,  Greedy,  gluttonous,  avaricious. 

p  (j^j  rearanjan,  (or  rvaranjin)  A 
ring  of  gold  or  of  silver  worn  by  women  on  their 
wrists  and  ankles  :  a  bracelet  or  anklet. 

p  waranja,  Name  of  a  famous  general. 

p         roarand,  A  spider  and  its  web. 

p  J^'i'^  J  rcarandaz,  Sketching  or  doing  any 
thing  roughly.    Taking  the  measure  of  garments. 

p  rvar  nishastan,  To  mount  on  horse- 
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back,  or  in  a  carriage.  To  embark  on  board-ship. 

p  i-L^j  ivarang,  A  patch.    A  darning. 
p  ftijj  ivar  na,  And  if  not,  otherwis6. 

Pj^jjj  warroar,  (also  ̂ |j)jj)  A  royal  seat  or 
throne.  An  open  gallery  or  balcony  on  a  house-top. 
A  nmrrcaliiy,  Dusky  coloured. 

A  iijjj  wurud,  (v.  n.  of  lijj)  Being  present,  ap- 
pearing, entering,  descending,  alighting,  approach- 

ing (to  drink).  Attacking  (as  a  fever).  Approach, 
entrance,  descent,  arrival.  A  watering,  (pi.  ofiiJjj 

war-Id)  The  jugular  veins  on  each  side  of  the  neck. 

A  Siijjj  icurudat,  (v.  n.  of  (i,j)  Being  bay- 
coloured  (a  horse). 

A jjjj  warnar,  The  bee-eater  (a  bird). 
A  roarwarat,  (v.n.  ofjjjj  Q)  Sharpen- 
ing (the  sight),  looking  keenly.   Talking  rapidly. 

p  Jjjjj  warwara,  Pontic  mouse.  Squirrel. 
A  marwariy,  Weak-sighted. 

A  wuruxh,  (v.n.  of  O^j)  Taking,  de- 
vouring (food).  Being  greedy.  Going  uninvited 

to  a  feast.  Instigating,  setting  against.  Attending 

to  the  details  and  minutiae  of  a  thing. 

A  ̂ jj  warn^or  ivurit^  (v.  n.of  ̂ j)  Being  ti- 
mid, terrified,  cautious,  especially  in  doubtful  points, 

fearing  to  do  any  thing  unlawful  or  sinful.  Being 

moderate,  pious,  modest,  temperate,  continent.  Wu- 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  weak,  small,  slender. 
p      J  r?;?i7'o^/^, Eructation.  Darkness.  Trouble. 

A  I— jjj J  rruruf,  (v.  n.  of  i  ijj  )  Being  long  and 
broad  (a  shadow). 

A  <^jjj  nuruh,  (v.  n.  of  (-dJjj)  Lying  on  the 
side,  the  hip  touching  the  ground.  Striking  on  the 

hip.  Resting  his  chin  on  the  hip  of  the  female  (a 

male  ass).  Remaining,  staying,  dwelling.  Turn- 

ing the  hip  (<-i|jj  warak)  when  going  to  dismount. 
Being  equal  to  any  business,  succeeding. 

A  Sjj  warah,  (v.  n.  of  »^j)  Being  foolish,  stu- 
pid. Blowing  violently  (wind).  Being  fat  (a  wo- 

man). Awkwardness;  a  want  of  skill.  Folly, 

stupidity.  Insolence. 

A  ̂ ^j^  warhas,  Silly,  foolish  (woman).  Vio- 
lent, whiffling,  and  unsteady  (wind).  Warhas,  (or 

warihut)  (A  cloud)  full  of  rain. 

A  aJfcjj  warihat,  Fat  (woman). 
A&JfcySjj  warahrahat,  Foolish,  stupid  (woman). 
p         roarham,  Harsh  words. 

p  i^-^jj  narhamtn,  (or  (Jn*jj  rvarhin)  Hard 
bread  ;  bread  baked  of  wheat  and  barley. 

A  ̂ jjj  wary,  (v.  n.  of  j^j)  Corrupting,  eat- 
ing away  (the  inside  of  the  body).  Hurting  (any 

one)  in  the  lungs.  Emitting  sparks  of  fire  (the 

stick  Sij  zand).  Being  kindled  (a  fire).  Being 
plentiful  and  thick  (marrow)  in  a  bone.  Being 

lodged  within  the  skin  (matter).  Being  fat.  Fat 

meat.  Pus,  corrupted  matter  in  the  body.  A  large 

ulcer  full  of,  or  running  wilh,  matter.  Wara^,  A 
disease  on  the  lungs.  Men,  mortals.  U 

JJ3 

^  isjji^  vtia  adri  ayyu''l  wara'  huwa,  I  do  not know  who  (or  what  kind  of  a  man)  he  is. 

A  warty,  A  stick  (liij  zand)  which  emits 

sparks.  Fat,  fleshy.  Wuriy,  (v.  n.  of  (_^j)  Emit- 
ting sparks  of  fire  (the  stick  i^j  zand). 

p  bijj  rvarya,  A  large  iron  hammer. 
p  (— ji^jj  roarlb,  Any  thing  preponderating,  as 

the  load  on  one  side  of  a  horse.  Part  of  any  thing, 

especially  prominent  or  projecting.  Wurib  or  wi- 
rib,  Crooked,  curved. 

A         waryat,  Tinder.  Touchwood. 

A         wariyat,  (fem.  of        roariy)  Fat. 

A  ivarikhat,  Moist  or  watered  ground. 
Leaven  rendered  thin  or  soft. 

A  war-Id,  (andS>j^\  hahlu''lnmrid) (dual  naridani,  pi.  iiijj^  awr-idat,  iSjjj 
wurud,  and  warasid)  The  jugular  vein  on 
either  side  of  the  neck. 

'Pj^.jj  wiriz,  A  particular  gum.  Cassia. 
A  warizat,  A  vein  reaching  from  the  sto- 

mach to  the  liver. 

A  waris.  Dyed  with  the  plant  t^jj  wars. 

p  liljL-^jj  waristad,  A  foot,  footstep. 

A  ̂ ^jj  rvari^  Abstinent,  abstemious,  chaste. 
A  nari^t,  Name  of  a  horse. 
A  I— warif,  (v.  n.  of  i— Being  long, 

broad,  and  widely  extended  (a  shadow).  Being 

fresh  and  green  (a  plant).  A  quick  pace.  Spa- cious (country). 

A  ̂ jljj  war'ik,  Leafy.  Wurayh,(A\m.  of  Jjjj^ 
awrak)  Somewhat  of  a  dusky  colour. 

A  warihat,  (fem.  of  ̂ j>..jj)  Leafy  (tree). 
A  warihat.  Fat  (woman). 

A  'i-x-ij^  wurayyisat,  (dim.  of  warai)  A little  before  or  behind.    A  little  beyond. 

pj  J  waz,  (forj^  J  wa  az)  Again.  From  hence. 

A  J  J  nazz,  A  goose. 
A  |jj  wazs,  (v.  n.  of  |jj)  Drying  (flesh).  Re- 

pelling one  another.  Wazaf,  (v.  n.  of^^j)  Being 
firm  and  robust. 

A  (— -'^j  wazzah.  Cunning,  crafty  (thief). 

A  'bj>jj  wizarat  or  wazarat,  The  dignity  of  va- 
zir,  minister,  or  privy  counsellor,  vizierate,  premier- 

ship. J^»la-S-  C^j^j  wizarati  ̂ zma',  The  office 
of  prime-minister  or  grand  vazir. 

A  ̂  J  wizagh,  (pi.  of  '«^j)  Lizards.  Frogs. 
A         wizam,  Velocity. 

A  wazzam.  Fleshy,  muscular. 
p  wazan,  Blowing  (wind).  U**l  ̂ ^^Jj 

badi  wazan-aaa,  Like  a  violent  wind. 

A  (J^j  rvizdn.  Opposite,  over  against. 
A  fj\Jj  wazzan.  One  who  weighs,  a  weigher. 
A  io\j_j  wazanat,  Prudence,  sagacity. 
A  Sj wuzawizat,  Light,  volatile,  inconstant 

(man).  One  who  wags  his  hips  when  walking. 

Ajjj  mazr,  (v.  n.  of jjj)  Filling  up  (a  gap). 
Conquering,  (in  the  passive  form)  Being  oppressed 



with  guilt.  Wazr  or  wizr,  (v.  n.  ofjjj)  Bearing 
(a  burden),  supporting,  sustaining.  Committing  a 

crime,  sinning.  Wizr,  (pl.j|jj\  awzar)  A  burden, 
load :  any  thing  heavy  or  oppressive.  Weight,  hea- 

viness. A  crime,  sin,  fault.  Arms,  especially  what 

one  carries.  A  large  bundle  of  clothes :  a  bale,  a 

pack.  Wazar,  A  mountain  or  any  place  of  refuge, 

an  asylum.    A  fortification. 

A  -*V,j_5  wuzaras,  (pi.  of ̂ Jj  wazir)  Vazlrs, 
privy  counsellors,  ministers  of  state. 

{J^ii  wuzarati  ̂ zami 

zawi'l  ihtiram,  wa  wukaldsi Jikhami  ̂ U.-makam, 
Illustrious  vazirs  endowed  with  honour,  and  mag- 

nificent vicegerents  of  exalted  dignity  (titles  given 

to  ministers  of  state). 

^ti>^5;Jj  tvazranitan,  (in  zand  andPaz.)To  go. 

yidJ^Jj  muzurg,  (for  '-^^  &M2M7'^jr)Great,large. 
p  O^J  wazish,  The  blowing  of  the  wind. 

A  waz^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Restraining,  check- 
ing, prohibiting.  Bringing  (soldiers)  together,  al- 

lowing the  front  to  mix  with  the  rear. 

A  yvaza^t,  (pi.  of  mazi^  Governors, 
prefects.  Captains,  generals.  Guards,  those  whose 

duty  it  is  to  keep  people  off",  and  to  prevent  confusion. 
p  wazagh,  A  frog.  A  species  of  lizard, 

which  lives  upon  scorpions  and  is  poisonous. 

A  ̂   J  )y(22:a<//t,  A  shaking,  a  tremor.  A  vicious, 
worthless  fellow.  Sick,  prostrate  by  disease,  (pi.  of 

wazaghat)  White  lizards. 

A^lffjj  mizghan,{^\.  of  &5jjwaza<7/«ai)  Lizards. 

A  ftffjj  wazaghat,  (pi.  ̂ Jj  wazagh,  am- 
zagh,  jj^j  wizghdn,  wizagh,  and  ̂ ^^^  iz- 

^//<a?2)Akindof  lizard  called         '^^sdmm  abras. 
P  kI^^'-^jj  wazghaslit,  Name  of  an  herb. 
A  (  jjj  nazf,  (v.  n.  of  i  sjj)  Urging  or  order- 
ing to  make  haste.  Making  haste. 

p  ijjj  wazak,  A  frog.  Galangale,  sweet  cane. 

A  wazk,  (v.  n.  of      j)  Making  haste,  or 

walking  badly  (a  woman).  Being  languid  in  coitu. 

p  tijjj  wazak,  A  frog.  A  lizard.  A  towel.  A 
particular  tree  which  bears  no  fruit,  of  which  it  is 

said,  that,  if  a  man  happens  to  swallow  a  leech,  if 

he  drinks  some  of  the  expressed  juice  of  its  leaves 

the  animal  will  immediately  be  thrown  up  again. 

A  rvazm,  (v.  n.  of  j»Jj)  Paying  one's  debts. 
Eating  only  once  a  day.  Adding  a  little  to  a  little. 

Breaking  the  edge  (of  a  sword  or  earthen  vessel). 

A  bunch  of  pot-herbs.  Quantity.  Whatever  is  done 

or  happens  seasonably.  Flesh  carried  by  an  eagle 
to  her  nest. 

A  ij<«Jj  wazmat,  (v.n.  of  ̂ ^j)  Losing  part  of  one's 
property.  Lying  on  one's  face  in  eating.  Quantity. 

p  hjDj^  wazma,  Winter,  lib  mazma-bdd,A 
wind  which  begins  to  blow  about  the  end  of  winter. 

A  wazn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jjj)  Weighing  exactly. 

Adjusting.  Weighing  out  (to  any  one)  money,  tell- 
ing (it)  by  just  weight.    Examining.  Making 
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(verses)  according  to  just  measure.  Guessing  by 

the  eye  the  produce  of  a  palm-tree.  Paying  (tri- 

bute). Applying  (the  mind  to  any  thing),  and 

habituating  one's  self  (to  it),  (pi.  jj^j^  amzan) 
Weight,  measure.  Metre,  poetic  measure.  A  she- 

kel. A  weight  of  a  Jlflio  miskal.  Reflux  of  the 

sea.  Reputation,  esteem,  honour.  Examination. 

Proper  mode,  just  proportion,  (ph  ̂ ^^jjj  wuzun) 
A  large  measure  of  dates,  such  as  can  hardly  be 

lifted  from  the  ground.  (Money)  of  just  weight. 

Opposite,  over  against.  ̂ ^J^^^  al  wazn,  Name  of  a 

star  which  rises  before  Canopus.  (^J^^  rdji- 
hu'l  wazn,  Extremely  intelligent.  jUaaw  (jJj  waz- 
nu  sab^tin.  The  weight  of  seven  (a  title  or  name). 
JVazna,  Opposite,  over  against. 

p  ̂ ^Jj  wazan.  One  who  goes  friskingly,  briskly, 
cheerfully.  Wizan,  A  tree  of  which  bows  are  made. 

A  '^jj  waznat,  A  weight.  A  talent,  a  shekel. 
Short  and  intelligent  (woman).  Wiznat,  A  certain 
measure,  or  mode  of  weighing. 

Pj^ti3jj  wazn-ddr,  (Money)  of  just  weight. 

p  i-^-^'j  wazang,  A  little  bit  of  cloth,  patch. 
^         wazrii.  Heavy,  weighty. 

Aj)_jjj  wazroas;, Volatile, light,inconstant(raan). 
Nimble,  active.  One  who  walks  with  a  peculiar  mo- 

tion of  the  hips.  Short  in  body.  Name  of  a  bird. 

A  (-r'jijj  wuzub.  The  flowing  of  water. 
Ajjjj  wazroaz.  Death.  A  broad  plank  upon 

which  they  hurl  earth  from  high  to  low  grounds. 

A  "sjjjj  ivazwazat,  (v.  n.  ofjjjj  Q)  Moving 
the  hips  in  a  peculiar  manner  when  walking.  Go- 

ing with  short  steps  and  a  peculiar  motion  like  a 

dwarf.  Springing  or  leaping  upon,  attacking.  Light- 
ness, celerity,  alacrity. 

A  J  wazu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Restraining,  check- 
ing, prohibiting.  Exciting,  urging.  Inspiring. 

A  ?i'M2^art,(pl. of     J W(20n)Large  measures 
of  dates,  as  can  scarcely  be  lifted  from  the  ground. 

A  mazy,  (v.  n.  of  (J^j)  Being  assembled. 

Waza',  A  short-bodied  man,  dwarf.    A  strong  ass. 

p  i^i^jj  wazidan,  To  blow  as  the  wind.  To 

grow  (as  herbage  or  hair). 

p  a\Xjii,^Jj  waziiaw-^/aA,  Airy  site,  windy  place. 
p wazer.  Turmeric. 

A^Jj  wazir,  (pl.j^j^  awzar  and  -^^Jj  wuzarui) 
A  vizier,  counsellor  of  state,  minister,  vicegerent, 

or  lieutenant  of  a  king  (as  bearing  the  weight  of 

government).  A  helper,  assistant.  A  porter.  An 

eater.  ̂ JaP^ J  waziri  a^am,  The  grand  vizier, 
prime-minister.  P  *— *»- J^J  J  i^o.ziri  chap,  An  ofii- 
cer  of  government. 
p  waziri,  A  kind  of  fig. 

A  (Jj^jj  waziri,  The  office  of  minister  of  state, 
vizierate,  viziership,  premiership,  p^ii^  i-^J-jj 
waziri  namudan,  To  discharge  the  oQice  of  vazlr. 

A  1— fl^Jj  nazif,  (v.  n.  of  i— ijj)  Making  haste, 
travelling  fast.  A  quick  pace. 

A  |<?Jj  wazim,  A  bunch  of  pot-herbs.  Quantity, 
proportion.  A  date-bud  wrapt  round  with  a  palm- 
leaf,  which  improves  the  quality.  Remainder  of 

broth,  or  any  thing  similar.  Roast  meat.  Corpu- 
lent, fleshy,  firm-bodied  (man).  Wazim,  (or  j 

wazimat)  Meat  dried,  bruised,  and  eaten  with  any 

thing  fat  (especially  flesh  of  crocodiles  and  locusts). 

A  wazimat,  A  bundle  of  pot-herbs. 

A  wazin.  Weighty,  ponderous.    An  ac- 
curate weigher.  A  ground  or  bruised  colocynth. 

'-^y^Ci'^Jj  mazinu'r  rasy.  Prudent,  sagacious. 

A  ̂ ^ijj  wazzin,  A  goose. 
Pjj  waj.  Anger,  indignation,  rage.  Malice, 

malignity.  The  herb  galangale. 

p         wajkh,  Galangale,  sweet  cane.  A  span. 

p  ZSiijj  7vajda,  Any  thing  poured  out. 

p  (jjj  waj  an.  Density,  grossness. 
p  lL/-3jj  wajang,  A  fringe,  edging.  A  little 

piece  of  cloth,  patch.  Wujang,  A  thin  kind  of  bark 
of  a  liver-colour  bound  round  that  end  of  an  arrow 

to  which  the  point  is  made  fast.  Fringe,  edge,  or- 

nament sewed  to  the  border  of  a  garment.  A  patch. 

p  (Jl^'j  wajnin.  Watery  camel's  milk. 
p  (Jjjj  wujul.  Taste  and  relish  of  savoury  food 

or  soup.  Broth,  soup.  The  shin-bone  of  a  sheep, 

ankle-bone.  Noise,  uproar,  tumult.  Violence.  Cli- 
mate, country. 

p  wujulanda.  One  who  excites  to  mu- 
tiny or  rebellion  ;  a  promoter  of  war  and  discord. 

p  (ji^jjj  wujulidan.  To  entice,  instigate,  se- 
duce. To  excite,  to  promote  quarrels  and  disputes. 

To  quench  thirst.  To  blow  (as  the  wind). 

p  2jjj  wajuh.  Dropping  of  rain  from  eaves. 

p  Jjj  waj  a,  A  span. 
p  najidan,  To  measure  with  a  span. 

p         was.  Enough,  sufficient.  Much.  How. 

A  (_>Mj  wass,  A  substitute. 
A  wassaj,  (in  comp.  with  ̂ V-^lff-  ̂ssdj) 

{as ̂ XJi^^'^ijwassdj^ssaj)  Quick-going(camel). 
A  iil**>j  wisdd,  (nmsdd,  wusdd,  and  'Siil«*»j  wisd- 

dat)  (pi.  wusud  and  lijUwj  wasdsid)  A  cushion, 

pillow,  couch,  or  day-bed.  A  throne.  uiJ^iLoj 

{,ja>^yii  wisdduka  la  ̂ rizun.  Your  pillow  is  very 
broad  (implying,  you  are  much  addicted  to  sleep), 
or  your  head  is  very  large  (indicating  stupidity). 

A  »i»Uu>j  wasdtat,  Mediation,  arbitration.  Me- 
dium.   Mediocrity  in  point  of  quality. 

A  wasd^  An  excellent  horse,  that  goes 
fast,  with  long  steps.  Quick,  active  in  doing  any 

thing.  Noble,  honourable.  Wisd^  (pi.  of  ̂ **>j 

wasiQ  Wide,  roomy,  ample,  spacious. 

A  ̂y^j  wassd^  Wide-stepping  (camel). 
A'lLffXuij  wasd^t,  (v.  n.  of  Going  with 

a  wide  step,  or  with  a  cubit's  space  between  each. 
Being  of  a  generous  breed. 

A  wisdh,  (pi.  of  ,3***!))  (Camels)  in  foal. 
A  &5l«*>j  wasdlat,  Channel,  medium,  means. 



A  rvasam,(Y.  n.  ofj^j)  Being  beautiful, 
handsome,  elegant.    Wisam,  A  mark  with  which 

cattle  are  branded,  (pi.  of  ̂ xtjij  icasim  and 
wasimat)  Handsome-faced  (men  or  women). 

A  wasamat,  (v.  n.  of  jV*^)  Being  beau- 
tiful, elegant,  handsome.  Beauty. 

A  wasawis,  (pi.  of  iMyjij  maswasat) 

Suggestions.  Temptations.  ̂ ^UaxJl*  ;_)*ijU*>j  ma- 
sdwisi  shaytan,  The  temptations  of  the  devil. 

A  rvasdsid,  (pi. of  lil-jj)  Cushions,  pillows. 

A  lajl**»j  wasddt,  (pi.  of  iLlajuwj  wasitai)  Means, 
intermediate  links. 

A  ̂Luj  nasciiil,  (pi.  of  alx«ij)  Causes,  means. 

A  c-«**>j  was6,  (v.  n.  of  Being  grassy, 

abounding  in  herbage  (ground),  (pi.  ww- 

.SM&)  A  piece  of  wood  which  they  put  over  the  bot- 
tom of  a  well  to  prevent  the  sand  from  moving 

about.  Wish,  Plants,  herbs.  Wasab,  (v.  n.  of 

i_>*»*j)  Being  dirty  and  filthy.    Dirt,  filth. 
p  wastd,  Fire.  A  commentary  on  the  zand 

or  the  book  of  Zoroaster.  Praising,  glorifying  God. 

p  rvastazand,  A  title  of  the  Zand. 

p  rvastdn,  Sleeping  on  the  back.  One 

•who  sleeps  on  his  back. 

p  L^JiMij  rvastrak,  (rvastark,  or  idS>J<*^j  was- 
trang)  The  red  button  of  a  rose,  which  remains 

after  the  leaves  have  dropt  off.  Marshmallows. 

p         rcasti,  Translation,  explanation. 

A  wasahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -?)  Being  dirty  (a 

garment).  (pl.^l/*jj\ awjsa/Jt)  Dirt,  nastiness.  Ear- 
wax,  wasahhu'l  hawdrir,  Bees-wax. 
Wasikh,  Dirty,  nasty. 

A  iisjjjj  wusud,  (pi.  of  iiL**j)  Pillows,  cushions. 

p  ;i.ll>j  wussad,  Coral. 

A  Ixwjj  7vast,  (v.  n.  of  la**»j)  Sitting  amongst 
many  people,  penetrating  into  the  middle  of  a  crowd. 

la**»j  wasta'l  karvm,  (He  sat)  in  the  midst  of 
the  people.  Wasat,  (pi.  IjUuj^  awsai)  Middle, 

centre.  The  waist.  Centrical.  Any  thing  of  a  mid- 

dling sort,  neither  elegant  nor  ugly.  Right,  just, 

proper,  suitable.  Just,  equitable.  Exquisite,  ex- 

cellent. Magnificent,  opulent.  Iiauj  nmsa- 

tu''s  samdf,  The  ecliptic.  \aM3^\  {j^fi'l  wasat,  In 
the  middle.  la*>»j  i^fi  rca&atish  shitds, 
In  mid-winter. 

A  ̂iaAtjrj  nncsta',  Middle  (finger).  Middling, 
neither  long  nor  short  (speech).  The  middle  one 

of  the  five  daily  prayers  appointed  by  the  Muham- 

madan  law.  ^^':^\  al  isba^'l  rvusta', 
The  middle  finger.  SjLai^  as  salatu'l 
n-usta',  The  mid-day  prayer. 
A  was^  wis^  or  wus^,  Power,  ability.  Op- 

portunity, ease,  conveniency  of  doing.  Opulence. 

Capacity,  capability  of  holding.  Eloquence. 

A  wus^t,  Latitude,  amplitude,  spacious- 
n ess,  space.  Convenience,  opportunity, ease,  leisure. 

A  ( — £u*>j  wasf,  A  crack  appearing  in  the  thighs 
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and  buttocks  of  a  camel  when  growing  fat,  which 
afterwards  becomes  general  in  him. 

p  (ilfl**>j  wisfdd,  Much,  many. 

A  Jj**>j  wash,  (v.  n.  of  Gathering  toge- 
ther, heaping  up,  collecting  (as  tears  in  the  eyes). 

(Night)  involving  (in  darkness).  (Robbers)  driv- 
ing together  or  driving  off  (camels)  in  the  night. 

Conceiving,  becoming  pregnant,  having  the  matrix 

closed.  Wash  or  wish,  (pi.  jj^**>j  nusuk  or 

awsuk)  A  load  of  corn  weighing  60  ̂ lo  sd^  A 
camel-load.    A  freio-ht. 

p  ii^J^jMj  yvaskarda  or  wiskarda,  Active,  ex- 
pert, industrious  ;  one  who  does  any  thing  speedily. 

Powerful,  strong. 

A  wasm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ «jj)  Marking  with  a 
hot  iron,  branding  (man  or  beast).  Describing,  de- 

lineating. Excelling  in  beauty.  (p\.  ̂ ynj  wizsztm) 
The  mark  left  by  a  hot  iron.  Sign,  mark,  brand. 

A  name,  p^^ii^ii^j  wasm  f?a<^a«, To  brand,mark. 

A  wusamds,  (pi.  of  pi***)  masivi)  Hand- 
some, comely,  beautiful. 

A  &***>j  v:asmat,  (wasimat,  or  p  e~^j  wasma) 

Leaves  of  woad  or  indigo-plant ;  also  their  juice. 

Indigo,  with  which  they  paint  the  skin  or  dye  cloth. 

P  wasma-posh,  Dressed  in  clothes 
stained  or  dyed  with  s-t**3j  wasma. 

Pj^ii  a-^j  ?i'as?wa-(/ar,Stained  wasma. 

A  ̂ v^j  wasmvj,  Spring-rain.  Spring-grass. 
p^;**»)  wasan,  Dirty,  filthy.  Filth,  defilement. 

A  ̂ **'j  wasan,  (v.  n.  of  (^/*»j)  Slumbering,  be- 
ginning to  sleep.  Fainting  from  the  putrid  exha- 

lation of  a  well.  Slumber,  sleep.  Drowsiness.  A 

nap.^snooze.  (pi.  ̂l**>j\  awsdii)  Need,  want,  te 

\h  ̂ \  ^  J  jlfc  &5  md  lahu  hammun  wa  Id  wa- 
sanun  illd  zd,  He  has  no  business  or  care,  but  this 

alone.  Wasin,  Drowsy.  Indisposed  from  the  noi- 
some exhalation  of  a  well. 

p  wasndd.  Many.  Full,  abundant. 

A  (j;Uu*>j  wasndn.  Sleepy,  slumbering,  dozing. 
A  aA**Jj  wasnat  or  wasanat,  Sleep.  Slumber, 

drowsiness.   Wasinat,  Drowsy  (woman). 

p  i.fXj^-**Jj  wasang.  Name  of  a  plant  or  herb 

growing  in  i-ocky  places  and  fragrant  as  a  lemon. 

A  (^**»j  wasna',  Idle,sluggish,drowsy  (woman). 

p  ̂ **»5  wasn't  or  wusni.  Two  women  married  to one  husband  :  a  rival  wife. 

p_)-***j  wusu,  Leaning  upon,  supporting  one's self.  The  circumference  of  the  mouth. 

A  (_jwl^*»>j»  waswds.  Any  thing  suggested  to  the 
mind.  An  evil  inspiration.  A  low  voice  or  sound 

(of  hunters  or  dogs).  The  rattling  of  a  necklace, 

jingle  of  ear-rings,  or  any  thing  similar ;  the  rus- 
tling of  silk.  The  noise  of  a  tree  moved  by  the  wind. 

(_j.i^^M>^^  alwaswds,  Satan,  the  tempter.  Wiswds, 

(v.  n.of(_>w^**>5  Q)  Suggesting,  hinting(one's  own 
thoughts  or  the  devil).  A  diabolical  suggestion, 

black  inspiration;  temptation  of  the  devil. 
15  X 

A  7yasroasl, Doubtful, distracting.  Ap- 

prehensive. A  '^^^y^i  waswdsiy.  Melancholy,  morbid. 
A  L-Jyuij  wusub,  (pi.  of  v__***»_j  wasb)  Pieces  of 

wood  put  over  the  bottom  of  a  well  to  keep  the 

sand  from  moving  about. 

A  warn],  (with  .^y^  ̂siij)  (as  ̂^-»*»j 

^jA-Si-  wasuj  ̂ suj)  Quick-going  (camels). 
A&*»»)**»5  waswasat,  (v.n.  of(^yt>j  Q)  Inspir- 

ing, suggesting  (one's  own  mind  or  Satan).  Whis- 

pering any  bad,  injecting.  Talking  to  one's  self, muttering.  A  suggestion,  instinct,  (pi.  (_j»>jLu^ 

wasdwis)  A  suggestion  or  persuasion  of  the  devil. 
Conscience.  Temptation. 

pj\i^^  SMt^j  waswasa-anddz, One  who  injects 
evil  suggestions  :  suggestive  of  evil. 

A  i»_j**>j  wasut,  A  kind  of  hair-tent.  A  small 
tent  made  of  hair.  A  camel  which  fills  the  pail. 

A  camel  which  they  load  on  the  head  and  back, 
but  never  fetter.  A  camel  which  goes  with  young 

forty  days  over  the  year. 

A  J^_)  wusuk,  (pi.  of  ,3**»j)  Camels'  loads. 

A  j»^_)  wusum,  (pi.  of  p**ij  wasm)  Marks  burnt upon  the  skin,  brands. 

p  &**>j  wasa,  Power.  Wood;  handle  ;  staff. 

A  ̂ ->*»_)  wasij,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Travelling  with  a 
certaiiT'quick  pace  (a  camel).    A  hasty  step. 

plajunj  wasit,  A  city  between  Kiifa  and  Basrah. 

A  iaJi**»j  wasit,  Middle.  A  mediator,  arbiter, 

umpire.  Highest  in  rank,  dignity,  or  kind. 

A  &iai**>j  wasitat,  Water  which  gets  the  better 
of  the  mud. 

A  ̂ i**»j  wasi^  (pi.  wisd^  Ample,  wide, 
roomy,  capacious,  extensive.  An  excellent,  fast- 

going,  long-stepping  horse. 
A  ̂ Ji**»j  wasik,  Rain.  A  driving,  urging  on. 

A  iujuuj  wasiliat,  Camels  driven  in  a  body. 
A  iiuujjj  wasilat,  (pi.  ̂i*»»_5  wasil  and  ̂ yi\^*>^ 

wasdiil)  Propinquity,  affinity.  Cause,  means,  occa- 
sion, conjuncture.  A  prop,  shcre,support,aid.  That 

which  unites, connects,  or  effectuates.  Wh atever  con- 
ciliates the  favour  of  a  prince  or  other  person ;  as  a 

present,  or  merit.  Dignity.  Royalfavour,  patronage. 

vsLiMijwasila,  A  herd, flock.  Cause,means,help. 

aJuu*>  ̂   ba  wasila^  Through,  by  the  intervention. 

p      si-x^j  wasila-ddr,  A  client,  dependant. 

p  (^^li  '^^^J  ivasila-ddri,  Clientage. 

A  j^**»j  wastm,  (pi.  -^U**»j  wusamdt  and  |«U**j 
misdm)  Beautiful,  handsome,  elegant,  comely.  Dis- 

tinguished by  a  scar  or  mark  on-  the  body.  A  mark. 

A         wasimat,  (pl.j,U*»j)  A  beautiful  woman. 
p  wash  or  vash,  Good,  excellent,  choice, 

beautiful,  fair.  The  end  of  a  turban-sash  hanging 
loose.  A  rich  kind  of  satin.  Name  of  a  city  in 

Turkistan.  A  particle  of  similitude  added  to  nouns: 

as,(^j^'Aamarvas/t, Moon-like;  ghun- 
chavash.  Like  a  rose-bud. 



A         Kashas,  Opulence,  wealth,   (pi.  of 
rvasftT/)  Certain  kinds  of  stuffs. 

A  sL^j  roushat,  Coiners  of  gold.  (pi.  of 

washV)  Spies,  whisperers. 

A  wishah  or  rviishah,  (pi.  wushh, 

wushuh,  &s^j\  anshihat,  and  washa^ih)  A 
belt  or  g^irdle  of  leather  adorned  with  jewels,  worn 

by  ladies  round  their  waists.  A  string  of  pearls, 

and  one  of  other  jewels,  plaited  together.  A  baldrick. 

A  &>-l«>j  rvishahat,  A  sword. 

p  ̂tilj^j  mishadan,(\Ti  zand  and  Paz.)To  open. 

A  ̂J^-ij  washak,  Lost.  Passing,  going  by.  A 
little  milk. 

p  ̂lii)j7i'?\t7ia^,Good  news,  or  any  present  made 
on  that  account.  A  single  garment,  without  lining 

or  quilting.  A  lynx  or  ounce.  An  approved  slave. 

A  pious  son.  An  attendant  on  a  mendicant.  A  fe- 

male slave  or  servant.  ^^_j^s  ̂j^Lij  wishakani  cha- 
inan,  Rose-bushes.   Young  plants,  shoots,  suckers. 

A  L:L)Uiij  Tvishak,  (v.  n.  3  of  uii.>lj)  Going  fast. 
Quickness,  expedition. 

A  jo^-^Jj  rcisham,  (pi.  of  rvashni)  Figures 
pricked  on  ihe  hands  and  other  parts  of  the  body 

with  a  needle  and  rubbed  with  woador  indigo,which 

leaves  an  indelible  impression. 

p  ijl^j  rcashanl,  Gold,  three-tenths  of  which 
is  alloy,  formerly  coined  in  Khurasan. 

A  Obljij  roisliayat,  Whisperings. 

A  6.>)^j  ivishayat,  (v.  n.  of  Playing  the 

spy,  whispering,  informing  against ,accusing.  Mul- 
tiplying (as  offspring). 

A  ̂'^^  washasij,  (pi.  of  &^^^)  Roots  of  trees. 

A  mashasih,  (pi.  o{  ̂ \J^j  nishah  ov  wu- 
shah)  Behs  of  leather  adorned  with  jewels  and  worn 

by  ladies.  Baldricks. 

AjAZij  mashasiz,  Well-stuffed  cushions. 

A  lajUoj  mashasiz,  (pi.  of  "ilajwij  rvashizat)  Bits of  solid  bone. 

A  ̂.i^Zij  7vashdsi.^(^p\. of'sjtxZij  7vasK^i)^eeds round  which  weavers  roll  their  threads. 

A  ̂j'^^j  Tvashasik,  (pi.  o{'eS.AZij  wasklhat)  Long 
slices,  strips  of  meat  parboiled  and  dried  :  rashers. 

A  i->-i>j  washh,  Any  thing  bad,  coarse,and  thick. 

(Fruit)  with  a  thick  rind.  Wishb,  (pi.  aw- 
shab)  A  crowd. 

p  iZ^Zij  washt,  Goodness.  Good,  beautiful. 

Whistling,  smacking,  or  making  any  noise  with 
the  lips  contracted.  The  confines  or  marches  of  an 

enemy's  country.  The  galling  of  horses'  backs. 
Dancing.    A  dancer, 

p  iLij  rvashta,  Alive.  Life. 

p  i^i^c^j  rvashtamunUan,  (in  zand  and  Pa- 
zand)  To  eat  and  drink. 

p  (^Zij  mashtan,  To  dance.  A  dance,  espe- 
cially a  kind  of  circular  motion  peculiar  to  the 

eastern  monks  or  dervishes. 

p  (ji^j  vashti,  Beauty,  goodness.  Esther,  ch.  i. 
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p  (jtiJkjijj  ivushtldan,  To  make  a  sound  with 
the  lips  (when  watering  horses). 

A  Kashj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Becoming  mixed 
together  (as  the  roots  or  branches  of  trees).  Be- 

ing complex,  existing  in  various  ways  (relation- 
ship). Wushj,  (from  p  uiLiij  wushh)  The  gum  of 

the  plant  (j^iV  badrm. 
A  wushh  or  wushuh,  (pi.  of  wishah) 

Belts  or  girdles  of  leather  adorned  with  jewels, 

worn  by  the  ladies  round  their  waists. 

A  waslihas.  White-streaked  she-goat. 
A  washhh.  Weak ;  bad.  A  little  basket  in 

which  they  put  up  dates. 

A       J  washakhat,  Any  thing  of  palm-leaves. 

A washr,  (v.  n,  of  j^j)  Sawing.  Sharpen- 
ing (her)  teeth  (a  woman).  Wushur,  Sharpness 

or  thinness  of  teeth.  Teeth  of  a  scythe  or  sickle. 

p  uiJ^j  mashrah,  A  piece  of  cloth  in  which 
they  enclose  drugs  and  medicines. 

aJ^j  washz  or  washaz,  A  high  place.  Any 

thing  one  trusts  to  or  leans  upon.   Haste,  expedi- 
tion. Place  of  refuge,  asylum.  Adversity,  poverty, 

distress.  A  strong  camel  travelling  well.  JjI>j 

^la'  washazin,  On  the  road,  making  haste. 
A  iiw>j  washz,  (v.  n.  of  ia^iij)  Breaking  a  piece 

off  a  bone.  Making  firm  (an  axe)  by  putting  a  piece 

of  wood  between  the  iron  and  handle.  A  small  com- 

pany advancing  or  joining  themselves  (to  others). 

A  wash^  (v.  n.  of  J*^j)  Mixing  a  medi- 
cine to  be  swallowed  or  snuffed  up.  (Grey  hairs) 

appearing  upon  any  body.  Growing  up,  shooting 

(green  grass  from  the  roots  of  dry  grass).  Going 

up,  climbing  (a  mountain).  The  flowers  of  pot- 

herbs. The  balsam-tree.  Wushu^  A  spider's  web. 
A  washfjh,(v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Scattering  urine. 

Small  and  moderate  (thing). 

p  {.^JSsJIjj  washfang,  Purslain. 

A  ̂ Mjwashk,(Y.  n.of|j-2jj)Cutting(parboiled 
meat)  into  oblong  slices.  Piercing.  Making  haste. 
Scattered  forage. 

p  ̂ jMj  washah,  A  fox-like  animal,  found  in  Tur- 
kistan,  from  whose  skin  fur-garments  are  made. 

A  ̂ 3*»>j  wushshah.  Gum-ammoniac. 
p  ̂\iiiL2jj  washak-ddr,  (or  ̂ ^^j  washahi)  A 

leader  of  horses  of  state,  without  riders. 

A  u^-i>j  washh  or  wushh,  (v.  n.  of  i^^X^j)  Being 

expeditious  (business)  :  proceeding  rapidly.  De- 
spatch (of  business),  celerity,  expedition. 

p  LiXJ^j  wushh.  Gum  of  the  plant  (j^t^  badrdn. 

A  (jKiij  wash,wish,  or  wushhan,(y.n.  oft-dLij) 
Proceedingrapidly  (business).  Celerity, expedition. 

Washhdna,  Quickly,  expeditiously,fast  as  possible. 

p  ̂6^^^5CSJJ  wushh-ddna,  Juniper-berries. 

p  ̂jiijSCij  washhardan,  To  labour  diligently, 
work  well,  be  industrious.    To  die. 

p  ii^^^^jwashharda  or  wushhirda,  One  to  whom 
you  trust.    Business  committed  to  those  you  can 

depend  upon.  Experienced,  expert,  skilful.  Swift. 
Of  bright  or  acute  parts.  Quick  at  work.  Wealthy, 

having  the  thoughts  centered  in  riches.  A  petition. 
An  assembly, congregation.  Residence  in  any  place. 

Wishkarda,  Active,  enterprising.  Strong, powerful. 

p  ̂Sidj^j  washkardldan,  (or  ̂j^^^iZij  wash- 
karidan)  To  execute  with  expedition. 

p  (Ji^uj  wishhal,  A  ram. 
p  ai^dij  washkila,  (or  si^jwashgala)  A  grape- 

stone  separated  from  the  fruit. 

p  ̂^Si}Lz>J  washhulldan,  To  shew  dexterity. 
F  sj^Zjj  washkana,  The  penis. 

p  J^Cijj  wishhul,  nashkul,  or  wushhul,  Active, 
expert,  dexterous.  Activity,  dexterity,  expertness. 

p  ̂̂ iXaJ^^jjjj  washhuRdan, Ho  execuie  promptly, 
skilfully,  and  well. 

A  ̂yZi^wasld,  (v.  n.  of  J-'-J'j)  Flowing,  running, 

dropping  slowly  (water).  Being  weak,  poor,  and 

needy.  Supplicating.  Washal,{\>\.  ̂ yj^j\awshdl) 
A  small  quantity  of  water,  especially  running  or 

dropping  from  a  height.  A  few  drops  of  tears. 
Much  water.    Many  tears.  Reverence,  awe,  fear. 

A  ̂jiLi>j  washaldn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ -^j)  Flowing, 
running,  or  dropping  slowly  (water).  Being  weak, 

poor,  and  needy.  Supplicating. 

p  washm,  A  sign,  mark.  Steam  of  a  pot. 

Fog,  mist,  haze.  A  picture,  portrait.  TFmsA»«,  A  quail. 
A  washm,  (v.  n.  o?  Pricking  figures 

on  the  hands  and  other  parts  of  the  body  with  a 

needle,  and  rubbing  the  punctures  with  woad  or 

indigo,  which  leaves  an  indelible  impression.  (This 

practice  is  chiefly  in  use  amongst  the  wild  Arabs, 

as  amongst  our  own  sailors,  and  is  considered  as 

highly  ornamental :  it  is  also  done  by  pilgrims  to 

Jerusalem.)  (pi.  ̂ y^^  wushum  and  wishdm) 
Figures  of  the  above  on  the  body.  The  first  ap- 

pearance of  herbage  above  ground.  A  line  of  a  diffe- 
rent colour  on  the  fore-leg^  of  a  wild  cow. 

A         washmat,  One  drop  of  rain.  One  word. 

p  washmah,  A  leather  shoe.  A  treadle. 

p  (^^^^^j  TOas/iTOaTOMm7a?i,  (inzand)Tohear. 
p  washn,  Name  of  a  reputed  prophet.  Wa- 

shan,  Stained,  painted,  bedaubed.  Stain,  pollution. 

A  ̂,^jn-as/m,  High  ground.Thick,bulky(camel). 

FL-j\xMjwish7idb,  (fori—^l  isj-ij)  Cherry-wine. 
p iiU-i>j  washndd,  Plenteous,  abundant.  Aheap 

or  abundance  of  any  thing. 

A  ̂^Ijui^j  washnan,  wishndn,  or  wushndn,  The 
herb  or  ashes  of  alkali ;  barilla. 

p  ijjj^j  washang,  An  iron  instrument  for  ex- 
tracting the  seeds  from  the  cotton.  A  heap  of  cu- 
cumbers or  melons. 

p  eX^j  washnaga  or  washanga,  Penis. 

p  sjJ^j  washna,  Neighing  of  horses.  Wishna, 

A  cherry,  c^l  aJJjj  wishna-db.  Cherry-water. 

p  fj.^j  washni.  Red,  rouge  used  as  a  cosmetic. 
A  washwdsh.  Slender,  light,  nimble, 



active  (man,  camel,  or  ostricli). 

A  7vashirashat,  (v.n.of  (^^j  Q)  Giv- 
ing in  a  small  quantity.  Confusion  of  speech.  Ala- 

crity, levity,  activity.  A  confused  speech. 

A  Tvashwasliiy,  Active  (in  the  arm). 

A^_jjijwas//M^,  A  medicine,  swallowed  or  snuffed 
up.    Straggling  mountain-herbs. 

A  j^*»>j  washugh,  A  medicine  either  swallowed 
or  snuffed  up. 

r  wasliuh,  A  kind  of  sewing,  embroider)'. 

A  (J^j  washul,  Milch  (she-camel).  Wushul, 
(v.  n.  of  (J^j)  Being  weak  and  needy  (a  man). 
Weakness.  Poverty. 

A  wvshum,  (pi.  of        washm)  Figures 

pricked  on  the  hand  or  body.  Stripes  on  the  fore- 
legs of  the  wild  cow. 

A  washawiy,  Signed,  marked,  stampt, 

printed  (stuff). 

p  nasJia,  Gum-ammoniac,  assafostida.  A 
sort  of  medicine. 

A        washy,  (v.n.of  j_^j)  Painting,  printing, 
staining,  dyeing  (cloth  or  stuff).  Lying,  colouring 

a  story  with  falsehoods.   Breeding.  Multiplying, 

becoming  very  numerous  (offspring).  Reporting 

to  the  king,informing  against.  The  colour  or  paint- 
ing of  a  garment.     Embroidery.  The  lustre  of  a 

sword-blade  inlaid  with  golden  or  other  figures. 
Something  shining  in  a  vein  of  metallic  ore.  (pi. 

wishas)  A  kind  of  stuff, 

p  (_^_}  washi  or  rvashsJn,  Ruddiness,  redness. 
A  kind  of  silken  stuff  manufactured  at  7vash. 

p  ̂U*<jj  vmshyan,  Compensation,  reward. 
A  was/iy,  Intermixture  of  relationship.  A 

tree  of  which  spears  are  made,  the  ash. 

A  washyat,  Root  of  a  tree.    Fibres  of  a 

palm  or  similar  tree,  which  are  twisted  between 

boards  into  ropes  for  binding  up  cut-down  corn.  A 
crowd,  mob,  rabble. 

A  rcaslaz,  A  bit  of  gristle  at  the  end  of  a 

bone.  A  mixed  assembly;  people  of  different  tribes. 

Servants,  followers.  Stupid,  dull.  Harsh-tempered. 

A  Slajijlj  waslnzat,  A  mob,  a  rabble.  A  hard 
solid  bit  of  bone,  an  excrescence  from  another.  A 

bit  of  wood  for  repairing  a  broken  bowl. 

A  ̂ -^j  wasJii^  A  course  of  palm-leaves,  or  any 
thing  similar,  laid  on  the  top  joists  of  a  house,  and 

fastened  with  ̂ [^'  suviam.  The  tent  of  a  chief, 
higher  than,  and  overlooking,  the  rest.  A  hedge 

of  thorns  or  of  other  trees  round  gardens.  A  tree 

withered  and  fallen  down.  A  beam  or  plank,  espe- 

cially at  a  well,  on  which  the  person  stands  who 

draws  water.  A  weaving-instrument  called  (»_fls- 
liaff.  A  kind  of  mat  made  of  sumam.  Withered 

leaves  or  dry  branches  falling  from  a  tree.  The 
embroidered  border  of  a  garment. 

A&*AXi>j  washi^t,  The  reed  around  which  weav- 
ers roll  their  threads.  What  goes  round  the  shuttle. 
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A  clew;  wool,  or  any  thing  wound  up  into  clews 
or  hanks.  A  sprinkling  of  hoariness.  A  stripe  on 

the  stuff  called  dj>  hurd.  A  streak  of  dust. 

A  J^A^j  waslnh,{ov  '&st.yZ»^  wasliihaf)  (pl.^_pl«>j 
rrashaiih)  Meat  parboiled  and  dried,  or  cut  into 
strips  and  dried.  A  rasher. 

A  Ciilxiy  tvashik,  Expeditious,  quick,  brisk,  ac- 
tive (man  or  woman). 

A  *<wij  ?('asAiwa^,  A  thing  said  with  a  deceitful 
or  bad  design.  Wickedness,  evil.  Enmity,  grudge. 

p  washina,  A  cuirass. 

p  sJulij  washy  a,  A  jest,  a  joke. 

A  ̂ jS.  wass,  A  firm,  solid  way  of  doing. 

A  loj  wasas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jo^')  Being  dirty. 
A^loj  rvasar,  (or  S^Loj  wasarai)  (v,  n.  of  (_^j) 

Having  plants  growing  close  together. 

A  l-jIoj  wisah,  (and  jj.'-^j  masaba')  (pi.  of 
wasib)  Sick,  indisposed,  ailing. 

A  b\jOj  ivasat,  A  command,  charge,  will,  testa- 
ment. Counsel,  advice,  exhortation.  {y>\.\*ojwa- 

sa')  A  branch  of  palm-trees,  with  which  things  are 
sewed  or  loads  fastened. 

A  lilloj  wassad,  A  weaver. 

Ai  sUoj  n'as.sq/',One  who  describes  ably,  or  who 
praises.  One  who  writes  a  medical  prescription. 

A  man's  name. 

A  'ii\jo^  wasafut,  (v.  n.  of  i_Loj)  Being  of  a 
proper  age  for  a  servant.  Serving.  Attendance, 
readiness,  activity  in  serving. 

A  wassqfiy,  Related  to  i  jIJSjj  nassaf. 

A  Jl'fij  wisal,  (v.  n.  3  of  (J-'fi'j)  Being  united 

in  friendship,  society,  or  confederacy.  Being  an- 
nexed, connected,  adhering.  Doing  (any  thing) 

without  interruption.  Being  continually  (with  any 

one).  Meeting,  interview,  conjunction,  arrival,  at- 
tainment, fruition,  enjoyment  of  any  desired  object. 

Collection.  Death. 

A  t^je^\^j  vasawis,  Small  veils  worn  by  girls. 
Stones  upon  hard  and  high  grounds. 

Abl^j  wasaya\  (pl.of  xa^Cj  wasiyat)  Precepts, 
commandments.  Testaments,  wills.  AJ^j 

wasayasu'llah,  The  commandments  of  God;  the 
decalogue.  wasayayi  hasana,  Ex- 

cellent admonitions.  The  words  of  a  last  will. 

A  wasayat,  Whatever  is  ordered  ;  a  com- 
mandment, mandate,  testament.  Counsel,  advice. 

Abranch  of  a  palm-tree  with  which  a  load  isfastened. 

Wusayat  or  wisayat,  The  office  of  administrator. 

A  t__a>loj  wasasif,  (pi.  of&fljyoj  wasifai)  Girls 
fit  for  service. 

A  ̂JjUoj  wasasil,  (pi.  of 'ibuoj  wafilat)  Camels 
which,  having  borne  ten  colts,  are  exempted  from 

all  further  labour.   Striped  stuffs  of  Yaman. 

A  J  wash,  The  space  between  the  fore-finger 
and  ring-finger.  Wasah,  (v.  n.  of  l_jwOj)  Being 

sick.  (pi.  l-jUoj^  awsab)  Disease,  indisposition. 

Wasib,  (p].L^\^jwisdb  and  d^l^j  wasdba')  Sick. 
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A         wasahh.  Filth,  dirt,  nastiness. 

aSjOj  wasd,  (v.  n.  of  i^j)  Standing  firm.  Wa- 
sad,  Texture,  weaving.  Wusud,  (pi.  of  J>J^j  wa- 

sid)  Thresholds. 

A  j*oj  wisr,  A  compact,  a  contract.  The  title- 
deeds  of  an  estate.  A  writing  or  sentence  signed 

by  a  judge.  A  voucher. 

A  'ij'Oj  wasarrat,  The  written  and  signed  sen- 
tence of  a  judge.  A  compact,  contract.  Title-deeds. 

A  was^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *fj)  Enclosing,  cover- 
ing, comprehending.  The  chirping  of  a  sparrow 

or  of  the  young  ones.  Was^or  wasa^  (pi.  ̂)^>*^j 

wis^n)  A  certain  bird  smaller  than  a  sparrow. 

A  1  Ltoj  was/,  (v.  n.  of  i  tt'^j)  Describing,  de- 
claring, rehearsing.  Writing  a  medical  prescription, 

prescribing.  Praising.  Description,  narrative,  ex- 

pression of  qualities,  ̂ 'abe,  encomium.  Attribute, 
epithet,  quality,  property.  A  medical  prescription. 
Merit,  virtue,  worth.  ̂ ^J>  i— aoj  wasji  tarkib,A. 

compound  participle;  the  adjective  of  a  compound 

noun  :  as,  IV'  namd  in  Vfvfcj  rah-namn,  Shewing  the 

way.    j»_5*-^  I  wasfi  mazmum,  A  blameable 
quality,  i  a^j  ̂ \  ismi  wasf,  An  adjective. 

A  ̂[Loj  wusafds,  (pi.  of  I  ftjyoj  nasi/)  Lads 
fit  for  service. 

A  (J-^j  wasl,  (v.  n.  of  J-oj)  Joining  together, 

coupling,fastening.  Giving.  Being  united infriend- 
ship,  society,  or  confederacy.  Repairing,  mending 

(a  garment).  Meeting,  union.  Conjunction,  attach- 
ment, enjoyment  of  the  society  of  friends ;  whatever 

joins  or  couples,  (pi.  JUsj^  arvsdl)  A  seam,  joint, 

joining,articulation,  joint  of  bones.  Appendage.  A 

thing  resembhng,  or  that  must  be  connected  with, 
another  (as  one  boot  or  shoe).  Liberality.  Goods, 

traps.  (J-o^\  I  a5\  alifu'l  wasl,  The  alif  of  union, 

ivasla.   (J-o^^  I  ha7-fu''l  wasl,  The  letter  which 
follows  the  rawly, as  in  the  word^Alali-l  uhhd- 

tibuh,  the  <^  he  is  the  C^jj  rarciy,  and  the  l  he 

is  the  rvasl.  tj-f^^  rahi^'l  wasl,1\ie  sedison 
of  fruition,  i.e.  autumn,  ̂ y>o^\  &L1  laylatit'l  wasl, 
The  last  night  of  the  moon  (the  ̂ conjunction  of  the 
old  with  the  new),  l^ijs  Iidza  waslu  hdzd, 
This  is  fellow  to  or  fits  that.  Wisl  or  wusl,  (pi. 

Jlojl  awsdl)A  bone  that  breaks  not,  or  one  which 
is  not  intermixed  with  another  bone.  The  articu- 

lation of  two  bones.  Wusal,  (pi.  of  'iLoj  wuslat) 
Hinges,  joints,  knuckles,  seams. 

A  'iXtOjwaslat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-^_j)  Arriving.  Wus- 

lat, (pi.  (J^j  rvusal)  Conjunction.  A  link  or  bond 
of  union.    A  hinge,  joint,  knuckle,  seam. 

A  n^'Oj  wasla,  (for  es.La,3 fasla)  Segment,  section. 

A  i^'^j  wasall,  A  piece  of  wood,  pasteboard, 
slate,  or  parchment,on  which  children  learn  to  write. 

A  l^^j  wasliy.  Copulative,  conjunctive.  An 
Eera  computed  from  the  death  of  Muhammad. 

A  j»Oj  wasm,  (v.  n.  of  Breaking  (without 
separation  of  parts),  bruising ;  cleaving  (wood),  yet 



leavingthe  parts  adhering.  Bindingquickly.  Scorn- 
ing, upbraiding,  reproaching,  accusing.  A  rupture, 

crack,  fissure,  (pi.  ̂ yO^  wusum)  A  knot  in  wood. 
Reproach,  disgrace,  blemish.  Wasam,  Disease. 

A  wasmut,  Reproach,  disgrace.  A  crime, 

sin,  fault,  blemish.  Wusmat, Torpor,  languor,  weak- 
ness.   One  crack  or  fissure. 

A  wasnat,  A  bit  of  cloth. 

A(^|^_j  wasmas,  An  opening  in  a  veil  through 

which  a  woman  may  peep.  A  small  veil  worn  by 

girls.  Gravel  upon  hard  ground. 

A  i^yCj  wusub,  (v.  n.  of  Being  conti- 
nual, perpetual,  perennial.  Being  firm,  constant, 

steady  ;  assiduous,  attentive  (to  business).  Manag- 
ing, administering  well. 

A  [^yo^  rvaswas,  An  opening  in  a  veil  through 
which  a  woman  may  see. 

A  jLo_y«j  ivasrvasat,  (v.  n.  of  \^yo^  Q)  Look- 
ing through  an  aperture  in  a  veil.  Peeping  through 

eyes  nearly  closed.  Opening  the  eyes  (a  whelp). 

Veiling  (herself)  closely  (a  woman). 

A  i__J^.<«_j  wusuf,  (v.  n.  of  '_°-^j)  Going  fast. 

A  tJy^j  wusul,  (v.  n.  of  (JjPj)  Arriving.  Ar- 
rival. Union  with,  or  enjoyment  of,  a  wished-for 

object.  Collection.  Acquisition.  ̂ }yO^\  i^tjS-  ̂ n- 

da  'I  wusul,  (or  J yo ̂ \  lad ayi' I  wusul)  On  (his) 
arrival;  when  (he)  arrives.  wusulbaki, 
Arrear,  uncollected  balance. 

^(_J^jWMsuS,Thatmay  berealized  or  collected. 

A  wusum,  (pi.  of  ̂ »oj  wasni)  Disgraces. 
Knots  in  wood.   Ruptures,  secret  cracks. 

A  wasy,  (v.  n.  of  ,_^j)  From  being  ex- 
alted, being  abased.  Becoming  weighty  from  be- 

ing light.  Being  closely  united.  Joining  together, 

coupling.  Having  plants  growing  together(ground). 

A  !^jO^  wasiy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^j)  Having  plants 

growing  close  together  (ground),  (pi.  Ai^^S  am- 
siyai)  AVho  commands,  bequeaths,  or  recommends 

any  thing.  A  testator.  An  executor,  administrator. 

A  guardian,  tutor  (of  children  or  pupils),  (pi.  of 

io^fitj  wasiy  at)  Palm-branches  stripped  of  their 

leaves,  with  which  any  thing  is  sewed,  'i^^'^  0.I 
wasiy,  Seth,  son  of  Adam. 

^.  A  s!x>o^  nasiyat,  (pi.  'i^jo^  wasiy)  A  branch  of 
a  palm-tree  stript  of  leaves,  with  which  any  thing 

is  sewed,  (pi.  bl^j  wasaya')  A  precept,  man- 
date, charge,  command.  A  last  will  or  testament, 

p  {JL^l^j  wasiyat  kardan,  To  command  by 
will,  to  devise,  bequeath.    To  charge. 

p»/«l3cl*lojn;asi?/a^-wa?na,Lastwill,testament. 
A  wasid,  A  threshold.  A  portico  or  area 

before  a  door.  A  fold  for  cattle  built  of  stone  upon 
a  mountain.  A  mountain.  The  cave  of  the  seven 

sleepers  (see  Aa^and        raklm).  Close, 
narrow.  One  who  is  twice  circumcised.  Short- 

stalked  (plant).  A  fold,  enclosure  made  of  boughs. 

A  sdJ^j  nasidat,  A  stone  enclosure  or  pen  for 
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sheep  or  cattle  (^ij^^is^  hazirat  implying  one  con- 
structed of  wood  or  branches). 

A  ij^^j  wasirat,  A  compact,  a  contract.  The 
written  and  signed  sentence  of  a  judge.  A  voucher. 
The  title-deeds  of  an  estate. 

A  wasi^  The  chirping  of  a  sparrow.  A 

young  sparrow. 
A  v_2jloj  wasif,  (pi.  Asi>o^  nusafai)  A  servant 

boy  or  girl.  A  lad  fit  for  service. 

A  Sij^^j  was'ifat,  (pi.  1  a.tldOj)  A  servant  girl. 
A  (J-^j  wasil,  One  who  comes  in  and  goes  out 

with  any  one.  Intimate  (friend),  ̂ yx>o^\ ahvasil, 

A  Serjeant,  a  lictor  (hence  alguazil,  in  Spanish). 

A  aJj^^j  wusilat,  (pi.  (J>^^j  wascLfil)  A  cause, 
any  thing  which  arrives,  happens,  or  is  productive 
of  consequences.  A  sword.  Fertility,  abundance, 

plenty,cheapness.Aclew  or  hank  of  thread.Society, 

company.  Benignity  ;  politeness.  A  company  of 

fellow-travellers.  Cultivation,  habitableness.  An 

extensive  district.  A  striped  Arabian  cloth.  An 

edifice  erected  from  religious  motives,  a  pious  foun- 

dation. A  sheep  whose  lamb,  if  male,  was  sacri- 
ficed by  the  pagan  Arabs  to  their  idols  ;  if  female, 

it  was  preserved ;  and  if  both  of  male  and  female, 

none  of  them  were  sacrificed  :  if  a  sheep,  after  bring- 
ing forth  six  times  female  twins,  lambed  a  male  and 

female,  themale  wasspared  on  account  of  its  mother, 

which  was  then  considered  as  free, and  was  no  more 

milked.  A  she-camel  in  the  same  situation,  after 

having  brought  ten  colts.  (See  eLjLo  sasihat.) 

A  ̂ .  1^  <g>j  wasim,  The  space  between  the  ring- 
finger  and  the  little  finger. 

A  nazz,  Necessity,  violence,  compulsion. 
Distress  of  mind,  perplexity. 

A  loj  nazt,  (v.  n.  of  Lcj)  Excelling  another  in 
cleanness  and  nicety  in  making  sacred  ablutions. 

A?\^^wizai,{ovA/0^wuzzai){^\.oi^iOj  waz'is) 
Neat,  nice,  clean,  cleanly. 

A  S^lrfOj  wazasat,  (v.  n.  of  loj)  Being  clean. 
Cleanness,  neatness.  Clearness  of  complexion. 
A  wazah.  Evident,  manifest,  clear. 

A  wa^^za/i,  Clean,  fair,  handsome  (man). 

Clear, evident, manifest.  Spotted  with  the  leprosy. 

The  day.  ̂  ̂J^bJ  kri  rvazzah.  The  first  prayer 

in  the  morning.  ̂ \^6j  ̂ zjniwazzdh, Ahoy'' s game,  in  which  they  search  for  a  white  bone  cast 
into  a  dark  place. 

A  wizahh,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂ j)  Contending 
with  in  leaping,  walking,  or  drawing  water. 

A  ̂^\)Oj  wazdzis,  Clean,  neat  (persons). 

A  wazzd^  A  compiler,  composer. 

A&^L^j  wazd^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Becoming 

mean  and  low ;  letting  (one's  self)  down.  Being 
an  adopted  son.  Beinglowered,  letdown,  degraded. 

Humility,  humiliation. 

A  wazaAh,  (pi.  of  wazihat)  Cattle 

feeding  (as  sheep  or  camels). 

A  i^^j  wazasi^  (pi.  of  &j«JL*<jj  wazi^t)  The 
carriages  or  baggage  of  people  on  a  journey.  Mi- 

litary stations  or  garrisons.  Soldiers marching(from 

place  to  place).  Hostages.  Books,  the  deposita- 
ries of  the  sayings  of  the  wise.  i^dMi,^  wazd- 

si^'l  mulk, ̂ Vixed  taxes  to  be  paid  by  thesubjects. 
A  i^j\->\>Oj  wuzzaiin.  Clean,  neat  (persons). 

A  wazah,  (pi.  ̂ ^j^  awzak)  A  bracelet, 
necklace,  or  ornament  for  the  ankle  or  any  other 

part  of  the  body  (particularly  of  silver).  Good  coin. 

Light,  lustre,  splendour  (of  the  dawn  or  moon). 

White(especiallyon  theforeheadorfeet  of  a  horse). 
White  hair,  hoariness.  Milk.  Leprosy.  The  best 
part  of  the  road.  A  certain  kind  of  young  green 

herbage.  Virtue,  merit. 

A  &sf^j  nazahat,  A  she-ass. 
A         mazhhjThe  filling  of  a  bucket  half-full. 

A ya^  wazar,  (v.  n.  of ̂ j)  Being  greasy  (a 

dish).  Being  stained  with  saffron.  (pl.jUi^^aw- 
zdr)  The  smell  of  tainted  meat.  The  corrupted  part 

of  fat  or  milk.  Dirty  water,  with  which  dishes  or 
bottles  have  been  washed.  A  stain  from  saffron. 

Marks  left  by  a  pitch-plaster.  Wazir,  Bedaubed 
with  the  fat  of  meat,  greasy.  Stained  with  saffron. 

A  ̂]fOj  wazrds,  A  mark  impressed  on  the  neck 
of  camels  of  the  tribe  of  ^  bani  fazarat.  A 

large  stone  projecting  from  a  mountain. 

A  iSj^J  wazra',  (fem.)  Bedaubed  with  the  fat 
of  meat.  Anointed  with  saffron.  A  lai'ge  rock 

projecting  from  a  mountain. 

A  waz^  (v.  n.  of  J^j)  Placing  or  laying 
down  upon.  Establishing  or  laying  a  foundation, 

building.  Composing,  writing  (a  book).  Invent- 
ing. Depositing  (any  thing  with  another)  to  keep. 

Removing  (a  burden  or  any  thing  with  the  hand). 
Remitting  part  of  a  debt.  Taking  away,  removing 

(sin).  (A  woman)  laying  aside  (her  veil).  Depos- 
ing (from  any  dignity),  degrading.  Depressing, 

humbling.  Humbling  (one's  self ).  Suffering  losses 
in  trade.  Conceding,  granting.  Going  fast.  Cut- 

ting off  (the  head).  Bringing  forth  a  child.  Open- 

ing (a  book).  Grazing  on  the  plant  (^^ai*"  hamz 
without  quitting  the  spot  (a  camel).  Making  ca- 

mels keep  their  pasture.  Situation,  position,  im- 

position, disposition,  condition,  state,  gesture,  ac- 
tion, conduct,  manner.  Mode  of  living  or  acting. 

Operation,  performance,procedure.  A  literary  com- 

position. Subtraction,  deduction,  abatement.  Sta- 
ture,  p  waz^kardan,  To  invent, 

waz^  asds  kardan,  To  lay  a  founda- 
tion. ^^i^J^  waz^  bindyijdmi^ 

kardan,  To  lay  the  foundations  of  a  mosque. 

Si^^aImJ.  waz^pasandida,  A  laudable  act.  a  j*oj 

J-?"  waz^  haml.  Childbirth,  delivery.  Abortion, 
miscarriage.  Pj^iij^J^^j  waz^  haml  kardan, 
To  lay  down  a  burden,  i.e.  to  bring  forth,  a  |**oj 

^JJ^'  waz^  hhums,  Fixing  the  fifth  part  (of  the 



spoils  as  the  property  of  the  ting),  p 

^^^^ n  az^kadam  hardan,  To  place  or  fix  the  feet. 

A  waz^  minnat,  The  conferring  of  an 

obligation.  j         waz^u  halat,  (or 

L  •'^j'-j  n-az^u  ha7'a hat)  Conduct  and  situation ; 
action  and  motion,  p  (ji^^^j  iktos^hayza  waz^ 

hardan,  To  lay  an  egg.  {^'^j^  ij^j  '''^hm 

n-az^kardan,  To  pledge,  pawn,  bet,  wager,  a  \xj6 j 
J  rvaz^an  rva  kanilan,W\th  gestures  and  words, 

or  with  words  and  actions.   Wuz^  (v.  n.  of 

Bringing  forth  (a  woman).  Conceiving  a  little  be- 
fore menstruation.  Travelling  fast  (a  camel).  A 

foetus  conceived. 

A«t^jroa2:om"i2^a<,Situation,position,posture. 
A  waz^y,  Relating  to  form,  position,  or 

posture ;  positive. 

A  I— a<gj  fvazf,  (v.  n.  of  iwAoj)  Going  fast. 
A  wazm,  (v.  n.  of  Placing  (meat)  on 

a  mat  or  board  that  (it)  may  not  be  soiled.  Lay- 

ing the  board  or  mat  wazam  (under  meat). 

Coming  down  upon,  making  a  descent  on.  Wa- 

zam, (pi.  ̂ ^j^  awzam  and  awzimat)  A  mat, 
board,  or  any  thing  similar  whereon  meat  is  placed 

to  be  kept  clean,  tarakahum 

lahman  ̂ la'  wazamin,  He  left  them  as  meat  on  a 
a  mat,  i,  e.  he  trounced  them  finely. 

A&vfi'jwazma?,Acrowd,body  of  men,  especially 
of  the  same  tribe.  A  body  of  men,  from  200  to  300. 

A  wazn,  (v.  n.  of  Placing  close  to- 

gether, or  one  upon  another,  doubling,  interlacing. 

Plaiting,weaving  a  girth  or  surcingle  for  the  hawda. 

Wuzun,  (pi.  of  cj^^j  rvazin)  Girths,  surcingles. 

A  ̂ yojwuzuh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ *^j)  Being  clear,  evi- dent, manifest.  Making  a  brilliant  display  of  milk 

(a  camel).  Evidence,proof.  Clearness, distinctness. 

A  ,^yO^  rvazuhh,  Water  filling  a  pipe  or  bucket 
half-way. 

A  ̂ yOj  muzu^  (v.  n.  of  Going  fast,  tra- 
velling quick.  Cutting  off  (the  head).  Humbling 

one's  self.    Taking  away,  removing  (sin). 
p  sl^^j  wuzu-gah,  A  place  where  they  wash 

before  prayer.  A  lavatory.  A  piscina. 

^^  A  roazus,  Water  used  for  performing  ablu- 

tions. Wazus  or  wuzus,  A  sacred  ablution  (per- 

formed before  prayer,  and  which  consists  in  wash- 
ing, first  the  hands,  then  the  mouth  inside,  then 

throwing  water  on  the  forehead,  washing  the  whole 

face,  the  arras,  and  lastly  the  feet),  p  (^j^\*nj^oj^ 
Tvuzii  sakhtan,  To  wash,  especially  the  whole  body, 

as  a  purification  from  sin  or  defilement. 

A  wazih,  Evident,  manifest,  plain,  clear. 

A  'i—^J^j  wazihat,  Cattle  which  are  pastured. 
A  ̂ 'fl'j  nazi^  Ignoble,  plebeian,  mean,  base, 

low.  A  deposit,  any  thing  given  into  the  custody 

of  another.  Moist  dates  preserved  in  earthen  jars. 

^■>Oj  J I  SJij^sAari/'wwa^i^,  Noble  and  plebeian, 
A  6jiSjOjwazi^t,(y.n,of        Depositing  (any 
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thing)  with  (another).  Grazing  on  the  plant  (ja.?" 
hamz  near  water  without  leaving  the  spot  (camels). 

Losing  (in  trade,  making  a  bad  market).  Any 

thing  lowered,  abated,  or  deducted.  A  military 

colony,  frontier-garrison.  Troops,  whose  names 
are  given  to  places  and  towns,  the  inhabitants  of 

of  which  are  not  expected  to  fight.  Tax,  tribute, 

or  toll  paid  to  the  king.  (pi.  nazaA^  Any 

baggage  belonging  to  travellers.  A  book  in  which 
are  inscribed  the  sayings  of  wise  men.  Bruised 

wheat  eaten  with  melted  butter.  Spurious;  a  bas- 
tard. A  certain  salt  and  bitter  plant.  (A  camel) 

anxious  for  salt  and  bitter  herbage.  Injury,  con- 

tumely. eiJU/Oj  c-^l^^  as-habi  roa^i^a, People  who 
take  up  their  quarters  in  places  abounding  in  the 

plant  i^jA^"  hamz,  and  feed  their  camels  there. 

A  ̂ ^XiCj  wazi^.  Baseness,  meanness. 
Aii_p^j  wazimat,A  body  of  men,  from  200  to 

300.  A  small  number  who  surprise  a  greater.  A 

funeral-banquet.  A  quantity  or  pile  of  forage. 

A  (Jj^j  rvazin,  (pi.  (^yOj  wuzun)  Interlaced, 
entangled.  Folded,  doubled.  The  girth,  belt,  or 

surcingle  of  the  hawda  or  camel-litter.  The  poi- 

trel,  also  the  girth  of  a  camel's  saddle  ;  any  broad 
straps  of  leather  doubled,  l^jjusj  kalikarva- 
zinuha,  Her  girth  rattled  (through  her  leanness). 

A  nmzif,  (pi.  awziyas  and 
rvizas)  Clean,  neat,  pure, 

A  Iflj  rvatt,  The  note  of  a  swallow  or  martinet. 
Creaking  noise  made  by  a  burden  when  carrying. 

A  watt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^j)  Trampling,  tread- 
ing (under  foot).  Putting  the  foot  to  the  ground, 

or  making  an  impression  with  it.  Arranging,  dis- 

posing in  order.  Making  (a  bed)  smooth  and  soft. 

Lying  with.  Taking  under  the  arm.   Low  ground. 

A  -^lisj  watas,  Low  ground.  Wains  or  witas.  An 

uncovering,  unveiling  (opposed  to  ̂UaS-  ghitas). 

Witas,  (v.  n.  3  of  ̂^^j)  Rivalling,  doing  any  thing 

equal.  Consenting,  agreeing  (with  another).  Re- 

peating the  last  syllable  of  a  verse. 

A  s^^j  watdsut,  (v.  n.  of  y^j)  Being  beaten, 
trodden,  trampled  on.  Being  equal,  level,  easy, 

and  soft  (the  ground  or  a  bed).  A  treading,  a  tram- 

pling. Softness,  smoothness  (of  a  bed). 

A  -J^j  rvitab,  (pi.  of  i^^j  watb)  Leathern 

bottles  in  which  they  put  milk.  eJl^j  O^io  sa- 
firat  rvitabuhu,  His  bottles  became  empty,  i.e.  he 
died  or  was  slain. 

asOsj  watsat,  A  footstep,  impression  of  the  foot. 
Violence,  compulsion.  A  violent  assault,  forcible 

squeeze,  gripe,  or  seizure.  Watasat,  Travellers, 

trampers.^  A  beaten  path. 
A  mattas,  A  shepherd. 

a  ifjliaj  watawit,  (orla^jUsij  natawit)  oi 
watiKat)  Swallows. 

A  iijlis>j  watusid,  The  foundations  (of  a  house). 

Trivets  for  pots,  pot-irons. 15  Y 

A  t_-.«isj  watb,  (pi.  <--J^j\  awtub,  (-^^j  witab, 

awtab,  and  pi.  of  pi.  t^^ia^j^  awatib)  A 
leathern  bottle  in  which  they  put  milk.  Severe, 

hard-hearted,  or  insolent  (man).    A  large  breast. 

i^.Jhyi\  al  watb,  (A  man)  going  barefoot. 

A  -^^J^j  watbds.  Large-breasted  (woman). 

A  tL*i5>j  wats,  (v.  n.of  d^i^j)  Treading  firmly. 

A  violent  stamp,  tread,  or  kick  on  the  ground. 

A  wath,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Repelling  imperi- 
ously. Knocking  away  the  filth  wa^A.  Wath 

or  watah,  Filth  which  adheres  to  the  cloven  feet 

of  cattle,  or  the  claws  of  fowls. 

A  ̂iisj  watd,  (v.  n.  of  liiaj)  Eslitblishing,  con- 
firming. Joining,  consolidating,  causing  to  stick. 

Rendering  heavy.  Being  firm,  solid,  perpetual,  per- 
ennial. Making  a  deep  impression,  planting  or 

fixing  in  the  ground.  Levelling,  making  (a  place) 

convenient  (for  any  thing).  Walking,  marching, 

moving.  Treading  upon,  stamping,  wearing  down, 

kicking,  trampling  under  foot.  Ramming  hard, 

making  (ground)  solid.  Rolling  (a  stone  against 

a  cave)  in  order  to  shut  up  the  entrance.  Despis- 

ing. Watid,  Firm,  steady,  solid;  strengthened. 
A  Ji^j  watdat,  A  tread,  trampling,  stamping. 

A Jhj  watar,  (pl.jll?j\  awtar)  A  necessary  or 
important  thing,  a  thing  which  lies  at  heart.  Ne- 

cessity, ij^j  ̂2^<a  9  kaza  watarahu,  He  accom- 
plished his  object. 

A  {j^j  mats,  (v.  n.  of  (j-isj)  Striking  hard 
with  one's  boot.  Breaking  to  pieces. 

A  {J^j  watsh,  (v.  n.  of  Relating  any 

thing  in  part.  Giving  (any  thing  to  another).  Re- 

pelling, thrusting  away.  Striking.  Speaking  ob- 
scurely and  indistinctly. 

A  ials'j  wutut.  Persons  weak  in  mind  or  body. 
A  watf,  (v.  n.  of  L-il'j)  Hanging  low 

(the  skirts  of  a  cloud).  Wataf,  Much  hair  on  the 
eyebrows  or  lids.  The  fruitfulness,  softness,  and 

out-pouring  of  a  cloud. 

A  watfdf,  (A  cloud)  full  of  rain ;  rain- 
ing much  and  long ;  or  raining  a  short  time. 

A  Xflisj  watfat,  A  small  quantity  of  hair. 

A        watm,  (v.  n.  of  |»^j)  Treading,  tram- 

pling (under  foot).  Letting  fall  (a  veil  or  curtain). 

A  (jlaj  watn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j)  Abiding,  dwell- 
ing. Watn  or  watan,  (pi.  ̂j^j^  arvtari)  A  coun- 

try, dwelling,  residence,  abode,  wherever  one  lives, 
native  or  not.  Home.  A  place  where  cattle  are 

tied  up,  a  stall.  watani  asU,  (or 

-,-'q'->  watani  haklhl)  A  true,  real,  or  native 

country.  Theoriginalcountry,  i.e.  heaven,  p  (J^j 

f^jijji  watan  giriftan,  To  make  (any  place)  one's 
country,  to  fix  one's  residence,  a  (_-Jj5U  n-a- 
tani  masluf.  Fixed  residence,  accustomed  place  of 

abode.  P  ̂̂ '^^ tarki  watan  hardan,  To 
abandon  one's  country,  a  jjWj^^  cP^^^ 

hubbu'l  natan  mini'l  imidn,  Love  of  country  (is 



an  article)  of  religion  (a  saying  of  Muhammad), 

p  iJ^J  watan-dushman,  A  traitor. 

PLll'fcUji^  t_^j  watan-dost,  A  patriot:  patriotic, 

Pi\^^jwatan-^ali,  Place  of  one's  abode,home, 

A  ̂1»5  watamy,  Belonging  to  one's  country. 
A  S-^jis'j  wututat,  A  treading,  a  trampling. 

k\»\^j  watrvat,  (pl.lsjUa'j  watamit  orla^jllsj 
matmv^t)  A  mountain-swallow,  martinet.  Loud- 

voiced,  noisy.  (A  man)  having  a  voice  resembling 

this  swallow.    A  fast  talker.    A  bat,  rere-mouse. 

A  frog.  A  timid,  languid  man.  vmt- 

waiw'Z iaAr,Aflyingfish.  i3\jl>_j3\  ̂ ^^e  jta.>\ 
ahsar fil  layl  mini'l  watwat,  Clearer-sighted  at 
night  than  the  bat. 

Aj^l^j  matKatly ,T\m\di,  languid.  Talkative. 

A  5_j-i'_5  rvutusat,  (v.  n.  of  (^^j)  Being  even, 
level,  easy,  and  soft  (ground  or  a  bed). 
A  7raiwflta^,  Imbecility,  fear.  The  voice 

of  a  man  resembling  the  note  of  a  swallow.  A 

quick,  rapid  articulation. 

x^^^wafiy.  Trodden  under  foot.  Well  broke  in. 

A  liJ^j  watid,  Firm, fixed, steady.  Made  heavy. 

A  ij^j  watlrat,  Manner,  way,  habit,  custom. 

A  (jwaIsj  watts,  A  furnace,  an  iron  oven.  Im- 

portance of  business.  ̂ j^A:>^\  alan  ha- 

miya''l  watts,  The  oven  is  now  heated,  i.e.  The 
war  is  now  raging. 

A  iL-jklsj  watisat,  Importance  of  a  business. 

A         wa^i^,  Trodden  underfoot.  Equal,  easy, 

soft,  smooth  (ground  or  bed). 

A  i^i^j  wattsat,  A  kind  of  sack  in  which  a  tra- 
veller carries  dried  flesh  and  biscuit.  A  dish  made 

of  bruised  date-kernels  with  milk. 

A  *_ijUi>_j  wazasif,  (pi.  of  "ii»is>j  nazifat)  Pen- 
sions. Stipends,  rations,  daily  allowances.  Agree- 

ments, contracts.  Duties,  daily  tasks,  i  ajUij 
ahli  wazasif,  Pensioners,  stipendiary  soldiers. 

A  (_^ii>j  7vazh,  A  trampling,  treading  on. 

A  s^j  nazbat,  The  vulva  of  mares  or  other 
animals  that  divide  not  the  hoof. 

A jlsj  nazar,  (v.  n.  of^j)  Being  fat  and  full  of 
flesh.  Wazir,  Fat,corpulent  in  the  belly  and  thighs. 

A  u_aii>j  rvazf,  (v.  n.  of  ̂a3i>j)  Shortening  the 

leg-bands  (of  a  camel),  and  hurting  in  the  shank. 

Striking  the  shank.  Following.  TFM^i</',(pl.ofi  fi^j 
wazif)  Shanks,  cannon-bones  in  horses.  Rations, 
daily  allowances,  stipends.  Agreements,  contracts. 

A  wuzub,  (v.  n.  of  u— •ii'j)  Being  assi- 

duous, persevering.    Minding,  attending  to. 

A  i_Axl^_j  mazif,  (pi.  'is^^\  awzifat,  and  u-il^j 
muzuf)  The  thinnest  part  of  (a  horse's  or  camel's 
leg),  the  shank  or  cannon.  (A  man)  strong  in  tra- 

velling, especially  over  rough  grounds. 

mawsilu''l  waztf,T\ie  fetlock-joint,  which 
connects  the  shank  andpastern.  '  -  °  A^j  J^)  ^  C  *  ̂l— 

jasat  ̂ la'  wazijin,  They  followed  one  another. 

^  A  i^^j  wazifat,  (pl.i  ajUfli ̂   wazadf  and  i_fiifl>j 

(    1370  ) 

wuzvf)  A  pension,  stipend,  salary,  soldiers'  pay,  al- 
lowance of  provisions,  commons  (by  the  day,  month, 

or  year).  Any  thing  stipulated  or  agreed  upon.  A 

task, religious  duty.  Employment,  post, office.  Use, 

purpose,    p  {^<^j^  ^c^i^^  mazifa  kar- 
dan,  To  withdraw  a  pension. 

p^y-  &SiJ^j  wazif a-hhwur,  A  pensioner. 

A  ̂   '^'^^^>  ̂   jackal. 
A  -^Is-j  wi^s  or  wu^s,  (pi.  saSj^  aw^yat  and 

aw^f)  A  sheath,  case,  repository,  or  place 
where  any  thing  is  laid  up.    A  pod,  capsule. 

A  wi^b,  Wide  spaces  of  ground. 

A  jj^Sj  wa^rat',  (v.n.  of  jS'j)  Being  little,  few. 
Being  rough,  rugged,  uneven. 

A  ialff-j  wi^t,  A  red  or  yellow  rose. 

(pl.of  ks-\5  wa^z^  Preachers. 

A  u-i^j  wi^o/".  Hard  grounds  where  water  lies. 
A  wu^k,  (v.  n.  of  jJS-j)  Making  a  noise 

in  (his)  belly  or  sheath  (a  horse).  The  grumbling 

noise  of  a  horse's  belly  when  trotting. 

A  i^ls-j  wif^m,  (pi.  of  i^S-j  wa^m)  Lines  or  veins in  a  mountain  different  in  colour  from  the  rest. 

A         wi^n,  (pi.  of 'iis^j)  Hard  grounds. 
A  wa^mi^  Strong,  brave,  bold  (men). 

The  first  who  come  to  the  succour  of  combatants. 

A  u-A-ff-j  ma^,  (v.  n.  of  cji-Sj)  Taking  the 
whole.    Wide  roads.  Highways. 

A  (^Cj  wa^,  (v.  n.  of  l^aS-j)  Being  difficult  to 
travel  on  (a  road).  Leanness.  Soft  earth  or  sands 

into  which  the  feet  easily  sink.  A  broken  bone.  Ca- 

pricious-tempered. Wa^  or  wa^s,  A  difficult  road. 

Wa^s,  (v.  n.  of  i-l^y)  Being  broken  (the  hand). 

A  ̂lis-j  wa^as,  Difficulty  (in  travelling). 

A  'ilff-j  wa^sat,  Corpulent,  fleshy,  fat  (woman). 

A  li^j  wa^,  (v.  n.  of  liPj)  Promising.  Augur- 
ing or  prognosticating  any  thing  good.  Threaten- 

ing.   Exceeding  (any  one)  in  promising.   A  pro- 
mise.   A  threat. 

A  idS-^  wa^at,  (pronounced  Si^ff-j  wa^a)  A 
promise,  vow.  Any  determined,  appointed,  certain 
time  or  term.  A  stated  period  for  the  discharge  of 

a  debt,  or  the  payment  of  a  sum  of  money.  Agree- 

ment, bargain,  p  f^d^  iSS-j  ma^a  hardan,  (or 

(jiijtf-'  namudan)  To  promise,  agi-ee,  engage. 

p  (j\j>  Sii>S-j  wa^£Za-?)ar5?/,  The  performance  of 
an  agreement. 

p  (_yiiJk-?  ti^j  wa^a-bandi,  Stated  dates  on 
which  to  discharge  a  debt  or  pay  money. 

p  idS-j  wa^a-jay,  Place  of  promise. 

A  I  j^k^  Sii^j  wa^a-khilaf,  A  false  contract. 
One  who  does  not  keep  his  promise. 

p         iSS-j  wa^a-shikan,  A  promise-breaker, 

p  {^yc\jS  Sii5j  ma^a-faramosh.  Forgetful  of one's  promise. 

p       Jii^j  wa^a-gah,  Time  of  promise. 

A  ̂ -^j  iS^j  wa^dawfl^icZ,  Evading  a  promise. 

a\5j  ii^j  jDA^rfa-n'o/a,  Keeping  one's  promise. 

Ajff-j  wa^r,  (v.  n.  of^S-j)  Prohibiting,  prevent- 
ing. Being  filled  with  wrath  and  hatred.  (pl.^j\ 

aw^r,j^^j  wu^r,  andjlff-j^  aw^r)  Rocky,  un- 

equal, uneven,  rugged.  jS-j  JJj'  kalllun  wa^un, 
A  small  matter,  a  little.  wa^-u'lma^ 
rUf,  Scanty  in  doing  good.  uJj Ja^  ra- 

julun  wa^u''l  ma^-vf,  A  man  who  does  little  good, scant  in  acts  of  kindness.  Wa^  or  wa^r,  (v.  n. 

ofjff-j)  Being  rough,  difficult  to  ascend  (a  moun- 
tain or  other  broken  ground).  Being  intricate  (a 

question).  Wa^r,  A  rugged  place,  declivity,  any 

thing  rough.  ̂ jjM wa^i-ma^r,  Difficult( verse). 

aJSj  wa^,  (v.  n.  of^Sj)  Making  a  sign,  nod- 
ding, beckoning,  commanding,  charging. 

a  wa^,  Name  of  a  tree  of  which  they 
make  musical  instruments.  A  vestige.  A  tram- 

pling. A  sandy  plain  difficult  to  pass  over.  Wu^, 

(pi.  of  aw^s)  Soft  and  sandy  (places). 
A  -*L*ff-j  wa^as,  (fem.  of  a7v^s)  Soft, 

sandy  (plain).  A  soft,  sandy  soil  of  a  high  expo- 

sure, producing  herbs  which  are  eaten  raw. 

A  la5j  wa^,  (v.  n.  of  iaSj)  Admonishing,  ex- 
horting. Preaching.  Giving  warning  respecting 

future  punishment.  Advice,  exhortation,  admoni- 

tion: a  sermon,  oration,  homily.  p^ii^liS-j  wa^ 

hardan.  To  preach,  exhort,  advise,  sermonize. 

A  i__a5-j  wa^,  Hard  ground  where  water  lies. 

A  jJSj  wa^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_»S-j)  Being  quick,  mak- 
ing haste.  Wa^  or  wa^k,  Bad-tempered,  morose, 

refractory,  stubborn,  touchy,  capricious. 

A  &5Sj  tva^at,  Bad-tempered,  morose.  Morose- 
ness,  badness  of  disposition. 

A  (.dlSj  wa^,  (v.  n.  of  uilSj)  Weakening,  ema- 
ciating (as  a  fever).  Rolling  in  the  dust  (dogs  their 

prey).  Being  still  (the  wind).  Febrile  pain  or  de- 
bility. Intense  heat ;  a  suflfbcating  calm  without 

a  breath  of  wind.  Wa^  or  wa^k,  Emaciated  by 
fever  or  fatigue. 

A  wa^tat,  A  pressing  on  one  another,  as 
of  camels  when  running  to  water.  A  violent  fall 

when  running.  A  field  of  battle,  an  amphitheatre 

or  place  of  combat.  A  fierce  battle.  Intense  heat 
without  a  breath  of  air. 

A  J^P-j  wa^,  (v.  n.  of  (J^ij)  Looking  down  from 
an  eminence,  (pi.  J^j^  arv^l  and  J^Sj  wu^l) 

Noble.  A  prince.  An  asylum.  The  month  J\j-^ 

shawwal.    (jSj  j  ,Js5-j  U  ma  U  min 
zalika  wa^un  wa  wa^u)i,To  me  that  is  unavoid- 

able. Wa^l,  {wa^,  and  sometimes  wu^V)  (pi. 

JlSj\  aw^l,  (J^j  wu^l,  wu^l,  and  alpj* 
mam^lat)  The  ibex  or  mountain-goat.  Wa^l,  (pi. 

Jlff'j^  aw^l  and  t^^^j  wi^an)  The  eighth  Ara- 
bian month,  called  also  ̂ jIaxjIIj  shaman.  Noble. 

Powerful.  i^=>-^j  ̂ 3^J  «aJ^  ̂   hum  ̂ layhi  wa^un 
wahidun,  They  all  assembled  or  rose  against  him. 

Wu^l,  (pi.  of  rva^or  wa^7) Mountain-goats. 

A^j^ls-j W2^Za?i,(pl.  of  (J^j)  Months  of Shaaban. 



A  e\S'j  wa^at,  The  handle  of  a  flagon  or  ewer. 
A  button-loop.  A  stone  or  any  thing  projecting 

from  a  mountain.  An  inaccessible  part  of  a  moun- 

tain.   Wa^lat,  The  female  of  the  mountain-goat. 

A  wa^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Addressing  the  in- 

mates of  a  house  morning  and  evening,  "Health 

and  happiness  to  you  ! "  (pi.  j.ls-j  wi^m)  A  line  or 
■vein  in  a  mountain  different  in  colour  from  the  rest. 

A  i^C-j  wa^,  White  barren  ground.  Asylum. 

A  'iSs-j  ma^at,  (pi.  ̂^^j  wi^n)  Hard  ground, 
rocks.  White  barren  ground.  An  asylum.  Ves- 

tiges of  an  ant'snest.Lines  on,  or  veins  in,  a  mountain. 

A  rva^m^  A  voice,  sound,  noise;  mur- 
mur of  a  crowd.  Howl  of  a  dog,  yell  of  a  jackal. 

A  man  with  a  disagreeable  voice.  A  watch,  guard. 

A  multitude.  Talkative,  prating. 

A  wu^sat,  Softness  of  earth  or  sand  into 
which  the  feet  easily  sink. 

Aj^j  wu^r,  (v.  n.  ofjff-j)  Being  difficult  to 
ascend  (a  mountain).  Checking,  hindering,  (pi. 

of^j  wa^)  Rugged,  steep,  difficult  (places). 

A  ij^j  wu^rat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ j)  Being  rough, 
rugged,  and  difficult  to  ascend.  Being  few  and 
small.  Steepness  and  ruggedness. 

A  rva^a^,  Eloquent,  rhetorical.  A  jackal. 
A  fox.  A  desert.  A  watch,  guard.  Weak. 

A  'i^^j  wa^a^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ S-j  Q)  Shaking 
violently.  Murmuring,  making  a  noise.  The  howl 

or  bark  of  a  dog,  wolf,  hyena,  or  similar  animal. 

A  wa^va^y,  Ingenious,  witty,  clever. 

A  L— jjS-j  wu^f,  Weakness  of  sight. 

A  Jj5-j  n-n^l,  (pi.  of  J-ffj  wa^  and  wa^l) 
Mountain-goats.  Nobles.  Princes. 

A  nia^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _^j)  Preserving,  collect- 
ing, treasuring,  or  laying  up  ;  custody,  preserva- 

tion. Holding.  Remembering,  retaining  (any  say- 

ing). Repressing,  containing  one's  self.  Being 
restored,  set  crookedly  (a  broken  bone).  Collecting 

(as  pus  in  a  sore).  Pus,  matter.  Flight,  escape. 

A  place  of  refuge.  Wa^  or  wa^',  Clamours,  con- 

fused noises.  The  cry  of  dogs.  Wa^',  (v.  n.  of 

^_^^)  Calling  aloud,  crying  out. 

A         iva^y,  Powerful,  strong  (horse). 

A  Ji'fl^I?;,  Spacious  (mansion).  Extreme, 
utmost.  rakzun  wa^bun,  A  great 
leap.  A  strong  effort. 

A  t^ASj  wa^d,  (v.  n.of  li-S'j)  Threatening,  pre- 
dicting any  thing  bad.  Promising  any  thing  good. 

Threat,  commination.  The  braying  of  a  he-camel. 

AjfS'j  wo'^r,  Rugged,  rough,  uneven  (place). 

A  ̂ JJ^j  7ra^k,  (v.n.  of  ,_^j)  Making  a  grum- 
bling or  flapping  noise  (the  belly  or  sheath  of  a 

horse).  The  noise  itself. 

p       wagha,  War,  battle,  tumult.  A  tiger. 

A  <-r'^S>5  wighab,  (pi.  of  i—^j)  Large  sacks. 

A  iijlff-j  waghadat,  (v.  n.  of  j.S-j)  Being  servile, 
menial.  Being  weak,  enervated,  mean,  base,foolish. 

(    1371  ) 

A  wughb,  (^^\.L^\s-^\awghab  and 
wighab)  A  large  sack.  Pots,  pans, dishes,  and  other 
meaner  kind  of  household  furniture.  Alarge  strong 

camel,  (fern. &AS'jTOfl^;'/i&ai) Foolish, stupid;  weak 
in  body  and  mind. 

A  iukS-j  wagliabat,  Foolish,  stupid. 

p  i^S-j  waghd,  A  fruit  called  in  India  brinjal. 

A  dS-j  waghd,  (pi.  ijlff-j^  awghad,  (j^^i-^j  rough- 
dan,  or  wighdafi)  A  servant,  domestic,  one  espe- 

cially who  serves  for  victuals.  A  boy.  One  of  the 

gaming  arrows,  especially  a  blank.  The  fruit  of  the 
brinjal.  Vile,  base.  Weak  in  body.  A  fool. 

A  wugh  or  rvighdan,  (pi.  of  <^ff'j  waghd) 
Servants,  especially  those  who  serve  for  victuals. 

A waghr,  (v.  n.  ofjS-j)  Being  sultry  (as  mid- 
day). Waghr  and  waghar,  (v.  n.  of ̂ _j)  Being 

angry,  enraged,  indignant, having  a  private  grudge. 
Hatred,  rancour,  enmity.  Indignation,  rage.  A 
tumult,  the  noise  of  an  armed  host. 

A  waglirat  or  wagharat,  Scorching  heat. 
Hatred,  rancour. 

p  jjJS^j  wughzun,  A  burial-ground. 
p  (Jl,>...g'j  waghast,  Apparent,  visible,  plain. 

p  i^^^j  waghastan,  To  make  evident,  clear. 

A  ;»_affj  waglif,  (v.  n.  of  i—flSj)  Walking  fast, 
running.  Weakness  in  the  eyes.  A  piece  of  leather 

tied  under  the  belly  of  a  goat  (to  prevent  him  from 

drinking  his  own  urine,  or  impregnating  thefemale). 

A  ̂J^j  waghl,  (v.  n.  of  J-^j)  Going  into  a  com- 
pany of  wine-drinkers  (especially  uninvited).  That 

which  one  drinks  on  that  occasion.  Tares  growing 

amongst  corn  eat  by  pigeons.  A  man  of  a  low  con- 
dition ;  a  vagabond,  slave,  silly  fellow,  unfit  for  any 

thing.  One  who  falsely  pretends  to  high  birth. 

Luxuriant  and  entangled  foliage.  One  who  goes 

uninvited  to  a  drinking-party.  A  drinking-party 

to  which  any  one  goes  uninvited.  A  ̂ place  of  re- 
fuge, an  asylum.  Flight,  escape.  \^S>  ̂   ̂   U 

ma  li  haza'l  amr  waghl,  For  me, 
there  is  no  escape  from  this  business.  Waghl  or 

waghil,  One  who  takes  bad  nourishment. 

A  waghm,  (v.  n.  of  pPj)  Telling  (news)  ill- 
authenticated,  (pi.  j4^_3^  awghani)  Malevolence, 
hatred,  when  deeply  fixed  in  the  mind.  Force,  vio- 

lence. War,  battle.  Soul,  self.  Heavy.  Foolish. 

A         waghnat,  A  wide  wine-jar. 
A  wughubat,  A  being  large  and  thick. 

A  'sd^^  wughudat,  (v.n.  of  ASj)  Being  servile, 
menial.    Being  weak,  enervated,  mean,  and  base. 

p         waghwagh,  The  croak  of  a  frog. 

A  ivughuf,  Weakness,  dimness  of  sight. 

A^}^jwiighul,(v.  n.  of  |J^j)Penetrating,  enter- 
ing (into  a  thicket)  andhiding.  Going  to adistance. 

A         wagha  ,  A  battle.    Wagha"  or  wigha  , 
Tumult,  noise,  clamour,  especially  of  an  army. 

A  &J:Sj  waghyat,  A  small  portion,  particle,  bit. 
p         waghlj,  A  ditch,  pool,  marsh. 

A  wagh'ir,  Milk  warmed  by  puting  into  it 
a  hot  stone.  Hot  water.  (Meat)  dressed  upon  a 
hot  stone.    Boiled  milk,  milk-meats. 

A  waghlrat,  Milk  heated  by  a  hot  stone. 
Milk-meats. 

A  wa  ghayruliu,  Et  cetera. 

P  (j^^j  waghesh,  Many,  much,  abundant,  large, 
broad,  wide.    Grief,  anguish. 

A  Jji^j  waghih,  The  noise  made  by  a  horse's 
yard  coming  out  of  the  sheath,  or  a  noise  proceed- 

ing from  his  belly  when  running. 

A        wafdf,  (v.  n.  of  (jj)  Performing  a  pro- 

mise, keeping  an  engagement.    Sufficing.  Per- 
formance of  a  promise,  observation  of  good  faith, 

fidelity,  sincerity.  Fulfilment.  A  security  of  sale. 

A  sufficiency,  a  completing  or  filling  up.  Conclu- 
sion, end,  completion.  Length,  duration.  Piji^^j 

wafd  kardan,  To  perform  a  promise,  satisfy,  fulfil. 

A  -*\sjj        J         OU  mata  fuldnun  wa  anta  bi 
wafdsin,  Such  a  one  is  dead,  and  thou  art  alive, 

p  ajl^,  \sj  wafd-bigdna,  Faithless. 

P  'Jl->^j>,      wafd-parast.  Faithful,  sincere. 
P  C^^x)  Ijj  wafd-paymast.  Faithful,  sincere, 

constant,  performing  engagements. 

A  wafdt,  Death,  decease,  demise,  p  0\5j 

(Jiib  wafdt  ydftan.  To  die. 

Pjb  \jj  wafd-ddr,  Trusty,  true,  faithful. 

P  wafd-ddri,  Fidelity,  sincerity.  ' 
A  84i\jj  wifddat,  (v.  n.  of  oij)  Coming,  arriving 

as  an  ambassador.  The  arrival  of  an  ambassador. 

A  jlsj  wifdr.  Hairs  reaching  below  the  ears. 

A  ejij  wafdrat,  (v.  n.  of ̂ ij)  Being  full,  com- 
plete, whole,  entire.  Being  much,  copious,  abun- 
dant. Abundance,  exuberance,  copiousness. 

Ajij  wifdz,  (pi.  ofjij  wafz  or  wafaz)  Hastes, 
p  JIC*» \Sj  wafd-sigdl, (Qv^\y>■  \Sj  mafd-khmdh) 

Benevolent,  affectionate,  a  real  well-wisher, 

Jl^wJ  ydri  wafd-sigdl,  A  sincere  friend. 
A  (^\sj  wifdz,  A  piece  of  leather  put  under  a 

handmill.  A  place  containing  or  retaining  water, 

(pi.  of  iLoJj  wafzai)  Leathern  quivers.  Scrips, 

(j-jl^  khdwVl  wfdz.  Empty  in  wallet. 

A        wifd^  The  stopple  of  a  bottle. 
A         mifdh,  (v.  n.  3  of  jij)  Consenting  to, 

agreeing.   Suiting,  becoming.    Turning  out  well. 
Meeting,  encountering.  Consent,  assent,  agreement, 

concord,  harmony,goodunderstanding,conformity. 
A  plot,  confederacy,  conspiracy,   ̂ jlsj  Aj>.  jazdfi 

wifdh,  A  suitable  recompense. 
A&&\jjTOo/a/ta<,Thesuperintendenceofachurcb. 

The  daily  allowance  of  a  minister  of  a  church. 

A  ̂̂ \sj  wafdsi,  Fidelity,  sincerity,  p  (jlsyO  bi 
wafdsi.  Breach  of  faith,  want  of  fidelity. 

PcfJjlJjTOfl/ifMAjTiger-skin spread  ovcra  throne. 
A  ajj  wafd,  (v.  n.  ofiiij)  Arriving,  couiing(as 

an  ambassador  to  a  king).  The  top  of  a  sandy  hill. 

Comers,  (pi.  of        wdfid)  Crowds. 



A  6ij  nuffad,  (pi.  of  lii^j  n-qfid)  Those  who 
arrive.  Ambassadors. 

A jij  iva/i;  (v.  n.  of  jSj)  Becoming  full,  com- 
plete, entire,  numerous,  copious,  abundant.  Fill- 

ing, completing,  making  plentiful.  Sparing  (a  per- 

son's reputation),  not  reviling.  Returning  (a  gift). 

(pl.jy_j  7i;i{/'Mr) Plenty, abundance ;  affluence,  opu- 
lence. Full,  complete,  entire,  numerous,  copious, 

abundant.  Complete,  perfect  (leathern  bottle). 

A  Ayj  KaJraf,(Jem.  ofyj^  arvfar)  More  plenti- 
ful. Full.  Large  (ear  or  leathern  bottle).  (Ground) 

abounding  in  herbage. 

A       ivafrat,  (pl.j^Sj  wifar)T\ie  hair  reaching 
below  the  ear.  (See  &!fr  JM7nma^  and  limmat). 

Wafrat  or  wafirat,  Plenty,  abundance,  j 

C^j^nafrat  u  kasrat.  Superfluity  and  exuberance. 

p  Sjij  wafra,  A  weaving-instrument. 

Ajij  nafz  or  wafaz,  (pl-J^j^  awfaz)  Haste, 

expedition.  A  high  place,  ̂ ^huwa^la' 
rcafazin,  He  is  on  the  road,  or  in  haste. 

A  (joij  nafzorrcafazyiy.  n.  of (.^j) Making 

haste,  running,  (pi.  ̂jo^ij^  amfaz)  Expedition,  de- 
spatch. Wafaz,  (pi.  ̂ja^j\  arvfaz)  Any  thing  on 

which  flesh  is  cut. 

A  *&oij  Tvafzat,  (pi.  i^^j  rcifaz)  A  leathern 
quiver.  A  shepherd's  scrip  or  traveller's  bag,  in 
which  provisions  are  carried.  The  groove  on  the 

upper  lip  between  the  mustachios. 

A  rcaf^  A  lofty  building.  A  cloud  which 

gives  promise  of  rain.  Wafa^  (or  wafa^t) 

(pi.  (jWj  wif^n)  A  boy  from  puberty  to  twenty 
years  of  age. 

A  &>«ij  rvaf^t,  A  bit  of  rag  in  which  borrowed 
fire  is  carried.  The  stopple  of  a  bottle.  A  basket 

made  of  palm-leaves. 

A  jij  n-afk,  (v.  n.  of  jij)  Finding  (a  thing) 
to  be  convenient  and  useful.  Useful,  apt,  conve- 

nient (thing).  A  sufficiency ;  a  quantity  just  suf- 

ficient, where  nothing  overflows  or  is  redundant. 

Opportunity,  convenient  season,  f  ̂^^^ ̂ jivafk 

kardan,  To  accommodate  one's  self  (to  the  times), 

jij^  bar  rvafk,  In  accordance  with,  agreeably  to. 

A  Jij  rvaf,(y.  n.  of  Jij)  Unbarking,  peeling. 

Any  thing  small  or  few. 

A        ivafnat,  Paucity,  fewness. 

A  (iy_}  wufud,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Coming,  arriving 

(as  an  ambassador  to  a  king).    Arrival,    (pi.  of 

mafid^  Comers.  Ambassadors. 

Ajy_5  Kufur,(v.  n.  ofjSj)  Being  full,  complete, 

copious,  abundant.  Multitude,  plenty,  abundance, 

(pi.  of  Jj  rvafr)  Full,  complete,  universal. 

A  iJj  wafhf  The  superintendence  of  a  church. 

A'it^j  rcafhiyat,  Prelacy,  or  high  church-dig- 
nity. Ecclesiastical  law,  discipline,  or  precept. 

A  ̂ Jj  wfl/a'.  High  ground. 
A        n-afiy,  Entire,  whole,  complete.  Just 

(weight).  Full  (measure).  Much.  Wufiy,  (v.  n. 
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of  (jj)  Being  full,  entire,  abundant.  Being  equal 
to  a  miskal  in  weight  (a  dirham). 

A  Tvafi^t,  Stopple  of  a  phial.  A  basket 
or  hamper  made  of  palm-leaves.  A  pen-wiper.  A 
lock  of  wool  used  in  anointing  a  scabby  (camel). 

A  ̂j^i^  wafik,  A  companion,  friend. 
A       nahk,  The  note  of  the  bird  ̂ yo  surad. 
A  nahas  or  mikas,  That  by  which  any  thing 

is  kept  or  preserved.  ^\  ihni  wakas  or  wi- 
has,  The  bird  i^yo  surad.    Name  of  a  man. 

-f\aj)\  Id.  zimu'l  jvakas,  Worthy  of  being  preserved. 

A         n-ahah,  (pi.        rvukuh)  Hard  (hoof). 
Shameless,  brazen,  unblushing. 

hahuz  zamb,  Daring  in  the  perpetration  of  crime. 

(  *33j\       wakahu  'zzanabjlnxxredi  to  much  riding. 

A  jL=-^j  n-ahahat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  hard  (a 
hoof).    Being  impudent,  barefaced:  impudence. 

A  i^li'.  wikad,  Fuel  for  fire.    Name  of  an  isle. 

A  libj  wakkad,  One  who  kindles.  Skilful,  know- 
ing, intelligent.  Bright,  lucid,  burning.  Fiery. 

Ajij  wakar,  (v.  n.  of yj)  Being  quiet,  calm, 
modest,  mild,  sedate,  grave.  Modesty,  mildness. 

Sedateness,  gravity.  Majesty,  authority,  dignity. 

Prudent,  modest,  mild,  sedate.  J^j  ̂_^\  aJdi  wa- 

kar, (Pj^j  ̂   ha  wahar)  Majestic,  of  authority,  jj, 
hi  wakari,  Want  of  gravity,  unsteadiness. 

A  ij^j  rcakarat.  Quietness,  modesty,  gravity. 
A\si^rcikat,  (pi.  of  k-Sj  waklt)  Large  hollows 

in  mountains  or  hard  lands  where  water  collects. 

A  wihaf^  (v.  n.of  ̂ j)  Rushing  upon  (an 

enemy),  attacking  (in  battle),  fighting.  Copula- 

tion, (pi.  of  rvaki^t)  Cavities  in  which  wa- 
ter collects,  tarns.  Waha^,  A  round  mark  burnt 

on  the  hips  of  horses. 

Ul' 

A  Tvahka^  Slanderous,  malevolent  (man). 

TFw^^a^,^  Slanderous  and  malevolent  (men). 

A&-5'^jn,-aA^a^ai,Slanderous,malevolent(man). 
A  I  j^j  Toikaf,  (v.  n.  of  *__C5j)  Standing  (for 

another),  aiding,  assisting.  Opposing,  resisting. 

Asking  one  to  stop  and  pause. 

A  (  j^j  n-akhaf.  Tardy,  dilatory.  One  who  re- 
frains from  fighting. 

A  Tviham,  A  sword.  A  scourge,  stick,  or 

any  instrument  which  inflicts  pain.    A  rope. 

Aii/e^jn;a/iamai,Subjugation.  Shameful  repulse. 

A  s^j  Tvuhah,  The  minister  of  a  church. 

A  sAfc^j  nahahiyat,  The  dignity  of  a  bishop  or 
other  headship. 

A  b^ij  wahaya',  (pi.  of  wuhiyat)  Weights 
of  seven  miskals.  Weights  of  forty  dirhams. 

A  'i-i^j  wakayat  or  mikayat,  A  cloth  worn  by 
women  to  preservetheir  head-dress  from  beingsoiled 

by  the  unguent  or  pomatum  of  their  hair.  Waka- 

yat, rvikayat,  or  wukayat,  That  by  which  any  thing 

iskept  or  preserved.  Wikayat,  (v.n.  of  (Jj)Taking 

care  of,  preserving,  keeping  (one's  person  or  gar- 
ments) clean.  Custody,  guardianship,  precaution. 

&J|.^^\  nunu'l  wikayat,  The  guarding  «  or 
interposed  between  a  verb  and  an  affixed  pronoun 

of  the  first  person  singular,  to  prevent  the  verb  from 

being  taken  for  a  noun  :  as,  ̂ jy»'*>-  hasahani,  It 
sufficed  me;  (_^'>->  ̂ asaZ^I, My  reputation,  f  d^^j 

^jd^  wikayat  kardan,  To  guard,  preserve,  defend. 
A  (Sj^Sj  wakanz,  Rows  of  stones  laid  down  for 

a  pavement. 

A  (^vJ^j  wakasis,  Tops  of  neck-joints. 
A  wakasi^  (pi.  of  sj^ij  waki^t)  Acci- 

dents, events.  Engagements,  battles.  Hollows  in 
mountains  wherein  water  collects.  ̂ d\y-  j 

wakasi^u  kawadis,  Accidents  and  events. 
J wakad^nigar.  Intelligencer. 
p  wakan^nigari,  The  office  of  an 

intelligencer. 

p  u"^.y  waknd^navis,  An  imperial  his- toriographer. 

p  iO,^j  wakaya,  A  silken  or  linen  veil  -which 
reaches  to  the  feet  (worn  by  the  eastern  ladies  when 

abroad;  that  which  they  wear  at  home  does  not  hide 

the  face,  nor  come  lower  than  the  knee). 

A  u^j  wahh,  (v.  n.  of  i— »J})  Being  concealed. 
Being  eclipsed  (the  moon).  Standing.  Turning 

towards,  going  towards.  A  furrow,  hollow,  or  well 
in  a  mountain  or  stone  in  which  water  collects, 

especially  about  a  fathom  or  two  in  depth.  The 

axle-hole  of  a  pulley.  The  hollow  immediately 
above  the  eye  of  a  horse.  The  socket  of  the  eye ; 

any  hollow  in  the  body.  Foolish.  Low,  mean.  Ab- 
sence, concealment.  Wakh,  (or  wakhat)  (v. 

n.oft_Aij)Entering.Becoming  eclipsed  (the moon). 

Setting  (the  sun).  Coming  on  (darkness) ;  assail- 
ing (misfortune).  Approaching.  Happening  op- 

portunely. 

A&JJ)j  wa^Sa^,  A  hollow  in  a  pudding,  into  which 

they  pour  sauce,  or  in  a  stone  holding  water.  The 
orifice  of  the  ear.  A  large  shady  niche  in  a  wall. 
A  bee-hive  or  nest. 

A        wukhiy.  Companion  of  fools  or  low  men. 

A  O^j  rvakt,{v.  n.  ofdA^j)  Appointing  a  time, 

(pi.  O^j)  awkat)  Time,  season,  hour,  especially 
fixed  for  doing  any  thing.  Opportunity.  Adver- 

sity, distress,  p  CL^Syj  "-^J  wakt  ba  wakt.  From 

timetotime.  d**y>  wakt  bi  wakt, Con?.tant- 

ly,  perpetually.  J_jj  i-^j  wakti  roz,  Time  of  bat- 
tle. aL-4\lI1.Jj  waA^w'^mrtsa,  Evening-tide.  C-vSj 

^jlswi  wakti  ma^um,  Fixed  time,  i.e.  the  hour  of 
death,  p  (jL)j\3  (Jl^j  wakti  nazuk.  Delicate  times. 

(Jl^ij  0  C^j  wakt  na  wakt,  Occasionally,  without 
any  stated  time,  a  C-^j  C^j  wakt  wakt,  (or  llij 

waktan)  Sometimes.  \^^hiwaktiha,'Present\y, 
immediately,    p  (3  hi  wakt.  Untimely,  ill- 
timed.  c?ar- wa^il.  Immediately.  OJjjii 

dar  wakti  hajat.  In  time  of  need.  A  «JI.*5ji3 

li'l  wakt, (or  li  waktihi)  Opportunely, in  time. 

I»^Lm         j»y.  yawmi  wakti  ma^um,  The  
day  of 



judgment,    p  khmush-wakt,  Pleased, 

p  UjO.         waht-hina,  Observing  time. 

P  o** rvakt-shinax,  An  astronomer, 

an  astrologer,  one  who  knows  times  and  seasons. 

pl^j  wahtha,  At  times,  ever  and  anon. 
A        wahtiy,  Whilst,  when. 

P  L-^^.         makt-yah,  Finding  an  opportunity. 

A  jJlij  waktanzin,  Immediately,  then. 

p      ij'ij  makie  ki,  Whensoever,  at  what  time. 
ft^jj-Sj  Ci  id  malite  hi,  As  long  as. 
andak  rvakterd,  After  a  short  time. 

A  rvuh-h  or  wukuh,  (v.  n.  of  Being 

hard(ahoof).  Impudence.  TFa^a/t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j) 
Being  hard  (a  hoof).  Being  shameless,  impudent 

(a  man).  Impudence,  arrogance,  audacity.  Wa- 
Impudent,  immodest,  shameless.  Wukuh,  (pi. 

of        wakdh)  Hard  hoofs  or  nails. 

Ai^jivahdorwahad, (v. n.of^j) Being  lighted, 

burning  (a  fire).  The  heat  of  fire.    Wakad,  Fire. 

A  wahddn,  (v.  n.  of  Ssj)  Being  lighted, 

burning  (a  fire). 

A  'iSiy  roahdat,  Excessive  heat.  The  middle, 
the  fifteenth,  also  tenth  day  of  the  month. 

A  iiij  rvakz,  (v.  n.  of  liij  )  Beating  with  violence, 
almost  to  death.  Throwing  (one)  on  the  ground. 

Leaving  (one)  fatigued  or  sick.  Quenching,  calm- 
ing, quieting.  Overcoming  one  (as  sleep). 

Aj^fj  nakr,  (v.  n.  of  j-fj)  Burdening.  Being- 
deaf  (the  ear).  Making  deaf.  Splitting  or  break- 

ing (a  bone).  Sitting.  Deafness,  heaviness  of  hear- 

ing. Malevolence,  hatred,  rancour.  A  fissure  or 

a  cut  in  the  leg.  A  hollow  in  a  mountain,  stone, 

or  bone.  The  socket  of  the  eye.  Wikr,  (jA.J^^\ 
ankdr)  Weight.  A  heavy  burden  (carried  by  an 

ass  or  a  mule,  ivish  implying  a  camel's  load). 
Wakur,  Mild,  modest,  grave,  sedate. 

A  O^jij  wahardt,  Impressions,  signs,  marks. 

A  jyJj  wahrat,  (v.  n.  of  jij)  Being  lamed  by  a 
stone  sticking  in  the  foot  (a  horse).  The  lameness 

itself,  or  a  blemish  of  that  kind.  A  crack  or  hol- 
low in  a  mountain  or  a  bone.  A  hole  in  a  stone 

wherein  water  collects.  (j  Sjij  rvakrat  ft 
sahhrat,  One  upon  whom  misfortunes  make  but 

little  impression. 

A  t/j'j  rcahra',  Loaded  (beast  of  burden). 
A  maharty,  A  shepherd.  Rich  in  flocks, 

especially  by  births.  An  owner  of  asses.  A  deni- 
zen of  a  large  city. 

A  v:ahs,  (v.  n.  of  (j*^j)  Excoriating,  lay- 
ing bare  (a  sore),  taking  off  the  scab.  Attacking 

a  camel,  diffusing  itself  (the  scab).  Suspecting  one 

of  adultery  or  fornication.  Thescab.  Obscenity,tur- 

pitude,baseness,the  mention  of  any  thing  shameful. 

A  (jiij  rvaksh,  (v.n.of  f^'ij)  Becoming  effaced 
(vestiges).  A  kind  of  herb.  Name  of  a  town  in  Ya- 

man.  Waksh,  (wahash,  'iJ^j  wakshat,  or  wahashat) 
Motion.    The  murmur  of  people  in  motion ;  the 
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sound  of  any  thing  moved.  Chips  for  lighting  a  fire. 

A  {jAijwahs,  (v.n.of  (^'j)  Breaking  the  neck 
(of  any  body).  Being  broken  (neck).  Knocking, 

bruising.  Shaking,  jolting  his  rider  (a  camel).  Ble- 
mish, defect,  detriment,  decrease.  Wahs  or  wahas, 

(in  prosody)  A  uniting  of  jlv^\  izmdr  and  ij^=«- 
khabn.  Wahas,  (y.  n.  of  t^joij)  Being  short  (the 

neck).  Shortness  of  neck.  Chips  or  sticks  for  burn- 

ing, (pi.  awhds)  Any  number  under  ten  and 

above  five,  in  relation  to  the  taxing  of  cattle  for  sa- 

crifice (supposing  the  owner  to  be  assessed  to  the  va- 

lue of  a  sheep  for  every  five  oxen  ;  whatever  num- 
ber he  has  above  five  and  under  ten  pays  nothing). 

A  laij  waht,  (v.  n.  of  Jaij)  Striking  (one),  and 

weighing  him  down.  Treading  (a  cock).  Oppress- 

ing one  (milk).  A  large  hollow  in  a  mountain  or 
hard  ground  where  water  collects. 

A  wiktdn,  (pi.  of  laJ^j  wahit)  Hollows 
in  mountains  or  hard  grounds  where  water  collects. 

A  laij  wahz,  (v.  n.  of  laij  )  Striking  to  the  ground. 

Leaving  one  weak  and  sick.  Being  constantly  in- 

tent upon  any  thing.  A  small  cistern  or  watering- 
trough  fed  by  a  large  reservoir. 

A  wak^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Provoking,  irrita- 
ting. Leading  orthrowing  (one)  into  battle.  Sharp- 

ening (a  sword,  knife,  or  spear).  Branding  the 

thigh  of  a  horse  with  the  mark  nahd^.  Being 
carried  with  celerity,  let  loose,  set  at  liberty.  Blow, 

shock,  collision.  Respect,  regard,  consideration, 

attention.  A  high  place,  a  projecting  part  of  a  moun- 

tain. Wah^or  waki^  A  cloud  promising  rain.  A 

thin  cloud.  8i^_  ̂ ^  nmhi^fl  yadihi,  He  be- 
came contemptible.  He  was  sorry.  Wuk^  Places 

full  of  hollows  where  water  collects.  Waha^  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ j)  Having  (bare  feet)  hurt  by  stony  ground. 

Being  worn  thin  (a  horse's  hoof).  Nakedness  of 

feet.  Rocks,  stones.  Wahi^  Foot-sore  from  tra- 
velling over  rough  ground. 

A         wukha^  Falling,  alighting  (birds). 

A  OUij  waka^t,  Accidents.  Battles. 
A  wah^t,  Battle,  combat, engagement,with 

shock  succeeding  shock.  A  blow.  Contingence, 

occurrence.  aje^\  al  wah^ta.  Once,  all  at  once. 

Wih^t,  A  (bird's)  manner  of  alighting.  Waka- 

^t,  One  stone. A  c-isj  'X^'ohf,  (v.  n.  of  I— Wj)  Standing,  stop- 
ping, staying,  halting,  waiting.  Remaining  in  the 

same  place.  Making  a  pause  in  reading.  Being 

intent  (upon  any  thing),  endeavouring  fully  to  un- 

derstand (it).  Checking,  stopping,  pulling, or  keep- 

ing back.  Making  (a  horse)  stand  still.  Stilling 

(a  boiling  pot)  by  a  dash  of  cold  water.  Detaining 

(one  at  home).  Ministering  in  a  Christian  church. 

Giving  one  any  thing  to  consider,  apprizing.  Be- 
queathing for  pious  uses  (as  habitationsfor  the  poor, 

and  books  for  the  use  of  learned  men).  Such  be- 

quest or  legacy.  Continence,  abstinence.  A  horse 15  z 

white  about  the  thinnest  part  of  his  legs.  Tranquil- 

lity, firmness,  constancy.  A  prison,  restraint.  Punc- 
tuation. A  pause.  A  bracelet  of  ivory.  Any  rim 

(as  iron  or  horn)  surrounding  a  shield,  p  u-Wj 
kardan,  To  dedicate,  consecrate. 

A  'isjj  wahfat,  Delay.    A  sinew  whipt  round 
a  bow  to  strengthen  it. 

A  ssisj  wahfa.  Delay.  Choaking,  stopping,  re- 

tarding, respite,  vacancy. 

^         ruakfi,  Belonging  to  a  pious  bequest. 
A  mahfiyat,  The  book  wlierein  bequests 

are  registered. 
A  wahl,  (v.  n.  ofjjjj)  Climbing  (a  moun- 

tain). Lifting  up  one  foot,  and  standing  firm  on  the 

other,  (pi.  J^_j^  awhdl)  A  dwarf  palm-tree  (the 
fruit  of  which  is  called  ,Jiu  mukl);  also  its  fruit 

when  dry  (when  fresh  it  is  called  (j^->  bahsh).  Wa- 
kal,  A  stone,  rock  ;  stones,  rocks.  The  stumps  of 

lopt  branches,  by  which  they  climb  up  palm-trees. 

Wakal,  roahil,  or  wahul,  (A  she-goat)  standing  on 
the  summit  of  a  rock.  Wakil  or  wahul,  (A  horse) 

going  well  over  rocks  or  up  a  hill. 

p  ̂ys^  ivuhl,  A  medicine  called  ̂ suo  muhl. 
A  rvahlat,  (pi.  Jjij  wukul)  A  single  dwarf 

palm-tree,  the  fruitof  which  is  called  (J^mwAZ.  The 
kernel  of  that  fruit.  Wahalat,  Small-headed  (man). 

A  wahm,  (v.  n.  of  |«ij)  Prohibiting,  prevent- 
ing, restraining,  checking,  drawing  the  reins.  Re- 

pulsing with  contempt  or  violence.  Oppressing, 

afflicting,  grieving.  Stilling  (a  boiling  pot).  Break- 4 

ing,  subduing,  subjecting.  Being  trodden  (ground) 
and  made  bare  of  herbage  by  grazing. 

A  aJij  muhnat,  (pi.  OUij  muhndt)  A  bird's  nest. A  cavern.    A  little  pit. 

p  ̂^jij  rvakwdh,  Name  of  an  island ;  also  of  a 
mountain  where  gold  is  said  to  be  found  in  such 

plenty  that  the  inhabitants  make  all  their  utensils 

of  it;  where  the  monkeys  are  taught  to  fetch  wood 

and  sweep  the  houses ;  and  where  there  is  a  tree, 
the  fruit  of  which  resembles  men  and  other  animals. 

A  ̂j^yj  wahrcdh.  Timid,  pusillanimous.  Name 
'  of  a  country  north  of  China.  Name  of  a  tree  from 
which  inkstands  are  made. 

A  ivakwdhat,  Talkative,  loquacious. 

A  I— nuhuh,  (v.  n.  of  i  iij)  Setting,  sink- 
ing below  the  horizon  (the  sun).  Being  eclipsed 

(the  moon).   Sunset.  Absence,  concealment. 

A  &*-j*_5  rouhuhat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  hard  (a 
hoof).  Being  shameless,  impudent,  brazen-faced. 

Aiijij  wahud,(y.  n.  oftiJj) Being  kindled,  burn- 
ing (a  fire).  Fuel  for  fire.  Heat  of  fire.  Wtihud, 

(v.  n.  ofiiJj)  Being  kindled,burniug  (a  fire).  Heat 

of  fire.  A  burnt-offering. 

Ajyjn;aAMr,Grave:prudent,modest,mild,sedate. 

A  ij^ij  mukurat,  A  sitting,  remaining  at  home. 
A  rcuhu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Falling  (into,  or 

from  its  place).  Falling,  alighting  (a  bird).  Fall- 



ing  (a  spring-shower).  Being  necessary,  obliga- 
tory. Beingfirm,fixed,  settled,  confirmed.  Kneel- 

ing (a  camel).  Lying  down  (a  sheep  or  a  dog). 

Happening,  occurring.  Accident,  contingency,  oc- 
currence, event.  Death,  destruction.  Evidence. 

Falling,  alighting  birds,  ̂ yi^ljiili  nadiru'l  rvu- 
liu^  Seldom  happening,  of  rare  occurrence. 

A  wuliu^,  Reality. 

A  I  jyij  muhuf,  (v.  n.  of  i  E5j)  Standing  still 

(a  Tiorse).  Remaining  in  the  same  place.  Check- 

ing, stopping,  pulling,  or  keeping  back.  Stilling 

the  boiling  of  a  pot  by  a  dash  of  cold  water.  Giv- 

ing one  any  thing  to  consider,  apprizing.  Being 

intent  upon  (a  thing),  endeavouring  to  understand 

it.  Making  a  pause  (in  reading  or  speaking).  Mi- 

nistering in  a  Christian  church.  Experience,know- 

ledge,  practice ;  sense,  understanding,  wisdom.  No- 
tice, information.  Conflict,  engagement.  A  pause. 

Stagnation,  (pi.  of  i  a.'slj  wakif)  Standers,  by- 
standers. I  ahliwuhuf,(pv^  >j5j  i_.*5»lo 

sahib  wuhuf)  Experienced,  skilful,  intelligent,  p  ̂  

I — jjij  hi  rcuhvf,  Unskilful.  (J^i^.  <— wukuf 
yaftariyHo  obtain  a  knowledge, receiveinformation. 

P  j^ii  I  f^jivukvf-dar,  Informed  of,  knowing. 
A  muhuflyat,  Experience,  knowledge. 

A  WjJj  wak'ivakat,  Barking  of  dogs.  Chatter- 
ing or  chirping  of  birds. 

A  J^j7«M^MZ,(v.n.  of  J.i>j) Ascending  (a  moun- 

tain), standing  on  the  summit  (a  she-goat),  (pi. 
of       wahlat)  Kernels  of  the  fruit  ̂ yito  muhl. 

A  &Sj  wahah,  (v.  n.  of  &ij)  Listeningto,  obeying. 

A  H^j  wak-hat,  Obedience,  attention  to  duty. 

A  wahy,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Taking  care  of,  pre- 

serving, protecting,  keeping  one's  self  or  garments 

clean.  S^j  wakahu''llah,  May  God  preserve 
or  protect  him  ! 

A  wakiy,  One  who  keeps  (a  thing)  out  of 

barm's  way.  Kept  safe  from  injury  or  defilement. 

^j***  sarjun  rvakiyun,  A  saddle  which  galls 

not  a  (horse's)  back.  Wukiy,  (v.  n.  of  j_^j)  Be- 
ing safe  from  injury.  Protection,  preservation.  Ab- 

stinence, chastity,  (pi.  of'iMj  wukayyai)  Ounces. 
A  I— »Ai>j  wakib,  Noise  of  a  yard  in  the  sheath. 

A  'iXij  wakiyat,  A  weight  of  2 Jibs.  Wuhlyat, 
(pi.  b^j  Tvahaya)  A  weight  of  seven  miskals  and 
forty  dirhams. 

A        makVi,  Impudent,  barefaced. 

A  lijuij  rvakid,  Fuel.  Heat  of  fire, 

A  '^.'^^ij  wakidiyat,  A  species  of  goat. 
A  Cyxi^  wakiz,  Prostrate,  thrown  down.  Slow, 

inactive.  Heavy,  dull.  Dangerously  ill,  at  the 

point  of  death.  A  sheep  killed  by  a  stick. 

A  jOj  wakir,  A  large  hollow  on  a  mountain  or 
a  hole  in  a  stone  containing  water.  A  flock  of 

sheep  or  goats  (about  five  hundred).  A  flock,  with 

the  shepherd,  his  dog,  and  his  ass.  Split  (bone). 
Prudent,  vrise.  Grave,  quiet.  Loaded  with  debts. 
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j^jjf^s  faJilr  roakir,  Poor. A  iTjOj  wahirat,  A  large  mountain-tarn. 
A  laJ>j  wahit,  (pi.  wihtan,  ls\a_j  mikat, 

and  ihat)  A  large  hollow  in  a  mountain  or 

hard  ground  where  water  collects.  One  whose  sleep 

flies  from  him,  so  that  he  becomes  heavy  and  spirit- 

less. Pained,  oppressed  with  a  blow  or  grief. 

yawmu''l  walfit,  A  day  on  which  a  memo- 
rable battle  was  fought  amongst  the  Arabs. 

A  la^j  Kalfiz,  Immoveable,  unable  to  rise. 

A^jij  ?yfl/ii^,Sharpened,whetted  (sword,  knife). 
Worn  (as  a  hoof  by  the  stones).  (A  place)  having 

many  hollows  filled  with  water. 

A  as'jj'j  ivahi^t,  (pi.  rcaliasi^  An  acci- 
dent, action,  battle,  combat, engagement,event.  The 

shock  or  brunt  of  a  battle.  A  hamper  or  basket 

made  of  palm-leaves  in  which  clothes  are  kept.  (pi. 

m'Aa^and  mnhaM^  Any  cavity  in  which 
water  collects  (less  than  la*5j  wahit).  Slander,  dis- 

paragement. (Ground)  not  imbibing  water. 

waln^tu'l  isnayn,  A  fight  between  two,  a 

duel.  (See  H^J^ij  rvafi^t.') 
A  waliifat,  A  mountain-goat  beset  by  dogs 

and  hunters,  and  forced  to  flee  to  the  rocks. w 

A  U'-i?^  wihhifa' ,  (v.  n.  of  i  oij)  Ministering in  a  Christian  church. 

p        wah,  A  frog. 

Aui)j  makh,  A  spurning,  repulsing. 

A  rcaks,  (v.  n.  of  lij)  Leaning  on  a  staflp. 

Crying  (as  a  camel  in  labour). 

A  -^^j  wikat,  (v.  n.  of  ,_5^)  Binding  or  stop- 
ping the  mouth  of  a  bottle.  A  chain,  or  any  thing 

fastening  the  mouth  of  a  bottle  or  the  cover  of  a 

vessel.  Any  vessel  whose  head  is  covered  over. 
An  avaricious  man. 

A  i-r^^j  rvaJikab,  One  who  mourns  much  and 
often.  Name  of  a  poet  of  the  tribe  of  J-i  3j6  huzayl. 

A  lI^Kj  mi  or  wukas,  A  hasty  meal.  Breakfast. 

A        rvihad,  (pi.  wakdsid)  A  leathern 
belt(especially  one  used  to  tie  a  cow  when  milking). 

A        makkar,  A  prancer,  ambler,  runner. 

A  waha^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Being  firm  and 
hard  (a  leathern  bottle,  skin-garment,  horse,  or  the 

heart).  Being  base,  ignoble. 

A  wikdf  or  wuhaf,  The  stuffing  of  a  pack- 
saddle  (for  an  ass). 

A  J\^j  wikdl,  (v.  n.  3  of  ij^>_j)  Trusting  to  one, 
having  mutual  confidence.  Going  heavily(a  horse). 

Wi  or  wakdl,  Slowness,  sluggishness  (of  a  horse). 

A  &5Kj  wahdlat  or  wikalat,  Vicegerency.  The 

office  of  substitute,  agent,  administrator,  or  pleni- 

potentiary; embassy,  agency,  deputation.  The  busi- 
ness of  a  ̂y^^  Tvakil :  attorneyship. 

p  cIJ^j  rcakdlat-ndma,  A  plenipotentiary 

commission,  full  powers.  An  ambassador's  creden- 
tials. A  power  of  attorney. 

p         wakana,  Part  of  a  cluster  of  dates  or 

bunch  of  grapes. 

A  'ii}^^  wikdyat,  A  walking-stick,  a  prop. 
A  Si^j  wakdsid,  (pi.  of  7oikdd)  Thongs, 

straps  for  tying  and  fastening. 

At— "ij  wa/e&,(v.n.ofL-*^)Beingerect,straight. 

Making  a  gradual  progress.  Being  assiduous.  Wa- 
kab,  Dirt,  filth.  Blackness  of  ripe  dates. 

A  (^^f^  wakabdn,  A  gradual  progress. 
A  CL>^^  Tvakt,  (v.  n.  of  CL>^j)  Making  an  im- 

pression. Filling.  A  small  thing,  scarcity.  A  walk 

taken  with  short  steps.  Calumny,  accusation.  La- 

bour expected  from  a  half-free  servant. 

A  waktat,  A  point.  A  white  speck  in  tlie 

black  part  of  the  eye.  Wuktat,  That  part  of  a  tin- 
der-box where  the  fire  is  struck. 

p         wukta,  A  point  or  dot. 

A^j  rvak-h,  (v.  n.  of  ̂$^)  Treading  hard. Wuktih,  Plump  chickens  or  other  young  birds. 

A  rvakd,  Any  thing  which  one  wishes  to  do 
and  is  solicitous  about.  Wukd,  Study,  endeavour. 

An  act  or  deed.    Power,  strength. 

p  iSi^j  makada,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  female. 
A wakr,  (v.  n.  of Entering  its  nest  (a 

bird).  Giving  an  entertainment  on  completing  a 
house.  Prancing  (a  horse).  Jumping,  leaping  (a 

boy).  Being  swift  of  foot  (a  she-camel);  also  short 
and  corpulent.  Filling  (a  bottle  or  vessel).  Strik- 

ing on  the  nose  with  the  fist.  A  prancing  or  am- 

bling pace.  (pl.j^\  awkur, ji^amkdr,j^^  wu- 

hur,  and wiikar)  A  bird's  nest  (in  a  tree).  Wa- 
kar,  A  prancing  or  ambling  pace.  Wtikar,  (pi.  of 

wakr)  Birds'  nests. 
A  «^  rvakrat,  A  nest.  Wakrat  or  rvakarat,  A 

feast  given  on  the  finishing  of  a  house.  Wukrat, 
A  cistern.    A  descent  to  water  in  order  to  drink. 

A  Is^j  wakara,  A  prancing  or  ambling  pace. 
Short  of  stature  and  corpulent  (she-camel).  Swift 

(she-camel).    Firmly-treading  (woman). 

Aji^  wakz,  (v.  n.  oi'^^)  Striking  with  the  fist (about  the  chin).  Beating  ofl^,  repelling,  driving 

away.  Digging,  piercing,  stabbing.  Running.  Fill- 

ing.   A  dance.  Besides. 

A  (j"^  waks,  (v.  n.  of  ij^'^j)  Being  diminished, 
deficient.  Losing  (in  trade).  Diminishing,  injur- 

ing. Defect,  detriment,  diminution.  The  entrance 
of  the  moon  into  an  unlucky  constellation.  The 

lunar  mansion  in  which  the  moon  is  eclipsed.  Re- 
mains of  matter  in  a  wound.  When  blood  or  part 

of  the  skull  falls  in  upon  the  dura  mater  or  mem- 
brane of  the  brain. 

wakshak,  The  mastich-tree. 

■wakz,  (v.  n.  of  lai^)  Beating  off,  thrust- 

ing away.    Being  intent  on,  persevering. 
A  wak^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Striking,  stinging  (a 

scorpion),  biting  (a  serpent).  Striking  the  udder 
of  a  sheep  (a  lamb  when  sucking).  Bruising  (the 

nose).  Rebuking,  silencing.  Squatting  for  the  cock 



to  tread  (a  hen).  Falling  through  disease  (a  ca- 

mel). Waka^  A  protuberance  formed  by  the  great 
toe  resting  upon  the  next  one. 

A  n-ak^s,  (A  woman)  wliose  big  toe  leans 
upon  the  next  one,  so  as  to  form  a  protuberance. 

(A  woman)  pained,  filled  with  pain.  Foolish  (wo- 
man).   The  backside. 

A  u-B^  wakf,  (v.  n.  of  i— 2^)  Running  (as  the 

eaves  of  a  house  with  rain-water).  Event,  accident, 
issue,  success.  A  sheet  of  dressed  leather,  which 

they  spread  as  a  table  or  table-cloth  ;  also  one  upon 

which  they  play  at  chess  ordraughts.  Wahaf,  (v.  n. 

of  1— .a^)  Being  bent;  inclining.  Practising  ini- 
quity. Being  culpable  and  blemished.  Being  weak. 

(pi.  1  awkaf)  Injustice,  partiality,  deviation, 

excess.  Crime,  fault ;  stain,  spot.  The  side  of  a 

mountain.  A  vein.  Corruption,  weakness.  DifBcul- 

ty,  distress.  Low-lying  gravelly  ground.  Weight, 
gravity.  An  upper  parlour  constructed  over  the 

door-way  or  projecting  part  of  a  house.  Sweat. 

A  ij^lj  rvakl,  (v.  n.  of  ̂J^J)  Entrusting  (one's  af- 

fairs to  another).  Acknowledging  one's  own  weak- 
ness, and  confiding  (in  God).  Being  weak  (a  beast). 

Wakal,  Weak,  unequal  to ;  one  who  commits  his 
business  to  another  to  execute. 

A-^^Kj  wuhalas,{p].of^y^j  walfiT)  Lieutenants, 
vicegerents,  deputies,  ministers,  commissaries,  de- 

legates. Attorneys.  ̂ ^'^^j  wukalaA  darv- 
lat,  Ministers  of  state.  (JJ^^i?  (^^^  wukalasi 
tarafayn,  The  plenipotentiaries  of  both  sides. 

A  &Kj  WM/{aZ«<,Weak, incapable,  and  who  there- 
fore commits  his  business  to  another  to  execute. 

A ^jrvakm.,(Y.n.  of^^) Teasing,  vexing,  mak- 
ing sad.  Becoming  sad,  afflicted,  sorrowful,  vexed. 

Treading  down  or  eating  up  (pasture).  Subduing, 

taming.  Saluting.  TFa^aw,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Being 
sad.  Solicitude. 

A  'i^^j  wahmat,  (fern.)  Thick,  filled,' saturated. 
A  i^^j  roakn,  (v.  n.  of  {^^^  Sitting  (as  a  bird 

upon  her  eggs).  Making  great  progress,  going 

quick.  A  sitting,  session.  A  nest  on  a  mountain  or 

in  a  wall.   Wuhn,  (pi.  of rouknaf)  Birds'  nests. 
A  waknat,  wiknat,  wuknat,  or  roukunat, 

(pi.  an'kun,  fj^j  rouhn,  and  (^^j  wukun)  A 
nest  on  a  mountain  or  in  a  wall.  Any  thing  on 

which  a  bird  perches. 

A  <^\^  rvakrvak,  Timid,  cowardly.  One  who 
goes  with  a  trotting  or  ambling  pace. 

A&^j^  nahwakat,  Large-hipped  (woman). 

A  u-JjJ^  wakub,  (A  doe)  going  quick  with 

stretched-out  neck.  Wukub,  (v.  n.  of  (— *^)  Being 
assiduous,  attentive(to  business).  Gradual  progress. 

A  liji^  wukud,  (v.  n.  of  li^j)  Stopping,  standing 
still.  Intending,  purposing.  Overtaking,  reaching. 

Tying  (a  knot).  Fastening  (a  saddle). 

A wuJiur,  (v.n.  of ̂ j)  Entering  its  nest  (a 

bird).  Jumping,  leaping  (a  boy).  Filling  (a  ves- 
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sel).  (pi.  of wahr)  Nests. 

A         ̂ ^y^J  rvaku^  laku^  Worthless,  base. 
A I  f^j  wakuf,  (A  she-camel)  full  of  milk. 
p  ̂^^^  makrcah,  The  bark  of  a  dog. 
A  nahvahat,  (v.n.  ofi^j^  Q) Trotting. 

Flight  (from  battle).  The  cooing  of  a  dove. 

A  wuhul,  (v.  n.  of  (J^j)  Entrusting  one's 
affairs  to  another,  relying  upon  him. 

A  wukun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^^)  Sitting  (as  a  bird 
upon  her  eggs),  (pi.  o         wuknat)  Nests. 

A  wahy,{j.  n.  of^^^)  Binding  or  stopping 
the  mouth  of  a  vessel. 

A  CL>^j  wakit,  Information  against  any  one, 

whispering,  accusation.  Lie,  falsehood. 

A  Si^^  wakul,  Strong,  firm,  solid. 

Aj^^  wakir,  (or  wakirai)  A  feast  given 
on  finishing  a  house,  or  to  a  stranger. 

A  wakt^  A  belwether  or  leader  of  a  flock. 
Hard,  firm.  Strong,  unleaky  (bottle);  hardy,  ,un- 

sweating  (horse).  Hard  (heart),  i— jJj'  kalM 
wakl^A  heart  having  eyes  and  ears,  i.e.  attentive 

to  every  thing.  waki^laki^  Worthless, 

base,  ignoble. 

A  I  2ji^  waklf,  (v.  n.  of  i__a^  )  Running  (as  the 

eaves  of  a  house  with  rain-water). 

A  J^^j  wakll,  (pi.  ̂̂ )>^  wukalas)  An  ambas- 
sador, agent,  deputy,  vicegerent,  lieutenant,  com- 

missary, factor,  administrator,  representative.  An 

attorney,  pleader,  counsellor  (at  law).  A  governor, 

protector.  God.  ̂ ys-  ̂y^j  waklh  kharj,  Master 
of  a  house,  host,  purveyor.  (Jt;^  wakllu'd 
da^a,  An  advocate,  counsellor,  proctor,  agent,  or 

attorney  at  law.  eois-  CLijIslLh  wakili  salta- 

nati  ̂ liya,  The  administrator  of  the  powerful  em- 

pire, i.e.  prime-minister,  p  ̂̂ ^^ t^^^  waKil  kar- 
dan,  To  substitute,  to  declare  one  your  representa- 

tive, to  appoint  an  ambassador,  a  ̂j>^^  {^i^J 

kili  mutlak,  A  plenipotentiary,  procurator-general, 
absolute  vicegerent. 

^         waklR,  The  office  of  a  wakeel. 

p  ijlij  wugal,  A  live  coal. 
p wagar,  (for ̂ \ j  waagar)  And  if, although. 
V  &i  J>  ̂  wa  gar  na,  (for  eo ̂ \  j  wa  agar  no) 

Otherwise.  And  if  not. 

p  Jj  wal,  A  flower.  A  blossom.  A  vine-bud. 

Wil,  Independent,  one's  own  master. 
p      wildor  wala,  A  thing,  business.  Time. 

a  -^^j  walas,  Kindred, relationship.  Assistance. 

A  kingdom.  Sovereignty.  Authority,  power.  Near- 
ness. The  right  and  power  exercised  over  one  lately 

set  free.  Freedom,  liberty.  Friendship,  love.  As- 

sistants, friends.  Wilds,  (v.  n..3 of  j^Jj)  Continuing, 

following  without  intermission.  Helping,  befriend- 

ing. Sovereignty.  Separating  (sheep)  by  way  of 

distinction.  Continuation.  ̂ ':^^\  ̂^Js- ̂ la'lwilds, 
In  uninterrupted  succession,  continuously. 

A  waldsat.  Government,  authority,  juris- 

diction.  Friendship,  love. 

A  s^j  wuldt,  (pi.  of  ijIIj  wall)  Governors,  pre- 
sidents. Judges.  Lords. 

A^^j  walld'i,  One  who  enters  briskly. 
p  tS^j  waldd,  Silken-stufF. 
A  li^j  7vildd,  (v.  n.  of  liJj)  Bearing  children  (a 

woman).  Nativity,  birth-day.  Child-birth. 
A  Sii^j  wilddat,  (v.  n.  ofoJj)  Bearing  children. 

Birth.  yaromu'l  wiladat,  Birth-day. 

p  8ii^_j  wildda,  A  round  bit  of  wood  fastened 

to  a  spindle's  neck  to  prevent  the  thread  coming  ofl^. 

A(i^j  walldz.  Swift  (wolf).  A  liar,  who  pro- 
mises but  performs  not.  Self-opiniated.  Insincere in  friendship. 

A  wallds,  A  wolf. 

A  wildf,  (v.  n.  of  *— ft5j)  Flashing  inces- 

santly (lightning).  Running  (as  a  horse)  and  put- 
ting down  both  the  fore-feet  at  once.  Coming  one 

after  another  (people).  Becoming  familiar,  inti- 

mate, (v.  n.  3  of  L^^j)  Being  accustomed.  Be- 

ing joined,  united.  Claiming  relationship.  Fami- 
liarity, friendship,  society. 

p  s3^j  waldna  or  wildna,  A  wound. 
p         wuldrii.  New  wine. 
p w27au,Divided,scattered  about,  separated. 

A  b^j  waldya',  (pl.of«a5j  waUyat)  Pack-sad- 
dles, or  saddle-cloths.  Governments,  jurisdictions. 

A  waldyat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_Jj)  Helping,  assist- 
ing. Governing.  Waldyat  or  wildyat,  (v.  n.  of 

Jyij  )  Being  master  of,  controlling.  Receiving  any 
thing  purchased  or  agreed  for.  Government,  juris- 

diction, dominion,  power,  authority.  A  province. 

Wildyat,  An  inhabited  country,  dominion,  district. 

(In  India,  wildyat  usually  means  England  or  Eu- 

rope). CL^i*^^  wildyati  kdlu  halo'  or  hati, 
Faith,  religious  belief.  A  covenant  made  with  God 

by  Adam  and  his  seed.  SeeKur'an,ch.vii.  Sale  in  loc. 

p  ̂^bL>s  ul^^.^j  wildyat-satdn,  A  friend  of  God, 
saint,  prophet  (one  who  takes  the  kingdom). 
A  wildyati,  European,  foreign. 

Ala>-  ̂ ^^j  wildyati-khat,  A  kind  of  Persian Nastalik  hand. 

Aj^^j  waldsih,  (pi.  of       TOaKAa^) Corn-sacks. 
A  lio^j  waZa^ic?,  (pl.ofStiokJj )  Girls.Handmaids. 

A  iJL^j  wait,  (v.  n.  of  C-Jj)  Diminishing.  Di- 
minution, defect,  detriment. 

A  i^Jj  wals,  (v.  n.  of  t^j)  Striking  (with  a 

stick).  Writing  or  ratifying  (an  agreement,  espe- 
cially one  weak  and  not  binding).  An  agreement, 

compact,  confederacy  (especially  involuntary,  ac- 

cidental, and  not  durable).  A  faint  promise.  Mo- 

derate (rain).  A  remainder  of  wine  in  a  bottle,  wa- 

ter in  sandy  ground,  or  leaven  on  a  baker's  board. 
A  blow.  A  beating.  Vile,  base.  Weak  in  body. 

Remains  or  vestiges  of  ophthalmia.  Manumission 

promised  to  a  slave  after  his  master's  death  in  the 
following  form:  ̂ J,yo       j>-  anta  kurnin 
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ba^a  mawil,  Be  thou  free  after  my  death. 
p       Tvalaj,  walj,  or  wilj,  A  quail. 

A  rvalaj,  A  way  through  sands.  Wulaj,  A 

young  eagle.  Wuluj,  Streets,  squares.  Shores, 
coasts.  Ladles  or  similar  utensils  in  which  honey 

is  gathered. 

A  walajat,  (pi.  arvldj)  A  cavern  or 

similar  place  into  which  passengers  retire  to  shelter 
themselves  from  rain.  The  bend  of  a  river  or  val- 

ley. Wulajat,  (in  comp.  with  hJiurajat) :  as, 

i^js-  ivulajat  hhurajat,  Restless,  unquiet, 
moving  from  place  to  place,  going  in  and  out. 

p       walach,  tvalch,  or  wilch,  A  quail. 

A        walh,  The  overloading  (of  a  camel). 

A&—^j  ivalikhat,  (Land)  covered  with  luxu- 
riant herbage. 

A  walcl,  wild,  wuld,  or  malad,  (pi.  li^j^  aw- 

lad,  ii^j  wildat,  ildat,  liJj  nuld,  wild,  and 

wald)  A  son,  offspring.  Sons.  ̂ I3p\  liJj  waladu'z 
zinas,  A  bastard.  An  earth-worm.   Wuld,  (pi.  of 

walad)  Sons,  children,  (pl.ofii^j  walud)  Pro- 
lific, teeming.  Walad,  The  offspring  (of  the  brute 

creation)  so  long  as  they  are  unable  to  feed  them- 

selves. ii>5_j  jj^/wZaw  waladifulan,  Such  a 

one,  the  son  of  such  a  one.  '^33  mal  u  walad, 
Substance  and  children ;  things  most  highly  prized. 

A  ̂J^-^j  wildan,  (pi.  of  liJjJj  waUd)  Sons,  chil- 
dren. Servants. 

p  ̂J^S^^  waladan,  (pi.  of  a       walad)  Sons. 

A  5(3jj  wildat,  (pi.  of  t>3_j)  Sons,  children. 

A  liJj  »)!afe,  Speed,  expedition.  Motion. 

A  jjjj  waZs,  (v.  n.  of  (j^_j)  Relating  any  thing 
obscurely , ambiguously,  and  enigmatically.Perfidy, 

fraud.   Walas,  (or  walasan)  (v.  n.  of  (jJj) 

Going  quick  with  a  stretched-out  neck  (a  camel). 

A  wal^  (or  wala^n)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j) 
Telling  a  lie.  Restraining,  hindering,  prohibiting, 

forcing.  Becoming  light  and  contemptible.  Tak- 

ing (what  belongs  to  another).  Wala^  (v.  n.  of 

^j)  Desiring  eagerly;  being  given  to,  intent  upon. 

The  eager  desii'e  of  one  intent  upon  any  thing. 

A  s»5j  wala^t,  (pi.  of  wali^  Liars.  Wu- 
la^t,  Desirous,  greedy  of  what  belongs  not  to  one. 

A  walgh,  {wulgh,  or  ̂ J^j  walaghan)  (v. 

n.  of  j-5j)  Thrusting  his  muzzle  into  a  pot  and  lap- 
ping (a  dog),  sipping  (a  fly). 

A  aiJj  walghat,  A  small  bucket. 

p  i6_j«5j  wulghuna,  Rouge  used  by  ladies. 
A  waif,  Incessant  flash  (of  lightning). 

A  walk,  (v.  n.  of  Being  expeditious, 

active.  Being  ready  at  falsehood.  Persevering  in 

a  journey  or  a  lie.  Piercing  slightly.  Striking 

(with  a  sword). 

A        walakat,  (pi.  Ola)j  walahat)  A  blow. 
A  walaka,  A  prancing,  springing  pace. 

Swift  (she-camel).  Ip^^  ̂^S'  ̂ da'l  walka',  (The 
camel)  ran  with  springiness. 
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A  i^j^^i  J  wa  lakin,  But,  nevertheless. 

A  ̂)jwalmor  walam,  A  saddle-girth,  surcingle. 
A  fetter  ;  tether.  A  belt  or  rope  passing  from  the 

poitrel  to  the  crupper  of  a  camel. 

A       walmat,  A  complete  collection,  whole, 

p  (.diiJij  walmaxhk,  Mastick-tree  or  fruit. 
/  A  j^j  wa  law,  At  least;  and  if;  even  if,  though, 

even  should.  'i\JL)  j3  j        awlim  wa  law  bisha- 
tin.  Give  a  marriage-feast,  if  only  with  one  sheep. 

A  J\j-^j  wflZwaZ,  Anxiety.  Anguish,  vexation. 
The  cry  of  one  weeping  or  threatening.  A  large 

male  owl.  Wilwal,  (v.  n.  of  J^j  Q)  Howling,  la- 

menting, crying.  Wail,  lamentation. 

p  ̂^^3  walwali,  (in  the  dialect  of  Samarkand) 

Sheeps'  chitterlings  stuffed  with  meat  and  spices. 
A(_->^j  wulub,{y.  n.  of e-*Jj)  Arriving at,reach- 

ing.  Entering.  Going  quick,  making  haste. 

A^^j  wuluj, {y.  n.  of )  Creeping  (into  a  hole), 

flying  (to  a  den).  ̂ j^s-_j  wuluj  u  khuruj. 
Ingress  and  egress. 

A        walad,  Prolific,  teeming. 

A  Sii^j  wuludat,  Generation.  Nativity. 

A  Wiij5j  waludiyat  or  wuludiyat,  Iniquity,  in- 

humanity, vexation,  importunity,  trouble.  Little- 
ness, tenderness  of  age. 

A  walu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Desiring  eagerly, 
being  given  to,  intent  on.  Desire,  avidity.  Greedy. 

A  roalugh,  Any  thing  tasted  or  sipt.  Wu- 

lugh,  (v.n.of^j)  Lapping  (a  dog),  sipping  (a  fly). 

Au-j^j  walif/",  (Lightning)  flashing  incessantly. 
A  iOjJj  walwalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)_j  Q)  Howling, 

lamenting, crying.  Twanging(a  bow-string).  Wail, 
lamentation.Tumult,noise,confused  murmur.  paJ^j 

idJ'^'Si-i  nalwalasi  tvfang,  The  explosion  ofa  mus- 

ket. jsflSj  L)*'J^  ̂S^3  walmalad  kos  u  nafir,  Clang 
of  drum  and  trumpet. 

A  walawiy,  (Rain)  falling  rapidly. 

p  wala  or  walla,  Force,  violence.  Blan- 

dishment. Anger,  rage.  A  distressed  lover. 

A  jJj  walah,  (v.  n.  of  iiJj)  Being  frightened.  Be- 
ing sad,  afilicted,  sorrowful,  distracted,  or  impa- 

tient from  love  or  grief.  Fear.  Terror,  grief,  per- 
turbation of  mind,  stupor. 

A  ̂^^-fJj  walhan.  Astonished,  stupefied,  con- 
founded, dejected,  distracted  with  terror  or  grief, 

mad  with  love.  Walahan,  (v.  n.  of  *5j)  Being 

sorrowful,  distracted,  impatient  from  love  or  grief. 

p  5iij  es^j  walah-zada,  A  lover  hardly  used  and 
ill-treated.  Wala-zada,  Angry,  passionate,  furious. 

A  J^-^j  walka',  (fem.  of  ̂ J^3  walhan)  (A  wo- 
man) astonished,  stupefied,  distracted  with  love, 

fear,  or  grief.  Name  of  a  demon  that  excites  per- 
sons to  scatter  the  water  about  very  much  in  mak- 

ing their  ablutions. 

A  waly,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^^)  Being  near,  neigh- 
bouring, contiguous,  joining.  Being  wet  with  suc- 

cessive showers  (ground).  ShowerfoUowingshower. 

Nearness.  «ab  U  j  wa  ma  yaVihu,  And  what  ad- 

joins it;  the  parts  adjacent.  Wula',  (pi.  of  Uj 
wulya')  Near.    Excellent  (women). 

^  url?  '"'^^^>  (for  i-dL)  J  wa  lek  or  wa  le- 
kin,  from  A  j^^=^_j  wa  lakin)  But,  yet,  however, 
for  all  that. 

A  wahy,  A  favourite  of  God  or  the  king. 
A  sincere  friend.  A  helper,  guardian,  defender.  A 

prince,  lord,  president,  governor,  judge.  Nigh,  ad- 

joining, hard  by.  A  servant,  slave.  Like.  Holy, 

(pi.  &Jj\  awUyat)  Shower  following  shower, 

(Xf^  waliy  ba^d,  A  guardian  of  a  more  distant  de- 
gree than  a  father,  brother,  or  uncle.  (Jl*,>Us» 

waliy  jindyat,The  next  of  kin  entitled  to  exact  re- 

taliation for  offences.  waUyii'ljud,  Lord 
of  liberality,  i.e.  God.  p  ^^^3  walin  kkudd, 

A  friend  of  God,  a  holy  man.  A  ̂33^  j^Jj  waViyud 
dam,The  next  of  kin  -entitled  to  be  the  avenger  of 

blood,  ^{^3  walid  ̂ kd.  Heir  apparent,  des- 
tined or  acknowledged  successor.  A  vicegerent. 

P  (jii^iX^  ̂ i^J  walid  ̂ hd  kardan,  To  nomi- 
nate or  declare  a  successor  to  a  kingdom.  A 

{jS^  wall  ̂ kdi.  Heritage,  the  state  of  being  an 

heir  apparent.  Deputyship.  ap  ̂y<)^  fi^^j  walisi 
kdmil,  A  perfect  saint.  l1<<h>  waVid  ni^at, 

(or  waliyu'n  ni^m)  The  lord  of  bene- ficence, i.  e.  the  master  of  a  feast,  the  landlord.  A 

benefactor,  lord,  master.  A  title  of  respect  by  which 
a  father  is  addressed. 

A  UjWwZya',  (fem.  of       awla')  More  excellent. 

A  waliyat,  (pi.  ly^jwaZaj/a')  Government, 
jurisdiction.  A  province.  A  woollen  saddle-cloth, 

or  any  thing  put  under  it.  Provisions  set  apart  by 
a  woman  for  any  expected  guest. 

A  walijat,  An  intimate,  confidential  friend 

(especially  not  of  one's  own  people). Near,  adjacent. 

A  walihat,  (pi.  walih  and  ̂ ^3  wula- 
dk)  A  corn-sack.  A  large  basket  or  hamper. 

A        walikh,  A  linen  cloth  or  garment. 

A  walikhat,  (Ground)  covered  with  luxu- 
riant herbage.  Thick  milk.  Thin  mud,  clay. 

A  ii«Jk5j  walid,  (pi.  liJ^j  walddd  or  j^^tiJj  wil- 

dan) A  son,  lad,  child.  A  servant.  p  um- 
mu'l  walid.  The  mother  of  children,  i.e.  a  hen. 

A  0\ii.jJj  wulayddt,  (dim.  of  Sii3  lidat)  Little 

cotemporaries. 
A iiiijJj  walidat,  (fem.  of  walid)  (pi.  liO^j) 

A  girl.  A  handmaid.  Born  amongst  the  Arabians. 

A  (^31^3  wulayduna,  (dim.  of  'it^  lidat)  Lit- tle cotemporaries. 

p  (j-aJj  walis,  (or  &^J^j  walisa)  Good,  fair. 

A         wali^  Unblown  flowers  of  palm-trees. 

AajoJj  wallet,  A  branch  of  the  tribe  of  Kindat. 

A  I— Ax^j  waUf,  (v.  n.  of  l- flJj)  Flashing  inces- 
santly (lightning).  Running,  and  putting  down 

both  the  fore- feet  at  once  (a  horse).  Coming  one 

after  another  (people).    Being  familiar,  intimate. 
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A  «iu3j  li'alihat,  A  dish  of  flour,  butter,  or  milk. 
P  naleh,  (or  wa  lekin)  But. 

A  S<Jj  x-aUmaf,  (pi.  ̂c^j  walaAm)  A  banquet. 
A  marriage-feast.  ̂ jUA^  _j  rvalima tu'l  hhitan,  A 
circumcision-feast. 

P  iJ^J  wiZitt,  Ringworm,  dry  scab. 

AOlAJjWM/?/a?/a^,pl.oflJj,Excellent(women). 

Al«j»'ar«^,(v.n.of  lcj)Makinga  sign.Anod,sign. 

A        roammaj,  properly^l*j7uaTOma/t, Vulva. 
A         wammah,  Fissure  of  the  female  privities. 

A  &^ J  wamhat,  A  mark  made  by  the  sun. 

A         rvamhhat,  A  smarting,  cutting  reproof. 

A  wamad,  (v.  n.  of  Being  extremely 

hot  (night).  Boiling  with  rage.  Intense  heat  in  a 

still,  sultry  night.  Anger,  passion,  rage.  Nocturnal 

dew  rising  from  the  sea.  Wamid,  Hot,  warm,  also 

dewy  (night). 

A  8i^*j  rcamadat,  Intense  heat  of  a  still,  sultry 

night.  Anger.   Wamidat,  Hot  and  dewy  (night). 

A  'id^j  wamzat,  Pure,  unmixed  whiteness. 
p rvamar,  Besides,  moreover. 

A  J/«j  rcamz,  (v.  n.  of^j)  Moving  (the  nose  in 
anger),  or  making  a  signal  with  the  nose. 

A  warns,  A  rubbing  smooth,  excoriating. 
A  wamshat,  A  white  mole  on  the  face. 

A  rcamz,  (and  ̂J^^alC^  rvamazan)  (v.  n. 

of  (^jatj)  Gleaming,  flashing  slightly  (lightning) 

(when  spreading  wide  it  is  called  ̂ s-  kJiafw;  when 
it  seems  to  pierce  the  clouds  in  perpendicular  bolts 

it  is  expressed  by  'i'sJiS'  ̂ hikat). 
A  *la<j  rvamtat.  Prostration  from  fatigue. 

A  &xKj  rvarn^t,  A  large  rolling  wave.  A  rush, 
flush,  or  gush  of  water. 

A         roamghat,  A  single  long  hair. 

Ajj'Oj/raTO/j, (v. n.of^jfOj) Loving,  liking.  Love. 
A  &^s^oj  rcamhat,  Amplitude,  space.  Liberty. 

A  &*j  wamh,  (v.  n.  of  &(Cj)  Being  excessively 
hot  (the  day). 

A  rvamhat.  The  purest  part,  or  the  lique- 
faction of  any  thing. 

P  ̂ ^t^i^j  rvamulan,  To  cut  into  small  pieces.  To 
splice  or  join  a  broken  rope  without  a  knot.  To 

be  hollowed,  excavated,  or  dug  out.  To  rub.  To 

blow  into,  puff"  up. 
A  (^jixjjoj  rvamiz,  Slight  flash  (of  lightning). 

P  rvan,  Like,  resembling.  Pure.  Sincere. 
A  kernelled  fruit,  called  in  Arabic  A,  al 

habbatu'l  hJiazras.  But,  yet,  however,  (in  Ka- 
thay)  Ten  thousand  years. 

A  rvann,  Weakness,  languor,  fatigue,  labour. 
A  musical  instrument  struck  with  the  finger,  a 
cymbal.    Name  of  a  city. 

p  I3j  rvana,  A  turtle-dove,  wood-pigeon. 
A  A)j  rvanas,  Labour,  toil.  Languor,  lassitude. 

A  2\jj  rcanat,  Torpid,  languid  (woman),  slow  in 
rising  or  sitting.  Mild,  gentle,  tame(female).  Apearl. 
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p  wlij  roanana,  A  kind  of  round  cake. 

p  ̂   rvanj,  A  sparrow.  Wanaj,  Ugly.  Un- 
pleasant, morose. 

A^  rvanaj,  A  stringed  instrument;  a  lute. 
p  (.iJa^j  rvanjiiak,  Sweet-basil. 
p  iWj  rrand.  Experiment,  proof.  Labour,  toil. 

Praise.  A  vessel,  vase,  cup.  Wand  (in  forming 

possessives)  is  used  for  6^  mand,  as  Siyiji^  daw- 
latroand  for  ̂iJkiiljii  daivlatmand.  Rich,  a  rich  man. 

p       rvanda,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  wish,  desire. 

p  rvan-dana,  The  fruit  rvan. 

PjLo^ijj  rvandsar,  The  centre  of  a  circle. 
T  t:i)jjj  rvanadik,  Venice.    Venetian  state. 

p  ;i^_iijjti3j  jvandmandid,  7th  book  of  the  Zand. 

p  SiiJj  rvanda,  Cresses. 

p  ii^i^^.^j  rvandidad.  Sixth  book  of  the  Zand. 

p  (^S>_d'>j  rcandidan.  To  laboui",  to  toil. 
p  Sijj  tV.'^^j  wandiduzand,  9th  book  of  the  Zand. 
p        nan-jad.  Gum  of  the  rvan-tree. 

A         rvanaj  A  small  thing,  a  little. 

A  '^'ij  rvanh,  A  residence  (among  relations). 
p  (.^Jjj  vanali,  An  animal  smaller  than  a  cat, 

of  a  dusty  colour,  without  a  tail. 

p  J^Sojn'awZfw/,  Wanting,  necessary,  required. 

p  a^sWj  wanki.  Nay,  but. 

F  ijSij  rvang  or  rving,  Empty,  empty-handed, 
poor,  destitute.    Echo,  noise.  Ugly. 

A  pij  n-anm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ij)  Muting  (a  fly). 
A  s^j  rcanarnat,  Dung  or  mark  of  a  fly. 

p  (— _j  rvanmashk.  Gum  of  the  tree  ban. 

p  cL^J^j  rvanang,  A  line  upon  which  they  hang 

grapes.  The  top  of  a  bunch  of  grapes  ;  also  the 
stalk.    The  tendril  of  a  vine. 

A  many,  (v.  n.  of  ,j,j)  Leaving  off",  ceasing. 

Tucking  up  (the  sleeve).  (J*^.  fjl*^  jSb  huwa 
la  yam  yaf^lu  haza,  He  ceases  not  to  do  so.  Wany 

or  wana',  (v.n.of  (J,j)  Being  sluggish,  dull,  heavy, 

slothful,  listless.  Wana',  Languor,  lassitude,  list- 
lessness.    Labour,  toil. 

A  J^j  rcuniy,  (v.  n.  of  j_ij)  Being  sluggish,  dull, 
heavy,  listless. 

A  &j;3j  wa«7/a<,  A  pearl.  A  string  of  pearls.  A 
sack.  Wany  at  or  rvinyat,  (v.  n.  of  tjj)  Being  tor- 

pid, languid,  slothful,  slow,  fatigued.  Delay,  slow- 
ness, languor,  lassitude.  ^  hila rvinyat,With- out  delay. 

p  lijjOj  rvanlzad,  (or  i^j^j  wanljad)  Gum  of 
the  tree  wan. 

A  rvanhn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j)  Muting  (a  fly). 
The  excrement  or  mark  of  a  fly. 

A  jj  waw,  The  letter  j. 
p  \jj  rvawa,  A  good  omen,  happy  presage. 

A  *2jjj  rvutrat,  (pl.jlj  wusar)  A  fire.  A  hearth. 
A  Jjjj  wuiul,  (v.  n.  of  jlj)  Taking  refuge. 

Getting  off"  safe. 
p  2j  vah,  Strange!  Would  to  God!  Alas! 

Ho !  have  a  care ! 
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A  »j  null.,  O  rare!  excellent!    Ah!  alas! 

A  J_j  n-ahh.  Grief,  sadness.    Wahhin,  Fy ! 
AL-.'IS _j  wahhab,  (and  a^lfcj  wahhabat)  A  giver, 

one  who  bestows.  Liberal,  munificent.  An  epithet 

of  God.  b\]a«3^  '-r'^^j  wahhdbu'l  ^taya',  (God) 
the  bestower  of  benefits. 

A  rvahhabiyat.  Extreme  liberality. 

A^lSj  wahhaj.  Burning,  flaming;  raging. 
A  liU _j  wihad,  (pi.  of  SliJ^J  rvahdat)  Valleys,  low 

grounds,  lilfcj  j         itZaZ  e«  wihad.  Hills  and  dales. 
A  rvihazat.  The  step  of  a  modest  woman, 

her  elegant,  unaff"ected  manner  of  walking. 
A  ̂j*jli6j  wahhas,  A  lion.  A  proper  name. 
A  wahhas,  A  liberal  giver. 

A  i^lfcij  wihat,  (pi.  of  &3aJ6j)  Low  grounds. 

A  'ii\s>j  wihafat,  (v,  n.  of  i  flfcj)  Having  charge 

of  a  temple.  TF«'Aa/"ai  or  wahafat.  The  office  of  a 
person  who  has  charge  of  a  temple. 

A         wahham.  Suspicious,  distrustful. 

A  ■_  ■'fej  wahb,  (v.  n.  of  t^i^j)  Excelling  in  a 
contest  concerning  liberality.  Wahb  or  wahab,  (v. 

n.  of »— aJ&j)  Giving,  bestowing.  Pardoning,  for- 

giving.  Wahab,  A  gift. 
^         yya/i&i,  Bestowed  by  God. 

A  rvaht,  A  pressing,  squeezing,  thumping. 

A  &jj6j  rcahtat,  Low  ground.  A  hard  fall. 

A  {Jj.i>j  n-ahs,  (v.  n.  of  i^-^*_j)  Being  diligent, 
assiduous,  most  attentive.  Trampling  under  foot. 

A  rvahj,  (or  jj^j  wahajan)  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fcj) 
Burning  (as  fire).   Wahaj,  The  heat  of  fire. 

A  4^fi>j  wahd,  (pi.  awhud  and  t^^tiJ^'j  w?</i- 
f/aw)  or  8ii>J6j  wahdat,  (pi.  lilfcj  wihad)  A  valley, 
hollow,  declivity. 

Pj4)j  (or  S^^j)  Name  of  a  country. 
Aji>j  wah?-,  (v.  n.  of J^^J)  Bringing  (one)  into 

a  scrape  from  which  (he)  cannot  extricate  (himself). 

Wahar,  The  scorching  rays  of  the  sun  reflected  from 

the  ground,  and  floating  on  the  surface  like  a  vapour. 

Ajfcj  wahz,  (v.n.  ofJSij)  Trampling  upon,  beat- 
ing (a  path).  Cracking  (a  louse)  between  the 

nails.  Strikine:  one  with  the  feet  or  with  the  fist. 

Repelling.  Exciting,  stimulating.  A  short  corpu- 
lent man ;  hardy,  square-built. 

A  wahs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^y)  Going  quick.  Be- 

having haughtily  or  injuriously  to  friends.  Bruis- 
ing, breaking.  Trampling,  treading  under  foot.  A 

secret.  Detraction,  slander.  Machination,  perfidy. 

p  iJL*.tJcij  wahshat.  Name  of  the  fourth  embo- 
lismal  day  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

A  jjyafcj  rvahs,  (v.  n.  of  (^fcj)  Breaking  (espe- 
cially any  thing  soft  or  hollow  within).  Treading 

under  foot.  Throwing  with  violence,  dashing  on 

the  ground.  Castrating. 

x'ijo&jivahsat,  (or&«ai&j)  Ground  low,  circular. 
A  Lfcj  rvaht,  (v.  n.  of  lafcj)  Breaking.  Tram- 

pling hard  upon.  Being  weak  and  enervated.  Stab- 
bing. Leanness,  meagreness.  A  large  company  of 



men.  A  great  quantity  of  the  plant  ki^ff-  ̂ rfut  or 

yiS'  ̂ iskar,  or  a  place  where  it  grows.  Name  of  a 
garden  in  Taif,  formerly  belonging  to  (jo^^^j^j 

^mrhini'l^s.  (pi.  of  &lai6j  7?;a/ite^)Low grounds. 
A  klafi>j  wahtat,  Low  ground. 

A  (wAJt'j  wahf,  (v.  n.  of  v__aJ6j)  Putting  forth 
leaves  (a  tree),  flourishing  (as  plants).  Having  the 

care  of  a  temple.  Being  shaken  by  the  wind  (a 

tree).  Approaching,  drawing  near.  Presenting  it- 
self, appearing.  Happening. 

p  wahift,  Name  of  one  of  the  embolis- 
mal  days  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

A  iufl4>j  wuhfiyat  or  wihifiyat,  The  office  of  one 
who  has  the  charge  of  a  temple. 

A  Jjfc J  wahh,  (v.  n.  of  ̂  j  )  Restraining,  hinder- 
ing. Wahk  or  wakak,  (pi.  anhali)  A  noase 

thrown  to  catch  men  or  animals,  a  lasso.  A  long 

rope  for  tethering  cattle. 

A  7vaJd,  (v.  n.  of (_)-fi>j)  Applying  one's  mind 
to  any  thing,  though  wishing  to  do  another.  Con- 

jecturing, supposing.  Afraid,  timid,  frightened. 

Wahal,  (v.  n.  of  (J*j)  Being  weak,  timid,  terrified. 

Committing  an  error,  making  a  slip.  Forgetting, 

blundering.  Fear,  terror.  Mistake.  Forgetfulness. 

Wahil,  Languid.  Frightened,  trembling. 

P  JjSj  wuhl,  Any  coniferous  tree. 

A  wahlat,  Fear,  terror.  &ifi»j  Jj\  awwala 
wahla  or  walialatin,  First,  before  all,  first  of  all. 

A  jofcj  mahm,  (v.  n.  of  Thinking,  turning 

any  thing  in  one's  mind,  imagining,  persuading  one's 
self;  conceiving  a  false  idea.  Pretending  to  do  (one 

thing),  when  wishing  or  purposing  to  do  another. 

Mind, sense,  (pi.  j,lfiij\a7i'/iawi)Opinion,conjecture. 
Suspicion,  doubt,  scruple,  caution.  Fear,  distrust. 

Anxiety,  apprehension.  Malevolence,  (pi.  jjsj 
wuhm  and  ivuhum)  A  wide  or  clear  road,  high- 

way. A  large  tractable  camel.  A  large-bodied 

man.  p  {^i^ rvahm  kardan,  To  imagine,  sus- 

pect. Aj»fc_j  OjJi^Mwaiiwa/m,  The  intellectual  fa- 
culty, power  of  imagination.  Vd^  ̂   la  wah- 

ma  min  haza,  It  is  inevitable  or  necessary.  Waham, 

(v.  n.  of  jj&j)  Making  a  mistake  (in  reckoning). 
Wishing  ill.  Wuhum,  (pi.  of  wahm)  High- 

ways. Large  men.  Large  tractable  camels. 

p  (-^lx»J6j  wahmndk,  Frightened,  fearful,  trem- 
bling ;  suspicious,  scrupulous.  Terrific. 

p  jjijw»fi>j  rvahmanish,  (in  zand  and  Pazand) 
Any  one  whose  heart  is  right  with  God. 

A       J  Kahmty,  Imaginary,  conjectural. 

A  (jfcj  wahn,(Y.  n.  of  (^j)  Weakening, ener- 
vating. Entering  on  the  midnight  hour.  Midnight, 

or  the  hour  after  it.  Short  and  thick  (man).  A 

thick-bodied  camel.  Wahn  ovwahan,  (  v.  n.  of  fjti _j ) 
Being  weak,  unequal  to.  Weakness,  imbecility. 

Wuhn,  (pi.  of         wahin)  Weak,  enervated. 

A&iUfcjrea/inanfl<,Languid,slow-rising(woman). 

p  cL^j  wihang,  A  ring  on  a  rope,  by  means 
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of  which  they  fasten  burdens  upon  camels.  A 

wooden  stirrup.  A  noose  for  catching  man  or  beast, 
a  lasso.  A  fattening:  grain  which  women  eat.  A 

single  draught  of  water. 

A  S^_jfc_5  wahwah,  Brisk,  active,  lively  (horse). 

Growling  (lion).  A  male  ass  in  want  of  the  female. 

A  (--'ysj  rcahub,  Liberal,  munificent. 

A      ̂   J  wa  huwa  hayy,  And  he  (still)  living. 

A  j«_jl6j  wuhum,  (pi.  of  pfcj  wahm)  Highways. 
Large  men.     Large  tractable  camels. 

AijScij  wahrvah,  Brisk,  active,  lively  (horse). 

A  Kfc^j  wahwahat,  (v.  n.  of  ijS>j  Q)  Roaring, 

growling  (as  a  lion).  Braying  softly  (an  ass).  Bark- 
ing low  (a  dog).  Exclaiming, lamenting(a woman). 

A  sound  in  the  throat  (ofa  horse)  just  after  neighing. 

A  wahy,  (v.  n.  of  (_^j)  Being  broken,  torn, 
burst,  split  (a  leathern  bottle).  Being  rotten  and 

falling  to  pieces  (a  rope).  Being  ruinous,  threat- 
eningto tumble  (a  wall).  Burstingitsfasteningsand 

dropping  to  pieces  (any  thing).  Being  scattered 
(a  cloud).  Being  foolish  and  blundering  (a  man). 

Being  destitute  of  abilities  or  reputation,  becoming- 

worthless,  (pi.  ̂fi>j  wuhiy  and  &ifi>j^  awhiyat)  A 
rent,  fissure,  crack. 

A         wahyat,  A  crevice,  crack,  rent. 

A  ftlfiij  ivah'iyat,  A  large  pearl.  A  fat  young 
camel  for  slaughter.  Wuhayyat,  (dim.  of  ̂ ^^^j 

wahy)  A  small  fissure. 

A         wahy,  Heat,  sultriness.  A  blaze. 

AJi^jki&j  wuhaydat,  A  little  hollow. 
A  wahisat,  Adish  made  of  locusts  dried 

and  bruised,  and  eaten  plain  or  with  fat. 

Ai_Aift'_j?i'a/ie/',(v.n.of  i_-fli6j)  Producingleaves, 
flourishing  (a  tree).  Beginning  to  look  green  and 

gay  (a  plant).  Being  shaken  by  the  wind  (a  tree). 

Approaching,  coming  near.  Presenting  itself,  ap- 
pearing. Happening. 

A  (j^j  wahm.  An  overseer  of  hired  servants. 
p  w«y>  \>a.Tt,  quantity.  A  fold.  Woe ! 

Ah !  alas !  ijj  dak-way.  Ten  fold.  J-o  sad- 
way,  A  hundred  fold,  (for  jW)  He.  wayra, 

(for]jj\  U7-a)  Him,  to  him.  TFi,  Root,  origin.  O 
thou  !  (for  ̂   hi)  Without ;  as,  v--*J^  Lfj  Kit  ̂ yb, 

(or  ̂ yS'  ̂ 3  bl  ̂ yb)  Faultless. 
^ijj  Ji'fl?/,  O !  strange !  wonderful !  Fy  on  (you) ! 

woe  to  (you)  !  tdbj  wayka,  Woe  be  to  thee  I 

A  <-dJbj  Kiyaha,  (for  lyaka)  Thee. 

A  Jbj  wimI,  (v.  n.  3  of  Jl_j)  Endeavouring  to 
fly,  hastening  tc  (any  place)  in  order  to  escape. 

A  4— wayb,  Fy  upon,  woe  to  (you)  ! 

A        wai/Ja^,  A  measure  of  22  or  24  3>*  mudd. 

py^.j  maysar  or  waysir,  A  white  rose. 

A^j  wayj.  The  wooden  sock  of  the  plough. 
p  (.iJcssj  nljah.  Pure,  clear. 
A  wayh,  Oh  !  (in  pity).  Woe  be  to  (you) ! 

Bravo  !  well  done !   (-iAajj  wayhah,  O  fortunate ! 

A    ̂   maykh,  Woe  be  to  (you) ! 

p  li^j  wid  or  wayd.  Lost.  Little,  few,  not  mucli. 

Aid,  help,  remedy.  Anything  of  an  astringent  or 

styptic  quality.   Wed,  The  Hindii  Scriptures. 
p  wtda  or  mayda,  Little,  not  much,  few. 

Lost.  Found,recovered, come  to  light.  Pain,sorrow. 

p  uili^iiJ.^  we(?anaA,Unconnected.  Not  brought 
to  a  conclusion. 

p^»*>iiJj  widastar,  The  beaver. 

p  (j'iJ'.j  widan  or  waydan,  To  seek  for  help,  to 
apply  a  remedy.  To  lose.  To  seek. 

p  SiiJj  way  or  wlda.  One  who  seeks  a  remedy. 

p  (j-iVj  mtdl,  (or  wizi)  The  leprosy. 

P  (ji^^.i^ij  waydidan,  To  be  lost.  To  diminish, 
injure.  To  seek  and  apply  a  remedy. 

p^j  wir.  Mind,  intellect,  reason.  Interroga- 
tion. Recollection  ;  by  heart.  A  friend.  A  groan, 

lamentation.  Custody,  preservation.  Name  of  a 

village.   Wer,  A  fool. 

A wasii',Yery  dry  (place),  very  thirsty  (land). 

p  wayra,  (for  ura)  Him,  to  him.  Wlra, 
One  who  remembers,  a  learner.  A  lord.  A  keeper. 

p  (  jlj^j  viraf.  The  father  of  the  prophet  Arda. 
p  wiran  wayrdn,  or  weran.  Desert,  deso- 

late, ruined,  depopulated,  t^'^^ ''verdn  kar- 
dan. To  lay  waste,  destroy,  depopulate. 

p werangar.  Ruinous,  destructive. 

p  wirana  or  werana.  Desolate.    A  soli- 

tude, a  place  full  of  ruins. 

p  i^j>.j  wh'dni,wuyrani,  or  werani,  Desolation, 
depopulation,  dilapidation,  ruin. 

p         w'lraj,  Galangale,  sweet-scented  flag. 

p  lS'^.j  '»nrdi.  Given,  bestowed. 

Pj j>j  rolru,  (or\^j  jj^jroIrM?i;ira)Recollection. 

p  j>.jj>j  wirwir,  Frequent  interrogation. 
p  5j>j  wayra,  Any  plant  not  having  an  upright 

stem  (as  a  melon) ;  any  parasitical  plant,  ivy.  Fy ! 
p         wiri.  The  leprosy.  Cloth. 

p^j  wej,  (or  tjl^  weja)  Sincere,  unmixed ;  pure, 
clear.   The  purest  part  of  any  thing.   Neat  wine. 
S^j  CL**»>ji5  dosti  we/a,  A  sincere  friend.  S^j  (^jj 

raivghani  weja.  Purified  fat  or  butter. 
skiri  weja,  Unmixed  milk. 

p  (,_y>j>.j  wejisk,  Sanctification,  holiness,  purity. 

p  ij^jlj  wejagun.  Intimate,  chosen  friends. 

P  Jj>.j  mejag'i,  Purity. p  wejidan,  To  purify,  clarify. 

A^_^J  waT/s, Indigence.  Any  thing  one  desires. 
Exclamation  of  pity  or  approbation.  Woe  be  to  you ! 

P(j«;j  WIS,  Like.  Name  of  the  mistress  of  1^*]^. 
p  wisa,  Good.  Abomination.    Like,  re- 

sembling. Name  of  the  mistress  of  rdmln. 

Name  of  the  father  of  ̂Jl^^.2nrd7^,  Afi  asyab's  com- 
mander-in-chief, s-^j  wisa  dasktan,To  de- 

test-jjii^s-Jij  wisakardan.  To  render  abominable. 

p  jjiijjU^j  wishanldan.  To  assemble,  convoke. 
p  wayslial,  Name  of  a  disease. 

p  eCl^j  wesha,  A  forest,  wood.    Whha,  Ivy. 



1'  (j^Xxijj  weshulan,  To  assemble.  To  make  a 
bed,  spread  a  cloth. 

piSxt^j  wes/«(Za,  Spread  out,  made  (bed).  Ex- 
alted, raised.  Twisted,  involved. 

A;ibjW«?/^C[or?i'a?//;,Woetoyou!Don'tyousee? 
p  iv'ih,  Bravo !  Fy  !  out  upon  !  Oh !  (an 

interjection  of  pity). 

p  waykan,  Oh !  alas  ! 

A  ̂ \^so_j  wayhatann,  Do  you  not  see  ? 

A  (J,;j  wayl,  (v.  n.  of  J.?j)  Paining,  afflicting. 

Woe  to  (you)  !  fy  upon  (you)  !  An  affliction,  mis- 
fortune. Punishment,  torment.  Reprisals,  revenge. 

The  gate  of  hell ;  also  name  of  a  valley,  river,  or 

well  there.  ̂ _^J  wayl'i,  Woe  is  me  !  uLlbj  way- 
laka,  Woe  to  thee !  &bj  waylahu,  Woe  to  him  ! 

&)  waylan  lahu,  Woe  betide  him  !  J-J^j 

wayli  ivdsil,  (i_y.t^J  tJ^J  wayli  wanl,  or  ^3.>J 
wayli  wasil)  A  very  great  misfortune. 

p  |J.?j  wil  or  vmyl,  Victory,  success,  happy  is- 
sue. Superiority.  Bravo ! 

p  ij^.j  n-eldn,  Any  thing  having  a  beginning 
and  an  ending,  but  no  middle ;  incomplete. 

p  ̂j^.j  rvayldnj,  Sweet. 
A  waylahu,  Alas  !  for  him. 

A  &bj  waylat,  Woe !  alas  !  Disgrace,  ignominy. 

p  ̂ jSj         wayl-hasli,  Vindictive. 
A         waylimat  or  maylumat,  Sly,  cunning. 

A  &-»-bj  waylummat,  (for  &!o^  ̂ ^^Z^^'* 
ummihi)  Woe  to  his  mother  ! 

A  &bj  waylili  or  ̂ M/i,  Cunning,  shrewd  (man). 
p  rrHAjVictory  ;  fortitude.  Clamour,  great 

noise.    A  clew  of  cotton  thread. 

p  jCj  wim,  A  wash  for  walls. 

A*<-jTOa3/TOa^,  Suspicion,  detraction,whispering. 

A  j^.j  mayn,  Black  grapes. 

p        n'ln,  Black  grapes.  Colour. 
A        waynat,  A  single  black  grape. 

p        mnnad,  (for        hlnad)  He  sees. 

p  <^i^iij>^j  venaddnak,  A  bladder  of  musk. 
p       roa3/o  or  to<?/o,  A  bride. 

A  eOj  mayh,  {waylii,  and  l^.j  wayhan)  Come 
on  !  along  !  away  then  !  (a  particle  of  invitation). 
Wo  be  to  you  ! 

p  lij^ij^j  mayhand,  Name  of  a  city  in  Kandahar. 

A  t— iws'ih,  (fem.  &-JOj)  Deep  (cauldron). 
A  wasiyat,  A  fine  pearl.  Wide  and  deep 

(sack,  cauldron,  or  dish).  Large  she-camel.  A 
woman  who  keeps  close  at  home. 

A  liJOj  wttfid,  (A  girl)  buried  alive.  A  loud 
sound  or  voice.    A  slow,  gentle  pace. 

A  iii'JOj  waiidat,  (A  girl)  buried  alive. 

p  (j"J:^.j  nnyis,  Like,  resembling. 
A  wasisat,  A  crowd,  company,  body.  Ui 

^  'LtaJ^i^\  ma  adri  ayyu'l  waiisat  liuwa, I  do  not  know  who  he  is. 

A  ̂ f-Jj  waiil,  (v.  n.  of  Jlj)  Taking  refuge. 
Getting  off  safe. 
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»  he  or  lia,  (calledj^fc  ̂ \s>  hdn  hawwaz  or  ̂\s> 
hdsi  mudawwara,  Round  hd)  The  twenty- 

seventh  letter  of  the  Arabic  alphabet,  and  the  thirty- 

first  of  the  Persian,  is  a  guttural,  and  slightly  aspi- 

rated, as  the  "  h"  in  "hope."  It  signifies  five  in 
arithmetic.  In  almanacks  it  denotes  Thursday,  and 

the  sign  Virgo ;  also  the  planet  Venus,  and  the 

moon  when  bright.  At  the  end  of  Arabic  words 

it  is  the  affixed  pronoun,  "  him,  his,  it :"  as,  loXi^ 
kitdhuhunom.,kitdbahuacc\is.,  His  book;  lo\J^^^ 

ft  kitdbihi,  In  his  book.  It  is  interchangeable  with 

^jim,  ̂ he,  ̂khe,  i-Jfe,  i-dJ  hdf,j  rodro,  (jye. When  5  he  is  marked  with  two  points,  &  or  5, 

the  sign  of  the  feminine  noun  in  Arabic,  it  is  pro- 

nounced t,  and  called  tdn  gird,  Round  t : 
and  in  the  construction  of  Persian  words  is  written 

with  O,  or  the  8  is  written  without  the  points  and 

not  sounded  :  as,  C^>\^Jt  hiddyat,  (or  hidd- 

ya)  (Arabic,  'i>\,^i>  hiddyat)  Guidance,  direction. 
5  hi  is  sometimes  written  for  ̂   hiya,  She. 

In  Persian,  8  he  is  of  two  kinds  ;  manifest  or 

sounded  ( ̂Ui>  zdhir),  and  concealed  or  mute(|||^^i^ 

mahhfixj).  The  former  is  enunciated  whether  pre- 

ceded by  fatha,  zamm,ov  hasr :  as,  ij  rah,  A  road  ; 

anduh,  Grief;  lOyfarbih,  Fat;  rahhd. 
Roads ;  l_ji>ti.-S^  anduliJid,  Griefs ;  ̂-f*;^  girihhd, 

Buttons  ;  kohhd,  Mountains.    In  the  dimi- 
nutive it  is  marked  with  fatha:  as,  uii-fcj  rahak, 

A  little  road  ;  t^fc  Jo\  anduhah,  A  trifling  sorrow  ; 

L^iij^  girihak,  A  small  button.  When  taking  the 
(Jl/iUo\  izdfat  it  is  marked  with  kasr :  as,  Hj 

rahi  man,  My  road;  ̂   anduhi  man,  My 

sorrow ;        JjS  girihi  mayi,  My  button. 

Mute  »  he  (as  "h"  in  "  Messiah")  is  fourfold  : 
(1)  It  is  added  to  nouns  bearing  a  resemblance 

or  relationship  to  another  object :  as,  idfcii  daliana, 

An  orifice,  from  ̂ ^fcii  dalian,  The  mouth  ;  sJx^d 
Jasto,  A  handle, from  i.i:L^i5c?as^,Thehand ;  <6\;i3ii 

danddna.  The  tooth  (of  a  saw),  from  ̂ ^^^  dan- 

dun,  A  tooth  ;  eobj  zahdna.  The  tongue  (of  a  ba- 

lance), from  jjl^  zabdn.  The  tongue. 
(2)  To  form  the  past  active  participle,  or  the 

simple  passive  participle:  as,  slzJ^ hiishta.  Hav- 
ing slain,  or  slain ;  gvfta,  Having  said,  or  said ; 

iCSis-  khufta,  Asleep  ;  "ii^yo  murda.  Dead. 
(3)  To  specify  time,  at  the  end  of  the  words 

(jLw  sal,  Year ;  sl/o  mdh,  Month  ;  Jjj  roz.  Day  ; 

and  {^Zisliab,  Night:  as,  «JL-5o  ?/a/i;-.sa/a, Year- 

ling; isa-\j<ti^  du-mdlia.  Bi-monthly;  ijjjj^  har 

roza.  Daily ;  sa^jjI^s-  chahdr-shaba,  Quadri-noc- 
turnal,  every  fourth  night. 

(4)  f^i?.  ijf^  ho,n  baydni fatha  merely  de- 
notes that  the  vowel  of  the  preceding  consonant  is 

fatha:  as,  s^A^  jd'^a,  A  garment;  a-ils*-  hhdna,  A 

house ;  dO^ii  ddna.  Grain  ;  eolji*^  hdshdna,  A  cot- 

tage. In  the  plural  of  such  words  the  i  he  is 

dropped  :  as,  V^ls-  hhdnahd,  Houses ;  jd- 

mahd,  Garments  :  but  in  the  plural  of  such  as  de- 

note living  beings  it  is  changed  to  gdf ;  as,  »  JJj 

zinda.  Living,  ̂ ^1.  f^dS^  zindagdn;  Sji^\  dliu- 
bara,  A  fawn,  pi.  dhu-baragdn.    In  the 
diminutive  it  is  also  changed  tocL/^af :  as,(^Col&. 

j'amfl^/aA,  A  little  garment.  When  taking  the  Cl*iVo\ 
izdfat  it  is  changed  to  soft  hamza  (&>i^  itam- 

zasi  mulayyina)  :  as,  ajli-  khdnasi  man.  My 

house;  St>jj  batidasi  man,  My  servant.  It  is 

also  dropped  in  bird,  the  dative  case  of  hi, 

Who?  and  is  sometimes  redundant ;  as,  ̂^^\  am- 

ban,  (or  &i^>\  ambdna)  A  granary. 

p  Ifc  hd.  Have  a  care !  be  ready  !  Here !  be- 
hold !  Whether  ?  is  it  so  !  A  slap  on  the  face. 

White  on  a  bird's  face.  The  plural  of  things  in- 
animate; as,  i.^JjMt  sang,  A  stone;  \.i^u>  sanghd. 

Stones:  and  sometimes  of  animated  beings;  as, 

^  murgh,  A  bird ;  ̂^jo  murghhd.  Birds.  Al- though dn  is  the  sign  of  the  plural  in  animated 

beings,  their  members  are  made  plural  by  lfi>  hd : 

as,  (ia5</ta,  Heads ;  l^bj;%/«a,  Feet ;  Ifc^ 
sarlid.  Heads  (but  chieftains  ̂ j^j^  sardn). 

A  Ifc  hd,  (the  third  person  sing,  of  the  affixed 

pronoun)  Her,  to,  of,  from,  or  by  her.    (fem.  pi. 

hdtdt)  The  name  of  the  letter  5.  ha^ 

masc,  (^Ifc  hdsi  fem.,  \^\s>  hdsd  dual  masc.  and  fem., 

hdfU  pi.  masc,  ̂ j\i>  hama  pi.  fem.)  Lo !  be- 
hold !  take  !  t^lfc  hdha,  (fem.  hdhi)  Here  for  thee ! 

(dual  l<)jU>  hdsumd  or  hakuma)  Do  you  two 

take  !  (pi.  masc.  ̂ jlfc  lidsutn  or  hdkum,  pi. 
fem.  hdsunna  or  ̂Tyitfe  hdkunna)  Behold  for 

you  !  do  you  take  !  Hd  is  also  a  particle  of  swear- 

mg:  as,  ̂ \[s>ild  ha'lldhi  Not,  by  God  ! 
A  -^Ifc  hdsa,  (fat,  ̂ \^_  yahdm  and  ̂ ^^^  yahisu) 

He  was  handsome  and  of  a  respectable  appearance. 

A  As>  hdf,  (fem.  ̂ lis  hdsi,  pi.  jlfc  lidsii)  Take! 

A  y\s>  hdsi,  (fem.  hdsi,  dual  U>lfc  hdsiyd, 

pi.  m.         hdsu,  pi.  f.  (JJJ^  hdsina)  Give !  grant ! 
A  L-->b&  hdb,  A  serpent.  In  driving  camels,  as 

l_->U^  u-.'lfc  hdb  hdb  (hdbi  being  the  word  for  horses). 

A  'i^-i^St  hdbidat,  (pi.  harodbid)  A  woman 

who  gathers  colocynths  or  the  seeds  thej'eof. 
A  'iCiS\S»  hdbizat,  Swift,  quick  (she-camel). 

A hdbir,  (A  blow)  which  cuts  asunder  and 
divides,  so  that  one  part  falls. 

A  ̂jSjUs  hdbish.  One  who  collects  much. 
A  'eJLi\sci  hdbishat,  A  crowd  just  assembled. 
A  laj^  habit,  Falling,  descending ;  a  faller. 

A  (3 Us  Aa&i,  Covered  or  filled  with  small  flying 

dust,  ij,^^'^  al  hdbi,  Tiie  dust  of  the  tomb. 
p  ̂jo.lfc  hdbighl.  Real,  true. 

A  lidbil,  Abel,  Adam's  son. 
A  01j6  hdti,  (fem.  j^ljs  h(itt,  dual  hdtiyd, 

pi.  masc.  \j:i^<t>  hdtu,  pi.  fem.  tjj-j^  hdtina)  Give! 



grant !  let  it  be  so ! 

A        hata,  (or  uiJl^lfc  hataha)  She.  This. 

A  hatani,  (dual)  These  two  (females). 

A ji\st  liatir,  (used  withj^^-fc  hitr)  (as^ili>  JL& 
hitr  hatir)  The  talk  of  a  doting,  raving  fellow. 

A  /ia^l/",  One  who  cries  aloud.  An  enco- 
miast, praiser.  A  voice  from  heaven,  or  from  an 

invisible  speaker.  Asecret  monitor,  guardian  angel. 

A  (J-iljs  hatil,  (pi.  (Jjjji  huttal)  (A  cloud)  rain- 
ing incessantly,  but  small. 

A  j^ili"  hatin,  (pi.  (^J6  huttan)  (A  cloud)  rain- 
ing incessantly,  but  small  rain. 

A  Lilolis  hatifta,  She.  This. 

A  &&.li6  hajat,  A  female  frog. 

A  hdjjat,  (An  eye)  sunk  in  the  socket. 

A  ti>>-lfc  hdjid,  Asleep,  sleeping.  Wakeful. 

Ajs-lfc  hdjar,  Hagar  the  mother  of  Ishmael. 
Udjir,  Elegant, excellent  (thing).  Delirious,  speak- 

ing foolishly  or  deliriously.    Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  Jidjirat,  Vain,  foolish.    Obscene,  pro- 

fane, or  malevolent  discourse.  (pl.j>-^y&  harcajir) 
The  sultry  afternoon-heat. 

A  (j5y>-lfc  liajiriy,  An  architect.  A  townsman. 
A  citizen  of  Hajar  in  Arabia  Felix.  Good,  excellent. 

A  (jM^-lfc  hdjis,  (A  thing)  recurring  to  mind. 
A  &-i.>-b6  hdjishat,  A  crowd  recently  collected. 

A  ̂lifc  hdji^(pl.  hujja^and  hvjuQ 
Asleep,  sleeping. 

A  (J-»-lj»  hdjil,  A  sleep.    One  who  travels  oft. 
A  hdjin,  A  girl  married  prematurely.  Any 

animal  brought  too  early  to  the  male.  A  tinder- 
box  not  striking  fire  at  once. 

A  iij^i&-lJ^  hdjinat,  A  female  palm-tree  bringing 
forth  fruit  for  the  first  time. 

A  ^icij'i,  A  satirist.  One  who  spells. 
p  ̂ii>jv»-lj&  hdchidan,  To  seize,  carry  off.  To 

dr}',  wither.  To  be,  or  to  grow  cold. 

A  lilfc  had,  (v.  n.  of  ii^J^)  Frightening.  Check- 

ing, chiding.  Oppressing  the  spirits.  Amending, 

correcting.  Turning,  diverting.  A  word  used  in 

calling  to  a  camel.  Moving,  disturbing.  ii,A4>  \* 

lilfc  ̂   J  md  laJiu  haydun  wa  Id  hddun,  He  does  not 

move,  lil*  ̂   J  Syi>  &5  J^^A-*  wia  yuhdlu  lahu  hay- 
dun  na  Id  hddun,  He  is  not  denied  nor  contradicted 

in  any  thing. 

A  iSli)  hadd,  Sound,  especially  the  roaring  or 
murmuring  of  the  sea.  A  noise,  which  heard  on 

the  sea-shore  indicates  an  approaching  earthquake. 
A  iSiSl^s  hdddat,  Thunder. 

Pd*5«-<ilj6^G£ZMMi,Nameofa  chapter  of  theZand. 

Ajiilfc  hddir.  One  who  permits  the  effusion  of 
blood  with  impimity.  Vile,  contemptible.  Useless. 

Extinct.  Braying  (camel).  (Milk)  turning  thick 
at  top  when  it  sours. 

A  'jjiilfc  hddirat,  (Ground)  covered  with  full- 
grown  herbage.  Braying  (she-camel). 

P  u^^jjti^*  hd  darrvtsh,  A  desert  in  Turkistan. 
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A I  Jiil^  /iac^j/".  One  who  enters,  who  approaches. 
A  stranger.  i_Jiilj6   halhadafa  ilay- 
lium  hddifun,  Came  any  one  to  you  ? 

A  hddifat,  A  body,  crowd  of  people. 

A  Jlilj^  hddil,  (A  camel's  colt)  hanging  an  ul- 
cerated lip.   Pendulous  (lip).  Pendulous-lipped. 

A  hddini,  A  demolisher,  marrer,  destroyer. 

O^iJJ^  ̂ :^\&hddimu''l  lazzdt,(J)ea.th.')  thedestroyer 
of  (man's)  pleasures. 
p  hddun,  Name  of  a  sect  of  beggars. 

p  f^[)j^d\Sti  hdduriydn,  (pi.  of  ̂ jiilfc  hdduri) 
Bold,  sturdy  beggars,  destitute  vagrants  whom  the 

police  keep  off  the  roads. 
p  hadi,  A  kind  of  stone,  which  whoever 

keeps  by  him,  the  dogs  will  not  bark  at  him. 

A  (j'lilfc  hddi,  (pi.  S^ii.J& huddt)  A  director,  leader, 
guide.  A  wild  bull  that  precedes  the  herd.  A  bel- 
wether,  or  any  leader  of  a  herd  or  flock.  The  neck 

of  a  horse;  also  his  loin  or  croup.  A  handle  (of 

a  mill).  A  lion.  The  neck.  Beginning  of  any 

thing;  fore  part,  or  that  which  first  appears.  Head 
or  point  of  an  arrow.  al  hddi.  An  ox  in  the 

centre  of  a  threshing-floor,  round  which  the  other 

oxen  move  when  treading  out  the  grain,  j^j-iilfc 

(J^— 1\  hddV s  sahil,  (or  ^jd\sc>  hddVt  tarih) 
The  guide  to  the  way  (of  salvation),  i.e.  God. 

(Jjk**i  ̂(_j4ils>  hddlsi  suhul,  A  guide  of  the  ways,  i.  e, 

Muhammad.  i^d^  ̂ ^j^\s>  hddui  mahdi 

ghidum.  Name  of  Muhammad. 

A  hddiyat,The  leader  of  a  flock  (as  men- 
tioned above).  A  rock  appearing  above  water.  A 

stick,  staff.  A  horse's  neck,  or  the  fore  part  of  it. 
A  iVi>  hdz,  A  kind  of  tree.  ̂  
A        hdzd.  This.    (See  hdzd.) 

A  'i'd\s>  hdzat,  One  tree  of  the  liVfc  hdz  kind. 
Ajil4>  hdzir.  Hot,  sultry  (day). 

p  Ji^is  hdzil,  Midnight ;  also  the  beginning  or 
remainder  of  the  night. 

Pjla  hdr,  A  row,  rank,  line,  string.  A  string 
of  pearls.  A  necklace.  A  wreath,  chaplet.  A  pearl. 

Any  thing  well  arranged.  The  neck ;  the  bones  in  the 
neck  of  any  animal.  A  piece  of  wood  put  through 

a  perforation  in  a  camel's  nose  to  guide  him  by. 
Excrement.  Putrid  flesh.  Astonished,  stupefied. 

Unfortunate,  distressed.    Foolish.  Silent. 

Ajljb  hdr.  Weak  with  age  or  infirmity. 

Aj\s>  hdrr,  The  squalling  of  a  cat. 

A  ̂ j^j^^  hdrdn,  Haran,  Terah's  son,  brother  of Abraham  and  father  of  Lot. 

A  I— hdrib,  (pi.  1— J^jJs  hurrah')  Flying.  A 
fugitive.  One  who  returns  from  watering,  p  L_-^lfc 

^^sZi  hdrib  shudan,  To  fly,  to  shun.  A  L-^^'  \io 
L-^liB  ̂  jmd  lahu  hdrib  rva  Id  hdrib,lle  has  nothing, 
he  is  of  no  account  (one  whom  none  approaches  and 

none  shuns,  neither  esteemed  nor  feared). 

p  bj^S>  hdr  pd,  Name  of  a  prickly  little  fish. 
p  lijVis  hdrad,  Name  of  the  25th  of  the  month. 

p  (^jls>  hdrish,  Vanity,  vain-glory,  boasting. 

Aj^*j\j6  hdramuz,  The  great  king  of  Persia. 

G  J jli6  hdru,  Hero,  the  mistress  of  Leander. 

A  p  Ojjlfc  hdrut.  Name  of  an  angel,  who,  to- 
gether with  another  named  C^^J^  marw^,  having 

severely  censured  mankindbefore  the  throne  of  God, 

they  were  sent  down  to  earth  in  human  shapes  to 

judge  of  the  temptations  to  which  man  was  subject. 
They  could  not  withstand  them :  they  were  seduced 

by  women,  and  committed  every  species  of  iniqui- 
ty; for  which  they  were  suspended  by  the  feet  in 

a  well  in  Babylon,  where  they  are  to  remain  in 
great  torment  till  the  day  of  judgment. 

p      Ojjli)  hdrut-fan,  A  skilful  magician. 

p  (3jj^i>  hdruti.  Magic,  incantation,  sorcery. 

P  (jjj^  hdrun,  Aaron,  brother  of  Moses.  A  re- 
fractory horse.  Chief,  leader.  A  messenger,  courier. 

Helplessness,  indigence.  Astonishment.  Amaze- 

ment. ii.Jwij^^  CiUj^*  hdrun  ar^-ashid.  The  fifth 
calipli  of  the  house  Abbas,  and  twenty-fourth  from 
Muhammad.  He  reigned  from  A.  D.  786  till  808. 

p  (J  J  &3U*»i  t  (jjjlis  hdruni  dsitdnasi  gar  dun.  The 
courier  of  the  court  of  heaven,  (met.)  The  moon. 

p  ̂^;i.jjij^\j6  hdrunidan.  To  be  at  a  loss,  con- founded, distracted. 

p  hdri,  A  doer  of  every  kind  of  dirty 
work,  a  sweeper. 

A  hdri.  Tumbled  down,  ruined.  Weak. 

Pjlfc  hdz,  A  curling  lock. 
A  Jljb  hdzz.  Shining,  glittering  (star). 

A  -fUjLfii  hdzibds,  (J^jLib  hdziba\  hdzibi,  or 

^jlfc  hdzibiy)  A  species  of  fish. A  hdzubdniyat,  A  horn,  antennae,  or 
feeler  (of  an  insect). 

A  &A^jl4>  hdzibiyat,  A  kind  of  fish. 

A  JjU  hdzil,  Facetious.    A  joker,  jester. 
A  hdzim,  One  who  depresses,  oppresses,  or 

puts  to  flight. 

A  X/«jlfi>  hdzimat,  Misfortune,  calamity. 

pjbs  /io/.  Clamour,  loud  exclamation,  sound.  Af- 
flicted, mournful,  penitent.  Astonished.  Stock-still 

with  amazement.  Stupid.  Poor.  Abject,  vile,  bad. 

Ugly.    Silent  from  love. 

p  jjlfc  hdjit,  (and  ij\se>  hdja)  Astonished,  stupe- fied.   Abject,  vile,  poor.  Ugly. 

p  jjtiAJjjlis  hdjuyidan.  To  be  distracted,  at  a loss,  confounded. 

p  ̂J^^>.j^  hdjtdan,  To  weep,  cry.    To  look. 

p  (_j*>lfi>  hds.  Too,  alas,  likewise.  Dread,  fear. 
A  hdshimat,  A  wound  or  contusion  break- 

ing a  bone  without  shivering  it. 
A         hdssat,  The  eye  of  an  elephant. 

A  j>o^  hdsir,  (A  lion)  tearing  (his  prey). 

A  ̂.^*o\s>  hdzib,  Wetting  rain.  Rain  falling  in 

large  drops. 

A        hdzim,  Soft,  loose.  Digestive.  Purgative. 

A  hdzum,  Medicine,  or  any  thing  pro- 



motin<r  diorestion.    Liberal.    A  lion. 

A  (J^l*  hatil,  Incessant  and  small  (rain). 

A  ̂Lfc  ha^  Greedy.  Covetousness,  avarice, 
meanness,  baseness.  Cowardice,  timidity.  ̂   ̂Ifc 
/la^la^  Timid,  cowardly.  Weak. 

A  'sjp\Si  haghiyat,  A  foolish  woman.  A  beau- 
tiful woman. 

A  iiilfc  hafat,  (A  she-camel)  soon  thirsty. 

A  ̂\a>  hafl,  Starving,  famished  (man). 
A        /ta^A,  Frequent  and  impetuous  in  coitu. 

A  hakil,  A  male  mouse. 

p  uLllib  hah,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  bird's  egg. 
A  ufJlfc  haha,  Take ! 

hakra,  (or  a.5^lfc  hakla)  A  stutterer. 

p  Jj^^  hahul,  Ratsbane. 

p  Jl*  Iial,  Quiet,  firmness,  establishment.  Pa- 

tience. The  goal  in  the  game  of  bandy  or  shinty. 
The  lesser  cardamom. 

A  (JUs  hal,  (for^j!  a/)  Posterity.  Spread,  scat- 

tered (sand).  The  vapour  i^\j*t»  sarab.  Halt  or 
halin.  Used  in  calling  to  or  driving  camels. 

A t—^Ufr  halihu'sh  s/ta^r, The  coldest  days 
of  winter. 

A         halibat,  Rainy  (night). 

A  "iJlfc  halat,  (pi.  O^l*  halat)  A  halo  round 
the  moon.  Name  of  the  wife  of  Abdu'l  mutallib. 

A  ̂\j6  halij,  One  who  has  many  confused  and  in- 
explicable dreams. 

A  laJlfc  halit,  Long,  entangled  (corn).  Loose 
in  the  belly. 

A^\st>  huli^Yery  impatient.Swift-paced(ostrich). 

A  haiik,  (pi.  ̂yls.  halha',  tdJifc  liullah, 
hullah,  and  Jiawalih)  Perishing,  in 

the  state  ofbeing  destroyed  or  killed.  Destructive, 

p  ̂^i^J^  (^Ailfc  Jialik  sJmdan,  To  perish. 
A  &^lj6  halihat,  Gluttonous,  given  to  excess. 

A  halikiy,  A  blacksmith.   A  polisher. 

p  (jj^s-^i''^  halTijln,  A  swing. 
A  ui)^ll6/ta/M/i!,  Amouse.  A  sort  of  the  i^^J^la. 
p  aJUs  AaZa,  A  halo  round  the  moon.  A  bad 

fellow,  corrupter,  destroyer,  author  of  evil.  Colour. 

At  ease,  at  rest ;  quiet,  easy.  A  sort  of  wood  of 

which  they  make  lamp-wicks. 

Pj\j  j-Jljfc  halawar,  Circularly  (like  a  halo). 

A  j»U6  /ta??i,  (pi.  of  aj«Vj!>)  Owls.  Heads.  Chiefs. 
p  JlrtUs  hamal,  Of  the  same  mind,  unanimous, 

similar,  uniform.  A  companion,  equal,  peer. 

p  haman,  Name  of  Abraham's  brother. 
Name  of  Pharaoh's  vazir. 

Pjjl*li6  hamawar,  (or^^|jjl/«lfc)  Syria.  Yaman. 

A  &i«lfi>  hamat,  (pi.  ̂\jb  ham)  An  owl.  The  head 
of  any  animal.  The  chief  of  a  people,  family,  or 
tribe.  A  horse. 

A  XJoLfc  hammat,  (pi.         hawmnm  and 

harnivn)  A  stinging  reptile.    Beasts,  cattle.  ̂  

ni^u'l  hammat,  A  horse. 
A         hamij,  A  remainder  of  any  thing  jnm- 
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l\J^   ̂ fc  Jiamaji 
re bled  together.    Great,  intense 

hamij,  Excessive  hunger. 

A  tVelfc /<amVZ,Worn.  Obsolete.  Black,  changed, 

withered  (plant).  Barren  (place).  Extinct  (fire). 

A ̂ Ufc  hamir,  (A  cloud)  pouring  down  rain. 

p5\^lfc/ta/re-m/i,  A  companion,  fellow-traveller. 

pjj(«\j6  hamarz,  (in  Pehlevi)  Rise  up. 

Ajj*lfc  lidmarz,  A  Persian  king. 
A  yo\s>  hamiz,  A  defamer  (male  or  female). 

A  (jSiioUb  hamish,  (foreign)  Margin  of  a  book. 

p  ̂J,'ol^^>  hamil,  Unanimous,  like,  uniform. 

A  (J^lfc  hamil,  (pi.  hawamil)  (A  camel) 

feeding  at  large  night  and  day. 
A  &Lol*  hamilat,  Camels  feeding  at  large  night and  day. 

p  Jtamun,  A  plain  ;  hard  level  ground. 

V J\yi\3i  hdmwar,  (or  ij\y<>\^  ham7va?-a)  Smooth, 
even,level.Always,continually.Eternity,perpetuity. 

A  ̂ y^lb  hdmum,  The  melted  fat  of  a  camel's bunch.  A  camel  whose  bunch  is  melted. 

p  (^yt>^  hamun,  A  plain  :  level  ground.  A  de- 

sert, (j^^  J  Cl^jiii  dasht  u  hdmun,  A  desert  and 

extensive  plain.  4>,y  i^J*^  hamun-namard,  A  tra- 
veller of  the  desert. 

p  hami.  Distracted,  astonished. 

p  luiviyan,  A  long  purse. 

p  ̂Ifc  han,  Truly,  yes.  Make  haste!  Know  ! 
Have  a  care !  Let  it  not  be  ! 

A&3U/jawwa<,The  interior  fat  ofthe  eye. Strength, 

vigour  in  a  camel.  Remains  of  marrow. 

A  \d^\3>  hdnaza.  Behold  ! 

A         hdni^  (pi.  ̂j>fc)  Humble,  submissive. 

p  &')\sti  hdna.  Is  it  not  ? 

p  jjUs  hdni,  (in  Pehlevi)  Sit  down. 

A^lfi)  lidnis,  A  domestic  servant. 
p  jl*  /m/y.  Used  when  charging  an  enemy. 

P(^jlj&  hdwush,  (ord*^jU&  hdwusfit)  (in  zand 
and  Pazand)  A  disciple  or  follower  of  a  prophet. 

Attached,  dependant. 

p  (jj^i*  haroan,  A  mortar.  Vulva.  Hdwin,  (in 
zand  and  Paz.)  The  first  of  the  five  daily  prayers. 

A  (jjlfc  hdwan  or  hdwun,  A  mortar. 

p  &L*J45  ̂ ^j'j''  hdwan-dasta,  Pestle  and  mortar. 

p  t_-> ̂ (jj^  hdwan-hoh,  A  pounder  in  a  mortar. 
A  maker  of  ink. 

A  ̂jjj^  hdwun,  (pl.^^^j\_jfc  /<a?yaH,'m)  A  mortar. 
A  tj'jljsi  /mwi,  A  locust.    Fallen  headlong. 
A  hdwiy,  Aerial,  airy,  windy. 

A  Wjla  hdrviyat.  The  nethermost  hell.  A  deep, 

dark  place,  gulf,  pit-fall.  Locusts.  (A  woman) 
deprived  of  her  children.    Air,  sky. 

p       &lj\i>  hdwiya-band,  Hell-closing. 

p  Jlji*         hdwiya-misdl,  Hell-like,  infernal. 
A  i\s>  hah,  A  tip-cat.    A  threat.  Laughter. 
A        hashuf,  A  laugher,  giggler. 

A  -s^lfcljt  hashds,  (or  'b\s>\S>  hashasat)  (v. n.  of  li>li6 
Q)  Calling  (camels)  to  (their)  provender  by  saying 
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the  words  ̂   ̂   his  his.  Checking  (camels)  by  the 
words        has  has.  Laughing,  ̂ faj/ta^,  A  laugher. 

A  [jjci'Jt  hdhund,  Here.  Hither. 

A  f^\s>  hdy,0\  ah!  alas!  Well  done!  strange! 

p  ̂J\s>\>\i>  Ibdydlidy,  The  cries  of  mourners. 

p  ̂_J•y^blfc  hdydhuy.  Shout  of  joy  and  festivity. 
A  hdsib,  Timid,  timorous,  afraid,  fearful. 

A^lfc  hdsij,  Furious,  raging,  rampant.  Anger, 

rage.  Dry, withered  (herbage).  ̂ \^\  al  hasij,  A.  fa- 
rious,  mettlesome  stallion  in  a  state  of  excitement. 

A  'i^lfc  hdsijat,  (Ground)  whose  herbage  or 
pot-herbs  are  turning  yellow  from  want  of  mois- 

ture.   Dry  (ground). 

A  iy^\s>  hdsid,  Repeptant,  returning  to  duty. 

A jjli6  hdsir.  Tumbled  down,  ruined,  falling  into 
misfortune  ;  crumbling  into  ruins. 

A  ̂ jUfc  hdsi^  Liquid,  melted  (lead).  Dark 

(night).  Hdsi^  (or  ̂ \St>  hdsi^ldsi^  Timid, 
languid,  cowardly.  jdsi^hdsi^  Hun- 

gry and  voracious. 
A  &jolfc  hdsi^t,  A  horrible  noise,  fearful  sound. 
A  L-OjUa  hdsif.  Very  thirsty. 

A  &i)\i>  hdslfat,  (Camels)  turning  their  open 
mouths  to  the  wind  from  intense  thirst. 

A  Jjlfc  Aa^27, Terrible,  horrible,  frightful.  Huge, 

large.  One  wholetsoutorpoursforth(flourorsand). 

(Sand)  poured  forth.  aJjlfi>  wdki^si  hdsila, 
A  dreadful  accident, 

dsim.  Astonished,  confused,  wandering, 

distracted,  furious,  from  love  or  any  other  cause. 

p  ftjolfc  hdyina,  Destitute,  helpless.  Doubtless. 

A  Ol^.Ub  hdyahdt,  (or  ̂J^\i>  hdyahdn)  Off"! 
P  {j:^  hdy  hdy,  Quick,  quick!  Cries  of the  distressed. 

P  hdy  huy.  Noisy  mirth,  festivity,  con- 
viviality. Make  haste !  be  quick !    Hue  and  cry. 

p  a.xJ\j&  hdsina,  (or  eijoUb)  Always.  Certainly. 

A  Grant  it,  allow  it  to  be  so.  Fear  thou. 

p         Idb,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Leave  alone. 
A  t!l*£>  liahb,  (v.  n.  of  tll/i>)  Awaking,  rising 

(from  sleep).  Blowing  with  violence  (wind).  Be- 
ing active,  brisk,  nimble,  swift  (a  camel).  Coming. 

Beginning,  setting  about  a  thing.  Calling  the  male 
to  the  female.  Cutting.  Being  shaken  or  brandished 

(a  sword).  Departing,  being  absent,  or  lying  hid 
a  while.  Being  routed,  fleeing  away. 

A  ̂ Ijkfc  habds,  (or  i— habdb)  Dust,  especially 

the  finer  particles  which  fly  about,  and  are  only 

conspicuous  in  the  sun's  rays.  (pi.  p{iJb\  ahbds) 

(A  man)  of  little  understanding,  p  jjtiji^ljjti  hahd hardan.  To  reduce  to  powder,  to  annihilate.  To  ex- 

hale, evaporate. 

A  'if\x^\  al  habdsat,  A  psirt  of  Arabia.  'iAi^^] 
yawmu'l  habdsat,  A  battle  fought  there  (near  the walls  of  Madlna). 

al—>IjJ6  hibdb,  (v.n.  of  i^^*)  Being  brisk,  swift. 

Rattling  at  nitting-time  (a  he-goat). 



A  (— habhab,  Violent,  blustering  (wind). 

A  isUfc  habat,  Name  of  a  place  within  the  tribe 

of  Ghatafan,  -where  a  battle  was  fought. 
A  OUfc  hibdt,  (pi.  of       hibat)  Gifts. 

Ajljkfc  habbar,  Sharp  (sword).  A  very  hairy 

monkey,  (j^'^jl^^  al habbarani,T!wo  Syrian  months 
called  hanm  (December  and  January). 

A  cL)jVj>fc  hubarik,  Grown  up  (youth),  of  age. 

A  H^Ufc  hubariyat,  Flocks  of  wool,  or  the  down 
which  falls  from  feathers. 

A  &^lfS>  hubariyat,  (Wind)  raising  and  sweep- 
ing; along;  the  dust. 

A  (^plSfc  habbash,  One  who  acquires  or  collects, 

who  scrapes  together  for  his  family. 

A  iuJ>Ujb  hubashat,  A  crowd.  A  herd. 

A  ̂IjJs  hiba^  (pi.  of  hubaQ  (Asses'  colts) of  the  last  birth. 

A  hubaki^  Short,  dwarfish,  and  compact. 
p  (^Ij.S>  habaJi,  Top  of  a  mountain.  Crown  of 

the  head.  The  dyeing  matter  of  gum-lac. 
A  JUi6  habal,  Name  of  a  tree. 

A  J^i»  Jiabbal,  One  who  searches  or  watches 

to  catch  or  to  deceive.  A  hunter.  One  who  lays 
snares  for  man  or  beast. 

A  s.^\x&  habalat,  Search,  endeavour ;  petition. 

A  Jj^lfJs  Jmbanik,  A  boy,  a  servant. 

A  i^^Uis  habamJi,  Boys. 
A  habaAb,  (A  garment)  torn  to  pieces. 

A  'k>\iS>  hubayat,  The  bark  of  a  tree. 
A  L_.*J^  hibab,  A  worn  or  tattered  garment,  (pi. 

of       hibbat)  Rags,  tatters. 

A  ivfc  hibat,  (v.n.  of  i_>A>j)  Giving,  bestowing. 
Pardoning,  forgiving,  (pi.  CL>\iS>  hibat)  A  gift,  a 

present,  p  (jiip  CoSs  hibat  hardan.  To  give,  be- 

stow.  A  Hubat,  Provision  for  any  undertaking. 

A  iLjIfc  habbat,  (v.  n.  of  cl^fc)  Rattling  at  rut- 

ting-time  (a  he-goat).  Habbat  or  hibbat.  An  hour; 
a  short  time  before  dawn  ;  any  space  of  time;  a 

year.  habbatu'' sh  shahr.  The  remainder 
of  a  month.  Habbatan,  At  once,  in  a  moment. 

Jt>^\  &j!fi>  habbatan  mini'd  dahri,  Ashort  space, 
a  good  while,  some  time.  Sabbat  or  hibbat,  (v. 

n.  of  ul*fc)  Cutting.  Hibbat,  The  penetrancy  of  a 

sword,  its  power  of  piercing  and  entering  into.  (pi. 
hibab)  A  rag,  tatter.  Ecstasy. 

A  C^xSbhabt,  (v.  n.  of  LL*J>to)  Descending.  Strik- 
ing, beating  down. 

A  S^fc  habtat.  Weakness  of  mind;  cowardice, 

baseness;  dotage, madness, silliness.  A  stroke, blow, 

habtar,  Short-bodied ;  a  dwarf. 

A  ̂   habj,(y.  n.  of  ̂ )  Striking  (with  a  stick). 
Habaj,  A  sort  of  tumour  on  a  camel's  udder. 

A  lijjs  habd,  (v.  n.  of  liJkfc)  Gathering,  bruising, 

or  boiling  the  seeds  of  the  colocynth  ;  serving  them 

up  before  any  one.  The  wild  gourd,  or  its  seed. 

p  habad,  A  piece  of  board  used  to  level  the 

surface  of  a  new-ploughed  field. 
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A  habz,  (v.  n.  of  3a&)  Running,  making 

haste,  being  swift  of  foot.  Flying  fast  (a  bird). 

A^Js  habr,  (v.  n.  of  j<fc)  Cutting  (meat),  cut- 
ting off  (a  piece).  Pausing  at  the  beginning  of  a 

verse  in  reading  the  Kur'an  (a  practice  disap- 
proved of).  Flesh.  Painful  (blow).  (A  blow) 

which  divides,  so  that  a  part  falls  off.  (pl.j^ffc  hu- 
bur  or  hubr)  Level  or  low  ground  or  sands.  Hubr, 

Refuse  which  falls  from  flax.  A  grape-stone,  (pi. 

of^  habr)  Level  or  low  grounds  or  sands.  Habar, 

(v.  n.  oij^)  Being  full  of  flesh  (a  camel).  Habir, 

Very  fleshy  (camel),  jijj^  habir  rcabir,  A  very 
fleshy  and  hairy  camel.  Hubiir,  (pi.  of^^juis  habi?') 
Level  or  low  grounds,  especially  amongst  hills. 

p      habar,  The  pus  and  matter  of  a  sore. 

aJ*^  hibirr.  Cut  ofl^,  separated  from  the  rest. 
A         habras.  Very  fleshy  (she-camel). 
A  habrat,  A  shell  used  to  avert  the  effect 

of  a  malignant  eye.  A  charm  used  by  women  to  se- 
cure the  affections  of  men.  A  piece  of  flesh  with- 

out bone.  Habirat,  Very  fleshy  (she-camel). 

A  habraj,  A  light,  quick  pace.  One  who 

walks  proudly,  or  in  a  disordered  manner.  Gar- 

ments painted  or  dyed  with  difi"erent  colours.  A 
bull.  An  old  deer.  Habraj  or  hibrij,  Large  and  fat. 

A  ^  habrajat.  The  painting  of  a  garment. 

A  haughty  or  disordered  step. 

A  Si^^yj*.*  io^ii^  hibirdanat  mibirdanat.  Bread 
crumbled  into  broth,  cold,compact,  even,  and  round. 

A  tsjjf^  hibriziy.  Pure  gold.  A  new  gold  coin. 
Beautiful.  Elegant  Persian  bracelet.  Handsome 

boot.  Alion.   '^jy^^\'^\ummu'l  hibriziy, Kfexew 
A  habrakiy  or  hibrihiy,  A  blacksmith. 

A  goldsmith.  A  maker,  artificer,  smith.  A  moun- 
tain or  wild  bull. 

A  habrak,  (A  youth)  grown  up,  of  age. 
Full,  complete  (youth). 

A  habrakat,  A  soft,  delicate  girL 

A         habarka^  A  dwarf ;  short-bodied. 
A  Ji>is  habarhal,  A  lusty  handsome  youth. 

A  'iicji)  /m&rawfl^,  Voraciousness,  gluttony.  Lo- 
quacity, babbling,  garrulity. 

A  habrun,  Hebron  in  Palestine. 

A  *i> jkS)  hibriyat.  Scales  or  scurf  on  the  head. 
Flocks  falling  from  cotton,  or  down  from  feathers. 

Ayjb  habz,  (v.  n.  of  j<S>)  Cutting  (meat),  cut- 
ting ofl^  a  piece.  Waxing  fat  (a  camel). 

A  ij^y^  habazan,  (v.  n.  of  j<fc)  Dying,  espe- 
cially suddenly. 

A  (j"JJ6  habas,  The  violet.  A  kind  of  wild  thyme 

or  betony.    The  herb  ox-eye.  Mallows. 

A  habsh,  (v.  n.  of  ;jiJvJ»)  Collecting,  scrap- 

ing together.  Overtaking,  reaching,  finding.  Ac- 

quiring, carrying  home.    A  painful  blow. 
A  cj<=ffc  habas,  (v.  n.  of  U^)  Being  brisk, 

cheerful,  active.  Lying  eagerly  in  wait  (for  game). 

Being  greedy  (about  to  eat),  with  a  degree  of  flurry. 

Alacrity, cheerfulness.  Haste.  iZ'aJ«s,Brisk, active. 

A  ̂j^^  habasa',  A  brisk,  quick  pace. 
Alixfc  habt,  (v.  n.  of  Ixxfc)  Sending,  letting,  or 

throwing  down,  precipitating.  Lowering  or  beating 

down  (a  price).  Attenuating,  emaciating  (as  dis- 
ease). Entering.  Causing  to  enter.  Striking,  shaking 

(anything).  Decrease.  Afall  into  evil  or  misfortune. 
A  jJstxfii  habtat,  Level,  low,  sloping  (ground). 

A  ̂ JJ&  haba^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Coming  suddenly 
from  all  quarters  (men).  Stretching  out  the  neck 
(as  a  camel  or  ass)  when  going  quick ;  beginning 

to  do  so  (a  colt).  Huba^  (pi.  C.>l*a&  huba^t  and 

^l^fc  hiba^  A  camel's  colt  of  the  last  birth,  or  end 
of  the  breeding  season  d*-^  rei&a^implying,  of  the 
first  or  beginning  of  the  season). 

A  (j^JtJJs  haba^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Beginning  to 

stretch  out  (his)  neck  (a  camel's  colt). 

A'i*^ Ituba^it ,{^eva.oi  ̂ ^huba^  (pi.  OIjoJs 

huba^t)  Camels'  colts  of  the  last  birth. 
A         habha^  Short  and  compact;  dwarfish. 
p  uiljjs  habak.  The  palm  of  the  hand. 

A  hubakat.  Foolish.  Loose  earth  into 
which  the  feet  sink. 

A  (JjkJs  habal,  (v.  n.  of  iJjJs)  Being  deprived 

by  death  (a  mother  of  her  children).  Bereavement. 
ihtabala  habaluka,  It  becomes  thee, 

it  is  proper  for  thee.  Habil,  (A  wolf)  lying  on 

the  watch.  Hibil,  Corpulent,  aged  (man,  camel, 

or  ostrich).  Hubal,  Name  of  an  ancient  idol  in 

the  temple  of  Mecca.  Name  of  the  father  of  the 
Kelibite  tribe  of  Arabians. 

A  Jj^  hiball.  Heavy-bodied,  slow.  Old.  Hi- 
ball  and  hibill,  Corpulent  and  tall  (man). 

A  Oi)okj6  hubalat,  Descendants  of  Hubal. 

A  hiblis,  (There  is  not)  any  one,  nobody 

(at  home). 

A  ̂1jJ&  hibla^  A  bandog  of  the  breed  called 
saluhiy ;  or  simply,  a  dog.  Hibla^  (^t^ 

habulla^  or  hiblaQ  A  glutton  ;  one  who  has 
a  wide  throat;  a  devourer  of  large  mouthfuls. 

A  haballak,  A  dwarf. 

A         hibilla',  A  haughty  or  strutting  pace. 

A  i^Aii>  hiblis.  Some  one,  any  one. 
A  hiibnuk,  A  boy,  a  servant. 

A  jjj'^  habannak,  A  dwarf.    A  fool. 
A  'isu^  Jiabnakat,  The  act  of  sitting  on  the  in- 

side of  the  thighs. 

A  liabannakat,  Name  of  a  man. 

habanka^  Proud ;  foolish.    Fond  of 
talking  with  women.  One  who  begs  with  a  stick 
in  his  hand.  One  who  does  not  stir  when  once  seated. 

A  **fllf^  habanka^t,  A  mode  of  sitting  on  the 
point  of  the  toes,  with  the  thighs  joined  together, 

and  the  legs  diverging  from  each  other.  A  camel 
that  hangs  the  lip. 

A(.dUjJ6  habannak,  Foolish,  silly.  Weak,  lan- 

guid.     One  who  acts  fraudulently ;  who  goes 



about  wliispering  slander. 

A  'iC'xyb  hahannahat,  Slothful,  knavish,  cow- 
ardly.   Foolish,  weak,  languid  (woman). 

A  ̂^iffi>  hubnuk,  A  boy,  a  servant. 

A  &j»_jjai>  huhnuhat,  A  flute,  pipe,  psaltery. 

A  JjJuofc  hahnik  or  hibnih,  A  boy,  a  servant. 

A  jAJ&  habw,  Name  of  a  tribe. 

A  jijkjb  hubuw,  (v.  n.of\jkJ&  for^Afc)  Being  raised 

and  flying  in  the  air  (dust).  Dying.  Running  off. 

A  t^jAfc  halub,  A  wind  which  blows  hard  and 

raises  the  dust.  Hubub,  (v.  n.  of  iJIL*&)  Awaking, 

breakingfrom  sleep.  Blowing  furiously  (the  wind). 

A  io_jjJ6  habubat,  Strong,  dust-raising  (wind). 
A         habwat,  Dust.  Darkness. 

Aj^Js  liabur,  A  spider.    Hiibur,  (pi.  of_^ 
habr)  Low  grounds  or  sands.  Large  stones  on  hills. 

A  j^fc  liabbur,  A  small  ant. 

AjjiSb  hubuz,  (v.  n.of  j<Js)  Dying,  and  suddenly. 

A  Isjjjs  habut,  A  steep  or  sloping  place.  Su- 
bul,  (v.  n.  of  Wfc)  Descending  from  a  height.  De- 

creasing,falling  (price).  Reducing,  lowering  prices. 

Emaciating  any  one  (sickness).  Descent,  declivity, 

r  ̂̂ is^  \s^xi>  hiibut  Imrdan,  To  go  down,  descend. 

A         hubu^,  (v.  n.  of        Coming  suddenly 

from  all  quarters.  Stretching  out  the  neck  (a  ca- 
mel or  ass)  going  quick ;  beginning  to  do  so  (a  colt). 

A^xSb  hubucjli,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Sleeping. 
A  (JjAfc  liabul,  Bereaved  (mother). 
A  habun,  A  spider. 

A  L-^\^ici  habliab,  The  vapour  called  also  i— 

sa>'a&,  mirage.  A  kind  of  boy's  game.  Swift. 
A  4— ̂ .fJ^  habliab,  A  wolf  light  and  swift. 

A  ̂ i-^  habhabat,  (v.n.  of  t—t^^Afc  Q)  Rattling 

at  rutting-time  (a  he-goat).    Slaughtering,  sacri- 

ficing. The  motion  of  the  vapour  I—-']/**  sarab,  or 
mirage.  Swiftness.  A  checking,  driving,  or  crying 

(to  cattle).  Waking,  watchfulness.  Swift. 

A  t^-^fi>  habhab'iy,  Quick-going  (camel).  A 
shepherd,  pastor.  A  he-goat  that  leads  the  flock. 

A  skilful  camel-driver,  one  who  sings  well  to  them 
(which  these  animals  are  very  fond  of,  and  travel 

in  consequence  with  a  rapid  pace).  Excellent  (ser- 
vant). A  butcher.  Light,  slight.  Swift. 

A  'Bli~f^i>  7ta&/iaK2/ai,  Light,  active  (she-oamel). 
p  &/<ili  &Jtfc  hiba-nama,  Testament,  deed  of  gift. 

A^fc  habi,  Used  in  calling  to  a  horse  to  back. 

A  ̂ fc  hubba',  (Stars)  concealed  by  dust. 
A  ̂ fc  habat/y,Ajounghoy.  Sabty,A]\tt\e  girl. 

Au-kJ;J^/iaZ)^&,(v.n.of  CL^b)  Blowing  (the  wind). 

Awaking,risingfrom  sleep.  Rattling  (as  a  he-goat). 
A  a.xJ&  liabayyat  or  habiyat,  A  young  girl. 

A  habit,  Cowardly,  timid. 

A  ̂ rfis  habij,  A  deer  with  two  oblong  lines  on 
the  side  different  in  colour  from  the  rest. 

A^*fc  habayyaj,  A  youth  healthy  and  vigorous. 

A  ̂ jJ6  hdbayyahh,  A  young  boy,  a  youth  full 
of  health  and  vigour.  Languid,  relaxed.  Worth- 
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less.  A  fool,  A  lai'sre  river  or  channel. 

A  habayyahhat,  A  younggirl  full  of  juice. 
A  woman  giving  suck.  A  haughty  air  in  walking. 

A  habayyakha',  A  haughty  air  in  walking. 

A  JJkjJfc  hab'id.  The  bitter  gourd  or  its  seed. 
A  joi>  hahir,  (A  blow)  which  divides,  so  that  a 

part  falls  off.  Level  or  low  ground  or  sands.  Pu- 

denda, (pl.^^  /m&wrand  'i^^  ahbirat)  Level  or 
low  ground,  especially  amongst  hills. 

A  *i_ju£>  hubnyrat,  A  hyena.  A  hyena's  whelp. 
A  man's  name,  'ij^  abu  hubayrat,  The  male 
frog.  ummu  hubayrat,  A  female  frog. 

A  '^J^i^  hubayratan.  At  no  time,  never. 
A  habit.  Lean,  slender,  meagre,  emaciated 

by  disease.  Lean  (she-camel). 

A  (Jji^iS'  habil,  Abel,  son  of  Adam. 

A  ̂ yy^  habaynagh,  Foolish. 
A  ̂ yy^  habaynah,  A  boy,  a  servant. 

p  f^^y^  habyun,  (or  i^^^f^Si  hajiyuii)  Opium. 
p  '^^iSi  hapah,  Top  or  crown  of  the  head. 

p  i^iji  hapad,  An  agricultural  implement  for 

levelling  ploughed  ground,  a  harrow. 

p  jsfc  hapar.  The  pus  or  matter  of  a  sore. 
A  cl*S>  hatt,{Y.  n.  of  C^)  Relating  (any  thing) 

readily  and  with  propriety.  Tearing(thegarments). 

Breaking,  dashing  to  pieces.  Pouring  out.  Laying 

orthrowingdown,deposingfrom  any  dignity;  caus- 
ing to  lose  rank  or  reputation.  Drawing,  stripping 

off  (the  leaves  of  a  branch).  Drawing  out  the 

thread  in  spinning  (a  woman).    A  fracture. 

A  hats,  (v.  n.  of  Ukfi>)  Striking.  Hats:, 
(hits,  AjJb  hitas,  or  5 life  hatsai)  Time;  an  hour, 

especially  of  the  night.  Hatas,  (v.  n.  of  (jfc)  Being 

bent.  Eating  (meat).  A  fissure,  rent,  tear,  crevice. 
A  Ollfc  hattat.  Ready  in  speech  ;  talkative. 

Ajljkfc  hitar,  (v.  n.  3  of Jis>)  Speaking  oppro- 
briously,  provoking  by  reproaches. 

A  (__iljj6  hutaf,  (v.  n.  of  i_aifc)  Exclaiming, 

calling  to  one.  Praising.  Complimenting  (a  lady) 

on  (her)  beauty. 

A  Hilils  hattafat.  Twanging  (bow-string). 

AcDlifc  hattah,  Violater,  ravisher,  profaner. 

A  'ii6\j.s>  hutamat.  Fragment,  bit,  broken  piece. 

A  (jlia  hatani,  (du.  of  »ii>fc  hazihi)  These  two. 

A  i^ii>  haitan,  Glib-tongued ;  ready  speaker. 

(A  cloud)  pouring  forth  small  but  incessant  rain. 

A yJihatr,  (v.  n.  of j<j&)  Tearing,  cutting,  break- 

ing. Tearing  (one's)  reputation,  slandering,  defam- 
ing. Impairing  the  intellect,  making  (one)  a  dotard 

(old  age).  Hiti',  {\>\.jG3t\  ahtar)  KWe.  An  idle, 
foolish  speech.  A  blunder,  slip  of  the  tongue,  mis- 

take. A  wonderful  thing :  portent,  omen,  prodigy. 

The  first  half  of  the  night.  A  misfortune.  y>\s>  JfSb 

hitri  hath',  The  speech  of  a  silly  dotard.  A  won- 

der of  wonders.  j\jJi>\^  hitri  ahtar,  Cunning, 
shrewd,  knavish.  Hutr,  Folly,  mental  aberration 

from  age,  disease,  or  grief. 

A  ij^  hatrat.  Ridiculous  folly,  stupidity. 

A  ̂jii  hatrak,  A  lion. 
p  eCJkfc  hatsha,  Ice. 

A  ̂ jJ&  hat^  An  approaching  quickly. 
A  («_Ajj!>  hatf,  (v.  n.  of  i__fllfc)  Cooing  (a  dove). 

Calling(to  one),  exclaiming.  iZ'a<a/',Anoise,souBd. 
A  J^ifi>  hatafa,  Twanging  (bow-string). 
A  hath,  (v.  n.  of  ijXis^)  Tearing  (a  veil  or 

curtain),so  as  to  discover  those  who  were  concealed. 

Violating,  ravishing.  Dishonouring,  disgracing, 

defaming.  Revealing,  discovering.  i—^Vs?"  (^ilifc 
lIIa**^?'  hathi  hijabi  ̂ smat,  A  tearing  of  the  veil 
of  chastity,  p  ̂̂ ^^  D^j^  C^ilfc  hathi  ̂ rz  hardan, 
To  defame,  a  Huth,  Midnight.  Hatik,  Levity,  af- 

front, disrespect.  Ilitah,  The  membrane  which 

envelopes  the  head  of  a  new-born  child. 

A  'iSokfii  huikat,  A  rent  in  a  veil  or  curtain.  An 

hour  of  the  night.  Slander,  defamation.  A  re- 

proach, disgrace. 
A  (JjJ&  hatl,  (or  hatalaii)  (v.  n.  of  (Jj^) 

Raining  incessantly  (the  sky),  pouring  down  one 
gentle  shower  after  another.  Flowing  from  the  eyes 

(tears).  Hatil,  (A  cloud)  which  drops  a  gentle  rain. 

A  (Jjjs  huttal,  (Clouds)  letting  fall  a  gentle  but 
incessant  rain. 

A  (j^)oJ»  hataldn,  A  gentle,  incessant  rain. 

A  Jjjk^  hatJa',  Name  of  a  plant. 
A  hatm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂isn)  Smiting  (one)  on  the 

mouth,  and  dashing  out  (his)  front-teeth.  Hatam, 

(v.  n.  of  pXfc)  Losing  the  fore-teeth,  having  them 
struck  out. 

A  -^IcvJS  hatmas,  A  woman  whose  front-teeth 

have  dropped  out,  edentate, 

A  'ijH^  hatmarat.  Loquacity,  talkativeness. A         hatmalat,  A  speaking  low,  muttering. 

A         hatmanat,  Loquacity. 

A  hatn,  (v.  n.  of  tj^ft)  Pouring  forth  a  con- 

tinued rain  (the  sky") ;  raining  awhile,  then  ceasing, 
and  aftei'wards  re-commencing;  raining  gently  but 
without  interruption.  Hutun,  (pi.  of  jj^j^  hatun) 

and  t^i>  huttan,  (pi.  of  ̂jjlfc  hdtin)  (Clouds)  which 

drop  rain  without  intermission. 

AjjljjJ6/iatoware,Apouring  down  continued  rain. 
A  jifc  hatrv,  (v.  n.  of  LjLfc  for  _jjj&)  Breaking, 

crushing  with  the  foot. 

A^jJfc  hutuf,  (or^ySb  hutui)  Fissure,  rent,  crevice. 
A  hatuf.  Twanging  (bow-string). 

A  (JjJJ6  hutul,  A  raining  gently  but  incessantly. 

A  jjyJf  hatun,  (pi.  hutun)  (A  cloud)  drop- 
ping rain  incessantly.  Hutun,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^j^)  Drop- 

ping without  intermission  (rain). 
A  /ifl^Aai,  Ready,  voluble,  talkative. 

A  sijlfc  hathatat,  (v.  n.  of  tJl*^  Q)  Speaking 

readily,  with  propriety.  Crying  lI**  hat  hat 

to  (a  camel)  drinking.  A  fracture. 
A  ̂Jfc  hits,(^i^  hatis,^{^S>  hityds,  or  ̂ ^Sihaty) 

A  part  (of  the  night  has  passed). 



A  fj^^  hatayan,  Small  camels.  Mean,  con- 
temptible men.  Verboseness.  Quilting,  stuffing. 

A  hatihat,  Disgraceful  exposure. 

A5<a4)  hatimat,  The  smaller  (V3v>-  shrubs. 
A  A  lie. 

A  Ll.5lifi>  hassas,  A  liar. 

A  X/c^fc  hasramat,  Talkativeness. 

A  j,ifc  hasm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂,1^6)  Pounding  into  pow- 
der. Giving  frequently  and  liberally  of  one's  pro- 

perty. Hnsum,  Round  sand-hills  rolling  down. 

A  hasmalat,  Corruption.  Confusion,  mix- 
ture. Whispering. 

A  &>i\i6  hasmanat,  Loquaciousness. 

A  Li^lj^  has-kas,  Swift, expeditious.  Confused. 
Dusty  (country  or  city).  A  liar. 

A  has-liasat,  (v.  n.  of  CL)-^  Q)  (Clouds) 

poui'ingdownfast(rain  or  snow).  Kicking  or  tread- 
ing upon  with  vehemence.  Being  unjust  (a  judge). 

Ruling  with  tyranny.  Being  confounded,  mixed. 

p  ̂   haj,  A  straight  and  erect  position.  Pre- 
paration for  an  expedition.  Erecting  any  thing  in 

the  manner  of  a  spear,  holding  it  perpendicular. 

A   ̂   haj,  Used  in  calling  to  a  dog. 

A  ̂   hajj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Demolishing  (a  house). 
Hujj,  A  yoke  on  the  neck  of  an  ox. 

A  hajf,  (v.  n.  of  Is?  )  Being  satisfied  (hunger). 
Eating,  filling  (the  belly).  Stopping  (camels)  in 

order  to  graze.  Hajas,  (v.  n.  of  j^^)  Being  very 
keen  (hunger).  Business  that  has  been  broken  off. 

A  hijas,  (v.  n.  of  Is?  for_jS?)  Satirizing, 
ridiculing,  railing  atjlampooning,  laughing  to  scorn. 

Dividing  into  syllables,spelling.  Satire,bitter  words, 

reproach.  Form,  figure.  i^j>-lia,rfuhyasin, 

A  letter  of  the  alphabet.  J^ls-  ̂la'  hijan 
haza,  In  this  manner,  p  hija  hardan,  To 

connect  the  letters,  to  syllable,  spell.  To  compose 
a  satire,  to  ridicule. 

A  'i\js^  haj  at,  A  frog. 
A  sU*  hujasat.  Foolish,  stupid.  A  fool. 
A  hajaj,  A  quick  pace.  Hajaja  or  hajaji, 

A  conceited  or  stubborn  man.  One  who  restrains 

others  from  any  thing. 

A  Xs-ls?  hajajat,  Foolish  (man).  Dust. 

AC£iA=>-ls^  /«a;?a/cri/^a,Haveacare!  I'efrainfrom ! 

Aj\^  li'ijar,  A  bow-string.  A  ring  at  which 
thePersians  were  used  to  shoot.  A  chain.  A  diadem. 

A  rope  which  ties  the  foot  of  a  camel  to  his  girth. 

A  hajaris,  (pi.  of  i^j^  hijriii)  Foxes 
or  their  cubs.  Calamitous  times. 

A  ̂jjI^  hajjas,  A  lion  on  the  listen. 

A  ̂Is?  haja^  (erroneously  for  -A- 
conceited  or  stubborn  man. 

A  hijal,  (pi.  of  (J-s?  hajl)  Large  plains, 

(pi.  of  J-A^  hajil)  Low,  level  grounds. 

A  "iJl^  hajjalat,  A  widow. 
A  ̂^^^  hijan,  Noble  and  excellent  (woman). 

Base,  wicked  (fellow).  Good, fertile  (ground).  The 
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better  class  of  people.  Excellent  white  (camel  or 

camels),  (pi.  of  XJjiS?'  hajinat)  The  daughters  of 
free  fathers  and  slave  mothers. 

A  ̂jl^  ht/jjan,(y\.  of  /lajy)  Lines  drawn 
by  a  conjuror  on  the  ground. 

A         hajdnat.  Goodness,  excellence,  nobility 

of  birth,    mjdnat,  (v.  n.  of  f^^)  Being  born  of 
a  slave  mother  from  a  free  father.  Foulness,  baseness. 

A  ijUf^  hajdicat,  Heat,  sultriness  (of  the  day). 
Pjjls?  hajdwar,  An  assembly  of  people.  Name 

of  a  country  famous  for  handsome  people. 

A  hujdhij.  Thick,  gross. 

A  (^^s?  hajdsin,  (pi.  of  jjl^  hijdn)  White  and 
noble  (camels),  (pi.  of  &aas^  hajinat)  The  daugh- 

ters of  free  fathers  and  slave  mothers. 

A  Mjdsiy,  Relating  to  the  alphabet,  alpha- 

betical. i_-jj5j^^  al  huruful  hijdHyat,  The 
letters  of  the  alphabet. 

A  i_->5^ A  driving.  Celerity.  Athreshing. 

A        hajid,  A  word  used  in  calling  to  a  horse. 

A  6^  hujjad,  (pi.  of  lijS?  hajud)  Those  who 

pray  by  night. 

A  ̂'^^  Mjdam,  A  word  for  urging  on  a  horse, 
p  Sii^  hajdah,(^  for  iSi^St  hashtdah)  Eighteen. 

J\y6  hajdah  hazdr,  Eighteen  thousand, 
p  hajdahum,  The  eighteenth. 

A- hajr,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Separating,  dividing, 

or  cutting  ofi^.  Leaving,  abandoning,  deserting 
friends  or  country.  Speaking  deliriously  (as  a  sick 

man).  Abstaining  from  venery  during  Ramazan 

or  Lent.  Fastening  one  end  of  a  rope  round  a  ca- 

mel's foot,  and  the  other  at  the  saddle-girth.  Sepa- 
ration, disjunction,  desertion  of  country  or  friends. 

Absence.  Mid-day,  or  the  more  sultry  time  of  the 
day  which  follows  it.  Beautiful,  elegant.  Generous, 
liberal.  Good,  excellent.  A  halter,  a  bridle,  (pi. 

ls?\  ahjar)  Fruitful  (country).  hajra''n 
hdr,  At  mid-day.  j^?  j^S-  e-xi^l  U  md  lakay- 

tuhu  hajrin,  I  have  not  met  him  for  an  entire 

year,  or  during  the  whole  of  the  week,  or  since  his 

absence.  Hijr,  Superior,  super-excellent.  Excel- 
lent (camel).  Hujr,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Doting,  raving, 

talking  nonsense  (in  sleep  or  sickness).  Dotage. 

Trifling  conversation, idle  garrulity.  Afoolish  or  im- 

proper speech.  Hajar,  Name  of  a  tract  of  country 
in  Arabia  called  hahrayn ;  (according  to 

others)  that  part  of  Bahrayn  which  borders  on 

najd.  Name  of  the  capital  of  Bahrayn.  Name  of 

a  city  in  Yaman  and  of  a  village  nearMadina.  ̂ *axS 

j<  ha  mubzi^  tamrin  ila'  hajar,  Like  one 
carrying  dates  for  sale  to  Hajar  (where  they  are 

found  in  the  greatest  abundance;  Coals  to  New- 

castle). iZoJfV,  Elegant,  excellent.  One  who  walks 
weakly,  as  if  weighed  down.  Ilujur,  (pi.  o^j^ 

hajlr)^'La.rge  cisterns  for  watering  cattle. 
A  hajran,  (A  tree  growing)thick  and  long. 

A.j^  hijirr,  Flight  to  villages  or  towns. 

J 
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A  hajrds,  Foolish,  shameful, improper  con- 
versation. Power,  ability. 

A  hijrdn,  (v.  n.  of^^)  Cutting  oflF.  De- 
parting, being  separated  from,  or  not  frequenting 

friends ;  leaving  one's  country.  Separation,  dis- 
junction, remoteness,  distance  from  friends. 

A  hajrat.  One  year.  Hijrat  or  hujrat,  De- 

parture from  one's  country  and  friends,  separation 

of  lovers  or  friends,  'i^"^^  al  hijrat,  The  Hajira, 
or  flight  of  Muhammad  from  Mecca  to  Madina, 

which,  in  the  reign  of  the  caliph  Omar,  was  ordered 
to  be  considered  as  the  Muhammadan  gera. 

'ij^^  sanatu'l  hijrat,  The  year  of  the  Hijra.  ̂ si 

'ij^  kadtmu  hijratin,  An  old  man.  f^Kij^"^^  al  kij- ratdni,  The  two  flights  or  emigrations,  i.e.  the  one 

above-mentioned,  and  the  other  of  many  Muham- 

madans  to  Ethiopia,  i^j^^"^^  j  '^  zu'l  hijratayn. One  who  made  both  these  migrations. 

A  {^j^  hijris,  (pi.  i^J.^  hajaris)  A  fox,  or 
the  cub  of  a  fox  ;  also  another  animal  smaller  than 

a  fox,  which  prowls  about  in  the  night.  A  bear. 

An  ape,  monkey,  baboon.  Worthless,  avaricious. 

Small  (rain)  freezing  into  hail  or  hoar-frost. 

A^^;^  /i<yVa^ or  As; ?'a^,  Foolish,  insane.  Long, tall ;  thin,  meagre.  Long  and  lame.  Alight,  swift 
hunting  dog,  a  greyhound. 

A  i^j^  ̂^y  i'^y,  Of,  or  according  to,  the  Muham- madan agra.  Hajariy,  Native  of  Hajar. 

A  l^^4?  hijt'iya',  Manner,  custom. 
A^^  /<aj2,The  passing  of  a  thought  in  the  mind. 

A  low  unintelligible  voice  ;  any  thing  muttered. 

A  hijzo.^  A  coward. 

A  ̂J«s?  hajs,  (v.  n.  of  ̂j«s.^)  Coming  into  mind. 
Averting,  driving  from.  Whatever  one  recollects  or 

thinks  of.  Whatever  passes  in  one's  mind.  Instinct. 
A  low  unintelligible  voice;  any  thing  muttered. 

A  ̂jIjS?  hajsh,  (v.  n.  of  (ji:S.^)  Pushing  or  driv- 
ing gently.  Irritating,  exciting,  stirring  up.  De- 

siring, longing  for. 
A  hajshat,  A  rising  up,  going  away. 

A        haja^,  (fut.         yahja^i)  He  slept. 

A  fiaj^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Satisfying  (hunger), 

if/y^, /itt/if^,or /««ya^,Sensel  ess, though  tlesSjCareless. 

A         hujja^  (pi.  of  |«>-li&  hoji^  Sleepers. 

A  *3^s?  haj^t,  A  gentle  sleep,  a  slumber  in  the 
beginning  of  the  night.  Night-watches.  Hij^t, 

A  manner  of  sleeping.  Hij^t  or  hvja^t,  Sense- 
less, foolish,  careless. 

A  haj^mat,  Boldness,  audacity. 
A  ^^cjof,  ("^-     of  I— as?)  Being  hungry. 

Being  loose  and  flabby  (the  body).  Falling  here 

and  there  by  disease  and  death. 
A  i—fls?  hijaff.  An  old  ostrich.  Stupid,  lazy, 

slow  (man  or  ostrich).  Large-bellied. 

A  ̂^l^s?  hajfdn.  Thirsty. 
A  Xfls?  h.ijfat,A.  side,  part,  tract,or  quarter  moist 

and  wet.  Hajifat,  Thin,  lean  (woman). 



A  (__fl:^^  /w/fl/ya/',  One  with  a  capacious  belly. 
A  Jjs?  hajl,  (v.  n.  of  (Jj?^)  Looking  slily  a- 

skance.  Throwing,  hurling  (the  cane-spear),  (pi. 

JUs?\  ahjal,  JUs?  /ryaZ,  Jj:S?  hujul,  and  0^:s? 
hajnldt)  A  large  plain,  valley,  or  wood  between 

mountains.  Hujul,  Unbeaten,  unused  (road). 

A  hajm,  (v.  n.  of  j»^)  Driving  in,  forcing 
to  enter.  Urging  on,  thrusting  forward,  driving 

away.  Beingstill  and  quiet, keeping  silence.  Break- 

ing down,  overthrowing  (a  house).  Being  subdued 

and  weakened  (disease).  Exhausting  (by  milking). 

Being  deeply  sunk  in  the  socket  (the  eye).  Sweat- 

ing. Making  the  eyes  close  in  sleep.  Sweat,  per- 

spiration. Hajm  or  hajam,  (pi.  j«l:s?\  ahjdm)  A 
cup,  capacious  bowl  or  goblet. 

A  hajmat,  Assault,  onset,  attack.  Rigour 
or  severity  of  winter.  Sultry  heat  of  summer.  A 

herd  of  camels,  from  forty  to  a  hundred. 

A  (^s?  hajn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^s?')  Being  married  too 
young  (a  girl).  Bearing  fruit  for  the  first  time  (a 

female  palm-tree).  Hujun,  (pi.  of  ̂j^js*  hajln  or 
aiA^s?  hajmat)  Sons  or  daughters  of  free  men  by 
slave  women. 

]mjands,{ov f^^^x^  hujnan)  (pl-of^;jss^) 
Men  whose  fathers  are  free  and  mothers  slaves. 

A  hvjnat,  (v.  n.  of  Having  a  free  fa- 
ther and  slave  mother.  Turpitude,baseness,blemi3h. 

Bad  language.  Loss  of  learning.  Worthless  men. 

p  hajand,  An  herb  which,  when  boiled,  is 

given  to  cattle. 

A  ̂J«iJS?  Jiijans,  Heavy. 

^^irs?  hajanna^  (ft 
em.  &xi>sr hajanna^i) 

Long  and  thick.  Bald  (old  man).  Bald  (male 

ostrich)  with  strength  yet  remaining.  A  camel's 
colt  dropped  in  the  hottest  part  of  the  year. 

A  (  fl-xs.*  hajannaf,  Tall  and  wide. 
p         hajnam,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  I  give. 

A  jS?  hajw,  (v.  n.  of  for  ̂ )  Satirizing, 

lampooning,  reproaching,  blaming.  Joining  (let- 

ters) in  syllables,  spelling.  Satire,  lampoon,  pas- 
quinade, p  1^'^^ ̂   hajw  kardan,  To  satirize. 

A  ^  hajm  malih,  Seeming  praise,  but  real 
satire ;  irony. 

A  hujuf,  (v.  n.  of\^)  Being  satisfied  (hun- 

ger). Eating,  filling  (the  belly).  Stopping  (ca- 
mels) in  order  to  graze. 

A  hajud,  (pi.  <i_j5?^  hujud  and  hujjad) 
One  who  says  nightly  prayers.  Hujud,  (v.  n.  of 

t^s*)  Sleeping  in  the  night.  Waking,  watching. 
Laying  the  curved  part  of  the  neck  on  the  ground 

(a  camel).  Sleep. 

Aj^s^  hujur,  (v.  n.  of j^)  Tying  (a  camel) 
with  one  end  of  the  rope  round  (his)  feet  and  the 
other  to  the  saddle-girth. 

A  Hjj^  hajuriy,  A  noonday-meal,  lunch. 

i^^y^huju^  (v.n.of  j^)  Sleeping, especially 
at  night.  Being  satisfied  (hunger).    Sleep,  slum- 
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ber.  Sleepers. 

A  /ti'v;M/,  A  roomy  woman.  A  whore.  Hu- 
jul, Flowing  (tears),  (pi.  of       hajl)  Wide  plains. 

A  hajum,  (Wind)  blowing  down  a  house. 
One  who  enters  suddenly.  Introduced.  Hujum, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Attacking,  invading,  charging,  as- 
saulting,rushingupon  suddenly.  Falling  (a  house). 

Entering  without  leave.  Introducing.  Coming  on 

(winter).  Exhausting  (the  udder)  by  milking.  Be- 
ing deeply  sunk  in  the  socket  (an  ey  e).  An  assault, 

attack,  effort ;  impetuosity. 

A  '&>^^  hujunat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Having  a  free 
father  and  slave  mother.  Turpitude,  deformity. 

A  hajhdj.  Timid,  flying  in  terror.  (A 

camel)  braying  loud.  Cruel,  unfeeling.  Long,  tall. 

Stupid,  foolish.  A  misfortune. 

A  &>-l,jjs?  hajhdjat,  Stupid,  foolish. 
A  ^''Ojhaj,  Used  in  calling  to  sheep.  Hard, 

sterile  ground.  Hujahij,  A  ram.  Water  drank. 

hajhajat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Shouting 
aloud  to  drive  off  (the  lion),  or  checking  (a  camel) 

by  calling  out  ̂   hij.  The  shout  of  the  Kurds  at the  onset  of  a  battle. 

A  ^*<y?/>  (v.  n.  of  j_^^)  Being  uncovered, 

lying  open.    Being  deeply  sunk  (a  camel's  eye). A         hajl.  Spelling. 

A  hajij,(y.  n.of^)Demolishing(a  house). 
A  long  country  that  hurries  travellers  forwards.  A 

deep  valley.  Heat  (of  fire),  (pi.  hujjan)  A 

line  drawn  by  a  conjurer  on  the  ground. 

p  '^JtfS?  Iiajed,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Give  ye. 

p  ̂^;iOL^  hajidan,  To  grow  dry. 

Pj<^  hajir,  Name  of  the  son  of  Karan  bin 
Kawa.  Hujir,  Good,  fair,  select,  choice. 

A^s^  hajlr,  Meridian,  noon,  mid-day.  (pl.jjs? 
hujur)  A  large  and  capacious  cistern  or  trough  for 

watering  cattle.  Dry  herbs,  of  a  salt  and  bitter 

kind,  broken  and  left  by  cattle.  Thick  and  rough 

(wild  ass).  A  large  cup.  A  stallion,  weak,  lan- 
guid from  frequent  covering.  Thick  (milk). 

A  'i>j(^  hajirat,  The  meridian,  mid-day.  Hu- 
jayrat,  (dim.  of  a^rs?  Jiajrat)  An  entire  year. 

A  'ij^  hijjirat,  Manner,  custom. 
A  dsj^  hijjira',  (v.  n.  of  jS?)  Raving,  doting 

(in  sleep  or  sickness).  Manner,  custom.  Jlj  U 

sVjv4*  md  zdla  zdlia  hijjirdhu.  That  never 
ceased  to  be  his  custom. 

AeL-AS?  hajisat,  Milk  spoiled,  or  turning  sour. 

A  haji^  A  third,  a  fourth,  or  a  smaller 
part  of  the  night. 

A  (Jj^  hajll,  (pi.  JW?)  Low  level  ground. 

A  'ie^  hajlmat.  Milk  put  into  a  new  churn- 
ing-bottle  but  not  thickening.  Milk  becoming  thick 
before  it  be  shaken. 

A  hajin,  (pi.         hujun,  ̂ lls?  hujandf, 

jjlis?  hujndn,  (j<>-lj/o  mahdjin,  and  ma- 
hdjinat)  A  man  born  of  a  free  father  and  a  slave 16  c 

mother.  A  horse  got  by  an  Arabian  sire  from  a 

foreign  dam.  A  mean-blooded  pack-horse.  Base, 
sordid.  Milk  not  pure. 

A  &iA:S?  hajmat,  (pi.  j^s?  hujun,  hajdnn, 

and  hijdn)  A  woman  born  of  a  free  father  and 
slave  mother. 

p^  hach  or  huch,  A  halbert  stuck  in  the  ground. 
A  thing  fixed  in  the  ground,  standing  bolt  upright. 

p  hichhdrd,  Useless,  bad. 

p  ̂^sx^  hachulan,To  vex,  grieve,  irritate,  in- 
jure, molest.  To  gape,  yawn.  To  reel,  stagger  (as 

sheep).  To  seize,  carry  oflT.  To  flay  a  sheep. 

A       hikh,  The  noise  in  expectorating. 

Aj.it  hadd,  (v.  n.  of  S.fc)  Breaking,  demolishing, 

ruining.  Being  weak.  A  thick,  hoarse  voice ;  the 

braying  of  a  camel.  The  last  stage  of  old  age.  Li- 

beral. A  generous  man.  (J-?^^  la  hadda'r  ra- 
_;mZm,  Hail!  welcome!  O  most  excellent  man. 

^^,fuldnun  yuhaddu.  So-and-so  is  a  strong,  brave 
fellow.  Hadd  or  hidd,  (pi.  jjj^  haddun  or 

hiddun)  Weak  (hence,  a  threat,  l!k^^Ai5  inni 

la  ffhayru  haddin.  However  weak  I  may  be  (I  will 

humble  you).  ^  haddaha  (or  had- 
diha)  mir  rajulin,  This  is  a  man  sufficient  for  thee. 
Haddi,  Used  when  an  ass  drinks. 

A  iiiA  hads,  (v.  n.  of  !;>«&)  Reposing,  resting,  re- 

maining (in  a  place).  Dying.  A  state,  condition. 
Habit,  mode  of  life.  Hadf  or  huds,  A  part  of  the 

night,  a  third  of  it.  Hada^,  (v.n.  of(^ciJ&)  Bend- 

ing inwards.  Being  crook-backed.  A  protube- 

rance. A  slight  depression  in  a  camel's  bunch  pro- 
duced by  frequent  overloading. 

A  I  ;ii>  hadfds,  A  she-camel  whose  bunch  is 
flattened  by  overloading. 

A  a-*\!Sfc  hiidddsat,  A  slender  horse. 

A(_^li^  hiddb,(p\.of  L->iiJ&  hadab)  Small  leaves 
of  plants  somewhat  resembling  hair. 

A  hudddb.  The  small  leaf  of  a  certain 

plant  resembling  hair.  Impotent,  languid,  slow. 

(Jj*^^  (— ->\!!>.fe  hudddbu'n  nahhl,  Palm-tree  branches. 
A  ,^\si>  huddbid,  Very  thick  milk. 

A  'if-Si>  hadsat,  Part  (of  the  night),  as  far  as  a 
third.  &W  sli3J6  hidsatu  laylatin.  Food  for  a  night. 

A         hadaj^at,  A  kind  of  running  pace. 

A  haddt.  An  instrument.  Huddt,  (pi.  of 

i^ii\s>  hddi)  Guides. 

A^^ii*  /<Mc?a/,  The  tremulous  gait  of  an  old  man. 

A^\!Sfc/tacZ(^q/,(Anoldman)runningtremulously. 
A  hadddat.  Timid,  cowardly. 

A  (.db.ii\iiA  hadddayka.  Slowly,  by  degrees,  fair 

and  softly,  give  a  little  time. 

AjljJs  haddr.  Name  of  the  birth-place  of  Mu- 
saylimat  the  pretender  (styled  al hazzab). 

A  j\is>  hadddr,  A  multitude  plundering  and 
committing  every  kind  of  enormity. 

A  jj«Jj\iiJ&  haddris,  Misfortunes. 
A  'sj\^  huddfat.  Corpulency,  fleshiness. 



A jiljJb  huddkir,  Delicate,  in  good  health. 

A  (J\i>Js  hadal.  Branches  hanging  down.  Si- 

dal,  (pi.  of  S3\ii.Jsi  haddlai)  Crowds. 
A     JJ6  haddlat,  A  crowd.  A  species  of  tree. 

A  ̂di>  huddm,  Giddiness  when  sailing. 
A  haddma',  Ruttish  (she-camels). 

A  (^\iMfc /<?'f/aw,  Foolish.  Slow,  lazy.  Timid. 
A  huddnat,  Peace,  tranquillity.  A  truce. 

A  (Jfj^iii*  haddwa  or  7m,  (pi.  of  Wt^fi>)  Gifts. 
A  0Js>li\J6  haddhid,  Gentleness,  courtesy,  (pi.  of 

SS>,^hudJmd,Jnidahid,ax\dSti\s!thuddhid)Whoops, 

houps,  puets.  (pi.  of  i'^jSt^Js  hadhadat)  Whispers, 
murmurs.  Brayings  of  camels.  Cooings  of  doves. 

Huddhid,  A  hoopoe,  puet. 

A  i)a&^i3.J6  haddlnd,  Thevoices  of  demons  and  ge- 

nies.  (pi.  of  t^&>i4'  hudliud,  hudahid,  and  liJsliiJfc 

huddhid),  Houps,  hoopoes,  puets. 

A^}^  haddi/a' ,  (pi.  of  '^^,^S>  hadvjat)  Gifts,pre- 
sents.  p  (^W*^  haddydyi  shdlidna.  Royal 

gifts,  presents  worthy  of  a  king,  a  5,i-\j  (j'WiiJs 
haddydyi  fdhhira.  Costly  gifts. 

A  'i:>\dlb  hiddyat,  (v.  n.  of  (^;i»fi>)  Making  known, 
guiding,  directing.  Leading  one  into  the  right  road 

(in  a  literal  or  religious  sense).  Preceding,  going 

before.  A  guide  or  direction  to  the  right  way  or  to 
the  road  of  salvation.  Name  of  a  law-treatise. 

A  (_-'tiJ&  liadl,  (v.  n.  of  L-^tiJb)  Milking  (aca- 
mel).  Cutting.  Gathering  fruit.  Impotent,  slow. 

Madah,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^St>')  Having  long  eye-lashes 
(the  eye).  Having  long  pendulous  boughs  (a  tree) 

(pl.«_->^i^J£>^aMaiand  (>j->\jJ6  hidab)  The  small  hair- 
likeleaf  ofa  plant  (suchasthe  tamarisk  or  cypress). 

The  hairy  or  tufted  branch  (of  a  palm-tree).  (_»>4iJb 

hadabu'l^yn.  The  eye-lash,  Hadib,  a  lion. 
Huduh  orhudb,The  hairs  of  the  eye-lids.  Scalloped 

or  fringed  edges  of  garments. 

A  iJl^dJt)  hudubb.  Impotent,  weak, languid,  slow. 

A>ljJkfc  hadbds,(Jiim.  of  JJfc^  ahdab)  (A  tree) 

having  long  hanging  branches  (like  the  larch). 

Long-eyebrowed  or  eyelashed  (female). 
ABJi^i)  Jiudh  or hndubatfOne  eyelash.  Sadahat, 

One  leaf  resembling  hair.  Sudabat,  Asorto^h'irA.. 
A  Sii^  hudabid,  Very  thick  milk.  A  weakness 

of  sight  and  running  at  the  eye.  Purblindness  dur- 

ing the  night.  A  kind  of  black  gum.  Weak-sighted. 

A  jj-.JiiJ6  hadabbas,  A  male  tiger,  or  his  whelp. 

A  jj^ii*  hidabl,  Hairy.  One  whose  hair  is  un- 
combed or  dishevelled.  Slow,  tardy, 

p         hadba,  A  species  of  centipede. 

aSS.J6  haddat,^o\se  of  a  falling  wall,  or  thelike. 

A^^WliJ^7^ac?6f;ara,Tremulous  gait  of  an  old  man. 

A  'is^6S>  hadajaf.  The  cry  of  a  camel  to  her  colt. 

A  ̂ ii.s-ii£i  hadajdaj,  Trembling-paced  (man). 
A  iiiifc  hadad,  A  thick,  hoarse,  gruff  voice. 

AJ;iJ^  hadr,  (v.  n.  ofjt^)  Being  shed  or  allowed 
to  be  shed  with  impunity  (blood).  Being  long  and 

luxuriant  (herbage).  Suffering  (blood)  to  be  shed 
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unrevenged.  Cooing  (as  a  dove).  Braying  in  the 
throat  (as  a  camel).  Boiling  (wine).  Appearing, 

bursting  forth  (palm-flowers),  Hidv,  Heavy,  slow 

(man).  Sadar,  (v.  n.  ofjJkJt)  Being  shed  or  al- 
lowed to  be  shed  unrevenged  (blood).  Boiling 

(wine).  Contemptible,  vile.  jSS>  pfcjUii  dimdsu- 
hum  hadaritn.  The  slaughter  of  those  is  permitted 

to  all.  \j6S>  f^i^  i^Siii  zahaba  damuhum  hadaran, 
Their  blood  was  shed  with  impunity. 

A'ijd>ii  ha, hi,  or hudarat, Wovihhss (man, men), 
A  i^SSt>  hadas,  (in  Yaman)  A  myrtle-tree, 

A  ̂i^&/iaf/^/i,The  breaking  (a  hollow  substance). 
A  I  jiXiB  hadf,  (v.  n.  of  (  Sii.J&)  Entering.  Ap- 

proaching (fifty).  Being  weak,  lazy,  and  torpid. 

Hidf,  Corpulent.  Hadaf,  (pi.  ̂ \^\  ahddf)  A 
butt  or  mark  for  archers.  Any  thing  elevated  or 

placed  high.  A  mountain,  a  hill  of  sand.  A  lofty 

building.    Heavy,  stupid,  worthless.    Sleepy.  A 
word  used  in  calling  sheep  to  be  milked.  (  

hal  liadafa  ilayhum  hddifun.  Did  any 

body  come  to  you  ?  (especially  strangers). 

A  &i^^J^  hidf  at,  A  crowd,   A  cluster  of  houses. 

A(^tXJ6  hadh,  (v.n.  ofLdJiiJ6  Ruining,  demolish- 

ing, levelling  with  the  ground. 

A ̂ 6S>  hudakir,  A  woman  moving  her  flesh  and 
bones  when  walking.  Thick  milk. 

A  'i^,^t>  hadharat,  (v.  n,  of ̂ dA:  Q)  Taking 
what  is  within  one's  reach. 

A  'ij^SS)  hudkurat,  (fem.)  Corpulent,  plump. 
Graceful  in  darting  amorous  glances. 

V  j^iMi  had(jir.  An  island  in  the  Indian  sea. 
A  Jtis*  hadl,  (v.  n.  of  J^fc)  Allowing  (any  thing) 

to  hang  loose.  Dropping  (his)  nether  lip  when  ul- 

cerated (a  camel).  Cooing  (a  turtle-dove).  Seiz- 
ing a  camel  (an  ulcer).  Hidl,  Thick  milk.  jAJ 

Jti.*  banu  hidlin.  Certain  Syrian  Jews  who  dwelt 

atMadina.  Sadal,  (v.  n.  of  JiiA)  Being  long-lip- 

ped (a  camel).  Hanging  (a  camel's  lip).  Hadil, 
Long-lipped  (camel). 

A  -^^i^fc  hadldf,  (fem.  of  J^-fc^)  Hanging  (lip). 

p  (_^35  ̂J;iJ^  hadal  zangi,  Turbith-root. 
A  ̂ jii^  hidlih,  Relaxed.  (A  camel)  having  the 

corners  of  the  mouth  wide.  A  hair-seive. 

A  SiiSiiJb  hidlihat,  Hair  on  a  camel's  nether  jaw, 

A  'is-^SStihiidlu  or  hidlawgliat.  Ugly  and  foolish, 
A  hadla'.  Pendulous,  hanging  (lip). 

A  hadm,  (v.  n.  of  j,t>i>)  Ruining,  demolish- 
ing, levelling  with  the  ground,  layingwaste.  Break- 

ing the  back.  Ruin,  destruction.  Madm  or  hadam, 

Blood  shed  with  impunity.  Sidm,  (pi.  ah- 
c?am  and  hidam)  A  worn  or  patched  garment. 

An  old  boot.  A  decrepit  old  man.  Hadam,  (v.  n. 

of  j»ii.fc)  Longing  for  the  male  (a  she-camel).  Any 
thing  falling  into  a  well  from  the  side.  ̂ Si>  pfcjUii 
dimdsuhum  hadamun  or  hadmun,  Their  blood  may 

be  shed  with  impunity.  Hadim,  An  old  catamite. 
A  destroyer. 

p  ̂jUajs  hadmdn.  Depriving  one's  self  of  a  thing to  bestow  it  upon  another. 

A  &fOii>S)  hadmat,  Small  rain.  Part  (of  wealth), 

Hadamat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ i^)  Longing  for  the  male  (a 

she-camel).    liadimat,  (pi.  haddma'  and 
&<«tisJ&  hidamat)  Libidinous  (she-camel). 
A  hidaml,  Slow,    A  high  hill  or  heap. 

Hidaml  or  hidm.il,  A  worn  or  torn  garment.  Sid- 
mil,  One  who  has  much  hair  and  dishevelled.  Old, 

of  long  continuance, 

A  hadmalat,  (v,  n.  of  (J.*iJ.&  Q)  Tearing 

one's  clothes.  Hidamlat,  A  sandy  soil  abounding 
with  trees.  Ancient  times.  A  crowd  of  people. 

A  (jiiJti  hidn.  Plenty,  fertility.  Hudun,  (pi.  of 
liiddii)  Foolish.  Lazy,  slow. 

A  jo>>fc  hadnat.  Small,  gentle  rain.  Hudnat, 
Peace.  A  truce.  Quiet,  tranquillity. 

p^^  liadanj, (or  li_^li>i^)  A  white  or  gray  horse. 
A  jii.i>  haduw,  A  road-guide. 
A  ̂ ^Si>  hudut,  (v.  n.  of  Ij*)  Resting  or  remain- 
ing in  a  place.  Quiet,  rest,  tranquillity  (especially 

of  the  night).  Part  (of  the  night),  a  third  (of  it). 

A^j;iJ&/tafZ?{;,Quick-boiling(pot) :  loud(wind). 
A  iij;\S>  hadud,  Plain  ground.  The  steep  decli- 

vity of  a  mountain.  Hudud,  (v.  n.  of  Sj»)  Break- 

ing, demolishing ;  a  fracture. 
Ajji^ib  liudur,  (v.  n.  ofjjA)  Being  long  and 

luxuriant  (herbage).  FalUng,givingway(thelungs) 

in  consequence  of  sevei'e  beating. 

A  f^^yi)  hudun,  (v.  n.  of^^iisis)  Resting.  Quiet- 
ing. Soothing  and  quieting  (as  a  mother  her  child). 

Killing,  Burying.  Living  in  affluence  and  quiet. 

Qwiet,  tranquillity. 
A       S.i6  haddun  or  hiddun,  (pi.)  Weak. 

p  /iMC?a,  Just,  true.  Profit, advantage.  Truth. 

idi)  (3  bi  huda.  False,  vain.    Speaking  foolishly, 
A  4ilii;iJ6  hadhdd.  Name  of  the  father  of  Bilkis. 

A  Ai>iiJ&  hadhad,  The  noise  or  voice  of  demons. 

Hudhud,  Any  bird  that  calls  out  much.  Iludhud 
or  hudahid, (pi.  Sic\^Si  haddhid)The  houp,  hoopoo, 

or  puet.  A  dove  which  cooes  much. 
A  !S^5)ii>fc  hadhadat,  (v.  n.  of  i>J6ii.J6  Q)  Cooing 

(asadove).  Braying  (as  a  camel).  Moving,rock- 

ing,  or  soothing  (a  child)  to  make  (it)  sleep.  Sug- 

gesting to  the  mind,  presenting  to  the  fancy.  Let- 

ting (a  thing)  down  from  top  to  bottom,  (pi.  iiJ6l;i«8> 
hadqhid)  A  whisper,  murmur.  The  cooing  of  a 

dove.  The  braying  of  a  camel.  A  lullaby. 

p  hady,  A  corn-field  watered  by  rain. 

A  ̂ J^S^  hady,  (v.  n.  of  (ji\t>)  Guidingright,  di- 
recting. Pointing  out  the  way  (home,  or  to  any 

other  place).  Leading  a  bride  home  to  her  husband. 
Finding  the  way.  Being  directed  in  the  right  way. 

Institution,  mode  of  living,  habit.  Cattle  carried 
to  Mecca  to  be  sacrificed.  A  bride,  (pi.  of  &^.tXS> 

hadyat)  Institutions.  Methods  in  business.  (}^SS» 

w-Vis  hada""  hadyahu,  He  followed  his  steps,  he  imi- 



tated  his  manners.  ^J\  i_$M>      U  ma  Vi. 
hadyun  in  liana  haza,  May  I  have  no  cattle  to  sa- 

crifice if  the  case  be  so.    Huda',  (v.  n.  of 
Directing,  guiding.  Direction  into  the  right  road, 

or  into  the  wny  of  salvation.  The  way  of  salvation. 

A  straight  road.  A  day. 

A  (|^Afi>  hadiy,  Cattle  carried  to  Mecca  to  be 

sacrificed.  A  captive.  A  bride  conveyed  to  her 

husband's  home.  Any  thing  honourable,  venerable, 
or  precious. 

A  ̂ ij<^  hadis,  A  part  of  the  night. 

A  ljti,J&  liudayya',  Alike,  equal. 
A  hadyat,  One  animal  offered  in  sacrifice 

at  Mecca.  Hadyat  or  hidyat,  Institution,  custom  ; 
any  situation  in  which  one  is.  tdljo.^^fc  iis-  khuz 

ft  hidyatiha,  Keep  to  your  plan  in  saying  or  doing. 

'i>,^  Jh^  nazara  Jddyata  amrihi,  He  saw  the 
(proper)  method  of  managing  the  affair,  ̂ ^y^ 
sl>,Si>  ma  ahsana  hidyatuhu,  How  admirably  does 
he  regulate  his  conduct!  Hadyat,  hidyat,  or  hud- 
yat.  Conduct,  method  (in  business).  Hidyat,  (v. 
n.  0?  ̂ j^)  Guiding  in  the  right  way. 

A  's!S,^^  hadiyat,  (pi.  bjjjs  haddyn',  Ijj\m>  ha- 
dawa',  or  haddwi)  A  present,  especially  one  offered 
to  superiors.  One  animal  offered  in  sacrifice  at 

Mecca.  An  offering  on  the  altar.  The  price  of  a 

Kur'an.  A  bride,  p  hadiyan  dandan, 
Money  distributed  to  the  poor  after  a  feast,  a  'sS,d>S> 

hadiyatul  kudUm,  A  present  to  a  prince  or 

a  friend  on  their  arrival,  p  hadiya  kar- 
dan,  To  make  a  present. 

a  i^.ii*  had'id,  (v.  n.  of  Jjs)  Falling  with  a  crash 
(a  wall).  A  thick,  hoarse  voice.  A  tall  man. 

A^.ii*  hadlr,  (v.  n.  ofj^i*)  Cooing  (a  pigeon). 
Bray ing(a camel).  Being longandluxuriant(grass). 

A  J-?.!^  had'd,  (v.  n.  of  J;3J^)  Cooing,  mourning 
(as  a  turtle-dove).  A  pigeon,  a  dove.  A  young  pi- 

geon or  any  bird  which  dies  of  thirst,  or  is  car- 

ried off  by  a  rapacious  bird. 

AjCi>*'/ia£Zlm,Remaindergrassoftheformeryear. 
p  &1>.,3J6  hadina,  A  ladder. 

A  ̂hazz,{w.n.  of 4ijb)Cutting orreadingquick- 
ly.  Who  or  what  cuts  quickly,  very  sharp. 

A  f-':>i>hazs,(y.  n.of  l.i.^')  Cutting  off  at  a  blow, 
amputating.  Piitting(a  foe)to  flight.  Making(one) 
hear  what  is  disagreeable.   Falling',  stumblin.T  oft. 

A  lAft /ia2:a.  This  (man  or  thing).  ha- 

zaH  yawm,  To-day,  now,  at  present,^in  these  times. 

^\  ash  haza,  What  is  this!  \':>S>  J--="!i)  liajli 
haza.  On  this  account,  wherefore.  \^  U  haza, 
Therefore,  for  that  reason.  \  jjs  Jt«  mid  hazd,  In 
this  manner,  thus,  so. 

A  \^  hazas,  A  perishing  with  cold. 

A  ̂̂i^fc  /i w^ajr,  Dota  ge,d  el  i  ri  u  m  ( i  n  ?leep  or  fever) . 
A  ̂Ufc  hazzas,  Doting,  raving  (fellow). 

A  lA'^  hazzTuat,  Doting,  raving,  delirious. hazuhat,  (v.  n.  of  L-^jjb)  Being  swift. 
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AS  1.3* /tfl2:^fli,  A  shovel,spade,  mattock, pick-axe. 
A  i^VsSb  hazaz,  A  cutting  quickly  ;  reading  fast. 

A  ii^ij6  hazzaz.  Whoever  cuts  quickly.  (A  ca- 

mel) which  precedes  or  gets  before  others.  ' 
A  (^>(i\ci.J6  hazazayka.  Stand  back !  Keep 

off!  Ciiljii^iv^  J  uil)i^iiJ6  hazazayka  wa  hazazayka, 
Here  and  there. 

A         hazzar,  Delirious ;  a  vain,  idle  talker. 

A  huzarim,  (and  'i*,\iSj!>  huzarimat)  One 
who  reads  or  speaks  fast. 

A(  S-ljl^  /ia0a?-2/",(p].  of  (_ijjiSj6)Quick, swift. 
A  i_-.sl3j6  hazzaf,  Quick,  expeditious.  Sharp. 

A  <^^i.fe  liazaka,  He.  That. 

A  (J-j3^3*  hazal'd,  (pi.  of  J_j5ij6  huzluT)  Hillocks. 

A  ̂   's^  huzarn,  Sharp  (sword).    Bold,  strong. A  (j\      hazani,  (dual  of  \      haza)  These  two. 
A  ij£>^3s!&  hazahiz,  Those  who  say  all  they  meet 

are  their  friends  or  servants.  Sharp,  cuttingquickly. 

A  L-^3.fc  hazh,  (v.  n.  of i^'^^)  Cutting.  Prun- 
ing palm-trees  of  the  hairy  fibres  called  i  aj3  Uf. 

Cleaning,  purifying,  making  free  from  admixture. 

Adapting,  fitting.  Making  a  confused  noise  (peo- 
ple). Running,  flowing.  Being  swift  (a  man  or 

beast).  Hazab,  Purity,  integrity.  Brightness. 

AOjS-'sSi  hazkharat,(\.n.  ofj=-3*  Q)  Walking 
with  graceful,  jaunty  air,  or  flauntingly  (a  woman). 

A  4iSfc  hazaz,  (v.  n.  of  ̂SJ^)  Cutting,  or  reading 

quickly.   Hastening,  accelerating. 

AjiiJS  hazr,  (v.  n.ofji«4))  Doting,  reasoning  ab- 
surdly, talking  idly.  Hazar,  (v.  n.  ofji.fc)  Being 

pre-eminently  nonsensical  and  frivolous  (talk).  De- 

lirium,insanity  ;  loquacity, frivolous  gairulity,  non- 

sense. Haz  'ir  or  kazur.  Delirious, foolish  in  speech. 
A  C^\j>^  jii  zu  hazarat.  One  who  is  cozened 

in  buying  and  selling. 

A  huzruhan,  Active  in  serving  j  ready 

in  speech. 

A  &Jjii>fi>  hazrahat,  (v.  n.  of  L-^3.i  Q)  Being  lo- 
quacious, speaking  easily. 

A  ̂j;i.fi>  hazirat,  Delirious,  doting(woman).  Hu- 
zarat  or  huzurat,  A  vain,  idle  talker. 

A  &Jjii*  hazrafat.  Celerity,  expedition. 

A  &<J^SJ^  hazrainat,  (v.  n.  of  j^^Js  Q)  Reading 
or  speaking  easily  and  fast. 

A  Jj'«j3>fc  hazrama',  (A  woman)  full  of  rage ; 
clamoi'ous,  and  raising  a  disturbance. 

A  i__Sjj3.i>  }iuzyuf,{\)\.  i__a^^jvto)  Quick,  swift. 

A  (jb_j3>J6  /t/zr/^a?^,  Delirious, foolish  in  speech. 
Easy,  quick  in  speaking,  reading,  or  serving. 

A  u-j^A  Itazif,  Quick.  Sharp. 

A  (^^Sjs  lutzulan,  (v.  n.  of  JiSjs)  Going  fast. 
A  hazldhat,  Agility,  celerity. 

A  &liS*  hazlat,  A  quick  short-stepped  gait. 
A  Xjiiis  hazlamaf,  A  quick  step. 

A^j^4>  huzlutjh,  Thick-lipped. 
A  J^Ufc  hiizlul,(p].^j]\i5b  hazard)  A  little  hill, 

hillock,  heap  of  sand.  Fine  sand.  A  small  channel 

of  a  river.  A  thin  cloud.  Rain  appearing  in  the 

sky  just  before  it  descends.  The  beginning  of  the 

(night).  The  remainder  of  the  night.  Blight  of 
corn.  A  lifrht,  active  man.  A  light  or  slender  ar- 
row.  A  wolf.  A  tall  and  hardy  horse. 

A  ̂ SS>  huzaliy,  Pertaining  to  Jj,;\S>  huzayl. 

A  ̂ SS>  hazm,  A  cutting  quick.  Fast  eating. 
A  &ix)jj6  hazmalat,  A  going  with  short  steps. 

A  liazm,  (v.  n.  of  \^iJ^  forjiSjfc)  Being  de- 

lirious, raving  in  speech,  from  distemper  or  other 
cause.   Shaking,  brandishing  (a  sword). 

A  ijiSii  /iflZM^;,  Quick-cutting,  very  keen  (knife). 

A  i__jj3i>  huzuf,  Agoing  fast,  a  making  haste. 
A  »3a  hazihi,  (or  hazT)  This.  She. 

A  <iljsiij6  hazhaz.  Keen,  sharp  (knife),  i-r^j' 
iliSii*  karahun  hazhazun,A  nocturnal  journey  dis- 

tant and  difficult,  when  travelling  rapidly  to  water. 

A  hazy,  (v.  n.  of  i^iX!>)  Being  delirious,  rav- 

ing, talking  nonsense,  from  disease  or  other  cause. 

A  hdzayya',  (dim.  of  \>M  haza"")  The  little he  or  this. 

A  ̂ J^.^SCl  hazayan,  (v.  n.  of  (^i>fi>)  Being  deli- 
rious, raving,  talking  nonsense.  Vain,  useless  words. 

^^^d^  hazaydni  vinhriLr,The  delirium  of  one 
in  a  fever,  p  jj^i"!*  hazaydn-pdsh.  Scatter- 

ing nonsense,  speaking  idly. 

A     j^.3>*  huzayrihd' ,  Manner,  custom,  habit. 
A  ,_}.^.iJfc  huzayl.  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe, 

p ̂   /iar,  Every,  all.  Each.  Any.  A  noxious 

grain  amongst  corn.   Ss-S jb  hai'  ahad,  Yivery  one. 
^^^^  -^^^'T       who.  &»-  ̂ ^1  jS>  har 

an  chi,  Every  thing  that,  jb ̂   hai-  bar.  Every 
time,  at  all  times,  always,  as  often  as,  whensoever, 

at  whatever  time,  for  as  much  as,  if  so  be.  [j-^^  Jt> 

/tar  jins.  Every  kind,  of  all  sorts,  ji>  har 
chand  Id,  Although,  notwithstanding,  how  much 
soever.  kar  chi.  Whatsoever, 

lib  har  chi  had  had,  Whatever  must  be  must  be,  fol- 

low what  will,  whatever  is  the  consequence.  Jti 

l^U  har  dayimd,  Perpetually,  always,  continually. 

jb  har  dam,  Every  moment,  always,  jjjj^  har 

roz,  Every  day,  daily.  zamdn,  (or jSb 
har  roaht)  Every  time,  at  all  times,  continually. 

Jl**j ̂   har  sal,  Every  year,  annually.  Jt>  har 

shay.  Every  thing,  ^  liar  yah  hi.  Every 
time  that,  whensoever,  (j^ ̂  har  has,  (and Jb 

harfard)  Every  one,  every  bit.  ( — ijsa az 
har  taraf.  From  every  side.  Har,  (in  zand  and 

Pazand)  An  agent,  a  doer.  Hir,  Used  in  calling 

sheep  together.  Cloud,  fog.  Ice.  A  groan.  A 

pimple,  pustule.   Hur,  Fear.  Departure. 
AjS>  harr,  (v.  n.  of  Jfi>)  Abhoring,  detesting. 

Eatingthegrapesjj^ /ao-iir.  Voidingdung.  Flow- 
ing freely  (dung)  till  (the  camel)  dies.  Making  (a 

dog)  whine  (the  cold).  Twanging  (a  bow-string). 
Being  bad-tempered.  Whining  (a  dog).  Drying, 

withering,  growing  hard  and  prickly  (the  head  of 
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a  thistle),  A  word  used  in  crying  to  camels.  Hirr, 

A  driving  or  a  callingofsheep,  especially  to  water, 

(pi.  'ijji>  hirarat)  A  ram-cat.  Name  of  a  woman. 
C/*  ̂J^  *— ^  ya^-ifu  hirran  min  hirrin, 

He  knows  not  bad  from  good.  Hurr,  (v.  n.  of^) 
Being  troubled  with  flux,  or  a  distemper  producing 

it  (a  camel).  Much  water  or  milk.  A  lion. 

A  liars,  (v.  n,  of  ̂ )  Speaking  with  gross 
impropriety  or  obscenity.  Killing  (a  chilling  blast). 

Being  intensely  cold  (wind).  Dressing  meat  till 

the  flesh  separates  from  the  bone.  Hars  or  liurs, 

(v.  n.  of  (_?;fc)  Being  boiled  (meat)  till  it  dissolves 
or  falls  from  the  bone.  Suras,  Loquacious. 

p  1^  hara,  A  trifling,  incoherent  speech,  foolish 

words.  One  who  speaks  indecently.  jEfjra,  Name 
of  the  c  .y  of  hirat. 

p  harra.  Horse-furniture ;  gold  and  silver 

ornaments  or  trappings.  The  myrobalan.  Harra 

or  hurra.  Voice,  sound  ;  the  roar  of  a  lion.  Hhra, 

Noise  of  trickling  water.  .^Twrra,  Fear.  Splendour. 

A  Aj^  hiras,  The  young  shoot  of  a  palm-tree. 

A  demon  which  suggests  bad  dreams.  Huras,  A 

long,  stupid,  incoherent  discourse.  Verbose  doting. 

A  >Vjfc  harras,  A  vender  of  cloths  made  at  Herat. 

A  harasat,  (v.  n.  of  1^)  Being  intensely 
cold  (wind),  killing. 

A  L-->VJfc  hurrah,  (pi.  of  harib)  Fugitives. 

A  S  jj^fc  harabizat,  (pi.  of  lijjfc  hirbiz)  The  at- 
tendants on  a  fire-temple. 

p  hirat,  Good  fortune.  A  man  of  good 

fortune.  Hirat,  (a  »y>  harat).  One  of  the  capital 
cities  in  Khurasan,  Herat. 

A  Cj>\j5>  harrat,  (or  OVJ^\  al  harrat)  A  lion, 
G  A  ̂H!)\yb  haratikiy,  A  heretic. 

A  jC^fc  hurasim,  A  lion. 

^  '^J^  ̂tarraj.  Fast-running  (horse).  An  auc- 
tion, outcry,  roup. 

A  'i-»-\jS>  harrajat,  A  crowd  of  people  speaking 
confusedly  all  together. 

-■^  fM-r)j^  harajll,  Tall  (men).  Large,  fat,  and 
full  of  flesh  (camels). 

Aj\jS>  hirar,  (v.n.3  ofjfc)  Detesting,  expressing 
abhorrence  of  any  one  before  his  face.  Hurar,  (v. 
n.  of  JJfc)  Being  troubled  with  a  flux,  or  any  dis- 

temper causing  it  (a  camel).  The  flux  itself.  A 
tumour  between  the  skin  and  flesh. 

Aj\Jfc  harrar.  Very  noisy.  jY^]  al  harrar.  The 
star  called  the  Falling  Eagle ;  also  the  heart  of  the 

Scorpion.  The  first  and  last  Syrian  months  called 

kamn,  i.  e.  December  and  January,  j^^jiP^ 
alharrdrani,Both  those  stars  and  both  those  months, 

A         harrarat.  Overflowing  with  tears  (eye), 

P'J'ijj^  hurar-zada,  (A camel)  troubled  with  a 
watery  humour  between  the  skin  and  flesh.  Fluxed. 

A  (^\^  haras,  A  kind  of  thorny  tree  bearing 
fruit  like  the  plant  nabik.  Huras,  Voracious  (lion). 

P  u^^fc  hiras,  Terror,  fear,  dread.  Confusion, 
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amazement.  A  scarecrow  placed  in  a  garden  to 

frighten  away  birds  or  beasts.  iJLtjc:^  ̂ Id- 

mati  hiras,  Signs  of  fear,  ̂ ji^j^o**!;*  hirds  kar- 
cian.  To  terrify. 

A  ̂_J»^VJi)  harrds,  A  vender  or  preparer  of  a  sort 
of  pottage  called  harlsat.  Voracious  (lion). 

p  hirdsd,  Timid,  fearful.  A  scare-crow. 

p  hirdmti.  Frightened,  fearing,  dread- 
ing, timid.  Frightening.  fj<^  {j^]/"  hirdsdn 

shudan,  To  dread. 

p  jjlS^;3ju*>^J6  hirdsandagdn,  Penitents;  men  en- dued with  the  fear  of  God,  God-fearing  men. 

p  hardsa  or  hirdsa,  Terror.  A  scarecrow. 

Hirdsa,  Any  thing  used  to  cause  fear. 

p  j^tijLwj^fc  hi  or  hardsldan,  To  fear,  dread,  be 
cautious.  To  defend,  preserve.  To  terrify. 

p  8;>du-)\y6  hirdnda.  Terrified,  frightened. 

p  (^\jS>  hardsh,  A  vomit,  vomiting. 
A  hirdsh,  (v.  n.  3  of  {^J^)  Setting  (men 

or  dogs)  together  by  the  ears.  Romping. 

p  i^i\iJ^jS>  JiardsMdan,  To  vomit, 
G  Miia^^  hardtikat,  Heretics, 

A^lys  hurd^  A  tremulous  but  quick  pace, 

A  'ii^\jSb  harn^lat,  Mean,  worthless  (men), 
A         /«Va/jai,  The  act  of  pouring  out  (water). 

A  hui'dkil,  Big,  bulky  (man  or  camel). 

A  'i%\jSt  hardkilat.  Large  fish,  sea-dogs,  or  other 
sea-animals,  especially  large  behind.  The  flowing 

of  the  sea,  much  sea-water. 

A  (j-/e];fc  hurdmis,  A  fierce  lion. 

A  iJl/^\jS>  hardmit,  Clean  wells. 
A  hardndl,  (pi.  of  {}yoJ>  hurmul)  Hairs 

or  feathers  remaining  on  the  head  or  other  parts  of 

the  body.  (Hairs)  fallen  ofi",  shed. 

p  i^Jb  har  dn,  Every. 
A         hardni^  Roots  of  the  i^jSjJd  tursus. 

p  ̂j,\JSt>  hardm,  A  cauldron,  kettle, 
p  tijj^  hardmd.  True  nature;  truth,  reality, 

p  \j\ji>  harsdwd,  (orj^j  har-drvdz)  A  night- 
ingale, or  rather  a  bird  peculiar  to  the  East  which 

sings  all  notes,  ^ 

A  'ij)jSb  hirdwat,  (pi,  {J^)/>  hardrca',  tjj^  hi-  j 
riy,  or  huriy)  A  staff,  club,  mace.  \^\^'^\  \ 

hirdrvatu'l  a^db,  The  bachelor's  staff,  i.  e.  A  horse 
bequeathed  for  bachelors  to  ride  (on  forays)  in  order 

to  raise  money  for  procuring  a  wife, 

p         /iarawaZ,  Vanguard.  Running  footman. 
p  hirdhir,  A  cloud  of  dust  raised  by  the 

wind.  The  roaring  of  wild  beasts, 

A jSc'\^  hurdhir.  Much  milk  or  water.  A  lion. 

p  (j\jSt>  hardy,  Religion,  sect.  (See  l^fc  hard.) 

p  aJol^  har-dsina,  (or  &>Ji,>^fc  har-dsina)  Des- 
titute, helpless.  Doubtless,  undoubtedly,  certainly, 

assuredly,  inevitably,  infallibly,  necessarily.  Al- 

ways, ever,  in  every  way,  by  all  means,  at  all  events. 
Clear,  evident.  Fit,  proper,  necessary. 

A  l—^fc  hurb.  The  thin  caul  of  fat  covering  the 

intestines  of  animals.  Harab,  ( v.  n,  of  i— ̂ )  Fly- 

ing, running  away,  absconding.  Sinking  (as  part 
of  a  stake  in  the  ground).  Growing  old.  Flight. 

p  t_->l^  har  bob,  Every  chapter,  subject,  or 
topic.  All  sciences.  Every  circumstance. 

p  (3^^*^  harbdbi.  Master  of  all  knowledge. 

P  ;_>*>^jys  harhds,  A  wooden  club. 
p  har  bdsb,  Each  of  the  seven  planets, 

i.  e.  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars,  the  sun,  Venus,  Mer- 
cury, and  the  moon. 

A  ̂ ^b harbdn,  A  fugitive.  Harabdn,  (v.  n. 
of  L-«>y6)  Fleeing  away,  running  off. 

A  &sl^  harbajat,  A  slovenly  way  of  doing. 

p  liJjfc  hirbad,  A  priest  or  judge  of  the  worship- 
pers of  fire.  A  servant  who  lights  the  fires  in  the 

tombs  of  the  Masri. 

A  3j;i>  hirbiz,  (pi.  Vo^\j>  harabizat)  The  priest 
or  keeper  of  a  temple  of  fire.  One  of  the  chief  priests 
or  wise  men  of  that  religion. 

A  'i'si^  hurbazat.  An  ambling,  shuffling  gait. 

A  hirhaza',  A  haughty,  strutting  walk. 

The  camel's  pace  when  leaning  to  one  side. 

A  ̂ jfc  hurbu^  Active  thief.  Stealthy  wolf. 
p  y&  hurbang,A.  noxiousweedfoundamong 

wheat  in  the  spring,  said  to  stupefy  those  who  eat  it. 

A  ̂ ji>  hurbugh,  A  certain  esculent  vegetable. 
p  e^jt>  harba,  A  chameleon. 

p  ̂^l*>*»b^  har  pdsbdn.  The  seven  planets. 

A  'iyt  hirrat,  (pl.jj^  hi7-ar)  A  she-cat. 
A  CJ>Jt>  hart,  (v.  n.  of  C^J^)  Tearing  (a  gar- 

ment). Dishonouring,  defaming.  Boiling  (meat) 

till  (it)  falls  to  rags.  Harat,  (v.  n.  of  CJjS>)  Being 

broad,  wide  (corners  of  the  mouth).  Being  burst 

(a  woman),  harit.  The  lion. 

p jy ys>  hartuz,  Truthfulness,  veracity. 
p  &'i^J6  harta,  A  sheath  or  vessel  containing  any 

thing.  Hartih,  On  all  sides,  everywhere. 

A  Mrs,  A  worn  garment. 

A  ̂Jt>  harsam,  A  lion. a'LcJ)  harsaviat.  The  tip  of  the  nose  (especially 

of  a  dog)  ;  the  black  division  between  the  nostrils 

of  a  dog.  The  space  between  the  nose  and  the  lip. 

The  groove  on  the  upper  lip.  Alion.  Aman'sname. 

p  ,^jt>  harj.  Confines  of  an  enemy's  country, 

A  ̂ jfc  harj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ),  Being  copious,  su- 
perabounding  in  any  thing.  Speaking  a  great  deal 

confusedly  and  incoherently.  Being  tumultuous, 

seditious,destroying  one  another.  Lyingwith.  Run- 
ning muchor  well  (ahorse).  Leaving  (a  door)  open. 

Tumult,sedition,confusion.  Slaughter.  ̂ j<c  ̂   harj 

marj,  (or  ̂   j  ̂jfi>  harj  u  marj)  Tumult,  confu- sion,anarchy,  chaos.  Hi7j,  Foolish,  silly,  feeble 

(man).  Haraj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  uneasy  from 
excessive  heat,  or  when  besmeared  with  pitch. 

p  Is-^  har  jd.  Every  place,  everywhere. 

A  (— 'V;*  hirjdb.  Tall  (man).  Name  of  a  place. 

p  esiWjfe  harjd  hi,  Everywhere  that,  wherever. 



V  ̂^\>-Jt>  har-ja-fjard,  A  vagrant. 

A  ̂^Wy'  harjan,  A  kind  of  wild  almond.  CL*^J 

zaytu'l  harjan,  Oil  of  almonds, 
p  ̂J,\>^Jlb  harjasi,  Of,  belonging  to,  existing  in 

every  place.  Ubiquitous.  Unsettled,  variable,  de- 

sultory, inconstant  in  love  or  friendship.  A  vaga- 

bond; stroller,  jl^  t3^^^  harjdsi-nihdd,  Un- 
grateful, inconstant  in  love. 

A  CL^^-jSb  hirjahl),  Long,  tall  (man). 

A  'i^Jt)  hirjat,  Light  or  slight  (bow). 
A  ews-ji  hirjishat,  An  old  she-camel, 

A  ̂ -.>-jSt>  harja^  Lame. 
A  I  2s>-jfi>  hirjaff.  Weak  and  soft  (man). 

A  [y>-^  hurjul,  One  who  goes  with  long  steps. 

A  *]j>-y6  harjalaf,  (v.  n.  of  i^s-ys  Q)  Travelling 
with  a  disordered  step.  A  disordered  pace. 

pS'j^jSb  liar  c/ian(^,Howmuch  soever,  although. 
Whensoever,  Jb  har  chand  hi,  Notwith- 

standing, although,  how  much  soever  that.  i^j>»-ys 
J<t^  har  chand  beshtar.  The  more,  how  much  the 

more.  Ji,^ 6^s^ Jb  har  chand  tangtar  hihtar. 

The  narrower  the  better,  y^^jj  '^'^ ̂   har  chand 
2:Mf?<flr,  As  quick  as  possible,  the  sooner  the  better. 

p         harchi.  Whatsoever.  Whosoever,  ao-^fc 
lib  liib  har  chi  badd  had.  Let  what  will  happen, 

jjiijj  ̂^>l>■JJ^  harchi  zudtar,  As  quick  as  possible, 

p  Jls>^  har  hdl.  Howsoever. 

A  li^  hard,  (v.  n.  of  li^s)  Tearing  (reputation 
or  a  garment).  Boiling  or  stewing  (meat)  to  a  jelly. 

Being  so  stewed  (meat).  Being  able  to  accomplish 

(any  thing)  or  to  make  (it)  answer.  Tumult,  sedi- 
tion;  rip  and  tear.   Ilird,  A  man  of  the  meanest 

sort.  A  she-ostrich.  Surd,  Saffron.  Certain  dye- 
ing roots.  A  kind  of  bole  or  red  clay, 

p  (ijAi  har'ad.  Turmeric. 
A  AdjS>  hirddf,  A  species  of  plant. 

A  BJi^jt)  hardabat,  A  heavy  run. 

A  'iSdjb  hirdabbat.  An  old  woman.    (A  man) 
with  a  swollen  body  and  a  timid  mind. 

A  hardajat,  Speed  in  walking. 

A  'iZi^jSb  hirdishat,  (An  old  woman,  she-camel, 
or  sheep)  worn  out  with  age. 

p  Jii;fc  hardal,  A  small  black  plum.  A  small 

black  grain  growing  amongst  corn  ;  darnel. 

Pj^.j^  Jii har-dil-^ziz,  Dear  to  every  heart, 
beloved  by  all,  popular. 

p  j»4ijfc  har  dam,  Every  moment.  j**^ ̂ 
har-dam-khayale,  Whimsical.  Capricious. 

p  jJB  liar  du,  Both.  ̂ Jls- jti ̂   har  du  ̂ a- 
lam,  Both  worlds,  this  life  and  the  next. 

p  iSjiijfc  hardud.  An  island  in  the  Indian  sea. 

P  ̂ j'^jS>  hardum,  The  river  Jordan. 
A  (^ii;fi>  hirda',  A  kind  of  plant. 

A  (^"liys  hurduj,  Dyed  with  liys  Imrd  roots. 

A  'iSd^  hurdiyat,  A  girdle  of  rushes  tied  round a  fence  made  of  reeds. 

jS>  hardege  chamcha,  A  sponger. 
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one  who  hangs  on  others  for  a  maintenance. 

Aj^  harar,  (v.  n.  ofjjfc)  Being  of  a  bad  dis- 
position. Hirar,  (pi.  of  jjii)  She-cats,  queea-cats. 

A  'ijj^  hirarat,  (pi.  ofy^  hirr)  Tom-cats. 
P  '^j^jj^  har  roza,  Daily,  quotidian. 
pj^  harz,  Vain,  futile,  idle.  A  place  where 

water  stagnates. 

Aj^  harz,  (v.  n.  ofj^fc)  Dying,  perishing.  A 
violent  blow  or  squeeze  with  the  hand. 

p  s^j  jt>  harzaja,  A  dish  made  of  neats'  fat  guts. 
P  C^\jjjS>  harzawdt,  Trifles,  falsehoods. 

A  ̂ ^jy  hurzuha',  A  prison. P  Sjj4)  harza,Y  ain,  futilcj  frivolous,  absurd,  non- 
sensical. Trifles,  bagatelles,  nonsense. 

P  i^^^yXJW  ij jS>  harza-chdnagi,  Babble,  prate. 
p  wU-  2jjfi>  harza-chdna,  A  babbler,  chatterer. 

P  (^Is"  ijjS>  harza-hhdy,  (orj\_j»-  iJjSb  harza- 
hhwdr)  A  prating  fellow.  jUv^j  (J1x»x*3  ̂ ^bU>-  iJjSb 

harza-khdydni  namimat-shi^r.  The  idle  talkers 
accustomed  to  slander,  detractors. 

p  i_$\jC>  iJjSi  harza-dardy,  A  prater,  babbler. 

p^3^0  iJjSci  /ifirr^ra-c^ara^z,  Prate,  babble,  chatter. 

Pj^         harza-hdr,  A  trifler. 
P       ijjSb  liarza-gard,  A  gossip. 

P  (j'j^  ̂Jy^  harza-goy  or  guy,  A  foolish,  prating 

fellow,  an  idle  talker,  plls-  ijji>  harza-goydni 
^larn,  The  babblers  of  the  times. 

p  (3j^  ij^  harza-gusi  or  gosi,  Babble,  chatter. 
P  ij^  harza  ma  Idy,  Talk  no  nonsense. 

p  '^>,jjS>  liarzid.  Aid,  help,  assistance. 
p  ciJj,ijjA>  harjafdah,  A  kind  of  herb.  Castor. 

p  (_>v»j^  /tars,  Tlie  wooden  roof  of  a  house.  Hirs, 
Biestings  in  the  udder. 

A  (j^fc  hars,  (v.  n.  of  (_j*iyb)  Thumping,  bruis- 
ing violently.  Contusion,  severe  blow.  Voracity, 

gluttony.  A  cat.  Haras,  (v.  n.  of  t^^)  Eating 

voraciously,  ̂ am,  Strong,  voracious(lion).  Worn 

(garment).  A  cat. 
p  liar-xdla,  Annual,  yearly. 

A  &Aijy6  harisat,  (Land)  fruitful  in  hai'ds. 
F         har  su.  Every  side. 

Pji!i-ti  y  har  sih  duhhtar,  (All  three  daugh- 
ters) Three  stars  in  the  Great  Bear. 

p  ̂   SMi j5>  har  sih  7iaiv^The  three  kingdoms 
of  nature,  animal,  vegetable,  and  mineral. 

p  i^jl^  hirsh,  Poison.   Harash,  Biestings. 

A  (_>i;fc  harash,  (v.  n.  of  Being  bad  (the 

disposition).  Jfar/s/t, Foolish,  stupid,  indolent.  Un- 
feeling, cruel,  rough. 

A  'ilZi^  hirshabbat.  An  old  woman. 

A  'isiZijSb  harshofat,  (v.  n.  of  i  a<ij^  Q)  Drink- 
ing gently.   Drying  up  (cotton  in  an  ink-stand). 

A  'isJ^^  hirshaffat.  An  old  woman.  A  cloth 
in  which  theyreceive  rain-water,  which  they  squeeze 
into  a  leather  bag  or  bottle  (in  very  dry  seasons). 

Dry  cotton  in  an  inkstand.  An  old  bucket. 

A  1*'^*;*  hirshamm,  A  soft  stone.    A  mountain 
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of  light  soil,  easily  dug. 

A  'i^Zi^  hirshammat,  Hard  ground.  A  sheep abounding  in  milk. 

A  i^j^ji)  hirshin.  Wide-mouthed, 
p  sJlijSi  harsha.  Ivy ;  convolvulus. 

A  [^jS>  haras,  (v.  n.  of  {_)ajS>)  Being  corroded 
with  the  scab.  The  scab.  Worms. 

Pf-^j^iO^  /iarsM/'a<,Every  appearance,  or  way. 
A  (jijii  harz,  (v.  n.  of  l^Jt)  Tearing  (a  gar- 

ment). Haraz,  The  scab  corroding  the  body  from 
extreme  heat. 

A  \»y  hart,{y.  n.  ofl?ji&)  Detracting,  slander- 
ing, tearing  (reputation)  to  pieces.  Being  careless 

(in  speech).  Hart  or  hirt,  Lean  meat  resembling 

dry  mucus.  Hirt,  (pi.  ahrdt  and  Isj^  hu.- 
rut)  An  old  she-camel  or  sheep.  A  rich  r;an.  Hi- 

rat,  (pi.  of  )oJt>  hirt  and  'i^Jb  hirtat)  Old  sheep. 
hirtal.  Long,  tall. 

A  hirtat,  (pi.  \tji>  hirat)  Foolish,  timid 
(woman).   An  old  sheep. 

^jj^J^  /mr  tarz.  Every  manner. 
A  j^l^l^jA  hurtumdn,  hurtamdn,  or  hartamdn) 

A  grain  betwixt  wheat  and  barley,  good  for  coughs 
and  dj'sentery.  Oats. 

A  har^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Driving  apace.  Ha- 

ra^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Flowing  fast.  Celerity,  speed. 
A  quick  flux,  a  rapid  stream.  A  tremulous,  hasty 

step.  Hari^  Hot,  flowing  fast  (blood).  (A  man) 
prone  to  weeping. 

A  'iS'ji)  har^t  or  hara^t,  A  small  louse.  Ha- 
ra^it,  A  kind  of  animalcule  different  from  a  louse. 

Hari^t,  Lewd  (woman). 

A  <_J;fc  harf,{\.  n.  of  i  sys)  Praising  extrava- 
gantly (from  wonder  or  ignorance).  Producing 

an  early  crop  (a  palm).  uJ,>o  ̂)  U  uJ;^'  !i)  Id  tah- 
rifmd  Id  ta^-if.  Praise  not  what  thou  knowest  not. 
A  hirk.  Old  or  worn  cloth  or  garment. 

A  ̂y>^  lurahl  or  hirkil,  Heraclius.  Hirkil,  A 
sieve,  a  searee. 

Pj^*  har  hdr.  Every  business, 

p  ij^^  har-kdra,  (Of  all  work)  A  cauldron,  a 
kettle,  cooking-pot.  A  bucket.  An  attendant  upon 

men  of  rank  in  India.  An  out-door  servant  employ- 
ed to  go  on  errands;  running  footman,  messenger, 

p  W-'jfii  har  hujd.  Wherever. 
har  ktidam,  Wliichever,  whosoever. 

P(Jii^y^  harhush,  A  sentinel,  picquet. 
A  harhalat.  The  haughty  strut  of  a  proud 

man.  Harhalat,  hirahlat,  and  hurahilat,  (A  fe- 

male) of  a  noble  disposition,  elegant  form,  and  gait. 
A  hirharclat,  A.  woman  moving  the  hips 

when  walking.    A  woman  of  a  noble  disposition, 

elegant  form,  and  gait. 

A  ̂y^^  hirhil,  (A  woman)  of  a  noble  disposi- 
tion, elegant  form,  and  gait. 

P  <Lfji>  hurg.  Idiot,  fool,  simpleton ;  mad-cap. 

pslSjfc/tar^a/j,  Whenever,  wherever.Constantly. 



pj^fc  hargiz,  Ever,  always.  Continually.  Per- 

petually. Eternal,  durable.  eiJjijfc  haj-gizna,Ne\er. 
p  hargizi,  Perpetuity.  Eternal. 

p  hargala,  A  herd  of  horses. 

p  i6_jS.fc  har guna,  Every  kind. 
p  har  gum,  Skilful,  clever. 

p  j».fi>  harm,  Name  of  a  plant  of  the  species 

called  /^awiz.  Purslain.  f,j^\ zu'lharm. 
Property  in  Taif  which  belonged  to  Abdu'l  Mut- 

talib  and  Abii  Sufyan.  ^yi^  yawmu''l  harm, 
A  battle  famous  among  the  Arabians.  Saram,  (v. 

n.  ofj^)  Being  old  and  decrepit.  Old  age,  imbe- 
cility, decrepitude,  (pi.  ahram)  An  Egyptian 

pyramid.  Name  of  a  place  in  Yaman  containing 
famous  buildings  erected  by  the  Himvarite  kines. 

Harim,  (pi.  (jy^^  harimun  and  l^Ji>  harma")  A 
decrepit  old  dotard.  Soul ;  intellect,  understanding. 

A  (^Ujfc  hirmas,  A  lion  rushing  upon  men.  A 

young  panther. 

p  ̂jjUjjs  hurmas,  A  bad  puide,  an  evil  spirit. 

p  i^^J^  hirman,  A  long  life,  old  age. 
A  hiirman,  Intellect.  \<  ma  lahii 

hnrman.  He  has  no  understanding. 

A  harmat.  One  plant  of  the  kind  called 

;_>a*»-  hamz.  ihnu  harmatin,  The  son  of 
an  old  man  or  woman.  Harimat,  Old  and  decre- 

pit (woman).  A  lioness. 

pJ/o.fc  hurmuz,  Ormuz,  a  city  and  isle  in  the 
Persian  gulf.  Name  of  a  ki  ng  of  Persia  who  reigned 

A.D.  272.  The  planet  Jupiter.  God.  Name  of 

the  first  day  of  the  month  ;  also  of  the  angel  pre- 
siding over  that  day. 

A  [^y*^  hurmuzan.  The  potentate  of  Persia. 

A  Sj/«;i>  harmazat,  (v.  n.  ofJ/Cjfc  Q)  Being  ex- 
tinguished (a  fire).  Chewing  (a  mouthful)  slowly. 

A  discourse  which  one  conceals  from  a  friend.  The 

meanness  of  a  worthless  or  avaricious  man. 

p  '^j^^  /<MrmM2'f/,Hormuzd,the  name  of  a  king. 
God.  Name  of  the  first  day  of  the  month.  Name 

of  an  angel.  The  planet  Jupiter.  Thursday. 

p  J<iJ/«^  hurmizda,  (or  Uj>-  idj<jS>  hurmizda- 
hhuda)  God. 

A  'tsjcj^  Awr?n?;2i?/,  Pertaining  to  Ram  Ormuz. 
p^j*,*j*  /iwr7nM,s,(andul*^^  ̂ Mrmwsi) Hermes 

Trismegistus.  The  first  day  of  the  month.  Name 

of  an  angel.  The  planet  Jupiter. 

A  harmasat,  Austerity  of  countenance. 

Tumult,  confused  noise,  clamour. 

A  harmatat,  A  tarnishing  of  reputation. 

A  haramma^  Prone  to  weep,  easily  made 

to  cry.  Agility,  celerity,  swiftness. 

A  f^y«jS^  hirmil.  An  old  she-camel.  An  old  wo- 
man, enervated,  but  naturally  hasty. 

A  &i<ji>  harmalat,  (v.  n,  of  ̂y<ji>  Q)  Pulling 
up  or  cutting  (hair).  Being  worn  with  age,  and 

losing  her  faculties  (a  woman).  Being  spoiled  and 

marred  (work). 
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vjcAji)  hurmuz.  Name  of  a  city  in  Karamania  : 
also  of  an  island  and  city  in  the  Persian  Gulf. 

A  iJ_y^  hurmul,  (pi.  ijj;*^  haramil)  Some 
bail's  or  feathers  remaining  on  the  head. 

A  &!yo^  hurmulat,  A  rent  in  the  lower  part  of 
an  old  shift  or  garment. 

p  ̂ _^vt;fi>  har  maki.  Of  every  night,  nightly. 
A  harma'.  Decrepit  (woman).  Dry  wood, 

(pi. of  ̂   /tarm  or  &*j&)  Decrepit  (men  or  women). 
A  (j*.ju«,J&  harmis,  Hermes  Trismegistus.  Sir- 

mls,  A  fierce  lion.  A  rhirroceros.  A  bufl^alo. 

kyj^haravil)az,(^^Jy^^haramhazan,or'^\y^^ 
harambazamy)  Sharp.  Ajumper,springer,caperer. 

p  cijjfc  hirand.  Name  of  a  river  in  Georgia. 

A  hirinsdnat,  A  kind  of  ship-worm. 

A  'ij^jS)  harnasat.  The  crawl  of  an  &ilo3^. 

A  ̂-j)*  kurnu^  A  small  louse. 

A  'ixijSb  hirni^t,  A  large  louse. 
A  'iJi>jS>  harnafat,  A  laughing  feebly. 
A  ̂j<*5o^  haranhas,  A  dangerous  thing,  a  fatal 

distemper  from  air  or  pasture  (attacking  cattle). 

A  i^ji)  harnvwat,  (iJ'^^  harniiKiij  or 
harnaKa'^  An  herb  growing  in  the  clefts  of  sand- 

hills.   The  fruit  of  the  wood-aloe  tree.  Grain 

smaller  than  pepper,  very  yellow,and  of  a  fragrance 
like  aloe-wood. 

p     ̂ jjjs  harnut.  Fraud,  deceit.  Evil-speaking. 

A^^jyfc  hurnu^  A  small,  also  large  louse. 
p  Mjli  harmd-sdv,  Name  of  a  political 

treatise  ascribed  to  the  prophet  lib  I  m  mah-dbad. 

pjOjSb  hirmz,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  Establish- 
ment, stability.  Appointment.  Consignment. 

p  iui^fc  liarniya,  A  vessel  shaped  like  a  cucum- 
ber in  which  they  warm  water. 

p  jjfc  liarv.  Brave,  warlike,  intrepid. 
A        ham-,  A  striking  with  a  stick. 

A  ̂ jjfii  hurus,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ J^)  Being  thoroughly 
dressed  (meat). 

p  s.GU|jfc  harwanagah.  An  hospital. 

p  s>i^j)jfc  harrcdna.  An  hospital.  Pain,  torture, 
the  rack.  Name  of  a  mountain. 

A  0_j jS>  harut,  (or  Oj^^  alharut)  The  lion. 

^  C^Jj^  h(i'>'otom.  Seed  of  fleawort. 
Ajj jS>  hurur,  Grapes  fallen  from  the  bunch. 

A  ijjj^  harn-azat,  A  dying,  a  perishing. 
A  ijjj*  hurut,  (pi.  of  lifjSb  hirt)  Old  she-camels. 
p      ji>  har  rvakii.  Common,  ofevery-day  use. 

p  i^jj^  harrvah,  Name  of  Khusraw  Parvez. 

p  ̂ ^^dMjjS^  huruhidan,  To  fear. 
p  Jjjfc  hirwul,  A  grain  like  a  French  bean. 
A  &5j jS>  harmalat,  (v.  n.  of  Jjjfc  Q)  Trotting, 

going  moderately,  especially  after  galloping.  Mak- 

ing haste  (to  pay  one's  respects). 
p         harum,  Name  of  a  wrestler,  and  city. 

A  pjjfc  harum,  Malignant,  bad  (woman). p  harwahal.  Sediment,  caput  mortuum. 

p  (^jj*  hh-avi,  A  native  of  C^\jS>  hirdt.  Hiravi 

was  one  of  the  dialects  of  Persia,  but  is  now  obsolete. 

A  (/jj^  haramy,  A  native  of  'i\jSi  hardt. p  ijj6  hurra.  The  backside.  Name  of  an  intox- 
icating plant  growing  amongst  corn. 

A  J\^Ji^ /tar/za?'.  Much  water.  A  foolish  laugher, 
alaugher  at  any  thing  trifling.  Lean  flesh.  Much 
milk.   A  lion. 

Ajfcyfc  harhar,  The  noise  of  running  water.  Hir- 
hir,  A  she-camel  past  having  young.  An  old  sheep. 

A  sy&yt  harharat,  (v.  n.  of Q)  Calling 
(sheep)  to  water.  Moving,  shaking,  agitating  (anv 

thing).  Transgressing,  being  unjust,  oppressing. 

A  vain,  foolish  horse-laugh.  The  bleating  of  sheep. 
The  roaring  of  lions.  The  confused  noise  which 
the  natives  of  India  used  to  make  in  battle. 

p  ull^^is^  har  haft,  Seven  things  used  by  wo- 
men in  adorning  their  persons:  privet,  woad, rouge, 

ceruse,  antimony,  gold-leaf,  and  civet;  or  (accord- 

ing to  some)  a  patch  on  the  face.  Ornament,  dres<. 
Adorned,  dressed.  The  narcissus. 

Aj^&jfc  hurhur,  Water  running  copiously  and 
with  great  noise.  An  old  sheep.  Grapes  falling  from 

the  bunches.  A  kind  of  ship.  Much  water  or  milk. 

Aj^jl>  hirhir,  A  kind  of  fish.  A  dangerous 
kind  of  serpent. 

Aijj!>  hary,  (v.n.of  ys)  Striking  with  a  stick. 
Hury,  (pi.        ahrdi)  A  royal  or  public  granary. 
p  hart,  A  field  watered  by  the  rain.  Iliri, 

The  city  of  Harat,  Aria,  or  Rai. 

A  ijyt  hiriy  or  huriy,  (pi.  of  Sj^^fc  hirdrvat) 
Staves,  clubs,  walking-sticks. 

A  ̂ ijjS^  haris,  Overboiled  (meat). 

Pjb^  harydr,  A  redundant  tooth. 

A  ̂jJ*  hiryd^  A  leaf  shaken  by  the  wind. 
A  hariyat.  Coldness,  chilliness. 

A  CL^>.Jt  harit,  Broad,  wide  (especially  about 
the  mouth).  A  blabbing  fellow,  one  who  tells  everv 
secret;  one  who  speaks  shamefully,  improperly,  or 

obscenely.  Short-cheeked  (horse).  Burst,  abused 

(woman).  A  lion. 

p  J>_^  harer,  A  doer,  maker. 
A  jiJSi  ̂a?ir,  (v.  n.  ofjfc)  Abhorring,  detesting. 

Whining  (as  a  dog  with  cold)  ;  a  dog's  whine. 

A  'ij!.J>>  hurayrat,  (dim.  of  »^  hirrat)  A  little 
cat,  a  kitten.  ij^jS^  abu  hurayra.  Name  of  one 
of  the  companions  of  Muhammad,  so  called  from 
a  favourite  kitten  which  he  had.  His  real  name 

was ^  <c)^J^  ̂ bdu'r  rahmdn  binsahhr. jNIany  are  the  traditions  recorded  by  this  personage. 

A  [j^j^  harts,  (fem.  'i—J^  harisat)  Bruised. 
A  i^^jSt  harlsat,  A  kind  of  thick  pottage  made 

of  bruised  wheat  boiled  to  a  consistency ;  to  which 

they  add  meat,butter,cinnamon,and  aromatic  herbs. 

A  'i^.yt>  harlsat,  A  ditch,  pool,  pond. 

A  /iflrz^af,  A  certain  small  tree  with  slen- 
der branches. 

p  i-i^^  har  yak,  Every  one,  each. 



p  i^iy>  hur'vi,  Awful  sound;  wild  beasts' roar. 
p  ij>^  harrin,  A  voice,  noise,  sound. 

p  ̂ jS>  hiriv.  The  city  of  hirat. 

p  iy>J>>  hireva,  Gold  coin.  Gold  mixed  with 
alloy.  An  immodest  woman.  Belonging  to  the 

city  of  Hirat. 

A  ̂jfc  haris,  (Cold)  fatal  to  man  or  beast. 

pj*  hiz,  Limber.  Loose,  flabby.  Huz,  Tribute. 
Daily  expense;  provisions  daily  deal  tout  to  servants. 

A  J£>  hazz,  (v.  n.  of  Jfi>)  (Wind)  shaking  (a  tree). 

A  hazs,  (v.  n.  of  |jJ^)  Breaking.  Killing 
with  cold.  Shaking,  setting  in  motion.  Dying. 

Huzs,  (v.  n.  of  Laughing  at,  mocking,  jeering. 

Ridicule, irony,  satire.  Hazat,  (v.n.of  (_?jfc)Dying. 

A j^yyi  hazdbir,  (pi.  of j>jSo  hizabr)  Lions.  Su- 
zahir,  A  lion. 

A«ljJ6/iW2^a^,Ridiculous(fellow),any  one  laughed 

at,  laughing-stock, butt,  jyws'ajai,  Awag,  ridiculer. 

v J\yt  hazar,  A  thousand.  A  bird  called  the 
thousand  voices,  having  an  uncommon  variety  of 

melodious  notes  ;  a  species  of  nightingale.  A  term 

employed  in  the  game  of  iij>  narcl.  J\yb  ̂^Ji^  ha- 
zaran  Iiazar,  Thousands  and  thousands.  ^^_U*»» 

«6\iij\^  savabili  hazar  dana,  Ears  containing  a 
thousand  grains. 

p  t-^*»»^ jVjfc  hazar  asb,  A  fort  in  Khurasan. 

p  iij,Ju»i\ j\jtti  hazar  ispand,  Wild  rue. 
p  (J^jL«*»|  hazar  astln,  (Thousand-sleeved, 

i.e.  bay  or  creek)  The  sea. 

p  f^\zj\j\^Sc>  liazar  afshan,  Bryony. 
p  hazaran,  Thousands.  A  thousand.  A 

nightingale.  A  word  used  in  the  game  of  nard. 

p  )j  I  J\ji'  hazar-aiva,  (orj\j  I  arodz)  (The  bird) 
of  a  thousand  notes;  nightingale. 

Pj^.j]}^  hazar  buz,  Name  of  a  fort  in  Khurasan. 

p  hazdr-pd,  Scolopendra,  millipede,  pal- 

mer-worm of  a  dangerous  kind. 

Pj^_j\yb  hazdr-pisar,Name  of  a  medical  grass. 

p  aj\l>j\jj&  hazdr-tdba,  (Thousand-ray)  Sun. 

p  j)^  hazdr  to  (or  toy^  The  second  sto- 
mach of  beasts  (as  being  in  many  divisions), 

P(jUL&-j^J6  /ta2;ar-cAas/iaw,  White  vine.  Bryony. 

p  es.*-i> j\y>  hazdr-chashma,  A  cancer  (disease). 

p  jols-j^  hazdr  hhdna,  The  second  stomach 
of  beasts,  the  tripe. 

p^jlL*j hazdr-ddstdn,  (or^^lL*>i5j^fc  hazdr 
dastdn)  (Teller  of) a  thousand  tales,  i.e.  the  night- 

ingale (to  which  they  sometimes  prefix  ̂ yA>  bulbul). 

p  i6\i5j\jfc  ̂ a^arf^awa,  Thethousand-grain(ear), 
the  hundred-leaf  (flower).  Beads  for  saying  prayers, 
on  counting  of  which  they  repeat  the  praises,  names, 

or  attributes  of  God  ;  as  <iij  li,^^  al  hamdu  li'lldh, 
Praise  be  to  God  !  alluh  ahbar, GoA  is  great. 

p  (j^--^**^        hazdr-rahhshdn,  Bryony. 

p  (jj^j)}*  /ifl^ar-sMifMW,  (Thousand  columns) 
Name  of  a  celebrated  palace  in  Persepolis. 

p  ,^sSUuj\^  hazdrixfand,  Wild  rue.    A  kind 
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of  medicine. 

A  <— hvzdrif,  A  swift  ostrich. 

p  1>Si.i\^ j\jS)  hazdr-gdsida,  AcovaraonvihoTe, 

P^'^]}fc  hazdr-mehh,  A  dervish's  habit  closely stitched.  The  starry  firmament. 

P  hazdr  mekhi,  A  common  strumpet. 

p  5j\j&  hazdra,  A  tribe  of  AflTghans.  A  double 

flower.  A  divided  stream  or  jet  d'eau  (like  that  of 
a  watering-pan). 

P  hazdrhd,  Thousands. 

P  {Jj^j^  hazdri,  What  relates  to  a  thousand. 
The  command  of  a  thousand,  yah  ha- 

zdri, A  man  who  receives  a  thousand  rupees  per 

month  salary.  A  commander  of  gunmen. 

p  e-'x^jSyb  hazdrma,  Impure,  unrefined  gold. 
Pure  gold. 

A  j\jfi>  hazzdz,  The  bird  called  a  wagtail. 
A       hizd^One  remaining  (arrow  in  a  quiver). 

A  ̂Jfc  hazzd^  A  lion  tearing  his  prey. 
p  huzdk  or  hazdk,  An  idiot.  Unlearned, 

ignorant,  foolish,  stupid,  mean,  contemptible.  Any 

one  easily  deceived  by  another's  words.  Proud, 
self-conceited.  Ugly.  An  extensive  garden  sup- 

posed to  have  formerly  belonged  to  Kay  Kawus, 

the  second  Persian  king  of  the  Peshdadian  dynasty. 

A  J|j&  hazdl  or  huzdl,  (v.  n.  of  J^is)  Being  ex- 
tenuated through  age.    Huzdl,  Lean.  Leanness. 

A         hazzdl,  A  droll. 

A  huzdlat,  A  jest,  joke,  play.  Pleasantry, 

sprigbtliness,  cheerfulness. 
A huzdmij,  A  continued  sound. 

A  (J.*];*  /<a2^«mz7,Confused,  inarticulate  sounds. 

pjj£>^  hazdhiz,  A  quaking  from  fear.  Seditious. 
Ajfc\jJ6  hazdhiz.  Seditions,  tumults,  intestine 

wars.  Huzdhiz,  Copious  and  flowing  (water). 

Swift,  active. 

A  hazdsim,  (pi.  of  'ic^  hazlmat)  Wells 
overflowing.  Lean  beasts.  F]ights,routs,dispersions. 

A  j>jSt>  hizbar  also  hizabr,  (pi.  hazdbir)  A 

lion.  Thick,  strong,  hard,  i^\jiyb  hizbardni 
wafjhd.  The  lions  of  the  field,  heroes. 

p  e^>^j>y>  hizabrdna,  Lion-like.  Resembling 
brave  warriors. 

A  \j>y>  hazbarat,  (v.  n.  of^Jjft  Q)  Cutting. 

A  {Jj^y^  hizabrl,  Fierceness. 
A  &bja  hazbalat,  A  being  depressed  by  poverty. 

A  &ij.bj5)  hazbalilat.  Any  thing,  somewhat. 

p  &JjJ6  huzba.  Flower  of  the  meadow-safl^ron. 
A  sjfi>  ̂izza^jAlacrity,  cheerfulness,  exultation. 

Cheerfulness,  alacrity  in  bestowing  a  gift.  The 

murmuring  of  a  boiling  pot.  Reverberation,  peal 

of  thunder.  A  pace  peculiar  to  a  camel. 

A  ̂ JJb  hazaj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Shaking,  trilling 
(a  singer).  Modulation,  shaking,  trilling.  Any 
consecutive  thread  of  discourse.  (d  hazaj,  A 

species  of  verse. 

p  i>Jfi>  hazad,  The  beaver. 
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p       lijJs  hazad-gund.  Testicles  of  the  beaver. 

Ajjfii  hazr,  (v.  n.  ofjji)  Striking  with  a  stick, 
particularly  in  a  violent  manner  on  the  back  and 

sides.  Banishing,  driving  away.  Throwing  pro- 

strate. Giving  largely.  Laughing.  Making  haste 

about  any  necessary  business.  Selling  dear.  Fall- 
ing suddenly  or  rushing  into.  Purchasing  without 

thoughtorcare.  jH«2:r,Deceived,defrauded,cozened. 

Foolish,  simple.  Strong,  vehement. 

A  '^\'y  hazardt,  (pi.  of  j^J^  hazrat)  Blows. 
A  i__5^Jfc  hizrdf,  A  swift  ostrich. 

A  &^jji>  hazrabat,  Agility,  levity.  Celerity. 
A  djjfc  hazrat  or  hazarat,Thm  earth.  One  blow, 

onebeating.  dSy^ ̂ hzuhazardtin,(ovCj\jy  «Jki 
fihi  hazardt)  Cozened,  cheated,  gulled. 

A  '^jj^  hazrafat,  (v.  n.  of  i—^j^  Q)  Going  fast, 
being  quick.  Hizrifat,  An  old  woman  or  she-camel. 
A  hazrakat,  A  ridiculous  horse-laugh. 

A  ̂ jjjfi>  hazruj,  Root  of  the  tursus. 
A  I  'jj^  hizrawf  or  huzruf,  A  swift  ostrich. 

A  &ijjJJ6/«z7'a7(^ai,Anoldwomanor  she-camel. 

A  U^jjl^  huzruka',  A  prison. 
A  ̂ JJ6  huza^  A  prey-tearing  lion. 
A  hazf,  (v.  n.  of  i— i^Js)  Easily  blowing 

away  (wind). 

A  u_i}J&  hizaff,  Swift,  flying  away.  Long-fea- 
thered. Slow,  heavy,  stupid. 

A  Jjjft  hazak,  Alacrity,  cheerfulness.  Hazih, 
Loud  and  repeated  peals  of  thunder. 

A  'i3y>  hazikat,  A  woman  full  of  spirits,  who 
laughs  much,  and  cannot  rest  in  a  place. 

A  hazl,  (v.  n.  of  J}*)  Making  lean,  ema- 

ciating. Having  lean  cattle.  Losing  one's  cattle. 
Becoming  poor.  Joking,  jesting.  A  jest,  playfulness. 

pjj^AeT  haldmi  hazl-dmez,  A  facetious  dis- 
course, mixed  with  wit  and  humour,  a  Hazlovhuzl, 

(v.  n.  of  Jj&)  Being  lean,  and  emaciated  with  age. 
a  Hazil,  Jocose,  sportful. 

A  hizldj,  A  swift  wolf. 

A  ̂ythizld^  A  mongrel  whelp  of  a  he-wolf  and 
she-hyena  lank  about  the  thighs.  A  proper  name. 

A^^^  hazallaj,  Swift  (ostrich). 
A   ai-^  hazlajat  Confusion  in  speaking. 

A,*JjJ6  hazallaj  Swift,  quick. 

A'i)iijbhazla^t,{Y.n.of^yi  Q), Passing,  with- 
drawing one's  self.  Coming  out  from  concealment. 

p  ̂   (JjJ&  hazil-gu  or  go.  An  idle  talker. 

A  ̂jS>  hazla',  (pi.  of  J^^.J*)  Thin.  Serpents. 
A  CIa3j>  hazllydt,  Jest,  pleasantries. 
A  hazm,  (v.  n.  of  Putting  to  flight, 

routing,  dispersing.  Depressing,  crushing.  Press- 
ing (an  apple)  and  leaving  a  mark.  Twanging  (a 

bow-string).  Defrauding.  Digging  a  well.  Inclin- 

ing, being  favourably  inclined.  Fragments  of  dry 
thorns.  Low  ground.  Thin  clouds,  not  watery,  (pi. 

of  s,<yt>  hazmat)  Hollows  made  by  pressure.  Sa- 
zam.  The  sound  or  twang  (of  a  bow-string).  Ha- 



zim,  Thick,  incessant  (rain).  (A  pot)  boiling  fu- 
riously. A  tractable  horse, 

p  jftJJs  hizam,  Wood. 
p  (^l/«J^  hazmdn,  (for  ̂j^jJ*)  Every  time. 

A  &«JJfc  hazmat,  The  pit  in  the  stomach,  (pi.  ̂  

hazm,  and  pjj^b  huzuni)  Any  cavity  made  by  pres- 
sure (as  in  an  apple). 

A  e^y^  hazmajat,  A  confusion  of  voices.  A 
speech  delivered  without  proper  pauses. 

A  'ij^  liazinarat,  (v.  n.  of^-ejjs  Q),  Agitating 
violently,  moving  with  rapidity.  Incommoding, 
molesting:.    Forcing:  one  to  act  agcainst  his  will. 

A  hazmal,  Confused,  inarticulate  noise. 

AjOjJs  hazamhar,  (or  ̂̂ \^3jS)  hazamharan^Qnn- 
ning.  Sharp-headed. Malignant, ofabad disposition. 

AjjOjfc  hazambaz,  (or  (j]]jOjJ6  hazambazdn)  A 

jumper.  Sharp.  Bad-tempered. 

A  ̂\joJfc  hazambazdmy,  Sharp-witted,  clever. 

A  '^y>  huznugh,  (or  ̂ _5^  Imrnugli)  A  kind  of 
esculent  root  resembling  the  plant  CJ^W  tursus. 

A  jja  /ta^;?i',  (v.  n.  of^  for  jj^)  Travelling. 
p  jji>  hazu,  A  courageous,  valiant  man. 

Aj^  huius,{pv ^^ylmzus)  (v.  n.  of  IjJfc)  Laugh- 
ing at,  mocking,  jeering.  Derision,  mockery,  ridi- 

cule. Irony. 

p  (^j^  hazrvdn,  The  tongue;  speech. 

Ajj^  hazawwar,  Weak. 
A         huzu^  (v.  n.  of         Making  haste. 

A  hazum,  Twanging  (bow-string).  Su- 

zum,  The  latter  part  (of  the  night),  (pi.  of  ̂  
hazm)  Fi  agments  of  dry  thorns,  (pi.  of  haz- 

mat) Hollows  made  by  pressure,  dents. 

Ajljs^  hazhdz,  Copious  and  flowing  (water). 
Briglit,  glittering,  waving  (sword).  Name  of  a  dog. 

AjS>J&  huzhuz,  Deep  (well).  Suzhuz  or  huza- 
hiz,  Copious  and  flowing  (water).  Huzahiz,  Swift, 
active,  brisk. 

A  'iji>^  hazhazat,  (v.  n.  ofjisjjs  Q)  Moving. 
Subduing,  mastering,  bringing  into  subjection.  Se- 

dition, tumult,  intestine  war. 

A  ̂ _jSc>  hazy,  Part  of  the  night. 
A  4iJj£>  ha  zayd,  (for        a  zayd)  Is  Zayd  ? 

A jiyti  hazir,  Expelled,  driven  back. 

Aiji^ti  huzayrat,{^im.  of  *8j^  /taarmf)  Very  lazy. 
A^^  haziz,  (v.  n.  ofji6)Making  (camels)  brisk 

and  travel  fast  (by  singing  to  them).  Falling  (a 
star).  Sound.  The  whisper  or  murmurof  the  winds, 

especially  through  trees.  The  roll  of  thunder. 

A  liazi^  A  third,  fourth,  or  smaller  por- 
tion of  the  night.  Foolish,  ignorant,  silly. 

A  Jjjfc  liazil,  Thin  and  lean. 

A  jf  Jft  hazim,  Loud-neighing  (horse).  Sound 
of  thunder.  Incessant,  heavy  (rain). 

A  'icy>  haz'imat,  (v.  n.  of  j«ja>)  Routing,  putting 
to  flight,  (pi.  ̂ \y>  hazaAm)  Rout,  defeat,  disper- 

sion. A  well  overflowing  with  water.  Lean  cattle, 

p  ii)*^^  Ll*^Ji!>  liazimat  khwurdan,  (also  ̂ ^li 
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yaftan)  To  experience  a  defeat,  to  be  routed. 

p  slib  O^Jis  hazimat-yafta,  Put  to  flight. 

A^C^  hazimati,  Routed.  A  fugitive. 

A  tl^^J^  hizzima'.  Flight,  rout,  defeat. 
p  s^iyjb  hazina,  Expenditure,  disbursement, 

household  expenses.  Daily,  continual.  A  treasury. 

V&y^hajdah,(JoviS'xLi>  hashtdah)  Eighteen. 
PjVfc^  hajhar,  A  superfluous  tooth  which  pre- 

vents a  horse  from  thriving  on  his  food. 

P  (ji^^  hajldan,  To  dry,  wither. 

Pj^.j^  hajlr,  (hujh;  or  syjis  haj'ira)  Dignity, 
whatevercommands respect.  Beautiful, good,agree- 

able,  acceptable,  praiseworthy.  Swiftness  of  foot. 
Acuteness  of  grenius. 

A  (j«>fc  hns,  Used  in  crying  to  sheep. 

A  hass,  (v.  n.  of  (Jlfc)  Pounding  small. 

Breaking.  Talking  to  one's  self.  Suggesting,  hint- 

ing (as  one's  own  thoughts). 
A  iiL*J6  hisdd,  (pi.  of  tWfc  hasad)  Lions. 

A  hasdhis,  Mutterings,  whisperings. 

Nocturnal  walkings.  Voices  or  whispers  of  demons. 

A  hash,  Enough,  sufficiency. 

p  hashat,  A  foreigner;  unknown. 

p  (J1«^>■^  hast,  Is,  exists,  remains.  Existence, 

being.  f^<^  CL'<>>fe  hast  shudan.  To  be,  become, 

happen.  ̂ Jli,i^O<*J^  hast  kardan,  To  give  being, to  create,  produce. 

p  Uu»j\  hast  astd,  A  magician,  conjuror. 

p  (jljLjb  hastan.  Is,  exists.  Existence. 
PjOL-Jfc  hastahr,  The  star  called  the»Dragon. 

Pii_j^  '1'  ̂■■■O'  liast  hud,  (What  is,  was)  A  rent-roll. 
p  Jj^Lw-fc  hastara,  A  kind  of  vehicle  formed  of 

wood  and  reeds  for  carrying  bricks,  earth,  &c. 

p  hast-hun.  The  Creator. 

p  hastan.  To  be,  exist,  subsist. 

p  jjk.M.fc  hastu.  The  stone  of  fruit.  Truth,  jus- 
tice, rectitude.  One  who  gives  his  consent  to,  con- 

fesses or  acknowledges,  a  thing. 

p  lij^  J  hast  u  hud,  (Is  and  was)  The 
present  actual  state  of  the  revenue  compared  with 

former  years  (an  Indian  phrase).  Rent-roll. 

p  (jb_jjL»A  hastuddn,  A  king  of  Azarbayjan. 
p  »jL.J>  hasta.  Fruit-stone  or  kernel.  Existent. 

p  j;  hasti,  Being,  existence,  entity,  world, 
created  beings.  Wealth,  riches.  Self-conceit,  self- 

love.  ^(J-^  hastifi  sirf,  Pure,  independent, 
absolute  existence. 

p  ̂ liJOu-Js  hastidan,  To  be,  to  exist.  To  agree, 
suit,  be  worth,  turn  to  account. 

A         hasad,  A  lion.  Strong,  strenuous. 
p hasar.  Ice. 

A  'ij^  husrat,  Friends,  relations,  uncles. 

A  has^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Making  haste.  * p  uii-Js  hasah  or  hash,  An  instrument  for  se- 

parating corn  from  the  chaff",  a  fan,  ventilator. 

A  j,*J6  hasm,  (v.  n.  of  p*-*)  Breaking  (espe- 
cially a  thing  dry  and  hollow).  Husum,  Caustics. 

A  (_j*il^A<Js  has-hds,  A  butcher.  (A  shepherd) 

grazing  sheep  all  night.  Any  one  who  wakes  all 
night  in  doing  any  thing.  Expeditious  (journey, 

especially  in  the  night,through  thedeserts,to  water). 

A  iL^^j^  has-hasat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^*«J6  Q)  Mut- 
tering, whispering.  Rustling.  A  whispering  tone. 

The  rattling  (of  a  necklace,  of  other  jewels,  or  ar- 

mour), the  noise  of  (a  man)  moving  in  the  night, 

especially  when  lying  amongst  leaves.  The  sur- 
face of  water,  which,  being  ruffled  by  a  gentle 

breeze,  flows  like  a  chain. 

Pj<^  liasir.  Ice. 

A  «^«J6  husayrat,  (dim.  of  5^«-*  husrat)  Rela- 
tions, uncles  (paternal  and  maternal). 

A^j«A*Mi&  hasis.  Broken  in  large  pieces.Crurtibled 

bread.  A  whisper,  any  thing  uttered  in  a  low  tone. 
p  hash.  Motion,  departure.  Mud,  clay. 

Sish,  The  team  of  the  plough  to  which  oxen  are 

fastened.  Hush,  Understanding,  mind.  Care,  at- 

tention, study.  Death.  ̂ Jwb  hush  ddshtan. 

To  be  intelligent,  learned,  prudent.  l_aJu1» 

tahtbi  ̂ sawi-hush,  A]}]iys'\cia.nski\{ii\  as  Jesus. 
A  ̂jiis/tas/is/t,  (v.  n.of(jlS>)  Beating(the leaves) 

off"  trees  with  a  stick,  especially  as  food  for  cattle. 
(A  horse)  which  perspires  much.  Soft  (bread). 
Light, nimble, cheerful, brisk.  Easy  polite,humane. 

13\  ana'  bihi  hashshun  hashshun,  I  am 
extremely  glad  of  it ;  I  wish  it  with  all  my  heart. 

\LSt>  is.^^\  at^mahu  hashshan  mashshan,  He 
fed  him  well.  i^J^s>  hashshiil  mahsir,  Easy, 

aflPable  in  receiving  petitions  or  in  doing  business. 

A  (^J^ZA  /ias/<as/i,  Joy,  exultation,  cheerfulness. 
Lightness.   Soft  (bread). 

A  (^\ZJ>  hashshdsh,  Cheerful.  Easy,  polite, 

humane.   (A  leathern  bottle)  leaky  from  thinness. 

A  'iZ»\Lst'  hashdshat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ j^)  Being  light, 
nimble, cheerful,  brisk.  Being  easy, polite,humane. 

Gladness,  joy,  cheerfulness,  lightness.  Softness. 

A  j«l-iJ6  hishdm.  Beneficence,  liberality. 
p  uilU.i»S>  hushpulak,  A  sound  made  with  the 

ends  of  two  fingers  applied  to  the  mouth  by  those 

who  fly  pigeons. 

p  CL*''-i>  hasht,  Eight,  ul^^  lIU^S*  hasht 
bihishf,The  eight  paradises.  Sisht,  A  hiss,  whistle, 
or  noise  made  with  the  lips. 

p  hashtdd.  Eighty.  i)XiJl,S>  j^_piri 

hashtdd  sdla,  An  old  man  of  eighty;  octogenarian. 

p  ̂i^Ki^  hashtddum.  The  eightieth. 
p  C-k-i^  hasht  hdgh,  (^^11.-;  (Jl*.Mft>  hasht 

hustdn,  CL^SLSt  hash  t  md?vu',  CL*:'l%Si hasht 

mar^',  and  f^^yOj  ̂ J^^  CL-^^  hasht  haykali  riz- 
wdn.  The  eight  heavens. 

p  iS'iJ^  hashtdah,  Eighteen. 

p  (jlfc  J.i.iJ6  hashtdahdn.  Aloe-wood.  Mallows. 

p  pJtiiXiJs  hashtdahum.  The  eighteenth. 
p         i^Z^  hasht-sdla,  Eight  years  old. 

p  yji  L  ■      hasht-su,  Eight-sided,  octangular. 



p  iX«ajLi*fc  hashtsad,  Eight  hundred. 

p  (jUCjiLiJfc  hashtaffan,  {or  isl>\X.xLtb  hashtagana) 
Eight  each  ;  in  eights. 

p  ̂   CL*      hasht  (janj,  The  eight  treasures  of 
J hhusraw pa7Tez,name]y :  ^ 

f/anji^irus;  lib  ̂  ganjihad-award ;  3. 
kJ^j**^  dtbad  khti.iravi; 

afrasyab ;  5.  es-ii-^juj  sohhta ;  6.  ̂  

l^*is>-  khazra. ;  7.  lijjT  lil^  ̂   shad- 
aivard;  8.jb  ̂   i/fl'y*  har. 

hasht  gosha,  An  octagon. 

p  pjLij!>  hashtum  (or  hashtumi)  Eighth. 
p (JLA.Mifc  /ifl^/i^  manzar,  The  eight  heavens. 

The  zodiac,  with  the  orbits  of  Saturn,  Jupiter,  Mars, 

the  sun,  Venus,  Mercury,  and  the  moon. 

p  (^Lst>  hishtan,  To  dismiss,  leave,  let  fall.  To 

hang,  suspend.  To  roll  round,  involve. 

p  l1*.»<ij  hicsht  u  musht,  Wrestling  and 
boxing. 

p  (jiJ_^jLi;.fi>  hashtiwesh,  Name  of  the  fifth  sup- 
plemental day  added  to  the  Persian  year. 

p  sIJlS)  hishta,  Relinquished,  let  go.  Hanging 

loose.  ej^ZJtj^  faro  hishta,  Flowing  (hair). 

p  ̂ ^^xxLSi  hashtidan,  To  whistle,  hiss,  or  make 
any  noise  with  the  lips.  To  preserve,  keep. 

p        CLkZA  hasht-yak,  An  eighth. 

Pj\iXi£>  liush  dar,  Attend,  be  careful. 
p  idJ^  hashdah,  Eighteen. 

A  jLS)  hashr,  (v.  n.  of  Milking  out  the 

whole  contents  of  a  camel's  udder.  Thinness,  slen- 
derness,  weakness,  softness.  Lightness. 

A  'ijLs>  hashrat,  Sauciness,  petulance.  Ingrati- 
tude. Pomp,  pride.  Hashirat,  (A  tree)  which  soon 

loses  its  leaves. 

p  hashistan,  To  abandon,  leave,  dismiss. 

p  ̂ysL>.s.^  hashfiful,  Wild  carrot. 

A  hashm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^),  Breaking  (any 
thing)  not  solid,  (as  the  nose,  a  bone,  or  an  egg). 

Breaking  a  bough  (wind).  Honouring,  esteeming 

highly.  Mashim,  Liberal,  munificent.  Hushum, 

Soft  mountains,  easy  to  be  dug.  Milkers. 

A  haslmat,  (Jj*^  t^j^ 
nafsu  musJiashiljabalVl  kazzanat.  Sashamat, 

A  mountain-goat. 

A  'i^.,^Sf<  hashamshamat,  A  lion. 
p  f^^St  hashan,  Care,  study. 
p  \.L^jJi&  hashang,  A  poor  helpless  wretch. 

p  hashu,  Marrow.  Husliu,  Understanding, 

ready  wit,  ingenuity.  A  fortification. 

Pj\^iJ&  hushwar,  Prudent,  intelligent. 

A  j^ZJb  hashur,  (A  tree)  soon  losing  its  leaves. 

A  {^^^  hashush,  (A  sheep)  very  milch. 

A  'i^^^  hushushat,  The  softening  (of  bread). 
p  hushumand,  Prudent,  intelligent. 

p  (jij^^  hashunash,  The  fifth  day  added  to  the 

Pei'sian  year. 

A  !^^\^Si  hashhash,  Liberal,  kind,  excellent. 
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k'sJUf^ZJciliashhashat, Vuiim^'m  motion,shaking. 
Pjlj^i^  liushyar,  Intelligent,  prudent.  Cautious. 

Abstemious,  sober.  jIjJLS)  hushyar-saz,  Ren- 
dering wise;  restoring  one  to  their  senses  (after 

being  intoxicated). 

P  (J j^ZJt  hushyan,  Prudence. 
p  ̂JS^JL^l>  hisliidan,  To  dismiss,  let  fall,  let  go, 

leave.  To  bang,  suspend. 

A  'ij:^  hushayrat,  (dim.  of  »^i.J^  hashrat')  A moderate  degree  of  petulance. 

A  (JS.JLiJ^  Zias/as/t,Gentle,humane,afrable.  Weak 
and  flaccid.  Soft  (bread). 

A  hashyalat,  Aged  and  fat  (she-camel). 
JIashilat,  A  horse  or  camel  taken  from  the  owner 

without  his  consent,  but  returned  to  him  when  the 

journey  is  over  :  a  thing  pressed  for  public  service. 
p  aJa<ij&  hashila,  Domestic  or  sea-fowls  dressed 

with  pease,  beets,  and  eggs. 

A  hashim,  Broken,  bent.  Dry,  withered, 

brittle.Dryforage,chip3,stubble.Weak,flaccid,frail. 

A  'i^LSi  hashimat,  (A  place)  full  of  dry  trees. 
hashimatu''lkaram,  Liberal,  munificent. 

Vj\yyJl^  ha  or  latshimar.  Intelligent,  prudent. 

A  /(ass,  (v.  n.  of  ;jiafc)  Breaking,  bruising 

(particularly  any  thing  hollow).  Treading  upon. 

A  jloois  hassar,  A  prey-crushing  lion. 
A  hassam,  A  lion. 

A  (^jai\^aJb  husahis,  A  strong  and  black  man. 

Ajaiifc  hasr  (v.  n.  of ̂->afc)  Driving,  beating  off. 
Drawing,  attracting,  bringing  near.  Bending  (a 

branch).  Breaking  (without  cracking  or  bending). 

A  fracture.  Hasir  or  husar,  A  lion  tearing  his  prey. 

A  S^oJfc  lias  or  hasarat,  A  kind  of  philtre  or  fas- 

cination.  Husarat,  (or  'sj>a^\  al  husarat)  A  lion. 
A  |<,*3J&  hasm,  A  breaking.    Husam,  A  lion. 

A  ̂ ^no-^^aSi  hasamsam,  A  lion. 
A  _jAai>  hasw,  A  growing  old. 

Aj^ali  hasur  or  haswar,  A  prey-breaking  lion. 

A  'ij^oS)  haswarat,  A  lion. 
A  (^l^^fc  has-has,  Of  sparkling  eyes. 
A  lius-hus,  A  strong  black  man. 

A  e.jo^jaSihos-hasat,(y.  n.  of(,>a.^.^  Q)  Squeez- 

ing, pressing  with  the  hand.  Defaming,  accusing. 

A  ̂ j>aJuaJ6  hasis,  Beaten,  broken,  bruised,  trod- 
den down.  The  tremulous  light  (of  fire). 

A  hazz,  (v.  n.  of  (_>ai6)  Breaking.  Pound- 

ing. Walking  well.  Instigating,  exciting.  Travel- 
ling fast  (camels).  A  fracture,  amputation,  bruise. 

A  ̂{joJci  hazzas,  A  crowd.  A  troop  of  horse. 

A  hizab,(p\.  o{'ix>aJi  hazbat)  Showers 
which  consist  of  large  drops.  Long,  steep,  and 

inaccessible  mountains,  separate  from  others. 

A  sLaS>  hizat,  The  forelocks.    A  she-ass. 
A  hazzaz,  (A  stallion)  breaking  necks. 

A  &.oLaJ6  hazazat,  Any  thing  broken. 

A  pLiSi  /iai'i-am,  Digestive.  Medicine  or  aught 
similar  promoting  digestion.    Liberal.  A  lion. 
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A  ̂Iwifc  hazasim,{p\.  of  ii«k/a!s  hazlmat)  Meats dressed  for  a  funeral  entei  tainment. 

hazb,  (v.  n.  of  t-«*afc)  Raining  inces- 
santly. Speaking  much ;  beingloquacious  and  noisy. 

Walkingata slow, sluggish  pace. IIizab,(p\.ofi.^jaSb 

hazbat)  Rains  falling  in  large  drops.  Mountains, 

ranges  of  hills. 
A  (Jl«<nafc  Mzabh,  (A  horse)  perspiring  greatly. 

Strong,  robust. 

A  'ixjAs>  hazbat,  (pi.  l  --^fe  hizab,i^\jai>  hizab, 
CJ^XtoSi  hazabat,  and  a/ia^ii)  Rain  con- 

sisting of  large  drops.  A  mountain  spread  over  a 

large  surface  of  ground.  A  high,  steep,  inaccessible 

mountain,  separated  from  all  others.  A  mountain 
consisting  of  a  single  rock. 

A  ̂y^a£>  hazl,  (v.  n.  of  (3->a&)  Pouring  forth 
oratory  or  verse.  Much. 

A  >^LiLJ^  hazlds,  Possessed  of  long  teats. 

A  ̂ ,jqS>  hazm,  (v.  n.  of  j»*ifc)  Breaking.  Digest- 
ing (food),  concocting.  Attacking,  invading,  enter- 

ing suddenly  upon.  Injuring,  oppressing,  defraud- 

ing, seizing  the  property  of  another.  Bearing  pa- 

tiently. Digestion.  Any  aromatic  substance.  Op- 

pression, injury,  loss.  JJ^  hazmi  awwal,  The 

first  concoction,  p  ̂^^^  ̂^i>  hazm  kardan,  To 

digest.  To  embezzle,  a  ̂/iLfe  (Jj^"  habili  hazm, 
Digestible.  Tolerable.  Hazm  or  hizm,  (pi.  jiUai^ 
ahzam.  and  huzmn)  A  plain,  extensive  and 

lying  low ;  the  bottom  of  a  valley,  channel,  or  sea. 

Hazam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ %-aJ&)  Being  slender  (the  waist), 
being  shrunk  or  collapsed  (the  belly).  Being 

straight,  and  without  curve  (the  ribs  of  a  horse). 
Slenderness  round  the  waist ;  a  shrinking  in  the 

belly  (of  man  or  beast),  (pi.  ̂jqS>\  ahzam)  A  kind 
of  aromatic  substance.  Huzum,  (pi.  of  ha- 
zum)  Liberal  (hands). 

A  -^V^^ifc  hazmas.  Gaunt-bellied  (mare). 

a  'iiyoJi  hiizubat.  One  shower  by  which  a  field is  wet  enough. 

A  hazum,  (Medicine)  which  helps  diges- 

tion, peptic.  Liberal,  beneficent.  {jp\. ̂ .^aS^  huzum) 
Liberal  (hand).  Alion.  Huzum,  {pl.o? ̂ ^ai>  hazm) 
Plains.  Bottoms  of  valleys  or  of  seas. 

A  {^\^^*aSi  hazhaz,  (A  stallion)  breaking  the 
necks  of  others. 

ALa/^jiofc  hazhazat,  (v.  n.  ofi^^jAf^^aSi  Q)  Break- 
ing in  pieces,  pounding. 

A  i^XjoSti  hazib,  (A  ewe)  giving  little  milk. 
A  hazij.  Little  (boys). 

A  i^jAXjoJb  haziz.  Broken,  bruised  (thing). 

A  j»A*ai6  hazlm,  Injured,  oppressed.  Slender- 
waisted  (woman).  Shrunk,  lank  (belly).  Forced. 

A  pipe  or  flute  (especially  of  reed).  Contracted, 

turned  in  (cow's  hoof).  (Palm-flowers)  wrapt  close, 

not  appearing  from  the  buds. 

A  »^wo*  haz'imat,  Injury,  oppression;  iniquit3% 

Wrath,    (pi.  ̂\toS>  hazasim)  Meat  dressed  for  a 



funeral  entertainment. 

A|^5_<^«a&>  hazimiy,  Fit  for  a  funeral-feast. 

A  >Ua^  haitas,  (fem.'of  \aS>\  ahatt)  (A  she-ca- 
mel) patient  of  labour  and  travelling  well. 

A  JUaa  hattal,  Constantly  dropping  (cloud). 
A  laaUafc  hutahit,  A  horse. 

A  JiA$>  hatr,  (v.  n.  of  JlsiSt>)  Striking.  Killing  (a 
dog)  with  a  stick. 

A  «^la£>  hatrat,  The  humble  manner  in  which  a 
poor  man  begs. 

A  lalais  huiuf,  Ruined  or  perishing  men. 

A  haf^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ajs)  Running  in  terror. 
Looking  at  (any  thing)  with  fixed  eyes. 

A  I  aia£>  hatf,  (v.  n.  of  u-fllafc)  Milking.  Rain- 
ing. The  noise  made  in  walking.  Sat  if, Thick  rain. 

A  Jpafc  hatak,  A  quick  pace. 

Ajjlsfii  katl,  (v.  n.  of  ijlafc)  Raining  incessantly. 
Raining  at  intervals,  pouring  out  showers  with 

large  drops.  Making  a  horse  sweat  profusely  (a 

race).  Travelling  languidly  (a  camel).  Flowing 

with  tears  (the  eye).  Incessant  and  small  rain.  An 

uninterrupted  flow  of  tears.  Hitl,  A  wolf.  A  rob- 

ber, thief.  A  fool.  Fatigued  (camel).  IIutl,(B.am) 

which  continues  night  and  day.  Hatil,  (pi.  JJaia 

Imttal)  Constantly  dropping  (cloud  or  rain). 

A  (Jiafc  liuttal,  (pi.  of  (Jialfc)  Incessant  rains. 

A-^^laJS  hatlui,  (Rain)continuing  night  and  day. 

A  ̂j^)>laJ&  hatalan,  (v.  n.  of  Jiai)  Raining  at 
intervals,  shower  followinsr  shower. 

A  ij-ilafc  hatlas  (or  ̂jJiafc  hatallas)  A  thief. 
A  highway-robber.    A  wolf, 

A  ̂ilafi>  hatalla^  Great  (cloud).  Numerous 
(army).  Tall  and  corpulent  (man). 

A  ̂liSihatla,  Slow  -going (she-camel).  Satla' 
or  hatala,  Camels  going  in  droves  without  a  driver. 

A  jlaA  hairc,  A  throwing,  casting  away. 

A  Jmtu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂afc)  Running  in  terror. 
Looking  at  (a  thing)  with  fixed  eyes. 

A  K^i^Kfr  hat-hatat,  The  neighing  of  a  horse. 
Expedition  in  travelling  or  in  working. 

A  ̂iafc  hnta'jA  wrestling,  thro%ving  down.  A 
violent  blow. 

A^^lafc  hati^  A  broad  highway. 

A  ixSt  /2fl^^a^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Vomiting,  puking. 

A  ̂   ̂   hv^hu^The  noise  made  in  vomiting. 

p  t  2fc  haf,  A  weaver's  shop,  sley,  or  reed. 
A  hajf,  (v.  n.  of  l— &^)  Whistling  (as  the 

wind).  Siff,  A  cloud  without  water.  A  comb 

without  honey,  or  containing  little.  A  light  or  empty 

thing.  An  empty,  light,  shallow,  insignificant  fel- 
low, a  sorry  scrub.  Corn  not  reaped  in  time,  the 

grains  of  which  are  shaken  out.  Haff  ov  hiff,  A 

species  of  small  fish.  A  large  kind  of  tadpole. 

A  \sis>  hafa,  A  slight  rain  soon  over. 

A  sl&fc  haf  at,  Manner,  custom.  A  gentle  shower 
soon  over. 

A  Olajb  haf  at,  Foolish,  insane.    Hufat,  (v. 
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n.  of  tJl*Qte)  Flying  or  fluttering  about  as  any  thing 

light.  Being  depressed,  lowered,  set  down.  Being 

thinned,  made  small.  Speaking  rashly  or  imperti- 
nently without  foundation  or  proof. 

A(__5lij6  /io^'o/jLightjactive, nimble.  Sprightly 
and  prancing  (ass).  Light,  fit  for  flight  (bird  or 
feather).  Cool,  peaceful,  but  not  perpetual  (shade). 

Thin,  transparent  (linen  or  vest).  Shining,  splendid. 

A  ailafc  haffafat.  Gentle,  light  (wind).  Bright, 
glancing^(eye). 

A  haff  an  or  hiff  an,  A  woman's  name. 

A  ivilajs  il^^  ̂\^jam  ̂ la')  hiff'anihi,  He  came 
after  him,  following  his  steps. 

A  'isii>  hiffat.  One  small  fish.    A  big  tadpole. 
p  {JL^St  ficft,  Seven.  Sift,  The  first  degree  of 

dryness  after  being  wet.  Sift,  Foolish,  void  of 

understanding.  Plain,  level  ground.  A  single  gulp 
or  draught  of  any  liquor. 

A  iJLJH)  haft,  (v.n.  of  Cl*fli>)  Flying  or  fluttering 

about  (as  any  th  ing  light).  Being  depressed,lowered, 
set  down.  Being  thinned,  made  small.  Speaking 

rashly  or  impertinently  without  foundation  or  proof. 

An  extensive  valley.  Rain  spreading  all  around. 
Extreme  insanity,  egregious  folly. 

p  b  I  haft  aba.  The  seven  heavens. 

p  haft  uhhtan,  The  seven  planets. 
p  liliafc  hoftad,  Seventy. 

p  j_|.l^i5liflfc  haftadhushii,The  seventy  kinds 
of  diseases  incident  to  living  creatures. 

p  j,4iliflfc  haftadum,  The  seventieth. 
P  jii  J  (iUiis  haf  tad  u  du  shakh,  A  phrase 

denoting  the  seventy-two  nations  and  different  forms 

of  religion  upon  earth  ;  also  seventy-two  modes  of 

chanting  the  Kur'an. 
p  jiij  lilia*  haftadu  du  kushtl.  Seventy- 

two  kinds  of  religion  on  earth. 

p  \ltdj\  haft  ajdaha.  The  seven  planets. 
p  d.sfl^  haft  asya,  The  orbits  in  which 

the  seven  planets  revolve. 

p  C*ofc  haft  asl,  (Seven  roots)  The  seven 
earths.  The  seven  climates. 

p         '"'"^  liaft  iktim,  The  seven  climates. 

p  i^^S  haft  alrvdn,  Difi'erent  kinds  of meats.  Food  sent  from  heaven  for  Jesus  Christ; 

bread,  salt,  fish,  vinegar,  honey,  butter,  and  cresses. 

p  haft  anddm.  The  seven  members 
of  the  body,  namely,  the  head, breast,  belly,  hands, 

and  feet;  or,  the  head,  hands,  sides  and  feet.  The 

aorta  or  the  great  artery,  called  in  Arabic 

nahru'l  badan.  The  river  of  the  body. 

p  uL^j^  LL«afc  haft  awrang.  The  constellation 
of  the  Great  Bear.  The  seven  heavens. 

p  ajj  I  (Jl*gte  haft  dyina,  (or  iOoJ  1  tl^^Afc  haft 

ayina')  The  seven  planets. 
p  ̂J^y>)  iJL^OJ>  haft  ay  wan,  The  seven  heavens. 

V  jO  haft  bdz,  A  companion,  partner. 

P  (•b  L      haft  bam,  The  seven  heavens. 

p       (Jl/Ofc  haft  hanu.  The  seven  planets. 

P  haft  hiradaran,  The  seven  bro- 
thers, i.e.  seven  stars  in  the  Great  Bear. 

p  d^afe  haft  barg,  Heptaphyllous.  Me- 
zereon. 

p  haft  bind,  (or  j^buJ  bunydn)  The 
seven  heavens  (literally,  seven  structures). 

Pjti>>.  haft  jridar,  (Seven  fathers)  The 
seven  planets.  The  seven  heavens. 

p  j^^.  CL^SJt  haft  pari  surayyd.  The  smallest star  in  the  Pleiades. 

p  Sii^_  (JLAaa  haft  parda.  The  seven  heavens. 
The  seven  notes  of  the  gamut.  Saft  parda,  (CL»^ 

jj!)  haft  hajlasi  nur,  or       CLtSii)  haft  rah) 
The  seven  tunics  of  the  eye,  namely,  s^fLs  salbiya, 

(sclerotic),  eso-e^S.*  mashiniiya  (choroid),  sl-xx.^ 

shabakiya(ret\form),  &i~^^i^jS'  ̂ nkabutiya^arach- 

noid),  s^jj^S-  ̂ nablya  (uveous),  wJ^'"  karniya  (cor- neous), and  multahima  (conjunctiva). 

P j^j>.  d.»Oift  haftpargdr,  The  seven  heavens. 
p  haft  post.  The  seven  heavens. 

p^.  Okifc  haft  pir.  The  seven  masters  in  read- 

ing the  Kur'an,  ̂ b  jio^^of  Madina,j<ii^^^\  ibn kasir  of  Mecca,j^\p       abu  ̂ mir  of  Basra, 

j^ols-  ibn  ̂ mir  of  Damascus,  ^im, 

hamza  (or       hamza),  and  ̂ ^\^ kisdH  of  Kiifa. 
p LL*aJ6  haft  payhar.  The  seven  heavens. 

The  seven  planets. 

P  (^li>  CL^i^  haft  tandn.  The  seven  sleepers. 
Certain  pious  individuals  for  whose  sake  the  world 

is  kept  in  existence. 

p  haft  josh,  KmeiiH  compounded 

of  iron,  antimony,  lead,  gold,  tin,  copper,  and  silver. 

p  jj^^  1  CljJiSi  haft  chatri  db-cjun,  The  se- ven heavens. 

p  ,^j>-  CL^JiSt  haft  chashmi  charkh,  (or 

(^]y>-  ̂ ^s-uIaAjs  haftchashm  hhards)The  planets. p  haft  hdl,  Always,  continually. 

p  (3 1  i—jj^  L  haft  harfi  dbi.  The  seven 
watery  letters  :  ̂ jlm,j  zd,  ti)  haf,  sin,  j  kdf, 
1^  sd,  and  is  zd. 

p  ̂^jiJ  I  u_ i;=>-  C*i*  haft  harfi  dtishl,The  seven 
fiery  letters :  \  alif,  U  he,  \o  to,  ̂   mim,  fe, 
shin,  and  j  zdl. 

p  ̂Ujk>j\  '—^J^  Oafo  haft  harfi  isti^d,  The  se- 

ven high  letters  :  ̂   khd,      sad,  i^zdd,  ̂ ghayn, 

to,  ̂   kdf,  and  li>  zd. p  ^—-^        harfi  hhdhi,  The  se- 
ven earthy  letters  :  li  ddl,  ̂   hd,  J  Idm,  ̂ jayn,j  rdy 

^  hhd,  and  ̂ ghayn. 
p  i3^jJ6  1— jjs-  C*afe  haft  harfi  hawdJi,  The  se- 
ven airy  letters :  L-^  be,  j  rvdn,     yd,  nun, 

sdd,  O  td,  and  zdd. 

p  (Jl'Ofe  haft  khdtun,  The  seven  planets. 

p  i^]/*-  haft  hhai^ds,  {oTj\jJ>-  OJia 
haft  khartidr  hos)  The  seven  heavens. 

p  sjyf-  Oai)  haft  khazina.  The  seven  inner 



parts,  namely,  the  stomach,  liver,  lungs,  heart, 

gall,  spleen,  and  kidneys.  The  seven  heavens. 

p         (JI*gte  haft  hhazira,  The  seven  heavens. 

p  las>-  CLiStA  haft  hhat,  The  seven  lines  (on  the 

cup  ̂   jam,  viz.j^  \a~-  khaii  jaivr,  liliiJo  ks- 
hhatiha(jhdad,  laj>-  khati  hasra,  lai- 

hhatiazrak,  ̂ jX^Was-  hhatiashh,^ SM>^)a^  hhati 

hasagar,  and  s.jJ_i^jj3farodina).  The  seven  climes. 

p  oSLj}s>-  haft  khalifa,  The  stomach,  liver, 
lights,  heart,  gall,  milt,  and  kidneys.  Soul,  reason, 

sight,  hearing,  taste,  smell,  and  touch.  Forehead, 

palms  of  hands,  knees,  and  points  of  the  great  toes. 

P  p=>-  Oafi>  haft  hhum,  The  seven  heavens. 
P  haft  hhun,  (or  J\y^  haft  hhwan) 

A  sevenfold  slaughter.  Seven  places  where  the 

champion  Rustam  pitched  his  tent. 

P  Ll*fli>  haft  dadaran,  The  seven  stars 

in  the  Bear  called  ̂ J^\  Oli^  hanatu'n  na^h. 
p  i^Afc  haft  dana,  A  kind  of  dish  composed 

of  seven  different  sorts  of  fruits  and  herbs  dressed 

with  syrup,  which,  on  the  tenth  day  of  the  month 

muharram,  they  distribute  in  Persia  to  neigh- 
bours and  to  the  poor,  in  commemoration  of  the 

death  of  ̂ j^u-s-  hiisayn,  son  of  the  caliph  '^^^liy. 
P  \j*a>-  Jf^^  (JlAiifc  haft  dukhtari  Jthazh-a,  (or 

jd  Oflfc  haft  dur)  The  seven  planets. 

p  iZ^hbjd  Oafc  haft  da?'  haft.  The  seven  arti- 

cles of  a  lady's  toilet,  namely,  privet,  antimony, 
woad,  rouge,  ceruse,  gold  leaf,  and  civet.  The  seven 

planets,  or  seven  climes.  Seven  by  seven,  forty-nine. 

p         d^ifc  haft  darya,  The  seven  seas. 

p  ̂ jOti  iJLiSLtb  luft  dugun,  The  seven  climates. 

Pjjii  d^afc  liaft  darcr,  Seven  revolutions  or 
cycles,  said  to  consist  of  1000  years  each,  and  each 

depending  on  one  of  the  planets. 

p  td.'is>i:  haftdah,  Seventeen.  Adorned.  Haft 
(lih,  The  seven  heavens.  The  seven  climes. 

p  haftdahum,  The  seventeenth. 

p  haft  rah,  The  seven  tunics  of  the  eye. 

P  i^'^j  <-li^i'  haft  rakhsha7i.  Seven  planets. 
haft  rasad.  The  seven  climates. 

CL^DJi  haft  ruk^siadkan,The  seven 
earths. 

Pv-LXjj  haft  rflw^/,Theseven  colours  which 
are  referred  to  the  planets,  namely,  black  to  Saturn, 

brown  to  Jupiter,red  to  Mars,y  ello  w  to  the  sun,  white 

to  Venus,  blue  to  Mercury,  and  green  to  the  moon. 

A  species  of  beautiful  Indian  rose  of  many  colours. 

Painting  or  embroidery.  Female-ornaments. 

P  haft  rangi.  Capricious.  Artful. 

p  i^jjC^SJb  haft  zarda,  A  kind  of  narcissus. 

P  (J^  haft  zaniin,  The  seven  climates. 
p  1 — aa«»  (Jl*flfc  haft  sahf,  The  seven  heavens. 

p^jUaLo  Ll^aa>  haft  sultan,  The  seven  princes, 
namely,  the  Sultan  of  Khurasan,  Sultan 

ibralnm  adham,  Sultan  ̂ jMi^  d^^\>bayazidbas- 

^ami,  Sultan j^\jAsJ^jAabusa^dabu'lkhayr, 
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Sultan  (jjlS'  li^^  mahmud  ghazi.  Sultan  j^*** 
j^^^l*  sanjar-  mdzi,  and  Sultan  ̂ j,UiUo  ,J.Jk3i»**»\  is- 
nia^l  sdmdni.  The  seven  planets. 

p  ̂ v-*  ClAflfc  haft  shama^  The  seven  planets. 

p  Sja.'iSLSt>  haft  sad,  Seven  hundred. 

p  j^llij  CLMb  haft  tdram.  The  seven  heavens. 
p^jkl?  ClAaJ^  hafttabah,  (Seven  stories  orstrata) 

The  seven  heavens.  The  seven  earths. 

(jU-  Jil?  Cl^ajbhaft  tifiijdn-shika?;  The 
seven  planets. 

iJjJiJbhaft^laf-khdna,{ori^jSLl.^i' 
haft  farsh)  The  seven  climates. 

p  (^j>  CLiSlSc:  haft  farsh,  The  seven  earths. 

p  ^Vi}  djLiji  CLiSLSt  haft  farishtasi  ayydmi 
hafia,  The  seven  archangels,  ̂ yyi\j>^j^\  uriydUl, 

^y^iKi^S^^  jasdiydsil,  ̂ xA^  shavidnl,  ̂ y^i^J  ra- 

fdiil,  (JjjjUS'  ̂ ndsil,y^\j^jabrdsil,  and  (J-Jo\jJ5-. 
A  ^y»i  haftfi^i  kulub,  The  seven 

verbs  of  the  heart,  namely :  CL^.^j  za^mtu,  I  sup- 

posed ;  CJii-^-j  wajatiu,  I  found;  rasaytu, 

I  saw ;  CLi')^:  ̂ limtu,  I  knew  ;  CLA's^  hhiltu,  I  fan- 
cied ;  CL^'ji^  zanantu,  I  thought ;  5>-  hasibtu, I  reckoned. 

A  haftah,  (from  p  &jkflfi>  hafta)  A  week, 

p  Do*  %As  (Jl^ajb  haft  hal^si  mind.  The  seven heavens. 

P  jjj*  iJl^hS)  haft  halam.  The  seven  pens  or  styles 
of  writing:  CL^  suh,  JfO^  7nuhahhah,^^  tawhl^ 

^,1^  rayltdn,        rihd^        nashh,  ̂ aLo  ta^lh. 

p  L^XisUb  haftah,  A  fourth  of  the  Kur'an. 
fJ6  Clj^SJt)  haft  hdr.  Cloth  of  seven  colours. 

p  ̂^CJUf  haft  huhn,  The  seven  heavens. 
P  ij^ CL*S.S>  haft  hura,The  seven  heavens. 

Fj^JiS^ Cl^SJt  haft  kishwar.  The  seven  climes. 
p  iCy^ CjJiSa  haft  huhna.  The  seven  old  ones, 

viz.  friend,  associate,  book,wine,  bath,  sword,  china. 

p  i^\.LjSLS>  liaftgdna.  In  sevens. 

p  jI^  Ll*fli>  haft  gdh.  The  seven  heavens.  The 
seven  climates. 

p  8^  tlAOfc  haft  girih.  The  seven  heavens :  se- 
ven planets :  seven  climates. 

p  i3Ja^  ■  "^0^  haft  gumhad.  The  seven  heavens. 
Seven  cupolas  built  bvj^^         bahrdm  gur. 

p  i^i^  CL>SLl>  haft  gunfiiia,  Gold,  silver,  tin, 

lead,  iron,  copper,  and  mountain-brass. 
p  ulAa4>  haft  gosha,  A  heptagon. 

Pj\jj^§  Oflfc  haftgisuddr.  The  seven  heavens. 
The  seven  planets. 

p  jftlafc  haftum,  (or  haftumin)  Seventh. 

p  tj^^  '"■'Ofe  haft  majmara.  Planetary  orbits. 
p  uiiii  C^jjb  haft  mihrdbifalak.  The 

seven  planets. 

p  iaJ;^  L^Q'"  /ioyi  muhit,  The  seven  heavens. 
The  sea  of  China,  Western  Ocean,  Mediterranean, 

sea  ofTiberias,Euxine,Caspian,and  of  Khwarazm. 

p  liyc  tl^flfi*  haft  7nard,The  seven  sleepers.  Cer- 
tain pious  persons  for  whose  sake  the  world  is  kept. 

p  jJjciL/c  C^Ofr  haft  mash^la.  The  planets. 

Pj^i.i^piflj&  liaftum  hisliwai-,  The  seventh  cli- mate, i.  e.  that  of  Hindiistan. 

p  (Ji^j^  liaft  mandal,  The  seven  heavens. 

P  (Jj<^  /'o/it  manzil.  The  seven  heavens. 

P(^jJ  5^  Ao/if  muhratizar7~in, (ord^gfe clils  0^  /«7/i!  najdd  falak)  The  seven  planets. 

p  |^x>  lVQ^  /io/it  wfl/^,  The  seven  earths. 
p  esiaiu  Oiii  Aa/if  7iuhia,  The  seven  planets. Decoration. 

p  ^^.^  OAfc  haffnarvbati  charhh,  The seven  planets. 

p  es.^.l=»-  j,Jt>  /io/if  wini  hhdya,  (or 

liaft  rvdldyi  khazird,The  seven  heavens. 

Fd\j  CL>Si^ haft-wdd,(SeY en  sons)'Nameo{aman. 
p  &i\^IaJ6  hnftrcdna,  A  sort  of  food. 
p  haftut,  (from  A         hafrvat)  Error, 

blunder,  crime,  offence,  fault. 

p  \^j>o  haft  Toujuhi  sarf.  The  seven 
kinds  of  verbs  in  Arabic  grammar,  called 

Idh,  Sound,  as  haiaba,  He  wrote;  u-flS-l*^* 

mMza^of,  Reduplicated,  as  ̂16  macZtZa, He  extended ; 
iJ\Xa  7nisdl,  Assimilated,  as  wajada,  He  found ; 

(,j«3*u  ndkis.  Defective,  as  ghaza',  He  fought, 
or  as  JjjOj  rama  ,  He  shot ;  ^^/V'  I^oubly 
imperfect,  as  ivaha\  He  preserved,  or  tj^^j^ 

shawa\  He  roasted ;  inahmuz,  Hamzated,  as 

jo\  a7nara.  He  commanded;  i  o.j'^'oaf,  Con- 

cave, as  jj^'  /iaZa  (for  J^a  hatvala)  He  said,  or  ̂  
ia^a  (for       baya^a)  He  sold. 

p  LL^j^iii  haft  Tvarang,  Constellation  of  the 

Bear,  ̂ j^^  f.^JOj^istS>  haftwarangi  ?rt27<z»,UrsaMa- 

jor.(j;v^  i^^^Ofc  haft7va7-angihihm,'UrsaM.'mor. p  d««.fl4>  Aq/i;  M  shash,  The  seven  planets. 

The  six  sides,  viz.  below  and  above,  i-ight  and  left, 
before  and  behind. 

p     _j  iSiSlS)  haft  u  nuh,  Seven  and  nine  (arti- 
cles of  a  lady's  toilet  and  dress) ;  namely,  hi7i7id, 

s-^j  wasma,  SjCjui$u7'7na,  f^j***  surkhl,  {^\yiSUn 
safeddb,         zaruk,         ghdliya  ;  and  ij>j  I 

sar-d7veza,  iJ\^Zi^  gosh-7vdra,  s!lJLh  silsila, 
lialhaA  bini,  AaJ gulu-band,  liJOjjb  bdzu- 

ba7id,  ̂ ^^j>  CLiMid  da&i-\)a7'anjun,  jJiSJ\  angusk- 
ta7',  and  hhalhhdl. 

p  O-lfiij  0.flfc  haft  u  hasht,  High  words,  liti- 
Sjation.  The  howl  of  a  doo;. 

p  &Iai6  hafta,  A  week,  se'nnight,  hebdomad. 

PiJL>>*uji^ »lsAhafta-dost, A  week'sacquaintance, 
a  slight  acquaintance,  inconstant  friend. 

p  (Jl^ofr  haft  hazdrl,  The  command  of 
seven  thousand. 

p  CJl^  Ll*.dj&  /icf/i;  hasht.  Abuse,  idle  talk. 

p  d^ai  ul*gfc  /t6[/it  /tfl/i'.  In  sevens. 

p  ̂J^J^  C^kiis  haft  hayhal.  The  seven  heavens. 
The  seven  earths.  Amulets,  charms. 

p  Cii.^.  cll*flfi>  /to/it  ̂ /a/i.  One  of  seven,  a  seventh. 

p  hafddna,  A  kind  of  food. 
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p  iSSSci  hafdah,  (for  id3sUb  kaftdah)  Seventeen, 

p  i^\*ti  hafda  salagi,  Seventeen  years 
(of  age). 

p  ̂ SBSb  hafdahum.  The  seventeenth. 
A_jaj&  hafw,  (v.  n.  of  life  for^fe)  Being  hungry. 

Excessive  hunger.  Light,  active  (man).  Stray 

(camels).  Hafm,  (^^^jife  hafatvan  or  H^flfe  hafrvaf) 
(v.  n.  of  life  for^ife)  Falling,  slipping,  blundering. 

Being  swift,  running  with  velocity  (as  a  deer).  Be- 

ing hungry.  Moving,  fluttering  (the  wings),  flying 

(as  a  bird).  Hafic,  ((jr^ife  hvfuw)  (v.  n.  of  life  for 

_jife)  Prosecuting  any  thing  (in  one's  thoughts). 
Flying  through  the  air  (flocks  of  wool  or  feathers). 

Shaking  (the  wind).  Exulting,  rejoicing. 

A  8_jife  hafwat.  Error,  blunder,  offence,  fault. 

P  (j^jflfe  hafwasli,  Rice  cooked  by  steam. 

A  (  jl^flfe  hafhaf,  Light  (feather).  Thin,  trans- 

parent (linen  or  dress).  Gaunt-bellied.  Thirsty. 

p  s^j  &flfe  hafa  rafa.  Ornament,  decoration. 

p  L-i.^  hqfhaf,  The  bark  of  a  dog. 

A  'iSLf^  hafhafat,  (v.  n.  of  i„ijife  Q)  Being 
long  and  slender-bodied,  like  a  branch. 

A  'klhSb  hifflyat,  The  office  or  duty  of  ene  who 
has  charge  of  a  temple. 

A  ii^uflfe  /i<7/lta<,  Anumber(of  people)  running 
to  swell  a  crowd.  Men  wasted  from  scarcity  of  food. 

A  i_flj;Sife  haflf,  (v.  n.  of  t_-ftfe)  Whistling  (as 

the  wind).  Being  tranquil,  placid,  quiet.  Being 

light  and  active.  Going  away.  Shining.  The 

whistling  of  the  wind.  A  quick  step,  rapid  progress. 

A  J^fc  halili,  (v.  n.  of  |_^fe)  Working,  exhausting 
by  excessive  venery. 

A  ̂Iflfe  huJia^  Indolence,  torpor,  distraction  of 
mind  caused  by  grief  or  distemper. 

A  (jJlHfe  hakalis,  (pi.  of  jjJiife  hakallas)  Bad, 
malicious  (as  wolves  or  foxes). 

A  L_*ife  hakb,  Amplitude,  width,  largeness. 

Mikah,  Used  in  calling  to  horses. 

A  cl/afc  hikahb,  Large-bodied  and  tall  (ostrich). 
Wide  in  the  throat. 

A  t-pAa^afe  hakabkab,  Hard  and  strong. 

A  jjfife  Jmkrat,  A  disease  among  sheep. 

A^^  hahz  or  hikz,  Cloth  of  red  wool  with  a 
mixture  of  silk. 

A  laHfe  hakat.  Swiftness.  Hikit,  Used  in  callins 
to  horses. 

A  ̂Hfe  Jiaka^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fe)  Lying  down  when 

in  heat  (a  she-camel).    JETaki^  Unable  to  I'ise. 

A  &*Kfe  hah^t,  A  circle  of  hairs  on  a  horse's 
breast,  or  where  the  rider's  foot  touches  (which  are 
reckoned  blemishes).  Any  white  spot  on  the  left 

side  of  a  horse.  &*HJ)  al  hak^t,  Three  bright  stars 
near  one  another  in  the  head  of  Orion,  which  mark 

the  fifth  mansion  of  the  moon.  Maki^t,  (A  she- 
camel)  lying  down  when  in  want  of  the  male.  Su- 

ha^t,  One  who  reclines  much  and  maintains  a  re- 
cumbent posture  amongst  others. 
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A  I  Dflfe  hahaf,  A  moderate  appetite. 

A  ̂Sfe  hukuk,  Men  frequent  in  venery. 

A  jjflfe  hihl,  A  young  ostrich.  A  tall,  lazy  fel- 
low.  Halul,  Hungry. 

A  (j«)iife  hakallas,  (pi.  (jJlHfe  hahalis)  Famished 
and  lean  (wolf).  Of  a  bad  disposition.    A  fox. 

A  jttflfe  hakam,  (v.  n.  of  j«,Hfe)  Being  very  hun- 
gry, starving.  Hakim,  Hungry,  starving. 

A  pife  hikamm,  A  glutton.  The  sea. 
A  ̂ flfe  liakw,  (v.  n.  of  IHfe  for  ̂ Hfe)  Being  deli- 

rious, raving  in  speech.  Speaking  shamefully,  ad- 
dressing (any  one)  in  foul  language. 

A  j^ife  hakarvn-ar.  Long,  large-sized.    A  fool. 
A  hukugk,  (v.  n.  of  ̂jflfe)  Being  languid, 

emaciated  from  disease  or  hunger. 

A  ̂ Ij^  kak-kak.  Expeditious  in  business. 
A  *iL^  hak-hakat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jt^  Q)  Travel- 

ling fast.  A  quick  and  a  hard  pace  in  travelling. 

Bringing  a  small  present  to  a  tribe. 

A  i^Jife  haky,  (v.  n.  of  ̂_Jife)  Corrupting  in  morals. 
p  Gilfc  hak.  Full.  Hail. 

A  t^fe  kakk,  (v.  n.  of  tdlfe)  Striking  (with  a 

sword).  Breaking  wind  gently.  Voiding  dung  (a 

bird).  (Wine)  conquering  or  intoxicating.  Weai'- 
ing  down  by  rubbing.  Falling  in  (a  well).  Lying 

with  a  womanmuch  and  often.  Drawingout(milk). 

A  repeated  stabbing  with  a  sword  or  spear.  Great 

rain.  (pi.  kakahat  and  ufJ^\  ahkak^  One 

who  labours  in  mind.  Dung  of  ostrich  or  bustard. 

Hukka,  He  was  made  to  fall,  he  was  thrown  down. 

A  (_j<jjKfe  hakaris.  Frogs. 

A  ̂Kfe  huka^  Cough.  Sleep  after  toil.  Lust. 
A  Inika^y,  Libidinous. 
A  t_>Svfe  liakb  or  kakab.  Derision,  ridicule. 

huhcha.  Agitation  of  the  throat  in  hys- 
terics and  the  like.  Hiccough. 

A         hakaza,  In  this  manner,  thus. 

A hak?',  hikr,  or  hakar,  (v.  n.  ofjSS)  Ad- 
miring,beingfilled  with  wonder.  Astonishment,won- 
der.  Hakr  and  hakar,  A  deep  sleep.  Ad  miration, 

amazement.  Sa^ar,  (v.  n.ofjSkife)  Slumbering.  Ha- 

^iV,Wondering,astonished.S'7,/n>or/ia/n«?',Sleepy. 

Vij^A  hukri,  A  field  watered  only  by  rain. 

A  haha^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ^)  Being  impatient 
and  helpless.  Being  submissive  and  modest. 

A  haki^t,  A  she-camel  languishing  for  the 

male.  Huka^t,  A  fool. 
A  ',_  Q^fe  hahaf,  Speed  in  running  or  walking. 

/ii^a/e,  Amachinesomewhat  resembling 
the  camel-litter  in  which  women  travel.  Hukak 

or  hikak,  Hiccough. 

A         hakakat,  (pi.  of  C^ife)  Troubled  in  mind. 

p  ̂Jife  hukal,  A  white  egg-like  fungus. 

A  (j«Kfe  hakallas,  Strong,  vehement. 
A        hakim,  A  malignant  intermeddler. 

A  ̂̂ ^^  huku^  (v.  n.  of  Being  quiet,  lying 
down,  taking  rest,  reposing;  reclining  (as  an  ox) 

in  the  shade,  during  the  heat  of  the  day.  Falling 

flat  on  the  ground,  or  lying  upon  it.  DiflFusing  dark- 

ness (night).  Coughing  (a  camel).  Being  broken 
again  after  having  been  set  (a  bone). 

hakuk.  Impudent.  Hasty. 

ALdJj^/ia/<a7yTOaA,Impudent,shameless.Hasty, 

precipitate.  Fat,  corpulent.  Hard,  rough  ground. 
A  plain,  level  country. 

p  i^^^Sb  hakwi,  Distracted, distressed.  Hahuwi, 
Grape-wine.   Irresolution,  hesitation,  fluctuation. 

p  &^  hika,  A  kind  of  sling:. 
p  &Svfe  hukka.  Hiccough. 

hak-hak.  Much  addicted  to  venery. 
huk-huk.  Hiccough,  hiccup. 

A  hak-hakat,  A  being  libidinous. 
hakik,  Lessened,  worn  by  rubbing. 

Effeminate,  abject,  infamous.  The  dungof  a  bustard. 
p  »l^fe  liufjuli.  Whether? 

p  (_J,.^fe  hagal,  A  fungus  or  mushroom. 
A  J-fe  hal,  (interrogation)  Perhaps  ?  Whether 

or  not  ?  Indeed,  aye,  yes.  It  is  not,  there  is  not. 

s^i  J-fe  hal  laka  fihi,  Whether  or  not  have  you 

(any  business)  there?  ̂ '^tj  ̂'"^  laka  J1 
kazd.  Have  you  need  of  such  a  thing?  |J.fc 

^^jfS'  hal  min  ilahin  ghayra'llah.  Is  there  any 
god  beside  God?  i.e.  There  is  no  god  but  God. 

p  ̂J.fe  hil,  Leave  alone.    Cardamoms.  Sul, 
The  side  under  the  arm.  The  embrace. 

I  t A  ̂fe  hala,  (in  comp.  with        hayya')  cis^^ 

hayya" hala,Comeonihen  \  well!  uLllfe  J^s-  hay- 

ya' halaka.  Come  on  thou  !  i'^Sjal^  ̂JJ^  ̂ ^hayya' 
hala''s  salat.  Come  to  prayers. 

A  (Jsfe  hall,  (v.  n.  of  Falling  heavily  (rain). 

Appearing  (the  new  moon).  Shouting  for  joy. 

Thin  (cloth).  Delicate  (verses).  JTi'/Z,  The  begin- 
ning of  a  month,  the  appearance  of  the  new  moon. 

(A  woman)  wearing  the  same  garment  every  day. 

p       Itala,  Observe!  take  cai'e!  beware! 
A  hala,  Hola!  bravo!  well  done!  take  care! 

let  alone!  beware  I  Come  alon""!  draw  near.  Yes, 

thus,  it  is  so.  A  word  used  to  frighten  horses  ;  or  to 
quiet  a  mare  when  taking:  the  horse.  Is  it  not? 

A  ̂   halla,  Come  on.  Why  not? 

A  »_=.>^fe  hallab,  Rainy  (year).  The  coldest  whi- 
ter-days in  the  middle  of  January.  Hallab  (orio^ife 

hallabat)  A  cold  wind  accompanied  with  rain. 

A  huldbat.  The  dirty  water  which  comes 
away  with  the  secundine. 

A  ̂ ^^^  huldbij,  Thick  milk. 
A  ̂^/mZaZ)?'^,  Corpulent.  Cowardly,  rascally. Mean,  base.  Gluttonous,  voracious.  A  wolf. 

A  huldtat,  The  membrane  which  comes 
with  a  new-born  lamb. 

A  Ll.5^fe  hulds.  Languor,  feebleness. 

P  ̂ ^fe  haldj,  Cotton. p  (^&-^Xfe  haldjin,  A  swing  or  see-saw. 

A  (___j*>^  hulds,  Consumption,  decay. 



V  halusham,  An  ugly,  disagreeable  thing. 

A         hula^  Cowardice. 

A  haldk,  (v.  n.ofuilb)  Perishing.  Fall- 
ing down.  Being  lost.  Being  greedy,  addicted  to 

excess.  Perdition,  destruction,  ruin.  Slaughter, 

death.  Lost,  fatigued,  p  ̂jJ-^j  l^J^  haldk  shu- 

dan,To  be  ruined.  To  die,  perish. ^^li^uiJ^  halak 

A'arf?a7!,Todestroy,overwhelm,drive  to  destruction. 

A^'h>  hullak,(])\.o(L^][s>  Lost, perish- 
ing. Those  who  pay  repeated  visits  to  obtain  favours. 

Foragers  who  have  missed  their  way. 

halakaf,  Perdition,  ruin,  destruction. 

p  iS^  <-d3^  haldk-shuda,  Perished,  ruined. 

A  j^/'^  haldlfi,  Perdition,  destruction,  ruin. A(J^Js>  haldl  or  hilal,T\\e  beginning  of  a  shower. 

Hildl,  (v.  n.3of  ̂ fc)  Agreeing  (with  one)  by  the 
month,  or  from  month  to  month,  or  new  moon  to 

new  moon.  (pi.  's^\  aliillat  and  J>jJ\*\  ahaUl)  The 
new  moon  ;  also  the  moon  on  the  wane,  especially 

the  first  and  last  two  or  three  days;  the  moon  be- 

ing called  hamar  the  rest  of  the  month.  The 

point  of  a  spear;  a  two-headed  hunting-spear.  A 
male  serpent.  Slough  of  a  snake.  A  mill  or  mill- 

stone broken  in  the  middle  or  at  the  extremities. 

That  part  of  the  upper-leather  in  the  toe  of  a  shoe 

which  touches  the  ground.  A  mark  like  a  crescent 

burnt  on  a  camel.  A  little  water,  especially  in  the 

bottom  of  a  well.  A  ring  of  wine  at  the  bottom  of  a 

decanter,  heel-laps.  One  shower.  Dust.  Stones 

placed  in  rows  in  pavements.  A  white  semi-circle 

at  the  root  of  the  nails.  A  hoop  round  a  hogshead. 

A  piece  of  iron  or  wood  which  connects  the  curved 

timber  of  a  camel's  saddle.  Aleancamel.  A  date- 
stone  protuberant  in  the  middle.  An  instrument 

used  in  hamstringing  asses  (from  itssemilunar  form). 

A  handsome  lad.  Name  of  a  tribe.  jOow  hi- 

Idli  mu^mbar,  The  eyebrow  of  a  mistress. 

p  hildl-ahru,  With  eye-brows  arched 

like  the  new  moon,  semilunar,  crescent-shaped. 

P  Mldlwai'i,  Crescent-shaped. 
p  (^^^fii  haldlus,  Fraud,  deceit, 

V  i^JLy)'^  lialdlush,  Riot,  clamour,  squabble. 
A  hilali,  Novilunar.  Belonging  to  or  re- 

sembling the  new  moon  ;  semilunar.  A  kind  of 

arrow  with  a  crescent-shaped  head.  A  segment  of 
a  circle.   Name  of  a  celebrated  poet. 

A  j»^kai  huldm,  A  dish  made  with  veal.  Veal- 

jelly.  Almonds  dressed  in  vinegar.  Broth  of  ̂IaSI* 
sikbdj  cooled  and  strained  from  the  grease. 

p  ̂jiijj^  hilanidan,  To  abandon,  dismiss. 

A  ̂ fc^  Italdh'd,  haldhal,  or  haldhid,  Mortal, 
deadly.  (Cloth)  of  a  thin  texture.  Fine,  delicate 

(verses).   Deadly  poison.  j':!  zu  haluhilin, 
A  species  of  Arabian  medicine.  HulahU,  Abun- 

dant and  limpid  water. 

p  haldhala,  Easy. 

A  ftiib^  (jiS  zu)  huldhilat,  A  sort  of  medicine. 
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A  u^kiji)  halb,{y.  n.  of  u-A*)  Stripping  (a  horse's 
tail)  of  the  long  hairs,  plucking  bristles.  Wetting 

with  a  continuous  rain  (the  sky).  Prosecuting  his 

journey,  continuing  his  course  (a  horse).  Treating 

contumeliously, satirizing.  ̂ uZ?;,  Hairs  of  horses' 
tails.  Bristles  of  hogs  or  similar  animals.  Halab, 

Hirsuteness,  hairiness.  Salib,  Name  of&^aJUJ ^\ 

abu  hablsat,  who  was  bald,  but  whose  hair  grew 
after  Muhammad  with  his  hand  had  rubbed  hishead. 

A  AASb  halbdf,  (fem.  of  c_^lft>\  ahlab)  Hairy, 

bristly.  The  podex,and  hairs  around  it.  -^IjJ^  SjJjs 
/iaZia<//aZiaj,Calamitousaccident,great  misfortune. 

A  'is>\AS)  hilbdjat,  Thick  milk.  Gross,  foolish, 
stammering,gluttonous;  amanin  whom  every  thing 
bad  is  centered. 

A  'iASb  hidbat,  Severity  of  winter.  Hard  times, 

adverse  fortune.  One  horse-hair,  or  hog's  bristle. 
A  *jli4>  hulubbat,  The  severity  of  winter. 

A         hulabij,  Thick  milk. 

A  (j«>jI*  lialbas,  (or  ̂j»a**jJJ6  halbasis)  One  with 
whom  you  could  converse  (is  not  in  the  house). 

A  (^jk^<*jJ.*  halbasis,  (or  &*»Ju»jdfc  halbashat) 
A  small  quantity,  the  least  part  (is  not  for  you). 

Clothes  or  ornaments  (she  has  none).  These  words 

are  only  used  negatively. 

A  ̂fii>  hulabij  Greedy,  gluttonous.  A  corpu- 
lent man.  Cowardly,  rascally.  Unclean.  A  wolf 

A  \JL>yi!iJe>  hilbaics.  Foolish,  stupid.  A  stammerer. 

p  i^AiD  hulba,  Statui'e,  postui'e,  figure. 

AiJjt'  /taZZai,  One  shower.  A  lamp.  's^  Itallat 
ballot,  Somewhat,  any  thing  (is  not  to  be  found). 

milat,  The  beginning  (of  a  month). 

A  halt,  (v.  n.  of  Oii»)  Stripping  off  the 

skin.  Uprooting.  Bark  of  a  tree. 
A  Olilfii  hidtdt,  A  crowd,  body  of  men  rising 

and  departing  on  a  journey. 
p  uiJliij&  haltdh.  Snow. 

A  (]_^^  halta  ,  A  species  of  plant. 
A  f\!>^5>  hahd-i  or  hilsds,  A  noisy  crowd. 

A  is^u\J^  halsdsat  or  hilsdsat.  Languor,  feeble- 

ness. A  noisy  crowd. 

A  '&jhti  hidsat,  A  crowd  of  noisy  people. 

A  J^iifc  halsa',  A  crowd  of  noisy  persons. 

A ̂ Sb  halj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Telling  incredible  sto- ries,    Hvlj,  Confused,  uninterpretable  dreams. 

hiljab,  A  large  kettle,  a  cauldron. 
A  d\i>  hald,  An  attack  (of  fever). 

A  ̂d!iJt>  hildim,  A  garment  made  of  bits  of  cloth 
sewed  together.  A  coarse  woollen  cloth  put  under 
a  saddle  to  imbibe  the  sweat. 

P  i^diji  hildan.  To  dismiss,  abandon. 
p  esiili)  halda,  A  kind  of  corn. 

A  (jJj!'  hals,  (v.  n.  of  (^ijfc)  Attenuating,  ema- 
ciating (as  disease).  Being  attenuated.  Abundant 

good.  Leanness,meagreness.  Consumption,phthisy. 

Uulus,  (Persons)  recovering  from  sickness,weakly. 

p  (jiJj6  halsh,  Name  of  a  carrion-eating  bird. 16  F 

A  (,joJj>  halz,  A  pulling,  tearing  up. 
A  &laJj6  haltat,  Doubtful  news. 

A  (^^lali)  hiltaws,  A  small  fly. 

A  ̂   hala^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  extremely  im- 
patient, or  dastardly.  Great  impatience ;  shameful 

cowardice.  Avarice.  Hali^Very  impatient.  Hu- 

la^ Greedy  (wolf). 

A  ̂   hUla^  A  kid. A  &aJa  liula^t,  Impatient.  Soon  hungry. 

A         hilla^t,  A  female  kid. 

A  u-ftii*  hillaghf.  One  who  totters  or  shakes. 
A  (__J^)j&  hulfuf,  Very  hairy. 

SY  lajkaia  halfifd,  A  kind  of  endive. 

A  jlfii  Italk,  (v.  n.  of  ijb)  Making  haste. 

A  i^lob  hilkdm,  Tall,  large-sized.  A  lion. A  XxUiifc  hilkdmat,  A  glutton. 

ACL*iiii>  killakt,  Intense  hunger. 

A  jjJLlfc /i///afo,Great  (hunger).  Bulky(man). 

A  1  fiSjjb  hillahf,  A  dull,  heavy  fellow. 

A  jjiijti  Julhim,  Old  (woman).  Strong,  tall,  big. 
Large-mouthed,  big-jawed.    Hulakim,  A  glutton. 

A  j!lI-aJi>  hilkamm,  A  glutton.  A  large  portly 
chief  of  a  tribe.  An  owner  of  camels. 

A  iL»aij&  halhamat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Swallowing 

a  mouthful.  Eating  much. 

A  Jj-^i^  lialaha  ,  A  prancing,  dashing  pace. 
A  uiiiis  halh,  (v.  n.  of  uLllfc)  Ruining,  leading 

to  destruction.  Hulk,  (v.  n.  of  (^l5>)  Perishing, 

dying.  Destruction,  ruin,  perdition.  Shipwreck. 
uil)j!>  l*^  e/ifci^  la  azhabanna  fa  immd 

halhun  (or  liulhun)  wa  immd  malkun  {or  mulkun), 

I  will  surely  go,  be  it  to  death  or  to  victory.  Ha- 

lak, Any  thing  fallen  down.  A  steep  place,  preci- 

pice. Whatever  lies  between  each  earth  to  the  se- 
venth. The  carcase  of  a  perished  animal.  The  space 

between  the  top  of  a  mountain  and  the  bottom,  or 

between  any  two  objects.  (p\.of'i^lsthalakat)Years 
of  destructive  scarcity.  Liil8>  CL^^^  halakta  huluka, 

You  are  entirely  ruined. 
p  uLU*  halak  or  /*?7a^.  The  hiccough.  Hulak, 

A  kind  of  sling  for  casting  stones  at  an  enemy. 

AuiU* /te<Z/a/i, (pi. ofuiUU)Lost,rHined, perished. 
A  -fKi*  halhds.  Destruction,  ruin. 

halkat  halhdt,  A  fatal  calamity,  great  destruction. 

A  halkdn.  Confounded,  tired,  wearied. 

A  'i^iJb  hdkat,  (pi.  hilak)  A  low  or  fallen 
(creature).  ifaZa/ja<,  Destruction,  ruin.  (pi.  Ciii^ 
halak  and  oKifc  halakdt)  A  year  of  great  scarcity. 

A  (j«isJj&  hillaks,  Intense  (hunger).  Very  cor- 
pulent (man).  Hillaks,  (or  hilkis)  Mean, 

vile  ;  of  bad  morals  or  temper. 

A  (jj^  halakun  or  hilakun,  Barren  ground. 
Land  not  rained  upon  for  a  long  time. 

A  J^Slfii  halka,(p\.  of  tiUlis)  Ruined,  perished. 
Ai^^Sb  /<a/aAm,(Land)not  rained  on  for  an  age. 

A  (JJjB  halal,  (v.n.  of  Ji)  Being  timid,  cowardly. 

The  beginning  of  rain,  or  the  noise  of  falling  rain. 



Spiders'  webs ;  and  the  brain  of  an  elephant  (as  be- 
ing supposed  poisonous),        of hallat)  Rains, 
p  JJj6  hulul,  Juice  of  buckthorn. 

A  jj*  halam,  A  reply  to  the  call  halumma. 
Hulum,  Wild  bucks,  chevrils. 

A^fc  hilamm,  Weak,  relaxed.  Halumma,  (also 
uiL)  p>  Jiahimma  laka)  Come  onl  approach!  draw 

lumma  haza,  Tell  me,  shew  me, near 

or  grant  me  that.  (This  word  is  used  by  some  tribes 

for  all  numbers ;  others  use  the  dual  and  plural  as 

in  other  nouns).  ̂ '^\  ildma  ahalummu,  (or 
iJIifcl  ̂   la  ahalummahu)  For  what  should  I  come  ! 

I  will  not  give  that.  (This  they  sav  in  answer  to 

laha  halumma  ila'  haza,  Come 

thou  to  this;  or  pi>  halumma  haza,  Give  or 
grant  me  that).  ols-jaifa  hi  halummihi,  He 
obeyed  his  call. 

A  jjjU^  hilimman.  Plenty  (of  bread  or  money). 

A  'ila^i^  halmatat,  A  taking,  collecting. 
A  ̂ift  halamma^  Prone  to  weeping. 
A         halmamat,  A  calling  any  one. 

p  Cjy^  halamut,  A  kind  of  wild  beet-root. 
p  cLlUlfc  halnuh,  Snow.  Sour  clotted  milk, 

strained  and  sun-dried  for  winter-use. 

p^jtJ.jAjs  halandur,  (orj^ii.jJfi)  halanduz)  Trefoil. 
A  {^jaSL^ib  halanhas,  A  dwarf. 

p  4i.jj)*  halanand.  Idle,  good  for  nothing. 

p_jifc  hvl^i,  A  kind  of  peach.  A  swing. 

A  ̂jij^  hilwa^  (or  'eS-]^  hilrva^t)  (A  she-ca- mel) travelling  well  and  obedient  to  the  driver. 

A  *S'\jJj&  hilrva^t.  Greedy,  Frightened,  fleeing 
away  sharply  and  briskly. 

A  1-:-'^  haluh,  (A  woman)  fond  of,  and  often 
approaching  her  husband  ;  also  disliking  him,  and 

keeping  at  a  distance. 

p  f^s'-^  huluchin,  A  swing  or  see-saw. 

p  (jjjjj^  halavzun,  Painting,  decoration  on  the 
walls  of  a  house,  fresco. 

A         halu^  Very  impatient,  fretful.  Greedy. 

A  ftPjia  halrva^t,  A  travelling  fast. 

A  i_-S_jJj6  /H7Zar?^,Thick,heavy,corpulent.  Large- 

bearded.  Very  hairy.  Large-bellied.  Impatient, 
fretful.  Stupid,  foolish.  Useless,  unprofitable.  An 

old  man.  A  liar,  lying.  A  large  beard.  A  cloudy 

day.  An  old  camel. 

A  '&>j))A  hillan-fat,  A  large  beard. 
A  uLljJjfc  haluk,  A  modest  woman,  obedient  to 

herhusband.  A  whore,  adultress,  lascivious  woman. 

A  man  quick  at  J\p\  inzal.  Huluh,{y.  n.  of  uiUi) 
Perishing,  dying.  Falling  down,  dropping  oS. 

p  «Sj6  hala,  Let  alone!  desist!  be  quiet!  have 

done!  But,  still,  yet;  at  length,  however,  whatever 

it  is.  j^iSj^ai*  hala  hardan,To  advance,assail,storm. 

p  J^A*  halhal,  A  sieve. 

A  Jljlfc  halhal,  (Cloth)  of  a  thin  texture.  Fine, 

delicate  (verses). 

A         halhal,  Mortal  poison  or  venom.  Cloth 
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ofa  thin  texture.  Delicate  verses.  JIulhul,Snow. 

p         halahil,  Deadly  poison. 

P  i^)j6  halhala.  Poison. 
A  halhalat,  (v.  n.  of  (J-jJjt'  Q)  Weaving 

(cloth)  of  a  thin  texture.  Passing  (flour)  through 

a  fine  sieve.  Raising  and  falling  (the  voice)  alter- 

nately. Calling  out  ̂   hala  to  (a  horse).  Tarry- 
ing, waiting  for,  granting  a  delay.  Being  scarcely 

able  (to  overtake), being  very  near  (accomplishing). 

p  alj.Jfi)  halhala,  Shrill  cries  of  exultation  in  wo- 

men, which  they  evince  by  crying  out  ̂   ̂̂ l^  I'l- 
p  (^^jl^.b>  halhalyun,  The  medlar-tree. 

'P^^i'  hill/.  Leave  alone,  dismiss. 

A  j^Ji  hulla',  The  voice  of  one  bidding  a  horse 
come  near.  Joy  after  grief. 

A  hilya^  (more  correctly  ̂ jAfi)  hilyagh) 
The  whelp  of  a  savage  beast.   Male  porcupines. 

A  hilyagh,The  young  of  certain  wild  beasts. 
A  male  hedgehos:. 

p  ci3ljdfi>  /iaZv/«^,  Thin  milk,  thickened  by  boil- 
ing, and  hardened  or  dried. 

A  ̂ j^J^  hilliyan,  as  ̂jljki^b  j_»i>(i  zahaha  hi  I 
hilliyan,  (or  ̂jI-aJjs  ̂ jSi  hi  zi  hilliyanjUe  went  to 
an  unknown  place. 

p  holy  ana.  Fumitory. 

A     ajJjs  halih,  The  coldest  days  in  January. 

A         hulayyat,  (dim.  of  ̂fi>  hal)  Perhaps. 

p         haliju,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  A  plum. 

p^^sAs^|  A?Zifl!aw,Todismiss,abandon,  quit, leave. 
To  omit.  To  place. 

p  halua.  An  oar. 

p  [^^St  halish,  Name  of  a  carrion-eating  bird. 
pCiJ'>lfc/<a/e/i,(in zand andPaz.)Asmall  apricot. 

A  (Jjili>  hulayl,  (dim.  of  ̂Ji>  hal)  Perhaps, 
AftUii)  AaZI/ai,Ground  wet  with  rain  surrounded 

by  land  not  so  wet. 

halila,The  myrobalanor  citron-tree.  *Jjils> 

lijj  halilad  zard,  Yellow  myrobalans.  S^J;*** 
halilasi  siyah.  Black  myrobalans.  t\A!>  hall- 
Ian  habuli,  Chebulic  myrobalans. 

A  j»Jiij6  haUrn,  Adhering,  joined.  Adhesive. 
p  ̂As>  haliv,  hal,  or  hilyu,  A  rubbish-basket. 

p  |»^fi>  halyum,  (or  j^^Jklii  ̂ aZ^Sre)  Asparagus. 

A  i^y^  hilyawn,  Asparagus. 
P  hilevi,  A  boy's  game  with  nuts. 
p        hvlya,  Stature.  Woman.  Fenugreek. 

p  ̂   ham,  Also,  likewise,  in  the  same  manner, 
equally,  even,  same.  Together,  with,  both,  one  ano- 

ther, other.  Mutual.  All.  Whether.  Either,  (in 

comp.)  Fellow  :  as,^^^j;^J&  /iam-sAa/tr,  A  fellow- 

citizen,  ha  ham.  Together  with,  isji,  ̂ jii 
darham  rafta,  Entangled. 

A      hum,  (pi.  of _j6>  huwa,  He)  They,  them. 

A  jT^i  hamm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ 6)  Keeping  (one)  in  an 
anxiousstateofmind(any  thing).  Turning(a  thing) 

anxiously  in  the  mind,  meditating,  purposing.  Op- 

pressing, overloading  (abundance).  Creeping  (an 

insect).  Milking.  Melting  (fat).  Causing  (one) 
to  melt  away  or  decay  (as  disease).  Hushing  (an 

infant)  to  sleep,  (pi.  ̂ yfi>  humum)  Grief,  care, 
solicitude.  Purpose,  design.  Any  thing  turned 
anxiously  in  the  mind.  Worn  out  by  age.  Jj-j  liifc 

f^tt  uii^  haza  rojulun  hammuka  mir  rajtdin, 
This  is  a  man  sufficient  for  you.  Himm,  (pi. 

ahmdm)  A  decrepit  old  man. 

A  hams,  (v.  n.  of  l«fc)  Tearing,  wearing  out 

(a  garment).  Hims,  (pi.  A^\)  A  worn  garment. 
p  hama,  A  shower,  rain.  Iluvia,  A  bird 

peculiar  to  the  East :  it  is  supposed  to  fly  constantly 

in  the  air,  and  never  to  touch  the  ground  :  it  is 

looked  upon  as  a  bird  of  happy  omen;  and  that 

every  head  it  overshades  will  in  time  wear  a  crown. 
It  commonly  denotes  a  bird  of  paradise,  phoenix, 

large  royal  eagle,  or  pelican.  ̂ ^K*!^  humayi 

la  mahdn.  The  eagle  without  a  fixed  abode  (as  sup- 
posed to  be  always  flying),  ̂ ^^.li  l^ax^  (_?^^ 

mayi  hayzan  dm,  An  epithet  of  Muhammad. 
A       hama.  Verily,  truly,  indeed. 

P  huma-jmya.  Illustrious. 
P  til^  hamad,  All,  whole. 

p  (ji^\^'S>  hamddi,  The  whole.  Completeness. 
p  j^biil»&  haviddiydn,  All,  every  one,  every 

thing.  The  entire  works  of  an  author. 

A  (^lil^  hamazhj,  A  swift  camel.  Velocity. 
Excessive  heat.  A  heavy  rain. 

Pjl«fe  hamar,  Number,  quantity,  measure. 
Ajlljfii  hammar,  Talkative.  Rainy  (cloud). 

P  \jl»fi>  hamdrd,  (or  »jl»i>)  Always,  constantly. 
A  plain,  level  ground,  equal.  Number,  quantity. 

Ajl^i  hammdz,  A  defamer. 
p  humas,  Friend,  partner,  companion. 

A  (^l^fc  hammds,  A  lion  tearing  his  prey. 

p  (_j^il»5>  hamdsh,  Astonied.  Mean,  base. 

p  (j^J^I  ̂   ham-dshyan.  Of  the  same  nest. 

p  (j*>^l  ̂   ham-aghosh,J^ockedm  each  other's arms.  ham-dghoshi,  J^mhrace. 

p  jjli^fc  hamdl  or  humdl,  Alike,  equal,  resem- 

bling. Coequal,  cotemporary,  A  companion, equal, 

peer  ;  a  friend,  confidant. 
A  (JUfc  AimaZ,  Camels  allowed  to  pasture  at  large 

night  and  day. 

A  (J^JJii  hummal.  Loose,  withered,  flabby.  A 
country  left  uncultivated  on  account  of  war. 

A  hamdlij,  (pi.  of  ̂^X^fc  himldj)  (Horses) 

tractable,  going  quietly  or  slowly  on  the  road. 

A  (Jj^U*  hamdlil,  Remains  of  forage.  Weakly 

(birds,  especially  rapacious).  Torn  garments. 

A  j»Uj6  hamdm,  (v.  n.  of  ̂fc)  Making  a  hoarse 
noise  in  the  throat,  (in  comp.  with  ̂   la)  j»UJ!>^  Id 
hamdmi,  I  do  not  care,  I  think  not  of  it,  it  is  of  no 

importance.  Mumdm,  (pi.  himdm)  A  great 

king,  a  hero,  magnanimous  prince,  liberal,  mag- 
nificent man.  A  lion.  Melted  fat  of  a  camePs  bunch. 

Water  which  has  run  from  melted  snow. 
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A         hammam,  A  slanderer,  whisperer.  The  I  ij,^^  ̂ lami  humayuni  hhaharii,  The  august  im 
tliird  of  the  days  of  cold. 

p        hummdm,  Name  of  a  Trehizond  poet. 

A  &ycl»*  hamamat,  A  waxing  old  and  frail, 

p  humama,  A  tree  whose  branches  resem- 

ble gold,  the  fruit  being  of  a  musky  flavour. 

^_^\i>  humami,  Heroic,  magnificent, 

p  jjU*  ham  an,  Only,  solely.  Self-same,  all 
one,  one  and  the  same,  even  that,  that  very.  In  this 

manner,  exactly  so,  thus,  equally.  Always,  con- 

tinually, (^l^ib  haman  lahza,  Immediately, 

straightway,  all  at  once,  that  very  moment.  Hu- 
man, Who  contracts  friendship  with  another. 

p  I3l»l6  hamana,  Certainly,  surely.  Apparently. 

Again,  the  same  thing  repeated,  ditto,  as  before. 

Alike,  resembling.  Immediately,  all  of  a  sudden. 

A  phantom,  spectre.  Opinion,  imagination.  dit3l»i6 
hamanaki,  At  the  same  time  that. 

p  j«;iol*S)  hamanclam,  That  very  moment.  At 
that  moment,  all  at  once,  immediately,  suddenly, 

p  (JI^-*3l,»J&  hamanast,  It  is  even  that, 

p  isXil»J&  haviangah,  As  soon  as,  or  ever, 

p  iiJL>V»fc  hamanand,  (for         ̂   ham-manand) 
Resembling  one  another. 

pj^jl»fi>  ham-awaz,  Singing  in  tune  or  in  unison 
with  another ;  speaking  in  the  same  tone  of  voice. 
Harmonious.  Of  the  same  voice,  sound,  or  note. 

A  J  hamd  na'lldh,  Indeed  !  by  God  ! 
Pjijl^  hamawar,  Alike,  equal,  resembling,simi- 

lar.  A  school-fellow ;  a  fellow-servant  (from  ̂  
/;«m,  Same,jjl  awrtr.  Master).  Syria  and  Yaman. 

p  j^^jUi*  hamdwarun,  Syria.  Yaman.  Name 
of  a  king. 

p  4i)_5^*fc  hamdward,  A  rival, 

p  (jj^^fc  hamdrvan,  A  mountain  in  Iran. 

pJ^jUfc  ham-dnez,  An  equal,  rival. 

A  pfclt^"  hamdhim.  Cares. 

PLl^jjfcl*J6  hamdhavj,(ori,^jjt  I  ̂fc  ham-dhung) 
Agreeing,  of  the  same  inclination,  harmonious,  con- 

cordant. i^L^'jJt>\^s>  hamdhang  shudan,To  he 
in  concord  or  tune. 

p  ̂^^^Jvfcl^fc  hamdhangi,  Harmony,  concord, 

p  hamdy.  Name  of  a  boy's  game  played 
with  nuts.  Humdy,  Humay,  a  queen  of  Persia, 

grandmother  to  Darab  II.  or  Darius  Codomannus, 

overthrown  by  Alexander.  Name  of  a  sister  of  Is- 

fandyar.  Name  of  a  daughter  of  (jt^  hahman. 

Name  of  a  daughter  of  the  Emperor  of  Constanti- 

nople married  tOj^^  (*lrt^-  ̂̂ ^'"^''^  O^'"''  Name  of 
the  lover  of  humdyun.  A  standard  bearing 

a  figure  of  the  bird         humdy,  Phoenix  or  eagle. 

1  humdy-dzdd,  Daughter  of  Bahman, 
married  to  her  father,  after  the  law  of  Zardusht. 

A  j»>l»J6  hamdsim,  Frail  old  women, 
p  humdyun,  Blessed,  sacred,  fortunate, 

august,  royal,  imperial.  Name  of  several  kings. 

Name  of  the  raisti'ess  of  (_$\^  humdy.  ̂ ^^.U*  ̂  

perial  standard.    (jy.W"         ndman  humdyun, 

Royal  letters,  commissions.         ijyi)^  humdyun- 

ndma,  Pilpay's  fables.  (See  hld-pdy.) 

p  sll  ̂j^.l»i!>  humdyun-gdh,  The  royal  palace, 

p  ̂J,\^  humdfl,  Fortunate.  Phoenix-like. 

A  (jj^.^  hamdyln,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^vx^  himydn)  Long 
purses,  scrips.  Large  buttocks. 

PjU»fi>  ham-hdr.  Who  bears  an  equal  burden, 
or  toils  equally  with  another ;  a  companion  in  op- 

pression, labour,  or  affliction. 

pjU^  ham-hdz,  A  playmate ;  associate, 
p  ham-bdzi.  Association. 

Pjj-»fi>  ham-bar,  Like.  A  friend,  companion, 

p  (_^jW>  ham-bari.  Conformity,  equality,  like- 
ness. A  fit,  a  match.  Companionship. 

p  ham-bazm.  Of  the  same  society,  asso- 

ciating together.  A  convivial  companion,  one  who 

sits  with  others  at  a  feast.  (0?-**  ham-bazm 
shudan.  To  live,  eat,  drink,  or  converse  together. 

Pj<^f»fii  /tam-&is<a7-,Bed-fellow;of  same  pillow, 

p  (jdj'X.^  ham-bandi,  The  connexion.  Subjec- 
tion, confinement,  government. 

p  ̂ j'^f^  ham-boy.  Of  the  same  disposition  or 
habits.  Name  of  a  woman  who  rescued  her  brother 

from  the  hands  of  Zahhak. 

p  b  ̂   ham-pd,  A  companion.  A  protector, 
p  ham-pdy,  A  fellow-traveller,  t/^-^ 

JIXm*  ham-pdyi  dami  sayydl,  The  companion  of 
bloodshed  (the  devil). 

p  eo_Vx»J&  ham-pdya,  A  colleague.  Of  equal  dig- 

nity and  rank.  Illustrious. 

p  ham-pdsi,  A  social  walk, 

p  Ll*-ix»A>  ham-pusht,  A  companion,  assistant, 

p  ham-pushii.  Aid.  ̂ ^(^J^^j^x^  ham- 
pmhtl  hardan.  To  assist,  back,  second,  support, 

p  ̂Ji^fc  ham-pahlu,  An  equal,  peer,  partner, 

p         pfc  ham-jnydla,  A  pot-companion, 
p  nJ^^xx^  ham-pesha.  Of  the  same  craft, 

p  aJju^  ham-pila.  Of  the  same  weight, 

p  (jlcv^.      ham-paymdn,  Confederate. 
--•  A  &«fi>  himmat,  (pi.  j*>l»J6  hamdsim)  A  decrepit 

old  woman  or  man.  Himmat  or  hammat,  (pi. 

himam)  Inclination,  desire,  resolution,  intention, 

design  ;  mind,  thought,  attention,  care.  Magnani- 
mity. Power,  strength,  ability.    Auspices,  grace, 
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p  jj)^L»A  ham-tardzu,  Of  equal  weight 
A         humtu^  Gathered  fruit  of  the 

P  CiijUfc  ham-tah,  A  fellow-traveller. 

p  ij;JjL»i  ham-tahmz,  A  school-fellow. 

A  ̂   hamj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ ♦fc)  Drinking  at  one 
draught  as  much  as  satisfies  thirst  (a  camel).  Ha- 

maj,  Small  gnats  which  infest  the  nostrils  or  eyes 
of  cattle.  Old  crippled  sheep.  Lean  sheep.  Abject, 

low,  or  foolish  men.  A  little  fly.  A  thing  of  no  use. 

A  mean  manner  of  living,  either  in  conduct  or  in 

eating.  Hunger.  ̂ \s>  ̂  hamaji  hdmij.  Severe hunger,  starving;. 

p  l^?^  hamjd,  Reproach.    Injury,  oppression. 

P(_yl:^  ham-jdy, (or  i^^'j^  /ta?n-ja^)  A  fellow- 
citizen  or  countryman.  Friendship,  nationality. 

A         hamajat.  One  gnat.  One  lean  sheep. 

p^^?.  ̂   ham-jamb.  Sitting  together ;  friend. 

p  (j-j^^  ham-jins,  Homogeneous.  Consub- stantial. 

p  j_^-*j>jS?^  hamjinsi,  Homogeneousness. 
Pt£A^/tam-j/a«<7,Battle-field.  Fellow-soldier. 

Pj\^»-  ̂   ham-jiwdr,  Townsman,  neighbour, p  hamji,  A  small  fly.  A  beetle. 

|J6  /ja7/i-c/tas/im,0ne"'s  equal.         ̂   ̂  

^J^i^  ham-chashrm  hardan,  To  contend,  vie  with. 

p  (jU^if*  hamchundn.  In  that  manner,  in  the 
same  manner,  exactly  like,  so,  still.  s^\j^  ham 

chundncki,  As,  same  manner  as,  in  like  manner. 

i.'yjKx^  hamchundnhi.  In  the  same  manner  as. 
p  liJ^s?**  hamchand,  Only,  so  many, 

p  hamchumn.  In  this  manner,  thus,  in 

like  manner,  in  the  very  same  manner. 
P hamchu  (or  hamchun)Like,  such, 

such  like,  as,  thus,  so,  even  as,  as  if. 

P  Jl^*  ham-hdl,  A  companion,  one  in  the  same 

station  of  life,  a  partner.  ̂ ^<^  ham-hdl 
shudan.  To  be  in  partnership,  or  intimate. 

P  tj^^  ham-hujra,  Of  the  same  chamber, 

p  ̂ )\^  ham-hhdnagi,Cohah\tation.^^')\ja^ 
i^iUjf  ham-khdnagi  hardan,  To  live  along  with. 

hvnmat  hardan.  To  endea- favour,  p  ̂jii;^ <-Il«»*J 

vour,  to  design.  A  ijr^  ̂z"  <.iij-»4>  Vi^hdzd 
rajulun  hammutuha  mir  rajulin,  Here  is  a  man 
sufficient  for  thee. 

A  (JLa^  hamt,  (v.  n.  of  iJIa^)  Disappearing, 

sinking  in  fat  or  in  broth  (crumbled  or  sliced  bread). 

p  hamtd,  Equal,  resembling.  A  fellow,  an 

equal.         ̂ J,  Ft  hamtd.  Incomparable,  peerless. 

p  ̂sjbJli«J^  ham-tdziydna,  A  companion  at  a 
horse-race,  or  on  a  marauding  excursion. 
p  hamtdsi,  Equality. 

nion. p  eol^*  ham-khdna,  A  fellow-lodger,  compa- 

partner.   A  spouse,  husband  and  wife.  ̂  
ham-hhdnasi  masih.  The  sun  (whose 

place  is  in  the  fourth  heaven,  or  heaven  of  Jesus), 
p  ham-hhidmat,  A  fellow-servant. 

P ^\^^  ham-khwdbagl,  A  sleeping  together. 

eJ'^Xt-^l?^*  ham-hhrodbagi  hardan,  To  sleep 
together. 

p  s^)^^  ham-khwdba,  A  bed-fellow :  spouse. 

p  s^^s:^  ham-hhwdh.  One  who  asks  the  same 

thing,  or  at  the  same  time.  A  fellow-citizen. 
P  si}^  ham-khmund,  (for  ^  ham- 

khuddwand)  A  fellow-student,  or  servant.  Con- 

trary, adverse,  inimical.  A  large  bench  upon  which 

people  recline. 
P  (jj^^  ham-khoy  or  khuy,  Of  the  same  dis- 

position, temper,  or  habits. 



A  iWfc  hamd  or  humd,  (v.  n.  of  Being  worn 

(a  garment),  torn  or  cut  along  the  folds. 

p  ham-ddstan,  Of  the  same  advice. 

Telling  the  same  story.  An  intimate  friend,  an  in- 

separable companion.  A  confidant,  secretary.  Con- 

formable,agreeable.  Obedient.  Contented,thankful. 
Contentment,  thankfulness. 

P  ̂̂ \a**j\i\»J&  ham-dastam,  Taxes,  tribute. 

p  kam-ddmdd,  A  son-in-law ;  each  of 
those  who  have  married  two  or  more  sisters;  kin- 

dred by  marriage. 

p  ̂^U^iib»£>  ham-daman,  Married  to  the  sister  of 
another's  wife. 

p  (j^i^*^  hamaddn,  A  city  and  district  in  Persia. 

p  ̂^\J^i^       ham-dahisidn,  A  school-fellow. 
A         hamdat,  Apoplexy, 

.p  lijiS      ham-dard,  A  partner  in  sorrow,  a  fel- 

low-sufferer. Sympathetical, 

p  jjs  ham-dardl,  Sympathy. 
P  Ll/*uii  ham-dast,  A  partner,  companion, 

associate,  accomplice.  One  who  sits  or  converses 

with  another.  Of  equal  strength,  power,  or  greatness. 

p  ̂̂ ljk**>i>s»fc  ham-dastdn,  Hand  in  hand.  (pi.  of 

iJLKuiS^  ham-dast)  Partners,  associates. 

p^ii  jjfc  ham-digar.  Together. 
p  Ji^»i>  ham-dil,  Unanimous,  of  the  same  opi- 

nion. Sympathetic.  A  cordial  friend.  Unanimously. 

p  f^S^  ham-dili,  Sympathy. 
p  ham-dam,  Breathing  together,  i.e.  an 

intimate  companion,  friend,  or  spouse.  One  (fisher 

for  pearls)  who  can  hold  his  breath  for  the  same 

time  as  another.  A  goblet  of  wine. 

p  j_^tW£i  ham-dami,  Friendship,  familiarity. 

p  i^^d-^  ham-dosh.  An  equal,  companion. 
p  ham-dihi.  Of  the  same  village. 

p jiii^S^  ham-dlf/ar.  Both,  each. 

Pj\^_i\»i>  ham-diwdr,  Having  the  same  wall, 
i.e.  a  neighbour,  neighbouring. 

F  ham-dihi,  A  fellow-villager. 
p  ham-zdt,  Co-existent,  consubstantial. 

A  (^^ti>^  hamazdn,  A  mode  of  walking  which 

leaves  foot-marks  on  the  ground.  A  city  built  by 
Hamazan,son  of  Peleg,son  of  Shem,  son  of  Noah. 

A  13^1^^  hamazdriiy,  Verbose,  loquacious.  A 
confused,  disordered  pace. 

A j.^  hamr,  (v.n.of^fc)  Ruining,  demolishing, 
laying  waste.  Teasing,  incommoding  a  camel  (abun- 

dance ofmilk).  Being  poured  out,  Talkingmuch. 

Pouring  (water). Milking  out  all  that  is  in  the  udder. 

Giving  away  part(of  one's  wealth).  Making  (the 
earth)shake(with)  his  feet(a horse).  Hamir, Thick, 

gross,  fat.  A  great  hill  of  sand. 

p  j«S>  ham-rad,  Of  equal  liberality,  munifi- 
cence, or  courage. 

Pj];^  ham-rdz,  Knowing  each  other's  secrets. 
A  confidant,  intimate  friend. 

p  icWj^  hami'dfta,  Understood,  perceived. 
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p  1>\j^  ham-rdh,  A  fellow-traveller.  With,along 

with.  ̂ it>  iSj^  ham-rdhi  man,  Along  with  me. 
p  ham-rdhl,  Society  on  the  road,  fellow- 

travelling,  j^dji  ̂ ^]J^  ham-rdhl  kardan.  To  tra- 
vel in  company. 

ABj%Sc>  hamrat,  One  shower.  One  breaking  of  a 
branch  of  a  tree.  A  species  of  philtre  or  fascination. 
One  burst  of  passion. 

A^j*i>Aa7?iar'rflJ,Acute,sagacious,enterprising. 
A  i^\sy^  humrujdn,  A  confused  hum  of  men. 
A  hamrajat,  (y ,r\.o^ Q)  Beingintri- 

cate  and  confused  (a  story),  or  relating  (a  story) 

in  such  a  manner.  Mixture,  confusion.  Speed. Light- 
ness. A  confused  noise  of  human  voices.  Vain,  false. 

A(J.5>-j»fi>/<flma/;;aZ,Swift.Swift,excellent(carael). 

A  &is>y^  hamarjalat,  A  choice  she-camel, 
p  ham-ras,  Money,  specie,  cash. 
A  hammarish,  An  old  woman.  A  camel 

abounding  in  milk.  Name  of  a  bitch. 

A  'iZij^  hamrashat,  Commotion,  tumult, 
p  tsZi  i_3;*i>  hamraf-shuda,  (or  S^i,^ j ham- 

rii-shuda)  (A  horse)  rising  five-year  old. 

p  i^\Sj^  ham-rakhds.  Dancing  together, 

p  i^^j^  ham-rikdb,  A  stirrup-fellow,  one  who 
rides  alongside  of  another. 

p  tL^j»l&  ham-rang,  Of  the  same  colour,  com- 

plexion, natui'e,  or  disposition. 
p  J ham-rav,  A  fellow-traveller.  Ham-ru, 

Face  to  face.    ̂ ^<^Mi         ham-i-u  shudan,  To  ap- 
pear before ;  to  be  placed  opposite,  face  to  face.  To 

be  of  full  age  (as  a  horse  five  years  old), 

v^j^j^  ham-rozgdr,  Cotemporary, 
p  8tijjj^^  ham-royanda,  Full  grown, 
p  2^S>  hum-rah,  (for  Fellow-traveller, 

p  ̂ _^J^  ham-rahl,  Fellowship  in  travel. 
A(jSj,>fc  hamara  ,  A  noisy,foul-mouthed  woman. 

hamz,  (v.  n.  ofj^)  Squeezing  (in  the 

hand),  or  as  (a  cat)  does  (a  mouse),  treading  upon. 

Impelling,  driving,  spurring,  goading,  or  striking. 

Piercing,  pricking,  biting.    Breaking,  Dashing 
upon  the  ground,  prostrating.  Marking  (a  letter) 

with  the  sign  hamza  — .  Accusing,  defaming,  de- 
tracting.   Beckoning  with  the  eye.  ̂ jUaxiJlj^ 

hamzu'sh  s7ta?/<an,Madness, demoniacal  possession. 

A  O^J^  hamazdt,  Instigations  (of  Satan). 
ham-zdd,^orn  together,congenital.Twin, 

of  equal  age.  A  cotemporary,  playmate.  A  (^s- 

jinn,  or  familiar  spirit,  said  to  be  produced  at  the 
birth  of  every  child,  and  to  accompany  him  through 
life.  A  sharer  of  provisions  on  a  journey. 

p  y]}^  ham-zdnu.  Sitting  with  another;  knee 
to  knee;  living  together.   A  companion,  associate, 

p  ̂J,^\^  ham-zdnuti,  Close  intimacy, 

p  ,^y>fi>  ham-zahdn,  Of  the  same  language. 

A  'iy^  hamzat,  The  sign  hamza,  or  letter  \  al!f. 
f}«fc  hamzasi  hayn,  A  hamza  substituted  for  a 

3  or  ij.  ij^  hamzasi  mismdr,  A  crooked 

nail.  Hamazat,  (pi.  0\j^  hamazdt)  A  sugges- 
tion of  the  devil.  Humazat,  One  who  defames  or 

reproaches  (especially  a  person  present). 

p  I  aJj  ̂   ham-zulf,  A  wife's  sister's  husband. p  ham-zamdn,  Cotemporary. 

A^J^  /tamfl2:a',Stiff,stout(bow).  Loud(wind). 
A  hams,  A  gentle  noise.  Any  thing  clan- 

destine or  concealed.  The  slightest  noise  imagina- 

ble made  by  the  feet.    The  sound  of  muttering  or 
breathino;  hard.  Pressure,  A  breaking.  Mastica- te o 

tion  with  a  compression  of  the  lips.    A  journey 

with  little  or  no  intermission  for  a  day  and  night, 

pjl*.*^  ham-sdz,  Unanimous.    A  friend,  cor- 
respondent, confederate;  of  the  same  family, 

p  (JL-^  ham-sdl.  Of  the  same  year  or  age. 

p  ̂^L*»i>  ham-sdn,  Resembling  each  other, 

p  ̂JV^;U*»J^  ham-sdyagdn,  Neighbours. 

p^^.L--^/<fl»i-sa?/a^7l,Neighbourhood.  Neigh- 

bourship, neighbourliness. 
p  j«_\V-  ft*-  ham-sdya.  Under  the  same  shade,  i.e. 

neighbourinf;,  neighbour,  ham-sd- 
yasi7nasih,The  sun  (whose  seat  is  the  fourth  heaven). 

p  ijji^  djL-^ /tawsaj/a-naroazijFriendly terms with  neighbours. 

p  |jj..x*»J6  ham-sabik.  Schoolfellow,  class-fellow, 
p  SA— .«i>  hamsada.  Name  of  a  spirit  which  in- 

cites to  good  acts. 

Pj.^i>  ham-sar.  Of  the  same  head,  i.e.  equal 
in  height,  age,  or  of  the  same  authority ;  also  of  the 
same  rank  or  profession  ;  an  associate.  A  spouse, 

p  i^j'''*^  ham-sari.  Equality,  evenness, 
p ̂ **)^/iar?i-s<7/or,Afellov^-traveller.  jj\_,a*,*»fc 

jJ,&W  hamsafardni  jdhil,  (Ignorant  fellow-travel- 
lers) The  human  soul  and  body, 

p  ̂̂ o-T^fc  ham-svfragt,  Commensality,  fellow- 
ship of  table.  ham-sufragi  hardan, 

To  mess  together, 

p  iju^  ham-sufra.  Sitting  at  the  same  table  ; 
messmate,  fellow-commoner  ;  a  convivial  compa- 

nion, A  boarder. 

p        ̂   Aam-siw,  Of  equal  age,  a  playfellow, 
p  lL.^a--*»&  ham-sang,  Of  the  same  weight, 

p  4i_j-*^  hamsud.  The  red  jujube.  The  red  but- ton of  a  rose. 

p  jVyu-^  hamsirdz,  A  translation. 
A  ̂Ju<fi>  hamsh,  (v.  n.  of  ij^)  Entering  (one 

within  another).  .  Shaking,  moving.  A  collection. 

A  bite.  A  peculiar  manner  of  milking.  Much  talk- 

ing. Hamish,  Dexterous,  clever  with  his  fingers. 

p^  S^,f^hamshpatamahdim, The  sixth  period of  the  creation,  75  days,  in  which  God  created  man. 
A  iLl«i6  hamshat.  The  noise  of  locusts  shut  up 

and  moving  to  and  fro  in  a  narrow  place, 

p  {^\jL^  ham-shardb,  A  pot-companion, 

p         ̂   ham-shahl.  Like,  resembling, 
p        «fc  ham-shiham..  Uterine  (brother), 

p  ham-shuy,  A  rival  wife. 



p     j^f^^  ham-shahri,  A  fellow-townsman. 
A  ̂^♦fc  hamaslia  ,  A  noisy,  talkative  woman. 

p^j*.i-»fc/ja»i-sAir,Of  the  same  milk,  i.e.  a  uterine 
or  a  foster-brother  or  sister. 

p ̂ ^jJ^ham-shi7-a(/i,A  suckling  with  another. 
V  ijJL^  ham-shtra,  A  foster-brother.  A  sister 

(by  the  mother  only,  or  a  foster-sister).  S^j^-^-*^ 

8ii|j  ham-shira  zada,  A  nephew  by  the  sister. 

p  hamslnn,  (for  ham-nishin) 
One  who  sits  or  converses  with  another. 

A  {j^^  hams,  (v.  n.  of  i^^)  Eating  one's 
flesh.  Throwing,  prostrate.  Conquering,  overcom- 

ing. Killing. 

p  (JLaA;^^**  hum-suhbat,  Of  the  same  society, 

an  associate,  ̂ ji^^  Cj-x^^^  havi-sulibat  shudan, 
To  converse,  debate,  associate. 

p  ̂jy^9^  ham-suhhati,  Fellowship. 
A  ia^  hamt,  (v.  n.  of  la*i>)  Defrauding  one  of 

his  due,  injuring,  oppressing.  Striking  hard.  Tram- 
pling. Devouring,  eating  voraciously.  Talking 

audaciously.  Seizing  with  violence,  plundering. 

Mixing  truth  with  falsehood. 

p  JjaIs  p5>  ham-tobaJi,  A  messmate. 
A       ham^  (or  ̂J^"^  liama^n)  (v.  n.  of  J^^) 

Shedding  tears.   Flowing  (as  a  liquid  thing),  fall- 

ing (as  dew).  Sami^  (A  cloud)  pouring  out  rain, 

p  ham-^hd,  United,  tied  together, 

p  ham- ^nan,  With  equal  reins,  i.e.  rid- 
ing alongside  of  another.  A  companion,  equal,  as- 

sociate, friend,  peer. 

PSji*^  ham-^hd,  Coeval,cotemporary.  Joined, 
allied  :  adopted  brother,  united  by  friendship. 

A  ̂♦fc  hamgh,  A  breaking  (of  the  head). 
A        hamih,  Soft  herbage,  easily  eaten ;  a  great 

deal  of  dry  herbs,  grass,  or  hay. 

A  |J!*Jt>  himakk,  Foolish,  disturbed,  confused. 
A  hamhak  or  humhak,  A  grain  growing 

on  mountains,  which,  when  parched,  they  eat  as  a 

strengthener,  or  a  stimulative  to  venery. 

p      ̂   ham-had,  Of  equal  stature, 

p  ̂ ^^a^  ham-kadah,  A  pot-companion, 
p  ham-kadr,  Equivalent,  of  an  equal 

price,  value,  dignity,  or  power. 

p  j«;i>iL»fc  ham-hadam,  A  companion.  An  atten- 
dant. A  footman. 

p  eO^jiL^fc  ham-harya,  A  fellow-villager. 

A  ̂■♦fc  humahi^  (or         hummaki^  Foolish. 
Fruit  of  certain  plants. 

P  j»y'j^p*  ham-hawm,  Of  the  same  tribe. 

A  himahha''  or  himikka',  (He  walked) 
waving  from  side  to  side. 

A  JjAiU*  hamhik.  Name  of  a  plant. 

A  ijil^fc  hamk,  (v.  n.  of  i-di^is)  Launching  (any 
one)  into  an  affair.  Plunging  into. 

Pj\C»£>  ham-har;  A  fellow-workman, 
p  a.#*iK«J£>  ham-kasa,  A  convivial  or  pot-com- 

panion. A  fellow-commoner,  boarder. 
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V  ̂  pfc  ham-hufu.  Of  the  same  family. 
P  ham-halam,  Intercourse.  Engaged 

in  conversation. 

p  f^^^  ham-han  or  /«am-^MW,  A  companion  in toil  or  travel. 

PjU^pfc  ham-hinar.  Embracing. 
/<am-Aw«?/a<,Ofthesamepatronymic. 

p  kam-hesli,  A  co-religionist. 

p  mv^^  hamhin,  Fellow-labourer  or  traveller. 

p  ̂^^S^  hamagan,  (pi.  of  &»Jt)  hama)  All. 

p  »_-*S  ̂   ham,-gap,  A  gossip. 
p hamgar,  A  weaver.    Relation,  affinity. 

V  hamginan,  A\].  A  company.  Homo- 
geneous. Equals. 

p  b.Jmj^  ̂   ham,-gosha,0{  the  same  species.  A 
neighbour. 

p  hamagi,  All,  the  whole:  entirety. 

^Joj  az  hamagid  zanan,  Of  all  women. 

A  (JV6  havd,  (v.n.  of  (J.»fc)  Shedding  tears.  Rain- 
ing incessantly.  Being  left  to  themselves  to  graze 

where  they  please  night  and  day  (camels).  Himl, 

An  Arabian  garment  of  coarse  stuff.  Mended 

clothes.  An  old  tent  made  of  hair.  Hamal,  (Ca- 

mels) allowed  to  feed  at  large  night  and  day.  (Wa- 

ter) flowing  freely  without  impediment.  The  fibres 

called  L-fiJ;)  tif,  torn  from  the  trunk  of  the  palm- 
tree  :  coir. 

A  ,J.*fc  AwmmflZ,  (Camels)  feeding  at  large. 

A  ̂ ^U*  himlaj,  (pi.  /mmaZI/)  Tractable, 
going  quietly  or  slow  (a  horse  on  the  road).  (A 

sheep)  having  no  marrow  from  leanness. 

A  ̂j'!^^  hamaldn,(y.  n.of  J-»fc)  Shedding  tears. 
Raining  incessantly. 

aX>  hamlajat,  Easy  pace  of  a  pack-horse. 
ham-lahht,  A  kind  of  shoe.  The  sole 

of  a  shoe.  Jjii  hamlahht-doz,  A  cobbler. 

A  ;j-.^*iti  hamallas,  Strong-legged,  able  walker. 

a  *&]al^Js  hamlatat,  A  taking,  a  collecting. 
A        hamalla^  Swift  (camel),  that  travels  fast 

and  takes  wide  steps.  A  wolf.  Treacherous,  deceit- 
ful, inconstant  in  friendship. 

A  a>flX»J^  hamlahat,  Swiftness,  celerity,  haste. 

A  Jj.^  hamla',  (Camels)  pasturing  night  and 
day  without  a  keeper. 

A  ̂   himam,  (pi.  of  himmat)  Intentions, 
resolves.  Cares,  anxious  wishes.  Favours.  De- 

crepit old  women. 

p  \^iiSio  ̂   ham-mazhab,  A  co-religionist, 

p  L^jL/c  ̂ fl>  ham-mashrab,  Like-tempered. 
^fc  ham-maslahat.  Confederate. 

Pj^jwi  ̂   ham-ma^a',  Synonymous, 
p  »_-ajL5Co  ̂   ham-maktab,  A  schoolfellow. 
P       jj6  ham-nam,  A  namesake. 
PjO»^  hamambar,  Alike,  resembling.  Good, 

p  ii/a*fi>  ham-nabard,  A  fellow-labourer. 

p^ii3  ̂   liam-nida,  Singing  in  concert. 
F         ̂   ham-nasl,  Of  the  same  breed. 16  G 

p  [jr^Lx^  ham-nishin, One  who  sitsor  converses 
with  another,  a  companion.  All  living  creatures. 

p  iJxL^  ̂   ham-nishirii,  Concession. 

p  ̂ ^J,J^x^  ham-nafi,  A  friend,  intimate  com- 
panion. Ham-nafas,  Consonant,  harmonious. 

p  ̂^X%>  ̂   ham-namah,  A  messmate. 

p        jjft  ham-nawala,  A  messmate. A        hamm,  The  flowing  (of  tears). 

p  ̂   hamu,  (for     ̂   ham  u)  He  also. 
p        hamrva,  Desire,  intention,  wish. 

Pj^y^  hamwar,  Plain,  equal,  level.  An  even 
place  or  thing.  Lenient,  behaving  gently  or  ten- 

derly to  another.  Clear,  melodious  (intonation). 

Proportionable,  well-made.  Suitable,  worthy,  fit. 

Always,  constantly,  continually.  Perpetual.  J^y^ 

f^ii^ hamwar  kardan,  To  level,smooth,  make  plain . 

j^yt^  13  no.  hamwar,  Uneven.  Unsuitable,  dispro- 
portioned,  indecent, absurd,  unworthy.  Discordant. 

p  ij^^  hamwara,  Always,  continually. 

p  ̂ jOy^  ham-wisah,  Associated,  confederated, 
joined  in  alliance  or  conspiracy. 

Ai^y^humud,  (v.  n.of(>*J6)  Being  extinguished 
(fire,  together  with  all  its  heat).  Being  worn,  torn, 

or  cut  along  the  folds  (a  garment).  Being  destitute 

of  rain  and  vegetation,  being  dead,  producing  no- 

thing at  all  (land).  Death. 

p  i^jytS^  hamurad.  The  joists  of  the  roof. 

p  jjjj  ̂   ham-wazn,  Of  the  same  weight. 
A  i^jny^  hamus,A  prey-rending  lion.  Soft-tread- 
ing (lion).    One  who  travels  much  or  fast  at  night. 
A  hamu^  Flowing,  fluent.    Sumu^  (v. 

n.  of  ̂ ♦i)  Shedding  tears.  Flowing  (as  anything 
liquid).  Falling  (as  dew). 

p  ij^yjt)  ham-waht,  At  the  same  time.  Of  the same  age. 

A  (Jj«i&  humul,  (v.  n.  of  J^fc)  Raining  gently, 
but  incessantly.  Shedding  tears. 

A  humulat,  (Camels)  pasturing  night  and 

day  without  a  keeper. 

A  |»^*fi>  hamum,  (A  well)  abounding  with  water. 
(A  cloud)  raining  copiously.  A  reed  shaken  by  the 
wind.  A  she-camel  going  well.  Mumum,  (pi.  of 

'^ii  hamni)  Cares,  afflictions,  anxieties. 
A  'iioy^  humumat,  A  waxing  old  and  frail. 
p  hamun.  In  this  manner,  exactly  so,  thus. 

W  f^y^  hamun  ja,  That  same  place. 
p  aw»fc  hama,  All,  the  whole,  every,  each,  every 

thing.  An  assault,  attack.       b  ha  /«a'/na,With  all. 

A  ̂ ^.^  hamham,  A  great  king.  A  hero,  mag- 
nanimous prince,  liberal  man.  A  lion.  Hamhami, 

There  is  nothing  remaining. 

A  hamhamat,  A  large  troop  of  camels. 

p  W  &^  hama-ja.  Everywhere. 

p  ̂ ^^s.^  hamaji,  A  beetle. F  aJl*»j       hama  sola,  Alway,  for  ever. 

Ap^^fc  himhim,  Braying  (ass).  A  lion. A  s.^^  hamhamat,  (v.  n.  of        Q)  Making 



a  hoai  se  noise  in  the  throat  (as  an  elephant,  or  ox). 

A  low  voice,  whisper,  murmur.  (A  mother)  hush- 
ing her  infant  to  sleep. 
A  liumhutn,  A  lion. 

A  &/cj^S>  humhumat,  A  large  troop  of  camels. 
A  himJiim,  A  lion.  Braying  (ass). 

A  hamy,  (v.  n.  of  ,_5»fc)  Falling.  Hamy  (or 

i^j^hiiniiy)  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Flowing  (water  or  tears). 
Weeping,  shedding  tears.    Wandering  (flocks). 

p         hami,  Patient,  modest.  Hami  (for 

mi)  A  particle  prefixed  to  some  tenses  of  the  Per- 

sian verb,  more  particularly  to  the  present  and  pre- 

ter-imperfect ;  as,  <^j>.  ̂ ♦fc  hami  pur  sad,  Heasks. 
pjUys  hamyaz,  A  friend,  companion. 

A  ̂jU.*^  himyan,  (pi.  (^.Uis  hamayin)  A  long 

purse  or  scrip,  especially  hung  at  the  side.  A  gir- 
dle, belt.    The  string  of  the  breeches  or  drawers. 

«J  lahu  himyan,  He  has  large  buttocks.  Sa- 

mayaii,  (v.  n.  of  j_^)  Flowing  (water  or  tears). 
Shedding  tears.  Wandering  here  and  there  (a  flock). 

P  /<a»iy,Ayoungdeer,  slender-bodied.  (A 
deer)having  two  lines  on  the  back,  of  a  different  co- 

lour from  the  rest  of  the  body.  (A  deer)  troubled 

with  the  gripes  or  any  other  distemper  which  makes 

the  face  thin.  Tormented  by  gnats. 

p  ̂^}^^  hamijan,  In  the  same  manner. 
p  liJ^  harnid,  Thus,  in  the  same  manner,  in  this 

way.  A  fault,  suspicion,  accusation  (especially 

false).  Foolish,  stupid. 

A  ham'id,  (or  4i>A^\  al  harnid')  Tribute  or 
tax,  to  be  paid,  as  entered  in  the  public  books. 

p  ̂ ^^d-y^  hamidun,  Now,  at  this  moment.  Al- 
ways, perpetually.  Suddenly.  Such,  in  this  man- 

ner. In  the  same  place.  Care, endeavour.  Favour. 

Ajc»J6  hamir,  Handsome,  beautiful  (female  deer). 

A  ijf^^  hamlrat,  A  decrepit  old  woman. 

A  t^jj^^jW"  hami  ravi,  Thou  goest.  Goest  thou  ? 

rjWfc/iflme2,(or(jj»fc  hameii),(m  zand)Summer. 
A        hamiz,  Bold,  keen,  penetrating  (man). 

A  [^y^fi  hamis,  Noise  made  by  the  motion  of 

the  feet  of  camels  (scarcely  audible). 

A  haviaysa^  Strong,  robust,  not  to  be 
thrown  down.  Long,  tall, 

hamishak-jawan,  Houseleek. 

p  ̂^JiLxJt)  hamishagi,  Eternity,  perpetuity. 
p  s-ij*^  haviisha,  Always,  continually,  perpe- 

tually. Anciently,  havingno  beginning,  jl^  s^Lx^ 
hamisha-hahar,  Ox-eye,  a  species  of  camomile. 

A         himya^  Sudden  death. 

A  hamyagh/Ihe  maghd-tree.  Himyagh 
Sudden  death. 

A  j,JL»J6  hamim,  Small  rain.  Sour  milk  kept  in 
a  bottle  or  churn  for  drinking,  not  for  making  but- 

ter, (pi.  of        hammat)  Reptiles. 

A  hamimat,  Small  rain.  A  gentle  gale. 
Any  thing  about  which  one  is  anxious. 

p  hamin,  Only,  solely,  neither  more  nor 
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less,  even  this,  this  same,  equally,  so,  in  the  same 

manner.  t^J^  hamin  sa^t,  This  self-same 
hour,  jjl?  hamin  tawr.  This  same  manner, 
by  a  parity  of  reasoning. 

p  CiJ.jkX»&  haminak,  Behold  now  !  lo  here  he  is ! 
This  moment.  All. 

p  jjfc  han.  Gratitude,  obligation,  thanks.  Jlin, 
(in  the  Shiraz-dialect)  (for  hast)  Is,  exists. 

A  ̂ ^Sb  han.  Some  (man),  ̂ ^hyd  hanu,  O  thou 
man  !  (come  hither).  Man,  (dual  (jUfc  hanani, 

ha7iatani,^J6\S6  hanani, a.xidfJ\yjJi>  hanawani, 

pi.  j^ykii  hanuna)  A  thing,  small  matter,  somewhat. 
Pudendum  muliebre.  Hin  (for      in)  If. 

A  jTjfc  hann,  (v.  n.  of  j^fc)  Weeping,  deploring, 

crying  lamentably.  Crying  to  (her)  colt  in  an  af- 
fectionate manner(a  camel).  JTwwwfl,(fem.)  They. 

A  hant,  (v.  n.  of  uJ6)  Anointing,  bedawb- 

ing  (a  camel)  with  pitch.  Giving, bestowing,  pre- 
senting; maintainingjsupportingany  one,  especially 

by  the  month.  Pasturing  freely  in  a  field  of  pot- 
herbs without  being  satiated.  Being  joyful,  glad, 

merry.  Saying  "May  you  prosper!"  Hans  or  hin^, 
(v.  n.  of  \ji>)  Being  wholesome  (meat),  agreeing 

well  (with  one).  Preparing  (food)  well.  Causing 

(food)  to  agree  with  one  (health).  Hins^,  A  present. 
Part  of  the  night.  An  anointing  with  pitch.  The 

pitch  with  which  they  anoint  a  camel. 

A  hanas,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fc)  Pasturing  in  afield 

of  herbs  without  being  satisfied.  Rejoicing.  Di- 

gesting well  food. 
A  hana,  (for  \j\  ana)  I.  Hand,  Here.  A 

pastime,  play.  Name  of  a  place.  Ui>  yawmu 
hund.  On  the  first  day.  ̂ 

A  ljJ^  hannd,  Here.  Ufc  j  \jjt>  ̂   min  hannd 
ma  hannd,  Here  and  there,  on  every  side. 

A  Ajjb  hinds,  (v.  n.  of  Ujs)  Anointing  (a  camel) 

with  pitch.  Aiding,  assisting.  Liquid  pitch  for 

anointing  a  scabby  camel.  A  cluster  of  dates  the 
fruit  of  which  has  been  eaten. 

A  'if-\sSt>  handsat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jS>  or  Ji*)  Being 
light,  wholesome,  and  digestible  (meat).  Happen- 

ing, arriving  without  trouble  or  difficulty. 

Adj\jJihandbiz,(-p\,  of  'i'd^xiSihamhazat)  Serious, 
important,  weighty,  and  difficult  affairs. 

A  joljjs  handhir,  High  hills  of  sand.  A  place  of 
destruction.  Hell. 

A  ̂K>S>  hansat,  (v.  n.  of  Ujfc)  Preparing  (food) 

well.  Sanasat,  (v.n.  of^i>  or  jjj&)  Being  light, 

wholesome,  and  digestible  (meat). 

A  sUfc  handt,  (pi.  Oljiis /iawawa^)  A  calamity. 

ALU  lift  /ta«a<,(pl.of«.jj6  /iawai)  Certain  women. 

Small  things.  Rimasmulierum.  C^\jsSc>\)  yd  handt, 
O  women!  come  hither.  »^jfihi  handt,  In 

him  there  are  bad  qualities. 

A  jliUjs  b  yd  handtdhu,  O  two  women  hither ! 

A  &<*»4iVjj6  handdisat,  (pi.  of  (^j^jjc>)  Skilful. 

A  ui)ii'ai>  handdih,  (pi.  of  ̂ >^)  Hindiis. 

A  i^U*  handdikat,  Indians,  Hindiis. 

A  (_jU*  hindf,  A  smile  (especially  ironical). 

A  td)U*  hundha,  (uiJUfc  hanndha,  or  uLUUvS> 
hundlika)  There,  in  that  place. 

p  hundm.,  (in  ancient  Persian)  Stature,  fi- 
gure, form  of  the  body,  symmetry,  arrangement. 

A  jo\jj&^  ifitWM /<iwr<a7n.  Name  ofa  tribe  of  Jinns. 
A  ̂Uisb  yd  hanani,  Hither,  O  you  two  men ! 
A  'i>\SS6  hundnat,  The  interior  fat  of  the  eye.  Fat, 

strength,  vigour  (in  a  camel).  Remains  of  marrow. 
A  iuoUjb  handnayh,  (in  comp.  with  b  yd)  as  b 

i^A^lifc  yd  handnayh,  O  you  two  women  ! 

A  iKiSb  handhu  (with  b  ?/a)  as  !5lj«a>  b  i/a  handhu, 
O  thou  !  come  hither. 

p  jj^iiUj&  handhin,  The  noise  of  people  talking 

together,  or  an  army,  horse  and  foot,  on  the  march. 

A  Ij^ySb  hansa  ,  (Cattle)  fed  with  herbs,  but  in 
a  small  quantity,  getting  just  a  snatch. 

p  ;jijljjs  hindsish,  Efi^ect,  impression. 
A  t,^Jss>  himb,  Name  of  a  man,  a  catamite,  ex- 

pelled by  Muhammad.  Hanab,  Carelessness,  sim- 

plicity, folly  (applied  especially  to  a  woman). 

A  ̂[x'xSb  hambds,  Foolish,  unskilful  (woman). 
A  >bjk&  hunnabdf,  Sim  pie,  foolish,  unskilful  (wo- 

man). Foolish,  insane  (man). 

pjlfjj!)  ham-hdz,  A  companion,  partner. 

A  ̂ ^J^  himbdgh,  Extreme  hunger. 
p  jj\.Aj«J£>  hambdn,  A  wallet.  Soft  leather. 
A  iiAjJifc  hambatat.  Slowness,  delay.  Languor. 

A  'ixxjjb  hambasat,  An  important  or  difficult 
affair.  Confusion  in  speech. 

A  5iij.jj&  hambazat,  A  weighty,  difficult  affair. 

p  jui>  hambar.  Fair,  handsome,  good. 

AjJiS)  himbir.  An  ass's  colt.  p  ummu'l 
himbir,  A  she-ass.  abu'lhimbar,A  male 

hyena.  j^J^H  ̂ ^ummu'l  himbar,A.  female  hyena. Himbir  or  hinabr,  A  hvena. 

A  jOkfc  hinnabr,  A  horse.  A  bull.  Spoilt  lea- 
ther ;  the  edges  of  a  skin.  A  hyena. 

A  'iyjii  himbarat,  A  she-ass.  Mivibirat,  A  she ass-colt. 

A  's^yyi>  hambasat.  Inquiry  into  news. 
A  i^jaxii)  himbis.  Weak,  wretched,  contemptible. 

Humbus,  Large-bellied. 
A  'ktoMii  /iam&asa*,Alowlaughscareely  audible. 

A  (^Jai>  humbuz.  Large-bellied. 

A         humbug  A  sort  of  girl's  head-dress. 
A  sjojkfc  humbn^t,  A  hyena-like  pace. 

A  ̂f*J6  humbugh.  Extreme  hunger.  Dust  which 
flies  about  with  the  least  motion.  A  lion.  A  foolish, 

weak  woman. 
A  wtxi*  hambaghat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Hunger- 

ing. Flying  about  (dust). A  &Ujj!>  hambalat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Going  like 

a  lion.  The  limping  pace  of  a  hyena. 

A  ̂ifc  hanaba'.  Silly  (woman). 

A^-jjs  hunnaba^,  Simple,  foolish,unskilful  (wo- 



man).  Foolish,  insane  (man). 

A  &jjfc  hanat,  Aught.  A  certain  woman.  Rinia. 

A  hant,  (for  iufc  hanat)  A  small  matter, 

somewhat.  A  certain  woman,  (for  CL.tJ>\  anta), 

Thou,  slxi*  b  ?/a  hantahu,  («.jjljoJb  b  hanata- 
niyah  or  Jylifc  b  ?/a  hanatuh,  Oh  woman !  oh  both 

women  !  and  oh  women !  (come  hither). 

A  ̂^UjLJib     hanatani,  Hither.  O  two  women ! 

A  iiXUfc  hantahat,  A  relaxing,  growing  languid. 

p  ̂Jfc/(fl?y',Extracting,drawing.  Casting, throvv- ing,flinging.  Concord,  harmony.  Riches.  Har- 
monious, agreed. 

Pj^^  hanjar  or  hinjar,  A  mason's  rule,  any 
stringorinstrumentused  by  builders  in  laying  stones 

straight,  a  plumb-line,  a  level.  A  straight  road.  An 

unbeaten  path,  by-path.  Way,  rule,  law.  Habit, 

custom.  Conduct.  Going  on  a  road-side  :  taking 

a  cross-cut  by  a  by-path.  Colour.  Vexation,  grief. 

p  ij^^  hanjara,  Sad,  afBicted. 
P  {^'^..j'^  hanjaridan,  To  travel  on,  by,  or 

near  the  road,  or  on  the  side  of  it. 

P  ̂̂ 4^  hanjam,  Out  of  employ ;  a  vagrant,  lazy, 
idle,  good-for-nothing  fellow. 

hinjah,  A  pot-herb  eaten  boiled. 

A  ̂^4^  hunjul,  Heavy. 

p  Ldl»ii*  hinjamali,  An  herb  which  is  given  to 
cattle  boiled. 

^  (i)'^.^  hanjtdan,  To  draw  out,  bring  forth. 

To  pull  up.  To  yawn,  stretch.  To  flay  a  sheep. 

To  vex,  grieve,  molest,  injure,  irritate,  try,  tempt. 

p  t>aJ6  hand,  (for  S>\  and)  (They)  are.  Way, 

road,  manner,  law,  custom,  usage. 

A  ;ijj6  hind,  A  hundred  (camels),  or  a  few  more 

or  less.  Two  hundred.  India.  The  Hindu  people, 

(pi.  Siii\ahnud,  iiUjb\  ahnad,  and  li^jjfc  hunud)  A 

woman's  name.  miratul  hind,  (in  the 
dialect  of  Morocco)  A  telescope. 

A  io^i^ijsi  hindahat,  Any  one  (is  not  at  home). 

A  O^Ajjs  hindat,  Hindas  (women's  names). 
Aj^iijjs  hindaz or  handaz,  (from  p  anddzu) 

A  certain  quantity  or  determinate  measure. 

A  handam,  (from  p  i^Si\andam)  Stature. 
Symmetry,  just  proportion. 

A  hindah,  Endive,  succory. 

Ap[i  ;^jjc>  hindabaf,(hindibaj:  or  J^iXjja  hindibd'). 
Endive,  ̂ jji      ̂ Sihindabasi  Jarri,Wild  endive. 

A  »btioJ6  hindabat,  A  single  endive. 

A  (3iiafc  handabiy,  Verbose,  loquacious. 

p  '^s'iS)  hindbed,  Endive. 
A  ̂ ^SjA  hindis,  Intrepid,  fierce  (lion).  Skil- 
ful, experienced,  sagacious  (man). 

Pj^lrtJi^jkfc  A^■n(^^^.sa«,(for(JlL*)J;^i^^)Hi^diistan. 
A  &*»>ii>Afc  handasat,  (from  p  andaza)  Skill 

in  the  construction  ofsubterraneous  aqueducts.  Geo- 

meiry.'&i*ii^js^\ ^\ ahlu' I  handasat, GeomeiY\c\-a.x\s. 
p  (jlXoJiijsfc  hindustan,  India. 

p  MSiS>  hindisa,  Numeration  by  the  letters  of 
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the  alphabet.  A  cypher.  Arithmetic. 

A  ̂|_^iiJj&  handamj,  (fem.  isa**>^Afc  handasiyut) 
Geometrical.  p^Iju*>jJj£i  adabi  handasiyan, 
The  geometrical  science. 

\'^djSbJLindihiy,{\)\.  LdJiiUfc  hanadihQY'i^i^\sb hanadikat)  Indian,  Hindu. 

A  ̂iXijs  hundali^,  A  small  sort  of  pot-herb. 
A  JjjJi^ifc  handallh.  Talkative,  verbose. 
p  tij-«iXli>  hindamand,  Name  of  a  river  in  STstan. 

p  jiiajs  hindu,  An  Indian.  Black.  A  servant. 
A  slave.  A  robber.  An  infidel.  A  watchman.  A 

mole  on  the  cheek  of  a  mistress,  liii^^b  (_^jiXki6 

(j-o  hinduyi  har-tk-bin,  The  planet  Saturn.  (Syno- 
nymous to  which  are  these  jj^tij^fc  hinduyi  pir, 

^y>-  hinduyi  charh] I, j^Xui  ̂^,:>!yS>  hindtiyi 

sipihr,^J\d^  Sx'^  (_$'jiiJkj£>  liindnyi yumbazigardan). 
p  ̂^^jiiJA  handawan,  Name  of  the  fort  of  Balkh. 
pa>ilji.ijjfc  hinditwana,  A  pumpkin, water-melon. 

A  J^^^j  jiis  hindawamy  or  hundaivamy,  Made  of 
Indian  steel.  (A  sword)  of  an  excellent  edge. 

Pjbj,^jkS>  hindubar,  Hindustan.  An  ink-horn. 
A  hundus,  (pl.K*ojl>fc  hanadisat)  Ex- 

perienced, skilful. 
p  ̂^\jm>j^j>^  hindustm,  India,  Hindustan. 

p  ̂j,ljL«ijii>jJ6  liindusiani.  Belonging  to  Hindii- 
stan  ;  the  language  of  that  country,  HindiistanT. 

PLll.*Ailjk«jj(.>>jiJ6  /t/reffei'aw/^/ai, Ease,  indulgence. 
p  J tiofi)  hindumi,  (or  i_^jdj>S»  hinduivi)  An 

Indian.  Indian ;  the  Indian  language,  Hindee. 

p  ̂_jjiijj6  hur^duwl,  A  bill  of  exchange. 

pl^iijl  (_/jtijj6/tmfZw?i;i-o;'i^aAa,  An  Indian  sword. 
Vf^}^J^\>_j6 siJt  hindumi daryd-nishin,Writ- 

ing,  manuscript. 
A  JjjiiJvfc  handawil,  Gross,  large,  and  flabby. 
p  ̂J.>j>S>  /tiwde.  One  Indian.  //iWi,  Any  thing 

Indian,  or  belonging  to  India.  A  sword  of  Indian 

steel.  Hundt,  A  bill  of  exchange. 

A!^L>j^  /i«i(^i!^,Indian,  pertaining  to  theHindiis. 

p  (jbtXjj!)  hundiyan,  (or  ̂^jb  jJkfc  hundiyawan) 
Commission  on  bills  of  exchange. 

p  d\y  i_$tX)Jb  hindl-nijdd,  Born  in  India. 
p^4/tM?j(zr,SkilI,science,  knowledge,  ingenuity, 

art,  industry,  excellence,  virtu.  Profession.  A  bill 
of  exchange. 

p  si>       hunar-hand,  Clever,  skilful, 

p  hunar-2)armar,  A  lover,  cultivator, 

patron,  or  encourager  of  science.  A  virtuoso. 

p  ̂ Sjjj^.j^  Imnar-parvari,  Cleverness,  skilful- 
ness,  genius,  abilities.  Virtuosoship. 

p  sJLsi^jsii  hunar-pesha,  An  artist.  Skilful. 

PjIj jJt  hunar-dar.  Skilful,  knowing,  clever. 
P  ii>A«j<fc/tM7?«r?)iawrf,Learned,  excellent, skilful, 

industrious.tij-^iijUjt<i??i?^??ia777<M?za?'ma?irZ,Askil- 
ful  architect.  aj\^^A><;06  hunarmandana.  Skilfully, 
p  hunarmandi,  Skilfulness,  skill. 

'Pj^J^  hunarwar,  Skilful,  clever. 
A  j^^S>  hinzainn,  (from  p  anjuman)  A 

crowd,  a  company. 

A  ha7iashnash,  Light,  not  heavy. 

A  |*xfi>  han^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Bending,  folding, 

doubling.  Submitting,  humbling  one's  self  unto. 
A  shortness  of  neck  of  a  reddish  white  deer.  Ha- 

na^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ )  Being  buck-necked.  The  na- 
tural bend  of  the  body.  The  concave  curve  in  the 

neck  of  a  camel,  or  ostrich,  and  other  long-necked 
beasts  and  birds. 

A  |*jjs  hu7ina^  Humble,  submissive  (men). 
A  ̂ba*  han^s,  Short,  contracted  (hillock).  (An 

ostrich)  which  has  a  contracted  and  bent  neck. 

A  han^t,  A  mark  burnt  on  the  right  side 

of  a  camel's  neck.  Five  stars  in  the  left  shoulder 
of  Orion  ;  the  sixth  mansion  of  the  moon,  distin- 

guished by  two  bright  stars  in  the  feet  of  Gemini; 
also  tlie  name  of  several  other  stars  in  the  Milky 

Way,  and  of  eight  in  the  form  of  a  bow,  called  Bra- 
chium  Leonis. 

A  Jjjjft  hanak,  Aflliction,  grief,  trouble,  restless- 
ness from  grief :  fidget. 

A  liankab,  A  dwarf;  short-bodied, 

p  Ll/jJfc  hamj,  Understanding,  intellect.  Ma- 

jesty, authority.  Dignity,  gravity.  Purpose,  de- 
sign, institution.  A  wave.  A  cavern,  cleft  in  the 

rock.  Quantity  or  weight  of  any  thing.  Sympa- 

thy. Strength,  power,  ability.  Many,  much,  abun- 

dant. Keeping,  guarding.  Acute,  intelligent.  A 
tribe,  family.  An  army,  soldier.  A  stroke,  blow, 

collision,  wound,  hurt.  Defluxion,  rheum,  cold. 

Adraughtof  water.  Hing,  Prosperity,  happy  times. 

Apain  in  the  bowels.  Assafostida.  Intellect.  Hung, 
Provisions.  Power,  strength. 

PjlCjjs  hangar,  (or  lijlXifc)  Haste.  Vehemence. 

A  ̂̂ Sji>  liangam,  Time,  hour,  season.  An  assem- 
bly. dj^>  J  cL^>  ̂ IClis  hangami  nang  u  nabard, 

Time  of  battle.  ̂ .U*  dALlt>  K> az  han- 
gami sahar  ta  hangumai  sham.  From  morning  un- 

til evening.  I  an  hangam,  That  time,  then. 

j»bl^  ̂j,bl  /taw<7am,Untimely,ill-timed,  out  of  sea- 
son.^bi>             dar hangami sham,In  theevening. 
paj«Uj>  /ta«</aTOa,  Aconvention,assemb!y,meet- 

ing  of  merchants.  A  place  for  any  kind  of  play  or 

entertainment.  Noise,  tumult,  commotion,  confu- 

sion, riot,  disorder,  crowd,  throng.  ̂ ^m£> 

hangdmati  tiJldn,The  world.  ̂ ^^^ hangdma 
kardan.  To  make  a  noise,  to  raise  a  disturbance. 

Pj^  s^tjS)  hangdma-gir,  A  rope-dancer.  Tu- 
multuous, uproarious. 

p  hangdmi,  Temporal;  ephemeral ;  ani- 

mals which  shortly  appear  and  disappear,  as  insects, 

pCL*fl.Cjfc/iawr/?(/i!or/««<^?//i!,Thick,dense,coarse. 

Much,  abundant.  Cloth  of  a  plain,  equal,  or  firm 

texture.  A  kind  of  female  upper  garment.  A  bed 

counterpane  quilted  with  cotton. 
p  sX.iS>  hanga,  A  place  for  any  entertainment, 
p  hangidan,  To  be  troubled,  muddy. 



A  ̂ St>  hanam,  A  species  of  date. 

A&*ifi>  hinnamat,  A  kind  of  philtre  used  by  \vo- 

inen.   A  dwarf.   Short  or  deformed  in  body. 

p  cS^Aft  hanmad,  Green  substance  upon  water. 
A  jiJlfc  hinanat,  A  sort  of  hedsfehocf. 

A  _jjjs>  Jiinw,  Time,  season. 

A  OlyJb  kanan-at,  (pi.  of  CL^xSt>  hunt)  Small 
things,  (pi.  of  islii)  hanat)  Calamities. 

A  hanan-Mii,  (dualof^J&/ian)Twothings. 
Two  men. 

p  j^yJ^  humihar  (or  i^^jjfc  hunubara)  A  palm- 
tree  with  one  trunk. 

p  (^U^jjjs  hanutas,  Spirits  which  surround  the 
throne  of  God. 

A  ii^fc  hunud,  (pi.  of  /<^f?^^^)  Indians,  Hin- 

dias.  Hindas  (Arabian  women"'s  names). 
hanuz  or  hanoz,  Yet,  still,  further,  just 

now,  at  present,  hitherto,  to  this  very  time,  until 
now.   Not  yet. 

A  uiJjAJb  (b  ?/a) /lanwAa,  O  thou  !  (come  here). 

A  (j^^  hanun,  (pi.  of  j^fc  ̂ an)  Small  things. 

A  b  ya  Iianuva,  (or  sljykfc  hanundku)  O 
ye  men  !  come  hither. 

p  tiJjifc  hanwand,  Shame,  modesty,bashfulness. 
p  a.>fc  /m  wa,  Is  it  not  ?  whether  ? 

A  j^fc  (v.  n.  of  j_^fc)  Doing. 

A^fc  hanis,  (Meat)  light,  easy  of  digestion,  plea- 

sant, -^ny  tiling  possessed  or  acquired  without  trou- 
ble. Uijb  \^  kulu  hanisan  marhan,  Eat  ye 

with  a  good  digestion.  S!U-  halat  hajiisat, 
An  agreeable  condition. 

A        (b  ?/a)  hanyi,  0  my  son !  come  hither. 

Pj^fi>  /twwi,  A  funnel. 

A^  ?/a  hanayya',  O  you  my  two  sons!  come 

hither.  J'aAawij/a^O  you  my  children  !  come  hither. 
Pjb>4i  hanyar,  (or  ̂^l^i>)  A  consort,  partner. 
A  ixxfi)  hunayyat,  A  small  thing,  a  trifle. 

A  (JLo.*kS>  Jianaytu,  (for  iJL*^  fa^altu)  I  did. 
A  ̂'(^Jkjki^  hunaydat,  A  hundred  camels.  A  hun- 

dred of  any  thing. 

Pjofc  AMWir,Good, beautiful.  Excellence,beauty. 

P_^fc  honez,  Hitherto,  thus  far,  as  yet,  until 

now.  Is  it  not  yet?  Is  it  not  also?  j^jddar 
hanez,  Whilst  yet. 

A  hanizat.  Trouble,  affliction. 

A  ̂ Jofc  liarii^  Crooked  and  short-necked  (man). 
A  jjjjjfc  hanln,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ fc)  Crying  affection- 

ately to  (her)  colt  (a  camel).  Weeping,  wailing, 

lamenting.  Hunayn,  (dim.  of      han)  Small  rima. 
A  hunayhat,  (dim.  of  &lfc  hanat)  A  trifle. 

A  &^ju^  hvnaysat,  A  small  thing,  a  trifle. 

P  jfc  Aa«5,  White  or  red  pus.  A  bloody  swell- 

ing. The  moon.  A  cloud  ;  fog,  mist.  Mu,  A  sigh. 
Ah!  alas!  Ho!  mind! 

A  jfc  huwa,  He.  He  is.  A  name  of  God.  y^ 

^^^*jk*-J\  43J^  huTva'Udhu'l  mnsta^n,  He  is  God, 
whose  assistance  we  implore.    ̂ J'^'^  ^ 
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^^x^Shuna^Udhu^lghamyii^lmiiQhnVl  mv^n,  He 
is  God,  the  rich,  the  enricher,  the  helper,  (j^**)^ ̂  

hyma  I  mv^nu'l  muta^l,  He  is  the  exalted 

assistant,  j^.j*^^  ̂   huwa'l  ̂ ziz,  He  is  glorious. 
It  is  often  written  at  the  top  of  a  letter,  where  in 

Europe  they  used  formerly  to  put  the  sign  of  the 

cross.  As  a  pronoun,  it  is  often  put  for  the  sub- 
stantive verb  kdna  in  every  tense. 

A  ts>  hawrv,  A  side.  A  window. 

A  /<aw^,  (v.  n.  of  life  for  iyb)  Aspiring,  tend- 

ing upwards.  Thinking  (either  good  or  bad).  Re- 

joicing at.  Design,  purpose.  Delight.  >j.jJl  <JijkjO_ 

ha^dul  haws,  One  who  revolves  in  the  mind  dis- 
tant or  important  objects.  Haw^  or  hus,  Opinion, 

mind,  thoughts. 

A  lysi  hawas,  A  thinking  anxiously  about. 

p       havd,  Name  of  a  village  in  Damaghan, 
where  there  is  a  remarkable  well. 

\  A^^  Aawa',AfFection,  favour,  love,mind,desire.   To  have  chapt  or  pale  lips  (from  heat  or  fear) 

A  t/ii^jft  han-ddi,  A  crowd,  a  multitude,  (pi.  of 
hddi)  Beginnings  of  night.  Necks  of  horses. 

The  first  that  appear  in  sight  of  a  herd  of  camels. 

A         hawdrat,  Destruction,  annihilation. 

A  ̂\>S>  harvdrim,  (pi.  of  hdrim)  (Camels) 
feeding  on  the  shrub  (» ̂  harm. 

P  ijj^^  hawurl,  A  large  tent.  An  audience- 
chamber.  (Jnseasonable,ill-timed.Foolish,ignorant. 

p  lij^^fc  hawd-zad,  Spring,  force,  impulse  of  air. 

P  t_/'^^y>  hawd-zadagi,  Chill,  chilliness,  cold. 
p  hawd-zada,  Chilled,  cooled. 

p         hawdza,  Suddenly,  at  once,  unawares. 

1'  ̂ Jj^i^  hawdzi  or  himdzi,  An  audience-cham- 
ber.  Suddenly,  all  at  once,  without  notice. 

A  (^^^  hirods,  Lust,  heat. 
A  (^^jS>  hawrcds,  Libidinous.   j_jJ^^J\  A  lion. 
A  hawrvdsat,  A  lion.  Strong,  intrepid. 

p  ̂^OJu«|jii  hawasidan,  To  convene,  assemble. 

A  hawds,  (pi.  io^fc)  ahwiyat)  Air,  atmo 
sphere,  ether,  the  space  between  heaven  and  earth. 

Wind,  gentle  gale.  Sound, voice,  tone,  air  ofmusic, 

a  song.  Any  thing  empty.  pXS  ̂ _$\^  haivdyi  tund, 
A  storm,  tempest.  Ambition;  vanity.  A  coward. 

(_j,L~i)  iJ^^  hawdyi  nafadni,  (or  j  \  hawd 
u  harcas)  Lust,  concupiscence,  sensuality,  luxury. 

{^yo\'jsij>-  ̂ j\^tt  hawdyi  khaftdn-posh,  (or  (^^jfc 
ij,^^^  harvdyi  sinjdbi)  A  cloudy  sky.  \^  (J^***^ 
sumbvl-hawd,  (or  \yei  posh-hawd)  A  dark  or 

cloudy  atmosphere.  \jS»  iikL^ hushdda-hawd,  An 

open  or  serene  sky.  Aifm'aj:,(v.n.3  of  ̂ _jfc)Sooth- 
ing,  flattering,  cajoling.  Playing,  trifling,  now 

offering  a  thing  and  now  drawing  it  back. 

A  'iA^Si  humdsat,  A  deep  valley,  low  ground, 
p  i^^yfc  hawdbid,  (pi.  of  HiiJlfc  hdbidat)  Women 

who  gather  colocynths  or  their  seeds. 

p  CLi'iMj}  \^  harvd-parast,  A  worshipper  of  the 
air,«.e.vain,given  to  vanity  (ambition  or  sensuality). 

A  jsl^a  hawdt,  Air,  ether,  atmosphere. 

A hawdjir,  Sultry  afternoon-heats. 

A  (j<*»-\y6  hamdjis,  (pi.  of  X— j»-\jt)  Thoughts. 
A  hawdjivi,  Assaults,  shocks,  brunts. 

F         ̂ jS>  hawd-joy  ov  juy,  A  lover, 

p  g^j5>-\jfc  /«a?i'a-A/m'a/i,  Vain,  desirous  of  vani- 
ties,ambitious,fond  of  pleasure.  Afriendjwell-wisher. 

p  j^^^js'       hawd-hhrvdhi,  Well-wishing. 
p J\i^\^  han'd-ddr,  Airy,  having  or  following 

the  wind.  Afriend.  A  lover,  well-wisher.  Saucy. 

Flighty.  Dispersed  in  air,  given  to  the  winds.  The 

seat  placed  on  an  elephant  to  ride  in.  j\j\jSb  i  alj 

zulfi  hawd-ddr,  Ringlets  waving  in  the  wind, 

p  (_^^ii\^J&  hawd-ddri,  AflTection,  liking. 
A  hamddat,  (v.  n.  of  lijfc)  Making  peace. 

Inclining.  Softness.  Inclination.  Indulgence,  li- 
cence, leave.  That  from  which  good  is  hoped  for. 

A^ii\_jfc  hamddij,  (pi.  of  ̂ iij>)  Camel-litters. 
Ajii^jfc/taJiatizVjBraying  camels :  cooing  doves. 

p  5ii.Jk**>^yfc  hawdiida,  A  pale,  livid  lip. 

A  OUiJ\y^  huwdshdt,  (pi.  of  iLio^ys)  Crowds. 
Herds  of  camels  mixed  together.  Ill-gotten  riches. 

A  'iZ»\^  huwdshat,  A  crowd  of  men,  or  a  num- 
ber of  camels,  especially  in  confusion. 

Aj>o\^  han-dsir,(p\.  ofj/oljs)  Prey-tearing  lions. 

A  ̂_JJ^  huwd^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ y&)  Vomiting 
spontaneously.  A  vomit.  Any  thing  vomited,  (pi. 

OU'lys  humd^t  and  'iS'^\ ahwi^t)  Name  of  the 

month  JiijtaSl  jii  zu''l  ka^a. A  hawdfi,  Strayed  (camels). 

A(.ZJ^jj&  hawwdh,  Astonished,  stupefied. 

A         harmvdkat,  An  evil  smell. 
A  hamdlis,  (Persons)  light  of  body. 

A  hamdlih,  (pi.  of  eilSbs  /m/j^)Perishing. 

A        /iM?ya»j,  Excessive  thirst.  Madness. 

'    A        hawwdm,  A  lion. 
A  hawdmm,  (pi.  of  iUlft  hdmmai)  Reptiles. 

Serpents.    Insects.  ^^j*  hawdmmul  arz, 

Thereptilesofthe  earth.  ̂  {^^^jjj^  '^\^  hawdmmi 
zai'dr-rasdn,  Noxious  reptiles. 
A  harvdmi^  Flowing  (tears). 

A  (Jw«^y&  hamdmil,  (pi.  of  hdmil)  Camels 
feeding  at  large  night  and  day. 

A  ̂_^^_jS>  hawdml,  Stray  (camels). A         hamdn,  (v.  n.  of  jjlfc  for  ̂ ^y*)  Being 

contemptible.  Contempt,  scorn.  Meekness,  mild- 
ness. Languid. 

A^j\y6Aa«;a«)m,(pl.ofjjjjU6Aa7i;Mw)Mortars. 
hawdhi,  Trifles,  ridiculous  actions,  say- 

ings, or  things. 

A«A*\jfc/tawa/t«?/a<,A  very  deep  well.  Cowardly. 

A  t^^jfc  hawdya',  My  wish. 
p^\^  hawdsl,  Airy,  windy.  Idle,  vain,  capri- 

cious, licentious ;  a  votary  of  pleasure.  Ambitious. 

Flighty.  Vain,  idle,  rash,  trifling  talk.  A  rocket. 
Income  not  derived  from  any  fixed  source.  Blue, 

cerulean,  azure,  sky-coloured. 



A  Ij}^  hawasiy,  Airy,  windy. 

A  t--'_ji>  hawb,  Foolish,  loquacious.    The  heat 
of  fire.    Hamb  or  hub,  Distance.  (_j 

j>\t^  taraktuhu  fl  hawbin  (or  hubin)  dabirin,  I  left 
him  no  one  knows  where. 

A  Aanj&oja^,  Low  andlevel  ground.  The 

end  of  a  valley  where  water  collects.  A  pond  to- 
wards which  water  is  directed. 

A  j^jfc  Aanj&a?',  A  very  hairy  ape.  The  panther, 
or  beast  called  cheeta  ;  also  its  whelp.  A  lily,  or 

the  purple  kind  of  it. 

p hobar,  The  shoulder,  armpit,  side.  Aid. 

pj^jj6AawZ)ara,Distracted.  JToiara,  A  bustard. 

p  Vju-Jjfc  hobasya,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  A  tooth. 

p  i^^^ii  lioba,  The  shoulder.  Aid,  protection. 

p  hopman,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  face. 

A  Sjjb  hurcat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ _$^)  Ascending,  being 
raised.  Air,  atmosphere.  The  letter  ?/e.  A  deep 

valley,  cavern,  hollow,  or  ditch. 

A&jjfc  huorhawtat,  (pi.  O^fc  huwat)  Lowland. 

A  e3jb  liarcsat,  Thirsty  (woman).  Thirst. 

A  huj,  (pi,  of  ̂ Wjfc  hawjas)  Winds  blow- 
ing down  tents.  Hawaj,  Extreme  folly  or  levity. 

Haste,  precipitation. 

A  -^Wjfc  harvjof,  (fem,  of  ̂jfc^  ahwaj)  A  camel 
going  precipitately.Tall,foolisli,precipitate.(pl.^^J6 
/iiy)  Violent  (wind)  blowing  down  tents  or  buildings. 

p  iji^j!^  hujara,  Shepherd's  staff.  Bugloss. 
A  ̂ y>^^  liawjal,  Swift  (camel).  A  skilful  or 

active  road-guide.  A  heavy,  dull,  tall,  stupid  man. 
A  slow,  languid  step.  An  immodest  woman.  A 

roomy  woman.  Asolitude,  desert  without  direction- 

posts,  or  signs  of  a  road  ;  also  having  many  uncer- 

tain or  perplexing  paths.  Uneven  ground.  Along 

night.  A  propensity  to  sleep.  A  ship's  anchor. 
A  &i5>-jJ&  hawjalat,  (v.  n.  of  (_y?-_jfi>  Q)  Travel- 

ling over  level  or  low-lying  ground. 

p^y£>  hokh,  (C*^9- jl£>  hokht,  or  (JI«ws>- hokhst) 
The  temple  of  Jerusalem. 

p  i^h-jH  hohhtan,  (also  ̂jtJ.jtf»-y6  hokhldan^To 
draw  out,  unsheathe.  To  report.  To  prophecy.  To 

singe.  To  labour.  To  receive  justice. 

A  lijfc  harvd,  (v.  n.  of  lilfc  fortiys)  Eepenting, 

returning  to  one's  duty.  Turning  Jew.  Sud,(p\. 
of  dS\sci  haAd)  Penitents.  The  Jews.  Name  of  a 

prophet ;  (so  the  Arabians  called  the  patriarch  Ile- 
ber)  whence,  those  to  whom  a  prophet  is  sent  are 

called  iSjfc  pj'j  karvmi  hud,  The  people  of  Hiid. 
Hawad,  {pl.of  'i;^^  hawadat)  Camels'  bunches. 

p  lij^  hod.  Tinder.  Scorched,  singed  cloth. 

A  isiijfc  hatvadat,  (pi.  lijft)  A  camels'  bunch. 

A  ̂ li^fc  hawdaj,A  litter  carried  by  a  camel,  in 
which  the  Arabian  ladies  travel :  it  is  made  of  wood, 

or  cloth  stretched  upon  a  frame,  and  is  either  open 

or  covered  at  top ;  also  any  canopy,  veil,  or  cur- 
tain, which  conceals  women  when  travelling.  A 

seat  to  place  on  an  elephant's  back. 
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A  'is-i^^  hawdajat,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ii_jfii  Q)  Being 
high  (a  camel's  bunch). 

PjJ^  hawdar,  Scab,  mange.  A  pustule,  pira- 

ple,felon,bile.  JZ'ofZa?'or/jawc^a?-,Ugly, ill-favoured. 
p  hawdash,  A  pustule,  a  scab. 

A         hawda^  An  ostrich. 
A  i^iijfc  hawdah,  Fat. 

p  JiijA  hudil,  Astronomical  observations. 

P  1^  (Jt^^fc  hudil-band,  A  calculator  of,  or  one 
who  draws  up,  astronomical  tables. 

p  24>y!>  hoda,  Truth.  True,  just,  right.  Old. 

A  \h^i>  huza.  Behold!  lo! 

A  i'liyft  hawzat,  (pi.  djSt  Imwaz)  A  man.  A  spe- 
cies of  bird,  the  llai  kata  (one  of  the  tetraonidte  or 

grouse-family). 

Pjiiys  huzar,  Ugly,  ill-favoured. 
A  &Jiy6  hawzalat,  (v.  n.  of  Ji^s  Q)  Being 

quick  (in  going).  Being  shaken,  vacillating  in 

running  (the  body).  Being  shaken  (a  bucket). 

Scattering  (as  a  camel  his  urine).  Being  weak  and 

languid  in  venery.  Making  water  in  the  air. 

hawr,(y.  n.  ofjlfc  forj^s)  Falling  down 
(as  a  mound,  wall,  or  any  building).  Conceiving 

an  opinion,  suspecting,  thinking  about.  Throwing 
down,  tumbling  one  over  another,  ruining,  demo- 

lishing. Killing.  Impelling.  Driving  forward. 
Driving  back  or  away,  averting.  Deceiving,  (pi. 

ji^S^\  ahwdr)  A  pool,  lake,  marsh,  or  quagmire  into 
which  one  easily  sinks.  A  flock  of  sheep,  especially 

when  numerous,  and  tumbling  one  over  another. 

Pj^ /<or.  The  sun.  The  moon.  A  star.  Name 
of  a  star  which  is  seen  once  in  a  thousand  years. 

Fortune.  A  horoscope,  nativity.  Red,  ruddy.  A 

cloud,  fog.  Suffocation  from  the  vapour  of  a  well. 

A  hanrat,  Dangers,  destructions. 

A  Sjy&  harvrat,  A  dangerous  place.  Hurat, 
Suspicion,  thought. 

p  (ji5>-jy!>  horahhsh.  The  sun. 
p  hawrash  or  rish,  A  bile,  felon,  sore. 

A  ̂ ^fc  hamra^,  A  light,  forward  woman. 

p yoj^  hormuz,  (or  fcJJ^y*  hormuzd)  Name  of 
an  angel.  The  first  day  of  the  solar  month.  The 

planet  Jupiter.  Name  of  the  grandson  of  Isfandyar. 

A  ''ij^j^  hawarnarat,  (A  woman)  perishing. 
pj^^i  liuz,  A  sharp  sound  from  metal. 

A Jjfc  huz.  Creatures,  men.  uiJijU  l« 

mafl'l  huz  misluka,  There  is  not  among  men  your 

equal.  jS^jy^  t/^  (_^fc)\U  maadr-i  ayyu  huzin  huwa, I  know  not  what  kind  of  man  he  is. 

Aj^J>  hawwaz,  One  of  the  artificial  words  com- 
posed of  the  letters  of  the  alphabet.  (See  ab- 

jad.)  Name  of  a  Himyarite  king. 

p  (j^jyt  hozan,  A  narcissus  in  bloom. A  t— hawzab,  A  vulture.   A  strong  camel. 

p  (^_jijjy>  hawzarish,  A  malignant  boil  or  sore. 

vjJLjtij^  huz  mashir,  The  province  of  Ahwaz. 

A  ̂ ^_Jfi>  hanzan,  Dust.    Name  of  a  bird. 
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vlj^  huja,A  small  bird  (in  Arabic  »j*osa^roa). 

A  (^^fc  haws,  (v.  n.  of  for  ;^^)  Bruis- 

ing, beating.  Breaking.  Going  about  or  wander- 
ing in  the  night-time  (as  cattle  when  pasturing)  ; 

going  slow,  step  by  step,  and  feeding  as  they  go. 

Driving (camels)gently.  Eating  voraciously.  Wast- 

ing, destroying  (as  a  wolf  the  flock).  A  mode  of 

walking.  Sawas,  Desire,  lust,  concupiscence,  in- 
ordinate appetite.  Ambition.  Curiosity.  A  sort 

of  madness,  v  ̂̂ d^ hawas  hardan,  To  de- 
sire eagerly,  to  endeavour  to  procure,  to  aspire,  long, 

have  a  fancy  for.  A  Hawis,  Libidinous. 

p  (^y&  hos,  Lust.  Hus,  Intellect,  mind. 
A  jjL»ijJ6  hawasan,  (v.  n.  of  (jjjUs  for  (^^) 

Going  about  or  wandering  in  the  night-time.  Go- 

ing slowly,  step  by  step  (as  a  lion). 

pjb  (_>^y!>  harvas-baz.  Indulging  inclination. 
A  iuujj&  harcisat.  Libidinous  (she-camel). 

p  i^jt*3^  hosicrub,  (in  zand)  A  good  name. 

PjK^n ̂   hawas-kar,  {or gar)  Inclined. 
p  uiJUujjji)  hawasjiak,  Wishful.  Curious. 

A  hawsa',  Devourers,  consumers. 
p  husin,  A  die,  dice. 

p  hawsh.  Pomp,  pride.    Hosh,  Under- 

standing, judgment,  intellect ;  the  mind,  the  soul. 
Destruction,  perdition,  ruin,  death ;  any  thing  which 
causes  death  or  ruin.    Poison.  ba  hosh. 

Intelligent,  judicious,  prudent,  wise.  Wary,  sen- 
sible. ^  Z*! /i0.s/j,  Foolish,  insane.  Unwary, 

insensible,  t^-ij  lAj^I)  ̂ '"^'^  raftan,  (or  ̂i, 

(_>i>j-fc  bl  hosh  shudan)  To  faint,  to  swoon 
away,  to  be  deprived  of  sense.  ̂ ^iX*!  i^y^  ba 

hosh  amadan,  To  return  to  one's  senses  (after  in- 
toxication or  fainting),  {j'^y!  O**^  hosh  bu- 

dan,  To  take  care,  to  be  provident,  wary,  cautious. 

A  hawsh,  A  crowd,  immense  multitude. 

al  hawshu'l  hasish,  A  great  multi- 
tude. Hawash,  (v.  n.  of  (___ji>y6)  Being  tumultuous, 

mixed,  confused.  Being  small  (the  belly). 

pLijjfc  hosha.  Idle,  lazy,  indolent,  slow.  Fat  of  a 

sheep's  tail.  Extended  forward,  straight.  Perfect. 
A  OIjSjjJs  hawashaf,  (pi.  of  iLiys)  Tumults. 

pj\Jjy5  hoshaz,  (or  ij^jb  hoshaza)  Excessive 
thirst  of  cattle. 

p  ̂^li-^LjjjJs  hoshazidan,  To  be  exceedingly 
thirsty  (cattle). 

p  f^dZi\Jl>^  hoshashudan.  To  move  or  tumble 
about,  restless  (as  a  sick  person  in  bed) ;  to  be  trou- 

bled in  mind.  To  recover  from  a  swoon,  from  in- 

toxication, or  insanity ;  to  awake  from  sleep. 

p  fj^yi>  hushan,  (or  fj,\J^^)  The  Epiphany. 

p  eOi-b  ̂ j^_ji>  hosh-bdkhta.  Senseless,  silly. 

p  jw^jfc  hosh-bar.  Depriving  of  sense  or  under- 
standing, ^li^  iac^a^i /josA-&ar,  Wine  which 

deprives  one  of  reason. 
A  dJ^^  hawshat,  A  tumult;  crowd,mob(as  in  a 

market-place).  Confusion,  disorder.  Commotion. 



Insurrection,  sedition. 

p  hosh-kash,  An  inebriating  electuary 

made  of  hemp-leaf :  hence,  wine,  or  any  thing  which 
intoxicates  or  distracts  the  senses. 

F;XA«M>y^  /jos/jm.a?2c?,  Prudent,  wary,  wise,  canny. 

p  (_^iiJk^jJti  hoshmandi,  Understanding. 

p  i.L^ju«ji  hoshang  or  husJiang,  Name  of  the 
second  king  of  Persia,  of  the  Peshdadian  dynasty. 

His  father  was  uil<lju»>  siyamah ;  his  grandfather 

ClJjc^^ hayumars.  Wisdom,  prudence,  intellect. 
p  hushni,  Name  of  an  herb. 

p  Iiosh-rvajan,  A  trance. 

Vj\.iJli^S>hosh-yar,  Prudent,  wise,  canny.  Sober, 
not  intoxicated.  Wary,  aware,  cautious,  vigilant. 

p  (_f,U-iijfc  hosh-yari,  Prudence,  caution,  vigi- 
lance, wakefulness,  watchfulness.  Sobriety. 

p  ̂ ^iXyZijSb  hoshldan,  To  understand. 

A  haw^  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ ys)  Being  light. 
Grieving.  Meditating  an  attack  upon  each  other. 

Vomiting  without  any  effort.  A  vomit.  A  strong 

but  improper  desire.  Haw^or  /<?!i^,  Enmity, hatred. 
A        harvgh,  Abundant,  much,  many. 

A  /iar?;/or /iw/",  A  hot  wind.  Acoldwind. 
Syf,  An  empty,  slothful,  good-for-nothing  fellow. 
A  fool,  an  oaf.  A  coward.  The  skin  of  an  egg. 

A  hot,  dry  wind,  &c.  (See     2Afi>  hayf.') 
A  Xi}4>  hufat,  A  crowd,  mob,  meeting. 

Pji^!>  huhar,  A  heron. 
A  &5jft  harvkat,  An  assembly,  a  crowd. 

A  ui3_jS>  hawk  or  hiwakk,  Silly,  foolish,  with  a 

mixture  of  i-eason.  Hawah,  (v.  n.  of  i^j*)  Being 
foolish,  silly.  Folly. 

A  sijfc  hiikat,  A  ditch,  pit,  hole.  Hawihat,  Sal- 
suginous,  noisome  (ground). 

p  (j^^j^  hawgan,  A  brass  kettle  or  pot. 

p  titl^jljfi)  hoguyah,  A  bird  which  is  said  to  sus- 
pend itself  by  the  claws,  and  all  night  to  cry  hakjiak. 

p  uiiji^jfc  hoguyak,  An  unripe  melon. 

A  Jjfc  hani,  (v.  n.  of  for  JjJ»)  Terrifying, 
striking  with  horror.  Seeing  many  confused  colours 

(a  drunken  man),  (pi.  ̂y\tS:l\ alirvdl  and  Jj^fc  hu- 
wul)  Fright,  terror.  Any  thing  terrible  attacking 

one.  A  figure  in  the  shape  of  a  human  head  close 

to  the  pyramids  of  Egypt,  the  sphinx  (supposed 

by  the  unlettered  natives  to  have  been  placed  there 

as  a  talisman).  ̂ _}^^S>  hawli  hasU,  A  dreadful 

fright.  (jUU  Jjfc  hululjanan,  Brisk,  skittish. 

p  Jjfc  hoi,  High,  lofty.  True,  just.  Straight. 

A  -^^jfc  hamlat,  These. 

A  S)j36  harvlat,  Terror.  Any  thing  terrible  at- 
tacking a  person.  Sulat,  A  sacved  fire  before  which 

the  pagan  Arabians  used  to  swear ;  so  called  be- 
cause they  sometimes  threw  privately  into  it  a  kind 

of  salt,  which  makirig  a  sudden  explosion,  terrified 

often  a  perjured  witness,  and  made  him  tell  truth. 

A  woman  dazzling  the  eyes  with  her  beauty.  Self- 
love  or  admiration. 
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p  (j-Jys  hulis  or  hulas,  Life,  soul,  spirit. 
p  (jL}^^  hulishk,  A  thick,  dense,  contemptible, 

mean  fellow.  One  who  habitually  befouls  himself. 

A         harvla^  Swift. 

p  iilJjft'  hawlak,  A  blister  on  the  hands  or  feet. 
Ruin,  destruction,  A  dried  grape,  raisin.  Solak, 

A  game  with  nuts. 
p  hawlnah,  Terrible,  dreadful,  horrible, 

frightful,  terrifying,  dangerous,  perilous. 

p  ̂Ki^tjSci  harclnahi,  Dreadfulness. 

A  J^J^i  hawalwal,  A.\\ght,  nimble,  active  man. 
p  hawli,  A  colt  that  has  not  been  backed. 

Hull,  Name  of  a  Hindu  festival. 

A  Jj^jip^  ahu'l  hula',  A  sphinx.  A  talisman 
or  charm  for  driving  away  spiders.  Name  of  a  poet. 

A  Aajyjre,  Low  grounds.  haw- 

mu'l  majus,  A  kind  of  jessamine  from  which  a  di- 
uretic medicine  is  prepared. 

p  hum.  Name  of  a  tree  resembling  the  ta- 
marisk. Name  of  a  descendant  of  Faridiin. 

p  CLAic^  huniat.  Dull,  heavy,  doltish,  silly. 

p  ̂j^yfc  human.  The  brother  of  PIranwisah. 

A  &*jS>  hawviat,  A  desert,  solitude. 

p  jj^b  hawn,  A  ploughed  field  full  of  clods  and 
stones.  Hun,  The  gold  coin  called  by  Europeans 

pagoda,  current  at  Madras.  An  affirmative  particle. 

A  fj^i>  hawn,  (v.  n.  of  ̂^Ifc  for  j^jfc)  Being  light, 
smooth,  easy.  Resting,  remaining  quiet.  Giving 

rest,  making  easy.  Quiet,  tranquillity.  Mildness, 

modesty,  gentleness,  tameness.  Base,  despicable. 

tHiijS)  ̂ la  hawniha.  At  your  conveniency. 

Ujfc  i^j^  yamshl  hawnan.  He  walks  gently.  Hun, 

(v.  n.'of  (jl^  for  ̂ JJi&)  Being  vile,  mean,  base,  con- 
temptible. Baseness,  meanness.  A  contemptible 

state.  Created  beings,  creatures.  ^VdS-^za- 

bu'l  hun.  Ignominious  punishment. 
As3jfc/;awor  ̂ wna^,Rested,reposed:quiet,gentle. 

P(.L^_5S)^an.''aw^jr,Bunchesoffruithungup  to  dry. 
p  _5jJ6  huw.  Either  of  two  women  engaged  by 

one  man.  A  rival  wife. 

A  Jj^Jf  huwul,{^\.  of  Jjto  AftwZ) Terrors,  frights. 
Frightful  things. 

A  i^i>  huh.  Timid,  cowardly.  Huwah,  He.  Hi- 
wah.  Mallows. 

A  S^UbjJfc  hawhasat,  A  fool. 

As\s>^haw  or  huhat,A  fool.  Awell  whose  water 
lies  at  a  great  depth,  and  no  means  of  getting  at  it. 

A         huhat.  Timid,  cowardly. 

p  8^s-  J_jJ6  hawah  juh,  Melilot. 

p ^t5>  huhu.  An  owl.  A  dove. 
A  hany,  (v.  n.  of  {j^i>)  Gaping  (a  spear- 

wound.  Hawa',(Y.  n.  of  ̂ jj^^  Loving,  desiring, 
wishing  for,  hankering  after.  (pl.-^\yt\  ahmas)  De- 

sire, love,  inclination,  will,  wish  (good  or  bad). 

Desired,  wished.  Loved ;  a  beloved  object.  Hawi, 

One  who  loves,  desires,  or  wishes. 

p  (j^ys  Am?/,  Fear,  dread.  Breath.  A  sigh.  A 

word  used  in  exciting  attention. 

A  (j-ji  hawly,  (v.  n.  of  (j'yfc)  Ascending.  An 
ascent.  Hamly  or  huw'iy,  (v.  n.  of  (^^^  Falling, 
descending  from  a  height.  Flying  downwards  (as 

a  hawk  upon  his  prey).  Being  extended  or  up- 
raised (the  hand).  Catching  a  gentle  sound  (the 

ear).  Blowing  (the  wind).  Dying.  Part  (of  the 

night).  A  hissing  or  tingling  in  the  ear.  Huw'iy, 
Descent.  Hawayya' ,  My  desire. 

A  1^.^  haroayan,  (v.  n.  of  c^'jfc)  Falling,  de- 
scending from  a  height.  A  fall. 

A  w  JJ^  hawiyat,  Desire.  An  object  of  desire. 

A  deep  well.  Huwiyat,  (Divine)  essence.  Exist- 

ence, it-ism. 
A  huwayjat,  A  small  frog. 

p  hawid.  The  territory  of  Samarcand.  Ha- 

wid  or  huwayd.  Camels'  packsaddles. 

p  \iy>,^  huwayda,  Clear,  evident,  open,  mani- 
fest, conspicuous.  Pale.  Clearly,  publicly.  ̂ iWj^ 

f^dZi  huwayda  shudan.  To  appear,be  evident.liio.j* 

^^1^^ huwayda  kardan,To  make  a  ppearj  to  publish, 

divulge.  ^'^l^  hu7vaydd-suhhun,  Intelligi- 
ble in  speech,  easily  understood. 

p  ̂J,\s>_^  liuwaydaii,  Clearness,  manifestation. 
p  (.dJiiJjfc  hvwaydah.  Name  of  a  heresiarch. 
p huwl}-.  One  who  hopes. 

A  (j<*^.jfc  hanls,  Thought.  Any  thing  revolved in  the  mind. 

A  i-i^jfe  hawlshat,  A  mixed  crowd. 
p         huya,  A  shoulder.  Aid,  protection. 

p  &St>  hah,  The  sound  of  the  breath.  ̂ ^^^  «J6 

hah  hardan.  To  breathe  in  the  face  of  another. 
A  »J£>  hah,  (Remembering  any  thing)  verily, 

truly.  Woe  be  to  you !  Fy  upon  you  !  Take  care 

what  you  do!  Ha!  ha!  ha  I 

A  ts>  hahh,  (or  hahhat)  (v.  n.  of  Sit)  Stam- 

mering, ^being  tongue-tied. 
A  li^  hahuna,  Here, 
p  hay.  Ho  !  hark  ye!  holla  !  Have  a  care! 

softly  !  '  touch  it  not !  Oh  !  alas !  Bravo !  Is,  exists. Existence. 

A       hiya,  (or       hiya')  She.  She  is. 

A  ̂   hayy,  (also  ̂   ̂   hayyu  'bnu  bayyin) 
The  unknown  son  of  an  unknown  father.  ̂   ̂̂.,yd- 
hayya,  Strange  !  wonderful !  ah  !  alas  !  „^ 

A         hayyis,  Of  a  handsome  exterior. 
A  Uis  haijd.  Ho  !  holla!  hark  ye! 

A  O^lj^a  haysdt,  (pi.  of  «lAfi>)  External  forms. 
A  I— hayyab,  (and  sjIa^  hayydbat)  Timid, 

fearful.  Feared,  dreaded. 

A  iflxi  haysat,  (v.  n.  of for  U&)  Being  pre- 

pared, ready.  Face,  countenance,  aspect,  exterior 
form.  State,  quality.  Mode,  style,  fashion.  The 

form,  figure,  or  aspect  of  the  heavens.  Astronomy. 
Hhat,  (v.  n.  of  Mjs)  Longing  for,  desiring. 

A  "jl^fc  hayydt,  A  business,  an  aflTair. 

A  ̂.x-Sd  hiydj,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ Lfc  for  ̂ -Jfc)  Being 



raised  (dust),  excited  (anger).  Exciting,  stirring 

up.  Being  thirsty.  Being  in  a  rage.  Boiling(blood). 

Battle.  ̂ ^J^^  j4^.  yawmu  'I  hiydj,  Day  of  carnage. 
Aj\jSt>  hayar.  Fallen  down,  ruined. 

AjIa4>  hayyar.  Weak. 
p  s^KySi  hayasa,  A  girth,  a  surcingle. 

A  )a\iS>  hiyat,  (v.  n.  3  of  iaJ^)  Crying,  being 

noisy.  Apf  roach,  nearness. 

A  ̂jisUii  haydtil,  (or  alljlAfc  hayatilat')  A  Scy- 
thian or  Indian  race  that  was  formerly  powerful. 

p  iiJisljki  haydtala,  Name  of  a  city. 

p  ̂IjJ  ̂Ufi>  hiyd^liya^  Violent  (wind). 
Au-il^fc  hiy  of  or  huy  of ,(\.  n.  of(  for  i_ijk&) 

Opening  their  mouths  to  inhale  the  hot  wind 

huf  from  excess  of  thirst  (camels).  Violent  thirst. 

p  tdJUa  haydk,  Mind,  soul,  spirit. 

A  (J^U4>  haydliil,  (pi.  of  ,Ji>ft  haykal)  Giants, 
colossal  figures.  Forms,  spectres.  Palaces,  temples. 

p  ̂̂ l^^\JS>  haydliidan,  To  run  mad  as  a  dog, 
to  be  seized  with  canine  madness. 

A  (Jlj^is  haydl,  Sand  or  the  like  poured  out. 

F  ̂J<^^\ii>  haydlidan,  To  fear,  to  dread. 

A  pljk*  haydm  or  huydm,  (pi.  ̂ iS>  huyum)  Sand 
which  one  cannot  grasp  in  the  hand  on  account  of 

its  fineness.  Hiydm,  (pi.  of  haymdri)  Thirsty 

(camels).  Hvydm,  (v.  n.  of  j»li6  for  ,*Afi>)  Thirsting 
exceedingly.  Wandering  about  like  a  madman, 

from  love  or  any  other  cause.  Insanity  from  love. 
Excessive  thirst. 

A^liihtiyydm,\jOYeYS.  Mutterersto  themselves. 
A  hayydn,  A  word  used  to  designate  any 

one  unknown.  hayydnu  hnu  hay- 
ydn, The  unknown  son  of  an  unknown  father. 

A  six*  haydh,  A  name  for  the  devil. 

p  ytiUfc  haydhu,  Clamour,  shouts  in  battle. 

A  u-*JJ6  hayh,  (v.  n.  of  u.-'lfe  for  ̂ -»iii)  Fear- 

ing, standing  in  awe  of,  dreading. 

P  c-*AJfc  heb,  (in  zand)  End  of  any  business. 

A  u^Afi>  hayyih,  Timid,  fearful. 

A  f^i^  haybdn,  Formidable. 

A  ̂jU_>A>  hayyabdn,  Extremely  timid.  Light. 
Smooth.  The  earth.  A  shepherd.  A  coward.  A 

he-goat.  Foam  about  a  camel's  mouth.  Hayya- 
bdn or  hayyibdn,  Terrified,  timid,  cowardly. 

•—A  ftJJjfc  haybat,  Fear,  timidity,  panic.  Respect, 

reverence,  awe.  Awfulness,  gravity.  Sternness,  se- 

verity. Dignity,  majesty,  grandeur. 

V j\^'xxii>  /<a?/5airi;ar,Venerable,awful,  majestic. 
A  '[^J^>>  haybaUy,  A  Christian  monk. 
A  'i-lSb  hisat,  External  form  of  any  thing.  The 

form  of  the  heavens.  Astronomy.  Carriage,  bear- 

ing, manner,  appearance,  aspect,  feature. 

P  w^J^fc  hit,  Tumult,  clamour,  strife. 

A  lilt,  Low  ground.  Name  of  an  infamous 

catamite  banished  from  Madlna  by  Muhammad. 

Hayta,  hayti,  liaytu,  or  hita.  Come  hither !  ap- 

proach !  hayta  laka,  (or  ̂   CJo*  hay- 
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ta  lahum)  Approach  thou  !  or  approach  you! 

A  -^liAfi)  hitds,  A  part  of  the  night. 

p  Jlixfii  haytdl.  Free  from  taxes.  Strong,  power- 

ful. The  countries  ̂ j!i)vis-  hhatldn  and  jjli^i- JJ. 

p  (j^.^Ato  haytdn  or  hitdn,  A  lie.  False,  untrue. 

Ajy^MJi  haytakur.  Sleepy  (by  day  and  night). 

A  ̂'ijSb  haytam,  A  kind  of  salt  and  bitter  plant. 
A  hays,  Motion.  Hays,  (or  haya- 

sdn)  (v.  n.  of  L^Ui  for  tt^kAfe)  Giving  a  small  quan- 
tity, bestowing  little.  A  small  present.  Taking 

proper  care  of  cattle.  Injuring. 

AiJois  haysat, (equiv.to  'iJLjSt'hayshat^A  crowd. 

A^X*Si>  /ta?/sam,  A  young  eagle  or  vulture.  Ared- 
dish,soft,  or  even  sand-hill.  A  plain,  level  country. 

p  ̂   hay),  Right,  straight.  Tearing  up.  In 
stigation.  Reverence,  authority,  majesty.  My,  A 

three-pronged  corn-fork. 

A  ̂   hayj,(y,  n.  of^lfc  for  ̂ )  Raising  (dust) 
Being  in  a  rage.  Boiling  (blood).  Being  raised 

(dust),  excited  (anger).  Thirsting  (a  camel).  Wi- 
thering (a  plant).  Windy,  rainy,  or  cloudy  (day), 

or  one  of  battle.  JIy,Vsed  in  calling  out  to  camels. 

A  ̂   hayyij,  Raised  (dust).  Roused  (anger). 

\f-X^^hayjds,  ov\^  hayj  a' , War,  battle,  combat. 

A  ̂jl^  hayajdn,  (v.  n,  of  foi"  ̂ )  Being 
raised  (dust),  excited  (anger).  Vehemence,  vio- 

lence, A  pain  or  swelling  in  the  eye. 

Ai^^i4^  hayjabuSyAtaU,  foolish,  hasty,  harsh- 
tempered,  peevish,  testy,  pettish  fellow, 

A  (J-a^if  hayjajil,  (A  bow)  shooting  easily. 

A  ̂ ^U^  hayjumdn,  A  large  pearl. 
A  hayjunidnat,  A  pearl.  A  spider, 

p  ̂   hech,  Nothing,  a  mere  trifle.  Lost,  an- 
nihilated. Never,  at  no  rate,  on  no  account,  at  all. 

(in  composition,  without  a  negative,  implies,  soTne, 

any ;  and  with  a  negative,  expressed  or  understood, 

not  any,  none.)  iLo)  hech  aslan,In  no  shape, 

in  no  respect,  ^Jfc  hech  chiz.  Nothing  at  all. 

CLkiCi  ̂   hech  na  yuft.  He  said  nothing  at  all. 

PijCli^  hech  hara,  Unsuccessful  in  one's  la- 
bours. J6  &*i>  5jK^^  hech  kdrasi  hama  kdr,  Un- 

fortunate in  every  thing. 

Pi^jJ^^hech  /i«s,Somebody.Nobody;low,vile. 
p  t^t.^^  hech  gdh.  Every,  any  time. 

p  j6^^^  hech  gmia.  In  any  form  or  manner. 
P  hech  maddn,  Perfectly  ignorant. 

p  4>Jk&  hayd,  An  instrument  for  winnowing  corn. 

A  hayd,  (v.  n.  of  lilfc  for  iXJkfc)  Moving,  dis- 

turbing, driving  off.  Frightening.  Oppressing  the 

spirits.  Amending,  correcting,  restoring.  Turn- 
ing, diverting.  Checking,  chiding.  Propelling. 

Disturbed.  SiSc  ayydmu  haydin.  The  days  of 

a  fatal  epidemic  which  raged  in  the  time  of  pagan- 
ism. (.dJ3  U  (>jkfi>  hayda  md  laka.  How  do  you  do  ? 

Hayd  or  hid.  Used  in  calling  to  camels. 

A  f^>^^  hayddn,  Cowardly.  Covetous,  ava- 

ricious. (jW^^  J  y^'^^^  al hayddn  wa'zzayddn, 

J**
 

Known  and  unknown(aswhen  charity  is  distributed 

promiscuously  to  known  people  or  strangers). 

KL^SiS)  /ta?/c?a&, Impotentjweak,  languid,slow. 

Scalloped  or  fringed  edges  of  garments.    A  low- 
hanging  cloud  full  of  rain,  or  the  skirt  of  it.  A 

continued  flowing  of  tears.  Pendulapubesmulieris. 

A  haydaba  ,  A  hard  horse's  pace. 
A  i^i^J^  haydabiy,  A  very  talkative  man. 

p  •^j^^  haydahh,  A  fine  spirited  young  horse, 
diflicult  to  be  broke  (especially  about  three  years 

old).  The  bridle  of  a  spirited  horse. 

A ̂ <^>^  haydakur,  Corpulent,  plump  (woman). 

Aj^i^jJb  /ia3/£?aAMr,Corpulent, plump  (woman); 

also  one  young,  lusty,  and  graceful  in  darting  amo- 
rous glances,  or  who  hides  herself  in  order  to  allure. 

Thick  milk.  (j^l3L»»^^j^iXjJ6  haydakuru'l  asd- 
tin,  Firmly  placed  on  pillars  (house). 

A  iji^S^  haydakurat,  Stout, plump  (woman). 
A  ftJiiJkfc  haydalat,  A  kite.  A  driving  of  camels with  singing. 

Aj^tiJkfc  hayzdr,  (or  ij^i^Afc)  A  foolish  talker. 

A  |»^t>Jkfi>  hayzdm,  Bold,  strong.  A  glutton. 

A  1^1^^  hayzaha'  ,A  certain  quick  pace  of  a  horse, 

p  i^J>-       hayzi  hhirman,  A  winnowing  fan. 
A  hayzam.  Quick,  swift. 

A.j(^t>  hayr  or  hir.  North  wind.  Part  of  night. 

Pj*J6  her,  Fire.  Humility,  obedience. 

A  J<J&  hayyir.  The  north  wind.     Part  (of  the 

night).   One  who  plunges  rashly  into  any  business, 

p         hirdd.  Appearing  fresh  and  healthy, 

p  d^j^  her-hud,  A  priest  of  a  fire-temple.  A 
judge  of  the  Magi.  A  fire-worshipper.  An  ascetic. 

A  'iy^  hayrat.  Plain,  level,  smooth  ground. 
A  i^'^y^  hayruddn,  A  robber.  A  sort  of  plant, 
p  \iJys>  hersd,  One  who  in  the  course  of  his  life 

has  had  no  connection  with  woman, 

A  ̂jS>  hayrat,  Soft,  loose,  flaccid. 

A^j^*/«a?/rfl^,Light,inconstant(woman).Weak, 
cowardly,  and  worthless.  A  fool.  (Wind)  blowing 

with  velocity  and  whirling  aloft  the  dust. 

A  'i^j^  hayra^t,  A  shepherd's  pipe  made  of  a 
reed.  The  dust  of  the  battle-field.  A  sylvan  demon, 

A  libidinous  woman, 

p  tdJ/A  hirak,  A  kid,  A  young  camel, 

p  4i«i/<_jvS>  hermand,  Humble,  obedient.  A  priest 

of  the  Magi.    Name  of  a  river  in  the  country  of 

j3j^  mm  roz.  A  name  of  gushtdsb. 

A  j^jj^*  hayrun,  A  sort  of  date, 

p  ̂ ^jj^  liirun,  A  kind  of  cane, 
p  ̂ J h'lri,  A  species  of  violet, 
p       h'lz,  A  utensil  used  in  baths  for  drinking 

or  pouring  water  on  the  body.  An  infamous  boy. 

p  (jVjv*  hizdn,  A  beam,  joist. A  (— hayzab,  Sharp,  strong.     Fierce  and 
strong  (lion). 

A  hayza^t.  Fear.  Tumult.  The  noise 
of  combatants. 



A        hayzalat,  A  beast  of  burden. 

A        hayzam,  Hard,  strong.  A  lion. 

p  j»jvJ6  hezam,  Wood,  timber.  A  staff,  a  stick. 
^Jis-^**>        hezami  soJihtatii,  Fire-wood,  fuel. 

p  ^'j^  hezam-kash,  A  carrier  of  wood, woodman.  One  who  sets  wood  in  order  on  the  fire. 

y>i^  (ji^ ̂jJt>  hezam-kashi  dev,  A  hireling  of  the 
devil,  i.e.  a  mischievous  person,  a  breed-bate. 

p         hizan,  A  beam,  joist. 

p        liiza,  A  corn-fork. 

p  &l)j<ft>  Aisina,  A  cylinder  or  rolling-stone,  for 

consolidatingandsmoothingthe  clay-roofs  of  houses 
to  keep  out  rain. 

A  (j">5>  hays,  (v.  n.  of  for  (jM^fc)  Taking 

or  receiving  (any  thing)  in  a  great  quantity.  Walk- 

ing, going.  Treading  down,  trampling  upon,  beat- 

ing to  pieces.  Dispersing,  putting  to  flight  (an  ar- 
my). A  plough  ;  any  instrument  for  cultivating 

ground.  Haysi,  Cheer  up  !  be  of  good  courage ! 
success  to  you ! 

A  (jiJ;fi>  haysh,  (v.  n.  of  {j^\S)  for  (j£j^)  Being 
in  comraotion,  roused.  Spoiling,  laying  waste. 
Collectincr.  Being:  talkative,  verbose.  Milking 

gently.  A  collection.  (See  ̂ fc  hayj.') p  (jiJ^fc  heshy  Nothing.  A  kind  of  linen  stuff 

made  in  India.  A  ploughshare.  A  huge  elephant 

(male  or  female). 

A  hayshat,  Tumult,  sedition:  a  mob.  A 
chameleon. 

p  {JL^I^ySb  hisht,  A  lance,  a  javelin. 

p  (^J^iijkfc  hishtan,  To  dismiss,  leave,  let  fall,  or 

hang  loose.  To  roll  round,  to  revolve. 

A  hayshar,  Soft,  loose,  relaxed,  weak.  A 

wild  artichoke.   A  tree  growing  in  sand.  Poppy. 

A  j«j-i"JiJ>  hayshum,  A  kind  of  tree. 
A  {^yii  hays,  (v.  n.  of  for  (^aS>)  Throw- 

ing away,  ejecting  (as  a  bird  muting).  The  dung 
of  a  bird.  Violence.  A  contusion  on  the  neck. 

Ajl*ajkfc  haysar,  A  lion  breaking  his  prey. 

A  j-oJ^  haysar,  A  lion. 
A  haysam,  A  lion  breaking  in  pieces  his 

prey.  A  strong  man.  A  kind  of  smooth  stone. 
A  aX».«3Jkfc  Aa?/Aami?/ai,  Name  of  a  branch  of  the 

sect  'iljiS^  karamiyat. 
AjytO^  haysur,  A  lion  breaking  his  prey. 

A  hayz,  (v.  n.  of  i^\s>  for  (.ja^')  Break- 
ing (a  bone)  again  before  (it)  is  quite  consolidated. 

Making  raw  (a  wound).  Causing  (one)  to  relapse 

into  a  distemper.  (A  propensity  to  sleep)  render- 

ing (one)  lethargic.  Muting  (a  bird).  Disease 

upon  disease.  The  dung  of  birds. 

A  -?LaJJ6  hayzas,  A  crowd,  multitude. 

A  's.^Q^S>  hayzat,  (v.  n.  of  ;^\*  for  t^i*)  Be- 
ing unwholesome  and  indigestible  (food).  A  dis- 
ease after  a  disease.  A  relapse  into  distress  of  mind 

or  body.  Cholera  morbus;  flux  and  vomit  together, 

p  ̂jiij  5.«aAfc  hayza  zadan,  To  vomit  and  purge. 
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A  JjiftAJbAaygflZ,  A  numerous  army :  armed  body. 

A  'iijajjci  hayzalat,  A  stout  middle-aged  woman. 
A  camel  abounding  in  milk.  An  aged  and  fat  she- 
camel.    Clamour  of  the  people.  An  armed  body. 

A  ̂jl^^^J^  hizamnn,  Horse-radish. 
A  laAfii  hayt,  (v.  n.  of  for  iaAfc)  Calling  out, 

crying,  vociferating,  being  tumultuous.  Noise,  up- 
roar, tumult,  commotion. 

A  (J-iaAfc  haytal,  A  fox.  A  small  body  of  men 
making  an  excursion  against  an  enemy.  Name  of 

a  district  beyond  the  Oxus. 

A  dJlajJfc  haytalat,  A  cauldron  of  brass. 

A  hay^  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ifc  for  ̂ ^)  Being  melted 
(lead).  Vomiting  by  force.  Being  spread  out.  Be- 

ing covetous.  Being  mean,  feeble,  or  cowardly. 

Being  impatient.  Hungering.  Longing  for  water. 

A  haya^n,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ t>  for  ̂ ^)  Be- 
ing timid,  cowardly.  Hungering. 

A  ajajb  hay^t,  The  flowing  of  any  thing  on  the 
surface  of  the  ground.  Any  thing  obscene.  Co- 

vetousness,  avarice.  Meanness,  baseness.  Weak- 
ness. Any  horrible  voice  or  terrifying  sound. 

A  5;«J^  hay^rat,  (v.  n.  of  jxiS>  Q)  Being  rest- 
less, unable  to  remain  quiet  in  one  place.  An  im- 

pudent, inconstant,  headstrong  woman.  Levity,  in- 

constancy. The  monster  called  JjS'  yhul. 

A  hay^run,Aii  old  woman.  Misfortune. 

A  'is-yoJi  hay^^t,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ifii  for  ̂ ^)  Vo- 
miting, puking.  A  vomit. 

A  I— ftJJb  hayf,  (v.  n.  of  i  i\s>  for  i  ax*)  Run- 

ning away  (a  servant).  Excessive  thirst.  A  hot, 
dry,  south-west  wind  blowing  from  Yaman.  Hayf 

or  hayaf,  (v.  n.  of  L_flJ^)  Being  slender  round  the 
waist,  being  clung  or  contracted  in  the  belly.  Jl\f, 

(pi.  of  (^Q>{&\  ahyaf  and  •''^fc)  Slender-waisted. 
A  ̂lajkfc  hayfuf,  (fem.  of i_OAfc\  ahyaf)  Slender- 

waisted  (woman).    Gaunt-bellied  (mare). 

Xi^^^]iayfa.n,T\-nri,\.j. Hayaf  an,Yery  thirsty. 
A  uilajkfc  hayfah,  Foolish  (woman). 

A  ̂ iS>  haykfTh'm  and  long.  A  (male)  ostrich. 
A  iUiufc  hayha^t,  The  clashing  of  swords  in 

battle.  The  noise  of  hard  and  dry  substances  struck 

one  against  another. 

A^ysJ^  hayhal,A  (male)  ostrich.  Lybian  lizard. 
A  &iajki)  haykalat,  A  certain  mode  of  walking. 

A  ̂iuj6  hayham,  A  tall  (male)  ostrich.  The  vast 
ocean.  Roar  of  the  sea.  Noise  of  swallowing. 

A  |[j,UajJ!>  hayhumaniy,  Long,  tall. 

p  ̂J^AJfc  hayhal,  A  figure,  image,  face,  form,  sta- 
ture or  shape  of  the  body.  A  temple  of  idolaters. 

An  amulet  or  talisman  inscribed  with  magic  figures, 

hung  round  the  body,  as  a  defence  against  fascina- 
tion or  misfortune.  (^j^*-J;  hayhal  bastan,  To 

die.  (Ji>i6  dilawarani  hawi-haykal, 
Warriors  of  formidable  appearance. 

A  (J^i*  hayhal,  A  long  or  tall  horse.  A  palace, 

stately  edifice.  A  spring-habitation.  An  idol-tem- 

pie.  A  christian  church.  A  monastery.  Any  thing 
large-sized.  A  giant.  Atall  plant,  jj^^*^  Jij^  hay- 
halirizwan,  The  form  of  the  heavens,  p 

jIaS-  hayhali  khoM-ghuhar,  The  human  body. 
hayhalat,  (v.  n.  of  (Jijkfc  Q)  Being  large 

and  tall.  A  tall,  big  woman. 

p  aXAfc  hayhala,  Name  of  an  herb. 

AtiJ_j^  hayhuky'SiiWy ,  foolish  with  shrewdness. 
p ̂ xfc  hay  gar  also  haygir,  A  brown  horse  with 

black  tail  and  mane. 

A  jAfi>  hayl,  (v.  n.  of  for  JjJb)  Letting  fall, 

or  pouring  out  (flour  or  sand)  without  measure. 
Sands  poured  out.  Sand,earth,or  flour  rolling  down. 
Great  affluence,  abundance,  plenty.  Wind. 

P  iJ.Al6  hel,  The  lesser  cardamoms. 
p  ̂J>Ai6  hayla,  A  sparrow-hawk,  merlin. 

p  ̂^ii>  haylaj,  Tlie  material  body. 
A  ̂^^AJb  hayalan.  Sand  or  any  thing  similar 

poured  out.  Name  of  an  Arabian  tribe. 

A  &Us>  haylat,  Name  of  a  goat  that  used  to  give 
milk  to  those  who  maltreated  her,  and  to  butt  those 

kind  to  her,   Hilat,  Terrors,   A  fearful  business, 

p  ̂Ai)  haylij,  The  master  of  a  family. 
A  |XljJ6  haylaj  Weak, 
P  (.iilAfc  haylah,  Small  pebblesor  gravel  thrown 

amongst  stones  when  building.  The  superficies  of 

a  wall ;  the  interstices  filled  up  with  cement,  be- 
tween the  rows  of  stones  in  a  building. 

A^&iJjkfc  haylalat,  (v,  n.  of  J-b^  Q)  Saying  ̂ ) 

^\  ̂11  la  ilaha  illa'lldh,  No  god  but  God. 

A  ̂̂ ^^jJfc  haylalmn,  A  toothless  sithe  or  sickle. 

A  ̂jUJj^*  haylaman  or  hayluman,  Much  wealth, 
great  abundance,  many  cattle.  Sand.  Wind. 

p  (^^^i*  hay  or  hiluy,  A  game  played  with  nuts. 
p  &)jkS>  Itayla,  Master  of  a  family,  householder. 

Hila,  A  hurricane.  Stratagem. 

p  ̂^^ijAjLfc  hiUdan,  To  dismiss,  to  leave. 

A  pjJ6  haym,  (v.  n.  of  ̂   for  ̂ y}>)  Falling  in 

love  with  a  woman.  ^iJt  haymu'llah,  By  God  ! 
Him,  Thirsty  (men  or  camels)  Huyum,  (pi,  of 

hayam)  Sands  which  cannot  be  grasped  in 

the  hand  by  reason  of  their  fineness. 

p  ̂ xb  hayam,  (I)  am,  (1)  exist,  (I)  live. 
A  AeJb  haymas,(^A  she-camel)  distempered  from 

drinking  bad  water.  The  disease  itself.  A  desert 
without  water. 

A  jjWfc  hayman,  (pi,  Ai^/awi)  Thirsty  (ca- 
mel). Mad,  insane.  Enamoured.  Hayaman,{y. 

n.  of  pi*  for  pA*)  Falling  in  love  with  a  woman. 
A  i'ji^  haymarat,  A  decrepit  old  woman, 

p  jjljL-*fJ6  hemistan,  A  wood.  A  wood-pile. 
A  hayma^  Sudden  (death),  Quickly  ex- 

ecuted (slaughter).  Name  of  a  tree. 
A  'ij^tJi  haymanaf,  (v,  n.  of  ̂ j«Jt>  Q)  Saying 

Amen.  Covering  (her)  young  with  (her)  wings 

(a  bird).  Guarding,  protecting,  watching  over. 
p        hema,  Fire-wood,  fuel.  Humble. 



ijf^^^ ̂   hemad  tar  farokhtan,  To  sell  wet  fire- 
wood :  to  deceive,  impose  upon.  JTema  or  hayma, 

Soup  made  of  minced  meat. 

pjij  »«>i>  hema-rez,  A  bit  or  chip  of  wood. 

p  hema-zaft,  A  thick  plank  or  block 
(whereon  butchers  cut  up  their  meat).  The  stocks. 

p         ei<vJ&  hema-shikan,  A  breaker  of  wood. 

p         »*J&  hema-hash,  A  carrier  of  wood. 

A  ̂[^-c^  hayma  , (fern,  of  ̂^Ip*  hayman)  Thirsty. 

A  hayn,  (and  hayyin)  (pi.  -^Uyj^  oA- 
nJiwa^  and  >UjJ6\  ahyinai)  Quiet,  easy,  gentle.  Mo- 

dest. Vile,  despicable.  Any  thing  light  and  easy. 

p  (jjit  hin,  Have  a  care !  Make  haste  !  Lo !  be- 
hold !  Thus,  in  this  manner.  One,  only.  A  tor- 
rent, a  flux  of  water.  Speaking. 

p  ILkfe  hma,  A  sword  of  the  finest  steel. 

A  pVjjJb  haynam,  An  unintelligible  discourse. 
Pjj^fcljafc/uHci/att,  Haste,  expedition.  Be  quick. 

Awofc  hay  OT  hinat,  Convenience,  ease,  facility. 

^^C-  ̂aZa'  hlnatika,  (Go)  at  your  leisure. 
p         /awfZ,  (for  tijjfc  AiwcZ)  India. 

A  ̂jj;fi>  haynagh,  A  woman  wholly  shameless, 
exposing  her  nakedness  to  everybody :  also  one  who 

laughs  immoderately. 

A  jjo^  haynam,  A  low  tone  of  voice.  Cotton. 
A  &ivAfc  haynamat,  A  low  tone  of  voice.  Read- 

ing the  Kur'an  in  a  low  tone.  A  certain  pot-herb. 
A  haynum,  An  unintelligible  discourse. 

A  (jy^  hayrmna,  (pi.  of  ;jjS>)Easy,  quiet(men). 
A  hayma,  (fut.  yahyatu)  He  wore  a 

respectable  appearance. 

A  hayub,  Formidable,  dreaded.  Timid. 

A  huyu^  (v.  n.  of  ̂Vfc  for  ̂ ^)  Being  ti- 
mid, cowardly.  Being  hungry. 

A  I  JjAfc  hayuf,  Very  thirsty. 

A  J_j>fi>  hayul,  A  particle  of  dust  seen  floating 
in  the  rays  of  the  sun. 

G  ̂ ^yS)  hayula ,  (or  hayyula')  Matter. 
The  first  principle  of  every  thing  material.  The 

first  sketch  of  a  picture  or  sculpture.  Cotton. 

A  hayyulanly,  Material. 

A  ̂ ^jkfc  hayum,  Astonished,  wandering  about  as 
a  madman  from  love  or  any  other  cause. 

p  (jjJjfi'  hayun,  A  camel  of  burden,  the  one  that 
carries  the  hawdah.  Any  large  animal.  A  horse. 

p  i^>^J>Jfc  hirvand,  Purity,  chastity,  continence. 
A  a,>j&  hayh,  One  who  retires  or  is  driven  away 

on  account  of  the  dirtiness  of  his  garments.  &jJ6 

hth  hih,  Away  !  away  !  begone!  Well  done! 

bravo!  encore!  Miyah,  She. 

A  Ol.^  Aa?//ta<,  An  extensive  desert.  Ol^J^ 

Ol^AJ6  hayhat  hayhat,  (or  sl^-i^  hayhah 
hayhdh)  Begone !  away ! 

A  ̂ jV^  hayhan,  (sl^  hayhah,  Oljolis  ha- 
yihat,  ̂ ^J.li*  hdyihan,  lL>\^>[^  tahayUidt)  varied 
in  fifty-seven  ways,  the  same  as  hayhat. 

V  ̂   ̂   hay  hay,  A  large  goblet  filled  with 
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wine  which  is  drunk  off  at  the  end  of  a  repast. 

p  ̂   hayi  or  hiyi.  Essence,  existence. 

A^^  hui,  Used  in  calling  one  to  eat  or  drink. 
AS  AAi>  hifttt,  (v.  n.  of  ̂Ifc  for  Ufc)  Desiring. 

State,  quality,form,  external  appearance.  tjl*ljkfi>jjp 

^Imi  hitat.  Astronomy. 

A  ̂^Afc  hayis,  (or  ̂ )  Respectable-looking. 

{jyd  or  ye,  (called  cf^.  ydti  huttl  or  b 

j^ljk^  C'lii*  ydfi  musanndti  tahtdnt,  Ya  doubly 

dotted  below)Thetwenty-eighth  and  last  letter  of  the 

Arabic  alphabet,  and  the  thirty-second  and  last  of 
the  Persian.  In  arithmetic  it  expresses  ten  ;  and 

in  the  almanacks  it  is  the  character  for  Jupiter  and 

the  sign  Aquarius.  Like^  alif  and  j  mam,  this  let- 

ter is  also  one  of  the  ClAs-  <— hurufi  ̂ llat,  or 
letters  of  weakness  (jL«  madd,  Extension,  or  jjaI 

lin,  Softness),  being,  like  the  English  y,  sometimes 
a  consonant  and  sometimes  a  vowel.  In  the  former 

case  it  has  the  sound  of  y  in  youth.  As  a  vowel, 

it  serves,  when  preceded  by  the  marlij^^hasr,  to 

form  the  long  vowel  i  or  ea  (as  sounded  in  "  po- 
lice", and  in  "  meat,"  and  in  "  tear"  of  the  eye  ; 

or  e  or  ea,  as  sounded  in  "  where",  and  "  wear," 
and  tear")  ;  and  with  fat  ha,  the  diphthong 

ay  (as  sounded  in  "  aye,"  "aisle,"  "  eye,"  "buy"). 
The  first  iscalled  i^^.ydsi  ma^uf.  Known 

ya :  the  second  J^^^^  (_?^.  ydn  majhul,  Unknown 

ya :  and  the  third  ̂ ^Lsuc        U  t^\i,  ydn 
sdhin  md  habl  maftuh.  Quiescent  yd  preceded  by 

the  vowel  a.  It  is  considered  homogeneous  with 

kasr ;  and  a  quiescent  ya  never  follows  the 
vowel  zamma. 

It  is  changed  in  Arabic,  (1)  into  ̂   hamza,  as 

hdd^ioY  hdyi^  A  seller;  (2)  into  \  alif, 

as  ̂   hd^  for  |*-JO  baya^,  He  sold  ;  (3)  into  j 

wdw,  as  ^SWfor  ̂ ^^)atlba'.  Agreeable;  (4) 
into  LLf  id,  as j*Jx.i^,j.^\  ittasara,  yattasiru,for 

j,JS^  ,j,Jli\  itasara,  yaytasiru.  He  played,  or  he 

may  play,  with  dice;  (5)  into  ̂ jhn,  as  ̂ su fu- 
kaymaj  for  fukaymi.  One  of  the  tribe  of  ̂iSij 
fuhaym.  It  is  the  substitute  of  u-^  be  in  (_J^  sa^a- 
li  for  sa^lib,  Foxes  :  of  j  rcdw  in  (j)^jye 

mizdn  for  ̂ ^^"^'O  miwzdn.  Scales;  and  of  ̂_j>>  se  in 
(_^lj>-  hhdmi  for  ̂ JuK\s-  hhdmis,  Fifth.  It  is  em- 

ployed to  form  the  feminines  in  verbs  :  as,  (,jyojs3 
tahumina, Thoyi  shalt  arise;  hurrii,  Arisethou; 

and  in  nouns,  as  hubla',  Pr~egnant ;  ̂:''...V>f> 

^tsha'.  Thirsty;  {J^^  zihra',  Mention.  It  also 
forms  the  diminutive;  as,  (J>^j  rujayl,  A  little 
man  ;  and  is  used  in  forming  the  dual  and  plurals 
both  regular  and  irregular. 

In  Persian  it  is  sometimes  substituted  for  \  alif, 

as  f^\k<ji  yarmaghdn  for  (jb^«)^  armaghdn,  A  pre- 
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sent ;  and  for  i  he,  as  ̂^^^\Zt  shdyagdn  for  (jlCfeli 

shdhagdn.  Like  a  king.  When  the  substantive  verb 

^  am  or  its  inflexions  are  combined  with  the  words 
hi, its-  chi,  or  e6  na,  the  8  fte  is  often  rejected, and 

the  \  alif  changed  into  ye,  making  CL^^,)^  hist, 

d^.w  ̂ ^  chist ;  Ca.mO  mst,  ̂^hiyam  ;  ̂  nayam 
for  iJL>M>\      hi  ast,  Who  is  it  ?  sj>-  chi  ast, 

What  is  it  ?  CL^\  &>  na  ast.  It  is  not ;  ̂\  s£b  ki 

am.  Who  am  II  ̂ \  lO  na  am,  I  am  not. 
It  follows  the  first  of  two  noims  (to  denote  that 

the  second  is  in  the  genitive  case)  if  ending  in  \  alif 
or  J  warn ;  as,  Ifc  ̂Xjc  mivahd,  Fruits ;  f^lj^  ̂  

mivahdyi  shirin,  Sweet  fruits. 

The  uses  of  the  ydsi  ma^'uf  are  :  1.  (j_^— J  nis- 
batV)  To  express  relation  or  connexion ;  as,  (_^i^jj!> 

hindi.  Belonging  to  India,  Hindee;  ̂ ^^Ji  fdrsi. 

Belonging  to  Persia,  Persian,  Persic.  In  Arabic 

the  ̂ J  yd  which  forms  the  relative  adjective  re- 

quires the  character  tashdid  —  or  sign  of  redupli- 
cation, as  ar0i?/,Earthy,  from  ar^,Earth; 

^jiOA  misriy,  Egyptian,  from  j^ojo  misr,  Egypt. 
But  Arabic  adjectives,  when  used  by  Persian  au- 

thors, are  considered  as  Persian,  and  do  not  take 

tashdid.  Thus,  J^V^  i^Jlkl  lutfun  rabbdmyun  or 

^Ij^^  (_fllal,M  al  lutfu''r  rabbdmyu.  Divine  grace, 
becomes  in  Persian,  jj,^  v_ila3  lutfi  rabhdnt. 

2.  (tillai-  hhitdbi)  The  afiixed  pronoun  of  the 
second  person  singular ;  as,^^^^ gufti,Thoa  spakest ; 

imi.  Thou  art  wise :  and  in  this  case  will 

be  changed  into  hamza  after  the  gentle  aspirate,  or 

the  letter  ;  as,  81^*!  dmadasi, Thou  hast  come; 

&S  kisi,  Who  art  thou  ?  chi4.  What  art  thou  ? 

&J  nasi,  Thou  art  not;  ddamiA,  Thou  art 
a  man. 

3.  (jiiwkfl/*  ̂ ^.ydsi  masdar^  Forming  the  verbal 

or  abstract  noun  :  ̂Jp*^Jj  zar-bahhshi.  The  act  of 
bestowing  gold;  ̂ ^^oJ  weAi,  Goodness;  ̂ j^^badi, 

Badness ;  i3bb  ddndsi,  Wisdom. 
4.  (OjljJ  liydkat)  Expressing  fitness;  as,  ̂jlz.^ 

hushtam,  Deserving  of  being  killed ;  ,JJ^ j***  sohh- 
tani.  Fit  to  be  burned. 

mutakallim  or  alhdbi)  Ex- 

pressing in  Arabic  the  pronoun  of  the  first  person 

singular  ;  as,  rabbi,  My  lord  ;  i^>j>o  zarabam, 
He  struck  me  :  and  after  8jyasU  \  ulif  mahsura  ; 

as,  J^boP  ̂ sa'ya.  My  staflP.  It  is  also  used  as  a mark  of  intensive  superlative ;  as,  ̂ J ahmari, 
Most  exceedingly  red. 

6.  (^y^^  fd^l)  Afiixed  to  nouns,  shewing  an 

actor  or  agent ;  as,  j'^^i?*;  A  warrior ;  (_^*^^»- 
hikmatl,  A  man  of  science. 

7.  (Jj*a»fi  maf^l)  Also  affixed  to  nouns,  ex- 
pressing the  object  of  some  act ;  as,  ̂ j^ui  sanadi. 

Established  by  authority ;  la^iati.  Cursed  ; 

(Jai^'^ii  dast-hhatt'i,  Signed'.' 8.  (eol.i^  mushdbih)  Implying  similitude,  or  as- 
sumption of  character ;  as  in  these  lines  of  NazamI ; 



zagh  hafarri  tu  humasl  kunad ; 

sar  hi  rasad  peshi  tu  pan  kunad. 

"  The  crow,  from  thy  magnificence,  imitates  the 
huma.  The  head  that  approaches  thee  acts  the  part 

of  a  foot." 

9.  Itis sometimes  usedto  eke  out  measure  (^Ifwi*^ 
ishba^ ;  aswhen  ̂ \^kamdli  is  put  for  ̂y^kamali. 

Of  ?/a^imq;7iwZ,Theusesare — 1  .(Oi^s-j  b_^j<ioJ 
tanhir  or  wahdat)  Expressing  unity  or  the  indefi- 

nite article  a :  as,  i^i^j"  marde,  A  man,  one  man. 

jljo  «j\i>-  t— fj^C^ kitabe  az  kutub-hhana  bi- 
yar,  Bring  a  book  (no  matter  what  book)  from 

the  library.  This  is  sometimes  applied  to  express 

excess ;  as  in  this  expression  of  Hafiz,  ̂ ji  I  ̂^-i^ 

diA*»>\  ̂ skk  afate  ast,  Love  is  one  (i.  e.  a  very  great) 

mischief.  Sometimes,  on  the  other  hand,  it  signi- 
fies diminution  or  contempt ;  as, 

Hast  khake  ki  ba  abe  na  kharad  tufanra. 

"  There  is  a  little  earth  which  esteems  the  uni- 

versal deluge  less  than  the  smallest  drop  of  water." 
On  the  other  hand,  it  is  sometimes  used  to  de- 

note veneration  ;  as,  ul**»>^  l^*^  ̂ ayd  marde 

ast,  Zayd  is  a  man,  i.  e.  eminent  for  all  the  quali- 
ties that  may  become  a  man. 

After  the  gentle  aspirate  (u-iaj^t^lfc  hasi  mu- 

khaffaf)  the  indefi.nite  is  changed  to  hamza : 

as,f  liJo  bandase,  A  slave ;  ajly.i>  diwana^e,  Amad- 
man.  Also  after  the  proper  names  of  men  celebrated 

for  a  certain  attribute,  it  converts  these  into  epi- 

thets significant  of  such  attribute :  as,  ̂ ^Jir^w- 
ne,  A  Pharaoh,  or  proud  man ;  hatime,  A 
Hatim,  or  liberal  man. 

2.  (CLAto  sifat")  Affixed  to  nouns,  supplies  the 
place  of  tlie  demonstrative  pronoun  that ;  and  has 

necessarily  in  the  same  sentence  the  relative 

either  closely  attached  or  at  some  distance.  This 

Kaim  says — 

dame  ki  ba  haddi  dil-juyi  tu  nigah  kunam; 

zi  pa  dar  uftam  u  bi  ikhtiyar  ah  kunam. 

"  That  instant,  when  I  look  upon  thy  heart- 
alluring  form,  I  lose  my  stability,  and  sigh  with- 

out self-controul. 

•3.  istimrari)  Affixed  to  the  preterite 

of  verbs,  to  convey  the  idea  of  perpetuity,  or  con- 

tinued action  :  as,  ̂ ji^  I  j^j  6^^  zayd 
har  roz  nazdi  man  amade,  Zayd  continued  to  visit 

me  daily.  With  the  optative  and  conditional  con- 

junction kash,  and ^\  agar,  it  comes  in  place 
of  me  of  the  imperfect ;  as  in  these  lines  of  Shaykh 

Awhadu'd  din — 

gar  munis  u  ham-dame  dame  yaftame ; 
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^  ;_5«^b  ̂   J  8jU  jj zuchara  u  marhame  hame  yaftame; 

az  atishi  dil  sokhtame  sar  ta  pa ; 

dar  dtda  agar  name  name  yaftame. 

"  If  I  had  for  a  short  time  possessed  an  affec- 
tionate friend,  I  should  have  found  in  him  a  remedy 

and  a  plaster.  I  should  have  been  consumed  from 

head  to  foot  in  the  fire  of  ray  heart,  if  I  had  not 

found  moisture  in  my  eyes."  In  the  second  and 
fourth  instances  above,  the  final  ?/a  appears  redun- 

dant, as  the  me  and^^^  hame  are  also  preserved. 

Mawlawi  Riim  says — 

nuhra  su  zar  gar  na  budande  nihdn; 

parwarish  hay  yaftande  zirahan. 

"  If  silver  and  gold  mere  not  concealed,  how 
should  the  wise  obtain  the  means  of  subsistence  1" 

,_^bjii  Oiil^ hash  ki  sa^dati  shahddat  dar  yaftame ; 
Would  that  I  had  obtained  the  happiness  of 

martyrdom." 4.  (tio\j  zaj^it?) Redundant  after  a  quiescent^  alif: 
as,  buhshase  for        buksha,  Open  thou ! 

^  V  b  yd,  Or.  O !  If,  unless.  Either.  iij5»-  b  ?/a 
khwud,  O  certainly !  undoubtedly  !  b  (Jl^itf  b 

yd  bakht  yd  takht,  Either  a  throne  or  a  winding- 
sheet  !  victory  or  a  glorious  death  !  (like  the  saying 

of  Nelson,  A  coronet  or  Westminster  Abbey). 

A  b  yd,  Milk  remaining  in  the  breast  of  a  wo- 

man, (pi.  Obb  ydydt)  The  letter  yd.  O  !  b 

4JJ\  yd  alldh,  O  God !  Cju^5  byd  layta,  Would  to 
heaven !  I  wish  to  God !  b  yd  laytani,  O 

would  that  I !  jjbj  b  yd  rvaylaii,  O  !  woe  is  me. 
p  ̂b  yds,  A  nick  at  the  end  of  a  bow  in  which 

the  string  goes. 

A  (_5'>^b,  yasdfi,  (pi.  of  yusyur)  Kestrels, 
inferior  kinds  of  hawks  that  cannot  be  trained. 

p  L-.>b  ydh.  Face,  countenance.  Non-existent. 
Lost,  perished.  Vain,  futile,  frivolous,  fruitless, 

abortive,  unprofitable.  The  contracted  participle 

of  i^\>.ydftan.  To  find,  used  in  a  compound  form  : 

as,  (— 'b  ̂   kdm-yab,  Who  finds  what  he  desires, 
i.  e.  fortunate,happy,powerful.  («,^bjb  bdr-ydb,Ad- 

mitted  at  court.  A  courtier.  L-^jb  ij  rah-ydb 
shudan,  To  find  the  way. 

p  bb  ydbd.  Finding. 

p  jjbb  ydbdn,  A  desert ;  a  place  far  from  cities. 

p  (^bb  yabdm.  Wild,  desert. 

p yb  ydbir,  A  fee,  a  fief,  charity-lands. 
A  (j-jb  ydbis,  (pi.  (j«JO,  yabs)  Dry,  naturally 

dry.  ̂ jic  f^\>,ydbis-mizdj ,  Ofa  dry  temperament. p  SiiJ^b  ydbinda,  A  finder,  discoverer. 

p  yb  ydbu,  A  pony,  nag,  cob.  A  pack-horse. 
A  draught-horse. 

P  (^'^/'  &^b  ydba  kardan,  To  ask,  to  beg. 
p  (ji^b,  ydbldan.  To  find.  To  get. 
Pjji^bi/aijVi,  A  guard  stationedat  a  palace-gate. 

p  ajl^  (jii^b  ydtish-khdna,  A  guard-house. 

p  ̂ b  ydj,  The  game  of  tip-cat. 

A  i^^i^^.,  y^fijy  One  who  runs  up  and  down. 

A  ̂^_j>'b  yasjuj,  One  who  kindles  a  fire.  A mover  of  sedition.  Gog.  The  people  of  Eastern 

Scythia,  beyond  Imaus.  ^_j>-Uj  ̂ ^bya^jiy 
wa  masjuj,  Gog  and  Magog. 

Ajj>-b  ydjur,  A  brick. p  ̂;fis-[>  ydkhtan.  To  draw  (a  sword).  To  strike. 
To  throw.  To  disclose.  To  ask,  inquire. 

p  aos-b  ydkhta.  Drawn  (sword).  Taught,  edu- 

cated. A  chamber.  Wine.  A  small  wine-jar. 
Like,  resembling. 

p  ,Js»-b  ydhhti.  He  drew  out.  He  designed. 
He  threw.  He  disclosed.  He  was  drawing  out, 

&c.  Thou  drewest  out,  &c. 

Piib  ydd.  Remembrance,  recollection,  memory. 

Watching,  watchfulness.  A  picture,  painting,  fi- 

gure, image.  (—.jUs-  lib  yddijandbi  mawld. 
Remembrance  or  invocation  of  God.  jjii^ii  t^b  ydd 

dddan,To remind,  ̂ j^ii^iib  yacZ/ear Jara,(jjw^i>i5b 

ydd  ddshtan,  or  ^\>^ydd giriftan^  To  remem- 
ber, recollect,  make  mention,  keep  in  memory,  be 

mindful.  To  learn,  get  by  heart,  ̂ ^li^iib  ̂/liJ*^ 

ba  badl  ydd  kardan.  To  speak  ill  of,  or  recollect 

any  thing  bad  of  another.  libo  ba  ydd  dma- 

dan,  To  come  in  mind,  ̂ jiijj  i  i^^i^.  ba  ydd  droar- 
dan,  To  recollect,  call  to  mind,  (^^yi  ba  ydd 

budan,  To  dwell  on  the  mind,  to  remain  fixed  in 
the  memory. 

Pjliib  ydddr,  Remember,  bear  in  mind, 

p  jj^bb  ydddshtl,  Empty-handed,  poor.  Ava- 
ricious, stingy. 

Pjb  iSb  ydd-ddr.  Remember,  keep  in  remem- 
brance. Mindful,  remembering.  One  who  remem- 

bers or  recollects. 

lb  i^bydd-ddsht,  (or  C^^bb  ?/a  ddsht) 

A  memorandum, a  memorial,  a  note.  Recollection. 

p  Sii  (ib  ydd-dih,  A  reminder :  remindful. 
p        lib  ydd-dihi.  Reminiscence. 

p  jib  yddar,  The  twelfth  of  the  month  Tir. 
p  CL^J'^^.ydd-zisht,  (for  yddi  zisht)  Calumny, 

recollecting  or  relating  any  thing  bad  of  another. 

p  CiA^w Jb  yddast.  It  is  remembered.  A  kind 

of  game  in  which  certain  words  are  used,  which  if 

one  person  doesnotpronounceupon  receiving  some- 
thing from  another,  he  loses. 

fJ6  lib  ydd-kdr,  (jS  lib  yddgdr,  and  li/  lib 

ydd-hard)  Any  thing  given  as  a  memorial,  a  va- 
luable present  to  a  mistress  or  friend.  A  souvenir, 

keepsake.  A  monument,  any  thing  memorable, 

worthy  of  remembrance,  or  which  recalls  a  person 
or  thing  to  memory. 

p  (_jj^iib  yddgdri,  Remembrance. 



p  it^jl^  iih,ya(l-gira7ida,  One  who  learns  or  re- 
tains any  thing  by  heart. 

p  ̂̂ Si^\i,yadandan,  All  the  kings  of  the  world. 

p  Sj^b  yada,  A  bribe  to  a  judge ;  whatever  is 

given  for  the  performance  of  any  unlawful  act.  The 
retentive  faculty. 

Pj^  yar,  A  friend,  lover,  companion,  comrade. 

An  assistant,  defender.  A  mistress.  Strength,  power. 

A  pestle.  yarijan,  An  intimate  friend, 

j^jb  yari  ghar,  A  companion  in  a  cave,  i.e.  an 
intimate  friend,  confidant.  A  name  of  Abu  bakr. 

j^ii^j  jb  yo-ri  wafa-dar,  A  sincere  friend,  constant 

lover.  jjiiJjjb  yar  shudan,  To  contract  friend- 
ship, to  be  friendly. 

Aj^.  (jbJW  harrun  yarrun,  or  (jVJ>- 
fj\^i,harranun  yarranun)  Hot,  scorching,  scalding. 

p  ]jb  2/am,  (the  final  \  alif  being  in  lieu  of  b 

ya  or  ̂J\  ay,  prefixed,  as,jb  b  ya  yar  or  Jo,  ̂\ 
ay  yar)  O  friend  1  Boldness,  courage.  Strength, 
force,  power  of  resistance.  A  wound.  Occasion. 

P  yaraba,  Rape-root ;  bread  made  of  it. 

P  ii^X»*»\jb  yar  ispand,  (also  6jA*n\  Jo,  yar  is- 
fand.)  Isfandyar,  son  of  Gushtasb. 

P  (jV-.  y^rdn,  A  friend.  A  polite,  well-spoken 

man;  a  jovial,  agreeable  companion.  Purposing, 

resolving,  (pi.  ofjb  yRr)  Friends.  Followers, 
clients,    j^*^^  y^ran  shudan,  To  contract 

friendship,  to  be  friendly.  ̂ JJ>,  iZjj^  sulibati 
yaran,  A  jovial  company,  a  meeting  of  friends. 

p  sSJo,  yarana.  Friendly. 

P  i/l)^.  y^'i'^y^  O  friend ! 
A  (Jl^jb  rja  rabb,  O  Lord !  O  God ! 
A  XJb  yarrat.  Fire. 

P^^.  y^raj.  The  heart.  A  bracelet. 
P  i^J^.yarad,(the  third  person  sing.fut.of  4jl«*,b 

yarastan)  He  will  inculcate  good  morals.  He  will 

be  able.  What  is  in  one's  hand  or  power,  what- 
ever is  possible  or  can  be  performed. 

T  ̂ijl  yardum,  (Tartaric)  Assistance. 
P  {J^jjlyar-ras,  A  helper.  Aid,  help. 

p  i^x^Jo  yarastan,  To  inculcate  good  morals, 
teach  politeness,  educate  well.  To  be  modest  or 
bashful.  To  be  able.  To  stretch  out  the  hand.  To 
tyrannize  over. 

p  ei*«»,b  yarasa,  A  bat  or  rere-mouse. 

PO^^i  yarish,  Friendship,  love. 

P^^.  yarghu.  Strife,  contention,  litigation; 
whatever  disturbance  happens  amongst  men.  A 
court  of  justice. 

P  yarghuclii,  Strife.  An  arbitrator. 

P  i^3jJ^..yar-faros]ii,  Approval,  assent. 

■*  (from  p  Sjb)  A  broad  bracelet. 
P  '^J^.yarak,  A  little  friend,  a  sort  of  friend. 

The  membrane  that  encloses  a  foetus.  A  child's 
caul.  An  idle,  boasting  fellow.  A  mode  of  singing 
usual  among  debauchees  in  ̂ JJ:^^  badakhshan. 

P  i^J^..yarahi,  Power,  strength,  ability. 
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p  j«jb  yaram,  A  half. 
p  (iaxjb  ydrmand,  Friendly.  An  assistant.  Pos- 

sessed of  friends. 

p  (^iij-Cjb?/arman(^i, Aid,  assistance.  t/iiJ^b 

^jib^  ydrmandl  liardan,  To  render  assistance. 
p  ssibjb  ydr-ndma,  A  good  act,  good  name. 

p-xjo  yarand.  Detestation,  abhorrence.  Impre- 
cation, curse.  Contumely, ridicule.  They  are  able. 

^X-jjjb  ydruliiyat,  A  village  near  Aleppo. 

A  ̂  jb  ydruj,  A  sword.  An  arrow,  javelin, 
spear,  or  dart. 

p  i.SjJ^  ydruy  or  ydrrcay,  A  wound. 
p  Jjb  yara,  A  broad  ornamental  bracelet.  A 

collar  for  the  neck.  A  glove,  gauntlet.  The  wrist. 

A  wound.  Power,  strength.  Measure,  quantity. 

A  certain  aperient  medicine.  A  bold,  also  a  shrewd 

man.  Friendship.  Necessity.  Tax,  toll,  revenue. 

vjf  Jo,  yara-gtr,  A  tax-gatherer,  collector  of revenue.  A  receiver  of  bribes. 

P  c?)^.  yare,  A  friend.  A  certain  friend.  Yari, 
Friendship,  intimacy.  Assistance,  aid.  Favour. 
Power.  The  wives  of  two  brothers.  Two  women 

engaged  to  the  same  man  :  a  rival  wife,  [j^^ l$J^. 

ydri  kardan,  (^jii^ii  ijj^.  y^f^  dadan,  or  f^i^.J->, 
ydridaji)  To  assist,  help,  favour,  benefit,  serve,  do 

good  offices,  befriend.  To  abet.  To  be  able. 

Pj^jjjb  ydrigar,  A  helper,  ally,  assistant, 

P        ijj^.  ydrigarl,  Help,  assistance. 

"pjo^yaz,  A  countryman,  peasant,  rustic.  Yawn- 
ing, stretching.  Stretching  out  the  hand  to  take 

any  thing.  A  tree  extending  its  branches.  Grow- 

ing. Measuring,  mensuration.  A  cubit,  the  dis- 
tance from  the  elbow  to  the  tip  of  the  finger.  A 

measurer.  A  step.  Intention,  design.  One  who 
intends  or  purposes.  The  spring. 

p     ']jb  yazab,  (or  ioVjb)  A  kind  of  pickle. 

p  ̂JJo,ydzan,  One  who  intends  or  endeavours 
to  acquire  any  thing.  A  measurer. 

P  yazidan,  To  extend  the  hand  to  take 

any  thing.  To  long  for.  To  be  exalted.  To  gape, 

yawn.  To  intend,  endeavour,  design. 

p  8(5jb  yazdah.  Eleven. 

p  ̂^J^,  ydzdalmm.  The  eleventh. 
P  ij^Jo„ydzish,  Gaping, yawning.  Desire, will, 

wish.  Growth,  extension.  Stature.  Form,  shape, 

figure.  Length. 

A  ̂Jo„yazi^One  who  prohibits,averts,keeps  off. 
p  j3jb  ydzand.  Figure,  form,  appearance. 

p  ii^Jo,  ydzanda,  Aipurposer,  resolver,  wisher. 

P  ̂J^.  ydza,  Yawning,  stretching.  Trembling. 

P  t/jb.  ydzi,  A  husbandman,  peasant,  rustic. 

P(_^iA^jb?/a2;i(Za</?,Oscitation,yawning,ayawn. 

P(^Si,Jo,ydz'idan,TojawTi,  gape,  oscitate,stretch out  the  arms.  To  embrace.  To  grow  up.  To  wish, 

desire,  long  for,  design,  purpose. 

p  iji  ydja.  Foolish  words,  any  thing  trifling, 
futile,  vain.  A  vagabond.    A  foolish  fellow  that 

knows  not  what  he  does. 

A  t^oyass,  (v.  n.  of  ;^b)  Despairing.  Know- 
ing. Being  apparent,  manifest.  Despair,  despera- 

tion, hopelessness,  despondency.  Adesperate  thing. 
Yasas,  A  consumption. 

P  L>**^.  y^^t  The  jasmine.  Fear,  terror. 

A  (^^,yds,  (or  {ju>,yds)  (supposed  to  be  a  con- 
traction of  ̂ J^\o,  yd  insdnu,  O  man  !  or  Sxm  b 

yd  sayyidu)  O  Lord ! 
p  U*>b  ydsd,  (or  «aj*b  ydsa)  (Tartar  words),  A 

royal  mandate,  edict,  proclamation.  A  law ;  code 
of  laws,  those  especially  made  by  order  of  Changiz 

Khan.  Capital  punishment.  U*>b  ̂   chubi  (or 

chobi)  ydsd.  The  bastinado. 

p  ̂Jb*»b  ydsdk,  The  Moghul  code.  Explanation, 
investigation,  arranging.  Drawing  up  an  army. 

Explanation  of  a  doubt,  rectification  of  an  error. 

Prohibition.  Chastisement.  ^U»b^j<.lv-»  sham- 

shiri  ydsak,  (and  jb*>b  (—J^  cliobi  ydsdk)  The 
sword  or  staff  of  correction  ;  those  with  which  cri- 

minals are  punished  by  sentence  of  the  judge. 

ydsan.  Fit,  proper.  Name  of  a  prophet. 
A  &M»b  yassat,  (v.  n.  of  (_)*»b)  Despairing. 

Despair,  desperation. 
p  iji-oib  ydstan,  Power,  strength. 

P  y^^V)  (or  ̂ b  ydsuch)  A  pointed  arrow.  ^ 
An  arrow  with  the  king's  name  on  it. 

A^b?/a5«V,  Soft,  easy,  smooth.  Kind,  humane. 
Any  thing  that  may  be  easily  accomplished.  Un- 

fortunate. The  left  side.  One  who  games  with  cards, 

dice,  or  the  arrows  called  ̂ ij  azldm.  (pl.jL-J*.^ 
aysdr)  One  who  presides  and  distributes  the  joints 

of  a  slaughtered  camel,  according  to  the  lots.  A 
camel-butcher. 

A  p  ̂y^,ydsim,ydsam,  f^j^\>,ydsaman,f^y^\>_ 
^asamM«,or^^**ib?/asa»ii?i)  Jasmine  or  jessamine. 

P_j^  f^*^^„ydsaman-bo  (ovbu)  Scented  like  jas- 
mine. (iT****'^.  ydsaman-bosl  (or  buii)  Jas- mine-fragrance. 

p  js.a»b  ydsa,  Law,  regulation.  Way,  manner, 
custom.  Will,  wish,  desire. 

A  (Jj*»»b  ydsin,  Pharaoh. 

P  O^^.  yash,  A  kind  of  jasper. 
V  (^\o^Mi[},ydshddsh,  Cotemporary,  of  same  age. 

p  Jfib  ydshuk,  Name  of  a  tree. 
P        ydsha,  A  foolish,  useless  fellow. 

A  J^b  ydsul,  Root,  foundation. 
A  Jal^b  ?/a^a^,TJsedin  crying  to  horses  or  wol  vos. 

An  alarm  given  by  a  sentinel  on  the  approach  of an  enemy. 

p  et^b  ydghma,  Prey,  plunder. 

Aj'^b  ydghuz.  Name  of  a  place. 

P  (_^^.  y^ghi,  The  ground,  earth.  An  enemy. 

P  ̂jj>        ydglagari,  Enmity,  hostility. 
P  ( — jb  ydf.  Vain,  foolish,  futile. 
P       y^fo-,  Jaffa  (J oppa). 

p  C^\i„  ydft,  He  found.    Discoverable,  to  be 



found.  cJb  ?/a/i  sAw£?aw,To  be  found.  U 

na  yaft,  Not  to  be  found. 

T  (Jl^ib  ?/a^^,  J aphet,  son  of  Noah. 

P  ef^^.  y^fl'^''^}  To  find,  discover.  To  obtain, 
acquire,  get,  meet  with,  experience.  (J^ib  JUau)^ 

ittisal  yaftan,l!o  be  joined,  united.  i^bjljOM^  im- 
tiyaz  yaftan,  To  obtain  distinction,  get  promotion 

;jfi.ib  (Jl^^^'ara/ifli  yaftan,  To  be  wounded 
tJ'jb  tl***Jii  <?as^  yaftan,  To  prevail,  (^j^ibjii  t?ar 
yaftan,  To  understand,  comprehend. 

p  a>isb?/a/i;a.  Found,  discovered.  A  finder.  Ar- 

rival. Attainment.  A  receipt.  A  diploma  or  pri- 
vilege of  immunity  from  taxes.  Name  of  an  herb, 

y^-^^j  raghhat-yafiati  hilar,  Esteemed 

by  the  great.  «jlib,b  har-yafta,  (pl.^lCjkibjb  har- 

yaftagan)  A  courtier ;  admitted  at  court.  aoib^JL*** 
sitam-yafta.  Oppressed. 

p  JJ^.  »>ib  yaftayazd.  Name  of  a  city  in  Persia 

celebrated  for  its  college,  the  manufacture  of  aprons 
and  rose-water. 

A  (.Lib  j/a/is,  Japhet. 

Pjib  yafar  or  yafir,  A  dancer,  mountebank. 

A  ̂^^^yqfi^  (pi.  yafa^t  and  ̂ ^btfi^.  yuf- 
^n)  Tall.  A  young  man  about  twenty  years  of  age. 

A  OUibya/?^ai,  Arduous  (afiairs) :  high(hills). 

A  ̂ yb  yafukh,  (pi.  •^\j>,yawaftkh)  The  mid- 
dle or  fore  part  of  the  head;  the  membraneous  part 

found  in  new-born  infants  at  the  coronal  and  sagit- 
tal commissures,  which,  in  time,  hardens  into  bone. 

The  middle,  also  the  greater  part  of  the  night. 

Au-jybj/o/'w/'jTimid,  fearful,  cowardly.  Weak, 
tired.  A  stammerer.  Brisk,  active,  quick.  Bitter 

food.  The  young  of  the  Asiatic  woodcock. 

p  aib  yafa,  Vain,  futile,  frivolous,  absurd.  A 

foolish  speech.  Ribaldry,  obscenity.  One  who 

speaks  ridiculously  or  ludicrously.  A  joke,  jest, 

drollery,  witticism,  humour.  Scattered,  dissipated, 

lost,missing.  Absent, invisible. Thus,in  thismanner. 

p  ijj^i^  !sj\),  yafa-darl,  Idle  talk. 
p         eSb  yafa-daray.  An  idle  talker. 

A  p  O ̂ \i,yaJiut,  (pi.  C^y>\ y),yawa'k'it)  A  ruby. 
A  sapphire.  A  precious  stone.  CJ^\>,yaliuti 

ahmar,  A  red  gem,  ruby.  CJy\i,yakuti  kham. 

Lip  of  a  mistress.  ̂ 3^^  "-^j**^.  yakuti  rummanl, 
(or  (j^jjj^  C^^i\>,yakuti  navKmi)  A  precious  kind 

of  ruby,  ̂ jlj^  O ̂ h,yahutt  ranan,  Tears  of  blood. 

Red  wine.  ii,J  Ojib.yaAMiz  2arfZ,The  sun.  Oyib 

e.x^jtjS  yakuti  sar  basta,  Mouth  of  a  mistress. 
Lips  closed  in  silence.  C^^>\i_  yakuti  kabud, 

A  blue  gem,  sapphire.  L_->^3««  yakuti  mu- 
zdb,  Red  wine.  Tears  of  blood.  Blood. 

A  sJjib  yakutat,  A  single  ruby. 

T  (jb  yaki,  (Tartaric)  Burning;  cautery. 

T  (_5^b  yahicln,  A  burner. 
yak,  Name  of  a  king. 

yakand.  Ruby-coloured.  A  ruby. 

P  Jb  yal,  A  horse's  mane.    A  bird's  comb  or 
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crest.  Lust,  rut.  Stature,  shape,  posture.  The  neck. 
The  root  of  the  neck.  The  arm  from  the  shoulder 

to  the  elbow.  The  hand,  both  hands.  Corpulent, 

big,  strong.  Power,  strength.  A  hero,  an  athletic 
man.  Drunk.  Hurtful.  Servants,  household,  fa- 

mily. Face,  cheek.  The  vault  of  heaven.  One  who 

plans  any  thing.  Jb  [^\>,yal  bal,  (or  Jb  j  ̂hyal 

u  bal)  Crest  and  wing.  ̂ ^Aaj  I  Jbo  ba  yal  ama- 
dan.  To  be  in  rut. 

TP  ̂ b  yaligh,  (or  ̂^\>_ yalighi)  A  cup  made 
of  rhinoceros-horn.  A  wooden  drinking-cup. 

p  ti.>«)b  yalmand.  The  master  of  a  family. 

p  i<^>\yi\i,yalwana,  A  swallow ;  small  water-fowl. 

p  lij^hyalud.  The  sea-shore. 

p  '^hyalugh,  A.  cup  of  a  rhinoceros'  horn. 
p  L^l^^byalumkfA  hero,  Hercules,  giant,  re- 

nowned warrior.  Gestures  or  behaviour  of  lovers. 

p  B^hyala,  A  cow's  horn. 
A  CL^)  b  yd  layt,  I  wish,  would  that ! 

A  ̂yi^\>^ydril.  Name  of  an  idol. 

p  ̂\>^ydni,  A  post-horse. 

A  |ob  ydm.  Ham,  the  son  of  Noah. 
A  ̂ ^b  ydmin,  Happy,  fortunate,  prosperous. 

kjyo\iyasmur,  A  certain  animal  living  in  the 
desert.  A  species  of  mountain-goat. 

A^yib  ydnmr,  A  male  camel. 
p  ̂\j>  ydti,  Incoherent,  unintelligible  language. 

The  reverie  of  a  fanatic,  or  raving  of  one  in  a  de- 
lirium. A  trance. 

A^b?/am^,Ripe  (fruit).  Red, scarlet-coloured. 

p  s.'>\iydna,  A  mortar.  Lint-seed.  Td  nih,  If 
not,  otherwise. 

A  ̂ b  ydni,  (or  yb  ydnu)  John. 

p  ̂ b  ydmch,  A  grave. 
A  ̂^*-job  ydnisun,  Anise. 
p  lijb  ydvad,  (for  lijb  ydbad)  He  may  find. 

Pjjb  ydwar,  An  assistant,  coadjutor.  A  friend, 
companion.  Assistance.  A  pestle.  The  tenth  day 

of  every  solar  month. 

p  tijj''^.  y^'>^'<^fh  Assistance.  Victory.  Bold- 
ness, audacity  :  power, strength.  Society,  company. 

A  wound,  i^'^j^ i^jj^.  yo-vari  kardan.  To  favour. 

p^jb?/aK'ar/i,  Loss,  ruin.  Absurdity,  vain  talk. 

p  jjjb  ydwand,  A  king.  An  obtainer,  finder. 

p  2jb  ydva,  Lost,  ruined.  Vain,  foolish,  futile, 
absurd,  stupid.  Men  or  things  whose  origin  is  not 
known.  Fictions,  foolish  expressions,  (j*^  2jb 

ydva  kardan.  To  lose. 

Fjb  8jb  ydva-tdz,  An  idle,  worthless  fellow. 

Pj_^\j(i  t^\>  ydva-dardy ,AM2im,  prating  babbler. 

A  l^^\>_ydnny,  (fem.  'iij^_ydiviyat)  Belonging 
to  the  letter      yd;  verses  rhyming  in  it. 

A  »b  ydh  ydh  or  ydhi  ydhi,  Used  by  a  shep- 
herd in  calling  to  his  companion,  or  to  his  camels. 

p jfcbj/a/iM, Jehovah.  Adieu,  i^'^^ ̂hydhu 
kardan,  To  bid  farewell. 

A  sbjJib  yd  kaydk,  (dual  masc.  ̂ ^UsUfl)  b  ?/a  ha- 

ydhani,  fem.  ̂ ^VjkfcUfc  b  ya  haydhatani,  pi.  masc. 

U^^i*  b  yd  haydhuna,  fem.  OUUfc  b  yd  hayd- 
hdt)  Welcome. 

P  cfU  y^V}  Sick,  indisposed,  unwell,  unsound. 
A  bb  ydyd,  Courage! 

A  -*bb  yasydt.  The  cry  of  the  sparrow-hawk. 

Yasydf,  (and  i^\>^yatyasat)  (v.  n.  of  bb  Q)  Re- 
ceiving kindly,  soothing,  treating  with  humanity. 

Calling  to  one  repeatedly  with  the  particle  b  yd, 

Ho !  Calling  to  people,  assembling  them  together 

by  crying  out  b  b  yd  yd.  Making  (camels)  quiet 
by  crying       ̂ \  ay  ay. 

A  ij^^/ydsis,  Despondent,  despairing,  hopeless. 
A  «-*jb  ydfisat.  Barren,  despairing  (woman). 
p  eo.b  ydya,  Silly,  stupid. 

AioL^.  ydyah.  Courage! 

A  ̂3b  ?/aj:aji,(pl.ofJ^.y.2/M^2/M^)Kestrel-hawks. 

P(3U  y^yi)  Sick,  unwell,  miserable,  unsound. 
A   ̂ b  ydsiy,  Containing  the  letter  yd. 

P  Uj-O,  yah,  A  pointed  arrow.  (Samarcand  dia- 
lect) Also,  likewise.  So  much  the  worse. 

P  L-'bj.  yabdb,  A  desert. 

p  j^^x:},  yabdhgar,  A  destroyer,  spoiler. 
P  Olf>.  yabdt.  Waste,  desolate,  uncultivated. 
A  p  t_>*>Uji.  yabds,  Pudendum,  pubes.  Shame, 

ignominy,  dishonour.  A  bad-tempered  woman. 

p  ̂ jjO_  yabruj.  The  mandrake. 

A  ̂ _5jO,  yabruh,  The  mandrake. 
A  ij>.j^.  yabrin,  Name  of  a  sandy  tract  in  Ara- bia :  also  of  a  village  near  Aleppo. 

A  yabs,  (v.  n.  of  (j*«Jk^.)  Being  or  becom- 
ing dry.  Withered,  dry.  (A  sheep)  without  milk, 

(pi.  of  (j«^b  ydbis)  Dry.  Yubs,  (v.  n.  of  (j«f>.) 
Becoming  dry.  Dryness.  Stiffness.  Yabas,  Dry 

(woman)  producing  nothing.  (A  sheep)  without 
milk.  Yabas  or  yabs,  Naturally  dry,  that  has  never 

becomewet.  A  wet  place  becoming  dry.  Yab'b,T)rY. 
p  yabast,  A  herb  like  spinage. 

A  'iui^x^  yubmat.  Dryness,  aridity,  siccity. 
p  sjJ>^  yaba,  Injury,  mischief.  Spoil,  damage. 

A  (J"Aa>_  yabis,Drj,  withered(vegetable).  Sweat. 
P  CL^,  yat,  is  written  for  at,  after  nouns 

ending  in  \  or  j  :  as,  CL*^y>aff'  ̂ sdyat,  Thy  staff; 

gisuyat,  Thy  ringlets. 

Aj?-li>.  yatdjara,  (a  strange  kind  of  verb)  He turned  away. 

p  ̂jCi^  yatdk  or?/M<a^,  Guard, care,  watch.  jIa^. 

(jL>ji^  yatdk  kardan.  To  guard,  preserve. 
p      ̂ Iw.  yatdh-ddr,  A  guard,  watchman. 
p         yatdki  or  yutdkl,  A  guard,  watchman. 

A  J^'ebo,  yatdma',  (pi.  of  ̂ xM  yatim)  Orphans. 
A  yatm,  Solicitude,  grief.  Yatm  or  yutm, 

(v.  n.  of  ̂ .)  (A  child)  being  deprived  of  a  father, 
(or  a  young  animal)  of  its  dam.  Being  solitary, 

alone,  unique,  or  incomparable.  Yutm,  Separa- 
tion. Solitude.  Orphanage.  Yatam,  (v.  n.  of  j»jo.) 

Becoming  torpid,  lazy,  indolent,  fatigued.  Slow- 



Tiess  (in  travelling).    Loss  of  a  father,  orphanage. 

A  f^^.  t/atnian,  Under  age,  pupil,  ward,  minor. 
A        i/atamat,  (pi.  of        ifafivi)  Orphans. 

A  jjb.  yatn,  (v.  n.  of  (jj^.)  Coming  forth  -with 
the  feet  foremost  (a  child). 

A  jyl^.  yatu^  2/^^^"^  or  ̂ x>^  yatiimuQ 

Any  plant  yielding  a  milky  juice,  such  as  ̂ yJ^  shu- 

hrum,  iip-*^  la^i/at,  i6\i^jSci\^  makudana,  {xu^jS- 
^rtariisa,  mezereon,  and  agnus  castas. 

A  ̂ ,ijJ>^  yatxm,  (pi.  ̂\j.Aai/iam,  ̂ \j.lyatama', 
yatamat,  and  &iU/<>  maytamat)  An  orphan, 

pupil,  ward.  An  animal  that  has  lost  its  dam.  Sin- 
gular, unique,  uncommon,  rare,  incomparable.  A 

servant.  A  robber,  cut-throat,  assassin.  joJuo^jti 

durri  yathn,  (or  r  b^ii  j«J^.)  A  precious  pearl. 
A  &>cuo,  yatimat,  An  orphan-girl.  A  fine  pearl. 

F  &jl=»-  ̂ xi)_yathn-khana,  Assassins'  rendezvous. 
pj\^  ̂i^yatim-dar,  (A  woman,  a  mother)  hav- 

in<jr  fatherless  children. 

A  <— -^V.  yasrih,  Name  of  the  city  of  Madlna. 

A  (J,j^.V.  yasrihiy,  Of  the  city  of  Madina. 

Aiiiji>  yusrlt,  (A  camel)  shooting  liquid  dung. 
A  CIaIjo^  yaslas  and  yaslis,  Firm,  fixed,  solid. 

A  ̂j^,  yasmum,  The  plant  sumam. 

p  ̂ yaj,  The  interior  part  of  the  cheek. 
Aji\^  yahabir,  (^and yahabtr^  (pl.of^_jAsS 

yahhur)  Young  bustards. 

AjjJjtf  yalibur.  Glad,  smiling,  happy.  A  kind 
of  bird.  A  male  bustard. 

A  p  yahtamil  hi,  It  is  suspected  that ;  it 

may  be  ;  it  is  possible. 

p        ya/ikam,  A  summer-house. 

Ajy^  yahmur,  Red.  Name  of  a  beast  j  also 
of  a  bird.  A  wild  ass. 

A  ̂ y^„yahmum,  B\aick.  Smoke.  A  black  moun- 
tain. A  kind  of  bird.  Name  of  a  horse. 

A  Uai  yahya  ,  St.  John  the  Baptist.  John. 

A  iaj;^  yaliit,  A  barren  year. 

A  J_g3g  (^y>\  dbu)  yahya',  Death. 

p  ̂ yakh,  Ice.  (^jw^  ̂ yahh  bastan,  To  freeze. 

i^J^L^^i  jd  ̂yakh  daj-bihisht,  Aliiud  of  sweetmeat. 
i^^y  bar  yalih  navishtan,  (To  write  upon 
ihe  ice)  To  labour  in  vain. 

A  j^^^yalihazir,  (pi.  ofj^^ii^)  Verdant  spots. 

p  jl^  yahliav,  Ice-water,  i.e.  cooled  with  ice. 

PjjW  yahhmvar,  Congealed,  frozen. 

p  ^yakh-basta,  Frozen,  ice-bound. 
p  J^^^  yakh-chal,  An  ice-house.  Any  place 

or  vessel  in  which  ice  is  kept. 

yahhcha,  Hail.  A  hailstone. 

p  ̂j^iii^  yahhdan,  A  place  for  keeping  ice,  an 

icehouse.  A  travelling-portmanteau  or  trunk. 

p  ̂ ti^^  yakhshudan,  To  curry  (a  horse). 

p  ̂ ^*ai£  yakhsis,  A  larger  kind  of  parsley. 

A  LSyo.^  yahhzud,  A  branch  fresh  cut. 

Aj^A^  yaJihzur,  (pl.^^l^)  A  verdant  spot. 

Aj       yalihmury  Hollow  and  unsteady.  A  kind 
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of  white  sea-shell. 

p  ̂ ^^yaklim,  Cooked,  dressed.  A  store  of  food. 
Hot  and  cold,  (jiil^  ̂J^,  yakhni  nihadan,  To  lay 

up  a  store. 
p         (_^3£:  yahhni-nihada,  Stored,  laid  by. 

Pj^  yalihnar,  Frozen.  Icy. 

p  ̂ ^yaJth  yalili,  A  word  used  in  making  ca- mels lie  down. 

A  yad,  (originally  {^'^.ycidy^  (pi.  ay- 

di  and  i^J^.  yudly)  The  hand.  The  arm  from  the 

shoulder  to  the  tips  of  the  fingers.  Fore-foot  in  ani- 

mals. Wing  of  a*bird.  A  handle.  Horn  of  a  bow. 
A  branch,  portion  (of  a  tribe).  End  (of  a  piece 

of  cloth),  extremity  (of  a  garment)  hanging  down. 

A  sleeve,  (pi.  H^SSi^yadiy,  yidiyj  yudiy,  and  t_$d'>\ 

aydi)  Assistance,  aid,  succour,  protection,  benefit, 
favour,  service.  A  cry  for  help.  A  crowd,  troop, 

body.  Power,  vigour,  strength.  Force  (of  the 
wind).  Prevention  of  injury  and  oppression.  The 

keeping  of  any  one  from  his  rights.  Authority, 

dignity,  grandeur,  rank,  office,  sovereignty.  Se- 
dateness,  gravity.  Possession.  Riches,  wealth,  af- 

fluence. Surrender,  submission.  Baseness,  mean- 

ness of  spirit.Apromise,pledge,engagement.Length, 

extension  of  time.  Eating.  Repentance.  A  way, 

road.  Yaman.  Lax)  J^.?/af/<  5flyra,  A  miracle  (in 

allusion  to  the  white  hand  of  Moses).  jisJ^Jl 

yadu'd  dahr,  Ever.  JajJL!)  takbilu^lyad,  Ris- 
ing hands.  i^  j^  ̂5-  slkff-^  a^aJm  zahri 

yadin,  He  gave  it  gratis. 

A  S^.  yadd,  The  hand. 
A  As>^  yudas,  A  pain  in  the  hand. 

A  i^S>_  yadani,  (dual)  The  two  hands.  t^JJ  U 
lO  (j^tSJ.  ma  laka  yadani  bihi,  You  have  not  the 

power  of  doing  that.  fj)^d:>^}[\bi'l  yadayn,(Ihonght 
it)  at  tvvo  diflTerent  prices,  sometimes  atone,  some- 

times at  another.  s^.JO.  tj;0  bayn  yadayhi,  Between 

hishands,?.  e.  before  him, in  hispresence.  ̂ >J^^ 

zu'l  yadayn,  Ambidexter,  using  both  hands. 

&>S>,^ld' yadayhi,^y  his^assistance,  under  his  aus- 
pices. C^mss  I/O  VdJb  Uaza  ma  haddamat  ya- 

dali,  That  is  what  you  deserved  (what  your  hands 

have  sent  on  before).  Jj\  anwala  zati 

yadayni,  The  first  thing.  x^.J-J*.  ̂ j,  laiLw  suldta  (or 

laiLjj^  uskita')fi  yadayhi.  He  repented. 
A  Vt\>  yadat,  The  hand. 

p  'ijd>>,  yadra,  (Hedera)  Ivy. 
^  'y>yad  tulafi.  Power,  strength.  Skill. 

p         yadaha,  The  dwarf-elder. 

p  <^i>^.  yadah,  A  led  horse.  ̂ ^Si^yadahchi, 
One  that  leads  a  horse  of  state ;  a  groom. 

p  f^icSi  yadmin,  (in  zand  and  Paz.)  The  hand. 
A  ?/a(^a?yI?/,  Manual,handy.  Possessive. 

p  SJ>J>_  yada,  The  production  of  an  appearance 
of  snow  or  rain  by  magic. 

A  {J'^>.yady,  (v.n.  of  ̂j'li.j)  Hurting  in  the  hand  j 
araputatingorloppingitoff.  Catching(a  wild  beast) 
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by  the  fore-foot.  Receiving  a  benefit.  Conferring 

a  favour.  Despairing  ;  desperation.  Yada\{y.'a. 

of  {jCiS)  Losing  the  hand,  having  a  withered  hand. 
The  hand.  Wide  (garment). 

A  ̂i^i^yadiy,  Possessing,posse3sive,  possessory. 
Ready,  manual,  handy,  nimble-handed.  Large  ; 
also  narrow-sleeved  (garment).  ^shi 

yadi,  An  easy,  agreeable  life ;  also  distress,  narrow 
circumstances.  I^atZi?/,  2/16^1?/,  or  7/M(/I?/,(pl.ofi>o.  yad) 
Hands.   Fore-feet.  Benefits. 

A  -*b  J.^.  yadyas.  Nimble-handed  (woman). 

A  i^[>Slyadayani,  (dual  of  ̂ S>^  Both  hands. 

A'i'^_^lyadtyat,  Dexterous,handy  (woman).  Yu- 

dayyat,  (dim.  of  Is'^..  yada)  A  little  hand. 

Ajiyyarr,  {ov  j  ash'sharr  7va''lyarr, Evil,  an  evil.  Yuj'r,  Hard  and  smooth  (stones). 

p]j^.?/ara.  Because.  A  fold,  wrinkle. 
yard,  giriftan,  To  shrivel,  shrink,  wither,  contract, 

pucker,  be  wrinkled. 

A-'^VJ^.?/ar;'aj,fem.ofJj37Hardandsmooth(stone). 

A  yarabi^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jl  yarbu^  Fleshy 
parts  of  the  back  and  loins.    Male  jerboas. 

p  e^\ji^  yarasa,  A  bat,  rere-mouse. 

A  ̂jjJ.  yara^  A  fire-fly.  A  reed,  cane.  A  cow- ard.   A  kind  of  gnat  which  infests  the  face. 

A  yara^it,  A  single  fire-fly.  A  plantation 
of  reeds.  A  single  reed.  A  cowardly  man.  Fool- 

ish, stupid.  A  she-ostrich. 

p  '^>,  yaragh,  A  well-trained  saddle-horse.  A meeting,  assembly,  consultation. 

p  t>s\j>^  yaragha,  A  reed  prepared  for  writing. 
T        yarah.  Arms,  accoutrements,  weapons. 

p  sMj,\j)yara  girifta.  Shrunk,  shrivelled. 
A         yarami^  Small  shining  white  stones. 
A  yarami^  Asparagus. 

A  ̂ jiyarbagh,  Name  of  a  place  between  Oman and  Bahrayn. 

A  ̂ j>.  yarbu^  (pi.  yarabi^  The  flesh 
of  the  back  or  loins ;  an  oblique  descending  mus- 

cle.   The  jerboa,  an  animal  much  resembling  the 

dormouse,  which  makes  prodigious  bounds  by 

means  of  its  long  hind  legs.  Name  of  the  father  of 
a  branch  of  the  tribe  of  Tamim. 

A  iji^yarrat,  Fire, 
p  ̂ JL>j—J>/yartish,  A  fellow-citizen, 
p  yartakchi.  Merciful,  compassionate, 

p  yartakan,  The  Creator. 

A  ̂\ ijiXts^jl  yarhamuha  ""llcih,  God  have  mercy 
on  you!  (said  to  a  person  sneezing). 

A  ̂ ^jt  U'^'^^^^C'fj >  The  night-mare. A  ̂ j>yarhhum,yarhham,  (or ̂  ̂■>'j>jjarhhum) 
The  male        rahhm,  or  pelican. 

A  (^jiyard,  Name  of  the  flitherof  f^lji^\  idris. 

A-jj>,  yarar,  (v.  n.  of  Jj)  Being  hard  (a  stone). 
Hardness  and  smoothness  of  a  stone, 

p  ̂^^Junj}^  yarsaki,  A  bat. A      yar^  A  calf.  Yara^  Cowardice.  A  gnat.  ' 



p  ̂ ^yai-agh,  A  well-trained  horse.  A  meeting. 
p  JUS|^.  yarghamal,  Hostage,  security,  bail. 
p yarghu,  A  sergeant,  bailiff.  Contention, 

dispute,  litigation,  quarrel.  Forbidden. 

p  &S-j>  yargha,  A  swift  horse. 

A  '^ji,  yarfaJiy,  Downcast,  quaking  with  fear. 
Timid,  fleeing  (male-ostrich).  Jumping,  leaping 
(deer).  One  who  turns  his  back.  A  shepherd. 

A  ̂J}ij>^yarka7i  or  ?/ara/iaw,Blight,smut,mildew. 

Yellow  jaundice.  Paleness.  King's  evil. 
p  ij^j>,  yarhani,  Yellow,  mildewed,  withered. 

A  i^^j>.  yarhud,  (A  man)  sleeping  much. 

A  ̂iy;.  yai-hu^  Excessive  (hunger). 

v'^j>_yarlagh,  (or  yarligli)  A  diploma, letterpatcnt  or  royalmandate,  especially  of  thekhan 

of  the  Tartars.  Hopeless. 

p  ̂ j>^  yarm,  A  musical  instrument,  a  species  of 
lute  with  a  large  belly,  strung  with  brass  wires,  and 

struck  with  a  bow.  A  player  on  this  instrument. 

p yarmar,  Expectation,  hope. 

A  ̂ -tiji^yarma^  Small  shining  white  stones,  soft 
and  broken.  Any  thing  fastened  to  theendof  astring 

and  which  makes  a  whizzing  noise  when  whirled 

round  with  velocity,  ̂ j^^  taraktuhu 
yafuttul  ?/arma^,  I  left  him  breaking  stones  (a 
phrase  applied  to  any  one  sad  and  melancholy). 

P(jUMj^.?/a7"mG^//ia?2,Acuriosity  or  larity  brought 
from  afar  as  a  present  to  a  great  man. 

p  ̂ yoji^yarmak,  Money. 
A  yarmuh,  Weak-sighted  (man). 

Af^ycy>_yarmul,(^A.  palm-leaf  )covered  with  sand. 

A  'i^j>.  yaramiy,  A  stone  or  post  erected  in  the 
desert  to  guide  travellers. 

A  13^.  ya,yurannas,  or  ̂ \jji_yura7inas)  Privet. 

A  yarnah,  A  species  of  field-mouse  with 
a  short  tail. 

p  ̂dOiji  yarandah,  A  kind  of  white  buck  or  doe- 
skin, of  which  they  make  gloves.  Intestines. 

p  ̂^ji^yarandaj,  A  kind  of  black  skin.  Black- ing  for  boots  and  shoes. 

x'^ji^yarannui,  A  dyeing  with  privet. 
K         yaru'^  Fear,  trepidation. 

A  ̂ ^^ji^yarun,  Brain  of  an  elephant.  Perspi- 
ration of  beasts  of  burden.  Sperma  admissarii. 

p  i^^j>.  yaryan,  The  city  of  Samarcand. 

V j)_  yaz,  A  thorny  plant  set  round  tents  as  a 

fence.  The  plant  ̂   sumam. 
A  yazsariiy,  A  kind  of  spear  so  named  from 

^y^yazan,  a  certain  valley  or  tribe  of  Himyar. 
A  yazaniy,  A  kind  of  spear  named  after 

jii  zu  yazan. 

p  {^^\^y>jjaz'balianitan,{\n  zand  andPazand) To  mutter  as  the  Parsis  do  at  their  meals. 

p  li^.  yazd,  A  city  in  the  most  eastern  part  of 
Fars  or  Persia  Proper,  famous  for  a  manufacture 

of  cloth  called  yazdi.  God. 

p  {ji>^i>y;.  yazdadi,  Hashed  meat  dressed  with 
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volk  of  ego;. 

p  (jliijJ.  God.  Omnipotence.  Name  of 
a  good  angel,  from  whom  no  evil  proceeds. 

p  i^^.  f^\dy>jjazddn-bakhsh,  G'lhof  God.  Name of  the  vazir  ofJ-<jA  Imrmuz,  son  of  Noshiravan. 

P  lIa*^.  yazdan-])arast,  A  worshipper  of 
God.  A  name  assumed  by  some  fire-worshippers. 

p  yazdani,  Divine. 

p  li}^.  yazd-jjarast,  A  worshipper  of  God. 

AiUj^-djijjazdajird,  (p  d^/yazdagird)  Name 
of  several  kings  of  Persia  of  the  Sassanian  race, 

especially  the  grandson  of  Noshiravan,  and  last  of 
the  kings  of  Persia. 

p  (^Ji^yazish-kktvan,  An  intercessor.  A 
high  priest  of  the  Magi. 

F  yazkh-gah,  Place  of  prayer,  oratory. 

p  yazishm,  Divine.    Name  of  the  17th 
book  of  the  Zand. 

p  tJjkS^.  yazghand,  Name  of  a  tree.  A  hunting- 
dog.  The  cry  of  the  lynx. 

p  '^j>.  yazah,  Commander  of  the  night-guard 
or  watch.  The  advanced  guard.  A  spy. 

p       yazla,  Hurt,  detriment. 
A         yazaUy,  Eternal. 

A  (^j^.ji  zu  yazan,  Name  of  a  king  of  Yaman 
to  whom  is  ascribed  a  kind  of  spear  called 

p  toy>^  yazna,  A  sister's  husband. 
A  S>y>_yazM,  Name  of  three  caliphs  of  the  house 

of  Umayya.  Name  of  an  arch-heretic  among  the 
Muhammadans.  Wicked,  cruel,  cursed,  execrable. 

p  t^^_y>_  yazidi,  One  of  the  sect  of  Yazid. 

A  ,JL:>jjass,  (v.  n.  of  (Jl).)  Walking,  proceeding. 

PjU-^.  yasar,  One  of  a  sinister  aspect. 

Aj\^_yasar,  Plenty,  affluence,  opulence.  Ease. 

Yasar,  yisar,  or  yassar,  (pl.^^.  yusr  and  ijusur') 

Left.  The  left  side,  v J^^C^d  dasti  yasar, 'Lch 
hand.  jL*^.  tuwangarani  sahib- 

yasdr,  Wealthy  nobles.  jV*-^.  ̂ Ucs-^O  darjanahi 
yasar,  In  the  left  wing,   a  I  asdri,  A  little. 

jL-J         unzurni  hatta' yasari,  Wait  for  me  a  lit- 
tle. Yisar,  (v.  n.  3  of^*-^.)  Being  mild  and  gentle. 

A  \J^,.  yasdran,  Towards  the  left. 

A  Sjl-*>.  yasdrat,  Prosperity,  affluence.  Ease. 

p  J'u-^.  yasdl,  A  garland  of  flowers,  a  chaplet 
worn  on  festal  days.  A  crowd,  procession. 

p  ̂^j\M^  yasdrval,  Horsemen,  attendant  upon  a 
man  of  rank.  A  state-messenger.  A  servant  of  pa- 

rade carrying  a  silver  or  gold  stafi:,  CLo^  Jj^-***?. 

yasdwali  suhbat,  Master  of  the  ceremonies. 

p  t— ?.  yasb,  Jasper.  (See  L-A«i->.  yashb.) 

AjyCL>^,yasia^r,  Any  thing  vain,  fruitless,  tri- 

fling. A  cloth  which  they  throw  over  a  camel's 

crupper.  A  tree  of  which  they  make  eleganttooth- 
picks.  Name  of  a  place. 

A  (_?3Ju-^.  yasiaivi,  (the  aorist  of  the  8th  conj. 

of  ̂y^i  sarca',  "  It  was  equal,"  used  as  a  substan- 
tive) Equality. 

Aj^l  yasr,  (v.  n.  of  Playing  at  dice,  or 
with  the  gaming  arrows  called  azldm.  Bring- 

ing forth  with  ease  (a  woman).  Approaching  from 
the  leftside.  Distributing  the  limbs  of  a  slaughtered 

camel.  Pulling  or  twisting  a  cord  towards  one's 

self.  Digging  or  stabbing  opposite  to  one's  face. 
Facility,  lenity.  Softness.  Yasr  or  yasar,  (v.  n.  of 

^—J.)Beingeasy,soft,submissive,and  obedient.  Soft- 
ness. Submission,  obedience.  Yusr,  {y.n.  oij^) 

Being  easy.  Being,  or  becoming  rich,  abounding 
in  wealth.  Playing  at  dice,  or  with  the  gaming 
arrows  azldm.  Ease.  Prosperity.  Opulence, 

(pi.  o?j\^_  yasar)  Left.  Yasar,  Facility,  lenity  , 

softness.  (pl^L.^3  02/sa'')Easy,soft,gentle, humane. 
Ready,  prepared.  A  gaming-party,  a  meeting  to 
play  at  dice  or  arrows.  The  third  gaming  arrow; 
also  he  who  draws  it.  a^aru  yasarun, 
Ambidexter  ;  one  who  uses  both  hands  alike.  Yu- 

sz<?-.  Facility.  Opulence.  Prosperity,  (pi.  of,L*^_ 

yasdl-)  Left,  p  o3l=-jii  dar  hdlati  yusur.  In 
times  j)f  prosperity  or  affluence. 

^]j'^.yasa7^an,  (She  brought  forth)  with  ease. 
yasardt.  Nimble  hands  and  feet. 

A  d^^Jii/a.sj'a^,  Theleftside.  Yusr  at, 'Ea.se.  Pro- 
sperity. Yasarat,  (pl.jL-JiJ  ai/sar)  The  lines  on  the 

palms  of  the  hands  when  distant  one  from  another. 
A  mark  burnt  on  the  thiffh. 

A         yasratan,  To  the  left. 

A  ̂ j^jjasru^oryusru^  A  worm  found  among 
pot-herbs ;  also  one  amongst  sand,  having  a  white 
body  and  a  red  head  (to  this  they  often  compare 
the  fingers  of  a  woman). 

A  isj^..y'"-^'>'(^' >  (pl'  ̂ ^.j^.yusraydt)  The  left 

hand,  side,  or  part,  d^-j— J^H  al  yusra' ,  To  the  left. 

A  Cfj^.  yo-sriy,  Prosperous,  successful  in  one's undertakings.  Yasariy,  Easy,  facile. 

A  I  2*-^.  yasaf,  A  fly. 

T  A  Jj— ̂.  yasali.  Law,  regulation. 
A  yasan.  The  putrid,  noisome,  or  narcotic 

effluvia  of  a  well ;  fainting  occasioned  by  it. 

A         yasur,  A  gamester. 

A  J y^_^  yasul.  Moss. A  j<*<.o.2/asIr,  Small,  little.  Easy.  A  gamester. 

PJ^>.  ij^jj^  dar  zamdni  yasir,  In  a  little  time. 
A  Vr^.  yasiran,  By  little,  by  degrees. 

P  (jiJ.  yash,  is  written  for  {j^]  ash  after  nouns 

in  ̂  or  J  ;  as,  ̂JuAtoS'  ̂ sdyashjUis  staff ; 

gisuy ash, Hex  r'm^eis;  (J^,^'s>'hhoyash,T{\s  temper. 
iy- n-of  L^-)  Being  glad,  rejoicing. 

A  yashb,  (p  yashj))  Jasper,  espe- 

cially a  whitish  kind  found  on  Mount  Imaus. 

p  CLA-i^.  yasht.  Name  of  a  chapter  of  the  Zand. 

V ^J.L>jjashtaram,  Pimple,  pustule,  small-pox. 
p  ̂^.i-^.  yashtan,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)To  pray 

in  a  low  murmuring  tone  as  the  fire-worshippers 

do  at  meal-time.  To  beg,  supplicate.  To  celebrate. 

p         i3J^>,  yashta  hardan.  To  pray. 



A  u.A<^-  yaslijuh,  Name  of  the  son  of  L_->j30_ 

ya^'ah,  son  of  ̂ jlli^  hahtan. 
p  L— tt-i.^.  ijashf,  Jasper. 

p  cdlZJ.  ijashh,  A  lancet  or  similar  instrument. 

The  projecting  tusks  of  a  wild  beast.  Dew.  Pure, 
unadulterated. 

p  tti^Li_yashkardu,  A  long-necked  lute  played 
with  a  long  plectrum  or  bow. 

p  ̂L.>^  ijaslnn,  A  sort  of  jasper  or  agate  ;  one 
particularly  which,  according  to  Castellus,  comes 

from  China  or  India,  and  has  the  quality  of  divert- 

ing lightning  from  any  place  where  it  is  laid,  or 

any  person  who  wears  it. 

A  3iS^-i.^.  yashviazat,  (A  bird)  swift  of  flight. 
V         yashma,  Raw  white  leather. 

Aj^Xf^i^  yashhahur,  An  old  woman  with  some 
remains  of  strength. 

^.  yash,  (or  i  Q.^.  I/otf)  Jasper. 

A  ya^  Used  in  checking  one  who  is  about 
to  take  any  thing. 

AjXxijju^r,  (v.  n.  of  jx>)  Bleating  (a  goat  or 
sheep),  especially  loud.  Loud  bleating. 

A  «jl*>.?ya^a7-a^,Whenastallioncamel  is  brought 
to  try  the  female ;  especially  if,  from  her  high  blood, 
she  refuses  him. 

A  ya^sib,  (pi.  of  ya^uh) 

King-bees.  'Princes,  chiefs  of  a  nation. 
aIsU^.  ya^ti,yi^ti,  or  yu^ti,  An  alarm  given 

by  a  sentinel  on  the  approach  of  an  enemy.  Used 

in  crying  to  horses  or  wolves. 

AjS\30_  ya^flr,  (pi.  ofj^AaO.)  Young  deer. 

a  ya^hihat,  (pi.  of  ̂ yU^_)  Jacobites. 

a  \^:ks\}(>jja^}nh,  (pi.  o^L^^jO  ya^tub)  Male 
partridges.  Jacobs. 

A  i^'^'^s^.ya^El,  (pi.  of  J ̂U^,)  Floating  bubbles. 
A  j^Kxi  ya^mir,  (pi.  ofjy^  ya^Ttr)  Kids, 

(pi.  of  ̂ j^^sO.  ya^urai)  Certain  kinds  of  trees. 

AU-^_^*).v/a^&MZ),Arapid  river;  also  overflowing. 
A  cloud.  A  swift  and  long  horse.  A  locust  spring- 

ing a  great  distance. 

^J*l  y<^^,  A  kid ;  especially  one  fastened  in  a 
ditch  to  catch  a  lion  ;  any  bait  for  entrapping  wild 
beasts.  Name  of  a  tree.  ^y^\  azall  mini  I 

?/a^?',More  mean  (ormorehelpless)thanakid  placed 
to  decoy  a  lion. 

A  '^jo,  ya^-ab,  Yareb  the  son  of  (^Uas;*  kahtan. 

A  ijxi^  ya^-at,  A  kid,  as  mentioned  above. 
A  (_jJ*o_  ya^i,  By  my  life  ! 

A  l^^^jO  ya^ub,  (pi.  L—a-ilaO,  ya^fib)  The 
king  of  the  bees.  A  prince  or  chief  of  a  nation.  A 

sort  of  partridge.  A  kind  of  insect  larger  or  smaller 

than  a  locust.  A  star  on  a  horse's  face.  A  circle 
on  that  part  which  the  spur  touches.  Name  of  a 
horse  which  belonged  to  Muhammad. 

A  ti.A.^.  ya^id,  A  sort  of  pot-herb.  Succory. 

A y^-tj^^r,  A  young  deer,  a  fawn.  A  di- 
vision or  hour  of  thenight.  Noise,  motion,  agitation. 
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Name  of  an  ass  on  which  Muhammad  used  to  ride. 

Ya^ur  or  yu^ur,  A  deer  of  an  ash-colour. 

A  f^yLx>  ya^tub,  (pi.  (_ja5^jO_  ?/fl^a7tIi)  A  male 
partridge.  James,  Jacob,  p j<^>_^^ajti  ya^tub 

j)aygham-bar,  The  prophet  (patiiarch)  Jacob. 

A  tJ^H*^,  ya^iubly,  A  jacobite,  a  Eutychian. 
A  i^-ypjO_  ya^id,  Honey  concreted  by  the  fire. 

Victuals  thickened  with  honey. 

A  ̂\        ya^am.u''lla!i,  God  knoweth. 
A  (JjisO^  ya^ul,  (pi.  (Jj^Uj  ya^lil)  A  bubble 

floating  on  water.  Clouds  piled  upon  clouds,  espe- 
cially white.  Shower  following  shower.  A  camel 

with  two  bunches.  Colour  imbibed  time  after  time, 

twice-dyed.  A  ditch  of  pure  water.  Dew. 

A  islox).  ya^alat,  A  she-camel,  patient,  tract- 
able, and  fit  for  labour. 

Aj^«50_  ya^nur,  (pi- ji^^W.)  A  kid.  A  lamb. 

A  ijy^,  ya^iurat,  (pi.  ̂ W)  Name  of  a  tree. 
A         ya^num,  Tall  (plant). 

A        ?/a^Hi,  That  is  tosaj',  viz.,  to  wit,  namely. 

Aj^jo_  ya^r,  Bleating  much  (sheep  or  goat). 
A  sheep  staling  when  milked  and  spoiling  the  milk. 

A  ̂ yo  ya^k,  Name  of  an  idol  supposed  to  have 
been  worshipped  in  the  time  of  Noah. 

A  ̂IasO.  ya^a^  A  sort  of  game  in  which  boys 
throw  something  to  and  fro  at  one  another. 

p        yagliam,  A  sylvan  demon. 

p  ̂ x^,  yaghtaj,  (or  ̂ *>.  yo-iJ^i'tanj)  A  beauti- ful harmless  serpent  found  in  gardens. 

p  jjO_  yagliir,  Name  of  one  of  the  Chinese  em- 
perors. A  name  for  the  Emperor  of  China. 

p  yaghrab,  Sour,  coagulated  milk. 

p  {^jjk>_  yaghrush,  Name  of  a  king  of  Persia. 

A  ^      y>jo_  yaghfurullah  Uwalahum, 
God  forgive  me  and  you  (uttered  in  return  to  a 
congratulation  when  sneezing). 

p  yughld  or  yaghld,  (or  {^j*:^,  yagJddrvt) 
A  fiying-pan. 

p  jLo_  yaghligh,  A  pointed  arrow. 

p  j\)O_yaghlav,(^0r^j^joyaghlavi)Afry'mg-pan. 
p  yaghma,  Prey,  plunder,  booty,  spoil,  pil- 

lage, sacking,  ravishment.  Name  of  a  city  in  Tur- 
kistan  celebrated  for  the  beauty  of  its  inhabitants, 

jjii;^'  1«jO_  yaghma  kardan,  (or  i^j^^  yaghma 
giriftan)  To  spoil  or  carry  oflf  plunder.  Jjl  (_f^<^, 
yaghmdyi  awwal,  Name  of  a  city  in  Turkistan. 

pj\jl»i^_  yaghmandz,  Name  of  the  Emperor  of 

China's  daughter  married  tOj^^  bahram-gur. 
p  l.aA^_  yaghmisa,  Sorrel. 

p         yaghndgh,  An  embroidered  cap. 

p  i^k>_  yaghni,  Boiled  meat. 
A  iSJyO  yaghus,  Name  of  an  old  Arabian  idol. 

A  ̂ Jo  yafd^,  (or  yaffd^  A  hill,  high  ground. 
p  yaft,  A  decrepit  old  man. 

p  yaftaj,  (or  yaftanj)  A  large  harm- 
less black  snake  found  in  vineyards. 

P  ̂ .  ycfj,  Spittle. 

yafhh,  A  striking  on  the       ̂ .  ydfuhh. 

Z/^.^''jEmperor,monarch, Chinese  emperor. 

A  yaf^,  (v.  n.  of  ̂ .)  Ascending  (a  moun- 
tain). Approaching  twenty  years  of  age  (a  youth). 

Yafa^AhWl.  (pi. ̂ li)3)Tall, well  -grown(youth). 

A  e;^-  (pi-  of  ̂ byqfi^  Young  men 
approaching  twenty  years  of  ao-e. 

A  &*a^.?/fl/a^a^,  Tall,  well-grown  (youth),  (pi. 

of  ̂V.y'l/?^)  (Young  men)  approaching  to  twenty 
years  of  age. 

A  (^lyt'fn,  Old  men.  Aged  (bulls).  Yafan, 

(pi.  j^ij  ynfn)  A  very  old  man,  a  decrepit  old  do- 
tard. A  bullock  four  years  old. xils0(2^ij^?«M?j/a^mM. 

A        yafanat,  A  covr.  Pregnant. 

^         y^'f^^  High  places. 
A&_ibUb_  yahazat,  Wakefulness,  vigilance. 

A  jjiUb.  yahdza',  (pi.  of  /^ai).  yahza)  Vigi- 
lant, watchful,  circumspect  (women). 

^  Jj-'^.  bizyakank,  (pi.  of  ̂jiu.  O^J^^ 
abyazu  yahah)  Pure  white. 

A  yahdumiyat,  A  going  before,  a  lead- 

ing of  the  van. 
A  ij;\liH^_  yalitin,  A  gourd  or  similar  creeper. 
A  'ij-^io  yahtinat,  One  gourd. 

A^^jjahaz,  (v.  n.  oi]ah)  Waking,  being  watch- 
ful. Yahiz  or  yahuz,  (pi.  iilsu^  ayhdz)  Vigilant, 

wakeful,  provident,  circumspect. 

A  (jUaib.2/a7i2aw,Vigilant, provident, awake.  j>\ 
^Uaiu)^  abulyakzan,  Father  Vigilant,  i.  e.  the  cock, 
A  yahazat,  Night-watch,  sentry.  Vigils. 

Watching,  being  awake.  A  watch  of  the  night. 
yakza\  Vigilant,  watchful  (woman). 

^  Cotton.    Pith  of  the  palm-tree. 

Jj^.  abyaz  yakak,  (or  yakik)  Very  white. 
A  &asb.  yahakat,  Part  of  the  pith  of  a  palm. 

^  {J^.  y'^^''^''  ovyahan,  (v.  n.  of  Knowing 
(any  thing)  for  certain.  Yakan,  Certainty,  the  ab- 

sence or  removal  of  all  doubt.  Any  thing  certain. 

Yakan,  yakin,  and  yahun,  One  who  knows  any 
thing  certainly,  sure  of.   Yakin,  Greedy,  addicted. 

A  iui),  yahanat,  One  who  firmly  believes  what 

he  hears ;  credulous. w 
A  yakukat,  (v.  n.  of  J^.)  Being  intensely 

white.  Whiteness. 

p  yakka,  The  collar  of  a  garment.  A  seizure 

of  any  one  by  the  collar. 

—  ̂   CJi^^.  yahm,  Certainty,  assurance,  sure  know- 
ledge,truefaith,truth,infallibility,evidence:opinion, 
belief.  Death.  True,  sure,  p  yakin 
ddshtan,  To  hold  true,  to  feel  assured.  ^jas.) 
yakini  durust,  True  belief,  a  a.js^  u^ib^  ̂   ana 

^la'  yakin  minhu,  I  am  certain  of  it.  e^i^i^^  ̂  
^Imu'l  yakin,  Inferential  knowledge,  or  that  ac- 

quired by  the  exercise  of  reason  (as  when  the  pre- 
sence of  fire  is  inferred  from  the  sight  of  smoke). 

i^X^^         ̂ ymi'l  yakin,  (also  J»-  hak- ^M7?/«/fm)Experimentalknowledge  (as  of  the  pre- 



sence  of  fire  from  seeing  it  or  falling  into  it),  {^joj^^ 

(j;va^.  ba^l  as-hahi  yahm,  Some  learned 
doctors. 

A  liA2^.  yaliinan,  Certainly,  truly,  surely. 

A  I^AS^.  yalwiiy,  Scientific,  certain,  sure,  infal- 
lible, belonging  to  truth  or  faith. 

A  CL^\ii-'x^>_yahiniyat,  Certainties,  as  articles  of 
religion,  demonstrations  in  geometry,  truths. 

P  dl^.  One,  every  one.  Once.  An  ace.  Cus- 
tom, habit.  Law,  canon.  Noble.  A  frog.  A  flea. 

»jtiti  uLb,  yak  duf^,  At  once,  at  one  blow.  cLb. 

iji^  yah  xarra.  One  atom,  the  least  part,  i^^j 
yah  rangan,  Of  one  colour.  Simple,  sincere. 

tib.  yah  yah,  (or  j^So_  ̂^>  yahiyaki)  One  by  one, 
singly.  Placed  after  the  denominative,  a  fraction 

is  formed  :  as,  i^^^l^  chahar  yah,  A  fourth  ;  Jii 
dah  yah,  A  tenth  ;  J'xs  sad  yah,  A  hun- 

dredth, (jti;^ sih  yah  hardan,  To  divide 
into  three  (parts). 

A  lam)  yahu,  Was  not,  existed  not. 

A  <^/yahh,  (from  p  tdb.  yah),  (jl>,  lj\  uLb.  ̂^^o 

min  yahkin  ila'  yakkin,  From  one  to  another. 
p  sj^^m]  yah-asba.  Possessed  of  one  horse. 

One  who  rides  alone.  The  sun. 

pJ^iJ.i\  t-dL.  yak-anddz,  A  small  arrow  flying  far. 
An  arrow  which,  when  discharged,  is  never  sought 

for.  A  double-headed  arrow.  A  perpendicular 

precipice  or  river's  bank.  Equal,  even. 
pjjj  1  tdi^.  yah-awez,  A  short,  broad  sword. 
p  yah-a-yak,  One  by  one.  Suddenly, 

all  at  once.  One  opposed  to  another. 

PjIa^^_  yah-har,  Once,  one  time. 

p  j^U5o  yah-haragi,  One  time  or  turn.  At 
once,  all  at  once.  Wholly,  universally. 

p  i^ji^\x^>_yah-basarak,  At  once,  all  together. 
p       tdi^.  yah  hadu,A.\\  at  once,  unexpectedly. 

yar  bar  yak,  (or  cLIa^  Ciij  yak 

la  yak)  One  by  one,  successively. 

p  (_g-*>  ijt}j/yak  basi,  One  time  or  turn.  Atonce. 

p  (j;^.  yak-bun,  (Single-rooted)  Sweet  basil. 

puiljJ  Cib.  ̂a/j  fta  2/aA',  One  by  one.  Suddenly, 
all  at  once.  Like.  Sure. 

p  XjVj^.  yak-para,  Solid,  massive,  all  of  a  piece. 
One  part  or  segment.  At  one  stroke,at  once.One  piece. 

p  Lib.  yak  pakni  hashti,  The  Mu- 
hammadan  faith. 

p  yak-ta,  Single,  simple.  Unique,  incom- 
parable. A  garment  without  a  lining.  God. 

p  ̂ 6        yakta  dill.  Amity,  union  of  hearts. 

pjVi  Ldl^.  yak-taz,  Who  charges  the  foe  alone. 

p  f^\3^>  yah-tash,  A  fellow-servant. 
p  yaktarkard,  One  basket,  especially  a 

large  one  in  which  they  carry  grapes. 

p  J'i^So,  yaktamal,  A  place  of  worship. 

p  aZi  Ciil^.  yah-tana,  Alone. 

F         (.ib.  yak-taki,  A  shirt,  a  shift. 

p  ̂J^J^        {jSiyah  tcgli  kardan,  To  make 
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level,  to  smooth. 

p  yak-ja,  In  one  place,  at  the  same  time, 

together,  equally. 

yah-jan.  One  soul,  a  friend. 

yak-janib,  Of  one  side,  a  partisan. 

p  i^i.=-  i-ii^.  yak-jaddi,  Of  the  same  stock,  de- 
scended from  a  common  ancestor. 

p  uUt>>-  Ldi^.  yak-jikat.  Of  one  accord,  unani- 
mous.  Determined,  resolved.    A  friend. 

p  yah-jihaii,  Concord,  friendship. 
vs.y^--yak-ckaba,  (for  yak-shabd)  Last- 
ing one  night,  sufficient  for  one  night.  A  little,  a 

little  while. 

p  ̂J^.^-  yak-ckashm,  (or  s.^,JL^-  yah-chashma) 
One-eyed.  Single-^eyed.  Purblind.  Who  looks  on, 
or  only  considers,  the  exterior.  A  hypocrite.  One 

who  professes  to  beheve  in  one  God. 

p  uLb.  yah-chashml,  One-eyedness. 

paoi^^- yak-chambih,  (for  B.xjJi^/yak-shambih) 
Sunday,  the  first  dav  of  the  week. 

p  iXisf^-  yak-ckand,  Somewhat ;  a  little. 

Jo  yak-ckand  bar,  Sometimes,  often.    Many  bur- 
dens. A  sti'ing  of  horses. 

P  Lf'^^^'  yak-ckande,  A  little  time,  a  while. 

p  sOy>-  {dX>  yak-choba,  One-poled  (tent). 
p  &i^4^5o  yah-dana.  An  incomparable  gem.  A 

string  of  pearls.  A  necklace. 

p  CL^tJ^S^i^yak-dast,  Entire.  Whatever  can  be 
lifted  with  one  hand.  Even  (cloth).  Homogeneous, 

ewils-  (JL*«Jtiio_  yak-dast  jama,  A  kind  of  garment 
reachinff  from  the  head  to  the  heels. 

p  (_jiii,^_y/a/if?/i7«.  The  rational  soul.  Mixture. 
Union.  A  horse  of  a  mixed  breed.  A  beloved  object. 

p  uL1uV5o_  yakdak,  Milk  and  water.  Any  thing 
lukewarm. 

p ̂  d^_yah-digar,One  dinothev.  azyah 
digar.  From  each  other.  dar  yah-digar, 
In  one  another. 

p  J  jio_  ya^-fZj7,  Unanimous ;  one-hearted.  Uni- 
form.Unanimously,with  one  accord. Ji^5o_ 

^^Jm  yak-dil  u  yak-jikat  shudan,  To  agree  in  all 
things  to  unite,  consent,  conspire. 

p  eOiiio.  yak-dila,  Single-hearted.  Uniform, 
consonant  to.  Sincere. 

p  ̂ti>^.  yak-dill,  Concord,  unanimity. 
p  i»S^_  yak-dam,  One  moment;  one  breath. 

p  is^dS^yak-dama,  Momentary.  &<J>^_  C^jjULc 
mukaranati  yak-dama.  The  society  of  a  moment, 
a  transient  acquaintance. 

P  jii  Ciil^.  yah  du,  One  or  two. 

p j^j^  yak  digar.  One  another. 
p  (j^^.  yahran,  A  light  bay,  dun,  chesnut,  or 

flea-bitten  horse.  A  chesnut-coloured  horse  with 

a  white  mane  and  tail.  The  colour  of  myrtle  and 

of  the  pistachio-nut;  likewise  yellow  and  grey.  A 

fine,  full-grown,  high-bred  horse.  A  horse  which 
takes  a  shorter  step  with  one  hind-foot  than  the 

other  (one-thighed). 

p  8^  uib.  yak-7'ah,  Going  on  (the  same  road). 
P         <j^>jjak  rukhl,  A  kind  of  bow. 

p ̂ jSxt*i^  'yak  rasidan,  To  arrive  singly;  to 
meet  together. 

p  sjJmj^  yak-riskta,  Consenting,  agreeing. 

yakrak,  Better,  best. 
p        (-db.  yak-rikabi,  A  led  horse  of  state.  A 

being  prepared. 

yah-rang,0{ one  colour.  Sincere,  faith- 
ful, true.  i.ib.?/a^-r'a?i(/i,Sincerity,friendship. 

Pj j^/yak-ru,  Unanimous.  Sincere,  pure. 
^j<i^  yak  ru  kardan,  To  give  up  an  acquaintance. 

p  Sjj yak  roza.  Of  one  day.  i\j  ijj J^^yak- 

roza  rah,  A  day's  journey. 

p  ̂jjjCi  yah-ruy.  Unanimously.  Of  one  face. 
Single,  simple,  sincere,  (j*^;^  t/jj  '^iX^^yak-ruy 
kardan.  To  pacify,  to  make  of  one  accord. 

p      jSo_  yak-ruya.  Single-faced.  Clear,  open, 
manifest.  Consenting,  agreeing.  Pacificatory. 

p  (J, ?/a/£-rM^2,  Unanimity.  Friendship.  Sin- 
cerity. 

p        yak-rah,  In  one  way  ;  by  one  road.  At 

once,  at  one  glance,  at  first  look.  Sincere,  pure. 

^p^Jo^^_yak-zaban,^ ith.  one  voice;  unanimous. 

(jiiJj  ij^^iyak-zaban  skudan,To  agree  nera.  con. 
p        Ldij'.  yak-zakkm,,  Sam  Nariman  (because 

he  killed  a  dragon  at  a  single  blow). 

p  yak-zada.  By  one  rule ;  in  one  line. 

p  jjl/oj^.  yak-zaman,  Cotemporary. 
p  CLAff-U-So  yak-sa^t,  Of  an  hour's  duration, 

momentary,  transitory.  d^S-l-^.  d^f^  suhbati 

2/a^-sa^,Anhour'sconversation.j^=-lt>^.d*S'l-*^. 

yak-sa^t  pardakhtan,  To  devote  an  hour. 
p  aJl*<*So  yak-sala.  Of  one  year,  yearling. 

p  j^LJo.  yaksan.  The  same,  ditto,  equal  to,  con- 
formable, all  one,  uniform,  similar.  Plain,  level, 

parallel,  of  equal  sides,  of  the  same  order,  in  the 
same  series  or  manner,  equally.  Always,  for  ever. 

U'^^U^"***^'  y^^^^an  kardan,  To  make  equal,  level. 
p  ̂jl^-So.  yaksani.  Uniformity,  parity,  identity. 

p  j^i^joLmSo.  yaksanidan,  To  be  or  make  equal. 

Pj*-io.  yak-sar,  Under  one  head.  Subject  to 
one  chief.  Together  in  one  body,  at  one  stroke. 

From  beginning  to  end.  Suddenly.  Alone. 

p  »^So.  yak-sara,  Solitaiy.  A  friend,  having 
the  same  sentiments.  At  one  time,  all  at  once. 

p  (jJJ^^j*^,  yaksartdan,  To  meet  in  one  place.  ̂  
p yJ^.>/yak-su,  On  one  side,  one  side.  ̂ ^i>J^y^^^ 

yak-su  shudan.  To  go  aside,  to  stray. 

Vj\yJiO^  yak-suwar,  A  single  horseman,  one 

who  rides  along  fearing  nothing ;  knight-errant. 

p  8,^^— 5o.  yah-survara.  The  sun. 

Aj»^--5o.  T/ftfowm,  (A  garden)  full  of  herbs.  . 
Sj.  abu  yaksum,  Name  of  the  J^i-aJl  (_-»5-to 

sakibulfil,  Lord  of  the  elephant,  mentioned  in  the 
Kur'an. 



p  yjj^yJo,  yahsun,  (or  yahsuna)  Plain, 

level,  equal.  Alwaj's,  for  ever. 

p  ̂ii>A3^*»^_  yalisuniclan,  To  level,  make  plain. 

pejJ^,  yak-shaba,  A  thing  one  night  old.  A 
sort  of  fine  white  linen  embroidered  with  gold  thread. 

p  C. »■■■»«»  uiJj.  yak-skist,  One  who  sits  or  con- 

verses with  another.  Two  companions. 

p  yah-shamhih,  Sunday. 

P^.  yah-halam,  Consistent  (writer).  Toge- 
ther, at  one  stroke,  at  once,  all,  total. 

yakah,  A  lake,  a  pool. 

p  tj^  tiA^.  yah-girih,  Like,  resembling. 

p  yah-(juna,  Of  one  colour,  sort,  kind. 

p  CL>^*^-  yak-lakht,  Single-leathered  (shoe). 
Of  one  key,  i.e.  most  powerful,  an  emperor,  com- 

mander-in-chief. All  at  once. 

p  yL>  yalilu,  Simple,  single  (thread). 

Pj»So  yulmm,  The  first. 
p  AfcU^.  yak-maha,  Of  a  month,  a  month  old. 

P(._-Aa3-»^.  yak  musallab,  A  sort  of  coin  stampt 
with  a  cross. 

p  ufA^.  yak-nishast,  Who  sits  or  con- 
verses with  another. 

P ̂ ^j^^  yak-nafar,  One  man,  a  certain  pi person. 

Fii^y  i^^yali-naward,  Oneway,  road,  manner. 
p  Cii.^.  to  ijX>^yak  nayuh,  One  or  other. 

Pjj^.  yakun,  Of  one  kind.  A  kind  of  silk  stuff. 
A  yahun,  It  will  be.  Sum  total. 

J  '■^.J'^^*  w  nlmsaz,  A  term  or  pro- 
perty of  musical  instruments.    A  kind  of  music. 

p  e^  yaka,  One,  singular,  unique,  At  once,  to- 

gether. The  first,  former.  Every  one,  somebody. 
p  sij.  yahlta,  Some  one.  A  one-horse  chaise. 

P  {^y^       yaka-jawan,  A  single  youth, 

Pj^j*»j  i^  yaka-surcar,  A  single  cavalier,  one 
unequalled  in  the  army,  a  hero. 

Pjjj         !^:yakas/tabanroz,Adaj  and  night. 
Pj_^.?/<2^e,  One,  somebody,  a  certain  one.  The 

one.  LiJjUj\  ̂ ^_yakeazmuluh,  One  of  the  kings; 

a  certain  king,  i^l^- jii  yahe  dar  chmid,  How 
many  folds  or  sorts,  id  ̂   yahe  dar  dah, 
Ten-fold,  ten  times  so  much.  ^Jo^yake  surhh, 
One  piece  of  gold.  ̂ Js>  ̂   yake  yake,  One  with 

another;  singly.  ̂ J^l  j^  \J^..  yalie  az  yake,  One 
with  another.  Yaki,  Unity,oneness.  Concord,  una- 

nimity. ^^'->^>  yakl  hudan,  To  consent,  to  be 
of  one  mind. 

P  ̂̂ 4^^.  yakita,  A  master,  a  teacher. 

^  U'^i^.  yakulan,  To  be  or  become  one. 

P  lJ;i^.3/'*^««jName  of  asweetand  branchy  herb. 

P  (i)^.  y°^^o,n,  One,  single,  alone,  only.  Sin- 

gular. Incomparable,  peerless.  Orthodox,  uni- 

tarians. {^^^..^^)^„yacjanyagan.  Singly,  one  by  one. 

p  O^lX^,  yaganagat  (or  0;"..Cjl^_)  Unity. 
Pj_^l£>_?/o</5«(2r7i(or^3l6,  ?/fl(7ani)  Singularity, 

unity.  Excellence,  any  thing  incomparable.  Union, 
conjunction.  Solitude.  Victory.  Concord,  unani- 

mity, yaganagi  dashtan,  To  be  un- 
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paralleled,  inimitable. 

p  e.'3\^_yagana,  (originally  ijtX>_yak  gana) 
One,  single,  sole,  unique,  singular,  incomparable. 

Alone.  A  person  unequalled  in  any  thing,  A  con- 

queror. A  brother,  a  friend.  A  pearl,  JitaS'\  *3li^_ 

yaganaA  a^ar,  The  phoenix,  ornament  of  the  age. 
(j^iuii  &i\ii>,  yagana  shudan,  To  be  united.  To  be 

alone,    i^]/.  yagana  shudan  ha  rasy, 
To  be  of  one  opinion. 

T^^^s^\^  yagaiia-guy  or  ̂ oj/,One  who  professes 
faith  in  one  God. 

p  yaguna,  Of  one  kind,  same,  equal  to. 

p  (J.^.  yal,  A  hero,  a  brave  athletic  warrior.  A 
horse  pasturing  at  large.  Corpulent,  strong,  robust. 

Utility,  profit.  A  heart  free  frontsorrow.  Released, 

liberated,  allowed  to  have  one's  own  way. 

A  ̂'yo^  yallas,  (fem.  of  ayall)  (A  woman) 
with  short  teeth  bent  inwardly,  and  not  placed  regu- 

larly in  the  gums.  (A  horn)  bent  backward. 

p  f^^^.^i'^  yilahistan,  Name  of  a  certain  village. 
A         yalcigh,  Any  thing  white. 

A  yalak,  A  broken  pan  in  which  they  feed 

dogs  and  cats.  Yilak,  Name  of  a  king. 

A^^,yaZam2^,(pl.of^^.2/aZma^)Shining,glit- 
tering  things  (as  armour  or  a  helmet). 

A  i^io'^^  yaldmik,  (pi.  of  ̂ ^,)  Tartar  garments. 
P  ̂j^^.  yalan,  Name  of  a  champion  of  Tiiran. 

(pi,  of  J^.  yaV)  Heroes, 

P       "^i^yald  yald,  Come  along,  come  along. 
A  <,.^>^yalab,  (noun  of  unity  &J>b,j/aZa&a^)  The 

skin  of  the  back  of  a  wild  beast,  of  which  they  make 

shields,helmets,andother  armour  for  the  body,  with- 

out iron.  A  shield  or  any  defensive  armour  made 

of  felt,  stuffed  with  honey  and  sand.  Any  thing  of 

great  bulk  or  weight.  Good  iron,  steel. 

p  yilchi,  An  ambassador,  an  envoy.  A 

guide,  conductor. 
p  Si^yaldd,  The  longest  night  of  winter.  Name 

of  one  of  the  attendants  upon  Jesus  Christ. 

p  ti) yaliak,  Milk- warm  watei-, 

p  f^^i  yalgliardn,  Dressed  food  for  a  journey. 

pjA,b  yalghaz.  Alone.  A  horse. 
p  5j«b  yalgliaza,  The  rind  of  a  poppy. 

p  yalfchi,  A  shepherd,  pastor. 

A  ̂jb  yalak,  White,  clear. 

A'i^shjjalaJtat,  White,  glossy-haired  (she-goat). 
p  l^Mj^  1/alak,  A  sort  of  crown  worn  by  king?. 

V  fj^_yalkan,  Amachineused  in  fortified  places 
for  throwing  stones  and  dirt. 

A  ̂y^^^yalal,  Shortness  of  the  fore-teeth,  espe- 
cially bent  inwardly ;  inequality  of  the  teeth  in 

shape  and  situation.  Smoothness  of  a  rock. 

p  ̂^yalam,  Isinglass,  glue, 
v\}o_yalmd,  A  thing  of  great  bulk,  but  light. 

A  ̂o^yalma^  Lightning  when  followedby  rain 
(proverbially,  a  vain  promiser).  A  kind  of  vapour 

called  i-^|;A«J  sardb.  u=.>ii1  akzab  min  yal- 

tna^  More  deceitful  than  the  vapour  sardb 16  L 

(mirage),  or  than  this  kind  of  lightning. 

A^*»^.J'^^™«5»2/)Ingeniou8,keen,shrewd,quick, 
clever,  witty.  A  liar. 

AP  ̂ ..yalmah,  (pi.  ̂ '^^  yaldmih)  A  Tar- 
tar garment  quilted  with  cotton,  which  opens  at 

the  side  from  the  arm-pits  to  the  lower  extremity  ; 
a  kind  of  four-square  cloak  or  mantle. 

yalmak,  A  strong,  able-bodied  youth. 

P        yalma,  A  coat  of  mail  made  with  rings 
of  iron,  A  kind  of  garment, 

P  (j--?^       yahna-rlsh,  A  large  or  long  beard, 

A        ya'la'njaj,{^^'  yalanjuj,  or 
yalanjujiy^  The  wood  of  aloes. 

A  Od.'A>_  yalandad,  A  formidable  adversary, 

p  <^^  yaluk,  Corpulent,  strong,  robust.  Ya- 

luk,  (Cilj;5jb_  yaluTik,  or  ̂ lX:^^,yalulang)  An  ath- 
letic man,  warrior,  hero,  champion. 

p  t^^yalma,  (or  ij^,)  A  woodcock  :  a  rail. 
vAi^yala,  Deliverance,  escape, release.  Turned 

loose,  allowed  to  pasture  at  liberty.    Crooked.  A 

whore.  Foolish,  false,  vain,  trifling.  Alone,  soli- 

tarj'.  Running,  rushing,  making  an  assault. 

Pj\id      yala-ddr,  A  scout,  plunderer, 

p  js-io.  &b_  yala  yaskam,  Name  of  a  mountain 
near  Kazwin,  where  petrified  animals  may  be  seen, 

p  (jii^I  ̂ ^.yali  dmadan,  To  descend, 
P       ̂ ^>,  yali-zan,  A  musician,  a  singer, 
p         yalyala,  Corpulent,  strong.  A  hero, 

p  jojA>.  yilim,  Glue,  isinglass, 
p  |C  yam,  is  put  for  ̂   am  after  nouns  in  \  or  j ; 

as.  Lap  ̂ asa,  A  staff ;  ̂LoP  ̂sdyam,  My  staff ; 
gtsu,  A  ringlet;  gisuyam,  My  ringlet. 

A  j«  yamm,  The  ocean,  mighty  deep  ;  a  sea  with 
no  shore  in  sight.  A  great  river.  A  wood-pigeon. 

(• ̂f.  i^)^'^^^s'^^^t^niyamm,orya]n-karam,Vrmces bounteous  as  the  sea.  p  ̂ jui  ̂  ̂ ̂ i\Z»  shdhi  ka- 
rimiyam-shiyam,K  sovereign  bountiful  as  the  ocean, 

p  (^U"  yamdk.  Name  of  an  ancient  king. 
A  yamdm,  A  turtle-dove,  a  wood-pigeon  ; 

also  a  domestic  pigeon.  Intention,  purpose,  design. 

Before,  in  front  of. 

A  iUli"  yamdmat,  A  single  pigeon.  Intention, 

design.    Name  of  a  blue-eyed  maiden  who  could 

see  a  person  mounted  at  a  distance  of  three  days' 
journey.  Name  of  a  large  district  in  Arabia  very 

fruitful  in  palm^trees,and  which  comprehendsNajd, 

Tihamah,  Bahrayn,  and  Oman.  Before,  in  front  of. 

A  j_4<iW  yamdmi.  Before  me. 

A^^-/«W'  yavtdm'iy,Oi theprovince  ofYamamah, 
p  (jl^  yamdn,  Light,  splendour. 

A  ̂ ^yW  yamdnuna.  Natives  of  Yaman, 
A         yamdm,  (fem.  HjoV  yamdniyat)  A  na- 

tive of,  or  any  thing  belonging  to,  Yaman.  The  Ya- 
man side  (of  Sanaa),  opposed  to  shidm,  q.v. 

A  |[jU"  yamdriiy,  Belonging  to  Yaman. 
A  Ajfilc"  yaradniyat,  A  species  of  red  barley. A           yamjlij,  Magog. 

yamhhur,  A  horse  or  dog-flea. 



A j_js£^  yam  or  yumkhur.  Tall.  Long  (neck), 

p  tdj^  yam  rada,  The  mandrake, 

Piij^  yamrud,  A  man  of  a  delicate  constitution. 
Tender  shoot  of  a  tree ;  an  offset.  Name  of  a  place, 

p  J— ̂   yamsu,  Gunpowder, 

p  f^jZ^  yamshan,  The  Egyptian  lote-fruit. 

Aj^£<"  yamkur,  Bitter. 
pdl<'yama^,Nameofa  city  and  country.  Name 

of  the  kings  oij^\  ighur  (oriental  Tartary). 

x^^^^  yumldnu,  It  is  possible;  possibly,  perhaps. 
p  yumgan,  A  town  in  Badakhshan. 

A      yamam,  A  wood-pigeon. 

A  ̂ .r  yamn,  (v.  n.of^^)  Taking  (one)  to  the 

right.  Approaching  on  the  right  side.  Being  for- 

tunate and  happy.  Death.  Yumn,  Felicity,  pro- 
sperity. A  token  for  good.  Yaman,  The  right  hand 

or  side.  The  south  country.  Arabia  Felix,Yaman. 

A  ̂IXr  yamnat,  Right-handed  (woman).  Hap- 
py, fortunate  (woman). 

A  Sis'  yamnat,  The  right  hand  or  side.  Any 
thing  stretched  or  held  out  in  the  right  hand. 

yavmatun  min  ta^m,  Victuals  presented 

with  the  right  hand.  Yumnat,  Happiness,  pro- 
sperity. A  kind  of  Arabian  striped  cloth. 

A  &^  yam.natan.  On,  or  toward  the  right. 

A        yumna",  (pi.  OUj^)  The  right  hand. 
A  yamatiiy,  Belonging  to  Arabia  Felix.  A 

kind  of  flowered  or  painted  stuff  made  in  that  coun- 

try, used  as  covers  for  bedsteads  or  footstools. 

Ajej^  yumum,  (pi.  of'^  yamm)  Shoreless  seas, boundless  oceans,  vasty  deeps,  mighty  waters. 

A  tSj^^*  yammd,  (fem.  of  SDj^  yammdat^  Soft 
(thing)  ;  delicate  (youth)  ;  tender  (branch). 

A  yaviin,  (pi.  ̂ <r\  aymun  and  ay- 

man^  An  oath.  (pi.  (j^r^  aymun,  ̂ ^\^\ayman,^j<i\>\ 
ayamin,  and  ̂ ^^vo^j  nyamin)  The  right  hand,  side, 

or  part.  Strength,  power.  Blessing,  felicity,  plenty. 

Happy,  prosperous,  fortunate.  Beginning  of  the 

day.  p  cJJ^  yamin  kardan,  To  take  an  oath, 

to  swear.  (^4"  yamini  bi'lldh  kardan, 
To  swear  by  God.  A  ^^j^  yamini  laghw,  An 

oath  taken  concerning  an  incident  already  past, 
when  the  swearer  believes  that  the  matter  to  which 

he  thus  bears  testimony  accords  with  what  he  swears, 

and  it  should  happen  to  be  actually  otherwise,  (jj^ 

dSLfi^yaminimun^Tiid,  Anoath  comcerninga  mat- 

ter yet  to  come.  j  (^•f  y(i'>nin  u  yasar,  Sight 
and  left.  The  two  wings  of  an  army.  jL*^  j  jii 
zu  yamin  u  yasar,  Ambidexter.  alyamina, 

Towards  the  right.  ^nVlyamin,  (As- 
sistance came  to  us)  from  the  right,  or  from  an  aus- 

picious quarter.  Ui^jyff' ̂   kuwa  ̂ ndana  bi'l 
yamin.  He  is  with  us  in  excellent  condition,  or  in  a 

goodsjtuation.  {^^'^—S^hqfi  ?/amm,The right  hand. 
A  llxr  yaminan,  To  the  right.  Southward. 

A  {^^^  yumayyin,  (dim.)  A  small  right  hand, 

p  esjj^  yamina,T!he  stomach. 

A  ̂ ^>_  oyni,  (an  affix  to  form  the  oblique  case 
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dual  of  Arabic  nouns) ;  as,  halir,  A  sea ;  i^.j^. 
hahrayni,  Of,  from,  by,  in  two  seas.  Ina,  (used 
to  form  the  oblique  case  in  the  regular  plural) ;  as, 

(Jf^ji  farihina,  (oblique  of  f^^Ji  ̂ arilmna)  (pi. 

of  ̂ 5  farili)  Gladsome,  joyous,  blithe. 
P  in,  (for  This.  i^..y>  harin.  On  this  ; 

^jjii  dartn,  In  this.  iJLtMi^^- ma  az  mjd''sf, And  hence  it  is.  In  is  an  affix  to  form  adjectives 

of  relation ;  as,  (Ja«v**>  simin,  Made  of  silver,  sil- 

^^^7  5  dhanin,  Made  of  iron,  &c. 

A  ̂^.li^.  yanabi^  (pi.  of  ̂ ^jj^.)  Fountains. 
A         yam,bu^  Yembo,  a  sea-port  in  Hijaz. 
A  yambarjhi.  It  is  proper,  it  behoveth. 

A  C^^'xlyamljiit,  A  kind  of  Arabian  or  Naba- 
thsean  pulse  :  fenugreek,  poppy.  The  carob-tree. 

A  ̂ xjj_yambu^  (pi.  ̂ \jj_yandbi^  A  spring, 
source,  fountain.  A  rivulet  with  plenty  of  water. 

p  ̂J^>  yampalu,  A  market-place.  A  weekly 
market ;  a  market-town.  A  caravan.  Goods,  wares. 

A  ̂ 5"^.  yantuh,  A  kind  of  bird. 
A  j^ylJL^j/i2?2<«?j,Thapsia,  toothpick-fennel.  Gum 

of  mountain-rue. 

Au^J^-^any'aZiijShells  used  as  amulets,  whether 
for  counteracting  the  influenceof  evil  eyes,  bringing 

back  a  fugitive,  or  securing  a  husband's  affections. 

A      j^"  yanhlmh,  Cowardly,  timid,  timorous. 

p  tijj.  yand,  for  d~>\  and,  Are ;  as,  ^'^-^ 
khadami  u  yand,  (They)  are  his  servants. 

A  litidO,  yandad,  Name  of  Madina. 

p_j(^.  yandu.  Light,  the  rays  of  the  sun. 
A  (.jwaX?.  yans,  A  porcupine. 

A  yan^  (pi.  of  ydni^  Ripe  (fruits). 

Za«^or  yun^  (v.  n.  of  ̂ jo.)  Coming  to  maturity, 
beingripe.  Maturity,  ripeness.  Tww^,  A  large  tree. 

Yana^  A  species  of  cornelian  stone. 

A        yana^t,  A  species  of  red  shell. 

Aj^Ajo^  yanjur,  Flying  in  terror,  timid. 
Aj^ijj.  yanfuz.  Bounding  (doe). 

A  jjjo.  yanh.  Rennet  for  curdling  milk. 

p  (^yij^.  yanliun,  The  herb  Noli  me  tangere. 
A  i>_i^.  yanliaf.  Name  of  a  king  of  Himyar. 

Aj^5o.^.  yanhur.  Uncertain  (road). 

p  yang.  Name  of  a  yellow-coloured  ani- 
mal found  amongst  grass  and  corn.  Like,  resem- 

bling. A  rule,  law,  habit,  or  custom.  Power,  gran- 
deur. Gravity. 

A  yanam,  A  species  of  vulnerary  herb.  Seed 
of  fleawort. 

p       yanma.  Name  of  a  healing  plant. 

A  ̂ yo  yunu^  A  coming  to  maturity,abeing  ripe. 
A        ycmi^  Ripe  (fi  uit). 

p      yo.  One.  Yu,  A  yoke. 

p  \y>^  yand.  The  loss  of  any  thing  which  cannot 
again  be  found  (as  strayed  cattle).  One  who  loses 

his  way.    i^i^  \^_yawd  shudan,  To  be  lost. 

i^i^j^ yawd  hardan,  To  lose. 
p       ̂   yawdska.  Lost. 

yamdfikh,  (pi.      ,^^\>,ydfuhJi)  Mid- 

dies  and  fore  parts  of  heads,  which  in  infants  are  soft. 

A  yan'dkit,  (pi.  of  Oyb)  Rubies. 

A|«^y.3/m-a??i,Bargainingby  the  day  {^^_yawm, 
as         shihdr  means  by  the  month,^y^  skahr). 

p  f^^lyub,  A  rich  carpet. 
pi,^y_^yawbab  or  yubab,Johah,father  of  Jethro, 

by  the  Arabians  called  i^^^k^jtZ*  shu^yb. 

p  iji^^yubra.  Desirous,  covetous,  wishful. 
p  &.)^^yoba  or  yuba,  Desire,  wish,  longing. 

P  i:)'^.^.^/^     yubidan.  To  desire,  will,  wish. 
P  CLiy>,yut,  A  murrain  amongst  cattle. 

p  ̂ ^.ytij,  A  sort  of  creeping  animalcule. 
p  d»-^_yuja,  A  drop  of  water  or  blood. 

A  ̂ ^^yuh,  (and  ̂ yi_yuha')  The  sun. A        yawkh.  The  day. 

p  ̂ lyokha,  The  height  of  sensual  enjoyment, 
the  moment  of  fruition. 

p  cfJii^.  yudah,  (i^i^^yuzaJi,  f_}'d^)yuzal,  and 

^}J^>.yuzal),  A  little  dog,  a  whelp. 
p  ii^j>_yoda,  A  unit. 

p  i^j^lyurd,  yurda,  or  yurdi)  A 
chamber,  room,  apartment. 

A  ̂JsCij^  yurddn,  The  Jordan. p  yurish.  An  assault,  attack,  storm. 

pjy.  yuz,A  small  panther  or  ounce,  especially 
that  used  in  hunting  deer,acheeta.  A  hunter,  seeker, 

searcher.  Inquiry,  search.  A  dog  which  hunts  by 
the  scent.  Jump,  leap. 

p  yuzdn,  (pi.  of  Jy.?/ii2)  Pards,  panthers, 

cheetas,  ounces,  hunting-leopards. 
p  yuzdnidan,  To  cause  to  leap. 

p  ̂jIjJj^.  yuzbdn,  (»(3jojy.  ijuz-banda,  or J\^j^^ 
yuz-ddr^  A  keeper  of  hunting-panthers. 

pi.iijj^^.?/i/2:&aA,KingdomofSamarcand.Uzbek Tartary. 

p  SsS'j^  yuzghand,  The  voice  of  a  man.  The 
cry  of  a  panther. 

pud)jy.?/M2^a^, Ayoungpanther,a cheeta.  Roll 

ing,  wallowing  in  tlie  dirt,  as  horses.  A  hunting-dog. 

p  ljtf>_yuza,  The  trunk  of  a  tree.  A  young  pan- 
ther. A  hunting-dog.  Wallowing  in  the  dirt.  Name 

of  an  importunate  beggar. 

p  (jtiojyj/?/2i<^aw.  To  leap,  spring,  jump.  To 
clean  a  well. 

A  (^^^yasus.  Despondent,  despairing. 

A  '^..S^ y>,yu.svf,  Joseph,  the  patriarch.  Groan- 
ing, sighing.  A  groan,  a  sigh.  i^juu^^yusuji 

sdni,  A  second  Joseph,  i.e.  extremely  beautiful. 

(Joseph  is  the  Adonis  of  the  East,  A  handsome 

young  man  being  often  compared  to  him.  See 

zulaykhd.)    fJjj  i— a>Jj>.  yusufi  roz  (or  i_-A«iy. 

iZ^J  IJ^jj  y^'^fi  zarrm-rasan)The  world-ill  
um  ina- tino- sun.  l^\&>         i...Jun^_  yusufi  zlbak-nikdb) 

The  sun  veiled  by  a  cloud.  uL*— ̂  

ymuji  gurgi  mast,  A  beloved  object. 

yusufi  hardan.  To  reign. 

T  ̂ ^y^y^.  yusun,  Custom,  use,  manner. 
p  e^^i  yosa,  A  saw.  A  carpenter. 



p  (^^  yosh,  Seeking,  liuntingfor.  YushjDarli.. 

A  yuaha^  Joshua,  the  son  of  Nun. 

p  |^iiobi>jjJ,  yushidan,  To  hear,  to  listen. 
A      ̂ yaivassiy , (or     ̂ yusa  )Kkmd.  of  hawk, 

A  s^y>,yutat,  An  iota,  a  jot. 
p       yugh  or  yorjh,  A  yoke  for  oxen, 

p  ̂ ^l\>p■^  yughidan.  To  yoke  oxen, 
P(ji}y>  yuk,A  roasting-spit.  Old  clothes  or  rags 

sewed  together  whereon  bread  is  laid  to  be  baked. 

p^^l^jJj/i<^ara,  The  womb,  Themembrane  which 

enwraps  the  fcetus  in  the  womb.  Sheeps'  chitter- 
lings not  cleaned. 

p  ̂"^^^  yulakh,  A  sterile  country  without  water. 
p  yulchi,  A  road-guide. 

A  ̂\i  yawm,  (pi.  ayyam)  A  day,  or  twenty- 
four  hours  ;  (day  in  contradistinction  tonight  being 

calledjl^  nahoj').  Time.  A  battle,  especially  one 
that  makes  a  day  celebrated.  jdJ  yarvmi  hadr, 
(The  day  of  Badr)  A  battle,  famous  in  Arabia, 

gained  by  Muhammad.  t5s=>-^\  ̂ ^>,yammu''l  ahad, 
First  day,  Sunday.  ^^lyawmu'l  isnayn, 

Second  day,  Monday.  ̂ \1-]S^\  ̂ y>_  yawmu'.i  salasat, 
Third  day,  Tuesday.  *Uj^^\  yammu'l  arba^s, 
Fourth  day,  Wednesday,  ̂ j^a^ii^  yawmu'l 

khamis,  Fifth  day,  Thursday,  ̂ ^t^^  yaivmu''l 
jum^t,  Day  of  meeting,  Friday  (the  principal  day 
of  religious  worship  among  the  Muhammadans). 

j^y.  yammu's,  saht,  Sabbath-day,  Saturday. 

Aj^J^XjuS  ̂ ^  yawmu' I ̂ shuruf,  The  tenth  day  of 

the  month  jc/Jsi*  muharram.  e.ij^\  ̂ ^^yawvm't 
tawriyat,  The  eighth  day  of  the  month  ^jd 

zi'lhijja.  'iijS-  ̂^^i/awmi  ̂ raf at, The mnth  day  of 

thatraonth^^^  ̂ ^_yawmu''n  nahr, (^and  ^j^. 
yawmu'l  azha')  The  tenth  day  of  that  month. 

js}]  yawmu''l  harr.  The  eleventh  day  of  the  same 

month.  jflJ^  ̂y)^  yarvrmi'nnafr,(orj^aj}\  ̂ ^  yarv- 

mu^n  nvfvr)  The  twelfth  day.  ̂ ^>\  yawmun ayn:amu,  A  disastrous  day.  The  last  day  of  the 

month.  The  following  words,  preceded  by  jayJi. 
yamm,  signify  the  day  of  judgment :  al  Id- 

yam,  (&4va5^  or  kiyamai)  t^AjaU^Z  ba^s, 

j^l^alhashr, ^J\'j^\almizan,  ̂ ^__L>!>\addln,<^\^i^ 
aljawab,  J^^^J^  as  susal,j\^  harar,  dS-^  wa^, 

jazas,  t_,>l*„>-  hisab,  ̂ j^i^  mlsdk,  'ifis\j  wa- 
Id^t,  is.S'Ji  hari^,         ̂ hd,  ^waz, 
jam^  ̂y*a)  fasl,  di^S'yo  rtMW^d,  mi^d,  and 

^  faza^''l  akhar.  liUas-  ̂ ^>,yawmihasad, 
liarvest-time.  ^y>_  yarvmu'l  ̂ sr,  Day  of 
affliction.  Sip  ̂ ^^ya7vmi  ̂ d,  A  festival;  Easter. 
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liic^lj  \i«^  j/awman  wahidan,  One  day,  i.e.  never. 

1^  Uy.  yawman  m  ini 'I  ayyam,  One  day 
amongst  others.  \My>_yammanfaya7Vvian,{ov 

^JA^/a  yawman)  From  day  to  day,  de  die  in  diem, 

without  intermission,  daily.  J"aTOma,Then  when. 

al yawm,  To-day.  j,^.  awwal  yawmin, 
The  first  day.  ̂ y.  ̂ ^>  yawma  yawma.  Each  day. 

^^,fj^  hull  yawm, 'Every  day.  Yawam,  (v.  n.  of  ̂.y.) Being^disastrous  (a  day). 

A  Uj^.  yawman,  On  a  certain  day. 

A  ̂ y>yawm'iy,  (fern.  'sl^y)_yawmiyat)  Daily, 
diurnal ;  every  day's,  for  one  day.  Daily  pay,  pro- 

visions, or  any  other  allowance  per  day.  OWl^l 

ihlirajati  yawmiya,  Daily  expenses. 

A  sltyi  yawmaAzin,  Then,  on  that  day. 

A  i---'b  babu'lyun,  Babylon  of  Egypt,  on 

thesiteofwhichCa'iroisnowbuilt.(See5y6^*A'aA/rfl<.) 

p  ̂ j^  yun,  A  felt  or  woollen  saddle-cloth.  Co- lour. A  shell.  An  obolus,  small  coin.  Nameofariver. 

A  (jl3^_?/i<waw, Ionia.  Greece;  the  Greek  nation, 
from^^^lyun  or  yavan,Son  of  Japhet.  (j^^. 

hiihamayi  yundn.  The  sages  of  Greece. 

A'^\}>^>yundniy, One  Grecian.  Anything  Greek, Grecian.  Hellenist. 

p  (^Ijj^jj^  yundniydn,  The  Grecians,  Greeks. 
A  3.^313 y>_  yTmdmyat,  A  Greek  word,  a  Grecism, 

Hellenism. 

p  (j«jy.?/Mn(3s,  The  prophet  Jonah.  ̂ >^^^^sJm 

^jl^iijii  shudaniyunas  dar  dahdni  md/n.  The 

descending  of  Jonah  into  the  fish's  belly,  (meta- 

phorically) sun-set. 

PjlsJj^  yunghdr,  A  three-stringed  Turkish  lute. 
T  yuniyuf,  June. 

A^^j^^.yc[iW5,Despondent,despairing,desperate, 

p  8 y>.yuh,  (j^y.  yuhar,  or  a-fc y.  yuha)  A  kestrel, 
an  inferior  kind  of  hawk  that  cannot  be  trained, 

A  ̂ >.^>.yusyui,  (pi,  ̂J,\:>,  yasdsi)  A  kind  of  spar- 
row-hawk, a  merlin, 

p  (^lo  yahdn,  (in  zand  and  Pazand)  God. 
A  <jj!i\  wb.t5^.  yahdik\dldh,  God  direct  you! 

(said  in  answer  to  one  who  congratulates  another 
when  sneezing). 

A yahr  or  yaJiar,  A  large  place.  Litigation, 
importunity^ 

p yuhr,  Desire,  eagerness. 
p        yuhra,  Desirous. 

A  yahfuf,  Timid,  cowardly.  Bold,  in- 
trepid. Foolish,  stupid.  Desert,  uncultivated. 

A  uLJ^SC^.  yahliuk,  A  foolish  man. 

A       yaham,  Insanity,  madness, 

^^^^.yahmat,  (fern,  of  ̂ \  ayham)  Foolish, 
stupid.  Deaf  A  trackless  waste.  A  severe  season. 

A  j^^.?/a/mtir.  Verbose,  prating,idly  talkative. Much  sand. 

A  '^y(,^.yahud,(jA.  ̂ Jw^yididdn^AJew. 

'^Jt^^  shurbu'l  yaliud.  Drinking  clandestinely  (as 
the  Jews  are  obliged  to  do  their  wine). 

A  ̂lij^.  yahudd,  Judah,  Jacob's  fourth  son, 
p&jlti_j^_  y ahuddna, 3 ndaicaX.  A  stripof  yellow 

cloth  which  the  Jews  are  obli<rcd  to  wear  in  some 
Muhammadan  countries. 

A  !^i^_y^,yahMly,(fem.'ijL)^  yahudiyat)  He- brew, Jewish,  Judaical.  A  Jew.  A  kind  of  sea- 

fish,  p  i^S^  t/'^Jt^.  yaliudl  shudan,  To  play  the 
Jew,  to  be  avaricious,  to  cheat. 

P(J^A^.yahudiydn,(-p\.o{  (j'lSj^^.  yahudl)Jew3. 
A  yahudlyat,  Judea.  Judaism. 

A  Cl0.iij^J>,  yahudls,  Judith. 

A  c^iij^.  yaliuziy,  Judaical.  A  Jew. 

p  «^  yuha,  A  kestrel-hawk. 
A  Vxj^.  yahyd,  Used  by  a  shepherd  in  calling  to 

his  companion  at  a  distance,  or  to  his  camels. 

P  {^<^>^..  yaJndan,  To  ruin,  corrupt,  destroy,  de- molish, erase. 

A  J^^.  yahyarr,  Hard  (stone).  A  hard  stone, 
one  especially  which  resembles  the  hand.  The  gum 

of  a  tree  called  talli,  as  being  hard.  A  lump 

of  gum.  Any  thing  ludicrous  or  triiling.  The  va- 

pour called  i^\ju»sa7'db.  A  lie.  Contention,  liti- 

gation, dispute.  The  colocynth  or  wild  gourd.  Ve- 
nom, poison.  Name  of  an  animal  resembling  a  rat, 

but  larger.  Jv^^  (jvc  iJLjiSil  ahzab  mini  I  yahyarr, 
More  fallacious  than  the  mirage. 

A  'ij^.  yahyarrat,  A  camel  whose  milk  flows 
spontaneously  by  reason  of  its  abundance. 

A  (Jf^^.i/a/iyarr-a',  A  hard  stone.  Much  water. 
A  foolish,  trifling  thing.  A  kind  of  plant. 

A  X^^.  yahyahat,  (v.  n.  of  Q)  Calling  to 
camels  sb  sb  ydh  yah. 

A  /j-i^.  yayis,  Despondent,  despairing. 

A  ulA5tjj_  yay^is,  A  district  of  moving  sands  in 
Arabia  Felix  dangerous  to  travel  through. 

T^j!i)a).7/fl?/ZaA,(or^A>?/a?/Za)Summer-quarters. 
A  yayan.  The  time  between  the  first  dawn 

and  sun-rise.  Name  of  a  place  in  Arabia  Felix,  and 
of  a  district  near  Madina ;  also  of  a  valley,  a  river, 
and  a  fountain. 

\ 

A  ejtlss-]  ojdmirat.  Turbulent  fellows. 

A  Jj»-^  ajzal.  More  or  most  copious  or  eloquent. 

A  'i.l:>-\'is-  \  ahhtdjlyat,  Equerries,  grooms. 
T  ahhtaji,  An  equerry,  groom. 

ADDITIONAL. 

T  (jj^o  dai>-\  ahhta-beyi.  Grand  equerry,  mas- 
ter of  the  horse. 

p         sSi"]  ahhfa-khdna,  A  stable. 

Aj^j\  idrdr,  (add)  A  scholarship,  fellowship: 
exhibition,  bursary. 

p  i^j^'^'^  ustuhhwdn,  (add)  A  race,  nation. 
p^^j\  ulja,  (or  l^^j^  «<?/«)  A  prisoner. 
A  jljas-\  ̂J.&^  ahli  ikhliydr,  A  patrician,  one  of 

the  upper  class. 



pjb  iaz,  (add)  From,  since. 

P  (jjO  hazi,  (add)  The  condition  of,  or  preten- 
sions to,  the  rank  of  a  falcon. 

A'ij^\)  lashu?-at,(j>\.j>Zi\^ l>arcaslnr)k. bastion. 
p      huta,  (add)  O  idol  (of  my  affections). 

p  hakhshi,  (add)  A  writer,  scribe,  secre- 
tary. A  surgeon.  A  vicegerent.  An  inspector.  A 

grand  falconer. 

F  ij^  i^^^J^.bakhshigarijThe  office  of  secretary. 

A  {Jj<^  hadri,  Plenilunar. 
p  CL^.^^,  had-mast,  (add)  Ruttish. 

p  j^^wsiiJ  had-masil,  (add)  Ruttishness. 
A&StW  ladanat,  (add)  Curtain  (in  fortification). 

PClA*iO]^  5a?'a^z2:t?Hma;,Innocence.  Fidelity. 
p  har garddnidan,lLO  reverse,  invert. 

A  ̂Vj)  buzak,  (add)  A  snail. 
A  aisL-J  basatat,  (add)  The  state  of  a  simple, 

uncompounded  substance. 

p  XiJjJjIa-*^  bisyarbuda,  It  has  often  happened. 

A  ̂3^-o^  busak,  (add)  A  snail. 
A  4>jL>o  ba^d,  (add)  Strange. 

A  il^'^'^  bundukiy,  (add)  A  fusileer. 
A  bunduliiyat,  A  pistol. 

*  A  ;_^VjO  bayaz,  (add)  A  fair  copy,  any  thing 

■written  out  fair,  p  ̂^li^^  L.)^^*^  dar  bayaz  vfta- 
dan,  To  be  written  out. 

p  {3^j3  (3  li  sahafi,  Instability.  Fickleness, 

p  iJL^^S'  ̂ 3  bi  ̂ kibat,  Lost,  unhappy, 
p  tilljo^  bmdk,  Eye,  vision. 

p  f^J^i  pdrs,  (add)  A  panther,  ounce,  cheeta. 

p  V^'^V^}        '^''^^       charge  of  pan- 
thers or  cheetas. 

P(_/ J^3j ̂j^__pidar-farzandi,'Re\2iiiom}x\])  of  fa- ther and  son.  The  paternal  relationship. 

'Pi^='\i^j>,pardakhtan,{2L&d^T!o  attend  to,  mind. 
To  employ,  devote. 

p  ̂ lijj  1  i\si_pandh  dwa7-dan,To  take  refuge 
or  shelter. 

panjara,  (add)  A  lattice. 

A  {,^>j^  tahr'is,  (add)  Instigating,  exciting,  sti- 
mulating'. Encouragingc,  animatino;. 

p  i^^Ji  tarsdH,  Christianity. 

p  jS^'  turghu,  Meat  and  drink,  provisions. 

A  fc_a)^viJ  iaslu'if,  (pi.  tashdi'if)  (add) A  robe  of  honour. 

Ajjjiji;cf/a7?;n-'M^,(add)Superiority,  ascendancy. 

p  (^jji^\>-  jaduvash,  Like  magic,  bewitcbing. 
p,         jdhi.  Connected  with  rank  or  station, 

p  ijj^j^  azjuzA,  u  hulli,  In  whole  and 
in  part. 

Pj\ii jiga7--ddr,  Bold,  brave, 
p  jigar-ddri,  Boldness,  bravery, 

p  ̂Jij^^  jammdzagdn,  (pi.  of  jammdza) 
Camels,  dromedaries. 

•  A  sS}^  jindyat,  (add)  Remorse  for  sin. 

(    1420  ) 

p  chara,  (add)  Business,  affairs.  Power  to 

dispense  with,  ability  to  do  without. 

p  jl^  chdh,  (add)  A  prison,  dungeon*. 

p  ■^J^  charkh,  (add)  An  arbalist. 
p  (_^=r  charkhi,  (add)  An  arbalister. 

p  p5»-j         chashm-zakhm,  (a.ddi)  An  eye-sore. 

c  . 

A hajjdr,  (add)  A  slinger  of  stones. 

^  (^^j'lij*-*-  hasudi,  Envy. 
A  ̂ ^Iwi^  hashshdsh,  Addicted  to  the  use  of  the 

inebriating  electuary  hashish, 

A jLsi-  hashar,  (add)  A  troop,  corps.  Militia. 
hashari,  A  militiaman. 

A  kashishiy,  An  eater  of  the  inebriating 

electuary  f^JLiJL>-  hashish.  An  assassin. 

p  (^La^-  liakhdn'i,  God-like,  spiritual. 
p  s^^s^^^  hakimdna,  Wisely,  judiciously. 

A  (J-^  hand,  (pi.  (Jys*'  humul)  (add)  Revenue. 
A  &i3UA=»  hayrvdnlyat,  Condition  of  an  animal. 

_t 

Pf^\j!s^\=-  hhama-rarii,  Quill-driving,  writing. 
A  kkdniyat,  The  rank  of  khan, 

p  Siyj  khajal-zada,  Shame-stricken. 
A  L-.^Uai>-  hkitdb,  (add)  A  voice  from  heaven. 
A  &liiSi!-  khaUtut,  (add)  A  bag,  a  purse. 

A      J  J*^  A/tam?'  M  zamr,  Wine  and  music. 
A  Jiiji*  khuviudat,  Stillness  (of  the  eye), 
p  (^Iji^jJ;-  hhandndk,  A  laugher.  Merry. 

p         ddrdd,  May  he  keep  or  maintain. 

p  ̂jwiltS  ddnistan,  (add)  To  command,  govern, 

fill  a  place. 

A  iojb  ddwhjat,  Knights  Templars. 

A  'i~>M\j^  dirdsat,  (add)  Instructing,  lecturing. 
p         C^i)  dast-tihi,  Emptj^-handed. 

A  l^yjii^  dusumat,  (add)  Greasiness. 

A  ̂ \3ii  dawd^,  (add)  Calls,  clamours,  impor- 
tunings,  desires,  hankerings. 

p ^iyx>]ji^ darvdriidan,  (add)  To  send,  despatch. 

To  pursue. 
J 

A  rukhut,  (Ar.pl.of  pO^-j  raAA^)  Bag- 

gages, traps.   Goods,  wares. 

p  ̂ ii^J        ranja  kardan,  To  toil,  labour. 

Aii3ij?-?mMcZ,(Ar.pl.ofPi>j,rr«cZ)Knave3,ruffians. 
J 

A  jV^  zarrdh,  (add)  An  artificer. 

p  i^^Joj  zunndr-band,  Girt  with  a  zone  or  gir- dle. An  idolater. 

p  j^J  zinjlr,  (add)  Rippling  surface  of  water. 

'  "  P  U"--y  '^jj  -A-  short-hand  writer. 

A  a'tibj  ziyddat,  (add)  Extortion,  oppression. 

p  ;J\5-U»>  sdhhtan,  (add)  To  suit,  agree, 

p  tJii^  tS^AA***  sabakat  giriftan,  To  take  the 
lead,  to  get  precedence,  to  anticipate, 

p  ij^  ̂wi  sitam-kdra,  An  oppressor. 

p  ̂^JilsUo  siflag'i,  Stinginess,  meanness. 
samjur  or  surnjur,  Poor,  houseless. 

A saviir,  (add)  The  inmost  recess. 

(jW**  s??/aA:,  (add)  Arilrhmetic.  Subject,  topic. 
Manner,  custom,  way,  mode,  means. 

A  siydkat,  (^a.dd)  A  subject. 

P  siyahi,  Blackness. 

A  Jyel^  shdmil,  (add)  Comprehensive, 

p^^  shikanj,  A  wrinkle,  crease. 
p^ji^a^s/ian'Aar-AKs7i,Murdererofahusband. 

.     .  ̂  

Au_.»Jjy  i_ju»^  ~  a  ̂zf-^ar/n^.  Weak  ofstructure. 

t 

A  afi'lS'  ̂ aA;i6a<,  (add)  At  least. 

Ajrtls-  ̂ awiiV,  (add)  A  builder. 

A  1 — ^Kurif,  (add)  Acknowledgments. 

P(_^^=»-(„_,>a^<7/iara2;-^'o_5/or^'M?/,Selfish,interested. 

.4  [^jrp"  ghayrati,  J ealous. 

al-.'Ij3\  ̂ fathu'l  bdb,  Good  result,  success. 
A  "^^^i^  jidd)vl.y,  (add)  A  bravo,  assassin. 
A  'iSj\d>ijiddrciyat,  Self-sacrifice. 

p  f^Sijji  farzandi,  The  properties  or  qualities, 
state,  nature,  or  condition  of  a  child. 

A  ̂ yoi  fazul,  Busy,  meddling,  officious. 
A  faivadt,  Losses,  things  or  opportuni- 
ties that  have  escaped,  missed,  or  been  lost. 

A  i^jAii  Jayz,  (add)  Emanation. 

p  ajJj*  kalba,  (or  ̂J>'i  haWi)  Bad  money. 

*"  
^ 

p  ̂^6X>W6  hdhdriidan,  To  diminish. 
p  CLi'^^  kisht-7varzl,,  Agnculture. 

p  i^t^  iJL^\^ hifdyat  shudan,  To  be  accom- 
plished or  successful,  ̂ ^d^ CfS\si^ kifdyat  kar- 

dan, To  accomplish,  prosper,  render  successful. 

p  (J**»ii     ̂  hotdh-dasti,  Moderation,  honesty. 

gurgani,  Wolfish. 
p^J  garm,  Closely,  strictly.  Warmly,  ardently. Anxiously.  Kindly. 

p  {^fJ^  gashtan,  To  saunter. r 

A  ̂^^J>■\^c  mdjaraii,  Relating  to  what  had  oc- curred or  passed. 

p  (jiJU  mdlish,  (add)  Chastisement, 

p  (JU  mdli,  (add)  Connected  with  wealth, 

p  J^^Ki^  muchalkdjl,  One  who  writes  out  a muchalkd. 

A  Jj«^  mahmul,  (add)  Laid,  charged,  imputed. 

A jo\i^  maddbir,  (pi.  oij^d^o  madbur)  Sore- 
backed,wounded  or  galled  in  the  back:  (hence)  un- 

sound, unsafe,  not  trustworthy. 

A  Olsa»<i  mughtanamdt,  Privileges. 

A  (j«ii/o  7?iM?fa7nas,Requested,begged.  A  request. 

A  (je/c_j^^l«  malhumun,  (pi.)  Inspired. 














